
2|2|2001-03-10 15:44:27|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

If you hadn't purchased the RS7000 
which Hardware sequencer would 
you have chossen? 

o Sirius 
o XL-7 
o MP-7 
o EM-1 
o MC-505 
o MC-307 
o AKAI MPC2000 
o AKAI MPC200XL 
o QY700 
o QY100 
o QY70 
o RM1X 
o MOTIF 
o [OTHER] 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 3|2|2001-03-11 00:31:05|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

What's your favorite "DANCE" 
keyboard [or DIGITAL ANALOG] that 
you use with your RS7000? 

o AN1X 
o CS6X 
o JP8080 
o JP8000 
o NORD LEAD2 
o NORD LEAD3 
o Access VIRUS B 
o Access VIRUS B/KB/Indigo 
o OB-12 
o SUPERNOVA II 
o Alesis A6 ANDROMEDA 
o Korg Z1 
o KORG EA-1 
o Yamaha AN200 
o Yamaha DX200 
o JUPTER 8 
o JUNO 
o WALDORF Q 
o QUASIMIDI RAVE-O-LUTION 309 
o PROTUS 2000 
o ORBIT 9090 
o PPG WAVE 2.2 
o PULSAR 
o FIZMO 
o KORG MS2000 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 4|4|2001-03-12 04:15:51|devaux_r@yahoo.com|Re: First post [THIS IS A TEST]|
So begins the journey.
| 6|6|2001-03-14 06:24:42|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Where can I try it?|
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Hi Guys,

I'm an ASR-X Pro user. The Pro has great sounds & FX, & I LOVE the 
resampling. But the sequncer just sucks.

ever since I saw the RS7k on the net, I've wanted to put my hands on 
it and put it through its paces.

Yamaha has not been forthcoming as to when and where this machine 
will be generally available in the US.

Can you guys fill me in on:

Where'd you get it?

What you think?

How's the sequencer?

How's the synth? (standard patches and how editable are they?)

Tell me all...

Thanks,

Alex Udell
totally psyched about the rs7K
| 9|9|2001-03-14 15:05:37|jtonna|RS7K sections|
Before to order a RS7000 does somebody know precisely if we'll have 10 or
16 sections to play with. The RM1x has 16 switches ( A to P ) to play with
and the RS7000 seems to have only 10 ( A to J ). It could be difficult to
translate compositions made with the RM1x.

Sorry for my rough english.

J.
| 10|9|2001-03-15 01:15:20|devaux_r@yahoo.com|Re: RS7K sections|

--- In RS7000@y..., jtonna wrote:
Like I said on www.rm1x.co.uk, the specs say there are 16 sections x 
64 styles... so they are there, the question is where to access them?

> 
> Before to order a RS7000 does somebody know precisely if we'll have 
10 or
> 16 sections to play with. The RM1x has 16 switches ( A to P ) to 
play with
> and the RS7000 seems to have only 10 ( A to J ). It could be 
difficult to
> translate compositions made with the RM1x.
> 
> Sorry for my rough english.
> 
> J.

| 16|6|2001-03-15 08:04:37|Thomas|Re: Where can I try it?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tony" wrote:

> It took sampler manufactureres YEARS 
> to move away from 30pin simms to 72 pin, and I would expect it will 
> take them years to move away from 72 pin to 168. 

Which is ridiculous, because when they start using 168 pins, DIMMS 
might not be any longer in production and RIMMS (or DDR-DIMMs or 
whatever) are up to date. 

Question is, why are they are not considering also the avaibility of 
SIMMs? 
I looked for stores in Germany and hardly found anyone who were still 
selling them. And let´s say in a year, how the hell am i able to even 
find the ones that even WORK in the machine? The costs and business 
and production strategies in all honour, but they should at least 
provide the customes then with version of the RS7k with more than 
4MB, at least a 16MB and more, if SIMMs are not available anymore.
I think a problem they will soon have with all their other models, 
with a sample-engine.
Maybe then when i purchase a RS7k and i want to upgrade the sample-
ram in a year, i have to buy a second-hand 486er or Pentium I or so 
PC to take out the SIMMs...awfull...
I guess thats a problem with all big(ger) companies...not very 
flexible...and marketing is ruling to whole company...I´m sure their 



R&D department would include all that what we want, but the business-
men say, nope we still have those bulks of SIMM-ports on storage. We 
HAVE to use them, because we got them cheaper....but honestly, i 
would rather pay a $100 more for the RS7k and have a DIMM-socket and 
put in 128MB than those old SIMMs.

> Think of it from manufacturing/profitability - not convenience for 
> the consumer. thats how companies think.

Of course!

> 
> Tony (an obvious cynic)

No, just realistic, which i appreciate.

Cheers, Tom
| 17|6|2001-03-15 10:22:17|Tony|Re: Where can I try it?|
Very true...but Kurzweil, EMU, Akai, and im sure several other 
samplers were still using 30 pin simms when 168pin dims were 
eclipsing 72 pin simms. the music industry is small and slow moving. 

If anyone wants to try, however, I have a cash of 72 pin sims in my 
house (verious brands, verious capacities - dont know if they all 
work no garantee). I fix/build computer and get to take home alot 
of 'garbage' systems which I hack for whatever parts I can.

also, 72 pin simms are very easily available here in the US..a much 
larger market than the german one....which im sure is on yamaha's 
mind..

also, my triton uses 72 pin simms...but I happened to have some junk 
simms from a pentium 75 that i used for it.

tony

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Tony" wrote:
> 
> > It took sampler manufactureres YEARS 
> > to move away from 30pin simms to 72 pin, and I would expect it 
will 
> > take them years to move away from 72 pin to 168. 
> Which is ridiculous, because when they start using 168 pins, DIMMS 
> might not be any longer in production and RIMMS (or DDR-DIMMs or 
> whatever) are up to date. 
> 
> Question is, why are they are not considering also the avaibility 
of 
> SIMMs? 
> I looked for stores in Germany and hardly found anyone who were 
still 
> selling them. And let´s say in a year, how the hell am i able to 
even 
> find the ones that even WORK in the machine? The costs and business 
> and production strategies in all honour, but they should at least 
> provide the customes then with version of the RS7k with more than 
> 4MB, at least a 16MB and more, if SIMMs are not available anymore.
> I think a problem they will soon have with all their other models, 
> with a sample-engine.
> Maybe then when i purchase a RS7k and i want to upgrade the sample-
> ram in a year, i have to buy a second-hand 486er or Pentium I or so 
> PC to take out the SIMMs...awfull...
> I guess thats a problem with all big(ger) companies...not very 
> flexible...and marketing is ruling to whole company...I´m sure 
their 
> R&D department would include all that what we want, but the 
business-
> men say, nope we still have those bulks of SIMM-ports on storage. 
We 
> HAVE to use them, because we got them cheaper....but honestly, i 
> would rather pay a $100 more for the RS7k and have a DIMM-socket 
and 
> put in 128MB than those old SIMMs.
> 
> > Think of it from manufacturing/profitability - not convenience 
for 



> > the consumer. thats how companies think.
> Of course!
> > 
> > Tony (an obvious cynic)
> No, just realistic, which i appreciate.
> 
> Cheers, Tom

| 18|6|2001-03-15 11:46:59|Thomas|Re: Where can I try it?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tony" wrote:

> Very true...but Kurzweil, EMU, Akai, and im sure several other 
> samplers were still using 30 pin simms when 168pin dims were 
> eclipsing 72 pin simms. the music industry is small and slow 

moving. 
Very true also. The market is easily to look through, of course, with 
all that companies now, offering soft-synths, you loose a bit of 
overlook, but for hardware, very easy to see who are the players.

> 
> If anyone wants to try, however, I have a cash of 72 pin sims in my 
> house (verious brands, verious capacities - dont know if they all 
> work no garantee). I fix/build computer and get to take home alot 
> of 'garbage' systems which I hack for whatever parts I can.

Hey, good to know! I am sure, once the RS7k is going to be released 
ppl. will ask here (inlcuding me) for the right matching modules.
I will come back to you, when it´s time, hehe ;)
What would you take for a 64MB-SIMM, shipping to Germany?
lol...that´s a nice business-idea...slaughtering old PC´s to get 
those old SIMMs to sell them to musicians...or even to the companies, 
like Korg etc.?

> 
> also, 72 pin simms are very easily available here in the US..a much 
> larger market than the german one..

Well, i don´t know, could be, but not much bigger. Don´t forget that 
Germany is part of Europe and Europe is a bigger market than US...
Of course you can find old PC´s left and right, but what do i need to 
pay $250 for a whole PC, when all i need is 64MB module worth about 
$30?

..which im sure is on yamaha's 

> mind..

But the RS7k is a groovetool, and there are not so many ppl in the US 
making or even listening to "Dance"-music, so Europe, spec. Germany 
is at least as big as the US market, IMO.
Anyhow, I think it will be fine.

Regards, 
Tom
| 20|2|2001-03-15 12:18:46|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

What kind of music do you make with your 
RS7000 or other music gear? You can vote for 
more than one. 

o Trance 
o Electronika 
o Drum'N'Bass 
o Ambient 
o World Musik 
o Gabber 
o Industrial 
o Noise 
o Rock 
o House 
o Techno 
o Funk 
o Hip-Hop 
o R&B 
o [OTHER] 

To vote, please visit the following web page:



http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 21|2|2001-03-15 12:29:20|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

RS7000, WORLD WIDE. Who's making dance 
music... where? 

o United Kingdom 
o United States 
o Canada 
o South America 
o Caribbean 
o Austrailia/Oceania 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 25|25|2001-03-16 06:45:00|jezjackson@btinternet.com|When exactly ?|
Can me thick but how much will the RS actually cost in the uk?

......and when will I be able to get my eager little mitts on one 
(when is it released )?

Glad to know the operating system is similar to the RM1x.

Seeing as my Rm1x is very ill at the moment sooner rather than later 
please.

Javis_442
| 27|6|2001-03-16 12:05:59|jtonna|Re: Where can I try it?|

>on 3/15/01 9:35 PM, alex.udell@autodesk.com at alex.udell@autodesk.com
>wrote:
>
>
>>> The stores wont be getting it until LATE APRIL. So unfortunately many
>>> people have not, as of yet, had a chance to demo it.
>
>> Ahhhhhhhhh! Oh well time for me to seel the X on e-bay!
>
>That's what a lot of people are doing now -- I know five guys who are either
>selling their RM1X, MC307, or 505. I hope you get a good bid; at least
>enough to put a good chunk into the RS7000.
>
>

it could be hazardous to sell the RM1x if the RS7000 OS has some cut-down
comparing to it, for exemple the number of sections switchable from the
front side. If my english is too weird i'll write in italian

J.
| 32|2|2001-03-18 12:30:26|Thomas|Re: New poll for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:

> 
> Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
> RS7000 group:
> 
> RS7000, WORLD WIDE. Who's making dance 
> music... where? 
> 
> o United Kingdom 

hey that´s unfair!, Europe is much bigger than only UK...what about 
Germany, Italy, Spain, France, Switzerland, Austria, Netherlands, 
Belgium, Luxemburg, etc. pp??
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> o United States 
> o Canada 
> o South America 
> o Caribbean 
> o Austrailia/Oceania 
> 
> 
> To vote, please visit the following web page:
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 
> 
> Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
> not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
> web site listed above.
> 
> Thanks!

| 35|35|2001-03-18 12:39:23|Thomas|Re: Digest Number 5|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> I love the NET...here I am sitting in my little house in FL having 
> an ongoing thread with people in UK and Italy!

...and Germany, 

but that is the nature of a World Wide Web...duh! ;)
| 36|2|2001-03-18 17:04:37|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

Do you think you will buy / have bought the RS7k or will you stick with your current sequencer with seperate synths/samplers? 

o Yes, RS7k is the way for me 
o No, I will stick with what I have because I cant afford the RS7k 
o No, I will stick with what I have because it is more powerfull than the RS7k 
o What is this RS7k everyone is talking about? I'm off to watch Coronation Street... 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 39|39|2001-03-18 21:16:39|kickinafrobeat@yahoo.com|Re: UK & US DANCE SCENE|
i work with kids 18-22 and all they listen to is trance and 
electronica. i'm 26 ..this generation will bring electronica to the 
forefront in america...for better or worse. much love.

-dulcet
| 40|39|2001-03-18 21:17:09|kickinafrobeat@yahoo.com|Re: UK & US DANCE SCENE|
i work with kids 18-22 and all they listen to is trance and 
electronica. i'm 26 ..this generation will bring electronica to the 
forefront in america...for better or worse. much love.

-dulcet
| 41|41|2001-03-19 05:16:05|Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se|Sampling?|
Hello Group!

I just joined in after reading on the An1x list, and have
a question allready.. 

What are the sampling capabilities of the RS7k ? 

I've been thinking for a while to sell my AkaiS3000XL to
get an Yammaha A3000. (or A4000.. money issue). Is it
worth it to even sell the RM1X for and get the RS7K
instead? Any ideas on what I loose/gain ? The yamaha
product page doesnt tell me a whole lot.

Best Regards
/Marcus
| 42|42|2001-03-19 06:54:50|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: US Dance scene...|
Guys...

okay...does anybody remember disco? (You know...all that stuff that's being sampled now)...
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well in the states disco exploded...then burned to the ground...went underground...became house...which became ACID house, which split off into a billion genres...many
of the genres we know today...

Take a listen to "I feel Love" by Donna Summer.

I heard one producer say when he heard that song in 197x that he had heard the "future of music."

So it goes back a little further in the states then the early '90's.

Also...as far as the states goes...What I think is cool is that it seems as if these dyas all music genres dance/electronic, whatever 'pop' is, rock, hip hop...whatever...all seem
to be existing right now cohesively...that's quite cool...
I can remember when it wasn't that way...

While I like to get respect for the music I do...I hope it doesn't go too mainstream...every time it does, it can get burned out....then we have to go through some dry years
musically before things start pumping again...

Cheers,

Alex
| 46|46|2001-03-19 14:44:36|synthe. labo|SoundZ|
hello there

i'm new, just subscribed today
i think that everyone of you don't have an RS7000 yet (i hope!!!:))
i subscribed basically cauze i'm a sort of RM1-X addicted..about all my 
tracks start from writing a rythm on the RM1-X, so i'm exicited by the 
incoming RS7000.
the only 1 , MAYBE, negative point are the sounds.....
the RM1-X is an awesome groovebox, but at the end you'll need other sounds 
or more 'real' ones...
don't want to be misunderstout: for real i don't mean a church organ or a 
clavinet, but for example, more punch 909 drum sounds and, maybe, less synth 
sounds but more 'synth' like the Quasimidi Sirius...
the RS7000 will have a new set of sounds, no? but they will be awe2, so i 
think i'll go mosty on the sampler, the REAL reason i'm interested in 
RS7000: a sampler (sounds + phrase!!) with all the RM1-X controls and 
features and more new ones developed....
i was looking to the incoming new product from EMU, the MP7 and XL7, and i 
had the sensation that these will be grooveboxes but with that punch sounds 
that i was talking about....touch sensitive pads...but no sampler!
emu, you won't have me!:))
hey, my page on vitaminic: almost every track is made with RM1-X:
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
..and sorry for my bad english
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 50|46|2001-03-20 01:31:24|synthe. labo|Re: SoundZ|

>:) Heheh... I just recently sold my QUASIMIDI SIRIUS. Yeah the three 
>SYNTH
>sections did sound great, and the beats where phat. But I never really got
>used to the personality of the SIRIUS. Not a very fun machine.

do you want to know 1 thing: i had myself a Sirius!!!:)
and i didn't get 'in' that machine too!
what was amazing were the evoilving synth sounds that that sort of wavetable 
synthesis allowed to do...but a terrible bad rythm section (not the sounds 
that are GREAT, from the raveolution 309), NO mobility...

>Another alternative to the SYNTH sounds on the RS7000, would be to get the
>new YAMAHA AN200 and DX200. I think that I might purchase the DX200,
>because they are the sounds of the classic YAMAHA DX9 and DX100 keyboard --
>but with KNOBS!!! :)

hey, i have a Nord Modular!:) don't think i need a virus or other synths; 
the Nmodular is awesome powerfull (and expensive..fuck!)

>Well, if you just need a sampler, why don't you get something like an 
>A5000?
>You'll basically have the same thing as an RS7000 with the A5000 next to
>your RM1X -- if not better.

the idea of gettig an A4000/5000 is present in me, but i'm looking for more 
a sort of MPC stylee sampler: sampler+sequencer. don't want to use my PC to 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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drive all samples and play live with Cubase or similar..
so: the MPC, i think, are really overpriced for what they do, and a bit too 
static...the RS7000 is supposed to be a MONSTER of sequencing..imagine it 
applied to samples: it will blow away the MPC series

>
>What's that other sampler that's REALLY awesome... it's a rack-mount from
>ROLAND... shit, I can't remember. Oh well.

the VP9000?
if it's this, NO, it's crap, an enormous amount of money for a thing that 
crashes and have no stability..the A4000/5000 are 1000 times more 
interesting than that 'variphrase teknology'....maybe at Roland they havo no 
seen that the little SU200 does the same things...

>If you already have the RM1X and you need
>really amazing synths sounds -- get a NORD, or a SUPERNOVA II, or a VIRUS 
>B.
>They're all 16 channel multitimberal! You don't need another sequencer 
>like
>the MP7...

personally, and it's my point of view, only mine, i hate the Nova and 
Novatoin Supernova...don't really like that approach to v-analogue...
i'm really more involved in things like the Waldorfs Microwave XT or Q rack, 
or the Clavia, in fact i've bought a Nord Modular...
i like industrial sounds, crunch digital madness and bombing analogue with 
fresh new style like Waldorfs or Clavia

>Your English is fine! I hope we get to hear more from you soon! :)

thank u..i'm happy for my english:)
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 53|53|2001-03-20 17:33:30|sketchdashamen@yahoo.com|yes i must agree|
i love my MPC2000...but like homeboy said.."its static"(drums!).
and i love my RM1X but cant stand the quantize (add after input),but 
i always wondered what a BOX sampler with the polyphony,poramento
(triggered),separate ADSR for F/A/P of a rack and the editing and
RX-TX like a RM1X on a MPC?.
its about time some one has done it!
not too mention WAV and AIF!!!!
| 54|54|2001-03-20 20:22:44|Adam69er@aol.com|WHat genre of music does everyone on this list produce?|
Yo, 

Im new to the list and to music production.   Im just wondering what genre of 
music everyone makes. I myself am into Nasty PHAT Electro Breaks, and trance. 

Peace, 

Adam
| 55|54|2001-03-21 00:00:55|Mukai|Re: WHat genre of music does everyone on this list produce?|
Uhhmm,,, well it depends on what mood im in, or if im producing/remixing for someone else, but mostly it�s Tekfunk, tekhouse, intelligent techno and deephouse...
Will post a link to my audiopage as soon as ive got something ready there to stream....

.muk!

Adam69er@aol.com wrote on 2001-03-20 23:22:31:

>Im new to the list and to music production.   Im just wondering what genre of 
>music everyone makes. I myself am into Nasty PHAT Electro Breaks, and trance.
>
>
>Peace, 
>
>Adam

| 59|54|2001-03-21 01:35:36|synthe. labo|Re: WHat genre of music does everyone on this list produce?|

>Yo,
>
>Im new to the list and to music production. Im just wondering what genre 
>of
>music everyone makes. I myself am into Nasty PHAT Electro Breaks, and 
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>trance.

i make hardtekno, breakbeat breakcore, industrial xperimental...
my mp3's are on vitaminic at: http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 61|61|2001-03-21 02:04:50|Mukai|yo!|
Ok, i thought i might give a link to some of my work... would be cool if you listened to my "carmusic" album, and told me what you think!
Gimme some feedback!

More tracks will be added as real later, and all tracks will have MP3 preview available... but for now, its just 2 tracks... thnx!

.muk!
| 62|62|2001-03-21 02:07:04|Mukai|sorry! forgot the link!|
Forgot the link!
here we go...

http://members01.chello.se/1/

.muk!
| 63|63|2001-03-21 08:28:41|David Shamban|Re: Digest Number 8|

that RS7000 looks like one bad ass box. It's funny because a few months ago, I decided that Yamaha would never make something like it because it would do too many
things and cut into the sales of all their other products unless they significantly marked up the price to around 2g's but it looks like they did it. I'm so psyched. For a gear
head like me looking at that photo on the Yamaha web site is almost pornographic. I mean look at that thing, it's absolutely crazy lookin.

I hope it's good. Right now I am doing live  techno/tech house dub sets in the philly area and soon to be doing a small european tour, we'll (my partner and I "Montage
Spiral")  be hitting up the Tresor club in Berlin in June. I'm hoping by that time I'll be able to pick one of those up, because as my set stands right now we use two RM1X's
and an A4000 and a mackie mixer and effects processors, it would be real nice if the Rs7000 replaced one of the Rm1xs and the A4000, alot less baggage. Do any of you
know if you can use the RS7000's internal effects on an external source that'd be even doper. Oh I can't wait for that sucker to come out to give it a trial. When the RM1X
came out it completely changed the way I wrote music for the better, it took all the pain out. I hope this thing is an equal advance in production techniques as well. There
is nothing like tweaking in real time. Nothing.

-david shamban

the Shamburglar. robble. robble.

Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Personal Address - Get email at your own domain with Yahoo! Mail.
| 64|53|2001-03-21 09:11:05|synthe. labo|Re: yes i must agree|

>i love my MPC2000...but like homeboy said.."its static"(drums!).
>and i love my RM1X but cant stand the quantize (add after input),but
>i always wondered what a BOX sampler with the polyphony,poramento
>(triggered),separate ADSR for F/A/P of a rack and the editing and
>RX-TX like a RM1X on a MPC?.
>its about time some one has done it!
>not too mention WAV and AIF!!!!

hey, i didn't wanna say that the MPC is crap or stupid similar things on a 
product that revolutionized the story of the music...and want to know a 
thing..: i've been a lot of times looking for an MPC3000 and THE ONLY reason 
that stopped me from buying it was the high price!!!!:)
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 68|46|2001-03-21 10:06:55|synthe. labo|Re: SoundZ|

>Yeah. I also hated how the first four midi-channels where used. The first
>track was only for KICK DRUM, then the 2nd for SNARE, and so on.... It
>sucked! That was their biggest mistake! I think that ultimately they 
>didn't
>sell enough SIRIUS keyboards, which may have caused them to close down
>QUASIMIDI.
>
>It's too bad really, cause I did think it had REALLY good sounds. It just
>wasn't "user friendly."

i think exactly the zame...1 for kick, 2 for snare...it's not for me:)
absolutely NOT user friendly:)

> > the VP9000?
> > if it's this, NO, it's crap, an enormous amount of money for a thing 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>that
> > crashes and have no stability..the A4000/5000 are 1000 times more
> > interesting than that 'variphrase teknology'....maybe at Roland they 
>havo no
> > seen that the little SU200 does the same things...
>
>REALLY? Wow, I didn't know it crashes so much. I've never used it, nor do
>I know anyone that uses it. I've just heard so many good things about it
>from some online SAMPLER POSTS. ...? Hmmm.

well, if you see at sonicstate you'll read a lot of bad reviews about the 
VP9000, not for what it was supposed to do, but for the bugs....
it's only 6 parts (or 4,..don't remember), and it's a sampler!
the so called variphrase teknology is exacly the one you can find in the 
first 2 pads parts of the SU700: realtime time strech + action on pitch 
without alterating the speed, all driven by external midi clock...
well, for the pitch, you won't find it in the SU200, but on the SU700 yes 
and more yes! and the SU700 is sequencing rock solid, i tried it myself for 
3 weeks: absolutely solid, it doesn't miss a beat!
i've heard that also the A3000 (so i suppose also the new A4000/5000) do 
real time time strech on samples based on external midi clock (1 of the 
reason it was sold so much and it's s o interesting to sample phrases and 
loop them)...do u know if it's true? cause, if so, the vp9000 is really a 
sort of non-sense....
another good product that interest me a lot is the incoming Electrix 
Repeater, a sort of a loop sampler with total control over pith and time 
strech on 4 parts...it's not as the vp9000?
but it's dynamic, save on memeory cards to 256 MB...you can built an intere 
performance on it!
i'm not objective: i love Electrix products, i have the MoFx that is part of 
my sound; i love the Filterfactory that i'll buy in the future...i think 
Electrix is one of the 'purest' companies around the world, i like every 
product they have made.
and i have the Echoplex (Oberheim/Gibson), so the loopy way is for me 
familiar...as you see the Repeater seems an union of tons of features that i 
like.

>Personally, I hate anything that's HARD TO USE. Life's too short to be
>climbing uphill for this sort of stuff -- for me anyway.

me too.
but i forced myself on the Nord Modular:
people can think that a pc based editor is difficult, and it's better to go 
with a full hardware synth (you have to know, anyway, that the NM editor is 
ONLY a graphical preview of what is inside the synth, but NO software 
synth).
well, i tell you this: if you'll use a synth only twisting the knobs again 
again and again, synths like the nova, the jp8000/8080 etc etc are 
perfect...
but as enybody can see, every synth now have Operation Systems on PC; can be 
upgraded by them on PC; if you want to go inside programming a synth you'll 
have to navigate in menus, sub menus, sub sub menus...
at the end it will be HARD to use.
the Virus is absolutely NOT easy to use...it hasn't a plug and play 
approach...it can be a bit difficult the first times only to put and lfo 
syncronized or an arpeggiator...
so i thought: if i have to program anyway, i can buy a Nord Modular to 
program all the same time...
and at the end i found that it's EASY TO USE, SURE!!!!!
the NM editor is simple, really intuitive, everything is explained well!
the only thing you have to make is to erase from your mind the idea of the 
PC editor; so in 2 minutes you'll get a sound an assign the parameters you 
want to the knobs you want...the editor is only for construction of the 
sounds, but you'll use the synth without the pc exacly as all the others 
synths.
you have more that you can build everything you want..if you are crazy, you 
can link 100 modules together, 15 lfo's....it have terrible things like 
clock divider or digitalizer to obtain lo-fi digital sounds...it can 
emulates old Arp, Moog and Prophet, but it has an absolutely character of 
sound....you have to like Clavia approach:) some people don't like basic 
Clavia type of sounds....:) it's too subjective
anyway the XT is beautiful, you won't be disappointed buying it
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 69|69|2001-03-21 10:15:58|jezjackson@btinternet.com|creative ideas in a flash|
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Up until a few short years ago I was a total `kit' fiend  The bigger 
the beast the more I wanted it even from the days of the Jupiter 8, 
I would drool helplessly at the new flagship on the block

I remember when I got to the point where I ran out of plug sockets!! 
And my electricity bill went through the roof I began to re-think my 
motives

I sold all my kit and bought a JP8080 and a RM1x 

Yes .. OH god YES!! 

The total beauty in these machines is equivalent to the paper-less 
office . In this case .. a `wire-less studio'.

Not only this but - the ability to take these -not so heavy- pieces 
of kit anywhere and just plug `em in!!,

Over here in the U.K. there is a bullshit attitude towards the more 
kit the better and that my friends is bollocks!. If I had the 
money I would love to collect all the old classic analogues but I 
don't and I find making everything work in perfect harmony a strain 
on creativity

You need to switch on an create..as simple as that

Enter the RS7K hopefully an even greater reason to enhance creative 
input. 

For chrissake you can take `em to bed with you .. and you always get 
great ideas when your not in the studio  don't you????

Jarvis_442
| 72|72|2001-03-22 08:55:19|Kay|RS7000: available in USA?|
Hi,,, I just heard of this beast, and it seems impossible to find 
info on it, not even yamaha's web site has heard of it.

can you point me towards a dealer/website that has a good sales pitch?

thanks!

(former mpc2000 enthusiest)
Jason
| 73|72|2001-03-22 09:21:41|Mukai|Re: RS7000: available in USA?|
Sure i can point u to a link... here we go

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/index.html

strange that the UK version of the yammie web seems to be the best.. the com site sucks!

.muk!

"Kay" <kay_xtc@yahoo.com> wrote on 2001-03-22 16:54:30:

>
>
>
>Hi,,, I just heard of this beast, and it seems impossible to find 

>info on it, not even yamaha's web site has heard of it.

>

>can you point me towards a dealer/website that has a good sales pitch?

>

>thanks!

>

>(former mpc2000 enthusiest)

>Jason

>

>
>
>

>

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/index.html
mailto:kay_xtc@yahoo.com
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>
>
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>
>
>
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>
>
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| 78|78|2001-03-23 08:02:10|synthe. labo|no floppy|
hello,
right now i've got a thought: the RS7000 won't have a floppy disk drive, so
if someone has good patterns etc made in his/her RM1-X will get fukedup..???
i see smart media, scasi...
have someone an idea about transferring RM1-X files into the RS7000?
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 80|6|2001-03-23 13:16:18|levit71@hotmail.com|Re: Where can I try it?|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> Hi Guys,
> 
> I'm an ASR-X Pro user. The Pro has great sounds & FX, & I LOVE the 
> resampling. But the sequncer just sucks.
> 

I'm also an ASR-X Pro user, and I love it. But I agree with you in 
regards to the sequencer, which is the ONLY reason why I'm 
considering replacing it with the RS7000. Because if the ASR-X Pro 
had a tight sequencer, it would be the single most popular piece of 
gear on the market...the effects are great, sampling quality is top 
notch, resampling, easy as shit to use...but that sequencer...
| 87|87|2001-03-25 14:39:58|Andor144@aol.com|Re: Welcome to RS7000|
hey everyone, my name is matt and i was wondering if you guys know where to 
get an rs7000 and or how much it is gonna cost if it aint out yet
-matt
| 92|92|2001-03-30 01:04:24|Andor144@aol.com|Re: RS7000 HEADLINE.|
that pic is so big!! i love it i can read all the cool shit on it!!!
-matt
| 94|92|2001-03-30 08:11:08|ripe|Re: RS7000 HEADLINE.|
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> that pic is so big!! i love it i can read all the cool shit on it!!!

You mean like the two misspellings on it? :) :)

cheers
ripe

email: ripe@socialentropy.com

AW4416 mailing list moderator
AW4416 user's site - http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
socialentropy studios - http://www.socialentropy.com
| 95|95|2001-03-30 09:04:29|elemynt|(RS7000) tracks questions|
hi all,

I am new to the group and have been anticipating the RS for quite a 
while, I was wondering if anyone knew what the total amount of midi 
channels can be run simultaneously.
I understand that it has 2 midi outs, and only 16 midi channels, but 
i have used an akai MPC and can do 32 external midi channels as well 
as the internal 32 tracks(midi or sample).

I used an SU700 for a while but it was terrible with midi channels, 
because each sample had to have its own midi channel when using it 
with an external sequencer.

Can you control separate midi channels through the midi outs, as well 
as have the 16 internal channels, or is it like the Rm1x where there 
is only 16 channels and each one can be midi out A, midi out B, or 
internal.(or is there a part mute for individual notes in a drum bank)
It seems that the Rs7000 can make sample drum banks on one midi 
channel, but does anyone know if this is correct.

thanks,
RoB

-------------------------------------------
Check out the special promotion for Music.com Magazine!
Just go to http://www.music.com/magazine/
| 96|95|2001-03-30 09:39:55|Tony|Re: (RS7000) tracks questions|
I dont think anyone yet knows...

I know what you mean about the SU700 though...i am selling mine 2 
weeks after i got it...its a great performance instrument that was 
made to be used alone. it does not play well with others in the 
studio!

tony

--- In RS7000@y..., "elemynt" wrote:
> hi all,
> 
> I am new to the group and have been anticipating the RS for quite a 
> while, I was wondering if anyone knew what the total amount of 
midi 
> channels can be run simultaneously.
> I understand that it has 2 midi outs, and only 16 midi channels, 
but 
> i have used an akai MPC and can do 32 external midi channels as 
well 
> as the internal 32 tracks(midi or sample).
> 
> I used an SU700 for a while but it was terrible with midi channels, 
> because each sample had to have its own midi channel when using it 
> with an external sequencer.
> 
> Can you control separate midi channels through the midi outs, as 
well 
> as have the 16 internal channels, or is it like the Rm1x where 
there 
> is only 16 channels and each one can be midi out A, midi out B, or 
> internal.(or is there a part mute for individual notes in a drum 
bank)
> It seems that the Rs7000 can make sample drum banks on one midi 
> channel, but does anyone know if this is correct.
> 
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> thanks,
> RoB
> 
> 
> -------------------------------------------
> Check out the special promotion for Music.com Magazine!
> Just go to http://www.music.com/magazine/

| 99|99|2001-03-30 12:20:07|Andor144@aol.com|RS7K.ORG SNEAK PREVIEW.|
hey the site looks great, cant wait for it to go live
-matt
| 101|92|2001-03-30 12:53:34|Andor144@aol.com|Re: RS7000 HEADLINE.|
its a new effect obviously!!
c'mon thats a dope thing to have on your gear
-matt
| 106|106|2001-03-31 15:46:26|Andor144@aol.com|Re: VIRUS and RS7000.|

>Then, I'm going to take all the unfinished songs I've been making with
>the
>QY70 and CuBase, and dump the midi info into the RS700/INDIGO. What do
>you
>think?

that sounds like a plan. i am gonna have to be able to salvage the sample 
banks that i made on my A3000 and the sequences of them that i used my rm1x 
to make
and aslo if anyone is interested im selling my rm1x for 600 it is in 
practically new condition and has nothing visually or mechanicaly wrong with 
it at all.
-matt
| 108|106|2001-03-31 17:32:41|Andor144@aol.com|Re: VIRUS and RS7000.|

>Cool. How are you going to back up your RM1X and A3000 files for use with
>the RS7000? Straight to your Hard Drive, then to ZIP or Smart Media?
>

i think that it is so lame that they used smartmedia cards instead of a 
floppy, i mean what the hell? why would anyone consider using them? they are 
too expensive and aren't compatible with anything but the few musical 
instruments and digital cameras that have the drives
floppy is perfect for saving sequences and being able to back them up on a 
computer and scsi is perfect for sample storage through a computer, a hard 
drive, or a zip or jaz smartmedia is such a bad move on yamaha's part..
can anyone convince me otherwise?

i am going to have to somehow get my old sequences (from floppy) onto my jaz 
drive then load them through the rs7000's scsi drive

hey, aslo, im playing a show tonight and it will be streamed live through 
www.lollygagger.org if anyone is interested. go to the surveilance section 
and listen to the radio or stream.. if you go there yo ucan figure it out im 
playing as misterinterrupt at 12:30 eastern time but from 8:00 on there will 
be some good people and some 'not quite developed' people :) 
this stuff is all live electronic music and it is a real cool thing. if you 
are in the boston area yo ushould email me about coming to one of these 
underground type experimental events
chiao
-matt
| 115|106|2001-04-02 02:26:34|synthe. labo|Re: VIRUS and RS7000.|
i've been lucky enought to try directly an Oberheim Xpander at a musik. 
store here in Torino, that wasn't to sold, but belonged to a guy of the 
store that brings it sometimes there and let me twist it a bit...
well, i'm really involved in NIN works, but i can say that i never listened 
to such a powerful and monster synth like the expander...pure exctasy, lush, 
hard, deep, ANALOGUE.
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
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| 116|116|2001-04-02 07:55:36|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Smart Media...|
Guys,

Will Smart Media work sort of like Flash Memory?

I can hold sampled kits on it that I constantly want to have access to instead of loading it off of SCSI every time?

I agree that floppy does offer a certain amount of "compatibility" but geez...it's so old...and slow...and holds so little ...the ony real thing you can put on it of use is
sequences and setups....

My only arguement would have been for a USB in there somewhewre. That way people would have the option for a floppy if they wanted to.

http://www.music.com/magazine/
http://www.hotmail.com/


What about MLAN? As Yamaha product...will the RS7K fit into a MLAN setup?

Thanks,

Alex

Just finsihed my latest remix project...when it gets to the distribution stage, I'll let everyone know where to check it out!
| 120|106|2001-04-03 08:50:58|synthe. labo|Re: VIRUS and RS7000.|
That's what happens when you sell off

> >> ALL your equipment --
>
> > what?!!! You have sold also the VIRUS?!!!!:)) I have my NM but
> > have the dream to get a Virus, maybe the rack... ciao-marco
>
>No, I never owned a VIRUS. I did however own a SIRIUS [two years,] and a
>CS2X [three months]. But I never owned a VIRUS.
>
>My friend owns a VIRUS-B, and a slew of other amazing keyboards [Jupiter 8,
>DX7, JUNO 106, and an Alesis A6 Andromeda] So I've had a good amount of
>demo time with the VIRUS-B. It seems to be my favorite keyboard right now.
>I also like the SUPERNOVA II, and I REALLY like the A6 -- but that's WAY 
>too
>expensive for me.
>
>Nevertheless, I am planning on buying a VIRUS INDIGO; I think it'll give me
>everything I need for a good long while. I'm currently saving up to buy 
>the
>INDIGO -- about $50 to $100 a week, is what I've been putting away for it.
>So hopefully after I get the RS7000, I'll be able to get the INDIGO a few
>months down the line.
>
>Then, I'm going to take all the unfinished songs I've been making with the
>QY70 and CuBase, and dump the midi info into the RS700/INDIGO. What do you
>think?

i think that the INDIGO is GREAT!!!
when i bought my Nord Modular i wanted a limited octave key (2 or 3) and a 
powerful synth, and till the end i was tented to buy an INDIGO that's is a 
bit more expensive than the NM, but not so much...
at the end i went for a NON-static synth, so i got my NM.
i think that the RS7k+INDUGO will be a bomb
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 122|122|2001-04-03 11:35:52|Tony|OT:Wanted: Lead vocal for established Industrial EBM project.|
Wanted: Lead vocal for established Industrial EBM project.

Carbon Haze is looking for a new vocalist to complete our forthcoming 
second album and perform shows in Chicago and elsewhere.

Carbon Haze has an established name, with lots of contacts, and has 
received good reviews. We have record label support through Negative 
Gain Productions and an Internet distribution channel already in 
place. You can check our stuff out at http://www.negativegain.com

Ideal person will have STRONG lyrics, STRONG vocals, be willing to 
WORK and be over 21. Influences include VNV Nation, Icon of Coil, 
Front Line Assembly, and Front 242 (the classics!). Other 
instrumental abilities welcome but not necessary. You should also 
live in the NW suburbs of Chicago or be willing to drive there for 
practice (we are in Algonquin/Carpentersville area)

Email me directly at info@chasingzero.com to get more information or 
setup an audition.
| 126|106|2001-04-03 12:12:51|ripe|Re: VIRUS and RS7000.|
well, I am biased (I run the AW4416 list), but for the money if you need a
small to medium sized mixer the Yamaha digital mixers are awesome... The
01V is great and the promix 01 is good and very cheap used (although you may
need to get the A/D replaced on it). If you also need a recorder the AW4416
is awesome, because it has pretty much the same setup as an 02R mixer along
with the recorder. and it's silver :)
You can see it (along with my rack-mounted RM1x) at my site
www.socialentropy.com

cheers

http://www.hotmail.com/
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ripe

----------
john kimble - dj ripe - http://www.socialentropy.com
AW4416 Mailing List Moderator, AW4416 User's Page -
http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
| 133|133|2001-04-03 13:00:17|ripe|Re: VIRUS+RS7000=+AW4416 & A6. [correction]|
Re: [RS7000] VIRUS+RS7000=+AW4416 & A6. [correction]> You've chosen wisely
for your set up, that's what I'm talking about.

Thanks! My setup is a distillation of a whole bunch of different equipment
over the past 8 years. If something doesn't get used, it's out, and
replaced with something better... I hate having a ton of great features on
a synth and not using them because they are to much trouble to get at.

The andromeda is awesome and knobby, although I haven't been able to use it
much yet because I've been travelling :(

count me in on any DJ RevReb & MC Cho projects :)

cheers
ripe
| 135|135|2001-04-03 18:12:24|Andor144@aol.com|SMART MEDIA CARDS|
ok ok i get it they are cool :) no more gripin from me 
im sold
-matt
| 137|137|2001-04-04 01:49:49|synthe. labo|VIRUS and RS7000 & MIXX|

> > i think that the RS7k+INDUGO will be a bomb
> > ciao-marco
>
>
>I hope so. Now, I just need to find a REALLY cool mixer -- maybe even
>something that's nice and silver to match the RS7K+INDIGO. I haven't
>invested too much time looking into MIXERS lately, I've been so obsessed
>with the RS7000.
>
>Any suggestions?

well, i'm not so expert!!:))
you can go with the Mackie 1404 VLZ pro that are really professionals but 
small...
i have a Behringer Eurorack 2642A that is cheap but pro. and have all that 
features that i need: 6 aux sends, 4 sub groups + all that channels and 
rackable mountage...
if you have a bit more money a beast really is tha Allen & Heat MixWizard 
14.4.2, awesome packaged and powerful.
ah, my personal opinion: i hate digital mixers, so i would ever go with an 
A.
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 140|140|2001-04-04 19:55:33|synthe. labo|Re: VIRUS+RS7000=+AW4416 & A6.|

> > You can see it (along with my rack-mounted RM1x) at my site
> > www.socialentropy.com
> >
> > cheers, ripe
>
>
>Holy shit, you've got a nice set up!

i agree!!! what a good studio!
hey, do u use the FilterFactory that i seem to see...?
cauze i've the MoFx. but now i got a bit bored cause i use it only for the 
big delay, so i had the idea to tread it with a FilterFactory to twist more 
the sounds...
i've read that the filterfactory can be linked to a mixer also in the aux 
send/return way, so exacly as an fx unit...
can u tell me more about it?
thanx
ciaooo-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
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| 141|141|2001-04-05 04:10:54|Wahlau88@hotmail.com|Anybody know how the RS7K will work in a live situation?|
Hiya all, i was wondering how the RS7k will work in live situation? I 
am a DJ who wants to get into remixing and production and was 
thinking of getting the rm1x and su700. then I found the rs7000 which 
seems to be what i would like, eg synt, sampler, effects, sequencer, 
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groovebox all in one. Just wondering how it might work as a live 
performance piece? I spin mainly house, garage and trance so the 
ability to trigger samples, use the rs7k as a effects processor etc 
etc in a live setting would be great. Is it more of just a home 
production kit? Sorry for the questions as I am new to this. Thanks.

Gene
| 142|141|2001-04-05 05:45:48|Aldous Huxley|Re: Anybody know how the RS7K will work in a live situation?|

>>was wondering how the RS7k will work in live situation? Is it more of just 
>>a home production kit? Sorry for the questions as I am new to this.<<

- I don't know it will depend on how musically saavy you are , how well the 
OS functions and if the user interface 'melds' with you. It could be one of 
the best "grooveboxes" around provided it does what it's advertised, I've 
already heard grumbles that it does not have velocity sensitive pads- not a 
huge problem for me, but I'm sure the system will have some bugs at first. 
For what its worth there is an RS7000 PDF to be found at 
http://www.yamaha-music.uk.co that shows the back of the unit with the 
expansion installed.

-I'm curious how the rs7k will compare, feature-for-feature to the MOTIF 
synths. RS7k probably has more drum sounds, from what I've read- but the 
lack of PLG capability in it is a major bummer.... for another 300$ you can 
get a motif with PLG expandability and (in all likelihood) the exact same 
sequencing and sampling engine. Still, the idea of having a good stdalone, 
hardware sequencer has intrigued me for a long time since I don't need or 
want another keyboard.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 143|141|2001-04-05 06:49:32|Tony|Re: Anybody know how the RS7K will work in a live situation?|
The link doesnt work....is thie Yamaha UK site down?

Id really like to get my hands on tha PDF.

tony.

p.s. im selling my SU700 if anyone is interested.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Aldous Huxley" wrote:
> 
> 
> >>was wondering how the RS7k will work in live situation? Is it 
more of just 
> >>a home production kit? Sorry for the questions as I am new to 
this.<<
> 
> - I don't know it will depend on how musically saavy you are , how 
well the 
> OS functions and if the user interface 'melds' with you. It could 
be one of 
> the best "grooveboxes" around provided it does what it's 
advertised, I've 
> already heard grumbles that it does not have velocity sensitive 
pads- not a 
> huge problem for me, but I'm sure the system will have some bugs at 
first. 
> For what its worth there is an RS7000 PDF to be found at 
> http://www.yamaha-music.uk.co that shows the back of the unit with 
the 
> expansion installed.
> 
> -I'm curious how the rs7k will compare, feature-for-feature to the 
MOTIF 
> synths. RS7k probably has more drum sounds, from what I've read- 
but the 
> lack of PLG capability in it is a major bummer.... for another 300$ 
you can 
> get a motif with PLG expandability and (in all likelihood) the 
exact same 
> sequencing and sampling engine. Still, the idea of having a good 
stdalone, 
> hardware sequencer has intrigued me for a long time since I don't 
need or 
> want another keyboard.

http://www.yamaha-music.uk.co/
http://explorer.msn.com/
http://www.yamaha-music.uk.co/


> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com

| 144|6|2001-04-05 07:12:26|Jayson Barrons|Re: Where can I try it?|

> The stores wont be getting it until LATE APRIL

> US/South America = Mid MAY.
> UK/ASIA = Mid April.

has anyone heard an update about the release date?

Its just not fair that the Englishmen get a crack at this piece of 
heaven before we do. Don't they realize that *I* want this piece of 
gear?
| 145|141|2001-04-05 07:30:20|Timo Kiviniemi|Re: Anybody know how the RS7K will work in a live situation?|
-----Original Message-----
From: Tony <chasingzero@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Date: 5. huhtikuuta 2001 15:49
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Anybody know how the RS7K will work in a live situation?

>The link doesnt work....is thie Yamaha UK site down?
>

Try www.yamaha-music.co.uk instead of uk.co

>Id really like to get my hands on tha PDF.
>
>tony.
>
>p.s. im selling my SU700 if anyone is interested.
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Aldous Huxley" wrote:
>> 
>> 
>> >>was wondering how the RS7k will work in live situation? Is it 
>more of just 
>> >>a home production kit? Sorry for the questions as I am new to 
>this.<<
>> 
>> - I don't know it will depend on how musically saavy you are , how 
>well the 
>> OS functions and if the user interface 'melds' with you. It could 
>be one of 
>> the best "grooveboxes" around provided it does what it's 
>advertised, I've 
>> already heard grumbles that it does not have velocity sensitive 
>pads- not a 
>> huge problem for me, but I'm sure the system will have some bugs at 
>first. 
>> For what its worth there is an RS7000 PDF to be found at 
>> http://www.yamaha-music.uk.co that shows the back of the unit with 
>the 
>> expansion installed.
>> 
>> -I'm curious how the rs7k will compare, feature-for-feature to the 
>MOTIF 
>> synths. RS7k probably has more drum sounds, from what I've read- 
>but the 
>> lack of PLG capability in it is a major bummer.... for another 300$ 
>you can 
>> get a motif with PLG expandability and (in all likelihood) the 
>exact same 
>> sequencing and sampling engine. Still, the idea of having a good 

http://explorer.msn.com/
mailto:chasingzero@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>stdalone, 
>> hardware sequencer has intrigued me for a long time since I don't 
>need or 
>> want another keyboard.
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> _________________________________________________________________
>> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>

| 146|146|2001-04-05 12:54:23|Jayson Barrons|Release Date straight from the company|
I emailed the company yesterday. Their reply?

*********************************

The RS7000 will be released by the end of this year. We don't have a 
specific
date as to when.

*******************

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! WHERE did people hear may and april? I've 
been waiting on Buying a new sampler so i can get the rs7k, but i 
have a slew of gigs that if this thing takes forever i'll have to 
pick up something, which'll be a waste of money.
| 147|146|2001-04-05 13:01:46|Thomas|Re: Release Date straight from the company|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! WHERE did people hear may and april? 

Well, i got April and May from different sources...sources who were 
on the NAMM-Show and on the Frankfurter Musikmesse. The sources are 
sonicstate.com, harmony-central.com, keys.de and keyboards.de.
And they definately spoke to Yamaha-officials...but if it really 
takes so long...:) good for me, i have enough time to get my Akai 
DPS16i and my EX5 first. And i guess i won´t buy it before summer 
next year, so make sure, that all OS-bugs are well known...so...a s/h 
RM1x and a BOSS SP202 will do the thing as well for a little 
while...hehe

Jayson, consider an A5000. Best Bang for the money, and surely 
together with an RM1x or any other sequencer (like MC80), unbeatable.
| 148|148|2001-04-05 13:08:27|Thomas|OT: Waldorf new synth and RS7k-picture|
Boy, i didn´t know that Waldorf is going to make a Mini-Q, pretty 
much a Micro-Q with small keyboard...looks like it´s going to fit 
very well with the RS7k...

http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/miniQ_pu.jpg

http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/rs7000_pu.jpg
| 149|146|2001-04-05 13:13:42|Jayson Barrons|Re: Release Date straight from the company|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

http://explorer.msn.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/miniQ_pu.jpg
http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/rs7000_pu.jpg


> --- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> > Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! WHERE did people hear may and april? 
> 
> Well, i got April and May from different sources...sources who were 
> on the NAMM-Show and on the Frankfurter Musikmesse. 

I'm just hoping the person who mailed me back was simply being 
ambiguous, especially considering that even music123.com says that 
it'll be out in may.

> RM1x and a BOSS SP202 will do the thing as well for a little 
> while...hehe

ah! sp202: satan's sampler. ack.

> Jayson, consider an A5000. Best Bang for the money, and surely 
> together with an RM1x or any other sequencer (like MC80), 

unbeatable.

oh yeah, what a great sampler. But i *really* want to save my money 
for the rs7000, rather than buy a new sampler, sell it at a used 
price, wait for someone to buy it, and then get the rs7000. In my 
live setup, its so important to keep the external midi connection 
count low, so getting another external sampler really isn't an 
option, but might have to do for a little while.

Maybe i'll borrow my friends asrx pro until the rs7k comes out.
| 150|146|2001-04-05 14:09:26|Andor144@aol.com|Re: Release Date straight from the company|

>Maybe i'll borrow my friends asrx pro until the rs7k comes out.

i wouldnt do that if you want to do anything but change patterns live cause 
thats all you can do unless you dont want to change patterns, then you can 
change stuff around but the asr-x pro is so not cool
-matt
| 151|151|2001-04-05 14:31:33|Tony|Anxiously awaiting...|
Well, after looking at the .pdf file specs, I called my dealer and 
reserved the first unit they get. this thing is going to be a 
monster! The one issue I was worried about is covered, and that 
SU700 compatibility(it will at least load the samples, which is much 
more than i expected). I wonder if they will be smart and put SMIDI 
on this one (they forgot that on the SU - would have made it a much 
better piece). also from what I here, the MIDI implimentation will 
be worth it this time!

I will let everyone know when I here anything from my dealer.

Tony
| 152|146|2001-04-05 14:44:02|Jayson Barrons|Re: Release Date straight from the company|
--- In RS7000@y..., Andor144@a... wrote:

> 
> >Maybe i'll borrow my friends asrx pro until the rs7k comes out.
> 
> i wouldnt do that if you want to do anything but change patterns 

live cause 

that's actually the only reason i need it. The Rs7000 is going to be 
doubling as my second sequencer and my loop sampler for songs i've 
written in reason/computer (since the computer isn't stable enough to 
play along live with everything else). The asrx will ONLY be taking 
over duty as the loopsampler until the rs7k comes out.
| 153|146|2001-04-05 21:16:28|Andor144@aol.com|Re: Release Date straight from the company|
In a message dated 4/5/01 18:25:33, devolve_is_now@hotmail.com writes:

> The asrx will ONLY be taking 
>over duty as the loopsampler until the rs7k comes out.

mailto:devolve_is_now@hotmail.com


>

well then thats great! :) since you can over look that, you may have some 
fun with the rest of the unit, as it has cool effects and other features i 
wish it didnt have such disadvantagious drawbacks or i would have keept it 
and not bee waiting for the rs7000
-matt
| 154|146|2001-04-05 21:53:48|Thomas|Re: Release Date straight from the company|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> > RM1x and a BOSS SP202 will do the thing as well for a little 
> > while...hehe
> ah! sp202: satan's sampler. ack.

Hm, why? It´s cheap, but i think it does a good job for that price.

> Maybe i'll borrow my friends asrx pro until the rs7k comes out.

Or a s/h MPC2k?
| 155|148|2001-04-05 22:04:06|Thomas|Re: OT: Waldorf new synth and RS7k-picture|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> Boy, i didn´t know that Waldorf is going to make a Mini-Q, pretty 
> much a Micro-Q with small keyboard...looks like it´s going to fit 
> very well with the RS7k...
> 
> http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/miniQ_pu.jpg
> 
> http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/rs7000_pu.jpg

Aaah, that was already nice...but here´s something to drool over...:))

http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/images/mqk_britta.jpg
| 161|161|2001-04-07 13:11:11|traun@mail.com|Hires pictures of Yamaha produkts. |
Hi

I found those brilliant Yamaha pictures:

http://www.traun.adsl.dk/_hirespict.html

Hope you like them

Joergen.
| 162|162|2001-04-09 07:50:03|synthe. labo|live appl.|

> > >Maybe i'll borrow my friends asrx pro until the rs7k comes out.
> >
> > i wouldnt do that if you want to do anything but change patterns
>live cause
>
>
>that's actually the only reason i need it. The Rs7000 is going to be
>doubling as my second sequencer and my loop sampler for songs i've
>written in reason/computer (since the computer isn't stable enough to
>play along live with everything else). The asrx will ONLY be taking
>over duty as the loopsampler until the rs7k comes out.

well, i'm so excited like you for the incoming RS7000, but i don't agree 
totally with some points...
i mean: have an RM1-X and an external sampler like A4000 or anything else is 
SUPER stable, and i think you'll can do so much work with a full sampler...
the pc is not stable...+ o -...i see so many people that continue to use 
atari+cubase or just pc+impulsetracker etc etc etc with awesome results, 
really more pumping that the "groovebox" live sets...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 164|162|2001-04-09 10:41:10|Andor144@aol.com|Re: live appl.|

>i see so many people that continue to use 
>atari+cubase or just pc+impulsetracker etc etc etc with awesome results,
>really more pumping than the "groovebox" live sets...

http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/miniQ_pu.jpg
http://www.amazona.de/zevent/frankfurt_mm2001/rs7000_pu.jpg
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/images/mqk_britta.jpg
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you obviously haven't heard me rock the x :)
ou probably never will since i never recorded my live sets and that the only 
thing i did was play live. i feel like some people might not try as hard 
cause they dont have to with a groovebox but i tore it apart and will aslo 
tear the rs apart in order to be truly original 
ok enough of this self promotion :)
-matt
| 170|170|2001-04-10 10:18:55|dnovomeiski@yahoo.com|Date of Release|
OK. Here is some information straight from Yamaha Corp. Just pasting
an e-mail I've received:

"Greetings,
Yamaha expects to ship the RS7000 worldwide in June.
Thanks for your interest.

Regards,

Avery Burdette
Product Manager
Digital Musical Instruments
Yamaha Corporation of America"
| 171|171|2001-04-10 14:00:45|pontsik@hotmail.com|rs7000 vs su700|
hi!

does rs7000 has same ability to "layer"
continius loop, one shot loop and one chot sounds
as su700? eg this sexy triggering and syncing?

as much as i read, i didnt cathc similarities with su..
im so sad su has so slow scsi, i would otherwise purchased one..
| 174|162|2001-04-11 05:44:25|Jayson Barrons|Re: live appl.|

> Yes, as I mentioned earlier. Unless it's a totally dedicated
> "music-computer" then the chances of problems become minimal.

and even still, by nature of being a computer, it still has a much 
greater chance of fucking up than a hardware sequencer.

I mean, i've played a LOT of gigs in detroit (not to mention how many 
live sets i've seen). Even if you're machine is GOD, you're going to 
have problems the first time it shits on you in a gig and you have to 
wait a couple of minutes for a reboot (and lose the crowd in the 
process), you'll hate yourself. Even with extra cooling, venues 
still get stupid hot. Just a warning.
| 175|162|2001-04-11 05:56:26|Jayson Barrons|Re: live appl.|

> i mean: have an RM1-X and an external sampler like A4000 or 
>anything else is SUPER stable,

oh, true enough. I'm sure it is super stable. But an rmx doesn't 
have two midi outs and multiple audio outs like the rs7000. There's 
another reason also that many live acts don't think about until its 
too late: keep your midi connections as LOW as possible. The more 
external gear you bring, the more cabling, the more midi channeling 
you have to do, the higher risk of problems. Midi is an absolute 
bitch in a live setting, and it certainly wasn't designed for the 
task. Pieces of gear that do multiple things (the reason why i got 
the triton and why i want the rs7000) and have multiple outputs is 
fucking crucial. its the same reason why i use two sequencers (each 
controlling specific pieces of gear, completely separate of each 
other). *IF* something goes wrong, i have the other side to run to. 
The rs7000 kills many birds with one stone: its a second sequencer, 
it cleans up my need for a very solid phrase sampler, and i can get 
multiple outs on it.

>and i think you'll can do so much >work with a full sampler...

but i don't need a full sampler, not even remotely. when it comes to 
straight up sample editing, NOTHING compares to a tricked out 
computer. No sampler on earth can touch it. SO, all i need is 
something to play the loops i created on the computer. i mean an 
rmx+a4000 is like over 2 grand. Whereas the rs7000 is gonna be 
around 1400, and like i said above eliminates many live problems that 
buying a sequencer AND a sampler will create.



> the pc is not stable...

for live use pc's are horrible. I only bring mine to load samples, 
and occasionaly play seques.........

>i see so many people that continue to use 
> atari+cubase or just pc+impulsetracker etc etc etc with awesome 
>results, really more pumping that the "groovebox" live sets...

that's because most groove boxes don't have the tweakability that 
they appear to: the roland series do have a whole lot of knobs to 
twiddle, but not ones that are as nearly useful live as the rm1x (and 
the rs7000). and that's something that's very important: the 
audience needs straight up visual cues. the roland grooveboxes 
really don't allow that very much: when yamaha designed the rm1x, 
they hit their controller knobs right on the fucking head
| 176|162|2001-04-11 06:36:39|synthe. labo|Re: live appl.|

> > i mean: have an RM1-X and an external sampler like A4000 or
> >anything else is SUPER stable,
>
>oh, true enough. I'm sure it is super stable. But an rmx doesn't
>have two midi outs and multiple audio outs like the rs7000. There's
>another reason also that many live acts don't think about until its
>too late: keep your midi connections as LOW as possible. The more
>external gear you bring, the more cabling, the more midi channeling
>you have to do, the higher risk of problems. Midi is an absolute
>bitch in a live setting, and it certainly wasn't designed for the
>task. Pieces of gear that do multiple things (the reason why i got
>the triton and why i want the rs7000) and have multiple outputs is
>fucking crucial. its the same reason why i use two sequencers (each
>controlling specific pieces of gear, completely separate of each
>other). *IF* something goes wrong, i have the other side to run to.
>The rs7000 kills many birds with one stone: its a second sequencer,
>it cleans up my need for a very solid phrase sampler, and i can get
>multiple outs on it.

yes, it's true.
but with a midi patchbay you'll have 1 master and + slaves exacly as to have 
1 master + 1 slave,...i mean: the midipatch is like midi trough, so it's 
only multiplied but don't influence the stability of the sequence, no?

>
> >and i think you'll can do so much >work with a full sampler...
>
>
>but i don't need a full sampler, not even remotely. when it comes to
>straight up sample editing, NOTHING compares to a tricked out
>computer. No sampler on earth can touch it. SO, all i need is
>something to play the loops i created on the computer. i mean an
>rmx+a4000 is like over 2 grand. Whereas the rs7000 is gonna be
>around 1400, and like i said above eliminates many live problems that
>buying a sequencer AND a sampler will create.

yes, i also prefer in my mind the option RS7000 "all in one"...
but it's just this thing, all in one, that make me think that something 
won't be right...
to have an external sampler permits you to have a big nice library of 
sound...don't know..i'm a bit confused about this

>
>
> > the pc is not stable...
>
>
>for live use pc's are horrible. I only bring mine to load samples,
>and occasionaly play seques.........
>
>



> >i see so many people that continue to use
> > atari+cubase or just pc+impulsetracker etc etc etc with awesome
> >results, really more pumping that the "groovebox" live sets...
>
>
>that's because most groove boxes don't have the tweakability that
>they appear to: the roland series do have a whole lot of knobs to
>twiddle, but not ones that are as nearly useful live as the rm1x (and
>the rs7000). and that's something that's very important: the
>audience needs straight up visual cues. the roland grooveboxes
>really don't allow that very much: when yamaha designed the rm1x,
>they hit their controller knobs right on the fucking head

no, it's not for the tweakability of the grooveboxes, it's for the SOUNDS: 
if i make breakkore or industrial or others, i don't fucking care about 1000 
sounds on my box...who cares, i mean i wanna sample and twist MY sounds, so 
a minimal setup like laptopPC+sampler will ever be more suitable for people 
like me....stable things like cakewalk don't crash; the things that 
something like ImpulseTracker allows you to do in real time live (cauze it's 
made do play live) can't be compared to any hardware seq. on the earth + you 
have all your samples...
so why i'm on this list..? cauze i'm interested in this NEW type of 
sampling/sequencing that the RS7000 promise to do...
but has some disappointments: why 1000 sounds...who cares?
why ONLY 256 samples a time? yes, it's a small size, yes and more yes...
if i want to build my liveset or compositions for me 256 max a time isn't 
good...
i mean: the RS7000 will be expensive, so they could have been developed an 
amplier storage capability...i know tha scasi, zip, smart....i mean A TIME!
for short storage sampling but lot of fun and music that really belongs to 
me i've got my Electribe S.
ciao-marco

>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 178|162|2001-04-11 06:56:53|Tony|Re: live appl.|
Thats why I have the laptop has backup - we loose a little procesisng 
overhead, but we will still be functional - and ive got it planned so 
that I can switch over control within about 10 seconds...

tony

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> 
> > Yes, as I mentioned earlier. Unless it's a totally dedicated
> > "music-computer" then the chances of problems become minimal.
> 
> 
> and even still, by nature of being a computer, it still has a much 
> greater chance of fucking up than a hardware sequencer.
> 
> 
> 
> I mean, i've played a LOT of gigs in detroit (not to mention how 
many 
> live sets i've seen). Even if you're machine is GOD, you're going 
to 
> have problems the first time it shits on you in a gig and you have 
to 
> wait a couple of minutes for a reboot (and lose the crowd in the 
> process), you'll hate yourself. Even with extra cooling, venues 
> still get stupid hot. Just a warning.

| 179|162|2001-04-11 07:03:13|Tony|Re: live appl.|
I hate to be the only one to defend the PC here, but i have never had 
a problem with the PC's I take with me - or in my studio. I have a 
crash approximatly once every 3 months....

System stability depends on a large number of things, but it is 
attainable..I just dont think most musicians take the time to really 
build thier systems right. if you buy a cheap compaqu home pc and 
intend to use it for a professional application like music, you 
deserve what you get, and you will get crashes, hang ups, stutters 
and shitty timing..

My PC does alot on stage - it plays back audio, MIDI, controls 
lights, and will soon also control a KYMA system thats going to be 

http://www.hotmail.com/


hooked into it all. It also automates the mix via MIDI. 

I remember a few years ago when it was impossible to build a stable 
system because stable o/s's didnt exist. with win2k and the right 
hardware you can get very very good results. its just a matter of 
taking the time and energy.

Tony

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> 
> 
> > i mean: have an RM1-X and an external sampler like A4000 or 
> >anything else is SUPER stable,
> 
> oh, true enough. I'm sure it is super stable. But an rmx doesn't 
> have two midi outs and multiple audio outs like the rs7000. 
There's 
> another reason also that many live acts don't think about until its 
> too late: keep your midi connections as LOW as possible. The more 
> external gear you bring, the more cabling, the more midi channeling 
> you have to do, the higher risk of problems. Midi is an absolute 
> bitch in a live setting, and it certainly wasn't designed for the 
> task. Pieces of gear that do multiple things (the reason why i got 
> the triton and why i want the rs7000) and have multiple outputs is 
> fucking crucial. its the same reason why i use two sequencers (each 
> controlling specific pieces of gear, completely separate of each 
> other). *IF* something goes wrong, i have the other side to run 
to. 
> The rs7000 kills many birds with one stone: its a second 
sequencer, 
> it cleans up my need for a very solid phrase sampler, and i can get 
> multiple outs on it.
> 
> >and i think you'll can do so much >work with a full sampler...
> 
> 
> but i don't need a full sampler, not even remotely. when it comes 
to 
> straight up sample editing, NOTHING compares to a tricked out 
> computer. No sampler on earth can touch it. SO, all i need is 
> something to play the loops i created on the computer. i mean an 
> rmx+a4000 is like over 2 grand. Whereas the rs7000 is gonna be 
> around 1400, and like i said above eliminates many live problems 
that 
> buying a sequencer AND a sampler will create.
> 
> 
> > the pc is not stable...
> 
> 
> for live use pc's are horrible. I only bring mine to load samples, 
> and occasionaly play seques.........
> 
> 
> >i see so many people that continue to use 
> > atari+cubase or just pc+impulsetracker etc etc etc with awesome 
> >results, really more pumping that the "groovebox" live sets...
> 
> 
> that's because most groove boxes don't have the tweakability that 
> they appear to: the roland series do have a whole lot of knobs to 
> twiddle, but not ones that are as nearly useful live as the rm1x 
(and 
> the rs7000). and that's something that's very important: the 
> audience needs straight up visual cues. the roland grooveboxes 
> really don't allow that very much: when yamaha designed the rm1x, 
> they hit their controller knobs right on the fucking head

| 180|180|2001-04-11 10:14:31|Aldous Huxley|RS7k vs computer platform|

>>I have never had a problem with the PC's I take with me - or in my studio. 
>> I have a crash approximatly once every 3 months....if you buy a cheap 
>>compaqu home pc and intend to use it for a professional application like 
>>music, you deserve what you get<<<

-that's a contradiction: once or twice every 3 months is more often than 
never!
I've thought about a laptop sequencer as well, but my compaq is so prone to 



crashes it makes me detest using computers for anything more than basic 
production applications (harddisk recording or cd burning): finding a stable 
combination of PC platform, midi interface , software for sampling and 
sequencing while possible is just too damn expensive, frustrating and time 
consuming for all but the most dedicated "geeks" among us: my bet is that it 
will cost significantly more than the rs7k. In the studio or 
behind-the-scenes such a piece would be an awesome tool but there's 
something extremely lame about operating a mouse or typing on a computer 
keyboard on stage- it lacks a certain presence or dynamic; most people don't 
want to be reminded of "the office" when they go to a club to hear music, 
some may think you're just playing back mixes from the harddisk- I would!... 
I guess if you hooked up a control interface with some knob$ and 
$witche$.....$$$.......hey- it looks and functions alot like an rs7k doesn't 
it!
-keep your 'puters at home I say!

BTW there is a not very interesting article in this month's EQ covering the 
trend of "loop-based" technology at NAMM:

"...Yamaha's SR7000(sic) has its sights set on the MPC groovebox market...it 
does the Acid trick of stretching and compressing on the fly....Yamaha's 
SR7000, Cakewalk Sonar, BitHeadz Phrazer, you name it, owes a debt to 
ReCycle.."

-they forgot to mention it also has revreb and cho!

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 181|180|2001-04-11 10:22:12|ripe|Re: RS7k vs computer platform|
for any of you rm1x-ers out there, I got around the grid recording
limitation (can't hear all tracks) by getting a futureretro mobius... you
set the MIDI input to RecM and then program your step sequences on the
mobius, put the RM1X in record - replace or overdub mode, and voila! grid
recording while listening to other tracks! I assume that the RS7k will have
the same limitation... :(

On the sequencer front, I have to put in some good words for the Roland
DJ-70mk II... it is an awesome performace sampler with SCSI, and they are
dirt cheap right now. Having a real keyboard attached to the sampler,
somehow increases the creativity flow for me...

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Aldous Huxley" <charliecypress@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2001 9:13 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7k vs computer platform

>
>
>
> >>I have never had a problem with the PC's I take with me - or in my
studio.
> >> I have a crash approximatly once every 3 months....if you buy a cheap
> >>compaqu home pc and intend to use it for a professional application like
> >>music, you deserve what you get<<<
>
> -that's a contradiction: once or twice every 3 months is more often than
> never!
> I've thought about a laptop sequencer as well, but my compaq is so prone
to
> crashes it makes me detest using computers for anything more than basic
> production applications (harddisk recording or cd burning): finding a
stable
> combination of PC platform, midi interface , software for sampling and
> sequencing while possible is just too damn expensive, frustrating and time
> consuming for all but the most dedicated "geeks" among us: my bet is that
it
> will cost significantly more than the rs7k. In the studio or
> behind-the-scenes such a piece would be an awesome tool but there's
> something extremely lame about operating a mouse or typing on a computer
> keyboard on stage- it lacks a certain presence or dynamic; most people
don't
> want to be reminded of "the office" when they go to a club to hear music,
> some may think you're just playing back mixes from the harddisk- I
would!...
> I guess if you hooked up a control interface with some knob$ and

http://explorer.msn.com/
mailto:charliecypress@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> $witche$.....$$$.......hey- it looks and functions alot like an rs7k
doesn't
> it!
> -keep your 'puters at home I say!
>
>
> BTW there is a not very interesting article in this month's EQ covering
the
> trend of "loop-based" technology at NAMM:
>
> "...Yamaha's SR7000(sic) has its sights set on the MPC groovebox
market...it
> does the Acid trick of stretching and compressing on the fly....Yamaha's
> SR7000, Cakewalk Sonar, BitHeadz Phrazer, you name it, owes a debt to
> ReCycle.."
>
> -they forgot to mention it also has revreb and cho!
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 182|180|2001-04-11 11:12:58|Thomas|Re: RS7k vs computer platform|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Aldous Huxley" wrote:

> -they forgot to mention it also has revreb and cho!

LOL...

To add my two cents to the whole discussion...i started making music 
in the early 90´s with an Atari 1040STF, and a Yamaha SY35 doing 
ambient stuff at home. Then a few years later i bought a PC with 
Win95 and so on...now i have Logic Silver running on Win 98 and an 
adequate machine, still...i miss the easyness of the Atari-Times, so 
i will turn back, get an Akai DPS16i for Harddiskrecording and an 
RS7k for MIDI-sequencing. Sure, i won´t be able to mess with all 
kinds of weird plug-ins, but what i will get back is the simpleness 
and easyness of those times.
Still i think PC´s are for some people the right choice. Not for me, 
for sure, when it comes to music. My ideas never float with a sober 
piece of software. I am a knob-fan...
Computer have their advantages, i use it e.g. extensively for storing 
my AN1x sounds, surfing the net, playing Half-Life ;)
Others might use it for Reason, ReBirth and other software-sampler, 
but i want to go back to the basics. 
This will be more expensive, but easier to navigate.
| 184|180|2001-04-11 14:10:22|jtonna|Re: RS7k vs computer platform|

>for any of you rm1x-ers out there, I got around the grid recording
>limitation (can't hear all tracks) by getting a futureretro mobius... you
>set the MIDI input to RecM and then program your step sequences on the
>mobius, put the RM1X in record - replace or overdub mode, and voila! grid
>recording while listening to other tracks!

good idea, I do something like this,

1. by using an old Roland analog sequencer S104 ( sometimes a TB303)
going through the CV-gate to MIDI converter in the Oberheim Xpander, then
directing the Xpander MIDI out to the RM1x ( for riffs, basslines and
SPFX ( realtime tweaking possibilities on the S104 synchronized to the
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RM1x by the rimshot trig out coming from a TR909))

2. by using the analog outputs of a TR808 triggering a Roland TD7 then
MIDIfeeding the RM1x ( for rhythms, possibility to change in realtime the
individual sounds outputs on the TR808 allowing a realtime drums dynamics
modulation )

3. by using the "ext synth" sequencing part of a TR909 (the internal drums
programmation of the 909 can not be MIDI "outputed" ) going right to the
RM1x (straight, basic)

it should be possible to do the same using old Roland drum machines
manufactured after the TR707, this one allowing only a SongPlay( called
Track ) MIDI output (no individual play or record pattern MIDI output)

>I assume that the RS7k will have the same limitation... :(

I hope not, I could avoid all the connections permutations inducted by the
3 ideas described above, perhaps sell some of those ancient machines and
buy the Andromeda, it has an analog sequencer :)

RS7000+Andromeda+FS1r, my vision for the 2001 ultimate setup

J.

>On the sequencer front, I have to put in some good words for the Roland
>DJ-70mk II... it is an awesome performace sampler with SCSI, and they are
>dirt cheap right now. Having a real keyboard attached to the sampler,
>somehow increases the creativity flow for me...
>
>cheers
>ripe
>----- Original Message -----
>From: "Aldous Huxley" <charliecypress@hotmail.com>
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2001 9:13 AM
>Subject: [RS7000] RS7k vs computer platform
>
>
>>
>>
>>
>> >>I have never had a problem with the PC's I take with me - or in my
>studio.
>> >> I have a crash approximatly once every 3 months....if you buy a cheap
>> >>compaqu home pc and intend to use it for a professional application like
>> >>music, you deserve what you get<<<
>>
>> -that's a contradiction: once or twice every 3 months is more often than
>> never!
>> I've thought about a laptop sequencer as well, but my compaq is so prone
>to
>> crashes it makes me detest using computers for anything more than basic
>> production applications (harddisk recording or cd burning): finding a
>stable
>> combination of PC platform, midi interface , software for sampling and
>> sequencing while possible is just too damn expensive, frustrating and time
>> consuming for all but the most dedicated "geeks" among us: my bet is that
>it
>> will cost significantly more than the rs7k. In the studio or
>> behind-the-scenes such a piece would be an awesome tool but there's
>> something extremely lame about operating a mouse or typing on a computer
>> keyboard on stage- it lacks a certain presence or dynamic; most people
>don't
>> want to be reminded of "the office" when they go to a club to hear music,
>> some may think you're just playing back mixes from the harddisk- I
>would!...
>> I guess if you hooked up a control interface with some knob$ and
>> $witche$.....$$$.......hey- it looks and functions alot like an rs7k
>doesn't
>> it!
>> -keep your 'puters at home I say!
>>
>>
>> BTW there is a not very interesting article in this month's EQ covering
>the
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>> trend of "loop-based" technology at NAMM:
>>
>> "...Yamaha's SR7000(sic) has its sights set on the MPC groovebox
>market...it
>> does the Acid trick of stretching and compressing on the fly....Yamaha's
>> SR7000, Cakewalk Sonar, BitHeadz Phrazer, you name it, owes a debt to
>> ReCycle.."
>>
>> -they forgot to mention it also has revreb and cho!
>>
>> _________________________________________________________________
>> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
>>
>>
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>
>> Please take a moment to answer some
>> of the RS7K questions located @
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>>
>> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>>
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>>
>>
>>
>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>>
>>
>>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 185|185|2001-04-11 15:15:34|levit71@hotmail.com|delivery date|
Hey, everyone.

I was just at Music123.com, and they've changed their availability 
date for the RS700 from May 2001 to August 2001.

I.
| 186|180|2001-04-11 16:52:18|Andor144@aol.com|Re: RS7k vs computer platform|

>Speaking of phunky-bizarre sounds, can anyone recommend a program that
>can
>do some weird fugged-up SOUND DESIGN? Mac is preferred, but I can run
>PC
>applications via VIRTUAL PC.
>

try reaktor, it does everything! 
and if it doesn't do it then you dont need to do it!
-matt
| 187|162|2001-04-11 16:59:27|synthe. labo|Re: live appl.|

>At which point CUBASE will be used to MIX-down
>the audio from the RS7000 and other such external devices.
>
>Also, I've seen quite a few shows where the computer crashed LIVE while the
>act was performing. They would have to stop the show and REBOOT the
>computer. One time, a band had to completely stop the show. I have yet to
>see a show, where a dedicated hardware sequencer crashed. Which brings me 
>to
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>the conclusion that a dedicated HARDWARE sequencer [RM1X RS7000 AKAI3000]
>are better for LIVE shows and transportability.
>
>I think those people who use their computers live on stage must use them
>strictly for music production purposes -- keeping it lean and mean. No 
>word
>processors, internet, or graphics applications ...just music programs. Or,
>maybe their entire show was on DAT -- most of them are.

yes, that's true: powerful hardware seq. like RM1-X or QY700 or MPC's are 
stable,...other grovvebox like MC303 can have problems (direct 
testimonial)...
yes, Cubase can crash and you have to use your pc only for music...
things like the Trackers (fast, scream, impulse tracker) NO, i mean: they 
have been done to work with 486's etc.; are super tested trought years; they 
works in DOS; they don't crash, but it's another way of thinking sequence 
and i'm not so involved.....only see awesome results!:)
i have the idea to use Cubase to write intricated thing if necessary, and to 
transfer MIDI files onto the RM1-X or RS7000...
the fact is that now i'm so involved in Fruity Loops, and i can't transfer 
midi files....maybe i've missed some points...:)
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 188|162|2001-04-11 18:19:14|synthe. labo|Re: live appl.|

>Hey Tony,
>
> > Im actually in the process of building a computer specificaly for
> > live use...its going to be a good machine, and i am choosing my
> > components carefully.
> > what usually causes a system to be unstable is not one application:
> > its the combination of many applications.
> > I am taking the same approach to
> > building my live PC. its going to be a 4 rack space unit, with dual
> > HD's, dual video output (so both me and my counterpart will have a
> > display) and its going to have only those components which I KNOW
> > will survive a few rough drops and bumps as will happen on the road.
> > its going to be built into a GOOD shockmounted SKB case, with a power
> > conditioner also in the line. there is going to be a KYMA system in
> > the same rack, and its going to be called the GOD rack...no one
> > touches it accept me.
> > yes...this is going to be expensive (actually not, most of it is
> > built from stuff my clients throw out!) but in the end its going to
> > be a monster!

well, if someone drunk will broke your superman pc, i think you'll take his 
head off!!;)
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 190|162|2001-04-11 22:07:08|Jayson Barrons|Re: live appl.|

> yes, it's true.
> but with a midi patchbay you'll have 1 master and + slaves exacly 
>as to have 1 master + 1 slave,...i mean: the midipatch is like midi 
>trough, so it's only multiplied but don't influence the stability of 
>the sequence, no?

true enough about the patchbay unit. but its not just about the 
latent instability midi has for live use; its the fact that cutting 
down your physical midi cabling inherently gets rid of some possible 
problems. The less cables running to and from things, the less 
stress of something going wrong.

Running a live electronic set is extremely difficult, and is 
absolutely NOTHING like studio work. You have to be prepared for the 
worst happening at the worst time. The pay is great, and the 
adrenaline rush is like no other, but it isn't some half assed 
undertaking. I get angry at live artists who show up to gigs 45 
minutes before it opens, or are asking around because they didn't 
think they would need this certain connector. Be prepared, and 
you'll kill the crowd.

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/


Speaking of, if any of you will be in Detroit for the DEMF, i'll be 
playin a afterparty at a club called ONE X. I'll Be doing a full 3 
hour LIVE set, which is completely unheard of in the live elctronic 
scene. Later kids.
| 191|162|2001-04-11 22:11:28|Andor144@aol.com|Re: live appl.|

>Speaking of, if any of you will be in Detroit for the DEMF, i'll be 
>playin a afterparty at a club called ONE X. I'll Be doing a full 3 
>hour LIVE set, which is completely unheard of in the live elctronic 
>scene. Later kids.

thats not unheard of at all IMO

-matt
| 192|192|2001-04-12 01:34:38|synthe. labo|Re: RS7k vs computer platform|

>Speaking of phunky-bizarre sounds, can anyone recommend a program that can
>do some weird fugged-up SOUND DESIGN? Mac is preferred, but I can run PC
>applications via VIRTUAL PC.

REAKTOR!!!!fron NativeInstruments...it's so wicked!!
also VazModular iz good.
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 196|162|2001-04-12 06:59:29|Tony|Re: live appl.|
Well, the pc is going to be 3 feet from me at all times, and I keep a 
cattle prod handy in case the crowd gets out of hand...

(never underestimate the power of an electrified blunt instrument!)

Tony

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >Hey Tony,
> >
> > > Im actually in the process of building a computer specificaly 
for
> > > live use...its going to be a good machine, and i am choosing my
> > > components carefully.
> > > what usually causes a system to be unstable is not one 
application:
> > > its the combination of many applications.
> > > I am taking the same approach to
> > > building my live PC. its going to be a 4 rack space unit, with 
dual
> > > HD's, dual video output (so both me and my counterpart will 
have a
> > > display) and its going to have only those components which I 
KNOW
> > > will survive a few rough drops and bumps as will happen on the 
road.
> > > its going to be built into a GOOD shockmounted SKB case, with a 
power
> > > conditioner also in the line. there is going to be a KYMA 
system in
> > > the same rack, and its going to be called the GOD rack...no one
> > > touches it accept me.
> > > yes...this is going to be expensive (actually not, most of it is
> > > built from stuff my clients throw out!) but in the end its 
going to
> > > be a monster!
> 
> well, if someone drunk will broke your superman pc, i think you'll 
take his 
> head off!!;)
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
______________________________________________________________________
___
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| 197|162|2001-04-12 07:27:58|Jayson Barrons|Re: live appl.|
--- In RS7000@y..., Andor144@a... wrote:

> >Speaking of, if any of you will be in Detroit for the DEMF, i'll 

be 

> >playin a afterparty at a club called ONE X. I'll Be doing a full 

3 

> >hour LIVE set, which is completely unheard of in the live 

elctronic 

> >scene. Later kids.
> 
> thats not unheard of at all IMO

really? I've NEVER seen a live Act in the Electronic Dance Scene go 
longer than an hour. and i'm not talking about dj's, just strictly 
live pa's. who have you seen go that long? i'd like to get some 
info.
| 198|162|2001-04-12 07:41:09|sam@lollygagger.org|Re: live appl.|
I've seen Mr. Interrupt here in Boston go for 2 hours at a time easily.
-sop

>--- In RS7000@y..., Andor144@a... wrote:
>> >Speaking of, if any of you will be in Detroit for the DEMF, i'll 
>be 
>> >playin a afterparty at a club called ONE X. I'll Be doing a full 
>3 
>> >hour LIVE set, which is completely unheard of in the live 
>elctronic 
>> >scene. Later kids.
>> 
>> thats not unheard of at all IMO
>
>
>
>
>really? I've NEVER seen a live Act in the Electronic Dance Scene go 
>longer than an hour. and i'm not talking about dj's, just strictly 
>live pa's. who have you seen go that long? i'd like to get some 
>info.
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K

Yahoo account.

>
> 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

>
>
>
>

http://www.lollygagger.org
| 199|162|2001-04-12 09:53:56|Andor144@aol.com|Re: live appl.|
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well me and my friend chris have done events that went on for long times like 
that these events are geared more towards like audiences who aren't dancing 
so maybe its different a lot of the guys i do shows with in boston do events 
with long sets i mean it could be a couple hours (when i worked with my 
friend mike esp from boston's toneburst collective, we went for two hours and 
they had to stop us)
or it could be seven15 minute sets depending
my freind chris and i work in such a way that we could play all our songs 
twice and yo wouldn't even know it when we get the rs7000 we will be doing 
this with those instead of rm1x's and samplers
-matt
| 200|162|2001-04-13 00:28:41|ryan_supak@yahoo.com|Re: live appl.|

> Running a live electronic set is extremely difficult, and is 
> absolutely NOTHING like studio work

speaking of, i just started a new yahoo!group called livepa about 2 
weeks ago...it's all about tips and techniques for playing/creating 
electronic music live.
| 202|185|2001-04-13 04:02:11|Keiko Ikeda|Re: delivery date|
The RS7000 will ship in mid June. I have a friend who works at Yamaha and he said that both Motif and RS would be shipping then.

----- Original Message -----
From: levit71@hotmail.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2001 2:15 PM
Subject: [RS7000] delivery date

Hey, everyone.

I was just at Music123.com, and they've changed their availability 
date for the RS700 from May 2001 to August 2001.

I.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit  http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

| 203|162|2001-04-13 08:34:47|Jayson Barrons|Re: live appl.|
--- In RS7000@y..., sam@l... wrote:

> I've seen Mr. Interrupt here in Boston go for 2 hours at a time 

easily.

I've done 2 hour sets consistently. I'm talking about doing live 
sets 3 hours and beyond.
| 204|204|2001-04-13 09:43:33|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: Digest Number 25|
Tony...

point taken...BUT...

the OS (whch ever it really doesn't matter) of whatever plaform you're choosing is designed really be a swiss army knife capable of many different functions...

"Jack of All trades master of none"...

So regardless of the fact that you only use it 4 sequencing....It has to be more genreal purpose...

So you'll still have to deal with BUGS and irratations of it...

Your approach will help minimize issues....but will not resolve them completely...simply cuz you can't get to that low a level...

Cheers,

Alex

Message: 1
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Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2001 12:55:36 -0000
From: "Tony" <chasingzero@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: live appl.

Im actually in the process of building a computer specificaly for 
live use...its going to be a good machine, and i am choosing my 
components carefully.

what usually causes a system to be unstable is not one application: 
its the combination of many applications. a hardware sequencer is 
never asked to edit audio or be a word processor - there for its made 
with that one application in mind. I am taking the same approach to 
building my live PC. its going to be a 4 rack space unit, with dual 
HD's, dual video output (so both me and my counterpart will have a 
display) and its going to have only those components which I KNOW 
will survive a few rough drops and bumps as will happen on the road. 
its going to be built into a GOOD shockmounted SKB case, with a power 
conditioner also in the line. there is going to be a KYMA system in 
the same rack, and its going to be called the GOD rack...no one 
touches it accept me. its going to boot off of a CD-ROM (so the O/S 
cannot be deleted) and the HD's will be hot swapable with backups of 
identical drives. 

yes...this is going to be expensive (actually not, most of it is 
built from stuff my clients throw out!) but in the end its going to 
be a monster!
| 205|204|2001-04-13 10:20:28|Tony|Re: Digest Number 25|
Actually, you can cut more of the slack out of an o/s than you think 
(particularly windows). by not installing certain applications or 
functions, you can make it run much more reliably - a good example is 
the findfast utility that gets installed with office, or comes as 
standard in win2k (they call it the indexing service, but its 
basicaly the same thing). if you turn it off, your i/o improves 
dramaticaly. 

Also, and this is a response to someone who said they had problems 
with their compaq laptop - you need to be carefull what you buy. 
compaq's suck for music - they are very difficult machines, because 
they put the crapiest hardware possible into them. you have to know 
that your not just buying a whole system - your buying a motherboard, 
a hard drive, some ram chips and a display card that may or may not 
play well together for the intended purpose. My computer doesnt 
crash often (like i said, maybe every 2~3 months) and thats usually 
because Im doing something that I know is pushing the limits of what 
hardware I have (i.e. attempting to run 24 tracks of audio while 
recording 8 tracks and ive got a dozen plugins and eq's running). 

Im not saying they are perfect, but they are better than thier 
reputation i think. Computers are more user dependent i think than 
dedicated hardware, because the user has more control over the final 
use/abuse the system gets..

Tony

--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:
> Tony...
> 
> point taken...BUT...
> 
> the OS (whch ever it really doesn't matter) of whatever plaform 
you're choosing is designed really be a swiss army knife capable of 
many different functions...
> 
> "Jack of All trades master of none"...
> 
> So regardless of the fact that you only use it 4 sequencing....It 
has to be more genreal purpose...
> 
> So you'll still have to deal with BUGS and irratations of it...
> 
> Your approach will help minimize issues....but will not resolve 
them completely...simply cuz you can't get to that low a level...
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Alex
> 
> 
> Message: 1

mailto:chasingzero@yahoo.com


> Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2001 12:55:36 -0000
> From: "Tony" 
> Subject: Re: live appl.
> 
> Im actually in the process of building a computer specificaly for 
> live use...its going to be a good machine, and i am choosing my 
> components carefully.
> 
> what usually causes a system to be unstable is not one 
application: 
> its the combination of many applications. a hardware sequencer is 
> never asked to edit audio or be a word processor - there for its 
made 
> with that one application in mind. I am taking the same approach 
to 
> building my live PC. its going to be a 4 rack space unit, with 
dual 
> HD's, dual video output (so both me and my counterpart will have a 
> display) and its going to have only those components which I KNOW 
> will survive a few rough drops and bumps as will happen on the 
road. 
> its going to be built into a GOOD shockmounted SKB case, with a 
power 
> conditioner also in the line. there is going to be a KYMA system 
in 
> the same rack, and its going to be called the GOD rack...no one 
> touches it accept me. its going to boot off of a CD-ROM (so the 
O/S 
> cannot be deleted) and the HD's will be hot swapable with backups 
of 
> identical drives. 
> 
> yes...this is going to be expensive (actually not, most of it is 
> built from stuff my clients throw out!) but in the end its going to 
> be a monster!

| 207|204|2001-04-13 23:09:38|Andor144@aol.com|Re: Digest Number 25|
In a message dated 4/13/01 12:22:06, chasingzero@yahoo.com writes:

>Im not saying they are perfect, but they are better than thier 
>reputation i think. Computers are more user dependent i think than 
>dedicated hardware, because the user has more control over the final 
>use/abuse the system gets..
>
>Tony

Definitely!!
-matt
| 210|210|2001-04-17 03:23:07|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|New member|
Hi there,I am a new member to this E-group.
My name is stefan jannesson and I live in sweden.
| 211|211|2001-04-17 16:23:53|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|Online shop " Thomann"|
Hi there,
Here is a webbsite to a BIG musicstore in germany that a buy my 
things from the have great prices.
Perhaps you allready now about this store,well I just wanted to
let you guys now about it.
enjoy
stefan www.netzmarkt.de/thomann
| 221|221|2001-04-23 02:33:57|synthe. labo|Re: SUNSYN & and RS7000|

>Otherwise the price
>will definately be around the one from the Andromeda. I rather get
>would get an MicroQ, Virus Rack, Nova, MS2k, Nord Modular or
>AN/DX200, well or just simply stick with my AN1x...;)))

well, the AN1-X is wonderful
playing it in a store i stayed 2 hours without stopping; absolutely amazing 
and cheap!
yes, the sunsyn is really expensive...but also my Nord Modular,..but it's 
another thing, i think...an analogue compared to a virtual modular..
at the end i think that the possibilities the Nord Mod. allows you to do are 
endless, more than the sunsyn, but if i understud well the sunsyn is a real 
analogue, so..
if i have money to spend i would search an Oberheim Expander
that's my opinion
ciao-marco

mailto:chasingzero@yahoo.com


_________________________________________________________________________
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| 223|170|2001-04-23 04:32:02|dj@la.due.as|Re: Date of Release|
--- In RS7000@y..., dnovomeiski@y... wrote:

> OK. Here is some information straight from Yamaha Corp. Just pasting
> an e-mail I've received:
> 
> "Greetings,
> Yamaha expects to ship the RS7000 worldwide in June.
> Thanks for your interest.
> 
> Regards,
> 

Goddamn! I've heard mid may in europe!
| 224|170|2001-04-23 09:58:14|jtonna|Re: Date of Release|

>--- In RS7000@y..., dnovomeiski@y... wrote:
>> OK. Here is some information straight from Yamaha Corp. Just pasting
>> an e-mail I've received:
>>
>> "Greetings,
>> Yamaha expects to ship the RS7000 worldwide in June.
>> Thanks for your interest.
>>
>> Regards,
>>
>Goddamn! I've heard mid may in europe!

and mid april on Mars ;)

>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 225|221|2001-04-23 10:02:29|jtonna|Re: SUNSYN & and RS7000|

>>Otherwise the price
>>will definately be around the one from the Andromeda. I rather get
>>would get an MicroQ, Virus Rack, Nova, MS2k, Nord Modular or
>>AN/DX200, well or just simply stick with my AN1x...;)))
>
>well, the AN1-X is wonderful
>playing it in a store i stayed 2 hours without stopping; absolutely amazing
>and cheap!
>yes, the sunsyn is really expensive...but also my Nord Modular,..but it's
>another thing, i think...an analogue compared to a virtual modular..
>at the end i think that the possibilities the Nord Mod. allows you to do are
>endless, more than the sunsyn, but if i understud well the sunsyn is a real
>analogue, so..
>if i have money to spend i would search an Oberheim Expander
>that's my opinion
>ciao-marco

the Xpander is great, I won't never sell it, but I just downloaded the
Andromeda Manual yesterday evening and with 16 voices this instrument seems
fantastic, a few sounds can be heard on the Alesis demo page, not enough to
my opinion, but the features presented by the manual are wonderful.

Regards

Jean

http://www.hotmail.com/
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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>
>_________________________________________________________________________
>Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 226|221|2001-04-23 11:16:00|Thomas|Re: SUNSYN & and RS7000|

--- In RS7000@y..., jtonna wrote:
the Xpander is great, I won't never sell it, but I just downloaded 
the
> Andromeda Manual yesterday evening and with 16 voices this 
instrument seems
> fantastic, a few sounds can be heard on the Alesis demo page, not 
enough to
> my opinion, but the features presented by the manual are wonderful.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Jean
Uh oh, Andromeda...this thing has more knobs than the original 
Enterprise USS1701 out of TOS...hehe.
I would like to purchase a Wavestation instead...way 
cheaper...;)...and less knobs...but talking about purchasing...look 
at this:

http://www.piedog.com/shop/affil/affil.asp?affil=sonicstate&pf_id=7979

| 227|227|2001-04-24 08:13:38|Tony|synthplanet.com|
http://www.synthplanet.com - they have the RS listed, and its $200 
less than it would be to buy it from my local store...

shipping would be expensive, but i wouldnt pay sales tax..

Tony
| 228|227|2001-04-24 11:58:01|slugsnail2@yahoo.com|Re: synthplanet.com|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tony" wrote:

> http://www.synthplanet.com - they have the RS listed, and its $200 
> less than it would be to buy it from my local store...
> 
> shipping would be expensive, but i wouldnt pay sales tax..
> 
> Tony

Hi Tony,

Check out the threads on Synthplanet at Sonicstate.com under the 
Waldorf pump. It may make your mind up.

Dec
| 229|229|2001-04-24 12:01:19|slugsnail2@yahoo.com|Synthplanet.com|
Check out the thread on synthplanet.com at sonicstate.com under the 
Waldorf pump (**that''s a mouthfull!**), if you are considering 
ordering your RS7000 from them.

BQL

Em
| 230|230|2001-04-25 10:32:50|Thomas|Pics from Athan, Motif and ...RS7000|
http://www.musicgearreview.com/press/20010420.htm
| 231|231|2001-04-27 12:17:10|jezjackson@btinternet.com|Styles are up!!|
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Did you lot know about this or not (I didn't)

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/

then click on styles .........about 13 factory styles to download!!

Nice

Jez
| 235|235|2001-04-28 01:17:58|ripe|Re: Upload your personal music link|
well, rather than put it up on yahoogroups,
here's a link to a recent song I sequenced up using the RM1X...
Sounds from a FR-777, Drumstation, RM1X, and Kawai K5000

http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/a_dub.mp3

cheers
ripe

email: ripe@socialentropy.com

AW4416 mailing list moderator
AW4416 user's site - http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
socialentropy studios - http://www.socialentropy.com
| 236|236|2001-04-28 18:28:55|spammy@helloworld.tc|New member with question!|
Hello! 

I wonder if there is many members on this board, i mean, the thing is not even 
out yet? Or is it? Maybe in Usa it is... 

Anyway, i have a question.. Do anyone now if the PWM soundengine on the RS-7000 
practically will be a Desktopped Cs6x??? 

/L 

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 237|236|2001-04-29 01:32:40|Thomas|Re: New member with question!|
--- In RS7000@y..., spammy@h... wrote:

> Anyway, i have a question.. Do anyone now if the PWM soundengine on 

the RS-7000 

> practically will be a Desktopped Cs6x???

Well...as far as i followed the press-news, the RS7000 AWM2 is more 
like the MOTIF-engine. And i am sure the CS6x doesn´t contain 1054 
patches and 63 drumkits, does it?
So since the thing is not out yet, we don´t know for sure what sounds 
are in it. Go here to listen to the 13 factory-styles:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/
| 239|239|2001-05-04 02:55:48|nurmad@rocketmail.com|any update on release date?|
hi,

i read on another message board that the relese date for the rs7000 
in australia will be may 10th? is this true? will the UK release be 
near that date too??

thanks for any info
| 240|231|2001-05-04 05:49:50|Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se|Re: Styles are up!!|

> > Did you lot know about this or not (I didn't)
> > http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/
> > then click on styles ...about 13 factory styles to download!!
> > Nice

Is there anyone here that cares to convert the .vqf files
to mp3, or something.I'm at unix at work, and no computer
home, and there is no way for me to play vqf files. The
twinVQ library exists for linux, but i've only found the
binary for it so far. Nothing for Sparc/Solaris. 

I think there is a vqfconvert program somewhere on www.vqf.com

Only if you feel like it...
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Thanks
/Marcus
| 242|242|2001-05-08 16:50:39|pman@home.nl|Pman>rm1x mc303 en sp202 owner just heared about the rs7000|
hi there,

first things first:
- peter de man
- 22
- holland
ok, now lets talk,

i love my rm1x (sections) and mc303 (good sound)

and i was looking for a mate for my rm1x because the boss sp-202 
realy is a pain in my ass. i spend a month comparing all sampler, and 
finaly was about to choose between mpc2000 and su7000

and then i found out about the rs7000

wow, i want one... no two
and leave all dork dj's behind (well,.. i already did;)
who have poor control over the live situation.
(fools...)

anyone has a clue which store can supply them cheap?

greetingz,
Pman
| 243|243|2001-05-09 03:06:19|ycs6x@yahoo.ca|Yamaha Sequencers|
Hi there you all:

Will like to find out if there is a dedicated users group for the Yamaha QY100 Seq.
What too small , too new? What?

As you know I'm new here and to the Yamaha QY100 wich I find incredible practical and very good sounding, (Althoug will like
to know how to upgrade the internal sounds or if you can download sound patches and then load them with the media card
into it's internal memory.)

I'm using it in combination with the Yamaha CS6x, mainly for sequencing as I heat deeply having to deal with the "home computer"
(remember Kraftwerk predictions?) and it's software sequencer programs.

can anyone help me here?
Thanks in advance.
Yours truly: Mgs.
| 244|244|2001-05-09 05:21:28|synthe. labo|traditional sampling???|
well, i had a bad new to be confirmed: someone told me that the RS7000 won't 
have the note mapping for samples, so you won't be able to manage single 
sampled sounds as internal sounds, as all traditional samplers

please, confirm or not this thing cauze it's so important for such a lot of 
money: if it's true the RS7000 is a big great groovebox with a remix sampler 
inside like the SU700, BUT no real sampler that everybody wants:

i want to sample a bass sound and after this write the notes of my pattern, 
NOT twist the pitch as on the Electribe S to obtain different notes;

cauze everybody knows now that the RS7000 will be able to manage loops, do 
time stretch etc etc etc, but tha classic sampling, that is what would be 
the DIFFERENCE of the RS7000??? if it's so, it's like to have a RM1-X and a 
SU700, and i don't want this

if this is true, sorry, but i'll take back my order of the RS7000

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 250|244|2001-05-09 10:08:21|synthe. labo|Re: traditional sampling???|

> > Hmm, based on the RS specs, I also assumed that it would be able to 
>handle
> > traditional sampling. I remember reading something about 'drum' and 
>'pitch'
> > style samples supported. Always guessed that the latter one would be the
> > traditional sampling style where a sample is pitched up and down along 
>the
> > keyboard range.

http://www.hotmail.com/


well, i wrote bad the wrong line: i've wrote "to be confirmed" ,not 
confirmed
what i ask is simple: i sample a sound and i use it as an internal one, so 
as a note....
what would you use the RS7000 sampler for?
i mean: loops are awesome, but if you want single sounds...' i can't believe 
i have to become crazy with the overdub recording and affecting the pitch to 
obtain a scale of notes with my own sample....
i'm scared cauze i've just ordered my RS7000!!!:))

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 251|244|2001-05-09 10:25:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: traditional sampling???|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> i'm scared cauze i've just ordered my RS7000!!!:))

I still don't understand how you guys have the guts to
order a machine that you never played with. AFAIK,
a couple of you alread preordered the RS.

What's the deal, can it be returned and you get your
money back? Or are you just *deperate*? Well, I am. ;)

- Robert
| 252|244|2001-05-09 10:34:34|synthe. labo|Re: traditional sampling???|

>"synthe. labo" wrote:
>
> > i'm scared cauze i've just ordered my RS7000!!!:))
>
>I still don't understand how you guys have the guts to
>order a machine that you never played with. AFAIK,
>a couple of you alread preordered the RS.

well,
i have done so much with my RM1-X that i thought it was a really good affair 
to get the evolution of the RM1-X with a sampler inside....
but a sampler!:)

>
>What's the deal, can it be returned and you get your
>money back? Or are you just *deperate*? Well, I am. ;)

yes, for sure i can dis-order my RS7000, but what a pity, i mean:
really hope the beast can do that!
ciao-marco

>
>- Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 254|244|2001-05-09 10:46:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: traditional sampling???|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> >"synthe. labo" wrote:
> >
> > > i'm scared cauze i've just ordered my RS7000!!!:))
> >
> >I still don't understand how you guys have the guts to
> >order a machine that you never played with. AFAIK,
> >a couple of you alread preordered the RS.
>
> well,
> i have done so much with my RM1-X that i thought it was a really good affair
> to get the evolution of the RM1-X with a sampler inside....
> but a sampler!:)

I fully agree. I currently use a QY-700 and had the same thought.

http://www.hotmail.com/
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>
>
> >
> >What's the deal, can it be returned and you get your
> >money back? Or are you just *deperate*? Well, I am. ;)
>
> yes, for sure i can dis-order my RS7000, but what a pity, i mean:
> really hope the beast can do that!

Agreed! Would be so damn nice when the RS is also a real sampler.
Well the price suggests that it is...
BTW, since the RS is an attack on the Akai MPX2000XL, does
*that* machine support standard sampling techniques?

- Robert

>
> ciao-marco
> >
> >- Robert
> >

| 255|242|2001-05-09 13:01:12|Thomas|Re: Pman>rm1x mc303 en sp202 owner just heared about the rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., pman@h... wrote:

> anyone has a clue which store can supply them cheap?

Right now? Noone. Later on, hopefully by the mid - end of July in 
your local musicstore. Or check out some german stores, like 
www.musik-city-koeln.de or www.musik-produktiv.de or similar. 

> 
> greetingz,
> Pman

| 256|244|2001-05-09 13:05:12|Thomas|Re: traditional sampling???|
Well here´s what i found out about the sampling-capabilities of the 
RS7000:

The Yamaha Spec´s said:

SAMPLER MAX.SAMPLE VOICES 256 (Pitch / Kit Total) SAMPLE VOICE TYPE 
Pitch, Kit SAMPLING TYPE Slice + Sequence, Kit, Kit + Note, Pitch, 
Pitch + Note

Seems to be a normal phrase + "traditional" sampling.

Then i found on a EX5-website (http://www.wbmedia.com/ex5/)
a review about a guy who actually TESTED a MOTIF...he says about it:

Brian Cowell
edited 04-11-2001 08:53 AM 

The MOTIF is basically gonna have a RS7000 engine in it. I've heard 
the latest version of the RS7000 and it is one kick ass machine. 
The MOTIF is cool with just its sounds.Adding this into it is adding 
a monster ! Hmm...was very pleasant to see no "DSP full errors!". 

So assuming that the MOTIF has the RS7000 engine and also knowing 
that the EX5 has a sampler built in like the A3000 is one, i think 
you can assume, that the MOTIF will have a full featured sampler 
also...which we can assume of that, that the RS7k will have one as 
well...not to mention for THAT price, there better is one in....or i 
am getting a second hand RM1x and A4000.

What´s Yamaha´s email-adress? I didn´t find it on their website...
| 257|244|2001-05-09 13:12:25|Thomas|Re: traditional sampling???|
Oh before i forget, because the MOTIF has the same engine as the 
RS7000, check this, i found it on the Yamaha MOTIF-specs:

Integrated Sampling Sequencer:
MOTIF has two distinct ways of recording audio phrases: Sample with 
Note and Slice with Sequence. Sample with Note is ideal if you simply 
want to add audio phrases to your song. In this mode, you can record 
vocal and guitar phrases directly into your sequence while listening 
to playback of any MIDI tracks you've already created. After 
recording the audio, the Integrated Sampling Sequencer will 
automatically create a sample voice, map it to the keyboard (!!) and 

http://www.wbmedia.com/ex5/)


put a MIDI note in the pattern at the appropriate time. If you would 
like to play the same audio phrase later in the song, you can simply 
trigger it with a MIDI note instead of having to sample it again and 
use up valuable sample RAM. When you make your final arrangement, 
your phrases will play back in perfect time. Slice with Sequence 
takes the Integrated Sampling Sequencer concept even further. In this 
case, when you record audio phrases, MOTIF will analyze the recorded 
audio, slice it into pieces (based on amplitude peaks and divisions 
of the beat) and then generate an extremely accurate MIDI sequence to 
perfectly re-trigger each of the pieces. This is the key to MOTIF's 
seamless integration of audio and MIDI. Once this process has 
completed, you can change the tempo of your sequence without changing 
the pitch of the recorded audio, or use grids to change the clock, 
gate and velocity values of notes within a sampled drum loop, for 
example. Simply put, you have all the flexibility of MIDI with the 
accuracy and realism of audio.

Well, what i miss is just like the MOTIF to use at least two plug-in 
boards with the RS7000. Additionally a DX7 and half a AN1x would be 
REALLY nice!
| 258|244|2001-05-09 13:17:32|Thomas|Re: traditional sampling???|

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
Sample with 
> Note and Slice with Sequence. 

Well when i think about it...it sounds like it doesn´t sample in the 
the "traditional" way...still i want one.

| 259|244|2001-05-09 14:00:08|Thomas|Re: traditional sampling???|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> Sample with 
> > Note and Slice with Sequence. 
> 
> Well when i think about it...it sounds like it doesn´t sample in 

the 

> the "traditional" way...still i want one.

But otherwise, on new MOTIF-Forum someone posted the following which 
let me hope:

Toine 
New Member 
Member # 1069 
Rate Member 
posted 04-30-2001 12:52 PM 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Bert Smorenberg (the guy who demonstrated the Mtif on te Frankfurter 
Messe) Said that it IS possible to use the Motif as an ordinary 
sampler! So just (multi)sample a sound, put it under a range of keys 
and play it!
| 260|260|2001-05-09 17:15:58|P. de Man|can it do all?|
dear members,

what i understand from it, all can be done

because it acts as if the sample is an instrument like the ones in the
tonegenerator chip. so a full unique MSB LSB and program number for each
sample. each sample has a full painoroll with different pitches.
and because classic sample formats can also be loaded..i would find it
strange if you can only use them at one pitch.
so,

1. classic sample support (like akai.. its support the fileformat so duh?!)
2. phrase/drum sampler and trigger with note on and gate time (like boss
sp-202) but now with ful piano roll because of auto pitch.
3. (wav) phrase sampler with auto loop/stretch function (on demand because
of su700's borrowed time slicing technics)

but i maybe wrong, im just getting into samplers.
i've used mc-303 and rm1x for some years now.
(and ojeah sp-202 but i wouldn't call THAT a sampler;)
and did some research on samplers because of the need for upgrading.
(but only the mpc's, su700 and sp808xe seemed to please me)



but then again if i'm wrong i would like to know.
then i also have to reconsidder my purchase of the rs7000
but i don't expect that, yamaha isn't stupid...
(it's 100% downwards compatible with rm1x, 
AND i also expect it to be with su700 
AND the classic racksampler)

THIS TIME they wanted to make an unbeatable machine, 
just to show roland ;>
rm1x + su700 + classic racksampler = rs7000 ;>

that my vision...greetingz,
Peter de man
| 261|244|2001-05-09 19:12:28|Jayson Barrons|Re: traditional sampling???|

> The only time I'd ever heard any
> reference that the RS7000's sampler was like the A4000 was in it's
> interface/ operating system. 

If the only thing similiar is the a4000 type operating system, why 
does it accept a4000/a5000 samples? If its just a loop sampler, how 
could it read those?
| 262|244|2001-05-10 00:15:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: traditional sampling???|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> > The only time I'd ever heard any
> > reference that the RS7000's sampler was like the A4000 was in it's
> > interface/ operating system.
>
> If the only thing similiar is the a4000 type operating system, why
> does it accept a4000/a5000 samples? If its just a loop sampler, how
> could it read those?

Well, you can read those disks to read in drum kits or any other kind
of samples, and map each sample to a different key on the keyboard.

- Robert
| 264|244|2001-05-10 07:53:30|thopman@bordersgroupinc.com|"New Motif Forum"?|

> But otherwise, on new MOTIF-Forum someone posted the following 

which 

> let me hope:

Can anybody direct me to this Motif forum? There is one out there, 
but it doesn't contain the quote cited.

I'm trying to find out anything I can about Motif, and it sounds like 
I'm missing something . . .

Thanks,
Terry
| 265|244|2001-05-10 10:39:01|thopman@bordersgroupinc.com|Re: traditional sampling???|
I'll chime in the "traditional sampling" issue. I'm actually more 
interested in the Motif than the RS, but I understand they will be 
substantially similar (I could be wrong).

A Motif brouchure PDF I downloaded from Yamaha refers to "Multi 
Sample Import" as a feature. This kind of hints at trad sampling, 
doesn't it?

I share the same concerns about the Motif, though. The info on the 
web site, etc. emphasizes the sample-sequencing thing, but doesn't 
really speak in terms that imply "traditional sampling", other than 
the item I mention above.

I'll email customer support and try and get the lowdown.

--Terry
| 266|244|2001-05-10 11:27:28|Thomas|Re: "New Motif Forum"?|
--- In RS7000@y..., thopman@b... wrote:

> direct me to this Motif forum? 



Sorry Terry, my mistake. Here we go:

http://forums.sonikmatter.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=forum&f=25
| 267|244|2001-05-10 11:29:29|Thomas|Re: traditional sampling???|
--- In RS7000@y..., thopman@b... wrote:

> I'll email customer support and try and get the lowdown.
> 
> --Terry

What´s their email-adress? I didn´t find it on their site...

Tom
| 268|260|2001-05-10 11:42:19|Thomas|Re: can it do all?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "P. de Man" wrote:

> 1. classic sample support (like akai.. its support the fileformat 

so duh?!)

Not duh. That it supports Akai doesn´t mean you can play it with full 
piano roll...it could also mean you can import DRUM-multi-samples 
from AKAI-CD.

> 2. phrase/drum sampler and trigger with note on and gate time (like 

boss

> sp-202) but now with ful piano roll because of auto pitch.

Well that´s the point, it doesn´t say in the specs, that it will be 
auto pitch.

> THIS TIME they wanted to make an unbeatable machine, 
> just to show roland ;>
> rm1x + su700 + classic racksampler = rs7000 ;>
> 
> that my vision...greetingz,
> Peter de man

Well, your word in Yamaha´s ear. I hope for this too, but even if it 
doesn´t is also a full featured sampler...
| 269|260|2001-05-10 14:23:49|jtonna|Re: can it do all?|
some infos :

http://www.letdabasskick.homestead.com/things.html

J.

>--- In RS7000@y..., "P. de Man" wrote:
>> 1. classic sample support (like akai.. its support the fileformat
>so duh?!)
>
>Not duh. That it supports Akai doesn´t mean you can play it with full
>piano roll...it could also mean you can import DRUM-multi-samples
>>from AKAI-CD.
>
>> 2. phrase/drum sampler and trigger with note on and gate time (like
>boss
>> sp-202) but now with ful piano roll because of auto pitch.
>Well that´s the point, it doesn´t say in the specs, that it will be
>auto pitch.
>
>> THIS TIME they wanted to make an unbeatable machine,
>> just to show roland ;>
>> rm1x + su700 + classic racksampler = rs7000 ;>
>>
>> that my vision...greetingz,
>> Peter de man
>Well, your word in Yamaha´s ear. I hope for this too, but even if it
>doesn´t is also a full featured sampler...
>

http://forums.sonikmatter.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=forum&f=25
http://www.letdabasskick.homestead.com/things.html


>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 270|270|2001-05-10 14:31:48|synthe. labo|RS7k|
hello there,
i've just ordered my RS7000 and i've sold the RM1-X
well, i still have it by now, but for the end of this month i'll have the 
RS7000 in my hands
the first thing i'll do will be certainly to listen to the rom sounds and 
effects, lfo's to compare to the RM1-X
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 275|244|2001-05-10 19:19:23|Jayson Barrons|Re: traditional sampling???|

> > If the only thing similiar is the a4000 type operating system, why
> > does it accept a4000/a5000 samples? If its just a loop sampler, 

how

> > could it read those?
> 
> Well, you can read those disks to read in drum kits or any other 

kind

> of samples, and map each sample to a different key on the keyboard.

true enough, but it doesn't say "reads A4000/a5000 drum kits," its 
says it reads all their samples.
| 277|277|2001-05-11 03:54:52|synthe. labo|Re: Digest Number 43|
hello,
first: i have problems with my mails, sometimes they arrives late, etc etc 
etc, so i tell all in this:

>Guys...
>
>Let me know what you find out about sample Mapping/pitch transposing....
>
>This is not an optional thing I'd be willing to work around....this is a 
>basic necessity of working with any sampler...especaily for what YAMMIE is 
>asking for this unit.
>
>I don't mind having creative options...just don't lock me out of the basics 
>to have them....

i completely agree!!: i mean:
i'm not asking the moon, or the machine to make coffee and sample....
i'm asking the oldest way of working: sampling and transposing the sample in 
a map keyboard as ALL samplers do
i didn't bouth the SU700 too because of that: i couldn't manage the notes on 
my samples, but only affect the pitch...
sometimes i feel like i'm crazy cauze i ask strange things, ...but at the 
end i think i'm asking the basis, not these terrible new age world 
features, only sampling

also this:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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>Sample with Note is ideal if you simply want to add audio phrases to your 
>song. In this mode, you can record vocal and guitar phrases directly into 
>your sequence while listening to playback of any MIDI tracks you've already 
>created. After recording the audio, the Integrated Sampling Sequencer will 
>automatically create a sample voice, map it to the keyboard (!!) and put a 
>MIDI note in the pattern at the appropriate time. If you would like to play 
>the same audio phrase later in the song, you can simply trigger it with a 
>MIDI note instead of having to sample it again and use up valuable sample 
>RAM. When you make your final arrangement, your phrases will play back in 
>perfect time.

..well..?
it's note mapping in classic way...like Akai's etc etc etc...
also this description is a bit confused for me
i'm starting to think that, to have new tekniques, they are loosing the 
basis of making music
you have understoud from this that it's "classic" samplind as ALL rackmout 
samplers?
if it's so, well, all right, ok...
i'm not convinced yet with these terms...
sometimes i fell like to be an alien to ask the most obvious things on earth

>rm1x + su700 + classic racksampler = rs7000

i hope so, but don't think it will be an RM1-X + A4000 (for example)
maybe more RM1-X + SU700 (the name RS7000 remember this...)
really hope to be NOT cofirmed

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 278|244|2001-05-11 06:47:09|synthe. labo|Re: traditional sampling???|

>with a virus, and ER-1 an a few other goodies, and I would be a happy man.

you too the ER-1!!!!:))
..hehe, it's a really good box
now i want to save money to get the Elektron MachineDrum 
(www.machinedrum.com) and sell my ER-1, cauze it's DSP based too, but really 
more powerfull...
listen to the mp3 "md_germanica" at machinedrum.com...the kicks blow you 
off!!

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 284|244|2001-05-11 17:01:24|synthe. labo|Re: traditional sampling???|

>Hey Marco,
>
>YES! :) The ELECTRON MACHINEDRUM is awesome!!! I've been wanting it for
>about as long as I've been wanting the RS. But it's too expensive for me
>right now. Especially when I need to get a new MIXER and a VIRUS INDIGO.
>
>After having listened to the DRUM-kits/sounds on the RS7000 audio demos, I
>think I can live with it for a good long while. Plus, like you said, the
>ER-1 is a really good box.

yes, RM1-X or now RS7000 + ER-1 is very good.
i like to put the global midi channel of my ER-1 to 1, so i drive it by the 
first on the rm1-X or RS7000.
it's good for breaks textures that have long lenght, like 16 or 32 bar, so 
you don't care about the fact that ER-1 allows you to make pattern of 
maximum 4 bar, i mean. you use the first (and the other if you program well) 
also as a tone generator (also, cause you have indeed your pattern running 
on ER-1, but you can mute all, so you'll have the same kicks, for example, 
on the RM1-X-RS7000 and ER-1,...a good bomb :)

>
>I'm thinking maybe in about a year or so -- I might have to pick one up
>[machinedrum] -- I still need to get my own SID STATION though. In the
>meantime, I'll just use NANOLOOP for those lowtech computer-game type of
>sounds.

http://www.hotmail.com/
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i had some dab reviews on the sidstation.
some people get bored of it after 2 month.
it can seem paradossal, but the guys from galassia303.it that have all 
Yamaha stuff before told me that the new AN200 and DX200 (<- this one more!) 
are REALLY more interesting than the SID....they are polyphonic...
hey, what is nanoloop...?
i have to search...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 289|289|2001-05-12 17:40:38|synthe. labo|nanoloop|

>I understand how the SID STATION could get boring, but I think you have to
>be a diehard fan of OLD SKOOL video game sounds to really enjoy something
>like the SID STATION. But I unfortunately don't own one, but I use my
>friend's SID STATION once and a while.

yes, i can understand,..even if i haven't been so affected by videogames 
(except doom, and Quake <-Trent Reznor soundtrack!!)
well, it's my p.o.v., but at the time you'll be going to take your 
sidstation, think also that with a little extra of money you can get a 
Waldorf Microwave XT (now these are not so expensive);
you'll get a full wavetable complete synth, powerful to death, unique and 
capable also of all that digital video game sounds, but MORE and MORE a 
monster respect a sidstation......i'll get one for myself for sure.

>
>The NANOLOOP is something of a weird creation... let me explain: It's
>kinda like a miniature ReBirth on a NINTENDO GAMEBOY.

so it's a software.
i have to get a gameboy or i can download it alone...?

Nanoloop is not sample

>based, but gives full access to the built-in features of the sound chips
>(like the various noise-"colors") and the software-synthesizer. The
>softsynth makes intense use of the writable harware-wavetable and the
>possibility of quick frequency changes, so no complete wave forms but only
>control signals need to be processed. Through this hardware orientated
>hybrid-method, real time editing and complex synthesis becomes possible. 
>All
>manipulations are performed real-time, there is no "rendering time".
>Compared to GB sample playback, sound quality is even better because there
>is no digital distortion by low sampling frequency and bit depth. The whole
>concept is dedicated to techno-style electronic music, in favor of quick 
>and
>clear editing, Nanoloop misses classic musical accompanying features like
>they can often be found in other pocket music devices. 
>
>What this sort of does for me is: it gets those mysterious HARD TO CREATE
>sounds that people like AUTECHRE and APHEX TWIN seem to be able to get.

YESSSSS!!!!!!!!!!
you know that you named my icons!:))))
not for promotion pourpose, but for AFX and Autechre things (from synth 
sounds to drums) you have seriously to consider the Nord lines: Nord Modular 
etc.
i have mine, i'm a happy owner, i'll use it with the RS7000, and, believe 
me, the Nord Modular SCREAMS Autechre and AFX; it SCREAMS also NIN a 
lot,..it's so used in the world....Fatboy Slim uses always his Nord lead 1, 
and if i want, in 1 minute i configure my Nord Modular as a full Nord Lead 2 
with 18 knobs...

Even

>the drum sounds you can get out of it are amazing. This device, coupled
>with a TUBE PREAMP and a DJ-Mixer w/effects, can sound devastatingly cool.
>Now, imagine what it would sound like with the RS7000?
>
>Here, go to these locations and listen to some of the sounds:
>
>http://www.splinterfaction.net/audio/nanoloop01.mp3
>
>http://www.splinterfaction.net/audio/nanoloop02.mp3
>

http://www.hotmail.com/
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>http://roemerstr31.com/ra/20010318_16grayscale.ram

i've listen to this, cauze no time now to download all (but the real audio 
are 26 min!!!)
it's amazing: it's a videogame!!:) it sounds really like a sidstation
i'm really interested in those sounds, xpecially those rotten synths PADS 
and thinny crappy drumsounds i listen now
...i WANT NANOLOOP!!!!!:))

>
>http://www.ampcast.com/amp_res/fetch.php/nanoloop_-_first_try.mp3?drv=2&bid=
>7194&mid=10612&typ=mp3&dat=dld&uid=453311
>
>
>And for an official NANOLOOP site for ordering and other sounds:
>
>http://www.nanoloop.de

it doesn't function...
maybe it's my horrible home connection:)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 290|290|2001-05-12 17:48:54|synthe. labo|Re: RS7000 POLLS + CURRENT RESULTS|
still now i can't access to these forums etc etc, but i don't really care :) 
...i think i have some problems with my subscription
anyway i care anly to recive and can send mails

>1. What kind of music do you make with your RS7000 or other music gear?
> You can vote for more than one.
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=598492
>
> Top three: TECHNO in first place with 15.79% of the votes
> HOUSE in second place with 11.84% of the votes
> AMBIENT tied @ third with ELECTRONIKA. 10.53% votes

hey, i see no break, jungle, hardkore, breakkore, breakbeats, broken beats, 
broken bones, broken homes ;P
break ya head
no fucking melodic trance, pleaseeeee

>
>
>
>
>2. RS7000, WORLD WIDE. Who's making dance music... where?
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=598509
>
> United States 53.85%
> Europe 30.77%
> Canada 7.69%
> Caribbean 7.69%
>
>
>
>3. What's your favorite "DANCE" keyboard [or DIGITAL ANALOG] that
> you'll use with your RS7000?
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=591106
>
> FIRST PLACE: Access VIRUS B 27.27%
>
> AN1X 1 9.09%
> CS6X 1 9.09%
> JP8080/JP8000 1 9.09%
> EMU-AUDITY 1 9.09%
> KORG PROPHESY 1 9.09%
> Alesis A6 ANDROMEDA 1 9.09%
> Korg Z1 1 9.09%

0.00000000001% -> Nord Modular -> me

ciao-marco
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| 291|291|2001-05-12 20:24:51|synthe. labo|my music|
hello to all,
writing to you to explain my music taste and preferencies by giving 2 web 
addresses and 1 mp3 to download (to be essential and not to give thousands 
of links)
here are the adresses:

http://c8.com
-> it's an enormous database; if you like, you can navigate throught all 
the labels and find infos and a lot of music mp3s, real audios of the music 
i like most; my suggestion: pay attention to Praxis, and to Somatic 
Responses, i think they are genious.

http://network23.freetekno.org
-> my musical roots: the Spiral Tribe, Network23 and all the sounds systems 
connected; here there's again a large database of music, more tekno, mostly 
made by Crystal Distortion, one of my best influences.

the mp3 to download:
http://www.ameth.org/~stevvi/praxis/Praxis%2025_Somatic%20Responses%20and%20Christoph%20Fringeli_Llyn%20Llaich%20Owain.mp3
-> it's from "Potere Occulto" EP of Praxis, made by Christoph Fringeli & 
Somatic Responses; please, if you'll listen to it, tell me how do you think 
about this music.

hope this proposition of mine won't bore you, and i'm ready to listen to 
yours musical tastes and styles, so give, if you want, web sites and links 
to artists you like, better if underground so we can exchange together a bit 
of under-culture.

ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 294|260|2001-05-13 09:50:36|Thomas|Re: can it do all?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Keiko Ikeda" wrote:

> You can take a single bass sample and stretch it across the 
> keyboard and play it,

But this is EXACTLY what we wanted to know, nothing else.

> but for the guys on the RS Yahoo group who are looking for keyboard
> sounds and more traditional sampling, the Motif is the way to go. 

Well, i don´t know for sure, but we didn´t mean the sounds, only just 
like above, if it is possible to play a sample across the keyboard.
| 299|299|2001-05-15 00:56:39|Thomas|YES! (was: Re: traditional sampling???)|
Ok, i wrote Yamaha Germany about this issue and they answered me 
(first german, then my translation of it):

Sehr geehrter Herr Finegan,

im RS7000 wird es moeglich sein, Samples ueber die ganze Tastatur zu 
spielen.
Sie koennen frei festlegen, ob sie das Sample per Loop-Divide dem 
Track-Tempo
anpassen und per Loop Remix in immer neuen Variationen spielen,
es als one shot spielen, oder auch chromatisch auf der Tastatur 
spielen 
wollen.

MfG
******************************************
Claus Kruse
Product Specialist Synthesizer/Digital Equipment
EMI / SY / Marketing Support
YAMAHA Europa GmbH
Siemensstr. 22-34, D-25462 Rellingen

Tel: +49-4101-303285
Fax: +49-4101-303416
email: c.kruse@yamaha.de
******************************************

My translation:

Dear Mr. Finegan
It will be possible with the RS7000 to play samples over the whole 
keyboard.
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You can freely decide if you want to fit the sample by Loop-Divide to 
the track-tempo and play by Loop Remix new variations, play it as a 
single shot, or play it chromatically on the keyboard.

Claus Kruse

So if there is still someone doubting that it will be a full 
sampler...IT IS!
| 301|299|2001-05-15 01:34:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: YES! (was: Re: traditional sampling???)|
Thomas wrote:

> Ok, i wrote Yamaha Germany about this issue and they answered me
> (first german, then my translation of it):
>
> Sehr geehrter Herr Finegan,
>
> im RS7000 wird es moeglich sein, Samples ueber die ganze Tastatur zu
> spielen.
> Sie koennen frei festlegen, ob sie das Sample per Loop-Divide dem
> Track-Tempo
> anpassen und per Loop Remix in immer neuen Variationen spielen,
> es als one shot spielen, oder auch chromatisch auf der Tastatur
> spielen
> wollen.
>
> MfG
> ******************************************
> Claus Kruse
> Product Specialist Synthesizer/Digital Equipment
> EMI / SY / Marketing Support
> YAMAHA Europa GmbH
> Siemensstr. 22-34, D-25462 Rellingen
>
> Tel: +49-4101-303285
> Fax: +49-4101-303416
> email: c.kruse@yamaha.de
> ******************************************
>
> My translation:
>
> Dear Mr. Finegan
> It will be possible with the RS7000 to play samples over the whole
> keyboard.
> You can freely decide if you want to fit the sample by Loop-Divide to
> the track-tempo and play by Loop Remix new variations, play it as a
> single shot, or play it chromatically on the keyboard.
>
> Claus Kruse
>
> So if there is still someone doubting that it will be a full
> sampler...IT IS!

Although this is very nice, I don't think the RS will be able
to load e.g. an AKAI sample cdrom with whatever bank,
load it and play it. For example, I'm afraid you can't load
a (multi-layered) drum kit from a cdrom and play it, or a
piano, or whatever. *If* this is true, you can't use the rich
library of existing drum/percussion/instrument cdroms,
all nicely multi-samples, and mix it with stuff you created
yoursels on the RS. You need the MOTIF for that.

But I *really* hope I'm wrong here.

- Robert
| 303|303|2001-05-15 01:59:13|synthe. labo|Re: YES! (was: Re: traditional sampling???)|

>My translation:
>
>Dear Mr. Finegan
>It will be possible with the RS7000 to play samples over the whole
>keyboard.
>You can freely decide if you want to fit the sample by Loop-Divide to
>the track-tempo and play by Loop Remix new variations, play it as a
>single shot, or play it chromatically on the keyboard.
>
>Claus Kruse
>
>
>So if there is still someone doubting that it will be a full

mailto:c.kruse@yamaha.de


>sampler...IT IS!

OLEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
THAX ALL
SO I'M READY TO HAVE THE RS7000 A.S.A.P.
JUST ORDERED AS I TOLD YOU
REALLY HAPPY
CIAO-MARCO

>

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 304|304|2001-05-15 08:02:54|alex.udell@autodesk.com|RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|
Okay...

So now I'm torn...

Sounds to me like I'm gonna be more of a Motif kinda guy but....

What do we know about applying envelopes and filters to samples in the RS7k?

Thanks,

Alex
| 307|307|2001-05-15 10:08:49|Jayson Barrons|Re: Favorite Mixer?|

> > behringer behringer behringer.
> >
> > I love them.
> 
> Please explain why?

simple. compared to a mackie with the same options, the behringer is 
a THIRD of the price. And from what i've seen, they're more than 
stable enough.

so even if you have to buy TWO behringers in the same time ONE mackie 
would last, you're saving yourself some cash.

Mine still rocks. Most of the live pa's that i know personally use 
them.

I mean, which would you rather have an accident with? a mackie 
that costs 3 times as much is going to break just as much as a 
behringer.

www.behringer.com

the noise levels are great, and the knobs are strong. I love them.

AND they're silver!! ooo!

they have some w/effects built in.
| 308|299|2001-05-15 10:30:29|Thomas|YES! (was: Re: traditional sampling???)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> piano, or whatever. *If* this is true, you can't use the rich
> library of existing drum/percussion/instrument cdroms,
> all nicely multi-samples, and mix it with stuff you created
> yoursels on the RS. You need the MOTIF for that.

Well, nothing is perfect. And i am sure you can use A3000-CDRoms, but 
Akai not? Well maybe, since the OS is on Smart Media Card, Yamaha 
celebrates us half a year later after release a OS Version 2.0 with 
Akai Support. It´s just a question of software. And IMO, i don´t care 
for Akai Sample-CD´s. I want to use my own homemade samples anyway. 
Wave-file support is IMO more important. But that´s just me.
| 309|299|2001-05-15 10:35:11|Thomas|YES! (was: Re: traditional sampling???)|
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> on 5/15/01 7:34 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@w... wrote:
> 
> > Although this is very nice, I don't think the RS will be able
> > to load e.g. an AKAI sample cdrom 

Again, i guess our priorities here are different. I don´t care for 
Akai, but what would have been REALLY nice inside this box, would 
have been one or two of those PLG-slots...
| 310|303|2001-05-15 10:37:24|Thomas|YES! (was: Re: traditional sampling???)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> OLEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> THAX ALL
> SO I'M READY TO HAVE THE RS7000 A.S.A.P.
> JUST ORDERED AS I TOLD YOU
> REALLY HAPPY
> CIAO-MARCO

Well,if you are getting it sooner than i, you are supposed to upload 
some Demo MP3s...ok?

;)
| 311|304|2001-05-15 10:41:22|Thomas|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> Okay...
> 
> So now I'm torn...
> 
> Sounds to me like I'm gonna be more of a Motif kinda guy but....
> 
> What do we know about applying envelopes and filters to samples in 

the RS7k?

> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Alex

Back to those posting from other message-boards, from the people who 
actually USED the RS7k...you can of course apply envelope, filters 
AND effekts to the samples, anything else would be a very lame. I´m 
telling it´s going to be a Yamaha A4000/RM1x/SU700/Ensoniq ASR-x/Akai 
MPC mixture, a killer.
| 312|307|2001-05-15 10:48:10|Thomas|Re: Favorite Mixer?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> www.behringer.com
> the noise levels are great, and the knobs are strong. I love them.
> AND they're silver!! ooo!
> they have some w/effects built in.

Oh another good company with silver mixers are:

http://www.phonic.com/product.htm

Very inexpensive, lower prices than Behringer, but same quality (or 
lack of it...hehe...;)!
| 315|307|2001-05-15 13:40:56|Jayson Barrons|Re: Favorite Mixer?|
so you want a dj mixer?

Is this for a live pa?

to be honest, a Dj mixer is NOT the answer for a live pa. If you add 
one single piece of gear to your live kit, you immediately are fucked 
for channels. Live unprocessed Gear generates more noise than 
records do, and that shows up in your mixer.

the only person i know of who uses a dj mixer in their live setup 
Well is speedy j. for two reasons (and he's only experimenting with 
it, he hasn't brought it to a crowd yet):

http://www.phonic.com/product.htm


1) he's ONLY using two yamaha su700's in his setup. speedy is a 
compact freak.

2) he's speedy j, and he can do what he wants.

Obviously i can't stop you from buying an over priced dj mixer, but i 
guess it depends on how rigid your setup is/is going to be, and how 
you want your live show to flow.
| 320|307|2001-05-16 01:41:03|synthe. labo|Re: Favorite Mixer?|

>Yeah, I like the Behringer DX1000 mixer a lot too. But I think I'm going
>to get the DJ-2000 from Roland. I know-I know ....ROLAND! But I wanted a
>mixer with some EFX, w/ midi, and an affordable price.

take a look also at Mackie CFX 12 <- superb effects
and at the really cheap Spirit FX 8 (i had this before my behringer)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 321|304|2001-05-16 01:49:41|synthe. labo|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|
"it´s going

>to be a Yamaha A4000/RM1x/SU700/Ensoniq ASR-x/Akai MPC mixture, a killer."

well,
a 'mixture', cuauze i think that all that stuff together is really MORE that 
an RS7000!:)))
i thought about the max number of samples allowed x time, that is 256, and i 
realized that, maybe, this is because of the managing of samples in all that 
filters and resampling function...
maybe they fixed this limit to prevent a crash of a 'cpu' too busy or 
similar...
that's the way, i think, because they don't develop a decent synth engine as 
the ones on DX200 or AN200 ON a sampler/sequencer like RS7000:
too much for ram or memory at a time

hey, i re-propose to you my present 'problem' cauze i sold my rm1-x 
yesterday:
i've saved my full 5 pattern on 5 floppy disk, so i have the works i liked 
more on these;
now 8hope soon9 i'll have the RS7000;
do you have with precision an idea about transferring my rm1-x files into 
the rs7k?

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 322|307|2001-05-16 01:52:07|synthe. labo|Re: Favorite Mixer?|

>the only person i know of who uses a dj mixer in their live setup
>Well is speedy j. for two reasons (and he's only experimenting with
>it, he hasn't brought it to a crowd yet):
>
>
>1) he's ONLY using two yamaha su700's in his setup. speedy is a
>compact freak.
>
>
>2) he's speedy j, and he can do what he wants.

speedy, the one who made a record soon called 'killout' or similar, ultra 
noise?

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 323|323|2001-05-16 04:59:27|jkpinpdx@aol.com|Yamaha SU200 sampler|
OK...has anyone used this sampler "LIVE" on stage...I am bidding on 
one on an auction and was wondering if anyone has had any probs. with 
it in a "LIVE" situation. I would use it with my MC505 & DR202 live 
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on stage.

Thanks for the info.

JKP!
| 325|325|2001-05-16 07:02:29|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: Digest Number 50|
Thomas,

Yeah....Well that's why I bought an MPC...it was supposed to be "the" box....

When I found out it was not Multitimbral and had wack ass envelopes...I was so aggrivated that I didn't touch it for a month...Even though I could be very creative with
it...the idea that I had those walls was enough to stop me from working with it...

Also file management was pretty crappy on the unit...every sample and every song had to be named manually....UGH!

I screwed myself on a great project I was working on becuase I didn't name something properly and I knew I'd never recreate that "Magic" again....I think I took some
time away from the unit after that one too... Overall the MPC was not a good match for me (to say the least).

One thing that they implemented on the ASR-X that I really liked was: SAVE SESSION

Name the session and save it....it created the database of sample names for you and linked everything to the project...

Of course you could still name everything manually if you wanted to...but if you were in a hurry this was FABULOUS!

Do we know about the File System of th RS7K yet?

Cheers,

Alex
AKA Mr. Clean

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 8
Date: Tue, 15 May 2001 16:41:07 -0000
From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...

--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:
> Okay...
> 
> So now I'm torn...
> 
> Sounds to me like I'm gonna be more of a Motif kinda guy but....
> 
> What do we know about applying envelopes and filters to samples in 
the RS7k?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Alex
Back to those posting from other message-boards, from the people who 
actually USED the RS7k...you can of course apply envelope, filters 
AND effekts to the samples, anything else would be a very lame. I´m 
telling it´s going to be a Yamaha A4000/RM1x/SU700/Ensoniq ASR-x/Akai 
MPC mixture, a killer.

| 329|304|2001-05-16 13:19:52|Thomas|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> that's the way, i think, because they don't develop a decent synth 

engine as 

> the ones on DX200 or AN200 ON a sampler/sequencer like RS7000:

They did! The EX5 has AWM2, AN, sampler, FDSP (new synthesis form, 
mostly for effects) and VL synthesis in one machine. But as you 
already figured out...:

> too much for ram or memory at a time

Actually too much for the DSP, you are right that´s why they limited 
the samples to 256. Well, you can always resample if the DSP-power 
gets low.

> do you have with precision an idea about transferring my rm1-x 
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files into 

> the rs7k?

As far as i´ve read the spec-sheets, it has fileformats RS7000 and 
RM1x...but this also means you have to transfer your RM1x files to 
Smart Media...or hook a ZIP or CDROM to the SCSI-port. Well, maybe 
it´s possible to transfer the RM1x files through MIDI. For sure it 
DOES support RM1x format.

Thomas
| 330|325|2001-05-16 13:23:33|Thomas|Re: Digest Number 50|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> Oh yeah and Arpeggiators!!!!! 

Hm, i guess you are buying the wrong machine for this...MC505 has 
better arpeggiator. They ripped the arpeggiator out of the RM1x and 
put it in the RS7000. My AN1x has better arpeggiator than the RM1x...
| 331|325|2001-05-16 13:27:18|Thomas|Re: Digest Number 50|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> Do we know about the File System of th RS7K yet?

No not at all.

So you still have the MPC and ASRx?
When you get your RS7k, maybe you can do a little comparison for us?

Cheers, 

Thomas

...--->>>>Lobotom<<<<---...
| 334|334|2001-05-16 17:10:47|jezjackson@btinternet.com|EleKtron|
Sorry to go off track a little but I've just had a listen to the 
electron machinedrum (mentioned a bit back) and it has me torn 

1). If i had the money I would buy it NOW
2). I don't so I could sample it into the RS7000 using a cheap old 
analogue or comm 64!!! 

Nice though

www.machinedrum.com

p.s. Very Aphex twin-esque don't you think
| 336|307|2001-05-16 21:23:15|Jayson Barrons|Re: Favorite Mixer?|

> Well, I can get the DJ-2000 for $600 at a few places right now. 

Which is a

> pretty good price. 

for a dj mixer.

you could buy a behringer 16 chnl and a lexicon effects box for 
cheaper.

I'm almost

> thinking of it as a music devise, rather then a 100% dedicated 

mixer.

I myself have wished mixer companies would make live mixers for our 
use (a dj mixer with hella channels).

But i still think you could hinder yourself with this setup.
| 337|307|2001-05-16 21:41:15|Jayson Barrons|Re: Favorite Mixer?|



> > >Yeah, I like the Behringer DX1000 mixer a lot too.
> > >But I think I'm going to get the DJ-2000 from Roland.
> > >I know-I know ....ROLAND! But I wanted a
> > >mixer with some EFX, w/ midi, and an affordable price.

I'm really sorry if i'm coming off as bitchy. I'm just getting an 
ill feeling reading all of this.

First off, to everyone: KEEP AWAY FROM ROLAND PRODUCTS. They're 
cheap, flimsy, and are NOT designed for real live use. Big Reputable 
acts don't use them, and there's a reason for that. 

Secondly, you're forgetting some things about this whole Dj mixer 
thing.

1) effects. this is not what you call a comprehensive effects 
section. are you just wanting to put an effect over an ENTIRE Box 
you have rigged in? or are you looking for effects to apply to 
certain synth lines?

2) Not professionally mixed. Dj mixers are made under this 
assumption: your material has been mixed and mastered professionally 
to a proper medium, such as vinyl or cd. This means that using it 
with a groovebox, which is NOT even eqed or slighty compressed, is 
going to be muddy. Now, on your home system it isn't that bad, but i 
PROMISE you, if you get out to a Real life situation, your mix of 
your tracks will bleed so badly the crowd won't hear your songs. 
They'll hear mumbled mid range and a bassdrum. They will leave.

3) Once again, limited inputs. Something that MANY live pa's miss 
is the necessity of minimally having your bassdrum being separated 
from the rest of the outputs (not including preferrably having your 
basslines separated as well). If you're just using your L/R's on 
your boxes, this also causes muddiness. Having your bassdrum on a 
separate output allows you to control it during your set so its 
presence is always felt.

4)eq. once again, its designed for Songs mastered to a MEDIA, not 
songs coming off of a piece of gear. So although it may be fun to 
drop the bass like a superstar dj, its just going to make the mix 
sound muddier.

Once again, this is NOT me bitchin at you. I'm just tryin to look 
out for you as a fellow musician. you'll probably buy it anyways, 
but in the end this could severely be a waste of money for you.
| 338|304|2001-05-16 21:48:42|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|

> Well, I think that's because they want you to still buy MORE YAMAHA
> products.

amen brother.

> I thought that was very cool. Even
> better would have been the ability to put the EMU cards into the 

RS7000.!

no. what would be even better is if we were allowed to install 
yamaha's PLG boards into the rs7000 AS you can do with the motif. 
Even one PLG board would aleviate (sp) the need of a dx200, or an 
analog piece, or any piece of gear they emulate. When having the 
least amount of midi connections as possible live is so necessary, 
i'm surprised they didn't do this.



especially when the motif can handle it.
| 339|307|2001-05-17 01:30:35|synthe. labo|Re: Favorite Mixer?|

> > take a look also at Mackie CFX 12 <- superb effects
> > and at the really cheap Spirit FX 8 (i had this before my behringer)
> >
> > ciao-marco
>
>
>
>Yeah! Those are nice! I really like the MACKIE CFX12,
>any idea how much that creature costs? Thanks again Marco.

in italy it's about 1.500.000 lire, that's about 773 Euro (..hope i'm making 
the right calculation..:), double price of my Beheringer!!!
the Spirit FX 8 it's abuot the same.
the Spirit effects are really good, they are reverbs and delay and 
combinations from Lexicon.
the Mackie has also the flange and chorus...
i had the Spirit, and believe me, it's a pro. mixer; don't be fooled by it's 
size or other things.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 340|325|2001-05-17 01:38:19|synthe. labo|Re: Digest Number 50|

>Hm, i guess you are buying the wrong machine for this...MC505 has
>better arpeggiator. They ripped the arpeggiator out of the RM1x and
>put it in the RS7000. My AN1x has better arpeggiator than the RM1x...

yes, MC505 has build in a lot of arpeggios, but think about the RM1-X:
it isn't true that you can ONLY go up,down,normal,random with 1,2,3,4 
octave; you have the GROOVE GRID: as you know, you run your basic arpeggio 
and than start inserting notes with groovegrid; you'll obtain the most 
bizarre arpeggios you want, really endless cause you put in NOTES

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 341|334|2001-05-17 01:51:28|synthe. labo|Re: EleKtron|

> > p.s. Very Aphex twin-esque don't you think
>
>
>Yeah, it is pretty Aphex Twin-ish. I LOVE that gawdamn MACHINDRUM -- it's
>awesome!

well,
ithink that for all that little noisy sounds screaming AFX and Autechre the 
first thing i have in mind is Nord Modular or Lead, also for the drums...the 
Nord lines has some fm shaping that turns sounds to a sort of white noise 
that IS of the guys below
the MachineDrum too, but i think more about idustrial sounds like Kraft. and 
really bomb hardcore things, really distorted without noise, a 
knifekiller!!!
remember that the MachineDrum have 4 synth developing sounds, and 1 is for 
extreme things, 1 also to emulate acustic like old ensoniq, 1 for things 
like roland TR series...all new and powerful
i'll send you the specs. i have

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 343|304|2001-05-17 02:00:28|synthe. labo|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|

> > I thought that was very cool. Even
> > better would have been the ability to put the EMU cards into the
>RS7000.!

i've in my mind a frien of mine from milan that always play live only with 
electribes ER-1 and ES-1 and do works at home with Fruity Loops...
...i think we haven't to focus on the fact that the RS7000 could import 
other sounds libraries....but more on the sampler aspect
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that's my p.o.v. of course

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 345|345|2001-05-17 04:27:25|Matt Hinckley|RM1x trade for Sampler|
I have an extra Yamaha RM1x that I would trade for a sampler. Email
studiosounds@yahoo.com
| 346|346|2001-05-17 06:37:32|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Arpeggiators and ASRX/MPC Comparison|
Thomas,

That brings up a good point....I remembered during demoing of the RMX1 that the Arp seemed locked at 16th notes.

I posted this on the RMX1 forum and someone said that it is---But there is a work around for this where you create the 16th note arp...but then adjust the timing with
another knob?

1) is this hard to do and will I be aggrivated every time I go to do it?
2) Think YaMMie heard anyone bitch about this and fixed it? Seems like it could be done in software to me...
3) Anyone have an Oberheim Cyclone? That thing was the BOMB for ARP's.
4) Any other stand alone Midi Arpeggiators anyone is familiar with?

Message: 8
Date: Wed, 16 May 2001 19:23:23 -0000
From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Digest Number 50

--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:
> Oh yeah and Arpeggiators!!!!! 

Hm, i guess you are buying the wrong machine for this...MC505 has 
better arpeggiator. They ripped the arpeggiator out of the RM1x and 
put it in the RS7000. My AN1x has better arpeggiator than the RM1x...

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Alas...

No...I sold my MPC in favor of my ASR-X Pro.
I still have the Pro and will decide whenther to sell it after I test drive the RS7K.

Will the RS7K work as a MIDI sequencer as well? (so I can hook my M1 up to it?)

Cheers,

Alex

Message: 9
Date: Wed, 16 May 2001 19:27:14 -0000
From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Digest Number 50

--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:
> Do we know about the File System of th RS7K yet?
No not at all.

So you still have the MPC and ASRx?
When you get your RS7k, maybe you can do a little comparison for us?

Cheers, 

Thomas

...--->>>>Lobotom<<<<---...

| 347|346|2001-05-17 07:25:51|Jayson Barrons|Re: Arpeggiators and ASRX/MPC Comparison|

> That brings up a good point....I remembered during demoing of the 

RMX1 that the Arp seemed locked at 16th notes.

Personally i don't put ANY weight into Arps. they bore me. i mean, 
you press a note and you get a sequence. fuck that.
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I guess I just like sequencing my own data, rather than pulling up a 
patter on a piece of gear. its like using the preset loops.

My triton has a supposedly wonderful Arp.

fuck it.

many of my friends tell me that i'm wasting a valueable function on 
my keyboard, but the way i see it, i didn't buy it for that in the 
first place.

Out of curiosity, why do you guys like the Arps so much?
<<<---...
| 349|304|2001-05-17 11:54:39|Thomas|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> Even one PLG board would aleviate (sp) the need of a dx200, or an 
> analog piece, or any piece of gear they emulate. When having the 
> least amount of midi connections as possible live is so necessary, 
> i'm surprised they didn't do this.

Well, i guess that´s why the RS7k has 1054 sounds and the MOTIF only 
300 something (but spread over 85MB of ROM...what a soundquality...)
But i am not agreeing with you about the DX200. You don´t need the 
DX200 if you have the RS7000...you already have a stepsequencer and 
huge amount of AWM2 sounds and stuff. But i agree you still need 
something freaky...weird, wild, that´s where i am suggesting to get a 
FS1r instead of the DX200, when you already have a RS. You can 
control the FS from your RS. And FS is soundfreaks holy grail since 
you can make harsh lead sounds as good as the phattest technobass, or 
bleeps and zangs, or outerspacepads and and and...and it´s almost 
same price as DX200...and you still can make those DX7 sound with it, 
if it is THAT what you want. The FS1r is by the way not like the 
DX200 a six operator FM-synth, it is a 8 (!) operator synth, plus 
Formant shaping synthesis, plus 2 effekt processor, plus (just like 
DX) filter and and and...well...it´s a soundmonster and i WANT it 
together with my RS7k.

Someone said in another post that Roland Gear is not good for live-
use, well, i once had a MC303 and it was quite stable, i mean the 
case...but the sequencer sucked. RS7k is weighing 7 (!) kilogramm, 
Lord, what did they built there...a tank? 
I am sure it will become simply SHAGGADELIC!

Anyhow, i am babbling. 

Cheerio, Dudes!

p.s. Hm, why would you have sampled weak EMU sounds in a sampler like 
RS7k? Go and get a good collection of Sample-CD´s instead. The RS7k 
can read all necessary formats (i checked the spec-sheet): WAV, AIFF, 
A3,4,5000, SU700, AKAI S1000/3000 (from HD, MO, ZIP,CDROM, 
SmartMedia, etc.)
p.p.s. Oh and i checked also if you can send your samples through the 
whole synthesis engine...the spec sheet says that you can use your 
samples with the engine just like the internal voices...hm...this 
means i can layer sounds and so on and so forth...COOL!
| 350|325|2001-05-17 12:00:28|Thomas|Re: Digest Number 50|

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
you run your basic arpeggio 
> and than start inserting notes with groovegrid; you'll obtain the 
most 
> bizarre arpeggios you want, really endless cause you put in NOTES

Hm sounds like you recorded your arp into a pattern, and now your are 
doing some step-sequence-editing...well..the AN1x has a step-
sequencer too...and it has four free assignable EG´s. Very usefull 
for lively changing pads and arps. I hope they put something similar 
into the RS7k engine. I think i will end up sampling all kinds of 
arps and seqs out of my AN1x anyway...since it can only play two 
sounds at one time.

| 352|304|2001-05-17 12:18:14|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|



>But i agree you still need 
> something freaky...

which is why i'm one of the biggest fans of fm synths. Its so very 
powerful AND its not trying to be an analogue synth; it has its own 
sound.

>i am suggesting to get a 
> FS1r instead of the DX200, when you already have a RS. You can 
> control the FS from your RS. And FS is soundfreaks holy grail since 
> you can make harsh lead sounds 

I'll agree, i TOTALLY want a fs1r. Its one of the most underrated, 
powerful synths on the market.

however, i'd never use one on stage.

Why?

I'm very much against using Rack gear in my live setup. Its not 
tactile enough for the crowd. it just SITS there, whereas a desktop 
synth they can at least SEE it. Plus, i can fit my entire rig (with 
space for more gear) into 3 skb keyboard cases (in the process of 
getting the cases btw). rackmount gear doesn't fit into that 
equation for me.

I'd sample the fs1r into the rs7000 or my triton, but that leaves me 
with a static sample. 

now you have me thinkin about that.

But for live, the dx200 still seems like my better option. I'm 
getting a moss board for my triton soon (once again saving myself 
midiconnections/audio channels).

hmmmm.

>and you still can make those DX7 sound with it, 
> if it is THAT what you want. 

which is EXACTLY what i want. I know the fs1r do SO much more, and 
is so very powerful, but the dx200 DOES do what i want. I mean, i 
LOVE what Laurent Garnier and eat static do with dx series sounds. 
Just EVIL lead sounds.

> Someone said in another post that Roland Gear is not good for live-
> use, 

that was me, and i still hold to it. even though many friends of 
mine use roland gear quite sucessfully, it still makes me itchy.

>well, i once had a MC303 and it was quite stable, i mean the 
> case...but the sequencer sucked.

which is part of the reason why i said what i did.



RS7k is weighing 7 (!) kilogramm, 

> Lord, what did they built there...a tank? 

thank god they did.

I just PRAY to god that the knobs are stronger than the ones on the 
rm1x. Mine are already getting jiggly.
| 353|346|2001-05-17 12:55:48|Thomas|Re: Arpeggiators and ASRX/MPC Comparison|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> Thomas,
> 
> That brings up a good point....I remembered during demoing of the 

RMX1 that the Arp seemed locked at 16th notes.

> 
> I posted this on the RMX1 forum and someone said that it is---But 
>there is a work around for this where you create the 16th note 
>arp...but then adjust the timing with another knob?

Well, AFAIK there will be inside the RS7000 MIDI-effects like "Beat 
Stretch, Clock Shift and Swing (which is really good for 
drumprogramming to give that extra little groove)" and some other 
more. I guess that´s what they meant.

> 2) Think YaMMie heard anyone bitch about this and fixed it? Seems 
> like it could be done in software to me...

Hm, i doubt it, i would say, since it has only 16 tracks, it is like 
the one from the RM1x expanded by the connection with the sampler-
section.

> 3) Anyone have an Oberheim Cyclone? That thing was the BOMB for 
> ARP's.

Really? Hm interesting. Let me look for it on synthmuseum.com...
Didn´t find it, are you sure it is from Oberheim?

> 4) Any other stand alone Midi Arpeggiators anyone is familiar with?

Hm Waldorf made a little one..the Gecko...
But i rather would like to purchase a step-sequencer instead...e.g.:

The Cyclodon from http://www.technosaurus.ch is very 
nice...unfortunately only CV/Gate outputs...

Then the Future-Retro Moebius (http://www.future-retro.com)is more 
like the Roland TRx0x style sequencer with more (and better) 
features...$325 with MIDI. 

Then on www.doepfer.de you´ll find some nice ones as well, Schaltwerk 
and/or Regelwerk...

The german company Music-and-more made a cheap one as well. 

But my favourite (and most expensive one) is: http://www.s-n-
d.com/sam16.html
Yo, that thing rocks, but it cost as much as my future RS7000...but 
it has blue led´s...:)...i´m a gear-whore...

Thomas
| 355|346|2001-05-17 13:05:35|Thomas|Re: Arpeggiators and ASRX/MPC Comparison|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> Out of curiosity, why do you guys like the Arps so much?

Actually i don´t like preset-arps either, but when you built a nice 
step-sequence, like you can do with the AN1x and add it with 
something like a filtersweep, LFO-changing, sound-morphing, and some 
other things, it´s a good source for new song-ideas, and when you do 



e.g. Minimal-Techno or Ambient, it is ideal to play it live and 
change it from time to time. Sometimes when the sequence is playing 
and i tweak around with the sounds, i am getting completely new 
strange structures done. E.g. recently i had a nice Jarreesque arp-
seq running on my AN1x, and i was messing around with the noise, FM-
knobs, the filter and the LFO´s, slowly but very smooth i turned my 
arp-sequence into a groovy noise´n´drumpattern that let tap your feet 
and shake your body with the rythm. Unfortunately i didn´t tape it. 
:( 

it was good...real good...
| 358|334|2001-05-17 22:26:03|jez|Re: EleKtron|
 

>instant Aphextwinoism...

>Zang, tzzz, umph, tzzz, umph, tzzz, umph, Zang, Doing, Rttlll, umph

>Tom

Excellent samples, can I use them in my next project please Tom ?!! :-)
 
Jez

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit  http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

| 359|304|2001-05-18 01:41:24|Thomas|Re: RS7K Envelops and FIlters...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> I'm very much against using Rack gear in my live setup. Its not 
> tactile enough for the crowd. it just SITS there, 

Maybe that´s true for one of those EMU ROMplers, but the FS1r has 
four free assignable realtime knobs to play with...and you can always 
hook up a MIDI-controller to it...not to mention 18 of the zillion 
knobs on the RS7000 are free assignable to outboard equipment as 
well...so assign some of the RS-knobs to the FS and voila, instant 
tweaking FM-heaven and your fingertwist.
| 360|334|2001-05-18 01:45:24|Thomas|Re: EleKtron|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jez" wrote:

> 
> >instant Aphextwinoism...
> 
> >Zang, tzzz, umph, tzzz, umph, tzzz, umph, Zang, Doing, Rttlll, 

umph

> 
> >Tom
> 
> Excellent samples, can I use them in my next project please 
> Tom ?!! :-)

Sure! Just cut´n´paste them...*g*
| 361|325|2001-05-18 01:50:29|synthe. labo|Re: Digest Number 50|

>--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
>you run your basic arpeggio
> > and than start inserting notes with groovegrid; you'll obtain the
>most
> > bizarre arpeggios you want, really endless cause you put in NOTES
>
>Hm sounds like you recorded your arp into a pattern, and now your are
>doing some step-sequence-editing...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


no, it's not step editing; it's in real time while you are running your 
arpeggio:
you run the arp. first with your signature (ex.: up/1 oct), then go on 
groovegrid and you have the note mapping as in cubase...so you put into the 
notes by pushing the pads and adjusting the pitch with a knob; every 
operation you make, you can go back; yes, you can understand it as a step 
editing, but it's while playing, i mean, if you want you can do this also in 
a live performance....
really really more than the arpeggios on mc-505

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 362|346|2001-05-18 01:54:32|synthe. labo|Re: Arpeggiators and ASRX/MPC Comparison|

> > Out of curiosity, why do you guys like the Arps so much?

i don't like that way of working at all!!!!
if you listen to my tracks at vitaminic 
(http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo), you won't find any arpeggio except 
1 song, but i 'composed' it in step recording...

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 363|363|2001-05-18 02:21:25|synthe. labo|a bit of filth|
http://c8.com/c8/video/personaldisco.ram
hey freaky hippos, look at this...
..i'm joking, it's a bit self provocking also for me...(@?!)
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 364|325|2001-05-18 02:46:56|Thomas|Re: Digest Number 50|

> >--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> no, it's not step editing; it's in real time while you are running 

your 

> arpeggio:

Interesting, i didn´t had the time to try that with the RM1x of my 
friend, who lend it also from someone else. Is there a way around the 
16th note limitation? You know...four on the floor and all those 1/4 
notes?
| 365|325|2001-05-18 03:43:48|synthe. labo|Re: Digest Number 50|

> > >--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > no, it's not step editing; it's in real time while you are running
>your
> > arpeggio:
>
>Interesting, i didn´t had the time to try that with the RM1x of my
>friend, who lend it also from someone else. Is there a way around the
>16th note limitation? You know...four on the floor and all those 1/4
>notes?

well, i'm not sure of this cause i don't use very much arpeggios, BUT it 
seems to me that you first run your arpeggio that is 16 notes lenght, but 
when you go on groovegrid, if you continue to put notes after the 16 lenght, 
the rm1-x record it, so you can construct a mega arpeggio long as you 
want.....if i remember well, i made this 1 time...
about the 16/32/64esimi notes, i don't know, i mean: i never tried to do an 
arpeggio in that way..:)

ciao-marco

>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 366|366|2001-05-18 08:02:00|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: Digest Number 52 Various|
Jayson....

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo)
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Different ways for different people I suppose.

> That brings up a good point....I remembered during demoing of the 

RMX1 that the Arp seemed locked at 16th notes.
Personally i don't put ANY weight into Arps. they bore me. i mean, 
you press a note and you get a sequence. fuck that.
I guess I just like sequencing my own data, rather than pulling up a 
patter on a piece of gear. its like using the preset loops.
My triton has a supposedly wonderful Arp. fuck it.
many of my friends tell me that i'm wasting a valueable function on 
my keyboard, but the way i see it, i didn't buy it for that in the 
first place.

>>Out of curiosity, why do you guys like the Arps so much?

I like arps different form a lot of people:
1) I use it like a supporting texture, NOT a lead melody. The current POP/Trance thing that is sweeping the US right now seems to dictate that an Arp is the same as a
melody. I guess it can be...but it doesn't have to be. In a way it kind of refreshing. There have been a ton under produced vocal house and freestyle tracks where the vocals
are off key...why??? cuz they never bothered to right a melody and the vocalist never had anything to go by when singing....If you are doing a vocal SONG (not a remix
for example) I find that it's good to put in a melody line so the artist can sing to it...then take it out leter if you don't want it....at least it will keep them in tune... ;-)

2) Quite simply I use it for percussion...Take a snare...map it across a few keys...alter the level of each and go to town....it's a nice way live to throw in drum rolls...and I
also like it for just coming with ideas for percussion patterns quickly....Let a Measure loop....go to the Arp with your kick drum, for example, It's not just the holding down
of the note for continuous arp....many times it's how you phrase the arp by starting and stopping the triggered note....I like ELECTRONIC very accurate timing...I guess
that's why I got into drum machines/samplers/synths anyway....Even when triggering a loop...once you pitch and trim it right....even though it has human timing within
it...with a sampler I can pretty much be assured that it's gonna be ON TIME ;-) (Unless I'm using the ASR-X Pro's Sequencer...then all bets are off!! ;-)) ) 

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

>>I'd sample the fs1r into the rs7000 or my triton, but that leaves me 

with a static sample. 

True...except using the loop splitter in the RS7K you do have a bit more flexibilty to retim and rePitch your samples...
Sample them DRY and then use the RS7K FX on them....You should get a bit more control for live perf.

Thomas,

>> 2) Think YaMMie heard anyone bitch about this and fixed it? Seems 
>>> like it could be done in software to me...
>>Hm, i doubt it, i would say, since it has only 16 tracks, it is like 
>>the one from the RM1x expanded by the connection with the sampler-
>>section.

I'm not asking for extra tracks...just a 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32/ and 1/64 options....

But perhaps it's based on the # of Pads and LED's you are workig with....
Typically I have not been a grid guy...so this will be a bit new to me!

>> 3) Anyone have an Oberheim Cyclone? That thing was the BOMB for >
>> ARP's.
>>Really? Hm interesting. Let me look for it on synthmuseum.com...
>>Didn´t find it, are you sure it is from Oberheim?

I thought so...hmmmm I will check and let you know....

> 4) Any other stand alone Midi Arpeggiators anyone is familiar with?

>Hm Waldorf made a little one..the Gecko...
>But i rather would like to purchase a step-sequencer instead...e.g.:

>The Cyclodon from http://www.technosaurus.ch is very 
>nice...unfortunately only CV/Gate outputs...



>Then the Future-Retro Moebius (http://www.future-retro.com)is more 
>like the Roland TRx0x style sequencer with more (and better) 
>features...$325 with MIDI. 

>Then on www.doepfer.de you´ll find some nice ones as well, Schaltwerk 
>and/or Regelwerk...

>The german company Music-and-more made a cheap one as well. 

>But my favourite (and most expensive one) is: http://www.s-n-
>d.com/sam16.html
>Yo, that thing rocks, but it cost as much as my future RS7000...but 
>it has blue led´s...:)...i´m a gear-whore...

>Thomas

Thanks for the links...I will check them out! ;-)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Marco,

>no, it's not step editing; it's in real time while you are running your 
>arpeggio:
>you run the arp. first with your signature (ex.: up/1 oct), then go on 
>groovegrid and you have the note mapping as in cubase...so you put into the 
>notes by pushing the pads and adjusting the pitch with a knob; every 
>operation you make, you can go back; yes, you can understand it as a step 
>editing, but it's while playing, i mean, if you want you can do this also in 
>a live performance....
>really really more than the arpeggios on mc-505

>ciao-marco

This sounds really cool! Can't wait to try it....!

Thanks guys!

Alex
Mr. Clean
| 368|363|2001-05-18 15:54:17|synthe. labo|Re: a bit of filth|

> > http://c8.com/c8/video/personaldisco.ram
> > hey freaky hippos, look at this...
> > ..i'm joking, it's a bit self provocking also for me...(@?!)
> > ciao-marco
>
>
>
>"I WANT TO HEAR SOME MOANING!" That was awesome! I'd seen some of those
>video clips from CONSUMPTIONJUNCTION.COM -- but I much prefer the way you
>presented it.
>
>Is that one of your songs!? I hope so, it was pretty cool!!!
>
>The part 3/4 of the way through it, when you introduce the deep synth-pad,
>there's the lady tied up -- it's weird cause she starts to move like a
>worm, especially when you jump cut to another pose while on the same shot.
>Cool!

nooo!!!:))
it's not me, they are Venetian Snares, under Hecate production.
they are 1 of the best posse of hardbreak scene
all comes from http://c8.com , the big database with Praxis, Somatic 
Responses, Zhark-Hecate, Cavage, Venetian Snares and many many more labels 
and artists, accomuned by the hardbreak style, xperimental hardcore ( from 
electro and melody to completely speedcore madness ) and anti-racist, 
anti-nazi, a-politic, anarchos ideas...

http://c8.com/c8/video/personaldisco.ram
http://c8.com/


>
>The guy with the two computers in front of a crowd -- it that you Marco?

no, it's Venetian Snares

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 369|369|2001-05-19 11:18:26|Matt Hinckley|RM1x for trade...|
I have an extra RM1x that I would be willing to trade for a powerful
sampler....It is 6 months old and in excellent condition....I paid
$750 for it new....Email studiosounds@yahoo.com with any questions
| 370|370|2001-05-21 11:45:34|Jayson Barrons|From what i can see about the release date|
I have contacts at the company that supplies me with gear. From what 
they're allowed to tell me, they're considering to carry the rs7000.

They get new gear orders 2-4 weeks before the release, so they know 
whether or not to put it in their catalog.

Essentially, they wouldn't be even considering the rs7000 UNLESS 
it's going to released soon.

Which means just wait. it should be available in the US by June, 
hopefully early.

I literally NEED this piece of gear. My live setup without it right 
now is almost impossible.
| 371|370|2001-05-22 04:02:30|Aldous Huxley|Re: From what i can see about the release date|
June?

I highly doubt it, in typical yammie fashion I hear the OS is unfinished and 
buggy, and with no anticipated shipping date- yamaha have only said that it 
will be released by the end of the year: when they are that vague there must 
be a reason. I would not expect to see it in stores until after August at 
least. Yamaha marketing gurus know what a big part hype and speculation play 
in selling product and are capitalizing on it, we've been hearing about it 
for almost six months already. Sure the pics are impressive but I would wait 
several months to a year before I buy one, see if the OS is "the bomb" or a 
bomb.

>From: "Jayson Barrons" <devolve_is_now@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] From what i can see about the release date
>Date: Mon, 21 May 2001 17:45:32 -0000
>
>I have contacts at the company that supplies me with gear. From what
>they're allowed to tell me, they're considering to carry the rs7000.
>
>
>They get new gear orders 2-4 weeks before the release, so they know
>whether or not to put it in their catalog.
>
>
>Essentially, they wouldn't be even considering the rs7000 UNLESS
>it's going to released soon.
>
>
>Which means just wait. it should be available in the US by June,
>hopefully early.
>
>
>I literally NEED this piece of gear. My live setup without it right
>now is almost impossible.
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 372|370|2001-05-22 04:25:13|Thomas|Re: From what i can see about the release date|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Aldous Huxley" wrote:

http://www.hotmail.com/
mailto:studiosounds@yahoo.com
mailto:devolve_is_now@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/


> yamaha have only said that it 
> will be released by the end of the year: when they are that vague 

there must 

> be a reason. 

Hm, where did you hear end of the year? In Yamaha´s official 
announcements they said that it´s delayed until mid/end of July.

Look here: http://www.rs7000.org
| 373|370|2001-05-22 13:26:13|Jayson Barrons|Re: From what i can see about the release date|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Aldous Huxley" wrote:

> June?
> 
> I highly doubt it, 

go ahead. you can do that.

>in typical yammie fashion I hear the OS is unfinished and 
> buggy, and with no anticipated shipping date- yamaha have only said 
>that it will be released by the end of the year: when they are that 
>vague there must 
> be a reason. 

I've emailed them on four occasions, each time getting a different 
answer. One said not this year, another said the end of this year, 
one said May for europe july for U.S., and the last said june.

all i'm saying is for that my company to be considering putting it in 
next month's catalog means chances are yamaha released something to 
them about the date.
| 374|370|2001-05-22 15:34:21|Thomas|Re: From what i can see about the release date|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Aldous Huxley" wrote:
> all i'm saying is for that my company to be considering putting it 

in 

> next month's catalog means chances are yamaha released something to 
> them about the date.

I am not agreeing. Here in Germany is a very large mail-order-service 
for music instruments...their catalogue is almost as thick as the 
telephone book from NYC, well, they have it in their catalogue as 
well, but so they have the Jomox Sunsyn during the past three 
catalogues...and can you actually BUY a Jomox Sunsyn??? Ever heard of 
someone owning it?

Yamaha was so far relatively short with announcements. I guess it 
will appear between July and the end of the year.
Which is fine, gives me time to find a s/h FS1r and to learn this 
instrument first. :)

Cheers,

Tom
| 375|375|2001-05-23 05:15:36|dj@la.due.as|Ok. I'm annoyed and I'm considering canceling my order.|
I'm very tired of yamahas secrecy about the release. If the RS7000 
isn't comming out until august or later, I think I'll cancel my order 
and get me a pair of new Technics 1200's instead.
Then I'll wait ½ a year with the RS7000.

Whatta you say guys? I could use the extra income from DJ'ing and I'm 
doing somewhat ok with my current gear. (No sampler though. ARGHH!!)

Sincerely Chriss
| 376|375|2001-05-23 07:04:31|Jayson Barrons|Re: Ok. I'm annoyed and I'm considering canceling my order.|
--- In RS7000@y..., dj@l... wrote:

> I'm very tired of yamahas secrecy about the release. If the RS7000 
> isn't comming out until august or later, I think I'll cancel my 

http://www.rs7000.org/


order 

> and get me a pair of new Technics 1200's instead.
> Then I'll wait ½ a year with the RS7000.
> 
> Whatta you say guys? I could use the extra income from DJ'ing and 

I'm 

> doing somewhat ok with my current gear. (No sampler though. ARGHH!!)
> 
> Sincerely Chriss

| 377|375|2001-05-23 10:24:07|Tony|Re: Ok. I'm annoyed and I'm considering canceling my order.|
Im annoyed too, but i have an SU700 to tide me over till the real 
deal hits the shelves. I think you would probably be better off not 
waiting, because think of all the music your not doing now but could 
be!

Tony

--- In RS7000@y..., dj@l... wrote:
> I'm very tired of yamahas secrecy about the release. If the RS7000 
> isn't comming out until august or later, I think I'll cancel my 
order 
> and get me a pair of new Technics 1200's instead.
> Then I'll wait ½ a year with the RS7000.
> 
> Whatta you say guys? I could use the extra income from DJ'ing and 
I'm 
> doing somewhat ok with my current gear. (No sampler though. ARGHH!!)
> 
> Sincerely Chriss

| 378|378|2001-05-23 12:56:02|pman@home.nl|RM1x voice compatible?|
hi there,
this is a discussion at RM1x group about the rs7000..
maybe the answer is here

> Hm the original question was NOT about the synthesis engine. Of 
> course both use AWM2. As far as i understood the original question, 
> it was all about, if most of the presets sounds in the RS are the 
> same as in the RM1x. And still the answer is no, these are brandnew 
> sounds. 1054 sounds and 63 drumkits....without GM-sounds and GM-
> drumsets. But even if the ROM is identical, you still can use own 
> samples or import Akai Samples to the RS.

shit, does this mean that i can't load (or re-create) an rm1x style 
in the rs7000? because the voices i used are not in the box?

(yeah off cource i can sample the style and load the samples in 
rs7000, but thats ain't pretty)

I can't trow away the styles we use on stage with the band.
so, this means i can't swap my rm1x for a rs7000?
but have to keep my rm1x? that bad!

greetingz,
pman
| 382|378|2001-05-24 05:19:03|dj@la.due.as|Re: RM1x voice compatible?|
--- In RS7000@y..., pman@h... wrote:

> shit, does this mean that i can't load (or re-create) an rm1x style 
> in the rs7000? because the voices i used are not in the box?
> 
> (yeah off cource i can sample the style and load the samples in 
> rs7000, but thats ain't pretty)
> 
> I can't trow away the styles we use on stage with the band.
> so, this means i can't swap my rm1x for a rs7000?
> but have to keep my rm1x? that bad!
> 
> greetingz,
> pman

Nope.
You can still load RM1X format. No prob. The Styles are still there, 



I believe some of them are compressed and normalized, cause you had a 
general problem with punch on the RM1X. There are also 18 more 
drumkits and several hundred extra rom sounds.
You cannot save in RM1X format though, only load.

You also have a compressor on the RM1X anyway if the sounds are not 
compressed allready. I'll wrap my Supernova through the mixer and 
further through the RM1X input, compressing it along with the rest of 
the choon.
A real music studio.

Sincerely Chriss
| 384|384|2001-05-24 09:29:50|Bryan Rodgers|Live Electronic Event: Hydro 2, an evening of Drum & Bass.|
Just wanted to give you all a heads up.

You can all look forward to the return of Digital Rays(aka, Bryan Rodgers,
D-Rays) in July/August, but for now, I invite you to check out Toronto local
talent DBT, DJs Queensize & Krack this month(D&B), and Caspar Project, with
DJ Chiclet end of June(Trance).

Great atmosphere, fun people, excellent tunes.

Don't forget to tell your friends ;)

Thanks for the bandwidth.

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca
http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays

****************************************************************************
************
If you are interested in receiving future announcements of Hydro events,
please email us at hydro@music.com with "subscribe".

This will be the last 'sp@m' Hydro mail out.

Thanks for your patience.

****************************************************************************
************
Event:
Hydro 2: Drum n Bass

Date:
Sunday, May 27th, 2001

Location:
Liquids
577 College Street, Toronto
(above Joya)

Line-Up:
Digital Beat Transmission (Live P.A.) with DJs Krak & Queensize (Tune Inc.)

Description:
Hydro returns with a special Drum n Bass event featuring Digital Beat
Transmission, currently one of the only LIVE Drum n Bass acts in the
city. If there's another LIVE D&B act we'd like to know about them!

Joining them will be the dynamic DJing duo of Krak & Queensize (Tune
Inc.) coming hot off the heels of his Tribe nomination as "one to watch"
and her mixtape "Total Titillation".

Cover:
Free

Flyer Info:
http://www.digitalrays.ca/hydro2.html

Email:
hydro@music.com
| 387|375|2001-05-25 01:34:28|synthe. labo|Re: Ok. I'm annoyed and I'm considering canceling my order.|

>
>I personally plan on getting an ES-1 to do some circuit bending on it for
>experimental sampling sounds.

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays
mailto:hydro@music.com
http://www.digitalrays.ca/hydro2.html
mailto:hydro@music.com


good choice!!:))
..cause i have it too..:)
it's a mini MPC, it's a top machine.

fuck, now i've sold completely my RM1-X, my rm1-x files are only 6 floppy 
disks, and i discovered the official new that the rs7k will be out mid/end 
july.....
till that time i won't have any hardware sequencer for my synth!!!

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 389|389|2001-05-25 02:55:52|synthe. labo|Re: Korg ES-1|

> >> I personally plan on getting an ES-1 to do some circuit bending on it 
>for
> >> experimental sampling sounds.
>
> > good choice!!:)) ..cause i have it too..:) it's a mini
> > MPC, it's a top machine.
>
>
>Marco,
>
>Express your love for the ES-1. I want to learn more.

what can i say...: it's a modern cult classic
you sample your sounds then put on the parts and act with awesome fx; 
resample with these fx; change patterns and put notes, motions seq. etc IN 
REAL TIME; the global delay can be bpm synched; all that motion sequences; 
with some fxs like isolator, you can manage cutoff resonance of entire 
tracks, like those daft punk efx
you have to know that ES-1 has a short memory, and it samples maximum at 
32.000...
it has a strange audio compression like old things...
well. i found so many different machies kits, but it seems that everyone 
like and have an ES-1
want some gossip comfirmed? : nine inch nails have and use an es-1, they 
used it also in the last remix album 'thing falling apart'; chemical bros 
use it too, with the er-1 and mpc-3000 for lives.
look yourself at www.vintagesynth.com if you don't believe!:)
ahh.., also mouse on mars, have you listened to the track 'activit respoke'?
they used a lot their es-1
a lot of people from rephlex...
well, all these things doesn't mean nothing: you have to like it yourself
in my opinion it's a top machine, little, powerfull, with short memory, ok, 
but what do u want at that small size...
you go with smart media, and can sample and erase all for the rest of life
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 391|391|2001-05-25 03:53:10|synthe. labo|revolution...|
remember the trak 'revolution 909' from daft punk...?...

well, i think that nowadays 2 thing are REALLY revolutionary in macking 
music:
-> the Fruity Loops, for it's great amount of possibilities of manipulating 
samples and sounds, and (more important), for the facility to use: it brings 
pc based music to every home gratis
-> the RM1-X, because it's so intricated sequencer that allows you to leave 
the pc at home, and also to write tracks with your pc soft seq. (like cubase 
or logic) and than transfer midi files on it

so, revolution fruity & revolution rm1-x

ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 392|389|2001-05-25 04:02:34|synthe. labo|Re: Korg ES-1|

>Cool. I've been thinking about picking one up while I wait for the RS7000.
>Everytime I go to my music store, I always end up playing with the ES-1.
>It's siply a lot of fun!

i think you won't go wrong
and remember that it's NOT a toy
ciao.marco

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/


_________________________________________________________________________
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| 393|393|2001-05-25 04:42:02|dejf@poland.com|?|
Hello!

I know how to work on RM1X and I'm planning to 
become an owner of RS700, sooooon.

How much is it similar to RM1X? Has it got the 
same sound module?

Thanx, david from Poland.
| 394|394|2001-05-25 09:48:10|P. de Man|Re: RS7000 Tone Generator|

>>shit, does this mean that i can't load (or re-create) a rm1x style in 
>>the rs7000? because the voices are not in the box?
>>
>>(yeah off cource i can sample the style and load the samples in 
>>rs7000, but thats ain't pretty)
>>
>>I can't trow away the styles we use on stage with the band.
>>so, this means i can't swap my rm1x for a rs7000?
>>but have to keep my rm1x? that bad!
>>
>>pman
>>didgetal.com

>Geez if yer gonna get this rs7000 use both of them together...i bet that
>would kick **** ... i thought about getting an rm1x again so that i have
>one to work with...my buddy has one....the thought of two of these would
>be kinda kick **** but that's just athought...
>
>Darren M Boudreau

yea I know, i already use
MC-303 + sp-202 + RM1x + mixer + compressor + reverb
all build in and linked up..and kick ass

now i want to upgrade my RM1x to RS-7000
if i must keep rm1x (because of used voices that are not in the rs-7000)
it becomes too much to fit in the case..
and also my mixer must be upgraded because i need an extra stereo channel
I don't have the money now..it would be better if i can upgrade(sell) my
RM1x to RS-7000 and keep the mixer
but the question still is:

>>shit, does this mean that i can't load (or re-create) a rm1x style in 
>>the rs7000? because the voices are not in the box?

peter de man
didgetal.com
| 395|395|2001-05-25 10:55:34|jezjackson@btinternet.com|help all you clever people|
My RM1x is dying (and quickly).

The chips are noisey, causing a nasty hiss in the left hand speaker 
when it warms up (after around 10 minutes). Any ideas as to how to 
get rid of this - Ive resigned myself to taking the back off and 
having a computer fan blowing through it. This causes my fingers to 
freeze after a while.........help!!!

Cheers 

Jez
| 396|396|2001-05-25 13:42:19|Jayson Barrons|the word on the release date |
Ok, just to let you know, i just got an email from my gear provider.

they're supposed to recieve their shipment of rs7k's the second or 
third week of june.

figured i'd like you know.
| 398|398|2001-05-26 06:23:52|Matt Hinckley|RM1x for trade|
I need a sampler...email me if you are interested....

http://www.hotmail.com/


| 400|400|2001-05-28 15:44:17|Jayson Barrons|Re: the word on the release date|

> Thanks for the info -- who is your gear provider? Is it in the US?

I really don't know if i should say: I have some really good 
connections that feed me info all the time.

but yes, they're in the U.S., and they're catalog/website based.
| 405|405|2001-05-29 01:44:51|synthe. labo|Re: RM1X & REASON?|

>Hello everyone,
>
>I just recntly got REASON, and I'm totaly loving it!

please EXPLAIN ME (US) HOW IS REASON!!!!!!!!!:)))))
i mean: it's so easy to use as they advertise....?
i'm very interested in the beast, but now i've got to get Re-Cycle...can't 
find a crakka one...:(
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 406|406|2001-05-29 02:27:12|thomas stearns|new to group|
Hi there anyone own a RS7000 want to take some time and give me some info on 
limitations,
drawbacks etc.....
For instance i own an A4000 and i didn't look into it too weel, bought it on 
specs alone and discovered that it only supported disk drives that were 
900000 years old and that the scsi was hard to find cards for to connect 
with a pc.

Basically, what is the sequencer like, do you love it should i spend the 
money i am saving on my GF

Steve
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 407|407|2001-05-29 03:58:34|LOIODICE Cédric|rs7000|
hi

i m from france and i don't speak english very well

i would like to know some information about the new yamaha rs7000

if the optionnal AIEB1 for assignable output is for all the sounds,
samples and internal sounds, or just for samples?

if there is possible to do sample that cutitself like in fruity loop or
MPC2000 with mono?

what does it mean sample type : pitch ? 
i understand for " kit " but " pitch " is it that the sample is pitching on
the keyboard just like the internal sound on a rm1x?

thank you

cedre
| 408|405|2001-05-29 11:12:50|Thomas|Re: RM1X & REASON?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> i mean: it's so easy to use as they advertise....?

Simply download the demo and try it for yourself...works better than 
a thousand words...
| 409|407|2001-05-29 11:18:05|Thomas|Re: rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> hi
> 
> i m from france and i don't speak english very well

Well, i am from Germany and my french is a bit rusty, so ...

Bon appetite!

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/


> 
> i would like to know some information about the new yamaha rs7000
> 
> if the optionnal AIEB1 for assignable output is for all the 

sounds,

> samples and internal sounds, or just for samples?

For samples and internal sounds (duh, wouldn´t make sense if not...)

> 
> if there is possible to do sample that cutitself like in fruity 

loop or

> MPC2000 with mono?

What do you mean?

> 
> what does it mean sample type : pitch ? 
> i understand for " kit " but " pitch " is it that the sample is 

pitching on

> the keyboard just like the internal sound on a rm1x?

Yes.

> thank you

Yoú´re welcome.

Au revoir, c´est trés bien, tu est au la listes du RS7000.

Bon voyage sur le musique. 

> 
> cedre

| 411|411|2001-05-29 17:31:43|Andor144@aol.com|RM1X & REASON|
i just made a track with my rm1x and reason and i must say that it is really 
great cause the remote control of knobs by midi knobs is not dependent upon 
channel per device 
a.k.a.
you can assign the knobs of any device to any track's knobs regardless of 
the channel that is sending sequenced data 
i.e.
say you had some sounds loaded into the sampler module and you were 
sequencing them from the rm1x. you send the output of the sampler through 
some effect. the knobs of the other effect device cannot be sequenced from 
the channel taken up by the sampler but the knobs can be assigned to knobs on 
the same track
on the rm1x you could have the knobs of track four control knobs on a bunch 
of devices but you can only sequence on device per track get it? knobs are 
free to be assigned to any track but each device needs its own track if you 
want to sequence its knobs
thats my take and i think its cool not a big deal unless you want to sequence 
multiple effects parameters but maybe by sequencing those knobs it will think 
it is live and thus i spent all this time trying to tell you the wrong thing 
and basically it all works great...
uh
-matt
| 413|407|2001-05-30 01:16:09|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: rs7000|
thank you for your answer
i think i'll buy one to replace my mpc2000

do you have a rs7000?
is it a really great machine?

> 
> if there is possible to do sample that cutitself like in fruity 

loop or

> MPC2000 with mono?



What do you mean?
i mean that the sample automatically cuitself when the new note is played
like for a BASS ( like monophonic synthtiseur)?
is it possible?

thank you

cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : mardi 29 mai 2001 19:17
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: rs7000

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> hi
> 
> i m from france and i don't speak english very well
Well, i am from Germany and my french is a bit rusty, so ...

Bon appetite!

> 
> i would like to know some information about the new yamaha rs7000
> 
> if the optionnal AIEB1 for assignable output is for all the 
sounds,
> samples and internal sounds, or just for samples?
For samples and internal sounds (duh, wouldn´t make sense if not...)

> 
> if there is possible to do sample that cutitself like in fruity 
loop or
> MPC2000 with mono?
What do you mean?

> 
> what does it mean sample type : pitch ? 
> i understand for " kit " but " pitch " is it that the sample is 
pitching on
> the keyboard just like the internal sound on a rm1x?
Yes.
> thank you
Yoú´re welcome.

Au revoir, c´est trés bien, tu est au la listes du RS7000.

Bon voyage sur le musique. 
> 
> cedre

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 414|411|2001-05-30 09:17:07|Jayson Barrons|Re: RM1X & REASON|

> and use the RS7000 or the new NOVATION "REASON ReMOTE". The 

REASON ReMOTE

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> is awesome.

jesus!

tease us and then don't leave a link whydon'tya?
| 416|416|2001-05-31 02:28:01|LOIODICE Cédric|rs 7000|
is there some one who know when the yamaha rs7000 arrive in europe and in
france
and how much it is ?

thanks
| 417|417|2001-06-02 23:20:10|Falabala66@aol.com|Sequencing capabilities|
Hello... I am using an Rm1x which I enjoy.... I am interested in 
purchasing the rs if it alleviates the one annoyance I have with the 
Rm... The one thing I need is for the Rs to record section changes 
into a song...... basically to be able to arrange on the fly "live" and 
have the sequencer capture those changes as a single multitimbral 
sequence... I know at yamahasynth .com they mention "easily creating 
songs from patterns", but they don't specifically mention how. If 
anyone knows this, let me in on it! 
Thanks, Jeremy
| 418|417|2001-06-03 00:17:59|tod@todbot.com|Mute/Section change recording? (Re: Sequencing capabilities)|
Yes, totally. I want to know if the RS7000 will be able to record mute
and section changes. This is one of the biggest failings of the RM1x,
I think: there's no way to convert a 'performance' on the RM1x. (I
guess one could use another sequencer, but that defeats the purpose,
and you lose all the 'meta' info about your performance)

One solution that I could imagine for was posted by someone on the
hwseq-list@teklab.com list back in '99. It was consisted of a few
simple additions to pattern chain mode. I saved it for my own memory
at 
http://todbot.com/rm1x/#mute-solution

If the data was presented like that idea, but could be created by just
pressing 'Record' in pattern-chain mode and then pressing mutes and
changing sections, the RM1x would be almost a perfect sequencer for
me.

Wonder what the RS7000 will do? If it doesn't do something like the
above, then it won't be too compelling for me. I've already got
samplers; I'm looking for a powerful sequencing platform. (What I
really want is a hardware sequencer version of KCS's Open mode, but
that will probably never happen)

-=tod

--- In RS7000@y..., Falabala66@a... wrote:
> Hello... I am using an Rm1x which I enjoy.... I am interested in 
> purchasing the rs if it alleviates the one annoyance I have with
the 
> Rm... The one thing I need is for the Rs to record section changes 
> into a song...... basically to be able to arrange on the fly "live"
and 
> have the sequencer capture those changes as a single multitimbral 
> sequence... I know at yamahasynth .com they mention "easily
creating 
> songs from patterns", but they don't specifically mention how. If 
> anyone knows this, let me in on it! 
> Thanks, Jeremy

| 419|419|2001-06-03 09:12:09|hc004a7732@blueyonder.co.uk|Questions|
Hi eveyone I just got a couple of qustions to do with the rs700. 
Can you edit sounds from the rs7000 the same way you would do with 
a4000/a5000 pc stoftware:-TWE Wave Editor? One other thing can the 
rs7000 record after touch as well as velocity in midi?
| 420|419|2001-06-03 09:47:25|Thomas|Re: Questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., hc004a7732@b... wrote:

> Hi eveyone I just got a couple of qustions to do with the rs700. 
> Can you edit sounds from the rs7000 the same way you would do with 
> a4000/a5000 pc stoftware:-TWE Wave Editor? One other thing can the 
> rs7000 record after touch as well as velocity in midi?

mailto:hwseq-list@teklab.com
http://todbot.com/rm1x/#mute-solution


Well all these questions from the last three posters (including the 
one above), will be answered AFTER the release of the RS7k by mid - 
end of July.

Happy tweaking, so far.

Yours, Tom
| 422|417|2001-06-03 12:58:53|keiko@relaypoint.net|Re: Sequencing capabilities|
RS and the Motif do have Real Time chain recording much as you 
described. You can record section changes, Mutes and Scenes as well 
as Tempo Maps in real time. 
You can then covert the chain to a song. Also very cool is that you 
can take a linear song and chop it up into sections with a Split Song 
to Style job. You can take a song, turn it into sections, play 
with the arrangement, make a real time pattern chain and convert it 
back into a song. I did a few styles for the RS so we got to use 
these features when we were making the styles. It's pretty cool that 
you can go back and forth so easily from Pattern to Song and Song to 
Pattern. 

There is a new version of TWE that will come on the CDROM for the RS 
and Motif, but I haven't seen it. It wasn't ready a fea montsh ago 
when we did the styles. 

I heard from Yamaha US that shipments to stores are scheduled for 
late June in the US, but by the time they actually get to stores and 
set up , it could be July. 

--- In RS7000@y..., Falabala66@a... wrote:
> Hello... I am using an Rm1x which I enjoy.... I am interested in 
> purchasing the rs if it alleviates the one annoyance I have with 
the 
> Rm... The one thing I need is for the Rs to record section changes 
> into a song...... basically to be able to arrange on the fly "live" 
and 
> have the sequencer capture those changes as a single multitimbral 
> sequence... I know at yamahasynth .com they mention "easily 
creating 
> songs from patterns", but they don't specifically mention how. If 
> anyone knows this, let me in on it! 
> Thanks, Jeremy

| 423|417|2001-06-03 17:28:14|Falabala66@aol.com|Re: Sequencing capabilities|
--- In RS7000@y..., keiko@r... wrote:

> RS and the Motif do have Real Time chain recording much as you 
> described. You can record section changes, Mutes and Scenes as well 
> as Tempo Maps in real time. 
> You can then covert the chain to a song. Also very cool is that you 
> can take a linear song and chop it up into sections with a Split Song 
> to Style job. You can take a song, turn it into sections, play 
> with the arrangement, make a real time pattern chain and convert it 
> back into a song. I did a few styles for the RS so we got to use 
> these features when we were making the styles. It's pretty cool that 
> you can go back and forth so easily from Pattern to Song and Song to 
> Pattern. 
> 
> There is a new version of TWE that will come on the CDROM for the RS 
> and Motif, but I haven't seen it. It wasn't ready a fea montsh ago 
> when we did the styles. 
> 
> I heard from Yamaha US that shipments to stores are scheduled for 
> late June in the US, but by the time they actually get to stores and 
> set up , it could be July. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

Thank you very much for the info.... This is exactly what I needed to 
know! I can't wait for the release of the machine at this point... 
Thanks again!, Jeremy



| 424|424|2001-06-04 01:38:11|synthe. labo|Re: New Group -- COOL!|

>For all you RS7K-freaks who plan on continuing your use of a
>laptop, or computer with your RS -- like me -- check out this
>group!
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/laptopmozart

..hehe..it's the way i would like to play..ex. cubase + rs7000 + other 
stuff, or similar (es. cakawalk...)
i've seen a guy play saturday with an atari + creator, connected to an rm1-x 
+ a zoom 324 drum box; he used the pc as main sequencer, the rm1-x in 'song' 
mode changing everytime patterns etc etc (don't know how...) and the zoom 
only as drum module without his sequencer (zoom little boxes have great 
sounds).
with this minimal set up it kicked off the walls, it was really a good 
tribal live set

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 425|417|2001-06-04 05:01:36|Thomas|Re: Sequencing capabilities|
--- In RS7000@y..., keiko@r... wrote:

> I did a few styles for the RS so we got to use 
> these features when we were making the styles. 

Great, good to have you on the list!
| 426|426|2001-06-04 07:44:40|swymark@madasafish.com|RM1x or SU700 ? Please help a newbie....!!!!|
I want to use a hardware sequencer to control an A4000...Is this 
possible with either the RM1x or SU700..?

I'm tired of being tied to my PC...

I have looked at all the sites relating to the gear but am still not 
sure..

I would appreciate any advice or help regarding these products..
| 428|426|2001-06-04 18:38:23|Jayson Barrons|Re: RM1x or SU700 ? Please help a newbie....!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., swymark@m... wrote:

> I want to use a hardware sequencer to control an A4000...Is this 
> possible with either the RM1x or SU700..?

I *love* my rm1x. Especially if you're going to tie it to your a4000.

I use mine to control my Triton (the sequencer on the triton bites my 
ass), and i *adore* how well they work together live.

I just can't wait to get my rs7000 in a couple of weeks. I have gigs 
coming up this summer and i NEED this now.
| 429|424|2001-06-04 18:41:57|Jayson Barrons|Re: New Group -- COOL!|
--- 

> >> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/laptopmozart
> > 
> > ..hehe..it's the way i would like to play..ex. cubase + rs7000 + 

other

> > stuff, or similar (es. cakawalk...)
> > i've seen a guy play saturday with an atari + creator, connected 

to an rm1-x

> > + a zoom 324 drum box

Its Funny.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/laptopmozart
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/laptopmozart


When i first started playing live 2-3 years ago, i got a LOT of flak 
from Dj's/other live artists for even DARING to bring my computer on 
stage. They thought it was so stupid looking.

Needless to say, after i have a new love for hardware gear live, 
everyone now starts moving over to computers.

assholes.
| 430|430|2001-06-04 21:34:01|secretsaucesjim@hotmail.com|good money for Notron Latronic $$$|
Hello All,

sorry to bust in on your site, but I'm in serious need of a Notron by
Latronic. If any of you have one and wish to sell it (or know someone
who does) please contact me at :

secretsaucesjim@hotmail.com

I'm willing to make a generous offer

thanks

Jim Ellis
Secret Sauce
| 431|424|2001-06-05 01:46:05|synthe. labo|Re: New Group -- COOL!|

> > >> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/laptopmozart
> > >
> > > ..hehe..it's the way i would like to play..ex. cubase + rs7000 +
>other
> > > stuff, or similar (es. cakawalk...)
> > > i've seen a guy play saturday with an atari + creator, connected
>to an rm1-x
> > > + a zoom 324 drum box
>
>
>Its Funny.
>
>
>
>When i first started playing live 2-3 years ago, i got a LOT of flak
>from Dj's/other live artists for even DARING to bring my computer on
>stage. They thought it was so stupid looking.

i think nothing IS stupid looking, only if you think that something is 
stupid looking probably it's you that are not so clever...it's not fashion

>
>
>
>Needless to say, after i have a new love for hardware gear live,
>everyone now starts moving over to computers.

things change, return over and over, nothing is stable, thanks god!!!!!!

>
>
>
>assholes.

hehe...you stupid sheep
do u feel better?

>

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 433|426|2001-06-05 02:47:31|swymark@madasafish.com|Re: RM1x or SU700 ? Please help a newbie....!!!!|
Hi Jayson..
thanks for your reply...
So the RM1x will sequence the samples I have in my A4000...am i 
hearing you correctly ?...

mailto:secretsaucesjim@hotmail.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/laptopmozart
http://www.hotmail.com/


I was also wodering if you knew what the sampling engine was like in 
the SU700...e.g. if I sold my A4000 would I find the SU700 
restrictive in what it can do..?
I know you might be wondering why I want to sell my A4000 ! Well you 
see I thinking about buying somthing that would do everything but not 
at the price of the RS7000...(whenever th UK gets it)
Would I find the SU was up to the job ?

thanks Stephen

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., swymark@m... wrote:
> > I want to use a hardware sequencer to control an A4000...Is this 
> > possible with either the RM1x or SU700..?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> I *love* my rm1x. Especially if you're going to tie it to your 
a4000.
> 
> 
> 
> I use mine to control my Triton (the sequencer on the triton bites 
my 
> ass), and i *adore* how well they work together live.
> 
> 
> I just can't wait to get my rs7000 in a couple of weeks. I have 
gigs 
> coming up this summer and i NEED this now.

| 434|434|2001-06-06 05:16:51|LOIODICE Cédric|RS7000 when?|
when the RS7000 should arrive in france and Europe?

and how much?

thanks
| 435|435|2001-06-06 12:44:15|Tony Reitz|Slave Keyboard Suggestions for the QY70?|
Hey Everyone,

I'm in the market for a keyboard to use as a slave for my QY70. I 
just need something with a larger key size and a pitch bender. I'm 
sure everyone here has the same issue I do--those damn keys are too 
small to play like a regular keyboard. I want to be able to harness 
the sound from my QY70 and use the keyboard as a user interface. It 
need not be anything fancy. I just need finger room.

Any suggestions?

I went to MARS music and asked the guy there; he, of course, had no 
idea (he was too busy chasing the chili dripping off his fat slobbish 
chin... but that's another story).

Any input would be graciousy appreciated.

Tony

http://www.mindspring.com/~tonyreitz
| 437|435|2001-06-07 00:49:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Slave Keyboard Suggestions for the QY70?|
Tony Reitz wrote:

> Hey Everyone,
>
> I'm in the market for a keyboard to use as a slave for my QY70. I
> just need something with a larger key size and a pitch bender. I'm
> sure everyone here has the same issue I do--those damn keys are too
> small to play like a regular keyboard. I want to be able to harness
> the sound from my QY70 and use the keyboard as a user interface. It
> need not be anything fancy. I just need finger room.
>
> Any suggestions?
>
> I went to MARS music and asked the guy there; he, of course, had no
> idea (he was too busy chasing the chili dripping off his fat slobbish

http://www.mindspring.com/~tonyreitz


> chin... but that's another story).
>
> Any input would be graciousy appreciated.
>
> Tony

I use a Yamaha CBX-K1 keyboard. A small 3-octave keyboard with
small keys. Velocity is supported but no aftertouch. It has a pitch and
controller wheel that can be assigned any controller. It can also be used
to start/stop/continue a remote sequencer (like the QY-70) using midi
commands. Works great with my QY-700.

The CBX-K1 does *not* have an internal sound engine, however. If
you want an internal synth too, concider the CBX-K2, which is identical
to the K1 and has a simply synth built in.

- Robert
| 438|438|2001-06-07 07:18:32|Tony Reitz|Re: Slave Keyboard Ideas... the Kaysound MK-4902 MIDI Controller?|
I was checking this one out at Musician's Friend.com. Have any of 
you used it? Praise? Problems? It's only about 120 dollars (American).
Here's a direct link: 
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01060613075019807014806527
6243?pid=704200

Thanks for all your input!!!

T-Bone
| 439|438|2001-06-07 16:52:39|dnovomeiski@yahoo.com|Re: Slave Keyboard Ideas... the Kaysound MK-4902 MIDI Controller?|
Yeah,
I have one like it.
It cheap.that says it all. and mine is sitting in the closet.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Tony Reitz" wrote:
> I was checking this one out at Musician's Friend.com. Have any of
> you used it? Praise? Problems? It's only about 120 dollars (American).
> Here's a direct link:
> http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01060613075019807014806527
> 6243?pid=704200
>
> Thanks for all your input!!!
>
> T-Bone

| 440|440|2001-06-07 17:08:32|huffcw@yahoo.com|64mb 72-Pin SIMM (2x32) Sampler Memory - NEW|
I hate to use this forum for advertising my spare equipment - but I 
thorugh this memory might be of interest to someone on this list.

I have an extra 64mb (32mb matched pair) or SIMM memory for Yamaha 
A3000/A4000/A5000 Samplers, SU-700, Motif, RS-7000 (Can also be used 
with other samplers or computer systems that require 72-pin SIMM) 
It is brand New in Sealed Anti-Static Packaging. 

They are on Ebay right now at:
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1244054299

Or you can make me an offer.

Thank you
| 441|441|2001-06-08 05:00:54|thomas stearns|OT QY700|
Sorry to but in on a thread but i use cubase with my A4000 and i am fed up 
with crashes etc and was looking at the QY700 because i like the idea of a 
hardware sequencer that i can take to my first gig (October - and i am 
absolutely bricking it) is it easy to use. Can you play your MIDI keyboard 
directly into it?
Basically all i want is piano rolls to controll as many bits of gear as i 
can.

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Slave Keyboard Suggestions for the QY70?
>Date: Thu, 07 Jun 2001 08:50:15 +0200
>
>Tony Reitz wrote:
>
> > Hey Everyone,

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01060613075019807014806527
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01060613075019807014806527
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1244054299
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> >
> > I'm in the market for a keyboard to use as a slave for my QY70. I
> > just need something with a larger key size and a pitch bender. I'm
> > sure everyone here has the same issue I do--those damn keys are too
> > small to play like a regular keyboard. I want to be able to harness
> > the sound from my QY70 and use the keyboard as a user interface. It
> > need not be anything fancy. I just need finger room.
> >
> > Any suggestions?
> >
> > I went to MARS music and asked the guy there; he, of course, had no
> > idea (he was too busy chasing the chili dripping off his fat slobbish
> > chin... but that's another story).
> >
> > Any input would be graciousy appreciated.
> >
> > Tony
>
>I use a Yamaha CBX-K1 keyboard. A small 3-octave keyboard with
>small keys. Velocity is supported but no aftertouch. It has a pitch and
>controller wheel that can be assigned any controller. It can also be used
>to start/stop/continue a remote sequencer (like the QY-70) using midi
>commands. Works great with my QY-700.
>
>The CBX-K1 does *not* have an internal sound engine, however. If
>you want an internal synth too, concider the CBX-K2, which is identical
>to the K1 and has a simply synth built in.
>
>- Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 442|441|2001-06-08 05:46:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT QY700|
thomas stearns wrote:

Sorry to but in on a thread but i use cubase with my A4000 and i am fed up 
with crashes etc

:) That's why I 'went hardware'.

and was looking at the QY700 because i like the idea of a 
hardware sequencer that i can take to my first gig (October - and i am 
absolutely bricking it) is it easy to use.

Yes, imo it is easy to use, but there are a lot of other hw sequencers on 
the market, like the RM1x (also yammie), the Roland boxes and more. 
The beauty of the QY-700 is the large screen which gives an almost 
PC experience when browsing through your song.

There's one nasty bug though, the QY-700 cannot loop between two 
points *in song mode* without a small pause when jumping back to the 
start point. In pattern mode, however, the loop is perfect and building 
a song from a series of patterns works great as well.

Can you play your MIDI keyboard directly into it?

Yep, and just as with a software sequencer, you can redirect the 
keyboard input to device's channel that is connected with the 
selected track.

  
Basically all i want is piano rolls to controll as many bits of gear as i 
can. 
 

That can be done. Try one out (e.g. a second hand unit). 
But don't forget to try some other models too. They differ a lot in 
interface and operations. When you find a model that fits your 
requirements I bet you don't wanno go back to software anymore. 
Very stable and rock solid MIDI timing!

- Robert

| 443|441|2001-06-08 06:21:29|thomas stearns|Re: OT QY700|
Thanks for the info.
I think i will have to try one out (it has 2 midi outs i understand and i 
take it these can be used to control 16 channels for 2 seperate devices) so 
my A4000 on 1 midi out and my two electribes on the 2nd MIDI out? Any 
experience of multiple devices say 6 machines connected to the sequencer.
(my setup ea-1, er-1, a4000, s2000, planning to add dx200 and virus rack 
soon)

http://www.hotmail.com/


I don't live anywhere near a demo shop so i'm sorry to ask daft questions. I 
downloaded the manual but it's a bit heavy going when you don't have a 
machine to hand

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT QY700
>Date: Fri, 08 Jun 2001 13:47:09 +0200
>
>thomas stearns wrote:
>
> > Sorry to but in on a thread but i use cubase with my A4000 and i am fed 
>up
> > with crashes etc
>
>:) That's why I 'went hardware'.
>
> > and was looking at the QY700 because i like the idea of a
> > hardware sequencer that i can take to my first gig (October - and i am
> > absolutely bricking it) is it easy to use.
>
>Yes, imo it is easy to use, but there are a lot of other hw sequencers on
>the market, like the RM1x (also yammie), the Roland boxes and more.
>The beauty of the QY-700 is the large screen which gives an almost
>PC experience when browsing through your song.
>
>There's one nasty bug though, the QY-700 cannot loop between two
>points *in song mode* without a small pause when jumping back to the
>start point. In pattern mode, however, the loop is perfect and building
>a song from a series of patterns works great as well.
>
> > Can you play your MIDI keyboard directly into it?
>
>Yep, and just as with a software sequencer, you can redirect the
>keyboard input to device's channel that is connected with the
>selected track.
>
> >
> > Basically all i want is piano rolls to controll as many bits of gear as 
>i
> > can.
> >
>
>That can be done. Try one out (e.g. a second hand unit).
>But don't forget to try some other models too. They differ a lot in
>interface and operations. When you find a model that fits your
>requirements I bet you don't wanno go back to software anymore.
>Very stable and rock solid MIDI timing!
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 444|441|2001-06-08 06:34:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT QY700|
thomas stearns wrote:

> Thanks for the info.
> I think i will have to try one out (it has 2 midi outs i understand and i
> take it these can be used to control 16 channels for 2 seperate devices)

right

> so
> my A4000 on 1 midi out and my two electribes on the 2nd MIDI out?

yes, that's possible, or 16 devices on midi out 1 (1 channel each) and
16 other devices on midi out 2. ;)

> Any
> experience of multiple devices say 6 machines connected to the sequencer.
> (my setup ea-1, er-1, a4000, s2000, planning to add dx200 and virus rack
> soon)

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hotmail.com/


Yes, I have an Emu E5000 and NordMod connected to midi out 1 and
two Waldorf synths connected to midi out 2.

>
>
> I don't live anywhere near a demo shop so i'm sorry to ask daft questions.

No problem, go ahead, in private when it bothers other members of the list.

> I
> downloaded the manual but it's a bit heavy going when you don't have a
> machine to hand

That's a real yamaha manual indeed. Tough! ;)

- Robert

>
>
> >From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT QY700
> >Date: Fri, 08 Jun 2001 13:47:09 +0200
> >
> >thomas stearns wrote:
> >
> > > Sorry to but in on a thread but i use cubase with my A4000 and i am fed
> >up
> > > with crashes etc
> >
> >:) That's why I 'went hardware'.
> >
> > > and was looking at the QY700 because i like the idea of a
> > > hardware sequencer that i can take to my first gig (October - and i am
> > > absolutely bricking it) is it easy to use.
> >
> >Yes, imo it is easy to use, but there are a lot of other hw sequencers on
> >the market, like the RM1x (also yammie), the Roland boxes and more.
> >The beauty of the QY-700 is the large screen which gives an almost
> >PC experience when browsing through your song.
> >
> >There's one nasty bug though, the QY-700 cannot loop between two
> >points *in song mode* without a small pause when jumping back to the
> >start point. In pattern mode, however, the loop is perfect and building
> >a song from a series of patterns works great as well.
> >
> > > Can you play your MIDI keyboard directly into it?
> >
> >Yep, and just as with a software sequencer, you can redirect the
> >keyboard input to device's channel that is connected with the
> >selected track.
> >
> > >
> > > Basically all i want is piano rolls to controll as many bits of gear as
> >i
> > > can.
> > >
> >
> >That can be done. Try one out (e.g. a second hand unit).
> >But don't forget to try some other models too. They differ a lot in
> >interface and operations. When you find a model that fits your
> >requirements I bet you don't wanno go back to software anymore.
> >Very stable and rock solid MIDI timing!
> >
> >- Robert
>
> _________________________________________________________________________
> Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/


> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 445|441|2001-06-08 07:30:56|thomas stearns|Re: OT QY700|
last questions (honest)

on board sounmds worth anything?

can it send receive sysex and rpn and nrpn lsb msb etc all okay?

easy to navigate? (any mouse support)

Thanks for you time M8

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT QY700
>Date: Fri, 08 Jun 2001 14:35:10 +0200
>
>thomas stearns wrote:
>
> > Thanks for the info.
> > I think i will have to try one out (it has 2 midi outs i understand and 
>i
> > take it these can be used to control 16 channels for 2 seperate devices)
>
>right
>
> > so
> > my A4000 on 1 midi out and my two electribes on the 2nd MIDI out?
>
>yes, that's possible, or 16 devices on midi out 1 (1 channel each) and
>16 other devices on midi out 2. ;)
>
> > Any
> > experience of multiple devices say 6 machines connected to the 
>sequencer.
> > (my setup ea-1, er-1, a4000, s2000, planning to add dx200 and virus rack
> > soon)
>
>Yes, I have an Emu E5000 and NordMod connected to midi out 1 and
>two Waldorf synths connected to midi out 2.
>
> >
> >
> > I don't live anywhere near a demo shop so i'm sorry to ask daft 
>questions.
>
>No problem, go ahead, in private when it bothers other members of the list.
>
> > I
> > downloaded the manual but it's a bit heavy going when you don't have a
> > machine to hand
>
>That's a real yamaha manual indeed. Tough! ;)
>
>- Robert
>
> >
> >
> > >From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT QY700
> > >Date: Fri, 08 Jun 2001 13:47:09 +0200
> > >
> > >thomas stearns wrote:
> > >
> > > > Sorry to but in on a thread but i use cubase with my A4000 and i am 
>fed
> > >up
> > > > with crashes etc

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > >
> > >:) That's why I 'went hardware'.
> > >
> > > > and was looking at the QY700 because i like the idea of a
> > > > hardware sequencer that i can take to my first gig (October - and i 
>am
> > > > absolutely bricking it) is it easy to use.
> > >
> > >Yes, imo it is easy to use, but there are a lot of other hw sequencers 
>on
> > >the market, like the RM1x (also yammie), the Roland boxes and more.
> > >The beauty of the QY-700 is the large screen which gives an almost
> > >PC experience when browsing through your song.
> > >
> > >There's one nasty bug though, the QY-700 cannot loop between two
> > >points *in song mode* without a small pause when jumping back to the
> > >start point. In pattern mode, however, the loop is perfect and building
> > >a song from a series of patterns works great as well.
> > >
> > > > Can you play your MIDI keyboard directly into it?
> > >
> > >Yep, and just as with a software sequencer, you can redirect the
> > >keyboard input to device's channel that is connected with the
> > >selected track.
> > >
> > > >
> > > > Basically all i want is piano rolls to controll as many bits of gear 
>as
> > >i
> > > > can.
> > > >
> > >
> > >That can be done. Try one out (e.g. a second hand unit).
> > >But don't forget to try some other models too. They differ a lot in
> > >interface and operations. When you find a model that fits your
> > >requirements I bet you don't wanno go back to software anymore.
> > >Very stable and rock solid MIDI timing!
> > >
> > >- Robert
> >
> > 
>_________________________________________________________________________
> > Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at 
>http://www.hotmail.com
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @ 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 446|441|2001-06-08 07:48:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT QY700|
thomas stearns wrote:

> last questions (honest)
>

Really no problem! ;) Email me at mailto:robnet@wxs.nl for any other questions
regarding this topic.

>
> on board sounmds worth anything?

http://www.hotmail.com/
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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No. ;) Its a AWM rompler engine. Does nice strings and stuff, including a
couple of drumkits, but nothing to get exited about. It all depens on your
taste and expectations of course. I never use the synth engine, except
for the metronome.

>
>
> can it send receive sysex and rpn and nrpn lsb msb etc all okay?

It does send/receive sysex. I dumped my XT sounds to it and restored
from it again. I also upgrade my synths by loading the OS into the QY700
and sending the data over to the synth. Always works. :)

Not sure about rpn and the other stuff, but my guess is that it will work.
You'll have to try that, or tell me how to test that for you.

>
>
> easy to navigate? (any mouse support)

Nope, no mouse. Many dedicated buttons. Some functions
available in the RM1x (like direct track select buttons) are not
in the QY700, so you'll have to move up an down with the cursor
(or track up/down buttons) to select the track. That's the only
thing I really miss. You should also try the RM1x, btw.

>
>
> Thanks for you time M8

No prob.

- Robert
| 447|441|2001-06-08 08:17:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT QY700|
thomas stearns wrote:

> last questions (honest)
>
> on board sounmds worth anything?
>
> can it send receive sysex and rpn and nrpn lsb msb etc all okay?

I just read in the manual (page 131) that RPN and NRPN events
are supported.

- Robert
| 448|448|2001-06-08 15:12:52|dnovomeiski@yahoo.com|RM1X + XT(XTk)|
Anyone using an RM1X + XT together?
I am having problems MIDI synching those two.
Shoot me an e-mail, pls..
| 449|449|2001-06-08 21:20:01|Jayson Barrons|Korg Triton for sale|
figured i'd shout this out to you guys.

I've decided to sell my korg triton. as i'm going to be giggin out 
of state more and more, a large keyboard in my setup isn't going to 
be feasable. After i sell this, i'm going to pick up the triton 
rack, as i can't live with the sounds/effects/ease of use.

Its in perfect condition, although it has ONE scratch on it. the 
knobs are still feel like they're been hardly used (they haven't; 
i've mainly used this as a effects/sound module). i've had it for 
four months.

anyways, my asking price price is 2100. this is negotiable. the 
current List price new is 2400 dollars, so you'd be saving 300 
bucks. This and i'll also be including the sound set i bought from 



kid nepro for it (couple hundred sounds).

You know that i'm not going to screw you, as i'm a moderator of this 
list and i have nowhere to hide. feel free to email me.
| 450|450|2001-06-10 07:19:24|Ben Harris|Using QY70|
Is there a way of transfering data directly from the QY70 for use in RM1x
with out using a computer to save it as a midi file to disk.

I know this does'nt relate directly to the RS7000 but I've noticed the group
seems to include a fairly wide range of subjects around Yamaha hardware
sequencers so hopefully this question is acceptable.
---
Outgoing mail is certified Virus Free.
Checked by AVG anti-virus system (http://www.grisoft.com).
Version: 6.0.228 / Virus Database: 109 - Release Date: 17/01/01
| 451|451|2001-06-10 11:08:46|tmoon@phillynews.com|apples/oranges question|
curious whether anyone who's been scoping the rs7k is debating 
between it and the korg karma. I am. I know they're completely 
different beasts, but...each represents an interesting integration of 
functions, etc...
I don't need another keyboard but am impressed by the karma function, 
and the ability to completely twist drum patterns around in real 
time. I'd probably use it as a groovebox more than a synth. I know 
similar results can be achieved w/ an integrated sampler such as the 
rs7000, which of course has the added bonus of being able to accept 
all kinds of audio data as input (the karma function only works with 
the internal data or that of the korg expansion cards).
any and all insights gratefully accepted...
| 452|452|2001-06-11 03:09:03|swymark@madasafish.com|Release date for RS7000 yet?|
HI..
Just wondering if anyone actually has a release date for the RS7000
as yet...

Thanks

Stephen Wymark
| 454|451|2001-06-11 05:20:35|Thomas|Re: apples/oranges question|
--- In RS7000@y..., tmoon@p... wrote:

> curious whether anyone who's been scoping the rs7k is debating 
> between it and the korg karma. I am. I know they're completely 
> different beasts

And this is all you can say about it. It is IMO even more ridiculous 
to compare them, since the RS is not even out yet.

As you said....apples/oranges. Together they will make a nice 
fruitsalad...
| 455|455|2001-06-11 05:45:47|thomas stearns|a4k and cubase control|
can anyone point me in the direction of a list of controller messages that
can be sent from cubase to my A4K. The information at the back of the manual
is a bit too much for me....

Cheers

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 456|452|2001-06-11 13:20:01|ccb@acm.org|Re: Release date for RS7000 yet? |
Musiciansfriend.com indicates that they've have them in stock on
December 1, 2001. This may be due to them selling out their allotment.

ccb

--
Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall Rd., Suite 300
+1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-4145
ccb@valinux.com www.valinux.com
| 457|457|2001-06-11 13:59:01|jtonna|rs7000 manual|
For everybody the informations directly from the maker :

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----

Dear Sir,

We are sorry to have kept you awaiting.
Now we have just uploaded the RS7000 PDF manual in our manual library web

http://www.hotmail.com/
mailto:ccb@valinux.com


site at the direct URLs below.

Owner's Manual
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

About the included memory cards and CD-ROM
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E2.pdf

We will be happy if these are useful for you.

Sincerely,

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

answers to all our questions...

Jean
| 458|452|2001-06-11 14:14:26|swymark@madasafish.com|Re: Release date for RS7000 yet?|
thanks for the reply...but i shud have said in the UK not US..

But Man !....DEcember....tooooo far away!!

thanks
Wymark

--- In RS7000@y..., ccb@a... wrote:
> 
> Musiciansfriend.com indicates that they've have them in stock on
> December 1, 2001. This may be due to them selling out their 
allotment.
> 
> ccb
> 
> 
> --
> Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
> Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall 
Rd., Suite 300
> +1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-
4145
> ccb@v... www.valinux.com

| 459|452|2001-06-11 14:21:37|swymark@madasafish.com|Re: Release date for RS7000 yet?|
Thanks mate....I should have mentioned in the UK not the 
US...!!

anyway,..DEcember ?....toooo long Man !!!

Thanks...
Wymark

--- In RS7000@y..., ccb@a... wrote:
> 
> Musiciansfriend.com indicates that they've have them in stock on
> December 1, 2001. This may be due to them selling out their 
allotment.
> 
> ccb
> 
> 
> --
> Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
> Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall 
Rd., Suite 300
> +1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-
4145
> ccb@v... www.valinux.com

| 460|457|2001-06-11 14:26:56|Thomas|Re: rs7000 manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., jtonna wrote:

> Dear Sir,
> 
> We are sorry to have kept you awaiting.
> Now we have just uploaded the RS7000 PDF manual in our manual 

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E2.pdf


library web

> site at the direct URLs below.

Now Jean THIS is finally a GOOD posting. I am currently downloading 
the manual...7MB...whohooo can´t wait to take a look inside.

You da man...definately made my day..hehe

Cheers, Tom
| 461|457|2001-06-11 15:06:40|jtonna|Re: rs7000 manual|
You're welcome.

Jean

>--- In RS7000@y..., jtonna wrote:
>> Dear Sir,
>>
>> We are sorry to have kept you awaiting.
>> Now we have just uploaded the RS7000 PDF manual in our manual
>library web
>> site at the direct URLs below.
>
>Now Jean THIS is finally a GOOD posting. I am currently downloading
>the manual...7MB...whohooo can´t wait to take a look inside.
>
>You da man...definately made my day..hehe
>
>Cheers, Tom
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 462|457|2001-06-12 01:14:20|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: rs7000 manual|
the URL for the Owner's Manual doesn't work ?
anyone knows why?
thanks
cedre

Dear Sir,

We are sorry to have kept you awaiting.
Now we have just uploaded the RS7000 PDF manual in our manual library web
site at the direct URLs below.

Owner's Manual
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

About the included memory cards and CD-ROM
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E2.pdf

We will be happy if these are useful for you.

Sincerely,

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
----
-----

answers to all our questions...

Jean

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/pdfe/synth/RS7000E2.pdf


===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 463|457|2001-06-12 03:09:24|Thomas|Re: rs7000 manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> the URL for the Owner's Manual doesn't work ?
> anyone knows why?
> thanks
> cedre

Hm, the link works fine for me. Have you Acrobat Reader installed? 
You can download it from www.adobe.com.
| 464|464|2001-06-12 10:21:22|ccb@acm.org|Re: rs7000 manual |
Now for the Motif manual....

ccb

--
Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall Rd., Suite 300
+1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-4145
ccb@valinux.com www.valinux.com
| 465|464|2001-06-12 10:58:00|Thomas|Re: rs7000 manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., ccb@a... wrote:

> 
> Now for the Motif manual....
> 

Well, this is not the Motif-email-list, duh!

Check out the Motif-Forum:

http://forums.sonikmatter.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=forum&f=25
| 466|457|2001-06-13 00:32:24|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: rs7000 manual|
excuse me but what is the MOTIF ?
a hardwarr sequancer like the rs7000.
i don't understand

thanks
cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : mardi 12 juin 2001 18:58
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: rs7000 manual

--- In RS7000@y..., ccb@a... wrote:
> 
> Now for the Motif manual....
> 
Well, this is not the Motif-email-list, duh!

Check out the Motif-Forum:

http://forums.sonikmatter.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=forum&f=25
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Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 467|457|2001-06-13 01:22:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 manual|
LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> excuse me but what is the MOTIF ?
> a hardwarr sequancer like the rs7000.
> i don't understand

The MOTIF is the mothership design on which the RS7000 is based,
so we hear.

The MOTIF line will be introduced as 3 workstation keyboard models
(identical, but with different keyboard sizes).

The MOTIF is said to have all the features available on the RS7000
(but with only 48 of the 64 RS7000 drumkits), plus:
- A huge AWM2 sound ROM with hi quality sounds, but we suspect
it will not have all of the RS7000 sounds.
- The ability to actually read an AKAI/A3000/A4000 sample
cdrom *with* voice info (like multi-layer drumkits, pianos, etc.),
while the RS7000 can only read a single sample from a cdrom. :(
- 3 slots for additional hardware plugins.

Have a look at the www.yamahasynth.com.

I really have a hard time to find out which machine is the one I need.
The controls of the RS7000 look great, but I really want it to read
drum kits etc. from cdrom....

- Robert
| 468|457|2001-06-13 02:09:55|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: rs7000 manual|
thanks
i think i'l buy the rs7000 
i have a mpc2000 xl
but i think i ll really love this rs7000 for the cause it has live Real Time
Hands On Control 

cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Envoyé : mercredi 13 juin 2001 09:19
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 manual

LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> excuse me but what is the MOTIF ?
> a hardwarr sequancer like the rs7000.
> i don't understand

The MOTIF is the mothership design on which the RS7000 is based,
so we hear.

The MOTIF line will be introduced as 3 workstation keyboard models
(identical, but with different keyboard sizes).

The MOTIF is said to have all the features available on the RS7000
(but with only 48 of the 64 RS7000 drumkits), plus:
- A huge AWM2 sound ROM with hi quality sounds, but we suspect
it will not have all of the RS7000 sounds.
- The ability to actually read an AKAI/A3000/A4000 sample

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


cdrom *with* voice info (like multi-layer drumkits, pianos, etc.),
while the RS7000 can only read a single sample from a cdrom. :(
- 3 slots for additional hardware plugins.

Have a look at the www.yamahasynth.com.

I really have a hard time to find out which machine is the one I need.
The controls of the RS7000 look great, but I really want it to read
drum kits etc. from cdrom....

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 469|457|2001-06-13 02:25:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 manual|
LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> thanks
> i think i'l buy the rs7000
> i have a mpc2000 xl
> but i think i ll really love this rs7000 for the cause it has live Real Time
> Hands On Control
>

Very true, the big advantage of the RS7000.
Prepare to sell your MPC! ;)

- Robert

>
> cedre

| 470|457|2001-06-13 02:33:10|Thomas|Re: rs7000 manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> MOTIF is the mothership design on which the RS7000 is based,
> so we hear.

Oh no, the MOTIF design is based on the RS7000. 
It is indeed pretty much the same, they just exchanged the soundsets. 
Instead of 1054 sounds, MOTIF has only like 300 or so, but out of 85 
(compressed) MB AWM2 Waverom.
Plus it has those fabulous plug-in slots, that i already miss on the 
RS.

> while the RS7000 can only read a single sample from a cdrom. :(
> The controls of the RS7000 look great, but I really want it to read
> drum kits etc. from cdrom....

Hmmm, are you very sure it can only read single samples not whole 
drumkits? I am not sure, where´s my RS-Manual.pdf file....?
| 471|457|2001-06-13 02:49:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 manual|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > MOTIF is the mothership design on which the RS7000 is based,
> > so we hear.
> Oh no, the MOTIF design is based on the RS7000.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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:) Glad to hear that.

>
> It is indeed pretty much the same, they just exchanged the soundsets.
> Instead of 1054 sounds, MOTIF has only like 300 or so, but out of 85
> (compressed) MB AWM2 Waverom.
> Plus it has those fabulous plug-in slots, that i already miss on the
> RS.

Yep. At least one slot would have been nice.

>
>
> > while the RS7000 can only read a single sample from a cdrom. :(
> > The controls of the RS7000 look great, but I really want it to read
> > drum kits etc. from cdrom....
> Hmmm, are you very sure it can only read single samples not whole
> drumkits? I am not sure, where´s my RS-Manual.pdf file....?

Yes, please confirm my statement.

I heard it before. That's why I think the MOTIF is the mothership.
The RS7000, afaik, cannot read multi-sample banks from cdrom!

- Robert
| 472|457|2001-06-13 04:17:06|Thomas|Re: rs7000 manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Yes, please confirm my statement.

Well you can read the manual by yourself. On
groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000 is the original message from Jean
(jtonna) with the link to the Yamaha-site where you can download the
RS7000 Manual as pdf.

> I heard it before. That's why I think the MOTIF is the mothership.
> The RS7000, afaik, cannot read multi-sample banks from cdrom!

nonono, Yamaha itself says that MOTIF is based on the RS7000 engine.
AFAIK RS CAN read Multi-samples. Everything else wouldnt´ make sense.
| 473|457|2001-06-13 04:47:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 manual|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Yes, please confirm my statement.
> Well you can read the manual by yourself. On
> groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000 is the original message from Jean
> (jtonna) with the link to the Yamaha-site where you can download the
> RS7000 Manual as pdf.

Thanks, but I already downloaded it. Nice peace of work.

>
>
> > I heard it before. That's why I think the MOTIF is the mothership.
> > The RS7000, afaik, cannot read multi-sample banks from cdrom!
> nonono, Yamaha itself says that MOTIF is based on the RS7000 engine.
> AFAIK RS CAN read Multi-samples. Everything else wouldnt´ make sense.
>

I couldn't find it in the manual, but I'll have a look again.

- Robert
| 474|474|2001-06-13 05:31:10|Robert van der Kamp|RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|
Reading the RS7000 manual on page 130 (top left),
I found that importing of RM1x patterns is possible, but
when these patterns refer to built in phrases the sounds
cannot be reproduced.

Maybe I'm wrong (please check the manual), but if this
is true, some RM1x users waiting to upgrade to the RS7000
won't like this.

- Robert



| 475|457|2001-06-13 06:25:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 manual|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Yes, please confirm my statement.
> Well you can read the manual by yourself. On
> groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000 is the original message from Jean
> (jtonna) with the link to the Yamaha-site where you can download the
> RS7000 Manual as pdf.
>
> > I heard it before. That's why I think the MOTIF is the mothership.
> > The RS7000, afaik, cannot read multi-sample banks from cdrom!
> nonono, Yamaha itself says that MOTIF is based on the RS7000 engine.
> AFAIK RS CAN read Multi-samples. Everything else wouldnt´ make sense.

From what I learned from the manual, a Kit type sample voice allows for 128
mono or 64 stereo samples to be grouped in a kit. Each sample takes one
note number.

Multi-layer sample banks, more or less a standard for commercially
available sample CDROMS, where e.g. a snare drum is created by a
layer of 4 to 8 samples, using velocity switching (with or without crossfading),
cannot be loaded by the RS7000 (SO IT SEEMS!!) because the RS only
takes one sample per note number.

I also cannot find anything about velocity switching between different
samples to the same note. All I read is that the orginal sample assigned
to a given note will be erased when a new sample is put on that place (as
a result of import or sampling).

So how will the RS import a multi-layer bank from e.g. an Akai S1000
CDROM? Only pick one of the (say) 5 multi-samples? Or spread them
over the keyboard (bit weird to play and won't work with midi drum pads)?

I'm not even sure that a bank of samples (a program) *can* be imported
in one go. Page 160 suggest a one-sample-at-a-time procedure.

I'm confused...

- Robert
| 476|474|2001-06-13 06:49:41|Thomas|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
First of all to answer your question about the import of Akai samples:
The manual is not clear if it possible to import Akai-drumkit samples 
or not. For sure you can import Akai-format but as the manual 
says "with exceptions", which means? I don´t know.
I would suggest that you ask Yamaha.

> Reading the RS7000 manual on page 130 (top left),
> I found that importing of RM1x patterns is possible, but
> when these patterns refer to built in phrases the sounds
> cannot be reproduced.
> 
> Maybe I'm wrong (please check the manual), but if this
> is true, some RM1x users waiting to upgrade to the RS7000
> won't like this.
I don´t see a problem here. AFAIK you can save your whole RM1x songs 
that use internal preset phrase as a complete SMF and import these 
SMF in the RS without a problem.

| 477|474|2001-06-13 07:09:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> First of all to answer your question about the import of Akai samples:
> The manual is not clear if it possible to import Akai-drumkit samples
> or not. For sure you can import Akai-format but as the manual
> says "with exceptions", which means? I don´t know.
> I would suggest that you ask Yamaha.
>
> > Reading the RS7000 manual on page 130 (top left),
> > I found that importing of RM1x patterns is possible, but
> > when these patterns refer to built in phrases the sounds
> > cannot be reproduced.
> >
> > Maybe I'm wrong (please check the manual), but if this
> > is true, some RM1x users waiting to upgrade to the RS7000
> > won't like this.



> I don´t see a problem here. AFAIK you can save your whole RM1x songs
> that use internal preset phrase as a complete SMF and import these
> SMF in the RS without a problem.

Sure, but the RS cannot produce the *sounds* of the RM1x, so it seems.
Which is not a problem for me. I even like the idea, since that means
that the RS has other synth and drumkits sounds. I didn't like the RM1x
kits.

- Robert
| 478|478|2001-06-13 07:18:12|w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com|RS7000 Grid Step Recording|
Hi List !

All in all, it seems to be a pretty good machine the RS7000 ! 

BUT:

What a shame that they did not improve the Grid-Step Recording Mode!
It even seems that they've made it worse !!!!!!!

On page 84, section 12 the manual reads:
"... Press [STOP] to stop playback and continue entering notes
in the grid step mode"

Does this mean that you can't even listen to ANYTHING while recording 
in grid step !?!?!?!? I hoped that they would implement a full-
featured grid-step-mode on the RS7000 - I miss on the RM1x very much !
So you have to buy another machine (MCx0x, Korg, ...) to get this 
feature and sync it to the RS7000 ?

I'm quite disappointed about this !

bye, crawfish.
| 479|474|2001-06-13 07:54:07|Thomas|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Sure, but the RS cannot produce the *sounds* of the RM1x, so it 
> seems.

As far as i´ve read the manual it is compatible to a certain degree. 
Some sounds are similar to the RM1x, when you look through the patch 
list, but...
RS has better quality, as far you can tell by the examples from their 
site, and it has more different sounds and not to mention you can mix 
the internal sounds with samples, which makes it unbeatable. I am 
sure if i layer also some lush RS-pads with something out of my FS1r 
it will be instant ambient...hehe

> Which is not a problem for me. I even like the idea, since that 

means

> that the RS has other synth and drumkits sounds. I didn't like the 

RM1x

> kits.

Well, why they said in the manual that you can´t import RM1x songs if 
it uses internal phrases is because the phrase presets of the RS are 
completely different than the one of the RM1x.

> 
> - Robert

| 480|478|2001-06-13 08:11:44|Thomas|Re: RS7000 Grid Step Recording|
--- In RS7000@y..., w.frieb@s... wrote:

> On page 84, section 12 the manual reads:
> "... Press [STOP] to stop playback and continue entering notes
> in the grid step mode"
> 
> Does this mean that you can't even listen to ANYTHING while 

recording 

> in grid step !?!?!?!? 



Well, good question, it seems like but AFAIR my experiences with the 
RM1x it is the same, isn´t it?

> I hoped that they would implement a full-
> featured grid-step-mode on the RS7000 - I miss on the RM1x very 

much !

> So you have to buy another machine (MCx0x, Korg, ...) to get this 
> feature and sync it to the RS7000 ?

> I'm quite disappointed about this !

Indeed but not necessarily unexpected. A Futureretro Moebius will be 
a nice add to my setup...hehe (= TR-like stepsequence without it´s 
own soundengine). At least it gives me a reason to buy the Korg EA-1.
| 481|474|2001-06-13 08:27:48|synthe. labo|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|

> > I don´t see a problem here. AFAIK you can save your whole RM1x songs
> > that use internal preset phrase as a complete SMF and import these
> > SMF in the RS without a problem.
>
>Sure, but the RS cannot produce the *sounds* of the RM1x, so it seems.
>Which is not a problem for me. I even like the idea, since that means
>that the RS has other synth and drumkits sounds. I didn't like the RM1x
>kits.

not completely true: the rs7000 will have 'some' sounds from the rm1-x, 
exacly as the mc-505 has some sounds of the mc-303.
for sure you can't load the entire song of the rm1-x,but some sounds yes.
--> who cares at the end about all this stuff regarding akai libraries and 
fuckkaaa...???
i mean: you buy a new machine, sample by yourself, import from pc, make what 
you want, but if you want just the fuk akai libraries, buy an akai s3000 and 
a QY700 to sequence it, and you'll be in paradise...
i mean: as the same: i think it's better to focus on the sampling 
capabilities, time, etc etc, not ext. libraries...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 482|474|2001-06-13 08:44:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Sure, but the RS cannot produce the *sounds* of the RM1x, so it
> > seems.
> As far as i´ve read the manual it is compatible to a certain degree.
> Some sounds are similar to the RM1x, when you look through the patch
> list, but...
> RS has better quality, as far you can tell by the examples from their
> site, and it has more different sounds and not to mention you can mix
> the internal sounds with samples, which makes it unbeatable. I am
> sure if i layer also some lush RS-pads with something out of my FS1r
> it will be instant ambient...hehe

Aaaah, don't do that! ;)

>
>
> > Which is not a problem for me. I even like the idea, since that
> means
> > that the RS has other synth and drumkits sounds. I didn't like the
> RM1x
> > kits.
> Well, why they said in the manual that you can´t import RM1x songs if
> it uses internal phrases is because the phrase presets of the RS are
> completely different than the one of the RM1x.

Agreed. So a RM1x song built on the internal phrases wont sound
identical when played on the RS7000, since the internal phrases of
the RS don't match those of the RM1x.

- Robert
| 483|474|2001-06-13 08:51:46|Thomas|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|

http://www.hotmail.com/


--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> i mean: you buy a new machine, sample by yourself, import from pc,

make what 

> you want, but if you want just the fuk akai libraries, buy an akai

s3000 and 

> a QY700 to sequence it, and you'll be in paradise...
> i mean: as the same: i think it's better to focus on the sampling 
> capabilities, time, etc etc, not ext. libraries...
> ciao-marco

True, true, still the "not improved" Grid Step implementation isn´t so
great, but compared to what you get bearable. An EA1 will fix that.

Tülü,

Tom
| 484|474|2001-06-13 08:52:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > I don´t see a problem here. AFAIK you can save your whole RM1x songs
> > > that use internal preset phrase as a complete SMF and import these
> > > SMF in the RS without a problem.
> >
> >Sure, but the RS cannot produce the *sounds* of the RM1x, so it seems.
> >Which is not a problem for me. I even like the idea, since that means
> >that the RS has other synth and drumkits sounds. I didn't like the RM1x
> >kits.
>
> not completely true: the rs7000 will have 'some' sounds from the rm1-x,
> exacly as the mc-505 has some sounds of the mc-303.
> for sure you can't load the entire song of the rm1-x,but some sounds yes.

Okay.

>
> --> who cares at the end about all this stuff regarding akai libraries and
> fuckkaaa...???

Wow. ;) Ehm, well I care about that. And I was not so much focussing on
cdroms produced by AKAI, but on cdroms available in the AKAI format.
Many great drum kits and drum library cdroms are available in this format
(and other formats as well). The same is true for the A3000 compatible library.

>
> i mean: you buy a new machine, sample by yourself, import from pc, make what
> you want,

Sure, that's my main goal, and the RS looks like the perfect machine for this work.

> but if you want just the fuk akai libraries, buy an akai s3000 and
> a QY700 to sequence it, and you'll be in paradise...

Well suppose the MOTIF has all the features of the RS *and* allows
for import of multi layered sample banks, you get the change to mix
your own stuff with professionally sampled commercially available kits.
Doesn't sound too bad, does it?

>
> i mean: as the same: i think it's better to focus on the sampling
> capabilities, time, etc etc, not ext. libraries...

I guess I have to agree here. The RS is targeted at the MPC folks,
not the Emu/Akai/Yamaha sampler folks. And I would choose for
the RS7000 knobs and buttons any time. ;)



>
> ciao-marco

Cheers,
Robert
| 485|474|2001-06-13 10:32:59|synthe. labo|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|

> > --> who cares at the end about all this stuff regarding akai libraries 
>and
> > fuckkaaa...???
>
>Wow. ;) Ehm, well I care about that. And I was not so much focussing on
>cdroms produced by AKAI, but on cdroms available in the AKAI format.
>Many great drum kits and drum library cdroms are available in this format
>(and other formats as well). The same is true for the A3000 compatible 
>library.

..ahah..this thing now is making me laught, not jocking!! :)
i wanted to explain my absence of interest in these libraries, but i 
understand that people like you could be intr. in, so sorry for my words if 
were offensive.
it's just that now, too many times it seemed to me that people talked about 
the rs7000 as a sort of mega reading sequencer for all libraries of the 
world etc, so i thought that they were missing the point.
but, for sure, it will be good if the rsk7 will import akai libraries...;P

>
> >
> > i mean: you buy a new machine, sample by yourself, import from pc, make 
>what
> > you want,
>
>Sure, that's my main goal, and the RS looks like the perfect machine for 
>this work.
>
> > but if you want just the fuk akai libraries, buy an akai s3000 and
> > a QY700 to sequence it, and you'll be in paradise...
>
>Well suppose the MOTIF has all the features of the RS *and* allows
>for import of multi layered sample banks, you get the change to mix
>your own stuff with professionally sampled commercially available kits.
>Doesn't sound too bad, does it?

no, it doesn't, just explained.

>
> >
> > i mean: as the same: i think it's better to focus on the sampling
> > capabilities, time, etc etc, not ext. libraries...
>
>I guess I have to agree here. The RS is targeted at the MPC folks,
>not the Emu/Akai/Yamaha sampler folks. And I would choose for
>the RS7000 knobs and buttons any time. ;)

no, not only mpc folks, i think also Emu/Akai/Yamaha in the way that these 
people used or use theses products...i don't think the rs7k will attract 
only mpc people.
practical example: me :) -> i don't have an mpc, and i won't have one.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 487|487|2001-06-13 11:55:04|levit71@hotmail.com|Devil's advocate|
I've been following this list from pretty much the beginning. At the 
time, I was considering getting an RS7000 to replace my ASR-X Pro. 
But I got disinterested following the news about a product that gets 
delayed time and time again, and disinterested in reading about dream 
setups that everyone is talking about that will be centered around an 
instrument that *might* be released by December 2001 (that's six 
months!). So while the ASR-X has been giving me problems, I also 
realized that it is in my hands...right now...helping me make 
music...right now. So in that respect, it is worth much more to me 
than the RS7000.

Which brings me to my two-part question: Is there anyone at all 

http://www.hotmail.com/


concerned that by the time the RS7000 gets released it will never be 
able to live up to the lofty expectations? And that when it finally 
gets released, is anyone concerned that it might actually suck? I 
mean, there are grumblings already about what's in the manual. Just 
curious.

Nowadays, I find myself reading posts about everything other than the 
RS7000. This list has a bunch of very knowledgeable people, and I've 
learned a number of things.

IGOR
| 488|487|2001-06-13 12:45:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Devil's advocate|
levit71@hotmail.com wrote:

> I've been following this list from pretty much the beginning. At the
> time, I was considering getting an RS7000 to replace my ASR-X Pro.
> But I got disinterested following the news about a product that gets
> delayed time and time again, and disinterested in reading about dream
> setups that everyone is talking about that will be centered around an
> instrument that *might* be released by December 2001 (that's six
> months!). So while the ASR-X has been giving me problems, I also
> realized that it is in my hands...right now...helping me make
> music...right now. So in that respect, it is worth much more to me
> than the RS7000.

Very true.

>
>
> Which brings me to my two-part question: Is there anyone at all
> concerned that by the time the RS7000 gets released it will never be
> able to live up to the lofty expectations? And that when it finally
> gets released, is anyone concerned that it might actually suck? I
> mean, there are grumblings already about what's in the manual. Just
> curious.

I'm aware that the RS might suck when it is released. That's why I'm
scanning the manual to find all those hidden restrictions. I will never
preorder the RS until I've played with one for a week or so.

For one thing, I'm very curious about the quality of the internal drum kits.
I now assume that the kit sounds do not support multi-layering,
so the drum sounds will probably not sound very realistic when using
dynamic playing. As import of commercial drum cdroms seems impossible,
I now assume that the RS cannot be used to produce *realistic* drum
sounds.

The quality of the internal sounds is another thing... We will have to wait
for that one.

It looks like the resample option is in stereo now, unlike the SU-700,
which does mono resampling (!), the reason why I didn't buy it.

The sequencer looks okay, though less powerfull than the one built
in my QY-700 (which allows any combination of phrases per pattern track).
I had hoped for more than 16 tracks, but no.

And when the RS is really released in december, I'll unsub from this list,
wipe my memory and forget about it altogether.

But is could still be a great machine. ;)

>
>
> Nowadays, I find myself reading posts about everything other than the
> RS7000. This list has a bunch of very knowledgeable people, and I've
> learned a number of things.
>

Could you explain the above? I don't understand what you're trying to tell us.

Cheers,
Robert

mailto:levit71@hotmail.com


>
>
> IGOR
>

| 489|474|2001-06-13 12:48:21|Jayson Barrons|Re: RM1x patterns cannot be reproduced!?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Reading the RS7000 manual on page 130 (top left),
> I found that importing of RM1x patterns is possible, but
> when these patterns refer to built in phrases the sounds
> cannot be reproduced.

You shouldn't be using preset phrases anyways ;-)
| 490|487|2001-06-13 12:51:22|Jayson Barrons|Re: Devil's advocate|

> Which brings me to my two-part question: Is there anyone at all 
> concerned that by the time the RS7000 gets released it will never 

be 

> able to live up to the lofty expectations? 

the rs7000 i know will live up to my expectations. for what i want 
it to do, it will be perfect.

and that's all i care about.
| 491|487|2001-06-13 13:20:50|levit71@hotmail.com|Re: Devil's advocate|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 
> >
> >
> > Nowadays, I find myself reading posts about everything other than 

the

> > RS7000. This list has a bunch of very knowledgeable people, and 

I've

> > learned a number of things.

> Could you explain the above? I don't understand what you're trying 

to tell us.

> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

Basically I'm trying to compliment the list. I've enjoyed the posts 
regarding other pieces of gear, they have been educational. But I 
have been ignoring the RS7000 posts because, afaik, there is no 
RS7000.
| 494|494|2001-06-13 16:27:40|Jay Windland|multi-layer samples?|
I am not very experienced with samplers and didn't quite understand the 
comments about reading single or multi-layer drum samples of cd-roms. Can 
some explain what this is, and how it would limit the functionality of the 
RS7000 and/or make it less desireable as compared to other common rack 
samplers?
Thanks,
Jay
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 495|494|2001-06-13 23:40:23|Thomas|Re: multi-layer samples?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Windland" wrote:

> I am not very experienced with samplers and didn't quite understand 

the 

> comments about reading single or multi-layer drum samples of cd-

http://explorer.msn.com/


roms. 

Still that question if it really can read multi-layered or not is not 
answered until the RS is out. Did someone tried to ask Yamaha about 
it? I guess not.
| 496|487|2001-06-13 23:58:58|Thomas|Re: Devil's advocate|
--- In RS7000@y..., levit71@h... wrote:

> instrument that *might* be released by December 2001 (that's six 
> months!). 

Where did you get this date from? The official release date from 
Yamaha is mid to end of July for Europe, and i am sure it won´t be 
later in America. I wonder if the guys in Japan already have it in 
the stores...?

> Which brings me to my two-part question: Is there anyone at all 
> concerned that by the time the RS7000 gets released it will never 

be 

> able to live up to the lofty expectations? 

Well, i don´t know what expectations other people have, but all i 
want is a Hardwaresequencer/Sampler combination. And since the 
sequencer is the enhanced one out of the RM1x, which was already very 
good (ok, the grid step sucked, but there are ways around), this 
thing simply can´t go wrong. And Yamaha never built a synth that 
really sucked. It´s a pro-company and their products are always 
usable. So i am sure it will does what Yamaha say, i am not expecting 
more but also not less.
Mine will get (pre)ordered as soon as i have the together for it.
The alternative for me would be a RM1x with an A4000.

Just my 2 euro

> I mean, there are grumblings already about what's in the manual. 

Sure, this machine is not perfect. But what exactly is perfect in 
life? Well despite my wife...hehe ;)
| 497|487|2001-06-14 01:51:24|synthe. labo|Re: Devil's advocate|

>I've been following this list from pretty much the beginning. At the
>time, I was considering getting an RS7000 to replace my ASR-X Pro.
>But I got disinterested following the news about a product that gets
>delayed time and time again, and disinterested in reading about dream
>setups that everyone is talking about that will be centered around an
>instrument that *might* be released by December 2001 (that's six
>months!). So while the ASR-X has been giving me problems, I also
>realized that it is in my hands...right now...helping me make
>music...right now. So in that respect, it is worth much more to me
>than the RS7000.
>
>Which brings me to my two-part question: Is there anyone at all
>concerned that by the time the RS7000 gets released it will never be
>able to live up to the lofty expectations? And that when it finally
>gets released, is anyone concerned that it might actually suck? I
>mean, there are grumblings already about what's in the manual. Just
>curious.

my p.o.v. :
i used alot my RM!-X and the RS7000 will have the same sequencer engine and 
real time functions (really improved); i used and tried an SU700 and found 
it SOLID ROCK about time streching and pitch shifting in midi time of 
samples, no bugs, no shit, exactly as the famuos roland vp9000 was supposed 
to do.
so now i see the rs7000 will be a sort of rm1-x + su700 + NORMAL SAMPLER so 
it's obvious that i'm interested.
don't know if it will suck or don't 'respect' all the expectations
for me these specs are ok (except the max lenght of samples and time, as i 
said month ago).
i know perfectly that the rs7000 won't bang off a standard sampler, as also 
your asr-x; in the future probably i'll buy a secon hand a3000 or an emu 
esi2000 or an akai, to have a sampler, only sampler.
everyone makes music with the gear they have; don't think one is stuck now 
until his baby rs7k will be out; if it's so, well, we are not a list made to 
do support to brain damaged people.
i made a lot of things with only the pc with fruity loops, i have to 'study' 
cubase and practice with the nord modular editor; everyone will have his 
shit to do.



ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 498|487|2001-06-14 01:54:55|synthe. labo|Re: Devil's advocate|

>And when the RS is really released in december, I'll unsub from this list,
>wipe my memory and forget about it altogether.
>
>But is could still be a great machine. ;)

ahh,
i know that some rs7000s will be in italy at end of july for sure
this doesn't mean a global distribution
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 499|487|2001-06-14 02:22:21|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Devil's advocate|
THe RS7000 arrive in FRANCE at the beginning of july (maybe end of july )

Confirmed by YAMAHA AND BACKSTAGE !!!!!!!!!

CEDRE

-----Message d'origine-----
De : synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : jeudi 14 juin 2001 09:55
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] Devil's advocate

>And when the RS is really released in december, I'll unsub from this list,
>wipe my memory and forget about it altogether.
>
>But is could still be a great machine. ;)

ahh,
i know that some rs7000s will be in italy at end of july for sure
this doesn't mean a global distribution
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 500|487|2001-06-14 02:45:47|synthe. labo|Re: Devil's advocate|

>THe RS7000 arrive in FRANCE at the beginning of july (maybe end of july )
>
>Confirmed by YAMAHA AND BACKSTAGE !!!!!!!!!

i had now a confirm about orders in italy: mid/end july, confirmed! :)

>
>ahh,
>i know that some rs7000s will be in italy at end of july for sure
>this doesn't mean a global distribution
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>ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 503|503|2001-06-14 04:35:30|Thomas|OT: MP3 successor|
http://www.codingtechnologies.com/mp3PROzone/download.htm
| 505|505|2001-06-14 05:51:51|Halim BOUSSOUALINE|Re: Devil's advocate |

>Messsage du 14/06/2001 09:21
>De : <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>A : 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Copie à : 
>Objet : RE: [RS7000] Devil's advocate 
>
> 
> 
> THe RS7000 arrive in FRANCE  at the beginning of july  (maybe end of july )

> 

> Confirmed by YAMAHA AND BACKSTAGE !!!!!!!!!

> 

> CEDRE

Nice but i am wondering about what will be its price ?
Any idea ?

Halim B.
| 506|505|2001-06-14 06:08:33|Thomas|Re: Devil's advocate|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Halim BOUSSOUALINE" 

> Nice but i am wondering about what will be its price ?
> Any idea ?
> 
> Halim B.

We already discussed this several times. The official announced price
here in Germany is: 
3798 German Marks, 

which is:

about 1900 Euro, 
about 1800 $US, 
about 1100 British Pounds,
about 4 Lamas
about 2 Camels
about 1/2 Elephants 
about 400 Zlongos 
(1 Zlongo is worth about 34 Hrurarajs, but those are only valid on Tau
Ceti 3..., and one Zlongo is 3 times 3 yards big...;)

If someone is asking this question again, he must send me ten german
marks, or ten US Dollar, or ten whatever (10000 Lire...hehe) for the
right answer, or simply look on groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000 for old
posts.

;)))
| 507|507|2001-06-14 06:18:20|synthe. labo|Re: Rackmounting the RS7000?|

>I'm planning on RACKMOUNTING the RS7000 to the top of my
>RACKTOWER:
>
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20STUDI
>O%27S/STUDIO%20IDEAS/studiorack.jpg

i have always the zame problem to link all these addresses about yahoo 
groups etc etc, regarding rs7k etc etc
...am i registered?...cauze they ask me to register, with that fukka world 
"OOOps" at the beginningggggggg.....
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 508|487|2001-06-14 06:40:36|thomas stearns|Re: Devil's advocate|
I've been using hardware synthsd etc for a while now and when i saw the 
yamasynth com pages on the RS i was very impressed, and although i am in the 
process of looking for a hardware sequencer for live gigs i rejected the RS7 
because through experience i have learnt never put all your eggs in one 
basket. For the price you could buy a A4k and an RMx1 and still have change. 
If the a4k craps out you still have the Rmx1 and vice versa.
if the RS7 craps out you are up poo promenade without a paddle.
For the same reason i would never buy a mixer with onboard effects.
I want the rs7k even tho i don't need it (that's the way i am) but in 
moments of lucidity i realise that i have more than enough stuff (even 
though it's not a lot by some standards)and think if only i could find a 
Rmx1 with 32 MIDI channels and 2 midi outs with better sounds then i would 
be sorted.
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BTW all of the above is MY opinion...i do think the sounds on the rmx1 are 
getting dated now (but the model is still pretty much selling at it's 
original price)so i will either end up going for two rmx1s or a QY700, or a 
MPC2000XL.

Thanks to Robert van der Kamp for his help with my QY700 questions, any one 
else have any ideas on a hardware sequencer....or should i use a 
dat/minidisc as a backing track :0)

The man with a cliche for all occassions

_________________________________________________________________________
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| 509|487|2001-06-14 07:27:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Devil's advocate|
thomas stearns wrote:

> I've been using hardware synthsd etc for a while now and when i saw the
> yamasynth com pages on the RS i was very impressed, and although i am in the
> process of looking for a hardware sequencer for live gigs i rejected the RS7
> because through experience i have learnt never put all your eggs in one
> basket. For the price you could buy a A4k and an RMx1 and still have change.
> If the a4k craps out you still have the Rmx1 and vice versa.
> if the RS7 craps out you are up poo promenade without a paddle.
> For the same reason i would never buy a mixer with onboard effects.
> I want the rs7k even tho i don't need it (that's the way i am) but in
> moments of lucidity i realise that i have more than enough stuff (even
> though it's not a lot by some standards)and think if only i could find a
> Rmx1 with 32 MIDI channels and 2 midi outs with better sounds then i would
> be sorted.

What I would do for a good 32+ channel hw sequencer...
Only the Akai sequencers (Mpc and the ASQ?) seem to support
this. But the Akais only have 96 PPQN, brrr.

>
>
> BTW all of the above is MY opinion...i do think the sounds on the rmx1 are
> getting dated now (but the model is still pretty much selling at it's
> original price)so i will either end up going for two rmx1s or a QY700, or a
> MPC2000XL.

Yesterday I discovered a nasty problem when using two Yammie sequencers:
none of them *transmits* MTC! They all support MTC slave mode (including
the RS) but don't support MTC master mode (including the RS). So the only way
to sync 2 of these boxes is by midi clock, but I'm not sure if this will work in
all situations.

Anyone tried this? Or knows about a good 32 channel hw sequencer?

- Robert
| 510|487|2001-06-14 07:36:08|Thomas|Re: MIDI clock vs. MTC|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Yesterday I discovered a nasty problem when using two Yammie

sequencers:

> none of them *transmits* MTC! They all support MTC slave mode

(including

> the RS) but don't support MTC master mode (including the RS). So the

only way

> to sync 2 of these boxes is by midi clock, but I'm not sure if this

will work in

> all situations.

Hm, i know it´s a stupid question, but what´s the difference between
MTC and Midi Clock?
I always thought that MTC is MIDI Time code equal MIDI clock, or what?

Wondering, Tom
| 511|505|2001-06-14 07:38:03|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Devil's advocate |
RS7000 :

between 12000 ff and 13000 ff
without memory and AIEB2(assignable output)

horrible price !!!!
but great machine!!!

cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Halim BOUSSOUALINE [mailto:Halim.Boussoualine@wanadoo.fr]
Envoyé : jeudi 14 juin 2001 13:52
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Objet : RE: [RS7000] Devil's advocate 

>Messsage du 14/06/2001 09:21
>De : <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>A : 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Copie à : 
>Objet : RE: [RS7000] Devil's advocate 
>
> 
> 
> THe RS7000 arrive in FRANCE  at the beginning of july  (maybe

end of july )

> 

> Confirmed by YAMAHA AND BACKSTAGE !!!!!!!!!

> 

> CEDRE

Nice but i am wondering about what will be its price ?
Any idea ?

Halim B.
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| 512|487|2001-06-14 07:42:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI clock vs. MTC|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Yesterday I discovered a nasty problem when using two Yammie
> sequencers:
> > none of them *transmits* MTC! They all support MTC slave mode
> (including
> > the RS) but don't support MTC master mode (including the RS). So the
> only way
> > to sync 2 of these boxes is by midi clock, but I'm not sure if this
> will work in
> > all situations.
>
> Hm, i know it´s a stupid question, but what´s the difference between
> MTC and Midi Clock?
> I always thought that MTC is MIDI Time code equal MIDI clock, or what?
>

MTC is Midi Time Code, a control signal with absolute time enconded, like
SMPTE time code. The slave receiving an MTC signal always knows where
it should place the 'nowline' in the song, since the playback time is always
known (as it is delivered in the MTC signal).

Midi Clock is a control signal that simply emits a certain number of pulses
per quarter note. The slave receiving a Midi Clock signal knows that the
master is running, and even knows its speed (derived from the interval
between the pulses), but doesn't know *where* in the song it should play.
At least, not from the Midi Clock signal, as there is no absolute time encoded
in the signal. Other Midi messages are used to get this done.

Hope this helps,
Robert
| 513|487|2001-06-14 07:47:34|r_i_ p_e|Re: MIDI clock vs. MTC|
MTC is midi time code, which is pretty much SMPTE, but sent over MIDI 
cables. MTC contains absolute timing information in the form of hours, 
mins, secs, and frames. This sync is not related to tempo.
MIDI clock is tempo based, sending relative sync messages (relative to the 
tempo), this is only a clock message that is recieved at intervals based on 
the master tempo.

The RM1x only receives MTC sync in 'song mode' so, if you always operate in 
pattern mode (like me), you are stuck with MIDI clock for sync. This is OK 
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for most purposes, since most gear is MIDI clock capable, but usually only 
multitracks, computer sequencers, and some hardware sequencers support MTC. 
Usually drum machines, effects, grooveboxes, etc only support MIDI clock.

I use the RM1X along with a Roland MC80 and future-retro mobius. The MC-80 
is a good linear 32 channel hardware sequencer, I record my RM1x loops and 
tweaks and mutes to the multiple channels on the MC80...

cheers
ripe

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: MIDI clock vs. MTC
>Date: Thu, 14 Jun 2001 13:36:04 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Yesterday I discovered a nasty problem when using two Yammie
>sequencers:
> > none of them *transmits* MTC! They all support MTC slave mode
>(including
> > the RS) but don't support MTC master mode (including the RS). So the
>only way
> > to sync 2 of these boxes is by midi clock, but I'm not sure if this
>will work in
> > all situations.
>
>Hm, i know it�s a stupid question, but what�s the difference between
>MTC and Midi Clock?
>I always thought that MTC is MIDI Time code equal MIDI clock, or what?
>
>Wondering, Tom
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 514|514|2001-06-14 07:51:30|LOIODICE Cédric|RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?|
RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?

what do you think ?
| 515|487|2001-06-14 07:55:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Devil's advocate|
LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> RS7000 :
>
> between 12000 ff and 13000 ff
> without memory and AIEB2(assignable output)
>
> horrible price !!!!
> but great machine!!!
>
> cedre

Thomann in Germany sells it for DM2900, about 1500 euro.
Have a look at www.thomann.de. Can't remember the exact price.

- Robert
| 516|2|2001-06-14 07:56:25|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 
or MPC 2000 or ensoniqu ASR pro 

o RM1x + A3000 
o RM1x + A4000 
o RS7000 
o MPC 2000 xl 
o ensoniqu ASR pro 
o PC + sampler 
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://explorer.msn.com/


To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 517|487|2001-06-14 07:58:28|Thomas|Re: MIDI clock vs. MTC|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Hope this helps,
> Robert

Indeed! Thanks a lot!

Tom
| 518|514|2001-06-14 07:58:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?|
LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?
>
> what do you think ?

I had both the A3000 and the A4000. The A4k is a
very nice machine, but it can't do the slicing job that's
done by the RS (or SU-700).

So it depends on what you need from the gear.

- Robert
| 519|487|2001-06-14 08:05:49|Thomas|Re: Devil's advocate|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomann in Germany sells it for DM2900, about 1500 euro.
> Have a look at www.thomann.de. Can't remember the exact price.

2990DM???!!!!!...I am going to order it...
| 520|514|2001-06-14 08:09:01|Thomas|Re: RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> 
> > RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?
> >
> > what do you think ?

If the RS wouldn´t have been announced this year, i would have bought
RM1x and A4000. But for 2990DM you can´t beat the RS...RM1x and A4k
together are more expensive.
| 521|521|2001-06-14 08:15:52|ccb@acm.org|Re: OT: MP3 successor |

> http://www.codingtechnologies.com/mp3PROzone/download.htm

A more worthy successor?

http://www.vorbis.org

ccb

--
Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall Rd., Suite 300
+1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-4145
ccb@valinux.com www.valinux.com
| 522|522|2001-06-14 08:28:13|ccb@acm.org|Re: Devil's advocate |

> Anyone tried this? Or knows about a good 32 channel hw sequencer?

Anyone have opinions of the Kawai Q-80EXE?

ccb

--
Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall Rd., Suite 300
+1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-4145
ccb@valinux.com www.valinux.com
| 523|514|2001-06-14 08:59:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?|
Thomas wrote:
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> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> >
> > > RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?
> > >
> > > what do you think ?
>
> If the RS wouldn´t have been announced this year, i would have bought
> RM1x and A4000. But for 2990DM you can´t beat the RS...RM1x and A4k
> together are more expensive.

Well, the A4k can handle multi-layer sample banks, while the RS cannot,
so it seems. The A4k can handle *more* samples than the RS. It also
has the loop remix feature (great toy!) and supports resampling.

So you can't really compare the sampling features of the RS and A4k...

- Robert
| 525|514|2001-06-14 10:48:34|Thomas|Re: RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or RS7000 ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Well, the A4k can handle multi-layer sample banks, while the RS 

cannot,

> so it seems. 

Hm, where does it say that the RS cannot? I wrote an email to Yamaha 
Germany, hopefully by tomorrow we´ll know for sure.

> The A4k can handle *more* samples than the RS. It also
> has the loop remix feature (great toy!) and supports resampling.
> 
> So you can't really compare the sampling features of the RS and 
> A4k...

Well, you´re right, ...not to mention that you get with the RS also a 
full featured hardware-sequencer and lots of realtime knobs (and a 
full ROMpler with 1054 sounds and 63 drumkits)...something you don´t 
have on A4k...

However, the RS is for me the best choice. About the Multilayer 
samples...we´ll see.
| 527|507|2001-06-14 10:57:53|r_i_ p_e|Re: Rackmounting the RS7000?|
I racked my RM1X by drilling holes in the side and putting rails on it. It 
is a bit narrow to just put rails on it, so you have to also put in some 
spacers. I used old rails from a promix01 mixer, cut to size. For the 
connections on the back, I got right angle MIDI and audio cables, but the 
power supply cable is not right angle and sticks out a bit. Luckily, I 
mounted an electrix mo-fx above the RM1X, and it has a slanted bottom, so 
the RM1X fits right under it, and the color matches! :) I don't use the 
floppy drive, so no problem there.

cheers
ripe

"no food or drink allowed."

ripe909@hotmail.com
ripe@socialentropy.com
http://www.socialentropy.com

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 535|487|2001-06-14 21:55:50|9rpb@qlink.queensu.ca|Re: 32 channel hw sequencer|

> Anyone tried this? Or knows about a good 32 channel hw sequencer?
> 
> - Robert

The Kawai Q-80 or Q-80exe are pretty kickass. Also do looping/muting 
of the 32 channels - like 4xMMT8. Check it out - some good reviews 
out there.
| 537|537|2001-06-15 00:59:15|stearnsthomas@hotmail.com|DX200 group|
Just to let u know there is a new DX200 group opened.

Thanks
| 542|542|2001-06-15 12:11:32|Thomas|Re: RS "type" COMBI alternatives ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> why don't you get a micromodular???:)))

I was thinking about that too, since the price dropped 
massively...955DM here in Germany...

...but otherwise, i am not very fit in synth programming with all 
those modules and wires and click here click left. I am fine with my 
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AN1x and the FS1r (and soon RS), maybe i get another synth, Virus, Q, 
Nova, Microwave II, they all look interesting to me. I had an ER1 and 
it´s a cool machine, i really liked the easy Interface, that lovely 
stepsequencer is really cool for gigs, but the sound was hm, i don´t 
know, i used it less and less and finally when i needed some money, i 
sold it. Still i would like an ES1 for the quick and cheap fun...:) 
Hopefully the RS will give me that feeling too..
| 543|543|2001-06-15 12:21:15|Thomas|Multilayered Samples are implemented on RS7000|
Ok pals, just a quick info, because Star Trek is on, and i want to 
watch it...

I got the confirmation from Mr. Claus Kruse from Yamaha Germany about 
Multi-layered samples for the RS. As you can see below in German, 
Multisample import wasn´t first planned, but they now did implement 
it. So it can import Akai Multilayer Samples.

Robert, are you happy now? 

I asked him also about the Grid Step programming, if it is possible 
to do in realtime, while playing a pattern, he just answered, that he 
can´t say anything, since the OS is not available in a final version.

I guess it can´t be done. Well doesn´t matter to me, i want an RS.

Nice friday evening for everyone,

Cheers, Tom

vvvvvvvv the original answer vvvvvvvvvvv

Von: claus_kruse@infomta.post.yamaha.co.jp | Adresse blockieren | Zum 
Adreßbuch hinzufügen 
An: Thomas Finegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Datum: Fri, 15 Jun 2001 15:07:04 +0100 
Betreff: Antwort: Multi-layer-Sample Import mvglich beim RS7000? 

Hallo Herr Finegan,

Multisample - import war urspruenglich in der RS7000 nicht
vorgesehen, ist jetzt allerdings doch noch implementiert worden.

Zur Grid-Step Programmierung kann ich momentan noch nichts sagen,
da eine endgueltige Version des Betriebssystems noch nicht vorliegt.
| 544|543|2001-06-15 14:01:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Multilayered Samples are implemented on RS7000|
Thomas wrote:

> Ok pals, just a quick info, because Star Trek is on, and i want to
> watch it...
>
> I got the confirmation from Mr. Claus Kruse from Yamaha Germany about
> Multi-layered samples for the RS. As you can see below in German,
> Multisample import wasn´t first planned, but they now did implement
> it. So it can import Akai Multilayer Samples.
>
> Robert, are you happy now? 

Oh wow! Great! :)))

But...'multi-layer' and 'multi-sample' *could* mean two different things.
Really sorry to keep nagging, but maybe Herr Kruse is referring to the
feature that allows multiple samples to be imported in one go, each
of them occupying another key on the keyboard (in a kit voice).

What I mean with multi *layered* samples is the technique where
e.g. 5 (sub-)samples are used on the *same* key of the keyboard for
one drum sound (or piano sound etc.), each of them representing
a softer or louder representation of the sampled source. One (or more)
of these are played based on the velocity of the incoming midi note.
This is called velocity switching or velocity crossfading.

Anyway, it's great that the OS is still extended! :)

>
>
> I asked him also about the Grid Step programming, if it is possible
> to do in realtime, while playing a pattern, he just answered, that he
> can´t say anything, since the OS is not available in a final version.
>
> I guess it can´t be done. Well doesn´t matter to me, i want an RS.

:) Well spoken.

>
>
> Nice friday evening for everyone,

Cheers,
Robert

mailto:claus_kruse@infomta.post.yamaha.co.jp
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


>
> Cheers, Tom
>
> vvvvvvvv the original answer vvvvvvvvvvv
>
> Von: claus_kruse@infomta.post.yamaha.co.jp | Adresse blockieren | Zum
> Adreßbuch hinzufügen
> An: Thomas Finegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
> Datum: Fri, 15 Jun 2001 15:07:04 +0100
> Betreff: Antwort: Multi-layer-Sample Import mvglich beim RS7000?
>
> Hallo Herr Finegan,
>
> Multisample - import war urspruenglich in der RS7000 nicht
> vorgesehen, ist jetzt allerdings doch noch implementiert worden.
>
> Zur Grid-Step Programmierung kann ich momentan noch nichts sagen,
> da eine endgueltige Version des Betriebssystems noch nicht vorliegt.

| 545|545|2001-06-15 14:11:01|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS "type" COMBI alternatives ?|

> XL-7 + VIRUS B RACK + ES-1 + ER-1 + MAC-G3 [rackmounted] with 

REASON.

> Everything, RACKED! Making for one HUGE groovebox! 

this *could* be just me, but having everything racked does not look 
well on stage. For transportation reasons its very appealing, but 
every single live act i've seen with everything racked sits behind 
this rack twiddling shit, while the crowd has no idea if the guy is 
even there. Very boring, and not very entertaining at all.

Maybe you should think about getting a rack stand instead. They 
usually work better with desktop style synths, but the synths sit at 
a comfortable level and the crowd can see most of your body. this 
allows for more interaction with them. I believe ultimate support 
has one, but i've made mine from Gibaltrar Drum Mount supports. very 
posh ;-)

As for the xl7, i was very much not impressed. I guess with such a 
high sticker price for what it does, i begin to not like a piece of 
gear very quickly.
| 546|546|2001-06-15 14:27:29|mark_18540@msn.com|Qy700 files and compatability|
Hi Group, 
NewBee here, just joined. I'm a QY700 user and have a pretty good 
number of patterns and such and would like to trade files with other 
QY users. all musical genres, rock, jazz, fusion, etc. Can anybody 
tell me if the RS7000 files are compatable? Or do you have to convert 
to SMF to import?
| 547|547|2001-06-15 14:29:04|Robert van der Kamp|sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
Attachments :

Okay guys,

have a look at this thread about multi-layered samples on the Motif vs RS7000. 
The answer from Athan (from Yamaha US I think) is very clear about this.

Cheers, 
Robert 
  
 

http://forums.sonikmatter.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=25&t=000020

 

| 548|546|2001-06-15 14:33:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Qy700 files and compatability|
mark_18540@msn.com wrote:

> Hi Group,
> NewBee here, just joined.

Welcome!

> I'm a QY700 user

Good choice. ;)

> and have a pretty good
> number of patterns and such and would like to trade files with other
> QY users. all musical genres, rock, jazz, fusion, etc. Can anybody
> tell me if the RS7000 files are compatable?

Nope, only RM1x patterns are mentioned in the RS manual.

> Or do you have to convert to SMF to import?
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Yes, think so. Or play them straight into the RS, maybe.

- Robert

>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 549|549|2001-06-15 15:12:45|mark_18540@msn.com|(no subject)|

| 550|547|2001-06-15 21:30:12|Thomas|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay guys,
> 
> have a look at this thread about multi-layered samples on the Motif 

vs RS7000.

> The answer from Athan (from Yamaha US I think) is very clear about 

this.

> 

Yeah, i see, so Herr Kruse understood Multisamples, though i asked 
him about Multilayer samples. 

Unfortunately, Robert, the Motif has less realtime knobs, only 300 
something presets (spread over 85MB (compressed) ROM which means 
extra high quality sounds) well and a price tag that´s a grand above 
the RS. 4400DM something in Germany for the MOTIF6.

But i think a MOTIF combined with a rack like Emu Xtreme Lead, or Mo 
Phatt, is already very powerfull. Or you get simply a sampler like 
Emu 5000 and a Midisequencer like MC80/QY100-700/RM1x.

What a pity that the RS is not supporting this, but i want to use 
mostly my samples anyway.

RS is definately for me.

Tom
| 553|545|2001-06-15 22:30:45|Thomas|Re: RS "type" COMBI alternatives ?|

> I understand the feeling, But was it boring when you see Chemical 

Bros or

> Kraftwerk standing behind all there gear.

Nope, because it´s Chemical Bros and Kraftwerk....;)
| 554|547|2001-06-16 00:50:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Okay guys,
> >
> > have a look at this thread about multi-layered samples on the Motif
> vs RS7000.
> > The answer from Athan (from Yamaha US I think) is very clear about
> this.
> >
> Yeah, i see, so Herr Kruse understood Multisamples, though i asked
> him about Multilayer samples.

Yes, that's what happened I guess.

> Unfortunately, Robert, the Motif has less realtime knobs, only 300
> something presets (spread over 85MB (compressed) ROM which means
> extra high quality sounds) well and a price tag that´s a grand above
> the RS. 4400DM something in Germany for the MOTIF6.

I know. I looooove those knobs. Now I have to get over the fact that
the RS will not be a full sampler (regarding imports).

>
>
> But i think a MOTIF combined with a rack like Emu Xtreme Lead, or Mo
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> Phatt, is already very powerfull. Or you get simply a sampler like
> Emu 5000 and a Midisequencer like MC80/QY100-700/RM1x.

Thanks for the suggestion.

I currently use an Emu E5000 and the QY700 combi. Great stuff, both
of them. But I need more sampler power and more midi tracks. I once
had an A4000, and while the two samplers cannot be compared, I really
miss the A4k's fx section and the sample remix feature. So I kinda hoped
that the RS would give this both in one box. Well it *does*, but I still can
load some of my old Yamaha cdroms or play some of my Akai cdroms on
the RS with the yamaha fx.

Hmm.

>
>
> What a pity that the RS is not supporting this, but i want to use
> mostly my samples anyway.
>
> RS is definately for me.

I'm glad you like it.

Cheers,
Robert

>
>
> Tom

| 555|547|2001-06-16 01:00:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|

>
> I currently use an Emu E5000 and the QY700 combi. Great stuff, both
> of them. But I need more sampler power and more midi tracks. I once
> had an A4000, and while the two samplers cannot be compared, I really
> miss the A4k's fx section and the sample remix feature. So I kinda hoped
> that the RS would give this both in one box. Well it *does*, but I still can

Sorry, typo. Make this 'but I still *cannot* load...'

>
> load some of my old Yamaha cdroms or play some of my Akai cdroms on
> the RS with the yamaha fx.

| 556|556|2001-06-16 09:25:59|alex.udell@autodesk.com|rax and rax....|
I dunno guys...

I guess I'm in the streamlining camp myself....

I want one box to handle most of it for my home studio...

Plus I hate learning too many OS's....If I can learn the bugs and limitations of one...then I can usually work around it....

The RS sure sounds like it will do enough for they type of stuff I'm into...

Plus I have my M1 and ASR-X Pro to suplement as well....

Cheers,
Alex
| 557|557|2001-06-16 10:05:15|ciyd@home.com|RS7000 demo at Guitar Center in Seattle|
On the list of events for the Tukwila store (about 20 miles south of 
Seattle) is the Yamaha guys are bringing the RS7000 to GC July 12. 
Don't know if it's real, or not, but they have it listed on their web 
site. 

ciyd
www.mp3.com/chaosisyourdestiny
| 558|557|2001-06-16 10:14:39|mark_18540@msn.com|Re: RS7000 demo at Guitar Center in Seattle|
Hey Dude,
I live in Mukilteo, 20 miles north of Seattle. If the Yamaha clinician for the RS7000 demo is who I think it is, It's a buddy of mine, Blake
Angelos. Killer player, great clinician. Anybody in the area should check that clinic out.  Supposedly the Moitiff is gonna start shipping soon and that
one is slated to be the next great synth hope.  Can't wait.
Regards,
Mark
 

----- Original Message -----
From: ciyd@home.com
Sent: Saturday, June 16, 2001 8:53 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 demo at Guitar Center in Seattle
 
On the list of events for the Tukwila store (about 20 miles south of 
Seattle) is the Yamaha guys are bringing the RS7000 to GC July 12.  
Don't know if it's real, or not, but they have it listed on their web 
site.  

ciyd
www.mp3.com/chaosisyourdestiny



===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit  http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

| 561|547|2001-06-16 12:20:33|Thomas|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> >
> > I currently use an Emu E5000 and the QY700 combi. Great stuff, 

both

> > of them. But I need more sampler power and more midi tracks. I 

once

Sounds to me, that you need Emagic Logic, EXS24 Software Sampler and 
a PC with at least 850Mhz, 256MB Ram and two 20GB HDDs...
| 565|565|2001-06-16 20:43:04|nelz777@yahoo.com|RS 7000 release date????|
I just join this group and I was wandering when this product is 
available, If anyone knows where the best place to get as soon as 
possible let me know. 

Thanx nelz 
musician friend (in their website) said it is 
avaiable in December but I heard July.
| 566|547|2001-06-17 01:32:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > >
> > > I currently use an Emu E5000 and the QY700 combi. Great stuff,
> both
> > > of them. But I need more sampler power and more midi tracks. I
> once
>
> Sounds to me, that you need Emagic Logic, EXS24 Software Sampler and
> a PC with at least 850Mhz, 256MB Ram and two 20GB HDDs...

Oh please no! ;)

I appreciate the suggestion, but I just jumped off the PC-for-music bandwagon.
I've come to really hate the microsoft shit, especially the buggy windows os.
So I now no longer use my PC (with Cubase) for my midi and audio tasks and
moved to dedicated hardware. The best thing I ever did! I *never* have hardware
or software problems now, all the gear simply works. I also gained a rock steady
midi timing, something that Cubase (on a PC at least) can only dream of. Maybe
Cubase's midi timing will be better with that new hardware (!!!) add-on.

But I need more midi tracks, and I'm not really tempted by using two synced hw
sequencers to get the job done. An Akai ASQ10 would be nice, but it has only
96 PPQN, wich is rather gritty.

As as to the EXS24 versus Emu E5000: the sound of the Emu can't be beaten, imo.
It's filters and especially the interpolation hardware are very special and give it a
unique character. Try to lower the pitch of any sound on the Emu: slomo heaven! :)
Try that on e.g. the A4000: terrible aliasing. The emu is so 'dense' and warm, even
when pitched down several octaves.

Anyway, one option would be to buy the new apple ibook 500 and run logic on it.
It does have crashes, but less than the cubase/windows combo, so I'm told. I'm
currently investigating this. The ibook laptop would then replace the task of the
hardware sequencer. Hmm...

Cheers,
Robert
| 568|565|2001-06-17 01:54:30|Thomas|Re: RS 7000 release date????|
--- In RS7000@y..., nelz777@y... wrote:

> I just join this group and I was wandering when this product is 
> available, If anyone knows where the best place to get as soon as 
> possible let me know. 
> 
> Thanx nelz 
> musician friend (in their website) said it is 
> avaiable in December but I heard July.

Here´s another one, send me ten german marks, and i tell 
you...otherwise, read the other messages on the group.
| 569|547|2001-06-17 02:05:06|Thomas|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But I need more midi tracks, and I'm not really tempted by using 
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two synced hw

> sequencers to get the job done. An Akai ASQ10 would be nice, but it 

has only

> 96 PPQN, wich is rather gritty.

What about that Roland MC80?

> As as to the EXS24 versus Emu E5000: the sound of the Emu can't be 

beaten, imo.

> It's filters and especially the interpolation hardware are very 

special and give it a

> unique character. 

Yeah i know what you mean, i don´t own an Emu, but on this month 
german issue of Keyboards was a track made by a reader using only an 
Emu ultra 6400, Emagic Logic for arrangement and a Soundcraft Ghost 
Mix console. As sounds he only used some voice-samples from the 
Keyboards-CD and the noise from the keyboards-CD-datatrack. Outcome 
was a very groovy Reagge Dub song! The character of the sounds were 
only formed mostly by the Emu filters, but damn...what a tool! 
Amazing.

> Anyway, one option would be to buy the new apple ibook 500 and run 

logic on it.

> It does have crashes, but less than the cubase/windows combo, so 

I'm told. I'm

> currently investigating this. The ibook laptop would then replace 

the task of the

> hardware sequencer. Hmm...

lol...that would have been my next suggestion. I guess if you want 
more than 32 Miditracks and don´t use a second HW-sequencer, you 
won´t come around to buy at least an iBook (looks good though too) 
and use Cubase/Logic. Or...how about an old Atari ST with Cubase?

Tom
| 571|571|2001-06-17 19:37:51|alex.udell@autodesk.com|demos/clinics|
Hi guys...

Has Yammie started posting when and where they are going to do clinics/demos of the RS7K yet? (I'm in the USA).

I travel a bunch...so perhaps I can work it into my schedule...

Any links or info would be appreciated...

Thanks,

Alex
| 574|547|2001-06-18 00:56:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|

>
> What about that Roland MC80?

Does it has 32 tracks and does it support patterned based
sequencing? Anyway, the lcd is *way* too small. Had a look
at one a couple of weeks ago. At that time I also thought it
had only 16 tracks, but maybe one can mix midi data for
multiple midi channels on one tracks.

Also had a look at the kaway Q80. Same problem: very small
screen. How can I browse through the event list on a screen
like that? My QY700 has this lovely large screen, which has
spoiled me, I guess. ;)

> Outcome
> was a very groovy Reagge Dub song! The character of the sounds were
> only formed mostly by the Emu filters, but damn...what a tool!
> Amazing.

Right, consider an Emu as an instrument, not just a sampler that plays
a piece of audio. You can go really nuts with this machine, and that's
what I'm looking for. :))

> lol...that would have been my next suggestion. I guess if you want
> more than 32 Miditracks and don´t use a second HW-sequencer, you
> won´t come around to buy at least an iBook (looks good though too)

Looks damn good indeed.



>
> and use Cubase/Logic. Or...how about an old Atari ST with Cubase?

The Atari! Hey, that's how I started way back: an atari with cubase.
Rock solid midi timing and no crashes. My biggest mistake was the
move to the PC platform. Nah, no atari anymore. The machines are
hard to get and involve a cpu and monitor. I want the sequencer to
be as portable as possible, like a hw sequencer. The ibook can do
that, but I don't know if I want to commit myself to yet another over-
complex piece of midi software (logic) with *tons* of features that
I don't (really) need. The beauty of hardware is that it is less complex,
but often very good at what it offers. A more musical approach, imo.

I dumped the Motif option this weekend because I don't want a
keyboard (will there be a rack?), and I dont't want to pay for sounds
like piano, organ etc. that I never use. Also, there are no knobs on
the Motif so it needs more brain to make music.

So its either the RS synced together with my QY700, or the ibook
adventure. At the moment I prefer the RS, even when its sampling
limits, because it looks like a very musical machine. But I have to
find out if it will work together with the QY700.

Cheers,
Robert

>
>
> Tom
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 575|575|2001-06-18 01:16:37|stearnsthomas@hotmail.com|rm1x x2|
has anyone any experience of using to RMx1's.

I am looking into a hardware sequencer but am torn between 3 bits of 
gear.....the rmx1, mpc2000xl and the QY700. The qy700 looks cool but 
i hear the sounds on it are a bit poo....so i was looking into the 
RMx1 as tyher sounds are still usable (any comments on the sounds??) 
or the MPC(but the MIDI editing looks a bit of a nightmare).

Thomas
| 576|542|2001-06-18 08:32:57|synthe. labo|Re: RS "type" COMBI alternatives ?|

> > For transportation reasons its very appealing, but
> > every single live act i've seen with everything racked sits behind
> > this rack twiddling shit, while the crowd has no idea if the guy is
> > even there. Very boring, and not very entertaining at all.

whaaa, again it seems to me that's missing the point...
electronic is good just because it has destroyed the fracture between artist 
that play music and public; elevated people who goes to happenings as the 
makers of the ones; no pop stars to go to see, but a global music storm ->to 
become one<- .........and now i see these thinny problems about the guy who 
is seen or not...
the best happeneings i've ever been into, legal or not, had a hide consolle, 
or it was in an un-accessible place not visible, in military bunkers etc 
etc...
totally hostile to all 'rock' forms of entertainments in electronic, non 
god, no leader, no star to be seen, no slaves.
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 578|547|2001-06-18 09:47:33|Thomas|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> My QY700 has this lovely large screen, which has
> spoiled me, I guess. ;)

Well, than get another QY700 then...

> So its either the RS synced together with my QY700, or the ibook
> adventure. At the moment I prefer the RS, even when its sampling
> limits, because it looks like a very musical machine. But I have to
> find out if it will work together with the QY700.

Why wouldn´t it? I recently found out that you can easily control the 
FS1r main features with the knobs on the AN1x...
| 579|547|2001-06-18 10:49:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sonikbbs : Motif and multi-layered samples?|
Thomas wrote:
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> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > My QY700 has this lovely large screen, which has
> > spoiled me, I guess. ;)
> Well, than get another QY700 then...

That crossed my mind (as you no doubt assumed by now ;),
but that wouldn't give me another sampler and sound module, as
the RS does. I can live with the RS screen, but not smaller.

>
>
> > So its either the RS synced together with my QY700, or the ibook
> > adventure. At the moment I prefer the RS, even when its sampling
> > limits, because it looks like a very musical machine. But I have to
> > find out if it will work together with the QY700.
> Why wouldn´t it? I recently found out that you can easily control the
> FS1r main features with the knobs on the AN1x...

Well both sequencers have to slave to MTC, generated by my
DPS16 multitracker, while both of them must send MMC to the
DPS. Wonder if this will work...

Cheers,
Robert
| 583|545|2001-06-18 12:15:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS "type" COMBI alternatives ?|
Thomas wrote:

> Yes, but only a little and this little is definately worth the money.
> Also you can always find one second hand. It´s definately worth. I
> will not sell mine anymore. When i have my RS, i think i am complete.
> AN1x for analogue power, FS for digital power, RS for sampling...what
> do you think?

Have a listen to Waldorf's Q keyboard or Q rack (not the micro) with OS
v3.0 loaded and the 2001 soundset. Dial in the new PPG LP filter
(a very impressive analog SSM filter emulation). This synth does both
analog and digi sounds. Very impressive!

- Robert
| 589|542|2001-06-19 01:50:14|synthe. labo|Re: RS "type" COMBI alternatives ?|

> > What do you mean "it can sound like a VA?" ...???
>Like a virtual analgue synth. It can create some really fat basses
>arp and lead-sounds (i mean FAT), that sounds like the one, my AN1x
>can create. Also the filters are really good, self-oscillating. 303?
>No problem. But the disadvantage is for sure the weak Interface.

yes, the FS1R is great, i've listened to some modulations really cool 
similar to human voice, something similar to wavetable...
for sure you won't get what you want in 2 minutes, but a really good and 
strange machine

>
> > I haven't had a chance to play around with the FS1R, `cause my
>music store
> > doesn't have them in stock. So I'm going to keep looking around
>town till
> > I can find it.
> >
> > The FS1R is also only a little bit more expensive then the DX200
>too.
>Yes, but only a little and this little is definately worth the money.
>Also you can always find one second hand. It´s definately worth. I
>will not sell mine anymore. When i have my RS, i think i am complete.
>AN1x for analogue power, FS for digital power, RS for sampling...what
>do you think?

with AN1-X you can't go wrong: it's awesome and will ever be so, it's punchy 
analoguish sounding.
the 3 machines you mentioned are good, i think it will be a stable kit.
ciao-marco

>
>
>
>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 590|590|2001-06-19 02:08:32|synthe. labo|a3000 v.s. micro Q|
hello,
i know it can seem so stupid, but i want to post you an idea that i have and 
i would like any sort of suggestion:
i have my electrix mo-fx that is here on the floor not used by month, cause 
i used it mostly for his groovy monster delay, but no more.
now i have the idea to sell it, and i found the store to give.
my first ideas where to get another multi-fx, like the good lexicon mpx100, 
or something not expensive but with the delay syncable to midi clock...
but i have a boss vf-1 as multi fx, that does almost everything...+ an old 
yamaha guitar one and a distortion pedal...

http://www.hotmail.com/


so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a Micro Q!
i'll have to pay the difference, but the mo-fx is stuck on the floor!
so here comes the most intelligent question on the earth:
what do u think will suite best for me...? a full sampler or a rack powerful 
synth?
i tell you my gear:
nord modular, echoplex, ES-1, (machinedrum & rs7000 when will be out), 
mixer, boss vf-1 fxs.
i don't have a 'classic' sampler, and a lot of times i feel the absence 
cause most of the music i make i want MY sounds and i'm a bit obsessed by 
sounds sounds sounds...
but i'll have a sampler with rs7000, so...
also my ES-1 is a sampler, little one, really short memory, but a mini 
sampler...
on the other hand, i have just a nord modular that does almost everything, 
but it has anyway NORD character of sounds, and maybe it could be good to 
get a nother synth EASY to operate on to have instant sounds that i want, 
and also i love Waldorfs!
i thought also about an Emu expander like XL-1, or Audity2000, but they are 
too expensives; the good Korg MS2000Rack is 5u rack, and i want a 2U to put 
in my rack remaining space..
i thought also to get a micromodular!! cause the power of the machine and 
the small size, but again, no istant sound, and the price too high.
..hey, i'm not jocking, i'm serious.
any suggestion?
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 591|591|2001-06-19 02:31:07|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
really sorry, but i forgot in my last mail to mention the third alternative:
A3000, Micro Q, or softwares stuff like Reaktor, or Reason, or Acid Pro.
the soft chance is really interesting for me, cause i'm always in the idea 
(maybe wrong) that with the pc you can make everything; i abuse the Fruity 
Loops, so much that i had also the idea to BUY the version 3!
Acid is so interesting for me, with those terrificant time streching 
capabilities...
but no live application.
if i would know (<-..?) that RS7000 will allow me to sample ALL these things 
on it to bring them live, i would be the happiest man on earth...but those 
little sample restriction made me thought about an extra full sampler like 
A3000.
the soft idea attracts me a lot.
again, any suggestion? :)
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 592|590|2001-06-19 02:32:35|Thomas|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a 

Micro Q!

Hm, RS does what the A3000 does plus it does what a XL-1 does...but 
maybe you need more power. Ever considered an Emu 5000? It´s more a 
synth than simply a sampler, ask Robert, he owns one. 

Otherwise a good alternative to the MicroQ would be a s/h Virus B.
Together with the rest of your setup, you covered pretty much 
everything. A good setup, indeed! I would say, with the RS and 
Machinedrum plus Q or Virus you are more than complete. Or instead of 
another virtual analogue, look on the digital side of 
synths...Waldorf Microwave II/XT, Kawai K5000s, FS1r, DX200 something 
for you maybe?
| 594|590|2001-06-19 02:45:32|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|

> > so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a
>Micro Q!
>
>Hm, RS does what the A3000 does plus it does what a XL-1 does...but
>maybe you need more power. Ever considered an Emu 5000? It´s more a
>synth than simply a sampler, ask Robert, he owns one.

yes, i thought abuot it!
it's a mega sampler...the problem is the price: i mentioned a second hane 
A3000 or a MicroQ cause both are affordable selling my Mo-Fx...an Emu5000 
absolutely not!!! :)
and also: my experience with sampler is none, so maybe it would be better to 
get an enter level one or similar for me...don't think?

>
>Otherwise a good alternative to the MicroQ would be a s/h Virus B.
>Together with the rest of your setup, you covered pretty much
>everything. A good setup, indeed! I would say, with the RS and
>Machinedrum plus Q or Virus you are more than complete. Or instead of
>another virtual analogue, look on the digital side of
>synths...Waldorf Microwave II/XT, Kawai K5000s, FS1r, DX200 something
>for you maybe?

yes, thak you!!! :P
THE MONEY!!!! i know that all k5000s are great, my love microwave xt, the 
ever best virus b, but the money!!!
and remember that i've got a nord modular, so i thought about a micro 
version of a synth, with less features and easy way to use (the virus is all 
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but NOT easy!!!) :)
rem. my soft chance.
anyway, a sampler/synth like k2000s or emu5000 maybe ARE just what i need, 
but i have to get something like this, i'll wait 1 year..that could be not a 
bad idea, seriously.
ciao-marco

>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 595|590|2001-06-19 03:17:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> hello,
> i know it can seem so stupid, but i want to post you an idea that i have and
> i would like any sort of suggestion:
> i have my electrix mo-fx that is here on the floor not used by month, cause
> i used it mostly for his groovy monster delay, but no more.
> now i have the idea to sell it, and i found the store to give.
> my first ideas where to get another multi-fx, like the good lexicon mpx100,
> or something not expensive but with the delay syncable to midi clock...
> but i have a boss vf-1 as multi fx, that does almost everything...+ an old
> yamaha guitar one and a distortion pedal...
> so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a Micro Q!

A3k or uQ? Those are totally different beasts!

>
> i'll have to pay the difference, but the mo-fx is stuck on the floor!
> so here comes the most intelligent question on the earth:
> what do u think will suite best for me...? a full sampler or a rack powerful
> synth?

Depens on what you need of course....

>
> i tell you my gear:
> nord modular,

Great machine! :)

> echoplex

The digital pro looper?

> , ES-1, (machinedrum & rs7000 when will be out),
> mixer, boss vf-1 fxs.

So you will buy the RS when it comes out. Okay, that will give
you a lot of the functionality of the A3k (and with faster scsi,
so i'm told). Note however that the RS sampler cannot handle
velocity switching/crossfading, and cannot load sample cdroms
with programs that use that technique. See my previous posts
(or ask me again) to see what I mean with velocity switching.

>
> i don't have a 'classic' sampler, and a lot of times i feel the absence
> cause most of the music i make i want MY sounds and i'm a bit obsessed by
> sounds sounds sounds...
> but i'll have a sampler with rs7000, so...
> also my ES-1 is a sampler, little one, really short memory, but a mini
> sampler...
> on the other hand, i have just a nord modular that does almost everything,
> but it has anyway NORD character of sounds, and maybe it could be good to
> get a nother synth EASY to operate on to have instant sounds that i want,
> and also i love Waldorfs!

The Waldord Q is a very good machine. I have both the nordmod and
a Q rack and they go well together, since they deliver a completely
different sound.

But don't forget the the nordmod can produce up to 999 instant sounds!!!
Simpy from its internal memory. The nordmod is programmed with a PC,
but once the sounds are stored in the nord, you no longer need the PC
and can take the NM to a live gig. :)))

>
> i thought also about an Emu expander like XL-1, or Audity2000, but they are
> too expensives; the good Korg MS2000Rack is 5u rack, and i want a 2U to put
> in my rack remaining space..

I didn't like the MS2000 at all, but that's personal of course.

http://www.hotmail.com/


>
> i thought also to get a micromodular!! cause the power of the machine and
> the small size, but again, no istant sound,

Wrong! The microMod too has an internal memory. AFAIK, it can hold
99 instant sounds.

> and the price too high.
> ..hey, i'm not jocking, i'm serious.
> any suggestion?

If you can live with the restrictions of the sampler in the RS (and don't
depend on commercial sample cdroms) I would opt for the mQ. BTW,
the A3000 *cannot* import Akai format cdrom programs, but only
separate samples at a time (like the RS). The A4000 fixed that problem
and loads Akai programs in one go (if I remember correctly).

But don't forget that the NordMod can hold *loads* of instant sounds!!!!

Cheers,
Robert

>
> ciao-marco

| 596|590|2001-06-19 03:19:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
>
> > so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a
> Micro Q!
>
> Hm, RS does what the A3000 does plus it does what a XL-1 does...but
> maybe you need more power. Ever considered an Emu 5000? It´s more a
> synth than simply a sampler, ask Robert, he owns one.

Yes! :)))

- Robert
| 597|590|2001-06-19 03:22:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a
> >Micro Q!
> >
> >Hm, RS does what the A3000 does plus it does what a XL-1 does...but
> >maybe you need more power. Ever considered an Emu 5000? It´s more a
> >synth than simply a sampler, ask Robert, he owns one.
>
> yes, i thought abuot it!
> it's a mega sampler...the problem is the price: i mentioned a second hane
> A3000 or a MicroQ cause both are affordable selling my Mo-Fx...an Emu5000
> absolutely not!!! :)
> and also: my experience with sampler is none, so maybe it would be better to
> get an enter level one or similar for me...don't think?

The A3000 is a NASTY sampler to start with. The user interface is
terrible. It's a powerfull machine though, except for the scsi load/save
speed, which is terrible. Better try and find a second hand A4000, which
has a much better user interface and slightly better scsi speed.

- Robert
| 598|590|2001-06-19 03:27:39|thomas stearns|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
Don't bother with reason, as a peice of software it truly lacks imagination.

My 2cents

>From: "synthe. labo" <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] a3000 v.s. micro Q
>Date: Tue, 19 Jun 2001 08:08:30 -0000
>
>
>
>
>hello,
>i know it can seem so stupid, but i want to post you an idea that i have 
>and
>i would like any sort of suggestion:
>i have my electrix mo-fx that is here on the floor not used by month, cause
>i used it mostly for his groovy monster delay, but no more.
>now i have the idea to sell it, and i found the store to give.
>my first ideas where to get another multi-fx, like the good lexicon mpx100,
>or something not expensive but with the delay syncable to midi clock...
>but i have a boss vf-1 as multi fx, that does almost everything...+ an old
>yamaha guitar one and a distortion pedal...
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>so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a Micro Q!
>i'll have to pay the difference, but the mo-fx is stuck on the floor!
>so here comes the most intelligent question on the earth:
>what do u think will suite best for me...? a full sampler or a rack 
>powerful
>synth?
>i tell you my gear:
>nord modular, echoplex, ES-1, (machinedrum & rs7000 when will be out),
>mixer, boss vf-1 fxs.
>i don't have a 'classic' sampler, and a lot of times i feel the absence
>cause most of the music i make i want MY sounds and i'm a bit obsessed by
>sounds sounds sounds...
>but i'll have a sampler with rs7000, so...
>also my ES-1 is a sampler, little one, really short memory, but a mini
>sampler...
>on the other hand, i have just a nord modular that does almost everything,
>but it has anyway NORD character of sounds, and maybe it could be good to
>get a nother synth EASY to operate on to have instant sounds that i want,
>and also i love Waldorfs!
>i thought also about an Emu expander like XL-1, or Audity2000, but they are
>too expensives; the good Korg MS2000Rack is 5u rack, and i want a 2U to put
>in my rack remaining space..
>i thought also to get a micromodular!! cause the power of the machine and
>the small size, but again, no istant sound, and the price too high.
>..hey, i'm not jocking, i'm serious.
>any suggestion?
>ciao-marco
>_________________________________________________________________________
>Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 599|591|2001-06-19 03:29:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> really sorry, but i forgot in my last mail to mention the third alternative:
> A3000, Micro Q, or softwares stuff like Reaktor, or Reason, or Acid Pro.
> the soft chance is really interesting for me, cause i'm always in the idea
> (maybe wrong) that with the pc you can make everything; i abuse the Fruity
> Loops, so much that i had also the idea to BUY the version 3!
> Acid is so interesting for me, with those terrificant time streching
> capabilities...
> but no live application.

I wouldn't dare to take a PC to a live situation...

>
> if i would know (<-..?) that RS7000 will allow me to sample ALL these things
> on it to bring them live, i would be the happiest man on earth...but those
> little sample restriction made me thought about an extra full sampler like
> A3000.

What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would you like
to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?

- Robert

>
> the soft idea attracts me a lot.
> again, any suggestion? :)
> ciao-marco
> _________________________________________________________________________
> Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 601|590|2001-06-19 03:36:36|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|

> > so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a Micro Q!
>
>A3k or uQ? Those are totally different beasts!

yes, that's why i told you the most absurd or stupid question on earth..:)

>
> >
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> > i'll have to pay the difference, but the mo-fx is stuck on the floor!
> > so here comes the most intelligent question on the earth:
> > what do u think will suite best for me...? a full sampler or a rack 
>powerful
> > synth?
>
>Depens on what you need of course....

..ehemmm..

>
> >
> > i tell you my gear:
> > nord modular,
>
>Great machine! :)
>
> > echoplex
>
>The digital pro looper?

yes! my little beast! i'll never sold it.

>
> > , ES-1, (machinedrum & rs7000 when will be out),
> > mixer, boss vf-1 fxs.
>
>So you will buy the RS when it comes out. Okay, that will give
>you a lot of the functionality of the A3k (and with faster scsi,
>so i'm told). Note however that the RS sampler cannot handle
>velocity switching/crossfading, and cannot load sample cdroms
>with programs that use that technique. See my previous posts
>(or ask me again) to see what I mean with velocity switching.
>
> >
> > i don't have a 'classic' sampler, and a lot of times i feel the absence
> > cause most of the music i make i want MY sounds and i'm a bit obsessed 
>by
> > sounds sounds sounds...
> > but i'll have a sampler with rs7000, so...
> > also my ES-1 is a sampler, little one, really short memory, but a mini
> > sampler...
> > on the other hand, i have just a nord modular that does almost 
>everything,
> > but it has anyway NORD character of sounds, and maybe it could be good 
>to
> > get a nother synth EASY to operate on to have instant sounds that i 
>want,
> > and also i love Waldorfs!
>
>The Waldord Q is a very good machine. I have both the nordmod and
>a Q rack and they go well together, since they deliver a completely
>different sound.

this could be 1 good point, even if i'm still more attracted by the sampler 
idea...

>
>But don't forget the the nordmod can produce up to 999 instant sounds!!!
>Simpy from its internal memory. The nordmod is programmed with a PC,
>but once the sounds are stored in the nord, you no longer need the PC
>and can take the NM to a live gig. :)))

yes i know perfectly, i use it as everyone as you say...
BUT 999 sounds at once?????????????
i'm so fucked up in the head, i never discover this....i have about 100 
sounds, not 999!!!!!!!
you mean 100 each slot???

>
> >
> > i thought also about an Emu expander like XL-1, or Audity2000, but they 
>are
> > too expensives; the good Korg MS2000Rack is 5u rack, and i want a 2U to 
>put
> > in my rack remaining space..
>
>I didn't like the MS2000 at all, but that's personal of course.

it's not marvellous, i had it for 1 year and i know the ms2000 perfecly, 
then i sold it to get a nordmod., but only for the money, because the 
facility and velocity i used to get a sound or those noise self oscillating 
analogue things available thanks to the motion sequence + virtual patch are 
incredible and unique.
at the end i find the ms2000 more aggressive, crispy then the nord 
mod.....but it's a toy to confront, the nordmod it's THE synth, the ms2000 
is like a mobil phone engine, as one said at sonicstate :)



>
> >
> > i thought also to get a micromodular!! cause the power of the machine 
>and
> > the small size, but again, no istant sound,
>
>Wrong! The microMod too has an internal memory. AFAIK, it can hold
>99 instant sounds.

well, are you so kind to tell me some good web sites where i can download a 
lot of weird patches for nord mod.??

>
> > and the price too high.
> > ..hey, i'm not jocking, i'm serious.
> > any suggestion?
>
>If you can live with the restrictions of the sampler in the RS (and don't
>depend on commercial sample cdroms) I would opt for the mQ. BTW,
>the A3000 *cannot* import Akai format cdrom programs, but only
>separate samples at a time (like the RS). The A4000 fixed that problem
>and loads Akai programs in one go (if I remember correctly).

yes, a4000 is a mega sampler, but again, the price...
maybe i could get a minidisk recorder to sample there my sounds, voices, etc 
etc, and play them in time or sample and go lopp with echoplex, without 
spending a lot, and so get a micro Q.

>
>But don't forget that the NordMod can hold *loads* of instant sounds!!!!

the sites! :))
thanks a lot
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 602|591|2001-06-19 03:45:01|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|

> > if i would know (<-..?) that RS7000 will allow me to sample ALL these 
>things
> > on it to bring them live, i would be the happiest man on earth...but 
>those
> > little sample restriction made me thought about an extra full sampler 
>like
> > A3000.
>
>What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would you like
>to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?

well, if i want to sample a discourse of 2 min, or some storm long sounds, 
or something similar like i did when i had a SP-808, i think i can't do this 
on RS7000,...well, i can, but it has no sense, it's made to sample loops or 
sounds but nor long things that couldn't be managed..
another restriction can be the fact that on RS7000 i'll sample the sounds i 
want to conserve, to mantaine, instead on something like a3000 or similar, i 
can sample everything everyday and delete thing at the time i get bored...to 
have a sort of dual chance of sampling: 1 'static' with RS7k, with loops and 
basic sonds that i really like; the other with every kind of shit i can 
imagine everytime...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 605|591|2001-06-19 04:40:04|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|

> > >What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would you like
> > >to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?
>
> > well, if i want to sample a discourse of 2 min, or some storm long 
>sounds,
> > or something similar like i did when i had a SP-808, i think i can't do 
>this
> > on RS7000,...well, i can, but it has no sense, it's made to sample loops 
>or
> > sounds but nor long things that couldn't be managed..
>
>
>Download the REASON demo.

the fact is that i downloaded just 3 times in the past, but it doesn't 
function, exacly as re.cycle demo...
don't know why, cause fruity demos are rock solid etc etc
reason just doesn't sounds...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 606|591|2001-06-19 05:18:10|Thomas|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
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> 
> 
> 
> > > >What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would 

you like

> > > >to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?
> >
> > > well, if i want to sample a discourse of 2 min, or some storm 

long 

> >sounds,
> > > or something similar like i did when i had a SP-808, i think i 
> can't do 

Then why did you sell your SP808? As far as people told me, it seems 
to be an interesting companion for the RS7000, if you need that long 
samples.
| 607|591|2001-06-19 05:40:39|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
i don't understand why we can't put long sample in the rs7000
for the memory?
cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : mardi 19 juin 2001 13:18
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> > > >What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would 
you like
> > > >to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?
> >
> > > well, if i want to sample a discourse of 2 min, or some storm 
long 
> >sounds,
> > > or something similar like i did when i had a SP-808, i think i 
> can't do 

Then why did you sell your SP808? As far as people told me, it seems 
to be an interesting companion for the RS7000, if you need that long 
samples. 
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| 608|591|2001-06-19 05:50:47|Thomas|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> i don't understand why we can't put long sample in the rs7000
> for the memory?

You can but not so many, because you have only 64MB Sample-Ram. SP808 
offers the advantage of having several 2 minutes samples saved on one 
ZIP-disk (compressed of course).
That´s why i said, that for this purpose the SP808 would be a good 
companion to the RS, if you need that.
| 609|591|2001-06-19 06:21:39|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|

> > > > >What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would
>you like
> > > > >to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?
> > >
> > > > well, if i want to sample a discourse of 2 min, or some storm
>long
> > >sounds,
> > > > or something similar like i did when i had a SP-808, i think i
> > can't do
>
>Then why did you sell your SP808? As far as people told me, it seems
>to be an interesting companion for the RS7000, if you need that long
>samples.
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it was 3 years ago...
i wanted something more loopy, and the sp-808 didn't support realtime time 
strech like the SU700, and also has an horrible midi implementation (..it 
seems to me...), but for audio it's super: super effects and samples sound 
forging.
as always, it was for money and for circumstances.
now it's too expensive, and too big and not rackmountable: i need a 2u space 
for transport; if i add another tabletop thing (except a micromodular that 
is so little!!!!:), i won't be able to transport all by myself for ex. in 
train or where ever..
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 610|591|2001-06-19 06:31:48|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
ok thanks
i don't know the sp808 doing this

thanks

cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : mardi 19 juin 2001 13:51
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> i don't understand why we can't put long sample in the rs7000
> for the memory?
You can but not so many, because you have only 64MB Sample-Ram. SP808 
offers the advantage of having several 2 minutes samples saved on one 
ZIP-disk (compressed of course).
That´s why i said, that for this purpose the SP808 would be a good 
companion to the RS, if you need that.
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| 611|591|2001-06-19 06:52:39|Thomas|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> now it's too expensive, and too big and not rackmountable: i need a 

2u space 

> for transport; if i add another tabletop thing (except a 

micromodular that 

> is so little!!!!:), i won't be able to transport all by myself for 

ex. in 

> train or where ever..
> ciao-marco

Hm, the RS7k is bigger and much heavier...7 kilogramm (around 16 
american pounds) 38 cm x 41cm x 11cm...very large...bigger than the 
RM1x...
| 612|590|2001-06-19 07:33:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > so i thought to exchange the mo-fx with a secondhand A3000 OR a Micro Q!
> >
> >A3k or uQ? Those are totally different beasts!
>
> yes, that's why i told you the most absurd or stupid question on earth..:)

Ok ok, you warned us. ;)

> >But don't forget the the nordmod can produce up to 999 instant sounds!!!
> >Simpy from its internal memory. The nordmod is programmed with a PC,
> >but once the sounds are stored in the nord, you no longer need the PC
> >and can take the NM to a live gig. :)))
>
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> yes i know perfectly, i use it as everyone as you say...
> BUT 999 sounds at once?????????????
> i'm so fucked up in the head, i never discover this....i have about 100
> sounds, not 999!!!!!!!
> you mean 100 each slot???

No I mean 99 per bank and 9 banks in total. The *actual* number of
patches depend on size of the total of patches however. Since OS 3.x
Clavia decided to use compression to squeeze more than the original
99 patches in the nord. I had a situation where I had hundreds of patches
stored in the nord, it really works.

You ARE running OS 3.03 on the Nord, are you?
(Looks like you're still running a 2.x OS.)

> I didn't like the MS2000 at all, but that's personal of course.
>
> it's not marvellous, i had it for 1 year and i know the ms2000 perfecly,
> then i sold it to get a nordmod., but only for the money, because the
> facility and velocity i used to get a sound or those noise self oscillating
> analogue things available thanks to the motion sequence + virtual patch are
> incredible and unique.
> at the end i find the ms2000 more aggressive, crispy then the nord
> mod.....but it's a toy to confront, the nordmod it's THE synth, the ms2000
> is like a mobil phone engine, as one said at sonicstate :)

:) Never heard of that one. Nice though!

>
>
> >
> > >
> > > i thought also to get a micromodular!! cause the power of the machine
> >and
> > > the small size, but again, no istant sound,
> >
> >Wrong! The microMod too has an internal memory. AFAIK, it can hold
> >99 instant sounds.
>
> well, are you so kind to tell me some good web sites where i can download a
> lot of weird patches for nord mod.??

No problem! ;) This
http://threader.ecs.soton.ac.uk/attachments/nord_modular/
is where you'll find all the patches created by the folks of the
NM mail list. Look for a file named Archive.zip. Once downloaded,
it'll give you 3000+ NordMod sounds, including weird noodles, etc.

Here http://threader.ecs.soton.ac.uk/lists/nord_modular/ is the maillist
archive.

Cheers,
Robert
| 613|591|2001-06-19 07:40:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > if i would know (<-..?) that RS7000 will allow me to sample ALL these
> >things
> > > on it to bring them live, i would be the happiest man on earth...but
> >those
> > > little sample restriction made me thought about an extra full sampler
> >like
> > > A3000.
> >
> >What restrictions are bothering you. What kind of sounds would you like
> >to sample in the RS (or any other sampler)?
>
> well, if i want to sample a discourse of 2 min, or some storm long sounds,
> or something similar like i did when i had a SP-808, i think i can't do this
> on RS7000,...well, i can, but it has no sense, it's made to sample loops or
> sounds but nor long things that couldn't be managed..

I don't see why the RS cannot handle longer takes. It offsers a max
sampling time of 6 minuts 20 secs at 44k1 sample rate. At lower rate,
I guess this will even be longer, but the quality will be poor, of course.
Slicing samples however takes extra memory, the actual amount can
be calculated as shown in the manual. Slicing introduces crossfades
that take extra memory, although there's one option (the Quick slicing
mode) that takes less memory because it doesn't produce crossfades.
These slices can be played faster without problems, but playing at a slower
BPM will reveal gaps between the slice segments.

>
> another restriction can be the fact that on RS7000 i'll sample the sounds i
> want to conserve, to mantaine, instead on something like a3000 or similar, i
> can sample everything everyday and delete thing at the time i get bored...to
> have a sort of dual chance of sampling: 1 'static' with RS7k, with loops and
> basic sonds that i really like; the other with every kind of shit i can
> imagine everytime...

http://threader.ecs.soton.ac.uk/attachments/nord_modular/
http://threader.ecs.soton.ac.uk/lists/nord_modular/


This part I don't understand. Could you explain please?

- Robert

>
> ciao-marco
>
> _________________________________________________________________________
> Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 614|590|2001-06-19 08:17:43|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|

> > yes i know perfectly, i use it as everyone as you say...
> > BUT 999 sounds at once?????????????
> > i'm so fucked up in the head, i never discover this....i have about 100
> > sounds, not 999!!!!!!!
> > you mean 100 each slot???
>
>No I mean 99 per bank and 9 banks in total. The *actual* number of
>patches depend on size of the total of patches however. Since OS 3.x
>Clavia decided to use compression to squeeze more than the original
>99 patches in the nord. I had a situation where I had hundreds of patches
>stored in the nord, it really works.
>
>You ARE running OS 3.03 on the Nord, are you?
>(Looks like you're still running a 2.x OS.)

ahhhhh!!!!!:)
no, i'm running the 2.01!!!! ....rrrrrrrrrrr......
i have to update from clavia.se site, no?

> > well, are you so kind to tell me some good web sites where i can 
>download a
> > lot of weird patches for nord mod.??
>
>No problem! ;) This
>http://threader.ecs.soton.ac.uk/attachments/nord_modular/
>is where you'll find all the patches created by the folks of the
>NM mail list. Look for a file named Archive.zip. Once downloaded,
>it'll give you 3000+ NordMod sounds, including weird noodles, etc.
>
>Here http://threader.ecs.soton.ac.uk/lists/nord_modular/ is the maillist
>archive.

thanks a lot.
i'll download the world...
..that's why, maybe, when i loaded some patches yesterday, the editor loaded 
some sounds at 35% or 45%...maybe cauze the sounds were made with O.S. 3.0 
...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 615|591|2001-06-19 08:28:26|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|

>I don't see why the RS cannot handle longer takes. It offsers a max
>sampling time of 6 minuts 20 secs at 44k1 sample rate. At lower rate,
>I guess this will even be longer, but the quality will be poor, of course.
>Slicing samples however takes extra memory, the actual amount can
>be calculated as shown in the manual. Slicing introduces crossfades
>that take extra memory, although there's one option (the Quick slicing
>mode) that takes less memory because it doesn't produce crossfades.
>These slices can be played faster without problems, but playing at a slower
>BPM will reveal gaps between the slice segments.

i hope so.
i'm more happy to listen to this.

>
> >
> > another restriction can be the fact that on RS7000 i'll sample the 
>sounds i
> > want to conserve, to mantaine, instead on something like a3000 or 
>similar, i
> > can sample everything everyday and delete thing at the time i get 
>bored...to
> > have a sort of dual chance of sampling: 1 'static' with RS7k, with loops 
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>and
> > basic sonds that i really like; the other with every kind of shit i can
> > imagine everytime...
>
>This part I don't understand. Could you explain please?

well, not to go long:
in my RS7000, as in my ES-1, i won't sample everything i hear or in randomic 
way from tv, radio, old tunes etc etc etc, but THOSE samples i thought that 
can suite best for a track or THE sounds (drums, synths, etc) i like more 
and i'll use most.
with the es-1 (i know that can't be compared to the RS7000, but only in his 
way of sampling/sequencing) i choose with cure the samples i want to get 
into, cause the space is a bit limited, so if i listen to a stupid voice at 
radio, i'll never sample it on ES-1 in that moment, cause i'll use that 
voice maybe only for 2 or 3 tracks...
don't know how to explain....
if i have another sampler, a rack one, i can use it as a database of 
brainstorming samples that came from everywhere everytime without 
limitayions, from pc to sampler; from sampler to pc, etc etc etc, then i'll 
delete etc, or mantain, but with no cure in the sampling moment about what 
i'm doing...
as a sort of harddisk recorder or pc sound editor, whaere you sample 
everything then think what to do, and cut, add effects etc etc etc.
if i start to do this with my ES-1, in 2 days i'll have it full fit of 
strange voices and noises absolutely un-usable to make patterns, cause i'll 
need the basic bass, kick, snare too....you understand now...:)
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 616|591|2001-06-19 08:38:29|Thomas|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> well, not to go long:
> in my RS7000, as in my ES-1, i won't sample everything i hear or in 

randomic 

> way from tv, radio, old tunes etc etc etc, but THOSE samples i 

thought that 

> can suite best for a track or THE sounds (drums, synths, etc) i 

like more 

> and i'll use most.

But the ES-1 has only SmartMedia Cards to store Data, the RS has a 
built-in SCSI interface. Just hook up an external Zip-Drive (that´s 
what i am going to do) or a HDD and store everything you want on it. 
If you need it, just load it into the Ram of the RS and use it for a 
track.

---Tom F.
| 617|591|2001-06-19 08:59:47|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|

> > now it's too expensive, and too big and not rackmountable: i need a
>2u space
> > for transport; if i add another tabletop thing (except a
>micromodular that
> > is so little!!!!:), i won't be able to transport all by myself for
>ex. in
> > train or where ever..
> > ciao-marco
>
>Hm, the RS7k is bigger and much heavier...7 kilogramm (around 16
>american pounds) 38 cm x 41cm x 11cm...very large...bigger than the
>RM1x...

yes :) , in fact i'll have the RS7000, the machinedrum, and the nordmod.
stop.
no other tabletop gear to add (that is my plain).
i know the rsk7 is big and heavy, but anyway it's 1 rock, not rm1-x + sp-808 
that are 2 bags or similar...
also: i have my 4u rack, i use 2u with the echoplex and the behringer 
composer; the boss vf-1 multifx and pedal (s) are put everywhere there's 
space, not rackmounted; i have those 2u empty.
i can put a miniposter of jenna jameson, or a jenna barbie...
cia.marco.

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 618|590|2001-06-19 09:01:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > yes i know perfectly, i use it as everyone as you say...
> > > BUT 999 sounds at once?????????????
> > > i'm so fucked up in the head, i never discover this....i have about 100
> > > sounds, not 999!!!!!!!
> > > you mean 100 each slot???
> >
> >No I mean 99 per bank and 9 banks in total. The *actual* number of

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/


> >patches depend on size of the total of patches however. Since OS 3.x
> >Clavia decided to use compression to squeeze more than the original
> >99 patches in the nord. I had a situation where I had hundreds of patches
> >stored in the nord, it really works.
> >
> >You ARE running OS 3.03 on the Nord, are you?
> >(Looks like you're still running a 2.x OS.)
>
> ahhhhh!!!!!:)
> no, i'm running the 2.01!!!! ....rrrrrrrrrrr......

:) Thought so.

>
> i have to update from clavia.se site, no?

Yep. You have to update the nord's firmware and the editor,
which looks much better, btw. You'll also get some other
changes.

- Robert
| 619|591|2001-06-19 09:26:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> >I don't see why the RS cannot handle longer takes. It offsers a max
> >sampling time of 6 minuts 20 secs at 44k1 sample rate. At lower rate,
> >I guess this will even be longer, but the quality will be poor, of course.
> >Slicing samples however takes extra memory, the actual amount can
> >be calculated as shown in the manual. Slicing introduces crossfades
> >that take extra memory, although there's one option (the Quick slicing
> >mode) that takes less memory because it doesn't produce crossfades.
> >These slices can be played faster without problems, but playing at a slower
> >BPM will reveal gaps between the slice segments.
>
> i hope so.
> i'm more happy to listen to this.
>
> >
> > >
> > > another restriction can be the fact that on RS7000 i'll sample the
> >sounds i
> > > want to conserve, to mantaine, instead on something like a3000 or
> >similar, i
> > > can sample everything everyday and delete thing at the time i get
> >bored...to
> > > have a sort of dual chance of sampling: 1 'static' with RS7k, with loops
> >and
> > > basic sonds that i really like; the other with every kind of shit i can
> > > imagine everytime...
> >
> >This part I don't understand. Could you explain please?
>
> well, not to go long:
> in my RS7000, as in my ES-1, i won't sample everything i hear or in randomic
> way from tv, radio, old tunes etc etc etc, but THOSE samples i thought that
> can suite best for a track or THE sounds (drums, synths, etc) i like more
> and i'll use most.
> with the es-1 (i know that can't be compared to the RS7000, but only in his
> way of sampling/sequencing) i choose with cure the samples i want to get
> into, cause the space is a bit limited, so if i listen to a stupid voice at
> radio, i'll never sample it on ES-1 in that moment, cause i'll use that
> voice maybe only for 2 or 3 tracks...
> don't know how to explain....
> if i have another sampler, a rack one, i can use it as a database of
> brainstorming samples that came from everywhere everytime without
> limitayions, from pc to sampler; from sampler to pc, etc etc etc, then i'll
> delete etc, or mantain, but with no cure in the sampling moment about what
> i'm doing...
> as a sort of harddisk recorder or pc sound editor, whaere you sample
> everything then think what to do, and cut, add effects etc etc etc.
> if i start to do this with my ES-1, in 2 days i'll have it full fit of
> strange voices and noises absolutely un-usable to make patterns, cause i'll
> need the basic bass, kick, snare too....you understand now...:)
> ciao-marco

If I understand this correctly, why don't you use a portable
MD (or DAT) recorder for sampling everything around you.
Each recording will automatically get a marker so you can
quickly jump to the recording. You can even name it!

For the RS (and any other sampler) you can use a zip or
any other scsi drive (well not any) and store your sounds
there.

- Robert
| 620|591|2001-06-19 09:43:11|synthe. labo|Re: a3000 v.s. micro Q v.s. soft stuff|

> > >This part I don't understand. Could you explain please?
> >
> > well, not to go long:
> > in my RS7000, as in my ES-1, i won't sample everything i hear or in 
>randomic
> > way from tv, radio, old tunes etc etc etc, but THOSE samples i thought 



>that
> > can suite best for a track or THE sounds (drums, synths, etc) i like 
>more
> > and i'll use most.
> > with the es-1 (i know that can't be compared to the RS7000, but only in 
>his
> > way of sampling/sequencing) i choose with cure the samples i want to get
> > into, cause the space is a bit limited, so if i listen to a stupid voice 
>at
> > radio, i'll never sample it on ES-1 in that moment, cause i'll use that
> > voice maybe only for 2 or 3 tracks...
> > don't know how to explain....
> > if i have another sampler, a rack one, i can use it as a database of
> > brainstorming samples that came from everywhere everytime without
> > limitayions, from pc to sampler; from sampler to pc, etc etc etc, then 
>i'll
> > delete etc, or mantain, but with no cure in the sampling moment about 
>what
> > i'm doing...
> > as a sort of harddisk recorder or pc sound editor, whaere you sample
> > everything then think what to do, and cut, add effects etc etc etc.
> > if i start to do this with my ES-1, in 2 days i'll have it full fit of
> > strange voices and noises absolutely un-usable to make patterns, cause 
>i'll
> > need the basic bass, kick, snare too....you understand now...:)
> > ciao-marco
>
>If I understand this correctly, why don't you use a portable
>MD (or DAT) recorder for sampling everything around you.
>Each recording will automatically get a marker so you can
>quickly jump to the recording. You can even name it!

yes, i have just thought about it...
but what i searched was something integrable into a 'live' set...
i can use a normal sampler. also to connect via midi. a sort of compromise.

>
>For the RS (and any other sampler) you can use a zip or
>any other scsi drive (well not any) and store your sounds
>there.

here comes the other problems: transfer data from MD trough a scsi device.
i use a smart media card of 16MB for the ES-1.

cia.marco.

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 625|625|2001-06-19 15:35:35|Jayson Barrons|the company i buy from|
www.americanmusical.com

they only post a piece of gear when a shipment from the company has 
been confirmed. They confirmed this with me a couple of days ago 
that the order isn't EXPECTED from yamaha, but its been PLACED.

They have ROCKIN finace plans that are simply amazing, and their 
customer support is top notch. I only buy through them.
| 627|627|2001-06-20 06:01:49|synthe. labo|D.I.Y.|
hey folks, look at this:

http://www.carrionsound.com/keys.htm
http://www.carrionsound.com/hand.htm
http://www.carrionsound.com/mod.htm

who will need more nord mod, virus, waldorfs....!!!!!!! :)

ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 628|627|2001-06-20 19:36:14|Thomas|Re: D.I.Y.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> hey folks, look at this:
> 
> http://www.carrionsound.com/keys.htm
> http://www.carrionsound.com/hand.htm
> http://www.carrionsound.com/mod.htm
> 
> who will need more nord mod, virus, waldorfs....!!!!!!! :)

Exactly! LOL...man, this is FREAKY!!! My favourite is the "Pikachu 
Glitch Synthesizer"...
;)
My little five year old stepdaughter has a toy Casio keyboard, which 
sounds...like a toy..., but it has some interesting drumsounds. 
Unfortunately, i am not an electronic technician geek, so i guess i 
will sample them and see...

But it just proves my theory, finally it doesn´t matter what you use, 

http://www.hotmail.com/
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as long as you are inventive and at least TRY to be a good musician.
We have an electronic artist here, his name is "Schlammpeitzinger", 
and he produces some really good LoFi electronic stuff. He uses an 
old Casio FZsoemthing, a Tascam Multitracktaperecorder and an old 
Grundig Ghettoblaster as Monitorspeakers....his music is so nice and 
original, you would never think that he uses so less equipment.

also fascinating is this:
http://www.droid.dk
| 634|634|2001-06-21 03:26:27|synthe. labo|Re: D.I.Y. + nord. editor|

>You can learn more about Curcit Bending at:
>http://www.anti-theory.com/ Some good reading here! :)
>Marcus, I think you'd like this site too.

yes, i like it! :)
it could have been better a brain pumping at the beginning instead of the 
heart...but...:)

THOMAS:
i have problems with the uploading of O.S.3 of nord modular:
it's 2 days that when i went home from work, i try to upload and evrytime it 
goes till to 99% then says: 'dump error!' and 'dump failed'.
i downloaded the self extractor editor from clavia.se site; i tied to do 
things like put the memory OFF on nord mod...
i aslo changed few times the midi cables; i erased from hard disk the O.S. 
2.0 not to go in conflict, cause, even if i readthat the 2 O.S.s can go 
together perfecly, you have to assign different midi port to each one, and i 
can assign only the 2 ports i have, so when i've got the 2 O.S.s together on 
my pc, the ports assigned to the editor of the modular were the same for 2.0 
and for 3.0; that's why now i erased 2.0.......
have you an idea of what kind of problem could be?
thank you so much
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 636|634|2001-06-21 03:45:52|Thomas|Re: D.I.Y. + nord. editor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> THOMAS:
> i have problems with the uploading of O.S.3 of nord modular:

I can´t help you, i only own AN1x and FS1r (recently purchased). But 
Robert has a Nord Modular AFAIR correctly. Right?
| 638|634|2001-06-21 03:56:58|synthe. labo|Re: D.I.Y. + nord. editor|

> > i have problems with the uploading of O.S.3 of nord modular:
>
>I can´t help you, i only own AN1x and FS1r (recently purchased). But
>Robert has a Nord Modular AFAIR correctly. Right?

yes, SORRRYYY :))
the mail was for ROBERT ....:)
..ever had difficulties with names....prrrrr...
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 639|634|2001-06-21 04:07:08|Thomas|Re: D.I.Y. + nord. editor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> ..ever had difficulties with names....prrrrr...

What you haven´t updated to Brain 2.0 yet? 

Just joking...;)
| 640|634|2001-06-21 04:41:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: D.I.Y. + nord. editor|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> THOMAS:
> i have problems with the uploading of O.S.3 of nord modular:
> it's 2 days that when i went home from work, i try to upload and evrytime it
> goes till to 99% then says: 'dump error!' and 'dump failed'.
> i downloaded the self extractor editor from clavia.se site; i tied to do
> things like put the memory OFF on nord mod...
> i aslo changed few times the midi cables; i erased from hard disk the O.S.
> 2.0 not to go in conflict, cause, even if i readthat the 2 O.S.s can go
> together perfecly, you have to assign different midi port to each one, and i
> can assign only the 2 ports i have, so when i've got the 2 O.S.s together on
> my pc, the ports assigned to the editor of the modular were the same for 2.0
> and for 3.0; that's why now i erased 2.0.......
> have you an idea of what kind of problem could be?
> thank you so much
> ciao-marco

Hi Marco,

sorry to hear you're having problems with the NM update.
First, please subscribe to the NM mail list. The NM list is a
bunch of nice and helpfull people that can help you with this
kind of problems.

To sub to the NM mail list, follow this link: http://www.code404.com/nord-modular/

http://www.droid.dk/
http://www.anti-theory.com/
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Let me know if the link doesn't work for you.
When you subscribed, ask them about these problems.

Next, when updating the NM firmware, make sure that:
- no other midi software is running, no NM editor, no nothing.
- no midi clock or mtc signal is sent over the midi bus.
- you reduce the MIDI links to only the PC in/out of the NM and
the midi device on your PC.
- your midi device allows MIDI sysex messages to be sent.
- when possible, experiment with another midi device. Maybe
you can borrow one from the music shop.

Your best bet however is subscribing to the NM mail list and
pose the question there.

Cheers,
Thomas... no wait! its Robert ;)
| 641|634|2001-06-21 04:43:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: D.I.Y. + nord. editor|
One more thing, Marco, download the NM 3.03 software
once again from the clavia site. You may simply have downloaded
a corrupted file!!

- Robert
| 642|642|2001-06-21 05:37:18|Thomas|RS7k Newsflash!|
I found this little article on www.rs7k.org (good site, good forum 
there also...):

"21/06/01 YAMAHA FINISH DEVELOPMENT
The long awaiting release of the RS7000 moved significantly closer 
today as Yamaha announced that the problems the OS (Operating System) 
which have plagued the launch of the instrument have now been 
resolved and tested successfully. Effectively the development of the 
instrument is now finished and its down to the logistics and 
distribution teams to get it into the shops. "The OS is complete and 
stable" we were told meaning the massive supply chain operation can 
now be started which will infiltrate RS7000's into our shops very 
very soon. Yamaha Japan have stated a provisional released date of 
end of June which is consistent with the OS debug completion which 
means Yamaha offices in other countries will shortly be issuing 
release dates as soon as they know distribution can flood fill their 
own markets.

Not long now..."
| 644|625|2001-06-21 07:06:34|Thomas|Re: the company i buy from|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:

> shit what have i done !!
> 
> In a mad rush to the head i've ordered A rs7000 from your 

recommendation www.americanmusical.com

> Have i done the right thing Jayson
> 
> The thing is it's still cheaper to ship over to England from them 

than to buy directly over here

> 
> jez

Well you have to consider when you buy in England, you have to deal 
with a built-in 240Voltage AC. When you buy in USA, it´s only 120 
Voltage...if the RS isn´t able to switch between those voltages...and 
i haven´t even mentioned the different power-plugs...

consider this, when you order outside your country.
| 645|625|2001-06-21 10:43:24|Jayson Barrons|Re: playing live in other countries (was the company i buy from)|

> > jez
> Well you have to consider when you buy in England, you have to deal 
> with a built-in 240Voltage AC. When you buy in USA, it´s only 120 
> Voltage...if the RS isn´t able to switch between those 

voltages...and 

> i haven´t even mentioned the different power-plugs...

Which brings me to a great point: what should i do when i start 
playing over seas? . What are the options for an american playing 
his live gear over there when it comes to power and such? thanks.
| 646|625|2001-06-21 10:45:24|Jayson Barrons|Re: the company i buy from|

> consider this, when you order outside your country.

true enough, but the gear is probably still cheaper after getting all 
his power supply options and such.



I'm just glad the rs7k's analog out expansion board is only EIGHTY 
BUCKS. That's cheap as hell. And you'll have 8 outputs! woo!
| 647|625|2001-06-21 11:12:33|Jez|Re: the company i buy from|
I have had to cancel my order with www.americanmusical.com.

this is the e-mail i recieved
First of all I need to let you know that we do not allow any payments on
foreign credit cards so you will not be able to get this item on a payment
plan. If you still want the order, you can pay for it in one full payment.
If you choose to pay for it in full, then we will need to get the customer
service phone number to your credit card company along with all your correct
billing information. Please let me know what you would like to do. Thank
you.

hope this helps if you go down the same route

Jez

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Jayson Barrons 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2001 5:44 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: the company i buy from

> consider this, when you order outside your country.

true enough, but the gear is probably still cheaper after getting all 
his power supply options and such.

I'm just glad the rs7k's analog out expansion board is only EIGHTY 
BUCKS. That's cheap as hell. And you'll have 8 outputs! woo!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 648|625|2001-06-21 22:58:05|Thomas|Re: playing live in other countries (was the company i buy from)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> 
> Which brings me to a great point: what should i do when i start 
> playing over seas? . What are the options for an american playing 
> his live gear over there when it comes to power and such? thanks.

AFAIK, some artists borrow their gear for their show in that country 
and just bring their soundsets on CD or something with them. Others, 
just buy a power converter..i guess, i don´t know, i never did this 
either...I mean when Madonna is on concert, she has her own Trucks 
which deliver the right voltage for the keyboards....
| 649|625|2001-06-21 23:03:31|Thomas|Re: the company i buy from|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:

> I have had to cancel my order with www.americanmusical.com.
> 
> this is the e-mail i recieved
> First of all I need to let you know that we do not allow any 

payments on

> foreign credit cards so you will not be able to get this item on 

a payment

> plan. 
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Hm, i thought you live in USA...foreign credit card? i thought 
Mastercard/Eurocard/VISA is international...hmmmm i´ll just go to my 
local store here...even if they have it overseas for a grand....
| 653|653|2001-06-22 02:03:16|synthe. labo|Re: nord. editor|

> > >- your midi device allows MIDI sysex messages to be sent.
> >
> > what...?
> > do you mean the pc..or the nord mod...?
>
>I meant the card or whatever connected to your PC that allows you
>to receive and transmit midi messages using the PC.
>
> >
> > ..anyway, if the progress bar goes from 0, 1 etc % to 99%, it seems that
> > data massages are allowed to be transmitted...
>
>Okay. Did you download the zip from Clavia again? Maybe the file is
>simply corrupt and the last 1% didn't make it.

...ehmm...NO
now i'm at work, in the weekend i''l go to mountains, so i'll do this on 
sunday night or better on monday night :)
thanx
ciao-MARCUZ

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 654|653|2001-06-22 02:35:58|Thomas|Re: nord. editor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> actually i'm subscribed to 4 mailin g lists and i 
> really havo no time to manage all that mails, so another is 

impossible...

Marco, really...you can read them online...you don´t have to fill 
your mailbox with them...check the groups.yahoo.com site for it.
| 655|653|2001-06-22 02:41:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: nord. editor|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > >- your midi device allows MIDI sysex messages to be sent.
> > >
> > > what...?
> > > do you mean the pc..or the nord mod...?
> >
> >I meant the card or whatever connected to your PC that allows you
> >to receive and transmit midi messages using the PC.
> >
> > >
> > > ..anyway, if the progress bar goes from 0, 1 etc % to 99%, it seems that
> > > data massages are allowed to be transmitted...
> >
> >Okay. Did you download the zip from Clavia again? Maybe the file is
> >simply corrupt and the last 1% didn't make it.
>
> ...ehmm...NO
> now i'm at work, in the weekend i''l go to mountains, so i'll do this on
> sunday night or better on monday night :)
> thanx
> ciao-MARCUZ

Markoes (sorry ;),
you can download the NM firmware update file as a separate file
from the clavia site. It's only 480K!! Maybe try that one before
you're off to the mountains. Hiking is so much better when you
know you NM is working and waiting for you. ;)

- Roboez
| 656|656|2001-06-25 18:28:45|mike stokes|# of samples available in RS7000 (RAM slots)|
Hi all.
I read that the RS7000 has 256 RAM slots, does this mean that it can only 
hold 256 samples at a time? I have an older Ensoniq ASRX sampler with 32mb 
RAM and it also has 256 RAM slots. I read in another article on the net 
that the RS7000 could hold over 1000 samples or something. Does anyone know 
the truth?
thanks, Mike
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
| 657|656|2001-06-26 00:25:12|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: # of samples available in RS7000 (RAM slots)|
Max number of samples : 256
1000 : it is the number of internal sound

256 samples and 64 Mo is enough for me !!!!

Cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : mike stokes [mailto:starethrough@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : mardi 26 juin 2001 02:29
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] # of samples available in RS7000 (RAM slots)
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Hi all.
I read that the RS7000 has 256 RAM slots, does this mean that it can only 
hold 256 samples at a time? I have an older Ensoniq ASRX sampler with 32mb 
RAM and it also has 256 RAM slots. I read in another article on the net 
that the RS7000 could hold over 1000 samples or something. Does anyone know

the truth?
thanks, Mike
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 658|656|2001-06-26 00:47:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: # of samples available in RS7000 (RAM slots)|
mike stokes wrote:

> Hi all.
> I read that the RS7000 has 256 RAM slots, does this mean that it can only
> hold 256 samples at a time? I have an older Ensoniq ASRX sampler with 32mb
> RAM and it also has 256 RAM slots. I read in another article on the net
> that the RS7000 could hold over 1000 samples or something. Does anyone know
> the truth?
> thanks, Mike

If I understood the manual correct, the RS has a max of 256 sample *voices*,
128 global sample voices that can be used by all styles and songs, and 128
local sample voices, reachable only from one style.

A sample voice can however be a sample kit voice, comprising a max of
128 mono or 64 stereo samples, spread over the keyboard.

It this is correct, the max number of samples would thus be 256 * 128.

- Robert
| 660|660|2001-06-28 13:46:38|Bryan Rodgers|FW: [Fwd: Yamaha RS7k Delivery date?]|
incase anyone was interested in what NovaMusik had to say...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: T2- T to the power of 2 [mailto:t_2@novamusik.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2001 3:28 PM
To: brodgers@ofdc.on.ca
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Yamaha RS7k Delivery date?]

Hello Bryan, 

Thanks for contacting us; sorry for the delay in getting 
this to you- we're doing all we can to keep up. Any ways, 
The RS7000 will be available late July/ early August; this 
applies to the Motif as well. The Micro Q Kbd we should have 
by mid July if all goes well. Call us toll free 877-290-6682 
and we can fill you in on all the details, etc. Thanks, 

T_2@NovaMusik. 

Info wrote: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Subject: Yamaha RS7k Delivery date? 
Date: Mon, 11 Jun 2001 12:55:05 -0400 
From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> 
To: "'info@novamusik.com'" <info@novamusik.com> 

Do you know when you'll be getting them in? 

What about the Waldorf mQkb? 

Thanks. 

B
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 661|661|2001-06-28 21:29:06|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday. Best pricing!|
Hi:
According to www.motifator.com. Site run by Keyfax and YAMAHA, stores 
should get RS7000 today, since they started shipping RS7000 monday.
Pricing for it so far:

Musicians Friend; 1399$
Sam Ash: 1449$
8th street Music 1399$

If anybody can find a store with a better pricing, please post.
Thanks

"Magnet"
www.mp3.com/magnet
| 662|661|2001-06-28 23:18:51|Thomas|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday. Best pricing!|
That matches the streetprice here in Germany.

www.Amptown.de: 2990DM
www.thomann.de: 2990DM

Astounding, since the announced price from Yamaha is 3798DM...
I guess its mostly because MPC costs now 2190DM and also Emu´s XL7 
and MP7 are about to come out soon as well for a around this price 
range.

--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:
> Hi:
> According to www.motifator.com. Site run by Keyfax and YAMAHA, 
stores 
> should get RS7000 today, since they started shipping RS7000 monday.
> Pricing for it so far:
> 
> Musicians Friend; 1399$
> Sam Ash: 1449$
> 8th street Music 1399$
> 
> If anybody can find a store with a better pricing, please post.
> Thanks
> 
> "Magnet"
> www.mp3.com/magnet

| 664|664|2001-06-29 01:02:51|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricing!|
what are Emu´s XL7 
and MP7 ?

sampler sequencer like MPC2000 and rs7000
or mega groove box ?

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : vendredi 29 juin 2001 07:19
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday.
Best pricing!

That matches the streetprice here in Germany.

www.Amptown.de: 2990DM
www.thomann.de: 2990DM

Astounding, since the announced price from Yamaha is 3798DM...
I guess its mostly because MPC costs now 2190DM and also Emu´s XL7 
and MP7 are about to come out soon as well for a around this price 
range.

--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:
> Hi:
> According to www.motifator.com. Site run by Keyfax and YAMAHA, 
stores 
> should get RS7000 today, since they started shipping RS7000 monday.
> Pricing for it so far:
> 
> Musicians Friend; 1399$
> Sam Ash: 1449$
> 8th street Music 1399$
> 
> If anybody can find a store with a better pricing, please post.
> Thanks
> 
> "Magnet"
> www.mp3.com/magnet

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/


* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 665|664|2001-06-29 02:10:56|Thomas|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricing!|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> what are Emu´s XL7 
> and MP7 ?
> 
> sampler sequencer like MPC2000 and rs7000
> or mega groove box ?

None of them. They are just grooveboxes like the Roland MC303, MC307 
or MC505. They have no sampler and a much smaller display. They are 
pretty much "groovebox" versions of the 1h rackmount-ROMpler XL-1 and 
Mo´Phatt. By far not as good as the RS7000 IMO.
| 667|664|2001-06-29 02:20:55|Thomas|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricing!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > what are Emu´s XL7 
> > and MP7 ?

For further details on the different grooveboxes:

www.sonicstate.com

www.harmony-central.com

www.dancetech.com

www.sound-on-sound.co.uk
| 671|671|2001-06-29 04:11:07|synthe. labo|RS7000 ARRIVED!!!|
ciao a tutti,
now i've received the news that my RS7000 is arrived to the store i've 
ordered it (it's from center italy and i live in torino, nord).
so next week i'll have the rs7k in my hands, really, no joke!!!
the only one dab thing is that period is so full for work etc fpr me that i 
won't have the time to try everything soon on the rs7k, but a little bit 1 
time each 2 days...and there's also the italian teknival 2001
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 672|671|2001-06-29 04:38:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 ARRIVED!!!|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> ciao a tutti,
> now i've received the news that my RS7000 is arrived to the store i've
> ordered it (it's from center italy and i live in torino, nord).
> so next week i'll have the rs7k in my hands, really, no joke!!!
> the only one dab thing is that period is so full for work etc fpr me that i
> won't have the time to try everything soon on the rs7k, but a little bit 1
> time each 2 days...and there's also the italian teknival 2001
> ciao-marco

Great!!

Looking forward to your reports. ;)

BTW, how's the NM doing?

- Robert
| 673|671|2001-06-29 06:06:44|synthe. labo|Re: RS7000 ARRIVED!!!|

> > ciao a tutti,
> > now i've received the news that my RS7000 is arrived to the store i've
> > ordered it (it's from center italy and i live in torino, nord).
> > so next week i'll have the rs7k in my hands, really, no joke!!!
> > the only one dab thing is that period is so full for work etc fpr me 
>that i
> > won't have the time to try everything soon on the rs7k, but a little bit 
>1
> > time each 2 days...and there's also the italian teknival 2001
> > ciao-marco
>
>Great!!
>
>Looking forward to your reports. ;)

yes, sure ;)

>
>BTW, how's the NM doing?

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.hotmail.com/


the nord mod. is still on O.S. 2.0 cause it's a sound card problem: the luna 
II has this little problem with nord modulars (i'm lucky as always...), so 
next week i'll bring my mod. to the store where i bought it, and the guy i 
know will update it with a soundblaster or anything else but no pulsar or 
luna etc etc...
i ask you another thing about NM: have you ever had problems to do sequencer 
patches that have to by slave to external midi clock...?
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 674|664|2001-06-29 13:25:14|dogo01@hotmail.com|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricing!|

> I'll second that. I swayed to the XL-7 for a short while there, 

because the

> price was attractive and it does some nice thing. But compared to 

an RM1X,

> it's way too expensive for doing the exact same thing. Compared to 

an

> RS7000, it fall incredibly short for what it would a little bit 

more on the

> RS.
> 
> Also, the display is VERY SMALL. I don't know what those EMU guys 

where

> thinking -- part of the brilliance of the Yamaha QY and RM1X, is 

it's OS.

> It's comparatively more "user-friendly."

I think you have some valid points here. The display is small, and 
it doesn't sample. Who knows what the sequencer will be like...

However, the XL-7 is based on the rack module XL-1. The XL-1 has 
some wicked programming capabilities (I have one). I used to own a 
RM1X, and these two are different beasts: the RM1X sounds are really 
poor when compared to the XL-1.

I think a killer combination would be an Emu XL-1 with the RS7000. 
In fact, I just might go that route! :) My only fear is the 
duplication of gear: does my pc duplicate what the XL-1 and RS7000 
do? What do other people think about this? If you weren't doing 
live stuff, and you used a PC for sequencing/sampling, would you buy 
a RS7000?

see ya

Doug
| 675|664|2001-06-29 14:14:39|Thomas|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricing!|
--- In RS7000@y..., dogo01@h... wrote:

>the RM1X sounds are really 
> poor when compared to the XL-1.

If you weren't doing 

> live stuff, and you used a PC for sequencing/sampling, would you 

buy 

> a RS7000?

I definately will, because you can´t grab some knobs with your hands 
on the computerscreen and tweak and turn them, having mad fun, while 
shaking your head like a maniac to the rythm you just created. 
Nothing else is so easy to deform some samples, but just tweaking a 
knob with your fingers.

With softsynths and software sequencers versus hardware synths and 
sequencer i like to bring you a good comparison.

What do you like more...to touch a real woman and make love with her, 
feel her, smell her, taste her with all your senses, or do you rather 
like to move your mouse-pointer over a picture of your girlfriend on 
your computerscreen...you get my point??? *g*

There is nothing good as the real thing...

Or a german phrase also fits...Lieber den Spatz in der Hand als die 
Taube auf dem Dach...better the little tweety bird in your hand, than 
the big nice one on the roof.

You understand what i am trying to say?

A software offers you for sure zillions of possibilities, and 
sometimes it´s nice to deal with them, but you loose the contact to 
your first love...the music. I rather stay close to my love and can 

http://www.hotmail.com/


feel it and play with it.

You understand me?

Ok. By the way, before you decide between XL1 or RS...wait until the 
RS7000 is in your local musicstore and check it out. I have a feeling 
that Yamaha puts some KILLER-sounds in it. The difference in 
soundquality might be between RM1x and RS7000 like between MC303 and 
MC505...and the last one has a full JV2080 synthesizer engine, which 
is still after all those years, standard in a LOT of professional 
studios...
I´m sure the guys in Hamamatsu put some real nice ones in it. And 
don´t forget...you can always sample your own instruments and work on 
them with the internal synthesis engine...something the XL can´t do.
| 676|676|2001-06-29 14:43:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricin|

> I think a killer combination would be an Emu XL-1 with the RS7000.
> In fact, I just might go that route! :) My only fear is the
> duplication of gear: does my pc duplicate what the XL-1 and RS7000
> do? What do other people think about this? If you weren't doing
> live stuff, and you used a PC for sequencing/sampling, would you buy
> a RS7000?

Well, I wouldn't use a PC for sequencing/sampling, so yes, I would buy
the RS (or another hw sequencer).

Could you tell me what's so special about the XL-1? The sequencer
or the sounds?

- Robert

>
>
> see ya
>
> Doug
>

| 677|676|2001-06-29 14:47:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricin|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., dogo01@h... wrote:
> >the RM1X sounds are really
> > poor when compared to the XL-1.
> If you weren't doing
> > live stuff, and you used a PC for sequencing/sampling, would you
> buy
> > a RS7000?
>
> I definately will, because you can´t grab some knobs with your hands
> on the computerscreen and tweak and turn them, having mad fun, while
> shaking your head like a maniac to the rythm you just created.
> Nothing else is so easy to deform some samples, but just tweaking a
> knob with your fingers.

Second that.

>
>
> With softsynths and software sequencers versus hardware synths and
> sequencer i like to bring you a good comparison.
>
> What do you like more...to touch a real woman and make love with her,
> feel her, smell her, taste her with all your senses, or do you rather
> like to move your mouse-pointer over a picture of your girlfriend on
> your computerscreen...you get my point??? *g*
>

Second that too! :)
NOW I know why I prefer hardware stuff over software. ;)

>
> There is nothing good as the real thing...
>
> Or a german phrase also fits...Lieber den Spatz in der Hand als die
> Taube auf dem Dach...better the little tweety bird in your hand, than
> the big nice one on the roof.
>
> You understand what i am trying to say?
>
> A software offers you for sure zillions of possibilities,

mostly way too many possibilities, imo.

> and
> sometimes it´s nice to deal with them, but you loose the contact to
> your first love...the music. I rather stay close to my love and can
> feel it and play with it.
>



> You understand me?

Fully agree here.

- Robert
| 680|680|2001-06-30 02:51:08|Thomas|Horray, my local dealer has a promo-RS7000 to test....|
I recently called my local dealer to ask if i could make a 
reservation on a RS7000, even before they are delivered...and the 
person told me that they have one here out of a promotion for the 
customers to test. Hehe, i am going now and will try that grey 
baby...you should see me drooling now...*g*

More later,

Cheers, Tom
| 681|680|2001-06-30 02:55:41|Bill Wright|Re: Horray, my local dealer has a promo-RS7000 to test....|
Hi what is the name of the store? in what city? =)

At 08:51 AM 6/30/2001 +0000, you wrote:

>I recently called my local dealer to ask if i could make a
>reservation on a RS7000, even before they are delivered...and the
>person told me that they have one here out of a promotion for the
>customers to test. Hehe, i am going now and will try that grey
>baby...you should see me drooling now...*g*
>
>More later,
>
>
>Cheers, Tom
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 682|680|2001-06-30 05:31:49|Thomas|Re: Horray, my local dealer has a promo-RS7000 to test....|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bill Wright wrote:

> Hi what is the name of the store? in what city? =)

Hamburg, Germany.

www.amptown.com

> 
> 
> At 08:51 AM 6/30/2001 +0000, you wrote:
> >I recently called my local dealer to ask if i could make a
> >reservation on a RS7000, even before they are delivered...and the
> >person told me that they have one here out of a promotion for the
> >customers to test. Hehe, i am going now and will try that grey
> >baby...you should see me drooling now...*g*
> >
> >More later,
> >
> >
> >Cheers, Tom
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> >Please take a moment to answer some
> >of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> >
> >* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> >* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> >* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
> >RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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| 683|680|2001-06-30 05:52:55|Thomas|ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
It is a huge box!

Bigger than the already very massive MC505.

The display is big too. The case (silverish grey) is out of plastic. 
The knobs feels good between the fingers and very reliable. The 
keyboard keys are a bit smaller than on the RM1x.

It was only a promo RS i was trying out, so it only had four factory 
styles.

Euro House (some chart-compatible stuff....not my style)
Jazz something (forgot the name) some cute jazzy pattern.
Trip Hop (really cool programmed)

and what impressed me most

Old Skool (sounded like a instrumental version of an old 80´s rap- 
song from Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five)

My impression of the sound-quality of the styles and of the sounds in 
general...like someone said on www.rs7000.com...sounds like Vinyl...

I messed with it for only around 40 minutes but it is a fat 
tool...but...here comes the bad news...the sequencer IS almost 
identical to the one inside the RM1x...with all it´s advantages and 
unfortunately disadvantages.
The pattern can play while you do Grid Step Programming but to get 
out that mode, you have stop the pattern play.

You can´t change between record and play-mode on the fly, which takes 
a lot away from the fun. I guess the only way around for this is to 
get an external stepsequncer like Doepfer MAQ16/3, FutureRetro 
Moebius, ER-1, ES-1, EA-1 and run it with your other equipment.

I tried also the sampling function a bit, and it is really easy to 
use. Definately something i was looking for. 

To summarize, it´s a Super RM1x, with much much better and more 
sounds (i tested all of the 63 drumkits...and to sound not to 
overexcited...they ROCK!), the sequencer of the RM1x with additional 
use of samples and a sampler like SU700 / A3000. The preset-sounds as 
far as i was able to step through them, some are CS6x, some MU, some 
EX, some MOTIF. A good mixture of the best sounds, Yamaha has in 
their database. The four styles i´ve heard so far are of a really 
good quality and highly usable as a basement for own creations.)

All in all, go and get your ass a preorder one.

Btw., my dealer wants 40% of the price to make a reservation...what 
the hell...i can wait...
Oh and they said, it will come within the next two weeks BEFORE the 
MOTIF...hehe

Ok, i´m tired now, time for lunch.

Cheerio,

Tom
| 684|680|2001-06-30 07:23:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
Thomas wrote:

> It is a huge box!
>
> Bigger than the already very massive MC505.
>
> The display is big too. The case (silverish grey) is out of plastic.
> The knobs feels good between the fingers and very reliable. The
> keyboard keys are a bit smaller than on the RM1x.
>
> It was only a promo RS i was trying out, so it only had four factory
> styles.

Shiiit! ;)

>
>
> Euro House (some chart-compatible stuff....not my style)
> Jazz something (forgot the name) some cute jazzy pattern.
> Trip Hop (really cool programmed)
>
> and what impressed me most
>
> Old Skool (sounded like a instrumental version of an old 80´s rap-
> song from Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five)
>
> My impression of the sound-quality of the styles and of the sounds in
> general...like someone said on www.rs7000.com...sounds like Vinyl...

Meaning? Fat? Dynamic? Warm? All of this? ;)



>
>
> I messed with it for only around 40 minutes but it is a fat
> tool...but...here comes the bad news...the sequencer IS almost
> identical to the one inside the RM1x...with all it´s advantages and
> unfortunately disadvantages.
> The pattern can play while you do Grid Step Programming

Hey, *that's* a bonus!

> but to get
> out that mode, you have stop the pattern play.

Hmm

>
>
> You can´t change between record and play-mode on the fly, which takes
> a lot away from the fun. I guess the only way around for this is to
> get an external stepsequncer like Doepfer MAQ16/3, FutureRetro
> Moebius, ER-1, ES-1, EA-1 and run it with your other equipment.
>
> I tried also the sampling function a bit, and it is really easy to
> use. Definately something i was looking for.
>
> To summarize, it´s a Super RM1x, with much much better and more
> sounds (i tested all of the 63 drumkits...and to sound not to
> overexcited...they ROCK!),

Tell me PLEASE more about these drumkits. ;) Are they the acoustic sounding
kits of the demos over at yamahasynth.com? Do they come with 2-element
velocity switching?

> the sequencer of the RM1x with additional
> use of samples and a sampler like SU700 / A3000. The preset-sounds as
> far as i was able to step through them, some are CS6x, some MU, some
> EX, some MOTIF. A good mixture of the best sounds, Yamaha has in
> their database. The four styles i´ve heard so far are of a really
> good quality and highly usable as a basement for own creations.)
>
> All in all, go and get your ass a preorder one.
>
> Btw., my dealer wants 40% of the price to make a reservation...what
> the hell...i can wait...
> Oh and they said, it will come within the next two weeks BEFORE the
> MOTIF...hehe
>
> Ok, i´m tired now, time for lunch.
>
> Cheerio,
>
> Tom
>

Thanks for the review Tom!

- Robert
| 685|680|2001-06-30 07:44:32|Thomas|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > My impression of the sound-quality of the styles and of the 

sounds in

> > general...like someone said on www.rs7000.com...sounds like 

Vinyl...

> 
> Meaning? Fat? Dynamic? Warm? All of this? ;)

Big yup! :) The sound quality is at least as good as the one of the 
CS6x/S80...

> > The pattern can play while you do Grid Step Programming
> 
> Hey, *that's* a bonus!
> 
> > but to get
> > out that mode, you have stop the pattern play.
> 
> Hmm

That´s what i thought as well. I guess you need something aside to 
cover that you have to stop the sequencer...like a DAT, MD, sampler, 
something...when you want to perfom live with it.

> Tell me PLEASE more about these drumkits. ;) Are they the acoustic 

sounding



> kits of the demos over at yamahasynth.com? 

Oh yes, they are. They had very good sounding Hiphop Drumkits 
(including those frying-pan noises..hehe), typical TR-drumsounds 
(Yamaha calls them Analog-Kit), Industrial-, D´n´B-, Jungle-, Special 
Effect-, Human Beat Box, Techno-, House-, Ambient, Jazz-, Accoustic-
kits, plus kits with only Bassdrums, Snaredrums, Tomtoms and 
Hihatsounds. All in all for every modern Genre, you´ll find your 
match, and if you want more...use the Sampler...or buy a Machinedrum, 
ER-1, Xbase, ADX-1, or whatever you think you need...or a MPC..hoho.

> Do they come with 2-element
> velocity switching?

Oh i didn´t get a chance to check this, but for sure there are 
zillions of possibilities to tweak sounds, resample them and whatever 
your heart wants. The interface was a little easier than on the RM1x, 
since oyu have more knobs with direct access. I wish i would have had 
more time to work with it, but their were already other people 
waiting to test it (i had to wait too, so before i checked the RS i 
was messing a littel with a Quasimidi Rave-o-lution...now that´sa 
little mean drumbox, nice for the teutonic Technofreak in you, but 
the interface was weird to use. It didn´t seem to have a gridstep 
mode, and where the hell was the button to edit the effects...)

Oh by the way, those two big grey sample-pads, are bigger than i 
thought and feels like they would be nice to tap some dynamic rythms.

> Thanks for the review Tom!
> 

you´´re welcome.

I´ll see if i can get one asap.

For sure, that machine rocks.
| 686|680|2001-06-30 07:50:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > > My impression of the sound-quality of the styles and of the
> sounds in
> > > general...like someone said on www.rs7000.com...sounds like
> Vinyl...
> >
> > Meaning? Fat? Dynamic? Warm? All of this? ;)
> Big yup! :) The sound quality is at least as good as the one of the
> CS6x/S80...

Wowie! :)

>
>
> > > The pattern can play while you do Grid Step Programming
> >
> > Hey, *that's* a bonus!
> >
> > > but to get
> > > out that mode, you have stop the pattern play.
> >
> > Hmm
> That´s what i thought as well. I guess you need something aside to
> cover that you have to stop the sequencer...like a DAT, MD, sampler,
> something...when you want to perfom live with it.
>
> > Tell me PLEASE more about these drumkits. ;) Are they the acoustic
> sounding
> > kits of the demos over at yamahasynth.com?
> Oh yes, they are. They had very good sounding Hiphop Drumkits
> (including those frying-pan noises..hehe), typical TR-drumsounds
> (Yamaha calls them Analog-Kit), Industrial-, D´n´B-, Jungle-, Special
> Effect-, Human Beat Box, Techno-, House-, Ambient, Jazz-, Accoustic-
> kits, plus kits with only Bassdrums, Snaredrums, Tomtoms and
> Hihatsounds. All in all for every modern Genre, you´ll find your
> match,

Great great great. :))

> and if you want more...use the Sampler...or buy a Machinedrum,
> ER-1, Xbase, ADX-1, or whatever you think you need...or a MPC..hoho.
>

MPC? LOL!

>
> > Do they come with 2-element
> > velocity switching?
> Oh i didn´t get a chance to check this, but for sure there are
> zillions of possibilities to tweak sounds, resample them and whatever



> your heart wants. The interface was a little easier than on the RM1x,
> since oyu have more knobs with direct access. I wish i would have had
> more time to work with it, but their were already other people
> waiting to test it (i had to wait too, so before i checked the RS i
> was messing a littel with a Quasimidi Rave-o-lution...now that´sa
> little mean drumbox, nice for the teutonic Technofreak in you, but
> the interface was weird to use. It didn´t seem to have a gridstep
> mode, and where the hell was the button to edit the effects...)
>
> Oh by the way, those two big grey sample-pads, are bigger than i
> thought and feels like they would be nice to tap some dynamic rythms.

Goof. Too bad there are only two of them.

>
>
> > Thanks for the review Tom!
> >
> you´´re welcome.
>
> I´ll see if i can get one asap.
>
> For sure, that machine rocks.

Looks like it indeed. Guess I have to make up my mind now. ;)

- Robert
| 687|680|2001-06-30 07:52:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|

> Goof. Too bad there are only two of them.

Goof? I meant 'Good' of course. Gotta learn to write sometime.
| 688|680|2001-06-30 07:59:37|Thomas|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Oh by the way, those two big grey sample-pads, are bigger than i
> > thought and feels like they would be nice to tap some dynamic 

rythms.

> 
> Goof. Too bad there are only two of them.

Well, but only when you are able to program a rythm with more than 
two fingers...i can´t....hehe

> > For sure, that machine rocks.
> 
> Looks like it indeed. Guess I have to make up my mind now. ;)

Well, just check it in your store, when you got the chance. Its 
always better to try a machine before you buy it.
| 689|680|2001-06-30 08:07:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > > Oh by the way, those two big grey sample-pads, are bigger than i
> > > thought and feels like they would be nice to tap some dynamic
> rythms.
> >
> > Goof. Too bad there are only two of them.
> Well, but only when you are able to program a rythm with more than
> two fingers...i can´t....hehe

I was thinking of the MPC where a button is hit to trigger a sample
or sequence. Very nice interface.

BTW, I read in the manual that in pattern mode, patterns can be
*triggered* with the keyboard buttons. Is this an RM1x thing? It's
not available on the QY700.

>
>
> > > For sure, that machine rocks.
> >
> > Looks like it indeed. Guess I have to make up my mind now. ;)
>
> Well, just check it in your store, when you got the chance. Its
> always better to try a machine before you buy it.
>

Fully agree. I'd never order the RS before I tried is for a couple
of days, right here in my small studio.

- Robert
| 690|680|2001-06-30 08:25:21|Thomas|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:



> BTW, I read in the manual that in pattern mode, patterns can be
> *triggered* with the keyboard buttons. Is this an RM1x thing? It's
> not available on the QY700.

Yes it is from RM1x, nice feature, as well as to mute tracks. I 
haven´t tried though the pattern chain mode. Indeed i didn´t get a 
chance to dig deeper into the sequencer as i wished.

> 
> >
> >
> > > > For sure, that machine rocks.
> > >
> > > Looks like it indeed. Guess I have to make up my mind now. ;)
> >
> > Well, just check it in your store, when you got the chance. Its
> > always better to try a machine before you buy it.
> >
> 
> Fully agree. I'd never order the RS before I tried is for a couple
> of days, right here in my small studio.
> 
> - Robert

| 691|691|2001-06-30 08:51:50|Thomas|New (old) Demostyles for download|
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/p/seq_rhy/rs7000/demo.html

This time, there are only two but full length ones.
| 692|680|2001-06-30 09:40:37|Leon Mols|I've got an RS7000 !!!|
Yep, just got one this morning from my dealer, he called me yesterday and I
was there a few minutes before the shop opened :-) I took a memory card with
me, on which I stored some of my RM1x patterns and songs, and they worked
fine, the sound quality has definitely improved, but best of all, the
patterns seem to be compatible. Just haven't figured out how to select
sections higher than J (guess I have to read the manual after all). Very
nice patterns on the memory card and yes, one of them is Grandmaster Flash's
White Lines!!! (Well, the RM1x did have some Faithless Insomnia, so why
not??) I think I'm going to copy all the preset patterns from the RM1x and
put them on a memory card, just in case, since I definitely am going to sell
the RM1x.

Haven't done much with the sampler functions yet, but so far I am really
impressed.
The only silly thing on the machine I have here right now, is that it seems
that the display tries to put some information on the very lefthand side,
unreadable, it could be a bug or a fault, but the machine doesn't look like
a demo or pre-production model to me, it has all the manuals, the memory
card and CDs (including some version of Acid).

My dealer told me I could test it for a couple of days, so technically it
isn't mine yet, and I'm supposed to return it Monday afternoon, but I think
it's here to stay :-)

Leon
| 693|693|2001-06-30 11:34:10|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: Digest Number 90|
Heh heh heh heh

What do you like more...to touch a real woman and make love with her, 
feel her, smell her, taste her with all your senses, or do you rather 
like to move your mouse-pointer over a picture of your girlfriend on 
your computerscreen...you get my point??? *g*

There is nothing good as the real thing...

Okay....I must play devil's advocate here....Do I want all the whining and complaining about how my music takes up too much time that I should be
spending with my REAL WOMAN...???? Or do I want a beautiful picure that will just sit quitely and demure as I work on the JAMZ...hmmmmmm this is a tough
choice!

Just kidding!!!

After all...what's the REAL reason people are creative???? To woo and attract others! ;-)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 10
Date: Sat, 30 Jun 2001 11:52:49 -0000
From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Subject: ok...the first impression about the RS7k

It is a huge box!

Bigger than the already very massive MC505.

The display is big too. The case (silverish grey) is out of plastic. 
The knobs feels good between the fingers and very reliable. The 
keyboard keys are a bit smaller than on the RM1x.

It was only a promo RS i was trying out, so it only had four factory 

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/p/seq_rhy/rs7000/demo.html
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


styles.

Euro House (some chart-compatible stuff....not my style)
Jazz something (forgot the name) some cute jazzy pattern.
Trip Hop (really cool programmed)

and what impressed me most

Old Skool (sounded like a instrumental version of an old 80´s rap- 
song from Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five)

My impression of the sound-quality of the styles and of the sounds in 
general...like someone said on www.rs7000.com...sounds like Vinyl...

I messed with it for only around 40 minutes but it is a fat 
tool...but...here comes the bad news...the sequencer IS almost 
identical to the one inside the RM1x...with all it´s advantages and 
unfortunately disadvantages.
The pattern can play while you do Grid Step Programming but to get 
out that mode, you have stop the pattern play.

You can´t change between record and play-mode on the fly, which takes 
a lot away from the fun. I guess the only way around for this is to 
get an external stepsequncer like Doepfer MAQ16/3, FutureRetro 
Moebius, ER-1, ES-1, EA-1 and run it with your other equipment.

I tried also the sampling function a bit, and it is really easy to 
use. Definately something i was looking for. 

To summarize, it´s a Super RM1x, with much much better and more 
sounds (i tested all of the 63 drumkits...and to sound not to 
overexcited...they ROCK!), the sequencer of the RM1x with additional 
use of samples and a sampler like SU700 / A3000. The preset-sounds as 
far as i was able to step through them, some are CS6x, some MU, some 
EX, some MOTIF. A good mixture of the best sounds, Yamaha has in 
their database. The four styles i´ve heard so far are of a really 
good quality and highly usable as a basement for own creations.)

All in all, go and get your ass a preorder one.

Btw., my dealer wants 40% of the price to make a reservation...what 
the hell...i can wait...
Oh and they said, it will come within the next two weeks BEFORE the 
MOTIF...hehe

Ok, i´m tired now, time for lunch.

Cheerio,

Tom

WOOOOO HOOOOO Can't wait!
Anything has got to be better than the ASR-X's sequncer...So I'm sure it will be a step up!!

Ciao,

Alex

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 694|680|2001-06-30 12:47:18|Thomas|Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!|

--- In RS7000@y..., "Leon Mols" wrote:
but I think
> it's here to stay :-)
> 
> Leon

Congratulations Leon. It´s a nice machine isn´t it? Where do you live?

| 695|680|2001-06-30 12:56:26|Leon Mols|Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!|
I live in the Netherlands....... And yes, it is a very nice machine. It fits
nicely in my almost completely Yamaha setup (CS2x, CS6x, Rm1x, A5000
sampler, FS1R, Mu100R, 2x UX256 midi interface, D24 digital recorder, plus a
Clavia Micromod and an Alesis QSR) (Ok, the Rm1x will be going, I guess).

Leon

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: 30 June 2001 20:47
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!

--- In RS7000@y..., "Leon Mols" wrote:
but I think
> it's here to stay :-)
>
> Leon

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Congratulations Leon. It´s a nice machine isn´t it? Where do you live?

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 696|680|2001-06-30 13:54:14|Jayson Barrons|Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Leon Mols" wrote:

> I live in the Netherlands....... And yes, it is a very nice 

machine. It fits

> nicely in my almost completely Yamaha setup (CS2x, CS6x, Rm1x, A5000
> sampler, FS1R, Mu100R, 2x UX256 midi interface, D24 digital 

recorder, plus a

> Clavia Micromod and an Alesis QSR) (Ok, the Rm1x will be going, I 

guess).

I'll be keeping my rm1x. I'm able to do some crazy things live with 
two sequencers.
| 697|693|2001-06-30 14:38:46|Thomas|Re: Digest Number 90|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> After all...what's the REAL reason people are creative???? To woo 

and attract others! ;-)

*g*

I am glad you are not serious about that.

But for sure there are a LOT of people out there who just want to be 
creative because of THAT.
| 698|680|2001-06-30 14:45:59|Thomas|Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Leon Mols" wrote:

> I live in the Netherlands....... 

Ah, i figured that you are in europe. It seems that people in europe 
will get the RS much earlier than in USA. There people get told that 
the release date will be August...hmmmm...

And yes, it is a very nice machine. It fits

> nicely in my almost completely Yamaha setup (CS2x, CS6x, Rm1x, A5000
> sampler, FS1R, Mu100R, 2x UX256 midi interface, D24 digital 

recorder, plus a

> Clavia Micromod and an Alesis QSR) (Ok, the Rm1x will be going, I 

guess).

Hey, NICE setup. I have a FS1r too, also AN1x, Nanoloop, Phonic 
MM1002 and hopefully by the end of the week after next week RS7000 ;)
Still i have to buy a new PC with a nice Terratec EWX, to run 
Waldorf´s Attack (for the freakier drumsounds, though the Nanoloop 
delivers some nice LoFi ones).

How do you like the MicroMod? I am thinking about getting one later 
on.
| 699|693|2001-06-30 14:55:00|Jayson Barrons|Re: Digest Number 90|

> I am glad you are not serious about that.
> 
> But for sure there are a LOT of people out there who just want to 

be 

> creative because of THAT.

well, be creative and get laid.
| 703|680|2001-07-01 02:21:40|Leon Mols|Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!|
Seems that I forgot my PLG150An board that's sitting in my CS6x .... :-)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


I like the micromodular very much, I use it mainly as a vocoder and for some
emulating of old analogue machines (there's a lot of emulated setups
available). But for now, I'm wokring with the Rs7000 ofcourse....

Leon

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: 30 June 2001 22:46
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: I've got an RS7000 !!!

--- In RS7000@y..., "Leon Mols" wrote:
> I live in the Netherlands.......
Ah, i figured that you are in europe. It seems that people in europe
will get the RS much earlier than in USA. There people get told that
the release date will be August...hmmmm...

And yes, it is a very nice machine. It fits
> nicely in my almost completely Yamaha setup (CS2x, CS6x, Rm1x, A5000
> sampler, FS1R, Mu100R, 2x UX256 midi interface, D24 digital
recorder, plus a
> Clavia Micromod and an Alesis QSR) (Ok, the Rm1x will be going, I
guess).

Hey, NICE setup. I have a FS1r too, also AN1x, Nanoloop, Phonic
MM1002 and hopefully by the end of the week after next week RS7000 ;)
Still i have to buy a new PC with a nice Terratec EWX, to run
Waldorf´s Attack (for the freakier drumsounds, though the Nanoloop
delivers some nice LoFi ones).

How do you like the MicroMod? I am thinking about getting one later
on.

| 705|680|2001-07-01 11:58:07|synthe. labo|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|

>BTW, I read in the manual that in pattern mode, patterns can be
>*triggered* with the keyboard buttons. Is this an RM1x thing? It's
>not available on the QY700.

yes, this is one of the BEST thing on rm1-x
you can quantize it so the pattern do 4 turns, or not quantize it and you 
can play with your fingers in time, do rolls on the start of the pattern or 
trigger the beginnings from another machine to do cut-up things...rm1 
revolution as i said mails before ;)

ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 706|706|2001-07-01 22:02:10|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K "RAVE & RANT" CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K "RAVE & RANT" CHAT 

Date: Sunday, July 8, 2001 
Time: 9:00PM - 5:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Now that the RS7000 is falling into the hands of it's users --
it's time to start more dialogue amongst it's owners. 

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000. This will be a good time to get to know everyone --
and hopefully all 200+ members will join in!

Hope to see you there.
| 708|664|2001-07-02 02:39:25|synthe. labo|Re: RS7000 was shipped by YAMAHA to stores on Monday . Best pricing!|

>Well, I've seen PLAID twice now, and will again in about another month [w/
>Squarepusher] and they use their Laptops. I've seen many acts where they 
>use
>a rackmounted computer.

well, about everyone from Warp and Rephlex use a laptop on live, they are 
all pc maniacs
i know that Plaid use a lot also Nord Modular, as well as Autechre
the last Plaid is fantastic!
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 709|709|2001-07-02 03:00:41|synthe. labo|first RS7000's|
hello,
i've listened now my distributor in centre italy and he told me that my rs7k 
will NOT play the styles or songs: all the sounds of all tracks are assigned 
to "mute", so you have to assign them by yourself looking at the manual, i 
think, if you want to listen to demos and preset styles.
the machine is ready to do all, obviously you can listen/do everything with 
all new 1000 sounds, but these first units (my distributor has 3 of them, 
the others will arrive in september) have these little problems, absolutely 
not bugs in O.S. or similar, but no preview
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
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| 710|693|2001-07-02 13:16:58|synthe. labo|Re: Digest Number 90|

>After all...what's the REAL reason people are creative????

not to make money...
creativity and money go separately
money go hand in hand with celebrity
these days the 'originators' of 'successful' cultural products inevitably 
end up on television, and so it is no longer necessary to contest 
classifications such as genius
in the make-believe world of the mass media, there is an endless parade of 
interchangeable celebrities and these celebrities are by definition stupid
self-obsession is the nature of celebrity and the celebrity is 'everyman' 
reduced to an electronic flicker

>To woo and attract others! ;-)

really....

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 711|711|2001-07-04 03:18:00|synthe. labo|rs7k at home!|
hello,
finally i have my rs7000 at home!
yesterday i tried 2 hours so here are my first impressions.
the number of styles it seems to me that is 64 total, so yamaha didn't put 
inside the presets to play when you open the machine; you have to go to the 
2nd page of pattern and select the style, the prhase, and you'll have all 
the presets, but no as it was on rm1-x that you switched on and you had all 
your styles to listen to.
the rs7000 comes with a cd of a restricted version of sonic foundry acid, 
probably to help you to do loops to sample in the machine, and a cd of tips, 
styles of rs7000; i listened to 2 audio tracks of this one and i think it's 
a mixture between some sounds, presets of rs7000 and some examples of time 
slice of loops and fx; it's a cd rom so probably you can load styles from 
it, don't know, didn't experimented yet.
so the machine:
first thing i noticed is the loads of filters to tweak a sound, i had the 
impression that it's a sort of improovement similar to the one from mc-303 
to mc-505, the paragon is well made; i stayed half an hour only to tweak a 
bass sound more and more impressed by the fact that you can alterate hardly 
a preset sound; the cutoff/resonance has now a 'frequence' selection, and 
this allows you to obtain 1 thousand more possibilities respect the rm1-x 
cut/res;
the lfo is icredible, i love that thing that twist every sound; more knobs 
for real time applying of fx, groove things like the ones on rm1-x (all 
programmable), so you can stay a long time on a sound while playing.
what i love is the eg 4 knobs of classic attack, release, decay, sustain in 
ya face with no sub menu; i use them every time to obtain those basses with 
a high attack that comes from the underground, and i obtained a good bass 
yesterday with a preset sound, twisting the cut/res and adding a lot of 
sustain and a big attack: really usable and high quality for a groovebox!
the 2 dynamic pads works really well; by now i know only that you press the 
keybord etc to assign a nd play, but there will be many more function 
related; anyway they seems to me very professional like mpc one, no shit 
here.
one bad point is the total grey overture that is plastic...i would have 
preferred a metal one ,like a microwave XT, but the machine is just heave by 
itself...
one awesome feature (for me, obviously) are the global fx applied to the 
hole mixing: you have 'dj oriented ones' (i hate this word, what does it 
mean...?!@); you have the 4 knobs and the bottom to add or not; great for 
instant breaks, or to twist in long time, really useful; everyone is good, 
really; the v-distortion is incredible cause you have a knob that twist the 
sound from 'normal' distortion to full bass dist to crunch plastic similar 
to a noise one, great for those things like hardcore, hardjungle; another 
knob cut the lo-frequencies so you have this filter also in distortion; the 
isolator does the work perfecly, i mean you don't need something external 
like filterfactory or similar!!!; lo-fi is lo-fi, well done, usable; slice 
is so fun and perfect; global delay is a monster, you can do everything, 
more than the global del. on electribe series;
the only thing that is a pity, is the fact that these awesome global fx 
can't be applied only to some parts (well, i didn't read the manal 
yet...maybe a good surprise), but they twist all the mix, so, for example, a 
hyper distortion on kick and snare is good, but on everything from bass to 
pads is pure noise without sense; you have to make your breaks muting and 
playing in realtime.
my impression is that the machine has been made to work really mostly in 
real time, since some function are available only in pattern mode, like loop 
remix and the recalling of mute scenes...
ahhh, another thing added from rm1-x: there are 5 buttons with store/recall 
control, that allows you to save in realtime all muting and knobs setting to 
recall them on the fly, but i didn't understoudt well how does it works 
really this thing; i think it's another add to monster sequencing 
capabilities.
the sounds:
i had no time to listen really to sounds cause i've been involved with 
filters and fx :) , and also it's not as it was on rm1-x, now you have to 
press record button to access to every kit to choose from (well, i'm sure 
it's not only this way, but in 2 hours i used this one, that was the one in 
the first pages of manual, cause yamaha 'constrict' you to follow the manual 
initially to play things, so i did that...).
i listened some sounds of rm1-x so i suppose that all rm1-x or almost all is 

http://www.hotmail.com/


IN the rs7000; listened to good drums sounds and some great pads that could 
be for sure on a specific synthetizer; looking at the names of sounds in the 
manal i discovered a lot of rm1-x one + many many new, so i think the 
integration between the 2 machines can be full.
an acciden occurred yesterday, cause i put on all phrases of a style, so it 
was complete, 16 parts, and i started tweaking every sound with long 
sustain, decays, echo, lfo's etc etc, and about at the 5th hardly twisted 
sounds the machine crashed brutally so i had to swith off and restart; this 
is exacly the same as in mc-505: these machines has a big capacity to 
transform sounds and add heavy (for the momory) things like long 
sustain/decay and long echoes, so you have to be alert not to over abuse 
these possibilities, as in every other things like also soft synth like 
fruity loops, where if you add too much distortion + long echo + sustain 
+others things, it goes in outburst or crashes.
after a min. i realized that I tweaked too much, but the machine work well, 
sure!
i didn't sample anything, so on this side i can't tell about...
what impress me more is the fact that all these things can be done on loops 
and samples, so the possibilities are almost endless!
now is brighter the fact of the max number of samples allowed at the same 
time: it's a prevent from crashes, cause you can do EVERYTHING on a sample 
exacly as on an internal sound, by far more and more power respect an mpc.
that's all now.
it's funny that my distributor told me now that has arrived also the 
machinedrum, so i'll have my set-up done quick, but i'll have to 'study' a 
lot to have big confidence with the 3 machines of my house proda: rs7k, 
machinedrum, nord modular....+ all that things about audio card luna II, 
cubase, etc etc..ahhhhhhhhhh
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 712|711|2001-07-04 03:18:39|synthe. labo|rs7k at home!|
hello,
finally i have my rs7000 at home!
yesterday i tried 2 hours so here are my first impressions.
the number of styles it seems to me that is 64 total, so yamaha didn't put 
inside the presets to play when you open the machine; you have to go to the 
2nd page of pattern and select the style, the prhase, and you'll have all 
the presets, but no as it was on rm1-x that you switched on and you had all 
your styles to listen to.
the rs7000 comes with a cd of a restricted version of sonic foundry acid, 
probably to help you to do loops to sample in the machine, and a cd of tips, 
styles of rs7000; i listened to 2 audio tracks of this one and i think it's 
a mixture between some sounds, presets of rs7000 and some examples of time 
slice of loops and fx; it's a cd rom so probably you can load styles from 
it, don't know, didn't experimented yet.
so the machine:
first thing i noticed is the loads of filters to tweak a sound, i had the 
impression that it's a sort of improovement similar to the one from mc-303 
to mc-505, the paragon is well made; i stayed half an hour only to tweak a 
bass sound more and more impressed by the fact that you can alterate hardly 
a preset sound; the cutoff/resonance has now a 'frequence' selection, and 
this allows you to obtain 1 thousand more possibilities respect the rm1-x 
cut/res;
the lfo is icredible, i love that thing that twist every sound; more knobs 
for real time applying of fx, groove things like the ones on rm1-x (all 
programmable), so you can stay a long time on a sound while playing.
what i love is the eg 4 knobs of classic attack, release, decay, sustain in 
ya face with no sub menu; i use them every time to obtain those basses with 
a high attack that comes from the underground, and i obtained a good bass 
yesterday with a preset sound, twisting the cut/res and adding a lot of 
sustain and a big attack: really usable and high quality for a groovebox!
the 2 dynamic pads works really well; by now i know only that you press the 
keybord etc to assign a nd play, but there will be many more function 
related; anyway they seems to me very professional like mpc one, no shit 
here.
one bad point is the total grey overture that is plastic...i would have 
preferred a metal one ,like a microwave XT, but the machine is just heave by 
itself...
one awesome feature (for me, obviously) are the global fx applied to the 
hole mixing: you have 'dj oriented ones' (i hate this word, what does it 
mean...?!@); you have the 4 knobs and the bottom to add or not; great for 
instant breaks, or to twist in long time, really useful; everyone is good, 
really; the v-distortion is incredible cause you have a knob that twist the 
sound from 'normal' distortion to full bass dist to crunch plastic similar 
to a noise one, great for those things like hardcore, hardjungle; another 
knob cut the lo-frequencies so you have this filter also in distortion; the 
isolator does the work perfecly, i mean you don't need something external 
like filterfactory or similar!!!; lo-fi is lo-fi, well done, usable; slice 
is so fun and perfect; global delay is a monster, you can do everything, 
more than the global del. on electribe series;
the only thing that is a pity, is the fact that these awesome global fx 
can't be applied only to some parts (well, i didn't read the manal 
yet...maybe a good surprise), but they twist all the mix, so, for example, a 
hyper distortion on kick and snare is good, but on everything from bass to 
pads is pure noise without sense; you have to make your breaks muting and 
playing in realtime.
my impression is that the machine has been made to work really mostly in 
real time, since some function are available only in pattern mode, like loop 
remix and the recalling of mute scenes...
ahhh, another thing added from rm1-x: there are 5 buttons with store/recall 
control, that allows you to save in realtime all muting and knobs setting to 
recall them on the fly, but i didn't understoudt well how does it works 
really this thing; i think it's another add to monster sequencing 
capabilities.
the sounds:
i had no time to listen really to sounds cause i've been involved with 
filters and fx :) , and also it's not as it was on rm1-x, now you have to 
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press record button to access to every kit to choose from (well, i'm sure 
it's not only this way, but in 2 hours i used this one, that was the one in 
the first pages of manual, cause yamaha 'constrict' you to follow the manual 
initially to play things, so i did that...).
i listened some sounds of rm1-x so i suppose that all rm1-x or almost all is 
IN the rs7000; listened to good drums sounds and some great pads that could 
be for sure on a specific synthetizer; looking at the names of sounds in the 
manal i discovered a lot of rm1-x one + many many new, so i think the 
integration between the 2 machines can be full.
an acciden occurred yesterday, cause i put on all phrases of a style, so it 
was complete, 16 parts, and i started tweaking every sound with long 
sustain, decays, echo, lfo's etc etc, and about at the 5th hardly twisted 
sounds the machine crashed brutally so i had to swith off and restart; this 
is exacly the same as in mc-505: these machines has a big capacity to 
transform sounds and add heavy (for the momory) things like long 
sustain/decay and long echoes, so you have to be alert not to over abuse 
these possibilities, as in every other things like also soft synth like 
fruity loops, where if you add too much distortion + long echo + sustain 
+others things, it goes in outburst or crashes.
after a min. i realized that I tweaked too much, but the machine work well, 
sure!
i didn't sample anything, so on this side i can't tell about...
what impress me more is the fact that all these things can be done on loops 
and samples, so the possibilities are almost endless!
now is brighter the fact of the max number of samples allowed at the same 
time: it's a prevent from crashes, cause you can do EVERYTHING on a sample 
exacly as on an internal sound, by far more and more power respect an mpc.
that's all now.
it's funny that my distributor told me now that has arrived also the 
machinedrum, so i'll have my set-up done quick, but i'll have to 'study' a 
lot to have big confidence with the 3 machines of my house proda: rs7k, 
machinedrum, nord modular....+ all that things about audio card luna II, 
cubase, etc etc..ahhhhhhhhhh
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 713|680|2001-07-04 07:53:08|jtonna|Re: ok...the first impression about the RS7k|

>The pattern can play while you do Grid Step Programming but to get
>out that mode, you have stop the pattern play.

so to be absolutely sure, you press rec and play twice in the grid mode,
you ear the other tracks playing as you put your snares, hats or synth
notes on 16th steps of one track , you ear everything, correct your
programming during the playing of the pattern and then you have to stop the
recording to go back to pattern play mode ?

is it possible to change track without stopping the recording ?

Thank you

Jean
| 714|714|2001-07-05 04:10:34|Thomas|Prices for Smart Media Cards|
I checked a few online-stores and it´s partly ridiculous what music-
dealer want for a 8MB SmartMedia Card.

I would suggest to go to an electronic-part-dealer and purchase there 
your SmartMedia cards for the RS7k. 

I found a mail-order service for electronics in Germany that sells 
32MB SmartMedia cards for 69.90DM (German Marks). Some music dealer 
want the same for 8MB cards....
| 715|714|2001-07-05 04:33:08|synthe. labo|Re: Prices for Smart Media Cards|

>I checked a few online-stores and it´s partly ridiculous what music-
>dealer want for a 8MB SmartMedia Card.
>
>I would suggest to go to an electronic-part-dealer and purchase there
>your SmartMedia cards for the RS7k.
>
>I found a mail-order service for electronics in Germany that sells
>32MB SmartMedia cards for 69.90DM (German Marks). Some music dealer
>want the same for 8MB cards....

well, with the rs7000 yamaha gives you a card...i think of 8 mb...
anyway, smart media are really expensive; i bought mine for the ES-1 that is 
16mb at 120.000 LIRE, that is really a lot of money if you think to storege 
devices like zip disks...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 716|716|2001-07-05 09:18:09|stearnsthomas@hotmail.com|rmx newbie question|
Hi there,

I just got my RMx today and i am having a lot of fun but am stuck on 
one thing...

I am writing a tune on U25 (sec A) which is 8 measures in length. 
I want to copy the drum part (part 2) from sec A to sec B.
I can do it fine using copy part but when i edit the drums on sec B 
it changes the drums on sec A as well which i don't want it to do.

I assume it's something like cubases ghost parts. Is there a way to 
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copy the data over without this problem....

Any help greatly appreciated....
| 717|717|2001-07-05 13:53:43|Jayson Barrons|IMPORTANT: everyone read now.|
Ok, for some reason, many of you are replying to messages with the 
reply going to owner/moderators of this list.

can we please stop this?

I'm not trying to be a tyrant, but i'm in web only mode, and its 
getting bothersome having emails from this list coming into my 
already cluttered inbox. I enjoy reading the posts in web mode.

Thank you very much for listening to my crabby ass.
| 718|711|2001-07-05 17:05:54|jtonna|Re: rs7k at home!|
ut sense; you have to make your breaks muting and

>playing in realtime.
>my impression is that the machine has been made to work really mostly in
>real time, since some function are available only in pattern mode, like loop
>remix and the recalling of mute scenes...

it seems that mute scenes can be recorded in the pattern-chain mode

>ahhh, another thing added from rm1-x: there are 5 buttons with store/recall
>control, that allows you to save in realtime all muting and knobs setting to
>recall them on the fly, but i didn't understoudt well how does it works
>really this thing; i think it's another add to monster sequencing
>capabilities.

| 719|711|2001-07-05 17:06:19|jtonna|Re: rs7k at home!|
Hello,

Happy to hear good news, may you please test the simultaneous recording of
MIDI data and audio (8 tracks of MIDI and one track of sampling) in
pattern (if multiple recording is possible) or in song mode (where multiple
is possible) ?

Thank you

Jean

>hello,
>finally i have my rs7000 at home!
>yesterday i tried 2 hours so here are my first impressions.
>the number of styles it seems to me that is 64 total, so yamaha didn't put
>inside the presets to play when you open the machine; you have to go to the
>2nd page of pattern and select the style, the prhase, and you'll have all
>the presets, but no as it was on rm1-x that you switched on and you had all
>your styles to listen to.
>the rs7000 comes with a cd of a restricted version of sonic foundry acid,
>probably to help you to do loops to sample in the machine, and a cd of tips,
>styles of rs7000; i listened to 2 audio tracks of this one and i think it's
>a mixture between some sounds, presets of rs7000 and some examples of time
>slice of loops and fx; it's a cd rom so probably you can load styles from
>it, don't know, didn't experimented yet.
>so the machine:
>first thing i noticed is the loads of filters to tweak a sound, i had the
>impression that it's a sort of improovement similar to the one from mc-303
>to mc-505, the paragon is well made; i stayed half an hour only to tweak a
>bass sound more and more impressed by the fact that you can alterate hardly
>a preset sound; the cutoff/resonance has now a 'frequence' selection, and
>this allows you to obtain 1 thousand more possibilities respect the rm1-x
>cut/res;
>the lfo is icredible, i love that thing that twist every sound; more knobs
>for real time applying of fx, groove things like the ones on rm1-x (all
>programmable), so you can stay a long time on a sound while playing.
>what i love is the eg 4 knobs of classic attack, release, decay, sustain in
>ya face with no sub menu; i use them every time to obtain those basses with
>a high attack that comes from the underground, and i obtained a good bass
>yesterday with a preset sound, twisting the cut/res and adding a lot of
>sustain and a big attack: really usable and high quality for a groovebox!
>the 2 dynamic pads works really well; by now i know only that you press the
>keybord etc to assign a nd play, but there will be many more function
>related; anyway they seems to me very professional like mpc one, no shit
>here.
>one bad point is the total grey overture that is plastic...i would have
>preferred a metal one ,like a microwave XT, but the machine is just heave by
>itself...
>one awesome feature (for me, obviously) are the global fx applied to the
>hole mixing: you have 'dj oriented ones' (i hate this word, what does it
>mean...?!@); you have the 4 knobs and the bottom to add or not; great for
>instant breaks, or to twist in long time, really useful; everyone is good,
>really; the v-distortion is incredible cause you have a knob that twist the
>sound from 'normal' distortion to full bass dist to crunch plastic similar
>to a noise one, great for those things like hardcore, hardjungle; another
>knob cut the lo-frequencies so you have this filter also in distortion; the



>isolator does the work perfecly, i mean you don't need something external
>like filterfactory or similar!!!; lo-fi is lo-fi, well done, usable; slice
>is so fun and perfect; global delay is a monster, you can do everything,
>more than the global del. on electribe series;
>the only thing that is a pity, is the fact that these awesome global fx
>can't be applied only to some parts (well, i didn't read the manal
>yet...maybe a good surprise), but they twist all the mix, so, for example, a
>hyper distortion on kick and snare is good, but on everything from bass to
>pads is pure noise without sense; you have to make your breaks muting and
>playing in realtime.
>my impression is that the machine has been made to work really mostly in
>real time, since some function are available only in pattern mode, like loop
>remix and the recalling of mute scenes...
>ahhh, another thing added from rm1-x: there are 5 buttons with store/recall
>control, that allows you to save in realtime all muting and knobs setting to
>recall them on the fly, but i didn't understoudt well how does it works
>really this thing; i think it's another add to monster sequencing
>capabilities.
>the sounds:
>i had no time to listen really to sounds cause i've been involved with
>filters and fx :) , and also it's not as it was on rm1-x, now you have to
>press record button to access to every kit to choose from (well, i'm sure
>it's not only this way, but in 2 hours i used this one, that was the one in
>the first pages of manual, cause yamaha 'constrict' you to follow the manual
>initially to play things, so i did that...).
>i listened some sounds of rm1-x so i suppose that all rm1-x or almost all is
>IN the rs7000; listened to good drums sounds and some great pads that could
>be for sure on a specific synthetizer; looking at the names of sounds in the
>manal i discovered a lot of rm1-x one + many many new, so i think the
>integration between the 2 machines can be full.
>an acciden occurred yesterday, cause i put on all phrases of a style, so it
>was complete, 16 parts, and i started tweaking every sound with long
>sustain, decays, echo, lfo's etc etc, and about at the 5th hardly twisted
>sounds the machine crashed brutally so i had to swith off and restart; this
>is exacly the same as in mc-505: these machines has a big capacity to
>transform sounds and add heavy (for the momory) things like long
>sustain/decay and long echoes, so you have to be alert not to over abuse
>these possibilities, as in every other things like also soft synth like
>fruity loops, where if you add too much distortion + long echo + sustain
>+others things, it goes in outburst or crashes.
>after a min. i realized that I tweaked too much, but the machine work well,
>sure!
>i didn't sample anything, so on this side i can't tell about...
>what impress me more is the fact that all these things can be done on loops
>and samples, so the possibilities are almost endless!
>now is brighter the fact of the max number of samples allowed at the same
>time: it's a prevent from crashes, cause you can do EVERYTHING on a sample
>exacly as on an internal sound, by far more and more power respect an mpc.
>that's all now.
>it's funny that my distributor told me now that has arrived also the
>machinedrum, so i'll have my set-up done quick, but i'll have to 'study' a
>lot to have big confidence with the 3 machines of my house proda: rs7k,
>machinedrum, nord modular....+ all that things about audio card luna II,
>cubase, etc etc..ahhhhhhhhhh
>ciao-marco
>_________________________________________________________________________
>Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>
>
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>
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>
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>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
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>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 720|711|2001-07-05 17:07:02|jtonna|Re: rs7k at home!|

>one awesome feature (for me, obviously) are the global fx applied to the
>hole mixing: you have 'dj oriented ones' (i hate this word, what does it
>mean...?!@); you have the 4 knobs and the bottom to add or not; great for
>instant breaks, or to twist in long time, really useful; everyone is good,
>really; the v-distortion is incredible cause you have a knob that twist the
>sound from 'normal' distortion to full bass dist to crunch plastic similar
>to a noise one, great for those things like hardcore, hardjungle; another
>knob cut the lo-frequencies so you have this filter also in distortion; the
>isolator does the work perfecly, i mean you don't need something external
>like filterfactory or similar!!!; lo-fi is lo-fi, well done, usable; slice
>is so fun and perfect; global delay is a monster, you can do everything,
>more than the global del. on electribe series;
>the only thing that is a pity, is the fact that these awesome global fx
>can't be applied only to some parts (well, i didn't read the manal
>yet...maybe a good surprise),
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p.313-314 of the manual , all the master FX are available as variation FX
too, something to test...

J.
| 721|721|2001-07-05 17:07:35|jtonna|RS7000 SCSI save|
page 124 of manual, save data processing, a picture shows the display and
you can read CRW842, it's 8424S (see page 131), and the CRW8424S is a
CDrecorder, does it mean that you can save your RS7000 data to a writable
CD?

Jean
| 722|722|2001-07-06 00:44:59|LOIODICE Cédric|AIEB2 I/O|
If some one have information about the new assignable output AIEB2 I/O card
for the RS7000?
When it will be available in shop?

Thanks

Cedre

excuse me for my bad english!!!
| 723|711|2001-07-06 01:44:54|synthe. labo|Re: rs7k at home!|

>Hello,
>
>
>Happy to hear good news, may you please test the simultaneous recording of
>MIDI data and audio (8 tracks of MIDI and one track of sampling) in
>pattern (if multiple recording is possible) or in song mode (where multiple
>is possible) ?

hello!
whell, i'll do as i can...
yesterday (...:) i discovered that the smart media card that yamaha gives 
with rs7k contains also the demo styles and song....i'm fucked up :)
so yesterday i listened to some of them: really good as well, high quality, 
a lot of rm1-x sounds + some new; an abuse of filters and the cut/res with 
the 6 filters (that's incredible how this can change completely a 
sound...you can make a pattern with rolls kicks on 6 tracks and than act on 
cut/res + filters and you'll have percussions from an hardcore kick, sounds 
like bells...).
i foud some sampled loops, so i made what interesed me more: the realtime 
lopp remix:
you have this window with the number of remix (presets, that are manyyyyyyy) 
and other things that will be your own creation, and select the remix, you 
see visually the loop brocken into parts; switch the f1 button and 
instantaneily the remix is applied; it's a monster!!!
you can save it, so it will remein remixed, or you can don't care of the 
remix made and try another previewing it with the swithch and than... 
another remix!!! you can go on for half an hour if you save (the word is 
"create") the remixes then jump to other tracks to mute, act with fx and 
filters, and return to remix and act again;
the loop remixed can be passed throught ALL the realtime knobs and sub menu 
treatment of the machine, here comes the monster!!!
don't know how all this wiull be supportedas i see that it's a big amount of 
work for the memoty to do this, so i think you'll can't do this on plus 
loops remixed in the same style, but buy nowi really don't know, i have to 
try, read, too many things :)
the styles in the card are divide in 2 blocks; i loaded block 1, that have 
some shitty (for me, obvs.) trance, housy things; i listed also; i jumped 
then on D&B things, and they are awesome, the d&b tek style and d&b cyber 
one are great...
so that's all
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 724|711|2001-07-06 01:46:18|synthe. labo|Re: rs7k at home!|

> >the only thing that is a pity, is the fact that these awesome global fx
> >can't be applied only to some parts (well, i didn't read the manal
> >yet...maybe a good surprise),
>
>
>
>p.313-314 of the manual , all the master FX are available as variation FX
>too, something to test...

ahh, what a good news!!!
i have to read, try...
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 725|711|2001-07-06 01:50:52|synthe. labo|Re: rs7k at home!|

>ut sense; you have to make your breaks muting and
> >playing in realtime.
> >my impression is that the machine has been made to work really mostly in
> >real time, since some function are available only in pattern mode, like 
>loop
> >remix and the recalling of mute scenes...
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>
>it seems that mute scenes can be recorded in the pattern-chain mode

yes, you are right, i think that the mute things can be fixed also in song 
mode...
the loop remix in real time no; you can save you loop remixed as a loop, so 
use it, but not all the twistings knobs on loops for remix in songs, i think 
from the manual....
yes, i referred most to the fact that you have so muck filters and knobs to 
twist, fx, global ones, that i think the whole thing is suited best to be 
manipulated on realtime than static song created, but it's an impression;
when i'll listen to song i'm sure this will blow me off
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 726|711|2001-07-06 05:22:01|jtonna|Re: rs7k at home!|

>> >the only thing that is a pity, is the fact that these awesome global fx
>> >can't be applied only to some parts (well, i didn't read the manal
>> >yet...maybe a good surprise),
>>
>>
>>
>>p.313-314 of the manual , all the master FX are available as variation FX
>>too, something to test...
>
>ahh, what a good news!!!
>i have to read, try...
>c.marco
>

I know it's a lot of work but if you have time, may you please test these :

1. is the arpeggiator tightly synchronised to the pattern play or
record (on the RM1x it isn't) ?

2.and the beat stretch (same problem on the RM1x) ?

3.is it possible to have more than
one pitch sample on one track ?

4. p.59 of the manual, it's written "you can switch directly between
any of the sections included in a style using the RS7000 keyboard", how ?
is there a way not present on the manual ? ( on the keyboard we have only
A-J switches )

Thank you

Jean
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| 727|711|2001-07-06 05:36:14|jtonna|Re: rs7k at home!|

>yesterday (...:) i discovered that the smart media card that yamaha gives
>with rs7k contains also the demo styles and song....i'm fucked up :)

all the preset/demo styles and sounds weren't already present in the RS ROM
memory ?

on the card you have the demo samples ?

>so yesterday i listened to some of them: really good as well, high quality,
>a lot of rm1-x sounds + some new; an abuse of filters and the cut/res with
>the 6 filters (that's incredible how this can change completely a
>sound...you can make a pattern with rolls kicks on 6 tracks and than act on
>cut/res + filters and you'll have percussions from an hardcore kick, sounds

J.
| 728|711|2001-07-06 06:24:11|synthe. labo|Re: rs7k at home!|
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> >yesterday (...:) i discovered that the smart media card that yamaha gives
> >with rs7k contains also the demo styles and song....i'm fucked up :)
>
>all the preset/demo styles and sounds weren't already present in the RS ROM
>memory ?
>
>on the card you have the demo samples ?

on my rs7k when you switch it on, it's apparently empty;
when you go in pattern mode 2 times, you have the window with the phrases 
and styles, so, as the manual tell you to do, you select and put phrases in 
the tracks and so you build your demos 8the original, but you can mix the 
phrases obviously, as in rm1-x)
don't know if these phrases are ALL the ones that are in the smart media 
card...it seems to me that the smart media contains all, or more styles and 
songs; when you don't load the smart media you have 64 emty styles that can 
be filled by the presets or not; the manual says to try to sample things and 
put into the presets to practize with the machine, so....
don't know if without loading the card you have ALL styles available...
really, i have 1 million of things to do; machinedrum is arriving now, and i 
got my nord mod. back with 3thousands of sounds that wait me to listen :) , 
so i'll learn and do all thing with more relax...
i'm going out for 3 days now for the italian teknival in north est italy
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 729|711|2001-07-06 06:45:52|synthe. labo|Re: rs7k at home!|

> >>p.313-314 of the manual , all the master FX are available as variation 
>FX
> >>too, something to test...
> >
> >ahh, what a good news!!!
> >i have to read, try...
> >c.marco
> >

this is what i've just tested by now:

>
>I know it's a lot of work but if you have time, may you please test these :
>
> 1. is the arpeggiator tightly synchronised to the pattern play or
>record (on the RM1x it isn't) ?

no, it seems to me that it isn't tightly; it is syncronized, but if you want 
perfect timing, i think you have to quantize, exacly as on rm1-x...
i didn't go inside arpeggiator programming, i've only used it with keybord 
button and arpeggiator button (that there wasn't on rm1-x)..
it seems to me it function as in rm1-x: if you record you can program it to 
start with the pattern,so it will be tightly syncro.; if not, you'll 
quantize...

>
> 2.and the beat stretch (same problem on the RM1x) ?

do you mean the not returning at the beginning of the style when you stop 
twisting the knob....?
if it's this, yes, it's the same as in rm1-x (anyway i'm sure that this can 
be correct by internal programming, as the patterns can play 4 notes before 
changing so when you are in midi you'll have no jumps with wrong timing)

the other points below, i couldn't speriment yet
a.s.a.p.
ciao-marco

>
> 3.is it possible to have more than
> one pitch sample on one track ?
>
> 4. p.59 of the manual, it's written "you can switch directly 
>between
>any of the sections included in a style using the RS7000 keyboard", how ?
>is there a way not present on the manual ? ( on the keyboard we have only
>A-J switches )
>
> Thank you
>
> Jean

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 730|730|2001-07-06 09:46:08|jtonna|undo/redo|
you can't undo/redo editing on the sample voices, so it seems important to
have a precise tool to choose the ratio in time stretch and the values in
other jobs (according to the manual p.249 you can't audition the processed
sample before executing the job, and after you can't undo...)

the question to RS owners : is it possible on page 248 TIME STRETCH JOB to
have a ratio like 103.3 (3 ad infinitum) % ? ( it's the stretch ratio to go
from 120 BPM to 124 BPM)

http://www.hotmail.com/
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does "no undo/redo" mean that we have to copy every sample before
processing to be sure that we'll be able to go back if we don't like the
job ?

Thank you

Jean
| 731|731|2001-07-06 15:18:24|synthe. labo|what da hell!!!|
hello,
just before i go to the tekni tomorrow i wanna told you all one thing that 
broke what i've said yesterday:
i'm now raving with rs7000 obviosly without looking at the manual :), so 
maybe this thing is not unknow to you:
the first BRK TRANCE style is all AUDIO, and i'm doing in real time loop 
remixes on 3 diffrent tracks on the same style!!!!
have you understuodt??? the rs7000 supports plus loop remixes on the same 
style!!!
i'm going crazy with this thing, accelerating the bpm to 185, to obtain 
squarepusher nervous breaks, jumping from a track to another, pushing in 
loop remixes one ever the other!!!
and the voice has a big lfo...i'm modulating it and it's a monster thing 
cause if i put a long release or delay and i change style, the voice still 
echoes till the end when the new style is beginning and going on!!!
listening also to the new sounds, and they are very cool, a lot of fantastic 
synth.
if you were still in doubt to get or not this unit, GET IT, it's a 
monster!!!
good weekend
now i'm going
ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 732|732|2001-07-08 01:44:17|Thomas|MIDI Setup? How to do it?|
I know, i know this question: "MIDI Setup, how to do it"? is asked 
quite often. Is there a site or a FAQ which can be downloaded on that 
topic?

I have already AN1x and FS1r connected to each other (sometimes to 
the PC to upload new sounds into the AN1x or FS1r). But i want to 
integrate now the RS7000 and a XBase09.

I figured already that i would be easy to connect the XBase to the 
MIDI-in (as clock-master) of the RS7k, and the two RS7k-Out´s to the 
AN and FS. But...i want to use also the AN as Keyboard for the 
RS...but the MIDI-in is already fitted with the Xbase. Do i connect 
now the AN to the MIDI-in of the XBase and use instead of the MIDI-
out of the XBase (which goes to the MIDI-in of the RS) the MIDI-Thru 
of the XBase? Will i be still able to sync the XBase and RS as 
master/slave?
| 733|733|2001-07-08 09:02:11|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, July 9, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 739|733|2001-07-09 03:02:03|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, July 9, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 741|741|2001-07-09 08:30:32|Robert van der Kamp|RS7k Kit type (sample) voices, outputs & fx|
Is it possible on the RS7k to give a single sound of a built-in drum kit or
kit-type sample voice its own output and fx send levels?

http://www.hotmail.com/


For example, can I send the snare of a built-in drum kit to output 3 and
give the toms some reverb but leave the kick dry?

Or in other words, can I sample a sound, slice it (making it a kit-type sample
voice with a separate sound per midi key) and send slice 1 to another output
then slice 2, and give slice 2 other fx settings then slice 3?

- Robert
| 742|722|2001-07-09 08:40:04|LOIODICE Cédric|AIEB2 I/O|
Someone have information about AIEB2 I/O assignable output optionnal card?

when it will be available ?

Thanks

Cedre
| 746|746|2001-07-09 13:42:33|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or 
RS7000 
or MPC 2000 or ensoniqu ASR pro 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- RM1x + A3000 , 0 votes, 0.00% 
- RM1x + A4000 , 0 votes, 0.00% 
- RS7000, 1 votes, 100.00% 
- MPC 2000 xl, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- ensoniqu ASR pro, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- XL-7 + Sampler, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- XL-7 + Computer, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- ReMOTE + Computer, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- PC + Sampler, 0 votes, 0.00% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 747|746|2001-07-09 13:43:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: If you hadn't purchased the RS7000 
which Hardware sequencer would 
you have chossen? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Sirius, 1 votes, 4.17% 
- XL-7, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- MP-7, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- EM-1, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- MC-505, 1 votes, 4.17% 
- MC-307, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- AKAI MPC2000, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- AKAI MPC2000XL, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- QY700, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- QY100, 1 votes, 4.17% 
- QY70, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- RM1X, 12 votes, 50.00% 
- MOTIF, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- ASR-PRO, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- [OTHER], 0 votes, 0.00% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 748|746|2001-07-09 13:43:20|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: Do you think you will buy / have 
bought the RS7K ? Or will you stick 
with your current sequencer and 
gear? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- No, I will stick with what I have because I cant afford the RS7k, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- No, I will stick with what I have because it is more powerfull than the RS7k, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- No, I will stick with what I have because I'm happy with it, 2 votes, 15.38% 
- What is this RS7k everyone is talking about? I'm off to watch Coronation Street..., 0 votes, 0.00% 
- Yes, RS7k is the way for me, 11 votes, 84.62% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 
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For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 751|746|2001-07-10 00:50:39|mohodisco@yahoo.com|Re: Poll results for RS7000|
This is hilarious...

Lava

--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:
> 
> The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
> final results: 
> 
> 
> POLL QUESTION: RM1x + (A3000 or A40000) or 
> RS7000 
> or MPC 2000 or ensoniqu ASR pro 
> 
> CHOICES AND RESULTS
> - RM1x + A3000 , 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - RM1x + A4000 , 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - RS7000, 1 votes, 100.00% 
> - MPC 2000 xl, 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - ensoniqu ASR pro, 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - XL-7 + Sampler, 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - XL-7 + Computer, 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - ReMOTE + Computer, 0 votes, 0.00% 
> - PC + Sampler, 0 votes, 0.00% 
> 
> 
> 
> For more information about this group, please visit 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 
> 
> For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
> http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/

| 754|754|2001-07-10 03:36:27|Thomas|Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
*hear other tracks play while in grid record mode
*be able to switch between record and play without stopping
*route velocity information to sound parameters
*BPM based timestretching
| 755|755|2001-07-10 07:44:39|Thomas|Yamaha´s reason for using SIMM´s|
Found this on www.motifator.com forum. Someone from Yamaha US 
explains why they used SIMM´s on the MOTIF (so i guess you can also 
extract this to the RS):

"There are two reasons main reasons Yamaha used SIMMs. First, the 
current TG chip ( designed several years ago) was made to interface 
with SIMMs. It ceratinaly would have been possible to design a gate 
array to access DIMMs. This would have raised the cost of Motif. 
There is one other design factor that impacted the decision. The TG 
chip also has maximum limit of 128 MB of memory ( (in 64 MB blocks of 
either ROM or RAM). As Motif has 48 MB of ROM , the maximum capacity 
for RAM on Motif's chip is 64 MB. So even if you could buy a GB of 
DIMM memory very cheaply, you could only use 64 MB of it in Motif. So 
the engineers did not feel it was worth the increased cost given 
other design limitations. The same people who are commenting on our 
choice of SIMMs would porobably have had a few choice words if we 
used DIMMs , but the maximum capacity was limited to 64 MB . 

Given all the design factors ( and these are but two), Yamaha 
engineers made the decision over a year and half ago when the Motif 
hardware spec was decided to go with SIMMs. 

Finally, this 'obsolete' technology is available off the shelf at any 
Best Buy or Fry's . 

If this answers don't satisfy we're sorry, but there is really 
nothing more we can add to the subject."
| 756|756|2001-07-10 09:11:11|alex.udell@autodesk.com|RS7K: Playback and sample external source?|
Hi Guys....

I thought of an important one....and I'm sure it's still going to be several weeks before I can test one of these babiews here in FL...

One of the things I do really like about the ASRX-Pro is the ability to create a pattern...

Play the Pattern and then sample from an external source at the same time....

I consistently will create a break...

Play the break and then sample some scratches...

This is important to me as I need to be able to hear the break to create the scratch patterns with the correct tempo and feel...(works sort of like
overdubbing on a multitrack)

Can anyone verify this function for me on the RS7K?

Thanks,

Al-X
| 759|754|2001-07-10 12:08:41|jtonna|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
you may add :

*undo/redo in sample editing jobs
*16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J)
*a copy/paste job in the phrase editing jobs

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
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Jean

>*hear other tracks play while in grid record mode
>*be able to switch between record and play without stopping
>*route velocity information to sound parameters
>*BPM based timestretching
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 760|755|2001-07-10 12:52:31|mohodisco@yahoo.com|Re: Yamaha´s reason for using SIMM´s|
Heck, that's admirable that they even considered DIMMs. I certainly 
don't know of any sampler/workstation out there using DIMMs, do you?

Lava

> "There are two reasons main reasons Yamaha used SIMMs. First, the 
> current TG chip ( designed several years ago) was made to interface 
> with SIMMs. It ceratinaly would have been possible to design a gate 
> array to access DIMMs. This would have raised the cost of Motif. 
> There is one other design factor that impacted the decision. The TG 
> chip also has maximum limit of 128 MB of memory ( (in 64 MB blocks 

of 

> either ROM or RAM). As Motif has 48 MB of ROM , the maximum 

capacity 

> for RAM on Motif's chip is 64 MB. So even if you could buy a GB of 
> DIMM memory very cheaply, you could only use 64 MB of it in Motif. 

So 

> the engineers did not feel it was worth the increased cost given 
> other design limitations. The same people who are commenting on our 
> choice of SIMMs would porobably have had a few choice words if we 
> used DIMMs , but the maximum capacity was limited to 64 MB . 
> 
> Given all the design factors ( and these are but two), Yamaha 
> engineers made the decision over a year and half ago when the Motif 
> hardware spec was decided to go with SIMMs. 
> 
> Finally, this 'obsolete' technology is available off the shelf at 

any 

> Best Buy or Fry's . 
> 
> If this answers don't satisfy we're sorry, but there is really 
> nothing more we can add to the subject."

| 761|755|2001-07-10 12:52:41|mohodisco@yahoo.com|Re: Yamaha´s reason for using SIMM´s|
Heck, that's admirable that they even considered DIMMs. I certainly 
don't know of any sampler/workstation out there using DIMMs, do you?

Lava

> "There are two reasons main reasons Yamaha used SIMMs. First, the 
> current TG chip ( designed several years ago) was made to interface 
> with SIMMs. It ceratinaly would have been possible to design a gate 
> array to access DIMMs. This would have raised the cost of Motif. 
> There is one other design factor that impacted the decision. The TG 
> chip also has maximum limit of 128 MB of memory ( (in 64 MB blocks 

of 

> either ROM or RAM). As Motif has 48 MB of ROM , the maximum 

capacity 

> for RAM on Motif's chip is 64 MB. So even if you could buy a GB of 
> DIMM memory very cheaply, you could only use 64 MB of it in Motif. 

So 

> the engineers did not feel it was worth the increased cost given 
> other design limitations. The same people who are commenting on our 
> choice of SIMMs would porobably have had a few choice words if we 
> used DIMMs , but the maximum capacity was limited to 64 MB . 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> 
> Given all the design factors ( and these are but two), Yamaha 
> engineers made the decision over a year and half ago when the Motif 
> hardware spec was decided to go with SIMMs. 
> 
> Finally, this 'obsolete' technology is available off the shelf at 

any 

> Best Buy or Fry's . 
> 
> If this answers don't satisfy we're sorry, but there is really 
> nothing more we can add to the subject."

| 762|762|2001-07-10 13:03:16|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Wednesday CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Wednesday CHAT 

Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2001 
Time: All Day

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000.

Hopefully we'll try to meet through out the months of July as
more and more members get their RS7000.
| 763|754|2001-07-10 17:56:19|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> *hear other tracks play while in grid record mode

i agree.

> *be able to switch between record and play without stopping

I AGREE.

> *route velocity information to sound parameters

I A G R E E !

> *BPM based timestretching

HERE HERE! The man in the front! ;) If these changes were to be 
implemented, this box would be a big contender. 

Another small bug that I've found is stuck midi notes (!). Anyone 
else been experiencing this?

Hello to everyone by the way, My name's Dayv (from Australia), and 
this is my first post. A wonderful group here too, by the way, I look 
forward to sharing ideas and comments!

[dayv]
| 764|756|2001-07-10 18:00:55|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: RS7K: Playback and sample external source?|

> This is important to me as I need to be able to hear the break to 

create the scratch patterns with the correct tempo and feel...(works 
sort of like overdubbing on a multitrack)

You can definetly here all of the tracks in the current pattern when 
recording your samples (I had to wear headphones when recording 
through a mike). This functionality is also in place since the rs7k 
samples a hit and places a midi note at the position sampled to play 
the sample back. Therefore, the other tracks are used in a type of 
metronome fashion for taking the sample down at a particular position.

[dayv]
| 765|754|2001-07-10 18:02:51|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|

> *a copy/paste job in the phrase editing jobs

Can't you already copy from one phrase to another? Is this what you 
mean?

[dayv]
| 766|766|2001-07-10 21:05:22|Matt|RM1x .r1p posts?|
The (former?) RM1x Project used to post .r1p and .r1s files for 
people to listen to, d/l, and expand on. Is there another site where 
users are posting their stuff?
| 767|754|2001-07-10 22:50:25|Thomas|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., dayv@o... wrote:

> Another small bug that I've found is stuck midi notes (!). Anyone 
> else been experiencing this?



Hmmmm...could you describe this a little bit more, please? Maybe you 
have too much going on the machine...just a guess.
| 769|746|2001-07-11 00:30:47|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: What kind of music do you make with your 
RS7000 or other music gear? You can vote for 
more than one. 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Trance, 12 votes, 9.84% 
- Electronika, 14 votes, 11.48% 
- Drum'N'Bass, 9 votes, 7.38% 
- Ambient, 11 votes, 9.02% 
- World Musik, 4 votes, 3.28% 
- Gabber, 1 votes, 0.82% 
- Industrial, 7 votes, 5.74% 
- Noise, 3 votes, 2.46% 
- Rock, 2 votes, 1.64% 
- House, 15 votes, 12.30% 
- Techno, 17 votes, 13.93% 
- Funk, 5 votes, 4.10% 
- Hip-Hop, 9 votes, 7.38% 
- R&B, 4 votes, 3.28% 
- [OTHER], 9 votes, 7.38% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 770|2|2001-07-11 01:01:02|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

Which of these topics, would be 
"most" important for an RS7000 OS 
(wishlist-esq) update. 

o UNDO/REDO function 
o Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 
o Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 
o Route velocity information to sound parameters 
o 16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 
o PC & MAC editor. 
o Connection for a 250mb ZIP drive. 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 771|771|2001-07-11 06:22:59|Robert van der Kamp|RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
Hi all.

Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?

Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.

Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.

This IS possible on the Motif, but I cannot find it described
in the RS manual.

CAN THIS BE DONE?????

If not, this might be the end of my RS7k affair. :((

Can this be done on the RM1x?

Thanks,
Robert
| 772|771|2001-07-11 06:50:31|synthe. labo|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

>Hi all.
>
>Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
>edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
>
>Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
>give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
>kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
>*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
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>
>Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
>the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
>fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.

well, for the sliced sample, i think it's possible to treat each part 
separately with fx, filters etc etc find casually a part of the manual 
telling this, but the manual.... i don't know when you come to the separate 
outputs...

>
>This IS possible on the Motif, but I cannot find it described
>in the RS manual.
>
>CAN THIS BE DONE?????
>
>If not, this might be the end of my RS7k affair. :((
>
>Can this be done on the RM1x?

on rm1-x no, i couldn't do this: if i put a cutoff/res. on a kick, it 
influences also the snare etc in the same kit/part.
think also about the fact that if your problem concearn ex. 2 sounds of a 
kit/part and not 10 (ex. you want the kick with a special cut/res and a bit 
of overdrive AND the clap on the same kit only with reverb), you can assign 
the same kit to 2 parts;
if you put on another part the same kit, well this time you can apply 
another type of fx and filter, so all your problems can be solved (you use 
only 1 more part of the 16 parts, but they are 16!!!:)
...obviously if you want all different treatments on loads of sounds all 
from the same kit (!!!...this is not normal..:), well, you'll loose too many 
parts on the 16 available with this method...
anyway now we are talking about preset kits, also on rm1-x.
on sliced samples it's different
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 773|771|2001-07-11 06:54:01|synthe. labo|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

>Hi all.
>
>Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
>edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
>
>Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
>give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
>kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
>*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.
>
>Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
>the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
>fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.

well, for the sliced sample, i think it's possible to treat each part 
separately with fx, filters etc etc find casually a part of the manual 
telling this, but the manual.... i don't know when you come to the separate 
outputs...

>
>This IS possible on the Motif, but I cannot find it described
>in the RS manual.
>
>CAN THIS BE DONE?????
>
>If not, this might be the end of my RS7k affair. :((
>
>Can this be done on the RM1x?

on rm1-x no, i couldn't do this: if i put a cutoff/res. on a kick, it 
influences also the snare etc in the same kit/part.
think also about the fact that if your problem concearn ex. 2 sounds of a 
kit/part and not 10 (ex. you want the kick with a special cut/res and a bit 
of overdrive AND the clap on the same kit only with reverb), you can assign 
the same kit to 2 parts;
if you put on another part the same kit, well this time you can apply 
another type of fx and filter, so all your problems can be solved (you use 
only 1 more part of the 16 parts, but they are 16!!!:)
...obviously if you want all different treatments on loads of sounds all 
from the same kit (!!!...this is not normal..:), well, you'll loose too many 
parts on the 16 available with this method...
believe me: you won't need to have so many different treatment on the same 
kit of rs7000...if you force yourself you'll need max 3 different filters or 
similar, cause there are so many high quality sounds.
anyway now we are talking about preset kits, also on rm1-x.
on sliced samples it's different
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 774|771|2001-07-11 07:07:57|synthe. labo|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
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to summarize:
i don't feel too much this problem cause of the 16 parts...
if you want, you can put nthe same kit on every part of the 16 (a nonsense, 
but as an example).
if, more normally, you put for ex. jungle kit on part1, on part 2 and also 
3, you can put your fx on what you want on part 1 and go on till part 3; -> 
you'll have the same kit, but with sound treated with different filters, fx, 
etc, AND also with differen outputs.

> >Hi all.
> >
> >Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
> >edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
> >
> >Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> >give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> >kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> >*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 775|771|2001-07-11 07:10:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

> >Hi all.
> >
> >Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
> >edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
> >
> >Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> >give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> >kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> >*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.
> >
> >Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
> >the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
> >fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.
>
> well, for the sliced sample, i think it's possible to treat each part
> separately with fx, filters etc etc

Really? I would be sooo happy if this is indeed the case.
It would mean that I still can buy the RS. :))
Can you PLEASE tell me where in the manual (the page number)
this is explained?

> find casually a part of the manual
> telling this, but the manual.... i don't know when you come to
> the separate outputs...

Maybe this is only possible in the software when the output
board is installed.

> >Can this be done on the RM1x?
>
> on rm1-x no, i couldn't do this: if i put a cutoff/res. on a kick, it
> influences also the snare etc in the same kit/part.

Hmm.

> think also about the fact that if your problem concearn ex. 2 sounds of a
> kit/part and not 10 (ex. you want the kick with a special cut/res
> and a bit
> of overdrive AND the clap on the same kit only with reverb), you
> can assign
> the same kit to 2 parts;

Sure, but it takes extra tracks as well as it takes additional
midi event management (a phrase with only the kit, another phrase
with only the clap). Lots of extra work and 16 tracks is already
not too many, imo.

> if you put on another part the same kit, well this time you can apply
> another type of fx and filter, so all your problems can be solved
> (you use
> only 1 more part of the 16 parts, but they are 16!!!:)

> ...obviously if you want all different treatments on loads of sounds all
> from the same kit (!!!...this is not normal..:), well, you'll
> loose too many
> parts on the 16 available with this method...

Exactly, that's my problem. That, and the extra midi event management.

> anyway now we are talking about preset kits, also on rm1-x.
> on sliced samples it's different

http://www.hotmail.com/


So you're really sure that sliced samples support fx send levels
and filter/EG editing per slice on the same track? PLEASE SHOW
ME HOW THIS IS DONE. Where in the manual is this described??

Sorry for nagging, but this is very important for me.

Cheers,
Robert
| 776|771|2001-07-11 07:11:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

> to summarize:
> i don't feel too much this problem cause of the 16 parts...
> if you want, you can put nthe same kit on every part of the 16 (a
> nonsense,
> but as an example).
> if, more normally, you put for ex. jungle kit on part1, on part 2
> and also
> 3, you can put your fx on what you want on part 1 and go on till
> part 3; ->
> you'll have the same kit, but with sound treated with different
> filters, fx,
> etc, AND also with differen outputs.
>

I understand. It will work indeed, but eats tracks like hell. ;)

- Robert

> > >Hi all.
> > >
> > >Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
> > >edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
> > >
> > >Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> > >give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> > >kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> > >*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.
>
> _________________________________________________________________________
> Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 777|771|2001-07-11 07:29:56|philclen51@netscape.net|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

> Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> *only* the toms another filter cutoff value.

The design concept of the RM1x and the RS7000 is to use MIDI Channel
Messages to control sounds in *real time*. That is why, by design, the
preset patterns have kicks occupying tracks 1 & 2, the snare/hand
claps tracks 3 & 4, the Hi-hat/Cymbals tracks 5& 6, the
percussion/toms on tracks 7 & 8. There are JOBS that let you DIVIDE
DRUM TRACK or EXTRACT a specific note so that you can access the snare
on its own track. Add reverb, chorus, EQ, filter, etc., etc. (And
remember the RS re-samples with effects - so that you can separate,
effect, then recombine parts.) This kind of setup lends itself to
Remixing - revoicing, trying new sounds, substituting parts, swinging
just the hi-hats, etc. Reverbing just the snare.

While a drum is in a kit on a single MIDI channel you will *not* be
able to send *only* the kick to a separate output or give *only* the
toms another filter cutoff value. Again these are handled at the
channel level. But if you separate a drum to a track you have the full
power of MIDI and routing. Therefore, it is wise to think out your
track assignments in terms of how you need to control the final mix
For example, separate the kick on its own tracks if you plan on
breaking the music down to just '4-on-the-floor' at some point,
separate all components that you need to effect individually. The
default patterns use 8 tracks for drums - but this is up to you - I
find 4 or 5 tracks of drums more than sufficient.
Kick-snare-hats-others or kick-snare-hats-perc-others (your mileage
will vary. This separate track concept is a different than the
traditional 'DRUM VOICE" but it is much more flexible in terms of
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*real time* manipulation and control. It lends it self to real time
re-voicing - you can select a new snare, for example, when it's
isolated on a track by simply using KIT #23 SNARE KIT and the *real
time* NOTE SHIFT parameter on the PATCH screen. Now you can audition
over a hundred snares IN CONTEXT. Awesome.

Things like filter messages (71/74), pitch bend, envelope control
(73,72,18,75), pan (10), effect sends(91,93,94), etc. are all handled
in MIDI (as real time controls) via Channel Mesaages - sure the
"traditional" drum voice has individual settings for filter, pitch,
envelope, pan position, effects, etc but they are FIXED, as in STATIC,
as in NON-REAL TIME. The trade off for real time control is what is at
the heart of the RM1x, RS7000 and Motif design.

> Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
> the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
> fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.

Again this is possible. The SLICE automatcially can create a
contruction kit. You can then move them to where you can control them
real time or you can RESAMPLE them through the effects. Output assign
is per TRACK, not per drum in a kit.

Hope this helps.
| 778|771|2001-07-11 07:34:38|synthe. labo|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

> > >Hi all.
> > >
> > >Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
> > >edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
> > >
> > >Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> > >give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> > >kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> > >*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.
> > >
> > >Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
> > >the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
> > >fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.
> >
> > well, for the sliced sample, i think it's possible to treat each part
> > separately with fx, filters etc etc
>
>Really? I would be sooo happy if this is indeed the case.
>It would mean that I still can buy the RS. :))
>Can you PLEASE tell me where in the manual (the page number)
>this is explained?

i took this 2 days ago and now i'm at work
i have to go home and search a.s.a.p.

> > think also about the fact that if your problem concearn ex. 2 sounds of 
>a
> > kit/part and not 10 (ex. you want the kick with a special cut/res
> > and a bit
> > of overdrive AND the clap on the same kit only with reverb), you
> > can assign
> > the same kit to 2 parts;
>
>Sure, but it takes extra tracks as well as it takes additional
>midi event management (a phrase with only the kit, another phrase
>with only the clap). Lots of extra work and 16 tracks is already
>not too many, imo.

you want a monster, not a machine!!! :)

> > ...obviously if you want all different treatments on loads of sounds all
> > from the same kit (!!!...this is not normal..:), well, you'll
> > loose too many
> > parts on the 16 available with this method...
>
>Exactly, that's my problem. That, and the extra midi event management.

well, but understand that this is not normal! :)))
you have 63 diff. drum kits....i always used the same drum kit in minimum 2 
tracks on my rm1-x, just to do what you search, but no more, cause i found 
really more useful to put another drum kit on part 3 and 4 for ex.,
you have loads of kits, sounds...
i really think that you won't need to treat so many sounds in different ways 
JUST FROM THE SAME KIT...

i tell you this:
i have also problems (I'M REALLY LUCKY this last period) with my audio card 
Luna II to configure it, so i can't record on pc, listen etc etc,
but i've made some drum patterns with global fx and realtime performing that 
you would be so amazed if you could listen that this probl. about the same 
kit would shape away :)

>anyway now we are talking about preset kits, also on rm1-x.
> > on sliced samples it's different
>



>So you're really sure that sliced samples support fx send levels
>and filter/EG editing per slice on the same track? PLEASE SHOW
>ME HOW THIS IS DONE. Where in the manual is this described??

well, i don't want to make you believe something that is not confirmed, so 
as i said i can't tell you till i'll check and i'm so busy (you know this), 
also anyone who has just the rs7000 please check this slice->fx possibility

p.s.: ...i'm getting more and more angry with my nord mod. ....
it continues to do that ffuscking locking 'out of memory'.....
i'm thinking that can be the connection from the audio card, i mean the 
problem can be on the audio card, not in the nord, and not in the editor
....
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 779|754|2001-07-11 07:36:21|jtonna|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|

>> *a copy/paste job in the phrase editing jobs
>
>Can't you already copy from one phrase to another? Is this what you
>mean?
>
>[dayv]

you can copy a complete phrase to another phrase ( = Copy Phrase Job ) ,
you can copy part of a phrase into the phrase itself ( = Copy Event Job ),
you can cut part of a phrase and paste it into another phrase, this
extracted part being erased in the original phrase ( = Extract Event Job ),
but you can't just copy a part of a phrase and paste this part into another
phrase, this feature called copy/paste isn't a cut/paste like" Extract
Event ", it would allow to have little parts of a phrase being sometimes
"doubled", "fatted", "spatialized" by other sounds, transpositions or
effects, without canceling the original sound, it's a basic feature in
musical creation

the solution for Yamaha would be simply to update the "Copy Even Job" by :

1. adding the choice of the destination phrase

2. with an option "overwrite or mix" in the destination phrase

this cut/paste problem is the same with the RM1x sequencer, powerful
sequencer unfortunately not updated in the RS7000 ( Grid recording,
on-the-fly recording, etc...)

I'm unfair, the RS7000 new patternchain mode seems better than the one in
the RM1x

Greetings from Switzerland to Australia, Dayv, we have been three times in
your great country, wonderful souvenirs

Regards

Jean

>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 780|754|2001-07-11 07:45:59|philclen51@netscape.net|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|

>>> but you can't just copy a part of a phrase and paste this part

into another phrase.<<<

The JOB is called MIX PHRASE.
Regards
| 781|754|2001-07-11 08:02:19|jtonna|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
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>>>> but you can't just copy a part of a phrase and paste this part
>into another phrase.<<<
>
>The JOB is called MIX PHRASE.
>Regards

MIX PHRASE mixes a complete phrase into another,it's not a "copy/paste
Event (= part of a Phrase) Job"

Jean

>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 782|771|2001-07-11 08:51:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > >Hi all.
> > > >
> > > >Can someone with a shiny new RS please try to
> > > >edit the fx sends and/or filter one or more kit samples?
> > > >
> > > >Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> > > >give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> > > >kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> > > >*only* the toms another filter cutoff value.
> > > >
> > > >Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
> > > >the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
> > > >fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.
> > >
> > > well, for the sliced sample, i think it's possible to treat each part
> > > separately with fx, filters etc etc
> >
> >Really? I would be sooo happy if this is indeed the case.
> >It would mean that I still can buy the RS. :))
> >Can you PLEASE tell me where in the manual (the page number)
> >this is explained?
>
> i took this 2 days ago and now i'm at work
> i have to go home and search a.s.a.p.

Sorry! ;)

>
>
> > > think also about the fact that if your problem concearn ex. 2 sounds of
> >a
> > > kit/part and not 10 (ex. you want the kick with a special cut/res
> > > and a bit
> > > of overdrive AND the clap on the same kit only with reverb), you
> > > can assign
> > > the same kit to 2 parts;
> >
> >Sure, but it takes extra tracks as well as it takes additional
> >midi event management (a phrase with only the kit, another phrase
> >with only the clap). Lots of extra work and 16 tracks is already
> >not too many, imo.
>
> you want a monster, not a machine!!! :)

You might be right. I looooove lots of tracks.

>
>
> > > ...obviously if you want all different treatments on loads of sounds all
> > > from the same kit (!!!...this is not normal..:), well, you'll
> > > loose too many
> > > parts on the 16 available with this method...
> >
> >Exactly, that's my problem. That, and the extra midi event management.
>
> well, but understand that this is not normal! :)))

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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> you have 63 diff. drum kits....i always used the same drum kit in minimum 2
> tracks on my rm1-x, just to do what you search, but no more, cause i found
> really more useful to put another drum kit on part 3 and 4 for ex.,
> you have loads of kits, sounds...
> i really think that you won't need to treat so many sounds in different ways
> JUST FROM THE SAME KIT...

Well it compresses the number of tracks I need. And it's not only drum
sounds I will be processing. Its mosly weirdo custom sounds, sampled
from external source. Using the RS *normal* ;) technique, I can only have
16 sounds (16 tracks) with different fx settings etc, leaving no room for other
stuff in the sequencer. A sampler like the Yamaha A series samplers, or an
Emu accept tons of different sounds, each with their own fx sends, filter, pitch,
output, etc. The RS is also a sampler, but packs the the different sounds in
the kit voice structure, taking away the freedom of a standard sampler.

>
>
> i tell you this:
> i have also problems (I'M REALLY LUCKY this last period)

Yeah, you're doing really fine. (ironic! ;))

> with my audio card
> Luna II to configure it, so i can't record on pc, listen etc etc,
> but i've made some drum patterns with global fx and realtime performing that
> you would be so amazed if you could listen that this probl. about the same
> kit would shape away :)

Sounds nice!

>
>
> >anyway now we are talking about preset kits, also on rm1-x.
> > > on sliced samples it's different
> >
> >So you're really sure that sliced samples support fx send levels
> >and filter/EG editing per slice on the same track? PLEASE SHOW
> >ME HOW THIS IS DONE. Where in the manual is this described??
>
> well, i don't want to make you believe something that is not confirmed, so
> as i said i can't tell you till i'll check and i'm so busy (you know this),
> also anyone who has just the rs7000 please check this slice->fx possibility
>
> p.s.: ...i'm getting more and more angry with my nord mod. ....

It is still broken? Damn.

>
> it continues to do that ffuscking locking 'out of memory'.....

Okay, which program is telling you that? The NM editor?
You did receive my latest answer (from this morning), didn't you?
Give that a try at least.

>
> i'm thinking that can be the connection from the audio card, i mean the
> problem can be on the audio card, not in the nord, and not in the editor
> ....

It depends on what piece of software is giving the out of memory
error. If its the audio card indeed, you should also get that memory
error with the NM turned off and without the NM editor running.

>
> c.marco

Cheers,
Robert
| 783|783|2001-07-11 08:56:31|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Wednesday, July 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 784|771|2001-07-11 08:57:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


philclen51@netscape.net wrote:

> > Why I mean is this: select an internal drum kit and
> > give *only* the snare some extra reverb (not the whole
> > kit), or send *only* the kick to a separate output, or give
> > *only* the toms another filter cutoff value.
>
> The design concept of the RM1x and the RS7000 is to use MIDI Channel
> Messages to control sounds in *real time*. That is why, by design, the
> preset patterns have kicks occupying tracks 1 & 2, the snare/hand
> claps tracks 3 & 4, the Hi-hat/Cymbals tracks 5& 6, the
> percussion/toms on tracks 7 & 8. There are JOBS that let you DIVIDE
> DRUM TRACK or EXTRACT a specific note so that you can access the snare
> on its own track. Add reverb, chorus, EQ, filter, etc., etc. (And
> remember the RS re-samples with effects - so that you can separate,
> effect, then recombine parts.) This kind of setup lends itself to
> Remixing - revoicing, trying new sounds, substituting parts, swinging
> just the hi-hats, etc. Reverbing just the snare.

Ah, I see.

>
>
> While a drum is in a kit on a single MIDI channel you will *not* be
> able to send *only* the kick to a separate output or give *only* the
> toms another filter cutoff value. Again these are handled at the
> channel level. But if you separate a drum to a track you have the full
> power of MIDI and routing. Therefore, it is wise to think out your
> track assignments in terms of how you need to control the final mix
> For example, separate the kick on its own tracks if you plan on
> breaking the music down to just '4-on-the-floor' at some point,
> separate all components that you need to effect individually. The
> default patterns use 8 tracks for drums - but this is up to you - I
> find 4 or 5 tracks of drums more than sufficient.
> Kick-snare-hats-others or kick-snare-hats-perc-others (your mileage
> will vary. This separate track concept is a different than the
> traditional 'DRUM VOICE" but it is much more flexible in terms of
> *real time* manipulation and control. It lends it self to real time
> re-voicing - you can select a new snare, for example, when it's
> isolated on a track by simply using KIT #23 SNARE KIT and the *real
> time* NOTE SHIFT parameter on the PATCH screen. Now you can audition
> over a hundred snares IN CONTEXT. Awesome.

This finally explains these all-snare and all-kick drums kits. Never
understood why they were there...

>
>
> Things like filter messages (71/74), pitch bend, envelope control
> (73,72,18,75), pan (10), effect sends(91,93,94), etc. are all handled
> in MIDI (as real time controls) via Channel Mesaages - sure the
> "traditional" drum voice has individual settings for filter, pitch,
> envelope, pan position, effects, etc but they are FIXED, as in STATIC,
> as in NON-REAL TIME. The trade off for real time control is what is at
> the heart of the RM1x, RS7000 and Motif design.
>
> > Similarly, I want to make a sample on the RS, slice it (transforming
> > the sample into kit voice) and give the slices their own
> > fx send levels, filter and EG settings, outputs asignments, etc.
>
> Again this is possible. The SLICE automatcially can create a
> contruction kit. You can then move them to where you can control them
> real time or you can RESAMPLE them through the effects. Output assign
> is per TRACK, not per drum in a kit.
>
> Hope this helps.

This helps a lot!
I now understand the design of the RS7k (never had an RM1x), which
explains a lot. This model uses a lot of tracks, however, and needs
extra work on the midi event level. It would still be great to see support
for in-track key edit, even if it's non-realtime, as on the Motif or any
sampler.

Thanks for the info!

- Robert
| 785|785|2001-07-11 13:38:38|Thomas|I got my RS7k today too.|
Well, to give a short summary on how it is...you´ve pretty much know 
by now how it is. I am totally agreeing with anybody else about the 
soundquality and everything, but for sure you can make some 
really...REALLY FAT "tracks" with it. From the presets i only like a 
few for further use, like "Chillout", "Oldskool", "Minimal 
1" , "Disco 70" and maybe "Berlin Techno 1". Otherwise it sounds to 
me like a bunch of noise...i guess i am oldschool too...;)

Anyhow, i am going to do now some brain surgery on my RS...i have two 
32MB SIMMs laying around. I will put them into the RS and see if they 
works. They are Hitachi-Simms. So wish me luck.

Yours, Tom
| 786|785|2001-07-11 15:43:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I got my RS7k today too.|

mailto:philclen51@netscape.net


Congrats Tom!!

Thomas wrote:

> Well, to give a short summary on how it is...you´ve pretty much know
> by now how it is. I am totally agreeing with anybody else about the
> soundquality and everything,

I understood from Yamaha US that the outputs are now 24-bits.
That's why we're waiting for the new multi-out board: its got
24-bit DA converters. So that may account for the extra fatness.

> but for sure you can make some
> really...REALLY FAT "tracks" with it. From the presets i only like a
> few for further use, like "Chillout", "Oldskool", "Minimal
> 1" , "Disco 70" and maybe "Berlin Techno 1". Otherwise it sounds to
> me like a bunch of noise...i guess i am oldschool too...;)
>
> Anyhow, i am going to do now some brain surgery on my RS...i have two
> 32MB SIMMs laying around. I will put them into the RS and see if they
> works. They are Hitachi-Simms. So wish me luck.

Hope the things will work, cause they're damn expensive.

>
>
> Yours, Tom

Cheers,
Robert
| 787|785|2001-07-11 16:22:28|Thomas|Re: I got my RS7k today too.|

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
Thank you Robert.

> > Anyhow, i am going to do now some brain surgery on my RS...i have 
two
> > 32MB SIMMs laying around. I will put them into the RS and see if 
they
> > works. They are Hitachi-Simms. So wish me luck.
> 
> Hope the things will work, cause they're damn expensive.
Yup, works great. I just sampled 358 sec. (or something like this) 
and play the sample again...no knits or knots can be heard, clean as 
an androids bottom. The SIMMs weren´t so expensive. I bought them for 
80 German Marks on eBay.
So...32MB EDO Hitachi-SIMMs work great. 

Tom

ps. Robert, the MIDI-setup you suggested works great. You can set on 
the RS all kinds of switches how and what to route and where, on 
which port or to all of it. I love my RS. ;)

| 788|788|2001-07-11 16:24:03|Thomas|FYI:Discussion with Yamaha about the Grid-Step issue on www.motifat|
Klaus Paulsen
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 1:29:41 am)
Reply hm
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
<<< Well, if you would have read my posting correctly, you would have 
seen that I never said that they are identical in function. I said:
" If i understood the MOTIF/RS7000 concept right...[...]"
the SEQUENCER is ...identical, assuming that what it said on the 
press reviews about the MOTIF a couple of times, that the sequencer 
is based upon the RS7000.

So if you know better, enlight us WHAT the differences are exactly, 
please.

Can you assign velocity to samples on MOTIF? Can you jump between 
record/play-mode on MOTIF without stopping the sequencer? (I know 
there is no grid-step on MOTIF)
Can you time-strech using BPM instead of percentage?

Curious, Klaus 

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 5:06:19 am)
Reply Wish Lists
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
No, neither Motif nor the RS7000 have those features. 

If those features are absolutely important to you than you should 
purchase a product from one of our competitors that has them. Our 
products have many unique and attractive features. Our competitors 
offer a different se. It's up to you to look at what is currently 
available in all the products on the market and make a decision which 
product is right for your music. Making a decision based on a wish 



lists of features you would like to see in future updates of any 
product is simply not a good idea. 

We feel that both the Motif and RS7000 are tremendous values and 
wonderful tools for making music. However they are not perfect (no 
product is) and do have limitations. There are areas of the 
specification where our competitors have advantages. That is called 
competition and it's a good thing. 

Again you have the choice to look at all the currently available 
features on all competitive products in the market and make a 
decision what is right for you. We are happy to pass on your comments 
and requests to Yamaha engineers because they are well thought out 
and presented, however we want to clearly say that you should base 
your decision to purchase any Yamaha product only on the features 
that are currrently available. 

olafmol
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 5:41:43 am)
Reply ok
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
ok, this is a clear and smart answer.....but it's always very good 
to know in how far the designers in Japan are open for new 
improvements and bugfixes..otherwise the Flash ROM wouldn't have any 
use at all...

so it would be very cool for starters if you could let us know if 
there is a way an OS update could implement one or all of these 
requested features, or that the hardware design restricts this....

Olaf

paxtani
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 7:56:05 am)
Reply Chaning tracks while recording..
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
I know you can change tracks while recording on Roland XP60/60 and 
SC80 sequencers.

MOTIF does have individual sound parameters for each drum sound.

IF you really need to have control over all aspects of the sound, you 
should have a separate track for each drum instrument. 

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 8:06:27 am)
Reply Our Job
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
We will try to get send information and ideas to the right people 
who can make decisions on chnages and updates. We feel it is our 
responsibility to be the voice for our customers to the manufacturer. 
So we will negotiate with the engineers and try to get clear answers 
on what is possible and not. 

We only want to make sure that we don't make any promise that Yamaha 
can not keep and that no one purchases a unit based on expectations 
that may be unfulfilled. 

Thanks for your understanding, we really are on your side. 

Klaus Paulsen
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 11:47:36 am)
Reply FYI
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Dear Mr. Yamaha US, for your information:

I already purchased a Jomox XBase09 to avoid this "grid-/rec-/play-
mode" switching problem. 

Otherwise than that, i think the RS is a great tool and after only 
messing with it for a few hours i am already starting to fall in 
love. 

Still what i would like to know from you, why did Yamaha not 
implement the function to punch in and out of rec-mode without 
stopping the sequencer? So many RM1x-owners already complaint about 
that. Or is there a technical reason that couldn´t be fixed on the 
RS`?

I and i bet a lot of others would like to know an explanation.

So, please why not switching between rec-/play-mode without stopping 
the sequencer?

Regards, Klaus from Germany, who purchased today an RS7000 and also 



owns an FS1r and AN1x...and is others than that very satiesfied with 
Yamaha products-Paulsen 

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 12:29:33 pm)
Reply Congratulations!
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Congratulations on your new RS7000 ( and Jomox !!!). We are still 
discussing details of these two issues with Japan and we will meet 
face to face next week at Summer NAMM. So we will try to get a good 
explain of why RS7000 does not have these features next week. 

Thanks for your understanding and enjoy the RS , Realtime Loop remix 
on the RS is just amazing !! As we are focused on Motif on this 
site , we are going to have to ask the engineers why they put this on 
RS , but not Motif. 

Klaus Paulsen
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 2:11:07 pm)
Reply Ok
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
"We are still discussing details of these two issues with Japan and 
we will meet face to face next week at Summer NAMM."

Ok. I am looking forward to your report.

Thank you for taking the time and listen to all the whining.
| 789|785|2001-07-11 17:30:06|dnovomeiski@yahoo.com|Re: I got my RS7k today too.|
I am seeing that everyone is getting their RS7Ks
any of these are in the US by any chance?

Can someone please, point me to the right dealer..

thanks a bunch

peace light music

Dmitri

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Thank you Robert.
> 
> > > Anyhow, i am going to do now some brain surgery on my RS...i 
have 
> two
> > > 32MB SIMMs laying around. I will put them into the RS and see 
if 
> they
> > > works. They are Hitachi-Simms. So wish me luck.
> > 
> > Hope the things will work, cause they're damn expensive.
> Yup, works great. I just sampled 358 sec. (or something like this) 
> and play the sample again...no knits or knots can be heard, clean 
as 
> an androids bottom. The SIMMs weren´t so expensive. I bought them 
for 
> 80 German Marks on eBay.
> So...32MB EDO Hitachi-SIMMs work great. 
> 
> Tom
> 
> ps. Robert, the MIDI-setup you suggested works great. You can set 
on 
> the RS all kinds of switches how and what to route and where, on 
> which port or to all of it. I love my RS. ;)

| 790|754|2001-07-11 18:02:50|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., dayv@o... wrote:
> 
> > Another small bug that I've found is stuck midi notes (!). Anyone 
> > else been experiencing this?
> 
> Hmmmm...could you describe this a little bit more, please? Maybe 

you 

> have too much going on the machine...just a guess.

Ummm, yeh, possibly. The funny thing is that it seems to happen in a 
certain region (and perhaps a particular note) in the lower octaves, 
although I cannot rememeber exactly which note seems to do it. It 
could definetly be a case of to much going on at once, although 
changing to a different pattern and back again fixes the problem (so, 
everthing that was going on before would still be there right? Hmm.). 
Could it be that the rs7k's in Australia at the moment have an older 
OS? -- Sorry I couldn't be more helpful on the details!

[dayv]
| 791|791|2001-07-11 23:20:44|Thomas|Differences between MOTIF and RS7000|



Good morning! I found this on www.motifator.com (where else? *g*).
Comments, please.

Tom

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(7/11/01 2:57:54 pm)
Reply Motif and RS Differences
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Here are some details about difference between the RS and Motif that 
may explain some of the philosophic differnce between the two. This 
si long , but we thought you wanted as much detialed info as you 
could get. 

DRUM KIT Definition
· The concept of a `KIT' is different in each product. A Drum 
Voice (or kit) in the Motif, like most traditional Drum Voices, is 
complex. It allows a separate sample(s) per note, each note with its 
own user programmable volume, pan position, velocity sensitivity, 
send to the effect, EQ, etc. A Drum Kit in the RS7000 has a pre-
arranged set of samples on the same MIDI channel - editable in real 
time via channel control change messages, as a kit. You don't view 
the individual sounds in the RS preset kits. The theory in the RS 
concept is, if you desire to edit a particular individual drum sound 
(in real time) you would isolate that drum note on a separate track 
(DIVIDE DRUM TRACK Job or the NOTE: EXTRACT Job). The RS uses 
separate tracks and what are called, FULL EDIT kits  kits that 
contain all one type of drum like kicks or snares  as you can bring 
the full power of MIDI channel messages to bare on that drum sound. 
It is in this manner that the RS7000 lets users dynamically control 
filtering, pitch, effects, timing, velocity, clock shifting, MIDI 
Delay, harmonization, etc. In the RS you separate instruments on 
tracks based on how you would like to control them during mixdown or 
during a `live remix'. For example, in a dance music performance on 
the RS you might separate your drums with kick, snare, hi-hats on 
separate tracks. It then becomes a simple matter to break the music 
down to just the kick drum, instantly, nondestructively. Motif also 
allows you to `divide' drums (and/or extract notes) to separate 
tracks, and provides kits with all Kick, all snares, etc., same as 
the RS, so that you can work in a similar fashion. These `all one 
drum' type kits also make it very easy to swap snare drums or kicks 
when working or reworking a song (the art of remix) as you play it 
back  you simply transpose the note with the Groove Grid! The 
concept of real time control is consistent between Motif and RS  
sometimes the specifics are a bit different.
· An RS User Program can have up to 128 samples (1 per note) 
and can include one shots, loops, phrases, etc. You can edit Volume, 
Pan and direction of each note within a Kit. Motif, like a more 
traditional Drum Kit voice, lets you stack several samples on the 
same note for velocity swaps. The RS has no such capability to swap 
by velocity.
· Motif has stereo sampled drum kits. These drum kits have the 
ambience of the room built-in. These kits are huge and play like 
a `live' kit. 
· In summary, the RS Drum Kit is a much simpler entity than 
the Motif Drum Kit, because the RS design concept leans toward real 
time, `dynamic' control over the drum voice parameters, while the 
traditional drum kit Voice seeks to give you great detail but via 
static settings. You do not have to separate drum sounds to 
individual tracks in either case. You can work like a traditional 
drum kit voice where all the drums are on the same MIDI channel and 
the parameters never change. But in the dance/electronic music scene 
things like dynamic filter sweeps on the drums (or the entire track 
for that matter) are not only necessary but are part of what that 
scene is all about. (This is not your dad's MPC). Imagine being able 
to alter the hi-hat part in real time via a filter sweep, or imagine 
swinging the hi-hat independent of the kick and snare part. Imagine 
clock shifting just the snare so that it lands just behind the beat 
on the 4 but lands just ahead of the beat on the 2. Now imagine you 
can do this in real time = as it plays!!!

SAMPLING
· Sample types (4) in the RS7000 are called: Kit, Kit+Note, 
Slice+Seq, and Pitch. Sample types in the Motif (3) are called: 
Sample, Sample+Note, and Slice+Seq. The main differences are that 
Motif (Sample), being a keyboard, allows multi-sampled instruments to 
be created with zoned `keybanks' within a Voice, while the RS7000's 
Pitch is a very simple key stretch (no mapping, beyond original key). 
Sample+Note (Motif) and Slice+Seq (RS) are basically the same. There 
are minor differences in the sampling process but fundamentally they 
are the same. Kit+Note (RS) and Sample+Note (Motif) are fundamentally 
the same, in general the editing functions on the Motif are a bit 
more comprehensive when it comes to key-mapping and velocity 
assignment.

REAL TIME LOOP REMIX
· The Real Time Loop Remix feature is only available on the 
RS7000 (and only in the PATTERN mode). Both RS and Motif allow Loop 
Remix as a Sample Edit Job (offline, i.e., with the unit stopped). 
Offline, Loop Remix does not have as many algorithms (4 types, 4 
Variations  2 Normal; 2 Reverse) and works exclusively on audio 
data  it creates new User Sample Voices/Programs. Real Time Loop 
Remix, in the RS7000 on the other hand, works by shuffling MIDI data 
and it creates new User Phrases, instantaneously, and can be used 
during playback to dramatically punctuate any mix. There are 16 Remix 
Types and 5 Variations algorithms each with 16 settings (16 Normal, 



16 Reverse, 16 Roll, 16 Break and 16 Pitch). This feature, designed 
specifically for breakbeats, takes the MIDI data in a track and 
rearranges it `on-the-fly', and instantly plays back the re-shuffled 
part. This is particularly effective on audio sample loops that have 
been processed through the SLICE function. Take a simple drum groove 
and spin it into hundreds of variations  you will never write a drum 
roll, or drum break again without `consulting' this function! It is 
the like the `fountain of youth' for old tired drum grooves. Old 
groove goes in  new groove comes out. Probably the most fun you've 
had with gear in a long, long time. As a sidebar, this function works 
by changing the order and occurrences of MIDI note-ons (particular 
those controlling the playback of sample data) but it works equally 
well on regular MIDI track data. 

Hopefully you can start to see some of the reasoning behind the 
design decisions for RS.
| 792|771|2001-07-12 01:13:45|Thomas|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > >Sure, but it takes extra tracks as well as it takes additional
> > >midi event management (a phrase with only the kit, another phrase
> > >with only the clap). Lots of extra work and 16 tracks is already
> > >not too many, imo.
> >
> > you want a monster, not a machine!!! :)
> 
> You might be right. I looooove lots of tracks.

Hmmm, but Robert you still have your QY700 that gives you 32 tracks 
on two MIDI-outs, so synced with the RS you get 48 tracks...put the 
16 on the RS to all kinds of drums and use the QY to access your 
other gear...or use the 16 on the RS for your different drumsounds, 
resample the drumloop and voila...you have 15 free again for anything 
else...or get a MOTIF where you can do it.

L8er,

Tom
| 793|785|2001-07-12 01:14:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I got my RS7k today too.|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Thank you Robert.
>
> > > Anyhow, i am going to do now some brain surgery on my RS...i have
> two
> > > 32MB SIMMs laying around. I will put them into the RS and see if
> they
> > > works. They are Hitachi-Simms. So wish me luck.
> >
> > Hope the things will work, cause they're damn expensive.
> Yup, works great. I just sampled 358 sec. (or something like this)
> and play the sample again...no knits or knots can be heard, clean as
> an androids bottom. The SIMMs weren´t so expensive. I bought them for
> 80 German Marks on eBay.
> So...32MB EDO Hitachi-SIMMs work great.
>

Good! I'll remember that.

>
> Tom
>
> ps. Robert, the MIDI-setup you suggested works great.

:-)

> You can set on
> the RS all kinds of switches how and what to route and where, on
> which port or to all of it. I love my RS. ;)
>

Glad you like it!

Cheers,
Robert
| 794|771|2001-07-12 01:28:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > >Sure, but it takes extra tracks as well as it takes additional
> > > >midi event management (a phrase with only the kit, another phrase
> > > >with only the clap). Lots of extra work and 16 tracks is already
> > > >not too many, imo.
> > >
> > > you want a monster, not a machine!!! :)
> >
> > You might be right. I looooove lots of tracks.
> Hmmm, but Robert you still have your QY700 that gives you 32 tracks
> on two MIDI-outs, so synced with the RS you get 48 tracks...put the
> 16 on the RS to all kinds of drums and use the QY to access your
> other gear...or use the 16 on the RS for your different drumsounds,



> resample the drumloop and voila...you have 15 free again for anything
> else...or get a MOTIF where you can do it.

Well Tom, the QY gives me 16 pattern tracks and 32 linear tracks
(simultaneously!!), but I only use the pattern tracks. Together with
the RS this would give me a total of 32 pattern tracks, which was my
mininal goal: 32 tracks.

However, to really freak with the RS you needs lots of tracks, one per
freaky sound actually. Everytime you want control over the sound at
the output/fx-send/filter/EG level you need a new track, the reasoning
being that only this way you get *realtime* control. Okay, but I don't
need realtime control all the time. I would be very happy to sample and
slice a sound, and apply EG/filtering/fx on some of the slices and then
perform a loop remix. That was my plan for the RS. To do this, I will have
to move the individual sounds to different tracks and CANNOT perform
a loop remix. And finally, many of the tracks are eaten away by this. :(

You see my problem? I'm still not sure of the RS is for me. I loooove
everything it does and need it. If only it had *also* the key edit features
as implemented on the Motif (and even my QY ;).

- Robert

>
>
> L8er,
>
> Tom

| 795|754|2001-07-12 01:29:54|Thomas|Re: Wish/bug-list for RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., dayv@o... wrote:

> It 
> could definetly be a case of to much going on at once, although 
> changing to a different pattern and back again fixes the problem 

(so, 

> everthing that was going on before would still be there right? 
> Could it be that the rs7k's in Australia at the moment have an 

older 

> OS? 

Nope i don´t think so, my RS is "Made in Japan" and so is yours. They 
come all from one place, Yamaha´s factory in Hamamatsu, unless you 
got a prototype model....;)
Or maybe next time you shouldn´t let a cangaroo play with your 
RS...*g*
SCNR, i had to grab into the box of clichés...hehe...flame me now.

Ok take care, we´ll watch that problem, if it really is one.

I am going back now to make my "Sauerkraut mit Wurst und Lederhosen"-
music...hehehe

*g*

Yours, Tom
| 796|771|2001-07-12 01:39:50|Thomas|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> You see my problem? I'm still not sure of the RS is for me. I 

loooove

> everything it does and need it. If only it had *also* the key edit 

features

> as implemented on the Motif (and even my QY ;).

Hm, maybe you should consider also other kinds of gear, like hmmm...a 
second QY, a "real" sampler like EMU-5000, or ...a PC/Mac/iBook with 
Logic plus EXS24 Sampler, triggered and synced by/with your QY.
Maybe the last thing might work better for you, because you can have 
lots of audio and MIDI-tracks and add lots of FX to the audiotracks 
(well at least as much as your Computer allows you...;) Then you 
transfer the finished audiotracks into your DPS16 and use them 
together with your other equipment in a live situation. This is a bit 
more static, for sure.
So, i guess you have to consider, what is more important?

Can you borrow somewhere an RS and try it out for a couple of days?

> > L8er,
> >
> > Tom

| 797|797|2001-07-12 01:41:19|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|maximum smartmedia capacity?|
In the RS7000 manual, it simply states that as long as the Smartmedia 
card is standards compliant, it will work - does this mean I can use 
a 128mb card in it? Can anybody verify this?



thanks,
michel
| 798|771|2001-07-12 01:56:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > You see my problem? I'm still not sure of the RS is for me. I
> loooove
> > everything it does and need it. If only it had *also* the key edit
> features
> > as implemented on the Motif (and even my QY ;).
> Hm, maybe you should consider also other kinds of gear, like hmmm...a
> second QY, a "real" sampler like EMU-5000, or ...a PC/Mac/iBook with
> Logic plus EXS24 Sampler, triggered and synced by/with your QY.
> Maybe the last thing might work better for you, because you can have
> lots of audio and MIDI-tracks and add lots of FX to the audiotracks
> (well at least as much as your Computer allows you...;) Then you
> transfer the finished audiotracks into your DPS16 and use them
> together with your other equipment in a live situation. This is a bit
> more static, for sure.
> So, i guess you have to consider, what is more important?

How right you are!
Well, the PC is out of the question for midi/audio tasks. The Mac/iBook...
maybe, but I know of crashes on the Mac platform too. I guess I want
a hardware sequencer.

My last idea: buy the RS and replace the QY700 with the new MPC4000
at a later time. Rumours say it will have 2 mini ins and 4 midi outs (and
of course lots of tracks). Expensive idea, but it would do it for me. ;)

>
>
> Can you borrow somewhere an RS and try it out for a couple of days?

At the end of this month I get the chance to try one out for a couple
of days. By then I'll have to know what to do.

>
> > > L8er,
> > >
> > > Tom
>

Cheers,
Robert
| 799|771|2001-07-12 01:59:08|Thomas|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> My last idea: buy the RS and replace the QY700 with the new MPC4000
> at a later time. Rumours say it will have 2 mini ins and 4 midi 

outs (and

> of course lots of tracks). Expensive idea, but it would do it for 

me. ;)

MPC4000? I thougth that was a joke...what else is it all about it? 
You have already a picture of it or some more technical 
specifications?
| 800|797|2001-07-12 01:59:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: maximum smartmedia capacity?|
mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> In the RS7000 manual, it simply states that as long as the Smartmedia
> card is standards compliant, it will work - does this mean I can use
> a 128mb card in it? Can anybody verify this?
>
> thanks,
> michel
>

I remember that Yamaha US on the forum of www.motifator.com about
a max capacity of 128 MB. Have a look at the forum to verify. BTW, this
was about the Motif.

- Robert
| 801|771|2001-07-12 02:01:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > My last idea: buy the RS and replace the QY700 with the new MPC4000
> > at a later time. Rumours say it will have 2 mini ins and 4 midi
> outs (and
> > of course lots of tracks). Expensive idea, but it would do it for
> me. ;)
>

mailto:mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca


> MPC4000? I thougth that was a joke...what else is it all about it?
> You have already a picture of it or some more technical
> specifications?

No, nothing but rumours. But concidering the release of the RS,
I guess Akai will have to do something about it. I don't think that
another paint job on the mpc2k will help this time.

- Robert
| 802|771|2001-07-12 02:12:43|Thomas|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> No, nothing but rumours. But concidering the release of the RS,
> I guess Akai will have to do something about it. I don't think that
> another paint job on the mpc2k will help this time.

LOL...speaking of which they released a new color scheme...doesn´t 
look as bad as the other two before...but a new color for a hundred 
german marks more? No way...*g* 

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0106/gfx/mpcse3.jpg

What else did the grapewine says about MPC4000?

> 
> - Robert

| 803|771|2001-07-12 02:16:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > No, nothing but rumours. But concidering the release of the RS,
> > I guess Akai will have to do something about it. I don't think that
> > another paint job on the mpc2k will help this time.
> LOL...speaking of which they released a new color scheme...doesn´t
> look as bad as the other two before...but a new color for a hundred
> german marks more? No way...*g*
>
> http://www.keyboards.de/news/0106/gfx/mpcse3.jpg
>
> What else did the grapewine says about MPC4000?

Ehm, 24-bits at 96k sampling. 16 banks of 16 velocity pads.
2 fx boards standard. New tiltable screen, ala DPS16. 4 midi outs,
couple of audio outs (can't remember how many).

I'll let you know when I hear more.

- Robert
| 804|771|2001-07-12 02:20:53|Thomas|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > What else did the grapewine says about MPC4000?
> 
> Ehm, 24-bits at 96k sampling.

Hm, sounds like it will have at least 128MB Ram and an internal 
HD...maybe audiostream directly from HD a la Gigasampler...THAT would 
be COOL!
But i am more than sure it will be out of my price-range then...above 
4000 german marks...

> I'll let you know when I hear more.

Ok, great!

Thank you, Tom
| 805|771|2001-07-12 02:27:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > > What else did the grapewine says about MPC4000?
> >
> > Ehm, 24-bits at 96k sampling.
> Hm, sounds like it will have at least 128MB Ram and an internal
> HD...maybe audiostream directly from HD a la Gigasampler...THAT would
> be COOL!

I remember some more stuff: 256 MB, and engine based on S5000/S6000
samplers.

>
> But i am more than sure it will be out of my price-range then...above
> 4000 german marks...

That's what everybody is afraid of. But... they now have to compete with
the RS, so who knows.

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0106/gfx/mpcse3.jpg
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Bye,
Robert

>
>
> > I'll let you know when I hear more.
> Ok, great!
>
> Thank you, Tom
>

| 806|771|2001-07-12 02:36:28|Thomas|Re: RS7k kit-voice key edit?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> >
> > > > What else did the grapewine says about MPC4000?
> I remember some more stuff: 256 MB, and engine based on S5000/S6000
> samplers.

Oh that would be nice, indeed.

> > But i am more than sure it will be out of my price-range 

then...above

> > 4000 german marks...
> 
> That's what everybody is afraid of. But... they now have to compete 

with

> the RS, so who knows.

Well, i am for the next at least two years satiesfied with what i 
have now. And by then, the price should been dropped already to an 
amount where i can afford a new MPC4k

Ok, i have to go back to work.

Always a pleasure to be here on the list.

Yours, Tom

> Bye,
> Robert
> 
> >
> >
> > > I'll let you know when I hear more.
> > Ok, great!
> >
> > Thank you, Tom
> >

| 807|807|2001-07-12 06:37:16|latheiere2001@yahoo.fr|release in france|
working in star's music (paris), i called yamaha yesterday to know 
the release date in france; they told me "a few pieces in august, a 
few in september and normal arrivage in october"
they didn't know that rs7000 will be a killer.
so , keep waiting....
| 808|808|2001-07-12 06:41:57|latheiere2001@yahoo.fr|rs7k manual|
i cannot download the manual.
can someone help me?
| 809|808|2001-07-12 07:34:03|Thomas|Re: rs7k manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., latheiere2001@y... wrote:

> i cannot download the manual.
> can someone help me?

Download it here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/
| 810|808|2001-07-12 07:43:16|Jayson Barrons|Re: rs7k manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., latheiere2001@y... wrote:

> i cannot download the manual.
> can someone help me?

sure thing. this is easy.

1. buy an rs7000.
2. scan the manual into your computer.
3. upload the file to your own personal ftp server.
4. download the manual.
5. enjoy!
| 811|808|2001-07-12 08:11:38|ternoy jerome|Re: rs7k manual|
--- Thomas <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> a écrit : > --- In
RS7000@y..., latheiere2001@y... wrote:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


> > i cannot download the manual.
> > can someone help me?
> 
> Download it here:
> 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/

> 

no, that's just a pub.i need the user manual...

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Pour faire vos courses sur le Net, 
Yahoo! Shopping : http://fr.shopping.yahoo.com
| 812|812|2001-07-12 08:49:17|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Polls -- nearing end |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Polls -- nearing end 

Date: Thursday, July 12, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Stop by before the polls conclude in the next few days. Stop by
to vote.

1. RS7000, WORLD WIDE. Who's making dance music... where?

2. What's your favorite "DANCE" keyboard [or DIGITAL ANALOG]
that you use with your RS7000?

Hope you stop by the POLLS section.
| 813|813|2001-07-12 09:08:11|dj Dave Jumpers|MIDI loops ( patterns )|
Hi,
I'm looking for a sequencer where I could build small 8 measures 
patterns and then just call those patterns and put them together as a 
song.
Other than copy and paste chunks of 8 measures on a software 
sequencer, I haven't found anything. I tried using a drum machine ( 
Roland dr-202) that kind of works like that. But it doesn't have 
enough memory to store all the MIDI data I would program to it.

The idea is to be able to change those patters at my will, live.
Why? To control a synth with my own appregios.
Or sometimes called Realtime Phrase sequences.

thanks in advance
-Dave Jumpers-
| 814|813|2001-07-12 10:17:17|Jayson Barrons|Re: MIDI loops ( patterns )|

> The idea is to be able to change those patters at my will, live.
> Why? To control a synth with my own appregios.
> Or sometimes called Realtime Phrase sequences.

I'm confused. you came to a group list about a piece of gear that 
allows you to sequence live to ASK about which piece of gear allows 
you to sequence live.
| 815|813|2001-07-12 10:30:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI loops ( patterns )|

> -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> Van: dj Dave Jumpers [mailto:jumpers@irave.org]
> Verzonden: donderdag 12 juli 2001 16:07
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: [RS7000] MIDI loops ( patterns )
>
>
> Hi,
> I'm looking for a sequencer where I could build small 8 measures
> patterns and then just call those patterns and put them together as a
> song.
> Other than copy and paste chunks of 8 measures on a software
> sequencer, I haven't found anything. I tried using a drum machine

> Roland dr-202) that kind of works like that. But it doesn't have
> enough memory to store all the MIDI data I would program to it.
>
> The idea is to be able to change those patters at my will, live.
> Why? To control a synth with my own appregios.
> Or sometimes called Realtime Phrase sequences.

I think that any pattern based midi sequencer with easy
pattern selection will do. Try a second hand RM1x for
example.

- Robert

>
> thanks in advance
> -Dave Jumpers-
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community
> Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Listen to RS7K Radio [Coming Soon]
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 821|821|2001-07-12 16:00:53|ccb@acm.org|Re: MIDI loops ( patterns ) |

> I'm looking for a sequencer where I could build small 8 measures 
> patterns and then just call those patterns and put them together as a 
> song.
> Other than copy and paste chunks of 8 measures on a software 
> sequencer, I haven't found anything. I tried using a drum machine ( 
> Roland dr-202) that kind of works like that. But it doesn't have 
> enough memory to store all the MIDI data I would program to it.
> 
> The idea is to be able to change those patters at my will, live.
> Why? To control a synth with my own appregios.
> Or sometimes called Realtime Phrase sequences.

There are a lot of boxes that do well at that. The Yamaha QY70 can do
it, but you only get 6 sections to swap in and out from remote. The
Yamaha RM1x can do it real well with 16 tracks and 16 sections per
patterns. The Akai MPC 2kXL can do it from the pads over 64 tracks in
track mode. I'd imagine the old Korg S3 can also do something like
this.

Many of the Korg keyboards can do this from the board. I think they
call this feature "realtime pattern play/record". I gotta believe
that Roland boards can do this, too.

For $1399 the RS7k can do it like the RM1x does and a whole lot more.

For $399 you might want to get a look at the Kurzweil ExpressionMate.
You can write your own layered (and cascaded!) arpeggia and trigger
them from the keyboard or the ribbon.

Maybe one of the folks that's already got a RS7k to play with can
chime in and describe how what you want would be done...

ccb

--
Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall Rd., Suite 300
+1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-4145
ccb@valinux.com www.valinux.com
| 822|822|2001-07-12 21:08:15|lebanull@yahoo.com|Recording finished tracks??|
I'd like some input to how you guys are doing this w/the RS7K.
CD-Recorders. How would I get a RS7K hooked up to my pc?
Thanks,
| 824|808|2001-07-13 01:45:02|Thomas|Re: rs7k manual|
Smartass...LOL...;) He can download it from the Yamaha-site...but he 
needs to register there first.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., latheiere2001@y... wrote:
> > i cannot download the manual.
> > can someone help me?
> 
> 
> sure thing. this is easy.
> 
> 
> 1. buy an rs7000.
> 2. scan the manual into your computer.
> 3. upload the file to your own personal ftp server.
> 4. download the manual.
> 5. enjoy!

| 825|813|2001-07-13 01:46:52|Thomas|Re: MIDI loops ( patterns )|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> Or sometimes called Realtime Phrase sequences.

That´s a Roland MCx0x thingy...

But for sure look out for the Yamaha RM1x 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
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> thanks in advance
> -Dave Jumpers-

| 828|828|2001-07-13 02:42:22|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Sampling on the RS7K|
well if anyone out there owns one ................I have had a great 
opportunity to have anRS7K at my joint for 2 days!!!whoopeee....

it's $$#@$%@ wicked !!!! the only thing is that the sampling is a bit 
of a mystery....

My freind has a Yamaha RU700 smpler which is great for live ...and it 
has a feature that when u sample a beat you can assign it to a pad 
but it chopps it up ( not across a key board !!!) so you can change 
tempos without affecting the loops (too much)hehe

Finaly,..... to my question does the RS7K have this, without 
spreading each hit across the keyboard (like just on one note But 
still chopped!) ?????

and also can you assign samples to the keyboard yourself or does it 
just spred it from c2? How?

thanks 
Ive
| 829|829|2001-07-13 11:25:50|dj Dave Jumpers|where to buy rs7000|
where did you guys bought your rs7000 ?
Guitar center told me they'll have it by $1499
I saw in European web based synth vendor at $1200

thanks
-Dave-
| 831|829|2001-07-13 20:11:00|Bill Wright|Re: where to buy rs7000|
Do any places in the US have RS7000 in stock right now? If so, where?

>Also, the other good thing about Guitar Satan, is that if you don't like it
>-- you have one month to take it back.
>
>If you live in LOS ANGELES, WestLA music is selling the RS7000 at $1399.
>
>later.

| 832|829|2001-07-13 21:15:32|John L Rice|Re: where to buy rs7000|

----- Original Message -----
From: "dj Dave Jumpers" <jumpers@irave.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2001 10:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] where to buy rs7000

> where did you guys bought your rs7000 ?
> Guitar center told me they'll have it by $1499
> I saw in European web based synth vendor at $1200
>

I haven't gotten one yet but www.americanmusical.com sells them ( currently
back ordered )
List Price: $1,695.00
AMS Price: $1,399.95
Savings: 17.41%
5 Easy Payments of $279.99

www.Synthpalanet.com has them for $1077 US$ BUT, they are in Belgium so
shipping and duty taxes may bring it up to the same price as a domestic
purchase.

hhhmmm. I wonder if the price matching local stores would realize this and
bite the bullet and sell you one for $1077??? ;-) Good luck all!

John L Rice
Drummer@ImJohn.com

| 833|833|2001-07-13 22:14:47|visualufouria@mail.com|Newbie Questions about 7000, effects sync, Oscillators, SCSI?|
What I've been trying to find out (to no avail) is if the effects 
will sync to clock as well. 

Also, does it have more than one oscillator, ala: detune them. The 
thing I've never been able to understand about my RM1X is, you 
have "dual voices" like DUAL SAW, SQUARE, ANALOGUE PAD, etc... BUT, 
you couldn't select what second voice you wanted to stack, then you 
couldn't even adjust the amount of detune that was happening in the 
dualvoice. This is crucial for what I want to do with this machine.

How do the filters sound, envelopes, etc... natural and close to 
analogue?

Does anyone know if this is the same effects processor as in the 
SU700, if so, this thing has some really interesting effects.

Does it really come with SCSI in it? It at least seems to in the 
specs.
| 834|834|2001-07-13 22:23:49|visualufouria@mail.com|Also, is it true you have only 10 (?) sections? What happens then t|
It seems that this only has 10 sections, orsomething like that. If 
this is the case, what happens to the rest of the pattern data I have 
in my other sections? This would be a step down as far as the 
sequencer block is concerned. I notice on the RM1X that when 
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switching pattern styles, it "staggers" before loading all the new 
sound data. Is this at all even remotely better with this machine? 
Has anyone ever found a way around this INTERNALLY, I've used every 
trick in the book I can think of, just use my external synth for 
breaks, copy the same sound to the same track on the next pattern, 
etc... Does anyone know if at least the samples (my own) will 
not "stagger" when I switch to a new style?
| 835|833|2001-07-13 22:52:37|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Newbie Questions about 7000, effects sync, Oscillators, SCSI?|
Ive checked the effects out as well as the filters .......a friend o 
mine s got the su700 and the RS7X effects and filter are the same 
and better!!!!!!!!!!!!!!a filter for every channel aswell !!!!
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> What I've been trying to find out (to no avail) is if the effects 
> will sync to clock as well. 
> 
> Also, does it have more than one oscillator, ala: detune them. The 
> thing I've never been able to understand about my RM1X is, you 
> have "dual voices" like DUAL SAW, SQUARE, ANALOGUE PAD, etc... BUT, 
> you couldn't select what second voice you wanted to stack, then you 
> couldn't even adjust the amount of detune that was happening in the 
> dualvoice. This is crucial for what I want to do with this machine.
> 
> How do the filters sound, envelopes, etc... natural and close to 
> analogue?
> 
> Does anyone know if this is the same effects processor as in the 
> SU700, if so, this thing has some really interesting effects.
> 
> Does it really come with SCSI in it? It at least seems to in the 
> specs.

| 836|834|2001-07-13 23:07:58|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: only 10 (?) sections? pattern mute saves???|
is it possible that when you make a pattern , that you can instead of 
changing the pattern to add sections ,to save the pattern with 
channels muted so that whenever you go to that patt. you can build it 
up before changing !?........make sense?

does any one know if you can save mutes to the initial pattern select 
stage????????

--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> It seems that this only has 10 sections, orsomething like that. If 
> this is the case, what happens to the rest of the pattern data I 
have 
> in my other sections? This would be a step down as far as the 
> sequencer block is concerned. I notice on the RM1X that when 
> switching pattern styles, it "staggers" before loading all the new 
> sound data. Is this at all even remotely better with this machine? 
> Has anyone ever found a way around this INTERNALLY, I've used every 
> trick in the book I can think of, just use my external synth for 
> breaks, copy the same sound to the same track on the next pattern, 
> etc... Does anyone know if at least the samples (my own) will 
> not "stagger" when I switch to a new style?

| 837|837|2001-07-14 03:40:58|Seth Jay Goldberg|Motif Vs Rs7k|
I own a rm1x and a su700. I am thinking of purchasing a new piece of 
gear and frankly im torn between the 
rs7k the motif 6 or the korg karma

Im interested in the 3 units for different and overlapping features

But here are my issues

1) I love the rm1x in my setup but do I realy need the rs7k
2) I love what the motif can do but I already have 3 other samplers
(esi-2000, su700, halion) do i need a sampler keyboard
3) The karma feature on the korg looks amazing for fills, arps and 
live use..but will this get old after a while.
4) The plug on ability of the motif looks great, being able to put in 
the an200 generator to the unit as well as other generators for under 
300$ REALY expands this unit out.

My current gear list is 
CS2x, rm1x, su700, esi2000 various VSTi's and software units.

Any help out there?
| 840|834|2001-07-14 11:28:13|Leon Mols|Re: Also, is it true you have only 10 (?) sections? What happens th|
It isn't entirely true.... The RS7000 does have 16 sections per pattern, but
you cannot select them directly from the keyboard. You can however, use knob
#2 to select the other 6 sections.

Leon

-----Original Message-----
From: visualufouria@mail.com [mailto:visualufouria@mail.com]
Sent: 14 July 2001 06:24
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Also, is it true you have only 10 (?) sections? What
happens then to my RM1X dt?

It seems that this only has 10 sections, orsomething like that. If
this is the case, what happens to the rest of the pattern data I have
in my other sections? This would be a step down as far as the
sequencer block is concerned. I notice on the RM1X that when
switching pattern styles, it "staggers" before loading all the new
sound data. Is this at all even remotely better with this machine?
Has anyone ever found a way around this INTERNALLY, I've used every
trick in the book I can think of, just use my external synth for
breaks, copy the same sound to the same track on the next pattern,
etc... Does anyone know if at least the samples (my own) will
not "stagger" when I switch to a new style?

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 841|746|2001-07-14 16:26:01|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: RS7000, WORLD WIDE. Who's 
making dance 
music... where? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Europe, 6 votes, 25.00% 
- United States, 12 votes, 50.00% 
- Canada, 1 votes, 4.17% 
- South America, 1 votes, 4.17% 
- Caribbean, 1 votes, 4.17% 
- Austrailia/Oceania, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- Middle-East, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- Asia, 0 votes, 0.00% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 842|834|2001-07-14 17:57:18|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: only 10 (?) sections? pattern mute saves???|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> is it possible that when you make a pattern , that you can instead 

of 

> changing the pattern to add sections ,to save the pattern with 
> channels muted so that whenever you go to that patt. you can build 

it 

> up before changing !?........make sense?
> 
> does any one know if you can save mutes to the initial pattern 

select 

> stage????????
> 
> 
> I THINK I KNOW WHAT YOUR ASKING. At least on the RM1X, (not sure 

with 7000), you can store 5 different MUTE MEMORY settings. This is 
for theentire pattern though. You can't have 5 NEW settings for each 
section. In pattern chain mode, I've heard, ALTHOUGH I HAVEN'T tried 
this myself, that you can automate mutesettings, in other words, 
write them into the sequence? Again, this I haven't tried myself. 
What I've found works REALLY well for me is I instead write the track 
over all the different sections, delete the track I want to for the 
according section, add different ones in in the next section, etc... 
and then, you have 1 track you can build over 16 patterns. No need to 
worry about muting, etc... This has been really great for live 
performance, it also lets me tend to my other synths and sculpt a 
sound without worring about staying on top of the mutes. This will 
also help add in alot of dynamics to, because you then don't have to 
worry about the same loops running over and over for 5 minutes. It 
also gives you MANY more options for inserting diffent types of 
control changes to other machines for EACH section, lets things 
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really evolve. The real trick is to write long phrases at least 32 
measures, but, more like 32 or 64 measure patterns. This lets you 
still have the opportunity to change as frequently or in frequently 
as you like and let thing sevolve either slowly, or quickly, up to 
you. You still then have the mutes to add dynamics, but don't rely on 
only several sections per pattern. I hope this is what you meant.

Justin
| 843|834|2001-07-14 17:59:35|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Also, is it true you have only 10 (?) sections? What happens th|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Leon Mols" wrote:

> It isn't entirely true.... The RS7000 does have 16 sections per 

pattern, but

> you cannot select them directly from the keyboard. You can however, 

use knob

> #2 to select the other 6 sections.
> 
> Leon
> 

......................................................................

That's all I need to know. That definitely sold me. THANKXX
Justin
| 844|844|2001-07-14 19:39:27|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Scene saves????|
hey crew,
nother one for U
can u automate effects changes in the scenes for a pattern or even 
just like the A,B,C,D etc.......

like i mean differnt effects with different settings like feedback up 
full or distortion on track 6??????etc.......

bloody hard tryin to explain on here eh!!!!!
| 845|845|2001-07-14 21:52:15|lebanull@yahoo.com|Newbie with the RS7K|
This thing has it all!
I'm sure I'll post alot more.
I have alot of reading to do.
| 846|846|2001-07-15 09:51:28|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|RS7000 DRums, Synth, Sounds in General|
Before I get an RS, could someone tell me how good the sounds are in 
comparison to the horrible RM1X sounds? I have a Sirius and a Nord 
Lead now, and am curious: do the drum sounds stack up on the RS to 
the Sirius? And, as far as tweaking, can you really tweak out the 
internal RS voices to the point of non-recognition?

One last thing, can the RS load old RM1X patterns?

thanks, Jeff
| 847|706|2001-07-15 10:02:09|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K "RAVE & RANT" CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K "RAVE & RANT" CHAT 

Date: Sunday, July 15, 2001 
Time: 9:00PM - 5:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Now that the RS7000 is falling into the hands of it's users --
it's time to start more dialogue amongst it's owners. 

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000. This will be a good time to get to know everyone --
and hopefully all 200+ members will join in!

Hope to see you there.
| 849|849|2001-07-15 12:00:25|synthe. labo|POLL QUESTION|

>Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping

this is the only real thing i would be on rs7k....
..for me, not just to compose, but more for live applications...
a sort of thing like the notes on Electribes series, that can be put or cut 
away on the fly while playing, or the motion sequences on live...

ciao-marco
_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 850|850|2001-07-15 18:39:46|oscillate64@hotmail.com|who owns this here beast ????|
just wanted to hear from someone who actually owns one and has 
started sampling >........Ive got a few questions on that!!!!!

thanks 
Ivan
| 851|706|2001-07-15 22:02:25|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K "RAVE & RANT" CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K "RAVE & RANT" CHAT 

Date: Sunday, July 22, 2001 
Time: 9:00PM - 5:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Now that the RS7000 is falling into the hands of it's users --
it's time to start more dialogue amongst it's owners. 

http://www.hotmail.com/


Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000. This will be a good time to get to know everyone --
and hopefully all 200+ members will join in!

Hope to see you there.
| 852|829|2001-07-15 22:52:32|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: where to buy rs7000|
OMG! Duty taxes? I haven't thought about that.
I was going to order one from them. Damn!
Shipping is like $74 - 2 weeks - full insured - UPS
argh...I wonder how much it would be for the taxes.

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "John L Rice" wrote:
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "dj Dave Jumpers" 
> To: 
> Sent: Friday, July 13, 2001 10:24 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] where to buy rs7000
> 
> 
> > where did you guys bought your rs7000 ?
> > Guitar center told me they'll have it by $1499
> > I saw in European web based synth vendor at $1200
> >
> 
> I haven't gotten one yet but www.americanmusical.com sells them ( 
currently
> back ordered )
> List Price: $1,695.00
> AMS Price: $1,399.95
> Savings: 17.41%
> 5 Easy Payments of $279.99
> 
> 
> www.Synthpalanet.com has them for $1077 US$ BUT, they are in 
Belgium so
> shipping and duty taxes may bring it up to the same price as a 
domestic
> purchase.
> 
> hhhmmm. I wonder if the price matching local stores would realize 
this and
> bite the bullet and sell you one for $1077??? ;-) Good luck all!
> 
> John L Rice
> Drummer@I...

| 854|829|2001-07-15 23:32:54|John L Rice|Re: where to buy rs7000|
I'm not sure what the import duty would be on a RS7000 coming into the US
from Belgium.

Here's another snag! Belgium uses 230 volts AC at 50 Hz so you will need a
power transformer with plug adapters to go with it. Major hassle especially
for live use.

Might as well buy it domestically!!!

John L Rice
Drummer@ImJohn.com

----- Original Message -----
From: "dj Dave Jumpers" <jumpers@irave.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2001 9:52 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: where to buy rs7000

> OMG! Duty taxes? I haven't thought about that.
> I was going to order one from them. Damn!
> Shipping is like $74 - 2 weeks - full insured - UPS
> argh...I wonder how much it would be for the taxes.
>
> -Dave-
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "John L Rice" wrote:
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "dj Dave Jumpers" 
> > To: 
> > Sent: Friday, July 13, 2001 10:24 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] where to buy rs7000
> >
> >
> > > where did you guys bought your rs7000 ?
> > > Guitar center told me they'll have it by $1499
> > > I saw in European web based synth vendor at $1200
> > >
> >
> > I haven't gotten one yet but www.americanmusical.com sells them (
> currently
> > back ordered )
> > List Price: $1,695.00

mailto:Drummer@ImJohn.com
mailto:jumpers@irave.org
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > AMS Price: $1,399.95
> > Savings: 17.41%
> > 5 Easy Payments of $279.99
> >
> >
> > www.Synthpalanet.com has them for $1077 US$ BUT, they are in
> Belgium so
> > shipping and duty taxes may bring it up to the same price as a
> domestic
> > purchase.
> >
> > hhhmmm. I wonder if the price matching local stores would realize
> this and
> > bite the bullet and sell you one for $1077??? ;-) Good luck all!
> >
> > John L Rice
> > Drummer@I...
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 855|762|2001-07-16 01:02:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Wednesday CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Wednesday CHAT 

Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2001 
Time: All Day

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000.

Hopefully we'll try to meet through out the months of July as
more and more members get their RS7000.
| 856|837|2001-07-16 01:46:15|synthe. labo|Re: Motif Vs Rs7k|

>Cs2x Kick ass!

yes, cs2/x is not expensive and it-s so cool that i think everyone could use 
it in every project
long life to csx series

>
>Software synths are for losers. >:D

..bahhh..., don-t think so>
look at REAKTOR> it-s more powerful than a nord modular...
ciao/marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 857|857|2001-07-16 04:02:12|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Monday, July 16, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.hotmail.com/


PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 858|858|2001-07-16 04:06:17|stearnsthomas@hotmail.com|OS Upgrade|
Got this from an RMx site....is this correct?

"The only difference in the latest ROM that I am aware of is that a 
reset command is not sent from the midi out when the stop or rewind 
buttons are pressed on the RM. This is helpful if you are using 
external midi gear but can also be avoided by having the voice of the 
channel the outboard gear is on set to anything except "phrase"."
| 859|859|2001-07-16 04:22:37|stearnsthomas@hotmail.com|rs tracks question|
Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, sampler and 
2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and was 
considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number of tracks 
available.
I am a step edit user and so usually run out of the 16 channels very 
quickly

Thom
| 860|859|2001-07-16 05:19:52|Daniel Webb|RS7000 any drawbacks|
Hi,

I've had a RM1X for the last couple of years and absolutely love it. So
when I am rich I'd like to move up to a RS7000.

Because:

Sampling
BPM synced effects
per channel EQ
Extra master effect
More knobs
(Anything else I've missed out that ex-RM1X'ers enjoy now they've got a
RS7000 ?)

The question is: Is there anyting the RM1X does that they've left out of the
RS7000 ? Or is the RS700 truly the RM2X we all wanted ?

Regards

Daniel Webb
| 861|859|2001-07-16 06:26:38|Thomas|Re: rs tracks question|
--- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:

> Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, sampler 

and 

> 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.

Yup, correct. 

> I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and was 
> considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number of 

tracks 

> available.

32 on QY700
| 863|859|2001-07-16 11:30:04|Guido Bos|Re: rs tracks question|
I have the Qy700. great machine for sequencing. so if you have a question, you may ask me. At this moment I am trying to get really into it, as I will
have to explain it to somebody who is blind... wooh, that is difficult but very interesting!

Guido

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Thomas 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2001 2:26 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: rs tracks question

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


--- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, sampler 
and 
> 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
Yup, correct. 

> I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and was 
> considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number of 
tracks 
> available.
32 on QY700

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 864|859|2001-07-16 12:51:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs tracks question|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, sampler
> and
> > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> Yup, correct.
>
> > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and was
> > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number of
> tracks
> > available.
> 32 on QY700
>

16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear tracks
(normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and pattern
tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.

- Robert

>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 865|865|2001-07-16 13:09:48|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|Sampling Audio In?|
Does the RS have the ability to have an audio in source playing 
through the machine during normal operartion, even when not 
sampling? Like a keyboard or Mini disc? 

Thanks, Jeff
| 866|859|2001-07-16 16:53:39|jtonna|Re: RS7000 any drawbacks|

>Hi,
>
>I've had a RM1X for the last couple of years and absolutely love it. So
>when I am rich I'd like to move up to a RS7000.
>
>Because:
>
>Sampling
>BPM synced effects
>per channel EQ
>Extra master effect
>More knobs
>(Anything else I've missed out that ex-RM1X'ers enjoy now they've got a
>RS7000 ?)
>
>The question is: Is there anyting the RM1X does that they've left out of the
>RS7000 ? Or is the RS700 truly the RM2X we all wanted ?

only 10 sections A-J available in real-time on the keyboard, K-P sections
have to be selected
through a rotative knob, so only 10 sections for the live use

>
>Regards
>
>Daniel Webb
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 867|867|2001-07-16 17:51:32|lebanull@yahoo.com|Owner's Manual for the RS7K|
This is really going to take some time to get the feeling of what 
it's able to do.
| 868|868|2001-07-16 18:14:12|mikko@hellsing.com|Is it available or not?|
I have emailed a big reseller in europe saying he can deliver in 3 
weeks. Is this possible or will it just end up as a pre order?

/Mikko
| 869|791|2001-07-16 18:40:42|Bill Wright|Re: Differences between MOTIF and RS7000|
This post was very helpful. Right now I can't decide between a Motif and a 
RS7000. Is it correct to think that the things the Motif can't do compared 
to the RS7000 are: 808 style sequencer, and real time loop remix? Anything 
else the Motif can't do that the Rs7000 can't? (interface considerations aside)

>
>
>DRUM KIT Definition
>· The concept of a `KIT' is different in each product. A Drum
>Voice (or kit) in the Motif, like most traditional Drum Voices, is
>complex. It allows a separate sample(s) per note, each note with its
>own user programmable volume, pan position, velocity sensitivity,
>send to the effect, EQ, etc. A Drum Kit in the RS7000 has a pre-
>arranged set of samples on the same MIDI channel - editable in real
>time via channel control change messages, as a kit. You don't view
>the individual sounds in the RS preset kits. The theory in the RS
>concept is, if you desire to edit a particular individual drum sound
>(in real time) you would isolate that drum note on a separate track
>(DIVIDE DRUM TRACK Job or the NOTE: EXTRACT Job). The RS uses
>separate tracks and what are called, FULL EDIT kits   kits that
>contain all one type of drum like kicks or snares   as you can bring
>the full power of MIDI channel messages to bare on that drum sound.

| 870|870|2001-07-16 21:11:30|visualufouria@mail.com|I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in Pat|
Someone said earlier you can't access these extra 6 sections "live". 
Is this true? Or, is it just that it's difficult to access these 
live. If you can, can they be accessed in pattern playback mode? This 
is how I perform live with my RM1X, I toggle between my 16 sections 
per song (obviously as probably most do....), I like to have the 
ability to keep my sequencers different if I want too, anyway you get 
the point. If I can't access these patterns when I perform live, or 
it's a serious pain in the ass, I'm obviously going to need to 
rethink if this machine is right for what I not only do, but what I 
ALREADY have done, and how it's going to effect what I will to import 
from MY RM1X files. AGAIN, I'm asking this in reference to pattern 
mode. This is really very crucial before I go and decide to shell out 
the $1400. Thanks

some of my RM1x tracks: www.mp3.com/Halluci_Nation
(Butterfky X, Somatic UTO PA, Fading Out a disco spotlight>)
www.mp3.com/BuddhaSpaceship
(Zodiac Conjunction)
| 871|865|2001-07-17 00:56:37|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Sampling Audio In?|
if you connect something to the "in " of the sampler 
it's like an audio in " you hear the sound while playing"

Cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : jeffkissinger@yahoo.com [mailto:jeffkissinger@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : lundi 16 juillet 2001 21:08
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Sampling Audio In?

Does the RS have the ability to have an audio in source playing 
through the machine during normal operartion, even when not 
sampling? Like a keyboard or Mini disc? 

Thanks, Jeff

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 872|865|2001-07-17 01:08:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling Audio In?|
jeffkissinger@yahoo.com wrote:

> Does the RS have the ability to have an audio in source playing
> through the machine during normal operartion, even when not
> sampling? Like a keyboard or Mini disc?
>
> Thanks, Jeff

The manual says this is possible. I don't have the RS but on the
Yamaha A3000 and A4000 samplers (that I actually owned) this
was possible too.

The manual also states that the audio source can be given an
amount of reverb, chorus/delay and variation effect. In case of two
mono inputs (instead of one stereo), you can set the gain for the
two mono signals separately.

- Robert
| 873|870|2001-07-17 02:33:00|Thomas|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> Someone said earlier you can't access these extra 6 

sections "live". 

> Is this true? 

Yes and no. What the person meant was, that you can´t access these 
extra 6 section by simply pressing a button on the keypad, instead 
you have to turn Knob #2 (the one under the display) to access those 
6 sections.
And yes you can import RM1x Files. They will sound better than on the 
RM1x because of the better drumsets and the higher sampling-quality 
of the TG, plus the Master-FX can polish a lot too, and some people 
(including me) guess that the output of the RS7000 AD/DA converter 
are 24Bit. (Toward 16Bit of RM1x) 

Or, is it just that it's difficult to access these 

> live. If you can, can they be accessed in pattern playback mode? 

yes, they can.

This 

> the point. If I can't access these patterns when I perform live, or 
> it's a serious pain in the ass, 

You can access them "live" and it´s not a pain in the ass, you just 
have to configure the RS, that it finishs playing a section before 
changing to the new chosen one, than you´ll should be fine, unless 
your sections are only haveing a length of 1...

Since you already own a RM1x, maybe a Sampler, like E-MU 5000 would 
be more of a use for you, unless you want everything in one box...

hope this helps.

I like my RS, i think it rocks!

Cheers, Tom
| 874|874|2001-07-17 03:37:32|musician1963@yahoo.com|The New Roland FANTOM !|
Hi all,

Roland seems to introduce the new "FANTOM" at NAMM.

See <http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.htm?1231>, 
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/newspage.lasso>, 
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/news.lasso?id=661> and
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/product.lasso?pr=018742>

You can also see all info at the Roland US website :

<http://www.rolandus.com/PRODUCTS/MI/MI_SEB.HTM> - 
choose the "view source"-command in your browser.

Nico
| 875|875|2001-07-17 03:43:08|musician1963@yahoo.com|OT : The New Roland FANTOM !|
Hi all,

Roland seems to introduce the new "FANTOM" at NAMM.
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See <http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.htm?1231>, 
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/newspage.lasso>, 
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/news.lasso?id=661> and
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/product.lasso?pr=018742>

You can also see all info at the Roland US website :

<http://www.rolandus.com/PRODUCTS/MI/MI_SEB.HTM> - 
choose the "view source"-command in your browser.

Nico
| 876|875|2001-07-17 09:07:36|Jayson Barrons|Re: OT : The New Roland FANTOM !|
--- In RS7000@y..., musician1963@y... wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Roland seems to introduce the new "FANTOM" at NAMM.
> 
> See <http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.htm?1231>, 
> <http://www.keyboardshop.com/newspage.lasso>, 
> <http://www.keyboardshop.com/news.lasso?id=661> and
> <http://www.keyboardshop.com/product.lasso?pr=018742>
> 

i'm assuming this is a joke or a lame promotion since none of those 
links brought me to any new piece of gear.
| 879|879|2001-07-17 10:36:03|ccb@acm.org|Re: OT : The New Roland FANTOM ! |

> That was weird? I went to that site but couldn't find anything on 
> the FANTOM. But like you said "view source" on my browser, 
> and there were details on the FANTOM. That's really odd.
> 
> Still no picture though? Later.

The orignal messages said the product will intro at NAMM. That's like
20 July, no? It looks like the web site people at RolandUS don't know
how to use a release management system to roll out new updates to the
site. Either that or they've deliberately set out to generate buzzzz
in advance of the show.

That being said FANTOM looks like an oddball offering, but I'm not
a big Roland fan so what do I know... Maybe they really wanted to
call it "FITOM" ;-).

ccb

--
Charles C. Bennett, Jr. VA LiNUX Systems
Systems Engineer, Northeast US 25 Burlington Mall Rd., Suite 300
+1 617 543-6513 Burlington, MA 01803-4145
ccb@valinux.com www.valinux.com
| 880|880|2001-07-17 12:15:25|Bryan Rodgers|Best pricing for the RS7000?|
do we currently have a list of best pricing setup for the RS?

Who has it where at where at price...etc?

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 881|881|2001-07-17 12:50:30|Jason Champion|Looking for advice...|
I'm currently trying to decide whether it would be a better idea to pick up a Yamaha A4000 sampler and a Yamaha RM1X or to get the RS7000. Which choice
would give me the most power and largest range of options, and be most likely to fit in with what I want to do?

I will likely primarily be using them live. The group I play with consists of a keyboardist/vocalist, a rhythm guitarist/hand drummer, and myself. I play
a Roland GR-33 guitar synthesizer connected to a Yamaha FS1R. I want a sampler for crazy vocal lines and to do things I can't do with the FS1R like take
sounds I've created on my PC in Csound or Buzz and play them live. I also want to have background tracks with orchestration, i.e. beat w/bass and
possibly some backing synth lines, pads, and whatnot. Myself and the keyboard player play the leads/melodies and such, but need something to provide a
good backing framework that is also somewhat tweakable live. We play many styles of music from electronic jazz, to ambient techno, to drum and bass, to
surf rock, to modern adaptations of traditional arabic music and I'm looking for something fairly versatile.

I've never owned a sampler and the closest thing to a groovebox I have ever owned is my Roland DR-770 drum machine. If you can suggest other items for me
to research, please do. The MC-303/MC-505 seem decent, but due to lack of information on the Roland site (i.e. no manuals), I don't know whether their
sequencing and MIDI capabilities can compare to the RM1X or RS7000.

Thanks,
Jason Champion of Dr. Kilpatient

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 883|881|2001-07-17 14:48:32|Jayson Barrons|Re: Looking for advice...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jason Champion" wrote:

> I'm currently trying to decide whether it would be a better idea to 

pick up a Yamaha A4000 sampler and a Yamaha RM1X or to get the 
RS7000. Which choice would give me the most power and largest range 
of options, and be most likely to fit in with what I want to do?

I have an a5000 coupled to my rm1x, and i'm getting the rs7000. the 
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rs IS a different beast than A series samplers. but i love them both 
dearly.
| 884|870|2001-07-17 15:08:06|jtonna|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|

>--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
>> Someone said earlier you can't access these extra 6
>sections "live".
>> Is this true?
>Yes and no. What the person meant was, that you can´t access these
>extra 6 section by simply pressing a button on the keypad, instead
>you have to turn Knob #2 (the one under the display) to access those
>6 sections.
>And yes you can import RM1x Files. They will sound better than on the
>RM1x because of the better drumsets and the higher sampling-quality
>of the TG, plus the Master-FX can polish a lot too, and some people
>(including me) guess that the output of the RS7000 AD/DA converter
>are 24Bit. (Toward 16Bit of RM1x)
>
>Or, is it just that it's difficult to access these
>> live. If you can, can they be accessed in pattern playback mode?
>yes, they can.
>
>This
>
>> the point. If I can't access these patterns when I perform live, or
>> it's a serious pain in the ass,
>You can access them "live" and it´s not a pain in the ass, you just
>have to configure the RS, that it finishs playing a section before
>changing to the new chosen one, than you´ll should be fine, unless
>your sections are only haveing a length of 1...
>
>Since you already own a RM1x, maybe a Sampler, like E-MU 5000 would
>be more of a use for you, unless you want everything in one box...

We agree with Tom. It's a realistic advice. We too have decided to buy
another sampler for our RM1x instead of the RS7000. Since the first day
that photos appeared on the Web ( Sonic State were the first in january
20th ) the question we asked Yamaha and elsewhere was : where are the 16
"live sections switches" ? On the pictures they were absent. Nobody really
knew and when in june Yamaha published the manual it wasn't clear if a
subfunction allowed to use the 16 white/grey keys to select the 16
sections. Now lot of musicians have received their RS7000 and we know that
only 10 sections (A-J) are "switchable" live with the black keys. The
RS7000 is a great instrument, better sounds, good sampling features,
excellent patternchain mode, but it's not the live sequencer we waited for
since january. We won't reorganize all our hundreds of RM1x patterns to
match the RS7000 inferior sections features, we want to play music, all
styles are ready, we just need another sampler . During the last two weeks
we have been looking for the right sampler and we were yesterday ready to
order a full 128MBram 20gigaHD E-MU5000. Meanwhile a last doubt appeared.
User's lists and dedicated sites are fantastic, all our questions about the
RS7000 and the E-MU5000 have received precise answers and finally we have
found the sampler we need. It's a new one we never thought before. A
strange one but so connected with our work that we'll order it next monday
if the Summer NAMM (this friday until sunday) doesn't announce the
hyper-ultra-mega-over-ultimate sampler of the century (at least...). Buying
gear is a creative process, not very satisfying in itself but rich of
informations about how inattentive we are... :)

Sorry for our slow-tech english.

Thanx for all the RS7000 happy owners who helped us. If Yamaha updates the
sections feature, allowing to access directly the 16 sections, we'll
immediately buy one. We'll keep an eye on this list...

Jean

>hope this helps.
>
>I like my RS, i think it rocks!
>
>Cheers, Tom
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 885|885|2001-07-17 15:09:53|Bryan Rodgers|SCSI Speed on the RS...|
anyone had a chance to test it out yet?

B
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 886|885|2001-07-17 15:45:29|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: SCSI Speed on the RS...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> anyone had a chance to test it out yet?
> 
> B
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

This was one of the first things I've tried, when I got mine.
Importing a 31MB Sample from a .WAV-File was about 2 minutes.
After that, loading the style which contained the same sample
was about 15 seconds, what I found quite good.
All done with a 2GB IBM SCSI Harddisk.

Hope that helps,
Werner.
| 887|885|2001-07-17 15:48:34|Bryan Rodgers|Re: SCSI Speed on the RS...|
was that a 10k rpm HD?

Do you know how that compares to the old Yammy SCSI system? Are the transfer
speeds better from the Smart media card?

yes, yes, I'm a pain in the ass ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: crawfish@gmx.net [mailto:crawfish@gmx.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2001 5:44 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI Speed on the RS...

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> anyone had a chance to test it out yet?
> 
> B
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

This was one of the first things I've tried, when I got mine.
Importing a 31MB Sample from a .WAV-File was about 2 minutes.
After that, loading the style which contained the same sample
was about 15 seconds, what I found quite good.
All done with a 2GB IBM SCSI Harddisk.

Hope that helps,
Werner.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 888|868|2001-07-17 16:06:48|Thomas|Re: Is it available or not?|
--- In RS7000@y..., mikko@h... wrote:

> I have emailed a big reseller in europe saying he can deliver in 3 
> weeks. Is this possible or will it just end up as a pre order?
> 
> /Mikko

It is possible yes. But it depends on the reseller....

I got mine from www.musikproduktiv.de
| 889|791|2001-07-17 16:08:31|Thomas|Re: Differences between MOTIF and RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bill Wright wrote:

> This post was very helpful. Right now I can't decide between a 

Motif and a 
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> RS7000. Is it correct to think that the things the Motif can't do 

compared 

> to the RS7000 are: 808 style sequencer, and real time loop remix? 

Anything 

> else the Motif can't do that the Rs7000 can't? (interface 

considerations aside)

Well, Yamaha promised to deliver a MOTIF vs. RS7000 comparison on 
www.motifator.com....
| 890|865|2001-07-17 16:12:10|Thomas|Re: Sampling Audio In?|
--- In RS7000@y..., jeffkissinger@y... wrote:

> Does the RS have the ability to have an audio in source playing 
> through the machine during normal operartion, even when not 
> sampling? Like a keyboard or Mini disc? 
> 
> Thanks, Jeff

Yup, and you can even apply the Master-fx to it while 
playing...groovy, baby!
| 891|865|2001-07-17 16:13:14|Thomas|Re: Sampling Audio In?|
--- In RS7000@y..., jeffkissinger@y... wrote:

> Does the RS have the ability to have an audio in source playing 
> through the machine during normal operartion, even when not 
> sampling? Like a keyboard or Mini disc? 
> 
> Thanks, Jeff

Yup, and you can even apply the Master-fx to it while 
playing...groovy, baby!
| 892|885|2001-07-17 16:17:18|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: SCSI Speed on the RS...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> was that a 10k rpm HD?
> 
> Do you know how that compares to the old Yammy SCSI system? Are the 

transfer

> speeds better from the Smart media card?
> 
> yes, yes, I'm a pain in the ass ;)
> 
> B
> 

I had an A5000 for a week and gave it back because of it's horrible
loading times. I don't know it exactly - but just from my memory this 
is MUCH better on the RS.
Smart media isn't as fast as an SCSI-Disk, but still fast enough for 
me. And it is an 7200rpm HDD - quite loud uhh ...

My setup is now:
RS7K <-> External HDD <-> PC (Win 98)
So I can access the HDD from both sides !
I'm quite happy with it now ! :-)))
Just wish that I had a 5400rpm HDD instead of this loud beast.
But you don't get a HDD with a 50pin interface in the shops anymore,
just second hand.

Werner.
| 893|859|2001-07-17 16:47:02|stearnsthomas@hotmail.com|Re: rs tracks question|
Can you point me to the manualk page that says this...i can't find it

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, sampler
> > and
> > > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> > Yup, correct.
> >
> > > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and was
> > > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number of
> > tracks
> > > available.
> > 32 on QY700
> >
> 
> 16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear tracks
> (normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and pattern
> tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >



> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 894|870|2001-07-17 17:17:14|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|
You can access them "live" and it´s not a pain in the ass, you just 
have to configure the RS, that it finishs playing a section before 
changing to the new chosen one, than you´ll should be fine, unless 
your sections are only haveing a length of 1...

FROM WHAT YOU SAID HERE, IT SEEMS LIKE YOUR SAYING that the 7000 will 
change at the end of your phrase, (or something like that). On the 
RM1X, IN PATTERN MODE, it will only switch (pattern quantize) at the 
end of each measure, or 1/16th beat. Is this different in pattern 
mode on the 7000? Or is that only in pattern chain mode as well? 

I tend to have phrases of different legnths on the RM1X, I assume 
they did this to compensate for the different legnths of phrases on 
the RM1X. Is there any way around this on the 7000? This has been a 
tricky problem a few times during live performances. Thanks alot. 
Justin
| 899|746|2001-07-18 00:11:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: What's your favorite "DANCE" 
keyboard [or DIGITAL ANALOG] that 
you use with your RS7000? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- AN1X, 2 votes, 10.53% 
- CS6X, 4 votes, 21.05% 
- JP8080/JP8000, 1 votes, 5.26% 
- EMU-AUDITY, 1 votes, 5.26% 
- MIROWAVE XT/XTK, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- NORD LEAD 2 & 3, 1 votes, 5.26% 
- KORG PROPHESY, 1 votes, 5.26% 
- Access VIRUS B/KB/Indigo, 3 votes, 15.79% 
- OB-12, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- SUPERNOVA II, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- Alesis A6 ANDROMEDA, 1 votes, 5.26% 
- Korg Z1, 2 votes, 10.53% 
- KORG EA-1, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- Yamaha AN200, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- Yamaha DX200, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- JUPTER 8, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- JUNO, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- WALDORF Q, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- QUASIMIDI RAVE-O-LUTION 309, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- PROTUS 2000, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- ORBIT 9090, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- PPG WAVE 2.2, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- PULSAR, 1 votes, 5.26% 
- FIZMO, 0 votes, 0.00% 
- KORG MS2000, 2 votes, 10.53% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 901|901|2001-07-18 00:36:28|remedi123@yahoo.com|this sounds like garbage..typical of yamaha|
yamaha just puts out junk..i tried this out at guitar center ..nobody 
actually is buying it according to the sales people there that i 
know...they havent even been trained yet and the machine has been 
sitting in their store for over a week now..i tried it out and the 
factory settings sound PATHETIC to say the least...i couldnt even get 
around the damn machine with all the knobs and buttons - TOO 
CONFUSING..does this have WAVEFORM EDITING? i read on a yamaha 
preview that it did and i DIDNT SEE SUCH A THING ON THE 
MACHINE...anyone who has one fill me in on this
| 904|859|2001-07-18 01:33:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs tracks question|
stearnsthomas@hotmail.com wrote:

> Can you point me to the manualk page that says this...i can't find it

You mean the QY700 manual? Hmm, let me have a look...
- Page 36 "Sequencer Block", 4th paragraph.
- Page 37, including the diagram on the right side.
- Page 40 "6 Songs".
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That should do it. ;)
Lemme know if you have any questions.

- Robert

>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Thomas wrote:
> >
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > > > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, sampler
> > > and
> > > > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> > > Yup, correct.
> > >
> > > > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and was
> > > > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number of
> > > tracks
> > > > available.
> > > 32 on QY700
> > >
> >
> > 16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear tracks
> > (normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and pattern
> > tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.
> >
> > - Robert

| 905|901|2001-07-18 01:44:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: this sounds like garbage..typical of yamaha|
remedi123@yahoo.com wrote:

> yamaha just puts out junk..i tried this out at guitar center ..nobody
> actually is buying it according to the sales people there that i
> know...they havent even been trained yet and the machine has been
> sitting in their store for over a week now..i tried it out and the
> factory settings sound PATHETIC to say the least...i couldnt even get
> around the damn machine with all the knobs and buttons - TOO
> CONFUSING..does this have WAVEFORM EDITING? i read on a yamaha
> preview that it did and i DIDNT SEE SUCH A THING ON THE
> MACHINE...anyone who has one fill me in on this

There is a graphical sample trim page (manual pg 241). What I didn't
find in the manual is how zero-crossing points are located. All the
A-series samplers have this (optionally). Looks like the RS isn't one
of them. I'll ask motifator.com.

- Robert
| 907|881|2001-07-18 02:07:30|Thomas|Re: Looking for advice...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jason Champion" wrote:

> I want a sampler for crazy vocal lines and to do things I can't do 

with the FS1R like take sounds I've created on my PC in Csound or 
Buzz and play them live. 

Hmmm, my suggestion...RM1x and EMU 5000 or QY700 and EMU 5000 or 
RS7000 and EMU 5000...

Tom
| 908|885|2001-07-18 02:11:18|synthe. labo|Re: SCSI Speed on the RS...|

>My setup is now:
>RS7K <-> External HDD <-> PC (Win 98)
>So I can access the HDD from both sides !

THAT'S A GOOD IDEA!!!
i can do this too, now start thinking...
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
| 909|909|2001-07-18 02:23:55|John L Rice|Is it rack mountable???|
The RS7000 seems to be the right width to rack mount but are there rack ears
available for it or at least a special shelf, etc???

Thanks!

John L Rice
Drummer@ImJohn.com
| 910|910|2001-07-18 02:31:15|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|
Yo anybody,
1> say if you pattern chain some 32 or 64 bar patterns can you have 
different effects laoded with diff. settings etc... each time it 
changes ( back and forth on n on n on??) get it ??

2> In pattern mode,,,,,,,,you could also have one pattern fully 
loaded ready to go(yes even only 10 sections ) but then copy your 
pattern or parts of it to the next pattern , (with new sections of 
course) and have another 10 sections with some new or totally 
different sections ?????!!!!!

what the hell are you all bitchin bout??????
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whatchoooo reckon??????????
| 911|859|2001-07-18 02:34:18|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: rs tracks question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> 
> > Can you point me to the manualk page that says this...i can't 

find it

> 
> You mean the QY700 manual? Hmm, let me have a look...
> - Page 36 "Sequencer Block", 4th paragraph.
> - Page 37, including the diagram on the right side.
> - Page 40 "6 Songs".
> 
> That should do it. ;)
> Lemme know if you have any questions.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Thomas wrote:
> > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > > > > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator, 

sampler

> > > > and
> > > > > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> > > > Yup, correct.
> > > >
> > > > > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and 

was

> > > > > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number 

of

> > > > tracks
> > > > > available.
> > > > 32 on QY700
> > > >
> > >
> > > 16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear 

tracks

> > > (normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and 

pattern

> > > tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.
> > >
> > > - Robert

Hey does the Qy700 have sounds in it aswell ??? or is it just a 
sampller??? actually what the hell is it???

Ive
| 912|859|2001-07-18 02:38:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs tracks question|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> >
> > > Can you point me to the manualk page that says this...i can't
> find it
> >
> > You mean the QY700 manual? Hmm, let me have a look...
> > - Page 36 "Sequencer Block", 4th paragraph.
> > - Page 37, including the diagram on the right side.
> > - Page 40 "6 Songs".
> >
> > That should do it. ;)
> > Lemme know if you have any questions.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > Thomas wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > > > > > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator,
> sampler
> > > > > and
> > > > > > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> > > > > Yup, correct.
> > > > >
> > > > > > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio and
> was
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> > > > > > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the number
> of
> > > > > tracks
> > > > > > available.
> > > > > 32 on QY700
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > 16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear
> tracks
> > > > (normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and
> pattern
> > > > tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.
> > > >
> > > > - Robert
>
> Hey does the Qy700 have sounds in it aswell ??? or is it just a
> sampller??? actually what the hell is it???
>
> Ive
>

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/index.html

- Robert
| 913|901|2001-07-18 02:39:42|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: this sounds like garbage..typical of yamaha|
--- In RS7000@y..., remedi123@y... wrote:

> yamaha just puts out junk..i tried this out at guitar 

center ..nobody 

> actually is buying it according to the sales people there that i 
> know...they havent even been trained yet and the machine has been 
> sitting in their store for over a week now..i tried it out and the 
> factory settings sound PATHETIC to say the least...i couldnt even 

get 

> around the damn machine with all the knobs and buttons - TOO 
> CONFUSING..does this have WAVEFORM EDITING? i read on a yamaha 
> preview that it did and i DIDNT SEE SUCH A THING ON THE 
> MACHINE...anyone who has one fill me in on this

(in Saddam Hussein type voice)hey take it easy guy take a load 
off...........
| 914|859|2001-07-18 02:47:25|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: rs tracks question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > >
> > > > Can you point me to the manualk page that says this...i can't
> > find it
> > >
> > > You mean the QY700 manual? Hmm, let me have a look...
> > > - Page 36 "Sequencer Block", 4th paragraph.
> > > - Page 37, including the diagram on the right side.
> > > - Page 40 "6 Songs".
> > >
> > > That should do it. ;)
> > > Lemme know if you have any questions.
> > >
> > > - Robert
> > >
> > > >

Thanks!!! not a sampler what a pity !!
Ide prefer the Rs cause of that and the tweekability for live!!

> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > > Thomas wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > > > > > > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator,
> > sampler
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> > > > > > Yup, correct.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio 

and

> > was
> > > > > > > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the 

number

> > of
> > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > available.
> > > > > > 32 on QY700
> > > > > >

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/index.html


> > > > >
> > > > > 16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear
> > tracks
> > > > > (normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and
> > pattern
> > > > > tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.
> > > > >
> > > > > - Robert
> >
> > Hey does the Qy700 have sounds in it aswell ??? or is it just a
> > sampller??? actually what the hell is it???
> >
> > Ive
> >
> 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/index.html
> 
> - Robert

| 915|859|2001-07-18 02:50:20|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: rs tracks question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > >
> > > > Can you point me to the manualk page that says this...i can't
> > find it
> > >
> > > You mean the QY700 manual? Hmm, let me have a look...
> > > - Page 36 "Sequencer Block", 4th paragraph.
> > > - Page 37, including the diagram on the right side.
> > > - Page 40 "6 Songs".
> > >
> > > That should do it. ;)
> > > Lemme know if you have any questions.
> > >
> > > - Robert
> > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > > Thomas wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@y..., stearnsthomas@h... wrote:
> > > > > > > Is it correct that although the rs has a tone generator,
> > sampler
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > 2 midi outs you can only use 16 tracks at a time.
> > > > > > Yup, correct.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > I ask because i need more than 16 tracks for my studio 

and

> > was
> > > > > > > considering the QY700. Can someone advise me of the 

number

> > of
> > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > available.
> > > > > > 32 on QY700
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 16 pattern tracks (like the RS) and an additional 32 linear
> > tracks
> > > > > (normal songs tracks). Unlike the RS, the songs tracks and
> > pattern
> > > > > tracks can be played simultaneously, totalling to 48 tracks.
> > > > >
> > > > > - Robert
> >
> > Hey does the Qy700 have sounds in it aswell ??? or is it just a
> > sampller??? actually what the hell is it???
> >
> > Ive
> >
> 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/index.html
> 
> - Robert

thanks !!!! not a sapler is a drag !! Id prefer the RS cause of that 
and for the teakability factor live!!!
| 917|870|2001-07-18 03:59:35|Thomas|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> On the 
> RM1X, IN PATTERN MODE, it will only switch (pattern quantize) at 

the 

> end of each measure, or 1/16th beat. Is this different in pattern 
> mode on the 7000? Or is that only in pattern chain mode as well? 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/index.html
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/index.html


Hmmm, i didn´t try it out so far, i only read on www.rm1x.co.uk that 
the RM1x can finish playing a pattern before it switches, so i 
assumed the RS might do it as well, and if not...well holycrapamoly, 
i am wrong, sorry.

Tom
| 919|857|2001-07-18 04:02:14|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 920|910|2001-07-18 04:06:21|Thomas|Re: Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> what the hell are you all bitchin bout??????
> 
> whatchoooo reckon??????????

Pardon me?
Can some of the american folks translate this americanisms into 
something more...hmmm understandable for me please?

A poor european
| 923|910|2001-07-18 06:33:30|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > what the hell are you all bitchin bout??????
> > 
> > whatchoooo reckon??????????
> 
> Pardon me?
> Can some of the american folks translate this americanisms into 
> something more...hmmm understandable for me please?
> 
> A poor european

Sorry mate , I'm Canadian born but reside in Australia ......
in other words "what do you think?"

a hungry aussie
| 928|880|2001-07-18 07:40:41|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Best pricing for the RS7000?|
cool.

...but how come there's no 'all' selection...PITA to select one by one...

B



-----Original Message-----
From: dayv@ozemail.com.au [mailto:dayv@ozemail.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2001 11:27 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Best pricing for the RS7000?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> do we currently have a list of best pricing setup for the RS?
> 
> Who has it where at where at price...etc?

Yep, check out:

www.rs7000.org

[dayv]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 929|910|2001-07-18 07:46:24|Thomas|Re: Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> Sorry mate , I'm Canadian born but reside in Australia ......
> in other words "what do you think?"

lol..THAT explains a lot...*g*

> 
> a hungry aussie

| 930|910|2001-07-18 07:51:21|Thomas|Re: Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> 2> In pattern mode,,,,,,,,you could also have one pattern fully 
> loaded ready to go(yes even only 10 sections ) but then copy your 
> pattern or parts of it to the next pattern , (with new sections of 
> course) and have another 10 sections with some new or totally 
> different sections ?????!!!!!

Well, when you copy one pattern to a different pattern and change 
this one (the copy i mean), yes of course you can totally different 
sections, if you changed them, of course.)

BTW. you can have up to 16 sections. And you can access section 11 - 
16 by endless rotary knob #2 in realtime. For 1 - 10 you can use the 
black keys of the keypad. (Unfortunately only the black keys)

Tom
| 932|901|2001-07-18 07:56:24|Bryan Rodgers|Re: this sounds like garbage..typical of yamaha|
are you smoking crack?!

I had to reserve one at my local music shop, because as soon as they get put
one out as a demo, they're out the door. The sales guy was complaining that
he hasn't even had a chance to touch one yet!

Do you own an RM1x? Have you read the manual?

The unit should be in next week, so I should get a better idea of how it
operates. I suspect if you know your way around and RM, you shouldn't have
any problems navigating the RS...

Yamaha makes crap?! Ha! Have a look at Roland!!!

B

-----Original Message-----
From: remedi123@yahoo.com [mailto:remedi123@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2001 2:36 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] this sounds like garbage..typical of yamaha
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yamaha just puts out junk..i tried this out at guitar center ..nobody 
actually is buying it according to the sales people there that i 
know...they havent even been trained yet and the machine has been 
sitting in their store for over a week now..i tried it out and the 
factory settings sound PATHETIC to say the least...i couldnt even get 
around the damn machine with all the knobs and buttons - TOO 
CONFUSING..does this have WAVEFORM EDITING? i read on a yamaha 
preview that it did and i DIDNT SEE SUCH A THING ON THE 
MACHINE...anyone who has one fill me in on this

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 934|934|2001-07-18 08:30:44|jezjackson@btinternet.com|just bought the beast!!|
I just ordered the RS from www.Musicproducts.com in Belgium.

A hell of a lot cheaper from these people than it would from a local 
dealer here in the U.K.

about £300 to be honest!!

It works out at £1080 fully loaded with 64meg simms. Still cheaper 
than it would be without the upgrade.

Weeeeeeeeeee i'm exited :-)

Jarvis442
| 940|857|2001-07-18 09:48:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 942|6|2001-07-18 19:39:03|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: SO exactly what type of RAM is it?|
so is it old edo ram? or somtin or whatsa goin on ????
If you tell me Icould probably godown to a computer swap meet and 
get em there for buggery...(not much)oh and also they have to be in 
pairs right? so if I wanted to go full on, would I need a pair of 
64meg to be actually 64 meg (know what I mean?????)

cheers
choinsta

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Tony" wrote:
> > Very true...but Kurzweil, EMU, Akai, and im sure several other 
> > samplers were still using 30 pin simms when 168pin dims were 
> > eclipsing 72 pin simms. the music industry is small and slow 
> moving. 
> Very true also. The market is easily to look through, of course, 
with 
> all that companies now, offering soft-synths, you loose a bit of 
> overlook, but for hardware, very easy to see who are the players.
> 
> > 
> > If anyone wants to try, however, I have a cash of 72 pin sims in 
my 
> > house (verious brands, verious capacities - dont know if they all 
> > work no garantee). I fix/build computer and get to take home 
alot 
> > of 'garbage' systems which I hack for whatever parts I can.
> Hey, good to know! I am sure, once the RS7k is going to be released 
> ppl. will ask here (inlcuding me) for the right matching modules.
> I will come back to you, when it´s time, hehe ;)
> What would you take for a 64MB-SIMM, shipping to Germany?
> lol...that´s a nice business-idea...slaughtering old PC´s to get 
> those old SIMMs to sell them to musicians...or even to the 
companies, 
> like Korg etc.?
> > 
> > also, 72 pin simms are very easily available here in the US..a 
much 
> > larger market than the german one..
> Well, i don´t know, could be, but not much bigger. Don´t forget 
that 
> Germany is part of Europe and Europe is a bigger market than US...
> Of course you can find old PC´s left and right, but what do i need 
to 
> pay $250 for a whole PC, when all i need is 64MB module worth about 
> $30?
> 
> ..which im sure is on yamaha's 
> > mind..
> But the RS7k is a groovetool, and there are not so many ppl in the 
US 
> making or even listening to "Dance"-music, so Europe, spec. Germany 
> is at least as big as the US market, IMO.
> Anyhow, I think it will be fine.
> 
> Regards, 
> Tom

| 945|945|2001-07-18 22:01:04|remedi123@yahoo.com|WAVEFORM EDITING??? YES OR NO!!!????|
DOES THIS RS7000 HAVE WAVEFORM EDITING LIKE THE MPC?? OR WAS THAT 
JUST YAMAHA'S BULLSHIT HYPE THAT YAMAHA GAVE OUT TO LURE PEOPLE TO 
BUY THIS GARBAGE
| 946|870|2001-07-18 22:13:05|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|
There's the real problem at the core of the RM1X. If you want to use 
pattern mode live ( I do, it just seems to work the best, dynamics, 
change it up a little each time, etc.....) It will only switch at the 
end of EVERY single measure, or 1/16th beat. It's usually fine, just 
pay attention, etc... but, several times I got into a sticky 
situation, all the other machines kept running at their regular 
settings, and I had to skip a measure at the end of a phrase (by 
switching early), kind of killed the flow of what we were doing. This 
soen't seem like a big deal to some folks, BUT it really is. The 
whole point of having a sequencer is to run everything, then when 
your ready to switch, you select your next pattern, then just for get 
about it, start tending to your synths, make some knob movements, 
etc... This kind of keeps me distracted from doing other things 
sometimes, kind of like if you needed an extra arm to work your sound 
while your still throwing your faders, and or tweaking your synth, 
etc... I love my RM1X, but man is it a pain in the ass live 
sometimes. 
Apparently you can have automated changes or whatever in pattern 
chain mode, but my patterns are WAy to huge to import into pattern 
chain mode, I got halfway through 1 pattern chain, and it told me my 
memory was full. 

"Aye there's the rub"

I have a feeling that the RS7000 IS the same way. I'm expecting tech 
info back from YAMAHA, I'll post a Shitload of info that they're 
going to give me about it. The techs on the phone hadn't even tried 



the thing yet, Huh? Lot's of useful 7000 info on it's way though.
Justin
| 949|901|2001-07-18 22:28:21|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: this sounds like garbage..typical of yamaha|

> 
> Yamaha makes crap?! Ha! Have a look at Roland!!!
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----

I COULDN'T AGREE MORE!! Probably more so than anything elese I've 
read here. Unless you go and spend TOP dollar on Roland gear, it's 
all gimicky "marketed to newbies" shit. The JPs and Variphrase are 
nice, but 90% of it is NOT good. Ihad a groovebox 202 (big joke), 
sold it to my roomate. It's actually latent when it recieves MIDI 
clock. You can actually hear the drumsounds 'flamming'. Pretty bad.
J
| 952|952|2001-07-19 00:45:47|jezjackson@btinternet.com|What i'm doing in preparation|
I am currently piecing together my new set-up with the RS having 
centre stage (of course)

Last night I got Prosoniq's Orange vocoder to work with soundforge 5 
with a VST to directx converter (free on the net). Can you imagine 
the fun and the amazing effects I'm gunna get by dumping these 
straight to the rs and messing with 'em in real time...?

This is bloody heaven........I'm off for a wank :-)

Jez (jarvis 442)
| 958|870|2001-07-19 01:42:19|synthe. labo|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|

>There's the real problem at the core of the RM1X. If you want to use
>pattern mode live ( I do, it just seems to work the best, dynamics,
>change it up a little each time, etc.....) It will only switch at the
>end of EVERY single measure, or 1/16th beat. It's usually fine, just
>pay attention, etc... but, several times I got into a sticky
>situation, all the other machines kept running at their regular
>settings, and I had to skip a measure at the end of a phrase (by
>switching early), kind of killed the flow of what we were doing.

if you set 1 beat or 1/4 beat or similar, the pattern will play 4 measures 
or 2, but won't jump to another without quantitazing.
it's strange to say that rm1-X (and rs7k of course) it's a pain as a live 
sequencer...: most people use just their rm1-xs ONLY as sequencers for their 
Emu or other big samplers cause it's solid rock and that type of triggering 
patterns by a tap on a pad is so fast and useful.....
in rs7k the quantization of pattern goes more in detail, and you can make 
them play 4 measures, 2, 1, or 6, 8, etc...
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 959|910|2001-07-19 01:43:49|synthe. labo|Re: Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|

>what the hell are you all bitchin bout??????
>whatchoooo reckon??????????
>Pardon me?
> Can some of the american folks translate this americanisms into
> something more...hmmm understandable for me please?
>
> A poor european
>
>Is this European enough for you?
>
>PISS OFF YOU SOD.

wow...here's come the poetry...

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 961|952|2001-07-19 01:52:30|synthe. labo|Re: What i'm doing in preparation|

>I am currently piecing together my new set-up with the RS having
>centre stage (of course)
>
>Last night I got Prosoniq's Orange vocoder to work with soundforge 5
>with a VST to directx converter (free on the net). Can you imagine
>the fun and the amazing effects I'm gunna get by dumping these
>straight to the rs and messing with 'em in real time...?

so you're sampling things from pc to rs7k....
it's the way i wanna move to...
i wanna get Dynamo that is cheap to do these things; i have just Fruity 
Loops that i'm addicted to....
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 962|962|2001-07-19 02:39:45|synthe. labo|smart media v.s. scsi supports|
hello,
just want to ask about 2 points:

-i'm starting saving my pattern on my smart media card of 16MB, and by now 
it's ok, but i thought that in near future i'll get an external Zip drive or 
similar to store things on scsi supports.
there won't be any problems if now i store on smart card and month later 
i'll transfer all that things on zip or similar...? i mean: i'll have to 
laod all my things on rs7k by smart media again, and then store them on the 
other storage device (zip)...no?

-just wondering about a thing that maybe it's impossible to do, but i ask:
most of times i play rythms by my hands on pads or external mast.-keyboar in 
realtime overdub and replace mode, then i go in step recording to add 
something or adjust, and maybe after i quantize; that's my way.
in this way i usually do rythms with 2 sounds (ex.: a kick and a snare) of 
the same kit in the same part (part 1 or 2 or.....);
what i would like to able to do is to have the possibility of REALTIME 
recording of 2 sounds or similar from 2 PART IN THE SAME TIME, ex.: a kick 
on part 1 and a snare on part 2, by now doesn't matter if they'r the same 
kit, the important thing is that different channel-track...
i never seen this was possible on rm1-x, i mean: if you want to record on 
differen parts you have to do separately; but this would be very useful for 
me...
if you have any suggestion, these are welcome
thanx
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 963|962|2001-07-19 03:01:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: smart media v.s. scsi supports|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> hello,
> just want to ask about 2 points:
>
> -i'm starting saving my pattern on my smart media card of 16MB, and by now
> it's ok, but i thought that in near future i'll get an external Zip drive or
> similar to store things on scsi supports.
> there won't be any problems if now i store on smart card and month later
> i'll transfer all that things on zip or similar...? i mean: i'll have to
> laod all my things on rs7k by smart media again, and then store them on the
> other storage device (zip)...no?

From what I understand from the manual, there's no problem at all. :)
The RS save's all its stuff in files (great) and these files can simply
be copied from the card (e.g. by using a card reader connected to
your PC) to the scsi disk.
Make sure that when copying the files on your PC, that the corresponding
.R3A or .R3P (R3*) files are copied along with it. These are separate files
with the same base name that hold the sample data.

One other and very simple solution would be to load the stuff in your RS from
the card and save it on the scsi disk.

>
>
> -just wondering about a thing that maybe it's impossible to do, but i ask:
> most of times i play rythms by my hands on pads or external mast.-keyboar in
> realtime overdub and replace mode, then i go in step recording to add
> something or adjust, and maybe after i quantize; that's my way.
> in this way i usually do rythms with 2 sounds (ex.: a kick and a snare) of
> the same kit in the same part (part 1 or 2 or.....);
> what i would like to able to do is to have the possibility of REALTIME
> recording of 2 sounds or similar from 2 PART IN THE SAME TIME, ex.: a kick
> on part 1 and a snare on part 2, by now doesn't matter if they'r the same
> kit, the important thing is that different channel-track...
> i never seen this was possible on rm1-x, i mean: if you want to record on
> differen parts you have to do separately; but this would be very useful for
> me...
> if you have any suggestion, these are welcome

Well, there's a MULTI record mode in Song mode, not Pattern mode.
It allows you to record for multiple midi channels simulateneously. Have
a look at page 185 in the RS manual. Once you have the song recorded,
you could use a Job command to convert to song to a style.

One other option, in Pattern mode this time, is to record both the kick
and snare in one track (part) using the same kit, and aftwards use the
EXTRACT NOTE job to move the snare to a phrase on another track.

Does this help or is it something else you're looking for?

- Robert

>
> thanx

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


> ciao-marco
>

| 964|962|2001-07-19 03:39:31|synthe. labo|Re: smart media v.s. scsi supports|

>One other and very simple solution would be to load the stuff in your RS 
>from
>the card and save it on the scsi disk.

yes, this one.
i'll do this.

> > what i would like to able to do is to have the possibility of REALTIME
> > recording of 2 sounds or similar from 2 PART IN THE SAME TIME, ex.: a 
>kick
> > on part 1 and a snare on part 2, by now doesn't matter if they'r the 
>same
> > kit, the important thing is that different channel-track...
> > i never seen this was possible on rm1-x, i mean: if you want to record 
>on
> > differen parts you have to do separately; but this would be very useful 
>for
> > me...
> > if you have any suggestion, these are welcome
>
>Well, there's a MULTI record mode in Song mode, not Pattern mode.
>It allows you to record for multiple midi channels simulateneously. Have
>a look at page 185 in the RS manual. Once you have the song recorded,
>you could use a Job command to convert to song to a style.

i'll try, but i'm not so IN the siìong mode...

>
>One other option, in Pattern mode this time, is to record both the kick
>and snare in one track (part) using the same kit, and aftwards use the
>EXTRACT NOTE job to move the snare to a phrase on another track.

yes!
that's right.
i'll try this, it seems more suitable for my ears...(?!)
the fact is that i have a sort of 'plug & play' approach to hardware things; 
the jobs i ever done with rm1-x were quantization, copy/paste, roll, 
transpose, but not other thing more technical like the extractor...
i like to record all in audio on pc and there i spend much time with a lot 
of fun cutting and chopping things by myself, that what i like..hehe
(i have to get Acid 3.0, absolutely :)

>
>Does this help or is it something else you're looking for?

yes, REALLY helpful
i'll try when i go home
thanx again Rob.
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 965|965|2001-07-19 05:38:30|ninjabrun@hotmail.com|sampling|
Hi all,
just a litle question for those that have try the RS with sampling.

Is it me or the filter is realy weird with sample sound,
with the knob far left with a low pass filter you still
hear high sound.

Is it only me ? I only try it at the store...

thank
fred
| 966|965|2001-07-19 07:08:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling|
The filter was probably set to the high pass type.

- Robert

> -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> Van: ninjabrun@hotmail.com [mailto:ninjabrun@hotmail.com]
> Verzonden: donderdag 19 juli 2001 12:38
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: [RS7000] sampling
>
>
> Hi all,
> just a litle question for those that have try the RS with sampling.
>
> Is it me or the filter is realy weird with sample sound,
> with the knob far left with a low pass filter you still
> hear high sound.
>

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:ninjabrun@hotmail.com
mailto:ninjabrun@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Is it only me ? I only try it at the store...
>
> thank
> fred
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community
> Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 967|965|2001-07-19 08:23:19|ternoy jerome|Re: sampling|
why doesn't anyone care about the undo/redo fonction
in sampling mode?
since you can't hear the changes you made in realtime
(what a pity...), i think that fonction is necessary.
moreover, you don't have any real time time
stretching, and you can't enter the value in BPM, only
in percent.
finally, you cannot load a song while playing...hard
for live performance..
according to me, these are the most important changes
to do in the next(when?) OS

JEROME

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 971|965|2001-07-19 10:34:23|synthe. labo|Re: sampling|

>moreover, you don't have any real time time
>stretching, and you can't enter the value in BPM, only
>in percent.

yes, it's in %, but there's a real time time streching: look at the audio 
loops on presets: if you change the time while playing, the loop change time 
too according to the new bpm, you don't listen to it...
try to change also with tap tempo....
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 973|965|2001-07-19 11:00:30|jtonna|Re: sampling|

> why doesn't anyone care about the undo/redo fonction
>in sampling mode?

We did, as soon as Yamaha published the RS7000 manual online. We know this
manual inside out, we hoped to find in the RS7000 all the features listed
in the messages we sent to Yamaha since February 1999 concerning the RM1x (
hearing the other tracks during Gridstep recording, on-the-fly recording,
better copy/paste job in the EVENT JOBS, etc...) and we discovered none of
these. Worse, the RS7000 has only 10 section-switches (A-J). In return, the
patternchain mode is deeply improved. So, when we discovered that the
sampling edit mode had no UNDO/REDO functions we decided to find and buy
another sampler. We have found the perfect one for us. We'll test it next
week. Working everyday with the RM1x since more than two years, we need an
improved sequencer and a sampler with features that don't take too long to
work with. Music first. No undo/redo means too much goodtime lost. The
RS7000 is a great instrument in itself. A new and powerful one. Not a RM2x
with sampler.

Jean

>since you can't hear the changes you made in realtime
>(what a pity...), i think that fonction is necessary.
>moreover, you don't have any real time time
>stretching, and you can't enter the value in BPM, only
>in percent.
>finally, you cannot load a song while playing...hard
>for live performance..
>according to me, these are the most important changes
>to do in the next(when?) OS
>
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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>JEROME
>
>___________________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne,
>Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 974|2|2001-07-19 11:33:31|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

WISHLIST for idea SCSl "companion 
pieces" for the RS7000. *Consider the fact 
you can chain 7 SCSI devices with the 
RS7000. 

o [RACK] RS-EXTERNAL SCSI SAMPLER COMPANION, for extra samples and editing. ALA A5000 
o [RACK] RS-EXTERNAL SCSI XG-TONEGENERATOR with the ability to add extra cards ala MOTIF. ie AN200 DX700 CS6R 
o [RACK] RS-SPECIFIC EXTRNAL SCSI Harddrive. 52gig [30hours of audio] 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 975|6|2001-07-19 12:05:56|Thomas|Re: SO exactly what type of RAM is it?|
You need 72 Pin, 70ns or less EDO or PS/2 SIMMs, 2x 32MB, or 2x 16MB, 
or 2x 8MB or 2x 4MB...

I stuffed in my RS7k, 2x 32MB Edo-SIMMs from Hitachi, and it works 
great.

--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> so is it old edo ram? or somtin or whatsa goin on ????
> If you tell me Icould probably godown to a computer swap meet and 
> get em there for buggery...(not much)oh and also they have to be in 
> pairs right? so if I wanted to go full on, would I need a pair of 
> 64meg to be actually 64 meg (know what I mean?????)
> 
> cheers
> choinsta
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Tony" wrote:
> > > Very true...but Kurzweil, EMU, Akai, and im sure several other 
> > > samplers were still using 30 pin simms when 168pin dims were 
> > > eclipsing 72 pin simms. the music industry is small and slow 
> > moving. 
> > Very true also. The market is easily to look through, of course, 
> with 
> > all that companies now, offering soft-synths, you loose a bit of 
> > overlook, but for hardware, very easy to see who are the players.
> > 
> > > 
> > > If anyone wants to try, however, I have a cash of 72 pin sims 
in 
> my 
> > > house (verious brands, verious capacities - dont know if they 
all 
> > > work no garantee). I fix/build computer and get to take home 
> alot 
> > > of 'garbage' systems which I hack for whatever parts I can.
> > Hey, good to know! I am sure, once the RS7k is going to be 
released 
> > ppl. will ask here (inlcuding me) for the right matching modules.
> > I will come back to you, when it´s time, hehe ;)
> > What would you take for a 64MB-SIMM, shipping to Germany?
> > lol...that´s a nice business-idea...slaughtering old PC´s to get 
> > those old SIMMs to sell them to musicians...or even to the 
> companies, 
> > like Korg etc.?
> > > 
> > > also, 72 pin simms are very easily available here in the US..a 
> much 
> > > larger market than the german one..
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> > Well, i don´t know, could be, but not much bigger. Don´t forget 
> that 
> > Germany is part of Europe and Europe is a bigger market than US...
> > Of course you can find old PC´s left and right, but what do i 
need 
> to 
> > pay $250 for a whole PC, when all i need is 64MB module worth 
about 
> > $30?
> > 
> > ..which im sure is on yamaha's 
> > > mind..
> > But the RS7k is a groovetool, and there are not so many ppl in 
the 
> US 
> > making or even listening to "Dance"-music, so Europe, spec. 
Germany 
> > is at least as big as the US market, IMO.
> > Anyhow, I think it will be fine.
> > 
> > Regards, 
> > Tom

| 976|870|2001-07-19 12:06:04|Thomas|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

>but my patterns are WAy to huge to import into pattern 
> chain mode, I got halfway through 1 pattern chain, and it told me 

my 

> memory was full. 

I guess the memory of the RM1x is kinda small, but if you fit 64MB 
into the RS, don´t you think it will use it also for the pattern-
chain-mode?

Hmmmmm...
| 978|965|2001-07-19 16:39:55|ninjabrun@hotmail.com|Re: sampling|
same things with 12 18 & 24db lp filter... 
only with sample sound...

fred

> The filter was probably set to the high pass type.
> 
> - Robert
> 

> >
> >
> > Hi all,
> > just a litle question for those that have try the RS with 

sampling.

> >
> > Is it me or the filter is realy weird with sample sound,
> > with the knob far left with a low pass filter you still
> > hear high sound.
> >
> > Is it only me ? I only try it at the store...
> >
> > thank
> > fred
> >
> >

| 979|979|2001-07-19 16:47:55|synthe. labo|Re: RS7000 OS wishlist poll.|

>[WISHLIST] *Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
>O.S. update?
>
>FYI, YAMAHA does watch this group. It is important that everyone votes on
>this subject matter so that we can work together to progress the RS7000.

..my problem is again the same:
when i go to all these links it says me that i'm not registerd and if i 
wanna registr (it says 'OOOOPS....'...fuck :)
so what i have to do?
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 980|980|2001-07-19 19:00:23|richard@chorlton.com|RS7000 and mpc2000xl|
Hello all

well I was just on the verge of buying an Akai MPC2000 for doing live 
work and became aware of this RS7000 thingy - trouble is I haven't 
seen one, let alone heard one. I have a lot of yammy gear and trust 
them but have they got this box right? It looks like it can do a LOT 
more than the AKAI but I love the swing on an AKAI and the timing is 
great - is the yamaha as good/better bin these departments? any 
subjective comments on its sound? has anyone been able to compare the 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


two????

I do a virtual-DJ thing interacting with a live band and basically 
need a machine i can improvise on - muting tracks, tweaking live 
etc... I also need to be able to go right into a new track without 
having to load up new sequences or sounds - is this possible?

grateful for any help

Richard
| 981|980|2001-07-19 22:11:53|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS7000 and mpc2000xl|

>I have a lot of yammy gear and trust 
> them but have they got this box right? 

Lets put it this way: regardless of the sounds on the yamaha, the 
sequencer/sampler combination alone kicks the mpc's ASS. The mpc is 
literally a drum machine sampler.

>It looks like it can do a LOT 
> more than the AKAI but I love the swing on an AKAI and the timing 
>is great - is the yamaha as good/better bin these departments? 

Yamaha has the best timing in the business PERIOD. Standard timing 
resolution on sequencers= 96 ticks per quarter note (tpqn).

Yamaha's? 480 tpqn. do the math. its a timing ninja.
| 983|857|2001-07-20 04:02:10|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Friday, July 20, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 984|870|2001-07-20 09:38:05|Vic Caballero|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|
if i may ask, what sampler is that? can you point us to a website?
i am also in a situation of deciding whether to upgrade from rm1x to rs7000 
or getting a sampler. if getting a sampler, what would it be? and my 
direction is also leading to Emu 5000, though a bit expensive, considering 
that the sound libraries are not given free.

thanks.

viccab



>From: jtonna <jtonna@iprolink.ch>
> >
> >Since you already own a RM1x, maybe a Sampler, like E-MU 5000 would
> >be more of a use for you, unless you want everything in one box...
>
>We agree with Tom. It's a realistic advice. We too have decided to buy
>another sampler for our RM1x instead of the RS7000. Since the first day
>that photos appeared on the Web ( Sonic State were the first in january
>20th ) the question we asked Yamaha and elsewhere was : where are the 16
>"live sections switches" ? On the pictures they were absent. Nobody really
>knew and when in june Yamaha published the manual it wasn't clear if a
>subfunction allowed to use the 16 white/grey keys to select the 16
>sections. Now lot of musicians have received their RS7000 and we know that
>only 10 sections (A-J) are "switchable" live with the black keys. The
>RS7000 is a great instrument, better sounds, good sampling features,
>excellent patternchain mode, but it's not the live sequencer we waited for
>since january. We won't reorganize all our hundreds of RM1x patterns to
>match the RS7000 inferior sections features, we want to play music, all
>styles are ready, we just need another sampler . During the last two weeks
>we have been looking for the right sampler and we were yesterday ready to
>order a full 128MBram 20gigaHD E-MU5000. Meanwhile a last doubt appeared.
>User's lists and dedicated sites are fantastic, all our questions about the
>RS7000 and the E-MU5000 have received precise answers and finally we have
>found the sampler we need. It's a new one we never thought before. A
>strange one but so connected with our work that we'll order it next monday
>if the Summer NAMM (this friday until sunday) doesn't announce the
>hyper-ultra-mega-over-ultimate sampler of the century (at least...). Buying
>gear is a creative process, not very satisfying in itself but rich of
>informations about how inattentive we are... :)
>
>Sorry for our slow-tech english.
>
>Thanx for all the RS7000 happy owners who helped us. If Yamaha updates the
>sections feature, allowing to access directly the 16 sections, we'll
>immediately buy one. We'll keep an eye on this list...
>
>Jean

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 985|985|2001-07-20 09:38:18|synthe. labo|3 points|
hello everyone,
i've got 3 question to the list that can seem obvious etc:

1- the specs of rs7k and manual tell that rs7k can contain 256 samples max A 
time, 128 x style + 128 global for every style....
but these are not 256...
if you sample 128 sounds/loops for 1 style only, you have just other 63 
styles that can be fitted with 128 new samples each....
i'm missing something? cause if it's really 128 EACH style + 128 global for 
all styles, the number of samples increases as a monster, it becomes
128 x 64 that are 8192 + 128 blobal = 8320, that is obviously impossible.
if the 128 x style means 128 samples to be stored for singles styles only, 
and you see that the styles available at a time are 64, well it's 128 / 64 = 
2 samples for a style...
but you can sample more than 2 things for a style...so how these samples are 
managed...?
if you sample ex. 7 sounds/loops for a single style, this will limit the 
others 63 in the number of samples...
and if you don't use the 128 'spaces' for global samples, these can be used 
for local ones....?

2- this is really a stupid thing, but i don't find a solution:
a lot of times i use track of rs7k (and before of rm1-x) ONLY to sequence 
other machines, like my synth or also electribe es-1, i mean really the note 
triggering, not only to midi clock.
these time i want to mute the rs7k (rm1-x) sounds of the sequence, cause i 
use it only for the notes, but the sounds are from the external sequenced 
gear (synth etc etc)...
how i can do this...?
if i mute the track, obviously the notes are not send, so this is not the 
way.
if i turn down the volume of that track, the same, cause it transmit also 
that midi message also if you check only to transmit 'note' messages....
maybe this question can have a fast response from people who uses 'properly' 
sequencers, like alesis mmt-8 or yamaha's qy-70, 700 (..Robert.....:)

3- how were all those news on mpc-4000...?
are they true or it's all a mega-bullshit..
there are some sites on the mpc-4000..... has it some better or new specs 
respect the rs7k in terms of sampling...?

thanx in advantage and sorry for my bad english; i hope you'll understand 
what i mean

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 986|986|2001-07-20 09:38:28|WThor|can you...?|
can you switch live between song and pattern mode ?

i´d use it not only for solo appearance, but also with my band.
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so i´d like to switch to pattern mode when the song finishes, fiddle around,
and start the next one, without having to stop.
is that possible ?

greetings, wthor
| 987|910|2001-07-20 09:40:49|Vic Caballero|Re: Pattern chain mode/only 10 sections per pattern(not)|
it surprises me why they had to use the black keys when the 16 white keys 
are perfect for the 16 sections.

i haven't tried an RS yet. what's the use of the white keys now other than 
entering notes?

viccab

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> > 2> In pattern mode,,,,,,,,you could also have one pattern fully
> > loaded ready to go(yes even only 10 sections ) but then copy your
> > pattern or parts of it to the next pattern , (with new sections of
> > course) and have another 10 sections with some new or totally
> > different sections ?????!!!!!
>Well, when you copy one pattern to a different pattern and change
>this one (the copy i mean), yes of course you can totally different
>sections, if you changed them, of course.)
>
>BTW. you can have up to 16 sections. And you can access section 11 -
>16 by endless rotary knob #2 in realtime. For 1 - 10 you can use the
>black keys of the keypad. (Unfortunately only the black keys)
>
>Tom

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 988|988|2001-07-20 09:47:25|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Help Spread the word. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Help Spread the word. 

Date: Friday, July 20, 2001 
Time: 9:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Divide and conquer! 

Help promote our RS7000 group by pasting the following code to
other online FORUMS & MESSAGE BOARDS.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/join">
http://groups.yahoo.com/img/ui/join.gif" border=0>

Click to subscribe to RS7000

The button directs new members to OUR group's main page --
"RS7000". 

Thank you for your support.
| 989|857|2001-07-20 09:47:34|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Friday, July 20, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
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Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 990|985|2001-07-20 09:55:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 3 points|
1- You get a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global voices
and 128 local voices. Note that a sample *voice* can be of two
types, pitched and kit. One kit type sample voice can hold 128
mono or 64 stereo samples. So there's a max of 256 * 128 separate
samples available (all kit sample voices).

Note however that only one voice can be addressed per track, and
if this is a sample voice, it's either a pitched or kit voice. In
the latter case, you can address a max of 128 mono or 64 stereo
kit samples from your phrase. Hope this is clear.

2- To switch off the internal voice generator for a given track
you go to the Setup submode and change the per-track routing of
the TG and both midi outputs.

- Robert

> -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> Van: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
> Verzonden: vrijdag 20 juli 2001 15:47
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: [RS7000] 3 points
>
>
>
>
> hello everyone,
> i've got 3 question to the list that can seem obvious etc:
>
> 1- the specs of rs7k and manual tell that rs7k can contain 256
> samples max A
> time, 128 x style + 128 global for every style....
> but these are not 256...
> if you sample 128 sounds/loops for 1 style only, you have just other 63
> styles that can be fitted with 128 new samples each....
> i'm missing something? cause if it's really 128 EACH style + 128
> global for
> all styles, the number of samples increases as a monster, it becomes
> 128 x 64 that are 8192 + 128 blobal = 8320, that is obviously impossible.
> if the 128 x style means 128 samples to be stored for singles
> styles only,
> and you see that the styles available at a time are 64, well it's
> 128 / 64 =
> 2 samples for a style...
> but you can sample more than 2 things for a style...so how these
> samples are
> managed...?
> if you sample ex. 7 sounds/loops for a single style, this will limit the
> others 63 in the number of samples...
> and if you don't use the 128 'spaces' for global samples, these
> can be used
> for local ones....?
>
> 2- this is really a stupid thing, but i don't find a solution:
> a lot of times i use track of rs7k (and before of rm1-x) ONLY to sequence
> other machines, like my synth or also electribe es-1, i mean
> really the note
> triggering, not only to midi clock.
> these time i want to mute the rs7k (rm1-x) sounds of the
> sequence, cause i
> use it only for the notes, but the sounds are from the external sequenced
> gear (synth etc etc)...
> how i can do this...?
> if i mute the track, obviously the notes are not send, so this is not the
> way.
> if i turn down the volume of that track, the same, cause it transmit also
> that midi message also if you check only to transmit 'note' messages....
> maybe this question can have a fast response from people who uses
> 'properly'
> sequencers, like alesis mmt-8 or yamaha's qy-70, 700 (..Robert.....:)
>
> 3- how were all those news on mpc-4000...?
> are they true or it's all a mega-bullshit..
> there are some sites on the mpc-4000..... has it some better or new specs
> respect the rs7k in terms of sampling...?
>
> thanx in advantage and sorry for my bad english; i hope you'll understand
> what i mean
>
> ciao-marco

mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community
> Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 992|985|2001-07-20 10:19:51|synthe. labo|Re: 3 points|

>1- You get a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global voices
>and 128 local voices. Note that a sample *voice* can be of two
>types, pitched and kit. One kit type sample voice can hold 128
>mono or 64 stereo samples.

so with kit 'voice' you can sample 128 mono sounds as 1 voice...?

>So there's a max of 256 * 128 separate
>samples available (all kit sample voices).

..what a fuck...really....so the samples available are TONS...
i'm thinking now i don't have the standard manual, i own only an 'owner 
manual' in english that is really small, really smaller then rm1-x 
one...maybe my rs7k is one of the first yamaha give to distr. in italy..
i have to ask to yamaha milano!

>Note however that only one voice can be addressed per track,

track as 'channel', 16 tracks = 16 channels, so it's obvious you can't 
address more than 1 sample in 1 channell...i'm right?

>and
>if this is a sample voice, it's either a pitched or kit voice. In
>the latter case, you can address a max of 128 mono or 64 stereo
>kit samples from your phrase.

so if i choose KIT voice, i have to choose 1 of the 128 mono available for 
my 1 channell...

>Hope this is clear.

..ehmmm...yes.
just realized that these things are not in my manual, and now i can't go on 
pc at home cause it's away for a week....
thanx a lot

>2- To switch off the internal voice generator for a given track
>you go to the Setup submode and change the per-track routing of
>the TG and both midi outputs.

oh, yes, i know this, i mean while i'm playing;
in setup submode you have to stop play...or not....now i'm a bit confused 
and thinking about the sample question...:))))
thanx again
later, next week
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 994|994|2001-07-20 10:27:10|synthe. labo|Re: OT : The New Roland FANTOM ! PICS|
..ehhmmm....
i see NO sampler...
roland COM'ONNNNNNNNN!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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people of the world, go and buy the best synth ever done, the Korg Z1
and roland, keep on doing awesome things like JP series and SP samplers....! 
:))))))))))
c.marco

>Well, this site has the FA-76 FANTOM. Doesn't look all that
>impressive though. I think it's going to be ROLAND's BIG
>introduction at today's SUMMER NAMM show in Nashville USA.
>
>http://www.keyboardshop.com/news.lasso?id=672
>
>Why ae they still using the D-BEAM technology? I don't know
>enyone that EVER used that with any of their GROOVE products?
>
>Well... Below are some specs:
>
>Features:
>* 76-note workstation designed to integrate performance and
>composition
>
>* Professional XV-5080 sound engine with 64 voices and 16
>multitimbral parts
>
>* 1,024 Patches (640 Preset, 128 User and 256 GM2 sounds),
>plus 29 rhythm sets
>
>* New variable Arpeggiator and Rhythm generator with realtime
>control via knobs, buttons and light-sensing D-Beam
>
>* "Always-active" high-resolution sequencer with Realtime
>Phrase Sequencing
>
>* Large, angled LCD display with soft keys for faster, more
>intuitive operation
>
>* 24-bit reverb, plus chorus and 90 multi-effects like COSM Amp
>Modeling
>
>* Expandable via two SRX- and one SR-JV80-Series Wave
>Expansion Board(s)
>
>* Superb sound quality with 24-bit D/A converters and S/PDIF
>digital outputs
>
>* Sleek titanium chassis with low-profile floppy drive for storing
>User data
>
>
>
>
>
> > > > But I remeber a while back, sometime in March or April,
> > > > Keyboardshop.com posted to almost ALL the
> > > > YAHOOGROUPS -- and pissed off a lot of
> > > > people/moderators. Has anyone seen
> > > > the same post on the other groups?
>
> > > Yes he posted also on the AN1x-Mailing-List and annoyed
> > > the people there, too.
>
>
> > > > Nevertheless, the FANTOM looks interesting... But the
> > > > RS7000 is still... "LORD OF THE RINGS." [IMO]
>
> > > Hm...if Fantom is real and not a hoax...
>
> > hey the Fantom sounds like a wanna be CS6X ....MY CS6X
> > ROCKS !!!!! great arps.
>
>
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 995|985|2001-07-20 10:35:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 3 points|

> -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> Van: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
> Verzonden: vrijdag 20 juli 2001 17:18
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: RE: [RS7000] 3 points
>
>
>
>
>
> >1- You get a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global voices
> >and 128 local voices. Note that a sample *voice* can be of two
> >types, pitched and kit. One kit type sample voice can hold 128
> >mono or 64 stereo samples.
>
> so with kit 'voice' you can sample 128 mono sounds as 1 voice...?

http://www.keyboardshop.com/news.lasso?id=672
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Yep, 128 kit samples: 1-key samples like snares, kicks, or whatever
you like. These samples take up one key on the keyboard. The RS has
sample Jobs that allow you to move kit samples from one voice to
the other. Using the RS' resampling feature, you could collect e.g.
64 stereo resampled kit voices, optionally with fx included in the
sample.

>
> >So there's a max of 256 * 128 separate
> >samples available (all kit sample voices).
>
> ..what a fuck...really....so the samples available are TONS...

Well, there's the limit of the 64MB of sample ram, which is not
too much. But if you don't need pitched samples (the piano type
samples spread over the keyboard), then 64 stereo samples (or 128
mono samples) per track is possible, provided the don't consume
too much memory.

Mind you, I don't own an RS (yet). This is all from the manual. ;)

> i'm thinking now i don't have the standard manual, i own only an 'owner
> manual' in english that is really small, really smaller then rm1-x
> one...maybe my rs7k is one of the first yamaha give to distr. in italy..
> i have to ask to yamaha milano!

The english manual can be downloaded from the web.
You should read it. Especially when you already have the RS! ;)

>
>
> >Note however that only one voice can be addressed per track,
>
> track as 'channel', 16 tracks = 16 channels, so it's obvious you can't
> address more than 1 sample in 1 channell...i'm right?

No more than one sample *voice* per 1 channel (= track).
There are 2 sample voice types, pitch or kit. Pitch type
voices stretch one sample across the keyboard. Kit type
sample voices allow one sample per key to be played.

>
> >and
> >if this is a sample voice, it's either a pitched or kit voice. In
> >the latter case, you can address a max of 128 mono or 64 stereo
> >kit samples from your phrase.
>
> so if i choose KIT voice, i have to choose 1 of the 128 mono
> available for
> my 1 channell...

No you can play all of the 128 mono (or 64 stereo samples) from
a phrase from that single channel (= track). So you could sample
e.g. 60 mono samples, put them in the same kit voice. Then create
a phrase that triggers all 60 different samples simulateneously!

BTW, there's a 62 voice max polyphony supported by the RS.

>
> >Hope this is clear.
>
> ..ehmmm...yes.
> just realized that these things are not in my manual, and now i
> can't go on
> pc at home cause it's away for a week....
> thanx a lot

Darn.

>
>
> >2- To switch off the internal voice generator for a given track
> >you go to the Setup submode and change the per-track routing of
> >the TG and both midi outputs.
>
> oh, yes, i know this, i mean while i'm playing;
> in setup submode you have to stop play...or not....now i'm a bit confused
> and thinking about the sample question...:))))
> thanx again
> later, next week
> ciao-marco
>
>

Cheers,
Robert



> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 996|996|2001-07-20 11:16:23|jane7k@yahoo.com|7000 Newbiescadoobie|
Sup!

I don have the RS7000 yet, but Im looking forward to getting it 
soon. I'm glad I found this forum -- I like it better then da other 
one.

My name is Jane, I like to make mellow ORB, Cocteau Twins, 
Moloko, type of muzik But on occation I like to make some 
hardcore beatz. Similar to AtariTeenageRiot and RonDkore.

I live in Riverside CA "the largest community for Speed and X!" I 
hate it and I can't wait to leave. But the raves are always 
insane.

I'm just getting started into the music making scene, so I hope 
you'll bare with me and my sometimes lame questions. 

My Current gear list is:

Korg EA-1 USED
Yamaha SU10 USED
Yamaha QY70 USED
Roland JV-90 USED

I'm planning on selling everything except for the Roland -- it just 
sounds so rich. Bi.

J
| 997|997|2001-07-20 11:19:04|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: OT : The New Roland FANTOM ! PICS|

> http://www.keyboardshop.com/news.lasso?id=672
> 
> Why ae they still using the D-BEAM technology? I don't know 
> enyone that EVER used that with any of their GROOVE products?

Are you kidding? I couldn't live without a D-Beam :D
While playing live I point to a Hot chick and ask her to come closer, 
then I place her hand above the d-beam controller to tweak parameters 
on a virtual synth.
Then for some weird reason that hand ends up in ma' crouch >:D

But D-beam is the shite.
| 998|998|2001-07-20 11:21:57|Thomas|Is this a bug or am i too stupid?|
I sampled a vocal sample as "pitch"-sample and saved it to a 32MB 
SmartCard. Next day i used this sample by simply triggering it from 
time to time with the Sample-edit "audition" function while slaveing 
the RS to my XBase (together with the AN1x).

Today i turned the machine on, and i wanted to load the sample again, 
but it took not even a second, and...the sample wasn´t there 
anymore...nope, njet, nada, nothing to hear...and that a 700KB sample 
can load from SmartMedia within less than a second...hmmmm

then i tried to load a pattern and all sounds were weird sounding, 
like someone put a lowpass filter on all sounds. I turned the machine 
off, switched it on, load a pattern from SmartMedia...same thing...

Finally i switched it off again, pressed "oct down" + "oct up" 
+ "store", switched it on...load the pattern...

Everything fine as it should be, then, i tried to load the sample 
again...worked too...

Wacko...

Maybe the Xbase messed the OS in the FlashEPROM up (or whereever they 
are saving it)...who knows...

I´ll check it out more.

Yours, Tom
| 1001|998|2001-07-20 11:34:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this a bug or am i too stupid?|
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> -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> Van: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
> Verzonden: vrijdag 20 juli 2001 18:21
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: [RS7000] Is this a bug or am i too stupid?
>
>
> I sampled a vocal sample as "pitch"-sample and saved it to a 32MB
> SmartCard. Next day i used this sample by simply triggering it from
> time to time with the Sample-edit "audition" function while slaveing
> the RS to my XBase (together with the AN1x).

So the Xbase is the master machine sending midi stuff into the
RS midi In port?

>
> Today i turned the machine on, and i wanted to load the sample again,
> but it took not even a second, and...the sample wasn´t there
> anymore...nope, njet, nada, nothing to hear...and that a 700KB sample
> can load from SmartMedia within less than a second...hmmmm
>

Uh oh...

> then i tried to load a pattern and all sounds were weird sounding,
> like someone put a lowpass filter on all sounds. I turned the machine
> off, switched it on, load a pattern from SmartMedia...same thing...

Not good. Sounds like a bug alright.

>
> Finally i switched it off again, pressed "oct down" + "oct up"
> + "store", switched it on...load the pattern...
>

This key chord (oct-down + +) is the reset sequence?

> Everything fine as it should be, then, i tried to load the sample
> again...worked too...
>
> Wacko...

Yikes! The system settings were messed up, so it seems.
Next time (hope not, but you never know), try to load the
stuff as All+System and see if that helps.

Anyway, this should NOT be needed.

>
> Maybe the Xbase messed the OS in the FlashEPROM up (or whereever they
> are saving it)...who knows...

Maybe...hard to tell.
Since everything worked again after the reset, we can assume
that the image written to the card is still okay and didn't
cause the problem.

>
> I´ll check it out more.
>
> Yours, Tom
>
>

Cheers,
Robert

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1002|996|2001-07-20 11:37:21|Thomas|Re: 7000 Newbiescadoobie|
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--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:

> I'm just getting started into the music making scene, so I hope 
> you'll bare with me and my sometimes lame questions. 
> 
> My Current gear list is:
> 
> Korg EA-1 USED
> Yamaha SU10 USED
> Yamaha QY70 USED
> Roland JV-90 USED
> 
> I'm planning on selling everything except for the Roland -- it just 
> sounds so rich. Bi.

The JV is really good, also the QY70 together with the RS7000 will be 
helpfull too if you will purchase more gear later on. The SU10, 
well...to trigger some sample-shots, why not. But definately keep the 
EA-1, it is very usefull in a live-situation when you want to change 
on the fly between grid-step and record mode, you can use the EA1 to 
trigger the RS as slave. But this on the fly change, you can´t do on 
the RS. IMO this is a big manko about this, otherwise very mavellous 
new groovebox.

Welcome to the list.

Cheers, Tom

> 
> J

| 1004|996|2001-07-20 11:50:29|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: 7000 Newbiescadoobie|

> > My Current gear list is:
> > Korg EA-1 USED
> > Yamaha SU10 USED
> > Yamaha QY70 USED
> > I'm planning on selling everything except for the Roland -- it
> > just sounds so rich. Bi

> The JV is really good, also the QY70 together with the
> RS7000 will be helpfull too if you will purchase more 
> gear later on. The SU10, well...to trigger some
> sample-shots, why not. But definately keep the 
> EA-1, it is very usefull in a live-situation when you want to 
> change on the fly between grid-step and record mode,
> you can use the EA1 to trigger the RS as slave. But this 
> on the fly change, you can´t do on the RS. IMO this is a big
> manko about this, otherwise very mavellous new groovebox.

In all honesty, I don't know a whole lot about this stuff. I don't 
understand what you mean by --> very usefull in a live-situation 
when you want to change on the fly between grid-step and 
record mode, you can use the EA1 to trigger the RS as slave. 
But this on the fly change, you can´t do on the RS. <--- END

Grid step? Ea-1 triggering the RS? I hope I don't come off as a 
stupid little girl, but if you could please expand on your message 
a little bit more? I just want to make sure I understand what 
youre talking about.

Also, I kinda have to sell everything in order to afford the rs7000.
I dont know, I'll have to figure out what I can & cant afford in the 
next few weeks. 

As for the SU10 -- I paid $50 for it on ebay once. Hopefully I can 
get just a much back. It does shit for me -- I hate it. But that
was all I could afford at the time. With the rs I can get rid of it?
Right?

Bi

J
| 1005|998|2001-07-20 12:05:11|Thomas|Re: Is this a bug or am i too stupid?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert van der Kamp" wrote:

> > the RS to my XBase (together with the AN1x).
> 
> So the Xbase is the master machine sending midi stuff into the
> RS midi In port?

Yes, i wanted to try out how it goes XBase=master, RS=slave...still 
the XBase MIDI-implementation and the interface is very unusual for 
me, not so straight forward like the RS or my other Yamaha-gear. 

> > Finally i switched it off again, pressed "oct down" + "oct up"
> > + "store", switched it on...load the pattern...
> >
> 
> This key chord (oct-down + +) is the reset sequence?

Yup, it sets all parameters to factory default.

By the way did you realized whenever you turn the master-fx knobs and 
change the program and change back, your previous setup is not there 



anymore? that kinda sucks...

> 
> > Everything fine as it should be, then, i tried to load the sample
> > again...worked too...
> >
> > Wacko...
> 
> Yikes! The system settings were messed up, so it seems.
> Next time (hope not, but you never know), try to load the
> stuff as All+System and see if that helps.

Oh, i did....
It didn´t work, until i reset the RS...

> 
> Anyway, this should NOT be needed.

Well, i guess the OS is still buggy, so we will definately see an 
update...hopefully... 

> >
> > Maybe the Xbase messed the OS in the FlashEPROM up (or whereever 

they

> > are saving it)...who knows...
> 
> Maybe...hard to tell.

> Since everything worked again after the reset, we can assume
> that the image written to the card is still okay and didn't
> cause the problem.

Yes, this seems to work, though...if i load all + system from my 
Medium, it should be all set to the loaded pattern/song...imagine 
this happens to you in a live situation....good for you, if you have 
a MD/CD-Player/Turntable as backup to cover the pause...

Yours, Tom
| 1006|1006|2001-07-20 12:19:35|Thomas|Good companion for RS...forget about D-Beam and SP808...|
http://www.yamaha.com/cgi-win/webcgi.exe/DsplyModel/?gDAW00008AW2816
| 1007|996|2001-07-20 13:06:30|Thomas|Re: 7000 Newbiescadoobie|
--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:

> Grid step? Ea-1 triggering the RS? I hope I don't come off as a 
> stupid little girl, but if you could please expand on your message 
> a little bit more? I just want to make sure I understand what 
> youre talking about.

Ok, on the EA1 you have a Step-Recording-mode, right? While the 
sequencer is running you can simply press the record button and 
change notes, by pressing the keypads. 
With the RS you can´t do that, without stopping the sequencer, that´s 
why i would suggest to you, to keep the EA1, if you need this 
function.

Also the RS has only 16 MIDI channels, so if you keep the QY70 you 
will have those MIDI channels of the QY70 as well.

> As for the SU10 -- I paid $50 for it on ebay once. Hopefully I can 
> get just a much back. It does shit for me -- I hate it. But that
> was all I could afford at the time. With the rs I can get rid of 

it?

> Right?

Correct, the RS does what the SU can and much much more.

Tom
| 1008|1008|2001-07-20 13:11:18|Michel Morin|Gear for sale on ebay (auctions end this Saturday)|
These auctions end around 8pm MST this saturday. All are listed in US
dollars.

-Atari STacy Laptop 4mb RAM 130mb HD, inc MIDI Software - currently at $256
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255558306
(*sigh* I'll be sad to see this one go...)

-Mint Korg Electribe EA-1 Virtual Analog Synth - currently at $202
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447124824

-Vintage Quad 33 Preamp & Quad 303 Amplifier - currently at $131
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255571057

-MINT Roland TR-707 Drum Machine (with custom mods) - currently at $150
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447118920

-Crown D-75 professional rackmount amplifier - currently at $147
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255563817

http://www.yamaha.com/cgi-win/webcgi.exe/DsplyModel/?gDAW00008AW2816
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255558306
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447124824
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255571057
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447118920
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255563817


-Classic Yamaha TX81Z FM Synthesizer - currently at $91
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447140027

-Electrix Filter Queen -Never usd, currently at $88
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447122051

-Peavey Deltafex rackmount effects unit - currently at $103
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447123475

-Oberheim Drummer Midi Processor - currently at $42
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447125518

-Alesis Midiverb II rackmount effects unit - currently at $61
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447126485

-Atari SM124 Monochrome monitor - currently at $10
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255614522

-Atari SC1224 Color Monitor - currently at $10
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255615214

There is no reserve on any of the items, buyer pays shipping from Western
Canada (I'm located in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada). Cashiers check/money
order in US funds only. I'm selling because I saving up for a Yamaha
RS7000.

michel morin
gingerbread house records
www.chromaticon.com/ghr
tel. +1 780 425 7898
fax. +1 780 435 8100
| 1010|1010|2001-07-20 14:30:29|Thomas|Samples for the RS|
That´s a site, where you can purchase and download examples of some 
real good sample-CD´s for the RS:

http://www.endlessflow.com/ugly.htm

Happy producing!

Tom
| 1011|1011|2001-07-20 15:15:19|richard@chorlton.com|can it do this?|
I'm interest in getting an rs7000

I want to have at least 20 songs on board each with at least 8 
different looped sections (intro, verse, break etc.) At gigs I'd like 
to choose which of these 20 songs to play in any order and move 
beteen the looped sections within the songs at the touch of a key. If 
each song has 16 tracks within it I'd also like to be able to solo 
and mute the 16 tracks using a different button for each track.

Is all this possible??

Richard
| 1012|998|2001-07-20 16:48:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this a bug or am i too stupid?|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Robert van der Kamp" wrote:
> > > the RS to my XBase (together with the AN1x).
> >
> > So the Xbase is the master machine sending midi stuff into the
> > RS midi In port?
> Yes, i wanted to try out how it goes XBase=master, RS=slave...still
> the XBase MIDI-implementation and the interface is very unusual for
> me, not so straight forward like the RS or my other Yamaha-gear.
>
> > > Finally i switched it off again, pressed "oct down" + "oct up"
> > > + "store", switched it on...load the pattern...
> > >
> >
> > This key chord (oct-down + +) is the reset sequence?
> Yup, it sets all parameters to factory default.

Just that? (I have to look it up.)

>
>
> By the way did you realized whenever you turn the master-fx knobs and
> change the program and change back, your previous setup is not there
> anymore? that kinda sucks...

I expected this to happen, yes. And it sucks indeed. You cant fool
around with a couple of different master effects, switching from one
to another and back again. The RS wasn't built with live performance,
so it seems. Just add it up: only 10 section buttons. The need for
stop between play and record. Grid record mutes other tracks. This

http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447140027
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447122051
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447123475
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447125518
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1447126485
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255614522
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1255615214
http://www.endlessflow.com/ugly.htm


master effects stuff...

The RS was meant for indoor studio use. Weird, since the MPCs are
strong in the live scene, and Yamaha wanted to create an MPC killer.

>
>
> >
> > > Everything fine as it should be, then, i tried to load the sample
> > > again...worked too...
> > >
> > > Wacko...
> >
> > Yikes! The system settings were messed up, so it seems.
> > Next time (hope not, but you never know), try to load the
> > stuff as All+System and see if that helps.
> Oh, i did....
> It didn´t work, until i reset the RS...
>

Then it's not (only) the system settings. Looks like a bad bug to me.
Better report this to Motifator.com, with all the info you've got. Maybe
you can reproduce the failure.

>
> >
> > Anyway, this should NOT be needed.
> Well, i guess the OS is still buggy, so we will definately see an
> update...hopefully...

The lists of feature requests are building up everywhere. ;)

>
> > >
> > > Maybe the Xbase messed the OS in the FlashEPROM up (or whereever
> they
> > > are saving it)...who knows...
> >
> > Maybe...hard to tell.
>
> > Since everything worked again after the reset, we can assume
> > that the image written to the card is still okay and didn't
> > cause the problem.
> Yes, this seems to work, though...if i load all + system from my
> Medium, it should be all set to the loaded pattern/song...imagine
> this happens to you in a live situation....

Shiver! Brrr.

> good for you, if you have
> a MD/CD-Player/Turntable as backup to cover the pause...
>

Well, this *is* version 1.0. Something like this could be expected I guess.
Let's just hope Y. will fix this soon. Please report the bug using the
public forum of Motifator.com. That will make Y. work for you.

>
> Yours, Tom
>

Best,
Robert
| 1013|1013|2001-07-21 01:08:19|oscillate64@hotmail.com|sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
hey crew,

this group has been so helpful so far...all the questions I wouldnt 
have asked ......great guys and gals!!

I have one though .....
I borrowed one from a shop for a couple of days to sus out the 
sampling....

1> you can sample in 3 ways: pitched voice, kit note, or slice/ 
sequence mode.
I was impressed with the slice seq. mode so I tried it and it means 
you can record a drumloop in and after trimming it on both ends ,
you can slice it up however you want to and spred it on the keys(all 
that takes up only one track NICE!!) 

2> cool but now if you want to play the loop ina phraase or sequence 
you have to record it in like a pattern or sequence it to play like 
you originally sampled it ...Make sense ??? what am I getting @?

well I dunnno is there a way that it will just play it back as you 
recorded it but still sliced.....so that U can change bpm w/out 
changing pitch???
(DAMN i'll be lucky to get a response fror this one !)



If anyone knows what I'm gettting @ can you plaese help me 
undestand!!!

cheers
| 1014|1013|2001-07-21 01:58:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> hey crew,
>
> this group has been so helpful so far...all the questions I wouldnt
> have asked ......great guys and gals!!
>
> I have one though .....
> I borrowed one from a shop for a couple of days to sus out the
> sampling....
>
> 1> you can sample in 3 ways: pitched voice, kit note, or slice/
> sequence mode.
> I was impressed with the slice seq. mode so I tried it and it means
> you can record a drumloop in and after trimming it on both ends ,
> you can slice it up however you want to and spred it on the keys(all
> that takes up only one track NICE!!)
>
> 2> cool but now if you want to play the loop ina phraase or sequence
> you have to record it in like a pattern or sequence it to play like
> you originally sampled it ...Make sense ??? what am I getting @?
>
> well I dunnno is there a way that it will just play it back as you
> recorded it but still sliced.....so that U can change bpm w/out
> changing pitch???
> (DAMN i'll be lucky to get a response fror this one !)

The answer is so obvious that I'm afraid I don't understand the question,
but anyway...

The Slice+Seq sampling method does 2 important things for you:
1: It slices the sample and spreads the separate slices over the keys
of a sample kit voice.
2: It produces a sequence of midi note events in the current track!!!

So you you can simply press Play and here the sliced drumloop play.
What you're doing is playback each of the slices triggered from midi
notes in the phrase of the current track. You can now change the BPM
value and the drumloop will follow your lead.

This is what you meant?

- Robert

>
>
> If anyone knows what I'm gettting @ can you plaese help me
> undestand!!!
>
> cheers

| 1015|1011|2001-07-21 10:14:07|Jayson Barrons|Re: can it do this?|
At gigs I'd like 

> to choose which of these 20 songs to play in any order and move 
> beteen the looped sections within the songs at the touch of a key. 
>If each song has 16 tracks within it I'd also like to be able to 
>solo and mute the 16 tracks using a different button for each track.
> 
> Is all this possible??

I'm not trying to be rude, so please forgive me, but

does ANYONE read information on the product before posting? I mean 
cmon, at least go to the yamaha website and read up a bit before 
asking questions like this.
| 1016|1013|2001-07-21 10:16:49|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|

> well I dunnno is there a way that it will just play it back as you 
> recorded it but still sliced.....so that U can change bpm w/out 
> changing pitch???
> (DAMN i'll be lucky to get a response fror this one !)
> 
> If anyone knows what I'm gettting @ can you plaese help me 
> undestand!!!
> 
> cheers

Well sometimes it messes up the loop and it sounds quite different to
the original as I noticed too. You've to play around with the slice
type/sensitivity/sub divid parameters to get it sound right.

lower sensitivity and fewer slices = better result

Hope this helps, 
Werner.
| 1017|1017|2001-07-21 13:58:20|ix_kool@yahoo.fr|A midi clock gap ?|

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


Hello

i'm a newbie of the RS7000...

Is there someone who can tell me if it is normal that there is a midi 
clock gap when switching between 2 styles? (Beat not absolutely 
continous)

Thanks !!

:o)

KLfX
| 1018|1017|2001-07-21 14:18:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A midi clock gap ?|
ix_kool@yahoo.fr wrote:

> Hello
>
> i'm a newbie of the RS7000...
>
> Is there someone who can tell me if it is normal that there is a midi
> clock gap when switching between 2 styles? (Beat not absolutely
> continous)
>

This has been discussed on www.motifator.com. Indeed, the RS shows
a short delay when switching patterns of different styles. The other yamaha
sequencers (RM1x, QY700) also have this problem.

The reasons in that voicesm fx settings, realtime play effects, etc. are defined
per style. Switching between patterns of the same style is no problem, but
switching to a pattern of another style invokes a lot of work for the RS, since
the voices of all 16 tracks have to be changed as well as the fx settings and
other stuff.

The idea is that you try to keep a song within the same style, but 16 patterns
may not be enough for you.

Now the good news: all of the mentioned Yamaha sequencers, including the
RS7000 have a switch that, when toggled, fixes the delay problem. Switching
between patterns of different styles is done instantly, but at a price: no voice
changes, fx changes, etc. I believe the RS switch for this is in the Utility submode,
Midi Setup page, Voice Setup To TG (page 261 of the manual).

Warning: I don't own an RS7000. ;)

- Robert

>
> Thanks !!
>
> :o)
>
> KLfX
>

| 1023|1017|2001-07-22 00:53:09|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: A midi clock gap ?|
Just like the previous person said, it has basically, "imbedded" 
program change data. It has to load all those new parameters before 
it can produce any sound. If you start to get into using alot of 
program changes, you'll realise that almost all macines have a slight 
lag time before they can load their new patch. You just have to find 
what works best for you in a live situation. Alot of people do 
different things to get around this. Some people have a sampler they 
can trigger by hand, or a keyboard where you can drop in a sort of 
ambient chord, etc... Or another machine on clock with it's own 
sounds, anyway, this is a universal "problem", any synth has some 
load/lag time involved.
| 1024|857|2001-07-22 04:02:13|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Sunday, July 22, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

mailto:ix_kool@yahoo.fr


PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 1026|1026|2001-07-22 06:39:23|crawfish@gmx.net|rs7k tips, bugs, questions|
Hi list!

Some tips,bugs,questions about the RS7000:

- q: How do you assign sounds to the pads? Hitting tap+pad+keyboard
does not work ?!

- tip1: You can switch between beat counter and bpm display by 
hitting tap once.

- tip2: Did you see? There is a "pitch eg release level" paramter in 
the pitch eg menu.

- bug1: Playing a sample with longest release at a deep pitch creates 
some kind of (unwanted) echo effect.

- bug2: There is a strange tik-tak-metronome sound on the audio outs 
you can hear if you pull up the volume.

Bye, Werner.

http://listen.to/ravenrec
http://mp3.lion.cc/ravenrec
| 1027|733|2001-07-22 09:02:30|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, July 23, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1029|1026|2001-07-22 09:29:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7k tips, bugs, questions|
crawfish@gmx.net wrote:

> Hi list!
>
> Some tips,bugs,questions about the RS7000:
>
> - q: How do you assign sounds to the pads? Hitting tap+pad+keyboard
> does not work ?!
>
> - tip1: You can switch between beat counter and bpm display by
> hitting tap once.

Nice!

>
>
> - tip2: Did you see? There is a "pitch eg release level" paramter in
> the pitch eg menu.
>
> - bug1: Playing a sample with longest release at a deep pitch creates
> some kind of (unwanted) echo effect.

http://listen.to/ravenrec
http://mp3.lion.cc/ravenrec
mailto:crawfish@gmx.net


Maybe the envelope is longer than the actual sample and the sample
is thus repeated (restarted) to 'fill' the envelope span?

>
>
> - bug2: There is a strange tik-tak-metronome sound on the audio outs
> you can hear if you pull up the volume.

Maybe there *is* a metronome that is set to a very low volume?

>
>
> Bye, Werner.
>

- Robert
| 1030|857|2001-07-22 09:47:02|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Sunday, July 22, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 1031|1026|2001-07-22 13:39:14|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: rs7k tips, bugs, questions|

> >
> > - bug1: Playing a sample with longest release at a deep pitch 

creates

> > some kind of (unwanted) echo effect.
> 
> Maybe the envelope is longer than the actual sample and the sample
> is thus repeated (restarted) to 'fill' the envelope span?

Oops, I guess that's it ! :-))

> > - bug2: There is a strange tik-tak-metronome sound on the audio 

outs

> > you can hear if you pull up the volume.
> 
> Maybe there *is* a metronome that is set to a very low volume?
> 

What kind of metronome should that be? It sounds more like the midi 
clock signal or something like that. It's a fast tik-tik-tik sound 



you can hear when working with headphones. Quiet, but still 
noticeable and really disturbing when you work long.
Tik-tik-tik-tik-tik-tik-tik... you know what I mean ?

Nevertheless, the RS7000 rocks (except for the grid step mode of 
course!)
Ah and yes Yamaha: It would be nice to enter notevalues by the 
keyboard instead of turning a knob EVERYWHERE in the menus.
And don't forget the "CopyFX job" to extract FX settings from a 
style, with the next version ! :-))

BTW: Is there a way to trim samples - I mean REALLY trim samples to 
free up memory ??

Cheers, Werner.
| 1032|1026|2001-07-22 13:58:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7k tips, bugs, questions|
crawfish@gmx.net wrote:

> > >
> > > - bug1: Playing a sample with longest release at a deep pitch
> creates
> > > some kind of (unwanted) echo effect.
> >
> > Maybe the envelope is longer than the actual sample and the sample
> > is thus repeated (restarted) to 'fill' the envelope span?
>
> Oops, I guess that's it ! :-))

Well I don't know. *Should* it be possible to make the envelope take
longer than the actual sample? Either its a bug or clever thinking from
Yamaha. Dunno really.

>
>
> > > - bug2: There is a strange tik-tak-metronome sound on the audio
> ts
> > > you can hear if you pull up the volume.
> >
> > Maybe there *is* a metronome that is set to a very low volume?
> >
>
> What kind of metronome should that be? It sounds more like the midi
> clock signal or something like that. It's a fast tik-tik-tik sound
> you can hear when working with headphones. Quiet, but still
> noticeable and really disturbing when you work long.
> Tik-tik-tik-tik-tik-tik-tik... you know what I mean ?

Well there *is* a metronome available in the RS. Have a look
at the Utilities submode, System page, Click Mode.
Set it to Off or Rec and listen. Are the clicks still there?

>
>
> Nevertheless, the RS7000 rocks (except for the grid step mode of
> course!)
> Ah and yes Yamaha: It would be nice to enter notevalues by the
> keyboard instead of turning a knob EVERYWHERE in the menus.
> And don't forget the "CopyFX job" to extract FX settings from a
> style, with the next version ! :-))

Not included? Hmm.

>
>
> BTW: Is there a way to trim samples - I mean REALLY trim samples to
> free up memory ??

Try the EXTRACT sample job. Looks like the one you're looking for.

- Robert

>
>
> Cheers, Werner.
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

mailto:crawfish@gmx.net
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


| 1033|870|2001-07-22 16:21:38|jtonna|Re: I'm confused about the 10 sections, can you access them LIVE in|

>if i may ask, what sampler is that? can you point us to a website?

it's the VP9000 , we are not searching for sound libraries, we create all
sounds ourself from analog instruments (many without memories) we won't
take on stage (too old, too heavy, too much anxiety). We don't need many
voices, the VP9000 has only 3 stereo voices or 6 mono with 1024 samples max
(with 136 MBram max). It's enough for us if the MIDI synchro of phrases
works as written in the manual we are reading now. Live, we'll have a lot
of special analog phrases synchronized with MIDI sequences triggered by the
RM1x on a custom Proteus . We'll test the VP next week and prepare gigs
for september. The VP offers very strange ways to manipulate sounds in
real-time, and that's what we like, being addicted to weird analog and
digital programming.

a good article concerning this instrument :

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/jun00/articles/rolandvp9000.htm

on this Sound-on-Sound article we precisely appreciate the phrase : " Using
the VP with a sequencer it's possible to reduce an entire track to total
rhythmic, melodic, temporal and formant-fluctuating chaos, then bring it
smoothly back to normality -- brilliant! "

We'll hear...

Jean

>i am also in a situation of deciding whether to upgrade from rm1x to rs7000
>or getting a sampler. if getting a sampler, what would it be? and my
>direction is also leading to Emu 5000,

we have read the complete manual and heard some sounds, great sampler too

though a bit expensive, considering

>that the sound libraries are not given free.
>
>thanks.
>
>
>viccab
>
>>From: jtonna <jtonna@iprolink.ch>
>> >
>> >Since you already own a RM1x, maybe a Sampler, like E-MU 5000 would
>> >be more of a use for you, unless you want everything in one box...
>>
>>We agree with Tom. It's a realistic advice. We too have decided to buy
>>another sampler for our RM1x instead of the RS7000. Since the first day
>>that photos appeared on the Web ( Sonic State were the first in january
>>20th ) the question we asked Yamaha and elsewhere was : where are the 16
>>"live sections switches" ? On the pictures they were absent. Nobody really
>>knew and when in june Yamaha published the manual it wasn't clear if a
>>subfunction allowed to use the 16 white/grey keys to select the 16
>>sections. Now lot of musicians have received their RS7000 and we know that
>>only 10 sections (A-J) are "switchable" live with the black keys. The
>>RS7000 is a great instrument, better sounds, good sampling features,
>>excellent patternchain mode, but it's not the live sequencer we waited for
>>since january. We won't reorganize all our hundreds of RM1x patterns to
>>match the RS7000 inferior sections features, we want to play music, all
>>styles are ready, we just need another sampler . During the last two weeks
>>we have been looking for the right sampler and we were yesterday ready to
>>order a full 128MBram 20gigaHD E-MU5000. Meanwhile a last doubt appeared.
>>User's lists and dedicated sites are fantastic, all our questions about the
>>RS7000 and the E-MU5000 have received precise answers and finally we have
>>found the sampler we need. It's a new one we never thought before. A
>>strange one but so connected with our work that we'll order it next monday
>>if the Summer NAMM (this friday until sunday) doesn't announce the
>>hyper-ultra-mega-over-ultimate sampler of the century (at least...). Buying
>>gear is a creative process, not very satisfying in itself but rich of
>>informations about how inattentive we are... :)
>>
>>Sorry for our slow-tech english.
>>
>>Thanx for all the RS7000 happy owners who helped us. If Yamaha updates the
>>sections feature, allowing to access directly the 16 sections, we'll
>>immediately buy one. We'll keep an eye on this list...
>>
>>Jean
>
>
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/jun00/articles/rolandvp9000.htm
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http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1034|1013|2001-07-22 18:44:34|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
ahhhhhh so it also has saved the midi notes of the slice and plays
it like you sliced it??????
2> does that mean it has sved that midi into a "phrase"????

I 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > hey crew,
> >
> > this group has been so helpful so far...all the questions I 
wouldnt
> > have asked ......great guys and gals!!
> >
> > I have one though .....
> > I borrowed one from a shop for a couple of days to sus out the
> > sampling....
> >
> > 1> you can sample in 3 ways: pitched voice, kit note, or slice/
> > sequence mode.
> > I was impressed with the slice seq. mode so I tried it and it 
means
> > you can record a drumloop in and after trimming it on both ends ,
> > you can slice it up however you want to and spred it on the keys
(all
> > that takes up only one track NICE!!)
> >
> > 2> cool but now if you want to play the loop ina phraase or 
sequence
> > you have to record it in like a pattern or sequence it to play 
like
> > you originally sampled it ...Make sense ??? what am I getting @?
> >
> > well I dunnno is there a way that it will just play it back as you
> > recorded it but still sliced.....so that U can change bpm w/out
> > changing pitch???
> > (DAMN i'll be lucky to get a response fror this one !)
> 
> The answer is so obvious that I'm afraid I don't understand the 
question,
> but anyway...
> 
> The Slice+Seq sampling method does 2 important things for you:
> 1: It slices the sample and spreads the separate slices over the 
keys
> of a sample kit voice.
> 2: It produces a sequence of midi note events in the current 
track!!!
> 
> So you you can simply press Play and here the sliced drumloop play.
> What you're doing is playback each of the slices triggered from midi
> notes in the phrase of the current track. You can now change the BPM
> value and the drumloop will follow your lead.
> 
> This is what you meant?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> >
> >
> > If anyone knows what I'm gettting @ can you plaese help me
> > undestand!!!
> >
> > cheers

| 1035|1026|2001-07-22 18:59:08|oscillate64@hotmail.com|REALLY trim samples to free up memory |

> 
> BTW: Is there a way to trim samples - I mean REALLY trim samples to 
> free up memory ??
> 
> Cheers, Werner.

yea I found one ........shit i forgot where it is ...
pretty sure its in the sample edit mode ....
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they use a weird name for it but look in the manual under sample edit 
and it should be there ..

definately in there though!!!!!!!

Ivan
| 1036|762|2001-07-23 01:02:22|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Wednesday CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Wednesday CHAT 

Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2001 
Time: All Day

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000.

Hopefully we'll try to meet through out the months of July as
more and more members get their RS7000.
| 1037|1013|2001-07-23 01:09:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> ahhhhhh so it also has saved the midi notes of the slice and plays
> it like you sliced it??????

Right!
And the beaty is that the generated midi notes *precicely* match the
timing of the slices, even when you sliced the sample based on transients
in the sample and not by meter (e.g. every 8th note).

This is only done with the Slice+Seq sampling mode. So now you
now what the '+Seq' part means. ;)

>
> 2> does that mean it has sved that midi into a "phrase"????
>
> I

Yep, the phrase assigned to the current track. The track holding
the sliced sample. Simply have a look at the phrase after the slice
operation in Edit submode and you'll see the midi notes there, one
for every slice, nicely timed to represent the sample's original timing.

You when you press play on the RS, this generated phrase plays each
*slice* at the correct time, and *not* the original sample. To prove that,
dial in a lower BPM value and see how the loop stays in tempo.

- Robert
| 1038|733|2001-07-23 03:02:33|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, July 23, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1039|1011|2001-07-23 03:13:06|richard@chorlton.com|Re: can it do this?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> 
> At gigs I'd like 
> > to choose which of these 20 songs to play in any order and move 
> > beteen the looped sections within the songs at the touch of a 

key. 

> >If each song has 16 tracks within it I'd also like to be able to 
> >solo and mute the 16 tracks using a different button for each 

track.

> > 
> > Is all this possible??
> 
> 
> I'm not trying to be rude, so please forgive me, but
> 
> 
> does ANYONE read information on the product before posting? I mean 
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> cmon, at least go to the yamaha website and read up a bit before 
> asking questions like this.

C'mon, the days when I believe what I read on yamaha website are long 
gone - what these things say they do, what you as a customer assumes 
that means in practise, and and what they ACTUALLY do in practise can 
be very different. I've read everything at yamaha's I can find and 
even downloaded a manual and and it seems that this box will do most 
of what I want, but I think that without having the box in front of 
me and without understanding exactly what each term in the manual 
means, before I shell out £1100 on this box I should find out from 
users what it actually does

surely that ain't so stupid?

Will anyone answer my specific questions?

Dick
| 1040|1013|2001-07-23 08:53:33|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > ahhhhhh so it also has saved the midi notes of the slice and plays
> > it like you sliced it??????
> 
> Right!
> And the beaty is that the generated midi notes *precicely* match the
> timing of the slices, even when you sliced the sample based on 

transients

> in the sample and not by meter (e.g. every 8th note).
> 
> This is only done with the Slice+Seq sampling mode. So now you
> now what the '+Seq' part means. ;)
> 
> 
> >
> > 2> does that mean it has sved that midi into a "phrase"????
> >
> > I
> 
> Yep, the phrase assigned to the current track. The track holding
> the sliced sample. Simply have a look at the phrase after the slice
> operation in Edit submode and you'll see the midi notes there, one
> for every slice, nicely timed to represent the sample's original 

timing.

> 
> You when you press play on the RS, this generated phrase plays each
> *slice* at the correct time, and *not* the original sample. To 

prove that,

> dial in a lower BPM value and see how the loop stays in tempo.
> 
> - Robert

tanks Rob

I think i'll try that one again..
maybe i didnt execute it properly when i tried it last!!
i shoul be gettin mine tomorrow!!!!
wwwwwhhhhhhhooooopppppppeeeeeee!!

I
| 1041|1013|2001-07-23 09:01:18|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> Right!
> And the beaty is that the generated midi notes *precicely* match the
> timing of the slices, even when you sliced the sample based on 

transients

> in the sample and not by meter (e.g. every 8th note).
> 
> This is only done with the Slice+Seq sampling mode. So now you
> now what the '+Seq' part means. ;)

> > 2> does that mean it has sved that midi into a "phrase"????

> Yep, the phrase assigned to the current track. The track holding
> the sliced sample. Simply have a look at the phrase after the slice
> operation in Edit submode and you'll see the midi notes there, one
> for every slice, nicely timed to represent the sample's original 

timing.

> 
> You when you press play on the RS, this generated phrase plays each
> *slice* at the correct time, and *not* the original sample. To 

prove that,



> dial in a lower BPM value and see how the loop stays in tempo.
> 
> - Robert

thanks man itried replying just before i dont think it worked..

any ways just another 1 for ya...
so say Ive got that drum looop sliced and sequenced,on that channel,
...can I speciify where on the key board it starts from?e.g c1,d3 and 
or can i lay another drum loop starting after the last one on the 
same channel? 

2> does the phrase get saved with the loop or channel?? how does dat 
work??? with association???
I
| 1042|1042|2001-07-23 09:38:37|Jayson Barrons|If you are caught|
using this list to subscribe people to another mailing (as in 
subscribing their email address without their permission), you will 
be banned. Its as simple as that.
| 1043|1013|2001-07-23 09:56:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|

> -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> Van: oscillate64@hotmail.com [mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com]
> Verzonden: maandag 23 juli 2001 15:25
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: [RS7000] Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and
> resequencing!!!
> 
>
> 
> thanks man itried replying just before i dont think it worked..
> 
> any ways just another 1 for ya...
> so say Ive got that drum looop sliced and sequenced,on that channel,
> ...can I speciify where on the key board it starts from?e.g c1,d3 and 
> or can i lay another drum loop starting after the last one on the 
> same channel? 

Good question. The manual statest that the first slice is assigned
to key E0, the second to F0, etc. My guess is that each time you do
a Slice+Seq sampling session a new sample kit voice is created holding
the slice samples. As to the sequences that is generated, I don't know
if a new phrase is created each time, or if the midi note events are
merged into the current phrase, but my guess is that a new phrase is
created each time (with notes starting from E0).

It possible to 'assemble' a kit voice sample comprising of (sliced)samples
from other sample voices using the sample Copy job.

Anyway, I'm very curious about these fine details as well...

- Robert

> 
> 2> does the phrase get saved with the loop or channel?? how does dat 
> work??? with association???
> I
>

| 1044|1044|2001-07-23 13:57:31|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|RM1x vs RS7000 - synth engine question.|
hi:
I am thinking of buying RS7000.
I was reading multiple reviews of Rm1x over the weekend. 
A lot of people say that sounds on Rm1x suck and editing capabilities 
are very limited. I was wondering whether RS7000 owners think that
Rs is a big step forward compared to Rm1x? Do people still think that
RS7000 is a weaker synth compared to Mc505?
Thanks in advance

mp3magnet
| 1045|1045|2001-07-23 14:01:17|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Europe to US power adapter?|
HI;
Does anybody know a good place to buy Europe to US power adapter?
Prices on RS7000 in Europe are way lower than in US, the only problem 
I see with buying RS7000 from Europe is power adapter.
Thanks in advance.

mp3magnet
| 1046|1045|2001-07-23 14:05:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Europe to US power adapter?|
mp3magnet@yahoo.com wrote:

> HI;
> Does anybody know a good place to buy Europe to US power adapter?
> Prices on RS7000 in Europe are way lower than in US, the only problem
> I see with buying RS7000 from Europe is power adapter.
> Thanks in advance.

Did you include shipping costs and taxes in the calculated costs?

When ordering from the US (I live in holland) I have to pay an
additional 20% taxes. :(
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- Robert

>
>
> mp3magnet
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1047|1013|2001-07-23 19:16:15|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert van der Kamp" wrote:

> 
> 
> > -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> > Van: oscillate64@h... [mailto:oscillate64@h...]
> > Verzonden: maandag 23 juli 2001 15:25
> > Aan: RS7000@y...
> > Onderwerp: [RS7000] Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and
> > resequencing!!!
> > 
> >
> > 
> > thanks man itried replying just before i dont think it worked..
> > 
> > any ways just another 1 for ya...
> > so say Ive got that drum looop sliced and sequenced,on that 

channel,

> > ...can I speciify where on the key board it starts from?e.g c1,d3 

and 

> > or can i lay another drum loop starting after the last one on the 
> > same channel? 
> 
> Good question. The manual statest that the first slice is assigned
> to key E0, the second to F0, etc. My guess is that each time you do
> a Slice+Seq sampling session a new sample kit voice is created 

holding

> the slice samples. As to the sequences that is generated, I don't 

know

> if a new phrase is created each time, or if the midi note events are
> merged into the current phrase, but my guess is that a new phrase is
> created each time (with notes starting from E0).
> 
> It possible to 'assemble' a kit voice sample comprising of (sliced)

samples

> from other sample voices using the sample Copy job.
> 
> Anyway, I'm very curious about these fine details as well...
> 
> - Robert

Thanks for responding dude..

more finer.....

so if a midi phrase is recorded with the slice seq mode,
and if you can also import or assemble a kit voice to include the 
loop with that phrase ,... could you then also record over the phrase 
and use the other kit voices around the sliced seq. phrase/loop on 
the same channel.

Rob or anyone attempting this one good luck!

Ive
| 1048|1048|2001-07-23 20:03:38|oscillate64@hotmail.com|RAM SPECS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
just got some 
specs on the ram needed for RS7K....
from my local.....72 pin sims(of course)
60 nano seconds..
fast page mode
in matched pairs....(two 32 meg stiks)$220
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has anyone heard of these specifics ...
after buying a $2999(Au) sampler i dont wanna jib on the ram and fuck 
it up !!!!!!aight .............

Ive
| 1049|1048|2001-07-23 20:17:13|Bill Wright|Re: RAM SPECS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Don't pay $220!!! I just got my pair for $33 off ebay.

Just do a search for SIMM* RAM 32mb on ebay. =)

At 02:03 AM 7/24/2001 +0000, you wrote:

>just got some
>specs on the ram needed for RS7K....
>from my local.....72 pin sims(of course)
> 60 nano seconds..
> fast page mode
> in matched pairs....(two 32 meg stiks)$220
>
>has anyone heard of these specifics ...
>after buying a $2999(Au) sampler i dont wanna jib on the ram and fuck
>it up !!!!!!aight .............
>
>Ive
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1050|1044|2001-07-23 20:19:34|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: RM1x vs RS7000 - synth engine question.|
ALTHOUGH, I don't have this yet, I think I can afford to give you my 
opinion anyway. The RM1X's sounds are not that unsuable. They do 
stick you with ALOT of useless junk, but I've managed to squeeze out 
some really good sounds directly from the RM1X. I have 2 mp3s using 
JUST the RM1X, (my point being that this machine has a repeutation 
for sounding sterile and anything can sound good if you really spend 
the time to experiment with the sound) (below). Anyway, about your 
question, I had a friend's MC505 for 5 months, and I wasn't really 
any more impressed with the sounds. You do have a little more control 
over the TG end of it, but really didn't find a it whole lot more 
useful sonically. I did steal alot of drum voices off of it though. 
ABOUT the 7000, you have to figure that it has a sampler built into 
it, so right there, if you really spend your time making really good, 
clean, multisamples, your going to have WAY more control over your 
tone. There's more effects blocks, more effect types period. Some of 
these are really bizare unique sound effects that will let you 
further resample your sound, etc..... You have independent track EQs, 
and right there that's a HUGE plus. You want to be able to roll off 
low end from drum sounds, and perhaps add some to bass sounds, 
etc...etc... This is a really great option. you want to eq things in 
and out of eachother to get a really dynamic mix which will really 
help you not only for recording, but live. I've had alot of"muddy" 
live mixes not only from say the club sound etc... but all the bottom 
coming out of one machine, all the low end kind of blends in once you 
put your sound through a really bassy rig. Sorry, not trying to give 
you sound tips 101. Anyway, you can filter out different frequencies 
on each track i.e. lowpass bandpass hipass band eliminate filters. 
This right there adds alot more dimension to your tone than you can 
get right out of the MC505. No matter what style you make, the band 
pass, hipass and band eliminate will really help give you 
that "record" like mix. 
I'd say ultimately each machine will have their respective 
limitations, but in my opinion the sounds won't be any more usable, 
and if you really fuck with it, I'm sure they'll be far more usable. 
The effects are really good. I'm pretty sure this is the same 
processor as in the SU700, I believe it may be even a little better, 
regardless my friend has an SU 700, and the effects, and filters are 
really cool. You sholud be able to configure the knobs however you 
want, this is obviously a real plus for sending CC data other than 
the basic cutoff, resonance, eg depth. I've used this on my RM1X with 
my ms2000 and gotten some really great synth lines that keep evolving 
into different tones all on the same patch. Yada Yada Yada, I could 
probably go in and on. I'm sure it will take a little while for Ymaha 
to fix the preliminary bugs, but once that's over and done, I would 
imagine you'll get more milage out of the 7000 not only sonically, 
but as a good flexable sequencer, workstation .... If you haven't 
heard the Yamaha demos of this thing yet definitely go chack them 
out. Some of them are a little cheasy, but I definitely noticed a big 
difference right away from the sound quality of my RM1X, I personally 
thought the sounds were far better than in the 505 as well. I noticed 
the effects seemed to have more depth to them ..... If you want to 
check out my RM1X audio, go to:
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www.mp3.com/Halluci_Nation ........... Somatic UTO PA, and Fading 
Out (on A Disco Spotlight)

or www.mp3.com/BuddhaSpaceship ...... Zodiac Conjunction
| 1051|1051|2001-07-23 20:19:34|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Sampling in kit mode /or somtin|
hey rob ,(or another RS guru)

since you seem to either have an RS or know a hell of a lot bout 
emm.....

if I sample a loop in kit mode,that would spread them across the keys 
as well Yea???? can you also import or copy more sounds to that same 
kit ??????????? awesome if you can!!!!!!!

Ivan
| 1052|1048|2001-07-23 20:22:11|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RAM SPECS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bill Wright wrote:

> Don't pay $220!!! I just got my pair for $33 off ebay.
> 
> Just do a search for SIMM* RAM 32mb on ebay. =)
> 

yea that sounds good!!!!!
is that American pesos ???

and secondly is it the right SIMM 32mb???
(second hand?)

and how long would it take ??????
| 1053|1044|2001-07-23 21:05:50|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: RM1x vs RS7000 - synth engine question.|
Visual:
Thanks for your detailed answer. I am listening to your "fading out" 
as I write this. Cool rhythms changes.
I will check out RS7000 soon, however I am never able to get a good 
view of the machine in the store. I checked RM1x out in the store, 
however I knew that you can not really edit sounds on this unit.
I've had MC-307 for a little while, however I did not like its OS and 
sequencer and besides timing sucked. I also did not care about 
traditional dance sounds that much (probably almost 75% of all sounds 
in MC-307), however effects and some other waveforms were quite nice.
Filters were very good too. I am hoping that RS7000 has a rock solid
sequencer with better editable sounds.

mp3magnet
| 1055|1051|2001-07-23 23:51:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling in kit mode /or somtin|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> hey rob ,(or another RS guru)
>
> since you seem to either have an RS or know a hell of a lot bout
> emm.....
>

I'm reading the manual, lacking the real thing. ;)

>
> if I sample a loop in kit mode,that would spread them across the keys
> as well Yea???? can you also import or copy more sounds to that same
> kit ??????????? awesome if you can!!!!!!!

Yes, the manual says it can! Have a look the sample Copy job (pg 245).
It allows you to copy a sample to another voice, and if the target voice
is a Kit voice, "samples asigned to each key number can be copied
individually."

This is the way to build a small library of max 64 stereo (or 128 mono)
samples in one Kit voice, I guess. Each of these samples could of course have
been resampled with fx.

The other way around, the Kit voice is also a nice way to grab a set
of 303/808/909 whatever samples for the RS from the internet and
load it into the RS. Then, copy the needed individual samples to
your own styles.

Cheers,
Robert
| 1056|1042|2001-07-24 00:49:25|Jayson Barrons|Re: If you are caught|

> > Using this list to subscribe people to another mailing (as in 
> > subscribing their email address without their permission), you 

will 

> > be banned. Its as simple as that.
> 
> Has that happened?

yes. I don't know how many its happened to, but mister keyboard-
music-here's-this-neat-roland-phantom subscribed me to their mailing 
list, and i never even went to their website.
| 1060|857|2001-07-24 04:02:04|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
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We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Tuesday, July 24, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 1061|1061|2001-07-24 06:05:29|oquinlan|(no subject)|
Hi everyone, Im Oliver Quinlan an RM1x user since it first came out. I make breakbeat/trance/techno influenced music using RM1x, Nova, and Nord rack 2. I live in warwickshire, UK. you can
visit my RM1x webpage at http:\\come.to/rmx.
| 1063|1013|2001-07-24 09:07:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and resequencing!!!|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Robert van der Kamp" wrote:
> >
> >
> > > -----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
> > > Van: oscillate64@h... [mailto:oscillate64@h...]
> > > Verzonden: maandag 23 juli 2001 15:25
> > > Aan: RS7000@y...
> > > Onderwerp: [RS7000] Re: sampling loops in slice/seq. mode and
> > > resequencing!!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > thanks man itried replying just before i dont think it worked..
> > >
> > > any ways just another 1 for ya...
> > > so say Ive got that drum looop sliced and sequenced,on that
> channel,
> > > ...can I speciify where on the key board it starts from?e.g c1,d3
> and
> > > or can i lay another drum loop starting after the last one on the
> > > same channel?
> >
> > Good question. The manual statest that the first slice is assigned
> > to key E0, the second to F0, etc. My guess is that each time you do
> > a Slice+Seq sampling session a new sample kit voice is created
> holding
> > the slice samples. As to the sequences that is generated, I don't
> know
> > if a new phrase is created each time, or if the midi note events are
> > merged into the current phrase, but my guess is that a new phrase is
> > created each time (with notes starting from E0).
> >
> > It possible to 'assemble' a kit voice sample comprising of (sliced)
> samples
> > from other sample voices using the sample Copy job.
> >
> > Anyway, I'm very curious about these fine details as well...
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Thanks for responding dude..
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>
> more finer.....
>
> so if a midi phrase is recorded with the slice seq mode,
> and if you can also import or assemble a kit voice to include the
> loop with that phrase ,... could you then also record over the phrase
> and use the other kit voices around the sliced seq. phrase/loop on
> the same channel.
>
> Rob or anyone attempting this one good luck!
>
> Ive

Let me see: you sample a loop with Slice+Seq resulting in a
new Kit voice and new midi phrase. You add other samples
from other sample voices to the first Kit voice, on other
key numbers of course. And what you're asking is, can
I use these newly added samples when I record over the
original phrase with overdub record mode?

Imo, yes.

- Robert
| 1066|857|2001-07-24 10:34:32|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Tuesday, July 24, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 1069|1048|2001-07-24 11:03:46|Thomas|Re: RAM SPECS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> just got some 
> specs on the ram needed for RS7K....
> from my local.....72 pin sims(of course)
> 60 nano seconds..
> fast page mode
> in matched pairs....(two 32 meg stiks)$220

$220??????

WAY OVERPRICED!

I got two Hitachi, 72 Pin SIMMs, 70ns, 32MB for about $34 from 
ebay...works really well.

Tom
| 1070|1042|2001-07-24 11:10:47|Thomas|Re: If you are caught|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:



> yes. I don't know how many its happened to, but mister keyboard-
> music-here's-this-neat-roland-phantom subscribed me to their 

mailing 

> list, and i never even went to their website.

Yup, it happened to me too, but as quickly i got subscribed as 
quickly i banned his email-adress for my yahoo-account.
| 1071|1044|2001-07-24 11:12:40|biomecha@bellatlantic.net|Re: RM1x vs RS7000 - synth engine question.|
mp3magnet,

Let me play devil's advocate for a minute and say that I think the 
base sounds and the synth engine on the 505 are better than the 
Rm1x. I've played with both and when it came time to buy, I bought 
the 505 even though it was only 8 tracks (vs 16) and more expensive. 
The synth engine on the 505 (forget the 303 and 307) is very powerful 
and I've used it to create hundreds of new sounds from sub basses to 
pads.

If, however, you already have some other synths and you are looking 
for a good hardware sequencer with some intriguing sounds then I 
would consider the Rm1x. I like to hang around this group because 
I'm very excited about the RS7000's sampling capabilities. Even if 
the synth engine is the same, you can ignore the sounds you don't 
like and use samples instead.

The RS7000 looks good to me.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:
> hi:
> I am thinking of buying RS7000.
> I was reading multiple reviews of Rm1x over the weekend. 
> A lot of people say that sounds on Rm1x suck and editing 
capabilities 
> are very limited. I was wondering whether RS7000 owners think that
> Rs is a big step forward compared to Rm1x? Do people still think 
that
> RS7000 is a weaker synth compared to Mc505?
> Thanks in advance
> 
> mp3magnet

| 1074|762|2001-07-24 13:23:16|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Wednesday CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Wednesday CHAT 

Date: Wednesday, July 25, 2001 
Time: All Day

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000.

Hopefully we'll try to meet through out the months of July as
more and more members get their RS7000.
| 1075|1075|2001-07-24 14:09:20|jezjackson@btinternet.com|Yup I've finally lost it!!|
Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid

i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that

but i've just spent another £XXXX on

Virus Indigo
Sony minidisc
Sony ECM907 mic
and a Spirt Folio (16)

that's it, no more, you can't tempt me with anything (not even an A6)
got all my software and plug ins. Now it's time to get it all 
interlocked midi'd and flowing. 

Jez

i'll see you in six months :^)

p.s. I must be f*@#king mad
| 1076|1075|2001-07-24 14:23:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!|
jezjackson@btinternet.com wrote:

> Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid
>
> i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that
>
> but i've just spent another £XXXX on
>
> Virus Indigo
> Sony minidisc
> Sony ECM907 mic
> and a Spirt Folio (16)

mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com


>
> that's it, no more, you can't tempt me with anything (not even an A6)
> got all my software and plug ins. Now it's time to get it all
> interlocked midi'd and flowing.
>
> Jez
>
> i'll see you in six months :^)
>
> p.s. I must be f*@#king mad
>

Who needs food. ;)

- Robert
| 1077|1042|2001-07-24 14:37:00|Jayson Barrons|Re: If you are caught|

> Yup, it happened to me too, but as quickly i got subscribed as 
> quickly i banned his email-adress for my yahoo-account.

I already banned him from the list and sent him a very stern email 
regarding what he did. If i find out he did the whole list, i'm 
going to talk to the company.
| 1078|1075|2001-07-24 14:43:28|biomecha@bellatlantic.net|Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!|
Jez,

How long will it take to get your Indigo? Is there still a several 
month wait? That is one beautiful synth.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:
> Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid
> 
> i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that
> 
> but i've just spent another £XXXX on
> 
> Virus Indigo
> Sony minidisc
> Sony ECM907 mic
> and a Spirt Folio (16)
> 
> that's it, no more, you can't tempt me with anything (not even an 
A6)
> got all my software and plug ins. Now it's time to get it all 
> interlocked midi'd and flowing. 
> 
> Jez
> 
> i'll see you in six months :^)
> 
> p.s. I must be f*@#king mad

| 1079|1075|2001-07-24 16:10:31|jez|Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!|
Bio,

I am told they are in stock at turnkey (uk) just finalising the fianance 

later 

Jez

----- Original Message ----- 
From: biomecha@bellatlantic.net 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2001 9:31 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!

Jez,

How long will it take to get your Indigo? Is there still a several 
month wait? That is one beautiful synth.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:
> Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid
> 
> i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that
> 
> but i've just spent another £XXXX on
> 
> Virus Indigo
> Sony minidisc
> Sony ECM907 mic
> and a Spirt Folio (16)
> 
> that's it, no more, you can't tempt me with anything (not even an 
A6)
> got all my software and plug ins. Now it's time to get it all 

mailto:biomecha@bellatlantic.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> interlocked midi'd and flowing. 
> 
> Jez
> 
> i'll see you in six months :^)
> 
> p.s. I must be f*@#king mad

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1080|1075|2001-07-24 16:39:36|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:

> Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid
> 
> i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that
> 
> but i've just spent another £XXXX on
> 
> Virus Indigo

me too

> Sony minidisc

me too

> Sony ECM907 mic
> and a Spirt Folio (16)

me too

> 
> p.s. I must be f*@#king mad

me too, hehe...

How is the Spirit? Is it the FX or the F1? And how does it compare to 
Mackie mixers?

Werner.
| 1081|732|2001-07-24 20:37:12|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: MIDI Setup? How to do it?|
I'm not a MIDI wiz, but you sholud be able to do this, in a VERY 
specific way though. First and most importantly you have to run the 
AN1X last in your chain. You want to make sure that ( I'm not too 
familiar with the AN1X) that (if you can) you set the MIDI Out to act 
only as an out, not a thru. This will prevent any midi data from 
being echoed back into the entire MIDI chain again. Also, unless your 
using the X Base to trigger notes on the rs7000, You should probably 
use the 7K to send the clock to everything else. This is because IF 
it is anything like the RM1X ( not sure) , it says it will filter out 
all incoming note data, But It Doesn't (again this is only from my 
experience with the RM1X). You can however turn off any outgoing midi 
channels on the RM1X, and I would assume on the 7K as well. Obviously 
say the Xbase is on channel 16, turn channel 16 off on the RS7000. I 
don't think you can turn off any outgoing note data in the Xbase, but 
I could be wrong. 

Hope this is what you meant
| 1082|1082|2001-07-24 21:16:17|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Post your GIGS! - OK then, OT/Promo: Buddha Spaceship Live PA|
..........................SHANGRILAH.................................

3 DAYS of E=lectronic MusicK. 

8.10.01 to 8.12.01

40+ DJs, and 2 LIVE PAs!!! $15!! That's Right $15!!
(lineup below)

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

This is the 3rd year running, brought to you by
Bubblecrew.com EFX Productions, Electech Productions, 
Feline Productions, Gear 33 & Up & Under 
......................................................................

FIRST AND FOREMOST, the purpose of this festival is for the 
Upstate/Northeast community to come together, this event is not for 
profit, all the artists are playing for free, the costs will cover 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


the venue, flyering, permits.... And, to truly experience electronic 
right in the middle of the PERSEID METEOR SHOWER
......................................................................
Watching the Persid Meteor Shower 

What to Expect:
Every year, the Perseid provides amateur astronomers with a 
delightful natural display. With excellent viewing conditions, you 
should see about one to four meteors per minute at the peak! Even if 
you are not observing under optimal circumstances, which is likely to 
be the case, you can expect to see 25 - 100 meteors per hour. 

When to Watch: 
The ideal time to observe Perseids is from 1-4 am during the morning 
of August 13. So if you are eager to see a spectacular display, go to 
bed early on August 12 and set the alarm clock, or even better yet, 
stay up all night. If you can't watch in the morning, it is still 
possible to see meteors in the evening, although less will be 
observed. The year 2000 is not as favorable as other years because 
the moon is nearly full on August 13 thereby leading to a lighter 
night sky and fewer meteors that one can seen. You will see most 
meteors directly; but you will sometimes see others out of the corner 
of your eye. If you are very lucky, you will witness a fireball, a 
very bright meteor with a small disk. Some fireballs break into 
several fragments

Where to Look in the Sky:
The meteors will radiate from the constellation Perseus, which, in 
North America, rises in the evening in the northeast. You need not 
look in this direction, however. The Perseids are noted for their 
long trails and should streak across much of the night sky. Look 
anywhere from 30 degrees to 80 degrees above the horizon and about 45 
degrees away from the constellation Perseus.
......................................................................

Featured Performers

Soren LaRue
Protium Recordings / Symbiotic Media  Louisville, KY

DJ Booth
Protium Recordings / Urban Loops  Kansas City, MO

Mike Parker
Geophone Records - Arc (UK) - Buffalo, NY 

Bezerker
Ruffneck Playaz Crew  Washington D.C. 

Monkeyboy
Protium Recordings  Lexington, KY 

APX
Liqwid Sound  Louisville, KY 

Upstate Favorites

Anthony Garlic
Hector Works - Ithaca, NY 

Awake
Skyehigh - Rochester, NY 

Andrew Kirchner
Protium Recordings / Gear 33 / UFO /  Binghamton, NY 

Boywonder
Brainfroot / Blunted Circutz - Binghamton, NY 

Buddha Spaceship (Headtrik and G6)
[Live Performance] Elektrohead Musik  Ithaca, NY 

Chad Roy
Up and Under  Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY 

Chris Allen
Up and Under / Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY 

Chris Tracey
Up and Under  Syracuse, NY 

Current
Up and Under / Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY

Dan Logic
Dark Industries - Binghamton, NY 

DJ Eun
Eclectech Producttions  Remsey, NJ 

DJ Kemp
Eclectech Productions  Remsey, NJ



Depth
Electech Productions  Utica, NY 

Dred
Hallucination Records / Orion / Dream  Rochester, NY

D-Low
Skyehigh / Foot Souljahs / Up & Under - Syracuse, NY 

Flex
Skyehigh / Sky Baby - Rochester, NY 

Finesse
EKG Entertainment  Binghamton, NY 

Ian Sominac
Rustik Productions  Binghamton, NY 

Jennifer Haley
Intellectual Property  Albany, NY 

Jimmy Samsara
Scorched Earth  Binghamton, NY 

Josh Doubles
Tighten Up  Ithaca, NY 

Juniper
Sleeping Gnome / Bubble Crew  Binghamton, NY 

Kingmachosolo
The Zone  Ithaca, NY 

Meniscus
Tangent Recordings / M.A.U. Files  Binghamton, NY 

Meta X
Tangent Recordings  Syracuse, NY 

Michael Rivera
Inflection Records  Ithaca, NY 

Milkdud
Intellectual Property  Albany, NY 

Mike Sims
South Street / Bubble Crew  Syracuse, NY 

mjDUKE
EFX / Future 86 / DigitallyImported  Binghamton, NY 

Onassis
Rustik Productions  Binghamton, NY 

Phigment
Electech Productions  Utica, NY 

Plume
Dream Research  Binghamton, NY 

React
SiN&CoS / Soundroc - Rochester, NY 

Rerocco
South Street - Syracuse, NY 

Steve E
Digital Ear Candy - Syracuse, NY

Space One
Newbreed Productions / Gear 33  Binghamton, NY 

Visitor
Mollytracks / Elektrohead Musik - Outerspace 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

Location:
Venue is located on Private Land in Bristol, NY.

Gates open at 3 pm on Friday August 10th
Music starts at 6 pm and runs thru 6 pm Sunday afternoon

directions will be available at: 
www.bubblecrew.com as of August 1st
for Buddha Spaceship, Head Trik and Visitor Audio go to:
www.electroheadmusic.homestead.com
or: http://data.rs7000.org/artistlist.php (Head Trik)
| 1083|1083|2001-07-25 04:09:16|ckhunt@home.com|OT (kinda): Yamaha Sequencers|
the rs7000 just looks amazing, but i'm not sure i can justify 
spending that much just yet... in the meantime, i'm looking at 
performance sequencers like the rm1x and the mmt8. the question is: 
does the QY70 or QY100 (or similar) allow for live pattern track 
muting?

essentially, i like to build loops on my PC, and would like to dump 
it down to a hardware piece that i could take out gigging... and i'd 
like to selectively mute and unmute parts to construct my songs on 

http://data.rs7000.org/artistlist.php


the fly. is the rm1x my best bet? or can the QY's do it too?

thanks!
| 1084|1084|2001-07-25 04:40:17|brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk|scsi, pc, storage|
Hi there,
I have a laptop with no scsi port, so I bought a USB/SCSI adapter to 
connect to the RS but no joy. It doesn't work.

Has anybody succeeded in connecting a pc to the RS via SCSI? Can I 
control (midi-style) the RS via SCSI with my PC or is the SCSI only 
for data storage and retrieval?

Howcome there is no chat facility in this group like in other groups?

I'm going out to buy a 250 ZIP now anyway.

Thanks.
| 1085|1048|2001-07-25 05:50:24|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RAM SPECS on E BAY ????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> > just got some 
> > specs on the ram needed for RS7K....
> > from my local.....72 pin sims(of course)
> > 60 nano seconds..
> > fast page mode
> > in matched pairs....(two 32 meg stiks)$220
> 
> $220??????
> 
> WAY OVERPRICED!
> 
> I got two Hitachi, 72 Pin SIMMs, 70ns, 32MB for about $34 from 
> ebay...works really well.
> 
> Tom

yea Tom thanks ...

can I ask ?

is SIMMs the same as EDO ram ...?
cause I found some on e-bay 64mb 72 pin(2*32 stiks)for bout 80 
bucks!!!????

secondly isnt it slightly a bit dodgy giving them your mastercard #??
they rekon they need it for verification purposes!!!!!!

tanks
Ive
| 1086|1042|2001-07-25 05:57:14|Thomas|Re: If you are caught|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Now I'd like to know what you put in your front-door carbage can
> on xmas. ;)
> 
> - Robert

Oh that´s easy when you have a lot of guests, a lot to eat, you might
give and get a lot of gifts (which you don´t need, because with the RS
you have everything you need...well...ok...almost everything).
All this wrapping paper, boxes, can´s, bottles...ok as you know, you
can recycle those stuff but still alone all this food that is left
over...geez...
| 1087|1075|2001-07-25 05:59:29|Thomas|Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> jezjackson@b... wrote:
> 
> > Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid
> >
> > i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that
> >
> > but i've just spent another £XXXX on
> >
> > Virus Indigo
> > Sony minidisc
> > Sony ECM907 mic
> > and a Spirt Folio (16)
> > p.s. I must be f*@#king mad
> >
> 
> Who needs food. ;)
> 
> - Robert

Let me put it this way...who needs a car...;)

Tom
| 1088|1075|2001-07-25 06:03:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Yup I've finally lost it!!|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > jezjackson@b... wrote:



> >
> > > Yes I've cracked under the pressure of desire i'm afraid
> > >
> > > i've ordered the Rs7000 .......ok, we knew that
> > >
> > > but i've just spent another £XXXX on
> > >
> > > Virus Indigo
> > > Sony minidisc
> > > Sony ECM907 mic
> > > and a Spirt Folio (16)
> > > p.s. I must be f*@#king mad
> > >
> >
> > Who needs food. ;)
> >
> > - Robert
> Let me put it this way...who needs a car...;)

Well, I don't have one. I *do* eat, btw. Shame... ;)

- Robert

>
>
> Tom
>

| 1089|732|2001-07-25 06:05:46|Thomas|Re: MIDI Setup? How to do it?|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> You can however turn off any outgoing midi 
> channels on the RM1X, and I would assume on the 7K as well.

Obviously 
Yes you can, but somehow i think i am doing something wrong, i turn
the internal TG off, and still when i play a key on the AN i can hear
a sound coming from the RS...hmmmm..but i have to sit down on the
weekend and check it out, too low on time during the week and too
lazy.

The setup is now like this (Robert suggested):

AN ---> RS
RS ---> AN
RS ---> FS1r ---> Xbase

or would this be better?

AN ---> RS
RS ---> FS1r ---> AN1x
RS ---> Xbase

> say the Xbase is on channel 16, turn channel 16 off on the RS7000. I 
> don't think you can turn off any outgoing note data in the Xbase,

but 

> I could be wrong. 

No you can´t that´s why i will use it mostly as slave.

> 
> Hope this is what you meant

Yes, Thank you!

Tom
| 1090|1083|2001-07-25 06:08:18|Thomas|Re: OT (kinda): Yamaha Sequencers|
I don´t know for sure but check out the QY700

--- In RS7000@y..., ckhunt@h... wrote:
> the rs7000 just looks amazing, but i'm not sure i can justify 
> spending that much just yet... in the meantime, i'm looking at 
> performance sequencers like the rm1x and the mmt8. the question is: 
> does the QY70 or QY100 (or similar) allow for live pattern track 
> muting?
> 
> essentially, i like to build loops on my PC, and would like to dump 
> it down to a hardware piece that i could take out gigging... and
i'd 
> like to selectively mute and unmute parts to construct my songs on 
> the fly. is the rm1x my best bet? or can the QY's do it too?
> 
> thanks!

| 1091|1084|2001-07-25 06:12:25|Thomas|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
--- In RS7000@y..., brightlightsg@y... wrote:

> Hi there,
> I have a laptop with no scsi port, so I bought a USB/SCSI adapter to 
> connect to the RS but no joy. It doesn't work.
> 
> Has anybody succeeded in connecting a pc to the RS via SCSI? Can I 
> control (midi-style) the RS via SCSI with my PC or is the SCSI only 



> for data storage and retrieval?
> 
> Howcome there is no chat facility in this group like in other

groups?

> 
> I'm going out to buy a 250 ZIP now anyway.
> 
> Thanks.

The SCSI is only for storage. A 250 SCSI ZIP should be fine. Make sure
you order a SCSI II/III adaptor with your ZIP. The SCSI-port on the RS
is SCSI III, the one on the ZIP is AFAIK II.

BTW. a USB/SCSI does not provide SCSI abilities also. Which means, you
can´t connect a SCSI drive to a USB port AFAIK.

Hope this helps,

Tom
| 1092|1048|2001-07-25 06:20:04|Thomas|Re: RAM SPECS on E BAY ????|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> can I ask ?

Well, you already do...;)

> is SIMMs the same as EDO ram ...?

Yes and no. SIMM is the way the bus of those memory modules is built.
And a SIMM is a 72Pin module, no matter if it´s EDO or PS/2.

EDO and PS/2 (or Fast Page (FP-Ram) as some ppl. say) is the way the
memorychips are being accessed and there are also slight difference in
the accesstime and some hardware parts are different.

> cause I found some on e-bay 64mb 72 pin(2*32 stiks)for bout 80 
> bucks!!!????

80 australian dollar i guess, i payed 34 US$ (81 German marks).
They should work.
Both PS/2 and EDO will work. Make sure it has 70ns or less. And try to
get two with a brandname, like Hitachi, Infinion or something.

> secondly isnt it slightly a bit dodgy giving them your mastercard

#??

> they rekon they need it for verification purposes!!!!!!

Hm...they do this now? Well, i guess it´s ok and best for your
security. Yahoo also only gives you an email-account if you give them
master/visacard verification. They want to prevent ppl. doing
bullshit.

You´re welcome,

Tom
| 1093|1083|2001-07-25 06:21:44|Ian Vine|Re: OT (kinda): Yamaha Sequencers|
The QY70 can mute/solo tracks in pattern mode and that's how I've found myself using it a lot lately. However, you have to use the cursor to select the
mute "button" and use yes to mute or no to solo (perhaps the other way round but that doesn't matter), which means you can only mute one track at a time.
Also there are only 8 tracks and 6 sections per pattern. This is why I'm looking to get a rm1x which is also a lot more immeadiate. The only thing I
found a slight problem was not being able to change a section while un/muting tracks, though this can be got around by careful pattern programming or
using an external midi controller.IanV --- ckhunt@home.com wrote: 
---------------------------------
the rs7000 just looks amazing, but i'm not sure i can justify 
spending that much just yet... in the meantime, i'm looking at 
performance sequencers like the rm1x and the mmt8. the question is: 
does the QY70 or QY100 (or similar) allow for live pattern track 
muting?

essentially, i like to build loops on my PC, and would like to dump 
it down to a hardware piece that i could take out gigging... and i'd 
like to selectively mute and unmute parts to construct my songs on 
the fly. is the rm1x my best bet? or can the QY's do it too?

thanks!

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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---------------------------------
Do You Yahoo!?
Get your free Yahoo! address at Yahoo! Mail: UK or IE.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1094|1083|2001-07-25 06:23:14|Ian Vine|Re: OT (kinda): Yamaha Sequencers|
The qy700 uses the same muting system as the qy70. It
does have 2 midi in/out and a very nice display with
piano roll style editing of notes

IanV

--- Thomas <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> wrote: 

I don´t know for sure but check out the QY700

--- In RS7000@y..., ckhunt@h... wrote:

____________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get your free @yahoo.co.uk address at http://mail.yahoo.co.uk
or your free @yahoo.ie address at http://mail.yahoo.ie
| 1095|1083|2001-07-25 08:49:36|jtonna|loading|
how long does it take to load a full 64 MB of samples/set-up/perf into the
RS7000 ?

a) from the smartmedia card

b) from the SCSI port (from ZIP250, CDR or HD)

Thanx

Jean
| 1096|1096|2001-07-25 11:45:37|Thomas|NEWSFLASH! Directly out of the R&D department from Yamaha!!!|
Ok, the following is not by me, i found it on www.rs7000.org.

So don´t flame me, if it´s not comeing true, ok`?

BTW. here´s the link to the original post:

http://data.rs7000.org/general.php?view=430

News from Japan by Simon - Jul 25, 2001, 6:30 PM 
I just reveived an answer from a product specialist at Yamaha 
Canada about a possible OS upgrade, here's is answer: 

Hello Simon, 

I have received an email from Japan as per your requests and other 
customers on the RS7000. This is a copy of my reply. 

"Regarding the RS7000 features, I too have been aware of some strong 
requests for update. In light of the recording procedure, I think 
their 
requests are very reasonable and actually we have pushed our 
engineers to implement more realtime functions. but it was not 
possible for them because 
of limited human resources and development time. Hopefully, we will 
be able to make our decision. 
Personally, I think we must update the OS, at least, so that you can 
listen to the sound of other tracks 
in grid groove. 
I will get back to you as soon as we decide how to deal with the 
issue. " 

Yes, yes and yes... 

Simon
| 1097|1097|2001-07-25 11:50:17|steffen@torset.net|my RSsetup|
Hi.. 
think IM finally gonna shell out to buy an RS7000, cant suddenly imagine life 
without it:/ 
This will be my new setup: 
1 sell my juno60 and juno1(due to little space.. gonna miss em!!) 
2 sell my esi4000 sampler (I wont need it when I get the RS right? any 
comments?) 
3 sell my RM1x and..... 

4..buy rs7000 with 64ram and expansion and an external scsci ZIP drive 
(when I load a new pattern I can have The RS instantly load all samples for dat 
pattern right? Ive lost so many songs because Ive been lazy losing my samples 
in unnamed banks in the esi4000) 

5: this will be my final setup: 
RS7000 
Cs6xr with vocoder and analoge board 
Ms2000r 
KorgD1600 digital recorder/mixer 
compressor and exciter 
kawai k4 (master keyboard) 

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://mail.yahoo.co.uk/
http://mail.yahoo.ie/
http://data.rs7000.org/general.php?view=430


digitech quardra verb FX 
alesis M1 powered monitors 

CANT WAIT!! 
any ideas/improvements? 

SteffV aka 
Spike spigel 

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 1098|1097|2001-07-25 12:05:50|Thomas|Re: my RSsetup|
--- In RS7000@y..., steffen@t... wrote:

> 1 sell my juno60 and juno1(due to little space.. gonna miss em!!)

Don´t sell those classics...get a new appartment...or create some 
multisamples of the sounds you mostly use and like and sell them then.

> 2 sell my esi4000 sampler (I wont need it when I get the RS right? 

any 

> comments?)

don´t sell this one either you will need it for multisamples, which 
you can´t do on the RS.

> 3 sell my RM1x and.....

That´s fine, you can import your RM1x files to the RS.

> 
> 4..buy rs7000 with 64ram and expansion and an external scsci ZIP 

drive

> (when I load a new pattern I can have The RS instantly load all 

samples for dat 

> pattern right? 

Yes, you can save samples local (with the pattern) or save them 
globally (disconnected from any pattern)

Ive lost so many songs because Ive been lazy losing my samples 

> in unnamed banks in the esi4000)
> 
> 5: this will be my final setup:
> RS7000
> Cs6xr with vocoder and analoge board
> Ms2000r
> KorgD1600 digital recorder/mixer
> compressor and exciter
> kawai k4 (master keyboard)
> digitech quardra verb FX
> alesis M1 powered monitors
> 
> CANT WAIT!!
> any ideas/improvements?

Great setup, looks perfect to me. You have the CS6x or CS6r? When you 
got the RS, i would like to see a little comparison between those and 
the RS, could you do that?

Tom

> 
> SteffV aka
> Spike spigel 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at 

http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 1099|1099|2001-07-25 12:09:29|Thomas|more NEWS|
Hey - Im back.. And Ive got some news... by DJ Round - Jul 24, 2001, 
1:43 PM 
Sorry Ive been so quiet this last 2 weeks but work has been a bit 
demanding recently. Its nice to see people are actually getting their 

http://nameplanet.com/?su
http://nameplanet.com/?su


hands on the RS at last. Its cool isnt it. 

Ive been to see Yamaha and took a whole load of your questions and 
spent a couple of hours talking through them with the guys there. 
Unfortunately Ive left it all at home and Im at work at the moment, 
but when I get a chance Ill type out all the answers, but in the mean 
time - 
======================= 
The Grid Record issue: 
======================= 
(This information is unofficial and my personal interpretation of the 
situation) 
Yamaha are aware of our concerns now and there will be a presentation 
to the Japanese developers soon outlining the issues with the RS, 
first and foremost the Grid Record issue. They now recognise the need 
to be able to hear other tracks when in Grid Record mode and are 
taking our criticisms on board. Im sure that the next RSx000 if there 
is such a thing will without doubt have this issue resolved but we 
all have to understand that the RS7000 has been in development for 
over 5 years (as I understand it)... We were all moaning about the 
grid record mode on the RM1x after the spec was drawn up for the 
RS7000. Thats another reason why the old style 32pin simms are used, 
at the time that was the only memory available and there were no new 
specs for memory out there. 
As I personally understand it, there is a chance, if its possible, to 
fix the Grid Record mode but it is only a chance. This will be done 
through an OS update which will be distributed through the database 
of people who have registered there RS with Yamaha. So when you get 
yours, without delay register it and when an update is released 
you'll be the first to know. 

As ever - I'll keep you all up to date. 

Darren 
rs7000.org 
UK
| 1100|1097|2001-07-25 13:16:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: my RSsetup|
steffen@torset.net wrote:

> Hi..
>
> think IM finally gonna shell out to buy an RS7000, cant suddenly imagine life
>
> without it:/

I know the feeling. ;)

>
>
> This will be my new setup:
>
> 1 sell my juno60 and juno1(due to little space.. gonna miss em!!)

Ouch!

>
>
> 2 sell my esi4000 sampler (I wont need it when I get the RS right?

Wrong! ;)
- The RS CANNOT play multi-samples. That is, not velocity switching
or velocity crossfading.
- The RS CANNOT read commercial sample cdrom (eg with a drum kit
bank or piano bank etc).
- The RS has LIMITED sample RAM, 64 MB is not too much.

> any
>
> comments?)
>
> 3 sell my RM1x and.....

Sure, if 16 midi tracks are enough selling the RM1x is a wise thing to do.

>
>
> 4..buy rs7000 with 64ram and expansion and an external scsci ZIP drive
> (when I load a new pattern I can have The RS instantly load all samples for dat
> pattern right?

When loading in a style (a group of 16 patterns), the corresponding samples
are also loaded.

> Ive lost so many songs because Ive been lazy losing my samples
> in unnamed banks in the esi4000)

mailto:steffen@torset.net


:) Well, you will have to give your styles at least a one-letter name when
saving them.

>
>
> 5: this will be my final setup:
>
> RS7000
> Cs6xr with vocoder and analoge board
> Ms2000r
> KorgD1600 digital recorder/mixer
> compressor and exciter
> kawai k4 (master keyboard)
> digitech quardra verb FX
> alesis M1 powered monitors

Nice set of gear!

>
>
> CANT WAIT!!
>
> any ideas/improvements?
>

See above. When is the RS due? How many sleepless nights? ;)

Cheers,
Robert

>
> SteffV aka
>
> Spike spigel
>
> --

| 1101|746|2001-07-25 23:51:20|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: Which of these topics, would be 
"most" important for an RS7000 OS 
(wishlist-esq) update. 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode, 8 votes, 32.00% 
- Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping, 6 votes, 24.00% 
- Route velocity information to sound parameters, 1 votes, 4.00% 
- 16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J), 3 votes, 12.00% 
- PC & MAC editor., 4 votes, 16.00% 
- UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT, 3 votes, 12.00% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 1103|1103|2001-07-26 01:34:31|jane7k@yahoo.com|(no subject)|
High Gang!

I went into town today, to guitar center to try out the rs7000. it 
was very intimidating to say the least. i guess after using my qy, 
im just used to working with small devices. the rs7000 is a huge 
monster of a machine. it's increabably heavy too. 

I tried to work with it for a while without a manual, and it was fun.

but then i started to get very overwhelmed. I actually had to get 
some air after about 20 min.

while i was there, i tried out the motiph, rm1x, and the xxl... 
something? those were all really good, but after a while i found 
myself back at the rs7000.

so, i placed an order with the store, because they where all out of 
the rs. they said i should be able to get mine in about three 
weeks! i cant wait! Bye guys! 

J

p.s. thanks for the advice e ...it worked ;)
| 1104|1104|2001-07-26 01:54:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> so, i placed an order with the store, because they where all out of
> the rs. they said i should be able to get mine in about three
> weeks! i cant wait! Bye guys!

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
mailto:jane7k@yahoo.com


>

Congrats Jane!!

- Robert

>
> J
>

| 1105|857|2001-07-26 04:02:16|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Thursday, July 26, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 1106|1106|2001-07-26 05:57:58|ivancu@aol.com|RS7000 vs. MPC2000 or 3000|
I'm looking for the ultimate live-performance MIDI sequencer. Sound 
sampling capabilities are desirable too. I don't care at all about 
internal synth sounds.

What are the pros and cons of the RS7000 versus the Akai MPC2000 or 
MPC3000?

Should I be looking at the Roland MC80?

Thanks in advance for any advice; all is appreciated!

Ivan
| 1107|1106|2001-07-26 06:20:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC2000 or 3000|
ivancu@aol.com wrote:

> I'm looking for the ultimate live-performance MIDI sequencer. Sound
> sampling capabilities are desirable too. I don't care at all about
> internal synth sounds.
>
> What are the pros and cons of the RS7000 versus the Akai MPC2000 or
> MPC3000?
>
> Should I be looking at the Roland MC80?
>
> Thanks in advance for any advice; all is appreciated!
>
> Ivan

Hmm, that's a difficult question.
I don't know much about the MPC line of sequencers, but I do know
the following:

mailto:ivancu@aol.com


- The MPC sports 64 or 99 (can't remember) midi tracks per pattern,
the RS only 16.

- The MPC3000 has 4 midi outs, if I'm correct, the RS has two, like the
MPC2000.

- The RS has a resolution of 480 PPQN, the MPCs have only 96 PPQN.

- The MPCs have these 16 velocity pads used for all kind of input,
the RS only has 2, and these are limited in use when compared to
the MPC.

- I'm not sure now, but afaik the MPC allows velocity switching of complex
(drum) sounds on the same midi key (or pad). The RS does not support
velocity switching.

Cheers,
Robert
| 1108|1103|2001-07-26 06:45:16|Thomas|(no subject)|
--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:

> so, i placed an order with the store, because they where all out of 
> the rs. they said i should be able to get mine in about three 
> weeks! i cant wait! Bye guys! 
> 
> J
> 
> p.s. thanks for the advice e ...it worked ;)

You´re welcome, happy sequencing then!

Congratulations.

Tom
| 1109|1109|2001-07-26 07:04:31|LOIODICE Cédric|some probleme with motion sequence !!|
hi !

if some one can help me :

when i make a user phrase with note and with record of ptich bend or cut
off ( or some thing else) (motion sequence on other machine like korg EA)

it work when i play but if i touch the cut off or pitch bend in live it
stop the motion sequence for the rest of my live even if i put another
phrase with motion sequence after !! why ???

It is a very boring thing!

can some one know what i mean and what can i do ?

excuse me for my bad english

Thanks 

Cedre
| 1110|1109|2001-07-26 07:13:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some probleme with motion sequence !!|
LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> hi !
>
> if some one can help me :
>
> when i make a user phrase with note and with record of ptich bend or cut
> off ( or some thing else) (motion sequence on other machine like korg EA)
>
> it work when i play but if i touch the cut off or pitch bend in live it
> stop the motion sequence for the rest of my live even if i put another
> phrase with motion sequence after !! why ???
>
> It is a very boring thing!
>
> can some one know what i mean and what can i do ?
>

This is actually in the manual. The moment you take over the control
of some paramater with one of the knobs, the given parameter will
*only* listen to the real-time controller and no longer to the midi
data recorded in the phrase.

This behaviour is reset the moment you select another style, I believe,
but I have to look it up in manual again.

- Robert
| 1111|1109|2001-07-26 07:17:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some probleme with motion sequence !!|
Got it, its on page 110 of the manual, the topleft box.

To reset the behaviour and have normal midi playback
control of the paramater again, you have these 3 options:

1. Select another section.
2. Select anothe style.
3. Stop the machine and press play again.

Option 1 above is probably the best workaround. Although
the manual states that you have to select another section



to resume normal playback of recorded parameter changes,
please try to select the *same* section again. Maybe that
works!

- Robert
| 1112|1109|2001-07-26 07:32:48|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: some probleme with motion sequence !!|
yes it works when i select the same section again
but i must set the change section to " 1 measure" and not 1/ 16 or 1/8 !

Cool !!!!!!!!!!! cool !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Thanks a lot

good sound
and good vibe
A+ 

cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Envoyé : jeudi 26 juillet 2001 15:19
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] some probleme with motion sequence !!

Got it, its on page 110 of the manual, the topleft box.

To reset the behaviour and have normal midi playback
control of the paramater again, you have these 3 options:

1. Select another section.
2. Select anothe style.
3. Stop the machine and press play again.

Option 1 above is probably the best workaround. Although
the manual states that you have to select another section
to resume normal playback of recorded parameter changes,
please try to select the *same* section again. Maybe that
works!

- Robert
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1113|1109|2001-07-26 07:40:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some probleme with motion sequence !!|
LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> yes it works when i select the same section again
> but i must set the change section to " 1 measure" and not 1/ 16 or 1/8 !
>
> Cool !!!!!!!!!!! cool !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>
> Thanks a lot
>
> good sound
> and good vibe
> A+
>
> cedre

Glad the trick of selecting the same section works! :-)

Switching off midi control the moment you take over a
parameter in real-time in actually a very nice feature.
Not doing so would make you barking mad, everytime
when the phrase resets the filter level at the next cycle
of the pattern.

And now that selecting the same pattern actually works
resuming midi control makes that noone will notice the
moment when the sequencer takes over again, provided
that you re-select the section at the end of the cycle.

Kudos to Yamaha for this one.

- Robert
| 1114|1109|2001-07-26 08:05:07|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: some probleme with motion sequence !!|
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yes it's a very good feature
i love that !

thanks
cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Envoyé : jeudi 26 juillet 2001 15:42
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] some probleme with motion sequence !!

LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> yes it works when i select the same section again
> but i must set the change section to " 1 measure" and not 1/ 16 or 1/8 !
>
> Cool !!!!!!!!!!! cool !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>
> Thanks a lot
>
> good sound
> and good vibe
> A+
>
> cedre

Glad the trick of selecting the same section works! :-)

Switching off midi control the moment you take over a
parameter in real-time in actually a very nice feature.
Not doing so would make you barking mad, everytime
when the phrase resets the filter level at the next cycle
of the pattern.

And now that selecting the same pattern actually works
resuming midi control makes that noone will notice the
moment when the sequencer takes over again, provided
that you re-select the section at the end of the cycle.

Kudos to Yamaha for this one.

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1115|857|2001-07-26 09:47:56|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - VOTE -- POLL QUESTION |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

VOTE -- POLL QUESTION 

Date: Thursday, July 26, 2001 
Time: 5:00PM BST (GMT+01:00) 

Polls 

Question 
Which of these topics, would be "most" important for an RS7000
OS (wishlist-esq) update.

IF YOU HAVE NOT VOTED, PLEASE DO SO IN THE "POLLS" SECTION OF
THE GROUP SITE. 

Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 

PC & MAC editor. 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 

CURRENT RESULTS:�
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Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode 2 25.00% 

Ablity to switch between record and play without stopping 3 
37.50% 

Route velocity information to sound parameters 0 0.00% 

16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J) 1 
12.50% 

PC & MAC editor. 2 25.00% 

UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT 0 0.00% 

POLLS ARE STILL OPEN!
| 1116|1084|2001-07-26 12:10:51|brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
Thanks Thomas, 

I changed my mind and bought a 64mb smartmedia card and a pc-card 
smartmedia reader instead of the zip so I can use my laptop's 
harddisk - seems like a more economic approach - I am trying to cut 
down on the number of boxes on my desk.

Have had more time with the RS (I'm now on day 3) and getting more 
impressed - except hardware sequencing is not for me.

Now to find a midi adapter to use with my laptop ... USB looks the 
best choice?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., brightlightsg@y... wrote:
> > Hi there,
> > I have a laptop with no scsi port, so I bought a USB/SCSI adapter 
to 
> > connect to the RS but no joy. It doesn't work.
> > 
> > Has anybody succeeded in connecting a pc to the RS via SCSI? Can 
I 
> > control (midi-style) the RS via SCSI with my PC or is the SCSI 
only 
> > for data storage and retrieval?
> > 
> > Howcome there is no chat facility in this group like in other
> groups?
> > 
> > I'm going out to buy a 250 ZIP now anyway.
> > 
> > Thanks.
> 
> The SCSI is only for storage. A 250 SCSI ZIP should be fine. Make 
sure
> you order a SCSI II/III adaptor with your ZIP. The SCSI-port on the 
RS
> is SCSI III, the one on the ZIP is AFAIK II.
> 
> BTW. a USB/SCSI does not provide SCSI abilities also. Which means, 
you
> can´t connect a SCSI drive to a USB port AFAIK.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> 
> Tom

| 1117|1084|2001-07-26 12:22:13|Bryan Rodgers|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
"..except hardware sequencing is not for me."

?

why not just buy an Emu E5000 then?(max it out with Emu sound ROMs, 128MB
RAM and 30GB internal HD...)

...IMO, the main reason to buy the RS if FOR it's sequencer... ...if you're
not getting it to use that, why not spend the money on a nice rack sampler
and synth?

(sorry, did i already miss out on the conversation?)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk [mailto:brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk]
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2001 2:10 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi, pc, storage

Thanks Thomas, 

I changed my mind and bought a 64mb smartmedia card and a pc-card 
smartmedia reader instead of the zip so I can use my laptop's 
harddisk - seems like a more economic approach - I am trying to cut 
down on the number of boxes on my desk.

mailto:brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk
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Have had more time with the RS (I'm now on day 3) and getting more 
impressed - except hardware sequencing is not for me.

Now to find a midi adapter to use with my laptop ... USB looks the 
best choice?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., brightlightsg@y... wrote:
> > Hi there,
> > I have a laptop with no scsi port, so I bought a USB/SCSI adapter 
to 
> > connect to the RS but no joy. It doesn't work.
> > 
> > Has anybody succeeded in connecting a pc to the RS via SCSI? Can 
I 
> > control (midi-style) the RS via SCSI with my PC or is the SCSI 
only 
> > for data storage and retrieval?
> > 
> > Howcome there is no chat facility in this group like in other
> groups?
> > 
> > I'm going out to buy a 250 ZIP now anyway.
> > 
> > Thanks.
> 
> The SCSI is only for storage. A 250 SCSI ZIP should be fine. Make 
sure
> you order a SCSI II/III adaptor with your ZIP. The SCSI-port on the 
RS
> is SCSI III, the one on the ZIP is AFAIK II.
> 
> BTW. a USB/SCSI does not provide SCSI abilities also. Which means, 
you
> can´t connect a SCSI drive to a USB port AFAIK.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> 
> Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1118|1118|2001-07-26 13:24:52|visualufouria@mail.com|PROMO: 3 days of E=Lectronic Music, 40+ DJs and 2 Live PAs, $15 !!!|
..........................SHANGRILAH.................................

3 DAYS of E=lectronic MusicK. 

8.10.01 to 8.12.01

40+ DJs, and 2 LIVE PAs!!! $15!! That's Right $15!!
(lineup below)

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

This is the 3rd year running, brought to you by
Bubblecrew.com EFX Productions, Electech Productions, 
Feline Productions, Gear 33 & Up & Under 
......................................................................

FIRST AND FOREMOST, the purpose of this festival is for the 
Upstate/Northeast community to come together, this event is not for 
profit, all the artists are playing for free, the costs will cover 
the venue, flyering, permits.... And, to truly experience electronic 
right in the middle of the PERSEID METEOR SHOWER
......................................................................
Watching the Persid Meteor Shower 

What to Expect:
Every year, the Perseid provides amateur astronomers with a 
delightful natural display. With excellent viewing conditions, you 
should see about one to four meteors per minute at the peak! Even if 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


you are not observing under optimal circumstances, which is likely to 
be the case, you can expect to see 25 - 100 meteors per hour. 

When to Watch: 
The ideal time to observe Perseids is from 1-4 am during the morning 
of August 13. So if you are eager to see a spectacular display, go to 
bed early on August 12 and set the alarm clock, or even better yet, 
stay up all night. If you can't watch in the morning, it is still 
possible to see meteors in the evening, although less will be 
observed. The year 2000 is not as favorable as other years because 
the moon is nearly full on August 13 thereby leading to a lighter 
night sky and fewer meteors that one can seen. You will see most 
meteors directly; but you will sometimes see others out of the corner 
of your eye. If you are very lucky, you will witness a fireball, a 
very bright meteor with a small disk. Some fireballs break into 
several fragments

Where to Look in the Sky:
The meteors will radiate from the constellation Perseus, which, in 
North America, rises in the evening in the northeast. You need not 
look in this direction, however. The Perseids are noted for their 
long trails and should streak across much of the night sky. Look 
anywhere from 30 degrees to 80 degrees above the horizon and about 45 
degrees away from the constellation Perseus.
......................................................................

Featured Performers

Soren LaRue
Protium Recordings / Symbiotic Media  Louisville, KY

DJ Booth
Protium Recordings / Urban Loops  Kansas City, MO

Mike Parker
Geophone Records - Arc (UK) - Buffalo, NY 

Bezerker
Ruffneck Playaz Crew  Washington D.C. 

Monkeyboy
Protium Recordings  Lexington, KY 

APX
Liqwid Sound  Louisville, KY 

Upstate Favorites

Anthony Garlic
Hector Works - Ithaca, NY 

Awake
Skyehigh - Rochester, NY 

Andrew Kirchner
Protium Recordings / Gear 33 / UFO /  Binghamton, NY 

Boywonder
Brainfroot / Blunted Circutz - Binghamton, NY 

Buddha Spaceship (Headtrik and G6)
[Live Performance] Elektrohead Musik  Ithaca, NY 

Chad Roy
Up and Under  Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY 

Chris Allen
Up and Under / Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY 

Chris Tracey
Up and Under  Syracuse, NY 

Current
Up and Under / Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY

Dan Logic
Dark Industries - Binghamton, NY 

DJ Eun
Eclectech Producttions  Remsey, NJ 

DJ Kemp
Eclectech Productions  Remsey, NJ

Depth
Electech Productions  Utica, NY 

Dred
Hallucination Records / Orion / Dream  Rochester, NY

D-Low
Skyehigh / Foot Souljahs / Up & Under - Syracuse, NY 



Flex
Skyehigh / Sky Baby - Rochester, NY 

Finesse
EKG Entertainment  Binghamton, NY 

Ian Sominac
Rustik Productions  Binghamton, NY 

Jennifer Haley
Intellectual Property  Albany, NY 

Jimmy Samsara
Scorched Earth  Binghamton, NY 

Josh Doubles
Tighten Up  Ithaca, NY 

Juniper
Sleeping Gnome / Bubble Crew  Binghamton, NY 

Kingmachosolo
The Zone  Ithaca, NY 

Meniscus
Tangent Recordings / M.A.U. Files  Binghamton, NY 

Meta X
Tangent Recordings  Syracuse, NY 

Michael Rivera
Inflection Records  Ithaca, NY 

Milkdud
Intellectual Property  Albany, NY 

Mike Sims
South Street / Bubble Crew  Syracuse, NY 

mjDUKE
EFX / Future 86 / DigitallyImported  Binghamton, NY 

Onassis
Rustik Productions  Binghamton, NY 

Phigment
Electech Productions  Utica, NY 

Plume
Dream Research  Binghamton, NY 

React
SiN&CoS / Soundroc - Rochester, NY 

Rerocco
South Street - Syracuse, NY 

Steve E
Digital Ear Candy - Syracuse, NY

Space One
Newbreed Productions / Gear 33  Binghamton, NY 

Visitor
Mollytracks / Elektrohead Musik - Outerspace 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

Location:
Venue is located on Private Land in Bristol, NY.

Gates open at 3 pm on Friday August 10th
Music starts at 6 pm and runs thru 6 pm Sunday afternoon

directions will be available at: 
www.bubblecrew.com as of August 1st
for Buddha Spaceship, Head Trik and Visitor Audio go to:
www.electroheadmusic.homestead.com
or: http://data.rs7000.org/artistlist.php (Head Trik)
| 1119|1097|2001-07-26 14:30:15|steffen@torset.net|Re: my RSsetup|

>Don�t sell those classics...get a new appartment...or create some 
>multisamples of the sounds you mostly use and like and sell them then. 

allready sampled `em.. +the juno60 stays at a friends house.. so I quess I can 
visit from time to time.. actually sold the J60 taday for 5000NOK (about 500 
$). but that was with a Midi/dcb device 
bought it for 800Kr from a "danseband" :) 

>> 2 sell my esi4000 sampler (I wont need it when I get the RS right? 
>any 
>> comments?) 
>don�t sell this one either you will need it for multisamples, which 
>you can�t do on the RS. 

http://data.rs7000.org/artistlist.php


but I gotta get some $ boss! 
..think I can survive without multisamples for a while... 

>Great setup, looks perfect to me. You have the CS6x or CS6r? When you 
>got the RS, i would like to see a little comparison between those and 
>the RS, could you do that? 

I have the CS6r.. and yes I will do that.. really like the sounds on the CS6r.. 

Now If only the RS can be releases here in norway (late july the say...) 

SteffV 
aka Spike spigel 

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 1120|1097|2001-07-26 14:42:03|steffen@torset.net|Re: my RSsetup|

> 
>> 2 sell my esi4000 sampler (I wont need it when I get the RS right? 

>Wrong! ;) 
>- The RS CANNOT play multi-samples. That is, not velocity switching 
>or velocity crossfading. 
>- The RS CANNOT read commercial sample cdrom (eg with a drum kit 
>bank or piano bank etc). 
>- The RS has LIMITED sample RAM, 64 MB is not too much. 

like I said.. I need $ 
gonna miss the velocity thing.. but I think Ill survive.. maybe Ill buy another 
sampler in the future.. Im soo tired of the SLLLLOOOWW CPU in my Esi 

as for sampleCD banks, havnt really used any banks before (dont have a SCSI 
CDrom either) 

But wouldnt64 ram per track be enough? Ive never maxed out my ESI.. 

> > Ive lost so many songs because Ive been lazy losing my samples 
>> in unnamed banks in the esi4000) 

>:) Well, you will have to give your styles at least a one-letter name when 
>saving them. 

Its more like naming both my RM1xstyle and my CS6r setup and my esi4000 banks 
and my D1600song/mix.. DATS A LOT OF WRITING:/ 

>See above. When is the RS due? How many sleepless nights? ;) 

late july/early august I hope.. the first machines are reserved already:( 
need it! 

SteffV 
aka spike spigel 

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 1121|1121|2001-07-26 14:45:42|Thomas|MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Someone on rs7000.org posted this bug, and similar happened to me, my 
RS and my AN1x.

"Okay, I got my RS a few weeks ago but I really just set it up with 
the rest of my gear last night. I have a yamaha S30 as well. I plan 
to use the RS as my sequencer now (I used to use Cakewalk). My 
intention was to leave tracks 1-12 for the RS and probably tracks 13-
16 for the S30. 

The problem is that the MIDI setup never really disables the tone 
generator on the RS, even if you switch it to OFF. So, anytime I play 
my S30, the TG will play whatever sound is assigned to that track. 

So, what I have found I have to do is select a sound for that track 
that doesn't exist...you know, a blank sounds. There are many of 
these at the higher end of some of the banks. It's just a pain I 
think. Doesn't anybody know a better way around this?"
| 1122|1121|2001-07-26 16:34:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Thomas wrote:

> Someone on rs7000.org posted this bug, and similar happened to me, my
> RS and my AN1x.
>

http://nameplanet.com/?su
http://nameplanet.com/?su


> "Okay, I got my RS a few weeks ago but I really just set it up with
> the rest of my gear last night. I have a yamaha S30 as well. I plan
> to use the RS as my sequencer now (I used to use Cakewalk). My
> intention was to leave tracks 1-12 for the RS and probably tracks 13-
> 16 for the S30.
>
> The problem is that the MIDI setup never really disables the tone
> generator on the RS, even if you switch it to OFF. So, anytime I play
> my S30, the TG will play whatever sound is assigned to that track.
>
> So, what I have found I have to do is select a sound for that track
> that doesn't exist...you know, a blank sounds. There are many of
> these at the higher end of some of the banks. It's just a pain I
> think. Doesn't anybody know a better way around this?"
>

Hmm nasty. This also means that the RS's TG is busy for each
track, even when it shouldn't: extra cpu load.

Weird bug. Maybe try the TG on/off page in Song mode, switch
the TG off there and switch back the Pattern mode. You never know.
Maybe the RS is looking at the wrong settings (Song instead of Pattern).

- Robert
| 1123|1121|2001-07-26 16:37:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
>
> > Someone on rs7000.org posted this bug, and similar happened to me, my
> > RS and my AN1x.
> >
> > "Okay, I got my RS a few weeks ago but I really just set it up with
> > the rest of my gear last night. I have a yamaha S30 as well. I plan
> > to use the RS as my sequencer now (I used to use Cakewalk). My
> > intention was to leave tracks 1-12 for the RS and probably tracks 13-
> > 16 for the S30.
> >
> > The problem is that the MIDI setup never really disables the tone
> > generator on the RS, even if you switch it to OFF. So, anytime I play
> > my S30, the TG will play whatever sound is assigned to that track.
> >
> > So, what I have found I have to do is select a sound for that track
> > that doesn't exist...you know, a blank sounds. There are many of
> > these at the higher end of some of the banks. It's just a pain I
> > think. Doesn't anybody know a better way around this?"
> >
>
> Hmm nasty. This also means that the RS's TG is busy for each
> track, even when it shouldn't: extra cpu load.
>
> Weird bug. Maybe try the TG on/off page in Song mode, switch
> the TG off there and switch back the Pattern mode. You never know.
> Maybe the RS is looking at the wrong settings (Song instead of Pattern).
>
> - Robert

BTW, does this bug also exist in Song mode? Just curious...

- Robert
| 1124|1121|2001-07-26 17:14:08|Vic Caballero|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
yo, guys!

this is not really a bug...well, here we go again...bug or feature.
it is documented in the manual that the TG is hard-wired on the MIDI IN of 
the RS (including the RM1x and QY70). in a way, it makes the RS as a 
standalone tone generator, but there are cases that we'd rather have the TG 
get the MIDI IN from the sequencer block.

it appears that yamaha doesn't see this kind of need :(

turning off the TG doesn't help because the TG is turned off only on the 
sequencer block, and not in the MIDI IN of RS.

vic

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>
>Thomas wrote:
>
> > Someone on rs7000.org posted this bug, and similar happened to me, my
> > RS and my AN1x.
> >
> > "Okay, I got my RS a few weeks ago but I really just set it up with
> > the rest of my gear last night. I have a yamaha S30 as well. I plan
> > to use the RS as my sequencer now (I used to use Cakewalk). My
> > intention was to leave tracks 1-12 for the RS and probably tracks 13-
> > 16 for the S30.
> >
> > The problem is that the MIDI setup never really disables the tone
> > generator on the RS, even if you switch it to OFF. So, anytime I play
> > my S30, the TG will play whatever sound is assigned to that track.
> >

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> > So, what I have found I have to do is select a sound for that track
> > that doesn't exist...you know, a blank sounds. There are many of
> > these at the higher end of some of the banks. It's just a pain I
> > think. Doesn't anybody know a better way around this?"
> >
>
>Hmm nasty. This also means that the RS's TG is busy for each
>track, even when it shouldn't: extra cpu load.
>
>Weird bug. Maybe try the TG on/off page in Song mode, switch
>the TG off there and switch back the Pattern mode. You never know.
>Maybe the RS is looking at the wrong settings (Song instead of Pattern).
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1125|1121|2001-07-26 18:56:17|Jayson Barrons|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> yo, guys!
> 
> this is not really a bug...well, here we go again...bug or feature.
> it is documented in the manual that the TG is hard-wired on the 

MIDI IN of 

> the RS (including the RM1x and QY70

ok, now i'm curious. Are we talking about turning off the midi 
channel going to the TG (which is what i do on the rm1x) or actually 
turning OFF the tg?
| 1126|1121|2001-07-27 00:21:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
I'm confused now. I understood from the original post that the
*sequencer* always triggered the TG, even when switched off.
But that's just my interpretation.

Can you tell me the manual page you're referring to? Strange
feature that the TG is hardwired to the Midi In bus, because this
would never allow you to play a device connected to the RS live,
without hearing the RS as well.

- Robert

Vic Caballero wrote:

> yo, guys!
>
> this is not really a bug...well, here we go again...bug or feature.
> it is documented in the manual that the TG is hard-wired on the MIDI IN of
> the RS (including the RM1x and QY70). in a way, it makes the RS as a
> standalone tone generator, but there are cases that we'd rather have the TG
> get the MIDI IN from the sequencer block.
>
> it appears that yamaha doesn't see this kind of need :(
>
> turning off the TG doesn't help because the TG is turned off only on the
> sequencer block, and not in the MIDI IN of RS.
>
> vic
>
> >From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> >
> >Thomas wrote:
> >
> > > Someone on rs7000.org posted this bug, and similar happened to me, my
> > > RS and my AN1x.
> > >
> > > "Okay, I got my RS a few weeks ago but I really just set it up with
> > > the rest of my gear last night. I have a yamaha S30 as well. I plan
> > > to use the RS as my sequencer now (I used to use Cakewalk). My
> > > intention was to leave tracks 1-12 for the RS and probably tracks 13-
> > > 16 for the S30.
> > >
> > > The problem is that the MIDI setup never really disables the tone
> > > generator on the RS, even if you switch it to OFF. So, anytime I play
> > > my S30, the TG will play whatever sound is assigned to that track.
> > >
> > > So, what I have found I have to do is select a sound for that track
> > > that doesn't exist...you know, a blank sounds. There are many of
> > > these at the higher end of some of the banks. It's just a pain I
> > > think. Doesn't anybody know a better way around this?"
> > >
> >
> >Hmm nasty. This also means that the RS's TG is busy for each
> >track, even when it shouldn't: extra cpu load.
> >
> >Weird bug. Maybe try the TG on/off page in Song mode, switch
> >the TG off there and switch back the Pattern mode. You never know.
> >Maybe the RS is looking at the wrong settings (Song instead of Pattern).
> >

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> >- Robert
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1127|1121|2001-07-27 01:03:25|Thomas|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> turning off the TG doesn't help because the TG is turned off only 

on the 

> sequencer block, and not in the MIDI IN of RS.

That sucks! But, well, to choose a sound that does not sound is a way 
around it, still...that sucks...

Let´s see how the MPC 4000 will turn out by next year....;)

Tom
| 1128|1121|2001-07-27 01:27:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Vic Caballero wrote:

> yo, guys!
>
> this is not really a bug...well, here we go again...bug or feature.
> it is documented in the manual that the TG is hard-wired on the MIDI IN of
> the RS (including the RM1x and QY70). in a way, it makes the RS as a
> standalone tone generator, but there are cases that we'd rather have the TG
> get the MIDI IN from the sequencer block.
>
> it appears that yamaha doesn't see this kind of need :(
>
> turning off the TG doesn't help because the TG is turned off only on the
> sequencer block, and not in the MIDI IN of RS.
>
> vic

Still can't believe this, so one other question. ;)
Does the TG off switch work for phrases being played back from the
sequencer?

- Robert
| 1129|1121|2001-07-27 02:47:07|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS: HERE'S what you do|
You should be able to do this, unplug your MIDI out from the 
rs7000 for a second, turn down the volume (if you don't unplug it it 
will turn the volume down on your other machine as well as a CC 
message) then plug it back in and trigger your machine. Works like a 
charm on the RM1X. Also, if you haven't written alot of phrases on 
many other styles, turn those track volumes down, and copy it to a 
whole bunch of new styles so you don't have todo this everytime you 
start a new pattern. 
Incidently the RM1X has another bug like this in the opposite 
scenario. If you run it from another machine, and you go to the MIDI 
filter and turn off all incoming note data, it DOESN'T work. It will 
turn off all outgoing notes, but not filter out incoming ones even 
though the MIDI filter clearlyshows you that it says it will. 
Headtrik
| 1130|1121|2001-07-27 04:34:46|Thomas|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS: HERE'S what you do|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> Incidently the RM1X has another bug like this in the opposite 
> scenario. If you run it from another machine, and you go to the 

MIDI 

> filter and turn off all incoming note data, it DOESN'T work. It 

will 

> turn off all outgoing notes, but not filter out incoming ones even 
> though the MIDI filter clearlyshows you that it says it will. 
> Headtrik

Oh yes, i noticed that when i slaved the RS to my Xbase...
| 1131|1121|2001-07-27 08:15:36|Chris.Holt|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Hi there ,I had this problem also, and found a way to fix it.
see page 107 in manual. first turn both tg, midi a and midi b off then
select midi a or b and out channel.
I 've had my RS for just over a week and just getting the hang of using it
with Cs6r and cs1x as controller keyboard.
Also I had sent wave samples from soundforge to the RS via scsi,
the RS is an awesome beast!!! but needs plenty of time to get round it's
quirks
Yours Chris

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2001 4:23 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] MIDI on/off bug on RS

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> I'm confused now. I understood from the original post that the
> *sequencer* always triggered the TG, even when switched off.
> But that's just my interpretation.
>
> Can you tell me the manual page you're referring to? Strange
> feature that the TG is hardwired to the Midi In bus, because this
> would never allow you to play a device connected to the RS live,
> without hearing the RS as well.
>
> - Robert
>
> Vic Caballero wrote:
>
> > yo, guys!
> >
> > this is not really a bug...well, here we go again...bug or feature.
> > it is documented in the manual that the TG is hard-wired on the MIDI IN
of
> > the RS (including the RM1x and QY70). in a way, it makes the RS as a
> > standalone tone generator, but there are cases that we'd rather have the
TG
> > get the MIDI IN from the sequencer block.
> >
> > it appears that yamaha doesn't see this kind of need :(
> >
> > turning off the TG doesn't help because the TG is turned off only on the
> > sequencer block, and not in the MIDI IN of RS.
> >
> > vic
> >
> > >From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > >
> > >Thomas wrote:
> > >
> > > > Someone on rs7000.org posted this bug, and similar happened to me,
my
> > > > RS and my AN1x.
> > > >
> > > > "Okay, I got my RS a few weeks ago but I really just set it up with
> > > > the rest of my gear last night. I have a yamaha S30 as well. I plan
> > > > to use the RS as my sequencer now (I used to use Cakewalk). My
> > > > intention was to leave tracks 1-12 for the RS and probably tracks
13-
> > > > 16 for the S30.
> > > >
> > > > The problem is that the MIDI setup never really disables the tone
> > > > generator on the RS, even if you switch it to OFF. So, anytime I
play
> > > > my S30, the TG will play whatever sound is assigned to that track.
> > > >
> > > > So, what I have found I have to do is select a sound for that track
> > > > that doesn't exist...you know, a blank sounds. There are many of
> > > > these at the higher end of some of the banks. It's just a pain I
> > > > think. Doesn't anybody know a better way around this?"
> > > >
> > >
> > >Hmm nasty. This also means that the RS's TG is busy for each
> > >track, even when it shouldn't: extra cpu load.
> > >
> > >Weird bug. Maybe try the TG on/off page in Song mode, switch
> > >the TG off there and switch back the Pattern mode. You never know.
> > >Maybe the RS is looking at the wrong settings (Song instead of
Pattern).
> > >
> > >- Robert
> >
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 1132|1121|2001-07-27 08:23:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
"Chris.Holt" wrote:

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> Hi there ,I had this problem also, and found a way to fix it.
> see page 107 in manual. first turn both tg, midi a and midi b off then
> select midi a or b and out channel.

Thanks! :)

So it *is* a bug indeed...

>
> I 've had my RS for just over a week and just getting the hang of using it
> with Cs6r and cs1x as controller keyboard.
> Also I had sent wave samples from soundforge to the RS via scsi,

This is possible with the RS? You mean a direct SCSI connection?
Wow.

- Robert

>
> the RS is an awesome beast!!! but needs plenty of time to get round it's
> quirks
> Yours Chris
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Friday, July 27, 2001 4:23 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] MIDI on/off bug on RS
>
> > I'm confused now. I understood from the original post that the
> > *sequencer* always triggered the TG, even when switched off.
> > But that's just my interpretation.
> >
> > Can you tell me the manual page you're referring to? Strange
> > feature that the TG is hardwired to the Midi In bus, because this
> > would never allow you to play a device connected to the RS live,
> > without hearing the RS as well.
> >
> > - Robert
> >

| 1134|1121|2001-07-27 11:28:13|Vic Caballero|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Chapter 1. Basic
2. RS7000 Internal Structure p.58

Chapter 6. Utility Mode
3. MIDI Filter p.262

All events are sent to the tone generator regardless of the MIDI Filter 
settings.

Thus, you need to insert an external MIDI Filter device before the MIDI IN 
of the RS, if you don't want the RS TG to receive midi notes on/off 
commands.

Vic

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>I'm confused now. I understood from the original post that the
>*sequencer* always triggered the TG, even when switched off.
>But that's just my interpretation.
>
>Can you tell me the manual page you're referring to? Strange
>feature that the TG is hardwired to the Midi In bus, because this
>would never allow you to play a device connected to the RS live,
>without hearing the RS as well.
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1135|1135|2001-07-27 11:29:51|oquinlan|unsubscribe|
unsubscribe
| 1136|1121|2001-07-27 11:43:37|Vic Caballero|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
the MIDI Filter settings apply only to the sequencer block and the TG off 
switch apply to the MIDI out of the sequencer block.

Vic

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > yo, guys!
> >
> > this is not really a bug...well, here we go again...bug or feature.
> > it is documented in the manual that the TG is hard-wired on the MIDI IN 
>of
> > the RS (including the RM1x and QY70). in a way, it makes the RS as a
> > standalone tone generator, but there are cases that we'd rather have the 
>TG
> > get the MIDI IN from the sequencer block.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> >
> > it appears that yamaha doesn't see this kind of need :(
> >
> > turning off the TG doesn't help because the TG is turned off only on the
> > sequencer block, and not in the MIDI IN of RS.
> >
> > vic
>
>Still can't believe this, so one other question. ;)
>Does the TG off switch work for phrases being played back from the
>sequencer?
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1137|1121|2001-07-27 11:45:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Vic Caballero wrote:

> Chapter 1. Basic
> 2. RS7000 Internal Structure p.58

You're referring to the schematics on the page?
There's a line drawn straight from midi in to the TG block, but
is doesn't show the place of the TG on/off switch, which in my
mind is placed at the end of this line, just before the TG block. ;)

>
>
> Chapter 6. Utility Mode
> 3. MIDI Filter p.262
>
> All events are sent to the tone generator regardless of the MIDI Filter
> settings.

Ah, I see. This line could be interpreted as such, but imo it focusses only
on the midi filter and does not include the state of the TG on/off switch.
I like to think that my interpretation is still correct and that we have a bug here.

>
>
> Thus, you need to insert an external MIDI Filter device before the MIDI IN
> of the RS, if you don't want the RS TG to receive midi notes on/off
> commands.

That would be nuts, especially since that external midi filter would also
prevent the RS's sequencer from recording any midi notes. No, I really
think we have a bug here. How else could the RS be used as a production
center from which external gear is controlled?

I just tried the TG on/off switch on my Yamaha QY700 sequencer and it
works flawlessly. I also hear from Olafmol that his RM1x does what's
expected.

Thanks for the manual refs!

Cheers,
Robert

>
>
> Vic

| 1138|1121|2001-07-27 11:49:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Vic Caballero wrote:

> the MIDI Filter settings apply only to the sequencer block and the TG off
> switch apply to the MIDI out of the sequencer block.

Not on my QY700. What would be the benefit of this behaviour?
For example, I switch off the TG for track 4 and record a phrase that
plays back on an external synth. When I record the phrase I hear the
RS's TG and the external synth, and when I play the phrase back from
the sequencer I only hear the external synth.

What's the logic here? This must be a bug. ;)

- Robert

>
>
> Vic
>

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1139|1121|2001-07-27 12:55:27|Vic Caballero|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
i checked the QY700 manual and the design of MIDI IN to TG block is the same 
as the others (QY70, RM1x, RS7000).

what you're doing should work fine. it's when you hook up another sequencer 
and synch with the RS7000 (as a slave), where the problem occurs. in this 
setup, you normally wouldn't want the RS to receive notes on/off messages, 
just sequencer messages (start/stop, song pointer, tempo).

i don't think of it as a bug as they have explicitly explained it (how they 
designed it) on the manuals. i just think that they should have provided a 
MIDI filter setting between the MIDI IN and the TG block or just a switch to 
connect/disconnect the MIDI IN to TG block link.

vic

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>

> > the MIDI Filter settings apply only to the sequencer block and the TG 
>off
> > switch apply to the MIDI out of the sequencer block.
>
>Not on my QY700. What would be the benefit of this behaviour?
>For example, I switch off the TG for track 4 and record a phrase that
>plays back on an external synth. When I record the phrase I hear the
>RS's TG and the external synth, and when I play the phrase back from
>the sequencer I only hear the external synth.
>
>What's the logic here? This must be a bug. ;)
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1140|1121|2001-07-27 13:10:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Vic Caballero wrote:

> i checked the QY700 manual and the design of MIDI IN to TG block is the same
> as the others (QY70, RM1x, RS7000).
>
> what you're doing should work fine. it's when you hook up another sequencer
> and synch with the RS7000 (as a slave), where the problem occurs. in this
> setup, you normally wouldn't want the RS to receive notes on/off messages,
> just sequencer messages (start/stop, song pointer, tempo).

Sorry, are we still talking about the same thing? ;)
I don't understand what you're saying here. I'm talking about the
TG on/off switch of the RS, and how it doesn't behave like the one
in my QY700.

>
>
> i don't think of it as a bug as they have explicitly explained it (how they
> designed it) on the manuals. i just think that they should have provided a
> MIDI filter setting between the MIDI IN and the TG block or just a switch to
> connect/disconnect the MIDI IN to TG block link.

That's exactly how my QY700 works. When I switch off the TG switch for
a certain track, and play on an external midi keyboard connected to the
midi in of the QY, the QY's own TG does not sound, while the external synth
connected to the QY *does* sound. So the QY behaves identically with 1)
live play (or record) from the external midi keyboard, and 2) playback of the
recorded data from the QY's sequencer.

I hear from Olafmol that his RM1x behaves like my QY.

This, and the fact that I don't understand the logic of the RS's current
behaviour regarding the TG on/off switch makes me think that we're
talking about a bug in the RS.

I'm just repeating to make sure that we don't have a misunderstanding.
We *can* simply disagree of course. No problem. ;)

Cheers,
Robert

>
>
> vic

| 1141|1135|2001-07-27 14:43:46|Jayson Barrons|Re: unsubscribe|
--- In RS7000@y..., "oquinlan" wrote:

> unsubscribe

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


no.
| 1142|1084|2001-07-27 17:38:07|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
--- In RS7000@y..., brightlightsg@y... wrote:

> Thanks Thomas, 
> 
> I changed my mind and bought a 64mb smartmedia card and a pc-card 
> smartmedia reader instead of the zip so I can use my laptop's 
> harddisk - seems like a more economic approach - I am trying to cut 
> down on the number of boxes on my desk.
> 
> Have had more time with the RS (I'm now on day 3) and getting more 
> impressed - except hardware sequencing is not for me.
> 
> Now to find a midi adapter to use with my laptop ... USB looks the 
> best choice?

hey bright lights....

yea ive just bought one too and am going to attempt to sequence with 
it ....but am a computer sequencer @ heart too ....

what laptop have you got and what r u using to sequence nshit????
any one else who has a system like the above mentioned for live ???

any feedback would be wicked.....
aight!!!

cheers Ive.
| 1143|1121|2001-07-28 03:47:50|Thomas|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> 
> Chapter 1. Basic
> 2. RS7000 Internal Structure p.58
> 
> Chapter 6. Utility Mode
> 3. MIDI Filter p.262
> 
> All events are sent to the tone generator regardless of the MIDI 

Filter 

> settings.

You´re right, it is hardwired...that sucks.
But otherwise, if i would have the mainboard -description, maybe i 
could simply cut the responsible "cable" and build in an on/off 
switch for that into the RS...
Anyone tried that with the RM1x?

> 
> Thus, you need to insert an external MIDI Filter device before the 

MIDI IN 

> of the RS, if you don't want the RS TG to receive midi notes on/off 
> commands.

Indeed, might be the easiest way. Otherwise i wonder WHY did Yamaha 
do it? This means i can´t sequencer external gear into the sequencer 
without hearing the RS, that sucks....
But ok, to choose a "nosound"sound is the only way around it then, 
without spending more money.

Tom
| 1144|1121|2001-07-28 03:52:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> >
> >
> > Chapter 1. Basic
> > 2. RS7000 Internal Structure p.58
> >
> > Chapter 6. Utility Mode
> > 3. MIDI Filter p.262
> >
> > All events are sent to the tone generator regardless of the MIDI
> Filter
> > settings.
> You´re right, it is hardwired...that sucks.
> But otherwise, if i would have the mainboard -description, maybe i
> could simply cut the responsible "cable" and build in an on/off
> switch for that into the RS...
> Anyone tried that with the RM1x?
> >
> > Thus, you need to insert an external MIDI Filter device before the
> MIDI IN
> > of the RS, if you don't want the RS TG to receive midi notes on/off
> > commands.
> Indeed, might be the easiest way. Otherwise i wonder WHY did Yamaha
> do it? This means i can´t sequencer external gear into the sequencer
> without hearing the RS, that sucks....



> But ok, to choose a "nosound"sound is the only way around it then,
> without spending more money.
>

I doesn't make sense for me. This gotta be a bug.

- Robert
| 1145|1121|2001-07-28 03:53:44|Thomas|YAMAHA replied to the MIDI-bug....:UPDATE IS COMING!|
Vic, you are right again, but the question is, was this meant to be 
or is it really a bug?

Look here the reply i got from Yamaha on www.motifator.com about it:

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(7/27/01 9:11:56 am)
Reply RS7000
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Thanks for all the detailed info. This is extremely useful. We will 
confirm your findings with the engineers. There is an OS update for 
the RS planned in the near future. We plan on having it available for 
download on the Internet and Yamaha Japan is busy trying to resolve 
all the issues involved with doing this. 

Please be a little patient, we don't think it will be very long 
before this first OS release is available. 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> the MIDI Filter settings apply only to the sequencer block and the 
TG off 
> switch apply to the MIDI out of the sequencer block.
> 
> Vic

| 1146|1121|2001-07-28 03:59:23|Thomas|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Vic Caballero wrote:
> 
> > Chapter 1. Basic
> > 2. RS7000 Internal Structure p.58
> 
> You're referring to the schematics on the page?
> There's a line drawn straight from midi in to the TG block, but
> is doesn't show the place of the TG on/off switch, which in my
> mind is placed at the end of this line, just before the TG block. ;)
> 
> >
> >
> > Chapter 6. Utility Mode
> > 3. MIDI Filter p.262
> >
> > All events are sent to the tone generator regardless of the MIDI 

Filter

> > settings.
> 
> Ah, I see. This line could be interpreted as such, but imo it 

focusses only

> on the midi filter and does not include the state of the TG on/off 

switch.

> I like to think that my interpretation is still correct and that we 

have a bug here.

> 
> 
> >
> >
> > Thus, you need to insert an external MIDI Filter device before 

the MIDI IN

> > of the RS, if you don't want the RS TG to receive midi notes 

on/off

> > commands.
> 
> That would be nuts, especially since that external midi filter 

would also

> prevent the RS's sequencer from recording any midi notes. No, I 

really

> think we have a bug here. How else could the RS be used as a 



production

> center from which external gear is controlled?
> 
> I just tried the TG on/off switch on my Yamaha QY700 sequencer and 

it

> works flawlessly. I also hear from Olafmol that his RM1x does what's
> expected.
> 
> Thanks for the manual refs!
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert
> 
> >
> >
> > Vic

| 1148|1121|2001-07-28 04:07:54|Thomas|Re: MIDI on/off bug on RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Indeed, might be the easiest way. Otherwise i wonder WHY did 

Yamaha

> > do it? This means i can´t sequencer external gear into the 

sequencer

> > without hearing the RS, that sucks....
> > But ok, to choose a "nosound"sound is the only way around it then,
> > without spending more money.
> >
> 
> I doesn't make sense for me. This gotta be a bug.
> 
> - Robert

Yes, it is a bug, if the QY and RM has the same scheme, it must be a 
bug.
| 1149|1149|2001-07-28 04:14:58|Thomas|YAMAHA replied about the GRID- "features" - Cross-post from rs7000.|
Cross-post from www.rs7000.org:

Your questions answered - sorry for the delay... by D J Round - Jul 
27, 2001, 10:45 PM 
Hi all 

Ok sorry for the delay, Ive been working in Germany. I went to see 
the folks at Yamaha and they were great. We sat down and went through 
some of the more relevant questions which you'd posted and here they 
are. I must stress that all the answers to these questions are my 
personal interpretations of their answers. Don't take any of this as 
literal because there was a lot of talking and most of these 
questions concern the OS and none of the Yammy guys were on the OS 
dev team. There was however one of the OS test team who's answered 
most of these for us. 

Here we go .. 

why isn't there: 
* the option to switch from record to play mode without stopping 
first? 

This is apparently by design. They needed to stay away from that 
recording style because they concept belongs to another manufacturer. 
Read between the lines here folks. Maybe in the future a similar and 
Im sure better way of doing it will come out 

* the option to hear the other tracks while in grid record mode? 

I've already posted about this one because it is without doubt the 
biggest change request. The RS was designed and the algorithm coded 
and committed to production at about the same time as we all started 
to say  wouldn't it be great if we could hear all the tracks in grid 
record mode  on the RM1x. Its taken them years to develop ISS 
technology and the RS, the obvious path was to use some of the engine 
from the RM1x. Believe me, they know we want it, but it was too late 
to include it in the production release of the RS. It just shows you 
how long they've been designing it when you consider that the only 
memory available at that time and for the foreseeable future was the 
old style 32pin simms. 

* the option to do BPM based timestretching in the timestretch-job? 

This is an IC (integrated circuit) issue. The chips on board have a 
problem with this. If I remember rightly this was looked at but they 
moved away from it. 

* the option to route velocity from the pads and midi-in data to 
certain voice-parameters like cut-off, resonance etc. 

The pads were designed to fire off samples and TG midi data together 
with velocity. When I mentioned this to the guys they sort of screwed 
their faces up and asked why it would be needed. It didn't take them 



too long to figure out that it perhaps wouldn't be a bad idea in the 
future. 

*the option to build a HD inside the RS7000? (ie cheap and large 
storage capacity compared to smart card) 

Apparently there is not enough room even to fit a portable computer 
hard disk inside the RS. We all laughed tho and wondered when the 
first homebrew modification would be published on someone's website 
containing a detailed step by step guide on how to destroy your RS J. 
Anyway use SCSI its faster and you can have 7 hard disk drive in a 
chain  that's 14Gb! 

* If you could, please ask them about the possibility of an internal 
hard drive that can load samples ON THE FLY (while playing). 

All the data is loaded at once. You can load all your tracks into the 
RS before you start your gig but watch that memory space  

All the questions coming out now are based on the OS. We must remeber 
that Yamaha have limited resources and developers and when a product 
takes over 5 years to develop its got to be complex. We must also 
remember that the RS stands out as the ONLY complete music production 
studio. Its easy to talk about a few niggly user interface gripes and 
easy to forget the power that the RS gives a musician. Lets not 
forget that the RS is the first ever complete music production 
studio. After all there is not one other instrument on the market 
that you can sit at and do it all like you can with the RS. 

Take it easy all and thanks for all your questions. Ive deliberatly 
missed some off because theyve already been answered elsewhere the 
forum. Thanks for diving in there Padre by the way ;) 

Keep sending in your pattern competition entries... 

Darren 
rs7000.org 
UK
| 1157|1157|2001-07-29 03:53:14|Thomas|OT: VIRUS warnings |
From: Bruce Wahler <bruce@ashbysolutions.com>
Date: Wed Jul 25, 2007 5:56 am
Subject: Re: [AN1x-list] Reminder: Virus.

I have received more than 20 copies of the new worm virus, about 25% 
of 
them in Spanish. Luckily Norton AV finds them and quarantines them. 
Prior 
to updating Norton, I used the filters method -- which does work well 
in 
Eudora 5.0.

As best as I can tell by looking at the mailing addresses for the 
copies, 
this new virus is taking a slightly different slant from its 
predecessors: Instead of mailing copies to everyone on your email 
mailing 
list, it looks like the new variant views your browser's URL history, 
and 
sends emails to any addresses it finds on these pages. (ex: I have 
received several copies addressed to my webmaster account, and 
practically 
no one ever uses that address. My website has the typical "if you 
have 
questions or comments" message at the bottom of each page, however.)

Regards,

-BW

--
Bruce Wahler
Design Consultant
Ashby Solutions"
www.ashbysolutions.com
CloneWheel Support Group moderator
978.386.7389 voice
978.964.0547 fax
bruce@ashbysolutions.com

At 01:42 a 7/25/2001 +0100, you wrote:

>Yep, that's the puppy Dan, it's capable of stuffing up your HDD 

AFAIK!

>
>
>
>In article <20010724214505.72216.qmail@web11701.mail.yahoo.com>, 

elektro

>dan <elektro_dan@yahoo.com> writes
> >just to let you guys know,

mailto:bruce@ashbysolutions.com
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> >i have been receiving e-mails that have compressed
> >files attached and have text stating - "i send you
> >this file to have your advice".
> >i get the same file every day many times a day from
> >different e-mail adresses!! so blocking ID won't do
> >anything!! (this is on my sympatico.ca account which i
> >never get junk mail on)
> >
> >be aware and alert!! don't open anything that you
> >receive from strangers!.
> >
> >
> >--- Peter Korsten <peterk@iae.nl> wrote:
> >> From: <jondl_2000@yahoo.com>
> >>
> >> > There's a self propagating virus recycling itself
> >> on another list in
> >> > which I participate. Common advice: If you receive
> >> an email with an
> >> > unsolicited attachment from a source you recognize
> >> but didn't
> >> > anticipate receiving - don't open it! Email your
> >> friend/acquaintance
> >> > and ask what's up with the attachment - or just
> >> delete it entirely!
> >> >
> >> > Sorry for the OT post - just trying to give a
> >> heads up.
> >>
> >> Ah, would this be the SirCam virus? From what I've
> >> read (on the right sites,
> >> mind you) it's extremely harmful. Cave canem.
> >>
> >> - Peter
> >>
> >>
> >
> >

| 1158|1158|2001-07-29 03:59:05|Thomas|OT: Another VIRUS-Warning|
From: "ELEKTRO DAN" <elektro_dan@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri Jul 27, 2001 5:26 am
Subject: OT- major worldwide virus alert!!!

hi, i got an e-mail from a friend and i thought i'd pass it on.
there is a e-mail virus on a global scale going on!!
i even saw it on the local toronto news this evening!
in the past 2 days i got like 20 of these e-mails!!!

****DO NOT DOWNLOAD OR OPEN ATTACHMENTS!!!*******

this is the e-mail (below) that i got. read it well. don't get 
f%@ked!!

Hey Guys Please read this....I got this an email sent to me saying 
the exact 
same things from someone I didn't know..so please read this: (and 
don't open 
an email with the information shown below)

The Virus
The SirCam Worm is a rather dangerous worm that could delete all of 
the files 
on your C:/ drive and will send out potentially confidential & 
sensitive 
information.

How it Works
Like many worm viruses, SirCam will use Microsoft Outlook to spread 
by 
e-mailing itself to everybody in the Address Book. But, in a creative 
twist, 
it will also randomly attach a document from the infected PC, which 
may be a 
confidential file. As well, there is a 1-in-20 chance that on Oct. 
16, 
SirCam 
will delete all files on your C:/ Drive, if your computer uses the 
date 
format D/M/Y (as opposed to M/D/Y). 

How to Recognize the Virus
The Subject of the email is random but will usually be the filename 
of 
the 
attachment. It will have the extension .bat, .com, .lnk, or .pif 
added 
to it. 
The body will also be random but will always contain the following in 
either 
Spanish or English:

Spanish:
First line: Hola como estas ?
Last line: Nos vemos pronto, gracias.

English:

mailto:peterk@iae.nl
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First line: Hi! How are you?
Last line: See you later. Thanks

The rest of the message will be something like: "I send you this file 
in 
order to have your advice" or "I hope you can help me with this file 
that I 
send" or "This is the file with the information that you ask for."
| 1161|2|2001-07-29 10:35:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

Again, what would you like to have 
fixed in the upcoming OS-update? By the 
way, you can vote for more than one... 

o Local on/off switch for the internal TG 
o Switch between Record/Play without stopping the sequencer 
o Hear other tracks while Grid-recording 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 1162|1162|2001-07-29 11:08:29|Thomas|RS7000 - TEST MODE|
Heureka, i found the RS7000 Testmode, it´s the same button 
combination you have to press before switching on, then on the RM1x:

Pattern + Pattern Chain + Utility

After that, turn it on and the RS changes to the Testmode: 

My RS has:

Firm V1.11
Kernel V1.10
Data V1.20

Be careful when you try, you might be able to destroy something.

Cheers, Tom
| 1163|1162|2001-07-29 11:58:06|ternoy jerome|Re: POLL|
WHAT I WANT IS UNDO/REDO IN SAMPLE EDIT MODE!!!

IT S IMPORTANT!!!

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1164|1162|2001-07-29 12:18:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 - TEST MODE|
Thomas wrote:

> Heureka, i found the RS7000 Testmode, it´s the same button
> combination you have to press before switching on, then on the RM1x:
>
> Pattern + Pattern Chain + Utility
>
> After that, turn it on and the RS changes to the Testmode:
>
> My RS has:
>
> Firm V1.11
> Kernel V1.10
> Data V1.20
>
> Be careful when you try, you might be able to destroy something.
>
> Cheers, Tom

Great Tom!

Could someone with an RS that has the characters running over the
screen also try this (careful!) and tell us what version numbers it has?

- Robert
| 1165|1162|2001-07-29 12:32:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 - TEST MODE|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
>
> > Heureka, i found the RS7000 Testmode, it´s the same button
> > combination you have to press before switching on, then on the RM1x:
> >
> > Pattern + Pattern Chain + Utility
> >
> > After that, turn it on and the RS changes to the Testmode:
> >
> > My RS has:
> >

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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> > Firm V1.11
> > Kernel V1.10
> > Data V1.20
> >
> > Be careful when you try, you might be able to destroy something.
> >
> > Cheers, Tom
>
> Great Tom!
>
> Could someone with an RS that has the characters running over the
> screen also try this (careful!) and tell us what version numbers it has?
>
> - Robert
>

Ah, someone already did on motifator.com. :)
| 1169|1169|2001-07-29 15:37:58|kussersmith@yahoo.com|rs7000,sp808,AUDIO,MIDI|
hey, 
this box looks very interesting.
i own a sp808 and was wondering would this maske a good companion 
piece. say, having the rs7000 pull hits and samples off the sp808 
sample banks via MIDI, sequence those beats on the rs7000 then send 
the AUDIO(including some drum sounds from the rs7000) back through to 
the sp808 effects processor. could i make my bassline and such on the 
rs7000 and have that sent from the rs7000 through a different AUDIO 
channel than the beat? in other words can you route certain tracks to 
different AUDIO output channels? sorry if that sounds a little 
convoluted.
glad to see hardware including some of the advances made in software..

when does this bad boy hit the streets?

kusser
out
| 1170|1169|2001-07-29 16:34:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000,sp808,AUDIO,MIDI|
kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:

> hey,
> this box looks very interesting.
> i own a sp808 and was wondering would this maske a good companion
> piece. say, having the rs7000 pull hits and samples off the sp808
> sample banks via MIDI, sequence those beats on the rs7000 then send
> the AUDIO(including some drum sounds from the rs7000) back through to
> the sp808 effects processor. could i make my bassline and such on the
> rs7000 and have that sent from the rs7000 through a different AUDIO
> channel than the beat? in other words can you route certain tracks to
> different AUDIO output channels? sorry if that sounds a little
> convoluted.

Yes, there's a additional multiple output card for the RS7k, that allows you,
when installed, to send each track to either the main outputs or one of the
six separate outputs of that card.

>
> glad to see hardware including some of the advances made in software..
>
> when does this bad boy hit the streets?
>

Some guys on this list already own one. But the bulk is expected to
hit the streats any day now.

>
> kusser
> out
>

Cheers,
Robert
| 1171|1169|2001-07-29 16:39:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000,sp808,AUDIO,MIDI|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:
>
> > hey,
> > this box looks very interesting.
> > i own a sp808 and was wondering would this maske a good companion
> > piece. say, having the rs7000 pull hits and samples off the sp808
> > sample banks via MIDI, sequence those beats on the rs7000 then send
> > the AUDIO(including some drum sounds from the rs7000) back through to
> > the sp808 effects processor. could i make my bassline and such on the
> > rs7000 and have that sent from the rs7000 through a different AUDIO
> > channel than the beat? in other words can you route certain tracks to
> > different AUDIO output channels? sorry if that sounds a little
> > convoluted.
>
> Yes, there's a additional multiple output card for the RS7k, that allows you,
> when installed, to send each track to either the main outputs or one of the
> six separate outputs of that card.

mailto:kussersmith@yahoo.com
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>

BTW, that card (the AIEB2) is currently not available.

- Robert
| 1172|1149|2001-07-29 18:01:35|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: YAMAHA replied about the GRID- "features" - Cross-post from rs7|

> why isn't there: 
> * the option to switch from record to play mode without stopping 
> first? 
> 
> This is apparently by design. They needed to stay away from that 
> recording style because they concept belongs to another 

manufacturer. 

So someone holds a patent on switching from play to record ?! Can't 
believe that !

> * the option to hear the other tracks while in grid record mode? 
> 
> I've already posted about this one because it is without doubt the 
> biggest change request. The RS was designed and the algorithm coded 
> and committed to production at about the same time as we all 

started 

> to say  wouldn't it be great if we could hear all the tracks in 

grid 

> record mode  on the RM1x. Its taken them years to develop ISS 
> technology and the RS, the obvious path was to use some of the 

engine 

> from the RM1x. Believe me, they know we want it, but it was too 

late 

> to include it in the production release of the RS. It just shows 

you 

> how long they've been designing it when you consider that the only 
> memory available at that time and for the foreseeable future was 

the 

> old style 32pin simms. 

Or just maybe because it's cheaper to take the RM1X OS and put it 
into the RS7000 without bigger changes? The RS7000 is made of 
standard components from Yamaha, so nothing really new except for the 
combination of these components.

> * the option to do BPM based timestretching in the timestretch-job? 
> 
> This is an IC (integrated circuit) issue. The chips on board have a 
> problem with this. If I remember rightly this was looked at but 

they 

> moved away from it. 

Well that's the biggest joke. So they are'nt capable of calculating 
bpm to percent and put the result of this to the IC ?!

> *the option to build a HD inside the RS7000? (ie cheap and large 
> storage capacity compared to smart card) 
> 
> Apparently there is not enough room even to fit a portable computer 
> hard disk inside the RS. We all laughed tho and wondered when the 
> first homebrew modification would be published on someone's website 
> containing a detailed step by step guide on how to destroy your RS 

J. 

> Anyway use SCSI its faster and you can have 7 hard disk drive in a 
> chain  that's 14Gb! 

Ah, yes I know, there is no way to integrate an scsi-disk !

Sorry, but the answers in this interview are a big joke. Either these 
guys have no clue what they are talking about, or yamaha is just 
laughing at their uninformed customers.

No offence,
Werner.
| 1173|1084|2001-07-29 23:56:32|brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
Hi there,
I went out and bought a MT4 USB to connect my laptop to the RS and my 
other equipment.... however having spent the last few days using a 



hardware sequencer for the first time I am starting to get used to 
it. 
True the ease of edit using a mouse is better, and my experience was 
with a very old cubase.

I have noticed that the RS seems to drop tracks every so often. They 
just disappear.

From the few people I've talked to, using a laptop PC sequencer is a 
haphazard affair. Timing problems, and midi compatibility seem to be 
sore points. One laptop I have has NT, so USB won't work. The other 
is W2K so the sequencer doesn't work.

Does anyone know what software I need to slot the smartmedia card 
into my PC card slot to access files on my laptop?

--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., brightlightsg@y... wrote:
> > Thanks Thomas, 
> > 
> > I changed my mind and bought a 64mb smartmedia card and a pc-
card 
> > smartmedia reader instead of the zip so I can use my laptop's 
> > harddisk - seems like a more economic approach - I am trying to 
cut 
> > down on the number of boxes on my desk.
> > 
> > Have had more time with the RS (I'm now on day 3) and getting 
more 
> > impressed - except hardware sequencing is not for me.
> > 
> > Now to find a midi adapter to use with my laptop ... USB looks 
the 
> > best choice?
> 
> 
> hey bright lights....
> 
> yea ive just bought one too and am going to attempt to sequence 
with 
> it ....but am a computer sequencer @ heart too ....
> 
> what laptop have you got and what r u using to sequence nshit????
> any one else who has a system like the above mentioned for live ???
> 
> any feedback would be wicked.....
> aight!!!
> 
> cheers Ive.

| 1174|762|2001-07-30 01:02:32|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Wednesday CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Wednesday CHAT 

Date: Wednesday, August 1, 2001 
Time: All Day

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000.

Hopefully we'll try to meet through out the months of July as
more and more members get their RS7000.
| 1175|1175|2001-07-30 01:08:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: YAMAHA replied about the GRID- "features" - Cross-post from rs|
crawfish@gmx.net wrote:

> Or just maybe because it's cheaper to take the RM1X OS and put it
> into the RS7000 without bigger changes? The RS7000 is made of
> standard components from Yamaha, so nothing really new except for the
> combination of these components.

Well, it would be plain stupid not to include the standard components,
like the RM1x sequencer software. The *should* have fixed those
RM1x bugs, though.

>
>
>
> > * the option to do BPM based timestretching in the timestretch-job?
> >
> > This is an IC (integrated circuit) issue. The chips on board have a
> > problem with this. If I remember rightly this was looked at but
> they
> > moved away from it.
>
> Well that's the biggest joke. So they are'nt capable of calculating
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> bpm to percent and put the result of this to the IC ?!

I agree here. BPM instead of percentage is just some calculations
with the computer. Nothing fancy.

- Robert
| 1176|1084|2001-07-30 01:15:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
brightlightsg@yahoo.co.uk wrote:

> Hi there,
> I went out and bought a MT4 USB to connect my laptop to the RS and my
> other equipment.... however having spent the last few days using a
> hardware sequencer for the first time I am starting to get used to
> it.

:) It works *much* faster, and you get dedicated knobs!

>
> True the ease of edit using a mouse is better, and my experience was
> with a very old cubase.
>
> I have noticed that the RS seems to drop tracks every so often. They
> just disappear.

What? Disappear soundwise, you mean? Please explain.
This is NOT good.

>
>
> >From the few people I've talked to, using a laptop PC sequencer is a
> haphazard affair. Timing problems, and midi compatibility seem to be
> sore points. One laptop I have has NT, so USB won't work. The other
> is W2K so the sequencer doesn't work.
>
> Does anyone know what software I need to slot the smartmedia card
> into my PC card slot to access files on my laptop?

Maybe there's an adapter available for the SM card. If so, probably no
extra software is needed.

- Robert
| 1177|1177|2001-07-30 01:45:42|LOIODICE Cédric|BUG ! on rs 7000|
another bug on rs7000

sometime the filter stay on HPF or BPF on a track even you put it on bypass
mode ?
you can't remove the filter!

Ciao

cedre
| 1178|1178|2001-07-30 02:01:44|Thomas|Re: Building a NEW POLL for YAMAHA. + O.T.|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Here's what we've got so far, and please add
> > or correct any if needed:
> >
> > Hear other tracks play while in grid record mode
> > Ability to switch between record and play without stopping
> > Route velocity information to sound parameters
> > 16 "section switches" instead of 10 (A-P instead of A-J)
> > PC & MAC editor.
> > UNDO/REDO function -- in SAMPLE EDIT
> > Update/Fix of the [TG] MIDI-on/off bug
> 
> AFAIK, the Midi input filter does not work. Tom?

Yes it seems to me, but i am not sure if it´s connected to the TG 
Local on/off bug ([TG] MIDI-on/off bug)...

> 
> - Robert

| 1179|1149|2001-07-30 02:05:41|Thomas|Re: YAMAHA replied about the GRID- "features" - Cross-post from rs7|
--- In RS7000@y..., crawfish@g... wrote:

> Sorry, but the answers in this interview are a big joke. Either 

these 

> guys have no clue what they are talking about

Well, i think this is the case, because Darren already said in the 
beginning that those ppl from Yamaha he met were not from the R&D 
department. Pech für uns. We´ll see.

Thomas (Klaus Paulsen) Finegan
| 1180|1084|2001-07-30 02:12:20|Thomas|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
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> > I have noticed that the RS seems to drop tracks every so often. 

They

> > just disappear.
> 
> What? Disappear soundwise, you mean? Please explain.
> This is NOT good.

Hm, i doubt it, i made a couple of testsongs on the RS and the 
sequencer never dropped tracks...what Firmware and Kernel do you have 
inside your RS?

> > >From the few people I've talked to, using a laptop PC sequencer 

is a

> > haphazard affair. Timing problems, and midi compatibility seem to 

be

> > sore points. One laptop I have has NT, so USB won't work. The 

other

> > is W2K so the sequencer doesn't work.

Win98, USB will work and the sequencer too.

> >
> > Does anyone know what software I need to slot the smartmedia card
> > into my PC card slot to access files on my laptop?
> 
> Maybe there's an adapter available for the SM card. If so, probably 

no

> extra software is needed.

There is a SmartMedia card reader available, that it pretty much a 
3.5" Disk. You simply insert the SmartMedia card into it, inserst 
that into your Diskdrive and now you should be able to access it. 
With this reader should also come the necessary software.

I forgot the name of that thing, but check your electronic dealers 
around.

Tom
| 1181|1177|2001-07-30 05:10:01|w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> another bug on rs7000
> 
> sometime the filter stay on HPF or BPF on a track even you put it 

on bypass

> mode ?
> you can't remove the filter!
> 
> Ciao
> 
> cedre

Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another filter
than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??

Werner.
| 1182|1177|2001-07-30 05:21:07|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
no i can use all the filter on drumsets

-----Message d'origine-----
De : w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com [mailto:w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com]
Envoyé : lundi 30 juillet 2001 13:10
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: BUG ! on rs 7000

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> another bug on rs7000
> 
> sometime the filter stay on HPF or BPF on a track even you put it 
on bypass
> mode ?
> you can't remove the filter!
> 
> Ciao
> 
> cedre

Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another filter
than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??

Werner.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1183|1177|2001-07-30 05:50:33|Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
I tested it in a store in austria, the day it got there, 
and I too, couldnt get any other filter than LP on the drums. 
/Marcus

> Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another

filter

> than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??
> 
> Werner.

| 1184|1177|2001-07-30 05:57:25|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
with my RS i CAN !!!
sure!

i don't understand?
not the same version?
cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se
[mailto:Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se]
Envoyé : lundi 30 juillet 2001 13:50
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: BUG ! on rs 7000

I tested it in a store in austria, the day it got there, 
and I too, couldnt get any other filter than LP on the drums. 
/Marcus

> Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another

filter

> than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??
> 
> Werner.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1185|1177|2001-07-30 06:02:58|Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Lets hope we (me & werner) did something wrong. I'm going
to test it again whenever I get some spare time. 
/Marcus

> with my RS i CAN !!!
> sure!
> 
> i don't understand?
> not the same version?
> cedre

> I tested it in a store in austria, the day it got there, 
> and I too, couldnt get any other filter than LP on the drums. 
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> /Marcus
> 
> > Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another
> filter
> > than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??
> > 
> > Werner.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1186|1177|2001-07-30 06:46:18|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., w.frieb@s... wrote:

> Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another 

filter

> than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??
> 
> Werner.

Werner, what Firmware and Kernel Version do you have?

Where did you buy it? Serial Nr?

Tom
| 1187|1084|2001-07-30 08:34:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scsi, pc, storage|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > I have noticed that the RS seems to drop tracks every so often.
> They
> > > just disappear.
> >
> > What? Disappear soundwise, you mean? Please explain.
> > This is NOT good.
> Hm, i doubt it, i made a couple of testsongs on the RS and the
> sequencer never dropped tracks...what Firmware and Kernel do you have
> inside your RS?

Maybe some track mute CC's are included in the converted songs?
Can you repeat the timing of the the droupouts?

- Robert
| 1188|1177|2001-07-30 10:59:21|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> > Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another
> filter
> > than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??

Well it works on mine, just fine.

Ser.No: HL01526
| 1189|1189|2001-07-30 11:42:39|bontrip@videotron.ca|Hi everyone ! / SLICE+SEQ sampling question|
Has anyone tried the SLICE+SEQ sampling mode ? I tried it a 
few times but the recorded audio was not sliced into different 
samples assigned to different notes. Instead i just got the same 
sample (as b4 the slicing) assigned to all the notes but at 
different pitches, just like a pitch sample. I tried it with drums and 
vocals. Any idea of what i'm doing wrong ? Thanks

BTW: Hi everyone i'm new to this group. My name is Simon 
Leclerc (Volt10011001) . I'm from Montreal,Canada and i'm in to 
experimental electronic music combined with electric guitar 
sounds and sometimes vocals.

I bought the RS7000 a few weeks ago and it's my first hardware 
gear (as starded on software). I really like the RS so far, minus 
the bugs mentionned here in the poll. Hope to chat with you 
soon...
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Simon
| 1190|1190|2001-07-30 13:06:56|Bryan Rodgers|My New RS7000|
Well, I did it... ...I successfully emptied out my bank account Saturday
afternoon.

I preordered an RS a few weeks ago at my local music shop, just to try one
out (apparently, as soon as they got one in, it would be out the door). They
called me on Friday evening to tell me 'my unit' was there. So, Saturday
after brunch with the woman, I loaded a bunch of my RM1x patterns on to my
digital camera 8 meg card and took it with me to the shop. The whole ride
there all I'm thinking is, "if I like it, can I afford it...".

As soon as I unpacked it in the showroom, and fired it up, I new I wanted
one.

The unit is brilliant! It's like my RM, but with some very logical OS and
operational changes. It's so much more fluid to use, everything just flows.
The sequencer is improved, the sounds are better (and more easily edited),
the Fx are way too much fun... ...and then it has a sampler built in to top
it off!!!

A quick run through my own patterns, some sound editing, fx crunching, a
couple of glances into the manual, and an hour and a half of 'playing', I
knew what had to be done...

That's right, I called the girlfriend to ask her if it's okay! (heh heh,
just kid'n... ...not really)

So, I got it. Just wanted to share. Yes, believe the hype. If you dig the
RM, there's no way you'll pass up and RS.

RAM:
Yesterday, I cracked her (the RS not the girlfriend) open to install some
RAM I had kicking around. With all my combinations of various SIMMS I could
only get 20MB out of it, even though I know that I'm using 2x16MB PC100
modules. Yeah, probably not the right stuff, but I haven't sampled anything
with it yet to know if it works or not... ...I'll keep ya informed if 'bad
ram' really messes things up. I'm still on the lookout for someone who still
has some older RAM cheap.

INTERNAL SPACE:
While I had it cracked open I snapped a few shots for those who want to see
what the guts look like (just tell me where to send'em/put'em). I'm telling
you now, theres all sorts of space inside, not just for a laptop SCSI drive,
but a full size one too. You'll see in the pics. Also, Yamaha could've make
the unit a bit smaller had they used a different internal PS, it's the
biggest thing in there... ...but I ain't complaining.

AUTOLOAD:
Cool function. Especially for performing live...

What else can I say? I wish the top case was metal like the RM, but I
understand it would've weighed a ton (hmm, maybe I can machine one from
aluminum... ...and have it anodized red, or something crazy...yeah, that's
stupid, and would cost more then the unit). I wish they didn't ditch the
midi meter levels in the display (or is there a way to turn it back on?),
that was a sweet feature of the RM... ...but not enough not to upgrade.

I'll post more as I work my way threw the unit. Unfortunately, I won't be
able to tonight, because I want to rebuilt my computer, and get her all
ready for linking up to the RS... ...oh, I also bought a couple of external
SCSI drive bays ($20!), and will be using those for live shows, etc...

Question: does anyone know the ETA on the expansion board?

For Sale: RM1x. Akai S1000HD, SCSI, 32meg, internal HD. Oberheim Matrix 1000
(after I'm done sampling it...)

(gotta pay for the RS somehow!)

Peace.

B 
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca/> 
http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays <http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1192|1190|2001-07-30 17:10:00|biomecha@bellatlantic.net|Re: My New RS7000|
Bryan,

I made a folder for your photographs (hope no one minds). Please put 
your photos in:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20Internal%20Photos/

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> INTERNAL SPACE:
> While I had it cracked open I snapped a few shots for those who 
want to see

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays
http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20Internal%20Photos/


> what the guts look like (just tell me where to send'em/put'em). I'm 
telling
> you now, theres all sorts of space inside, not just for a laptop 
SCSI drive,
> but a full size one too. You'll see in the pics. Also, Yamaha 
could've make
> the unit a bit smaller had they used a different internal PS, it's 
the
> biggest thing in there... ...but I ain't complaining.

| 1194|1189|2001-07-30 21:51:25|bontrip@videotron.ca|Re: Hi everyone ! / SLICE+SEQ sampling question|

--- In RS7000@y..., bontrip@v... wrote:

Please forget this question, i have found what the problem 
was...me !

Simon

> Has anyone tried the SLICE+SEQ sampling mode ? I tried it a 
> few times but the recorded audio was not sliced into different 
> samples assigned to different notes. Instead i just got the 
same 
> sample (as b4 the slicing) assigned to all the notes but at 
> different pitches, just like a pitch sample. I tried it with drums 
and 
> vocals. Any idea of what i'm doing wrong ? Thanks
> 
> BTW: Hi everyone i'm new to this group. My name is Simon 
> Leclerc (Volt10011001) . I'm from Montreal,Canada and i'm in 
to 
> experimental electronic music combined with electric guitar 
> sounds and sometimes vocals.
> 
> I bought the RS7000 a few weeks ago and it's my first 
hardware 
> gear (as starded on software). I really like the RS so far, minus 
> the bugs mentionned here in the poll. Hope to chat with you 
> soon...
> 
> Simon

| 1195|1177|2001-07-31 04:56:24|w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Marcus.Dahlstrom@u... wrote:

> 
> I tested it in a store in austria, the day it got there, 
> and I too, couldnt get any other filter than LP on the drums. 
> /Marcus
> 
> > Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another
> filter
> > than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??
> > 
> > Werner.

Uh, duh, where in austria ?! - hope it was not "Klangfarbe Wien" 
where I've got mine - maybe there is something wrong with my 
machine ?!
Can't imagine that it is my mistake - the problem is just with the 
preset kits, when I use samples in a kit I can use all the filters.
Will post OS and serial version tomorrow - I'm at work now.

Thanks for the infos, 
Werner.
| 1196|1177|2001-07-31 07:03:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
>
> > > Hm, not exactly that, but I noticed that you can't use another
> > filter
> > > than LP on drumsets - anybody else, too ??
>
> Well it works on mine, just fine.
>
> Ser.No: HL01526
>

Lucky you: no characters running over the screen and no filter problems. ;)

Can you bypass the filter for a track? Someone said he couldn't on his machine.

- Robert
| 1197|1177|2001-07-31 07:09:16|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., w.frieb@s... wrote:

> Can't imagine that it is my mistake - the problem is just with the 
> preset kits, when I use samples in a kit I can use all the filters.
> Will post OS and serial version tomorrow - I'm at work now.
> 
> Thanks for the infos, 
> Werner.



Werner i tried it with the preset kit´s and it works fine, but have 
you loaded some styles or did you try it on pattern-phrases? I am not 
sure (i am at work too) but i remember that i couldn´t use filter on 
those drumsets either, because of the factory-style/pattern-phrase. 
But with user-style/pattern, everything works fine.

I will try it out later at home again.

Tom
| 1198|1177|2001-07-31 07:11:21|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Can you bypass the filter for a track? Someone said he couldn't on 

his machine.

> 
> - Robert

Bypass? You mean turn it off? Yes i can.

Indeed i HAVE the little screen thing going on, but you can only see 
it when you go very VERY close to the screen. I wouldn´t call it a 
bug. It´s just the way the OS is refreshing the screen-output.

Tom
| 1199|1190|2001-07-31 07:18:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: My New RS7000|
the pics are up.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: biomecha@bellatlantic.net [mailto:biomecha@bellatlantic.net]
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2001 7:10 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: My New RS7000

Bryan,

I made a folder for your photographs (hope no one minds). Please put 
your photos in:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20Internal%20Photos/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20Internal%20Photos/> 

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> INTERNAL SPACE:
> While I had it cracked open I snapped a few shots for those who 
want to see
> what the guts look like (just tell me where to send'em/put'em). I'm 
telling
> you now, theres all sorts of space inside, not just for a laptop 
SCSI drive,
> but a full size one too. You'll see in the pics. Also, Yamaha 
could've make
> the unit a bit smaller had they used a different internal PS, it's 
the
> biggest thing in there... ...but I ain't complaining.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1200|1177|2001-07-31 07:27:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Can you bypass the filter for a track? Someone said he couldn't on
> his machine.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Bypass? You mean turn it off? Yes i can.
>
> Indeed i HAVE the little screen thing going on, but you can only see
> it when you go very VERY close to the screen. I wouldn´t call it a
> bug. It´s just the way the OS is refreshing the screen-output.

Okay, then this screen update 'noise' is most like NOT identical to
the reported character runs, where people actually identified characters
and other ASCII signs running down the screen.

My guess is that everyone that reports some 'movement' going on
have okay RS machines that don't have the character run bug.

- Robert
| 1201|1177|2001-07-31 07:35:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., w.frieb@s... wrote:
> > Can't imagine that it is my mistake - the problem is just with the
> > preset kits, when I use samples in a kit I can use all the filters.
> > Will post OS and serial version tomorrow - I'm at work now.
> >
> > Thanks for the infos,
> > Werner.
>
> Werner i tried it with the preset kit´s and it works fine, but have
> you loaded some styles or did you try it on pattern-phrases? I am not
> sure (i am at work too) but i remember that i couldn´t use filter on
> those drumsets either, because of the factory-style/pattern-phrase.

You mean that the preset-phrases have a fixed filter asignment?
That doesn't really make sense, does it? Maybe another bug?
Couldn't find anything in the manual.
Suppose the filter is fixed for preset phrases. Would it help
to overrule the voice in the mixer page (switch off the phrase's
default voice)? Maybe then the filter *can* be changed.

- Robert

>
> But with user-style/pattern, everything works fine.
>
> I will try it out later at home again.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1202|1202|2001-07-31 07:40:22|wcskewes@aol.com|GRID PROGRAMING|
What is up with the Grid Programing on this thing.

No Realtime?
| 1203|1202|2001-07-31 07:42:07|Bryan Rodgers|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
can't hear the other tracks while doing it...

-----Original Message-----
From: wcskewes@aol.com [mailto:wcskewes@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2001 9:40 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] GRID PROGRAMING

What is up with the Grid Programing on this thing.

No Realtime?
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44:HM/A=725673/R=0/*http://ads.track-star.com/adspace.ts?ts=1;2;217;107_131_
105_305> Lose 20 lbs by September 24th! 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=725673/rand=463496420> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1204|1177|2001-07-31 08:12:51|Marcus.Dahlstrom@uab.ericsson.se|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., w.frieb@s... wrote:

> Uh, duh, where in austria ?! - hope it was not "Klangfarbe Wien" 
> where I've got mine - maybe there is something wrong with my 
> machine ?!
> Can't imagine that it is my mistake - the problem is just with the 
> preset kits, when I use samples in a kit I can use all the filters.
> Will post OS and serial version tomorrow - I'm at work now.
> 
> Thanks for the infos, 
> Werner.

I think it was in Graz. I did program an own beat, and a
bassline. Tried different filters, which all worked fine, for
the bassline, but not for the drumkit. I just thought I did
something wrong, until I saw that U also experienced the same
thing. 
/Marcus
| 1205|1205|2001-07-31 08:13:19|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big dilema|
Attention group: Don't be pissed for asking such a question, but I 
am trying desperately to decide whether to get the new EMU XL 7 or 
the RS7000. I used to have an RM1X, loved the sequencer and real-
time controls, but the sounds were very dull. I also understand that 
the Rs7000 uses the same tone generator? With some new sounds?

This is the major factor here, I am confidant the EMU will have 
better sounds, but the RS7000 just seriously seems like the shit, 
amazing actually. Here is my main question that goes out to all in 
the group fortunate enough to own an RS now, since I have yet to 
touch one, and would care to describe the sounds, especially in 
comparison to the RM1X sounds. Are they 100% better, 50% better? 
Thanks for your time and subjectivity.
jeff
| 1206|1205|2001-07-31 08:29:36|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big dilema|
They are pretty rad, but who cares - this thing is a full on bad ass sampler!!!!!!!!!!!!!
| 1207|1207|2001-07-31 08:33:16|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big dile ma|
Presets are presets. make your own sounds. tweak existing ones. you're bound
to get something interesting.

The RS has a sampler. If you don't like the internal soundset, sample away.

The RS has plenty of FX, they make anything sound tasty.

Try both out, make a self informed decision. no one can tell you what you
should buy.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: jeffkissinger@yahoo.com [mailto:jeffkissinger@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2001 10:13 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big dilema

Attention group: Don't be pissed for asking such a question, but I 
am trying desperately to decide whether to get the new EMU XL 7 or 
the RS7000. I used to have an RM1X, loved the sequencer and real-
time controls, but the sounds were very dull. I also understand that 
the Rs7000 uses the same tone generator? With some new sounds?

This is the major factor here, I am confidant the EMU will have 
better sounds, but the RS7000 just seriously seems like the shit, 
amazing actually. Here is my main question that goes out to all in 
the group fortunate enough to own an RS now, since I have yet to 
touch one, and would care to describe the sounds, especially in 
comparison to the RM1X sounds. Are they 100% better, 50% better? 
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Thanks for your time and subjectivity.
jeff
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44:HM/A=725668/R=0/*http://ads.track-star.com/adspace.ts?ts=1;2;217;107_132_
105_304> Lose 20 lbs by September 24th! 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1208|1208|2001-07-31 08:40:32|batignollessquare@hotmail.com|yamaha A5000 files|
Hi to all the members of the Rs7000 group.

Here is my question : I'm an A5000 owner wich is a good sampler but a 
nasty live machine. So I'd like to change it for a RS7k but do you 
know if I can move my sampler's hard drive into the RS without 
formatting it 'cause I'd like, of course, keep all the work I've done 
(programs, samples, etc..). Please answer!

Batignollessquare.
| 1209|1208|2001-07-31 08:51:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: yamaha A5000 files|
batignollessquare@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hi to all the members of the Rs7000 group.
>
> Here is my question : I'm an A5000 owner wich is a good sampler but a
> nasty live machine. So I'd like to change it for a RS7k but do you
> know if I can move my sampler's hard drive into the RS without
> formatting it 'cause I'd like, of course, keep all the work I've done
> (programs, samples, etc..). Please answer!
>
> Batignollessquare.

Sorry B, the RS is *not* compatible with the A5000.
You cannot load A5k programs into the RS and play them.
The RS also does not support velocity swithing or velocity
crossfading. So you will loose most of your work!

- Robert (ex a4000 owner)
| 1210|1207|2001-07-31 09:01:05|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|Re: Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big dile ma|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Presets are presets. make your own sounds. tweak existing ones. 

you're bound

> to get something interesting.
> 
> The RS has a sampler. If you don't like the internal soundset, 

sample away.

> 
> The RS has plenty of FX, they make anything sound tasty.
> 
> Try both out, make a self informed decision. no one can tell you 

what you

> should buy.

True, I appreciate both responses, but Could someone compare the 
sounds of the RS with the RM1x? Thanks
jeff

> 
> B
> 
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> -----Original Message-----
> From: jeffkissinger@y... [mailto:jeffkissinger@y...]
> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2001 10:13 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big 

dilema

> 
> 
> Attention group: Don't be pissed for asking such a question, but I 
> am trying desperately to decide whether to get the new EMU XL 7 or 
> the RS7000. I used to have an RM1X, loved the sequencer and real-
> time controls, but the sounds were very dull. I also understand 

that 

> the Rs7000 uses the same tone generator? With some new sounds?
> 
> This is the major factor here, I am confidant the EMU will have 
> better sounds, but the RS7000 just seriously seems like the shit, 
> amazing actually. Here is my main question that goes out to all in 
> the group fortunate enough to own an RS now, since I have yet to 
> touch one, and would care to describe the sounds, especially in 
> comparison to the RM1X sounds. Are they 100% better, 50% better? 
> Thanks for your time and subjectivity.
> jeff
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321

> 44:HM/A=725668/R=0/*http://ads.track-star.com/adspace.ts?

ts=1;2;217;107_132_

> 105_304> Lose 20 lbs by September 24th! 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?

M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupmai

> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=725668/rand=148064443> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 

<http://www.motifator.com> 

> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1211|1177|2001-07-31 09:20:08|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> You mean that the preset-phrases have a fixed filter asignment?

Yes i think this could be the case indeed, at least a fixed filter 
for HPF, BEF and BPF settings, because you can apply LPF as Werner 
said.

> That doesn't really make sense, does it? Maybe another bug?

I don´t know, i think not, i guess you can´t really change the 
presets, because they are ROM-settings, so you have to copy them into 
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a user-phrase, before you want to mess with them.

> Couldn't find anything in the manual.
> Suppose the filter is fixed for preset phrases. Would it help
> to overrule the voice in the mixer page (switch off the phrase's
> default voice)? Maybe then the filter *can* be changed.

Well, if you use a preset-phrase without copying it, you can´t change 
it by pressing record-button e.g
You can change the phrase´s voice, but i think it changes back if you 
change the style and go back to the same style. That doesn´t happen 
AFAI tried with your User-phrases.
So there is a write-protection indeed...duh, they are ROM-phrases, 
not in RAM...
Sorry, i am confused.

Same i guess happens when you have certain preset styles but really i 
don´t remember when i got this :(
But one thing is for sure, without using presets, everything works. 
Who needs presets anyway? ;)
| 1212|1202|2001-07-31 09:20:47|Thomas|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., wcskewes@a... wrote:

> What is up with the Grid Programing on this thing.
> 
> No Realtime?

Well, we already discussed this, look further through the messages.

And no realtime as well as no other tracks while gridstep.
| 1213|1205|2001-07-31 09:22:09|Thomas|Re: Ok, don't be pissed, RS7000 vs EMU XL 7, my big dilema|
--- In RS7000@y..., jeffkissinger@y... wrote:

> Attention group: Don't be pissed for asking such a question, but I 
> am trying desperately to decide whether to get the new EMU XL 7 or 
> the RS7000. I used to have an RM1X, loved the sequencer and real-
> time controls, but the sounds were very dull. I also understand 

that 

> the Rs7000 uses the same tone generator? With some new sounds?

Yes with new sounds and with old sounds in less compression rate, and 
24bit DA. Keep your RM1x and get the EMU XL-rack module. 

Cheers, Tom
| 1214|1208|2001-07-31 09:25:22|Thomas|Re: yamaha A5000 files|

--- In RS7000@y..., batignollessquare@h... wrote:
So I'd like to change it for a RS7k but do you 
> know if I can move my sampler's hard drive into the RS without 
> formatting it 'cause I'd like, of course, keep all the work I've 
done 
> (programs, samples, etc..). Please answer!
> 
> Batignollessquare.

You can´t move it INTO your RS at all...But you can put it into an 
external SCSI-case and use it external at the SCSI-port, but you can 
only LOAD A5000 format, and it could be that you still have to format 
the HD in RS7000 format to be able to access it...

| 1215|1208|2001-07-31 09:28:31|Thomas|Re: yamaha A5000 files|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Sorry B, the RS is *not* compatible with the A5000.

It is NOT?
I thought you can load Ax000 format?

???

Tom
| 1216|1177|2001-07-31 09:30:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > You mean that the preset-phrases have a fixed filter asignment?
> Yes i think this could be the case indeed, at least a fixed filter
> for HPF, BEF and BPF settings, because you can apply LPF as Werner
> said.
>
> > That doesn't really make sense, does it? Maybe another bug?
> I don´t know, i think not, i guess you can´t really change the
> presets, because they are ROM-settings, so you have to copy them into
> a user-phrase, before you want to mess with them.
>
> > Couldn't find anything in the manual.
> > Suppose the filter is fixed for preset phrases. Would it help
> > to overrule the voice in the mixer page (switch off the phrase's
> > default voice)? Maybe then the filter *can* be changed.
> Well, if you use a preset-phrase without copying it, you can´t change
> it by pressing record-button e.g



Sorry, what I meant was the Mixer submode in Pattern mode.
The Mixer page allows one to define a specific voice (sound) for
the phrase of a given track. The preset phrases have a default
voice that is heared when the Mixer page shows *** for the voice
(if I remember correctly). Any other value overrules that default
voice. Give it a try, since I can't. :(

>
> You can change the phrase´s voice, but i think it changes back if you
> change the style and go back to the same style.

That happens when the RS is in memory-protect mode. In that case
the mixer settings are not automatically saved. Remove memory protect
mode (Utilties) and the mixer stuff is saved automagically.

> That doesn´t happen AFAI tried with your User-phrases.
> So there is a write-protection indeed...duh, they are ROM-phrases,
> not in RAM...

Should'n make any difference for the RS. Both the preset- and user
phrases are a series of MIDI events being played back. Both have
a default voice that can be overruled in the Mixer page.

>
> Sorry, i am confused.
>

I'm *always* confused! ;)

>
> Same i guess happens when you have certain preset styles but really i
> don´t remember when i got this :(
> But one thing is for sure, without using presets, everything works.
> Who needs presets anyway? ;)

The preset phrases on the QY700 are a great help to get you started!!
Especially the Drum Parts phrases are nice, IMO. I mostly change the
meter or speed of the phrase, however. Another nice trick is to use
e.g. an keyboard riff phrase and overrule the voice to drums, or whatever.
Nice unexpected stuff. :)

>
>
>

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1217|1208|2001-07-31 09:44:48|batignollessquare@hotmail.com|Re: yamaha A5000 files|
Thx for answering so quickly. Have a nice day.

Batignollessquare.
| 1218|1208|2001-07-31 09:47:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: yamaha A5000 files|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Sorry B, the RS is *not* compatible with the A5000.
> It is NOT?
> I thought you can load Ax000 format?
>
> ???
>
> Tom
>

AFAIK, only *samples* from the SU700, A3k, A4k and A5k samplers can
be loaded, not *programs*. And programs and samples from the
S1000 and S3000 Akai samplers can be loaded. Also .wav and .aif
files can be loaded. That's what the manual says on page 117. I hope
I'm wrong here, since I still have a couple of Yamaha cdroms.

Even when programs from A-series samplers CAN be loaded, note the
restrictions: there's no velocity switching. So you won't be able to trigger
another sample when hitting the key harder. Also, its not possible to have
a mix of samples spread over parts of the keyboard: its either one sample
spread over the whole keyboard (pitch sample voice), or one sample per
key (kit sample voice). Next, the RS does not allow the filter, EG, etc, and
effects send settings to be set and the sample level, but only at the track
level. So an A5000 program with say 10 samples assigned to midi channel
1 get one single filter, EG, LFO and effect setting, and not one for each
sample.

That's why I said that the RS and A5000 are not compatible. But I should
have been more explicit. Well, here you have it. ;)



The RS is simply not a standard sample and cannot really load and play
commercial CDROMs that use multi-samples for dynamic effects.

I hear the the MOTIF *does* multi-sampling (up to 4 parts), velocity
switching and filter, EG, LFO and effect sends per sample. The MOTIF
can indeed load a number of commercial CDROMs and play them. The
MOTIF can also load A-series programs.

- Robert
| 1219|1083|2001-07-31 10:18:24|dogo01@hotmail.com|Re: OT (kinda): Yamaha Sequencers|
There's a guy called Sunkissed who does an excellent live PA (has a 
record label called Woodwork, and appears on other labels such as 
Nordic Trax). From what I can tell, he uses 2 QY100 sequencers, one 
sampler, and a mixer. I've never seen the mixer/controller before: 
it had 2 groups of 8 sliders each, and each group appeared to be 
driving one of the sequencers. I don't know if the mixer was audio 
or midi. I think he only had one sampler, so I don't see how he 
could control 16 audio outs. I also don't know enough about midi and 
the QY100 to say that he was controlling track volume with a midi 
controller. Anyways, he did a seamless live mix of house/techno, 
going back and forth between the sequencers. He doesn't need to mute 
the tracks, because he uses the mixer to control volume. Wicked 
setup, I'd try to figure out how to mimic it and go that route.

Doug
| 1220|1220|2001-07-31 10:59:15|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 STUDIO'S/DSC00006.JPG 
Uploaded by : lmols@wxs.nl 
Description : RS7000, in the wild :-) 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20STUDIO%27S/DSC00006.JPG 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

lmols@wxs.nl
| 1221|1220|2001-07-31 11:01:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 STUDIO'S/DSC00007.JPG 
Uploaded by : lmols@wxs.nl 
Description : The rest of the studio 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20STUDIO%27S/DSC00007.JPG 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

lmols@wxs.nl
| 1222|1222|2001-07-31 11:02:25|Robert van der Kamp|[Fwd: [RS7000] Re: yamaha A5000 files]|
Repost.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1223|1208|2001-07-31 11:10:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: yamaha A5000 files|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Sorry B, the RS is *not* compatible with the A5000.
> It is NOT?
> I thought you can load Ax000 format?
>
> ???
>

AFAIK, only *samples* from the SU700, A3k, A4k and A5k samplers can
be loaded, not *programs*. And programs and samples from the
S1000 and S3000 Akai samplers can be loaded. Also .wav and .aif
files can be loaded. That's what the manual says on page 117. I hope
I'm wrong here, since I still have a couple of Yamaha cdroms.

Even when programs from A-series samplers CAN be loaded, note the
restrictions: there's no velocity switching. So you won't be able to trigger
another sample when hitting the key harder. Also, its not possible to have
a mix of samples spread over parts of the keyboard: its either one sample

mailto:lmols@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20STUDIO%27S/DSC00006.JPG
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spread over the whole keyboard (pitch sample voice), or one sample per
key (kit sample voice). Next, the RS does not allow the filter, EG, etc, and
effects send settings to be set and the sample level, but only at the track
level. So an A5000 program with say 10 samples assigned to midi channel
1 get one single filter, EG, LFO and effect setting, and not one for each
sample.

That's why I said that the RS and A5000 are not compatible. But I should
have been more explicit. Well, here you have it. ;)

The RS is simply not a standard sample and cannot really load and play
commercial CDROMs that use multi-samples for dynamic effects.

I hear the the MOTIF *does* multi-sampling (up to 4 parts), velocity
switching and filter, EG, LFO and effect sends per sample. The MOTIF
can indeed load a number of commercial CDROMs and play them. The
MOTIF can also load A-series programs.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1224|1202|2001-07-31 12:12:06|ivancu@aol.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|

> > What is up with the Grid Programing on this thing.
> > 
> > No Realtime?
> Well, we already discussed this, look further through the messages.
> 
> And no realtime as well as no other tracks while gridstep.

Does the RM1X do realtime grid programming?

Ivan
| 1225|762|2001-07-31 13:03:22|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - RS7K Wednesday CHAT |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

RS7K Wednesday CHAT 

Date: Wednesday, August 1, 2001 
Time: All Day

Members of the RS7000 YahooGroup can come and join in the fun
for a virtual online chat. Come and lounge with other users of
the RS7000.

Hopefully we'll try to meet through out the months of July as
more and more members get their RS7000.
| 1226|1202|2001-07-31 14:07:03|mikko@hellsing.com|Tracks Q.|
Hi pioneers.

I'm a bit confused after going thru the tutorial section
in the pdf manual. Do I need to dedicate one track (of 16) far each drum??
or can i use one track for a whole drumset. What about pitched sounds ie 
piano etc.
Will it use one track if I program a chord?
Hopefully 16 tracks isnt all that big of a limitation.

/Mikko
| 1227|1202|2001-07-31 14:21:04|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Tracks Q.|
I'm a bit confused after going thru the tutorial section
in the pdf manual. Do I need to dedicate one track (of 16) far each drum??
or can i use one track for a whole drumset.

>>you can do both. although, if you dedicate each drum to one part, you can

mute and unmute that one part as you like, where as if you do drums all on
one track, you won't be able to mute the individual sounds... 

What about pitched sounds ie piano etc. Will it use one track if I program a
chord?

>>yep. (if you're saying what I think you're saying...) 

Hopefully 16 tracks isnt all that big of a limitation.

>>chances are, if you listen to electronic music, they're isn't more than 16

track playing at one time... ...and with the RS, if you run out, just sample
what you got, put it on track one, then you got 15 more slots to fill,
etc...

B 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=725669/R=0/*http://ads.track-star.com/adspace.ts?ts=1;2;217;107_133_
105_303> Lose 20 lbs by September 24th! 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=725669/rand=410242489> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1228|1202|2001-07-31 14:41:40|mikko@hellsing.com|Re: Tracks Q.|
Good, that explains it all.
And yep bouncing to one track is a neat feature too.

thx, all the best /Mikko

At 22:19 2001-07-31, you wrote:

>I'm a bit confused after going thru the tutorial section
>in the pdf manual. Do I need to dedicate one track (of 16) far each drum??
>or can i use one track for a whole drumset.
>
> >>you can do both. although, if you dedicate each drum to one part, you can
>mute and unmute that one part as you like, where as if you do drums all on
>one track, you won't be able to mute the individual sounds...
>
>
>What about pitched sounds ie piano etc. Will it use one track if I program a
>chord?
>
> >>yep. (if you're saying what I think you're saying...)
>
>
>Hopefully 16 tracks isnt all that big of a limitation.
>
> >>chances are, if you listen to electronic music, they're isn't more than 16
>track playing at one time... ...and with the RS, if you run out, just sample
>what you got, put it on track one, then you got 15 more slots to fill,
>etc...
>
>B
>
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
>44:HM/A=725669/R=0/*http://ads.track-star.com/adspace.ts?ts=1;2;217;107_133_
>105_303> Lose 20 lbs by September 24th!
>
><http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210574.1511967.3081913.1261774/D=egroupmai
>l/S=1705032144:HM/A=725669/rand=410242489>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1229|1202|2001-07-31 14:47:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tracks Q.|
mikko@hellsing.com wrote:

> Hi pioneers.
>
> I'm a bit confused after going thru the tutorial section
> in the pdf manual. Do I need to dedicate one track (of 16) far each drum??

You don't *need* to, but it's a flexible way of handling
drum sounds in real time. Since the RS supports real time
editing of effect sends, filter, EG, midi delay, etc, at the track
level only, this one-drum-part-per-track setup is the logical
result.

But you can do all of the drums on one track. Simply select
a drum kit voice and hit the keys. Record the phrase and there
you are. Note however that if you want reverb on one part only
(e.g. the snare), you will have to extract the snare midi note from
the recorded phrase and move it to another track (there's an edit
job to do just that).

Yet another alternative is to use the resampling feature of the
RS. Create your own sample kit voice with resampled drum
parts, each with their own effects/filtering/etc. embedded in
the sample. This way, you can play a dry kick and a wet snare
on the same track.

>
> or can i use one track for a whole drumset. What about pitched sounds ie
> piano etc.
> Will it use one track if I program a chord?

Yes.

>
> Hopefully 16 tracks isnt all that big of a limitation.

Depends on how you work, I guess.

- Robert
| 1230|1177|2001-07-31 15:18:46|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Sorry, what I meant was the Mixer submode in Pattern mode.

Yes, i know what you meant.
It works, i can assign all filter-types to it.

> mode (Utilties) and the mixer stuff is saved automagically.

Ok, i have, yup works great.

> > That doesn´t happen AFAI tried with your User-phrases.
> > So there is a write-protection indeed...duh, they are ROM-phrases,
> > not in RAM...
> 
> Should'n make any difference for the RS. Both the preset- and user
> phrases are a series of MIDI events being played back. Both have
> a default voice that can be overruled in the Mixer page.

Sorry, i you are right.

> >
> > Sorry, i am confused.
> >
> 
> I'm *always* confused! ;)

LOL...hey...welcome to the planet of confusion! 
What a great title for an album...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
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:)

> The preset phrases on the QY700 are a great help to get you 

started!!

> Especially the Drum Parts phrases are nice, IMO. I mostly change 

the

> meter or speed of the phrase, however. Another nice trick is to use
> e.g. an keyboard riff phrase and overrule the voice to drums, or 

whatever.

> Nice unexpected stuff. :)

Oh, indeed, but mostly the delivered styles got very quickly on my 
nerves. The only one, that i still like is the Reggae Dub style. Good 
basement for further things.

Minimal and Berlin Techno is great too.

But ok, i am weird AND confused. ;)

Tom
| 1231|1202|2001-07-31 15:37:07|Thomas|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., ivancu@a... wrote:

> > > What is up with the Grid Programing on this thing.
> > > 
> > > No Realtime?
> > Well, we already discussed this, look further through the 

messages.

> > 
> > And no realtime as well as no other tracks while gridstep.
> 
> Does the RM1X do realtime grid programming?

Nope, but my Jomox Xbase09 does...;)

> 
> Ivan

| 1232|1202|2001-07-31 15:41:28|Thomas|Re: Tracks Q.|
--- In RS7000@y..., mikko@h... wrote:

> Hi pioneers.
> 
> I'm a bit confused after going thru the tutorial section
> in the pdf manual. Do I need to dedicate one track (of 16) far each 

drum??

> or can i use one track for a whole drumset. 

Yes and no and no and yes, well...nes and yo?
You can assign one track to a drumkit that contains only e.g. 
bassdrums, or only hihat´s or only percussion, or you can use one 
track to a whole drumkit, like e.g. Housekit on one track, Ambientkit 
on another one. To conclude, you are always assigning a kit to one 
track.

> What about pitched sounds ie 
> piano etc.

Same as with drumkits. One track for each sound. If you want need 
more, resample the whole thing and your tracks are free again. And so 
on and so on.

> Will it use one track if I program a chord?

Indeed.

> Hopefully 16 tracks isnt all that big of a limitation.

Depends on how you use it. Some people (like me) say it´s enough, 
other ppl need more and get or got a second sequencer to run along 
with the RS7k. (Hi Rob. ;)

Tom
| 1233|1233|2001-07-31 16:22:52|visualufouria@mail.com|PROMO: 3 days, 60+ DJs (2 live PAs) $15 !! FREE UFO gear|
Greetings Earthlings,

Well were literally goin' nuts here getting eveything ready for 
Shangri La,
so I'll get right to the info...

SHANGRI LA
3 Day Outdoor Event - August 10, 11, & 12 - 2001

Presented by:
The Bubble Crew, EFX Productions, Eclectech Productions,
Feline Productions, Gear 33 & Up & Under



OVER 60 PERFORMERS ON 2 STAGES!!!!!
FREE STUFF COMPLIMENTS OF UFO JEANS TO THE FIRST 400 HEADS

**********************************
Presale Tickets & Ticket Locations
**********************************

Tickets are only $15.00 for the entire festival..
Presale tickets will go on sale Friday August 3rd.
Please purchase your presale tickets to ensure entry.

************************
Presale ticket locations
************************

Gear 33 - 33 Chenango Street -Binghamton, NY
SkyeHigh - 167 1/2 Marshall Street - Syracuse, NY
SkyeHigh - 610 Monroe Ave - Rochester, NY
Vital Records - 202 Lark Street - Albany, NY

*************************
Featured Guest Performers
*************************

Soren LaRue - Protium Recordings / UFO / Symbiotic Media / 
Intermission
Management  Louisville, KY
DJ Booth - Protium Recordings / Urban Loops / UFO / Symbiotic Media  
Kansas
City, MO
Mike Parker - Geophone Records - Arc (UK) / Intermission Management -
Buffalo, NY
Bezerker - Ruffneck Playaz Crew / Intermission Management  
Washington D.C.
Monkeyboy - Protium Recordings / Symbiotic Media  Lexington, KY
APX - Liqwid Sound / Symbiotic Media  Louisville, KY
DJ 101 - Urban Resistance Project - New York, NY
Lite Brite - Ruffneck Playaz Crew - Providence, RI
Josh Matthews - Stuck On Earth / Marz Graphics - New York, NY
Taysty - Digital Dreams - New York, NY
Dash - Digital Dreamz - New York, NY
DJ North - Digital Dreamz - New York, NY
Chief - Marz Graphics - Middletown, NY
Sektor - Marz Graphics - Middletown, NY

*****************
Upstate Favorites
*****************

Anthony Garlic - Hector Works - Ithaca, NY
Awake - Skyehigh - Rochester, NY
Andrew Kirchner - Protium Recordings / Gear 33 / UFO /
www.dosethealien.com  Binghamton, NY
Boywonder - Brainfroot / Blunted Circutz - Binghamton, NY
BUDDHA SPACESHIP - LIVE Performance - Elektrohead Musik / Intermission
Management  Ithaca, NY
Chad Roy - Up and Under  Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY
Chris Allen - Up and Under / Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY
Chris Tracey - Up and Under  Syracuse, NY
Current - Up and Under / Skyehigh  Syracuse, NY
Dan Logic - Dark Industries / Intermission Management - Binghamton, NY
DJ Eun - Eclectech Productions  Remsey, NJ
DJ Kemp - Eclectech Productions  Syracuse, NY
Depth - Eclectech Productions  Utica, NY
Dred - Hallucination Records / Orion / Dream  Rochester, NY
D-Low - Skyehigh / Foot Souljahs / Up & Under - Syracuse, NY
Flex - Skyehigh / Sky Baby - Rochester, NY
Finesse - EKG Entertainment  Binghamton, NY
Ian Somniac - Rustik Productions  Binghamton, NY
Jennifer Haley - Intellectual Property / Intermission Management  
Albany,
NY
Jimmy Samsara - Scorched Earth  Binghamton, NY
Juniper - Sleeping Gnome / Bubble Crew  Binghamton, NY
Kingmachosolo - The Zone  Ithaca, NY
MC Jumper - GAG / Orion / Intermission Management - Rochester, NY
Meniscus - Tangent Recordings / M.A.U. Files / Intermission 
Management 
Binghamton, NY
Meta X - Tangent Recordings  Syracuse, NY
Milkdud - Intellectual Property / Intermission Management  Albany, NY
Mike Sims - South Street / Bubble Crew  Syracuse, NY
mjDUKE - EFX / Future 86 / Digitally Imported / Intermission 
Management 
Binghamton, NY
Onassis - Rustik Productions  Binghamton, NY
Phigment - Eclectech Productions  Utica, NY
Plume - Dream Research / Intermission Management  Binghamton, NY



React - SiN&CoS / Soundroc - Rochester, NY
Rerocco - South Street - Syracuse, NY
Steve E - Digital Ear Candy - Syracuse, NY
Space One - Newbreed Productions / Gear 33  Binghamton, NY
VISITOR - LIVE Performance - Mollytracks / Elektrohead Musik - 
Outerspace

*********************
Location & Directions
*********************

Venue is 48 acres and is located on Private Land in Bristol, NY.

Gates open at 3 pm on Friday August 10th
Music starts at 6 pm and runs thru Sunday 6 pm

The approximate driving times are as follows:
Binghamton : 2 hours 15 minutes
Ithaca : 1 hour 45 minutes
Syracuse : 1 hour 40 minutes
Rochester : 1 hour 15 minutes

DIRECTIONS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BUBBLE CREW WEBSITE THIS WEEKEND....

*********************
Rules for the weekend
*********************

All vehicles are subject to search prior to entry

The following items are not allowed on premises:
Glass Bottles, Alcohol, Drugs, Weapons, Open Fires.

You may want to bring the following:
Coolers, Bug Repellant, Garbage Bags, Sun Screen, Extra Pair of 
Sneakers,
Cell Phones, Toilet Paper, Extra Cigarettes. Socks, Toothbrush,
Water - (H2O will also be sold on site)

Dogs must be kept on a leash at all times.

Please help us to keep the land as it was when you all get there.
You can do this by disposing your garbage in proper areas.

*********************************
Watching the Persid Meteor Shower
*********************************

What to Expect:

Every year, the Perseid provides amateur astronomers with a delightful
natural display. With excellent viewing conditions, you should see 
about one
to four meteors per minute at the peak! Even if you are not observing 
under
optimal circumstances, which is likely to be the case, you can expect 
to see

When to Watch:

The ideal time to observe Perseids is from 1-4 am during the morning 
of
August 13. So if you are eager to see a spectacular display, go to 
bed early
on August 12 and set the alarm clock, or even better yet, stay up all 
night.
If you can't watch in the morning, it is still possible to see 
meteors in
the evening, although less will be observed. The year 2000 is not as
favorable as other years because the moon is nearly full on August 13
thereby leading to a lighter night sky and fewer meteors that one can 
seen.
Where to Look in the Sky:
The meteors will radiate from the constellation Perseus, which, in 
North
America, rises in the evening in the northeast. You need not look in 
this
direction, however. The Perseids are noted for their long trails and 
should
streak across much of the night sky. Look anywhere from 30 degrees to 
80
degrees above the horizon and about 45 degrees away from the 
constellation
Perseus.

How to Watch:

It is best to lie in a reclining chair. Otherwise, lie on a blanket 
with a
pillow. It is easy to get a stiff neck if one is sitting vertically or
standing. Bring a sweater just in case it gets chilly. Don't use 



binoculars
or telescopes -- just gaze at the heavens with your eyes. You will see
streaks of light shooting across the black sky. You will see most 
meteors
directly; but you will sometimes see others out of the corner of your 
eye.
If you are very lucky, you will witness a fireball, a very bright 
meteor
with a small disk. Some fireballs break into several fragments.

**********************************************************************
******
********************************
AS ALWAYS PEEP THE BUBBLE CREW SITE DAILY FOR ADDED PERFORMERS AND
DIRECTIONS AS WE GET CLOSER TO THIS EVENT
**********************************************************************
******
********************************
| 1234|1177|2001-08-01 00:43:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Sorry, what I meant was the Mixer submode in Pattern mode.
> Yes, i know what you meant.
> It works, i can assign all filter-types to it.

So tracks with preset drum phrases have fixed filter assignments.
Guess this is true for all preset phrases then...

>
>
> > mode (Utilties) and the mixer stuff is saved automagically.
> Ok, i have, yup works great.

Okay, the manual works. ;)

>
> > >
> > > Sorry, i am confused.
> > >
> >
> > I'm *always* confused! ;)
> LOL...hey...welcome to the planet of confusion!
> What a great title for an album...
> :)
>

Absolutely! :)) Maybe it already exists? Hmm, cdnow.com says not.

>
> > The preset phrases on the QY700 are a great help to get you
> started!!
> > Especially the Drum Parts phrases are nice, IMO. I mostly change
> the
> > meter or speed of the phrase, however. Another nice trick is to use
> > e.g. an keyboard riff phrase and overrule the voice to drums, or
> whatever.
> > Nice unexpected stuff. :)
>

> Oh, indeed, but mostly the delivered styles got very quickly on my
> nerves. The only one, that i still like is the Reggae Dub style. Good
> basement for further things.

Confusion! ;) I was referring to preset *phrases*. Most preset *styles*
bore me to death indeed within 1.3 seconds.

The QY700 has 3000+ midi phrases in ROM in different catergories
that can be used to build your own stuff. I believe the RS even has
5000+ of them. These phrases are a GOLDMINE! Simply pick one
for a track and torture it with fx, real-time stuff and weird voices.

>
>
> Minimal and Berlin Techno is great too.
>
> But ok, i am weird AND confused. ;)
>

Sure! ;)

- Robert

>
> Tom



| 1235|1202|2001-08-01 00:45:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tracks Q.|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., mikko@h... wrote:
> > Hi pioneers.
> >
> > Hopefully 16 tracks isnt all that big of a limitation.
> Depends on how you use it. Some people (like me) say it´s enough,
> other ppl need more and get or got a second sequencer to run along
> with the RS7k. (Hi Rob. ;)

This gotta be me. ;)
Hi Tom!

Maybe *two* RS7000's synced together? Wow, that would be nice...

- Robert

>
>
> Tom

| 1236|1177|2001-08-01 02:40:18|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> So tracks with preset drum phrases have fixed filter assignments.

No they don´t. I can assign any filter to any preset-phrases. No 
matter drums or something else

> > > > Sorry, i am confused.
> > > >
> > >
> > > I'm *always* confused! ;)
> > LOL...hey...welcome to the planet of confusion!
> > What a great title for an album...
> > :)
> Absolutely! :)) Maybe it already exists? Hmm, cdnow.com says not.

Look for "Land of Confusion"...Genesis...;)
Great video. Ronald Reagan as a spitting image...

> Confusion! ;) I was referring to preset *phrases*. Most preset 

*styles*

> bore me to death indeed within 1.3 seconds.

Oh i know, some preset phrases are ok, but most of the 5980...geez, i 
didn´t even have the time to listen all of them....

> 
> The QY700 has 3000+ midi phrases in ROM in different catergories
> that can be used to build your own stuff. I believe the RS even has
> 5000+ of them. These phrases are a GOLDMINE! Simply pick one
> for a track and torture it with fx, real-time stuff and weird 
> voices.

True, true, but what i don´t like is that you can´t choose drums on 
track 16, or track 13, you have to pick one of the first four or five 
tracks. I want to assign every phrase to whatever i feel like, ok, i 
can copy the phrase i want into a User-phrase and then assign it to 
whatever i want, but this is double amount of work, that shouldn´t be 
needed. Just a little bit about the sequencer that is bothering me, 
otherwise it is a wonderfull tool. Love it.

> >
> >
> > Minimal and Berlin Techno is great too.
> >
> > But ok, i am weird AND confused. ;)
> Sure! ;)

Oh kay...thanks!

;)
| 1237|1202|2001-08-01 02:41:41|Thomas|Re: Tracks Q.|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Maybe *two* RS7000's synced together? Wow, that would be nice...

Ever considered MPC? You will have no Gridproblem...

> > Tom

| 1238|1177|2001-08-01 02:55:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:



> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > So tracks with preset drum phrases have fixed filter assignments.
>
> No they don´t. I can assign any filter to any preset-phrases. No
> matter drums or something else

But only after having overruled the voice in the Mixer page or
anytime? In the latter case, I'm confused. ;)

>
>
> > > > > Sorry, i am confused.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > I'm *always* confused! ;)
> > > LOL...hey...welcome to the planet of confusion!
> > > What a great title for an album...
> > > :)
> > Absolutely! :)) Maybe it already exists? Hmm, cdnow.com says not.
> Look for "Land of Confusion"...Genesis...;)
> Great video. Ronald Reagan as a spitting image...

Oh yeah I remember! :)

> > The QY700 has 3000+ midi phrases in ROM in different catergories
> > that can be used to build your own stuff. I believe the RS even has
> > 5000+ of them. These phrases are a GOLDMINE! Simply pick one
> > for a track and torture it with fx, real-time stuff and weird
> > voices.

>
> True, true, but what i don´t like is that you can´t choose drums on
> track 16, or track 13, you have to pick one of the first four or five
> tracks.

Huh? You can only assign drum voices to the first 5 tracks?
You gotta be kidding!!

> I want to assign every phrase to whatever i feel like, ok, i
> can copy the phrase i want into a User-phrase and then assign it to
> whatever i want, but this is double amount of work, that shouldn´t be
> needed. Just a little bit about the sequencer that is bothering me,
> otherwise it is a wonderfull tool. Love it.

Tom, this can't be true. Could you please describe in exact detail
what it is you can't do?

- You can't assign a drum voice to each track?
- You can't assign a drum preset phrase to each track?
- ???

Now I'm really ... confused! ;)

- Robert
| 1239|1202|2001-08-01 02:58:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tracks Q.|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Maybe *two* RS7000's synced together? Wow, that would be nice...
> Ever considered MPC? You will have no Gridproblem...
>

Yep, still considering it. Lots of tracks per pattern. Shitty 96 BPQN however,
and dino interface. I'm reading the manual right now, again...

- Robert
| 1240|1177|2001-08-01 03:04:34|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> > No they don´t. I can assign any filter to any preset-phrases. No
> > matter drums or something else
> 
> But only after having overruled the voice in the Mixer page or
> anytime? In the latter case, 
> I'm confused. ;)

lol...nothing unusual then...confusion is us...
You always assign any filter to all voices, even to the preset-phrase 
default-voices.
So honestly i don´t know what´s wrong with Werner´s machine.

Werner, did you try already to reset your RS and see if you can 
assign the filter then? Did you also remove the memory-protection 
option?

Tschüß,

Thomas



> >
> >
> > > > > > Sorry, i am confused.
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm *always* confused! ;)
> > > > LOL...hey...welcome to the planet of confusion!
> > > > What a great title for an album...
> > > > :)
> > > Absolutely! :)) Maybe it already exists? Hmm, cdnow.com says 

not.

> > Look for "Land of Confusion"...Genesis...;)
> > Great video. Ronald Reagan as a spitting image...
> 
> Oh yeah I remember! :)
> 
> > > The QY700 has 3000+ midi phrases in ROM in different catergories
> > > that can be used to build your own stuff. I believe the RS even 

has

> > > 5000+ of them. These phrases are a GOLDMINE! Simply pick one
> > > for a track and torture it with fx, real-time stuff and weird
> > > voices.
> 
> >
> > True, true, but what i don´t like is that you can´t choose drums 

on

> > track 16, or track 13, you have to pick one of the first four or 

five

> > tracks.
> 
> Huh? You can only assign drum voices to the first 5 tracks?
> You gotta be kidding!!
> 
> > I want to assign every phrase to whatever i feel like, ok, i
> > can copy the phrase i want into a User-phrase and then assign it 

to

> > whatever i want, but this is double amount of work, that 

shouldn´t be

> > needed. Just a little bit about the sequencer that is bothering 

me,

> > otherwise it is a wonderfull tool. Love it.
> 
> Tom, this can't be true. Could you please describe in exact detail
> what it is you can't do?
> 
> - You can't assign a drum voice to each track?
> - You can't assign a drum preset phrase to each track?
> - ???
> 
> Now I'm really ... confused! ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 1241|1177|2001-08-01 03:23:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Tom, no comment on the lower half of my email?

- Robert
| 1242|1177|2001-08-01 03:45:19|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> > Huh? You can only assign drum voices to the first 5 tracks?
> > You gotta be kidding!!

Oh of course you can assign drum "voices" whereever you feel, but 
drumpreset "phrases" only on the first few, i guess they wanted to 
have a standard about this...still i feel a bit too ruled by that.

> > Tom, this can't be true. Could you please describe in exact 

detail

> > what it is you can't do?
> > 
> > - You can't assign a drum voice to each track?

No, you can do assign a drum voice to each track.

> > - You can't assign a drum preset phrase to each track?
> > - ??

Yes, you can not assign a drum preset phrase to each track. Only to 
certain tracks.



> > 
> > Now I'm really ... confused! ;)

...like the german government...;)

Tom
| 1243|1177|2001-08-01 03:56:08|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Tom, no comment on the lower half of my email?
> 

Sorry, i overlooked it.

Did it a second ago.

See...i am confused too.

Could this be a beginning of a new music-style called ConFUSION...?

;)

Still i remember your GREENHOUSE, because of the RECYCLED Samples...

lol
| 1244|1177|2001-08-01 04:08:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Tom, no comment on the lower half of my email?
> >
> Sorry, i overlooked it.
>
> Did it a second ago.

Yeah, just read it. I still can't believe it. Must be some reason why
these and no other tracks accept a drum phrase...

>
>
> See...i am confused too.
>

Hey, *that's* new! :)

>
> Could this be a beginning of a new music-style called ConFUSION...?
>
> ;)
>

LOL!

>
> Still i remember your GREENHOUSE, because of the RECYCLED Samples...
>
> lol

Whatever happens, this list has spawned a number of great
new musical genres!!!

- Robert
| 1245|1177|2001-08-01 04:55:35|Thomas|Re: BUG ! on rs 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Whatever happens, this list has spawned a number of great
> new musical genres!!!
> 
> - Robert

Oh yes, which brings me back to the styles in the RS, Electro 
Rock...hmm...isn´t that a genre that was only named by Westbam in 
this way?
I wonder who were the people behind the styles inside the RS, for 
sure Grandmaster Flash seemed to be one of them...and Reggae Dub 
sounds almost like made by Ziggy Marley...

But i want to smack the ones who created the Euro House one...LOL

No not really, just too MTV-chart-like. I guess this person also 
creates drumloops for eJay...

Okeydo, what´s all about this new genre that some people are talking 
and listening to in the past few months? 
"Schranz"
Is it a german thing? Or worldwide? What´s the difference to Techno?

Carefull...ironic question...:
And how can i produce it on the RS...;)



Tom
| 1246|1246|2001-08-01 06:03:31|Thomas|Review about the RS7000 is up on Sonicstate|
I did a review on the RS7000 on Sonicstate.com. Tell me if it´s 
adequate or not, and write your own review.

http://www.sonicstate.com/synth/yamaha_rs7000.cfm
| 1247|1202|2001-08-01 10:11:54|ivancu@aol.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., ivancu@a... wrote:
> > > > What is up with the Grid Programing on this thing.
> > > > 
> > > > No Realtime?
> > > Well, we already discussed this, look further through the 
> messages.
> > > 
> > > And no realtime as well as no other tracks while gridstep.
> > 
> > Does the RM1X do realtime grid programming?
> Nope, but my Jomox Xbase09 does...;)
> > 
> > Ivan

| 1248|1202|2001-08-01 10:12:43|ivancu@aol.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote: 

> > > And no realtime as well as no other tracks while gridstep.
> > 
> > Does the RM1X do realtime grid programming?
> Nope, but my Jomox Xbase09 does...;)

Hmmm... I love my JoMox AirBase 99!

Does an Akai MPC2000 do realtime grid programming?

Ivan
| 1249|1202|2001-08-01 10:14:51|ivancu@aol.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote: 

> > > And no realtime as well as no other tracks while gridstep.
> > 
> > Does the RM1X do realtime grid programming?
> Nope, but my Jomox Xbase09 does...;)

Does an Akai MPC2000XL do realtime grid programming?

Ivan

Sorry if this message double-posts... having some problems here.
| 1250|1202|2001-08-01 12:56:22|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
Nope the MPC dose not.

RS7000 kills the MPC
| 1251|1202|2001-08-01 13:16:52|Thomas|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., ivancu@a... wrote:

> Does an Akai MPC2000 do realtime grid programming?

Yes.
| 1252|1252|2001-08-01 15:24:10|synthe. labo|!|
hello to all,
i've been for about 2 weeks away from the net cause a lot of problems, also 
regarding the bad accidents occurred during the manifestation anti g8 at 
Genova at 20/21/22 of this month.

i had to delete tons of mails cause i've never been able to read before this 
account kicked me off.

now i'm going in hoolidays, so for another month i'll go away.
happy hooliday to everyone that has or not them.

hope that everyone of you thinked for a minute to those terrible events of 
this last bloody g8 in italy.

really upset.

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1253|1253|2001-08-01 20:14:54|oscillate64@hotmail.com|realtime grid Prog.|
hey all.

havent been here for a while but...
noticing the GRID thing pooppping up allot

what r the benfits of it on any sequencer.....
or generally what cool things does, or could it allow you to do
on a sequencer????????

any other little programming tid bits would be apprciated too.....!!
tanks
Ivan
| 1254|1253|2001-08-02 01:17:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: realtime grid Prog.|

http://www.sonicstate.com/synth/yamaha_rs7000.cfm
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> hey all.
>
> havent been here for a while but...
> noticing the GRID thing pooppping up allot
>
> what r the benfits of it on any sequencer.....
> or generally what cool things does, or could it allow you to do
> on a sequencer????????

On a *pattern based* sequencer, Grid edit mode is perfect for
programming drum patterns, just like it is done on drum computers,
where you select an instrument (e.g. a hihat) and a row of 16 buttons
represent the 16th notes of one bar.

>
>
> any other little programming tid bits would be apprciated too.....!!
> tanks
> Ivan
>

- Robert
| 1255|1202|2001-08-02 02:21:58|Thomas|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., ivancu@a... wrote:
> 
> > Does an Akai MPC2000 do realtime grid programming?
> Yes.

Actually, realtime programming yes, but grid no.

Tom
| 1256|1202|2001-08-02 03:11:31|mikko@hellsing.com|Importing programs|
Hi
I was wondering if the only way of importing programs was
from yammy A-series sampler & Akai S1000+S3000 formats.
Can there be a way to import soundfonts (.sf2) somehow?
Is there some utility to handle A-series sampler programs
on the PC? Can the RS7000 read .p Akai programs exported
from Awave?

All the best /MIkko
| 1257|1202|2001-08-02 03:27:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Importing programs|
mikko@hellsing.com wrote:

> Hi
> I was wondering if the only way of importing programs was
> from yammy A-series sampler & Akai S1000+S3000 formats.

AFAIK, the RS7k cannot import *programs* from A-series sampler
format disks, only single samples. See page 117 of the RS manual.

>
> Can there be a way to import soundfonts (.sf2) somehow?

It would first have to be converted to a format that is supported by the RS.

>
> Is there some utility to handle A-series sampler programs
> on the PC? Can the RS7000 read .p Akai programs exported
> from Awave?
>

The manual states that Akai S1000 and S3000 format programs
can be imported. If Yamaha and Awave did a good job, I suppose
that's possible, yes.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1258|1202|2001-08-02 08:42:16|mikko@hellsing.com|Re: Importing programs|
Ok, so the only program format that is supported is S1000 & S3000 from 
samplecd?

At 11:30 2001-08-02, you wrote:

>mikko@hellsing.com wrote:
>
> > Hi
> > I was wondering if the only way of importing programs was
> > from yammy A-series sampler & Akai S1000+S3000 formats.
>
>AFAIK, the RS7k cannot import *programs* from A-series sampler

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com
mailto:mikko@hellsing.com
mailto:mikko@hellsing.com


>format disks, only single samples. See page 117 of the RS manual.
>
>
> >
> > Can there be a way to import soundfonts (.sf2) somehow?
>
>It would first have to be converted to a format that is supported by the RS.
>
> >
> > Is there some utility to handle A-series sampler programs
> > on the PC? Can the RS7000 read .p Akai programs exported
> > from Awave?
> >
>
>The manual states that Akai S1000 and S3000 format programs
>can be imported. If Yamaha and Awave did a good job, I suppose
>that's possible, yes.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1259|1202|2001-08-02 09:06:30|bothell35@yahoo.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|

> > > Does an Akai MPC2000 do realtime grid programming?
> > Yes.
> 
> Actually, realtime programming yes, but grid no.

Thanks for the info. I ended up buying an Akai MPC2000XL Studio Plus. 
I had waited for the RS7000 but the sequencer isn't quite what I wanted 
and I don't need internal synth sounds at all.

Hopefully someone will come out with a really killer hardware sequencer 
incorporating the best features of the Yamaha RS7000, Roland MC80, and 
Akai MPC3000. Haven't seen it yet.

Ivan
| 1260|1202|2001-08-02 09:07:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Importing programs|
mikko@hellsing.com wrote:

> Ok, so the only program format that is supported is S1000 & S3000 from
> samplecd?

That's what the manual suggests. And although I see the logic of this
restriction, I'm absolutely not sure about it.

Anyone else tried this?

- Robert
| 1261|1202|2001-08-02 09:30:28|Bryan Rodgers|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
the RS is the closest thing you're gonna get...IMO.

it doesn't matter what the manufacturers produce, they're never gonna please
everyone...

IMO, the sequencer on the RS is superior to those on the MC and Akai series
units. Once you know what you're doing, you can accomplish anything...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: bothell35@yahoo.com [mailto:bothell35@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2001 11:06 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: GRID PROGRAMING

> > > Does an Akai MPC2000 do realtime grid programming?
> > Yes.
> 
> Actually, realtime programming yes, but grid no.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:mikko@hellsing.com
mailto:bothell35@yahoo.com
mailto:bothell35@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Thanks for the info. I ended up buying an Akai MPC2000XL Studio Plus. 
I had waited for the RS7000 but the sequencer isn't quite what I wanted 
and I don't need internal synth sounds at all.

Hopefully someone will come out with a really killer hardware sequencer 
incorporating the best features of the Yamaha RS7000, Roland MC80, and 
Akai MPC3000. Haven't seen it yet.

Ivan

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1262|1202|2001-08-02 09:37:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> the RS is the closest thing you're gonna get...IMO.
>
> it doesn't matter what the manufacturers produce, they're never gonna please
> everyone...
>
> IMO, the sequencer on the RS is superior to those on the MC and Akai series
> units. Once you know what you're doing, you can accomplish anything...
>

I agree. Now I only need 3 of them. ;)

- Robert
| 1263|1202|2001-08-02 16:40:16|Jayson Barrons|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|

> Hopefully someone will come out with a really killer hardware 

sequencer 

> incorporating the best features of the Yamaha RS7000, Roland MC80, 

and 

> Akai MPC3000. Haven't seen it yet.

It'll never happen. companies aren't perfect, and they have to fit 
things in to price ranges.

Personally love even my rm1x over the mpc's when it comes to live 
sequencing. The rs7000 purely on Live sequencing capabilites DOES 
kill the mpc hands down (the mpc is a better controlling sequencer).
| 1264|1202|2001-08-02 18:04:38|ivancu@aol.com|Re: GRID PROGRAMING|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote: 

> Personally love even my rm1x over the mpc's when it comes to live 
> sequencing. The rs7000 purely on Live sequencing capabilites DOES 
> kill the mpc hands down (the mpc is a better controlling sequencer).

For live performance I am contemplating using an RM1X along with an 
MPC2000XL tracking MTC, with the RM1X merely being used as a live 
controller for certain tracks.

Ivan
| 1265|1265|2001-08-02 21:34:26|Tod E. Kurt|Biggest pattern chain bug for me|
Hi all,

First a little background: I always wanted a real pattern chain mode,
something that could record my 'performances' on my RM1x (and now
RS7000). After I create a few patterns, I will 'perform' by muting &
unmuting tracks and changing patterns. Often this can get quite
hectic when I need to unmute a normally muted cymbal roll and bass
run-up right before I need to switch patterns and them mute those two
and two other tracks right after the switch. I'm sure many of you
work the same way, it's an amazingly fun and intuitive way of working
with the RM1x/RS7000.
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With the RS7000, I saw that it had a real pattern chain mode that
could record in real-time both pattern changes and mutes/unmutes. 
But, and here's the bug for me: you can't record both at the same
time! 

Why? What's the rationale for this? Who does just one or the other at
a time? I don't want to choose 'PATT' mode to record pattern changes
and then go back and choose 'SCENE' mode to record mutes/unmutes. It
destroys the moment of the performance.

I think this should be easily fixable with a software update, just
have a 'PATT+SCENE' record option in addition to the current 'PATT',
'BPM' and 'SCENE'.

So, aside from some other sniggly details(*), the RS7000 is a pretty
cool box, a wonderful improvement over the RM1x. I'm easily having
more fun with it than with my RM1x and sampler combined.

-=tod

(*) other things that bug me:
a. Where's the arrow keys? I much prefer them over
using the knobs all the time, esp. in edit mode.
b. How can you set the velocity of the buttons when
in keyboard mode? On the RM1x it was easy.
c. A-P, not A-J!
| 1266|1266|2001-08-02 22:13:17|tbdbee@yahoo.com|[Q] Case for the RS7000|
Has anyone seen a good travel case that will fit the Yamaha RS7000? 
And if so, where is a good place to order or purchase one?

SKB is a tad shy on the dimensions.

Thanks in advance.
| 1267|210|2001-08-03 03:50:25|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|New member|
Hi there, my name is stefan jannesson and I live in sweden.
I am soon going to be a lucky owner of the RS7000.
Is there a rack/mount fore the RS7000? and where can I buy it.
best regards
stefan
| 1268|1268|2001-08-03 05:22:26|crawfish@gmx.net|Drums + Filter Bug|
Hi all!

Sorry for my late answer, but I was not at home the last days.
I've now done a reset on my machine, switched off mem protect,
set the preset voice to user, used a user phrase, but
nothing helps, can't use any other filter type than LP on
certain drum voices, except for BDKit, HHKit, HH&CyKit, SDKit, 
TomKit, SFXKit1+2, Perc2Kit, SFXKit3 and sometimes on PercKit1.

Serial is: HL01517
Firm: 1.11
Kernel: 1.10
Data: 1.20

So I've got the latest OS/Firmware ?!

(Switch off, press Pattern+Pattern Chain+Utility while switching on 
to enter test mode.)

Any other ideas what I could try ?! 
I'm afraid that this is a problem with my machine and that I'll have 
to return it... :-((

And there is another bug: Can you assign the velocity pads ?
I've tried it with tab+pad+keyboard, but this doesn't work, too.

Thanks,
Werner.
| 1269|1268|2001-08-03 06:13:15|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
it's the same thing for me for the LP on certain drumvoice

and i think it's the same for all the rs7000 until the new OS

and the velocity pad are strange to use !!?

but the rs is the greatest machine i have ever seen !!

TRAVON

-----Message d'origine-----
De : crawfish@gmx.net [mailto:crawfish@gmx.net]
Envoyé : vendredi 3 août 2001 13:22
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Drums + Filter Bug

Hi all!

Sorry for my late answer, but I was not at home the last days.
I've now done a reset on my machine, switched off mem protect,
set the preset voice to user, used a user phrase, but
nothing helps, can't use any other filter type than LP on
certain drum voices, except for BDKit, HHKit, HH&CyKit, SDKit, 
TomKit, SFXKit1+2, Perc2Kit, SFXKit3 and sometimes on PercKit1.
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Serial is: HL01517
Firm: 1.11
Kernel: 1.10
Data: 1.20

So I've got the latest OS/Firmware ?!

(Switch off, press Pattern+Pattern Chain+Utility while switching on 
to enter test mode.)

Any other ideas what I could try ?! 
I'm afraid that this is a problem with my machine and that I'll have 
to return it... :-((

And there is another bug: Can you assign the velocity pads ?
I've tried it with tab+pad+keyboard, but this doesn't work, too.

Thanks,
Werner.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1270|1270|2001-08-03 06:34:06|Robert van der Kamp|FW: [Akai] MPC4000 exists!|
Crosspost from the Akai maillist.

Wonder if this is really true... 

- Robert

-----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
Van: Markku Leppilampi [mailto:akailista@hotmail.com] 
Verzonden: vrijdag 3 augustus 2001 13:12
Aan: akai@midicase.com
Onderwerp: [Akai] MPC4000 exists!

Hi,

Just received a confirmation from a shop that Akai MPC4000 exists. It will 
be available in Finland in October.

-- Markku

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

The Akai Mailing list at Midicase:
http://www.midicase.com/akai
| 1271|1268|2001-08-03 10:30:26|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> it's the same thing for me for the LP on certain drumvoice
> and i think it's the same for all the rs7000 until the new OS
> and the velocity pad are strange to use !!?
> but the rs is the greatest machine i have ever seen !!

> TRAVON

Hm, some days people on this list said that they CAN use all kind
of filters on drumkits ?! So I thought that mine should be able too.
I've already phoned yamaha because of this - got not much useful 
information, though. I'm a bit confused now ??

> and the velocity pad are strange to use !!?

What do you mean by that? I mean I can't use them really on mine - 
they are assigned to a BD sound and I don't know how to change
it. TAP+PAD+Keyboard does not work. How do you change the sound ?

> but the rs is the greatest machine i have ever seen !!

Yes it is. But nothing is perfect and everything can be improved.
So Yamaha - come on and kick out that crappy Roland toys !!! hehe...

Werner.
| 1272|746|2001-08-04 16:29:20|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 
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POLL QUESTION: WISHLIST for ideal SCSl 
"companion 
pieces" for the RS7000. *Consider 
the 
fact you can chain 7 SCSI devices 
with the 
RS7000. 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- [RACK] RS-EXTERNAL SCSI SAMPLER COMPANION, for extra samples and editing. ALA A5000, 4 votes, 22.22% 
- [RACK] RS-EXTERNAL SCSI XG-TONEGENERATOR with the ability to add extra cards ala MOTIF. ie AN200 DX200 CS6R, 10 votes, 55.56% 
- [RACK] RS-SPECIFIC EXTRNAL SCSI Harddrive. 52gig [30hours of audio], 4 votes, 22.22% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 1274|1268|2001-08-05 07:23:47|Thomas|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
--- In RS7000@y..., crawfish@g... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > it's the same thing for me for the LP on certain drumvoice

Hm, i don´t know what´s all about that, i can use ALL filter on ANY 
drumkit.

My Ser.No. is HL01586, and i have the same Firmware and Kernel as 
Werner.

I guess there must be bug...did you try to reset the RS and tried 
then again?

Tom
| 1275|733|2001-08-05 09:02:04|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, August 6, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1276|1268|2001-08-05 11:13:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., crawfish@g... wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > > it's the same thing for me for the LP on certain drumvoice
>
> Hm, i don´t know what´s all about that, i can use ALL filter on ANY
> drumkit.
>
> My Ser.No. is HL01586, and i have the same Firmware and Kernel as
> Werner.
>
> I guess there must be bug...did you try to reset the RS and tried
> then again?

Maybe the both of you use different techniques to change the filter,
if that is possible. Wouldn't hurt that one of you describes the exect
number of steps used to set the filter type.

Just guessing,

Robert

>
>
> Tom
>

| 1277|1268|2001-08-05 15:29:13|Thomas|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Maybe the both of you use different techniques to change the filter,
> if that is possible. Wouldn't hurt that one of you describes the 
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exect

> number of steps used to set the filter type.

Yes Robert, you could be right,

Well, i am turning my RS on, without the Factory Smart Mediacard 
inserted. So my RS has no demo-styles loaded. Then i choose the 
filter HPF or BEF or BPF or one of the three LPF with the 
filter "type" button. Then i press the "keyboard" button, and i play 
with the key-pads some sound while twisting the "cutoff" "resonance" 
and "env-depth" knobs. Every time i change the filter-type and turn 
those knobs, the results are different. So IMO everything works as it 
should be. Oh and by the way, i choose within the mixer-section all 
types of drumkits, like analog kit, SE-kit, Rhytm-Box kit etc. and 
everything works with the filter, as i described.

Tom
| 1279|1279|2001-08-05 19:12:28|9rpb@qlink.queensu.ca|Grid Programming / Limited MIDI Tracks / Rec Play / Drum Crossfadin|
Hi,

These are some really cool cheap solutions to overcome the 
limitations of the RM1X and RS7000. I happen to have this stuff 
forsale also because I need to pay tuition.

Here are immediate solutions to the Grid Programming problem, 16 MIDI 
track limit, Record/Play Stopping/Loading Samples Issue and Lack of 
Drum Multisample Crossfading/Indy outs. Here goes:

Grid Programming Solution / Rec/Play Solution:
Roland TR-626 Drum Machine / MIDI 30-track Step Sequencer with 
Accent/Classic 909-Swing&Flams
-very few know that the 626 (latin 12-bit XOX tunable drum machine 
with 10 indy outs) can also double as the perfect 32-track MIDI XOX 
step seqeuencer for live applications. Slave this baby to the RM1X 
or RS7000 and you have instant 30-tracks of XOX heaven with the 
classic Roland 909 swing. Large LCD display. Each of the tracks can 
have their own MIDI channel (but only one MIDI jack so a limit of 16) 
and also their own Note! Manual/PowerSupply included You could 
always use the cool 12-bit tunable samples to add to the mix if you 
like too.
Forsale/Trade/Best Offer $150 USD

16-MIDI Track Limit Solution:
Kawai Q-80 32-track MIDI live looping/step/linear sequencer. 
Excellent live MIDI sequencerLike 4 MMT8's, but it doesn't crash. 
Richie Hawtin (Plastikman) uses one live. You can mute live 32 tracks 
of loops/linear combination using a matrix of 4x8 buttons. MINT with 
Manual, PowerSupply.
You could do too much cool stuff with the RM1X and RS7000 and one of 
these units. Has dead-on timing like the MPC2000. 

You would not have to worry about having to stop the RM1X to get out 
of Record mode - because you could have it slaved to the Q-80 and 
have the Q-80 playing tracks while the RM1X/RS7000 is loading 
tracks/samples. A whole new world opens-up with 2 MIDI sequencers.

Forsale/Trade/Best Offer $195 USD

Drum Multisample Cross-fading/Independant Outs Solution:
Yamaha TX16W 12-bit Drum Sampler with 8 indy outs, 3MB RAM, 
Typhoon2000 OS gives this baby new life. Has an extensive modulation 
matrix like the A3000 - and can even take a live audio input from the 
sampling input to do vocoder-type live modulation of samples. I also 
have a bunch of really cool string sample disks for it. Reads DOS 
formatted floppys with AIFF samples and does MIDI SDS sample dump. 
Really in-your-face drums - excellent for HipHop/Techno drums that 
you want to stand-out in the mix.
Forsale/Trade/Best Offer $225 USD

These are all perfect cheap companions for the RM1X/RS7000 and can 
make your life instantly more satisfying=]]
Unfortunately I won't be able to benefit from these as I need to pay 
tuition and hopefully later on I can find these units used again 
(although they are somewhat difficult to find at times).

[Actually these units work beautifully together in different 
combinations too. 
The 626 and Q80 are great for drum programming/looping live/ 
recording sequences; 

the 626 and TX16W is a far more configurable setup akin to the Korg 
ES-1 but the samples are 12-bit punchier and better sounding on the 
TX, and it has 10 outputs for applying EQ/FX like a real sampler 
(instead of the ES-1's single stereo out), and the 626 has cool 
accents/flam/swing like the 909 - and 30 tracks;

I have a few more things forsale, email if interested (Phatass Tama 
drum brain with 41 knobs (deep huge analog sounds), more analog drum 
stuff).]

I thought you guys may want to know these options - even if you 
aren't interested in buying them now..
Take care and have fun!



Ryan (from Ontario,Canada)
nospam.9rpb@qlink.queensu.ca [remove nospam. from my email address=]
| 1281|1281|2001-08-05 20:07:32|Robert|RS7K hooked up to computer? Wave Editor?|
I don't own a RS7k but i was reading the manual. It says you can up the 
rs7k to your computer via SCSI and use TWE (a software program) to edit 
the samples. I couldn't find any other references to this software in 
the manual or on any yamaha web sites. Does anyone know anything about 
it? Is it "on the way" ? Does it run on PC and/or Mac? This could make 
or break my decision to get a rs7k. Thanks for any info.
| 1282|1281|2001-08-06 01:30:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K hooked up to computer? Wave Editor?|
Robert wrote:

> I don't own a RS7k but i was reading the manual. It says you can up the
> rs7k to your computer via SCSI and use TWE (a software program) to edit
> the samples. I couldn't find any other references to this software in
> the manual or on any yamaha web sites. Does anyone know anything about
> it? Is it "on the way" ? Does it run on PC and/or Mac? This could make
> or break my decision to get a rs7k. Thanks for any info.
>

TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) is a piece of software produced by Yamaha. It
already exists for a couple of years now. It has always been freely available
from the Yamaha website, but I haven't used it for a long time so maybe this
has been changed.

- Robert
| 1283|733|2001-08-06 03:02:11|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, August 6, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1284|1284|2001-08-06 08:02:26|Jayson Barrons|so now that some of you own one|
how are the scsi load times? from motifator.com, they look pretty 
fucking impressive. i just want to know HOW good they are.
| 1285|1268|2001-08-06 10:03:49|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
Hi:
I just got my RS7000 so I am not that familiar with the machine.
All I can say that if you look in the back of the manual (drum kits);
there are several types of drum kits; trigger type and editable type.
I think that for trigger type kits changes in some parameters will 
not effect the sounds.
I wonder if this is why you apply filter effects only to certain drum 
kits.

mp3magnet
| 1286|1286|2001-08-06 10:10:57|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Individual Drum sound editing and arpeggiator questions?|
Hi;
I just got my machine Saturday. Played with it a little and already 
have some questions.
I looked through the manual and did not find an option of editing 
individual drum sounds. Am I missing something or there is no way to 
tweak individual drum sounds in the kits?

Arpeggiator on Rs7000 has only 5 programs? This is a big surprise. 
What were they thinking. I know that I can increase arp functionality
by applying groove templates to arped tracks, but 5 types.

mp3magnet
| 1287|1286|2001-08-06 10:11:02|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Individual Drum sound editing and arpeggiator questions?|
Hi;
I just got my machine Saturday. Played with it a little and already 
have some questions.
I looked through the manual and did not find an option of editing 
individual drum sounds. Am I missing something or there is no way to 
tweak individual drum sounds in the kits?

Arpeggiator on Rs7000 has only 5 programs? This is a big surprise. 
What were they thinking. I know that I can increase arp functionality
by applying groove templates to arped tracks, but 5 types.

mp3magnet
| 1288|1286|2001-08-06 10:11:12|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Individual Drum sound editing and arpeggiator questions?|
Hi;
I just got my machine Saturday. Played with it a little and already 
have some questions.
I looked through the manual and did not find an option of editing 
individual drum sounds. Am I missing something or there is no way to 
tweak individual drum sounds in the kits?
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Arpeggiator on Rs7000 has only 5 programs? This is a big surprise. 
What were they thinking. I know that I can increase arp functionality
by applying groove templates to arped tracks, but 5 types.

mp3magnet
| 1289|1268|2001-08-06 11:06:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
mp3magnet@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hi:
> I just got my RS7000 so I am not that familiar with the machine.
> All I can say that if you look in the back of the manual (drum kits);
> there are several types of drum kits; trigger type and editable type.
> I think that for trigger type kits changes in some parameters will
> not effect the sounds.
> I wonder if this is why you apply filter effects only to certain drum
> kits.
>

Didn't know about this. Looks like a very good explanation!
Tom, could you try this?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1290|1286|2001-08-06 11:20:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Individual Drum sound editing and arpeggiator questions?|
mp3magnet@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hi;
> I just got my machine Saturday. Played with it a little and already
> have some questions.
> I looked through the manual and did not find an option of editing
> individual drum sounds. Am I missing something or there is no way to
> tweak individual drum sounds in the kits?

I'm sorry to say that there's indeed no way to tweak individual drum sounds
in the kits (the Motif *does* allow this, btw). You are expected to EXTRACT the
individual sound to a separate track and give the special treatment. The advantage
of this approach is that you can use MIDI CC's to apply realtime effects to
the track, which is not possible (according to Yamaha) for an individual
sound in a kit. (Actually it *would* be possible by asigning certain CC's to certain
sounds within a kit, but Yamaha didn't feal like implementing it ;)

BTW, after you've isolated the individual sound and treated it with stuff,
you could resample it with effects and all and move it back into a kit sample
voice.

> Arpeggiator on Rs7000 has only 5 programs? This is a big surprise.
> What were they thinking. I know that I can increase arp functionality
> by applying groove templates to arped tracks, but 5 types.

Yeah, not much, but probably the same as in the RM1x (don't know)?
Maybe try the midi delay on top of the arp, that should add another
layer of complexity...

Cheers,
Robert
| 1291|1291|2001-08-06 12:37:38|wcskewes@aol.com|RS7000 for $1072.00 @ Musicans Gear |
I just read on www.rs7000.org that Musicans Gear is selling the RS7000 for 1072.00 and that Sam Ash will match the price. 

The question is where can I find the Musicans Gear Website?

Thanxxxxx
| 1292|1292|2001-08-06 12:43:01|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 for $1072.00 @ Musicans Gear|
www.musiciansgear.com

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wcskewes@aol.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2001 2:36 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 for $1072.00 @ Musicans Gear

I just read on www.rs7000.org that Musicans Gear is selling the RS7000 for 1072.00 and that Sam Ash will match the price. 

The question is where can I find the Musicans Gear Website?

Thanxxxxx 
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1293|1293|2001-08-06 14:33:12|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|SIMMS|
What kind or brand of SIMMS are the best and best price for the RS? 
Sweetwater is out of stock, and I was just gonna order off of buy.com 
(one of the links on this list) but just wanted to know which ones 
were preffered. thankx jeff
| 1294|1268|2001-08-06 15:58:22|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> Hi:
> I just got my RS7000 so I am not that familiar with the machine.
> All I can say that if you look in the back of the manual (drum 

kits);

> there are several types of drum kits; trigger type and editable 

type.

> I think that for trigger type kits changes in some parameters will 
> not effect the sounds.
> I wonder if this is why you apply filter effects only to certain 

drum 

> kits.

And what are trigger type kits ?! What are they good for ?
Thought that there are just two kind of sounds: Pitch and Kit.
Never heard about trigger kits - could you point me
to the page in the manual, please ?

Thanks, Werner.
| 1295|1268|2001-08-06 16:06:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
crawfish@gmx.net wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:
> > Hi:
> > I just got my RS7000 so I am not that familiar with the machine.
> > All I can say that if you look in the back of the manual (drum
> kits);
> > there are several types of drum kits; trigger type and editable
> type.
> > I think that for trigger type kits changes in some parameters will
> > not effect the sounds.
> > I wonder if this is why you apply filter effects only to certain
> drum
> > kits.
>
> And what are trigger type kits ?! What are they good for ?
> Thought that there are just two kind of sounds: Pitch and Kit.
> Never heard about trigger kits - could you point me
> to the page in the manual, please ?
>
> Thanks, Werner.
>

Its in the last pages of the manual, where the kits and other stuff are listed.

- Robert
| 1296|1296|2001-08-06 19:34:29|visualufouria@mail.com|So now that some folks own it, DOES it still only have 1 measure pa|
Are their any options for pattern quantize (pattern mode), than 1/16, 
and 1 measure? This is my biggest complaint about the RM1X. They 
don't even give you the option of making linear sequences in pattern 
mode. This sucks live, because every once in a great while, I've just 
barely missed the 1, and lost a measure on all my other machines, 
really tricky to get out of live. Yes you can use pattern chain mode, 
but I like the flexability of pattern mode, and can't believe they 
nver added that as an option on the RM. Please say it aint so on this 
sexy hunk o' circutry.
| 1297|1296|2001-08-06 22:47:29|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: So now that some folks own it, DOES it still only have 1 measur|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> Are their any options for pattern quantize (pattern mode), than 

1/16, 

> and 1 measure? This is my biggest complaint about the RM1X. They 
> don't even give you the option of making linear sequences in 

pattern 

> mode.

do you mean like when your switching sections in the pattern???????
(a-J)??
or the actual pattern???

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:crawfish@gmx.net


if your saying what i think .......yeah it would have been good to 
not start every section in the pattern on the one....n just continue 
playing the sequencer in time and not losing a beat ........get me???
or at least having the option........

This sucks live, because every once in a great while, I've just 

> barely missed the 1, and lost a measure on all my other machines, 
> really tricky to get out of live. Yes you can use pattern chain 

mode, 

> but I like the flexability of pattern mode, and can't believe they 
> nver added that as an option on the RM. Please say it aint so on 

this 

> sexy hunk o' circutry.

| 1298|1298|2001-08-06 23:04:02|oscillate64@hotmail.com|various thangs|
yo crew,

and happy owners....
since buying one ...im lovin it......yup
BUT.......some little things like.........

1>getting around the utilities while its playing would be nice...to 
change settings quatize....

2> you cant start or stop the sequencer while your playing on the 
keyboard.....

3> grid mode is only 1 bar long.....?

4> does any one know if you can transport or copy a section (eg.A)
to section b,c,d, etc????? dont think U can

5> no roll button (like on the su700)wicked feature(arp pretty ave..)

6> cant solo more than 1 track...

7> definately would like DIRECT access to a-p not a-j !!!!!!!!!!!
i know im bitchin now.....heheh

8> should be able to live remix and vary user patterns and internal 
sounds like you can remix sampled drums(very musical touch)

any ways just what ive been thinking while playin round wit it

havin a ball though but trying to really get musical with it rather 
than putting everything exactly where you want it ehy......
throwin shit e in ........
blah blah blah 

im gonna try more experimenting now .........
anny feedback or problem solving would be preciated.....
c yas..
Ivan
| 1299|1279|2001-08-07 01:22:43|Thomas|Re: Grid Programming / Limited MIDI Tracks / Rec Play / Drum Crossf|
--- In RS7000@y..., 9rpb@q... wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> These are some really cool cheap solutions to overcome the 
> limitations of the RM1X and RS7000. 

Or Korg Electribe Series (ER-1, EA-1, ES-1, EM-1), Jomox Xbase09, 
Akai MPC2000XL, any Roland TRxxx, Elektron Machinedrum, etc. pp.
| 1300|1286|2001-08-07 01:27:17|Thomas|Re: Individual Drum sound editing and arpeggiator questions?|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> Hi;
> I just got my machine Saturday. Played with it a little and already 
> have some questions.
> I looked through the manual and did not find an option of editing 
> individual drum sounds. Am I missing something or there is no way 

to 

> tweak individual drum sounds in the kits?

You are right, the only way of makeing your own kit is to use those 
all BD, all Snare, all HH kits, tweak them, use them each on a 
differetn track, resample the drumloop by using "kit" and voila, you 
have your own drumkit, that you can tweak again using on different 
tracks applying FX, resample as kit and so on and so forth.

> 
> Arpeggiator on Rs7000 has only 5 programs? This is a big surprise. 
> What were they thinking. I know that I can increase arp 

functionality

> by applying groove templates to arped tracks, but 5 types.

Yup, they just took the one inside the RM1x which was already less 
advanced than the one on my AN1x, that came out 1997...it would have 
been cool if they would have taken the CS6x one...THAT is an 



arpeggiator...(almost as good as the Waldorf Q ones)

Tom
| 1301|1268|2001-08-07 01:29:02|Thomas|Re: Drums + Filter Bug|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> mp3magnet@y... wrote:
> > there are several types of drum kits; trigger type and editable 

type.

> Didn't know about this. Looks like a very good explanation!
> Tom, could you try this?

Ok, yes sounds good explanation to me too, i will try it as soon as i 
am home from work today.

Tom
| 1302|1293|2001-08-07 01:31:38|Thomas|Re: SIMMS|
--- In RS7000@y..., jeffkissinger@y... wrote:

> What kind or brand of SIMMS are the best and best price for the 

RS? 

> Sweetwater is out of stock, and I was just gonna order off of 

buy.com 

> (one of the links on this list) but just wanted to know which ones 
> were preffered. thankx jeff

Yamaha didn´t give any advice what are best, but i would say that all 
big brand names are better, than noname stuff. 

I put two 32MB EDO Simms from Hitachi in my RS and they work like a 
charm. 

Tom
| 1303|1298|2001-08-07 01:36:46|Thomas|Re: various thangs|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> 4> does any one know if you can transport or copy a section (eg.A)
> to section b,c,d, etc????? dont think U can

Yes you can, it´s in the jobs menu. You simply choose copy e.g. style 
1 section A to style 1 section B or something like this.

Tom
| 1304|1298|2001-08-07 01:53:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: various thangs|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> yo crew,
>
> and happy owners....
> since buying one ...im lovin it......yup
> BUT.......some little things like.........
>
> 1>getting around the utilities while its playing would be nice...to
> change settings quatize....
>
> 2> you cant start or stop the sequencer while your playing on the
> keyboard.....

Didn't test it (don't have an RS), but most probably the transport
keys (or any other keys) don't work *while* another key is pressed down,
which includes the onboard mini keyboard keys. A more sound solution
would be to use a (small) external midi keyboard.

>
>
> 3> grid mode is only 1 bar long.....?

AFAIK, you can scroll right to move the next bars into
the grid window. You can use the >> key to move to the
next measure.

>
>
> 4> does any one know if you can transport or copy a section (eg.A)
> to section b,c,d, etc????? dont think U can

Sure, job mode! The Copy Pattern job, page 151.

>
>
> 5> no roll button (like on the su700)wicked feature(arp pretty ave..)
>
> 6> cant solo more than 1 track...

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


Yean, was sorry to read that too. My beloved QY700 allows multiple
tracks to be soloed.

>
>
> 7> definately would like DIRECT access to a-p not a-j !!!!!!!!!!!
> i know im bitchin now.....heheh

You're not bitching, you're damn right! This was a stupid desicion of Yamaha.

>
>
> 8> should be able to live remix and vary user patterns and internal
> sounds like you can remix sampled drums(very musical touch)

Could you explain this one please?

Cheers,
Robert
| 1305|1298|2001-08-07 19:09:47|mikko@hellsing.com|SCSI interface|
Hi,

Trying to buy a HD and a CDROM to build into some cabinett....
Does anyone know the name of the SCSI connector at the back of the
RS, as I understand it it is a small 50pins one, but I just thought
there is an actual name for it?

All the best /Mikko
| 1306|1306|2001-08-07 22:59:37|dennis@minimumsecurity.org|Tempo delays/bad timing|
I just got my RS on Friday, so I'm still working out the kinks. But I 
seem to have stumbled on a potentially big problem. 
Here's the scenario: I've got 9 tracks in a pattern, and I've applied 
a tempo-based delay on one of them. Two of the others have some 
programmed midi delay and filter changes, and when those changes 
occur the timing on the tempo-based delayed track falls apart - the 
delays pile up on top of each other and then compensate once the 
filter track reduces it's activity. 
The CPU can't really be that slow, can it? If we can't use tempo-
based delays and filtration at the same time, this box is a toy. 
Anyone have any ideas? 

van der Rohe
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
| 1307|1307|2001-08-08 00:20:49|bontrip@videotron.ca|RS7000 broken ?|
Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i 
change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation 
effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the 
Jump effect...
Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3 
effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the 
tracks.
Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are 
muted...

What's going on ? Anyone ?

Simon
| 1308|1307|2001-08-08 00:28:55|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Yes, I've noticed this as well. Page 104 of the manual states in no uncertain terms:

"3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied individually to each track."

Evidently "individually" means that we can control the amount of the effect send. Wow. What power....

I'm getting more frustrated the more I use mine, frankly. The MIDI timing is a mess whenever tracks use any filter changes.

Currently disappointed,
van der Rohe
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: bontrip@videotron.ca 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 2:20 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 broken ?

Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i 
change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation 
effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the 
Jump effect...
Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3 
effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the 
tracks.
Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are 
muted...

What's going on ? Anyone ?

Simon

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1309|1307|2001-08-08 00:44:45|bontrip@videotron.ca|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:

> Yes, I've noticed this as well. Page 104 of the manual states in 

no uncertain terms:

> 
> "3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied 

individually to each track."

> 
> Evidently "individually" means that we can control the amount 

of the effect send. Wow. What power....

> 
> I'm getting more frustrated the more I use mine, frankly. The 

MIDI timing is a mess whenever tracks use any filter changes.

> 
> Currently disappointed,
> van der Rohe
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

God, I was certain that only mine has this problem. The more i 
work with the RS and the more i read postings about the RS (like 
yours, Van) the more i'm starting to think that i bought an 
unfinished product or a lemon or....

Simon
| 1310|1307|2001-08-08 00:45:28|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
i think my RS don't do that !!

-----Message d'origine-----
De : bontrip@videotron.ca [mailto:bontrip@videotron.ca]
Envoyé : mercredi 8 août 2001 08:21
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] RS7000 broken ?

Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i 
change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation 
effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the 
Jump effect...
Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3 
effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the 
tracks.
Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are 
muted...

What's going on ? Anyone ?

Simon

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1311|1307|2001-08-08 00:48:04|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Yes, the MIDI timing thing is, from what I can tell, a VERY serious issue.
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Try this:

- make a simple groove, with one instrument per track (kick on 1, hats on 2, etc.) Fill up about 8 tracks this way.
- overdub complex filter sweeps on one track. Do several passes of sweeps to ensure that there's a bunch of messy data.
- turn the tempo up to 300 and listen to how bad the timing is.

Wow.

van der Rohe
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: bontrip@videotron.ca 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 2:44 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:
> Yes, I've noticed this as well. Page 104 of the manual states in 
no uncertain terms:
> 
> "3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied 
individually to each track."
> 
> Evidently "individually" means that we can control the amount 
of the effect send. Wow. What power....
> 
> I'm getting more frustrated the more I use mine, frankly. The 
MIDI timing is a mess whenever tracks use any filter changes.
> 
> Currently disappointed,
> van der Rohe
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

God, I was certain that only mine has this problem. The more i 
work with the RS and the more i read postings about the RS (like 
yours, Van) the more i'm starting to think that i bought an 
unfinished product or a lemon or....

Simon

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1312|1307|2001-08-08 00:48:21|simon leclerc|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
on 8/8/01 2:44 AM, LOIODICE Cédric at c.loiodice@teemphotonics.com wrote:

> i think my RS don't do that !!
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : bontrip@videotron.ca [mailto:bontrip@videotron.ca]
> Envoyé : mercredi 8 août 2001 08:21
> À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Objet : [RS7000] RS7000 broken ?
> 
> 
> Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i
> change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation
> effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the
> Jump effect...
> Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3
> effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the
> tracks.
> Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are
> muted...
> 
> What's going on ? Anyone ?
> 
> Simon
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
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> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 

Can you have 3 different effects applied for each tracks ?
| 1313|1306|2001-08-08 00:58:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tempo delays/bad timing|
dennis@minimumsecurity.org wrote:

> I just got my RS on Friday, so I'm still working out the kinks. But I
> seem to have stumbled on a potentially big problem.
> Here's the scenario: I've got 9 tracks in a pattern, and I've applied
> a tempo-based delay on one of them. Two of the others have some
> programmed midi delay and filter changes, and when those changes
> occur the timing on the tempo-based delayed track falls apart - the
> delays pile up on top of each other and then compensate once the
> filter track reduces it's activity.
> The CPU can't really be that slow, can it? If we can't use tempo-
> based delays and filtration at the same time, this box is a toy.
> Anyone have any ideas?
>
> van der Rohe
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
>

Dennis, could you please describe exactly what effects/filter sweeps
you applied to how many tracks?

- Robert
| 1314|1307|2001-08-08 01:02:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

> Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i
> change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation
> effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the
> Jump effect...
> Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3
> effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the
> tracks.

You aren't using the Master effects section, are you?
What about the mixer page? How are the effect send settings there?

I hope you realize that there are 3 effect blocks available for the
tracks (and on top of that the master fx block). One reverb block,
one chorus/delay block and one variation block. Once configured,
you decide for each track how much of the tracks signal is sent
through each of the blocks. So that 3 blocks *total*, not 3 blocks
per track!

- Robert

>
> Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are
> muted...
>
> What's going on ? Anyone ?
>
> Simon
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1315|1306|2001-08-08 01:03:34|Dennis DeSantis|Re: Tempo delays/bad timing|
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Robert,

I overdubed filter sweeps on ONE track, then attempted to use tempo based delay on another. Unless the filtered track is muted, the delay timing is all
over the place. Once the filtered track is muted, the delays eventually sort themselves out and return to tempo. I can duplicate the effect with only 2
tracks.

Try it:

Record a track of straight quarter note kicks.
Record a synth phrase with wacky filtration.
Assign a delay to the kick
Play back and listen.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:00 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Tempo delays/bad timing

dennis@minimumsecurity.org wrote:

> I just got my RS on Friday, so I'm still working out the kinks. But I
> seem to have stumbled on a potentially big problem.
> Here's the scenario: I've got 9 tracks in a pattern, and I've applied
> a tempo-based delay on one of them. Two of the others have some
> programmed midi delay and filter changes, and when those changes
> occur the timing on the tempo-based delayed track falls apart - the
> delays pile up on top of each other and then compensate once the
> filter track reduces it's activity.
> The CPU can't really be that slow, can it? If we can't use tempo-
> based delays and filtration at the same time, this box is a toy.
> Anyone have any ideas?
>
> van der Rohe
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
>

Dennis, could you please describe exactly what effects/filter sweeps
you applied to how many tracks?

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1316|1307|2001-08-08 01:09:11|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Robert, 

It does seem clear upon usage that there are 3 total effects blocks.

But the wording in the manual does not suggest this at all, and is very misleading:

"3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied individually to each track."

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:04 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 broken ?

bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

> Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i
> change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation
> effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the
> Jump effect...
> Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3
> effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the
> tracks.

You aren't using the Master effects section, are you?
What about the mixer page? How are the effect send settings there?
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I hope you realize that there are 3 effect blocks available for the
tracks (and on top of that the master fx block). One reverb block,
one chorus/delay block and one variation block. Once configured,
you decide for each track how much of the tracks signal is sent
through each of the blocks. So that 3 blocks *total*, not 3 blocks
per track!

- Robert

>
> Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are
> muted...
>
> What's going on ? Anyone ?
>
> Simon
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1317|1307|2001-08-08 01:34:48|simon leclerc|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Thank you Robert and Dennis,

I get it now. I thought i could have 3
different effect with different settings on each of the 16 track.
It was obvious to me that i could not do that but, like Dennis mentionned,
the manual is misleading.

on 8/8/01 3:09 AM, Dennis DeSantis at dennis@minimumsecurity.org wrote:

> Robert, 
> 
> It does seem clear upon usage that there are 3 total effects blocks.
> 
> But the wording in the manual does not suggest this at all, and is very
> misleading:
> 
> "3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied individually to each
> track."
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:04 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 broken ?
> 
> 
> bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:
> 
>> Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i
>> change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation
>> effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the
>> Jump effect...
>> Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3
>> effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all the
>> tracks.
> 
> You aren't using the Master effects section, are you?
> What about the mixer page? How are the effect send settings there?
> 
> I hope you realize that there are 3 effect blocks available for the
> tracks (and on top of that the master fx block). One reverb block,
> one chorus/delay block and one variation block. Once configured,
> you decide for each track how much of the tracks signal is sent
> through each of the blocks. So that 3 blocks *total*, not 3 blocks
> per track!
> 
> - Robert
> 
>> 
>> Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are
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>> muted...
>> 
>> What's going on ? Anyone ?
>> 
>> Simon
>> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 1318|1298|2001-08-08 04:50:00|Thomas|Re: SCSI interface|
--- In RS7000@y..., mikko@h... wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Trying to buy a HD and a CDROM to build into some cabinett....
> Does anyone know the name of the SCSI connector at the back of the
> RS, as I understand it it is a small 50pins one, but I just thought
> there is an actual name for it?
> 
> All the best /Mikko

50 Pin SCSI II
| 1319|1307|2001-08-08 04:59:49|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., bontrip@v... wrote:

> Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i 
> change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump 

Variation 

> effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the 
> Jump effect...
> Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3 
> effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all 

the 

> tracks.

Yes, indeed, but each track can have a different amount of how strong 
this effect should be. But that´s how it works, a way around this is 
to resample some of your tracks with the effect you want and then 
apply other fx to the rest of tracks, you understand?
The RS has only 4 FX-units that work globally, not 4x16 FX-units...

> Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are 
> muted...

??? What is the Turntable effect?

--Tom
| 1320|1307|2001-08-08 05:03:12|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:
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> Yes, I've noticed this as well. Page 104 of the manual states in 

no uncertain terms:

> 
> "3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied 

individually to each track."

> 
> Evidently "individually" means that we can control the amount of 

the effect send. Wow. What power....
What do you want? You get all together 4 FX-units, if you need more, 
hook up some external FX-units to your mixer. 
Or resample your pattern and use different FX.

> 
> I'm getting more frustrated the more I use mine, frankly. The MIDI 

timing is a mess whenever tracks use any filter changes.
Maybe you should thin out your MIDI-data.
| 1321|1321|2001-08-08 05:12:41|Thomas|Drumkits VS Filter|
To Robert, Werner and all the others having problem assigning other 
filtertypes then LPF to certain drumkits. 

The manual lists four drumkit-types:

Trigger, Note on/off, EFX and one more i forgot ;)

I don´t know the differences between them, but fact is, i tried to 
apply all filtertypes to all drumkit-types, i checked by pressing 
keypads and by let the sequencer play some preset-phrases. 
Results, i don´t know what´s different on my machine, but i can hear 
cleary the filter changes in LPF, HPF or BEF or BPF as it should be 
with any type of drumkit.

Maybe some of the ppl with the problem can describe how they are 
doing it.
| 1322|1307|2001-08-08 05:32:42|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|

>What do you want? You get all together 4 FX-units, if you need more,
>hook up some external FX-units to your mixer.
>Or resample your pattern and use different FX.

What I want is what's clearly stated in the manual.
4 effects units is a lot, and I'm thankful for it. But not when the manual
states that there are 3 effects assignable individually per track.
My complaint is with the docs here, not the RS.

> I'm getting more frustrated the more I use mine, frankly. The MIDI

timing is a mess whenever tracks use any filter changes.

>Maybe you should thin out your MIDI-data.

That was the first thing I tried, and I can duplicate the problem with a
SIMPLE filter sweep and only two recorded tracks.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
| 1323|1306|2001-08-08 06:21:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tempo delays/bad timing|
Dennis DeSantis wrote:

> Robert,
>
> I overdubed filter sweeps on ONE track, then attempted to use tempo based delay on another. Unless the filtered track is muted, the delay
timing is all over the place. Once the filtered track is muted, the delays eventually sort themselves out and return to tempo. I can
duplicate the effect with only 2 tracks.
>
> Try it:
>
> Record a track of straight quarter note kicks.
> Record a synth phrase with wacky filtration.
> Assign a delay to the kick
> Play back and listen

Okay Dennis, I understand now. I can't try it out (don't own an RS),
but did you try the Thin Out event job on the track with the recorded
filter manipulations?

Although this looks like a very serious problem, it's very easy with almost
any sequencer to cripple it with huge amounts of midi data created with
continuous controllers. The Thin Out job should leave enough continuous
data intact to give the same audible effect without overloading the midi bus.

Give it a try please.

Robert
| 1324|1307|2001-08-08 06:24:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Dennis DeSantis wrote:



> Robert,
>
> It does seem clear upon usage that there are 3 total effects blocks.
>
> But the wording in the manual does not suggest this at all, and is very misleading:
>
> "3 high-performance built-in effect stages can be applied individually to each track."
>

I agree, that's a *very* misleading line, but it's still correct I'm afraid.
If you need 3 fx blocks per tracks you will either have to resample stuff (which
is not the same, I know) or return the RS. Can you live with the 'restrictions'
of only 3 fx blocks?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1325|1307|2001-08-08 06:30:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Dennis DeSantis wrote:

> >Maybe you should thin out your MIDI-data.
>
> That was the first thing I tried, and I can duplicate the problem with a
> SIMPLE filter sweep and only two recorded tracks.

No kidding! :(
Please define 'SIMPLE'. How many events per quarter note?

As I see it we have one of 2 options here:

1: The midi engine of the RS is very weak/slow
(which is bad!), or

2: A bug in the filter code causes long delays that block the midi engine
(which is not as bad as option #1, as it can hopefully be fixed).

To test option 2, could you try a SIMPLE attack level sweep or
reverb send sweep?

- Robert
| 1326|1321|2001-08-08 06:33:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Drumkits VS Filter|
Thomas wrote:

> To Robert, Werner and all the others having problem assigning other
> filtertypes then LPF to certain drumkits.
>
> The manual lists four drumkit-types:
>
> Trigger, Note on/off, EFX and one more i forgot ;)
>
> I don´t know the differences between them, but fact is, i tried to
> apply all filtertypes to all drumkit-types, i checked by pressing
> keypads and by let the sequencer play some preset-phrases.
> Results, i don´t know what´s different on my machine, but i can hear
> cleary the filter changes in LPF, HPF or BEF or BPF as it should be
> with any type of drumkit.
>
> Maybe some of the ppl with the problem can describe how they are
> doing it.

Thanks for the test, Tom. This one is getting more and more...'fascinating',
as Spock would state it.

Indeed, guys, please explain how to get the RS to ignore your filter
type manipulations.

- Robert
| 1327|1307|2001-08-08 06:52:55|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:

> 
> >What do you want? You get all together 4 FX-units, if you need 

more,

> >hook up some external FX-units to your mixer.
> >Or resample your pattern and use different FX.
> 
> What I want is what's clearly stated in the manual.
> 4 effects units is a lot, and I'm thankful for it. But not when 

the manual

> states that there are 3 effects assignable individually per track.
> My complaint is with the docs here, not the RS.

Well, Yamaha was never known for their good manuals...;)
What i understood, and i guess the german translation is more clear 
about it, is that you can assign to track one FX Nr.1, to track two 
FX Nr. 3 and 2, to track three no FX, to track four FX Nr. 2 but with 
higher sent then on track two and so forth. So if you change FX Nr 1 
you change it on all tracks, but when you change the amount of send 
on track one, you won´t change the amount on all the other tracks. 



The master fx, unfortunately work only global on all tracks. I wish 
they would have implemented those also on the normal fx. But well, i 
guess we should be lucky to have at least 16 track-EQ´s AND a master 
EQ AND a master-compressor...

Nothing is perfect, but i never heard before of a synth who is 
capable of doing that the way you guys missunderstood it.
| 1328|1321|2001-08-08 08:18:17|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Drumkits VS Filter|

> >
> > I don´t know the differences between them, but fact is, i tried to
> > apply all filtertypes to all drumkit-types, i checked by pressing
> > keypads and by let the sequencer play some preset-phrases.
> > Results, i don´t know what´s different on my machine, but i can 

hear

> > cleary the filter changes in LPF, HPF or BEF or BPF as it should 

be

> > with any type of drumkit.
> >
> > Maybe some of the ppl with the problem can describe how they are
> > doing it.
> 
> Thanks for the test, Tom. This one is getting more and 

more...'fascinating',

> as Spock would state it.
> 
> Indeed, guys, please explain how to get the RS to ignore your filter
> type manipulations.
> 
> - Robert

ok
i have beeen reading bout this filter thing 
i tried it and the HPF works really well on some kits but doesnt 
fully cut out all lows on other kits .....yeah make sense????

like you can still sustantially hear the bass in the kick...

also will have to try the filter on one channel and tempo delay thing
cause i just recorded the baddest filter sweeps on a bass line 
yesterday BC style ...................

k cya
Ivan
| 1329|1307|2001-08-08 10:17:28|Biomech|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
The Access Virus and the Novation synths...

The Novation Synths allow for 56 Effects available simultaneously. 7 
Effects for each of the 8 Parts of a Performance. You can have a 
different Reverb on each part, a different Delay on each part, a 
different Chorus etc. The RS7000 seems to act like the Roland MC505 
with three simultaneous effects for the whole performance.

> guess we should be lucky to have at least 16 track-EQ´s AND a 

master EQ AND a master-compressor... 

> Nothing is perfect, but i never heard before of a synth who is 
> capable of doing that the way you guys missunderstood it.

| 1330|1307|2001-08-08 10:42:20|simon leclerc|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
on 8/8/01 6:59 AM, Thomas at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., bontrip@v... wrote:
>> Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i
>> change the effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump
> Variation 
>> effect, all the other tracks change their effect parameter to the
>> Jump effect...
>> Same thing for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3
>> effects applied individually to each track. They're applied to all
> the 
>> tracks.
> Yes, indeed, but each track can have a different amount of how strong
> this effect should be. But that´s how it works, a way around this is
> to resample some of your tracks with the effect you want and then
> apply other fx to the rest of tracks, you understand?
> The RS has only 4 FX-units that work globally, not 4x16 FX-units...
> 
>> Also, the Turtable effect is always on even if all the tracks are
>> muted...
> ??? What is the Turntable effect?

--Tom

The D-Turntable effect is Variation effect #85, it recreates the sound of an
old vinyl album. It's always on, even if
the tracks or all muted or when all effect send level are at zero. I guess

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


it's the way it's supposed to work but Yamaha just *FORGOT* to mentionned it
again.

Simon

> 
>
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 1331|1307|2001-08-08 11:01:14|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS7000 broken ?|

> That was the first thing I tried, and I can duplicate the problem 

with a

> SIMPLE filter sweep and only two recorded tracks.

first off, this fucking SUCKS.

secondly, does this occur with other cc data, or just filter data?
| 1332|1307|2001-08-08 11:17:14|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
why not just sample the sound with the effect, and move on.

work around the problem. don't let it stump your creativity.

Considering I got the RS for less then a Virus, or Nova... ...I can't
complain too much if it doesn't have all the bells and whistles of other
more expensive synths(synths only, that is...).

Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything you want
it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove Box'... ...then
you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

(grumble, grumble)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Biomech [mailto:biomecha@bellatlantic.net]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 12:15 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

The Access Virus and the Novation synths...

The Novation Synths allow for 56 Effects available simultaneously. 7 
Effects for each of the 8 Parts of a Performance. You can have a 
different Reverb on each part, a different Delay on each part, a 
different Chorus etc. The RS7000 seems to act like the Roland MC505 
with three simultaneous effects for the whole performance.

> guess we should be lucky to have at least 16 track-EQ´s AND a 

master EQ AND a master-compressor... 

> Nothing is perfect, but i never heard before of a synth who is 
> capable of doing that the way you guys missunderstood it.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1333|1333|2001-08-08 11:58:31|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|RS700 just arrived, stoked...|
Fed Ex man just dropped my my first child, the RS7000, cannot wait to 
get home from work and load old RM1X patterns, some samples, and the 
Nord and make some noise. This machine is a BEAST, and I already 
love it. Rock On RS7000 users!!!!!!!!!!

-jeff (Poison Drinker)
| 1334|1334|2001-08-08 12:03:22|richard@chorlton.com|does the Rs7000 do anything the Motif doesn't?|
...apart from the master fx that is?

I've had a play on both in the shop but its difficult to tell - seems 
to me the Motif is a much better deal but don't know how the fewer 
knobs and sliders would work out in an onstage situation

Richard
| 1335|1335|2001-08-08 12:55:16|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken/Possible fix|
Folks,

I think I may have jumped the gun.

I think the problem is not with the filters, but instead with the MIDI DELAY
option. When starting with patterns from scratch today I can't seem to
duplicate the problem using filtration settings alone. When liberally
applying MIDI delay, however, I can bring the RS to it's knees very quickly.
Even the display stops updating. This is still a little annoying, but it's
much more understandable, and probably more of a MIDI limitation than some
sort of design flaw.

In any case, thanks for your help and support. I'm going to keep pushing it
to see if I can screw anything else up, but I think I overreacted on this
one.

Sorry.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
| 1336|1307|2001-08-08 13:50:25|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Biomech" wrote:

> The Access Virus and the Novation synths...
> 
> The Novation Synths allow for 56 Effects available simultaneously. 

7 

> Effects for each of the 8 Parts of a Performance. You can have a 
> different Reverb on each part, a different Delay on each part, a 
> different Chorus etc. The RS7000 seems to act like the Roland MC505 
> with three simultaneous effects for the whole performance.

Yes and your point is?
The RS doesn´t have 7 FX for each of the 16 tracks, if so, you would 
had to say goodbye to the sequencer and to the sampler inside the RS, 
something that neither the MC505 or the Virus or the Novation Nova-
series have in this combi. 

Did i mention that the RS also has EQ´s for all 16 tracks 
individually?
| 1337|1307|2001-08-08 13:53:13|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> it's the way it's supposed to work but Yamaha just *FORGOT* to 

mentionned it

> again.

As i already said earlier...Yamaha is not well known for their good 
manuals...you should see the manual for my FS1r...83 pages for a 8-
Operator synth...with 3000+ parameters to tweak on...
| 1338|1307|2001-08-08 13:55:10|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything 

you want

> it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 

Box'... ...then

> you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.

Amen!
| 1339|1335|2001-08-08 13:58:14|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken/Possible fix|

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:
When liberally
> applying MIDI delay, however, I can bring the RS to it's knees very 
quickly.
> Even the display stops updating. This is still a little annoying, 
but it's
> much more understandable, and probably more of a MIDI limitation 
than some
> sort of design flaw.

Hm...62 polyphony?

| 1340|1307|2001-08-08 14:02:09|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
...I try, I try...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything 
you want
> it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 
Box'... ...then
> you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.

Amen!
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1341|1307|2001-08-08 14:33:15|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Um.

The first wave of buyers are what's known as "early adopters." It's taken for granted that we'll unearth bugs that the designers missed.

Keeping quiet about potential issues is a very bad idea. If you're content to "settle" then so be it. Some of us would rather make sure everything works
as it should.

Not trying to start a flame war, just defending my position.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bryan Rodgers 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:58 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

...I try, I try...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything 
you want
> it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 
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Box'... ...then
> you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.

Amen!

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1342|1307|2001-08-08 14:48:08|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
HI;
I would agree that to it is very hard to image to have synth with 4 
independent effects engines per track. I personally think that effect 
part of RS7000 is quite good, especially master effect with 4 knobs 
and on/off switch.
Turntable effect is always on on Ex5 and Roland Mc307, which I sold 
in exchange for RS7000 (OS on Roland sucks, timing is very bad).
I am not there yet, but may be someone already tried it and have an 
answer. How is the timing in pattern chain mode. On Rolands and older 
Yamaha stuff you get for data rich patterns a "skip" effect when 
machine goes from pattern to pattern. I hope this problem was fixed
on Rs7000, although it uses old YAMAHA chip design.
Thanks in advance.

mp3magnet
| 1343|1307|2001-08-08 14:49:03|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
A 'bug' I can understand.

Lack of features, is another subject.

Creating a 'wish-list' for those features you would like implemented the
next OS update is cool, but to completely knock a piece of gear for not
doing everything more expensive synths(only) do, is unreasonable.

The RS has one processor doing the work of a sequencer, a synth, and a
sampler. Sure, Yamaha could stick in a few more features, but a what price?
Would you pay $1000 more to have independent FX on every channel? I know I
don't really care all too much about the internal soundset, because I use
the RS to control other pieces of kit that were purpose designed(e.g. other
synths).

By all means, if you find a bug, report it. Just be sure that's exactly what
it is and that you can duplicate it.(not user error)

Nothing is more irritating than people jumping the gun(and scaring the crap
outta me...)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Dennis DeSantis [mailto:dennis@minimumsecurity.org]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:33 PM
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

Um.

The first wave of buyers are what's known as "early adopters." It's taken
for granted that we'll unearth bugs that the designers missed.

Keeping quiet about potential issues is a very bad idea. If you're content
to "settle" then so be it. Some of us would rather make sure everything
works as it should.

Not trying to start a flame war, just defending my position.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bryan Rodgers 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:58 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

...I try, I try...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything 
you want
> it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 
Box'... ...then
> you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.

Amen!

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
< http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> > 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> <
http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> <
http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> < http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
< http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> >
. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
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RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1344|1307|2001-08-08 14:55:02|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Yes, I apologize (to everyone) for screwing up on that filter/midi timing issue. User error indeed, and I feel dumb about that.

My beef with the effects thing isn't the implementation in the RS, but rather the misleading manual.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bryan Rodgers 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:48 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

A 'bug' I can understand.

Lack of features, is another subject.

Creating a 'wish-list' for those features you would like implemented the
next OS update is cool, but to completely knock a piece of gear for not
doing everything more expensive synths(only) do, is unreasonable.

The RS has one processor doing the work of a sequencer, a synth, and a
sampler. Sure, Yamaha could stick in a few more features, but a what price?
Would you pay $1000 more to have independent FX on every channel? I know I
don't really care all too much about the internal soundset, because I use
the RS to control other pieces of kit that were purpose designed(e.g. other
synths).

By all means, if you find a bug, report it. Just be sure that's exactly what
it is and that you can duplicate it.(not user error)

Nothing is more irritating than people jumping the gun(and scaring the crap
outta me...)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Dennis DeSantis [mailto:dennis@minimumsecurity.org]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:33 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

Um.

The first wave of buyers are what's known as "early adopters." It's taken
for granted that we'll unearth bugs that the designers missed.

Keeping quiet about potential issues is a very bad idea. If you're content
to "settle" then so be it. Some of us would rather make sure everything
works as it should.

Not trying to start a flame war, just defending my position.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bryan Rodgers 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:58 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

...I try, I try...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything 
you want
> it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 
Box'... ...then
> you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.

Amen!
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* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1345|1307|2001-08-08 14:55:36|Biomech|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Yes, and your problem is?

In your previous post you said "i never heard before of a synth who 
is capable of doing that the way you guys missunderstood it". I was 
just pointing out two common synths that have exactly these 
capabilities.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Biomech" wrote:
> > The Access Virus and the Novation synths...
> > 
> > The Novation Synths allow for 56 Effects available 
simultaneously. 
> 7 
> > Effects for each of the 8 Parts of a Performance. You can have a 
> > different Reverb on each part, a different Delay on each part, a 
> > different Chorus etc. The RS7000 seems to act like the Roland 
MC505 
> > with three simultaneous effects for the whole performance.
> Yes and your point is?
> The RS doesn´t have 7 FX for each of the 16 tracks, if so, you 
would 
> had to say goodbye to the sequencer and to the sampler inside the 
RS, 
> something that neither the MC505 or the Virus or the Novation Nova-
> series have in this combi. 
> 
> Did i mention that the RS also has EQ´s for all 16 tracks 
> individually?

| 1346|1307|2001-08-08 14:58:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
ah, yes, well, in that case you are correct!

...I like how they put "how to save" and "how to load" data at the end of
almost every chapter :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Dennis DeSantis [mailto:dennis@minimumsecurity.org]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

Yes, I apologize (to everyone) for screwing up on that filter/midi timing
issue. User error indeed, and I feel dumb about that.

My beef with the effects thing isn't the implementation in the RS, but
rather the misleading manual.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bryan Rodgers 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:48 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

A 'bug' I can understand.

Lack of features, is another subject.

Creating a 'wish-list' for those features you would like implemented the
next OS update is cool, but to completely knock a piece of gear for not
doing everything more expensive synths(only) do, is unreasonable.

The RS has one processor doing the work of a sequencer, a synth, and a
sampler. Sure, Yamaha could stick in a few more features, but a what
price?
Would you pay $1000 more to have independent FX on every channel? I know I
don't really care all too much about the internal soundset, because I use
the RS to control other pieces of kit that were purpose designed(e.g.
other
synths).

By all means, if you find a bug, report it. Just be sure that's exactly
what
it is and that you can duplicate it.(not user error)

Nothing is more irritating than people jumping the gun(and scaring the
crap
outta me...)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Dennis DeSantis [mailto:dennis@minimumsecurity.org]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:33 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

Um.

The first wave of buyers are what's known as "early adopters." It's taken
for granted that we'll unearth bugs that the designers missed.

Keeping quiet about potential issues is a very bad idea. If you're
content
to "settle" then so be it. Some of us would rather make sure everything
works as it should.

Not trying to start a flame war, just defending my position.

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bryan Rodgers 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:58 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

...I try, I try...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do everything 
you want
> it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 
Box'... ...then
> you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...

Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.

Amen!
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| 1347|1307|2001-08-08 14:58:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Dennis DeSantis wrote:

> Yes, I apologize (to everyone) for screwing up on that filter/midi timing issue. User error indeed, and I feel dumb about that.
>

I still don't understand what actual user error you made.
You had a bad midi timing, what caused it?

- Robert
| 1348|1307|2001-08-08 15:03:40|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
maybe I got a little confution going on here between the posts... ...my
apologies if I messed up some where...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Biomech [mailto:biomecha@bellatlantic.net]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 4:56 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

Yes, and your problem is?

In your previous post you said "i never heard before of a synth who 
is capable of doing that the way you guys missunderstood it". I was 
just pointing out two common synths that have exactly these 
capabilities.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Biomech" wrote:
> > The Access Virus and the Novation synths...
> > 
> > The Novation Synths allow for 56 Effects available 
simultaneously. 
> 7 
> > Effects for each of the 8 Parts of a Performance. You can have a 
> > different Reverb on each part, a different Delay on each part, a 
> > different Chorus etc. The RS7000 seems to act like the Roland 
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MC505 
> > with three simultaneous effects for the whole performance.
> Yes and your point is?
> The RS doesn´t have 7 FX for each of the 16 tracks, if so, you 
would 
> had to say goodbye to the sequencer and to the sampler inside the 
RS, 
> something that neither the MC505 or the Virus or the Novation Nova-
> series have in this combi. 
> 
> Did i mention that the RS also has EQ´s for all 16 tracks 
> individually?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1349|1307|2001-08-08 15:04:04|Dennis DeSantis|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
Ok, here's comprehensive (and correct this time. Honest) instructions on how to temporarily reduce your RS7000 to the feature set of a shiny toaster.

-record a phrase. Any phrase will do, even a preset one.
-add some midi delay.
-either 1)overdub that midi delay, thus recording it to the track or 2) do the "normalize play fx" job to write the midi delay to the phrase.
-add MORE midi delay on playback.
-watch your RS7000 sweat.

Happy toasting,

Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 5:01 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?

Dennis DeSantis wrote:

> Yes, I apologize (to everyone) for screwing up on that filter/midi timing issue. User error indeed, and I feel dumb about that.
>

I still don't understand what actual user error you made.
You had a bad midi timing, what caused it?

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> Ok, here's comprehensive (and correct this time. Honest) instructions on how to temporarily reduce your RS7000 to the feature set of a
shiny toaster.
>
> -record a phrase. Any phrase will do, even a preset one.
> -add some midi delay.
> -either 1)overdub that midi delay, thus recording it to the track or 2) do the "normalize play fx" job to write the midi delay to the
phrase.
> -add MORE midi delay on playback.
> -watch your RS7000 sweat.
>
> Happy toasting,
>
> Dennis
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

Weird (didn't test it), the normalized midi delay has been turned
into standard midi data. I don't understand why the RS should go
nuts the second time midi delay is added on top of the recorded
set, except for reaching the max number of voices or something
like that.

How exactly does the 'sweating' look? Can you analyze the problematic
timing?

- Robert
| 1352|1307|2001-08-08 18:47:52|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: turntable effect|

> The D-Turntable effect is Variation effect #85, it recreates the 

sound of an

> old vinyl album. It's always on, even if
> the tracks or all muted or when all effect send level are at zero. 

I guess

> it's the way it's supposed to work but Yamaha just *FORGOT* to 

mentionned it

> again.
> 
> Simon

Hey simon,

i tried the turntable effect through aux....on the RS and i muted the 
track that it was assigned to and whoalla... no turntables either..!!
you must have it auxed on another track as well ..just a little or 
something...

cheers
Ivam
| 1353|1353|2001-08-08 20:42:21|oscillate64@hotmail.com|audio input for live and effects|
ok 

hey crew ,,

fuk all the bulshit.......... the Rs7000 shits on everything it rocks
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!except for the grid and step recording modes...cant 
sus it out just yet...(just sample your own shit dudes )

1>anyways my big queation is can you have a unit going into the audio 
in (of course you can) but do you have to be in sampling mode???

2>and more importantly can you apply the internal effects to it......

cheers Ivan,

rockin bitcheeeeeeesssssssssssss
RS7000 lover
| 1354|1334|2001-08-08 20:53:07|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: does the Rs7000 do anything the Motif doesn't?|
--- In RS7000@y..., richard@c... wrote:

> ...apart from the master fx that is?
> 
> I've had a play on both in the shop but its difficult to tell - 

seems 

> to me the Motif is a much better deal but don't know how the fewer 
> knobs and sliders would work out in an onstage situation
> 
> Richard

hey RICH

does the motif ssample and sequence as powerfull as the RS????

also the RS also just has a lot of knobs directly connected to vital
sample tweaking related jobs.......like midi delay, sample remix 
feature(wicked),5 filters to choose per track,eq on every track,
3 aux effect on every track,LFO knobs, beat strecth,n heaps more 



goodies..........you have to jam out with it man ........

mine rocks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
cheers
IVAN
| 1355|1355|2001-08-08 23:44:42|oscillate64@hotmail.com|more goin off with the RS7K|
hey all

just buzzin......cause mine is doin what i'm telling it to do 
im really digging the fact that you can vary the groove and delay 
it so it sits n shit....hehe

what else....theres so much goin on for this thing. the remix 
realtime thingy is awesome ....you just have to watch out whaen you 
press remix theres a tiny lag..to reorganize
the sequence (i mean tiny )for what it does.............wicked!!

the master effects is fuking totally usefull ,helpfull, tweaksville
land .....indeedly awsome..........
so good before the next section if you can filter,button on/off
timing right your laughin........

you can manipulate/prgrm so much with the RS ...........

the actuall quality of all effects is bar none(and editability)
and the actuall sound of the unit when youve got your samples in 
there ...fukin hell ........your probably thinkin im goin on a 
bit....lol!!
but just now starting to actually make MUSIC with it 

and not trying to find out everything it hasnt got!!!!!!!!!!!!
no dis to previous crew tryin to sus the unit out for a certain 
purpose,, but once you start creatin the shit ........
its flowin definately musical styleeeeeeeeeee

thats all from me ........
catch yas soon
peace
Ivan K
| 1356|1356|2001-08-08 23:59:00|Pasi Pelkonen|I´m here!|
Hello there! I�m Pasu from Finland ,Europe and soon I�ll be owner of RS7000. 
( a week or so...) Just joined this group and I�d like to say hello all 
of you out there. I�ve been reading these posts for some time so I kind of 
know some of you. ;-)

Pasu.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1357|1321|2001-08-09 05:00:05|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: Drumkits VS Filter|

> Indeed, guys, please explain how to get the RS to ignore your filter
> type manipulations.

- turn on the RS (track 1 is selected)
- set voice to AnlgKit1 126/000/001 (from phrase voice)
- grid record 1 bar, 4xsnare
- Set the filter type to HP (with the filter type button)
- tweak the filter 

and it is still set to LP
i.e. I can't even bypass the LP filter !
Don't think that I'm doing something wrong.

Werner.
| 1358|1358|2001-08-09 08:27:25|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Midi dealy issues...|
Hi Dennis and group....

Considering you have 3 effects per track...could you substitute a FX delay for a midi delay? And can you use BPM data to feed the FX delay timing?

Can you create FX presets? Like 16th, 8ths, 1/4's etc and switch between them?

I know thjat it would effect all trax where the effect is 'SENT' but at least it's something.

Sorry to ask such basic questions....I haven't got an RS yet and am lurking on this list to see what the box is like...

I used Midi Delays a lot on my old CPU sequencer (Bars & Pipes) and I know they can cause huge Data JAMS when applied too liberally...

I usually did end up soloing those events and sampling them so I could use the complex effects...

Cheers mate...

Alex
| 1359|1307|2001-08-09 09:36:32|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:

> Um.
> 
> The first wave of buyers are what's known as "early adopters." 

It's taken for granted that we'll unearth bugs that the designers 
missed.

> 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


I agree with you, but the "only 3 FX for 16 tracks and only send 
level amount change individually" is something that comes with the 
box and nothing unusual. To state is as a bug is just complaining 
that your Volkswagen doesn´t have four extra seats for your 
grandparents...
Ok i am exaggerating, but geez, test the machine before you buy it!

> Some of us would rather make sure everything works as it should.
> Not trying to start a flame war, just defending my position.

Oh i don´t have a problem with that at all, and the MIDI-Delay thingy 
you discovered is quite interesting. 
We all have different opinions and that we can discuss about them 
without raising weapons should show our maturity.
So no personal offenses to you Dennis or any other person.

The RS is a mighty fine machine and let´s see what else we can dig 
out of it. Hopefully Yamaha makes us a nice Xmas gift or new years 
gift and delivers an OS-update by then. I am hoping for it.

> Dennis
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Bryan Rodgers 
> To: 'RS7000@y...' 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:58 PM
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?
> 
> 
> ...I try, I try...
> 
> :)
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@y...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:55 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 broken ?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > Geez people, it's not perfect, and it's not going to do 

everything 

> you want
> > it too... ...you just have to face reality, or buy a 'Groove 
> Box'... ...then
> > you can bitch about how you sound like everyone else...
> 
> Bryan, thank you. Finally someone with common sense.
> 
> Amen!
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 

<http://www.motifator.com> 

> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service

> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
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> 
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> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 

Yahoo account.

> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1360|1307|2001-08-09 09:45:14|Thomas|Re: RS7000 broken ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Biomech" wrote:

> I was 
> just pointing out two common synths that have exactly these 
> capabilities.

Oh ok, i guess i missunderstood you. Sorry

Tom
| 1362|1362|2001-08-09 09:52:50|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|SLICE|
Is it possible to slice a wave that has already been 
imported/recorded? Or do you HAVE to do this at the time of 
recording a sample? I did not see this option under jobs...........
thanks, jeff
| 1363|1353|2001-08-09 09:53:17|Thomas|Re: audio input for live and effects|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> ok 
> 1>anyways my big queation is can you have a unit going into the 

audio 

> in (of course you can) but do you have to be in sampling mode???

Yes.

> 
> 2>and more importantly can you apply the internal effects to 

it......
Yes, just press the "effect on/off" button and choose the fx.

Tom
| 1364|1364|2001-08-09 09:54:36|Bryan Rodgers|what was the ETA on the RS expansion?|
B 
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca/> 
http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays <http://www.mp3.com/DigitalRays> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1367|1321|2001-08-09 16:03:51|Jayson Barrons|Re: Drumkits VS Filter|

> and it is still set to LP
> i.e. I can't even bypass the LP filter !
> Don't think that I'm doing something wrong.

ok, maybe its just me, but i'm assuming since you're attempting to 
edit ROM voices, that the filters probably just aren't editable. 
Bah, i need a beer.
| 1368|1353|2001-08-09 23:05:37|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: audio input for live and effects|
not sure if you understood me tom.......?
but i meant in realtime put effects on the incoming audio in.....
like aux effect from the RS .....and can you explain in more detail???
how to get to the function that allows this...?

ps :you didnt mean the master effects? did you 

i dont want it to effect everything....i want to play my patterrn
live and also use the three aux effects on the input stage....

cheers 
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
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> > ok 
> > 1>anyways my big queation is can you have a unit going into the 
> audio 
> > in (of course you can) but do you have to be in sampling mode???
> Yes.
> 
> > 
> > 2>and more importantly can you apply the internal effects to 
> it......
> Yes, just press the "effect on/off" button and choose the fx.
> 
> Tom

| 1369|1362|2001-08-10 00:49:31|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: SLICE|
yes it is possible in JOB menu
it's fantastic!!

-----Message d'origine-----
De : jeffkissinger@yahoo.com [mailto:jeffkissinger@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : jeudi 9 août 2001 17:52
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] SLICE

Is it possible to slice a wave that has already been 
imported/recorded? Or do you HAVE to do this at the time of 
recording a sample? I did not see this option under jobs...........
thanks, jeff

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1370|1362|2001-08-10 08:56:40|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|Re: SLICE|
Thanks, I found out last night, so fun. -later

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> yes it is possible in JOB menu
> it's fantastic!!
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : jeffkissinger@y... [mailto:jeffkissinger@y...]
> Envoyé : jeudi 9 août 2001 17:52
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] SLICE
> 
> 
> Is it possible to slice a wave that has already been 
> imported/recorded? Or do you HAVE to do this at the time of 
> recording a sample? I did not see this option under jobs...........
> thanks, jeff
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1371|1371|2001-08-10 12:16:11|nelz777@yahoo.com|To buy or not to BUY.----|
this message/question is to all the current owners of the RS7000.
I have an RS7000 on hold at a store, I can afford to buy it this 
weekend. Should I go ahead and buy it. Should I wait and let you 
test subjects do more testing on it. Or should I just buy a virus 
indigo and use that with my MPC 2000xl. 

note--- 90% of tracks I compose are for Live performance.
and if I do buy the RS now I still plan on buying the virus
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Thanx, nelz
| 1372|1371|2001-08-10 12:49:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: To buy or not to BUY.----|
I bought it. You should too :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: nelz777@yahoo.com [mailto:nelz777@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2001 2:15 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] To buy or not to BUY.----

this message/question is to all the current owners of the RS7000.
I have an RS7000 on hold at a store, I can afford to buy it this 
weekend. Should I go ahead and buy it. Should I wait and let you 
test subjects do more testing on it. Or should I just buy a virus 
indigo and use that with my MPC 2000xl. 

note--- 90% of tracks I compose are for Live performance.
and if I do buy the RS now I still plan on buying the virus

Thanx, nelz 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1373|783|2001-08-11 08:47:03|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Saturday, August 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 1374|1374|2001-08-11 13:49:48|housucka@hotmail.com|finally!!!!!|
yo i just got mine!
| 1375|1358|2001-08-11 14:45:27|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Midi dealy issues...|
If you play with the settings, MIDI delay can work really well. This 
is easier on the RM1X, because the preset tempos sync right to the 
clock. You do have delays in the RS7000 that will sync to clock 
though, so you could substitute "real" delay for MIDI delay. The 
drawback of MIDI delay is that it actually generates note data for 
every delay it makes. if you had MIDI delay on a few tracks in a 
really full sequence you'd start to lose notes in your sequence. I 
haven't figured out if you can, but it seems that MIDI delay doesn't 
fade out in volume as a real delay does, so you don't get the 
fluidity out of it that you would with an actaul delay effect. 
Nonetheless it lets you have the option of using other variation 
effects, and still have some sort of delay for your sequence.
| 1376|1376|2001-08-11 15:13:57|visualufouria@mail.com|Tried it a few days ago. Some comments|
Overall I liked it alot. The filters, effects, and sampling were the 
real selling points for me. I do feel that some of the sounds on 
board were fairly lame, some were slightly useless, BUT the hipass 
and bandpass filters definitely helped correct alot of that. Actaully 
some of the stranger sounds, became very usable after filtering with 
the hipass. IF YOU MAKE Drum N Bass, THIS IS A GREAT MACHINE for it. 
RePhrase: THIS is THE machine for it. I have heard alot about how the 
sounds were apparently of a higher sampl rate or whatever, I honestly 
didn't notice much of a differnce in quality for the RM1X. BUT again, 
the filters let you turn most lame sounds into really usable ones. 
The drumsounds are nice, mostly RM1X drum voices, but with some new 
ones not available on it. I didn't try the sampling, but I'm not 
worried about that, I've read the specs, and possibilities of the 
sampler on this machine, and I'm sure that it will perform very well. 
For me the key factor was that the through internal processing, the 
voices are usable, and allow you the option of using it's TG 
substantially, as opposed to using it strictly for it's sequencing/ 
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sampling. I will be using this with my MS2000, and I will be getting 
either a virus rack, or micro Q, and so far, it seems like this 
should work out to be an extremely lethal combo. 

If your questioning getting this, definitely don't hesitate. Forget 
all the little quirks people post, EVRY machine has it's bugs, and 
most of the crucial ones will eventually be worked out via OS 
upgrade. DON'T forget that this has a 200,000 note sequencer, and 
that gives you WAY more than enough memory for a full sets worth of 
sequencing. Pretty bad ass. 

ALSO, I tried the EMU command stations, and, REALLY liked the sounds. 
I must admit that I wish the rs7000 had it's interanl sample set. The 
sounds were INCREDIBLE. The filters were buttery smooth. The sounds 
seemed to be sampled at a much finer resolution than the Yamaha. 
Here's the rub: it doesn't sample, I should be able to create just as 
buttery sounds on the 7000 by sampling waves on my synth into 7000, 
and filtering, LFOing etc... form there. C'est la vie, there will 
never be that perfect machine. Don't get me wrong the 7k sounded 
great, but definitely go and give a listen to the emu boxes too, they 
were really nice. I'm going to try to talk guitar satan into letting 
me sample some sounds off of it the day I buy it, cash talks, those 
clowns will do anything to get thier commission out of you, ha ha ha!!
| 1377|1376|2001-08-11 15:57:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tried it a few days ago. Some comments|
visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> ALSO, I tried the EMU command stations, and, REALLY liked the sounds.
> I must admit that I wish the rs7000 had it's interanl sample set. The
> sounds were INCREDIBLE. The filters were buttery smooth. The sounds
> seemed to be sampled at a much finer resolution than the Yamaha.

What you're defining here is standard EMU quality. I've had several
yamaha samplers, and I'm now using an Emu E5000: totally different
sound! Compared to Emu, the Yamaha's are harsh, more agressive.
Together they make a great team, imo. ;)

- Robert
| 1378|1378|2001-08-11 17:21:18|Randolph Knackstedt|Im a new member and user...|
Hey there.

_______________________________________________________
Send a cool gift with your E-Card
http://www.bluemountain.com/giftcenter/
| 1380|1380|2001-08-11 20:29:42|pman@home.nl|saving master effect data?|
hi there,

I ordered a rs7000. And i'm wondering...

-1
10 sections accessable by buttons instead of 16
I love my rm1x for the 16 sections buttons.
is a big pain in my ass. can't we (or Yamaha) reprogram the scene 
memory buttons on the rs7000 ..so we can use these 6 buttons as well 
(10+6=OK:) these mute settings are almost useless to me.

-1?
can we save (ALL!!!) master effect data allong with a style or song?
I'm talking about the knobs above the display.
It would be a big loss if its not possible.
even sysex commands would do fine.

+1
Yamaha added bpm hold, what a relieve. My rm1x needs to be midi-
clocked by a external clock (MC303) in order to make smooth mixes to 
other styles in a save way. the rs7000 solves this problem and I can 
get rid off my mc303 :)

greetings,
Pman
| 1381|1381|2001-08-11 20:57:52|jane7k@yahoo.com|Got it! Questions though?|
Hello beautiful group!

i just got the RS about two days ago, and it is a monster! this is 
the first machine ive owned thats truly professional. yet, i find it
to be a bit overwhelming at times. so much to learn. i had to put 
it down and get some airabout every hour.

thankfully though, im used to my qy70. the RS feels like it has 
some of the same theories, but to the 10th power. like when i 
navigate through the LCD interface as well as the patt on the 
pads. 

one thing though, ive read a few posts where some people bitch 
about the quality of the sounds on the rs. what am i not getting 
here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a professional, so 
what am i not hearing????? the only sounds that i cant seem to 
get are those tweeker 303 type sounds from the rs lead sets. but 
those are more like specialty sounds, right?

lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means, but i can make 
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some wicked melodies and chords. so, whats the consenses 
on using drum presets. im mixing and matching presets and 
changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist? 
again, im only using the drum sets because im just not a 
drummer.

seeyaz.

J
| 1382|1382|2001-08-12 00:04:43|housucka@hotmail.com|load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
is this possible? this is part of why i bought this machine. i want 
to use samples that i have created on the computer. i just figured 
this is a fast way of doing this without messing with the smart media 
card (removing, replacing). i would like to just use the smart media 
card for storage.

please say you can do this...
| 1383|1382|2001-08-12 01:20:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
housucka@hotmail.com wrote:

> is this possible? this is part of why i bought this machine. i want
> to use samples that i have created on the computer. i just figured
> this is a fast way of doing this without messing with the smart media
> card (removing, replacing). i would like to just use the smart media
> card for storage.
>
> please say you can do this...

You can do this. ;)
Have a look at page 132 of the manual.

- Robert

>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1384|1381|2001-08-12 01:35:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> one thing though, ive read a few posts where some people bitch
> about the quality of the sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a professional, so
> what am i not hearing?????

Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I don't
understand it either. Most are very impressed by the audio quality
of the RS, while some say it simply sounds as boring/dull as the RM1x.
BTW, most agree that the RM1x doesn't sound too exciting. I really
don't know what to make of this...

> the only sounds that i cant seem to
> get are those tweeker 303 type sounds from the rs lead sets. but
> those are more like specialty sounds, right?
>
> lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means, but i can make
> some wicked melodies and chords. so, whats the consenses
> on using drum presets. im mixing and matching presets and
> changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist?

Not it my book. You bought the rights to use these presets when
you payed for the RS. However, using preset styles (is that what
you're talking about?) introduces the risk that the drums will sound
familiar and less original because others will do the same.

Here's my advice, using one of the hidden strengths of the RS (and
QY): use the phrases!! You now have about 6000 midi phrases available
in the RS, many of them devoted to drums or drum parts (only kick, only
hihat, etc.). Take an empty track and dial in kick phrase on the first track,
a snare phrase on the second, and a hihat phrase on the 3rd. You have
MANY to choose from! Play with these phrases. Use real-time effects
to change their timing, etc.

These phrases give you drums with good timing, and by combining them
you get original stuff, still without being a drummer. Please give it a try.

- Robert
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>
> again, im only using the drum sets because im just not a
> drummer.

| 1385|1382|2001-08-12 03:03:37|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|

> You can do this. ;)
> Have a look at page 132 of the manual.

ok, then can you dump samples from the computer without uploading 
from the rs? i dont want to actually sample anything with the rs, i 
have better converters on my soundcard (RME Hammerfall). AND can i 
save as .wav?
| 1386|1382|2001-08-12 03:04:36|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
--- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:

> 
> > You can do this. ;)
> > Have a look at page 132 of the manual.
> 
> ok, then can you dump samples from the computer without uploading 
> from the rs? i dont want to actually sample anything with the rs, 

i 

> have better converters on my soundcard (RME Hammerfall). AND can i 
> save as .wav?

thanks btw...
| 1387|1378|2001-08-12 04:28:00|djrjx@excite.com|Re: Im a new member and user...|
Wow....I have only had this baby for a day and already I have 
found that this is something special. Seems pretty easy to use 
from what I have done with it so far.Sequencer can handle 
complex arrangnents.....woooo hoooo

RJX
| 1388|1381|2001-08-12 04:45:53|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> jane7k@y... wrote:
> 
> > one thing though, ive read a few posts where some people bitch
> > about the quality of the sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> > here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a professional, so
> > what am i not hearing?????
> 
> Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I 

don't

> understand it either. Most are very impressed by the audio quality
> of the RS, while some say it simply sounds as boring/dull as the 

RM1x.

Hm, i think so too, i guess some people have something with their 
ears, or just simply used bad headphones or loudspeaker with it. The 
soundquality IS indeed better than on RM1x, the sounds itself are of 
course not as good as MOTIF, but you can tweak the hell out of them. 
24Bit and less sample compression does wonder. And i am listening to 
my RS always without the Master-FX....
| 1389|1382|2001-08-12 05:25:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
housucka@hotmail.com wrote:

> > You can do this. ;)
> > Have a look at page 132 of the manual.
>
> ok, then can you dump samples from the computer without uploading
> from the rs? i dont want to actually sample anything with the rs, i
> have better converters on my soundcard (RME Hammerfall). AND can i
> save as .wav?

My guess is that you can (I don't have an RS yet). Load a .wav with TWE and
send it to your RS as described. BTW, I think that other editors like SoundForge
or WaveSurgeon will also work.

- Robert

>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
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>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1390|1381|2001-08-12 06:10:54|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though?|

--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:
im mixing and matching presets and 
> changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist? 

No, Yamaha put those 5980 preset phrases in the RS for usage in your 
own songs. What you could also do, beside what Robert suggested is, 
that you pick a chord, lead whatever phrase and change the voice to a 
drumkit, or when you have a drum-preset-phrase change the drumkit to 
a normal voice, like e.g. a Bass or Leadsynth sound and see what´s 
coming out. I got always some very groovy unique drumsounds, or 
melodies out of it.

Tom

| 1391|1380|2001-08-12 10:04:15|Jayson Barrons|Re: saving master effect data?|

> -1?
> can we save (ALL!!!) master effect data allong with a style or song?
> I'm talking about the knobs above the display.
> It would be a big loss if its not possible.
> even sysex commands would do fine.

nope. you're thinking of the master effects in a different way than 
what yamaha intended. think of the master effects section as a dj 
effects box built in. The parameters are not that complex that you 
really *need* them saved, as it'll take you five seconds to go back 
what the parameters you wanted.
| 1392|1381|2001-08-12 10:07:28|Jayson Barrons|Re: Got it! Questions though?|

> lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means, but i can make 
> some wicked melodies and chords. so, whats the consenses 
> on using drum presets. im mixing and matching presets and 
> changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist? 
> again, im only using the drum sets because im just not a 
> drummer.

That still means your ripping them off, yes. just because you change 
the drumkit on a pattern does not mean you added creative input. it 
means you turned a knob. And as for not being a drummer, I'M not a 
drummer, and 90% of everyone who writes electronic music isn't a 
drummer. and we get along just fine.
| 1393|1381|2001-08-12 10:19:10|Jayson Barrons|Re: Got it! Questions though?|

> Not it my book. You bought the rights to use these presets when
> you payed for the RS. 

I disagree with the use of using those patterns entirely, unless you 
ONLY are going to play in the bedroom by yourself. as soon as you 
want share what you've done with someone else, you become a liar when 
you say, "i wrote this." And besides, although i know the patterns 
on the rm1x were copyright free (the only groovebox at the same to do 
so), the ones on the rs7000 are not. using preset patterns is for 
bedroom hacks only.

>However, using preset styles (is that what
> you're talking about?) introduces the risk that the drums will sound
> familiar and less original because others will do the same.

it doesn't introduce the risk that they will sound familiar; it 
promises you it will. For instance, last year in detroit we had an 
all live pa festival. it was HORRIBLE. Why? Everyone there had 
their 505's setup, and they all pretty much used the same preset 
loops in their stuff.

> Here's my advice, using one of the hidden strengths of the RS (and
> QY): use the phrases!! You now have about 6000 midi phrases 
>available in the RS, 

its not a hidden strength; it a feature and major selling point of 
any groovebox. and it disapoints me. for instance, i was pretty 
angry with my rm1x that i couldn't delete the preset phrases and 
replace them with my own. It makes me sick to my stomach that a main 
reason to buy a piece of gear is because it'll write the music for 
you, and you can tell everyone how cool you are.

> These phrases give you drums with good timing, and by combining them
> you get original stuff, still without being a drummer. 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


how do you get original stuff by DIALING in 3 or 4 patterns? Its 
like people who say, "just take 4 or 5 loops from the acid loop 
library, and you've written something original." Oh dear. This, 
once again, is the worse thing i despise about the groovebox scene; 
the decline of people wanting to WRITE THEIR OWN MUSIC. People 
forget that real effort goes into song writing, and changing a couple 
of patterns that someone else wrote doesn't make you an artist. 
putting a mustache with black marker on the mona lisa doesn't make 
you a great artist.

I'm sorry if i sound angry, but i'm pretty passionate about this 
subject. i constantly get demos from people asking for a review, and 
i constantly have to tell them that "when you start writing your own 
music, give me a demo then," because i've heard every preset in the 
world.
| 1394|1381|2001-08-12 10:35:39|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
hi guys.

> > > one thing though, ive read a few posts where
> > > some people bitch about the quality of the
> > > sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> > > here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a 
> > > professional, so what am i not hearing?????
> > 
> > Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I 
> > don't understand it either. Most are very impressed by the
> > audio quality of the RS, while some say it simply sounds 
> > as boring/dull as the RM1x.

ive never used the rm1x, only tinkered with it at my muik store, 
and the bass, lead, and drum sounds didn't sound as good as 
my qy70??? but with the RS, it has all the sounds i love on my qy 
plus a whole lot more!

also, i tested the XL7, because the price was so much more 
affordable, but the interface was such a frustrating mother fucker, 
i was starting to get a headache. the rs was nice and friendly. 
the ony thing i really enjoyed about the xl7 was the lead sounds. 
those where nice.

> 
> Hm, i think so too, i guess some people have 
> something with their ears, or just simply used
> bad headphones or loudspeaker with it. The 

i was lucky enough that the guys at guitar center let me hook up 
the rs to some real monitors just to be sure. last time i noticed 
that they had the keyboards hooked up to bass amps with some 
distortion/gain on. this time around i wanted to make sure 
everything was clean and true from the rs.

> soundquality IS indeed better than on RM1x, the
> sounds itself are of course not as good as 
> MOTIF, but you can tweak the hell out of them.

the motif is too expensive for me. but when i listen to the motif,
it 
sounded the same??? i guess i didn't delv into it far enough. 
but im going to try to get a good tone generator rackmount. 
something different then a yammaha prod, cause i'd like to get 
some different characteristics. maybe a jv1080 and a micro q. 

what would you guys recommend?

> 24Bit and less sample compression does
> wonder. And i am listening to my RS always 
> without the Master-FX....

explain? 

byeeeeeee! see you later guys.

J
| 1369|1362|2001-08-10 00:49:31|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: SLICE|
yes it is possible in JOB menu
it's fantastic!!

-----Message d'origine-----
De : jeffkissinger@yahoo.com [mailto:jeffkissinger@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : jeudi 9 août 2001 17:52
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] SLICE

Is it possible to slice a wave that has already been 
imported/recorded? Or do you HAVE to do this at the time of 
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recording a sample? I did not see this option under jobs...........
thanks, jeff

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1370|1362|2001-08-10 08:56:40|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|Re: SLICE|
Thanks, I found out last night, so fun. -later

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> yes it is possible in JOB menu
> it's fantastic!!
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : jeffkissinger@y... [mailto:jeffkissinger@y...]
> Envoyé : jeudi 9 août 2001 17:52
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] SLICE
> 
> 
> Is it possible to slice a wave that has already been 
> imported/recorded? Or do you HAVE to do this at the time of 
> recording a sample? I did not see this option under jobs...........
> thanks, jeff
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1371|1371|2001-08-10 12:16:11|nelz777@yahoo.com|To buy or not to BUY.----|
this message/question is to all the current owners of the RS7000.
I have an RS7000 on hold at a store, I can afford to buy it this 
weekend. Should I go ahead and buy it. Should I wait and let you 
test subjects do more testing on it. Or should I just buy a virus 
indigo and use that with my MPC 2000xl. 

note--- 90% of tracks I compose are for Live performance.
and if I do buy the RS now I still plan on buying the virus

Thanx, nelz
| 1372|1371|2001-08-10 12:49:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: To buy or not to BUY.----|
I bought it. You should too :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: nelz777@yahoo.com [mailto:nelz777@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2001 2:15 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] To buy or not to BUY.----

this message/question is to all the current owners of the RS7000.
I have an RS7000 on hold at a store, I can afford to buy it this 
weekend. Should I go ahead and buy it. Should I wait and let you 
test subjects do more testing on it. Or should I just buy a virus 
indigo and use that with my MPC 2000xl. 

note--- 90% of tracks I compose are for Live performance.
and if I do buy the RS now I still plan on buying the virus

Thanx, nelz 
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Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1373|783|2001-08-11 08:47:03|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Saturday, August 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 1374|1374|2001-08-11 13:49:48|housucka@hotmail.com|finally!!!!!|
yo i just got mine!
| 1375|1358|2001-08-11 14:45:27|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Midi dealy issues...|
If you play with the settings, MIDI delay can work really well. This 
is easier on the RM1X, because the preset tempos sync right to the 
clock. You do have delays in the RS7000 that will sync to clock 
though, so you could substitute "real" delay for MIDI delay. The 
drawback of MIDI delay is that it actually generates note data for 
every delay it makes. if you had MIDI delay on a few tracks in a 
really full sequence you'd start to lose notes in your sequence. I 
haven't figured out if you can, but it seems that MIDI delay doesn't 
fade out in volume as a real delay does, so you don't get the 
fluidity out of it that you would with an actaul delay effect. 
Nonetheless it lets you have the option of using other variation 
effects, and still have some sort of delay for your sequence.
| 1376|1376|2001-08-11 15:13:57|visualufouria@mail.com|Tried it a few days ago. Some comments|
Overall I liked it alot. The filters, effects, and sampling were the 
real selling points for me. I do feel that some of the sounds on 
board were fairly lame, some were slightly useless, BUT the hipass 
and bandpass filters definitely helped correct alot of that. Actaully 
some of the stranger sounds, became very usable after filtering with 
the hipass. IF YOU MAKE Drum N Bass, THIS IS A GREAT MACHINE for it. 
RePhrase: THIS is THE machine for it. I have heard alot about how the 
sounds were apparently of a higher sampl rate or whatever, I honestly 
didn't notice much of a differnce in quality for the RM1X. BUT again, 
the filters let you turn most lame sounds into really usable ones. 
The drumsounds are nice, mostly RM1X drum voices, but with some new 
ones not available on it. I didn't try the sampling, but I'm not 
worried about that, I've read the specs, and possibilities of the 
sampler on this machine, and I'm sure that it will perform very well. 
For me the key factor was that the through internal processing, the 
voices are usable, and allow you the option of using it's TG 
substantially, as opposed to using it strictly for it's sequencing/ 
sampling. I will be using this with my MS2000, and I will be getting 
either a virus rack, or micro Q, and so far, it seems like this 
should work out to be an extremely lethal combo. 

If your questioning getting this, definitely don't hesitate. Forget 
all the little quirks people post, EVRY machine has it's bugs, and 
most of the crucial ones will eventually be worked out via OS 
upgrade. DON'T forget that this has a 200,000 note sequencer, and 
that gives you WAY more than enough memory for a full sets worth of 
sequencing. Pretty bad ass. 

ALSO, I tried the EMU command stations, and, REALLY liked the sounds. 
I must admit that I wish the rs7000 had it's interanl sample set. The 
sounds were INCREDIBLE. The filters were buttery smooth. The sounds 
seemed to be sampled at a much finer resolution than the Yamaha. 
Here's the rub: it doesn't sample, I should be able to create just as 
buttery sounds on the 7000 by sampling waves on my synth into 7000, 
and filtering, LFOing etc... form there. C'est la vie, there will 
never be that perfect machine. Don't get me wrong the 7k sounded 
great, but definitely go and give a listen to the emu boxes too, they 
were really nice. I'm going to try to talk guitar satan into letting 
me sample some sounds off of it the day I buy it, cash talks, those 
clowns will do anything to get thier commission out of you, ha ha ha!!
| 1377|1376|2001-08-11 15:57:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tried it a few days ago. Some comments|
visualufouria@mail.com wrote:
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> ALSO, I tried the EMU command stations, and, REALLY liked the sounds.
> I must admit that I wish the rs7000 had it's interanl sample set. The
> sounds were INCREDIBLE. The filters were buttery smooth. The sounds
> seemed to be sampled at a much finer resolution than the Yamaha.

What you're defining here is standard EMU quality. I've had several
yamaha samplers, and I'm now using an Emu E5000: totally different
sound! Compared to Emu, the Yamaha's are harsh, more agressive.
Together they make a great team, imo. ;)

- Robert
| 1378|1378|2001-08-11 17:21:18|Randolph Knackstedt|Im a new member and user...|
Hey there.

_______________________________________________________
Send a cool gift with your E-Card
http://www.bluemountain.com/giftcenter/
| 1380|1380|2001-08-11 20:29:42|pman@home.nl|saving master effect data?|
hi there,

I ordered a rs7000. And i'm wondering...

-1
10 sections accessable by buttons instead of 16
I love my rm1x for the 16 sections buttons.
is a big pain in my ass. can't we (or Yamaha) reprogram the scene 
memory buttons on the rs7000 ..so we can use these 6 buttons as well 
(10+6=OK:) these mute settings are almost useless to me.

-1?
can we save (ALL!!!) master effect data allong with a style or song?
I'm talking about the knobs above the display.
It would be a big loss if its not possible.
even sysex commands would do fine.

+1
Yamaha added bpm hold, what a relieve. My rm1x needs to be midi-
clocked by a external clock (MC303) in order to make smooth mixes to 
other styles in a save way. the rs7000 solves this problem and I can 
get rid off my mc303 :)

greetings,
Pman
| 1381|1381|2001-08-11 20:57:52|jane7k@yahoo.com|Got it! Questions though?|
Hello beautiful group!

i just got the RS about two days ago, and it is a monster! this is 
the first machine ive owned thats truly professional. yet, i find it
to be a bit overwhelming at times. so much to learn. i had to put 
it down and get some airabout every hour.

thankfully though, im used to my qy70. the RS feels like it has 
some of the same theories, but to the 10th power. like when i 
navigate through the LCD interface as well as the patt on the 
pads. 

one thing though, ive read a few posts where some people bitch 
about the quality of the sounds on the rs. what am i not getting 
here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a professional, so 
what am i not hearing????? the only sounds that i cant seem to 
get are those tweeker 303 type sounds from the rs lead sets. but 
those are more like specialty sounds, right?

lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means, but i can make 
some wicked melodies and chords. so, whats the consenses 
on using drum presets. im mixing and matching presets and 
changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist? 
again, im only using the drum sets because im just not a 
drummer.

seeyaz.

J
| 1382|1382|2001-08-12 00:04:43|housucka@hotmail.com|load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
is this possible? this is part of why i bought this machine. i want 
to use samples that i have created on the computer. i just figured 
this is a fast way of doing this without messing with the smart media 
card (removing, replacing). i would like to just use the smart media 
card for storage.

please say you can do this...
| 1383|1382|2001-08-12 01:20:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
housucka@hotmail.com wrote:

> is this possible? this is part of why i bought this machine. i want
> to use samples that i have created on the computer. i just figured
> this is a fast way of doing this without messing with the smart media
> card (removing, replacing). i would like to just use the smart media
> card for storage.
>

http://www.bluemountain.com/giftcenter/
mailto:housucka@hotmail.com


> please say you can do this...

You can do this. ;)
Have a look at page 132 of the manual.

- Robert

>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1384|1381|2001-08-12 01:35:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> one thing though, ive read a few posts where some people bitch
> about the quality of the sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a professional, so
> what am i not hearing?????

Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I don't
understand it either. Most are very impressed by the audio quality
of the RS, while some say it simply sounds as boring/dull as the RM1x.
BTW, most agree that the RM1x doesn't sound too exciting. I really
don't know what to make of this...

> the only sounds that i cant seem to
> get are those tweeker 303 type sounds from the rs lead sets. but
> those are more like specialty sounds, right?
>
> lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means, but i can make
> some wicked melodies and chords. so, whats the consenses
> on using drum presets. im mixing and matching presets and
> changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist?

Not it my book. You bought the rights to use these presets when
you payed for the RS. However, using preset styles (is that what
you're talking about?) introduces the risk that the drums will sound
familiar and less original because others will do the same.

Here's my advice, using one of the hidden strengths of the RS (and
QY): use the phrases!! You now have about 6000 midi phrases available
in the RS, many of them devoted to drums or drum parts (only kick, only
hihat, etc.). Take an empty track and dial in kick phrase on the first track,
a snare phrase on the second, and a hihat phrase on the 3rd. You have
MANY to choose from! Play with these phrases. Use real-time effects
to change their timing, etc.

These phrases give you drums with good timing, and by combining them
you get original stuff, still without being a drummer. Please give it a try.

- Robert

>
> again, im only using the drum sets because im just not a
> drummer.

| 1385|1382|2001-08-12 03:03:37|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|

> You can do this. ;)
> Have a look at page 132 of the manual.

ok, then can you dump samples from the computer without uploading 
from the rs? i dont want to actually sample anything with the rs, i 
have better converters on my soundcard (RME Hammerfall). AND can i 
save as .wav?
| 1386|1382|2001-08-12 03:04:36|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
--- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:

> 
> > You can do this. ;)
> > Have a look at page 132 of the manual.
> 
> ok, then can you dump samples from the computer without uploading 
> from the rs? i dont want to actually sample anything with the rs, 

i 
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> have better converters on my soundcard (RME Hammerfall). AND can i 
> save as .wav?

thanks btw...
| 1387|1378|2001-08-12 04:28:00|djrjx@excite.com|Re: Im a new member and user...|
Wow....I have only had this baby for a day and already I have 
found that this is something special. Seems pretty easy to use 
from what I have done with it so far.Sequencer can handle 
complex arrangnents.....woooo hoooo

RJX
| 1388|1381|2001-08-12 04:45:53|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> jane7k@y... wrote:
> 
> > one thing though, ive read a few posts where some people bitch
> > about the quality of the sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> > here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a professional, so
> > what am i not hearing?????
> 
> Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I 

don't

> understand it either. Most are very impressed by the audio quality
> of the RS, while some say it simply sounds as boring/dull as the 

RM1x.

Hm, i think so too, i guess some people have something with their 
ears, or just simply used bad headphones or loudspeaker with it. The 
soundquality IS indeed better than on RM1x, the sounds itself are of 
course not as good as MOTIF, but you can tweak the hell out of them. 
24Bit and less sample compression does wonder. And i am listening to 
my RS always without the Master-FX....
| 1389|1382|2001-08-12 05:25:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: load samples from wav editor over scsi to the rs7000?|
housucka@hotmail.com wrote:

> > You can do this. ;)
> > Have a look at page 132 of the manual.
>
> ok, then can you dump samples from the computer without uploading
> from the rs? i dont want to actually sample anything with the rs, i
> have better converters on my soundcard (RME Hammerfall). AND can i
> save as .wav?

My guess is that you can (I don't have an RS yet). Load a .wav with TWE and
send it to your RS as described. BTW, I think that other editors like SoundForge
or WaveSurgeon will also work.

- Robert

>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1390|1381|2001-08-12 06:10:54|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though?|

--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:
im mixing and matching presets and 
> changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist? 

No, Yamaha put those 5980 preset phrases in the RS for usage in your 
own songs. What you could also do, beside what Robert suggested is, 
that you pick a chord, lead whatever phrase and change the voice to a 
drumkit, or when you have a drum-preset-phrase change the drumkit to 
a normal voice, like e.g. a Bass or Leadsynth sound and see what´s 
coming out. I got always some very groovy unique drumsounds, or 
melodies out of it.

Tom

| 1391|1380|2001-08-12 10:04:15|Jayson Barrons|Re: saving master effect data?|

> -1?
> can we save (ALL!!!) master effect data allong with a style or song?
> I'm talking about the knobs above the display.
> It would be a big loss if its not possible.
> even sysex commands would do fine.
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nope. you're thinking of the master effects in a different way than 
what yamaha intended. think of the master effects section as a dj 
effects box built in. The parameters are not that complex that you 
really *need* them saved, as it'll take you five seconds to go back 
what the parameters you wanted.
| 1392|1381|2001-08-12 10:07:28|Jayson Barrons|Re: Got it! Questions though?|

> lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means, but i can make 
> some wicked melodies and chords. so, whats the consenses 
> on using drum presets. im mixing and matching presets and 
> changing the sounds, so does that still make me a rippoff artist? 
> again, im only using the drum sets because im just not a 
> drummer.

That still means your ripping them off, yes. just because you change 
the drumkit on a pattern does not mean you added creative input. it 
means you turned a knob. And as for not being a drummer, I'M not a 
drummer, and 90% of everyone who writes electronic music isn't a 
drummer. and we get along just fine.
| 1393|1381|2001-08-12 10:19:10|Jayson Barrons|Re: Got it! Questions though?|

> Not it my book. You bought the rights to use these presets when
> you payed for the RS. 

I disagree with the use of using those patterns entirely, unless you 
ONLY are going to play in the bedroom by yourself. as soon as you 
want share what you've done with someone else, you become a liar when 
you say, "i wrote this." And besides, although i know the patterns 
on the rm1x were copyright free (the only groovebox at the same to do 
so), the ones on the rs7000 are not. using preset patterns is for 
bedroom hacks only.

>However, using preset styles (is that what
> you're talking about?) introduces the risk that the drums will sound
> familiar and less original because others will do the same.

it doesn't introduce the risk that they will sound familiar; it 
promises you it will. For instance, last year in detroit we had an 
all live pa festival. it was HORRIBLE. Why? Everyone there had 
their 505's setup, and they all pretty much used the same preset 
loops in their stuff.

> Here's my advice, using one of the hidden strengths of the RS (and
> QY): use the phrases!! You now have about 6000 midi phrases 
>available in the RS, 

its not a hidden strength; it a feature and major selling point of 
any groovebox. and it disapoints me. for instance, i was pretty 
angry with my rm1x that i couldn't delete the preset phrases and 
replace them with my own. It makes me sick to my stomach that a main 
reason to buy a piece of gear is because it'll write the music for 
you, and you can tell everyone how cool you are.

> These phrases give you drums with good timing, and by combining them
> you get original stuff, still without being a drummer. 

how do you get original stuff by DIALING in 3 or 4 patterns? Its 
like people who say, "just take 4 or 5 loops from the acid loop 
library, and you've written something original." Oh dear. This, 
once again, is the worse thing i despise about the groovebox scene; 
the decline of people wanting to WRITE THEIR OWN MUSIC. People 
forget that real effort goes into song writing, and changing a couple 
of patterns that someone else wrote doesn't make you an artist. 
putting a mustache with black marker on the mona lisa doesn't make 
you a great artist.

I'm sorry if i sound angry, but i'm pretty passionate about this 
subject. i constantly get demos from people asking for a review, and 
i constantly have to tell them that "when you start writing your own 
music, give me a demo then," because i've heard every preset in the 
world.
| 1394|1381|2001-08-12 10:35:39|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
hi guys.

> > > one thing though, ive read a few posts where
> > > some people bitch about the quality of the
> > > sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> > > here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a 
> > > professional, so what am i not hearing?????
> > 



> > Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I 
> > don't understand it either. Most are very impressed by the
> > audio quality of the RS, while some say it simply sounds 
> > as boring/dull as the RM1x.

ive never used the rm1x, only tinkered with it at my muik store, 
and the bass, lead, and drum sounds didn't sound as good as 
my qy70??? but with the RS, it has all the sounds i love on my qy 
plus a whole lot more!

also, i tested the XL7, because the price was so much more 
affordable, but the interface was such a frustrating mother fucker, 
i was starting to get a headache. the rs was nice and friendly. 
the ony thing i really enjoyed about the xl7 was the lead sounds. 
those where nice.

> 
> Hm, i think so too, i guess some people have 
> something with their ears, or just simply used
> bad headphones or loudspeaker with it. The 

i was lucky enough that the guys at guitar center let me hook up 
the rs to some real monitors just to be sure. last time i noticed 
that they had the keyboards hooked up to bass amps with some 
distortion/gain on. this time around i wanted to make sure 
everything was clean and true from the rs.

> soundquality IS indeed better than on RM1x, the
> sounds itself are of course not as good as 
> MOTIF, but you can tweak the hell out of them.

the motif is too expensive for me. but when i listen to the motif,
it 
sounded the same??? i guess i didn't delv into it far enough. 
but im going to try to get a good tone generator rackmount. 
something different then a yammaha prod, cause i'd like to get 
some different characteristics. maybe a jv1080 and a micro q. 

what would you guys recommend?

> 24Bit and less sample compression does
> wonder. And i am listening to my RS always 
> without the Master-FX....

explain? 

byeeeeeee! see you later guys.

J
| 1395|1381|2001-08-12 10:53:14|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" 
wrote:

> > lastly, im not a pro beat-mistress by any means,
> > but i can make some wicked melodies and
> > chords. so, whats the consenses on using drum
> > presets. im mixing and matching presets and 
> > changing the sounds, so does that still make me
> > a rippoff artist? again, im only using the drum
> > sets because im just not a drummer.

> That still means your ripping them off, yes. just because
> you change the drumkit on a pattern does not mean you 
> added creative input. it means you turned a knob. 

thats not what i meant exactly, although thats part of it. see 
below.

> And as
> for not being a drummer, I'M not a drummer, and 90% of 
> everyone who writes electronic music isn't a drummer. 
> and we get along just fine.

so even if i use the standard preset phrase on track one of 
fouronthefloor kicks, then tap some snarebeats onto track two, 
use another preset phrase on track three of some rs hand claps 
for example. then finally tap in some sfx accent on track four -- i 
would still be a rippoff artist? cause that's pretty much what ive 
been doing for a while. and of course changing the voice kits too 
depending of the flava im looking for.

my only other option would be to hire a pro drummer and record 
all the miditriggers/beats to the rs?



now, wouldn't the use of preset phrases be the same issue as 
sampling other peoples stuff? jazz breaks, sound bites etc?
or is there some theory that im not catching on to??? 

later jayson.

J
| 1396|1381|2001-08-12 10:53:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> > Not it my book. You bought the rights to use these presets when
> > you payed for the RS.
>
> I disagree with the use of using those patterns entirely, unless you
> ONLY are going to play in the bedroom by yourself. as soon as you
> want share what you've done with someone else, you become a liar when
> you say, "i wrote this." And besides, although i know the patterns
> on the rm1x were copyright free (the only groovebox at the same to do
> so), the ones on the rs7000 are not. using preset patterns is for
> bedroom hacks only.

Maybe I wasn't clear about this, Jayson, but I was referring to the use
of the *phrases*, not the patterns. I don't care about the present patterns,
as these are simply someone else's songs that I won't use for my own
music. They're just demoing the machine.

>
>
> >However, using preset styles (is that what
> > you're talking about?) introduces the risk that the drums will sound
> > familiar and less original because others will do the same.
>
> it doesn't introduce the risk that they will sound familiar; it
> promises you it will.

:)

> For instance, last year in detroit we had an
> all live pa festival. it was HORRIBLE. Why? Everyone there had
> their 505's setup, and they all pretty much used the same preset
> loops in their stuff.
>

Hmm, okay, it's a fact then. Stay away from preset patterns.

>
> > Here's my advice, using one of the hidden strengths of the RS (and
> > QY): use the phrases!! You now have about 6000 midi phrases
> >available in the RS,
>
> its not a hidden strength; it a feature and major selling point of
> any groovebox.

Well, I noticed that not too many new RS user's were aware of this
fact. Many think that the preset patterns are all there is, and think that
the RS is empty when the preset patterns are not loaded. They simply
don't know that they still have 6000 midi phrases ready for them to use.

> and it disapoints me. for instance, i was pretty
> angry with my rm1x that i couldn't delete the preset phrases and
> replace them with my own.

Are you sure you are talking about the phrases, not the patterns (styles)?

> It makes me sick to my stomach that a main
> reason to buy a piece of gear is because it'll write the music for
> you, and you can tell everyone how cool you are.

Well, it depends on what you want from you gear and from yourself.

I don't mind using a preset16th hi-hat phrase instead of writing it
myself. The preset phrase works fine and takes me one step further
towards my goal. I wouldn't use the preset keyboard riff phrases and
claim I wrote that line. However, by using a keyboard phrase, and having
it play a drum-kit voice with distorted timing, for example, I create a unique
sound that is mine again. These phrases are just DNA in a test tube.

>
>
> > These phrases give you drums with good timing, and by combining them
> > you get original stuff, still without being a drummer.
>
> how do you get original stuff by DIALING in 3 or 4 patterns?



By combining the stuff, changing the sound, timing, fx, timing, etc.
Thousands of combinations!

> Its
> like people who say, "just take 4 or 5 loops from the acid loop
> library, and you've written something original." Oh dear. This,
> once again, is the worse thing i despise about the groovebox scene;
> the decline of people wanting to WRITE THEIR OWN MUSIC. People
> forget that real effort goes into song writing, and changing a couple
> of patterns that someone else wrote doesn't make you an artist.
> putting a mustache with black marker on the mona lisa doesn't make
> you a great artist.

Well, one again, it all depends on what you're expecting from yourself.
I too want to be original, and I think my music *is* original. I do lots of
sound building using samplers and stuff, and create lots of weird sound
in my synths. Using a preset phrase to trigger one of these weird sounds
works just great. Or using a standard hihat line along with these original
sounds works fine too.

BUT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ORIGINAL ALL THE WAY. If you just
wanna have fun and make music, no problem. I don't mind if people use
acid loops and groove machines and synths with preset sounds to make
music. If they're happy, I'm happy.

It's simply a personal point of view.

>
>
> I'm sorry if i sound angry,

Yes, you do. ;)

> but i'm pretty passionate about this
> subject. i constantly get demos from people asking for a review, and
> i constantly have to tell them that "when you start writing your own
> music, give me a demo then," because i've heard every preset in the
> world.

Ah, I understand. :)

Cheers,
Robert
| 1397|1381|2001-08-12 11:05:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> hi guys.
>
> > > > one thing though, ive read a few posts where
> > > > some people bitch about the quality of the
> > > > sounds on the rs. what am i not getting
> > > > here? to me it sounds amazing!!! im not a
> > > > professional, so what am i not hearing?????
> > >
> > > Hi Jane, I still didn't get the chance to listen to an RS, but I
> > > don't understand it either. Most are very impressed by the
> > > audio quality of the RS, while some say it simply sounds
> > > as boring/dull as the RM1x.
>
> ive never used the rm1x, only tinkered with it at my muik store,
> and the bass, lead, and drum sounds didn't sound as good as
> my qy70??? but with the RS, it has all the sounds i love on my qy
> plus a whole lot more!

I once tested the RM1x. Didn't like it at all...

>
>
> also, i tested the XL7, because the price was so much more
> affordable, but the interface was such a frustrating mother fucker,

Yeah, small screen too.

>
> i was starting to get a headache. the rs was nice and friendly.
> the ony thing i really enjoyed about the xl7 was the lead sounds.
> those where nice.

Maybe add a good synth some day.

>
>
> >
> > Hm, i think so too, i guess some people have
> > something with their ears, or just simply used
> > bad headphones or loudspeaker with it. The
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>
> i was lucky enough that the guys at guitar center let me hook up
> the rs to some real monitors just to be sure. last time i noticed
> that they had the keyboards hooked up to bass amps with some
> distortion/gain on.

No kidding!

> this time around i wanted to make sure
> everything was clean and true from the rs.
>
> > soundquality IS indeed better than on RM1x, the
> > sounds itself are of course not as good as
> > MOTIF, but you can tweak the hell out of them.
>
> the motif is too expensive for me. but when i listen to the motif,
> it sounded the same??? i guess i didn't delv into it far enough.

I had a listen. The Motif sounds are more general, like piano, brass,
organ and stuff, but also synths. All the sounds were of high quality,
but very bright, imo, to stand out in the mix.

>
> but im going to try to get a good tone generator rackmount.
> something different then a yammaha prod, cause i'd like to get
> some different characteristics.

Good idea.

> maybe a jv1080 and a micro q.
>
> what would you guys recommend?

You mean a 1080 AND a microQ? It all depends on what you're
after, but the microQ (or bigger Q/Qrack) is awsome. I find the
Roland romplers like the JV1080 very uninspiring, however. Terrible
stuff, but that's just me.

- Robert
| 1398|1381|2001-08-12 11:11:12|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
i wasnt entirely clear, i think, when i first posted this question. 
i should have written *phrases* as Robert is explaining.

> Maybe I wasn't clear about this, Jayson, but I was 
> referring to the use of the *phrases*, not the patterns. 
> I don't care about the present patterns, as these are
> simply someone else's songs that I won't use for my own
> music. They're just demoing the machine.

i wouldn't want to straight up use an entire pattern from the rs, 
that would make me feel dirty. 

let me restate from a previous post: if i use the standard preset 
phrase on track one of fouronthefloor kicks, then tap some 
snarebeats onto track two, use another preset phrase on track 
three of some rs hand claps for example. then finally tap in some 
sfx accent on track four -- i would still be a rippoff artist? 
cause 
that's pretty much what ive been doing for a while. and of course 
changing the voice kits too depending of the flava im looking for.

having said that, whats the general feeling about that?

> BUT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ORIGINAL ALL THE WAY.
> If you just wanna have fun and make music, no problem.
> I don't mind if people use acid loops and groove 
> machines and synths with preset sounds to make music.
> If they're happy, I'm happy.

i read in the electribes group that daftpunk used a preset in their 
disk somewhere, as did the orb on cydonia. i don't mind cause 
they only used a snipit and of course altered it to their liking. i 
think those guys are gods. but im sure theyre mostly completely 
original.

aouty.

J
| 1399|1399|2001-08-12 11:16:35|da5id@priest.com|midi timing.....heavan?|
new to the list, hi!

My friend *just* picked up the rs7k and brought it over to the 
studio. I wanted to see what it could do so we hooked it up as a 
slave device to my mpc2k. I then switched the timing so that it would 



recieve clock rather than run off its internal engine. Then something 
absolutely amazing happened and I want to double check it here with 
everyone as I had ZERO time to read documentation and my friend has 
since taken it home: When playstart was pushed on the mpc, the rs7k 
showed signs of recieving midiclock as the tempo readout became --.-. 
But the rs7k didn't start until I hit the play button on it. I 
decided to hit the play button in the middle of a measure and on an 
off count, to see if it would sync. AND IT DID. It just ran into the 
sequence at the apropriate place and was locked down. This is 
absolutely wonderful!!!! Was I dreaming?! Was it not really in time? 
Or is there documentation on this? Is this one of the features i 
missed? 

Holy god just that feature alone is enough to make me consider buying 
it....that feature would free up our live-set in such a wonderful 
way! 

Let me know if I am dreaming or if it is a feature that everyone but 
me knew about....thanks....

chris
| 1400|1381|2001-08-12 11:23:07|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? adding synths|

> > maybe a jv1080 and a micro q. what would you
> > guys recommend?
> 
> You mean a 1080 AND a microQ? It all depends on what you're
> after, but the microQ (or bigger Q/Qrack) is awsome. I find the
> Roland romplers like the JV1080 very uninspiring, however.
> Terrible stuff, but that's just me.

hmmm? i really liked the organs and acoustic stuff in the 1080. i 
also really like the microQ for those massive tweeker sounds 
that i love!!!! :) maybe ill get the virus rack. theyre all very 
expensive. i may have to go into prositution to get the kinda ching 
needed for those synths. even on ebay. hell, im in debt now 
because of the rs. i took out a line of credit to buy it. 

i really enjoy hearing some good acoustic sounds, mixed in, at 
the end of two hours of unrelenting raving. it's a nice blend when 
youve completely forgotten what acoustic sounds are like. ie 
orbital using trumpets on middle of nowhere was tits!!!

so if the 1080 stinks, what would be a better alternative?

asta la vista, roberto.

J
| 1401|1381|2001-08-12 11:36:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> i wasnt entirely clear, i think, when i first posted this question.
> i should have written *phrases* as Robert is explaining.
>
> > Maybe I wasn't clear about this, Jayson, but I was
> > referring to the use of the *phrases*, not the patterns.
> > I don't care about the present patterns, as these are
> > simply someone else's songs that I won't use for my own
> > music. They're just demoing the machine.
>
> i wouldn't want to straight up use an entire pattern from the rs,
> that would make me feel dirty.
>
> let me restate from a previous post: if i use the standard preset
> phrase on track one of fouronthefloor kicks, then tap some
> snarebeats onto track two, use another preset phrase on track
> three of some rs hand claps for example. then finally tap in some
> sfx accent on track four -- i would still be a rippoff artist?
> cause
> that's pretty much what ive been doing for a while. and of course
> changing the voice kits too depending of the flava im looking for.
>
> having said that, whats the general feeling about that?

IMO, this is perfectly okay. This is what the RS was made for.
I would't have any rippoff feeling using this approach.

- Robert
| 1402|1399|2001-08-12 11:38:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|
Ehm, let me rephrase this Chris. You're exited because the RS
slaves to the midi clock signal created by the MPC?

That's a very common feature, so I guess I'm missing the point here.

- Robert

da5id@priest.com wrote:

> new to the list, hi!
>
> My friend *just* picked up the rs7k and brought it over to the
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> studio. I wanted to see what it could do so we hooked it up as a
> slave device to my mpc2k. I then switched the timing so that it would
> recieve clock rather than run off its internal engine. Then something
> absolutely amazing happened and I want to double check it here with
> everyone as I had ZERO time to read documentation and my friend has
> since taken it home: When playstart was pushed on the mpc, the rs7k
> showed signs of recieving midiclock as the tempo readout became --.-.
> But the rs7k didn't start until I hit the play button on it. I
> decided to hit the play button in the middle of a measure and on an
> off count, to see if it would sync. AND IT DID. It just ran into the
> sequence at the apropriate place and was locked down. This is
> absolutely wonderful!!!! Was I dreaming?! Was it not really in time?
> Or is there documentation on this? Is this one of the features i
> missed?
>
> Holy god just that feature alone is enough to make me consider buying
> it....that feature would free up our live-set in such a wonderful
> way!
>
> Let me know if I am dreaming or if it is a feature that everyone but
> me knew about....thanks....
>
> chris

| 1403|1381|2001-08-12 11:49:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? adding synths|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> > > maybe a jv1080 and a micro q. what would you
> > > guys recommend?
> >
> > You mean a 1080 AND a microQ? It all depends on what you're
> > after, but the microQ (or bigger Q/Qrack) is awsome. I find the
> > Roland romplers like the JV1080 very uninspiring, however.
> > Terrible stuff, but that's just me.
>
> hmmm? i really liked the organs and acoustic stuff in the 1080.

Okay, fair enough. ;) Maybe also try an Emu module for that kind
of stuff. Same category of sounds, but other sample library.

> i also really like the microQ for those massive tweeker sounds
> that i love!!!! :)

Yeah!! :) I have a Qrack and love it to death.

> maybe ill get the virus rack. theyre all very
> expensive. i may have to go into prositution to get the kinda ching
> needed for those synths.

Girls get all the fun. ;)

> even on ebay. hell, im in debt now
> because of the rs.

Guess we all are.

> i took out a line of credit to buy it.

You still have the gear you planned to sell for getting the RS?

> i really enjoy hearing some good acoustic sounds, mixed in, at
> the end of two hours of unrelenting raving. it's a nice blend when
> youve completely forgotten what acoustic sounds are like. ie
> orbital using trumpets on middle of nowhere was tits!!!

You *could* also consider a sampler (more money...).

>
>
> so if the 1080 stinks, what would be a better alternative?

Well, the 1080 is a popular box, but I still think it stinks. ;)
That's my personal opinion, please don't forget that. I once
owned a JV2080 and kept browsing through the hundreds of
sounds. None of them got me excited, and after half a year I
sold it. But lots of people love them, and you could be one of
them.

Alternatives? Try some of the Emu modules or more expensive
Yamaha modules. The formula is so simple: if the sound get's
you inspired and excited you found the right box. In all other
cases, stay away from it, even when the price or specs impress
you somehow.
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>
>
> asta la vista, roberto.
>
> J

Cheers,
Robert
| 1404|1380|2001-08-12 12:50:46|pman@home.nl|Re: saving master effect data?|

> > -1?
> > can we save (ALL!!!) master effect data allong with a style or 

song?

> > I'm talking about the knobs above the display.
> > It would be a big loss if its not possible.
> > even sysex commands would do fine.
> 
> 
> 
> nope. you're thinking of the master effects in a different way 

than 

> what yamaha intended. think of the master effects section as a dj 
> effects box built in. The parameters are not that complex that you 
> really *need* them saved, as it'll take you five seconds to go back 
> what the parameters you wanted.

What a shame !(
So when I'm performing live on stage.
The complete settings of styles incl effect settings ect.
are loaded when accessed and ready to go.. :)

EXECPT FOR THE MASTERING EFFECTS?!!! :((

what a loss of possibilities.
When these effect settings can't be saved along with a style.
these effects can't be used in a style as part of this style,
when it needs to sound equal each time a style is loaded.

I can't afford to "forget" to reenter these master settings when
(in the head off) performing live on stage, and taking the risk that 
my tracks sound different as the last time.
do I need little papers to write the settings down? and then reenter 
them each time. it makes me cry :(

there has be a way...sysex data in the start of a sequence.
I mean these effect are digital right? and can be controlled through 
the menu buttons right?...there has to be a way...or else...
these great effects turn into a useless toy :(

greetingz,
Pman
http://www.didgetal.com
| 1405|1399|2001-08-12 15:21:42|da5id@priest.com|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|
let me rephrase it....

i can sync anything to the mpc, whoopdedoo :]

but when you sync the rs7k, and you hit Playstart on the mpc (which 
would normaly make the rs7k start to clock) the rs7k WAITS until you 
hit play on IT as well and then auto syncs to the measure in time 
regardless of where you punched in. no other gear does this to my 
knowledge....does that make more sense?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Ehm, let me rephrase this Chris. You're exited because the RS
> slaves to the midi clock signal created by the MPC?
> 
> That's a very common feature, so I guess I'm missing the point here.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> da5id@p... wrote:
> 
> > new to the list, hi!
> >
> > My friend *just* picked up the rs7k and brought it over to the
> > studio. I wanted to see what it could do so we hooked it up as a
> > slave device to my mpc2k. I then switched the timing so that it 
would
> > recieve clock rather than run off its internal engine. Then 
something
> > absolutely amazing happened and I want to double check it here 
with
> > everyone as I had ZERO time to read documentation and my friend 
has
> > since taken it home: When playstart was pushed on the mpc, the 
rs7k
> > showed signs of recieving midiclock as the tempo readout became --
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.-.
> > But the rs7k didn't start until I hit the play button on it. I
> > decided to hit the play button in the middle of a measure and on 
an
> > off count, to see if it would sync. AND IT DID. It just ran into 
the
> > sequence at the apropriate place and was locked down. This is
> > absolutely wonderful!!!! Was I dreaming?! Was it not really in 
time?
> > Or is there documentation on this? Is this one of the features i
> > missed?
> >
> > Holy god just that feature alone is enough to make me consider 
buying
> > it....that feature would free up our live-set in such a wonderful
> > way!
> >
> > Let me know if I am dreaming or if it is a feature that everyone 
but
> > me knew about....thanks....
> >
> > chris

| 1406|1399|2001-08-12 16:27:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|
da5id@priest.com wrote:

> let me rephrase it....
>
> i can sync anything to the mpc, whoopdedoo :]
>
> but when you sync the rs7k, and you hit Playstart on the mpc (which
> would normaly make the rs7k start to clock) the rs7k WAITS until you
> hit play on IT as well and then auto syncs to the measure in time
> regardless of where you punched in. no other gear does this to my
> knowledge....does that make more sense?
>

Ah, I understand now. That's weird, indeed. Never had a machine doing
that. I had a drum machine that did this, but didn't wait for the next beat.

I'm not sure however if I like this behaviour...
Let me see, for live situations, this allows me to start the RS in sync in the
middle of a song, at the next beat. Great. But if I need both the MPC and
RS (in your case) to start simultaneously, I have to press play on the RS
before I hit play on the MPC. If I forget to do this, no show... only the MPC
will play and it's too late to start the RS.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1407|1381|2001-08-12 22:45:21|Jayson Barrons|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|

> 
> > And as
> > for not being a drummer, I'M not a drummer, and 90% of 
> > everyone who writes electronic music isn't a drummer. 
> > and we get along just fine.
> 
> so even if i use the standard preset phrase on track one of 
> fouronthefloor kicks, then tap some snarebeats onto track two, 
> use another preset phrase on track three of some rs hand claps 
> for example. then finally tap in some sfx accent on track four -- i 
> would still be a rippoff artist

well, i understand the thinking here: the tracks you speak of ARE 
easy and simple, so why write them yourself. It still makes me feel 
icky. electronic artists get enough shit from 'real' musicians, that 
stuff like this only adds to their arguement.

> my only other option would be to hire a pro drummer and record 
> all the miditriggers/beats to the rs?

or still write them yourself ;-) Writing drums isn't easy, but don't 
give up on it because its hard and look for a way out. Write those 
bitches! Percussion that you've written yourself adds more of your 
own flavor than bumpin the owns out of the phrase bank.

> now, wouldn't the use of preset phrases be the same issue as 
> sampling other peoples stuff? jazz breaks, sound bites etc?
> or is there some theory that im not catching on to??? 

Close. Personally i'm not a big sample artist. I've done some 
vocals here and there, but that's mainly be cutting them out of the 
tracks myself and eqing out the rest of the song. Now, if you found 
an old jazz record, cut the sample yourself, and did some edits to 
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it, i really don't have a major complaint with that. Although its 
not *my* thing, sampling of this type is pretty much respected now. 
However, buying the latest acid loops library and going, "this jazz 
break sounds neat," and plopping it in your song IS kinda cheesy. 

Again, please don't think i'm trying to be an asshole. I may be a 
stupid elitist, but there's people out there worse than me (some 
people who feel that you shouldn't even use preset SOUNDS, let alone 
loops). Once again, i don't have a major complaint if you're doing 
this as a bedroom jockey kind of thing. But if you take your music 
and yourself seriously, i don't see how using preset loops of any 
type is going to help you further that.
| 1408|1381|2001-08-12 22:51:03|Jayson Barrons|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:

> i wasnt entirely clear, i think, when i first posted this question. 
> i should have written *phrases* as Robert is explaining.

ok, and let me make myself a little more clear. I understand that 
yamaha loves to use their own jargon, and i tend to ignore it. 

Translation:

yamaha says: phrases

rest of the world: patterns.

I AM talking about the phrases: because they are preset loops. God, 
if someone knicked an entire pattern, i'd have to stick my finger 
down my throat to ensure that i barf (and i've seen multiple people 
on mp3.com do it).
| 1409|1381|2001-08-12 22:57:27|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? adding synths|

> > i may have to go into prositution 
> > to get the kinda ching needed for
> > those synths.
> Girls get all the fun. ;)

whats to stop you from doing the same? ;) come on robert, do it. 
you know youll like it! besides dont you need to buy an rs? do it. 

...just kidding with ya. ;) ;) ;) you know i love ya.

> > i took out a line of credit to buy it.
> You still have the gear you planned to sell for getting the RS?

Yeah. I sold everything. I'm trying to get all my qy70 files backed 
up, because i sold it and have to give it up in a couple of weeks. 
i had to sell everything in order to get the RS. it paid for a good 
chunk of it; about $850 worth.

> > so if the 1080 stinks, what would be a better alternative?

> Well, the 1080 is a popular box, but I still think it stinks. ;)
> That's my personal opinion, please don't forget that. I once
> owned a JV2080 and kept browsing through the hundreds of
> sounds. None of them got me excited, and after half a year I
> sold it. But lots of people love them, and you could be one of
> them.
> 
> Alternatives? Try some of the Emu modules or more expensive
> Yamaha modules.

ill look them up tonight. do you own any emu modules. 

> The formula is so simple: if the sound get's
> you inspired and excited you found the right box. In all other
> cases, stay away from it, even when the price or specs 

impress

> you somehow.

good advice. thanks robert.
| 1410|1380|2001-08-12 22:59:23|Jayson Barrons|Re: saving master effect data?|

> what a loss of possibilities.
> When these effect settings can't be saved along with a style.



> these effects can't be used in a style as part of this style,
> when it needs to sound equal each time a style is loaded.

except you're forgetting another thing; that the master effects 
section isn't intended to be ON all the time. Again, its like a dj 
effects: you turn it ON when you want to use it. That's why it has 
a manual ON/OFF button on the front, and its own dedicated knobs. 
I'm assuming the compressor is supposed to be used in a traditional 
way (i have outboard for that), but are you REALLY going to use delay 
or a ring mod on every single on of your tracks?

> I can't afford to "forget" to reenter these master settings when
> (in the head off) performing live on stage, and taking the risk 

that 

> my tracks sound different as the last time.
> do I need little papers to write the settings down? and then 

reenter 

> them each time. it makes me cry :(

you're talking about like five little wee parameters; dj's get by 
when they use their effects, and anyone who uses real live effects 
has to as well. trust me its rockin brotha!

> there has be a way...sysex data in the start of a sequence.
> I mean these effect are digital right? and can be controlled 
>through the menu buttons right

the MASTER effects are controlled through dedicated knobs on the 
front of the piece: i don't know if they transmit midi data yet. But 
you still have full control over your insert effects.
| 1411|1381|2001-08-12 23:17:44|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
i like your theories. i can understand where youre coming from. 
but trust me, im far from being anywhere close to the likes of 
fatboy slim or puff daddy. im somewhere along eurythmics, 
lords of acid, laptop, 242, lionrock, orb, donna summer, bjork, 
kraftwerk, eythel meatplow, mary jane girls and lots of trance.

> > now, wouldn't the use of preset phrases be
> > the same issue as sampling other peoples
> > stuff? jazz breaks, sound bites etc? or is
> > there some theory that im not catching on to??? 

> Close. Personally i'm not a big sample artist. I've done
> some vocals here and there, but that's mainly be cutting
> them out of the tracks myself and eqing out the rest of
> the song. Now, if you found an old jazz record, cut the
> sample yourself, and did some edits to it, i really don't
> have a major complaint with that. Although its not
> *my* thing, sampling of this type is pretty much respected
> now. However, buying the latest acid loops library and 
> going, "this jazz break sounds neat," and plopping it in 
> your song IS kinda cheesy. 

i dont own any of those sample cds. but im a garage sale junky, 
so ive been able to find some weird albums. jazz, comedy, 
gospel, new wave, disco, and some wacko metal. i have been 
able to find some things here nd there that i really liked, and plan 
to use breaks from on the rs.

> Again, please don't think i'm trying to be an asshole. 

assholes need love too. ...just fuggin wit yah! ;) i still love ya.

> I may be a stupid elitist, but there's people out there worse
> than me (some people who feel that you shouldn't even
> use preset SOUNDS, let alone loops). 

i know what you mean. i was at a rave, where some people got 
pissed of at a dj's set, because all he was doing was using 
the presets from his mc307. they cut him off early and kicked 
him out. 



> Once again, i don't have a major complaint if you're doing 
> this as a bedroom jockey kind of thing. But if you take your
> music and yourself seriously, i don't see how using preset 
> loops of any type is going to help you further that.

well i plan on being both of those. ill be a suppa star dj in my 
bedroom some nights. but im taking this seriously too. i love to 
sing and play the piano, and i adore nasty synthpop and trance. 
ultimatly, i would like to play out and release at least one cd 
before its too late.

catch you later jayson.

J
| 1412|1381|2001-08-13 00:14:56|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Got it! WHY NOT USE PHRASES? SKOOL time|
DO NOT feel bad about borrowing phrases BEACUSE: I DO sequence my own 
beats BUT !! if any of you critics play any "genre" of techno, are 
you going to be bold enough to say, if you play house/techno, that 
your beats aren't written to fit that genre? THE BEAT COMPLETELY 
defines the techno genre your music will fall into. HOUSE and techno 
ARE NOT house/tech without that 4 beat kick, and off hi hat. Right 
there even if you've "borrowed" the beat, even somewhat, voila... 
This is electronic music, EVERYBODY borrows something from someone 
else, and, it's INTENDED to be that way, or people would NOT remix 
other people's tracks. 
How could you have your track be drum n bass, if was not only that 
specific style beat, but was also at that general tempo. EVERY genre 
of music is influenced by someone else's music, sometime's driectly 
borrowed. What about pop music, the beats, even the chords, often 
even the lyrics are generally part of a style that is so similar to 
every body elses song in that category. Even classical music is 
influenced by previous brilliant composers, jazz you could go on and 
on.
Don't knock this newcomer just because they're in their ealier 
stages and still learning to program, every body was at that phase at 
one point. I wouldn't have learned how to play guitar 13 years ago, 
if I wasn't interested in playing the Jimi Hendrix tracks that so 
strongly grabbed me in such a way that it made me want to learn music 
in the first place. Music touches us in such a way because it's a 
common thread. THE true trendsetters come along so rarely and leave 
such strong impressions that a musical genre does develop Beacuse of 
it. If that's what it takes you to learn, or even find yourself, who 
knows maybe even start a whole new subgenre or whatever, than do it! 
We all learn somewhere. Although I don't work that way, I don't see 
what the difference is if I step sequence an amen beat, or you sample 
it, or even use the phrase and mess with it, it's STILL an amen beat 
the same way.
| 1413|1381|2001-08-13 01:59:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? adding synths|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> > > i may have to go into prositution
> > > to get the kinda ching needed for
> > > those synths.
> > Girls get all the fun. ;)
>
> whats to stop you from doing the same? ;) come on robert, do it.
> you know youll like it! besides dont you need to buy an rs? do it.
>
> ...just kidding with ya. ;) ;) ;) you know i love ya.
>

LOL! I knew this was coming. ;) Okay, guys can have fun too!

>
> > > i took out a line of credit to buy it.
> > You still have the gear you planned to sell for getting the RS?
>
> Yeah. I sold everything. I'm trying to get all my qy70 files backed
> up, because i sold it and have to give it up in a couple of weeks.
> i had to sell everything in order to get the RS. it paid for a good
> chunk of it; about $850 worth.

That's a nice chunk indeed. Did you already try to convert a QY70
song to an RS song? Suppose you'll have to make a MIDI file from
the QY song. Once it's a song in the RS, there's a job that can split
the song into patterns again, in case you need it.

>
>
> > > so if the 1080 stinks, what would be a better alternative?
>
> > Well, the 1080 is a popular box, but I still think it stinks. ;)
> > That's my personal opinion, please don't forget that. I once
> > owned a JV2080 and kept browsing through the hundreds of
> > sounds. None of them got me excited, and after half a year I
> > sold it. But lots of people love them, and you could be one of
> > them.
> >
> > Alternatives? Try some of the Emu modules or more expensive
> > Yamaha modules.
>
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> ill look them up tonight. do you own any emu modules.

I own an Emu sampler, the E5000. Very expensive in Europe,
but better priced in the states. Emu has a great sound, but it
all depends on what you expect from it. My guess is that the
modules have the same sound engine, but with restricted memory
of course, all the sounds have to packed into a certain (low) amount
of sample ROM. This is true for every brand of sound modules.

Listen closely to the acoustic sounds you're after. Watch out
for the cheesy effect that is often the result of cutting down the
sound to something nearly dead to make it fit in the sound ROM,
together with 1023+ other sounds. I find all of the romplers (rom
players) guilty of this, including the Emus.

For example, a *good* piano sample takes at least128 to 256
MB of sound ROM or RAM. Yet most modules only give it maybe
1 or 2 MB. Another example: a good drum kit (with long decaying
crash cymbals) takes say 32 MB or more. The romplers (and the
RS) manage to pack 64 drum kits in less.

The 'cheesy' factor turns a good sound into a toy sound. Especially
the decay parts of a sound is cut from the original to gain storage
space. And now that I use a sampler with lots of memory, and can
load 'real' instruments in it without the squeeze treatment, I can no
longer listen to many of the romplers without some sort of giggle.

Concluding ;), that trumpet you heard in the Oribital record may
have been a quality sample played on a sampler. If you try that
with a cheesy and squeezed rompler sound, the effect could not
be what you're after. So listen closely to the sounds and play
them. Most romplers have their strong sounds and weak sounds,
some have only weak sounds. ;)

- Robert
| 1414|1380|2001-08-13 05:43:53|pman@home.nl|Re: saving master effect data?|
This is a reply from Yamaha-US -Administrator
posted on this same issue on motifator.com

----------------------------------------------------------------------
All of the effects that are available in the Master Effects section 
are also available as one of three sets of effects that you get to 
assign and store with each Song/Pattern. So you can use have those 
same effects and store the settings with the Song and Patterns and 
still have a set of the Master Effects that you select in real time 
to play with on top when doing a live performance !

we'll try to get over and post on the RS Yahoo group, but if you pick 
this up maybe you just want to copy it and let everybody there know 
that this is possible on RS.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
| 1415|1380|2001-08-13 06:08:03|pman@home.nl|Re: saving master effect data? 10 sections workaround|
----------------------------------------------------------------------
From Yamaha US:

> All of the effects that are available in the Master Effects section 
> are also available as one of three sets of effects that you get to 
> assign and store with each Song/Pattern. So you can use have those 
> same effects and store the settings with the Song and Patterns and 
> still have a set of the Master Effects that you select in real time 
> to play with on top when doing a live performance !
> 
> we'll try to get over and post on the RS Yahoo group, but if you 

pick 

> this up maybe you just want to copy it and let everybody there know 
> that this is possible on RS.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
From Jayson Barrons:

>you're forgetting another thing; that the master effects 
>section isn't intended to be ON all the time. Again, its like a dj 
>effects:
>
>you're talking about like five little wee parameters; dj's get by 
>when they use their effects, and anyone who uses real live effects 
>has to as well. trust me its rockin brotha!
>
>the MASTER effects are controlled through dedicated knobs on the 
>front of the piece: i don't know if they transmit midi data yet. 
>But you still have full control over your insert effects.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
my (Pman's) answers/solutions:

ok so, the same effect are also in the "normal" effects and fully 
controllable...thats pretty ok :)

ok so its intended to be like a dj effect...yeah so what? the tb-303 
was intended to replace a bassgituar... but is this the way it was 
used? Well not most of the time...it was used to create freaky trancy 
acid lines...And now I'm searching for some the possibility to use 
the master effects in a more freaky way than is was inteded to 
do..that's what I call creative use of gear.



what I mean is.. I'm searching the very maximum off this device..and 
don't get me wrong I ordered one and I like it allot...just trying to 
get workarounds for some minor disadvantages :)

like the 10 sections buttons..I'm used to 16 sections buttons. (rm1x)
So I'm building a small external 16 button section selector. (I also 
have plans to place these 16 buttons in front of the 16 white 
buttons:)
I use the sysex commands for it.. U C? I'm boosting its possibilities 
to the very max!!! :)

I'm using more than 1 device on stage. and only have 2 hands.. so 
every extra button/option counts to me...thats why i want to know 
about the mastereffects. I'm already working on a workaround. I 
thinking off sysex commands at this moment but if anyone has some 
bright id's please let me know.

greetings,
Pman
http://www.didgetal.com
| 1416|1416|2001-08-13 07:50:12|Bryan Rodgers|About the RS sounds...|
I was just going over the posts from the weekend, and looked over a few
discussing the internal RS sounds... ...some people think they're dope and
others think they're shite...

It made me wonder...

The sounds on the RS are all 'dry'.

Comparing the RS to something like a Supernova is just insane. The Novation
units have something like 8 FX per patch, so it's no wonder they sound lush
and delightful... ...try turning off the FX on the individual patches and
then do a comparison...

...chances are, they'll sound pretty bland.

just a thought...

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1417|1416|2001-08-13 08:05:22|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|
HI:
I am not that impressed with RS sounds. What I totally do not like is 
that RS contains almost a complete XG soundset. If you listen to dry 
sounds, they are not that impressive, however you can make them way 
better with effects which are very good on RS.
I also think that sound banks organization is a bit strange. Some 
soundbanks have 128 patches, some have less. It looks like that 
soundset was put together in a rush.
I do not expect RS7000 to sound like Ex5 or Motif, however 16mb of ROM
seems a bit small for machine made in 2001. 

"Magnet"
| 1418|1416|2001-08-13 08:28:34|Bryan Rodgers|Re: About the RS sounds...|
...in the RS's defense, you can add 64MB of your own additional sounds...
...plus a 1GB SCSI drive ;)

Doesn't the RS share the same sounds as the CS6x?! (you don't hear too much
complaining about that synth...).

Personally, I see the factory soundset as a set of basic 'building blocks'
from which to design your own sounds from... ...if the RS was my ONLY
synth...well I might bitch...but it ain't.

Just want to remind those that complain: CS6x + A3000/SU700 + 1/2(QY700) =
RS7000(...all for $1340)

All the bitching doesn't equal what it cost. Any which way you add it up,
it's a fantastic machine for the price.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: mp3magnet@yahoo.com [mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2001 10:05 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: About the RS sounds...

HI:
I am not that impressed with RS sounds. What I totally do not like is 
that RS contains almost a complete XG soundset. If you listen to dry 
sounds, they are not that impressive, however you can make them way 
better with effects which are very good on RS.
I also think that sound banks organization is a bit strange. Some 
soundbanks have 128 patches, some have less. It looks like that 
soundset was put together in a rush.
I do not expect RS7000 to sound like Ex5 or Motif, however 16mb of ROM
seems a bit small for machine made in 2001. 

"Magnet"
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1419|1416|2001-08-13 10:46:23|band_pass@yahoo.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|
Good point BR...

It seems to me that if you didn't have dry base sounds, then your 
creative freedom with those sounds would be quite stifled. I mean 
try REMOVING reverb or flange or whatever from a base sound with 
effects to get the sound you want. It's quite a bit more difficult 
than adding them, and in some cases, probably nearly impossible. 

--BN

P.S. I think the RS7000 sounds are very good foundation sounds, and 
with just the right effect engineering, they can be incredible.

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I was just going over the posts from the weekend, and looked over a 
few
> discussing the internal RS sounds... ...some people think they're 
dope and
> others think they're shite...
> 
> It made me wonder...
> 
> The sounds on the RS are all 'dry'.
> 
> Comparing the RS to something like a Supernova is just insane. The 
Novation
> units have something like 8 FX per patch, so it's no wonder they 
sound lush
> and delightful... ...try turning off the FX on the individual 
patches and
> then do a comparison...
> 
> ...chances are, they'll sound pretty bland.
> 
> just a thought...
> 
> B
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1420|1380|2001-08-13 10:49:01|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: saving master effect data? 10 sections workaround|
Hey PMAN...

your talkin about builing a 16 button selector ...how u gonna do 
that ?gimme details if poss
sounds like agreat idea.....could you explain???
cheers

Choinsta 1

> like the 10 sections buttons..I'm used to 16 sections buttons. 

(rm1x)

> So I'm building a small external 16 button section selector. (I 

also 

> have plans to place these 16 buttons in front of the 16 white 
> buttons:)
> I use the sysex commands for it.. U C? I'm boosting its 

possibilities 

> to the very max!!! :)
> 
> I'm using more than 1 device on stage. and only have 2 hands.. so 
> every extra button/option counts to me...thats why i want to know 
> about the mastereffects. I'm already working on a workaround. I 
> thinking off sysex commands at this moment but if anyone has some 
> bright id's please let me know.
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> 
> greetings,
> Pman
> http://www.didgetal.com

| 1421|1399|2001-08-13 11:55:05|chris hite|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|
I am sure that if this is indeed the case, you can somehow switch the midi settings...dunno tho as I don't have one of my own

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, August 12, 2001 3:29 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: midi timing.....heavan?

da5id@priest.com wrote:

> let me rephrase it....
>
> i can sync anything to the mpc, whoopdedoo :]
>
> but when you sync the rs7k, and you hit Playstart on the mpc (which
> would normaly make the rs7k start to clock) the rs7k WAITS until you
> hit play on IT as well and then auto syncs to the measure in time
> regardless of where you punched in. no other gear does this to my
> knowledge....does that make more sense?
>

Ah, I understand now. That's weird, indeed. Never had a machine doing
that. I had a drum machine that did this, but didn't wait for the next beat.

I'm not sure however if I like this behaviour...
Let me see, for live situations, this allows me to start the RS in sync in the
middle of a song, at the next beat. Great. But if I need both the MPC and
RS (in your case) to start simultaneously, I have to press play on the RS
before I hit play on the MPC. If I forget to do this, no show... only the MPC
will play and it's too late to start the RS.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1422|1422|2001-08-13 13:01:27|housucka@hotmail.com|RAM and AEB1 or 2?|
hi, sorry if these are stupid questions, but first:

has anybody used non yamaha RAM in the amount of 64 megs with luck, 
and where did you get it/what was the price you paid... also, does 
anybody know what the EXACT nomenclature of the RAM is? if i call 
around, i need to know exactly what im looking for.

second:

does anybody have the expansion board, and what is its name exactly? 
the AEB1 or he AEB2? ive seen/heard both. yamaha's support line 
says the AEB2. doh! whats goin on here? also, what did you 
pay/where did you get it (preferrably in the USA)?

third:

does anybody know what the largest capacity smart media card is that 
you can use without problems?

thank you all!

john
| 1423|1416|2001-08-13 14:13:52|mol8292@dds.nl|Re: About the RS sounds...|
hi,

i agree with Bryan....i own an RM1x and lot's of people don't like 
it's sounds..i really like em though...with some editing and effects 
you can really make the RM1x sound good....it really sits well amonst 
the roland JV1010, nord micromodular, roland juno6 etc. ...about the 
RS7000 soundset: i listened to it on both good monitors and good 
headphones, and personally i think the RS7k sounds aren't much better 
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than the rm1x ones....the added filtertypes, the new effects and 
especially the master-effect make the whole box sound better 
though...and having the ROM sounds around is always better than an 
MPC2000 ;) 

Olaf

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Doesn't the RS share the same sounds as the CS6x?! (you don't hear 
too much
> complaining about that synth...).
> 
> Personally, I see the factory soundset as a set of basic 'building 
blocks'
> from which to design your own sounds from... ...if the RS was my 
ONLY
> synth...well I might bitch...but it ain't.
>

| 1424|1416|2001-08-13 14:30:23|Jayson Barrons|Re: About the RS sounds...|
--- In RS7000@y..., mol8292@d... wrote:

> hi,
> 
> i agree with Bryan....i own an RM1x and lot's of people don't like 
> it's sounds..i really like em though

Although the synths and basses haven't impressed me much, they're 
much more usable on the rs7000. not nearly as muddy.

But the thing that really impresses me is the higher quality of the 
drum sounds. those kick drums are actually USABLE now! Very 
impressed with the drumkits.
| 1425|1399|2001-08-13 17:33:38|Vic Caballero|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|
check your MIDI CONTROL of the RS (under Utility Mode). it should be set to 
IN to receive incoming control messages (start/stop, song pointer pos).

>From: da5id@priest.com
>let me rephrase it....
>
>i can sync anything to the mpc, whoopdedoo :]
>
>but when you sync the rs7k, and you hit Playstart on the mpc (which
>would normaly make the rs7k start to clock) the rs7k WAITS until you
>hit play on IT as well and then auto syncs to the measure in time
>regardless of where you punched in. no other gear does this to my
>knowledge....does that make more sense?
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1426|1426|2001-08-13 19:59:07|housucka@hotmail.com|this thing rocks!|
this thing rocks! is there an echo in here?
| 1427|1427|2001-08-13 21:07:50|housucka@hotmail.com|doh!|
ok, so i found the memory, but now im unshure wheather the leads are 
gold or tin. does anyone know?

john
| 1428|1428|2001-08-13 21:44:38|dennis@minimumsecurity.org|ECC, Parity, Non-Parity?|
Which memory type? The manual is clear about size, pin number, etc, 
but makes no mention (as far as I can tell) about type of error-
checking? Does it matter?

Dennis DeSantis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
| 1429|1428|2001-08-13 22:42:45|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: ECC, Parity, Non-Parity?|
--- In RS7000@y..., dennis@m... wrote:

> Which memory type? The manual is clear about size, pin number, 

etc, 

> but makes no mention (as far as I can tell) about type of error-
> checking? Does it matter?
> 
> Dennis DeSantis
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

72-pin SIMM x 2
(Access time: 70 ns or less, Bit width: x 32 [non parity) or x 36 bit 
(parity) Fast Page or EDO, JEDEC Standard]

(taken from yamaha-synth.com)

john
| 1430|1422|2001-08-13 22:50:41|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: RAM and AEB1 or 2?|

mailto:da5id@priest.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


--- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:

> hi, sorry if these are stupid questions, but first:
> 
> has anybody used non yamaha RAM in the amount of 64 megs with luck, 
> and where did you get it/what was the price you paid... also, does 
> anybody know what the EXACT nomenclature of the RAM is? if i call 
> around, i need to know exactly what im looking for.
>

ok, so i found out what the memory is:

72-pin SIMM x 2
(Access time: 70 ns or less, Bit width: x 32 [non parity) or x 36 bit 
(parity) Fast Page or EDO, JEDEC Standard]

but i still dont know wheather its tin or gold. does it realy 
matter? 

> second:
> 
> does anybody have the expansion board, and what is its name 

exactly? 

> the AEB1 or he AEB2? ive seen/heard both. yamaha's support line 
> says the AEB2. doh! whats goin on here? also, what did you 
> pay/where did you get it (preferrably in the USA)?
>

so i found out that its not the AEB1, but the AEB2, and its not 
available yet. synthplanet.com was misleading with its ad for the 
AEB1. i was convinced that it was available in europe already (the 
AEB1 is, the AEB2 isnt, however, i could be wrong).

> third:
> 
> does anybody know what the largest capacity smart media card is 

that 

> you can use without problems?
>

the largest capacity smart media card i could find is 128 meg, and it 
works fine (got mine today! ;D). does anyone know of a 256 meg 
card? (doubt it)

> thank you all!
> 
> john

gee thanks john!

john
| 1431|1422|2001-08-13 22:53:58|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: RAM and AEB1 or 2?|
guess im stuck calling yamaha for the gold vs tin issue...

ill let you all know what i find out.

john
| 1432|1422|2001-08-13 23:41:00|Vic Caballero|Re: RAM and AEB1 or 2?|

>From: housucka@hotmail.com
>ok, so i found out what the memory is:
>
>72-pin SIMM x 2
>(Access time: 70 ns or less, Bit width: x 32 [non parity) or x 36 bit
>(parity) Fast Page or EDO, JEDEC Standard]
>
>but i still dont know wheather its tin or gold. does it realy
>matter?

i don't think it matters.

viccab

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1433|1416|2001-08-14 01:52:09|mol8292@dds.nl|Re: About the RS sounds...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> 
> Although the synths and basses haven't impressed me much, they're 
> much more usable on the rs7000. not nearly as muddy.
> 
> 

mailto:housucka@hotmail.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


this is prolly due to the added filtertypes and/or EQ for each 
track...a highpass filter on a bass=sound can really clean it up..

> But the thing that really impresses me is the higher quality of the 
> drum sounds. those kick drums are actually USABLE now! Very 
> impressed with the drumkits.

are you sure? imho the drumsounds aren't different from the ones in 
my RM1x....did you check if the master-effect was disabled? the 
multiband compressor can do some amazing stuff to your mix..if not, 
what difference did you hear that you describe as "higher quality"?

Olaf
| 1434|1399|2001-08-14 04:50:13|pman@home.nl|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|

> >hit play on IT as well and then auto syncs to the measure in time
> >regardless of where you punched in. no other gear does this to my
> >knowledge....does that make more sense?
> >

**************************************************************
hi there,

it makes more sence to me.
lets say your in the head of mixing 2 midi devices.
the rs7000 is slave..and runs out of songs 
so new songs have to be loaded..

wel with this behaviour you can 
1. first set the mixer to the master device;)
2. press stop...on the rs7000
3. reload some new songs into the rs7000
4. press play again on the rs7000
so it auto syncs again and you can continue mixing.

without this behaviour you would have to press 
stop and play on the master device to sync 
the rs7000 again and off cource then there will 
be a no sound for a short period.

UC the advantage? Well I do :)
greetingz,
Pman
http://www.didgetal.com
| 1435|1435|2001-08-14 05:11:28|djrjx@excite.com|How to turn my RS tracks into MP3, and how do I upload them?|
Hey there.
I want to make some of my RS tracks into MP3. How do I do this? 
and how would I get them uploaded onto the site ?
Thanks

RJ
| 1436|1380|2001-08-14 05:27:09|pman@home.nl|Re: saving master effect data? 10 sections workaround|
Hi there,

If you are realy interested join my yahoogroups alternative_midi
I'm trying to do more freaky things. But I have to say. I'm just 
starting whith self made MIDI gear. We could help eachother. I 
already made one midi device myself. but it only worked for 50% 
(still usefull though) And hey, I know the basics now. I know the 
URL's now. I know the people now. And I'm like the terminator I don't 
stop until I'm dead :)

greetingz,
Pman

> Hey PMAN...
> 
> your talkin about builing a 16 button selector ...how u gonna do 
> that ?gimme details if poss
> sounds like agreat idea.....could you explain???
> cheers
> 
> Choinsta 1
> 
> 
> 
> > like the 10 sections buttons..I'm used to 16 sections buttons. 
> (rm1x)
> > So I'm building a small external 16 button section selector. (I 
> also 
> > have plans to place these 16 buttons in front of the 16 white 
> > buttons:)
> > I use the sysex commands for it.. U C? I'm boosting its 
> possibilities 
> > to the very max!!! :)

| 1437|1416|2001-08-14 07:03:44|Bryan Rodgers|Re: About the RS sounds...|
I could never understand what people thought was wrong with the RM's drum
sounds.... ....with all my tracks I was always trying to turn down the
bass...there was always plenty of 'kick' to them... ...I remember people
taking about doubling up the kicks for more punch, etc...which seems crazy

http://www.didgetal.com/


to me personally...

The RS has some even punchier stuff in it now...

imo

B

-----Original Message-----
From: mol8292@dds.nl [mailto:mol8292@dds.nl]
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2001 3:52 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: About the RS sounds...

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> 
> Although the synths and basses haven't impressed me much, they're 
> much more usable on the rs7000. not nearly as muddy.
> 
> 

this is prolly due to the added filtertypes and/or EQ for each 
track...a highpass filter on a bass=sound can really clean it up..

> But the thing that really impresses me is the higher quality of the 
> drum sounds. those kick drums are actually USABLE now! Very 
> impressed with the drumkits.

are you sure? imho the drumsounds aren't different from the ones in 
my RM1x....did you check if the master-effect was disabled? the 
multiband compressor can do some amazing stuff to your mix..if not, 
what difference did you hear that you describe as "higher quality"?

Olaf

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1438|1438|2001-08-14 09:37:04|musician1963@yahoo.com|RS7000 available !|
Hi,

I'm an affiliate at http://www.synthplanet.com/ref.lasso?1231
I just received a message that they have received a big shipment RS7000 : 
http://www.synthplanet.com/news.lasso?id=712
Prices at http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=016768
| 1439|1438|2001-08-14 09:50:03|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 available !|
...when's the expansion coming?

-----Original Message-----
From: musician1963@yahoo.com [mailto:musician1963@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2001 11:36 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 available !

Hi,

I'm an affiliate at http://www.synthplanet.com/ref.lasso?1231
<http://www.synthplanet.com/ref.lasso?1231> 
I just received a message that they have received a big shipment RS7000 : 
http://www.synthplanet.com/news.lasso?id=712
<http://www.synthplanet.com/news.lasso?id=712> 
Prices at http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=016768
<http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=016768> 
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1440|1416|2001-08-14 10:34:14|Jayson Barrons|Re: About the RS sounds...|

> are you sure? imho the drumsounds aren't different from the ones in 
> my RM1x....did you check if the master-effect was disabled? the 
> multiband compressor can do some amazing stuff to your mix..if not, 
> what difference did you hear that you describe as "higher quality"?

The rm1x percussion section is wretched. It disgusted me from the 
get go. there was only one usable bassdrum, and it still didn't 
thump. on a 70,000 watt sound system, you understand why the rm1x 
couldn't hang. Now, i don't have a 70,000 watt system in my house, 
but i do have a loud sound rig set up in my bassment to test tracks 
on. the sounds may be the same, but the drumkits have way more 
presence and not nearly as weak as they were on the rm1x.
| 1441|1399|2001-08-14 10:36:23|chris hite|Re: midi timing.....heavan?|
I know and I love it! As i said before, this is the ONLY box i have seen to do this on the market to date. I am used to syncing 2 mpc's together, and
that whole stop-start bullshit will never ever be a problem anymore. Good job yamaha for coming up with that! That feature alone is worth the cash money
needed to buy one :]

----- Original Message ----- 
From: pman@home.nl 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2001 3:50 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: midi timing.....heavan?

> >hit play on IT as well and then auto syncs to the measure in time
> >regardless of where you punched in. no other gear does this to my
> >knowledge....does that make more sense?
> >

**************************************************************
hi there,

it makes more sence to me.
lets say your in the head of mixing 2 midi devices.
the rs7000 is slave..and runs out of songs 
so new songs have to be loaded..

wel with this behaviour you can 
1. first set the mixer to the master device;)
2. press stop...on the rs7000
3. reload some new songs into the rs7000
4. press play again on the rs7000
so it auto syncs again and you can continue mixing.

without this behaviour you would have to press 
stop and play on the master device to sync 
the rs7000 again and off cource then there will 
be a no sound for a short period.

UC the advantage? Well I do :)
greetingz,
Pman
http://www.didgetal.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1442|1442|2001-08-14 16:10:57|pman@home.nl|THE!!! 10 sections buttons workaround :)|

> > like the 10 sections buttons..I'm used to 16 sections buttons. 
> (rm1x)
> > So I'm building a small external 16 button section selector. (I 
> also 
> > have plans to place these 16 buttons in front of the 16 white 
> > buttons:)
> > I use the sysex commands for it.. U C? I'm boosting its 
> possibilities 
> > to the very max!!! :)

> Hey PMAN...
> 
> your talkin about builing a 16 button selector ...how u gonna do 
> that ?gimme details if poss
> sounds like agreat idea.....could you explain???
> cheers
> 
> Choinsta 1

The 10 sections buttons workaround is.........

*************************************************
I just found IT!
http://www.kenton.co.uk/productspecs/cfrk16specs.html
Don't need to build anymore..just pay and enjoy :)

the needed sysex specs are available at
http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?
Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738
*************************************************

ps. that only leaves the Master effect sysex list unsolved.
but I mailed Yamaha already about that.

Greetingz,
Pman :)
| 1443|1422|2001-08-14 16:15:04|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: RAM and AEB1 or 2?|

> >but i still dont know wheather its tin or gold. does it realy
> >matter?

Yamaha sez gold.
| 1444|1442|2001-08-14 19:57:29|Jayson Barrons|Re: THE!!! 10 sections buttons workaround :)|
--- In RS7000@y..., pman@h... wrote:

> > > like the 10 sections buttons..I'm used to 16 sections buttons. 
> > (rm1x)
> > > So I'm building a small external 16 button section selector. (I 
> > also 
> > > have plans to place these 16 buttons in front of the 16 white 
> > > buttons:)
> > > I use the sysex commands for it.. U C? I'm boosting its 
> > possibilities 
> > > to the very max!!! :)

i find this kind of humorous. in order to bypass a one button 
function, you're going to build/buy a controller that requires its 
own power supply and midi cable. which in itself causes more 
problems that pressing one button to switch over to the other 6 
sections. faboo.

not trying to be negative, just trying to be funny.
| 1445|1442|2001-08-15 01:59:21|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: THE!!! 10 sections buttons workaround :)|

> i find this kind of humorous. in order to bypass a one button 
> function, you're going to build/buy a controller that requires its 
> own power supply and midi cable. which in itself causes more 
> problems that pressing one button to switch over to the other 6 
> sections. faboo.
> 
> 
> not trying to be negative, just trying to be funny

Hey .........thats cool...

whoever wrote that .............
what!!!! button to access the other 6 sections??????????????
plzzzzzzzz tell me.....!!!!!!

i thought you could only turn the knob to access k-p.....
thanks.....
ia it shift+ something?
cheers

CHoinsta 1
| 1446|1442|2001-08-15 05:35:38|pman@home.nl|Re: THE!!! 10 sections buttons workaround :)|

http://www.kenton.co.uk/productspecs/cfrk16specs.html
http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?


--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> > i find this kind of humorous. in order to bypass a one button 
> > function, you're going to build/buy a controller that requires 

its 

> > own power supply and midi cable. which in itself causes more 
> > problems that pressing one button to switch over to the other 6 
> > sections. faboo.
> > 
> > 
> > not trying to be negative, just trying to be funny
> 
> Hey .........thats cool...
> 
> whoever wrote that .............
> what!!!! button to access the other 6 sections??????????????
> plzzzzzzzz tell me.....!!!!!!
> 
> i thought you could only turn the knob to access k-p.....
> thanks.....
> ia it shift+ something?
> cheers
> 
> CHoinsta 1

Hi oscillate64,

I C your point. But everybody has a different setups/situations,
So everybody has diffent needs and wiches. thats ok.
I'm ways to fix the 10 section buttons, 
and then pick the best for me.
In the mean time I share my findings with the group.

You came up with:
"one button to switch over to the other 6 sections"
please tell me witch BUTTON that is. sounds good :)

I'm also working on a very tiny 6 button device.
that needs no extra adapter but borrows some of rs7000 power supply.
It can send the needed sysex commands.
(thats the plan ;)

greetingz,
Pman
| 1449|1449|2001-08-15 12:58:08|radside1@home.com|Pattern assignments and stuff|
Hi all,

It seems that this group is pretty quiet. I have a few more 
questions that I hope someone can answer for me.

Can a whole pattern be assigned to a pad and then be triggered as 
though it was one note like a sample? If so, do you have to wait 
until the entire pattern has played before triggering another?

Can different tracks in a pattern be assigned to mute groups so that 
you can mute an entire group by muting only one of the mute keys?

Thanks.

Rick
| 1450|1450|2001-08-15 23:40:12|midijef@aol.com|I just got my RS7k|
Hey everyone,
I just got my Rs and it's DOPE!!!!! I also bought a flash path from 
Sandisk. It's a Floppy disk adapter for the smartmedia card. It can be 
found at www.Sandisk.com and www.circuitcity.com I love the sound quality of 
the RS. I also have an Sp1200 Asr-X Asr-10 and a TR909. The RS is by far 
the best unit in the setup. The ASR-X will be SOLD soon!!!. I have taken 
samples from my pc using sound forge and put them into each machine and the 
RS sounded the best. I love the swing and the madd filters. The LFO synced 
to BPMs is killer.

I do have one thing that i'm having a hard time understanding. It's the 
Hierarchy. Can someone explain the phrase-pattern-style connection to me? I 
guess I've been using Roland Ensoniq and Emu gear to long this yamaha this 
has me stumped. And where do I find these present chord style/phrase things? 

Thanks
Jeff

Name: Jeff T
Music style: Hip-Hop Deep House R&B
Location: Los Angeles
Software: Logic audio Platinum Sound Forge
Computer: PC T-Bird Athlon 1.2ghz 512 mg Ram 2x 60gb Hd's
| 1451|1451|2001-08-16 04:19:58|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|RS-7000 expansion|
Hi there group,
I have a question about RS-7000.
Can you expand it whit yamaha exp-cards??????
Please help!!!!
best regards
stefan
| 1452|1450|2001-08-16 08:27:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I just got my RS7k|
midijef@aol.com wrote:

mailto:midijef@aol.com


> Hey everyone,
> I just got my Rs and it's DOPE!!!!!

Congrats!

> I also bought a flash path from
> Sandisk. It's a Floppy disk adapter for the smartmedia card. It can be
> found at www.Sandisk.com and www.circuitcity.com I love the sound quality of
> the RS. I also have an Sp1200 Asr-X Asr-10 and a TR909. The RS is by far
> the best unit in the setup. The ASR-X will be SOLD soon!!!. I have taken
> samples from my pc using sound forge and put them into each machine and the
> RS sounded the best. I love the swing and the madd filters. The LFO synced
> to BPMs is killer.
>
> I do have one thing that i'm having a hard time understanding. It's the
> Hierarchy. Can someone explain the phrase-pattern-style connection to me? I
> guess I've been using Roland Ensoniq and Emu gear to long this yamaha this
> has me stumped.

:) I use both Emu and Yamaha gear, and can understand the confusion.

- A *phrase* is a piece of single-track midi data. For example, a phrase
with a hihat loop, a phrase with full drum loop, or a phrase with a keyboard
riff. There are *preset phrases* (in ROM) and *user phrases* (created by you).

- A *pattern* is a group of 16 *tracks*, with a certain length. For example,
an 8-bar pattern with an intro or a 16-bar pattern with a chorus. A new
pattern simply has 16 empty tracks. To add midi data to a pattern, a phrases
is assigned to a given track. For example, I could assign the hihat loop phrase
to track 1, a kick phrase to track 2. I could also *record* a new user phrase
on track 10, or assign a previously recorded user phrase to track 4.

- A *style* is a domain for 16 patterns. All the patterns within one style share
the same voice settings (and the mixer in general), real-time fx settings and
also share the user phrases.
The above is a very important (and confusing) concept: the voice (sound),
mixer settings and real-time fx settings are definen for the style domain, i.e.
for all 16 patterns in that style. Also, when you record a new user phrase,
say phrase U99 in style 1, that user phrase ONLY LIVES WITHIN STYLE
1, AND NOWHERE ELSE, meaning that U99 in style 2 is something totally
else, if not empty. There phrase copy Job allows one to copy a phrase from
one style (domain) to another.

Hope this helps for a start. Ask if you need more info.

- Robert

> And where do I find these present chord style/phrase things?
>
> Thanks
> Jeff
>

| 1453|1451|2001-08-16 08:28:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS-7000 expansion|
stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se wrote:

> Hi there group,
> I have a question about RS-7000.
> Can you expand it whit yamaha exp-cards??????

You mean the Yamaha modular extension cards, like the AN-whatever
module? Sorry, that is not possible. The Motif supports 3 of these babies,
however.

- Robert

>
> Please help!!!!
> best regards
> stefan

| 1454|1451|2001-08-16 09:04:04|ternoy jerome|Re: RS-7000 expansion|
no you cannot

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1455|1381|2001-08-16 13:25:20|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> how do you get original stuff by DIALING in 3 or 4 patterns? 

Well, i think it´s not original when you only DIAL the presets, but 
when you go ahead, copy them into a user-phrase and change this or 
that, add this or that and take away some things, boy those will make 
your song original. It´s just all about how smart you are. Actually i 
realized that it is kinda boring to browse through 5000+ patterns to 
find the one matching...
It´s faster anyway to sequence my own stuff.

mailto:stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se
http://fr.photos.yahoo.com/


If some ppl are not smart enough to use those presets only as a start 
of their creative process in developing a new original song...well 
then they are simply bad musicians.

The RS is just a tool like any other musical instrument, the presets 
doesn´t make an artist out of you that´s for sure.

--Tom
| 1456|1381|2001-08-16 13:30:32|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:

> so even if i use the standard preset phrase on track one of 
> fouronthefloor kicks, then tap some snarebeats onto track two, 
> use another preset phrase on track three of some rs hand claps 
> for example. then finally tap in some sfx accent on track four -- i 
> would still be a rippoff artist? 

Well i agree with Jayson pretty much, but you made also a good point. 
When you tap in the fouronthefloor kicks by yourself and tap in the 
RS hand claps which sounds exactly like one of the presets...hmmm are 
you then a rippoff artist or not? Does this also mean that everybody 
who uses a fouronthefloor kick is a copycat?
The borders are fluent...

--Tom
| 1457|1381|2001-08-16 13:50:04|Thomas|Re: Got it! WHY NOT USE PHRASES? SKOOL time|
You have to swim against the stream, if you want to stand out...

--Tom

--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> DO NOT feel bad about borrowing phrases BEACUSE: I DO sequence my 
own 
> beats BUT !! if any of you critics play any "genre" of techno, are 
> you going to be bold enough to say, if you play house/techno, that 
> your beats aren't written to fit that genre? THE BEAT COMPLETELY 
> defines the techno genre your music will fall into. HOUSE and 
techno 
> ARE NOT house/tech without that 4 beat kick, and off hi hat. Right 
> there even if you've "borrowed" the beat, even somewhat, voila... 
> This is electronic music, EVERYBODY borrows something from someone 
> else, and, it's INTENDED to be that way, or people would NOT remix 
> other people's tracks. 
> How could you have your track be drum n bass, if was not only that 
> specific style beat, but was also at that general tempo. EVERY 
genre 
> of music is influenced by someone else's music, sometime's driectly 
> borrowed. What about pop music, the beats, even the chords, often 
> even the lyrics are generally part of a style that is so similar to 
> every body elses song in that category. Even classical music is 
> influenced by previous brilliant composers, jazz you could go on 
and 
> on.
> Don't knock this newcomer just because they're in their ealier 
> stages and still learning to program, every body was at that phase 
at 
> one point. I wouldn't have learned how to play guitar 13 years ago, 
> if I wasn't interested in playing the Jimi Hendrix tracks that so 
> strongly grabbed me in such a way that it made me want to learn 
music 
> in the first place. Music touches us in such a way because it's a 
> common thread. THE true trendsetters come along so rarely and leave 
> such strong impressions that a musical genre does develop Beacuse 
of 
> it. If that's what it takes you to learn, or even find yourself, 
who 
> knows maybe even start a whole new subgenre or whatever, than do 
it! 
> We all learn somewhere. Although I don't work that way, I don't see 
> what the difference is if I step sequence an amen beat, or you 
sample 
> it, or even use the phrase and mess with it, it's STILL an amen 
beat 
> the same way.

| 1458|1416|2001-08-16 14:15:04|Thomas|Re: About the RS sounds...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> I could never understand what people thought was wrong with the 

RM's drum

> sounds.... ....with all my tracks I was always trying to turn down 

the

> bass...there was always plenty of 'kick' to them... ...

Hm hm, true, but doubling wasn´t meant two different kicks, one kick 
and a sinus-bass sound that was meant.

Still my XBase can create this last bit of kick´n´yourbutt that you 
can´t get out of samples...

--Tom
| 1459|1459|2001-08-16 17:50:02|djrjx@excite.com|Syquest 1.5 gig hooked to the rs7k?|



Hello.
I have a syquest 1.5 gig drive That I want to connect to my 
rs7k.The problem is that you need to install software into the 
device(via floppy) you will be using with the syquest . Is there a 
way around this? Would buying a floppy drive and chaining it 
from the rs7k into the syquest work?
Thanks
RJ
| 1460|1416|2001-08-16 20:29:11|djrjx@excite.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|
Tom-
I agre with you about the drums on the RS7000 sounding nice. I 
also Have a XB09 along with the ER-1,Drumstation, and crummy 
tr505.The rs has lots of nice sounding drum samples, and some 
of the kicks sound surprisingly Boomy. I would use them if I get 
lazy and dont want to mess with my other drum sources, and feel 
good about it.Just run the RS kick samples thru a 
eq/compressor, and they will sound even better than they already 
do.

RJ
| 1461|1459|2001-08-16 22:47:16|Vic Caballero|Re: Syquest 1.5 gig hooked to the rs7k?|
are you installing a driver for the Syquest or are you upgrading something 
on the Syquest (unlikely)?

ordinarily, you just need to connect the Syquest to RS and it should be 
recognized already by the RS.

if you are upgrading something on the Syquest, you can connect it to a PC 
(through SCSI connection) and do it from there.

i don't think you can chain a floppy drive to RS coz it is not SCSI-based.

viccab

>From: djrjx@excite.com
>
>Hello.
>I have a syquest 1.5 gig drive That I want to connect to my
>rs7k.The problem is that you need to install software into the
>device(via floppy) you will be using with the syquest . Is there a
>way around this? Would buying a floppy drive and chaining it
>from the rs7k into the syquest work?
>Thanks
>RJ

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1462|1416|2001-08-16 23:35:07|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|
I have to agree, mind you I've only demo'd it. The sounds dry seemed 
pretty lifeless. As usual (as with my RM1X) some of the sounds were 
to bright and digital sounding. The sounds that were to bright, but 
still typical or generic sounded great with just a lil bandpass, and 
resonance, or notch filter. The hi pass rules. It had alot of bite, 
did wonders for even the cheesiest sounds. The effects added some 
much needed depth, and overall I found that alot of the sounds that 
started out REALLY, and I mean really bad or boring, became more than 
usable after just filter and lfo, and even more usable with a lil 
reverb or distortion. This brings me to another point, I never liked 
the distortion on the RM1X, and unfortunately found the rs dist. a 
little boring as well. C'est la vie, I've found ways to work around 
it on my RM and I'm sure I'll do the same here. This would probably 
work well for resampling though. 
This does seem like it's going to be a great machine for Jungle with 
these different filters. Besides, it seems like you can get away with 
using a few of the basic necessary string sounds, basic sub basses 
internally, and use the sampler to sample some of your own sounds. 
That's really where the beauty lies in this machine, have a few, most 
likely more like alot of usable internal sounds, a bank/track of 1 
shot "kit" samples, and some sampled/resampled "custom" waves right 
in 1 machine. 
Actaully I didn't get to answer all questions in my demo:

Do you get truly dedicated track EQs? This will give even more 
flexability to some of those "cheesey" sounds that need some toning 
down.
Do you lose an effect when you do this, or is it in addition to the 
effects?

You only get 2 channels of samples? 

Is it any easier to make 64th, even 96th notes on this machine? This 
is a BITCH on the rm1X. INSERT note numbers, ahhhhh........ 

Thanx-J
| 1463|1426|2001-08-16 23:48:54|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: this thing rocks!|
SEVERAL types: You have your basic delays, stereo, nultitap etc... 
and MIDI delay, which basically just regenerates the sequence, over 
itself. If you play with it, i.e. keep it in the background of your 
mix, the MIDI delay can sound alot like real delay. The upside to 
midi delay is that it's generated by the clock, and it syncs to your 
sequence right away. Their are also some regular delays as well that 
will sync to clock, although I've read that they are slightly off. 
Don't know, I've only demo'd it, I noticed that they did seem a hair 
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off beat, but I'm sure if you fuck with it, you can get right in 
sync. Anyway, the downside of MIDI delay is that if you have a really 
full sequence, since the midi delay is actually the sequence being 
regenreated, at a different volume, etc... it will cut out notes in 
your sequence. Again though that's only if you have a really full 
sequence going on.
| 1464|1416|2001-08-17 03:43:07|Thomas|Re: About the RS sounds...|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> Do you get truly dedicated track EQs? 

Yes, plus a master-EQ

> Do you lose an effect when you do this, or is it in addition to the 
> effects?

In addition.

> You only get 2 channels of samples? 

Hm, what exactly do you mean? You can use samples on all 16 tracks in 
stereo. (or mono)

> Is it any easier to make 64th, even 96th notes on this machine? 

This 

> is a BITCH on the rm1X. INSERT note numbers, ahhhhh........ 

Hm, the sequencer is almost the same as on the RM, so i haven´t tried 
it yet, but i would guess it is still not so comfortable.

--Tom
| 1465|1465|2001-08-17 20:51:42|dltmusic@hotmail.com|Creating Programs (patches)/ drumkits |
Hi everyone,

I am just trying to get a firm grasp of this machine, since I might 
be using it to lay some tracks in a studio in a few weeks. I'll be 
traveling out of the country to put together some songs for an alubm 
(I hope). I am trying to transfer all my stuff into the RS from my 
MPC and sample the sounds from some of my modules. 

To this effect, I have a few questions:

1) Like the MPC is there anyway to create a Program/ patch that can 
be used with all songs. Say I want to create a drumkit that I can use 
for any song.The MPC lets me assign samples to different key notes 
and create a unique program. I know that there is the Common Sample, 
but how many programs/ kits can I use at the same time 

2) How do I import/ create a program/ patch/ kit- that would still 
allow me to edit the individual samples AFTER the fact. In the SAMPLE 
EDIT page, I don't see a way to change the note that I want to edit 
when it's a KIT 

Thanks for your replies
| 1466|1465|2001-08-18 03:04:49|Thomas|Re: Creating Programs (patches)/ drumkits|

> 1) Like the MPC is there anyway to create a Program/ patch that can 
> be used with all songs. 

Yes you can save a sample (you choose that when you sample) as local, 
for only a specific pattern/song or save as global, usable for all 
pattern/songs.

--Tom
| 1467|1465|2001-08-18 03:13:31|dltmusic@hotmail.com|Re: Creating Programs (patches)/ drumkits|
Thanks for reply...

I have the machine, so I am wondering "HOW"

Further insight appreciated...
| 1468|1465|2001-08-18 03:57:05|Thomas|Re: Creating Programs (patches)/ drumkits|
--- In RS7000@y..., dltmusic@h... wrote:

> Thanks for reply...
> 
> I have the machine, so I am wondering "HOW"
> 
> Further insight appreciated...

Read the manual, page p.228 ff. about "Local" and "Common" samples.

--Tom
| 1469|1469|2001-08-18 04:27:56|jezjackson@btinternet.com|10 out of 10|
Just a quick note to let you all know that Future Music magazine has 
given the Rs 10 out 10 stars in it's review of the machine 
reiterating what some of you have said in it's defence........

YOU GET A HELL OF A LOT FOR THE PRICE

Nice one FM

Jez
| 1470|1469|2001-08-18 07:40:39|ternoy jerome|loading akai programs...|



how and where can the rs load akai progs, since you
can just have one sample per track in pitch mode.
moreover, i haven't see that topic in the manual. i
think you can load ust akai samples, not progs...
sorry for my english, i am french...
in france we did'nt receive rs7000 yet!!!

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1471|1469|2001-08-18 09:17:56|Thomas|Re: 10 out of 10|
--- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:

> Just a quick note to let you all know that Future Music magazine 

has 

> given the Rs 10 out 10 stars in it's review of the machine 
> reiterating what some of you have said in it's defence........
> 
> YOU GET A HELL OF A LOT FOR THE PRICE
> 
> Nice one FM
> 
> Jez

I am rather interested what SOS says on the RS. 
Anyone knows? There is a review on the RS on the german Keyboards, 
but i didn´t get a chance to buy it yet. I try tomorrow.

--Tom
| 1472|1469|2001-08-18 10:33:03|simon leclerc|Re: 10 out of 10|
on 8/18/01 11:17 AM, Thomas at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:
>> Just a quick note to let you all know that Future Music magazine
> has 
>> given the Rs 10 out 10 stars in it's review of the machine
>> reiterating what some of you have said in it's defence........
>> 
>> YOU GET A HELL OF A LOT FOR THE PRICE
>> 
>> Nice one FM
>> 
>> Jez
> I am rather interested what SOS says on the RS.
> Anyone knows? There is a review on the RS on the german Keyboards,
> but i didn´t get a chance to buy it yet. I try tomorrow.
> 
> --Tom
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 

In which issue is the review ? It's not on their website...

Simon
| 1473|1473|2001-08-18 12:33:43|swpm055@yahoo.de|some Qs about the sampling unit|
Hello,
I´m considering to buy a RS7000 but I have a question about the sampling un= 
it. 

1)Is it possible to play the samples on a midikeyboard (multisampling is no= 
t possible- i know) in a different pitch, say a pianosample.

2)Is it possible to play with different samples seperatet to different mid= 
ichannels via a midikeyboard. (in other words I want to remote trigger a sam= 
pled drumkid on channel 1 and a resampled sound which is laid across the who= 
le keyboard on channel 2) 

....while the sequencer is running, playing an arrangement.

I hope someone knows the answers, please.

keep 'em rockin!

ravi
| 1474|1473|2001-08-18 17:45:59|ternoy jerome|Re: some Qs about the sampling unit|
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i am not good in english since i am french, but i know
the answer: yes and yes, this rocking engine is a
bomb.
i didn't buy it now cause the rs 7000 isn't avaiablein
france yet...so, keep on waiting...

jerome

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1475|733|2001-08-19 09:02:24|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, August 20, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1476|1476|2001-08-19 16:03:43|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Help! RM1X > RS7 data transfer?|
Heya All,

Just about to take delivery of 'silver'.... YAY!!!!

Need to (quite quickly now) get all my rm1x sequences accross 
to the new platform. Has anybody done this? My plan is to:

Save seq's on to floppy, go to a computer and copy from floppy to 
Zip disk, then attach a zip to silver's scsi port and load into Silver. 

Is this gonna work? Are there better ways?

I'm worried that this is not gonna be easy....

With the rs7k synth engine and drum kits - Are all the drumkits 
backward compatible in terms of sounds. Am I gonna have to go 
through and tweak every sound again to get what I had on the 
RM1X?

any help would be apreciated.

thanx

Dan
| 1477|1416|2001-08-19 18:04:19|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|

> > You only get 2 channels of samples? 
> Hm, what exactly do you mean? You can use samples on all 16 tracks 

in 

> stereo. (or mono)

For some reason, I was under the impression that since there were 
only 2 "banks" of samples, that they would only be assigned to 2 
channels. I must have misunderstood the tech at Yamaha, thinking he 
was refering to the tracks, whereas he must have been refering to the 
banks.
| 1478|1478|2001-08-20 00:58:36|nelz777@yahoo.com|I think my transpose doesn't work.?>?> |
I can't get my transpose to work. I will hold down transpose and 
push a key and nothng happens? does anybody know why this would 
happen? Is there a setting I must fix?. I tired many diffent ways of 
doing it ad it won't work. Also 1gb Jazz drives dont work.

thanx nelz
| 1479|1479|2001-08-20 01:04:44|nelz777@yahoo.com|warranty?|
By the way does this thing come with a registation card or a warranty?
I didn't seem to get one. in my box?
| 1480|1480|2001-08-20 01:51:51|dltmusic@hotmail.com|Midi Controller Channel Problems|
I think that I read something to this effect a little while back, but 
here's my dilemma. I have a FATAR 880 Midi Controller and the RS7k. 
Unfortunately, the RS only lets me address midi channel 1 (default 
midi out on my FATAR). This occurs even when I manually select a new 
channel on the RS (that is, the FATAR only plays the voice on channel 
1 of the RS) ...as you can guess this is an annoyance.

HELP...if any is available
| 1481|1480|2001-08-20 02:12:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Midi Controller Channel Problems|
dltmusic@hotmail.com wrote:

> I think that I read something to this effect a little while back, but
> here's my dilemma. I have a FATAR 880 Midi Controller and the RS7k.
> Unfortunately, the RS only lets me address midi channel 1 (default

http://fr.photos.yahoo.com/
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> midi out on my FATAR). This occurs even when I manually select a new
> channel on the RS (that is, the FATAR only plays the voice on channel
> 1 of the RS) ...as you can guess this is an annoyance.
>
> HELP...if any is available

See page 260 of the RS manual. Set Echo Back to Rec Monitor and
try again.

- Robert
| 1482|733|2001-08-20 03:02:02|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, August 20, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1483|1478|2001-08-20 03:04:52|mikko@hellsing.com|Re: I think my transpose doesn't work.?>?>|
Hi,
What do you mean 1GB Jaz dont work?

/Mikko

At 08:58 2001-08-20, you wrote:

> I can't get my transpose to work. I will hold down transpose and
>push a key and nothng happens? does anybody know why this would
>happen? Is there a setting I must fix?. I tired many diffent ways of
>doing it ad it won't work. Also 1gb Jazz drives dont work.
>
>thanx nelz
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1484|1469|2001-08-20 05:16:00|Thomas|Re: 10 out of 10|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> There is a review on the RS on the german Keyboards,
> > but i didn´t get a chance to buy it yet. I try tomorrow.

I read the review and the tester pointed positively the soundquality, 
the interface, the concept and a few other things. Negative points 
were as we already know were, that some function didn´t work, while 
the sequencer is running. The tester said that it would take away a 
lot from the live-ability. Otherwise the test sounded very positive 
and the author said that he didn´t had so much fun with a "groovebox" 
in a long time and praised it as a ultimate tool for DJ´s, producers 
and people who are afraid of the complexity of a computer-based 
sequencer. 

If i find the time, i will post an english translation of the article.

--Tom
| 1485|1416|2001-08-20 05:19:07|Thomas|Re: About the RS sounds...|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> 
> > > You only get 2 channels of samples? 
> > Hm, what exactly do you mean? You can use samples on all 16 

tracks 

> in 
> > stereo. (or mono)
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> For some reason, I was under the impression that since there were 
> only 2 "banks" of samples, that they would only be assigned to 2 
> channels. I must have misunderstood the tech at Yamaha, thinking he 
> was refering to the tracks, whereas he must have been refering to 

the 

> banks.

Yes can have two banks of each 128 samples, Yamaha calls them "local" 
and "common". 

--Tom
| 1486|1480|2001-08-20 05:22:06|Thomas|Re: Midi Controller Channel Problems|
--- In RS7000@y..., dltmusic@h... wrote:

> I think that I read something to this effect a little while back, 

but 

> here's my dilemma. I have a FATAR 880 Midi Controller and the RS7k. 
> Unfortunately, the RS only lets me address midi channel 1 (default 
> midi out on my FATAR). This occurs even when I manually select a 

new 

> channel on the RS (that is, the FATAR only plays the voice on 

channel 

> 1 of the RS) ...as you can guess this is an annoyance.
> 
> HELP...if any is available

Hm, i don´t understand your problem. You should be able to select on 
your Fatar what channel on the RS you want to access. Refer to your 
FATAR manual for this problem.

--Tom
| 1487|1479|2001-08-20 05:22:34|Thomas|Re: warranty?|
--- In RS7000@y..., nelz777@y... wrote:

> By the way does this thing come with a registation card or a 

warranty?

> I didn't seem to get one. in my box?

Nope.
| 1488|1478|2001-08-20 05:23:59|Thomas|Re: I think my transpose doesn't work.?>?>|
--- In RS7000@y..., nelz777@y... wrote:

> 
> 
> I can't get my transpose to work. I will hold down transpose and 
> push a key and nothng happens? does anybody know why this would 
> happen? Is there a setting I must fix?. I tired many diffent ways 

of 

> doing it ad it won't work. 

Depends on how you try it. 
It works for me when i use it on let´s say a lead-synth track.

> Also 1gb Jazz drives dont work.

Specify, please.

--Tom
| 1489|1416|2001-08-20 09:14:38|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|
so i'm confused about this. does this mean the total amount of 
samples you can have EVER is 256? or can you have different groups of 
128 samples? i'm confused on this one. i just got the rs over the 
weekend and i love it but i'm having a few problems navigating the os.
i'm used to the emu system of setting up presets and stuff which is 
kinda nice. this way it just seems like there is one big bank of 
samples and that's it. correct me if i'm wrong.

also, how do you save samples? i edit and trim them in sample edit 
mode but then switch to pattern and the sample is trimmed, but still 
the whole original sample is still there in the sample edit mode.
and also, my samples just aren't as loud as voices on the tone 
generator. argh.

but the rs7000 is lovely, i love it! and after i traded in my rm1x 
and esi4000 it only cost me $480. i'm stoked. rogue music has them 
for $1195!
patrick

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> > 
> > > > You only get 2 channels of samples? 
> > > Hm, what exactly do you mean? You can use samples on all 16 



> tracks 
> > in 
> > > stereo. (or mono)
> > For some reason, I was under the impression that since there 
were 
> > only 2 "banks" of samples, that they would only be assigned to 2 
> > channels. I must have misunderstood the tech at Yamaha, thinking 
he 
> > was refering to the tracks, whereas he must have been refering to 
> the 
> > banks.
> Yes can have two banks of each 128 samples, Yamaha calls them 
"local" 
> and "common". 
> 
> --Tom

| 1490|1416|2001-08-20 09:20:38|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: About the RS sounds...|

> 
> Is it any easier to make 64th, even 96th notes on this machine? 

This 

> is a BITCH on the rm1X. INSERT note numbers, ahhhhh........ 
> 
> Thanx-J

YES, if ANYBODY knows anyway around this please do tell! i'm tired of 
32nd notes. i wish you could enter 64th and 69th notes in step edit.
i guess you just have to do it in realtime?
or speed the tempo up and use the 32nd grid as a 1/2 64th grid?
or use the edit mode? this seems tedious.
gripes

crazypoprock
| 1491|1381|2001-08-20 09:24:32|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
so what's the difference between a section and a pattern?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:
> > i wasnt entirely clear, i think, when i first posted this 
question. 
> > i should have written *phrases* as Robert is explaining.
> 
> 
> ok, and let me make myself a little more clear. I understand that 
> yamaha loves to use their own jargon, and i tend to ignore it. 
> 
> Translation:
> 
> 
> yamaha says: phrases
> 
> rest of the world: patterns.
> 
> 
> I AM talking about the phrases: because they are preset loops. 
God, 
> if someone knicked an entire pattern, i'd have to stick my finger 
> down my throat to ensure that i barf (and i've seen multiple people 
> on mp3.com do it).

| 1492|1492|2001-08-20 10:10:51|wcskewes@aol.com|How do you turn off the metronome?|
How do you turn off the metronome?

Thanks!!
| 1493|1416|2001-08-20 10:42:18|Jayson Barrons|Re: About the RS sounds...|

> Yes can have two banks of each 128 samples, Yamaha calls 

them "local" 

> and "common". 

so here's what i'm curious about: for instance, i have to make the 
local bank either sample kit or pitch voice? I can't make A sample 
kit bank? the manual doesn't seem to explain this very well.
| 1494|1381|2001-08-20 10:42:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> so what's the difference between a section and a pattern?
>

In practice not much. A style has 16 sections, each section
holding a pattern. Both names (section and pattern) represent
a group of 16 tracks.

- Robert

mailto:crazypoprock@yahoo.com


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1495|1416|2001-08-20 10:44:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: About the RS sounds...|
crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> >
> > Is it any easier to make 64th, even 96th notes on this machine?
> This
> > is a BITCH on the rm1X. INSERT note numbers, ahhhhh........
> >
> > Thanx-J
>
> YES, if ANYBODY knows anyway around this please do tell! i'm tired of
> 32nd notes. i wish you could enter 64th and 69th notes in step edit.
> i guess you just have to do it in realtime?

Isn't there a Fill job (or maybe it was called Roll) to do this?

- Robert

>
> or speed the tempo up and use the 32nd grid as a 1/2 64th grid?
> or use the edit mode? this seems tedious.
> gripes
>
> crazypoprock

| 1496|1492|2001-08-20 10:47:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you turn off the metronome?|
wcskewes@aol.com wrote:

> How do you turn off the metronome?
>
> Thanks!!

If I remember correctly its in the Utils pages somewhere.

- Robert
| 1497|1497|2001-08-20 12:46:57|Robert van der Kamp|Finally got to try the RS7K...|
..but only for half an hour.

Anyway, here are my first impressions:

- The machine was actually smaller than I had anticipated.

- Didn't like the grey plastic box and the cheap buttons.

- Listening to the demo style through my own (great) headphones,
I found that the drum sounds (and other sounds probably too)
lack dynamics. The kicks and snares weren't hitting as hard
when compared to my Emu sampler, or even the Yamaha samplers.
Maybe I'm wrong...

- Wasn't really impressed by the sounds.

- Building my first pattern using preset phrases, I noticed that drum
phrases were only available for the first 8 tracks, while melody phrases
were only available for the last 8 tracks. Weird (don't know the Rm1x).

- The filters are great! The do a great job with the relatively boring built-in
sounds.

- The knobs are great as well. Tweaking a sound was very easy.

- The real-time loop remix feature is phantastic!! Makes every preset
phrase unique again with one push of a button.

- Had a much fun with the midi delay (over a loop-remixed phrase).

- The fx seemed of good quality, like those found in the A4000.

Concluding, this is a freak machine! Give it some sample material,
slice sample it, loop remix it, filter it and give it some fx. Resample the
result if needed.

It doesn't have enough midi tracks for me (need 40-60 tracks), and
the sample RAM is a bit on the low side. So IF I'M STRONG, I'll wait
for the MPC4000 to show up (if ever) and buy the RS later, as a freak
machine, and not as my hardware sequencer/sampler.

I could of course change the order of buying things... ;)

Cheers,
Robert
| 1498|1416|2001-08-20 12:53:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: About the RS sounds...|
crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> so i'm confused about this. does this mean the total amount of
> samples you can have EVER is 256? or can you have different groups of
> 128 samples? i'm confused on this one. i just got the rs over the
> weekend and i love it but i'm having a few problems navigating the os.
> i'm used to the emu system of setting up presets and stuff which is
> kinda nice. this way it just seems like there is one big bank of
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> samples and that's it. correct me if i'm wrong.

I have an Emu, and I understand your confusion. ;)

From an earlier email I sent:

> If understood the manual correct, the RS has a max of 256 sample *voices*,
>128 global sample voices that can be used by all styles and songs, and 128
> local sample voices, reachable only from one style.

> A sample voice can however be a sample kit voice, comprising a max of
>128 mono or 64 stereo samples, spread over the keyboard.

> If this is correct, the max number of samples would thus be 256 * 128.

>
>
> also, how do you save samples?

You save them along with your patterns or songs, OR you save them
when saving the all of the RS's contents (All). The sample data is saved
as a separate file.

> i edit and trim them in sample edit
> mode but then switch to pattern and the sample is trimmed, but still
> the whole original sample is still there in the sample edit mode.

AFAI remember, there's a job that frees unused sample space.
If you can't find it, I'll have a closer look in the manual.

>
> and also, my samples just aren't as loud as voices on the tone
> generator. argh.

Maybe they need normalizing. Also a job in sample mode, if I remember
correctly.

- Robert
| 1499|1499|2001-08-20 13:15:27|ElectronicBizniz|Manual|
Hi,

Could someone please put the manual on the egroups site so I can 
download it.
Thanks,

Regards,

Martijn
| 1500|1499|2001-08-20 13:28:47|Vic Caballero|Re: Manual|
you can download it at www.yamahasynth.com

>From: "ElectronicBizniz" <muzik@home.nl>
>Could someone please put the manual on the egroups site so I can
>download it.
>Thanks,
>
>Regards,
>
>Martijn

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1501|1501|2001-08-20 13:31:39|wcskewes@aol.com|What's up with the MPC 4000?|
What's up with the MPC 4000?

Is it for real?
| 1502|1501|2001-08-20 13:58:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What's up with the MPC 4000?|
wcskewes@aol.com wrote:

> What's up with the MPC 4000?
>
> Is it for real?

Dunno, really. But I heard enough rumors to let me wait for
the rest of the year. The rumors say it'll be based on the
S5000/S6000 engine, have at least 128MB RAM, 4-6 midi
outs, 2-4 midi ins, good build quality, larger tiltable screen
and at least all of the MPC2000XL features.

This could just be the machine I've been waiting for...

Oh, it'll be expensive. :(

- Robert
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| 1503|1501|2001-08-20 14:06:33|chris hite|Re: What's up with the MPC 4000?|
the rumor mill on this machine is pretty impressive. i remember someone saying that alpha vs of this box was released in japan for a lucky few.....

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2001 1:00 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] What's up with the MPC 4000?

wcskewes@aol.com wrote:

> What's up with the MPC 4000?
>
> Is it for real?

Dunno, really. But I heard enough rumors to let me wait for
the rest of the year. The rumors say it'll be based on the
S5000/S6000 engine, have at least 128MB RAM, 4-6 midi
outs, 2-4 midi ins, good build quality, larger tiltable screen
and at least all of the MPC2000XL features.

This could just be the machine I've been waiting for...

Oh, it'll be expensive. :(

- Robert
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1504|1504|2001-08-20 14:18:08|housucka@hotmail.com|GC synthplanet.com pricematch|
i just got Guitar Center to match Synthplanet.com's price of $1077! 
figured you all would like to know this...

john
| 1505|1504|2001-08-20 14:24:44|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch|
Deeeeeeuuuud, would you scan your guitar center receipt and put it on 
the files section, pls? :D
Or at least email me the receipt code number and the location where 
you bought it so I can get an RS7000 today! 

thanks yo
-dj Dave Jumpers-

--- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:
> i just got Guitar Center to match Synthplanet.com's price of 
$1077! 
> figured you all would like to know this...
> 
> john

| 1506|1504|2001-08-20 14:35:30|Vic Caballero|Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch|
how did you do that?? i just picked up an RS a week ago and i still have 3 
weeks to think about owning it or returning it.

vic

>From: housucka@hotmail.com
>i just got Guitar Center to match Synthplanet.com's price of $1077!
>figured you all would like to know this...
>
>john

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
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| 1507|1507|2001-08-20 14:43:22|Vic Caballero|RS7000 vs RM1X + A4000|
which is better?

viccab

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1508|1508|2001-08-20 16:17:15|Jayson Barrons|any luck with scsi?|
I'm trying to mount a hard drive on the rs7000. i hit mount, and 
nothing happens. is it supposed to take a long time? i'm getting 
horribly frustrated.
| 1509|1416|2001-08-20 18:48:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: About the RS sounds...|
if you edit the song in Cubase and insert the 64ths you want, the RS should
have no problem playing them back... ...yes, it's a pain, but it's doable.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: crazypoprock@yahoo.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 20/08/01 11:19 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: About the RS sounds...

> 
> Is it any easier to make 64th, even 96th notes on this machine? 

This 

> is a BITCH on the rm1X. INSERT note numbers, ahhhhh........ 
> 
> Thanx-J

YES, if ANYBODY knows anyway around this please do tell! i'm tired of 
32nd notes. i wish you could enter 64th and 69th notes in step edit.
i guess you just have to do it in realtime?
or speed the tempo up and use the 32nd grid as a 1/2 64th grid?
or use the edit mode? this seems tedious.
gripes

crazypoprock
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
| 1510|1508|2001-08-20 19:01:33|Bryan Rodgers|Re: any luck with scsi?|
I had no troubles...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Jayson Barrons
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 20/08/01 6:16 PM
Subject: [RS7000] any luck with scsi?

I'm trying to mount a hard drive on the rs7000. i hit mount, and 
nothing happens. is it supposed to take a long time? i'm getting 
horribly frustrated.
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=211550.1562866.3121829.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=211550.1562866.3121829.1261774/D=egrou
pmail/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=907124044> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
| 1511|1504|2001-08-20 20:29:31|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch|
i dont know if i should, the person i bought it from might get in 
trouble... naw he wont. ill scan later and post to the pictures 
section. it seriously took me a little effort to get him to do 
this. he said he was 'losing' $35 on the deal or something. 
whatever.

john

--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> Deeeeeeuuuud, would you scan your guitar center receipt and put it 
on 
> the files section, pls? :D
> Or at least email me the receipt code number and the location where 
> you bought it so I can get an RS7000 today! 
> 
> thanks yo
> -dj Dave Jumpers-
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:
> > i just got Guitar Center to match Synthplanet.com's price of 
> $1077! 
> > figured you all would like to know this...
> > 
> > john

| 1512|1504|2001-08-20 20:38:58|Dennis DeSantis|Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch|
Actually, he IS losing money on the deal, and a good bit more than $35.

US dealer cost on the RS is $1080 and they must pay tax no matter what. So if you buy for anything less than $1080.01 + (whatever your sales tax is) the
dealer loses cash. I can't believe they sold it to you for that price, unless the guy who authorized it just doesn't know how this stuff works.
The manager at my GC will only match prices on US dealers due to the fact that European purchases come with warranties that aren't valid in the states.
Fair enough, I suppose.
I got mine for $1170ish, which netted GC $17 on the sale. He wasn't happy, but I did have US dealers selling at that price (although not advertised.)
You got SERIOUSLY lucky, which is awesome. But I expect the rest of you to be disappointed if you try to get it at that price.

Congrats on some high-quality haggling,
Dennis
www.mp3.com/vanderrohe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: housucka@hotmail.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2001 10:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch

i dont know if i should, the person i bought it from might get in 
trouble... naw he wont. ill scan later and post to the pictures 
section. it seriously took me a little effort to get him to do 
this. he said he was 'losing' $35 on the deal or something. 
whatever.

john

--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> Deeeeeeuuuud, would you scan your guitar center receipt and put it 
on 
> the files section, pls? :D
> Or at least email me the receipt code number and the location where 
> you bought it so I can get an RS7000 today! 
> 
> thanks yo
> -dj Dave Jumpers-
> 
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> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:
> > i just got Guitar Center to match Synthplanet.com's price of 
> $1077! 
> > figured you all would like to know this...
> > 
> > john

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1513|1416|2001-08-20 22:52:22|visualufouria@mail.com|64ths!|
ANYBODY knows anyway around this please do tell! i'm tired of 

> 32nd notes. i wish you could enter 64th and 96th notes in step edit.
> i guess you just have to do it in realtime?
> or speed the tempo up and use the 32nd grid as a 1/2 64th grid?
> or use the edit mode? this seems tedious.

The only way I've figured out how to do this is to go into edit mode, 
as if you were going to enter PCs,CCs, etc... and figure out the 
actual steps you need to make 64th notes, and enter each individual 
extra note between the 32nd notes. IT SUCKS!! That's one thing that 
baffles me, despite it's basic quriks, it's setup otherwise to be a 
truly didecated sequencer, sends every CC change under the sun you 
could need, why then, did they leave out such a baisc feature? Oh 
well, C'est la vie. The easiest way to do this is hook up my drum 
machine, write a roll, and record the beat into the RM1X. It's an 
extra step, but it's ultimately alot quicker.
| 1514|1497|2001-08-20 23:01:16|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Finally got to try the RS7K...|
- Building my first pattern using preset phrases, I noticed that drum
phrases were only available for the first 8 tracks, while melody 
phrases
were only available for the last 8 tracks. Weird (don't know the 
Rm1x).

Are you sure about this? I don't have 1 yet, on the RM1X you can 
switch all the voices around, and have synth voices on track 1 if you 
like. If this is the case that's not a good thing. I tend to go heavy 
on the synth tracks, and use 5 drum tracks tops.
| 1515|1515|2001-08-20 23:30:27|visualufouria@mail.com|I'm confused about the local/global sample thing...|
I don't understand, can you only have 256 samples, period, that 
strech across all songs, patterns, etc... If this is the case, I 
don't really see what the point of having "local" samples would be. 
That's worded in such a way where you would get the impression that 
you can record 128 new local samples per pattern/style. Is this not 
the case? What is the reasoning behind this if you can't? 
With a sample kit, THIS IS WHERE it gets hard to understand, are the 
samples in that bank saved as kits there, in that bank? Or, do you 
create a kit for each pattern by selecting individual samples? I know 
this is worded funny, anyway, if you can store your kits in 1 of the 
2 banks, global/local, that sounds like you could have hundreds upon 
hundrdes of little one shot samples, 127 per kit, etc...

I guess what I'm saying is it's hard to understand if you only get 
256 samples period, including drum sounds, synth waves, etc... or if 
you can have up 256 different kits, if you wanted to, that would 
actually consist of 1000's of differnt sounds, 127 per kit.

I would assume you can loop your samples if you recorded, say, a 
synth wave. Can you only do this if you sample a "key" sample, not a 
kit sample? If you could actaully loop (I doubt this) your single 
sounds and in turn make up a kit, I was thinking about sampling 
multiple notes, from a few different waves of my synth, and having a, 
split keyboard since you can't do this on this machine. 
Can you send external audio into this machine, live? If so, can you 
use the envelopes, or just the effects?

Thanks alot-J
| 1516|1416|2001-08-21 00:55:30|Thomas|Re: About the RS sounds...|
--- In RS7000@y..., crazypoprock@y... wrote:
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> so i'm confused about this. does this mean the total amount of 
> samples you can have EVER is 256? or can you have different groups 

of 

> 128 samples? i'm confused on this one. 

You can have the total amount of 256 samples. 128 samples usable 
as "common", 128 samples as "local". Local means, that they are 
connected to a pattern, the "common" ones are free.

> i'm used to the emu system of setting up presets and stuff which is 
> kinda nice. this way it just seems like there is one big bank of 
> samples and that's it. correct me if i'm wrong.

Yes.

> also, how do you save samples? i edit and trim them in sample edit 
> mode but then switch to pattern and the sample is trimmed, but 

still 

> the whole original sample is still there in the sample edit mode.

In the save-menu you can switch by pressing the "save"-button two 
times to the sample-save mode. They will be saved then as .wav

> and also, my samples just aren't as loud as voices on the tone 
> generator. argh.

You have to "normalize" them and of course balance the loudness 
before you sample with the recording-volume knob.

> but the rs7000 is lovely, i love it! and after i traded in my rm1x 
> and esi4000 it only cost me $480. i'm stoked. rogue music has them 
> for $1195!
> patrick

you should have kept the esi4000, since the RS does not 
support "normal" multisamples, unless you don´t use those.

--Tom
| 1517|1381|2001-08-21 01:01:10|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., crazypoprock@y... wrote:

> so what's the difference between a section and a pattern?

Section is a part of a pattern. It is on the RS usually (well the 
demo pattern are...) organized like this e.g.: Intro, Refrain1, 
Refrain2, Melody1, Melody2, Break1, Break2, End1, End2
spread over the ten section keys (black keys of the keypad). Each 
section can have its own phrases within the pattern. 

And...correct me if i am wrong...Yamahanish for pattern=style.

--Tom
| 1518|1381|2001-08-21 01:06:40|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> In practice not much. A style has 16 sections, each section
> holding a pattern. Both names (section and pattern) represent
> a group of 16 tracks.

Hm, section=pattern? Or style=pattern/sections/phrases?

Now I am confused...

--Tom
| 1519|1519|2001-08-21 01:17:27|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Dots blinking?|
Whats up with my RS?
When I turn contrast a bit darker there is
some LCD dots blinking quite rapidly on the left side of the screen? 
Like noise or something...
You can´t see it when screen is adjusted right to your eyes but when it 
gets darker it is there. Was this stupid question? Is my RS broken?
| 1520|1520|2001-08-21 01:47:09|dltmusic@hotmail.com|"COMMON SAMPLE" QUESTIONS..|
I'm am confused as can be...

1) How do I create COMMON SAMPLES...I looked in the manual, but that 
is of little help. I mean, I can't even rename the whole common 
sample to say 'my drums' without renaming the first sample.

2) How can I save a COMMON SAMPLE? What do I save it as? As a PATT? 
As an ALL file? I am confused.

3) How can I edit INDIVIDUAL samples in the COMMON SAMPLE kit? It 
only lets me edit the first sample assigned

4)How can I LOAD?

5)How MANY Common Samples can I load at one time? Just one or more



Okay, well that's about it. May be I am missing something cause I am 
reading the manual but not getting it.
| 1521|1519|2001-08-21 01:50:16|dltmusic@hotmail.com|Re: Dots blinking?|
--- In RS7000@y..., pasipelkonen@h... wrote:

> Whats up with my RS?
> When I turn contrast a bit darker there is
> some LCD dots blinking quite rapidly on the left side of the 

screen? 

> Like noise or something...
> You can´t see it when screen is adjusted right to your eyes but 

when it 

> gets darker it is there. Was this stupid question? Is my RS broken?

| 1522|1507|2001-08-21 01:54:01|Thomas|Re: RS7000 vs RM1X + A4000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> which is better?
> 
> viccab

RS7000 + A4000
| 1523|1508|2001-08-21 01:58:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: any luck with scsi?|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> I'm trying to mount a hard drive on the rs7000. i hit mount, and
> nothing happens. is it supposed to take a long time? i'm getting
> horribly frustrated.

Maybe the hard drive needs formatting?

- Robert
| 1524|1497|2001-08-21 02:01:07|Thomas|Re: Finally got to try the RS7K...|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> 
> 
> - Building my first pattern using preset phrases, I noticed that 

drum

> phrases were only available for the first 8 tracks, while 

melody 

> phrases
> were only available for the last 8 tracks. Weird (don't know 

the 

> Rm1x).
> 
> 
> Are you sure about this? 

Yes that´s how the preset phrases are organized, that doesn´t mean 
that you can´t use the first tracks also as synth tracks. This is 
just a default by Yamaha. You can always copy the whole section (if 
you want to edit the preset phrases you have to do it anyway...)
to another section, and the RS automatically creates userphrases, and 
those you can copy and change as much as your heart want to.

--Tom
| 1525|1497|2001-08-21 02:05:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finally got to try the RS7K...|
visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

>
> - Building my first pattern using preset phrases, I noticed that drum
> phrases were only available for the first 8 tracks, while melody
> phrases
> were only available for the last 8 tracks. Weird (don't know the
> Rm1x).
>
>
> Are you sure about this? I don't have 1 yet, on the RM1X you can
> switch all the voices around, and have synth voices on track 1 if you
> like. If this is the case that's not a good thing. I tend to go heavy
> on the synth tracks, and use 5 drum tracks tops.

Well I was talking about preset phrases, not voices. With a bit of
luck the voice assignment is free, but it should be tested first.

I tried it 2 times on an empty pattern. There was no way I could assign
track 1 a keyboard pad preset phrase, or a bass preset phrase. And
there was no way I could assign track 9 a drum preset phrase of any
kind.

Very annoying, since I don't like this predefined division of drums/melody
either.

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com


- Robert
| 1526|1519|2001-08-21 02:09:05|Thomas|Re: Dots blinking?|
--- In RS7000@y..., pasipelkonen@h... wrote:

> Whats up with my RS?
> When I turn contrast a bit darker there is
> some LCD dots blinking quite rapidly on the left side of the 
>screen? 
> Was this stupid question? Is my RS broken?

It´s not a stupid question and your RS is not broken.

This was already discussed on www.motifator.com.

It´s just the way the OS of the RS rebuild the screen. When you reset 
your RS, it should not be as strong as before (don´t ask me why).

Since Yamaha already (inofficially) announced an OS-update, i guess 
they might fix this also.

--Tom
| 1527|1519|2001-08-21 02:09:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Dots blinking?|
pasipelkonen@hotmail.com wrote:

> Whats up with my RS?
> When I turn contrast a bit darker there is
> some LCD dots blinking quite rapidly on the left side of the screen?
> Like noise or something...
> You can´t see it when screen is adjusted right to your eyes but when it
> gets darker it is there. Was this stupid question? Is my RS broken?

This has been discussed on the motifator.com forum for the RS. My test
machine had it too: actual characters scrolling down the left side of the
screen. Many machines have this. Very weird, and although it seems
harmless, I think it's a bug of some kind, or a debug feature that wasn't
shut off when the machines were shipped.

- Robert
| 1528|1520|2001-08-21 02:18:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: "COMMON SAMPLE" QUESTIONS..|
dltmusic@hotmail.com wrote:

> I'm am confused as can be...
>
> 1) How do I create COMMON SAMPLES...I looked in the manual, but that
> is of little help. I mean, I can't even rename the whole common
> sample to say 'my drums' without renaming the first sample.

Samples are stored in one of two banks (like voice banks). One is for
common samples (that can be addressed by all patterns/songs), and
one bank is for local samples (that can only be addressed from within
one style). So by chosing the bank you make your sample either common
or local.

>
>
> 2) How can I save a COMMON SAMPLE? What do I save it as? As a PATT?
> As an ALL file? I am confused.

Both. When you save a pattern, any samples referenced by the pattern (style)
are saved along with it. The pattern file has a .R2P extension and the corresponding
samples are stored as a separate .R3P file. When saving as ALL, the samples are
stored too, of course, and afaik as a separate .R3A file. Keep these files together.

>
>
> 3) How can I edit INDIVIDUAL samples in the COMMON SAMPLE kit? It
> only lets me edit the first sample assigned

You specify the note in the kit that you wanna work on. You probably left
it on the default value, but you should be able to change the kit note value
to access the other kit samples in the sample kit voice.

>
>
> 4)How can I LOAD?
>

In Pattern mode, press the Load submode button.

>
> 5)How MANY Common Samples can I load at one time? Just one or more
>

When loading an All file, all of them. When loading a Pattern file, all that are
referenced by the pattern. When loading a SMPL, you can select a sample

mailto:pasipelkonen@hotmail.com
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voice (pitch or kit) from a saved All, Song or Pattern file!

>
> Okay, well that's about it. May be I am missing something cause I am
> reading the manual but not getting it.

Keep reading! ;)

- Robert
| 1529|1519|2001-08-21 02:19:17|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Re: Dots blinking?|
Thanks Robert for your fast answer!
Bug is harmless but I had to ask cos I didn´t know what the hell was 
that?
See ya!

Pasu.
| 1530|1507|2001-08-21 02:21:02|Vic Caballero|Re: RS7000 vs RM1X + A4000|
hey, that's a cool answer!

i've tried the RS and luv it! but it also has some weaknesses, 64MB max 
sampling memory, lesser filters than A4000, no multi-sampling.

that is why i'm trying the A4000 now. at $800 only, it was really tempting.

i just noticed that A4000 disk filing system is different from PC system. 
that means, i can't have a common storage of RS and A4000 samples. i have to 
convert one format to the other. bummer :(

viccab

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> >
> > which is better?
> >
> > viccab
>RS7000 + A4000

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1531|1381|2001-08-21 02:23:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., crazypoprock@y... wrote:
> > so what's the difference between a section and a pattern?
>
> Section is a part of a pattern. It is on the RS usually (well the
> demo pattern are...) organized like this e.g.: Intro, Refrain1,
> Refrain2, Melody1, Melody2, Break1, Break2, End1, End2
> spread over the ten section keys (black keys of the keypad). Each
> section can have its own phrases within the pattern.
>
> And...correct me if i am wrong...Yamahanish for pattern=style.
>
> --Tom

Ehm Tom, maybe you meant to say this, but anyway:

- A pattern is a group of 16 tracks with a given length. You record
your phrases (midi data) in patterns, like an intro pattern, a chorus
pattern, etc.

- A style is a domain for 16 patterns + mixer settings, real-time fx
settings and more. Within a style, each pattern slot is called a
section (to confuse us) and named section A, B, C, etc.

So a style is a group of 16 patterns.

- Robert
| 1532|1381|2001-08-21 02:24:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > In practice not much. A style has 16 sections, each section
> > holding a pattern. Both names (section and pattern) represent
> > a group of 16 tracks.
>
> Hm, section=pattern? Or style=pattern/sections/phrases?
>
> Now I am confused...

You know that I'm always confused! ;)

- Robert
| 1533|1416|2001-08-21 02:25:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: About the RS sounds...|
Bryan Rodgers wrote:

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
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> if you edit the song in Cubase and insert the 64ths you want, the RS should
> have no problem playing them back... ...yes, it's a pain, but it's doable.

Please try the Create Roll edit job. Maybe it works. It's explained on page
139 of the manual.

- Robert
| 1534|1501|2001-08-21 02:27:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What's up with the MPC 4000?|
Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> heh, heh...
>
> Did Akai ever release a stable OS for the S5000/6000? How long did that
> take..?

True. But I hope they take the MPC2000XL software (a bit more stable) and
take it from there.

>
>
> 128MB of ram sounds impressive(and it is), but in reality, how many people
> have maxed out 64 megs? 32 megs? 16 megs?!!

I did! :)

>
>
> Personally, for any song I've ever done I don't think I've used more than
> 6-8MB of sample memory at any given time...
>
> I'm sure the MPC4k will be quite impressive if/when it's released, but the
> RS is here now, and I plan on taking full advantage of it...

How right you are!

>
>
> B

- Robert
| 1535|1497|2001-08-21 02:30:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finally got to try the RS7K...|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> >
> >
> > - Building my first pattern using preset phrases, I noticed that
> drum
> > phrases were only available for the first 8 tracks, while
> melody
> > phrases
> > were only available for the last 8 tracks. Weird (don't know
> the
> > Rm1x).
> >
> >
> > Are you sure about this?
>
> Yes that´s how the preset phrases are organized, that doesn´t mean
> that you can´t use the first tracks also as synth tracks. This is
> just a default by Yamaha. You can always copy the whole section (if
> you want to edit the preset phrases you have to do it anyway...)
> to another section, and the RS automatically creates userphrases, and
> those you can copy and change as much as your heart want to.
>
> --Tom
>

I understand. Does the RS always create user phrases from preset
phrases when a pattern is copied?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1536|1507|2001-08-21 02:37:17|Thomas|Re: RS7000 vs RM1X + A4000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> that means, i can't have a common storage of RS and A4000 samples. 

i have to 

> convert one format to the other. bummer :(

Yup, ever considered also an EMU sampler like the 5000?
| 1537|1381|2001-08-21 02:39:05|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:



> - A pattern is a group of 16 tracks with a given length. You record
> your phrases (midi data) in patterns, like an intro pattern, a 

chorus

> pattern, etc.

I thought that a section is a group of 16 tracks, and i record my 
phrases into sections which are assigned to styles...

> 
> - A style is a domain for 16 patterns + mixer settings, real-time fx
> settings and more. Within a style, each pattern slot is called a
> section (to confuse us) and named section A, B, C, etc.

> So a style is a group of 16 patterns.

So pattern=sections, right?
| 1538|1381|2001-08-21 02:39:44|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> > Now I am confused...
> 
> You know that I'm always confused! ;)
> 
> - Robert

lol...i guess it´s because we are aliens...
| 1539|1497|2001-08-21 02:42:04|Thomas|Re: Finally got to try the RS7K...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I understand. Does the RS always create user phrases from preset
> phrases when a pattern is copied?

I never experienced something else.

--Tom
| 1540|1381|2001-08-21 02:53:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > - A pattern is a group of 16 tracks with a given length. You record
> > your phrases (midi data) in patterns, like an intro pattern, a
> chorus
> > pattern, etc.
> I thought that a section is a group of 16 tracks, and i record my
> phrases into sections which are assigned to styles...
>
> >
> > - A style is a domain for 16 patterns + mixer settings, real-time fx
> > settings and more. Within a style, each pattern slot is called a
> > section (to confuse us) and named section A, B, C, etc.
>
> > So a style is a group of 16 patterns.
> So pattern=sections, right?

Right. See page 59 "Patterns and Phrases". A quick read that
explains it. At least, that's how I interpret it. ;)

- Robert
| 1541|1381|2001-08-21 02:57:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Thomas wrote:
> > > Now I am confused...
> >
> > You know that I'm always confused! ;)
> >
> > - Robert
> lol...i guess it´s because we are aliens...
>

:-) Psssst, you're blowing our covers, Glaurggf!
| 1542|1381|2001-08-21 03:37:45|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Thomas wrote:
> > > > Now I am confused...
> > >
> > > You know that I'm always confused! ;)
> > >
> > > - Robert
> > lol...i guess it´s because we are aliens...
> >
> 
> :-) Psssst, you're blowing our covers, Glaurggf!



Na, no problem, they can never recognize us as aliens, because we use 
human bodies...even our brain waves are human...

Oops...now "they" know our secret..
| 1543|1381|2001-08-21 03:40:03|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> Na, no problem, they can never recognize us as aliens, because we 

use 

> human bodies...even our brain waves are human...
> 
> Oops...now "they" know our secret..

I guess we should talk from now on in our secret language...:

RS7000 7RS000 0700RS 007RS0 R7S000 RM1X?

QY700!

--Tom
| 1544|1381|2001-08-21 04:02:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > Na, no problem, they can never recognize us as aliens, because we
> use
> > human bodies...even our brain waves are human...
> >
> > Oops...now "they" know our secret..
>
> I guess we should talk from now on in our secret language...:
>
> RS7000 7RS000 0700RS 007RS0 R7S000 RM1X?
>
> QY700!
>
> --Tom

R0R! :)

- Glourggfgr
| 1545|1381|2001-08-21 04:10:08|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> R0R! :)
> 
> - Glourggfgr

;)

--T0M
| 1546|1504|2001-08-21 04:32:02|housucka@hotmail.com|Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch|
alright then, i wont post the ticket, but just so the dude wont hear 
about it. it seriously did happen tho. i think he wants future 
business from me.

john

--- In RS7000@y..., "Dennis DeSantis" wrote:
> Actually, he IS losing money on the deal, and a good bit more than 
$35.
> 
> US dealer cost on the RS is $1080 and they must pay tax no matter 
what. So if you buy for anything less than $1080.01 + (whatever your 
sales tax is) the dealer loses cash. I can't believe they sold it to 
you for that price, unless the guy who authorized it just doesn't 
know how this stuff works.
> The manager at my GC will only match prices on US dealers due to 
the fact that European purchases come with warranties that aren't 
valid in the states. Fair enough, I suppose.
> I got mine for $1170ish, which netted GC $17 on the sale. He 
wasn't happy, but I did have US dealers selling at that price 
(although not advertised.)
> You got SERIOUSLY lucky, which is awesome. But I expect the rest 
of you to be disappointed if you try to get it at that price.
> 
> Congrats on some high-quality haggling,
> Dennis
> www.mp3.com/vanderrohe
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: housucka@h... 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Monday, August 20, 2001 10:28 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: GC synthplanet.com pricematch
> 
> 
> i dont know if i should, the person i bought it from might get in 
> trouble... naw he wont. ill scan later and post to the pictures 
> section. it seriously took me a little effort to get him to do 
> this. he said he was 'losing' $35 on the deal or something. 



> whatever.
> 
> john
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> > Deeeeeeuuuud, would you scan your guitar center receipt and put 
it 
> on 
> > the files section, pls? :D
> > Or at least email me the receipt code number and the location 
where 
> > you bought it so I can get an RS7000 today! 
> > 
> > thanks yo
> > -dj Dave Jumpers-
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:
> > > i just got Guitar Center to match Synthplanet.com's price of 
> > $1077! 
> > > figured you all would like to know this...
> > > 
> > > john
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1547|1547|2001-08-21 07:32:07|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Has nobody done this???|
Heya all,

I am about to (hopefully tomorrow) take delivery of the RS7k.

I need to, very quickly (gigs in Hong Kong a week and half from 
now) get all my RM1X data across to the RS as well as akai 
programs and samples and sample/replicate JD-990 synth 
sounds onto the beast.

Has anyone tried (and hopefully succeeded) in getting sequence 
data from an RM1X onto a RS7000 and if so how?

I am hoping to:

- save seq's onto floppy on RM1X
- load this data onto a PC
- save this data onto a PC (or RS7000 - as it recommends in the 
manual) formatted Zip disk
- attach a zip to the RS7000
- load seq's

I am terrified this is going to go wrong somewhere along the 
way...

Please anyone who has done this drop me a line.....

Thanx 

Dan
| 1548|1548|2001-08-21 07:38:57|jezjackson@btinternet.com|Sampling Noise from Soundcard|
Please bare with me I'm quite new to hardware sampling hope you 
can 'elp

When I create a sample (soundforge 5) and I want to import it into 
the Rs which way would you advise me to do this

record the sample 'live' through the soundcard via line inputs ?

or

import the sample in wav format ?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


the only reason I ask is because the former method is quicker but I 
get a horrible high pitched hiss/whine from the soundcard (why?)

thank Chaps

Jez
| 1549|1548|2001-08-21 07:52:58|Thomas|Re: Sampling Noise from Soundcard|
--- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:

> or
> 
> import the sample in wav format ?

Jup, best choice.

--Tom
| 1550|1547|2001-08-21 08:15:33|ternoy jerome|Re: Has nobody done this???|
no problem for your sequences, but you cannot load
akai programs in the RS, only samples.

jerome

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1551|1520|2001-08-21 10:39:28|Jayson Barrons|Re: "COMMON SAMPLE" QUESTIONS..|

> You specify the note in the kit that you wanna work on. You 
>probably left it on the default value, but you should be able to 
>change the kit note value to access the other kit samples in the 
>sample kit voice.

here's a quick question: i understand we have only 2 actual banks of 
samples correct? So, in theory, we can have only two samplekits in 
the rs7000 at one time. This is not too bad, as long as i can access 
ANY of the samples from any of the tracks, and add invidual effects. 
I have not had the chance to test out the sampler yet, and i'm trying 
to figure out this fucking external hard drive.
| 1552|1507|2001-08-21 10:42:04|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS7000 vs RM1X + A4000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> > that means, i can't have a common storage of RS and A4000 

samples. 

> i have to 
> > convert one format to the other. bummer :(

> Yup, ever considered also an EMU sampler like the 5000?

true enough, but one of the things that i find invaluable about 
having the rs7000 and my a5: the effects section is EXACTLY the 
same, except the a5 has 6 instead of 3. Using the dual sequencer 
layout of my live rig that i do, this is a huge advantage without 
having duplicate gear.
| 1553|1547|2001-08-21 10:44:14|Jayson Barrons|Re: Has nobody done this???|

> I need to, very quickly (gigs in Hong Kong a week and half from 
> now) get all my RM1X data across to the RS as well as akai 
> programs and samples and sample/replicate JD-990 synth 
> sounds onto the beast.

you are fucking nuts. you'll never get this done in time. Shit, i 
cancelled any summer dates because of my rig change. My next gig is 
in sept, and i'm not even sure if i'm going to be ready for that (i 
also got an a5 though as well).
| 1554|1520|2001-08-21 10:59:15|ternoy jerome|Re: "COMMON SAMPLE" QUESTIONS..|
--- Jayson Barrons a
écrit : 

> You specify the note in the kit that you wanna

work on. You 

>probably left it on the default value, but you

should be able to 

>change the kit note value to access the other kit

http://fr.photos.yahoo.com/


samples in the 

>sample kit voice.

here's a quick question:  i understand we have
only 2 actual banks of 

samples correct?  So, in theory, we can have only
two samplekits in 

the rs7000 at one time.  This is not too bad, as
long as i can access 

ANY of the samples from any of the tracks, and add
invidual effects.  

I have not had the chance to test out the sampler yet,
and i'm trying 

to figure out this fucking external hard drive.

no, i think you can have as much sample kit voice as
you want, in the limit of the number of sample voices
avaiable...
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms



of Service.

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1555|1520|2001-08-21 11:03:56|ternoy jerome|Re: "COMMON SAMPLE" QUESTIONS..|
in fact ,you have two banks of sample VOICES, and a
sample kit voice is ONE voice. (thats only a précision
for my older mail)

jerome

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1556|1556|2001-08-21 11:17:04|dj Dave Jumpers|sys ex control using rs7000?|
Hi, is it posible to have sys ex data on one of the banks or 
something so I can do like program change for a couple of synth 
modules attached to the rs7000?

For example.

A virus b and a waldorf Q are connected to the midi outs and I want 
to push A or something and send a sys ex string that would change the 
bank on the virus b from a lead to a pad, and then I'll press B and 
will play something. Got it?

Well, is it posible to do this with the RS7000?
I know Doepher has a controller that does Sys-Ex strings with a 
maximum length of at least 30 bytes

http://www.doepfer.com/home_e.htm

peace
-Dave Jumpers-
| 1557|1556|2001-08-21 15:56:22|ternoy jerome|Re: sys ex control using rs7000?|
yes, you can do that, 

record your sys-ex in one of the track which is
assigned to midi ext, put it in play during one loop
to send these sys-ex, mute it when sounds changed on
your external synths and have fun!!!

jerome

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com
| 1558|1507|2001-08-21 22:43:50|Vic Caballero|Re: RS7000 vs RM1X + A4000|
for sure, emu has its own format as well. i'm still new to hardware 
samplers, though, i'm a bit familiar with their capability through the 
specs.

are you using any sample format converter? i have soundfonts that i want to 
integrate with A4000 sound banks.

viccab

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
>
> > that means, i can't have a common storage of RS and A4000 samples.
>i have to
> > convert one format to the other. bummer :(
>Yup, ever considered also an EMU sampler like the 5000?

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1559|1381|2001-08-22 03:15:43|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|

> 
> Hm, section=pattern? Or style=pattern/sections/phrases?
> 
> Now I am confused...
> 
> --Tom

Think of it in terms of direction. On the RS7k/RM1x, you can not only 
scroll up or down through your patterns like on a conventional drum 
machine, or say something like the MPC2000, but you can also move 
side to side in which you can select 16 "versions", or sections of 
your entire pattern, whereby 1 pattern can encompass an 
entire "song". The entire PATTERN, or style as Yamaha calls it, 
consists of sixteen individual sections of the entire sequence, which 
in turn consists of 16 tracks (like on any 16 track sequence). These 
tracks are what Yamaha refers to as phrases. So, 1 ENTIRE pattern 
consists of 16 sections, which in turn consist of 16 phrases(tracks) 

http://fr.photos.yahoo.com/
http://www.doepfer.com/home_e.htm
http://fr.photos.yahoo.com/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


each.
Headtrik
| 1560|1519|2001-08-22 03:18:11|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Dots blinking?|
Nope, your not imagining things, I noticed it when trying it in a 
store. Don't know if this really indicates anything very drastic 
though.
| 1561|1381|2001-08-22 03:20:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> >
> > Hm, section=pattern? Or style=pattern/sections/phrases?
> >
> > Now I am confused...
> >
> > --Tom
>
> Think of it in terms of direction. On the RS7k/RM1x, you can not only
> scroll up or down through your patterns like on a conventional drum
> machine, or say something like the MPC2000, but you can also move
> side to side in which you can select 16 "versions", or sections of
> your entire pattern, whereby 1 pattern can encompass an
> entire "song". The entire PATTERN, or style as Yamaha calls it,
> consists of sixteen individual sections of the entire sequence, which
> in turn consists of 16 tracks (like on any 16 track sequence). These
> tracks are what Yamaha refers to as phrases. So, 1 ENTIRE pattern
> consists of 16 sections, which in turn consist of 16 phrases(tracks)
> each.
> Headtrik

So you're suggesting: style = pattern?

- Robert
| 1562|1562|2001-08-22 03:27:29|visualufouria@mail.com|Sample questions|
I don't understand, can you only have 256 samples, period, that 
strech across all songs, patterns, etc... If this is the case, I 
don't really see what the point of having "local" samples would be. 
That's worded in such a way where you would get the impression that 
you can record 128 new local samples per pattern/style. Is this not 
the case? What is the reasoning behind this if you can't? 
With a sample kit, THIS IS WHERE it gets hard to understand, are the 
samples in that bank saved as kits there, in that bank? Or, do you 
create a kit for each pattern by selecting individual samples? I know 
this is worded funny, anyway, if you can store your kits in 1 of the 
2 banks, global/local, that sounds like you could have hundreds upon 
hundrdes of little one shot samples, 127 per kit, etc...

I guess what I'm saying is it's hard to understand if you only get 
256 samples period, including drum sounds, synth waves, etc... or if 
you can have up 256 different kits, if you wanted to, that would 
actually consist of 1000's of differnt sounds, 127 per kit.
| 1563|1562|2001-08-22 03:32:46|ternoy jerome|Re: Sample questions|
you are allright!!!

imagine the best, you 'll have it in the RS!!!

jerome

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Vos albums photos en ligne, 
Yahoo! Photos : http://fr.photos.yahoo.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1564|1381|2001-08-22 03:59:46|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> The entire PATTERN, or style as Yamaha calls it, 

Thank you, that´s what i wanted to hear...
| 1565|1381|2001-08-22 04:00:36|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> visualufouria@m... wrote:
> So you're suggesting: style = pattern?
> 
> - Robert

Indeed, he does, and i understood in this way too.
| 1566|1381|2001-08-22 04:10:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > visualufouria@m... wrote:
> > So you're suggesting: style = pattern?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Indeed, he does, and i understood in this way too.
>

From the RS manual, page 59, top right section "Pattern Organization":

'Patterns are grouped into "styles". Each style can include as many as
16 patterns, each of which is known as a "section".'

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com
http://fr.photos.yahoo.com/


So I stick to my interpretation: section = pattern.

- Robert
| 1567|1381|2001-08-22 05:12:05|Thomas|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> From the RS manual, page 59, top right section "Pattern 

Organization":

> 
> 'Patterns are grouped into "styles". Each style can include as many 

as

> 16 patterns, each of which is known as a "section".'
> 
> So I stick to my interpretation: section = pattern.
> 
> - Robert

I wonder if the people from Yamaha with their "Yamahanese" are 
usually more confused than the rest of us...;)

I got it though. Section = pattern, style = 16 patterns/sections á 16 
tracks.

Happy musicmaking!

--Tom
| 1568|1381|2001-08-22 05:14:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got it! Questions though? preset sub|
Thomas wrote:

>
> I wonder if the people from Yamaha with their "Yamahanese" are
> usually more confused than the rest of us...;)

I think that's impossible. ;)

>
>
> I got it though. Section = pattern, style = 16 patterns/sections á 16
> tracks.

Yep, that's what I make of it.

>
>
> Happy musicmaking!
>
> --Tom

| 1569|1569|2001-08-22 07:31:30|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|RS7000: BUGS|
Hi:
I am still learning Rs7000 however I already found several things 
that can be improved with new OS update.

1) pattern chain mode play:
My Rs chokes in between different patterns. Lets say you have a 
switch between Pattern A and pattern B of the same style. Rs7 will 
stumble in between certain patterns. When I converted pattern chain 
into song, this trasition was played with no hesitation.
I experienced the same thing with Mc307. It looks to me that chips 
in these machines can use some work, they are just not fast enough.

2) If you in pattern chain mode, there is no way to switch between
pattern sequence track and "scene or muting" track for editing, 
unless you hit record, switch track, press stop and then go to 
editing screen.

3) In all the modes: I prefer screens to go in circles.
Lets say you press mixer button. There are several screens under 
mixer, which appear dependent on how many times you press "Mixer".
At the end you stuck at the last screen and you have to go to "exit" 
and then to "mixer" again to return to firts "Mixer" screen. It will 
be nice if by pressing "Mixer" or any other function button you can 
go screen 1 - screen 2 - screen 3 - screen 1 etc. I think it will 
make editing easier.

"Magnet"
| 1570|1570|2001-08-22 08:45:07|Tim Nolet|new member introduction|
Hi to all members!

I'm new and in the welcome-email it said I should introduce myself.
Here we go then:

I'm from the Netherlands and I'm a serious hobby-musician. My interests go 
out to experimental electronica (Boards of Canada, Mouse on Mars, Air etc.) 
and electronic dance music that has a certain emotion (be it aggresive, 
gentle, sad whatever. Artists like moodyman and Luke SLater fit this bill. I 
wanna use the RS7000 to create a dance-able yet emotionaly challenging 



danceset (sounds quite posh, I know).
Most people would desribe it as just Techno.

My studio consist of a Jp8000, a Nordlead II, Jv1080, mackie mixdesk, some 
effects from lexicon and t.c. electronics, a TR909 and some stuff that does 
the midi-routing.

Bye

Tim

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1571|1520|2001-08-22 12:55:54|dltmusic@hotmail.com|"COMMON SAMPLE" ..IDEAS (MUST READ)|
Thanks for offering some inling of light...but I still have a few 
more ????

Let me put my real life scenario to you:

A)I built my own drum kit with over 80 samples (kicks, snare, etc.) 
and made it into a COMMON SAMPLE which I subsequently saved as an 
ALL. Coool!

B) Now I wanted to use my kit to do the drum tracks of a new pattern, 
so I loaded the corresponding ALL file (mentioned above) into an 
empty pattern (I think they call it STYLE in the maunal), and just 
used the COMMON SAMPLE option for the tracks that I wanted to use 
that kit for. Coool!

C) I created a nice groove. So good so far!

D) I saved the pattern...no problem

E) I checked how much space the pattern used....2MB!!! WOW, it's a 4 
bar loop with a kick, hihats, snare (from my kit), clap from a the 
internal kit, bass, guitar, sfx....It saved the COMMMON SAMPLES again.
I understand that this is done for quick access but it eats disk 
space.

I know it's not an MPC, but to save a COMMON SAMPLE (with 128 
individual samples, for example) with EACH PATTERN would be crazy!

I know that you might say 'well just import the exact samples (kick, 
snare, etc.) in advance...' but part of the creative process is 
auditioning to find the right sound. I NEED the whole kit cause if I 
add a bass that I like i might switch the kick to compliment it a bit 
tighter, etc.

PLUS it appears that you can't AUDITION samples BEFORE you import 
them.

I'm not complaining, as I really like the RS, but I am writing 1) 
just in case people have an brilliant workarounds (to save disk space 
primarily) and 2) in case some Yamaha tech, etc. stumbles across this 
post for them to consider taking another look at the MPC with respect 
to loading COMMON SAMPLES as PROGRAMS, and saving a LINK to the 
PROGRAM and NOT RESAVING the PROGRAM iTSELF!

I think that these are OS issues and although I don't know the 
actually architecture, it would seem to make more SENSE to do it that 
way...Make COMMON SAMPLES= PROGRAMS. Allow PRGS to be saved as PRGMS. 
Automatically LINK/LOAD the corresponding PRGMS when the PATTERN is 
selected.

Thanks for your time...
| 1572|1569|2001-08-22 13:15:00|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: RS7000: BUGS|
Just to add one more thing to the bug list.

4) if I try to load files from the card without turning the power 
off, sometimes files do not load properly. It knows that certain 
tracks are used but no actual data is loaded. If you turn the power 
off and load again, patterns load properly.

"Magnet"
| 1573|1570|2001-08-22 15:42:57|Thomas|Re: new member introduction|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:

> Hi to all members!

Hey, welcome in our team.

> I 
> wanna use the RS7000 to create a dance-able yet emotionaly 

challenging 

> danceset (sounds quite posh, I know).
> Most people would desribe it as just Techno.

lol...that´s a good definition of Techno...;)

> 
> My studio consist of a Jp8000, a Nordlead II, Jv1080, mackie 

mixdesk, some 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


> effects from lexicon and t.c. electronics, a TR909 and some stuff 

that does 

> the midi-routing.

Man, you got some serious stuff to play with. But i realized no 
sampling unit in your list? And how did you sequenced before the RS?
--Tom
| 1574|1569|2001-08-22 15:46:48|Thomas|Re: RS7000: BUGS|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> Just to add one more thing to the bug list.
> 
> 4) if I try to load files from the card without turning the power 
> off, sometimes files do not load properly. It knows that certain 
> tracks are used but no actual data is loaded. If you turn the power 
> off and load again, patterns load properly.
> 
> "Magnet"

??? You mean the demo-patterns (styles...)??? Those are loading only 
because of their name. Usually you don´t have to turn off the power 
to load files. I think you should look into the manual...Otherwise i 
never had a problem with loading patterns not properly.

--Tom
| 1575|1569|2001-08-22 16:04:07|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: RS7000: BUGS|
I am not talking about demo patterns.
Lets say I saved my patterns, then I do some editing which I do not 
like at the end, so I want to revert to saved copy, when I load file
some of the pattern data is missing. If I turn off the power and load
from the same file again then it is fine.

> > 
> > "Magnet"
> ??? You mean the demo-patterns (styles...)??? Those are loading 

only 

> because of their name. Usually you don´t have to turn off the power 
> to load files. I think you should look into the manual...Otherwise 

i 

> never had a problem with loading patterns not properly.
> 
> --Tom

| 1576|1569|2001-08-23 03:38:17|Thomas|Re: RS7000: BUGS|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> 
> I am not talking about demo patterns.
> Lets say I saved my patterns, then I do some editing which I do not 
> like at the end, so I want to revert to saved copy, when I load file
> some of the pattern data is missing. If I turn off the power and 

load

> from the same file again then it is fine.

Weird, this never happened to me before!

Which Firmware, Kernelversion and ser.no. do you have on your RS?
| 1577|1577|2001-08-23 05:44:46|Douglas Carmichael|Seeking advice on using the RS7000 as part of a live DJ rig|
I'm thinking of using the RS7000 as part of a live DJ setup for two purposes:
1) To play back/tweak already-created sequences as part of an existing set
(i.e. use the RS7K as another 'turntable'.)
Put the RS7K's output in my headphones, match the beat with the track that's
playing, and play/tweak its output.
2) To create remixes from already existing track(s).

Here's the setup I'm thinking of:
* 2 x Technics SL-1200M3D turntables
* Allen & Heath Xone:464 mixer (http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/xone464.htm)
It has 6 stereo inputs and 4 mono inputs. (A front panel pic is at
http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/big464.jpg and a back panel pic is at 
http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/464rearpanel.htm.)
* Yamaha RS7000 (should I get the assignable output board?)
* t.c. electronic FireworX effects processor

What I was thinking of is running 1 or two post-fader aux sends off the Xone
into the RS7000's sampling inputs and running the RS7000's output into a spare
stereo channel of the Xone. Would pre-fader aux sends be better for sampling?
Should I just run a spare mix from the Xone (minus the RS7000's output) into
the RS7000's sampling inputs? (That leaves the post-fader aux sends free for the
FireworX.)
Of course, I could just run one post-fader aux for the FireworX and one
for the RS7K's sampling inputs...

Any ideas/comments/caveats?

Please reply to dcarmich@ourservers.net.

Thank you.

--Douglas
| 1578|1577|2001-08-23 05:55:59|Tim Nolet|Re: Seeking advice on using the RS7000 as part of a live DJ rig|

http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/xone464.htm)
http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/big464.jpg
http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/464rearpanel.htm.)
mailto:dcarmich@ourservers.net


I think this setup will work great. Just 2 things you should consider.
1. Sampling your beats live will be quite difficult. Making an interesting 
track *live* will be even more difficult. But hey, with a little persistance 
you could do anything.

2. A TC fireworx for live is cool, but you should considere some of the 
electrix stuff, especially the filterfactory (which I have and love dearly) 
and the Mo-fx which is also great. These are live machines and can do some 
fantastic thing to your tracks.

Hope I helped

From: Douglas Carmichael <dcarmich@mail.ourservers.net>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Seeking advice on using the RS7000 as part of a live DJ 
rig
Date: Thu, 23 Aug 2001 06:44:20 -0500

I'm thinking of using the RS7000 as part of a live DJ setup for two 
purposes:
1) To play back/tweak already-created sequences as part of an existing set
(i.e. use the RS7K as another 'turntable'.)
Put the RS7K's output in my headphones, match the beat with the track 
that's
playing, and play/tweak its output.
2) To create remixes from already existing track(s).

Here's the setup I'm thinking of:
* 2 x Technics SL-1200M3D turntables
* Allen & Heath Xone:464 mixer (http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/xone464.htm)
It has 6 stereo inputs and 4 mono inputs. (A front panel pic is at
http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/big464.jpg and a back panel pic is at
http://www.allen-heath.com/xone/464rearpanel.htm.)
* Yamaha RS7000 (should I get the assignable output board?)
* t.c. electronic FireworX effects processor

What I was thinking of is running 1 or two post-fader aux sends off the Xone
into the RS7000's sampling inputs and running the RS7000's output into a 
spare
stereo channel of the Xone. Would pre-fader aux sends be better for 
sampling?
Should I just run a spare mix from the Xone (minus the RS7000's output) into
the RS7000's sampling inputs? (That leaves the post-fader aux sends free for 
the
FireworX.)
Of course, I could just run one post-fader aux for the FireworX and one
for the RS7K's sampling inputs...

Any ideas/comments/caveats?

Please reply to dcarmich@ourservers.net.

Thank you.

--Douglas

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1579|1579|2001-08-23 07:51:46|Todd James Weger|HELLO|
Hi -- please let me introduce myself. My name is TJ (sometimes known as
tjonikus), and am brand new to the world of synths and their kin. I am 41, a
guitarist, bassist and lapsteel player in the St. Petersburg, FL area (I
live in Safety Harbor). I recently relocated here a couple months ago, and
have put together a duo called Toucan Two String Band. Our main gig is to
play island/Caribbean/Hawaiian style music, but with a healthy dose of
oldies, jazz standards, and the like. Our primary focus is to play corporate
gigs and private parties, and perhaps some happy hour jobs out on the beach
during tourist season. We have some big corporate jobs coming up in
November, and I would like to beef up our sound.

My reason for posting here today is, I am very seriously thinking of going
the QY700 route for my duo. Currently, I play bass and sing, while the other
guy plays guitar, and when he's on bass, I'm singing and playing either
guitar or Hawaiian steel. We're currently using a Boss DR-770 for rhythm
tracks. This set up has worked fine so far, and sounds pretty good, but we'd
like to "thicken" the sound with more voices, AND, it would free us up from
bass chores, and allow us to play the steel and guitar respectively, while
the QY700 holds down the bass, drums, and maybe some piano, marimba or organ
sounds, with a few horns "stabs" here and there.

I'm not too concerned about the fact there are way better sounds in high-end
keyboards. My purpose is just for live work. I intend to get a high-end
keyboard later for anything I might do in the studio for demos. Would this
unit sound good and full enough with the two other "live" instruments going
simultaneously?

My question is: would the QY700 be a good piece of gear for the scenario
I've laid out? I'm NOT a computer/techno kind of guy. I like to record REAL
time, and do it very quickly. I operate on a very visceral level, and don't
have too much patience to learn program-ese. I've never used a QY700 (or any
of the variations for that matter), but have read some great reviews on it.
Most don't really go into its live applications, though. Does anyone here
use this unit for live work?

mailto:dcarmich@mail.ourservers.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
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Lastly, what should I expect to pay for used one in decent working
condition, and are these units pretty reliable?

Thanks for any help you can give me!

TJ
| 1580|1580|2001-08-23 08:01:10|Tim Nolet|AIEB1 or AIEB2|
Hi,

In several Yamaha press anouncements it said that you can use the AIEB1 
expansion board in the RS7000. The manual though states clearly that only 
the new AEIB2 board can be used. I still have productflyers which say that 
AIEB1 can be used. I'd like to use the one I have installed in my Yamaha 
A4000 and ditch the A4000.

My Question is: Does the AEIB1 also work in the RS7000.

Any answers are more then welcome!

Tim

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1581|1581|2001-08-23 10:39:58|pman@home.nl|sync-stylechange-bug?|
hi there,
I have to following problem.

When I sync my rm1x and my rs7000.
it all seems to work ok. but then.....
when I do a style change on the master device
the slave device switches from style too..
ARRGG

this is NOT COOL. you can imagine the situation
a DJ with 2 turntables changes the record on 1 turntable.
and then the record on the 2nd turntable also changes 
unwanted...offcource the sound where the whole party is listening to 
is changed very abrupt!!

I can't mix this way.. I tried everyting but I can't get this 2 very 
cool devices to work in a DJ like setup.

the problem is in the midi control
as soon as I turn it on. the bug is there.
but if I turn it off the devices are not synced.

So I really would like to know a workaround.
or see a OS upgrade. mine at this time are:

rs7000:
firm 1.11
kernal 1.10
data 1.20

rm1x:
main rom 1.12
sub cpu 1.01

please help me. I replaced my mc-303 with the rs7000
but if this doesn't work.....
I might have to change it back 

greetingz,
Pman@home.nl
http://www.didgetal.com
| 1582|1580|2001-08-23 10:55:22|Thomas|Re: AIEB1 or AIEB2|

> AIEB1 can be used. I'd like to use the one I have installed in my 

Yamaha 

> A4000 and ditch the A4000.

Why do you want to do that? The sample-unit in the RS is not better 
than the A4000...it e.g. doesn´t support multilayered samples.
Well, you will have your reasons. But as i already stated a few 
times...how about an EMU E5000?

> My Question is: Does the AEIB1 also work in the RS7000.

The definate answer is no, njet, nada, nein, non.
A PR-person from Yamaha US said on www.motifator.com that the AIEB2 
does not work in the RS7000. The manual also says it. So i beliebe 
those sources more than a marketing-flyer.

--Tom
| 1583|1583|2001-08-23 11:09:04|jezjackson@btinternet.com|Scsi hd from ebay|
just sucured an IBM 2.1 gb SCSI HARD DRIVE * MODEL DORS-32160 * from 
e-bay

I believe I now need a SCSI pci controller card and a SCSI wide 50 
pin cable 

Can anyone suggest a good pci to scsi controller card as I aint got a 
clue what to buy next

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
mailto:Pman@home.nl
http://www.didgetal.com/


jez (doh!!)
| 1584|1581|2001-08-23 11:09:38|Thomas|Re: sync-stylechange-bug?|
--- In RS7000@y..., pman@h... wrote:

> hi there,
> I have to following problem.
> 
> When I sync my rm1x and my rs7000.
> it all seems to work ok. but then.....
> when I do a style change on the master device
> the slave device switches from style too..
> ARRGG

Hm, when the master device changes the style it sends out a style 
change through MIDI to the slave. You have to filter this MIDI-
events. (see page 262). Unfortunately the manual says about the 
RS7000 (when you use this as master) that data produced by the knobs 
and the keypads are being send to MIDI-out directly, but you can also 
filter the MIDI-in...something you can do on your RM1x too, i guess.
Another solution would be an external MIDI-filter.
But i don´t know if a style-change is sysex,cc, or program-change-
data. Try it and see if it´s work.
| 1585|1585|2001-08-23 11:37:00|francismusik@yahoo.de|delay-eff NOISE!|
hallo! i`ve got my rs today, but one of the first results i`ve got was 
a very distorted noise when activaitng the track-delay. with every 
sound i had this problem of a loud, distorted noise-echo....
can this be a problem of MY machine, or have i to adjust something 
hidden?! i had the rm1x bevore, so i now the structure very well - i 
think.
thanks a lot from austria - st
| 1586|1586|2001-08-24 01:26:00|visualufouria@mail.com|Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on here yet?|
Was wondering if anyone's tried making synth waves by sampling from 
other synths they might have. Has it been smooth for editing the wave 
into a loop for fluid synth tones? 
Had an idea, make "kit" samples of an octave or 2 of your favorite 
tones, a bunch of them, and voila, a split keyboard, split among 2-10
tones. As long as it doen't chew up too much memory, this could be 
ALOT of fun.
| 1587|1586|2001-08-24 02:34:32|Tim Nolet|Re: Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on here yet?|
I've been sampling for a while now and I own various synths. It think 
sampling your own synth is kind of waste. I mean you HAVE the synth so why 
sample it unless your after that nasty, edgy sampled sound. I avoid sampling 
my Nord lead, JP8000 and JV1080 just because it leaves you with less 
possibilities to edit the sound. Although the thing your suggesting would be 
easier to do on a non-phrase sampler (like a A4000 EMU E5000 or Akai 
S3000XL).

From: visualufouria@mail.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on 
here yet?
Date: Fri, 24 Aug 2001 07:25:58 -0000

Was wondering if anyone's tried making synth waves by sampling from
other synths they might have. Has it been smooth for editing the wave
into a loop for fluid synth tones?
Had an idea, make "kit" samples of an octave or 2 of your favorite
tones, a bunch of them, and voila, a split keyboard, split among 2-10
tones. As long as it doen't chew up too much memory, this could be
ALOT of fun.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1588|1586|2001-08-24 02:59:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on here yet?|
visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> Was wondering if anyone's tried making synth waves by sampling from
> other synths they might have. Has it been smooth for editing the wave
> into a loop for fluid synth tones?
> Had an idea, make "kit" samples of an octave or 2 of your favorite
> tones, a bunch of them, and voila, a split keyboard, split among 2-10
> tones. As long as it doen't chew up too much memory, this could be
> ALOT of fun.
>

AFAIK, the RS already has many synth wave voices, looped and ready
for use as you describe.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1589|1589|2001-08-24 04:52:26|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|RS-7000|
Hi there group,
My Rs7000 is here,yeeee
I have a question.
When I turn it on there was no patterns to select.
On the memorycard I found some.
Is this right?
best regards
stefan
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| 1590|1589|2001-08-24 04:56:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS-7000|
stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se wrote:

> Hi there group,
> My Rs7000 is here,yeeee
> I have a question.
> When I turn it on there was no patterns to select.
> On the memorycard I found some.
> Is this right?
> best regards
> stefan

You probably mean the patterns were empty. ;) Which is correct, btw.
When you boot the RS without the card in the slot you get empty patterns,
ready for that new song. You *do* have the 5000+ phrases on board,
however, as these are ROM based.

When you boot the RS with the card inserted, it will look for the autoload1
file and load it. This file holds a number of demo styles (groups of 16 patterns),
and some of them even have corresponding sample data.
There's another autoload file on the card, that can be selected by holding
down the 2 key when booting the RS.

- Robert
| 1591|1589|2001-08-24 05:22:44|Jez|Re: RS-7000|
Absolutley Yes. Remember there are two banks of presets on the card to play
with not just the one.

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: <stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2001 11:52 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS-7000

> Hi there group,
> My Rs7000 is here,yeeee
> I have a question.
> When I turn it on there was no patterns to select.
> On the memorycard I found some.
> Is this right?
> best regards
> stefan
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 1592|1592|2001-08-24 07:12:05|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|RS7000|
Okey,puuh
There was a CD whit some new styles along whit RS7000
How can I dump them to RS7000?
I dont now if the latest sounddiver supports RS7000
perhaps there is another way.
filename ex. R2A-file
Tanks guys fore helping me out.
Best regards
Stefan
| 1593|1586|2001-08-24 07:17:11|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on here yet?|
you sample yr analog synths since they don't have midi!
that's why. 
and they synth samples in the rs7000 certainly leave something to be 
desired. they are fine. but if you have analog gear, there's no 
comparison. 
anyways, i'd like to hear if anyone has had any luck with this too.
i guess you'd have to used the attack+loop method of playing yr 
samples? i haven't quite got the hang of that one yet. i find 
sampling is really easy on the rs, but editing and saving and 
organizing them all to be a bit confusing.

i sampled my pro-one and it sounded pretty good...
cheers
patrick
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--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> visualufouria@m... wrote:
> 
> > Was wondering if anyone's tried making synth waves by sampling 
from
> > other synths they might have. Has it been smooth for editing the 
wave
> > into a loop for fluid synth tones?
> > Had an idea, make "kit" samples of an octave or 2 of your favorite
> > tones, a bunch of them, and voila, a split keyboard, split among 
2-10
> > tones. As long as it doen't chew up too much memory, this could be
> > ALOT of fun.
> >
> 
> AFAIK, the RS already has many synth wave voices, looped and ready
> for use as you describe.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1594|1594|2001-08-24 07:21:17|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|quick memory question|
hey everyone, 
i installed 64 megs of ram into my rs the other night and i was 
wondering if there is a way to check if the rs is recognizing it. 
is there any way to check what how much ram you have?
i know if you press shit+utility or something it will say the 
available memory, but that's in like kilobytes. when i did that it 
said i had the same as what they show in the manual when describe 
this function, which was like 65556 kb or something.
i hope this makes sense...
thanks
patrick
| 1595|1594|2001-08-24 08:11:20|Jez|Re: quick memory question|
Yup there is

Just press shift and Utility together and voila' you should have 65535KB

hope this helps

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: <crazypoprock@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2001 2:21 PM
Subject: [RS7000] quick memory question

> hey everyone,
> i installed 64 megs of ram into my rs the other night and i was
> wondering if there is a way to check if the rs is recognizing it.
> is there any way to check what how much ram you have?
> i know if you press shit+utility or something it will say the
> available memory, but that's in like kilobytes. when i did that it
> said i had the same as what they show in the manual when describe
> this function, which was like 65556 kb or something.
> i hope this makes sense...
> thanks
> patrick
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 1596|1592|2001-08-24 10:52:22|Vic Caballero|Re: RS7000|
you can do it in several ways:

a. SCSI
attach a SCSI device (jaz,zip,orb,external hard disk) to your pc. 
transfer the files on the cd to the SCSI device. attach the device to your 
RS. load the files in RS using SCSI.

you can also attach a SCSI CD-ROM drive to the RS and load the files 
directly in RS.

b. Smartmedia card
get a smartmedia card reader and hook it up to your pc. transfer the 
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files from the cd to the card. use the card to load the files.

i'm not sure yet if the RS has sysex commands for bulk transfer. will let 
you know or if anyone has check it already, let us know.

viccab

>From: stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se
>Okey,puuh
>There was a CD whit some new styles along whit RS7000
>How can I dump them to RS7000?
>I dont now if the latest sounddiver supports RS7000
>perhaps there is another way.
>filename ex. R2A-file
>Tanks guys fore helping me out.
>Best regards
>Stefan

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1597|1597|2001-08-24 11:56:29|ripe@socialentropy.com|split pattern or phrase|
Ok, I just replaced my RM1x with the RS...

I have a question for anyone.

I cannot get the split phrase or the split pattern job to work at all.

I have one phrase 'US 001' assigned to track one of pattern "style 1 
section A". The phrase is 2 measures long, and I want to remove the 
2nd measure and leave only one measure.

When I go to the phrase or pattern split jobs, I choose 'Style 
1' 'Section A' and turn the destination style and section to 'OFF'. 
The split measure is set at 'M002'. When I try and execute the job, 
it says 'No Data', the same goes when I try and split the phrase.

Anyone get this to work? I created the phrase with the 'Sample + 
Seq' sampling option.

any help appreciated.

cheers
ripe
| 1598|1598|2001-08-24 12:02:59|ripe@socialentropy.com|MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!|
Another problem, which I think is actually a bug...

I have the MIDI echo back set as 'monitor (rec)'. The incoming MIDI 
is correctly echoed when a track has MIDI A and MIDI B set to a 
channel, but when you set MIDI A to 'OFF' and have just MIDI B set to 
a channel, the incoming MIDI will not echo out either of the ports.

If you instead set the MIDI B to 'OFF' and the MIDI A to some 
channel, MIDI data is sent from BOTH MIDI A and MIDI B! 

The built in RS7000 keyboard sends data out to the correct port, just 
the incoming MIDI data is messed up.

cheers
ripe
| 1599|1598|2001-08-24 18:22:54|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!|
Well,

I hate to follow up on my own post :)

I called Yamaha support and they confirmed that this is indeed a 
problem... they said they would call me when they had some more 
information on it.

cheers
ripe

--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> Another problem, which I think is actually a bug...
> 
> I have the MIDI echo back set as 'monitor (rec)'. The incoming 
MIDI 
> is correctly echoed when a track has MIDI A and MIDI B set to a 
> channel, but when you set MIDI A to 'OFF' and have just MIDI B set 
to 
> a channel, the incoming MIDI will not echo out either of the ports.
> 
> If you instead set the MIDI B to 'OFF' and the MIDI A to some 
> channel, MIDI data is sent from BOTH MIDI A and MIDI B! 
> 
> The built in RS7000 keyboard sends data out to the correct port, 
just 
> the incoming MIDI data is messed up.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 1600|1600|2001-08-24 21:01:26|Jez|)) Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!|
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I am sorry but, is there anyone in this (group/chat fest) who is doing
anything tangible with the rs?

All I seem to hear is what it can't do- it's about realising this machice is
the best thing on the market at what it does. for the money it's a god send
Christ ............. are you all totally trying to find fault or are you
using it's inabilities to make your lack of success an easier path. Get a
fucking grip people it's about making music not finding fault !!!!!!!!

advice:- take the bull by the horns and learn this machine inside out (what
it can do). NOT WHAT IT CAN'T. it can't cater for everyones personal whim.

those of you who have bought the rs should realise it's one hell of a
machice

NOT PERFECT-(JUST LIKE YOUR MUSIC!!!!) - AND DON'T GIVE THE BULLSHIT
ANSWER - 'were donig this for you-we want a better product'

I have a rm1x which i love dearly(although it's very ill). believe me the rs
is an absolutely wonderful machine - the rm1x is without doubt the most
creative/on the spot notepad piece of kit i've ever
used...................the rs just wipes it away...............

lets not lose sight of the fact that this is without doubt the best, most
instantaneous /creative tool you have ever come across (plus the fact you
could wipe away all the competition with just one piece of hardware)

enjoy

Jez

p.s.(a very passsionate english man who wants to hear what people can do NOT
CAN'T)

p.p.s (goodnight)

----- Original Message -----
From: <ripe@socialentropy.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2001 1:22 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!

> Well,
>
> I hate to follow up on my own post :)
>
> I called Yamaha support and they confirmed that this is indeed a
> problem... they said they would call me when they had some more
> information on it.
>
> cheers
> ripe
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > Another problem, which I think is actually a bug...
> >
> > I have the MIDI echo back set as 'monitor (rec)'. The incoming
> MIDI
> > is correctly echoed when a track has MIDI A and MIDI B set to a
> > channel, but when you set MIDI A to 'OFF' and have just MIDI B set
> to
> > a channel, the incoming MIDI will not echo out either of the ports.
> >
> > If you instead set the MIDI B to 'OFF' and the MIDI A to some
> > channel, MIDI data is sent from BOTH MIDI A and MIDI B!
> >
> > The built in RS7000 keyboard sends data out to the correct port,
> just
> > the incoming MIDI data is messed up.
> >
> > cheers
> > ripe
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
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| 1601|1586|2001-08-24 22:55:31|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on here yet?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:

> I've been sampling for a while now and I own various synths. It 

think 

> sampling your own synth is kind of waste. 

Not neceesarily. I have an MS2000. I use it to make Drum N Bass 
primarily. For the TYPE sounds I'm trying to make, it sounds better 
to create the sound I like, FILTER it, sample it again, and finish 
off the overall sound with the HI pass filter/bandpass, notch etc... 
FIRST of all, I love band eliminate filters. The MS2000r does NOT 
have one. For the type music I am creating, the tones I like, etc... 
the best overall results are obtained by multisampling the tones you 
like, and filtering them with the machine, with no EG. This is a 
completely different sound then using the tones all out of one 
machine. As you go further up the filter you start to get a 
completely different tone, after you hit midway on the filter it 
starts to sound like a duck quacking. It sucks. Besides, once you 
have those tones internally, you can process them through all those 
kick ass effects. That seems like alot more tonal potential than just 
using the sound straight from the machine. Not only that, you have 
the ability to use the effects, filters, some DIFFERENT than the ones 
I have on my other machine, resample the sound into someting 
completely different. Plus, each machine has its own sort of sound, 
right there you have so much more character possibly at your 
fingertips. Not only that,IF YOU can multisample, SAY use a "kit" 
sample to sample multiple notes, you can have the ability to make a 
split keyboard with anywhere from 2-10 differnt tones. that right 
there says that I could possinly have a much larger pallette of 
sounds immediately available to me, than just 1-2 tones per midi 
channel. No lag with no lag with program changes, etc... 
I was just wondering if anyone's tried this yet. It's something I 
plan to try out when I get mine.
J
| 1602|1586|2001-08-24 23:06:48|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Has anyone tried making there there own synth waves on here yet?|
The idea is to have a split keyboard, with up to 10 tones on it if 
you worked in 1-2 octave ranges. That's like having 9 more channels 
of sound without sending program changes.
Part of what I'm trying to figure out is, (I haven't gotten a post 
back about it) is if an ENTIRE kit is stored in 1 of the 2 banks 
as "1 of your 256 samples", or if you can only sample 256 tones 
period, and assemble a kit on your pattern. If you can do the first 
option, than you could have not 256 samples, but 1000s. I'm confused 
about this, and want to know how I plan on incorporating this into my 
setup when I finally get it. Again, there's so much more possibilty 
of tone when you sampl it, (as off my other synth) than run the sound 
right out of it.Also, some synths, like my alesis don't have 
different filter types, and I'd be interested in using its base 
tones, and filtering them after sampling them.
J
| 1603|1600|2001-08-25 00:39:43|oscillate64@hotmail.com|)) Re: Positive things|
Hey Jezza ...

Im wit ya brodda........yeah i know its a bit dis heartening
im always checkin this site for maybe some cool tricks n tips but no 
way.........at the same time im learnin a lot of stuff i wouldnt ave 
known bout...
nyways i was wonderin dude how r u constructing your traks.....
for example:
im kind of digging loading pretty much all the layers of a trak 
in A......and just muting and unmuting.....i know ppl have said its 
bettter to just add stuff in B then C etc.....but thats a bit 
dunno doesnt work for me.............one definately awesome thing is 
the SCENE memory!!!!!!!!!!!!!if you have some crucial sections of 
your song.. programed into those you can tweak and fuck with any 
section...and at the last minute switch to the scene and your rockin
..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

YEAH...nice hmmmmmmmmmmm what else...
im doing stuff with a singer........so weve got some songs so its ..
kinda like theres definate sections n stuff but just trying to work 
out the best way............

if anyone wants to respond that would be kool.......too
bye the way you can check out my 
stuff...rubberrecords.com.au/oscillate

i would love any feedback.....its like sweet vocals with dirty 
punchin drums and synthy shit ........no nice stuff.... heehe maybe 
just one.....
cheers Ive 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:
> I am sorry but, is there anyone in this (group/chat fest) who is 
doing
> anything tangible with the rs?
> 



> All I seem to hear is what it can't do- it's about realising this 
machice is
> the best thing on the market at what it does. for the money it's a 
god send
> Christ ............. are you all totally trying to find fault or 
are you
> using it's inabilities to make your lack of success an easier path. 
Get a
> fucking grip people it's about making music not finding 
fault !!!!!!!!
> 
> advice:- take the bull by the horns and learn this machine inside 
out (what
> it can do). NOT WHAT IT CAN'T. it can't cater for everyones 
personal whim.
> 
> those of you who have bought the rs should realise it's one hell of 
a
> machice
> 
> NOT PERFECT-(JUST LIKE YOUR MUSIC!!!!) - AND DON'T GIVE THE BULLSHIT
> ANSWER - 'were donig this for you-we want a better product'
> 
> I have a rm1x which i love dearly(although it's very ill). believe 
me the rs
> is an absolutely wonderful machine - the rm1x is without doubt the 
most
> creative/on the spot notepad piece of kit i've ever
> used...................the rs just wipes it away...............
> 
> 
> lets not lose sight of the fact that this is without doubt the 
best, most
> instantaneous /creative tool you have ever come across (plus the 
fact you
> could wipe away all the competition with just one piece of hardware)
> 
> enjoy
> 
> Jez
> 
> p.s.(a very passsionate english man who wants to hear what people 
can do NOT
> CAN'T)
> 
> p.p.s (goodnight)
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
> To: 
> Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2001 1:22 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!
> 
> 
> > Well,
> >
> > I hate to follow up on my own post :)
> >
> > I called Yamaha support and they confirmed that this is indeed a
> > problem... they said they would call me when they had some more
> > information on it.
> >
> > cheers
> > ripe
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > > Another problem, which I think is actually a bug...
> > >
> > > I have the MIDI echo back set as 'monitor (rec)'. The incoming
> > MIDI
> > > is correctly echoed when a track has MIDI A and MIDI B set to a
> > > channel, but when you set MIDI A to 'OFF' and have just MIDI B 
set
> > to
> > > a channel, the incoming MIDI will not echo out either of the 
ports.
> > >
> > > If you instead set the MIDI B to 'OFF' and the MIDI A to some
> > > channel, MIDI data is sent from BOTH MIDI A and MIDI B!
> > >
> > > The built in RS7000 keyboard sends data out to the correct port,
> > just
> > > the incoming MIDI data is messed up.
> > >
> > > cheers
> > > ripe
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/


> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >

| 1604|1598|2001-08-25 10:32:42|Vic Caballero|Re: MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!|

>From: ripe@socialentropy.com
>Well,
>I hate to follow up on my own post :)

hey, thanks for the follow up. appreciate it.

>I called Yamaha support and they confirmed that this is indeed a
>problem... they said they would call me when they had some more
>information on it.
>
>cheers
>ripe

i can't understand why the micro keyboard and an external MIDI keyboard 
(through MIDI IN) would produce different results.

looks like you found bug no. 2. bug no. 1 being those characters running on 
the left side of the screen.

viccab

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1605|1605|2001-08-25 12:02:36|Robert van der Kamp|Freezing RS during slice sampling?|
Hi,

I read a message from someone who reported that his
RS froze during (almost all) slice sampling attempts.

Anyone else have this problem? Is this a bug or does
it simply take a looong time to slice a sample?

- Robert
| 1606|1606|2001-08-25 16:34:25|ripe@socialentropy.com|first RS7k song|
hey all,

if you want to check out a song I just finished on the RS7k...

kinda noisy, jungley, mess...
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/neighbor_hater.mp3

drums are from machinedrum, effects and bass from RS7k.

cheers
ripe
| 1607|1607|2001-08-25 18:22:13|djrjx@excite.com|RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.|
Hello.
Im trying to sample from a cd player I have connected to my 
mixer.I have my cd player conected into line 15 & 16.
What connection should I use from the RS to my mixer?
Whatever I do has this crappy filterd/ring sound to it.

THX
RJ
| 1608|1608|2001-08-25 18:48:38|zack@eiko.com|RS7000 Accessories?|
What's up y'all?

I just got my RS7000 and am loving it! I was wondering if anyone has 
accessory recomendations... 
Gig Bag/Case?
SCSI CDR or CDRW?
Powered Monitors (I'm considering Event PS5's - anyone have those?)

How about Mic'ing samples? Do you guys use the built in pre-amp or 
an external one?

Zack Brown - NYC
| 1609|1605|2001-08-25 19:20:23|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Freezing RS during slice sampling?|
yeah Ive been slicing a lot tooo...............You have to make sure 
of the denominations your slicing into......yeah if you dont get the 
bars, the note,and the type of slicing right ,your not gonna get what 
you want ...........basically you might be making it do more slices 
than you really want eg:(4 bars of 16th notes in a long loop will 
take a long time)......so read the manual on that section to know how 
to achieve the slices you want layed out on your keyboard........
cause it does take a while ..

but aslong as its counting in the bpm screen that means its 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/neighbor_hater.mp3


processing your request.........

nyways the "quick parameter makes slices exactly as how you have 
specified wherea as" beat 1" which ive been useing does the job ,but 
slices acording to accents in the loop.......................

all said the slicing function is the best fuking thing ive ever seen..
a hardware recycle .....Awesome

cheers
Ivan

In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I read a message from someone who reported that his
> RS froze during (almost all) slice sampling attempts.
> 
> Anyone else have this problem? Is this a bug or does
> it simply take a looong time to slice a sample?
> 
> - Robert

| 1610|1610|2001-08-25 19:28:10|oscillate64@hotmail.com|AEBio 2 ????????????? specs?|
hey guys,

does anybody know any more bout the i/o expansionboard????????
What ineed to know is how will it be structured......eg:1 stereo outs 
containing the effects and stuff and will the rest of the outs be dry 
as in no effect or processing..?

thats how my Kurzweil is ..you can asssign to group "A" with effects
and groups B,C,D r all dry ...........

thanks 
Ive
| 1611|1607|2001-08-25 19:30:45|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.|
RJ,

i just always plug the CD player striaght into my RS input and sample 
away..............if its a haassle to repatch ,i dunno...........
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., djrjx@e... wrote:
> Hello.
> Im trying to sample from a cd player I have connected to my 
> mixer.I have my cd player conected into line 15 & 16.
> What connection should I use from the RS to my mixer?
> Whatever I do has this crappy filterd/ring sound to it.
> 
> THX
> RJ

| 1612|1607|2001-08-25 21:44:08|djrjx@excite.com|Re: RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.|
Ive-Thank you!
Problem solved....I didnt even think of that. I was po'd with the 
distorted sound, and neglected the easy way to go about it.
Thx!
RJ
| 1613|1613|2001-08-26 01:32:32|jane7k@yahoo.com|Pattern question|
Hi group!

okay. so far im having a blast with the rs. ive only scratched the 
surface. and so, i have another question:

the rs-seventhousand allows for *real time control touch pads* -- 
for the patterns -- on the face of the box; A-J. but in order to
get access to K-P you have to turn the corresponding knob. that 
totally sux my twat. 

is there some sort of function i can push to access those other 
patterns. maybe like holding down *shift* while pushing the 
pads to access K-P, without having to turn that fuqing knob. is 
this a function on the rs, or do i have to wait for an operating 
system update?

chat with you later guys.

j
| 1614|1592|2001-08-26 02:15:01|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|RS7000|
Hi there group,
Have anyone try to import Rm1x patterns?
best regards
stefan
| 1615|1615|2001-08-26 03:39:50|housucka@hotmail.com|cross post from motifator.com|
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=87.topic

heres one for ya kiddies:

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=87.topic


"You will notice that GRID record has two levels. When you push REC 
and PLAY the first time you are in standby record - then you push 
PLAY to start the "clock". If you have a Pattern that is more than 
one bar in length - after you record measure one return to record 
standby - use the >> Fast Forward button to advance to the next 
measure and push PLAY to continue, and so on until you have recorded 
all measures. Then when finished push STOP twice to exit record."

this means you cannot record a pattern that is more than 1 measure 
contiguously--you cant listen to it all at once. i dont know if this 
was a characteristic of the RM1X, so if you can hang, thats all 
cool. i however am taking this thing back and getting something else 
that allows more fluidity in programming ability.

later!
| 1616|1613|2001-08-26 06:15:34|Thomas|Re: Pattern question|
--- In RS7000@y..., jane7k@y... wrote:

>is 
> this a function on the rs, 

Yes it´s a function.

or do i have to wait for an operating 

> system update?

Yes, if we all write nice emails to Yamaha, they might include it and 
change it in the (inofficially announced soon coming) OS-úpdate. 

--Tom
| 1617|1615|2001-08-26 06:22:55|Thomas|Re: cross post from motifator.com|
--- In RS7000@y..., housucka@h... wrote:

> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?

topicID=87.topic

> this means you cannot record a pattern that is more than 1 measure 
> contiguously--you cant listen to it all at once. 

You don´t have to use grid to record, you can also use step or note 
record. I find it quite good, that i can change between the measures 
by the "fast forward/backward" buttons.

And i think the sequencer is one of the best when it comes to 
hardware sequencer. I never composed so fluently and editing was 
never so easy. With Cubase/Logic i never edited any Sysex or CC data, 
because it looked too difficult. With the RS, i simply choose the 
controller, add the HEX for the controller i want to change, the 
value and Voila!
Very easy and faster than everything else i know. I am sure you won´t 
find anyhting better with that amount of functions, than the RS. But 
oh well, you can´t argue about taste.

Just my opinion.

--Tom
| 1618|1618|2001-08-26 09:14:38|jim_spath@hotmail.com|Choosing a track for MIDI in?|
I just hooked an external synth up to my RS7000 for the first time 
and was wondering how you change what track the synth controls. It 
only seems to be active on track one for me. Any input?

Thanks,
Jim
| 1619|1619|2001-08-26 12:34:24|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: Digest Number 156|
Hey RJ...

If you're getting a ringing sound...my guess is that you're getting a loop through on your mixer...

In other words...your sampling into your RS from your mixer...the RS is taking that sound in then spitting it back into the mixer which is spitting it
back to the RS...

When you sample form your CD player through your mixer either:

a) turn the volume down on your RS
b) Mute the RS channels on your mixer...

good luck...

Alex

Message: 4
Date: Sun, 26 Aug 2001 00:22:09 -0000
From: djrjx@excite.com
Subject: RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.

Hello.
Im trying to sample from a cd player I have connected to my 
mixer.I have my cd player conected into line 15 & 16.
What connection should I use from the RS to my mixer?
Whatever I do has this crappy filterd/ring sound to it.

THX
RJ
| 1621|1618|2001-08-26 23:45:33|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Choosing a track for MIDI in?|

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?
mailto:djrjx@excite.com


There should be a button/menu on the machine that says GLOBAL. You may
(most likely not) have a button that says MIDI, this should be self 
explanatorty. If not, hit Global, somewhere in there, there should be 
a MIDI menu from there. 
Actually, It was sort of unclear from what you said whether you were 
running the synth into the RS or vice versa. I would assume your 
running the rs7k to the synth, this being more common. 
Anyway, if your in combination mode you should be able to hear what 
your playing, combination is where the synth reads ALL 16 channels, 
and you can store different sounds to each channel. Again it sounds 
like your not, so I assume your in standard user mode. Go into Global 
mode, find the MIDI menu, from there, you should be able to select 
whatever CHANNEL it is that you want to send to that synth. That's 
it, done. go back to your patch, and voila, you should be able to 
hear it. It sounds like your still new to MIDI, don't change anything 
you don't know how to cahnge directly back to its original position, 
in Global mode, it can get frustrating. Just find your channel and 
change that. The other thing you could benefit from, is set 
your "clock" to external if your running it off the 7k. 

If you are new to MIDI, read your manuals. You will benefit greatly 
from understanding what all, or at least most basic midi parameters, 
settings, etc... are for. The clock is crucial, that is how you sync 
up all your machines, you hit play on your MASTER machine, and boom, 
everything is running in time. You have a seriously powerful machine, 
and when you understand it completely, you'll flip out at what your 
capable of with it.
What type synth is it that your using by the way?
| 1622|1600|2001-08-27 01:36:15|Tim Nolet|Re: )) Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI 'rec monitor' echo BUG!|

>I am sorry but, is there anyone in this (group/chat fest) who is doing
>anything tangible with the rs?

Yeah Jez, go tell 'm. The only thing I hear is bugs, bugs, bugs. If I'd want 
to hear that I'd enlist in the WindowsXP newsgroup.
COME ON GUYS! It's about MUSIC. The proces on how to get to great results 
don't matter! Just the results count IMHO. If the RS7K makes the process 
easy and natural that that's great, but don't treat it as some kind of box 
that is supossed to make "IT" happen but doesn't because of some lousy bugs 
and functions that are missing.

Example: Last Saturday I was at a Outdoor Techno Festival (Awakenings for 
all you dutch people) and heard a more-than-stunning Live-set from Speedy-J.
He used aan Akia MPC (60, 2000, 2000XL, 3000 whatever) and some effects and 
another sampler. As you may know, an MPC has probably half the functions and 
twice the bugs and RS7K has but still this guy pulls of an amazing set.

So, get on with makig music and stop being a technician.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1623|1623|2001-08-27 03:24:42|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|64 Mg Simms!|
Hello there!
I´m planning to get more memory so I´m asking what kind of SIMM memory 
are you using. There are lots of different kind of brands and some of 
them are more expensive than others.Should I go for the cheap ones if 
the specs are OK? 

Pasu.
| 1624|1623|2001-08-27 08:01:48|Bryan Rodgers|Re: 64 Mg Simms!|
if you can, I'd say bring your RS with you, or don't pay for anything till
you know they work.(or they have a nice return policy... ...it's the only
way to be sure.)

I have two sets of generic RAM that seem to be working fine...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: pasipelkonen@hotmail.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 27/08/01 5:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] 64 Mg Simms!

Hello there!
I´m planning to get more memory so I´m asking what kind of SIMM memory 
are you using. There are lots of different kind of brands and some of 
them are more expensive than others.Should I go for the cheap ones if 
the specs are OK? 

Pasu.
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<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=211550.1562866.3121829.1261774/D=egrou
pmail/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=230292639> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
| 1625|1623|2001-08-27 08:32:36|Tim Nolet|Re: 64 Mg Simms!|
Just get 72 pin standard Simms. If they don't work you'll notice directly. 
The RS7K problably won't even boot. Just like a PC. Most Yamaha Samplers (my 
a4000 for isntance) are build a lot like PC's and share loads of 
characteristics.
Taking the Simms out and returing them won't harm the simms nor your 
machine.

GReetz

Tim

From: Bryan Rodgers <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: "'pasipelkonen@hotmail.com '" <pasipelkonen@hotmail.com>, 
"'RS7000@yahoogroups.com '" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: RE: [RS7000] 64 Mg Simms!
Date: Mon, 27 Aug 2001 10:00:11 -0400

if you can, I'd say bring your RS with you, or don't pay for anything till
you know they work.(or they have a nice return policy... ...it's the only
way to be sure.)

I have two sets of generic RAM that seem to be working fine...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: pasipelkonen@hotmail.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 27/08/01 5:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] 64 Mg Simms!

Hello there!
I�m planning to get more memory so I�m asking what kind of SIMM memory
are you using. There are lots of different kind of brands and some of
them are more expensive than others.Should I go for the cheap ones if
the specs are OK?

Pasu.
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pmail/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=230292639>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1626|1623|2001-08-27 08:40:16|ripe|Re: 64 Mg Simms!|
I just ordered from oempcworld.com. They have a page dedicated to
sampler memory, and the prices aren't too bad.
here's the link:
http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html;$sessionid$S4JTM0YAACDWVWGIHUVXBM
WYZA4YLPX0?pid=14

cheers
ripe

-----Original Message-----
From: pasipelkonen@hotmail.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 27/08/01 5:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] 64 Mg Simms!

Hello there!
I´m planning to get more memory so I´m asking what kind of SIMM memory 
are you using. There are lots of different kind of brands and some of 
them are more expensive than others.Should I go for the cheap ones if 
the specs are OK? 

Pasu.
| 1627|1607|2001-08-27 10:31:20|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.|
what i do is just use one of the aux sends on the mixer to go 
straight into the sampler. that way, any channel on the mixer can go 
into the sampler with just the turn of a knob. make sense?
p.

--- In RS7000@y..., djrjx@e... wrote:
> Ive-Thank you!
> Problem solved....I didnt even think of that. I was po'd with the 
> distorted sound, and neglected the easy way to go about it.
> Thx!
> RJ

| 1628|1607|2001-08-27 10:35:43|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.|
what i do is just use one of the aux sends and plug that into the 
sampler. that way, any channel on the mixer can be sampled with just 
the turn of a knob. make sense?
patrick

--- In RS7000@y..., djrjx@e... wrote:
> Ive-Thank you!
> Problem solved....I didnt even think of that. I was po'd with the 
> distorted sound, and neglected the easy way to go about it.
> Thx!
> RJ

| 1629|1618|2001-08-27 13:21:48|ripe|Re: Choosing a track for MIDI in?|
Use the MONITOR (REC) setting in MIDI setup page 1/2. This way when you
select a track, the MIDI IN will be re-channelized to that tracks MIDI
settings... except for the MIDI echoing to the wrong output ports, but the
internal TG channels work correctly.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: <jim_spath@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2001 10:14 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Choosing a track for MIDI in?

> I just hooked an external synth up to my RS7000 for the first time
> and was wondering how you change what track the synth controls. It
> only seems to be active on track one for me. Any input?
>
> Thanks,
> Jim
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 1630|1630|2001-08-27 18:44:42|mike stokes|RS7000 effects MIDI controllable?|
Hi all.
My name is Mike and I currently own a RM1X linked to an Ensoniq ASRX
sampler. the two work pretty well together, but I am thinking of getting 
the RS7000 as an all in one box. I played with it at the store, and it is 
super fun. Although I didn't try out the effects.
My question is, how are the RS7000 internal effects 
(delays,flange,dist,compression,etc.)? The effects in the ASRX sound 
amazing, really fat and warm and tweaked, and you can control 1 parameter by 
a MIDI CC.# for realtime control of the effect, not just amount of effect 
like in the RM1X. This makes for some great realtime tweakage of delay 
times, distortion amount,etc. So basically I am wondering if the RS7000 can 
do this and also if anyone has any opinion or experience on the RS7000 
effects versus the ASRX effects. I don't have any experience with Yamaha 
effects other than the RM1x, which sounds pretty poor compared with the 
Ensoniq effects.
Also, some have said that the RS7000 lacks many features of regular 
samplers, and it is just a phrase sampler. So, can you map samples across 
the keyboard. And, can you route things like LFO and velocity to filters, 
etc?
Thanks for your help,
Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1631|1607|2001-08-28 00:52:01|ripe|Re: RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.|
try using the aux sends from the mackie to the RS7k sample input, and have
the send be pre-fader (if possible) and turn down the channel faders of the
CD channel, otherwise it will sound bad because you have the CD playing
through mixer on two pairs of channels at once (the RS7k will play whatever
is coming the sample inputs).

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: <djrjx@excite.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2001 7:22 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7k and Mackie 1642 conection question.

> Hello.
> Im trying to sample from a cd player I have connected to my
> mixer.I have my cd player conected into line 15 & 16.
> What connection should I use from the RS to my mixer?
> Whatever I do has this crappy filterd/ring sound to it.
>
> THX
> RJ
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 1632|1630|2001-08-28 02:38:03|Thomas|Re: RS7000 effects MIDI controllable?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mike stokes" wrote:

> So, can you map samples across 
> the keyboard. 

Yes. Indeed the RS is an almost full sampler. What you don´t have on 
it is e.g. Multilayered-multisamples, otherwise you can pitch samples 
chromatically over the whole keyboard-range, make sample-kits (map 
samples across the keyboard), or slice+seq samples (works like 
Propellerheads ReCycle! including the creation of MIDI-sequencer 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
mailto:djrjx@excite.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


events for every slice).

> And, can you route things like LFO and velocity to filters, 
> etc?

LFO yes, but velocity to filter???

> Thanks for your help,

You´re welcome.

--Tom

> Mike
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1633|1633|2001-08-28 04:39:37|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|A serious flaw....|
Heya All,

Well, finally took delivery of 'silver' last week...

It's good. Mostly very good. Sound is great, effects are nice and 
controllable and pretty dense - very wierd stuff if you want to go 
there.... Sampling is O.K - more the big brother of the su700 
than a smaller brother of the a4000 tho'....

Interface is a bit of a dog - nothing you can't learn to live with - but 
some really silly choices of interface modes ....

like when naming....
holding down the key gives you capitals, but 
holding gives you the secondary non alpha characters 
underneath the second line (which is in a different size type, and 
reversed printing.... ouch.....)

;->

but this is piddly shit. Nothing that seriously would affect your 
decision to by or how much you use this machine....

here's the big one......

No drum kits.

FUCK!!!!!!!!

You can only load a whole pattern or an indiviual sound... Think 
about the implications of this. i was hoping, with the pallet at my 
fingertips in this box, to be able to do some serious writing on it - 
perhaps with just a master k'bd. But alas, those dreams are 
dashed through a simple lacking data management 
functionality.

FUCK!

I'm gonna use this box for live, and shake up rooms with it - yay - 
but for me this one thing really lets the whole thing down.....

Also - the way silver thinks about 'kit voices' - really misses the 
point. Not being able to have seperate envelopes and pitch 
settings etc.. for each note on the 'kit' is another serious flaw. 
This is of course something that does eat into DSP so I can 
understand them scrimping here - but - ouch.... Makes this 
thing a lot less of a serious production station...

Interested in any comments/feedback on this...

Workarounds? Loading patterns with nothing but samples??

yo!

Dan
| 1634|1633|2001-08-28 04:47:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A serious flaw....|
jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com wrote:

> Heya All,
>
> Well, finally took delivery of 'silver' last week...
>
> It's good. Mostly very good. Sound is great, effects are nice and
> controllable and pretty dense - very wierd stuff if you want to go
> there.... Sampling is O.K - more the big brother of the su700
> than a smaller brother of the a4000 tho'....
>
> Interface is a bit of a dog - nothing you can't learn to live with - but
> some really silly choices of interface modes ....
>
> like when naming....
> holding down the key gives you capitals, but

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
mailto:jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com


> holding gives you the secondary non alpha characters
> underneath the second line (which is in a different size type, and
> reversed printing.... ouch.....)
>
> ;->
>
> but this is piddly shit. Nothing that seriously would affect your
> decision to by or how much you use this machine....
>
> here's the big one......
>
> No drum kits.
>
> FUCK!!!!!!!!
>
> You can only load a whole pattern or an indiviual sound... Think
> about the implications of this. i was hoping, with the pallet at my
> fingertips in this box, to be able to do some serious writing on it -
> perhaps with just a master k'bd. But alas, those dreams are
> dashed through a simple lacking data management
> functionality.

You will have to elaborate on this, since I don't see why you can't
use the RS for writing stuff with only a master keyboard. What the
RS doesn't have (but my QY700 does) is preset phrases with whole
drumkit loops. Is this what you mean? You'll at least have to pick a
preset bd, snare and hihat phrase to compose your drum kit. Alternatively,
you can select a drum kit voice and record your own drum loop on a
single track.

>
>
> FUCK!
>
> I'm gonna use this box for live, and shake up rooms with it - yay -
> but for me this one thing really lets the whole thing down.....
>
> Also - the way silver thinks about 'kit voices' - really misses the
> point. Not being able to have seperate envelopes and pitch
> settings etc.. for each note on the 'kit' is another serious flaw.

I agree. The idea from yammie is that you separate the drumkit
intruments over several tracks and apply *real-time* midi-based
voice/fx processing on them.

>
> This is of course something that does eat into DSP so I can
> understand them scrimping here - but - ouch.... Makes this
> thing a lot less of a serious production station...
>
> Interested in any comments/feedback on this...
>
> Workarounds? Loading patterns with nothing but samples??
>
> yo!
>
> Dan

- Robert
| 1635|1633|2001-08-28 04:57:01|Tim Nolet|Re: A serious flaw....|

>
> FUCK!
>
> I'm gonna use this box for live, and shake up rooms with it - yay -
> but for me this one thing really lets the whole thing down.....
>
> Also - the way silver thinks about 'kit voices' - really misses the
> point. Not being able to have seperate envelopes and pitch
> settings etc.. for each note on the 'kit' is another serious flaw.

I agree. The idea from yammie is that you separate the drumkit
intruments over several tracks and apply *real-time* midi-based
voice/fx processing on them.

>I also agree. When I used Cubase I did my drumtracks on 1 maybe 2 tracks. I 
>could not see why people use a separate tracks for every highhat and snare. 
>This "New" way of working does have it flaws and is something Yammie could 
>easely change in a future OS update. Things like this should also be posted 
>on the RS7K forum on www.motifator.com. The Yamaha people actually read 
>that stuff and even post answers!

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1636|1633|2001-08-28 05:33:52|Thomas|Re: A serious flaw....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:

> I agree. The idea from yammie is that you separate the drumkit
> intruments over several tracks and apply *real-time* midi-based

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


> voice/fx processing on them.

But you can always (kit-)resample your drumloops which is spread over 
several tracks and have it then on one track....and so forth and so 
on...

-Tom
| 1637|1633|2001-08-28 05:50:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A serious flaw....|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
>
> > I agree. The idea from yammie is that you separate the drumkit
> > intruments over several tracks and apply *real-time* midi-based
> > voice/fx processing on them.
> But you can always (kit-)resample your drumloops which is spread over
> several tracks and have it then on one track....and so forth and so
> on...

Sure, but it is extra work, and forces you to freeze a mix (by adding fx
to sample data) before the master mix process. The MOTIF line, which
has the same phrase sampler *does* have a static fx send value
(for verb, delay and var) per kit voice entry. So it can be done and would
take a lot of work away when compressing drums to a single track and
you just want to add a bit of verb to some of the samples.

BTW, had my third RS session in the shop yesterday. Damn, if I only
could have saved the FABULOUS drum loop pattern I created there...

- Robert
| 1638|1633|2001-08-28 06:19:15|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: A serious flaw....|
Sorry, let me clarify

> > You can only load a whole pattern or an indiviual sound... 

Think

> > about the implications of this. i was hoping, with the pallet at 

my

> > fingertips in this box, to be able to do some serious writing 

on it -

> > perhaps with just a master k'bd. But alas, those dreams are
> > dashed through a simple lacking data management
> > functionality.
> 
> You will have to elaborate on this, since I don't see why you 

can't

> use the RS for writing stuff with only a master keyboard. What 

the

> RS doesn't have (but my QY700 does) is preset phrases with 

whole

> drumkit loops. Is this what you mean? You'll at least have to 

pick a

> preset bd, snare and hihat phrase to compose your drum kit. 

Alternatively,

> you can select a drum kit voice and record your own drum loop 

on a

> single track.

I should have been clearer:

The thing that distresses me is that when I want to sit down and 
work on a new piece of music, first thing I have to do is load in a 
snare, then a Kik, then a few hats, then maybe some clicky kinda 
noises, then maybe go and sort out their pitch etc..... when really 
I just want to go - load 2-step kit, and start jamming. When I've 
already got a jam happening i wanna be able to load a Cymbal 
kit to check out a whole bunch of Cymbals, or a whole bunch of 
SFX or whatever....

furthermore, the way 'Silver' thinx about the 'kit' samples is daft - 
not being able to define a range of notes... grrrr. Such a great 
way of making a little sample memory go a long way...

My comment about plugging in a master k'bd was just about - 
how I was hoping to be able to write using this box and not much 
else, but really it's not gonna be able to replace my rack 
samplers and all my lovingly built kits and sound pallets on 
them....

one day.....



sigh.....
;->

yo!

Dan.
| 1639|1633|2001-08-28 06:27:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A serious flaw....|
jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com wrote:

> Sorry, let me clarify
> I should have been clearer:
>
> The thing that distresses me is that when I want to sit down and
> work on a new piece of music, first thing I have to do is load in a
> snare, then a Kik, then a few hats,

NO! ;)
These sounds are in ROM!!! It's sitting there, waiting to be used.
Simply select one of the 64 drum kit voices and go. Other noises
are also available.

> then maybe some clicky kinda
> noises, then maybe go and sort out their pitch etc..... when really
> I just want to go - load 2-step kit, and start jamming. When I've
> already got a jam happening i wanna be able to load a Cymbal
> kit to check out a whole bunch of Cymbals, or a whole bunch of
> SFX or whatever....
>
> furthermore, the way 'Silver' thinx about the 'kit' samples is daft -
> not being able to define a range of notes... grrrr. Such a great
> way of making a little sample memory go a long way...

You mean you want to assign a snare sample to a range of notes?

>
>
> My comment about plugging in a master k'bd was just about -
> how I was hoping to be able to write using this box and not much
> else, but really it's not gonna be able to replace my rack
> samplers and all my lovingly built kits and sound pallets on
> them....

See above.

>
>
> one day.....
>
> sigh.....
> ;->
>
> yo!
>
> Dan.

- Robert
| 1640|1633|2001-08-28 07:26:10|Thomas|Re: A serious flaw....|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> >
> > > I agree. The idea from yammie is that you separate the drumkit
> > > intruments over several tracks and apply *real-time* midi-based
> > > voice/fx processing on them.
> > But you can always (kit-)resample your drumloops which is spread 

over

> > several tracks and have it then on one track....and so forth and 

so

> > on...
> 
> Sure, but it is extra work, and forces you to freeze a mix (by 

adding fx

> to sample data) before the master mix process. The MOTIF line, which
> has the same phrase sampler *does* have a static fx send value
> (for verb, delay and var) per kit voice entry. So it can be done 

and would

> take a lot of work away when compressing drums to a single track and
> you just want to add a bit of verb to some of the samples.

Yes, but i was just trying to show a way around this little flaw. 
What i wonder though is, since the RS and the Motif are supposed to 
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have the same internal basic hardware for the sequencer, could the RS 
be updated to this MOTIF-feature or is it so strongly wired with the 
different synth-engine that it won´t be possible?

> 
> BTW, had my third RS session in the shop yesterday. Damn, if I only
> could have saved the FABULOUS drum loop pattern I created there...

LOL...see... you shouldn´t wait for the MPC4k...come on...get the 
RS...you love it already, don´t you?
;)

Btw. i made up my mind for the Novation Nova now. I´ve read some 
reviews on www.sonicstate.com about it and it seems that with the new 
OS4 this synth is as powerful (sonically) as a Virus or Q, but easier 
to handle. And really i need an easy to handle synth, the FS1r sounds 
really fantastic, but the UI is the worst i ever had to deal with 
(not as bad as the MC303)
Well, all i need now is to collect some money together.

--Tom
| 1641|1633|2001-08-28 07:39:58|Thomas|Re: A serious flaw....|
--- In RS7000@y..., jujuspacejazz@h... wrote:

> The thing that distresses me is that when I want to sit down and 
> work on a new piece of music, first thing I have to do is load in a 
> snare, then a Kik, then a few hats, then maybe some clicky kinda 
> noises, then maybe go and sort out their pitch etc..... when really 
> I just want to go - load 2-step kit, and start jamming. 

Well, create a 2-step kit connect it with an empty style and 
save "ALL+System". Now each time you want to jam, load this scheme-
pattern with your 2-step kit into the RS and start jamming.

> When I've 
> already got a jam happening i wanna be able to load a Cymbal 
> kit to check out a whole bunch of Cymbals, or a whole bunch of 
> SFX or whatever....

Well, what you need is a sampler like the often mentioned A4/5000 or 
EMU 5000.

> My comment about plugging in a master k'bd was just about - 
> how I was hoping to be able to write using this box and not much 
> else, but really it's not gonna be able to replace my rack 
> samplers and all my lovingly built kits and sound pallets on 
> them....

No it´s really is not capable of that and Yamaha never said it can. 
For sure you can make a whole CD with ONLY the RS, but to work the 
way you want it, you still need external stuff, that´s why i am 
keeping my AN1x, XBase09, SE50 and that´s why i will get additional 
stuff like Novation Nova, Lexicon MPX or some other toys.
But IMO the sequencer inside the RS is indeed superb and one of the 
best. I´ve never worked so easy and fast with MIDI before. For me it 
increased and supports my creativity process like nothing else before.
I take the sampler as addition and saves me to buy a s/h Akai S1000 
with all it´s limits and flaws. It all depends on what you want and 
what the RS can do for you. 
I am not adressing this to you personally, but ppl should TEST the RS 
if it REALLY fits their needs BEFORE they do the purchase, get 
disappointed and complain about. 
I am very happy with my RS. Best buy in a long time. I am glad i 
don´t have to deal with software anymore.

-Tom
| 1642|1642|2001-08-28 08:57:24|Spindianna Holmes|SU700 to RS7000|
Are there any RS7000 owners out there that also have an SU700? I was 
wondering if my SU would become obsolete or if there is a way, or 
even a need for that matter, to control it from the RS7000. How 
could i use the 2 beasts together? Also are you completely satisfied 
with your purchase of the new beast?
| 1643|1643|2001-08-28 10:16:31|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|RAM, RAM, RAM!|
How 2 find out whether this unit detected the 2 32mb 72pins ram i put 
in? pls help!
| 1644|1644|2001-08-28 10:23:02|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Load samples!|
i connected this unit 2 my notebook scsi cd rom drive, the unit 
detected the cd rom drive, but how 2 load the samples? which pages in 
manual will be help? i just bought this unit less than a day!

pls help!
| 1645|1633|2001-08-28 10:59:29|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: A serious flaw....|
I can't stand this, someone always has to find a flaw in everything. 
Granted this is a legit gripe, but NO MACHINE does everything. Ifyour 
patient enough, you get around this by assembling a sample kit of 
your own, you sample each individual tone how you want them, if you 
want differnt effect settings, then you use several differnet sample 
kits on several different channels, and set each cahnnels effects 
differently. Personally, I'd much rather have the option of sampling 
all my own drum sounds than use only internal ones. The MPC has its 
gripes too, first of all, you get NOTHING when you first get it, you 
have to upgrade to effects boards, you have to add scsi, etc.... No 
machine does it all in one, this is the closest I've seen yet, 
without it being a fully dedicated Keyboard Workstation. What about 
the good old days of electronic music, when people ran long MIDI 



chains, of 303s, 909s, sh101s, etc... Those people took some 
seriously minimal gear and took it to its completely outermost 
limits. There are always ways around these things, you just have to 
figure out what works best for you.
| 1646|1646|2001-08-28 11:22:48|Romain FAURE|Mixing an external sound via the RS input|
Hi guys !

I've ordered my RS7K a few days ago, and expects to receive it in a very few
weeks (days ?)... but Yamaha seems to have problems to ship enough units in
France.

I've got a question that can maybe interests other users: can we mix an
external sound via the RS audio input, with the RS7K internal sound ?
I give a precise example: let's say that my setup is only made of a YAMAHA
AN1X and a RS7K, without any mixer. Can I play sequences on the RS, using RS
sounds on one hand, and sounds played by the AN1X routed via the RS audio
input on the other hand ? Will I hear my whole sequence (RS and AN sounds)
in the RS headphones & output? And will the RS master FX be applied to the
sound entering in the audio input ?
Of course this is quite important as it would allow me to have a very
compact setup for gigs... Hope I've been clear enough.

ThanX a lot

RomaiN
| 1648|1633|2001-08-28 11:31:00|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: A serious flaw....|
Hey dan,

I can see where it may seem like this is a flaw, but you have to pull 
back and look at it from a different view...

On a normal drum machine, you may have 16 tracks, each with it's own 
voice editing, etc. You don't get the option to trigger a kick and a 
snare both on the same track, track one would ONLY be the kick drum, 
track 2 would ONLY be the snare, etc... The limitation here, is that 
you may think, "hmm, I'd like to be able to knock down the decay on 
all my drum sounds at once..." You can't do this though, because 
each drum sound has it's own editing setup, so instead you have to 
adjust 16 different decay settings to affect the whole kit.

To do this on the RS7000 is easy, just load a drum kit voice on each 
track, then only sequence the kick sound on track one, and only the 
snare sound on track two, etc. You also have the choice to load a 
whole bunch of different kick sounds at once by using one of the 
dedicated all kick drum kit voices... Now when you have everything 
the way you want it, save the style. That's your custom "KIT", like 
a traditional drummachine. But why stop there? You can also load 
synth voices, samples, have two drum sounds triggering on one track 
etc... This is where the RS separates itself from a drum box, and 
begins to get interesting... 

hopefully that is somewhat helpful :)

cheers
ripe
| 1649|1633|2001-08-28 12:04:35|lexicon@thevortex.com|Re: A serious flaw....|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> I can't stand this, someone always has to find a flaw in 

everything. 

The point of the gripe is very simple. Why can't anyone create a 
sequencer/sampler with a 16 step grid interface and traditional 
sampler functionality?

Basically, Ensoniq came close with the ASR-X. The sampler was 
perfect. Resampling, drum kits, each sound with there own filters 
and envelopes, however, they made one of the worst sequencers ever.

Here's the dream, combine the ASR-X sampler engine with the RS7000 
sequencer. On-board recycling slicing is nice, but not an essential.

Yes the RS7000 is a good machine, but it's so close to being perfect. 
Yamaha had to go out of there way to mess it up. I mean they made 
the A3000, great machine, why not just slap the RM1X sequncer on it. 
There you've just made the worlds greatest instrument.(Except for the 
annoyingly slow SCSI)
| 1650|1650|2001-08-28 12:13:04|Spindianna Holmes|loading in a set list|
One of the major flaws of the SU700 was that you could only load one 
volume of songs at a time. This really sucked because if you created 
songs in different sessions and then wanted to load them all up for a 
setlist, you couldn't. In other words you had to load one song, then 
load the next one but after you loaded the next one the first one 
would be gone. So in a live situation you'd have to wait 10 minutes 
for your next track to load. Does the RS7000 allow you to load 
different songs from different sessions into the machine so that you 
can rock out a setlist? Thank you for your time.
| 1651|1643|2001-08-28 13:44:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RAM, RAM, RAM!|
mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk wrote:

> How 2 find out whether this unit detected the 2 32mb 72pins ram i put
> in? pls help!

I remember someone said you press Shift-Utility to see the available
RAM.
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- Robert
| 1652|1646|2001-08-28 13:47:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mixing an external sound via the RS input|
Romain FAURE wrote:

> Hi guys !
>
> I've ordered my RS7K a few days ago, and expects to receive it in a very few
> weeks (days ?)... but Yamaha seems to have problems to ship enough units in
> France.
>
> I've got a question that can maybe interests other users: can we mix an
> external sound via the RS audio input, with the RS7K internal sound ?
> I give a precise example: let's say that my setup is only made of a YAMAHA
> AN1X and a RS7K, without any mixer. Can I play sequences on the RS, using RS
> sounds on one hand, and sounds played by the AN1X routed via the RS audio
> input on the other hand ? Will I hear my whole sequence (RS and AN sounds)
> in the RS headphones & output? And will the RS master FX be applied to the
> sound entering in the audio input ?
> Of course this is quite important as it would allow me to have a very
> compact setup for gigs... Hope I've been clear enough.
>
> ThanX a lot
>
> RomaiN

Don't have an RS, didn't try it, but the manual says it is possible yes.
Just as done on the A3000/A4000/A5000 samplers. I believe you even
get the change to mix an amount of the incoming signal to the fx unit.

Look in the manual, where the Utility submode is described.

- Robert
| 1654|1633|2001-08-28 16:55:49|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: A serious flaw....|
heya All,

regarding the below post and a few others who responded to me 
with kind of the outlook of - 'nothings perfect - deal with it....'

This is less of a tech argument and more philosophical.

I think we should be pressing real hard for the 'perfect' 
insturments.

> Yes the RS7000 is a good machine, but it's so close to being 

perfect. 

> Yamaha had to go out of there way to mess it up. I mean they 

made 

> the A3000, great machine, why not just slap the RM1X 

sequncer on it. 

> There you've just made the worlds greatest instrument.(Except 

for the 

> annoyingly slow SCSI)

ABSOLOUTELY CORRECT!!!!

What we are asking for here is not impossible. We are not 
demanding unrealistic results from the technology. My Gripe is 
not to do with Processing power - it is a simple data 
management and architechture issue - what things can be 
saved together and seperately and how they can be 
manipulated, together and seperately....

I think the manufacturers often are considreably out of touch with 
what people are actually using there gear for and the 
methodology involved.

I also think the RS7000 is a pretty cool box. I don't want to be 
lambasted as some kind of ignorant greedy whining child -I 
WANT THIS AND THIS AND THIS!!!! 

Not my vibe at all.

( we're not talking about demands for a full colour touch screen 
here....;-> )

But we should be clear. When products are delivered with 
serious flaws in the methodology that are flaws NOT RELATED 
TO TECH LIMITATIONS OR COST....

These flaws should be discussed. Especially on a list such as 
this.... 

there is no tech reason why many of the gripes on this list 
should exist. I mean R&D schedules and production 
nightmares ( I gather this was a pretty hard box to get out on 



time....) aside -manufacturers ARE now capable of building 
'perfect' boxes. They just don't seem to know what 'perfect' is for 
many of us.

Let's (in a spirit of co-operation and helpfullness) tell them.

yo!

Dan

more specifically to my gripe ( for those who don't seem to see 
what I'm getting at) ......

You know on your hardware sampler when you build a drum kit 
-from your own samples - and you load, and tune, and tweak, 
and filter each sound and then specifiy it's range over the 'k'bd' 
etc... and then save this and can load and save these kits at 
will......

We have a sampler in our silver box - why can't it do this? At this 
point we achieve a real workstation. I mean the A3000 
architecture is good - why not use that?

For me perfect result (and what I think Yammie were either 
aiming at (or suggesting...) was

RS7000 = Rm1x + Su700 + a3000
R S 7 000

mmmm. nice.....

--- In RS7000@y..., lexicon@t... wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> > I can't stand this, someone always has to find a flaw in 
> everything. 
> 
> The point of the gripe is very simple. Why can't anyone create a 
> sequencer/sampler with a 16 step grid interface and traditional 
> sampler functionality?
> 
> Basically, Ensoniq came close with the ASR-X. The sampler 
was 
> perfect. Resampling, drum kits, each sound with there own 
filters 
> and envelopes, however, they made one of the worst 
sequencers ever.
> 
> Here's the dream, combine the ASR-X sampler engine with the 
RS7000 
> sequencer. On-board recycling slicing is nice, but not an 
essential.
> 
> Yes the RS7000 is a good machine, but it's so close to being 
perfect. 
> Yamaha had to go out of there way to mess it up. I mean they 
made 
> the A3000, great machine, why not just slap the RM1X 
sequncer on it. 
> There you've just made the worlds greatest instrument.(Except 
for the 
> annoyingly slow SCSI)

| 1655|1633|2001-08-28 17:13:29|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: A serious flaw....|
--- In RS7000@y..., lexicon@t... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> > I can't stand this, someone always has to find a flaw in 
> everything. 
> 
> The point of the gripe is very simple. Why can't anyone create a 
> sequencer/sampler with a 16 step grid interface and traditional 
> sampler functionality?
> 
> Basically, Ensoniq came close with the ASR-X. The sampler 

was 

> perfect. Resampling, drum kits, each sound with there own 

filters 

> and envelopes, however, they made one of the worst 

sequencers ever.

> 
> Here's the dream, combine the ASR-X sampler engine with the 

RS7000 

> sequencer. On-board recycling slicing is nice, but not an 

essential.

> 
> Yes the RS7000 is a good machine, but it's so close to being 



perfect. 

> Yamaha had to go out of there way to mess it up. I mean they 

made 

> the A3000, great machine, why not just slap the RM1X 

sequncer on it. 

> There you've just made the worlds greatest instrument.(Except 

for the 

> annoyingly slow SCSI)

| 1656|1633|2001-08-28 20:11:07|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: A serious flaw....poosibly not|
Hey Dan,

i see youve been busy.......
but as toyour original gripe...i think you can do what your saying..
it just might not be done as you have before initially..
if you sample using the "kit note"....or start a kit note prgrm. you 
can import samples to any note on your keyboard and fill it up...
whaola you have a kit...to jam with...

I think though the funny thing with this machine is that i m not sure 
how to just save the kit you made (if you get me)...im dont know if 
you can save it sepperately to the actual pattern you have it in...???

and then import it to any pattern you want .....new etc......

man you have to check out though the scene memory....its awesome 
cause you can tweek the fuk out of everything till non recognition.
then press scene 1,2,3,4,or 5 and your slamin again.......

its a creative realease............ah i feel better..lol
i just wish they had more scene memory..like the su700 has....
a-j or something like the rs7k has letters for sections...

anyway tell us if all that made sence dude......lol
g2g

cheers.................. Oscillate
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., jujuspacejazz@h... wrote:
> heya All,
> 
> regarding the below post and a few others who responded to me 
> with kind of the outlook of - 'nothings perfect - deal with it....'
> 
> This is less of a tech argument and more philosophical.
> 
> I think we should be pressing real hard for the 'perfect' 
> insturments.
> 
> 
> > Yes the RS7000 is a good machine, but it's so close to being 
> perfect. 
> > Yamaha had to go out of there way to mess it up. I mean they 
> made 
> > the A3000, great machine, why not just slap the RM1X 
> sequncer on it. 
> > There you've just made the worlds greatest instrument.(Except 
> for the 
> > annoyingly slow SCSI)
> 
> ABSOLOUTELY CORRECT!!!!
> 
> What we are asking for here is not impossible. We are not 
> demanding unrealistic results from the technology. My Gripe is 
> not to do with Processing power - it is a simple data 
> management and architechture issue - what things can be 
> saved together and seperately and how they can be 
> manipulated, together and seperately....
> 
> I think the manufacturers often are considreably out of touch with 
> what people are actually using there gear for and the 
> methodology involved.
> 
> I also think the RS7000 is a pretty cool box. I don't want to be 
> lambasted as some kind of ignorant greedy whining child -I 
> WANT THIS AND THIS AND THIS!!!! 
> 
> Not my vibe at all.
> 
> ( we're not talking about demands for a full colour touch screen 
> here....;-> )
> 



> But we should be clear. When products are delivered with 
> serious flaws in the methodology that are flaws NOT RELATED 
> TO TECH LIMITATIONS OR COST....
> 
> These flaws should be discussed. Especially on a list such as 
> this.... 
> 
> there is no tech reason why many of the gripes on this list 
> should exist. I mean R&D schedules and production 
> nightmares ( I gather this was a pretty hard box to get out on 
> time....) aside -manufacturers ARE now capable of building 
> 'perfect' boxes. They just don't seem to know what 'perfect' is 
for 
> many of us.
> 
> Let's (in a spirit of co-operation and helpfullness) tell them.
> 
> yo!
> 
> Dan
> 
> more specifically to my gripe ( for those who don't seem to see 
> what I'm getting at) ......
> 
> You know on your hardware sampler when you build a drum kit 
> -from your own samples - and you load, and tune, and tweak, 
> and filter each sound and then specifiy it's range over the 'k'bd' 
> etc... and then save this and can load and save these kits at 
> will......
> 
> We have a sampler in our silver box - why can't it do this? At 
this 
> point we achieve a real workstation. I mean the A3000 
> architecture is good - why not use that?
> 
> For me perfect result (and what I think Yammie were either 
> aiming at (or suggesting...) was
> 
> RS7000 = Rm1x + Su700 + a3000
> R S 7 000
> 
> mmmm. nice.....
> 
)

| 1657|1646|2001-08-28 22:32:59|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: ALSO Mixing an external sound via the RS input|
I've heard that on the SU700, the audio in WON'T work with the filter. 
Is this true with the RS7000?
| 1658|1633|2001-08-28 22:55:12|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: A serious flaw....poosibly not|
All these complaints are so specific, it's rediculous. The cold reality 
is that something like this would be alot more than a simple OS update 
where they fix an actaul glitch where the manual says something and it 
doesn't work, it crashes from a job, etc.... This is pointless, this is 
the kind of stuff that simply won't be corrected on this machine. I 
would imagine that the machine was never designed with this in mind, 
and that be be like writing a completely new os, not an upgrade. Find 
out if the machine can do this before you buy it, don't buy it if it 
doesn't. 
There are ways around this anyway. IF YOU USE CC messages, you can 
change ANYTHING on the same track in the beginning middle or end of the 
sequence. You can switch filter types, turn it on, off, etc.... Send it 
to effect 1, turn it off, etc... This machine can do all of what your 
talking about. It may not be the simplest way, but it does do it. 
Why not select a gated kit, set the pads to respond to filter, then , 
just use CCs, for only effects. There are easy ways around these 
things, you just have to be brave and move forward by experimienting 
rather than dwelling on one ultimately minute detail. I was pretty 
bummed out about the 10 verses 16 patterns, this to me is WAY more 
dteremental considering I'm going to be loading material I've already 
written and thought I'd be losing it, or have a pain in the ass getting 
to it. Nope, I'm going to copy those 6 extras to the next pattern up, 
and write an additional 4 patterns to have my tracks even more 
intricate. 
My point is there's always a way around something, and if your creative 
enough, sometimes you can make those hurtles become great stregnhts. 
If you don't like your machine, then return it. Or, put it behind you 
and start finding ways to MAKE the machine do what you want.
| 1659|1633|2001-08-29 01:22:27|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: A serious flaw....poosibly not|
hey man chill im fine with it.................
i just posted that one to help out Dan the man ...:)
so i get what your saying though
coming from the Kurzweil that i have beeen useing for 5 years, this 
sucka(RS7K) rocks for live, ideas, jamming , blah blah etc...
thats why i bought it....also checked out my m8s su700 ....impressive,
but when i heard this was comin, i waited

im not bitching but i am interested in what he(dan) was saying bout
doing what he wants to do and understanding why ........

im learning new shit all the time bro
and no im not a novice......

so dont worry........im kiking goals m8....:)

youll probably buy my CD soon......lol(i do have one out by the way)
anyway thanks for the comments
and i do also agree with you ........



cheers 
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> All these complaints are so specific, it's rediculous. The cold 
reality 
> is that something like this would be alot more than a simple OS 
update 
> where they fix an actaul glitch where the manual says something and 
it 
> doesn't work, it crashes from a job, etc.... This is pointless, 
this is 
> the kind of stuff that simply won't be corrected on this machine. I 
> would imagine that the machine was never designed with this in 
mind, 
> and that be be like writing a completely new os, not an upgrade. 
Find 
> out if the machine can do this before you buy it, don't buy it if 
it 
> doesn't. 
> There are ways around this anyway. IF YOU USE CC messages, you can 
> change ANYTHING on the same track in the beginning middle or end of 
the 
> sequence. You can switch filter types, turn it on, off, etc.... 
Send it 
> to effect 1, turn it off, etc... This machine can do all of what 
your 
> talking about. It may not be the simplest way, but it does do it. 
> Why not select a gated kit, set the pads to respond to filter, 
then , 
> just use CCs, for only effects. There are easy ways around these 
> things, you just have to be brave and move forward by 
experimienting 
> rather than dwelling on one ultimately minute detail. I was pretty 
> bummed out about the 10 verses 16 patterns, this to me is WAY more 
> dteremental considering I'm going to be loading material I've 
already 
> written and thought I'd be losing it, or have a pain in the ass 
getting 
> to it. Nope, I'm going to copy those 6 extras to the next pattern 
up, 
> and write an additional 4 patterns to have my tracks even more 
> intricate. 
> My point is there's always a way around something, and if your 
creative 
> enough, sometimes you can make those hurtles become great 
stregnhts. 
> If you don't like your machine, then return it. Or, put it behind 
you 
> and start finding ways to MAKE the machine do what you want.

| 1660|1646|2001-08-29 01:23:49|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: ALSO Mixing an external sound via the RS input|
yes m8 this is true.................
sucks huh
I

--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> I've heard that on the SU700, the audio in WON'T work with the 
filter. 
> Is this true with the RS7000?

| 1661|1661|2001-08-29 01:45:20|Thomas|Re: back home|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> Hello to all
> I’m back ;)

Hey, Marco, nice to hear from you again!
;)

> Unfortulately i’ve lost a lot of mails cause i’ve been 

away for 

> 3 weeks and i found my e-mail account full of publicity and spalm...
> Sorry if i re-propose some arguments that have just been talken.
> So how about the rs7k 10/10 on FM....!!!!!

Well, who cares about FM...i am more curious about SOS....

> Can someone be so kind to write me in 2 words what are the 

functions that 

> doesn’t work on rs7000?

Well, the "full body massage"-button somehow or another does not 
work...;)...the "Random Automatic Billboardchart-Hit Creator" does 
also strangley somehow not work...and either does the "Automate 
Attract Women"-button.



Hm...what do you think? A future OS-update will fix it? Or should i 
return my RS? ;))

Seriously, the few flaws that are there, i think you already know 
them.

> I was wandering about this: someone uses the separate outputs? 

The AIEB2, that you need for that is not on the market yet.

Nice to have you back on the list, Marco.

--Tom
| 1662|1646|2001-08-29 01:46:29|Thomas|Re: Mixing an external sound via the RS input|

--- In RS7000@y..., "Romain FAURE" wrote:
Will I hear my whole sequence (RS and AN sounds)
> in the RS headphones & output? And will the RS master FX be applied 
to the
> sound entering in the audio input ?
Yes and yes.

> Of course this is quite important as it would allow me to have a 
very
> compact setup for gigs... Hope I've been clear enough.
Very compact and almost similar to mine (add a Xbase and a SE50).

Works like a charm for me...i even record sometimes my Gameboy 
Nanoloop and work on them with the master-fx too and sample directly 
into the RS.

It´s a cool sequencer. Lots of possibilities. Simply the best.

--Tom

| 1663|1646|2001-08-29 01:54:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ALSO Mixing an external sound via the RS input|
visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> I've heard that on the SU700, the audio in WON'T work with the filter.
> Is this true with the RS7000?

Not exactly shure what you mean, but afaik, sampled audio on the RS
*can* be sent through the filters. Didn't try it though...

- Robert
| 1664|1664|2001-08-29 04:25:35|midivantranz@yahoo.com|O/S Version Check?|
Anybody know the secret button presses to check for Current 
Opeerating Software version?
| 1665|1664|2001-08-29 05:19:38|Thomas|Re: O/S Version Check?|
--- In RS7000@y..., midivantranz@y... wrote:

> Anybody know the secret button presses to check for Current 
> Opeerating Software version?

Same as on the RM1x:

With your RS7000 turned off, press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & 
UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on.You should now be in the RS7000 
test screen.

Careful what you do there, you might damage the OS.

--Tom
| 1666|1666|2001-08-29 07:12:04|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|i can't load my patterns! help!|
hey everybody,

i've got a problem. i've made a couple of patterns that i've saved 
and for the life of me i can't load them up. 

i don't know if i saved them wrong but they are in there. they don't 
have a "r2p" next to them like some of my other ones do and when i 
highlight those it says "load!". but when i highlight my other 
patterns it says "open" and then i click that and it goes to this 
other blank screen which has a little arrow pointing up. then i hit 
that and it goes to the previous screen and i'm back where i started. 

any clues what's going on here? i saved them as patterns, and mainly 
it was just a lot of different samples i made and then made into a 
little sequence. i'm mainly concerned about losing the samples i 
made. 

the saving/loading procedure is getting to be really confusing for 
me...

thanks in advance

patrick
| 1667|1664|2001-08-29 10:43:33|Vic Caballero|Re: O/S Version Check?|

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., midivantranz@y... wrote:
> > Anybody know the secret button presses to check for Current
> > Opeerating Software version?
>

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


>Same as on the RM1x:
>
>With your RS7000 turned off, press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN &
>UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on.You should now be in the RS7000
>test screen.
>
>Careful what you do there, you might damage the OS.
>--Tom

i don't think you could damage the os there. it's actually a diagnostics 
program for the rs and you could reset the rs to its factory default 
settings from there too.

viccab

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1669|1661|2001-08-29 12:32:32|synthe. labo|Re: back home|

>Well, who cares about FM...i am more curious about SOS....

what is SOS...?..."..SOS SOS..help me....."

>
> > Can someone be so kind to write me in 2 words what are the
>functions that
> > doesn’t work on rs7000?
>Well, the "full body massage"-button somehow or another does not
>work...;)...

not a problem!

>the "Random Automatic Billboardchart-Hit Creator" does
>also strangley somehow not work...

it's a pity, but money and music a lot of times don't go well together...

>and either does the "Automate
>Attract Women"-button.

haaaaa!!!!
THIS IS TERRIBLE!!!!
i just bought the unit for this, the global fx Automate Women Attraction 
...........the one that you just play and women break down on the ground and 
shout they want immediately a lot of childs from you.......;)

>Hm...what do you think? A future OS-update will fix it?

yamaha must fix this!!!!

>Or should i
>return my RS? ;))

we can wait a month...

ciau.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1670|1666|2001-08-29 12:33:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> hey everybody,
>
> i've got a problem. i've made a couple of patterns that i've saved
> and for the life of me i can't load them up.
>
> i don't know if i saved them wrong but they are in there. they don't
> have a "r2p" next to them like some of my other ones do and when i
> highlight those it says "load!". but when i highlight my other
> patterns it says "open" and then i click that and it goes to this
> other blank screen which has a little arrow pointing up. then i hit
> that and it goes to the previous screen and i'm back where i started.
>
> any clues what's going on here? i saved them as patterns, and mainly
> it was just a lot of different samples i made and then made into a
> little sequence. i'm mainly concerned about losing the samples i
> made.
>
> the saving/loading procedure is getting to be really confusing for

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:crazypoprock@yahoo.com


> me...
>
> thanks in advance
>
> patrick

Not a clue, really, but anyway:

Are there any .r3p files? (That's were the samples get stored).
Maybe you saved it as a .all file?
Aren't you looking at a folder with the name of your pattern?

- Robert
| 1671|1671|2001-08-29 13:16:35|corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com|Bad demo card?|
Hi!

I have my RS7k for a week now (Netherlands) and am still trying 
everything out. This is by farmost the most versatile machine I ever 
laid my hands on! Although there seem to be some minor bugs (notes 
hanging etc.) I think this machine is a worthy opponent of the MPC2k. 
I find the sequencer of the MPC2k much better, but all the other 
functions of the RS7k make this a much more fun-machine.

With the RS7k comes a demo SmartMediaCard. I have been playing with 
all the songs on it, they made me learn a lot from them. But... since 
an hour or so, the card seems to be empty. Anybody having any trouble 
with the demo-card? I have no experience with SmartMediaCards and was 
wondering how reliable they are, compared to SCSI as a storage-media.
Anyone in this group having experiences with this medium?

Thanx for answering!

Corwin
| 1672|1666|2001-08-29 14:23:13|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> crazypoprock@y... wrote:
> 
> > hey everybody,
> >
> > i've got a problem. i've made a couple of patterns that i've saved
> > and for the life of me i can't load them up.
> >
> > i don't know if i saved them wrong but they are in there. they 

don't

> > have a "r2p" next to them like some of my other ones do and when i
> > highlight those it says "load!". but when i highlight my other
> > patterns it says "open" and then i click that and it goes to this
> > other blank screen which has a little arrow pointing up. then i 

hit

> > that and it goes to the previous screen and i'm back where i 

started.

> >
> > any clues what's going on here? i saved them as patterns, and 

mainly

> > it was just a lot of different samples i made and then made into a
> > little sequence. i'm mainly concerned about losing the samples i
> > made.
> >
> > the saving/loading procedure is getting to be really confusing for
> > me...
> >
> > thanks in advance
> >
> > patrick
> 
> Not a clue, really, but anyway:
> 
> Are there any .r3p files? (That's were the samples get stored).
> Maybe you saved it as a .all file?
> Aren't you looking at a folder with the name of your pattern?
> 
> - Robert

| 1673|1666|2001-08-29 14:23:16|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> crazypoprock@y... wrote:
> 
> > hey everybody,
> >
> > i've got a problem. i've made a couple of patterns that i've saved
> > and for the life of me i can't load them up.
> >
> > i don't know if i saved them wrong but they are in there. they 

don't

> > have a "r2p" next to them like some of my other ones do and when i
> > highlight those it says "load!". but when i highlight my other



> > patterns it says "open" and then i click that and it goes to this
> > other blank screen which has a little arrow pointing up. then i 

hit

> > that and it goes to the previous screen and i'm back where i 

started.

> >
> > any clues what's going on here? i saved them as patterns, and 

mainly

> > it was just a lot of different samples i made and then made into a
> > little sequence. i'm mainly concerned about losing the samples i
> > made.
> >
> > the saving/loading procedure is getting to be really confusing for
> > me...
> >
> > thanks in advance
> >
> > patrick
> 
> Not a clue, really, but anyway:
> 
> Are there any .r3p files? (That's were the samples get stored).
> Maybe you saved it as a .all file?
> Aren't you looking at a folder with the name of your pattern?
> 
> - Robert

| 1674|1666|2001-08-29 14:30:35|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
Robert-
yes, i think it is a folder that i am talking about. but i still 
can't open it and it's driving me mad!
i'm pretty sure i saved it as a pattern. i'm wondering if there is a 
problem since i had both local and common samples in these folders. 
are "common" samples supposed to be saved seperately since they 
aren't part of the pattern?
i don't think i saved it as "all" but i've certainly tried loading it 
as "all" and "all plus system" and all that but it just does the same 
thing. this integrated sampler/sequencer stuff is confusing. i never 
know what i'm supposed to save. 

thanks
patrick

-- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> crazypoprock@y... wrote:
> 
> > hey everybody,
> >
> > i've got a problem. i've made a couple of patterns that i've saved
> > and for the life of me i can't load them up.
> >
> > i don't know if i saved them wrong but they are in there. they 

don't

> > have a "r2p" next to them like some of my other ones do and when i
> > highlight those it says "load!". but when i highlight my other
> > patterns it says "open" and then i click that and it goes to this
> > other blank screen which has a little arrow pointing up. then i 

hit

> > that and it goes to the previous screen and i'm back where i 

started.

> >
> > any clues what's going on here? i saved them as patterns, and 

mainly

> > it was just a lot of different samples i made and then made into a
> > little sequence. i'm mainly concerned about losing the samples i
> > made.
> >
> > the saving/loading procedure is getting to be really confusing for
> > me...
> >
> > thanks in advance
> >
> > patrick
> 
> Not a clue, really, but anyway:
> 
> Are there any .r3p files? (That's were the samples get stored).
> Maybe you saved it as a .all file?
> Aren't you looking at a folder with the name of your pattern?
> 
> - Robert

| 1675|1666|2001-08-29 16:14:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|



crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> Robert-
> yes, i think it is a folder that i am talking about. but i still
> can't open it and it's driving me mad!

>
> i'm pretty sure i saved it as a pattern. i'm wondering if there is a
> problem since i had both local and common samples in these folders.
> are "common" samples supposed to be saved seperately since they
> aren't part of the pattern?
> i don't think i saved it as "all" but i've certainly tried loading it
> as "all" and "all plus system" and all that but it just does the same
> thing. this integrated sampler/sequencer stuff is confusing. i never
> know what i'm supposed to save.

Please read the manual, pages 116 (about file types) and page 126
(loading stuff in to the RS), if you didn't. That explains it all.

Basically it comes down to this:

- an All file (.r2a) contains everything stored in the memory of the RS:
all styles, songs, samples. So if you wanna be sure everything is saved
use this file type.

- A pattern file (.r2p) stores a given style (16 patterns) with the
sample data, when used. Both common and local samples are
saved.

- A song file (.r2s) stores a given song with sample data, when used.
Both common and local samples are saved.

When you're looking at a folder (recognized by the small folder icon),
you can OPEN (f2) it and have a look what's inside, or go back with
f1 to the previous level. When you've found the file to be loaded, you
can LOAD it.

However, you can load a patterns and samples from an All file, and
samples from a pattern file, and these operations *look* like opening
a folder and selecting the file you need. In fact, however, the file is
scanned for patterns and samples and the folder representation is
faked. A nice touch, but maybe its confusing for you.

- Robert
| 1676|1676|2001-08-29 18:40:18|roopydoop@hotmail.com|New Member hellllloooo :)|
Hiya Suzy here (canada/29/techno/breakbeat)

I have my Rs on order but I have a question that may have been 
answered before but.........(too much to read fella's)

erm...... I want to attach a scsi HDD to the RS when it comes but I 
am unsure what to buy and how to connect the scsi drive to my Pc and 
the RS

Can I list some questions and hope you will fill 'em in for me ? 

1. I want to upload samples made on my PC do I need a scsi adapter as 
well as a scsi HDD ? if so which is a good choice ?

2. I want an external scsi hard for the live gigs we'll be doing soon 
(don't want the pc anywhere near me) how can I do this if I want to 
upload sample from the PC

hope these are not a silly question

Suzetrik
| 1677|1661|2001-08-30 02:36:13|Thomas|Re: back home|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> >Well, who cares about FM...i am more curious about SOS....
> 
> what is SOS...?..."..SOS SOS..help me....."

No, the British music-magazin Sound-on-Sound...SOS. Look on www.sound-
on-sound.com

> >and either does the "Automate
> >Attract Women"-button.
> 
> haaaaa!!!!
> THIS IS TERRIBLE!!!!
> i just bought the unit for this, the global fx Automate Women 

Attraction 

> ...........the one that you just play and women break down on the 

ground and 

> shout they want immediately a lot of childs from you.......;)
> 
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> >Hm...what do you think? A future OS-update will fix it?
> 
> yamaha must fix this!!!!

Well did you know that those Yamahaneses don´t reproduce 
like "normal" humans? They don´t have sex...Instead they use cell-
parting...ewwk...ever seen an engineer doing this? It´s a mess...all 
that slime...and the smell...i mean the smell is not that bad, but 
the burning in your eyes...no wonder the A.W.A. doesn´t work. But at 
least the AWM2 works well (AWM2 = Automated WoManizer V2)

> >Or should i
> >return my RS? ;))
> 
> we can wait a month...

Nah, i don´t need the A.W.A. i´m getting married soon. ;)

Ciao, Tom
| 1678|1666|2001-08-30 04:28:00|Thomas|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
--- In RS7000@y..., crazypoprock@y... wrote:

> i don't think i saved it as "all" but i've certainly tried loading 

it 

> as "all" and "all plus system" and all that but it just does the 

same 

> thing. this integrated sampler/sequencer stuff is confusing. i 

never 

> know what i'm supposed to save. 

you have to load them then maybe as "sample", by pressing the Load-
button twice.

--Tom
| 1679|1661|2001-08-30 04:48:56|synthe. labo|Re: back home|

>No, the British music-magazin Sound-on-Sound...SOS. Look on www.sound-
>on-sound.com

ahhhhh..., like "SOS...SOS...sound-on-sound, help me....."

>Well did you know that those Yamahaneses don´t reproduce
>like "normal" humans? They don´t have sex...Instead they use cell-
>parting...ewwk...ever seen an engineer doing this? It´s a mess...all
>that slime...and the smell...i mean the smell is not that bad, but
>the burning in your eyes...no wonder the A.W.A. doesn´t work. But at
>least the AWM2 works well (AWM2 = Automated WoManizer V2)

..well... maybe the Automated WoManizer V2 could be helpful for me...don't 
know if i'm so human...more uman then human

found another bug: you know the global fx 'v-dist', 
'viagra-distribution'...well on my rs7k it doesn't function...
anyway, the power of six separate outputs can be also the fact that when you 
engage the viagra distr., at one play 6 capsules go out at a time, instead 
of the classical 2 of stero out......

think i need to go

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1680|1680|2001-08-30 05:14:20|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|When can I chat with you?|
Is there specific day for a chat?

Pasu.
| 1681|1681|2001-08-30 10:50:18|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|loading problem|
anyone know how 2 load samples? 

and which scsi cable should use? i was trying 2 load samples by using 
the same scsi cable and cd-rom drive 4 my yamaha A5000, but, RS7000 
didn't sense it. why? b/c of my scsi cable? or b/c my cd-rom drive? 

pls help, everyone!
| 1682|1661|2001-08-30 13:11:07|Thomas|Re: back home|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> ..well... maybe the Automated WoManizer V2 could be helpful for 

me...don't 

> know if i'm so human...more uman then human

I think you are just like Robert and me...confused....

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


> found another bug: you know the global fx 'v-dist', 
> 'viagra-distribution'...well on my rs7k it doesn't function...
> anyway, the power of six separate outputs can be also the fact that 

when you 

> engage the viagra distr., at one play 6 capsules go out at a time, 

instead 

> of the classical 2 of stero out......

Yeah i know...also be really REALLY careful with the "isolation"-
knob. If you twist it to much and too often it can lock you into your 
studio and isolate you from the rest of the world for at least 
72hours...

> 
> think i need to go

Me too.

Ciao

--Tom

> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 1683|1683|2001-08-30 13:11:25|Bill Cummings|SCSI HELL !!!!!|
How large of a SCSI drive can one use with the RS7K? I know on the Ensoniq ASRX you can't use bigger than 2 Gigs. Does RS have any similar limitation??
If not, I might buy a 9GB Glyph external SCSI drive to use with it.

Also, I have no luck using my 2 GB Jaz drive with the RS. I have been able to load a sample from my 1 GB Jaz drive, but no save. No communication
whatsoever with the 2 GB drive. Can someone expound on the SCSI procedures, what works, what doesn't, what's the routine to get drives reconized and
working? I followed the manual, but it's not working for me. 

Both of my jazz drives work perfectly with both of my ASRX's and all of my PCs. I also have a Smart & Friendly external SCSI CD-R drive (Cd-Rocket) that
I can't get working with the RS. Again, that drive works perfectly with both 1gb & 2gb Jaz drives, as well as with all my PCs.

I still would like to know about the external GLYPH drive to (will it work?). The one I was looking at is SCSI, 9GB.

This is still driving me nuts. Can anybody help with this? So far unable to use the Jaz drives I already own. I don't want to just go out and buy a Zip
250 (if I don't have to) Thanks 

Bill Cummings
Executive Vice President
JH Management Company
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE 
SUITE #331
NEW YORK, NY 10170
(t) 212-661-6805, xt 21
(f) 212-661-6240 (or 661-0981)
(e) billcumm@jhmanage.com
cell phone: 914-420-3751

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1684|1684|2001-08-30 13:53:50|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|A7000, anyone?|
I hv EX5R, RS7000 and A5000

I read many of your email said how suck A5000 is, should I sell it 
and buy either EMU or Akai?

Anyone knows whether still updating the OS 4 A5000? japanese site hv 
OS 1.5 but other site only hv 1.07

Anyone know anything about A7000? It's no longer in the market. Why 
Yamaha started their sampler name backwards? 

Beside 'kingston' ram, which brand name is good?
| 1685|1683|2001-08-30 14:09:33|chris hite|Re: SCSI HELL !!!!!|
check your termination settings on both your externals and your RS. I am assuming termination was turned ON as you said that both externals worked with
your asrx. I have an MPC2k and my scsi goes out all the time, i feel your pain. You *can't* hot-swap scsi so it makes it a real pain in the ass to
troubleshoot. good luck :]

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bill Cummings 
To: rs7000 at yahoo 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2001 1:09 PM
Subject: [RS7000] SCSI HELL !!!!!

How large of a SCSI drive can one use with the RS7K? I know on the Ensoniq ASRX you can't use bigger than 2 Gigs. Does RS have any similar
limitation?? If not, I might buy a 9GB Glyph external SCSI drive to use with it.

Also, I have no luck using my 2 GB Jaz drive with the RS. I have been able to load a sample from my 1 GB Jaz drive, but no save. No
communication whatsoever with the 2 GB drive. Can someone expound on the SCSI procedures, what works, what doesn't, what's the routine to get
drives reconized and working? I followed the manual, but it's not working for me. 

Both of my jazz drives work perfectly with both of my ASRX's and all of my PCs. I also have a Smart & Friendly external SCSI CD-R drive (Cd-
Rocket) that I can't get working with the RS. Again, that drive works perfectly with both 1gb & 2gb Jaz drives, as well as with all my PCs.

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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I still would like to know about the external GLYPH drive to (will it work?). The one I was looking at is SCSI, 9GB.

This is still driving me nuts. Can anybody help with this? So far unable to use the Jaz drives I already own. I don't want to just go out and
buy a Zip 250 (if I don't have to) Thanks 

Bill Cummings
Executive Vice President
JH Management Company
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE 
SUITE #331
NEW YORK, NY 10170
(t) 212-661-6805, xt 21
(f) 212-661-6240 (or 661-0981)
(e) billcumm@jhmanage.com
cell phone: 914-420-3751

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1686|1666|2001-08-30 14:20:09|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
thanks for the help robert.
i guess the problem is that these folders are empty becuase when i 
hit the f2 "open" button it shows nothing but a little arrow 
directing me back to where i was. 
so i don't know what i did wrong when i was saving these patterns, 
but i guess all that happened was i created a folder but nothing was 
saved in it?
strange. i'll have to be more careful when saving and make sure that 
there is a r2something next to the name.
cheers
patrick

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> crazypoprock@y... wrote:
> 
> > Robert-
> > yes, i think it is a folder that i am talking about. but i still
> > can't open it and it's driving me mad!
> 
> >
> > i'm pretty sure i saved it as a pattern. i'm wondering if there 
is a
> > problem since i had both local and common samples in these 
folders.
> > are "common" samples supposed to be saved seperately since they
> > aren't part of the pattern?
> > i don't think i saved it as "all" but i've certainly tried 
loading it
> > as "all" and "all plus system" and all that but it just does the 
same
> > thing. this integrated sampler/sequencer stuff is confusing. i 
never
> > know what i'm supposed to save.
> 
> Please read the manual, pages 116 (about file types) and page 126
> (loading stuff in to the RS), if you didn't. That explains it all.
> 
> Basically it comes down to this:

mailto:billcumm@jhmanage.com
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> 
> - an All file (.r2a) contains everything stored in the memory of 
the RS:
> all styles, songs, samples. So if you wanna be sure everything 
is saved
> use this file type.
> 
> - A pattern file (.r2p) stores a given style (16 patterns) with the
> sample data, when used. Both common and local samples are
> saved.
> 
> - A song file (.r2s) stores a given song with sample data, when 
used.
> Both common and local samples are saved.
> 
> 
> When you're looking at a folder (recognized by the small folder 
icon),
> you can OPEN (f2) it and have a look what's inside, or go back with
> f1 to the previous level. When you've found the file to be loaded, 
you
> can LOAD it.
> 
> However, you can load a patterns and samples from an All file, and
> samples from a pattern file, and these operations *look* like 
opening
> a folder and selecting the file you need. In fact, however, the 
file is
> scanned for patterns and samples and the folder representation is
> faked. A nice touch, but maybe its confusing for you.
> 
> - Robert

| 1687|1687|2001-08-30 14:53:58|billeckles@home.com|Best Price??|
this sure looks cool but priced high compared to motiff,which 
seems like a lot for the dollar. any good buys out there in the 
US? I would like to buy this +another synth+a multitrack++++
lots of wants-limited funds!
| 1688|1664|2001-08-30 15:26:33|midivantranz@yahoo.com|Re: O/S Version Check?|
Mine says Firm: 1.11 Data Kernel 1.10 Data 1.20
| 1689|1661|2001-08-30 15:34:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: back home|
Thomas wrote:

>
> > know if i'm so human...more uman then human
> I think you are just like Robert and me...confused....

I'm starting to see a pattern (!) here... ;)

- Robert
| 1690|1666|2001-08-30 15:39:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> thanks for the help robert.
> i guess the problem is that these folders are empty becuase when i
> hit the f2 "open" button it shows nothing but a little arrow
> directing me back to where i was.

Ah, that would mean that the directory is empty. The directory
*does* have the folder icon, right?

>
> so i don't know what i did wrong when i was saving these patterns,
> but i guess all that happened was i created a folder but nothing was
> saved in it?

My guess is that you created a folder, but didn't create any other file,
meaning that your data is lost. :(
It's just a guess, of course. Maybe its a human error (you) or a bug.
Hard to say, especially when reading that you don't know exactly what
you were doing at that moment.

>
> strange. i'll have to be more careful when saving and make sure that
> there is a r2something next to the name.

I don't think you have to do that, the RS should take care of that.
When you're saving a pattern, my guess is that the RS automatically
adds the .r2p extension to the name you provided. I think that you simply
didn't save the pattern at all. Could that be possible? It's of course alse
very possible that you found a bug...

>
> cheers
> patrick
>
>
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Bye,
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1691|1681|2001-08-30 15:40:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: loading problem|
mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk wrote:

> anyone know how 2 load samples?
>
> and which scsi cable should use? i was trying 2 load samples by using
> the same scsi cable and cd-rom drive 4 my yamaha A5000, but, RS7000
> didn't sense it. why? b/c of my scsi cable? or b/c my cd-rom drive?
>
> pls help, everyone!

When the scsi cable works for your A5000, it should work for your
RS as well. The problem is either the connection, termination or scsi
ID. Also, you're not quite clear about the 'didn't sense it' part. What
wasn't sensed? What were your plans? How were you planning to load
samples? From what device?

- Robert
| 1692|1684|2001-08-30 15:46:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A7000, anyone?|
mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk wrote:

> I hv EX5R, RS7000 and A5000
>
> I read many of your email said how suck A5000 is, should I sell it
> and buy either EMU or Akai?

I've had an A3000 (both with Roms 1 and 2) and an A4000. I now
have an Emu E5000. If you're happy with the A5000 I wouldn't sell
it. Why are you looking around for another sampler?

Soundwise, the Emu is totally different from the A5000, the Emu being
more smooth and warm, while the Yamaha is more bright and agressive.
The Emu also allows one to pitch down a sound into slomo without aliasing,
while both the Yamaha and Akai (so I'm told) start producing artifacts when
under these circumstances.

The Yamaha's fx stuff however is very impressive, especially of the A5000.
Also the loop remix stuff in the A5000 is utterly great, don't forget that!

Oh, and the Yamaha's scsi load/save time is slow, compared with Emu.

So it all depends on what's you're looking for.

- Robert
| 1693|1661|2001-08-30 16:13:37|Vic Caballero|Re: back home|

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: back home
>Date: Thu, 30 Aug 2001 23:32:42 +0200
>
>Thomas wrote:
>
> >
> > > know if i'm so human...more uman then human
> > I think you are just like Robert and me...confused....
>
>I'm starting to see a pattern (!) here... ;)
>
>- Robert

Please don't copy pattern to ALL, or else i'll reset to factory default :)

viccab

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1694|1694|2001-08-30 18:37:21|jezjackson@btinternet.com|ScSi|
It does seem to be an unnessasry problem between most people on the 
board - I think Yammy should address this with clear instruction as 
to what and how to create a quick and stable system regarding scsi 
connection and operation.

i think it's the way most people want use the beast but it does 
revolve around the amount of samples you use. 

In my opinion downloading samples, already created, is a problem 
without da scuz, therefore please address 

1. You do need a separate scuz card 
2. and a scuz drive and........
3. the right connectors etc

it's not plain sailing........a lot of people need (no offence)an 
idiot proof way of what to do.
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anyone with a blow by blow account of how and what to do would be 
welcomed

Laterz creatorz

Jez
| 1695|1666|2001-08-30 19:35:53|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
Hey poprock,

sounds to me like you saved a folder with the name of your pattern 
and not the actuall ppattern.............??????
maybe

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> crazypoprock@y... wrote:
> 
> > hey everybody,
> >
> > i've got a problem. i've made a couple of patterns that i've saved
> > and for the life of me i can't load them up.
> >
> > i don't know if i saved them wrong but they are in there. they 
don't
> > have a "r2p" next to them like some of my other ones do and when i
> > highlight those it says "load!". but when i highlight my other
> > patterns it says "open" and then i click that and it goes to this
> > other blank screen which has a little arrow pointing up. then i 
hit
> > that and it goes to the previous screen and i'm back where i 
started.
> >
> > any clues what's going on here? i saved them as patterns, and 
mainly
> > it was just a lot of different samples i made and then made into a
> > little sequence. i'm mainly concerned about losing the samples i
> > made.
> >
> > the saving/loading procedure is getting to be really confusing for
> > me...
> >
> > thanks in advance
> >
> > patrick
> 
> Not a clue, really, but anyway:
> 
> Are there any .r3p files? (That's were the samples get stored).
> Maybe you saved it as a .all file?
> Aren't you looking at a folder with the name of your pattern?
> 
> - Robert

| 1696|1676|2001-08-30 19:49:25|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: New Member hellllloooo :)|
Hiya suzy,

umm...........
1.yes you need a scsi lead to go from your comp. to your hard drive 
then to your RS..............and so you would need a scis port in 
your comp. as well...........

2.best option maybe is to get the Iomega zip drives(external)..i got 
one and there great...pretty small.....but ive been thinking about 
the smart media cards.......you can get apparently 64mband up to 128mb
cards and that would be right out of the way for ya...cause you just 
stick it in the RS..........

if you got a media card then you just connect your RS to the computer 
and go both ways to and from...............

cheers....
hope this helps
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., roopydoop@h... wrote:
> 
> Hiya Suzy here (canada/29/techno/breakbeat)
> 
> I have my Rs on order but I have a question that may have been 
> answered before but.........(too much to read fella's)
> 
> erm...... I want to attach a scsi HDD to the RS when it comes but I 
> am unsure what to buy and how to connect the scsi drive to my Pc 
and 
> the RS
> 
> Can I list some questions and hope you will fill 'em in for me ? 
> 
> 1. I want to upload samples made on my PC do I need a scsi adapter 



as 
> well as a scsi HDD ? if so which is a good choice ?
> 
> 2. I want an external scsi hard for the live gigs we'll be doing 
soon 
> (don't want the pc anywhere near me) how can I do this if I want to 
> upload sample from the PC
> 
> 
> hope these are not a silly question
> 
> Suzetrik

| 1697|1681|2001-08-30 21:15:55|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Re: loading problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> mymusicstudio@y... wrote:
> 
> > anyone know how 2 load samples?
> >
> > and which scsi cable should use? i was trying 2 load samples by 

using

> > the same scsi cable and cd-rom drive 4 my yamaha A5000, but, 

RS7000

> > didn't sense it. why? b/c of my scsi cable? or b/c my cd-rom 

drive?

> >
> > pls help, everyone!
> 
> When the scsi cable works for your A5000, it should work for your
> RS as well. The problem is either the connection, termination or 

scsi

> ID. Also, you're not quite clear about the 'didn't sense it' part. 

What

> wasn't sensed? What were your plans? How were you planning to load
> samples? From what device?
> 
> - Robert

i am using a notebook type of 20x scsi cd-rom, when i load samples in 
A5000, the unit detected the cd-rom and load very fast. but the RS 
only hv "kme cd" on the top of that cd-rom icon. my scsi id is no.6 
and what else? i saw some words at the back of the RS '....candian 
ICE-133....' is that the scsi cable type?....pls help, or my RS hv 
problem?
| 1698|1698|2001-08-30 21:40:35|chris hite|VENTING|
Man oh man.

I just sold my RS7k....

wish I would have known about:

1) in grid program you can only listen to the track you are currently editing.....and

2) in a four measure loop, for instance, you write the first measure, HIT STOP, HIT ADVANCE, AND WORK ON THE NEXT MEASURE IN SEQUENCE.....

ugh i am puking all over myself. The RS7k is quite possible the DUMBEST box on the market. I can't sleep at night anymore; i toss and turn over the fact
that YAMMY put a piece of shit like this out on the market. Man I was such a sucker. How can this box be considered good when BASIC sequencer needs are
not met? Christ my gameboy can track-edit better. 

can't listen to the whole loop in record mode.....................sheeeeesh

can't listen to other tracks while you record a pattern..............sheeeeeeeeesh

seriously, what the fuck?

sorry for my rant, peace out and goodnight. signing off ........
'

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1699|1699|2001-08-31 01:03:02|Susan Roberts|some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
a couple of questions. 1.- can you use the sequencer to program 
drum tracks using the step-grid rec mode using .wav drum samples you 
have loaded into the unit? 2.- when sampling i hear you have to 
specify what kind of mode you want it to record in, like if you want 
to do time stretch + tempo match it takes up more space etc.- my 
question is how does this work with samples you load in via scuzzi? 
3.- can the rs7000 read directly off of a smartmedia card or is it 
used just for storing and loading data? finally- I would love to go 
out and buy one of these babies + probably will but why was Yamaha so 
F**in dumb when they created a machine with a sampler + sequencer 
that loses all data when the power is turned off. What the fuck?!!
| 1700|1681|2001-08-31 01:08:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: loading problem|
mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk wrote:
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> i am using a notebook type of 20x scsi cd-rom, when i load samples in
> A5000, the unit detected the cd-rom and load very fast. but the RS
> only hv "kme cd" on the top of that cd-rom icon. my scsi id is no.6
> and what else? i saw some words at the back of the RS '....candian
> ICE-133....' is that the scsi cable type?....pls help, or my RS hv
> problem?

Okay, you want to load samples from a cdrom drive.
As a test, can't you use the cable running between your
A5000 and the cdrom? In other words, disconnect the scsi
lead from the A5000 and connect it to the RS (of course all
devices must be turned off!).

Remember that you have to select the current cdrom partition
in the load page of the RS before you can load anything. Maybe
that's the problem. The cdrom is correctly terminated, right?

- Robert
| 1701|1699|2001-08-31 01:17:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
Susan Roberts wrote:

> a couple of questions. 1.- can you use the sequencer to program
> drum tracks using the step-grid rec mode using .wav drum samples you
> have loaded into the unit?

Yes, but there's a complication here. When all drum samples loaded into
the unit are packed into the same sample kit voice, you can easily do this.
When the drum samples were spread over multiple voices, and thus need
to be addressed from multiple tracks (there's this one voice per track rule),
you still can program your drums, but you won't hear the drum voices of the
other tracks *while* you're in grid record mode. A major software flaw, that
will probably be addressed in a next OS release.

> 2.- when sampling i hear you have to
> specify what kind of mode you want it to record in, like if you want
> to do time stretch + tempo match it takes up more space etc.- my
> question is how does this work with samples you load in via scuzzi?

Samples loaded via scsi won't take more space than their actual lenght.
However, there's a Slice job available in the RS, that can be applied to
samples after they've been recorded or loaded, and in that case they
will take more space again (depends on sclice mode, however).

>
> 3.- can the rs7000 read directly off of a smartmedia card or is it
> used just for storing and loading data?

The RS can directly load from and save to the smartmedia card. What
would you it to read from it? WAV files maybe? My guess is that this
would work, but I didn't try it.

> finally- I would love to go
> out and buy one of these babies + probably will but why was Yamaha so
> F**in dumb when they created a machine with a sampler + sequencer
> that loses all data when the power is turned off. What the fuck?!!

Well, all of the sampler gear I owned has this problem. But the yamaha
QY700 sequencer has a memory backup indeed, which I looove. :)

- Robert
| 1702|1676|2001-08-31 07:48:58|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|Re: New Member hellllloooo :)|
HEY GUYS-
WHAT KINDA SCSI PORT IS ON THE BACK OF THE RS? oops, sorry bout the 
caps. 
anyways, i don't buy scsi cables too often and uh, i wanna hook up my 
zip drive to the rs. but the rs port is a little bugger and the zip 
drive port is much bigga. 
so, can anybody tell me what kinda port that is on the back of the 
rs? it's a male tip right? i just don't have my manual with me and i 
wanna go buy a cable today!
thanks
patrick

--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> Hiya suzy,
> 
> umm...........
> 1.yes you need a scsi lead to go from your comp. to your hard drive 
> then to your RS..............and so you would need a scis port in 
> your comp. as well...........
> 
> 2.best option maybe is to get the Iomega zip drives(external)..i 
got 
> one and there great...pretty small.....but ive been thinking about 
> the smart media cards.......you can get apparently 64mband up to 
128mb
> cards and that would be right out of the way for ya...cause you 



just 
> stick it in the RS..........
> 
> if you got a media card then you just connect your RS to the 
computer 
> and go both ways to and from...............
> 
> cheers....
> hope this helps
> Ivan
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., roopydoop@h... wrote:
> > 
> > Hiya Suzy here (canada/29/techno/breakbeat)
> > 
> > I have my Rs on order but I have a question that may have been 
> > answered before but.........(too much to read fella's)
> > 
> > erm...... I want to attach a scsi HDD to the RS when it comes but 
I 
> > am unsure what to buy and how to connect the scsi drive to my Pc 
> and 
> > the RS
> > 
> > Can I list some questions and hope you will fill 'em in for me ? 
> > 
> > 1. I want to upload samples made on my PC do I need a scsi 
adapter 
> as 
> > well as a scsi HDD ? if so which is a good choice ?
> > 
> > 2. I want an external scsi hard for the live gigs we'll be doing 
> soon 
> > (don't want the pc anywhere near me) how can I do this if I want 
to 
> > upload sample from the PC
> > 
> > 
> > hope these are not a silly question
> > 
> > Suzetrik

| 1703|1676|2001-08-31 08:22:06|Vic Caballero|Re: New Member hellllloooo :)|
you need an HD50 SCSI II cable (50 pin high density). you can also buy a 
converter from SCSI I to SCSI II to hook your bigger 50-pin SCSI device.

viccab

>From: crazypoprock@yahoo.com
>HEY GUYS-
>WHAT KINDA SCSI PORT IS ON THE BACK OF THE RS? oops, sorry bout the
>caps.
>anyways, i don't buy scsi cables too often and uh, i wanna hook up my
>zip drive to the rs. but the rs port is a little bugger and the zip
>drive port is much bigga.
>so, can anybody tell me what kinda port that is on the back of the
>rs? it's a male tip right? i just don't have my manual with me and i
>wanna go buy a cable today!
>thanks
>patrick

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1704|1646|2001-08-31 11:45:37|Romain FAURE|Mixing an external sound via the RS input|
Hi guys !

I've ordered my RS7K a few days ago, and expects to receive it in a very few
weeks (days ?)... but Yamaha seems to have problems to ship enough units in
France.

I've got a question that can maybe interests other users: can we mix an
external sound via the RS audio input, with the RS7K internal sound ?
I give a precise example: let's say that my setup is only made of a YAMAHA
AN1X and a RS7K, without any mixer. Can I play sequences on the RS, using RS
sounds on one hand, and sounds played by the AN1X routed via the RS audio
input on the other hand ? Will I hear my whole sequence (RS and AN sounds)
in the RS headphones & output? And will the RS master FX be applied to the
sound entering in the audio input ?
Of course this is quite important as it would allow me to have a very
compact setup for gigs... Hope I've been clear enough.

ThanX a lot

RomaiN
| 1705|1681|2001-08-31 11:55:25|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Re: loading problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay, you want to load samples from a cdrom drive.
> As a test, can't you use the cable running between your
> A5000 and the cdrom? In other words, disconnect the scsi

mailto:crazypoprock@yahoo.com
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> lead from the A5000 and connect it to the RS (of course all
> devices must be turned off!).
> 
> Remember that you have to select the current cdrom partition
> in the load page of the RS before you can load anything. Maybe
> that's the problem. The cdrom is correctly terminated, right?
> 
> - Robert

i took the scsi cable and cd-rom drive 2 my local store and it had 
the same result. the rs7000 detected the cd-rom but can't load 
anything. how come?
| 1706|1684|2001-08-31 12:42:30|lexicon@thevortex.com|Re: A7000, anyone? - Here's what it is|
Okay you have to back to the early 80s for the history of this one. 
Sequential Circuits (SCI), makers of the Prophet 5, and other Prophet 
synthesizers went on to make a couple samplers, the Prophet 2000 and 
the Prophet 2002. There last instruments made were the Prophet VS 
(Vector Synthesis) and the Prophet 2002 sampler.

After they went out of business Yamaha ended up with most of their 
staff. Yamaha like the sampler, revised it a bit and called it the 
A7000. It is comparatively primative, but does feature analog VCFs, 
and VCAs from the Prophet synthesizer series.

For some reason the SCI staff and Yamaha were not a good match and 
they ended up moving to Korg and created the Wavestation, and then 
played roles in the development of the Prophecy, and then the Z1.

You can get more info on the A7000 from Analogue Heaven, but I think 
I got most of this story right

Mike
| 1707|1681|2001-08-31 12:59:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: loading problem|
mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Okay, you want to load samples from a cdrom drive.
> > As a test, can't you use the cable running between your
> > A5000 and the cdrom? In other words, disconnect the scsi
> > lead from the A5000 and connect it to the RS (of course all
> > devices must be turned off!).
> >
> > Remember that you have to select the current cdrom partition
> > in the load page of the RS before you can load anything. Maybe
> > that's the problem. The cdrom is correctly terminated, right?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> i took the scsi cable and cd-rom drive 2 my local store and it had
> the same result. the rs7000 detected the cd-rom but can't load
> anything. how come?
>

Did you set the RS to the correct partition?
Are you looking for the correct file type?
What do you want to load from the CDROM? What type
of CDROM did you put in the drive?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1708|1681|2001-08-31 13:38:18|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Re: loading problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> mymusicstudio@y... wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Did you set the RS to the correct partition?
> Are you looking for the correct file type?
> What do you want to load from the CDROM? What type
> of CDROM did you put in the drive?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> i tried all file type....no luck
>i was trying 2 load my a5000 sample.....but....!

where can i find the partition?
| 1709|1709|2001-08-31 13:42:13|ripe@socialentropy.com|arrgh! sample import|
Has anyone else had troubles with sample importing?

I have SCSI CD-Rom hooked up to the RS, I load up an ISO9660 format 
CD with some .wav files on it. I go to the import page, it sees all 
the files fine, so I import one, it executes and finishes 
successfully.

Now when I actually go to the voice assign page, there are NO 
samples. When I go to the sample edit page, all I can pull up is the 
JOB list. If I choose the SAMPLE NAME job, it shows the sample name 
I imported correctly, but when I try to actually change the name, it 
says "No Data".... !!! 
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pretty frustrated,
ripe
| 1710|1681|2001-08-31 16:50:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: loading problem|
mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > mymusicstudio@y... wrote:
> >
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Did you set the RS to the correct partition?
> > Are you looking for the correct file type?
> > What do you want to load from the CDROM? What type
> > of CDROM did you put in the drive?
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > i tried all file type....no luck
> >i was trying 2 load my a5000 sample.....but....!
> where can i find the partition?

I believe its in the same Load submode page as where you
select for either SmartMedia or Scsi medium. You are expected
to select the current partition, and further load/save operations
only look at that partition.

- Robert
| 1711|1709|2001-08-31 16:52:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: arrgh! sample import|
ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> Has anyone else had troubles with sample importing?
>
> I have SCSI CD-Rom hooked up to the RS, I load up an ISO9660 format
> CD with some .wav files on it. I go to the import page, it sees all
> the files fine, so I import one, it executes and finishes
> successfully.
>
> Now when I actually go to the voice assign page, there are NO
> samples. When I go to the sample edit page, all I can pull up is the
> JOB list. If I choose the SAMPLE NAME job, it shows the sample name
> I imported correctly, but when I try to actually change the name, it
> says "No Data".... !!!
>
> pretty frustrated,
> ripe

Maybe the common/local thingy is playing tricks with you?
I remember a recent dicussion on the motifator forum about
something like this.

Where did you store the imported sample?

- Robert
| 1712|746|2001-08-31 19:19:09|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: Again, what would you like to have 
fixed in the upcoming OS-update? By the 
way, you can vote for more than one... 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Local on/off switch for the internal TG, 19 votes, 30.16% 
- Switch between Record/Play without stopping the sequencer, 25 votes, 39.68% 
- Hear other tracks while Grid-recording, 19 votes, 30.16% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 1713|746|2001-08-31 20:12:02|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: Poll results for RS7000|

> CHOICES AND RESULTS
> - Local on/off switch for the internal TG, 19 votes, 30.16% 

Maybe, I'm missing something here, but the TG off switch is there and 
already works... it's SETUP screen 4, just select 'TG' as the 'OUT 
SELCT' and select 'OFF' for the 'OUT CHANNEL'. This works for both 
the internal keyboard, and external MIDI controllers if you have the 
MIDI input echo set to 'MONITOR (REC)'.

cheers
ripe
| 1714|1714|2001-08-31 20:35:12|Jayson Barrons|dx200 for sale: brand new|
Hi, i've had this thing for about 2 months now. Unfortunately i'm in 
a horrible bind right now financially, so i need to sell it (since i 
can't return it). It's been out of the box, but that's about it. 
350 dollars (normally you'd pay 500) for a two month old dx200 is 
pretty good. figured i'd let you guys knows. thanks.
| 1715|1699|2001-09-01 03:24:57|Susan Roberts|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
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--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Susan Roberts wrote:
> 
> > a couple of questions. 1.- can you use the sequencer to program
> > drum tracks using the step-grid rec mode using .wav drum samples 

you

> > have loaded into the unit?
> 
> Yes, but there's a complication here. When all drum samples loaded 

into

> the unit are packed into the same sample kit voice, you can easily 

do this.

> When the drum samples were spread over multiple voices, and thus 

need

> to be addressed from multiple tracks (there's this one voice per 

track rule),

>ok- so can you 1.choose to load samples into a particular kit or 

does the rs7000 2.automatically assign different samples to different 
kit voices depending on makeup of the sample?

you still can program your drums, but you won't hear the drum voices 
of the

> other tracks *while* you're in grid record mode. A major software 

flaw, that

> will probably be addressed in a next OS release.
> 
> > 2.- when sampling i hear you have to
> > specify what kind of mode you want it to record in, like if you 

want

> > to do time stretch + tempo match it takes up more space etc.- my
> > question is how does this work with samples you load in via 

scuzzi?

> 
> Samples loaded via scsi won't take more space than their actual 

lenght.

> However, there's a Slice job available in the RS, that can be 

applied to

> samples after they've been recorded or loaded, and in that case they
> will take more space again (depends on sclice mode, however).
> 
> >
> > 3.- can the rs7000 read directly off of a smartmedia card or is it
> > used just for storing and loading data?
> 
> The RS can directly load from and save to the smartmedia card. What
> would you it to read from it? WAV files maybe? My guess is that this
> would work, but I didn't try it.
> 
> > finally- I would love to go
> > out and buy one of these babies + probably will but why was 

Yamaha so

> > F**in dumb when they created a machine with a sampler + sequencer
> > that loses all data when the power is turned off. What the 

fuck?!!

> 
> Well, all of the sampler gear I owned has this problem. But the 

yamaha

> QY700 sequencer has a memory backup indeed, which I looove. :)
> 
> - Robert

| 1716|1716|2001-09-01 04:44:22|Romain FAURE|Excuse me...|
Hi

Please ignore the new message called "Mixing an external sound via the RS
input" as Hotmail sent it twice. U already answered that.
Sorry for that problem.

Rom
| 1717|1717|2001-09-01 10:49:15|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|Rs7000 scsi cd-rom|
Hi there group,
I have a question about external scsi cd-rom.



How fast is the scsi in RS7000?
Today you can buy scsi cd-roms that spins 40times and more.
best regards
stefan
| 1718|1699|2001-09-01 12:18:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
Susan Roberts wrote:

>
> ok- so can you 1.choose to load samples into a particular kit or
> does the rs7000 2.automatically assign different samples to different
> kit voices depending on makeup of the sample?

See page 129 of the manual (Import). You can the chance to specify
the sample voice number (assigned to the selected track) and kit
note number. Didn't try it, just reading the manual. ;)

- Robert
| 1719|733|2001-09-02 09:02:25|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, September 3, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1720|733|2001-09-03 03:02:15|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, September 3, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1721|1661|2001-09-03 13:02:10|Thomas|Re: back home|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> >
> > > know if i'm so human...more uman then human
> > I think you are just like Robert and me...confused....
> 
> I'm starting to see a pattern (!) here... ;)

I´m telling you man, Earth = Planet of Confusion...even the bible 
stated it, and that book is a couple of thousands of years old...;)
| 1722|1666|2001-09-03 13:04:25|Thomas|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> It's just a guess, of course. Maybe its a human error (you) or a 
> bug.

lol...Robert, you really know how to crush a man´s personality...;)

No, he´s not a bug...poor boo boo. ;))))
| 1723|1698|2001-09-03 13:11:52|Thomas|Re: VENTING|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chris hite" wrote:

> Man oh man.
> 
> I just sold my RS7k....
> 
> wish I would have known about:

Well, that´s why you test a tool BEFORE you buy it. Yamaha´s way of 
doing the sequencer is definately not for everyone, but so is the 
MPC, or MC80 or any other hardware (or software) sequencer. 



I can work quite fast and easy with the RS. It works for me, not like 
those software...against me...
| 1724|1699|2001-09-03 13:16:05|Thomas|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Susan Roberts" wrote:

> a couple of questions. 1.- can you use the sequencer to program 
> drum tracks using the step-grid rec mode using .wav drum samples 

you 

> have loaded into the unit? 

Yes.

2.- when sampling i hear you have to 

> specify what kind of mode you want it to record in, like if you 

want 

> to do time stretch + tempo match it takes up more space etc.- my 
> question is how does this work with samples you load in via scuzzi?

The same.
The RS treats loaded samples in the same way as sounds from the 
internal TG.

> 3.- can the rs7000 read directly off of a smartmedia card or is it 
> used just for storing and loading data? 

No you can´t read directly off of a smartmedia card, like the Zoom 
PS02, or the brandnew Boss BR532.
Smartmedia cards are being used for "only" storing and loading data.

finally- I would love to go 

> out and buy one of these babies + probably will but why was Yamaha 

so 

> F**in dumb when they created a machine with a sampler + sequencer 
> that loses all data when the power is turned off. What the fuck?!!

Excuse me, it does not loose all data, you still have the internal 
sounds and by the way, a sampler like an Akai S1000 or MPC2000 works 
in the same way, you turn it off and it looses it´s data. That´s the 
way it is. That´s why you have the Smartmedia card and the SCSI-
interface to store and load your data. The computer you use right 
now, to read this posting works in the same way. You turn it off it 
looses the data. Only the HDD, CDRom, whatever can store the data for 
it.
If you don´t like this, get a MC303/MC505/RM1x...
| 1725|1666|2001-09-03 15:17:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > It's just a guess, of course. Maybe its a human error (you) or a
> > bug.
> lol...Robert, you really know how to crush a man´s personality...;)
>
> No, he´s not a bug...poor boo boo. ;))))

Thomas, one of us, if not both, is confused.

Anyway, to be sure: boo boo is NOT a bug. I am!

- Robbug
| 1726|1699|2001-09-03 15:20:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Susan Roberts" wrote:
> > 3.- can the rs7000 read directly off of a smartmedia card or is it
> > used just for storing and loading data?
> No you can´t read directly off of a smartmedia card, like the Zoom
> PS02, or the brandnew Boss BR532.
> Smartmedia cards are being used for "only" storing and loading data.

Thomas (yeah you!), please explain?
What are you guys talking about? I didn't understand Susan's question,
nor do I understand your answer.

- Robert
| 1727|1727|2001-09-03 15:56:44|ripe@socialentropy.com|more editing frustration... !|
I have been putting my RS through it's paces, but I am still having a 
weird problem...

Any editing jobs I try on patterns, tracks or phrases all fail with 
the error message "No data!". If I then go and name the track, 
pattern or phrase I am trying to edit, and try the edit job again on 
the renamed data it works!

Nobody else is having this happen? It probably is some stupid 
setting that I've neglected, but it just seems very strange and a 
hassle because normally I'm lazy and don't name any parts of a 



sequence. I have checked and double checked that the original data I 
try to edit actually has MIDI events (and obviously there would be 
since I have recorded all these phrases), just renaming allows the 
edit to succeed.

I have a suspicion that this is also linked to my sample import 
problem.

cheers
ripe
| 1728|1666|2001-09-03 23:41:38|Thomas|Re: i can't load my patterns! help!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas, one of us, if not both, is confused.

> Anyway, to be sure: boo boo is NOT a bug. I am!

Ha, you think you are better than everbody else, huh? ;)

- Robbug
Robert van der Bug?

- Tom the confused one
| 1729|1699|2001-09-03 23:46:40|Thomas|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Susan Roberts" wrote:
> > > 3.- can the rs7000 read directly off of a smartmedia card or is 

it

> > > used just for storing and loading data?
> > No you can´t read directly off of a smartmedia card, like the Zoom
> > PS02, or the brandnew Boss BR532.
> > Smartmedia cards are being used for "only" storing and loading 

data.

> 
> Thomas (yeah you!), please explain?
> What are you guys talking about? I didn't understand Susan's 

question,

> nor do I understand your answer.

Well...it´s because you are confused like us...;)
But seriously, i understood Susan´s question in this way, that she 
was asking if the RS can play(read) samples directly from a 
smartmedia card, like the multitrackrecorder PS02 from Zoom (or the 
new multitrackrecorder from Boss, BR532) can do it, or like a Boss 
BR8, or a Roland SP808 do it from a Zip-drive.
But the RS can´t do it, as you know. 

Maybe i am confused and didn´t understand her, well...;))

--Tom
| 1730|1727|2001-09-03 23:49:18|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:

> I have been putting my RS through it's paces, but I am still having 

a 

> weird problem...
> 
> Any editing jobs I try on patterns, tracks or phrases all fail with 
> the error message "No data!". If I then go and name the track, 
> pattern or phrase I am trying to edit, and try the edit job again 

on 

> the renamed data it works!

I assume that you work with preset phrases. Those have a write 
protection. You have to copy them first into a userpattern to work on 
them.
| 1731|1727|2001-09-04 00:28:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> I have been putting my RS through it's paces, but I am still having a
> weird problem...
>
> Any editing jobs I try on patterns, tracks or phrases all fail with
> the error message "No data!". If I then go and name the track,
> pattern or phrase I am trying to edit, and try the edit job again on
> the renamed data it works!
>
> Nobody else is having this happen? It probably is some stupid
> setting that I've neglected, but it just seems very strange and a
> hassle because normally I'm lazy and don't name any parts of a
> sequence. I have checked and double checked that the original data I
> try to edit actually has MIDI events (and obviously there would be
> since I have recorded all these phrases), just renaming allows the
> edit to succeed.
>

mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com


> I have a suspicion that this is also linked to my sample import
> problem.

Weird... Just to be sure, you didn't change the active track between
the failing job and the naming job?

This is one for Bad Mister, anyway.

- Robert

>
>
> cheers
> ripe
>

| 1732|1699|2001-09-04 01:08:17|Tim Nolet|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|

--- In RS7000@y..., "Susan Roberts" wrote:

finally- I would love to go
> out and buy one of these babies + probably will but why was Yamaha
so
> F**in dumb when they created a machine with a sampler + sequencer
> that loses all data when the power is turned off. What the fuck?!!

Normally I don't like slagging of people and protecting big corporations but 
this is stupid. It made me laugh and cry about how people always have an 
opinion about things they don't know and understand. Uhhmmm Susan, do you 
have any knowledge whatsoever of how a sampler or a computer system works?!?
There is not one proffesional sampler in the whole world that retains it's 
data during shutdown. Only the tiny Korg ES1, but that one doesn't have 64 
meg capability. So, before calling Yamaha a "Fucking dumb" company, do your 
research! They're not so Fucking Dumb afterall, are they? That's all. Just 
had to get it of my chest. No hard feelings?

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 1733|1727|2001-09-04 01:32:35|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|
ripe,

yeah...nope no probs here......just make sure you have selected the 
track that you recorded onto to edit what you want to edit....if you 
get me...?

maybe solo the track make sure its the one you want to be editing.....
hmmmmmmmmm........i have had no probs saving any little bit of info i 
record via midi or samples........

The other day had a friend with a midi kit setup ....1,2,3 record 
on tracks 1-3 saved the pattern ........took it home and they were
as i left em.............

if you can be more specific on how your recording your patt.
maybe i can help

cheers
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> I have been putting my RS through it's paces, but I am still having 
a 
> weird problem...
> 
> Any editing jobs I try on patterns, tracks or phrases all fail with 
> the error message "No data!". If I then go and name the track, 
> pattern or phrase I am trying to edit, and try the edit job again 
on 
> the renamed data it works!
> 
> Nobody else is having this happen? It probably is some stupid 
> setting that I've neglected, but it just seems very strange and a 
> hassle because normally I'm lazy and don't name any parts of a 
> sequence. I have checked and double checked that the original data 
I 
> try to edit actually has MIDI events (and obviously there would be 
> since I have recorded all these phrases), just renaming allows the 
> edit to succeed.
> 
> I have a suspicion that this is also linked to my sample import 
> problem.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 1734|1727|2001-09-04 01:42:00|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|
i hate repllying to me own reply but......

ive been recording and editing patterns/via the job mode now quitea 
lot
and am gettting the hang of it .........its just a matter of trying
shit out bafore getting precious with it.......just fuck around..

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


and youll find out stuff much quicker than the pissy manual......
pissy meaning not deep enough here........:)
but yeah you might be tryin to edit preset phrases...
try getting the phrases you like to start with..in section A
then copy that to B as user phrases. and start to edit......
the Remix/live thing is cool but have sussed out the variations ..
winging.........but it would be cool to have a random section or some 
ting lik edat................ehy

I

--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> ripe,
> 
> yeah...nope no probs here......just make sure you have selected the 
> track that you recorded onto to edit what you want to edit....if 
you 
> get me...?
> 
> maybe solo the track make sure its the one you want to be 
editing.....
> hmmmmmmmmm........i have had no probs saving any little bit of info 
i 
> record via midi or samples........
> 
> The other day had a friend with a midi kit setup ....1,2,3 record 
> on tracks 1-3 saved the pattern ........took it home and they were
> as i left em.............
> 
> if you can be more specific on how your recording your patt.
> maybe i can help
> 
> cheers
> Ivan
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > I have been putting my RS through it's paces, but I am still 
having 
> a 
> > weird problem...
> > 
> > Any editing jobs I try on patterns, tracks or phrases all fail 
with 
> > the error message "No data!". If I then go and name the track, 
> > pattern or phrase I am trying to edit, and try the edit job again 
> on 
> > the renamed data it works!
> > 
> > Nobody else is having this happen? It probably is some stupid 
> > setting that I've neglected, but it just seems very strange and a 
> > hassle because normally I'm lazy and don't name any parts of a 
> > sequence. I have checked and double checked that the original 
data 
> I 
> > try to edit actually has MIDI events (and obviously there would 
be 
> > since I have recorded all these phrases), just renaming allows 
the 
> > edit to succeed.
> > 
> > I have a suspicion that this is also linked to my sample import 
> > problem.
> > 
> > cheers
> > ripe

| 1735|1699|2001-09-04 01:42:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
Thomas wrote:

> Well...it´s because you are confused like us...;)
> But seriously, i understood Susan´s question in this way, that she
> was asking if the RS can play(read) samples directly from a
> smartmedia card, like the multitrackrecorder PS02 from Zoom (or the
> new multitrackrecorder from Boss, BR532) can do it, or like a Boss
> BR8, or a Roland SP808 do it from a Zip-drive.

Ah, you mean to extend the memory of the RS with the capacity
of the card so that a sample stored on the card, but not loaded
in the RS's memory, can be played without loading it first in the
RS memory? Like the Akai virtual samples.

Nope, that is not possible.

>
> But the RS can´t do it, as you know.
>



Indeed. But maybe she was asking if it was possible to load
a .wav file from the card into memory... We better ask Susan. ;)

>
> Maybe i am confused and didn´t understand her, well...;))
>

This is getting awfully complex. :)

>
> --Tom

Cheers,
Robert
| 1736|1727|2001-09-04 01:43:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > I have been putting my RS through it's paces, but I am still having
> a
> > weird problem...
> >
> > Any editing jobs I try on patterns, tracks or phrases all fail with
> > the error message "No data!". If I then go and name the track,
> > pattern or phrase I am trying to edit, and try the edit job again
> on
> > the renamed data it works!
>
> I assume that you work with preset phrases. Those have a write
> protection. You have to copy them first into a userpattern to work on
> them.

But that doesn't explain why renaming the pattern/track/phrase fixes
the problem...

- Robert
| 1737|1737|2001-09-04 05:30:42|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|External scsi-cd rom fore the RS7000|
Hi there group,
I am going to buy a scsi cd-rom fore the great RS7000.
Now,the question is how fast the scsi has to be fore the RS7000.
Perhaps if its to fast the RS7000 wont read it.
Fore many years ago I hade a Akai S2000 whit external scsi cd-rom
and the speed on the scsi was 8/times and there were no problems.
Today you can buy a lot faster scsis.
please help
best regards
stefan
| 1738|1727|2001-09-04 07:08:33|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|

> > I assume that you work with preset phrases. Those have a write
> > protection. You have to copy them first into a userpattern to 

work on

> > them.

No, I haven't bee using any preset phrases, all of the phrases have 
been recorded using the "replace" realtime recording mode, with 
looping turned off, and no count in measures.

After recording, the phrases show up as "US 001" or whatever is the 
next available user phrase number. This seems to be working like 
it's supposed to.

When I go to edit, the edit screen comes up with the phrase number 
and section of the currently selected track, so for splitting a 
phrase it would be:

Style= 01 Phrs= 001 4/4 M002

Style= OFF Phrs= OFF

Where phrase 1 is a 2 measure phrase I had just recorded. If none of 
my phrases have names the edit fails. Then if I just name ANY 
phrase, all editing jobs work for ALL phrases now, even unnamed ones!

Sorry this seems so silly, I used to do this all the time on my 
RM1X... I am going to try restoring to factory default after I 
finish recording my current song... maybe that will fix it.

cheers
ripe
| 1739|1727|2001-09-04 07:42:24|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|
HI:
I may be mistaken but this is my explanation.
When you recording phrases you should take a note, what the user 
phrase number is. Lets say it is User Phrase # 5. For some stupid 
reason Rs7000 resets everything to User phrase #1.
After you done recording go to pattern screen and dial up User phrase
# 5. Then you will see and hear your phrase.
I know that this is exactly what happens if you copy preset phrase in 
order to edit it. Rs7000 shows user phrase 31 and you have to dial it 



up before editing further.
Unfortunately, Rs7000 has a number of stupid features. I still have a 
lot of problems with loading the patterns from smartmedia card. My 
Rs7000 50% of the time will not load all of the information 
from "all" data file.

"Magnet"
| 1740|1727|2001-09-04 08:00:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
mp3magnet@yahoo.com wrote:

> HI:
> I may be mistaken but this is my explanation.
> When you recording phrases you should take a note, what the user
> phrase number is. Lets say it is User Phrase # 5. For some stupid
> reason Rs7000 resets everything to User phrase #1.

Ouch, really? That's *stupid* indeed.

>
> After you done recording go to pattern screen and dial up User phrase
> # 5. Then you will see and hear your phrase.
> I know that this is exactly what happens if you copy preset phrase in
> order to edit it. Rs7000 shows user phrase 31 and you have to dial it
> up before editing further.
> Unfortunately, Rs7000 has a number of stupid features. I still have a
> lot of problems with loading the patterns from smartmedia card. My
> Rs7000 50% of the time will not load all of the information
> from "all" data file.

Just a thought about the reading problem with the smartmedia card:
what if you have a bad card? Maybe that would explain it.

- Robert
| 1741|1741|2001-09-04 08:39:38|ripe@socialentropy.com|check out new RS7000 song.|
Hey all,

Even though I have been fighting with those phrase edit problems, I 
finished this new song over the holiday weekend. :)

It's a kinda spacey, build-up, trance/techno feeling track.

Everything was sequenced on the RS7000, the drums and a bass sound 
are from the RS7000 also.

The other synths used are K5000, FR777 and alesis andromeda all 
recorded on a Yamaha AW4416.

Check it out and let me know what you think! :)

cheers
ripe
| 1742|1698|2001-09-04 08:45:30|Bryan Rodgers|Re: VENTING|
this was a joke, right?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: chris hite [mailto:hitech@cometlink.com]
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2001 1:31 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] VENTING

Man oh man.

I just sold my RS7k....

wish I would have known about:

1) in grid program you can only listen to the track you are currently
editing.....and

2) in a four measure loop, for instance, you write the first measure, HIT
STOP, HIT ADVANCE, AND WORK ON THE NEXT MEASURE IN SEQUENCE.....

ugh i am puking all over myself. The RS7k is quite possible the DUMBEST box
on the market. I can't sleep at night anymore; i toss and turn over the fact
that YAMMY put a piece of shit like this out on the market. Man I was such a
sucker. How can this box be considered good when BASIC sequencer needs are
not met? Christ my gameboy can track-edit better. 

can't listen to the whole loop in record mode.....................sheeeeesh

can't listen to other tracks while you record a
pattern..............sheeeeeeeeesh

seriously, what the fuck?

sorry for my rant, peace out and goodnight. signing off ........
'

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1743|1743|2001-09-04 08:45:57|ripe@socialentropy.com|Sorry forgot the link :)|
Sorry, here's the link to the song I just posted about...

http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3

cheers
ripe
| 1744|1699|2001-09-04 09:14:12|Thomas|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Maybe i am confused and didn´t understand her, well...;))
> >
> 
> This is getting awfully complex. :)

Yeah, it always does when a female being comes into the whole thing, 
doesn´t it? ;)

--Tom
| 1745|1727|2001-09-04 09:15:53|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But that doesn't explain why renaming the pattern/track/phrase fixes
> the problem...
> 
> - Robert

I could be wrong, but renaming them creates automatically a user-
phrase out of a preset-phrase...i am not sure, i don´t have the time 
at the moment to try...but whatsoever, i never experienced any 
problems like that.
| 1746|1727|2001-09-04 09:17:24|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:

> Sorry this seems so silly, I used to do this all the time on my 
> RM1X... I am going to try restoring to factory default after I 
> finish recording my current song... maybe that will fix it.

No it´s not silly, i am just trying to understand what you do 
different than me, because i don´t have this problem so far, and i 
also never name my phrases.
Strange.
| 1747|1698|2001-09-04 09:20:10|Thomas|Re: VENTING|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> this was a joke, right?
> 
> B

With all that bad language? I doubt it. Some people are really like 
that...
| 1748|1698|2001-09-04 09:35:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: VENTING|
...it's just, how many times have we discussed the issues he sold the unit
it about...? ....and why did he not test it out before he bought it...?

I suppose I give people too much credit...

;)
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-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2001 11:07 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: VENTING

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> this was a joke, right?
> 
> B

With all that bad language? I doubt it. Some people are really like 
that...
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1749|1749|2001-09-04 10:50:14|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|a couple problems...|
hey everyone, 
i encountered a couple of problems over the weekend that maybe you 
can help me with.

for one thing, this may seem really idiotic, but how do you save a 
pattern after it's already been saved and you make some changes or 
add more samples? in the manual, it only tells you how to initially 
save a pattern. i couldn't figure out how to save it again after i 
made some changes. i had to save it again under a different pattern 
name! i hit save, then all that pops up is the screen where you write 
in the new pattern name. to the right are the other patterns i have 
but i can't select those to re-save it. does this make sense?

also, is there a way to have a sample, then copy it somewhere else to 
slice it and stuff, while still keeping the original sample in all 
its unchopped glory? do you have to rename the copied sample or 
something?

also, i know people say that the best way to match sampled loops to 
tempos is to use the slice-seq function, but when i do this it just 
slices the sample to bits and the original loop is lost. what is the 
best way to match different loops all to the same tempo?

thanks in advance...
| 1750|1727|2001-09-04 10:58:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > But that doesn't explain why renaming the pattern/track/phrase fixes
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> > the problem...
> >
> > - Robert
>
> I could be wrong, but renaming them creates automatically a user-
> phrase out of a preset-phrase...

Ah! Didn't know that. That could explain the problem for phrases.
But also for patterns and tracks?

- Robert
| 1751|1751|2001-09-04 10:59:48|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|some newbie questions|
hey everybody, 
i encountered some problems over the weekend that maybe you can help 
me with.

first, how do you save any changes you've made to a pattern that you 
have already saved? when i try to do this, it only seems to let me 
save a new pattern in. the manual only shows you how to initially 
save a pattern. i ended up having to rename a pattern just to save a 
couple of samples i added to it. when i tried to save it, i couldn't 
select the pattern i wanted to save to, i had to type in a new 
pattern name. i even tried typing in the same name as the pattern i 
wanted to save to but that didn't seem to work. i know this must be 
simple, but it hasn't been so simple for me!

also, when dealing with sampled loops, what is the best way to sync 
them up to a bpm for sequencing? i sample off records, and i use the 
manual trigger function, so i don't predetermine what bpm i am 
sampling to. i know that the sample+seq function is supposed to help, 
but i just use that to split the drum samples into individual drum 
hits, and thus i lose the original loop. is there a way to sample a 
loop, save it, then copy it to another sample to slice it, and that 
way have the original loop plus all the slices?
and then how do i sequence the loop to a certain bpm?
thanks...
patrick
| 1752|1741|2001-09-04 11:00:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|
ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> Hey all,
>
> Even though I have been fighting with those phrase edit problems, I
> finished this new song over the holiday weekend. :)
>
> It's a kinda spacey, build-up, trance/techno feeling track.
>
> Everything was sequenced on the RS7000, the drums and a bass sound
> are from the RS7000 also.
>
> The other synths used are K5000, FR777 and alesis andromeda all
> recorded on a Yamaha AW4416.
>
> Check it out and let me know what you think! :)
>
> cheers
> ripe

Where can I find it?

- Robert
| 1753|1699|2001-09-04 11:03:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some questions on rs7000s to someone who knows|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Maybe i am confused and didn´t understand her, well...;))
> > >
> >
> > This is getting awfully complex. :)
> Yeah, it always does when a female being comes into the whole thing,
> doesn´t it? ;)

That's mostly the case, indeed! ;)
But this time the general confusion was enough. :)

- Robert
| 1754|1754|2001-09-04 11:26:00|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|oops...|
ignore one of my posts! sorry about the doubling effect.
patrick
| 1755|1751|2001-09-04 11:33:15|Thomas|Re: some newbie questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., crazypoprock@y... wrote:

> i even tried typing in the same name as the pattern i 
> wanted to save to but that didn't seem to work. 

It does. You can´t select your old pattern. You have to type in the 
exact name indeed, then the RS ask you, if you want to overwrite it, 
with "Yes" you do. The programmers of the OS didn´t implement 
anything else, hopefully they are going to fix that in the upcoming 
OS-update.

--Tom
| 1756|1727|2001-09-04 11:35:41|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|

mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com


--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> >
> > > But that doesn't explain why renaming the pattern/track/phrase 

fixes

> > > the problem...
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > I could be wrong, but renaming them creates automatically a user-
> > phrase out of a preset-phrase...
> 
> Ah! Didn't know that. That could explain the problem for phrases.
> But also for patterns and tracks?

Well, the person who had this problem already said, that he didn´t 
use preset phrases, so i really don´t understand his problem, i never 
had any problems with my RS in this direction.

--Tom
| 1757|1698|2001-09-04 11:50:50|Thomas|Re: VENTING|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ....and why did he not test it out before he bought it...?

lol...Well, you really want me to comment on that? 

> I suppose I give people too much credit...

Remember, we are all just confused...

;)))

Still i wasn´t confused enough to sell my RS. In my opinion it´s a 
fantastic tool and it really supports my creativity. I will also 
change from HD-recording with my PC to an external device. I am 
currently looking for a s/h Akai DR4. Someone has any experiences 
with that?

--Tom
| 1758|1741|2001-09-04 12:01:03|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|

> 
> Where can I find it?
> 
> - Robert

Robert,

I posted a follow up with a link to the song:
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3

I've also put up a different mix with few effects to se if the mix 
seems better:
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(less_is_more_mix).mp3

Also, thanks for everyone's help with my crazy phrase problems, I am 
going to try the reset now and see if the same things happen...

cheers
ripe
| 1759|1751|2001-09-04 12:07:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some newbie questions|
crazypoprock@yahoo.com wrote:

> also, when dealing with sampled loops, what is the best way to sync
> them up to a bpm for sequencing? i sample off records, and i use the
> manual trigger function, so i don't predetermine what bpm i am
> sampling to. i know that the sample+seq function is supposed to help,
> but i just use that to split the drum samples into individual drum
> hits, and thus i lose the original loop.

Wrong! ;)

The '+seq' part of the sample+seq mode is the magic here.
It does 2 things: 1) slice the sample, and 2) create a midi sequence
in a user phrase that exactly reproduces the original unsliced sample,
by triggering the sliced parts in the correct order and timing.

http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(
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Its fully explained in the manual.

> is there a way to sample a
> loop, save it, then copy it to another sample to slice it, and that
> way have the original loop plus all the slices?

You can copy a sample of course and process the copy.

>
> and then how do i sequence the loop to a certain bpm?
> thanks...

As explained above, use the sample+seq sampling mode, and
dial in another BPM. The produced sequence will playback the
slices at the new BPM, since its just midi.

- Robert

>
> patrick

| 1760|1727|2001-09-04 12:09:57|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|

> Well, the person who had this problem already said, that he didn´t 
> use preset phrases, so i really don´t understand his problem, i 

never 

> had any problems with my RS in this direction.
> 
> --Tom

OK, I did a factory rest and everything works now! yay! 

Phrase edit jobs work OK and sample imports work also!

I don't know what had happened to cause the problems I was having 
though... I did buy the display model at Guitar Center... maybe they 
had some special mode for demo? doesn't make much sense though.

Anyways, it works now.

cheers
ripe
| 1761|1698|2001-09-04 12:19:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: VENTING|
Thomas wrote:

> I am currently looking for a s/h Akai DR4. Someone has any experiences
> with that?

Yes, I used to have one.

Sound (at that time) was okay. The user interface so so, but the
editing was a major problem. There was no way to do sample-acurate
editing, but instead every edit In or Out point was rounded to the nearest
disk block, resulting in timing offsets of 10 ms or more!

So for example you have this great lead solo and you want to copy/move
it to a place 16 bars ahead. There's a 99% chance you won't get the timing
right of the copied/moved material. Very bad.

- Robert
| 1762|1741|2001-09-04 15:04:55|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|
Ok Dude, no offense is just feedback for you; but your "out of tune 
high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > 
> > Where can I find it?
> > 
> > - Robert



> 
> Robert,
> 
> I posted a follow up with a link to the song:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
> 
> I've also put up a different mix with few effects to se if the mix 
> seems better:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(less_is_more_mix).mp3
> 
> Also, thanks for everyone's help with my crazy phrase problems, I 
am 
> going to try the reset now and see if the same things happen...
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 1763|1741|2001-09-04 15:05:33|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|
Ok Dude, no offense is just feedback for you; but your "out of tune 
high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > 
> > Where can I find it?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Robert,
> 
> I posted a follow up with a link to the song:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
> 
> I've also put up a different mix with few effects to se if the mix 
> seems better:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(less_is_more_mix).mp3
> 
> Also, thanks for everyone's help with my crazy phrase problems, I 
am 
> going to try the reset now and see if the same things happen...
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> ripe

| 1764|1741|2001-09-04 15:05:40|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|
Ok Dude, no offense is just feedback for you; but your "out of tune 
high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > 
> > Where can I find it?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Robert,
> 
> I posted a follow up with a link to the song:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
> 
> I've also put up a different mix with few effects to se if the mix 
> seems better:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(less_is_more_mix).mp3
> 
> Also, thanks for everyone's help with my crazy phrase problems, I 
am 
> going to try the reset now and see if the same things happen...
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 1765|1741|2001-09-04 15:08:25|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|
Ok Dude, no offense is just feedback for you; but your "out of tune 
high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/

http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(


-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > 
> > Where can I find it?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Robert,
> 
> I posted a follow up with a link to the song:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
> 
> I've also put up a different mix with few effects to se if the mix 
> seems better:
> http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element_(less_is_more_mix).mp3
> 
> Also, thanks for everyone's help with my crazy phrase problems, I 
am 
> going to try the reset now and see if the same things happen...
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> ripe

| 1766|1741|2001-09-04 18:22:19|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> Ok Dude, no offense is just feedback for you; but your "out of 

tune 

> high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/
> 
> -Dave-
> 

Thanks for the info FOUR times! I retracked the 777 part, I think 
that the oscillator had drifted in the heat. I don't have a good ear 
for pitch, but I used a tuner to get it close. Please give it 
another listen, maybe this time it won't "suck ass" 

same link, different mix: 
http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3

cheers
ripe
| 1767|1727|2001-09-05 01:33:34|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:

> I don't know what had happened to cause the problems I was having 
> though... I did buy the display model at Guitar Center... maybe 

they 

> had some special mode for demo? doesn't make much sense though.
> 
> Anyways, it works now.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

Cool, i am glad it works now. I remember that i had some strange 
happenings as well, before i reset my RS (actually i also bought a 
display model...).
Maybe Yamaha did something wrong with it in the factory. Maybe the 
Flash-ROMs have the OS that works, but they uploaded into the EEPROMs 
that contains the actual OS a lower version. I already heard from 
other people, that after a reset everything was working better or 
less faulty. 
Weird. Anyway this gives my RS a character, like a car can a 
character have. 
I think i should find a name for it. ;)
How about RoSeanne...for being so stubborn sometimes...;))

--Tom
| 1768|1698|2001-09-05 01:39:20|Thomas|Re: VENTING|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

http://www.socialentropy.com/audio/element.mp3
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>There's a 99% chance you won't get the timing
> right of the copied/moved material. Very bad.
> 
> - Robert

I see, i guess i better stay away from it then. 

How about a Fostex DMT8vl? 

There´s one on eBay for 350.- Euro.

I read a review on Sound-on-Sound and at that time (1997) it was a 
good tool (the first 8 track, HD-based multitracker with analogue 
mixer), but more tape-orientated than HD (though it has a 540MB HDD). 
I could sync it by MTC to my RS. Would i still have those timing 
problems? I´ve heard it´s quite stable.
I just want to record my AN1x on two or three tracks and play those 
along with my MIDI-setup.

--Tom
| 1769|1741|2001-09-05 01:42:23|Thomas|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|

> --- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> > high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/

Oh thee lovely words he finds for it......
| 1770|1770|2001-09-05 03:46:31|Peter Van Puyvelde|(no subject)|
Hello,

I am Peter Van Puyvelde, originally bass player and setting up a homestudio 
around Kurzweil K2600sx
Dance music (jazzy house, broken beats etc) is what i am in for the moment
I live in Brussels, Belgium

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1771|1771|2001-09-05 03:46:50|Peter Van Puyvelde|(no subject)|
Hello,

I am Peter Van Puyvelde, originally bass player and setting up a homestudio 
around Kurzweil K2600sx
Dance music (jazzy house, broken beats etc) is what i am in for the moment
I live in Brussels, Belgium

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1772|1727|2001-09-05 04:13:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:
> > I don't know what had happened to cause the problems I was having
> > though... I did buy the display model at Guitar Center... maybe
> they
> > had some special mode for demo? doesn't make much sense though.
> >
> > Anyways, it works now.
> >
> > cheers
> > ripe
>
> Cool, i am glad it works now. I remember that i had some strange
> happenings as well, before i reset my RS (actually i also bought a
> display model...).

Hmm, interesting.

>
> Maybe Yamaha did something wrong with it in the factory. Maybe the
> Flash-ROMs have the OS that works, but they uploaded into the EEPROMs
> that contains the actual OS a lower version. I already heard from
> other people, that after a reset everything was working better or
> less faulty.

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


This worries me a bit, because this is also the general approach to
fix a software problem: 'reset the PC, please'. You could be right though,
and the problems with the RS only exist *until* the machine is rebooted
the firt time. Another more doom-like interpretation would be that the
RS messes with its runtime datastructures (memory overruns, lost
pointers, faulty linked lists, etc.) and needs a reboot after a certain
amount of time. The Motif bought by a friend of mine needed the latter
approach. :(

>
> Weird. Anyway this gives my RS a character, like a car can a
> character have.
> I think i should find a name for it. ;)
> How about RoSeanne...for being so stubborn sometimes...;))

LOL, that certainly a POSTIVE way to look at it. :)

- Robert
| 1773|1773|2001-09-05 05:33:46|oscillate64@hotmail.com|midi out|
hi,
thanks for all previous help.......allgoing well..:)
except was wondering

how do you set up the midi out of the RS to send all 16 channels out 
so my computer sequencer can record in all 16 channels at once ? 

... ?
cheers 
Ivan
| 1774|1773|2001-09-05 05:55:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi out|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> hi,
> thanks for all previous help.......allgoing well..:)
> except was wondering
>
> how do you set up the midi out of the RS to send all 16 channels out
> so my computer sequencer can record in all 16 channels at once ?

You do that in the Setup submode.
You could also concider to export your stuff as a .mid file
in the RS and import the file in you computer sequencer app.

- Robert
| 1775|1727|2001-09-05 08:18:43|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|

> 
> This worries me a bit, because this is also the general approach to
> fix a software problem: 'reset the PC, please'. You could be right 

though,

> and the problems with the RS only exist *until* the machine is 

rebooted

> the firt time. Another more doom-like interpretation would be that 

the

> RS messes with its runtime datastructures (memory overruns, lost
> pointers, faulty linked lists, etc.) and needs a reboot after a 

certain

> amount of time. The Motif bought by a friend of mine needed the 

latter

> approach. :(

Yes this seems to be what my RS7000 does... I tried importing 
another sample and got the same problem again (no sample shows up in 
the sample voice list, just the name is in memory). So I did 
another factory reset and tried the same sample import again, and it 
worked fine. 

I wonder what it is that is actually causing the problem ? Hopefully 
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a software issue that will be resolved. 

It seems also that when this 'corruption' happens patterns do not 
save correctly... when the pattern is reloaded, all voices are reset 
to default and phrases aren't assigned to the tracks they were when 
saved.

Also, the phrases/tracks/etc cannot be edited because of the naming 
problem.

A factory reset brings everything back to normal again, but I had to 
reset three times yesterday. 

I don't have any memory expansion on my RS, so it could not be caused 
by faulty memeory SIMMs.

cheers
ripe
| 1776|1727|2001-09-05 08:42:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> >
> > This worries me a bit, because this is also the general approach to
> > fix a software problem: 'reset the PC, please'. You could be right
> though,
> > and the problems with the RS only exist *until* the machine is
> rebooted
> > the firt time. Another more doom-like interpretation would be that
> the
> > RS messes with its runtime datastructures (memory overruns, lost
> > pointers, faulty linked lists, etc.) and needs a reboot after a
> certain
> > amount of time. The Motif bought by a friend of mine needed the
> latter
> > approach. :(
>
> Yes this seems to be what my RS7000 does... I tried importing
> another sample and got the same problem again (no sample shows up in
> the sample voice list, just the name is in memory). So I did
> another factory reset and tried the same sample import again, and it
> worked fine.
>
> I wonder what it is that is actually causing the problem ? Hopefully
> a software issue that will be resolved.
>
> It seems also that when this 'corruption' happens patterns do not
> save correctly... when the pattern is reloaded, all voices are reset
> to default and phrases aren't assigned to the tracks they were when
> saved.
>
> Also, the phrases/tracks/etc cannot be edited because of the naming
> problem.
>
> A factory reset brings everything back to normal again, but I had to
> reset three times yesterday.
>
> I don't have any memory expansion on my RS, so it could not be caused
> by faulty memeory SIMMs.

Ripe, please pass this info to the motifator forum (the RS section).
Tell 'm what you're telling in this mail. Seems awfully important.

- Robert
| 1777|1727|2001-09-05 09:18:25|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Another more doom-like interpretation would be that the
> RS messes with its runtime datastructures (memory overruns, lost
> pointers, faulty linked lists, etc.) and needs a reboot after a 

certain

> amount of time. The Motif bought by a friend of mine needed the 

latter

> approach. :(

For real? The Motif? Strange. 
Well i hope Yamaha does really come out with an OS-update within the 
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next few month. Otherwise i didn´t experience any major problems with 
the RS so far.

> 
> >
> > Weird. Anyway this gives my RS a character, like a car can a
> > character have.
> > I think i should find a name for it. ;)
> > How about RoSeanne...for being so stubborn sometimes...;))
> 
> LOL, that certainly a POSTIVE way to look at it. :)

Well, i just like it. It´s a good tool.

--Tom
| 1778|1727|2001-09-05 09:21:28|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., ripe@s... wrote:

> I don't have any memory expansion on my RS, so it could not be 

caused 

> by faulty memeory SIMMs.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

Maybe a faulty Smartmedia Card?
| 1779|1727|2001-09-05 09:53:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Another more doom-like interpretation would be that the
> > RS messes with its runtime datastructures (memory overruns, lost
> > pointers, faulty linked lists, etc.) and needs a reboot after a
> certain
> > amount of time. The Motif bought by a friend of mine needed the
> latter
> > approach. :(
> For real? The Motif? Strange.
> Well i hope Yamaha does really come out with an OS-update within the
> next few month. Otherwise i didn´t experience any major problems with
> the RS so far.

Thomas,

did you do some sampling on the RS, and imports of .wavs, etc.?

- Robert
| 1780|1727|2001-09-05 11:47:49|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|

> 
> Ripe, please pass this info to the motifator forum (the RS section).
> Tell 'm what you're telling in this mail. Seems awfully important.
> 
> - Robert

Robert,

Ok, I put a post up on motifator, so hopefully Yamaha can look in to 
it. 

At least now I know what to do to fix it :) even with these problems 
I still love the RS though!

I will have to see if I can force the problem to happen and test if 
it's the memory card.

cheers
ripe
| 1781|1727|2001-09-05 12:15:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: more editing frustration... !|
ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> >
> > Ripe, please pass this info to the motifator forum (the RS section).
> > Tell 'm what you're telling in this mail. Seems awfully important.
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> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert,
>
> Ok, I put a post up on motifator, so hopefully Yamaha can look in to
> it.
>

Yep, I saw it posted there. ;)
And reading it I had another thought that I posted as a reply on the
motifator site. Please have a look.

- Robert
| 1782|1741|2001-09-05 12:27:09|synthe. labo|Re: check out new RS7000 song.|

>Ok Dude, no offense is just feedback for you; but your "out of tune
>high frequency fuzzy baseline" suck ass :/

..haaa....:)))))
what the f*** (<- fuck, i suppose) , come'on, is this a review?
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1783|1783|2001-09-05 12:38:56|rickysad76@yahoo.com|rs 7000 will not rolll??? help|
hi everyone.... i just dumped my mpc 2000 for the rs 7000 ...the only 
thing i miss is the roll function on the mpc.. 

in other words you hold down a key...then hold down your drum 
(keyboard) sound and it will repeat to the quantize amount...

very simple for making drum rolls 

i can not find this function on the rs 7k.... im sure it must be 
there somewhere....and of course i could tap out what i want....

please help

rickysad@hotmail.com

thanks
| 1784|1727|2001-09-05 12:57:12|Thomas|Re: more editing frustration... !|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> did you do some sampling on the RS, and imports of .wavs, etc.?
> 
> - Robert

Yes both and i had no problems so far. But also i am not using 
sampling so much. As i told you already by email, i wrote a song with 
some singing for my fiancee. I recorded my voice directly into the 
RS. On another song i imported two .wav files from my ZIP. No problem 
so far. Maybe if i use it more intesively.
| 1785|1783|2001-09-05 13:08:09|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: rs 7000 will not rolll??? help|
--- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:

> hi everyone.... i just dumped my mpc 2000 for the rs 7000 ...the 

only 

> thing i miss is the roll function on the mpc.. 
> 
> in other words you hold down a key...then hold down your drum 
> (keyboard) sound and it will repeat to the quantize amount...
> 
> very simple for making drum rolls 
> 
> i can not find this function on the rs 7k.... im sure it must be 
> there somewhere....and of course i could tap out what i want....
> 
> please help
> 
> rickysad@h...
> 
> thanks

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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hey, you can use the MIDI delay effect for rolls... but you can't 
start it by hitting a note, you have to program at least one note 
where you would like the roll to begin (either in grid, step, or 
realtime record mode). After you have that one note, you can adjust 
all the roll parameters with the MIDI delay effect... pretty powerful.

cheers
ripe
| 1786|1786|2001-09-05 13:50:24|synthe. labo|'AtTriTo' track|
hello,
just uploaded a new track of mine recorded live directly in the pc;
it's really noisy, broken beats with sinister synth
i used rs7000 passed throught ES-1 decimator, and 2 nord mod. lines just 
sampled
check it here

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=234842

or at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo at the name 'AtTriTo'

...think this one will really suck ass ;) ->> feedback appreciated for this 
live noise experiment

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1787|1783|2001-09-05 16:02:59|hc004a7732@blueyonder.co.uk|Re: rs 7000 will not rolll??? help|
Drum roll is in job numder 7 you can put in note,velocity and 
stepclock

hope this helps!
| 1788|1783|2001-09-05 16:42:45|rickysad76@yahoo.com|more roll help|
thanks for the roll job...i will check that 

but what i really need is a way to hold down a key and have it 
repeat....?/
thanks
| 1789|1789|2001-09-05 19:01:22|djtrancender@yahoo.com|For Sale: Yamaha DX200 FM Synth|
For Sale: Yamaha DX200 FM Synth
Like new, asking $325 (sells in stores for $500)
A GREAT review and sound samples are at the link below 

http://www.sonicstate.com/articles/article.cfm?id=23 

If interested e-mail me at trancender@excite.com

-Dillon
| 1790|1790|2001-09-06 07:13:42|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: Digest Number 169|
Hi Ricky....

I don't have the RS yet...but I have played with an rm1x...

Can't you use the Arpegiator with a single note to create the roll?

I played with this on the rm1x and it seemed pretty straight forward...

Alex

Message: 15
Date: Wed, 05 Sep 2001 18:15:52 -0000
From: rickysad76@yahoo.com
Subject: rs 7000 will not rolll??? help

hi everyone.... i just dumped my mpc 2000 for the rs 7000 ...the only 
thing i miss is the roll function on the mpc.. 

in other words you hold down a key...then hold down your drum 
(keyboard) sound and it will repeat to the quantize amount...

very simple for making drum rolls 

i can not find this function on the rs 7k.... im sure it must be 
there somewhere....and of course i could tap out what i want....

please help

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=234842
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://www.sonicstate.com/articles/article.cfm?id=23
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rickysad@hotmail.com

thanks
| 1791|1786|2001-09-06 11:17:56|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|

> ...think this one will really suck ass ;) ->> feedback appreciated 

for this 

> live noise experiment
> 
> ciao-marco
> 

marco,

definitely noisy! but likable in a speedy-j kinda way... thanks for 
sharing your work :)

cheers ripe
| 1792|1727|2001-09-06 11:19:55|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: more editing frustration... !|
OK, I put up a huge reply to BadMister's "user error" suggestion on 
the motifator forum regarding the strange happenings on my RS7000, 
hopefully it will be more helpful... if someone else has this 
problem especially.

cheers
ripe
| 1793|1793|2001-09-06 13:01:55|shotclock35@yahoo.com|RS 7000|
I'd love to have one of these and I live in champaign, IL.

Where can I go to buy the RS-7000 at a good price?
| 1794|1783|2001-09-06 14:48:22|hc004a7732@blueyonder.co.uk|Re: more roll help|
I think your looking for arpeggio, it's by the keyboard button it 
keep playing the same note and when you record it quantize you input 
as well as keeping to the right bpm.
| 1795|1795|2001-09-06 15:10:19|shawn wright .|Please Read: Important question...|
I'm thinking about buying an RS-7000 or an MPC-2000XL. I'm pretty much set 
on buying the RS-7000, but one thing is holding me back. I've played with 
the MPC's sample editing (like cutting it up, and splicing it) and I really 
like how you can see the .WAV pattern on the screen -- very detailed and 
percise. I saw a quick glance at what the .WAV pattern was like on the RS 
and it didn't look to good. Any opinions on VERY PRECISE sample editing for 
MPC vs. RS-7000 ??? Thanks a ton in advance for any help....

respect,
-shawn.
"I don't make people dance, I make them groove."
================================================
kidcasper3@hotmail.com : : :==: : : :=== :===
AIM - KidCasper3 :==: : : : : :==: :===
: : :==: :==: ===: :===
================================================
" We were crazy in those days, you know, we didn't care about the social 
scene. Like, it didn't matter what you were wearing, or who you were freinds 
with, or what you knew or what you didn't know. I don't really understand
what's going on now, but in those days WE USED TO DANCE!"
-Dubtribe Sound System-

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1796|1773|2001-09-06 20:10:18|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: midi out|
well thanks for the reply Rob..

Ive got right into the setup mode for midi setup....and utilities for 
some midi setup stuff.....looked at the manual and it looks like i 
got everythingsetup right to out put all 16 channels out of 
midi A........but when i record into my computer sequencer ,it 
records everything on one channel say channel 4.........

what the ...........ive tried a few times now 
i dont know .,.....
cheers ,stumped

Ivan

mailto:rickysad@hotmail.com
mailto:kidcasper3@hotmail.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > hi,
> > thanks for all previous help.......allgoing well..:)
> > except was wondering
> >
> > how do you set up the midi out of the RS to send all 16 channels 
out
> > so my computer sequencer can record in all 16 channels at once ?
> 
> You do that in the Setup submode.
> You could also concider to export your stuff as a .mid file
> in the RS and import the file in you computer sequencer app.
> 
> - Robert

| 1797|1783|2001-09-06 20:29:18|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Roll help/ but tricky switch|
yeah ,

this was one of the first features i was looking for when i was 
shopping round.............yeah you can roll by using the Arp.button
and the keyboard to picka key..... but usually a roll is used 
to build up before a section and if your using you rkeyboard on the 
RS, it doesnt let you select other sections to gotoo............get 
me?

its a bit of a let down but nevertheless RS rocks, you can do other 
things to take the place of that ........basically you can roll
each section if you have your section switch thingy set at 16ths
and thats usually enough of a roll then grab your master effects
d-filter and wind that sucker, turn it off just before you letgo
of the section or change section................whew.......
ALL LIVE pretty coolehy

Ivan 

--- In RS7000@y..., hc004a7732@b... wrote:
> I think your looking for arpeggio, it's by the keyboard button it 
> keep playing the same note and when you record it quantize you 
input 
> as well as keeping to the right bpm.

| 1798|1795|2001-09-07 00:54:31|Thomas|Re: Please Read: Important question...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "shawn wright ." wrote:

> Any opinions on VERY PRECISE sample editing for 
> MPC vs. RS-7000 ??? Thanks a ton in advance for any help....

I wouldn´t edit samples on both. A computer based sample-editor is 
always better (larger screen etc.). After editing the samples on the 
computer, i usually store them on ZIP and import them then into my 
RS. Works good so far.
| 1799|1773|2001-09-07 01:08:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi out|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> well thanks for the reply Rob..
>
> Ive got right into the setup mode for midi setup....and utilities for
> some midi setup stuff.....looked at the manual and it looks like i
> got everythingsetup right to out put all 16 channels out of
> midi A........

Okay, the RS looks properly setup then. Good.

> but when i record into my computer sequencer ,it
> records everything on one channel say channel 4.........
>

Ah, that's a setting of your sequencer app on your computer.
It's not set to multi-record, but instead records only on one track.
You have 2 options now, depending on how your sequencer works:

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


1. Enable multi-record and select 16 tracks to record on, each with
its own midi channel.

2. Record your stuff on one midi channel, as you did now. If you're lucky
the sequencer remembered the source midi channel number of each
incoming midi event, even when everything is packed on one track
and all is sent over midi channel #4 (or whatever).

In Cubase, for example, you can set the transmit channel of the track
that has the recorded data to 'All' instead of a given midi channel number,
causing the recorded event to be sent to their original source midi channel
numbers. With the All settings you should already hear your song correctly
being played.

Now perform a 'Splice' or 'Split' or 'Unmerge' operation on the recorded
track, telling your sequencer to split the recorded data over several new
tracks based on the original source midi channel number that is tagged
to each of the events.

Hope this helps.

- Robert

>
> what the ...........ive tried a few times now
> i dont know .,.....
> cheers ,stumped

>
>
> Ivan

| 1800|1783|2001-09-07 01:09:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Roll help/ but tricky switch|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> yeah ,
>
> this was one of the first features i was looking for when i was
> shopping round.............yeah you can roll by using the Arp.button
> and the keyboard to picka key..... but usually a roll is used
> to build up before a section and if your using you rkeyboard on the
> RS, it doesnt let you select other sections to gotoo............get
> me?

The arp button + the velocity play fx knob then?

- Robert

>
>
> its a bit of a let down but nevertheless RS rocks, you can do other
> things to take the place of that ........basically you can roll
> each section if you have your section switch thingy set at 16ths
> and thats usually enough of a roll then grab your master effects
> d-filter and wind that sucker, turn it off just before you letgo
> of the section or change section................whew.......
> ALL LIVE pretty coolehy
>
> Ivan

| 1801|1773|2001-09-07 01:14:49|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: midi out|
thanks for the reply Rob......

ill try it again even though i did do a multirecord on Cubase.....
ill try it with the "all" implemented.....
hope it works.......

cheers......ill get back to ya
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> oscillate64@h... wrote:
> 
> > well thanks for the reply Rob..
> >

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


> > Ive got right into the setup mode for midi setup....and utilities 
for
> > some midi setup stuff.....looked at the manual and it looks like i
> > got everythingsetup right to out put all 16 channels out of
> > midi A........
> 
> Okay, the RS looks properly setup then. Good.
> 
> > but when i record into my computer sequencer ,it
> > records everything on one channel say channel 4.........
> >
> 
> Ah, that's a setting of your sequencer app on your computer.
> It's not set to multi-record, but instead records only on one track.
> You have 2 options now, depending on how your sequencer works:
> 
> 1. Enable multi-record and select 16 tracks to record on, each with
> its own midi channel.
> 
> 2. Record your stuff on one midi channel, as you did now. If you're 
lucky
> the sequencer remembered the source midi channel number of each
> incoming midi event, even when everything is packed on one track
> and all is sent over midi channel #4 (or whatever).
> 
> In Cubase, for example, you can set the transmit channel of the 
track
> that has the recorded data to 'All' instead of a given midi 
channel number,
> causing the recorded event to be sent to their original source 
midi channel
> numbers. With the All settings you should already hear your 
song correctly
> being played.
> 
> Now perform a 'Splice' or 'Split' or 'Unmerge' operation on the 
recorded
> track, telling your sequencer to split the recorded data over 
several new
> tracks based on the original source midi channel number that is 
tagged
> to each of the events.
> 
> Hope this helps.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> >
> > what the ...........ive tried a few times now
> > i dont know .,.....
> > cheers ,stumped
> 
> >
> >
> > Ivan

| 1802|1802|2001-09-07 05:48:02|rickysad76@yahoo.com|price check|
what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.

i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center. Canton, Michigan

Everyone post!

This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way
| 1803|1802|2001-09-07 06:03:28|Thomas|Re: price check|
--- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:

> what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.
> 
> i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center. Canton, Michigan
> 
> Everyone post!
> 
> This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way

I paid 2998.- DM German Marks, app. 1480.- Euro. at 
www.musikproduktiv.de
| 1804|1802|2001-09-07 06:12:18|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: price check|
yup sounds about right......i paid 2995 here in Autralian dollars 
which is double US dollars, so your doin well.......



:) Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:
> what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.
> 
> i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center. Canton, Michigan
> 
> Everyone post!
> 
> This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way

| 1805|1805|2001-09-07 06:18:37|oscillate64@hotmail.com|midi in on my Cubase stuffed ???????|
yup,

this is a repost of my problem..................

seems like everything is cool on th RS end but for some reason my 
computer sequencer doesnt like to record midi on more than 1 track..
and its receiving all channels of the RS on the one channel....

Weird shit..........and yes i know how to set the multirecord on my 
comp. seq
although i havent had to do it before............
so now im stumped....?Also i can only put 4 tracks in rec. enable mode
in Cubase........hmmmmmmm??

The way i want to do it is jam on my RS and record all the tracks 
seperately........cut and chop it in the comp., and hopefully record 
it as a song back in the RS again......PLease Help.......

cheers Ive

ps if you know some Cubase user groups...???????????

thanks heaps
| 1806|1802|2001-09-07 06:28:38|Tim Nolet|Re: price check|
I paid $1379 USD (converted from dutch guilders)
This heavier price is because of our value added tax. It's a huge 19% (like 
a fucking fifth of the price).
They changed it last year. Last year it would be cheaper in holland then in 
the US.

From: rickysad76@yahoo.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] price check
Date: Fri, 07 Sep 2001 11:47:58 -0000

what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.

i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center. Canton, Michigan

Everyone post!

This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1807|1802|2001-09-07 07:57:21|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: price check|
Yo,

Check out http://www.roguemusic.com/

I got Guitar Center to match there price of $1195.00

Peace

C
| 1808|1802|2001-09-07 08:17:12|Bryan Rodgers|Re: price check|
Paid $2065 Canadian dollars, at Long and McQuade. (they can't price match
anyone out side the Toronto area.

I thought about taking it back after I heard about the $1195 US deal, but
with shipping and duty, it would've cost more by the time it got to my
door...

mailto:rickysad76@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://www.roguemusic.com/


B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1809|1802|2001-09-07 08:26:56|ripe|Re: price check|
$1140 Guitar Center chicago, on an abandoned layaway (out-of-box)...

cheers
ripe
| 1810|1795|2001-09-07 08:44:25|mik la|Re: Please Read: Important question...|
as a former S3000 user with a much bigger display than
the MPC i am surprised how good the RS7000 is- even
better than S3000 & sounds about 1000% better than the
MPC... i rest my case 

mikl

wrote:

> I'm thinking about buying an RS-7000 or an
> MPC-2000XL. I'm pretty much set 
> on buying the RS-7000, but one thing is holding me
> back. I've played with 
> the MPC's sample editing (like cutting it up, and
> splicing it) and I really 
> like how you can see the .WAV pattern on the screen
> -- very detailed and 
> percise. I saw a quick glance at what the .WAV
> pattern was like on the RS 
> and it didn't look to good. Any opinions on VERY
> PRECISE sample editing for 
> MPC vs. RS-7000 ??? Thanks a ton in advance for any
> help....
> 
> respect,
> -shawn.
> "I don't make people dance, I make them groove."
> ================================================
> kidcasper3@hotmail.com : : :==: : : :=== :===
> AIM - KidCasper3 :==: : : : : :==: :===
> : : :==: :==: ===: :===
> ================================================
> " We were crazy in those days, you know, we didn't
> care about the social 
> scene. Like, it didn't matter what you were wearing,
> or who you were freinds 
> with, or what you knew or what you didn't know. I
> don't really understand
> what's going on now, but in those days WE USED TO
> DANCE!"
> -Dubtribe Sound System-
> 
> 
>

_________________________________________________________________

> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at
> http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger
http://im.yahoo.com
| 1811|1802|2001-09-07 10:04:01|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: price check|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> $1140 Guitar Center chicago, on an abandoned layaway (out-of-box)...
> 
> cheers
> ripe

Could you guys who bought your RS on Guitar Center reply back your 
receipt number or scan it and post it under files or something?

mailto:kidcasper3@hotmail.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://im.yahoo.com/


Is easier to get them beat their on price on another state, yo

thanks
-Dave Jumpers-
| 1812|1812|2001-09-07 11:25:43|jezjackson@btinternet.com|A little help with midi |
Ello,

I need a bit of advice chaps (and chapesses)

Being quite new to midi I 
can you tell me the best way to link all my stuff together

Virus indigo
Rs7000 (of course)
folio F1 
Cubase 5
Pc-300 roland controller
soundblaster live Platinum

Now then 
The Roland controller is for basic input into cubase via the USB port
Therefore freeing up the midi in/out of the platinum

My problem is how should I connect cubase into the virus into the 
rs7000 And back to the pc.

I want to record all parts from the RS and the virus, edit them and 
play them back via cubase or dump them to the RS sequencer and alter 
the songs live 

This may sound silly but which unit would you put first in the chain 

Does this sound right

Pc (midi out) to Virus (midi in)
Virus ( midi thru ) to RS ( midi in)
Rs ( midi out ) to pc ( midi in )

Don't laugh, I'm just a bit `tick 

hope this is clear enough

Jez
| 1813|1802|2001-09-07 11:58:26|synthe. labo|Re: price check|
i've paid 2.900.000 italian liras, that are about 1498 EURO.
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1814|1802|2001-09-07 12:16:02|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Re: price check|

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
i've paid 2.900.000 italian liras, that are about 1498 EURO.
> c.marco

i paid around 1037 us dollars in hong kong

_________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 1815|1802|2001-09-07 12:20:29|Thomas|Re: price check|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> i've paid 2.900.000 italian liras, that are about 1498 EURO.
> c.marco

Congratulations...you paid the highest price by numbers...hehe, i am 
sure noone can beat 2.9 million....

:)
| 1816|1802|2001-09-07 13:13:27|synthe. labo|Re: price check|

> > i've paid 2.900.000 italian liras, that are about 1498 EURO.
> > c.marco
>

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


>Congratulations...you paid the highest price by numbers...hehe, i am
>sure noone can beat 2.9 million....

yes, but, you know, Thomas, mine is special,...those viagra things, now i 
fixed the automatic women attraction...just need a date to perform live, 
cause i can't do that to my poor cat...
c.marco ;)

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1817|1802|2001-09-07 14:10:47|Thomas|Re: price check|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> yes, but, you know, Thomas, mine is special,...those viagra things, 

now i 

> fixed the automatic women attraction...just need a date to perform 

live, 

> cause i can't do that to my poor cat...

LOL...no comment! ;)

Actually on www.rs7000.org is an interesting discussion going on 
about the "lowest" price...
| 1818|1786|2001-09-07 15:12:08|smfsimon@ntlworld.com|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> hello,
> just uploaded a new track of mine recorded live directly in the pc;
> it's really noisy, broken beats with sinister synth
> i used rs7000 passed throught ES-1 decimator, and 2 nord mod. lines 

just 

> sampled
> check it here
> 
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?

modo=1&cob=0&bid=234842

> 
> or at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo at the name 'AtTriTo'
> 
> ...think this one will really suck ass ;) ->> feedback appreciated 

for this 

> live noise experiment
> 
> ciao-marco
> 

Hey,
no offence............. sell your gear.
| 1819|1786|2001-09-07 15:46:37|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
--- In RS7000@y..., smfsimon@n... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > hello,
> > just uploaded a new track of mine recorded live directly in the 

pc;

> > it's really noisy, broken beats with sinister synth
> > i used rs7000 passed throught ES-1 decimator, and 2 nord mod. 

lines 

> just 
> > sampled

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


> > check it here
> > 
> > http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
> modo=1&cob=0&bid=234842
> > 
> > or at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo at the 

name 'AtTriTo'

> > 
> > ...think this one will really suck ass ;) ->> feedback 

appreciated 

> for this 
> > live noise experiment
> > 
> > ciao-marco
> > 
> 
> Hey,
> no offence............. sell your gear.

Marco, have some tips for you:

tip 1: Go back to school 

tip 2: Join the army

tip 3: Raise your BPM to 200 and call it Gabber or add some chick 
vocals and call it Happy Hardcore.

---------

Ripe: I've heard your new version. Cool man, the bassline doesn't 
suck ass anymore :) I love it.

cheers
-Dave-
| 1820|1786|2001-09-07 16:12:13|Thomas|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
--- In RS7000@y..., smfsimon@n... wrote:

> Hey,
> no offence............. sell your gear.

LOL...that´s mean!
| 1821|1786|2001-09-07 16:13:33|synthe. labo|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|

>Hey,
> no offence............. sell your gear.

hey, thank you, that's what i aspected from this kind of list
...well, for the moment i'll wait to sell, just to continue the 'in dust' 
series 'ep distributed by Toolbox in france
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1822|1786|2001-09-07 16:23:03|synthe. labo|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|

>Marco, have some tips for you:
>
>tip 1: Go back to school

just done, have enought of school

>
>tip 2: Join the army

i'm against military activities, i've done social works

>
>tip 3: Raise your BPM to 200 and call it Gabber or add some chick

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


>vocals and call it Happy Hardcore.

happy is a word that i don't feel applied to music, apart all the shit that 
everyday we all listen to radio or on clubz at ibiza, but this is not 
'happy', this is pain for me; better an alarm sound.

not offended, it's hard to do this to me, but just courious:
show me your talent, also you dj jumper, let me listen how must be music and 
your awesome capabilities that permits you to vomit shit against an 
experiment of mine.
anyway, you know my site http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
check out other stuff if you want to have a global point of view.
i'll continue to do the stuff i like and people who produces me like.
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1823|1786|2001-09-07 16:31:55|Thomas|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> Marco, have some tips for you:
> 
> tip 1: Go back to school 
> 
> tip 2: Join the army
> 
> tip 3: Raise your BPM to 200 and call it Gabber or add some chick 
> vocals and call it Happy Hardcore.

> Ripe: I've heard your new version. Cool man, the bassline doesn't 
> suck ass anymore :) I love it.
> 
> cheers
> -Dave-

I wonder if your music sounds any better, that you can risk such a 
big lip, dj dude.
Tastes are different, so if you don´t like his stuff, it´s enough to 
say this one time without becoming insulting. I guess what sucks ass 
here is your attitude.

So before you post any other comments i want to hear some of your 
shit.

just my 2 euro

--Tom
| 1824|1786|2001-09-07 17:06:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> hello,
> just uploaded a new track of mine recorded live directly in the pc;
> it's really noisy, broken beats with sinister synth
> i used rs7000 passed throught ES-1 decimator, and 2 nord mod. lines just
> sampled
> check it here
>

Hi Marco,

finally listened to your track and I quite liked it, but then again,
I'm quite an Autechre fan. ;)

The stuttering noise you start with, is that the decimator effect?
Sounds great. I preferred the second part of the track because
there were some more changes going on. The studio remix should
be more compact, imo, but that's what you get with live stuff. ;)

Anyway, *don't* sell your gear!

Cheers,
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1825|1786|2001-09-07 17:47:51|synthe. labo|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


>Hi Marco,

hello ROB,
i've got just some little questions for you about nord mod. (now i'm in 
front of him thinking what it's in his mind....)
;)

>
>finally listened to your track and I quite liked it, but then again,
>I'm quite an Autechre fan. ;)

me too;) really
they have so many waves to discover and feel that you find new things 
everytime you listen again to a track

>
>The stuttering noise you start with, is that the decimator effect?
>Sounds great.

i've made a distortion mess: i've setted the global v-dist of rs7k to an 
high distortion level in the 'fuzz' mode; i passed all the rs7k through my 
distortion pedal MetalZone; than i passed all into the electribe ES-1 
decimator;
what you listen to it's the pitch effect of ES-1 applied to an external 
audio source, that makes that sort of vibrato thing...

>I preferred the second part of the track because
>there were some more changes going on. The studio remix should
>be more compact, imo, but that's what you get with live stuff. ;)

well, it's too long and too confused, really broken beats, but i like it
have you ever listened to Hekate or Alec Empire things and all DHR stuff??? 
dj jumpy, you also?
well, i found some similarities to some old alec empire's album like 'the 
course of the golden vampire'--->>> go and check this, then tell me if mr. 
alec has to sell his gear ;)
anyway, i know that probably the musical horizont of these people stops at 
the house of a club or similar (maybe some orbital succesful hits), so why 
i'm talking about?
...mmmm...now i'm listening to a beauty ARP2006 from nord mod.; i go
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1826|1786|2001-09-08 01:46:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> >Hi Marco,
>
> hello ROB,
> i've got just some little questions for you about nord mod. (now i'm in
> front of him thinking what it's in his mind....)
> ;)
>

Sure. Let 'm come.

>
> >
> >finally listened to your track and I quite liked it, but then again,
> >I'm quite an Autechre fan. ;)
>
> me too;) really
> they have so many waves to discover and feel that you find new things
> everytime you listen again to a track

Exactly! :)

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


>
>
> >
> >The stuttering noise you start with, is that the decimator effect?
> >Sounds great.
>
> i've made a distortion mess: i've setted the global v-dist of rs7k to an
> high distortion level in the 'fuzz' mode; i passed all the rs7k through my
> distortion pedal MetalZone; than i passed all into the electribe ES-1
> decimator;
> what you listen to it's the pitch effect of ES-1 applied to an external
> audio source, that makes that sort of vibrato thing...

Wow. RS fuzz through MetalZone through ES-1. Nice trick.
Maybe you should try a Sherman Filterbank some time. Looks
like *the* box for you to have. www.sherman.be. Listen to the
demos there.

>
>
> >I preferred the second part of the track because
> >there were some more changes going on. The studio remix should
> >be more compact, imo, but that's what you get with live stuff. ;)
>
> well, it's too long and too confused, really broken beats, but i like it
> have you ever listened to Hekate or Alec Empire things and all DHR stuff???
> dj jumpy, you also?

No I never listened to any of that, but I will soon.

>
> well, i found some similarities to some old alec empire's album like 'the
> course of the golden vampire'--->>> go and check this, then tell me if mr.
> alec has to sell his gear ;)

>
> anyway, i know that probably the musical horizont of these people stops at
> the house of a club or similar (maybe some orbital succesful hits), so why
> i'm talking about?

Well, the guy could have been a bit more polite.

>
> ...mmmm...now i'm listening to a beauty ARP2006 from nord mod.; i go

Ah! Great stuff, these ARP2600 series of Roland Kuit. That guy (and
a few others) is a genius on the NM.

>
> ciao-marco

Cheers,
Robert
| 1827|1786|2001-09-08 01:56:36|Thomas|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Ah! Great stuff, these ARP2600 series of Roland Kuit. That guy (and
> a few others) is a genius on the NM.

Interesting, you guys make want to check out a NM...But i guess it´s 
way more complicated to use than my AN1x, isn´t it, with all those 
virtual patches?
| 1828|1802|2001-09-08 02:00:40|musician1963@yahoo.com|Re: price check|
Take a look at http://www.synthplanet.com/ref.lasso?1231

They sell RS7000 for $1100 - 1453 Euro

http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=016768

--- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:
> what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.

http://www.synthplanet.com/ref.lasso?1231
http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=016768


> 
> i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center. Canton, 
Michigan
> 
> Everyone post!
> 
> This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way

| 1829|1786|2001-09-08 02:16:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Ah! Great stuff, these ARP2600 series of Roland Kuit. That guy (and
> > a few others) is a genius on the NM.
>
> Interesting, you guys make want to check out a NM...But i guess it´s
> way more complicated to use than my AN1x, isn´t it, with all those
> virtual patches?

Well it depends.

You could load the NM with a couple of hundred of patches and use
the box as a standalone synth, with 18 knobs max of tweak fun.

You could also create your own sounds, or try to understand the
patches created by others. It takes a study on general sound
synthesis and modular synth stuff, but it's worth it. This second
approach is very rewarding, but takes a lot of time.

But there are *thousands* of patches available for free download.
The NM list is very active and many of the patches are totally nuts/
weird (the reason I love this machine).

- Robert
| 1830|1830|2001-09-08 04:46:19|junglebeast@web.de|Pad sensivity?|
Hi,

is there any way to change the sensivity or velocity curve of the two
assignable pads? I have to hit them really hard to get an audible
sound. I can of course increase the velocity after recording but this
would be useless for live performance. Or maybe there is something
wrong with the pads on my machine?

Tiger
| 1831|1831|2001-09-08 09:26:40|djrjx@excite.com|Paint rubbing off!|
I have had my RS for a little over a month now. I use it alot and I 
have noticed that some of the paint has worn away where my 
hands rest on it.
I wanted to know if anyone else has had this problem and if I 
could get yamaha to fix it.
I know this happens to gear, like my tb303....but my 303 is 20 
years old and my RS is 1 month old. This is bugging the hell out 
of me and I want it repainted or whatever it takes.

$#@!

R.J.
| 1832|1831|2001-09-08 10:18:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Paint rubbing off!|
djrjx@excite.com wrote:

> I have had my RS for a little over a month now. I use it alot and I
> have noticed that some of the paint has worn away where my
> hands rest on it.
> I wanted to know if anyone else has had this problem and if I
> could get yamaha to fix it.
> I know this happens to gear, like my tb303....but my 303 is 20
> years old and my RS is 1 month old. This is bugging the hell out
> of me and I want it repainted or whatever it takes.

This should not happen with a 1 month old machine.
So take it back to Yamaha and request a new RS.
And if that one produces the same problem after a while,
take it back again.

Remember, you paid a LOT of money for this machine!

- Robert
| 1833|1831|2001-09-08 10:20:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Paint rubbing off!|

mailto:djrjx@excite.com


One more thing, you could publish this on motifator.com
and see what Yamaha has to say about it (in public).

- Robert
| 1834|1834|2001-09-08 10:23:59|ripe@socialentropy.com|FYI: noise on SCSI|
Just wanted to let you all know that if your RS seems noisy (a low 
hum) and you have it connected to your PC via SCSI, it's probably 
caused by the SCSI... I disconnect my SCSI cable when I am actually 
ready to record the RS to multitrack.

cheers
ripe
| 1835|1835|2001-09-08 11:26:17|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Re: roll with arp.|
OSC...

Again....Could you create a roll "Phrase" that you could trigger?

(not having the RS I don't know the proper terminology) 

I mean...that's part of the beauty of the live aspect of the sequencer right? Triggering midi 'Phrases" on the fly?

Alex

Message: 8 
Date: Fri, 07 Sep 2001 02:28:09 -0000 
From: oscillate64@hotmail.com 
Subject: Roll help/ but tricky switch 

yeah , 

this was one of the first features i was looking for when i was 
shopping round.............yeah you can roll by using the Arp.button 
and the keyboard to picka key..... but usually a roll is used 
to build up before a section and if your using you rkeyboard on the 
RS, it doesnt let you select other sections to gotoo............get 
me? 

its a bit of a let down but nevertheless RS rocks, you can do other 
things to take the place of that ........basically you can roll 
each section if you have your section switch thingy set at 16ths 
and thats usually enough of a roll then grab your master effects 
d-filter and wind that sucker, turn it off just before you letgo 
of the section or change section................whew....... 
ALL LIVE pretty coolehy 

Ivan
| 1836|1802|2001-09-08 11:55:25|claytonhudnall@aol.com|Re: price check|
--- In RS7000@y..., wcskewes@a... wrote:

> Yo,
> 
> Check out http://www.roguemusic.com/
> 
> I got Guitar Center to match there price of $1195.00
> 
> Peace
> 
> C

I just got Sam Ash in NYC to match their price as well. I got some 
seriously raised eyebrows from the salesperson, but it took all of 
about 3 seconds for him to match the price (I should have stated an 
even lower price!) I'll have to wait 2 days for them to get it in but 
thats a small price to pay for a $200 reduction in cost. 

I actually went to the Rogue music store on 30th St. to check it out. 
First of all no one knew what the rs was, secondly they didn't have 
one in stock. I finally got someone to speak to the owner who said 
that he could order one for me for $1250 ($50 over the price listed on 
their web site). Needless to say I found the whole thing sketchy 
(although the store does have a good rep), so I opted to look 
elsewhere.

I don't know if I would buy through Rogue but their low price listing 
is definitely usef

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com
http://www.roguemusic.com/


| 1837|1830|2001-09-08 14:21:02|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: Pad sensivity?|
????

I had the same question. How do you increase pad sensivity?
| 1838|1838|2001-09-08 15:21:36|Gilles PERROUD|pattern chain bug|
Hi guys !

I just received my RS7K and feel very excited about
it. I did nice stuff with it already, BUT I feel a bit
disappointed about the pattern chain bug ... Is there
any tip around, or what about a nice OS upgrade maybe
?

By the way, what is the last OS version ? and how can
I check the current version on my baby one ?

Love & groove to ya all !!!!!!!

Gilles - Geneva - Switzerland

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger
http://im.yahoo.com
| 1839|1838|2001-09-08 15:44:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern chain bug|
Gilles PERROUD wrote:

> Hi guys !
>
> I just received my RS7K and feel very excited about
> it. I did nice stuff with it already, BUT I feel a bit
> disappointed about the pattern chain bug ... Is there
> any tip around, or what about a nice OS upgrade maybe
> ?

What's the pattern chain bug?

- Robert
| 1840|1786|2001-09-08 16:44:42|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|
I thought it was pretty cool. People just can't handle it when you 
deviate from the norm. Definitely had some Autechre"ness" to it, also 
reminded me of Download. Download is Cevin Key from Skinny Puppy, and 
some other musicians. Very grindy, unspleasent techno, that's the 
beauty of it! Fuck Skeptics! Very cool.
| 1841|1786|2001-09-08 17:56:10|synthe. labo|Re: 'AtTriTo' track|

>I thought it was pretty cool. People just can't handle it when you
>deviate from the norm. Definitely had some Autechre"ness" to it, also
>reminded me of Download. Download is Cevin Key from Skinny Puppy, and
>some other musicians.

well, thank you, how a compliment! you write authecre and skinny puppy, 
couldn't aspect nothing better! ;)

>Very grindy, unspleasent techno, that's the
>beauty of it! Fuck Skeptics! Very cool.

i'm glad someone on this list like that track
i re-listened to it, and the second part is really broken, i made some 
difficulties myself to recognize the parts, i've made it live and it's 
really noisy :)
decided to post the first track i've made one with rs7k , entirely rs7k 
sounds and sequences, but vitaminic is slowwwww, so i'll give the address 
when it will be right.
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1842|1842|2001-09-08 18:38:52|synthe. labo|Re: NM|

>Interesting, you guys make want to check out a NM...But i guess it´s
>way more complicated to use than my AN1x, isn´t it, with all those
>virtual patches?

http://im.yahoo.com/
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


well, it's like says Robert, you can download thousands of patches from the 
net and modify the sounds to death so just in this way you have an enormous 
horizont.
if you want to create a sound from the beginning, well, i think it's not so 
immediate, but probably cause i don't do this, even if i'll find the time to 
learn. probably i'll use about 15% of NM possibilities, just because it's a 
monster, really.
i love to death the nord lead 2, i tried it for 2 month a lot in a store, 
and it's incredible, the sounds it can produce just from a single patch, 
from an ethereal pad to a dirty metallic fm synthesis in 1 twist of a morph 
knob, pure inspiration without effects.
most people don't feel immediately the power of the thing cause they aspect 
all immediately some shocking arpeggios flanged things, more 'commercial', 
more 'club sounds', don't know how to say, and the N lead it's just a pure 
synth, it's a v.analogue, but it's different from ALL others, virus, 
novations, etc.
the nord mod. has TONS of things more of the nord lead, think that in half a 
minute it can be configured exactly as a nord lead, loading all the patches 
and controls!
yes, the system is innovative, futuristic, cause you have these 18 assignabe 
knobs, and just this is strange for all other synths that has the lfo here, 
the osc 1 there, etc, so it can be a bit confusionary, yes.
but, what can i say, i tried my love Microwave XT for a week at home, but 
the nord mod. beated it on all aspects, only with presets patches loaded 
from the net and not touched.
probably i love the nord mod. also because it's sonic edge is a bit hard, it 
has just THOSE sounds from autechre, afx, warp, and industrial stuff, and 
comes really near analogues like moog or arp.
probably for a person that do things like trance etc. it could be better, 
what can i say, a novation nova or similar, more 'standard'.
anyway on NM you can do really everything, but i think that the base to take 
that machine have to be the love for sequential circuits sounds, etheral and 
really complex sounds, xperimantal ones, and then you'll get all the 
'normal' stuff like awesome tb303's etc.
i.m.o. it's the future of synths.
to have a demo of NM listen a lot autechre albums, nine inch nails works, 
and generally warp music ;)....
ahh, and also, talk to Robert that seems to me really expert on it, i think 
double of me.
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1843|1802|2001-09-08 20:50:07|mik la|new OS??|
Hey there ivan, you beat me for price you bastard... i
paid $3200 @ manny's...... 

does anyone know if these rumours of a new OS are true
- and will this remedy the SCSI instability ??? the
whole SCSi thang is giving me the shits....

mik

> yup sounds about right......i paid 2995 here in
> Autralian dollars 
> which is double US dollars, so your doin well.......
> 
> :) Ivan
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:
> > what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.
> > 
> > i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center.
> Canton, Michigan
> > 
> > Everyone post!
> > 
> > This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger
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| 1844|1842|2001-09-09 01:29:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: NM|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> >Interesting, you guys make want to check out a NM...But i guess it´s
> >way more complicated to use than my AN1x, isn´t it, with all those
> >virtual patches?
>
> well, it's like says Robert, you can download thousands of patches from the
> net and modify the sounds to death so just in this way you have an enormous
> horizont.
> if you want to create a sound from the beginning, well, i think it's not so
> immediate, but probably cause i don't do this, even if i'll find the time to
> learn. probably i'll use about 15% of NM possibilities, just because it's a
> monster, really.
> i love to death the nord lead 2, i tried it for 2 month a lot in a store,
> and it's incredible, the sounds it can produce just from a single patch,
> from an ethereal pad to a dirty metallic fm synthesis in 1 twist of a morph
> knob, pure inspiration without effects.
> most people don't feel immediately the power of the thing cause they aspect
> all immediately some shocking arpeggios flanged things, more 'commercial',
> more 'club sounds', don't know how to say, and the N lead it's just a pure
> synth, it's a v.analogue, but it's different from ALL others, virus,
> novations, etc.
> the nord mod. has TONS of things more of the nord lead, think that in half a
> minute it can be configured exactly as a nord lead, loading all the patches
> and controls!
> yes, the system is innovative, futuristic, cause you have these 18 assignabe
> knobs, and just this is strange for all other synths that has the lfo here,
> the osc 1 there, etc, so it can be a bit confusionary, yes.
> but, what can i say, i tried my love Microwave XT for a week at home, but
> the nord mod. beated it on all aspects, only with presets patches loaded
> from the net and not touched.
> probably i love the nord mod. also because it's sonic edge is a bit hard, it
> has just THOSE sounds from autechre, afx, warp, and industrial stuff, and
> comes really near analogues like moog or arp.
> probably for a person that do things like trance etc. it could be better,
> what can i say, a novation nova or similar, more 'standard'.
> anyway on NM you can do really everything, but i think that the base to take
> that machine have to be the love for sequential circuits sounds, etheral and
> really complex sounds, xperimantal ones, and then you'll get all the
> 'normal' stuff like awesome tb303's etc.
> i.m.o. it's the future of synths.
> to have a demo of NM listen a lot autechre albums, nine inch nails works,
> and generally warp music ;)....
> ahh, and also, talk to Robert that seems to me really expert on it, i think
> double of me.

All of the above is true (and passionate!), except that last sentence. ;)
I'm NOT an expert of the NM, wish I were. But the NM mail list is a very
nice list with a couple of gurus (mostly dutch) that are very helpful.

Anyway, Marco gave a very accurate description of the NM, imo.
It's potential is huge, but it's not for everyone.

Cheers,
Robert
| 1845|1802|2001-09-09 01:30:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new OS??|
mik la wrote:

> Hey there ivan, you beat me for price you bastard... i
> paid $3200 @ manny's......

That's Canadian?

>
>
> does anyone know if these rumours of a new OS are true
> - and will this remedy the SCSI instability ??? the
> whole SCSi thang is giving me the shits....

Please explain.

- Robert
| 1846|1846|2001-09-09 01:59:16|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Sample kits - Global vs Local - Que?|

http://im.yahoo.com/


heya Folks,

trying to get my head around the way the RS deals with sample 
kits.....

Am I correct in thinking that when you save a 'Style', the RS will 
save all Local Samples along with it (as part of the same file) but 
not save Global samples - that it will try to read these from 
wherever they were first ... ? fuck how does it think about this???

Can I name a sample kit? I can name samples. But when I 
import a bunch of sounds into a 'sample kit' it seems to just 
name itself after the first sample imported....

And when importing samples into a sample kit - where can you 
specifiy whether they are to be local or global?

I am trying to load a bunch of sounds, into a drum kit to play back 
on a sequence I imported from an RM1X. I am trying to get the 
RS to behave like the RM1X and the programs I had set up on an 
akai sampler....

The thing is I have a bunch of tracks that use the same drum kits 
so i am trying to avoid the RS having to save all the drum 
sample data repeatedly with each song.

The kit thing is proving a nightmare so far...

Any help calrifying how the RS thinks about this would be great....

And please no flames about expecting too much or read the 
manual etc.. ( My manual is already thumb-eared.....)

thanx 

Dan
| 1847|1835|2001-09-09 03:51:46|Thomas|Re: roll with arp.|
--- In RS7000@y..., alex.udell@a... wrote:

> OSC...
> 
> Again....Could you create a roll "Phrase" that you could trigger?
> 
> (not having the RS I don't know the proper terminology) 
> 
> I mean...that's part of the beauty of the live aspect of the 

sequencer right? Triggering midi 'Phrases" on the fly?

I don´t know if you are familiar with the Phrase, Section and Style 
(Pattern) terminology from Yamaha, but sure, you could make a user-
phrase with a drumroll, and put it on one of the ten sectionkeys, so 
that you can directly access them. (i wonder what went into the 
engineers/marketing mind, not to supply a button that can switch 
between 1 - 10 and 11 to 16....)

The RS7000 is indeed a really really good hardware-sequencer with 
lots of possibilities, but let´s face reality. IMO the live aspect is 
there, sure, but not so well implemented as in a lot of other 
machines. Live i would use it as a MIDI-center to access some other 
synths and play the main-stuff, but to really mess LIVE with it, i 
would rather take my XBase09, or one of those Electribes, or a 
FutureRetro FR777, or a Doepfer MAQ/16, or even a MPC.

It is simply not supporting in live situations, when you have to stop 
the sequencer to have access to certain functions. Sure, you can 
always tweak sounds and change sections in realtime, but just to add 
a few notes, and change on the fly from play to record mode, you have 
to stop the sequencer.

If the live-ability is most important, look for something else, if 
you want a "allinone-
musicproductionstudiowithintegratedsamplingsequencer" go and get one 
asap! You won´t get more bang for your money.

--Tom
| 1848|1802|2001-09-09 04:02:22|Thomas|Re: new OS??|
--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:

> does anyone know if these rumours of a new OS are true



Well, on www.motifator.com are people from Yamaha hanging around 
(e.g. someone named Bad Mister, who is ALWAYS very helpfull and 
friendly) and they said (inofficially) that they are working on an OS-
update for RS7000 (and i guess for Motif too) and that it might take 
a few months, because of low staff.

> - and will this remedy the SCSI instability ??? the
> whole SCSi thang is giving me the shits....

Hmmm, SCSI instability? What do you mean?

--Tom
| 1849|1842|2001-09-09 04:18:54|Thomas|Re: NM|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Anyway, Marco gave a very accurate description of the NM, imo.
> It's potential is huge, but it's not for everyone.
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

Marco and Robert, thank you very much for this interesting review. 

You have some links for me with music made with the NM? 
I am not that a big fan of Autechre or other noisy stuff, but i try 
to keep myself open. Recently i got impressed by Op:l Bastards, which 
i saw on a festival in Germany. Geez they can rock the house! And 
they only had a few pieces of equipment on the stage, like a MC80, a 
TB808, three old analogue synths (i think one of it was a Korg MS20, 
i couldn´t see more) and an e-guitar. 

Mostly i like e.g. Ken Ishii, The Sushi Club, Schlammpeitzinger, 
Peterlicht, Little Computer People, Aural Float, Ralf Hildenbeutel, 
Leftfield, The Saafi Brothers, Heiko Laux, Technasia, Ursula Rucker, 
Sensorama and many many others. I know it´s a bit more spacy-dreamy-
4onthefloor-no definition music-mix, but who cares...
You think a NM would be useful for that kind of music? My own pieces 
of music is in the same way. I think i have to check this synth out, 
the MicroNM is incredible lowcost (500 Euro) here in germany, so i 
will check it out. If it´s not for everyone, it might be for me. I 
would have kept my FS1r only for it´s really EXCELLENT sound, but the 
interface sucked big time. I hope Yamaha will make a decision and 
bring this baby out again with a couple of more knobs, like a DX4000 
or something, THIS will kick some VA´s butts...

Anyhow. You both play the NM over your RS? Or does the NM has it´s 
own stepsequencer?

--Tom
| 1850|1842|2001-09-09 06:00:21|synthe. labo|Re: NM|

>Marco and Robert, thank you very much for this interesting review.
>
>You have some links for me with music made with the NM?

well, there a site on mp3.com made by people around the world that post 
tracks made by nord mod.:

http://stations.mp3s.com/stations/49/clavia_nord_modular.html

then, you can find many things here:

http://www.clavia.se/clavia/links.htm#modular
http://www.sonicstate.com/synth/_inc/manlinks.cfm?manid=10

and there will be so many others sites around.
anyway, the best way to listen to it is just listening some Autechre tracks 
etc., try at Warp site, or just download something at www.audiogalaxy.com

>I am not that a big fan of Autechre or other noisy stuff, but i try
>to keep myself open. Recently i got impressed by Op:l Bastards, which
>i saw on a festival in Germany. Geez they can rock the house! And
>they only had a few pieces of equipment on the stage, like a MC80, a
>TB808, three old analogue synths (i think one of it was a Korg MS20,
>i couldn´t see more) and an e-guitar.

http://stations.mp3s.com/stations/49/clavia_nord_modular.html
http://www.clavia.se/clavia/links.htm#modular
http://www.sonicstate.com/synth/_inc/manlinks.cfm?manid=10


well, the MS20 is a beast...AFX has 3 of them!

>
>Mostly i like e.g. Ken Ishii, The Sushi Club, Schlammpeitzinger,
>Peterlicht, Little Computer People, Aural Float, Ralf Hildenbeutel,
>Leftfield, The Saafi Brothers, Heiko Laux, Technasia, Ursula Rucker,
>Sensorama and many many others. I know it´s a bit more spacy-dreamy-
>4onthefloor-no definition music-mix, but who cares...
>You think a NM would be useful for that kind of music?

what???
sure it would be useful!

>My own pieces
>of music is in the same way. I think i have to check this synth out,
>the MicroNM is incredible lowcost (500 Euro) here in germany, so i
>will check it out. If it´s not for everyone, it might be for me. I
>would have kept my FS1r only for it´s really EXCELLENT sound, but the
>interface sucked big time. I hope Yamaha will make a decision and
>bring this baby out again with a couple of more knobs, like a DX4000
>or something, THIS will kick some VA´s butts...

just for that you have to save and immediately go to take a NM!
fs1r is really strange and unique, just the things i like, i agree with you, 
it sounds marvellous.

>
>Anyhow. You both play the NM over your RS? Or does the NM has it´s
>own stepsequencer?

i use the rs7k to sequence the NM, and sometimes i play notes directly from 
the little keyboard and record/loop them into my Echoplex,
but, the NM has a complete stepsequencer inside, one of the best and complex 
i've evr seen...well...think of something and you'll find in NM :)))

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1851|1851|2001-09-09 06:24:48|Thomas|External Stepsequencer for RS7000|
External Stepsequencer for RS7000 (and of course for all other 
MIDI/CV driven gear...):

http://www.frostwave.com/
(the Fat Controller looks good, the price too..., also check their 
spacebeam...especially for Noise-freaks....;)

http://www.doepfer.com/home_d.htm
(the MAQ16/3 with a lot of nice features, definately a pro-tool.)

--Tom
| 1852|1851|2001-09-09 06:32:20|Thomas|Re: External Stepsequencer for RS7000|
Oops, sorry, the Doepfer link is in german...here´s the english one:

http://www.doepfer.com/home_e.htm

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> External Stepsequencer for RS7000 (and of course for all other 
> MIDI/CV driven gear...):
> 
> http://www.frostwave.com/
> (the Fat Controller looks good, the price too..., also check their 
> spacebeam...especially for Noise-freaks....;)
> 
> http://www.doepfer.com/home_d.htm
> (the MAQ16/3 with a lot of nice features, definately a pro-tool.)
> 
> --Tom

| 1853|1842|2001-09-09 06:58:36|Thomas|Re: NM|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://www.frostwave.com/
http://www.doepfer.com/home_d.htm
http://www.doepfer.com/home_e.htm
http://www.frostwave.com/
http://www.doepfer.com/home_d.htm


> 
> 
> 
> >Marco and Robert, thank you very much for this interesting review.
> >
> >You have some links for me with music made with the NM?
> 
> well, there a site on mp3.com made by people around the world that 

post 

> tracks made by nord mod.:
> 
> http://stations.mp3s.com/stations/49/clavia_nord_modular.html

I don´t like mp3.com. Each time i am trying to download something, i 
type in (as they request) my email adress, the country i live in and 
my zip code, and then i press the download button and nothing 
happens, except that it wants me to type all that crap in again and 
so on and so forth. 
They suck.

> then, you can find many things here:
> 
> http://www.clavia.se/clavia/links.htm#modular
> http://www.sonicstate.com/synth/_inc/manlinks.cfm?manid=10

Thank you, i already check some of those links and i listened to the 
NM mp3´s off the Clavia-site. Actually i like the NordLead 2 sound 
better...strange isn´t it? 
Also i don´t like the fact that you need a PC for the NM. I guess a 
Micro NM would be nice play with but i already have limited time for 
my hobby, so i think i rather check the NL2, which cost around the 
same. But geez, it´s hard to find s/h, i guess ppl don´t sell a NL2 
so easily then those "Qows" and "Viruses". That speaks for the 
quality of it.

> and there will be so many others sites around.
> anyway, the best way to listen to it is just listening some 

Autechre tracks 

> etc., try at Warp site, or just download something at 

www.audiogalaxy.com

Oh ok, i try that.

> well, the MS20 is a beast...AFX has 3 of them!

Yes, but i am not sure, could have also been a Yamaha CS15

> i use the rs7k to sequence the NM, and sometimes i play notes 

directly from 

> the little keyboard and record/loop them into my Echoplex,
> but, the NM has a complete stepsequencer inside, one of the best 

and complex 

> i've evr seen...well...think of something and you'll find in NM :)))

Well...but no knobs for it...see my stepsequencer-posting...
I am a knob-fan.....my poor ex-girl-friends...;)

--Tom
| 1854|1851|2001-09-09 08:32:31|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: External Stepsequencer for RS7000|
Also check out the future-retro mobius... It's awesome paired with 
the RS7000/RM1X, of course that's what I use :)

www.future-retro.com

cheers
ripe
| 1855|1851|2001-09-09 09:03:48|synthe. labo|Re: External Stepsequencer for RS7000|

>External Stepsequencer for RS7000 (and of course for all other
>MIDI/CV driven gear...):
>

http://stations.mp3s.com/stations/49/clavia_nord_modular.html
http://www.clavia.se/clavia/links.htm#modular
http://www.sonicstate.com/synth/_inc/manlinks.cfm?manid=10


>http://www.frostwave.com/
>(the Fat Controller looks good, the price too..., also check their
>spacebeam...especially for Noise-freaks....;)

i've seen it: beautiful! and little!!!

>
>http://www.doepfer.com/home_d.htm
>(the MAQ16/3 with a lot of nice features, definately a pro-tool.)

i've raved about these configurations time ago, then i stopped.
it's just what i would like to do mysefl: use an external stepsequencer to 
make realtime changes while i'm playing, but i don't understand very much 
how those machine all knobs or sliders could do a pattern or similar...
and about connections: you have to use the stepsequencer as first machine 
that transmit midi clock, insert it into rs7k (that has to be setted in midi 
out synch) and all gear in the sequence?
do you think it's possible to use these stepseq. to make some rolls or 32, 
64th notes over the rs7k pattern in realtime while playing?
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1856|1838|2001-09-09 12:31:16|perroudg@yahoo.com|Re: pattern chain bug|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Gilles PERROUD wrote:
> 
> > Hi guys !
> >
> > I just received my RS7K and feel very excited about
> > it. I did nice stuff with it already, BUT I feel a bit
> > disappointed about the pattern chain bug ... Is there
> > any tip around, or what about a nice OS upgrade maybe
> > ?
> 
> What's the pattern chain bug?
> 
> - Robert

See message #1569. It gives a good description of this bug. By the 
way, do you use any scsi device for saving your stuff ? I've been 
fighting for 2 days with my 2GB Jaz (changing cables, cartridges, 
settings) but I still have error messages like "unsupported disk" I', 
about to buy a Zip ...
| 1857|1838|2001-09-09 15:20:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern chain bug|
perroudg@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Gilles PERROUD wrote:
> >
> > > Hi guys !
> > >
> > > I just received my RS7K and feel very excited about
> > > it. I did nice stuff with it already, BUT I feel a bit
> > > disappointed about the pattern chain bug ... Is there
> > > any tip around, or what about a nice OS upgrade maybe
> > > ?
> >
> > What's the pattern chain bug?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> See message #1569. It gives a good description of this bug. By the
> way, do you use any scsi device for saving your stuff ? I've been
> fighting for 2 days with my 2GB Jaz (changing cables, cartridges,
> settings) but I still have error messages like "unsupported disk" I',
> about to buy a Zip ...
>

I remember Bad Mister saying that 2MB jaz were not supported.
He didn't know why, he just found out.
Better check motifator.com. I may be wrong.

http://www.frostwave.com/
http://www.doepfer.com/home_d.htm
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:perroudg@yahoo.com


- Robert
| 1858|1838|2001-09-09 15:23:47|ripe|Re: pattern chain bug|
I think it was 1GB Jaz drives were unsupported, but 2GB Jaz drives and 1GB
Jaz cartridges used in 2GB Jaz drives were OK... I use a 2GB Jaz with no
problems on my RS7000.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2001 4:23 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: pattern chain bug

> perroudg@yahoo.com wrote:
>
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Gilles PERROUD wrote:
> > >
> > > > Hi guys !
> > > >
> > > > I just received my RS7K and feel very excited about
> > > > it. I did nice stuff with it already, BUT I feel a bit
> > > > disappointed about the pattern chain bug ... Is there
> > > > any tip around, or what about a nice OS upgrade maybe
> > > > ?
> > >
> > > What's the pattern chain bug?
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > See message #1569. It gives a good description of this bug. By the
> > way, do you use any scsi device for saving your stuff ? I've been
> > fighting for 2 days with my 2GB Jaz (changing cables, cartridges,
> > settings) but I still have error messages like "unsupported disk" I',
> > about to buy a Zip ...
> >
>
> I remember Bad Mister saying that 2MB jaz were not supported.
> He didn't know why, he just found out.
> Better check motifator.com. I may be wrong.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 1859|1838|2001-09-09 15:29:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern chain bug|
perroudg@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Gilles PERROUD wrote:
> >
> > > Hi guys !
> > >

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:perroudg@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:perroudg@yahoo.com


> > > I just received my RS7K and feel very excited about
> > > it. I did nice stuff with it already, BUT I feel a bit
> > > disappointed about the pattern chain bug ... Is there
> > > any tip around, or what about a nice OS upgrade maybe
> > > ?
> >
> > What's the pattern chain bug?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> See message #1569. It gives a good description of this bug.

I see, that's a rather serious problem (the choking between patterns
of the same style when played back from a pattern chain).
You're sure you didn't jump from one style to another?

Did you program scene jumps at the same place there?
Any other specifics about the pattern the chain was jumping to?

Did you try the 'dont-update-style-settings' in Utility submode?
Can't remember to official name of the parameter.

Anyone else had this problem?

- Robert
| 1860|1838|2001-09-09 15:32:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern chain bug|
ripe wrote:

> I think it was 1GB Jaz drives were unsupported, but 2GB Jaz drives and 1GB
> Jaz cartridges used in 2GB Jaz drives were OK... I use a 2GB Jaz with no
> problems on my RS7000.
>
> cheers
> ripe

Thanks for clearing that up. Good I warned. ;)

- Robert
| 1861|1802|2001-09-09 19:07:23|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: new OS??|
Yo Mik,

scussi instability???????????? havent had it yet m8..........
I just went in to Manny's the other day and they had it for $2999
(the Fitzroy One)Melb.

cheers
Ivan
ps -------dems da breaks.:)

--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> Hey there ivan, you beat me for price you bastard... i
> paid $3200 @ manny's...... 
> 
> does anyone know if these rumours of a new OS are true
> - and will this remedy the SCSI instability ??? the
> whole SCSi thang is giving me the shits....
> 
> mik
> 
> 
> > yup sounds about right......i paid 2995 here in
> > Autralian dollars 
> > which is double US dollars, so your doin well.......
> > 
> > :) Ivan
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:
> > > what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.
> > > 
> > > i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar center.
> > Canton, Michigan
> > > 



> > > Everyone post!
> > > 
> > > This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! 
Messenger
> http://im.yahoo.com

| 1862|1802|2001-09-09 21:04:45|mik la|new OS!!|
hey ivan,

the new OS is here and you can get it from yamaha.
just call this chris guy on96935111 and you have to
drop by in south melbourne but he will install it on
your machine with a smart media card for you... it's
free i think..

see ya 
mik

> Yo Mik,
> 
> 
> scussi instability???????????? havent had it yet
> m8..........
> I just went in to Manny's the other day and they had
> it for $2999
> (the Fitzroy One)Melb.
> 
> cheers
> Ivan
> ps -------dems da breaks.:)
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > Hey there ivan, you beat me for price you
> bastard... i
> > paid $3200 @ manny's...... 
> > 
> > does anyone know if these rumours of a new OS are
> true
> > - and will this remedy the SCSI instability ???
> the
> > whole SCSi thang is giving me the shits....
> > 
> > mik
> > 
> > 
> > > yup sounds about right......i paid 2995 here in
> > > Autralian dollars 
> > > which is double US dollars, so your doin
> well.......
> > > 
> > > :) Ivan
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:
> > > > what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.
> > > > 
> > > > i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar
> center.
> > > Canton, Michigan
> > > > 
> > > > Everyone post!
> > > > 
> > > > This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________

http://im.yahoo.com/


> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant
> messaging with Yahoo! 
> Messenger
> > http://im.yahoo.com
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger
http://im.yahoo.com
| 1863|1863|2001-09-09 21:05:19|mike stokes|RS7000/RM1x sysex data assigned to knobs...|
Hi.
I am wondering if the RS7000 can send sysex data in hex and if so, how? 
basically I have a juno 106 that can send and receive sysex, and I can 
record the data in a sequence for filter sweeps and sonic changes, but I 
want to configure the assignable knobs on the Yamaha to send the proper hex 
data so I could program the juno sounds and changes with the Rs7000. I have 
the RM1X right now, but I have yet to find out how or if it can do this. 
So, is the RS7000 capable of doing this?
You would think that it could...
Thanks, Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1864|1802|2001-09-10 01:19:30|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: new OS!!Thanks M8,..........|
Thanks Mik

I'll do it soon .........did he say what the update has in store?????
for us eager users?????hehe

im hangin to find some kind of controller to either access:

1. ALL the 16 sections @ once type thing......AND OR..
2. Something that enables you to have more SCENE memory per Style....
cause they are the wickedest thing about each style ......
You can just morph the shit out of a section and then bang get 
right back to it with a touch of a scene...........nice 
really!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

anyways if you(or anyone) has a lead ...ide appreciate a reply:)
....i might visit this guy in Carlton 
right around the corner from me... who makes the Frostwave devices ...
Hes a cool dude...............

check ya 
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> hey ivan,
> 
> the new OS is here and you can get it from yamaha.
> just call this chris guy on96935111 and you have to
> drop by in south melbourne but he will install it on
> your machine with a smart media card for you... it's
> free i think..
> 
> see ya 
> mik
> 
> 
> > Yo Mik,
> > 
> > 
> > scussi instability???????????? havent had it yet
> > m8..........
> > I just went in to Manny's the other day and they had
> > it for $2999
> > (the Fitzroy One)Melb.
> > 
> > cheers
> > Ivan
> > ps -------dems da breaks.:)
> > 
> > 

http://im.yahoo.com/
http://im.yahoo.com/
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > > Hey there ivan, you beat me for price you
> > bastard... i
> > > paid $3200 @ manny's...... 
> > > 
> > > does anyone know if these rumours of a new OS are
> > true
> > > - and will this remedy the SCSI instability ???
> > the
> > > whole SCSi thang is giving me the shits....
> > > 
> > > mik
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > yup sounds about right......i paid 2995 here in
> > > > Autralian dollars 
> > > > which is double US dollars, so your doin
> > well.......
> > > > 
> > > > :) Ivan
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., rickysad76@y... wrote:
> > > > > what did you pay for your yamaha rs 7000.
> > > > > 
> > > > > i paid $1330 USD out the door from guitar
> > center.
> > > > Canton, Michigan
> > > > > 
> > > > > Everyone post!
> > > > > 
> > > > > This was a sweetwater pricematch by the way
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > __________________________________________________
> > > Do You Yahoo!?
> > > Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant
> > messaging with Yahoo! 
> > Messenger
> > > http://im.yahoo.com
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! 
Messenger
> http://im.yahoo.com

| 1865|1846|2001-09-10 01:27:30|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Sample kits - Global vs Local - Que?|
Yeah i'm actually also interested in this area........so if someone 
can reply with actual steps involved......would B awesoem.!!!!!!!!!
was pretty easy with the Kurz2000.................nyways:)
cheers 
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., jujuspacejazz@h... wrote:
> heya Folks,
> 
> trying to get my head around the way the RS deals with sample 
> kits.....
> 
> Am I correct in thinking that when you save a 'Style', the RS will 
> save all Local Samples along with it (as part of the same file) but 
> not save Global samples - that it will try to read these from 
> wherever they were first ... ? fuck how does it think about this???
> 
> Can I name a sample kit? I can name samples. But when I 
> import a bunch of sounds into a 'sample kit' it seems to just 
> name itself after the first sample imported....
> 
> And when importing samples into a sample kit - where can you 
> specifiy whether they are to be local or global?

http://im.yahoo.com/
http://im.yahoo.com/


> 
> I am trying to load a bunch of sounds, into a drum kit to play back 
> on a sequence I imported from an RM1X. I am trying to get the 
> RS to behave like the RM1X and the programs I had set up on an 
> akai sampler....
> 
> The thing is I have a bunch of tracks that use the same drum kits 
> so i am trying to avoid the RS having to save all the drum 
> sample data repeatedly with each song.
> 
> The kit thing is proving a nightmare so far...
> 
> Any help calrifying how the RS thinks about this would be great....
> 
> And please no flames about expecting too much or read the 
> manual etc.. ( My manual is already thumb-eared.....)
> 
> thanx 
> 
> Dan

| 1866|1866|2001-09-10 01:56:53|bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com|resampling|
I have the feeling I'm overlooking something but I can't figure out 
how to resample after adding effects. Is recording to track the only 
way???
So glad yall are here!!!
| 1867|1802|2001-09-10 02:18:13|Thomas|Re: new OS!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:

> hey ivan,
> 
> the new OS is here and you can get it from yamaha.

What? WHAT? Where can i download it?

???

--Tom
| 1868|1802|2001-09-10 02:35:10|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: new OS!!|
WHERE IS IT ???????
THANKS

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : lundi 10 septembre 2001 10:18
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: new OS!!

--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> hey ivan,
> 
> the new OS is here and you can get it from yamaha.

What? WHAT? Where can i download it?

???

--Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 1869|1869|2001-09-10 03:00:40|LOIODICE Cédric|AIEB 2 I/O|
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


If some one knows when the assignable output AIEB 2 I/O for the RS will be
available in shop ????

thanks
| 1870|1869|2001-09-10 03:30:31|Thomas|Re: AIEB 2 I/O|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> If some one knows when the assignable output AIEB 2 I/O for the 

RS will be

> available in shop ????
> 
> thanks

Yamaha announced it for November.

--Tom
| 1871|1869|2001-09-10 03:34:03|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Re: AIEB 2 I/O|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > If some one knows when the assignable output AIEB 2 I/O for the 
> RS will be
> > available in shop ????
> > 
> > thanks
> 
> Yamaha announced it for November.
> 
> --Tom

the AIEB 2 should be in shop be4 oct. the japanese site said should 
be in shop in sep.
| 1872|1802|2001-09-10 05:03:40|mik la|Re: new OS!!|
I don't believe that yamaha have posted it on their
site yet but it should be available from your local
yamaha rep - talk top the people you bought it off

mik

> WHERE IS IT ???????
> THANKS
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
> Envoy� : lundi 10 septembre 2001 10:18
> � : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Objet : [RS7000] Re: new OS!!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > hey ivan,
> > 
> > the new OS is here and you can get it from yamaha.
> 
> What? WHAT? Where can i download it?
> 
> ???
> 
> --Tom
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger
http://im.yahoo.com
| 1873|1831|2001-09-10 07:35:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Paint rubbing off!|
also, you may want to change your hand cream, or something. seriously. :) do
you work with any chemicals that may be left over from your 9-5?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2001 12:24 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Paint rubbing off!

One more thing, you could publish this on motifator.com
and see what Yamaha has to say about it (in public).

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1874|1874|2001-09-10 10:12:18|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|New OS|
I just updated my OS on Friday. I had version 1.11 and Yamaha send me 
v 1.13. I am not sure it is "the new OS" we are waiting for.
I think it can be downloaded from the net. I will post the site later 
today. You have to have smartmedia card in order to update OS. It 
comes as self-extracting exe. file. Then you load extracted file onto 
smartmedia card and follow few simple steps. I was told that a key 
thing is not to turn the power off during the update otherwise your 
RS7000 Flash-Rom will be toasted. It takes about 4 minutes to do it.
Hope this helps.

"Magnet"
| 1875|1874|2001-09-10 10:28:41|Bryan Rodgers|Re: New OS|
what are the known improvements over 1.11?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: mp3magnet@yahoo.com [mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2001 11:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] New OS
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I just updated my OS on Friday. I had version 1.11 and Yamaha send me 
v 1.13. I am not sure it is "the new OS" we are waiting for.
I think it can be downloaded from the net. I will post the site later 
today. You have to have smartmedia card in order to update OS. It 
comes as self-extracting exe. file. Then you load extracted file onto 
smartmedia card and follow few simple steps. I was told that a key 
thing is not to turn the power off during the update otherwise your 
RS7000 Flash-Rom will be toasted. It takes about 4 minutes to do it.
Hope this helps.

"Magnet"
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1876|1874|2001-09-10 11:31:33|Thomas|Re: New OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> I just updated my OS on Friday. I had version 1.11 and Yamaha send 

me 

> v 1.13. I am not sure it is "the new OS" we are waiting for.
> I think it can be downloaded from the net. I will post the site 

later 

> today. You have to have smartmedia card in order to update OS. It 
> comes as self-extracting exe. file. Then you load extracted file 

onto 

> smartmedia card and follow few simple steps.
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Hmm, i don´t have a SmartMedia Card reader for my PC, can i put the 
file also on a ZIP?

--Tom
| 1877|1874|2001-09-10 12:18:04|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: New OS|
HI:
I will add new OS to the files section here later today.
I have no
idea about what bugs it fixes. I had a problem with loading my 
patterns from smartmedia card so Yamaha's Martin told me to update 
the OS.
I have no idea if you can use a zip drive or not to update the OS. 
Sorry.

"Magnet"
| 1878|1874|2001-09-10 13:45:55|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Re: New OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> HI:
> I will add new OS to the files section here later today.
> I have no
> idea about what bugs it fixes. I had a problem with loading my 
> patterns from smartmedia card so Yamaha's Martin told me to update 
> the OS.
> I have no idea if you can use a zip drive or not to update the OS. 
> Sorry.
> 
> "Magnet"

i guess, if u hv the usb smart media card reader, u can move the file 
from smart media 2 your computer and u can put the file online, so 
everybody can download it.

sincerely

studio 51
| 1879|1220|2001-09-10 17:18:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 OS FILES/RS7000(V1_13)E.EXE 
Uploaded by : mp3magnet@yahoo.com 
Description : OS V. 1.13 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20OS%20FILES/RS7000%28V1_13%29E.EXE 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

mp3magnet@yahoo.com
| 1880|1880|2001-09-10 17:24:32|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|New OS uploaded|
HI:
I just uploaded new OS, I got from YAMAHA on Friday.
As I mentioned before I am not sure if this version is THE NEW OS we 
all waiting for.
Anyway, download the exe. file from the Rs7000 OS folder, then run it 
and read the instructions in PDF. file. The key thing is not to turn 
the unit off when it is updating the OS, otherwise your RS will have 
to be servised. I have no idea what bugs were fixed. It looks the 
same to me, althought I had it only since Friday.

"Magnet"
www.mp3.com/magnet
| 1881|1881|2001-09-10 19:55:26|lexicon@thevortex.com|Filtering & Tuning Individual Kit Instruments|
I have a Yamaha RY-30 drum machine. The RY-30 allows me to program 
sequences, and then afterward apply Pitch changes and Filter changes 
(as well as Panning) to individual drums. For example, if I take a 
Rhythm track programmed with the "Analog" kit, I can apply filter 
changes to the snare drum simply by entering record mode, selecting 
the snare and then twisting the mod wheel. I could then select the 
highhat and pan it back and forth a little. In order to do this I 
don't need to have the snare and highhat on separate tracks. 

mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20OS%20FILES/RS7000%28V1_13%29E.EXE
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com


Does the RS7000 offer this type of control?
| 1882|1881|2001-09-10 20:23:25|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: Filtering & Tuning Individual Kit Instruments|
--- In RS7000@y..., lexicon@t... wrote:

> I have a Yamaha RY-30 drum machine. The RY-30 allows me 

to program 

> sequences, and then afterward apply Pitch changes and Filter 

changes 

> (as well as Panning) to individual drums. For example, if I take 

a 

> Rhythm track programmed with the "Analog" kit, I can apply 

filter 

> changes to the snare drum simply by entering record mode, 

selecting 

> the snare and then twisting the mod wheel. I could then select 

the 

> highhat and pan it back and forth a little. In order to do this I 
> don't need to have the snare and highhat on separate tracks. 
> 
> Does the RS7000 offer this type of control?

I'm afraid not.

This is what I am calling the 'fatal flaw' of this machine. The way 
it thinks about kits or multi-sample patches is very rudimentary - 
so much so that I get the feeling this functionality was really just 
kind of begrudgingly tacked on at the end when some-one said- 
'but we have to able to do this....'

One can load or record drum sounds into what the RS calls a 
'Sample kit' - but only into a single note of this 'kit' - not over a 
range of notes.

This 'kit' is then given the same level of architechture as a 
sample. Ie: one Amp env, Fliter Env etc... for the whole kit.

Duh.

One can assign the same kit to the next track and change things 
there.... but I know this is not what yr after.

One can also not load or save these kits.

The RS can load or save individual samples, or whole patterns 
with all corresponding samples. 

Ie: it's data management leaves a lot to be desired.

Which is a shame, coz other than this - this machine rocks in so 
many ways.... It sounds great. Can integrate samples and synth 
and drum parts into a single, quite responsive and powerful live 
interface. Crazy effects. not to bad an aural sculpting tool. Eq on 
each track etc...

But they really missed a coupla things. And Drum kits is the big 
one....

hope this helps...

(Ps: i am regardless painstakingly importing Akai samples into 
every sequence that I have imported from my RM1x. Worth it just 
not to have to take the akai on the road....)

Dan
| 1883|1881|2001-09-10 20:25:15|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: Filtering & Tuning Individual Kit Instruments|
--- In RS7000@y..., lexicon@t... wrote:

> I have a Yamaha RY-30 drum machine. The RY-30 allows me 



to program 

> sequences, and then afterward apply Pitch changes and Filter 

changes 

> (as well as Panning) to individual drums. For example, if I take 

a 

> Rhythm track programmed with the "Analog" kit, I can apply 

filter 

> changes to the snare drum simply by entering record mode, 

selecting 

> the snare and then twisting the mod wheel. I could then select 

the 

> highhat and pan it back and forth a little. In order to do this I 
> don't need to have the snare and highhat on separate tracks. 
> 
> Does the RS7000 offer this type of control?

| 1884|1884|2001-09-10 22:44:06|loco koko|introducing...|
Hey everyone, I just found you guys and I'm pretty
psyched! I just got an rs7k a couple of weeks ago and
it's my first piece of gear like this. I'm a bass
player who recently used to play in a
hardedge/tribal/mindf@$k band (or something like
that)and I used to co-produce a abstract hiphop/ d&b
project using sample cell and pro tools. Nonetheless
my partner did all of the sequencing. So far I'm not
working with any style in particular, just
hard-funky-trippy stuff with organic sounds as well as
elektronik. I'll eventually be doing live p.a. out on
the towns. By the way I'm in Portland, OR. Well,
I'll be talking to you.
-loko koko

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger
http://im.yahoo.com
| 1885|1880|2001-09-10 23:32:33|Vic Caballero|Re: New OS uploaded|
just updated my rs with the new OS (Firm 1.13). it looks like it only fixed 
the running characters on the left part of the screen.

the other bug (echo back to MIDI A/MIDI B using external MIDI keyboard) is 
still there.

viccab

>From: mp3magnet@yahoo.com
>HI:
>I just uploaded new OS, I got from YAMAHA on Friday.
>As I mentioned before I am not sure if this version is THE NEW OS we
>all waiting for.
>Anyway, download the exe. file from the Rs7000 OS folder, then run it
>and read the instructions in PDF. file. The key thing is not to turn
>the unit off when it is updating the OS, otherwise your RS will have
>to be servised. I have no idea what bugs were fixed. It looks the
>same to me, althought I had it only since Friday.
>
>"Magnet"
>www.mp3.com/magnet

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1886|1880|2001-09-11 01:06:27|Thomas|Re: New OS uploaded|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> just updated my rs with the new OS (Firm 1.13). it looks like it 

http://im.yahoo.com/
mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


only fixed 

> the running characters on the left part of the screen.
> 
> the other bug (echo back to MIDI A/MIDI B using external MIDI 

keyboard) is 

> still there.

Guess we have to wait for V1.2...but i would prefer a V2.0...with 
major changes also about the grid-mode and other flaws (only 10 
sections...etc. you know the list)

I even would send Yamaha then a SmartMedia Card to get the new OS.

--Tom
| 1887|1880|2001-09-11 02:43:37|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: New OS uploaded|
yup
I spoke to a rep here in Australia @ Yamaha and he said this update 
is just fixed "little niggley stuff" but that we'll have to wait for 
v2.0 for any major fixes like the sections, blah ,blah etc..........

I think that has to be one of the major stumps really, who wants to 
spin the section knob to get to k-p....and you have to do it in time 
or your fucked.!!!!!!!!!!!1 anyways it sounds to difficult to 
bring that in now .....so im getting used to that fact(10 sections)...

cheers
I

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> > 
> > just updated my rs with the new OS (Firm 1.13). it looks like it 
> only fixed 
> > the running characters on the left part of the screen.
> > 
> > the other bug (echo back to MIDI A/MIDI B using external MIDI 
> keyboard) is 
> > still there.
> 
> Guess we have to wait for V1.2...but i would prefer a V2.0...with 
> major changes also about the grid-mode and other flaws (only 10 
> sections...etc. you know the list)
> 
> I even would send Yamaha then a SmartMedia Card to get the new OS.
> 
> --Tom

| 1888|1880|2001-09-11 03:38:05|Thomas|Re: New OS uploaded|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> yup
> I spoke to a rep here in Australia @ Yamaha and he said this update 
> is just fixed "little niggley stuff" but that we'll have to wait 

for 

> v2.0 for any major fixes like the sections, blah ,blah 

etc..........

> 
> I think that has to be one of the major stumps really, who wants to 
> spin the section knob to get to k-p....and you have to do it in 

time 

> or your fucked.!!!!!!!!!!!1 anyways it sounds to difficult to 
> bring that in now .....so im getting used to that fact(10 

sections)...

Still i don´t get it, why the programmers didn´t implement it to 
access k-p section simply by pressing the SHIFT-button + section 
keys? It should be really easy to implement in the OS.

Funny also that you can use the phrase-remix function in realtime, 
without stopping the sequencer..., but to change from record to play 



and the other way round you have to stop the sequencer?
Weird...

Well we´ll see what the hopefully before the end of the year coming 
V2.0 will bring.

--Tom
| 1889|1889|2001-09-11 05:05:10|Thomas|Again description of the MIDI A/B -bug|
Ok again for everybody who don´t know what the MIDI A/B bug is, 
here´s a crosspost from the RS7000 Forum on www.motifator.com:

Author Comment 
ripe909
Registered User
Posts: 1
(8/26/01 10:26:19 am)
Reply MIDI echo problem... bug?
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
A problem, which I think is actually a bug...

I have the MIDI echo back set as 'monitor (rec)'. The incoming MIDI 
is correctly echoed when a track has MIDI A and MIDI B set to a 
channel, but when you set MIDI A to 'OFF' and have just MIDI B set to 
a channel, the incoming MIDI will not echo out either of the ports.

If you instead set the MIDI B to 'OFF' and the MIDI A to some 
channel, MIDI data is sent from BOTH MIDI A and MIDI B! 

The built in RS7000 keyboard sends data out to the correct port, just 
the echoed MIDI data is messed up.

cheers
ripe

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(8/30/01 5:10:32 am)
Reply Bug what?
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Rather than go thru that explanation again - what is it that you are 
having problems with. I don't see a question here - is there some 
setup you cannot get happening. 

The page you are talking about is MIDI Channel OUT and refers to how 
the RS transmits from its keyboard via MIDI A and MIDI B.

If you need to echo back to your external controller via MIDI B, go 
to the ECHO BACK parameter in UTILITY and select one of the options 
for Echoing out MIDI B. 

ripe909
Registered User
Posts: 3
(8/30/01 4:14:04 pm)
Reply bug - echoing on wrong port
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
hey BadMister,

First off, thanks for your splendid replies to people's problems... 
always helpful.

OK, about the echoing, I have the MIDI echo set to rec monitor so I 
can control all of my MIDI setup using both ports... I have a master 
controller and a futureretro mobius going into the RS7000, and then 
the outputs have various synths on both the MIDI A and B ports. Now I 
just switch tracks and I can control whatever synth I have on a 
certain port and channel (thanks to the rec monitor), but since the 
echo is not working as advertised, this doesn't work out...

for example, I have my DX100 setup to receive on channel 4 on MIDI A 
and my Andromeda set to receive on channel 4 of MIDI B, when I set a 
channel up to correspond to ONLY MIDI B, then nothing gets echoed 
from the input... if instead I set up the track to only use MIDI A 
then it echoes MIDI out to both ports! so playing something on 
channel 4 would affect both synths assigned on channel four!



I would just set the MIDI echo to a certain port, instead of rec 
monitor, but this loses the channelize and port functionality which 
SHOULd work fine with the rec monitor echo settings.

whew! hope that is as clear as an unmuddied lake.

The internal TG setting is irrelevent for these cases...

thanks again for your help!

cheers
ripe 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(9/3/01 12:28:41 pm)
Reply MIDI Echo
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
The scenario you described (Monitor[Rec] and Echo Back B) will be 
addressed in an OS update. Stay tuned. You are correct: A and B 
should not be paired when you select to Echo Back A - and obviously B 
should have some out put when selected. OS updates will be announced 
here on Motifator.com. soon. 

viccab
Unregistered User
(9/10/01 9:36:20 pm)
Reply OS update (Firm 1.13)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

i've just updated my rs and it looks like it just fixed the running 
characters in the leftside of the screen.

the monitor (rec) and echo MIDI A/MIDI B bug is still there.

viccab
| 1890|783|2001-09-11 08:56:29|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 1891|1891|2001-09-11 17:36:14|Mailer-Daemon|Undeliverable Mail|
------------------------- Could not deliver Message to -------------------------
CN=Paul Ramshaw/OU=HEATHROW/O=BRITISH AIRWAYS/C=GB@BRITISH AIRWAYS

Router: Unable to open mailbox file BAXMLHR01/HEATHROW/BRITISH AIRWAYS/GB mail.box: Server not responding

----------------------------- Your Original Message ----------------------------

Date: 09/10/2001 11:18 PM
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com@INTERNET
Subject: [RS7000] New file uploaded to RS7000
Priority: Normal
Importance: 2
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com@INTERNET

Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000
group.

File : /RS7000 OS FILES/RS7000(V1_13)E.EXE
Uploaded by : mp3magnet@yahoo.com
Description : OS V. 1.13

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com


You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20OS%20FILES/RS7000%28V1_13%29
E.EXE

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

mp3magnet@yahoo.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1892|1892|2001-09-11 19:00:35|dltmusic@hotmail.com|Saving Filter Changes on Samples|
I am wondering if I can save the changes (ex. filters, attack, etc) 
on a sample. I DO NOT mean a track, but a SAMPLE. For example say I 
did something to a snare in a COMMON SAMPLE, and I want to save the 
change can I do that or do I have to save the WHOLE PATTERN?!
| 1893|1893|2001-09-12 02:15:29|Thomas|Condolescenses|
All my prayers go to everybody in america now. 

I am shocked.

--Tom
| 1894|1893|2001-09-12 02:27:17|Tim Nolet|Re: Condolescenses|
I've been glued to my TV-screen yesterday for 10 hours straight.
I still can't beleive it. Last year I stood on the WTC, now it's gone.
My deepest sympathy goes out to all people involved.

Tim

From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Condolescenses
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 08:15:11 -0000

All my prayers go to everybody in america now.

I am shocked.

--Tom

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1895|1893|2001-09-12 05:11:49|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Condolescenses|
-I still cant belieave .........it .........WORLD WAR 111

deepest sympathy to all there in NYC

ps ....Nostradamus said this would happen "in the big city"....
someones gonna pay.................
Ive

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20OS%20FILES/RS7000%28V1_13%29
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


-- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:

> I've been glued to my TV-screen yesterday for 10 hours straight.
> I still can't beleive it. Last year I stood on the WTC, now it's 

gone.

> My deepest sympathy goes out to all people involved.
> 
> Tim
> 
> 
> From: "Thomas" 
> Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Condolescenses
> Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 08:15:11 -0000
> 
> All my prayers go to everybody in america now.
> 
> I am shocked.
> 
> --Tom
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1896|1893|2001-09-12 06:33:23|Thomas|Re: Condolescenses|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> -I still cant belieave .........it .........WORLD WAR 111
> 
> deepest sympathy to all there in NYC
> 
> ps ....Nostradamus said this would happen "in the big city"....
> someones gonna pay.................
> Ive

http://www.dreamscape.com/morgana/mabus.htm
| 1897|1897|2001-09-12 07:53:07|Bryan Rodgers|Please Give Blood|
My apologies if others have asked.

I know there's only one thing I can do for those in NY on my end, and that's
help by donating my blood.

Please, where ever you are, US, Canada, Germany, UK, make the effort. Even
if the blood isn't destined for NY, it's always a good thing to give, and
cost you nothing to do.

Peace and thanks.

B
| 1898|1893|2001-09-12 08:01:18|claytonhudnall@aol.com|Re: Condolescenses|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> All my prayers go to everybody in america now. 
> 
> I am shocked.
> 
> --Tom

It is indeed a sickening sight to look out my window and see only a 
large plume of smoke where the towers once stood. The city is quiet 
now in a way I have never heard. Thanks for the condolences. This is 
truly a tragedy of epic proportio
| 1899|1893|2001-09-12 09:14:35|Tim Nolet|Re: Condolescenses|
Clayton,

In understand that you live in NYC. I visited as a tourist last year and the 
city took me by storm. Yesterday I was so truly shocked I just couldn't 
believe it. Somehow it didn't fit into my brain. It was like watching a 
Bruce Willis movie. I watched the TV for 10 hours straight or so. You must 
understand that the complete world is shocked. Here, in the Netherlands 
everyone is talking about it. Never has anyone seen such a tragedy. Best 
luck to all your fellow New Yorkers.

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://www.dreamscape.com/morgana/mabus.htm


From: claytonhudnall@aol.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Condolescenses
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2001 14:00:24 -0000

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> All my prayers go to everybody in america now.
>
> I am shocked.
>
> --Tom

It is indeed a sickening sight to look out my window and see only a
large plume of smoke where the towers once stood. The city is quiet
now in a way I have never heard. Thanks for the condolences. This is
truly a tragedy of epic proportio

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 1900|1893|2001-09-12 11:55:31|synthe. labo|Re: Condolescenses|

>All my prayers go to everybody in america now.

horryfied me too about what happened
condolences from a laic

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1902|1902|2001-09-12 18:43:31|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Stand Still; reprocussions.|
This is truly scary. The impact will be felt somewhat globally, they 
say that roughly 40-50% of the worlds economy goes through the WTC in 
one way or another. Not to mention corporations, international alike 
that had offices in the building. Obviously the deaths and so forth 
are a tradgedy, but, the world's economy will feel this as well. 
Being that I've been to NYC many times, I used to live in NJ and go 
every 2-3weeks, the creepiest part of it is being so used to what the 
city usually looks like, cannot believe that's NYC! It is REALLY 
freaky to see it and believe that it's NYC, the city that "never 
sleeps". It's unreal to see no traffic when they zoom out on other 
parts of the city. It doesn't matter what time of night it is, 4am 
even, there's always alot of motion in NY, it's at a standstill.
The Pentagon!!! When you think of US military you think pentagon, 
that to me is unbelievable. I'm afraid to see what kind of hatecrimes 
will unfold as a result of this, people can be really ignorant.
Peace all-J
| 1903|1903|2001-09-12 18:46:41|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Jump|
Heya All,

here's a step backwards.....

On the Rm1x the 'jump' parameter - available from the main 
page of the display - between style and pad velocity - determined 
what the rm1x would do when it is stopped after playback. If this 
parameter is left off the Rm1x would sit there (not unlike paused) 
and the next time play is hit, play on from that same point . When 
set to 1; Would relocate to bar one whenever stopped - and then 
when play was hit, play on from that point (bar one beat one). 
Tops!

The RS7000 seems to have the identical function but this 
function is now only available in the song menu and does not 
seem to affect playback when in pattern mode (which is where i 
spend all my time using the RS7000 as a live performance 
interface....)

If I want to drop a beat (start and stop the sequencer) and go:

bap bap bap bap 
Boomtchikabap etc.....

I now have to perform an additional key stroke every time to 

mailto:claytonhudnall@aol.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


relocate the 'head' to the beginning of the sequence.

when rehearsing with musicians, and running a section over 
and over again, I am constantly having to press this buttton, and 
then forgetting to and starting half way through the phrase, and 
having to hit stop, and then back arrow, and then start again....

AAAARRRRGGGHHH!!!! 

Hoping some-one can till me I'm an idiot and there's a perfectly 
clear way of doing this on our box....

in the meantine,

harumph....

Dan
| 1904|1904|2001-09-12 18:48:43|jezjackson@btinternet.com|Re: Condolescenses |
I can but echo the thoughts and warm sentiments from others on this 
board. I can tell you, over here in the U.K. the mood is one of deep 
anger and remorse. 

Lets hope some good comes of this tragedy. But lets not lose our 
heads, we need to unite rationally. Emotion has to be taken out of 
the equation when making big decsions

In other words - Hunt down the fuckers and take them apart with pliers

No excuses

Jez
| 1905|1893|2001-09-12 22:26:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Condolescenses|
I think I'm still in shock. Couldn't believe the images shown on TV.
Terrible...

- Robert
| 1906|1902|2001-09-13 02:04:11|Thomas|Re: Stand Still; reprocussions.|
After the first pictures went through the media, people here in 
Germany were and still are shocked. A lot of people, including me 
thought, that now World War III has started. And it still seems like 
when you hear that the NATO announced yesterday that all NATO-members 
will help the USA. The German army is getting prepared. But rather 
military help (the german army is also busy in Macedonien at the 
moment, peace keeping mission) USA will definately use logistic help 
offered by germany. Means that a lot of millitary aircrafts will 
start and land here. So in case of a war, germany will definately be 
under attack as well.

The next few days, months, years will be tough for humankind. Get 
ready for everything.

Pray for us.

--Tom

--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:
> This is truly scary. The impact will be felt somewhat globally, 
they 
> say that roughly 40-50% of the worlds economy goes through the WTC 
in 
> one way or another. Not to mention corporations, international 
alike 
> that had offices in the building. Obviously the deaths and so forth 
> are a tradgedy, but, the world's economy will feel this as well. 
> Being that I've been to NYC many times, I used to live in NJ and go 
> every 2-3weeks, the creepiest part of it is being so used to what 
the 
> city usually looks like, cannot believe that's NYC! It is REALLY 
> freaky to see it and believe that it's NYC, the city that "never 
> sleeps". It's unreal to see no traffic when they zoom out on other 
> parts of the city. It doesn't matter what time of night it is, 4am 
> even, there's always alot of motion in NY, it's at a standstill.
> The Pentagon!!! When you think of US military you think pentagon, 
> that to me is unbelievable. I'm afraid to see what kind of 
hatecrimes 
> will unfold as a result of this, people can be really ignorant.
> Peace all-J



| 1907|1683|2001-09-14 01:23:20|dump@hellsing.com|Re: SCSI HELL !!!!!|
I just want to confirm once again that the 1GB Jaz does not work.
It gives the message "Bad File" when trying to save to the disks.
If anyone has a solution, pleas post it!

/mikko

--- In RS7000@y..., "chris hite" wrote:
> check your termination settings on both your externals and your 
RS. I am assuming termination was turned ON as you said that both 
externals worked with your asrx. I have an MPC2k and my scsi goes 
out all the time, i feel your pain. You *can't* hot-swap scsi so it 
makes it a real pain in the ass to troubleshoot. good luck :]
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Bill Cummings 
> To: rs7000 at yahoo 
> Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2001 1:09 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] SCSI HELL !!!!!
> 
> 
> How large of a SCSI drive can one use with the RS7K? I know on 
the Ensoniq ASRX you can't use bigger than 2 Gigs. Does RS have any 
similar limitation?? If not, I might buy a 9GB Glyph external SCSI 
drive to use with it.
> 
> Also, I have no luck using my 2 GB Jaz drive with the RS. I have 
been able to load a sample from my 1 GB Jaz drive, but no save. No 
communication whatsoever with the 2 GB drive. Can someone expound on 
the SCSI procedures, what works, what doesn't, what's the routine to 
get drives reconized and working? I followed the manual, but it's 
not working for me. 
> 
> Both of my jazz drives work perfectly with both of my ASRX's and 
all of my PCs. I also have a Smart & Friendly external SCSI CD-R 
drive (Cd-Rocket) that I can't get working with the RS. Again, that 
drive works perfectly with both 1gb & 2gb Jaz drives, as well as 
with all my PCs.
> 
> I still would like to know about the external GLYPH drive to 
(will it work?). The one I was looking at is SCSI, 9GB.
> 
> This is still driving me nuts. Can anybody help with this? So 
far unable to use the Jaz drives I already own. I don't want to just 
go out and buy a Zip 250 (if I don't have to) Thanks 
> 
> 
> Bill Cummings
> Executive Vice President
> JH Management Company
> 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE 
> SUITE #331
> NEW YORK, NY 10170
> (t) 212-661-6805, xt 21
> (f) 212-661-6240 (or 661-0981)
> (e) billcumm@j...
> cell phone: 914-420-3751
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> Start here...
> 
> Height:
> 345678 ft 01234567891011in
> 
> Weight:
> lbs. kg.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 



> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1908|1908|2001-09-14 01:58:11|mikko@hellsing.com|Os update|
Is there anyway to update the RS other then from smart media.
The problem is that i dont have a such reader/writer. I saw in the 
manual for the update, that i downloaded from here, that it should 
be possible to update with sysex. How do I get these files? Is there 
an offical download site? 
http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf is obviously for 
somekind of members only

best regards /mikko
| 1909|1909|2001-09-14 05:26:53|perroudg@yahoo.com|great service - great price|
This is not an advertisement.

I really had a good experience in purchasing a RS7000 + accessories 
from musik-service and would encourage anyone in Europe to have a try 
with them. I live in Geneva-Switzerland and it took 1 week to receive 
it at a very good price. They have no response time when asking 
questions and they provide a high level quality service. Those guys 
deserve their customers !

All prices can be found in the web site http://www.musik-service.de/

Gilles Perroud
| 1910|1908|2001-09-14 09:23:14|Vic Caballero|Re: Os update|
most PC sequencers have a sysex bulk dump function.

>From: mikko@hellsing.com
>
>Is there anyway to update the RS other then from smart media.
>The problem is that i dont have a such reader/writer. I saw in the
>manual for the update, that i downloaded from here, that it should
>be possible to update with sysex. How do I get these files? Is there
>an offical download site?
>http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf is obviously for
>somekind of members only
>
>best regards /mikko

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1911|1911|2001-09-14 12:54:07|mymusicstudio@yahoo.com.hk|Recommended device list for RS7000 by yamaha japanese tech support|
Recommended device list for RS7000

CD-RW
Yamaha CRW4416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW6416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW8424SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2100SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2200SX
Plextor PX-W1210TSE

CD-ROM
Plextor PX-40TSE

Removable Drive
IOMEGA ZIP 100MB
IOMEGA ZIP 250MB speed down when using 100MB disk

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf
http://www.musik-service.de/
mailto:mikko@hellsing.com
http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


IOMEGA JAZ 2GB unable to use 1GB disk
CASTLEWOOD ORB 2.2GB

I got this list by yamaha in japan tech support. I hv both A5000 and 
RS7000. Yamaha said no difference between the SCSI cable use for both 
machine. But, it is possible that RS7000 has different compatibility 
from A5000's, b/c they hv different electronic design each other.

Hope this help!

Daniel
| 1912|1912|2001-09-14 19:37:51|djrjx@excite.com|Section and Track Question. |
When I have a drum pattern on track 1 of section A, can I have a 
differant pattern on track 1 of section B...and so on?
Everytime I try, it always changes so the most recent pattern I 
created onto all the track 1's of all the sections..

Thanks
RJ
| 1913|1913|2001-09-14 20:29:29|loco koko|Fwd: |
Note: forwarded message attached.

__________________________________________________
Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
Donate cash, emergency relief information
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1914|1912|2001-09-14 20:36:21|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: Section and Track Question.|
--- In RS7000@y..., djrjx@e... wrote:

> When I have a drum pattern on track 1 of section A, can I have 

a 

> differant pattern on track 1 of section B...and so on?
> Everytime I try, it always changes so the most recent pattern I 
> created onto all the track 1's of all the sections..
> 
> Thanks
> RJ

Yes, you certainly can.

In the 'pattern' menu (button) - the second field from the right is 
the 'phrase' parameter. This is what you need to change. Every 
time you record a line (midi) it is given a new phrase number. All 
the preset phrases are also available here (change the 'phrase 
category' parameter)

If you select a track, hit the pattern button, change the phrase no. 
here (or set it to 'no phrase' to de-activate that track (or prepare to 
record new data)) you should find that all you other sections have 
not changed the phrases they have loaded into that track.

Note - it takes a little while to update this pattern change quantise?> so give it a second or two before 
moving on.....

hope this helps....

Dan
| 1915|1912|2001-09-15 00:56:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Section and Track Question.|
djrjx@excite.com wrote:

> When I have a drum pattern on track 1 of section A, can I have a
> differant pattern on track 1 of section B...and so on?

Absolutely

>
> Everytime I try, it always changes so the most recent pattern I
> created onto all the track 1's of all the sections..
>

Looks like you don't understand the user phrase concept yet.
My guess is that the same user phrase number is used in both

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
mailto:djrjx@excite.com


sections (of the same style). You will need to use a different phrase
in the other section, as the contents of all user phrases are *shared*
within the domain of style (16 sections).

This allows you to use a phrase in section D that was originally recorded
in section A.

- Robert

>
> Thanks
> RJ

| 1916|1916|2001-09-15 02:21:22|Dj Kid Liquid|Proud American/Human|
Proud American/Human,

Hello Everyone. I am new member to this group. 1st, I
would like to thank all of you around the world for
your continued support. We are very thankful. 

This week has been a struggle for us as Americans, 
but we will get through it. We have lost allot of
brothers and sisters this past Tuesday and there is no
question that their are in a better place. 

It is sad to say that because our beliefs on freedom
and democracy that there are individuals or groups
that hate our way of life. We,the United States are a
very fortunate culture because of our freedom here.
Our freedom allows us to reach boundaries to no end.
We have succeeded to heights that we never thought
could be reached. We as a culture have accomplished
things beyond our wildest dreams. Their are no limits
on our way of life here for individual wealth and
success. There or no walls we can't climb. Our success
as a culture is owed to our freedom and we are
grateful. Our dream is to pass we have on to others.
We only wish that other countries can be as fortunate
as we are. Our views are not of hate, but of love. If
wanting others to have what we have is a crime, then
we are guilty.

Make no mistake, this is the start of a very bad
beginning, but in the end good will over come evil.
The time has come upon us to stand up, and we will
together fight this evil that has walked in our
presence. Not just as Americans, but as humans. This
sad incident could have happened anywhere around the
world, but it has happened here. Maybe there is a
reason for that. What reason you ask, I am not sure.
But in the the end GOD will show us why. 

I wish you all safe passage in this journey that has
come before us. God Bless.

__________________________________________________
Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
Donate cash, emergency relief information
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
| 1917|1917|2001-09-15 05:08:08|Romain FAURE|To French RS7000 users...|
Hi all of U

I'd like to know if there are any French RS7k users on this mailing list as it seems quite hard to get one in France; indeed
I've tried to obtain a RS for 3 weeks without any success, as my local music shop keeps on postponing the arrival of the RS. I
live in Lyon, so maybe in Paris the situation is different ?
Please answer if U live in France and already have a RS / or have problems to get one.

Thanks a lot

CDROMain

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1918|1908|2001-09-15 05:22:26|mikko@hellsing.com|Re: Os update|
Yes I know they do, but where do i get the syswx files?

All the best

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/


--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> 
> most PC sequencers have a sysex bulk dump function.
> 
> 
> >From: mikko@h...
> >
> >Is there anyway to update the RS other then from smart media.
> >The problem is that i dont have a such reader/writer. I saw in the
> >manual for the update, that i downloaded from here, that it should
> >be possible to update with sysex. How do I get these files? Is 
there
> >an offical download site?
> >http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf is obviously for
> >somekind of members only
> >
> >best regards /mikko
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 1919|1919|2001-09-15 05:26:43|mikko@hellsing.com|Pattern chain meter|
Is it possible to have another meter then 4/4 in the pattern chain?
I cannot find anywhere to set it...

/mikko
| 1920|1919|2001-09-15 09:41:04|mikko@hellsing.com|Re: Pattern chain meter|
Is it possible to have another meter then 4/4 in the pattern chain?
I cannot find anywhere to set it...
I know I can do it in the edit mode, but i would like to set it 
globally to something else then 4/4 so I dont have to change every 
fuckin entry.

/mikko
| 1921|1908|2001-09-15 10:26:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Os update|
mikko@hellsing.com wrote:

> Yes I know they do, but where do i get the syswx files?

Maybe the OS can be dumped to a sequencer from within
the RS?

Anyway, I'll be getting my RS in a couple of days to do
a test. Looking forward to it. Would be nice to test it with
the latest OS, however.

- Robert
| 1922|1908|2001-09-15 11:58:04|Vic Caballero|Re: Os update|
i think you just need to import the file (0532OS_.PGM) to the sequencer and 
treat it as a sysex file.

viccab

>From: mikko@hellsing.com
>
>Yes I know they do, but where do i get the syswx files?
>
>All the best
>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> >
> >
> > most PC sequencers have a sysex bulk dump function.
> >
> >
> > >From: mikko@h...
> > >
> > >Is there anyway to update the RS other then from smart media.
> > >The problem is that i dont have a such reader/writer. I saw in the
> > >manual for the update, that i downloaded from here, that it should
> > >be possible to update with sysex. How do I get these files? Is

http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf
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>there
> > >an offical download site?
> > >http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf is obviously for
> > >somekind of members only
> > >
> > >best regards /mikko
> >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at
>http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1923|1908|2001-09-15 13:53:59|mikko@hellsing.com|Re: Os update|
I guess I'd be kind of fuxed if it will fuck up the os...
hm...maybe ill try it.

cheers

--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> i think you just need to import the file (0532OS_.PGM) to the 
sequencer and 
> treat it as a sysex file.
> 
> viccab
> 
> 
> >From: mikko@h...
> >
> >Yes I know they do, but where do i get the syswx files?
> >
> >All the best
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > most PC sequencers have a sysex bulk dump function.
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: mikko@h...
> > > >
> > > >Is there anyway to update the RS other then from smart media.
> > > >The problem is that i dont have a such reader/writer. I saw 
in the
> > > >manual for the update, that i downloaded from here, that it 
should
> > > >be possible to update with sysex. How do I get these files? Is
> >there
> > > >an offical download site?
> > > >http://plaza.yamaha.co.jp/ysiss/exindex.nsf is obviously for
> > > >somekind of members only
> > > >
> > > >best regards /mikko
> > >
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> > >
> > > 
_________________________________________________________________
> > > Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at
> >http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> >Please take a moment to answer some
> >of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> >* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> >* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> >* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
> >RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 1924|1908|2001-09-15 16:32:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Os update|
mikko@hellsing.com wrote:

> I guess I'd be kind of fuxed if it will fuck up the os...
> hm...maybe ill try it.
>

I just downloaded the OS file (a .exe file) from the RS7000
yahoo webpage and expanded it. It contains an os file
and a short PDF file explaining the procedure. They want
you to put the OS file on a smartmedia card and boot the
RS with the card, and peform a factory reset afterwards.
No mentioning of MIDI and sysex. :(

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1925|1925|2001-09-15 22:09:10|deephousesouldier@yahoo.com|Sample data loading|
I am trying to solve an issue. I use the Rs for a live performance. 
In order for me to go from Style to stlye without the infamous 
yamaha glitch id to go to utlilty and turn voice setup to TG off.
then to pull my sounds, I insert the correct program change into 
the track. works good except... When I have sample data it won't 
pull it. The sample bank is just empty. This is from bootup, load 
all data and then hit play. everything is there except the sample 
data. i load it and it still won't show. in the bank the sound just 
has ******** instead of my sample names. So when i go back to 
utility and turn Voice setup to TG on and hit play, the sample 
appear and its all gravy. just wondering if anyone knows why i 
have to turn that on to get my sample data to register. Any 
suggestions on a fix?
| 1926|1925|2001-09-16 00:48:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample data loading|
deephousesouldier@yahoo.com wrote:

> I am trying to solve an issue. I use the Rs for a live performance.
> In order for me to go from Style to stlye without the infamous
> yamaha glitch id to go to utlilty and turn voice setup to TG off.
> then to pull my sounds, I insert the correct program change into
> the track. works good except... When I have sample data it won't
> pull it. The sample bank is just empty. This is from bootup, load
> all data and then hit play. everything is there except the sample
> data. i load it and it still won't show. in the bank the sound just
> has ******** instead of my sample names. So when i go back to
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> utility and turn Voice setup to TG on and hit play, the sample
> appear and its all gravy. just wondering if anyone knows why i
> have to turn that on to get my sample data to register. Any
> suggestions on a fix?

Maybe you use the wrong sample bank number (global/local)?

- Robert
| 1927|1925|2001-09-16 02:24:29|Vic Caballero|Re: Sample data loading|

>From: deephousesouldier@yahoo.com
>
>I am trying to solve an issue. I use the Rs for a live performance.
>In order for me to go from Style to stlye without the infamous
>yamaha glitch id to go to utlilty and turn voice setup to TG off.
>then to pull my sounds, I insert the correct program change into
>the track. works good except... When I have sample data it won't
>pull it. The sample bank is just empty. This is from bootup, load
>all data and then hit play. everything is there except the sample
>data. i load it and it still won't show. in the bank the sound just
>has ******** instead of my sample names. So when i go back to
>utility and turn Voice setup to TG on and hit play, the sample
>appear and its all gravy. just wondering if anyone knows why i
>have to turn that on to get my sample data to register. Any
>suggestions on a fix?

the user samples are part of the tone generator block. rs treats it like the 
rest of the built-in samples of the TG. so, turning TG off disables the user 
samples as well.

viccab

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1928|1916|2001-09-16 04:56:13|mik la|Re: Proud American/Human|
Mr kid 
I suggest you read "Year 501" by Noam Chomsky to gain
a clearer perspective on why there may be people out
there who are willing perpetrate such acts against
your fair country... I by no means condone their
behaviour but there is more to consider ... 

--- Dj Kid Liquid <djkidliquid1@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Proud American/Human,
> 
> Hello Everyone. I am new member to this group. 1st,
> I
> would like to thank all of you around the world for
> your continued support. We are very thankful. 
> 
> This week has been a struggle for us as Americans, 
> but we will get through it. We have lost allot of
> brothers and sisters this past Tuesday and there is
> no
> question that their are in a better place. 
> 
> It is sad to say that because our beliefs on freedom
> and democracy that there are individuals or groups
> that hate our way of life. We,the United States are
> a
> very fortunate culture because of our freedom here.
> Our freedom allows us to reach boundaries to no end.
> We have succeeded to heights that we never thought
> could be reached. We as a culture have accomplished
> things beyond our wildest dreams. Their are no
> limits
> on our way of life here for individual wealth and
> success. There or no walls we can't climb. Our
> success
> as a culture is owed to our freedom and we are
> grateful. Our dream is to pass we have on to others.
> We only wish that other countries can be as
> fortunate
> as we are. Our views are not of hate, but of love.
> If
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> wanting others to have what we have is a crime, then
> we are guilty.
> 
> Make no mistake, this is the start of a very bad
> beginning, but in the end good will over come evil.
> The time has come upon us to stand up, and we will
> together fight this evil that has walked in our
> presence. Not just as Americans, but as humans. This
> sad incident could have happened anywhere around the
> world, but it has happened here. Maybe there is a
> reason for that. What reason you ask, I am not sure.
> But in the the end GOD will show us why. 
> 
> I wish you all safe passage in this journey that has
> come before us. God Bless.
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> Donate cash, emergency relief information
>

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/

> 

__________________________________________________
Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
Donate cash, emergency relief information
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
| 1929|1929|2001-09-16 06:19:55|stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se|Rm1x patterns fore Rs7000|
Hi there group, 
I am looking fore Rm1x facktory patterns.
I mean the presets that the rm1x has when you buy it.
It could be fun to load them in to my Rs7000.
Perhaps someone allready done this?
best regards
stefan
| 1930|733|2001-09-16 09:02:19|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1931|1931|2001-09-16 14:27:17|synthe. labo|Add Formantor|
hello

it's just some days that is online my first track 've made with rs7k
it's called 'add formantor' and it's ALL rs7000, i didn't either passed the 
machine trough the mixer
the only thing i added are some reverse fxs, stop.
you can download it here:

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=236226

or just search for 'add formantor' at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

as always, feedback of any sort are welcome

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1932|1916|2001-09-16 15:59:50|simon leclerc|Re: Proud American/Human|
Totally agree with Mik la...There's a lot more to consider
and YEAR 501 and many other books could help to understand
why such terrible acts have happened...

Simon

> Mr kid 
> I suggest you read "Year 501" by Noam Chomsky to gain
> a clearer perspective on why there may be people out
> there who are willing perpetrate such acts against
> your fair country... I by no means condone their
> behaviour but there is more to consider ...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- Dj Kid Liquid <djkidliquid1@yahoo.com> wrote:
>> Proud American/Human,
>> 
>> Hello Everyone. I am new member to this group. 1st,
>> I
>> would like to thank all of you around the world for
>> your continued support. We are very thankful.
>> 
>> This week has been a struggle for us as Americans,
>> but we will get through it. We have lost allot of
>> brothers and sisters this past Tuesday and there is
>> no
>> question that their are in a better place.
>> 
>> It is sad to say that because our beliefs on freedom
>> and democracy that there are individuals or groups
>> that hate our way of life. We,the United States are
>> a
>> very fortunate culture because of our freedom here.
>> Our freedom allows us to reach boundaries to no end.
>> We have succeeded to heights that we never thought
>> could be reached. We as a culture have accomplished
>> things beyond our wildest dreams. Their are no
>> limits
>> on our way of life here for individual wealth and
>> success. There or no walls we can't climb. Our
>> success
>> as a culture is owed to our freedom and we are
>> grateful. Our dream is to pass we have on to others.
>> We only wish that other countries can be as
>> fortunate
>> as we are. Our views are not of hate, but of love.
>> If
>> wanting others to have what we have is a crime, then
>> we are guilty.
>> 
>> Make no mistake, this is the start of a very bad
>> beginning, but in the end good will over come evil.
>> The time has come upon us to stand up, and we will
>> together fight this evil that has walked in our
>> presence. Not just as Americans, but as humans. This
>> sad incident could have happened anywhere around the
>> world, but it has happened here. Maybe there is a
>> reason for that. What reason you ask, I am not sure.
>> But in the the end GOD will show us why.
>> 
>> I wish you all safe passage in this journey that has
>> come before us. God Bless.
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> __________________________________________________
>> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
>> Donate cash, emergency relief information
>> 
> http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
>> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
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> Donate cash, emergency relief information
> http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 1933|1931|2001-09-16 23:25:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Add Formantor|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> hello
>
> it's just some days that is online my first track 've made with rs7k
> it's called 'add formantor' and it's ALL rs7000, i didn't either passed the
> machine trough the mixer
> the only thing i added are some reverse fxs, stop.
> you can download it here:
>
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=236226
>
> or just search for 'add formantor' at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
>
> as always, feedback of any sort are welcome
>
> ciao-marco

Wow :) This is great stuff Marco!

Only the RS? Could you explain a bit about the production?
Like how many patterns it took, how you managed to get the
Ae fast repeat stuff done (Midi notes? Arp? Delay). Did you
convert to Song? Any problems with timing gaps between
styles?

Anyway, very impressive.

Cheers,
Robert (still without RS, but not for long)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 1934|1925|2001-09-16 23:30:32|deephousesouldier@yahoo.com|Re: Sample data loading|
the user samples are part of the tone generator block. rs treats 
it like the 

> rest of the built-in samples of the TG. so, turning TG off 

disables the user 

> samples as well.
> 
> 
> viccab

Sure I understand that. but I should be able to send a Program 
change and pull them up. i should be able to go to the mixer 
section and turn the knob to the bank. (64-00-00 i think) then i 
should see the names of the samples come up. and should be 
able to play them via the keyboard. the sampler in this thing is 
lame. what OS are they on. I just got this unt 2 days ago
| 1935|1935|2001-09-16 23:43:57|djrjx@excite.com|How can I turn off, or get rid of the LFO?|
Hello.
I was tweaking around on my RS and I did something with the 
LFO. when I press the keyboard, the note sounds like an 
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airplane comming in for a landing. How can I get the note to 
sound normal again? I dont want it so it shifts upwards or 
downwards....I just want the note to be flat.

Thanks.
RJ
| 1936|1917|2001-09-17 04:54:15|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: To French RS7000 users...|
i have a rs and i live in Grenoble (France)
Cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Romain FAURE [mailto:cdromain@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : samedi 15 septembre 2001 12:10
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] To French RS7000 users...

Hi all of U

I'd like to know if there are any French RS7k users on this mailing list as
it seems quite hard to get one in France; indeed I've tried to obtain a RS
for 3 weeks without any success, as my local music shop keeps on postponing
the arrival of the RS. I live in Lyon, so maybe in Paris the situation is
different ?
Please answer if U live in France and already have a RS / or have problems
to get one.

Thanks a lot

CDROMain

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 1937|1931|2001-09-17 07:02:19|synthe. labo|Re: Add Formantor|

> > hello
> >
> > it's just some days that is online my first track 've made with rs7k
> > it's called 'add formantor' and it's ALL rs7000, i didn't either passed 
>the
> > machine trough the mixer
> > the only thing i added are some reverse fxs, stop.
> > you can download it here:
> >
> > http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=236226
> >
> > or just search for 'add formantor' at 
>http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> >
> > as always, feedback of any sort are welcome
> >
> > ciao-marco
>
>Wow :) This is great stuff Marco!

thank you ;)

>
>Only the RS? Could you explain a bit about the production?
>Like how many patterns it took, how you managed to get the
>Ae fast repeat stuff done (Midi notes? Arp? Delay). Did you
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>convert to Song? Any problems with timing gaps between
>styles?

well, now probably you won't believe me, but:
i made only 1 pattern of a style, ALL comes from that pattern;
i performed live the track into the pc in pattern mode muting and un-muting 
tracks, but i never done a 'song', it's only a pattern, neither a style.
so, no styles, no pattern chains, no song, only a track with realtime 
mutings.
i 've choosen sounds from rs7k that i liked and only the main bass is a bit 
twisted with cut/res, the others are just presets.
i used a lot the remix function, so you can hear those rythm changes.
on pc i added some reverses and the 2 fast cutting points, but no more; the 
lo-fi effects that comes sometimes it's rs7000.
i do things in a simple way, most time live, i've never done a 'song' with 
the rm1-x.
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1938|1909|2001-09-17 07:23:23|tomfinegan@yahoo.com|Re: great service - great price|
Geez man, THANK YOU!

They have GREAT prices!

The RS7000 costs here 2888.-DM. And they also have the Clavia 
MicroModular for 799.-DM ! (405 Euro)
I think i am going to order it. 

--Tom

--- In RS7000@y..., perroudg@y... wrote:
> This is not an advertisement.
> 
> I really had a good experience in purchasing a RS7000 + accessories 
> from musik-service and would encourage anyone in Europe to have a 
try 
> with them. I live in Geneva-Switzerland and it took 1 week to 
receive 
> it at a very good price. They have no response time when asking 
> questions and they provide a high level quality service. Those guys 
> deserve their customers !
> 
> All prices can be found in the web site http://www.musik-
service.de/
> 
> Gilles Perroud

| 1939|1929|2001-09-17 08:06:20|tomfinegan@yahoo.com|Re: Rm1x patterns fore Rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., stefan.jannesson@s... wrote:

> Hi there group, 
> I am looking fore Rm1x facktory patterns.
> I mean the presets that the rm1x has when you buy it.
> It could be fun to load them in to my Rs7000.
> Perhaps someone allready done this?

Yes i loaded some RM1x patterns/songs from www.rm1x.co.uk. Not much 
fun, the RS sounds then compared with the preset-styles, flat and 
boring. I guess you have to tweak the sounds of the RM1x patterns for 
them to sound "right".

--Tom
| 1940|733|2001-09-17 08:13:28|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 1941|1931|2001-09-17 13:09:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Add Formantor|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> well, now probably you won't believe me, but:
> i made only 1 pattern of a style, ALL comes from that pattern;

Jeez! One pattern only?

>
> i performed live the track into the pc in pattern mode muting and un-muting
> tracks, but i never done a 'song', it's only a pattern, neither a style.

I see. Did you send midi our audio into the PC?

>
> so, no styles, no pattern chains, no song, only a track with realtime
> mutings.

Very nice. ;) And all these short effect breaks, with these samples
that seem to break down. Those were tracks waiting to be unmuted,
right?

- Robert
| 1942|1942|2001-09-17 13:24:00|byejonus@yahoo.com|Question on using Acid Loop discs with RS7000.|
Hi, I am a new member of this group, and have been coming into some 
trouble with my system. I am a newbie to this whole thing, however I 
have no problems making patterns and creating beats. Now I have just 
begun to use the Acid Loops and when I upload a beat to the RS7000 
and attempt to use the beat as a drum loop the machine forces me to 
record the beat I am using "in time." I have no problem doing this 
but there is always a break or blank space recorded, it never matches 
up to everything. Please either e-mail me at byrnejs@aol.com, or 
reply to the board. I don't know how else to explain it, but if 
anyone needs clarification, please ask so that I can figure this out 
and finally begin to use some samples. Thanks.
| 1943|1943|2001-09-17 14:29:21|future_retro@yahoo.co.uk|Yamaha service centre|
I've had to call this lot twice because my poor old A3k gets chucked 
around worse than frog in a blender. Both times they sorted me out 
both quickly and for a decent price. I got the circuit board and 
rotary encoders (the samplers preverbial nipples -hard, tweekable and 
ideal for neauturing (spelling?)a new sound) for 46 squid and just 
had to plug it into the front of my beutiful machine. Any other co 
that I've dealt with don't even compare to this fluid and simple 
service. Another thing is the fact that they answer the bloody phone 
when you ring. Cheers boy and girls at Yamaha (PS I've also got an 
AN1x, FS1R and soon to have an RM1x - don't spose you wanna give me 
an RS700, O1v or silent violin?).
| 1944|1944|2001-09-17 15:06:26|byejonus@yahoo.com|Question re Acid Loops and RS7000?|
I am new to this group and am having some trouble with building 
patterns in the RS7000. I have no problem using the presets, or 
making my own patterns with the user kits. However when I upload an 
Acid drum sample and attempt to incorporate it into a pattern it 
never works right on time. Is there a way to just take the sample 
pattern loaded from the acid loop disc via SCSI and just loop it into 
the mix? I have no clue as to how to do this, the way I have been 
trying this is by placing the bpm in time with the beat i loaded from 
the acid disc, and then using the keyboard to cue it and play it in 
time. However, there are always spaces in between and it never comes 
out right. All input is greatly appreciated, and if one responds, 
please respond either here, or e-mail me at BYRNEJS@aol.com thanks.
| 1945|1931|2001-09-17 18:34:44|synthe. labo|Re: Add Formantor|

>"synthe. labo" wrote:
>
> > well, now probably you won't believe me, but:
> > i made only 1 pattern of a style, ALL comes from that pattern;
>
>Jeez! One pattern only?
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yes ;)

>
> >
> > i performed live the track into the pc in pattern mode muting and 
>un-muting
> > tracks, but i never done a 'song', it's only a pattern, neither a style.
>
>I see. Did you send midi our audio into the PC?

Audio, i record audio, i'm anti-midi ;)
with audio i feel confortable also to work a lot after i've done a track

> > so, no styles, no pattern chains, no song, only a track with realtime
> > mutings.
>
>Very nice. ;) And all these short effect breaks, with these samples
>that seem to break down. Those were tracks waiting to be unmuted,
>right?

well, i don't understand well what you are describing when you talk about 
about samples that break down....;
if you are referring to the main rythm that is broken, well i used a lot the 
remix function, so there are a lot of re-re-re mixing of the same track;
anyway i cutted and paste with my hands the whole audio in 3 times, 1 at the 
beginning, 1 after the middle, and at the end; to quantize the all i had to 
re-listen a lot of time those little cuts and the music after to mantain the 
rythm cause it's all by hand.
i love to do these things even if it's a bit a waste of time
it would be useful a software that calculates the 16th and permits you to 
cut 32, 64, 128th notes and cut, copy, paste a lot of times in a short time, 
all quantized
maybe Acid can do this, or Re-Cycle, but i'm not sure...
ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1946|1946|2001-09-17 20:03:59|menno@jansz.com|Can the RS7k replicate the RM1x exactly?|
Hi folks,

I am an rm1x user still thinking about replacing it with an rs7k and would like to know if there is a way to load my rm1x songs
and have them sound exactly like they would play on the rm1x. It should be possible if there was sample bank from Yaham with
all the rm1x samples, what do you think? Does Yahama provide such a thing?

Cheers,
Menno.
| 1947|1942|2001-09-17 20:59:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question on using Acid Loop discs with RS7000.|
byejonus@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hi, I am a new member of this group, and have been coming into some
> trouble with my system. I am a newbie to this whole thing, however I
> have no problems making patterns and creating beats. Now I have just
> begun to use the Acid Loops and when I upload a beat to the RS7000
> and attempt to use the beat as a drum loop the machine forces me to
> record the beat I am using "in time." I have no problem doing this
> but there is always a break or blank space recorded, it never matches
> up to everything. Please either e-mail me at byrnejs@aol.com, or
> reply to the board. I don't know how else to explain it, but if
> anyone needs clarification, please ask so that I can figure this out
> and finally begin to use some samples. Thanks.
>

Looks like you're using the Kit+Note sample mode, that indeed wants
to record in time with the pattern it is recorded in.

Simply select the Kit or Pitch sample modes and sample your sound.
That insert a note in the phrase that triggers your sample.
Did you ever use a sampler before?

- Robert
| 1948|1908|2001-09-17 23:03:24|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: Os update|
And how do you get it on a smartmedia card ?
How do you copy it from an SCSI-device to the RS ?

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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Thanks, Werner.

> I just downloaded the OS file (a .exe file) from the RS7000
> yahoo webpage and expanded it. It contains an os file
> and a short PDF file explaining the procedure. They want
> you to put the OS file on a smartmedia card and boot the
> RS with the card, and peform a factory reset afterwards.
> No mentioning of MIDI and sysex. :(
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1949|1931|2001-09-18 00:18:07|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Add Formantor/how record in comp.|
heya Marco,

ive had the same idea ....Marco...to record live tweking into my 
computer but i cant get the RS to send to all 16 midi channels in my 
computer.......how did you do it ??????what computer prgm. did you 
record it into.....did you do it recording as audio???????

im downloading your track now.......i would have put my track up but 
im having these probs.......

cheers 
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> > > hello
> > >
> > > it's just some days that is online my first track 've made with 
rs7k
> > > it's called 'add formantor' and it's ALL rs7000, i didn't 
either passed 
> >the
> > > machine trough the mixer
> > > the only thing i added are some reverse fxs, stop.
> > > you can download it here:
> > >
> > > http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
modo=1&cob=0&bid=236226
> > >
> > > or just search for 'add formantor' at 
> >http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> > >
> > > as always, feedback of any sort are welcome
> > >
> > > ciao-marco
> >
> >Wow :) This is great stuff Marco!
> 
> thank you ;)
> 
> >
> >Only the RS? Could you explain a bit about the production?
> >Like how many patterns it took, how you managed to get the
> >Ae fast repeat stuff done (Midi notes? Arp? Delay). Did you
> >convert to Song? Any problems with timing gaps between
> >styles?
> 
> well, now probably you won't believe me, but:
> i made only 1 pattern of a style, ALL comes from that pattern;
> i performed live the track into the pc in pattern mode muting and 
un-muting 
> tracks, but i never done a 'song', it's only a pattern, neither a 
style.
> so, no styles, no pattern chains, no song, only a track with 
realtime 
> mutings.
> i 've choosen sounds from rs7k that i liked and only the main bass 
is a bit 
> twisted with cut/res, the others are just presets.

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


> i used a lot the remix function, so you can hear those rythm 
changes.
> on pc i added some reverses and the 2 fast cutting points, but no 
more; the 
> lo-fi effects that comes sometimes it's rs7000.
> i do things in a simple way, most time live, i've never done 
a 'song' with 
> the rm1-x.
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 1950|1908|2001-09-18 03:17:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Os update|
SCSI was not mentioned. :(
But maybe its an option.

You put stuff on a SM card by using a SM reader, a device
connected to the PC to read/write SM cards, like a floppy drive.
They epect us to buy the reader, it seems. More $$$.

- Robert

crawfish@gmx.net wrote:

> And how do you get it on a smartmedia card ?
> How do you copy it from an SCSI-device to the RS ?
>
> Thanks, Werner.
>
> > I just downloaded the OS file (a .exe file) from the RS7000
> > yahoo webpage and expanded it. It contains an os file
> > and a short PDF file explaining the procedure. They want
> > you to put the OS file on a smartmedia card and boot the
> > RS with the card, and peform a factory reset afterwards.
> > No mentioning of MIDI and sysex. :(
> >
> > - Robert

| 1951|1951|2001-09-18 03:43:06|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|FINLAND! SUOMI-POJAT HOI!!!|
Just checkin are there any RS users from Finland!
And now my own language, pardon
Eli löytyykö täältä suomalaisia RS käyttäjiä ollenkaan?
Olisi kiva saada jonkinlainen käsitys keitä ollaan ja mitä 
puuhastellaan!

Pasu.
| 1952|1931|2001-09-18 04:28:23|Thomas|Re: Add Formantor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> Audio, i record audio, i'm anti-midi ;)
> with audio i feel confortable also to work a lot after i've done a 

track

Then i would say that MELODYNE is THE tool for you:

http://www.melodyne.de/

Unfortunately at the moment they only have a MAC version out. But i 
guess in a few months...

--Tom
| 1953|1908|2001-09-18 04:37:32|Thomas|Re: Os update|
--- In RS7000@y..., crawfish@g... wrote:

> And how do you get it on a smartmedia card ?
> How do you copy it from an SCSI-device to the RS ?

You need a SmartMedia Card Reader for your PC. Or...what i will do, i 
will send Yamaha a SmartMedia Card and ask them to copy it for me 
(less expensive). Next version, that will also fix the MIDI-echo bug 
is going to be v1.14.

--Tom

> 
> Thanks, Werner.

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:crawfish@gmx.net
http://www.melodyne.de/


> 
> > I just downloaded the OS file (a .exe file) from the RS7000
> > yahoo webpage and expanded it. It contains an os file
> > and a short PDF file explaining the procedure. They want
> > you to put the OS file on a smartmedia card and boot the
> > RS with the card, and peform a factory reset afterwards.
> > No mentioning of MIDI and sysex. :(
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 1954|1908|2001-09-18 04:53:37|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Os update|
guys,

it seems obvious to me, but.........about the update.....
unless you bought it over seas ,ordered it that is....you can take it 
down to where you bought it or the closest Yamaha dealer and they 
will gladdly install it for you .......i got those responses from 
my local dealers here.

I ve' beeen talking to the Yamaha guy in Melb. and he's cool about it
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ps : you dont have to buy a smartmedia reader.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

cheers 
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> SCSI was not mentioned. :(
> But maybe its an option.
> 
> You put stuff on a SM card by using a SM reader, a device
> connected to the PC to read/write SM cards, like a floppy drive.
> They epect us to buy the reader, it seems. More $$$.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> crawfish@g... wrote:
> 
> > And how do you get it on a smartmedia card ?
> > How do you copy it from an SCSI-device to the RS ?
> >
> > Thanks, Werner.
> >
> > > I just downloaded the OS file (a .exe file) from the RS7000
> > > yahoo webpage and expanded it. It contains an os file
> > > and a short PDF file explaining the procedure. They want
> > > you to put the OS file on a smartmedia card and boot the
> > > RS with the card, and peform a factory reset afterwards.
> > > No mentioning of MIDI and sysex. :(
> > >
> > > - Robert

| 1955|1908|2001-09-18 04:56:22|Thomas|Re: Os update|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> SCSI was not mentioned. :(
> But maybe its an option.
> 
> You put stuff on a SM card by using a SM reader, a device
> connected to the PC to read/write SM cards, like a floppy drive.
> They epect us to buy the reader, it seems. More $$$.

I don´t think so, i will send the SmartMedia card that comes along 
with my RS, to Yamaha Germany and ask them to copy the new OS on it. 
(Of course i will save the demostyles first on a ZIP.)

But i don´t recommend this for v1.13, v1.14 would be better since 
this update fixes the MIDI-echo bug.

--Tom
| 1956|1951|2001-09-18 04:58:48|Thomas|Re: FINLAND! SUOMI-POJAT HOI!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., pasipelkonen@h... wrote:

> Just checkin are there any RS users from Finland!
> And now my own language, pardon



> Eli löytyykö täältä suomalaisia RS käyttäjiä ollenkaan?
> Olisi kiva saada jonkinlainen käsitys keitä ollaan ja mitä 
> puuhastellaan!
> 
> Pasu.

Hm, gibt es hier auch welche aus Deutschland, außer mir? Ich wohne in 
Hamburg.

Gruß, 

--Tom
| 1957|1917|2001-09-18 04:59:16|musician1963@yahoo.com|Re: To French RS7000 users...|
Dear Romain,

You can order your RS7000 in Belgium - go to 
<http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231>

They have them in stock ready to ship at very good prices - 
worldwide shipping. I'm an affiliate with them - please enter from 
this link : http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231

Nico

--- In RS7000@y..., "Romain FAURE" wrote:
> Hi all of U
> 
> I'd like to know if there are any French RS7k users on this 
mailing list as it seems quite hard to get one in France; indeed 
I've tried to obtain a RS for 3 weeks without any success, as my 
local music shop keeps on postponing the arrival of the RS. I live 
in Lyon, so maybe in Paris the situation is different ?
> Please answer if U live in France and already have a RS / or 
have problems to get one.
> 
> Thanks a lot
> 
> CDROMain

| 1958|1917|2001-09-18 05:16:20|Thomas|Re: To French RS7000 users...|
--- In RS7000@y..., musician1963@y... wrote:

> Dear Romain,
> 
> You can order your RS7000 in Belgium - go to 
> <http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231>
> 
> They have them in stock ready to ship at very good prices - 
> worldwide shipping. I'm an affiliate with them - please enter from 
> this link : http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231
> 
> Nico

Don´t forget at least Yamaha US doesn´t give guarantee on products 
you bought abroad...maybe same is valid for Yamaha Belgium?

Also don´t forget the different power supply...e.g. USA 120Voltage, 
Germany 240Voltage etc.
| 1959|1908|2001-09-18 08:27:48|Vic Caballero|Re: Os update|
in the long run, it is still good to invest in a smartmedia reader. it gives 
more flexibility in transferring files (samples, MIDI sequences) between RS 
and the PC.

>From: oscillate64@hotmail.com
>
>guys,
>
>it seems obvious to me, but.........about the update.....
>unless you bought it over seas ,ordered it that is....you can take it
>down to where you bought it or the closest Yamaha dealer and they
>will gladdly install it for you .......i got those responses from
>my local dealers here.
>
>I ve' beeen talking to the Yamaha guy in Melb. and he's cool about it
>!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>ps : you dont have to buy a smartmedia reader.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>
>cheers

http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231
http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231
http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231
http://www.keyboardshop.com/ref.lasso?1231
mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


>Ive

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 1960|1908|2001-09-18 09:04:34|Thomas|Re: Os update|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> in the long run, it is still good to invest in a smartmedia reader. 

it gives 

> more flexibility in transferring files (samples, MIDI sequences) 

between RS 

> and the PC.

Unless you have a ZIP or JAZ for both...
| 1961|1931|2001-09-18 12:02:12|synthe. labo|Re: Add Formantor/how record in comp.|

>heya Marco,

hello ;)

>
>ive had the same idea ....Marco...to record live tweking into my
>computer but i cant get the RS to send to all 16 midi channels in my
>computer.......how did you do it ??????what computer prgm. did you
>record it into.....did you do it recording as audio???????

maybe there's a misunderstanding: i recorded the track into the pc 
connecting brutally the outs of rs7000 to the audio in of my audiocard, so 2 
cables, stop. no separate audio for each track.
i used a crappy audio editor that is Goldwave, the same as using Soundforge 
(really good this one) or Cool Edit Pro.
i recorded the track as i wanted to do a k7 for a friend of mine and play 
just into the stereo and record.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1962|1962|2001-09-18 15:41:32|jane7k@yahoo.com|Patterns & Pads|
Sup gang.

When switching from pattern to pattern on the pads, it's 
switching immediatley to the next part. it's not waiting till the 
measure is over, so it sounds jaring when im working things out 
and jamming. on my old qy70, it would always wait till the patt's 
measure was complete.

Question:
How do I get the RS to wait till the measure is over before it 
moves over to the next part/patt?

I hope every one is doing well in this dark time. peace and love.

Lady J.
| 1963|1962|2001-09-18 15:56:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Patterns & Pads|
jane7k@yahoo.com wrote:

> Sup gang.
>
> When switching from pattern to pattern on the pads, it's
> switching immediatley to the next part. it's not waiting till the
> measure is over, so it sounds jaring when im working things out
> and jamming. on my old qy70, it would always wait till the patt's
> measure was complete.
>
> Question:
> How do I get the RS to wait till the measure is over before it
> moves over to the next part/patt?

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:jane7k@yahoo.com


>

In the Utility screen is a setting that defaults to 1/16th.
Change it to 1 measure, that should do it.

- Robert

>
> I hope every one is doing well in this dark time. peace and love.
>
> Lady J.

| 1964|1931|2001-09-18 17:58:23|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Add Formantor/how record in comp.|
yeah,

after i posted, i saw how you did it ......thats koo.......and kool
track Marco .....good sounds and it s got a sound......not just 
meandering parts, the sections come in at the right time..!!
nice complex..
well done.....!!!!!

im gonna post mine in soon.....its got more samples though...:)

cheers
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >heya Marco,
> 
> hello ;)
> 
> >
> >ive had the same idea ....Marco...to record live tweking into my
> >computer but i cant get the RS to send to all 16 midi channels in 
my
> >computer.......how did you do it ??????what computer prgm. did you
> >record it into.....did you do it recording as audio???????
> 
> maybe there's a misunderstanding: i recorded the track into the pc 
> connecting brutally the outs of rs7000 to the audio in of my 
audiocard, so 2 
> cables, stop. no separate audio for each track.
> i used a crappy audio editor that is Goldwave, the same as using 
Soundforge 
> (really good this one) or Cool Edit Pro.
> i recorded the track as i wanted to do a k7 for a friend of mine 
and play 
> just into the stereo and record.
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 1965|1908|2001-09-19 02:34:55|w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com|Re: Os update|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > SCSI was not mentioned. :(
> > But maybe its an option.
> > 
> > You put stuff on a SM card by using a SM reader, a device
> > connected to the PC to read/write SM cards, like a floppy drive.
> > They epect us to buy the reader, it seems. More $$$.
> 
> I don´t think so, i will send the SmartMedia card that comes along 
> with my RS, to Yamaha Germany and ask them to copy the new OS on 

it. 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


> (Of course i will save the demostyles first on a ZIP.)
> 
> But i don´t recommend this for v1.13, v1.14 would be better since 
> this update fixes the MIDI-echo bug.
> 
> --Tom

What's about OS v1.14 ?! 
Is it out now ?
If not, how do you know what'll be fixed then ?

Werner.
| 1966|1916|2001-09-19 02:53:29|mik la|more thoughts on Proud American/Human|
Mr kid liquid 
here are a few snippets that may interest you
regarding your recent posting... enjoy

A PATH TO PEACE AWAY FROM THE TERRORISM OF
MILITARISTIC GOVERNMENTS�

Thousands of people died in Washington and New York
last week. The terrorist attack responsible has broken
our hearts and shocked the world. The tragedy is
undeniable, but the shock is misguided. �

The horrific events of this week were as predictable
as any attack on any nation in history has ever been.
Worse still, and equally predictable, has been the
response of the United States (US) and allied
governments, and much of the media. �

We are faced with the challenge of trying to make
sense of senseless violence committed by those we do
not understand. �

In order to do so, we need to firstly understand how
our own governments have committed countless acts of
horrific terrorism, and then lie to us about them. �

Secondly, we need to understand that we bring our
governments to power and then sanction their actions.
More importantly, we form the culture from which their
war-like politics are derived.�

There are clear reasons for the barbaric acts of our
governments. They are no mystery. However, there is a
way to peace, with the truth to guide us through the
open doorway of the compassion and love we feel for
those who suffer. �

TRUTH AS GUIDE - OUR PART IN THE TERROR�

In Latin America, the US government (with the support
of its allies) has murdered and massacred its way to
protecting financial investments and political
ideology. �

Torture, rape, fear and death have been unleashed upon
Latin America by ruthless decree from Washington for
decades. The US has funded right wing military
dictatorships, trained their armies, supplied their
arms, planned assassinations, and in some cases
invaded directly. �

Millions have also suffered and died from similar US
activity throughout South East Asian nations such as



Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines.�

Then there is the man who has become the customary
prime suspect for terrorist acts against the US. Osama
bin Laden was armed and funded by the US government
during the 1980s while part of the guerilla army in
Afghanistan, fighting to expel the Soviet Union.�

Saddam Hussein, too, was the recipient of US arms and
funds, during the Iran-Iraq war. �

Today, the US government proclaims itself to be
negotiating for peace in the Middle East. However, as
Suzie Larsen of the Mojo Wire reports, �Israel has
since 1986 received an annual US allotment of $1.8
billion in foreign military financing, dedicated to
weapon procurement.��

As a result, Israel now ranks as one of the most
prolific suppliers of arms to the world in its own
right, to a list of countries that include China.
Highlighting the US government�s lack of concern for
fostering peace is the economic windfall to be found
in selling arms to both sides of various conflicts.
These conflicts include that within Angola, and that
which persists between Greece and Turkey. Ms Larsen
explains:�

�� in 1997 the U.S. sold (or allowed American
corporations to sell) more than $270 million worth of
weapons to Greece and nearly $750 million worth to
Turkey. Now if there's a war, the two NATO allies can
blast away at one another with far greater efficiency,
thanks to the U.S. defense industry.��

On a global level, she goes on to say:�

�From 1993 to 1997, the U.S. government sold,
approved, or gave away $190 billion in weapons to
virtually every nation on earth.��

President Bush believes in preventing wars before they
have a chance to happen. His method, however, betrays
his rhetoric. �

He continues with the method that has brought the US
and the world to this current situation. Abandoning
international weapon control agreements, pursuing its
National Missile Defense System, while simultaneously
militarising the world, paints a clear picture of the
contradiction and inevitable violence of his
policies.�

RECOGNISING TRUTH AND CONTEXT IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND�

The point is not to make an enemy of the US for us
all. That would represent adopting the same
conflict-enhancing response we are trying to address
here.�

Rather, it is to recognise that the US:�

a. has provided many justified reasons for the
ill-feeling towards it;



b. continues to militarise the world more than any
other nation;
c. continues to abandon international agreements on
weapon controls;
d. profits enormously from the production and sale of
arms; and
e. has been responsible for terrorism in many nations
for decades.

�

In recognising these facts, we can begin to identify
and disregard the mass propaganda that places the US
as the bastion of freedom, democracy and justice. �

You cannot equip the world for war, profit from it,
commit the terrorist acts yourself on occasions as per
your interests at the time, and then claim to be
striving for peace. �

Much less, could you reasonably be surprised when the
inevitable return fire occurs.�

Recognising the context of the problem is essential in
being able to understand why the threat to national
security exists and so how to effectively deal with
it.�

CONFUSING THE CAUSE FOR THE SOLUTION�

The talk of the governments of the Western world is of
vengeance, retaliation, defeating the evil enemy in
the defense of freedom and democracy. This is not talk
that moves to prevent more attacks, and it is not the
truth.�

This is not a battle of good versus evil; freedom
versus oppression; god versus satan. Both sides to
this conflict have, and continue to, employ terrorism
to serve their respective interests, with disastrous
repercussions no more or less horrific than the other.
�

As such, the situation may be seen as two sides to a
conflict, equally responsible for that conflict,
feeling equally justified, diving blindly and
self-righteously into the destructive feast of hatred.
�

Meanwhile, it is the people that suffer and die; those
that wish for none of this insanity from those that
claim to represent them.�

The self-righteous propaganda of the US government
twists the beauty of a compassionate, aching
population, bonding in a way that only disasters seem
to be able to get us to do, into vengeance and yet
more hate. �

This is the deeper tragedy.�

World �leaders� including President Bush, Prime
Ministers Chretien of Canada, Blair of the United
Kingdom, and Howard of Australia, herald the death of
thousands, perhaps millions, more people in an endless
cycle of war and violence. �



Their policies represent the true threat to �national
security�, and that of the world.�

THE DELUSION OF NATIONAL SECURITY�

If we choose to think and act upon the world with hate
and vengeance,this is the world we choose to create
for ourselves. There is no magic solution through the
clouds of pain and insanity.�

In the wake of mass destruction, we will one day see
that militarisation was no defense after all, the
simple macho rhetoric was hollow, and the profits are
spilled like blood over us all.�

CULTURAL BASE OF CONFLICT�

Nature, and humanity�s part within it, is complex and
interconnected. There are endless explanations and
justifications for every situation,and no absolute
decrees. �

Moreover, none of us has developed in isolation. We
are all part of everybody and everything else. �

This is particularly evident in the development of
Osama bin Laden and Saddam Hussein, in that their
terrorist capability is so clearly traced to the US
government.�

It is also evident in the development of our
militaristic governments, in that our societies are
imploding on their own, due to our individualist
culture of conflict enhancement.�

The current mistaken notion of security that our
governments seek is borne of a culture that we form.
In every way, we are all part of the problem, which
emphasises that we each have the opportunity to change
the situation and bring about peace and genuine
security.�

We embody this false security in many ways. Amongst
the more obvious, our society is increasingly turning
to the use of locks, alarms, fences, barricades,
police, armies and insurance policies. �

This tendency is towards fear, in no way aiming at
bridging the divides between people and their
different perspectives on a given situation. In fact,
it does the opposite; the barriers to
communication,tolerance, and understanding grow so
wide that the �other side� seems like unfounded pure
evil.�

This is exactly how the US appears to an increasing
number of people and nations in the world, just as
others appear this way to some people in the US. All
believe in their �fight for freedom and justice�. �



While we watch our governments saturate streets,
borders and airports with yet more arms, more
vengeance, more �security� forces, we may more
accurately see these forces as a lack of security and,
while arguably of some value within society, must be
understood as such. �

We embody more subtle nests of division, conflict and
insecurity. Our culture has determined within us such
a strong individualist attitude that we commonly view
the self as justified by some absolute gauge of what
constitutes �right� in our own minds.�

�The other� then becomes viewed as responsible for
conflict and that which must change (or be changed)
for resolution to occur. We act this out in our daily
lives, with precisely the delusion employed by our
governments and other entities committing terrorism
around the globe: ours is the �fight for freedom and
justice�. �

The way to peace and security is not to be examining
what we may see as absolute wrongs and rights, but
what part the individual (person or State) has played
in the development of conflict.�

We are then in a position to be able to better analyse
the attitudes towards us in relation to what we do and
who we are. �

It is not an issue of what is good or evil within us
either, but what it is about us that gives rise to the
behaviour of others.�

The issue is not absolute resolution, but to head in
the direction of understanding and genuine security.
To the extent that this is not achievable, is often a
reflection of how far short introspective analysis
falls. �

The crucial measure is that which lies at the edge of
preconceived limits of understanding. �

Our role as individuals is clear, to adopt a model of
conflict resolution for personal security and peace as
a tool for altering the culture that gives birth to
our militaristic governments. �

PREDICTABLE PATTERN AND PROSPECTS FOR PEACE�

This attack should not come as a surprise, nor should
others that may follow, while we refuse to alter the
source of the conflict. It is a distinct pattern that
leads directly to this outcome. The pattern requires
changing. �

The US government and its allies continue to
systematically lead the world to self-destruction. It
is a quest to crush the enemy, but the enemy lies
within. �

There is no strength in failing to recognise this, and
there is no success. Mohandas Gandhi advised that �We
must be what we wish to seein the world�. He was not
merely proclaiming spiritual redemption, but citing



the real �battlefront� in the attainment of personal
peace. �

As nothing in nature operates linearly, personal peace
represents an exponential force towards cultural
renewal and peace on a broader scale. �

Create peace for self, watch the effect on those
around you, then demand it of your government. The
social construction of our society has only ever come
about by the cumulative effect of our actions, and so
will change with the change in us. �

The US government, and those of its allies, are
representative of the culture we have been conditioned
to perpetuate. They are not representative of our wish
for genuine national security and world peace. �

There is hope for peace, if we choose it now, by
sculpting our culture anew with the thoughts, words
and actions of our daily lives. The path is lined with
communication, trust, humility, tolerance, and
understanding; embodying true strength and the only
platform for peace. 
______________________________________________________________________________�

Anthony James is a freelance writer, based in
Guatemala, specialising in issues of social and
environmental justice relating to globalisation and
international development.

> Totally agree with Mik la...There's a lot more to
> consider
> and YEAR 501 and many other books could help to
> understand
> why such terrible acts have happened...
> 
> Simon
> 
> > Mr kid 
> > I suggest you read "Year 501" by Noam Chomsky to
> gain
> > a clearer perspective on why there may be people
> out
> > there who are willing perpetrate such acts against
> > your fair country... I by no means condone their
> > behaviour but there is more to consider ...
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- Dj Kid Liquid <djkidliquid1@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >> Proud American/Human,
> >> 
> >> Hello Everyone. I am new member to this group.
> 1st,
> >> I
> >> would like to thank all of you around the world
> for
> >> your continued support. We are very thankful.
> >> 
> >> This week has been a struggle for us as
> Americans,
> >> but we will get through it. We have lost allot of
> >> brothers and sisters this past Tuesday and there
> is
> >> no
> >> question that their are in a better place.
> >> 
> >> It is sad to say that because our beliefs on
> freedom
> >> and democracy that there are individuals or
> groups
> >> that hate our way of life. We,the United States
> are
> >> a

mailto:djkidliquid1@yahoo.com


> >> very fortunate culture because of our freedom
> here.
> >> Our freedom allows us to reach boundaries to no
> end.
> >> We have succeeded to heights that we never
> thought
> >> could be reached. We as a culture have
> accomplished
> >> things beyond our wildest dreams. Their are no
> >> limits
> >> on our way of life here for individual wealth and
> >> success. There or no walls we can't climb. Our
> >> success
> >> as a culture is owed to our freedom and we are
> >> grateful. Our dream is to pass we have on to
> others.
> >> We only wish that other countries can be as
> >> fortunate
> >> as we are. Our views are not of hate, but of
> love.
> >> If
> >> wanting others to have what we have is a crime,
> then
> >> we are guilty.
> >> 
> >> Make no mistake, this is the start of a very bad
> >> beginning, but in the end good will over come
> evil.
> >> The time has come upon us to stand up, and we
> will
> >> together fight this evil that has walked in our
> >> presence. Not just as Americans, but as humans.
> This
> >> sad incident could have happened anywhere around
> the
> >> world, but it has happened here. Maybe there is a
> >> reason for that. What reason you ask, I am not
> sure.
> >> But in the the end GOD will show us why.
> >> 
> >> I wish you all safe passage in this journey that
> has
> >> come before us. God Bless.
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >>
> __________________________________________________
> >> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> >> Donate cash, emergency relief information
> >> 
> >
>

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/

> >> 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> > Donate cash, emergency relief information
> >
>

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/

> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > 
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @ 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> > 
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> "My Preferences" at the RS7K

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> > Yahoo account.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > 
> > 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
Donate cash, emergency relief information
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
| 1967|1908|2001-09-19 03:30:37|Thomas|Re: Os update|
--- In RS7000@y..., w.frieb@s... wrote:

> What's about OS v1.14 ?! 
> Is it out now ?

Not, yet but soon.

> If not, how do you know what'll be fixed then ?

Read here:

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=93.topic

Bad Mister works for Yamaha US, by the way...

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(9/3/01 12:28:41 pm)
Reply MIDI Echo
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
The scenario you described (Monitor[Rec] and Echo Back B) will be 
addressed in an OS update. Stay tuned. You are correct: A and B 
should not be paired when you select to Echo Back A - and obviously B 
should have some out put when selected. OS updates will be announced 
here on Motifator.com. soon. 

[...]

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(9/13/01 11:25:58 pm)
Reply 1.14
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
The fix for this will be in version 1.14, coming soon. 

--Tom
| 1968|1916|2001-09-19 09:12:11|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: more thoughts on Proud American/Human|
yeah Mik la( im with ya),

a friend was telling me all this shit..the other night i couldnt 
believe it ..!!! but i fucking do !!!!!!!!!!!

i believe it!!!!!!!!! its a big ass fuckin mess..............
DONT get me wrrong.!!!!..condolences to everyone!!!!!!...and what 
happened is horribly wrong....but in context of history and facts,..
what goes around comes around brother.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

peace
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> Mr kid liquid 
> here are a few snippets that may interest you
> regarding your recent posting... enjoy
> 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=93.topic


> 
> A PATH TO PEACE AWAY FROM THE TERRORISM OF
> MILITARISTIC GOVERNMENTS 
> 
> 
> Thousands of people died in Washington and New York
> last week. The terrorist attack responsible has broken
> our hearts and shocked the world. The tragedy is
> undeniable, but the shock is misguided.  
> 
> 
> The horrific events of this week were as predictable
> as any attack on any nation in history has ever been.
> Worse still, and equally predictable, has been the
> response of the United States (US) and allied
> governments, and much of the media.  
> 
> 
> We are faced with the challenge of trying to make
> sense of senseless violence committed by those we do
> not understand.  
> 
> 
> In order to do so, we need to firstly understand how
> our own governments have committed countless acts of
> horrific terrorism, and then lie to us about them.  
> 
> 
> Secondly, we need to understand that we bring our
> governments to power and then sanction their actions.
> More importantly, we form the culture from which their
> war-like politics are derived. 
> 
> 
> There are clear reasons for the barbaric acts of our
> governments. They are no mystery. However, there is a
> way to peace, with the truth to guide us through the
> open doorway of the compassion and love we feel for
> those who suffer.  
> 
> 
> 
> TRUTH AS GUIDE - OUR PART IN THE TERROR 
> 
> 
> 
> In Latin America, the US government (with the support
> of its allies) has murdered and massacred its way to
> protecting financial investments and political
> ideology.  
> 
> 
> Torture, rape, fear and death have been unleashed upon
> Latin America by ruthless decree from Washington for
> decades. The US has funded right wing military
> dictatorships, trained their armies, supplied their
> arms, planned assassinations, and in some cases
> invaded directly.  
> 
> 
> Millions have also suffered and died from similar US
> activity throughout South East Asian nations such as
> Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines. 
> 
> 
> Then there is the man who has become the customary
> prime suspect for terrorist acts against the US. Osama
> bin Laden was armed and funded by the US government
> during the 1980s while part of the guerilla army in
> Afghanistan, fighting to expel the Soviet Union. 
> 
> 
> Saddam Hussein, too, was the recipient of US arms and
> funds, during the Iran-Iraq war.  
> 
> 
> Today, the US government proclaims itself to be
> negotiating for peace in the Middle East. However, as
> Suzie Larsen of the Mojo Wire reports, "Israel has
> since 1986 received an annual US allotment of $1.8
> billion in foreign military financing, dedicated to



> weapon procurement." 
> 
> 
> As a result, Israel now ranks as one of the most
> prolific suppliers of arms to the world in its own
> right, to a list of countries that include China.
> Highlighting the US government's lack of concern for
> fostering peace is the economic windfall to be found
> in selling arms to both sides of various conflicts.
> These conflicts include that within Angola, and that
> which persists between Greece and Turkey. Ms Larsen
> explains: 
> 
> 
> 
> "  in 1997 the U.S. sold (or allowed American
> corporations to sell) more than $270 million worth of
> weapons to Greece and nearly $750 million worth to
> Turkey. Now if there's a war, the two NATO allies can
> blast away at one another with far greater efficiency,
> thanks to the U.S. defense industry." 
> 
> 
> On a global level, she goes on to say: 
> 
> 
> 
> "From 1993 to 1997, the U.S. government sold,
> approved, or gave away $190 billion in weapons to
> virtually every nation on earth." 
> 
> 
> President Bush believes in preventing wars before they
> have a chance to happen. His method, however, betrays
> his rhetoric.  
> 
> 
> He continues with the method that has brought the US
> and the world to this current situation. Abandoning
> international weapon control agreements, pursuing its
> National Missile Defense System, while simultaneously
> militarising the world, paints a clear picture of the
> contradiction and inevitable violence of his
> policies. 
> 
> 
> RECOGNISING TRUTH AND CONTEXT IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND 
> 
> 
> The point is not to make an enemy of the US for us
> all. That would represent adopting the same
> conflict-enhancing response we are trying to address
> here. 
> 
> 
> Rather, it is to recognise that the US: 
> 
> 
> a. has provided many justified reasons for the
> ill-feeling towards it;
> b. continues to militarise the world more than any
> other nation;
> c. continues to abandon international agreements on
> weapon controls;
> d. profits enormously from the production and sale of
> arms; and
> e. has been responsible for terrorism in many nations
> for decades.
> 
>  
> 
> 
> In recognising these facts, we can begin to identify
> and disregard the mass propaganda that places the US
> as the bastion of freedom, democracy and justice.  
> 
> 
> You cannot equip the world for war, profit from it,
> commit the terrorist acts yourself on occasions as per
> your interests at the time, and then claim to be
> striving for peace.  



> 
> 
> Much less, could you reasonably be surprised when the
> inevitable return fire occurs. 
> 
> 
> Recognising the context of the problem is essential in
> being able to understand why the threat to national
> security exists and so how to effectively deal with
> it. 
> 
> 
> 
> CONFUSING THE CAUSE FOR THE SOLUTION 
> 
> 
> 
> The talk of the governments of the Western world is of
> vengeance, retaliation, defeating the evil enemy in
> the defense of freedom and democracy. This is not talk
> that moves to prevent more attacks, and it is not the
> truth. 
> 
> 
> This is not a battle of good versus evil; freedom
> versus oppression; god versus satan. Both sides to
> this conflict have, and continue to, employ terrorism
> to serve their respective interests, with disastrous
> repercussions no more or less horrific than the other.
>  
> 
> 
> As such, the situation may be seen as two sides to a
> conflict, equally responsible for that conflict,
> feeling equally justified, diving blindly and
> self-righteously into the destructive feast of hatred.
>  
> 
> 
> Meanwhile, it is the people that suffer and die; those
> that wish for none of this insanity from those that
> claim to represent them. 
> 
> 
> The self-righteous propaganda of the US government
> twists the beauty of a compassionate, aching
> population, bonding in a way that only disasters seem
> to be able to get us to do, into vengeance and yet
> more hate.  
> 
> 
> This is the deeper tragedy. 
> 
> 
> World "leaders" including President Bush, Prime
> Ministers Chretien of Canada, Blair of the United
> Kingdom, and Howard of Australia, herald the death of
> thousands, perhaps millions, more people in an endless
> cycle of war and violence.  
> 
> 
> Their policies represent the true threat to "national
> security", and that of the world. 
> 
> 
> 
> THE DELUSION OF NATIONAL SECURITY 
> 
> 
> 
> If we choose to think and act upon the world with hate
> and vengeance,this is the world we choose to create
> for ourselves. There is no magic solution through the
> clouds of pain and insanity. 
> 
> 
> In the wake of mass destruction, we will one day see
> that militarisation was no defense after all, the
> simple macho rhetoric was hollow, and the profits are
> spilled like blood over us all. 
> 



> 
> 
> CULTURAL BASE OF CONFLICT 
> 
> 
> 
> Nature, and humanity's part within it, is complex and
> interconnected. There are endless explanations and
> justifications for every situation,and no absolute
> decrees.  
> 
> 
> Moreover, none of us has developed in isolation. We
> are all part of everybody and everything else.  
> 
> 
> This is particularly evident in the development of
> Osama bin Laden and Saddam Hussein, in that their
> terrorist capability is so clearly traced to the US
> government. 
> 
> 
> It is also evident in the development of our
> militaristic governments, in that our societies are
> imploding on their own, due to our individualist
> culture of conflict enhancement. 
> 
> 
> The current mistaken notion of security that our
> governments seek is borne of a culture that we form.
> In every way, we are all part of the problem, which
> emphasises that we each have the opportunity to change
> the situation and bring about peace and genuine
> security. 
> 
> 
> We embody this false security in many ways. Amongst
> the more obvious, our society is increasingly turning
> to the use of locks, alarms, fences, barricades,
> police, armies and insurance policies.  
> 
> 
> This tendency is towards fear, in no way aiming at
> bridging the divides between people and their
> different perspectives on a given situation. In fact,
> it does the opposite; the barriers to
> communication,tolerance, and understanding grow so
> wide that the "other side" seems like unfounded pure
> evil. 
> 
> 
> This is exactly how the US appears to an increasing
> number of people and nations in the world, just as
> others appear this way to some people in the US. All
> believe in their "fight for freedom and justice".  
> 
> 
> While we watch our governments saturate streets,
> borders and airports with yet more arms, more
> vengeance, more "security" forces, we may more
> accurately see these forces as a lack of security and,
> while arguably of some value within society, must be
> understood as such.  
> 
> 
> We embody more subtle nests of division, conflict and
> insecurity. Our culture has determined within us such
> a strong individualist attitude that we commonly view
> the self as justified by some absolute gauge of what
> constitutes "right" in our own minds. 
> 
> 
> "The other" then becomes viewed as responsible for
> conflict and that which must change (or be changed)
> for resolution to occur. We act this out in our daily
> lives, with precisely the delusion employed by our
> governments and other entities committing terrorism
> around the globe: ours is the "fight for freedom and
> justice".  
> 
> 



> The way to peace and security is not to be examining
> what we may see as absolute wrongs and rights, but
> what part the individual (person or State) has played
> in the development of conflict. 
> 
> 
> We are then in a position to be able to better analyse
> the attitudes towards us in relation to what we do and
> who we are.  
> 
> 
> It is not an issue of what is good or evil within us
> either, but what it is about us that gives rise to the
> behaviour of others. 
> 
> 
> The issue is not absolute resolution, but to head in
> the direction of understanding and genuine security.
> To the extent that this is not achievable, is often a
> reflection of how far short introspective analysis
> falls.  
> 
> 
> The crucial measure is that which lies at the edge of
> preconceived limits of understanding.  
> 
> 
> Our role as individuals is clear, to adopt a model of
> conflict resolution for personal security and peace as
> a tool for altering the culture that gives birth to
> our militaristic governments.  
> 
> 
> 
> PREDICTABLE PATTERN AND PROSPECTS FOR PEACE 
> 
> 
> 
> This attack should not come as a surprise, nor should
> others that may follow, while we refuse to alter the
> source of the conflict. It is a distinct pattern that
> leads directly to this outcome. The pattern requires
> changing.  
> 
> 
> The US government and its allies continue to
> systematically lead the world to self-destruction. It
> is a quest to crush the enemy, but the enemy lies
> within.  
> 
> 
> There is no strength in failing to recognise this, and
> there is no success. Mohandas Gandhi advised that "We
> must be what we wish to seein the world". He was not
> merely proclaiming spiritual redemption, but citing
> the real "battlefront" in the attainment of personal
> peace.  
> 
> 
> As nothing in nature operates linearly, personal peace
> represents an exponential force towards cultural
> renewal and peace on a broader scale.  
> 
> 
> Create peace for self, watch the effect on those
> around you, then demand it of your government. The
> social construction of our society has only ever come
> about by the cumulative effect of our actions, and so
> will change with the change in us.  
> 
> 
> The US government, and those of its allies, are
> representative of the culture we have been conditioned
> to perpetuate. They are not representative of our wish
> for genuine national security and world peace.  
> 
> 
> There is hope for peace, if we choose it now, by
> sculpting our culture anew with the thoughts, words
> and actions of our daily lives. The path is lined with
> communication, trust, humility, tolerance, and



> understanding; embodying true strength and the only
> platform for peace. 
> 
______________________________________________________________________
________ 
> 
> 
> Anthony James is a freelance writer, based in
> Guatemala, specialising in issues of social and
> environmental justice relating to globalisation and
> international development.
> > Totally agree with Mik la...There's a lot more to
> > consider
> > and YEAR 501 and many other books could help to
> > understand
> > why such terrible acts have happened...
> > 
> > Simon
> > 
> > > Mr kid 
> > > I suggest you read "Year 501" by Noam Chomsky to
> > gain
> > > a clearer perspective on why there may be people
> > out
> > > there who are willing perpetrate such acts against
> > > your fair country... I by no means condone their
> > > behaviour but there is more to consider ...
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- Dj Kid Liquid wrote:
> > >> Proud American/Human,
> > >> 
> > >> Hello Everyone. I am new member to this group.
> > 1st,
> > >> I
> > >> would like to thank all of you around the world
> > for
> > >> your continued support. We are very thankful.
> > >> 
> > >> This week has been a struggle for us as
> > Americans,
> > >> but we will get through it. We have lost allot of
> > >> brothers and sisters this past Tuesday and there
> > is
> > >> no
> > >> question that their are in a better place.
> > >> 
> > >> It is sad to say that because our beliefs on
> > freedom
> > >> and democracy that there are individuals or
> > groups
> > >> that hate our way of life. We,the United States
> > are
> > >> a
> > >> very fortunate culture because of our freedom
> > here.
> > >> Our freedom allows us to reach boundaries to no
> > end.
> > >> We have succeeded to heights that we never
> > thought
> > >> could be reached. We as a culture have
> > accomplished
> > >> things beyond our wildest dreams. Their are no
> > >> limits
> > >> on our way of life here for individual wealth and
> > >> success. There or no walls we can't climb. Our
> > >> success
> > >> as a culture is owed to our freedom and we are
> > >> grateful. Our dream is to pass we have on to
> > others.
> > >> We only wish that other countries can be as
> > >> fortunate
> > >> as we are. Our views are not of hate, but of
> > love.
> > >> If
> > >> wanting others to have what we have is a crime,
> > then
> > >> we are guilty.
> > >> 



> > >> Make no mistake, this is the start of a very bad
> > >> beginning, but in the end good will over come
> > evil.
> > >> The time has come upon us to stand up, and we
> > will
> > >> together fight this evil that has walked in our
> > >> presence. Not just as Americans, but as humans.
> > This
> > >> sad incident could have happened anywhere around
> > the
> > >> world, but it has happened here. Maybe there is a
> > >> reason for that. What reason you ask, I am not
> > sure.
> > >> But in the the end GOD will show us why.
> > >> 
> > >> I wish you all safe passage in this journey that
> > has
> > >> come before us. God Bless.
> > >> 
> > >> 
> > >> 
> > >>
> > __________________________________________________
> > >> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> > >> Donate cash, emergency relief information
> > >> 
> > >
> >
> http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
> > >> 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > __________________________________________________
> > > Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> > > Donate cash, emergency relief information
> > >
> >
> http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > 
> > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > of the RS7K questions located @ 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> > > 
> > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> > > Yahoo account.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> Donate cash, emergency relief information
> http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/

| 1969|1931|2001-09-19 14:06:20|synthe. labo|Re: Add Formantor/how record in comp.|

>yeah,
>
>after i posted, i saw how you did it ......thats koo.......and kool
>track Marco .....good sounds and it s got a sound......not just
>meandering parts, the sections come in at the right time..!!
>nice complex..
>well done.....!!!!!

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/


thanx!
i wait to hear your song

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1970|1962|2001-09-19 15:50:12|jane7k@yahoo.com|Re: Patterns & Pads [THANKS]|

> > Question:
> > How do I get the RS to wait till the measure is over before it
> > moves over to the next part/patt?

> In the Utility screen is a setting that defaults to 1/16th.
> Change it to 1 measure, that should do it.
> 
> - Robert

thanks Robert!!! ;) it worked
| 1971|1971|2001-09-19 16:03:16|Jeff|Re Smartmedia cards|
I found this place called pc Connection @pcconnection.com. Their 
phone # is 800-800-5555
They sell smart media cards and readers. Here are the prices.

16mb-- $19.95
32mb-- $27.95
64mb-- $49.95
128mb-- $109.95

Smarmedia readers--$29.95

Hope this helps
Jeff

MIdiJef@aol.com

PS anyone have any good easy tips for sample management? IE. mapping 
and editing?
| 1972|1916|2001-09-19 17:33:39|mik la|infinite justice??|
well the mess just got messier....

US ships are being deployed in the middle east as
refuelers for American bombers... operation "infinite
justice"??? makes you wonder how many patriotic war
films young George W Bush & his little boys club have
watched..... well the good guys always win in those
film by blowing the shit out of the "baddies" don't
they.... 

it's just not funny anymore......

round'n'round we go..

mik

> yeah Mik la( im with ya),
> 
> a friend was telling me all this shit..the other
> night i couldnt 
> believe it ..!!! but i fucking do !!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> i believe it!!!!!!!!! its a big ass fuckin
> mess..............
> DONT get me wrrong.!!!!..condolences to
> everyone!!!!!!...and what 
> happened is horribly wrong....but in context of
> history and facts,..
> what goes around comes around
> brother.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> peace
> Ivan
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > Mr kid liquid 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:MIdiJef@aol.com


> > here are a few snippets that may interest you
> > regarding your recent posting... enjoy
> > 
> > 
> > A PATH TO PEACE AWAY FROM THE TERRORISM OF
> > MILITARISTIC GOVERNMENTS�
> > 
> > 
> > Thousands of people died in Washington and New
> York
> > last week. The terrorist attack responsible has
> broken
> > our hearts and shocked the world. The tragedy is
> > undeniable, but the shock is misguided. �
> > 
> > 
> > The horrific events of this week were as
> predictable
> > as any attack on any nation in history has ever
> been.
> > Worse still, and equally predictable, has been the
> > response of the United States (US) and allied
> > governments, and much of the media. �
> > 
> > 
> > We are faced with the challenge of trying to make
> > sense of senseless violence committed by those we
> do
> > not understand. �
> > 
> > 
> > In order to do so, we need to firstly understand
> how
> > our own governments have committed countless acts
> of
> > horrific terrorism, and then lie to us about them.
> �
> > 
> > 
> > Secondly, we need to understand that we bring our
> > governments to power and then sanction their
> actions.
> > More importantly, we form the culture from which
> their
> > war-like politics are derived.�
> > 
> > 
> > There are clear reasons for the barbaric acts of
> our
> > governments. They are no mystery. However, there
> is a
> > way to peace, with the truth to guide us through
> the
> > open doorway of the compassion and love we feel
> for
> > those who suffer. �
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > TRUTH AS GUIDE - OUR PART IN THE TERROR�
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > In Latin America, the US government (with the
> support
> > of its allies) has murdered and massacred its way
> to
> > protecting financial investments and political
> > ideology. �
> > 
> > 
> > Torture, rape, fear and death have been unleashed
> upon
> > Latin America by ruthless decree from Washington
> for
> > decades. The US has funded right wing military
> > dictatorships, trained their armies, supplied
> their
> > arms, planned assassinations, and in some cases
> > invaded directly. �



> > 
> > 
> > Millions have also suffered and died from similar
> US
> > activity throughout South East Asian nations such
> as
> > Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines.�
> > 
> > 
> > Then there is the man who has become the customary
> > prime suspect for terrorist acts against the US.
> Osama
> > bin Laden was armed and funded by the US
> government
> > during the 1980s while part of the guerilla army
> in
> > Afghanistan, fighting to expel the Soviet Union.�
> > 
> > 
> > Saddam Hussein, too, was the recipient of US arms
> and
> > funds, during the Iran-Iraq war. �
> > 
> > 
> > Today, the US government proclaims itself to be
> > negotiating for peace in the Middle East. However,
> as
> > Suzie Larsen of the Mojo Wire reports, "Israel has
> > since 1986 received an annual US allotment of $1.8
> > billion in foreign military financing, dedicated
> to
> > weapon procurement."�
> > 
> > 
> > As a result, Israel now ranks as one of the most
> > prolific suppliers of arms to the world in its own
> > right, to a list of countries that include China.
> > Highlighting the US government's lack of concern
> for
> > fostering peace is the economic windfall to be
> found
> > in selling arms to both sides of various
> conflicts.
> > These conflicts include that within Angola, and
> that
> > which persists between Greece and Turkey. Ms
> Larsen
> > explains:�
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > "� in 1997 the U.S. sold (or allowed American
> > corporations to sell) more than $270 million worth
> of
> > weapons to Greece and nearly $750 million worth to
> > Turkey. Now if there's a war, the two NATO allies
> can
> > blast away at one another with far greater
> efficiency,
> > thanks to the U.S. defense industry."�
> > 
> > 
> > On a global level, she goes on to say:�
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > "From 1993 to 1997, the U.S. government sold,
> > approved, or gave away $190 billion in weapons to
> > virtually every nation on earth."�
> > 
> > 
> > President Bush believes in preventing wars before
> they
> > have a chance to happen. His method, however,
> betrays
> > his rhetoric. �
> > 
> > 
> > He continues with the method that has brought the
> US



> > and the world to this current situation.
> Abandoning
> > international weapon control agreements, pursuing
> its
> > National Missile Defense System, while
> simultaneously
> > militarising the world, paints a clear picture of
> the
> > contradiction and inevitable violence of his
> > policies.�
> > 
> > 
> > RECOGNISING TRUTH AND CONTEXT IN ORDER TO
> UNDERSTAND�
> > 
> > 
> > The point is not to make an enemy of the US for us
> > all. That would represent adopting the same
> > conflict-enhancing response we are trying to
> address
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________________
Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
Donate cash, emergency relief information
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/
| 1973|1916|2001-09-19 21:10:42|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: infinite justice??|
WHAT THE HELL DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH THE RS7K???? I FEEL TERRIBLE 
TOO, AND FOLLOW THE NEWS JUST LIKE EVERYONE ELSE, BUT IS THIS GOING TO 
TURN IN TO A GENERAL CHAT FORUM????

--- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> well the mess just got messier....
> 
> US ships are being deployed in the middle east as
> refuelers for American bombers... operation "infinite
> justice"??? makes you wonder how many patriotic war
> films young George W Bush & his little boys club have
> watched..... well the good guys always win in those
> film by blowing the shit out of the "baddies" don't
> they.... 
> 
> it's just not funny anymore......
> 
> round'n'round we go..
> 
> mik
> 
> 
> 
> > yeah Mik la( im with ya),
> > 
> > a friend was telling me all this shit..the other
> > night i couldnt 
> > believe it ..!!! but i fucking do !!!!!!!!!!!
> > 
> > i believe it!!!!!!!!! its a big ass fuckin
> > mess..............
> > DONT get me wrrong.!!!!..condolences to
> > everyone!!!!!!...and what 
> > happened is horribly wrong....but in context of
> > history and facts,..
> > what goes around comes around
> > brother.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> > 
> > peace
> > Ivan
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > > Mr kid liquid 
> > > here are a few snippets that may interest you
> > > regarding your recent posting... enjoy
> > > 
> > > 
> > > A PATH TO PEACE AWAY FROM THE TERRORISM OF
> > > MILITARISTIC GOVERNMENTS 

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/


> > > 
> > > 
> > > Thousands of people died in Washington and New
> > York
> > > last week. The terrorist attack responsible has
> > broken
> > > our hearts and shocked the world. The tragedy is
> > > undeniable, but the shock is misguided.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > The horrific events of this week were as
> > predictable
> > > as any attack on any nation in history has ever
> > been.
> > > Worse still, and equally predictable, has been the
> > > response of the United States (US) and allied
> > > governments, and much of the media.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > We are faced with the challenge of trying to make
> > > sense of senseless violence committed by those we
> > do
> > > not understand.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > In order to do so, we need to firstly understand
> > how
> > > our own governments have committed countless acts
> > of
> > > horrific terrorism, and then lie to us about them.
> >  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Secondly, we need to understand that we bring our
> > > governments to power and then sanction their
> > actions.
> > > More importantly, we form the culture from which
> > their
> > > war-like politics are derived. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > There are clear reasons for the barbaric acts of
> > our
> > > governments. They are no mystery. However, there
> > is a
> > > way to peace, with the truth to guide us through
> > the
> > > open doorway of the compassion and love we feel
> > for
> > > those who suffer.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > TRUTH AS GUIDE - OUR PART IN THE TERROR 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > In Latin America, the US government (with the
> > support
> > > of its allies) has murdered and massacred its way
> > to
> > > protecting financial investments and political
> > > ideology.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Torture, rape, fear and death have been unleashed
> > upon
> > > Latin America by ruthless decree from Washington
> > for
> > > decades. The US has funded right wing military
> > > dictatorships, trained their armies, supplied
> > their
> > > arms, planned assassinations, and in some cases
> > > invaded directly.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Millions have also suffered and died from similar
> > US
> > > activity throughout South East Asian nations such
> > as
> > > Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines. 



> > > 
> > > 
> > > Then there is the man who has become the customary
> > > prime suspect for terrorist acts against the US.
> > Osama
> > > bin Laden was armed and funded by the US
> > government
> > > during the 1980s while part of the guerilla army
> > in
> > > Afghanistan, fighting to expel the Soviet Union. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Saddam Hussein, too, was the recipient of US arms
> > and
> > > funds, during the Iran-Iraq war.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Today, the US government proclaims itself to be
> > > negotiating for peace in the Middle East. However,
> > as
> > > Suzie Larsen of the Mojo Wire reports, "Israel has
> > > since 1986 received an annual US allotment of $1.8
> > > billion in foreign military financing, dedicated
> > to
> > > weapon procurement." 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > As a result, Israel now ranks as one of the most
> > > prolific suppliers of arms to the world in its own
> > > right, to a list of countries that include China.
> > > Highlighting the US government's lack of concern
> > for
> > > fostering peace is the economic windfall to be
> > found
> > > in selling arms to both sides of various
> > conflicts.
> > > These conflicts include that within Angola, and
> > that
> > > which persists between Greece and Turkey. Ms
> > Larsen
> > > explains: 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > "  in 1997 the U.S. sold (or allowed American
> > > corporations to sell) more than $270 million worth
> > of
> > > weapons to Greece and nearly $750 million worth to
> > > Turkey. Now if there's a war, the two NATO allies
> > can
> > > blast away at one another with far greater
> > efficiency,
> > > thanks to the U.S. defense industry." 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > On a global level, she goes on to say: 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > "From 1993 to 1997, the U.S. government sold,
> > > approved, or gave away $190 billion in weapons to
> > > virtually every nation on earth." 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > President Bush believes in preventing wars before
> > they
> > > have a chance to happen. His method, however,
> > betrays
> > > his rhetoric.  
> > > 
> > > 
> > > He continues with the method that has brought the
> > US
> > > and the world to this current situation.
> > Abandoning
> > > international weapon control agreements, pursuing
> > its
> > > National Missile Defense System, while
> > simultaneously
> > > militarising the world, paints a clear picture of
> > the



> > > contradiction and inevitable violence of his
> > > policies. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > RECOGNISING TRUTH AND CONTEXT IN ORDER TO
> > UNDERSTAND 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > The point is not to make an enemy of the US for us
> > > all. That would represent adopting the same
> > > conflict-enhancing response we are trying to
> > address
> > 
> === message truncated ===
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Terrorist Attacks on U.S. - How can you help?
> Donate cash, emergency relief information
> http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/

| 1974|1974|2001-09-20 03:58:38|w.frieb@schrack-seconet.com|DEAR YAMAHA - OS Update Strategy|
Dear yamaha !

Hope anybody from yamaha reads this.
Would you please be so kind and provide
a MIDI-Update for the next OS Version (is 1.14).
The v1.13 update in form of an smart media update 
is senseless since just a few people have a reader.

You should know that anyway.

Thanks,
Werner Frieb.
| 1975|1975|2001-09-20 08:11:04|jim_spath@hotmail.com|Connecting to a computer via SCSI???|
what up...

I have been saving all my work so far onto a 64MB SmartMedia card and 
am at the point where I actually want to start moving some of my work 
off of the RS7000... specically my comptuer. I know that I can buy a 
SCSI card for my computer then hook the yamaha into the card with a 
SCSI cable.

My question is, what does this allow me to do? I assume that it 
gives the RS7000 read/write access to my computers SCSI drives and 
nothing more... am I correct in this assumption?

Thanks for the help, and sorry if this is obvious... I am new to this 
whole producing electronic music thing.

Jim
| 1976|1976|2001-09-20 08:18:46|tHoRsTeN wEiNz|2 questions by not-owner|
Can you (I´m not familiar with the yamaha slang) change patterns live 
but not the way that it changes immediately but runs through the rest 
of it first.
Because I want to use this fine thing also for live sequencing with 
my band, which means I have to be able to send out a continous click.

Another question: is the digi-out of the aieb 2 optical or coax ?

Greetings, WThor
| 1977|1975|2001-09-20 08:52:09|Thomas|Re: Connecting to a computer via SCSI???|
--- In RS7000@y..., jim_spath@h... wrote:

>I assume that it 
> gives the RS7000 read/write access to my computers SCSI drives and 
> nothing more... am I correct in this assumption?

No, if you would use a SCSI-HD with your PC and at the same with the 
RS, you can destroy the HDD (at least the data on it). AFAIR, you 
connect the RS to the SCSI-interface (and hopefully don´t use any 
other drive with it...) then with the TWE you can upload and download 
samples to the RS. For other data than samples, you need an external 
SCSI drive, like an Iomega Zip, or an external SCSI-HDD.
Someone correct me, if i am wrong.

Or you buy a SmartMedia Card-reader for the USB or Parallel port for 
the PC and store your data on HD and so forth. 

Hope this helps.

--tom

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/US/Emergency_Information/


| 1978|1916|2001-09-20 09:48:29|Biomech|Re: infinite justice??|
I agree. I come to these groups to forget about the troubles of the 
day. It's my only down time.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:
> WHAT THE HELL DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH THE RS7K???? I FEEL 
TERRIBLE 
> TOO, AND FOLLOW THE NEWS JUST LIKE EVERYONE ELSE, BUT IS THIS GOING 
TO 
> TURN IN TO A GENERAL CHAT FORUM????
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > well the mess just got messier....

| 1979|1916|2001-09-20 11:15:08|Thomas|Re: infinite justice??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Biomech" wrote:

> I agree. I come to these groups to forget about the troubles of 

the 

> day. It's my only down time.

Yup, and if we are really all going to die, let´s have at least a bit 
fun before that, by making music. 
Because that really doesn´t hurt anybody. 
Btw. did someone made a song on his RS about this tragedy?
Michael Jackson already made one together with a couple of other 
artists, just like the song he did a few years ago for hmmm, for what 
purpose? Anyhow he collected a lot of money together for that.

Oh and Madonna...she is so beautiful, she gave three million dollar 
out of her own pocket to the families of those victims of the WTC.

Happy musicmaking,

--Tom

> 
> Biomech
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:
> > WHAT THE HELL DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH THE RS7K???? I FEEL 
> TERRIBLE 
> > TOO, AND FOLLOW THE NEWS JUST LIKE EVERYONE ELSE, BUT IS THIS 

GOING 

> TO 
> > TURN IN TO A GENERAL CHAT FORUM????
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., mik la wrote:
> > > well the mess just got messier....

| 1980|1980|2001-09-21 00:50:35|djrjx@excite.com|Paint rubbing off on my RS part 2|
Hello.
I went on http://www.motifator.com/ and made 2 toppics about 
this in freebies, and in the rs message boards. Not one person 
has responded . Did I go to the right place where Yamaha 
responds publicly? All I know is that I want them to fix the 
problem some how.

RJ
| 1981|1980|2001-09-21 01:02:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Paint rubbing off on my RS part 2|
djrjx@excite.com wrote:

> Hello.
> I went on http://www.motifator.com/ and made 2 toppics about
> this in freebies, and in the rs message boards. Not one person
> has responded . Did I go to the right place where Yamaha
> responds publicly? All I know is that I want them to fix the
> problem some how.

Take the machine back to the dealer where you bought it.
It's *their* problem. A new machine (when used under normal
conditions) should not produce such failures in such short time
(if ever).

http://www.motifator.com/
mailto:djrjx@excite.com
http://www.motifator.com/


Simply tell them to replace it with a new one and see what happens.

- Robert
| 1982|1980|2001-09-21 01:24:03|Thomas|Re: Paint rubbing off on my RS part 2|
--- In RS7000@y..., djrjx@e... wrote:

> Hello.
> I went on http://www.motifator.com/ and made 2 toppics about 
> this in freebies, and in the rs message boards. Not one person 
> has responded . Did I go to the right place where Yamaha 
> responds publicly? All I know is that I want them to fix the 
> problem some how.
> 
> 
> RJ

Motifator.com is the right place. That they don´t answer means, that 
they don´t read. Maybe there is nothing to do about. I don´t have a 
problem so far with the RS paint. Does someone else have?

--Tom
| 1983|1980|2001-09-21 01:27:37|Thomas|Re: Paint rubbing off on my RS part 2|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> That they don´t answer means, that 
> they don´t read. 

Ups, Freudian mistake, i meant:

That they don´t answer doesn´t mean that they don´t read.

But Robert is right, return the machine. Paint shouldn´t rub off by 
normal use. Or....rub all the color off and paint it new...=)
| 1984|1984|2001-09-21 05:29:33|dhidayat0@lycos.com|sfi affiliate program sendmoreinfo|
Dear sir, madam, mam,

Get a miracle with send email

sfi affiliate program
http://www.quickinfo247/3422676

sendmoreinfo
http://www.sendmoreinfo.com/id/2366791 

sincerely,

Darmanto Hidayat
| 1985|1984|2001-09-21 06:28:14|Thomas|Re: sfi affiliate program sendmoreinfo|
I HATE SPAM!

--- In RS7000@y..., dhidayat0@l... wrote:
> Dear sir, madam, mam,
> 
> Get a miracle with send email
> 
> sfi affiliate program
> http://www.quickinfo247/3422676
> 
> sendmoreinfo
> http://www.sendmoreinfo.com/id/2366791 
> 
> sincerely,
> 
> Darmanto Hidayat

| 1986|1986|2001-09-21 06:29:21|Thomas|Dust cover for RS7000|
Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for 
the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s way 
too dusty.

--Tom
| 1987|1986|2001-09-21 07:48:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
Thomas wrote:

> Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for
> the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s way
> too dusty.

http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.quickinfo247/3422676
http://www.sendmoreinfo.com/id/2366791
http://www.quickinfo247/3422676
http://www.sendmoreinfo.com/id/2366791


>
> --Tom

Maybe a printer dustcover?
| 1988|1986|2001-09-21 07:56:51|Thomas|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for
> > the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s 

way

> > too dusty.
> >
> > --Tom
> 
> Maybe a printer dustcover?

Are there still printer that are that big? I know that those 1980´s 
needle dot printer were, but now`? 
Hm, i´ll check. THank you Robert.

--Tom
| 1989|1916|2001-09-21 16:35:47|synthe. labo|Re: infinite justice??|

> > round'n'round we go..

do you like Carcass?
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1990|1976|2001-09-21 20:59:23|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: 2 questions by not-owner|
hiya,

yup i think i know what U mean..!!
you want it to change not when you press it but when the bar 
finishes??............Well to do that, goto the utility pageand 
change the sequence quantize to i measure instead of the default
16th notes.!!

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "tHoRsTeN wEiNz" wrote:
> Can you (I´m not familiar with the yamaha slang) change patterns 
live 
> but not the way that it changes immediately but runs through the 
rest 
> of it first.
> Because I want to use this fine thing also for live sequencing with 
> my band, which means I have to be able to send out a continous 
click.
> 
> Another question: is the digi-out of the aieb 2 optical or coax ?
> 
> Greetings, WThor

| 1991|1975|2001-09-21 21:06:19|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Connecting to a computer via SCSI???|
heya thomas,

i dont think so m8....ive done that exact thing whith my Kurzweil...
that is connect it to my scsi zip and my computerat the same time..
thats what scsi is for except YOU CANNOT PLU ANG UNPLUG SCSI CABLES 
WHILE YOUR GEAR IS ON.......turn everything off first then setit up!!!

scusi out of RS into scusi zip...outof scsi zip into back of your 
computer...also you have to make sure before you turn shit on that.
you dont have conflicting scusi IDs...!!

other than that works like a charm!!!!!!!!
quick to...

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


cheers Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., jim_spath@h... wrote:
> >I assume that it 
> > gives the RS7000 read/write access to my computers SCSI drives 
and 
> > nothing more... am I correct in this assumption?
> No, if you would use a SCSI-HD with your PC and at the same with 
the 
> RS, you can destroy the HDD (at least the data on it). AFAIR, you 
> connect the RS to the SCSI-interface (and hopefully don´t use any 
> other drive with it...) then with the TWE you can upload and 
download 
> samples to the RS. For other data than samples, you need an 
external 
> SCSI drive, like an Iomega Zip, or an external SCSI-HDD.
> Someone correct me, if i am wrong.
> 
> Or you buy a SmartMedia Card-reader for the USB or Parallel port 
for 
> the PC and store your data on HD and so forth. 
> 
> Hope this helps.
> 
> --tom

| 1992|1992|2001-09-21 23:24:37|jtoutant@bu.edu|demo card|
can i delete all the demo tracks that are on the styles and demo 
memory card that come with the rs7k so i can save more of my own 
tracks without buying a new card? thanks all.
| 1993|1992|2001-09-21 23:44:36|perroudg@yahoo.com|Re: demo card|
--- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:

> can i delete all the demo tracks that are on the styles and demo 
> memory card that come with the rs7k so i can save more of my own 
> tracks without buying a new card? thanks all.

Of course, my friend. Choose format card form the Save menu.

Ciao
| 1994|1986|2001-09-22 07:58:18|synthe. labo|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|

>Thomas wrote:
>
> > Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for
> > the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s way
> > too dusty.
> >
> > --Tom

what do you mean? :)
something to mask the rs7k, like painting it?
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 1995|1986|2001-09-22 10:00:40|Vic Caballero|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>
>Thomas wrote:
>
> > Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for
> > the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get�s way
> > too dusty.
> >
> > --Tom
>
>Maybe a printer dustcover?

i'm using a polo shirt.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


| 1996|1986|2001-09-22 11:58:29|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
I just tried putting the dustcover for one of my technics 1200 
turntable over it, and it works ok. it's not big enough to surround 
the whole thing, but it does cover all the knobs and keys. too bad 
they cost like 40 bucks. i'm on a mission for something cheaper.

J

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for 
> the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s 
way 
> too dusty.
> 
> --Tom

| 1997|1986|2001-09-22 12:17:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Thomas wrote:
> >
> > > Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for
> > > the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s
> way
> > > too dusty.
> > >
> > > --Tom
> >
> > Maybe a printer dustcover?
> Are there still printer that are that big? I know that those 1980´s
> needle dot printer were, but now`?
> Hm, i´ll check. THank you Robert.
>
> --Tom

Well, here's another suggestion. Go to your nearest Ikea store
(sorry for that ;) and buy a roll of thick knobby plastic called
Rationell. It's used to put in kitchen drawers or on shelves.
Cut it to the needed dimensions and simply place it on top of
your gear. I use it for a lot of my gear, and because is transparent
and kind of cool because of the knobby structure. The plastic is
a few milimeters thick, so it doesn't look flimsy or anything.

And there you have it, one of my deepest secrets! ;)

- Robert
| 1998|1986|2001-09-22 12:21:25|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
well, you guys have been cracking me up with all the suggestions!

but here are two places that make real dustcovers :)

www.lecover.com
www.studiocovers.com

you will probably have to give them the dimensions for the RS, but 
they will do it.

cheers
ripe
| 1999|1999|2001-09-22 12:29:25|Robert van der Kamp|New happy RS owner|
Title says it all. :-)

- Robert
| 2000|1986|2001-09-22 12:34:12|crawfish@gmx.net|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> Does someone have any idea what would work as a good dustcover for 
> the RS7000? Currently i am using a bath-towel, but still it get´s 

way 

> too dusty.
> 
> --Tom



I'm using a printer dustcover and yes it's big enough.
You can get it in any computer shop.

Werner.
| 2001|1999|2001-09-22 16:59:31|synthe. labo|Re: New happy RS owner|

>Title says it all. :-)

UAAAAA Robert, the most expert man on the earth about rs7k without having it 
yet now got it!!!:)))
excited to listen what it comes out with a track of yours made with rs7k, 
you know, i love autechre too.
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2003|1986|2001-09-23 01:18:30|Thomas|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> what do you mean? :)
> something to mask the rs7k, like painting it?

Nope, i mean a protection against dust, like you cover your 
motorcycle in the garage against dust...
But i thought about it, this rain-camping-poncho thingy won´t 
work...it´s not antistatic, and i don´t want to risk to kill my RS 
because of that...
| 2004|1999|2001-09-23 01:55:01|Thomas|Re: New happy RS owner|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Title says it all. :-)
> 
> - Robert

Finally! Congratulations! I guess you got sick of waiting for Akai, 
coming up with the MPC4000...;)

You´ll love the RS. It´s the best hardware sequencer/groovebox out 
there so far, IMO.

--Tom
| 2005|1999|2001-09-23 03:03:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New happy RS owner|
Thanks for your reactions guys!

This box is great fun, even in reality. ;)

I did some tests with the RS at home, and the results pleased me.
Even the sync with the QY700 sequencer worked great (I slaved
the RS to the QY).

I used to have an A3000 sampler, followed by an A4000, but
replaced it with an Emu A5000 because the Emu supports full
duplex sampling (being able to sample while listening to other
samples being played back by the same machine) and the A3k/
A4k don't.

Allthough I will never part from my Emu again (looooooove the sound),
it's really nice to have that Yamaha sound back again. It's more
agressive than Emu, and artifacts that show up when pitching down
a sound on Yamaha gear add to that (the Emu stays smooth all the
way down). They Emu and RS really make a great team.

Now that the RS has been given a place in my little studio I must
admit: the sucker is BIG! ;) It's especially high, high enough to
have a drive built in some day. You never know...

I'm very pleased with the sound quality of the RS. Using the main
outs (not the phones) and good speakers I was really surprised.
Especially when playing the Hip-hop demos after the Dance demos,
you can hear how smooth the sound can be (i'm not a hip-hop/r&b
fan though; way too relaxed imo).

Already during the tests last weak I got a number of great ideas
(weird patterns) that I actually wanted to store somewhere, but
couldn't because I had no card and no drive connected. However,
2 days ago when toying with the RS (still hadn't decided to buy it),
I got another great piece of music and HAD to save it. So I left
the RS on the whole night and went out the next day to buy a

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


SmartMedia card! ;)

The next week I'm gonna experiment with the slice and loop-remix
features of the RS. I'll give it some sound, preferribly not drum loops
but just long stretched weird sounds and try to slice it based on the
peaks in the sound. Next I'll break it apart with loop remix and see
what I get from that. This is fun! :)

As to the MPC4000, Thomas, there's still a chance that I'll buy if
the sequencer part allows it. As said before: I need LOTS of midi
tracks, and my QY + RS combo is not the ideal situation. I'll give it
a try and maybe it works, but what I actually need is a hardware
version of Logic, and only for midi. I almost bought an Apple computer
to run Logic, but didn't...yet. Had a horrible time with Cubase on PC,
and don't want to have those problems again.

Anyway, the money is well spent now, and the sequencer situation
will no doubt be fixed in the future.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2006|1986|2001-09-23 07:53:12|synthe. labo|Re: Dust cover for RS7000|

>But i thought about it, this rain-camping-poncho thingy won´t
>work...it´s not antistatic, and i don´t want to risk to kill my RS
>because of that...

well, if the poncho is ok, if it's not aggeressive it won't do evil things 
to the RS...make sure of that...

...think i'm starting again saying bollocks..
better if i leave ;)
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2007|2007|2001-09-23 08:09:55|jtoutant@bu.edu|zip drive?|
my laptop doesn't have a scsi drive, so i think the best thing to do 
in order to connect it to my RS is to buy 2 zip drives. is this the 
cheapest and best way to do this? will i be able to import/export 
both samples and tracks? thanks for help. sorry about all the stupid 
questions, i just bought this wonderful toy a week ago. lovin it!!
| 2008|1999|2001-09-23 08:46:03|Thomas|Re: New happy RS owner|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> As said before: I need LOTS of midi
> tracks, and my QY + RS combo is not the ideal situation. 

How come? You have now 32 + 16 MIDI channels. lol...i ´ve never used 
more than sixteen MIDI channels in my life before.

>Had a horrible time with Cubase on PC,
> and don't want to have those problems again.

Yes you told me. Well, i hope then Akai will come up with something, 
or otherwise...you could buy a second QY, maybe the new QY100?

Anyhow, thank you for sharing your reviews. 

--Tom

p.s. the DMT8 and the MM are GREAT! I love the MM-Vocoder patches. 
Instant Beastie Boys sound! And the DMT8 is so easy to handle, easier 
than any Software can be. Love ´em! :)
| 2009|2007|2001-09-23 08:55:17|Thomas|Re: zip drive?|
--- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:

> my laptop doesn't have a scsi drive, so i think the best thing to 

do 

> in order to connect it to my RS is to buy 2 zip drives. is this 

the 

> cheapest and best way to do this? 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


Well it depends. I have an internal IDE-ZIP for my PC and an external 
SCSI ZIP connected to the RS, in this way it´s easy to copy both 
tracks and samples. But you could also get a SmartMedia Card Reader 
and connect it to your Laptop and use SmartMedia Cards.

Both ways are NOT cheap, but at the end you end up with the same 
amount of money.

>i just bought this wonderful toy a week ago. lovin it!!

Congratulations!

--Tom
| 2010|1999|2001-09-23 10:12:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New happy RS owner|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > As said before: I need LOTS of midi
> > tracks, and my QY + RS combo is not the ideal situation.
> How come? You have now 32 + 16 MIDI channels. lol...i ´ve never used
> more than sixteen MIDI channels in my life before.

Well, for one thing, the RS and QY are not one sequencer. This has
advantages (make them run patterns of different lengths), but also
disadvantages, like you can't move a phrase from track 2 of the RS
to track 14 of the QY. Also, both machines have a midi input, and the
keyboard has to be connected to one of them, depending on what
instrument you want to play, you can't attach it two both machines
simulatenously without hearing a 'ghost' copy of your playing on the
other machine (unless the needed muting is done).

And why I need lots of tracks? Its because the way I work with
samplers: I sample many single sounds, treat them all differently
and assign each of them a track (actually identical to the philosophy
of a drum machine, or the RS!). It's not uncommon that my Emu
has 10 to 20 sounds waiting to be triggered. So that eats a lot of
tracks. I *could* compact them to one midi channel and one
track of course, but that's too much brain work, and thus no fun. ;)

>
>
> >Had a horrible time with Cubase on PC,
> > and don't want to have those problems again.
> Yes you told me. Well, i hope then Akai will come up with something,
> or otherwise...you could buy a second QY, maybe the new QY100?

Well, at the moment Logic on Apple hardware is my only solution.
Many tracks, groups (tracks representing a number of other tracks) that
behave as single track phrases, and that nice special Logic 'Loop'
feature. When assigned to a phrase on a track, it repeats on that track
until some other phrase on that same track. *Exactly* the way my QY
works (but not the RM1x and RS). On the QY series of sequencers you
can place many different phrases on the same track, and a phrase repeats
until it 'hits' another phrase or a rest. Works utterly great. ;)

>
>
> Anyhow, thank you for sharing your reviews.
>
> --Tom
>
> p.s. the DMT8 and the MM are GREAT!

They're in?! Wow, that's FAST.

> I love the MM-Vocoder patches.

Hey, you'll love many, many MM patches. ;)

>
> Instant Beastie Boys sound! And the DMT8 is so easy to handle, easier
> than any Software can be.



Nothing beats a hardware interface. Dedicated buttons for play, stop,
track select, etc. So simple and direct that people almost forget in this
mouse controlled world. Probably the reason why Emagic has asked
Mackie to create a hardware control interface for their Logic sampler...

> Love ´em! :)

Really glad you like them. :-)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2011|2011|2001-09-23 10:15:13|Dec O'Halloran|Dust Cover|
Hey a dust cover that is proving more than useful is
my old SP808 cover from Roland. It nevr fitted that
properly anyway - it was really designed for the
MC505. It now fits the RS7000 as snug as bug.

Dec

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get email alerts & NEW webcam video instant messaging with Yahoo! Messenger. http://im.yahoo.com
| 2012|1999|2001-09-23 12:55:37|Thomas|Re: New happy RS owner|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Well, for one thing, the RS and QY are not one sequencer. 

I see, that´s the casus knacktus, as we say in Germany...;)

> And why I need lots of tracks? Its because the way I work with
> samplers: I sample many single sounds, treat them all differently
> and assign each of them a track (actually identical to the 

philosophy

> of a drum machine, or the RS!). It's not uncommon that my Emu
> has 10 to 20 sounds waiting to be triggered. So that eats a lot of
> tracks. I *could* compact them to one midi channel and one
> track of course, but that's too much brain work, and thus no fun. ;)

Hah! You are just lazy...;)

You mean, you just trigger them? Of course you use the EMU synthengine
on them but nothing else, like pitching, playing them chromatically? 
Hm, did you ever considered Native Instruments Software Drumsampler 
Battery?
http://www.native-instruments.net/index.php?battery_us

> *Exactly* the way my QY
> works (but not the RM1x and RS). On the QY series of sequencers you
> can place many different phrases on the same track, and a phrase 

repeats

> until it 'hits' another phrase or a rest. Works utterly great. ;)

Maybe we can ask Yamaha to implement this in the next big OS-update 
too? Sounds like a good function, that should be easy to implement.

I had Logic Silver but i never used it, because my old computer was 
too slow for it...;) but so far as i was able to test it, it was ok, 
but waaay to much functions for me. I rather stick with the RS, which 
has a more back-to-roots sequencer, with modern functions, like MIDI-
fx, quantize, etc.

> > p.s. the DMT8 and the MM are GREAT!
> 
> They're in?! Wow, that's FAST.

I ordered the MM on Monday..i think, and the i saw the DMT on the ad-
website from the german Keyboards-magazine.

> Nothing beats a hardware interface. Dedicated buttons for play, 

stop,

> track select, etc. So simple and direct that people almost forget 

http://im.yahoo.com/
http://www.native-instruments.net/index.php?battery_us


in this

> mouse controlled world. Probably the reason why Emagic has asked
> Mackie to create a hardware control interface for their Logic 

sampler...

> 

Oh btw. this reminds me, does the RS supports software sequencer in 
the way that you can use the hardware of the RS to control e.g. the 
transport field in Logic or Cubase? Anyone tried that?
If so, i would say, you don´t need Steinberg´s Houston or any other 
tool for your software sequencer. Just bring your Powerbook, the RS 
and your MicroModular, and start jamming. =)

> > Love ´em! :)
> 
> Really glad you like them. :-)
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

| 2013|1999|2001-09-23 15:34:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New happy RS owner|
Thomas wrote:

>
> Hah! You are just lazy...;)
>

Well...yes and no. ;)
I *am* lazy, but that's not the problem here. (pfew)
The trick with separate tracks is that you get dedicated phrases
for each of those samples and you can combine these phrases
by muting certain tracks in one pattern, and unmuting them in
other patterns. You very quickly find what works and what doesn't.
Having mixed tracks, with phrases that hold notes for different
samples does not allow the mute/unmute technique, and doesn't
allow you to copy phrases for certain samples only.

>
> You mean, you just trigger them? Of course you use the EMU synthengine
> on them but nothing else, like pitching, playing them chromatically?

I pitch the hell out of my samples. Many are slomo'd to a very slow
pitch. Many are filtered and otherwise treated. The Emu does a wonderful
job at this.

>
> Hm, did you ever considered Native Instruments Software Drumsampler
> Battery?
> http://www.native-instruments.net/index.php?battery_us
>
>

Oh no, that wouldn't work for me. I need the Emu engine.

> > *Exactly* the way my QY
> > works (but not the RM1x and RS). On the QY series of sequencers you
> > can place many different phrases on the same track, and a phrase
> repeats
> > until it 'hits' another phrase or a rest. Works utterly great. ;)
> Maybe we can ask Yamaha to implement this in the next big OS-update
> too? Sounds like a good function, that should be easy to implement.

When the RM1x was introduced, they took the QY sequencer software
and *removed* it. I don't think it will be reintroduced again. You need
a larger screen (as the QY's all have) and the UI is a bit more complex.
Maybe they wanted to keep things simple.

Here's a picture of a QY screen showing phrases on the first 8 of the 16
patterns tracks.

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif

http://www.native-instruments.net/index.php?battery_us
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif


It's a 4-bar pattern, with phrases of different lengths. Note
how the phrase of track 4 is put to silence after one bar. It won't repeat
again until the *phrase* repeats after 4 bars. Instead of the rest, another
phrase can be placed there, so you can place any number of phrases on
the same track, with gaps or rests inbetween. Really a beautiful concept.
But as you see, you need some sort of GUI interface a la computer to
present this concept.

> I had Logic Silver but i never used it, because my old computer was
> too slow for it...;) but so far as i was able to test it, it was ok,
> but waaay to much functions for me.

That's true. The number of funtions is really sickening.

> I rather stick with the RS, which
> has a more back-to-roots sequencer, with modern functions, like MIDI-
> fx, quantize, etc.

YOU ARE RIGHT! I am wrong thinking of Apples and Logic. ;)

> Oh btw. this reminds me, does the RS supports software sequencer in
> the way that you can use the hardware of the RS to control e.g. the
> transport field in Logic or Cubase? Anyone tried that?

There's a standard for this called MMC (Midi Machine Control).
The QY supports this, and afaik the RS does too (have to check
though). It works like this.

- Connect the RS to Logic (or Cubase).
- Slave the RS to logic using MTC (Midi Time Code).
So the moment Logic starts playing and emits MTC, the RS starting
playing along.
- Now the fun part, hit Play on the RS (the slave). This sends a Play
MMC command from the RS to Logic, which starts playing and emits
MTC to the slaved RS, which starts playing too. Get it? The RS indirectly
started itself.

>
> If so, i would say, you don´t need Steinberg´s Houston or any other
> tool for your software sequencer. Just bring your Powerbook, the RS
> and your MicroModular, and start jamming. =)

Hmmmmmmmm. :)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2014|1916|2001-09-23 20:00:08|daniel hall|Re: infinite justice??|
I think people should say whatever they want.
--- Thomas <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Biomech" wrote:
> > I agree. I come to these groups to forget about
> the troubles of 
> the 
> > day. It's my only down time.
> Yup, and if we are really all going to die, let�s
> have at least a bit 
> fun before that, by making music. 
> Because that really doesn�t hurt anybody. 
> Btw. did someone made a song on his RS about this
> tragedy?
> Michael Jackson already made one together with a
> couple of other 
> artists, just like the song he did a few years ago
> for hmmm, for what 
> purpose? Anyhow he collected a lot of money together
> for that.
> 
> Oh and Madonna...she is so beautiful, she gave three
> million dollar 
> out of her own pocket to the families of those

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


> victims of the WTC.
> 
> Happy musicmaking,
> 
> --Tom
> > 
> > Biomech
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:
> > > WHAT THE HELL DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH THE
> RS7K???? I FEEL 
> > TERRIBLE 
> > > TOO, AND FOLLOW THE NEWS JUST LIKE EVERYONE
> ELSE, BUT IS THIS 
> GOING 
> > TO 
> > > TURN IN TO A GENERAL CHAT FORUM????
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., mik la 
> wrote:
> > > > well the mess just got messier....
> 
>

| 2015|1916|2001-09-24 01:56:47|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: Carcass: Yes I Like|
op 21-09-2001 23:35 schreef synthe. labo op synthelabo@hotmail.com:

> 
> 
> 
>>> round'n'round we go..
> 
> do you like Carcass?
> c.marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2016|1999|2001-09-24 02:40:42|Thomas|Re: New happy RS owner|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> The trick with separate tracks is that you get dedicated phrases
> for each of those samples and you can combine these phrases
> by muting certain tracks in one pattern, and unmuting them in
> other patterns. You very quickly find what works and what doesn't.
> Having mixed tracks, with phrases that hold notes for different
> samples does not allow the mute/unmute technique, and doesn't
> allow you to copy phrases for certain samples only.

I understand. Fascinating, i never thought about doing it this way. 
What mixer are you using, a 01v? I guess you have a lot of Audio-
Out´s then too. Any external fx-unit? Or do you control the volume of 
the different MIDI-tracks with an external MIDI-controller like 
Doepfer Drehbank (64 knobs, free assignable)?

> 
> The Emu does a wonderful

mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> job at this.

Ha! I bet it does. 

> When the RM1x was introduced, they took the QY sequencer software
> and *removed* it. I don't think it will be reintroduced again. You 

need

> a larger screen (as the QY's all have) and the UI is a bit more 

complex.

> Maybe they wanted to keep things simple.

Yes, plus if you want MORE sequencer-power, you always could buy 
additionally a QY700, right? :)

> It's a 4-bar pattern, with phrases of different lengths. Note
> how the phrase of track 4 is put to silence after one bar. It won't 

repeat

> again until the *phrase* repeats after 4 bars. Instead of the rest, 

another

> phrase can be placed there, so you can place any number of phrases 

on

> the same track, with gaps or rests inbetween. Really a beautiful 
> concept.

If i do understand this right, it will always repeat this phrase on 
track four, every four bars? And on track 4 you still can place 
whatever you want, and it will be played?

> But as you see, you need some sort of GUI interface a la computer to
> present this concept.

Hm hm, understandable. 

> > I rather stick with the RS, which
> > has a more back-to-roots sequencer, with modern functions, like 

MIDI-

> > fx, quantize, etc.
> 
> YOU ARE RIGHT! I am wrong thinking of Apples and Logic. ;)

lol...theres nothing wrong with apples and logic....that´s how Newton 
realized about the laws of gravity...
But hey, if you rather tweak knobs, you should stick to that, but if 
you want to try out those apple/logic-pie, go ahead, if you don´t 
like it, you still can wait for the MPC4000, hehe.

> There's a standard for this called MMC (Midi Machine Control).

This sends a Play

> MMC command from the RS to Logic, which starts playing and emits
> MTC to the slaved RS, which starts playing too. Get it? The RS 

indirectly

> started itself.

Yup, coolness! So this would work for your benefit...as i 
said...Powerbook, Logic, MM, RS, Emu, and you´ll be jamming.
And even if the Powerbook crashes, you still can back up with your 
QY/RS...
| 2017|1999|2001-09-24 04:44:31|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more|

> It's a 4-bar pattern, with phrases of different lengths. Note
> how the phrase of track 4 is put to silence after one bar. It won't 

repeat



> again until the *phrase* repeats after 4 bars. Instead of the rest, 

another

> phrase can be placed there, so you can place any number of phrases 

on

> the same track, with gaps or rests inbetween. Really a beautiful 
> concept.

i think iknow what you mean....so say in section A, you have that 
scenario.... silence after one bar on trak 4....so the other sections 
say main drums would be 16 bars long and you would hear trak 4 every 
4 bars........yeah but what do you mean any number of frazes on the 
same trak, with gaps or rests in between???????

cheers Ive
| 2018|1999|2001-09-24 11:18:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New happy RS owner|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > The trick with separate tracks is that you get dedicated phrases
> > for each of those samples and you can combine these phrases
> > by muting certain tracks in one pattern, and unmuting them in
> > other patterns. You very quickly find what works and what doesn't.
> > Having mixed tracks, with phrases that hold notes for different
> > samples does not allow the mute/unmute technique, and doesn't
> > allow you to copy phrases for certain samples only.
> I understand. Fascinating, i never thought about doing it this way.

Works ultra-great. Only problem is: tracks, tracks, tracks! ;)

>
> What mixer are you using, a 01v?

I used to have a Yamaha 03D, but dumped it. I got tired of the fader
page switching, and especially the sound (way too cold). Also, when
using digital sources, the hassle with which device is the master and
which isn't drove me nuts.

So I went for an all-analog setup and now use a Mackie SR32*4
board, which btw sounds WAY better than the digital Yamaha mixers.
Mackies have a nice warm and full sound, not colored, but 'just right'.

> I guess you have a lot of Audio-
> Out´s then too. Any external fx-unit? Or do you control the volume of
> the different MIDI-tracks with an external MIDI-controller like
> Doepfer Drehbank (64 knobs, free assignable)?

I mix many of the Emu and synth sounds internally, indeed, so that the
patches already represent part of the mix. Sonically this is not a wise
thing to do, but hey, I'm lazy as you now know. ;)

I use a Lexicon MPX-G2 fx unit as main reverb, and am currently looking
for a second verb unit. Maybe the MPX-500, or the MPX-1. Dunno yet.
Anyway, the G2 has a built-in looper with delays of up to 20 secs (mono).
Super space, and I love ambient stuff. :)

>
>
> >
> > The Emu does a wonderful
> > job at this.
> Ha! I bet it does.

If you ever happen to see one, take a sound, *any* sound, and pitch
it down a couple of octaves (say 4 octaves) and listen to the result.
Smooth, creamy, no artifacts, just super slomo. Try that on an Yamaha
or Akai, terrible. The Emu engine has a very high internal sample rate,
to pitching down stuff still leaves a high sample-per-second number.
Also, their interpollation algorithm is top notch. Never will I be without



Emu sampler! Sorry guys, too much coffee I guess. ;)

>
>
> > When the RM1x was introduced, they took the QY sequencer software
> > and *removed* it. I don't think it will be reintroduced again. You
> need
> > a larger screen (as the QY's all have) and the UI is a bit more
> complex.
> > Maybe they wanted to keep things simple.
> Yes, plus if you want MORE sequencer-power, you always could buy
> additionally a QY700, right? :)

I though of that, sure. But I actually need a QY-2800: 64 pattern tracks.
Wow...

>
>
> > It's a 4-bar pattern, with phrases of different lengths. Note
> > how the phrase of track 4 is put to silence after one bar. It won't
> repeat
> > again until the *phrase* repeats after 4 bars. Instead of the rest,
> another
> > phrase can be placed there, so you can place any number of phrases
> on
> > the same track, with gaps or rests inbetween. Really a beautiful
> > concept.
>
> If i do understand this right, it will always repeat this phrase on
> track four, every four bars? And on track 4 you still can place
> whatever you want, and it will be played?

Please see my other post for this (ROB plz explain more).

>
>
> > But as you see, you need some sort of GUI interface a la computer to
> > present this concept.
> Hm hm, understandable.
>
> > > I rather stick with the RS, which
> > > has a more back-to-roots sequencer, with modern functions, like
> MIDI-
> > > fx, quantize, etc.
> >
> > YOU ARE RIGHT! I am wrong thinking of Apples and Logic. ;)
> lol...theres nothing wrong with apples and logic....that´s how Newton
> realized about the laws of gravity...

That's a clever one. LOL :)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2019|1999|2001-09-24 12:11:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more|
Okay, let's give it a try.

First some definitions:
*A phrase is a piece of (pre-)recorded midi data with a given length.
*A track is a logical area representing a sound or midi channel that can contain phrase data.
Tracks too have a specific length.
*A pattern is a group of paralel tracks, all with the same length.

Note from the definitions above that it doesn't state that the length of a phrase must be identical
to the length of the track it is placed on. This is true for all the known yamaha sequencers.

For example, on the RS, a phrase of 2 or 5 bars can be placed on a track of 4 bars.

In the first case (2 bar phrase on 4 bar track, track 1 in the ascii picture below), the phrase will
be automatically repeated up to the end of the track. In the latter case (5 bar phrase on 4 bar
track, track 2 in the picture), the phrase will be cut off at the end of the track.



| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Give it a try on your RS/RM/QY. Phrase X will be repeated twice per pattern loop, while phrase will
be cut off at the end of the pattern loop at the 4th bar.

Now suppose I want phrase X on track 1 to stop after two bars. In other words, suppose I want track
1 to be silent in the last 2 bars of the pattern. On the RS/RM there's not much you can do except
record a 4 bar phrase and remove midi event from the last 2 bars. On the QY series of sequencers
however you can place rests on the track, similar to placing phrases on it.

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

In the picture above the big R (for Rest) silences phrase X on track 1. It won't repeat until the
end of the pattern is reached. The same technique is shown on track 4 of our QY picture:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif You can clearly
see the rest block symbol on track 4.

One step further, what would happen in the following situation?

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Right, phrase X on track 1 will repeat in the 3rd bar of the track, but on the 4th bar it will be
silenced, when it 'hits' the rest placed there. So you would get 3 bars of phrase X and one bar
silence.

The next big step is to play will several different phrases on the same track. The QY series of
sequencers allow this, while the RS and RM machines are cut down to a simple one-phrase-per-track
philosopy. Suppose I introduce another one-bar phrase Z and place it on track 1 like this:

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx zzzzzzzzz
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Okay, you should know by know how this will sound. Track 1 will play phrase X, and repeat the first
half of the phrase for the 3rd bar. On the 4th bar however, the QY finds a new phrase (Z) and plays
that one instead of phrase X.

What you see here is a great concept. You can combine any number of phrases (and rests) on a track.
Especially for longer patterns (say 8 bars or longer) this works out great. For example, insert a
break phrase in the 8th bar of that repeating drum loop, while the other tracks simply continue with
whatever they were doing. Since the QY also uses the phrase database concept, you can re-use every
phrase you recorded for that style, and chain them on the same track.

The trick is that in each bar of a given track, you can introduce a new phrase or a rest. For
example:

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R zzzzzzzzz
2:yyyyyyyyyzzzzzzzzzz yyyyyyyyy

Now track 1 plays 2 bars of phrase X, one bar rest and one bar of phrase X. Track 2 plays one bar of
phrase Y (still with an original length of 5 bars, but now truncated), two bars of phrase Z (it
repeats once in the 3rd bar) and one bar of phrase Y again (phrase Y restarts here).

Btw, you don't have to place a phrase on the first bar on the QY series:

| | | | |
1: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2: yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Initial silence bars translate to implicit rests, so the above actually reads as:

| | | | |
1: R xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2: R yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif


Hope this explains it a bit.
Cheers,
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2020|1916|2001-09-24 13:02:50|synthe. labo|Re: Carcass: Yes I Like|
good new, really, cause i love them!
it's strange to find someone on a list of an electronic sampler/seq. that 
likes carcass ;)
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2021|2021|2001-09-24 13:13:08|Robert van der Kamp|Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
Hi all,

I just installed 2 x 32 MB simms I bought from www.oempcworld.com.
Tested them and they work just fine. These guys know what samplers
are and have a list of SIMMS compatible for each samper.

Payed USD 20.85 per stick, totalling to $53.20, including shipping.

Here are the specs:
32M-EDO 32MB 72pin EDO DRAM SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V, 60ns, 2K, 16C, 1.0"

Cheers,
Robert
| 2022|2021|2001-09-24 13:22:18|ripe@socialentropy.com|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|

> 
> I just installed 2 x 32 MB simms I bought from www.oempcworld.com.
> Tested them and they work just fine. These guys know what samplers
> are and have a list of SIMMS compatible for each samper.
> 

Hey Robert,

These guys are great, I posted about them on motifator.com awhile 
back when I got some 32M EDO - 4K Kingston SIMMs that didn't work. I 
contacted them and they sent out replacements (32M EDO 2K) along with 
a postage paid envelope to send the origianls back! Very good, and 
the 32M EDO 2K chips worked fine.

cheers
ripe
| 2023|1999|2001-09-24 20:26:06|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more|
two words.......Fuckin Amazing......if the RS had these features......
...........ooooooooooooohhhh shhhhhhhhhhhhhhiiiiittttttt
thanks for that Rob....it helped alot

i thought though... it was something i was missing that the RS could 
do but alas............
cheers 
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Okay, let's give it a try.
> 
> First some definitions:
> *A phrase is a piece of (pre-)recorded midi data with a given 
length.
> *A track is a logical area representing a sound or midi channel 
that can contain phrase data.
> Tracks too have a specific length.
> *A pattern is a group of paralel tracks, all with the same length.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Note from the definitions above that it doesn't state that the 
length of a phrase must be identical
> to the length of the track it is placed on. This is true for all 
the known yamaha sequencers.
> 
> For example, on the RS, a phrase of 2 or 5 bars can be placed on a 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


track of 4 bars.
> 
> In the first case (2 bar phrase on 4 bar track, track 1 in the 
ascii picture below), the phrase will
> be automatically repeated up to the end of the track. In the latter 
case (5 bar phrase on 4 bar
> track, track 2 in the picture), the phrase will be cut off at the 
end of the track.
> 
> | | | | |
> 1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
> 2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
> 
> Give it a try on your RS/RM/QY. Phrase X will be repeated twice per 
pattern loop, while phrase will
> be cut off at the end of the pattern loop at the 4th bar.
> 
> 
> 
> Now suppose I want phrase X on track 1 to stop after two bars. In 
other words, suppose I want track
> 1 to be silent in the last 2 bars of the pattern. On the RS/RM 
there's not much you can do except
> record a 4 bar phrase and remove midi event from the last 2 bars. 
On the QY series of sequencers
> however you can place rests on the track, similar to placing 
phrases on it.
> 
> | | | | |
> 1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
> 2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
> 
> In the picture above the big R (for Rest) silences phrase X on 
track 1. It won't repeat until the
> end of the pattern is reached. The same technique is shown on track 
4 of our QY picture:
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif You can clearly
> see the rest block symbol on track 4.
> 
> 
> 
> One step further, what would happen in the following situation?
> 
> | | | | |
> 1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
> 2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
> 
> Right, phrase X on track 1 will repeat in the 3rd bar of the track, 
but on the 4th bar it will be
> silenced, when it 'hits' the rest placed there. So you would get 3 
bars of phrase X and one bar
> silence.
> 
> 
> 
> The next big step is to play will several different phrases on the 
same track. The QY series of
> sequencers allow this, while the RS and RM machines are cut down to 
a simple one-phrase-per-track
> philosopy. Suppose I introduce another one-bar phrase Z and place 
it on track 1 like this:
> 
> | | | | |
> 1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx zzzzzzzzz
> 2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
> 
> Okay, you should know by know how this will sound. Track 1 will 
play phrase X, and repeat the first
> half of the phrase for the 3rd bar. On the 4th bar however, the QY 
finds a new phrase (Z) and plays
> that one instead of phrase X.
> 
> What you see here is a great concept. You can combine any number of 
phrases (and rests) on a track.
> Especially for longer patterns (say 8 bars or longer) this works 
out great. For example, insert a
> break phrase in the 8th bar of that repeating drum loop, while the 
other tracks simply continue with
> whatever they were doing. Since the QY also uses the phrase 
database concept, you can re-use every
> phrase you recorded for that style, and chain them on the same 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif


track.
> 
> The trick is that in each bar of a given track, you can introduce a 
new phrase or a rest. For
> example:
> 
> | | | | |
> 1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R zzzzzzzzz
> 2:yyyyyyyyyzzzzzzzzzz yyyyyyyyy
> 
> Now track 1 plays 2 bars of phrase X, one bar rest and one bar of 
phrase X. Track 2 plays one bar of
> phrase Y (still with an original length of 5 bars, but now 
truncated), two bars of phrase Z (it
> repeats once in the 3rd bar) and one bar of phrase Y again (phrase 
Y restarts here).
> 
> Btw, you don't have to place a phrase on the first bar on the QY 
series:
> 
> | | | | |
> 1: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
> 2: yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
> 
> Initial silence bars translate to implicit rests, so the above 
actually reads as:
> 
> | | | | |
> 1: R xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
> 2: R yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
> 
> 
> 
> Hope this explains it a bit.
> Cheers,
> Robert
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2024|1916|2001-09-25 04:07:58|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: Carcass: Yes I Like|
op 24-09-2001 19:59 schreef synthe. labo op synthelabo@hotmail.com:

> 
> 
> 
> good new, really, cause i love them!
> it's strange to find someone on a list of an electronic sampler/seq. that
> likes carcass ;)

Ciao Marco, Come stai?
I used to be in the death- and blackmetalstuff a lot some years ago, even
played in a band like that.(Ostracise) I still play in a rockband. And aside
with our drummer and another friend we are having the 'Tvin Daddi Vinil'
techno project... we all used to love metal.. Che strano, vero?

Leon

> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.

| 2025|1999|2001-09-25 04:57:08|Tim Nolet|Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more|
Bravo to Robert! Are you an undercover Yamaha Empolyee?

Echt een goede uitleg! Ook ik heb er weer wat van opgestoken!

mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2001 20:13:02 +0200

Okay, let's give it a try.

First some definitions:
*A phrase is a piece of (pre-)recorded midi data with a given length.
*A track is a logical area representing a sound or midi channel that can 
contain phrase data.
Tracks too have a specific length.
*A pattern is a group of paralel tracks, all with the same length.

Note from the definitions above that it doesn't state that the length of a 
phrase must be identical
to the length of the track it is placed on. This is true for all the known 
yamaha sequencers.

For example, on the RS, a phrase of 2 or 5 bars can be placed on a track of 
4 bars.

In the first case (2 bar phrase on 4 bar track, track 1 in the ascii picture 
below), the phrase will
be automatically repeated up to the end of the track. In the latter case (5 
bar phrase on 4 bar
track, track 2 in the picture), the phrase will be cut off at the end of the 
track.

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Give it a try on your RS/RM/QY. Phrase X will be repeated twice per pattern 
loop, while phrase will
be cut off at the end of the pattern loop at the 4th bar.

Now suppose I want phrase X on track 1 to stop after two bars. In other 
words, suppose I want track
1 to be silent in the last 2 bars of the pattern. On the RS/RM there's not 
much you can do except
record a 4 bar phrase and remove midi event from the last 2 bars. On the QY 
series of sequencers
however you can place rests on the track, similar to placing phrases on it.

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

In the picture above the big R (for Rest) silences phrase X on track 1. It 
won't repeat until the
end of the pattern is reached. The same technique is shown on track 4 of our 
QY picture:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif You can clearly
see the rest block symbol on track 4.

One step further, what would happen in the following situation?

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Right, phrase X on track 1 will repeat in the 3rd bar of the track, but on 
the 4th bar it will be
silenced, when it 'hits' the rest placed there. So you would get 3 bars of 
phrase X and one bar
silence.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/image/zu4.gif


The next big step is to play will several different phrases on the same 
track. The QY series of
sequencers allow this, while the RS and RM machines are cut down to a simple 
one-phrase-per-track
philosopy. Suppose I introduce another one-bar phrase Z and place it on 
track 1 like this:

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx zzzzzzzzz
2:yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Okay, you should know by know how this will sound. Track 1 will play phrase 
X, and repeat the first
half of the phrase for the 3rd bar. On the 4th bar however, the QY finds a 
new phrase (Z) and plays
that one instead of phrase X.

What you see here is a great concept. You can combine any number of phrases 
(and rests) on a track.
Especially for longer patterns (say 8 bars or longer) this works out great. 
For example, insert a
break phrase in the 8th bar of that repeating drum loop, while the other 
tracks simply continue with
whatever they were doing. Since the QY also uses the phrase database 
concept, you can re-use every
phrase you recorded for that style, and chain them on the same track.

The trick is that in each bar of a given track, you can introduce a new 
phrase or a rest. For
example:

| | | | |
1:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R zzzzzzzzz
2:yyyyyyyyyzzzzzzzzzz yyyyyyyyy

Now track 1 plays 2 bars of phrase X, one bar rest and one bar of phrase X. 
Track 2 plays one bar of
phrase Y (still with an original length of 5 bars, but now truncated), two 
bars of phrase Z (it
repeats once in the 3rd bar) and one bar of phrase Y again (phrase Y 
restarts here).

Btw, you don't have to place a phrase on the first bar on the QY series:

| | | | |
1: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2: yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Initial silence bars translate to implicit rests, so the above actually 
reads as:

| | | | |
1: R xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx R
2: R yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Hope this explains it a bit.
Cheers,
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2026|1999|2001-09-25 10:43:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more|
Glad you like it, guys. Thanks. :)

Too bad the format of my post was garbeled. The one
I have here in my outbox looks much better. ;)

- Robert
| 2027|2021|2001-09-25 13:04:16|simon leclerc|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
Hey Guys !

I just ordered the 2 x 32 mb SIMMS from www.oempcworld.com since it's
SOOO cheap and it works with the RS7000. I've been looking for a good deal
in Canada for 2 months. Why 2 months you say ? Because every store was

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


asking for 280$ (Canadian Fund), which i thought was ridiculous. Now, i
will pay 80$ Can. (including shipping to CAN) That's a 200$
difference, Still cant believe it. Thanks Ripe + Robert.

Simon

on 9/24/01 3:20 PM, ripe@socialentropy.com at ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

>> 
>> I just installed 2 x 32 MB simms I bought from www.oempcworld.com.
>> Tested them and they work just fine. These guys know what samplers
>> are and have a list of SIMMS compatible for each samper.
>> 
> 
> Hey Robert,
> 
> These guys are great, I posted about them on motifator.com awhile
> back when I got some 32M EDO - 4K Kingston SIMMs that didn't work. I
> contacted them and they sent out replacements (32M EDO 2K) along with
> a postage paid envelope to send the origianls back! Very good, and
> the 32M EDO 2K chips worked fine.
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2028|2021|2001-09-25 13:28:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
simon leclerc wrote:

> Hey Guys !
>
> I just ordered the 2 x 32 mb SIMMS from www.oempcworld.com since it's
> SOOO cheap and it works with the RS7000. I've been looking for a good deal
> in Canada for 2 months. Why 2 months you say ? Because every store was
> asking for 280$ (Canadian Fund), which i thought was ridiculous. Now, i
> will pay 80$ Can. (including shipping to CAN) That's a 200$
> difference, Still cant believe it. Thanks Ripe + Robert.

Good you waited so long to find a better price for your RAM.
Don't know if I have that kind of patience. But the price difference
is dramatic indeed. I still remember paying a huge amount of $$
for my A3000/A4000/Emu Rams. No longer! :)

BTW, I got the oempcworld tip from Tim Nolet, so...thanks Tim!

- Robert
| 2029|1999|2001-09-25 16:28:58|Thomas|Re: RS owner/ROB plz explain more|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay, let's give it a try.
> 
> First some definitions:

[...long nice explanation...]

mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com
mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Robert, thank you for this long explanation. It´s always refreshing 
to talk with you. 
Well, i guess if my RS sequencer will get one day too small for me, i 
watch out for a s/h QY700...
Does someone now how other hardware-sequencer concepts works? What 
about those Roland MC80, or Korg hm..DSQ? How does the MPC ones work? 

Btw. forget about MC303/505/307 sequencer. They are sorry my 
language...crap. Unflexible, not very user friendly and low 
tech..., but i like their drumsets...

--Tom
| 2030|2030|2001-09-25 17:27:18|Jeff|Common Samples|
I hope this question doesn't sound dumb. How Do I load common 
samples? Everytime I import a sample off of my scsi zip disk it goes 
to local. How do I import them to Common? 
THanks fellas
MIDIJef
| 2031|2030|2001-09-25 19:46:40|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: Common Samples|
heya jeff,

> I hope this question doesn't sound dumb. How Do I load 

common 

> samples? Everytime I import a sample off of my scsi zip disk it 

goes 

> to local. How do I import them to Common? 

Yeah this had me baffled for a while as well.

When either sampling or importing a sample. the sample will 
turn up wherever you last left the mixer set to.

So to load a sample into Local sample 008 - select a blank track, 
go to the mixer page, select local sample 008 (blank or 
otherwise) THEN hit sample (or load/import). The sample will 
load into that place.

I include a long and detailed posting from someone of this list a 
while ago (lost their name unfort.) outlining some of the finer 
points of RS7k Architechture. This helped me enormously in 
getting my head around some of it's issues.

Hope this helps

Dan

Samples
------------------------------------------------------------------------
8,192

It is theoretical, of course. You have 2 kinds of sample Programs 
and basically, two kinds of ways to create a Program. That is why 
it is difficult to easily state this but here goes:

There are Sample Local Programs and Sample Common 
Programs. Lets get that clear, first. A Sample Local Program is 
stored with the Song or Pattern it is recorded in (locally)- that 
means (a part of the Integrated Sampling Sequencer thing) that 
you need not remember what samples go with which Song or 
Pattern - they are automatically associated with that Song or 
Pattern. When you load the note data of the Song or Pattern, the 
samples come with them. But a Local Sample Program is not 
available anywhere else. (you cannot recall it in the next Song or 
Pattern without copying it and using additional sample RAM 
memory).
A Sample Common Program is one that can be referred to by 
any Song or any Pattern *without* having to duplicate the data 
and *without* having to use that precious additional sample RAM

Hint: If you are creating a Drum Kit that you want to recall again 



and again because it contains your favorite sounds in the world - 
then be smart - COPY the important drums to a COMMON 
program. This way all you need do in any new Song or Pattern is 
recall that Common Program. Otherwise you will be making new 
samples for each Song and each Pattern. 

How do you Copy samples you've already done into a Common 
Program Kit? Okay here's how. 
Let's say you sampled a drum loop from an audio CD and have 
broken it down by "slicing" it. Now you have like a construction kit. 
You have individual drum hits on each note chromatically on the 
keyboard. You really like the individual kick and snare and want 
those for your CUSTOM kit. Hit the Sample EDIT button and 
touch the key on the keyboard that has the hit you want. (touching 
a key while in Sample Edit will send its data to the edit buffer and 
its graphic into the screen. You can trim it further or adjust its 
direction. Hit SAMPLE EDIT again to advance through the other 
Sample edit jobs. When you arrive at the list, the first option is 
COPY. You can copy the individual hit from its current note and 
location to any other. Notice that there are parameters for 
*FROM* and for *TO*. On the FROM side you can see the current 
position (lets say 001) and above knob/button 2 you have the 
note its located on (C3) and Audition. On the TO side, you have 
the destinations Program (001-128, and C001-C12 and note. 
Set the destination as a C (Common) Program or kit. Here's 
another hint - use the SHIFT key while turning a knob to make it 
move by 10's. Each kit can have 128 samples in it. Yes, that is 
right. 128 Local Programs each with 128 locations - yes I know 
that is 16,384 but the RS must accomodate for stereo samples - 
so the theoretical maximum of samples is 8,192. 

Okay, I did say two kinds of ways to create a Program. Stay with 
me here. You can record audio (stereo audio at that) on each key 
of a Program - there are 128 keys in a Program (obviously you 
can't play them all at the same time but you wouldn't want to - the 
maximum polyphony is 62 notes - 31 stereo samples). This is 
why when somebody asks is sixteen tracks enough - its funny 
because you have to understand that an audio track can hold a 
whole lot of audio. For example, you have background vocal 
parts for your chorus - you only have one singer. You can 
assemble all the harmony parts on one audio track but using 
different keys: C3, D3, E3, F3, G3, A3 etc. It doesn't take 6 tracks 
to play back 6 part harmony. Only 6 notes on the same track. 
Each note represents a vocal pass and different harmony part. 
And there are 122 more notes in this program. Audio tracks can 
hold lots of data. 
Now the other kind of Program (other than a "kit" of samples) is a 
group of samples that are related to each other because they 
have been SLICED from the same LOOP. You take an audio 
LOOP and divide it into time segments each mapped to a 
successively higher note on the keyboard. This is a special kind 
of program. SLICING is done when you need to time stretch 
(change the tempo) of the data or when you need to match the 
tempos of several different clips. Once sliced, the audio can be 
played at a variety of tempos without suffering any damage. The 
RS (and Motif) needs an entire empty Program in which to layout 
the slices - because until it analyzes the audio data it doesn't 
know how many slices it will make - so it will write over data in 
the target Program (In the RS, you can re-direct it to an empty 
track - if you do it will create a new Program automatically). 
Sustaining data (Phrases) can use a greater number of slices to 
time stretch properly. Up to 128 slices can be made - that is the 
maximum number of notes on a MIDI channel (sorry nothing can 
be done about that). Hope that helps!
| 2032|2032|2001-09-26 01:51:15|dj Dave Jumpers|Price Check US|
Guitar Center in Beaverton, Oregon US; matched SynthZone.com price + 
shipping, at $1179.97 for a brand new in the box RS7000 and they gave 
me 2 free SIMMs Modules, as per they Sept offer.

Wohoo!

I went yesterday to the store and one guy said, there was no way in 
hell they would match the price cause it was too low.
"I said, WTF? This sucks.." and bitched for like 20 minutes
Anyway, my credit card didn't work so I didn't buy it yesterday.
I called the other guitar center in Clackamas OR, with same reply. " 
There's no way in hell we'll match that price, so fuck off!"
Then I went back today to the Beaverton OR store and another guy 
helped me out, I brought like 10 pages printed out from 
synthzone.com, including shipping costs, the checkout screen of the 
shopping cart, etc etc.



He went inside, talk to his manager and said "Sure We'll match the 
price"
After I made shit on my pants I was about to pay for it but i just 
said "So... what about the free memory you guys offer for the 
purchase of this thing?"
They said " Sure, here ya' go"
So, I walked out the guitar center with an RS7K, free memory, went to 
the parking lot and made my "Raver Liquid" little dance while busting 
the hard house out of my car's stereo.

Anyway, the free simms offer ends this month.

-Dave-
| 2033|2033|2001-09-26 03:02:15|Thomas|For all RS-owners in UK|
I found this on www.rs7000.org:

24/09/01 UK GET FIRST PATTERN RELEASE
As part of the continuing Yamaha support for this groundbreaking 
instrument, all UK RS7000 owners who have registered their kit with 
Yamaha will, in a few weeks receive the first "Extra Patterns" 
release from Yamaha. If you haven't done so already now is a great 
time to register your instrument by either completing the form 
included with your RS or by calling Yamaha directly. RS7000.org will 
keep you up to date.
| 2036|733|2001-09-26 05:39:46|gvg2010@yahoo.com|Re: Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files.|
where can i hear this songs?

thanks, gregor
| 2037|2037|2001-09-26 07:08:54|Thomas|OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=529

www.akaipro.com
| 2038|2037|2001-09-26 07:20:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
Thomas wrote:

> http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=529
>
> www.akaipro.com

Thanks Thomas, I heard about the 1 october rumours.
Would be terribly nice if the MPC4k is revealed then, but
maybe it's just a boring mixer, or, more likely, the DPS24
\that has reached the official v1.0 status.

Damn, if only I knew... ;)

- Robert
| 2039|2037|2001-09-26 07:47:52|Thomas|Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Damn, if only I knew... ;)

Well, impatient boy, you have to wait until Monday. Will you sell 
your RS, if it has the features you expected?

--tom
| 2040|2037|2001-09-26 07:50:36|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
how much you wanna bet if they do release it, it'll even be close to
$1179usd?

;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2001 9:48 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Damn, if only I knew... ;)

Well, impatient boy, you have to wait until Monday. Will you sell 
your RS, if it has the features you expected?

--tom
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| 2041|2037|2001-09-26 07:57:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Damn, if only I knew... ;)
>
> Well, impatient boy, you have to wait until Monday.

Yes dad. ;)

> Will you sell your RS, if it has the features you expected?

I didn't buy the RS as a MPC4k replacement, so the formal
answer is no. ;)

The plan was to eventually replace the QY700 with a sequencer
that has more tracks. The MPC4k was due spring 2002, so
around that time I would buy either the MPC4k or the Apple/Logic
duo. By that time I would also have the money to do that.

However, if the MPC4k is released *now*, 6 months earlier than
my sources told me, I would be in trouble, financially speaking, as
all of you understand. (looking over shoulder to RS) ;)

Darn! :)

>
>
> --tom

| 2042|2032|2001-09-26 08:13:22|Vic Caballero|Re: Price Check US|
hey, check first those SIMM modules with your RS. the SIMM modules GC gave 
me weren't compatible with the RS. 2 pairs of 16MB registers as 12MB. take 
away the 4MB onboard memory. that leaves 8MB only. so, each 16MB module is 
only giving 4MB ram. i don't know why.

i have to order new SIMMs somewhere else.
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vic

>From: "dj Dave Jumpers" <jumpers@irave.org>
>
>Guitar Center in Beaverton, Oregon US; matched SynthZone.com price +
>shipping, at $1179.97 for a brand new in the box RS7000 and they gave
>me 2 free SIMMs Modules, as per they Sept offer.
>
>Wohoo!
>
>I went yesterday to the store and one guy said, there was no way in
>hell they would match the price cause it was too low.
>"I said, WTF? This sucks.." and bitched for like 20 minutes
>Anyway, my credit card didn't work so I didn't buy it yesterday.
>I called the other guitar center in Clackamas OR, with same reply. "
>There's no way in hell we'll match that price, so fuck off!"
>Then I went back today to the Beaverton OR store and another guy
>helped me out, I brought like 10 pages printed out from
>synthzone.com, including shipping costs, the checkout screen of the
>shopping cart, etc etc.
>He went inside, talk to his manager and said "Sure We'll match the
>price"
>After I made shit on my pants I was about to pay for it but i just
>said "So... what about the free memory you guys offer for the
>purchase of this thing?"
>They said " Sure, here ya' go"
>So, I walked out the guitar center with an RS7K, free memory, went to
>the parking lot and made my "Raver Liquid" little dance while busting
>the hard house out of my car's stereo.
>
>Anyway, the free simms offer ends this month.
>
>-Dave-

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2043|2037|2001-09-26 08:13:40|Thomas|Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> how much you wanna bet if they do release it, it'll even be close to
> $1179usd?

Hm, i doubt that, they always took more than Yamaha for their gear. 
The MPC2k is still around $1100, and honestly, i paid $1400 for my 
RS, so that low price won´t help it...i fear if the price of the RS 
drops more, maybe to the RS will happen what already happened to the 
SU700...needed fixes just got dropped, instead of fixing the SU700 
they made the RS7000...go figure...things that don´t work on the RS, 
you will find them in the RS9000...
Well i hope not, but i expect this, if the price drop goes on like 
this. And whatever stores created that $1179 is simply foolish. 
Well, we´ll see.

--Tom
| 2044|2037|2001-09-26 08:17:03|Thomas|Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> However, if the MPC4k is released *now*, 6 months earlier than
> my sources told me, I would be in trouble, financially speaking, as
> all of you understand. (looking over shoulder to RS) ;)

My guess is, that they will announce it now, but release it in 6 
months. Yamaha did this with the MOTIF/RS, Access with the Indigo and 
Virus Rack, Waldorf with the Q, Elektron with the Machinedrum.
You know? They put out a little information, a picture to get us all 
hyper and excited...like addicts, lurking for the drug...

:)
| 2045|2032|2001-09-26 08:24:49|Thomas|Re: Price Check US|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> hey, check first those SIMM modules with your RS. the SIMM modules 

GC gave 

> me weren't compatible with the RS. 2 pairs of 16MB registers as 

mailto:jumpers@irave.org
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12MB. take 

> away the 4MB onboard memory. that leaves 8MB only. so, each 16MB 

module is 

> only giving 4MB ram. i don't know why.

Well...i guess since you made them give you that low-price they gave 
you the cheapest SIMMs they had...4MB SIMMS...

LOL

So much about the $1179 and free SIMM´s...

If they weren´t compatible, they wouldn´t work at all, or give nasty 
sounds, on your samples...

Sorry if i laugh, but that happens when you do the price-hunting too 
much. 

> i have to order new SIMMs somewhere else.

That adds another $280 to the price...i guess if you would have paid 
them the normal price, you would have gotten 2x 16MB SIMMs...

Well, but Robert recently posted a link, where you can get SIMMs for 
$80. oempcworld.com or something like this. 

cheers, Tom

> 
> vic
> 
> 
> >From: "dj Dave Jumpers" 
> >
> >Guitar Center in Beaverton, Oregon US; matched SynthZone.com price 

+

> >shipping, at $1179.97 for a brand new in the box RS7000 and they 

gave

> >me 2 free SIMMs Modules, as per they Sept offer.
> >
> >Wohoo!
> >
> >I went yesterday to the store and one guy said, there was no way in
> >hell they would match the price cause it was too low.
> >"I said, WTF? This sucks.." and bitched for like 20 minutes
> >Anyway, my credit card didn't work so I didn't buy it yesterday.
> >I called the other guitar center in Clackamas OR, with same 

reply. "

> >There's no way in hell we'll match that price, so fuck off!"
> >Then I went back today to the Beaverton OR store and another guy
> >helped me out, I brought like 10 pages printed out from
> >synthzone.com, including shipping costs, the checkout screen of the
> >shopping cart, etc etc.
> >He went inside, talk to his manager and said "Sure We'll match the
> >price"
> >After I made shit on my pants I was about to pay for it but i just
> >said "So... what about the free memory you guys offer for the
> >purchase of this thing?"
> >They said " Sure, here ya' go"
> >So, I walked out the guitar center with an RS7K, free memory, went 

to

> >the parking lot and made my "Raver Liquid" little dance while 

busting

> >the hard house out of my car's stereo.
> >
> >Anyway, the free simms offer ends this month.
> >
> >-Dave-
> 



> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2046|2037|2001-09-26 08:27:06|Thomas|ps. Re: OT: MPC4000 FYI (esp. for Robert. ;)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> this. And whatever stores created that $1179 is simply foolish. 

And that store that matches this low RS price, is foolish too. Who 
tell´s them, that the store which offers the RS so cheap has them on 
stock? :)

Foolish. Sorry, but really...think about it...business-wise...

--Tom
| 2047|2047|2001-09-26 08:43:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: 64MB of RAM up for grabs|
I still have a pair of 32MB simms that'll work in the RS (I tested them.
reads a full 64 megs).

If anyone is interested in trading a nice smart media card for them, I'd go
for it...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2001 10:25 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Price Check US

--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> hey, check first those SIMM modules with your RS. the SIMM modules 
GC gave 
> me weren't compatible with the RS. 2 pairs of 16MB registers as 
12MB. take 
> away the 4MB onboard memory. that leaves 8MB only. so, each 16MB 
module is 
> only giving 4MB ram. i don't know why.
Well...i guess since you made them give you that low-price they gave 
you the cheapest SIMMs they had...4MB SIMMS...

LOL

So much about the $1179 and free SIMM´s...

If they weren´t compatible, they wouldn´t work at all, or give nasty 
sounds, on your samples...

Sorry if i laugh, but that happens when you do the price-hunting too 
much. 

> i have to order new SIMMs somewhere else.
That adds another $280 to the price...i guess if you would have paid 
them the normal price, you would have gotten 2x 16MB SIMMs...

Well, but Robert recently posted a link, where you can get SIMMs for 
$80. oempcworld.com or something like this. 

cheers, Tom
> 
> vic
> 
> 
> >From: "dj Dave Jumpers" 
> >
> >Guitar Center in Beaverton, Oregon US; matched SynthZone.com price 
+
> >shipping, at $1179.97 for a brand new in the box RS7000 and they 
gave
> >me 2 free SIMMs Modules, as per they Sept offer.
> >
> >Wohoo!
> >
> >I went yesterday to the store and one guy said, there was no way in
> >hell they would match the price cause it was too low.
> >"I said, WTF? This sucks.." and bitched for like 20 minutes

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> >Anyway, my credit card didn't work so I didn't buy it yesterday.
> >I called the other guitar center in Clackamas OR, with same 
reply. "
> >There's no way in hell we'll match that price, so fuck off!"
> >Then I went back today to the Beaverton OR store and another guy
> >helped me out, I brought like 10 pages printed out from
> >synthzone.com, including shipping costs, the checkout screen of the
> >shopping cart, etc etc.
> >He went inside, talk to his manager and said "Sure We'll match the
> >price"
> >After I made shit on my pants I was about to pay for it but i just
> >said "So... what about the free memory you guys offer for the
> >purchase of this thing?"
> >They said " Sure, here ya' go"
> >So, I walked out the guitar center with an RS7K, free memory, went 
to
> >the parking lot and made my "Raver Liquid" little dance while 
busting
> >the hard house out of my car's stereo.
> >
> >Anyway, the free simms offer ends this month.
> >
> >-Dave-
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp> 
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| 2048|2048|2001-09-26 13:14:36|Thomas|QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
Does someone on the list ever tried a Roland MC80 sequencer? How is 
compared to the Yamaha ones?

--Tom
| 2049|2048|2001-09-26 13:15:07|Thomas|QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
Does someone on the list ever tried a Roland MC80 sequencer? How is 
compared to the Yamaha ones?

--Tom
| 2050|2048|2001-09-26 13:17:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
I used the built-in sequencer in a JV1000 a while back (basically a stripped
down version of the MC50). It worked nicely. Hardly 'performance oriented,
but did the job. Easy to learn, and navigate.

The MC80 never had what I wanted in a sequencer, and that's why I chose the
RM1x.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2001 3:15 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80

Does someone on the list ever tried a Roland MC80 sequencer? How is 
compared to the Yamaha ones?

--Tom
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2051|2048|2001-09-26 13:30:37|synthe. labo|Re: QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|

>Does someone on the list ever tried a Roland MC80 sequencer? How is
>compared to the Yamaha ones?

hello Thomas, how's the poncho..?
anyway, i never tried the MC80 but i received really good reviews and 
recommandation about that sequencer...
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2052|2048|2001-09-26 13:39:16|ripe|Re: QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
I have an MC80 which I used for recording live tweaks and mutes from the
RM1X, it works great as a multitrack, linear MIDI recorder, it also has
phrase and pattern capability (but I never used it). The implementation is
way different than the RS/RM. The RS/RM is more for composing and tweaking,
while the MC-80 is more for straight performance (no tweaking) and massive
song storage, with good reliability. It streams playlists of songs directly
off of the harddrive (no load time) or you can have the capability to set
locate points and restructure a song in realtime for live performance. I
have since switched to using cakewalk instead of the MC80.

Mine is for sale by the way, with an internal 2.1 GB harddrive and internal
SCSI card... $700 USD :)

cheers
ripe

dj ripe - ripe@socialentropy.com

AW4416 user's page - http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
socialentropy studios - http://www.socialentropy.com/
| 2053|2048|2001-09-26 13:54:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
ripe wrote:

> I have an MC80 which I used for recording live tweaks and mutes from the
> RM1X, it works great as a multitrack, linear MIDI recorder, it also has
> phrase and pattern capability (but I never used it). The implementation is
> way different than the RS/RM. The RS/RM is more for composing and tweaking,
> while the MC-80 is more for straight performance (no tweaking) and massive
> song storage, with good reliability. It streams playlists of songs directly
> off of the harddrive (no load time) or you can have the capability to set
> locate points and restructure a song in realtime for live performance. I
> have since switched to using cakewalk instead of the MC80.
>
> Mine is for sale by the way, with an internal 2.1 GB harddrive and internal
> SCSI card... $700 USD :)
>
> cheers
> ripe

Ripe, how many tracks does an MC80 have?
And do you have any more info about its phrase and pattern
features? It's about time I spend some time with the MC80
manual. I remember the machine is built mainly linear tracking.
That's where I lost my interest.

- Robert
| 2054|2032|2001-09-26 22:05:40|Vic Caballero|Re: Price Check US|
That's a $299.98 value! - referring to the two free 16MB memory module they 
are giving away with the RS and A4K/A5K. i think they didn't test it first.

they gave this same promo (16MB module free) with the Triton Rack. i wonder 
if anyone got it. did the 16MB module work properly with the Triton?

yes, i tried other simm brand/models too that didn't work (like kingston). i 
bought mine from crucial technology.

viccab

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> >
> > hey, check first those SIMM modules with your RS. the SIMM modules
>GC gave
> > me weren't compatible with the RS. 2 pairs of 16MB registers as
>12MB. take
> > away the 4MB onboard memory. that leaves 8MB only. so, each 16MB
>module is
> > only giving 4MB ram. i don't know why.
>Well...i guess since you made them give you that low-price they gave
>you the cheapest SIMMs they had...4MB SIMMS...
>
>LOL
>

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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>So much about the $1179 and free SIMM�s...

>If they weren�t compatible, they wouldn�t work at all, or give nasty
>sounds, on your samples...
>
>Sorry if i laugh, but that happens when you do the price-hunting too
>much.
>
> > i have to order new SIMMs somewhere else.
>That adds another $280 to the price...i guess if you would have paid
>them the normal price, you would have gotten 2x 16MB SIMMs...
>
>Well, but Robert recently posted a link, where you can get SIMMs for
>$80. oempcworld.com or something like this.
>
>cheers, Tom

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2055|2033|2001-09-27 01:02:13|Vic Caballero|Re: For all RS-owners in UK|
what about US? shouldn't you just upload the extra patterns to the files 
sections? anyway, only RS owners can play and benefit from those r2p files.

viccab

>From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>
>I found this on www.rs7000.org:
>
>24/09/01 UK GET FIRST PATTERN RELEASE
>As part of the continuing Yamaha support for this groundbreaking
>instrument, all UK RS7000 owners who have registered their kit with
>Yamaha will, in a few weeks receive the first "Extra Patterns"
>release from Yamaha. If you haven't done so already now is a great
>time to register your instrument by either completing the form
>included with your RS or by calling Yamaha directly. RS7000.org will
>keep you up to date.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2056|2048|2001-09-27 01:04:30|Thomas|Re: QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> >Does someone on the list ever tried a Roland MC80 sequencer? How is
> >compared to the Yamaha ones?
> 
> hello Thomas, how's the poncho..?

lol...i didn´t get any, i experimenting now with some plastic-knobby 
packing material, my DMT8 was wrapped in. It looks not so good but it 
seems to keep the dust away, and i didn´t realized any electrostatic 
so far either.

> anyway, i never tried the MC80 but i received really good reviews 

and 

> recommandation about that sequencer...

Yes i did too and Op:l Bastards are using one for their live 
perfomance...
Ok, that doesn´t mean that it is good..;)

--Tom
| 2057|2048|2001-09-27 01:17:09|Thomas|Re: QY700/70/100/RS/RM vs MC80|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> I
> have since switched to using cakewalk instead of the MC80.

Thank you for this little review. Sounds interesting. Does it have 
those phrase-repeat concept, that Robert desribed a few posts earlier 
too? (Like Logic can do too?)

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
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--Tom
| 2058|2033|2001-09-27 01:21:22|Thomas|Re: For all RS-owners in UK|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> 
> what about US? shouldn't you just upload the extra patterns to the 

files 

> sections? anyway, only RS owners can play and benefit from those 

r2p files.

Don´t ask me, ask www.rs7000.org.

And US, who cares about US...what about Germany? ;) Seems that only 
the people in UK will get the benefit of these extra card. Hopefully 
we have someone from the UK here, who will get this one and post the 
files to the list-file-section.

--Tom
| 2059|2059|2001-09-27 07:33:42|crazypoprock@yahoo.com|slice+seq question|
hey guys i gotta question...
i was messing around with slicing last night and was getting annoyed 
that you can't see the waveform when setting the start and end points 
for your loop. it's so frustrating because you just have to keep 
playing it over and over just to get it right, and if its a long loop 
this sux because you can get the start point quickly but the end 
point takes forever because you have to keep playing it all the way 
through.
i was wondering how everyone else works when it comes to slicing. is 
it better to just sample your loops as a kit sample then use the 
slice job after you've set the start and end points with the visual 
waveform editing?
what if after you've chopped up your loop and you want to sequence 
the samples yourself and don't want the original loop? is there a way 
to erase the sequence data that plays the loop without erasing the 
samples made?
thanks in advance...
patrick
| 2060|2060|2001-09-27 08:02:33|junglebeast@web.de|external synth and program change?|
Hi,

I have a CS6R connected to my RS7000 which should be controlled by the
RS sequencer. Now I have a problem changing sounds on the CS6R. When I
set a sound in pattern patch mode while recording (as it works for the
internal TG) the external synth does not get a program change.

When I put a program change event into the phrase via edit mode, the
program change is sent to the synth whenever the phrase loops. This
causes a short dropout on the synth every time. I can accept this for
the first time when changing a section but not every 4 bars or
whatever length the phrase has.

Has anyone got a solution for program changing on external synths? Or
is there something I could not figure out to get program change work
on midi out as it does on the internal TG?

Klaus
| 2061|2060|2001-09-27 08:48:54|Thomas|Re: external synth and program change?|
--- In RS7000@y..., junglebeast@w... wrote:

> When I put a program change event into the phrase via edit mode, the
> program change is sent to the synth whenever the phrase loops. This
> causes a short dropout on the synth every time. I can accept this 

for

> the first time when changing a section but not every 4 bars or
> whatever length the phrase has.

Hm the only work-around i can imagine about this is using an extra 
track for program-changes.

Hope it helps,

Tom
| 2062|2060|2001-09-27 09:23:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external synth and program change?|



junglebeast@web.de wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have a CS6R connected to my RS7000 which should be controlled by the
> RS sequencer. Now I have a problem changing sounds on the CS6R. When I
> set a sound in pattern patch mode while recording (as it works for the
> internal TG) the external synth does not get a program change.

That's weird. This should work. Did you check the midi settings of the
RS. Any filters active?

>
>
> When I put a program change event into the phrase via edit mode, the
> program change is sent to the synth whenever the phrase loops. This
> causes a short dropout on the synth every time.

Yep.

> I can accept this for
> the first time when changing a section but not every 4 bars or
> whatever length the phrase has.
>
> Has anyone got a solution for program changing on external synths? Or
> is there something I could not figure out to get program change work
> on midi out as it does on the internal TG?

Well, a simple solution would be to create a one-bar pattern that only holds
the program changes for your external stuff. Play this pattern only once, at
the start of the song. Voila.

- Robert
| 2063|2032|2001-09-27 09:37:32|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Price Check US|
The two Free 16MB SIMMs I got from Guitar Center work perfectly.

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> 
> That's a $299.98 value! - referring to the two free 16MB memory 
module they 
> are giving away with the RS and A4K/A5K. i think they didn't test 
it first.
> 
> they gave this same promo (16MB module free) with the Triton Rack. 
i wonder 
> if anyone got it. did the 16MB module work properly with the Triton?
> 
> yes, i tried other simm brand/models too that didn't work (like 
kingston). i 
> bought mine from crucial technology.
> 
> 
> viccab

| 2064|2064|2001-09-27 09:51:02|dj Dave Jumpers|Pattern Change MIDI msg?|
Can you change the pattern with MIDI instead of turning the little 
knob?
Does anybody knows how?
I was trying to get the messages using MIDI-OX but I can't figure it 
out. Like Bank Changes MIDI msgs change the voices and shit.

peace
-Dave-
| 2065|2064|2001-09-27 10:23:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Change MIDI msg?|
dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> Can you change the pattern with MIDI instead of turning the little
> knob?
> Does anybody knows how?
> I was trying to get the messages using MIDI-OX but I can't figure it

mailto:junglebeast@web.de


> out. Like Bank Changes MIDI msgs change the voices and shit.

I believe it is possible with sysex commands. Some guy on the
Motifator forum worked this out for a hardware remote device
with buttons for all 16 buttons.

Couldn't find it though when quickly scanning the manual's midi
implementation. That'll need a more thorough read.

- Robert
| 2066|2060|2001-09-27 11:09:01|junglebeast@web.de|Re: external synth and program change?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> junglebeast@w... wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> >
> > I have a CS6R connected to my RS7000 which should be controlled by
> > the
> > RS sequencer. Now I have a problem changing sounds on the CS6R. 
> > When I
> > set a sound in pattern patch mode while recording (as it works for
> > the
> > internal TG) the external synth does not get a program change.
> 
> That's weird. This should work. Did you check the midi settings of
> the
> RS. Any filters active?

All midi filters are disabled (boxes checked) and "voice setup to TG"
is on. Manually recorded program changes are sent to the synth (but
not only if the section has changed)

> 
> Well, a simple solution would be to create a one-bar pattern that 
> only holds
> the program changes for your external stuff. Play this pattern only
> once, at
> the start of the song. Voila.

This will not work for me. I need different sounds on my synths for
every pattern (section). This would result in an one-bar break between
every pattern and it would be nerarly impossible to handle in a live
setup.

Klaus
| 2067|2064|2001-09-27 11:10:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Change MIDI msg?|
Found it:

http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738

Watch out for wrapping of the URL.
| 2068|2060|2001-09-27 11:16:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external synth and program change?|
junglebeast@web.de wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > junglebeast@w... wrote:
> >
> > > Hi,
> > >
> > > I have a CS6R connected to my RS7000 which should be controlled by
> > > the
> > > RS sequencer. Now I have a problem changing sounds on the CS6R.
> > > When I
> > > set a sound in pattern patch mode while recording (as it works for
> > > the
> > > internal TG) the external synth does not get a program change.
> >
> > That's weird. This should work. Did you check the midi settings of
> > the
> > RS. Any filters active?
>
> All midi filters are disabled (boxes checked) and "voice setup to TG"
> is on. Manually recorded program changes are sent to the synth (but
> not only if the section has changed)
>
> >

http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738
mailto:junglebeast@web.de


> > Well, a simple solution would be to create a one-bar pattern that
> > only holds
> > the program changes for your external stuff. Play this pattern only
> > once, at
> > the start of the song. Voila.
>
> This will not work for me. I need different sounds on my synths for
> every pattern (section). This would result in an one-bar break between
> every pattern and it would be nerarly impossible to handle in a live
> setup.
>
> Klaus

I understand. Okay, a programmed program change works, but the
one set in the mixer page doesn't. What's the exact value of the PC
message recorded in the phrase? Is it identical to the one specified
in the Mixer page?

- Robert
| 2069|1916|2001-09-27 12:34:08|synthe. labo|Re: Carcass: Yes I Like|

>Ciao Marco, Come stai?

ue, ma che è sta roba..? sei italiano? ;)

>I used to be in the death- and blackmetalstuff a lot some years ago, even
>played in a band like that.(Ostracise) I still play in a rockband. And 
>aside
>with our drummer and another friend we are having the 'Tvin Daddi Vinil'
>techno project... we all used to love metal..

i played guitar too in 2 bands, 1 indie-hardrock (Pixies, Sonic Youth 
style), another industrial/metal/xperimental ... years ago, before turning 
into electronica in about '98..
a lot influenced by first grindcore (napalm death, carcass etc etc), all 
industrial stuff from NIN to Ministry to Godflesh etc , loads of hardcore 
hard and clean S.O.I.A. style and metal too but in the spirit of Mike 
Patton; i LOVE Fantomas!

>Che strano, vero?

non è possibile, ma parli italiano...!!?!!

c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2070|2064|2001-09-27 12:47:26|Thomas|Re: Pattern Change MIDI msg?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Found it:
> 
> http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?

Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738

> 
> Watch out for wrapping of the URL.

here´s what the site says:

Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 

This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 

To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard 
controller or MIDI sequencer. 

F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 

NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value 
from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?


--tom
| 2071|2060|2001-09-27 17:42:22|junglebeast@web.de|Re: external synth and program change?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 
> I understand. Okay, a programmed program change works, but the
> one set in the mixer page doesn't. What's the exact value of the PC
> message recorded in the phrase? Is it identical to the one specified
> in the Mixer page?

It's a simple program change (to program #44 in my case) bank lsb=0 
msb=0. Bank select is ignored by the CS6R in my setup. I have the
same settings in the mixer page.

Has anyone got the program change in the mixer page working with an 
external synth? I'm wondering if this is a special problem with my 
setup or if this is generally not possible. My QY70 seems to send no 
program change, too.

Klaus
| 2072|2060|2001-09-28 00:59:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external synth and program change?|
junglebeast@web.de wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> >
> > I understand. Okay, a programmed program change works, but the
> > one set in the mixer page doesn't. What's the exact value of the PC
> > message recorded in the phrase? Is it identical to the one specified
> > in the Mixer page?
>
> It's a simple program change (to program #44 in my case) bank lsb=0
> msb=0. Bank select is ignored by the CS6R in my setup. I have the
> same settings in the mixer page.
>
> Has anyone got the program change in the mixer page working with an
> external synth? I'm wondering if this is a special problem with my
> setup or if this is generally not possible. My QY70 seems to send no
> program change, too.

Gave it a try yesterday night, and couldn't get it working either.
An inserted PC event worked fine, but the PC values coded in the
phrase or overruled in the mixer page didn't work. Dont't know
why yet. Weird.

- Robert
| 2073|2060|2001-09-28 01:09:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external synth and program change?|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> junglebeast@web.de wrote:
>
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> >
> > >
> > > I understand. Okay, a programmed program change works, but the
> > > one set in the mixer page doesn't. What's the exact value of the PC
> > > message recorded in the phrase? Is it identical to the one specified
> > > in the Mixer page?
> >
> > It's a simple program change (to program #44 in my case) bank lsb=0
> > msb=0. Bank select is ignored by the CS6R in my setup. I have the
> > same settings in the mixer page.
> >
> > Has anyone got the program change in the mixer page working with an
> > external synth? I'm wondering if this is a special problem with my
> > setup or if this is generally not possible. My QY70 seems to send no
> > program change, too.
>
> Gave it a try yesterday night, and couldn't get it working either.
> An inserted PC event worked fine, but the PC values coded in the
> phrase or overruled in the mixer page didn't work. Dont't know
> why yet. Weird.

mailto:junglebeast@web.de
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Maybe the PC values in the phrase and mixer are only meant for the
internal TG? In a first reactions this looks rediculous, but it *could*
explain why I can only select bank MSB/LSB values that relate to
the RS. I mean, there's no way to select MSB/LSB 5/22 for example,
if an external midi device would need it. The only way to do that is
by inserting the PC as a midi event, as we do now.

- Robert
| 2074|2060|2001-09-28 05:18:48|Chris.Holt|Re: external synth and program change?|
Hi Klaus. I think you have to have TG parameter set to out A or out B, which is in utilities midi set up 2/2. I have Cs6R also
and tried it and the voice light on the Cs6R flashes when the rs program knob is turned, suggesting midi data is being sent.
Haven't tried with a pattern as yet
Hope this helps
Chris

----- Original Message ----- 
From: junglebeast@web.de 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2001 1:02 AM
Subject: [RS7000] external synth and program change?

Hi,

I have a CS6R connected to my RS7000 which should be controlled by the
RS sequencer. Now I have a problem changing sounds on the CS6R. When I
set a sound in pattern patch mode while recording (as it works for the
internal TG) the external synth does not get a program change.

When I put a program change event into the phrase via edit mode, the
program change is sent to the synth whenever the phrase loops. This
causes a short dropout on the synth every time. I can accept this for
the first time when changing a section but not every 4 bars or
whatever length the phrase has.

Has anyone got a solution for program changing on external synths? Or
is there something I could not figure out to get program change work
on midi out as it does on the internal TG?

Klaus
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| 2075|2060|2001-09-28 06:14:45|junglebeast@web.de|Re: external synth and program change?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Chris.Holt" wrote:

> Hi Klaus. I think you have to have TG parameter set to out A or out 
> B, which is in utilities midi set up 2/2. I have Cs6R also and

tried 

> it and the voice light on the Cs6R flashes when the rs program

knob 

> is turned, suggesting midi data is being sent. Haven't tried with a 
> pattern as yet
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this is really weird.. I already had "TG param out" set to midi A. I 
get the following result: When I turn the program knob in the mixer 
page, the RS sends program change informations and my CS6R changes to 
the selected patch. When I switch to another pattern (or style) there 
is no program change sent. Changing a program on the RS manually 
obviouls affects the internal TG and (if selected) external midi 
equipment while the automatic program change when selecting a new 
section only applies to the internal TG. This seems to make no sense 
at all. 

Klaus
| 2076|2060|2001-09-28 06:32:32|Thomas|Re: external synth and program change?|
--- In RS7000@y..., junglebeast@w... wrote:

> When I switch to another pattern (or style) there 
> is no program change sent. 

Doesn´t change of pattern/style also change the MIDI settings to the 
pattern/style-MIDI settings? I think it does.

--Tom
| 2077|2077|2001-09-28 23:14:13|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Smart media cards$$$$$$$$$|
hiya,

whats the word on cheaper smartmedia cards??????????????

here in australia....16mb=$80
32mb=$179 etc...............
anybody have different?

cheeers 
Ivan
| 2078|2060|2001-09-29 00:21:30|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: external synth and program change? |
About the technical reason's? I don't know why... but this internal 
stuff doesn't get transmitted. This internal PC data is some sort of 
exclusive data that doesn't get transmitted. I would assume that this 
is because every time you switched to a new pattern, this would reset 
whatever machines you had recieving MIDI to all the corresponding 
sound banks, creating alot of headaches for newcomers. This would 
mean that you would have to use a PC every time you switched patterns 
or each machine would get reset to all new sounds. This would make 
writing really confusing. Anyway I'm not very technical, but I'm 
pretty sure PCs don't work like this to make it easier on you, 
especially if your a newcomer to midi. The easiest solution is then 
to let the user use MIDI PCs to let you select the desired sound 
without your machines constantly resetting themselves with each new 
pattern.
Even if you could use the voice knob on the RS7000 to select sounds 
on your CS6, this wouldn't be transmitted UNLESS you recorded 
yourself switching the sounds into the sequence. 

Think of using a Program Change as a NOTE in your entire sequence. 
That note sends a different type data, but a note nonetheless. 
Without somehow Recording that note in there, your machine isn't 
going to recieve that Change. Anyway that's a basic reason as to why 
it would be irrelevent even if you could switch your CS6 voice with 
that knob on the rs, it's useless without ADDing that into the 
sequence. 
Now think of an RS pattern as a loop on a sampler, the loop replays 
itself from the beginning, (or where youset the loop point) evrytime 
it reaches the end of the sample. Everytime the phrase starts over, 
it has to send that PC all over again because it's returning to the 
beggining of the phrase, AND that PC is recorded as a NOTE in your 
sequence. That is why it HAS to send that PC everytime. Your just 
playing a sequence on a loop.
I'm 99% sure that ANY machine that you use in PATTERN mode works like 
this. It can't in any other way. That PC is essentially part of 
your "riff" and therefore will be transmitted everytime. 
This is what will make the crucial difference between writing in song 
mode an pattern mode. Song mode is 1 long pattern, it doesn't play 
anything on a loop, therefore all you have to do is send that PC 1 
measure ahead of time, once and once only, and you don't get those 
drop outs. 
I do personally play live in patternmode, I like the flexability, 
spontaneity etc... I've tried every method I can figure out about 
this, the 2 best that work for me are having a rest at both the 
beginning and end of that track, and writing very long "riffs" on 
that channel. I'll use 32 measures or so, so that a rest doesn';t 
feel awkward if the PC has to play again. Or, use 1 of the sections 



to send the PC so that when I get to the next section, the souds 
loaded and I don't have to send it again until I need to. It takes 
some getting used to, but there are ways around it. I spent a few 
weeks banging my head up against a wall with this same issue. Once I 
got used to it, I found it to not be such a huge thing to work 
around. Hope this helps, Peace-J
| 2079|2060|2001-09-29 04:23:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external synth and program change?|
I just did another test.

Set TG PARAM OUT in the Utility page to OUT A and
connected my Waldorf XT to the midi out bus.

Changing PC values in the mixer page now directly selects
the corresponding patch on the XT.

Setting the mixer PC value to Phrase and tagging the
phrase with a PC value (in Record Ready mode) doesn't
do anything with the XT. Note data is sent, but not the
phrase's PC setting.

Back to the mixer page then. I set 2 different PC values in
the mixer for track 1 in two different styles. Again, when
changing the PC value, the synth reacts immediately (due
to the TG PARAM OUT feature being switched on).

However, when playing the RS, and changing from one
style to the other, no PC changes are transmitted to the
synth again (and yes, VOICE SETUP TO TG is switched
on).

Concluding, the PC settings programmed in the mixer or
tagged to the phrases are NOT transmitted to the midi
out bus, so it seems.

This definitely looks like a bug to me.

- Robert
| 2080|2077|2001-09-29 10:36:15|Jeff|Re: Smart media cards$$$$$$$$$|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> hiya,
> 
> whats the word on cheaper smartmedia cards??????????????
> 
> here in australia....16mb=$80
> 32mb=$179 etc...............
> anybody have different?
> 
> cheeers 
> Ivan

I found this place called pc Connection @pcconnection.com. Their 
phone # is 800-800-5555
They sell smart media cards and readers. Here are the prices.

16mb-- $19.95
32mb-- $27.95
64mb-- $49.95
128mb-- $109.95

Smarmedia readers--$29.95

Hope this helps
Jeff

MIdiJef@a...

PS anyone have any good easy tips for sample management? IE. mapping 
and editing?
| 2081|2081|2001-09-29 16:13:49|nukleus21@home.com|scsi cd drive|
I have a yamaha crw4260tx re-writable drive. I have not been able to 
format my cds with the rs7000, I had to use my pc. since formatting 
with the pc, I can not save folders to the disc or anythiing for that 
matter. The drive reads ok. but when I go to save The drive shows 
that it is mounted, but instead of available memory showing up I get 
XXXXXX instead. Does anyone know what I could be missing?

chuck
| 2082|2082|2001-09-30 00:21:50|kussersmith@yahoo.com|sweet|



been monitoring the group for a month
bit the bullet and snagged this box at GC
$1083 wit 2 SIMMs
sounds wit the effects=killer
so many knobs
rs7000+sp808+digital mixer
my brain hurts
| 2083|2083|2001-09-30 06:41:27|matrata.tribe@free.fr|SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO PROBLEM|
Hello everybody,

I am a french owner RS7000, so my english isn't very good but I try 
to explain
my problem.

I just like synchronise tempo of my RS7000 to my Personal Computer.

I have a midi cable like this : 

GAME PORT ( can connect to my sound card game port / 15 
pins )
I
I
I
I
I
/ \
/ \
/ \
MIDI OUT connector MIDI IN connector
( Male 5 pins ) ( Male 5 pins )

So I connect this cable to my RS7000 ( MIDI IN connector on MIDI IN 
RS7000 connector ) 
and connect too to RS7000 ( MIDI OUT connector on MIDI OUT A RS7000 
connector ), after
I configure my RS7000 UTILITY like this :

UTILITY MIDI SETUP 1/2 

MIDI SYNCH -> INTERNAL
MIDI CLOCK OUT -> MIDI A
MIDI CONTROL -> OUT A
ECHO BACK -> THRU A

UTILITY MIDI SETUP 2/2

TG PARAM OUT -> OFF
VOICE SETUP TO TG -> OFF
MTC START OFFSET -> 00:00:00:00

UTILITY MIDI FILTER

All quarters are checked

So I have just set this parameters on my RS7000, DO I FORGET 
ANYTHING ?

And I configure my "tracking soft" on Synch Slave parametter and 
select game port
of my sound card ( on my Personnal Computer ) "just for information, 
my sound card
is a Sound blaster LIVE"

WHEN I TEST SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO WITH PUTTING RS7000 AS MASTER AND 
PC TRACKER AS SLAVE
NOTHING IS SYNCHRONISE ?????

And if I do the opposite one ( RS7000 as slave and PC TRACKER as 
master ). The 
tempo synchronisation work, but when I change SECTION or STYLE, the 
tempo synchronistaion
doesn't stay good ??? Is there a yamaha RS7000 bug ? Did I make a bad 
configuration ?
Do I forget anything ? 

I think if I try to put RS7000 as master synch and PC TRACKER as 



slave synch, the tempo 
will be keep good all time, perhaps no bug when I change SECTION or 
STYLE.

DOES ANYONE TEST IT OR FIND THE SOLUTION ?

THANKS A LOT FOR YOUR HELP AND SORRY FOR MY BAD ENGLISH !!!

STEF
| 2084|2083|2001-09-30 06:45:35|matrata.tribe@free.fr|SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO PROBLEM|
Hello everybody,

I am a french owner RS7000, so my english isn't very good but I try 
to explain
my problem.

I just like synchronise tempo of my RS7000 to my Personal Computer.

I have a midi cable like this : 

GAME PORT ( can connect to my sound card game port / 15 
pins )
I
I
I
I
I
/ \
/ \
/ \
MIDI OUT connector MIDI IN connector
( Male 5 pins ) ( Male 5 pins )

So I connect this cable to my RS7000 ( MIDI IN connector on MIDI IN 
RS7000 connector ) 
and connect too to RS7000 ( MIDI OUT connector on MIDI OUT A RS7000 
connector ), after
I configure my RS7000 UTILITY like this :

UTILITY MIDI SETUP 1/2 

MIDI SYNCH -> INTERNAL
MIDI CLOCK OUT -> MIDI A
MIDI CONTROL -> OUT A
ECHO BACK -> THRU A

UTILITY MIDI SETUP 2/2

TG PARAM OUT -> OFF
VOICE SETUP TO TG -> OFF
MTC START OFFSET -> 00:00:00:00

UTILITY MIDI FILTER

All quarters are checked

So I have just set this parameters on my RS7000, DO I FORGET 
ANYTHING ?

And I configure my "tracking soft" on Synch Slave parametter and 
select game port
of my sound card ( on my Personnal Computer ) "just for information, 
my sound card
is a Sound blaster LIVE"

WHEN I TEST SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO WITH PUTTING RS7000 AS MASTER AND 
PC TRACKER AS SLAVE
NOTHING IS SYNCHRONISE ?????

And if I do the opposite one ( RS7000 as slave and PC TRACKER as 
master ). The 
tempo synchronisation work, but when I change SECTION or STYLE, the 
tempo synchronistaion
doesn't stay good ??? Is there a yamaha RS7000 bug ? Did I make a bad 
configuration ?
Do I forget anything ? 



I think if I try to put RS7000 as master synch and PC TRACKER as 
slave synch, the tempo 
will be keep good all time, perhaps no bug when I change SECTION or 
STYLE.

DOES ANYONE TEST IT OR FIND THE SOLUTION ?

THANKS A LOT FOR YOUR HELP AND SORRY FOR MY BAD ENGLISH !!!

STEF
| 2085|2085|2001-09-30 06:52:25|matrata.tribe@free.fr|UTILSATEURS FRANCAIS ?|
Y a-t-il des utilsateur de RS francais sur ce forum ?

Pour avancer plus vite dans ce fameux outil de production sonore, 
prennons contact et essayons de dévorer ses possibités et peut être 
même de deceler des anomalies !! 

Pour le moment j'ai un probleme de synchro de tempo de a RS avec un 
soft PC, si vous avez des solutions, ou si vous bloquez ailleurs 
contacter moi SVP à MATRATA.TRIBE@FREE.FR

A plus

STF
| 2086|1917|2001-09-30 06:57:04|matrata.tribe@free.fr|Re: To French RS7000 users...|
Salut Romain

J'ai une RS7000, j'ai aussi quelques problemes avec, notamment en ce 
qui concerne la synchro de tempo avec un PC!!!

Alors si tu as des questions ou des réponses, n'hesite pas à m'écrire 
a MATRATA.TRIBE@FREE.FR

Ca serait cool que l'on s'entraide

Salut et a bientot 
STF

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> i have a rs and i live in Grenoble (France)
> Cedre
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : Romain FAURE [mailto:cdromain@h...]
> Envoyé : samedi 15 septembre 2001 12:10
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] To French RS7000 users...
> 
> 
> Hi all of U
> 
> I'd like to know if there are any French RS7k users on this mailing 
list as
> it seems quite hard to get one in France; indeed I've tried to 
obtain a RS
> for 3 weeks without any success, as my local music shop keeps on 
postponing
> the arrival of the RS. I live in Lyon, so maybe in Paris the 
situation is
> different ?
> Please answer if U live in France and already have a RS / or have 
problems
> to get one.
> 
> Thanks a lot
> 
> CDROMain
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

mailto:MATRATA.TRIBE@FREE.FR
mailto:MATRATA.TRIBE@FREE.FR


http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2087|1220|2001-09-30 08:38:32|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 MP3'S/AMBIENT [30sec-1min. MAX]/Klaus_Paulsen_Slow_Gas.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan@yahoo.com 
Description : Example how nice the RS7000 Pads can sound in an Ambient environment 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20MP3%27S/AMBIENT%20%20%20%5B30sec-1min.%20MAX%5D/Klaus_Paulsen_Slow_Gas.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan@yahoo.com
| 2088|2088|2001-09-30 08:52:08|Thomas|RS7000 sounds|
Hiho, i created this weekend some nice ambient/chill/tribal thingy.
Here´s a 1min example-mp3:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20MP3%27S/AMBIENT%
20%20%20%5B30sec-1min.%20MAX%5D/

Remember to copy the WHOLE link.

The pad and the vocoder sample comes out of the RS7000, which IMO 
proves that the sounds are not as bad as many people stated it. I 
used a 24dB filter on it and some "Tunnel" FX. The pad-name 
is "SlowGas".

Tell me what you think.

Cheers, Tom aka Klaus Paulsen
| 2089|2088|2001-09-30 08:57:36|Thomas|RS7000 sounds|
Hiho, i created this weekend some nice ambient/chill/tribal thingy.
Here´s a 1min example-mp3:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20MP3%27S/AMBIENT%
20%20%20%5B30sec-1min.%20MAX%5D/

Remember to copy the WHOLE link.

The pad comes out of the RS7000, which IMO proves that the sounds are 
not as bad as many people stated it. I used a 24dB filter on it and 
some "Tunnel" FX. The pad-name is "SlowGas".

Tell me what you think.

Cheers, Tom aka Klaus Paulsen
| 2090|733|2001-09-30 09:04:05|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20MP3%27S/AMBIENT%20%20%20%5B30sec-1min.%20MAX%5D/Klaus_Paulsen_Slow_Gas.zip
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2091|2083|2001-09-30 11:46:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO PROBLEM|
Stef,

before I can say anything, what is it that you want:

1) RS is slave and PC is master, or
2) RS is master and PC is slave?

- Robert
| 2092|2088|2001-09-30 11:57:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 sounds|
Thomas wrote:

> Hiho, i created this weekend some nice ambient/chill/tribal thingy.
> Here´s a 1min example-mp3:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20MP3%27S/AMBIENT%
> 20%20%20%5B30sec-1min.%20MAX%5D/
>
> Remember to copy the WHOLE link.
>
> The pad and the vocoder sample comes out of the RS7000, which IMO
> proves that the sounds are not as bad as many people stated it. I
> used a 24dB filter on it and some "Tunnel" FX. The pad-name
> is "SlowGas".
>
> Tell me what you think.

Hi Tom,

I just listened to your mp3, and my first reaction was...

...it's too short. ;)

I love ambient, so this kind of music is very welcome. The percussion
piece is great, especially with the warm filtering. That's RS or
something else? And indeed, the pad are vocoder aren't bad
at all. :) Have to look up that pad...

One suggestion, if I may: try a version (or pattern) with the percussion
track slowed down to 1/2 or even better 1/4 of its original speed. Or
sample it on the RS and pitch it down. That's what I would have
tried.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2093|2093|2001-09-30 12:15:36|miracoli@ki.tng.de|problem with my rs7000|
High!

When I want to make a fading effekt for example or when I want to 
change other parameters during a loop plays in a record modus, than 
the changes are also at the beginning of the loop. They dont stop, 
when I want them to stop.

For example, the volume at the beginning of the loop for the drum 
voice is 0, at the end of the loop, it is 100. But than suddenly, 
although I do not touch the volumeknob, the volume at the beginning 
also is 100. What can I do?

PS: My English is very bad, because I'M a german person
| 2094|2094|2001-09-30 13:13:11|myndreach@yahoo.com|questions-should i buy one?|
i was thinking of investing in a korg electribe ea-1 and er-1 or 
possibly just an es-1.

then i heard about the rs7000. i realize it's about 2x the price of 
the es-1. im just wondering if it justifys the doubled price. other 
than sonicstate.com where is a good place to read reviews on the 
rs7000?



is it easy to interface with a pc to load .wav files into it?

is there any sort of synth in it? is it all premade synth tones or 
can you create your own with it? if not, can you make them on a pc 
and then load them into it? im assuming you can. thanks a lot in 
advance.
| 2095|2094|2001-09-30 13:27:41|myndreach@yahoo.com|questions-should i buy one?|
i was thinking of investing in a korg electribe ea-1 and er-1 or 
possibly just an es-1.

then i heard about the rs7000. i realize it's about 2x the price of 
the es-1. im just wondering if it justifys the doubled price. other 
than sonicstate.com where is a good place to read reviews on the 
rs7000?

is it easy to interface with a pc to load .wav files into it?

is there any sort of synth in it? is it all premade synth tones or 
can you create your own with it? if not, can you make them on a pc 
and then load them into it? im assuming you can. thanks a lot in 
advance.
| 2096|2096|2001-09-30 15:15:39|synthe. labo|r u happy/sometimes|
hello,
just unsubscribed and subscribed again, to yahoogroups too, cause i can't 
upload/download tracks and enter in rs7k site, but, by now, nothing 
changed...
anyway, i've made some new tracks:
'r u happy' is 40% rs7000, and the rest Fruity Loops
'sometimes' is 100% rs7000, live into pc again

r u happy
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=241017
description: darkness

sometimes
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=242844
description : light

both too at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo (even if these days it's 
not on so it's better www.vitaminic.com/synthe.labo )

as i can't listen to your track, Thomas, please wait for a feedback.
if someone will listen to mine, as always, feedbacks are appreciated.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2097|2060|2001-09-30 17:07:32|junglebeast@web.de|Re: external synth and program change?|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> Everytime the phrase starts over, 
> it has to send that PC all over again because it's returning to the 
> beggining of the phrase, AND that PC is recorded as a NOTE in your 
> sequence. That is why it HAS to send that PC everytime. Your just 
> playing a sequence on a loop.
> I'm 99% sure that ANY machine that you use in PATTERN mode works 
> like 
> this. It can't in any other way. That PC is essentially part of 
> your "riff" and therefore will be transmitted everytime. 
> This is what will make the crucial difference between writing in
> song 
> mode an pattern mode.

> the 2 best that work for me are having a rest at both the 
> beginning and end of that track, and writing very long "riffs" on 
> that channel. I'll use 32 measures or so, so that a rest doesn';t 
> feel awkward if the PC has to play again. Or, use 1 of the sections 
> to send the PC so that when I get to the next section, the souds 
> loaded 

Many thanks for your suggestions to cope with the problem. They will
in some cases help to get around the problem if the behaviour of the
RS7000 concerning program changes in pattern mode will not be changed
in any OS update. Your suggestions will help me to get at least some
of what I wanted but I'm far away from being satisfied.

The only real solution (which may only be possible by an OS update)

http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=241017
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=242844
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


would be if external synths are treated just as the internal TG which
gets the program change tagged to the prhase exactly one time when the
section (or style) is changed.

The Manual says about TG PARAM OUT: "Determines wether MIDI data
corresponding to tone generator parameter changes made in in one of
the sub modes (MIXER, VOICE EDIT, EFFECT) will be transmitted via a
MIDI OUT connector." This could only mean that program change is not a
tone generator parameter (although I thing it's the most basic one in
a modern preset synth) or there's another bug in the RS.

Klaus
| 2098|2094|2001-09-30 20:01:14|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: questions-should i buy one?|
This is MUCH more than the eqivalent of 2 Electribes,etc... This does 
so much more than any of the electribes. I DO love my es-1 but this 
is much more professional. The electribes only write short 4 measure 
patterns. They sound great, but don't let you have these long 
evolving patterns like you can make on a real sequencer. The effects 
in this machine will blow your mind. The es-1's reverbs are LITERALLY 
unusable. It's some sort of slap back delaycranked up, it's not 
really reverb, all the other effects are great though. Anyway back to 
the rs, This machine is really capable of doing almost anythingyou'd 
want to with it. It not only samples, BUT has tones, basically it's 
also almost a dedicated synth as well as being a sampler. The only 
area it's weird on is that when you change to a pattern it does it on 
the nextmeasure, not like on a drum machine when you change, and it 
allows you to wait out the whole pattern when it switches. You get 
used to this and can use it to your advantage to create really broken 
mixes, it's a great machine.
Think of the es-1 as a sampling drum machine, and the RS7000 as a 
sampling Workstation.
| 2099|733|2001-10-01 04:19:13|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2100|2088|2001-10-01 05:35:49|Thomas|Re: RS7000 sounds|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Hi Tom,
> 
> I just listened to your mp3, and my first reaction was...
> 
> ...it's too short. ;)

lol..thank you! I would have uploaded the whole 9MB MP3 but i can get 
no access to my mp3.com site anymore, don´t ask me why, i don´t 
know...they suck anyway, any other recommendation where i could 
upload my mp3´s? :)

> 
> I love ambient, so this kind of music is very welcome. The 

percussion

> piece is great, especially with the warm filtering. That's RS or
> something else? 

Ha, you´ll love it, I fiddled around with an XBase09 preset pattern 
changed it and finally hooked the whole thing up to the Nord Micro 
Modular, where i used the NordModular Bank 5 and hmmm..was it patch 
34? Then the whole drums were again send through the multi-tap-delay 
of my BOSS SE50 (a preset called "Derwish" IIRC), which gave it this 
speedy african tribal effect.



The vocal sample comes out of the RS, but also send through a NMM 
Vocoder patch, and multitracked with the DMT8.

> And indeed, the pad are vocoder aren't bad
> at all. :) Have to look up that pad...

??? what do you mean? 
The pad is "SlowGas" out of the second Pad and FX-bank, i added (a 
lot) of "Tunnel" reverb, 'cutoff'filtered with the RS 24dB LPF, and 
made the Release-time longer. Oh yes and detuned it also, by simply 
moving the mod-wheel of my AN1x. Easy huh? :)

Everything is multitracked into the DMT8, recorded back on a AIWA 
Minidisk-recorder and finally sampled into CoolEdit. The mp3 is 
packed with 160kb/s to get better result, i don´t like the artifacts 
128kb/s sometimes creates.

> One suggestion, if I may: try a version (or pattern) with the 

percussion

> track slowed down to 1/2 or even better 1/4 of its original speed. 

Hm, interesting, never thought about that.
The XBase pattern ran with 101 bpm, you think 25 would be better? I 
have to try that.
The speedy drums comes from the above mentioned multi tap delay of 
the SE50, which gives in the beginning a normal (in this case not bpm-
synced) delay, but speeds up after a few ms to this little drumroll 
firework. If you have a FX-box with an effect like that, try it with 
a simple drumloop, the result is really unique!

> sample it on the RS and pitch it down. That's what I would have
> tried.

Pitched down, or slowed down (using the SEQ+Note sampling)? I´ll try 
it :)
But wouldn´t it take away from this 
wwwoooOOOOOoooommmmooooooOOOOOOoooooommmmoooooOOOOOoooooommmm-
ambience the bassdrum creates? That´s what i like about it.
I wonder what will happen if i use the remix function on it...;D 

Geez i can´t wait to get home and try all that. 
Well, it´s refreshing to be here. So much new ideas!

Thank you Robert!

Tom

> Cheers,
> Robert

| 2101|2093|2001-10-01 05:41:01|Thomas|Re: problem with my rs7000|
Hi Miracoli, 

(zuviel Werbung geguckt wie? ;)

What record mode do you use? Overdub or replace? Maybe if you change 
from replace to overdub it will work the way you want it, you tried 
that? Another way...:Edit mode.

And here the translation:

Welchen Aufnahme Modus nimmst Du? Overdub oder Replace? Vermutlich 
wenn Du anstatt Replace, Overdub nimmst, sollte es so funktionieren, 
wie du es möchtest. Andere Möglichkeit ist natürlich per Hand 
im "Edit"-modus...

Gruß aus Hamburg, Tom

--- In RS7000@y..., miracoli@k... wrote:
> High!
> 
> When I want to make a fading effekt for example or when I want to 
> change other parameters during a loop plays in a record modus, than 
> the changes are also at the beginning of the loop. They dont stop, 



> when I want them to stop.
> 
> For example, the volume at the beginning of the loop for the drum 
> voice is 0, at the end of the loop, it is 100. But than suddenly, 
> although I do not touch the volumeknob, the volume at the beginning 
> also is 100. What can I do?
> 
> PS: My English is very bad, because I'M a german person

| 2102|2102|2001-10-01 05:51:54|Tim Nolet|Flightcase|
Hi y'all,

Are there any standard flightcases out there which fit the RS7K.
Otherwise I'd have to get one custom made which is $$$$$$.

Bye

Tim

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2103|2102|2001-10-01 08:03:51|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: Flightcase|
op 01-10-2001 12:51 schreef Tim Nolet op timnolet@hotmail.com:

> Hi y'all,
> 
> Are there any standard flightcases out there which fit the RS7K.
> Otherwise I'd have to get one custom made which is $$$$$$.

Hey Tim!

You can go to the 2nd hand market or Fleemarket and search an old case
there put some isolation material in it and you have a very professional
case. Advantage of this that is looks odd at the outside so possible theives
don't see there's our valuable stuff inside!!!!

I found an old Saxophone-case brown and rusty but very strong...

succes

Leon

> 
> Bye
> 
> Tim
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2104|2104|2001-10-01 08:18:19|Bryan Rodgers|How long do you think before Akai puts this in an MPC box?|
http://www.amicuk.com/special/Z4Z8a.htm
<http://www.amicuk.com/special/Z4Z8a.htm> 

B
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2105|2104|2001-10-01 10:29:28|Thomas|Re: How long do you think before Akai puts this in an MPC box?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> http://www.amicuk.com/special/Z4Z8a.htm
> <http://www.amicuk.com/special/Z4Z8a.htm> 

BOOOOY! This thing looks like it would fit nicely next to my DMT8 as 
an additional sampler to the RS. I hope they sonic and interface 
abilities can compete with the EMU Ultra Sampler series. 

And my bet is, if they don´t come out with a MPC4000 now, they will 
for sure to next Winter/Summer NAMM

Those Q-Link button....HA, guess what sampler had them first`? 
Rrright...A3000...

Anyhow...it´s nice to see that someone at Akai showed some brain and 
included besides SD-RAM slots also USB-connector.

Hope the price is not too high, but since more and more people change 
to EXS24...

--Regards, Tom
| 2106|2088|2001-10-01 11:44:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 sounds|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Hi Tom,
> >
> > I just listened to your mp3, and my first reaction was...
> >
> > ...it's too short. ;)
> lol..thank you! I would have uploaded the whole 9MB MP3 but i can get
> no access to my mp3.com site anymore, don´t ask me why, i don´t
> know...they suck anyway, any other recommendation where i could
> upload my mp3´s? :)

No, sorry.

>
>
> >
> > I love ambient, so this kind of music is very welcome. The
> percussion
> > piece is great, especially with the warm filtering. That's RS or
> > something else?
> Ha, you´ll love it, I fiddled around with an XBase09 preset pattern
> changed it and finally hooked the whole thing up to the Nord Micro
> Modular, where i used the NordModular Bank 5 and hmmm..was it patch
> 34? Then the whole drums were again send through the multi-tap-delay
> of my BOSS SE50 (a preset called "Derwish" IIRC), which gave it this
> speedy african tribal effect.

Very nice! Where was the filtering done, in the Micro?

>
>
> The vocal sample comes out of the RS, but also send through a NMM
> Vocoder patch, and multitracked with the DMT8.

I see you have your new gear under control! ;)

>
>
> > And indeed, the pad are vocoder aren't bad
> > at all. :) Have to look up that pad...
> ??? what do you mean?

http://www.amicuk.com/special/Z4Z8a.htm
http://www.amicuk.com/special/Z4Z8a.htm


:) It's nice, wanna use it someday.

>
> The pad is "SlowGas" out of the second Pad and FX-bank, i added (a
> lot) of "Tunnel" reverb, 'cutoff'filtered with the RS 24dB LPF, and
> made the Release-time longer. Oh yes and detuned it also, by simply
> moving the mod-wheel of my AN1x. Easy huh? :)
>

Nice nice nice.

>
> Everything is multitracked into the DMT8, recorded back on a AIWA
> Minidisk-recorder and finally sampled into CoolEdit. The mp3 is
> packed with 160kb/s to get better result, i don´t like the artifacts
> 128kb/s sometimes creates.

Mp3 is basically shite for serious recording/mastering. ;)
Can't you mixdown the DMT8 directly to wave format?

>
>
> > One suggestion, if I may: try a version (or pattern) with the
> percussion
> > track slowed down to 1/2 or even better 1/4 of its original speed.
> Hm, interesting, never thought about that.
> The XBase pattern ran with 101 bpm, you think 25 would be better? I
> have to try that.
> The speedy drums comes from the above mentioned multi tap delay of
> the SE50, which gives in the beginning a normal (in this case not bpm-
> synced) delay, but speeds up after a few ms to this little drumroll
> firework. If you have a FX-box with an effect like that, try it with
> a simple drumloop, the result is really unique!

That sync delay is part of the patch? They *explicitly* built the sync
delay in the fx patch? Cool...

> > sample it on the RS and pitch it down. That's what I would have
> > tried.
> Pitched down, or slowed down (using the SEQ+Note sampling)? I´ll try
> it :)

My initial idea was slowing down, to integrate the percussion track
a bit more with the slow ambient background. Pitching it down, once
slowed down will also give a very nice effect, but don't forget to EQ
that track: everything under aprox 70 Hz or so must be cut off with an
18dB/octave filter or better. Slomo percussion eats all the low
frequencies, believe me. ;)

>
> But wouldn´t it take away from this
> wwwoooOOOOOoooommmmooooooOOOOOOoooooommmmoooooOOOOOoooooommmm-
> ambience the bassdrum creates? That´s what i like about it.

Well, you have a couple of options here:
1) Ignore my remarks and do what you think is good.
2) Alternate the current concept with the slomo version, or
3) Combine both! Experiment with level, but it *is* possible.

Option 1) is of course is best. ;)

>
> I wonder what will happen if i use the remix function on it...;D

The loop remix function is the best of the RS! :))))

Cheers,
Robert
| 2107|2096|2001-10-01 13:12:57|Tribe MATRATA|Re: r u happy/sometimes|



Hello !!

Do you use the RS7000 with Fruity loop ?
If that is, can you tell me if you synchronise the 2 machines tempo ?
If yes, can you explain me the parameters, please ?
Do you put the RS as master, or Slave ?

Thanks

STEF

-----Message d'origine-----
De : synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : dimanche 30 septembre 2001 23:16
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] r u happy/sometimes

hello,
just unsubscribed and subscribed again, to yahoogroups too, cause i can't
upload/download tracks and enter in rs7k site, but, by now, nothing
changed...
anyway, i've made some new tracks:
'r u happy' is 40% rs7000, and the rest Fruity Loops
'sometimes' is 100% rs7000, live into pc again

r u happy
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=241017
description: darkness

sometimes
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=242844
description : light

both too at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo (even if these days it's
not on so it's better www.vitaminic.com/synthe.labo )

as i can't listen to your track, Thomas, please wait for a feedback.
if someone will listen to mine, as always, feedbacks are appreciated.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 2108|2088|2001-10-01 14:20:59|Thomas|Re: RS7000 sounds|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Very nice! Where was the filtering done, in the Micro?

Yup, as i said, one of the "NordMod-Banks No. 5".

> >
> >
> > The vocal sample comes out of the RS, but also send through a NMM
> > Vocoder patch, and multitracked with the DMT8.
> I see you have your new gear under control! ;)
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http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=241017
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


The DMT 8 works like a charm and it´s very easy to handle, like a 
tape recorder. The gripe i have about is the small HDD, that gives it 
only 12 minutes recording-time (times 8 = 540MB).
I don´t think it could handle a bigger HDD, though it says in the 
specs that it is an IDE drive.
I guess if i have some money left over, i should spend it on a Akai 
DPS16, Tascam 788 or a Korg D16.

> Mp3 is basically shite for serious recording/mastering. ;)
> Can't you mixdown the DMT8 directly to wave format?

Not really, i have to record the output of the DMT8 into the 
computer, or as i did on Minidisc. I could backup the whole drive on 
ADAT, which i don´t have. 
I have a .wav of the song, but hey...me and uploading 90MB with a 56k-
modem...nope...;)

> My initial idea was slowing down, to integrate the percussion track
> a bit more with the slow ambient background. Pitching it down, once
> slowed down will also give a very nice effect, but don't forget to 

EQ

> that track: everything under aprox 70 Hz or so must be cut off with 

an

> 18dB/octave filter or better. 

Hm, i didn´t know that, i am sure the RS-EQ will be a big help 
here. :)
Actually i just ordered two of those Wizoo-Guides 
(www.wizoo.de): "Building your own homestudio" and "FX".

Slomo percussion eats all the low

> frequencies, believe me. ;)

I do.

> 
> 
> >
> > But wouldn´t it take away from this
> > wwwoooOOOOOoooommmmooooooOOOOOOoooooommmmoooooOOOOOoooooommmm-
> > ambience the bassdrum creates? That´s what i like about it.
> 
> Well, you have a couple of options here:
> 1) Ignore my remarks and do what you think is good.
> 2) Alternate the current concept with the slomo version, o

I will for sure give it a try as well as...

> 3) Combine both! Experiment with level, but it *is* possible.

...this one too. 

> Option 1) is of course is best. ;)

lol :)))

> > I wonder what will happen if i use the remix function on it...;D
> 
> The loop remix function is the best of the RS! :))))

Besides "SlowGas"...:D

Regards, Tom
| 2109|2109|2001-10-01 17:56:06|dj Dave Jumpers|sequencer to play in steps|
I've been looking into Cakewalk and Logic for a way to arrange MIDI 
SYSex data into a track and like play that track step by step. But I 
can find how to do it.
Do you guys know any software that does this?

I think you figured out I want to to do this so I can change Patterns 
seamless without having to twist da' knob.

The only hardware thing I could find usefull to change those patterns 
is 



http://www.doepfer.de/home_e.htm 
Cause I can assign one of it's buttons to send a SYSEx to the RS to 
change to the desired pattern

Do you guys know about any other piece of equipment or software that 
could do this?

I don't really want to sequence the whole pattern arrangement cause I 
Still want to be able to select the patterns that will move the crowd 
accordingly.

In simple words, I want to push a button and send a SysEX to the RS.
Ideas?

-Dave-
| 2110|2110|2001-10-01 18:00:01|Donn|How to Display OS Version??|
Greetings: 

Can someone tell me how to determine what version of OS firmware is in 
my RS7000? I read thru much of the manual, checked the appendices and 
index, but no luck... There should be some mystery button sequence to 
press on powerup or ? to reveal this??? Thanks much... 

Peace & blessings..... Donn
| 2111|2110|2001-10-01 23:43:20|Thomas|Re: How to Display OS Version??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Donn" wrote:

> Greetings: 
> 
> Can someone tell me how to determine what version of OS firmware is 

in 

> my RS7000? I read thru much of the manual, checked the appendices 

and 

> index, but no luck... There should be some mystery button sequence 

to 

> press on powerup or ? to reveal this??? Thanks much... 
> 
> Peace & blessings..... Donn

I posted it a couple of postings earlier, 
The actual firmware is v1.12, you can already download from this 
group v1.13, which is (it seems) unofficial. The next bigger update 
will be v1.14, that will fix some major bugs.
And the community is hopeing for v2.x...

i guess it´s time to create a FAQ for this group to answer those 
questions...who is willing to help me?
| 2112|2110|2001-10-02 00:28:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to Display OS Version??|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Donn" wrote:
> > Greetings:
> >
> > Can someone tell me how to determine what version of OS firmware is
> in
> > my RS7000? I read thru much of the manual, checked the appendices
> and
> > index, but no luck... There should be some mystery button sequence
> to
> > press on powerup or ? to reveal this??? Thanks much...
> >
> > Peace & blessings..... Donn
>
> I posted it a couple of postings earlier,
> The actual firmware is v1.12, you can already download from this
> group v1.13, which is (it seems) unofficial. The next bigger update
> will be v1.14, that will fix some major bugs.
> And the community is hopeing for v2.x...
>
> i guess it´s time to create a FAQ for this group to answer those
> questions...who is willing to help me?
>

http://www.doepfer.de/home_e.htm


Count me in.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2113|2096|2001-10-02 05:24:31|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: r u happy/sometimes|
i use fruity 2.7 and it can be only slave so rs is master

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Tribe MATRATA [mailto:matrata.tribe@free.fr]
Envoyé : lundi 1 octobre 2001 21:17
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : RE: [RS7000] r u happy/sometimes

Hello !!

Do you use the RS7000 with Fruity loop ?
If that is, can you tell me if you synchronise the 2 machines tempo ?
If yes, can you explain me the parameters, please ?
Do you put the RS as master, or Slave ?

Thanks

STEF

-----Message d'origine-----
De : synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : dimanche 30 septembre 2001 23:16
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] r u happy/sometimes

hello,
just unsubscribed and subscribed again, to yahoogroups too, cause i can't
upload/download tracks and enter in rs7k site, but, by now, nothing
changed...
anyway, i've made some new tracks:
'r u happy' is 40% rs7000, and the rest Fruity Loops
'sometimes' is 100% rs7000, live into pc again

r u happy
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=241017
description: darkness

sometimes
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=242844
description : light

both too at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo (even if these days it's
not on so it's better www.vitaminic.com/synthe.labo )

as i can't listen to your track, Thomas, please wait for a feedback.
if someone will listen to mine, as always, feedbacks are appreciated.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 2114|2114|2001-10-02 05:35:24|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|RS7000 Finland!!!!|
Hello. Just checking are there any users from my country!
Eli löytyykö käyttäjiä Suomesta? Oisi mukava jos ilmoittautuisitte tai 
laittaisitte mailia. Yhtään en ole vielä tavannut. Oletko Sinä 
ensimmäinen?

Pasu.
| 2115|2115|2001-10-02 06:52:40|alex.udell@autodesk.com|Akai Surprise....|
Wow! What innovation! They painted they painted the MPC different colors....I'll take one of each please. 

Anyone here play with the XL-7 from emu?

What did you think of the sequencer on it?

Thanks...

Alex
| 2116|2083|2001-10-02 08:12:25|Tribe MATRATA|Re: SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO PROBLEM|
Robert,

Thanks for your rapidely answer

I have just had tested PC is master and RS is slave, but didn't work very
good ( when I changed section or style, tempo wasn't keep good ?!?

So I think if I put RS is master and PC is slave, I think when I will change
section or style, tempo will keep good synchro. So, I prefer RS is master
and pc is slave.

Stef

-----Message d'origine-----
De : rob [mailto:rob]De la part de Robert van der Kamp
Envoyé : dimanche 30 septembre 2001 19:50
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] SYNCHRONISATION TEMPO PROBLEM

Stef,

before I can say anything, what is it that you want:

1) RS is slave and PC is master, or
2) RS is master and PC is slave?

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 2117|2117|2001-10-02 09:12:58|Yann DONDON|New User|
Hello everybody.
I'm an ex-RM1X user upgraded...Composing techno, not very definite style.
Having a VIRUS B and a Behringer too. But lacking time to work on my music.
| 2118|2096|2001-10-02 11:26:37|Tribe MATRATA|Re: r u happy/sometimes|
I test fruityloop V2.7.0 too, I can't put RS is master but I can put Fruity
is master, so
RS is slave

How do you do to have RS is master ?

STF

-----Message d'origine-----
De : LOIODICE Cédric [mailto:c.loiodice@teemphotonics.com]
Envoyé : mardi 2 octobre 2001 13:23
À : 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Objet : RE: [RS7000] r u happy/sometimes

i use fruity 2.7 and it can be only slave so rs is master

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Tribe MATRATA [mailto:matrata.tribe@free.fr]
Envoyé : lundi 1 octobre 2001 21:17
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : RE: [RS7000] r u happy/sometimes

Hello !!

Do you use the RS7000 with Fruity loop ?
If that is, can you tell me if you synchronise the 2 machines tempo ?
If yes, can you explain me the parameters, please ?
Do you put the RS as master, or Slave ?

Thanks

STEF

-----Message d'origine-----
De : synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : dimanche 30 septembre 2001 23:16
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] r u happy/sometimes

hello,
just unsubscribed and subscribed again, to yahoogroups too, cause i can't
upload/download tracks and enter in rs7k site, but, by now, nothing
changed...
anyway, i've made some new tracks:
'r u happy' is 40% rs7000, and the rest Fruity Loops
'sometimes' is 100% rs7000, live into pc again

r u happy
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=241017
description: darkness

sometimes
http://www.vitaminic.com/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=242844
description : light

both too at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo (even if these days it's
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not on so it's better www.vitaminic.com/synthe.labo )

as i can't listen to your track, Thomas, please wait for a feedback.
if someone will listen to mine, as always, feedbacks are appreciated.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 2119|2096|2001-10-02 11:38:37|synthe. labo|Re: r u happy/sometimes|

>i use fruity 2.7 and it can be only slave so rs is master
>
>
>Hello !!
>
>Do you use the RS7000 with Fruity loop ?
>If that is, can you tell me if you synchronise the 2 machines tempo ?
>If yes, can you explain me the parameters, please ?
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>Do you put the RS as master, or Slave ?

sorry for my not response, but i'm very busy and also sometimes i don't have 
internet
i use fruity 3.0, but it's not important, i don't syncronize anything, just 
work separately on rs7k and on fruity
c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2120|2096|2001-10-02 12:07:16|synthe. labo|Re: r u happy/sometimes|

>I test fruityloop V2.7.0 too, I can't put RS is master but I can put Fruity
>is master, so
>RS is slave
>
>How do you do to have RS is master ?
>
>STF

no no wait STF :)
i don't use the machine chained, i use rs7k AND fruity loops, i record 
samples on both, record loops from one to another but never done the work to 
synchronize them....

i lost the e-mail of a new user with lacks of time:
YOU'RE WELCOME, I'M JUST IN YOUR SITUATION RM1-X UPGRADED USER :)))
days could be of 34 hours, 3 to sleep more and the rest to do what you want 
such as MUSIKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2121|2064|2001-10-02 15:59:06|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Pattern Change MIDI msg?|
Actually what I meant is how to change the STYLE with SysX
You know instead of rotating the the F1 Knob

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Found it:
> 
> http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?
Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738
> 
> Watch out for wrapping of the URL.

| 2122|2064|2001-10-02 18:02:17|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Pattern Change MIDI msg?|
Well, I found at Motifator msg board a work around for the anoyance 
of changing the style with the knob that causes a trainwreck.
It is to go to Setup and set "Pattern Quantitize" to 1 or 1/2.
It is setup by default to 1/16
So when you change patterns or styles it will wait till the measure 
is finished before making the change.

That is still not accurate. I mean It's a change of lots of MIDI 
parameters and system settings, fx, etc.. so there's still a lil 
latency but it kinda works :/

cheers
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> Actually what I meant is how to change the STYLE with SysX
> You know instead of rotating the the F1 Knob
> 
> -Dave-
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Found it:
> > 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?


> > http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpviewerss.asp?
> Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738
> > 
> > Watch out for wrapping of the URL.

| 2123|2115|2001-10-02 20:26:41|daniel hall|Re: Akai Surprise....|
I actualy had the xl-7 on layaway before i backed out
and bought the rs7000. Started reading about bad drum
samples and half-hearted reviews. Didnt hear anything
about the sequencer though...
--- alex.udell@autodesk.com wrote:

> 
> Wow! What innovation! They painted they painted
> the MPC different colors....I'll take one of each
> please. 
> 
> Anyone here play with the XL-7 from emu?
> 
> What did you think of the sequencer on it?
> 
> Thanks...
> 
> Alex
> 
>

| 2124|2094|2001-10-02 20:37:31|daniel hall|Re: questions-should i buy one?|
If you are looking to by a es-1 let me know. I will
sell mine for 350$, It has the box and manual.
--- myndreach@yahoo.com wrote:

> i was thinking of investing in a korg electribe ea-1
> and er-1 or 
> possibly just an es-1.
> 
> then i heard about the rs7000. i realize it's about
> 2x the price of 
> the es-1. im just wondering if it justifys the
> doubled price. other 
> than sonicstate.com where is a good place to read
> reviews on the 
> rs7000?
> 
> is it easy to interface with a pc to load .wav files
> into it?
> 
> is there any sort of synth in it? is it all premade
> synth tones or 
> can you create your own with it? if not, can you
> make them on a pc 
> and then load them into it? im assuming you can.
> thanks a lot in 
> advance.
> 
>

| 2125|2094|2001-10-02 21:50:20|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: questions-should i buy one?|
Dude, if you want to do Live Performance, don't buy this piece of 
shit.

If you want to do tracks at your studio/bedroom then buy this 
beautifull machine

enuf said

peace
-Dave Jumpers-

--- In RS7000@y..., daniel hall wrote:
> If you are looking to by a es-1 let me know. I will
> sell mine for 350$, It has the box and manual.
> --- myndreach@y... wrote:
> > i was thinking of investing in a korg electribe ea-1
> > and er-1 or 
> > possibly just an es-1.
> > 
> > then i heard about the rs7000. i realize it's about
> > 2x the price of 
> > the es-1. im just wondering if it justifys the
> > doubled price. other 
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mailto:alex.udell@autodesk.com
mailto:myndreach@yahoo.com


> > than sonicstate.com where is a good place to read
> > reviews on the 
> > rs7000?
> > 
> > is it easy to interface with a pc to load .wav files
> > into it?
> > 
> > is there any sort of synth in it? is it all premade
> > synth tones or 
> > can you create your own with it? if not, can you
> > make them on a pc 
> > and then load them into it? im assuming you can.
> > thanks a lot in 
> > advance.
> > 
> >

| 2126|2126|2001-10-03 11:09:05|dj Dave Jumpers|RS possesed by Satan|
Yesterday I was working on some tracks when suddenly all the FX came 
in, the Reverb, MIDI delay, Mixer changed, etc as If it was possessed 
by the Devil, or as If I turned all the knobs and push all the 
buttons at once.
And I don't remember tweaking all the knobs and entering the mixer or 
the FX submode and change stuff...

Have you guys seen this behavior?

Another thing I realized is that when you copy for example, from A to 
B it will take the phrases US1-1 to Us1-10 and it will made a copy to 
US1-11 to Us1-20. That sucks.. I ran out of memory card space 
yesterday.

Blessed Beats
-Dave-
| 2127|2127|2001-10-03 13:31:05|onloadx@yahoo.com|rs7k scsi problem|
currently i have my rs7000 hooked up to my computer through a scsi 
card and the comp detects the rs but the rs dosent detect anything, 
is it possible to use the ide hardrive thats in the comp, or do i 
have to buy a actual scsi hard drive.
| 2128|2127|2001-10-03 13:47:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7k scsi problem|
On Wednesday 03 October 2001 21:31, you wrote:

> currently i have my rs7000 hooked up to my computer through a scsi
> card and the comp detects the rs but the rs dosent detect anything,
> is it possible to use the ide hardrive thats in the comp, or do i
> have to buy a actual scsi hard drive.

I'm sure that the RS won't detect the IDE hard drive mounted in
your PC. The scsi link between the RS and PC does not allow drives
that are not connected to that same scsi network to be seen by the
RS.

I'm still not sure if SCSI drives will be recognized by the RS. It all
depends on the OS running in the RS. Didn't try it yet, so I can't
comment on that. Don't by a SCSI drive (and SCSI card) for your
PC until you're sure that the RS can see it (which I doubt).

- Robert
| 2129|2126|2001-10-03 13:50:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS possesed by Satan|
On Wednesday 03 October 2001 19:09, you wrote:

> Yesterday I was working on some tracks when suddenly all the FX came
> in, the Reverb, MIDI delay, Mixer changed, etc as If it was possessed
> by the Devil, or as If I turned all the knobs and push all the
> buttons at once.
> And I don't remember tweaking all the knobs and entering the mixer or
> the FX submode and change stuff...
>
> Have you guys seen this behavior?

No, I haven't yet, but now you know where that 'S' in RS stands for. ;)
Wonder what the 'R' means...

Anyway, did you have a midi loop perhaps. Did any midi device
produce some bulk of midi data? Did you do a reset on a midi
patch bay? That sort of stuff could explain it, apart from 'S' that is.

- Robert
| 2130|2130|2001-10-03 15:07:24|djrjx@excite.com|I do I get my RS to control my other gear?|



I conected my RS "OUT" to my Sidstation "IN". Sid's channel is 
set at 1.
How do I get the RS to reconize the Sidstation...or any of my other 
gear? I cant find how to set the channel's on my RS in the 
manual.

Thanks
| 2131|2130|2001-10-03 16:23:11|junglebeast@web.de|Re: I do I get my RS to control my other gear?|
--- In RS7000@y..., djrjx@e... wrote:

> I conected my RS "OUT" to my Sidstation "IN". Sid's channel is 
> set at 1.
> How do I get the RS to reconize the Sidstation...or any of my other 
> gear? I cant find how to set the channel's on my RS in the 
> manual.

Setting the midi out channel for each track is described in the manual
on page 110 (english version). It's done in the setup menu.

Klaus
| 2132|2130|2001-10-03 16:52:08|djrjx@excite.com|Re: I do I get my RS to control my other gear?|
Thank you
| 2133|2130|2001-10-03 18:09:30|Thomas|Re: I do I get my RS to control my other gear?|
--- In RS7000@y..., junglebeast@w... wrote:

> Setting the midi out channel for each track is described in the 

manual

> on page 110 (english version). It's done in the setup menu.
> 
> Klaus

Wie heißt´s ´doch so schön...wer lesen kann ist klar im 
Vorteil... ;)

--Tom
| 2134|2102|2001-10-03 18:45:22|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!|
hi,

Ijust bought a cool old school suitcase and padded it out with some 
good hard foam and partioned it for stuff like power supply leads 
etc.. fits perfectly!!! with a handle and all!!! $5.00 all up...

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> Hi y'all,
> 
> Are there any standard flightcases out there which fit the RS7K.
> Otherwise I'd have to get one custom made which is $$$$$$.
> 
> Bye
> 
> Tim
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 2135|2135|2001-10-03 23:54:08|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Bug Report (?)|
I brought this up in a thread about a week ago (on www.rs7000.org), 
and have since tested my RS more thouroughly, still with the same 
problem. For some reason, I can only run the LP filter (ie: the 
default filter) on all drum groups 1-20 then 28-48. What this means 
is that, say, HP filter will only work on those compilations of HH, 
BDs and snares(those #20-27 I think), but not on the kits, ie: 
Analog1 and 2(#1 and #2). I also couldn't find any reference to this 
being an attribute of the RS in the manual or otherwise. Can I get 
some confirmation on this? 

[dayv]
| 2136|2102|2001-10-04 01:50:25|Tim Nolet|Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!|
HHmm,

OK, a suitcase might be allright, but is it gonna withstand all the terrible 
things that can happen to ik while gigging. I don't think so.
I'm really looking for some hard, wood + steel, stuff.

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


I allready found a dealer that quite cheap and very decent.
SO thanx

From: oscillate64@hotmail.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!
Date: Thu, 04 Oct 2001 00:45:19 -0000

hi,

Ijust bought a cool old school suitcase and padded it out with some
good hard foam and partioned it for stuff like power supply leads
etc.. fits perfectly!!! with a handle and all!!! $5.00 all up...

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> Hi y'all,
>
> Are there any standard flightcases out there which fit the RS7K.
> Otherwise I'd have to get one custom made which is $$$$$$.
>
> Bye
>
> Tim
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 2137|2102|2001-10-04 02:46:23|Daniel Webb|Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!|
If the RS7000 is the same size as the RM1X then someone off this list
suggested using a tool case from Homebase (?15). It does the job for my
RM1X very nicely.

Regards

Daniel Webb
Cobwebb Communications Ltd
http://www.cobwebb.com
+44 (0) 1732 812200

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Tim Nolet [mailto:timnolet@hotmail.com]
> Sent: 04 October 2001 08:50
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!
>
>
> HHmm,
>
> OK, a suitcase might be allright, but is it gonna withstand all
> the terrible
> things that can happen to ik while gigging. I don't think so.
> I'm really looking for some hard, wood + steel, stuff.
> I allready found a dealer that quite cheap and very decent.
> SO thanx
>
>
> From: oscillate64@hotmail.com
> Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!
> Date: Thu, 04 Oct 2001 00:45:19 -0000
>
> hi,
>
> Ijust bought a cool old school suitcase and padded it out with some
> good hard foam and partioned it for stuff like power supply leads
> etc.. fits perfectly!!! with a handle and all!!! $5.00 all up...
>
> Ivan
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>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> > Hi y'all,
> >
> > Are there any standard flightcases out there which fit the RS7K.
> > Otherwise I'd have to get one custom made which is $$$$$$.
> >
> > Bye
> >
> > Tim
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at
> http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
>
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2138|2138|2001-10-04 05:04:34|jezjackson@btinternet.com|just a quickie|
when I am sending midi data to an external sound module via the rs 
how do I mute the rs sound on that track so I can only hear the 
modules sound.

Jez

Me and midi don't mix :-)
| 2139|2138|2001-10-04 05:17:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just a quickie|
On Thursday 04 October 2001 13:04, you wrote:

> when I am sending midi data to an external sound module via the rs
> how do I mute the rs sound on that track so I can only hear the
> modules sound.

1) In the Setup submode, switch of the internal TG for that track.

2) (Not sure, but anyway), in Utility submode set Mute Mode to audio (not 
midi). Muting the track with the normal mute button should now mute the 
internal TG and not the outgoing midi.

Option 1) is the preferred way of course.

- Robert
| 2140|2102|2001-10-04 09:59:06|Thomas|Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Daniel Webb" wrote:

> If the RS7000 is the same size as the RM1X then someone off this 

list

> suggested using a tool case from Homebase (?15). 

Well, nice idea. Unfortunately the RS is almost double the size as 
the RM1x...but if they have larger tool cases...?

--Tom
| 2141|2102|2001-10-04 10:34:37|Daniel Webb|Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!|
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> Well, nice idea. Unfortunately the RS is almost double the size as
> the RM1x...but if they have larger tool cases...?

Well I'll be. I never realised it was that big. Maybe one of those wheeled
suitcases isn't such a bad idea.

Seriously though, I seem to recall they did have larger cases but whether
they'd be large enough I don't know.

Regards

Daniel Webb
Cobwebb Communications Ltd
http://www.cobwebb.com
+44 (0) 1732 812200

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com]
> Sent: 04 October 2001 16:59
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Flightcase/suitcase.!!!!!!!
>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Daniel Webb" wrote:
> > If the RS7000 is the same size as the RM1X then someone off this
> list
> > suggested using a tool case from Homebase (?15).
>
>
> --Tom
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2142|2126|2001-10-04 19:18:50|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: RS possesed by Satan|

> > by the Devil, or as If I turned all the knobs and push all the
> > buttons at once.
> > And I don't remember tweaking all the knobs and entering the 

mixer or

> > the FX submode and change stuff...
> >
> > Have you guys seen this behavior?

Ummm... yes. Sortof.

Everybody try this:

Get a one bar rhythm line going. Go into overdub recording mode, and 
tweak in some realtime movement of the midi delay. Stop recording, so 
that the changes are executed (and saved as midi data), then do it 
again, adding more midi delay. Then again ...

.. until the RS poos itself.. which shouldn't take long. Undo!

Someone was telling me you could do this kinda stuff on the RM1x. So 
whats going on? Bug?

[dayv]
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| 2143|2143|2001-10-04 23:24:26|jezjackson@btinternet.com|Muting and un muting strings !!|
Another quickie please anyone (ooo...err...),

When I mute a track with say a string section or heavy reverb effect 
it cuts off very sharply. is there a way to alter the realease of 
this so If I mute a track it continues the notes realease time to 
it's natural end ?.

It's not the sustain or realease of the sound as i've tried that.

This also happens when un-muting - the note starts immediatley insead 
of waiting for the next note in the sequence. It didn't do this on 
the RM1x !!!.

Jez
| 2144|2143|2001-10-05 00:44:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Muting and un muting strings !!|
jezjackson@btinternet.com wrote:

> Another quickie please anyone (ooo...err...),
>
> When I mute a track with say a string section or heavy reverb effect
> it cuts off very sharply. is there a way to alter the realease of
> this so If I mute a track it continues the notes realease time to
> it's natural end ?.
>
> It's not the sustain or realease of the sound as i've tried that.
>
> This also happens when un-muting - the note starts immediatley insead
> of waiting for the next note in the sequence. It didn't do this on
> the RM1x !!!.
>
> Jez

Please try to set the Mute Style in Utility Submode to Midi instead of
Audio and try again. Maybe this works better for you.

- Robert
| 2145|2127|2001-10-05 01:26:43|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: rs7k scsi problem|
when i had my Kurzweil sampler hooked up to my computer, i also had a 
scsi hd that it did detect and was able to load alot on board and put 
back and forth..from zip and sampler to HD......
I havent tried it on the Rs ....got rid of my scsi HD ...it died..

cheers

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 03 October 2001 21:31, you wrote:
> > currently i have my rs7000 hooked up to my computer through a scsi
> > card and the comp detects the rs but the rs dosent detect 
anything,
> > is it possible to use the ide hardrive thats in the comp, or do i
> > have to buy a actual scsi hard drive.
> 
> I'm sure that the RS won't detect the IDE hard drive mounted in
> your PC. The scsi link between the RS and PC does not allow drives
> that are not connected to that same scsi network to be seen by the
> RS.
> 
> I'm still not sure if SCSI drives will be recognized by the RS. It 
all
> depends on the OS running in the RS. Didn't try it yet, so I can't
> comment on that. Don't by a SCSI drive (and SCSI card) for your
> PC until you're sure that the RS can see it (which I doubt).
> 
> - Robert

| 2146|2127|2001-10-05 01:34:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7k scsi problem|
oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> when i had my Kurzweil sampler hooked up to my computer, i also had a
> scsi hd that it did detect and was able to load alot on board and put
> back and forth..from zip and sampler to HD......
> I havent tried it on the Rs ....got rid of my scsi HD ...it died..
>
> cheers

mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com
mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


>
> Ivan

AFAIK, for a SCSI device to be able to scan other devices on a
SCSI chain, the device must have bas master capabilities, which
involves hardware and software. Most SCSI devices are simply
slave devices. The RS could be one of them, dunno.

- Robert
| 2147|2143|2001-10-05 01:39:29|Jez|Re: Muting and un muting strings !!|
Thanks Rob yer a star!!

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2001 7:44 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Muting and un muting strings !!

> jezjackson@btinternet.com wrote:
>
> > Another quickie please anyone (ooo...err...),
> >
> > When I mute a track with say a string section or heavy reverb effect
> > it cuts off very sharply. is there a way to alter the realease of
> > this so If I mute a track it continues the notes realease time to
> > it's natural end ?.
> >
> > It's not the sustain or realease of the sound as i've tried that.
> >
> > This also happens when un-muting - the note starts immediatley insead
> > of waiting for the next note in the sequence. It didn't do this on
> > the RM1x !!!.
> >
> > Jez
>
> Please try to set the Mute Style in Utility Submode to Midi instead of
> Audio and try again. Maybe this works better for you.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2148|2148|2001-10-05 06:27:15|g7tok@yahoo.co.uk|WTB: RM1x in UK|
Hi,
I would like to buy an RM1x in the UK.
Cash or exchange for Quasimidi Raven Max Dance workstation.
Gary
| 2149|2149|2001-10-05 07:30:27|alex.udell@autodesk.com|live philosophy w/ the RS7k?|
Hi guys...

what's the 'Live' workflow with the rs7k?

Can you take patterns and chain together as a basic song...

but while perfroming can you hold on a partuclar pattern if you want to improvise...then continue on with the song when your
done?

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Thanks...

Alex
| 2150|2149|2001-10-05 07:57:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: live philosophy w/ the RS7k?|
alex.udell@autodesk.com wrote:

> Hi guys...
>
> what's the 'Live' workflow with the rs7k?
>
> Can you take patterns and chain together as a basic song...

Sure. There are 3 basic modes:

1: Pattern Mode: build patterns and play them.
Select patterns for playback during play by pressing a button
(or with a special sysex midi command)

2: Pattern Chain Mode
Chain patterns into a pattern chain, to automate the selection of patterns.
Pattern chains can be recorded live or contructed in an editor.
Pattern chains can be converted to a Song.

3: Song mode.
Record and play one huge pattern of max 999 bars.

You CANNOT change between these 3 mode while playing.

- Robert

>
>
> but while perfroming can you hold on a partuclar pattern if you want to improvise...then continue on with the song
when your done?

In Pattern mode this is possible. Simply don't select another pattern
until you're done with the current one.

- Robert

>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2151|2151|2001-10-05 09:12:45|jezjackson@btinternet.com|have I GOT A BUG |
This is wierd !

When I copy a pattern from say section A to B and I try to alter a 
track in B it alters the same track in A aswell.

This also happens if I try to clear a track ( for instance section B 
track 10 clears the same track in section A )

I've made sure I am not deleting 'ALL' in the track delete menu only 
the specified 'B' section and the track I want to alter or delete

Have I missed anything in the manual as this should be straight 
forward don't you think ?

Jez
| 2152|2152|2001-10-05 09:30:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: have I GOT A BUG|
jezjackson@btinternet.com wrote:

> This is wierd !
>
> When I copy a pattern from say section A to B and I try to alter a
> track in B it alters the same track in A aswell.

This is not a bug, but a feature. ;) It's a common mistake for people
new to the Yamaha sequencer world, however.

mailto:alex.udell@autodesk.com
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When you record a phrase in a pattern, and copy that phrase to another
pattern of THE SAME STYLE, the other pattern refers to the SAME phrase.
This allows one to quickly reuse midi material that was recorded earlier.
You will have to copy the phrase to a new, empty phrase and edit the
new copy.

>
>
> This also happens if I try to clear a track ( for instance section B
> track 10 clears the same track in section A )

Probably the same reason. Didn't try that job yet, but I guess it's
deleting the phrase(s) held by the track(s), and not just emptying
the tracks.

>
>
> I've made sure I am not deleting 'ALL' in the track delete menu only
> the specified 'B' section and the track I want to alter or delete

See above.

>
>
> Have I missed anything in the manual as this should be straight
> forward don't you think ?

;-) ;P

- Robert
| 2153|2152|2001-10-05 09:37:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: have I GOT A BUG|
BTW, I remember reading that the Copy Track job does
what you expect now: it creates new phrases. Didn't try
that either, so tell me if it worked. ;)

- Robert
| 2154|2152|2001-10-05 11:08:34|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: have I GOT A BUG|
So how do you copy Tracks A to B without creating copies of Phrases?

I was using the Copy Track Job until I realized i was running out of 
space cause of the new pharese being created.

Question:
the 255 User Patterns available are per style? or 255 total?

If so, If I create a pattern called Boobs_1.RP2 with User1 and User2, 
then reboot the RS , do a new pattern with just User1 ( without 
loading the previous one ) and save it under a different name Tits.RP2
Then if I load both Boobs and Tits, is the first User1 going to get 
overwritten?

Blessed Beats
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> BTW, I remember reading that the Copy Track job does
> what you expect now: it creates new phrases. Didn't try
> that either, so tell me if it worked. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 2155|2152|2001-10-05 11:20:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: have I GOT A BUG|
dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> So how do you copy Tracks A to B without creating copies of Phrases?

Try Copy Pattern.

>
>
> I was using the Copy Track Job until I realized i was running out of



> space cause of the new pharese being created.

Okay, that confirms that Copy Track *does* create new phrases. ;)

>
>
> Question:
> the 255 User Patterns available are per style? or 255 total?

Per style.

>
>
> If so, If I create a pattern called Boobs_1.RP2 with User1 and User2,
> then reboot the RS , do a new pattern with just User1 ( without
> loading the previous one ) and save it under a different name Tits.RP2

What kind of music are you making? ;)

>
> Then if I load both Boobs and Tits, is the first User1 going to get
> overwritten?

No, first you're saving a *style* with all patterns, real-time fx settings, fx settings,
etc, including the 255 user phrases. Yamaha calls it Save Pattern, but they got
confused by their own terminology. ;)
So, loading another *style* into the RS, simply defines a new set of user phrases
within a new style domain.
You can have up to 64 of these styles, each with 255 unique user phrases.

- Robert
| 2156|2152|2001-10-05 14:24:10|Jayson Barrons|Re: have I GOT A BUG|

> > This also happens if I try to clear a track ( for instance 

section B

> > track 10 clears the same track in section A )
> 
> Probably the same reason. Didn't try that job yet, but I guess it's
> deleting the phrase(s) held by the track(s), and not just emptying
> the tracks.

yes. we need to remember there IS a difference between tracks and 
phrases in yamaha land. If you want to edit the midi data, make sure 
you are copying the track and not the phrase.
| 2157|2157|2001-10-05 19:22:44|Donn|Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000|
Greetings:
I just got my RS7000 - many sleepless nights now ;-) I did some 
research on shipping cases and found the following: Any single 
turntable case that will fit a Vestax 2000 (slightly larger than the 
Technics 1200) will hold an RS 7000 - the only change needed is to 
remove the typical small round block of foam on the lid and move it
or replace it with a rectangular one that is sized to cover at least 
the front / un-knobbed area of the RS. I settled on an SKB-2416DJ
case from SKB. It's ATA rated for airline baggage use and looks 
indestructable. List is $260 US, but Jack's Music, 989-743-8863,
sells them for $131 (in stock no less :-). And like typical turntable
cases, you can leave the unit in the base and stack it on the
inverted lid for live play. 
Peace and blessings...
Donn
| 2158|2158|2001-10-05 19:24:05|Donn|Tip: Displaying OS Version|
Greetings:

I finally found out how to display the RS7000's operating system 
version:

Hold [PATTERN] + [PATTERN CHAIN] + [UTILITY] while powering up. 

That's it. It also throws you into a factory test mode, which may be 
handy if you suspect your unit is buggy, or if you're buying a used 
one and want to check it out.



Peace and blessings...
Donn
| 2159|2151|2001-10-05 22:40:51|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: have I GOT A BUG|
hiya Jason,

I think that your copying patterns over to the next section ok, but 
if your not copying over as a new pattern, then you are useing the 
same actuall pattern in A and B , so if you delete it in A, it will 
be gone in B.......but you have to have the create new user patterns
checked when you copy!!!!!!!!!!!

make sense..
cheers good luck
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., jezjackson@b... wrote:
> This is wierd !
> 
> When I copy a pattern from say section A to B and I try to alter a 
> track in B it alters the same track in A aswell.
> 
> This also happens if I try to clear a track ( for instance section 
B 
> track 10 clears the same track in section A )
> 
> I've made sure I am not deleting 'ALL' in the track delete menu 
only 
> the specified 'B' section and the track I want to alter or delete
> 
> Have I missed anything in the manual as this should be straight 
> forward don't you think ?
> 
> Jez

| 2160|2160|2001-10-06 05:35:08|horizon0uk@yahoo.co.uk|Muting tracks using SYSEX / RPN / NRPN|
Does anybody know how to mute a track in song mode by inserting 
either a SYSEX or RPN/NRPN message instead of recording realtime 
mutes?
| 2161|2152|2001-10-06 15:38:42|Thomas|Re: have I GOT A BUG|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > If so, If I create a pattern called Boobs_1.RP2 with User1 and 

User2,

> > then reboot the RS , do a new pattern with just User1 ( without
> > loading the previous one ) and save it under a different name 

Tits.RP2

> 
> What kind of music are you making? ;)

For sure, something that ROCKS...

--Tom
| 2162|2162|2001-10-07 10:49:10|Jeff|How an Sp1200 user figured out how to use the RS7000|
Yo fellas,
I own an sp1200. I bought the RS to use with the SP to produce phat 
hip hop beats. It took me a while but I figured out how to freak 
this thing. I decided to write this little step by step guide on how 
I use it for hip hop. This includes tips I've gotten from other 
members on this list. Feel free to add anything you feel would 
enhance my technique.
Thanks
Jeff

This will assume that you have a bunch of samples either on a SCSI 
zip drive or on a smartmedia card. I have 64 MG of ram and an Iomega 
Zip drive.

1. press mixer and go to voice select and select common sample. This 
is where I load my RS up with about 30megs of samples. ie hits, 
loops, cuts, vocals, sax riffs etc.

2. Press load and import a bunch of samples into the common sample 
location. Load up a lot of samples becase this will be a kit that 
we'll have load up every time you turn on your RS.



3. Press mixer again. select the sample kit you've just made. It'll 
be named after the first sample you've imported. 

4. Press Sample edit. Hit a note. That'll select a sample to edit. 
edit the sample, get the pitch, volume, and key range tight. repeat 
this until every sample in the kit is sounding the way you want it to.

5. Press save. Go to save ALL. When asked, save the file with the 
name AUTOLD_1. This will make the sample kit you just made load up 
every time you turn on the RS. MAKE SURE THE FILE SAVES COMPLETLY!!!

6. Turn off the RS and then turn it back on. Select track 1. Go to 
mixer and you should be able to select that kit.(it'll be named after 
the first sample that you imported)

7. press record and play put down a simple 4 bar drum pattern. and 
some hits and bass licks.

*****Very important*****

8. Select track 2. go to mixer and select the same sound again. 
We're going to add a drum loop and make it lock up with our groove.
press play on the sequencer. Press a drum loop and see if it is 
close to the tempo of the sequence. If it's not 

TURN THE PITCH BEND KNOB. THIS SHOULD SPEED UP AND SLOW DOWN THE 
PITCH OF THE LOOP. 

You can press voice edir 3 time and change the pitch bend range to 
about +24 this will give you a 2 octave range. (maybe you only want a 
1 octave range this is up to you)

8. cont. press start on your sequencer and press the loop and keep 
turning the pitch bend knob until it locks up. You can keep 
selecting other tracks and add other sounds and get the pitches and 
tempos tight on. This works for drums bass and guitar lick as 
well. BUTTA!!!!!!!

Now make some phat beats
| 2163|2162|2001-10-07 10:56:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How an Sp1200 user figured out how to use the RS7000|
Thanks for this info.

It will be added to to RS FAQ (soon to be released ;)

- Robert
| 2164|2164|2001-10-07 17:48:43|jtoutant@bu.edu|samples|
i have been reading the manual cover-to-cover, and decided to skip 
ahead to the sample mode and pick up a couple zip drives. just 
thought i'd ask everyone where they like to get their samples from 
(internet sites and the like). also, was the site down yesterday for 
anyone else?????

Jay
| 2165|2165|2001-10-08 01:11:37|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Mo modules.|
I´ve been saving some money to get a sound module but I do not know 
which one to get. I´m into hip hop, breakbeat, low-tempo stuff. 
E-mu MoPhatt? Help please! 

Pasu.
| 2166|2164|2001-10-08 02:21:20|Thomas|Re: samples|
--- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:

> just 
> thought i'd ask everyone where they like to get their samples from 
> (internet sites and the like). 

http://www.analoguesamples.com 

is a good source for free good samples especially for old analogue 
drummachine-sounds.

Otherwise i like to create my own samples. E.g.: Samples from TV, 
cut, crunched, squeezed they can be terrific.

--Tom
| 2167|2165|2001-10-08 02:22:07|Thomas|Re: Mo modules.|
--- In RS7000@y..., pasipelkonen@h... wrote:

> 
> I´ve been saving some money to get a sound module but I do not know 

http://www.analoguesamples.com/


> which one to get. I´m into hip hop, breakbeat, low-tempo stuff. 
> E-mu MoPhatt? Help please! 

RS7000 + MoPhatt, best combo for Hiphop.
| 2168|2168|2001-10-08 05:41:29|steffen@torset.net|just got my RS!! have questions...|
first of all: DIZ THING ROCKS! 

its a very good step up from my RM1x,easy to sample and cut up, the liveremix 
thing is soo cool, I also like the fact that U can record live with 
quantisation.. Im not the most stable keyboard player out there.. also its good 
to have a knob for velocity.. must bang on my master keyboard to reach high 
enuff velocity, so diz is sweet.. 
but there are afew things Im wondering about: 

first, what do I do with my RM1x ALL files? I see this machine only loads the 
single ones.. do I have to load in my all files in my rmix and then save every 
single pattern before I sell it!!? what a chore!! 

second, whats with the MIDI or audio mute settings? what I wanna do is to have 
audio mute inside my RS, but MIDI mute sent out of this thing.. I really like 
the use of kit+note to easily free up my Korg MS2000 and to use midi mute would 
not be the best solution.. but I need the midi mute for my external gear.. say 
it isnt so? 

thanx for all your help......... 

Spike spiegel 
-studio line from Low re al- 

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 2169|2168|2001-10-08 10:11:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just got my RS!! have questions...|
steffen@torset.net wrote:

> first of all: DIZ THING ROCKS!

Right! :)

> first, what do I do with my RM1x ALL files? I see this machine only loads the
> single ones.. do I have to load in my all files in my rmix and then save every
> single pattern before I sell it!!? what a chore!!

Yes, you can only *import* RM1x pattern files.

>
>
> second, whats with the MIDI or audio mute settings? what I wanna do is to have
> audio mute inside my RS, but MIDI mute sent out of this thing.

It's either audio or midi mute.
When selecting midi mute mode, both the RS's TG *and* the external
gear will be muted.

> I really like
> the use of kit+note to easily free up my Korg MS2000 and to use midi mute would
> not be the best solution.. but I need the midi mute for my external gear.. say
> it isnt so?

Sorry, I don't understand this. Please explain.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2170|2170|2001-10-08 11:29:35|Robert van der Kamp|Bug reports for FAQ please|
Guys, could so send a description of any known
RS7000 bugs, including the OS version you are using?

Simply send it to this list, and make sure that the subject
line contains these words: 'RS7000 BUG REPORT', without
the quotes.

http://nameplanet.com/?su
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For example: RS7000 BUG REPORT: Coffee not hot enough.

It will be placed in the RS FAQ to form a nice (bulky) chapter. ;)

Thanks,
Robert
| 2171|2170|2001-10-08 11:34:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Bug reports for FAQ please|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Guys, could so send a description of any known

Gotta learn to type, someday. ;) This should be read as:
"Guys, could *you* send..."

>
> RS7000 bugs, including the OS version you are using?
>
> Simply send it to this list, and make sure that the subject
> line contains these words: 'RS7000 BUG REPORT', without
> the quotes.
>
> For example: RS7000 BUG REPORT: Coffee not hot enough.
>
> It will be placed in the RS FAQ to form a nice (bulky) chapter. ;)
>
> Thanks,
> Robert
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2172|2168|2001-10-08 12:29:24|Thomas|Re: just got my RS!! have questions...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 
> Yes, you can only *import* RM1x pattern files.

And RM1x SONG files too! Right?

--Tom
| 2173|2168|2001-10-08 13:24:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just got my RS!! have questions...|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> >
> > Yes, you can only *import* RM1x pattern files.
> And RM1x SONG files too! Right?

AFAIK, only RM1x patterns can be imported.
You can of course also load standard midi files, so you
could convert your RM1x song to SMF format.

Note the the RS will not produce the same results when
your RM1x patterns used internal midi phrases or internal
sounds. My guess is that you will get some surprising results.

- Robert
| 2174|2174|2001-10-08 17:27:59|djrjx@excite.com|How to erase parts of a sample I dont need?|
Hey there.
In trim mode I edit the sample to my liking....but how can I delete 
or cut the parts of the sample I dont use?

Thank you.
| 2175|2175|2001-10-08 17:46:51|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|RS7000 BUG REPORT|
Variation effects Bug.

If you set the variation effect to feed into the delay in one style, 
and then change styles - you will get the same value loaded for 
the new style - the RS DOES NOT UPDATE THIS VALUE!!!!

As soon as you alter/update this value the RS seems to realise 
and comes good - but until then you get messy delays all over 
the place according to the parameter in the previous style.



Dan Conway
| 2176|2176|2001-10-08 20:18:44|djrjx@excite.com|how to seperate internal and external sounds while recording???|
When I play the RS's internal sounds I hear my external gear 
being triggerd . How can I sequence external and internal 
sounds in a section without the internal and external sounds 
being layerd?

Example:
On track #1 of section 1 I want to sequence drums using the 
RS's internal sounds. Then on track #2 I want to sequence my 
sidstation. When I select an internal sound on the RS I can play 
it, but when I trigger that sound , the sidstation is also being 
tiggerd.

Can someone please tell me how to fix this problem?
Thanks
| 2177|2177|2001-10-08 20:33:55|visualufouria@mail.com|Question, JUMP featurelikeon the RM1X?|
I read a post on Motifator a while back where somebody mentioned that 
the find the "Jump" feature on The RS7000 that's on the RM1X. For 
those that may not understand, this returns your track to the 
beginning of whatever measure you specify once you hit stop. He said 
that because of this, if he had to stop during a set now he had to 
not only hit stop, but had to then hit the rewind button, this fucked 
him up big time live because he was so used to hitting stop on the 
rm1x, and, that when he would hit play again it would start from the 
BEAT in the phrase he hit stop on. Is this true? This would suck just 
because I've used my Rm1x for close to 2 years, and it would be an 
engrained habbit that would take awhile to break. Please say it aint 
so.....
| 2178|2176|2001-10-08 20:41:58|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: how to seperate internal and external sounds while recording???|
To turn of EXTERNAL gear, go to the midi section, and turn off the 
channel your sending to the sid station. This willeffect your whole 
pattern, no external midi cahnnel 2 period. To turn off the internal 
TG to trigger an external machine, there's several ways to do this, I 
find the quickest is to UNPLUG midi for a second, while it's 
unplugged then turn down the volume on that track (if you leaved 
itplugged in it will send a volume CC message thatwill also turn down 
the volume on that external machine). That's the tricky thing about 
using internal and external tones, you not only have to dedicate a 
channel, but then you have to set the channels accordingly, once 
you've done that, that external channel's toast until you decide to 
use a NEW pattern for it where you leave that channel turned on. 
You'll get used to it, you should probably just dedicate a channel to 
it and leave it on at all times, and only use that channel to 
sequence when you only want sid station sounds, sure you lose an 
internal channel, but you can use Program Changes to change sounds, 
you most likely won't need to use more than 15 tracks simultaniously, 
just a thought. J
| 2179|2177|2001-10-08 21:14:03|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|Re: Question, JUMP featurelikeon the RM1X?|
--- In RS7000@y..., visualufouria@m... wrote:

> I read a post on Motifator a while back where somebody 

mentioned that 

> the find the "Jump" feature on The RS7000 that's on the RM1X. 

For 

> those that may not understand, this returns your track to the 
> beginning of whatever measure you specify once you hit stop. 

He said 

> that because of this, if he had to stop during a set now he had 

to 

> not only hit stop, but had to then hit the rewind button, this 

fucked 

> him up big time live because he was so used to hitting stop on 

the 

> rm1x, and, that when he would hit play again it would start from 

the 

> BEAT in the phrase he hit stop on. Is this true? This would 



suck just 

> because I've used my Rm1x for close to 2 years, and it would 

be an 

> engrained habbit that would take awhile to break. Please say it 

aint 

> so.....

I'm afraid so friend. There is in fact a jump parameter on the 
RS7000 but it now only refers to the song chain mode (or 
something like that - I don't use that mode). And has no effect at 
all on pattern play.

So yep it's 

(while playing)

Stop

rewind

play 

stop

rewind

Play 

etc....

For me this is a feature request of MAJOR IMPORTANCE - I'm 
glad some-one else agrees. 

(the best of all was slapping the 808 back in the gold old days....)

Dan Conway
| 2180|2135|2001-10-08 22:06:29|dayv@ozemail.com.au|RS7000 BUG REPORT|
Forwarded message by req:FAQ

--- In RS7000@y..., dayv@o... wrote:
> I brought this up in a thread about a week ago (on www.rs7000.org), 
> and have since tested my RS more thouroughly, still with the same 
> problem. For some reason, I can only run the LP filter (ie: the 
> default filter) on all drum groups 1-20 then 28-48. What this means 
> is that, say, HP filter will only work on those compilations of HH, 
> BDs and snares(those #20-27 I think), but not on the kits, ie: 
> Analog1 and 2(#1 and #2). I also couldn't find any reference to 
this 
> being an attribute of the RS in the manual or otherwise. Can I get 
> some confirmation on this? 
> 
> [dayv]

-----

OS Version is currently unknown for this problem, and bug may be 
restricted to my unit. Confirmation on this bug is being looked into 
by a local YAM rep, and I will post any reply that I get.

[d]

| 2181|2135|2001-10-08 23:23:51|simon leclerc|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT|
on 10/9/01 12:06 AM, dayv@ozemail.com.au at dayv@ozemail.com.au wrote:

> Forwarded message by req:FAQ
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., dayv@o... wrote:
>> I brought this up in a thread about a week ago (on www.rs7000.org),
>> and have since tested my RS more thouroughly, still with the same
>> problem. For some reason, I can only run the LP filter (ie: the
>> default filter) on all drum groups 1-20 then 28-48. What this means
>> is that, say, HP filter will only work on those compilations of HH,

mailto:dayv@ozemail.com.au
mailto:dayv@ozemail.com.au


>> BDs and snares(those #20-27 I think), but not on the kits, ie:
>> Analog1 and 2(#1 and #2). I also couldn't find any reference to
> this 
>> being an attribute of the RS in the manual or otherwise. Can I get
>> some confirmation on this?
>> 
>> [dayv]
> 
> -----
> 
> OS Version is currently unknown for this problem, and bug may be
> restricted to my unit. Confirmation on this bug is being looked into
> by a local YAM rep, and I will post any reply that I get.
> 
> [d]

Hi Dayv,

Drum voices #21-24 and 62 are what Yamaha calls FULL EDIT TYPE drum voices
(see p.295 in the manual). All filters will work with these types of voices,
for the other voices i have the same results as you.

Simon

> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2182|2168|2001-10-09 00:30:50|Thomas|Re: just got my RS!! have questions...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Thomas wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > >
> > > Yes, you can only *import* RM1x pattern files.
> > And RM1x SONG files too! Right?
> 
> AFAIK, only RM1x patterns can be imported.

Hm...strange i think i downloaded some RM1x pattern AND RM1x songs 
from www.rm1x.co.uk and i was able to import both. All you have to do 
is go on the RS into songmode and then choose the right load-screen, 
it even gives you the right extensions....i´ll try to do it again.

--tom 

p.s. Robert, sorry, i wasn´t able to work on that ambient piece i 
created. My DMT8 is still into bits and pieces. I hope to have the 
new HDD by the end of the week.
| 2183|2174|2001-10-09 01:12:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to erase parts of a sample I dont need?|
djrjx@excite.com wrote:

> Hey there.
> In trim mode I edit the sample to my liking....but how can I delete
> or cut the parts of the sample I dont use?
>
> Thank you.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:djrjx@excite.com


You should use the EXTRACT sample job for that.

- Robert
| 2184|2176|2001-10-09 01:15:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to seperate internal and external sounds while recording???|
djrjx@excite.com wrote:

> When I play the RS's internal sounds I hear my external gear
> being triggerd . How can I sequence external and internal
> sounds in a section without the internal and external sounds
> being layerd?
>
> Example:
> On track #1 of section 1 I want to sequence drums using the
> RS's internal sounds. Then on track #2 I want to sequence my
> sidstation. When I select an internal sound on the RS I can play
> it, but when I trigger that sound , the sidstation is also being
> tiggerd.
>
> Can someone please tell me how to fix this problem?
> Thanks

Simply switch off the Midi Out A and/or Midi Out B switch
for that track in Setup sub mode. Each track's midi can be
transmitted to 3 destinations:
- Internal TG
- Midi Out A
- Midi Out B
And each of them can be switched on/off.

- Robert
| 2185|2185|2001-10-09 02:31:12|iavine@yahoo.co.uk|Transfering rm1x patterns to rs7000|
I have some rm1x patterns ( but no rm1x ) I'd like to try out on my 
rs7000. 

Is there anyway to transfer a r1a type all file over midi from a pc 
to the rs7000? I guess the only way this could easily work is if the 
r1a file is in sysex format. 

The other way I can do it is to buy a usb SmartMedia card reader and 
do it this way. This would also kind of get round my scsi problem but 
that's another story. Any experience with these card readers ?

Cheers,
IanV
| 2186|2186|2001-10-09 02:34:28|iavine@yahoo.co.uk|Velocity response|
Hi,

is there anyway to change the way an RS7000 voice responds to midi 
velocity (amplitude and filter cutoff)? I have been unable to find 
anything in the XG spec to allow it.

Ta,

IanV
| 2187|2157|2001-10-09 10:43:01|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Donn" wrote:

> Greetings:
> I just got my RS7000 - many sleepless nights now ;-) I did some 
> research on shipping cases and found the following: Any single 
> turntable case that will fit a Vestax 2000 (slightly larger than 

the 

> Technics 1200) will hold an RS 7000 -

I'm using the same Technics Flight cases and the RS just fits 
perfectly.
They still need some extra padding inside at the top, like Don 
mentioned before.

I've played with the Vestax PDX2000 and they look and feel they are 
the same size of technics tables. Like, all tables are made the same 
size so DJs won't have to buy special Cofins and stuff.

Anyway, for RS7000 any Turntable case will do.

-Dave-
| 2188|2188|2001-10-09 12:31:22|dj Dave Jumpers|Style change trainwreck and RS possed by Satan|

mailto:djrjx@excite.com


Remember the lil trainwreck when you twist the F1 knob to change the 
sytle?

Motifator board sugested to change the pattern quantitize to 1 bar 
instead of 1/16.

Yeah but even when you change the pattern quantitize there's a 
millisecond mute while RS loads all the MIDI parameters and stuff for 
the next style.
Yamaha support responded to my email that I would get rid of that 
millisecond mute if I turn "Voice setup to TG" OFF

And I changed the pattern quantitize and the set the VOice Setup to 
TG to OFF and the style transitions are smooth.

I'm getting something weird.

Now the problem is, that after I change styles and Patterns or reload 
a pattern, all the Filters, envelop and FX and Mixer are all screwed 
up. So my tracks sound all weird, specially when I have LFOs warping 
the filter's curve.

Is that what's happening to me or is the RS just possesed and Filters 
are going nuts?
Could this be because of settting the Voice setup to TG off?

I'm going to do some testcases and see if this is what's going on, 
but I started to see the Diabolic Encarnation before changing the 
Voice setup to TG OFF...

firm 1.12
Kernel 1.10
Data 1.20

peace
-Dave-
| 2189|2189|2001-10-09 12:37:55|onloadx@yahoo.com|loading akai samples|
damn this rs7000 is really pissing me off, after finally buying 
a scsi card, cable, and hard drive i cant figure out how to convert
my akai cds to wave files so the rs7000 can read it, can anyone shed
some light? can the rs only read .wav and .aif files? 

thanks 
onload
| 2190|2189|2001-10-09 12:48:20|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: loading akai samples|
You shouldn't be pissed.
You just should RTFM.

In the English RS700 Manual page 283:

Sample Format
Original Format
AIFF(load onlye, WAV (save and load)
A300/400/500, SU700 (load only)

which means no AKAI :)

Maybe akai have some programs to convert AKAI to WAV
www.akaipro.com 

try this too
www.google.com

Search for something like Akai to wav converter , or something.

Search engines are the shite.

Blessed Beats
-Dave- 

--- In RS7000@y..., onloadx@y... wrote:
> damn this rs7000 is really pissing me off, after finally buying 
> a scsi card, cable, and hard drive i cant figure out how to convert
> my akai cds to wave files so the rs7000 can read it, can anyone shed
> some light? can the rs only read .wav and .aif files? 
> 
> thanks 
> onload

| 2191|2191|2001-10-09 13:41:05|synthe. labo|synthex.new.traxXx|



hello,
just uploaded some new tracks, here are the links:

'hope the wind will sweep it all away'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=4&cob=0&bid=245724
descr: acustical ambient stuff, AFX similar, very emotional (for me :), made 
thinking about this war
100% rs7k

'a=a-1'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=246102
descr: dark atmospheric hardtekno/core with sininster synth lines
50% rs7k

feedback as always really appreciated

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2192|2189|2001-10-09 13:43:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: loading akai samples|
dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> You shouldn't be pissed.
> You just should RTFM.
>
> In the English RS700 Manual page 283:
>
> Sample Format
> Original Format
> AIFF(load onlye, WAV (save and load)
> A300/400/500, SU700 (load only)
>
> which means no AKAI :)

Yes, but also read page 117 of the RS manual,
the box at the bottom right of the page:

"Programs and samples saved to SCSI disk in
AKAI S1000 or S3000 format can be imported
by the RS7000 (with some exceptions)."

So keep trying.

- Robert
| 2193|2191|2001-10-09 14:56:49|synthe. labo|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|

>hello,
>just uploaded some new tracks, here are the links:
>
>'hope the wind will sweep it all away'
>http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=4&cob=0&bid=245724

sorry:
here's the right link for the track:
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=245724

>descr: acustical ambient stuff, AFX similar, very emotional (for me :), 
>made
>thinking about this war
>100% rs7k
>
>'a=a-1'
>http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=246102
>descr: dark atmospheric hardtekno/core with sininster synth lines
>50% rs7k
>
>feedback as always really appreciated
>
>ciao-marco
>http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
>http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
>

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=4&cob=0&bid=245724
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=246102
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=4&cob=0&bid=245724
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=245724
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=246102
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2194|2191|2001-10-09 15:15:49|Thomas|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> >hello,
> >just uploaded some new tracks, here are the links:
> >'hope the wind will sweep it all away'

It´s great! I love it. I like the part especially around 4:35 with 
those sad harps and the slightly detuned pad (let me 
guess...SlowGas??? ;) 
Around 6:40 those dub-effects you did with the cymbals were great 
too! Well that´s the Ragga-dub-head in me...;) I love delays.
But also at 7:01 or was it 7:34 you can hear some tempo-stocks. Is 
this from the RS or did you just cut it not properly with Sound Forge?

Also in the beginning and while drums are not playing the pad is 
playing it´s full ADSR, but when the drums are starting to play you 
can hear the Attack and Decay phase, but the Sustain is gone...like 
the RS doesn´t have enough Voices (well...62...) and it swallows the 
ending of the notes...or did you want it like that?

--Tom
| 2195|2195|2001-10-09 15:27:52|kussersmith@yahoo.com|1.13 OS|
anyone know the improvements made between 1.12 and 1.13 ?
method of upgrading?
| 2196|2157|2001-10-09 15:30:41|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
Any turntable case, eh?
is there room for the output plugs?

--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Donn" wrote:
> > Greetings:
> > I just got my RS7000 - many sleepless nights now ;-) I did some 
> > research on shipping cases and found the following: Any single 
> > turntable case that will fit a Vestax 2000 (slightly larger than 
> the 
> > Technics 1200) will hold an RS 7000 -
> 
> I'm using the same Technics Flight cases and the RS just fits 
> perfectly.
> They still need some extra padding inside at the top, like Don 
> mentioned before.
> 
> I've played with the Vestax PDX2000 and they look and feel they are 
> the same size of technics tables. Like, all tables are made the 
same 
> size so DJs won't have to buy special Cofins and stuff.
> 
> Anyway, for RS7000 any Turntable case will do.
> 
> -Dave-

| 2197|2191|2001-10-09 15:31:55|Thomas|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> >descr: dark atmospheric hardtekno/core with sininster synth lines
> >50% rs7k

lol...that´s a cute one, nice noisy headbanging Techno! Marco, that 
GROOVES!! 
Should be on 12". 

Which part is RS, and how did you made the rest? 
I like the ring-modulated drumloop that comes on at 2:11. 
Overall the track seems to mock about some chart-music, am i right? 
Especially with that Lalala at 6:45 and 7:24....;)

Good job!

Ciao, Tom
| 2198|2195|2001-10-09 15:34:42|Thomas|Re: 1.13 OS|

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> anyone know the improvements made between 1.12 and 1.13 ?

Some minor bug fixes, like fix of the "screen noise". Still major 
bugs are there, like the known MIDI-A/B-OUT bug and others. I guess 
Yamaha is waiting a little bit before they will release another OS-
update, so that every major bug can be fixed at once.

> method of upgrading?

Loading while booting from SmartMedia card.

--Tom
| 2199|2157|2001-10-09 15:35:31|Thomas|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> Any turntable case, eh?
> is there room for the output plugs?

And if not, drill some holes...

--Tom
| 2200|2157|2001-10-09 16:52:01|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> Any turntable case, eh?
> is there room for the output plugs?

Oh Gwad.. Didn't I already told you this when you email me privately?

Have you ever heard of the term:

Take-the-gear-out-of-the-box-put-it-on-top-of-the-case ?

or maybe:

Gear-out-of-the-box-put-it-on-a-keyboard-stand ?

Like Tom said, Drill some holes, man

Road Cases for Technics are $99

Does your case has space to slide the smart media card in?
Does your case has space to connect a bulky SCSI cord?
Ahh no shit, you have to take the RS out anyway ;)

Like I said before. The RS will fit perfectly on any Turntable Case.
I didn't say anything about cables?!

Werd!
-Dave-

PS: Anyone here owns a Yamaha VSS-200 who would like to sell to me?
| 2201|2188|2001-10-09 21:59:07|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Style change trainwreck and RS possed by Satan|
The RM1X does the same thing. I don't know exactly WHAT the "voice 
setup to tg" does, but when I tried this I had the same experience. 
Again, although I don't know exatly what it does, or the technical 
reasons it seemed something very close to running in General Midi 
mode, where it kept all its basic defaults as standards for ALL 
patterns, again Idon't know exactly what that does. Anyway, I've 
tried to figure out Every way around this under the sun, the reality 
is that there is NO SIMPLE solution to this. ALL machines have their 
ways of coping with this issue, but ALL machines (with Tone 
Generators, and multieffects processors) do this. It has to take the 
time to load its new sounds, change effects, etc... etc... The 
easiest way tounderstand this is (if you haven't already) insert a 
Program Change on one of the tracks (you can erase this afterward in 
edit mode), BEFORE you do, make sure you have a "riff" that starts on 
the 1. You'll notice you won't hear the first note, maybe not even 
the second of your pattern, it's staggering a second while it finds, 
and inserts the new sound. THIS is standard for any machine, don't 
start thinking that you wasted your money on a poor product, etc... 
don't get upset (that's whatI did) That's the way ALL multichannel 
TGs work, they have to load a pretty substantial amount of data when 
switching the banks/styles etc... My Alesis does it, my Korg Ms2000, 
etc... Think of it as a computer, it'snotonly loading thesequence, 
but 16new tracks for each pattern, new effects (this is apparenlty 
where most of the stagger comes from), new levels, filter types, 
etc... What I do now is hit stop at the end of each pattern, and roll 



an ambient sample from a machine off clock, etc... and the switch, 
and bring the new pattern in, kind of a pain in the ass, Ihaven't got 
my RS7k yet, but I think theway around this for me will be building a 
couple of KIT samples, 127 on each, have them on maybe on tracks 15 
and 16, have just a bunchof ambient segways, samples, noises etc... 
and have those copied to all my patterns with the effects off. 
IfIjust have those goingat the end of that pattern, and 
thebeginningof thenext, AND the effects aren't on, this SHOULD create 
the illusion of a smooth segway, while it loads the other tracks that 
you can't hear. I haven't tried iton the rs7k yet, butwhen I tried it 
on the RM1X it worked. We'll see. Hope this helped you out-J
| 2202|2157|2001-10-10 08:22:59|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
NO Shit? 
you can put the Rs ON TOP of something?
wow that's really obvious and helpful.
what i wanted to know was if there was there any sliding door type 
action so the rs could fit snuggly IN the case, not ON top.
i thought for sure a nit-picker of your stature could tell the 
difference.
and the only thing you really said in the private email was how you 
hate the rs blahblahhblah
lighten up will ya?

kusser
2 cents and a quarter

> Oh Gwad.. Didn't I already told you this when you email me 

privately?

> Have you ever heard of the term:
> Take-the-gear-out-of-the-box-put-it-on-top-of-the-case ?
> or maybe:
> Gear-out-of-the-box-put-it-on-a-keyboard-stand ?
> Like Tom said, Drill some holes, man
> Like I said before. The RS will fit perfectly on any Turntable Case.
> I didn't say anything about cables?!
> 
> Werd!
> -Dave-

| 2203|2157|2001-10-10 09:57:30|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
I hate flaming back, but you asked for it...

I think it's fucking gay and retarded that you lie like that about 
the email I sent you.

Shove your 2 cents and the quarter up your ass, along with your 
Vestax roadcase and DIE!

Plur
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:
> NO Shit? 
> you can put the Rs ON TOP of something?
> wow that's really obvious and helpful.
> what i wanted to know was if there was there any sliding door type 
> action so the rs could fit snuggly IN the case, not ON top.
> i thought for sure a nit-picker of your stature could tell the 
> difference.
> and the only thing you really said in the private email was how you 
> hate the rs blahblahhblah
> lighten up will ya?
> 
> kusser
> 2 cents and a quarter
>

| 2204|2157|2001-10-10 10:00:14|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
guys, take it elsewhere...nobody cares.

-----Original Message-----
From: dj Dave Jumpers [mailto:jumpers@irave.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2001 11:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo

mailto:jumpers@irave.org
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I hate flaming back, but you asked for it...

I think it's fucking gay and retarded that you lie like that about 
the email I sent you.

Shove your 2 cents and the quarter up your ass, along with your 
Vestax roadcase and DIE!

Plur
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:
> NO Shit? 
> you can put the Rs ON TOP of something?
> wow that's really obvious and helpful.
> what i wanted to know was if there was there any sliding door type 
> action so the rs could fit snuggly IN the case, not ON top.
> i thought for sure a nit-picker of your stature could tell the 
> difference.
> and the only thing you really said in the private email was how you 
> hate the rs blahblahhblah
> lighten up will ya?
> 
> kusser
> 2 cents and a quarter
> 
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| 2205|2157|2001-10-10 10:07:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
Guys, I didn't follow this thread, but please stop the flaming.

- Robert
| 2206|2157|2001-10-10 10:51:17|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|
nice.
just chill. 
no flame here

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Guys, I didn't follow this thread, but please stop the flaming.
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> 
> - Robert

| 2207|2207|2001-10-10 11:13:54|kussersmith@yahoo.com|olive branch|
saw the post before i saw this email
and it looks like you did the same
there's a super lag between sendin the post and when it shows up.
thought you were referin to the sp808/rs7000 for the 'private email' 
thang. 
and if you lookup the description for the SKB 2416dj it says you can 
"leave it in the case" 
and use the top as a pedestal stand and thats why i was wonderin if 
it had slot for the 1/4" outputs 
if thats an stupid/offensive question, 
i'm sorry i asked.
wasnt tryin to trigger any negativity
(we got enough in the world right about now)
| 2208|2191|2001-10-10 11:36:41|synthe. labo|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|

> > >just uploaded some new tracks, here are the links:
> > >'hope the wind will sweep it all away'
>
>It´s great! I love it. I like the part especially around 4:35 with
>those sad harps and the slightly detuned pad (let me
>guess...SlowGas??? ;)

thank you!

>Around 6:40 those dub-effects you did with the cymbals were great
>too! Well that´s the Ragga-dub-head in me...;) I love delays.

yes, it was the cymbals + the CTRL delay tweaked to do 16th notes

>But also at 7:01 or was it 7:34 you can hear some tempo-stocks. Is
>this from the RS or did you just cut it not properly with Sound Forge?

no, no sound forge, it's ALL rs7k, i used hardly the loop remix on a track 
with rythm and there are those little 'out of time' moments cause there's 
another drum track under...

>
>Also in the beginning and while drums are not playing the pad is
>playing it´s full ADSR, but when the drums are starting to play you
>can hear the Attack and Decay phase, but the Sustain is gone...like
>the RS doesn´t have enough Voices (well...62...) and it swallows the
>ending of the notes...or did you want it like that?

no, absolutely not a buggy thing, i made the pattern and filters to sound as 
they do in the song, i wanted the sustain shape out.
glad you like it, this track is emotional for me, made with these 
catastrophic images in my mind

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2209|2191|2001-10-10 11:45:03|synthe. labo|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|

> > >descr: dark atmospheric hardtekno/core with sininster synth lines
> > >50% rs7k
>
>lol...that´s a cute one, nice noisy headbanging Techno! Marco, that
>GROOVES!!
>Should be on 12".

well, thanx again :)
this one WILL go on a compilation, it's the Qirex Distr. compilation, one 
side hardtekno, one side hardcore, i will be in that side but i've not made 
an 'hardcore' track, too breaky and atmospheric...but it's HEAVY

>
>Which part is RS, and how did you made the rest?

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


i sampled drums from rs7k, using the v-dist and the lo-fi, i sampled drums 
from my ER-1 and i sampled a lot of synth sounds from Nord Mod.
i had all these sounds and i made a track sequencing with fruity 
loops...added also some vocal samples, twisted and cutted before

>I like the ring-modulated drumloop that comes on at 2:11.

well, it's not ring modulated, it's under a strange hall reverb of fruity 
loop

>Overall the track seems to mock about some chart-music, am i right?
>Especially with that Lalala at 6:45 and 7:24....;)

oh my God..you cought me...!
yes, this is chart music...i choose the lalalas just to have some girls that 
falls under my eyes..it will work..?
my manager told me 'put that lalala and go to fuck britney and linkin park 
from the top of billboar', and i turned myself to 90°.....:))

c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2210|2157|2001-10-10 13:05:13|Thomas|Re: Tip: Carrying Cases for RS7000 yo yo yo|

--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
[...flames...]
> --- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:
[...flames...]

That´s enough. If you want to flame do it by email.

I don´t want to here all that cussing and i am sure a lot of other 
people either. I know that since the WWW made the internet big that 
most people don´t know it anymore, but there is something on the 
Internet which is called NETIQUETTE. And everyone should follow those 
collection of simple rules for a peaceful with each other.
This community here (and also the rest of the REAL world) has to work 
TOGETHER if we want to develope. 

For further information, read here:

http://www.albion.com/netiquette/

--Tom

| 2211|2207|2001-10-10 13:06:55|Thomas|Re: olive branch|
--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> if thats an stupid/offensive question, 

There are no stupid questions....only stupid answers...

> (we got enough in the world right about now)

Yup, true, thank you.

--tom
| 2212|2191|2001-10-10 13:14:07|Thomas|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> yes, it was the cymbals + the CTRL delay tweaked to do 16th notes

It´s NICE! Love it!

> with rythm and there are those little 'out of time' moments cause 

there's 

> another drum track under...

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://www.albion.com/netiquette/


Hm, you mean it just "seems" out of time, when it really wasn´t 
because of the loop remix?

> no, absolutely not a buggy thing, i made the pattern and filters to 

sound as 

> they do in the song, i wanted the sustain shape out.

Very nice job!

> glad you like it, this track is emotional for me, made with these 
> catastrophic images in my mind

I´m amazed that you were even able to pull creativity out of a 
negative event like that. After i saw the pictures the first time, i 
couldn´t even think about making music. I was just shocked and 
stunned that someone was able to be so evil. But that always shocks 
me when i hear or see someone doing something evil.

But back to the topic.

--Tom
| 2213|2191|2001-10-10 13:28:01|Thomas|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
Well it seems to me, you don´t a studio full of expensive equipment. 
An ER1, RS7000 a Nord Modular and a PC, enough to create some 
headbanging tracks...;)

> oh my God..you cought me...!
> yes, this is chart music...i choose the lalalas just to have some 
girls that 
> falls under my eyes..it will work..?
Why do you ask me? I am not a girl...

> my manager told me 'put that lalala and go to fuck britney and 
linkin park 
> from the top of billboar', and i turned myself to 90°.....:))
lol...well i am sure it will catapult you to the top of 
billboard...at least billboard charts for HardTechno. But hey, before 
you do something wrong....check the ID of the groupies first....

--Tom

| 2214|2191|2001-10-10 13:35:50|synthe. labo|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|

> > with rythm and there are those little 'out of time' moments cause
>there's
> > another drum track under...
>Hm, you mean it just "seems" out of time, when it really wasn´t
>because of the loop remix?

yes, seems, or it's for that millisecond really out of time..don't know :)
i mean: when you use the loop remix over a track that has a lot of sounds it 
can happen that the music has a little millisecond break down, a volume stop 
or similar, but i think that i choose a loop remix that had THAT note that 
was out of the straight 4/4 16th rythm so it seems out of time...

> > glad you like it, this track is emotional for me, made with these
> > catastrophic images in my mind
>I´m amazed that you were even able to pull creativity out of a
>negative event like that. After i saw the pictures the first time, i
>couldn´t even think about making music. I was just shocked and
>stunned that someone was able to be so evil.

me too: don't want to start misunderstandings: i've made this track 2 days 
ago, remembering of those poor people, of the deads in the italian linate 
airport (118!), of the war that's happening and all these evil and not 
really explanable things...
in these days i was blocked too
-back to the front-

c.marco

_________________________________________________________________



Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2215|2191|2001-10-10 13:51:19|Thomas|Re: synthex.new.traxXx|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> yes, seems, or it's for that millisecond really out of time..don't 

know :)
lol...or my ears tricked me...

> me too: don't want to start misunderstandings:

No, no problem, everybody deals with it differently.
I just talked a lot with my fiancee, which helped both of us (she is 
american).

> -back to the front-

Indeed. ;)

--Tom
| 2216|2195|2001-10-10 14:16:56|pman@home.nl|Re: 1.13 OS|

> > method of upgrading?
> Loading while booting from SmartMedia card.
> 
> --Tom

hi,
i don't have a smartmedia usb reader/writer.
can't I use the scsi zip100 instead?
greetingz,
pman
| 2217|2189|2001-10-10 14:29:18|info@paranoia.cl|Re: loading akai samples|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> You shouldn't be pissed.
> You just should RTFM.

(...)

> Maybe akai have some programs to convert AKAI to WAV
> www.akaipro.com 

Akai doesn't but there are plenty of programs to work with Akai 
Sample CDs, one of them (which I consider the best) is CDxtract
(http://www.cdxtract.com) this tool not only works with AKAI cds but 
with many many other formats.
I suggest you take a look at it as I use it a LOT to export to my 
RS7000.
| 2218|2195|2001-10-10 15:28:23|Thomas|Re: 1.13 OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., pman@h... wrote:

> > > method of upgrading?
> > Loading while booting from SmartMedia card.
> > 
> > --Tom
> 
> hi,
> i don't have a smartmedia usb reader/writer.
> can't I use the scsi zip100 instead?

Nope.
But don´t worry, i have the same problem. I will simply send the 8MB 
card, the RS comes with to Yamaha, and ask them if they would put the 
newest OS on it. 
But before you do this, you should wait until the v1.14 is out, with 
some major bug fixes. 
So far i´ve given up hope on a big update with brandnew features, so 
i am now just modest and hope that Yamaha will at least do major bug 
fixes.
| 2219|2195|2001-10-11 00:35:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 1.13 OS|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., pman@h... wrote:
> > > > method of upgrading?
> > > Loading while booting from SmartMedia card.
> > >

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


> > > --Tom
> >
> > hi,
> > i don't have a smartmedia usb reader/writer.
> > can't I use the scsi zip100 instead?
> Nope.
> But don´t worry, i have the same problem. I will simply send the 8MB
> card, the RS comes with to Yamaha, and ask them if they would put the
> newest OS on it.

When I tried to boot from a smarcard with OS v1.13 I saw on the
screen of the RS that it expected one of two things for the upgrade:

1. The OS should be available as the only file on a smartcard, or
2. The OS should be delivered as MIDI sysex data on the MIDI in
bus of the RS.

Point 2 clearly suggests that the RS *can* take a HUGE midi file
for an OS upgrade. A couple of megs converted to sysex data...
that's large!

- Robert

>
> But before you do this, you should wait until the v1.14 is out, with
> some major bug fixes.
> So far i´ve given up hope on a big update with brandnew features, so
> i am now just modest and hope that Yamaha will at least do major bug
> fixes.

| 2220|2195|2001-10-11 01:21:05|Thomas|Re: 1.13 OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 1. The OS should be available as the only file on a smartcard, or
> 2. The OS should be delivered as MIDI sysex data on the MIDI in
> bus of the RS.
> 
> Point 2 clearly suggests that the RS *can* take a HUGE midi file
> for an OS upgrade. A couple of megs converted to sysex data...
> that's large!

I haven´t downloaded the v1.13 so far. It is a few megabytes? If so, 
i wouldn´t try to send it by MIDI...you know? Serial conncetions are 
slllooooowwww.
| 2221|2195|2001-10-11 02:12:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 1.13 OS|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > 1. The OS should be available as the only file on a smartcard, or
> > 2. The OS should be delivered as MIDI sysex data on the MIDI in
> > bus of the RS.
> >
> > Point 2 clearly suggests that the RS *can* take a HUGE midi file
> > for an OS upgrade. A couple of megs converted to sysex data...
> > that's large!
>
> I haven´t downloaded the v1.13 so far. It is a few megabytes? If so,
> i wouldn´t try to send it by MIDI...you know? Serial conncetions are
> slllooooowwww.

There's no midi version available, only the smartcard file, for obvious
reasons. Wonder which sequencer would accept such a large sysex
file...

- Robert
| 2222|2222|2001-10-11 07:10:07|jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com|DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
Heya Folks, I just posted this to the Motifator forum as well in 
response to a request for people to list what they wanted in an 
O.S update. 

Note  almost all of these are opertaional/ interface/handling 
issues  almost none of this should involve pushing DSP any 
harder. I welcome any feedback about these issues and have 
numbered them so we can refer to them easily ie: "I reckon this 
guys nuts about point 17  of course we want blah,blah .."



Any positive reinforcement on these is also welcome, I figure: - 
the louder we shout  the more chance we have .

Please note this was all done in about an hour after using the 
RS7k reasonably intensely for about 2 months now. I haven't 
(and will probably not) use the song and pattern chain features. 
And there are other areas (like all this loop remix stuff) I have yet 
to explore at all. Point one is something that there are some 
kooky workarounds for but I am convinced we should be 
presented with a far more flexible, clear and comprehensive data 
management structure (as being ddiscussed in another Topic 
on this list).

DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS FOR THE RS7000 O.S. UPDATE:
In order of importance to me...

1 Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing 
pattern.

2 Not saving Common Samples as an option. 

3 The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern 
mode - as on the RM1X.

4 Pattern quantise  Can we have a parameter called `Length' 
where the pattern will change when it has got to the end of the 
pattern. Ie: if you hit a new pattern button during bar two of an 8 
bar pattern, the RS7k will change  after playing bar 8  please, 
please, please, please.

5 When LED display is set to MEASure  pot twiddling should 
*not* over-ride this display. Or, better still, a new parameter 
enabling the over-ride to be turned off for either BPM or MEASure 
mode.

6 The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the 
save/load/import etc  functions to be unified so that you use the 
SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE AROUND IN BOTH SAVING AND 
LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!!

7 Can we please  somehow- be able to name our drum kits as 
opposed to them being called whatever the first imported 
sample is called .and perhaps something to distinguish them 
from normal samples.

8 Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and 
leaves you at the basic interface screen. Ie: when editing Filter 
cuttoff (or whatever) using the menu  rather than having to hit 
5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit 
(or whatever) and get there straight away.

9 Can we, either specify the destination *phrase* in `Copy 
Event' OR can we specify what bar (measure) the data is to start 
at (and how many copies) in the destination phrase in `Extract 
Event'.

10 When Sample `Stop' is hit after taking a sample, it would be 
better to end up in the sample edit screen than back out in the 
main page. 

11 The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are 
CURSED! Moving away from the 4 directional cursor keys on the 
RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don't have the time or energy to sit 
down and work out a better alternative but if you can't work out a 
better way of manipulating data on the screen  please hire me 
to do it for you  

12 Wherever possible (Util  Midi filter page, for example) can 
we have SCROLLING  Ie: either the cursor jumps back to the 
first parameter from the last  or the screens themselves cycle  
a good way of addressing point 8.

13 Can the copy `Sample' parameter in the 'Copy Track' job 
NOT be `on' as default.

I Hope this sparks up some discussion - I'm sure I'll stumble 



across some more issues soon. 
Again I'd like to stress how cool I reckon this machine is and 
how far Yamaha have come in making this the 'dream machine' - 
let's keep rocking on now..... 

Dan
| 2223|783|2001-10-11 08:47:04|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Thursday, October 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 2224|2222|2001-10-11 08:58:08|Bryan Rodgers|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
the only thing I really want is the ability to preview samples...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com [mailto:jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2001 9:10 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS

Heya Folks, I just posted this to the Motifator forum as well in 
response to a request for people to list what they wanted in an 
O.S update. 

Note - almost all of these are opertaional/ interface/handling 
issues - almost none of this should involve pushing DSP any 
harder. I welcome any feedback about these issues and have 
numbered them so we can refer to them easily ie: "I reckon this 
guys nuts about point 17 - of course we want blah,blah....."

Any positive reinforcement on these is also welcome, I figure: - 
the louder we shout - the more chance we have....

Please note this was all done in about an hour after using the 
RS7k reasonably intensely for about 2 months now. I haven't 
(and will probably not) use the song and pattern chain features. 
And there are other areas (like all this loop remix stuff) I have yet 
to explore at all. Point one is something that there are some 
kooky workarounds for but I am convinced we should be 
presented with a far more flexible, clear and comprehensive data 
management structure (as being ddiscussed in another Topic 
on this list).

DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS FOR THE RS7000 O.S. UPDATE:
In order of importance to me...

1 Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing 
pattern.

2 Not saving Common Samples as an option. 

3 The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern 
mode - as on the RM1X.

4 Pattern quantise - Can we have a parameter called `Length' 
where the pattern will change when it has got to the end of the 
pattern. Ie: if you hit a new pattern button during bar two of an 8 
bar pattern, the RS7k will change - after playing bar 8 - please, 
please, please, please.

5 When LED display is set to MEASure - pot twiddling should 
*not* over-ride this display. Or, better still, a new parameter 
enabling the over-ride to be turned off for either BPM or MEASure 
mode.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links
mailto:jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com
mailto:jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


6 The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the 
save/load/import etc... functions to be unified so that you use the 
SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE AROUND IN BOTH SAVING AND 
LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!!

7 Can we please - somehow- be able to name our drum kits as 
opposed to them being called whatever the first imported 
sample is called....and perhaps something to distinguish them 
from normal samples.

8 Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and 
leaves you at the basic interface screen. Ie: when editing Filter 
cuttoff (or whatever) using the menu - rather than having to hit 
5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit 
(or whatever) and get there straight away.

9 Can we, either specify the destination *phrase* in `Copy 
Event' OR can we specify what bar (measure) the data is to start 
at (and how many copies) in the destination phrase in `Extract 
Event'.

10 When Sample `Stop' is hit after taking a sample, it would be 
better to end up in the sample edit screen than back out in the 
main page. 

11 The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are 
CURSED! Moving away from the 4 directional cursor keys on the 
RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don't have the time or energy to sit 
down and work out a better alternative but if you can't work out a 
better way of manipulating data on the screen - please hire me 
to do it for you... 

12 Wherever possible (Util - Midi filter page, for example) can 
we have SCROLLING - Ie: either the cursor jumps back to the 
first parameter from the last - or the screens themselves cycle - 
a good way of addressing point 8.

13 Can the copy `Sample' parameter in the 'Copy Track' job 
NOT be `on' as default.

I Hope this sparks up some discussion - I'm sure I'll stumble 
across some more issues soon. 
Again I'd like to stress how cool I reckon this machine is and 
how far Yamaha have come in making this the 'dream machine' - 
let's keep rocking on now..... 

Dan
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2225|2222|2001-10-11 09:15:20|Tim Nolet|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
The only thing i want is love&peace and free beer for everybody ;o)

From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: RE: [RS7000] DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2001 10:58:03 -0400

the only thing I really want is the ability to preview samples...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com [mailto:jujuspacejazz@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2001 9:10 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS

Heya Folks, I just posted this to the Motifator forum as well in
response to a request for people to list what they wanted in an
O.S update.

Note - almost all of these are opertaional/ interface/handling
issues - almost none of this should involve pushing DSP any
harder. I welcome any feedback about these issues and have
numbered them so we can refer to them easily ie: "I reckon this
guys nuts about point 17 - of course we want blah,blah....."

Any positive reinforcement on these is also welcome, I figure: -
the louder we shout - the more chance we have....

Please note this was all done in about an hour after using the
RS7k reasonably intensely for about 2 months now. I haven't
(and will probably not) use the song and pattern chain features.
And there are other areas (like all this loop remix stuff) I have yet
to explore at all. Point one is something that there are some
kooky workarounds for but I am convinced we should be
presented with a far more flexible, clear and comprehensive data
management structure (as being ddiscussed in another Topic
on this list).

DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS FOR THE RS7000 O.S. UPDATE:
In order of importance to me...

1 Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing
pattern.

2 Not saving Common Samples as an option.

3 The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern
mode - as on the RM1X.

4 Pattern quantise - Can we have a parameter called `Length'
where the pattern will change when it has got to the end of the
pattern. Ie: if you hit a new pattern button during bar two of an 8
bar pattern, the RS7k will change - after playing bar 8 - please,
please, please, please.

5 When LED display is set to MEASure - pot twiddling should
*not* over-ride this display. Or, better still, a new parameter
enabling the over-ride to be turned off for either BPM or MEASure
mode.

6 The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the
save/load/import etc... functions to be unified so that you use the
SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE AROUND IN BOTH SAVING AND
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LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!!

7 Can we please - somehow- be able to name our drum kits as
opposed to them being called whatever the first imported
sample is called....and perhaps something to distinguish them
from normal samples.

8 Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and
leaves you at the basic interface screen. Ie: when editing Filter
cuttoff (or whatever) using the menu - rather than having to hit
5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit 
(or whatever) and get there straight away.

9 Can we, either specify the destination *phrase* in `Copy
Event' OR can we specify what bar (measure) the data is to start
at (and how many copies) in the destination phrase in `Extract
Event'.

10 When Sample `Stop' is hit after taking a sample, it would be
better to end up in the sample edit screen than back out in the
main page.

11 The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are
CURSED! Moving away from the 4 directional cursor keys on the
RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don't have the time or energy to sit
down and work out a better alternative but if you can't work out a
better way of manipulating data on the screen - please hire me
to do it for you...

12 Wherever possible (Util - Midi filter page, for example) can
we have SCROLLING - Ie: either the cursor jumps back to the
first parameter from the last - or the screens themselves cycle -
a good way of addressing point 8.

13 Can the copy `Sample' parameter in the 'Copy Track' job
NOT be `on' as default.

I Hope this sparks up some discussion - I'm sure I'll stumble
across some more issues soon.
Again I'd like to stress how cool I reckon this machine is and
how far Yamaha have come in making this the 'dream machine' -
let's keep rocking on now.....

Dan
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2226|2222|2001-10-11 11:25:21|Thomas|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> the only thing I really want is the ability to preview samples...

The only thing i want before everything else, is a bug-fix for all so 
far known bugs.

--Tom
| 2227|2222|2001-10-11 11:30:33|Bryan Rodgers|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
do we have a bug list, and feature request database on the site? is it even
possible?

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2001 1:22 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> the only thing I really want is the ability to preview samples...

The only thing i want before everything else, is a bug-fix for all so 
far known bugs.

--Tom
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2228|2222|2001-10-11 11:40:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
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Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> do we have a bug list, and feature request database on the site? is it even
> possible?
>

I'm working on a RS FAQ and recently posted a message asking for
bug reports (use RS7000 BUG REPORT in the subject line).

I could also accept feature requests and dedicate a chapter on that
in the FAQ. What do you think?

- Robert
| 2229|2222|2001-10-11 11:41:38|Bryan Rodgers|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
may prevent duplicate emails for the next few years, and allow Yamaha a nice
easy place to view them...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2001 1:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS

Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> do we have a bug list, and feature request database on the site? is it

even

> possible?
>

I'm working on a RS FAQ and recently posted a message asking for
bug reports (use RS7000 BUG REPORT in the subject line).

I could also accept feature requests and dedicate a chapter on that
in the FAQ. What do you think?

- Robert
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2230|2222|2001-10-11 12:13:08|Thomas|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> may prevent duplicate emails for the next few years, and allow 

Yamaha a nice

> easy place to view them...

Yes, if we send this bug and feature list to their www.motifator.com 
and every possible *@yamaha.co.jp email adress we can find....;)
| 2231|2231|2001-10-11 12:55:53|Robert van der Kamp|Send your feature requests!|
Okay, you can now also send your feature requests to this list
and I'll place them in a dedicated chapter of the forthcoming
RS FAQ.

When sending your request, make sure the subject line
contains (at least) the following text:

RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST

This triggers one of my message filters.

To recap, use

RS7000 BUG REPORT for bug reports, and
RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST for feature requests.

- Robert
| 2232|2231|2001-10-11 13:00:39|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: Send your feature requests!|
could we ask for a dedicated video/manual combination in the same vien as
'fast track to cubase VST'
instead of that arse of a manual that comes with it ?

Jez ;-)

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2001 7:55 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Send your feature requests!

> Okay, you can now also send your feature requests to this list
> and I'll place them in a dedicated chapter of the forthcoming
> RS FAQ.
>
> When sending your request, make sure the subject line
> contains (at least) the following text:
>
> RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST
>
> This triggers one of my message filters.
>
>
>
>
> To recap, use
>
> RS7000 BUG REPORT for bug reports, and
> RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST for feature requests.
>
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2233|2222|2001-10-11 13:12:22|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
only had the box for a week and a half, 
but i can def see those list of features/bug fixes would be damn 
helpful.
the only problem is I wonder how far along they are in the roll out 
of the 1.14 OS and i hope they continue to make OS updates ala the 
Virus.
It's Oct. and still no word on the Output Expansion board.

so i guess its not just me who doesnt use the Pattern Chain Mode or 
the Song Mode....

and 30 bucks for the USB Reader is def worth the money. saves massive 
time on smpling and importing midi files from reason. plus you can 
backup yer patterns and save some of that precious 8mb card space

kusser
out
| 2234|2231|2001-10-11 13:16:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Send your feature requests!|
JAcK ThE BiScUiT wrote:

> could we ask for a dedicated video/manual combination in the same vien as
> 'fast track to cubase VST'
> instead of that arse of a manual that comes with it ?
>
> Jez ;-)
>

You didn't say the magic words! ;)

- Robert
| 2235|2222|2001-10-11 13:19:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:

> only had the box for a week and a half,
> but i can def see those list of features/bug fixes would be damn
> helpful.
> the only problem is I wonder how far along they are in the roll out
> of the 1.14 OS

See motifator.com. Yamaha already expected an update (bugfixes
only) to be available.

> and i hope they continue to make OS updates ala the
> Virus.

Nope. One update and one upgrade (v2.0). These are promised
at least.

>
> It's Oct. and still no word on the Output Expansion board.
>
> so i guess its not just me who doesnt use the Pattern Chain Mode or
> the Song Mode....
>
> and 30 bucks for the USB Reader is def worth the money. saves massive
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> time on smpling and importing midi files from reason. plus you can
> backup yer patterns and save some of that precious 8mb card space
>

I'm about to buy one as well. :)

- Robert

>
> kusser
> out

| 2236|2222|2001-10-11 13:33:11|synthe. labo|Re: DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS|
well, i'll repeat myself, but the really thing i would want from rs7k is to 
have a zip drive instead of the smart-media and the ram expanded to 128 or 
256 mb without the 256 samples limit....so, it's impossible.

>Heya Folks, I just posted this to the Motifator forum as well in
>response to a request for people to list what they wanted in an
>O.S update.
>
>Note – almost all of these are opertaional/ interface/handling
>issues – almost none of this should involve pushing DSP any
>harder. I welcome any feedback about these issues and have
>numbered them so we can refer to them easily ie: "I reckon this
>guys nuts about point 17 – of course we want blah,blah….."
>
>Any positive reinforcement on these is also welcome, I figure: -
>the louder we shout – the more chance we have….
>
>Please note this was all done in about an hour after using the
>RS7k reasonably intensely for about 2 months now. I haven't
>(and will probably not) use the song and pattern chain features.
>And there are other areas (like all this loop remix stuff) I have yet
>to explore at all. Point one is something that there are some
>kooky workarounds for but I am convinced we should be
>presented with a far more flexible, clear and comprehensive data
>management structure (as being ddiscussed in another Topic
>on this list).
>
>
>
>DAN'S FEATURE REQUESTS FOR THE RS7000 O.S. UPDATE:
>In order of importance to me...
>
>
>1 Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing
>pattern.
>
>2 Not saving Common Samples as an option.
>
>3 The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern
>mode - as on the RM1X.
>
>4 Pattern quantise – Can we have a parameter called `Length'
>where the pattern will change when it has got to the end of the
>pattern. Ie: if you hit a new pattern button during bar two of an 8
>bar pattern, the RS7k will change – after playing bar 8 – 
>please,
>please, please, please.
>
>5 When LED display is set to MEASure – pot twiddling should
>*not* over-ride this display. Or, better still, a new parameter
>enabling the over-ride to be turned off for either BPM or MEASure
>mode.
>
>6 The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the
>save/load/import etc… functions to be unified so that you use the
>SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE AROUND IN BOTH SAVING AND
>LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!!
>
>7 Can we please – somehow- be able to name our drum kits as
>opposed to them being called whatever the first imported
>sample is called….and perhaps something to distinguish them
>from normal samples.
>
>8 Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and
>leaves you at the basic interface screen. Ie: when editing Filter
>cuttoff (or whatever) using the menu – rather than having to hit



> 5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit 
> (or whatever) and get there straight away.
>
>9 Can we, either specify the destination *phrase* in `Copy
>Event' OR can we specify what bar (measure) the data is to start
>at (and how many copies) in the destination phrase in `Extract
>Event'.
>
>10 When Sample `Stop' is hit after taking a sample, it would be
>better to end up in the sample edit screen than back out in the
>main page.
>
>11 The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are
>CURSED! Moving away from the 4 directional cursor keys on the
>RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don't have the time or energy to sit
>down and work out a better alternative but if you can't work out a
>better way of manipulating data on the screen – please hire me
>to do it for you…
>
>12 Wherever possible (Util – Midi filter page, for example) can
>we have SCROLLING – Ie: either the cursor jumps back to the
>first parameter from the last – or the screens themselves cycle 
>–
>a good way of addressing point 8.
>
>13 Can the copy `Sample' parameter in the 'Copy Track' job
>NOT be `on' as default.
>
>
>
>I Hope this sparks up some discussion - I'm sure I'll stumble
>across some more issues soon.
>Again I'd like to stress how cool I reckon this machine is and
>how far Yamaha have come in making this the 'dream machine' -
>let's keep rocking on now.....
>
>Dan
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2237|2237|2001-10-11 13:35:41|synthe. labo|question|
hello,
it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 SU700 on 
live....is it true?
does someone knows Speedy J kit list...?
and Scorn (Mich Harris) too? cause i listened he uses an RM1-X

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2238|2237|2001-10-11 13:37:20|Bryan Rodgers|Re: question|
heh heh, he probably has 2 so that he can play one while the other loads
from SCSI...

;)

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2001 3:36 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] question

hello,
it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 SU700 on 
live....is it true?
does someone knows Speedy J kit list...?
and Scorn (Mich Harris) too? cause i listened he uses an RM1-X

ciao-marco
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_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2239|2239|2001-10-11 13:49:33|stevenlebeau@yahoo.com|[OT] QY700 Yahoo Group|
This is my first posting to the RS7000 group, but it's slightly off-
topic (well, not really).

Basically, I wanted to let any QY700 users on the group know that 
I've created a QY700 group here at Yahoo! Groups. The purpose of 
having this group is to create a forum for QY700 users to discuss 
tips, tricks, troubleshooting, etc., as well as to offer a hub for 
various QY700 related files (Styles, Songs created by members, etc).

Since the QY70, QY700, and RS7000 are related machines, I thought it 
would be appropriate to post the news of this new group here. 

The address for the QY700 group is 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/qy700 . 

Take Care!
-Steven
| 2240|2237|2001-10-11 15:31:53|Jayson Barrons|Re: question|

> it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
> i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 

SU700 on 

> live....is it true?

currently speedy is working on this live set. as far as *I* know, he 
hasn't played out with it yet. he's been trying to scale down his 
rig for a while. Mainly this rig is consisting of two su700's, a dj 
mixer, and an effects box (i'm assuming a dp/4). Its similiar to 
what i use, which is an rm1x+a5000, a rs7000 (i sync them manually, 
not with midi), and various other things.
| 2241|2195|2001-10-11 15:33:54|Jayson Barrons|Re: 1.13 OS|

> There's no midi version available, only the smartcard file, for 
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obvious

> reasons. Wonder which sequencer would accept such a large sysex
> file...

fuck. i really don't want to buy a smartmedia drive for my 
computer. is there any way to transfer the file from a jaz disk to 
the smartmedia card?
| 2242|2195|2001-10-11 15:41:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 1.13 OS|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> > There's no midi version available, only the smartcard file, for
> obvious
> > reasons. Wonder which sequencer would accept such a large sysex
> > file...
>
> fuck. i really don't want to buy a smartmedia drive for my
> computer. is there any way to transfer the file from a jaz disk to
> the smartmedia card?
>

The v1.13 OS release is not an official Yamaha release, as they
put it. Maybe the soon to be released (any day now) v1.14 will
also come as a midi file. They can't expect everyone to buy a
smartcard reader, can they?

So let's hope for v1.14 in midi format.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2243|2195|2001-10-11 15:52:26|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: 1.13 OS|
Dude, is just ~$29 

You expent more than a 1000 bucks for a machine and how come you 
can't spare $29? For Gwad sake

Microtek Lab 
MicroTek ZiO USB Smart Media reader Smartmedia reader Works with 2 
mb/4 mb/8 mb/16 mb/32 mb/64 mb/128mb includes cable $ 29 

Meritline
888-668-6660 
626-330-5191 CA - 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> 
> > There's no midi version available, only the smartcard file, for 
> obvious
> > reasons. Wonder which sequencer would accept such a large sysex
> > file...
> 
> 
> 
> fuck. i really don't want to buy a smartmedia drive for my 
> computer. is there any way to transfer the file from a jaz disk to 
> the smartmedia card?

| 2244|2244|2001-10-11 17:15:05|Thomas|Remix Campaign - Mix it, baby!|
I want to try something new(old..odd...whatever..;)

I uploaded a short pattern i created out of preset patterns. 

Everbody can download it here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/

do a remix or use it for a complete new pattern/song/whatever and 
post the results as MP3/.ALL back in this folder.

It´s just an idea and let´s see what will come out of it.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/


Happy sequencing!

--Tom

p.s. the original pattern i created contained app. 7MB of samples but 
i couldn´t upload the whole thing, without problems, so that´s why 
the light version. Have fun with it.
| 2245|2245|2001-10-11 19:31:08|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Funky tune composed with RS7000.|
Hi:
If you want you can check out my new funky track "Lets funk it", which
was done almost entirely on Rs7000. I hope it can show what you can 
do with Rs7000.

http://play.mp3.com/cgi-
bin/play/play.cgi/AAIBQnjKHADABG5vcm1QBAAAAFJpMQAAUQEAAABD5vfEOyjrtnsw
3YinwMlwaw8CJf0-/Lets_funk_it.m3u

"Magnet"
www.mp3.com/magnet
| 2246|2246|2001-10-11 23:45:20|Jayson Barrons|for sale: rm1x+a5000|
Howdy kids. I'd rather not part with this combo, but i don't have 
much of a choice right now. I have my first headlining gig at the 
end of this month, and i'm not prepared. I've had the a5000 for two 
months now, and only recently was able to start using it. I've come 
to the realization that a studio sampler just isn't something i need 
(i write everything on the computer) I'm going with what i feel safe 
with.

Anyways, i'd prefer to sell them together, as they're a KILLER 
combination. The a5000 has a 4gb harddrive already installed, plus 
36mb of ram. It still has the plastic on the screen its so new. The 
rm1x i've had for a little over 1 1/2 years, but is in perfect 
working condition, and has all of one scratch on it. I took darling 
care of it.

Price? 1400 dollars together. I think this is more than fair, 
considering the amount of power you'd be getting. As i really need 
to sell these kinda quick, i'd rather try selling it here than ebay. 
I'm open to a *small* amount of price haggling. Hell, if you want, 
i'll even throw in a copy of reason. Other people on this list have 
bought gear from me before, and they know that i won't fuck anyone 
over in the slightest. I'm to be trusted.

Once this goes to ebay (probably mid next week) this offer on this 
list will
most likely go away.

Help a fellow live performaing artist kids.
| 2247|2195|2001-10-12 00:59:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 1.13 OS|
dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> Dude, is just ~$29
>
> You expent more than a 1000 bucks for a machine and how come you
> can't spare $29? For Gwad sake
>
> Microtek Lab
> MicroTek ZiO USB Smart Media reader Smartmedia reader Works with 2
> mb/4 mb/8 mb/16 mb/32 mb/64 mb/128mb includes cable $ 29

That's a nice price.

But another problem is the USB connection. The timing of a music
dedicated PC can be completely wrecked when connecting the
first USB device. USB is a very stupid protocol (it polls for data),
and sometimes produces more load on the system than an ethernet
card.

- Robert
| 2248|2195|2001-10-12 01:45:46|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: 1.13 OS|
op 12-10-2001 07:59 schreef Robert van der Kamp op robnet@wxs.nl:

> dj Dave Jumpers wrote:
> 
>> Dude, is just ~$29
>> 

http://play.mp3.com/cgi-
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


>> You expent more than a 1000 bucks for a machine and how come you
>> can't spare $29? For Gwad sake
>> 
>> Microtek Lab
>> MicroTek ZiO USB Smart Media reader Smartmedia reader Works with 2
>> mb/4 mb/8 mb/16 mb/32 mb/64 mb/128mb includes cable $ 29
> 
> That's a nice price.
> 
> But another problem is the USB connection. The timing of a music
> dedicated PC can be completely wrecked when connecting the
> first USB device. USB is a very stupid protocol (it polls for data),
> and sometimes produces more load on the system than an ethernet
> card.
> 

Then you should consider to replace your pc by a Mac
no problems thusfar!

> 
>

| 2249|2237|2001-10-12 01:46:55|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: question|
op 11-10-2001 20:35 schreef synthe. labo op synthelabo@hotmail.com:

> 
> 
> 
> hello,
> it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
> i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 SU700 on
> live....is it true?
> does someone knows Speedy J kit list...?

Hey Marco..
I know for sure he freaks his sound up with a Sherman Filterbank!
Recently a friend spoke to him but he's still in his stinky bed at this time
but i'll ask him this day.

Ciao Leon

> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2250|2195|2001-10-12 01:57:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 1.13 OS|
Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> op 12-10-2001 07:59 schreef Robert van der Kamp op robnet@wxs.nl:
>
> > dj Dave Jumpers wrote:
> >
> >> Dude, is just ~$29
> >>
> >> You expent more than a 1000 bucks for a machine and how come you
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> >> can't spare $29? For Gwad sake
> >>
> >> Microtek Lab
> >> MicroTek ZiO USB Smart Media reader Smartmedia reader Works with 2
> >> mb/4 mb/8 mb/16 mb/32 mb/64 mb/128mb includes cable $ 29
> >
> > That's a nice price.
> >
> > But another problem is the USB connection. The timing of a music
> > dedicated PC can be completely wrecked when connecting the
> > first USB device. USB is a very stupid protocol (it polls for data),
> > and sometimes produces more load on the system than an ethernet
> > card.
> >
> Then you should consider to replace your pc by a Mac
> no problems thusfar!

I agree, but that's more than $29! ;)

- Robert
| 2251|2195|2001-10-12 02:33:21|Thomas|Re: 1.13 OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> Then you should consider to replace your pc by a Mac
> no problems thusfar!

Naaah, $US 2500.- for a USB-Port is a bit too much...;)

--Tom
| 2252|2195|2001-10-12 03:26:51|midivantranz@yahoo.com|Re: 1.13 OS|
I got the Hewlett Packard P1100 Photo printer... comes with Smart 
Media and Compact flash card slots for transfering data, works just 
fine! anybody else try this?
| 2253|2237|2001-10-12 17:46:15|synthe. labo|Re: question|

> > hello,
> > it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
> > i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 SU700 
>on
> > live....is it true?
> > does someone knows Speedy J kit list...?
>
>Hey Marco..
>I know for sure he freaks his sound up with a Sherman Filterbank!

Hello! :)
ah, well, a filter is sure!
..do you know i asked for a sherman filterbank 1 just to know the price 
etc., and found difficulties cause many stores in italy don't distribute 
sherman....!
an electrix filterfactory is good and a bit cheeper, but the sherman seems 
to me really more powerful

>Recently a friend spoke to him but he's still in his stinky bed at this 
>time
>but i'll ask him this day.

oh yes, thank you, it's interesting for me

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2254|2237|2001-10-12 17:54:07|synthe. labo|Re: question|
ah, it was you, sorry, i forgot :)

>currently speedy is working on this live set. as far as *I* know, he
>hasn't played out with it yet. he's been trying to scale down his
>rig for a while. Mainly this rig is consisting of two su700's, a dj
>mixer, and an effects box (i'm assuming a dp/4).

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


good thing, the dp4 is the best sounding multifx i ever listened to, the 4 
concatenated fx give some shapes that are diffcult to obtain with some other 
modern multi fxs

some guys on c8 told me he uses only Logic Platinum, a Micromodular and 
Granulab on the PC....
i've seen some photos on speedyj.org with him live with an MPC3000 
and..stop!
probably he makes things on pc and sample the whole on mpc, or now on su700s

> Its similiar to
>what i use, which is an rm1x+a5000, a rs7000 (i sync them manually,
>not with midi), and various other things.

hey, strange thing to go not in midi but manually :)
i used to do this with my SP-808 when i had it.....a GREAT machine, a pity 
that it hadn't the note/pitch mapping and only 4 samples at once

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2255|2255|2001-10-12 18:21:15|emg@engineer.com|RS7000 vs RM1x/A4000|
Hi guys,

First time here.
I can't make up my mind.
What do you guys think?

Should I go for the RS-7000?
Or the RM1x/A4000 combination?

Your thoughts about it would be very helpful!

Thanks in advance for your reply.

With kind regards,

Meddle
| 2256|2195|2001-10-12 18:36:31|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: 1.13 OS|
If you live in Oregon and need to dump the OS to a card, you can 
contact me i'll do it for a bottle of code red mountain dew ;)
| 2257|2257|2001-10-12 18:37:45|dj Dave Jumpers|RS7k Factory Demo songs|
Does anyone has or know where you find, or would be kind enough to 
email me the files of autoload_1 that came with your Yamaha Smart 
media card?
Cause I deleted them for space issues, now I have a 128 card and I 
don't have the demos anymore

thanks a lot
-Dave-
| 2258|2244|2001-10-12 18:52:35|synthe. labo|Re: Remix Campaign - Mix it, baby!|
as always, i can't download it, have the same problems about yahoo 
groups...!!! :(

>I want to try something new(old..odd...whatever..;)
>
>I uploaded a short pattern i created out of preset patterns.
>
>Everbody can download it here:
>
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2259|2255|2001-10-12 19:38:09|Jayson Barrons|Re: RS7000 vs RM1x/A4000|
--- In RS7000@y..., emg@e... wrote:

> Hi guys,
> 
> First time here.
> I can't make up my mind.
> What do you guys think?

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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> 
> Should I go for the RS-7000?
> Or the RM1x/A4000 combination?

look at my ad up above. i happen to be selling my rm1x/a5000 for 
cheaper than you can buy a rm1x/a4000, and this has a 4gb internal 
drive and 36mb of ram to start.
| 2260|2244|2001-10-12 22:09:57|Thomas|Re: Remix Campaign - Mix it, baby!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> as always, i can't download it, have the same problems about yahoo 
> groups...!!! :(

How come? Can your email account receive and hold emails with 1MB 
attachments? I would suggest then, that i send it to you directly.

--Tom
| 2261|2237|2001-10-13 01:04:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: question|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > hello,
> > > it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
> > > i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 SU700
> >on
> > > live....is it true?
> > > does someone knows Speedy J kit list...?
> >
> >Hey Marco..
> >I know for sure he freaks his sound up with a Sherman Filterbank!
>
> Hello! :)
> ah, well, a filter is sure!
> ..do you know i asked for a sherman filterbank 1 just to know the price
> etc., and found difficulties cause many stores in italy don't distribute
> sherman....!

Hey, that's too bad. You should try one before you buy.
Or maybe use the return policy from one of the online shops, like
Thomann. I believe (but please check this) that you have a 30 day
return period, no questions asked.

>
> an electrix filterfactory is good and a bit cheeper, but the sherman seems
> to me really more powerful

I tried the Elextric in the shop and it has a very nice warm sound, and
a full midi implementation: you can record your freaky tweaks with a
midi sequencer (one comes to mind...) and play it back to reproduce
it. Fun.

However, you can't compare the FF with the FB. I only heard demos
of the FB, and that thing is explosive. You have to work hard to get
a sweet sound out of the FB, it screems and distorts a lot.

That's why Sherman developed the FB2 with (among other features)
a new switch that reduces the gain of the incoming audio signal, resulting
is a less overdriven sound. The FB also has ring modulation and other
stuff you won't find on a FF.

The FF, on the other hand is more easy to work with and produces a nice
sound to moment you switch it on.

BTW, did you know that Electrix discontinued the FF and all other famous
gear? They now only produce the Repeater.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2262|2237|2001-10-13 01:08:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: question|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> ah, it was you, sorry, i forgot :)
>



> >currently speedy is working on this live set. as far as *I* know, he
> >hasn't played out with it yet. he's been trying to scale down his
> >rig for a while. Mainly this rig is consisting of two su700's, a dj
> >mixer, and an effects box (i'm assuming a dp/4).
>
> good thing, the dp4 is the best sounding multifx i ever listened to, the 4
> concatenated fx give some shapes that are diffcult to obtain with some other
> modern multi fxs

What's a dp4?

>
>
> some guys on c8 told me he uses only Logic Platinum, a Micromodular and
> Granulab on the PC....

What's c8?

>
> i've seen some photos on speedyj.org with him live with an MPC3000
> and..stop!
> probably he makes things on pc and sample the whole on mpc, or now on su700s

You just can't use PC live, imo. You can hardly use them in a studio. ;)

>
>
> > Its similiar to
> >what i use, which is an rm1x+a5000, a rs7000 (i sync them manually,
> >not with midi), and various other things.
>
> hey, strange thing to go not in midi but manually :)
> i used to do this with my SP-808 when i had it.....a GREAT machine, a pity
> that it hadn't the note/pitch mapping and only 4 samples at once

You mean you guys set both machines to the same BPM and start them
without a sync line between them? Brrrrr. ;)

- Robert
| 2263|2257|2001-10-13 01:11:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k Factory Demo songs|
dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> Does anyone has or know where you find, or would be kind enough to
> email me the files of autoload_1 that came with your Yamaha Smart
> media card?
> Cause I deleted them for space issues, now I have a 128 card and I
> don't have the demos anymore
>

AFAIK, the demos can also be found on the CDROM tham came with
the RS. There's even more there. Please check it out, and tell me if
you found the stuff.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2264|2264|2001-10-13 02:45:59|emg@engineer.com|Re: RS7000 vs RM1x/A4000 |
Hi,

Thanks for your reply.

I saw your ad, but I can get the RS for a really nice price.
I live in Holland, (and you the States?).
So, that's gonna be a problem (with the shipping costs).
I'm sorry, but I really hope you'll find a buyer.

With kind regards,

Meddle
| 2265|2255|2001-10-13 03:49:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 vs RM1x/A4000|



emg@engineer.com wrote:

> Hi guys,
>
> First time here.

Welcome Meddle!

>
> I can't make up my mind.
> What do you guys think?

> Should I go for the RS-7000?
> Or the RM1x/A4000 combination?

Well I once owned the a4000 (and replaced it with an Emu),
and now own the RS. The sampler sections of the RS and
A4000 are *very* different.

So tell me, what do you want to do with your gear?

- Robert
| 2266|2237|2001-10-13 06:28:39|synthe. labo|Re: question|

> > >mixer, and an effects box (i'm assuming a dp/4).
> >
> > good thing, the dp4 is the best sounding multifx i ever listened to, the 
>4
> > concatenated fx give some shapes that are diffcult to obtain with some 
>other
> > modern multi fxs
>
>What's a dp4?

it's the Ensoniq dp/4...there was also the ensoniq dp/2
it's a 2u rack multi fx born in 1989 if i remember well, and it's a dream 
come true if you make electronic cause it have 4 fx concateneted that can 
act one back the other or just like 4 multi fx units (this last setting is 
similar to the digitech studio quad)
the effects are at the top themself, you have everything you want to twist 
sounds; i tried one in a store and it was not on sale, it was of one guy 
that had also an oberheim xpander (uaaaaaa!!!): it's really sonic, don't 
know how to say, ...the fxs are superb and become one thing with the music 
without separation, it seems that the machines has those sounds themself

>
> >
> >
> > some guys on c8 told me he uses only Logic Platinum, a Micromodular and
> > Granulab on the PC....
>
>What's c8?

c8 is a site, my favorite, about labels, music, politics, regarding 
hardbreak and xperimental stuff, really recommanded for everyone, check it 
out
http://c8.com
it has an enormous database of mp3s, also
many good artists lay there
if you have an intention to go there, check the Praxis discography and 
download the album 'potere occulto', it was made by christoph fringeli 
(praxis foundator and activist) and somatic responses

>
> >
> > i've seen some photos on speedyj.org with him live with an MPC3000
> > and..stop!
> > probably he makes things on pc and sample the whole on mpc, or now on 
>su700s
>
>You just can't use PC live, imo. You can hardly use them in a studio. ;)

well, it's hard to use it live because of the mouse (! :) and the fact hat 
it's not stable as hardware seq., BUT i.m.o. with a good pc well equipped 

mailto:emg@engineer.com
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you make everything, really all

>
> >
> >
> > > Its similiar to
> > >what i use, which is an rm1x+a5000, a rs7000 (i sync them manually,
> > >not with midi), and various other things.
> >
> > hey, strange thing to go not in midi but manually :)
> > i used to do this with my SP-808 when i had it.....a GREAT machine, a 
>pity
> > that it hadn't the note/pitch mapping and only 4 samples at once
>
>You mean you guys set both machines to the same BPM and start them
>without a sync line between them? Brrrrr. ;)

i used my sp-808 as a mega databasa of my samples to trigger on live (and at 
home) when i wanted; rarely i used it in midi...it wasn't the base of the 
rythm of the set

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2267|2267|2001-10-13 08:12:56|emg@engineer.com|Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
Hi,

Thanks for the welcome.

I'm in a industrial band.
-singer/guitarplayer
-Bass player
-guitar/synth/DJ (that would be me :-)

On stage we use a computer with a program called FastTracker.
I hate that program cuz' I always have used OctaMed on my good ol' 
Amiga.
I know that OctaMed is also available now for PC/Windows and other 
platforms.
But on stage I want stability.
No hassle with a computers (or laptops).

So basicly I'm looking for a machine that does the same thing as 
OctaMed. Sequencing and sampling together.

So I started looking for a sequencer and a sampler.
Then I noticed the RM1x from Yamaha.
And that's very interesting because it allows me to improvise onstage.
Later on I discovered the RS 7000.

And now I don't know what to buy.
I looks like the RS-7000 suits perfect for the job.
I don't need to sample all the time.
Just playing samples would be just fine.
I'll create my samples on the computer and exchange them with de RS 
7000. Although sampling would be nice to do with the RS7000.
Most important thing of the RS7000 would be the "interactive" 
sequencer.

Because the RS7000 is such a versatile and complicated device, 
I have a lot of questions. That's why I joined this group.
And I hope you guys will help me with that.

And who knows... I'll be posting my Industrial mp3's created with the 
RS 7000 here soon :)

Thanks again and hope to hear your thoughts and ideas.

Kind regards

Meddle

P.s. (Robert, je bent Nederlandse? Als je tijd hebt en je vind het 
leuk om over de RS7000 te lullen, dan mag je me gerust mailen)

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


| 2268|2267|2001-10-13 11:06:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
emg@engineer.com wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Thanks for the welcome.
>
> I'm in a industrial band.
> -singer/guitarplayer
> -Bass player
> -guitar/synth/DJ (that would be me :-)

Okay.

>
>
> On stage we use a computer with a program called FastTracker.
> I hate that program cuz' I always have used OctaMed on my good ol'
> Amiga.
> I know that OctaMed is also available now for PC/Windows and other
> platforms.
> But on stage I want stability.
> No hassle with a computers (or laptops).

How right you are. ;)

>
>
> So basicly I'm looking for a machine that does the same thing as
> OctaMed. Sequencing and sampling together.

I don't know OctaMed. :(

>
>
> So I started looking for a sequencer and a sampler.
> Then I noticed the RM1x from Yamaha.
> And that's very interesting because it allows me to improvise onstage.
> Later on I discovered the RS 7000.

Well, sequencer wise, the RM1x and the RS are almost identical.

> And now I don't know what to buy.
> I looks like the RS-7000 suits perfect for the job.
> I don't need to sample all the time.
> Just playing samples would be just fine.

What kind of samples would you like to play?
Do you plan to use commercial sample CDDs?
Do you plan to play samples that mimic real instruments like
drums, pianos, synths?
Do you need many samples, each with their own amount of
reverb/delay/variation fx send?
Do you need EQ for each sample?
Do you need velocity switching on samples, or velocity crossfades?

>
> I'll create my samples on the computer and exchange them with de RS
> 7000. Although sampling would be nice to do with the RS7000.
> Most important thing of the RS7000 would be the "interactive"
> sequencer.

Please define "interactive". What is it that you want from the sequencer?

>
>
> Because the RS7000 is such a versatile and complicated device,
> I have a lot of questions. That's why I joined this group.
> And I hope you guys will help me with that.

mailto:emg@engineer.com


Sure!

>
>
> And who knows... I'll be posting my Industrial mp3's created with the
> RS 7000 here soon :)

That would be nice.

>
>
> Thanks again and hope to hear your thoughts and ideas.
>
> Kind regards
>
> Meddle
>
> P.s. (Robert, je bent Nederlandse? Als je tijd hebt en je vind het
> leuk om over de RS7000 te lullen, dan mag je me gerust mailen)

Ah, lekker hollands wouwelen, altijd weer leuk. :)

Groetjes,
Robert
| 2269|2237|2001-10-13 11:11:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: question|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > >mixer, and an effects box (i'm assuming a dp/4).
> > >
> > > good thing, the dp4 is the best sounding multifx i ever listened to, the
> >4
> > > concatenated fx give some shapes that are diffcult to obtain with some
> >other
> > > modern multi fxs
> >
> >What's a dp4?
>
> it's the Ensoniq dp/4...there was also the ensoniq dp/2
> it's a 2u rack multi fx born in 1989 if i remember well, and it's a dream
> come true if you make electronic cause it have 4 fx concateneted that can
> act one back the other or just like 4 multi fx units (this last setting is
> similar to the digitech studio quad)
> the effects are at the top themself, you have everything you want to twist
> sounds; i tried one in a store and it was not on sale, it was of one guy
> that had also an oberheim xpander (uaaaaaa!!!): it's really sonic, don't
> know how to say, ...the fxs are superb and become one thing with the music
> without separation, it seems that the machines has those sounds themself

Thanks for explaining Marco. Are these units still being manufactured?

>
>
> >
> > >
> > >
> > > some guys on c8 told me he uses only Logic Platinum, a Micromodular and
> > > Granulab on the PC....
> >
> >What's c8?
>
> c8 is a site, my favorite, about labels, music, politics, regarding
> hardbreak and xperimental stuff, really recommanded for everyone, check it
> out

I sure will. Sounds great. :)

>
> http://c8.com
>

Damn, my Netscape 4.x browser (I'm on Linux) crashes on this site.

http://c8.com/


> it has an enormous database of mp3s, also
> many good artists lay there
> if you have an intention to go there, check the Praxis discography and
> download the album 'potere occulto', it was made by christoph fringeli
> (praxis foundator and activist) and somatic responses

Okay, I'll try that and let you know.

>
>
> >
> > >
> > > i've seen some photos on speedyj.org with him live with an MPC3000
> > > and..stop!
> > > probably he makes things on pc and sample the whole on mpc, or now on
> >su700s
> >
> >You just can't use PC live, imo. You can hardly use them in a studio. ;)
>
> well, it's hard to use it live because of the mouse (! :) and the fact hat
> it's not stable as hardware seq., BUT i.m.o. with a good pc well equipped
> you make everything, really all

I don't know, you can do a *lot* with software, but I still think there's
hardware around that can not yet be emulated by PC/Mac software.

>
>
> >
> > >
> > >
> > > > Its similiar to
> > > >what i use, which is an rm1x+a5000, a rs7000 (i sync them manually,
> > > >not with midi), and various other things.
> > >
> > > hey, strange thing to go not in midi but manually :)
> > > i used to do this with my SP-808 when i had it.....a GREAT machine, a
> >pity
> > > that it hadn't the note/pitch mapping and only 4 samples at once
> >
> >You mean you guys set both machines to the same BPM and start them
> >without a sync line between them? Brrrrr. ;)
>
> i used my sp-808 as a mega databasa of my samples to trigger on live (and at
> home) when i wanted; rarely i used it in midi...it wasn't the base of the
> rythm of the set

I see!

Cheers,
Robert
| 2270|2267|2001-10-13 12:31:38|emg@engineer.com|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|

> > So basicly I'm looking for a machine that does the same thing as
> > OctaMed. Sequencing and sampling together.
> 
> I don't know OctaMed. :(

OctaMed was originally a program on the Commodore Amiga.
It's a "tracker" program that allows you not only to sequence samples
but also sequence MIDI devices.
It's a bit difficult to explain.
You can download a working demo version from 
http://www.octamed.co.uk/.

> What kind of samples would you like to play?

Synthloops and soundfx. (Maximum of 4 samples at the time)

> Do you plan to use commercial sample CDDs?

http://www.octamed.co.uk/


No, if like something I will try to re-create it to my likening.

> Do you plan to play samples that mimic real instruments like
> drums, pianos, synths?

No, I hope the synth/drums sounds of the RS-7000/RM1x will do fine.
And I have a Roland D-70 and an Alesis SR-16.

> Do you need many samples, each with their own amount of
> reverb/delay/variation fx send?

Nope
But if the RS-7000 is able to do that, then it would be nice to fool 
around with it.

> Do you need EQ for each sample?

Nope (same as above)

> Do you need velocity switching on samples, or velocity crossfades?

Nope (same as above)

> Please define "interactive". What is it that you want from the 

sequencer?

If you take a regular band (no sequencer/computer), when you play 
live, musicians have "eye-contact" and can improvise while they play.
For example, if the crowd likes the song, you can decide to play an 
extended version of the song, by playing the chorus/verse again and 
again.

With an sequencer that's a bit harder because the base of the song is 
pre-programmed from A-Z.

I hope the RM1x/RS7000 will allow me to "re-pogram" it during the 
song.
I did this also with OctaMed.
I want to add/remove patterns/blocks during the playing.
I don't need to re-program the patterns/blocks itself.
Any form of interaction of the sequencer is welcome.
That's why I'm very curious what the RM1x/RS7000 is able to do.

Kind regards

Meddle

P.s.

> Ah, lekker hollands wouwelen, altijd weer leuk. :)

Dan wordt het uitleggen een stuk duidelijker.
Op het forum zal ik het op Engels houden, zodat andere mensen ook 
kunnen meelezen.
Als je zin/tijd hebt, mail me dan maar.
Ik ben bijvoorbeeld benieuwd waar jij je RS7000 hebt gekocht.
Feedback heeft nml een interessante aanbieding voor de RS7000.
| 2271|2271|2001-10-13 13:31:50|diode dSP|RS vs TWE?|
Does somebody runs TWE editor with RS7000? I have some
problems when trying to transfer samples: it says
"SCSI comm error" & "A3000 not found" otherwise the RS
is recognised by my SCSI card and [rescan SCSI]
function seems to be efficient...
salut;}

___________________________________________________________



Un nouveau Nokia Game commence. 
Allez sur http://fr.yahoo.com/nokiagame avant le 3 novembre
pour participer à cette aventure tous médias.
| 2272|2267|2001-10-13 13:53:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
emg@engineer.com wrote:

> > > So basicly I'm looking for a machine that does the same thing as
> > > OctaMed. Sequencing and sampling together.
> >
> > I don't know OctaMed. :(
>
> OctaMed was originally a program on the Commodore Amiga.
> It's a "tracker" program that allows you not only to sequence samples
> but also sequence MIDI devices.
> It's a bit difficult to explain.

Ah, I know what trackers can do. That helps.

>
> You can download a working demo version from
> http://www.octamed.co.uk/.
>
> > What kind of samples would you like to play?
>
> Synthloops and soundfx. (Maximum of 4 samples at the time)
>
> > Do you plan to use commercial sample CDDs?
>
> No, if like something I will try to re-create it to my likening.
>
> > Do you plan to play samples that mimic real instruments like
> > drums, pianos, synths?
>
> No, I hope the synth/drums sounds of the RS-7000/RM1x will do fine.
> And I have a Roland D-70 and an Alesis SR-16.
>
> > Do you need many samples, each with their own amount of
> > reverb/delay/variation fx send?
>
> Nope
> But if the RS-7000 is able to do that, then it would be nice to fool
> around with it.
>
> > Do you need EQ for each sample?
>
> Nope (same as above)
>
> > Do you need velocity switching on samples, or velocity crossfades?
>
> Nope (same as above)
>

Okay, all of the above make the RS7000 phrase sampler a good
choice.

>
>
> > Please define "interactive". What is it that you want from the
> sequencer?
>
> If you take a regular band (no sequencer/computer), when you play
> live, musicians have "eye-contact" and can improvise while they play.
> For example, if the crowd likes the song, you can decide to play an
> extended version of the song, by playing the chorus/verse again and
> again.
>
> With an sequencer that's a bit harder because the base of the song is
> pre-programmed from A-Z.
>
> I hope the RM1x/RS7000 will allow me to "re-pogram" it during the
> song.

Well you can't record a phrase during play. In other words, you have
to stop the RS, enter record mode and start recording. Stop the RS
again (to stop recording) and start play again.

http://fr.yahoo.com/nokiagame
mailto:emg@engineer.com
http://www.octamed.co.uk/


>

>
> I did this also with OctaMed.
> I want to add/remove patterns/blocks during the playing.
> I don't need to re-program the patterns/blocks itself.
> Any form of interaction of the sequencer is welcome.
> That's why I'm very curious what the RM1x/RS7000 is able to do.
>

1) You can pre-program a number of patterns (chorus, verse, etc) and
switch from one pattern to the other during play. However, when playing
a pre-programmed pattern chain, you can't override the program. You
have to stop the RS again, enter phrase mode and select the patterns
yourself. That would mean that you would have to control the pattern
changes from the beginning.

2) You can pre-program a number of midi phrases (sequences) and change
a pattern's track during play by changing the tracks phrase to one of
the pre-programmed phrases.

3) You can do a real-time loop-remix on a phrase of a given track.
This changes the order of the midi notes, add rolls, breaks, and
when the phrase is triggering samples, you can even reverse
the samples. Fun stuff! You can try and try again until you find
something you like and ask the RS to replace the current phrase
with the new remixed one (all during play). You can also exit the
remix page without updating the phrase, which resets the track
to playback the original phrase again.

4) You can play with real-time fx, like adding an sub-octave, unisono
or add a midi delay. You could for example double the tempo by
dialing a midi delay with the correct delay value and only one echo.

5) You can change the sound by playing with the filter knobs, etc.

Maybe I forgot something.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2273|2267|2001-10-13 16:26:19|Jayson Barrons|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|

> > So I started looking for a sequencer and a sampler.
> > Then I noticed the RM1x from Yamaha.

it just so happens that i have a rm1x and an upgraded a5000 that i'll 
let go for cheaper than you can buy an rs7000 (and the a5000 if far 
more powerful than the rs7000: you'll be able to load up multiple 
songs without worry).

sorry kids about the fishin.

The big Jerk on campus,

jayson.
| 2274|2246|2001-10-13 18:23:18|Jayson Barrons|rm1x+a5000: big price drop|
ok ok ok. I really need to sell these. instead of 1400, i'll let 
them go together for 1200. THAT is as far low as i can go, and 
you'll need to pay your own shipping.
| 2275|2275|2001-10-13 19:31:05|lupinstel@hotmail.com|Su700 for sale of trade|
I would like to sell the SU700 or trade it for a fizmo rack or 
keyboard. The SU is only about 6 months old, and it has 20 MB memory 
as opposed to the factory 4 MB. If interested email me at 
lupinstel@hotmail.com
| 2276|2267|2001-10-13 20:44:04|Jayson Barrons|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|

> it just so happens that i have a rm1x and an upgraded a5000 that 

i'll 

> let go for cheaper than you can buy an rs7000 (and the a5000 if far 
> more powerful than the rs7000: you'll be able to load up multiple 
> songs without worry).

mailto:lupinstel@hotmail.com


am i an botherin asshole or what?
| 2277|733|2001-10-14 09:02:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, October 15, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2278|2267|2001-10-14 10:40:17|emg@engineer.com|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
Hi there,

I think the RS7000 is THE thing for me.
I'm studying the manual (downloaded it) right now.
When I'll have a question, I'll post it, ok?
Thanks in advance.

Kind regards,

Meddle

P.s. The A5000/RM1x is still too expensive (shipping costs and VAT) 
if you compare it with
the RS7000 (in Holland).
| 2279|2237|2001-10-14 12:24:04|Thomas|Re: question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> BTW, did you know that Electrix discontinued the FF and all other 

famous

> gear? They now only produce the Repeater.

??? 

For real? 

You are right, i checked their website. What a shame, i always was 
interested in their products and thinking about getting one day one 
of those metal toys.

Since we are already Off Topic...did you know that Rob Papen created 
a 64MB soundset for EMU? They will re-release the Orbit as V3. Price: 
$US 1398.-
| 2280|2267|2001-10-14 12:54:56|Thomas|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> am i an botherin asshole or what?

YES! 

;)

j/k, SCNR

--Tom
| 2281|2267|2001-10-14 12:55:39|Thomas|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> sorry kids about the fishin.



Well, sure, but you should mention that you are sitting in the USA. 
So people in europe, like me, wouldn´t be able to use the A5000 
without having problems with the built-in pa with can eat only 120 
Voltage instead of the here in Europe necessary 240V...

--Tom
| 2282|2267|2001-10-14 12:56:23|Thomas|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
--- In RS7000@y..., emg@e... wrote:

> P.s. The A5000/RM1x is still too expensive (shipping costs and VAT) 
> if you compare it with
> the RS7000 (in Holland).

And the 120/240 voltage problem....
| 2283|2267|2001-10-14 16:33:03|omar_984@yahoo.com|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|

> And the 120/240 voltage problem....

Some devices have a switch on the back.

Just pust it on E-bay or something.
Only just trying to help.
| 2284|2231|2001-10-14 18:49:58|dayv@ozemail.com.au|RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST|
Heya,

I'm sure that all of these will be covered by other people, but 
better to be on the safe side!

1. Sample Preview facility

2. The option of saving sample kits (for single hits) and groups of 
span-keyboard samples (for synths), to emulate the current structure 
of the ROM.

3. Grid-mode fix to hear all other tracks.

4. Record-on-the-fly functionality. pleasepleaseplease. This alone 
would turn the RS into the live box from hell.

Chz Yamaha, I know we're hasslin'. ;)

Still a great box.
[d]
| 2285|2267|2001-10-15 02:56:33|Thomas|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
--- In RS7000@y..., omar_984@y... wrote:

> > And the 120/240 voltage problem....
> 
> Some devices have a switch on the back.

Sure some have, but Yamaha devices don´t.
| 2286|2237|2001-10-15 02:58:56|Tim Nolet|Re: question|
HI Guys,

I happen to own a Filter Factory and I can tell you it's f*cking great.
A Sherman is more a sound creation device. It's like an analog synth wothout 
oscilators. The FF is a performance device. I route my stereo mix tru it via 
the main inserts on my mackie desk: Instant Daft Punk filter madness! It 
also has a distortion button wich sounds more like a guitar amp simulation 
but is really good in making your mix sounds more gritty and rauncy!

The envelope follower on it is really good and turning up the resonance 
doens't destroy your bottom end (which is a problem with loads of filters). 
All the buttons you and knobs you turn send midi.

It's really great and certainly worth every penny!

Tim

From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] question
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2001 09:04:19 +0200

"synthe. labo" wrote:

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > hello,
> > > it's not on topic but can regard Yamaha gear...
> > > i remeber a mail time ago by someone who told that Speedy J used 2 

SU700

> >on
> > > live....is it true?
> > > does someone knows Speedy J kit list...?
> >
> >Hey Marco..
> >I know for sure he freaks his sound up with a Sherman Filterbank!
>
> Hello! :)
> ah, well, a filter is sure!
> ..do you know i asked for a sherman filterbank 1 just to know the price
> etc., and found difficulties cause many stores in italy don't distribute
> sherman....!

Hey, that's too bad. You should try one before you buy.
Or maybe use the return policy from one of the online shops, like
Thomann. I believe (but please check this) that you have a 30 day
return period, no questions asked.

>
> an electrix filterfactory is good and a bit cheeper, but the sherman 

seems

> to me really more powerful

I tried the Elextric in the shop and it has a very nice warm sound, and
a full midi implementation: you can record your freaky tweaks with a
midi sequencer (one comes to mind...) and play it back to reproduce
it. Fun.

However, you can't compare the FF with the FB. I only heard demos
of the FB, and that thing is explosive. You have to work hard to get
a sweet sound out of the FB, it screems and distorts a lot.

That's why Sherman developed the FB2 with (among other features)
a new switch that reduces the gain of the incoming audio signal, resulting
is a less overdriven sound. The FB also has ring modulation and other
stuff you won't find on a FF.

The FF, on the other hand is more easy to work with and produces a nice
sound to moment you switch it on.

BTW, did you know that Electrix discontinued the FF and all other famous
gear? They now only produce the Repeater.

Cheers,
Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2287|733|2001-10-15 03:02:28|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, October 15, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2288|2237|2001-10-15 07:00:02|Thomas|RS7k and Electrix (was :Re: question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:

> HI Guys,
> 
> I happen to own a Filter Factory and I can tell you it's f*cking 

great.

For all people who are interested in getting one of those Electrix 
gadget for $US 80, 99....:

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01101500484719317819013013
7444?pid=181123
| 2289|2237|2001-10-15 08:44:46|Tim Nolet|Re: RS7k and Electrix (was :Re: question|
Hi,

The link to musiciansfriend links to the filterqueen. I first bought this 
one but I liked it so much I also wanted the midi control. The Filterqueen 
is exactly the same as the Filter Factory except for:

A) Midi, it has no midi port.
B) The Fuzz/Overdrive thingy
C) some thing I forgot but probably isn't important.

As an effects machine it's great and for 80 bucks you can't go wrong.
The Electrix machines look like My first Sony toys but there strong (metal 
casing) and the knobs and buttons are really nice 'n big.

From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS7k and Electrix (was :Re: question
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2001 12:59:57 -0000

--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> HI Guys,
>
> I happen to own a Filter Factory and I can tell you it's f*cking
great.

For all people who are interested in getting one of those Electrix
gadget for $US 80, 99....:

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01101500484719317819013013
7444?pid=181123

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 2290|2290|2001-10-15 09:35:06|emg@engineer.com|And here are the questions :)|
Hi there,

Again I have some question.
It might be very obvious for you, 
but I have have never see a RS-7000 in reallife.

1. If I have a sequence (SONG mode), can the sequencer/song still 
trigger samples in the RS7000?

2. Can I hook up an external ZIP drive (SCSI) on the RS-7000?

3. How do I exchange data between the RS-7000 and my Windows/PC by 
SCSI?
Just use a SCSI cable (and SCSI adapter of course)?
And do I get RS-7000 drivers for Windows 2000?
Please explain, the manual is at this point not very clear.
Does Windows detect new hardware or something?

Thank in advance for your reply.
You have been very helpful.

Kind regards

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01101500484719317819013013
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/ex/shop/home/01101500484719317819013013
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


Meddle
| 2291|2290|2001-10-15 09:39:40|Bryan Rodgers|Re: And here are the questions :)|
have you tried searching the archive?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: emg@engineer.com [mailto:emg@engineer.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2001 11:35 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] And here are the questions :)

Hi there,

Again I have some question.
It might be very obvious for you, 
but I have have never see a RS-7000 in reallife.

1. If I have a sequence (SONG mode), can the sequencer/song still 
trigger samples in the RS7000?

2. Can I hook up an external ZIP drive (SCSI) on the RS-7000?

3. How do I exchange data between the RS-7000 and my Windows/PC by 
SCSI?
Just use a SCSI cable (and SCSI adapter of course)?
And do I get RS-7000 drivers for Windows 2000?
Please explain, the manual is at this point not very clear.
Does Windows detect new hardware or something?

Thank in advance for your reply.
You have been very helpful.

Kind regards

Meddle

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2292|2290|2001-10-15 10:21:47|emg@engineer.com|Re: And here are the questions :)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> have you tried searching the archive?
> 
> B

Yes I've tried.
Nothing came up.

I know that the ZIP drive question seems logical.
But I forgot to mention the 250Mb kind.
I assume it works too, but I'm not certain.
However I'm looking into the possibility using SmartMedia.

A simple answer with "yes" or "no" would be great as well.
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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Best regards,

Meddle
| 2293|2237|2001-10-15 10:42:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: question|
Thomas wrote:

> Since we are already Off Topic...did you know that Rob Papen created
> a 64MB soundset for EMU? They will re-release the Orbit as V3. Price:
> $US 1398.-

No I didn't. Will it be available as an Emu soundbank for their samplers?

- Robert
| 2294|2231|2001-10-15 10:43:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST|
Will be added to the FAQ.

Thanks,
Robert
| 2295|2290|2001-10-15 10:47:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: And here are the questions :)|
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911> 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361> 

yeah, I'm just being an a-hole. sorry, nothing personal, really gets on me
when I see the same posts over, and over, on the same subject on these
lists...

I can't understand why people choose to post rather than do a quick search
sometimes...

B
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1091> 

-----Original Message-----
From: emg@engineer.com [mailto:emg@engineer.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2001 12:22 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: And here are the questions :)

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> have you tried searching the archive?
> 
> B

Yes I've tried.
Nothing came up.

I know that the ZIP drive question seems logical.
But I forgot to mention the 250Mb kind.
I assume it works too, but I'm not certain.
However I'm looking into the possibility using SmartMedia.

A simple answer with "yes" or "no" would be great as well.

Best regards,

Meddle

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=168643.1620686.3205344.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=823028/rand=398253141> 
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Please take a moment to answer some
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2296|2290|2001-10-15 10:53:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: And here are the questions :)|
emg@engineer.com wrote:

> Hi there,
>
> Again I have some question.
> It might be very obvious for you,
> but I have have never see a RS-7000 in reallife.
>

No problem, let them come. ;)

>
> 1. If I have a sequence (SONG mode), can the sequencer/song still
> trigger samples in the RS7000?

I would be really surprised if this wouldn't work. I'll try tonight, to be sure.

>
> 2. Can I hook up an external ZIP drive (SCSI) on the RS-7000?

I think you can. There was a problem reported with certain Jazz drives,
but I can't remember which. Better test before you buy the ZIP (or
make sure you can return it). The problems probably relates to the
size of the sectors on the medium. My guess is that 2048 bytes per
sector disks will not work (the A3/4/5k samplers crash on these disks).

>
>
> 3. How do I exchange data between the RS-7000 and my Windows/PC by
> SCSI?

1) By using a scsi drive and exchanging disks between the two platforms.
2) By using a smartcard reader.
3) By sending between the two platforms using a scsi cable, a scsi card
for the PC and a piece of software that supports sample dumps over scsi,
like the TWE editor that comes with the RS.

> Just use a SCSI cable (and SCSI adapter of course)?
> And do I get RS-7000 drivers for Windows 2000?

No, drivers are not needed. Some are reporting problems however when
using TWE. I still have to check this.

>
> Please explain, the manual is at this point not very clear.
> Does Windows detect new hardware or something?
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I'll have to try this first, sorry.

>
>
> Thank in advance for your reply.
> You have been very helpful.

How did you know in advance?
And I haven't, really. Hehe. ;)

>
>
> Kind regards
>
> Meddle

Cheers,
Robert
| 2297|2290|2001-10-15 11:09:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: And here are the questions :)|
Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911>
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361>
>
>
> yeah, I'm just being an a-hole. sorry, nothing personal, really gets on me
> when I see the same posts over, and over, on the same subject on these
> lists...
>
> I can't understand why people choose to post rather than do a quick search
> sometimes...

Now added to the FAQ. ;)

- Robert
| 2298|2290|2001-10-15 11:11:55|Bryan Rodgers|Re: And here are the questions :)|
Thanks Robert, you are too kind a fellow :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2001 1:09 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: And here are the questions :)

Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911> 

> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1911> >

>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361> 

> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1361> >

>
>
> yeah, I'm just being an a-hole. sorry, nothing personal, really gets on me
> when I see the same posts over, and over, on the same subject on these
> lists...
>
> I can't understand why people choose to post rather than do a quick search
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> sometimes...

Now added to the FAQ. ;)

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2299|2299|2001-10-15 13:15:55|Robert van der Kamp|27 feature requests so far.|
Hi all,

I now have collected 27 different request in the FAQ.
Please send any requests you did find in the list below.

Tag them with RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST in the subject line.

Thanks,
Robert

Here's an excerpt from the forthcoming FAQ (chapter 6):

6 RS7000 Feature Requests

6.1 Tx song/style change switch for slave device

[transmit song/style change] ONN / OFF to be placed somewhere in the utility menu. it would
make it possible to use more rs7000's (or rm1x's) in a dj like setup without risking unwanted
changes of styles on the slave devices when changing style on the master. In the head of live
performance it would be a BIG plus. (just like the bpm hold) [Pman]

6.2 Improve Copy and Move jobs in sample mode

In the [sampling mode] the jobs [copy] and [move] should be improved. Now the range from the
source sample when using a sample kit is key number C-2~G8. Please add ALL key numbers. So
that if users want to copy or move an entire sample kit it can be done faster than 128 times copy
1 note from the kit. (I found this problem hen I wanted to convert a local sample kit into a common
sample kit. Maybe I'm missing another way, but it would still be good to add) [Pman]

6.3 Export of multiple samples

same as above but now in the export sample screen. Why can we only export one note from a
sample kit. I want to export the whole kit. [Pman]

6.4 Add new file formats

some file formats added. like commonsamplepool and styleformat2 which can refer to the
commonsamplepools. don't change the formats in use now as it will cause other problems. just
add some file types. and let users choose which formats to use.because Yamaha, face it...the
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machine has a datamanagement problem. [Pman]

6.5 Fix grid mode

Fix the grid mode. I use a computer to make the score so no problem but hey...when on tour it
would be a BIG plus. [Pman]

Grid-mode fix to hear all other tracks. [dayv]

A real grid mode like my old MC303 [Klaus]

6.6 16 section select buttons

The 10 sections button solution is a better way as it is now. because now we gain 16 track mute
buttons. So yamaha good job...but hey I'm used to the rm1x and the 16 sections buttons and want
it all. so I am making a RS7000 hardware addon that adds sections buttons. (and more handy
stuff but more on that when ready) [Pman]

Direct access to section 11-16 (for example by pressing shift + A-F) [Klaus]

6.7 Memory upgrade

A memory upgrade would be A HUGE step forward. 64MB can fillup very quickly. I. can
remember the addon kitts on my Atari 1024ST wich made it possible to get 4x more RAM. (at own
risk) same kind of machine...no HDD, firmwarelike OS, ect. tweakers in the house? [Pman]

6.8 Info screen

On the rm1x when hit the [disk] button 4 times to get into the [delete and info screen] I can see
how big/small the styles/files are and how many disk space left ect. I didn't find this info screen
on
the rs7000. So I have to transfer the all files onto a PC just to check file sizes!!! please make it

like it already is on the RM1x.. there is place enough in the [delete] screen. [Pman]

6.9 Append sample job

Please let me be able to copy a sample to the end of itself. So I can turn a one bar loop into a two

bar loop. [Cross]

6.10 Save and load drum kits

Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing pattern. [Dan Conway]

The option of saving sample kits (for single hits) and groups of span-keyboard samples (for
synths), to emulate the current structure of the ROM. [dayv]

6.11 Don't-save-common-samples option

Not saving Common Samples as an option. [Dan Conway]

6.12 Jump parameter for Pattern mode

The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern mode - as on the RM1X. [Dan
Conway]

6.13 Pattern quantise

Pattern quantise - Can we have a parameter called ?Length? where the pattern will change when
it has got to the end of the pattern. Ie: if you hit a new pattern button during bar two of an 8 bar

pattern, the RS7k will change - after playing bar 8 - please, please, please, please. [Dan Conway]

6.14 Edit value on/off switch

When LED display is set to MEASure - pot twiddling should *not* over-ride this display. Or,
better still, a new parameter enabling the over-ride to be turned off for either BPM or MEASure
mode. [Dan Conway]



6.15 Same file browser pot in save/load/import screens

The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the save/load/import etc? functions to
be unified so that you use the SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE AROUND IN BOTH SAVING AND
LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!! [Dan Conway]

6.16 Naming kit sample voices

Can we please - somehow- be able to name our drum kits as opposed to them being called
whatever the first imported sample is called?.and perhaps something to distinguish them from
normal samples. [Dan Conway]

6.17 Key shortcut for top-of-page

Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and leaves you at the basic interface
screen. Ie: when editing Filter cuttoff (or whatever) using the menu - rather than having to hit
5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit (or whatever) and get there
straight away. [Dan Conway]

6.18 Improve Copy Event or Extract Event jobs

Can we either specify the destination *phrase* in 'Copy Event' OR can we specify what bar
(measure) the data is to start at (and how many copies) in the destination phrase in 'Extract
Event'. [Dan Conway]

6.19 Go to Sample Edit page after Sample Stop

When Sample Stop is hit after taking a sample, it would be better to end up in the sample edit
screen than back out in the main page. [Dan Conway]

6.20 Better navigation buttons in Edit page

The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are CURSED! Moving away from the 4
directional cursor keys on the RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don?t have the time or energy to sit
down and work out a better alternative but if you can?t work out a better way of manipulating data
on the screen - please hire me to do it for you? [Dan Conway]

6.21 Improved page navigation

Wherever possible (Util - Midi filter page, for example) can we have SCROLLING - ie: either the
cursor jumps back to the first parameter from the last - or the screens themselves cycle - a good
way of addressing point 6.17. [Dan Conway]

6.22 Sample option in Copy Track job default off

Can the copy Sample parameter in the Copy Track job NOT be on as default. [Dan Conway]

6.23 Fix MIDI out A/B bug

Fix the MIDI out A/B bug (and all other known bugs) [Klaus]

6.24 Tx Program Change on/off switch

Send program change to MIDI out, not only to the internal TG when switching sections/styles
[Klaus]

6.25 Jump to section A

Jump to section A when switching to the next style [Klaus]

6.26 Sample Preview page

Sample Preview facility [dayv]

6.27 Record during Play

Record-on-the-fly functionality. pleasepleaseplease. This alone would turn the RS into the live box
from hell. [dayv]



6.28 Video + Manual

could we ask for a dedicated video/manual combination in the same vien as 'fast track to cubase
VST' instead of that arse of a manual that comes with it ? [Jez]
| 2300|2290|2001-10-15 14:29:30|Thomas|Re: And here are the questions :)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> yeah, I'm just being an a-hole. sorry, nothing personal, really 

gets on me

> when I see the same posts over, and over, on the same subject on 

these

> lists...

That´s why Robert is working on a FAQ for this group. And that´s why 
you can download the RS7000-manual also that´s why we should tell 
newbies more often...RTFM....(Read The F++beep+
Manual....;)
| 2301|2237|2001-10-15 14:29:55|Thomas|Re: question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> No I didn't. Will it be available as an Emu soundbank for their 

samplers?

Hm, dunno, but i guess they want first to sell their (overpriced) 
Orbit V3 (with the Rob Papen soundset) and THEN maybe release the 
Soundset for their Sampler.
| 2302|2237|2001-10-15 14:37:24|synthe. labo|Re: question|

>I happen to own a Filter Factory and I can tell you it's f*cking great.
>A Sherman is more a sound creation device. It's like an analog synth 
>wothout
>oscilators. The FF is a performance device. I route my stereo mix tru it 
>via
>the main inserts on my mackie desk: Instant Daft Punk filter madness! It
>also has a distortion button wich sounds more like a guitar amp simulation
>but is really good in making your mix sounds more gritty and rauncy!
>
>The envelope follower on it is really good and turning up the resonance
>doens't destroy your bottom end (which is a problem with loads of filters).
>All the buttons you and knobs you turn send midi.
>
>It's really great and certainly worth every penny!

thanx for the review, i could be interested in the filterfactory
also: does someone has tried or had notice about the Akai MFC42 filter, the 
new one that is publicized with the mpc2000 but it's a complete analogue 
filter that can be used with every piece of gear...?
it would be interesting to make a comparison between the Filterfactory and 
the MFC42..this last one promits a lot too

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2303|2290|2001-10-15 14:48:38|dlewetag@hotmail.com|Re: And here are the questions :)|
Regarding the Zip 250 - you'll have no problems with it. I've been 
using mine since I got the RS7000.
| 2304|2299|2001-10-15 15:09:42|ripe|Re: 27 feature requests so far.|
hey Robert, nice work!

I have a couple feature requests also...

1. Make the clock shift real-time play FX function work in two different
ways...
The first is the way it works currently.
The second mode would be shifting by grid steps (not clock ticks), could
shift forwards or backwards 16 steps. This would work as a pattern rotate
function as seen on the futureretro mobius hardware sequencer... very useful
(for me at least!)

2. a BPM calculator on the sample edit screen, very simple arithmetic to
convert samples to time or BPM by measure or beat, but it'd be easier on the

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


screen. I think this was mentioned on motifator.com

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2001 2:15 PM
Subject: [RS7000] 27 feature requests so far.

> Hi all,
>
> I now have collected 27 different request in the FAQ.
> Please send any requests you did find in the list below.
>
> Tag them with RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST in the subject line.
>
> Thanks,
> Robert
>
>
>
>
> Here's an excerpt from the forthcoming FAQ (chapter 6):
>
>
>
>
> 6 RS7000 Feature Requests
>
> 6.1 Tx song/style change switch for slave device
>
> [transmit song/style change] ONN / OFF to be placed somewhere in the
utility menu. it would
> make it possible to use more rs7000's (or rm1x's) in a dj like setup
without risking unwanted
> changes of styles on the slave devices when changing style on the master.
In the head of live
> performance it would be a BIG plus. (just like the bpm hold) [Pman]
>
>
> 6.2 Improve Copy and Move jobs in sample mode
>
> In the [sampling mode] the jobs [copy] and [move] should be improved. Now
the range from the
> source sample when using a sample kit is key number C-2~G8. Please add ALL
key numbers. So
> that if users want to copy or move an entire sample kit it can be done
faster than 128 times copy
> 1 note from the kit. (I found this problem hen I wanted to convert a local
sample kit into a common
> sample kit. Maybe I'm missing another way, but it would still be good to
add) [Pman]
>
>
> 6.3 Export of multiple samples
>
> same as above but now in the export sample screen. Why can we only export
one note from a
> sample kit. I want to export the whole kit. [Pman]
>
>
> 6.4 Add new file formats
>
> some file formats added. like commonsamplepool and styleformat2 which can
refer to the
> commonsamplepools. don't change the formats in use now as it will cause
other problems. just
> add some file types. and let users choose which formats to use.because
Yamaha, face it...the
> machine has a datamanagement problem. [Pman]
>
>
> 6.5 Fix grid mode
>
> Fix the grid mode. I use a computer to make the score so no problem but
hey...when on tour it
> would be a BIG plus. [Pman]
>

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> Grid-mode fix to hear all other tracks. [dayv]
>
> A real grid mode like my old MC303 [Klaus]
>
>
> 6.6 16 section select buttons
>
> The 10 sections button solution is a better way as it is now. because now
we gain 16 track mute
> buttons. So yamaha good job...but hey I'm used to the rm1x and the 16
sections buttons and want
> it all. so I am making a RS7000 hardware addon that adds sections buttons.
(and more handy
> stuff but more on that when ready) [Pman]
>
> Direct access to section 11-16 (for example by pressing shift + A-F)
[Klaus]
>
>
> 6.7 Memory upgrade
>
> A memory upgrade would be A HUGE step forward. 64MB can fillup very
quickly. I. can
> remember the addon kitts on my Atari 1024ST wich made it possible to get
4x more RAM. (at own
> risk) same kind of machine...no HDD, firmwarelike OS, ect. tweakers in the
house? [Pman]
>
>
> 6.8 Info screen
>
> On the rm1x when hit the [disk] button 4 times to get into the [delete and
info screen] I can see
> how big/small the styles/files are and how many disk space left ect. I
didn't find this info screen
> on
> the rs7000. So I have to transfer the all files onto a PC just to check
file sizes!!! please make it
>
> like it already is on the RM1x.. there is place enough in the [delete]
screen. [Pman]
>
>
> 6.9 Append sample job
>
> Please let me be able to copy a sample to the end of itself. So I can turn
a one bar loop into a two
>
> bar loop. [Cross]
>
>
> 6.10 Save and load drum kits
>
> Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing pattern.
[Dan Conway]
>
> The option of saving sample kits (for single hits) and groups of
span-keyboard samples (for
> synths), to emulate the current structure of the ROM. [dayv]
>
>
> 6.11 Don't-save-common-samples option
>
> Not saving Common Samples as an option. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.12 Jump parameter for Pattern mode
>
> The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern mode - as on the
RM1X. [Dan
> Conway]
>
>
> 6.13 Pattern quantise
>
> Pattern quantise - Can we have a parameter called ?Length? where the
pattern will change when
> it has got to the end of the pattern. Ie: if you hit a new pattern button
during bar two of an 8 bar
>
> pattern, the RS7k will change - after playing bar 8 - please, please,



please, please. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.14 Edit value on/off switch
>
> When LED display is set to MEASure - pot twiddling should *not* over-ride
this display. Or,
> better still, a new parameter enabling the over-ride to be turned off for
either BPM or MEASure
> mode. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.15 Same file browser pot in save/load/import screens
>
> The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the
save/load/import etc? functions to
> be unified so that you use the SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE AROUND IN BOTH SAVING
AND
> LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!! [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.16 Naming kit sample voices
>
> Can we please - somehow- be able to name our drum kits as opposed to them
being called
> whatever the first imported sample is called?.and perhaps something to
distinguish them from
> normal samples. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.17 Key shortcut for top-of-page
>
> Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and leaves you at the
basic interface
> screen. Ie: when editing Filter cuttoff (or whatever) using the menu -
rather than having to hit
> 5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit (or
whatever) and get there
> straight away. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.18 Improve Copy Event or Extract Event jobs
>
> Can we either specify the destination *phrase* in 'Copy Event' OR can we
specify what bar
> (measure) the data is to start at (and how many copies) in the destination
phrase in 'Extract
> Event'. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.19 Go to Sample Edit page after Sample Stop
>
> When Sample Stop is hit after taking a sample, it would be better to end
up in the sample edit
> screen than back out in the main page. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.20 Better navigation buttons in Edit page
>
> The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are CURSED! Moving
away from the 4
> directional cursor keys on the RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don?t have the
time or energy to sit
> down and work out a better alternative but if you can?t work out a better
way of manipulating data
> on the screen - please hire me to do it for you? [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.21 Improved page navigation
>
> Wherever possible (Util - Midi filter page, for example) can we have
SCROLLING - ie: either the
> cursor jumps back to the first parameter from the last - or the screens
themselves cycle - a good
> way of addressing point 6.17. [Dan Conway]
>
>
> 6.22 Sample option in Copy Track job default off
>
> Can the copy Sample parameter in the Copy Track job NOT be on as default.
[Dan Conway]



>
>
> 6.23 Fix MIDI out A/B bug
>
> Fix the MIDI out A/B bug (and all other known bugs) [Klaus]
>
>
> 6.24 Tx Program Change on/off switch
>
> Send program change to MIDI out, not only to the internal TG when
switching sections/styles
> [Klaus]
>
>
> 6.25 Jump to section A
>
> Jump to section A when switching to the next style [Klaus]
>
>
> 6.26 Sample Preview page
>
> Sample Preview facility [dayv]
>
>
> 6.27 Record during Play
>
> Record-on-the-fly functionality. pleasepleaseplease. This alone would turn
the RS into the live box
> from hell. [dayv]
>
>
> 6.28 Video + Manual
>
> could we ask for a dedicated video/manual combination in the same vien as
'fast track to cubase
> VST' instead of that arse of a manual that comes with it ? [Jez]
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 2305|2299|2001-10-15 16:03:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 27 feature requests so far.|
ripe wrote:

> hey Robert, nice work!
>
> I have a couple feature requests also...

Okay, will be added to the list.

- Robert
| 2306|2306|2001-10-15 16:35:46|emg@engineer.com|(no subject)|
Hi there,

First of all, my apology about my question about the zip/rs7000 
combination. It won't happen again.

Unfortunatly, I had more questions.
Thanks for Robert who DID take little time to answer my other 
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questions.

I'm reading the manual, but it's a lot harder if you don't have the 
RS7000 around.
| 2307|1104|2001-10-16 00:46:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
emg@engineer.com wrote:

> Hi there,
>
> First of all, my apology about my question about the zip/rs7000
> combination. It won't happen again.
>
> Unfortunatly, I had more questions.
> Thanks for Robert who DID take little time to answer my other
> questions.
>
> I'm reading the manual, but it's a lot harder if you don't have the
> RS7000 around.

I know, I also spent a long time with only the manual, and its not
the best manual I've read so far. ;)

Don't be afraid to ask questions if the manual can't help you and
the archive is no help either. There's no FAQ yet (working on that),
so all you can do then is post your questions here (or at another
rs7k site of course).

I'll try and answer all questions I *can* answer within 24 hours.

- Robert
| 2308|2237|2001-10-16 02:17:06|Tim Nolet|Re: question|
That new Akai thing looks pretty cool. A tad overpriced thought (at least 
the price estimate I saw). If the filters behave like "normal" akai filters 
then I'm not so sure I'd want one. They're just to edgy and digital. When my 
local shop has one I'm certainly gonna try it out.
I'm a fool for filters so I hope it isn't that good. Save me al lot of money 
;)

From: "synthe. labo" <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] question
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2001 20:33:53 +0000

>I happen to own a Filter Factory and I can tell you it's f*cking great.
>A Sherman is more a sound creation device. It's like an analog synth
>wothout
>oscilators. The FF is a performance device. I route my stereo mix tru it
>via
>the main inserts on my mackie desk: Instant Daft Punk filter madness! It
>also has a distortion button wich sounds more like a guitar amp simulation
>but is really good in making your mix sounds more gritty and rauncy!
>
>The envelope follower on it is really good and turning up the resonance
>doens't destroy your bottom end (which is a problem with loads of 

filters).

>All the buttons you and knobs you turn send midi.
>
>It's really great and certainly worth every penny!

thanx for the review, i could be interested in the filterfactory
also: does someone has tried or had notice about the Akai MFC42 filter, the
new one that is publicized with the mpc2000 but it's a complete analogue
filter that can be used with every piece of gear...?
it would be interesting to make a comparison between the Filterfactory and
the MFC42..this last one promits a lot too

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2310|2237|2001-10-16 03:00:58|Thomas|Re: question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:

> If the filters behave like "normal" akai filters 
> then I'm not so sure I'd want one. 

Oh nono, they are truely analogue...well that´s what Akai says.

But if i compare the $79 for a Electrix Filterqueen with the price 
for the MFC...hey...is there any doubt not to purchase the 
Filterqueen?

But IMO the filter of the RS7k are already really good, (analogue 
flavoured) and enough for my purpose. If i need more filtering, i can 
always use my Nord Micromodular.

--Tom
| 2312|2237|2001-10-16 03:41:37|Tim Nolet|Re: question|
Yeah sure, the RS7K filters are really nice. Even better then my NordRack 2 
filters. The thing with the Nord is that turning up the resonance kills your 
low end. They do have character but they're not that meaty. I like the 
filters on my JV1080 even better! Still, the Electrix filters are great, and 
they're digitally modelled. A friend of mine, who's a real digital-hater, 
was gobsmacked. He's the type that says: If it ain't Moog it ain't much :o)

From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: question
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2001 09:00:51 -0000

--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> If the filters behave like "normal" akai filters
> then I'm not so sure I'd want one.

Oh nono, they are truely analogue...well that�s what Akai says.

But if i compare the $79 for a Electrix Filterqueen with the price
for the MFC...hey...is there any doubt not to purchase the
Filterqueen?

But IMO the filter of the RS7k are already really good, (analogue
flavoured) and enough for my purpose. If i need more filtering, i can
always use my Nord Micromodular.

--Tom

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 2313|2290|2001-10-16 05:55:36|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: And here are the questions :)|
op 15-10-2001 21:48 schreef dlewetag@hotmail.com op dlewetag@hotmail.com:

> Regarding the Zip 250 - you'll have no problems with it. I've been
> using mine since I got the RS7000.

The ZIP 100 MB versions do work perfectly.
Also the Magneto Optical 230 MB disks are working.. I prefer these as they
are much more relyable and also cheaper and faster than Zips.

Smart Mediadisks are too expensive now, next year they will be much cheaper.
(personally I think smartmedia disks are much too fragile and too
small(size) for use with musical gear especially when having gigs in these
dark places...)

Leon
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> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2314|2314|2001-10-16 05:55:40|Tvin Daddi Vinil|CHEAP 'RAM' IN HOLLAND?|
HeY..

this is a message to Dutch users...

Eindelijk heb ik de RS dan.. (4 dagen al!)
4 mb intern ram is wel erg weinig.
Weten jullie waar je goedkoop geheugen kan krijgen? liefst 2x32 Mb

Alvast bedankt,

Leon Goedhart

- - - - - - - - -
http://get.to/tdv
| 2315|2314|2001-10-16 06:03:54|Tim Nolet|Re: CHEAP 'RAM' IN HOLLAND?|
Leon,

Bestel het online bij www.oempcworld.com. Dat hebben Robert en ik ook gedaan 
en is veruit het goedkoopste. Zelfs al moet het uit de States komen.
Ik kreeg overigens branden Compaq Simms. Very nice...

From: Tvin Daddi Vinil <tvin@hetnet.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] CHEAP 'RAM' IN HOLLAND?
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2001 13:58:48 +0100

HeY..

this is a message to Dutch users...

Eindelijk heb ik de RS dan.. (4 dagen al!)
4 mb intern ram is wel erg weinig.
Weten jullie waar je goedkoop geheugen kan krijgen? liefst 2x32 Mb

Alvast bedankt,

Leon Goedhart

- - - - - - - - -
http://get.to/tdv

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
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| 2316|2314|2001-10-16 06:27:31|emg@engineer.com|Re: CHEAP 'RAM' IN HOLLAND?|
Kijk even op http://www.tweakers.net
Selecteer "Pricewatch" en zoek dan naar het geheugen.

MTI heeft 32Mb SIMMS voor 39 piek (rembours is 18 piek).

--- In RS7000@y..., Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:
> HeY..
> 
> this is a message to Dutch users...
> 
> Eindelijk heb ik de RS dan.. (4 dagen al!)
> 4 mb intern ram is wel erg weinig.
> Weten jullie waar je goedkoop geheugen kan krijgen? liefst 2x32 Mb
> 
> Alvast bedankt,
> 
> 
> Leon Goedhart

| 2317|2317|2001-10-16 11:24:39|jeffkissinger@yahoo.com|New RS700 in box FS 1200|
New in box, very fun, just need the cash, still has plastic on 
screen, absolutely new condition, if someone contacts me soon I will 
through in 64 megs of new ram. -jeff
| 2319|2299|2001-10-16 11:29:59|synthe. labo|Re: 27 feature requests so far.|

>1. Make the clock shift real-time play FX function work in two different
>ways...
>The first is the way it works currently.
>The second mode would be shifting by grid steps (not clock ticks), could
>shift forwards or backwards 16 steps. This would work as a pattern rotate
>function as seen on the futureretro mobius hardware sequencer... very 
>useful
>(for me at least!)

this is a genious idea!!!
this would be so useful also for me, just what i do with patterns in the 
nord modular!!!

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2320|2320|2001-10-16 11:35:03|wcskewes@aol.com|RS 7000 for sale|
I am selling my brand new RS7000. Mint 

$1100.00

Detroit, MI

Peace,

Curtis
| 2321|2320|2001-10-16 11:35:04|wcskewes@aol.com|RS 7000 for sale|
I am selling my brand new RS7000. Mint 

$1100.00

Detroit, MI

Peace,

Curtis
| 2323|2267|2001-10-16 13:56:33|Jayson Barrons|Re: Why I want to buy a RS-7000 or something like that.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> > sorry kids about the fishin.
> 
> Well, sure, but you should mention that you are sitting in the USA. 
> So people in europe, like me, wouldn´t be able to use the A5000 
> without having problems with the built-in pa with can eat only 120 
> Voltage instead of the here in Europe necessary 240V...

http://www.tweakers.net/
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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damn our unstandardized world!
| 2324|2324|2001-10-16 14:57:48|synthe. labo|ps|
...Robert..have you received my private mail about Nord Modular...?

:)

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2325|2324|2001-10-16 14:59:23|Bryan Rodgers|Re: ps|
someone selling one? I gotta buddy who's looking to trade his Nord 2 for
one...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2001 4:58 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] ps

...Robert..have you received my private mail about Nord Modular...?

:)

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=168643.1620686.3205344.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=816901/rand=101982766> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2326|2326|2001-10-16 15:16:10|synthe. labo|fxs|
hello,
some ideas about twisting rs7k sounds with fxs..?
i have a Boss VF-1 that is very powerful, but i would take something more 
and i've seen the zoom rfx-2000 and lexicon mpx-100/200 that can attract me 
a lot, the first for all that filtering fx and pitch shift and knobs, the 
second for good reverbs and the delay synchronized to external midi clock...
just in trouble also about getting a filterfactory instead of one of these 2 
fx units...
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any suggestion?

p.s.: i love synch delay to midi clock, i'm addicted to that, but i love 
filters too, a good opitio to twist my loops on echoplex made with realtime 
knobbing on rs7k

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2327|2324|2001-10-16 15:19:39|synthe. labo|Re: ps|

>someone selling one? I gotta buddy who's looking to trade his Nord 2 for
>one...

no :)
it was about explanations, suggestions
..and i don't have a nord 2, mine is a modular..
you want to trade with what..? your rs7000????!!!! aaaaahhhhhh
:)

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2328|2326|2001-10-16 15:47:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: fxs|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> hello,
> some ideas about twisting rs7k sounds with fxs..?
> i have a Boss VF-1 that is very powerful, but i would take something more
> and i've seen the zoom rfx-2000

Zoom, hmm, has always been a bit cheasy imo.

> and lexicon mpx-100/200 that can attract me
> a lot,

Lexicon *can* may beautiful machines. I own a MPX-G2 (which is
a MPX-1 + guitar effects). Looooooove it. Great sound and very weird
if you want. And always that great reverb. But very expensive.

Just finished testing the MPX-500. Good reverb (better than the MPX-100)
but just a bit too noisy for my taste. Didn't test the other effects. The verbs
were fine though.

> the first for all that filtering fx and pitch shift and knobs, the

Remember that a good pitch shifter takes a lot of processing
power -> quality. Is the zoom good enough for the job?

>
> second for good reverbs and the delay synchronized to external midi clock...

That could work, yes.

>
> just in trouble also about getting a filterfactory instead of one of these 2
> fx units...
> any suggestion?

Well, the FF cannot replace a good reverb, its something totally different.
A FF (or FB) and a Lex looks like a nice combination. The beauty of the
FF is that you can record the tweaks as MIDI and reproduce it, but that's
not really your style I guess. ;)

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>
>
> p.s.: i love synch delay to midi clock, i'm addicted to that,

The RS has them too.

> but i love
> filters too, a good opitio to twist my loops on echoplex made with realtime
> knobbing on rs7k

Maybe, just maybe have a look at the Lex MPX-G2. Very good reverb,
delay lines of 10 secs stereo or 20 sec mono and some other weird
stuff. A (simplified) jamman is built in! Delay can be synced to midi,
2 LFOs and other modifiers, etc.

The FF however is more intuitive, with those beautiful knobs. Played with
one just a few hours ago. Price: aprox. $400. :(

Cheers,
Robert

>
>
> c.marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

| 2329|2324|2001-10-16 16:24:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ps|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> ...Robert..have you received my private mail about Nord Modular...?
>
> :)
>
> marco

Nope, sorry. About the NordMod? Shame I missed it! ;)

Please resend it.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2330|2330|2001-10-16 21:32:15|Jayson Barrons|Re: Robert for Moderator|

> i totally agree.
> don't know another person that knows so many things about rs7k and 

is so 

> nice to answer to everyone in details.

I know so many things, i'm just not so nice in my answers ;-)
| 2331|2330|2001-10-16 21:52:21|Jayson Barrons|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Guys, I'm flattered, really. :)
> 
> But why change things, when the list works well as it does
> right now?

it appears you were already made a moderator. perhaps without your 
knowledge? conspiracy!
| 2332|2332|2001-10-16 23:21:47|bontrip@videotron.ca|Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
Hello everyone,

Having lots of fun with the machine but have a couple of easy 
questions for you :

1. What will be the difference in terms of sampling rates 
(bits / frequency ) with the digital / optical inputs on the AIEB2 ?
16 Bit / 44 khz or higher ?

2. Can someone please explain what a/d, d/a conversion really 
means ? 24 bit, 128 x oversampling ???

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


3. Is it possible to convert RS7000 format to audio format with 
some sort of software converter ? I'd like to record what i have 
done with the RS7000 on a cd (wave or Aiff) and so far, the only 
way to do this is to record directly with a soundcard on a PC.

4. Are the style changes done in the Pattern Chain Mode 
supposed to be executed without missing a beat ?

5. Bug Report in the patter chain mode ?

May be this has already been discussed: after making changes 
with a track (pattern, bpm or scene/mute), i've noticed that some 
of the parameters are slightly modified, for exemple 1 of the 
track looses the delay effect for a second, then comes back on. 
On a drum track, a hit is missing for a second. 

I started all over again a few times with the same results: the 
pattern, Bpm and scene/mute changes are executed correctly 
but the chain does not reproduce exactly what can be heard 
when doing the same thing in the pattern mode. Is there 
something obvious i'm missing ?

Thank you for your time,

Simon
| 2333|2330|2001-10-17 00:38:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert for Moderator|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Guys, I'm flattered, really. :)
> >
> > But why change things, when the list works well as it does
> > right now?
>
> it appears you were already made a moderator. perhaps without your
> knowledge? conspiracy!

That's whay I find out too, a couple of weeks ago.
Same for a couple of other guys as well.
I am not inclined to use that status, however.

- Robert
| 2334|2317|2001-10-17 00:43:23|Thomas|Re: New RS700 in box FS 1200|
--- In RS7000@y..., jeffkissinger@y... wrote:

> New in box, very fun, just need the cash, still has plastic on 
> screen, absolutely new condition, if someone contacts me soon I 

will 

> through in 64 megs of new ram. -jeff

In what country and for how much? 1200 pigs? frogs? camels?

Please be a bit more specific.

--Tom
| 2335|2330|2001-10-17 00:44:27|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Guys, I'm flattered, really. :)
> 
> But why change things, when the list works well as it does
> right now?

Everything is cool so far. And as you told me, you ARE already 
moderator, so no problem.

--Tom
| 2336|2330|2001-10-17 00:50:31|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> it appears you were already made a moderator. perhaps without your 
> knowledge? conspiracy!



J.son you too!

--Tom
| 2337|2330|2001-10-17 00:52:49|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> That's whay I find out too, a couple of weeks ago.
> Same for a couple of other guys as well.
> I am not inclined to use that status, however.

Well if you don´t want it, you can leave this status. But i would 
like to ask you to do the job, because you already did it and you did 
it damn good.

--Tom
| 2338|2332|2001-10-17 00:58:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

> Hello everyone,
>
> Having lots of fun with the machine but have a couple of easy
> questions for you :
>
> 1. What will be the difference in terms of sampling rates
> (bits / frequency ) with the digital / optical inputs on the AIEB2 ?
> 16 Bit / 44 khz or higher ?

Sample width is always 16 bits.
The analog in sample at 44.1 kHz and subdivisions: 22.05, 11.025 and 5.5125.
The digital inputs sample at 48, 44.1 and 32 kHz.

>
>
> 2. Can someone please explain what a/d, d/a conversion really
> means ? 24 bit, 128 x oversampling ???

AD means Analog->Digital conversion, where an analog signal
is sampled into the digital domain at (e.g.) 44100 snapshots per
second. DA is the other way around.

24 bit is the sample width in bits. A standard CD player uses
16 bits internally. The RS seems to use 24 bits, which allows for
better headroom and higher dynamics since there are more bits
in the upper region to toy with. Compare every bit with a segment
of a led VU bar, the more segments, the more 'space'.
When using 24-bit internally, you also have more room to sum a
number of 16-bit signals. Good digital mixers often use even higher
internal sample widths (40 to 50 bits).

I can't tell you anything about oversampling, sorry.

>
>
> 3. Is it possible to convert RS7000 format to audio format with
> some sort of software converter ? I'd like to record what i have
> done with the RS7000 on a cd (wave or Aiff) and so far, the only
> way to do this is to record directly with a soundcard on a PC.

You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
Or do you want to convert the samples and midi to some other
gear?

AFAIK, there's no mixdown feature built into the RS, but the digital
output of the optional AIEB2 multi-output device should give you
a good signal.

In the latter case, both midi and sample data can be converted to
standard formats already.

>
>
> 4. Are the style changes done in the Pattern Chain Mode
> supposed to be executed without missing a beat ?
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Yes, but only when changing patterns *within* the same style.
When hopping from one style to another, the RS must change
the sounds and fx settings of each track between to two patterns
of each style, and that can't be done without a small gap in
between. Almost every piece of gear has a problem at this
level.

However, the Utility mode parameter VOICE SETUP TO TG
(page 261 of the english manual) allows one to disable the
update of voices, fx and other stuff when hopping from one
style/song to another.

>
>
> 5. Bug Report in the patter chain mode ?
>
> May be this has already been discussed: after making changes
> with a track (pattern, bpm or scene/mute), i've noticed that some
> of the parameters are slightly modified, for exemple 1 of the
> track looses the delay effect for a second, then comes back on.
> On a drum track, a hit is missing for a second.
>

Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?

>
> I started all over again a few times with the same results: the
> pattern, Bpm and scene/mute changes are executed correctly
> but the chain does not reproduce exactly what can be heard
> when doing the same thing in the pattern mode. Is there
> something obvious i'm missing ?

Please read my answers above and tell me if that helped. If not,
we have to look further.

- Robert
| 2340|2314|2001-10-17 02:31:10|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: CHEAP 'RAM' IN HOLLAND?|
op 16-10-2001 13:20 schreef emg@engineer.com op emg@engineer.com:

> Kijk even op http://www.tweakers.net
> Selecteer "Pricewatch" en zoek dan naar het geheugen.
> 
> MTI heeft 32Mb SIMMS voor 39 piek (rembours is 18 piek).
> 
> 

TNX ik heb even gekeken.. inderdaad goedkoop, maar nu klapte Microschoft
Explorer er weer uit op de e-shop.. gebruik vanmiddag weer Netscape!

Leon

> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2341|2332|2001-10-17 02:33:14|simon leclerc|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
on 10/17/01 2:58 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
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> bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:
> 
>> Hello everyone,
>> 
>> Having lots of fun with the machine but have a couple of easy
>> questions for you :
>> 
>> 1. What will be the difference in terms of sampling rates
>> (bits / frequency ) with the digital / optical inputs on the AIEB2 ?
>> 16 Bit / 44 khz or higher ?
> 
> Sample width is always 16 bits.
> The analog in sample at 44.1 kHz and subdivisions: 22.05, 11.025 and 5.5125.
> The digital inputs sample at 48, 44.1 and 32 kHz.
> 
>> 
>> 
>> 2. Can someone please explain what a/d, d/a conversion really
>> means ? 24 bit, 128 x oversampling ???
> 
> AD means Analog->Digital conversion, where an analog signal
> is sampled into the digital domain at (e.g.) 44100 snapshots per
> second. DA is the other way around.
> 
> 24 bit is the sample width in bits. A standard CD player uses
> 16 bits internally. The RS seems to use 24 bits, which allows for
> better headroom and higher dynamics since there are more bits
> in the upper region to toy with. Compare every bit with a segment
> of a led VU bar, the more segments, the more 'space'.
> When using 24-bit internally, you also have more room to sum a
> number of 16-bit signals. Good digital mixers often use even higher
> internal sample widths (40 to 50 bits).
> 
> I can't tell you anything about oversampling, sorry.
> 
>> 
>> 
>> 3. Is it possible to convert RS7000 format to audio format with
>> some sort of software converter ? I'd like to record what i have
>> done with the RS7000 on a cd (wave or Aiff) and so far, the only
>> way to do this is to record directly with a soundcard on a PC.
> 
> You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?

Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get
the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
with the output that's available on the RS right now ?

> 
> Or do you want to convert the samples and midi to some other
> gear?

> AFAIK, there's no mixdown feature built into the RS, but the digital
> output of the optional AIEB2 multi-output device should give you
> a good signal.
> 
> In the latter case, both midi and sample data can be converted to
> standard formats already.
> 
>> 
>> 
>> 4. Are the style changes done in the Pattern Chain Mode
>> supposed to be executed without missing a beat ?
> 
> Yes, but only when changing patterns *within* the same style.
> When hopping from one style to another, the RS must change
> the sounds and fx settings of each track between to two patterns
> of each style, and that can't be done without a small gap in
> between. Almost every piece of gear has a problem at this
> level.
> 
> However, the Utility mode parameter VOICE SETUP TO TG
> (page 261 of the english manual) allows one to disable the
> update of voices, fx and other stuff when hopping from one
> style/song to another.
> 
>> 
>> 
>> 5. Bug Report in the patter chain mode ?
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>> 
>> May be this has already been discussed: after making changes
>> with a track (pattern, bpm or scene/mute), i've noticed that some
>> of the parameters are slightly modified, for exemple 1 of the
>> track looses the delay effect for a second, then comes back on.
>> On a drum track, a hit is missing for a second.
>> 
> 
> Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
> Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?

Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
change between styles without ending up with a small gap
between the changes in the pattern mode, but i thought
that perhaps this wouldnt
happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
are automated. I guess i was wrong.

Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
"Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
try it again tomorrow.

Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.

Thank you for taking the time to answer.

Simon

>>> 
>> I started all over again a few times with the same results: the
>> pattern, Bpm and scene/mute changes are executed correctly
>> but the chain does not reproduce exactly what can be heard
>> when doing the same thing in the pattern mode. Is there
>> something obvious i'm missing ?
> 
> Please read my answers above and tell me if that helped. If not,
> we have to look further.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2343|2343|2001-10-17 05:35:32|alex.udell@autodesk.com|definitions|
Hi...

I can answer some of that for you:

1) d/a - a/d = Digital to Analog or Analog to Digital. A/D= The whole basis of sampling. Taking a continunous or Analog signal
and "sampling" (or taking samples of it over time) to represent it digitally. D/A = the reverse process taking the digital
representaion of a wavefrom and outputting a continuous analog signal from it.
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2) Frequency and Bits - characterisitics of the sampling technology itself.
a) Frequency - "sampling" is kind of like taking a picture of an audio wave form at various poionts in time so that it can be
represented digitally. Frequency, in terms of sampling, is how often those pictures are taken or how often the wavefrom is
sampled. Often refered to in K, meaning Thousands per second...thus 44.1k = 44,100 samples per second. Obviously, the higher
the sampling rate, the more accurate the sample.

b) Bits - In sampling refers spcifically to the resolution used to define the amplitude of a sample. So the higher the Bit
rate, the more accurately represnted in terms of it's amplitude. 

So you think of a sample like this

A *
M * *
P * *
L * * * ************
T * * * *
U * * * *
D * * * *
E * *
----------------------------------------------
FREQUENCY

The higher the Frequncy = more divisions horizontally = Better.
The higher the BIT Rate = the more Divisons Vertically = Better.

Oversampling I need some help with, but I think it's a slight offset in time where the sampling process begins. This allows
multiple over samples to be compared and "averaged" together to create the final "Sample"....Oversampling should, theortically,
make the final digitzied waveform more "accurate" or true to it's analog counterpart.

Sorry to get all scientific on you....I'll put my Lab coat and specatcales away now. ;-)

Cheers,

Alex

Message: 25 
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2001 05:21:45 -0000 
From: bontrip@videotron.ca 
Subject: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ? 

Hello everyone, 

Having lots of fun with the machine but have a couple of easy 
questions for you : 

1. What will be the difference in terms of sampling rates 
(bits / frequency ) with the digital / optical inputs on the AIEB2 ? 
16 Bit / 44 khz or higher ? 

2. Can someone please explain what a/d, d/a conversion really 
means ? 24 bit, 128 x oversampling ??? 

3. Is it possible to convert RS7000 format to audio format with 
some sort of software converter ? I'd like to record what i have 
done with the RS7000 on a cd (wave or Aiff) and so far, the only 
way to do this is to record directly with a soundcard on a PC. 

4. Are the style changes done in the Pattern Chain Mode 
supposed to be executed without missing a beat ? 

5. Bug Report in the patter chain mode ? 

May be this has already been discussed: after making changes 
with a track (pattern, bpm or scene/mute), i've noticed that some 
of the parameters are slightly modified, for exemple 1 of the 
track looses the delay effect for a second, then comes back on. 
On a drum track, a hit is missing for a second. 

I started all over again a few times with the same results: the 
pattern, Bpm and scene/mute changes are executed correctly 
but the chain does not reproduce exactly what can be heard 
when doing the same thing in the pattern mode. Is there 
something obvious i'm missing ? 

Thank you for your time, 

Simon
| 2344|2343|2001-10-17 05:57:26|Jerome DUMAS|Re: definitions|
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Ok here is a little explanation about oversampling :

- A basic sampling formula explains that the quantization noise (the
difference between the analog signal and the quantized digital signal) is
contained between -Fs/2 and Fs/2 with Fs = sampling frequency.
- Assuming Fb is the signal bandwith
- the above sampling method (nyquist rate) results in a quantization noise
between -Fs/2 and Fs/2, in other terms, completely into the signal band
since Fs = 2.Fb
- Sampling a signal at an higher rate (for instance 128 times the nyquist
frequency), is called oversampling, in this case, Fs is much more important
than the signal bandwitdh
- When applying the same formula (quantization noise between -Fs/2 and
Fs/2 ), and, assuming the noise power spectral density is not correlated
with the sampling rate, then equal to the first case (Nyquist), this results
in a lower in-band quantization noise, then a better signal to noise ratio,
since Fs is 128 times Fb
- Each time the sampling frequency is doubled, each time the SNR (signal to
noise ratio) is improved by 3 dB.
- Another effect of oversampling is the complexity of digital filters
located behing the converter itself, when sampling a signal at the Nyquist
frequency, image frequencies, incoming from the sampling phenomena, are
contiguous. This means an ideal digital filter must be used to completely
remove image frequencies.
- On the other hand, when a signal is oversampled, images frequencies Fs,
2Fs, ... are not contiguous, this has for effect to reduce the complexity of
the digital filter that removes image frequencies
- These digital filters are FIR type for audio applications (because of
their linear phase), and require a lot of coeficients for a proper removing
of image frequencies
- This technics is used into Sigma Delta converters, mainly used in audio
domain.

Hope this helps, sorry if it is not clear.

Jerome

----- Original Message -----
From: <alex.udell@autodesk.com>
To: <bontrip@videotron.ca>
Cc: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2001 1:35 PM
Subject: [RS7000] definitions

> Hi...
>
> I can answer some of that for you:
>
> 1) d/a - a/d = Digital to Analog or Analog to Digital. A/D= The whole
basis of sampling. Taking a continunous or Analog signal and "sampling" (or
taking samples of it over time) to represent it digitally. D/A = the reverse
process taking the digital representaion of a wavefrom and outputting a
continuous analog signal from it.
>
> 2) Frequency and Bits - characterisitics of the sampling technology
itself.
> a) Frequency - "sampling" is kind of like taking a picture of an audio
wave form at various poionts in time so that it can be represented
digitally. Frequency, in terms of sampling, is how often those pictures are
taken or how often the wavefrom is sampled. Often refered to in K, meaning
Thousands per second...thus 44.1k = 44,100 samples per second. Obviously,
the higher the sampling rate, the more accurate the sample.
>
> b) Bits - In sampling refers spcifically to the resolution used to define
the amplitude of a sample. So the higher the Bit rate, the more accurately
represnted in terms of it's amplitude.
>
> So you think of a sample like this
>
> A *
> M * *
> P * *
> L * * * ************
> T * * * *
> U * * * *
> D * * * *
> E * *
> ----------------------------------------------
> FREQUENCY
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>
>
> The higher the Frequncy = more divisions horizontally = Better.
> The higher the BIT Rate = the more Divisons Vertically = Better.
>
> Oversampling I need some help with, but I think it's a slight offset in
time where the sampling process begins. This allows multiple over samples
to be compared and "averaged" together to create the final
"Sample"....Oversampling should, theortically, make the final digitzied
waveform more "accurate" or true to it's analog counterpart.
>
> Sorry to get all scientific on you....I'll put my Lab coat and specatcales
away now. ;-)
>
> Cheers,
>
> Alex
>
>
> Message: 25
> Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2001 05:21:45 -0000
> From: bontrip@videotron.ca
> Subject: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?
>
> Hello everyone,
>
> Having lots of fun with the machine but have a couple of easy
> questions for you :
>
> 1. What will be the difference in terms of sampling rates
> (bits / frequency ) with the digital / optical inputs on the AIEB2 ?
> 16 Bit / 44 khz or higher ?
>
> 2. Can someone please explain what a/d, d/a conversion really
> means ? 24 bit, 128 x oversampling ???
>
> 3. Is it possible to convert RS7000 format to audio format with
> some sort of software converter ? I'd like to record what i have
> done with the RS7000 on a cd (wave or Aiff) and so far, the only
> way to do this is to record directly with a soundcard on a PC.
>
> 4. Are the style changes done in the Pattern Chain Mode
> supposed to be executed without missing a beat ?
>
> 5. Bug Report in the patter chain mode ?
>
> May be this has already been discussed: after making changes
> with a track (pattern, bpm or scene/mute), i've noticed that some
> of the parameters are slightly modified, for exemple 1 of the
> track looses the delay effect for a second, then comes back on.
> On a drum track, a hit is missing for a second.
>
> I started all over again a few times with the same results: the
> pattern, Bpm and scene/mute changes are executed correctly
> but the chain does not reproduce exactly what can be heard
> when doing the same thing in the pattern mode. Is there
> something obvious i'm missing ?
>
> Thank you for your time,
>
> Simon
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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>
>

| 2345|2332|2001-10-17 07:19:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
simon leclerc wrote:

>
> >You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
>
> Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get
> the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
> with the output that's available on the RS right now ?

Sure you can use the standard analog outputs, sorry for the
confusion. I suggested the digi out for quality reasons, as this
saves you a DA (in the RS) as well as a AD conversion (in
the PC audio card). Using the analog outs will work fine too.

One other option would be to sample the whole song internally
(you need a free track for that), and export the sample as a
.wav file (maybe first normalize it). Maybe the internal memory
is long enough to hold your song.

>
> > Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
> > Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?
>
> Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
> as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
> change between styles without ending up with a small gap
> between the changes in the pattern mode

The VOICE SETUP TO TG switch remedies this problem,
at a price though.

> , but i thought
> that perhaps this wouldnt
> happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
> are automated. I guess i was wrong.

Yep, the problem is also present in Pattern Chain mode,
but don't forget the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch.

>
>
> Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
> "Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
> styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
> try it again tomorrow.

You sure can switch from one style to another.
Did I mention the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch? ;)

>
>
> Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
> It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
> track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
> After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
> I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
> I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
> the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
> what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.

Sounds shaky indeed. What did you program behind those scenes?
Any heavy changes?

- Robert
| 2347|2330|2001-10-17 12:48:34|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Guess he´s quite busy at the moment. He is working as a director 



for

> > animation movies and as a musician (e.g. directed the animation 

part

> > of a Björk-Video)
> 
> Wow.

Yup, yup, i am telling you, we have a bunch of cool dudes here on the 
list, including "synthe.labo"-Marco with his compilation-releases on 
Vinyl. Anyone who is more successfull`?
;)

> Okay, Tom, here's my proposal: why don't YOU do the moderator stuff
> (as you know what it takes), and I do what I already do. How about 

that?
LOL...i knew you are going to say this. Okay, no..., yes..., no..., 
ok, fine i do it, but only IF you don´t leave as a moderator, ok?

Grüße, Tom
| 2348|2330|2001-10-17 14:10:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert for Moderator|
Thomas wrote:

> Yup, yup, i am telling you, we have a bunch of cool dudes here on the
> list, including "synthe.labo"-Marco with his compilation-releases on
> Vinyl. Anyone who is more successfull`?
> ;)
>

Not me! ;)

>
> > Okay, Tom, here's my proposal: why don't YOU do the moderator stuff
> > (as you know what it takes), and I do what I already do. How about
> that?
> LOL...i knew you are going to say this. Okay, no..., yes..., no...,
> ok, fine i do it, but only IF you don´t leave as a moderator, ok?

Okay! It's settled then! :)

You do the moderator stuff on this list, and I'll be 'backup' moderator.
So if someone has a list problem or misbehaves, I won't interfere since
I expect you to handle it, right?

In the meantime I'll stay dedicated to answering questions and creating
the initial release of the RS FAQ.

This is a good deal for me, as I have a very busy job and simply don't
know if I can be there for the list all the time, as I would expect from a
moderator. That was my biggest problem.

But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2349|2326|2001-10-17 14:17:13|synthe. labo|Re: fxs|

> > hello,
> > some ideas about twisting rs7k sounds with fxs..?
> > i have a Boss VF-1 that is very powerful, but i would take something 
>more
> > and i've seen the zoom rfx-2000
>
>Zoom, hmm, has always been a bit cheasy imo.

yes, but rfx-2000 have loads of strange things, lo pass filters, lo-fi, 
delay+pitch, reverses reverbs...

>
> > and lexicon mpx-100/200 that can attract me
> > a lot,
>
>Lexicon *can* may beautiful machines. I own a MPX-G2 (which is



>a MPX-1 + guitar effects). Looooooove it. Great sound and very weird
>if you want. And always that great reverb. But very expensive.

yep. really expensive :)
i looked also at some tc electronics but too expensives

>
>Just finished testing the MPX-500. Good reverb (better than the MPX-100)
>but just a bit too noisy for my taste. Didn't test the other effects. The 
>verbs
>were fine though.

this could be affordable
i would just one onother unit over my VF-1 to recreate good reverbs effects, 
pitchs etc. like the classic Warp style albums

>
> > the first for all that filtering fx and pitch shift and knobs, the
>
>Remember that a good pitch shifter takes a lot of processing
>power -> quality. Is the zoom good enough for the job?

don't know, but the reviews on rfx-2000 were all super good about the pitch 
shifting

>
> >
> > second for good reverbs and the delay synchronized to external midi 
>clock...
>
>That could work, yes.
>
> >
> > just in trouble also about getting a filterfactory instead of one of 
>these 2
> > fx units...
> > any suggestion?
>
>Well, the FF cannot replace a good reverb, its something totally different.
>A FF (or FB) and a Lex looks like a nice combination. The beauty of the
>FF is that you can record the tweaks as MIDI and reproduce it, but that's
>not really your style I guess. ;)

...ehmm... i know
but i'll learn...:)

>
> >
> >
> > p.s.: i love synch delay to midi clock, i'm addicted to that,
>
>The RS has them too.
>
> > but i love
> > filters too, a good opitio to twist my loops on echoplex made with 
>realtime
> > knobbing on rs7k
>
>Maybe, just maybe have a look at the Lex MPX-G2. Very good reverb,
>delay lines of 10 secs stereo or 20 sec mono and some other weird
>stuff. A (simplified) jamman is built in! Delay can be synced to midi,
>2 LFOs and other modifiers, etc.

hey, 2 lfo's on a multifx???!!!
what's this, i have to try it a.s.a.p.!

it's out now the electrix Repeater...
for a freak like me it could be useful

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2350|2350|2001-10-17 14:22:19|synthe. labo|uaaaaaa|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Guess he´s quite busy at the moment. He is working as a director

for

> > animation movies and as a musician (e.g. directed the animation

part

> > of a Björk-Video)
>
>Wow.

Yup, yup, i am telling you, we have a bunch of cool dudes here on the
list, including "synthe.labo"-Marco with his compilation-releases on
Vinyl. Anyone who is more successfull`?
;)

ARE YOU JOCKING WITH ME???!!!!:))))
...anyway, i was serious, my track 'a = a - 1' will finish on a 12" 
compilation, i promit i'll send you a copy! now the tracks have to go to the 
professional final mastering
you know Tom, yesterday linkin park singer called me and asked to sing the 
'lalala' in my track for the compilation...don't know if i have to 
accept...:P

....i like 'crawling'..it seems backstreet boys v.s. old skid row, but a 
good riff...

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2351|2330|2001-10-17 14:25:51|synthe. labo|Re: Robert for Moderator|

>But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)

yes, this is music to my ears...
people that ask about the ram and one tells max. 16 mb, the other max. 
128...
23 sensitive pads...30 parts (why not 32..?...boh!)
uauaua

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2352|2352|2001-10-17 19:39:45|bojan.premelc@siol.net|upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions|
Hi !
1- Is it good to put on 1.13 over 1.12 ?
2- If yes, how ?
I have dl file from files but:
- loading on smartcard on my USB/smarcard adapter works
- what is a procedure on RS7000 ?
- any special naming of file with OS,
- anything else I should know to change OS ? 
- where in manual is description of changing OS ?
3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20 
knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC, 
Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?

4. -For my old RM1X was easy to find songs and patterns, any RS files 
(r2a,r3a,...) on the web ?

I own SU200. RS7000 can't load samples from SU200, cards are 
not compatible. Any idea how to transfer SU200 samples to RS (over 
PC,MIDI,..?)

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


I also have AN200 - small beast !. I played one evening 4 hours just 
AN200 patterns over MIDI to control RS sounds and to play on mixer 
together analog synt sounds of AN200 + rythm sounds from RS - 
perfect ! There are 255 presets on AN200 !

thnks
bye , pibi
| 2353|2353|2001-10-17 20:04:59|bojan.premelc@siol.net|AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board|
As I know, only AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board is O.K. for RS7000,
but on some pages of manual still stands wrong AIEB1 

be careful buying - ONLY AIEB2 is for RS7000 !!!!

bye
| 2354|2354|2001-10-17 20:20:17|bojan.premelc@siol.net|MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
I have two Sony MD components. Is optic out from AIEB2 good for MD 
optic input ?
Then I can directy record from RS7000 to Mini Disk ?
| 2355|2332|2001-10-17 20:22:14|simon leclerc|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
First of all,

Thank you Robert, Jerome and Alex for your help.

Now Robert, for the problem with the pattern chain mode
i think i found out what went wrong.

The way i worked yesterday:

1. I worked on the pattern track for the first section change, from
a to b.

2. I worked on the scene track to mute and unmute a few tracks on
section b (didnt have any for a).

3. Came back to work on the pattern track to change from section
b to c (at the appropriate measure).

4. Did the same as #2 for section c. I know that REPLACE is the only way to
record in this mode (except BPM track) so i made sure that everything was
the same in the measures i was reworking on.

5. When i hit playback mode, everything sounded cool except that
an extra beat would show up on the BD track and i lost a hit on the HH
track.

Now if i could have worked on a job event, i could have added or removed
a note to resolve the problem, since there is no job of that sort in the
pattern chain mode, well...i could convert the chain to a song and
work with the event job there, but you know...

The way i worked today:

1. I tried the same procedure as yesterday with same results.

2. So i tried to make all pattern track changes necessary for the entire
chain.

3. Made all the mute, unmute changes on the scene track for all the sections
in the chain.

4. I hit playback and voila ! it now sounds fine.

Conclusion (for now) :

You have to record the pattern, the bpm and the scene track for the entire
chain seraretly and in one shot. Then use Pattern Chain editing to make
changes if needed.

Unfortunaly, i have to right the changes down when working this way.
I would have prefered going back and forth between the tracks.
The manual i think could be a little bit more detailed about this.

Let me know if all this make sense,

Thanx again

Simon



on 10/17/01 9:19 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> simon leclerc wrote:
> 
>> 
>>> You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
>> 
>> Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get
>> the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
>> with the output that's available on the RS right now ?
> 
> Sure you can use the standard analog outputs, sorry for the
> confusion. I suggested the digi out for quality reasons, as this
> saves you a DA (in the RS) as well as a AD conversion (in
> the PC audio card). Using the analog outs will work fine too.
> 
> One other option would be to sample the whole song internally
> (you need a free track for that), and export the sample as a
> .wav file (maybe first normalize it). Maybe the internal memory
> is long enough to hold your song.
> 
>> 
>>> Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
>>> Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?
>> 
>> Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
>> as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
>> change between styles without ending up with a small gap
>> between the changes in the pattern mode
> 
> The VOICE SETUP TO TG switch remedies this problem,
> at a price though.
> 
>> , but i thought
>> that perhaps this wouldnt
>> happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
>> are automated. I guess i was wrong.
> 
> Yep, the problem is also present in Pattern Chain mode,
> but don't forget the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch.
> 
>> 
>> 
>> Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
>> "Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
>> styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
>> try it again tomorrow.
> 
> You sure can switch from one style to another.
> Did I mention the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch? ;)
> 
>> 
>> 
>> Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
>> It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
>> track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
>> After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
>> I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
>> I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
>> the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
>> what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.
> 
> Sounds shaky indeed. What did you program behind those scenes?
> Any heavy changes?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls


> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2356|2326|2001-10-18 00:30:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: fxs|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > > hello,
> > > some ideas about twisting rs7k sounds with fxs..?
> > > i have a Boss VF-1 that is very powerful, but i would take something
> >more
> > > and i've seen the zoom rfx-2000
> >
> >Zoom, hmm, has always been a bit cheasy imo.
>
> yes, but rfx-2000 have loads of strange things, lo pass filters, lo-fi,
> delay+pitch, reverses reverbs...

Okay, but watch out for crappy quality. I don't know the rfx-2000, so
maybe it's simply a good product. However, everytime I played with
a Zoom, I was initially impressed by the price and later on very
unimpressed by the sound quality. Thin sound, much noisy, not
convincing. Many of their digital gear still uses very low sample rates,
e.g. The RS has a very good sound quality, imo, and it would be a shame
to lose that when sending it through a bad fx unit.

>
>
> >
> > > and lexicon mpx-100/200 that can attract me
> > > a lot,
> >
> >Lexicon *can* may beautiful machines. I own a MPX-G2 (which is
> >a MPX-1 + guitar effects). Looooooove it. Great sound and very weird
> >if you want. And always that great reverb. But very expensive.
>
> yep. really expensive :)
> i looked also at some tc electronics but too expensives

Try the M-one reverb/fx unit. Also tested that one. You get two
completely independent reverb/fx units for the price of a MPX-500.
The verb sound is different than Lex (that's why I didn't buy it), but
certainly not bad. The userinterface is very good. The verb quality
is more 'natural'.

>
>
> >
> >Just finished testing the MPX-500. Good reverb (better than the MPX-100)
> >but just a bit too noisy for my taste. Didn't test the other effects. The
> >verbs
> >were fine though.
>
> this could be affordable
> i would just one onother unit over my VF-1 to recreate good reverbs effects,
> pitchs etc. like the classic Warp style albums

Mjammy :)

>
>
> >
> > > the first for all that filtering fx and pitch shift and knobs, the
> >

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> >Remember that a good pitch shifter takes a lot of processing
> >power -> quality. Is the zoom good enough for the job?
>
> don't know, but the reviews on rfx-2000 were all super good about the pitch
> shifting

Okay, good, and the other fx it does? Sorry, I now see I have a
problem with Zoom. ;)

>
> >
> >Well, the FF cannot replace a good reverb, its something totally different.
> >A FF (or FB) and a Lex looks like a nice combination. The beauty of the
> >FF is that you can record the tweaks as MIDI and reproduce it, but that's
> >not really your style I guess. ;)
>
> ...ehmm... i know
> but i'll learn...:)

Oh, I only meant that your style, to me, is more DJ oriented meaning that
you do stuff in one go. Very impressive, and something I cannot. There's
nothing you need to learn, imo. ;)

> >>Maybe, just maybe have a look at the Lex MPX-G2. Very good reverb,
> >delay lines of 10 secs stereo or 20 sec mono and some other weird
> >stuff. A (simplified) jamman is built in! Delay can be synced to midi,
> >2 LFOs and other modifiers, etc.
>
> hey, 2 lfo's on a multifx???!!!
> what's this, i have to try it a.s.a.p.!
>
> it's out now the electrix Repeater...
> for a freak like me it could be useful

Yes, I'm watching the developmen of the Repeater. The current v1.0 OS
has MANY problems, so pleaaaaaase wait for the first OS update.
Problems with midi sync, noise, corrupted data on cards, card
incompatibilities and more. Brrr. Beautiful product, btw, if it works.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2357|2330|2001-10-18 00:33:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert for Moderator|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> >But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)
>
> yes, this is music to my ears...
> people that ask about the ram and one tells max. 16 mb, the other max.
> 128...
> 23 sensitive pads...30 parts (why not 32..?...boh!)
> uauaua

Hey Marco, you think this team moderator thing is a bad idea?
I could understand your complaints, it they're serious of course.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2358|2354|2001-10-18 00:39:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
bojan.premelc@siol.net wrote:

> I have two Sony MD components. Is optic out from AIEB2 good for MD
> optic input ?
> Then I can directy record from RS7000 to Mini Disk ?

I don't see why not. Can't confirm it though, but it should work fine.
Note however, that you may need a special cable, because the MD
and RS optic sockets may differ.

- Robert
| 2359|2332|2001-10-18 00:43:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
Thanks for explaining this, Simon.

Looks like a bug, but others (including me) should try this

mailto:bojan.premelc@siol.net


experiment to confirm it as a bug indeed.

Anyway, I'll add your message to the Bug chapter in the FAQ.

- Robert

simon leclerc wrote:

> First of all,
>
> Thank you Robert, Jerome and Alex for your help.
>
> Now Robert, for the problem with the pattern chain mode
> i think i found out what went wrong.
>
> The way i worked yesterday:
>
> 1. I worked on the pattern track for the first section change, from
> a to b.
>
> 2. I worked on the scene track to mute and unmute a few tracks on
> section b (didnt have any for a).
>
> 3. Came back to work on the pattern track to change from section
> b to c (at the appropriate measure).
>
> 4. Did the same as #2 for section c. I know that REPLACE is the only way to
> record in this mode (except BPM track) so i made sure that everything was
> the same in the measures i was reworking on.
>
> 5. When i hit playback mode, everything sounded cool except that
> an extra beat would show up on the BD track and i lost a hit on the HH
> track.
>
> Now if i could have worked on a job event, i could have added or removed
> a note to resolve the problem, since there is no job of that sort in the
> pattern chain mode, well...i could convert the chain to a song and
> work with the event job there, but you know...
>
> The way i worked today:
>
> 1. I tried the same procedure as yesterday with same results.
>
> 2. So i tried to make all pattern track changes necessary for the entire
> chain.
>
> 3. Made all the mute, unmute changes on the scene track for all the sections
> in the chain.
>
> 4. I hit playback and voila ! it now sounds fine.
>
> Conclusion (for now) :
>
> You have to record the pattern, the bpm and the scene track for the entire
> chain seraretly and in one shot. Then use Pattern Chain editing to make
> changes if needed.
>
> Unfortunaly, i have to right the changes down when working this way.
> I would have prefered going back and forth between the tracks.
> The manual i think could be a little bit more detailed about this.
>
> Let me know if all this make sense,
>
> Thanx again
>
> Simon
>
> on 10/17/01 9:19 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
>
> > simon leclerc wrote:
> >
> >>
> >>> You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
> >>
> >> Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get
> >> the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
> >> with the output that's available on the RS right now ?
> >

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> > Sure you can use the standard analog outputs, sorry for the
> > confusion. I suggested the digi out for quality reasons, as this
> > saves you a DA (in the RS) as well as a AD conversion (in
> > the PC audio card). Using the analog outs will work fine too.
> >
> > One other option would be to sample the whole song internally
> > (you need a free track for that), and export the sample as a
> > .wav file (maybe first normalize it). Maybe the internal memory
> > is long enough to hold your song.
> >
> >>
> >>> Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
> >>> Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?
> >>
> >> Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
> >> as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
> >> change between styles without ending up with a small gap
> >> between the changes in the pattern mode
> >
> > The VOICE SETUP TO TG switch remedies this problem,
> > at a price though.
> >
> >> , but i thought
> >> that perhaps this wouldnt
> >> happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
> >> are automated. I guess i was wrong.
> >
> > Yep, the problem is also present in Pattern Chain mode,
> > but don't forget the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch.
> >
> >>
> >>
> >> Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
> >> "Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
> >> styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
> >> try it again tomorrow.
> >
> > You sure can switch from one style to another.
> > Did I mention the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch? ;)
> >
> >>
> >>
> >> Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
> >> It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
> >> track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
> >> After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
> >> I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
> >> I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
> >> the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
> >> what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.
> >
> > Sounds shaky indeed. What did you program behind those scenes?
> > Any heavy changes?
> >
> > - Robert

| 2360|2352|2001-10-18 00:57:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions|
bojan.premelc@siol.net wrote:

> Hi !

Hi,

>
> 1- Is it good to put on 1.13 over 1.12 ?

Yamaha US says that v1.13 is not an 'official release'.
BTW, there a official OS update about to be released.
If you can wait, maybe wait for that one.

>
> 2- If yes, how ?
> I have dl file from files but:
> - loading on smartcard on my USB/smarcard adapter works
> - what is a procedure on RS7000 ?
> - any special naming of file with OS,
> - anything else I should know to change OS ?
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> - where in manual is description of changing OS ?

All these questions are answered in a document (I believe its a pdf
file) that came with v1.13. I read it, but forgot the exact procedure.
The v1.13 updated can be downloaded from the files section
of this yahoo group.

>
> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC,
> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?
>
> 4. -For my old RM1X was easy to find songs and patterns, any RS files
> (r2a,r3a,...) on the web ?

I heard that Yamaha is going to release some new patterns for 'registered'
RS owners.

>
>
> I own SU200. RS7000 can't load samples from SU200, cards are
> not compatible. Any idea how to transfer SU200 samples to RS (over
> PC,MIDI,..?)

Can the SU200 export to .wav or .aif format? The RS can read these.
The RS can also read the SU700 sample format, so maybe that's
an option. Maybe there's software available that converts SU200
to something the RS can handle, dunno.
It none of this works, you have to sample the SU200 via the RS audio
inputs.

>
>
> I also have AN200 - small beast !. I played one evening 4 hours just
> AN200 patterns over MIDI to control RS sounds and to play on mixer
> together analog synt sounds of AN200 + rythm sounds from RS -
> perfect ! There are 255 presets on AN200 !

Sounds like a good team indeed!

Cheers,
Robert
| 2361|2332|2001-10-18 01:20:34|simon leclerc|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
No problem Robert !

BTW, i tried it a few times this evening with same results:
the only way to succeed (for me) in putting together a Chain is by
doing it in the second way discribed below, i.e, in one shot for
each track. Damn, you have to be sharp.

See ya,

Simon

on 10/18/01 2:43 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> Thanks for explaining this, Simon.
> 
> Looks like a bug, but others (including me) should try this
> experiment to confirm it as a bug indeed.
> 
> Anyway, I'll add your message to the Bug chapter in the FAQ.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> simon leclerc wrote:
> 
>> First of all,
>> 
>> Thank you Robert, Jerome and Alex for your help.
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>> 
>> Now Robert, for the problem with the pattern chain mode
>> i think i found out what went wrong.
>> 
>> The way i worked yesterday:
>> 
>> 1. I worked on the pattern track for the first section change, from
>> a to b.
>> 
>> 2. I worked on the scene track to mute and unmute a few tracks on
>> section b (didnt have any for a).
>> 
>> 3. Came back to work on the pattern track to change from section
>> b to c (at the appropriate measure).
>> 
>> 4. Did the same as #2 for section c. I know that REPLACE is the only way to
>> record in this mode (except BPM track) so i made sure that everything was
>> the same in the measures i was reworking on.
>> 
>> 5. When i hit playback mode, everything sounded cool except that
>> an extra beat would show up on the BD track and i lost a hit on the HH
>> track.
>> 
>> Now if i could have worked on a job event, i could have added or removed
>> a note to resolve the problem, since there is no job of that sort in the
>> pattern chain mode, well...i could convert the chain to a song and
>> work with the event job there, but you know...
>> 
>> The way i worked today:
>> 
>> 1. I tried the same procedure as yesterday with same results.
>> 
>> 2. So i tried to make all pattern track changes necessary for the entire
>> chain.
>> 
>> 3. Made all the mute, unmute changes on the scene track for all the sections
>> in the chain.
>> 
>> 4. I hit playback and voila ! it now sounds fine.
>> 
>> Conclusion (for now) :
>> 
>> You have to record the pattern, the bpm and the scene track for the entire
>> chain seraretly and in one shot. Then use Pattern Chain editing to make
>> changes if needed.
>> 
>> Unfortunaly, i have to right the changes down when working this way.
>> I would have prefered going back and forth between the tracks.
>> The manual i think could be a little bit more detailed about this.
>> 
>> Let me know if all this make sense,
>> 
>> Thanx again
>> 
>> Simon
>> 
>> on 10/17/01 9:19 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
>> 
>>> simon leclerc wrote:
>>> 
>>>> 
>>>>> You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
>>>> 
>>>> Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get
>>>> the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
>>>> with the output that's available on the RS right now ?
>>> 
>>> Sure you can use the standard analog outputs, sorry for the
>>> confusion. I suggested the digi out for quality reasons, as this
>>> saves you a DA (in the RS) as well as a AD conversion (in
>>> the PC audio card). Using the analog outs will work fine too.
>>> 
>>> One other option would be to sample the whole song internally
>>> (you need a free track for that), and export the sample as a
>>> .wav file (maybe first normalize it). Maybe the internal memory
>>> is long enough to hold your song.
>>> 
>>>> 
>>>>> Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
>>>>> Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?
>>>> 
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>>>> Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
>>>> as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
>>>> change between styles without ending up with a small gap
>>>> between the changes in the pattern mode
>>> 
>>> The VOICE SETUP TO TG switch remedies this problem,
>>> at a price though.
>>> 
>>>> , but i thought
>>>> that perhaps this wouldnt
>>>> happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
>>>> are automated. I guess i was wrong.
>>> 
>>> Yep, the problem is also present in Pattern Chain mode,
>>> but don't forget the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch.
>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
>>>> "Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
>>>> styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
>>>> try it again tomorrow.
>>> 
>>> You sure can switch from one style to another.
>>> Did I mention the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch? ;)
>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
>>>> It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
>>>> track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
>>>> After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
>>>> I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
>>>> I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
>>>> the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
>>>> what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.
>>> 
>>> Sounds shaky indeed. What did you program behind those scenes?
>>> Any heavy changes?
>>> 
>>> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2362|2352|2001-10-18 01:45:59|Jerome DUMAS|Re: upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions|

> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC,
> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?

Do you know Bitstream Pro from Wave Idea ???
Just enough knobs, sliders and buttons for the RS7K ...
An RS7K library file is under development for this controller ...
Check it at www.waveidea.com
Jerome

----- Original Message -----
From: <bojan.premelc@siol.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2001 3:39 AM
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Subject: [RS7000] upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions

> Hi !
> 1- Is it good to put on 1.13 over 1.12 ?
> 2- If yes, how ?
> I have dl file from files but:
> - loading on smartcard on my USB/smarcard adapter works
> - what is a procedure on RS7000 ?
> - any special naming of file with OS,
> - anything else I should know to change OS ?
> - where in manual is description of changing OS ?
> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC,
> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?
>
> 4. -For my old RM1X was easy to find songs and patterns, any RS files
> (r2a,r3a,...) on the web ?
>
>
> I own SU200. RS7000 can't load samples from SU200, cards are
> not compatible. Any idea how to transfer SU200 samples to RS (over
> PC,MIDI,..?)
>
> I also have AN200 - small beast !. I played one evening 4 hours just
> AN200 patterns over MIDI to control RS sounds and to play on mixer
> together analog synt sounds of AN200 + rythm sounds from RS -
> perfect ! There are 255 presets on AN200 !
>
>
>
> thnks
> bye , pibi
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2363|2332|2001-10-18 01:53:00|simon leclerc|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
I forgot to mention that when i convert a Chain
to a song, the song does not sound the same : the parameters
seem different. Someone reported this problem on www.rs7000.org
but never got an answer. Anyone ?

> No problem Robert !
> 
> BTW, i tried it a few times this evening with same results:
> the only way to succeed (for me) in putting together a Chain is by
> doing it in the second way discribed below, i.e, in one shot for
> each track. Damn, you have to be sharp.
> 
> See ya,
> 
> Simon
> 
> 
> 
> on 10/18/01 2:43 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
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> 
>> Thanks for explaining this, Simon.
>> 
>> Looks like a bug, but others (including me) should try this
>> experiment to confirm it as a bug indeed.
>> 
>> Anyway, I'll add your message to the Bug chapter in the FAQ.
>> 
>> - Robert
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> simon leclerc wrote:
>> 
>>> First of all,
>>> 
>>> Thank you Robert, Jerome and Alex for your help.
>>> 
>>> Now Robert, for the problem with the pattern chain mode
>>> i think i found out what went wrong.
>>> 
>>> The way i worked yesterday:
>>> 
>>> 1. I worked on the pattern track for the first section change, from
>>> a to b.
>>> 
>>> 2. I worked on the scene track to mute and unmute a few tracks on
>>> section b (didnt have any for a).
>>> 
>>> 3. Came back to work on the pattern track to change from section
>>> b to c (at the appropriate measure).
>>> 
>>> 4. Did the same as #2 for section c. I know that REPLACE is the only way to
>>> record in this mode (except BPM track) so i made sure that everything was
>>> the same in the measures i was reworking on.
>>> 
>>> 5. When i hit playback mode, everything sounded cool except that
>>> an extra beat would show up on the BD track and i lost a hit on the HH
>>> track.
>>> 
>>> Now if i could have worked on a job event, i could have added or removed
>>> a note to resolve the problem, since there is no job of that sort in the
>>> pattern chain mode, well...i could convert the chain to a song and
>>> work with the event job there, but you know...
>>> 
>>> The way i worked today:
>>> 
>>> 1. I tried the same procedure as yesterday with same results.
>>> 
>>> 2. So i tried to make all pattern track changes necessary for the entire
>>> chain.
>>> 
>>> 3. Made all the mute, unmute changes on the scene track for all the sections
>>> in the chain.
>>> 
>>> 4. I hit playback and voila ! it now sounds fine.
>>> 
>>> Conclusion (for now) :
>>> 
>>> You have to record the pattern, the bpm and the scene track for the entire
>>> chain seraretly and in one shot. Then use Pattern Chain editing to make
>>> changes if needed.
>>> 
>>> Unfortunaly, i have to right the changes down when working this way.
>>> I would have prefered going back and forth between the tracks.
>>> The manual i think could be a little bit more detailed about this.
>>> 
>>> Let me know if all this make sense,
>>> 
>>> Thanx again
>>> 
>>> Simon
>>> 
>>> on 10/17/01 9:19 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
>>> 
>>>> simon leclerc wrote:
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>>> You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
>>>>> 
>>>>> Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


>>>>> the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
>>>>> with the output that's available on the RS right now ?
>>>> 
>>>> Sure you can use the standard analog outputs, sorry for the
>>>> confusion. I suggested the digi out for quality reasons, as this
>>>> saves you a DA (in the RS) as well as a AD conversion (in
>>>> the PC audio card). Using the analog outs will work fine too.
>>>> 
>>>> One other option would be to sample the whole song internally
>>>> (you need a free track for that), and export the sample as a
>>>> .wav file (maybe first normalize it). Maybe the internal memory
>>>> is long enough to hold your song.
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>>> Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
>>>>>> Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?
>>>>> 
>>>>> Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
>>>>> as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
>>>>> change between styles without ending up with a small gap
>>>>> between the changes in the pattern mode
>>>> 
>>>> The VOICE SETUP TO TG switch remedies this problem,
>>>> at a price though.
>>>> 
>>>>> , but i thought
>>>>> that perhaps this wouldnt
>>>>> happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
>>>>> are automated. I guess i was wrong.
>>>> 
>>>> Yep, the problem is also present in Pattern Chain mode,
>>>> but don't forget the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch.
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
>>>>> "Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
>>>>> styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
>>>>> try it again tomorrow.
>>>> 
>>>> You sure can switch from one style to another.
>>>> Did I mention the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch? ;)
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
>>>>> It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
>>>>> track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
>>>>> After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
>>>>> I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
>>>>> I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
>>>>> the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
>>>>> what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.
>>>> 
>>>> Sounds shaky indeed. What did you program behind those scenes?
>>>> Any heavy changes?
>>>> 
>>>> - Robert
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> 
>> Please take a moment to answer some
>> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>> 
>> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>> 
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
>> Yahoo account.
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>> 
>> 
> 
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> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2364|2330|2001-10-18 04:19:35|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)

LOL...sure together with the other guys, like Jayson "I´m even more 
rude in reallife" Barrons and visualforia, we will rock the list. ;)
Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... j/k ;)))

Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.

--Tom
| 2365|2350|2001-10-18 04:28:03|Thomas|Re: uaaaaaa|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> list, including "synthe.labo"-Marco with his compilation-releases on
> Vinyl. Anyone who is more successfull`?
> ;)
> 
> ARE YOU JOCKING WITH ME???!!!!:))))

Hm, nope, serious as a dry piece of bread. ;)

> ...anyway, i was serious, my track 'a = a - 1' will finish on a 12" 
> compilation, i promit i'll send you a copy! 

Sure! But might be expensive to send it to Germany. 

> now the tracks have to go to the 
> professional final mastering
> you know Tom, yesterday linkin park singer called me and asked to 

sing the 

> 'lalala' in my track for the compilation...don't know if i have to 
> accept...:P

LOL...sure, why not, i never got any phone calls from people so far 
who are willing to sing for me...(listen to my bad voice on "love", 
you can download it from my www.rs7000.org artistpage: Klaus 
Paulsen)...In bad singing i am good, but in good singing i am bad..;)

> ....i like 'crawling'..it seems backstreet boys v.s. old skid row, 

but a 

> good riff...

Hm, oh i have to listen to that, my modem is old, rusty and 56k, but 
what aren´t you willing to stand for some good music...hehe ;)

Ciao, Tom
| 2366|2352|2001-10-18 04:37:11|Thomas|Re: upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., bojan.premelc@s... wrote:

> Hi !
> 1- Is it good to put on 1.13 over 1.12 ?
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Every update is good. The 1.13 fixes e.g. the "screen noise" bug and 
some other minor bugs, we don´t know yet, other major bugs are not 
fixed (e.g. MIDI-Out A/B-bug). Yamaha announced on www.motifator.com 
that they will at least release in the next couple of months two 
other updates, a bug-fixed OS (probably 1.14 or 1.2) and a big OS 
update (prob. v2.0) with new features.

> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20 
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC, 
> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?

www.doepfer.de

> 4. -For my old RM1X was easy to find songs and patterns, any RS 

files 

> (r2a,r3a,...) on the web ?

Yes, here on the file-section on the artist-page from www.rs7000.org.

> 
> 
> I own SU200. RS7000 can't load samples from SU200, cards are 
> not compatible. Any idea how to transfer SU200 samples to RS (over 
> PC,MIDI,..?)

Via PC, by using .wav-format. 

> I also have AN200 - small beast !. I played one evening 4 hours 

just 

> AN200 patterns over MIDI to control RS sounds and to play on mixer 
> together analog synt sounds of AN200 + rythm sounds from RS - 
> perfect ! There are 255 presets on AN200 !

The AN200/DX200 are for sure two really nice toys.
Check out the sound-patches for the AN200 in the file-section of:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AN1x-list

Great patches for small synths, will make your AN scream!
Watch out for the "Best of" patch.

--Tom
| 2367|2330|2001-10-18 04:51:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert for Moderator|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)
> LOL...sure together with the other guys, like Jayson "I´m even more
> rude in reallife" Barrons and visualforia, we will rock the list. ;)
> Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... j/k ;)))
>
> Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.
>

Okay, one more moderator added to this list.
Check you privelages, maybe I gave you too many. ;)

- Robert
| 2368|2330|2001-10-18 05:09:12|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay, one more moderator added to this list.

Thank you.

> Check you privelages, maybe I gave you too many. ;)

Exactly! Don´t confuse me...(more) ;))
| 2369|2369|2001-10-18 08:39:42|steffen@torset.net|its a drivin me crazy!!|
this is so irritating! 
when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the BPM 
display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc) 
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but counts up to what? 
there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have to sit 
there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;) 

steffV

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 2370|2369|2001-10-18 08:47:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
steffen@torset.net wrote:

> this is so irritating!
>
> when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the BPM
>
> display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc)
>
> but counts up to what?
>
> there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have to sit
>
> there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;)

Agreed! I think it is saying "1 I'm not 2 dead, 3 I'm hard 4 at work 5 for you 6..."

- Robert
| 2371|2369|2001-10-18 08:50:10|Bryan Rodgers|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
...yeah, that's kinds funny. maybe they thought it was a 'feature' ;)

gives you something to do while you're waiting... ...they shoulda stuck
Pac-Man or Space Invaders in the RS instead...

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2001 10:47 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] its a drivin me crazy!!

steffen@torset.net wrote:

> this is so irritating!
>
> when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the

BPM

>
> display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc)
>
> but counts up to what?
>
> there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have

to sit

>
> there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;)

Agreed! I think it is saying "1 I'm not 2 dead, 3 I'm hard 4 at work 5 for
you 6..."

- Robert
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2372|2369|2001-10-18 08:56:32|Tim Nolet|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
Maybe it has to do with Elvis:

1 for the money
2 for the show

etc.
But yamaha couldn't get the rights to "Blue suede shoes". Bummer, the RS7K 
would have been the first synth with humour. ;o)

From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: RE: [RS7000] its a drivin me crazy!!
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2001 10:50:01 -0400

...yeah, that's kinds funny. maybe they thought it was a 'feature' ;)

gives you something to do while you're waiting... ...they shoulda stuck
Pac-Man or Space Invaders in the RS instead...

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2001 10:47 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] its a drivin me crazy!!

steffen@torset.net wrote:

> this is so irritating!
>
> when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the

BPM

>
> display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc)
>
> but counts up to what?
>
> there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have

to sit

>
> there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;)

Agreed! I think it is saying "1 I'm not 2 dead, 3 I'm hard 4 at work 5 for
you 6..."

- Robert
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2373|2231|2001-10-18 09:14:56|Tvin Daddi Vinil|RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST: deleting folders|
I want the RS to be able to delete folders with files inside.
Maybe they could do this by holding down the [shift] key when hitting
[Delete] or [Yes(F3)]

(This could come in handy when you don't have the PC or Mac around to clean
the things on your disk!)

Leon
| 2374|2170|2001-10-18 09:15:07|Tvin Daddi Vinil|RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
Hello Robert

it's a minor bug confirming an error.
I was messing around with some patterns on my ZIP-disk yesterday.
I wanted to delete a whole folder, then I got this silly message:

'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

the message would be more acceptable if it is 'not AN empty folder' !!
forgive me if I'm a: m i e r e n e u k e r!

This also gives me the idea to post this problem as a feature request.

Doei Leon
| 2375|2170|2001-10-18 09:23:50|Tim Nolet|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
Hi,

Thats typically Yamaha. The A4000 was full of these mistakes!
I think it's funny.

From: Tvin Daddi Vinil <tvin@hetnet.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2001 17:18:12 +0100

Hello Robert

it's a minor bug confirming an error.
I was messing around with some patterns on my ZIP-disk yesterday.
I wanted to delete a whole folder, then I got this silly message:
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'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

the message would be more acceptable if it is 'not AN empty folder' !!
forgive me if I'm a: m i e r e n e u k e r!

This also gives me the idea to post this problem as a feature request.

Doei Leon

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2377|2330|2001-10-18 11:51:04|synthe. labo|Re: Robert for Moderator|

>Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... j/k ;)))

my rs7k just sucks , com'on still no billboard hit!

:)

>
>Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.

now you are the 'king' or what...?
:P
prrrr

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2378|2354|2001-10-18 14:02:48|art75@free.fr|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>

>
> > I have two Sony MD components. Is optic out from AIEB2 good for MD
> > optic input ?
> > Then I can directy record from RS7000 to Mini Disk ?

Must be ok...
The optic input/output of the A3000 are very similar to the RS and they work
with my sony MD optical in/out.
And standard cables do it fine.

GM

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2379|2354|2001-10-18 17:42:19|Vic Caballero|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
hello there.

may i ask what model of Sony MD recorder/player you have?
I am looking for a portable Sony MD recorder/player with optical out.
thanks.

viccab

>From: <art75@free.fr>
>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> >
> > > I have two Sony MD components. Is optic out from AIEB2 good for MD
> > > optic input ?
> > > Then I can directy record from RS7000 to Mini Disk ?
>
>Must be ok...
>The optic input/output of the A3000 are very similar to the RS and they 
>work
>with my sony MD optical in/out.
>And standard cables do it fine.
>
>GM

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
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_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2381|2231|2001-10-19 00:41:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST: deleting folders|
Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> I want the RS to be able to delete folders with files inside.
> Maybe they could do this by holding down the [shift] key when hitting
> [Delete] or [Yes(F3)]
>
> (This could come in handy when you don't have the PC or Mac around to clean
> the things on your disk!)
>
> Leon

This would result in emails coming in here and at Yamaha saying:

I was removing a file and all of my songs (that I never backed up)
are gone. How can I get them back?

- Robert
| 2382|2170|2001-10-19 00:42:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> Hello Robert
>
> it's a minor bug confirming an error.
> I was messing around with some patterns on my ZIP-disk yesterday.
> I wanted to delete a whole folder, then I got this silly message:
>
> 'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

Yeah, I noticed than one too.

>
>
> the message would be more acceptable if it is 'not AN empty folder' !!
> forgive me if I'm a: m i e r e n e u k e r!
>
> This also gives me the idea to post this problem as a feature request.

Okay, noted.

- Robert

>
>
> Doei Leon
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2383|2231|2001-10-19 02:28:26|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST: deleting folders|
op 19-10-2001 07:40 schreef Robert van der Kamp op robnet@wxs.nl:

> Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:
> 
>> I want the RS to be able to delete folders with files inside.
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>> Maybe they could do this by holding down the [shift] key when hitting
>> [Delete] or [Yes(F3)]
>> 
>> (This could come in handy when you don't have the PC or Mac around to clean
>> the things on your disk!)
>> 
>> Leon
> 
> This would result in emails coming in here and at Yamaha saying:
> 
> I was removing a file and all of my songs (that I never backed up)
> are gone. How can I get them back?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
>>> Yeah, that's true, but learning from mistakes can't be bad. The RS always

asks "Are you sure?' and with holding down the [SHIFT] not many people make
the mistake to delete files they did'nt want to...

>>> That's how a computerbased thing is all about. (the answer to get the

files back is: Use a (scsi)disk repairprogram on your PC/MAC like Norton and
use the UNdelete or UnErase function.. not 100% reliable though, but if
you're lucky...)

>>> but ok.. i'll settle with this minor disfunction for now as I can delete the

file/folders on my mac.

>>> TNX LEON

| 2384|2369|2001-10-19 03:32:28|Thomas|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ...they shoulda stuck
> Pac-Man or Space Invaders in the RS instead...

Which remind me of this band...was it Depeche Mode??? I don´t 
rmember, some electronic artists for sure, before the show..., and 
the keyboarder was playing Windows NT4 Pinball on his Notebook on 
Backstage.

The notebook was connected to the PA...so everybody in the audience 
could here the Pinball noises, while the keyboarder took a while to 
realize this...hehe

--Tom
| 2385|2170|2001-10-19 03:35:41|Thomas|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
--- In RS7000@y..., Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> 'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

Well, that´s not English, true...but after a while you get used to 
that Yamahanese.

--tom
| 2386|2330|2001-10-19 03:49:28|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> >Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... 

j/k ;)))

> 
> my rs7k just sucks , com'on still no billboard hit!
> 
> :)

Yeah you are right, usually they sell those GROOVEBOXES with promises 
for a publish contract for a record company and the guarantee to have 
sex with at least four different women (at the same time of 
course...;) (or with four men, for the ladies...), and it would also 
increase the size of your penis by at least two inches....
I wonder what happened to these promises when i purchased the 



RS7000...

LOL...sometimes when you watch commerials on TV or in the movie-
theathre you wonder why you still have not such good sex, be rich and 
famous like THEM...i mean you use all those advertised products and 
still no effect...see...they are lying to us.
And then when you follow those discussion on www.sonicstate.com 
e.g...."...my Andromeda is more analogue than your NordLead..." 
or "My MiniMoog is better than your RS7000"...it follows the same 
pattern:
My penis is bigger than yours.

Lord, how stupid we are.

> >
> >Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.
> 
> now you are the 'king' or what...?
> :P

One word more and you will become a moderator for this list too...

Ciao, Tom
| 2387|2354|2001-10-19 03:52:21|Thomas|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> hello there.
> 
> may i ask what model of Sony MD recorder/player you have?
> I am looking for a portable Sony MD recorder/player with optical 

out.

AFAIK there are no portable MD recorder on the market with an optical 
out, only input. 
But for sure if you look for a stationed MD Recorder you should find 
one with in AND out.

--Tom
| 2388|2388|2001-10-19 08:56:26|Thomas|Manual how to create drumsounds with a VA-Synth|
http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf

This might not be usefull for every RS-owner but hey...create a 
bassdrum with your VA and sample it with the RS.

--Tom
| 2362|2352|2001-10-18 01:45:59|Jerome DUMAS|Re: upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions|

> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC,
> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?

Do you know Bitstream Pro from Wave Idea ???
Just enough knobs, sliders and buttons for the RS7K ...
An RS7K library file is under development for this controller ...
Check it at www.waveidea.com
Jerome

----- Original Message -----
From: <bojan.premelc@siol.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2001 3:39 AM
Subject: [RS7000] upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions

> Hi !
> 1- Is it good to put on 1.13 over 1.12 ?
> 2- If yes, how ?
> I have dl file from files but:
> - loading on smartcard on my USB/smarcard adapter works
> - what is a procedure on RS7000 ?
> - any special naming of file with OS,
> - anything else I should know to change OS ?
> - where in manual is description of changing OS ?
> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC,

http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf
mailto:bojan.premelc@siol.net
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> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?
>
> 4. -For my old RM1X was easy to find songs and patterns, any RS files
> (r2a,r3a,...) on the web ?
>
>
> I own SU200. RS7000 can't load samples from SU200, cards are
> not compatible. Any idea how to transfer SU200 samples to RS (over
> PC,MIDI,..?)
>
> I also have AN200 - small beast !. I played one evening 4 hours just
> AN200 patterns over MIDI to control RS sounds and to play on mixer
> together analog synt sounds of AN200 + rythm sounds from RS -
> perfect ! There are 255 presets on AN200 !
>
>
>
> thnks
> bye , pibi
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2363|2332|2001-10-18 01:53:00|simon leclerc|Re: Questions / Bug in the pattern chain mode ?|
I forgot to mention that when i convert a Chain
to a song, the song does not sound the same : the parameters
seem different. Someone reported this problem on www.rs7000.org
but never got an answer. Anyone ?

> No problem Robert !
> 
> BTW, i tried it a few times this evening with same results:
> the only way to succeed (for me) in putting together a Chain is by
> doing it in the second way discribed below, i.e, in one shot for
> each track. Damn, you have to be sharp.
> 
> See ya,
> 
> Simon
> 
> 
> 
> on 10/18/01 2:43 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> 
>> Thanks for explaining this, Simon.
>> 
>> Looks like a bug, but others (including me) should try this
>> experiment to confirm it as a bug indeed.
>> 
>> Anyway, I'll add your message to the Bug chapter in the FAQ.
>> 
>> - Robert
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> simon leclerc wrote:
>> 
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>>> First of all,
>>> 
>>> Thank you Robert, Jerome and Alex for your help.
>>> 
>>> Now Robert, for the problem with the pattern chain mode
>>> i think i found out what went wrong.
>>> 
>>> The way i worked yesterday:
>>> 
>>> 1. I worked on the pattern track for the first section change, from
>>> a to b.
>>> 
>>> 2. I worked on the scene track to mute and unmute a few tracks on
>>> section b (didnt have any for a).
>>> 
>>> 3. Came back to work on the pattern track to change from section
>>> b to c (at the appropriate measure).
>>> 
>>> 4. Did the same as #2 for section c. I know that REPLACE is the only way to
>>> record in this mode (except BPM track) so i made sure that everything was
>>> the same in the measures i was reworking on.
>>> 
>>> 5. When i hit playback mode, everything sounded cool except that
>>> an extra beat would show up on the BD track and i lost a hit on the HH
>>> track.
>>> 
>>> Now if i could have worked on a job event, i could have added or removed
>>> a note to resolve the problem, since there is no job of that sort in the
>>> pattern chain mode, well...i could convert the chain to a song and
>>> work with the event job there, but you know...
>>> 
>>> The way i worked today:
>>> 
>>> 1. I tried the same procedure as yesterday with same results.
>>> 
>>> 2. So i tried to make all pattern track changes necessary for the entire
>>> chain.
>>> 
>>> 3. Made all the mute, unmute changes on the scene track for all the sections
>>> in the chain.
>>> 
>>> 4. I hit playback and voila ! it now sounds fine.
>>> 
>>> Conclusion (for now) :
>>> 
>>> You have to record the pattern, the bpm and the scene track for the entire
>>> chain seraretly and in one shot. Then use Pattern Chain editing to make
>>> changes if needed.
>>> 
>>> Unfortunaly, i have to right the changes down when working this way.
>>> I would have prefered going back and forth between the tracks.
>>> The manual i think could be a little bit more detailed about this.
>>> 
>>> Let me know if all this make sense,
>>> 
>>> Thanx again
>>> 
>>> Simon
>>> 
>>> on 10/17/01 9:19 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
>>> 
>>>> simon leclerc wrote:
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>>> You mean a direct mixdown of the output of the RS to .wav files?
>>>>> 
>>>>> Yes that's what i mean. So you're saying that i will have to get
>>>>> the AIEB2 to record directly with a soundcard on a pc ? I cant do it
>>>>> with the output that's available on the RS right now ?
>>>> 
>>>> Sure you can use the standard analog outputs, sorry for the
>>>> confusion. I suggested the digi out for quality reasons, as this
>>>> saves you a DA (in the RS) as well as a AD conversion (in
>>>> the PC audio card). Using the analog outs will work fine too.
>>>> 
>>>> One other option would be to sample the whole song internally
>>>> (you need a free track for that), and export the sample as a
>>>> .wav file (maybe first normalize it). Maybe the internal memory
>>>> is long enough to hold your song.
>>>> 
>>>>> 

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


>>>>>> Are you sure you are looking at patterns of the *same* style?
>>>>>> Are you aware of the style concept of the RS?
>>>>> 
>>>>> Yes, a style contains 16 patterns, each pattern is known
>>>>> as a section (a to p). And i know that you cant
>>>>> change between styles without ending up with a small gap
>>>>> between the changes in the pattern mode
>>>> 
>>>> The VOICE SETUP TO TG switch remedies this problem,
>>>> at a price though.
>>>> 
>>>>> , but i thought
>>>>> that perhaps this wouldnt
>>>>> happened in the Pattern Chain Mode since the changes
>>>>> are automated. I guess i was wrong.
>>>> 
>>>> Yep, the problem is also present in Pattern Chain mode,
>>>> but don't forget the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch.
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Nope, now hold on. I just saw in the manual on p.59:
>>>>> "Pattern chains can be created to automatically switch
>>>>> styles and section". Now i'm confused. Anyways, i'm gonna
>>>>> try it again tomorrow.
>>>> 
>>>> You sure can switch from one style to another.
>>>> Did I mention the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch? ;)
>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Now for the problem i experienced in the pattern chain mode:
>>>>> It happened within the same style. I was programming pattern
>>>>> track then scene track, going back and forth between these two.
>>>>> After a few changes, there always a little something that goes wrong.
>>>>> I lose an effect for a second or a few notes on a track.
>>>>> I tried the same thing on chain 2, same thing happened but not on
>>>>> the same track or notes. Weird. Really don't know
>>>>> what's going on. I will try reproduce this problem tommorow.
>>>> 
>>>> Sounds shaky indeed. What did you program behind those scenes?
>>>> Any heavy changes?
>>>> 
>>>> - Robert
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> 
>> Please take a moment to answer some
>> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>> 
>> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>> 
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
>> Yahoo account.
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
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> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2364|2330|2001-10-18 04:19:35|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)

LOL...sure together with the other guys, like Jayson "I´m even more 
rude in reallife" Barrons and visualforia, we will rock the list. ;)
Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... j/k ;)))

Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.

--Tom
| 2365|2350|2001-10-18 04:28:03|Thomas|Re: uaaaaaa|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> list, including "synthe.labo"-Marco with his compilation-releases on
> Vinyl. Anyone who is more successfull`?
> ;)
> 
> ARE YOU JOCKING WITH ME???!!!!:))))

Hm, nope, serious as a dry piece of bread. ;)

> ...anyway, i was serious, my track 'a = a - 1' will finish on a 12" 
> compilation, i promit i'll send you a copy! 

Sure! But might be expensive to send it to Germany. 

> now the tracks have to go to the 
> professional final mastering
> you know Tom, yesterday linkin park singer called me and asked to 

sing the 

> 'lalala' in my track for the compilation...don't know if i have to 
> accept...:P

LOL...sure, why not, i never got any phone calls from people so far 
who are willing to sing for me...(listen to my bad voice on "love", 
you can download it from my www.rs7000.org artistpage: Klaus 
Paulsen)...In bad singing i am good, but in good singing i am bad..;)

> ....i like 'crawling'..it seems backstreet boys v.s. old skid row, 

but a 

> good riff...

Hm, oh i have to listen to that, my modem is old, rusty and 56k, but 
what aren´t you willing to stand for some good music...hehe ;)

Ciao, Tom
| 2366|2352|2001-10-18 04:37:11|Thomas|Re: upload of OS 1.13 to RS7000 + SU200, AN200 questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., bojan.premelc@s... wrote:

> Hi !
> 1- Is it good to put on 1.13 over 1.12 ?

Every update is good. The 1.13 fixes e.g. the "screen noise" bug and 
some other minor bugs, we don´t know yet, other major bugs are not 
fixed (e.g. MIDI-Out A/B-bug). Yamaha announced on www.motifator.com 
that they will at least release in the next couple of months two 
other updates, a bug-fixed OS (probably 1.14 or 1.2) and a big OS 
update (prob. v2.0) with new features.

> 3 - I am looking for external MIDI controler (not kbd!) with 10-20 
> knobs + faders, capable of controling any MIDI ch. Just for PC, 
> Rebirth and other SW. Any sugestions and UK prices ?

www.doepfer.de
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> 4. -For my old RM1X was easy to find songs and patterns, any RS 

files 

> (r2a,r3a,...) on the web ?

Yes, here on the file-section on the artist-page from www.rs7000.org.

> 
> 
> I own SU200. RS7000 can't load samples from SU200, cards are 
> not compatible. Any idea how to transfer SU200 samples to RS (over 
> PC,MIDI,..?)

Via PC, by using .wav-format. 

> I also have AN200 - small beast !. I played one evening 4 hours 

just 

> AN200 patterns over MIDI to control RS sounds and to play on mixer 
> together analog synt sounds of AN200 + rythm sounds from RS - 
> perfect ! There are 255 presets on AN200 !

The AN200/DX200 are for sure two really nice toys.
Check out the sound-patches for the AN200 in the file-section of:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AN1x-list

Great patches for small synths, will make your AN scream!
Watch out for the "Best of" patch.

--Tom
| 2367|2330|2001-10-18 04:51:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert for Moderator|
Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > But this is great, we'll make a fine CONFUSED team. :)
> LOL...sure together with the other guys, like Jayson "I´m even more
> rude in reallife" Barrons and visualforia, we will rock the list. ;)
> Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... j/k ;)))
>
> Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.
>

Okay, one more moderator added to this list.
Check you privelages, maybe I gave you too many. ;)

- Robert
| 2368|2330|2001-10-18 05:09:12|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay, one more moderator added to this list.

Thank you.

> Check you privelages, maybe I gave you too many. ;)

Exactly! Don´t confuse me...(more) ;))
| 2369|2369|2001-10-18 08:39:42|steffen@torset.net|its a drivin me crazy!!|
this is so irritating! 
when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the BPM 
display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc) 
but counts up to what? 
there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have to sit 
there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;) 

steffV

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 2370|2369|2001-10-18 08:47:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
steffen@torset.net wrote:

> this is so irritating!
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AN1x-list
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> when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the BPM
>
> display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc)
>
> but counts up to what?
>
> there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have to sit
>
> there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;)

Agreed! I think it is saying "1 I'm not 2 dead, 3 I'm hard 4 at work 5 for you 6..."

- Robert
| 2371|2369|2001-10-18 08:50:10|Bryan Rodgers|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
...yeah, that's kinds funny. maybe they thought it was a 'feature' ;)

gives you something to do while you're waiting... ...they shoulda stuck
Pac-Man or Space Invaders in the RS instead...

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2001 10:47 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] its a drivin me crazy!!

steffen@torset.net wrote:

> this is so irritating!
>
> when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the

BPM

>
> display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc)
>
> but counts up to what?
>
> there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have

to sit

>
> there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;)

Agreed! I think it is saying "1 I'm not 2 dead, 3 I'm hard 4 at work 5 for
you 6..."

- Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.1637497.3177299.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=766942/R=0/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225> Click Here!

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=194081.1637497.3177299.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=766942/rand=584123700> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2372|2369|2001-10-18 08:56:32|Tim Nolet|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
Maybe it has to do with Elvis:

1 for the money
2 for the show

etc.
But yamaha couldn't get the rights to "Blue suede shoes". Bummer, the RS7K 
would have been the first synth with humour. ;o)

From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: RE: [RS7000] its a drivin me crazy!!
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2001 10:50:01 -0400

...yeah, that's kinds funny. maybe they thought it was a 'feature' ;)

gives you something to do while you're waiting... ...they shoulda stuck
Pac-Man or Space Invaders in the RS instead...

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2001 10:47 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] its a drivin me crazy!!

steffen@torset.net wrote:

> this is so irritating!
>
> when the RS does some of its work (especially noticable on samples) the

BPM

>
> display starts counting up. (u know 0001-0002-0003 etc)
>
> but counts up to what?
>
> there is no way to see how long a sequence is gonna take.. you just have

to sit

>
> there quessing,... and its drivin me crazy;)

Agreed! I think it is saying "1 I'm not 2 dead, 3 I'm hard 4 at work 5 for
you 6..."

- Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.1637497.3177299.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=766942/R=0/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225> Click Here!

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=194081.1637497.3177299.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=766942/rand=584123700>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2373|2231|2001-10-18 09:14:56|Tvin Daddi Vinil|RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST: deleting folders|
I want the RS to be able to delete folders with files inside.
Maybe they could do this by holding down the [shift] key when hitting
[Delete] or [Yes(F3)]

(This could come in handy when you don't have the PC or Mac around to clean
the things on your disk!)

Leon
| 2374|2170|2001-10-18 09:15:07|Tvin Daddi Vinil|RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
Hello Robert

it's a minor bug confirming an error.
I was messing around with some patterns on my ZIP-disk yesterday.
I wanted to delete a whole folder, then I got this silly message:

'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

the message would be more acceptable if it is 'not AN empty folder' !!
forgive me if I'm a: m i e r e n e u k e r!

This also gives me the idea to post this problem as a feature request.

Doei Leon
| 2375|2170|2001-10-18 09:23:50|Tim Nolet|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
Hi,

Thats typically Yamaha. The A4000 was full of these mistakes!
I think it's funny.

From: Tvin Daddi Vinil <tvin@hetnet.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2001 17:18:12 +0100

Hello Robert

it's a minor bug confirming an error.
I was messing around with some patterns on my ZIP-disk yesterday.
I wanted to delete a whole folder, then I got this silly message:

'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

the message would be more acceptable if it is 'not AN empty folder' !!
forgive me if I'm a: m i e r e n e u k e r!

This also gives me the idea to post this problem as a feature request.

Doei Leon
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_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2377|2330|2001-10-18 11:51:04|synthe. labo|Re: Robert for Moderator|

>Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... j/k ;)))

my rs7k just sucks , com'on still no billboard hit!

:)

>
>Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.

now you are the 'king' or what...?
:P
prrrr

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2378|2354|2001-10-18 14:02:48|art75@free.fr|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>

>
> > I have two Sony MD components. Is optic out from AIEB2 good for MD
> > optic input ?
> > Then I can directy record from RS7000 to Mini Disk ?

Must be ok...
The optic input/output of the A3000 are very similar to the RS and they work
with my sony MD optical in/out.
And standard cables do it fine.

GM

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2379|2354|2001-10-18 17:42:19|Vic Caballero|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
hello there.

may i ask what model of Sony MD recorder/player you have?
I am looking for a portable Sony MD recorder/player with optical out.
thanks.

viccab

>From: <art75@free.fr>
>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> >
> > > I have two Sony MD components. Is optic out from AIEB2 good for MD
> > > optic input ?
> > > Then I can directy record from RS7000 to Mini Disk ?
>
>Must be ok...
>The optic input/output of the A3000 are very similar to the RS and they 
>work
>with my sony MD optical in/out.
>And standard cables do it fine.
>
>GM

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2381|2231|2001-10-19 00:41:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST: deleting folders|
Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> I want the RS to be able to delete folders with files inside.
> Maybe they could do this by holding down the [shift] key when hitting
> [Delete] or [Yes(F3)]

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
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mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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>
> (This could come in handy when you don't have the PC or Mac around to clean
> the things on your disk!)
>
> Leon

This would result in emails coming in here and at Yamaha saying:

I was removing a file and all of my songs (that I never backed up)
are gone. How can I get them back?

- Robert
| 2382|2170|2001-10-19 00:42:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> Hello Robert
>
> it's a minor bug confirming an error.
> I was messing around with some patterns on my ZIP-disk yesterday.
> I wanted to delete a whole folder, then I got this silly message:
>
> 'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

Yeah, I noticed than one too.

>
>
> the message would be more acceptable if it is 'not AN empty folder' !!
> forgive me if I'm a: m i e r e n e u k e r!
>
> This also gives me the idea to post this problem as a feature request.

Okay, noted.

- Robert

>
>
> Doei Leon
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2383|2231|2001-10-19 02:28:26|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: RS7000 FEATURE REQUEST: deleting folders|
op 19-10-2001 07:40 schreef Robert van der Kamp op robnet@wxs.nl:

> Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:
> 
>> I want the RS to be able to delete folders with files inside.
>> Maybe they could do this by holding down the [shift] key when hitting
>> [Delete] or [Yes(F3)]
>> 
>> (This could come in handy when you don't have the PC or Mac around to clean
>> the things on your disk!)
>> 
>> Leon
> 
> This would result in emails coming in here and at Yamaha saying:
> 
> I was removing a file and all of my songs (that I never backed up)
> are gone. How can I get them back?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
>>> Yeah, that's true, but learning from mistakes can't be bad. The RS always

asks "Are you sure?' and with holding down the [SHIFT] not many people make
the mistake to delete files they did'nt want to...

>>> That's how a computerbased thing is all about. (the answer to get the

files back is: Use a (scsi)disk repairprogram on your PC/MAC like Norton and
use the UNdelete or UnErase function.. not 100% reliable though, but if
you're lucky...)

>>> but ok.. i'll settle with this minor disfunction for now as I can delete the

file/folders on my mac.

>>> TNX LEON

| 2384|2369|2001-10-19 03:32:28|Thomas|Re: its a drivin me crazy!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ...they shoulda stuck
> Pac-Man or Space Invaders in the RS instead...

Which remind me of this band...was it Depeche Mode??? I don´t 
rmember, some electronic artists for sure, before the show..., and 
the keyboarder was playing Windows NT4 Pinball on his Notebook on 
Backstage.

The notebook was connected to the PA...so everybody in the audience 
could here the Pinball noises, while the keyboarder took a while to 
realize this...hehe

--Tom
| 2385|2170|2001-10-19 03:35:41|Thomas|Re: RS7000 BUG REPORT: deleting folder error message|
--- In RS7000@y..., Tvin Daddi Vinil wrote:

> 'NOT EMPTY FOLDER' not very English i say :)

Well, that´s not English, true...but after a while you get used to 
that Yamahanese.

--tom
| 2386|2330|2001-10-19 03:49:28|Thomas|Re: Robert for Moderator|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> >Anybody saying something against the RS will be banned... 

j/k ;)))

> 
> my rs7k just sucks , com'on still no billboard hit!
> 
> :)

Yeah you are right, usually they sell those GROOVEBOXES with promises 
for a publish contract for a record company and the guarantee to have 
sex with at least four different women (at the same time of 
course...;) (or with four men, for the ladies...), and it would also 
increase the size of your penis by at least two inches....
I wonder what happened to these promises when i purchased the 
RS7000...

LOL...sometimes when you watch commerials on TV or in the movie-
theathre you wonder why you still have not such good sex, be rich and 
famous like THEM...i mean you use all those advertised products and 
still no effect...see...they are lying to us.
And then when you follow those discussion on www.sonicstate.com 
e.g...."...my Andromeda is more analogue than your NordLead..." 
or "My MiniMoog is better than your RS7000"...it follows the same 
pattern:
My penis is bigger than yours.



Lord, how stupid we are.

> >
> >Hey don´t forget to change my memberstatus.
> 
> now you are the 'king' or what...?
> :P

One word more and you will become a moderator for this list too...

Ciao, Tom
| 2387|2354|2001-10-19 03:52:21|Thomas|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:

> 
> hello there.
> 
> may i ask what model of Sony MD recorder/player you have?
> I am looking for a portable Sony MD recorder/player with optical 

out.

AFAIK there are no portable MD recorder on the market with an optical 
out, only input. 
But for sure if you look for a stationed MD Recorder you should find 
one with in AND out.

--Tom
| 2388|2388|2001-10-19 08:56:26|Thomas|Manual how to create drumsounds with a VA-Synth|
http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf

This might not be usefull for every RS-owner but hey...create a 
bassdrum with your VA and sample it with the RS.

--Tom
| 2389|2354|2001-10-19 11:36:42|art75@free.fr|Re: MD optic input +AIEB2 digital out ?|
From: Vic Caballero <viccab@hotmail.com>

> may i ask what model of Sony MD recorder/player you have?
> I am looking for a portable Sony MD recorder/player with optical out.
> thanks.

hi
i use a non-"portable" (but quite small) Sony MDS S38.
it is half the size of a rack and cannot be use with battery.

GM

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2390|2390|2001-10-19 12:35:18|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|woohoo! just got my rs7000|
I hadn't really had any gear lust for a couple of years - well that 
is until I saw the specs on the RS7000 in the spring ;) I'm happy to 
say that my RS7000 finally arrived and it's a bit lighter than I 
anticipated. And the DA convertors really have improved.

Here's a bit about me:

-I've been doing live pa for almost 4 years and have pressed two 
records, one of which is just about to be released. I produce electro-
breaks and detroit techno.

You listen to my tracks at http://mp3.com/sneak-thief and at 
http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr

michel
| 2391|2388|2001-10-19 12:38:36|Thomas|Re: Manual how to create drumsounds with a VA-Synth|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf
> 
> This might not be usefull for every RS-owner but hey...create a 
> bassdrum with your VA and sample it with the RS.
> 
> --Tom

http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf
mailto:viccab@hotmail.com
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And for those who don´t have an analogue synth...look here:

http://www.marsynth.de/marsynth/en.html
| 2392|2388|2001-10-19 13:37:07|synthe. labo|Re: Manual how to create drumsounds with a VA-Synth|

>http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf
>
>This might not be usefull for every RS-owner but hey...create a
>bassdrum with your VA and sample it with the RS.

try also Dynamo, believe me it's really powerful (it's the restricted 
version of Reaktor); you can make such many bass drums that only imagination 
can stop you, i have it and use it to forge sounds and sample
just for curiosity-> my track 'pure' on vitaminic site is entirely a live 
improvisation on pc with only Dynamo running, all the sounds are just drum 
parts twisted, you can hear an alarm and other thing: all drum sounds 
(except the 2 vocal samples)

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2393|2390|2001-10-19 17:44:24|Jayson Barrons|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., mmorin@g... wrote:

> 
> I hadn't really had any gear lust for a couple of years - well that 
> is until I saw the specs on the RS7000 in the spring ;) I'm happy 

to 

> say that my RS7000 finally arrived and it's a bit lighter than I 
> anticipated. And the DA convertors really have improved.

i enjoyed it so much i bought another one ;-)
| 2394|2390|2001-10-19 17:51:26|synthe. labo|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|

>
>i enjoyed it so much i bought another one ;-)

me too...i enjoyed so much the filters that i let my cat sleep on it
:P

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2395|2390|2001-10-20 00:42:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Congrats Michel,

I'm sure you will enjoy your RS!

- Robert

mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> I hadn't really had any gear lust for a couple of years - well that
> is until I saw the specs on the RS7000 in the spring ;) I'm happy to
> say that my RS7000 finally arrived and it's a bit lighter than I
> anticipated. And the DA convertors really have improved.
>
> Here's a bit about me:
>
> -I've been doing live pa for almost 4 years and have pressed two
> records, one of which is just about to be released. I produce electro-
> breaks and detroit techno.
>
> You listen to my tracks at http://mp3.com/sneak-thief and at
> http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr
>

http://www.marsynth.de/marsynth/en.html
http://www.waldorf-music.de/attack/attackdrumsounds.pdf
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr


> michel
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2396|2390|2001-10-20 00:42:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., mmorin@g... wrote:
> >
> > I hadn't really had any gear lust for a couple of years - well that
> > is until I saw the specs on the RS7000 in the spring ;) I'm happy
> to
> > say that my RS7000 finally arrived and it's a bit lighter than I
> > anticipated. And the DA convertors really have improved.
>
> i enjoyed it so much i bought another one ;-)
>

No kidding? You've got two now?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2397|2397|2001-10-21 02:37:49|Thomas|OT:New Roland-Gear|
Roland introduced new gear.
XV-5050 (Expanderversion off the Fantom)
SH-32 (Groovesynth) (i guess supposed to be a AN200 competitor)
AX-7 (Remote Keyboard with D-Beam)

www.rolandmusik.de 
(sorry only in german)

--Tom

p.s. I am going to a programming language training for a couple of 
days, so "behave". ;)
| 2398|2397|2001-10-21 02:56:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT:New Roland-Gear|
Thomas wrote:

> Roland introduced new gear.
> XV-5050 (Expanderversion off the Fantom)
> SH-32 (Groovesynth) (i guess supposed to be a AN200 competitor)
> AX-7 (Remote Keyboard with D-Beam)
>
> www.rolandmusik.de
> (sorry only in german)
>
> --Tom
>
> p.s. I am going to a programming language training for a couple of
> days, so "behave". ;)

Yoooohoooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!
FREE AT LAST!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

- Robert
| 2399|2399|2001-10-21 07:04:36|dustyny1@yahoo.com|Some RS questions -- thinking about buying one|
Hi I just wanted to ask some questions, as I am thinking about 
selling my A5000 and RM1x to get one.

It seems to me that the RS is more of a RM1x with added (basic) 
sampling capabilities, how deep is the editing of samples I really 
like to mangle samples. Do you get extra env's/LFO's for controling 
things like sample start time, pitch filter amp etc?

How is the RM1x at importing MIDI files that I create in cubase?
I want to gig my music live and I am hoping to use the RS as a midi 
sequencer for my other gear live. 

Is anybody using theirs live? Have you found it to be creative and 
easy to use live?

How is the sample importing? Akai, soundfonts, emu wav's etc. 



Thanks
-=Dusty
| 2400|2400|2001-10-21 07:11:06|dustyny1@yahoo.com|128 MB smart media $49 thought you guys might want to know|
128 MB smart media $49 

Ideal storage card for digital camera, MP3 player, PDA and HPC
CT Cititronics.com
888-643-2906
626-961-9669
Online Ordering 

www.pricewatch.com Had some excellent prices on smart media cards.
| 2401|2401|2001-10-21 07:21:32|dustyny1@yahoo.com|Some more questions about the RS|
Does the RS7000 come with file format conversion software for the PC?
Can it take a internal harddrive?

-=Dusty
| 2402|2399|2001-10-21 10:19:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some RS questions -- thinking about buying one|
dustyny1@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hi I just wanted to ask some questions, as I am thinking about
> selling my A5000 and RM1x to get one.

Okay...

>
>
> It seems to me that the RS is more of a RM1x with added (basic)
> sampling capabilities, how deep is the editing of samples I really
> like to mangle samples. Do you get extra env's/LFO's for controling
> things like sample start time, pitch filter amp etc?

The sampler is very basic when compared to the A5000 (I used to
own an A4000 and now have an Emu and the RS). You do not get
multi-sampling, where one of the samples is selected based on velocity.
So you can't mimic real instruments like pianos or real drums.

There's also no fx send *per sample*, but instead you get fx sends
*per track*. So every sample played on a given track gets the same
amount of verb, delay/chorus and variation effects.

There's one LFO (with variable waveform though) that can be sent
to the Pitch, Amp and Filter blocks, each with their own amount.

You can't freak with sample start time, etc. All very basic.

So you can't compare it with a A5000 or an Emu.

> How is the RM1x at importing MIDI files that I create in cubase?
> I want to gig my music live and I am hoping to use the RS as a midi
> sequencer for my other gear live.

You mean the RS I guess?
Anyway, didn't try it yet, but import of standard midi file is supported.

> How is the sample importing? Akai, soundfonts, emu wav's etc.

Didn't try it yet, but the manual suggest support for the following
file types:

- WAVE
- AIFF
- A5000, A4000, A3000
- SU700
- AKAI S1000 and S3000 (we're not sure about this one, however).

- Robert
| 2403|2401|2001-10-21 10:28:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some more questions about the RS|
dustyny1@yahoo.com wrote:

> Does the RS7000 come with file format conversion software for the PC?

mailto:dustyny1@yahoo.com
mailto:dustyny1@yahoo.com


The RS reads the MSDOS filesystem from Smart Card and SCSI media.
It also understands the filesystem format of the sample formats used in
the previous message.
The RS can download/upload samples using the SMDI protocol
(using a SCSI cable between the RS and a PC).

>
> Can it take a internal harddrive?

No, but there's enough room for a future expansion, imo. ;)

- Robert
| 2404|2404|2001-10-21 14:35:56|sa3713|voice hold switch?|
Can someone help? It clearly states in the instructions (p94 UK) that the voice hold switch when set to off means that when you
select another voice any parameters you have edited will be initalized; yet when I select another voice any parameter edits I
have made to the first sound (attack,reso etc) appear on my next voice regardless of whether the switch is on OR off.Therefore
to my mind it is far from initialized. What I can't understand is - all UK machines seem to be the same,but I can't find this
queston on any of the forums. I have found technical support from the UK based Yamaha far from helpful. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2405|2399|2001-10-21 16:33:37|dustyny1@yahoo.com|Re: Some RS questions -- thinking about buying one|
Hmm sounds like I can live with the terms of the sampling 
capabilities, I can always use a soft synth for multisamples anyway.

Thank you for all the good info. 

-=Dusty

> 
> > Hi I just wanted to ask some questions, as I am thinking about
> > selling my A5000 and RM1x to get one.
> 
> Okay...
> 
> >
> >
> > It seems to me that the RS is more of a RM1x with added (basic)
> > sampling capabilities, how deep is the editing of samples I really
> > like to mangle samples. Do you get extra env's/LFO's for 

controling

> > things like sample start time, pitch filter amp etc?
> 
> The sampler is very basic when compared to the A5000 (I used to
> own an A4000 and now have an Emu and the RS). You do not get
> multi-sampling, where one of the samples is selected based on 

velocity.

> So you can't mimic real instruments like pianos or real drums.
> 
> There's also no fx send *per sample*, but instead you get fx sends
> *per track*. So every sample played on a given track gets the same
> amount of verb, delay/chorus and variation effects.
> 
> There's one LFO (with variable waveform though) that can be sent
> to the Pitch, Amp and Filter blocks, each with their own amount.
> 
> You can't freak with sample start time, etc. All very basic.
> 
> So you can't compare it with a A5000 or an Emu.
> 
> 
> > How is the RM1x at importing MIDI files that I create in cubase?
> > I want to gig my music live and I am hoping to use the RS as a 

midi

> > sequencer for my other gear live.
> 
> You mean the RS I guess?
> Anyway, didn't try it yet, but import of standard midi file is 

supported.

> 
> > How is the sample importing? Akai, soundfonts, emu wav's etc.



> 
> Didn't try it yet, but the manual suggest support for the following
> file types:
> 
> - WAVE
> - AIFF
> - A5000, A4000, A3000
> - SU700
> - AKAI S1000 and S3000 (we're not sure about this one, however).
> 
> - Robert

| 2406|2399|2001-10-22 02:59:20|Tim Nolet|Re: Some RS questions -- thinking about buying one|
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Some RS questions -- thinking about buying one
Date: Sun, 21 Oct 2001 18:19:50 +0200

Didn't try it yet, but the manual suggest support for the following
file types:

- WAVE
- AIFF
- A5000, A4000, A3000
- SU700
- AKAI S1000 and S3000 (we're not sure about this one, however).

Well I tried reading AKAI samples and it works. It basically only loads the 
waveform, so no mapping and stuff. But hey, it works!

Tim

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2407|2407|2001-10-22 12:10:21|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|a3000/a4000/a5000 sample import|
I thought maybe I could put the contents of a-series sample banks 
onto a hard drive then connect it to my rs7000. (There are hundreds 
of a-series sample banks at http://www.ampfea.org/sln/).

So, I unzipped the sample banks, loaded them onto a scsi hard drive - 
but alas the rs7000 doesn't recognize them. It looks like I'll have 
to load these banks one by one into my a3000, save them onto the hard 
drive, then dump them using the A3000 tool called Disky. Maybe 
someone has a better idea here....

michel
| 2408|2408|2001-10-22 12:48:25|eq@futuretrance.com|Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
i've been shopping around and so far it looks like the best hardware 
drum machine/sequencer out at the moment. The only units that come 
close are the MPC2000/3000's and maybe the SU700. 

so who agrees with me? i'm looking to pick one up next month so if 
anyone has any opinions that would indicate otherwise please post a 
reply

EQ
| 2409|2408|2001-10-22 12:56:39|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> i've been shopping around and so far it looks like the best 

hardware 

> drum machine/sequencer out at the moment. The only units that come 
> close are the MPC2000/3000's and maybe the SU700. 
> 
> so who agrees with me? i'm looking to pick one up next month so if 
> anyone has any opinions that would indicate otherwise please post a 
> reply
> 
> EQ

oh and i meant to compare the SU700 as a desktop sampling unit not as 
a drum machine/sequencer.

is there really any other unit that does both? this looks like an 
MPC2000 and SU700 put together!

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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http://www.ampfea.org/sln/)


EQ
| 2410|2410|2001-10-22 14:07:37|Exceed 6 Doses (Cameron)|(no subject)|
"Junior, when I get home!" 
Im gonna punch your mamma right in the mouth."Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2411|2407|2001-10-23 01:00:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a3000/a4000/a5000 sample import|
mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> I thought maybe I could put the contents of a-series sample banks
> onto a hard drive then connect it to my rs7000. (There are hundreds
> of a-series sample banks at http://www.ampfea.org/sln/).
>
> So, I unzipped the sample banks, loaded them onto a scsi hard drive -
> but alas the rs7000 doesn't recognize them. It looks like I'll have
> to load these banks one by one into my a3000, save them onto the hard
> drive, then dump them using the A3000 tool called Disky. Maybe
> someone has a better idea here....
>

Michel,

please explain the format of this unzipped sample bank. You say you
unzipped then. so it looks like the banks are regular files, maybe ready
to be written to an Ax000 floppy disk.

The RS can only read the Ax000 samples from correctly formatted
SCSI media, and not from an FAT filesystem.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2412|2407|2001-10-23 02:04:27|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|Re: a3000/a4000/a5000 sample import|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Michel,
> 
> please explain the format of this unzipped sample bank. You say you
> unzipped then. so it looks like the banks are regular files, maybe 

ready

> to be written to an Ax000 floppy disk.
> 
> The RS can only read the Ax000 samples from correctly formatted
> SCSI media, and not from an FAT filesystem.
> 
> - Robert
> 

What the program Disky does is that it reads the sample information 
right off the A3000's SCSI drives in its native file system format. 

You can then duplicate the sample data onto your regular SCSI or IDE 
drive - why would you do this? So you can burn the files onto a CDR 
which is readable by the A3000. The A3000 reads ISO9660 disks but 
looks for a particular file and directory structure. Disky is able to 
duplicate that structure so that the CDR is in a format that the 
A3000 recognizes.

michel
| 2413|2408|2001-10-23 07:06:47|dlewetag@hotmail.com|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
I have an Alesis DM Pro / RS7000 setup that kicks ass imo. You can 
load samples into the DM Pro too.

You'll need i velocity sensitive midi keyboard or pads to sequence 
drums correctly (unless you like everything at 100%).
| 2414|2408|2001-10-23 08:12:58|Tim Nolet|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
I have a Rs7000/TR909 setup. As I love stepsequencer this really rocks. The 
909 samples in the RS7K (AnaloKit1 or whatever) are quite good actually, but 
I'll stil use the same stuf. Whats also nice is that now I can program the 
909 via the RS with velocity. Not that the 909 responds to it: it just plays 
the instruments less loud. Still, it's something I could only do via the PC, 
but then you lose the stepseq.!

http://explorer.msn.com/
mailto:mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/)


From: dlewetag@hotmail.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?
Date: Tue, 23 Oct 2001 13:06:44 -0000

I have an Alesis DM Pro / RS7000 setup that kicks ass imo. You can
load samples into the DM Pro too.

You'll need i velocity sensitive midi keyboard or pads to sequence
drums correctly (unless you like everything at 100%).

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2415|2390|2001-10-23 10:07:30|Jayson Barrons|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|

> No kidding? You've got two now?
> 
> - Robert

yup. I've always gone with a two sequencer format in my live set. I 
realized that having two rs7000's just made *sense* since file 
sharing and shit like that is so much easier. makes for a killer 
live set. i'm very happy.
| 2416|2390|2001-10-23 10:21:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Jayson Barrons wrote:

> > No kidding? You've got two now?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> yup. I've always gone with a two sequencer format in my live set. I
> realized that having two rs7000's just made *sense* since file
> sharing and shit like that is so much easier. makes for a killer
> live set. i'm very happy.

You should be. ;)

Did you sync them in any way? And if so, does that work well, when
in Pattern mode? I just noticed that my RS is not slaving too well when
in pattern mode. That is, it doesn't return to the start of the pattern when
receiving a midi Start message.

- Robert
| 2417|2390|2001-10-23 10:39:46|Awoken By Death_+ E6D|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Hey Robert ... JaYSeonC Here ....

I need some help.... Since you own 2 Rs7000 You must are pretty familiar with the product....

Ok I have read the manual ... and still am not getting the Whole Writting Process..thing....

Maybe you could help me in lamen terms on how I should approach this 

I usually start in pattern mode ... and then use the pattern chain... the 

switch in pattern chain to Scene... to pull in and out the Drums and such...

Then convert to song... 

But I don't know if this is correct.. can you help me out here... I would be most humble..

JaYSeon_C Exceed 6 Doses

www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2001 11:26 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000
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Jayson Barrons wrote:

> > No kidding? You've got two now?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> yup. I've always gone with a two sequencer format in my live set. I
> realized that having two rs7000's just made *sense* since file
> sharing and shit like that is so much easier. makes for a killer
> live set. i'm very happy.

You should be. ;)

Did you sync them in any way? And if so, does that work well, when
in Pattern mode? I just noticed that my RS is not slaving too well when
in pattern mode. That is, it doesn't return to the start of the pattern when
receiving a midi Start message.

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2418|2390|2001-10-23 12:24:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Well, its not me who owns 2 RS machines, but the idea is nice,
though. ;)

Your question is a bit vague, and I don't know exactly what you need
to know. So lets start with asking you a very important question:

What do you want to do with the RS?

- Robert

Awoken By Death_+ E6D wrote:

> Hey Robert ... JaYSeonC Here ....
>
> I need some help.... Since you own 2 Rs7000 You must are pretty familiar with the product....
>
> Ok I have read the manual ... and still am not getting the Whole Writting Process..thing....
>
> Maybe you could help me in lamen terms on how I should approach this
>
> I usually start in pattern mode ... and then use the pattern chain... the
>
> switch in pattern chain to Scene... to pull in and out the Drums and such...
>
> Then convert to song...
>
> But I don't know if this is correct.. can you help me out here... I would be most humble..
>
> JaYSeon_C Exceed 6 Doses

| 2419|2390|2001-10-23 12:56:54|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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Ok Thanks Robert for emailing me back....

Question....

Well ok...... Hummm 

Ok In part mode I have 16 tracks.... ok

I tend to put my Structure of the song on Pattern 1 A

I use all 16 of the tracks with Drums sounds ext.......

Ok Then I go to 2 A

Copy what was on 1 A 

And Change up the Drums a Little for fills and such and keep repeating the process
until I have 1 thru lets say 5 of the changes and Patterns on A

I never really go to B or If I don't if I should cause is doesn't say not to ...?

Ok so all these parts are done.. 

NOW I go to Patten Chain Mode

I put in how many times I want the song to go and change

THEN I hit the Record Button in Pattern Chain and do the SCENE And record

Now Im not sure if I should be doing this in this mode.... 
Because I am finding my self getting lost in all these tracks....
and its just a big mess when the Patten Changes and I can't change the buttons
in time for the change.... See this is what I don't under stand
Cause it gives you that option to mute tracks while recording in pattern chain
live .... Now should I do that ..?

Ok so I have made this big mess of a combination of track ... and now about this time 
Im getting Frustrated in the whole event ....

I convert to SONG mode

and it has this whopping mess of crap that I just recorded

in somewhat of the order I created it in ...
It sounds a little out of sync and a little rough .... 

So about this time I had "had" this really great sounding idea but once trying to put the whole master piece together ....its
just a night mare....

My friend says that he just records in SONG Mode and that is it ... But then 
It just sounds Just sounds Stupid to do this.....and a lot of wasted time....

Now my thing is I am use to the Roland Products where 

Like the 505 which I am a master at programming ....

You have your part mode and you stack all of the patterns go to song mode and do it all there ... So what am I doing wrong with
the RS7000 ,,,,

I know this is a long email but this is the only way I could describe what Im talking about ... Maybe My way of thinking is
over complicated or Im thinking Backwards 

Cameron

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2001 1:29 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000

Well, its not me who owns 2 RS machines, but the idea is nice,
though. ;)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Your question is a bit vague, and I don't know exactly what you need
to know. So lets start with asking you a very important question:

What do you want to do with the RS?

- Robert

Awoken By Death_+ E6D wrote:

> Hey Robert ... JaYSeonC Here ....
>
> I need some help.... Since you own 2 Rs7000 You must are pretty familiar with the product....
>
> Ok I have read the manual ... and still am not getting the Whole Writting Process..thing....
>
> Maybe you could help me in lamen terms on how I should approach this
>
> I usually start in pattern mode ... and then use the pattern chain... the
>
> switch in pattern chain to Scene... to pull in and out the Drums and such...
>
> Then convert to song...
>
> But I don't know if this is correct.. can you help me out here... I would be most humble..
>
> JaYSeon_C Exceed 6 Doses

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2420|2390|2001-10-23 14:34:36|Jayson Barrons|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|

> I need some help.... Since you own 2 Rs7000 You must are pretty 

familiar with the product....

hopefully robert can help you with that. I write strictly in pattern 
mode. its the ultimate for live use.
| 2421|2408|2001-10-23 20:23:45|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
ok great. because i have the triton and andromeda as well, and 
considering the tritons drum section is a bit weak i was hoping to 
make up for that. i also liked the two MIDI out feature since for 
live PAing i could clock both synths without as much lag in timing.

so since i'm mostly interested in the rs7k for its drum sounds, how 
are they? how do they compare to other drum machines? i didn't want 
to get something that had good drums but no additional features since 
i'm the type that likes all-in-one units that specialize in one thing 
in particular... and i was hoping that the one thing the rs 
specialized in was drum sounds.

another question. how are samples transferred in and out of the 
rs7000? since i have another sampler on the triton i would probably 
want to take advantage of that by transferring wavs back and forth. i 
also heard that the rs7000 and SF Acid was a good combo since you 
could transfer entire loops and phrases in and out of the rs. i'm 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
http://explorer.msn.com/


assuming this would be done the same way individual samples are 
loaded.

since the rs doesn't feature a disk drive i was hoping to take full 
advantage of its sampling without having to install the additional 
board in the rear.

EQ

--- In RS7000@y..., "Tim Nolet" wrote:
> I have a Rs7000/TR909 setup. As I love stepsequencer this really 
rocks. The 
> 909 samples in the RS7K (AnaloKit1 or whatever) are quite good 
actually, but 
> I'll stil use the same stuf. Whats also nice is that now I can 
program the 
> 909 via the RS with velocity. Not that the 909 responds to it: it 
just plays 
> the instruments less loud. Still, it's something I could only do 
via the PC, 
> but then you lose the stepseq.!
> 
> 
> From: dlewetag@h...
> Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?
> Date: Tue, 23 Oct 2001 13:06:44 -0000
> 
> I have an Alesis DM Pro / RS7000 setup that kicks ass imo. You can
> load samples into the DM Pro too.
> 
> You'll need i velocity sensitive midi keyboard or pads to sequence
> drums correctly (unless you like everything at 100%).
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

| 2422|2408|2001-10-23 20:52:51|Jayson Barrons|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> ok great. because i have the triton and andromeda as well, and 
> considering the tritons drum section is a bit weak i was hoping to 
> make up for that.

wow, you think the triton sounds are weak? I used to own one, and 
that was the thing that i miss the most about it. With the 
incredibly powerful effects that are in the triton, you can come up 
with unbelievable drum sounds. too bad.

> so since i'm mostly interested in the rs7k for its drum sounds, how 
> are they? 

they're not as intricate as they are on the triton. I'm sorry if i 
sound nosey, but you got a bit of overkill going on there. buying 
the rs7000 just for its drum sounds just doesn't sound like a good 
investment. If you don't feel comfortable with the drum sounds on 
the triton, or the drum sounds that you can CREATE on the andromeda, 
i honestly don't know what to tell you. I don't think there would be 
a drum machine out there that would satisfy you.

and, this is me doing my best impression of robert, *what* kind of 
drum sounds are you looking for? what do you want to do.

> i'm the type that likes all-in-one units that specialize in one 

thing in particular... 

ok, now i'm *really* confused. you want an all-in-one machine that 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp


specializes in one thing? isn't that like saying you want a car with 
a REALLY powerful engine but you don't want one that goes fast?

the rs7000 is an incredible machine. personally it blows me away 
everytime i power both of mine up. There is no other machine out 
there right now that's better for live use. It all depends on what 
you want it to do. Like you said, you already have a sampler in the 
triton (one with more features than the one in the rs7000 i might 
add), and your best bet would probably be to sampler the drum sounds 
that make you happy, and chock them in the triton. it'll save some 
money, unless money is not a concern. and if you own an andromeda 
and a triton, i'm assuming its not ;-)

Sincerely,

Jayson

evil moderator, aka robert's evil twin.
| 2423|2390|2001-10-24 01:00:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Ok Thanks Robert for emailing me back....
>
> Question....
>
> Well ok...... Hummm
>
> Ok In part mode I have 16 tracks.... ok
> I tend to put my Structure of the song on Pattern 1 A
> I use all 16 of the tracks with Drums sounds ext.......
>
> Ok Then I go to 2 A

Whoa! Stop! ;)
You're switching styles. Not good. Well... at least, not the way
Yamaha intended you to use the machine. You are expected
to stay within one style (the number) and change patterns
(the letters). So you should go from 1A to 1B, etc.

>
>
> Copy what was on 1 A
>
> And Change up the Drums a Little for fills and such and keep repeating the process
> until I have 1 thru lets say 5 of the changes and Patterns on A
>
> I never really go to B or If I don't if I should cause is doesn't say not to ...?

Agreed, but reading the manual could have suggested that. But
I agree that people new to Yamaha sequencer gear probably
have no clue about that.

Cameron, I'm skipping the rest of your description for the moment,
because I think the problem already started above.

The idea is that you try to stay within the boundaries of one style.
Styles are the numbered thingies. A style has 16 patterns, named
A, B, C, etc. Within one style (without messing with Scenes), voices
and effects are assigned to tracks. For example, when track 2 has
been given a piano voice, track 2 of all patterns of that style have
the same piano voice. Same is true for play fx, midi delay, verb,
chorus, variation, groove, voice editing.

To keep things as simple as possible for the time being, don't
mess around with Scenes for the moment, as these make the
handling of the RS very complex, especially for a newbie.

Do what you did, but create your patterns within the same style.
Create you first pattern in 1A, copy the tracks to 1B and change
pattern B. Continue this way until you have the number of patterns
you need.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: the Copy Pattern job creates a copy using the *same* phrases,
so editing a phrase in the copied pattern (B) also changes the phrase
in the original pattern (A). The Copy Track job creates new phrases,



but that takes a job for each track. Alternatively, you could copy the
phrase to a new user phrase just before you start to edit it. This problem
didn't exist in you previous way of working, as user phrases only exist
within a style, and you jumped styles between tracks.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having created the patterns, go the Pattern Chain mode and chain
them, either in real-time (using record) or simply by editing the pattern
track (hit edit).

Please try this first and please stay away from Scenes until you
get this right. Then come back (or any time before that) and we
go on with the next step.

Okay?

- Robert
| 2424|2390|2001-10-24 05:01:45|RB|New user Q|
Hi all

Is there any way to display the phrase/track names in the pattern patch
window (where you see all 16 tracks in a grid). It seems kind of useless to
just see them by number. (This is one of my favourite features of the
MPC2000 for live use).

Just got my RS this week and I'm liking it a lot (apart from the above :)

Thanks if you know.....

Richard Brown

www.swag-uk.net
| 2425|2390|2001-10-24 05:37:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New user Q|
RB wrote:

> Hi all
>
> Is there any way to display the phrase/track names in the pattern patch
> window (where you see all 16 tracks in a grid). It seems kind of useless to
> just see them by number. (This is one of my favourite features of the
> MPC2000 for live use).
>
> Just got my RS this week and I'm liking it a lot (apart from the above :)

Its shown just above knob 2, under the PHRASE NO field.
You have to name your user phrases, though, using the
Phrase Name job.

- Robert
| 2426|2390|2001-10-24 07:54:00|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Thanks Robert..... My I new I was over complicating the whole thing......

I understand ..... I think so 

From what I get ...

1a Make the Beginning of the song

Copy It to 1b and I guess Change and add a Variation to the Track

And if need be copy or create the bridge and so forth on 1c 1d 1e yada yada!

OK I think I have just almost got the Devine Light .... (lol)

So Im taking it dumps those down into those letters Down on the Buttons

And you can use that to control the different patterns or put it in step mode....

Does that sound close to the correct way ..?

And I guess The Scene's Well I will deal with those later... He he!

Am I close?



I just wanted to say thankyou for the reply and helping, it did I think clear this up....

Just let me know if that is somewhat right?

Cameron :P

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:01 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000

Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Ok Thanks Robert for emailing me back....
>
> Question....
>
> Well ok...... Hummm
>
> Ok In part mode I have 16 tracks.... ok
> I tend to put my Structure of the song on Pattern 1 A
> I use all 16 of the tracks with Drums sounds ext.......
>
> Ok Then I go to 2 A

Whoa! Stop! ;)
You're switching styles. Not good. Well... at least, not the way
Yamaha intended you to use the machine. You are expected
to stay within one style (the number) and change patterns
(the letters). So you should go from 1A to 1B, etc.

>
>
> Copy what was on 1 A
>
> And Change up the Drums a Little for fills and such and keep repeating the process
> until I have 1 thru lets say 5 of the changes and Patterns on A
>
> I never really go to B or If I don't if I should cause is doesn't say not to ...?

Agreed, but reading the manual could have suggested that. But
I agree that people new to Yamaha sequencer gear probably
have no clue about that.

Cameron, I'm skipping the rest of your description for the moment,
because I think the problem already started above.

The idea is that you try to stay within the boundaries of one style.
Styles are the numbered thingies. A style has 16 patterns, named
A, B, C, etc. Within one style (without messing with Scenes), voices
and effects are assigned to tracks. For example, when track 2 has
been given a piano voice, track 2 of all patterns of that style have
the same piano voice. Same is true for play fx, midi delay, verb,
chorus, variation, groove, voice editing.

To keep things as simple as possible for the time being, don't
mess around with Scenes for the moment, as these make the
handling of the RS very complex, especially for a newbie.

Do what you did, but create your patterns within the same style.
Create you first pattern in 1A, copy the tracks to 1B and change
pattern B. Continue this way until you have the number of patterns
you need.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: the Copy Pattern job creates a copy using the *same* phrases,
so editing a phrase in the copied pattern (B) also changes the phrase
in the original pattern (A). The Copy Track job creates new phrases,
but that takes a job for each track. Alternatively, you could copy the
phrase to a new user phrase just before you start to edit it. This problem
didn't exist in you previous way of working, as user phrases only exist
within a style, and you jumped styles between tracks.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having created the patterns, go the Pattern Chain mode and chain
them, either in real-time (using record) or simply by editing the pattern
track (hit edit).

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Please try this first and please stay away from Scenes until you
get this right. Then come back (or any time before that) and we
go on with the next step.

Okay?

- Robert
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2427|2390|2001-10-24 08:52:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: woohoo! just got my rs7000|
Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Thanks Robert..... My I new I was over complicating the whole thing......
>
> I understand ..... I think so
>
> >From what I get ...
>
> 1a Make the Beginning of the song
>
> Copy It to 1b and I guess Change and add a Variation to the Track
>
> And if need be copy or create the bridge and so forth on 1c 1d 1e yada yada!

Right.

>
>
> OK I think I have just almost got the Devine Light .... (lol)
>
> So Im taking it dumps those down into those letters Down on the Buttons
>
> And you can use that to control the different patterns or put it in step mode....
>
> Does that sound close to the correct way ..?

The letters above the black keyboard keys represent pattern names
indeed. But although there are 16 patterns per style available, only
10 direct selection keys are provided. The other six can only be
selected via a pot.

>
>
> And I guess The Scene's Well I will deal with those later... He he!

Yes please do. I can explain all the technical stuff behind styles,
scenes, etc., but I don't think it will help you right now.

>
>
> Am I close?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
http://explorer.msn.com/


>

YES! ;)

But please keep in mind that phrases are shared between patterns
of the same style (the way you're going to work now). Suppose you
created user phrase 1 in pattern A. After copying pattern A to pattern
B (using the Pattern Copy job), you end up with the *same physical*
user phrase 1 in pattern B. So both patterns look at the *same* phrase.
Now if you want to change that phrase only for pattern B (for example),
you have to make a copy of that phrase and edit the copy. Hope this
is clear for you.

>
> I just wanted to say thankyou for the reply and helping, it did I think clear this up....
>
> Just let me know if that is somewhat right?
>
> Cameron :P

You're on track. Try to work with this simple approach and creating
pattern chains and songs (from pattern chains) should work.

Later, when more features are added, you'll have to accept (and
understand) that these features also introduce complexity and
sometimes problems. But that's for later. ;)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2428|2408|2001-10-24 12:22:58|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
"the rs7000 is an incredible machine. personally it blows me away 
everytime i power both of mine up. There is no other machine out 
there right now that's better for live use."

thats pretty much what i was looking for. thanks.. hehe did you say 
both? nice. i know now that its an investment worth saving for. 
since at the moment i'm filling up all my triton tracks with pads/FX 
and MIDI'ed in Andromeda channels (my main source for leads and 
rhythm synths) i needed something that could do at least as good 
drums on the triton. i'm not saying they were bad, just that they 
needed at least two of the 5 insert effects to make them thick enough 
sounding to sit in the mix properly and i really need those effects 
for all the synths going through the FX section. they were weak on 
their own whereas when i demoed the RS, their drum sounds seemed good 
just with one compressor or even alone comparatively. 

Out of curiousity (and potential helpfulness), how did you set up the 
drums on the triton so that they would sound good? i managed to get 
some okay kicks but there were never enough hihats and i never seemed 
to like any of the snares. i'm using this setup mainly for live 
trance and psy PAs. since its pretty intricate stuff i tend to fill 
up sequencer's pretty quickly and needed another 16 on top of more 
drum sounds. did you know the andromeda's sequencer is pretty much 
useless? there's no way to do linear sequencing on that thing as its 
pretty much a pattern generator, so you pretty much just get two 
kinds of arpeggiator. i suppose on its own it would be fine but the 
arpeggiator/sequencer on the andy has problems syncing up with 
external clocks as well which i found frustrating. thats why i have 
to steal sequencer channels from the triton to make the andromeda 
useful at all in the long run. and believe me, creating plausible 
drum sounds on the andromeda (besides kick drums) is no easy task. 
most snares and hihats are way too noisy and abrasive sounding. to me 
the andy specializes in aggresive analogue synths. the triton in pads 
and FX. and now, hopefully, the RS in foundation drums, sequencing 
and MIDI control over an entire setup (hence why i like the 2XMIDI 
out feature so much).

so now maybe you see where i'm coming from.. its totally worth it to 
me to buy the best live PA setup possible (i'm mixing on a Mackie 
CFX20) to stand the best chances of actually going somewhere with 
it.. as long as i know each piece is something i would never want to 
sell in my lifetime.

there's alot of kit out there, but very few pieces become 
an "essential" part in every serious producer's studio. i'm hoping 
the RS is one of them.

EQ



--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:
> > ok great. because i have the triton and andromeda as well, and 
> > considering the tritons drum section is a bit weak i was hoping 
to 
> > make up for that.
> 
> wow, you think the triton sounds are weak? I used to own one, and 
> that was the thing that i miss the most about it. With the 
> incredibly powerful effects that are in the triton, you can come up 
> with unbelievable drum sounds. too bad.
> 
> 
> > so since i'm mostly interested in the rs7k for its drum sounds, 
how 
> > are they? 
> 
> 
> they're not as intricate as they are on the triton. I'm sorry if i 
> sound nosey, but you got a bit of overkill going on there. buying 
> the rs7000 just for its drum sounds just doesn't sound like a good 
> investment. If you don't feel comfortable with the drum sounds on 
> the triton, or the drum sounds that you can CREATE on the 
andromeda, 
> i honestly don't know what to tell you. I don't think there would 
be 
> a drum machine out there that would satisfy you.
> 
> and, this is me doing my best impression of robert, *what* kind of 
> drum sounds are you looking for? what do you want to do.
> 
> 
> 
> > i'm the type that likes all-in-one units that specialize in one 
> thing in particular... 
> 
> ok, now i'm *really* confused. you want an all-in-one machine that 
> specializes in one thing? isn't that like saying you want a car 
with 
> a REALLY powerful engine but you don't want one that goes fast?
> 
> 
> the rs7000 is an incredible machine. personally it blows me away 
> everytime i power both of mine up. There is no other machine out 
> there right now that's better for live use. It all depends on what 
> you want it to do. Like you said, you already have a sampler in 
the 
> triton (one with more features than the one in the rs7000 i might 
> add), and your best bet would probably be to sampler the drum 
sounds 
> that make you happy, and chock them in the triton. it'll save some 
> money, unless money is not a concern. and if you own an andromeda 
> and a triton, i'm assuming its not ;-)
> 
> 
> Sincerely,
> 
> Jayson
> 
> evil moderator, aka robert's evil twin.

| 2429|2429|2001-10-24 12:28:31|Bryan Rodgers|Output Expantion ETA|
when was it do again? has anyone spotted it yet?

Thanks.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2430|2429|2001-10-24 12:33:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> when was it do again? has anyone spotted it yet?
>
> Thanks.
>



> B

AFAIK, it is already in the shops?

- Robert
| 2431|2429|2001-10-24 12:38:28|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
can anyone confirm? has anyone purchased?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:33 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Output Expantion ETA

Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> when was it do again? has anyone spotted it yet?
>
> Thanks.
>
> B

AFAIK, it is already in the shops?

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2432|2429|2001-10-24 12:39:38|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
oh, and price?!
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From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:38 PM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Output Expantion ETA

can anyone confirm? has anyone purchased?

B
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-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:33 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Output Expantion ETA

Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> when was it do again? has anyone spotted it yet?
>
> Thanks.
>
> B

AFAIK, it is already in the shops?

- Robert
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2433|2429|2001-10-24 12:43:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> oh, and price?!

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-126363.html?ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D&WAEHRUNG=DM
| 2434|2429|2001-10-24 12:51:24|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
ok. cool. but what about North America? :)

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:44 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Output Expantion ETA

Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> oh, and price?!

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-126363.html?ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D
<http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-126363.html?ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D&WAEHRU
NG=DM> &WAEHRUNG=DM
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2435|2429|2001-10-24 12:55:19|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
oh, and...

$350DM! ahhhh crap.
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-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:51 PM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Output Expantion ETA

ok. cool. but what about North America? :)

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2001 2:44 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Output Expantion ETA

Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> oh, and price?!
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> > 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2436|2429|2001-10-24 13:21:59|ripe|Re: Output Expantion ETA|
I ordered one from riksmusic.com for $199, it should be shipping in the next
day or two...

cheers
ripe
| 2437|2408|2001-10-24 14:28:28|Jayson Barrons|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|

> Out of curiousity (and potential helpfulness), how did you set up 

the 

> drums on the triton so that they would sound good? 

first off i ALWAYS gave my bass drum a separate channel. for a live 
set having your bassdrum on its own mixing channel is a very serious 
advantage to have. trust me on this one.

As for the other sounds, i used a lot of delay on my percussion 
tracks. if you're clever with it, a delay can humanize a a rhythmn 
line very nicely. I almost always used the cymbal drum kit for 
cymbals. If there's one thing i miss most about that triton, was the 
delays themselves. fucking stunning.
| 2438|2390|2001-10-24 19:06:33|RB|Re: New user Q|
Hi

Thanks for the response.

Actually what I meant was so that you can see all 16 phrase names at once in
the grid instead of just the numbers.

I guess this is one for the V2 OS wishlist....

Cheers

Richard Brown

>> Hi all
>> 
>> Is there any way to display the phrase/track names in the pattern patch
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>> window (where you see all 16 tracks in a grid). It seems kind of useless to
>> just see them by number. (This is one of my favourite features of the
>> MPC2000 for live use).
>> 
>> Just got my RS this week and I'm liking it a lot (apart from the above :)
> 
> Its shown just above knob 2, under the PHRASE NO field.
> You have to name your user phrases, though, using the
> Phrase Name job.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 
>

| 2439|2439|2001-10-24 19:28:24|bontrip@videotron.ca|New gear to go with the RS7K|
Hi,

I know someone who wants to sell is Proteus 2000 for
500,00 US$ (maybe 450.00 $). Very good condition.

I'm new in the music biz and i'm wondering if i should go for it
to compliment my RS7K. I think those two could work really
well together. Right ?

Or, sometimes i think that i should just buy a good soundcard 
(24 bit) and built a soundbank on my G3 (no laptop).

Well, basically i need both (synth + soundcard) but cant afford it 
right now. Also, i'm not sure if a want to go on the soft synth 
route :
i have a lot of experience with multimedia softwares and frankly
i'm tired of playing with a mouse and the frequent crashes. 

That's why i bought a hardware sequencer : loves those knobs, 
the portability and the reability.

Anyways, if you could help me with my decision, i'd really 
appreciated. Thanx,

Simon
| 2440|2439|2001-10-24 20:36:30|Jayson Barrons|Re: New gear to go with the RS7K|

> Or, sometimes i think that i should just buy a good soundcard 
> (24 bit) and built a soundbank on my G3 (no laptop).

personally, 4 years ago i started writing music on the computer, and 
whenever i have bought external gear, i've ended up selling it. its 
not that it was lacking, i'm just used to putting my vision into a 
more, uhh, visual format on the computer. I use the rs7000 strictly 
for live use (2 of them), and its perfect for that. but i still do 
90% of my writing all on the computer. It feels more natural to me. 
for effects and 'fattening up' the sound, i use a dp/4. then i 
sample everything i need into little bits, and sex them into the 
rs7000. 

what's my point? fuck if i know.
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but seriously, it all depends on how you feel most natural. do you 
feel yourself gravitating towards gear? or do you feel most 
comfortable at the computer?

don't push yourself into buying gear just because everyone thinks you 
need lots of gear to be a good artist. good gear DOES sound good. it 
doesn't make good music.
| 2441|2408|2001-10-24 22:02:28|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Is the RS7000 the best drum machine/sequencer?|
what kind of styles were you writing then? i found there just weren't 
enough kits in the triton to suit any of the harder techo/trance 
style. i was hoping that would be different with the RS.

and how, might i ask, does your procedure for setting up a drum 
pattern differ with the RS than with the triton? yeah i always use a 
seperate channel for the kick drum, sometimes the snare as well.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:
> 
> > Out of curiousity (and potential helpfulness), how did you set up 
> the 
> > drums on the triton so that they would sound good? 
> 
> 
> first off i ALWAYS gave my bass drum a separate channel. for a 
live 
> set having your bassdrum on its own mixing channel is a very 
serious 
> advantage to have. trust me on this one.
> 
> 
> As for the other sounds, i used a lot of delay on my percussion 
> tracks. if you're clever with it, a delay can humanize a a rhythmn 
> line very nicely. I almost always used the cymbal drum kit for 
> cymbals. If there's one thing i miss most about that triton, was 
the 
> delays themselves. fucking stunning.

| 2442|2439|2001-10-24 23:02:19|simon leclerc|Re: New gear to go with the RS7K|
on 10/24/01 10:32 PM, Jayson Barrons at devolve_is_now@hotmail.com wrote:

> i'm just used to putting my vision into a
> more, uhh, visual format on the computer.

Well, you see Jayson, that's why i wanted to buy an
external gear like the Rs7k; i think i prefer to concentrate on just
listening and forget about any visuals when sequencing.
For audio files, i use Peak 2.6 (i tried the orange vocoder yesterday...
mmm...fun)

Also, i wanted to stay away from the computer since i was always
in front of it (i work in the multimedia field). I didnt want to do
everything on the computer.
And of course, i like the fact that i go to gigs with the rs7k (+ proteus)

> don't push yourself into buying gear just because everyone thinks you
> need lots of gear to be a good artist.

I agree but i'd like to know is if you think that
the Proteus 2000 and the RS7k would be a good combination ?
Will the Proteus give me the quality, soundwise, that can't
be found with soft synths ?

I really like the fact that i could sequence it and leave
64mg still available on the Rs7k; we don't all have two ;)
lucky bastard

> good gear DOES sound good. it
> doesn't make good music.

Could not agree more ! I really think that the RS tone Generator
has lots of usable sounds when used with the right parameters, so
if you have a good ear and some talent for arrangements and melodies,
something quite good can come out of this TG.

mailto:devolve_is_now@hotmail.com


I'm the type you like to edit the sounds (i almost never use the presets
on the RS) and that's why i'm interested in the Proteus ; altought,
it's a Rompler you can edit the sounds quite a lot. Also it's expendable.

Thanx again,

Simon
| 2443|2439|2001-10-25 04:35:00|RB|Re: New gear to go with the RS7K|

> Will the Proteus give me the quality, soundwise, that can't
> be found with soft synths ?
> 

Can you not get a chance to listen to it before you buy?
Let your ears decide.
| 2444|2439|2001-10-25 08:31:38|RB|Max no. of samples confusion|
Hi all

Can someone clear this up for me?

I know you can have 128 sample 'voices' in each of the common and local
slots, but when a loop is internally 'recycled' does that then use up more
than one of the slots? Also would a 'kit' of (say) 20 of my own drum samples
use up 1 or 20 of the slots?

Basically what I'm asking is if you can have more than 256 individual
samples in memory if they're arranged in kits.

(I'm just putting a full set together so I guess I'm about to find out the
hard way :)

Thanks if you know....

Richard Brown

www.swag-uk.net
| 2445|2439|2001-10-25 10:03:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Max no. of samples confusion|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 16:38, you wrote:

> Hi all
>
> Can someone clear this up for me?
>
> I know you can have 128 sample 'voices' in each of the common and local
> slots, but when a loop is internally 'recycled' does that then use up more
> than one of the slots? Also would a 'kit' of (say) 20 of my own drum
> samples use up 1 or 20 of the slots?

Okay, here we go. You have a max of 128 common and 128 local sample voices 
available. A sample voice can be either a
- Pitch voice, or a
- Kit voice.

A Pich sample voice is just a single sample spread over the keyboard.
A Kit sample voice, however, allows for a max of 128 mono 'instrument' 
samples, one for each keyboard key, or a max of 64 stereo instrument samples. 

So you get 64 stereo samples per sample voice, totalling to 256 * 64 stereo 
samples, if all sample voices were of the Kit sample voice type. Clear so far?

When doing a loop-remix on a spliced Kit sample voice, some magic is done. 
How can loop-remix e.g. reverse some of the samples without changing the 
sample itself (reverse is a sample playback parameter in the sample edit 
page)? I can't. Same for pitch. During real-time loop remix, the RS builds a 
new set of instrument samples, based on the original instrument samples (all 
within a single Kit sample voice), changes parameters like playback mode and 
pitch, and adds the new samples to the Kit voice. AFAIK, the original 
instrument samples are also still available in the same voice. At least, this 
is what I remember from the last time I studied loop-remix. 

>
> Basically what I'm asking is if you can have more than 256 individual
> samples in memory if they're arranged in kits.

Yes, you can have 256 * 128 mono samples, or 256 * 64 stereo samples.
Only, of course, if sample memory allows this.



>
> (I'm just putting a full set together so I guess I'm about to find out the
> hard way :)

- Robert
| 2446|2439|2001-10-25 10:25:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Max no. of samples confusion|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 16:38, you wrote:

> Hi all
>
> Can someone clear this up for me?
>
> I know you can have 128 sample 'voices' in each of the common and local
> slots, but when a loop is internally 'recycled' does that then use up more
> than one of the slots? Also would a 'kit' of (say) 20 of my own drum
> samples use up 1 or 20 of the slots?

Okay, here we go. You have a max of 128 common and 128 local sample voices
available. A sample voice can be either a
- Pitch voice, or a
- Kit voice.

A Pich sample voice is just a single sample spread over the keyboard.
A Kit sample voice, however, allows for a max of 128 mono 'instrument'
samples, one for each keyboard key, or a max of 64 stereo instrument samples.

So you get 64 stereo samples per sample voice, totalling to 256 * 64 stereo
samples, if all sample voices were of the Kit sample voice type. Clear so
far?

When doing a loop-remix on a spliced Kit sample voice, some magic is done.
How can loop-remix e.g. reverse some of the samples without changing the
sample itself (reverse is a sample playback parameter in the sample edit
page)? I can't. Same for pitch. During real-time loop remix, the RS builds a
new set of instrument samples, based on the original instrument samples (all
within a single Kit sample voice), changes parameters like playback mode and
pitch, and adds the new samples to the Kit voice. AFAIK, the original
instrument samples are also still available in the same voice. At least, this
is what I remember from the last time I studied loop-remix.

> Basically what I'm asking is if you can have more than 256 individual
> samples in memory if they're arranged in kits.

Yes, you can have 256 * 128 mono samples, or 256 * 64 stereo samples.
Only, of course, if sample memory allows this.

> (I'm just putting a full set together so I guess I'm about to find out the
> hard way :)

- Robert

-------------------------------------------------------
| 2447|2447|2001-10-25 10:28:57|bontrip@videotron.ca|Simple question|
Hi all,

Can i use the RS little keyboard to play with
another sound module (Waldorf Microwave XT / Virus B )
via midi. I'm pretty sure i can, but i just want
to make sure it's feasable.

Thanx,

Simon
| 2448|2439|2001-10-25 10:29:45|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Max no. of samples confusion|
Ok to talk about what Robert is saying, I wanted to add a Question

Ok I know that the time stretch is used to extend the sample....

So how does one Make the sample line up with the time ....

I have never been sure how to do this...?Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2449|2449|2001-10-25 10:38:28|Jerome DUMAS|Sample Slice|

http://explorer.msn.com/


Hi All, I have a problem when slicing samples from the RS7K ... Here is what
I do ...

- Create sample into my computer (loop/gain/...)
- Transfer to RS7K via the smartcard (IMPORT SAMPLE to an empty track)
- The imported sample is 133BPM, 1 measure length, pitched.
- I want to slice it as 8 smaller samples in order to be able to mute/unmute
the track without waiting the end of the measure ... also tried to slice the
original sample as 4 smaller samples
- When trying to slice my sample wich is a full rythm sequence (include
snares, hihat, and other), results are WRONGs ... also tried with a
percussive phrase only ... quite the same results !!
- I've tried to slice according to the differents methods
(BEAT/PHRASE/QUICK), with different resolutions, but I've never reached a
good result, I mean a sliced sample that sounds exactly as the original
sample !!!
There is always some discontinuities between the sliced samples, that sounds
very bad !!!
Is anyone has experience with the slice feature ?? May it works fine only
when the sample incomes from analog inputs, recorded with SLICE+SEQ option ?
Any help would be greatly apreciated ...
Jerome
| 2450|2447|2001-10-25 10:43:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:28, you wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> Can i use the RS little keyboard to play with
> another sound module (Waldorf Microwave XT / Virus B )
> via midi. I'm pretty sure i can, but i just want
> to make sure it's feasable.

Yes, it works. Just tried it.

- Robert
| 2451|2451|2001-10-25 10:53:11|Jerome DUMAS|Mute & Unmute|
Hi All,
Sometimes, not all the time, when I mute a midi track, this completely
changes settings of another track featuring sample loop, it changes for
instance resonance !! this happens sometimes only !!
any idea ?
| 2452|2447|2001-10-25 10:55:34|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/25/01 12:43 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:28, you wrote:
>> Hi all,
>> 
>> Can i use the RS little keyboard to play with
>> another sound module (Waldorf Microwave XT / Virus B )
>> via midi. I'm pretty sure i can, but i just want
>> to make sure it's feasable.
> 
> Yes, it works. Just tried it.
> 
> - Robert

Thanx Robert,

So i could just use a few of the RS tracks (or one)
via Midi and bingo, i could play and sequence
an external sound module to play with an
already made pattern (done with RS TG).

I'm sorry for this, i know this is obvious to
you but i just want to double check ; i had
surprises i was not expecting with the RS so
better be safe then sorry. Anyways, RS rocks...

Simon
| 2453|2449|2001-10-25 10:56:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample Slice|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:41, you wrote:

> Hi All, I have a problem when slicing samples from the RS7K ... Here is
> what I do ...
>
> - Create sample into my computer (loop/gain/...)
> - Transfer to RS7K via the smartcard (IMPORT SAMPLE to an empty track)
> - The imported sample is 133BPM, 1 measure length, pitched.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> - I want to slice it as 8 smaller samples in order to be able to
> mute/unmute the track without waiting the end of the measure

You can set Mute mode (in Utils) to Audio instead of Midi. This will
mute the internal TG audio (including samples) the moment you hit
the mute button. 

> ... also tried
> to slice the original sample as 4 smaller samples
> - When trying to slice my sample wich is a full rythm sequence (include
> snares, hihat, and other), results are WRONGs ... also tried with a
> percussive phrase only ... quite the same results !!

Okay, how WRONG was the result? Explain what you got from the RS,
and what you expected.

> - I've tried to slice according to the differents methods
> (BEAT/PHRASE/QUICK), with different resolutions, but I've never reached a
> good result, I mean a sliced sample that sounds exactly as the original
> sample !!!
> There is always some discontinuities between the sliced samples, that
> sounds very bad !!!

Which versions of BEAT are you using? What are the other settings
when doing the SLICE job?

- Robert
| 2454|2451|2001-10-25 10:57:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mute & Unmute|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:55, you wrote:

> Hi All,
> Sometimes, not all the time, when I mute a midi track, this completely
> changes settings of another track featuring sample loop, it changes for
> instance resonance !! this happens sometimes only !!
> any idea ?
>

Not a clue! ;)

Is your RS connected to other gear? Might a midi loop cause this?
Also, are you using any Scenes?

- Robert
| 2455|2447|2001-10-25 11:02:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
You can play a couple of tracks using the RS internal TG, and
at the same time select another track, connected via midi to an external 
device and play that device using the RS mini keyboard. Tried that too.

Is that what you're after?

- Robert

On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:57, you wrote:
> on 10/25/01 12:43 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:28, you wrote:
> >> Hi all,
> >>
> >> Can i use the RS little keyboard to play with
> >> another sound module (Waldorf Microwave XT / Virus B )
> >> via midi. I'm pretty sure i can, but i just want
> >> to make sure it's feasable.
> >
> > Yes, it works. Just tried it.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Thanx Robert,
>
> So i could just use a few of the RS tracks (or one)
> via Midi and bingo, i could play and sequence
> an external sound module to play with an
> already made pattern (done with RS TG).
>
> I'm sorry for this, i know this is obvious to

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> you but i just want to double check ; i had
> surprises i was not expecting with the RS so
> better be safe then sorry. Anyways, RS rocks...
>
> Simon
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2456|2449|2001-10-25 11:03:49|Jerome DUMAS|Re: Sample Slice|
Robert, thanks for the prompt reply ..
Audio mute from utils menu .... nice, I'll try it asap.
When sample is sliced, once I tweak audition button, I was expecting to
listen
the same loop, am I wrong ??
the sample is played with discontinuities, not recognizable, it seems there
are gaps
between the sliced samples.
I tried all 4 BEAT modes, all 4 PHRASE modes, including all resolution
modes, as well
as QUICK mode.
What do you mean by other settings when doing the slice job ?
Jerome

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2001 6:55 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Sample Slice

> On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:41, you wrote:
> > Hi All, I have a problem when slicing samples from the RS7K ... Here is
> > what I do ...
> >
> > - Create sample into my computer (loop/gain/...)
> > - Transfer to RS7K via the smartcard (IMPORT SAMPLE to an empty track)
> > - The imported sample is 133BPM, 1 measure length, pitched.
> > - I want to slice it as 8 smaller samples in order to be able to
> > mute/unmute the track without waiting the end of the measure
>
> You can set Mute mode (in Utils) to Audio instead of Midi. This will
> mute the internal TG audio (including samples) the moment you hit
> the mute button.
>
> > ... also tried
> > to slice the original sample as 4 smaller samples
> > - When trying to slice my sample wich is a full rythm sequence (include
> > snares, hihat, and other), results are WRONGs ... also tried with a
> > percussive phrase only ... quite the same results !!
>
> Okay, how WRONG was the result? Explain what you got from the RS,
> and what you expected.
>
> > - I've tried to slice according to the differents methods
> > (BEAT/PHRASE/QUICK), with different resolutions, but I've never reached
a
> > good result, I mean a sliced sample that sounds exactly as the original
> > sample !!!
> > There is always some discontinuities between the sliced samples, that
> > sounds very bad !!!
>
> Which versions of BEAT are you using? What are the other settings
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> when doing the SLICE job?
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2457|2439|2001-10-25 11:09:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Max no. of samples confusion|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:28, you wrote:

> Ok to talk about what Robert is saying, I wanted to add a Question
>
> Ok I know that the time stretch is used to extend the sample....
>
> So how does one Make the sample line up with the time ....
>
> I have never been sure how to do this...?

Depends on what you want.
In the A4000 sampler for example, the actual BPM value
of a given sample could be calced and shown. So all you had to do is go to 
the timestretch page and dial in the wanted BPM value. The sampler did the 
rest. 

The RS, however, doesn't show a sample's BPM value and also does not allow a 
sample to be stretched in terms of BPM. Instead, you get a lousy percentage 
input. So all you can do is get it right with trial an error. Or do some 
math...

In case of drum loops, you may also try this trick: simply change the pitch 
(coarse or fine) until the loop feels right. This can be done in real-time. 
Didn't try this yet on the RS, but on the A4000 and Emu this works great,
and fast.

- Robert
| 2458|2451|2001-10-25 11:10:24|Jerome DUMAS|Re: Mute & Unmute|
I'm using the RS7K in pattern mode, nothing connected, no scene, just
a single play, with mute/unmute from the keyboard.
I ve a loop sample playing on part 16 for instance with release
to its max value in order to be able to listen all my loop , then I unmute
for example part 2 containing an user percussive phrase, as soon as I unmute
part2, then my sample release on part 16 is affected, since my sample cannot
be listened from the start to the end, same behaviour as tweaking release
knob ..

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2001 6:57 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Mute & Unmute

> On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:55, you wrote:
> > Hi All,
> > Sometimes, not all the time, when I mute a midi track, this completely
> > changes settings of another track featuring sample loop, it changes for
> > instance resonance !! this happens sometimes only !!
> > any idea ?
> >
> Not a clue! ;)
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>
> Is your RS connected to other gear? Might a midi loop cause this?
> Also, are you using any Scenes?
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2459|2447|2001-10-25 11:14:19|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|

> You can play a couple of tracks using the RS internal TG, and
> at the same time select another track, connected via midi to an external
> device and play that device using the RS mini keyboard. Tried that too.
> 
> Is that what you're after?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> Yes, exactly. I guess i understood that

part correctly when i first bought the RS ;)

Thanks again,

Simon
| 2460|2449|2001-10-25 11:24:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample Slice|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 19:06, you wrote:

> Robert, thanks for the prompt reply ..
> Audio mute from utils menu .... nice, I'll try it asap.
> When sample is sliced, once I tweak audition button, I was expecting to
> listen
> the same loop, am I wrong ??
> the sample is played with discontinuities, not recognizable, it seems there
> are gaps
> between the sliced samples.

Was the playback speed correct? Can you try the TAP button to
set the speed to the wanted BPM?

> I tried all 4 BEAT modes, all 4 PHRASE modes, including all resolution
> modes, as well
> as QUICK mode.
> What do you mean by other settings when doing the slice job ?
> Jerome
>

I will have to give it a try myself. Never used the Slice JOB.

- Robert
| 2461|2461|2001-10-25 11:33:32|Jayson Barrons|scsi help!|
god damnit. I finally finish sequencing a song, when i go to save 
it, the rs7k says, "bad file." wtf is that? I swapped jaz disks, 
same problem. I can read and right on both disks on the other rs7k, 
so i know it has to be *something* with the song file.

any clues?
| 2462|2451|2001-10-25 11:36:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mute & Unmute|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 19:13, you wrote:
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> I'm using the RS7K in pattern mode, nothing connected, no scene, just
> a single play, with mute/unmute from the keyboard.
> I ve a loop sample playing on part 16 for instance with release
> to its max value in order to be able to listen all my loop , then I unmute
> for example part 2 containing an user percussive phrase, as soon as I
> unmute part2, then my sample release on part 16 is affected, since my
> sample cannot be listened from the start to the end, same behaviour as
> tweaking release knob ..

Ah! The full release may be the reason. I guess that maybe you're using all of
the RS's voices, and the moment you umute track 2 (requesting an additional 
voice), the voice stealing algorithm handles the problem in a different way, 
causing an audible effect.

To make sure this is the problem, please reduce the release time of your drum 
loop to (very) short and simply increase the gate time (the length) of the 
midi event playing your loop sample (using midi edit mode). The length of the 
midi event should simply represt the length of the loop. Playing with release 
increases the number of used voices active (even maybe when nothing is 
heard). 

- Robert 

>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2001 6:57 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Mute & Unmute
>
> > On Thursday 25 October 2001 18:55, you wrote:
> > > Hi All,
> > > Sometimes, not all the time, when I mute a midi track, this completely
> > > changes settings of another track featuring sample loop, it changes for
> > > instance resonance !! this happens sometimes only !!
> > > any idea ?
> >
> > Not a clue! ;)
> >
> > Is your RS connected to other gear? Might a midi loop cause this?
> > Also, are you using any Scenes?
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2463|2461|2001-10-25 11:42:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scsi help!|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 19:32, you wrote:

> god damnit. I finally finish sequencing a song, when i go to save
> it, the rs7k says, "bad file." wtf is that? I swapped jaz disks,
> same problem. I can read and right on both disks on the other rs7k,
> so i know it has to be *something* with the song file.\

Can you save the song on a smartcard, for the time being?
If so, the song file is probably okay.
How is the SCSI configuration of you double (hate you! ;) RS
setup? In this kind of situations, my first suspect is SCSI.

- Robert

>
>
> any clues?
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2464|2447|2001-10-25 12:13:47|synthe. labo|Re: Simple question|

> > Can i use the RS little keyboard to play with
> > another sound module (Waldorf Microwave XT / Virus B )
> > via midi. I'm pretty sure i can, but i just want
> > to make sure it's feasable.
>
>Yes, it works. Just tried it.

me too.
of course it works ;)

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2465|2449|2001-10-25 12:14:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample Slice|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 19:06, you wrote:

> Robert, thanks for the prompt reply ..
> Audio mute from utils menu .... nice, I'll try it asap.
> When sample is sliced, once I tweak audition button, I was expecting to
> listen
> the same loop, am I wrong ??
> the sample is played with discontinuities, not recognizable, it seems there
> are gaps
> between the sliced samples.
> I tried all 4 BEAT modes, all 4 PHRASE modes, including all resolution
> modes, as well
> as QUICK mode.
> What do you mean by other settings when doing the slice job ?
> Jerome
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>

I just sampled a (stupid) 120 BPM loop in the RS, trimmed it
correctly and sliced it afterwards using the Slice JOB, with perfect
results (and at the first time). So it can be done, but success may
depend on the source material.

- Robert
| 2466|2447|2001-10-25 12:20:58|synthe. labo|Re: Simple question|

> > So i could just use a few of the RS tracks (or one)
> > via Midi and bingo, i could play and sequence
> > an external sound module to play with an
> > already made pattern (done with RS TG).

yes
the sequences you make on a track on rs7k with internal sounds are 
transmitted to external gear setted on that track with the voice 'note' 
checked

c.marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2467|2467|2001-10-25 12:37:22|synthe. labo|kulo shaker/electroscorn|
hello
2 new tracks

'kulo shaker' -> 100% pure RS7000
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=250564

'electroscorn' -> rs7k sampled + fruity loops
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=250887

if you listen, tell me what you think

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2468|2468|2001-10-25 13:08:48|bontrip@videotron.ca|Damn data managment|
I, like many others have noticed, don't like
the way the RS7K handles data managment.
But i kept my mouth shut since it's just a pain and
not a major concern.

But today i'm not sure. I've been working for a week
on a new version of an ensemble of patterns within the 
same style. When i tried to load it today via scsi (it was
on my Zip 250mb card) it says "Illegal File": now
what the f..k does that mean ?

A week's work down the drain ? 

So what's the solution, none. I know, i have to make
back ups on the computer. But now i'm thinking, i should
back it up on a smartmedia card as well and burn it on a cd, 
and...god damn data managment.

Simon
| 2469|2469|2001-10-25 13:27:28|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: CAN YOU DO THIS?|
OK 

Yes the RS7000 has an Awsome array of Drum sounds... cool

Now can I make up my own .... Like Change the Individual drum sound...

Like if I wanted a Sub Base on one Button and a Rock BDrum on the second
Or do you have to make a sample kit?

JaYSeonC
www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 2470|2470|2001-10-25 14:04:32|John Stopps|RS7k OS Updating help!!|
Hey all!
Good day. I was wondering how to do the OS 1.13 update to my RS7000.
I downloaded the update to my Mac.I formatted a 64MB Smartmedia card 
on the RS7000. I put the Smartmedia into the reader and copied the
OS file .EXE. Now what do I do to get the OS to load into the RS7000?
There are no instructions and I tried the autoload.
Can anyone who has had success with this let me know what to do?
Thanks in advance.

BTW: Just to add to the comments;
I have not found anything to complain about on this machine.
I think it's wicked as a portable drum sampler/ sequencer.
i love the idea of the Smartmedia. Hope they get cheaper- like 
floppies. 
The only thing I wish is to have the ability to add filtering etc.
to each drum sample instead of to each track/inst. That's it.

Cheers, 

Knobtwiddler
| 2471|1220|2001-10-25 14:17:23|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 OS FILES/rs7000_os_update%28e%29.pdf 
Uploaded by : knobtwiddler@rocketmail.com 
Description : rs7000_os_update(Read Me).pdf 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20OS%20FILES/rs7000_os_update%2528e%2529.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

knobtwiddler@rocketmail.com
| 2472|2468|2001-10-25 15:26:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Damn data managment|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 21:08, you wrote:

> I, like many others have noticed, don't like
> the way the RS7K handles data managment.
> But i kept my mouth shut since it's just a pain and
> not a major concern.
>
> But today i'm not sure. I've been working for a week
> on a new version of an ensemble of patterns within the
> same style. When i tried to load it today via scsi (it was
> on my Zip 250mb card) it says "Illegal File": now
> what the f..k does that mean ?
>
> A week's work down the drain ?
>
> So what's the solution, none. I know, i have to make
> back ups on the computer. But now i'm thinking, i should
> back it up on a smartmedia card as well and burn it on a cd,
> and...god damn data managment.
>
> Simon

That's a sad story, Simon.
Any clue why this happened? Any problems when you saved
the last time? Did you save as a Pattern or as a All file?

- Robert
| 2473|2470|2001-10-25 15:29:00|John Stopps|Re: RS7k OS Updating help received.|
Got some help. What I needed was to extract the 
rs7000_os_update(e).pdf and the 0532os_.pgm from the .exe file. What 
you do then is put the 0532os_.pgm by itself on a blank Smartmedia 
card and then load it into the RS7k and turn the power on while 
holding the 'Record' and 'Stop" buttons and then Enter. The rest is 
just following the instructions on screen. I also loaded the pdf by 
itsef into the Files/RS7000 OS FILES folder.
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Tweak on!!
Knobtwiddler 

--- In RS7000@y..., "John Stopps" wrote:
> Hey all!
> Good day. I was wondering how to do the OS 1.13 update to my RS7000.
> I downloaded the update to my Mac.I formatted a 64MB Smartmedia card 
> on the RS7000. I put the Smartmedia into the reader and copied the
> OS file .EXE. Now what do I do to get the OS to load into the RS7000?
> There are no instructions and I tried the autoload.
> Can anyone who has had success with this let me know what to do?
> Thanks in advance.
> 
> BTW: Just to add to the comments;
> I have not found anything to complain about on this machine.
> I think it's wicked as a portable drum sampler/ sequencer.
> i love the idea of the Smartmedia. Hope they get cheaper- like 
> floppies. 
> The only thing I wish is to have the ability to add filtering etc.
> to each drum sample instead of to each track/inst. That's it.
> 
> Cheers, 
> 
> Knobtwiddler

| 2474|2470|2001-10-25 15:29:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k OS Updating help!!|
On Thursday 25 October 2001 22:04, you wrote:

> Hey all!
> Good day. I was wondering how to do the OS 1.13 update to my RS7000.
> I downloaded the update to my Mac.I formatted a 64MB Smartmedia card
> on the RS7000. I put the Smartmedia into the reader and copied the
> OS file .EXE. Now what do I do to get the OS to load into the RS7000?
> There are no instructions and I tried the autoload.
> Can anyone who has had success with this let me know what to do?
> Thanks in advance.

The same 1.13 update is available from the files section of this yahoo
group. I believe its a zip with the OS file *and* a small pdf explaining
the procedure. Something like switching on the RS with play and record
buttons pressed. Can't remember which. Have a look at that file.

>
> BTW: Just to add to the comments;
> I have not found anything to complain about on this machine.
> I think it's wicked as a portable drum sampler/ sequencer.
> i love the idea of the Smartmedia. Hope they get cheaper- like
> floppies.
> The only thing I wish is to have the ability to add filtering etc.
> to each drum sample instead of to each track/inst. That's it.

Noted for the FAQ.

- Robert
| 2475|2461|2001-10-25 15:41:56|Jayson Barrons|Re: scsi help!|

> Can you save the song on a smartcard, for the time being?
> If so, the song file is probably okay.
> How is the SCSI configuration of you double (hate you! ;) RS
> setup? In this kind of situations, my first suspect is SCSI.

i have two jaz drives, each hooked up to one rs7k. each have an 
identical disk in them. I tried both disks, and the 'bad file' 
message still came up. However, on the other rs7k, both disks 
loaded/saved just fine. i even switched jaz drives, and again, no 
problems with both jaz drives on the other rs7k.

well, at least having two is helpful for troubleshooting ;-)
| 2476|2476|2001-10-25 17:46:10|jdumas@waveidea.com|Master effects|
Is there any way to simultaneously apply 2 master effects or am I 
dreaming ?
I would like to enable multi comp effect, as well as lo fi ...
| 2477|2476|2001-10-25 17:46:15|jdumas@waveidea.com|Master effects|



Is there any way to simultaneously apply 2 master effects or am I 
dreaming ?
I would like to enable multi comp effect, as well as lo fi ...
| 2478|2439|2001-10-25 18:38:16|RB|Re: Max no. of samples confusion|

> Yes, you can have 256 * 128 mono samples, or 256 * 64 stereo samples.
> Only, of course, if sample memory allows this.
> 

Excellent...this is the answer I was hoping for! :-}

I just put my 64Mb in today so I'm a v. happy bunny.

Richard Brown

(The 128 sample limit of the MPC used to drive me nuts - that's only two
full Programs worth...dumb).
| 2479|2461|2001-10-25 18:50:42|swag|Re: scsi help! - SCSI crashes|
Talking of SCSI , I was trying to share a ZIP drive between my RS and an
MPC2000 this afternoon and the RS crashed (hung up completely - no response
to anything) whenever I tried any kind of disk access (and yes, I had
seperate IDs for the MPC, ZIP and RS).

Never had problems with the MPC connected to an SU700......

Richard Brown
| 2480|2470|2001-10-25 18:51:18|RB|Re: RS7k OS Updating help received.|

> Got some help. What I needed was to extract the
> rs7000_os_update(e).pdf and the 0532os_.pgm from the .exe file. What
> you do then is put the 0532os_.pgm by itself on a blank Smartmedia
> card and then load it into the RS7k and turn the power on while
> holding the 'Record' and 'Stop" buttons and then Enter. The rest is
> just following the instructions on screen. I also loaded the pdf by
> itsef into the Files/RS7000 OS FILES folder.
> 

How did you extract these from an .exe on a Mac?

RB
| 2481|2461|2001-10-25 19:41:58|mik la|Re: scsi help! - SCSI crashes|
yeah - i also had this problem when sharing a zip
drive with a G4...... is not much fun. but I am told
that this kind of reaction with scsi is not unusual..

mik

> Talking of SCSI , I was trying to share a ZIP drive
> between my RS and an
> MPC2000 this afternoon and the RS crashed (hung up
> completely - no response
> to anything) whenever I tried any kind of disk
> access (and yes, I had
> seperate IDs for the MPC, ZIP and RS).
> 
> Never had problems with the MPC connected to an
> SU700......
> 
> Richard Brown
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Make a great connection at Yahoo! Personals.
http://personals.yahoo.com
| 2482|2449|2001-10-26 00:31:42|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: Sample Slice|

> > the sample is played with discontinuities, not recognizable, it 

seems there

http://personals.yahoo.com/


> > are gaps
> > between the sliced samples.
> 
> Was the playback speed correct? Can you try the TAP button to
> set the speed to the wanted BPM?

Hi,

Make sure that your loop is of the bar length that you are slicing 
(by setting the start and end points, then extracting the sample).. 
and then make sure that your 'slice and sequence' job is cutting and 
pasting to the same bar length. What is probably happening to your 
loop is that it is one bar long, but your loop is 4 bars. Hence, the 
one bar is chopped and pasted over 4, making it sound like there are 
gaps.

Test this theory by cranking your BPM up! ;)

[dayv]
| 2483|2476|2001-10-26 00:34:35|Ian Vine|Re: Master effects|
You can only have one master effect at a time.
However, the variation effect has all the master
effect type and I have used that along with the master
effects. I just left the the RS on the variation
effects page, though I could have re-assigned controls
to tweak it instead

IanV

--- jdumas@waveidea.com wrote:

Is there any way to simultaneously apply 2 master
effects or am I 

dreaming ?

I would like to enable multi comp effect, as well as
lo fi ...

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Make a great connection at Yahoo! Personals.
http://personals.yahoo.com
| 2484|2461|2001-10-26 00:52:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scsi help! - SCSI crashes|
On Friday 26 October 2001 02:57, you wrote:

> Talking of SCSI , I was trying to share a ZIP drive between my RS and an
> MPC2000 this afternoon and the RS crashed (hung up completely - no response
> to anything) whenever I tried any kind of disk access (and yes, I had
> seperate IDs for the MPC, ZIP and RS).
>
> Never had problems with the MPC connected to an SU700......
>
> Richard Brown
>

AFAIK, sharing a SCSI device must be explicitly implemented in the SCSI 
handling code. Stuff like this is not automatically available just because 
SCSI is used. So we may be confronted here with a non-feature in the RS SCSI 
driver, or a bug.

- Robert
| 2485|2461|2001-10-26 01:14:14|simon leclerc|Re: scsi help! - SCSI crashes|

mailto:jdumas@waveidea.com
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on 10/26/01 2:52 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Friday 26 October 2001 02:57, you wrote:
>> Talking of SCSI , I was trying to share a ZIP drive between my RS and an
>> MPC2000 this afternoon and the RS crashed (hung up completely - no response
>> to anything) whenever I tried any kind of disk access (and yes, I had
>> seperate IDs for the MPC, ZIP and RS).
>> 
>> Never had problems with the MPC connected to an SU700......
>> 
>> Richard Brown
>> 
> 
> AFAIK, sharing a SCSI device must be explicitly implemented in the SCSI
> handling code. Stuff like this is not automatically available just because
> SCSI is used. So we may be confronted here with a non-feature in the RS SCSI
> driver, or a bug.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

You might have something here Robert. I experienced the same problem
as Richard (twice), i never had problems like this for the past two years
with 5 devices in a SCSI chain. But since the RS has been connected:
happened twice...Maybe something to post on Motifator

Simon
| 2486|2468|2001-10-26 01:18:01|simon leclerc|Re: Damn data managment|
on 10/25/01 5:26 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Thursday 25 October 2001 21:08, you wrote:
>> I, like many others have noticed, don't like
>> the way the RS7K handles data managment.
>> But i kept my mouth shut since it's just a pain and
>> not a major concern.
>> 
>> But today i'm not sure. I've been working for a week
>> on a new version of an ensemble of patterns within the
>> same style. When i tried to load it today via scsi (it was
>> on my Zip 250mb card) it says "Illegal File": now
>> what the f..k does that mean ?
>> 
>> A week's work down the drain ?
>> 
>> So what's the solution, none. I know, i have to make
>> back ups on the computer. But now i'm thinking, i should
>> back it up on a smartmedia card as well and burn it on a cd,
>> and...god damn data managment.
>> 
>> Simon
> 
> That's a sad story, Simon.
> Any clue why this happened? Any problems when you saved
> the last time? Did you save as a Pattern or as a All file?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

I dont have any clue yet. Never had any problems when saving.
I saved as pattern every time. The not so bad news is that
i have found an older version (last week) on my HD of this
pattern + sections :)

Simon
| 2487|2461|2001-10-26 04:06:44|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: scsi help!|
op 25-10-2001 22:41 schreef Jayson Barrons op devolve_is_now@hotmail.com:

> 
>> Can you save the song on a smartcard, for the time being?
>> If so, the song file is probably okay.
>> How is the SCSI configuration of you double (hate you! ;) RS
>> setup? In this kind of situations, my first suspect is SCSI.
> 
> 
> i have two jaz drives, each hooked up to one rs7k. each have an
> identical disk in them. I tried both disks, and the 'bad file'
> message still came up. However, on the other rs7k, both disks

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> loaded/saved just fine. i even switched jaz drives, and again, no
> problems with both jaz drives on the other rs7k.
> 
>>> Did you also switched the cable? because the scsi pins of the plug going in

the back of the RS are easily bended or broken.. I had this once with a scsi
device on a mac trying to save and every time I got this fck error! It took
me about two hours to discover one of the cable pins was bended...

> 
>

| 2488|2467|2001-10-26 04:06:45|Tvin Daddi Vinil|Re: kulo shaker/electroscorn|
op 25-10-2001 19:36 schreef synthe. labo op synthelabo@hotmail.com:

> 
> 
> 
> hello
> 2 new tracks
> 
> 'kulo shaker' -> CHE BELLO NOME!!!!! compliments marco

Leon
| 2489|2401|2001-10-26 13:56:35|Thomas|Re: Some more questions about the RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., dustyny1@y... wrote:

> Does the RS7000 come with file format conversion software

Hm, what file do you wan to convert? You can im/export SMF and WAV.

> Can it take a internal harddrive?

Maybe...
;)
Noone has tried so far. Yamaha didn´t intend it, but i am sure it 
could be done.

> -=Dusty

| 2490|2447|2001-10-26 16:30:33|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/25/01 1:02 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> You can play a couple of tracks using the RS internal TG, and
> at the same time select another track, connected via midi to an external
> device and play that device using the RS mini keyboard. Tried that too.
> 
> Is that what you're after?
> 
> - Robert

All right Robert, i have a Waldorf XT at home right
and i want to connect it via midi so i can play it
with the RS freak keyboard.

I have no experience with MIDI; when you have the time
could you please tell me what to do with the RS parameters so i can
play the XT. (setup menu / midi setup menu)

So far i have connected the midi cable from MIDI A OUT (RS)
to MIDI IN (XT). I've looked in the setup last page + midi set up
and tried a few thing but i really dont know what i'm doing.
So when you have a second, email me...

Thanks again,

Simon
| 2491|2447|2001-10-26 18:36:47|bontrip@videotron.ca|Re: Simple question|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> on 10/25/01 1:02 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@w... 

wrote:

> 
> > You can play a couple of tracks using the RS internal TG, and
> > at the same time select another track, connected via midi to 
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an external

> > device and play that device using the RS mini keyboard. Tried 

that too.

> > 
> > Is that what you're after?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> All right Robert, i have a Waldorf XT at home right
> and i want to connect it via midi so i can play it
> with the RS freak keyboard.
> 
> I have no experience with MIDI; when you have the time
> could you please tell me what to do with the RS parameters so 

i can

> play the XT. (setup menu / midi setup menu)
> 
> So far i have connected the midi cable from MIDI A OUT (RS)
> to MIDI IN (XT). I've looked in the setup last page + midi set up
> and tried a few thing but i really dont know what i'm doing.
> So when you have a second, email me...
> 
> Thanks again,
> 
> Simon

Ok forget last msg, i figured out how to make it work. I still dont
have a mixer so i have connected the XT thru RS inputs but it
does not sound very lound compare to RS TG, is this normal ?
Have the same problem when connecting a mic or a cd
player.

Simon
| 2492|2447|2001-10-27 00:46:48|kussersmith@yahoo.com|takin it live|
goin live for the first time with the RS
Saturday
3 pieces(RS + SP-808 + Fischer Price record player)
beats for a 4 member band
ambient shitte 
if i dont post anymore, it means I died on stage with an RS trainwreck
wish me luck

kusser
out
| 2493|2447|2001-10-27 01:50:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Saturday 27 October 2001 00:32, you wrote:

> on 10/25/01 1:02 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > You can play a couple of tracks using the RS internal TG, and
> > at the same time select another track, connected via midi to an external
> > device and play that device using the RS mini keyboard. Tried that too.
> >
> > Is that what you're after?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> All right Robert, i have a Waldorf XT at home right

Hehe, I tested the RS mini keyboard with an XT! ;)

- Robert
| 2494|2447|2001-10-27 01:55:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Saturday 27 October 2001 02:36, you wrote:

> Ok forget last msg, i figured out how to make it work. I still dont
> have a mixer so i have connected the XT thru RS inputs but it
> does not sound very lound compare to RS TG, is this normal ?
> Have the same problem when connecting a mic or a cd
> player.

Go to Setup submode, the second page A/D Setup. Change the Input
Gain and Volume parameter values. Your XT and CD should work with
LINE input gain. Max the Volume paramater and tell me what you get.

The may have to tweak the Rec Volume knob (in the sample area of the 
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RS). Didn't try it, but my guess is that it is always included in the input 
path. 

- Robert
| 2495|2439|2001-10-27 06:03:29|Thomas|Re: New gear to go with the RS7K|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> don't push yourself into buying gear just because everyone thinks 

you 

> need lots of gear to be a good artist. good gear DOES sound good. 

it 

> doesn't make good music.

Exactly, thank you Jayson for this one. 

I am coming from the other direction. I used to work with a simple 
sequencer on my old Atari ST, when i finally bought a PC for 
sequencing, my creativity flow stopped completely. Since i use the RS 
again, i am having fun again in making music. So you have to look for 
yourself if you are more a hardware or software musician.

Some people are both...
| 2496|2496|2001-10-27 12:51:08|kussersmith@yahoo.com|dont mind the crappy html|
http://analogaether.com/kusser/mp3.html

here are 6 new trks to checkout
"What" is pure RS
feedback is highly appreciated
you can post it here or email me personally
thanx

kusser
out
| 2497|2447|2001-10-27 12:56:50|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/27/01 3:55 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Saturday 27 October 2001 02:36, you wrote:
>> Ok forget last msg, i figured out how to make it work. I still dont
>> have a mixer so i have connected the XT thru RS inputs but it
>> does not sound very lound compare to RS TG, is this normal ?
>> Have the same problem when connecting a mic or a cd
>> player.
> 
> Go to Setup submode, the second page A/D Setup. Change the Input
> Gain and Volume parameter values. Your XT and CD should work with
> LINE input gain. Max the Volume paramater and tell me what you get.
> 
> The may have to tweak the Rec Volume knob (in the sample area of the
> RS). Didn't try it, but my guess is that it is always included in the input
> path. 
> 
> - Robert
> 

Hi Robert,

The LINE gain is already at 90, so is the track level,
Xt's main volume at 95 and RS's Rec volume almost at max volume (around
8/10).
Thought it wasnt normal to turn every level at max volume to get to
TG's level. So i was wandering which of these four level should be turned
up first. Based on your answer i guess it should be the input gain, then
rec level, then track level. Right ?

Thanks again for helping me with my probably obvious questions to everyone
on this forum, but hey i gotta start somewhere.

BTW, i bought the XT yesterday for 1200$ CAN (800 US$): still under
warranty for 6 months, almost never been played, like new.
Made it scream last nite, wow !
| 2498|2447|2001-10-28 04:33:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Saturday 27 October 2001 20:58, you wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>

http://analogaether.com/kusser/mp3.html
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> The LINE gain is already at 90, so is the track level,
> Xt's main volume at 95 and RS's Rec volume almost at max volume (around
> 8/10).
> Thought it wasnt normal to turn every level at max volume to get to
> TG's level. So i was wandering which of these four level should be turned
> up first. Based on your answer i guess it should be the input gain, then
> rec level, then track level. Right ?

I just connected the XT to the inputs of the RS and got good results.

- The XT was set to max volume.
- The RS was set to Line In, Volume 1 to 90.
- The Rec Volume pot was set to about 2 o'clock to prevent overload. (Simply 
select the sample page to see the input VU meters.)

>
> Thanks again for helping me with my probably obvious questions to everyone
> on this forum, but hey i gotta start somewhere.

No problem!

>
> BTW, i bought the XT yesterday for 1200$ CAN (800 US$): still under
> warranty for 6 months, almost never been played, like new.
> Made it scream last nite, wow !

The XT is a beatiful and very special synth. You're gonna love it. 

Cheers,
Robert
| 2499|2499|2001-10-28 08:54:56|Scott|The secret to matching BPM and time signatures?|
Hey,

I'm obviously new to sampling, so bare with me. I've tried to 
sample some drum loops from the supplied CD (specifically, 
the drum & bass beats), but I can't seem to get the BPM down. 
I'm wondering since they are jazz loops if they might be in some 
kind of odd time signature I'm not familiar with. While I can get 
the sample looping seamlessly, It gets cut off at the end of my 
pattern when I try to record it there. Any suggestions? The Tap 
key seems to be a crap shoot. No matter how carefully I tap it, 
the BPM never come out the same. Maybe I just don't have any 
rhythm. Am I hopeless?
| 2500|733|2001-10-28 09:02:33|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, October 29, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2501|2499|2001-10-28 09:06:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: The secret to matching BPM and time signatures?|
On Sunday 28 October 2001 16:54, you wrote:

> Hey,
>
> I'm obviously new to sampling, so bare with me. 

Thanks for the warning. ;)



> I've tried to
> sample some drum loops from the supplied CD (specifically,
> the drum & bass beats), but I can't seem to get the BPM down.
> I'm wondering since they are jazz loops if they might be in some
> kind of odd time signature I'm not familiar with. 

Dont know, but I guess they're straight 4/4. Which tracks did you sample?

> While I can get
> the sample looping seamlessly, It gets cut off at the end of my
> pattern when I try to record it there. 

What were you trying to record?
How did you sample the loop?

> Any suggestions? 

Did you correctly sample the loop. When auditioning the sample in the Sample 
Edit pages, do you get the whole loop?

Well lets suppose the loop is okay and trimmed correctly, you create a 
pattern and midi phrase with the length of the loop in bars (e.g. 2 bars). 
Next, you insert a midi note at the start of the phrase that triggers the 
sample. The note has the full pattern length (e.g. also 2 bars). Now start 
playback and while looping the pattern, change the BPM value until the loop 
feels right.

A totally different approach would be to Slice the loop using the Slice + Seq 
sample technique. Doing this correctly, the loop will adjust to the BPM value 
you choose (within certain limits).

> The Tap
> key seems to be a crap shoot. No matter how carefully I tap it,
> the BPM never come out the same. 

Tap is indeed rather useless, when a precise BPM value is needed. Better dial 
in the exact value in the Pattern mode main page.

Maybe I just don't have any

> rhythm. Am I hopeless?

That's a question for some other group. (Kidding!)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2502|2499|2001-10-28 09:21:14|ripe|Re: The secret to matching BPM and time signatures?|
I put up a simple excel spreadsheet I made to help get exact sample loop
points based on known BPM. Since Yamaha didn't include a display for BPM on
the sample edit window.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/RS700samp.xl
s

Give it a shot.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2001 11:06 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] The secret to matching BPM and time signatures?

> On Sunday 28 October 2001 16:54, you wrote:
> > Hey,
> >
> > I'm obviously new to sampling, so bare with me.
>
> Thanks for the warning. ;)
>
> > I've tried to

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/RS700samp.xl
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> > sample some drum loops from the supplied CD (specifically,
> > the drum & bass beats), but I can't seem to get the BPM down.
> > I'm wondering since they are jazz loops if they might be in some
> > kind of odd time signature I'm not familiar with.
>
> Dont know, but I guess they're straight 4/4. Which tracks did you sample?
>
> > While I can get
> > the sample looping seamlessly, It gets cut off at the end of my
> > pattern when I try to record it there.
>
> What were you trying to record?
> How did you sample the loop?
>
> > Any suggestions?
>
> Did you correctly sample the loop. When auditioning the sample in the
Sample
> Edit pages, do you get the whole loop?
>
> Well lets suppose the loop is okay and trimmed correctly, you create a
> pattern and midi phrase with the length of the loop in bars (e.g. 2 bars).
> Next, you insert a midi note at the start of the phrase that triggers the
> sample. The note has the full pattern length (e.g. also 2 bars). Now start
> playback and while looping the pattern, change the BPM value until the
loop
> feels right.
>
> A totally different approach would be to Slice the loop using the Slice +
Seq
> sample technique. Doing this correctly, the loop will adjust to the BPM
value
> you choose (within certain limits).
>
> > The Tap
> > key seems to be a crap shoot. No matter how carefully I tap it,
> > the BPM never come out the same.
>
> Tap is indeed rather useless, when a precise BPM value is needed. Better
dial
> in the exact value in the Pattern mode main page.
>
> Maybe I just don't have any
> > rhythm. Am I hopeless?
>
> That's a question for some other group. (Kidding!)
>
> Cheers,
> Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 2503|2503|2001-10-28 09:41:14|M. Alexander Renner|First-time potential buyer questions|
Hi, I just joined the list...I'm an electronic music composer 
(ambient/minimalist/electronica) very familiar with Yamaha sequencers 
in past keyboard models, like the SY85. I'm looking to get away from 
computer-based sequencing and recording and go with a hardware setup. 
Is it plausible to use the RS7K to sequence an arsenal of 
synths/modules/samplers? Also, does the sequencer allow you to change 
key signatures within a sequence? For example, go from three bars of 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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4/4 to 7/8, then 3/4, whatever. I don't mean time-stretching, of 
course. The SY85 sequencer didn't have this capability, and it is 
crucial to the way I compose. I've heard there are problems with the 
SCSI port - what works best for backing up samples, besides 
SmartMedia cards? Thanks - I know I could dig through the 2000+ 
messages here, but I thought I'd just give this a shot first.

On another note, I was looking at the MPC-2000XL series. Does anyone 
have any comparisons to offer? I was very excited about it at first, 
but once looking at the model at Guitar World, I became disenchanted. 
The RS7000 seems to offer more step-based editing and of course audio 
editing capabilities, which is more of what I'm looking for rather 
than ease of recording facilities.

Desperately trying to avoid the entire software route! I've done it 
before! I'd rather have the limitations and hands-on portability of 
hardware.
| 2504|2499|2001-10-28 16:02:27|Scott|Re: The secret to matching BPM and time signatures?|
I sampled track 19 on the CD that came with the RS7K. Yes, I 
trimmed the sample so it loops seamlessly. I'm trying to adjust 
the BPM to make it work properly now. It certainly isn't easy.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 28 October 2001 16:54, you wrote:
> > Hey,
> >
> > I'm obviously new to sampling, so bare with me. 
> 
> Thanks for the warning. ;)
> 
> > I've tried to
> > sample some drum loops from the supplied CD 
(specifically,
> > the drum & bass beats), but I can't seem to get the BPM 
down.
> > I'm wondering since they are jazz loops if they might be in 
some
> > kind of odd time signature I'm not familiar with. 
> 
> Dont know, but I guess they're straight 4/4. Which tracks did 
you sample?
> 
> > While I can get
> > the sample looping seamlessly, It gets cut off at the end of 
my
> > pattern when I try to record it there. 
> 
> What were you trying to record?
> How did you sample the loop?
> 
> > Any suggestions? 
> 
> Did you correctly sample the loop. When auditioning the 
sample in the Sample 
> Edit pages, do you get the whole loop?
> 
> Well lets suppose the loop is okay and trimmed correctly, you 
create a 
> pattern and midi phrase with the length of the loop in bars (e.g. 
2 bars). 
> Next, you insert a midi note at the start of the phrase that 
triggers the 
> sample. The note has the full pattern length (e.g. also 2 bars). 
Now start 
> playback and while looping the pattern, change the BPM value 
until the loop 
> feels right.
> 
> A totally different approach would be to Slice the loop using the 
Slice + Seq 
> sample technique. Doing this correctly, the loop will adjust to 
the BPM value 
> you choose (within certain limits).
> 
> > The Tap
> > key seems to be a crap shoot. No matter how carefully I tap 
it,
> > the BPM never come out the same. 



> 
> Tap is indeed rather useless, when a precise BPM value is 
needed. Better dial 
> in the exact value in the Pattern mode main page.
> 
> Maybe I just don't have any
> > rhythm. Am I hopeless?
> 
> That's a question for some other group. (Kidding!)
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

| 2505|2447|2001-10-28 21:23:41|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/28/01 7:33 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Saturday 27 October 2001 20:58, you wrote:
>> Hi Robert,
>> 
>> The LINE gain is already at 90, so is the track level,
>> Xt's main volume at 95 and RS's Rec volume almost at max volume (around
>> 8/10).
>> Thought it wasnt normal to turn every level at max volume to get to
>> TG's level. So i was wandering which of these four level should be turned
>> up first. Based on your answer i guess it should be the input gain, then
>> rec level, then track level. Right ?
> 
> I just connected the XT to the inputs of the RS and got good results.
> 
> - The XT was set to max volume.
> - The RS was set to Line In, Volume 1 to 90.
> - The Rec Volume pot was set to about 2 o'clock to prevent overload. (Simply
> select the sample page to see the input VU meters.)
> 

Ok, the volume is fine now :)

I have also succesfully controlled
the XT without RS's TG playing at the same time (althought i think
weird combinations can be achieved when both synth are played ;)
i just followed Bad Mister's instructions on Motifator.

Now i'm wondering why i can't EQ the XT, or add FX with the RS.
Is it feasable ? If not, what can be done to do so ? By rerouting
with a mixer ? BTW, i have the same problem with FX on a MIC : i can't
apply FX while sampling, even with the FX send in SetUp menu.

Finally, i'm trying to load the orignal XT factory soundset via midi.
When the .mid file is loaded in the RS, the file is on track one
has it should be (measures=14, BPM=0). When i try to play
the file the RS won't start. Any clues ? The Xt manual only
state that the DEVICE ID should be the same on both machines, where
can i change that in The RS ?

Simon
| 2506|733|2001-10-29 03:02:22|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, October 29, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2507|2447|2001-10-29 07:21:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Monday 29 October 2001 05:25, you wrote:

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> Now i'm wondering why i can't EQ the XT, or add FX with the RS.
> Is it feasable ? 

You *can* apply FX to the incoming XT signal! It's in the same Setup page. 
There's no EQ, however, which is only available on the TG (and sample) voice 
channels.

> If not, what can be done to do so ? By rerouting
> with a mixer ? 

That's one option. You could also use the 3-way EQ variaton effect and send 
apply it on the RS input signal. 

> BTW, i have the same problem with FX on a MIC : i can't
> apply FX while sampling, even with the FX send in SetUp menu.

Correct, when using the inputs for sampling, the FX defined in the Setup 
pages are not applied. You'll have to apply them afterwards (live) or 
resample the RS to add the FX to the sample.

>
> Finally, i'm trying to load the orignal XT factory soundset via midi.
> When the .mid file is loaded in the RS, the file is on track one
> has it should be (measures=14, BPM=0). When i try to play
> the file the RS won't start. 

First increase the BMP value to 60 or so and try again. BPM=0 could mean that 
the RS simply doesn't run.

Any clues ? The Xt manual only

> state that the DEVICE ID should be the same on both machines, where
> can i change that in The RS ?

Not a clue, sorry.

- Robert

>
> Simon
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
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>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
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>
>
>
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| 2508|2447|2001-10-29 11:56:22|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/29/01 9:21 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> First increase the BMP value to 60 or so and try again. BPM=0 could mean that
> the RS simply doesn't run.
> 
> Any clues ? The Xt manual only
>> state that the DEVICE ID should be the same on both machines, where
>> can i change that in The RS ?
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> 
> Not a clue, sorry.
> 
> - Robert

Thanks for all the info Robert,

I forgot to tell you that i tried to increase the BPM
but RS still won't start. Damn, i'm stock with the 1998
soundset ;( 

Someone was able to load the file with a Cubase demo.
I don't have a midi interface, so he suggested to plug
a in/out midi cable in the joystick plug (probably
meant the modem plug). Very disapointed that i have to
do this when i have a 1400$ hardware sequencer ?$%&*?$

Simon
| 2509|2447|2001-10-29 12:17:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Monday 29 October 2001 19:58, simon leclerc wrote:

> I forgot to tell you that i tried to increase the BPM
> but RS still won't start. Damn, i'm stock with the 1998
> soundset ;(
>
> Someone was able to load the file with a Cubase demo.
> I don't have a midi interface, so he suggested to plug
> a in/out midi cable in the joystick plug (probably
> meant the modem plug). Very disapointed that i have to
> do this when i have a 1400$ hardware sequencer ?$%&*?$

I always managed to update my Waldorf Q synth with the Yamaha QY-700 hardware 
sequencer. Didn't try it with the RS yet (don't want to cripple my synth ;). 
So Yamaha *is* able to build a seq that does the job.

You were in Song mode, right? Midi Click off? Metronome Off. Speed not too 
high?

- Robert
| 2510|2447|2001-10-29 12:37:04|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/29/01 2:17 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> You were in Song mode, right? Midi Click off? Metronome Off. Speed not too
> high?
> 
> - Robert

No, i was in pattern mode, oups.
Now b4 i try again, where can i turn
off Midi Click ?
| 2511|2447|2001-10-29 15:42:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Monday 29 October 2001 20:38, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 10/29/01 2:17 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > You were in Song mode, right? Midi Click off? Metronome Off. Speed not
> > too high?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> No, i was in pattern mode, oups.
> Now b4 i try again, where can i turn
> off Midi Click ?

Sorry, its Midi Clock, not Click. Typo.

Don't know if Song mode will fix your problem, but that's what I would use 
for this job. Stuff like Midi Click and Metronome confuse the receiving 
synth. All they want to see during an update is the midi sysex data, nothing 
else.

You find the Midi Clock settings in the Utils submode, second page.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2512|2021|2001-10-29 16:05:01|bcsap@yahoo.fr|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
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Hi Robert,

I just received 2*32MB SIMMS from oempcworld with exactly the same 
specifications as yours. After having installed them, RS7000 boots 
correctly but the sampling time didn't increase as much as I 
expected. Sampling time is only 118.88 s. So it corresponds to 20MB 
of RAM (4MB internal + 2 * 8MB). Did you experience this problem or 
do you think that they probably they didn't send me the good SIMMS.

Thanks in adavnce,

Hervé

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Hi all,
> 
> I just installed 2 x 32 MB simms I bought from www.oempcworld.com.
> Tested them and they work just fine. These guys know what samplers
> are and have a list of SIMMS compatible for each samper.
> 
> Payed USD 20.85 per stick, totalling to $53.20, including shipping.
> 
> Here are the specs:
> 32M-EDO 32MB 72pin EDO DRAM SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V, 
60ns, 2K, 16C, 1.0"
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

| 2513|2021|2001-10-29 16:09:09|ripe|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
You have to make sure they sent you the 2K refresh chips, the 4K refresh
ones will only register as 8MB apiece, I had to return mine and get the 2K
from oempcworld.com

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: <bcsap@yahoo.fr>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2001 5:04 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)

Hi Robert,

I just received 2*32MB SIMMS from oempcworld with exactly the same
specifications as yours. After having installed them, RS7000 boots
correctly but the sampling time didn't increase as much as I
expected. Sampling time is only 118.88 s. So it corresponds to 20MB
of RAM (4MB internal + 2 * 8MB). Did you experience this problem or
do you think that they probably they didn't send me the good SIMMS.

Thanks in adavnce,

Hervé

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Hi all,
>
> I just installed 2 x 32 MB simms I bought from www.oempcworld.com.
> Tested them and they work just fine. These guys know what samplers
> are and have a list of SIMMS compatible for each samper.
>
> Payed USD 20.85 per stick, totalling to $53.20, including shipping.
>
> Here are the specs:
> 32M-EDO 32MB 72pin EDO DRAM SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V,
60ns, 2K, 16C, 1.0"
>
>
> Cheers,
> Robert
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2514|2514|2001-10-29 16:14:25|jtoutant@bu.edu|sample import|
when i import a sample from zip and turn the rs off, the sample is 
unretrievable. it is gone for good right? not taking up precious 
memory somewhere? also, how do i check my free memory? i have 
the 2 16 meg simms installed, no common or local samples saved 
as of yet. thanks much

J
| 2515|2515|2001-10-29 17:10:14|adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk|Help what do I need (scsi)|
Ok,Nice site.Now I cant work this out,somebody help me please.I 
understand that fitting more RAM will give me more sample time,But 
what about the other storage?.How much do I need and what sort?.First 
smart media cards,they dont seem to hold much compared to say a cd 
rom.What about a zip drive?,or jaz but Ive looked at a few retailers 
and they all seem to be usb not scsi?.What about a cdrw?,could I 
import audio samples,and wav files to the yammy?.One of the reasons 
for buying it was to get away from my pc.As I dont have a scsi card 
in my pc,Do I have to get one to use the twe software,and if I did I 
couldnt use the ide hard drive and cdrw right?.Hope this makes sense 
to somebody out there.Thanks.
| 2516|2499|2001-10-29 18:21:13|Jayson Barrons|Re: The secret to matching BPM and time signatures?|

> > I've tried to
> > sample some drum loops from the supplied CD (specifically,
> > the drum & bass beats), but I can't seem to get the BPM down.
> > I'm wondering since they are jazz loops if they might be in some
> > kind of odd time signature I'm not familiar with. 

> > While I can get
> > the sample looping seamlessly, It gets cut off at the end of my
> > pattern when I try to record it there. 

I have a feeling that although they're seamless loops, you're not 
looping it at a fullmeasure. For instance, a two measure loop is 8 
beats longs. But you're probably looping the sample at 10 beats, or 
14, or something like that. Have you counted the beats out while 
listening to the sample?
| 2517|2021|2001-10-30 00:19:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
On Tuesday 30 October 2001 00:04, bcsap@yahoo.fr wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>
> I just received 2*32MB SIMMS from oempcworld with exactly the same
> specifications as yours. After having installed them, RS7000 boots
> correctly but the sampling time didn't increase as much as I
> expected. Sampling time is only 118.88 s. So it corresponds to 20MB
> of RAM (4MB internal + 2 * 8MB). Did you experience this problem or
> do you think that they probably they didn't send me the good SIMMS.

That's not enough indeed. I've got 380.4 secs.
I think you've been given the wrong SIMMS indeed. What is the exact specs of 
these SIMMS? 

- Robert
| 2518|2514|2001-10-30 00:26:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample import|
On Tuesday 30 October 2001 00:14, jtoutant@bu.edu wrote:

> when i import a sample from zip and turn the rs off, the sample is
> unretrievable. it is gone for good right? 

Right. Sample memory is volatile, it is cleared when the power is turned off. 
Only the system parameters are maintained. 
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> not taking up precious
> memory somewhere? 

Nope.

> also, how do i check my free memory? 

Press Shift + Utils

- Robert
| 2519|2021|2001-10-30 02:53:55|Ian Vine|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
I've seen this problem using EDO simms on the A4000. I
was given to 32mb edo simms but the A4000 only saw 8mb

IanV
--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Tuesday 30 October 2001 00:04, bcsap@yahoo.fr
wrote:

> Hi Robert,

>

> I just received 2*32MB SIMMS from oempcworld with

exactly the same

> specifications as yours. After having installed

them, RS7000 boots

> correctly but the sampling time didn't increase

as much as I

> expected. Sampling time is only 118.88 s. So it

corresponds to 20MB

> of RAM (4MB internal + 2 * 8MB). Did you

experience this problem or

> do you think that they probably they didn't send

me the good SIMMS.

That's not enough indeed. I've got 380.4 secs.

I think you've been given the wrong SIMMS indeed. What
is the exact specs of 

these SIMMS? 

- Robert
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| 2520|2021|2001-10-30 03:06:50|bcsap@yahoo.fr|Re: Cheap and working RAM for RS :)|
The exact specs of the SIMMS I bought are :
32MB 72pin EDO DRAM SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V, 60ns, 2K, 16C, 
1.0"
I think they probably sent me the wrong SIMMS : either 8MB SIMMS or 
4K refresh SIMMS (as ripe said in his message). I'm gonna send them 
back and ask for the good ones.

Thank you all for your help,

Herve



--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 30 October 2001 00:04, bcsap@y... wrote:
> > Hi Robert,
> >
> > I just received 2*32MB SIMMS from oempcworld with exactly the same
> > specifications as yours. After having installed them, RS7000 boots
> > correctly but the sampling time didn't increase as much as I
> > expected. Sampling time is only 118.88 s. So it corresponds to 
20MB
> > of RAM (4MB internal + 2 * 8MB). Did you experience this problem 
or
> > do you think that they probably they didn't send me the good 
SIMMS.
> 
> That's not enough indeed. I've got 380.4 secs.
> I think you've been given the wrong SIMMS indeed. What is the exact 
specs of 
> these SIMMS? 
> 
> - Robert

| 2521|2514|2001-10-30 08:26:46|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: sample import|
Thanks a lot Robert. All this talk of simms and sampling time has got 
me wondering... with 2 16mb simms installed, i have 71.32 sec of 
sampling time. does this sound right to anyone that has the same? 
Thanks again!

J

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 30 October 2001 00:14, jtoutant@b... wrote:
> > when i import a sample from zip and turn the rs off, the sample is
> > unretrievable. it is gone for good right? 
> 
> Right. Sample memory is volatile, it is cleared when the power is 
turned off. 
> Only the system parameters are maintained. 
> 
> > not taking up precious
> > memory somewhere? 
> 
> Nope.
> 
> > also, how do i check my free memory? 
> 
> Press Shift + Utils
> 
> - Robert

| 2522|1220|2001-10-30 09:51:06|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7K MISCELLANEOUS/SCSI Stuff/FUNKTMIC. 
Uploaded by : funktmike@yahoo.co.uk 
Description : SCSI CD-RW 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/SCSI%20Stuff/FUNKTMIC. 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

funktmike@yahoo.co.uk
| 2523|2514|2001-10-30 11:01:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample import|
On Tuesday 30 October 2001 16:26, jtoutant@bu.edu wrote:

> Thanks a lot Robert. All this talk of simms and sampling time has got
> me wondering... with 2 16mb simms installed, i have 71.32 sec of
> sampling time. does this sound right to anyone that has the same?
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> Thanks again!

Let me see: (32 * 1024 * 1024)/2 = 16777216 16-bit samples.
This provides 16777216 / 44100 = 380 mono seconds or 190 stereo seconds.
So indeed, you don't have not enough capacity. Your SIMMS are probably of the 
non-compatible type.

Press Shift-Utility. It should say how much RAM the RS thinks is installed.

- Robert
| 2524|2524|2001-10-30 20:49:57|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Annoying clicks!! and one bug.|
Hey:
I am working on the song, however my RS (os 1.13) gives me problems.
I made a pattern (yep, just 1). It contains a lot of MIDI data (some 
knobs, some midi echo...) ) If I hold pattern button, instead of 
producing drum fills, my RS7000 goes nuts. Well anyway, I made 
pattern chain and in between some mute/play transitions my RS7000 
stumbles. Well, I get this a lot, but usually the problem can be 
solved by converting pattern chain into song. This time it did not 
help, Still same annoying skips. Anybody knows want I can do about it?
By the way when if you convert pattern chain to song, muted sections
of the tracks still contain MIDI data, it is just not played. It 
seems kind of stupid to do it, especially if RS7000 chip is having 
trouble handling the data. By the way, I cleaned unnecessary data
before skip/click points and it did not help.

Also, my beat stretch function does not seems to work correctly. If I 
turn it from the top (0) position to the left or to the right and 
then turn it back to the top ("0") again, my track playback never 
returns to the default state. Playback timing is still modified.
I have to go to the previous pattern and back in order to restore
correct unmodified playback. Anybody else is seeing this?

Thank in advance
"Magnet"
www.mp3.com/magnet
| 2525|2525|2001-10-31 07:32:07|ripe@socialentropy.com|Installed AIEB2...|
OK, I got and installed the AIEB2 expansion board in my RS 
yesterday. I got it from riksmusic.com for $199.

Having those extra assignable outs is awesome, they are quiet and 
they sound good. 

The digital out is fairly low volume, even with the stereo out 
setting at +18dB. I could not get the RS to output anything that 
would come close to clipping to my digital mixer. With a standard 
kick drum with the track volume at max and the stereo out boosted to 
+18dB, the loudest signal I could get was around -8 or -6 dB. The 
signal is not noisy, just low volume. Comparing the analog out with 
the digital out while a SCSi CD-ROM is attached, the analog outputs 
was VERY noisy compared to the digital, so I'll have to check whether 
the SCSI noise bleeds out the analog assignable out on the AIEB2 
also. 

The digital input has good level, and I could sample things with 
great quality. (I only tried the COAX SPDIF in/out, not the optical, 
but I assume they would be identical)

Also the RS7000 will only act as digital wordclock master... there 
is nothing about wordclock sync in the manual, and it will not slave 
to another machine's wordclock.

One other thing, the manual doesn't mention this until you have 
almost finished installing the board and it's too late, so before you 
start installing, there is a metal wire clip coated in black rubber 
on one side of the board, it is bent in so it doesn't stick out, but 
you need to bend it out so that it can be used before you mount the 
board! Also there is a mode switch that needs to be set at 'mode 2' 
for the RS7000. Mine came already set to mode 2.

There ya go!
cheers
ripe
| 2526|2525|2001-10-31 07:53:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Installed AIEB2...|
Thanks Ripe, good info.

One question, when sending a track through one of the additonal outputs, do 
you get fx?



- Robert
| 2527|2525|2001-10-31 08:02:24|ripe|Re: Installed AIEB2...|
No effects are output, the 3 track effects as well as the master efx are NOT
output from the assignable outs. The effects are output from the digital
stereo output.

Also I just compared the assignable outs with the analog stereo master out,
and they are MUCH less noisy (this is again with a SCSI CD-ROM connected).
So with a combination of the digi-out and the assignable outs, my RS is very
quiet now :)

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 8:53 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...

> Thanks Ripe, good info.
>
> One question, when sending a track through one of the additonal outputs,
do
> you get fx?
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
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> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 2528|2525|2001-10-31 08:28:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Installed AIEB2...|
On Wednesday 31 October 2001 16:03, ripe wrote:

> No effects are output, the 3 track effects as well as the master efx are
> NOT output from the assignable outs. The effects are output from the
> digital stereo output.
>
> Also I just compared the assignable outs with the analog stereo master out,
> and they are MUCH less noisy (this is again with a SCSI CD-ROM connected).
> So with a combination of the digi-out and the assignable outs, my RS is
> very quiet now :)

Maybe its less noisy because the FX units are not included in the audio path.

What happens if you set the fx levels to zero. Is the master analog out more 
silent then? 

- Robert

>
> cheers
> ripe
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
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> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 8:53 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...
>
> > Thanks Ripe, good info.
> >
> > One question, when sending a track through one of the additonal outputs,
>
> do
>
> > you get fx?
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2529|2525|2001-10-31 08:40:20|ripe|Re: Installed AIEB2...|
Sounded like a good theory, I turned down the RETURN on all three effects
and the master effect was off, and the analog master out was still noisier
than the assignable outs... it's not too noisy, but it is noticeable.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:27 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...

> On Wednesday 31 October 2001 16:03, ripe wrote:
> > No effects are output, the 3 track effects as well as the master efx are
> > NOT output from the assignable outs. The effects are output from the
> > digital stereo output.
> >
> > Also I just compared the assignable outs with the analog stereo master
out,
> > and they are MUCH less noisy (this is again with a SCSI CD-ROM
connected).
> > So with a combination of the digi-out and the assignable outs, my RS is
> > very quiet now :)
>
> Maybe its less noisy because the FX units are not included in the audio
path.
>
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> What happens if you set the fx levels to zero. Is the master analog out
more
> silent then?
>
> - Robert
>
> >
> > cheers
> > ripe
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 8:53 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...
> >
> > > Thanks Ripe, good info.
> > >
> > > One question, when sending a track through one of the additonal
outputs,
> >
> > do
> >
> > > you get fx?
> > >
> > > - Robert
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >
> > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > of the RS7K questions located @
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
the
> >
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 2530|2525|2001-10-31 09:06:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Installed AIEB2...|
On Wednesday 31 October 2001 16:41, ripe wrote:

> Sounded like a good theory, I turned down the RETURN on all three effects
> and the master effect was off, and the analog master out was still noisier
> than the assignable outs... it's not too noisy, but it is noticeable.

Than it must be the fact that the master ana out outputs the data of 16 
tracks (the sampler inputs are closed, right?) while the dedicated ana output 
only provides one or two tracks. 

So what happens when all 16 tracks are sent to the same dedicated output 
pair? Does the noise increase then?

- Robert 

>
> cheers
> ripe
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:27 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...
>
> > On Wednesday 31 October 2001 16:03, ripe wrote:
> > > No effects are output, the 3 track effects as well as the master efx
> > > are NOT output from the assignable outs. The effects are output from
> > > the digital stereo output.
> > >
> > > Also I just compared the assignable outs with the analog stereo master
>
> out,
>
> > > and they are MUCH less noisy (this is again with a SCSI CD-ROM
>
> connected).
>
> > > So with a combination of the digi-out and the assignable outs, my RS is
> > > very quiet now :)
> >
> > Maybe its less noisy because the FX units are not included in the audio
>
> path.
>
> > What happens if you set the fx levels to zero. Is the master analog out
>
> more
>
> > silent then?
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > > cheers
> > > ripe
> > >
> > >
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > > Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 8:53 AM
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...
> > >
> > > > Thanks Ripe, good info.
> > > >
> > > > One question, when sending a track through one of the additonal
>
> outputs,
>
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> > > do
> > >
> > > > you get fx?
> > > >
> > > > - Robert
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >
> > > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > > of the RS7K questions located @
> > >
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> > >
> > > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
>
> the
>
> > > RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
>
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >
> > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > of the RS7K questions located @
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > > RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
>
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2531|2525|2001-10-31 09:16:37|ripe|Re: Installed AIEB2...|
I turned down the A/D volume and that was it! much quieter now... thanks
robert!

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:06 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...

> On Wednesday 31 October 2001 16:41, ripe wrote:
> > Sounded like a good theory, I turned down the RETURN on all three
effects
> > and the master effect was off, and the analog master out was still
noisier
> > than the assignable outs... it's not too noisy, but it is noticeable.
>
> Than it must be the fact that the master ana out outputs the data of 16
> tracks (the sampler inputs are closed, right?) while the dedicated ana
output
> only provides one or two tracks.
>
> So what happens when all 16 tracks are sent to the same dedicated output
> pair? Does the noise increase then?
>
> - Robert
>
> >
> > cheers
> > ripe
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:27 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...
> >
> > > On Wednesday 31 October 2001 16:03, ripe wrote:
> > > > No effects are output, the 3 track effects as well as the master efx
> > > > are NOT output from the assignable outs. The effects are output
from
> > > > the digital stereo output.
> > > >
> > > > Also I just compared the assignable outs with the analog stereo
master
> >
> > out,
> >
> > > > and they are MUCH less noisy (this is again with a SCSI CD-ROM
> >
> > connected).
> >
> > > > So with a combination of the digi-out and the assignable outs, my RS
is
> > > > very quiet now :)
> > >
> > > Maybe its less noisy because the FX units are not included in the
audio
> >
> > path.
> >
> > > What happens if you set the fx levels to zero. Is the master analog
out
> >
> > more
> >
> > > silent then?
> > >
> > > - Robert
> > >
> > > > cheers
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> > > > ripe
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> > > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 8:53 AM
> > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Installed AIEB2...
> > > >
> > > > > Thanks Ripe, good info.
> > > > >
> > > > > One question, when sending a track through one of the additonal
> >
> > outputs,
> >
> > > > do
> > > >
> > > > > you get fx?
> > > > >
> > > > > - Robert
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > >
> > > > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > > > of the RS7K questions located @
> > > >
> > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> > > >
> > > > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
at
> >
> > the
> >
> > > > RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> >
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >
> > > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > > of the RS7K questions located @
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
the
> > > > RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> >
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >
> > > Please take a moment to answer some
> > > of the RS7K questions located @
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
the
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> >
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 2532|2532|2001-10-31 09:20:29|Tim Nolet|Re: STOP in grid mode?|
Hhmmm, well, yeah. true and untrue

You can't ENTER Grid mode recording while the sequencer is playing.
But when you're IN gridmode you can press play and hear the notes you just 
entered. It's a bit awkard 'cause you'll also only hear the sound you're 
entering. So the rest of the sounds (which you already sequenced) you don't 
hear. When you're out of GRID mode then you can hear you're new composition 
with the notes you just entered.

Still: I love Grid mode. Its great for drums and other percussive things. 
It's quick and dead accurate.

Tim

From: skwit@BASEDRUM.de
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] STOP in grid mode?
Date: 31 Oct 2001 16:50:00 +0200

hi,

I recently read a review about the rs7k, it was said that you can use the
grid record mode only when the sequencer is stopped. is this true?

thx, christian
--
icq: neun . null . sechs . fuenf . drei . vier . neun
## CrossPoint v3.30.018 R ##
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_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
| 2533|2514|2001-10-31 09:27:53|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: sample import|
Yep, my simms are non-compatible. DAMN!!! these are the ones i got 
for free from GUITAR CENTER. they recently realized that they have 
been giving out the wrong ones to everyone, so they're replacing them 
for free. that is, of course, as soon as they get them back in stock. 
so many issues.

thanks for your help robert.

J

> > All this talk of simms and sampling time has 
> > got
> > me wondering... with 2 16mb simms installed, i have 71.32 sec of
> > sampling time. does this sound right to anyone that has the same?
> > Thanks again!

> So indeed, you don't have not enough capacity. Your SIMMS are 

probably of the 

> non-compatible type.

| 2534|2524|2001-10-31 10:56:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Annoying clicks!! and one bug.|
On Wednesday 31 October 2001 04:49, mp3magnet@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hey:

Hi,

> I am working on the song, however my RS (os 1.13) gives me problems.
> I made a pattern (yep, just 1). It contains a lot of MIDI data (some
> knobs, some midi echo...) ) 

This could already be the reason for your troubles. 
What *exactly* did you record? 
How many voices are triggered by the recorded midi data? 
Does it have too much controller events, killing the sequencer bandwidth? 
What else did you record?

> If I hold pattern button, instead of
> producing drum fills, my RS7000 goes nuts. 

This has to be explained. You hold the pattern button to produce drum fills? 
I know of no such feature.

> Well anyway, I made
> pattern chain and in between some mute/play transitions my RS7000
> stumbles. Well, I get this a lot, but usually the problem can be
> solved by converting pattern chain into song. 

Did you cross style borders in the pattern chain?

> This time it did not
> help, Still same annoying skips. Anybody knows want I can do about it?
> By the way when if you convert pattern chain to song, muted sections
> of the tracks still contain MIDI data, it is just not played. It
> seems kind of stupid to do it, especially if RS7000 chip is having
> trouble handling the data. By the way, I cleaned unnecessary data
> before skip/click points and it did not help.
>
> Also, my beat stretch function does not seems to work correctly. If I
> turn it from the top (0) position to the left or to the right and
> then turn it back to the top ("0") again, my track playback never
> returns to the default state. 

Maybe you actually *recorded* beat stretch events that confuse you?

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp
mailto:mp3magnet@yahoo.com


> Playback timing is still modified.
> I have to go to the previous pattern and back in order to restore
> correct unmodified playback. Anybody else is seeing this?
>

- Robert
| 2535|2515|2001-10-31 11:08:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
On Tuesday 30 October 2001 01:10, adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk wrote:

> Ok,Nice site.Now I cant work this out,somebody help me please.I
> understand that fitting more RAM will give me more sample time.

Yes.

> But
> what about the other storage?.How much do I need and what sort?.First
> smart media cards,they dont seem to hold much compared to say a cd
> rom.What about a zip drive?,or jaz but Ive looked at a few retailers
> and they all seem to be usb not scsi?.What about a cdrw?,could I
> import audio samples,and wav files to the yammy?.One of the reasons
> for buying it was to get away from my pc.As I dont have a scsi card
> in my pc,Do I have to get one to use the twe software,and if I did I
> couldnt use the ide hard drive and cdrw right?.Hope this makes sense
> to somebody out there.Thanks.

That's a lot of questions! ;)

The other media you need depend on how you want to work with the RS. SCSI 
media like MO/Zip/Jazz disks currently give the most capacity for your money, 
but you'll have to buy a SCSI drive and connect it to the RS. In live 
situations, e.g, this may not be desirable. In a studio its mostly not a 
problem.

The smartmedia cards are relatively expensive, but very small and don't need 
a drive connected to the RS. However, if you want to move stuff from the RS 
to an PC or Mac, you will need a smartcard reader (a drive) connected to your 
PC/Mac.

- Robert

==========================================================
Recommended device list for RS7000

CD-RW
Yamaha CRW4416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW6416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW8424SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2100SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2200SX
Plextor PX-W1210TSE

CD-ROM
Plextor PX-40TSE

Removable Drive
IOMEGA ZIP 100MB
IOMEGA ZIP 250MB speed down when using 100MB disk
IOMEGA JAZ 2GB unable to use 1GB disk
CASTLEWOOD ORB 2.2GB

I got this list by yamaha in japan tech support. I hv both A5000 and 
RS7000. Yamaha said no difference between the SCSI cable use for both 
machine. But, it is possible that RS7000 has different compatibility 
from A5000's, b/c they hv different electronic design each other.
| 2536|2515|2001-10-31 11:15:43|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
just a tip:

I popped down to the local computer surplus store and picked up an old Mac
SCSI external CDROM drive for $20(also grabbed a NEC one for that price!).
Took it home, ripped out the guts and threw in an old 1GB SCSI drive I had
kicking around(a friend just recently threw me a 6GB drive he had in a
closet, so I may upgrade), anyhoo, it did the job and works fantastic. I
just dropped all my old RM files, samples, loops, etc, on it and load them
up as I need(with space to burn!). Plus, the case allows me to have both the
computer and RS chained together.

1GB storage for $20. I ain't complaining.

mailto:adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk


B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 1:08 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help what do I need (scsi)

On Tuesday 30 October 2001 01:10, adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk wrote:
> Ok,Nice site.Now I cant work this out,somebody help me please.I
> understand that fitting more RAM will give me more sample time.

Yes.

> But
> what about the other storage?.How much do I need and what sort?.First
> smart media cards,they dont seem to hold much compared to say a cd
> rom.What about a zip drive?,or jaz but Ive looked at a few retailers
> and they all seem to be usb not scsi?.What about a cdrw?,could I
> import audio samples,and wav files to the yammy?.One of the reasons
> for buying it was to get away from my pc.As I dont have a scsi card
> in my pc,Do I have to get one to use the twe software,and if I did I
> couldnt use the ide hard drive and cdrw right?.Hope this makes sense
> to somebody out there.Thanks.

That's a lot of questions! ;)

The other media you need depend on how you want to work with the RS. SCSI 
media like MO/Zip/Jazz disks currently give the most capacity for your
money, 
but you'll have to buy a SCSI drive and connect it to the RS. In live 
situations, e.g, this may not be desirable. In a studio its mostly not a 
problem.

The smartmedia cards are relatively expensive, but very small and don't need

a drive connected to the RS. However, if you want to move stuff from the RS 
to an PC or Mac, you will need a smartcard reader (a drive) connected to
your 
PC/Mac.

- Robert

==========================================================
Recommended device list for RS7000

CD-RW
Yamaha CRW4416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW6416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW8424SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2100SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2200SX
Plextor PX-W1210TSE

CD-ROM
Plextor PX-40TSE

Removable Drive
IOMEGA ZIP 100MB
IOMEGA ZIP 250MB speed down when using 100MB disk
IOMEGA JAZ 2GB unable to use 1GB disk
CASTLEWOOD ORB 2.2GB

I got this list by yamaha in japan tech support. I hv both A5000 and 
RS7000. Yamaha said no difference between the SCSI cable use for both 
machine. But, it is possible that RS7000 has different compatibility 
from A5000's, b/c they hv different electronic design each other.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2537|2515|2001-10-31 11:18:05|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
oh, forgot, now if only Yamaha would implement that 'sample preview', I'd be
REALLY set... ...to many samples...

:)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 1:16 PM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Help what do I need (scsi)

just a tip:

I popped down to the local computer surplus store and picked up an old Mac
SCSI external CDROM drive for $20(also grabbed a NEC one for that price!).
Took it home, ripped out the guts and threw in an old 1GB SCSI drive I had
kicking around(a friend just recently threw me a 6GB drive he had in a
closet, so I may upgrade), anyhoo, it did the job and works fantastic. I
just dropped all my old RM files, samples, loops, etc, on it and load them
up as I need(with space to burn!). Plus, the case allows me to have both the
computer and RS chained together.

1GB storage for $20. I ain't complaining.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 1:08 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help what do I need (scsi)

On Tuesday 30 October 2001 01:10, adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk wrote:
> Ok,Nice site.Now I cant work this out,somebody help me please.I
> understand that fitting more RAM will give me more sample time.

Yes.

> But
> what about the other storage?.How much do I need and what sort?.First
> smart media cards,they dont seem to hold much compared to say a cd
> rom.What about a zip drive?,or jaz but Ive looked at a few retailers
> and they all seem to be usb not scsi?.What about a cdrw?,could I
> import audio samples,and wav files to the yammy?.One of the reasons
> for buying it was to get away from my pc.As I dont have a scsi card
> in my pc,Do I have to get one to use the twe software,and if I did I
> couldnt use the ide hard drive and cdrw right?.Hope this makes sense
> to somebody out there.Thanks.

That's a lot of questions! ;)
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The other media you need depend on how you want to work with the RS. SCSI 
media like MO/Zip/Jazz disks currently give the most capacity for your
money, 
but you'll have to buy a SCSI drive and connect it to the RS. In live 
situations, e.g, this may not be desirable. In a studio its mostly not a 
problem.

The smartmedia cards are relatively expensive, but very small and don't need

a drive connected to the RS. However, if you want to move stuff from the RS 
to an PC or Mac, you will need a smartcard reader (a drive) connected to
your 
PC/Mac.

- Robert

==========================================================
Recommended device list for RS7000

CD-RW
Yamaha CRW4416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW6416SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW8424SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2100SX ver 1.0 or later
CRW2200SX
Plextor PX-W1210TSE

CD-ROM
Plextor PX-40TSE

Removable Drive
IOMEGA ZIP 100MB
IOMEGA ZIP 250MB speed down when using 100MB disk
IOMEGA JAZ 2GB unable to use 1GB disk
CASTLEWOOD ORB 2.2GB

I got this list by yamaha in japan tech support. I hv both A5000 and 
RS7000. Yamaha said no difference between the SCSI cable use for both 
machine. But, it is possible that RS7000 has different compatibility 
from A5000's, b/c they hv different electronic design each other.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> > 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2538|2538|2001-10-31 14:34:43|Jayson Barrons|odd bug problem?|
Ok, on my rsk7 #s, i noticed that tracks will fade in and out volume 
wise. Now, there is NO cc data, as its all audio loops, and i 
checked to see if any was there. if i load the EXACT same jaz disk 
and the same song on the other rs7k, there isn't a problem.

has anyone else seen this?
| 2539|2524|2001-10-31 15:14:14|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|Re: Annoying clicks!! and one bug.|
HI:
I just got an excellent answer to my question from Bad MIster on 
Motifator board. It made pefect sense to me. I though I should repost 
it here since it contains information that can be useful to others.
By the way, we should find a way to assemble all these great 
suggestions into Faq section somewhere.

>>>> If I hold pattern button, instead of producing drum fills, my 

RS7000 goes nuts. <<<<

Which Pattern button? The actual Pattern button does not create drum 
fills, I'm sure you must mean something else. If you are holding a 
SECTION button down (THis is what I was thinking of - Magnet), the 
RS7000 will repeat the beginning of that SECTION at the PATTERN 
QUANTIZE value set in UTILITY. If the PATTERN QUANTIZE is set to 1/16 
the unit will repeat the first sixteenth note of that section, again 
and again until you let go. Great for stutter effects. You can select 
1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 or a full measure. these can be recreated 
manually in the PATTERN CHAIN EDIT list by changing the time 
signature. 

>>>>I made pattern chain and in between some mute/play transitions my 

RS7000 stumbles. Well, I get this a lot, but usually the problem can 
be solved by converting pattern chain into song. This time it did not 
help, Still same annoying skips. Anybody knows want I can do about it?
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<<<<<

The stumbling is probably program change data happening at the same 
moment as note-on data. When you CONVERT a Pattern Chain to a Song it 
will place the appropriate Bank Select and Program Change data in the 
track. Unfortunately, it places them right at the top of the measure 
of the SECTION CHANGE. Normally Bank Select/Program Change 
information is hidden in what is called a Phrase header that works 
behind the scenes to recall the sound originally programmed with the 
phrase. But if you are assembling different PATTERN SECTIONS in a 
Chain and there are Program Change messages, like any MIDI sequencer, 
you may find it prudent to move them a few clock pulses early. This 
can especially happen when you use Sections from different PATTERN 
STYLES in the same Chain. A lot of setup data goes with a PATTERN 
STYLE change. I wouldn't expect it to be smooth if there is a 
complete set of Voice changes on the same downbeat as some music. You 
can easily look at the SONG data after converting it. Use the EDIT 
VIEW FILTER to isolate just PC (Program Change) data. This way you 
can move any that occur right on the down beat. If you have note data 
at clock pulse: 017:1:000 and there are 10 different Programs 
Changing on 10 different tracks on that beat you will hear a glitch. 
Try moving the Program Change data for each track to an earlier clock 
pulse: 016:4:460 That way you will not hear it interrupting the 
smooth playback of music. With each beat divided into 480 pulses, you 
will be amazed how precise you can be with placing events. 120 pulses 
equals a 16th note. 60 pulses a 32nd note. 30 pulses a 64th 
note...musicians dont like to talk about things smaller than a 64th 
note because nobody's counting down at that level. Moving Program 
Changes 5-20 ticks early is usually all it takes to smooth out clicks 
ticks and other uglies. 

To get a real good idea of what is possible with PATTERN CHAIN, 
SCENES, MUTE MEMORY etc. Load the ALL data AUDIO files found in the 
STYLES folder of the CDROM. If you load them as ALL files you will 
also load the PATTERN CHAIN. You can see how the SCENES and MUTES 
work and how the Time SIGNATURE column can be altered to recreate the 
stutter SECTION recall. Unfortunately, MIDI does not have a real time 
parameter that lets you change TIME SIGNATURE in real time. But you 
can get this "live" effect into a SONG by step editing.

>>>>>Also, my beat stretch function does not seems to work correctly. 

If I turn it from the top (0) position to the left or to the right 
and then turn it back to the top ("0") again, my track playback never 
returns to the default state. Playback timing is still modified.
I have to go to the previous pattern and back in order to restore
correct unmodified playback. Anybody else is seeing this?<<<<<<<

Returning it to 12 o'clock does not guarantee that it will sit the 
part that is playing right back into place (you would have to have 
uncanny luck). Rather than going to the "previous pattern and back" 
try using the TO TOP button (located between the REC and STOP 
buttons) this will realign the playback to the "upper left 
corner"...a musician's term for the top of the page. The other way to 
realign the playback of Beat Stretched tracks is to retrigger the 
SECTION button. Either of these two remedies can be executed ON THE 
BEAT so that you do not interrupt your groove. 

Here's another tip: When using something like Beat Stretch "live" it 
can be troublesome (as you know) to get the tracks back in alignment. 
If you are using a double time feel on the kick drum for example (a 
setting of 50...the phrase cycles in 50% of the normal time), you can 
make a super CLEAN change from one to the other via a SCENE snapshot. 
Store the condition before BEAT STRETCH and after, use the SCENE 
recall to instantly move between the two setups. 

Hope this helps.
Bad Mister
| 2540|2540|2001-10-31 19:46:07|synthe. labo|memory overflow?|
hello,

this night happened to me 2 strange things on rs7k never seen before:
-1 time all the pattern crashed while playback
-another time the filter cut/res knobs didn't respond immediately to manual 
changes, but after a bit...

in the first case i have to say that i build an 'all internal sound' pattern 
with 3 parts full loop-remixed with tons of 'rolls'(each part with 2 
instruments both)+ other bass and string parts, and while i was playing i 
re-mixed in real time a part that was just a fast rythm with rolls made 



before, so the system crashed and rs7k started to play strange notes at a 
lower time...i really think and hope this is because i went over the 62 
notes of poliphony with all that rolls (there were 4 channels fulls of 
trrrrrrrr).
when i tried to play ONLY the track re-re-re-looped with rolls (it was a 
monster), rsk played it, BUT if i acted on pitch, for example, it stopped 
for half a second and did the operation after, it had a delay on realtime 
operations.

in the second case i build a pattern with all samples; i sampled a loop, 
short, then other 2 sounds, 1 note pitch, 1 loop slice.
then i added 2 tracks of rs7k sounds, 1 again re-looped with rolls.
it happened that when i was triggering the sample 'loop slice' on the pads 
the knobs of cut/res and filters didn't responded fast at my changes (i have 
to say i pushed very quickly the pads again and again with a sample that was 
not a 'note'): i was turning the knob while the sample was playing and 
nothing happened; 1 second after, when i stopped for a moment the sample 
playback, the system capted my changes and acted in the way i turned the 
knobs....this scared me off..i though my rs7k had a BUG!!!
while playing the whole pattern this didn't happened again, BUT i operated 
not so brutally on filters.
this time i think it's only a sort of memory overflow for doing 
simultaneusly filters + previewing echo and reverb etc. i think, or just a 
coincidence.

anyway, if anyone had these problems, please tell me

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2541|2447|2001-10-31 22:55:57|simon leclerc|Re: Simple question|
on 10/29/01 2:17 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> I forgot to tell you that i tried to increase the BPM
>> but RS still won't start. Damn, i'm stock with the 1998
>> soundset ;(
>> 
>> Someone was able to load the file with a Cubase demo.
>> I don't have a midi interface, so he suggested to plug
>> a in/out midi cable in the joystick plug (probably
>> meant the modem plug). Very disapointed that i have to
>> do this when i have a 1400$ hardware sequencer ?$%&*?$
> 
> I always managed to update my Waldorf Q synth with the Yamaha QY-700 hardware
> sequencer. Didn't try it with the RS yet (don't want to cripple my synth ;).
> So Yamaha *is* able to build a seq that does the job.
> 
> You were in Song mode, right? Midi Click off? Metronome Off. Speed not too
> high?
> 
> - Robert

Hi Robert, just wanted to let you know that i have
successfully loaded the latest XT factory soundset
with the RS :)

I did exactly the same thing has discussed above but,
strangely, tonite it worked: i don't know why but the
.mid file could be played and started like any other files
loaded to the RS. Why did the RS could play the file tonite
and could not for 2 days, i can't say. But, again, i'm suspecting
SCSI problems, maybe with a cable.

BTW, the XT **ID DEVICE** has to be set to O (zero).

Cheers,

Simon
| 2542|2447|2001-11-01 00:14:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Simple question|
On Thursday 01 November 2001 06:57, simon leclerc wrote:

>
> Hi Robert, just wanted to let you know that i have
> successfully loaded the latest XT factory soundset
> with the RS :)

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


>
> I did exactly the same thing has discussed above but,
> strangely, tonite it worked: i don't know why but the
> .mid file could be played and started like any other files
> loaded to the RS. Why did the RS could play the file tonite
> and could not for 2 days, i can't say. But, again, i'm suspecting
> SCSI problems, maybe with a cable.
>
> BTW, the XT **ID DEVICE** has to be set to O (zero).

Okay, thanks for the update, Simon.

- Robert
| 2543|2543|2001-11-01 02:34:47|per167@aol.com|rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
Is there anyone who owns both or has extensive experience with both that can enlighten those of us who are on the fence. I'm
definetly leaning towards the rs but with the amount of bugs i'm hearing about should i wait for further upgrades or go with
the trusty MPC. I pretty much know the differences and i understand it depends on what i need, but i still like to hear peoples
opinions.
Thanks in advance,
Vince
| 2544|2515|2001-11-01 04:26:01|adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 30 October 2001 01:10, adedowden@b... wrote:
> > Ok,Nice site.Now I cant work this out,somebody help me please.I
> > understand that fitting more RAM will give me more sample time.
> 
> Yes.
> 
> > But
> > what about the other storage?.How much do I need and what 

sort?.First

> > smart media cards,they dont seem to hold much compared to say a cd
> > rom.What about a zip drive?,or jaz but Ive looked at a few 

retailers

> > and they all seem to be usb not scsi?.What about a cdrw?,could I
> > import audio samples,and wav files to the yammy?.One of the 

reasons

> > for buying it was to get away from my pc.As I dont have a scsi 

card

> > in my pc,Do I have to get one to use the twe software,and if I 

did I

> > couldnt use the ide hard drive and cdrw right?.Hope this makes 

sense

> > to somebody out there.Thanks.
> 
> That's a lot of questions! ;)
> 
> The other media you need depend on how you want to work with the 

RS. SCSI 

> media like MO/Zip/Jazz disks currently give the most capacity for 

your money, 

> but you'll have to buy a SCSI drive and connect it to the RS. In 

live 

> situations, e.g, this may not be desirable. In a studio its mostly 

not a 

> problem.
> 
> The smartmedia cards are relatively expensive, but very small and 

don't need 



> a drive connected to the RS. However, if you want to move stuff 

from the RS 

> to an PC or Mac, you will need a smartcard reader (a drive) 

connected to your 

> PC/Mac.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> ==========================================================
> Recommended device list for RS7000
> 
> CD-RW
> Yamaha CRW4416SX ver 1.0 or later
> CRW6416SX ver 1.0 or later
> CRW8424SX ver 1.0 or later
> CRW2100SX ver 1.0 or later
> CRW2200SX
> Plextor PX-W1210TSE
> 
> CD-ROM
> Plextor PX-40TSE
> 
> Removable Drive
> IOMEGA ZIP 100MB
> IOMEGA ZIP 250MB speed down when using 100MB disk
> IOMEGA JAZ 2GB unable to use 1GB disk
> CASTLEWOOD ORB 2.2GB
> 
> I got this list by yamaha in japan tech support. I hv both A5000 

and 

> RS7000. Yamaha said no difference between the SCSI cable use for 

both 

> machine. But, it is possible that RS7000 has different 

compatibility 

> from A5000's, b/c they hv different electronic design each other.

thanks m8 :)
| 2545|2545|2001-11-01 05:07:48|Leon Mols|Memory compatibility|
Hi All!

I've just bought another set of 32 Mb SIMMs, at least that's what 
I've ordered... The first set I had is only recognised as 16Mb each, 
the new set is recognised as only 8Mb.
I've also tried these modules in my A5000 sampler, same result... Am 
I nuts or what ??? Both suppliers claim the modules are OK and there 
is something wrong with my Yamaha stuff.
Also, when I test the simms (running test 19 on the RS700) the 
display says NG. I guess this means "No(t) good" .... :-)

Any suggestions????

Leon
| 2546|2545|2001-11-01 05:15:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory compatibility|
On Thursday 01 November 2001 13:07, Leon Mols wrote:

> Hi All!
>
> I've just bought another set of 32 Mb SIMMs, at least that's what
> I've ordered... The first set I had is only recognised as 16Mb each,
> the new set is recognised as only 8Mb.
> I've also tried these modules in my A5000 sampler, same result... Am
> I nuts or what ???

That's a question for another group. ;)
But serious now, Yamaha gear is rather picky when it comes to SIMM modules. 

>> Both suppliers claim the modules are OK and there
> is something wrong with my Yamaha stuff.
> Also, when I test the simms (running test 19 on the RS700) the
> display says NG. I guess this means "No(t) good" .... :-)
>



> Any suggestions????

Try www.oempcworld.com. Search our archive for the exact specs. Just search 
for the url. Let me know if you can't find it.

- Robert

>
> Leon
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2547|2543|2001-11-01 06:28:48|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., per167@a... wrote:

> Is there anyone who owns both or has extensive experience with both 

that can enlighten those of us who are on the fence. I'm definetly 
leaning towards the rs but with the amount of bugs i'm hearing about 
should i wait for further upgrades or go with the trusty MPC. I 
pretty much know the differences and i understand it depends on what 
i need, but i still like to hear peoples opinions.

> Thanks in advance,
> Vince

Well, the best thing you can do is, go into the music-store of your 
trust and try both machines. I played yesterday with an MPC and i 
didn´t like it at all. Too complicated compared to the RS, not enough 
knobs for realtime control, the rubber pads are a joke compared to 
the two rock solid ones on the RS, the screen is really REALLY small, 
after working with the RS now for a longer time...

The MPC itself is for sure also not flawless. The RS has its bugs, 
but it is not so buggy that you can´t use it for what it is made. The 
RS works the way it is right now, very well and decent. For sure 
there are the already known issue that should be fixed or made 
better, but alltogether, you can work with it.
If in doubt, check out the RM1x plus a sampler like an Emu 5000.

--Tom
| 2548|2548|2001-11-01 06:37:12|Thomas|RS vs MP7/XL7 vs DX200|
Well, i played with all of them, and i own the RS. 

The MP7/XL7 have indeed a good sounding soundset, but for $200 more 
you also get the sampler the RS offers...plus a bigger display and 
the sounds don´t get on your nerves as the EMU ones do. The MP7, XL7 
seems more a MC505 competitor than one to the RS, because the last 
one offers much more as a all-in-one-worktstation-groovebox.
Personally, the sound of both Emu Grooveboxes were good to me, but as 
i said already, they got on my nerves after a while and sounded too 
much like HiFi. If you want to make Trance, Dance, Pop and Rap, those 
gadgets are ok, but if you want to set in for better sequencer and 
more diversity, plus a sampler...get a RS. The price difference is 
very low.

I also played for about an hour with the DX200, and booooy...;)
I love that little thing. I can imagine to go with that and the RS on 
a live-set and just tweak those too toys and rock the crowd a whole 
evening, with constantly creating new weird sounds out of both 
machines. IMO those two make a very good match. I am going to sell my 
Xbase for the DX200 (i hardly used it anyway...). So if there is 
anyone who wants to buy one...look at www.ebay.de for my Jomox to buy.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Happy musicmaking...

Tom
| 2549|2549|2001-11-01 06:56:05|Atkinson, Daniel|Hi guys!|
there i was, working down in Soho yesterday at our design office, finished a bit early so I thought I'd wander down to turnkey
music to see what new gear is on offer. 

hello? what's this? RS7000, hmmmm, let's have a go....

one hour later and my credit card bill has gone up by 999 pounds!

nice box!

cheers
dan.
| 2550|2540|2001-11-01 07:12:13|Bryan Rodgers|Re: memory overflow?|
are you running OS1.13?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:46 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] memory overflow?

hello,

this night happened to me 2 strange things on rs7k never seen before:
-1 time all the pattern crashed while playback
-another time the filter cut/res knobs didn't respond immediately to manual 
changes, but after a bit...

in the first case i have to say that i build an 'all internal sound' pattern

with 3 parts full loop-remixed with tons of 'rolls'(each part with 2 
instruments both)+ other bass and string parts, and while i was playing i 
re-mixed in real time a part that was just a fast rythm with rolls made 
before, so the system crashed and rs7k started to play strange notes at a 
lower time...i really think and hope this is because i went over the 62 
notes of poliphony with all that rolls (there were 4 channels fulls of 
trrrrrrrr).
when i tried to play ONLY the track re-re-re-looped with rolls (it was a 
monster), rsk played it, BUT if i acted on pitch, for example, it stopped 
for half a second and did the operation after, it had a delay on realtime 
operations.

in the second case i build a pattern with all samples; i sampled a loop, 
short, then other 2 sounds, 1 note pitch, 1 loop slice.
then i added 2 tracks of rs7k sounds, 1 again re-looped with rolls.
it happened that when i was triggering the sample 'loop slice' on the pads 
the knobs of cut/res and filters didn't responded fast at my changes (i have

to say i pushed very quickly the pads again and again with a sample that was

not a 'note'): i was turning the knob while the sample was playing and 
nothing happened; 1 second after, when i stopped for a moment the sample 
playback, the system capted my changes and acted in the way i turned the 
knobs....this scared me off..i though my rs7k had a BUG!!!
while playing the whole pattern this didn't happened again, BUT i operated 
not so brutally on filters.
this time i think it's only a sort of memory overflow for doing 
simultaneusly filters + previewing echo and reverb etc. i think, or just a 
coincidence.

anyway, if anyone had these problems, please tell me

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2551|2543|2001-11-01 07:13:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
I think anyone on this site is going to be a little biased ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: per167@aol.com [mailto:per167@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 4:35 AM
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

Is there anyone who owns both or has extensive experience with both that can
enlighten those of us who are on the fence. I'm definetly leaning towards
the rs but with the amount of bugs i'm hearing about should i wait for
further upgrades or go with the trusty MPC. I pretty much know the
differences and i understand it depends on what i need, but i still like to
hear peoples opinions.
Thanks in advance,
Vince
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Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2552|2543|2001-11-01 08:14:50|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
Buy the MPC!!!

I would have liked to like the RS. BUT

The synths are pretty weak
The pads kind of suck
It is made of Plastic
The GRID programing mode sucks
The sequencer sucks for real time. - Try to switch styles doing a live set. HA HA

The RS could have been pretty cool if it did'nt have all the same bugs as the RM1x But Yamaha is just like Roland.. A little
stupid

Buy the MPC Get a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord) And make some dope tracks.

or 

fuck around with the RS and make some cheese

Peace

C
| 2553|2543|2001-11-01 08:20:54|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
i can tell you that i know people that used an mpc2000 and mpc2000xl for 
years and now sold them for rs7k because of 1 thousand features more.
the fact is that people that raved a lot with mpcs find rs7k sequencer and 
interface less immediate; the same as people who useda lot rm1-x and get an 
mpc.
i never tried for a decent period an mpc, but i think it's a good machine; 
the things that stopped me from buying it were:
- absence of knobs
- monster difficulties to sequence external synth, cause it's a pain to do 
notes on those 16 sensotive pads; they are better to 'trigger' sounds, but 
not to 'compose' notes.
RS7000 is just coming out; wait a bit and you'll see it will become popular 
as mpc series, assuming the fact that it's another machine and i.m.o. also 
anothr concept, not all sampling.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

>-----Original Message-----
>From: per167@aol.com [mailto:per167@aol.com]
>Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 4:35 AM
>To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
>
>
>Is there anyone who owns both or has extensive experience with both that 
>can
>enlighten those of us who are on the fence. I'm definetly leaning towards
>the rs but with the amount of bugs i'm hearing about should i wait for
>further upgrades or go with the trusty MPC. I pretty much know the
>differences and i understand it depends on what i need, but i still like to
>hear peoples opinions.
>Thanks in advance,
>Vince
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>l/S=1705032144:HM/A=806910/rand=449328696>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2554|2540|2001-11-01 08:25:56|synthe. labo|Re: memory overflow?|

>are you running OS1.13?

well,
i lost myself during all the new OS argument..:)
i'm running, i think, the first OS of the rs7k, the one i got with the 
machine when i bought it, cause i don't have any smart-media card reader on 
pc so i can't transfer on it the new OS and upload in the unit.
BUT i don't think these are bugs; have you ever tried to do as i 
described...?;)
anyway, thanx

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

>
>B
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
>Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:46 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] memory overflow?
>
>
>
>
>
>hello,
>
>this night happened to me 2 strange things on rs7k never seen before:
>-1 time all the pattern crashed while playback
>-another time the filter cut/res knobs didn't respond immediately to manual
>changes, but after a bit...
>
>in the first case i have to say that i build an 'all internal sound' 
>pattern
>
>with 3 parts full loop-remixed with tons of 'rolls'(each part with 2
>instruments both)+ other bass and string parts, and while i was playing i
>re-mixed in real time a part that was just a fast rythm with rolls made
>before, so the system crashed and rs7k started to play strange notes at a
>lower time...i really think and hope this is because i went over the 62
>notes of poliphony with all that rolls (there were 4 channels fulls of
>trrrrrrrr).
>when i tried to play ONLY the track re-re-re-looped with rolls (it was a
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>monster), rsk played it, BUT if i acted on pitch, for example, it stopped
>for half a second and did the operation after, it had a delay on realtime
>operations.
>
>in the second case i build a pattern with all samples; i sampled a loop,
>short, then other 2 sounds, 1 note pitch, 1 loop slice.
>then i added 2 tracks of rs7k sounds, 1 again re-looped with rolls.
>it happened that when i was triggering the sample 'loop slice' on the pads
>the knobs of cut/res and filters didn't responded fast at my changes (i 
>have
>
>to say i pushed very quickly the pads again and again with a sample that 
>was
>
>not a 'note'): i was turning the knob while the sample was playing and
>nothing happened; 1 second after, when i stopped for a moment the sample
>playback, the system capted my changes and acted in the way i turned the
>knobs....this scared me off..i though my rs7k had a BUG!!!
>while playing the whole pattern this didn't happened again, BUT i operated
>not so brutally on filters.
>this time i think it's only a sort of memory overflow for doing
>simultaneusly filters + previewing echo and reverb etc. i think, or just a
>coincidence.
>
>anyway, if anyone had these problems, please tell me
>
>ciao-marco
>http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
><http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo>
>
>
>
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>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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what the hell are you doing on this list?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: wcskewes@aol.com [mailto:wcskewes@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 10:15 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

Buy the MPC!!!

I would have liked to like the RS. BUT

The synths are pretty weak
The pads kind of suck
It is made of Plastic
The GRID programing mode sucks
The sequencer sucks for real time. - Try to switch styles doing a live set.
HA HA

The RS could have been pretty cool if it did'nt have all the same bugs as
the RM1x But Yamaha is just like Roland.. A little stupid

Buy the MPC Get a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord) And make some
dope tracks.

or 

fuck around with the RS and make some cheese

Peace

C
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2556|2543|2001-11-01 08:31:40|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
man, I sure hope it DOESN'T catch on like the mpc... ...I like to consider
it my secret weapon ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 10:21 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

i can tell you that i know people that used an mpc2000 and mpc2000xl for 
years and now sold them for rs7k because of 1 thousand features more.
the fact is that people that raved a lot with mpcs find rs7k sequencer and 
interface less immediate; the same as people who useda lot rm1-x and get an 
mpc.
i never tried for a decent period an mpc, but i think it's a good machine; 
the things that stopped me from buying it were:
- absence of knobs
- monster difficulties to sequence external synth, cause it's a pain to do 
notes on those 16 sensotive pads; they are better to 'trigger' sounds, but 
not to 'compose' notes.
RS7000 is just coming out; wait a bit and you'll see it will become popular 
as mpc series, assuming the fact that it's another machine and i.m.o. also 
anothr concept, not all sampling.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 

>-----Original Message-----
>From: per167@aol.com [mailto:per167@aol.com]
>Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 4:35 AM
>To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
>
>
>Is there anyone who owns both or has extensive experience with both that 
>can
>enlighten those of us who are on the fence. I'm definetly leaning towards
>the rs but with the amount of bugs i'm hearing about should i wait for
>further upgrades or go with the trusty MPC. I pretty much know the
>differences and i understand it depends on what i need, but i still like to
>hear peoples opinions.
>Thanks in advance,
>Vince
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210675.1710593.3234377.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032

1
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210675.1710593.3234377.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321

> 
>44:HM/A=806910/R=0/*https://www.consumerinfo.com/cb/yahooccms/form_online_a

1 <https://www.consumerinfo.com/cb/yahooccms/form_online_a1> 

>.asp?sc=14856015> Click Here!
>
><http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210675.1710593.3234377.1261774/D=egroupma

i
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210675.1710593.3234377.1261774/D=egroupmai

> 
>l/S=1705032144:HM/A=806910/rand=449328696>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> >

>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>

<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> >

>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
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<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> >

>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >

>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=112911218> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2557|2540|2001-11-01 08:37:22|Bryan Rodgers|Re: memory overflow?|
I've had a couple of questionable thing happen while working with the RS,
but wasn't able to reproduce them, and I may have been doing 'questionable'
actions when it happened, so I dunno.

I know I haven't upgraded my OS yet, doh! (probably won't till after my show
on the 29th. it's working fine now, so I'm not gonna screw with the OS...)

The one thing that does irritate me is when I'm recording knob movements,
they don't always play right after I've recorded them, and sometimes I have
to let the pattern run twice, and on the second loop they'll start to
play... ....but that could just be me. I'm working on it...

B

-----Original Message-----
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From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 10:26 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] memory overflow?

>are you running OS1.13?

well,
i lost myself during all the new OS argument..:)
i'm running, i think, the first OS of the rs7k, the one i got with the 
machine when i bought it, cause i don't have any smart-media card reader on 
pc so i can't transfer on it the new OS and upload in the unit.
BUT i don't think these are bugs; have you ever tried to do as i 
described...?;)
anyway, thanx

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 

>
>B
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
>Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:46 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] memory overflow?
>
>
>
>
>
>hello,
>
>this night happened to me 2 strange things on rs7k never seen before:
>-1 time all the pattern crashed while playback
>-another time the filter cut/res knobs didn't respond immediately to manual
>changes, but after a bit...
>
>in the first case i have to say that i build an 'all internal sound' 
>pattern
>
>with 3 parts full loop-remixed with tons of 'rolls'(each part with 2
>instruments both)+ other bass and string parts, and while i was playing i
>re-mixed in real time a part that was just a fast rythm with rolls made
>before, so the system crashed and rs7k started to play strange notes at a
>lower time...i really think and hope this is because i went over the 62
>notes of poliphony with all that rolls (there were 4 channels fulls of
>trrrrrrrr).
>when i tried to play ONLY the track re-re-re-looped with rolls (it was a
>monster), rsk played it, BUT if i acted on pitch, for example, it stopped
>for half a second and did the operation after, it had a delay on realtime
>operations.
>
>in the second case i build a pattern with all samples; i sampled a loop,
>short, then other 2 sounds, 1 note pitch, 1 loop slice.
>then i added 2 tracks of rs7k sounds, 1 again re-looped with rolls.
>it happened that when i was triggering the sample 'loop slice' on the pads
>the knobs of cut/res and filters didn't responded fast at my changes (i 
>have
>
>to say i pushed very quickly the pads again and again with a sample that 
>was
>
>not a 'note'): i was turning the knob while the sample was playing and
>nothing happened; 1 second after, when i stopped for a moment the sample
>playback, the system capted my changes and acted in the way i turned the
>knobs....this scared me off..i though my rs7k had a BUG!!!
>while playing the whole pattern this didn't happened again, BUT i operated
>not so brutally on filters.
>this time i think it's only a sort of memory overflow for doing
>simultaneusly filters + previewing echo and reverb etc. i think, or just a
>coincidence.
>
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>anyway, if anyone had these problems, please tell me
>
>ciao-marco
>http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 

><http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> >

>
>
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
>http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp>

<http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> >

>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1650662.3186813.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032

1
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1650662.3186813.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321

> 
>44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085

<http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> >

>
><http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1650662.3186813.1261774/D=egroupma

i
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1650662.3186813.1261774/D=egroupmai

> 
>l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=705499505>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> >

>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>

<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> >

>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>

<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> >

>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >

>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .
>
>
>
>
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>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=939047143> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2558|2540|2001-11-01 08:38:29|Bryan Rodgers|Re: memory overflow?|
oh, and I forget, is there a 'thin out CC data' on the RS like there was on
the MC303?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 10:37 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] memory overflow?

I've had a couple of questionable thing happen while working with the RS,
but wasn't able to reproduce them, and I may have been doing 'questionable'
actions when it happened, so I dunno.

I know I haven't upgraded my OS yet, doh! (probably won't till after my show
on the 29th. it's working fine now, so I'm not gonna screw with the OS...)

The one thing that does irritate me is when I'm recording knob movements,
they don't always play right after I've recorded them, and sometimes I have
to let the pattern run twice, and on the second loop they'll start to
play... ....but that could just be me. I'm working on it...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 10:26 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] memory overflow?
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>are you running OS1.13?

well,
i lost myself during all the new OS argument..:)
i'm running, i think, the first OS of the rs7k, the one i got with the 
machine when i bought it, cause i don't have any smart-media card reader on 
pc so i can't transfer on it the new OS and upload in the unit.
BUT i don't think these are bugs; have you ever tried to do as i 
described...?;)
anyway, thanx

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> > 

>
>B
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
>Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:46 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] memory overflow?
>
>
>
>
>
>hello,
>
>this night happened to me 2 strange things on rs7k never seen before:
>-1 time all the pattern crashed while playback
>-another time the filter cut/res knobs didn't respond immediately to manual
>changes, but after a bit...
>
>in the first case i have to say that i build an 'all internal sound' 
>pattern
>
>with 3 parts full loop-remixed with tons of 'rolls'(each part with 2
>instruments both)+ other bass and string parts, and while i was playing i
>re-mixed in real time a part that was just a fast rythm with rolls made
>before, so the system crashed and rs7k started to play strange notes at a
>lower time...i really think and hope this is because i went over the 62
>notes of poliphony with all that rolls (there were 4 channels fulls of
>trrrrrrrr).
>when i tried to play ONLY the track re-re-re-looped with rolls (it was a
>monster), rsk played it, BUT if i acted on pitch, for example, it stopped
>for half a second and did the operation after, it had a delay on realtime
>operations.
>
>in the second case i build a pattern with all samples; i sampled a loop,
>short, then other 2 sounds, 1 note pitch, 1 loop slice.
>then i added 2 tracks of rs7k sounds, 1 again re-looped with rolls.
>it happened that when i was triggering the sample 'loop slice' on the pads
>the knobs of cut/res and filters didn't responded fast at my changes (i 
>have
>
>to say i pushed very quickly the pads again and again with a sample that 
>was
>
>not a 'note'): i was turning the knob while the sample was playing and
>nothing happened; 1 second after, when i stopped for a moment the sample
>playback, the system capted my changes and acted in the way i turned the
>knobs....this scared me off..i though my rs7k had a BUG!!!
>while playing the whole pattern this didn't happened again, BUT i operated
>not so brutally on filters.
>this time i think it's only a sort of memory overflow for doing
>simultaneusly filters + previewing echo and reverb etc. i think, or just a
>coincidence.
>
>anyway, if anyone had these problems, please tell me
>
>ciao-marco
>http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>
>
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
>http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp>
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2559|2543|2001-11-01 08:39:47|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
sound advice from someone who uses aol for internet access.... ;)

i have tried all kinds of combinations of gear, and tho my RS is only one day old, i can see that with this thing i can make
some quite decent music in one box, then use that as a base for serious production on the PC with other gear connected. The MPC
is surely a nice box, but you can't just sit down with it and make tunes right away. It needs loading with good samples, and
that is no fun if you're short on time, and it needs outboard synth gear to start doing some of the stuff that's possible on
the RS.

dan.

Buy the MPC!!!

I would have liked to like the RS. BUT

The synths are pretty weak
The pads kind of suck
It is made of Plastic
The GRID programing mode sucks
The sequencer sucks for real time. - Try to switch styles doing a live set. HA HA

The RS could have been pretty cool if it did'nt have all the same bugs as the RM1x But Yamaha is just like Roland.. A little
stupid

Buy the MPC Get a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord) And make some dope tracks.

or 

fuck around with the RS and make some cheese

Peace

C
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2560|2540|2001-11-01 09:15:39|synthe. labo|Re: memory overflow?|

>oh, and I forget, is there a 'thin out CC data' on the RS like there was on
>the MC303?

i don't think
...
:)
ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2561|2543|2001-11-01 09:19:46|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

>sound advice from someone who uses aol for internet access.... ;)
>
>i have tried all kinds of combinations of gear, and tho my RS is only one 
>day old, i can see that with this thing i can make some quite decent music 
>in one box, then use that as a base for serious production on the PC with 
>other gear connected. The MPC is surely a nice box, but you can't just sit 
>down with it and make tunes right away. It needs loading with good samples, 
>and that is no fun if you're short on time, and it needs outboard synth 
>gear to start doing some of the stuff that's possible on the RS.

i absolutely agree!
when i have an idea, i create immediately on rs7k, also on sounds that won't 
be the definitive ones.
then i'll use the pc, i'll make re-mixes, i'll sample, BUT i have 
immediately the power to contruct my idea.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2562|2549|2001-11-01 09:22:42|Thomas|Re: Hi guys!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:

> one hour later and my credit card bill has gone up by 999 pounds!
> 
> nice box!
> 
> cheers
> dan.

Well, congratulations and welcome to the list!

--tom
| 2563|2543|2001-11-01 09:30:47|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., wcskewes@a... wrote:

> Buy the MPC!!!
> 
> I would have liked to like the RS. BUT
> 
> The synths are pretty weak

Yes of course if you listen to them on cheap two german marks 
headphones...
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> The pads kind of suck

Washing ears can help wonders, the pads are wonderfull, with some 
tweaking they are really nice. My favourite "Slow Gas", with a bit 
detuning and a HPF, it´s highly musically.

> It is made of Plastic

So? The MPC too.

> The GRID programing mode sucks

Hm, but at least it works...surely not the way YOU want it.

> The sequencer sucks for real time. - Try to switch styles doing a 
> live set. HA HA

Well, that´s YOUR opinion. The sequencer is indeed much better, but 
you would only know if you would have used it for a while, which i 
guess you haven´t.

> The RS could have been pretty cool if it did'nt have all the same 

bugs as the RM1x But Yamaha is just like Roland.. A little stupid

>

Well, if the RS is just as good as the RM1x it is at least a very 
cool box and a lot of people will and do enjoy the better soundsets 
and the sampler and the better filters and fx.

> Buy the MPC Get a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord) And 
> make some dope tracks.

Or get a MC80 and a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord, roland, 
yamaha, emu, casio, kawai, vermona, MAM, TBS, novation, doepfer etc. 
pp.)
or simply buy what works best for you, if it´s an MPC, get one, if 
it´s something else, like the RS, fine. 

--Tom
| 2564|2543|2001-11-01 09:51:01|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> The synths are pretty weak
> Yes of course if you listen to them on cheap two german marks 
> headphones...

haha.

when i got my RS home i spent an hour or two messing with the patterns, master fx etc. Then I moved on to the synth sounds. I
was disappointed. The sounds were dull, muffled. I started thinking that they were dud, and that FX and EQ were making the
sounds 'nicer' for the patterns.

then i realised what an idiot i am and turned off the isolator.

cheers
dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2565|2543|2001-11-01 10:17:51|simon leclerc|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
on 11/1/01 11:48 AM, Atkinson, Daniel at datkinson@sevenww.co.uk wrote:

> then i realised what an idiot i am and turned off the isolator

What is the isolator ?

Simon
| 2566|2543|2001-11-01 10:19:55|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
agreed.

the trouble now is, the RS sounds so good, I'm having trouble going back to
using my other external synths! :)

mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk


B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 11:20 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

>sound advice from someone who uses aol for internet access.... ;)
>
>i have tried all kinds of combinations of gear, and tho my RS is only one 
>day old, i can see that with this thing i can make some quite decent music 
>in one box, then use that as a base for serious production on the PC with 
>other gear connected. The MPC is surely a nice box, but you can't just sit 
>down with it and make tunes right away. It needs loading with good samples,

>and that is no fun if you're short on time, and it needs outboard synth 
>gear to start doing some of the stuff that's possible on the RS.

i absolutely agree!
when i have an idea, i create immediately on rs7k, also on sounds that won't

be the definitive ones.
then i'll use the pc, i'll make re-mixes, i'll sample, BUT i have 
immediately the power to contruct my idea.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2567|2543|2001-11-01 10:19:58|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> then i realised what an idiot i am and turned off the isolator
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> What is the isolator ?

one of the master fx.... 

dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2568|2543|2001-11-01 10:22:29|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
He He :-)

I guess it's one of the master effect settings (ISOLATION)

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "simon leclerc" <bontrip@videotron.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 5:19 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

> on 11/1/01 11:48 AM, Atkinson, Daniel at datkinson@sevenww.co.uk wrote:
>
> > then i realised what an idiot i am and turned off the isolator
>
> What is the isolator ?
>
> Simon
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2569|2543|2001-11-01 10:23:51|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> the trouble now is, the RS sounds so good, I'm having trouble going back to
> using my other external synths! :)

well, great tho the RS is, i still need virtual analog synthesis for my massive leads.

last night was just for fun, but tonight it gets serious when I hook up the RS to my supernova 2, muhahaha...

dan 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2570|2543|2001-11-01 10:25:27|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> He He :-)
> 
> I guess it's one of the master effect settings (ISOLATION)
> Jez

haha, i was nearly there.

'the isolator' - sounds like a crap movie title or something.... :)

dan. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2571|2543|2001-11-01 10:26:03|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
yeah, my miroq, fizmo, and matrix 1k are getting lonely...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Atkinson, Daniel [mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 12:22 PM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

> the trouble now is, the RS sounds so good, I'm having trouble going back

to

> using my other external synths! :)

well, great tho the RS is, i still need virtual analog synthesis for my
massive leads.

last night was just for fun, but tonight it gets serious when I hook up the
RS to my supernova 2, muhahaha...

dan 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=622101151> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2572|2543|2001-11-01 10:30:15|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> > What is the isolator ?

i think when you feel alone....
'where is everyboddy ddy ddy dy dy d y y y y y y'
:P

marco

_________________________________________________________________
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2573|2543|2001-11-01 10:38:17|simon leclerc|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
on 11/1/01 12:30 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

>>> What is the isolator ?
> 
> i think when you feel alone....
> 'where is everyboddy ddy ddy dy dy d y y y y y y'
> :P
> 
> marco

Hahahaha :)

Well i felt alone on this one...just for a minute

Simon
| 2574|2543|2001-11-01 11:04:32|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
..mmmmm...
but BEFORE RS7K how do you sequenced all these synths...?
:)

>yeah, my miroq, fizmo, and matrix 1k are getting lonely...
>
>:)
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: Atkinson, Daniel [mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk]
>Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 12:22 PM
>To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
>
>
>
> > the trouble now is, the RS sounds so good, I'm having trouble going 
>back
>to
> > using my other external synths! :)
>
>well, great tho the RS is, i still need virtual analog synthesis for my
>massive leads.
>
>last night was just for fun, but tonight it gets serious when I hook up the
>RS to my supernova 2, muhahaha...
>
>dan
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
>44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085>
>
><http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupmai
>l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=622101151>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
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>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2575|2543|2001-11-01 11:07:42|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> >>> What is the isolator ?
> >
> > i think when you feel alone....
> > 'where is everyboddy ddy ddy dy dy d y y y y y y'
> > :P
> >
> > marco
>
>Hahahaha :)
>
>Well i felt alone on this one...just for a minute

well, these strange fxs sometimes has strange names that make me 
laught....haha..like the 'fractal noise generator' on tc electronic 
fireworks....it seems to me it has something to do with shit..:)

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2576|2543|2001-11-01 11:09:55|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
why the RM1x of course! :)

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 1:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

..mmmmm...
but BEFORE RS7K how do you sequenced all these synths...?
:)

>yeah, my miroq, fizmo, and matrix 1k are getting lonely...
>
>:)
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: Atkinson, Daniel [mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk]
>Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 12:22 PM
>To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
>
>
>
> > the trouble now is, the RS sounds so good, I'm having trouble going 
>back
>to
> > using my other external synths! :)
>
>well, great tho the RS is, i still need virtual analog synthesis for my
>massive leads.
>
>last night was just for fun, but tonight it gets serious when I hook up the
>RS to my supernova 2, muhahaha...
>
>dan
>
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>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032

1
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321

> 
>44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085

<http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> >

>
><http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupma

i
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupmai

> 
>l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=622101151>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> >

>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>

<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> >

>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>

<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> >

>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >

>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K
>Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 
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.asp?sc=14856015> Click Here! 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210675.1710593.3234377.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=806910/rand=438500355> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2577|2543|2001-11-01 11:18:00|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
...ah....
was it a good sequencer..?
:))))

>why the RM1x of course! :)
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
>Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 1:05 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
>
>
>
>..mmmmm...
>but BEFORE RS7K how do you sequenced all these synths...?
>:)
>
> >yeah, my miroq, fizmo, and matrix 1k are getting lonely...
> >
> >:)

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2578|2543|2001-11-01 11:20:21|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
hell yes! fantastic for live AND studio...

I'm sick of PC/Mac interfaces/problems...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 1:18 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL

...ah....
was it a good sequencer..?
:))))

>why the RM1x of course! :)
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com]
>Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 1:05 PM
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>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
>
>
>
>..mmmmm...
>but BEFORE RS7K how do you sequenced all these synths...?
>:)
>
> >yeah, my miroq, fizmo, and matrix 1k are getting lonely...
> >
> >:)

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1711797.3236134.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=829910940> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2579|2543|2001-11-01 12:01:38|synthe. labo|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

>hell yes! fantastic for live AND studio...
>
>I'm sick of PC/Mac interfaces/problems...

haha...i'm jocking
i used hardly my rm1-x for a year bf rs7k :)

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2580|2543|2001-11-01 12:02:35|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
ah. cool. sorry...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 2:02 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
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>hell yes! fantastic for live AND studio...
>
>I'm sick of PC/Mac interfaces/problems...

haha...i'm jocking
i used hardly my rm1-x for a year bf rs7k :)

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
<http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo> 

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3212089.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=766844/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-57f> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3212089.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=766844/rand=557958593> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2581|2543|2001-11-01 12:03:21|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> on 11/1/01 11:48 AM, Atkinson, Daniel at datkinson@s... wrote:
> 
> > then i realised what an idiot i am and turned off the isolator
> 
> What is the isolator ?
> 
> Simon

That´s one of the FX in the master-FX section, you can use that to 
isolate certain frequencies, similar to those DJ-mixer-frequence-
killer-knobs.

--tom
| 2582|2543|2001-11-01 12:04:31|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> agreed.
> 
> the trouble now is, the RS sounds so good, I'm having trouble going 

back to
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> using my other external synths! :)
> 
> B

What other external synths do you have?
| 2583|2540|2001-11-01 15:05:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: memory overflow?|
On Thursday 01 November 2001 16:38, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> oh, and I forget, is there a 'thin out CC data' on the RS like there was on
> the MC303?

Yes

- Robert
| 2584|2584|2001-11-02 02:18:10|bontrip@videotron.ca|RS7K FX|
What do you thing of the RS effects unit ?

Is it that far from something like the Lexicon MPX100 or
the Behringer DSP1000 ? 

Simon
| 2585|2545|2001-11-02 02:55:32|RB|Re: Memory compatibility|
For any of you in Europe looking for SIMMS - I got mine from
www.mrmemory.co.uk - I told them the exact specs and I got the right ones
first time.
| 2586|2545|2001-11-02 02:58:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory compatibility|
On Friday 02 November 2001 11:02, RB wrote:

> For any of you in Europe looking for SIMMS - I got mine from
> www.mrmemory.co.uk - I told them the exact specs and I got the right ones
> first time.

Thanks for this. What were the specs you gave them?

- Robert
| 2587|2545|2001-11-02 03:02:12|RB|Re: Memory compatibility|

> On Friday 02 November 2001 11:02, RB wrote:
>> For any of you in Europe looking for SIMMS - I got mine from
>> www.mrmemory.co.uk - I told them the exact specs and I got the right ones
>> first time.
> 
> Thanks for this. What were the specs you gave them?
> 
> - Robert

Just whatever it says in the manual - and they asked what machine it was for
(the guy I spoke to seemed familair with samplers etc.)
| 2588|2545|2001-11-02 03:47:42|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Memory compatibility|
did you get a good price on the simms?

dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2589|2589|2001-11-02 08:58:38|Atkinson, Daniel|preset phrase audition|
just a quick observation....

with the sequencer running and in pattern patch mode, it's possible to scroll through each phrase using the display knobs.
However, a newly selected phrase only triggers when the current one has finished playing, so you can't quickly audition
phrases.

so, for example, if i'm scrolling through hihat phrases, the current phrase is 8 measures long (and i don't like it), so i
scroll to the next phrase and then i have to sit through all 8 measures of the current phrase before the new one plays.

is there a way round this, or is this behaviour by design and i'm missing something?

dan.
| 2590|2590|2001-11-02 08:59:38|rog_linn@yahoo.co.uk|Sampling|
Hi all.

With the RS, can one assign a sample to all of the 16 tracks (memory 
permitting)? Also, what's the general feeling on the resampling 
option? Can one tap out a beat and sample it straight from the pads 
with effects or must it be recorded to a sequence first and then 
resampled?

I previously owned the original ASR-X and the resampling options were 



it's best feature. My tracks are almost all sample based, but I'm a 
sucker for all in one units. I've owned an ASR-X and and MPC2000XL 
and now have my new sampler search narrowed down to the RS or another 
(old) ASRX-Pro(!)

Thanks
| 2591|2589|2001-11-02 09:07:11|Bryan Rodgers|Re: preset phrase audition|
hit the <| button to restart the pattern.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Atkinson, Daniel [mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2001 10:56 AM
To: 'rs7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: [RS7000] preset phrase audition

just a quick observation....

with the sequencer running and in pattern patch mode, it's possible to
scroll through each phrase using the display knobs. However, a newly
selected phrase only triggers when the current one has finished playing, so
you can't quickly audition phrases.

so, for example, if i'm scrolling through hihat phrases, the current phrase
is 8 measures long (and i don't like it), so i scroll to the next phrase and
then i have to sit through all 8 measures of the current phrase before the
new one plays.

is there a way round this, or is this behaviour by design and i'm missing
something?

dan.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2592|2592|2001-11-02 09:58:33|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: And Shows|
Hey Guys.... If your into Electronic music and would like to see the RS7000 in action you can catch my band in Houston on
November 16....

Take Care ...

http://www.geocities.com/exceed_6_doses_band/Shows.html

http://www.geocities.com/exceed_6_doses_band/Shows.html


----- Original Message -----
From: Atkinson, Daniel
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2001 4:51 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Memory compatibility

did you get a good price on the simms?

dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2593|2589|2001-11-02 10:12:46|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: preset phrase audition|
oh, cool - hmmm, but i thought i tried that - maybe not. back to the drawing board this evening!

thanks,
dan.

-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca]
Sent: 02 November 2001 16:07
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] preset phrase audition

hit the <| button to restart the pattern.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Atkinson, Daniel [mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2001 10:56 AM
To: 'rs7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: [RS7000] preset phrase audition

just a quick observation....

with the sequencer running and in pattern patch mode, it's possible to
scroll through each phrase using the display knobs. However, a newly
selected phrase only triggers when the current one has finished playing, so
you can't quickly audition phrases.

so, for example, if i'm scrolling through hihat phrases, the current phrase
is 8 measures long (and i don't like it), so i scroll to the next phrase and
then i have to sit through all 8 measures of the current phrase before the
new one plays.

is there a way round this, or is this behaviour by design and i'm missing
something?

dan.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 
< http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls > 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org < http://www.rs7k.org > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com < http://www.motifator.com > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ < http://www.yamahasynth.com/ > 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
< http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2594|2594|2001-11-02 11:22:45|synthe. labo|blip|
hello
it's online a new track of mine, warp style one
if you have the time and the want, i would really like to have a feedback on 
this, it has been made in a fast way, but it has intricated rythm lines and 
synth lines

'blip'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=254732

or on http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo -> blip

rs7k + nord modular + echoplex

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=254732
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2595|2543|2001-11-02 11:47:02|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
Fantastic, so now i guess these are the only two boxes that are even 
in contention with each other. This is exactly the sort of debate i 
was looking for in my "Is the RS7K the best drum machine/sequencer 
out there?" thread, and if i'm not mistaken, it looks like the 
overall opinion is that it is.

you know, one thing this guy didn't mention was the drum sounds. 
Since i'd mostly be interested in taking advantage of those, can 
anyone help satiate me by confirming that they are in fact quality 
drum sounds? that the 63 drum kits aren't just slightly modified 
versions of each other to some degree (i hate it when they do that)
and finally that sequencing external synths (at least two) and 
internal sounds simultaneously (ie for a live setup) is possible?

thanks,

EQ

> > 
> > I would have liked to like the RS. BUT
> > 
> > The synths are pretty weak
> Yes of course if you listen to them on cheap two german marks 
> headphones...
> 
> > The pads kind of suck
> Washing ears can help wonders, the pads are wonderfull, with some 
> tweaking they are really nice. My favourite "Slow Gas", with a bit 
> detuning and a HPF, it´s highly musically.
> 
> > It is made of Plastic
> So? The MPC too.
> 
> > The GRID programing mode sucks
> Hm, but at least it works...surely not the way YOU want it.
> 
> > The sequencer sucks for real time. - Try to switch styles doing 

a 

> > live set. HA HA
> Well, that´s YOUR opinion. The sequencer is indeed much better, but 
> you would only know if you would have used it for a while, which i 
> guess you haven´t.
> 
> > The RS could have been pretty cool if it did'nt have all the same 
> bugs as the RM1x But Yamaha is just like Roland.. A little stupid
> >
> Well, if the RS is just as good as the RM1x it is at least a very 
> cool box and a lot of people will and do enjoy the better soundsets 
> and the sampler and the better filters and fx.
> 
> > Buy the MPC Get a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord) And 
> > make some dope tracks.
> Or get a MC80 and a few good synths (waldorf, access, nord, roland, 
> yamaha, emu, casio, kawai, vermona, MAM, TBS, novation, doepfer 

etc. 

> pp.)
> or simply buy what works best for you, if it´s an MPC, get one, if 
> it´s something else, like the RS, fine. 
> 
> --Tom

| 2596|2596|2001-11-02 11:49:29|kudos|control/edit with PC software|
Hi everyone,
is there PC software to control and edit the RS7000 in the same way Yamaha's SW1000 and it's expansion boards are controlled
with XG Works/XG Edit and add-on software for the expansion boards.

Rather than viewing all your input on the RS7000's 'LCD' it could be viewed on your PC monitor aswell as total tweakability of
the device all from ones PC.

Q. Does this software exist..if NOT has Yamaha got plans for such software?
P.S.
I know this is a hands on device but for use in your bedroom studio built around your sequencing software (Cubase) and PC I

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


think would produce maximum efficiency and results.

Kudos

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2597|2596|2001-11-02 12:00:33|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: control/edit with PC software|
good idea !!

sound diver springs to mind

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "kudos" <kudos@tinyonline.co.uk>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2001 6:49 PM
Subject: [RS7000] control/edit with PC software

> Hi everyone,
> is there PC software to control and edit the RS7000 in
the same way Yamaha's SW1000 and it's expansion boards are controlled with
XG Works/XG Edit and add-on software for the expansion boards.
>
> Rather than viewing all your input on the RS7000's 'LCD' it could be
viewed on your PC monitor aswell as total tweakability of the device all
from ones PC.
>
> Q. Does this software exist..if NOT has Yamaha got plans for such
software?
> P.S.
> I know this is a hands on device but for use in your bedroom studio built
around your sequencing software (Cubase) and PC I think would produce
maximum efficiency and results.
>
> Kudos
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2598|2594|2001-11-02 13:59:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: blip|
On Friday 02 November 2001 19:22, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello
> it's online a new track of mine, warp style one
> if you have the time and the want, i would really like to have a feedback
> on this, it has been made in a fast way, but it has intricated rythm lines
> and synth lines
>
> 'blip'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&cob=0&bid=254732
>
> or on http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo -> blip
>
> rs7k + nord modular + echoplex

*Very* nice, Marco!
Looks like the RS has some work to do. ;)
I have to listen to the other songs as well.
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Please, if you want, could you give us a making-of description of this song? 

- Robert

>
> ciao-marco
>
>
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2599|2594|2001-11-02 14:44:42|Biomech|Re: blip|
Marco,

Your song sounds great! Please give us some insight into how you 
created this song. I am especially interested in the drums. I've 
always liked Aphex Twin and Squarepusher but I've never tried to make 
a track like this.

Good job.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> hello
> it's online a new track of mine, warp style one
> if you have the time and the want, i would really like to have a 
feedback on 
> this, it has been made in a fast way, but it has intricated rythm 
lines and 
> synth lines
> 
> 'blip'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
modo=1&cob=0&bid=254732
> 
> or on http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo -> blip
> 
> rs7k + nord modular + echoplex
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 2600|2594|2001-11-02 15:03:00|simon leclerc|Re: blip|
Hi Marco,

Could you tell me with which software i can listen
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to your song. Apparently, it does not work with Real Player

Thanx

on 11/2/01 4:44 PM, Biomech at biomecha@bellatlantic.net wrote:

>> hello
>> it's online a new track of mine, warp style one
>> if you have the time and the want, i would really like to have a
> feedback on 
>> this, it has been made in a fast way, but it has intricated rythm
> lines and 
>> synth lines
>> 
>> 'blip'
>> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?
> modo=1&cob=0&bid=254732
>> 
>> or on http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo -> blip
>> 
>> rs7k + nord modular + echoplex
>> 
>> ciao-marco

| 2601|2596|2001-11-02 18:41:18|bionic@pandora.be|RS7000 and CUBASE VST|
Hi,

How do you use the rs7k with cubase? I tried to use him as a slave, 
but that's not my thing. I just hate the pattern-shit and all that 
tapping till you have your groove right. Vst is a lot easier to do 
that and you have a vision that's unmachable with the little screen. 
of the rs7k. 
I would like to hear some experiences of other users with cubase vst 
and the rs7k.

Spiv
| 2602|2596|2001-11-03 01:40:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST|
On Saturday 03 November 2001 02:41, bionic@pandora.be wrote:

> Hi,
>
> How do you use the rs7k with cubase? I tried to use him as a slave,
> but that's not my thing. I just hate the pattern-shit and all that
> tapping till you have your groove right. Vst is a lot easier to do
> that and you have a vision that's unmachable with the little screen.
> of the rs7k.
> I would like to hear some experiences of other users with cubase vst
> and the rs7k.

Well, one of the RS's strong points is its hardware sequencer section. So 
what are you after? You can use the RS as a multitibral synth/sampler over 
midi, just like any other synth.

- Robert
| 2603|2596|2001-11-03 03:35:02|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST/recording|
hiya yall 
Robert....not sure if you own one yet but ...or anyone ..HELP!!
im trying to record midi in cubase..on all 16 channels while jamming 
live with the RS.....my problem is that 1) i can only switch on 4 
channles of midi to record enable ...but 2) it only records all the 
midi on one channel as well.......... so this sucks ass.....obviously

Does anyone use cubase out there and tried to record all 16 channels 
of the RS in "seperate" midi tracks in cubase???????????

make sense??

thanks for your replys ahead of time!!!
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 03 November 2001 02:41, bionic@p... wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > How do you use the rs7k with cubase? I tried to use him as a 
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slave,
> > but that's not my thing. I just hate the pattern-shit and all that
> > tapping till you have your groove right. Vst is a lot easier to do
> > that and you have a vision that's unmachable with the little 
screen.
> > of the rs7k.
> > I would like to hear some experiences of other users with cubase 
vst
> > and the rs7k.
> 
> Well, one of the RS's strong points is its hardware sequencer 
section. So 
> what are you after? You can use the RS as a multitibral 
synth/sampler over 
> midi, just like any other synth.
> 
> - Robert

| 2604|2596|2001-11-03 03:54:58|supertramp216@yahoo.com|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> How do you use the rs7k with cubase? I tried to use him as a slave, 
> but that's not my thing. I just hate the pattern-shit and all that 
> tapping till you have your groove right. Vst is a lot easier to do 
> that and you have a vision that's unmachable with the little 

screen. 

> of the rs7k. 
> I would like to hear some experiences of other users with cubase 

vst 

> and the rs7k.
> 
> Spiv

Spiv

How long have you had your RS7? It sounds like not very long. These 
boxes can be faster than working on computer if you spend some time 
with it and figure out which is the best way for you to work. It 
sounds like you are using the step or grid mode to build your 
grooves. Personally, I never use those modes. Instead I record the 
groove in real time, then I tighten up the groove in the edit 
submode (I also don't quantize too much). I have one of the early 
versions of cubase, but I haven't used since I bought my Rm1x(which 
is now an RS7). Don't give up on it yet.

Alex
| 2605|2596|2001-11-03 05:35:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST/recording|
On Saturday 03 November 2001 11:34, oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> hiya yall
> Robert....not sure if you own one yet but ...or anyone ..HELP!!

Hi Ivan, yes I do own an RS. :)

> im trying to record midi in cubase..on all 16 channels while jamming
> live with the RS.....my problem is that 1) i can only switch on 4
> channles of midi to record enable ...but 2) it only records all the
> midi on one channel as well.......... so this sucks ass.....obviously
>
> Does anyone use cubase out there and tried to record all 16 channels
> of the RS in "seperate" midi tracks in cubase???????????

I used to be a Cubase user before I turned to hardware sequencers, and I'n 
now working with Logic, so I'm no longer familiar with Cubase. But you don't 
need multi-track midi recording to record your stuff while playing the RS. 
Simply record on one Cubase midi track, recording midi events of all of the 
16 RS tracks. Make sure the midi chan number of that single Cubase track says 
'All' and not a specific midi channel number (not doing so would channelize 
all midi events to the specified midi channel).

Afterwards, you can 'split' the single Cubase track into 16 separate tracks, 
based on the midi channel number of the recorded events. Cubase provides such 
a function.

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


- Robert
| 2606|2596|2001-11-03 07:47:07|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST|

----- Original Message -----
From: <supertramp216@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2001 10:54 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST

> --- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > How do you use the rs7k with cubase? I tried to use him as a slave,
> > but that's not my thing. I just hate the pattern-shit and all that
> > tapping till you have your groove right. Vst is a lot easier to do
> > that and you have a vision that's unmachable with the little
> screen.
> > of the rs7k.
> > I would like to hear some experiences of other users with cubase
> vst
> > and the rs7k.
> >
> > Spiv
> Spiv
>

Yup me too spiv and Ive (hi Ivan weve spoke about this before ;)

I am wanting to do exactly the same

* jam along (either live or completed song) on the rs7000 while recording in
cubase
* tweek all the midi after recording
* convert all the midi tracks to audio tracks in cubase
* add vsti and effects on the audio tracks and/or new tracks
* master and burn

This is my ideal way of working........... wonderful.......... If I could
bloody do it????

Jez

| 2607|2596|2001-11-03 13:35:55|RB|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST|

> I am wanting to do exactly the same
> 
> * jam along (either live or completed song) on the rs7000 while recording in
> cubase
> * tweek all the midi after recording
> * convert all the midi tracks to audio tracks in cubase
> * add vsti and effects on the audio tracks and/or new tracks
> * master and burn
> 
> This is my ideal way of working........... wonderful.......... If I could
> bloody do it????
> 
> Jez

Which bit can't you do?

Richard Brown
| 2608|2608|2001-11-04 02:12:42|corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com|SCSI ZIP-Problem|
Hi!

Yesterday I finally got my SCSI cable! I was really anxious to 
connect my beloved RS7000 to the SCSI/Parallel ZIP-drive, but when I 
got home I found out that the cable I bought had a male-end, where my 
ZIP-drive wanted a female... Fortunately I had a gender-changer lying 
around somewhere and when I connected the drive I was happy to see 
that the RS7000 immediatly recognized the ZIP. I formatted one of my 
disks as a RS7000-disk.

I programmed a little rythm-track and saved it to disk as a pattern 
and as an 'all'-file. Everything seemed to work, but after resetting 
the machine and loading the pattern again, I found out that the rythm 
had been saved, but not the programs I saved with it. I loaded 
the 'all'-file to find out that this was also only the note-date and 
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not the program-data.

I loaded another disk with some WAV-files on it. My RS7000 recognized 
the files and did seem to load them, but there was nothing in the 
memory.

I tested the SCSI but got 'NG' (NOT GOOD?) as a reply. My RS7000 has 
OS-version 1.11. The ZIP-drive did work with my MPC2000, the SCSI-
cable is a new cable.

Have these problems got to do with the gender-changer or is this some 
other problem?

Thanx for answering!

Corwin
| 2609|2608|2001-11-04 02:19:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
Hi Corwin,

a bad SCSI setup can lean to al kinds of weird problems. The gender-changer 
can be responsible indeed, maybe not all the pens are connected. Better get 
yourself another cable.

But one other thing: did you correctly terminate the SCSI zip drive?

Anyway, the NG result from the SCSI test is Not Good. ;) You'll have to fix 
your SCSI setup.

- Robert

On Sunday 04 November 2001 10:12, corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com wrote:
> Hi!
>
> Yesterday I finally got my SCSI cable! I was really anxious to
> connect my beloved RS7000 to the SCSI/Parallel ZIP-drive, but when I
> got home I found out that the cable I bought had a male-end, where my
> ZIP-drive wanted a female... Fortunately I had a gender-changer lying
> around somewhere and when I connected the drive I was happy to see
> that the RS7000 immediatly recognized the ZIP. I formatted one of my
> disks as a RS7000-disk.
>
> I programmed a little rythm-track and saved it to disk as a pattern
> and as an 'all'-file. Everything seemed to work, but after resetting
> the machine and loading the pattern again, I found out that the rythm
> had been saved, but not the programs I saved with it. I loaded
> the 'all'-file to find out that this was also only the note-date and
> not the program-data.
>
> I loaded another disk with some WAV-files on it. My RS7000 recognized
> the files and did seem to load them, but there was nothing in the
> memory.
>
> I tested the SCSI but got 'NG' (NOT GOOD?) as a reply. My RS7000 has
> OS-version 1.11. The ZIP-drive did work with my MPC2000, the SCSI-
> cable is a new cable.
>
> Have these problems got to do with the gender-changer or is this some
> other problem?
>
> Thanx for answering!
>
> Corwin
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
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>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2610|2608|2001-11-04 03:03:28|corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
Hi Robbert,

Thanx for your fast answer.

All the pins in the gender-changer are connected, the first thing
I checked when these problems occured.

The SCSI ZIP is a terminator by itself. When I used it with my
MPC2000 it worked perfectly.

The really weird thing is, is that whatever SCSI ID I choose
on the ZIP (either 5 or 6), the RS7000 always identifies it
as 6. And why does it seem to save everything as it should
but when loading only the note-date is saved. I don't get it...
either it works or it fails... Could this really be a SCSI-problem?

I guess I have to get another cable (bummer, these things are
50 guilders...)

Cheerz,

Corwin

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Hi Corwin,
> 
> a bad SCSI setup can lean to al kinds of weird problems. The gender-
changer 
> can be responsible indeed, maybe not all the pens are connected. 
Better get 
> yourself another cable.
> 
> But one other thing: did you correctly terminate the SCSI zip drive?
> 
> Anyway, the NG result from the SCSI test is Not Good. ;) You'll 
have to fix 
> your SCSI setup.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Sunday 04 November 2001 10:12, corwinwinkelman@h... wrote:
> > Hi!
> >
> > Yesterday I finally got my SCSI cable! I was really anxious to
> > connect my beloved RS7000 to the SCSI/Parallel ZIP-drive, but 
when I
> > got home I found out that the cable I bought had a male-end, 
where my
> > ZIP-drive wanted a female... Fortunately I had a gender-changer 
lying
> > around somewhere and when I connected the drive I was happy to see
> > that the RS7000 immediatly recognized the ZIP. I formatted one of 
my
> > disks as a RS7000-disk.
> >
> > I programmed a little rythm-track and saved it to disk as a 
pattern
> > and as an 'all'-file. Everything seemed to work, but after 
resetting
> > the machine and loading the pattern again, I found out that the 
rythm
> > had been saved, but not the programs I saved with it. I loaded
> > the 'all'-file to find out that this was also only the note-date 
and
> > not the program-data.
> >
> > I loaded another disk with some WAV-files on it. My RS7000 
recognized
> > the files and did seem to load them, but there was nothing in the
> > memory.
> >
> > I tested the SCSI but got 'NG' (NOT GOOD?) as a reply. My RS7000 
has
> > OS-version 1.11. The ZIP-drive did work with my MPC2000, the SCSI-
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> > cable is a new cable.
> >
> > Have these problems got to do with the gender-changer or is this 
some
> > other problem?
> >
> > Thanx for answering!
> >
> > Corwin
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2611|2608|2001-11-04 03:18:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
On Sunday 04 November 2001 11:03, corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hi Robbert,
>
> Thanx for your fast answer.
>
> All the pins in the gender-changer are connected, the first thing
> I checked when these problems occured.

I nevertheless don't like the idea of a gender changer on a SCSI cable. Maybe 
the wiring/sheilding is not prepared for the SCSI signals. The gender changer 
is probably meant for serial cables, right?

>
> The SCSI ZIP is a terminator by itself. When I used it with my
> MPC2000 it worked perfectly.

Okay.

>
> The really weird thing is, is that whatever SCSI ID I choose
> on the ZIP (either 5 or 6), the RS7000 always identifies it
> as 6. 

NOT good. The ID should be correctly identified.

> And why does it seem to save everything as it should
> but when loading only the note-date is saved. I don't get it...
> either it works or it fails... Could this really be a SCSI-problem?

Well the SCSI test NG result implies that there's a SCSI problem. This was 
the RS test I assume? I would certainly at least try another cable. SCSI 
setup errors can be really weird.

What exactly did you miss in the pattern and All file? The mixer settings?

>
> I guess I have to get another cable (bummer, these things are
> 50 guilders...)

Dutch? Try a Memo shop, they usally have low priced cables.
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- Robert
| 2612|2608|2001-11-04 05:33:13|corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
Hi Robbert,

I've been browsing on the net for a while and I think I found
the cause of the problem. The ZIP-drive I'm using is a ZIP-plus.
This is the one Iomega took from the shelves just after they 
released it, because the drive appeared unreliable.

It always worked flawlessly with my MPC2000, but in that setup 
I used the original SCSI-I Iomega-cable. Because the RS7000
has a SCSI-II connector I bought a new SCSI-I -> SCSI-II 
cable. Via Google I found a message in an old usergroup that
using cabling other than the Iomega-one could lead to problems 
with the ZIP-plus.

So... I think I have to buy another ZIP-drive... Let's check
marktplaats...

Thanx again!

Corwin

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 04 November 2001 11:03, corwinwinkelman@h... wrote:
> > Hi Robbert,
> >
> > Thanx for your fast answer.
> >
> > All the pins in the gender-changer are connected, the first thing
> > I checked when these problems occured.
> 
> I nevertheless don't like the idea of a gender changer on a SCSI 
cable. Maybe 
> the wiring/sheilding is not prepared for the SCSI signals. The 
gender changer 
> is probably meant for serial cables, right?
> 
> >
> > The SCSI ZIP is a terminator by itself. When I used it with my
> > MPC2000 it worked perfectly.
> 
> Okay.
> 
> >
> > The really weird thing is, is that whatever SCSI ID I choose
> > on the ZIP (either 5 or 6), the RS7000 always identifies it
> > as 6. 
> 
> NOT good. The ID should be correctly identified.
> 
> > And why does it seem to save everything as it should
> > but when loading only the note-date is saved. I don't get it...
> > either it works or it fails... Could this really be a SCSI-
problem?
> 
> Well the SCSI test NG result implies that there's a SCSI problem. 
This was 
> the RS test I assume? I would certainly at least try another cable. 
SCSI 
> setup errors can be really weird.
> 
> What exactly did you miss in the pattern and All file? The mixer 
settings?
> 
> >
> > I guess I have to get another cable (bummer, these things are
> > 50 guilders...)
> 
> Dutch? Try a Memo shop, they usally have low priced cables.
> 
> - Robert

| 2613|2594|2001-11-04 09:54:44|synthe. labo|Re: blip|
thank you! ;)
well, i've build the rythm starting from the hit-hats: i made a track with 
those 32th notes, and another one similar but with a different rythm, these 
two made first by hands, then quantized, then i added notes in step record 
mode;



then i made a track with kick and snare, quantized it, and applied a 
loop-remix with 'rolls'; the same for another; so i played with the pitch 
of these ones and here comes the intricated structure.
i've recorded a loop on the echoplex with Nord Modular, the pad/atmospheric 
sound that starts before the middle of the track;
then i setted all rs7k on global V-Dist on Fuzz mode, but not too distorted, 
just a bit noisy, and i increased it from the middle to the end of the 
track.
then when i performed live the track i added by my hands notes on the whole 
on NM, with those sound that reminds me oceans and big spaces.
so at the end, i prepared a full pattern, then i acted as always with mutes 
etc and added realtimes notes from Nord Mod.
the first synth sound, that low one with lfo in syncro with midi clock is a 
bass from rs7k!!!
the function of bpm synchro lfo's on sounds with a big release is wiked.

ciao-marco

>*Very* nice, Marco!
>Looks like the RS has some work to do. ;)
>I have to listen to the other songs as well.

>Please, if you want, could you give us a making-of description of this 
> >song?

>- Robert

---------------------------------

>Marco,
>
>Your song sounds great! Please give us some insight into how you
>created this song. I am especially interested in the drums. I've
>always liked Aphex Twin and Squarepusher but I've never tried to make
>a track like this.
>
>Good job.
>
>Biomech

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2614|2594|2001-11-04 09:57:11|synthe. labo|Re: blip|

>Hi Marco,
>
>Could you tell me with which software i can listen
>to your song. Apparently, it does not work with Real Player
>
>Thanx

hello
well, it's a normal mp3...probably you had problems downloading it.
try to go at
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
and download the track 'blip'.
then with Winamp you could do listen to it.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2615|2608|2001-11-04 10:29:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
On Sunday 04 November 2001 13:33, corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hi Robbert,
>
> I've been browsing on the net for a while and I think I found
> the cause of the problem. The ZIP-drive I'm using is a ZIP-plus.
> This is the one Iomega took from the shelves just after they
> released it, because the drive appeared unreliable.
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Oops.

>
> It always worked flawlessly with my MPC2000, but in that setup
> I used the original SCSI-I Iomega-cable. Because the RS7000
> has a SCSI-II connector I bought a new SCSI-I -> SCSI-II
> cable. Via Google I found a message in an old usergroup that
> using cabling other than the Iomega-one could lead to problems
> with the ZIP-plus.

Yikes. 

>
> So... I think I have to buy another ZIP-drive... Let's check
> marktplaats...

Hehe. Maybe it's cheaper (you're Dutch, let's face it ;) to buy a good 
adapter for the original Iomega cable. But you'll never know if it will work. 
I wouldn't trust that drive anyway. Ever concidered an MO drive?

- Robert
| 2616|2594|2001-11-04 10:33:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: blip|
Thanks for explaining Marco. 
Great info.

- Robert

On Sunday 04 November 2001 17:54, synthe. labo wrote:
> thank you! ;)
> well, i've build the rythm starting from the hit-hats: i made a track with
> those 32th notes, and another one similar but with a different rythm, these
> two made first by hands, then quantized, then i added notes in step record
> mode;
> then i made a track with kick and snare, quantized it, and applied a
> loop-remix with 'rolls'; the same for another; so i played with the pitch
> of these ones and here comes the intricated structure.
> i've recorded a loop on the echoplex with Nord Modular, the pad/atmospheric
> sound that starts before the middle of the track;
> then i setted all rs7k on global V-Dist on Fuzz mode, but not too
> distorted, just a bit noisy, and i increased it from the middle to the end
> of the track.
> then when i performed live the track i added by my hands notes on the whole
> on NM, with those sound that reminds me oceans and big spaces.
> so at the end, i prepared a full pattern, then i acted as always with mutes
> etc and added realtimes notes from Nord Mod.
> the first synth sound, that low one with lfo in syncro with midi clock is a
> bass from rs7k!!!
> the function of bpm synchro lfo's on sounds with a big release is wiked.
>
> ciao-marco
>
> >*Very* nice, Marco!
> >Looks like the RS has some work to do. ;)
> >I have to listen to the other songs as well.
> >
> >Please, if you want, could you give us a making-of description of this
> >
> > >song?
> >
> >- Robert
>
> ---------------------------------
>
> >Marco,
> >
> >Your song sounds great! Please give us some insight into how you
> >created this song. I am especially interested in the drums. I've
> >always liked Aphex Twin and Squarepusher but I've never tried to make
> >a track like this.
> >
> >Good job.
> >
> >Biomech
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo



> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2617|2594|2001-11-04 13:10:02|simon leclerc|Re: blip|
on 11/4/01 11:57 AM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

>> Hi Marco,
>> 
>> Could you tell me with which software i can listen
>> to your song. Apparently, it does not work with Real Player
>> 
>> Thanx
> 
> hello
> well, it's a normal mp3...probably you had problems downloading it.
> try to go at
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> and download the track 'blip'.
> then with Winamp you could do listen to it.
> 
> ciao-marco

I resolved the problem by getting rid of RealPlayer and downloaded
MacAMP ;)

I like your song Marco.
I like the progression from middle to end.
The atmospheric parts are fine too.
It has this WARP RECORDS sound :)

Keep up the good work,

Simon
| 2618|2549|2001-11-04 14:37:12|midivantranz@yahoo.com|RS7000 for sale|
Used once its in perfect condition, but i got liad off and I need the 
money, only $1199 plus $15 shipping with-in USA, please contact 
midivantranz@yahoo.com
ps..I also have some 32mb SIMM chips for sale if interested, thanks!
| 2619|2543|2001-11-04 14:43:45|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> you know, one thing this guy didn't mention was the drum sounds. 

Who do you mean with "this guy"?

> Since i'd mostly be interested in taking advantage of those, can 
> anyone help satiate me by confirming that they are in fact quality 
> drum sounds? 

Well, if you like them or not is again a question of personal taste. 
Some people here said, that they sound too enhanced, too compressed, 
other people are quite happy with them.

Personally i have to say i like them. You get all kinds of sets and 
even if you don´t like them at all, you still can use sampled kits.

Best judge can only be you, when you testdrive a RS7000.

> that the 63 drum kits aren't just slightly modified 
> versions of each other to some degree (i hate it when they do that)
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Well to some degree they are just slightly modified. 
But you can always resample them with FX and create new drumkits, so 
honestly there are not 63...there are 63+ unlimited number of 
drumkits.

> and finally that sequencing external synths (at least two) and 
> internal sounds simultaneously (ie for a live setup) is possible?

Of course that is possible! The RS is a hardware sequencer!

> thanks,

You´re welcome.

Tom
| 2620|2543|2001-11-04 22:56:59|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
By "this guy" i meant the guy who was trashing the RS. I like that 
thick compressed drum sound, and since thats what i'll mainly be 
using it for i think i'll be pleased (just like you'd use an MPC 
mainly for drums and drum-sized samples), and yeah i've demoed the RS 
a few times already, as well as the MPC2KXL. And i think you answered 
all my questions except one, so thanks again. 

And of course that last question is... which is better overall? After 
demoing, reading hundreds of reviews for both, comparing specs, and 
so on, i still can't decide. Considering the fact that i'm about to 
buy one or the other, it couldn't have come at a worse time.

Another thing that might factor into this is MIDI capabilities, and 
especially potential setbacks. If i know that one of them has 
problems clocking other equipment i'll know right away its the one i 
don't want. One of the reasons i'm completely anti-PC sequencing is 
the horribly frustrating MIDI lag. Live pa should sound so tight that 
its all coming from one piece of kit. 

Any help for me to make this increasingly difficult decision would be 
greatly appreciated.

> > you know, one thing this guy didn't mention was the drum sounds. 
> Who do you mean with "this guy"?
> 
> > Since i'd mostly be interested in taking advantage of those, can 
> > anyone help satiate me by confirming that they are in fact 

quality 

> > drum sounds? 
> Well, if you like them or not is again a question of personal 

taste. 

> Some people here said, that they sound too enhanced, too 

compressed, 

> other people are quite happy with them.
> 
> Personally i have to say i like them. You get all kinds of sets and 
> even if you don´t like them at all, you still can use sampled kits.
> 
> Best judge can only be you, when you testdrive a RS7000.
> 
> > that the 63 drum kits aren't just slightly modified 
> > versions of each other to some degree (i hate it when they do 

that)

> Well to some degree they are just slightly modified. 
> But you can always resample them with FX and create new drumkits, 

so 

> honestly there are not 63...there are 63+ unlimited number of 
> drumkits.
> 
> > and finally that sequencing external synths (at least two) and 
> > internal sounds simultaneously (ie for a live setup) is possible?
> Of course that is possible! The RS is a hardware sequencer!
> 
> > thanks,



> You´re welcome.
> 
> Tom

| 2621|2596|2001-11-05 02:01:53|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: RS7000 and CUBASE VST/recording|
Robert,

thanks for the reply i'm gonna try that one today !!!!!!!
cheers,
I

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 03 November 2001 11:34, oscillate64@h... wrote:
> > hiya yall
> > Robert....not sure if you own one yet but ...or anyone ..HELP!!
> 
> Hi Ivan, yes I do own an RS. :)
> 
> > im trying to record midi in cubase..on all 16 channels while 
jamming
> > live with the RS.....my problem is that 1) i can only switch on 4
> > channles of midi to record enable ...but 2) it only records all 
the
> > midi on one channel as well.......... so this sucks 
ass.....obviously
> >
> > Does anyone use cubase out there and tried to record all 16 
channels
> > of the RS in "seperate" midi tracks in cubase???????????
> 
> I used to be a Cubase user before I turned to hardware sequencers, 
and I'n 
> now working with Logic, so I'm no longer familiar with Cubase. But 
you don't 
> need multi-track midi recording to record your stuff while playing 
the RS. 
> Simply record on one Cubase midi track, recording midi events of 
all of the 
> 16 RS tracks. Make sure the midi chan number of that single Cubase 
track says 
> 'All' and not a specific midi channel number (not doing so would 
channelize 
> all midi events to the specified midi channel).
> 
> Afterwards, you can 'split' the single Cubase track into 16 
separate tracks, 
> based on the midi channel number of the recorded events. Cubase 
provides such 
> a function.
> 
> - Robert

| 2622|2543|2001-11-05 02:13:29|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> And of course that last question is... which is better overall? 

Well, that´s a question, that only you can answer, after trying both.
Of course i think the RS is better for sequencing purposes, since it 
offers a for a hardware sequencer almost luxury MIDI-functions for 
editing and sequencing. The MPC-sequencer is rather a basic one, plus 
the LC-Display is kinda small and the rubber pads are... well..., not 
so great for editing notes.

After 

> demoing, reading hundreds of reviews for both, comparing specs, and 
> so on, i still can't decide. Considering the fact that i'm about to 
> buy one or the other, it couldn't have come at a worse time.

Maybe you should get the RS first and ask your dealer if you can 
return it and exchange it with a MPC if you don´t like it?

> 
> Another thing that might factor into this is MIDI capabilities, and 
> especially potential setbacks. If i know that one of them has 
> problems clocking other equipment i'll know right away its the one 

i 



> don't want. 

So far, i had no problems with the RS. Yesterday i did a little two 
hour jam session with a friend, we used the RS hooked to my AN1x and 
had no problems so far. Indeed the RS timing is rocksolid and this 
box grooves like idontknowwhat...
If used properly, you should get all the girls on the dancefloor...:D

> Any help for me to make this increasingly difficult decision would 

be 

> greatly appreciated.

Well, we are trying, aren´t we?
;)

--Tom
| 2623|2543|2001-11-05 02:36:40|RB|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|

> Another thing that might factor into this is MIDI capabilities, and
> especially potential setbacks. If i know that one of them has
> problems clocking other equipment i'll know right away its the one i
> don't want. 

There is a bug on the MPC2000XL - when you're sending out MIDI clock,
there's a small delay from hitting PLAY to the unit actually starting.

This is only a problem for me as I mix sequencers and vinyl and so stop and
start a lot - if you're only pressing PLAY once at the start of a gig then
it may not bother you.

As an aside the only thing I miss from the MPC is the way you can see the
names of all 16 tracks at once and use the pads to mute/unmute them - great
for live jamming. (There's a simlair mode on the RS, but you only see the
tracks by phrase number not name - not so good live).

The thing I DON'T miss from the MPC is it's dumb 128 samples-in-memory limit
- that's only 2 full programs worth(!), so putting big live sets together
has always been a compromise.

If I had to buy one or the other today I'd go for the RS7000 - I'd treat the
onboard sounds as a bonus, though, and not a reason for buying - you get NO
onboard sounds with the MPC remember. Also the sample manipulation
(filters,fx etc) is streets ahead on the RS.

As an aside I'll be interested to see how often Yamaha update the OS for the
RS7000 - Akai haven't brought out an update for the MPC2000 or 2000XL for at
least a year. Anyone know what Yamaha's record is for other OS-upgradeable
products?

Richard Brown
| 2624|2543|2001-11-05 03:06:49|Thomas|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> As an aside I'll be interested to see how often Yamaha update the 

OS for the

> RS7000 - Akai haven't brought out an update for the MPC2000 or 

2000XL for at

> least a year. Anyone know what Yamaha's record is for other OS-

upgradeable

> products?
> 
> Richard Brown

Yamaha is (just like Akai) not very well known for their fast OS-
updates, but the past has always shown that Yamaha will make an 
update. Ok, SU700 or FS1r-owners didn´t get one, but the A3000 got a 
major update, as well as the AN1x, or the EX5, and IIRC the RM1x got 
one too. The RS is so far the first product from Yamaha that has a 
upgradeable Flash-ROM. Yamaha announced already on www.motifator.com 
that there are two updates on the way: a bug fix one and a major 
update which will include new features for the RS. I don´t believe we 
will see either one before 2002, but that is ok. So far you can 



already work very well with the RS and it does what it was built for.

--Tom
| 2625|2608|2001-11-05 08:51:18|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|

> > And why does it seem to save everything as it should
> > but when loading only the note-date is saved. I don't get it...
> > either it works or it fails... 

i get this also. 
the note data will be saved but the program data not.
appears to happen intermentinetly.
even having as an 'ALL' file.
what 'mixer seting' am i missin?
cuz i tseems to happen randomly
thanx

kusser
| 2626|2543|2001-11-05 09:06:18|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
Then i've made my decision. The way i PA is i load up my tracks one 
by one on each piece of kit, and when the track is done i mix onto 
computer or another external source like CDJ or vinyl, then mix back 
onto the PA when the next track is loaded. Some kit has a feature 
called cue list that lets you play out one track after another but 
the problem with that is that there's no mixing involved, so the 
change between tracks is pretty abrupt and noticeable. Also some kit 
doesn't have this feature at all so i don't know how i would make a 
full seamless PA without using my method or using a PC sequencer 
(which is definitely not an option for me). That means that i would 
indeed be pressing the start button alot. 

RS it is then, thanks guys, you'll probably be seeing me alot more on 
the list in a few weeks when i pick mine up. I'm going to go demo it 
again today.

EQ

> > Another thing that might factor into this is MIDI capabilities, 

and

> > especially potential setbacks. If i know that one of them has
> > problems clocking other equipment i'll know right away its the 

one i

> > don't want. 
> 
> There is a bug on the MPC2000XL - when you're sending out MIDI 

clock,

> there's a small delay from hitting PLAY to the unit actually 

starting.

> 
> This is only a problem for me as I mix sequencers and vinyl and so 

stop and

> start a lot - if you're only pressing PLAY once at the start of a 

gig then

> it may not bother you.
>

| 2627|2608|2001-11-05 10:47:32|Thomas|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> > > And why does it seem to save everything as it should
> > > but when loading only the note-date is saved. I don't get it...
> > > either it works or it fails... 
> 
> i get this also. 
> the note data will be saved but the program data not.
> appears to happen intermentinetly.
> even having as an 'ALL' file.



> what 'mixer seting' am i missin?
> cuz i tseems to happen randomly
> thanx
> 
> kusser

| 2628|2608|2001-11-05 10:51:57|Thomas|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> the note data will be saved but the program data not.
> appears to happen intermentinetly.
> even having as an 'ALL' file.

How do you load your data? With "ALL" or with "ALL + System"?

> cuz i tseems to happen randomly

Maybe you forgot to choose "ALL + System" in the Load menu...

--Tom
| 2629|2608|2001-11-05 10:55:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
On Monday 05 November 2001 18:51, Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:
> > the note data will be saved but the program data not.
> > appears to happen intermentinetly.
> > even having as an 'ALL' file.
>
> How do you load your data? With "ALL" or with "ALL + System"?
>
> > cuz i tseems to happen randomly
>
> Maybe you forgot to choose "ALL + System" in the Load menu...
>
> --Tom

Please explain guys - as I'm confused - what exactly are you missing? What do 
you mean by 'program data' that is missing?

- Robert
| 2630|2608|2001-11-05 12:26:10|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|

> Please explain guys - as I'm confused - what exactly are you 

missing? What do 

> you mean by 'program data' that is missing?

by program data i'm talking about which drumkit/instrumnets/ etc are 
assigned to that trk. sometimes it will default back to 
that "rezoBass1" , sometimes it picks some (random?) other program.
i've seen it happen only a couple of times, so i thought it was 'user 
error'; but somebody else noticed too. 

so if it 'user error', i want to correct meself.
before i wreck meself

i think i always try to use "ALL + System"

-kusser-

> >
> > How do you load your data? With "ALL" or with "ALL + System"?
> >
> > > cuz i tseems to happen randomly
> >
> > Maybe you forgot to choose "ALL + System" in the Load menu...
> >
> > --Tom
> 

> - Robert

| 2631|2608|2001-11-05 12:36:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
On Monday 05 November 2001 20:26, kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:

> > Please explain guys - as I'm confused - what exactly are you
>

mailto:kussersmith@yahoo.com


> missing? What do
>
> > you mean by 'program data' that is missing?
>
> by program data i'm talking about which drumkit/instrumnets/ etc are
> assigned to that trk. sometimes it will default back to
> that "rezoBass1" , sometimes it picks some (random?) other program.
> i've seen it happen only a couple of times, so i thought it was 'user
> error'; but somebody else noticed too.
>
> so if it 'user error', i want to correct meself.
> before i wreck meself
>
> i think i always try to use "ALL + System"

I understand. You're referring to the mixer voice settings, right?
These should be saved/restored along with the pattern or All files, no need 
for All+System, afaik. The +System part only includes the system params, like 
the master effect settings and other stuff (Utils settings, I think).

So when you don't get your voice setup back as stored, we have a problem 
here, and possibly a bug. Question: did you use (define) some Scenes for the 
style(s) you used in your song? I don't trust them. ;)

- Robert
| 2632|2632|2001-11-05 23:05:10|philbirksworks@yahoo.com|RS 7K wanna buy...lemme know.|
I dig the self contained idea and features of this unit.My space is 
close and my fund$ are tighter than a Clyde Stublefield groove. But 
the unit looks enticing!I record by playing "live" but now I need a 
sequencer. 
This piece looks more practical than an MPC considering the built-in 
sounds etc.Plus I HATE having to load sounds into my friend's MPC! As 
I wait the creative ideas just slip away...I have a CS1X that I would 
like to use as a controller-I 
don't imagine anyone can"perform" w/ the keybd on the RS7K.BTW I 
play "live" because I like the feel/sound PLUS I'm midi-phobic.Can 
the RS7K "record" what I play on the CS1X using the RS7K sounds? Does 
this unit do time stretching???
Lemme know Thanks! Phil.
| 2633|2632|2001-11-06 00:03:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7K wanna buy...lemme know.|
On Tuesday 06 November 2001 07:05, philbirksworks@yahoo.com wrote:

> don't imagine anyone can"perform" w/ the keybd on the RS7K.BTW I
> play "live" because I like the feel/sound PLUS I'm midi-phobic.Can
> the RS7K "record" what I play on the CS1X using the RS7K sounds? 

Yes, the RS is an excelent midi sequencer, so you can play RS sounds with an 
external midi controller and also record that performance, in order to have 
the RS play it back for you afterwards. 

> Does this unit do time stretching???

Yes, it can time-strech samples in several ways:
- by slicing the samples, and
- by doing the classic DSP based time strech.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2634|2608|2001-11-06 02:11:43|RB|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|

> So when you don't get your voice setup back as stored, we have a problem
> here, and possibly a bug. Question: did you use (define) some Scenes for the
> style(s) you used in your song? I don't trust them. ;)
> 

Oddly enough there was a bug in the SU700 that when you stored a scene it
would no longer sync to MIDI clock properly (weird I know) - I actually had
to get a ROM upgrade to cure that one....

Richard Brown

PS. I've not suffered the problem of the original poster ( yet :)
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| 2635|2635|2001-11-06 04:12:15|bionic@pandora.be|rs7000 and Cubase VST|
Hi,

I did try recording the rs with cubase, on channel 'any' like Robert 
said, but he didn't record a thing. I see the midi lights receiving 
and sending in cubase and in the yamaha, but no thing is recorded.
I tried some different settings with the filters in cubase, but 
nothing really works fine. Isn't there anyone out there who knows the
perfect settings/setup for recording with cubase VST? This could 
really help me out. The yamaha is super, but I need that track/song 
overview on my screen, because I'm working with audio as well and the 
yamaha can't record basslines and guitarlines of minutes long 
offcourse.

Tom
| 2636|2635|2001-11-06 04:16:45|RB|Re: rs7000 and Cubase VST|
Is it still recording with a setting other than 'any'? I'd be suprised if
it's recording with a channel number set, but not on 'any'.....

> 
> Hi,
> 
> I did try recording the rs with cubase, on channel 'any' like Robert
> said, but he didn't record a thing. I see the midi lights receiving
> and sending in cubase and in the yamaha, but no thing is recorded.
> I tried some different settings with the filters in cubase, but
> nothing really works fine. Isn't there anyone out there who knows the
> perfect settings/setup for recording with cubase VST? This could
> really help me out. The yamaha is super, but I need that track/song
> overview on my screen, because I'm working with audio as well and the
> yamaha can't record basslines and guitarlines of minutes long
> offcourse.
> 
> Tom
>

| 2637|2635|2001-11-06 04:27:56|oscillate64@hotmail.com|RS7000 and Cubase VST/ SUCCESS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Hiya Tom,

I'm pleased to say that it does work definatley!!!!!1 I just tried it 
now and wanted to thank the shit out of Robert(ledgend)m8.....

But i 'll tell you what i did:
1 ...just record on one midi channel it can be from 1-16....

2...then change the midi channel to any.....then you have to put the 
left and right locators to the left and right of you recording...and

3...goto functions and explode by channel and there you have it ....
Every thing from each channel of the Rs is on a seperate channel!!

you can now even use th RS to tweek cutoff, res, effect etc while 
the computer plays the RS like a sound module ......

Its FUCKIN BRILLIANT!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Can t believe this .....gonna go 
up a knotch now for sure.
I'm about to post my Mp3 up but if i can ask .........
Rob maybe how the hell do you put a link on the web for all ppl to 
access your mp3???????????????

answer me that...........:) well see you home boys i'm gonna D n B
out wit me new track its wickkkkkkkkkked!!!!!!!!

cheers and thanks again for the help.!!!!!!!!!!

Ive

Ps...TIP....forget about the variation effect as a creative effect,
use the compresser!!!!!Its is very bloody fat and it does 
wonders for gelling the song together ...cause you can dial how much 
of it you want ....but put up the return effect knob though...it kiks
ASSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!peace 

In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:



> Hi,
> 
> I did try recording the rs with cubase, on channel 'any' like 

Robert 

> said, but he didn't record a thing. I see the midi lights receiving 
> and sending in cubase and in the yamaha, but no thing is recorded.
> I tried some different settings with the filters in cubase, but 
> nothing really works fine. Isn't there anyone out there who knows 

the

> perfect settings/setup for recording with cubase VST? This could 
> really help me out. The yamaha is super, but I need that track/song 
> overview on my screen, because I'm working with audio as well and 

the 

> yamaha can't record basslines and guitarlines of minutes long 
> offcourse.
> 
> Tom

| 2638|2635|2001-11-06 05:04:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 and Cubase VST|
On Tuesday 06 November 2001 12:12, bionic@pandora.be wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I did try recording the rs with cubase, on channel 'any' like Robert
> said, but he didn't record a thing. I see the midi lights receiving
> and sending in cubase and in the yamaha, but no thing is recorded.
> I tried some different settings with the filters in cubase, but
> nothing really works fine. Isn't there anyone out there who knows the
> perfect settings/setup for recording with cubase VST? This could
> really help me out. The yamaha is super, but I need that track/song
> overview on my screen, because I'm working with audio as well and the
> yamaha can't record basslines and guitarlines of minutes long
> offcourse.

Are you transmitting midi events from the RS? Go in Setup submode on the RS 
and make sure that all tracks you use transmit via the midi output you 
connected to Cubase.

It must be something simple why it doesn't work yet.

- Robert

>
> Tom
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2639|2639|2001-11-06 06:34:53|bionic@pandora.be|rs7000 and Cubase VST...|
Hi,

thanks for the tips! It works by recording on chan 1 and then 
exploding. 
The bummer was also that i let Internet Explorer on while trying 
these things...IE completely fucks up cubase...
I restarted cubase and things went like nothing...
We can go on now and party!

Tom
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| 2640|2635|2001-11-06 09:24:06|Thomas|Re: RS7000 and Cubase VST/ SUCCESS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> Ps...TIP....forget about the variation effect as a creative effect,
> use the compresser!!!!!Its is very bloody fat and it does 
> wonders for gelling the song together ...cause you can dial how 

much 

> of it you want ....but put up the return effect knob though...it 

kiks

> ASSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!peace 

Also i recommend using the Track-EQ the RS comes with...

--Tom
| 2641|2608|2001-11-06 10:59:22|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
I understand. You're referring to the mixer voice settings, right?

Correct.

> These should be saved/restored along with the pattern or All files, 

no need 

> for All+System, afaik. 

That's what i thought.

> So when you don't get your voice setup back as stored, we have a 

problem 

> here, and possibly a bug. Question: did you use (define) some 

Scenes for the 

> style(s) you used in your song? I don't trust them. ;)

i was def. usin the scene memory stuff. even tried to use that to 
make the voice setting hold, but to no avail.

> 
> - Robert

| 2642|2608|2001-11-06 11:55:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|
On Tuesday 06 November 2001 18:59, kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:

> I understand. You're referring to the mixer voice settings, right?
>
> Correct.
>
> > These should be saved/restored along with the pattern or All files,
>
> no need
>
> > for All+System, afaik.
>
> That's what i thought.
>
> > So when you don't get your voice setup back as stored, we have a
>
> problem
>
> > here, and possibly a bug. Question: did you use (define) some
>
> Scenes for the
>
> > style(s) you used in your song? I don't trust them. ;)
>
> i was def. usin the scene memory stuff. even tried to use that to
> make the voice setting hold, but to no avail.

Okay, that confirms my suspicion. The scene stuff could be the reasons why 
you don't get your voice setup back. Try to experiment with a test song. 

mailto:kussersmith@yahoo.com


Create a couple of scenes with different voice setup (on one track only, for 
a start) and save/reload the song while experimenting with the number of 
stored scenes and the scene currently selected when the save is done.

If we find a relation between scenes and disappearing voice setups, we can 
report this problem as a bug with Motifator.com.

You can also report this problem (without doing al this test work) with 
Motifator.com. Maybe it is already recognized as a bug.

- Robert

>
> > - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2643|2635|2001-11-06 11:57:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and Cubase VST/ SUCCESS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
On Tuesday 06 November 2001 12:27, oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> But i 'll tell you what i did:
> 1 ...just record on one midi channel it can be from 1-16....
>
> 2...then change the midi channel to any.....then you have to put the
> left and right locators to the left and right of you recording...and
>
> 3...goto functions and explode by channel and there you have it ....
> Every thing from each channel of the Rs is on a seperate channel!!

That's indeed what I remembered. Glad is works.

>
> you can now even use th RS to tweek cutoff, res, effect etc while
> the computer plays the RS like a sound module ......
>
> Its FUCKIN BRILLIANT!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Can t believe this .....gonna go
> up a knotch now for sure.
> I'm about to post my Mp3 up but if i can ask .........
> Rob maybe how the hell do you put a link on the web for all ppl to
> access your mp3???????????????

Not a clue, sorry. Thomas??

- Robert
| 2644|2608|2001-11-06 12:10:15|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: SCSI ZIP-Problem|

> Okay, that confirms my suspicion. The scene stuff could be the 

reasons why 

> you don't get your voice setup back. Try to experiment with a test 

song. 

> Create a couple of scenes with different voice setup (on one track 

only, for 

> a start) and save/reload the song while experimenting with the 

number of 

> stored scenes and the scene currently selected when the save is 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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done.

> 
> If we find a relation between scenes and disappearing voice setups, 

we can 

> report this problem as a bug with Motifator.com.
> 
> You can also report this problem (without doing al this test work) 

with 

> Motifator.com. Maybe it is already recognized as a bug.
> 
> - Robert

Cool. thanx for the guidance.
i'll give it a test and see if we can pin this down.
anybody else with some spare time(HA), give it a try too.

OFF TOPIC: the assignable outputs on the AEIB2 has got me thinking...
anyone know of a more wide spread or cheaper alternative 
to a DSP 4/4? ($1650 american). I like the number of inputs/outputs. 
all chainable effects(no reverb,thankfully), but the connectors(5 pin 
Phoneix style) and the price(once again $1650) are a little daunting
any ideas?

kusser
out
| 2645|2635|2001-11-06 13:36:01|Thomas|Re: RS7000 and Cubase VST/ SUCCESS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > I'm about to post my Mp3 up but if i can ask .........
> > Rob maybe how the hell do you put a link on the web for all ppl to
> > access your mp3???????????????

You can upload small MP4´s (up to 4MB) to www.rs7000.org, or you sign 
at www.mp3.com, or www.besonic.de or some websites like this.

--Tom (aka. Klaus Paulsen)
| 2646|2514|2001-11-06 22:40:31|jtoutant@bu.edu|sample import|
i recently recorded a sample in slice/sequence mode and saved it to my 
zip drive as a wav sample. i assume that since it's a wav file that 
the slicing data is not saved, but when i turned the machine off and 
on again, i couldn't even get the sample to load. when i put the wav 
file into my pc, only what seems to be the first slice loads up. can 
someone explain if i can save the entire sample and load it later, 
with or without the slice data? thanks guys.

J
| 2647|2514|2001-11-06 23:54:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample import|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 06:40, jtoutant@bu.edu wrote:

> i recently recorded a sample in slice/sequence mode and saved it to my
> zip drive as a wav sample. i assume that since it's a wav file that
> the slicing data is not saved, 

I agree here.

> but when i turned the machine off and
> on again, i couldn't even get the sample to load. when i put the wav
> file into my pc, only what seems to be the first slice loads up. 

So only the first sclice was saved in the wav file, right?

> can
> someone explain if i can save the entire sample and load it later,
> with or without the slice data? thanks guys.

Once a sample it sliced, it no longer exists as a single sample (unless you 
make a copy before you sliced it). Instead, it lives as (say) 8 separate 
samples in a sample kit voice in the RS. You cannot export a kit voice as a 
wav file, only a single sample. That's why you only got the first slice.

mailto:jtoutant@bu.edu


- Robert

>
> J
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2648|2648|2001-11-07 01:24:43|whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au|Gear for sale|
FOR SALE
Yamaha RM1x with keyfax funk paterns.
Emu ESI 2000 with 10 sample CD's, external harddrive full of samples 
and cables.
(Still under warrenty)

Both are in excellent comdition
Reason for sale is that I'm going completely software based.
I'm in Sydney Australia but i will ship to anywhere in Australia.

Email me at whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au if you are interested

Thanks for your time
Wayne Thompson
| 2649|2649|2001-11-07 05:36:02|bionic@pandora.be|advice for additional gear|
Hi,

I still have to spend some cash (700$) on gear in my musicshop.
This is because they sold some secondhand stuff for me.
Has anyone a good advice for me? I have a rs7000, a midi keyboard, 2 
technics sl1200mk-2, tannoy reveal active monitors, 2 mixers and a 
pc/isis soundcard with lots of software. It must be something that no 
other machine i have can do and that is interesting for the music I 
make, which is: lounge, hiphop and drum'n bass.
Some module for example with vocoder...I'm lost in all the gear on 
the market.

Tom
| 2650|2650|2001-11-07 05:58:45|bruno.carlos@flesk.com|RS7000 + FruityLoops|
As anyone ever tried RS7000 with FruityLoops? Since FruityLoops is a 
much easier software to create patterns I think it's a try.

I use it with Yamaha CS6x all the time, and it's preety good. The 
good news is that you can import RS7000 patterns to FruityLoops 
patterns as midi and vice-versa.
| 2651|2650|2001-11-07 06:02:08|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: RS7000 + FruityLoops|
sounds interesting, if you give it a try, let us know what happens!

cheers
dan

-----Original Message-----
From: bruno.carlos@flesk.com [mailto:bruno.carlos@flesk.com]
Sent: 07 November 2001 12:59
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 + FruityLoops

As anyone ever tried RS7000 with FruityLoops? Since FruityLoops is a 
much easier software to create patterns I think it's a try.

I use it with Yamaha CS6x all the time, and it's preety good. The 
good news is that you can import RS7000 patterns to FruityLoops 
patterns as midi and vice-versa.
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2652|2649|2001-11-07 06:06:22|Thomas|Re: advice for additional gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> other machine i have can do and that is interesting for the music I 
> make, which is: lounge, hiphop and drum'n bass.
> Some module for example with vocoder...I'm lost in all the gear on 
> the market.
> 
> Tom

Hm, a module with a Vocoder...

Waldorf Micro Q! Multitimbral virtual analogue synth with vocoder, 
combfilter, wavetable (not so far developed like on the Waldorf 
Microwave II/XT but still), FM and up to five OSC (three main, two 
sub). 
A lot of synth for under US$700 ;)
Very versatile sounds for all kinds of genres are possible.

Or Access Virus b rack...(also Vocoder and five OSC, but all in all 
more analogue sounding than the uQ).

Or Yamaha DX200 (DX7 in a "groovebox") 6 Operator-FM combined with a 
stepsequencer. Goes for under US$400 in the US, still you have some 
money left over for a Clavia Micro Modular (app. around US$300), 
which is a modular synthesizer than can be (miss)used also as a 
filterbox, or vocoder. Beastie Boys used this one for the Vocoder 
parts on their last CD. Best vocoder sounds i´ve heard a synth 
produce so far...plus the Micro Modular can also be a NordLead 1 or 2 
or 3 Synth, or be a MiniMoog, or a FM-Synth if you want it to be. 
Disadvantage you have only one DSP, but also the synth has only the 
size of a normal VHS-cassette, which means, if you go on the road, 
download your favourite 99 patches (synthesizer) into the MicroMod, 
e.g. with the Vocoder and take it with you on the road together with 
your turntables, the RS, the DX and a mic and here you go with a 
really powerfull setup that other musicians would have dreamed about 
ten years ago for only a few bucks.

--Tom
| 2653|2649|2001-11-07 06:20:10|bionic@pandora.be|Re: advice for additional gear|
ok,

I live in Belgium and that stuff is more expensive here, but it's 
worth a look! Tried or heard the Electrix warpfactory? Seems also 
interesting...it's a special vocoder unit
| 2654|2654|2001-11-07 06:22:39|Atkinson, Daniel|song construction|
i have some neat synth patterns playing on my outboard gear that will fit together to form the different sections of a song. to
add essential flavour to the song, i want to apply filter sweeps and other realtime tweaks to the parts after they are
assembled.

i understand from the manual that i need to:

- create patterns in pattern mode
- chain patterns to form a song in pattern chain mode
- convert pattern chain to a song
- overdub controller tweaks onto song tracks

is this correct?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.motifator.com/
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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the other way i can see to do this is to create phrases with the filter sweeps built in. this is ok, but it will be time-
consuming to create all the individual phrases with different effects.

does anyone have any other thoughts?

cheers
dan.
| 2655|2649|2001-11-07 07:18:37|Thomas|Re: advice for additional gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> ok,
> 
> I live in Belgium and that stuff is more expensive here, 

you funny man, you wrote something about $, i thought you are from 
the US. Well, how much Euro can you spend then? I recommend the 
MicroModular (450,- Euro) and DX200 (550,- Euro) from www.thomann.de. 
Of course, both units would go for less if you buy them second hand...

--Tom (aka Klaus Paulsen)
| 2656|2656|2001-11-07 08:02:19|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: A question?|
ok I feel like a idiot, but 

1a, 2a, 3,a or 1a, 2b, 3,c Which is right?

And what do I do with these patterns...

If you could break it down like this I would understand

Intro<

Verse<

Chours<

Bridge<

Solo<

End< 

How would that look on the Rs7000 

1a, 2,b If you could put the numbers of how it should look I would totally understand this?

Its confusing me?
Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2657|2656|2001-11-07 08:18:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:01, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> ok I feel like a idiot, but
>
>
> 1a, 2a, 3,a or 1a, 2b, 3,c Which is right?

None of these. 
The number indicates the style. The letter indicates the pattern (section) 
within the style. You should try not to change styles within one song. So the 
sequence of patterns should be 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, etc.

>
> And what do I do with these patterns...
>
> If you could break it down like this I would understand
>
> Intro<

1a

>
> Verse<

1b

http://explorer.msn.com/


>
> Chours<

1c

>
> Bridge<

1d

>
> Solo<

1e

>
> End<

1f

>
> How would that look on the Rs7000
>
> 1a, 2,b If you could put the numbers of how it should look I would totally
> understand this?
>
> Its confusing me?

You're damn right! ;)

- Robert
| 2658|2658|2001-11-07 08:26:37|Bryan Rodgers|scene memory|
can someone seriously clarify this for me?

I know what the mutes do...but the scene has me a bit boggled, and the
manual kinda sucks in that department.

When would a scene be useful?

Thanks.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2659|2656|2001-11-07 08:28:56|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Its confusing me?
> 
> You're damn right! ;)
> 
> - Robert

See Robert...I am glad we are not the only confused ones...

--Tom (aka Klaus Paulsen - www.rs7000.org)
| 2660|2660|2001-11-07 08:30:34|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: A question 2?|
Thank you Robert.... Gosh I am a retard

Ok ..... Got all that now .... Where to the fills go... say like I want the same pattern with a really cool drum fill .... does
that go into the

1a and then copy it into 2a..... cause when I do my patterns I tend to copy and copy, but when I do that when using 1a, 1b, 1c,
if I am no mistaken it starting do whacked out things with my sounds> 8@ Because I tend to make a lot of different fills and if
I used the 1a, 1b, 1c, wouldn't I run out of letters to use... or am I just smoking the Crack pipe to hard..

(lol) Thanks for helping me .... I know your like this guy is a nut.

I think this will clear up the big picture...

JaYSeonC

>
> Verse<

1b



>
> Chours<

1c

>
> Bridge<

1d

>
> Solo<

1e

>
> End<

1fGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2661|2656|2001-11-07 08:36:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:28, Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Its confusing me?
> >
> > You're damn right! ;)
> >
> > - Robert
>
> See Robert...I am glad we are not the only confused ones...

Hehe. ;)
We should start a mail list for confused people...

- Robert
| 2662|2658|2001-11-07 08:37:52|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: scene memory|
If I am not mistaken ... It allows you to control 

Recording the Mutes in Real Time ....

But, I am about as dumb founded with this machine as everyone else is

DOH!..(LOL)

jAysEon+_C 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 9:29 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: [RS7000] scene memory

can someone seriously clarify this for me?

I know what the mutes do...but the scene has me a bit boggled, and the
manual kinda sucks in that department.

When would a scene be useful?

Thanks.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2663|2658|2001-11-07 08:39:14|Bryan Rodgers|Re: scene memory|
so it's used when chaining patterns?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Awoken By Death+ E6D [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 10:37 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] scene memory

If I am not mistaken ... It allows you to control 

Recording the Mutes in Real Time ....

But, I am about as dumb founded with this machine as everyone else is

DOH!..(LOL)

jAysEon+_C 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 9:29 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: [RS7000] scene memory

can someone seriously clarify this for me?

I know what the mutes do...but the scene has me a bit boggled, and the
manual kinda sucks in that department.

When would a scene be useful?

Thanks.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2664|2664|2001-11-07 08:50:53|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: I'm Stupid ""Help!""|
Robert thank you..... 

I just sent a email out that made no sense! Ok here is that question with all of the words spelled correct. (Excuse me I am
nursing a hangover) lol

Ok you said use 1A, 1B, 1C, for (Intro, Verse, Bridge, Solo, Etc.)

Got that ....

Now I use multiple crazy fills.... So I copy my patterns and change the Drums up a little... ok so where do I put that patter
that is just a fill

1a, 2a, 3a, Within the same Letter...... and make the main parts of the songs in the 

1a, 1b, 1c, 

__________________________ In a Break down here is what I mean

1a, (Intro) < Ok I need to put all my crazy changes so I copy this pattern.

2a, (Crazy Fill) 

3a, (another crazy Fill)

<<<<<>>>>>>

1b, (Verse)

(Crazy Fill)

(Another crazy fill)

>>>>NOW>>>>>>

3b, (Bridge)

Etc.....

You see what I am getting at... Cause I am not sure but This how my brain is thinking!.... So am I completely off.... or
what.....
I swear this is the correct way but please help me with this...
I am about to have a mental breakdown...?



JaYSeonC....
Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2665|2658|2001-11-07 08:56:04|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: scene memory|
I am almost positive on this Bryan.....

But someone please help me out here....

When in Pattern Chain .... put your chains together.... then go back 

Hit record turn knob to scene....

then hit record again ......to start pattern

then punch in and out the tracks you want....

I think that is right ... but don't put money on it ...

That is the way I use to record on the MC 505.....

I am not sure I understand the GIST of it yet?

JaYSeonC

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 9:44 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] scene memory

so it's used when chaining patterns?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Awoken By Death+ E6D [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 10:37 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] scene memory

If I am not mistaken ... It allows you to control

Recording the Mutes in Real Time ....

But, I am about as dumb founded with this machine as everyone else is

DOH!..(LOL)

jAysEon+_C

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 9:29 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: [RS7000] scene memory

can someone seriously clarify this for me?

I know what the mutes do...but the scene has me a bit boggled, and the
manual kinda sucks in that department.

When would a scene be useful?

Thanks.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2666|2656|2001-11-07 09:06:11|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:



> On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:28, Thomas wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > Its confusing me?
> > >
> > > You're damn right! ;)
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > See Robert...I am glad we are not the only confused ones...
> 
> Hehe. ;)
> We should start a mail list for confused people...

Oh we would for sure get all readers of Yamaha-manuals in there....

We could include tips for them, like:
"In case of strong feelings of confusion, after reading the Yamaha 
RS7000 (or even more the FS1r)manual: 
Rule number one: Don´t panic! It is probably even more complicated 
then they described...
Rule number two: Join the RS7000-mailing list on yahoogroups.com.
Rule number three: Try not to confuse other RS7000-owners there by 
asking questions about the RS7000..."
Rule number four: Forget about rule number one, two and three and go 
directly to www.motifator.com and post there that you found a bug, 
because the styles are empty after switching the RS on, and the girls 
STILL are not more interested in you, just like the local Techno-
Label, that STILL hasn´t offered you a record-contract...(the answers 
would probably be, put in the SmartMedia Card, get a deodorant, don´t 
use preset-patterns....)"

:D

;)

--Tom (aka Klaus Paulsen - www.rs7000.org)
| 2667|2667|2001-11-07 09:26:03|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
Man I should just buy 3 Mc 505...

All of my work was done on the Mc 505

I have never wanted to touch a Yamaha product.....

Until the RS7000 ..... And I think I am going to kick my self for this ....

I can't get any help on this damn thing?

I am GOING POSTAL >>> I going to march straight across the states to Yamaha

Walk in and Start Hammering away at all there product's!!!

If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do .... 

check out my sight...

www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/ 

Then tell me I am a bad Musician! 

JaYSeon_C

(who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700) 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 10:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A question?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:28, Thomas wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > Its confusing me?
> > >
> > > You're damn right! ;)
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > See Robert...I am glad we are not the only confused ones...
> 
> Hehe. ;)
> We should start a mail list for confused people...
Oh we would for sure get all readers of Yamaha-manuals in there....

We could include tips for them, like:
"In case of strong feelings of confusion, after reading the Yamaha 
RS7000 (or even more the FS1r)manual: 
Rule number one: Don´t panic! It is probably even more complicated 
then they described...
Rule number two: Join the RS7000-mailing list on yahoogroups.com.
Rule number three: Try not to confuse other RS7000-owners there by 
asking questions about the RS7000..."
Rule number four: Forget about rule number one, two and three and go 
directly to www.motifator.com and post there that you found a bug, 
because the styles are empty after switching the RS on, and the girls 
STILL are not more interested in you, just like the local Techno-
Label, that STILL hasn´t offered you a record-contract...(the answers 
would probably be, put in the SmartMedia Card, get a deodorant, don´t 
use preset-patterns....)"

:D

;)

--Tom (aka Klaus Paulsen - www.rs7000.org)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2668|2667|2001-11-07 09:29:31|Bryan Rodgers|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
geez guy, it's not THAT bad...

I had an MC303 before I upgraded to the RM1x. Yeah, it was different, but I
know now that I'll never go back... ...the RS kicks some serious butt. Take
your time, work with it, you'll get it eventually...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Awoken By Death+ E6D [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 11:26 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] F*@K this Manual?

Man I should just buy 3 Mc 505...

All of my work was done on the Mc 505

I have never wanted to touch a Yamaha product.....

Until the RS7000 ..... And I think I am going to kick my self for this ....

I can't get any help on this damn thing?

I am GOING POSTAL >>> I going to march straight across the states to Yamaha

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://explorer.msn.com/


Walk in and Start Hammering away at all there product's!!!

If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do .... 

check out my sight...

www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/ 

Then tell me I am a bad Musician! 

JaYSeon_C

(who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700) 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 10:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A question?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:28, Thomas wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > Its confusing me?
> > >
> > > You're damn right! ;)
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > See Robert...I am glad we are not the only confused ones...
> 
> Hehe. ;)
> We should start a mail list for confused people...
Oh we would for sure get all readers of Yamaha-manuals in there....

We could include tips for them, like:
"In case of strong feelings of confusion, after reading the Yamaha 
RS7000 (or even more the FS1r)manual: 
Rule number one: Don´t panic! It is probably even more complicated 
then they described...
Rule number two: Join the RS7000-mailing list on yahoogroups.com.
Rule number three: Try not to confuse other RS7000-owners there by 
asking questions about the RS7000..."
Rule number four: Forget about rule number one, two and three and go 
directly to www.motifator.com and post there that you found a bug, 
because the styles are empty after switching the RS on, and the girls 
STILL are not more interested in you, just like the local Techno-
Label, that STILL hasn´t offered you a record-contract...(the answers 
would probably be, put in the SmartMedia Card, get a deodorant, don´t 
use preset-patterns....)"

:D

;)

--Tom (aka Klaus Paulsen - www.rs7000.org)

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/



Get more from the Web. FREE MSN
Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2669|2639|2001-11-07 09:48:39|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: rs7000 and Cubase VST...|
Oh happy day !!

Got it I got it yyyyyyyyeeeeeeeeeee harrrrrrrrrrrrrr

the Rs and Cubase work a treat together

building complete songs in the Rs
exploding the tracks in cubase
adding vst effects and 'i's

Thanks to all for the help

Jez

p.s. it would have been o.k before if I'd have set the bloody midi output
channel on my Audigy Ex correctly but who cares now - it was worth
the hassel

cheers

----- Original Message -----
From: <bionic@pandora.be>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2001 1:34 PM
Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 and Cubase VST...

> Hi,
>
> thanks for the tips! It works by recording on chan 1 and then
> exploding.
> The bummer was also that i let Internet Explorer on while trying
> these things...IE completely fucks up cubase...
> I restarted cubase and things went like nothing...
> We can go on now and party!

mailto:bionic@pandora.be
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>
> Tom
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 2670|2667|2001-11-07 10:15:33|jumpers@irave.org|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
Gwaaad...
You know, I'm hate to be the Bitch over here but seriously dude.
Save your tears for people who care about it.
I don't care if you suicide or if you're not happy with the RS.
Pls go buy 3 mc 505 and shove them up your ass.

This list is to discuss how to use, tips and debug the RS.
If you don't like it, sell or hammer it and then send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at 
the RS7K Yahoo account and unsubscribe from RS7K group.
Then you can join the mc505 group and give them drama.
In fact here's the link
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/mc505

good bye
-dj Dave Byotch-

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> Man I should just buy 3 Mc 505...
> 
> All of my work was done on the Mc 505
> 
> I have never wanted to touch a Yamaha product.....
> 
> Until the RS7000 ..... And I think I am going to kick my self for 

this ....

> 
> I can't get any help on this damn thing?
> 
> I am GOING POSTAL >>> I going to march straight across the states 

to Yamaha

> 
> Walk in and Start Hammering away at all there product's!!!
> 
> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do .... 
> 
> check out my sight...
> 
> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/ 
> 
> Then tell me I am a bad Musician! 
> 
> JaYSeon_C
> 
> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700) 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/mc505


| 2671|2658|2001-11-07 10:54:21|RB|Re: scene memory|
I was under the impression that scenes store all the settings of the front
panel knobs for all tracks (if it's the same as the SU700) - so you could
have one lot of filter settings etc in scene 1, change the settings for all
of your tracks (inc. diferrent filter types as well as settings), store that
in scene 2 etc. 

I'm laying off for the moment though, with reports of there being save bugs
associated with them (and with a big gig coming up this w/end I can do
without that thanks very much :) - I'll have a play around with them some
more next week.

Richard Brown

PS. If any of you are at Fabric in London on Saturday night you'll be able
to see the RS in action......
| 2672|2658|2001-11-07 10:57:47|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: scene memory|

> PS. If any of you are at Fabric in London on Saturday night you'll be able
> to see the RS in action......

whoah, cool! top club....

tell us more? how did you get the gig? what flavour music?

cheers
dan. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2673|2667|2001-11-07 11:06:20|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
Maybe if I could get some kind of help from someone who actually knows how this machine works it would be nice...?

JaYSeon_C

Go sell some albums and then come tell me to shuv it up my ass!

You wanker!

Get a sense of humor tight ass! Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2674|2664|2001-11-07 11:35:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I'm Stupid ""Help!""|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:50, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Robert thank you.....
>
> I just sent a email out that made no sense! Ok here is that question with
> all of the words spelled correct. (Excuse me I am nursing a hangover) lol
>
> Ok you said use 1A, 1B, 1C, for (Intro, Verse, Bridge, Solo, Etc.)
>
> Got that ....
>
> Now I use multiple crazy fills.... So I copy my patterns and change the
> Drums up a little... ok so where do I put that patter that is just a fill

If you run out of patterns in the first style, continue with the next style. 
So that would be 2a, 2b, 2c etc. 

However, now that you've introduced another style to your song, you will have 
to deal with a nasty (but natural) behaviour of the RS: small silent gaps 
will appear when your pattern chain jumps from one style to another. For 
example, when playing pattern 1D followed by 2B, the gap will appear the 
moment you select patten 2B. 

Why? Because the synth voices, fx settings and many other parameters are 
defined PER STYLE! The moment you switch styles, the RS will start working 
for you: it will change the synth voices, fx settings, and all that other 
stuff. Now, there's no synth that I know of that can do that without a small 
delay, and that's what the RS does as well.

How to deal with this gap, then? In the Utility mode, Midi Setup page there's 
parameter named VOICE SETUP TO TG (page 261 of the english manual). When 
switched off, the RS will NOT update the voice, fx and other settings when 
moving from one style the another.

http://explorer.msn.com/


Please experiment with this feature.

- Robert
| 2675|2658|2001-11-07 11:42:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scene memory|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:26, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> can someone seriously clarify this for me?
>
> I know what the mutes do...but the scene has me a bit boggled, and the
> manual kinda sucks in that department.
>
> When would a scene be useful?

A scene setup includes all parameter settings for all tracks (mixer, voice 
edit, mute on/off, groove, play effect, MIDI delay, BPM and transpose 
settings).

A mute setup only includes mute on/off settings.

(See page 62 of the english manual).

So by using these 5 scenes that you have PER STYLE, you can completely change 
all of these settings in one go! 

As voice and fx parameters are also included, expect some delay while 
switching scenes.

Scene changes can also be recorded in the pattern chain.

- Robert
| 2676|2654|2001-11-07 11:49:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: song construction|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 14:20, Atkinson, Daniel wrote:

> i have some neat synth patterns playing on my outboard gear that will fit
> together to form the different sections of a song. to add essential flavour
> to the song, i want to apply filter sweeps and other realtime tweaks to the
> parts after they are assembled.
>
> i understand from the manual that i need to:
>
> - create patterns in pattern mode
> - chain patterns to form a song in pattern chain mode
> - convert pattern chain to a song
> - overdub controller tweaks onto song tracks
>
> is this correct?

That's one way to do it, indeed. If you already have a couple of patterns in 
your RS, using a pattern chain is the way to convert them into a song.

However, you could start in song mode right away and start recording your 
stuff from scratch, as with a linear tape recorder.

One other note. You don't have to be in Song mode to add controller tweaks to 
your recorded patterns. You can do that *in* your patterns, changing the 
recorded phrases. The advantage of using a song for this, however, is:
- that you can record tweaks that cross pattern borders, and
- that you don't change the original patterns. So if you don't like the 
result, you can create a new song (via the pattern chain), and start all over.

- Robert
| 2677|2656|2001-11-07 11:51:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 17:01, Thomas wrote:

> > Hehe. ;)
> > We should start a mail list for confused people...
>
> Oh we would for sure get all readers of Yamaha-manuals in there....
>
> We could include tips for them, like:
> "In case of strong feelings of confusion, after reading the Yamaha
> RS7000 (or even more the FS1r)manual:
> Rule number one: Don´t panic! It is probably even more complicated
> then they described...
> Rule number two: Join the RS7000-mailing list on yahoogroups.com.
> Rule number three: Try not to confuse other RS7000-owners there by
> asking questions about the RS7000..."
> Rule number four: Forget about rule number one, two and three and go
> directly to www.motifator.com and post there that you found a bug,



> because the styles are empty after switching the RS on, and the girls
> STILL are not more interested in you, just like the local Techno-
> Label, that STILL hasn´t offered you a record-contract...(the answers
> would probably be, put in the SmartMedia Card, get a deodorant, don´t
> use preset-patterns....)"
>
> :D

LOL! :)
Tom (aka George), everything fine? ;)
| 2678|2658|2001-11-07 11:51:56|Bryan Rodgers|Re: scene memory|
when would you find that function useful?

...like if you're a mad adder on the knobs and want to quickly set
everything back to how it was?

Examples would be easier to understand...thanks for the input.

is the scene function really buggy?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 1:42 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] scene memory

On Wednesday 07 November 2001 16:26, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> can someone seriously clarify this for me?
>
> I know what the mutes do...but the scene has me a bit boggled, and the
> manual kinda sucks in that department.
>
> When would a scene be useful?

A scene setup includes all parameter settings for all tracks (mixer, voice 
edit, mute on/off, groove, play effect, MIDI delay, BPM and transpose 
settings).

A mute setup only includes mute on/off settings.

(See page 62 of the english manual).

So by using these 5 scenes that you have PER STYLE, you can completely
change 
all of these settings in one go! 

As voice and fx parameters are also included, expect some delay while 
switching scenes.

Scene changes can also be recorded in the pattern chain.

- Robert
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2679|2658|2001-11-07 12:13:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scene memory|
On Wednesday 07 November 2001 19:51, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> when would you find that function useful?
>
> ...like if you're a mad adder on the knobs and want to quickly set
> everything back to how it was?

It allows one to use a single patterns and make variations (through different 
scenes) in effects, play effects, voices, knob assignments, whatever.

>
> Examples would be easier to understand...thanks for the input.
>
> is the scene function really buggy?

I'm not sure. It's complex enough to expect some bugs in that department. 

- Robert
| 2680|2650|2001-11-07 13:50:58|synthe. labo|Re: RS7000 + FruityLoops|

>As anyone ever tried RS7000 with FruityLoops? Since FruityLoops is a
>much easier software to create patterns I think it's a try.

not in midi, but in audio HERE I AM!!!!:))))
i always use rs7k AND fruity loops 3!
i sample loops, sounds, make them with filters, then import into fruity.

>
>I use it with Yamaha CS6x all the time, and it's preety good. The
>good news is that you can import RS7000 patterns to FruityLoops
>patterns as midi and vice-versa.

yes, it's what i'm trying to do!!
i tried with rm1-x with NO results: i make alot of fruity midi files, i 
would be able to put them into my rs7k
if you discover something on this, please tell me, cause this is my mate, 
its really how i work

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2681|2656|2001-11-07 14:06:33|synthe. labo|Re: A question?|

>We could include tips for them, like:
>"In case of strong feelings of confusion, after reading the Yamaha
>RS7000 (or even more the FS1r)manual:
>Rule number one: Don´t panic! It is probably even more complicated
>then they described...

Rule number one/a: 'ahhh, it's not for me, better to return to my Banjo...'

:)

Marco (aka Charlie Manson in real life; Synthe.Labo in virtual reality; "" 
or Null or Blank or what a fuck on www.rs7000.org ..on erron resume 
next....why i still have problems...?!@) :P

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2682|2658|2001-11-07 14:16:07|synthe. labo|Re: scene memory|

>when would you find that function useful?
>
>...like if you're a mad adder on the knobs and want to quickly set
>everything back to how it was?

it's one of the most useful functions on rs7k for me;
think that you can have 5 complete different configuration of all parameters 
on every sound of every track of a pattern of a style

>Examples would be easier to understand...thanks for the input.

if you want a practical example here is my 'kulo shaker'; this track is 
ENTIRELY only 1 pattern with many scenes memorized; i only acted pushing 
down the buttons of the scenes and mutes 8a scene remembers also mutes)

'kulo shaker'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=250564

or from http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/ searching 
for 'kulo shaker'

p.s.: vitaminic is changed, for the COMPLETE list of tracks go to
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2683|2667|2001-11-07 15:28:40|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> geez guy, it's not THAT bad...

[removed]

Well...i am sorry, but i guess you all missunderstood me...

I was JOKING, okay? That was something, called irony...;) we use it 
sometimes in Europe, to laugh about ourselves, hey and by the way 
this was irony, too...;)))

I´ve also never used a Yamaha sequencer before (the step-sequencer of 
the AN1x doesn´t count, does it? ;).

But i´ve owned a MC303 before and i hated it...'*§%&$%§ Sequencer.

Until a friend of mine got a RM1x i´ve never thought about a hardware-
sequencer, but i was always unhappy with Cubase and Logic.

So now i have the RS7000 and man, i have just look a few times in the 
manual and really most things are self-explaned when you deal with 
them. For the rest, read the manual. Or ask explicit and clearly 
questions here or at www.motifator.com.

Otherwise not every tool on the market is made for everyone. E.g. i 
would never want to deal with ProTools. Or with a workstation like a 
Kurzweil 2600...too complicated for me. I recently messed a bit with 
a MOTIF 8, and geez, to much for me too.

But the RS is just right for me. Maybe it is not for others.

--Tom
| 2684|2667|2001-11-07 15:54:50|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:

> Maybe if I could get some kind of help from someone who actually 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=250564
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


knows how this machine works it would be nice...?

J, here are 390+ people who are willing to help you, so what exactly 
do you want to know?

--Tom
| 2685|2656|2001-11-07 16:06:10|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> LOL! :)
> Tom (aka George), everything fine? ;)

??? George?

Tom = tomfinegan = Klaus Paulsen = Thomas Klaus Paulsen Finegan = 
confusion?

;)
| 2686|2656|2001-11-07 16:18:48|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> Rule number one/a: 'ahhh, it's not for me, better to return to my 
> Banjo...'

Well, Yamaha engineers have the ability to put in the manual, at 
least with the FS1r the lowest amount of information necessary to 
deal with this 3000+ parameter monster (8 FM-Operator...!)
With the RS, i haven´t figured out yet, if the manual is bad 
translated or simply good...
But isn´t there a sound in the RS called Banjo??? 

>> 
> :)
> 
> Marco (aka Charlie Manson in real life; Synthe.Labo in virtual 

reality; "" 
Charlie Manson, huh? ;)

Be carefull, now you mentioned THAT name...the FBI, NSA, CIA, Echelon 
is going to check this mailing-list....;)

"Terror warning for all UNIX-Machines...log in as /root and remove
/bin/laden..." ;)))

> or Null or Blank or what a fuck on www.rs7000.org ..on erron resume 
> next....why i still have problems...?!@) :P

How come that you can´t download from www.rs7000.org?
What happens if you try?

> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

vitaminic...sounds like a healthy website...i guess lot´s of green 
house music...

But hey, ok, enough bad jokes...back to life.

I played recently with a DX200...that´s a very groovy little machine, 
fits IMO perfectly with the RS...i am going to get one...

--Tom
| 2687|2667|2001-11-07 16:23:53|RB|Re: F*@K this Manual?|

> 
> Maybe if I could get some kind of help from someone who actually knows how
> this machine works it would be nice...?
> 

Maybe you would if you acted like a grown-up.....

> JaYSeon_C
> 
> Go sell some albums and then come tell me to shuv it up my ass!

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


> 

...and you're a household name of course.

Are you on PCP or something? - chill out fella.
| 2688|2658|2001-11-07 16:23:54|RB|Re: scene memory|

> 
>> PS. If any of you are at Fabric in London on Saturday night you'll be able
>> to see the RS in action......
> 
> whoah, cool! top club....
> 
> tell us more? how did you get the gig?

Errr...they asked us (we played there twice before).

> what flavour music?
> 

House. See....

http://www.swag-uk.net
(although it's never up-to-date :)

Cheers

Richard
| 2689|2689|2001-11-07 16:34:00|Thomas|OT: Roland´s new groovebox SH32- MP3|
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=555
| 2690|2689|2001-11-07 16:47:28|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: OT: Roland´s new groovebox SH32- MP3|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=555

oh yeah! I saw this synth. Kinda looks like a toy, tho.
I dunno, I like knobs better than sliders.
And blinking light won't impress me much.

But is not a groovebox is a synth. At least that's what Roland says.

peace
-Dave-
| 2691|2689|2001-11-07 17:34:07|Thomas|Re: OT: Roland´s new groovebox SH32- MP3|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=555
> 
> oh yeah! I saw this synth. Kinda looks like a toy, tho.
> I dunno, I like knobs better than sliders.
> And blinking light won't impress me much.
> 
> But is not a groovebox is a synth. At least that's what Roland says.

Indeed it has a rythm-part and synth part just like the AN/DX200 from 
Yamaha, Nick from Sonicstate says in a posting that the drums had a 
808 character, and that the whole thing is a kind of retrodesign of 
the old Roland JD800...like Yamaha did with the DX200 which is a full-
blown DX7 synthesizer in a "groovebox"...;)

Here in Germany, www.thomann.de has the SH32 already listed for 819DM 
(418,-Euro)...which is a, if the soundquality is at least as high as 
the JP8k one, unbeatable price...
Surely this will be a nice addition to any RS7000.

But hey, Novation did a new rack-synth...the A-Station...and then 
there´s still the new uQ-Lite....

Nah, i am getting a DX200...i have the analogue part in my setup 
already covered with the MicroModular and the AN1x. Still i want a 
digital synth...i don´t like the Microwave, so here comes FM again. 
FS1r would be soundquality-wise the best choice for me, but the 
interface is a pain...so DX here i come.

http://www.swag-uk.net/
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=555
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=555
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=555


Otherwise i hope the SH32 is not something of a "quality" like the el 
cheapo RedSound Darkstar...
The confusing interface of the SH is for sure not very promising...

--Tom
| 2692|2692|2001-11-07 17:53:49|bionic@pandora.be|Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
Hoho,

If you guys wanna listen to my track,
it's from my pre-rs7000days, done with my korgx2 and cubase vst, not 
very very finished, but worth a try

my artist name is LiS!Sc, track: peak

http://data.rs7000.org/dlgateway.php?trackid=36&artistid=36

enjoy (at least I hope)

Tom

By the way, Klaus, that micro modular seems very interesting stuff.
Can you let me hear something done with the vocoderstuff of the 
little one?
| 2693|2667|2001-11-07 19:00:00|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
listened to your tracks...

concluded that you are in fact a bad musician. 

can't the 505 do more? i like my rs7k much more that those weak 
sounds.

> 
> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do .... 
> 
> check out my sight...
> 
> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/ 
> 
> Then tell me I am a bad Musician! 
> 
> JaYSeon_C
> 
> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700)

| 2694|2656|2001-11-08 00:22:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 00:02, Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > LOL! :)
> > Tom (aka George), everything fine? ;)
>
> ??? George?
>
> Tom = tomfinegan = Klaus Paulsen = Thomas Klaus Paulsen Finegan =
> confusion?
>

LOL. No Tom (aka Jim), I was just teasing ya.

Cheers,
Robert (aka Wally)
| 2695|2667|2001-11-08 03:48:00|RB|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
Hi

Has anyone tried an off-the-shelf SL1200 case for their RS7000?
The dimensions seem very similair and I guess I could get one cheaper than a
custom build......

Cheers

Richard Brown
| 2696|2667|2001-11-08 03:55:33|RB|Ooops - wrong subject line :-] should be 'Cases'|

> Hi
> 
> Has anyone tried an off-the-shelf SL1200 case for their RS7000?
> The dimensions seem very similair and I guess I could get one cheaper than a
> custom build......

http://data.rs7000.org/dlgateway.php?trackid=36&artistid=36


> 
> Cheers
> 
> Richard Brown
>

| 2697|2692|2001-11-08 05:22:57|Thomas|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> my artist name is LiS!Sc, track: peak

Sure you don´t have a problem pronouncing this name??? ;)

> http://data.rs7000.org/dlgateway.php?trackid=36&artistid=36
> 
> enjoy (at least I hope)
> 
> Tom
> 
> By the way, Klaus, that micro modular seems very interesting stuff.
> Can you let me hear something done with the vocoderstuff of the 
> little one?

Sure, check the track "Slow Gas" on www.rs7000.org
The drums have been manipulated with the MicroModular vocoder 
patches, plus the "Ich will mehr Leben, Vater" vocal sample was send 
through a MM-vocoder-patch too.

--(the other) Tom (Finegan) (aka Klaus Paulsen - www.rs7000.org)
| 2698|2656|2001-11-08 05:25:19|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> LOL. No Tom (aka Jim), I was just teasing ya.

Not Jim...Jim-Bob...;)

> Cheers,
> Robert (aka Wally)

Ok, thank you Robert (aka John-Boy) ;))))

Btw. After this few weeks, you bought the RS, how are you doing with 
it? Are you satisfied?

--Tom
| 2699|2667|2001-11-08 05:27:31|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
--- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:

> listened to your tracks...
> 
> 
> concluded that you are in fact a bad musician. 

Ok guys, i think it´s enough now. If you want to flame each other, do 
this privately by email, but keep this out of our list, ok?

--Tom (aka one of the list-moderator)
| 2700|2654|2001-11-08 05:32:27|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: song construction|
thanks for the tips robert....

i haven't used song mode so far, but i'll give it a go tonight...

cheers
dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2701|2692|2001-11-08 06:12:44|bionic@pandora.be|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> > my artist name is LiS!Sc, track: peak
> Sure you don´t have a problem pronouncing this name??? ;)
> 

Well, you just pronounce it as Lisc...it's a 'don't know the English 
word' :)

and the micromodular, also 16 midichannels? How do you connect it, 
use it in your setup?

http://data.rs7000.org/dlgateway.php?trackid=36&artistid=36


| 2702|2692|2001-11-08 06:48:47|Thomas|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> > > my artist name is LiS!Sc, track: peak
> > Sure you don´t have a problem pronouncing this name??? ;)
> > 
> Well, you just pronounce it as Lisc...it's a 'don't know the 

English 

> word' :)

Lisc? Hm....weird. 

> and the micromodular, also 16 midichannels? How do you connect it, 
> use it in your setup?

The MM has two MIDI in/out´s, one for the connection to the PC-
editor, one for the connection to e.g. your RS. The MM can be 
operated without the PC-editor (on all 16MIDI-channels, if you want, 
depends also on the patch/synth you have programmed, downloaded to 
the MM). Also you have two Audio-out´s and two Audio-in´s. 
Unfortunately the only thing that sucks about the MM is that it 
doesn´t has a power-on/off switch. Clavia, that sucks, but otherwise, 
for a VHS-cassette small synth, and for that low price (app. 400.-
Euro) this thing definately rocks! Oh and another disadvantage is 
that you want the big Nord Modular after you used the MM for a 
while...
Look at www.clavia.se for more info and demo-MP3´s.

I use it at the moment mostly as a filter/vocoder box for samples, 
drumloops, out of the RS and my Xbase09.

I think in one song i also took a preset for ambient-background.

This little red box is so versatile, you can even missuse it as a 
compressor, or EQ, or drummachine (the bassdrum can be at least as 
asskicking as the XBase one), or whatever your heart longs for. 
Or you create your own synth with 8 OSC´s, two filter, FM, combine it 
with a random step sequencer....whatever you want, this box can do it.
Ok, Reaktor 3.0 also can process samples, and you have grain-
synthesis...but hey nothing is perfect...for Reaktor you need a host, 
MM/NM operate by themselves.

-Tom
| 2703|2692|2001-11-08 07:55:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 14:48, Thomas (aka Tarzan) wrote:

> Oh and another disadvantage is
> that you want the big Nord Modular after you used the MM for a
> while...

hehe ;p

- Robert
| 2704|2656|2001-11-08 08:02:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 13:25, Thomas (aka Jim-Bob) wrote:

> Ok, thank you Robert (aka John-Boy) ;))))
>
> Btw. After this few weeks, you bought the RS, how are you doing with
> it? Are you satisfied?

YES! :)

This thing rocks, and can be used for all sorts of music styles. It's also a 
very flexible machine, as you can use it as a sampler, sequencer, synth, drum 
machine, and any combination of these. (Yes, I forgot the girl attractor 
feature ;).

But I still need more time with the RS. I also spent lots of time with Logic, 
studio rebuilding (this will keep me forever busy ;), tests of reverb gear, 
Delta66 audio card, EXS24 software sampler, temporary mixing board while my 
beloved Mackie is out for repair, and probably some more stuff that I 
forgot... ;)



Cheers,

- Hank (aka Steward)
| 2705|2667|2001-11-08 08:14:16|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
Yeah, but LOL this time wasn't me saying that his lame Roland based 
preset "music" sucks ass. ;)
--Dave (aka the list crude-Byotch)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:
> > listened to your tracks...
> > 
> > 
> > concluded that you are in fact a bad musician. 
> Ok guys, i think it´s enough now. If you want to flame each other, 
do 
> this privately by email, but keep this out of our list, ok?
> 
> --Tom (aka one of the list-moderator)

| 2706|2667|2001-11-08 08:21:02|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Ooops - wrong subject line :-] should be 'Cases'|
They work Perfectly!
I use my turntable's road case to carry my RS7000.
You might just have to add some extra padding inside the top cover, 
cause they usually have just a little square of foam.
Get some more foam and fill the empty space around that square and 
you're all set.

peace
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> 
> > Hi
> > 
> > Has anyone tried an off-the-shelf SL1200 case for their RS7000?
> > The dimensions seem very similair and I guess I could get one 
cheaper than a
> > custom build......
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Richard Brown
> >

| 2707|2667|2001-11-08 08:21:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
yup. fit's great. got a case on ebay fairly cheap... ...just got to repad
the top of the case.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: RB [mailto:rb@cbomb.plus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 5:55 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?

Hi

Has anyone tried an off-the-shelf SL1200 case for their RS7000?
The dimensions seem very similair and I guess I could get one cheaper than a
custom build......

Cheers

Richard Brown
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2708|2708|2001-11-08 10:27:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new proud owner|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 11:58, skwit@BASEDRUM.de wrote:

> finally ;)
>
> i'm just playing around with some styles, they really have got weird
> names... what is illbient *g*

Illbient is a music style intruduced in NewYork by DJ Spookey, SubDub and 
others. It's a mix of dub and ambient music with an ill-sounding atmosphere. 
Love it! :)

>
> i've just installed 2x32mb simms, system information says 61.990 kb free
> memory, is this right?

Yes, this looks okay.
To be sure that your RAM works, simply sample a very long track, until the RS 
runs out of sample memory (and stops). Than, playback your sample and watch 
for anything unexpected (pops, ticks, whatever). So don't use an industrial 
track for this. ;) 

>
> the problem is, that the simms have got more than the recommended 18 chips
> on it, in fact, 12 on every side. 8 in a row an 4 on the top. but maybe
> the 4 additional chips are only latches/decoders or something and not
> memory chips.

Then please do that check.

>
> therefore I searched the archive of the mailing list and found a posting
> where someone said he "ran test 19 on the rs 700". is this just a typo and
> he means rs 7000? if yes, where can I find this test?

There's a undocumented test mode available in the RS. Here's a message from 
our archive:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1165

Cheers,
Robert
| 2709|2709|2001-11-08 11:01:50|bionic@pandora.be|SCSI---|
Hi(gh),

Now I have most things under control, I'm up to the SCSI stuff.
I have a PC with a SCSI card (50pins), delivered with my plextor cd-r.
I saw that the card is only connected to my writer with those wide 
grey cables inside the PC. The questions are: I'm a able to use my 
harddisk and the yamaha TWE also with this card? Will I be able to 
use my writer with the RS? I don't have a cable yet, I ordered one...
Or will I have to buy some extra stuff to keep things running.
I really don't know if my harddisk is SCSI, it's already an old 15 
giga model and I don't have any docu of it. 

Tom
| 2710|2667|2001-11-08 12:06:58|synthe. labo|Re: F*@K this Manual?|

>Yeah, but LOL this time wasn't me saying that his lame Roland based
>preset "music" sucks ass. ;)
>--Dave (aka the list crude-Byotch)

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:skwit@BASEDRUM.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/1165


i'm thinking that you jumpy seems to wake up only to say that music of one 
or music of the other is shit...
well, even if this time is ironic, show us your talent, i hate people that 
say say say and then don't do nothing
show us your wonderful music

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2711|2692|2001-11-08 12:13:41|Thomas|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 08 November 2001 14:48, Thomas (aka Tarzan) wrote

:)))

> - Robert (aka Jane)

;)))))))
| 2712|2712|2001-11-08 12:15:05|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: |
To the Rock Star who said I suck!

Well I guess I guess I do suck? .... Having a record contract.

with a major label .... Producing sound tracks for b films... and doing remixes for other singed bands ... Yeah ok I suck!

GEEZE ... Yeah I guess I suck... Having written music for a video games you have probably played.

Well ... and not to mention playing with national acts...? yes I suck!

What great accomplishment have you attempted! Who the hell are you MOBY!

I think not cause I would probably be friends with you!

I now work with a TRITON Pro, RS7000, 

I have a Juno .... Moog and many other vintage equip, When I first started .... That is all I had was the Mc 505...

Yes it may not be your style, 

But when you sell out shows of over a 1000 people 

THEN I WILL LISTEN TO YOUR OPINION !

In the mean time, keep your opinions to your self!

Sorry about the post but some people are just rude!

and that was uncalled for!

I am here to get help ...

If you kick me off for defending myself that is fine.

----- Original Message -----
From: jtoutant@bu.edu
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 8:20 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?

listened to your tracks...

concluded that you are in fact a bad musician.

can't the 505 do more? i like my rs7k much more that those weak
sounds.

>

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:jtoutant@bu.edu
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do ....
>
> check out my sight...
>
> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/
>
> Then tell me I am a bad Musician!
>
> JaYSeon_C
>
> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700)

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2713|2713|2001-11-08 12:16:14|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: |
Thanks for defending me... 

----- Original Message -----
From: synthe. labo
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 1:10 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?

>Yeah, but LOL this time wasn't me saying that his lame Roland based
>preset "music" sucks ass. ;)
>--Dave (aka the list crude-Byotch)

i'm thinking that you jumpy seems to wake up only to say that music of one
or music of the other is shit...
well, even if this time is ironic, show us your talent, i hate people that
say say say and then don't do nothing
show us your wonderful music

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2714|2656|2001-11-08 12:20:17|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> (Yes, I forgot the girl attractor 
> feature ;).

True, the RS helps you to make better music, and if you make better 
music, you are satisfied and happy, and if you are happy, the girls 
sees that and...

...they want a RS too... 

But honestly, i noticed that it so much easier now (for me) to edit 
MIDI-events, even type in CC-events without any problem, though they 
are hexadecimal..., i never did that with Cubase or Logic, because it 
looked too complicated...strange huh?

--Tom (aka Klausinator)
| 2715|2692|2001-11-08 12:21:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:13, Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Thursday 08 November 2001 14:48, Thomas (aka Tarzan) wrote
> >
> :)))
> :
> > - Robert (aka Jane)

LOL!! This is fraud!!!!
| 2716|2667|2001-11-08 12:22:44|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> Yeah, but LOL this time wasn't me saying that his lame Roland based 
> preset "music" sucks ass. ;)
> --Dave (aka the list crude-Byotch)

I didn´t say that you said, what jtoutant...said, that he said. ;)

Anyhow, ....

Make music...not war....

;)

--Tom (aka the moderator)

> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., jtoutant@b... wrote:
> > > listened to your tracks...
> > > 
> > > 
> > > concluded that you are in fact a bad musician. 
> > Ok guys, i think it´s enough now. If you want to flame each 

other, 

> do 
> > this privately by email, but keep this out of our list, ok?
> > 
> > --Tom (aka one of the list-moderator)

| 2717|2667|2001-11-08 12:22:47|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|
Marco, I said I was sorry when I hurt your feelings last time when I 
said you should join the army cause your noisy music sucked ass.
I remember I said someone else too that his music sucked ass because 
of a detuned baseline, which he fixed and then sounded cool. 
And I did give props to that person for fixing his baseline and 
moving from suck ass to sounds cool.

Now, you don't need to bring me drama in this group, please.
If you feel like flamming me and cry for your personal reasons, pls 
email me privately, where I'll be glad to read your verbal diarrhea.

enough said please.
Don't bring old shit to the group, no one cares, I won't reply about 



this shite anymore.

plur
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> i'm thinking that you jumpy seems to wake up only to say that music 
of one 
> or music of the other is shit...
> well, even if this time is ironic, show us your talent, i hate 
people that 
> say say say and then don't do nothing
> show us your wonderful music
> 
> marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 2718|2709|2001-11-08 12:26:43|Thomas|Re: SCSI---|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> Hi(gh),

:)) bad joke...i love´em...

> Will I be able to 
> use my writer with the RS? 

The RS doesn´t support CD-writer´s, but i guess you could use it to 
read samples from CD, but sorry...no writing CD´s.

--Tom (aka the other Tom)
| 2719|2656|2001-11-08 12:37:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:20, Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 

Hehe, how true. :)

>
> wrote:
> > (Yes, I forgot the girl attractor feature ;).
>
> True, the RS helps you to make better music, and if you make better
> music, you are satisfied and happy, and if you are happy, the girls
> sees that and...
>
> ...they want a RS too...

Shiiiit! ;)

>
> But honestly, i noticed that it so much easier now (for me) to edit
> MIDI-events, even type in CC-events without any problem, though they
> are hexadecimal..., i never did that with Cubase or Logic, because it
> looked too complicated...strange huh?

The RS sequencer is very complete, yet compact in features. I think that's 
the secret. That and the fact that you get hardware buttons like Edit.
It works great, anyway. :)

>
> --Tom (aka Klausinator)

This is getting great :)
| 2720|2720|2001-11-08 12:38:28|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Media SMART Adaptors|
Does anyone know where they sell those 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


Smart Card adaptors for the computer, to grab wav.files..?

I saw Robert from Yamaha use one ... and I had to get one...

?

JaYSeonC

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 1:30 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI---

--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> Hi(gh),
:)) bad joke...i love´em...

> Will I be able to 
> use my writer with the RS? 
The RS doesn´t support CD-writer´s, but i guess you could use it to 
read samples from CD, but sorry...no writing CD´s.

--Tom (aka the other Tom)

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2721|2721|2001-11-08 12:40:30|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: video game music|
It's something I have in my list of possible jobs after my stint as a
Network Administrator... ...how'd you get involved?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Awoken By Death+ E6D [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:14 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000]

To the Rock Star who said I suck!

Well I guess I guess I do suck? .... Having a record contract.

with a major label .... Producing sound tracks for b films... and doing
remixes for other singed bands ... Yeah ok I suck!

GEEZE ... Yeah I guess I suck... Having written music for a video games you
have probably played.

Well ... and not to mention playing with national acts...? yes I suck!

What great accomplishment have you attempted! Who the hell are you MOBY!

I think not cause I would probably be friends with you!

I now work with a TRITON Pro, RS7000, 

I have a Juno .... Moog and many other vintage equip, When I first started
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.... That is all I had was the Mc 505...

Yes it may not be your style, 

But when you sell out shows of over a 1000 people 

THEN I WILL LISTEN TO YOUR OPINION !

In the mean time, keep your opinions to your self!

Sorry about the post but some people are just rude!

and that was uncalled for!

I am here to get help ...

If you kick me off for defending myself that is fine.

----- Original Message -----
From: jtoutant@bu.edu
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 8:20 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?

listened to your tracks...

concluded that you are in fact a bad musician.

can't the 505 do more? i like my rs7k much more that those weak
sounds.

>
> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do ....
>
> check out my sight...
>
> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/
>
> Then tell me I am a bad Musician!
>
> JaYSeon_C
>
> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700)

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get> more from the Web. FREE MSN
Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1724159.3246510.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1724159.3246510.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=647508861> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2722|2692|2001-11-08 12:40:39|Thomas|Re: Uploaded track at www.rs7000.org|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:13, Thomas wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > On Thursday 08 November 2001 14:48, Thomas (aka Tarzan) wrote
> > >
> > :)))
> > :
> > > - Robert (aka Jane)
> 
> LOL!! This is fraud!!!!

No...funny!

;D
| 2723|2709|2001-11-08 12:44:55|bionic@pandora.be|Re: SCSI---|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> > Hi(gh),
> :)) bad joke...i love´em...

I have plenty of them...hehe

I uploaded two more songs i created, one (Organic) with a friend of 
me on sax, guitars, bas and all the other stuff I played/edited. I 
hope they're not as bad as my joke. Infact is being high no joke,
I always suffer from it the next day....prfff... 

LiS!Sc (no confusion anymore, no'one will give himself such a 
unpronouncable, undiggable, fucking bad name)

> 
> 
> > Will I be able to 
> > use my writer with the RS? 
> The RS doesn´t support CD-writer´s, but i guess you could use it to 
> read samples from CD, but sorry...no writing CD´s.
> 
> --Tom (aka the other Tom)

So I guess that I will have to buy an SCSI external HDD? ...all that 
fucking money....

LiS!Sc
| 2724|2720|2001-11-08 12:48:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Media SMART Adaptors|
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On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:37, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Does anyone know where they sell those
>
> Smart Card adaptors for the computer, to grab wav.files..?
>
> I saw Robert from Yamaha use one ... and I had to get one...

Any computer shop. Make sure you specify the card format. There are readers 
for compact flash, smart card, and a couple of other formats.

- Robert
| 2725|2667|2001-11-08 12:49:37|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> Now, you don't need to bring me drama in this group, please.

Well, all he was doing, was defending "E6D", because he thought (i 
assume, sorry Marco) that you said that his ("E6D") music sounded bad.
But i guess you just refered to the fact that you are glad that you 
DID NOT say that. So it seemed to me you were trying to make a joke, 
which Marco missunderstood. Right?

> If you feel like flamming me and cry for your personal reasons, pls 
> email me privately

That´s indeed a really good idea, so why did YOU post it here in the 
first place if you want to complain about Marco, hm?

> enough said please.

Agreed. Okay?

So back to business.

Where do you guys all upload your MP3?

www.mp3.com suck big time for me. I can´t either upload or download 
mp3´s...is there another good internation platform for this?

--Tom

p.s. did you realize that we have already 438 members?
| 2726|2721|2001-11-08 12:52:38|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: OT: video game music|
My friend Steve has his bother who Designed the Video game... Harvester

which was banned all over the freaking Country because of it's Violence... (lol) 

he ask me to help him with the score on that ... Nothing big but it was fun doing it...

The game is probably out of print... But its kind of funny cause he used his bother image as one of the killer dead people ....
He

JaYSEonC... I also don't go by my real name..?

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 1:44 PM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] OT: video game music

It's something I have in my list of possible jobs after my stint as a
Network Administrator... ...how'd you get involved?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Awoken By Death+ E6D [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:14 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000]

To the Rock Star who said I suck!
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Well I guess I guess I do suck? .... Having a record contract.

with a major label .... Producing sound tracks for b films... and doing
remixes for other singed bands ... Yeah ok I suck!

GEEZE ... Yeah I guess I suck... Having written music for a video games you
have probably played.

Well ... and not to mention playing with national acts...? yes I suck!

What great accomplishment have you attempted! Who the hell are you MOBY!

I think not cause I would probably be friends with you!

I now work with a TRITON Pro, RS7000,

I have a Juno .... Moog and many other vintage equip, When I first started
.... That is all I had was the Mc 505...

Yes it may not be your style,

But when you sell out shows of over a 1000 people

THEN I WILL LISTEN TO YOUR OPINION !

In the mean time, keep your opinions to your self!

Sorry about the post but some people are just rude!

and that was uncalled for!

I am here to get help ...

If you kick me off for defending myself that is fine.

----- Original Message -----
From: jtoutant@bu.edu
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 8:20 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?

listened to your tracks...

concluded that you are in fact a bad musician.

can't the 505 do more? i like my rs7k much more that those weak
sounds.

>
> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do ....
>
> check out my sight...
>
> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/
>
> Then tell me I am a bad Musician!
>
> JaYSeon_C
>
> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700)

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get> more from the Web. FREE MSN
Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1724159.3246510.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085>

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1724159.3246510.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=647508861>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2727|2667|2001-11-08 12:53:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:49, Thomas wrote:

>
> p.s. did you realize that we have already 438 members?

No!
That explains all the traffic, I guess.
Oh no, that's just us moderators. ;)
| 2728|2728|2001-11-08 12:56:53|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Uploading Music|
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Thanks for the defense guys...! 

on that question about uploading things...

You can also upload to ACID ..... That load up to there sight with no problamo!

Thanks ... (JaYSeonC)

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 1:53 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back

--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> Now, you don't need to bring me drama in this group, please.
Well, all he was doing, was defending "E6D", because he thought (i 
assume, sorry Marco) that you said that his ("E6D") music sounded bad.
But i guess you just refered to the fact that you are glad that you 
DID NOT say that. So it seemed to me you were trying to make a joke, 
which Marco missunderstood. Right?

> If you feel like flamming me and cry for your personal reasons, pls 
> email me privately
That´s indeed a really good idea, so why did YOU post it here in the 
first place if you want to complain about Marco, hm?

> enough said please.
Agreed. Okay?

So back to business.

Where do you guys all upload your MP3?

www.mp3.com suck big time for me. I can´t either upload or download 
mp3´s...is there another good internation platform for this?

--Tom

p.s. did you realize that we have already 438 members?

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2729|2656|2001-11-08 13:02:16|Thomas|Re: A question?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:20, Thomas wrote:

LOL...:))))))) 

> > But honestly, i noticed that it so much easier now (for me) to 

edit

> > MIDI-events, even type in CC-events without any problem, though 
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they

> > are hexadecimal..., i never did that with Cubase or Logic, 

because it

> > looked too complicated...strange huh?
> 
> The RS sequencer is very complete, yet compact in features. I think 

that's 

> the secret. That and the fact that you get hardware buttons like 

Edit.

> It works great, anyway. :)

Oh indeed. The edit function is a very nifty feature. The sampling 
integration is a bit more difficult, as well as the stepsequencer and 
grid mode, if you have only used Cubase/Logic (or MC505...:D ) before.
I understand though that RM1x users miss the cursor keys on the RS. 
Turning a knob is not as precise as pressing a key. Well, guess it´s 
too late to implement now...

> >
> > --Tom (aka Klausinator)
> 
> This is getting great :)

Oh wait wait wait...how´s this?

--Tom (aka "The Paulinator")
| 2730|2730|2001-11-08 13:03:22|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Question For Anyone that knows?|
Ok, I was wondering ... 

When you record a pattern in pattern mode... 

I'm trying to figure out ... how in world you get the effect over to song mode..

Say like I put the Flange or Phaser to my patter ... then took it to Pattern Chain....

Why is it when I convert it to song mode it only plays one effect .... This sucks..

I would like it to change with the pattern like Patten one Phaser 

Pattern 2 Turntable noise ... what's the Deal ....

I'm getting a 

(Hemotobin metabolic brain blister!) http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2731|2712|2001-11-08 13:03:43|simon leclerc|Re: |
Hey guys,

I'm not taking anyone's side on this issue, but i feel i have to say
something about this comment. Now, i havent heard your material (and you
could very well be a good musician or make good music) but
record deals and sold out shows don't mean that someone is a good musician.
Could just be good PR, good advertising, good copying other artists, good
ass licking, good contacts, you know...;)

Cheers guys.

Simon

on 11/8/01 2:14 PM, Awoken By Death+ E6D at exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com
wrote:

> To the Rock Star who said I suck!
> 
> Well I guess I guess I do suck? .... Having a record contract.
> 
> with a major label .... Producing sound tracks for b films... and doing
> remixes for other singed bands ... Yeah ok I suck!
> 

mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com


> GEEZE ... Yeah I guess I suck... Having written music for a video games you
> have probably played.
> 
> Well ... and not to mention playing with national acts...? yes I suck!
> 
> What great accomplishment have you attempted! Who the hell are you MOBY!
> 
> I think not cause I would probably be friends with you!
> 
> I now work with a TRITON Pro, RS7000,
> 
> I have a Juno .... Moog and many other vintage equip, When I first started
> .... That is all I had was the Mc 505...
> 
> Yes it may not be your style,
> 
> 
> But when you sell out shows of over a 1000 people
> 
> THEN I WILL LISTEN TO YOUR OPINION !
> 
> In the mean time, keep your opinions to your self!
> 
> 
> Sorry about the post but some people are just rude!
> 
> and that was uncalled for!
> 
> I am here to get help ...
> 
> If you kick me off for defending myself that is fine.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: jtoutant@bu.edu
> Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 8:20 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?
> 
> listened to your tracks...
> 
> 
> concluded that you are in fact a bad musician.
> 
> can't the 505 do more? i like my rs7k much more that those weak
> sounds.
> 
> 
>> 
>> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do ....
>> 
>> check out my sight...
>> 
>> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/
>> 
>> Then tell me I am a bad Musician!
>> 
>> JaYSeon_C
>> 
>> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700)
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
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> more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 2732|2656|2001-11-08 13:06:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A question?|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 21:02, Thomas wrote:

> Oh wait wait wait...how´s this?
>
> --Tom (aka "The Paulinator")

ROFL!!!!! Almost tears in me eyes. :)
| 2733|2733|2001-11-08 13:14:21|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: |
Simon I wouldn't lie about something like that 

Our fan base is very much an underground fan base ... we started with 
word of mouth and I never really cared for being famous...
All I ever wanted was to be a well respected musician who writes good music, and does not play for the cookie cutter industry.

If you listen to our sound it is very diverse... I don't stick to one particular style
But once our new album comes out it will really hit a nerve with people.

but feal free to hear some of our older music ... this sight has our very first demo
we are working on the album right now... so it will be new material and new sound..
but I understand your opinion.. on that a good musician is not always about the record deal . your right...

JaYseonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: simon leclerc
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:07 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000]

Hey guys,

I'm not taking anyone's side on this issue, but i feel i have to say
something about this comment. Now, i havent heard your material (and you
could very well be a good musician or make good music) but
record deals and sold out shows don't mean that someone is a good musician.
Could just be good PR, good advertising, good copying other artists, good
ass licking, good contacts, you know...;)

Cheers guys.

Simon

on 11/8/01 2:14 PM, Awoken By Death+ E6D at exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com
wrote:

> To the Rock Star who said I suck!
>
> Well I guess I guess I do suck? .... Having a record contract.
>
> with a major label .... Producing sound tracks for b films... and doing
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> remixes for other singed bands ... Yeah ok I suck!
>
> GEEZE ... Yeah I guess I suck... Having written music for a video games you
> have probably played.
>
> Well ... and not to mention playing with national acts...? yes I suck!
>
> What great accomplishment have you attempted! Who the hell are you MOBY!
>
> I think not cause I would probably be friends with you!
>
> I now work with a TRITON Pro, RS7000,
>
> I have a Juno .... Moog and many other vintage equip, When I first started
> .... That is all I had was the Mc 505...
>
> Yes it may not be your style,
>
>
> But when you sell out shows of over a 1000 people
>
> THEN I WILL LISTEN TO YOUR OPINION !
>
> In the mean time, keep your opinions to your self!
>
>
> Sorry about the post but some people are just rude!
>
> and that was uncalled for!
>
> I am here to get help ...
>
> If you kick me off for defending myself that is fine.
>
>
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: jtoutant@bu.edu
> Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2001 8:20 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: F*@K this Manual?
>
> listened to your tracks...
>
>
> concluded that you are in fact a bad musician.
>
> can't the 505 do more? i like my rs7k much more that those weak
> sounds.
>
>
>>
>> If you want to hear what a Mc 505 can do ....
>>
>> check out my sight...
>>
>> www.mp3.com/exceed6doses/
>>
>> Then tell me I am a bad Musician!
>>
>> JaYSeon_C
>>
>> (who is contemplating suicide because of the RS700)
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
>
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>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
> more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2734|2720|2001-11-08 13:19:59|Thomas|Media SMART Adaptors|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:

> 
> Does anyone know where they sell those 
> 
> Smart Card adaptors for the computer, to grab wav.files..?

Depends on where you live? America, Europe, Australia?
In Germany, you can get them for a decent price from 
http://www.reichelt.de

> 
> I saw Robert from Yamaha use one ... and I had to get one...

Hm Robert? Our Robert van der Kamp (aka the Answerinator)? 

--Tom (aka the male version of Ripley...)
| 2735|2733|2001-11-08 13:21:14|simon leclerc|Re: |
on 11/8/01 3:13 PM, Awoken By Death+ E6D at exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com
wrote:

> we started with 
> word of mouth and I never really cared for being famous...
> All I ever wanted was to be a well respected musician who writes good music,
> and does not play for the cookie cutter industry.
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All right, that's what i wanted to hear :)

Now what's the www.link for your demo again ?
| 2736|2721|2001-11-08 13:24:07|Thomas|Re: OT: video game music|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> It's something I have in my list of possible jobs after my stint as 

a

> Network Administrator... ...how'd you get involved?
> 
> B

Well, i would say, make a demo-CD with three of your songs, that 
would fit as game music. And send this CD to as much as possible game-
producer, like Valve, ID-Software, Electronic Arts, and so on.

--tom (aka J.C.Denton)
| 2737|2720|2001-11-08 13:28:25|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Media SMART Adaptors|
I think that was his name, he was a product demonstrator for Yamaha...

He was insane ... But then again so is Yamaha.? :P

JaYSeonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:25 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re:Media SMART Adaptors

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:
>
> Does anyone know where they sell those
>
> Smart Card adaptors for the computer, to grab wav.files..?
Depends on where you live? America, Europe, Australia?
In Germany, you can get them for a decent price from
http://www.reichelt.de

>
> I saw Robert from Yamaha use one ... and I had to get one...
Hm Robert? Our Robert van der Kamp (aka the Answerinator)?

--Tom (aka the male version of Ripley...)

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2738|2730|2001-11-08 13:30:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question For Anyone that knows?|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 21:02, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Ok, I was wondering ...
>
> When you record a pattern in pattern mode...
>
> I'm trying to figure out ... how in world you get the effect over to song
> mode..
>
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> Say like I put the Flange or Phaser to my patter ... then took it to
> Pattern Chain....
>
> Why is it when I convert it to song mode it only plays one effect .... This
> sucks..

Wait. What were those patterns numbers? In other words, did you one more than 
one style in you chain? Or more than one Scene? 

- Robert
| 2739|2709|2001-11-08 13:34:18|Thomas|Re: SCSI---|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> > > Hi(gh),
> > :)) bad joke...i love´em...
> 
> I have plenty of them...hehe

Oh please give it to us...

not.

:)

just kidding.

> > Infact is being high no joke,
> I always suffer from it the next day....prfff... 

Oh, i see that´s why you picked that name...
;)

> 
> LiS!Sc (no confusion anymore, no'one will give himself such a 
> unpronouncable, undiggable, fucking bad name)

True..but i guess you picked it (Tom starts imitating and singin 
Afroman) "because you got high, lalalalala"
;)

> So I guess that I will have to buy an SCSI external HDD? ...all 

that 

> fucking money....

Well, i don´t know if you can use the writer to read or if you can 
use the HD you already have...i think Robert might be able to answer 
that...Robert?

> LiS!Sc

| 2740|2728|2001-11-08 13:46:22|Thomas|Re: Uploading Music|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 

> You can also upload to ACID ..... That load up to there sight with 

no problamo!

Thank you Jay, but what´s the link?

--Tom (aka the big bosso)

>

| 2741|2730|2001-11-08 14:01:07|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Question For Anyone that knows?|
I think I did that ...

1a

1b 

that should work?



----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:38 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Question For Anyone that knows?

On Thursday 08 November 2001 21:02, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> Ok, I was wondering ...
>
> When you record a pattern in pattern mode...
>
> I'm trying to figure out ... how in world you get the effect over to song
> mode..
>
> Say like I put the Flange or Phaser to my patter ... then took it to
> Pattern Chain....
>
> Why is it when I convert it to song mode it only plays one effect .... This
> sucks..

Wait. What were those patterns numbers? In other words, did you one more than
one style in you chain? Or more than one Scene?

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2742|2728|2001-11-08 14:03:26|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Uploading Music|
Gosh ... ummm

www.Acidloops.com

It is where you trade wav.s on Acid Loops Program

JaYSEONC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:49 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Uploading Music

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
> You can also upload to ACID ..... That load up to there sight with 
no problamo!

Thank you Jay, but what´s the link?

--Tom (aka the big bosso)
> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2743|2667|2001-11-08 14:06:51|synthe. labo|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|

>Marco, I said I was sorry when I hurt your feelings last time when I
>said you should join the army cause your noisy music sucked ass.
>I remember I said someone else too that his music sucked ass because
>of a detuned baseline, which he fixed and then sounded cool.
>And I did give props to that person for fixing his baseline and
>moving from suck ass to sounds cool.
>
>Now, you don't need to bring me drama in this group, please.
>If you feel like flamming me and cry for your personal reasons, pls
>email me privately, where I'll be glad to read your verbal diarrhea.
>
>enough said please.
>Don't bring old shit to the group, no one cares, I won't reply about
>this shite anymore.

haha
no, you really not offended me
i don't write to you privately for 2 reasons:
1- i have nothing to say to you more than this mail
2- i think it could be interesting for the entire list HOW a member use his 
vocabulary to explain his/her feeling about music of others members.
your answer is the pathetic thing itsels, as 'diarrhea' is EXACLY the way 
you have to describe music made by others.

Markus (aka 'the inseminator 2' -->> Tom, the women attractor function have 
no bugs!!!)

p.s.: Tom -> why you sell the x-base, it's so powerful...?
think that i had an idea of buying it, but yesterday i've seen a preview of 
Logic 5 Full..so i remained shocked ;)

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2744|2728|2001-11-08 14:25:31|Thomas|Re: Uploading Music|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:

> 
> 
> Gosh ... ummm
> 
> www.Acidloops.com
> 
> It is where you trade wav.s on Acid Loops Program
> 
> JaYSEONC 

Hm, the link doesn´t work, neither does www.acidloop.com.

Where do you upload your mp3?

--Tom
| 2745|2667|2001-11-08 14:41:11|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
[ diarrhea parts removed ]

> Markus (aka 'the inseminator 2' -->> Tom, the women attractor 
function have 
> no bugs!!!)
For real? Well, if she (or them, if it were two...) did you just 
because of the RS...
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I HAVE TO GO AND DO A LIVE-GIG IMMEDIATLY!

;)

Just kidding i am happily involved with someone, and she loves me 
because of myself , not because i am using a grey expensive 
plastic box...;)))

> p.s.: Tom -> why you sell the x-base, it's so powerful...?
Oh it is powerfull indeed, but in a way i don´t feel like really 
digging into the machine. The usual 909 sounds does the RS at least 
as good, and for the extra weirdness i have the Nanoloop and the 
NordMM. I played a bit with the DX200 and i like those FM-sounds a 
lot, so i think it will be a fair exchange for me (and the XBase).

> think that i had an idea of buying it, but yesterday i've seen a 
preview of 
> Logic 5 Full..so i remained shocked ;)
LOL...yeah those software is always tempting...get a XBase...;) Wanna 
have mine? For you 420 Euro...good condition.

--tom (aka the soon to be married one)
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 2746|2728|2001-11-08 15:07:43|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Uploading Music|
Thomas ... go to the 

www.sonicfoundry.com website 

there is a place on there where you can share wav. files...

and you can upload music to... If you can't find it 

just email one of the tech supports.. ;)

Take care 

JaYSEonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 3:30 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Uploading Music

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:
> 
> 
> Gosh ... ummm
> 
> www.Acidloops.com
> 
> It is where you trade wav.s on Acid Loops Program
> 
> JaYSEONC 
Hm, the link doesn´t work, neither does www.acidloop.com.

Where do you upload your mp3?

--Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2747|2730|2001-11-08 15:36:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question For Anyone that knows?|
On Thursday 08 November 2001 22:00, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> I think I did that ...
>
> 1a
>
> 1b
>
> that should work?

Okay, two patterns in the same style. How did you apply two different effects 
to these patterns? How did you use Flange *and* Phaser?

Just asking, before I can continue to think about this one.

- Robert

>
>
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp
> Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:38 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Question For Anyone that knows?
>
> On Thursday 08 November 2001 21:02, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> > Ok, I was wondering ...
> >
> > When you record a pattern in pattern mode...
> >
> > I'm trying to figure out ... how in world you get the effect over to song
> > mode..
> >
> > Say like I put the Flange or Phaser to my patter ... then took it to
> > Pattern Chain....
> >
> > Why is it when I convert it to song mode it only plays one effect ....
> > This sucks..
>
> Wait. What were those patterns numbers? In other words, did you one more
> than one style in you chain? Or more than one Scene?
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
> download : http://explorer.msn.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 2748|2730|2001-11-08 16:19:49|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Question For Anyone that knows?|
I Guess I didnt do it right... Ugggh

I will kick myself... he he 

1a

2a 

or 

1a

2b

Confusing

:P 

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 4:39 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Question For Anyone that knows?

On Thursday 08 November 2001 22:00, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> I think I did that ...
>
> 1a
>
> 1b
>
> that should work?

Okay, two patterns in the same style. How did you apply two different effects
to these patterns? How did you use Flange *and* Phaser?

Just asking, before I can continue to think about this one.

- Robert

>
>
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp
> Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:38 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Question For Anyone that knows?
>
> On Thursday 08 November 2001 21:02, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> > Ok, I was wondering ...
> >
> > When you record a pattern in pattern mode...
> >
> > I'm trying to figure out ... how in world you get the effect over to song
> > mode..
> >
> > Say like I put the Flange or Phaser to my patter ... then took it to
> > Pattern Chain....

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> >
> > Why is it when I convert it to song mode it only plays one effect ....
> > This sucks..
>
> Wait. What were those patterns numbers? In other words, did you one more
> than one style in you chain? Or more than one Scene?
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
> download : http://explorer.msn.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2749|2749|2001-11-08 16:34:28|bionic@pandora.be|SCSI---HDD|
I have SCSI card in my PC.
Can i use automaticly my HDD with the RS,(assuming it's a SCSI 
compatible)?
I can't test the shit because I don't have the 'shocking expensive' 
cable yet. It's ordered and have to wait two weeks.
The ²funds are not that bright anymore...

'drowned in dub' Spiv-Tom-LiS!Sc (lost in soundsculpture)
| 2750|2730|2001-11-08 17:34:01|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Question For Anyone that knows?|
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OK .....can I have stabb????

did you have the same style generaly but with some different effects
on 1 and 2 and if your on pattern A , did you twist the knobby thing 
to change style ??????????

WHat the .........plz explain the last couple of E-mails with letters 
and numbers......what did you achieve????????

thanks heeps m8..

Ive :l 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:

> 
> 
> I Guess I didnt do it right... Ugggh
> 
> I will kick myself... he he 
> 
> 
> 1a
> 
> 2a 
> 
> or 
> 
> 1a
> 
> 2b
> 
> Confusing
> 
> 
> 
> :P 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp
> Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 4:39 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Question For Anyone that knows?
> 
> On Thursday 08 November 2001 22:00, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> > I think I did that ...
> >
> > 1a
> >
> > 1b
> >
> > that should work?
> 
> Okay, two patterns in the same style. How did you apply two 

different effects

> to these patterns? How did you use Flange *and* Phaser?
> 
> Just asking, before I can continue to think about this one.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Robert van der Kamp
> > Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2001 2:38 PM
> > To: RS7000@y...
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Question For Anyone that knows?
> >
> > On Thursday 08 November 2001 21:02, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> > > Ok, I was wondering ...
> > >
> > > When you record a pattern in pattern mode...
> > >
> > > I'm trying to figure out ... how in world you get the effect 



over to song

> > > mode..
> > >
> > > Say like I put the Flange or Phaser to my patter ... then took 

it to

> > > Pattern Chain....
> > >
> > > Why is it when I convert it to song mode it only plays one 

effect ....

> > > This sucks..
> >
> > Wait. What were those patterns numbers? In other words, did you 

one more

> > than one style in you chain? Or more than one Scene?
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN 

Explorer

> > download : http://explorer.msn.com
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
http://explorer.msn.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 

Yahoo account.

> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN 
Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2751|2720|2001-11-08 17:45:25|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Media SMART Adaptors/Or SCSI !!|
hey I'm not sure if you guys are aware but......I thought i'd post 
this anyway..........

if you have a scsi zip....and a scsi port on your comp, you can chain 
them up and you can edit loops or sounds or whatever on wavelab or 
soundforge......... and transport them perfectly to the zip.....then 
import it to the RS..works wicked bro!!!!

if not then i guess the SM readeer would be kool ....how much do they 
go for and where does it go in relation to the in the computer or 
hangin off it???

I 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 08 November 2001 20:37, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:
> > Does anyone know where they sell those
> >
> > Smart Card adaptors for the computer, to grab wav.files..?
> >
> > I saw Robert from Yamaha use one ... and I had to get one...
> 
> Any computer shop. Make sure you specify the card format. There are 
readers 
> for compact flash, smart card, and a couple of other formats.
> 
> - Robert

| 2752|2752|2001-11-08 17:49:30|bionic@pandora.be|Micro Modular|
Damn, Klaus the paulinator, the MM is a LOT more then you said,
it costs around 1000 Eur! I thought already this(400EUR) was an 
extraterrestial price.

Tom the spiviator
| 2753|1220|2001-11-09 00:17:33|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 STUDIO'S/studio1.jpg 
Uploaded by : mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca 
Description : My studio - computers are too distracting... :) 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20STUDIO%27S/studio1.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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| 2754|2752|2001-11-09 01:11:11|Thomas|Re: Micro Modular|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> Damn, Klaus the paulinator, the MM is a LOT more then you said,
> it costs around 1000 Eur!

Tom-Spiv, i guess you were looking at the Nord Modular, not the Micro 
Modular, or maybe the prices in .be are higher than in Germany....
But about the 400 Eur, that how much i paid for mine at: www.musik-
service.de, but that was three months ago and as i checked again a 
minute ago it was like 500Eur...but...
Go here: http://www.thomann.de

You can choose their site in english too. They have the MicroModular 
for app. 450 Euro.

> I thought already this(400EUR) was an 
> extraterrestial price.

It was, that´s why i made the purchase. Btw. 1000Eur for a Nord 
Modular is a DAMN good price too!
Where did you see that?

> Tom the spiviator

Tom - (aka the extraterrestial MM-owner...;)
| 2755|1220|2001-11-09 01:15:18|Thomas|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> 
> Hello,
> Description : My studio - computers are too distracting... :) 
> 
> Regards,
> 
> mmorin@g...

DAMN, THAT´s a MIGHTY FINE studio!!!

;)

What´s that round thingy on the left side? A guitar FX unit?
Oh yeah that´s how a setup without a computer should look like...i 
love that FS1r...how do you edit it without a computer? And how do 
you do your recording? ADAT?

--Tom (aka the bit jeleous one)
| 2756|1220|2001-11-09 01:16:35|Thomas|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> 
> Hello,
> Description : My studio - computers are too distracting... :) 
> 
> Regards,
> 
> mmorin@g...

DAMN, THAT´s a MIGHTY FINE studio!!!

;)

What´s that round thingy on the left side? A guitar FX unit?
Oh yeah that´s how a setup without a computer should look like...i 
love that FS1r...how do you edit it without a computer? And how do 
you do your recording? ADAT?

--Tom (aka the bit jeleous one)
| 2757|1220|2001-11-09 08:18:20|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> DAMN, THAT´s a MIGHTY FINE studio!!!
> 
> ;)
> 

http://www.thomann.de/


Saving up for 5 years helps - oh, I just got an insurance settlement 
from a car accident which paid for the RS7000 - a friend of mine 
calls that the "auto lottery" ;)

Round thing = Notron = 4-part 16-step analog style midi sequencer
http://vu.3phase.org/notron/
http://vu.3phase.org/notron/freon/

michel

p.s. I use dat - I love it!

> What´s that round thingy on the left side? A guitar FX unit?
> Oh yeah that´s how a setup without a computer should look like...i 
> love that FS1r...how do you edit it without a computer? And how do 
> you do your recording? ADAT?
> 
> --Tom (aka the bit jeleous one)

| 2758|2758|2001-11-09 09:28:15|hhuent@gmx.de|(no subject)|
Sorry guys to bother you with questions instead of sending a review. 
As soon as I own the rs 7000 I will post my opinion. 
I own a roland mc-307 and a korg es-1 (I liked the sounds, patterns 
and grid recording better than on the rm1x - checked them side by 
side.) I do hiphop, jazz, r&B, Latin, need good drums and some 
realistic sounding voices too. Now I wonder if the rs-7000 could be a 
competitor for my set up mc-307/korg es-1, (I think the mc-307 drums 
have a punchy sound, but the feel of the groove is 
somehow "stiff"...) 

1. Would you switch to the rs7000 to have it all in one box? I can´t 
demo the gear imy area, only orders... :-( 2. Is it an easy to use 
all-in-one composition station, easier than the rm1x? 3. Is the sound 
quality above the rm1x (efx included)? or the mc-307? 4. Does the 
sample slicing keep up with the korg es-1? I read complaints about it 
concerning the rs7000. 5. Is the grid recording as well implemented 
as on the mc-307? I read complaints about that feature too, bit didnt 
get the diea really what people were about. 6. Or would you rather 
switch to the Emu mp-7 command station (anyone experienced?) for its 
very good sounds but weak efx section? 

rs7000 owners, mp-7owners, mc-307 owners, please?Any educated opinion 
would be welcome. 

Peace 

Heinrich
| 2759|2759|2001-11-09 09:29:25|hhuent@gmx.de|??? mc-307 + korg es-1 vs. rs7000 or emu mp-7?|
Sorry guys to bother you with questions instead of sending a review. 
As soon as I own the rs 7000 I will post my opinion. 
I own a roland mc-307 and a korg es-1 (I liked the sounds, patterns 
and grid recording better than on the rm1x - checked them side by 
side.) I do hiphop, jazz, r&B, Latin, need good drums and some 
realistic sounding voices too. Now I wonder if the rs-7000 could be a 
competitor for my set up mc-307/korg es-1, (I think the mc-307 drums 
have a punchy sound, but the feel of the groove is 
somehow "stiff"...) 

1. Would you switch to the rs7000 to have it all in one box? I can´t 
demo the gear imy area, only orders... :-( 2. Is it an easy to use 
all-in-one composition station, easier than the rm1x? 3. Is the sound 
quality above the rm1x (efx included)? or the mc-307? 4. Does the 
sample slicing keep up with the korg es-1? I read complaints about it 
concerning the rs7000. 5. Is the grid recording as well implemented 
as on the mc-307? I read complaints about that feature too, bit didnt 
get the diea really what people were about. 6. Or would you rather 
switch to the Emu mp-7 command station (anyone experienced?) for its 
very good sounds but weak efx section? 

rs7000 owners, mp-7owners, mc-307 owners, please?Any educated opinion 
would be welcome. 

Peace 

Heinrich
| 2760|2667|2001-11-09 13:12:56|synthe. labo|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|

>[ diarrhea parts removed ]

http://vu.3phase.org/notron/
http://vu.3phase.org/notron/freon/


haha, better in this way :)

>
> > Markus (aka 'the inseminator 2' -->> Tom, the women attractor
>function have
> > no bugs!!!)
>For real? Well, if she (or them, if it were two...) did you just
>because of the RS...

no no, wait: it was 1 girl and it's a friend of mine from years....don't 
think it's the rs7k itself, but maybe it kept fortune ;)

>I HAVE TO GO AND DO A LIVE-GIG IMMEDIATLY!

well, mine was a live gig in my house...haha, also with headphones

>Just kidding i am happily involved with someone, and she loves me
>because of myself , not because i am using a grey expensive
>plastic box...;)))

seriously, what do you want more!!!!!

>
> > p.s.: Tom -> why you sell the x-base, it's so powerful...?
>Oh it is powerfull indeed, but in a way i don´t feel like really
>digging into the machine. The usual 909 sounds does the RS at least
>as good, and for the extra weirdness i have the Nanoloop and the
>NordMM. I played a bit with the DX200 and i like those FM-sounds a
>lot, so i think it will be a fair exchange for me (and the XBase).

but the dx200 and an200 have the same drum sounds of the rs7k? , because me 
too was attractedby one of these little groovy synths

> > think that i had an idea of buying it, but yesterday i've seen a
>preview of
> > Logic 5 Full..so i remained shocked ;)
>LOL...yeah those software is always tempting...get a XBase...;) Wanna
>have mine? For you 420 Euro...good condition.

no no, thanx, not now
now i'll get logic

ciao-marco (aka...marco....this time only)
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2761|2752|2001-11-09 13:15:53|synthe. labo|Re: Micro Modular|

>Damn, Klaus the paulinator, the MM is a LOT more then you said,
>it costs around 1000 Eur! I thought already this(400EUR) was an
>extraterrestial price.

really...?!
here i can find one at about 600 EURO...

Marco the insidiator

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2762|1220|2001-11-09 14:21:11|Thomas|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., mmorin@g... wrote:

> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > DAMN, THAT´s a MIGHTY FINE studio!!!
> > 
> > ;)

http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


> > 
> 
> 
> Saving up for 5 years helps - oh, I just got an insurance 

settlement 

> from a car accident which paid for the RS7000 - a friend of mine 
> calls that the "auto lottery" ;)

lol, yeah i guess you have this everywhere...

> 
> Round thing = Notron = 4-part 16-step analog style midi sequencer
> http://vu.3phase.org/notron/
> http://vu.3phase.org/notron/freon/

Looks like a very nice tool....i guess i have to start saving.

I just downloaded your track "Booty b shakin".

Very groovy! Really good. What synth did you used for the main lead 
and the bass? I love the way it changes around 4:30...really nice...

--Tom (the synthesistor)
| 2763|2667|2001-11-09 14:40:49|Thomas|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> no no, wait: it was 1 girl and it's a friend of mine from 

years....don't 

> think it's the rs7k itself, but maybe it kept fortune ;)

LOL...i see, well good luck to you two..erm..three..the RS too. ;O)

> >Just kidding i am happily involved with someone, and she loves me
> >because of myself , not because i am using a grey expensive
> >plastic box...;)))
> 
> seriously, what do you want more!!!!!

Seriously? I am happy the way everything is!

> but the dx200 and an200 have the same drum sounds of the rs7k? , 

Oh nonono, the DX/AN200 have same drums as RM1x. But i am not getting 
the DX200 because of the drums, i want it for the DX7 that hides 
inside it and also because it´s a fun box. I can imagine to go with 
the DX200 and the RS (and a handfull of samples) itself on a gig and 
rock the crowd for hours...

because me 

> too was attractedby one of these little groovy synths

Oh yeah, the AN200 is fine, if you don´t get the chance to get an 
AN1x, but the DX200 is something very special. Very powerfull, very 
nice!

> no no, thanx, not now
> now i'll get logic

Damn, my offer came too late...
Anyhow,what does Logic 5 offer, the RS can´t do, hm? You leave the RS 
for a cheap piece of SOFTWARE?
That´s a fraud...
;)
--Tom
| 2764|2752|2001-11-09 14:43:00|Thomas|Re: Micro Modular|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> really...?!
> here i can find one at about 600 EURO...

Damn, that´s still 150Euro more than i have to pay here in Germany!

Check www.thomann.de

http://vu.3phase.org/notron/
http://vu.3phase.org/notron/freon/


> 
> Marco the insidiator

Tom the Alienator
| 2765|2752|2001-11-09 17:18:54|synthe. labo|Re: Micro Modular|
"synthe. labo" wrote:

> > really...?!
> > here i can find one at about 600 EURO...
>Damn, that´s still 150Euro more than i have to pay here in Germany!
>
>Check www.thomann.de

sure it's cheeper near you..see also the name of the site..-> thomann.de---> 
means thomas.de, you make the price......@..@!!? :)

> > Marco the insidiator
>Tom the Alienator

Marco the Nosensator

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2766|2667|2001-11-09 17:34:39|synthe. labo|Re: F*@K this Manual? | Marco get off my back|

> > no no, wait: it was 1 girl and it's a friend of mine from
>years....don't
> > think it's the rs7k itself, but maybe it kept fortune ;)
>LOL...i see, well good luck to you two..erm..three..the RS too. ;O)

hehe...we are friends..
anyway, it's 4..there also the cat..;)

> > >Just kidding i am happily involved with someone, and she loves me
> > >because of myself , not because i am using a grey expensive
> > >plastic box...;)))
> >
> > seriously, what do you want more!!!!!
>Seriously? I am happy the way everything is!

in fact.
i was talking seriously.

> > too was attractedby one of these little groovy synths
>Oh yeah, the AN200 is fine, if you don´t get the chance to get an
>AN1x, but the DX200 is something very special. Very powerfull, very
>nice!

i'll see
it's simple because of the internal sequencer..

> > no no, thanx, not now
> > now i'll get logic
>Damn, my offer came too late...
>Anyhow,what does Logic 5 offer, the RS can´t do, hm? You leave the RS
>for a cheap piece of SOFTWARE?
>That´s a fraud...

what can i do...?
study! what you believed...?!@

Marco the Diharreator (oh my God, i had an enterocolitics last may...)

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2767|2752|2001-11-10 03:01:52|Thomas|Re: Micro Modular|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> sure it's cheeper near you..see also the name of the site..-> 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


thomann.de---> 

> means thomas.de, you make the price......@@!!? :)

Alright, funny man...;)

On www.musik-service.de they have it for 500 Euro...

> > > Marco the insidiator
> >Tom the Alienator
> Marco the Nosensator

Tom the Germanytor
| 2769|1220|2001-11-10 04:01:51|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> I just downloaded your track "Booty b shakin".
> 
> Very groovy! Really good. What synth did you used for the main lead 
> and the bass? I love the way it changes around 4:30...really nice...
> 
> --Tom (the synthesistor)

thanks for the compliments. booty b shakin was recorded live in 
pattern mode with my rm1x. it took over 40 tries to get it right.

booty b shakin:

bassline - fs1r
pads - rm1x + a3000
resonant chords on percussion - a3000 + tc fireworks

My latest electro 12" was mastered at Metropolis in London 
(http://www.metropolis-group.co.uk) and pressed at Acme Vinyl 
(www.acmevinyl.com)

You can listen to my tracks at both http://mp3.com/sneak-thief and at 
http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr

michel
| 2770|2549|2001-11-10 05:23:55|erikgo2002@yahoo.co.uk|QY700 can it be slaved by mid clok and output MTC simultaneously|
hi everybody

sorry to interrupt rs 7000 discussion but does anybody here own 
a QY700 to tell me sure if it can work in the following 
configuration :

ca it be slaved to midi clock while outputing Midi time code at the 
same time :

midiclock MTC
GEAR 1 ----------------------> QY700 -----------------------> GEAR 2

thank you

eric
| 2771|2771|2001-11-10 06:21:42|gvg2010@yahoo.com|Almost happy new user?|
Hi,

I just got my rs and i've been playing around with it, but i can't 
figure something out!

when i'm recording a pattern, and i record phrases on tracks, when i 
want to selekt a sound for a new phrase to go along the rest, i first 
have to press record to search for a suitable sound, i'm not able to 
browse trough the sound banks, when the sequence is playing( i can 
only selekt in pattern mode user or preset phrases, but not the 
actual sound banks)

Can anybody help me out?

thanks!
| 2772|2771|2001-11-10 08:03:33|bionic@pandora.be|Re: Almost happy new user?|
--- In RS7000@y..., gvg2010@y... wrote:



> Hi,
> 
> I just got my rs and i've been playing around with it, but i can't 
> figure something out!
> 
> when i'm recording a pattern, and i record phrases on tracks, when 

i 

> want to selekt a sound for a new phrase to go along the rest, i 

first 

> have to press record to search for a suitable sound, i'm not able 

to 

> browse trough the sound banks, when the sequence is playing( i can 
> only selekt in pattern mode user or preset phrases, but not the 
> actual sound banks)
> 
> Can anybody help me out?
> 
> thanks!

Go to mixer-voice select, this will let you choose all the available 
sounds.

It's all in the manual....

Spiv
| 2773|2771|2001-11-10 09:08:06|gvg2010@yahoo.com|Re: Almost happy new user?|
--
Thanks, i couldnt find it...

- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., gvg2010@y... wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I just got my rs and i've been playing around with it, but i 

can't 

> > figure something out!
> > 
> > when i'm recording a pattern, and i record phrases on tracks, 

when 

> i 
> > want to selekt a sound for a new phrase to go along the rest, i 
> first 
> > have to press record to search for a suitable sound, i'm not able 
> to 
> > browse trough the sound banks, when the sequence is playing( i 

can 

> > only selekt in pattern mode user or preset phrases, but not the 
> > actual sound banks)
> > 
> > Can anybody help me out?
> > 
> > thanks!
> 
> 
> Go to mixer-voice select, this will let you choose all the 

available 



> sounds.
> 
> It's all in the manual....
> 
> Spiv

| 2774|2549|2001-11-11 05:38:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 can it be slaved by mid clok and output MTC simultaneous|
On Saturday 10 November 2001 13:23, erikgo2002@yahoo.co.uk wrote:

> hi everybody
>
> sorry to interrupt rs 7000 discussion but does anybody here own
> a QY700 to tell me sure if it can work in the following
> configuration :
>
> ca it be slaved to midi clock while outputing Midi time code at the
> same time :
>
>
> midiclock MTC
> GEAR 1 ----------------------> QY700 -----------------------> GEAR 2
>
> thank you
>

Hi Eric. I own a QY700 (and love it). AFAIK the QY cannot generate MTC, it 
can only listen to MTC. See page 21 of the QY700 manual.

- Robert
| 2775|2749|2001-11-11 05:42:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI---HDD|
On Friday 09 November 2001 00:34, bionic@pandora.be wrote:

> I have SCSI card in my PC.
> Can i use automaticly my HDD with the RS,(assuming it's a SCSI
> compatible)?

We've heard of problems when connecting the RS to a PC or Mac with internal 
SCSI drives. It looks like the RS cannot share the drive with the computer's 
operating system. 

I also heard people report that it *does* work, so YMMV.

What *is* supported it sending samples between the RS and PC/Mac over the 
SCSI cable using the SMDI protocol. 

- Robert
| 2776|783|2001-11-11 08:47:07|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Sunday, November 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 2777|733|2001-11-11 09:02:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, November 12, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since

mailto:erikgo2002@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:bionic@pandora.be
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2778|2778|2001-11-11 13:17:17|per167@aol.com|I love the drum sounds on the Korg EM-1.|
Can the RS make deep kick sounds like the Korg. I got a chance to play with the rs7000 for about a half an hour yesterday and I
was scrolling through alot of the drum sounds and wasn't able to find any super deep kicks, like the 808 or 909s. I'm sure
there must be, please reassure me of this. Also what's the largest smart media card for the rs (128?) and how much did you pay
for it. Finally the difference between Simms and Smart media is? 

Thanks in advance,

Vince
| 2779|2778|2001-11-11 14:36:01|synthe. labo|Re: I love the drum sounds on the Korg EM-1.|

>Can the RS make deep kick sounds like the Korg. I got a chance to play with 
>the rs7000 for about a half an hour yesterday and I was scrolling through 
>alot of the drum sounds and wasn't able to find any super deep kicks, like 
>the 808 or 909s. I'm sure there must be, please reassure me of this.

the rs7k has the same drum kits of rm1-x plus a lot more.
the sounds cover vast areas but you find with difficulties THAT kick of 808 
or 909.
for sure you don't find it also on electribe EM-1.
to have deep kicks you can program a bit an electribe ER-1 that is a sort of 
synthetizer, or use a Jomox and have the best kicks of the world. just my 
opinion of course.

>Also what's the largest smart media card for the rs (128?) and how >much 
>did you pay for it.

there's no smart media FOR rs7k, smart media cards are the same for rs7k as 
for electribes as for photocameras
i think the maximum is 256 mb, but not sure.
i have a 16mb smart card and payed it a lot for a storage device, about 70 
EURO

> Finally the difference between Simms and >Smart media is?

simms are ram cards as the ones on the pc and mac that works to load data 
and make your machine work better ;) ; smart media is like a floppy disk, 
or a zip disk, or a cdr, an external storage device.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2780|2780|2001-11-11 15:39:19|spawn@mindspawn.com|Moving between Styles|
Greets all,

One of my major issues with the RS7000 is being able to move between 
styles in real-time (i.e., in Pattern Mode). 
The "choke/cough/sputter" that generally happens when moving to a new 
style is most unfortunate. Setting the "Voice Setup to TG" to off 
works, but at the expense of keeping you with the same voice/FX/mixer 
setups. 

A work-around is to record a voice setup into a Phrase header, or by 
adding Program Change messages into the phrases that make up a new 
Pattern/Style. Just be sure to set your Mixer Voice setup to use 
the "Phrase bank" of the phrase itself, and not a bank from the 
regular Voice categories. Then, with the Voice Setup to TG set to 
off, you'll still change your voice setup to the one you've selected 
for the pattern.

I've read a couple of posts that suggest all sequencers choke when 
trying to move big chunks of data like that in the Style setups. 
That's not really true. It depends on how the data is handled. The 
MC505, for example, can move between entirely different setups (FX, 
voices, Mixer setups, etc.) with no problem. However, the way the 505 
switches patterns is different from the RS7000. Whereas the RS (and 
RM1x) let you change parts/styles/sections right up to the last 16th 
note of a measure, the 505 only lets you change patterns UP TO the 
last measure of a "phrase" (the 505 generally plays entire phrases, 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/singles/
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


start to finish - if you select another phrase it will not start 
until the current phrase is finished - obviously this makes it 
impossible to play one measure patterns in real-time... you can play 
a 1 bar pattern, but the 505 can't switch to another pattern, 
it's "stuck" on the 1 bar pattern), meaning you can hit the key to 
change patterns/phrases/etc. anytime during the length of the phrase 
prior to the sequencer getting to the last measure of said 
pattern/phrase.

By doing it in this fashion, the 505 always "knows," a full measure 
ahead of time, what the next pattern/phrase setup is going to be 
like. Hence it gives it plenty of time to prepare for the switch, 
even with a completely different FX/voice/phrase/etc. setup, and thus 
no glitching when moving betwixt "styles". 

This isn't a post trying to glorify the 505, I'm an owner of both the 
505 and the RS7k (and the RM1x, I might add), and I actually like the 
RS better overall. I'd prefer it to be more interactive for live 
work, i.e., have the ability to move between styles with no glitches 
while not having to run linear sequenced songs or pattern chains. The 
style of playing I prefer (non-linear) allows me to react to the 
crowds better and I can move to a breakdown, buildup, or what have 
you, depending on the vibe. I can also just sit on a groove if it's 
humming, without rushing things.....

Anyhoos, not really a gripe post, just some opinions. If anyone has 
had good results in finding a work-around to the style change 
glitching, I'd love to hear it. It'd be a super perk if this is 
something that Yamaha plans to address in an upcoming OS release. 
=)

Peace
| 2781|2781|2001-11-11 18:01:13|mail668@yahoo.com|Can effects be modulated?|
I've had my RS fo about a week now, and it's been real easy to learn. 
The one thing I'm lacking now is how to (if possible) modulate the 
effects parameters. For example - I want to be able to sweep the 
frequency of the [variation effect] ring modulator and record it as 
sequence data. Any info would be a great help.

Thanks,
UAL@668
| 2782|2782|2001-11-12 00:01:15|sagedrum@hotmail.com|Changing BPM of a Sample??|
Hi, I am a new owner of an RS7000 and am primarily using it to record 
samples, loop them and then add drums sounds and other voices from 
the Tone Generator. I looped a five second sample of a drum part, 
but was having trouble matching the BPM on the rs7000 with the 
sample, therefore the measure counter on the song was off. Is there 
anyway I can either turn the BPM function off or have it 
automatically aligned with BPM of the sample??? Is there anyway i 
canslow the sample down or speed it up using the BPM knob or do I 
have to use time stretch to make it slower or faster. I find that 
troublesome because I can't here what it will sound like before I 
execute it and I havt to do it over and over again until I get it at 
the speed I like???
Thanks for any help you can give me
Sagedrummer
| 2783|733|2001-11-12 03:02:03|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, November 12, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 2784|2781|2001-11-12 03:55:09|RB|Re: Can effects be modulated?|
I'd like to know this too - in the appendix, the effects parameters have a
'MIDI parameter number' associated with them, but no clues how to automate



:(

> 
> I've had my RS fo about a week now, and it's been real easy to learn.
> The one thing I'm lacking now is how to (if possible) modulate the
> effects parameters. For example - I want to be able to sweep the
> frequency of the [variation effect] ring modulator and record it as
> sequence data. Any info would be a great help.
>

| 2785|2781|2001-11-12 05:21:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Can effects be modulated?|
On Monday 12 November 2001 12:02, RB wrote:

> I'd like to know this too - in the appendix, the effects parameters have a
> 'MIDI parameter number' associated with them, but no clues how to automate

These midi patameter numbers seem to refer to the sysex definition shown on 
page 328 of the english manual. So it seems that sysex can be used to 
automate the RS effect blocks. Don't know of this wil cause zipper noises and 
such. You'll have to try to find out.

- Robert
| 2786|2720|2001-11-12 06:43:54|Ian Vine|Re: Media SMART Adaptors/Or SCSI !!|
I picked a USB smart media read/writer for 26UKP from
a camera shop chain (Jessops). Cheaper than the local
computer store also the SM cards are much cheaper
27UKP for 32mb compared with 99ukp.

IanV

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Find a job, post your resume.
http://careers.yahoo.com
| 2787|2787|2001-11-12 09:18:18|jtoutant@bu.edu|scsi zip|
i have a zip drive connected to the rs via scsi. when i put a disc in 
the drive before turning the machine on, i have no problems loading or 
saving. however, if i want to switch discs in the middle of a project 
or put a disc in after the rs is turned on, i cannot load or save 
anything to or from the disc. is there any way to remedy this? 
thanks much

J
| 2788|2787|2001-11-12 09:33:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scsi zip|
On Monday 12 November 2001 17:18, jtoutant@bu.edu wrote:

> i have a zip drive connected to the rs via scsi. when i put a disc in
> the drive before turning the machine on, i have no problems loading or
> saving. however, if i want to switch discs in the middle of a project
> or put a disc in after the rs is turned on, i cannot load or save
> anything to or from the disc. is there any way to remedy this?
> thanks much

Did you correctly terminate the Zip drive?

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user
| 2789|2780|2001-11-12 09:50:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Moving between Styles|
On Sunday 11 November 2001 23:39, spawn@mindspawn.com wrote:

> Greets all,
>
> One of my major issues with the RS7000 is being able to move between
> styles in real-time (i.e., in Pattern Mode).
> The "choke/cough/sputter" that generally happens when moving to a new
> style is most unfortunate. 

True, but it is also very common for synths and fx gear. The RS is both.

> Setting the "Voice Setup to TG" to off
> works, but at the expense of keeping you with the same voice/FX/mixer
> setups.

Indeed.

http://careers.yahoo.com/
mailto:jtoutant@bu.edu
mailto:spawn@mindspawn.com


>
> A work-around is to record a voice setup into a Phrase header, or by
> adding Program Change messages into the phrases that make up a new
> Pattern/Style. Just be sure to set your Mixer Voice setup to use
> the "Phrase bank" of the phrase itself, and not a bank from the
> regular Voice categories. Then, with the Voice Setup to TG set to
> off, you'll still change your voice setup to the one you've selected
> for the pattern.
>
> I've read a couple of posts that suggest all sequencers choke when
> trying to move big chunks of data like that in the Style setups.
> That's not really true. It depends on how the data is handled. The
> MC505, for example, can move between entirely different setups (FX,
> voices, Mixer setups, etc.) with no problem. However, the way the 505
> switches patterns is different from the RS7000. Whereas the RS (and
> RM1x) let you change parts/styles/sections right up to the last 16th
> note of a measure, the 505 only lets you change patterns UP TO the
> last measure of a "phrase" (the 505 generally plays entire phrases,
> start to finish - if you select another phrase it will not start
> until the current phrase is finished - obviously this makes it
> impossible to play one measure patterns in real-time... you can play
> a 1 bar pattern, but the 505 can't switch to another pattern,
> it's "stuck" on the 1 bar pattern), meaning you can hit the key to
> change patterns/phrases/etc. anytime during the length of the phrase
> prior to the sequencer getting to the last measure of said
> pattern/phrase.
>
> By doing it in this fashion, the 505 always "knows," a full measure
> ahead of time, what the next pattern/phrase setup is going to be
> like. Hence it gives it plenty of time to prepare for the switch,
> even with a completely different FX/voice/phrase/etc. setup, and thus
> no glitching when moving betwixt "styles".

I see, nice trick. But you *do* hear voice and fx changing during that last 
measure, right?

>
> This isn't a post trying to glorify the 505, I'm an owner of both the
> 505 and the RS7k (and the RM1x, I might add), and I actually like the
> RS better overall. I'd prefer it to be more interactive for live
> work, i.e., have the ability to move between styles with no glitches
> while not having to run linear sequenced songs or pattern chains. The
> style of playing I prefer (non-linear) allows me to react to the
> crowds better and I can move to a breakdown, buildup, or what have
> you, depending on the vibe. I can also just sit on a groove if it's
> humming, without rushing things.....
>
> Anyhoos, not really a gripe post, just some opinions. If anyone has
> had good results in finding a work-around to the style change
> glitching, I'd love to hear it. It'd be a super perk if this is
> something that Yamaha plans to address in an upcoming OS release.
> =)
>

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user
| 2790|2782|2001-11-12 09:50:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing BPM of a Sample??|
On Monday 12 November 2001 08:01, sagedrum@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hi, I am a new owner of an RS7000 and am primarily using it to record
> samples, loop them and then add drums sounds and other voices from
> the Tone Generator. I looped a five second sample of a drum part,
> but was having trouble matching the BPM on the rs7000 with the
> sample, therefore the measure counter on the song was off. Is there
> anyway I can either turn the BPM function off or have it
> automatically aligned with BPM of the sample??? Is there anyway i
> canslow the sample down or speed it up using the BPM knob or do I
> have to use time stretch to make it slower or faster. I find that
> troublesome because I can't here what it will sound like before I
> execute it and I havt to do it over and over again until I get it at
> the speed I like???

There are several ways to deal with the BPM match problem.

First, if you know the actual BPM of the original sample, simply set the RS 
to that speed and give it a try. Tune it a bit while looping and you're done. 
This sets the RS to the BMP of the sample, which is the most easy way to 
start a loop based song.

mailto:sagedrum@hotmail.com


However, when the sample's tempo doesn't match the song's tempo you need to 
work a little harder:

You could record the drumloop using the Slice+Seq technique, which *slices* 
you loop into overlapping parts that can be shifted in time afterwards and 
thus very easily be tuned to you song's tempo (within certain limits). It 
takes a little time to learn the technique, but it works very well in many 
cases.

As an alternative, you could use the time stretch function and change the 
drumloop's tempo. Unfortunately, the RS does not display the sample's length 
in terms of BPM, so you either have to use the trial and error approach 
(which isn't nice but it works), or you have to do some math. 

Finally, when dealing with percussive loops, you could simply tune the pitch 
of the loop up or down in real time while the RS is running its pattern until 
the tempo's match.

Hope this helps.

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user
| 2791|2780|2001-11-12 13:57:08|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: Moving between Styles|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > One of my major issues with the RS7000 is being able to move 

between

> > styles in real-time (i.e., in Pattern Mode).
> > The "choke/cough/sputter" that generally happens when moving to a 

new

> > style is most unfortunate. 
> 
> True, but it is also very common for synths and fx gear. The RS is 

both.

Agreed, and honestly, in a strictly studio environment, it's no great 
shakes, but for live use, it is most annoying. There are ways that 
this could be worked around. It's just unfortunate (for me) that 
Yamaha decided to go this route instead of making the box more live 
performance orineted. Again, though, purely an opinion from 
someone "mainly" concerned with using the box live.

> > no glitching when moving betwixt "styles".
> 
> I see, nice trick. But you *do* hear voice and fx changing during 

that last 

> measure, right?

If you're referring to the 505 that would be a negative. I've used 
the 505 for something like 5 years now and I've never noted hearing 
any changes in the voices or FX until the first measure of the new 
pattern/phrase. You do occasionally get a little "overflow", 
especially with big reverb or delay FX spilling over into the new 
pattern, but it's more like a decay signal still hanging. There's a 
parameter in the 505 called "patch remain" and if this is set to "on" 
it won't do an abrupt switch but instead it lets the decay from fx 
spill over into the next section.

Admittedly, I wouldn't actually have much opportunity to notice that 
occuring too much, as I generally break everything down to drums when 
I switch to a new "song", so there's not all that much to hear 
changing....

With the RS7K you do hear voices/FX/etc. changing in that last 
measure. My way of working around that so far has been to genrally 
break my transitions down to drum parts (which don't change that much 
in respect to voices and FX - at least as far as my style is 
concerned), then with only the drums, or maybe the drums and bass 
playing, I'll jump to my last section of that "song" which will send 
program and FX changes to all the other non drum (or non drum and 
bass) parts. Then I do my switch to the next style and the first 
section of my new "song" which then has program and FX changes for 



the few different settings for my drums, and again, quite often the 
drums setup remains the same from track to track save for the actual 
sequences, so there's not much actually changing as I switch between 
styles. 

So far, with the "Voice Setup to TG" switch set to "off" this has 
allowed me to change styles on the fly without any noticeable 
glitches and still be able to change voicings fairly quickly. This 
might not work for all styles of play, but with a little forethought 
it should handle most situations. For instance, there's no need to 
really change an instrument until just before it's ready to come in, 
so you can change that in the section that you first introduce the 
sound by either associating a voice with a phrase (via recording the 
phrase with a particular voice) and then having the voice setup set 
to "phrase bank," or with program change info in the sequence itself.

All in all, this makes for a bit more work when setting up to play in 
a non-linear fashion, but I personally prefer the flexibilty in a 
live situation, so it works... at least until Yamaha (or a sharp 
user) comes up with a better way of doing it.

Peace
| 2792|2780|2001-11-12 14:28:47|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Moving between Styles|
I wanted to add to this .....

I had probably one the most kick ass songs, 

Now I know this sounds crazy.... But I had a total of 25 Patterns...

because I like to make full and cool changes.... I could have done this wrong 

I put all patterns on Style (A) is this write or wrong I still don't understand this concept.... 

so I have these 25 freaking patterns .... Then convert to pattern chain...

everything is fine until converting to song....

and the shit hit the fan! it screwed just about everything up ...! I beginning to get real tick off with this machine. Its not
the board itself its the damn sequencer...

I don't really like using song mode alone... so what should I do....?

Qbase all the way I guess? I never wanted to break down and use a computer sequencer program but looks like the on board
sequencer won't cut it anymore?

any suggestions?

Even if I put the patterns on 1A 2B 3C ..... that only leaves me like 5 more Alphabet letters to go through and that sucks! I
use way more patterns to make songs....

So Im lost?

hummm!

----- Original Message -----
From: spawn@mindspawn.com
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2001 3:00 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Moving between Styles

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > One of my major issues with the RS7000 is being able to move
between
> > styles in real-time (i.e., in Pattern Mode).
> > The "choke/cough/sputter" that generally happens when moving to a
new
> > style is most unfortunate.
>
> True, but it is also very common for synths and fx gear. The RS is
both.

Agreed, and honestly, in a strictly studio environment, it's no great
shakes, but for live use, it is most annoying. There are ways that
this could be worked around. It's just unfortunate (for me) that
Yamaha decided to go this route instead of making the box more live
performance orineted. Again, though, purely an opinion from
someone "mainly" concerned with using the box live.

> > no glitching when moving betwixt "styles".

mailto:spawn@mindspawn.com
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>
> I see, nice trick. But you *do* hear voice and fx changing during
that last
> measure, right?

If you're referring to the 505 that would be a negative. I've used
the 505 for something like 5 years now and I've never noted hearing
any changes in the voices or FX until the first measure of the new
pattern/phrase. You do occasionally get a little "overflow",
especially with big reverb or delay FX spilling over into the new
pattern, but it's more like a decay signal still hanging. There's a
parameter in the 505 called "patch remain" and if this is set to "on"
it won't do an abrupt switch but instead it lets the decay from fx
spill over into the next section.

Admittedly, I wouldn't actually have much opportunity to notice that
occuring too much, as I generally break everything down to drums when
I switch to a new "song", so there's not all that much to hear
changing....

With the RS7K you do hear voices/FX/etc. changing in that last
measure. My way of working around that so far has been to genrally
break my transitions down to drum parts (which don't change that much
in respect to voices and FX - at least as far as my style is
concerned), then with only the drums, or maybe the drums and bass
playing, I'll jump to my last section of that "song" which will send
program and FX changes to all the other non drum (or non drum and
bass) parts. Then I do my switch to the next style and the first
section of my new "song" which then has program and FX changes for
the few different settings for my drums, and again, quite often the
drums setup remains the same from track to track save for the actual
sequences, so there's not much actually changing as I switch between
styles.

So far, with the "Voice Setup to TG" switch set to "off" this has
allowed me to change styles on the fly without any noticeable
glitches and still be able to change voicings fairly quickly. This
might not work for all styles of play, but with a little forethought
it should handle most situations. For instance, there's no need to
really change an instrument until just before it's ready to come in,
so you can change that in the section that you first introduce the
sound by either associating a voice with a phrase (via recording the
phrase with a particular voice) and then having the voice setup set
to "phrase bank," or with program change info in the sequence itself.

All in all, this makes for a bit more work when setting up to play in
a non-linear fashion, but I personally prefer the flexibilty in a
live situation, so it works... at least until Yamaha (or a sharp
user) comes up with a better way of doing it.

Peace

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2793|2780|2001-11-12 14:59:45|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Moving between Styles|
Just wanted to let every one know that you can go to 

www.Rs7000.com it is up and running and has a online chat for you to discuss.

JaYSeonCGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2794|2794|2001-11-12 16:29:31|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|rs7000 crashed - not happy|
While scrolling through the voices in the mixer, my RS7000 froze. The 
knobs would still send CC's and the internal TG would receive midi, 
but everything else was frozen.

This fucking sucks. Now I can't trust it during my live PA. My RM1x 
never froze in the 2 1/2 years that I used it. 

Save often, folks.

michel
| 2795|2795|2001-11-12 19:10:55|bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com|question about loop samples|
I was hoping I could get some feedback. I'm editing samples on 
soundforge and importing them to rs7k via smart media. to get a 
sample to loop I know I go into sample edit and select loop, but when 
Im actually syncing it up to a beat I have to play it live. 
Sometimes resulting in a gap in the loop at the end of the measure. 
There has to be an easier/more precise way of laying down loops (I 
hope!).
| 2796|2796|2001-11-12 23:59:20|kussersmith@yahoo.com|open forum|
i was wonderin how everyone has been integratin their RS into their 
song building. i love the Rs but i dont want to stay in one medium. 
is there a "Track to Wav" function i'm missing? i'd like to extract 
any combination of the 16 trks as a wave file, dump it into an wav 
editor and apply effects, then dump the wave files into a multi-
tracker(eg Vegas) and sync them up all nice like. THEN record extra 
sounds and parts from me scratching vinyl, playin another keyboard, 
VSTi, or Reason in realtime for extra spice. since i dont know of 
any "Track to Wav" function on the RS, is my only resort to add a 
measure before my pattern or song(i make loooong patterns) and insert 
a click track so i can record it to the computer and sync it up later?
any thoughts/ideas?
| 2797|2795|2001-11-13 00:50:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: question about loop samples|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 03:10, bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com wrote:

> I was hoping I could get some feedback. I'm editing samples on
> soundforge and importing them to rs7k via smart media. to get a
> sample to loop I know I go into sample edit and select loop, but when
> Im actually syncing it up to a beat I have to play it live.
> Sometimes resulting in a gap in the loop at the end of the measure.
> There has to be an easier/more precise way of laying down loops (I
> hope!).

Hi, I answered a similar question yesterday. From the archives:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2790
| 2798|2796|2001-11-13 00:51:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: open forum|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 07:59, kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:

> i was wonderin how everyone has been integratin their RS into their
> song building. i love the Rs but i dont want to stay in one medium.
> is there a "Track to Wav" function i'm missing? 

No, there's no direct Track To Wave function. There *is* a Sample To Wav 
export function, but that is not the same. You could (if sample memory allows 
it) re-sample a full track in the RS and export it as wav. 

> i'd like to extract
> any combination of the 16 trks as a wave file, dump it into an wav
> editor and apply effects, then dump the wave files into a multi-
> tracker(eg Vegas) and sync them up all nice like. THEN record extra
> sounds and parts from me scratching vinyl, playin another keyboard,
> VSTi, or Reason in realtime for extra spice. since i dont know of
> any "Track to Wav" function on the RS, is my only resort to add a
> measure before my pattern or song(i make loooong patterns) and insert
> a click track so i can record it to the computer and sync it up later?
> any thoughts/ideas?

The clicktrack is not needed if you sync the RS to a sequencer like Cubase or 
Logic on the PC using MIDI. Next, when synced, you record the audio outputs 
from the RS (track by track if you like) in the sequencer app. Then, you use 
the sequencer with the recorded tracks as the central application on the 
computer to add your other (soft-)gear, all synced to midi.

-- 
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Robert
Confused rs7k user
| 2799|2796|2001-11-13 00:56:42|Thomas|Re: open forum|
--- In RS7000@y..., kussersmith@y... wrote:

> i was wonderin how everyone has been integratin their RS into their 
> song building. i love the Rs but i dont want to stay in one medium. 
> is there a "Track to Wav" function i'm missing? 

There is no "Track to Wav" function on the RS, but you can always use 
the "resample" function of the RS, but you would have to do it 
trackwise and i don´t know if 64MB of Ram are enough. I would rather 
recommend then to record the RS output with a HD-recorder, soft- or 
hardwarewise. (like with a Korg D12, or Cubase/Logic/Vegas).

I use the RS as the center of my MIDI-setup, to record and play my 
(at the moment) other two synths. And when i am finished with the 
MIDI-part, i record everything onto my Fostex DMT8, which can record 
up to 2 1/2 hours of audio on 8 tracks. Then i do trackbouncing and i 
record vocals or other parts that are missing. Sometimes i just use 
the RS to record vocals, arrange them and then do a jam session with 
the user phrases recording it with my AIWA MD-recorder. Then i sample 
the session with my PC in CoolEdit and make a nice MP3 out of 
the .wav.

How are you using it?

--Tom

p.s. and despite a lot of other people who compare the RS sounds to 
Waldorf-gear, which i find quite stupid, i think the RS-sounds are 
very good bread and butter sounds, which can be with some tweaking 
very usefull.
| 2800|2795|2001-11-13 01:01:40|Thomas|Re: question about loop samples|
--- In RS7000@y..., bittersweetkoko@y... wrote:

> I was hoping I could get some feedback. I'm editing samples on 
> soundforge and importing them to rs7k via smart media. to get a 
> sample to loop I know I go into sample edit and select loop, but 

when 

> Im actually syncing it up to a beat I have to play it live. 
> Sometimes resulting in a gap in the loop at the end of the 

measure. 

> There has to be an easier/more precise way of laying down loops (I 
> hope!).

Hm, i don´t understand exacly what you mean by: 

"Im actually syncing it up to a beat I have to play it live. 

> Sometimes resulting in a gap in the loop at the end of the 

measure. "

If you use on your edited loop, which you loaded into the RS 
the "slice+seq" function, the loop should be sliced and applied to 
MIDI-notes, just like "ReCylce!" does it, which means, that you can 
apply to the loop any tempo you want and it will always fit...if the 
drumloop has been edited correct with soundforge and imported 
correctly. See also a lot of postings in the archive on 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000

for this topic. It has been discussed now quite often.

(Robert, how´s the FAQ doing? Need help?)

--Tom (aka one of the confused RS7k-list moderator)
| 2801|2794|2001-11-13 01:02:57|Thomas|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., mmorin@g... wrote:

> While scrolling through the voices in the mixer, my RS7000 froze. 

The 

> knobs would still send CC's and the internal TG would receive midi, 
> but everything else was frozen.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


Are you able to reproduce this error? And if yes, how did you do it?

> Save often, folks.

That´s never wrong ;)

--Tom
| 2802|2780|2001-11-13 01:28:00|Thomas|Re: Moving between Styles|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 

> I put all patterns on Style (A) is this write or wrong I still 

don't understand this concept.... 

Ok, first take a look in the manual again for this issue, then second 
it works like this:

- You have Styles, that goes by numbers. (1 to ?) 

- A style contains sections (pattern) which go from A to P (correct 
me if i am wrong)

- A sections contains the sixteen tracks with the different preset-
phrases or user phrases.

> 
> so I have these 25 freaking patterns 

so you have 25 sections, which you have to spread over two styles...
1A - P
2A - I

.... Then convert to pattern chain...
right.

>I beginning to get real tick off with this machine. Its not the 
>board itself its the damn sequencer...

Jay, i know you are a very busy musician, but if you want to work 
with it, you really have to take the time, sit down with the manual 
and work through it. E.g. Robert read the manual propably half a 
million times before he even touched the RS...and he knows the box 
now very well.
Also you can always ask questions adressed to Bad Mister and MR. 
Yamaha US on www.motifator.com. Both work (duh) for Yamaha US.
And they are very helpfull and friendly.

> I don't really like using song mode alone... so what should I 

do....?

> 
> Qbase all the way I guess? I never wanted to break down and use a 

computer sequencer program but looks like the on board sequencer 
won't cut it anymore?

> 
> any suggestions?
> 
> Even if I put the patterns on 1A 2B 3C ..... that only leaves me 

like 5 more Alphabet letters to go through and that sucks! I use way 
more patterns to make songs....

See my explanation above.

> So Im lost?

I don´t think so, i am very sure, onc e you get the grip on the 
machine, you´ll be fine.

So don´t give, keep trying, ok?

--Tom
| 2803|2803|2001-11-13 05:19:41|bionic@pandora.be|record effect parameters/msb, lsb |
Hello hello,



my new problem is...I want to record effect changes in cubase Vst.
ok, the common effects, they work by 'cc'. But the variation effects,
how can they be handled by Cubase? The Effect type list on page 313 
seems very handy (msb, lsb), but how to handle them in Cubase with 
msb and lsb (never used that before...)? How can they be used (just 
the wet/dry or also all the parameters of that specified effect?)
Can I use in that way more than one variation effect, e.g. slice on 
track 1 and enhancer on track 2?
Can i record the parameters of the master effects in VST? I tried 
that and cubase receives midi, but changes when i hit the play button 
afterwards...
Ok, a lot of questions, but the manual doesn't tell much about this 
midi-features. 

Spiv
| 2804|2803|2001-11-13 05:40:57|Thomas|Re: record effect parameters/msb, lsb|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> Can I use in that way more than one variation effect, e.g. slice on 
> track 1 and enhancer on track 2?

Unfortunately not, but you can have different amounts on different 
tracks. And i am sure, you can apply after recording them on a audio 
track in Cubase you can apply the whole list of VSTi Plug Ins to that 
track.

> Ok, a lot of questions, but the manual doesn't tell much about this 
> midi-features. 

I am sorry, i don´t know about the other question...since i am using 
the RS as my only sequencer.

--Tom
| 2805|2780|2001-11-13 07:49:58|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Moving between Styles|
God Tom.... I am Dyslexic ........

I really didn't pay attention to the fact that there are 16 Styles A-P

If you are just looking at the board and the Letters ... it looks as that there is not as many tracks..

Duh....

:) 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2001 2:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Moving between Styles

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
> I put all patterns on Style (A) is this write or wrong I still 
don't understand this concept.... 

Ok, first take a look in the manual again for this issue, then second 
it works like this:

- You have Styles, that goes by numbers. (1 to ?) 

- A style contains sections (pattern) which go from A to P (correct 
me if i am wrong)

- A sections contains the sixteen tracks with the different preset-
phrases or user phrases.
> 
> so I have these 25 freaking patterns 

so you have 25 sections, which you have to spread over two styles...
1A - P
2A - I

.... Then convert to pattern chain...
right.

>I beginning to get real tick off with this machine. Its not the 
>board itself its the damn sequencer...
Jay, i know you are a very busy musician, but if you want to work 
with it, you really have to take the time, sit down with the manual 
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and work through it. E.g. Robert read the manual propably half a 
million times before he even touched the RS...and he knows the box 
now very well.
Also you can always ask questions adressed to Bad Mister and MR. 
Yamaha US on www.motifator.com. Both work (duh) for Yamaha US.
And they are very helpfull and friendly.

> I don't really like using song mode alone... so what should I 
do....?
> 
> Qbase all the way I guess? I never wanted to break down and use a 
computer sequencer program but looks like the on board sequencer 
won't cut it anymore?
> 
> any suggestions?
> 
> Even if I put the patterns on 1A 2B 3C ..... that only leaves me 
like 5 more Alphabet letters to go through and that sucks! I use way 
more patterns to make songs....

See my explanation above.

> So Im lost?
I don´t think so, i am very sure, onc e you get the grip on the 
machine, you´ll be fine.

So don´t give, keep trying, ok?

--Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2806|2780|2001-11-13 07:53:36|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: Moving between Styles|
ok Thomas ... I got it! :) From (pattern chain to song)

Now what do you do to bring the effects over to the Song Mode...?

or can it be done....?

JaYSeonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2001 2:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Moving between Styles

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
> I put all patterns on Style (A) is this write or wrong I still 
don't understand this concept.... 

Ok, first take a look in the manual again for this issue, then second 
it works like this:

- You have Styles, that goes by numbers. (1 to ?) 

- A style contains sections (pattern) which go from A to P (correct 
me if i am wrong)

- A sections contains the sixteen tracks with the different preset-
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phrases or user phrases.
> 
> so I have these 25 freaking patterns 

so you have 25 sections, which you have to spread over two styles...
1A - P
2A - I

.... Then convert to pattern chain...
right.

>I beginning to get real tick off with this machine. Its not the 
>board itself its the damn sequencer...
Jay, i know you are a very busy musician, but if you want to work 
with it, you really have to take the time, sit down with the manual 
and work through it. E.g. Robert read the manual propably half a 
million times before he even touched the RS...and he knows the box 
now very well.
Also you can always ask questions adressed to Bad Mister and MR. 
Yamaha US on www.motifator.com. Both work (duh) for Yamaha US.
And they are very helpfull and friendly.

> I don't really like using song mode alone... so what should I 
do....?
> 
> Qbase all the way I guess? I never wanted to break down and use a 
computer sequencer program but looks like the on board sequencer 
won't cut it anymore?
> 
> any suggestions?
> 
> Even if I put the patterns on 1A 2B 3C ..... that only leaves me 
like 5 more Alphabet letters to go through and that sucks! I use way 
more patterns to make songs....

See my explanation above.

> So Im lost?
I don´t think so, i am very sure, onc e you get the grip on the 
machine, you´ll be fine.

So don´t give, keep trying, ok?

--Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2807|2803|2001-11-13 07:54:55|Jeremy P Caulfield|A few Pressing questions.|
Hi everyone. I've be away from the studio for a while and now i'm just
trying to get caught up on fixing the glitches that I was encountering
before I left. 

Can someone explain how to get the OS update on a Mac computer. The PDF
download that contains this explanation keeps loading an empty page..

Also. My RS sees my drive attached to Scsi but does not allow me to format
the drive. Is there a secret or tip I am missing..

Thanks for your help..
| 2808|2808|2001-11-13 08:04:21|Awoken By Death+ E6D|Re: What else is needed Q-Base?|
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Ok I just got Q-base.... and I have never used it before...

so could someone explain what else I would need to get this up and running

I have q-base 5.... 

Now do I need a midi interface ? what kind is a fairly cheap one ?

What kind of PC should I use?

Thanks 

J. 

----- Original Message -----
From: Awoken By Death+ E6D
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2001 8:58 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Moving between Styles

ok Thomas ... I got it! :) From (pattern chain to song)

Now what do you do to bring the effects over to the Song Mode...?

or can it be done....?

JaYSeonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2001 2:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Moving between Styles

--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
> I put all patterns on Style (A) is this write or wrong I still 
don't understand this concept.... 

Ok, first take a look in the manual again for this issue, then second 
it works like this:

- You have Styles, that goes by numbers. (1 to ?) 

- A style contains sections (pattern) which go from A to P (correct 
me if i am wrong)

- A sections contains the sixteen tracks with the different preset-
phrases or user phrases.
> 
> so I have these 25 freaking patterns 

so you have 25 sections, which you have to spread over two styles...
1A - P
2A - I

.... Then convert to pattern chain...
right.

>I beginning to get real tick off with this machine. Its not the 
>board itself its the damn sequencer...
Jay, i know you are a very busy musician, but if you want to work 
with it, you really have to take the time, sit down with the manual 
and work through it. E.g. Robert read the manual propably half a 
million times before he even touched the RS...and he knows the box 
now very well.
Also you can always ask questions adressed to Bad Mister and MR. 
Yamaha US on www.motifator.com. Both work (duh) for Yamaha US.
And they are very helpfull and friendly.

> I don't really like using song mode alone... so what should I 
do....?
> 
> Qbase all the way I guess? I never wanted to break down and use a 
computer sequencer program but looks like the on board sequencer 
won't cut it anymore?
> 
> any suggestions?
> 
> Even if I put the patterns on 1A 2B 3C ..... that only leaves me 
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like 5 more Alphabet letters to go through and that sucks! I use way 
more patterns to make songs....

See my explanation above.

> So Im lost?
I don´t think so, i am very sure, onc e you get the grip on the 
machine, you´ll be fine.

So don´t give, keep trying, ok?

--Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
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| 2809|2808|2001-11-13 10:31:22|bionic@pandora.be|Re: What else is needed Q-Base?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Awoken By Death+ E6D" 
wrote:

> 
> Ok I just got Q-base.... and I have never used it before...
> 
> so could someone explain what else I would need to get this up and 

running

> 
> I have q-base 5.... 
> 
> Now do I need a midi interface ? what kind is a fairly cheap one ?
> 
> What kind of PC should I use?
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> J. 

He man,
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wouldn't you prefer first reading some manuals before posting such 
general questions? I don't get you...Either you're not that very 
smart, either you're messed up with chemic powders...
BTW, It's CUbase.

regards
Spiv

removed]
| 2810|2803|2001-11-13 10:34:16|Thomas|Re: A few Pressing questions.|
--- In RS7000@y..., Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

> Can someone explain how to get the OS update on a Mac computer. The 

PDF

> download that contains this explanation keeps loading an empty 

page..

The PDF is indeed empty...and the OS File...hmmmm, it´s an Windows 
EXE file that can´t be executed on Mac. Contact your dealer about it, 
or write to Yamaha.
It´s not an official OS-update anyway...

> 
> Also. My RS sees my drive attached to Scsi but does not allow me to 

format

> the drive. Is there a secret or tip I am missing..

What drive?

--Tom
| 2811|2803|2001-11-13 11:06:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A few Pressing questions.|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 15:54, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

> Hi everyone. I've be away from the studio for a while and now i'm just
> trying to get caught up on fixing the glitches that I was encountering
> before I left.
>
>
> Can someone explain how to get the OS update on a Mac computer. The PDF
> download that contains this explanation keeps loading an empty page..

Try again, I fixed the weird file name. I just saw the one-page contents. ;)

>
> Also. My RS sees my drive attached to Scsi but does not allow me to format
> the drive. Is there a secret or tip I am missing..

Maybe your scsi setup is wrong. Did you correctly terminate the drive?

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user ;)
| 2812|2808|2001-11-13 11:09:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What else is needed Q-Base?|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 16:03, Awoken By Death+ E6D wrote:

> Ok I just got Q-base.... and I have never used it before...
>
> so could someone explain what else I would need to get this up and running
>
> I have q-base 5....
>
> Now do I need a midi interface ? what kind is a fairly cheap one ?
>
> What kind of PC should I use?

Wow, this is a VERY general question. Better find a Cubase users group. 
Learning a sequencer app like Cubase already takes some time (weeks if not 
months). Learning PC stuff and midi... add some more.

-- 



Robert
Confused rs7k user ;)
| 2813|2813|2001-11-13 11:12:33|sagedrum@hotmail.com|How Do You Delete Samples from Internal Memory??|
Hi, I am having problems deleting samples I am not using from 
the internal memory. I have not used them in any songs or 
patterns and cannot find them. When I go to the Sample Edit 
Job List and go to Delete, there are no samples to delete. How 
do I find these samples and delete them. I have no more space 
on the memory to record new samples. Thanks
| 2814|2796|2001-11-13 11:20:01|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: open forum|

> How are you using it?

before now just recording everything live, squashed thru a digital 
mixer into the computer thru optical
been really fleshin it out and figurin how to fully integrate it into 
my style. but i'm breakin it in by making some complex loops
(patterns) and playin live and recording with the few bands i'm in. 
so far using it like a portable ACID/Reason/Recycle/AMEN in a box til 
i get a full grip on in and start really recording. had the box for a 
month, so everything i'm makin is a glorified 'demo'.

i've got a sp808 for some hard disk recording and vegas for some midi 
clock sync.(anybody know the 'quickie way' to get the recording time 
to start on cue with playback?) i really hope this works out, cuz 
timing is the one thing that could really fudge this up. 

thanx for the suggestion and i'll give it a try tonight

> --Tom
> 
> p.s. and despite a lot of other people who compare the RS sounds to 
> Waldorf-gear, which i find quite stupid, i think the RS-sounds are 
> very good bread and butter sounds, which can be with some tweaking 
> very usefull.

the RS sounds are deep with a little hunting. i find a new cool sound 
almost everyday just by diggin and tweakin in the machine.
anybody still have any idea for a DSP 4/4 replacement?
| 2815|2803|2001-11-13 11:26:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: record effect parameters/msb, lsb|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 13:19, bionic@pandora.be wrote:

> Hello hello,
>
> my new problem is...I want to record effect changes in cubase Vst.
> ok, the common effects, they work by 'cc'. But the variation effects,
> how can they be handled by Cubase? The Effect type list on page 313
> seems very handy (msb, lsb), but how to handle them in Cubase with
> msb and lsb (never used that before...)? 

The MSB and LSB entries in table 313 are in a sysex midi string to select the 
effect types. Have a look at table 329. The first line, right most column 
shows the Variation effect's default type MSB LSB values: 09 30. 

> How can they be used (just
> the wet/dry or also all the parameters of that specified effect?)

The wet/dry value for each track is simple, as these are supported as simple 
MIDI Control Change (cc) messages. However, selecting the *type* of effect, 
and chaning the effect parameters takes sending sysex messages. You'll have 
to create a sysex fader in your sequencer app.

> Can I use in that way more than one variation effect, e.g. slice on
> track 1 and enhancer on track 2?

Nope. All tracks use the same variation effect, but you can choose the amount 
of signal that is sent through the variation effect on a per-track basis. 
Same is true for the reverb and chorus effect blocks.

> Can i record the parameters of the master effects in VST? 

Sysex again, sorry.
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> I tried
> that and cubase receives midi, but changes when i hit the play button
> afterwards...
> Ok, a lot of questions, but the manual doesn't tell much about this
> midi-features.

Some of it can be derived from the (dry) midi spec, at the end of the manual.

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user ;)
| 2816|2813|2001-11-13 11:26:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How Do You Delete Samples from Internal Memory??|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 19:12, sagedrum@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hi, I am having problems deleting samples I am not using from
> the internal memory. I have not used them in any songs or
> patterns and cannot find them. When I go to the Sample Edit
> Job List and go to Delete, there are no samples to delete. How
> do I find these samples and delete them. I have no more space
> on the memory to record new samples. Thanks

When you switch off the RS, all sample memory is cleared. Switching on again 
without (auto-)loading a pattern or All file will give you a fresh start.

So I guess you're loading a pattern or All file?

Please press Shift-Utilty. What does it say in the bottom two lines?

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user ;)
| 2817|2803|2001-11-13 11:30:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: record effect parameters/msb, lsb|
On Tuesday 13 November 2001 19:21, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> The MSB and LSB entries in table 313 are in a sysex midi string to select
> the effect types. Have a look at table 329. The first line, right most
> column shows the Variation effect's default type MSB LSB values: 09 30.
>

What a mess!!!! Try this one:

The MSB and LSB entries in table 313 are part of a sysex midi string to 
select the effect types. Have a look at the table on page 329. The first 
line, right most column shows the Variation effect's default type MSB LSB 
values: 09 30.

-- 
Robert
Confused rs7k user ;)
| 2818|2803|2001-11-13 12:00:27|bionic@pandora.be|Re: record effect parameters/msb, lsb|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 13 November 2001 19:21, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> > The MSB and LSB entries in table 313 are in a sysex midi string 

to select

> > the effect types. Have a look at table 329. The first line, right 

most

> > column shows the Variation effect's default type MSB LSB values: 

09 30.

> >
> 
> What a mess!!!! Try this one:
> 
> The MSB and LSB entries in table 313 are part of a sysex midi 

string to 

> select the effect types. Have a look at the table on page 329. The 

first 

> line, right most column shows the Variation effect's default type 
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MSB LSB 

> values: 09 30.
> 
> -- 
> Robert
> Confused rs7k user ;)

Ok, Thanks Robert, gonna give this a try...sysex is never been my 
thing, but once you've gotta go for it.
| 2819|2787|2001-11-13 12:25:45|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: scsi zip|
The zip drive has a switch on the back "termination on/off," of course 
i have it turned on.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 12 November 2001 17:18, jtoutant@b... wrote:
> > i have a zip drive connected to the rs via scsi. when i put a 
disc in
> > the drive before turning the machine on, i have no problems 
loading or
> > saving. however, if i want to switch discs in the middle of a 
project
> > or put a disc in after the rs is turned on, i cannot load or save
> > anything to or from the disc. is there any way to remedy this?
> > thanks much
> 
> Did you correctly terminate the Zip drive?
> 
> -- 
> Robert
> Confused rs7k user

| 2820|2820|2001-11-13 14:44:30|reuben/zebra|ms2000/rm1x help!!!|
hey man i need some help if you dont mind..
im buying a ms2000 and a rm1x.
no one seems to be able to help me with this..
all i need to know is..
i want to play industrial rhythm live.
live layering of pre-sequenced rhythms and sounds over
drums, while i use the vocoder live..

soo..
can i use the rm1x to access and layer sounds
from different settings on the ms2000??
or do i need a sampler.
and if not, whats the purpose of using rm1x to control
ms2000??

i hope you understand what i mean..
one more example..
i play a sequence into the rm1x from ms2000.
its on sequence 1 ok?
i do the same on track 2,
but from a different setting on the ms2000,
and again on 3.
now im playing live..
i access 1, and want it to keep going.
access 2 a few minutes later, to blend the textures/sequences,
then 3.
while i use the vocoder live,
and maybe a rhythm track from rm1x.
??
i know i ask alot,
but if you could help me id REALLY apreciate it..

thanx..

reuben/zebra
synaptic@icestorm.net
| 2821|2794|2001-11-13 15:14:34|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., mmorin@g... wrote:

> While scrolling through the voices in the mixer, my RS7000 froze. 

The 

> knobs would still send CC's and the internal TG would receive midi, 
> but everything else was frozen.
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> > This fucking sucks. Now I can't trust it during my live PA. My 

RM1x 

> never froze in the 2 1/2 years that I used it. 
> > Save often, folks.

Yup. Had the very same thing happen while scrolling through voices in 
the mixer screen.... machine completely locked up. Couldn't say if I 
could still send CCs or whatnot as the sequencer wasn't running when 
it happened, hence no sound.... grrrrrr....

Again, in unison, "SAVE OFTEN!" =)

Peace

Gene
| 2822|2822|2001-11-13 15:25:24|bionic@pandora.be|where can I find Mixer maps and OS updates?|
well, the subject is my question.

Tom
| 2823|2794|2001-11-13 15:34:42|Thomas|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., spawn@m... wrote:

> Yup. Had the very same thing happen while scrolling through voices 

in 

> the mixer screen.... machine completely locked up. Couldn't say if 

I 

> could still send CCs or whatnot as the sequencer wasn't running 

when 

> it happened, hence no sound.... grrrrrr....

Again, my same standard question here to exclude a "user" error...can 
you reproduce the bug and explain how you made it?

--Tom
| 2824|2822|2001-11-13 15:37:00|Thomas|Re: where can I find Mixer maps and OS updates?|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:

> well, the subject is my question.

AFAIK so far noone created a mixer map either for Cubase or Logic. OS 
update(s) can be downloaded from the groups-file-section at:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000

--(the other, moderating) Tom

> 
> Tom

| 2825|2822|2001-11-13 16:08:38|bionic@pandora.be|Re: where can I find Mixer maps and OS updates?|
Well, Fucking hell, I see you can't update by SCSI...bastards, they 
oblige you to buy a fucking smart-media drive, goddamn, they've 
signed a contract with them probably...grrrrrrr
So, what's the OS update about, is it worth to download it and buy a 
fucking smartmedia drive for this? Jesus...aaaaarrrrrghhhhh, dying 
times here

Tom (the other other Tom)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... wrote:
> > well, the subject is my question.
> AFAIK so far noone created a mixer map either for Cubase or Logic. 
OS 
> update(s) can be downloaded from the groups-file-section at:
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
> 
> --(the other, moderating) Tom
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> > 
> > Tom

| 2826|2820|2001-11-13 18:27:02|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: ms2000/rm1x help!!!|
I think I know what you mean. It sounds like your faulting your rm1x, 
but you seem to havethe wrong idea. The Korg MS2000, only has 2 
timbres available per voice (split keyboard). There's no way you 
could send 3 parts to it because of this. It also will only recieve 
2, NOT 3 midi channels, each corresponding to each timbre, or youcan 
set it upso that the keyboard is split on the SAME midi channel. You 
could theoretically send abunch of cc messages to change the timbre 
into the vocoder, but that would be a pain in the ass and then you'd 
lose oneof those timbres. You could use Program changes to call up a 
new voice, like a vocoder, split the keyboard, and copy 1 of the 
timbres to it, again losing one of the voices. It sounds likeyou 
should do exactly like you hadsaid, and get a decent sampler, and 
sample your vocoding, or sounds, etc... Thisiswhat I do, I sample 
extra stuff from my MS thatI can't play for the same reason, and 
itworks great. I actually like doing this, because, when you start 
your loop, sample, etc.. over again, you get that really "broken" 
sound of the loop resetting, and no sound decaying over (like 
delay... ) into the beginning of the loop. Sounds like you need 
something like an Access Virus rack or something. 
Later...PS, these 2 machines (RM1X, and MS2000 make a great pair, 
this was my setup for a while).
| 2827|2827|2001-11-13 18:29:40|visualufouria@mail.com|Has anyone else tried to load RM1X patterns to it yet?|
When I did, the filter, and effects settings don't load. Since there 
don't seem to be any options etc... I have a feeling that there won't 
be anyway around this? Anyone know if there is? 

Also, it seems, that if I changed my voice (on my rm1x) from my 
original "phrase" voice, it loaded the original phrase voice on my 
RS7000, not the new voice I assigned, EVEN THOUGH it would save it, 
AND load it just fine on my RM1X. Anyone know if there may be a way 
around this? 
Thanx, otherwise, in bliss in the land of RS7000.
| 2828|2828|2001-11-13 22:57:33|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Million dollar machine!!!!!!!os update???|
I dont know why i didnt think of this earlieer ..........

the guys at Yamaha have to be able to do this ,,,,its just a memory 
thing and the RS will be worth heaps more ......

The best thing for me as far aas doing stuff live is the scene 
memory !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

you can tweek change filter everything and when you need to kick it 
back to the next level you can assign scene memory to do that....the 
only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!

I'm sure it wouldnt take much to convert the mutes into another bank 
of 5 scene memories!!!!!!!!1 even though it would say mutes on the 
panel i dont give a shit ................if they did that they would 
be geniouses....how do you spell that shit ....anyway 

let us know if you guys are useing it in the same way !!! IF now you 
should!!! check it out!!!!!

peace 
Ivan
| 2829|2796|2001-11-14 01:05:38|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: open forum(tried it, didnt werk)|
RS set to 'Internal' midi sync; 
clock out set to 'midi A'; 
midi control 'out A':
Vegas set to 'Chase to Midi timecode' on and set to my 'midi in' 
device 
is this set up correct?

i just want to arm a trk to record on the computer.
hit the 'play' button on the RS and have the computer record these 
lovely trks one by one in perfect harmony.
what da hell am i doing wrong?
i know its got to be 'user' error....

> the "resample" function of the RS, but you would have to do it 
> trackwise and i don´t know if 64MB of Ram are enough. I would 

rather 



> recommend then to record the RS output with a HD-recorder, soft- or 
> hardwarewise. (like with a Korg D12, or Cubase/Logic/Vegas).

| 2830|2830|2001-11-14 04:33:20|bojan.premelc@siol.net|AIEB2|
I just get AIEB2 in one month and instaled it inside. 
price in slovenia is about 170 USA $ 
It works nice.
+ 32 K of mem, + SCSII HD 2 GB
How to transfer sample from PC to RS7K over MIDI ?
How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?
Is it possible to in/out 48k samples on optic ports ?
I use Sony MD for optic I/O.
| 2831|2831|2001-11-14 05:08:51|steffen@torset.net|problems in Gridmode..and Cs6x programming..|
Hi everyone..... 
Ive got a problem in grid realtime recording mode..... when I use it to program 
notes, the notes have a tendency to hang indefinetly.... and I have to change 
voice to get the hanging away.. why does this happen? when using my RM1x this 
never happened. 

and I also have the Cs6r synth from yamaha, and I was wondering if anyone has 
tried to assign all the knobs so that you can programm it more easily (I have 
no computer to do this on.. so this would help) but in the Cs6x manual I didnt 
find the midi codes for all the parameters.. anyone? 

SteffV 
aka Hustlepunch 

-there is no problem I cant fix, cause I can do it in the Rm1x 

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email for FREE at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 2832|2832|2001-11-14 08:06:38|Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D|Re: Thomas|
Hey Thomas, 
I just wanted to ask some questions... I am sorry to bother you about this but it is something I am trying to learn about the
RS7000...
I am still a little confused, and I am not good at reading instructions.
I was talking to one of my friends who is a phenomenal keyboard player and programmer, and we were talking about the Yamaha
gear... I didn't tell him I had an Rs7000 but he brought it up in a nut shell.. and said "god I think the most problems I have
ever had was with Yamaha products..." then said" Its like this you have the incredible idea of a machine great sounds > But
there is no technical help and the manuals are no good. that is Yamaha in a nutshell.
I was thinking hummm! That is what I have been saying this whole time. So the reason I have been posting all of these crazy
post is because I am truly lost, and frustrated - I just can't believe that anyone has actually figured this thing out. It
sounds like everyone is unsure - or has dilemma with this? So trying to get a legitimate or none sarcastic answer is becoming
more and more, and it's making me as an owner of this machine hate it even more! I understand people learn more quickly than
others ... but there are some of the left brain thinkers that learn a different way. So my question is if I could email you
privately and ask questions without posting to the list ... Cause all I am getting is flamed and Sarcasm.
____________________________________________ Problems_____________
Ok I took the advise that you recommended, on how to arrange your songs...
and I think this is what you are saying ...
1st patterns go on (1a , 2a, 3a - all the way through P)-(I also have a Flange here)
2nd patterns go on (1b, 2b, 3b, - all the way through P)-(Record Noise Here) example
So you keep doing this until you have all the patterns and changes for your song.
what is happening is I take all this move it to pattern Chain.... then put it together,
convert to song .... then go to song ....
and this is where the problem arises! None the effects are there ....and just messes everything up!
So why is this! Do I master the effect in song mode... 
And if so it only let's me use those three knob effects.... and I know this is not right this thing has to be able to do more
than this ....??

If you can help I would greatly appreciate it 

JaYSeonC

Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2833|2822|2001-11-14 09:49:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: where can I find Mixer maps and OS updates?|
On Wednesday 14 November 2001 00:08, bionic@pandora.be wrote:

> Well, Fucking hell, I see you can't update by SCSI...bastards, they
> oblige you to buy a fucking smart-media drive, goddamn, they've
> signed a contract with them probably...grrrrrrr
> So, what's the OS update about, is it worth to download it and buy a
> fucking smartmedia drive for this? Jesus...aaaaarrrrrghhhhh, dying
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> times here

Does that feel better? ;)

I was also disappointed when reading the upgrade procedure. There's one other 
option, however. When I followed instructions and prepped my RS for the OS 
update, the RS screen gave me a choice: SmartCard or Midi. So it seems that 
MIDI sysex dumps belong to the options to upgrade the RS.

We'll all have to wait for the first upgrade and see if Midi sysex updates 
are possible.

- Robert
| 2834|2830|2001-11-14 10:00:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Wednesday 14 November 2001 12:33, bojan.premelc@siol.net wrote:

> How to transfer sample from PC to RS7K over MIDI ?

Over *midi*? I only know about transfer over SCSI. Dont know if midi is 
supported.

> How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?

AFAIK, the master effect and the 3 other effect blocks only work for the main 
L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.

> Is it possible to in/out 48k samples on optic ports ?

Both digital ins on the AIEB2 accept 32, 44.1 and 48kHz rates, but the data 
is sample-rate converted before being stored in the RS.

The digi outs only transmit at 44.1 kHz. (See page 231 in the english manual).

> I use Sony MD for optic I/O.

That should work.

- Robert
| 2835|2822|2001-11-14 11:19:12|Thomas|Re: where can I find Mixer maps and OS updates?|
--- In RS7000@y..., bionic@p... ;) wrote:

> Well, Fucking hell, I see you can't update by SCSI...bastards, they 
> oblige you to buy a fucking smart-media drive, goddamn, they've 
> signed a contract with them probably...grrrrrrr
> So, what's the OS update about, is it worth to download it and buy 

a 

> fucking smartmedia drive for this? Jesus...aaaaarrrrrghhhhh, dying 
> times here
> 
> Tom (the other other Tom)

Well, i don´t have a smartmedia drive either and i am not buying one. 
I will send either yamaha a smartmedia card to put the new OS on it, 
or i will go to a music store and ask them if they can do it for me.
I am sure there will be a solution, so don´t worry too much.

--Tomn (the other not cussing Tom ;)
| 2836|2828|2001-11-14 11:28:37|synthe. labo|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!!os update???|

>The best thing for me as far aas doing stuff live is the scene
>memory !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

exactly!
for me this feature of the 'scenes' is maybe the most important

>
>you can tweek change filter everything and when you need to kick it
>back to the next level you can assign scene memory to do that....the
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>only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!

think the same...i need more scenes

>
>I'm sure it wouldnt take much to convert the mutes into another bank
>of 5 scene memories!!!!!!!!

is this possible??????
HOW?????? :)

1 even though it would say mutes on the

>panel i dont give a shit ................if they did that they would
>be geniouses....how do you spell that shit ....anyway
>
>let us know if you guys are useing it in the same way !!! IF now you
>should!!! check it out!!!!!

i wpok on the scenes, i love this, i can make brutal changes in the same 
pattern, not even the style!

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2837|2830|2001-11-14 11:50:22|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

> > How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?
>
>AFAIK, the master effect and the 3 other effect blocks only work for the 
>main
>L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.

WHAT???????
are you sure??!!
you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 effects 
blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no fx?
this really have no sense....
maybe i've not undertud well, so please tell me more about this
thanx

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2838|2828|2001-11-14 12:05:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!!os update???|
On Wednesday 14 November 2001 19:28, synthe. labo wrote:

> >The best thing for me as far aas doing stuff live is the scene
> >memory !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>
> exactly!
> for me this feature of the 'scenes' is maybe the most important
>
> >you can tweek change filter everything and when you need to kick it
> >back to the next level you can assign scene memory to do that....the
> >only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!
>
> think the same...i need more scenes

I don't think that yamaha will change this. That would introduce a data 
incompatibility, unless the actual stored *number* of scenes is a variable 
part of the data format. And then there's the problem of missing scene 
buttons... 

Would be nice though.

- Robert
| 2839|2830|2001-11-14 12:08:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


On Wednesday 14 November 2001 19:50, synthe. labo wrote:

> > > How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?
> >
> >AFAIK, the master effect and the 3 other effect blocks only work for the
> >main
> >L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.
>
> WHAT???????
> are you sure??!!
> you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 effects
> blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no fx?

Yep.

> this really have no sense....
> maybe i've not undertud well, so please tell me more about this
> thanx
>

Here's Ripe's answer on this topic:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527

Cheers,
Robert
| 2840|2830|2001-11-14 13:24:04|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

> > >L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.
> >
> > WHAT???????
> > are you sure??!!
> > you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 effects
> > blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no fx?
>
>Yep.
>
> > this really have no sense....
> > maybe i've not undertud well, so please tell me more about this
> > thanx
> >
>
>Here's Ripe's answer on this topic:
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527

thank you Robert, i've read the topic
well, this is really BAD for me...now i have to think how to manage the 
whole thing

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2841|2830|2001-11-14 13:33:44|simon leclerc|Re: AIEB2|
on 11/14/01 12:00 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?
> 
> AFAIK, the master effect and the 3 other effect blocks only work for the main
> L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.

Hi Robert !

I wanted to use the 2 extra AIEB2 analog outputs and set it up
as Aux send/returns on my mixer so i can use the RS EFFECTS as
an Effect unit for the other gears connected to the mixer.
According to your answer above, i guess i can't ?

Simon
| 2842|2830|2001-11-14 14:09:44|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: AIEB2|
This is why i'm lookin into an outboard effects proccessor with 4 ins 
and 4 outs

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> > > >L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.
> > >
> > > WHAT???????
> > > are you sure??!!
> > > you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 
effects
> > > blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, 
no fx?
> >
> >Yep.
> >
> > > this really have no sense....
> > > maybe i've not undertud well, so please tell me more about this
> > > thanx
> > >
> >
> >Here's Ripe's answer on this topic:
> >http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527
> 
> thank you Robert, i've read the topic
> well, this is really BAD for me...now i have to think how to manage 
the 
> whole thing
> 
> ciao-marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 2843|2828|2001-11-14 14:12:04|RB|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!! / scenes|

>the 
> only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!
> 
> I'm sure it wouldnt take much to convert the mutes into another bank
> of 5 scene memories!!!!!!!!1 even though it would say mutes on the
> panel i dont give a shit ..

I DO use the mutes settings and I WOULD give a shit if I lost it!
(I agree that scenes are powerful, but mutes are useful when you want to
have programmed mutes WITHOUT changing all you sound settings). Sorry to be
a killjoy but I like it how it is.....best of both worlds.

PS. Were any of the previously reported problems associated with scenes and
subsequent save errors repeatable (I've been laying off using them since I
heard this) or were they more like 'pilot error'.
| 2844|2830|2001-11-14 14:12:06|RB|Re: AIEB2|

>>> How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?
>> 
>> AFAIK, the master effect and the 3 other effect blocks only work for the
>> main
>> L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.
> 
> WHAT???????
> are you sure??!!
> you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 effects
> blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no fx?
> this really have no sense....

Makes sense to me. Sure it would be MORE flexible if you could route FX to
seperate outs, but usually you'd want seperate outs so you can do outboard
processing.

Richard Brown
| 2845|2830|2001-11-14 14:23:37|Jayson Barrons|Re: AIEB2|

> you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 

effects 

> blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


fx?

as much as this does in fact suck, this is not a rare occurance at 
all in equipment. There's a lot of gear out there that the fx for 
the unit are only routed to the main outputs. Hell, even though my 
old triton could route effects to the optional outs, it was a pain in 
the ass. 

who knows. maybe yamaha will come out with a patch to correct it. 
the output board IS very new. Be calm kids.
| 2846|2830|2001-11-14 14:26:01|ripe|Re: AIEB2|
Yes, and also you have to remember that there are 3 effects processors +
Main effects *TOTAL*, which means that you could not seperate the different
tracks to have different effects outputs. All the combined effect from each
track is output from the single effects output. Hard to explain, but it does
make sense. The only thing that seems like it would have been possible is
to direct the total effects output to a certain pair of individual outputs,
but that's not much more flexible than the current setup...

Yamaha does not include much info about using or the specs of the AIEB2
anywhere. The 'manual' that comes with the AIEB2 is one sheet of paper
without any real useful information. I had to call tech support about the
digital word clock capabilities, and they kept saying "you can sync to MIDI
clock!" heheh! They were clueless...

cheers
ripe

dj ripe - ripe@socialentropy.com

AW4416 user's page - http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
socialentropy studios - http://www.socialentropy.com/
| 2847|2830|2001-11-14 14:28:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: AIEB2|
How did it work with the AIEB1?

Personally, I don't see is as that big a deal considering what you have
built in to the RS, mixer, fx, eq on each channel... ...I like the 6 other
outs for things like kick, bass, and other things that would be useful to
run through my mixer, microq, fizmo, filter factory, or mo-fx...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Jayson Barrons [mailto:devolve_is_now@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2001 4:24 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: AIEB2

> you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 

effects 

> blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no 

fx?

as much as this does in fact suck, this is not a rare occurance at 
all in equipment. There's a lot of gear out there that the fx for 
the unit are only routed to the main outputs. Hell, even though my 
old triton could route effects to the optional outs, it was a pain in 
the ass. 

who knows. maybe yamaha will come out with a patch to correct it. 
the output board IS very new. Be calm kids. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2848|2848|2001-11-14 14:30:46|Bryan Rodgers|Re: AIEB2 - fx units|
Ensoniq DP4
Digitech Studio Quad
Sony DPS-V55

get my vote...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kussersmith@yahoo.com [mailto:kussersmith@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2001 4:09 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: AIEB2

This is why i'm lookin into an outboard effects proccessor with 4 ins 
and 4 outs

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> > > >L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.
> > >
> > > WHAT???????
> > > are you sure??!!
> > > you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 
effects
> > > blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, 
no fx?
> >
> >Yep.
> >
> > > this really have no sense....
> > > maybe i've not undertud well, so please tell me more about this
> > > thanx
> > >
> >
> >Here's Ripe's answer on this topic:
> >http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527

> 
> thank you Robert, i've read the topic
> well, this is really BAD for me...now i have to think how to manage 
the 
> whole thing
> 
> ciao-marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo



> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2849|2832|2001-11-14 15:07:30|Thomas|Re: Thomas|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco \(JaYSeoN_C\)E6D" 
wrote:

> And if so it only let's me use those three knob effects.... and I 

know this is not right this thing has to be able to do more than 
this ....??

The thing is, you can simply not have more than three FX in one song.

You can not have more than three different FX also in one STYLE. 

Which means, if you choose WahWah, Delay and Room for SECTION A, 
STYLE 1, 

and you want to use LoFi, Delay and Room for SECTION B, STYLE 1, 

this will not work. 

Then the FX for SECTION A will also be LoFi, Delay and Room. 

Which means, if you make out of your pattern-chain a song, all the FX-
settings will be lost, and you have to choose them in songmode again.

> If you can help I would greatly appreciate it 

Well, honestly i think what might help you greatly is, if you could 
ask a fellow musician to work with you through the RS7000 manual. 

If you want to understand this box, you really should sit down with 
someone and the manual take a few hours time and work through it.

Hope it helped so far,

Tom
| 2850|2828|2001-11-14 15:24:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!! / scenes|
On Wednesday 14 November 2001 22:19, RB wrote:



> >the
> > only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!
> >
> > I'm sure it wouldnt take much to convert the mutes into another bank
> > of 5 scene memories!!!!!!!!1 even though it would say mutes on the
> > panel i dont give a shit ..
>
> I DO use the mutes settings and I WOULD give a shit if I lost it!
> (I agree that scenes are powerful, but mutes are useful when you want to
> have programmed mutes WITHOUT changing all you sound settings). Sorry to be
> a killjoy but I like it how it is.....best of both worlds.

Scenes also include mutes, so you could use scenes for your mute work, I 
guess.

>
> PS. Were any of the previously reported problems associated with scenes and
> subsequent save errors repeatable (I've been laying off using them since I
> heard this) or were they more like 'pilot error'.

We don't know yet. I suggested that, but it was only a hunch.

- Robert
| 2851|2832|2001-11-14 15:29:49|Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D|Re: Thomas|
Thanks Tom ...

Seriously that did help ... I was thinking that it could inner change those effect flawlessly ... but ... that is my dreaming
....
maybe some day they will design a machine that will do that... 
I think it was supposed to be a TRITON but never got there (lol)

But I do appreciate the help and that does clear up some of the confusion.

Now what about the KNOBS not the real time but your sustain and suchControllers .... do those stay the same or ?

I am sure it does ... like LFO and other changes .... 

But I dunno? :P

JaYSeonC

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2001 4:13 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Thomas

--- In RS7000@y..., "Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco \(JaYSeoN_C\)E6D"
wrote:
> And if so it only let's me use those three knob effects.... and I
know this is not right this thing has to be able to do more than
this ....??

The thing is, you can simply not have more than three FX in one song.

You can not have more than three different FX also in one STYLE.

Which means, if you choose WahWah, Delay and Room for SECTION A,
STYLE 1,

and you want to use LoFi, Delay and Room for SECTION B, STYLE 1,

this will not work.

Then the FX for SECTION A will also be LoFi, Delay and Room.

Which means, if you make out of your pattern-chain a song, all the FX-
settings will be lost, and you have to choose them in songmode again.

> If you can help I would greatly appreciate it
Well, honestly i think what might help you greatly is, if you could
ask a fellow musician to work with you through the RS7000 manual.

If you want to understand this box, you really should sit down with
someone and the manual take a few hours time and work through it.

Hope it helped so far,

Tom

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 2852|2830|2001-11-14 15:31:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Wednesday 14 November 2001 21:35, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 11/14/01 12:00 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> >> How to set master efects on AIEB2 (1-6) Analog outputs ?
> >
> > AFAIK, the master effect and the 3 other effect blocks only work for the
> > main L+R outputs. The sep outs 1-6 stay dry.
>
> Hi Robert !

Hi Simon.

>
> I wanted to use the 2 extra AIEB2 analog outputs 

There are *six* extra analog outputs, right? Are we talking about the same 
stuff here? ;)

> and set it up
> as Aux send/returns on my mixer so i can use the RS EFFECTS as
> an Effect unit for the other gears connected to the mixer.
> According to your answer above, i guess i can't ?

Ripe confirmed what I already assumed: the master and 3 other effect blocks 
only work on the main outputs (and the AIEB2 digital outputs that copy the 
main output). The effects cannot be routed to any of the seperate analog 
outputs. 

I don't have an AIEB2, so I cannot confirm it, but it doesn't surprise me 
that it works this way.

I don't exactly understand your plan that you describe above, but if this 
involves any fx stuff being sent of the sep outs, it won't work indeed.

- Robert
| 2853|2830|2001-11-14 15:35:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Wednesday 14 November 2001 21:24, synthe. labo wrote:

> >Here's Ripe's answer on this topic:
> >http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527
>
> thank you Robert, i've read the topic
> well, this is really BAD for me...now i have to think how to manage the
> whole thing

Sorry Marco. ;)

I do remember warning you about the possibility the AIEB2 would work this 
way, a couple of months ago.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
http://explorer.msn.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2527


What were your plans?

- Robert
| 2854|2832|2001-11-14 16:18:30|Thomas|Re: Thomas|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco \(JaYSeoN_C\)E6D" 
wrote:

> 
> 
> Thanks Tom ...

You´re welcome.

> I think it was supposed to be a TRITON but never got there (lol)

Hm, honestly i think a Triton is not as good as the RS. The sequencer 
as far as i´ve seen it sucks, and the sampling option is overpriced 
and sucks too...someone elses opinion`? Though i like the 
touchscreen, something like that would easily increase the RS price 
by 50%...

But hey i am glad to see finally a comparison between a RS7000 and a 
REAL workstation and not that el cheapo MPC-thingy...that doesn´t 
even has four realtime knobs...

> But I do appreciate the help and that does clear up some of the 
>confusion.

I am glad i could help you with your confusion...so can someone 
please lift my confusion and explain me...WHY ALL THAT KILLING AND 
HATRESS on this planet? Noone really wants it, but we still do 
it...anyhow...that a topic for another group.

> 
> Now what about the KNOBS not the real time but your sustain and 
> suchControllers .... do those stay the same or ?

You mean when you change sections? yes they do stay the same when you 
change sections.

> I am sure it does ... like LFO and other changes .... 

Yes it does, you are right.

Happy musicmaking, Tom
| 2855|2828|2001-11-14 16:20:26|RB|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!! / scenes|

>> 
>> I DO use the mutes settings and I WOULD give a shit if I lost it!
>> (I agree that scenes are powerful, but mutes are useful when you want to
>> have programmed mutes WITHOUT changing all you sound settings). Sorry to be
>> a killjoy but I like it how it is.....best of both worlds.
> 
> Scenes also include mutes, so you could use scenes for your mute work, I
> guess.
> 

Yes but, scenes DO include (say) filter settings which I may not want
recalled.
| 2856|2830|2001-11-14 16:34:42|simon leclerc|Re: AIEB2|
on 11/14/01 5:31 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> I wanted to use the 2 extra AIEB2 analog outputs
> 
> There are *six* extra analog outputs, right? Are we talking about the same
> stuff here? ;)

Sorry, six...even better :)

> 
>> and set it up
>> as Aux send/returns on my mixer so i can use the RS EFFECTS as
>> an Effect unit for the other gears connected to the mixer.
>> According to your answer above, i guess i can't ?
> 
> I don't exactly understand your plan that you describe above, but if this

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> involves any fx stuff being sent of the sep outs, it won't work indeed.

Well my plan was to send the extra outs to my mixer so i could
apply effects on a mic, guitar and synth (pluged in the mixer) and record
everything on my MAC.

Now i guess my only option is to plug the mic, guitar or synth directly in
the RS and record everything one at a time on the pc. That is if i want to
use RS's effects.

Or buy an effects unit and buy a sheep that shits gold ;)

-- Simon
| 2857|2830|2001-11-14 16:42:23|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: AIEB2|
Hey Marco, 

> well, this is really BAD for me...now i have to think how to manage 

the 

> whole thing

the way that I've thought of to (slightly) combat this problem is 
just to send all usually non-effected tracks out 3-8 (normally the 
kickdrum and rhythm parts), and send the effected synth parts out 
either 1 or 2, and thereby keeping the effects and the parts being 
sent to them in the one channel. 

]d[
| 2858|2830|2001-11-14 16:57:58|Jayson Barrons|Re: AIEB2|

> Well my plan was to send the extra outs to my mixer so i could
> apply effects on a mic, guitar and synth (pluged in the mixer) and 

record

> everything on my MAC.

whoo boy. Although i respect your thought process on this one, i 
will warn you there is *very* little gear out there that can do any 
of that, and its all very expensive. If i'm correct, the korg 
trinity would allow you to do that, if you don't mind a synth 4+ 
years old.

> Or buy an effects unit and buy a sheep that shits gold ;)

I saw one on ebay once. I believe the reserve price was a fish that 
gave wishes.
| 2859|2859|2001-11-14 17:11:36|whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au|i am just about to buy a rs7000 |
and i want to know if i have no use for the AIEB2 (thats the extra 
outs right) at the moment, is there any extra uses that i will be 
able to get out of it and can it be installed easily at a later date.

regards
Wayne Thompson
| 2860|2830|2001-11-14 17:30:38|simon leclerc|Re: AIEB2|
on 11/14/01 6:57 PM, Jayson Barrons at devolve_is_now@hotmail.com wrote:

>> Well my plan was to send the extra outs to my mixer so i could
>> apply effects on a mic, guitar and synth (pluged in the mixer) and
> record
>> everything on my MAC.
> 
> 
> whoo boy. Although i respect your thought process on this one, i
> will warn you there is *very* little gear out there that can do any
> of that, and its all very expensive. If i'm correct, the korg
> trinity would allow you to do that, if you don't mind a synth 4+
> years old.

I'm new with this as you can see. I was just trying to figure out
if i really need an effect unit or if i could just use what i have (RS)

mailto:devolve_is_now@hotmail.com


for extra effects. I have Cubase so i might just go with VST plugins FX.

>> Or buy an effects unit and buy a sheep that shits gold ;)
> 
> 
> I saw one on ebay once. I believe the reserve price was a fish that
> gave wishes.

Good one :)
| 2861|2861|2001-11-14 17:33:56|whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au|one more question|
I have a rm1x so i have the idea what most of the things on the rs7 
do.

but what do the 2 pads do?

wayne
| 2862|2832|2001-11-14 21:08:18|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Thomas|

> > I think it was supposed to be a TRITON but never got there (lol)
> Hm, honestly i think a Triton is not as good as the RS. The 

sequencer 

> as far as i´ve seen it sucks, and the sampling option is overpriced 
> and sucks too...someone elses opinion`? Though i like the 
> touchscreen, something like that would easily increase the RS price 
> by 50%...

Woah are you serious??? You really think the Triton is not as good as 
the RS feature-wise? Considering the Triton is about 1-1.5K more in 
Canadian $ thats quite the statement. What features does the RS 
sequencer have that the Triton sequencer lacks? I'll agree about the 
sampler, considering i never bothered to install the SCSI port on the 
triton.. loading everything from floppy is a pain in the ass, but 
hey, at least the thing multisamples! Thats why i'll be using the 
triton sampler for musical samples and the RS for rhythmical stuff. 
Makes sense no? And i guess while i'm at it i might ask what features 
the RS sampler has that the Triton's lacks.

> 
> But hey i am glad to see finally a comparison between a RS7000 and 

a 

> REAL workstation and not that el cheapo MPC-thingy...that doesn´t 
> even has four realtime knobs...
> 

Now that i can agree with. 

EQ
| 2863|2828|2001-11-15 00:07:55|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!!os update???|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 14 November 2001 19:28, synthe. labo wrote:
> > >The best thing for me as far aas doing stuff live is the scene
> > >memory !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> >
> > exactly!
> > for me this feature of the 'scenes' is maybe the most important
> >
> > >you can tweek change filter everything and when you need to kick 

it

> > >back to the next level you can assign scene memory to do 

that....the

> > >only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!
> >
> > think the same...i need more scenes
> 
> I don't think that yamaha will change this. That would introduce a 

data 

> incompatibility, unless the actual stored *number* of scenes is a 



variable 

> part of the data format. And then there's the problem of missing 

scene 

> buttons... 
> 
> Would be nice though.
> 
> - Robert

No all they would have to do is ----that when you change from scene 
to mute it would just be another lot of 5 scenes instead of mutes....
get it ..>?????isnt it just a memeory thing anyway????

what doya rekon Rob....>?????
| 2864|2828|2001-11-15 00:12:58|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!! / scenes|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> >the 
> > only trouble is that there is only 5 of them and 5 mutes!!!!!!!!
> > 
> > I'm sure it wouldnt take much to convert the mutes into another 

bank

> > of 5 scene memories!!!!!!!!1 even though it would say mutes on 

the

> > panel i dont give a shit ..
> 
> I DO use the mutes settings and I WOULD give a shit if I lost it!
> (I agree that scenes are powerful, but mutes are useful when you 

want to

> have programmed mutes WITHOUT changing all you sound settings). 

Sorry to be

> a killjoy but I like it how it is.....best of both worlds.
> 
> PS. Were any of the previously reported problems associated with 

scenes and

> subsequent save errors repeatable (I've been laying off using them 

since I

> heard this) or were they more like 'pilot error'.

Hello you can use the scenes like mutes dude it doesnt matter but you 
can also setup some wicked shit if you want tooo ...know what i 
mean ??
you can just use the scenes to even mute man....duhh sorry but you 
can get the best of 5 worlds !!!!!!!if you want a scene just to mute 
a couple of tracks or what ever you can do that!!!but at the moment 
its like 5 scenes or 10 mutes ......I would like if its possible to 
have 10 scenes or 10 mutes however you see fit !!!!

sorry but you lose!!!!!heheh
:)))))))))
Ivan
| 2865|2828|2001-11-15 00:14:44|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!! / scenes|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> 
> >> 
> >> I DO use the mutes settings and I WOULD give a shit if I lost it!
> >> (I agree that scenes are powerful, but mutes are useful when you 

want to

> >> have programmed mutes WITHOUT changing all you sound settings). 

Sorry to be

> >> a killjoy but I like it how it is.....best of both worlds.
> > 



> > Scenes also include mutes, so you could use scenes for your mute 

work, I

> > guess.
> > 
> 
> Yes but, scenes DO include (say) filter settings which I may not 

want

> recalled.

then you dont have to upgrade to that os version!!!!!!!!??????????
ah ...as if theyll do it anyway.......just dreamin!!!
peace..
I
| 2866|2828|2001-11-15 00:45:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!! / scenes|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 00:27, RB wrote:

> >> I DO use the mutes settings and I WOULD give a shit if I lost it!
> >> (I agree that scenes are powerful, but mutes are useful when you want to
> >> have programmed mutes WITHOUT changing all you sound settings). Sorry to
> >> be a killjoy but I like it how it is.....best of both worlds.
> >
> > Scenes also include mutes, so you could use scenes for your mute work, I
> > guess.
>
> Yes but, scenes DO include (say) filter settings which I may not want
> recalled.

True.

- Robert
| 2867|2830|2001-11-15 00:53:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 00:36, simon leclerc wrote:

> > I don't exactly understand your plan that you describe above, but if this
> > involves any fx stuff being sent of the sep outs, it won't work indeed.
>
> Well my plan was to send the extra outs to my mixer so i could
> apply effects on a mic, guitar and synth (pluged in the mixer) and record
> everything on my MAC.
>

Ah, I see. You wanted to use the RS as an fx machine and use a couple of sep 
ana outs as fx return and run them back into your mixer. Right?

> Now i guess my only option is to plug the mic, guitar or synth directly in
> the RS and record everything one at a time on the pc. That is if i want to
> use RS's effects.

Well, one other option would be to send all the RS tracks dry into your mixer 
using sep ana out 1&2 (or more) and run the fx outputs from the RS main 
outputs into your mixer. This way you can apply fx to (up to six of) your RS 
tracks *and* your mic and other gear. This is a cheap trick, but it works, 
sort of.

>
> Or buy an effects unit and buy a sheep that shits gold ;)

Get me one of those too.

- Robert
| 2868|2832|2001-11-15 01:08:16|Thomas|Re: Thomas|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> What features does the RS 
> sequencer have that the Triton sequencer lacks? 

Well i didn´t bother with the Triton for too long but the most thing 
that i thing the RS is much better in...: Intuitivity!
The RS sequencer is IMHO easier to operate, though i admit that the 
touch screen is nice, but here you have at least half of the extra 



grand of Can.$.

> And i guess while i'm at it i might ask what features 
> the RS sampler has that the Triton's lacks.

Oh, i didn´t mess with the Triton´s sampler too much either, but here 
also my impression: it´s not so intuitive to operate.

Sonically the Triton is of course outstanding, just like the MOTIF is.

Otherwise correct me if i am wrong. I just messed with a Triton a 
couple of months ago for about an hour in a music store. Just my 
opinion so.

--Tom (the confused man that knows confusion)
| 2869|2828|2001-11-15 01:16:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Million dollar machine!!!!!!!os update???|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 08:07, oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

>
> No all they would have to do is ----that when you change from scene
> to mute it would just be another lot of 5 scenes instead of mutes....
> get it ..>?????isnt it just a memeory thing anyway????
>
> what doya rekon Rob....>?????
>

Well, the RS style data structure is *very* complex, as almost any parameter 
(voice, mixer, fx, mute, play-fx, groove, midi delay, tempo) is actually part 
of the current scene. So even when you're not using scenes explicitly, most 
likely you're using scene #1. The Style data structure has space reserved for 
at least 5 of these scene slots. 

A 'mute' data structure is much smaller, as it only contains the mute states 
of each track in the style. The Style data structure alse has space reserved 
for 5 of these mute slots.

You cannot exchange a mute slot for a scene slot, simply because their sizes 
don't match.

If all of my rambling is anything near the truth, we can only hope that the 
*number* of scene and mute slots in a Style data structure was designed to be 
*variable*. That is, the RS OS code doesn't simply *assume* there are 5 scene 
slots, but first checks how many scenes the Style structure contains, in this 
case. That would allow for a variable number of scene and mute slots to be 
saved in a Style data structure, which would eliminate the incompatibility 
problem.

You only have to deal with the user interface problem then, as there are only 
5 scene/mute buttons available. But that's less work.

- Robert
| 2870|2859|2001-11-15 01:22:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i am just about to buy a rs7000|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 01:11, whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au wrote:

> and i want to know if i have no use for the AIEB2 (thats the extra
> outs right) at the moment, is there any extra uses that i will be
> able to get out of it 

You get 6 extra dry analog outs, e.g. to route certain tracks to a mixer and 
treat them there. You can digital inputs that accept 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz 
sampler rates (but the sample data is converted to 44.1) and you get digi 
outs that mimic the main outputs (always at 44.1). 

> and can it be installed easily at a later date.

Installing the AIEB2 is not much of a problem. You have to lift the bottom 
panel and follow intructions closely. Ripe has done it, so you could ask him.

- Robert
| 2871|2861|2001-11-15 01:23:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: one more question|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 01:33, whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au wrote:

> I have a rm1x so i have the idea what most of the things on the rs7
> do.
>
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> but what do the 2 pads do?

Trigger certain samples with velocity.

- Robert
| 2872|2861|2001-11-15 02:45:40|Thomas|Re: one more question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Trigger certain samples with velocity.
> 
> - Robert

Robert, that´s a mighty fine name for a song...;)

--Tom (who knows how to get creativity out of confusion)
| 2873|2861|2001-11-15 04:57:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: one more question|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 10:45, Thomas wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Trigger certain samples with velocity.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert, that´s a mighty fine name for a song...;)

:-)

>
> --Tom (who knows how to get creativity out of confusion)

Lemmehearthatsongthen ;)
| 2874|2861|2001-11-15 05:27:22|Thomas|Re: one more question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 15 November 2001 10:45, Thomas wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Trigger certain samples with velocity.
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > Robert, that´s a mighty fine name for a song...;)
> 
> :-)
> 
> >
> > --Tom (who knows how to get creativity out of confusion)
> 
> Lemmehearthatsongthen ;)

Okeydo, gimmesomemotime, i´ll upload it then on the weekend to 
www.rs7000.org (to my artist page and tell you "Bescheid").

--Tom (aka Klaus Paulsen, www.rs8000.org ;))
| 2875|2861|2001-11-15 08:03:15|Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D|Re: one more question|
From what I gathered about the pads .... Or what I have found my self using them for is to make those real difficult drum
accents.... 

It is just to give a more real feel to the drums and such... ?

I hope that helped...

JaYSeonC

(who is still trying to figure out this bloody thing) 

----- Original Message -----
From: whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2001 6:37 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] one more question

I have a rm1x so i have the idea what most of the things on the rs7
do.

but what do the 2 pads do?
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wayne
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2876|2876|2001-11-15 08:13:40|Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D|Re: Triton|
I can add to that since I have had one of these for about a year now...

TRITON is a really great sounding board the sounds are outstanding.

Problems that I have run into .... 

The real-time knobs suck ass. You manipulate the turning and real-time just right 

There are way toooooooo!!!! many screens on this machine .... (its like if you were to take window and open up a bunch of
folders ... you eventually get to much on your computer ... and slows it down)

The sampler is Kick but and you get a lot of sample time... "BUT"

What good is this sampler if you can't save your sample files...on a floppy...
I swear that is takes 2 freaking years for those samples to load ....

The sequencer is just A big pain in my ass! I have never use such a useless sequencer in all my life... 

Overall it is a good controller board and a expensive one at that ....
I would recommend the rack mount over the board ...

I would rather use a something that didn't drain all of your creative energy!

(See that is the problem with all of these new boards they are coming out with ... These companies are getting too much and to
vague with there products, which elements or takes away from the writing process, meaning causing writers block big time ....
IMHO)

JaYSeon 

----- Original Message -----
From: Thomas
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 2:09 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Thomas

--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:
> What features does the RS 
> sequencer have that the Triton sequencer lacks? 
Well i didn´t bother with the Triton for too long but the most thing 
that i thing the RS is much better in...: Intuitivity!
The RS sequencer is IMHO easier to operate, though i admit that the 
touch screen is nice, but here you have at least half of the extra 
grand of Can.$.

> And i guess while i'm at it i might ask what features 
> the RS sampler has that the Triton's lacks.
Oh, i didn´t mess with the Triton´s sampler too much either, but here 
also my impression: it´s not so intuitive to operate.

Sonically the Triton is of course outstanding, just like the MOTIF is.

Otherwise correct me if i am wrong. I just messed with a Triton a 
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couple of months ago for about an hour in a music store. Just my 
opinion so.

--Tom (the confused man that knows confusion)

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2877|2832|2001-11-15 11:45:47|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Thomas|
Well i won't be able to do that until i pick my RS up... only a week 
or two to go! :) 

> Otherwise correct me if i am wrong. I just messed with a Triton a 
> couple of months ago for about an hour in a music store. Just my 
> opinion so.
> 
> --Tom (the confused man that knows confusion)

| 2878|2876|2001-11-15 11:55:46|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Triton|

> 
> The sampler is Kick but and you get a lot of sample time... "BUT"
> 
> What good is this sampler if you can't save your sample files...on 

a floppy...

> I swear that is takes 2 freaking years for those samples to 

load ....

Damn i hear you on that one! I've gigged with it and people had to 
wait for the PA to start while i loaded the samples! The songs took 2 
seconds to load but those damn samples!!! If there was one thing i 
could wish for on the Triton it would be that you could actually, 
permanently save sampled sounds to internal memory just like you 
would save your own patch!

Out of curiousity does the RS do this? If i have to load all my 
samples on the Triton AND the RS before playing a show it would be 
even more irritating and time-consuming.

> 
> The sequencer is just A big pain in my ass! I have never use such 

a useless sequencer in all my life... 

> 

I find its not that bad! But then again if the RS sequencer is that 
much better i guess i'm in for a pleasant suprise! :)
Now if you want an irritating sequencer try to one on the A6 
Andromeda (if you can find one)... you have to enter every single 
step command with a mis-calibrated knob that scrolls over every note 
(like C-1 to C9) on the keyboard! Now thats irritating.
| 2879|2830|2001-11-15 12:03:41|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|
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>This is why i'm lookin into an outboard effects proccessor with 4 ins
>and 4 outs

digitech studioquad 4 -> semicheap, good fxs

anyway, today i called the guy of the store in centre italy where i bought 
my rs7k from, and he told me that you can have fxs on separate outputs, 
there's an option to have the whole thing dry or wet....
but i don't believe to him, i know he doesn't know this thing really

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2880|2848|2001-11-15 12:07:37|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2 - fx units|

>Ensoniq DP4

oh YES!!!!
i love this to death, but where i can find one...??? nowadays it's really 
hard

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2881|2848|2001-11-15 12:11:29|Bryan Rodgers|Re: AIEB2 - fx units|
I see them all the time around Toronto, but usually used for $650-700cdn.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 2:08 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: AIEB2 - fx units

>Ensoniq DP4

oh YES!!!!
i love this to death, but where i can find one...??? nowadays it's really 
hard

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp <http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2882|2830|2001-11-15 12:17:11|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

> > thank you Robert, i've read the topic
> > well, this is really BAD for me...now i have to think how to manage the
> > whole thing
>
>Sorry Marco. ;)
>
>I do remember warning you about the possibility the AIEB2 would work this
>way, a couple of months ago.

sorry of what? :)
i had to know this

>What were your plans?

well, i start thinking about how i use my rs7k...
i use a lot of samples, and these ones doesn't need so many fxs; on rs7k 
drums and basses i use mixer eq. etc.; the pain is on the pads and other 
similar sounds..these ones really needs some reverbs and it's a pity not to 
have strange fxs like 'jump' over single outputs..
anyway, i use my Boss VF-1 multi fx, my old yamaha fx-500 multifx (..it's 
not a motorcycle :), and now i've got the FilterFactory hehe, i love 
twisting sounds through filters..i have some odd pedals
if i find an ensoniq DP4 i can get it, this is the only one i would change 
for my VF-1.
or maybe simple add a lexicon mpx-200 or similar

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2883|2830|2001-11-15 12:19:19|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

>Hey Marco,
>the way that I've thought of to (slightly) combat this problem is
>just to send all usually non-effected tracks out 3-8 (normally the
>kickdrum and rhythm parts), and send the effected synth parts out
>either 1 or 2, and thereby keeping the effects and the parts being
>sent to them in the one channel.

mmm, this could be GOOD!!! :)
..but i use about 6 channels of the 16 driving external gear, and i set that 
channels not to play internal sounds, so who cares about the outs of them...

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2884|2848|2001-11-15 12:29:55|simon leclerc|Re: AIEB2 - fx units|
on 11/15/01 2:07 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

>> Ensoniq DP4
> 
> oh YES!!!!
> i love this to death, but where i can find one...??? nowadays it's really
> hard
> 
> ciao-marco

Hey Marco,
Check this out:
http://cgi.ca.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1483724993
Still 44 min.
Be quick man
| 2885|2876|2001-11-15 13:32:08|Thomas|Re: Triton|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:
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> Out of curiousity does the RS do this? If i have to load all my 
> samples on the Triton AND the RS before playing a show it would be 
> even more irritating and time-consuming.

Well, just like with EVERY other sampler, the RS is no exception and 
you have to load your samples, which indeed is faster from SmartMedia 
Card than from Zip. 

> 
> > 
> > The sequencer is just A big pain in my ass! I have never use 

such 

> a useless sequencer in all my life... 
> > 
> 
> I find its not that bad! But then again if the RS sequencer is that 
> much better i guess i'm in for a pleasant suprise! :)

Erm...ok better or not is a question of personal taste, and as we all 
know, you can´t argue about taste..=) Indeed i would describe the RS-
sequencer more as "unusual". Personally i like it much better this 
way, other people might have a problem with it, like those dodos on 
www.sonicstate.com who think they can write a review about the RS, 
after seeing one in a musicstore window...and comparing it to the 
MPC, which is ridiculous..since IMO the RS is more a workstation like 
Triton/Trinity/MOTIF/ASR-X than a "groovebox/drumsampler".

> Now if you want an irritating sequencer try to one on the A6 
> Andromeda (if you can find one)... you have to enter every single 
> step command with a mis-calibrated knob that scrolls over every 

note 

> (like C-1 to C9) on the keyboard! Now thats irritating.

lol...nothing against the FS1r...an 8 (!) operator FM synth (19"rack, 
1HE)...3000+ parameters and four realtime-knobs and (app.) 12 tiny 
buttons to control and program it...now THATS irritating...but the 
sounds is boombastic! Did i mention the 80 page manual...? 
;)
I wish they would make a DX7000 out of it with zillions of knobs, 
sliders and a large screen. It´s worth it!
| 2886|2830|2001-11-15 13:34:31|art75@free.fr|Re: AIEB2|
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>

> > are you sure??!!
> > you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 effects
> > blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no fx?
>
> Yep.

Hi
The fact that the assignable outputs are only for dry sounds is a problem
for me..
I don't own a RS yet and I really need to know if you can use it as a
digital mixer with its own sounds.. I mean :
- use the assignable outputs as "sends"
- use the 2 inputs as "returns" (as on any mixers)

Example :
a RS bass sended to assignable outputs, filtered by an external module and
routed to the RS inputs so it can be passed through RS reverb, mixed with
all the others sounds... etc.
Is it easy to achieve ?
Has anyone tested this allready ?
thanx

a r t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2887|2876|2001-11-15 14:28:28|Jayson Barrons|Re: Triton|

> Out of curiousity does the RS do this? If i have to load all my 
> samples on the Triton AND the RS before playing a show it would be 
> even more irritating and time-consuming.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


I can load all 64mb of sample memory into my rs in less than 60 
seconds no problem.

as for the loading samples for your pa; have you ever thought of 
loading them BEFORE you go on? After sound check, i always leave my 
gear on, and i load my samples and everything up a good 15 minutes-
1/2 hour BEFORE my set starts.
| 2888|2876|2001-11-15 14:31:09|Jayson Barrons|Re: Triton|

> I wish they would make a DX7000 out of it with zillions of knobs, 
> sliders and a large screen. It´s worth it!

ooo, that would rock. and it wouldn't have to be too expensive 
either. nice one bruv!
| 2889|2876|2001-11-15 14:42:18|Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D|Re: Triton|
I think it would just be kick ass if they could take these 3 keyboards and jam them into one

NORD (Fat sounds analog)
Roland XP - 80 (Easy to use full blown sequencer)
Kurzweil K2500 (Massive percussion sounds)
And if you got really board 

for shits and giggles 
Slap that goofy Roland thing with the turntable.....For kicks 
(lol)

JaYSeonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Jayson Barrons
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 3:35 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Triton

> I wish they would make a DX7000 out of it with zillions of knobs, 
> sliders and a large screen. It´s worth it!

ooo, that would rock. and it wouldn't have to be too expensive 
either. nice one bruv!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2890|2890|2001-11-15 14:49:56|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Triton - DX OT|
anyone ever successfully program a DX(FM type) patch?

Sure, you can get some crazy stuff outta FM, ...but mostly by accident...

I remember coming across a DX hardware programmer a while back. 6 op, knobs
for each function in each op... ...looked like someone stuck 10 Access
Virus' together...

crazy stuff...

B
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p.s the TX81Z was a fun synth...till you wanted to program it. yikes! even
with a PC interphase!!

-----Original Message-----
From: Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D
[mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 4:41 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Triton

I think it would just be kick ass if they could take these 3 keyboards and
jam them into one

NORD (Fat sounds analog)
Roland XP - 80 (Easy to use full blown sequencer)
Kurzweil K2500 (Massive percussion sounds)
And if you got really board 

for shits and giggles 
Slap that goofy Roland thing with the turntable.....For kicks 
(lol)

JaYSeonC 

----- Original Message -----
From: Jayson Barrons
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 3:35 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Triton

> I wish they would make a DX7000 out of it with zillions of knobs, 
> sliders and a large screen. It´s worth it!

ooo, that would rock. and it wouldn't have to be too expensive 
either. nice one bruv!
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Get more from the Web. FREE MSN
Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2891|2794|2001-11-15 15:25:02|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., spawn@m... wrote:
> > > Yup. Had the very same thing happen while scrolling through 

voices 

> in 
> > the mixer screen.... machine completely locked up. Couldn't say 

if 

> I 
> > could still send CCs or whatnot as the sequencer wasn't running 
> when 
> > it happened, hence no sound.... grrrrrr....
> 
> Again, my same standard question here to exclude a "user" 

error...can 

> you reproduce the bug and explain how you made it?

No problems... . I've actually tried to reproduce what happened a few 
times today and I couldn't get the machine to crash. The process I 
was going through was as follows:

I had been working with the RS for about six hours, editing phrases, 
recording new bits, etc., etc. I was playing back a pattern and had 
been trying different voices with a particular phrase. I had jumped 
to the voice edit sub-mode to adjust the LFO speed, then popped back 
to the main Pattern mode, then to the Mixer edit mode. As soon as I 
hit the Mixer mode I started to scroll through voices and that's when 
the machine locked up. All the lights went out and everything just 
sat there with the BPM counter reading ".1". It's possible that the 
crash occurred because I was scrolling the voice knob (F3 I think) as 
I jumped to the Mixer sub mode, i.e., I was trying to work too fast, 
perhaps....=)

Anyway, as I've said, I tried several times to recreate the crash, 
but with no luck. It may also be related to the RS having been doing 
a lot of editing over a long period of time and maybe something 
simply filled up in the memory. I really don't know. My RS is maxed 
on memory (64mb), but as I've had similar things occasionally occur 
with other sequencers, it could be some buffer or other that was just 
full and when I was doing the rapid scrolling, the box just got 
overloaded.

So, it could be simple user error, I dunno.

Peace

Gene
| 2892|2830|2001-11-15 16:32:07|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: AIEB2|

> ..but i use about 6 channels of the 16 driving external gear, and i 

set that 

> channels not to play internal sounds, so who cares about the outs 

of them...

Yeh exactly, which makes things all the more easy. Send 6 rhythm 
parts out your ind outs for further processing, and still have 2 
synth parts per channel on your effected channels. Nice.
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]d[
| 2893|2848|2001-11-15 17:00:44|kussersmith@yahoo.com|Re: AIEB2 - fx units|
tHanks, everyone for the leads on some fat effects processing
its helping alot.(maybe that Sony????)still researchin.
now if i could sync the RS with Vegas......
| 2894|2894|2001-11-15 19:33:07|crawfish@gmx.net|please help: smart media card > 32MB|
hi all !

Does anyone of you already use a smart media card > 32MB ?
I.e. I want to buy a 128MB card - any recommendations ??
And which company is the best for that - kingston ?

thanks in advance,
werner.
| 2895|2876|2001-11-15 19:46:05|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Triton|

> 
> > Out of curiousity does the RS do this? If i have to load all my 
> > samples on the Triton AND the RS before playing a show it would 

be 

> > even more irritating and time-consuming.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> I can load all 64mb of sample memory into my rs in less than 60 
> seconds no problem.

Wow nice! It definitely won't be a problem then. It takes about 60 
seconds on the triton for one disk! thats not much more than 1mb! Now 
thats time-consuming

> 
> as for the loading samples for your pa; have you ever thought of 
> loading them BEFORE you go on? After sound check, i always leave 

my 

> gear on, and i load my samples and everything up a good 15 minutes-
> 1/2 hour BEFORE my set starts.

Yeah if i'm actually able to i'll always load them well before i go 
on. But what i'm talking about are the times when there's either 
another PA on before you or there's not much space on stage, and you 
have to do those 'instant' setups. Its happened to me a few times, 
and the sooner everything loads the less people will have to wait 
with nothing playing in the middle of the party. It sucks when that 
happens.
| 2896|2894|2001-11-16 00:19:10|ripe|Re: please help: smart media card > 32MB|
I got a cheap simpletech 64 MB card and it works fine... dunno about 128 MB
though.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: <crawfish@gmx.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 8:33 PM
Subject: [RS7000] please help: smart media card > 32MB

> hi all !
>
> Does anyone of you already use a smart media card > 32MB ?
> I.e. I want to buy a 128MB card - any recommendations ??
> And which company is the best for that - kingston ?
>
> thanks in advance,
> werner.
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
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> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 2897|2890|2001-11-16 00:25:37|Thomas|Re: Triton - DX OT|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> anyone ever successfully program a DX(FM type) patch?

We´ll see...i hope to receive tomorrow a package with my DX200...the 
editor for it can also be used with the DX7, btw...
| 2898|2794|2001-11-16 00:28:10|Thomas|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., spawn@m... wrote:

>I've had similar things occasionally occur 
> with other sequencers, it could be some buffer or other that was 

just 

> full and when I was doing the rapid scrolling, the box just got 
> overloaded.
> 
> So, it could be simple user error, I dunno.
> 
> Peace
> 
> Gene

Thanks for the description, Gene, you are right, it could have been a 
buffer overrun or something. As more complex your gear gets as more 
undefined chrashes can happen...seems to be a rule...that´s why 
planes always have a backup system...and even then they sometimes 
crash...erm...=)

--Tom
| 2899|2794|2001-11-16 07:23:13|Bryan Rodgers|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
what OS was that again?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: spawn@mindspawn.com [mailto:spawn@mindspawn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 5:25 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., spawn@m... wrote:
> > > Yup. Had the very same thing happen while scrolling through 
voices 
> in 
> > the mixer screen.... machine completely locked up. Couldn't say 
if 
> I 
> > could still send CCs or whatnot as the sequencer wasn't running 
> when 
> > it happened, hence no sound.... grrrrrr....
> 
> Again, my same standard question here to exclude a "user" 
error...can 
> you reproduce the bug and explain how you made it?

No problems... . I've actually tried to reproduce what happened a few 
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times today and I couldn't get the machine to crash. The process I 
was going through was as follows:

I had been working with the RS for about six hours, editing phrases, 
recording new bits, etc., etc. I was playing back a pattern and had 
been trying different voices with a particular phrase. I had jumped 
to the voice edit sub-mode to adjust the LFO speed, then popped back 
to the main Pattern mode, then to the Mixer edit mode. As soon as I 
hit the Mixer mode I started to scroll through voices and that's when 
the machine locked up. All the lights went out and everything just 
sat there with the BPM counter reading ".1". It's possible that the 
crash occurred because I was scrolling the voice knob (F3 I think) as 
I jumped to the Mixer sub mode, i.e., I was trying to work too fast, 
perhaps....=)

Anyway, as I've said, I tried several times to recreate the crash, 
but with no luck. It may also be related to the RS having been doing 
a lot of editing over a long period of time and maybe something 
simply filled up in the memory. I really don't know. My RS is maxed 
on memory (64mb), but as I've had similar things occasionally occur 
with other sequencers, it could be some buffer or other that was just 
full and when I was doing the rapid scrolling, the box just got 
overloaded.

So, it could be simple user error, I dunno.

Peace

Gene
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2900|2876|2001-11-16 07:37:02|Mr. Drug-Fueled Fiasco (JaYSeoN_C)E6D|Re: Triton|
I think it would just be kick ass if they could take these 3 keyboards and jam them into one

NORD (Fat sounds analog)
Roland XP - 80 (Easy to use full blown sequencer)
Kurzweil K2500 (Massive percussion sounds)
And if you got really board 

for shits and giggles 
Slap that goofy Roland thing with the turntable.....For kicks 
(lol)

JaYSeonC 
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----- Original Message -----
From: Jayson Barrons
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2001 3:35 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Triton

> I wish they would make a DX7000 out of it with zillions of knobs, 
> sliders and a large screen. It´s worth it!

ooo, that would rock. and it wouldn't have to be too expensive 
either. nice one bruv!

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2901|2830|2001-11-16 08:43:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Thursday 15 November 2001 21:35, art75@free.fr wrote:

> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>
> > > are you sure??!!
> > > you mean that when i've installed my 6 sep outs and i have my 3 effects
> > > blocks over my tracks, the sounds go out into my mixer cleaned, no fx?
> >
> > Yep.
>
> Hi
> The fact that the assignable outputs are only for dry sounds is a problem
> for me..
> I don't own a RS yet and I really need to know if you can use it as a
> digital mixer with its own sounds.. I mean :
> - use the assignable outputs as "sends"
> - use the 2 inputs as "returns" (as on any mixers)
>
> Example :
> a RS bass sended to assignable outputs, filtered by an external module and
> routed to the RS inputs so it can be passed through RS reverb, mixed with
> all the others sounds... etc.
> Is it easy to achieve ?
> Has anyone tested this allready ?
> thanx

This should work, I guess. This setup does not require any fx being sent over 
the asignable outputs.

- Robert
| 2902|2890|2001-11-16 09:24:55|Jayson Barrons|Re: Triton - DX OT|

> We´ll see...i hope to receive tomorrow a package with my 

DX200...the 

> editor for it can also be used with the DX7, btw...

when i owned my dx200 i had a fucking blast with it. i was making 
some great patches with it right off the bat.
| 2903|2890|2001-11-16 09:25:52|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Triton - DX OT|
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from the front panel or with the editor?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Jayson Barrons [mailto:devolve_is_now@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2001 11:25 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Triton - DX OT

> We´ll see...i hope to receive tomorrow a package with my 

DX200...the 

> editor for it can also be used with the DX7, btw...

when i owned my dx200 i had a fucking blast with it. i was making 
some great patches with it right off the bat.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2904|2794|2001-11-16 09:28:57|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
That's almost identical to what happened to me. I've got OS 1.3 and 
32mb of ram installed.

On another occasion I was scrolling through the voices and everything 
started to grind to a halt, but then it recovered. The next time it 
didn't.

Actually, I think I crashed my RM1x once with midi delay. And I also 
managed to mangle the internal timing on the RM1x with a simple midi 
delay setup and one of the internal drum patterns. It was weird...

michel

--- In RS7000@y..., spawn@m... wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., spawn@m... wrote:
> > > > Yup. Had the very same thing happen while scrolling through 
> voices 
> > in 
> > > the mixer screen.... machine completely locked up. Couldn't say 
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> if 
> > I 
> > > could still send CCs or whatnot as the sequencer wasn't running 
> > when 
> > > it happened, hence no sound.... grrrrrr....
> > 
> > Again, my same standard question here to exclude a "user" 
> error...can 
> > you reproduce the bug and explain how you made it?
> 
> No problems... . I've actually tried to reproduce what happened a 
few 
> times today and I couldn't get the machine to crash. The process I 
> was going through was as follows:
> 
> I had been working with the RS for about six hours, editing 
phrases, 
> recording new bits, etc., etc. I was playing back a pattern and had 
> been trying different voices with a particular phrase. I had jumped 
> to the voice edit sub-mode to adjust the LFO speed, then popped 
back 
> to the main Pattern mode, then to the Mixer edit mode. As soon as I 
> hit the Mixer mode I started to scroll through voices and that's 
when 
> the machine locked up. All the lights went out and everything just 
> sat there with the BPM counter reading ".1". It's possible that the 
> crash occurred because I was scrolling the voice knob (F3 I think) 
as 
> I jumped to the Mixer sub mode, i.e., I was trying to work too 
fast, 
> perhaps....=)
> 
> Anyway, as I've said, I tried several times to recreate the crash, 
> but with no luck. It may also be related to the RS having been 
doing 
> a lot of editing over a long period of time and maybe something 
> simply filled up in the memory. I really don't know. My RS is maxed 
> on memory (64mb), but as I've had similar things occasionally occur 
> with other sequencers, it could be some buffer or other that was 
just 
> full and when I was doing the rapid scrolling, the box just got 
> overloaded.
> 
> So, it could be simple user error, I dunno.
> 
> Peace
> 
> Gene

| 2905|2794|2001-11-16 09:55:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
On Friday 16 November 2001 17:28, mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> That's almost identical to what happened to me. I've got OS 1.3 and
> 32mb of ram installed.
>
> On another occasion I was scrolling through the voices and everything
> started to grind to a halt, but then it recovered. The next time it
> didn't.
>
> Actually, I think I crashed my RM1x once with midi delay. And I also
> managed to mangle the internal timing on the RM1x with a simple midi
> delay setup and one of the internal drum patterns. It was weird...

This could be more easily explained. Midi delay causes more voices to be used 
and maybe running out of voices caused the temporary hangup.

- Robert
| 2906|2890|2001-11-16 09:58:32|Thomas|Re: Triton - DX OT|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jayson Barrons" wrote:

> when i owned my dx200 i had a fucking blast with it. i was making 
> some great patches with it right off the bat.

Why did you sell it?
| 2907|2794|2001-11-16 10:00:54|Thomas|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., mmorin@g... wrote:

> That's almost identical to what happened to me. I've got OS 1.3 and 
> 32mb of ram installed.

mailto:mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca


Interesting it does not happen to me, and i have OS 1.12, 64MB Ram.

Actually my impression is that once after i had my RS brandnew i had 
to do a factory-reset, since then everything worked fine.

Weird...

--Tom (confused)
| 2908|2794|2001-11-16 10:03:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
On Friday 16 November 2001 17:28, mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> That's almost identical to what happened to me. I've got OS 1.3 and
> 32mb of ram installed.

Had you also been working on the RS for a couple of ours? Editing stuff, etc?

- Robert
| 2909|2909|2001-11-16 12:35:53|Shreck420@aol.com|I want to join|
Please sign me up

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2910|2909|2001-11-16 12:43:47|Bryan Rodgers|Re: I want to join|
aren't you already here if you can send messages to the list?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Shreck420@aol.com [mailto:Shreck420@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2001 2:36 PM
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] I want to join

Please sign me up

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2912|2830|2001-11-16 18:40:06|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

> > ..but i use about 6 channels of the 16 driving external gear, and i
>set that
> > channels not to play internal sounds, so who cares about the outs
>of them...
>
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>Yeh exactly, which makes things all the more easy. Send 6 rhythm
>parts out your ind outs for further processing, and still have 2
>synth parts per channel on your effected channels. Nice.

yes, but the stereo out with fx will play ALSO the drum parts...
i mean: with sep. outs i can put 6 different drum trackx out, and with the 
stereo out effected ALL not only the synth parts with fx...
if you assign to the 6 sep. out some channels, anyway all channels will be 
played out from stereo out OR you mean that when you have selected your sep 
out tracks the stereo out doesn't play them out anymore..?

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2913|2794|2001-11-16 23:07:22|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> what OS was that again?

1.13

Pax

Gene
| 2914|2794|2001-11-16 23:30:16|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
Hey folks, 

Someone else mentioned that their RS "slowed down" on them while 
scrolling voices... I've noticed none of that, but I have noted the 
lights onboard the RS occasionally "slow down" when doing scrolling 
of the Mixer Voice Setup. Strange brew.... Anyway, I've been working 
on the RS almost 12 hours today, and (right after doing saves) I've 
been purposely trying to crash the box again by scrolling fast in the 
Mixer Voice setup... LOTS!!! So far, other than noting that the 
lights occasionally stop blinking during my "spinning of the knobs" I 
haven't been able to get it to crash or slow down sound/sequence-
wise. I haven't rebooted the machine at all, so it's certainly been 
on (mostly editing and recording with a small amount of sample 
work...) plenty long for any possible problems with overheating, and 
since it hasn't been rebooted it has been working without "clean 
booting" the buffer for quite awhile.

I'm wondering about an FX combination now. I don't really remember 
whether or not I was routing the voice to the FX or not, but if there 
was a big reverb, delay, etc., maybe the combination of trying to 
refresh the FX along with the voice spinning in rapid succession 
might be suspect... While nothing to be happy about, it really 
wouldn't be a bug, more of a "speed" limitation on certain processes 
maybe... The DSP chips might be fast, but even the almighty ProTools 
will bog down and die doing something very similar (rapidly changing 
several parameters all at once...), I've seen (caused... :P ) it to 
happen... It doesn't really mean you have to slow down all that much, 
just be aware that you're shoving about massive amounts of data very 
quickly and try to keep it in perspective just what you're asking of 
a machine....

Peace

Gene
| 2915|2794|2001-11-17 00:55:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
On Saturday 17 November 2001 07:30, spawn@mindspawn.com wrote:

> Hey folks,
>
> Someone else mentioned that their RS "slowed down" on them while
> scrolling voices... I've noticed none of that, but I have noted the
> lights onboard the RS occasionally "slow down" when doing scrolling
> of the Mixer Voice Setup. Strange brew.... Anyway, I've been working
> on the RS almost 12 hours today, and (right after doing saves) I've
> been purposely trying to crash the box again by scrolling fast in the
> Mixer Voice setup... LOTS!!! So far, other than noting that the
> lights occasionally stop blinking during my "spinning of the knobs" I
> haven't been able to get it to crash or slow down sound/sequence-
> wise. I haven't rebooted the machine at all, so it's certainly been
> on (mostly editing and recording with a small amount of sample
> work...) plenty long for any possible problems with overheating, and
> since it hasn't been rebooted it has been working without "clean

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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> booting" the buffer for quite awhile.

Thanks for testing this! 

>
> I'm wondering about an FX combination now. I don't really remember
> whether or not I was routing the voice to the FX or not, but if there
> was a big reverb, delay, etc., maybe the combination of trying to
> refresh the FX along with the voice spinning in rapid succession
> might be suspect... While nothing to be happy about, it really
> wouldn't be a bug, more of a "speed" limitation on certain processes
> maybe... 

The bug would be the RS crashing on this speed limitation.
A problem like that should be handled more gently, of course.

> The DSP chips might be fast, but even the almighty ProTools
> will bog down and die doing something very similar (rapidly changing
> several parameters all at once...), I've seen (caused... :P ) it to
> happen... It doesn't really mean you have to slow down all that much,
> just be aware that you're shoving about massive amounts of data very
> quickly and try to keep it in perspective just what you're asking of
> a machine....

I'll give the crash try myself, this weekend.

Cheers,
Robert
| 2916|2794|2001-11-17 01:13:02|Wayne Thompson|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
Lets all spend the weekend giving the crash a test!

Wayne
-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: Saturday, 17 November 2001 6:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy

On Saturday 17 November 2001 07:30, spawn@mindspawn.com wrote:
> Hey folks,
>
> Someone else mentioned that their RS "slowed down" on them while
> scrolling voices... I've noticed none of that, but I have noted the
> lights onboard the RS occasionally "slow down" when doing scrolling
> of the Mixer Voice Setup. Strange brew.... Anyway, I've been working
> on the RS almost 12 hours today, and (right after doing saves) I've
> been purposely trying to crash the box again by scrolling fast in the
> Mixer Voice setup... LOTS!!! So far, other than noting that the
> lights occasionally stop blinking during my "spinning of the knobs" I
> haven't been able to get it to crash or slow down sound/sequence-
> wise. I haven't rebooted the machine at all, so it's certainly been
> on (mostly editing and recording with a small amount of sample
> work...) plenty long for any possible problems with overheating, and
> since it hasn't been rebooted it has been working without "clean
> booting" the buffer for quite awhile.

Thanks for testing this!

>
> I'm wondering about an FX combination now. I don't really remember
> whether or not I was routing the voice to the FX or not, but if there
> was a big reverb, delay, etc., maybe the combination of trying to
> refresh the FX along with the voice spinning in rapid succession
> might be suspect... While nothing to be happy about, it really
> wouldn't be a bug, more of a "speed" limitation on certain processes
> maybe...

The bug would be the RS crashing on this speed limitation.
A problem like that should be handled more gently, of course.

> The DSP chips might be fast, but even the almighty ProTools
> will bog down and die doing something very similar (rapidly changing
> several parameters all at once...), I've seen (caused... :P ) it to
> happen... It doesn't really mean you have to slow down all that much,
> just be aware that you're shoving about massive amounts of data very
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> quickly and try to keep it in perspective just what you're asking of
> a machine....

I'll give the crash try myself, this weekend.

Cheers,
Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
ADVERTISEMENT
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2917|2917|2001-11-17 01:22:05|Olavo and Latif|Hi folks,|
If anyone knows someone in Holland that wants to buy a MC505 
groovebox and a SP808 groovesampler, together for a verry friendly 
price E. 1600,- (euro's)
I'll be glad to hear about it.
The SP808 has been updated to an EX version.

Must get my hands on a RS7000
So a trade is also welcome.

Cheers
| 2919|2830|2001-11-17 01:26:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Saturday 17 November 2001 02:40, synthe. labo wrote:

> > > ..but i use about 6 channels of the 16 driving external gear, and i
> >
> >set that
> >
> > > channels not to play internal sounds, so who cares about the outs
> >
> >of them...
> >
> >Yeh exactly, which makes things all the more easy. Send 6 rhythm
> >parts out your ind outs for further processing, and still have 2
> >synth parts per channel on your effected channels. Nice.
>
> yes, but the stereo out with fx will play ALSO the drum parts...
> i mean: with sep. outs i can put 6 different drum trackx out, and with the
> stereo out effected ALL not only the synth parts with fx...

Even when you set the fx send values for the drum tracks to zero???
That would be a bug. Please check the fx send values for the sep out tracks.

> if you assign to the 6 sep. out some channels, anyway all channels will be
> played out from stereo out OR you mean that when you have selected your sep
> out tracks the stereo out doesn't play them out anymore..?

That's what I *expect*. Don't have the AIEB2, but I would be very 
dissapointed if a track routed to a sep out would also appear on the mix out. 
Can't believe that.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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Cheers,
Roberto
| 2920|2920|2001-11-17 06:38:52|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Whoa! RS FAQ's?|

> 5.
> Where can I find an RS7000 O.S. update? How can I upload it to
> the RS?

>There's an unofficial v1.3 in the Files section of this group (I 
>guess you 
>know how to find it. ;) It contains a pdf explaining the procedure 
>and the OS 
>update file. You have to copy the OS file on a smartcard, and boot 
>the RS 
>with the card inserted, using a magic key combo (explained in the 
>pdf).
>Problem is that most of us don't have a smartcard reader device to 
>copy the 
>OS on the smartcard.

Is this the most recent OS? What do you mean by unofficial? And, is 
there a way to update to this OS using MIDI sysex instead? (this 
question may have been asked before but i forget)

EQ
| 2921|2920|2001-11-17 06:44:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Whoa! RS FAQ's?|
On Saturday 17 November 2001 14:38, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> > 5.
> > Where can I find an RS7000 O.S. update? How can I upload it to
> > the RS?
> >
> >There's an unofficial v1.3 in the Files section of this group (I
> >guess you
> >know how to find it. ;) It contains a pdf explaining the procedure
> >and the OS
> >update file. You have to copy the OS file on a smartcard, and boot
> >the RS
> >with the card inserted, using a magic key combo (explained in the
> >pdf).
> >Problem is that most of us don't have a smartcard reader device to
> >copy the
> >OS on the smartcard.
>
> Is this the most recent OS? 

Yes.

> What do you mean by unofficial? 

Yamaha US' own words. Seems like the v1.3 was sent directly from Yamaha Japan 
to a private address, and this guys put the OS on the net. Yamaha US didn't 
know about it.

> And, is
> there a way to update to this OS using MIDI sysex instead? 

The RS, when booted with the magic key combo, surely suggest support of the 
MIDI sysex format. It either expects the OS via MIDI in, or from the 
smartcard. The OS in the package, however, is not in midi sysex format. :( 
That is, I tried to load it, but without success.

- Robert
| 2922|2830|2001-11-17 10:19:16|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

> > yes, but the stereo out with fx will play ALSO the drum parts...
> > i mean: with sep. outs i can put 6 different drum trackx out, and with 
>the
> > stereo out effected ALL not only the synth parts with fx...
>
>Even when you set the fx send values for the drum tracks to zero???
>That would be a bug. Please check the fx send values for the sep out 
>tracks.

no, sorry
i mean: i set the 6 sep outs to some drum tracks, and even if i put fx on 
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them, these will not appear on the sep outs.
with the stereo out i can let play some synth parts with fx, BUT on the the 
stereo out will be ALSO the dry drum parts...
that is what i mean, no confusion between what i effected or not, there 
isn't any bug :)

> > if you assign to the 6 sep. out some channels, anyway all channels will 
>be
> > played out from stereo out OR you mean that when you have selected your 
>sep
> > out tracks the stereo out doesn't play them out anymore..?
>
>That's what I *expect*. Don't have the AIEB2, but I would be very
>dissapointed if a track routed to a sep out would also appear on the mix 
>out.
>Can't believe that.

well, this could be a really GOOD new!
this does mean that in this way the stereo out can act as a stereo sep out 
too because it plays only THE parts that are NOT put throught the sep 
outs....this could be great, but who knows?
i mean, the stereo out is global, so it's possible that he plays every time 
ALL channels, effected or not...

ciao-marKs

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2923|2923|2001-11-17 10:23:41|synthe. labo|slice + seq|
hello, i've got a question:
when i sample in the slice + seq mode, so it's a loop, it's several times 
that i can't get the right tempo...
i explain better:
ex.: i have my pattern at 170 bpm, i select a track and i sample an external 
loop, doesn't matter the origin; it happened that i cut this well, it's a 
real loop, BUT i have it at the double OR the half the tempo of my 
pattern...
it's strage, i believed that it would be sampled as it is, and after it 
would be time streched at the tempo of my pattern, don't understand how to 
solve this
any suggestion?
thnax

ciao-maracus

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2924|2924|2001-11-17 10:27:57|synthe. labo|Re: slice + seq + pad assingn|
sorry, i forgot a question:
when i use sampled voices (pieces of slices, kit samples, pitched samples) i 
can't assign a sound to a sensitive pad in the normal way note+tap+pad...
anyone tried this or knows how to play a sampled sound with sensitive pads?

ciao-maracacus

>hello, i've got a question:
>when i sample in the slice + seq mode, so it's a loop, it's several times
>that i can't get the right tempo...
>i explain better:
>ex.: i have my pattern at 170 bpm, i select a track and i sample an 
>external
>loop, doesn't matter the origin; it happened that i cut this well, it's a
>real loop, BUT i have it at the double OR the half the tempo of my
>pattern...
>it's strage, i believed that it would be sampled as it is, and after it
>would be time streched at the tempo of my pattern, don't understand how to
>solve this
>any suggestion?
>thnax
>
>ciao-maracus
>
>
>
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>_________________________________________________________________
>Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
>http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2925|2923|2001-11-17 11:14:52|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: slice + seq|
The slice and Seq. Section can be tricky.. Just because you have a solid
loop does not mean it it will loop properly after you slice it. First make
sure you understand your initial loop in terms of measure length. Test out
sampling a 4 bar and then slicing it to 4 bars. Even this won't work
sometimes if the RS can get a good slice between beats. Try different
sensitivities as this is the key factor in getting the loop to work in your
pattern. Time stretching is a much different thing than slicing. Try time
strecthing a sample first and then slice it once it fits.. I never tried
this. 
Personally I always trim off the end of a loop rather than mess with the
front as it seems I trust the RS in getting a good first beat than I do my
own ears. So when finessing the loop try to mess with the tail and not the
beginning. These little things can make all the difference. At first I
thought there was a bug in the Slice and Seq. But now I understand that you
just have to work well from the beginning and not cut corners..
Also fun is to cut a loop in the slice and seq. And then play with
different quantisation in the JOB area. I usually get a good groove going,
sample my groove it at a low sample freq. Slice it and then quantize it at
half notes to get a real stompy feel.. I think yesterday I resampled a loop
about 6 times until all you get feel was a bit of the attack on the drums
through all the noise of the low freq. Fun !

on 11/17/01 12:23 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

> 
> 
> hello, i've got a question:
> when i sample in the slice + seq mode, so it's a loop, it's several times
> that i can't get the right tempo...
> i explain better:
> ex.: i have my pattern at 170 bpm, i select a track and i sample an external
> loop, doesn't matter the origin; it happened that i cut this well, it's a
> real loop, BUT i have it at the double OR the half the tempo of my
> pattern...
> it's strage, i believed that it would be sampled as it is, and after it
> would be time streched at the tempo of my pattern, don't understand how to
> solve this
> any suggestion?
> thnax
> 
> ciao-maracus
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> 
>

| 2926|2920|2001-11-17 12:32:56|adedowden@blueyonder.co.uk|Re: Whoa! RS FAQ's?|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> > 5.
> > Where can I find an RS7000 O.S. update? How can I upload it to
> > the RS?
> 
> >There's an unofficial v1.3 in the Files section of this group (I 
> >guess you 
> >know how to find it. ;) It contains a pdf explaining the procedure 
> >and the OS 
> >update file. You have to copy the OS file on a smartcard, and boot 
> >the RS 
> >with the card inserted, using a magic key combo (explained in the 
> >pdf).
> >Problem is that most of us don't have a smartcard reader device to 
> >copy the 
> >OS on the smartcard.
> 

I bought a smartcard reader/writer for £30,works fine.

> Is this the most recent OS? What do you mean by unofficial? And, is 
> there a way to update to this OS using MIDI sysex instead? (this 
> question may have been asked before but i forget)
> 
> EQ

| 2934|2794|2001-11-17 16:38:28|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: rs7000 crashed - not happy|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Wayne Thompson" wrote:

> Lets all spend the weekend giving the crash a test!

Good luck to you and Robert.... although that really doesn't sound 
right..... (good luck on crashing...?) :P

Peace

Gene
| 2936|2830|2001-11-18 06:55:16|art75@free.fr|AIEB2|

> no, sorry
> i mean: i set the 6 sep outs to some drum tracks, and even if i put fx on
> them, these will not appear on the sep outs.

It means that any of the 16 RS mixer section can be routed to the sep' outs
but not the FX returns.
Not a good news..

> this does mean that in this way the stereo out can act as a stereo sep out
> too because it plays only THE parts that are NOT put throught the sep
> outs....this could be great, but who knows?

I think we need a clear answer on this ones :)
The sep' outs card would be useless if the master outs plays the same sounds
(FX or not) !

In the RS mixer, with knob4 you can choose the output : L/R (master), or
AS1, AS2, AS3 etc (the sep' outs), for each section.
If you choose AS1&AS2, this track must NOT be played on the master outs.
Can someone who owns the card confim this ?

thanx

a r t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2939|2830|2001-11-18 10:38:47|synthe. labo|Re: AIEB2|

> > no, sorry
> > i mean: i set the 6 sep outs to some drum tracks, and even if i put fx 
>on
> > them, these will not appear on the sep outs.
>
>It means that any of the 16 RS mixer section can be routed to the sep' outs

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


>but not the FX returns.
>Not a good news..

noo, sorry again: it was a sort of question, not an answer :)
i mean, as everybody told, if you put fx on some parts and then assign them 
to the sep outs, the fxs won't be listened; on this we are all sure
i was talking about the fact that i can use the 6 sep outs for drum sounds 
without fxs, BUT if i put fxs on synths parts that, in this way, will be 
audible only if i use also the stereo out, form the stereo out there will be 
also my dry drum sounds of the sep out...

>
> > this does mean that in this way the stereo out can act as a stereo sep 
>out
> > too because it plays only THE parts that are NOT put throught the sep
> > outs....this could be great, but who knows?
>
>I think we need a clear answer on this ones :)

oh yes :)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2940|2830|2001-11-18 12:12:08|art75@free.fr|Re: AIEB2|
From: synthe. labo <synthelabo@hotmail.com>

> i mean, as everybody told, if you put fx on some parts and then assign

them

> to the sep outs, the fxs won't be listened; on this we are all sure

yes ok. Indeed the outputs of the FX engines seems "hardwired" to the master
outputs and only them. No parameter available anywhere to change this fact.

> i was talking about the fact that i can use the 6 sep outs for drum sounds
> without fxs, BUT if i put fxs on synths parts that, in this way, will be
> audible only if i use also the stereo out, form the stereo out there will

be

> also my dry drum sounds of the sep out...

I understand. If we can't change that, the board is useless :(
I can't believe Yamaha have done something like that...
Even on the A3000, you can heard sounds on the seperate outs while NOT on
the masters.

a r t
-
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2943|2943|2001-11-18 14:13:20|synthe. labo|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ??? MARCO!!!|

>Marco!!! How are you! :)

haaaa :)
i'm ok, a bit tired by the work, i don't have time to do the things i 
like,...music etc..

>Tough times. But compared to most, I'm okay. I've just had
>some nasty luck the past couple of months. Things should be
>getting back to normal soon.

i hope so,..never listened to you again

>
>I heard the "BLIP" song you made. It's awesome! :) I really liked
>it. I heard it yesterday and it totally inspired me to fiddle with the

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


>RS7000 into the late hours of the night. I really liked it.

thank you too, i made it in a fast way, i would return back to remasterize 
it

>I my opinion, the ER-1 is a good little nugget. I was lucky enough
>to find it used, and selling for $200. It's helps me to get those
>OldSkool AfrikaBambata/PlanetRock beats. Also, it's very simple
>to use drum synthisis.

oh yes
i sold mine, but i've made a mistake; i'm sure i'll get one soon, i love it, 
it's simple and manageble (<-...?)

>
>I don't own the Machine Drum either, but my close friend has one
>and he's the kinda guy who's seems to really understand
>equipment and all it's nasty quirks. Manges to alway make his
>equipment "submit" to him. All I know is that the
>MACHINEDRUM makes some pretty insane sounds. I'm still
>considering getting one in the future.

it's powerful, but i can make all that sounds plus tons more with Dynamo, 
then sample them, so ithought the ER-1 could be really enought

>I remember you telling me about REAKTOR some time ago. I
>thinks it's a pretty intense synth. But, like you said... it's on the
>computer too. So I'm trying to get away from all that.
>
>The Squarepusher swares by Reaktor. I think it was mentioned
>in Future Music a couple of issues ago.

oh yes, Squarepusher uses it, but i can tell you that ALL the artists i like 
work mostly on Reaktor...all people like Autechre, Afx, all people under 
Label Mu and u-Ziq, Kid 606, all from c8...too many to mention :)

> > i see an occasion of a virus A, and i'm thinking i can get
> > it, but you can't set lfo's and arpeggios synched to
> > external midi clock on virus a..
>
>NICE!!! Make sure you get the Update O.S. from Access when
>you do. They updated it about 6 months ago.

i don't think i'll get it...i've only seen the occasion;
i have too many things to learn on Nord Modular to buy another poly synth; i 
could get a monosynth or similar like a basstation, a thing that has nothing 
to learn, just assign notes, twist knobs and play :)
i have to say that i listened to a sequential circuit prophet 600, real 
analogue, and it really SCREAMS...never listened to that on any v-analogue 
modern synth i've ever tried...

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2944|2944|2001-11-18 14:18:00|synthe. labo|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ???|

>Thomas! That mini Waldorf Q-Keyboard is cool. I think it is a
>worthy contender in my search for a new synth. But judging
>ONLY on the demo songs so far, it's got a very metallic, and
>sometimes nasaly sort of personality. Nevetheless, sounds
>which I still would want & need. But IMO, it seems like the RS's
>internal AWM2 board can come pretty damn close to the sounds
>on the Q-Keys.

no, believe me
the microQ sounds amazing, a friend of mine has one, it isn't comparable to 
the internal rs7k sounds, but, yes, it can sound metallic and 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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industrial...it's a waldorf, you have to like it or not! :)

>whether of not the A-STATION is Multi-Timberal? Any ideas?

my infos are that the A-Station is 1 part and 8 voices, so no multitimbral, 
but these are not infos to believe in...i mean, it's me that i tell...:))

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2945|2830|2001-11-18 17:13:39|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: AIEB2|

> > if you assign to the 6 sep. out some channels, anyway all 

channels will be

> > played out from stereo out OR you mean that when you have 

selected your sep

> > out tracks the stereo out doesn't play them out anymore..?
> 
> That's what I *expect*. Don't have the AIEB2, but I would be very 
> dissapointed if a track routed to a sep out would also appear on 

the mix out. 

> Can't believe that.

Hey guys,

yep, I can confirm that when you send a channel to and ind. out, it 
will not appear in the stereo mix out, as long as no effects are 
applied to it. Which basically equates to to rule that if you want a 
channel to be routed through an out other than mix, it shouldn't have 
any effects applied to it (of course, this doesn't really HAVE to 
apply, who says that the effect and the original can't be in 
different channels?).

Cheers,
]d[
| 2946|2944|2001-11-18 17:41:13|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ???|
Hey Marco,

> hehe...
> i use Dynamo as soft synth, i love to death the sounds it can 
> produce..listened to the full version of that program that is 

Reaktor 

> and..there's nothing more powerful on earth, really, but it's on 

PC, no 

> hands on...

The Creamware Pulsar's ModularII synth is much more powerful ... 
however is not strictly software ;) . 

http://www.creamware.de/de/home/default.asp

]d[
| 2947|2924|2001-11-18 20:24:07|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: slice + seq + pad assingn|
yup Ive tried it and works fine ...sometimes you think your pressing 
in the right order but you have to press tap first, then note, then 
the pad ................try that m8..

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> sorry, i forgot a question:
> when i use sampled voices (pieces of slices, kit samples, pitched 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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samples) i 
> can't assign a sound to a sensitive pad in the normal way 
note+tap+pad...
> anyone tried this or knows how to play a sampled sound with 
sensitive pads?
> 
> ciao-maracacus
> 
> >hello, i've got a question:
> >when i sample in the slice + seq mode, so it's a loop, it's 
several times
> >that i can't get the right tempo...
> >i explain better:
> >ex.: i have my pattern at 170 bpm, i select a track and i sample 
an 
> >external
> >loop, doesn't matter the origin; it happened that i cut this well, 
it's a
> >real loop, BUT i have it at the double OR the half the tempo of my
> >pattern...
> >it's strage, i believed that it would be sampled as it is, and 
after it
> >would be time streched at the tempo of my pattern, don't 
understand how to
> >solve this
> >any suggestion?
> >thnax
> >
> >ciao-maracus
> >
> >
> >
> >_________________________________________________________________
> >Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo
> >http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 2949|2830|2001-11-19 01:24:54|Bojan Premelc|Re: AIEB2|

> The sep' outs card would be useless if the master outs plays the same

sounds

> (FX or not) !
>
> In the RS mixer, with knob4 you can choose the output : L/R (master), or
> AS1, AS2, AS3 etc (the sep' outs), for each section.
> If you choose AS1&AS2, this track must NOT be played on the master outs.
> Can someone who owns the card confim this ?

I tested outs on AIEB2:
you can assign each of 16 ch. to master OR any of AS1-6
digital outs are equal as master
purpose of AS1-6 is only to put out CLEAR (no fx) 6 ch to mixer
| 2952|2944|2001-11-19 07:36:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ???|
On Saturday 17 November 2001 21:41, Thomas wrote:

> --Tom (the other Tom, that is not the Tom that just came on, but the
> Tom that is always confused...;)

Ah, *that* Tom! ;)

- Charles, eh no, Robert
| 2954|2830|2001-11-19 12:04:57|art75@free.fr|Re: AIEB2|
From: Bojan Premelc <pibi@siol.net>

> I tested outs on AIEB2:
> you can assign each of 16 ch. to master OR any of AS1-6
> digital outs are equal as master
> purpose of AS1-6 is only to put out CLEAR (no fx) 6 ch to mixer
> 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
mailto:pibi@siol.net


Seems logical !
Thanx for the info..
I'm gonna buy one.

a r t

-
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 2956|2956|2001-11-19 12:54:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: AIEB2: best price?|
quick question: is there a place for the AIEB2 'best price' similar to that
of the old RS7k list? would it be in our interest to set something up for
similar accessories, such as RAM, smart media cards, etc?

...just think'n.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 2957|2944|2001-11-19 13:30:31|synthe. labo|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ???|

> > hehe...
> > i use Dynamo as soft synth, i love to death the sounds it can
> > produce..listened to the full version of that program that is
>Reaktor
> > and..there's nothing more powerful on earth, really, but it's on
>PC, no
> > hands on...
>
>The Creamware Pulsar's ModularII synth is much more powerful ...
>however is not strictly software ;) .

oh yes, i know pulsar system.
i had a luna II soundcard and a guy showed me how it could have been 
upgraded to a full pulsar system; it's the only system to spend for!
anyway, i'm not sure it's more powerful than reaktor, xpecially now that's 
out reaktor 3.
it's that reaktor has just THOSE tricks, fx, shapes of all that artists that 
i like; you can listen to the last LABEL MU compilation with people like 
u-Ziq, luke vibert, hellfish/producer, venetian snares, and every track IS 
running in those reaktor filters delay sounds ring mod...
anyway pulsar is really the best, i.m.o. (and not only) better then the 
digidesign001/protools le system.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 2958|2944|2001-11-19 15:42:37|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ???|

> oh yes, i know pulsar system.
> i had a luna II soundcard and a guy showed me how it could have 

been 

> upgraded to a full pulsar system; it's the only system to spend for!
> anyway, i'm not sure it's more powerful than reaktor, xpecially now 

that's 

> out reaktor 3.
> it's that reaktor has just THOSE tricks, fx, shapes of all that 

artists that 

> i like; you can listen to the last LABEL MU compilation with people 

like 

> u-Ziq, luke vibert, hellfish/producer, venetian snares, and every 

track IS 

> running in those reaktor filters delay sounds ring mod...
> anyway pulsar is really the best, i.m.o. (and not only) better then 

the 

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
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> digidesign001/protools le system.

Yeah, I have to agree, at least as far as sound generation is 
concerned (digi has hd recording pretty down). Some of the synths 
that guys like John Bowen and Stephen Hummel are producing are just 
amazing .... Hummel has done reworkings of a Sequential Circuits Pro-
One and a Moog Rogue ... and to think that these guys have been 
producing some of the most famous hw synths for over the last 20 
years, and now they're giving their work away for free! 

The Pulsar platform is great because of it's open to the public 
contribution structure -- it basically means that you can be getting 
new synths for the rest of forever .. ;) As long as people keep 
making em!

Hang on .. what group am I in? ;)
Sorry for the rambles!

Anyone who wants to check any of this stuff out, :--
http://www.track0.com/wavelength/wave%20frameset.htm
http://www.planetz.com/Pulsar.shtml
http://www.celmo.com/
http://www.zargmusic.com/

Cheers!
]d[
| 2959|2959|2001-11-19 17:23:48|faisal02139@yahoo.com|RS7k/MC505--general advice please...|
Hi..I am interested in the RS7K for basic songwriting and the sound 
module. I normally use soft synths and a Novation Supernova...i have to 
boot my PC and import samples everytime i write...so i was thinking of 
the RS7K..i am also interested in the Drum Sounds...
But it seems this machine has a lot of bugs!!
So whats the scoop--how u r guys liking this box ?
What is the sound quality like ? basic Piano , strings and synth 
sounds....?
I had an MC505--it had cheap sounds , but was very user friendy....can 
anyone do a comparison of the two with regards to sounds , and ease of 
use ?
Thanks people
Faisal
| 2960|2956|2001-11-19 19:16:30|oscillate64@hotmail.com|AIEB2: OUT YET??????|
is this thing out yet and does anybody know any finer details like 
how many outs ...digital??? does the effectsgo through the other outs.
what other benifits does ithave besides outboard gear processing??
and how much is it??

sorry for the multitude of questions
thanks
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> quick question: is there a place for the AIEB2 'best price' similar 
to that
> of the old RS7k list? would it be in our interest to set something 
up for
> similar accessories, such as RAM, smart media cards, etc?
> 
> ...just think'n.
> 
> B
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 2961|2830|2001-11-19 19:24:34|simon leclerc|Re: AIEB2|
on 11/15/01 2:53 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> Ah, I see. You wanted to use the RS as an fx machine and use a couple of sep
> ana outs as fx return and run them back into your mixer. Right?
> 
>> Now i guess my only option is to plug the mic, guitar or synth directly in
>> the RS and record everything one at a time on the pc. That is if i want to
>> use RS's effects.
> 
> Well, one other option would be to send all the RS tracks dry into your mixer
> using sep ana out 1&2 (or more) and run the fx outputs from the RS main
> outputs into your mixer. This way you can apply fx to (up to six of) your RS
> tracks *and* your mic and other gear. This is a cheap trick, but it works,

http://www.track0.com/wavelength/wave%20frameset.htm
http://www.planetz.com/Pulsar.shtml
http://www.celmo.com/
http://www.zargmusic.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> sort of.
> 
> 
>> 
>> Or buy an effects unit and buy a sheep that shits gold ;)
> 
> Get me one of those too.
> 
> - Robert

Thanx for the info Robert.

I don't have the AIBE2 yet but it's conforting to know i can use it
this way.

I'm also thinking of buying the Lexicon MXP200 but i have not received
my sheep yet :)

BTW, i can't stop playing with the Microwave XT. Great machine, kind
of a digital-analogue combination. Only thing missing: a vocoder.

Last nite, i tried RS's Midi Delay, Play FX, Arp and groove on some of XT's
sounds and it was/is amazing.

Cheers,

--Simon
| 2962|2962|2001-11-19 22:33:32|bontrip@videotron.ca|Samples questions|
Can someone answer this :

If i import a 24 bit sample, will the RS process it at 24 bit ?
Will it keep the same audio quality ?

Also, yes it's great that we can sample, than resample a
loop or phrase of the RS internal sounds, but don't you think the 
audio quality of a sample resampled diminishes a lot (a bit to 
much to my ears) compared to the originals?
| 2963|2959|2001-11-19 23:03:55|spawn@mindspawn.com|Re: RS7k/MC505--general advice please...|
--- In RS7000@y..., faisal02139@y... wrote:

> But it seems this machine has a lot of bugs!!

Some, yes....

> So whats the scoop--how u r guys liking this box ?

Quite a lot.

> What is the sound quality like ? basic Piano , strings and synth 
> sounds....?

I couldn't say on the piano or string sounds as I haven't really 
checked them out in depth. For basic stock piano/strings/etc. it's 
worked adequately so far... It does have some nice sound 
editing/twisting/warping available to you, and a host of good noises. 
The quality of the sound overall is crisp without being too harsh and 
there's a nice roundness to things. 

> I had an MC505--it had cheap sounds , but was very user 

friendy....can 

> anyone do a comparison of the two with regards to sounds , and ease 

of 

> use ?

Well, I own both, so... If you're talking straight presets, then the 
sound is rather disappointing on either box. However, both boxes are 
very capable of going beyond the presets to produce some very tasty 
sounds. I've used my 505 to do stuff ranging from Dance to Dark 
Ambient and it has always served me well. 

Anyway, as to comparing the two, the 505 has its perks, the RS has 



its... The 505 is a bit simpler to operate and if you've 
learned "Roland Speak" you're gonna have to learn a little of 
the "Yamaha tongue" before being able to really wrap your head around 
the RS. I'm still far more used to operating the 505, so I'm having 
to learn new ways of doing things based on the Yamaha architecture. 
As I said, the 505 is simpler to use, but it also offers a lot less 
features in the sequencer department. I do like the 505's Grid Record 
mode better at the moment, but most everywhere else the RS easily 
outstrips the 505's sequencer. The question is, will that make a 
difference to you in the way you like to work? I also have the RM1x, 
and it's basically the same sequencer that the RS has. Nevertheless, 
I've owned it for almost three years and it never replaced the 505... 
largely due to my preference for the way the 505 handles live.

A big bonus of the RS is the Sampler, very nice to have one box cover 
most all your bases. The 505 lets me control stuff a little better 
live, but again, remember I'm much more familiar with the 505 (I've 
been using it for about 5 years now - I've only been using the RS 
about a month).

A lot depends on how much you like the simplicty of working with the 
505 style gear. Personally, I love it, but the RS gives me an 
integrated sampler, and that's most useful to have it all in one box 
if you do a lot of gigging. I think the RS has a bit nicer sound 
quality in general, the 505 is just a little muddier sounding to my 
ears, however, that could just be due to the sounds on the RS being 
fresh to my ears, too. I have both an RM1x and an A3000, so I was 
already somewhat familiar with how Yamaha lays things out, thus it 
hasn't been a completely painful transition. I haven't regretted 
getting the RS. I still don't know if it will be my main gigging 
tool, or if I'll gravitate back toward the 505. A lot depends on how 
rapidly they update the RS in some areas (for me, it's mainly in 
terms of smooth style switching in pattern mode...grid record 
improvements... and a few other bits... nothing that keeps me from 
owning/using the machine, but right now I still like the way the 505 
handles better live, even though I've used the RS for a couple of 
gigs). Besides, I may end up running both of them together on 
occasion (the 505 and the RS, that is...)..... just me two pesos. 
Good luck! =)

Peace

Gene

PS - thus far, after two gigs with the RS, it's held up 
brilliantly!.... of course, I did close to 50 shows with the 505 and 
didn't have any problems either, so.....
| 2964|2964|2001-11-20 00:18:35|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|SCSI cd-rom?|
Hello! My question is this.
Just bought 250 zip drive for my RS and I wondered is it possible to 
connect external SCSI CD-ROM drive also and load samples from sample 
cd:s (ex. Future Music....)
And if it is possible which drives do you recommend?
I´m not so good with these tech things so if this was a stupid question 
fell free to comment :-)

Pasu.
| 2965|2959|2001-11-20 00:35:14|Thomas|Re: RS7k/MC505--general advice please...|
--- In RS7000@y..., faisal02139@y... wrote:

> Hi..I am interested in the RS7K for basic songwriting and the sound 
> module. I normally use soft synths and a Novation Supernova...i 

have to 

> boot my PC and import samples everytime i write...so i was thinking 

of 

> the RS7K..

If you want to use your own samples, you have to import than on the 
RS as well..., just like with every sampler...

> i am also interested in the Drum Sounds...

Personally i like them a lot and think that they are great. Other 
people think differently, but you have to judge with your own ears.

> But it seems this machine has a lot of bugs!!



Indeed but the way the machine is right now, you can do everything 
that the machine is built for. And hey i don´t know any synth that 
has NO bugs. Not to mention Windows is more buggy...

> So whats the scoop--how u r guys liking this box ?

I love it!

> What is the sound quality like ? basic Piano , strings and synth 
> sounds....?

Good bread and butter sounds. If you tweak the sounds a bit, and use 
an EQ here and then it´s very rewarding. My favourite are the drums 
and the pads. Basses and Leads are also usable, but i think i can get 
better out of my AN1x (and for sure you with your Supernova).

> I had an MC505--it had cheap sounds , but was very user 

friendy....can 
Cheap? Man that can only say someone who hasn´t used the full blown 
built in JV2080 synthesis engine which can create some really nice 
sounds...

> anyone do a comparison of the two with regards to sounds , and ease 

of 

> use ?

I wouldn´t compare the MC and the RS since the RS offers way much 
more than the MC ever had. I would rather compare the RS with the new 
Triton LE....
The RS is a music workstation, including sequencer plus sampler.
Personally i used to have a MC303 and IMO the UI was crap. The RS is 
much more easy to use, more intuitive, bigger screen, more knobs, 
just simply better. The synthesis engine of the MC505 is IMO not bad 
and different than the one inside the RS, so a comparison would be 
hard. Sonically i would say the RS is better, because of more modern 
AD/DA converter. (The MC505 came out 1997...).

--Tom
| 2966|2830|2001-11-20 00:41:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 03:26, simon leclerc wrote:

> Thanx for the info Robert.
>
> I don't have the AIBE2 yet but it's conforting to know i can use it
> this way.

Well, I *think* it works that way. I also don't have the AIEB2. ;)

>
> I'm also thinking of buying the Lexicon MXP200 but i have not received
> my sheep yet :)

Luuuuuve Lex verbs. :)

>
> BTW, i can't stop playing with the Microwave XT. Great machine, kind
> of a digital-analogue combination. Only thing missing: a vocoder.

I've never had the wish to use a vocoder on the XT, but I never use a vocoder 
anyway. Well sometimes in the NordMod, as a special filter. I have the XT for 
a couple of years now, and it keeps surprising mee. It can sound very harsh, 
but also very analog (e.g. when using the standard saw, block and sine 
waves). Its filters are super, imo.

>
> Last nite, i tried RS's Midi Delay, Play FX, Arp and groove on some of 
> XT's sounds and it was/is amazing.



Yes, this is really one of the RS strong points. You can have a lot stuff 
going on, *per track*. :)

Cheers,
Robert
| 2967|2956|2001-11-20 00:43:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2: OUT YET??????|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 03:16, oscillate64@hotmail.com wrote:

> is this thing out yet and does anybody know any finer details like
> how many outs ...digital??? does the effectsgo through the other outs.
> what other benifits does ithave besides outboard gear processing??
> and how much is it??
>
> sorry for the multitude of questions
> thanks
> Ive

Its out in Europe at least.
It's got 6 individual analog outs.
2 digi in (electric and optical) and 2 digi out (electric and optical), if 
I'm not mistaken.

The price in Europe is around 250 Euro.

- Robert
| 2968|2959|2001-11-20 00:51:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7k/MC505--general advice please...|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 01:23, faisal02139@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hi..I am interested in the RS7K for basic songwriting and the sound
> module. I normally use soft synths and a Novation Supernova...i have to
> boot my PC and import samples everytime i write...so i was thinking of
> the RS7K..i am also interested in the Drum Sounds...
> But it seems this machine has a lot of bugs!!
> So whats the scoop--how u r guys liking this box ?
> What is the sound quality like ? basic Piano , strings and synth
> sounds....?
> I had an MC505--it had cheap sounds , but was very user friendy....can
> anyone do a comparison of the two with regards to sounds , and ease of
> use ?
> Thanks people
> Faisal

The RS is imo great for basic song writing, as it has all the stuff you need 
in one box.

The internal sounds a okay, but not of dramatic quality. Note that this is 
rather personal. You may like them very much. There's a piano sound, and 
string sounds, but these are not as good as the sound you find in a dedicated 
quality sound module. The RS filters are however very good, and can be used 
to spice up the internal sounds, which works very well.

The drum sounds are of good quality, with many drum kits to choose from.

For someone not familiar with the Yamaha sequencer model, the RS can be tough 
to learn, initially. The manual is mostly of the reference type. Also note 
that the machine is complete, featurewise, so there's a lot to get control 
of. After I studied the manual, however, I think the RS is a very nice 
machine to work with, with all the knobs to get direct control over many 
features.

- Robert
| 2969|2962|2001-11-20 00:57:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Samples questions|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 06:33, bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

> Can someone answer this :
>
> If i import a 24 bit sample, will the RS process it at 24 bit ?

No, the RS is 16-bit internally. I don't think it will even import the 24-bit 
sample. 

> Will it keep the same audio quality ?

No. The only 24-bit hardware samplers I know of are the new Akai Z series.
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>
> Also, yes it's great that we can sample, than resample a
> loop or phrase of the RS internal sounds, but don't you think the
> audio quality of a sample resampled diminishes a lot (a bit to
> much to my ears) compared to the originals?

There's a problem with the level of the resampled audio, indeed. To be able 
to resample many tracks, for example, you need a lot bandwidth to prevent 
clipping. It looks like the RS has a fixed resample level prepared for this 
situation. They should add a level knob that increases the gain when 
resampling only a couple of tracks.

- Robert
| 2970|2964|2001-11-20 01:01:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 08:18, pasipelkonen@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hello! My question is this.
> Just bought 250 zip drive for my RS and I wondered is it possible to
> connect external SCSI CD-ROM drive also and load samples from sample
> cd:s (ex. Future Music....)
> And if it is possible which drives do you recommend?
> I´m not so good with these tech things so if this was a stupid question
> fell free to comment :-)

Yes Pasu, this should be possible. You can daisy chain SCSI devices, like 
this: RS ->Zip->CDROM. You have to take care that the total length of the 
SCSI cables will not become too long. Also buy good quality cables. Make sure 
that (in the example above) the CDROM is terminated and the Zip isn't. Also 
make sure the all of the three devices (the RS is one too) have unique SCSI 
IDs. 

A list of compatible SCSI devices is in the archive of this maillist. Let me 
know if you can't find it.

- Robert
| 2971|2964|2001-11-20 01:15:10|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
Hello Robert and thanks for your FAST answer.:)
I´m here at my work solving few problems. First I ordered a scsi dd-rom 
drive but it was internal. My mistake.:-(
and yes I found that drive list and I want to ask one thing.
What cd-rom drives do you use?
I looked that plextor and it seemed quite expensive.
All i really want is basic cd.rom drive to work well with my zip drive.
So Rob should I go for plextor like yamaha advised?

Pasu.
| 2972|2964|2001-11-20 01:23:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 09:15, pasipelkonen@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hello Robert and thanks for your FAST answer.:)
> I´m here at my work solving few problems. First I ordered a scsi dd-rom
> drive but it was internal. My mistake.:-(
> and yes I found that drive list and I want to ask one thing.
> What cd-rom drives do you use?
> I looked that plextor and it seemed quite expensive.
> All i really want is basic cd.rom drive to work well with my zip drive.
> So Rob should I go for plextor like yamaha advised?

Well, plextor is an expensive brand, but its good stuff. But less expensive 
drives will probably work too. Try to make a deal with the computer shop so 
that you can return the drive if it doesn't work.

I'm using a Teac drive that works well with my Emu and also worked with the 
A4000 Yamaha sampler. Its model is CD-532S.

- Robert
| 2973|2964|2001-11-20 02:06:57|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
OK Robert.
This may sound not so pro but is there a way to use internal cd-rom 
drives with RS? 
get a cover for it and power cable?
Am I stupid or what?
So does it have to be an external SCSI cd-rom drive?
Thanks.

Pasu
| 2974|2962|2001-11-20 02:33:35|simon leclerc|Re: Samples questions|
on 11/20/01 3:57 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
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>> If i import a 24 bit sample, will the RS process it at 24 bit ?
> 
> No, the RS is 16-bit internally. I don't think it will even import the 24-bit
> sample. 
> 
>> Will it keep the same audio quality ?
> 
> No. The only 24-bit hardware samplers I know of are the new Akai Z series.
> 
>> 
>> Also, yes it's great that we can sample, than resample a
>> loop or phrase of the RS internal sounds, but don't you think the
>> audio quality of a sample resampled diminishes a lot (a bit to
>> much to my ears) compared to the originals?
> 
> There's a problem with the level of the resampled audio, indeed. To be able
> to resample many tracks, for example, you need a lot bandwidth to prevent
> clipping. It looks like the RS has a fixed resample level prepared for this
> situation. They should add a level knob that increases the gain when
> resampling only a couple of tracks.
> 
> - Robert

All bad news, damn. I'm sure you've heard the difference
between a 24 bit samble and a 16 bit; sometimes there's a huge difference,
espacially with vocals.

Just like the colours depth on a 24 bit vs a 16 bit photo. Frankly, right
now i'm wondering if i made the right choice when purchasing a hardware
sampler. Don't get me wrong,
i like the RS so far, but i'm not sure if i can live with a 16 bit audio
quality when i can have a 32 bit/ 96hz level with a laptop. I mean we're
in 2001. Damn i really thought the RS was processing at 24 bit.

Thanx anyways Robert.

--Simon
| 2975|2962|2001-11-20 03:45:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Samples questions|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 10:35, simon leclerc wrote:

> All bad news, damn. I'm sure you've heard the difference
> between a 24 bit samble and a 16 bit; sometimes there's a huge difference,
> espacially with vocals.

Yep. I even heard the difference between 20-bits and 24-bits when I was 
listening to an 8 second reverb tail of the Lexicon MPX1 and MPXG2. Quite 
dramatic! 

>
> Just like the colours depth on a 24 bit vs a 16 bit photo. Frankly, right
> now i'm wondering if i made the right choice when purchasing a hardware
> sampler. 

The Akais?

> Don't get me wrong,
> i like the RS so far, but i'm not sure if i can live with a 16 bit audio
> quality when i can have a 32 bit/ 96hz level with a laptop. I mean we're
> in 2001. Damn i really thought the RS was processing at 24 bit.

I think the RS *is* processing at 24-bit (or even more). The DA's are 24-bit, 
afaik. The sample format, however is 16-bit. That is, the RS processes 16-bit 
sample data in a 24-bit (or more) domain. I think the RS audio quality is 
rather good. But the samples are at 16-bit, nothing you can do about that.

- Robert
| 2976|2964|2001-11-20 03:50:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 10:06, pasipelkonen@hotmail.com wrote:

> OK Robert.
> This may sound not so pro but is there a way to use internal cd-rom
> drives with RS?
> get a cover for it and power cable?
> Am I stupid or what?
> So does it have to be an external SCSI cd-rom drive?
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> Thanks.

You can't built an internal cdrom drive into the RS. There's enough room in 
the box (for a future hd drive perhaps) but there's no slot in the RS to 
access the cdrom drive.

You *can* buy a case to mount the internal cdrom drive you already have. I've 
done that before, and it works fine. So what you get is an external drive. 

- Robert
| 2977|2964|2001-11-20 04:04:50|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
Thanks again! I never thought that I would build one into RS but that 
other way you mentioned.
Ok. I have now this cyberdrive scsi cd-rom.(which I though I have to 
return!?) It was quite cheap but new!
First problem. Power cable and somekind of adaptor. Is it hard to get 
one?
And is there cable between my ZIP and this Cyberdrive or do I have to 
build one?

;-) 

Pasu.
| 2978|2964|2001-11-20 04:21:24|Wayne Thompson|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
I bought a scsi cd and put it in my computer and then used it from there
worked fine with no problems.

Wayne Thompson
-----Original Message-----
From: pasipelkonen@hotmail.com [mailto:pasipelkonen@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 20 November 2001 10:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI cd-rom?

Thanks again! I never thought that I would build one into RS but that
other way you mentioned.
Ok. I have now this cyberdrive scsi cd-rom.(which I though I have to
return!?) It was quite cheap but new!
First problem. Power cable and somekind of adaptor. Is it hard to get
one?
And is there cable between my ZIP and this Cyberdrive or do I have to
build one?

;-)

Pasu.
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> I bought a scsi cd and put it in my computer and then used it from there
> worked fine with no problems.
> 

Now I don´t have any kind computer at my home so no place put it! :(
Just RS and synths.
(tired to carry my zipdrive to work everyday I need to transfer samples 
from cd to)
I´m just lookin some used external cd-rom drives. Quite hard to find.
I think I have to go with ext CD-RW.

Pasu.
| 2980|2964|2001-11-20 05:07:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 12:04, pasipelkonen@hotmail.com wrote:

> Thanks again! I never thought that I would build one into RS but that
> other way you mentioned.
> Ok. I have now this cyberdrive scsi cd-rom.(which I though I have to
> return!?) It was quite cheap but new!
> First problem. Power cable and somekind of adaptor. Is it hard to get
> one?

Those external cases come with a power supply built in. Most of them even 
include the power cable.

> And is there cable between my ZIP and this Cyberdrive or do I have to
> build one?

You *buy* SCSI cables. ;)
Building them yourself is asking for problems, really.

- Robert
| 2981|2964|2001-11-20 05:30:17|pasipelkonen@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
Hey man. I´ve learned a lot today!
I just looked some user reviews Cyberdrive! and those were not very 
promising. So please give me your opinion. Should I get one of those 
empty external boxes to with my cyber or get a new external (Plextor/
Yamaha CDRW) one which one is good (expensive)...
I still have 10 days to send back my Cyberdrive 24X
This site rules BTW!

Pasu.
| 2982|2515|2001-11-20 08:12:27|funku2uk@yahoo.co.uk|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
--- In RS7000@y..., adedowden@b... wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 30 October 2001 01:10, adedowden@b... wrote:
> > > Ok,Nice site.Now I cant work this out,somebody help me please.I
> > > understand that fitting more RAM will give me more sample time.
> > 
> > Yes.
> > 
> > > But
> > > what about the other storage?.How much do I need and what 
> sort?.First
> > > smart media cards,they dont seem to hold much compared to say a 

cd

> > > rom.What about a zip drive?,or jaz but Ive looked at a few 
> retailers
> > > and they all seem to be usb not scsi?.What about a cdrw?,could I
> > > import audio samples,and wav files to the yammy?.One of the 
> reasons
> > > for buying it was to get away from my pc.As I dont have a scsi 
> card
> > > in my pc,Do I have to get one to use the twe software,and if I 
> did I
> > > couldnt use the ide hard drive and cdrw right?.Hope this makes 
> sense
> > > to somebody out there.Thanks.
> > 
> > That's a lot of questions! ;)
> > 
> > The other media you need depend on how you want to work with the 
> RS. SCSI 
> > media like MO/Zip/Jazz disks currently give the most capacity for 
> your money, 
> > but you'll have to buy a SCSI drive and connect it to the RS. In 
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> live 
> > situations, e.g, this may not be desirable. In a studio its 

mostly 

> not a 
> > problem.
> > 
> > The smartmedia cards are relatively expensive, but very small and 
> don't need 
> > a drive connected to the RS. However, if you want to move stuff 
> from the RS 
> > to an PC or Mac, you will need a smartcard reader (a drive) 
> connected to your 
> > PC/Mac.
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> > ==========================================================
> > Recommended device list for RS7000
> > 
> > CD-RW
> > Yamaha CRW4416SX ver 1.0 or later
> > CRW6416SX ver 1.0 or later
> > CRW8424SX ver 1.0 or later
> > CRW2100SX ver 1.0 or later
> > CRW2200SX
> > Plextor PX-W1210TSE
> > 
> > CD-ROM
> > Plextor PX-40TSE
> > 
> > Removable Drive
> > IOMEGA ZIP 100MB
> > IOMEGA ZIP 250MB speed down when using 100MB disk
> > IOMEGA JAZ 2GB unable to use 1GB disk
> > CASTLEWOOD ORB 2.2GB
> > 
> > I got this list by yamaha in japan tech support. I hv both A5000 
> and 
> > RS7000. Yamaha said no difference between the SCSI cable use for 
> both 
> > machine. But, it is possible that RS7000 has different 
> compatibility 
> > from A5000's, b/c they hv different electronic design each other.
> thanks m8 :)

> I PURCHASED THE YAMAHA CD-RW 2100SX, HOPING TO BE ABLE TO WRITE TO 

THE CD FROM THE RS, BUT NO JOY. AS IT IS A SCSI PORT IT SHOULD BE 
ABLE TO WRITE ON THE FLY, WITHOUT THE BURNING SOFTWARE. IT DOES 
IMPORT FILES FINE, AND BEING ABLE TO USE THE STYLES OFF THE BUNDLED 
CD, LET ME FORMAT MY SMART MEDIA CARD.
PERHAPS YOU COULD HELP ME? I HAVE THE NEW OP. SYS FOR THE RS, AND THE 
DOCUMENTATION SAYS YOU CAN LOAD IT INTO THE SYSTEM VIA SMART MEDIA OR 
BY PLAYING IT IN A STANDARD MIDI FILE..... BUT I CANT SAVE IT FROM 
MY PC TO THE SMART MEDIA AND I DONT QUITE UNDERSTAND THE OTHER 
METHOD, ANY TIPS?
CHEERS 
FUNKU2UK@YAHOO.CO.UK
| 2983|2964|2001-11-20 09:03:48|Jeremy P Caulfield|Formatting SCSI drive : |
Hello. 
I have an old EZ drive kicking around that I'm now using as my SCSI drive
for the RS7000. One port is connected to the RS the other is connected to a
G3 laptop into the Firewire port with an Orange SCSI adapter (which is a
great little item btw) . Previously the G3 could see the EZdrive and the
disc. So the Orange was working. Now that I have formatted the disc to the
RS spec. the G3 can no longer see it. This actually makes sense I guess, but
is there a way to mount this disc on my G3. This way I could eradicate the
need to use the Smartmedia card to dump my Wav. Files to the G3. It seems a
bit far fetched but...
Also if this doesn't work I was thinking of daisy chaining my SCSI to my
EX5R. Would this work ? Could both the RS and the EX see the drive ? I have
not tried it yet because of not having 2 micro to 50 pin cables..

Thanks.
| 2984|2964|2001-11-20 09:28:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Formatting SCSI drive :|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 17:03, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

> Hello.
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Hi

> I have an old EZ drive kicking around that I'm now using as my SCSI drive
> for the RS7000. One port is connected to the RS the other is connected to a
> G3 laptop into the Firewire port with an Orange SCSI adapter (which is a
> great little item btw) . Previously the G3 could see the EZdrive and the
> disc. 

What was the filesystem format on the disk at that time?

> So the Orange was working. Now that I have formatted the disc to the
> RS spec. the G3 can no longer see it. This actually makes sense I guess,
> but is there a way to mount this disc on my G3. 

The RS uses the standard FAT16 format, afaik. How large is your disk? Does 
your G3 support the FAT filesystem? Maybe add a plugin? (I'm not a Mac user.)

> This way I could eradicate
> the need to use the Smartmedia card to dump my Wav. Files to the G3. It
> seems a bit far fetched but...

Even if (when) this works, you will have to deal with the fact that both the 
RS and the G3 are accessing the drive. This may result in lockups, because 
the RS does not support drive sharing over SCSI (as we found out).

> Also if this doesn't work I was thinking of daisy chaining my SCSI to
> my EX5R. Would this work ? Could both the RS and the EX see the drive ? I
> have not tried it yet because of not having 2 micro to 50 pin cables..

See above.

- Robert
| 2985|2964|2001-11-20 09:29:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI cd-rom?|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 13:30, pasipelkonen@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hey man. I´ve learned a lot today!
> I just looked some user reviews Cyberdrive! and those were not very
> promising. So please give me your opinion. 

Sorry, I have no experience with the cyberdrive. May anyone else?

- Robert
| 2986|2515|2001-11-20 09:36:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 16:12, funku2uk@yahoo.co.uk wrote:

> >
> > I PURCHASED THE YAMAHA CD-RW 2100SX, HOPING TO BE ABLE TO WRITE TO
>
> THE CD FROM THE RS, BUT NO JOY. AS IT IS A SCSI PORT IT SHOULD BE
> ABLE TO WRITE ON THE FLY, WITHOUT THE BURNING SOFTWARE. IT DOES
> IMPORT FILES FINE, AND BEING ABLE TO USE THE STYLES OFF THE BUNDLED
> CD, LET ME FORMAT MY SMART MEDIA CARD.
> PERHAPS YOU COULD HELP ME? I HAVE THE NEW OP. SYS FOR THE RS, AND THE
> DOCUMENTATION SAYS YOU CAN LOAD IT INTO THE SYSTEM VIA SMART MEDIA OR
> BY PLAYING IT IN A STANDARD MIDI FILE..... BUT I CANT SAVE IT FROM
> MY PC TO THE SMART MEDIA AND I DONT QUITE UNDERSTAND THE OTHER
> METHOD, ANY TIPS?
> CHEERS
> FUNKU2UK@YAHOO.CO.UK

I'm not sure if this is the actual message part if the email, but anyway. ;)
First off, please write in normal caps. Nonstop uppercase writing is 
considered SHOUTING.

The RS cannot write to a CD-RW disk. I can read from such a disk, but not 
write. Writing to a CD-RW disk involves extra code and effort from the OS 
programmers, and it's simply not done. 

As to the OS update. I guess you have the v1.3 available from our Files 
section? You'll need to follow the instructions given in the enclosed .pdf 
file. It comes down to copying the OS update file to an empty smartcard. You 
do that with a smartcard reader, which is like a floppy drive: it allows one 
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to read and write from and to smartcards.

The other form the RS supports for OS updates is the MIDI sysex format. But 
the v1.3 OS file from our Files section does not have that format, and cannot 
be used that way. 

- Robert
| 2987|2964|2001-11-20 09:36:34|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: Formatting SCSI drive :thanks|
Thanks Robert.. I did not know that about drive sharing.. Well I'm happy I
at least have an old drive to use. Remember that when you start to chuck USB
or Firewire stuff in a few years..
I thought it would be a bit too easy..

Thanks
| 2988|2515|2001-11-20 10:34:03|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|

> 
> The RS cannot write to a CD-RW disk. I can read from such a disk, 

but not 

> write. Writing to a CD-RW disk involves extra code and effort from 

the OS 

> programmers, and it's simply not done. 
> 

How about saving (not writing) to a regular CD-ROM disk? Since people 
seem to be indicating it's difficult to get the RS working properly 
with an internal SCSI CD-ROM on a PC, my first purchase after the RS 
itself would probably be a SCSI external CD-ROM so i could at least 
burn samples off my PC's CD drive and pop the disk in the RS's 
dedicated drive to load.

I noticed only one CD-ROM drive on that device list a few posts back -
the Plextor PX-40TSE . Assuming that buying a CD-RW for the RS is 
pointless if it can't write to it, would this CD-ROM drive would be 
the best thing to get? 

EQ
| 2989|2515|2001-11-20 11:05:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 18:33, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> > The RS cannot write to a CD-RW disk. I can read from such a disk,
>
> but not
>
> > write. Writing to a CD-RW disk involves extra code and effort from
>
> the OS
>
> > programmers, and it's simply not done.
>
> How about saving (not writing) to a regular CD-ROM disk? 

CD-ROM disks cannot be written, saved, etc. You can only read from CD-ROM 
disks.

> Since people
> seem to be indicating it's difficult to get the RS working properly
> with an internal SCSI CD-ROM on a PC, my first purchase after the RS
> itself would probably be a SCSI external CD-ROM so i could at least
> burn samples off my PC's CD drive and pop the disk in the RS's
> dedicated drive to load.

That will work: burn a CD-RW disk with a PC, and read the samples with the RS.
You could also consider another SCSI drive, like a Zip or MO drive. The disks 
for these drives can be both read and written.

>
> I noticed only one CD-ROM drive on that device list a few posts back -
> the Plextor PX-40TSE . Assuming that buying a CD-RW for the RS is
> pointless if it can't write to it, would this CD-ROM drive would be
> the best thing to get?
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See above.

- Robert
| 2990|2515|2001-11-20 11:18:32|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|

> 
> That will work: burn a CD-RW disk with a PC, and read the samples 

with the RS.

> You could also consider another SCSI drive, like a Zip or MO drive. 

The disks 

> for these drives can be both read and written.

Hmm the only problem with that is that i don't have a ZIP or MO drive 
on my PC so i would have no way to load the samples onto the ZIP/MO 
disks in the first place. Fortunately i have a CD-RW drive in my PC 
so i think just buying a regular CD-ROM drive like that Plextor is my 
best bet.

So i guess that means i would have to save edited samples from the RS 
to Smartcard instead?

EQ
| 2991|2515|2001-11-20 11:30:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 19:18, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> > That will work: burn a CD-RW disk with a PC, and read the samples
>
> with the RS.
>
> > You could also consider another SCSI drive, like a Zip or MO drive.
>
> The disks
>
> > for these drives can be both read and written.
>
> Hmm the only problem with that is that i don't have a ZIP or MO drive
> on my PC so i would have no way to load the samples onto the ZIP/MO
> disks in the first place. Fortunately i have a CD-RW drive in my PC
> so i think just buying a regular CD-ROM drive like that Plextor is my
> best bet.
>
> So i guess that means i would have to save edited samples from the RS
> to Smartcard instead?

That's one option. The other option would be to write them on a CD-RW disk 
using the CD-RW drive in your PC. The third option is to connect the PC and 
RS with a SCSI cable and transmit the samples over the cable using the SMDI 
protocol. You need a sound editor app (like the included TWE) to do that.

- Robert
| 2992|2962|2001-11-20 14:22:26|simon leclerc|Re: Samples questions|
on 11/20/01 5:45 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> The Akais?

I think my next purchase will be a M-Audio Delta 66 soundcard to record
vocals and guitars on my MAC. And i will control these and the XT with RS
midi.

> 
>> Don't get me wrong,
>> i like the RS so far, but i'm not sure if i can live with a 16 bit audio
>> quality when i can have a 32 bit/ 96hz level with a laptop. I mean we're
>> in 2001. Damn i really thought the RS was processing at 24 bit.
> 
> I think the RS *is* processing at 24-bit (or even more). The DA's are 24-bit,
> afaik. 

That's why i was sure the RS could take 24 bit sample. I tought: ok it
samples at 16 bit but since it processes at 24 bit, it will take 24bit
format. Well, wrong again Simon.

The sample format, however is 16-bit.That is, the RS processes 16-bit
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> sample data in a 24-bit (or more) domain. I think the RS audio quality is
> rather good. 

Yes it's good, but it won't make a 16 bit sample sound richer.
Once you've heard the difference between 16/24 bit, you can't go back
to 16. I still prefer hardwares to softwares but i can see now why so many
choose to go on computers: i mean i stll cant believe all samplers (except
Akai) are at 16 bit.

--Simon
| 2993|2962|2001-11-20 14:46:13|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: Samples questions|

> 
> That's why i was sure the RS could take 24 bit sample. I tought: ok it
> samples at 16 bit but since it processes at 24 bit, it will take 24bit
> format. Well, wrong again Simon.
> 
> The sample format, however is 16-bit.That is, the RS processes 16-bit
>> sample data in a 24-bit (or more) domain. I think the RS audio quality is
>> rather good. 

Can someone explain this stuff a bit.. I don't know much about this.
| 2994|2962|2001-11-20 15:07:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Samples questions|
On Tuesday 20 November 2001 22:46, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

> > That's why i was sure the RS could take 24 bit sample. I tought: ok it
> > samples at 16 bit but since it processes at 24 bit, it will take 24bit
> > format. Well, wrong again Simon.
> >
> > The sample format, however is 16-bit.That is, the RS processes 16-bit
> >
> >> sample data in a 24-bit (or more) domain. I think the RS audio quality
> >> is rather good.
>
> Can someone explain this stuff a bit.. I don't know much about this.

Sure. What is it that you need explained?

- Robert
| 2995|2995|2001-11-20 18:31:47|bookrs7k@hotmail.com|Kit Preparation- I seek the help of the oracles|
1. would it be better to put individual samples onto a cd, and then 
load them into the RS7000 into a specified location, or to sample the 
drum hits through the audio inputs and then place them in locations?

2. when you have drum kits on a cd, does the RS7000 just load the kit 
from the cd win you load the song/pattern?

3. will some one give me the steps to building drum kits on cd, i 
figured that since a cd has 650mb of space that maybe it would be 
better for me to put every kit i like on a cd instead of a smaller 
capacity zip disk, but i don't know how to do it.

hope i have'nt taxed you all too much and thankyou for any help your 
able to give me.

-book
| 2996|2515|2001-11-21 11:11:52|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|

> That's one option. The other option would be to write them on a CD-

RW disk 

> using the CD-RW drive in your PC. The third option is to connect 

the PC and 

> RS with a SCSI cable and transmit the samples over the cable using 

the SMDI 

> protocol. You need a sound editor app (like the included TWE) to do 

that.

> 

Now i'm confused! I guess i wouldn't be the first person on the list!
What i meant is after i load samples off the CD-ROM how could i save 



samples after i looped them and did other edits? 

I like the sound of the third option, but what exactly would that 
entail? Would i then be able to just buy a regular internal SCSI CD-
RW to install in my PC and save them that way?
| 2997|2997|2001-11-21 16:25:22|bontrip@videotron.ca|RS7K to record MIDI |
I'm using the RS7K to record notes from my Waldorf XT. But so 
far i was unable to record any midi changes made on the XT like 
filter sweeps or ADSR changes. The midi parameters on the XT 
are set to send and receive MIDI, so...

What do i have to do to on the RS part to make this work ?
Thanx,

-- Simon
| 2998|2998|2001-11-21 18:03:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: panic button|
switching 'Styles' briefly helps.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: skwit@BASEDRUM.de
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 21/11/01 4:26 PM
Subject: [RS7000] panic button

does our baby has something like a panic button? i noticed hanging notes

for the first time and couldn't get rid of it. I had to select every
track 
and change the voice

christian
-- 
icq: neun . null . sechs . fuenf . drei . vier . neun
## CrossPoint v3.30.018 R ##
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of the RS7K questions located @
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
| 2999|2999|2001-11-21 18:04:26|Bryan Rodgers|Kenton Control Freak|
anyone using one with an RS7k?

B
| 3000|2997|2001-11-22 00:26:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K to record MIDI|
On Thursday 22 November 2001 00:25, bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

> I'm using the RS7K to record notes from my Waldorf XT. But so
> far i was unable to record any midi changes made on the XT like
> filter sweeps or ADSR changes. The midi parameters on the XT
> are set to send and receive MIDI, so...
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>
> What do i have to do to on the RS part to make this work ?

Okay, let's see.

Can you record normal midi notes with the RS, from a keyboard?

If so, as a test only, replace the midi output of your keyboad with the midi 
output of the XT and record some filter tweaking of the XT. Check the MIDI in 
led of the RS when turning the filter knob.

If this works, you probably have a midi routing problem. How did you setup 
your midi cables? How did you manage to connect both the midi out of your 
keyboard and the midi out of the XT to RS? You need some merge box to get 
this done.

- Robert
| 3001|2515|2001-11-22 00:33:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
On Wednesday 21 November 2001 19:11, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> Now i'm confused! I guess i wouldn't be the first person on the list!
> What i meant is after i load samples off the CD-ROM how could i save
> samples after i looped them and did other edits?

Ah. Smartmedia card or some writable SCSI medium like a harddisk, ZIP, MO or 
(2G) Jaz drive.

>
> I like the sound of the third option, but what exactly would that
> entail? Would i then be able to just buy a regular internal SCSI CD-
> RW to install in my PC and save them that way?

That third option only allows you to export/import *samples*, and not whole 
sample kits (patterns or All files). So if you want to keep your edits and 
keep the samples as a group with filter, ADSR and other stuff, this is not 
really an option.

- Robert
| 3002|2515|2001-11-22 00:35:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help what do I need (scsi)|
On Wednesday 21 November 2001 19:11, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> I like the sound of the third option, but what exactly would that
> entail? Would i then be able to just buy a regular internal SCSI CD-
> RW to install in my PC and save them that way?

I forgot to tell, the the SCSI link between the PC and the RS can only be 
used then for the SMDI protocol, which is sending a single sample between the 
PC and RS (both directions). The RS still can't write to CD-RW, but once a 
single sample (or more of them) have been received at the PC end, you do with 
it whatever you like using PC software.

- Robert
| 3003|2997|2001-11-22 01:21:31|simon leclerc|Re: RS7K to record MIDI|
on 11/22/01 2:26 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> Can you record normal midi notes with the RS, from a keyboard?

Well, i don't have a midi keyboard at home right now so i'm using
the little RS keyboard. I have one midi cable connected from RS midi outA
to XT midi in. And another cable from XT Midi out to RS Midi in.
Logically, it's all it takes, right ?

However, one of the cable was given to me and i suspect now that it might
now work. 

> 
> If so, as a test only, replace the midi output of your keyboad with the midi
> output of the XT and record some filter tweaking of the XT. Check the MIDI in
> led of the RS when turning the filter knob.

I'm going to switch the cables and see/hear what i get. If it's the cable,
i'll be able to see the filter sweep on XT's screen but i won't hear the
results. God, i hope it's the cable.
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Thanks for the x times Robert.

-- Simon
| 3004|2997|2001-11-22 01:52:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K to record MIDI|
On Thursday 22 November 2001 09:23, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 11/22/01 2:26 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > Can you record normal midi notes with the RS, from a keyboard?
>
> Well, i don't have a midi keyboard at home right now so i'm using
> the little RS keyboard. I have one midi cable connected from RS midi outA
> to XT midi in. And another cable from XT Midi out to RS Midi in.
> Logically, it's all it takes, right ?

Right. Since you know that the cable running from the RS out to the XT in 
works, better only use that one (remove the other cable temporarily) and run 
it from the XT out to the RS in.

Then turn the XT's filter knob and watch the RS' midi in LED. I think it 
should light up (not sure how the led responds to CC messages). Anyway, try 
that setup to record the filter knob's CC messages. If that doesn't work, 
check the XT midi settings.

- Robert
| 3005|2999|2001-11-22 01:57:11|Jerome DUMAS|Re: Kenton Control Freak|
For my part, I use a Bitstream Pro from Wave Idea
www.waveidea.com
There are 3 setups, each features 8 sliders + 32 knobs + 8 buttons !!
I use setup #1 to control tracks 1-8
I use setup #2 to control tracks 9-16
I use setup #3 to control main effects, and other common parameters ...

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2001 2:04 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Kenton Control Freak

> anyone using one with an RS7k?
>
> B
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3006|2997|2001-11-22 02:13:06|simon leclerc|Re: RS7K to record MIDI|
on 11/22/01 3:52 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> Right. Since you know that the cable running from the RS out to the XT in
> works, better only use that one (remove the other cable temporarily) and run
> it from the XT out to the RS in.
> 
> Then turn the XT's filter knob and watch the RS' midi in LED. I think it
> should light up (not sure how the led responds to CC messages). Anyway, try
> that setup to record the filter knob's CC messages. If that doesn't work,
> check the XT midi settings.

All right man, it's the cable. When i recorded the Filter changes, the Midi
in LED lighted up and the other two Mida a + b (?) as well, i was able to
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see the XT filter parameter change when i hit playback.

I switched back the cable to hear the filter sweep on the RS, and it's
there. Oh sweet relief ! Man, i'm not lucky with those cables, first the
SCSI then the MIDI cable. I promise to verify these b4 posting another
question ;)

Thanx man,

-- Simon
| 3007|2997|2001-11-22 02:20:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K to record MIDI|
On Thursday 22 November 2001 10:15, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 11/22/01 3:52 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > Right. Since you know that the cable running from the RS out to the XT in
> > works, better only use that one (remove the other cable temporarily) and
> > run it from the XT out to the RS in.
> >
> > Then turn the XT's filter knob and watch the RS' midi in LED. I think it
> > should light up (not sure how the led responds to CC messages). Anyway,
> > try that setup to record the filter knob's CC messages. If that doesn't
> > work, check the XT midi settings.
>
> All right man, it's the cable. When i recorded the Filter changes, the Midi
> in LED lighted up and the other two Mida a + b (?) as well, i was able to
> see the XT filter parameter change when i hit playback.
>
> I switched back the cable to hear the filter sweep on the RS, and it's
> there. Oh sweet relief ! 

:-)

- Robert
| 3008|3008|2001-11-22 02:56:33|bookrs7k@hotmail.com|Intresting Question- Please Avise|
I know you can sample while a sequence is playing, but does anybody 
know if you can sample while sequencing and switching sections or 
styles, or tracks
| 3009|3008|2001-11-22 04:35:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Intresting Question- Please Avise|
On Thursday 22 November 2001 10:56, bookrs7k@hotmail.com wrote:

> I know you can sample while a sequence is playing, 

Sorry, but you *cannot* sample while a sequence is playing. You have to press 
the Stop key before you can enter sample mode.

- Robert
| 3010|2999|2001-11-22 05:26:33|Ian Vine|Re: Kenton Control Freak|
I've got the 8 slider control freak but haven't done
too much with it and the rs7000. I have set up two
programs to select all sections from the buttons and
there are a few others in there for mixing using
standard midi controllers. I might try to setup some
programs to tweak the variation effect

IanV

--- Bryan Rodgers wrote:

anyone using one with an RS7k?

B

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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Please take a moment to answer some

of the RS7K questions located @  href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit  href="http://www.rs7k.org">http://www.rs7k.org

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! GeoCities - quick and easy web site hosting, just $8.95/month.
http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/info1
| 3011|2999|2001-11-22 07:09:26|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Kenton Control Freak|
I'm was just thinking of ways to slim my studio down for playing live. I
think I could do it with just the RS and a Control Freak, that way I could
leave everything else at home, including the mixer...

Just wanted to see how successful people were wth it. I'd be considering the
16 channel one if anything...

Thanks.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Ian Vine [mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2001 7:27 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Kenton Control Freak

I've got the 8 slider control freak but haven't done
too much with it and the rs7000. I have set up two
programs to select all sections from the buttons and
there are a few others in there for mixing using
standard midi controllers. I might try to setup some
programs to tweak the variation effect

IanV

--- Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> wrote:

anyone using one with an RS7k?
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B
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* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3012|3012|2001-11-22 07:17:19|Bryan Rodgers|midi delay dropped outta sight|
chugging away in the studio last night and noticed that my midi delay
disappeard.

is this a documented bug?

...hope it doesn't happen during the show...

yikes!

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3013|3013|2001-11-22 07:58:06|sean mccarrick|SCSI? What do I need?|
Hi,
I'm new to this group and just hapilly recieved my
rs7000 yesterday ;o)
I'll just introduce myself quickly. My name is Sean
and I like to produce techno and electronica on a
mixture of hardware/software.

I just want to know what kind of SCSI card I need for
my pc and how much should I spend. I'm told the cable
is a 68pin and is also expensive. Is there anywhere in
europe that sells this stuff cheap such as thomann.de.
And last but not least, I have an external paralell
zip-drive. Can I get a paralell/scsi adapter for this
or is it totally useless..

Thanx in advance
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! GeoCities - quick and easy web site hosting, just $8.95/month.
http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/info1
| 3014|3012|2001-11-22 08:17:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi delay dropped outta sight|
On Thursday 22 November 2001 15:17, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> chugging away in the studio last night and noticed that my midi delay
> disappeard.
>
> is this a documented bug?

You didn't select another scene without knowing?

- Robert
| 3015|3012|2001-11-22 08:26:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: midi delay dropped outta sight|
no, that'd be pretty obvious :)

Just to check, I loaded an older version of the pattern, and sure enough it
was there. wrote down the settings, loaded up the new pattern again, and
reapplied the midi delay. saved it, and everything looks okay.

I know you're gonna ask me to try and recreate it... ...but I'm not gonna
bother. if it happens again, I'll investigate it further...

also, I can't say fer sure what OS I got running. I'm not screwing with
anything before the show. The RS is working fine 99.999% of the time, which
is good enough for me ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
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From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2001 10:17 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi delay dropped outta sight

On Thursday 22 November 2001 15:17, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> chugging away in the studio last night and noticed that my midi delay
> disappeard.
>
> is this a documented bug?

You didn't select another scene without knowing?

- Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=213858.1737107.3257770.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=763352/R=0/*http://www.classmates.com/index.tf?s=5085> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1737107.3257770.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=713308266> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3016|2962|2001-11-22 17:52:11|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Samples questions|
hello,

just a few things .......the fact that the Rs doesnt sample in 24 bit 
is fine man and i do know the diff between 16/24......one reason is 
the memory for instance but, its a sampler man not an 8 track 
recorder!!

The way i do it is get the song together and stuff on the RS...
Jam and record midi on the computer .......tweek and fix it up.....
then do passes of 24/96 tracks through my Pulsar card ...talk about 
rich!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

But if you want better results in terms of bit rates, try going 
through a nice compresser so that your level you record in the RS..
is consistently above at least -8 ......24 bit sampler ...dont worry 
about it!!!!!!! make the richness in your audio recording Computer..
by the way the Rs sounds kick ass in myOP.....and the compression in 
it as an Aux. is so fucking good i cant make a track without the 
glue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

cheers
Ivan

ps : 16 bit to 24 bit is a level thing....in street terms(i'm not as 
good at explaining as Rob ..but here it goes)if you record at 16 bit 
and your recoding level is low your actually recording at a lower bit 
rate!!!!meaning say if you record a sound and the levels arnt high 
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say they stay at around -12db then your probably going to only get 
12bit......so if you record at a higher resolution 24 bit......when 
you record at even low levels you will be achieving a better bit rate 
which in the end mmeans better clarity of your frequencies and less 
noise.............whew ...check that out if your still not clear 
just ask m8........!!!

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 20 November 2001 22:46, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:
> > > That's why i was sure the RS could take 24 bit sample. I 
tought: ok it
> > > samples at 16 bit but since it processes at 24 bit, it will 
take 24bit
> > > format. Well, wrong again Simon.
> > >
> > > The sample format, however is 16-bit.That is, the RS processes 
16-bit
> > >
> > >> sample data in a 24-bit (or more) domain. I think the RS audio 
quality
> > >> is rather good.
> >
> > Can someone explain this stuff a bit.. I don't know much about 
this.
> 
> Sure. What is it that you need explained?
> 
> - Robert

| 3017|2999|2001-11-22 17:55:39|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: Kenton Control Freak/WOW|
so does that mean Jerome that you can mute tracks and have faders for 
each channel????? i think i know the answer ..but what else can you 
control?????????????? curious!!!

Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jerome DUMAS" wrote:
> For my part, I use a Bitstream Pro from Wave Idea
> www.waveidea.com
> There are 3 setups, each features 8 sliders + 32 knobs + 8 
buttons !!
> I use setup #1 to control tracks 1-8
> I use setup #2 to control tracks 9-16
> I use setup #3 to control main effects, and other common 
parameters ...
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Bryan Rodgers" 
> To: 
> Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2001 2:04 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Kenton Control Freak
> 
> 
> > anyone using one with an RS7k?
> >
> > B
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> >
> >

| 3018|3013|2001-11-22 22:07:42|cardinalvincent@hotmail.com|Re: SCSI? What do I need?|
--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:

> Hi,
> I'm new to this group and just hapilly recieved my
> rs7000 yesterday ;o)
> I'll just introduce myself quickly. My name is Sean
> and I like to produce techno and electronica on a
> mixture of hardware/software.
> 
> I just want to know what kind of SCSI card I need for
> my pc and how much should I spend. I'm told the cable
> is a 68pin and is also expensive. Is there anywhere in
> europe that sells this stuff cheap such as thomann.de.
> And last but not least, I have an external paralell
> zip-drive. Can I get a paralell/scsi adapter for this
> or is it totally useless..
> 
> Thanx in advance
> -sean-
> 

hi sean 
I can't helpyou with the card but I know that the cable is 50pins 
half inch size 

good luck
| 3019|3019|2001-11-23 10:40:12|art75@free.fr|For french speaking RS7000 users / pour les utilisateurs francophon|
hello

The first french language RS7k mailing list has just open on Yahoogroups.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000-france

Feel free to join.

Cheers

a r t
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

bonjour

la 1ere mailing liste francaise pour les utilisateurs du RS vient d'ouvrir
sur yahoo.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000-france

N'hesitez pas a nous rejoindre :)

A bientot

a r t
| 3020|2944|2001-11-23 13:21:16|Terry Piper|Re: [PC's] RS to VIRUSRACK/INDIGO ???|

> Has anybody picked up the NOVATION A-STATION? Thomas
> brought this to my attention and I haven't got much info on it. If
> you've got it, and you're using it with the RS, let me know.

I have one right in front of me, works a treat and sounds like the
bass-station of steroids.

TaP

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3021|3013|2001-11-23 14:49:48|Jayson Barrons|Re: SCSI? What do I need?|
--- 

> > I just want to know what kind of SCSI card I need for
> > my pc and how much should I spend. 

the cable is 50-pin.

adaptec has a card out that's only 80 bucks. sounds expensive, but 
its cheap compared to the other ones. it comes with the cable going 
from the card to the scsi device. its a proprietary cable, so you 
will still need another cable. I've never had a problem with this 
card. usually they run 20 bucks for a decent length.
| 3022|3022|2001-11-23 23:07:50|i_love_trans@hotmail.com|gateway to warez|
www.NOWapple.com, your one stop to anarchy!
| 3023|3023|2001-11-24 02:21:31|bookrs7k@hotmail.com|Robert You can sample while a sequence is playing|
I know you can sample while a sequence is playing, but does anybody 
know if you can sample while sequencing and switching sections or 
styles, or tracks
| 3024|3023|2001-11-24 04:19:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert You can sample while a sequence is playing|
On Saturday 24 November 2001 10:21, bookrs7k@hotmail.com wrote:

> I know you can sample while a sequence is playing, but does anybody
> know if you can sample while sequencing and switching sections or
> styles, or tracks

(Reading only the title of this message) How then? 

I'm in pattern mode and playing a pattern.
When I press the sampling button, nothing happens. I have to stop the RS to 
enter sample submode.

I know there's a sample mode that allows me to sample along with a sequence 
(Kit+Note), but I cannot use this live, during a performance, as I have to 
stop the RS first to get this done.

- Robert
| 3025|3023|2001-11-24 11:03:49|bookrs7k@hotmail.com|Re: Robert You can sample while a sequence is playing|
thats the mode i was talking about., but i wanted to know if there 
was a way to do this and change the sequence while still sampling.

I guess not.
| 3026|3023|2001-11-24 11:13:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert You can sample while a sequence is playing|
On Saturday 24 November 2001 19:03, bookrs7k@hotmail.com wrote:

> thats the mode i was talking about., but i wanted to know if there
> was a way to do this and change the sequence while still sampling.
>
> I guess not.

No, you're locked in the pattern that was selected when you entered Sample 
submode.

- Robert
| 3027|3027|2001-11-24 11:48:13|neviimamos3v8@yahoo.com|RMX-1 Question.....|
Hello everyone,

ta a RMX-1 Question for you. 

I just purchased this unit about a month and a half ago(with a Motif 
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6 which I haven't even opened yet) and am composing dance tracks with 
it. My question is, When I Copy a Pattern (i.e. U01 section A to U01 
section B) every change I do the pattern in section A happens to 
Section B (i.e. if I mute or delete track 16 in U01 section A the 
same thing happens to U01 section B). What I am trying to do is set 
up a base pattern in section A and make every other section have 
modifcations of pattern A so that I can put them in a chain. This 
also happens within a pattern, if I copy track 1 to track 3 for 
example. If I delete track 1 track 3 gets deleted too.

What am I doing wrong?

Any help I would greatly appreciate!!!

Peace.

Richard Graves
| 3028|3027|2001-11-24 14:14:50|Jayson Barrons|Re: RMX-1 Question.....|
My question is, When I Copy a Pattern (i.e. U01 section A to U01 

> section B) every change I do the pattern in section A happens to 
> Section B 

oh dear. you know guys, i think we need to have this answer ON the 
front page of the board. it comes in weekly at times. 

nothing against you old chap, just this question gets asked a LOT. 
and after its asked, good ol robert takes multiple emails to explain 
it, then everyone gets confused again.

me, i'm just lazy. i'm going to look through the archives to find 
one of robert's replies ;-) 

I'll repost one as soon as i find it.
| 3029|3027|2001-11-25 00:58:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RMX-1 Question.....|
On Saturday 24 November 2001 19:48, neviimamos3v8@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hello everyone,
>
> ta a RMX-1 Question for you.
>
> I just purchased this unit about a month and a half ago(with a Motif
> 6 which I haven't even opened yet) and am composing dance tracks with
> it. My question is, When I Copy a Pattern (i.e. U01 section A to U01
> section B) every change I do the pattern in section A happens to
> Section B (i.e. if I mute or delete track 16 in U01 section A the
> same thing happens to U01 section B). What I am trying to do is set
> up a base pattern in section A and make every other section have
> modifcations of pattern A so that I can put them in a chain. This
> also happens within a pattern, if I copy track 1 to track 3 for
> example. If I delete track 1 track 3 gets deleted too.
>
> What am I doing wrong?

You didn't read the manual! ;P

Nah, just kidding, its a common problem for people new to the Yamaha 
sequencer concept.

When you are recording your own stuff, you are creating a *phrase*.
A phrase is a sequence of midi data with a number and a name.
The recorded phrase is placed on the track you were recording.

This one is important: phrases are *shared* within one style. That is, 
phrases recorded in section A can be used again in sections B, C, etc. All 
these sections refer to the same phrase!!

When you copy a pattern from section A to B, the copied section simply refers 
to the same phrases you recorded in section A.

So before you change a phrase in a section, in case you want it to become a 
new unique phrase, use the Copy Phrase job, and copy the phrase to a new 
phrase slot. Then make sure that the pattern uses the new phrase. Then edit 
the new phrase.

mailto:neviimamos3v8@yahoo.com


Hope this helps.

- Robert
| 3030|3022|2001-11-25 08:59:37|Thomas|Re: gateway to warez|
--- In RS7000@y..., i_love_trans@h... wrote:

> www.NOWapple.com, your one stop to anarchy!

You know that Yahoo is scanning their groups for that kind of shit, 
don´t you? And that they close those groups?

So post this crap, where someone is interested in, but not here!

--Tom (aka the mean list-moderator)
| 3031|733|2001-11-25 09:02:06|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, November 26, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3032|3032|2001-11-25 09:23:15|rspissed@yahoo.com|Problems w/RS Sampler|
A. Why can't sampling begin on an incoming note.
B. Whenever I try to loop remix, I wll get some variation 
sequence/loop and then the machine willl just hiss. 
C. How is there resampling when transport control is disabled in 
the sampling area. I'd love to hit play after I'm armed so that I 
can record.
D. Audition doesn't auto-update. Hold the key, change the value, 
but you need to repress for an updated audition. 
E. I'd love to use single tracks as phraase loops , but since 
pressing mute sends no midi, (nor scene/ scen mute/ mute), 
there is no way other that live!!!
F: Its nice to run audio through and use it for effects, but what 
about the filters and envelope, etc... can you use anyting other 
than the master effect.
G. What is on the RS CD. I got a floor model.

Thank you
Peter BeLer
| 3033|2543|2001-11-25 09:38:15|rspissed@yahoo.com|Re: rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> I think anyone on this site is going to be a little biased ;)
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: per167@a... [mailto:per167@a...] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2001 4:35 AM
> To: rs7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs. MPC 2000XL
> 
> 
> Is there anyone who owns both or has extensive experience 

with both that can

> enlighten those of us who are on the fence. I'm definetly 

leaning towards

> the rs but with the amount of bugs i'm hearing about should i 

wait for

> further upgrades or go with the trusty MPC. I pretty much know 



the

> differences and i understand it depends on what i need, but i 

still like to

> hear peoples opinions.
> Thanks in advance,
> Vince
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210675.1710593.3234377.1261774/D=e
groupweb/S=17050321

> 

44:HM/A=806910/R=0/*https://www.consumerinfo.com/cb/yahoo
ccms/form_online_a1

> .asp?sc=14856015> Click Here! 
> 
> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=210675.1710593.3234377.1
261774/D=egroupmai

> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=806910/rand=449328696> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org 

<http://www.rs7k.org> 

> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 

<http://www.motifator.com> 

> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the 

RS7K

> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service

> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 

MPCS are incredible sequencers, but are severly limited in 
sampling due to their very slow internal processor. Waveform 
updates can take up to a minute, and if you try and edit, be 
prepared to wait, wait, and wait more. The RS claims to have a 
system that solves these shorfalls, but untill someone answers 
my post on its sampler, I cant say. 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 3034|3032|2001-11-26 01:22:52|bookrs7k@hotmail.com|Re: Problems w/RS Sampler|
Peter man go through all of the post, everything you want to do is 
possible. also go to Motifator.com, I would help you but i'm new to 
this, but I know all the stuff you mentioned can be done with the Rs.
also if you have the manual start at the beginning and go slow, if 
not got to the site i mentioned and do a search for every thing you 
asked about and also do that here.

Peace- book
| 3035|733|2001-11-26 03:02:03|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, November 26, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3036|3036|2001-11-26 10:46:53|rawb456@yahoo.com|a few questions|
I've been looking into buying a rs7000, but there is a lot of 
information I can't seem to find anywhere. First of all, What is up 
with the memory expansion boards? I can't find a place to buy them. 
How much sample time does it have stock? and lastly, are the optical 
outputs an extra (if so, how much $?)?
thanks
| 3037|3036|2001-11-26 11:10:38|Bryan Rodgers|Re: a few questions|
did you try searching the list for your answers?

...they are there.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: rawb456@yahoo.com [mailto:rawb456@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2001 12:47 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] a few questions

I've been looking into buying a rs7000, but there is a lot of 
information I can't seem to find anywhere. First of all, What is up 
with the memory expansion boards? I can't find a place to buy them. 
How much sample time does it have stock? and lastly, are the optical 
outputs an extra (if so, how much $?)?
thanks
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3038|3038|2001-11-26 16:18:07|eq@futuretrance.com|Three-way SCSI setup?|
Hi, i was wondering if it would be possible, once i pick up my RS7000 
this week, to buy a SCSI HDD (and SCSI card) for my PC, and have it 
connected to my RS7000, PC, and Triton all at the same time. This 
would be ideal, as i could have the RS7000 terminate on one end and 
the Triton on the other, with the hard drive and SCSI card in between.

If this isn't possible, can someone suggest a similar setup allowing 
me to load and save samples from both synths and PC to the hard drive 
or another media device?

Thanks, 

EQ
| 3039|3032|2001-11-26 19:25:16|rspissed@yahoo.com|Re: Problems w/RS Sampler|
--- In RS7000@y..., bookrs7k@h... wrote:

> Peter man go through all of the post, everything you want to do 

is 

> possible. also go to Motifator.com, I would help you but i'm new 

to 

> this, but I know all the stuff you mentioned can be done with the 

Rs.

> also if you have the manual start at the beginning and go slow, 

if 

> not got to the site i mentioned and do a search for every thing 

you 

> asked about and also do that here.
> 
> Peace- book

Thanks, I'll check it out.

Peter
| 3040|3040|2001-11-26 21:12:53|hydrocarbonicautomaton@hotmail.com|SU200 Query|
[I searched the list, nothing relevant]

I am thinking of picking up one of these for a friend. The purpose 
is live electronica (IDM and Intellijungle). 

Is the SU200 a good lil' sampler? It is fargin cheap and is geared 
for live, so it caught my eye. Any known issues w/it? I have read 
some reviews, and a lot of people have probs with the autotempo (a la 
acid) timestretching causing audio glitches. It sounded like they 
were newbies.

is the smart media wav file transfer process simple?

I myself have a MIDI drum kit, and will soon have an Electribe S (ES-
1). I am the rhythm section - my buddy will do keys (yamaha cs2x) 
and samples (su200?) and a third partner on bass synth. sound like a 
decent riggin?

feedback appreciated, as well as references, other units to consider, 
etc.

peace,

algorhythm

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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| 3041|2962|2001-11-27 01:46:48|simon leclerc|Re: Samples questions|

> 
> just a few things .......the fact that the Rs doesnt sample in 24 bit
> is fine man and i do know the diff between 16/24......one reason is
> the memory for instance but, its a sampler man not an 8 track
> recorder!!

Yes i know, i never said i wanted to sample at 24 bit, i was wondering
if i could import 24 bit samples in the RS since the internal processing is
at 24 bit or more (?).

> 
> The way i do it is get the song together and stuff on the RS...
> Jam and record midi on the computer .......tweek and fix it up.....
> then do passes of 24/96 tracks through my Pulsar card ...talk about
> rich!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

That's what i will do as soon as i get a good sound card.
What do you mean exactly by *do passes of tracks* ?

> 
> But if you want better results in terms of bit rates, try going
> through a nice compresser so that your level you record in the RS..
> is consistently above at least -8 ......24 bit sampler ...dont worry
> about it!!!!!!! make the richness in your audio recording Computer..
> by the way the Rs sounds kick ass in myOP.....and the compression in
> it as an Aux. is so fucking good i cant make a track without the
> glue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Very good :)

> 
> cheers
> Ivan
> 
> ps : 16 bit to 24 bit is a level thing....in street terms(i'm not as
> good at explaining as Rob ..but here it goes)if you record at 16 bit
> and your recoding level is low your actually recording at a lower bit
> rate!!!!meaning say if you record a sound and the levels arnt high
> say they stay at around -12db then your probably going to only get
> 12bit......so if you record at a higher resolution 24 bit......when
> you record at even low levels you will be achieving a better bit rate
> which in the end mmeans better clarity of your frequencies and less
> noise.............whew ...check that out if your still not clear
> just ask m8........!!!

Thanx m8 !

BTW, i don't think it's a good idea for the RS to record at such a low level
when resampling, then you normalize it...

Cheers,

-- Simon
| 3042|3032|2001-11-27 03:21:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problems w/RS Sampler|
On Sunday 25 November 2001 17:23, rspissed@yahoo.com wrote:

> A. Why can't sampling begin on an incoming note.

Please explain what you'd expect from this trigger mode. (In the meantime, 
study the Kit+Note sample mode and trigger by level).

> B. Whenever I try to loop remix, I wll get some variation
> sequence/loop and then the machine willl just hiss.

The RS will hiss? Never heard of that. Maybe you're hearing the noise of a 
(sliced) sample that is triggered? I need more information on this one. What 
were you remixing? Samples or built-in voices?

> C. How is there resampling when transport control is disabled in
> the sampling area. I'd love to hit play after I'm armed so that I
> can record.

mailto:rspissed@yahoo.com


Maybe I don't understand. Is this a question or or a critical note? In the 
first case, could you rephrase it please?

> D. Audition doesn't auto-update. Hold the key, change the value,
> but you need to repress for an updated audition.

Yep.

> E. I'd love to use single tracks as phraase loops , but since
> pressing mute sends no midi, (nor scene/ scen mute/ mute),
> there is no way other that live!!!

In Utility submode, change TG Mute Mode from "audio" to "midi" and try again.

> F: Its nice to run audio through and use it for effects, but what
> about the filters and envelope, etc... can you use anyting other
> than the master effect.

When running audio through the RS via the sample inputs, you can apply all 3 
fx blocks (verb, chorus/delay and variation) on the signal, as well as the 
master fx block (but that's simly because the signal is routed to the master 
ouputs. For each of these 3 fx blocks you get separate fx send levels. You 
can't route the signal through filters or envelopes, etc. For that to work 
you have to sample it.

> G. What is on the RS CD. I got a floor model.

All that is on the demo smartcard (you got that one, didn't you?) + some 
extra styles. Also the TWE pc editor app. There may be more, have to check. 
Maybe you should ask yamaha to send you a new CD.

- Robert
| 3043|3036|2001-11-27 03:23:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a few questions|
On Monday 26 November 2001 18:46, rawb456@yahoo.com wrote:

> I've been looking into buying a rs7000, but there is a lot of
> information I can't seem to find anywhere. First of all, What is up
> with the memory expansion boards? 

Try www.oempcworld.com. Check the archives on this url. You'll find several 
posts that specify the exact type of SIMMS you need.

> I can't find a place to buy them.
> How much sample time does it have stock? and lastly, are the optical
> outputs an extra (if so, how much $?)?

The digi optical output is only available through the AIEB2 expansion board, 
giving you 6 analog outputs, optical and electrical digi inputs and optical 
and electrical digi outputs. The price in Holland is around 250 Euro.

- Robert
| 3044|3038|2001-11-27 03:31:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|
On Tuesday 27 November 2001 00:18, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> Hi, i was wondering if it would be possible, once i pick up my RS7000
> this week, to buy a SCSI HDD (and SCSI card) for my PC, and have it
> connected to my RS7000, PC, and Triton all at the same time. This
> would be ideal, as i could have the RS7000 terminate on one end and
> the Triton on the other, with the hard drive and SCSI card in between.

Mostly, the PC SCSI connecter is considered an end point of the SCSI chain, 
so the suggested setup is not the easiest to deal with. But with a splitter 
SCSI cable it should work, although I'm not sure. You will probably have to 
switch off the termination of the PC scsi card to get it working.

But you could also connect your gear in this order:

PC -> Triton -> RS. This also involves a splitter cable, as I assume that the 
Triton too only has one SCSI connecter.

Note however that we found that the RS connect read/write to/from a SCSI 
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drive that is also connected to the PC. Hangups can be the result. So all you 
can do with the RS - PC connection is send samples between them using the 
SMDI protocol and a SMDI supporting audio editor app, like the TWE. 

>
> If this isn't possible, can someone suggest a similar setup allowing
> me to load and save samples from both synths and PC to the hard drive
> or another media device?

I use two SCSI MO drives. One connected to my RS, one connected to the PC. I 
simply exchange mo disks between them.

- Robert
| 3045|3040|2001-11-27 03:34:51|Thomas|Re: SU200 Query|
--- In RS7000@y..., hydrocarbonicautomaton@h... wrote:

> [I searched the list, nothing relevant]
> 
> I am thinking of picking up one of these for a friend. The purpose 
> is live electronica (IDM and Intellijungle). 
> 
> Is the SU200 a good lil' sampler? 

The reviews i read about it weren´t so positive. Check out the Yamaha 
SU700, you can get it second hand nowadays for a really good price 
and already with expanded memory and stuff.

Also take a closer look to those new BOSS SP303/SP505 sampler and the 
Roland SP808.

--Tom
| 3046|1220|2001-11-27 07:47:04|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 OS FILES/RS7000(V1_14)E.EXE 
Uploaded by : droy@gmx.net 
Description : OS 1.14 with update instructions 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20OS%20FILES/RS7000%28V1_14%29E.EXE 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

droy@gmx.net
| 3047|1220|2001-11-27 07:49:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
OS v1.14????

Where is this coming from. Not a word about it on Motifator.com.

- Robert
| 3048|3048|2001-11-27 07:57:23|droy@gmx.net|OS 1.14 for download|
Hi,

I have just uploaded OS 1.14. You will find in the Files/RS 7000 OS 
Files section. I received the OS directly from Yamaha Europe E-
Service (that should make it "official"). Before uploading the file I 
tested it on my RS. Works!

Have fun and stay creative,

Debraj Roy
| 3049|1220|2001-11-27 08:02:12|droy@gmx.net|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Hi Robert,

read Msg. 3048 for further reference.

Debraj Roy
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--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> OS v1.14????
> 
> Where is this coming from. Not a word about it on Motifator.com.
> 
> - Robert

| 3050|3048|2001-11-27 08:08:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
On Tuesday 27 November 2001 15:57, droy@gmx.net wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have just uploaded OS 1.14. You will find in the Files/RS 7000 OS
> Files section. I received the OS directly from Yamaha Europe E-
> Service (that should make it "official"). Before uploading the file I
> tested it on my RS. Works!

Wow! :)

Is there a list of changes available?
And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?

Thanks for posting!

- Robert
| 3051|3048|2001-11-27 08:24:29|ripe|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
Thanks for posting the OS!

I just installed it and everything went fine... and the REC MONITOR -> MIDI
ECHO bug is fixed! yay!

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2001 9:08 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OS 1.14 for download

> On Tuesday 27 November 2001 15:57, droy@gmx.net wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I have just uploaded OS 1.14. You will find in the Files/RS 7000 OS
> > Files section. I received the OS directly from Yamaha Europe E-
> > Service (that should make it "official"). Before uploading the file I
> > tested it on my RS. Works!
>
> Wow! :)
>
> Is there a list of changes available?
> And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?
>
> Thanks for posting!
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
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| 3052|3048|2001-11-27 08:26:34|droy@gmx.net|Re: OS 1.14 for download|

> Is there a list of changes available?

I don't have a list. Maybe you could get one from Yamaha.

> And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?

By Card. It does not work via MIDI.

Debraj Roy
| 3053|3048|2001-11-27 08:36:40|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
if some one could send it to me cause i can't download it on yahoo groups
i don't understand ?

thanks

-----Message d'origine-----
De : droy@gmx.net [mailto:droy@gmx.net]
Envoyé : mardi 27 novembre 2001 16:27
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: OS 1.14 for download

> Is there a list of changes available?

I don't have a list. Maybe you could get one from Yamaha.

> And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?

By Card. It does not work via MIDI.

Debraj Roy

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 3054|3048|2001-11-27 08:58:00|Jerome DUMAS|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
me as well ...

----- Original Message -----
From: "LOIODICE Cédric" <c.loiodice@teemphotonics.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2001 4:34 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: OS 1.14 for download

> if some one could send it to me cause i can't download it on yahoo groups
> i don't understand ?
>
> thanks
>
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : droy@gmx.net [mailto:droy@gmx.net]
> Envoyé : mardi 27 novembre 2001 16:27
> À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Objet : [RS7000] Re: OS 1.14 for download
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>
>
> > Is there a list of changes available?
>
> I don't have a list. Maybe you could get one from Yamaha.
>
> > And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?
>
> By Card. It does not work via MIDI.
>
>
> Debraj Roy
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3055|3038|2001-11-27 10:19:15|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|

> > If this isn't possible, can someone suggest a similar setup 

allowing

> > me to load and save samples from both synths and PC to the hard 

drive

> > or another media device?
> 
> I use two SCSI MO drives. One connected to my RS, one connected to 

the PC. I 

> simply exchange mo disks between them.
> 
> - Robert

I don't like the sound of the splitter option, sounds like the 
transfer rate might be affected in some way. I guess the best option 
is to buy two (or even three!) drives of some kind, one for each 
device.
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What advantages does the MO drive have over say a Zip drive or Orb 
drive? From what i understand MO drives are the most expensive 
removable drives on the market. I understand also that CD-ROM/R/RWs 
are no good since they can't be written to.

Thanks,

Kieran
| 3056|3048|2001-11-27 10:48:12|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
i downloaded the file OK, but why doesn't it allow you to send the 
file via MIDI sysex??? it says you can when you read the update 
procedure instructions, and i quote :

"Insert card including only one PGM file, and press [ENTER] to load.
OR, play in Standard MIDI File including the KERNAL SysEx data."

it just forces everyone to buy a smartmedia adaptor, which doesn't 
make sense especially when people have to buy at least one SCSI 
device already. They really should offer a sysex version of all new 
OS's.

EQ

> >
> > > And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?
> >
> > By Card. It does not work via MIDI.
> >
> >
> > Debraj Roy
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K
> > Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

> >
> >

| 3057|3038|2001-11-27 11:50:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|
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On Tuesday 27 November 2001 18:19, eq@futuretrance.com wrote:

> I don't like the sound of the splitter option, sounds like the
> transfer rate might be affected in some way. I guess the best option
> is to buy two (or even three!) drives of some kind, one for each
> device.

I'm told that a splitter cable is electrical identical to having two 
dedicated connecters. But don't forget the problem with sharing a drive 
between the PC and the RS.

>
> What advantages does the MO drive have over say a Zip drive or Orb
> drive? From what i understand MO drives are the most expensive
> removable drives on the market. I understand also that CD-ROM/R/RWs
> are no good since they can't be written to.

The RS cannot write to CD-R and CD-RW disks. Zip and other SCSI drives are 
fine (2G Jaz for instance). I like MO drives because of the very stable MO 
medium: you need heat+magnetics to write them and only magnetics to read 
them. So MO disks can be placed near (strong) magnets without any harm.

- Robert
| 3058|3048|2001-11-27 12:14:57|art75@free.fr|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
From: Jerome DUMAS <jdumas@waveidea.com>

>
> me as well ...

The new OS is also here...

http://wox.free.fr/files/

a:r:t

-
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
http://fr.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000-france

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "LOIODICE Cédric" <c.loiodice@teemphotonics.com>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2001 4:34 PM
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: OS 1.14 for download
>
>
> > if some one could send it to me cause i can't download it on yahoo

groups

> > i don't understand ?
> >
> > thanks
> >
> > -----Message d'origine-----
> > De : droy@gmx.net [mailto:droy@gmx.net]
> > Envoyé : mardi 27 novembre 2001 16:27
> > À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Objet : [RS7000] Re: OS 1.14 for download
> >
> >
> > > Is there a list of changes available?
> >
> > I don't have a list. Maybe you could get one from Yamaha.
> >
> > > And how did you upgrade your RS: card or midi?
> >
> > By Card. It does not work via MIDI.
> >
> >
> > Debraj Roy
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K
> > Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > Please take a moment to answer some
> > of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

> >
> >
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the

RS7K Yahoo account.

>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 3059|3048|2001-11-27 12:25:27|Thomas|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> From: Jerome DUMAS 
> >
> > me as well ...
> 
> 
> The new OS is also here...
> 
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> http://wox.free.fr/files/

I downloaded the file from the yahoo group file section and hmmmm 
seems to be corrupt. I started the exe and all i got was weird 
characters showing. I´ll try the link above and let´s see...

--Tom
| 3060|3048|2001-11-27 12:34:08|ripe|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
no, it's supposed to have the weird characters, it's from being a Japanese
executable

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Thomas" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2001 1:25 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OS 1.14 for download

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> From: Jerome DUMAS 
> >
> > me as well ...
>
>
> The new OS is also here...
>
> http://wox.free.fr/files/

I downloaded the file from the yahoo group file section and hmmmm
seems to be corrupt. I started the exe and all i got was weird
characters showing. I´ll try the link above and let´s see...

--Tom
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of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3061|3048|2001-11-27 12:47:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
On Tuesday 27 November 2001 20:35, ripe wrote:

> no, it's supposed to have the weird characters, it's from being a Japanese
> executable

Darn, this looks like the same unofficial stuff as we got with the v1.13 
update. Where're the official list with fixes/changes? Where's Yamaha US? 
Where's the midi sysex file?

- Robert
| 3062|3048|2001-11-28 00:14:28|Thomas|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> no, it's supposed to have the weird characters, it's from being a 

Japanese

> executable
> 
> cheers
> ripe

http://wox.free.fr/files/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://wox.free.fr/files/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Hm, doesn´t look very official to me. I downloaded it from that 
french site and this time it worked. But it doesn´t say anything in 
the (new) .pdf something about updating the RS by SYSEX....

--Tom
| 3063|3048|2001-11-28 00:18:19|Thomas|Re: OS 1.14 for download|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 27 November 2001 20:35, ripe wrote:
> > no, it's supposed to have the weird characters, it's from being a 

Japanese

> > executable
> 
> Darn, this looks like the same unofficial stuff as we got with the 

v1.13 

> update. Where're the official list with fixes/changes? Where's 

Yamaha US? 

> Where's the midi sysex file?
> 
> - Robert

Exactly. And is it really possible to upload a 4MB sysex file? But on 
the other hand in former times people uploaded samples through 
sysex...

--Tom
| 3064|3032|2001-11-28 00:25:00|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: Problems w/RS Sampler|
I haven't experienced any real problems with mine. The loop remix 
seems to work fine. As far as sampling beginning on an incoming note, 
IT DOES!! (If you mean "trigger recording"). Just lower the 
threshold. It does it beatifully!! Not only that, it will sample 
AHEAD of when you actually hit the record button, it "listens" to the 
audio input all the way up to the point you hit record, so if you hit 
it late, it often gets the fragment you missed. Resampling works 
fineon mine as well, you have to RESAMPLE to another channel that 
your not using, I like to leave an 1/8th note rest in the beginning 
of my sound, phrase,etc... so it's easier to resample, you have to 
hit play, THEN hit record. So you have to hit the button 1 more time, 
big deal. After finally getting comfortable with mine,I'd MUCH RATHER 
writeonthis than a computer ANYDAY!! It's hands on,no mouse bullshit. 
The sound, if you really experiment is great. The loopremix works 
just as well, if not better than recycle. That's just my opinion. 
You CAN setup mute to mute only the audio, so the midi still runs. I 
don't see what the point would be though. There's a mute "setup" 
menu. I didn't like it though, it caused "stuck notes".
I don't understand why ALL user groups are FILLED with MANY users 
that do nothing but complain, complain. EVRY machine has its 
limitations. The timeyou folks spend getting upset could be time 
finding solutions. I always manage to find a way to solve my issues 
with my machines. After being stuck with my RM1X for 2years, This 
things a godsend. 

--- In RS7000@y..., rspissed@y... wrote:
> A. Why can't sampling begin on an incoming note.
> B. Whenever I try to loop remix, I wll get some variation 
> sequence/loop and then the machine willl just hiss. 
> C. How is there resampling when transport control is disabled in 
> the sampling area. I'd love to hit play after I'm armed so that I 
> can record.
> D. Audition doesn't auto-update. Hold the key, change the value, 
> but you need to repress for an updated audition. 
> E. I'd love to use single tracks as phraase loops , but since 
> pressing mute sends no midi, (nor scene/ scen mute/ mute), 
> there is no way other that live!!!
> F: Its nice to run audio through and use it for effects, but what 
> about the filters and envelope, etc... can you use anyting other 
> than the master effect.



> G. What is on the RS CD. I got a floor model.
> 
> Thank you
> Peter BeLer

| 3065|3036|2001-11-28 00:35:26|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: a few questions|
The memory is very easy to find, got mine at Staples! It's expensive 
though, bout $175 for both. It has 64 megs, fully expanded, comes 
with 4. The memory chips are... 72 pin simms, 70 nanoseconds or less. 
Most should work, the first pair I bought did. Just make sure they're 
installed in pairs, or it won't recognize them.
| 3066|3036|2001-11-28 01:52:45|Wayne Thompson|Re: a few questions|
Buy them on ebay they are heaps cheaper
Wayne Thompson
-----Original Message-----
From: visualufouria@mail.com [mailto:visualufouria@mail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, 28 November 2001 6:35 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: a few questions

The memory is very easy to find, got mine at Staples! It's expensive
though, bout $175 for both. It has 64 megs, fully expanded, comes
with 4. The memory chips are... 72 pin simms, 70 nanoseconds or less.
Most should work, the first pair I bought did. Just make sure they're
installed in pairs, or it won't recognize them.
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3067|3040|2001-11-28 03:49:03|visualufouria@mail.com|Re: SU200 Query|
The electribe's better, I don't know how many samples you can store 
on the su200, butI'm sure it's alot less. The es wil store 150 
samples. Granted it's only 4 megs, I'm sure though that the su 
doesn't have more. Not only that you got to remember that the tribe 
has 10 note polyphony, and also will "slice" the beat to fit your 
tempo,although it's not auto sync, it's still the same idea. Also the 
tribe has the step drum machine style sequencer, personally I'd stear 
your friend towards that, It's a pretty kick ass little box for the 
loot.
| 3068|3068|2001-11-28 14:37:40|mp3magnet@yahoo.com|OS 1.13 UPDATE|
Hi:
I do not about this update, however 1.13 was pretty official. 
Yamaha US person e-mailed it to me and I uploaded it into file 
section here.
Apparently, there is some secure YAMAHA JAPAN site where they get 
these files

mp3magnet
www.mp3.com/magnet
| 3069|3068|2001-11-28 15:12:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS 1.13 UPDATE|
On Wednesday 28 November 2001 22:37, mp3magnet@yahoo.com wrote:

> Hi:
> I do not about this update, however 1.13 was pretty official.
> Yamaha US person e-mailed it to me and I uploaded it into file

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com
mailto:visualufouria@mail.com
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
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> section here.
> Apparently, there is some secure YAMAHA JAPAN site where they get
> these files

Weird. I remember Yamaha US saying on Motifator that the v1.13 OS was not an 
official one. I don't doubt your source, it's just that I now no longer know 
what Yamaha US means by 'official'.

Maybe I remember wrong...

- Robert
| 3070|3068|2001-11-28 16:40:50|simon leclerc|Re: OS 1.13 UPDATE|
on 11/28/01 5:12 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> Hi:
>> I do not about this update, however 1.13 was pretty official.
>> Yamaha US person e-mailed it to me and I uploaded it into file
>> section here.
>> Apparently, there is some secure YAMAHA JAPAN site where they get
>> these files
> 
> Weird. I remember Yamaha US saying on Motifator that the v1.13 OS was not an
> official one. I don't doubt your source, it's just that I now no longer know
> what Yamaha US means by 'official'.
> 
> Maybe I remember wrong...
> 
> - Robert

You remember right, Robert. Yamaha US did say V1.13
was not official. Also, they said that when an official OS
upgrade will be available they will make it official on
Motifator or/and Yamaha website and that it will probably be
upgradable via sysex as well.

-- Simon
| 3071|3071|2001-11-28 16:40:52|whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au|RM1X for sale|
YAMAHA RM1x for sale
http://au.page.sold.yahoo.com/au/auction/510357857

Thanks
Wayne Thompson
| 3072|3072|2001-11-28 16:58:49|dnovomeiski@yahoo.com|RS7000 Arpeggiation|
Aloha,
I seem to be stuck not being able to apply arpeggiators to multiple 
tracks.

Can someone guide me in the right direction with this...

Thanks a bunch,
DMA
| 3073|3072|2001-11-28 18:34:57|mirrormindus@yahoo.com|Re: RS7000 Arpeggiation|
--- In RS7000@y..., dnovomeiski@y... wrote:

> Aloha,
> I seem to be stuck not being able to apply arpeggiators to multiple 
> tracks.

Apply arpeggiation to individual tracks, record overdub that track, 
and do the same for others. Mute/Midi Delay/Play FX/ Volume/ Groove/ 
etc. can then be applied to individual tracks in real time, if wanted, 
thereby giving you complete control of arpeggiation. Due to the # of 
voices used, as well as individual track parameters, this is the best 
and most efficient way to do so on the RS.
| 3074|3072|2001-11-29 00:53:07|oscillate64@hotmail.com|RS7000 Arpeggiation/What the?????|
hi,
can you elaborate on the way you seem to be using the arp......
the arp is a bit shit in my op....but how are you using it.????
what do you mean by:"Apply arpeggiation to individual tracks, record 
overdub that track, 
and do the same for others. Mute/Midi Delay/Play FX/ Volume/ Groove/ 
etc. can then be applied to individual tracks in real time, if 
wanted, thereby giving you complete control of arpeggiation."

i understand the use of all the parameters in real time or record 
them etc.......but how with the arpeggiator ??????????????

cheers m8

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://au.page.sold.yahoo.com/au/auction/510357857


Ive ;b

--- In RS7000@y..., mirrormindus@y... wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., dnovomeiski@y... wrote:
> > Aloha,
> > I seem to be stuck not being able to apply arpeggiators to 
multiple 
> > tracks.
> 
> Apply arpeggiation to individual tracks, record overdub that track, 
> and do the same for others. Mute/Midi Delay/Play FX/ Volume/ 
Groove/ 
> etc. can then be applied to individual tracks in real time, if 
wanted, 
> thereby giving you complete control of arpeggiation. Due to the # 
of 
> voices used, as well as individual track parameters, this is the 
best 
> and most efficient way to do so on the RS.

| 3075|3068|2001-11-29 01:43:04|Thomas|Re: OS 1.13 UPDATE|
--- In RS7000@y..., mp3magnet@y... wrote:

> Hi:
> I do not about this update, however 1.13 was pretty official. 
> Yamaha US person e-mailed it to me and I uploaded it into file 
> section here.

But they never announced it as THE official OS-update, on 
www.motifator.com they even denied that it is official. I guess as 
long as they don´t give out a press-info through their PR, they will 
always say those updates are inofficial.
Nothing we can do about that.

> Apparently, there is some secure YAMAHA JAPAN site where they get 
> these files
> 
> mp3magnet
> www.mp3.com/magnet

| 3076|3076|2001-11-29 12:21:19|eq@futuretrance.com|Couple of quick questions|
Hi, just picked up my RS today. Must say i am very impressed! 
However, for the time being, i have a few quick questions (i'm sure 
there'll be plenty more soon ;)

First, does anyone else have an LCD screeen where there's pixels 
being constantly illuminated in a downward motion on the leftmost 
column? I noticed that on the floor model, i demoed, so they ordered 
another one and this one does it to? Is this normal?

Second, can you save to the 4mb Smartcard they ship with the unit or 
do you have to buy another one? I'll probably try to save to it 
anyways.

Thanks, 

EQ

(ps - i don't know why some people are complaining about a steep 
learning curve... i already made a couple of phrases, chained them 
together, applied effects, and put it all together in song mode.. and 
i just picked it up a few hours ago)
| 3077|3077|2001-11-29 13:10:25|lexicon@thevortex.com|Don't expect the Major OS upgrade soon|
The following is a post by Yamaha US on the Motifator RS7000 forum. 
Since the post is somewhat burried, and seems to answer a lot of 
questions, I thought I'd post it here. Perhaps someone would like to 
post this information in a more visible/semi-permanent manner since 
questions about the Update/Upgrade keep coming up. Apparently a 
bugfix/update is coming out soon, but the major upgrade features will 
not be finalized/discussed untill NAMM. GET ALL YOUR SUGGESTIONS IN 
NOW. It seems that Yammie will be committed to the RS, at least 
through 2002. This post was dated 10/24/2001:

Work on the upcoming OS release started months ago and does not 
include any recent discussions. 



Some one mentioned the A3000 and that is probably a pretty good 
analogy of what will happen with RS and Motif OS updates and 
upgrades. It's also important to understand the difference between an 
update and an upgrade. 

With the A3000 , there were several updates and then about a year 
after release there was a version 2 upgrade. 

With RS and Motif there will be a couple of OS updates which include 
minor feature improvements and mostly fixes of documented problems. 
The first of these is expected very soon. 

There will be one at least one major upgrade (a Version 2). This 
Version 2 will include some major feature changes and improvements. 

Before even beginning work on Version 2 we will need to list up , 
investigate and prioritize the requests and suggestions both from 
this source, and from others. We would hope to complete that priority 
list around Winter NAMM ( January) in time to discuss things with the 
engineers. After that spec is finished the engineers would begin 
software development. 

As we have always said on this site, if you are considering 
purchasing an RS7000 , you should do so based on the way it works now 
and what it does now , not on any potential upgrades. There is no 
telling at this point whether a certain feature is either possible or 
will make the priority list. 

When the priority list is ready and we have had a chance to discuss 
with the engineers what is feasible , we will post it here to get 
feedback from forum members on what they feel the priorities should 
be.
| 3079|3076|2001-11-29 13:36:23|Thomas|Re: Couple of quick questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:

> Hi, just picked up my RS today. Must say i am very impressed! 

Congratulations!

> First, does anyone else have an LCD screeen where there's pixels 
> being constantly illuminated in a downward motion on the leftmost 
> column? I noticed that on the floor model, i demoed, so they 

ordered 

> another one and this one does it to? Is this normal?

Yes and no. Yes all RS with the OS V1.12 have it, it gets less a bit 
when you do for the first time a Factory Reset, and no it´s not 
normal, this bug got fixed in the "unofficial" OS-update V1.13.

> Second, can you save to the 4mb Smartcard they ship with the unit 

or 

> do you have to buy another one? I'll probably try to save to it 
> anyways.

Sure, the shipped card is a normal SmartMedia Card, and you can save 
on it, but i would recommend to buy a 64MB or better 128MB card for 
storage. Or get a SCSI ZIP drive.

> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> EQ
> 
> (ps - i don't know why some people are complaining about a steep 
> learning curve... i already made a couple of phrases, chained them 
> together, applied effects, and put it all together in song mode.. 

and 

> i just picked it up a few hours ago)

Well, people are different, and so people are learning different. 
Some may think Algebra is easy, for other´s it´s the hardest thing to 
learn. Same with the RS, some think it´s easy to use, other will 
never get it, and return to their Akai or Roland or Computer
| 3082|3077|2001-11-29 14:17:45|Thomas|Re: Don't expect the Major OS upgrade soon|



--- In RS7000@y..., lexicon@t... wrote:

> The following is a post by Yamaha US on the Motifator RS7000 

forum. 
[..months old post snipped...]

Yamaha US posted the following yesterday on Motifator.com:

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(11/28/01 9:40:05 pm)
Reply Upgrades
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
In the US, for those who do not have Smart Media cards or readers, 
we will make cards containg the OS available to dealers so you can go 
in to the store and have the update done locally and alos provide a 
stock of cards to mail to customers that they can then send back to 
us for use with future updates. You won't have to buy a Smart Media 
card to get the update , but if you have a card you will be able to 
download the update from the web and do it yourself. This seems be 
fair to everyone. 

We expect the update to be officially on Yamaha sites available very 
soon.
| 3086|3072|2001-11-29 20:15:44|mirrormindus@yahoo.com|RS7000 Arpeggiation/What the?????|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> hi,
> can you elaborate on the way you seem to be using the arp......
> the arp is a bit shit in my op....but how are you using it.????
> what do you mean by:"Apply arpeggiation to individual tracks, record 
> overdub that track, 
> and do the same for others. Mute/Midi Delay/Play FX/ Volume/ Groove/ 
> etc. can then be applied to individual tracks in real time, if 
> wanted, thereby giving you complete control of arpeggiation."
> 
> i understand the use of all the parameters in real time or record 
> them etc.......but how with the arpeggiator ?????

essentially what i meant was don't let the lack of a function defined as an apreggiator that can work on several channels at a
time lead you to believe that you can't get the same results in an unorthodox manner.
the arpeggiator itself has a few basic settings, and one can manipulate the arpeggiation by changing the
settings(type,octave,etc.), changing the arp chord or note(s), real time knobs, etc....
if you record a basic arp to several channels (say tracks 9-16), you can manipulate the arp in several ways as well---clock
shift, midi delay, cutoff, harmonization, swing, tone, sound, resonance....you get the idea...one track at a time or all. In
real time. In production. In resampling. In Overdub. In Ster...you get the idea.

obviously there is a slight difference between the arp mode and this way, but the possibilities are endless, moreso than just
the arp function by itself in real time...
| 3087|3087|2001-11-29 21:33:40|dayv@ozemail.com.au|OS 1.14 is an official update|
Taken from www.motifator.com

[YAMAHA US]

>In the US, for those who do not have Smart Media cards or readers, 
>we will make cards containg the OS available to dealers so you can 
>go in to the store and have the update done locally and alos provide 
>a stock of cards to mail to customers that they can then send back 
>to us for use with future updates. You won't have to buy a Smart 
>Media card to get the update , but if you have a card you will be 
>able to download the update from the web and do it yourself. This 
>seems be fair to everyone. 

>We expect the update to be officially on Yamaha sites available very 
>soon. 

So this new update, although coming through the woodwork early, 
sounds like it is the one that Yamaha US plan to post online soon as 
their first official update. 

[d]
| 3088|3072|2001-11-29 21:35:18|oscillate64@hotmail.com|RS7000 Arpeggiation/What the?????|
Yeah thanks man i get it !!!! never tried recording arp stuff into a 
channelor track.....Silly question but you just select the trck and 
the sound yeah and arpeggiate it ????and record that then tweek 
later?????



cheers for the response m8.

Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., mirrormindus@y... wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> > hi,
> > can you elaborate on the way you seem to be using the arp......
> > the arp is a bit shit in my op....but how are you using it.????
> > what do you mean by:"Apply arpeggiation to individual tracks, 
record 
> > overdub that track, 
> > and do the same for others. Mute/Midi Delay/Play FX/ Volume/ 
Groove/ 
> > etc. can then be applied to individual tracks in real time, if 
> > wanted, thereby giving you complete control of arpeggiation."
> > 
> > i understand the use of all the parameters in real time or 
record 
> > them etc.......but how with the arpeggiator ?????
> 
> essentially what i meant was don't let the lack of a function 
defined as an apreggiator that can work on several channels at a time 
lead you to believe that you can't get the same results in an 
unorthodox manner.
> the arpeggiator itself has a few basic settings, and one can 
manipulate the arpeggiation by changing the settings
(type,octave,etc.), changing the arp chord or note(s), real time 
knobs, etc....
> if you record a basic arp to several channels (say tracks 9-16), 
you can manipulate the arp in several ways as well---clock shift, 
midi delay, cutoff, harmonization, swing, tone, sound, 
resonance....you get the idea...one track at a time or all. In real 
time. In production. In resampling. In Overdub. In Ster...you get the 
idea.
> 
> obviously there is a slight difference between the arp mode and 
this way, but the possibilities are endless, moreso than just the arp 
function by itself in real time...

| 3092|3092|2001-11-30 09:56:44|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Whoa! RS FAQ's? PART III|

> 3 high-performance built-in effect
> stages can be applied individually
> to each track." 

whenever you see something like this always assume that it's just send levels that can be applied individually. when a box has
totally seperate fx per part/track then the manufacturer will really sell on this, e.g. novation nova/supernova.

cheers
dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3093|3087|2001-11-30 10:38:05|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: OS 1.14 is an official update|
So then is it safe to assume that when they post it on their sites, 
they will offer a sysex version? Because for everyone who doesn't 
live in the U.S (i live in Canada), we would have to either buy a 
smartmedia reader/writer, or wait until they send the OS upgrade to 
the nearest Yamaha dealer (which i assume would take quite awhile)

*fingers crossed*

EQ

> So this new update, although coming through the woodwork early, 
> sounds like it is the one that Yamaha US plan to post online soon 

as 

> their first official update. 
> 
> [d]

| 3094|3087|2001-11-30 10:42:35|eq@futuretrance.com|Re: OS 1.14 is an official update|
Well now that i reread Yamaha US's post a little more closely i see 
we wouldn't even have the second option. We would be forced to but a 



smartmedia reader/writer.

I mean, i'll probably end up getting one anyways, it would just be 
nice not to be rushed into it

> So then is it safe to assume that when they post it on their sites, 
> they will offer a sysex version? Because for everyone who doesn't 
> live in the U.S (i live in Canada), we would have to either buy a 
> smartmedia reader/writer, or wait until they send the OS upgrade to 
> the nearest Yamaha dealer (which i assume would take quite awhile)
> 
> *fingers crossed*
> 
> EQ
> 
> 
> > So this new update, although coming through the woodwork early, 
> > sounds like it is the one that Yamaha US plan to post online soon 
> as 
> > their first official update. 
> > 
> > [d]

| 3095|3095|2001-11-30 12:41:23|mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca|Yamaha's Power User guide for the RS7000|
FYI: Yamaha has a "Power User Guide" for the RS7000 online. It covers 
the basics on how to use the RS7000.

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm

This should definitely be added to the FAQ.

michel
| 3096|3095|2001-11-30 14:35:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Yamaha's Power User guide for the RS7000|
On Friday 30 November 2001 20:41, mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> FYI: Yamaha has a "Power User Guide" for the RS7000 online. It covers
> the basics on how to use the RS7000.
>
> http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
>
> This should definitely be added to the FAQ.

Thanks for the link.

- Robert
| 3097|3097|2001-11-30 17:52:06|synthe. labo|the real cow|
hello,
this night i previewed again 2 channels full of rolls, and i had the problem 
that on the other channels the sounds started to play for a second then 
stop...like cutting the polifony...(these were long pad sounds, but i think 
that rs7k go in troble when you use a lot the loop remix with rolls over 
different tracks with 2 instruments each..)

anyway, i made some new songs, here's is 'the real cow', completely rs7k 
with a lot of samples and scenes acts:

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=260582

or at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
searching for 'the real cow'

feedback really appreciated

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3100|3100|2001-12-02 03:38:52|Thomas|OT: Microchips in Synthesizer...|
Did you know that the MPC runs with 2 parallel switched Intel 16Mhz 
80286? Or that the Waldorf Wave 2 Motorola 68000?
I wonder what the RS has...

http://www.sequencer.de/chip.html
| 3101|3097|2001-12-02 05:59:56|Thomas|Re: the real cow|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> this night i previewed again 2 channels full of rolls, and i had 

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
mailto:mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
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the problem 

> that on the other channels the sounds started to play for a second 

then 

> stop...like cutting the polifony...(these were long pad sounds, but 

i think 

> that rs7k go in troble when you use a lot the loop remix with rolls 

over 

> different tracks with 2 instruments each..)

Holla Marcolo,

the thing about the RS is...it has only 62 voices, and sounds that 
use two elements takes away from that polyphony even more...plus MIDI-
delay is also using a lot of CPU-power...so why they don´t make it 
128 voices? I guess the DSPs are not fast enough...and they didn´t 
want to amke the same mistake as with the EX5...

--Tom

p.s. I saw that Vitaminic also has a german website...i am going to 
upload a few tracks too then...
| 3102|3102|2001-12-02 06:03:43|Thomas|OT: Links to Studiopics?|
Holla, i like to see how other people have set up their studio...if 
someone has links to sites with studiopics, mail the link to me, 
please. You can mail me privately.

--Thank you, Tom

p.s. Here´s one to share:

http://www.fliesenexperte.com/RM1x/studiobilder.htm
| 3103|3097|2001-12-02 15:30:31|jtoutant@bu.edu|Re: the real cow|
The track is fckn BANGIN man, how many parts is it? how long are most 
of the parts? it seems like the track is almost constantly changing 
up. very tight. 

J

> anyway, i made some new songs, here's is 'the real cow', completely 

rs7k 

> with a lot of samples and scenes acts:
> 
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=260582
> 
> or at http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> searching for 'the real cow'
> 
> feedback really appreciated
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 3104|3087|2001-12-02 15:59:50|dayv@ozemail.com.au|Re: OS 1.14 is an official update|
Well, if I recall correctly, they DID say it would be available 
through sysex, once the official version of the OS came out (can 
someone confirm this? I beleive we were discussing it recently).

d.

--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:
> So then is it safe to assume that when they post it on their sites, 
> they will offer a sysex version? Because for everyone who doesn't 
> live in the U.S (i live in Canada), we would have to either buy a 
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> smartmedia reader/writer, or wait until they send the OS upgrade to 
> the nearest Yamaha dealer (which i assume would take quite awhile)
> 
> *fingers crossed*
> 
> EQ
>

| 3105|3072|2001-12-02 20:01:32|mirrormindus@yahoo.com|RS7000 Arpeggiation/What the?????|
Yup Yup.

--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> Yeah thanks man i get it !!!! never tried recording arp stuff into 
a 
> channelor track.....Silly question but you just select the trck and 
> the sound yeah and arpeggiate it ????and record that then tweek 
> later?????
> 
> cheers for the response m8.
> 
> Ive
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., mirrormindus@y... wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:
> > > hi,
> > > can you elaborate on the way you seem to be using the arp......
> > > the arp is a bit shit in my op....but how are you using it.????
> > > what do you mean by:"Apply arpeggiation to individual tracks, 
> record 
> > > overdub that track, 
> > > and do the same for others. Mute/Midi Delay/Play FX/ Volume/ 
> Groove/ 
> > > etc. can then be applied to individual tracks in real time, if 
> > > wanted, thereby giving you complete control of arpeggiation."
> > > 
> > > i understand the use of all the parameters in real time or 
> record 
> > > them etc.......but how with the arpeggiator ?????
> > 
> > essentially what i meant was don't let the lack of a function 
> defined as an apreggiator that can work on several channels at a 
time 
> lead you to believe that you can't get the same results in an 
> unorthodox manner.
> > the arpeggiator itself has a few basic settings, and one can 
> manipulate the arpeggiation by changing the settings
> (type,octave,etc.), changing the arp chord or note(s), real time 
> knobs, etc....
> > if you record a basic arp to several channels (say tracks 9-16), 
> you can manipulate the arp in several ways as well---clock shift, 
> midi delay, cutoff, harmonization, swing, tone, sound, 
> resonance....you get the idea...one track at a time or all. In real 
> time. In production. In resampling. In Overdub. In Ster...you get 
the 
> idea.
> > 
> > obviously there is a slight difference between the arp mode and 
> this way, but the possibilities are endless, moreso than just the 
arp 
> function by itself in real time...

| 3106|3106|2001-12-02 20:17:22|exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com|A midi question! please help!!!|
we are trying to make the Rs7000, transmitt as a controler for 
Cubase.... 

we are using opcode PC midi interface.... 

Is there a special setting ?

We are able to get a signal from Cubase but won't transmitt from the 
RS7000..

Thank you 

JaYSeonC
| 3109|3106|2001-12-03 02:56:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A midi question! please help!!!|
On Monday 03 December 2001 04:17, exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com wrote:

> we are trying to make the Rs7000, transmitt as a controler for
> Cubase....

mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com


>
>
> we are using opcode PC midi interface....
>
> Is there a special setting ?
>
> We are able to get a signal from Cubase but won't transmitt from the
> RS7000..

First make sure that the track you're working on transmits midi to the 
correct midi output socket of the RS. Hit the Setup button 4 times to see the 
output matrix. By default, all tracks transmit on midi ouput A.

Next, make sure that the knob you're tweaking transmits a MIDI message. Turn 
the knob and look at the green RS midi out leds. One or both of them should 
light when you turn the knob.

BTW, I assume you have the RS and Cubase correctly connected with 2 midi 
cables.

- Robert
| 3110|3100|2001-12-03 09:37:51|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: OT: Microchips in Synthesizer...|
If I recall correctly from when I opened the box, I think it has a 
Samsung SH3 Like the ones found in OLD handheld PCs.
Don't remember the speed. I'll tell you next time I open that shit.
There was a project to load Linux on SH3 based handheld devices.
Could we load Linux into the RS? hehehe
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> Did you know that the MPC runs with 2 parallel switched Intel 16Mhz 
> 80286? Or that the Waldorf Wave 2 Motorola 68000?
> I wonder what the RS has...
> 
> http://www.sequencer.de/chip.html

| 3111|3100|2001-12-03 10:31:05|Thomas|Re: OT: Microchips in Synthesizer...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> There was a project to load Linux on SH3 based handheld devices.
> Could we load Linux into the RS? hehehe
> -Dave-

Hehe...;)...how do you know they are not already using Linux...??? 
The 4MB for the OS speaks for that...a complete Linux already fits on 
a 1,44MB Disk...hmmmm
| 3112|3097|2001-12-03 11:02:52|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: the real cow|
/me holds mouth with both hands. 
pff

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> feedback really appreciated
> 
> ciao-marco

| 3114|3097|2001-12-03 13:17:09|synthe. labo|Re: the real cow|

>The track is fckn BANGIN man, how many parts is it? how long are most
>of the parts? it seems like the track is almost constantly changing
>up. very tight.

thanx
it's 2 patterns, many samples, 2 'loops/sliced', 1 kick 'kit', 2 vocals 
sampled and sliced and fx
i used hardly the 'scenes', i used 3 of them, 2 'mutes' and these 2 
patterns, then i jumped betwheen the whole.
i sampled powerful drum sounds and equalized them into the mixer, but the 
kick is a bit too loud respect the rest.
i sampled also that monster d&b bass

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________

http://www.sequencer.de/chip.html
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Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3115|3097|2001-12-03 13:37:14|synthe. labo|Re: the real cow|

>/me holds mouth with both hands.

so, it has to horrible or beautiful...;)
hope you like it

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3116|3116|2001-12-03 18:09:08|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Vitiminic|
heya crew,

i saw that Synthlabo uploads to this website.......vitiminic???
is that correct ?? is it free??? do they have an english version ????

would appreciate feedback cause i have made a few tunes on the RS.

and would like to hear feedback on them!!!!!

peace ,
Ivan
| 3117|3097|2001-12-03 18:37:12|oscillate64@hotmail.com|Re: the real cow/YOYOYO|
-man that track is nuts......wicked work man !!!!! great 
sounds...dark and dirty biaaaaatch!!!!! love the D& b sounds mixed 
in there.....

can i ask how long some of your drum patterns are in the real cow???
and didyou do a lot of real time remixing on them or didd you program 
all of it...bit by bit??? 

is that all one pass of RS into the computer or several passes???

and that severe distortion is that the ring mod on the rs or the 
sonic decimator ?????? hyperism.....

anyway great shit man .....!!

ive

ps ;compared to that, my shit is totally commercial !!hehehe with 
chick vocals!

-- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> >/me holds mouth with both hands.
> 
> so, it has to horrible or beautiful...;)
> hope you like it
> 
> ciao-marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 3119|3097|2001-12-04 02:11:46|Thomas|Re: the real cow|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:

> /me holds mouth with both hands. 
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Why, so that your false teeth won´t fall out???

C´mon Dave, show us your music...
| 3121|3116|2001-12-04 02:19:20|Thomas|Re: Vitiminic|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> heya crew,
> 
> i saw that Synthlabo uploads to this website.......vitiminic???
> is that correct ?? is it free??? do they have an english 

version ????

Yes: http://www.vitaminic.com/main

They have sites in all kinds of countries and languages.

Yes it is free, and i already signed with them as well.

Go ahead upload some tracks there and show what you did with the 
mighty fine RS. 

--Tom
| 3122|3097|2001-12-04 02:20:56|Thomas|Re: the real cow/YOYOYO|
--- In RS7000@y..., oscillate64@h... wrote:

> ps ;compared to that, my shit is totally commercial !!hehehe with 
> chick vocals!

Kickerikeeeee?
| 3123|3097|2001-12-04 11:07:28|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: the real cow|
I'll be flying out to San Francisco to do a Live PA in NYE.
yes, I'm taking the gray magic box.
If you want to assist, I'll give you details later when I get the 
flyer and shit.
peace.
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "dj Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> > /me holds mouth with both hands. 
> Why, so that your false teeth won´t fall out???
> 
> C´mon Dave, show us your music...

| 3125|3097|2001-12-04 11:39:28|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: the real cow|
As a matter of fact, I did like it.

But the name sucks ass ( lol jk)
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >/me holds mouth with both hands.
> 
> so, it has to horrible or beautiful...;)
> hope you like it
> 
> ciao-marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp

| 3126|3097|2001-12-04 11:59:17|synthe. labo|Re: the real cow|

>As a matter of fact, I did like it.

that's right...for 1 time...

>But the name sucks ass ( lol jk)

haha..i was thinking that something that suck ass was missing...

http://www.vitaminic.com/main
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:P

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3127|3097|2001-12-04 12:08:11|synthe. labo|Re: the real cow/YOYOYO|

>-man that track is nuts......wicked work man !!!!! great
>sounds...dark and dirty biaaaaatch!!!!! love the D& b sounds mixed
>in there.....

thanx, i love the word 'wicked' ;)

>can i ask how long some of your drum patterns are in the real cow???

max 8 lenghts, no more, but in most of the tracks they are 4

>and didyou do a lot of real time remixing on them or didd you program
>all of it...bit by bit???

i programmed all by my hands, only at the real end there's a real time remix 
with rolls

>
>is that all one pass of RS into the computer or several passes???

no, i recorded only 1 time to the pc, but i worked a bit on the audio track 
to try to equalize it better..anyway the kick remains a bit too loud

>and that severe distortion is that the ring mod on the rs or the
>sonic decimator ?????? hyperism.....

no, i used the lo-fi global fx, then my samples were a bit overdriven 
themself; anyway i passed the whole into the 'decimator' fx of electribe 
es-1 3 or 4 times, but the main thing is the rs7000 lo-fi

>
>anyway great shit man .....!!
>ps ;compared to that, my shit is totally commercial !!hehehe with
>chick vocals!

...i have to listen to your stuff...:)

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3130|3116|2001-12-04 12:42:58|synthe. labo|Re: Vitiminic|

>heya crew,
>
>i saw that Synthlabo uploads to this website.......vitiminic???
>is that correct ?? is it free??? do they have an english version ????

yes, there's vitaminic.it, .fr, .de, nl. co.uk, .com
if you go for ex. at vitaminic.com or .de you find me also, cause they'r all 
linked

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
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| 3131|3131|2001-12-04 14:48:23|synthe. labo|resample + other questions|
hello,
in sample mode i see that choosing 'stereo out' as 'source' of sampling
i can resample internal sounds, but i would not have 'new' sounds treated 
like samples when i resample, but only overwrite preset sounds after i 
twisted them, so i could use and recall them as preset sounds, everywhere.
is this possible and also does this influence the sample memory? hope not, 
cause these are internal sounds...
--i'm NOT talking about 'edit voice' editing or 'scenes' etc., i mean a real 
re-sample of a single sound of drum in a kit or a synth with all the 
internal fx and filter devices, a sound that will become an internal sound 
(ex.: i would like to have some distorted or reverbered drum sounds in all 
that duplicated drum kits, but i would like to 'freeze' the sounds so i 
could use them everytime everywhere without touching any fx...hope this is 
possible, even in electribe this is possible).
...as you can act in synthetizers: twist twist twist and then you 'save'
your customized sound derived from a preset over the preset itself (or in 
another destination) and recall it everytime you want.

other 3 things:

--the 'initializing' operation to make rs7k work properly and fix some 
initial bugs is the 'power on + oct down + oct up + store buttons pressed', 
restoring initial factory settings?

--why the Acid LE software given with rs7k can't export .wav files or save 
as .wav files...i mean how can i do that? ;)

--can someone please re-tell me or forward me privately how to lock to a 
pattern or phrase external settings for synths...i deleted that mail, i 
remember someone told about this type of control messages

thanx in advance

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3132|3132|2001-12-04 16:53:25|inkypapyrus@msn.com|Sampling touble|
Hi,

I just bought my RS7000 a few days ago and I'm having trouble with 
sampling. I can get the sound sampled, and audition it and all 
that. I supply it with a name also. 

I cannot USE the sample to make a beat with. It wont let me play the 
sound on the PADs. It wont let me use it as a sound in the GRID 
recording option.

One or two times, if i held down the pads for 15 seconds or so, the 
sample'd finally play. But i checked the WAV and there was no space 
prior to the sound.

Is there some step i need to take after I sample a sound to make it 
available to play? It is in SampleLocal.

Thanks a lot,
Peace,
Eric
| 3133|3133|2001-12-04 16:56:02|inkypapyrus@msn.com|Sequencing|
Hi,

When i use GRID sequencing, how do i tell it WHAT sound to play? It 
seems to be using a random sound within the bank. I'd like to be 
able to, for instance, use the snair located on white key 5, PAD 
ASSIGN it to PAD 1, tap it until i have found the perfect velocity 
and all for it, then utilize it in the grid. 

Is this possible?
Thanks, peace, Eric
| 3134|3134|2001-12-04 22:26:08|eq127|converting pattern chain to song |
for some reason when i try to convert a simple pattern chain using 
just one style and a few sections to a song, therre's no data there 
when i switch to song mode. all 16 channels are highlighted as though 
they had data in them, but i don't hear anything. any idea why this 
might be? i have a feeling it might just be something simple i'm 
overlooking

also while i'm on the topic, what are some of the main features song 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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mode has that pattern chain doesn't? i'm still trying to figure out 
why yamaha included this extra mode (pattern chain), when boxes like 
the MC505 can do everything you need with just pattern and song mode.
is it really necessary to build patterns in pattern mode, make the 
sequence in pattern chain, then convert it to a song? 

thanks
| 3135|3135|2001-12-04 22:40:03|bookrs7k|where Is the Faq, I want to download it.|
can someone please direct me to it.
| 3139|3131|2001-12-05 01:01:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resample + other questions|
On Tuesday 04 December 2001 22:48, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello,
> in sample mode i see that choosing 'stereo out' as 'source' of sampling
> i can resample internal sounds, but i would not have 'new' sounds treated
> like samples when i resample, but only overwrite preset sounds after i
> twisted them, so i could use and recall them as preset sounds, everywhere.
> is this possible and also does this influence the sample memory? hope not,
> cause these are internal sounds...

Sorry Marco, the moment you start to (re-)sample, you create a sample and use 
sample memory for it. This happens even if you resample the internal sounds. 
They're just samples and must be dialed up from the sample memories.

> --i'm NOT talking about 'edit voice' editing or 'scenes' etc., i mean a
> real re-sample of a single sound of drum in a kit or a synth with all the
> internal fx and filter devices, a sound that will become an internal sound
> (ex.: i would like to have some distorted or reverbered drum sounds in all
> that duplicated drum kits, but i would like to 'freeze' the sounds so i
> could use them everytime everywhere without touching any fx...hope this is
> possible, even in electribe this is possible).

Cool! The electribe can replace an internal (ROM) sound with another? A 
completely different (sampled) sound?
Well, the RS cannot do this, afaik. Nice feature though.

> ...as you can act in synthetizers: twist twist twist and then you 'save'
> your customized sound derived from a preset over the preset itself (or in
> another destination) and recall it everytime you want.

I understand, but replacing a ROM synth preset with a resampled version is 
not possible. You also cannot replace a ROM synth preset with an edited 
version of that same sound, as is possible in a synth, because the sounds are 
in ROM. In the RS the sound changes are stored in the style/scene object and 
not in a shared synth RAM object.

>
> other 3 things:
>
> --the 'initializing' operation to make rs7k work properly and fix some
> initial bugs is the 'power on + oct down + oct up + store buttons pressed',
> restoring initial factory settings?

Restoring factory settings has been used successfully indeed to fix some 
problems. My explanation would be that is operation wipes the system memory 
where internal RS settings are stored that stay alive from one session to the 
other. Due to bugs, some of these settings reach an illegal format, causing 
the RS to malfunction. The reset 'fixes' this. 

>
> --why the Acid LE software given with rs7k can't export .wav files or save
> as .wav files...i mean how can i do that? ;)

Haven't got a clue.

>
> --can someone please re-tell me or forward me privately how to lock to a
> pattern or phrase external settings for synths...i deleted that mail, i
> remember someone told about this type of control messages

I'm afraid I don't understand what you're asking here. Could you explain?



- Rober
| 3141|3131|2001-12-05 03:52:57|tomfinegan|Re: resample + other questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Cool! The electribe can replace an internal (ROM) sound with 

another? A 

> completely different (sampled) sound?

Only a sampled one if you use the ES1, the ER1 and EA1 also work like 
the RS. 

--Tom
| 3145|3132|2001-12-05 10:05:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling touble|
On Wednesday 05 December 2001 00:53, inkypapyrus@msn.com wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I just bought my RS7000 a few days ago and I'm having trouble with
> sampling. I can get the sound sampled, and audition it and all
> that. I supply it with a name also.
>
> I cannot USE the sample to make a beat with. It wont let me play the
> sound on the PADs. It wont let me use it as a sound in the GRID
> recording option.
>
> One or two times, if i held down the pads for 15 seconds or so, the
> sample'd finally play. But i checked the WAV and there was no space
> prior to the sound.
>
> Is there some step i need to take after I sample a sound to make it
> available to play? It is in SampleLocal.

Weird problem.

Ehhm, you *can* audition the sample, right? And it doesn't take 15 secs then 
to hear anything?

If this is the case, maybe your PAD doesn't work. Did you try the pad on an 
internal sound? Did you try the other PAD?

Or maybe you sampled the sound from within another style? Samples stored in 
SampleLocal can only be used from within the style that 'owns' it. 

- Robert
| 3146|3134|2001-12-05 10:16:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: converting pattern chain to song|
On Wednesday 05 December 2001 06:26, eq127 wrote:

> for some reason when i try to convert a simple pattern chain using
> just one style and a few sections to a song, therre's no data there
> when i switch to song mode. 

How did you learn that? Did you enter Edit mode on one of the song's tracks 
and looked at the midi data?

> all 16 channels are highlighted as though
> they had data in them, but i don't hear anything. any idea why this
> might be? i have a feeling it might just be something simple i'm
> overlooking

Maybe every track is muted? 
Did you play the pattern chain? 
Maybe the midi setup (in case you trigger external gear) is different?
Do the song tracks hold midi note events?

Just a number of wild guesses. ;)

>
> also while i'm on the topic, what are some of the main features song
> mode has that pattern chain doesn't?

Song mode is linear, pattern mode segment based.
Song mode tracks don't hold phrases, pattern mode tracks do.
Song mode allows one to shift programs change (and other MIDI events) a few 
ticks before the start of a section, to tackle delay problems.
Song mode is used when standard midi files are imported.

mailto:inkypapyrus@msn.com


Song mode allows one to record a solo accross (virtual) segment borders, as 
there are no segments as in pattern mode.
Song mode allows MTC sync, pattern mode only midi clock sync.
Song mode allows multi-record, pattern mode single-track record.

Also see the RS for power users guide:
http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm

- Robert
| 3154|3154|2001-12-05 12:05:47|gpvx|Voice hold function|
It doesn't do anything. Is this a bug or am I not using it corectly?
| 3155|3154|2001-12-05 12:11:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Voice hold function|
On Wednesday 05 December 2001 20:05, gpvx wrote:

> It doesn't do anything. Is this a bug or am I not using it corectly?

I'm suffering a momentarily blackout, soooo... what function are you 
referring to, and what do you expect from it?

- Robert
| 3157|3157|2001-12-05 12:36:17|Jeremy P Caulfield|Work Methods.. |
This isn't a question per se but I was just wondering if anyone would like
to share a bit about the personal ways they build songs with the RS 7000.

I found the "realcow" discussions interesting.. They were creative and
technical. 

I.E. : how do you layout mutes & patterns?, Do you have a preferential way
to layout. Do you keep your fills at one end ? Etc.. do you have
shortcuts or tricks for certain things ? When do you move from pattern to
pattern chain ? How live do you like to ride the mix ? Do you have a
preferential way to layout patterns..

I've stopped looking for bugs a long time ago and have a lot of the machine
underwing but it's nice to find out creative methods,

More posts to songs would be good too.

MY first project with the RS has been a remix which was a great way to learn
the looping and Sampler functions as well as tuning things for final mix.

Jeremy
| 3158|3158|2001-12-05 13:35:28|Jeff|New group member, new rs7k user|
Hi All,

I just picked up a RS7K with 64k ram and a 128 meg smartmemory card
and will be opening the box this evening. I've been reading the pdf manual
and browsing the message archives and have a question.

The "recommended drives" message in the archives indicates that the 2
gig Jaz drive is supported but not 1 gig. Does that mean it doesn't support
a 1 gig disk in a 2 gig drive? Or, does that mean it doesn't support the 1
gig Jaz drive? Has anyone tried a 1 gig Jaz drive just for grins? (I've got
a spare that's begging to be put to use.)

I noticed in the messages that Robert (hello, Robert) is preparing a
FAQ over the next few weeks. This is my first new synth in about 6 years,
and it's my first sampler and my first hardware sequencer. However, I've
owned several synths over the years and have been using synths since the mid
70's. If you'd like to walk a new user through the rs7k & manual, I'd be
willing to take the extra time to go slowly, take notes, and follow your
lead. eMail me directly if your interested.

Jeff
| 3159|3154|2001-12-05 15:02:44|gpvx|Re: Voice hold function|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 05 December 2001 20:05, gpvx wrote:
> > It doesn't do anything. Is this a bug or am I not using it 

corectly?

> 
> I'm suffering a momentarily blackout, soooo... what function are 

you 

> referring to, and what do you expect from it?
> 

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm


> - Robert

Its the voice parameter hold function in the mixer menu. The manual 
says (this determines whether edited voice parameters will be 
retained when a different voice is selected. When off, the voice edit 
parameters are initialized each time a voice is selected. When on, 
the voice parameters are retained.) It doesn't seem to do anything. I 
will turn it off and edit a voice then change to a new voice but the 
parameters dont initialize with the new voice.
| 3161|3158|2001-12-05 15:28:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|
On Wednesday 05 December 2001 21:35, Jeff wrote:

> Hi All,
>
> I just picked up a RS7K with 64k ram and a 128 meg smartmemory card
> and will be opening the box this evening. I've been reading the pdf manual
> and browsing the message archives and have a question.
>
> The "recommended drives" message in the archives indicates that the 2
> gig Jaz drive is supported but not 1 gig. Does that mean it doesn't
> support a 1 gig disk in a 2 gig drive? Or, does that mean it doesn't
> support the 1 gig Jaz drive? Has anyone tried a 1 gig Jaz drive just for
> grins? (I've got a spare that's begging to be put to use.)

What I understood from a message on www.motifator.com (the RS forum) is that 
the 1 gig Jaz *drive* doesn't work with the RS. But it wouldn't surprise me 
if 1 G Jaz *disks* also don't work (sector size and stuff). I couldn't find 
the message there right now, so maybe have a look yourself. (The search 
engine is lousy, imo.) 

>
> I noticed in the messages that Robert (hello, Robert)

hello? ;)

< is preparing a

> FAQ over the next few weeks. This is my first new synth in about 6 years,
> and it's my first sampler and my first hardware sequencer. 

Ouch. I feel lots of work coming. ;)

> However, I've
> owned several synths over the years and have been using synths since the
> mid 70's. If you'd like to walk a new user through the rs7k & manual, I'd
> be willing to take the extra time to go slowly, take notes, and follow your
> lead. eMail me directly if your interested.

In the interest of the other users here and for completing the RS FAQ, I 
guess it would be best to simply ask your questions on this list. When stuff 
is getting too general (like what is MIDI, or how does Cubase work) we'll try 
to point you to some other source. This is the RS list, and we're here to 
answer RS related questions, simple as that. ;)

- Robert
| 3162|3158|2001-12-05 15:52:25|Jeff|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|
On Wed, 5 Dec 2001 23:28:18 +0100, Robert van der Kamp wrote,

> ...
> What I understood from a message on www.motifator.com (the RS forum)
> is that the 1 gig Jaz *drive* doesn't work with the RS. 
> ...

Well, I guess we'll just have to find out for sure. ;^)

> > I noticed in the messages that Robert (hello, Robert)...
> 
> hello? ;)

;-()



> > ... is preparing a FAQ ...
> 
> Ouch. I feel lots of work coming. ;)

Naa, but I do have one quick question: What's MIDI? 

> ...
> In the interest of the other users here and for completing the RS FAQ,
> I guess it would be best to simply ask your questions on this list.
> ...

Fair enough! It's always fun to decipher translated manuals, anyway. 
Who knew that edit functions were now "JOBS" that you "DO!"

> ... This is the RS list ...

Heh.

Just kidding about the MIDI thing... the only sequencer on my computer is one
I wrote a few years ago; 256 tracks, 8 ports, 128 channels. ;)

Jeff
| 3163|3133|2001-12-05 17:42:27|devolvenation|Re: Sequencing|
I can Audition it. But when i go to record a beat (either

> grid or real time with pads), the sample is unavailable. How do i 

make it

> available? Thanks, Eric

are you sure you're using the correct note value for the sample? for 
instance, most of the time its default c2 (or is it c3), but if you 
set it for a different note, then try going into keyboard mode on 
that track and just go up and down the scales until you hear the 
sample.

also, make sure that track has the sample as the voice under mixer.
| 3164|3158|2001-12-05 17:44:11|devolvenation|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|

>But it wouldn't surprise me 
> if 1 G Jaz *disks* also don't work (sector size and stuff

although the 1 g jaz drive does NOT work, the 1 gig jaz disks DO work 
in the 2 gig drives. All i have are 1 gig disks.
| 3165|3158|2001-12-05 21:58:01|dayv5000|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|

> What I understood from a message on www.motifator.com (the RS 

forum) is that 

> the 1 gig Jaz *drive* doesn't work with the RS. But it wouldn't 

surprise me 

> if 1 G Jaz *disks* also don't work (sector size and stuff). I 

couldn't find 

> the message there right now, so maybe have a look yourself. (The 

search 

> engine is lousy, imo.) 

I tried to RSformat a 1gb disk in the 2gb drive the other day, and 
both logical and physical took about 0.5 seconds to format. Sooooo, 
unless the RS has a more efficient formatting algorithm than the most 
hightech of modern day computers.... I'd say 'nuh'. :)

Havn't actually tried to use it tho. 

[d]
| 3167|3158|2001-12-06 01:05:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|



On Wednesday 05 December 2001 23:52, Jeff wrote:

> On Wed, 5 Dec 2001 23:28:18 +0100, Robert van der Kamp wrote,
>
> > ...
> > What I understood from a message on www.motifator.com (the RS forum)
> > is that the 1 gig Jaz *drive* doesn't work with the RS.
> > ...
>
> Well, I guess we'll just have to find out for sure. ;^)
>
> > > I noticed in the messages that Robert (hello, Robert)...
> >
> > hello? ;)
>
> ;-()
>
> > > ... is preparing a FAQ ...
> >
> > Ouch. I feel lots of work coming. ;)
>
> Naa, but I do have one quick question: What's MIDI? 

Uh oh ;)

>
> > ...
> > In the interest of the other users here and for completing the RS FAQ,
> > I guess it would be best to simply ask your questions on this list.
> > ...
>
> Fair enough! It's always fun to decipher translated manuals, anyway. 
> Who knew that edit functions were now "JOBS" that you "DO!"
>
> > ... This is the RS list ...
>
> Heh.
>
> Just kidding about the MIDI thing... the only sequencer on my computer is
> one I wrote a few years ago; 256 tracks, 8 ports, 128 channels. ;)
>

Nice! Put it in a box and sell it. :)

- Robert
| 3168|3158|2001-12-06 01:05:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 01:44, devolvenation wrote:

> >But it wouldn't surprise me
> > if 1 G Jaz *disks* also don't work (sector size and stuff
>
> although the 1 g jaz drive does NOT work, the 1 gig jaz disks DO work
> in the 2 gig drives. All i have are 1 gig disks.

Thanks. Added to the FAQ.

- Robert
| 3169|3158|2001-12-06 01:08:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 05:57, dayv5000 wrote:

> > What I understood from a message on www.motifator.com (the RS
>
> forum) is that
>
> > the 1 gig Jaz *drive* doesn't work with the RS. But it wouldn't
>
> surprise me
>
> > if 1 G Jaz *disks* also don't work (sector size and stuff). I
>
> couldn't find
>
> > the message there right now, so maybe have a look yourself. (The
>
> search
>
> > engine is lousy, imo.)
>



> I tried to RSformat a 1gb disk in the 2gb drive the other day, and
> both logical and physical took about 0.5 seconds to format. Sooooo,
> unless the RS has a more efficient formatting algorithm than the most
> hightech of modern day computers.... I'd say 'nuh'. :)
>
> Havn't actually tried to use it tho.

Weird. The previous poster (devolvenation) *is* working with 1G disks in a 2G 
Jaz drive!

So maybe it simply works, although I never saw a physical format being done 
in .5 secs...

- Robert
| 3170|3154|2001-12-06 01:12:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Voice hold function|
On Wednesday 05 December 2001 23:02, gpvx wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 05 December 2001 20:05, gpvx wrote:
> > > It doesn't do anything. Is this a bug or am I not using it
>
> corectly?
>
> > I'm suffering a momentarily blackout, soooo... what function are
>
> you
>
> > referring to, and what do you expect from it?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Its the voice parameter hold function in the mixer menu. The manual
> says (this determines whether edited voice parameters will be
> retained when a different voice is selected. When off, the voice edit
> parameters are initialized each time a voice is selected. When on,
> the voice parameters are retained.) It doesn't seem to do anything. I
> will turn it off and edit a voice then change to a new voice but the
> parameters dont initialize with the new voice.

I see. Tried it last night for the first time and had the same result. Seems 
like it is always switched on. I remember a post on the motifator site about 
this parameter...

- Robert
| 3172|3172|2001-12-06 02:51:13|mirrormindus|complete production- please help|
I need some help. As a previous owner of the RM1x, I understand most of the RS. I even think i know the answer to some of the
following questions. To be sure though, here I go.

1) After I convert a pattern chain to a song, what would be the best way to record main vocals on top, effected by all of the
effect blocks, and then once i am done recording the vocals, add effects to the overall song?
Would it just involve "levels in" set on MIC, MONO x 2, and the Setup effect levels set appropriately? then overdub the whole
song w/ the effect blocks? How exactly, step by step, would I do this. Is there a de-esser, a de-popper (p,b sounds) anywhere
in the RS? Would it just involve compression with a sidechain? in detail, how do i do this(I'm familiar with the concept, not
the application)? Is there any documents describing, in detail, the RS's effects, and their possible uses with detailed
examples? if these effects stem, in part, from previous Yamaha models, could that be a lead? what about the effects that don't?
Is there a mic-pre on the RS? What effect would I use for a tube compressor for vocals? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
| 3173|3158|2001-12-06 03:41:30|tomfinegan|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:

> I tried to RSformat a 1gb disk in the 2gb drive the other day, and 
> both logical and physical took about 0.5 seconds to format. 

Well, the RS uses a DOS compatible format, and i guess it just 
recognized your disk and wrote a few bytes.

Sooooo, 

> unless the RS has a more efficient formatting algorithm than the 

most 

> hightech of modern day computers.... I'd say 'nuh'. :)

More important is the question, were you able to use it after 
that "quick format"?

> Havn't actually tried to use it tho. 

Hmmmm...



[T]om ;) 

> [d]

| 3174|3174|2001-12-06 04:26:43|xjurek|Setting metronome|
Hallo,

I want to ask, if I can set the metronome playing only in hedphones, 
not in main out. It is for live applications and for drummer.
I know I can synchronize external devices through MIDI Clock
or MTC but I don't want invest in any other gear. We have an
Ddrum4 drum module too.

Thanks for answer

Jiri Maly
| 3175|3174|2001-12-06 04:59:11|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|
--- In RS7000@y..., "xjurek" wrote:

> Hallo,
> 
> I want to ask, if I can set the metronome playing only in 

hedphones, 

Unfortunately not without buying the AIEB2, so that you can route 
your metronome output to a different audio-out.

Anyone knows a good solution for that?

--Tom
| 3176|3176|2001-12-06 05:12:35|per167@aol.com|Do i need a smart media card reader|
if i have a scsi card (and cable) already connected to my computer? 

Thanks,

Vince
| 3177|3174|2001-12-06 05:31:45|xjurek|Re: Setting metronome|

> > I want to ask, if I can set the metronome playing only in 
> hedphones, 
> 
> Unfortunately not without buying the AIEB2, so that you can route 
> your metronome output to a different audio-out.

Thanks, and what contents this card, SPDIF coax and optical and what 
else? Any other analog outs?

Jiri
| 3178|3174|2001-12-06 05:44:05|xjurek|Re: Setting metronome|

> > I want to ask, if I can set the metronome playing only in 
> hedphones, 
> 
> Unfortunately not without buying the AIEB2, so that you can route 
> your metronome output to a different audio-out.

Thanks, and what contents this card, SPDIF coax and optical and what 
else? Any other analog outs?

Jiri
| 3179|3176|2001-12-06 06:12:09|tomfinegan|Re: Do i need a smart media card reader|
--- In RS7000@y..., per167@a... wrote:

> if i have a scsi card (and cable) already connected to my 

computer? 

> Vince

For sure you need a Smart Media reader for OS updates...
| 3180|3174|2001-12-06 06:13:24|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|
--- In RS7000@y..., "xjurek" wrote:

> Thanks, and what contents this card, SPDIF coax and optical and 

what 

> else? Any other analog outs?



Yes all that and 6 analogue outs.
| 3181|3174|2001-12-06 06:15:52|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "xjurek" wrote:
> > Thanks, and what contents this card, SPDIF coax and optical and 
> what 
> > else? Any other analog outs?
> Yes all that and 6 analogue outs.

Oh and by the way i am sure your drummer would rather have a closed 
hihat or a shaker or something as metronome sound than this annoying 
klck-klck-klck of the RS-metronome. You would have to sacrifice a 
whole track for it...:(
| 3182|3174|2001-12-06 06:30:09|xjurek|Re: Setting metronome|

> Oh and by the way i am sure your drummer would rather have a closed 
> hihat or a shaker or something as metronome sound than this 

annoying 

> klck-klck-klck of the RS-metronome. You would have to sacrifice a 
> whole track for it...:(

Oh one track isn't problem, we are live group and so we need
max 5-6 tracks as background, but this can I do without
AIEB2. I could send one MIDI track with quarter notes to a
MIDI OUT to IN on Ddrum machine and there sacrifice one sound
(pad) for metronome and send it to B outputs (A outputs are main).
But I must in every song create one track for metronome.
However isn't it problem with copy function...
How fast could I have this track programmed?

Thanks Jiri
| 3183|3174|2001-12-06 06:40:32|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|
--- In RS7000@y..., "xjurek" wrote:

> Oh one track isn't problem, we are live group and so we need
> max 5-6 tracks as background, but this can I do without
> AIEB2. I could send one MIDI track with quarter notes to a
> MIDI OUT to IN on Ddrum machine and there sacrifice one sound
> (pad) for metronome and send it to B outputs (A outputs are main).
> But I must in every song create one track for metronome.
> However isn't it problem with copy function...

See you figured it out all by yourself. ;)

> How fast could I have this track programmed?

Within less than a minute if you use the grid recording mode.
So if you will use it in every song, make yourself a template-pattern 
with the metronome-track, that automaticly loads from SmartMedia each 
time you switch the machine on. The manual tells you how to do it.

--Tom

> 
> Thanks Jiri

| 3184|3174|2001-12-06 06:47:19|xjurek|Re: Setting metronome|

> So if you will use it in every song, make yourself a template-

pattern 

> with the metronome-track, that automaticly loads from SmartMedia 

each 

> time you switch the machine on. The manual tells you how to do it.
> 
> --Tom

Thank you Tom, 

now I have ideas how to solve this problem.
I learn it in manual.

Jiri
| 3185|3174|2001-12-06 06:54:51|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|



--- In RS7000@y..., "xjurek" wrote:

> Thank you Tom, 

You´re welcome.

> now I have ideas how to solve this problem.
> I learn it in manual.

Great, if you solved it, keep us informed so that we can add this 
into the upcoming FAQ.

Tom
| 3186|3174|2001-12-06 08:44:25|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Setting metronome|

> Yes all that and 6 analogue outs.

but no ADAT optical :(

dan. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3187|3174|2001-12-06 08:45:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Setting metronome|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 14:30, xjurek wrote:

> > Oh and by the way i am sure your drummer would rather have a closed
> > hihat or a shaker or something as metronome sound than this
>
> annoying
>
> > klck-klck-klck of the RS-metronome. You would have to sacrifice a
> > whole track for it...:(
>
> Oh one track isn't problem, we are live group and so we need
> max 5-6 tracks as background, but this can I do without
> AIEB2. I could send one MIDI track with quarter notes to a
> MIDI OUT to IN on Ddrum machine and there sacrifice one sound
> (pad) for metronome and send it to B outputs (A outputs are main).
> But I must in every song create one track for metronome.
> However isn't it problem with copy function...
> How fast could I have this track programmed?

Its much easier than the above. Create a pattern on your drum machine with 
whatever sound you like, hihat, sidestick, etc. 
Next, slave the drum machine to the RS using midi clock.
Now everytime you start the RS, your drum machine will start playing its own 
metronome pattern. 

Works for every RS song, and doesn't take an RS track.

- Robert
| 3188|3174|2001-12-06 09:12:38|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Its much easier than the above. Create a pattern on your drum 

machine 
[...]

The problem is, that the ddrum from Clavia is just an drumsound-
expander (accessed through those big pads) which has no own sequencer 
AFAIK. Correct me if i am wrong.
| 3189|3174|2001-12-06 09:24:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Setting metronome|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 17:12, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Its much easier than the above. Create a pattern on your drum
>
> machine
> [...]
>
>
> The problem is, that the ddrum from Clavia is just an drumsound-
> expander (accessed through those big pads) which has no own sequencer
> AFAIK. Correct me if i am wrong.



Darn, didn't know that. 
Sorry, Tom, aka MSC, for confusing this thread. ;)

- Robert

>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3190|3174|2001-12-06 10:01:46|tomfinegan|Re: Setting metronome|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Darn, didn't know that. 
> Sorry, Tom, aka MSC, for confusing this thread. ;)

No problem Robert, confusion was the reason for the foundation of 
this group in general...;)

--Tom aka MSC???
| 3191|3174|2001-12-06 10:03:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Setting metronome|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 18:01, tomfinegan wrote:

> --Tom aka MSC???

HA! Confused??
| 3192|3192|2001-12-06 10:52:47|megons|RS7000 + RM1x live pa from SNEAK-THIEF|
Yo,

I've been doing live pa since 1997 and have had many different 
setups - but I have to say that the RM1x + RS7000 + DJ mixer is my 
hands-down favorite so far. Here's a picture of my setup: 
http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak.html

I did a live pa at my record release party a few weeks ago using this 
combo. The set is called 'Pink Panties' - 50 minutes of accelerated 
funk:

http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr/sneak-thief_pinkpanties.mp3
(50mb, 128kpbs)

http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr/sneak-thief_pinkpanties-small.mp3
(11mb, 32kpbs)

...I'm sure you'll recognize a few things from the RS7000. 

I'm also happy to announce the launch of my new site, 
http://www.sneak-thief.com - this coincides with the release of my 
new electro 12", entitled "dirty romantic."

enjoy!

michel morin (aka sneak-thief)
gingerbread house records
listen: mp3.com/sneak-thief
see: www.sneak-thief.com
| 3193|3193|2001-12-06 10:54:05|Emiliano|Question about Live presentations|
Hi!
My name is Emiliano and I m writing you from São Paulo, Brasil.

I recently bought a RS to compose techno tracks and it is working very well

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak.html
http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr/sneak-thief_pinkpanties.mp3
http://www.chromaticon.com/ghr/sneak-thief_pinkpanties-small.mp3
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


for my needs.

I d like to hear opinions and experiences you had about using the RS to do
live presentations.
Has anyone done a live show using ONLY the RS? If so, how did you managed to
do the mixing from
one music to another, without stopping it? It s possible or I ll need to use
a computer controlling
it or another gear to do a non-stop live show? It s there a way to program
it on the pattern chain mode
, to change styles mixing like a DJ would do?

Sorry for my poor English.

Thanks

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br
| 3194|3193|2001-12-06 11:36:53|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Question about Live presentations|
hey, yup, did a show last week (60 minutes set, progressive
house-techno-trance... ...I wanted to post it for you guys to have a listen,
but my brain-dead buddy forgot the cable for his minidisk...)

I learned performing live with the RM1x, that I was going to need something
other then my KAOSS pad for transitional effects, and I feel that this last
performance with the RS went super smooth, here's what I did:

RS7k + laptop + Dj mixer = great live set!

I had PCDJ loaded up on the laptop for my transitions. I had prerecorded a
bunch of my 'bonus beats' and threw them down to mp3(yeah, okay, that part
of it wasn't 'live', but they were only 30sec-2min segways...), plus a load
of samples to mix in when I wanted, and used the Dj mixer to mix between the
two. The other reason for the mixer, was to pump the levels/EQ because I
can't hire my own sound guy... ...that part was the best.

This is the easiest way to keep the beat alive... ...if I didn't have the
laptop, I would've used my CD player. Having PCDJ was nice because of it's
pitch shifting capabilities.

Honestly, I think you -could- do a seamless set with only the RS, but it
would require some serious preplanning/preparation in the studio, and I
wasn't interested in doing that, because my time is better spent on making
tunes and arranging... ...not farting around with program changes and midi
glitches(IMHO)

The live setup:
RS7k
MicroQ
Fizmo rack
Filter Factory
Mo-FX
Promix 01
Laptop (for mp3s/samples only...NOT MIDI!)
Stanton DJ mixer
power regulator (a must!)
Kaoss pad...but it stayed in the case.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Emiliano [mailto:emilianob@uol.com.br] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2001 12:53 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations

Hi!
My name is Emiliano and I'm writing you from São Paulo, Brasil.

I recently bought a RS to compose techno tracks and it is working very well
for my needs.

I'd like to hear opinions and experiences you had about using the RS to do
live presentations.
Has anyone done a live show using ONLY the RS? If so, how did you managed to
do the mixing from
one music to another, without stopping it? It's possible or I'll need to use
a computer controlling
it or another gear to do a non-stop live show? It's there a way to program

mailto:emilianob@uol.com.br
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


it on the pattern chain mode
, to change styles mixing like a DJ would do?

Sorry for my poor English.

Thanks

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3195|3193|2001-12-06 11:46:34|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Question about Live presentations|
...oh, also forgot to say, if anyone tells you the RS7k's drums are
lacking... ...they've never heard them over a 5000 watt P.A. system...

it was slam'n

:)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2001 1:37 PM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations

hey, yup, did a show last week (60 minutes set, progressive
house-techno-trance... ...I wanted to post it for you guys to have a listen,
but my brain-dead buddy forgot the cable for his minidisk...)

I learned performing live with the RM1x, that I was going to need something
other then my KAOSS pad for transitional effects, and I feel that this last
performance with the RS went super smooth, here's what I did:

RS7k + laptop + Dj mixer = great live set!

I had PCDJ loaded up on the laptop for my transitions. I had prerecorded a
bunch of my 'bonus beats' and threw them down to mp3(yeah, okay, that part
of it wasn't 'live', but they were only 30sec-2min segways...), plus a load
of samples to mix in when I wanted, and used the Dj mixer to mix between the
two. The other reason for the mixer, was to pump the levels/EQ because I
can't hire my own sound guy... ...that part was the best.
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This is the easiest way to keep the beat alive... ...if I didn't have the
laptop, I would've used my CD player. Having PCDJ was nice because of it's
pitch shifting capabilities.

Honestly, I think you -could- do a seamless set with only the RS, but it
would require some serious preplanning/preparation in the studio, and I
wasn't interested in doing that, because my time is better spent on making
tunes and arranging... ...not farting around with program changes and midi
glitches(IMHO)

The live setup:
RS7k
MicroQ
Fizmo rack
Filter Factory
Mo-FX
Promix 01
Laptop (for mp3s/samples only...NOT MIDI!)
Stanton DJ mixer
power regulator (a must!)
Kaoss pad...but it stayed in the case.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Emiliano [mailto:emilianob@uol.com.br] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2001 12:53 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations

Hi!
My name is Emiliano and I'm writing you from São Paulo, Brasil.

I recently bought a RS to compose techno tracks and it is working very well
for my needs.

I'd like to hear opinions and experiences you had about using the RS to do
live presentations.
Has anyone done a live show using ONLY the RS? If so, how did you managed to
do the mixing from
one music to another, without stopping it? It's possible or I'll need to use
a computer controlling
it or another gear to do a non-stop live show? It's there a way to program
it on the pattern chain mode
, to change styles mixing like a DJ would do?

Sorry for my poor English.

Thanks

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> > 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3196|3193|2001-12-06 12:08:23|synthe. labo|Re: Question about Live presentations|

>...oh, also forgot to say, if anyone tells you the RS7k's drums are
>lacking... ...they've never heard them over a 5000 watt P.A. system...
>
>it was slam'n

hehe
2 week ago i played in a free-party near Torino with a sound of 13KW,
rs7000 + electribe es-1 + echoplex/boss vf-1 (didn't bring with me the nord 
mod., i sampled a lot of sounds)
yes, good feeling to hear rs7k drums into 13000 watts!!!

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3197|3172|2001-12-06 12:16:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: complete production- please help|
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On Thursday 06 December 2001 10:51, mirrormindus wrote:

> I need some help. As a previous owner of the RM1x, I understand most of the
> RS. I even think i know the answer to some of the following questions. To
> be sure though, here I go.
>
> 1) After I convert a pattern chain to a song, what would be the best way to
> record main vocals on top, effected by all of the effect blocks, and then
> once i am done recording the vocals, add effects to the overall song? 

If you actually want to record the vocals *in* the RS, you would need an 
empty track and sample the vocals with the Kit+Note sampling mode. That would 
'place' the recorded audio exactly at the right place, like on a multitrack 
recorder. Once recorded, the vocals track can be given its own set of effect 
send levels. All of the RS tracks can finally be fed through the master 
effect block.

> Would
> it just involve "levels in" set on MIC, MONO x 2, and the Setup effect
> levels set appropriately? 

You mean in the A/D Setup pages? That only *mixes* the audio signal coming 
from the sample inputs with the rest of the RS, but it doesn't record the 
audio. It *does* however send the audio through the 3 effect blocks.

> then overdub the whole song w/ the effect blocks?
> How exactly, step by step, would I do this. 

See above.

> Is there a de-esser, a
> de-popper (p,b sounds) anywhere in the RS? 

Nope. See the english manual, page 313 for a list of effects.

> Would it just involve
> compression with a sidechain? in detail, how do i do this(I'm familiar with
> the concept, not the application)? 

Can't help you here, sorry. The RS compressor algos are very nice, but don't 
support a sidechain input.

> Is there any documents describing, in
> detail, the RS's effects, and their possible uses with detailed examples?

Not really, just a list of available effects and their parameters.

> if these effects stem, in part, from previous Yamaha models, could that be
> a lead? what about the effects that don't? Is there a mic-pre on the RS?

The sample inputs can be gained for mic level signals.

> What effect would I use for a tube compressor for vocals? Any help would be
> greatly appreciated.

Sorry, dunno what RS compressor algo would fit that best. There's one 
compressor and two multi-compessor algorithm available with different 
parameters. Maybe you should look for external fx gear. And when you're 
looking for stuff like that, you may also consider a record medium with 
24-bit sample width, to get those fine details recorded.

- Robert
| 3198|3174|2001-12-06 13:08:32|Jeff|Re: Setting metronome|
On Thu, 6 Dec 2001 18:03:36 +0100, Robert van der Kamp wrote,

> re Group Confusion:
>



> HA! Confused??

Heck no, the RS7000 documentation has all the answers! ;^)
| 3200|3193|2001-12-06 14:04:45|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations|
Hi! Thanks for your answer.

Well, as I´m also a DJ, I already tried to use
2 Pick-ups + RS + Mixer, it´s not the same that you suggested but it´s
the same principle.

In your msg. you told you believe it´s possible to use only the RS, only
requiring some preparation.
If I understood right, the way to do so it´s programing in the beggining of
each preset midi instructions adjusting the filters and envelopes to match
the
original preset. And them play in pattern mode only alternating the
presets you use on each channel.It´s that right?
Is there another easy way?

Thanks

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 6 de dezembro de 2001 16:37
> Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations
>
>
> hey, yup, did a show last week (60 minutes set, progressive
> house-techno-trance... ...I wanted to post it for you guys to
> have a listen,
> but my brain-dead buddy forgot the cable for his minidisk...)
>
> I learned performing live with the RM1x, that I was going to need
> something
> other then my KAOSS pad for transitional effects, and I feel that
> this last
> performance with the RS went super smooth, here's what I did:
>
> RS7k + laptop + Dj mixer = great live set!
>
> I had PCDJ loaded up on the laptop for my transitions. I had prerecorded a
> bunch of my 'bonus beats' and threw them down to mp3(yeah, okay, that part
> of it wasn't 'live', but they were only 30sec-2min segways...),
> plus a load
> of samples to mix in when I wanted, and used the Dj mixer to mix
> between the
> two. The other reason for the mixer, was to pump the levels/EQ because I
> can't hire my own sound guy... ...that part was the best.
>
> This is the easiest way to keep the beat alive... ...if I didn't have the
> laptop, I would've used my CD player. Having PCDJ was nice because of it's
> pitch shifting capabilities.
>
> Honestly, I think you -could- do a seamless set with only the RS, but it
> would require some serious preplanning/preparation in the studio, and I
> wasn't interested in doing that, because my time is better spent on making
> tunes and arranging... ...not farting around with program changes and midi
> glitches(IMHO)
>
> The live setup:
> RS7k
> MicroQ
> Fizmo rack
> Filter Factory
> Mo-FX
> Promix 01
> Laptop (for mp3s/samples only...NOT MIDI!)
> Stanton DJ mixer
> power regulator (a must!)
> Kaoss pad...but it stayed in the case.
>
> B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Emiliano [mailto:emilianob@uol.com.br]

mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:emilianob@uol.com.br


> Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2001 12:53 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations
>
>
> Hi!
> My name is Emiliano and I'm writing you from São Paulo, Brasil.
>
> I recently bought a RS to compose techno tracks and it is working
> very well
> for my needs.
>
> I'd like to hear opinions and experiences you had about using the RS to do
> live presentations.
> Has anyone done a live show using ONLY the RS? If so, how did you
> managed to
> do the mixing from
> one music to another, without stopping it? It's possible or I'll
> need to use
> a computer controlling
> it or another gear to do a non-stop live show? It's there a way to program
> it on the pattern chain mode
> , to change styles mixing like a DJ would do?
>
> Sorry for my poor English.
>
>
> Thanks
>
> Emiliano
> www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
> <http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/

S=17050321
44:HM/A=879173/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f>

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879173/rand=389713555>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 3201|3193|2001-12-06 14:21:01|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Question about Live presentations|
I'll leave the rest to Robert ;)

he's the man :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Emiliano [mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2001 4:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations

Hi! Thanks for your answer.

Well, as I´m also a DJ, I already tried to use
2 Pick-ups + RS + Mixer, it´s not the same that you suggested but it´s
the same principle.

In your msg. you told you believe it´s possible to use only the RS, only
requiring some preparation.
If I understood right, the way to do so it´s programing in the beggining of
each preset midi instructions adjusting the filters and envelopes to match
the
original preset. And them play in pattern mode only alternating the
presets you use on each channel.It´s that right?
Is there another easy way?

Thanks

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 6 de dezembro de 2001 16:37
> Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations
>
>
> hey, yup, did a show last week (60 minutes set, progressive
> house-techno-trance... ...I wanted to post it for you guys to
> have a listen,
> but my brain-dead buddy forgot the cable for his minidisk...)
>
> I learned performing live with the RM1x, that I was going to need
> something
> other then my KAOSS pad for transitional effects, and I feel that
> this last
> performance with the RS went super smooth, here's what I did:
>
> RS7k + laptop + Dj mixer = great live set!
>
> I had PCDJ loaded up on the laptop for my transitions. I had prerecorded a
> bunch of my 'bonus beats' and threw them down to mp3(yeah, okay, that part
> of it wasn't 'live', but they were only 30sec-2min segways...),
> plus a load
> of samples to mix in when I wanted, and used the Dj mixer to mix
> between the
> two. The other reason for the mixer, was to pump the levels/EQ because I
> can't hire my own sound guy... ...that part was the best.
>
> This is the easiest way to keep the beat alive... ...if I didn't have the
> laptop, I would've used my CD player. Having PCDJ was nice because of it's
> pitch shifting capabilities.
>
> Honestly, I think you -could- do a seamless set with only the RS, but it
> would require some serious preplanning/preparation in the studio, and I
> wasn't interested in doing that, because my time is better spent on making
> tunes and arranging... ...not farting around with program changes and midi
> glitches(IMHO)
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>
> The live setup:
> RS7k
> MicroQ
> Fizmo rack
> Filter Factory
> Mo-FX
> Promix 01
> Laptop (for mp3s/samples only...NOT MIDI!)
> Stanton DJ mixer
> power regulator (a must!)
> Kaoss pad...but it stayed in the case.
>
> B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Emiliano [mailto:emilianob@uol.com.br]
> Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2001 12:53 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations
>
>
> Hi!
> My name is Emiliano and I'm writing you from São Paulo, Brasil.
>
> I recently bought a RS to compose techno tracks and it is working
> very well
> for my needs.
>
> I'd like to hear opinions and experiences you had about using the RS to do
> live presentations.
> Has anyone done a live show using ONLY the RS? If so, how did you
> managed to
> do the mixing from
> one music to another, without stopping it? It's possible or I'll
> need to use
> a computer controlling
> it or another gear to do a non-stop live show? It's there a way to program
> it on the pattern chain mode
> , to change styles mixing like a DJ would do?
>
> Sorry for my poor English.
>
>
> Thanks
>
> Emiliano
> www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
> <http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/> 
S=17050321
44:HM/A=879173/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f
<http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f> >

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai

> 

l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879173/rand=389713555>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> >

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> >
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> >
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* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=879173/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879173/rand=742054506> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3202|3202|2001-12-06 14:48:29|Jeff|Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
After playing with the box for a couple hours last night I can see why Yamaha
is having a hard time describing the RS7000. 

I ran the PATTERN + PATTCHAIN + UTILITY + POWER ON program:
Firm Ver: 1.14
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Kernel Ver: 1.10
Data Ver: 1.28

Q: What does Factory Set do? (I'm guessing this is a reset function.)

Finding the ISOLAT button was fun... trick question. 

Other questions, possible sarcasm.

Q: Has anyone complained about the horrid fonts used in the display? The
zeros look like broken ambulance signs, the ones like broken phones, "01"
looks like "+1", etc. This makes the machine very hard to adapt to. I won't
rant about the position and viewing angle of the LCD, nor the lack of LCD
contrast.

Q: What rocket scientist decided to nix the word TEMPO from our vocabulary?
Like we needed another acronym... and we sure wouldn't want kids to learn
music terminology.

Q: What's up with the variable ~200 ms lag in the LED/BPM Measure.Beat
display? When you're recording it's the most important piece of information
to have ticking away in real time. Is fixing this on Yamaha's update list?

Q: Is there a direct way to select patterns past A-J with buttons? I
intuitively went for the SHIFT key but it doesn't shift the pattern select
buttons.

The answers are probably somewhere, but I couldn't find the FAQ. ;^)
| 3203|3193|2001-12-06 15:26:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 22:03, Emiliano wrote:

> Hi! Thanks for your answer.
>
> Well, as I´m also a DJ, I already tried to use
> 2 Pick-ups + RS + Mixer, it´s not the same that you suggested but it´s
> the same principle.
>
> In your msg. you told you believe it´s possible to use only the RS, only
> requiring some preparation.
> If I understood right, the way to do so it´s programing in the beggining
> of each preset midi instructions adjusting the filters and envelopes to
> match the
> original preset. And them play in pattern mode only alternating the
> presets you use on each channel.It´s that right?
> Is there another easy way?

Sorry, I don't really understand what you're saying here. Could you rephrase 
please? What do you mean by 'preset'?

- Robert
| 3204|3202|2001-12-06 15:30:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
On Thursday 06 December 2001 22:48, Jeff wrote:

> After playing with the box for a couple hours last night I can see why
> Yamaha is having a hard time describing the RS7000. 
>
> I ran the PATTERN + PATTCHAIN + UTILITY + POWER ON program:
> Firm Ver: 1.14
> Kernel Ver: 1.10
> Data Ver: 1.28
>
> Q: What does Factory Set do? (I'm guessing this is a reset function.)

Yep.

>
> Finding the ISOLAT button was fun... trick question. 

;) Where is it?

>
> Other questions, possible sarcasm.
>
> Q: Has anyone complained about the horrid fonts used in the display? The
> zeros look like broken ambulance signs, the ones like broken phones, "01"
> looks like "+1", etc. This makes the machine very hard to adapt to. I
> won't rant about the position and viewing angle of the LCD, nor the lack of



> LCD contrast.

I'm having problems when in Edit mode. Very hard to read, imo, especially 
after being used to the excelent QY700 screen/fonts.

>
> Q: What rocket scientist decided to nix the word TEMPO from our vocabulary?
> Like we needed another acronym... and we sure wouldn't want kids to learn
> music terminology.
>
> Q: What's up with the variable ~200 ms lag in the LED/BPM Measure.Beat
> display? When you're recording it's the most important piece of
> information to have ticking away in real time. Is fixing this on Yamaha's
> update list?

You mean the dot, right? Yes, its slow here to (running ver. 1.11). But the 
green LED in the play button is doing fine. 

>
> Q: Is there a direct way to select patterns past A-J with buttons? I
> intuitively went for the SHIFT key but it doesn't shift the pattern select
> buttons.

Nope. Maybe in a future OS release, but you'll have to use the knob to reach 
the upper 6 sections. Someone successfully used MIDI sysex strings to select 
the sections, using an external midi switch box.

- Robert

>
> The answers are probably somewhere, but I couldn't find the FAQ. ;^)

;P
| 3205|3193|2001-12-06 16:21:40|Emiliano|RES: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations|
Oh, sorry... I mean Phrases.

Right now I´m programing each music on a differnt style, so music 1 is style
1, music 2 is style 2...

My idea is to save all my phrases, from all my musics to one style, and
then,
whyle playing, change then on the pattern screen.

So, while playing music 1, I´ld have on channel 1 the first phrase from this
music, and then
to go for the second music, I´ld change the channel 1 to the first phrase
from the second music and keep
doing that untill I had all the 16 channels playing phrases from the second
music and the mixing was complete
All this on Pattern mode.
This seens to complicated and maybe there is a better way to do that on
pattern chain mode(?)

Sorry if this is to basic, but the RS is my first "hardware" sequencer.

Thanks

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 6 de dezembro de 2001 20:26
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: Re: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations
>
>
> On Thursday 06 December 2001 22:03, Emiliano wrote:
> > Hi! Thanks for your answer.
> >
> > Well, as I´m also a DJ, I already tried to use

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > 2 Pick-ups + RS + Mixer, it´s not the same that you suggested but it´s
> > the same principle.
> >
> > In your msg. you told you believe it´s possible to use only the RS, only
> > requiring some preparation.
> > If I understood right, the way to do so it´s programing in the
> beggining
> > of each preset midi instructions adjusting the filters and envelopes to
> > match the
> > original preset. And them play in pattern mode only alternating the
> > presets you use on each channel.It´s that right?
> > Is there another easy way?
>
> Sorry, I don't really understand what you're saying here. Could
> you rephrase
> please? What do you mean by 'preset'?
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3206|3193|2001-12-07 00:46:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations|
On Friday 07 December 2001 00:21, Emiliano wrote:

> Oh, sorry... I mean Phrases.
>
>
>
> Right now I´m programing each music on a differnt style, so music 1 is
> style 1, music 2 is style 2...
>
> My idea is to save all my phrases, from all my musics to one style, and
> then,
> whyle playing, change then on the pattern screen.
>
> So, while playing music 1, I´ld have on channel 1 the first phrase from
> this music, and then
> to go for the second music, I´ld change the channel 1 to the first phrase
> from the second music and keep
> doing that untill I had all the 16 channels playing phrases from the second
> music and the mixing was complete
> All this on Pattern mode.
> This seens to complicated and maybe there is a better way to do that on
> pattern chain mode(?)
>

I understand. And all this without stopping the RS and keep you in full DJ 
control, I assume? 

While running the RS you can:
- changes phrases within on pattern
- change patterns within one style
- change styles

You cannot change to Pattern Chain mode without stopping, and when a chain is 
running, you no longer have 'DJ control'. The patterns are played like a 
song. You can change sounds, but not the patterns.

Since there are only 256 phrases available per style (per 16 patterns), it 
may be a good thing to give each song its own phrase. You could then simply 
jump from one song to another by telling the RS to jump from style 1 to 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
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style 2.

Your suggestion is also very nice, changing phrases within a pattern, as it 
allows you to slowly morph from one song to the next. This implicates however 
that the phrases of both morphed songs are stored in the same style.

> Sorry if this is to basic, but the RS is my first "hardware" sequencer.

Not basic at all. 

- Robert
| 3207|3193|2001-12-07 01:28:20|tomfinegan|Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> While running the RS you can:
> - changes phrases within on pattern
> - change patterns within one style
> - change styles

AND: Change to LOOP REMIX! while running...really funky function! ;)

--Tom
| 3208|3202|2001-12-07 04:37:58|Jeff|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
On Thu, 6 Dec 2001 23:30:35 +0100, Robert wrote,

> On Thursday 06 December 2001 22:48, Jeff wrote:
> > ...
> > I ran the PATTERN + PATTCHAIN + UTILITY + POWER ON program:
> > Firm Ver: 1.14
> > Kernel Ver: 1.10
> > Data Ver: 1.28
> > Finding the ISOLAT button was fun... trick question. 
> 
> ;) Where is it?

Heh... I don't recall! 

> > ...
> > Q: What's up with the variable ~200 ms lag in the LED/BPM Measure.Beat
> > display? When you're recording it's the most important piece of
> > information to have ticking away in real time. Is fixing this on Yamaha's
> > update list?
> 
> You mean the dot, right? Yes, its slow here to (running ver. 1.11). But the 
> green LED in the play button is doing fine. 

Yes, but not the dot. I set the BPM LED to display Measure.Beat so the
critical "where am I" info is lagging behind the beat. Also, when you use
the << and >> buttons to locate the sequencer the BPM Measure.Beat doesn't
change when the buttons are auto repeating.

> > ...
> > The answers are probably somewhere, but I couldn't find the FAQ. ;^)
> 
> ;P

;-()

I found a couple things to add to the FAQ, Yamaha wish list, or the windows
recycle bin. :)

* The preset phrases are completely undocumented. I hadn't picked up a
SmartCard reader yet so I didn't load up the styles on the CDROM, but it
doesn't look like enough data to audition everything in the phrases. (I
could definitely be wrong here, and partially wrong on the next point).

* IMHO Yamaha missed a very important chunk of sample style data - the
machine should have 10-20 styles dedicated to drum machine meat and potatoes
tracks / variations.

* When 1 or all patterns for a track are cleared, the track remains muted.

* This is an important one for the FAQ - Documenting the time to load and



save ALL+System with various RAM configurations. I booted the machine using
the factory SmartMedia card to freshly load the autoload 1 file, and then
wrote it to a 128 MEG SmartMedia card. I repeated the process with the
autoload 2 file. Based on the time it took to write the factory styles and
data, it will take around 20 minutes to save a fully loaded 64 MEG setup.

For me, that is a show stopper. Having a SCSI hard drive hanging off the
back all the time isn't an option. I was going to use the HD for occasional
archiving and transferring to the computer, and use the SmartMedia card as
the media always available. 128 MEG CompactFlash cards read/write about 1.1
MEG/Sec through a USB port so I figured the rs7k would have about the same
read/write speed.

I'm sad to say the machine is being returned. 

Jeff
| 3209|3202|2001-12-07 05:38:45|tomfinegan|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
--- In RS7000@y..., Jeff wrote:

> data, it will take around 20 minutes to save a fully loaded 64 MEG 

setup.

> 
> For me, that is a show stopper. 

In what live-situation do you SAVE 64MB? And 64MB, geez that´s a 
whole lot of sound...
And are you really sure you would have to do this, and can´t simply 
load your RS BEFORE the show? You don´t want to have a SCSI drive 
hanging on the RS, well show me one Rompler-Sampler-Sequencer-combi 
that does what the RS does? If you buy a sampler with a built-in HD, 
you still need a sequencer...if you buy a sequencer liek the 
RM1x...you still need a sampler...either way you won´t get around the 
problem. SmartMedia is a compromise for this situation.

> 128 MEG CompactFlash cards read/write about 1.1
> MEG/Sec through a USB port 

Ok, first of all you compare apples with oranges. The RS uses not 
CompactFlash, it uses SmartMedia cards (duh), and second the 
SmartMediaCard reader inside the RS is NOT connected through USB. So 
when you say:

" I figured the rs7k would have about the same read/write speed."

You were figuring wrong. I don´t know what the transfer rate is but 
you should not assume from one technical complete different product 
specifications to another. It´s like saying, because my Ferrari can 
speed up within a second up to 100mph, my Volkswagen, who has only 
half of the horsepower needs 2 seconds...wrong answer...;)

> 
> I'm sad to say the machine is being returned. 

Well, that´s not sad, that´s just the way it is. As i already said on 
many occasions, the RS is for sure not suitable for everyone. If it 
doesn´t fullfill your needs, get something that does.

Maybe a Roland CDX1 or SP808 would fit your needs better.

--Tom
| 3210|3202|2001-12-07 05:40:38|tomfinegan|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
--- In RS7000@y..., Jeff wrote:

> data, it will take around 20 minutes to save a fully loaded 64 MEG 

setup.

> 
> For me, that is a show stopper. 

In what live-situation do you SAVE 64MB? And 64MB, geez that´s a 
whole lot of sound...
And are you really sure you would have to do this, and can´t simply 
load your RS BEFORE the show? You don´t want to have a SCSI drive 
hanging on the RS, well show me one Rompler-Sampler-Sequencer-combi 
that does what the RS does? If you buy a sampler with a built-in HD, 
you still need a sequencer...if you buy a sequencer liek the 



RM1x...you still need a sampler...either way you won´t get around the 
problem. SmartMedia is a compromise for this situation.

> 128 MEG CompactFlash cards read/write about 1.1
> MEG/Sec through a USB port 

Ok, first of all you compare apples with oranges. The RS uses not 
CompactFlash, it uses SmartMedia cards (duh), and second the 
SmartMediaCard reader inside the RS is NOT connected through USB. So 
when you say:

" I figured the rs7k would have about the same read/write speed."

You were figuring wrong. I don´t know what the transfer rate is but 
you should not assume from one technical complete different product 
specifications to another. It´s like saying, because my Ferrari can 
speed up within a second up to 100mph, my Volkswagen, who has only 
half of the horsepower needs 2 seconds...wrong answer...;)

> 
> I'm sad to say the machine is being returned. 

Well, that´s not sad, that´s just the way it is. As i already said on 
many occasions, the RS is for sure not suitable for everyone. If it 
doesn´t fullfill your needs, get something that does.

Maybe a Roland CDX1 or SP808 would fit your needs better.

--Tom
| 3211|3211|2001-12-07 05:53:24|tomfinegan|OT: new Drummachine MFB KULT|
http://www.mfberlin.de/Produkte/Musikelektronik/MFB-KULT/mfb-kult.html
| 3212|3212|2001-12-07 07:48:03|Exceed 6 Doses|RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|

> Ok ... Is it me?

well Im trying to figure out if the Rs7000 can make up its own custom drum kits?

Like putting a 808 kick in the place of the techno base on the tecno kit?

Most Groove boxes do this but ... You know Yamaha does things there way, so if someone could help me out here that would be
great...

Reason being is .... (I love the drum sounds) but if you have the preset drum kits it makes the RS7000 very predictable and
generic. I don't mean sampling a drum kit ...

Basically creating your own custom kit on that particular drum kit...

JaYSeon_CGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3213|3212|2001-12-07 07:51:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
AFAIK, you cannot create 'drum-maps' with the RS...

I usually stick BD, SD, HH, OH, on different channels anyway, this is how I
work, plus then you can use effects on the individual parts...

I suppose the only work around is using samples...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Exceed 6 Doses [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 9:48 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

> Ok ... Is it me?

well Im trying to figure out if the Rs7000 can make up its own custom drum
kits?

Like putting a 808 kick in the place of the techno base on the tecno kit?

Most Groove boxes do this but ... You know Yamaha does things there way, so

http://www.mfberlin.de/Produkte/Musikelektronik/MFB-KULT/mfb-kult.html
http://explorer.msn.com/
mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


if someone could help me out here that would be great...

Reason being is .... (I love the drum sounds) but if you have the preset
drum kits it makes the RS7000 very predictable and generic. I don't mean
sampling a drum kit ...

Basically creating your own custom kit on that particular drum kit...

JaYSeon_CGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download :
http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3214|3212|2001-12-07 08:07:40|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
Thanks Bryan....

But it is kind dissapointing that you can't do that ... 
But I guess that is what the sampler is for :P

Cool Thanks 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 8:54 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

AFAIK, you cannot create 'drum-maps' with the RS...

I usually stick BD, SD, HH, OH, on different channels anyway, this is how I
work, plus then you can use effects on the individual parts...

I suppose the only work around is using samples...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Exceed 6 Doses [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 9:48 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)
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> Ok ... Is it me?

well Im trying to figure out if the Rs7000 can make up its own custom drum
kits?

Like putting a 808 kick in the place of the techno base on the tecno kit?

Most Groove boxes do this but ... You know Yamaha does things there way, so
if someone could help me out here that would be great...

Reason being is .... (I love the drum sounds) but if you have the preset
drum kits it makes the RS7000 very predictable and generic. I don't mean
sampling a drum kit ...

Basically creating your own custom kit on that particular drum kit...

JaYSeon_CGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download :
http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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yeah, it's a bit of a let down, considering it's such a small thing to
implement... ...and comes standard on just about any other synth... :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Exceed 6 Doses [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 10:07 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

Thanks Bryan....

But it is kind dissapointing that you can't do that ... 
But I guess that is what the sampler is for :P

Cool Thanks 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 8:54 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

AFAIK, you cannot create 'drum-maps' with the RS...

I usually stick BD, SD, HH, OH, on different channels anyway, this is how I
work, plus then you can use effects on the individual parts...

I suppose the only work around is using samples...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Exceed 6 Doses [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 9:48 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

> Ok ... Is it me?

well Im trying to figure out if the Rs7000 can make up its own custom drum
kits?

Like putting a 808 kick in the place of the techno base on the tecno kit?

Most Groove boxes do this but ... You know Yamaha does things there way, so
if someone could help me out here that would be great...

Reason being is .... (I love the drum sounds) but if you have the preset
drum kits it makes the RS7000 very predictable and generic. I don't mean
sampling a drum kit ...

Basically creating your own custom kit on that particular drum kit...

JaYSeon_CGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download :
http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com> <http://explorer.msn.com
<http://explorer.msn.com> >
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<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=213858.1765089.3286457.1261774/D=egroupmai
> 
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=763352/rand=499491899>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> >

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> >
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> >
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get> more from the Web. FREE MSN
Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com> 
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3216|3212|2001-12-07 08:12:27|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
Thanks Bryan...

Thats kind of dissapointing but... 

I guess that is what there is to use sampler is for ... :)

;) 

JaYSeon_C 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 8:54 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

AFAIK, you cannot create 'drum-maps' with the RS...

I usually stick BD, SD, HH, OH, on different channels anyway, this is how I
work, plus then you can use effects on the individual parts...

I suppose the only work around is using samples...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Exceed 6 Doses [mailto:exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 9:48 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

> Ok ... Is it me?

well Im trying to figure out if the Rs7000 can make up its own custom drum
kits?

Like putting a 808 kick in the place of the techno base on the tecno kit?

Most Groove boxes do this but ... You know Yamaha does things there way, so
if someone could help me out here that would be great...

Reason being is .... (I love the drum sounds) but if you have the preset
drum kits it makes the RS7000 very predictable and generic. I don't mean
sampling a drum kit ...

Basically creating your own custom kit on that particular drum kit...

JaYSeon_CGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download :
http://explorer.msn.com <http://explorer.msn.com>
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3217|3217|2001-12-07 09:59:21|Eric Venuto|2 questions for everyone|
1) Does anyone else with an RS7000 make Hip-Hop beats? I think a lot of HipHop heads don't know about how wonderful the RS7000
is. I bought it instead of an MPC and I'm quite glad I did so.
2) Where are you from? It seems like a lot of people aren't from the US, which is bangin. I'm from America. I'm tryina visit
another continent. Lemme know if I can stay at your house lol

peace, Eric

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3218|3193|2001-12-07 10:04:35|Emiliano|RES: RES: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations|
Thanks Robert, now I Have a pretty good Idea how to do a
non-top presentation.

I´m going to save my musics, one style for each one, in the same order
I intend to play, and then copy to the previous music (style) just the
phrases
that stands for the "intro", so I can slowly morph from one song to another
changing patterns and when this is complete, I can tell the RS to jump to
the next style.

This should work!

Thanks!!

Emiliano
www.djemiliano.hpg.com.br

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Enviada em: sexta-feira, 7 de dezembro de 2001 05:46
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Assunto: Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] Question about Live presentations
>
>
> On Friday 07 December 2001 00:21, Emiliano wrote:
> > Oh, sorry... I mean Phrases.
> >
> >
> >
> > Right now I´m programing each music on a differnt style, so music 1 is
> > style 1, music 2 is style 2...
> >
> > My idea is to save all my phrases, from all my musics to one style, and
> > then,
> > whyle playing, change then on the pattern screen.
> >
> > So, while playing music 1, I´ld have on channel 1 the first phrase from
> > this music, and then
> > to go for the second music, I´ld change the channel 1 to the
> first phrase
> > from the second music and keep
> > doing that untill I had all the 16 channels playing phrases
> from the second
> > music and the mixing was complete
> > All this on Pattern mode.
> > This seens to complicated and maybe there is a better way to do that on
> > pattern chain mode(?)
> >
>
> I understand. And all this without stopping the RS and keep you
> in full DJ
> control, I assume?
>
> While running the RS you can:
> - changes phrases within on pattern
> - change patterns within one style
> - change styles
>
> You cannot change to Pattern Chain mode without stopping, and
> when a chain is
> running, you no longer have 'DJ control'. The patterns are played like a
> song. You can change sounds, but not the patterns.
>
> Since there are only 256 phrases available per style (per 16
> patterns), it
> may be a good thing to give each song its own phrase. You could
> then simply
> jump from one song to another by telling the RS to jump from style 1 to
> style 2.
>
> Your suggestion is also very nice, changing phrases within a
> pattern, as it
> allows you to slowly morph from one song to the next. This
> implicates however
> that the phrases of both morphed songs are stored in the same style.
>
> > Sorry if this is to basic, but the RS is my first "hardware" sequencer.
>
> Not basic at all.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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>
>

| 3219|3212|2001-12-07 10:24:54|bookrs7k|RS7000 (I think they forgot something) BUT! what about this Fea|
Maybe Robert can confirm this but I think one of the cool features 
about the RS7000 is that it can seperate a drum track and put all of 
the different parts onto different tracks for you automaticly, i'm 
not talking about the slice function, but actualy track devide.
| 3220|3220|2001-12-07 10:33:49|bookrs7k|$$$$ I Have 3 Questions|
1. what are the knob and button movements that can be recorded into 
the internal sequencer,

3.what are the ones that cannot be recorded

2.does anybody know when and how you are suppose to apply the extract 
function regarding to sampling, i can't seem to find info on how it 
is best used.
| 3221|3221|2001-12-07 11:06:16|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: (I think they forgot something) BUT! what about this|
Yes that is correct ... If you make your drum parts and hit Drum track Divide

It does lay them out along the keys to easily mix in and out your drum tracks..

good point? But can anyone tell me how to get those nice and neat 

on to 12345 instead of 1 6 7 8 ? ... He he ... I forgot how to do that ...

I think you copy or something like that ... but I thought that there is an easy way of doing that..

JaYSeonC
..Maybe Robert can confirm this but I think one of the cool features
about the RS7000 is that it can seperate a drum track and put all of
the different parts onto different tracks for you automaticly, i'm
not talking about the slice function, but actualy track devide.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download :
http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3222|3220|2001-12-07 11:08:43|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: $$$$ I Have 3 Questions|

----- Original Message -----
From: bookrs7k
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 11:36 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] $$$$ I Have 3 Questions

1. what are the knob and button movements that can be recorded into
the internal sequencer,

3.what are the ones that cannot be recorded

2.does anybody know when and how you are suppose to apply the extract
function regarding to sampling, i can't seem to find info on how it
is best used.

> well I think they all will record into the sequencer tracks except the real time real play knobs at the top... But I
think I did run into a situation where ...
You can't turn the pitch knob and then put it into song mode... I could be wrong ... but maybe I did something wrong
.... But correct me if I am....

JaYSeonC... Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3223|3223|2001-12-07 11:18:20|Exceed 6 Doses|Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|
Ok Im just full of questions today...

I would like to know WHY the Arpegiators Suck on the Rs7000...

I mean isn't this a groove box? You think that they would have a way to interchange 

the Arpegiators ...? I use them a lot so is there a way or something I am not doing

I go to the Arpegiator mode... and you have Random up/ down bla bla...

ok so where is the 16th, 32 notes, 4 count, and 8, and 12 notes.... This is very effective when making a good drum roll or
sequencing a real complicated grove

So is this it or are there more ways to create them ...? 

I have play with time stretch and all of those ... but the problem with that is I can't sink it with the beat ... so it sounds
off>>>

Help Please!

JaYSeoNC Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3224|3224|2001-12-07 11:44:46|synthe. labo|Re: Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|

> Ok Im just full of questions today...
>
>I would like to know WHY the Arpegiators Suck on the Rs7000...
>
>I mean isn't this a groove box? You think that they would have a way to 
>interchange

hey, rs7000 is not made to do fu###ng trance!

>
>the Arpegiators ...? I use them a lot so is there a way or something I am 
>not doing
>
>I go to the Arpegiator mode... and you have Random up/ down bla bla...

try this:
put notes on your arpeggio, then go into 'groove' and start adding notes, 
shifts etc...then act also on play effects, you'll get tons of arpeggios
hey, don't be lazy, program every note bit by bit!!! :)))
seriously: try arpeggio with 'groove', you can obtain just 'the' arpeggio 
you want cause you put exactly every note while it's running

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3225|3225|2001-12-07 11:50:47|synthe. labo|AIEB I/O sep. outs. + ram|
hello,
i've mounted the expansion board AEB sep. outs and 64MB memory.
first impession on sep. outs: they work! good thing...:)
the main volume of rs7k doesn't influence at all any of the sep. outs;
first i thought it was a malfunctionament, then i realized that with
sep. out you can act only on the mixer of the selected channel.
no fx of course, but the stereo out function as a sep out too so it's ok
that old topic.
(courious thing: if i act on the first of the 3 effects blocks, it cut out a 
bit the volume of the selected channel; the other 2 effects no.)

--i noticed that with sep outs i go quickly in overdrive...i mean: if i use 
a channel with the volume at 127, the max, it's easy it's a bit overdriven.
probably it's also the external mixer setting of basses and mids etc.,
but with stereo outs and global volume i was able to play at my volume,
then force it to pump more without not wanted overdrive.
my impression of this fact is that with sep out you have to set your 
channels to a medium volume, about 80 or max 100 to have the sounds clean 

http://explorer.msn.com/
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp


(always with 'normal' settings on a mixer -> without mixing for this 
example) and a good managing of the whole thing.
i noticed also the strange thing that with sep outs if you have setted
a channel on your external mixer at a optimized level and then you increase 
the mixer channel volume (extarnal mixer), it goes again in overdrive...
this never happened with stereo main outs, i mean: if i had a sort of clean 
sound on a channel in the external mixer, i could be able to increase the 
volume and have the sound exactly as it was in the origin, only louder.
probably it's my in-experience with sep. outs. on samplers, i never had 
these.
the only thing that lacks in this way is to have a normal high volume and 
the ability to increase it more, to force the machine at a louder volume; it 
seems that if you want to have an optimized max high volume, you have to 
work correctly on internal mixer of single channels and on external mixer of 
any sort, and then mantain it in that way constantly without increasing any 
volume etc. not to fall in overdrive.
good thing about sep outs: i have not to put 'voices not to TG' etc etc etc 
on the 4 tracks i want to be mute that i use only to drive external gear: i 
simply doesn't assign to them any output.

--please tell me your impressions about volumes and volume settings on sep. 
outs.

about the ram.:
hope i installed the 2 simms well...how is the fastest method to test if 
they work?
and also a method to desplay how much ram i have...
...hope not to sample for an hour and then preview if it's ok...:)

p.s.: i haven't done any setting of nothing after i've installed sep. out 
and memory, just turned on the machine and played...
if i missed something, please tell me.

thanx

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3226|3202|2001-12-07 12:48:02|Jeff|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
Hi All,

I sent Tom a more detailed eMail reply, but it included more personal info
than was appropriate for a public list. Here's a more succinct reply...

On Fri, 07 Dec 2001 12:38:39 -0000, tomfinegan wrote,

> --- In RS7000@y..., Jeff wrote:
> > ... it will take around 20 minutes to save a fully loaded 64 MEG 
> > setup. For me, that is a show stopper.
>
> In what live-situation do you SAVE 64MB?

I didn't get the RS for live use. I'm disabled and bed-bound. The RS was
going to be a welcome change from fiddling with a computer based system.

> And 64MB, geez that´s a whole lot of sound...

Yea, but that's why I filled it with RAM. ;) Moving the thing on/off the
bed is pushing the concept of "portable", but with a SCSI drive hanging off
the back of the machine full time it's not practical.

I didn't have any experience with SmartMedia and therefore didn't have any
idea that dumping the RAM to the flash card would take so long. As far as
USB vs a directly connected reader goes, a direct interface would typically
be a faster data transfer so I didn't even consider it. 

Before I bought it I figured "1-2 minutes to save the machine state is slow,
but it's a removable card, and all things considered that's awfully darned
quick." Last night when I used the RS to backup the factory SmartMedia card
I thought something like this:

"Uh, that took about a minute and a half for around 3 meg of data. Hey bozo,
a full machine is going to be what, 40-60 meg? Uh, DUH... that's going to
take a long time!"

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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Considering I'd only be using it a few times a week for a couple hours at a
time, the read/write time would drive me nuts! IMHO adding some stats on the
SmartMedia read/write time would be a good addition to the FAQ.

> Maybe a Roland CDX1 or SP808 would fit your needs better.

Uh, no thanks! ;-)

Jeff
| 3227|3202|2001-12-07 12:59:40|megons|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
Jeff, keep in mind that saving always takes longer than loading. 
Also, why don't you leave your RS7000 on all the time? I've had my 
RM1x and A3000 for several years and left them on for weeks on end 
without any detrimental effects. Moving parts such as fans may wear 
out, but the RS7000 doesn't have any.

I've been an audio engineer at a radio station for over 5 years and 
have found turning most equipment on and off is much harder on it 
than leaving it on. Think of it - the traces on a circuit board 
expand and contract every time you cycle the power. Power-up is when 
most equipment will eventually fail. 

michel

--- In RS7000@y..., Jeff wrote:
> "Uh, that took about a minute and a half for around 3 meg of data. 
Hey bozo,
> a full machine is going to be what, 40-60 meg? Uh, DUH... that's 
going to
> take a long time!"
>

| 3228|3224|2001-12-07 13:14:14|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|
hey, rs7000 is not made to do fu###ng trance!

> ok? Then what is a good groovebox to do TRANCE?

I would like to know because I thought that is what they deigned this machine to do...

Listen to the Silly demo on it .... It got a mild hint of Trance Electro Industrio sound?

Or is that jsut another bogus feature of the Rs7000? I want to know these things...

I have never ever in my life Bought a Yamaha Product.. So I am learning slowly here

If it is Roland or Korg or EMU I have the Jest of things> Give me a break... :$

I am not a Yamaha Junkie? But trying to become addicted>

JaYSeon_CGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3229|3224|2001-12-07 13:26:50|synthe. labo|Re: Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|

>hey, rs7000 is not made to do fu###ng trance!
>
>
>
> > ok? Then what is a good groovebox to do TRANCE?
>
>I would like to know because I thought that is what they deigned this 
>machine to do...
>
>Listen to the Silly demo on it .... It got a mild hint of Trance Electro 
>Industrio sound?
>
>Or is that jsut another bogus feature of the Rs7000? I want to know these 
>things...

well, as you can imagine i was jocking
every groovebox can do trance, it's the easiest way to make a track

http://explorer.msn.com/


i don't think that there's A special groovebox for trance etc,
you can do it with rs7k as with mc-505 as with all the others...
sincerely i don't see the problem...
if you asked 'i want to do things like Future Sound Of London' only with a 
groovebox like rs7k, well, it would have been really hard to have a positive 
response cause you would need more equipment, a pc, effects, synths synths & 
synths etc.., but for trance rs7k can be perfect, as i.m.o. the AN200.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer all'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp
| 3230|3202|2001-12-07 14:39:08|Jeff|Re: Test mode on new machine: Ver 1.14|
On Fri, 07 Dec 2001 19:59:38 -0000, megons wrote,

> Jeff, keep in mind that saving always takes longer than loading. 
> Also, why don't you leave your RS7000 on all the time? I've had my 
> RM1x and A3000 for several years and left them on for weeks on end 
> without any detrimental effects. Moving parts such as fans may wear 
> out, but the RS7000 doesn't have any.
> 
> I've been an audio engineer at a radio station for over 5 years and 
> have found turning most equipment on and off is much harder on it 
> than leaving it on. Think of it - the traces on a circuit board 
> expand and contract every time you cycle the power. Power-up is when 
> most equipment will eventually fail. 

Good points, michel, but there are always exceptions to the rules. I was in
software since the Z80 came out and always left gear on, until around 89 when
a circuit in a computer blew and caught on fire. It probably would have
burned out before it had a chance to escape the case but you never know for
sure. Since then I've never left gear powered up 24/7 at home.

If the box were going to be in a home office / studio setting it wouldn't be
an issue... a bedroom environment is a bit different... if it's always on
then it's always in the way (don't bump, don't touch, etc). This is strictly
a case of a consumer that overlooked a small detail, one that wouldn't apply
to most situations. 

Jeff
| 3231|3231|2001-12-07 14:53:17|djdavejumpers|RS Mixer volume midi control|
Do you guys remember the mixer?
I couldn't figure out from the manual, or maybe there's no info I 
dunno; on how to control those lil Mixer faders using MIDI form an 
external midi controller.

Any ideas?

-Dave-
| 3232|3212|2001-12-07 15:40:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something) BUT! what about this|
On Friday 07 December 2001 18:24, bookrs7k wrote:

> Maybe Robert can confirm this but I think one of the cool features
> about the RS7000 is that it can seperate a drum track and put all of
> the different parts onto different tracks for you automaticly, i'm
> not talking about the slice function, but actualy track devide.

Yes, that's the Divide Drum Track job (page 150 of the english manual).
It takes the phrase of a given track, and splits the midi events into 8 new 
user phrases and places these new phrases on tracks 1-8. The original phrase 
is not changed.

- Robert
| 3233|3220|2001-12-07 15:51:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: $$$$ I Have 3 Questions|
On Friday 07 December 2001 18:33, bookrs7k wrote:

> 1. what are the knob and button movements that can be recorded into
> the internal sequencer,

There are 31 different knob *functions* that can be recorded (possibly 
depending on what is assigned). These are the 18 sound edit knobs. Using the 
buttons (like the Amp/Filter/Pitch selector knob) you get 31 programmable 
knob functions.

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>
> 3.what are the ones that cannot be recorded

The rest. ;)

>
> 2.does anybody know when and how you are suppose to apply the extract
> function regarding to sampling, i can't seem to find info on how it
> is best used.

You use the EXTRACT sample job to get rid of sample material prior to the 
sample start point and after the end point. 

For example if the start and end point of this sample:

aaaaaaaaaaabbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbcccccccccccccccc

would point to the 'bb...' part, and EXTRACT would result in this sample:

bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb

In other words, you would gain free sample memory. You may need to optimize 
the sample memory to actually get to use the free space.

- Robert

>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3234|3221|2001-12-07 15:55:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (I think they forgot something) BUT! what about this|
On Friday 07 December 2001 19:05, Exceed 6 Doses wrote:

> Yes that is correct ... If you make your drum parts and hit Drum track
> Divide
>
> It does lay them out along the keys to easily mix in and out your drum
> tracks..
>
> good point? But can anyone tell me how to get those nice and neat
>
> on to 12345 instead of 1 6 7 8 ? ... He he ... I forgot how to do that ...

You mean *tracks* 12345 instead 1678, right? Simply move the phrases produced 
by the Dive Drum Tracks job. You can't control it beforehand. This job looks 
at the MIDI note data and decides based on the note number where it should 
go. Afterwards, you can move the produced phrases to other tracks, if you 
like.

- Robert
| 3235|3223|2001-12-07 15:57:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|
On Friday 07 December 2001 19:17, Exceed 6 Doses wrote:

> Ok Im just full of questions today...
>
> I would like to know WHY the Arpegiators Suck on the Rs7000...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


The arp is kept very basic because the play effect section of the RS (midi 
delay, groove, beat stretch, clock shift, swing, loop remix) can be used on 
top of the arp pattern to create great patterns!

- Robert
| 3236|3225|2001-12-07 16:12:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB I/O sep. outs. + ram|
On Friday 07 December 2001 19:50, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello,
> i've mounted the expansion board AEB sep. outs and 64MB memory.
> first impession on sep. outs: they work! good thing...:)
> the main volume of rs7k doesn't influence at all any of the sep. outs;

Correct. The main volume knob controls the main outputs, which is everything 
that is *not* sent to the sep. outs.

> first i thought it was a malfunctionament, then i realized that with
> sep. out you can act only on the mixer of the selected channel.

Yep.

> no fx of course, 

Indeed. The 3 effect blocks' outputs are hard-wired to the main outputs.

> but the stereo out function as a sep out too so it's ok
> that old topic.
> (courious thing: if i act on the first of the 3 effects blocks, it cut out
> a bit the volume of the selected channel; the other 2 effects no.)

AFAIK, the variation effect knob (the first) is implemented in the form of a 
dry/whet knob. Setting it fully clockwise would eliminate the original dry 
signal. Depending on the output level of the variation effect, this may 
result in volume changes. 

The other two effect send knobs simply send a portion of the original sound 
to the corresponding effect blocks, *on top* of the original sound, like aux 
sends on a mixer board.

>
> --i noticed that with sep outs i go quickly in overdrive...i mean: if i use
> a channel with the volume at 127, the max, it's easy it's a bit overdriven.
> probably it's also the external mixer setting of basses and mids etc.,
> but with stereo outs and global volume i was able to play at my volume,
> then force it to pump more without not wanted overdrive.
> my impression of this fact is that with sep out you have to set your
> channels to a medium volume, about 80 or max 100 to have the sounds clean
> (always with 'normal' settings on a mixer -> without mixing for this
> example) and a good managing of the whole thing.

That is the expected thing. The sep outs are 'hotter' than the main out. 
Concider that the main out but be able to 'accept' the signal of all 16 
tracks + effects without distorting the sound.

The sep. outs, on the other hand, only have to deal with the sound of few, 
and mostly one track, so these outputs can (and must) be much hotter.

> i noticed also the strange thing that with sep outs if you have setted
> a channel on your external mixer at a optimized level and then you increase
> the mixer channel volume (extarnal mixer), it goes again in overdrive...
> this never happened with stereo main outs, i mean: if i had a sort of clean
> sound on a channel in the external mixer, i could be able to increase the
> volume and have the sound exactly as it was in the origin, only louder.
> probably it's my in-experience with sep. outs. on samplers, i never had
> these.

I can't say I fully understand the above, but probably also due to the fact 
that the sep outputs are hotter than the main outputs.

> the only thing that lacks in this way is to have a normal high volume and
> the ability to increase it more, to force the machine at a louder volume;



> it seems that if you want to have an optimized max high volume, you have to
> work correctly on internal mixer of single channels and on external mixer
> of any sort, and then mantain it in that way constantly without increasing
> any volume etc. not to fall in overdrive.

Maybe you should lower the input gain of your external mixer's channels 
that receive the signal of the RS sep. outputs.

> good thing about sep outs: i have not to put 'voices not to TG' etc etc etc
> on the 4 tracks i want to be mute that i use only to drive external gear: i
> simply doesn't assign to them any output.
>
> --please tell me your impressions about volumes and volume settings on sep.
> outs.
>
> about the ram.:
> hope i installed the 2 simms well...how is the fastest method to test if
> they work?

First check the reported sample memory (Shift+Utiltity).
Next, sample a clean, long sound until the memory is full. Play it back and 
check it.

> and also a method to desplay how much ram i have...
> ...hope not to sample for an hour and then preview if it's ok...:)

Yes! That's the way to do it. ;P

>
> p.s.: i haven't done any setting of nothing after i've installed sep. out
> and memory, just turned on the machine and played...
> if i missed something, please tell me.

A factory reset may be a wise thing to do. You neven know...

- Robert
| 3237|3231|2001-12-07 16:13:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS Mixer volume midi control|
On Friday 07 December 2001 22:53, djdavejumpers wrote:

> Do you guys remember the mixer?
> I couldn't figure out from the manual, or maybe there's no info I
> dunno; on how to control those lil Mixer faders using MIDI form an
> external midi controller.

Try CC #7 (volume) messages on the corresponding midi channels.

- Robert
| 3238|3220|2001-12-07 17:03:17|Eric Venuto|Re: $$$$ I Have 3 Questions|
EXTRACT

Sample your sound into the RS. For example, it may be a Snair. There is
now additional space before the snair hits (usually silence) that needs to
be deleted. The system automatically places your START position where the
snair first hits (after the useless space). What you also need to do (if
you haven't done this yet), is to use the knob to scroll the END line to the
left until it is at the end of the snair (after it has decayed). Now you
have START and END enclosing your sample. There is no need to "save" the
useless space on either side of the snair. This is when you will use the
SAMPLE EDIT button to find the page where you will EXTRACT the sound, which
deletes the useless silence.

There are some instances though where you might want to retain the sound
outside of the START and END brackets. For instance, if you have a horn
sample and for now you just want to utilize the first 3 notes played, you
can place your END line after those 3 notes, but retain the succeeding notes
for later use.

Hope i could be of service,
Peace, Eric
| 3239|3239|2001-12-07 17:08:09|Eric Venuto|What have you made on it?|
Is there a webpage anyone has posted up that has examples of what people
have made on their units?

Eric



| 3240|3158|2001-12-07 18:43:50|devolvenation|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|

> I tried to RSformat a 1gb disk in the 2gb drive the other day, and 
> both logical and physical took about 0.5 seconds to format. Sooooo, 
> unless the RS has a more efficient formatting algorithm than the 

most 

> hightech of modern day computers.... I'd say 'nuh'. :)

yeah, it took that long for me too. and it works like a charm.
| 3241|3241|2001-12-07 21:58:33|Eric Venuto|Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
Has anybody else done sequencing on the computer. I have only been using my
RS for a week but it is 1000 times harder to sequence a beat on this than it
is in Acid Pro. I can place sounds on every permutation of time. There are
obvious flaws in using Acid Pro but I was wondering how you feel about it.
I'm second guessing my purchase
| 3242|3241|2001-12-08 01:51:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
On Saturday 08 December 2001 05:58, Eric Venuto wrote:

> Has anybody else done sequencing on the computer. I have only been using
> my RS for a week but it is 1000 times harder to sequence a beat on this
> than it is in Acid Pro. I can place sounds on every permutation of time.
> There are obvious flaws in using Acid Pro but I was wondering how you feel
> about it. I'm second guessing my purchase

What exactly is it that you want to do with the RS?

- Robert
| 3243|3220|2001-12-08 02:21:20|bookrs7k|Re: $$$$ I Have 3 Questions (thanx alot Eric) |
-
| 3244|3244|2001-12-08 02:28:11|bookrs7k|THANK YOU for the help Robert Van Der Kamp and Exceed 6 Doses- (no || 3245|3241|2001-
12-08 02:34:17|bookrs7k|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
hey Eric what are the obvious flaws you are talking about concerning 
Acid Pro, I just got it and have been expecting to get alot of use 
out of it. what are the problems you've encountered?

about the RS, I think it's "THE" beat machine period... there's 
nothing that can fuck with it, at least not yet, but who knows after 
january......
| 3246|3217|2001-12-08 07:37:59|choinsta1|Re: 2 questions for everyone|
Yeah its fucking great for hip-hop man!!! I'm From Australia...and i 
am a drummer so i'm lovin the capabilities of this thing...my mates 
are freakin at the shit i'm doin even though i'm still at surface of 
it. still I've got about three songs wher i ve got it full of paterns 
and scene mem and shit so i'm trying to get my stuff over to 
vitaminic. at the moment ....HIp-hop is the shit and ive been doing 
breakbeat and D n B ..a bit dark too ...went to see Dj Krust and 
Dye..the other night and fuck the bass sounds kiked my ass ..Imgonna 
try and emulate some of it....it had great high-pass filter shit on 
it too ,witch the Rs is good at....

yeah when you come downunder we'll sync both our Rs together and fuck 
wit some heads m8...

well i wanna head to NYC and maybe London with this thing in a 
suitcase once i get more trcks in it!!!!!get some gigs!!:)

c ya G
Ive

--- In RS7000@y..., "Eric Venuto" wrote:
> 1) Does anyone else with an RS7000 make Hip-Hop beats? I think a 
lot of HipHop heads don't know about how wonderful the RS7000 is. I 
bought it instead of an MPC and I'm quite glad I did so.
> 2) Where are you from? It seems like a lot of people aren't from 
the US, which is bangin. I'm from America. I'm tryina visit another 
continent. Lemme know if I can stay at your house lol
> 
> peace, Eric
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3247|3241|2001-12-08 09:17:18|Eric Venuto|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
Okay the problem that I'm talking about actually doesn't apply if you are
not sequencing your beat LOOP with Acid Pro. Acid Pro is wonderful for



laying out entire songs though. You can visually see your entire song all
at once. I think Acid Pro allows for very complex conglomerates of sound.
What I was talking about as far as flaws is that if you loop, say, a 4
measure beat, the beat will cut off when it loops. Acid Pro uses triggers
but for some innane reason the sounds do not decay through the loop. This
really sucks when your sound is in the middle of it's wav form and it's not
at 0 and you hear it clip. You can fix this with a Quick Fade but it's
annoying.

I don't contest the fact that RS7000 is probably the best beat machine made.
As far as equipment goes, it is amazing. But I feel like there are so many
efficiencies with computer software. They are so versatile. It takes 3
seconds to "extract" my snair in Sound Forge. It takes like 2 minutes on
the RS7000.

I think what Yamaha needs to do is integrate it with a piece of software.
That way I can have my CPU directly linked and clip it from there.

Trust me, i bought the RS cause i'm sick of using the cpu to make beats, but
i miss some assets of it.

Peace, Er
| 3248|3217|2001-12-08 09:21:43|Eric Venuto|Re: 2 questions for everyone|
Ive,

Whatup man. I'd like to hear some of your Hip-Hop beats. My Screenname is
"inkypapyrus"....Do they have AOL Instant Messenger in Australia? If so, IM
me.

Are you sampling your own drums? Some of the stock drum sets are good but
it's all about sampling drums from old records. Actually, my lil bro Mike
is an amazing drummer and we brought his drumset into my room yesterday and
sampled all of the drums, with a $25 Microphone and the sounds are amazing.

If you wanna email me directly its inkypapyrus@msn.com

Peace bro,
Eric
| 3249|3241|2001-12-08 09:25:43|Eric Venuto|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
//What exactly is it that you want to do with the RS?
//
//- Robert

I am having a problem with placing loops in my beats. For instance, if i
have a bass loop that's 1 measure long. I sample it in and all. How do i
sync up the Tempo of my sample with the Tempo of the song or is it not
possible...do i have to use time stretch??

Peace,
Eric
| 3250|3241|2001-12-08 11:31:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
Try this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2790

- Robert

On Saturday 08 December 2001 17:25, Eric Venuto wrote:
> //What exactly is it that you want to do with the RS?
> //
> //- Robert
>
> I am having a problem with placing loops in my beats. For instance, if i
> have a bass loop that's 1 measure long. I sample it in and all. How do i
> sync up the Tempo of my sample with the Tempo of the song or is it not
> possible...do i have to use time stretch??
>
> Peace,
> Eric
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>

mailto:inkypapyrus@msn.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/2790
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3251|3251|2001-12-08 17:17:44|mirrormindus|Robert, please help|
On motifator.com, yamaha said that OS 1.14 is now available on 2 of 
their sites. However, I only found 1.40 for the motif. I know the 
file is now on this site, but could you please list or point me 
toward and information source that can list ALL of the 
updates/fixes/upgrades/improvements that Yamaha made with 1.14....
I found such a list for the Motif, but not the RS7000. Any list for 
1.14 seems to be partial, if that. Appreciate it. Your my hero.
| 3252|3252|2001-12-08 17:52:07|Shreck420@aol.com|I want to join this newsgroup|
I want to join this newsgroup

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3253|3251|2001-12-09 01:33:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert, please help|
On Sunday 09 December 2001 01:17, mirrormindus wrote:

> On motifator.com, yamaha said that OS 1.14 is now available on 2 of
> their sites. However, I only found 1.40 for the motif. I know the
> file is now on this site, but could you please list or point me
> toward and information source that can list ALL of the
> updates/fixes/upgrades/improvements that Yamaha made with 1.14....
> I found such a list for the Motif, but not the RS7000. Any list for
> 1.14 seems to be partial, if that. Appreciate it. Your my hero.

I'd like to be you hero (cape an all ;), but I don't have that list either. 
The 1.14 OS on this site is not un official *released* on. Possibly one of 
the developers in Japan sent it directly to an RS owner. Yamaha needs time to 
create a list of features. 

Please read this from Motifator:
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic

- Robert
| 3254|3251|2001-12-09 01:43:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Robert, please help|
On Sunday 09 December 2001 09:33, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>
> Please read this from Motifator:
> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic

Couldn't find the RS update anywhere. :(
| 3255|733|2001-12-09 09:02:04|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, December 10, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3256|3256|2001-12-09 12:59:16|rawb456|Automatic BPM?|
I just got this thing, so pardon my ignorance, but...On other 
samplers that I have owned The BPM of a sample is 
automatically calculated, or at least possible to set. So far I 
haven't been able to find out how to see the BPM of a sample, 
and it seems that the time stretch only works in percentages of 
the original tempo. If I want to create a pattern around a sample, 
how can I get the BPM to be in exact sync so that it plays 
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seemlessly other than using the "tap" button or calculating it 
myself?
| 3257|3212|2001-12-09 14:28:44|tomfinegan|RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Exceed 6 Doses" wrote:

> 
> 
> Thanks Bryan....
> 
> But it is kind dissapointing that you can't do that ... 

I don´t know any other groovebox, except the Korg Eletribe S that is 
capable of that... That´s the nature of ROM - Read Only Memory - 
Samples. And it´s the same with any other ROMpler.

> But I guess that is what the sampler is for :P

Yup, indeed! And the Korg ES1 is for sure a nice tool for that 
purpose.

--Tom
| 3258|3212|2001-12-09 14:30:14|tomfinegan|RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> yeah, it's a bit of a let down, considering it's such a small thing 

to

> implement... ...and comes standard on just about any other 

synth... :)

It is? fascinating...tell us more..

Tom
| 3259|3224|2001-12-09 14:50:53|tomfinegan|Re: Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Exceed 6 Doses" wrote:

> 
> 
> hey, rs7000 is not made to do fu###ng trance!
> 
> 
> 
> > ok? Then what is a good groovebox to do TRANCE?
> 
> I would like to know because I thought that is what they deigned 

this machine to do...

The RS7000 is definately designed towards modern electronic dance 
music, but that also includes Acid Jazz, R´n´B, Soul, Funk, Disco, 
Hip Hop, Rap, Techno, Ambient and yes Trance, but IMO since it is 
mostly a hardware sequencer with integrated sampling you can even do 
country and western music (the soundset makes it possible too :) with 
it, if you feel like. For this machine there is no limit and the 
word "groovebox" doesn´t fit very well for the RS7000. It really is 
what Yamaha announced it...as a "music production workstation with 
sequencing and integrated sampling".

> 
> Listen to the Silly demo on it .... It got a mild hint of Trance 

Electro Industrio sound?
Which one? There are all kinds of demo styles. And demostyles say 
nothing about a machine. The demos just give you a little hint what 
COULD be done with the machine, doesn´t mean that you HAVE to do 
those kind of music. 

> Or is that jsut another bogus feature of the Rs7000? I want to 

know these things...

Hm a bug`? What? The demos`? I don´t understand what you are talking 
about? Please explain.

> I am not a Yamaha Junkie? But trying to become addicted>



lol...sure you will and at the end be just as confused as we are...
;)

Tom
| 3260|3251|2001-12-09 15:42:24|tomfinegan|Re: Robert, please help|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Sunday 09 December 2001 09:33, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> >
> > Please read this from Motifator:
> > http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?

topicID=7.topic

> 
> Couldn't find the RS update anywhere. :(

Me either, maybe Monday, the 7th was a friday...;)
| 3261|3256|2001-12-09 15:51:36|tomfinegan|Re: Automatic BPM?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "rawb456" wrote:

> I just got this thing, so pardon my ignorance, but...On other 
> samplers that I have owned The BPM of a sample is 
> automatically calculated, or at least possible to set. So far I 
> haven't been able to find out how to see the BPM of a sample, 
> and it seems that the time stretch only works in percentages of 
> the original tempo. If I want to create a pattern around a sample, 
> how can I get the BPM to be in exact sync so that it plays 
> seemlessly other than using the "tap" button or calculating it 
> myself?

Indeed the RS approaches this issue differently. Instead of 
calculating BPM, you can "slice+seq." your drumloop, which means the 
RS can slice (like ReCycle! (TM)) your drumloop into the single beats 
and assign in the sequencer for each slice a different note, in other 
words it creates a sequence of notes, which trigger the different 
slices in your drumloop. In this way you can choose whatever BPM you 
want and the loop will always match. Also this function makes it 
really easy to "Loop Remix" your drumloop in realtime. 

See the manual for details or look on the list archive.

--Tom
| 3262|3158|2001-12-09 15:56:37|dayv5000|Re: New group member, new rs7k user|
--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:

> 
> > I tried to RSformat a 1gb disk in the 2gb drive the other day, 

and 

> > both logical and physical took about 0.5 seconds to format. 

Sooooo, 

> > unless the RS has a more efficient formatting algorithm than the 
> most 
> > hightech of modern day computers.... I'd say 'nuh'. :)
> 
> 
> 
> yeah, it took that long for me too and it works like a charm.

It works? O well... sweet. :)
| 3263|3241|2001-12-09 16:06:10|dayv5000|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
Hey Eric,

> Trust me, i bought the RS cause i'm sick of using the cpu to make 

beats, but

> i miss some assets of it.

Yep, you've found the first problem with the transition from 
computers to hardware. I also made this transition about 8 months 
ago, trying to get away from sequencing and recording on the computer 
(Cubase! - even though it's great at chopping and re-organising 

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?


recorded audio..) so that I could have reliability in a live 
situation. Initially it was very daunting, having to rememeber key-
combinations and menu structures.. and it does SEEM like everything 
takes a lot longer. But this is only with certain features usually, 
and sometimes we kinda forget how quickly some stuff just falls out 
of these units, which would take ages to accomplish using a mouse.

Stick it out Eric, you'll find that quickness comes with practise. 
And trust me, as far as sequncing goes, nothing is faster than the 
RS. You'll get those button presses down. ;)

]d[
| 3264|3241|2001-12-09 16:12:51|dayv5000|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|

> I am having a problem with placing loops in my beats. For 

instance, if i

> have a bass loop that's 1 measure long. I sample it in and all. 

How do i

> sync up the Tempo of my sample with the Tempo of the song or is it 

not

> possible...do i have to use time stretch??

I've found the best way to handle this is not to use time stretch. Do 
it this way:

Sample in your 1 measure loop. Set your pattern to 1 measure long, 
and trigger the sample at the start of the bar. Now adjust your 
global BPM so that the sample is looping smoothly (firstly adjusting 
start and end points if necessary, then extracting the sample). Go 
to the sample menu, and slice the loop into it's discrete components, 
making sure you slice at 1 measure only (this bit may take a LITTLE 
practise to get it right, but the concept is not difficult). After 
this, save the changes you've made, and go back to the main screen. 
Now change your BPM back to whatever it was and hey presto. Loop city.

This is a good way of doing it too, because it makes the loop durable 
against BPM changes (a bugger when playing with other people at 
different BPMs).

Now press loop remix. :)

Hope this sheds a little light.

[d]
| 3265|3212|2001-12-09 20:15:19|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
please, please, please don't call the RS a 'groovebox'....

:)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tomfinegan
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 09/12/01 4:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Exceed 6 Doses" wrote:
> 
> 
> Thanks Bryan....
> 
> But it is kind dissapointing that you can't do that ... 

I don´t know any other groovebox, except the Korg Eletribe S that is 
capable of that... That´s the nature of ROM - Read Only Memory - 
Samples. And it´s the same with any other ROMpler.

> But I guess that is what the sampler is for :P
Yup, indeed! And the Korg ES1 is for sure a nice tool for that 
purpose.

--Tom 
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| 3266|3212|2001-12-09 20:16:57|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
which? setting up drum maps? ...maybe I should've said 'many other
synths...'

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tomfinegan
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 09/12/01 4:30 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> yeah, it's a bit of a let down, considering it's such a small thing 
to
> implement... ...and comes standard on just about any other 
synth... :)

It is? fascinating...tell us more..

Tom
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

| 3267|3241|2001-12-09 20:38:35|Eric Venuto|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
dayv,

Thanks for the motivating words. It was also a nice surprise to see you
spell "practise" with an "s"...English style. I have no idea why. I read a
lot of british literature and I get a kick out of your practises and all
that.

:P peace, E
| 3268|3241|2001-12-09 22:55:06|dayv5000|Re: Sonic Foundry Acid Pro and Sound Forge|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Eric Venuto" wrote:

> dayv,
> 
> Thanks for the motivating words. It was also a nice surprise to 

see you

> spell "practise" with an "s"...English style. I have no idea why. 

I read a

> lot of british literature and I get a kick out of your practises 

and all

> that.

I'm Aussie, I just spell bad. :)

[d]
| 3269|3241|2001-12-09 23:44:48|choinsta1|Heya DaYYv from Down under|
yoyoyo,

hey mate where abouts in Australia are ya????
I'm in Melb. just wanted to see how your going with this little beast.
cheeers,

Ivan :P

--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Eric Venuto" wrote:
> > dayv,
> > 
> > Thanks for the motivating words. It was also a nice surprise to 
> see you
> > spell "practise" with an "s"...English style. I have no idea 
why. 
> I read a
> > lot of british literature and I get a kick out of your practises 
> and all
> > that.
> 
> 
> I'm Aussie, I just spell bad. :)
> 
> [d]

| 3270|733|2001-12-10 03:02:24|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, December 10, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3271|3256|2001-12-10 03:33:12|RB|Re: Automatic BPM?|

> 
> I just got this thing, so pardon my ignorance, but...On other
> samplers that I have owned The BPM of a sample is
> automatically calculated

Which sampler does that?
| 3272|3256|2001-12-10 05:03:34|Wayne Thompson|Re: Automatic BPM?|

>> I just got this thing, so pardon my ignorance, but...On other
>> samplers that I have owned The BPM of a sample is
>> automatically calculated

>Which sampler does that?

SU200 does but it is quite fiddley and not always accurate.

Wayne Thompson

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3273|3273|2001-12-10 07:29:49|pibi311050|YAMAHA CBX-K2 MIDI controler setup|
I use RS7000 with YAMAHA CBX-K2 MIDI controler.
Works nice but I must set up CBX manualy.
Is it any easy way to set up CBX from RS7K via MIDI OUT sending some 
kind of sysex or midi file with CBX settings (MIDI ch, controls, 
wheel,...)
| 3274|3212|2001-12-10 07:52:34|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
The Mc 505 can do it .... 

It allows you to stay on that drum track.... and individually change each drum sound to make your own kit .... Yes you only
have 8 tracks to work with but it was a really cool little feature.... you could also edit each drum to make some really tweeky
kit....

But I did try the drum divide and that let you do it.... but ...
?

Idunno ... I will keep on fondling the Rs7000 and see If I can warm her up to speed.

JaYSeon_C

Jedi Master. 

----- Original Message -----
From: tomfinegan
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2001 3:31 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Exceed 6 Doses" wrote:
> 
> 
> Thanks Bryan....
> 
> But it is kind dissapointing that you can't do that ... 

I don´t know any other groovebox, except the Korg Eletribe S that is 
capable of that... That´s the nature of ROM - Read Only Memory - 
Samples. And it´s the same with any other ROMpler.

> But I guess that is what the sampler is for :P
Yup, indeed! And the Korg ES1 is for sure a nice tool for that 
purpose.

--Tom 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3275|3224|2001-12-10 07:57:54|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: Arpegiators....? Cut and Dry Why?|

> Or is that jsut another bogus feature of the Rs7000? I want to 

know these things...

Hm a bug`? What? The demos`? I don´t understand what you are talking 
about? Please explain.

Well it just seems well< oh my god I used well 2 times oh shit I said well again 3 4...
Ugggh.... Im sure I will find the bogus things ....

> I am not a Yamaha Junkie? But trying to become addicted>

lol...sure you will and at the end be just as confused as we are...
;)

(LOL)

Tom

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download :
http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3276|3276|2001-12-10 09:34:23|megons|Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
If you read the message heading, you'll see that it says: "OS 
Upgrades will be available 12/12."

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic

michel
| 3277|3276|2001-12-10 09:48:44|tomfinegan|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:

> If you read the message heading, you'll see that it says: "OS 
> Upgrades will be available 12/12."
> 
> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic
> 
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> michel

Thank you, i overlooked that completely!

--Tom
| 3278|3276|2001-12-10 10:07:17|eq127|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
It appears they still haven't made a sysex version available... 
anyone know how much a reader/writer and a 128 meg card would cost? i 
might as well use the card i was planning to buy anyways for the 
update then format it for normal use.

K

> > If you read the message heading, you'll see that it says: "OS 
> > Upgrades will be available 12/12."
> > 
> > http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?

topicID=7.topic

> > 
> > michel
> 
> Thank you, i overlooked that completely!
> 
> --Tom

| 3279|3276|2001-12-10 10:13:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
On Monday 10 December 2001 17:48, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> > If you read the message heading, you'll see that it says: "OS
> > Upgrades will be available 12/12."
> >
> > http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic
> >
> > michel
>
> Thank you, i overlooked that completely!

I didn't. ;)
The body of the message suggests that the stuff is already available. Very... 
ehm... confusing.

- Robert
| 3280|3276|2001-12-10 10:25:51|ripe|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
they are already available...

http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2001 11:13 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...

> On Monday 10 December 2001 17:48, tomfinegan wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> > > If you read the message heading, you'll see that it says: "OS
> > > Upgrades will be available 12/12."
> > >
> > > http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic
> > >
> > > michel
> >
> > Thank you, i overlooked that completely!
>
> I didn't. ;)
> The body of the message suggests that the stuff is already available.
Very...
> ehm... confusing.
>
> - Robert

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm25.showMessage?topicID=7.topic
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>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 3281|3276|2001-12-10 10:35:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
On Monday 10 December 2001 18:27, ripe wrote:

> they are already available...
>
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm

Thanks for that. Couldn't find it half an hour ago.

BTW, no MIDI sysex version, and again NO LIST OF CHANGES!!!!

- Robert
| 3282|3256|2001-12-10 10:35:49|biomecha00|Re: Automatic BPM?|
My cheesy little Zoom SampleTrak ST224 does it.

Biomech

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> > 
> > I just got this thing, so pardon my ignorance, but...On other
> > samplers that I have owned The BPM of a sample is
> > automatically calculated
> 
> Which sampler does that?

| 3283|3276|2001-12-10 10:51:20|Oscar Finch|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
Just a suggestion get an 8 meg SM card (ie:nice and cheap).WHen the OS is 
released all new RS7000's will come loaded with it. My guess is you could go 
into a store and whilst no ones watching heheheheh dump the new OS on to the 
card and take it with you. I did this too upgrade my 808 to an EX version by 
taking a ZIP into a store and dumping the OS too it then refitted a 250meg 
drive and booted her up. Just another option if you a) don't have an SM 
read/writer and b)on the of chance Yamaha charge for upgrades :( (fingers 
crossed they wont).
PEACE

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3284|3276|2001-12-10 10:52:45|kussersmith|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
If you're in the States:
i think BestBuy is sellin a 128MB card with a free reader for 60 
bucks.
probably just for this week(dec9-dec15)

kusser
out

--- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> It appears they still haven't made a sysex version available... 
> anyone know how much a reader/writer and a 128 meg card would cost? 
i 
> might as well use the card i was planning to buy anyways for the 
> update then format it for normal use.
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| 3285|3276|2001-12-10 13:36:52|tomfinegan|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> dump the new OS on to the 
> card and take it with you. 

Soooo... how do you dump the OS?

--Tom
| 3286|3212|2001-12-10 15:13:10|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|
ha ha ha!

Well it Grooves..... And its a Box :)))))

But it samples so we will have to call it 

GROOVE SAMPLE BOX! 

(just joking) ;) 

----- Original Message -----
From: Bryan Rodgers
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2001 9:17 PM
To: 'tomfinegan '; 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com '
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

please, please, please don't call the RS a 'groovebox'....

:)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tomfinegan
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 09/12/01 4:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re:RS7000 (I think they forgot something)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Exceed 6 Doses" wrote:
> 
> 
> Thanks Bryan....
> 
> But it is kind dissapointing that you can't do that ... 

I don´t know any other groovebox, except the Korg Eletribe S that is 
capable of that... That´s the nature of ROM - Read Only Memory - 
Samples. And it´s the same with any other ROMpler.

> But I guess that is what the sampler is for :P
Yup, indeed! And the Korg ES1 is for sure a nice tool for that 
purpose.

--Tom 
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3287|3241|2001-12-10 17:04:10|dayv5000|Re: Heya DaYYv from Down under|

> hey mate where abouts in Australia are ya????
> I'm in Melb. just wanted to see how your going with this little 

beast.

> cheeers,
> Ivan :P

Hey, Ivan from Melbourne. :)

I'm in Canberra at the moment, just about to move down to Sydney to 
live with a friend of mine, and to do collaborations n stuff. He's 
just started writing, and I've put him onto a Creamware Pulsar which 
he loves. 

As for my RS, I absolutley love it - constantly suprised and amazed. 
I come from a computer background (anyone rememeber ScreamTracker and 
FastTracker? ;) ), and went to the Pulsar a couple of years ago. Ever 
since making the transition to working with midi/recorded 
audio/effects and routing, I've never looked back, even though it's a 
lot more complicated! The RS though is just rocking my world... I'm 
pulling out some fat breaks tracks that were just never possible for 
me in the past.

Originally when I got it, I got into a heated argument(discussion) at 
a gig which I wasn't playing at with an RM1X friend of mine who 
thought that the RS was buggy and didn't sound real good. At the next 
gig, I had a spot and showed him what I'd written on it in the mean-
time. He was all questions and big-eyes after that. :) Hook-line-
sinker.

Are you using the RS live, or strictly studio?

[Dave from Canberra]
Instigator of big-eye syndrome. :)
... and bad speller.
| 3288|3212|2001-12-10 17:08:43|dayv5000|RS7000 (I think they forgot something)|

> The Mc 505 can do it .... 
> 
> It allows you to stay on that drum track.... and individually 

change each drum sound to make your own kit .... Yes you only have 8 
tracks to work with but it was a really cool little feature.... you 
could also edit each drum to make some really tweeky kit....

The 505 is not strictly a sampler, and to my knowledge only 'samples' 
lines pre-programmed by the user. These lines are still capable of 
being broken down into their components, so is more like extra midi 
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channels than a sampled line. Since they are midi, they will always 
be at the same BPM as the track that is playing -- it's not 
calculated by the box or anything.

[d]
| 3289|3241|2001-12-10 21:39:15|choinsta1|Re: Heya DaYYv from Down under/YO|
Yeah Ive used it live a few times now!! its awesome and I use the 
pulsar too!!! its mixer kicks ass over Cubase in sound quality and 
spread !!! cool man sounds all good ....ive just been jamming in the 
studio with it alot and am gettting to do shit ive never been able to 
do before too.. 

but ive been multitracking in seperate takes on my computer just beat 
mixing style into it..works like a charm then chop up stuff and do 
whatever.......but this last track i ve recorded at 24 bit 96K for 
the first time ....sounds brillliant but my computer is struggling as 
its a P11 450.....dinosaur now, but just about to get a newy

anyways all the best and keep it touch if your comin to Melb.
maybe drop me your e-mail dude....sounds like were making similar 
music....mine is oscillate64@hotmail.com

Hey have you heard that track on JJJ ??? "State of Mind" by Oscillate
yup that was me .......ehm...anyway catch ya......:)

Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:
> > hey mate where abouts in Australia are ya????
> > I'm in Melb. just wanted to see how your going with this little 
> beast.
> > cheeers,
> > Ivan :P
> 
> Hey, Ivan from Melbourne. :)
> 
> I'm in Canberra at the moment, just about to move down to Sydney to 
> live with a friend of mine, and to do collaborations n stuff. He's 
> just started writing, and I've put him onto a Creamware Pulsar 
which 
> he loves. 
> 
> As for my RS, I absolutley love it - constantly suprised and 
amazed. 
> I come from a computer background (anyone rememeber ScreamTracker 
and 
> FastTracker? ;) ), and went to the Pulsar a couple of years ago. 
Ever 
> since making the transition to working with midi/recorded 
> audio/effects and routing, I've never looked back, even though it's 
a 
> lot more complicated! The RS though is just rocking my world... I'm 
> pulling out some fat breaks tracks that were just never possible 
for 
> me in the past.
> 
> Originally when I got it, I got into a heated argument(discussion) 
at 
> a gig which I wasn't playing at with an RM1X friend of mine who 
> thought that the RS was buggy and didn't sound real good. At the 
next 
> gig, I had a spot and showed him what I'd written on it in the mean-
> time. He was all questions and big-eyes after that. :) Hook-line-
> sinker.
> 
> Are you using the RS live, or strictly studio?
> 
> [Dave from Canberra]
> Instigator of big-eye syndrome. :)
> ... and bad speller.

| 3290|3290|2001-12-11 00:00:39|asianfreakgirl2000|No Drivers For SCSI device on windows 2000|
My computer pops up the add new hardware and recognizes the scsi by 
name but cant find a driver it will take. Does yamaha have a driver? 
I didn't get one withe my machine. If anyone yhas it please send it 
to me! 

THANKS
| 3291|3290|2001-12-11 00:35:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: No Drivers For SCSI device on windows 2000|

mailto:oscillate64@hotmail.com


On Tuesday 11 December 2001 08:00, asianfreakgirl2000 wrote:

> My computer pops up the add new hardware and recognizes the scsi by
> name but cant find a driver it will take. Does yamaha have a driver?
> I didn't get one withe my machine. If anyone yhas it please send it
> to me!

There's no need for a driver. Just hit Escape when the dialog pops up.

- Robert
| 3292|3256|2001-12-11 02:38:01|headtrik|Re: Automatic BPM?|
SU700 as well. Asside from the sample/tempo thing though, this thing 
laughs at the SU700. From what I could figure out(just by noodling 
with a friend's) it only did linear sequences on most of the tracks. 
(It seemed) some tracks you couldn't even sequence a basic loop,you 
had to program every measure. This got tedious fast. Maybe I'm wrong, 
but it seemed to be the case.
| 3293|3293|2001-12-11 02:58:39|headtrik|I can't believe I did it. I'm STUFFED!!|
I've managed to eat almost entirely into an entire 64 meg card 
already, had mine for only a month. I'm definitely NOT making a 
complaint here. I think what I'm saying is, I'm so cracked out on my 
box that I've done nothing but sample ludicrous amounts of sounds, 
and eat into 94% of the 300,000 notes much faster than I ever thought 
possible. I think I need a 12 step program. I am shocked though how 
quickly I ate up the note memory. Here's the big bug I've noticed, 
when you load an RM1X pattern, it doesn't remember ANY of the filter 
settings, and effects. It seems that also (maybe I'm wrong), if you 
originally wrote the "phrase" with a different voice, then changed it 
afterwards like if you decided you didn't like that voice or 
whatever, it loads the original phrase voice anyway. I spent hours 
trying to duplicate the sounds I had on my rm1x. Well nothings 
pefect. It is a killer lil' machine. I've played out with it twice, 
and OH MY GOD the difference in our sound, it's a much crisper, 
fuller machine live.
| 3294|783|2001-12-11 08:47:06|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Tuesday, December 11, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 3295|3295|2001-12-11 10:44:53|tomfinegan|Shameless Self Promotion|
http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen

"Slow Gas" pad are from ...guess what? ;)...drums are Xbase09 
filtered through Nord Micro Mod and Boss SE50.

Enjoy, Tom (aka making his friends getting big round wanting eyes 
when jamming on the RS)
| 3296|3293|2001-12-11 12:29:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I can't believe I did it. I'm STUFFED!!|
On Tuesday 11 December 2001 10:58, headtrik wrote:

> I've managed to eat almost entirely into an entire 64 meg card
> already, had mine for only a month. I'm definitely NOT making a
> complaint here. I think what I'm saying is, I'm so cracked out on my
> box that I've done nothing but sample ludicrous amounts of sounds,
> and eat into 94% of the 300,000 notes much faster than I ever thought
> possible. 

The sample memory and midi note memory are not the same. So even without 
installing extra sample SIMMs, you get the full 300.000 midi note capacity.

> I think I need a 12 step program. I am shocked though how
> quickly I ate up the note memory. Here's the big bug I've noticed,
> when you load an RM1X pattern, it doesn't remember ANY of the filter
> settings, and effects. 

That's not a bug, it explained on page 130 of the english manual:
"Voice edits and effect settings will not be reproduced when an RM1x PATT 
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file is imported."

> It seems that also (maybe I'm wrong), if you
> originally wrote the "phrase" with a different voice, then changed it
> afterwards like if you decided you didn't like that voice or
> whatever, it loads the original phrase voice anyway. I spent hours
> trying to duplicate the sounds I had on my rm1x. 

To continue with the quote above: "Voices may also change." ;)

- Robert
| 3297|3241|2001-12-11 16:07:45|dayv5000|Re: Heya DaYYv from Down under/YO|

> Hey have you heard that track on JJJ ??? "State of Mind" by 

Oscillate

> yup that was me .......ehm...anyway catch ya......:)

Yeh I have! How bizarre. I'll send you a post so we're not annoying 
everybody ;)

[d]
| 3298|3295|2001-12-11 16:10:55|dayv5000|Re: Shameless Self Promotion|

> Enjoy, Tom (aka making his friends getting big round wanting eyes 
> when jamming on the RS)

:) That's my line!

I guess our friends can't help their jealousy. ;)

[d]
| 3299|3276|2001-12-11 20:49:09|eq127|Re: Those looking for officially released 0S 1.14...|
thats great, i wonder if you can order if you're in Canada. I'll 
check it out.

K

> If you're in the States:
> i think BestBuy is sellin a 128MB card with a free reader for 60 
> bucks.
> probably just for this week(dec9-dec15)
> 
> kusser
> out
> --- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> > It appears they still haven't made a sysex version available... 
> > anyone know how much a reader/writer and a 128 meg card would 

cost? 

> i 
> > might as well use the card i was planning to buy anyways for the 
> > update then format it for normal use.

| 3300|3300|2001-12-12 04:10:00|art75@free.fr|Smartmedia floppy disk adapter|
hi,
I would like to read and write on Smartmedia (because of the RS :) but my PC
is a bit old for USB readers..
however I found different smartmedia floppy disk adapters on the market..
(example http://www.shopeeze.com/acatalog/sf-pa-aud1850.jpg )
But lot of them only read smartmedia... not write !
If someone knows one of them which does both..
Let us know !
It could be a very easy solution to transfer data between PC and RS and
update the OS..

a:r:t

-
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 3301|3276|2001-12-12 04:14:35|RB|0S 1.14...|
Anyone noticed any improvements or bug-fixes with this update?

Cheers

Richard Brown

http://www.shopeeze.com/acatalog/sf-pa-aud1850.jpg
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


| 3302|3300|2001-12-12 04:36:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Smartmedia floppy disk adapter|
On Wednesday 12 December 2001 12:11, art75@free.fr wrote:

> hi,
> I would like to read and write on Smartmedia (because of the RS :) but my
> PC is a bit old for USB readers..
> however I found different smartmedia floppy disk adapters on the market..
> (example http://www.shopeeze.com/acatalog/sf-pa-aud1850.jpg )
> But lot of them only read smartmedia... not write !
> If someone knows one of them which does both..
> Let us know !
> It could be a very easy solution to transfer data between PC and RS and
> update the OS..

You could also buy a USB card for in your PC. And then buy a card reader. 
Maybe some card readers also support serial port interfaces.

- Robert
| 3303|3300|2001-12-12 07:40:57|gpvx|Re: Smartmedia floppy disk adapter|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> hi,
> I would like to read and write on Smartmedia (because of the RS :) 

but my PC

> is a bit old for USB readers..
> however I found different smartmedia floppy disk adapters on the 

market..

> (example http://www.shopeeze.com/acatalog/sf-pa-aud1850.jpg )
> But lot of them only read smartmedia... not write !
> If someone knows one of them which does both..
> Let us know !
> It could be a very easy solution to transfer data between PC and RS 

and

> update the OS..
> 
> a:r:t
> 
> -
> http://armadaelectro.free.fr/

I have one made by Flashpath that reads and writes It works great.
| 3304|3304|2001-12-12 16:15:42|djdavejumpers|anyone here uses a Waldorf uQ|
How do you setup your uQ to sync with the RS and viceversa?
I know there's the global clock setting in the uQ but I can't get the 
RS to sync to the uQ.

from uQ to RS I thought it would be Auto_thru so it will always send 
the midi clock signal. So then the RS MIDI sync has to be setup 
to "MIDI", right?

peace
-Dave-
| 3305|3305|2001-12-12 18:33:15|whooyeahau|What size smart media card|
I am picking up my RS7k tonight and a smartmedia reader. What size 
smartmedia card do i need to transfer the OS update.

Thanks
Wayne Thompson
| 3306|3305|2001-12-12 23:58:48|tomfinegan|Re: What size smart media card|
--- In RS7000@y..., "whooyeahau" wrote:

> I am picking up my RS7k tonight and a smartmedia reader. What size 
> smartmedia card do i need to transfer the OS update.
> 
> Thanks
> Wayne Thompson

at least 8MB
| 3307|3307|2001-12-13 00:02:51|tomfinegan|OT: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!|
For everybody who reads this list on the yahoo group site:

>
>

mailto:art75@free.fr
http://www.shopeeze.com/acatalog/sf-pa-aud1850.jpg
http://www.shopeeze.com/acatalog/sf-pa-aud1850.jpg
http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

^Isn´t that F$%&ING ANNOYING!
The advertisement after sending a posting was acceptable, but this 
one is RIGHT in your face...and the worst part I CANNOT ORDER THOSE 
F§"$ING THINGS BECAUSE I AM IN GERMANY NOT IN THE USA!

F§%&ING GREEDY A$$ YAHOO!
| 3308|3308|2001-12-13 13:06:23|rdunlap2002|RM1x to RS7000|
Hey guys, Just joined the group (again) and wanted to say hi and ask 
a couple silly questions.

I had a RM1x, loved it, broke it, trashed it, miss it...I've alreay 
got a couple samplers (Emu & Triton), I was wondering if the RS7000 
brought so much "must have" to the table, or should I just replace 
the RM1x? Are the patterns, phrases and sounds pretty similar? Any 
advice or suggestions are appreciated. I see where I can pick a RM1x 
up for under around $350.00 on ebay.

Also has anyone had any experience with "synthplanet.com" as far as 
buying equipment? They have a RS7000 for $1070.00 plus a couple 
hundred shipping, but this is still less that most other places I've 
seen. 

Thanks for the input.
| 3309|3308|2001-12-13 13:16:21|Wayne Thompson|Re: RM1x to RS7000|

>I had a RM1x, loved it, broke it, trashed it, miss
>it...I've alreay 

>got a couple samplers (Emu & Triton), I was
>wondering if the RS7000 

>brought so much "must have" to the table,
>or should I just replace 

>the RM1x?  Are the patterns, phrases and sounds
>pretty similar? Any 

I was also a RM1x user and i recently got an RS and
the sounds are much better, the effects are amazing,
definitly go for the RS7K

Regards
Wayne Thompson

http://shopping.yahoo.com.au - Yahoo! Shopping
- Free CDs for thousands of Priority Shoppers!
| 3310|3310|2001-12-13 14:22:51|chris_s_70769|HipHop and R&B|
Is the RS7000 and good for making original hiphop and r&b 
tracks?????? Or is it mostly for techno and d&b?
| 3311|3310|2001-12-13 14:24:07|Bryan Rodgers|Re: HipHop and R&B|
yes.

-----Original Message-----
From: chris_s_70769 [mailto:chris_s_70769@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 4:23 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] HipHop and R&B

Is the RS7000 and good for making original hiphop and r&b 
tracks?????? Or is it mostly for techno and d&b?

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

http://shopping.yahoo.com.au/
mailto:chris_s_70769@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls


* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3312|3312|2001-12-13 14:25:55|chris_s_70769|Motif and RS7000|
Does anyone out there know the difference between the rs7000 and 
motif? And why does the rs have more sounds but costs less?
| 3313|3312|2001-12-13 15:23:37|devolvenation|Re: Motif and RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chris_s_70769" wrote:

> Does anyone out there know the difference between the rs7000 and 
> motif? And why does the rs have more sounds but costs less?

exact same machine. if you sit them side by side, you can't even tell 
the difference. you have to open them up and read the chip serial 
number to know if its a motif or an rs7000.

joking aside, and lots of techno mumbo jumbo aside as well: the 
motif, while it has less sounds, has higher quality sounds. its more 
of a production unit, whereas the rs7k is more of a performance 
(live) unit. the sounds are more dance oriented on the rs. the 
sequencers are identical.
| 3314|3312|2001-12-13 15:33:09|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: Motif and RS7000|
Well I was curious as to what other people are doing with this machine...

if anyone has music they have done with the Rs7000 with out using any computer software / Just the seqencer alone ... I would
love to listen...

CameronGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3315|3310|2001-12-13 15:50:39|HHCeo LLC.|Re: HipHop and R&B|
any questions on hip-hop check out
www.mp3.com/jillharmonics

any of those tracks on the rs7000
check out ONE 33 on top..

--- Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> wrote:

> yes.
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: chris_s_70769 [mailto:chris_s_70769@yahoo.com]
> 
> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 4:23 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] HipHop and R&B
> 
> 
> Is the RS7000 and good for making original hiphop
> and r&b 
> tracks?????? Or is it mostly for techno and d&b?
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
> 

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls


> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> <http://www.rs7k.org> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> <http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctions for all of
your unique holiday gifts! Buy at http://shopping.yahoo.com
or bid at http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 3316|3312|2001-12-13 15:52:38|HHCeo LLC.|Re: Motif and RS7000|
check out 
www.mp3.com/jillharmonics
any track
the first one was done totally on the rs

--- Exceed 6 Doses <exceed_six_doses@hotmail.com>
wrote:

> 
> Well I was curious as to what other people are
> doing with this machine...
> 
> if anyone has music they have done with the Rs7000
> with out using any computer software / Just the
> seqencer alone ... I would love to listen...
> 
> CameronGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer
> download : http://explorer.msn.com
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctions for all of
your unique holiday gifts! Buy at http://shopping.yahoo.com
or bid at http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 3317|3317|2001-12-13 16:22:28|djdavejumpers|wow MoHawk sound?|
Do any of you knows how to make this sound out of the RS?

is that "wow wow" metalic-distored sound mostly used in UK HardHouse 
labels such as MoHawk.

Damn i'll show a sample of it next time.
You guys now what I'm talking about, huh?
-Dave-
| 3318|3317|2001-12-13 16:35:48|Wayne Thompson|Re: wow MoHawk sound?|
I think its called a hoover

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://shopping.yahoo.com/
http://auctions.yahoo.com/
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http://shopping.yahoo.com/
http://auctions.yahoo.com/


Do any of you knows how to make this sound out of the
RS?

is that "wow wow" metalic-distored sound
mostly used in UK HardHouse 

labels such as MoHawk.

Damn i'll show a sample of it next time.

You guys now what I'm talking about, huh?

-Dave-
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some

of the RS7K questions located @  href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit  href="http://www.rs7k.org">http://www.rs7k.org

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.



Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

http://shopping.yahoo.com.au - Yahoo! Shopping
- Free CDs for thousands of Priority Shoppers!
| 3319|3317|2001-12-13 16:45:34|art75@free.fr|Re: wow MoHawk sound?|
From: djdavejumpers <jumpers@irave.org>

> Do any of you knows how to make this sound out of the RS?
> 
> is that "wow wow" metalic-distored sound mostly used in UK HardHouse 
> labels such as MoHawk.

A classic, distorted and over-used TB303 bass probably ? :)

a:r:t
| 3320|3293|2001-12-13 19:22:04|headtrik|Re: I can't believe I did it. I'm STUFFED!!|
Maybe you missed theo riginal point to my post, I wasn't complaing or 
saying that I thought it was a bug that I filled the memory up so 
fast. On the contrary I was saying that I'm so cracked out on my 
machine that I've been writing obsessively for the last month. I've 
been so excited writing with it that I filled it up in only a month. 
That's a good thing, it means I'm satisfied with the product to the 
point where I haven't become bored with it yet.
| 3321|3307|2001-12-13 19:30:50|headtrik|Re: OT: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!|
I couldn't agree more. It seems like all the massive computer corps 
are starting to cross the line of consumerism right into spam. 
Recently I've been getting popups whenI log into Hotmail, EVRYONE has 
popups now, also, my site that used to befree shrank all the space 
alloted, and cut everything from unlimited pages to 3!! Things have 
gotten way to consumerish on the web in only the last year. It seems 
like in a few more years the internet will just become an advertising 
dumping ground. Don't get me wrong, it has its perks, but it's going 
become a steril cyber mall from hell.
| 3322|3308|2001-12-14 00:16:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: RM1x to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Wayne Thompson wrote:

> I was also a RM1x user and i recently got an RS and
> the sounds are much better, the effects are amazing,
> definitly go for the RS7K

Well, i tend to be more carefull with those kind of sentences. I 
would say, check it out for yourself. The RS IS better than the RM1x, 
but if it will fullfill your needs can only decide you.

Tom (aka being annoyed by the grade of advertisement Yahoo is 
penetrantly throughing in his face)
| 3323|3310|2001-12-14 00:22:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: HipHop and R&B|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chris_s_70769" wrote:

> Is the RS7000 and good for making original hiphop and r&b 
> tracks?????? Or is it mostly for techno and d&b?

I am sorry, but this is a stupid question (despite what i said in an 
earlier post) (Like asking is a minivan good for transporting a box 
of coke-bottles or milk-bottles ;) )

The RS is good for everything. It´s a MUSIC PRODUCTION WORKSTATION, 
which includes all kinds of styles. The focus in the soundset is for 
sure towards modern dance music, but this doesn´t mean that you can´t 
through in some good orchester samples and do classical music with it.

So question back: How does a music instrument look like that is good 
for original hiphop and r&b? Does it has a built-in rapper? Does it 
has a special technical feature that a music instrument that is 
specifially for techno and d&b don´t have?

Dude, go in a store and try it out, or download the demos from 
www.yamahasynth.com.

mailto:jumpers@irave.org


Tom (aka to be in a mean mood this morning)
| 3324|3312|2001-12-14 00:23:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: Motif and RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chris_s_70769" wrote:

> Does anyone out there know the difference between the rs7000 and 
> motif? And why does the rs have more sounds but costs less?

Go to www.motifator.com and read the postings in the forum.
| 3325|3312|2001-12-14 00:25:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: Motif and RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "chris_s_70769" wrote:
> joking aside, and lots of techno mumbo jumbo aside as well: the 
> motif, while it has less sounds, has higher quality sounds. its 

more 

> of a production unit, whereas the rs7k is more of a performance 
> (live) unit. 

Wrong answer, both tools are creating for perfomance (live).
BOTH are production workstation. 
Other than that, you are right.

Tom (aka the mean moderator)
| 3326|3317|2001-12-14 00:27:12|tompaulsen2002|Re: wow MoHawk sound?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> You guys now what I'm talking about, huh?
> -Dave-

Nope, you mean the HOOVER sound?
| 3327|3307|2001-12-14 00:30:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> Don't get me wrong, it has its perks, but it's going 
> become a steril cyber mall from hell.

Well hasn´t greed and capitalism not be invented by Satan? I am sure 
he did. So the internet has turned into what you´ve just described 
because ppl let businessmen lay their greedy fingers on it...but 
that´s really OT here now and just my personal opinion.

Tom
| 3328|3307|2001-12-14 00:33:59|tompaulsen2002|OT: web washer PS: (was: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!)|
The idea of a web-washer, who cleanses all ads out of the websites 
you are loading is now VERY appealing...any good link tips?
| 3329|3307|2001-12-14 05:03:30|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: OT: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!|
look guys, you're right - that advert pretty much stinks - BUT, yahoo are perhaps some of the original good guys on the
internet - they have been providing great, free services since before most people heard the word 'Internet' - they have been
facing some financial turmoil, as have all the dotcoms. they need some revenue streams to carry on providing you with free
groups, email addresses, web searches, auctions etc

if the only way they can see to generate this revenue is by in-your-face advertising, then they're gonna do it.....

hey, why not start your own advert-free listserver with web-based portal etc etc.....then maybe go bankrupt? :D

cheers
dan.

-----Original Message-----
From: headtrik [mailto:visualufouria@mail.com]
Sent: 14 December 2001 02:31
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!

I couldn't agree more. It seems like all the massive computer corps 
are starting to cross the line of consumerism right into spam. 
Recently I've been getting popups whenI log into Hotmail, EVRYONE has 
popups now, also, my site that used to befree shrank all the space 
alloted, and cut everything from unlimited pages to 3!! Things have 
gotten way to consumerish on the web in only the last year. It seems 
like in a few more years the internet will just become an advertising 
dumping ground. Don't get me wrong, it has its perks, but it's going 
become a steril cyber mall from hell. 

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3330|3330|2001-12-14 06:58:21|Shreck420@aol.com|basslines?|
I'm new to the RS7k and was wondering is someone could offer any tips for 
making nice deep basslines. Thanks.
Greg 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3332|3330|2001-12-14 09:35:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: basslines?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Shreck420@a... wrote:

> I'm new to the RS7k and was wondering is someone could offer any 

tips for 

> making nice deep basslines. Thanks.
> Greg 

Experiment with the preset-phrases. Copy them to a User-Phrase and 
change the sounds, reprogram them by adding notes or deleting notes 
(edit-mode), or using FX on them, or double two tracks with different 
sounds, change the swing-factor...so many things to experiment with...

That would be a good start. Or just play a bassline on your keyboard, 
record it into the RS, and do the same thing as above. You´ll get the 
idea?

--Tom
| 3334|3334|2001-12-14 12:48:39|khalil rasheed|hot|
just sexy pic . thks

---------------------------------
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctionsfor all of your holiday gifts!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3335|3335|2001-12-14 14:47:10|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/14/01 1:54 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

> anyway what matters is the personal musical taste and taste for sounds.
> i listened a bit to the machine, it can do such many things and it's so
> strange that i decided to get it instead of the more classic virus (rack
> model)

Have you tried the Waldorf Microwave XT ? If you want strange and you
like wavetables, this the baby for you. Unique machine !

-- Simon
| 3337|3335|2001-12-14 15:59:54|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

>Have you tried the Waldorf Microwave XT ? If you want strange and you
>like wavetables, this the baby for you. Unique machine !
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oh yes
i had it at home for 3 days
i didn't kept it cause i felt it a bit too digital, i had to decide to take 
the XT or the Nord Modular and i choose for the nord mod.
the Micro Q can go only near the abyss of the XT :) but it's more analogue 
sounding, it can do pretty well also a lush pad and i like this mixture 
synthesis that waldorf build around Q.
the other choice i had, was a virus rack, more fat but more traditional, so 
you can see that these are a bit far from XT.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 3339|3334|2001-12-14 16:44:41|tomfinegan|Re: hot|
--- In RS7000@y..., khalil rasheed wrote:

> just sexy pic . thks

??? What´s that all about, should i ban him?

--Tom (aka list moderator)

> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctionsfor all of your 

holiday gifts!

> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3340|3335|2001-12-14 17:32:06|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/14/01 5:59 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

>> Have you tried the Waldorf Microwave XT ? If you want strange and you
>> like wavetables, this the baby for you. Unique machine !
> 
> oh yes
> i had it at home for 3 days
> i didn't kept it cause i felt it a bit too digital, i had to decide to take
> the XT or the Nord Modular and i choose for the nord mod.
> the Micro Q can go only near the abyss of the XT :) but it's more analogue
> sounding, it can do pretty well also a lush pad and i like this mixture
> synthesis that waldorf build around Q.
> the other choice i had, was a virus rack, more fat but more traditional, so
> you can see that these are a bit far from XT.

IMO, I think you can't go wrong with Waldorf.
I had just bought the XT (used) when they lauched the new Micro Q, i really
like the 3 octave KB. At one point, i was considering selling the XT and buy
this new Q, but i decided to keep the full wavetables power of the XT and,
one day, i will buy something more analogue, or different sounding, and
that would make a good team with the XT. Any suggestions ?

Just out of curiosity, do you know if the Micro Q body is plastic or metal.

-- Simon
| 3342|3335|2001-12-14 18:23:46|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

>IMO, I think you can't go wrong with Waldorf.
>I had just bought the XT (used) when they lauched the new Micro Q, i really
>like the 3 octave KB. At one point, i was considering selling the XT and 
>buy
>this new Q, but i decided to keep the full wavetables power of the XT and,

well,
there's a lot of people around that is crazy for microwaves..
i know one that continue to tell me that the best is the microwave I, that 
one with wavetables + analogue oscillators, capable of more rude and noisy 
sounds respect the II and XT...don't know, i listened to it and it sounds 
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awesome but it's not for me, i mean i can do 'similar' things with nord mod. 
(only similar, wavetables is inimitable), metallic things, so i decided for 
a thing in the middle, the micro q.

>one day, i will buy something more analogue, or different sounding, and
>that would make a good team with the XT. Any suggestions ?

not a waldorf! :)
maybe a virus can be good, it sounds more 'normal' v-analogue
or a novation if you like the sounds.
i listened to a nova and it didn't convinced me at all...
i preferred the rude basstation, similar to the nova but a bit more 
gritty...don't know what it is, but the novation sounds seems to me really 
effected , also a friend of Thomas told him :)), not effected in the way as 
you put effects on, but a bit cheesy...hey, this is my personal taste, half 
the disco world is addicted to nova and supernova.
the only synths that sounds really PURE are the Clavia, nord leads and nord 
mod, just again my opinion; i played half a year 3 days a week for about 1 
hour on a nord lead 2 in a store, i was totally hooked up; it has NO 
effects, nothing special feature, but a REAL sound..don't know how to 
explain with words; that's also why i've got the nord mod., i love the nord, 
more than any other synth, from what i've just listened, more then the micro 
q i'm buying, this is sure.
the waldorfs sounds effected too, but in another way, absolutely no cheesy, 
these are aliens :)
anyway, effected
clavia NO

>
>Just out of curiosity, do you know if the Micro Q body is plastic or 
> >metal.

the one i've tried is solid METAL, only the red big knob is plastic i think, 
but the rest is a tank like the XT or the Q rack.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it/
| 3343|3335|2001-12-14 18:41:39|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

>I will on this weekend, i only had this short version as a MP3 when i
>was signing up at Vitaminic, and it was already late and i was too
>tired to go ahead and encode a MP3 and upload that 9MB (at the moment
>i am having only a 56k Modem, but i am thinking about DSL...)

ok, i'll listen
i have a 128 isdn modem but it's slowly as a 56k one....

> > i made a decision and just ordered today a Waldorf Micro Q light
>version.
>
>Congratulations! Seems that Germans are at least good manufacturers
>of synthesizer...

oh yes, no joke here!
look at Waldorf, Access, JOMOX, all germans
also Emagic things like Logic
germans think and do, and seems that they find also fun in this :))

>I have thought about this one too, but i realized that i really don´t
>like rack-gear so much. So i will see if i can find a good old
>Novation Nova Desktop.i It goes for 890 Euro here in Germany. I
>always liked that creamy soft sound of it (though a lot of people say
>it´s only the effects...who cares about other people´s opinion :)

oh yes, if you like it, it's your machine
just tried one the same day of the micro q, probably we have different taste 
here

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>Also i just decided to get also a Yamaha TG33 (SY22 Desktop) for it´s
>almost Wavestation-like pads and strings.

also the korg wavestation is good

> > arpeggio flyed away in an astral atomic high subsound...:)
>Awww, how nice! :))))

well, i haven't yet so have no experience, but it seems to me that sort of 
monster that if you turn too much a knob the sound become absolutely 
unusable hahaha -alien transmission - s o s tierra s o s - :))

> > to be used for ES-1 and rs7k (S.O.), and sep. out + ram, and the
> > Filterfactory; so here it is, rs7k, es-1, + nord mod & micro q.
>A lot of bang for also a lot of money,

yes, but i think many people also on this list has spent so much, i think 
also a lot more
there's still that amt or similar real analogue drum machine, that 4 modules 
really cheap that you told me on thomann.de....
i'll see next year

>but i am sure it is worth
>every penny. Trust me you won´t regret it.
>So keep on producing and make a platinum-record!

oh yes, that one with 'la la la' haha
i have to make more lalala, they sell, ..maybe a big butt on the cover and 
voila!
haha, no i'm too into xperimental music, too noisy, too broken, too hardcore 
to the bone that doesn't mean all under distortion, just a piano solo for me 
is really hardcore, a 12" of piano solos like Luke Vibert made recently

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3344|3308|2001-12-14 18:48:18|Wayne Thompson|Re: RM1x to RS7000|
No definitly better

--- In RS7000@y..., Wayne Thompson wrote:
> I was also a RM1x user and i recently got an RS and
> the sounds are much better, the effects are amazing,
> definitly go for the RS7K
Well, i tend to be more carefull with those kind of sentences. I 
would say, check it out for yourself. The RS IS better than the RM1x, 
but if it will fullfill your needs can only decide you.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3345|3307|2001-12-14 20:15:48|eq127|Re: OT: web washer PS: (was: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> The idea of a web-washer, who cleanses all ads out of the websites 
> you are loading is now VERY appealing...any good link tips?

http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html

but you still can't get that ad space we have to deal with for some 
reason.

K
| 3346|3335|2001-12-14 20:37:20|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/14/01 8:23 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

> maybe a virus can be good, it sounds more 'normal' v-analogue
> or a novation if you like the sounds.
> i listened to a nova and it didn't convinced me at all...
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I agree. The nova really needs all the effects they put in it,
while the Clavia Nord, just as the XT, does not need effects
to sound good. I have just heard good things about Nord, but never
tried one. I tried to put external FX on the XT, i found out
it never needs it, i think it's sounds good with just a little
of it's own fxs like Chorus, delay or unison. Well, just IMO.

As for the Virus, i think it's a very good synth but it'S a bit
too expensive for me right now, and since i already have the XT, it can
wait. I would really like to buy a synth with a small keyboard
that can control other gears via midi, that can do fat analogue
and has a good vocoder. Answer: virus indigo or Micro Q.

So, i think i'll just buy a 200$ midi keyboard and a good vocoder :)
But maybe Satan Claus has a suprise for me this year ;)

-- Simon
| 3347|3334|2001-12-15 00:37:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: hot|
On Saturday 15 December 2001 00:44, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., khalil rasheed wrote:
> > just sexy pic . thks
>
> ??? What´s that all about, should i ban him?

Depens on those pics (didn't see them). Maybe it's RS pics?
If its porn, ban him.

- Robert (aka asistant moderator ;)
| 3348|3335|2001-12-15 00:41:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: crystal distortion|
On Saturday 15 December 2001 01:34, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 12/14/01 5:59 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:
> >> Have you tried the Waldorf Microwave XT ? If you want strange and you
> >> like wavetables, this the baby for you. Unique machine !
> >
> > oh yes
> > i had it at home for 3 days
> > i didn't kept it cause i felt it a bit too digital, i had to decide to
> > take the XT or the Nord Modular and i choose for the nord mod.
> > the Micro Q can go only near the abyss of the XT :) but it's more
> > analogue sounding, it can do pretty well also a lush pad and i like this
> > mixture synthesis that waldorf build around Q.
> > the other choice i had, was a virus rack, more fat but more traditional,
> > so you can see that these are a bit far from XT.
>
> IMO, I think you can't go wrong with Waldorf.
> I had just bought the XT (used) when they lauched the new Micro Q, i really
> like the 3 octave KB. At one point, i was considering selling the XT and
> buy this new Q, but i decided to keep the full wavetables power of the XT
> and, one day, i will buy something more analogue, or different sounding,
> and that would make a good team with the XT. Any suggestions ?
>

The XT *can* sound very analog, imo. Just use the upper three wave table 
slots and don't scan any waves. The Q and XT do very nice as a couple, but 
you could also concider the Virus (more analog, less freaky than Q) or a Nord 
(pushy analog sounding with cool Nord timbre).

> Just out of curiosity, do you know if the Micro Q body is plastic or metal.

AFAIK, all Waldorfs are metal.

- Robert
| 3349|3335|2001-12-15 08:13:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> ok, i'll listen
> i have a 128 isdn modem but it's slowly as a 56k one....

Yup, because you only use ONE line instead of two, which would give 
128k instead of 64k

> >Congratulations! Seems that Germans are at least good manufacturers
> >of synthesizer...
> 
> oh yes, no joke here!
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> look at Waldorf, Access, JOMOX, all germans
> also Emagic things like Logic
> germans think and do, and seems that they find also fun in this :))

Or Steinberg, Vermona, MFB...guess Techno is just as Teutonic as 
Germans are...but also Techno is very tribal and like a grooving 
african dance...guess it´s true we are all offsprings from africa, so 
we are all africans...;)
Sorry, i am confused (as always) and waaay off-tipic.

> oh yes, if you like it, it's your machine
> just tried one the same day of the micro q, probably we have 

different taste 

> here

hehe, maybe you are more teutonic...LINKS,RECHTS, ZWO, DREI, VIER!!!

> also the korg wavestation is good

And three times as much...the TG33 goes for around 170Euro s/h (if 
you can find one :)

> unusable hahaha -alien transmission - s o s tierra s o s - :))

LOL...i think that´s what my whole music sounds like, doesn´t it? 
Some stuff i made in the past are just not from this world...guess i 
am an alien (that´s why you like the Waldorf over the soft Nova...;)

> yes, but i think many people also on this list has spent so much, i 

think 

> also a lot more

Yup, like me.
In the beginning i just wanted the RS and a HD-Recorder...i ended up 
with a Nord MicroMod, DX200, Fostex DMT-8 AND a RS7k...:) well all 
just to complement my AN1x...:)))

> there's still that amt or similar real analogue drum machine, that 

4 modules 

> really cheap that you told me on thomann.de....
> i'll see next year

Oh yes that one, that´s a nice one!
Complete true full analogue drums.

> >but i am sure it is worth
> >every penny. Trust me you won´t regret it.
> >So keep on producing and make a platinum-record!
> 
> oh yes, that one with 'la la la' haha

LOL...hey there´s nothing wrong with Lalala...i like pop-music, when 
it´s made good, like Tina Turner, PetShop Boys or i just 
purchased "Fever" Kylie Minogue...still i also like Kanzleramt, Aphex 
Twin, Aural Float, Sensorama, Yello, etc.pp.

> i have to make more lalala, they sell, ..maybe a big butt on the 

cover and 

> voila!

YUP! Tits and ass sells...hey you should try this. A provocative 
cover and you´re under the top 100 in the billboard charts...don´t 
you think? 

> haha, no i'm too into xperimental music, too noisy, too broken, too 

hardcore 

> to the bone that doesn't mean all under distortion, 



Well, who knows this kind of music could become the new trend 
2002...hope you will talk with us when you´re a star...;)))

> just a piano solo for me 
> is really hardcore, a 12" of piano solos like Luke Vibert made 

recently

??? Interesting, what´s the name of it? And what´s all about that 
piano solo?
| 3350|3307|2001-12-15 08:17:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: web washer PS: (was: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > The idea of a web-washer, who cleanses all ads out of the 

websites 

> > you are loading is now VERY appealing...any good link tips?
> 
> http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html
> 
> but you still can't get that ad space we have to deal with for some 
> reason.
> 
> K

The funny part is, when i read the group at home on my IE5 on Win98, 
i don´t see the ad beside the message, but at work i have Win 2000 
Pro with IE5 and voila, i can see the ad...interesting...
| 3351|3335|2001-12-15 08:21:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> I agree. The nova really needs all the effects they put in it,

I don´t know, i´ve read a couple of reviews aobut the Nova on 
www.sonicstate.com and www.harmony-central.com and they all said that 
Novation improved the soundquality of the Nova by a 100% with the new 
OS4.0.
I tried a Nova with OS3.0 and i like the softness of its sounds.

> I would really like to buy a synth with a small keyboard
> that can control other gears via midi, that can do fat analogue

AN1x

> and has a good vocoder. 

Oh...hm...NordModular Key

--Tom
| 3352|3334|2001-12-15 08:23:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: hot|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 15 December 2001 00:44, tomfinegan wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., khalil rasheed wrote:
> > > just sexy pic . thks
> >
> > ??? What´s that all about, should i ban him?
> 
> Depens on those pics (didn't see them). Maybe it's RS pics?
> If its porn, ban him.

Hehe...porn pics of a naked RS??? We already have those in the file 
section...:))))
So where´s the link?

Tom (aka the moderator that might ban)

> 
> - Robert (aka asistant moderator ;)

| 3353|3335|2001-12-15 10:00:54|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

> > i have a 128 isdn modem but it's slowly as a 56k one....
>Yup, because you only use ONE line instead of two, which would give
>128k instead of 64k

http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html


i have 2 lines, i have the telephone line duplicated!

>Or Steinberg, Vermona, MFB...guess Techno is just as Teutonic as
>Germans are...but also Techno is very tribal and like a grooving
>african dance...guess it´s true we are all offsprings from africa, so
>we are all africans...;)

yes, look at genres like jungle etc., these are total tribal music

>hehe, maybe you are more teutonic...LINKS,RECHTS, ZWO, DREI, VIER!!!

don't know...:)
maybe it's just that i love Nine Inch Nails and all under Warp and Planet MU

> also the korg wavestation is good
>And three times as much...the TG33 goes for around 170Euro s/h (if
>you can find one :)

oppps,...forgot the price ...:)

>
> > unusable hahaha -alien transmission - s o s tierra s o s - :))
>LOL...i think that´s what my whole music sounds like, doesn´t it?
>Some stuff i made in the past are just not from this world...guess i
>am an alien (that´s why you like the Waldorf over the soft Nova...;)

well, all these discussion about one or another touch personal tastes, and 
in the end what matters are the results...see so many people that do 
incredible things just with the pc or old monophonic synths and an atari or 
only with a sampler (that's why the essential kit is the rs7k beacause it 
sample, or the pc because i can work with audio)...
anyway, if you are an alien i'm an humanoid...:)

> > yes, but i think many people also on this list has spent so much, i
>think
> > also a lot more
>Yup, like me.
>In the beginning i just wanted the RS and a HD-Recorder...i ended up
>with a Nord MicroMod, DX200, Fostex DMT-8 AND a RS7k...:) well all
>just to complement my AN1x...:)))

good synths!
i think the micromodular sounds really good...don't know why, but i think 
i've just listened this name...nord micromod...nord micromodular...bho..:)

> > oh yes, that one with 'la la la' haha
>LOL...hey there´s nothing wrong with Lalala...i like pop-music, when
>it´s made good, like Tina Turner, PetShop Boys or i just
>purchased "Fever" Kylie Minogue...

oh yes, me too, everyday i listen to tina turner HAHAHAHA :)
...ehm...sorry...
but i like very much Kylie Minogue, the person i mean....:)

>still i also like Kanzleramt, Aphex
>Twin, Aural Float, Sensorama, Yello, etc.pp.

puha, i hate aphex twin, it's so obvious his music...HAHAHA :)
..I SWEAR FROM ITS TUNES!

>A provocative
>cover and you´re under the top 100 in the billboard charts...don´t
>you think?

no, it's not for me, i'm not able and don't wanna be a star ahaha



> > just a piano solo for me
> > is really hardcore, a 12" of piano solos like Luke Vibert made
>recently
>
>??? Interesting, what´s the name of it? And what´s all about that
>piano solo?

well, don't rememberthe name, it's a luke vibert 12", it's all piano, he 
plays piano , 4 tracks, only piano...don't know why i used the word 'solo', 
its piano
check him at www.planet-mu.com

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 3354|3354|2001-12-15 11:54:55|tomfinegan|Info for the FAQ|
Hi Robert, here´s an info from BadMister from www.motifator.com about 
the bugfixes in OS v1.14 (v.1.13 fixes the "screen noise"-bug, btw.):

"Version 1.14 fixes a problem with using both MIDI A and MIDI B 
outputs, simultaneously with an external controller."
| 3355|3335|2001-12-15 12:20:31|tomfinegan|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> > > i have a 128 isdn modem but it's slowly as a 56k one....
> >Yup, because you only use ONE line instead of two, which would give
> >128k instead of 64k
> 
> i have 2 lines, i have the telephone line duplicated!

Hm, and it´s still slow as a 56k one? Then there´s something wrong 
with your provider, it should be faster than that...

> well, all these discussion about one or another touch personal 

tastes, and 

> in the end what matters are the results...see so many people that 

do 

> incredible things just with the pc or old monophonic synths and an 

atari or 

> only with a sampler (that's why the essential kit is the rs7k 

beacause it 

> sample, or the pc because i can work with audio)...

True, i recently listened to some old stuff from Yello. "Bostich" 
(some hiphop artists say they got inspired by that) came out 
on "Solid Pleasure" 1980 and was far beyond it´s time. They called 
it "Avantgarde" and that time, but really it was Techno what they 
made. With analogue-tape recording tricks, a driller noise and the 
first analogue synths they created a sound never heard before, which 
some doodles call now Techno...

To conclude, no matter if you use the hightech RS7000 or a old fart 
like a Casio and some circuit-bended toys, only the results count. 
Afterwards, noone will recognize that it was an original TR909 or 
just a sample in the EXS24...

So again here my call to everybody to work together for a remix 
project. Post .r2a or .r3a files and let us do together some music 
together.

> anyway, if you are an alien i'm an humanoid...:)

Well, ok ...i guess i am a mix of both...a hulien..? ;))
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> oh yes, me too, everyday i listen to tina turner HAHAHAHA :)

Oh man, leave her alone, for her age she still looks banging! And she 
has an incredible voice. Something in the electronic music scene 
should work with her. Which reminds me of Mick Jagger who did an 
Irish Folk Song CD (!) last year...a rock-singer sings Irish Folk...
Surprising, just like No Doubt with their new single, which sounds 
very electronical...

> ...ehm...sorry...
> but i like very much Kylie Minogue, the person i mean....:)

Yeah, yeah, those legs and lips, hm? :P

> puha, i hate aphex twin, it's so obvious his music...HAHAHA :)
> ..I SWEAR FROM ITS TUNES!

Obvious? What do you mean? Selected Ambient Works I+II are good, or 
do you mean Window Licker?

> no, it's not for me, i'm not able and don't wanna be a star ahaha

Hey just imagine: all those groupies! :o) 
But i know what you mean, i don´t want to be a star either, just 
produce some records and sell enough to live of the money, feed my 
family and buy new equipment.

> check him at www.planet-mu.com

Ok thank you, i will.

Tom
| 3356|3334|2001-12-15 12:48:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: hot|
On Saturday 15 December 2001 16:23, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Tom (aka the moderator that might ban)

Well spoken. :)
| 3357|3335|2001-12-15 12:50:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: crystal distortion|
On Saturday 15 December 2001 16:21, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> > I agree. The nova really needs all the effects they put in it,
>
> I don´t know, i´ve read a couple of reviews aobut the Nova on
> www.sonicstate.com and www.harmony-central.com and they all said that
> Novation improved the soundquality of the Nova by a 100% with the new
> OS4.0.
> I tried a Nova with OS3.0 and i like the softness of its sounds.
>
> > I would really like to buy a synth with a small keyboard
> > that can control other gears via midi, that can do fat analogue
>
> AN1x
>
> > and has a good vocoder.
>
> Oh...hm...NordModular Key

Or MicroQ keyboad (with aftertoch!) (so I'm told)

- Robert
| 3358|3335|2001-12-15 14:17:44|tomfinegan|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Or MicroQ keyboad (with aftertoch!) (so I'm told)

I´ve just listened to some MP3´s from the NordLead3 on the Clavia 
website (www.clavia.se)...BOY! Excellent sound! But the price is like 
2700Euro...ouch!

Tom (aka the one who like the pads inside the RS, and don´t think 
that they are tweaked not as weak as some people stated...)
| 3359|3359|2001-12-15 16:06:44|tomfinegan|OT: Synthesizerlinks|



http://www.analogue.org/network/

http://machines.hyperreal.org/
| 3360|3307|2001-12-15 16:07:21|eq127|Re: OT: web washer PS: (was: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > The idea of a web-washer, who cleanses all ads out of the 
> websites 
> > > you are loading is now VERY appealing...any good link tips?
> > 
> > http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html
> > 
> > but you still can't get that ad space we have to deal with for 

some 

> > reason.
> > 
> > K
> 
> The funny part is, when i read the group at home on my IE5 on 

Win98, 

> i don´t see the ad beside the message, but at work i have Win 2000 
> Pro with IE5 and voila, i can see the ad...interesting...

i don't see the ad at all anymore for some reason... i'm pretty 
pleased, considering how "in-your-face" it was

K
| 3361|3335|2001-12-15 16:40:41|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

>I´ve just listened to some MP3´s from the NordLead3 on the Clavia
>website (www.clavia.se)...BOY! Excellent sound! But the price is like
>2700Euro...ouch!

oh yes, and also Nord Rack 3 has a moster price!
i would be really courious to put my hands on to feel the sound...

>Tom (aka the one who like the pads inside the RS, and don´t think
>that they are tweaked not as weak as some people stated...)

i like them too!
i alway use pads sounds from rs7k, these are the good synth ones, with the 
special fx ones too.
for more classic square/sine synth lines, leads, etc, better an external 
device
(i use a lot of 'vacuum' ambient sounds also on nord mod :)

hey Robert, Simon, etc, you that have waldorfs: how are these for ambient 
doom sounds...i have in mind selected ambient works II from AFX

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3362|3335|2001-12-15 16:59:50|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

>True, i recently listened to some old stuff from Yello. "Bostich"
>(some hiphop artists say they got inspired by that) came out
>on "Solid Pleasure" 1980 and was far beyond it´s time. They called
>it "Avantgarde" and that time, but really it was Techno what they
>made. With analogue-tape recording tricks, a driller noise and the
>first analogue synths they created a sound never heard before, which
>some doodles call now Techno...

i have to check..didn't know about this

> > oh yes, me too, everyday i listen to tina turner HAHAHAHA :)
>Oh man, leave her alone, for her age she still looks banging! And she

http://www.analogue.org/network/
http://machines.hyperreal.org/
http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>has an incredible voice.

i'm jocking of course, everyone has his/her musical taste

>Something in the electronic music scene
>should work with her. Which reminds me of Mick Jagger who did an
>Irish Folk Song CD (!) last year...

i like the new song of Mick Jagger, 'God give me everything i need' or 
something similar..i've seen the video, there's also Lenny Kravits
i love all Rolling Stones old albums and live stuff

>a rock-singer sings Irish Folk...
>Surprising, just like No Doubt with their new single, which sounds
>very electronical...

yes, what a horrible song..again just my opinion

> > ...ehm...sorry...
> > but i like very much Kylie Minogue, the person i mean....:)
>Yeah, yeah, those legs and lips, hm? :P

oh no! i was talking about her music of course! HAHAHA :)))

>
> > puha, i hate aphex twin, it's so obvious his music...HAHAHA :)
> > ..I SWEAR FROM ITS TUNES!
>Obvious? What do you mean? Selected Ambient Works I+II are good, or
>do you mean Window Licker?

ALL AFX stuff, from the beginning to all the albums, singles, livesets, dj 
sets, he's a genious i.m.o.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere, modificare e stampare 
le tue foto preferite. http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 3363|3335|2001-12-16 11:02:52|tomfinegan|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> oh yes, and also Nord Rack 3 has a moster price!
> i would be really courious to put my hands on to feel the sound...

The MP3´s, especially that one from Dan Lind "Analogue Part One" 
shows what a nice clean analogue and FM sounds the NL3 can produce. 
In other words...it absof%&$&glutely sounds like the price-
tag...expensive! Honestly, i don´t need it right now but...i want one!
The german Keyboards did a review and said that it has a fantastic 
interface, but the sound is just like every NordLead a bit thin...i 
think the tester has something with his ears...:))) 
The basses and brasses sounds fat and moogish, the pads reeeeally 
lush and soft, the FM department (with 2 or 4 FM-operator) very 
brilliant, FX are just like not from this earth. The filter are 
better sounding than on NL1&2 or MordMod. Ok i admit the whole sound 
is a bit too clean, but i like that! For some dirt hook it up to a 
guitar-pedal.
Other comparable synths like the Q or Virus sound much different. Q 
and Virus, teutonic as they are ;), are more in your face, gritty and 
harsh. Of course the Q is one of it´s own kind, less analogue like 
the Virus, but both different than the NL3, which is to my ears 
(based on those MP3´s) more like my AN1x, like Prophet 5, Moog and 
DX7 and...NL3. The 4-OP FM section and the marvelous interface makes 
it a special synth. Interesting that i like the NL3 so far, because i 
never like the NL1...;)

> i like them too!
> i alway use pads sounds from rs7k, these are the good synth ones, 

with the 

> special fx ones too.

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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Yup, but i also think, because they are two-element voices, they 
reduce the polyphony.
But hehe, i am not complaining as long as it sounds good? 

> for more classic square/sine synth lines, leads, etc, better an 

external 

> device

True, i noticed that some of those square/since etc. leads sounds 
rather hmmm...flat. The synth-engine with it´s excellent filter 
freshes them up a bit, but i always rather throw in the MicroMod, 
DX200 or my AN1x for that purpose.

> (i use a lot of 'vacuum' ambient sounds also on nord mod :)

Oh, which is that one? It´s called Vacuum? 

-Tom (aka the moderator who wants a NL3 as companion for his RS).
| 3364|3364|2001-12-16 18:45:28|el_sheik|OS 1.14 problem|
I updated to OS 1.14 yesterday,
and ever since i have random errors loading "All",
the samples dont load even though it uses memory they are not loaded 
into the "Local samples" or "Common samples". Anyone else have this 
problem? I am scared.

/Mikko
| 3365|3364|2001-12-16 19:56:00|el_sheik|Re: OS 1.14 problem|
Opened up an older version (that worked).
Then I opened up a new version (that didnt work straight off a 
reboot) and it worked, I am not sure its 100% as it was though.
Anyway, I had one file named "hästar.wav" that I was using.
I saw it was named "h_star" and "h4star" in different situations
on the rs7k so i renamed it and it seems to work now...
well, that doesnt quite explain the troubles loading some old
projects. There seems to be a differnence whether it is turned off
or not before loading an "All + system" or "All". Maybe non ascii 
filenames just fux it up real good, I am not even sure that was the 
problem however.

just my 2nd thought 2 cents anyway...
/Mikko

--- In RS7000@y..., "el_sheik" wrote:
> I updated to OS 1.14 yesterday,
> and ever since i have random errors loading "All",
> the samples dont load even though it uses memory they are not 
loaded 
> into the "Local samples" or "Common samples". Anyone else have 
this 
> problem? I am scared.
> 
> /Mikko

| 3366|3366|2001-12-16 20:48:05|headtrik|Uploaded a new track (We will be releasing this on vinyl!!!!)|
I have uploaded a new track into my file section on www.rs7000.org
I'd upload it here, but we only get 30 second clips, just won't cut 
it. ... It's called SURF PUNKZ, in my "Head Trik" artist profile. 

It's a HARD Drum N Bass track with a a classic "amen" intro. This 
intro is a killer example of what you can do with beat slice, but 
ALSO with loop remix. After doing loop remix, I rewrote some parts of 
the sequence so it was at least slightly original. Anyway, 75% of 
what you hear is coming straight from the RS7000, a bunch of the 
tones and drum sounds are sampled, but the filters and effects are 
from the 7000. Also a little emu command station for extra beats, and 
ms2000 towards the end when the detuned saw lead comes in. This is 
the 1st 7000 track I've posted (all my other tracks are rm1x, 
ms2000r, etc...). Please vote it up if you like it. 

DJs, if your interested in purchasing this track, possibly recieving 
a promo contact me through my email. We will hopefully have it 
available within 3 months. RS7000 on vinyl, woohoo!!!! 

Peace, I'm lovin this box more and more everyday! At first I couldn't 
hear the differencein the 24 bit samples, but oh my god when I listen 
to my older recordings, this thing is so much cleaner and easier to 
mix than my RM1X.



| 3367|3335|2001-12-16 22:51:16|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/15/01 6:40 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

> hey Robert, Simon, etc, you that have waldorfs: how are these for ambient
> doom sounds...i have in mind selected ambient works II from AFX

I don't have this one by Aphex Twin (i know i should ;) and i don't know
what you mean by *doom* sounds, however i know that the XT, and i'm sure the
Micro Q (since they share similar features and sound), are great tools for
ambiant works. Endless possibilities.

I love the old Vangelis's Blade Runner tones i can get, but keep this to
yourself ;)

BTW, do you guys like Autechre and Amon Tobin ?

-- Simon
| 3368|3335|2001-12-16 22:59:12|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/15/01 2:41 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> The XT *can* sound very analog, imo. Just use the upper three wave table
> slots and don't scan any waves.

I was just testing you Robert :)

**The Q and XT do very nice as a couple, **

Don't you think it would be redundant to have and XT and a Micro Q ?
Doe they sound a lot different ?

> 
>> Just out of curiosity, do you know if the Micro Q body is plastic or metal.
> 
> AFAIK, all Waldorfs are metal.

Message received Lound and clear

-- Simon
| 3369|3335|2001-12-16 23:05:57|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
On Saturday 15 December 2001 16:21, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> > I agree. The nova really needs all the effects they put in it,

>> I don´t know, i´ve read a couple of reviews aobut the Nova on
>> www.sonicstate.com and www.harmony-central.com and they all said that
>> Novation improved the soundquality of the Nova by a 100% with the new
>> OS4.0.

Yes, you're right, i remember a friend telling about this new OS 4.

>> I tried a Nova with OS3.0 and i like the softness of its sounds.

>> 
>>> I would really like to buy a synth with a small keyboard
>>> that can control other gears via midi, that can do fat analogue
>> 
>> AN1x
>> 
>>> and has a good vocoder.
>> 
>> Oh...hm...NordModular Key
> 
> Or MicroQ keyboad (with aftertoch!) (so I'm told)

Yes, but again i already have an XT. However, i really
like the specs, the company, the KB, the size, the Metal body,
the vocoder and most important the price. I was sure
they would sell it at 1700$ US (same as Canada) or something,
you can get it at 1300$ US or less.

-- Simon
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| 3370|3335|2001-12-17 02:13:19|tomfinegan|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> I love the old Vangelis's Blade Runner tones i can get, but keep 

this to

> yourself ;)

Oh love Vangelis Blade Runner soundtrack! Actually i´ve heard that he 
used a Yamaha CS80 (that old monster...200kg...;) a lot in it. And 
you can do those lead sounds on a XT!??
| 3371|3335|2001-12-17 03:19:10|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/17/01 4:13 AM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

>> I love the old Vangelis's Blade Runner tones i can get, but keep
> this to
>> yourself ;)
> 
> Oh love Vangelis Blade Runner soundtrack! Actually i´ve heard that he
> used a Yamaha CS80 (that old monster...200kg...;) a lot in it. And
> you can do those lead sounds on a XT!??

Well, very close simulation. Actually, the first preset sound of the
latest factory soundset is called CS-80, i wonder why ? ;)

Just a few notes and you automatically think about this great movie.

-- Simon
| 3372|3372|2001-12-17 03:22:04|H R S H M N N K|Re: Digest Number 283|
hi all
i'm new to this list
just bought the unit, this groupe is named after.
i bought it because i was looking for some hardware live performance station.
planning to transfer PC based loops & breaks/ songs to that RS,
and doing wicked things/remixes with it, live.

please check[PEEINYOU] website for reference of my musical interests.

cheerz, H R S H M N N K
WWW.PNU.NU 

http://pnu.widerstand.org 
pnu@widerstand.org
| 3373|3335|2001-12-17 05:48:51|tomfinegan|Re: crystal distortion|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> Well, very close simulation. Actually, the first preset sound of the
> latest factory soundset is called CS-80, i wonder why ? ;)
> 
> Just a few notes and you automatically think about this great movie.

Oh man! I always tried to get those sounds out of my Micro Mod and 
AN1x and never achieved...guess i have to check out a XT, hm? ;)

-Tom
| 3374|3372|2001-12-17 13:12:42|synthe. labo|Re: Digest Number 283|

>hi all
>i'm new to this list
>just bought the unit, this groupe is named after.
>i bought it because i was looking for some hardware live performance 
>station.
>planning to transfer PC based loops & breaks/ songs to that RS,
>and doing wicked things/remixes with it, live.
>
>please check[PEEINYOU] website for reference of my musical interests.

hello!
hey, if you are under widerstand we have common taste for xperimantal hard 
music; probably you are also under c8 list as me!
rs7000 is great for hardbreak stuff, i use it for that...

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://pnu.widerstand.org/
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_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 3375|3335|2001-12-17 13:48:47|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
Hey Marco,

I've just listened to H_properties and Broke and
it's great to hear good hard and dark music. Can't
take that soft house crap no more anyways.

So once again, great stuff man. Sometimes, à
it reminds me of a german call PANACEA.

-- Simon
| 3376|3376|2001-12-17 14:24:42|volt10011001|It's official now |
It's official now, I'm the slowest guy on earth !

I did not realise that
i could use the Real time loop remix on normal sequence
data, duh ! I just played with old drums sequences and wow !
Again, the manual could have included this info in all
sections, not just the sample mode. 

I'm looking at the RS in a different way now, like when you
realize that an old friend might be the woman you were
looking for all these years : )
| 3377|3335|2001-12-17 14:32:40|synthe. labo|Re: crystal distortion|

>Hey Marco,
>
>I've just listened to H_properties and Broke and
>it's great to hear good hard and dark music. Can't
>take that soft house crap no more anyways.

thank you, i'm glad you like them

>
>So once again, great stuff man. Sometimes, à
>it reminds me of a german call PANACEA.

oh yes, i like Panacea, xpecially the works under the name 'Richkid',
hardjungle/ragga/noise

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 3378|3038|2001-12-17 14:55:49|rdunlap2002|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|
Currently I have a EMU w/IDE DRIVE>>TEAC CD/RW>>PCw/SCSI HD Chain and 
a Triton Rack>>Orb>>Teac Cd/RW>>PC Chain....I don't want to go out 
and buy another CD/RW, but I'd like to be able to attach something to 
my (not yet arrived) RS7000 for bulk transfers. Like the other user, 
EMU and Triton are Chain terminaters, as I assume the RS7000 would 
be..any ideas on how to incorporate this...not familiar with a 
splitter and can a RS-7000 burn to CD/RW? If not, perhaps I'm better 
off using a minidisk attached to the optical option and not mess with 
SCSI at all....any ideas? Thanks, rjd

--- In RS7000@y..., eq@f... wrote:
> Hi, i was wondering if it would be possible, once i pick up my 
RS7000 
> this week, to buy a SCSI HDD (and SCSI card) for my PC, and have it 
> connected to my RS7000, PC, and Triton all at the same time. This 
> would be ideal, as i could have the RS7000 terminate on one end and 
> the Triton on the other, with the hard drive and SCSI card in 
between.
> 
> If this isn't possible, can someone suggest a similar setup 
allowing 
> me to load and save samples from both synths and PC to the hard 
drive 
> or another media device?
> 
> Thanks, 
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> 
> EQ

| 3379|3038|2001-12-17 15:13:41|tomfinegan|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "rdunlap2002" wrote:

> can a RS-7000 burn to CD/RW

No, it´s not a HD-recorder, only a sampler/sequencer...
| 3380|3335|2001-12-17 15:28:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: crystal distortion|
On Monday 17 December 2001 07:01, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 12/15/01 2:41 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > The XT *can* sound very analog, imo. Just use the upper three wave table
> > slots and don't scan any waves.
>
> I was just testing you Robert :)

Ah! ;)

>
>
> **The Q and XT do very nice as a couple, **
>
> Don't you think it would be redundant to have and XT and a Micro Q ?
> Doe they sound a lot different ?

They both sound very Waldorf, but not the same. The XT is a real wavetable 
machine (PPG style) with VA options. The Q is a real VA, can sound real weird 
and also has limited wave table options. They are different machines, really. 
But maybe too much Waldorf for some, when using both. ;)

>
> >> Just out of curiosity, do you know if the Micro Q body is plastic or
> >> metal.
> >
> > AFAIK, all Waldorfs are metal.
>
> Message received Lound and clear

Saw a Micro Q Light last saturday. It was very metal indeed. ;)

- Robert
| 3381|3038|2001-12-17 15:31:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|
On Monday 17 December 2001 22:55, rdunlap2002 wrote:

> Currently I have a EMU w/IDE DRIVE>>TEAC CD/RW>>PCw/SCSI HD Chain and
> a Triton Rack>>Orb>>Teac Cd/RW>>PC Chain....I don't want to go out
> and buy another CD/RW, but I'd like to be able to attach something to
> my (not yet arrived) RS7000 for bulk transfers. Like the other user,
> EMU and Triton are Chain terminaters, as I assume the RS7000 would
> be..any ideas on how to incorporate this...not familiar with a
> splitter and can a RS-7000 burn to CD/RW? If not, perhaps I'm better
> off using a minidisk attached to the optical option and not mess with
> SCSI at all....any ideas? Thanks, rjd

I never used a splitter either, so I can tell you anything first hand. But on 
the Emu list some claim it works fine, just as if the Emu would have two SCSI 
connecters.

Regarding the mini disc, you can't use it to store your pattern or .all files 
for two reasons:
1) the optical out is only used for audio, not for file output.
2) mini disc uses a lossy algorithm, you would not be able to load the file 
without errors.

Cheers,
Robert
| 3382|3335|2001-12-17 16:18:12|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/17/01 5:28 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> They both sound very Waldorf, but not the same. The XT is a real wavetable
> machine (PPG style) with VA options. The Q is a real VA, can sound real weird
> and also has limited wave table options. They are different machines, really.
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> But maybe too much Waldorf for some, when using both. ;)

Tough question:
If you had to choose between the two, what would choose ?
| 3383|3335|2001-12-18 00:43:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: crystal distortion|
On Tuesday 18 December 2001 00:20, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 12/17/01 5:28 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > They both sound very Waldorf, but not the same. The XT is a real
> > wavetable machine (PPG style) with VA options. The Q is a real VA, can
> > sound real weird and also has limited wave table options. They are
> > different machines, really. But maybe too much Waldorf for some, when
> > using both. ;)
>
> Tough question:
> If you had to choose between the two, what would choose ?

Q, but that's very mood dependant. 
Give the thing a good long listen, but remeber that it is a very complex 
synth. The XT is way easier to handle.

- Robert
| 3384|3384|2001-12-18 14:35:51|tompaulsen2002|OT: Again Studiopic Link found!|
Remember a couple of days ago i asked to send me links...hey...
in the meantime i found out that the Midiwall site is online 
again...yippiiih :))))))!

http://www.midiwall.com/synths/gearpics.html

Enjoy!

--Tom
| 3385|3385|2001-12-18 15:37:53|Kelly Rank|Hi + RS7000 questions|
Well, I've just joined the group. The thing asked me
to post some information about myself, so here I go:

1. I live in Michigan in the United States

2. I've been writting electronic music for about 2
years. Lately, I've been getting into D&B and funky
type electronic stuff. www.mp3.com/watcher has some of
my REALLY old work.

3. Current Gear is pretty small - EM-1 and an Access
Virus Kb, along with some software synth (Legal by the
way).

Anyway I have some questions about the RS-7000, as
I've been thinking about purchasing it:

1. How does it sound compaired to the RM1x.. I've
listened to a demo of it at "http://www.procom.no" and
it seems to completely blow it away - But I'm seeing
many people on the sonic state reviews saying that it
sounds like the RM1x. This is confusing, cause to me,
the RM1x sounds cheesy/kinda muddy, and this demo does
not.

2. How many of the ROM sounds are just RM1x copies?

3. At the demo on www.procom.no, how many of the
sounds on there are in the machines ROM, and how many
are ones that are sampled ones that I'll never see
(Besides the voices).

(I refuse to listen to the demos in yamaha's VQF
format because it sucks the meat out of the sound...
Boycot! :P)

Thanks!

- Kelly

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctions for all of
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your unique holiday gifts! Buy at http://shopping.yahoo.com
or bid at http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 3386|3335|2001-12-18 16:07:59|simon leclerc|Re: crystal distortion|
on 12/18/01 2:43 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> Tough question:
>> If you had to choose between the two, what would choose ?
> 
> Q, but that's very mood dependant.
> Give the thing a good long listen, but remeber that it is a very complex
> synth. The XT is way easier to handle.

I was sure it was the other way around: like the XT was harder to master.
The XT is my first real hardware synth and i thought it was pretty easy to
work with it at first, but now that i want to program more complex sounds,
it will take a few weeks before i feel really confortable.

I think the
Micro Q / KB is a very good deal and i like almost everything about it
besidesthe lack of knobs. However, i'm in love with the XT's dark power. So
my next purchase will be a synth that sounds softer and more gentle, warm.
Maybe a novation, i don't know, i'll explore the endless capabilities of the
XT, then i'll see.

-- Simon
| 3387|3385|2001-12-18 20:44:28|Oscar Finch|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
Hi there Kelly(64) seen you on SonicState and the Electribe forum.
I gotta say the Sonic reviews are grossly innacurate as any RS owner will 
tell you. The RS has really nice 12/24/18 db lp fiters HP/BP and 
BandEliminate filters too with full ADSR control over AMP/FILTER/PITCH
....LFO modulation of any or all of the above parrameters in realtime
and a user definable(programmable LFO as well) Sep EQ for each track and 
master eq on main outs.
The sound quality too my ears is a major improvement over the RM this RS 
sounds very "pro", much fuller bodied and cleaner. The drum kits are 
awesome, I really like he bass this machine trhows out too and you can 
resample the internal synth through effects as well.
The beat slicing algorithms are great and you can also "recycle" midi note 
data in realtime as well for fills,bridges,breakdowns and all kinds of wierd 
stuff. My suggestion is that you a go to www.rs7000.org
and go through all the old back posts. My personal opinion is that the RS is 
everything I wanted the RM to be. I'm still saving up for my RS
but after having gotten my mitts on one for several hours I gotta say it's 
pretty impressive. Whilst not fully programmable on a synth patch level you 
can easily tweak the sounds into soething unrecogniseable from the original 
preset and with track layering,harmonising and midi-delay effects etc.... 
you can get some pretty wild stuff happenning sonically. Besides which the 
VIRUS you own and the EM-1 would more than make up for anything lacking in 
the RS sound set anyway. I find even using my 808EX Vsynth, EA-1,ER-1,ES-1 
with my RM makes the RM sound a lot better in a mix so I would say go for 
it. It has great effects,great kits a comprehensive seuncer and you won't 
belive waht manipulations you can do with the sampler they've trown in there 
which can be tweeked using all the LFO/AMP/FILTER/PITCH ADSR controlls and 
midi-delays and gate/groove/grid effects as well.
They dont call it a Music Production Workstation for nothing.
PEACE

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3388|3385|2001-12-18 21:36:11|kelly644|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
Hey thanks. I'm not worried about the patch editing... I mean, I'm
happy with the filter controls on my EM-1... which is pretty spars, so
I dont doubt that the RS will kick its butt :). I really like the fact
that the thing has an 18db filter (Is there any reason why NOT to put
it on a synth along with 24db?).

Do you mean to say that the thing actually has 2 LFOs per voice? One
with the standard saw, tri, sine, ect waveform, and then another one
that's basically like motion sequencing? Thats cool. :)

More equestions: The thing says that it has "4 FX Blocks", does this
mean Reverb (1) Delay/Chorus (2) Variation (3) and Master (4).. or is
this just a different name for FX busses?

Are there any FX that's not the standard stuff, like AmpSim or Analog
boost onboard?
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I heard that when you record in step mode, you cant hear the other
parts... this true? 'cause that will stink...

I think I'll go try one tomarrow :)

Thanks!

- kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> Hi there Kelly(64) seen you on SonicState and the Electribe forum.
> I gotta say the Sonic reviews are grossly innacurate as any RS owner
will 
> tell you. The RS has really nice 12/24/18 db lp fiters HP/BP and 
> BandEliminate filters too with full ADSR control over AMP/FILTER/PITCH
> ....LFO modulation of any or all of the above parrameters in realtime
> and a user definable(programmable LFO as well) Sep EQ for each track
and 
> master eq on main outs.
> The sound quality too my ears is a major improvement over the RM
this RS 
> sounds very "pro", much fuller bodied and cleaner. The drum kits are 
> awesome, I really like he bass this machine trhows out too and you can 
> resample the internal synth through effects as well.
> The beat slicing algorithms are great and you can also "recycle"
midi note 
> data in realtime as well for fills,bridges,breakdowns and all kinds
of wierd 
> stuff. My suggestion is that you a go to www.rs7000.org
> and go through all the old back posts. My personal opinion is that
the RS is 
> everything I wanted the RM to be. I'm still saving up for my RS
> but after having gotten my mitts on one for several hours I gotta
say it's 
> pretty impressive. Whilst not fully programmable on a synth patch
level you 
> can easily tweak the sounds into soething unrecogniseable from the
original 
> preset and with track layering,harmonising and midi-delay effects
etc.... 
> you can get some pretty wild stuff happenning sonically. Besides
which the 
> VIRUS you own and the EM-1 would more than make up for anything
lacking in 
> the RS sound set anyway. I find even using my 808EX Vsynth,
EA-1,ER-1,ES-1 
> with my RM makes the RM sound a lot better in a mix so I would say
go for 
> it. It has great effects,great kits a comprehensive seuncer and you
won't 
> belive waht manipulations you can do with the sampler they've trown
in there 
> which can be tweeked using all the LFO/AMP/FILTER/PITCH ADSR
controlls and 
> midi-delays and gate/groove/grid effects as well.
> They dont call it a Music Production Workstation for nothing.
> PEACE
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3389|3385|2001-12-18 22:19:06|Jeremy P Caulfield (lotus)|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
HI KELLY. 
I bought the RS with sequencing/sampling in mind and more or less ignored
much of the synth engine for quite some time. But i am glad to say that i
have been quite impressed with the synth now that i have started using it
more. The hands on editing of everything just makes it hard to ignore
especially for sounds that might not be your main line.
I really like the RS for short , sharp hits and bleeps.. perfect for D&B
actually. the levels are strong (i've actually pressed to vinyl) and you can

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.


tighten the decay/ filter and effects with one or two swoops to make
anything a nice hit. It is great to be able to not lose ideas since it is so
fast to manipulate sounds. understandably it is no waldorf etc. and there is
no super in depth editing of sound but as Oscar mentioned there is enough
tweak room to move the sounds far from their preset parameters.
With all this kind of desktop stuff though my biggest piece of advice is
to get a few good compressors, It does wonders for this thing. I use 2 ..it
can take an "almost there" snap and push it to much higher level. Also since
all the knobs are just so damn enticing it's nice to have something that can
temper some overly anxious tweaks. just my 2 cents. .

cheers.. 

Jeremy. 

does anyone on the list use an ex5 or 5r with the RS ?
| 3390|3390|2001-12-19 01:30:25|phasorpa|RS Arriving Today...Woohoo!!|
I've been following this list for quite a while. When the RS was 
first announced I printed a picture of it and stared at it at work 
all day, even made it my desktop for awhile.

Anyway one thing led to another, I moved, and then I started 
listening to the complaints, particularly the Grid record issue and 
the fact the you can't have independent filter/envelope settings for 
each instrument in kit. But finally I found one slightly used for 
$960, and it was time to buy.

Anyway, I don't really know why I gave you that personal history 
tomorrow the rs7000 & 808ex will be kickin (expletive) out through my 
stack of Electrix Effects . . . it will be a good day.

I think I can now get rid of my Electribe EM-1. Anyone have any 
thoughts on that? Is the EM-1 superflous with the RS7000. It still 
sounds nice...
| 3391|3385|2001-12-19 02:01:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|

--- In RS7000@y..., Kelly Rank wrote:
Welcome to the list!

> 3. Current Gear is pretty small - EM-1 and an Access
> Virus Kb, along with some software synth (Legal by the
> way).
Not bad so far, enough to make some nice tunes.

> But I'm seeing
> many people on the sonic state reviews saying that it
> sounds like the RM1x. This is confusing, cause to me,
> the RM1x sounds cheesy/kinda muddy, and this demo does
> not.
Those bad reviews comes 99% from people who don´t own a RS and only 
played with it (if they even have done that) on bad headphones in a 
music-store. People who do own a RS are much more fond how much 
better the sound really is! And the sounds are really better. 
Comparison RM1x vs. RS7000 is like a small Daihatsu vs. a BMW. IMO 
the RS is a weapon, and the RS REALLY sounds like the demos in 
general. No matter what you do on it.
Ppl on sonicstate also say that the RS only sounds better because of 
the new Master-FX which is totally bullpiss, normally those are 
switched off and without the FX the RS already blows the RM away 
twice as much. 
> 
> 2. How many of the ROM sounds are just RM1x copies?
The RS has over a 1000 sounds, the RM like 600. Still those 600 are 
not only copies, because they are of a much better quality.

> 3. At the demo on www.procom.no, how many of the
> sounds on there are in the machines ROM, and how many
> are ones that are sampled ones that I'll never see
> (Besides the voices).
Very few sounds are sampled. Mostly vocals (that R´n´B demo) and in 
the big beat demo some short percussions and vocals, other than that 
NONE!

Go check the RS for yourself in a store and also play on a RM1x and 
do your own judgement. Finally noone can tell, how it will sound to 
YOU!

--Tom (list moderator)

| 3392|3385|2001-12-19 02:17:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|



I'll add another chapter to the FAQ containing reviews from RS owners, taken 
from this list and motifator.com.

- Robert
| 3393|3385|2001-12-19 03:56:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jeremy P Caulfield (lotus)" wrote:

> With all this kind of desktop stuff though my biggest piece of 

advice is

> to get a few good compressors, It does wonders for this thing. I 

use 2 ..it

> can take an "almost there" snap and push it to much higher level. 

Which one´s to you suggest? I´m thinking about getting a Alesis 
NanoCompressor or one of those cheap Behringer, what do you have in 
mind?

> does anyone on the list use an ex5 or 5r with the RS ?

Nope, but a AN1x, DX200 and Clavia NordMicroModular
| 3394|3394|2001-12-19 04:49:51|vettesloerie|rs 7000 or MPX2000??|
hello there!

I'm marcin from amsterdam. I am thinking of getting a hardware 
workstation and I am interested in getting rs 7000,yet I have been 
asking around some shops and some pepole really have favoured the mpx 
3000 instead rs 7000, Their reasons were various: The rs 7000 would 
be limited since you cannot expand it, you have to work with the 
sounds you 've got. and the mpx 2000 would be a lot easier to 
control.It's has a much simpler interface. Anyway, I wanted to go for 
the rs 7000 but now I am confused since It's my first hardware piece 
and I don't want to make a bad choice. The thing that makes me think 
is that, mpx 7000 dosen't have a sampler,you have to insert the 
sounds with a diskette. I have no hardware sampler. Just SoundForge 
and CoolEdit pro, the software sampling devices. I am afraid of 
getting nowhere and have to work with standard sounds without being 
able to do complex minimal stuff. I like electro and minimal clicks 
and cuts music. Like autechre and such...On the other hand it's the 
machines freedom. freedom that you don't have on the rs 7000. But 
then again...There is a sampler on it and 1000 sounds... Can someone 
give me an objective advice? Someone who owns the rs 7000 or has 
played both machines?What is the ability of the sampling device of rs 
7000, which machine is easier to control and what are the main 
diffrences? Im really confused what to buy at the moment...

cheers!
Marcin
signal_returned@hotmail.com
| 3395|3395|2001-12-19 05:00:53|vettesloerie|mpx of mpc??|
hello

sorry, I of course meant mpc 2000...Sorry!
Marcin
| 3396|3394|2001-12-19 05:29:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs 7000 or MPX2000??|
On Wednesday 19 December 2001 12:49, vettesloerie wrote:

> hello there!
>
> I'm marcin from amsterdam. I am thinking of getting a hardware
> workstation and I am interested in getting rs 7000,yet I have been
> asking around some shops and some pepole really have favoured the mpx
> 3000 instead rs 7000, Their reasons were various: The rs 7000 would
> be limited since you cannot expand it, 

You can expand the sample memory up to 64 MB.
You can expand the outputs with an additional 6 analog outs and 4 digital 
in/outs/

> you have to work with the
> sounds you 've got. 

Nope, simply load some samples, or sample them yourself.
You can also tweak the internal synth sounds (using filters and EG), and 

mailto:signal_returned@hotmail.com


optionally resample these sounds again.

> and the mpx 2000 would be a lot easier to
> control.It's has a much simpler interface. 

The RS offers an aditonal synth, with corresponding knobs.
The RS also offers DSP fx and play fx features, all with corresponding knobs.
There also the keyboard knobs that are also used for section selection.

All of these features are not available on the MPC2000.

> Anyway, I wanted to go for
> the rs 7000 but now I am confused since It's my first hardware piece
> and I don't want to make a bad choice. The thing that makes me think
> is that, mpx 7000 dosen't have a sampler,

Both the MPC2000/MPC3000 and the RS7000 have a built in sampler.
The sample features are different though.

> you have to insert the
> sounds with a diskette. 

Both the MPC and RS machines can read from SCSI disks.

> I have no hardware sampler. Just SoundForge
> and CoolEdit pro, the software sampling devices. I am afraid of
> getting nowhere and have to work with standard sounds without being
> able to do complex minimal stuff. I like electro and minimal clicks
> and cuts music. Like autechre and such...On the other hand it's the
> machines freedom. freedom that you don't have on the rs 7000. But
> then again...There is a sampler on it and 1000 sounds... Can someone
> give me an objective advice? 

Please read the RS7000 manual. You were very badly informed!!!
Read at least the RS7000 specs at www.yamahasynth.com.

Cheers,
Robert

- Robert
| 3397|3394|2001-12-19 06:11:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs 7000 or MPX2000??|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> You were very badly informed!!!

That´s what i would say so as well. So far i don´t bother anymore to 
ask people in a music-store what should i buy, they hardly have any 
good knowledge of all the gear they sell, rather than just favouring 
the machines they make the most money with.

The MPC and the RS are two different shoes. The RS is a music 
production workstation, including sequencer (with integration of 
Audio and MIDI, like Cubase/Logic/Cakewalk), sampler, ROMpler (whose 
synthesis engine (with some very analogueish sounding filter (the MPC 
has none) can also be applied to the sampler with more than 1000 
tweakable sounds in high quality), not to mention the 27 (twenty-
seven) FREE assignable realtime knobs (in comparison, the MPC2k has 
ONE slider...), and you can expand it, just like Robert described 
plus so much more things (like the Realtime Loop Remix functions and 
the huge display).

The RS is for sure not a perfect machine, but superior in every way 
towards the MPC. 

The MPC on the other hands is a good drum-sampler, with a very "down-
to-earth" simple sequencer, and very grooving. If it is easier to 
handle than a RS? I doubt it. Each gear has it´s learning curve. On 
the RS it might be steeper because you also have so many more 
functions, but best thing, you don´t ask anyone, but more try each of 
them for a few hours by yourself and see what works best for you and 
your needs. 

Some people don´t like the pattern concept of the RS, so they prefer 
the MPC, other people prefer the RS, because they can do more with 



the RS.

It all depends on what you want and what you need. And...don´t listen 
to any stupid sales-person. Mostly they know a fart about the gear 
they sell. Make up your own mind.

--Tom
| 3398|3385|2001-12-19 07:03:11|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
I knew you'd make it over here Kelly64 :)

B (AKA MasterB)

-----Original Message-----
From: Kelly Rank [mailto:kelly644@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2001 5:38 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Hi + RS7000 questions

Well, I've just joined the group. The thing asked me
to post some information about myself, so here I go:

1. I live in Michigan in the United States

2. I've been writting electronic music for about 2
years. Lately, I've been getting into D&B and funky
type electronic stuff. www.mp3.com/watcher has some of
my REALLY old work.

3. Current Gear is pretty small - EM-1 and an Access
Virus Kb, along with some software synth (Legal by the
way).

Anyway I have some questions about the RS-7000, as
I've been thinking about purchasing it:

1. How does it sound compaired to the RM1x.. I've
listened to a demo of it at "http://www.procom.no <http://www.procom.no> "
and
it seems to completely blow it away - But I'm seeing
many people on the sonic state reviews saying that it
sounds like the RM1x. This is confusing, cause to me,
the RM1x sounds cheesy/kinda muddy, and this demo does
not.

2. How many of the ROM sounds are just RM1x copies?

3. At the demo on www.procom.no, how many of the
sounds on there are in the machines ROM, and how many
are ones that are sampled ones that I'll never see
(Besides the voices).

(I refuse to listen to the demos in yamaha's VQF
format because it sucks the meat out of the sound...
Boycot! :P)

Thanks!

- Kelly

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctions for all of
your unique holiday gifts! Buy at http://shopping.yahoo.com
<http://shopping.yahoo.com> 
or bid at http://auctions.yahoo.com <http://auctions.yahoo.com> 
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Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3399|3399|2001-12-19 07:04:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample dump via scsi/twe?|
On Wednesday 19 December 2001 14:36, skwit@BASEDRUM.de wrote:

> hi,
>
> can anyone confirm that the sampledump via scsi using the twe (or
> another program) is working? (or not..)
>
> I've found only one message in the archive concerning this problem, but
> no answer (seems like bad news...)
>
> I tried it, there was an "a3000 missing" error (or similar). I did not
> use a direct connection, I had also an external scsi drive connected,
> but this should have worked as well.
>
> setup:
>
> PC (+2 cd-roms, terminated) --- external HD --- RS
>
> saving and loading samples to/from the hd worked fine, but not the
> sample dump.

Sorry, I can't remember anyone reporting success with the sample dump (which 
doesn't prove anything). Your setup looks okay. Did you configure TWE 
correctly, if that is possible?

- Robert
| 3400|3399|2001-12-19 08:05:37|ripe|Re: sample dump via scsi/twe?|
I got *occassional* success, but not very often, usually I would get the
A3000 error, or SCSI communication error. Sometimes it would work and then
fail with a sample length error and the RS7000 would lock up and need to be
rebooted. I did successfully transfer a few, but it was quicker to burn a
CD with the .wav files and import them to the RS7000, and you don't get the
faint electronic noise from SCSI port when the CD-ROM drive is connected
instead of the PC.

cheers
ripe

dj ripe - ripe@socialentropy.com

AW4416 user's page - http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
socialentropy studios - http://www.socialentropy.com/
| 3401|3401|2001-12-19 08:39:22|Kelly Rank|Re: Digest Number 285|
You mean independant filters on the drums right?
Please say yes, because that woudl be a major let down
if you couldnt on the synth/sampler parts...

- Kelly

---------------------------------------------------
Message: 7
Date: Wed, 19 Dec 2001 08:30:21 -0000
From: "phasorpa" <lexicon@thevortex.com>
Subject: RS Arriving Today...Woohoo!!
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I've been following this list for quite a while. When
the RS was 
first announced I printed a picture of it and stared
at it at work 
all day, even made it my desktop for awhile.

Anyway one thing led to another, I moved, and then I
started 
listening to the complaints, particularly the Grid
record issue and 
the fact the you can't have independent
filter/envelope settings for 
each instrument in kit. But finally I found one
slightly used for 
$960, and it was time to buy.

Anyway, I don't really know why I gave you that
personal history 
tomorrow the rs7000 & 808ex will be kickin (expletive)
out through my 
stack of Electrix Effects . . . it will be a good day.

I think I can now get rid of my Electribe EM-1. 
Anyone have any 
thoughts on that? Is the EM-1 superflous with the
RS7000. It still 
sounds nice...

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctions for all of
your unique holiday gifts! Buy at http://shopping.yahoo.com
or bid at http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 3402|3402|2001-12-19 13:01:07|Exceed 6 Doses|another sequencer problem|
I had a question.....

Ok when I was recording on the sequencer... I followed what everyone has told me about recording the patterns for patter
chain....
1 A 1b 1c 1d 1e and such...... ok I think that is right

well ok What I am asking is, when you record like this you have to stay on the same sound on those patterns or it starts doing
wacky things.....
So I figured that well let try recoding the different change to 2b and copied and pasted the pattern several times with
different add on s ....
then I converted to song .... well it totally started playing wacky and strange crap ...on top of the song I was playing ....
What the hell am I still doing wrong..?
Help? I need another lesson from someone help me break down this writing on tracks thing.... 

Ugh...
Getting better with it but still not thereGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3403|3394|2001-12-19 14:20:27|MULTISONS|Re: rs 7000 or MPX2000??|
HI,

I own the both, I work on both a different way.

With the MPC I work with my computer synchronise together because I have the
melody ... and it's faster , but I only play the rythm, but I haven't the
sound !!!
With my RS I do all the rythm section, bass drum keyboard, creat patern ,
chain them, my song is made in some hours, after I switch on my computer to
record.
I HAVE THE SOUND.

I have the both because I don't sold my MPC, I think that if I had the
MPC3000 it will be different.

FARID

----- Original Message -----
From: "vettesloerie" <vettesloerie@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2001 12:49 PM
Subject: [RS7000] rs 7000 or MPX2000??
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> hello there!
>
> I'm marcin from amsterdam. I am thinking of getting a hardware
> workstation and I am interested in getting rs 7000,yet I have been
> asking around some shops and some pepole really have favoured the mpx
> 3000 instead rs 7000, Their reasons were various: The rs 7000 would
> be limited since you cannot expand it, you have to work with the
> sounds you 've got. and the mpx 2000 would be a lot easier to
> control.It's has a much simpler interface. Anyway, I wanted to go for
> the rs 7000 but now I am confused since It's my first hardware piece
> and I don't want to make a bad choice. The thing that makes me think
> is that, mpx 7000 dosen't have a sampler,you have to insert the
> sounds with a diskette. I have no hardware sampler. Just SoundForge
> and CoolEdit pro, the software sampling devices. I am afraid of
> getting nowhere and have to work with standard sounds without being
> able to do complex minimal stuff. I like electro and minimal clicks
> and cuts music. Like autechre and such...On the other hand it's the
> machines freedom. freedom that you don't have on the rs 7000. But
> then again...There is a sampler on it and 1000 sounds... Can someone
> give me an objective advice? Someone who owns the rs 7000 or has
> played both machines?What is the ability of the sampling device of rs
> 7000, which machine is easier to control and what are the main
> diffrences? Im really confused what to buy at the moment...
>
> cheers!
> Marcin
> signal_returned@hotmail.com
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>

| 3404|3404|2001-12-19 14:49:38|synthe. labo|?synthz and patts?|
hello,
i'm finding sometimes some second hand sytnhs that attracts me a lot, some 
examples: Yamaha TG33 and Yamaha TX81Z or TX802.
the first it's like a korg wavestation or sequential circuits prophet VS, 
really good for long sounds, also a bit of FM, anyway long soundtracks mood; 
the second and third are pure FM modules, really bombs to make boomy basses 
and metallic percussion sounds (forget the DX200; this TX81Z blow it away, 
it's 100 times more punchy);
the fact is that i was wandering if these strange things could be better for 
me then the Micro Q...
i know that the micro q can do a lot more, but these things are really 
wiked..i listened to the TX81Z and it sounds like digital hardcore, really 
PUNCHY, more than the micro q!!!
but the sonic shapes and edges of these synths are a bit limited respect the 
full programmable modern micro q with 300 + 100 programs!
-also: Thomas, what is that story of the MPC without pattern...?
how does the sequencer of an MPC function, i really don't know and i'm 
courious...

thanx
ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
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| 3405|3404|2001-12-19 15:19:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
On Wednesday 19 December 2001 22:49, synthe. labo wrote:

> -also: Thomas, what is that story of the MPC without pattern...?
> how does the sequencer of an MPC function, i really don't know and i'm
> courious...

The MPC also has patterns, lots of them. Each pattern has 64 or 99 tracks. 
Midi data is recorded directly into the tracks, there are no phrases. Track 
mutes are stored per pattern. So to create a variation on a pattern, you copy 
it (including the midi data), change some mutes and/or change some midi 
events, and voila, another patterns. Patterns are finally stored in a chain 
to be played back.

This is what I remember from my MPC study this year. I never used one, so I 
may be wrong.

- Robert (aka Thomas ;)
| 3406|3404|2001-12-19 16:01:38|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
the mpc rules
| 3407|3404|2001-12-19 16:04:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
--- In RS7000@y..., wcskewes@a... wrote:

> the mpc rules

Why?

Tom (aka Robert :)
| 3408|3404|2001-12-19 16:06:09|tompaulsen2002|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 19 December 2001 22:49, synthe. labo wrote:
> 
> > -also: Thomas, what is that story of the MPC without pattern...?
> > how does the sequencer of an MPC function, i really don't know 

and i'm

> > courious...

Sorry Marco, i don´t know either, i didn´t say it had no 
pattern...did i?

Thomas (aka Robert :)
| 3409|3404|2001-12-19 16:18:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> hello,
> i'm finding sometimes some second hand sytnhs that attracts me a 

lot, some 

> examples: Yamaha TG33 and Yamaha TX81Z or TX802.
> the first it's like a korg wavestation or sequential circuits 

prophet VS, 

> really good for long sounds, also a bit of FM, anyway long 

soundtracks mood; 

Yup, the TG33 is great, i want one too. Get it! It´s cheap, a bit 
thin sounding, but really great for pads and strings. Don´t pay more 
than app. 170 Euro for it though.

> the second and third are pure FM modules, really bombs to make 

boomy basses 

> and metallic percussion sounds (forget the DX200; this TX81Z blow 

it away, 

> it's 100 times more punchy);

Ha! :) The DX200 has VA-filter, maybe that´s why you think it´s less 
punchy.



> wiked..i listened to the TX81Z and it sounds like digital hardcore, 

really 

> PUNCHY, more than the micro q!!!

Sure more digital, the TX are full FM-synths, the Q is a VA with FM-
part (which by the way is more complicated to use than on the 
NordLead 3, which also sounds different from the Q´s FM part, more 
like a DX7/DX200)
Get this one too if you like! AND get a uQ later on as well.
The TX are not too expensive either. 

> but the sonic shapes and edges of these synths are a bit limited 

respect the 

> full programmable modern micro q with 300 + 100 programs!

What do you expect from synths, that are three times as old as the Q?
An interface with lot´s of knobs and parameters to tweak on, wasn´t 
modern at that time. And FM is always hard to control. The only synth 
with an easy to handle interface for FM is the NordLead 3.
The worst? DX7 and FS1r. But take a look at the FS1r too! That little 
baby sounds like a very very big expensive one. What a shame, Yamaha 
didn´t try to put it in a better box with way more slider, knobs, 
buttons and display and a big fat manual. The sound is really 
outstanding and marvellous, not that raw and digital like the TX, but 
most definately from outer space.

As said above, definately go with the TG33 and TX81Z, those are not 
expensive and you always can sell them for the same price you bought 
them. If you don´t like the TG33...i´ll take it. :)

Ciao, Tom (aka the oscillating personality aka Robert :))
| 3410|3410|2001-12-19 16:37:28|djdavejumpers|MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
Hello guys.
When I was trying to decide if I should buy and MPC3000LE or an 
RS7000, I ask some dude who knows a lot of shit and happens to own 
booth devices.
He gave me the most unbiased, objective point of view I could ever 
get.
Below is my email to him and his reply.
check this out:

__________

--- "dj Dave Jumpers" <jumpers@irave.org> wrote:

> Dude, I just read your review at harmony-central.com
> about the rs7000 and
> since you won and MPC too you're the person to ask
> this.
> Check this out
> I have an SP-808EX
> Yamaha CS2x
> Waldorf MicroQ
> and a Boss/Roland Dr-202 machine
> 
> I want to get rid of the sp-808ex cause I hate using
> loops. And it can only
> be sync by MTC. So I have to use it as Master (which
> I hate) and send Midi
> clocks to the rest of the gear.
> 
> Pretty much I want to get 2 synth modules, maybe and
> access rack and a micro
> q ( you know cheap stuff )
> And have some sort of equipment where I can press
> pads to play midi loops
> which are played on the synth modules.
> I still want to be able to use samples. You know for
> voices and shit.
> 
> Then I told my self.
> Ok I could get an MPC and connect the two synth
> modules to the MIDI outputs
> and press a pad which would contain a MIDI loop
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> pattern that will control
> the module. I dunno...
> 
> Then I thought. Damn! I could get an RS7000 and just
> buy 1 module, cause I
> can take advantage of its internal sounds.
> 
> So Even when the sp-808ex is a piece of crap I'll
> miss the step-mod synth
> and the dbeam controller. omg and all the FX...
> sniff...
> 
> So far I've heard of soooo many bugs on the rs7000
> that I'm not really sure
> if I should buy it.
> 
> Of course if I get either an MPC or an RS i can
> definetly throw away the
> drum machine. I wouldn't need it anymore.
> 
> The whole point is, I could stick to loop sample
> based music which is hard
> as hell to play live because of having to match
> beats, watch out the timings
> and shit.
> 
> ooooor
> 
> MIDI loop based live performance where i can control
> my synth modules, tweak
> the knobs on my synth modules. Kind of like having 3
> instruments.
> Sounds comming out of the RS or MPC, and the 2
> modules controlled by it.
> See what I'm saying here?
> 
> Then the real question here is, MPC or RS7000 ?
> Somebody on a yahoo group told me is posible to
> records SYSEX into the
> rs7000 so i can even change the banks on my synth
> modules. Is it posible to
> do that on the MPC?
> 
> And which one do you prefer in terms of programming?
> 
> mmm MPC has no knobs though, but I'll tweak my
> synth's knobs anyway.
> 
> Have you seen a comparison out there about this two
> pieces of gear?
> 
> thanks on any help you can provide me to make up my
> mind.
> 
> -dj Dave Jumpers-

Now his Reply:

Dave,
I have had a lot of responses regarding my review of
the RS. This is what I wroted to the last fellow who
emailed, and I hope it helps. To answer specific
questions you asked.

The MPC is a pattern based and step time sequencer
which chains sequences you have created on its pads or
via an external keyboard controller together into a
song. It has no sounds, except for what you sample. 
It will recall programs and banks of your external
gear, via midi program and bank change information
sent to it from the the external synths or modules you
are driving from it when you are recording a sequence
into the MPC. This is called system exclusive Midi
Program and bank change information. When you change
the program on the synth, its midi out cable must be
plugged into to MPC midi in, and during the recording
of the sequence on the MPC, you change the program or
bank on the external piece of kit, and the MPC will
remember it when you play back the sequence. As a drum
machine, loop creator and kick ass timing sequencer,



the MPC is an excellent standalone unit, and I use it
for everything concerning sample looping, and song
creation, but for laying samples out like complete
notes on a piano, it is tedious and cumbersome (i
won't get into to details of this, all I can say it is
a pain in the ass-go to the MPC users group for more
info on how this can be done), and would suggest a
standalone rack sampler like a good used AKAI S 1000
or EMU ESI32, and a cheap 100 dollar keyboard
contoller to drive your modules, rack sampler, and to
send midi note informati0n into the MPC sequencer.
You can use the pads on the MPC to play midi loops (or
sampled loops for that matter), as long as you have
programed a midi sequence into the MPC (using an
external controller or the MPC pads, but the MPC pads
will have to be assigned midi note numbers
cooresponding to the notes on the external
modules--again tedious) and assigned that sequence and
the pads within it to whatever midi channel the
external gear is on. You can do this up the 64
differenct midi channels since you have MIDI A and
MIDI B out on the MPC. I never used to RS to drive
external gear, although I know it will do so. I just
gave up on it due to its bugs. If they fix the bugs,
you will have a great machine there, due to its great
real time manipulation of filters, adsr, internal
sounds (not great but usable) and drum sounds. It
just wouldn't sync my samples the way it was supposed
to, and since I already own two samplers (mpc and emu
e5000) I returned it. The MPC will sync to MTC,
internally being the master, or using an external
source, like a computer sequencer or drum machine as
the master. It also will sync to SMPTE if you get the
optional card.
The MPC though is best used as a powerful sequencer
and sampling drum machine in which to drive your
external sound sources, rather than your primary sound
source, as it is not designed to be.
If you want to loop samples on the MPC it can be done
by time compressing the samples using a computer or
the internal beat loop function on the MPC (although
it is slow to use the mpc internally for this) then
monitor both the already looped samples on the MPC
with those in the computer. You have to know the BPM
of the sample you want to timecompress or expand, and
can use the metronome on the MPC sequencer to
determine this. Then use the computer and a program
like soundforge to to timecompress the sample to your
desired bpm. You have to be able to monitor both the
MPC and the computer, so you can preview/monitor the
sample you are trying to beat match in the computer
with those you have already sent to the mpc. Once you
have used the computer to do the hard work, you can
send it/sample it pre-looped into the MPC, where in
which all your samples will now be in sync and you can
compose with them. It is pretty fast this way, and
when you save your sounds on the mpc, they will be
prelooped and all when you pull them back up off the
ZIP drive, which you will need to save sequences,
sounds etc...
If you don't have a computer, you can use the MPC to
sync the samples internally, but it takes some time
'cause it chews up the MPC's internal processor.
You can do the same thiing with the RS7000, and can
map the samples out like a keyboard, plus it has
internal sounds. Had I not had an MPC and EMU, I
would have kept the machine, but since it would not
sync the samples and turn them into midi notes, like
Yamaha said it would, it was no better to me than the
gear I already have, so I took it back. For you, if
you simply want sounds, that are real time tweakable,
with an internal sequencer that will drive your other
gear, and something that will sample too, then the RS
is a good unit, eventhough it won't do at this time
all that yamaha has said it will do. Perhaps they
will fix the bugs in upcoming op sys upgrades. I have
a setup that works good for me, but if you are short
on cash, and need sounds, a cotroller, a sampler and a
sequencer, then go for the RS7000, and use an external
computer to sync your samples up.
Best of luck



PS-the MPC has a tighter, better internal sequencer
than the RS, but then again that is what it was made
for.

Gregory Scoggin.
| 3411|3410|2001-12-19 17:01:54|tomfinegan|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> Hello guys.
> When I was trying to decide if I should buy and MPC3000LE or an 
> RS7000, I ask some dude who knows a lot of shit and happens to own 
> booth devices.
> He gave me the most unbiased, objective point of view

Sure from HIS point of view. 

The RS is FULLY useable the way it is right now. Yamaha fixed the 
major bugs in OS v1.14 and the RS REALLY does what Yamaha says. 

That he didn´t know how to use the Seq&Slice function is HIS problem, 
not Yamaha´s. It works very well for me. And that after the very 
first try...:)

The MPC is overpriced for what it offers, compared to the RS. Plus he 
didn´t mentioned those 27 free assignable knobs you have on the RS, 
and the big display. And that the MPC grooves better than the RS 
is ...sorry my language...bullshit. The RS sequencer is tight and 
grooves as good as the MPC one.
Surely people talked a lot about the quirks of the RS, but remember 
the MPC also has a lot of quirks, that noone dares to talk about, 
because they paid too much for that old thingy. Here in Germany they 
still want 1200 Euro for the MPC and NOT even expanded with 
64MB...for 200 Euro more i already can get the RS7000, with uptodate 
specs.

That review wasn´t more objective than any other ones. But i have to 
give him credit that he went for what works best for his needs, not 
for the hype, in his case it´s a MPC that worked. In my case, it´s a 
RS7000, in your case it might be something completely different, like 
a Roland MC80, or a QY700...who knows? You should try those tools 
first and then take the one that works best for YOUR needs.

Tom
| 3412|3410|2001-12-19 17:17:08|djdavejumpers|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> The RS is FULLY useable the way it is right now.

Well, the email is pretty old.
It was from the week the RS was released, it was a piece of crap full 
of bugs.

> That review wasn´t more objective than any other ones. But i have 

to 

> give him credit that he went for what works best for his needs, not 
> for the hype, in his case it´s a MPC that worked. 

So what I liked about his review is that he exactly told me how the 
MPC would work for MY case and how the RS would.
And how it works in his case.

> In my case, it´s a 
> RS7000, in your case it might be something completely different, 

like 

> a Roland MC80, or a QY700...who knows? You should try those tools 
> first and then take the one that works best for YOUR needs.

And yeah word, cuz there are a lot other sequencers that would work.
Doepher has some sort of step sequencer with a bunch of buttons.
kind of expensive for what it could actually do for me, but then 
again, it depends on the purpose of its use.



> Tom

Bite me.
-Dave-
| 3413|3404|2001-12-19 19:20:58|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
you make your own patterns (your own music)
| 3414|3385|2001-12-19 22:08:01|kelly644|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
Hehehe, hello :)

Go dude, this place is more active than TGS or Accesslist... or both
the EM-1 lists combined.

How much time you spend here MasterB? :)

And remember, the chickens fly when the cow says moo.

- kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I knew you'd make it over here Kelly64 :)
> 
> B (AKA MasterB)

| 3415|3385|2001-12-19 22:19:20|kelly644|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
Thanks Tom

Sweet dude. I love the German/Euro house/Trance track that comes in at
21 on the procom.no site - As well as the trance stuff that comes in
just after it... that weird vocoded computer man voice is so cool.
IMO, the rest of the demo sounds good 2.

"The RS has over a 1000 sounds, the RM like 600. Still those 600 are
not only copies, because they are of a much better quality."

This mean that 600 of the sounds in the RS are infact from the RM1x
(But sound better because they've either been resampled, or hardware
change like DACS)? Or am I just twisting your words? :) 

I went out hunting for an RS at my local music stores and found
nothing of interest... :P Prolly have to make an hour drive to some
places.

God, like the only synths I have any desire for now are the CS6x,
RS-7000, and an OB Matrix 1000 with some type of programmer...

Dont drink MooJuice after a tree falls, can anyone see it?.

hehehe... twittle you're brain on that one :)

- kelly

> > 2. How many of the ROM sounds are just RM1x copies?
> The RS has over a 1000 sounds, the RM like 600. Still those 600 are 
> not only copies, because they are of a much better quality.
> 
> > 3. At the demo on www.procom.no, how many of the
> > sounds on there are in the machines ROM, and how many
> > are ones that are sampled ones that I'll never see
> > (Besides the voices).
> Very few sounds are sampled. Mostly vocals (that R´n´B demo) and in 
> the big beat demo some short percussions and vocals, other than that 
> NONE!
> 
> Go check the RS for yourself in a store and also play on a RM1x and 
> do your own judgement. Finally noone can tell, how it will sound to 
> YOU!
> 
> --Tom (list moderator)

| 3416|3402|2001-12-20 02:43:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another sequencer problem|
On Wednesday 19 December 2001 21:00, Exceed 6 Doses wrote:

> I had a question.....
>
> Ok when I was recording on the sequencer... I followed what everyone has



> told me about recording the patterns for patter chain.... 1 A 1b 1c 1d 1e
> and such...... ok I think that is right

Yep, that's the way to do it.

>
> well ok What I am asking is, when you record like this you have to stay
> on the same sound on those patterns or it starts doing wacky things..... 

Please explain what you did do change sounds within the same style (1a, 1b, 
1c, etc.) that caused the RS to go nuts.

> So
> I figured that well let try recoding the different change to 2b and copied
> and pasted the pattern several times with different add on s .... then I
> converted to song .... 

That's the good ol' change-style-within-on-song problem again.

> well it totally started playing wacky and strange
> crap ...on top of the song I was playing .... What the hell am I still
> doing wrong..? Help? I need another lesson from someone help me break
> down this writing on tracks thing....

Let's first try to change sounds within one style before doing the jump to 
other style thing. I'd first like to know the answer on the question I asked 
above.

- Robert
| 3417|3404|2001-12-20 02:50:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 00:01, wcskewes@aol.com wrote:

> the mpc rules

Why?

- Robert (aka Tom)
| 3418|3410|2001-12-20 03:38:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
I wonder what he meant with "The RS wouldn't sync my samples as I expected."
Also, it looks like he didn't fully understand the RS when he tried it, which 
is not uncommon (due to the feature complexity of the RS).

I wonder if the MPC sequencer is indeed more tight than the RS. Many people 
seem to 'forget' that the MPC sequencer resolution is only 96 PPQ, while the 
RS has a 480 PPQ resolution. So maybe people misinterpret a low resolution 
with tightness. 

- Robert
| 3419|3410|2001-12-20 04:05:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> It was from the week the RS was released, it was a piece of crap 

full 

> of bugs.

This is NOT true. I am still having v1.12 my RS came along with, and 
i can do everything i want to and everything Yamaha promised it can 
do. The bugs the RS had didn´t make it unusable. If someone told you 
that, he is so very much WRONG.

> So what I liked about his review is that he exactly told me how the 
> MPC would work for MY case and how the RS would.

How does he KNOW how YOU are working? Did he spent a lot of time with 
you? Does he KNOW your way of producing? If he is not your partner in 
the studio and on stage he knows nothing about your production style. 
That´s why i said, that YOU have to see if either one of them would 
work for your NEEDS.

> And yeah word, cuz there are a lot other sequencers that would work.
> Doepher has some sort of step sequencer with a bunch of buttons.
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> kind of expensive for what it could actually do for me, but then 
> again, it depends on the purpose of its use.

Right, exactly. It all depends on the purpose of its use and your 
needs.

> Bite me.

Thanks, i already stuffed from supper...;)

-Tom
| 3420|3385|2001-12-20 04:13:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kelly644" wrote:

> This mean that 600 of the sounds in the RS are infact from the RM1x
> (But sound better because they've either been resampled, or hardware
> change like DACS)? Or am I just twisting your words? :) 

No, you are right, you understood me :), finally someone udnerstands 
me.... ;O)

> God, like the only synths I have any desire for now are the CS6x,
> RS-7000, and an OB Matrix 1000 with some type of programmer...

CS6x? That´s a good one, some of it´s sounds made it to the RS7000, 
but the CS is more programmable (synthesis-wise).

> Dont drink MooJuice after a tree falls, can anyone see it?.

I only know, that MooJuice get´s sour, after a lightning stroke the 
tree in front of your house...

> hehehe... twittle you're brain on that one :)

Geez, man, we are already confused...:))

-Tom
| 3421|3410|2001-12-20 04:24:21|tompaulsen2002|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I wonder what he meant with "The RS wouldn't sync my samples as I 

expected."

> Also, it looks like he didn't fully understand the RS when he tried 

it, which 

> is not uncommon (due to the feature complexity of the RS).

Yup, he didn´t get it, that´s why he returned the RS, instead of 
getting rid of the MPC.
That´s what i said, for some people the RS offers too much...they 
don´t get it, get frustrated because they don´t take the time to deal 
with it and...return it. Well, choose whatever fits your needs.

> 
> I wonder if the MPC sequencer is indeed more tight than the RS. 

Many people 

> seem to 'forget' that the MPC sequencer resolution is only 96 PPQ, 

while the 

> RS has a 480 PPQ resolution. So maybe people misinterpret a low 

resolution 

> with tightness. 

I guess it all depends on what you hear. To my ears the RS sequencer 
is very tight and groovy. It all depends IMHO how you program it. 
Surely if you don´t know how to deal with the RS, you won´t get a 
tight sequence, but i guess the same is valid for the MPC.
The swing-factor is important, if the RS doesn´t groove, change 
the "swing" and it might work and the sequence grooves. 
But on the other hand, what´s the definition of "groove" and "tight" 
sequencer? You are right, Robert, maybe ppl tend to misinterpret a 
low resolution with tightness, or maybe it´s just the sequence they 



programmed...if it makes your head bang and your feet stomp than it 
grooves and the sequence is tight?

My ears and confused brain say...the RS is very tight and groovy...

--Tom

> 
> - Robert

| 3422|3385|2001-12-20 08:23:29|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Hi + RS7000 questions|
Hey Kelly, I'm guess'n you subbed to the digest... ...I'm on here from 9-5
est (during work hours ;))... ...so I get to read most of what goes on
throughout the day, then try to catch-up in the morning with what went on
overnight...

Yeah, this is probably the best list I've been on, but the Waldorf list is a
close second :)

There's a few really knowledgeable guys on here that will answer most of
everyone's questions no matter how stupid or how many times they've been
asked before...which is great (cause all they get from me is "search the
archive", or "yes" and "no" ;))<< occasion...but when you're on 8 mailing lists, you get tired of seeing the
same old posts again and again...

anyhoo...

tell me more about your chickens and cows...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kelly644 [mailto:kelly644@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 12:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hi + RS7000 questions

Hehehe, hello :)

Go dude, this place is more active than TGS or Accesslist... or both
the EM-1 lists combined.

How much time you spend here MasterB? :)

And remember, the chickens fly when the cow says moo.

- kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I knew you'd make it over here Kelly64 :)
> 
> B (AKA MasterB)
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| 3423|3410|2001-12-20 08:49:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
"...maybe ppl tend to misinterpret a low resolution with tightness,..."

96ppt on the MPC vs.c 480ppt on the RS?!

are people really that stupid? for every quarter note the MPC has 96 parts
where as the RS has 480 parts!? That's more ticks per quarter note, which
equals a way tighter sequence, leaving less room for error, right?!??

...or am I stupid? ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 6:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> I wonder what he meant with "The RS wouldn't sync my samples as I 
expected."
> Also, it looks like he didn't fully understand the RS when he tried 
it, which 
> is not uncommon (due to the feature complexity of the RS).
Yup, he didn´t get it, that´s why he returned the RS, instead of 
getting rid of the MPC.
That´s what i said, for some people the RS offers too much...they 
don´t get it, get frustrated because they don´t take the time to deal 
with it and...return it. Well, choose whatever fits your needs.

> 
> I wonder if the MPC sequencer is indeed more tight than the RS. 
Many people 
> seem to 'forget' that the MPC sequencer resolution is only 96 PPQ, 
while the 
> RS has a 480 PPQ resolution. So maybe people misinterpret a low 
resolution 
> with tightness. 
I guess it all depends on what you hear. To my ears the RS sequencer 
is very tight and groovy. It all depends IMHO how you program it. 
Surely if you don´t know how to deal with the RS, you won´t get a 
tight sequence, but i guess the same is valid for the MPC.
The swing-factor is important, if the RS doesn´t groove, change 
the "swing" and it might work and the sequence grooves. 
But on the other hand, what´s the definition of "groove" and "tight" 
sequencer? You are right, Robert, maybe ppl tend to misinterpret a 
low resolution with tightness, or maybe it´s just the sequence they 
programmed...if it makes your head bang and your feet stomp than it 
grooves and the sequence is tight?

My ears and confused brain say...the RS is very tight and groovy...

--Tom
> 
> - Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3424|3410|2001-12-20 09:11:17|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|

> 96ppt on the MPC vs.c 480ppt on the RS?!

> are people really that stupid? for every quarter note the MPC has 96 parts
> where as the RS has 480 parts!? That's more ticks per quarter note, which
> equals a way tighter sequence, leaving less room for error, right?!??

> ...or am I stupid? ;)

no, you're not stupid! 

however, ppq isn't really anything to do with tightness - it's just the resolution level at which data is recorded. a human
playing a piano, for instance, may introduce subtle timing inflections that need a higher resolution to justify, so in these
situations a higher resolution is advantageous.

however - none of this has any relation on 'tightness'.

'tightness' is really about how accurately the sequencer can deliver it's playback against a real time clock. so, at 60bpm the
tightest sequencer would play back beats precisely every second. less tight sequencers might slop the beats a good few
milliseconds either side of the mark. 

the mpc is well lauded for putting every note 'right in it's pocket'. 

i haven't had much to do with mpc's, but for me - the RS sounds pretty strong timing-wise.

cheers
dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3425|3410|2001-12-20 09:20:51|Bryan Rodgers|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
hmmm, I see. By allowing more parts per quarter note, you're allowing room
for error... ...honestly, can anyone tell the difference between 1/1, 1/96
and a 1/480... ...we're talking parts per -quarter- note here...

So, when you hit 'quantize', how does the RS interpret your note
information? does it place it right on 8th, 16th, 32nd notes that you were
aiming for, or just movies it a little closer?

Personally, I can't complain about the tightness... ...it's probably tighter
than any clock I got in the house (they're mostly from Ikea ;))

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Atkinson, Daniel [mailto:datkinson@sevenww.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:07 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view

> 96ppt on the MPC vs.c 480ppt on the RS?!

> are people really that stupid? for every quarter note the MPC has 96

parts

> where as the RS has 480 parts!? That's more ticks per quarter note, which
> equals a way tighter sequence, leaving less room for error, right?!??

> ...or am I stupid? ;)
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no, you're not stupid! 

however, ppq isn't really anything to do with tightness - it's just the
resolution level at which data is recorded. a human playing a piano, for
instance, may introduce subtle timing inflections that need a higher
resolution to justify, so in these situations a higher resolution is
advantageous.

however - none of this has any relation on 'tightness'.

'tightness' is really about how accurately the sequencer can deliver it's
playback against a real time clock. so, at 60bpm the tightest sequencer
would play back beats precisely every second. less tight sequencers might
slop the beats a good few milliseconds either side of the mark. 

the mpc is well lauded for putting every note 'right in it's pocket'. 

i haven't had much to do with mpc's, but for me - the RS sounds pretty
strong timing-wise.

cheers
dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 3426|3410|2001-12-20 09:22:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 16:49, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> "...maybe ppl tend to misinterpret a low resolution with tightness,..."
>
> 96ppt on the MPC vs.c 480ppt on the RS?!

Yep, I just checked it. The RS has a factor 5 higer MIDI timing resolution 
than the MPC series. The 96 PPQ of the MPC is a really old fashioned spec.

>
> are people really that stupid? for every quarter note the MPC has 96 parts
> where as the RS has 480 parts!? 

Yes.



> That's more ticks per quarter note, which
> equals a way tighter sequence, leaving less room for error, right?!??

Yes, but it can be misunderstood.
Supose I record a drum track on the RS, without quantizing, using the 
keyboard. When I replay the track, I get an almost real-time copy of playing, 
due to the high resolution of the RS midi timing. For most dance orientated 
music this is horrible to listen to (human factor timing issues). It simply 
isn't solid. But all it takes is a quantizing job, and the notes are moved to 
straight sixtheenth, or whatever. BTW, you can also set a quantizing value 
*prior* to recording, a nice way to emulate the MPC's resolution.

Recording on a drum track on an MPC results in a much 'stiffer' playback, due 
to the lack of midi timing resolution of the MPC. For dance music, this feels 
better, but actually its a built-in limitation.

This is all theoretical, of course.

- Robert
| 3427|3410|2001-12-20 09:27:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 17:20, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> hmmm, I see. By allowing more parts per quarter note, you're allowing room
> for error... ...honestly, can anyone tell the difference between 1/1, 1/96
> and a 1/480... ...we're talking parts per -quarter- note here...

480 PPQ means that the internal MIDI timer of the RS can place a MIDI event 
on any 1/480th section of the time it takes to play a quarter note. 
1/4: 480 pulses
1/8: 240
1/16: 120 
1/32: 60 
1/64: 30

>
> So, when you hit 'quantize', how does the RS interpret your note
> information? does it place it right on 8th, 16th, 32nd notes that you were
> aiming for, or just movies it a little closer?

Both are possible. The quantization strength is a paramater in the 
quantization job.

>
> Personally, I can't complain about the tightness... ...it's probably
> tighter than any clock I got in the house (they're mostly from Ikea ;))

My experience with the QY700 yamaha sequncer was very good, regarding 
tightness.

- Robert
| 3428|3402|2001-12-20 11:35:35|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: another sequencer problem|
Hey Robert..... Thanks for replying...

Ok I will try to explain myself it might sound strange...
Well when recording to 1 a 1b 1c etc. You have those set tracks or patterns-
so that means you have to stay with the same sound through all of those ..
Now what I did was copy that 1a pattern to 2b pattern and just kept doing the same thing ... I think that is what I did.. I
probably copied it to 2a 2b 2c which threw me off... So if that is the case ... what was my mistake...
So under all of my confusion this is how I thought the Recording should go ..but correct me if I am wrong...I am probably just
not paying attention when recording..
First pattern 1a (copy to) 1b make a slight drum change not tampering with different sounds.. (Copy to) 1c etc and make a third
change.
Second pattern 2a 2b 2c... this will be a different part of the song like the chours.
do the same copy procedure with this ...
Third Pattern 3a 3b 3c Im guessing this is the Ending song... make the different copy and changes on those ....

So is that right? Or am I totally on a different planet! (lol)
cameronGet more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3429|3402|2001-12-20 11:54:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another sequencer problem|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 19:34, Exceed 6 Doses wrote:

http://explorer.msn.com/


> Hey Robert..... Thanks for replying...
>
> Ok I will try to explain myself it might sound strange...
> Well when recording to 1 a 1b 1c etc. You have those set tracks or
> patterns- so that means you have to stay with the same sound through all of
> those .. 

Nope, that's not true. There are two ways to change sounds while staying 
*within* the boundaries of the current style:

1) Define the sound in the header of the user phrase.
2) Use scenes.

As to 1), go here http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm to read 
an excelent article about how to use the user phrase headers.
It boils down to this: the sound of a track is defined by one of two things:

1a) When the mixer setting is set to user phrase (MSB *** LSB *** Phrase),
the sound is specified by the phrase you're playing on that track FOR THAT 
SINGLE PATTERN. Since you can specify a phrase for each track/pattern 
combination, you can change sounds in every pattern on the same track.

1b) When the mixer setting is set to anything else, the mixer defines the 
sound for that track FOR ALL PATTERNS.

As to 2), you can tweak your sound using the knobs and mixer setting, and 
store that in a scene. You can program scene changes in the pattern chain, 
and thus change sounds while playing within the same style. 

Give these options a try.

- Robert
| 3430|3402|2001-12-20 12:22:45|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: another sequencer problem|
OH THANK YOU JESUS!..... Yes That link is what I needed...

WHY the hell couldn't they just have put that out in the beginning...

ROBERT you Rock .... Confusion is no more!

Cameron.... 

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 12:57 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] another sequencer problem

On Thursday 20 December 2001 19:34, Exceed 6 Doses wrote:
> Hey Robert..... Thanks for replying...
>
> Ok I will try to explain myself it might sound strange...
> Well when recording to 1 a 1b 1c etc. You have those set tracks or
> patterns- so that means you have to stay with the same sound through all of
> those ..

Nope, that's not true. There are two ways to change sounds while staying
*within* the boundaries of the current style:

1) Define the sound in the header of the user phrase.
2) Use scenes.

As to 1), go here http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm to read
an excelent article about how to use the user phrase headers.
It boils down to this: the sound of a track is defined by one of two things:

1a) When the mixer setting is set to user phrase (MSB *** LSB *** Phrase),
the sound is specified by the phrase you're playing on that track FOR THAT
SINGLE PATTERN. Since you can specify a phrase for each track/pattern
combination, you can change sounds in every pattern on the same track.

1b) When the mixer setting is set to anything else, the mixer defines the
sound for that track FOR ALL PATTERNS.

As to 2), you can tweak your sound using the knobs and mixer setting, and
store that in a scene. You can program scene changes in the pattern chain,
and thus change sounds while playing within the same style.

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm


Give these options a try.

- Robert
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| 3431|3404|2001-12-20 14:08:10|synthe. labo|Re: ?synthz and patts?|

>The MPC also has patterns, lots of them. Each pattern has 64 or 99 tracks.
>Midi data is recorded directly into the tracks, there are no phrases. Track
>mutes are stored per pattern. So to create a variation on a pattern, you 
>copy
>it (including the midi data), change some mutes and/or change some midi
>events, and voila, another patterns. Patterns are finally stored in a chain
>to be played back.
>
>This is what I remember from my MPC study this year. I never used one, so I
>may be wrong.

thank you Robert, it was only curiosity

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3432|3404|2001-12-20 14:17:12|synthe. labo|Re: ?synthz and patts?|

>Yup, the TG33 is great, i want one too. Get it! It´s cheap, a bit
>thin sounding, but really great for pads and strings. Don´t pay more
>than app. 170 Euro for it though.

yes, i remember you Thomas telling about the TG33 (i hope...:)
yes, i can get it, i have to add a bit to the price of the micro q cause now 
i ORDERED the micro q and can't get it back, but also don't want
it's that i start to have too many midi cables, also too synths if i get 
also this TG33...don't know

>
> > the second and third are pure FM modules, really bombs to make
>boomy basses
> > and metallic percussion sounds (forget the DX200; this TX81Z blow
>it away,
> > it's 100 times more punchy);
>Ha! :) The DX200 has VA-filter, maybe that´s why you think it´s less
>punchy.

yes, probably it's for the va filter; if you can, try yourself a yamaha 
tx81z or 802, they really kick, really Squarepusher basses and blips...i 
LOVE FM!!!!!

>part (which by the way is more complicated to use than on the
>NordLead 3, which also sounds different from the Q´s FM part, more

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/Get
http://explorer.msn.com/
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://messenger.msn.it/


>like a DX7/DX200)

have you tested the nord lead 3?
does it really sound similar to dx 7? GOOOD!!!!!

>Get this one too if you like! AND get a uQ later on as well.
>The TX are not too expensive either.

i can't return now the micro q, it's in order, and also i want it, i want to 
try waldorfs for time and fix some music

>The worst? DX7 and FS1r. But take a look at the FS1r too! That little
>baby sounds like a very very big expensive one. What a shame, Yamaha
>didn´t try to put it in a better box with way more slider, knobs,
>buttons and display and a big fat manual. The sound is really
>outstanding and marvellous, not that raw and digital like the TX, but
>most definately from outer space.

yes, FSR1-X, but this one is really more expensive respect the TG33, now 
i've got no money for it

ciao-marco (aka 'the vector') .........?...ah, for the joystick on TG33
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 3433|3410|2001-12-20 14:21:02|devolvenation|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
. The bugs the RS had didn´t make it unusable. If someone told you 

> that, he is so very much WRONG.

most people who say the rs is full of bugs are people who don't 
understand how a yamaha sequencer works. and yamaha's sequencer 
format is VERY different from other sequencers (although to be 
honest, i find it much more logical).

> > So what I liked about his review is that he exactly told me how 

the 

> > MPC would work for MY case and how the RS would.

except he said that he cut and pasted that email from an email he 
wrote to someone else, so i don't know how he told you how it would 
work for you in your case.

> > And yeah word, cuz there are a lot other sequencers that would 

work.

LOTS of other sequencers, although *personally* i'd stay away from 
roland's. but that's my opinion.

oh, and please don't feel like anyone is attacking you on here. just 
remember that the people who bought their rs7k's on this board are 
VERY, VERY happy with the product they bought. in fact, i purchased 
two ;-)
| 3434|3410|2001-12-20 14:34:34|devolvenation|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|

> i haven't had much to do with mpc's, but for me - the RS sounds 

pretty strong timing-wise.

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx


in my live setup, i don't slave the two rs7k's at all. I sync them 
by hand, just by tapping the play button on time. i have not ONCE 
had them fall out of time, and there have been time's i've mixed the 
two together for almost twenty minutes.
| 3435|3435|2001-12-20 14:48:49|faithmass7|load time for smartmedia / scsi|
if i plan on doing a live set using 60 megs of samples, what will the 
load times and save times be using a smartmedia card and for a scsi 
zip drive assuming i already have the samples inside the RS...

is the smartmedia as slow as people say?

it would suck to have a zip dongle hanging off the machine...

i plan on dumping samples to the RS memory from soundforge via scsi 
like i did with my a4000 then saving off to smartmedia. but if it 
takes all day to load a smartmedia with 60megs of data i may not 
bother.

also, where is the FAQ i keep reading about? couldn't find it on the 
files area.

thanks

jamey
| 3436|3410|2001-12-20 15:11:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 22:34, devolvenation wrote:

> > i haven't had much to do with mpc's, but for me - the RS sounds
>
> pretty strong timing-wise.
>
>
>
> in my live setup, i don't slave the two rs7k's at all. I sync them
> by hand, just by tapping the play button on time. i have not ONCE
> had them fall out of time, and there have been time's i've mixed the
> two together for almost twenty minutes.

No link at all between the two of them? Unbelievable...
You must have very steady hands. 

- Robert
| 3437|3404|2001-12-20 15:12:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 22:08, synthe. labo wrote:

> >The MPC also has patterns, lots of them. Each pattern has 64 or 99 tracks.
> >Midi data is recorded directly into the tracks, there are no phrases.
> > Track mutes are stored per pattern. So to create a variation on a
> > pattern, you copy
> >it (including the midi data), change some mutes and/or change some midi
> >events, and voila, another patterns. Patterns are finally stored in a
> > chain to be played back.
> >
> >This is what I remember from my MPC study this year. I never used one, so
> > I may be wrong.
>
> thank you Robert, it was only curiosity

Same here. ;)

- Robert
| 3438|3435|2001-12-20 15:19:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: load time for smartmedia / scsi|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 22:48, faithmass7 wrote:

> if i plan on doing a live set using 60 megs of samples, what will the
> load times and save times be using a smartmedia card and for a scsi
> zip drive assuming i already have the samples inside the RS...
>
> is the smartmedia as slow as people say?

Have a look at this page from the Motif site. It's not very fast, about half 
the speed of a SCSI Zip drive, if I'm correct.

http://www.motifator.com/btm/btm_scsi.html

http://www.motifator.com/btm/btm_scsi.html


>
> it would suck to have a zip dongle hanging off the machine...
>
> i plan on dumping samples to the RS memory from soundforge via scsi
> like i did with my a4000 then saving off to smartmedia. but if it
> takes all day to load a smartmedia with 60megs of data i may not
> bother.
>
> also, where is the FAQ i keep reading about? couldn't find it on the
> files area.

The FAQ is still not ready, but I hope to finisch it for its first release in 
the coming holiday weeks.

- Robert
| 3439|3404|2001-12-20 15:28:32|djdavejumpers|Re: ?synthz and patts?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> i ORDERED the micro q and can't get it back, but also don't want
> it's that i start to have too many midi cables...

word, Micro Q is the shite and it's cheap.
I got one of those and I couldn't be more happy.
remember to update to the latest OS and download the newest factory 
patches.

-Dave-
| 3440|3410|2001-12-20 15:29:55|djdavejumpers|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:

> in my live setup, i don't slave the two rs7k's at all. I sync them 
> by hand, just by tapping the play button on time. i have not ONCE 
> had them fall out of time, and there have been time's i've mixed 

the 

> two together for almost twenty minutes.

Well of course, I mean you have 2 RS7k
try to do that with an RS and a SP-808
SP-808 BPM is unprecise.

I have to sync.. damn it.

-Dave-
| 3441|3410|2001-12-20 15:32:47|djdavejumpers|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:

> except he said that he cut and pasted that email from an email he 
> wrote to someone else, so i don't know how he told you how it would 
> work for you in your case.

It just happened to be my same case. < shrug >

> LOTS of other sequencers, although *personally* i'd stay away from 
> roland's. but that's my opinion.

I know, Roland is crap. I got an sp-808ex and sometimes I want to 
throw it out the window. But then I remember the price I paid for it 
so I don't do it.

I was gonna buy an MC-307 instead of the Yamaha CS2X when I first 
bought the SP-808ex.
I'm glad I didn't yo.

-Dave-
| 3442|3435|2001-12-20 15:35:12|djdavejumpers|Re: load time for smartmedia / scsi|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Have a look at this page from the Motif site. It's not very fast, 

about half 



> the speed of a SCSI Zip drive, if I'm correct.
> 
> http://www.motifator.com/btm/btm_scsi.html

It's pretty fast IMO.
Mix a CD in or a record or something.
I mix in loops from an sp-808ex while I change styles, load stuff and 
shit.

-Dave-
| 3443|3410|2001-12-20 15:50:17|Cozko|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|

> most people who say the rs is full of bugs are people who don't
> understand how a yamaha sequencer works.

Or had lots of experience with Yamaha gear in the past........ RM1x: bugs bugs, EX-5: even
more bugs bugs bugs bugs bu...... Should I mentoin A3000 or .....
Also Yamaha as a company never really seem to bother. But who blaims them? Well, for starters,
I do!
No for sure, Yammie is not the only company to bring us tha goods loaded with bugs. I dare
mention or accuse Access, Roland and Waldorf (remember the Q two years ago???) of the same.

BTW Hi!
I've been on this list for a while. And hi to you Robert (aka...) Well I'm still not sure if I
want to buy the RS. The purpose of joining this list was ofcourse to convince myself I should
buy da thingy. So if anyone out there thinks he knows how to convince me..?

> LOTS of other sequencers, although *personally* i'd stay away from
> roland's. but that's my opinion.

Now there's some good advise!!!!

Cozko
| 3444|3402|2001-12-20 16:05:42|Oscar Finch|Re: another sequencer problem|
OK, now time for some Yamaha talk here. You need too differentiate between 
tracks phrases,midi-channels etc....
Your sequnced parts on an RS/RM are called phrases not patterns.
A phrase can be copied in job mode and assigned basically too any track and 
any external midi channel.
I pattern can be copied to the same track of each section A to P on the RM 
(I dont own my RS just yet) but you are not tied too the same sound for each 
phrase of each section on the same track. Nor do you have too only use the 
same phrase for each section of each track.
So say track 8 was your bassline track . SEctions A thorugh P for example 
can all have different phrases,loop remixed phrases or different phrases 
altogether. By inserting PC mesagges into the start of any of these patterns 
you can change patch within a PHrase whilst the sequncer is playing. It is 
confusing at first but actually a very powerful way of working becuase on 
any phrase on the same track in any section you can insert PC's (program 
changes ) and CC's anywhere within the time line of that phrases sequnce ie: 
pitch bend,filter cut off/res/
amp/pitch/filter ADSR controll and a whole lot more besides.
If you go into the edit window and insert these message as well you can 
conserve a lot a sequncer memory by not chewing up loads of realtime knob 
movements. It is also possible (this is a fave of mine) to create phrases of 
modulated CC data that contains no midi note data at all which you can later 
paste and merge to various phrases and tracks for all kinds of wild effects. 
This kind of thing really milks the TG and works it to is maximum potential. 
I went from using a Roland MC50 and an Alesis MMT8 to the Yamaha way of 
sequncing. I guarantee you'll get a lot of frustration along the way as you 
learn. It's taken me a good 2 years to really master the working s of the 
RM1X but at least I'' now be prepared for when I get my RS7000 (I can't 
wait).
Time for me to stop babbling on as I've probably only succeeded in confusing 
you all the more. Good luck and happy music making. :)
PEACE

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3445|3445|2001-12-21 00:04:15|H R S H M N N K|Re: Digest Number 288|
question:

i just realised my iomega zip100 has a DB25-connector to scsi things up, not that 50MD
pin-interface...

http://www.motifator.com/btm/btm_scsi.html
http://www.hotmail.com/


is a converter any good? will it still work with some genderchanger?

what about that smartmedia-storage : is it true rs7000 only supports max 32mb cards? realising it's
expandable up to 64mb?

too much questions for a fridaymorning,

H
| 3446|3402|2001-12-21 00:52:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another sequencer problem|
On Friday 21 December 2001 00:05, Oscar Finch wrote:

> OK, now time for some Yamaha talk here. You need too differentiate between
> tracks phrases,midi-channels etc....
> Your sequnced parts on an RS/RM are called phrases not patterns.
> A phrase can be copied in job mode and assigned basically too any track and
> any external midi channel.
> I pattern can be copied to the same track of each section A to P on the RM
> (I dont own my RS just yet) but you are not tied too the same sound for
> each phrase of each section on the same track. Nor do you have too only use
> the same phrase for each section of each track.
> So say track 8 was your bassline track . SEctions A thorugh P for example
> can all have different phrases,loop remixed phrases or different phrases
> altogether. 

> By inserting PC mesagges into the start of any of these
> patterns you can change patch within a PHrase whilst the sequncer is
> playing. 

If you're dealing with the RS's internal sounds, please specifiy the phrase's 
sound in the phrase header, that's a special structure within the phrase. To 
set the phrase sound, select the track, press record (but do not press play), 
and specify the MSB LSB and voice numbers. Press stop. BTW, make sure the 
mixer setting for that track is set to Phrase.

Why do it this way? The sound specified in the phrase header gets a special 
treatment by the RS, and special sysex commands are used to select the voices 
without delays. Its the Way To Go, according to Yamaha.

- Robert
| 3447|3445|2001-12-21 00:54:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 288|
On Friday 21 December 2001 08:07, H R S H M N N K wrote:

> question:
>
> i just realised my iomega zip100 has a DB25-connector to scsi things up,
> not that 50MD pin-interface...
> is a converter any good? will it still work with some genderchanger?

Better get a SCSI cable with matching connecters on each end. SCSI and 
converters gives me the creeps.

>
> what about that smartmedia-storage : is it true rs7000 only supports max
> 32mb cards? realising it's expandable up to 64mb?

The SM cards go up to 128 MB, currently. I'm using a 64MB card, working good.

The sample memory has a 64 MB limit, but that is SIMM memory (sticks, like in 
your computer). The SM cards are not used for sample memory, only to store 
your songs and sounds.

- Robert
| 3448|3410|2001-12-21 01:00:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
On Thursday 20 December 2001 23:50, Cozko wrote:

> > most people who say the rs is full of bugs are people who don't
> > understand how a yamaha sequencer works.
>
> Or had lots of experience with Yamaha gear in the past........ RM1x: bugs
> bugs, EX-5: even more bugs bugs bugs bugs bu...... Should I mentoin A3000
> or ..... Also Yamaha as a company never really seem to bother. But who
> blaims them? Well, for starters, I do!
> No for sure, Yammie is not the only company to bring us tha goods loaded
> with bugs. I dare mention or accuse Access, Roland and Waldorf (remember
> the Q two years ago???) of the same.
>
> BTW Hi!
> I've been on this list for a while. And hi to you Robert (aka...) Well I'm



> still not sure if I want to buy the RS. The purpose of joining this list
> was ofcourse to convince myself I should buy da thingy. So if anyone out
> there thinks he knows how to convince me..?

I'd like to say "Go and buy the RS", but it actually all depends on what 
you're looking for and if you and the RS 'click'. So... what are you looking 
for? ;)

- Robert
| 3449|3445|2001-12-21 01:03:47|MULTISONS|Re: Digest Number 288|
128 SM WORK I USE IT

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 8:54 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Digest Number 288

> On Friday 21 December 2001 08:07, H R S H M N N K wrote:
> > question:
> >
> > i just realised my iomega zip100 has a DB25-connector to scsi things up,
> > not that 50MD pin-interface...
> > is a converter any good? will it still work with some genderchanger?
>
> Better get a SCSI cable with matching connecters on each end. SCSI and
> converters gives me the creeps.
>
> >
> > what about that smartmedia-storage : is it true rs7000 only supports max
> > 32mb cards? realising it's expandable up to 64mb?
>
> The SM cards go up to 128 MB, currently. I'm using a 64MB card, working
good.
>
> The sample memory has a 64 MB limit, but that is SIMM memory (sticks, like
in
> your computer). The SM cards are not used for sample memory, only to store
> your songs and sounds.
>
> - Robert
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>

| 3450|3445|2001-12-21 01:06:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 288|
On Friday 21 December 2001 09:04, MULTISONS wrote:

> 128 SM WORK I USE IT

Good. Copied to FAQ. 
- Robert
| 3451|3451|2001-12-21 01:42:51|Murali Shanmugan|RS7000 & SCSI sample dump |

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


Yea, I'm definitely interested in finding out if anyone's had any success with sample dump via SCSI on the TWE or any other
wave editor such as Sound Forge or Wavelab.

> Date: 19 Dec 2001 14:36:00 +0100
> From: skwit@BASEDRUM.de
>Subject: sample dump via scsi/twe?
>
>hi,
>
>can anyone confirm that the sampledump via scsi using the twe (or 
>another program) is working? (or not..)
>
>I've found only one message in the archive concerning this problem, but 
>no answer (seems like bad news...)
>
>I tried it, there was an "a3000 missing" error (or similar). I did not 
>use a direct connection, I had also an external scsi drive connected, 
>but this should have worked as well.

| 3452|3452|2001-12-21 01:52:49|Murali Shanmugan|Got any answers?|
Anybody out there got some information on how to create programs with multisamples for Pitched voices ?

Please enlighten me: (have I got this right?)

Automatic renaming of files when overwriting (when saving) will make it easier to save as you work. This is especially useful
when saving pattern edits. In pattern chain mode it's bad enough having to save an ALL file as it takes so long. Manually
renaming the file each time a save is made increases risk of error when renaming the file.
This is already implemented for pattern saving . It should be the same for the other modes too.
Anytime edits are made an ALL file has to be stored. This makes the machine very unfriendly to the "save as you go approach".
Then you keep having to type in the file name for the ALL file. Instead of "ALL-DATA" it should say the name& number of the
current autoload file. OR have the "Overwrite Yes/No?" window pop up immediately after pressing save. 

Anybody else feel this is a problem?

After executing "clear phrase" the track & section LED remain on until another key is pressed (OS 1.14). May be better if the
LED switched off automatically.

Thanx a bunch, guys!
| 3453|3453|2001-12-21 02:42:18|Cozko|"Go and buy the RS"....should I?|

> I'd like to say "Go and buy the RS", but it actually all depends on what
> you're looking for and if you and the RS 'click'. So... what are you looking
> for? ;)

Instant inspiration :-)

I know what the RS specs are and what it can do. I just want to be sure that it'll change my
music for the better. I already own a very decent set of synths and a sampler, so I actually
don't really need it.
I guess I simply need to spend some time with the RS7000 to be sure.

One thing that worries me though, is this SCSI issue mentioned in the other thread. I often
have my A3000 connected to the PC to transfer samples, without any problems.

Wilco
| 3454|3453|2001-12-21 04:09:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: "Go and buy the RS"....should I?|
On Friday 21 December 2001 10:42, Cozko wrote:

> > I'd like to say "Go and buy the RS", but it actually all depends on what
> > you're looking for and if you and the RS 'click'. So... what are you
> > looking for? ;)
>
> Instant inspiration :-)

That should work with the RS. It's a nice musical island. Once you get to 
know the machine, the distance between idea and action is very short.

>
> I know what the RS specs are and what it can do. I just want to be sure
> that it'll change my music for the better. I already own a very decent set
> of synths and a sampler, so I actually don't really need it.
> I guess I simply need to spend some time with the RS7000 to be sure.

Do yourself a favour and read the manual *before* you start your test period 
with the RS. I

mailto:skwit@BASEDRUM.de


>
> One thing that worries me though, is this SCSI issue mentioned in the other
> thread. I often have my A3000 connected to the PC to transfer samples,
> without any problems.

I understand. Didn't try it yet.

- Robert
| 3455|3455|2001-12-21 06:17:46|Romain FAURE|Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|
Hi all of you

I'm going to sell my JV1080 because I don't really use it anymore (for general purpose sounds my Triton is here), and with that
money, I'll buy a VA synth (used): I've found two good used VA, the Nova for less than 900$ or the NordlLead 1 (updated v2.0)
for less than 1000$. (the prices are very approximate, as I live in France)
Please take into account that Novation released an update for the OS (4.1), which adds new filters, new oscillators, 4 voices
of polyphony (up to 16 voices !), and globally it has become easier to get a dirty sound (according to what I've read).
OK the Nord seems poor concerning features, but what remains the most important is the SOUND ! (I want to be sure to be able to
get dirty, distorded basses and leads - I don't want an always clean sound)

I've read tons of user reviews, dozens of magazine reviews, and I'm goind to try both of them this afternoon. But I wanted to
ask your opinion about both synths, as far as SOUND, user-friendliness, features and working with the RS7000 are concerned.
What do you think about these 2 synths ?
I'm sure many of you own one or both of them, so please give me an objective advice !

ThanX a lot

ROMain
| 3456|3455|2001-12-21 07:29:53|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|
get a nord modular...best synth in the world $1299 in the U.S.

In a message dated Fri, 21 Dec 2001 8:18:30 AM Eastern Standard Time, "Romain FAURE" <faurer@hec.fr> writes:

> Hi all of you
> 
> I'm going to sell my JV1080 because I don't really use it anymore (for general purpose sounds my Triton is here),
and with that money, I'll buy a VA synth (used): I've found two good used VA, the Nova for less than 900$ or the
NordlLead 1 (updated v2.0) for less than 1000$. (the prices are very approximate, as I live in France)
> Please take into account that Novation released an update for the OS (4.1), which adds new filters, new oscillators,
4 voices of polyphony (up to 16 voices !), and globally it has become easier to get a dirty sound (according to what
I've read).
> OK the Nord seems poor concerning features, but what remains the most important is the SOUND ! (I want to be sure to
be able to get dirty, distorded basses and leads - I don't want an always clean sound)
> 
> I've read tons of user reviews, dozens of magazine reviews, and I'm goind to try both of them this afternoon. But I
wanted to ask your opinion about both synths, as far as SOUND, user-friendliness, features and working with the RS7000
are concerned. What do you think about these 2 synths ?
> I'm sure many of you own one or both of them, so please give me an objective advice !
> 
> ThanX a lot
> 
> ROMain
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3457|3453|2001-12-21 07:33:45|Bryan Rodgers|Re: "Go and buy the RS"....should I?|
"I just want to be sure that it'll change my music for the better..."

Sorry dude, but if you're lacking in the talent department, there's no piece
of gear that's going to make your music for the better. ;)

IMO, If you got skills, you can make good music with anything... ...geez,
look at Fat Boy Slim and his S900s?!!

Will it help in your production of music? Well, that a depends on how you

mailto:faurer@hec.fr
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


like to work...

For me, the RS is fantastic. If I have an I idea, I can just walk into the
studio(bedroom), fly on the RS (no boot time), lay in what I got, save it,
and turn it off if I like. No waiting for samples to load, no waiting for
the computer to f**kup again, and no waiting for software to do it's
thing(or companies to fix timing bugs). It's all fairly instant. Which is
best for me.

Also, I love the flexibility of having grid, step, and real-time record
modes always in front of me, and not having to learn the ins/outs of
differing types of gear... ...sure it's all Yamaha, but once you get it, the
learning curve is over.

If you're unsure and you buy it, just be certain your shop has a nice 30 day
return policy. Don't let it frustrate you. If you got questions, just ask.
It's a bitch at first(I'll admit that from starting off with the RM1x from a
MC303), but once you master it, it'll make your life, and music making so
much more fulfilling, and fun again :)

(the above statements are of no guaranty. all statements are opinions of the
author. he does not work for Yamaha, he just digs their stuff...)

...oh and playing live with the RS is a blast!

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Cozko [mailto:cozko@planet.nl] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 4:43 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] "Go and buy the RS"....should I?

> I'd like to say "Go and buy the RS", but it actually all depends on what
> you're looking for and if you and the RS 'click'. So... what are you

looking

> for? ;)

Instant inspiration :-)

I know what the RS specs are and what it can do. I just want to be sure that
it'll change my
music for the better. I already own a very decent set of synths and a
sampler, so I actually
don't really need it.
I guess I simply need to spend some time with the RS7000 to be sure.

One thing that worries me though, is this SCSI issue mentioned in the other
thread. I often
have my A3000 connected to the PC to transfer samples, without any problems.

Wilco
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3458|3458|2001-12-21 07:38:21|jezjacksonuk|Machinedrum review looky gooood|
Just read the SOS magazine review of the machinedrum from elektron it 
looks like one hell of a piece of kit anyone got one ?

Jez
| 3459|3458|2001-12-21 07:42:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Machinedrum review looky gooood|
at $1100usd, can anyone justify that amount on something that's only a drum
machine?! ;)

...sure I'd love to drive a Porsche...it's too bad I can only afford the
Audi... :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: jezjacksonuk [mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 9:38 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Machinedrum review looky gooood

Just read the SOS magazine review of the machinedrum from elektron it 
looks like one hell of a piece of kit anyone got one ?

Jez

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=879173/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879173/rand=349022241> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
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Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3460|3458|2001-12-21 07:43:55|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: Machinedrum review looky gooood|
Go on Bryan you know you want one ;)

jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
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Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 2:42 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Machinedrum review looky gooood

> at $1100usd, can anyone justify that amount on something that's only a
drum
> machine?! ;)
>
> ...sure I'd love to drive a Porsche...it's too bad I can only afford the
> Audi... :)
>
> B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: jezjacksonuk [mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com]
> Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 9:38 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Machinedrum review looky gooood
>
>
> Just read the SOS magazine review of the machinedrum from elektron it
> looks like one hell of a piece of kit anyone got one ?
>
> Jez
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
> 44:HM/A=879173/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f>
>
>
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879173/rand=349022241>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3461|3458|2001-12-21 07:45:50|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Machinedrum review looky gooood|
I'll have to unload the girlfriend first... ...anyone?

heh heh

B

-----Original Message-----
From: JAcK ThE BiScUiT [mailto:jackthebiscuit@btopenworld.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 9:43 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Machinedrum review looky gooood

Go on Bryan you know you want one ;)

jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 2:42 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Machinedrum review looky gooood

> at $1100usd, can anyone justify that amount on something that's only a
drum
> machine?! ;)
>
> ...sure I'd love to drive a Porsche...it's too bad I can only afford the
> Audi... :)
>
> B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: jezjacksonuk [mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com]
> Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 9:38 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Machinedrum review looky gooood
>
>
> Just read the SOS magazine review of the machinedrum from elektron it
> looks like one hell of a piece of kit anyone got one ?
>
> Jez
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
> 
> 44:HM/A=879173/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f
<http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-76f> >
>
>
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
> 
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879173/rand=349022241>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> >
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>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
<http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> >
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> >
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> 
>
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3462|3462|2001-12-21 07:52:17|jezjacksonuk|Rs and drum pads |
I want to link the rs to a set of percussion pads
can anyone suggest a good set ?

the Roland SPD-6 looks pretty durable 
any suggestion would be great
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Jez
| 3463|229|2001-12-21 07:52:44|Bryan Rodgers|Synthplanet.com|
so, has anyone here dealt with these guys?

http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=NEW_products.fm5
<http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=NEW_products.fm5&-layout=
webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-token.orderid=13060750&
-search>
&-layout=webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-token.orderid=
13060750&-search

good? bad?

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3464|3464|2001-12-21 07:54:54|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Rs and drum pads|
I got an original Octopad... ...still works great.(picked it up used for
$150 cdn used 5 years back)

...still want a full electronic set when I get a bigger space... ...the
Octopad does for now.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: jezjacksonuk [mailto:jezjackson@btinternet.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 9:52 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Rs and drum pads

I want to link the rs to a set of percussion pads
can anyone suggest a good set ?

the Roland SPD-6 looks pretty durable 
any suggestion would be great

Jez 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=879172/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-75f> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.1681224.3270152.1261774/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=879172/rand=361750234> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3465|3455|2001-12-21 08:05:18|rdunlap2002|Re: Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|
I use a Supernova I w/4.01 It sounds great, but specific...took 
Novation a long time to come out with the OS, and until they did 
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certain funtions of the synth didn't work, but the new OS had a lot 
more impact on the Nova than the SN. I don't know about the Nord. I 
like the SN because it isn't an "edge" machine...is more of a 
laidback gilmore guitar space pad shop thing....I hope my new, 
arrived yesterday, RS7000 will be a good pair, The SN is in no way a 
great drum machine....where the sequencer and drums on the RS should 
fill that space...I too use a Triton rack, which soundwise, helps me 
get somewhat of a harsh edge when I need it. Good luck. rjd
| 3466|229|2001-12-21 08:42:58|rdunlap2002|Re: Synthplanet.com|
I've delt with them....actully yesterday my Rs7000 arrived 
lastnight..ordered it Monday. Here's my experience:

Original Order
Item(s) Subtotal : 1074.89 US$
Shipping & Handling : 78 US$
VAT : 0.00 US$
------------------------------
TOTAL DUE : 1152.89

And then I decided that I wanted to add the Option board and memory 
so I canceled that order and:

1 x Yamaha RS-7000 (in stock)
1 x Yamaha AIEB-2 (in stock)
1 x Yamaha SIMM ADRAM-64 (in stock)

Item(s) Subtotal : 1375.58 US$
Shipping & Handling : 86 US$
VAT : 0.00 US$
------------------------------
TOTAL DUE : 1461.58 US$

Which I thought was still a pretty good deal considering that I 
couldn't pick a new one up in the states w/AIEB for less than $1599.00
The SIMMs were $137.00, which is more than I wanted to pay, but less 
than the hassle of trying to find some that worked. 

Then last night the UPS guy shows up, (actually made a second attempt 
to deliver, it was here yesterday morning)with a COD fo 81.21 for 
Customs. I wasn't aware that I was going to get hit with this, but I 
travel quite a bit, so it wasn't a complete surprise, just unexpected.

So total cost is $1542.79, more than $50 bucks less than ZZounds and 
includes the RAM. The only other issue was the powercord was 
European, no big deal.

My impression: The only thing I fear is having to return the product 
for repair..otherwise, I thought they were responsive, had great 
prices and I phoned the poor guy about 1:00am their time, to make the 
change in my order. All in all I'd do business with them again, Just 
make sure that when you order, you have your ducks in a row....if I 
had had them ship these items seperately, it would of killed the deal 
with shipping cost. I was pretty impressed that Monday morning I was 
placing my order, and last night (Thursday)I was playing the thing.

Good luck, rjd

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> so, has anyone here dealt with these guys?
> 
> http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=NEW_products.fm5
> <http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-
database=NEW_products.fm5&-layout=
> webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-
token.orderid=13060750&
> -search>
> &-layout=webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-
token.orderid=
> 13060750&-search
> 
> good? bad?
> 
> B
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3467|3452|2001-12-21 10:02:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got any answers?|
On Friday 21 December 2001 09:50, Murali Shanmugan wrote:

http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=NEW_products.fm5
http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-


> Anybody out there got some information on how to create programs with
> multisamples for Pitched voices ?
>
> Please enlighten me: (have I got this right?)

You can't have pitched multisamples in both vertical and horizontal 
directions on the RS. A sample voice is either a Kit voice or a Pitch voice.

Pitch voices a simply one (1) sample stretched over the whole keyboard. No 
multisampling options.

- Robert
| 3468|3455|2001-12-21 12:14:08|synthe. labo|Re: Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|

>>Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?

well, this regards again personal taste, anyway i give you mine
nova has more features, more sounds, effects etc., but sounds a bit 
'artificial', a lot of presets has build in reverb or flanger etc., it is so 
puffy and cheesy that you can recognize it's a novation when you listen a 
record.
the nord lead sounds 'pure', the purest machine i've ever heard, that could 
doesn't mean 'good'...
the sounds are pure electronic, no fxs, basic arpeggiator, no flashing 
things like a superoverdrive or a jet flanger etc., just a real v-analogue 
synth that can emulate really well FM synthesis, old analogues like moogs 
and arps, and has a knob for every function.
for me is delicious to turn nord leads knobs, you can get a great sub bass 
from a pad sound in half a minute, but this one won't be a BOMB one, 
ultraoverdriven etc, it will be a real sub bass, low and pure.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 3469|3455|2001-12-21 12:19:21|synthe. labo|Re: Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|

>get a nord modular...best synth in the world $1299 in the U.S.

YES, i agree!
forgot my previous mail, or just realize that i was eloging Clavia..hahah!
get a nord modular, you can't go wrong; if i said good things on nord lead, 
these are amplified for 1000 about nord mod., and think that in 1 minute you 
can configure your nord modular into a nord lead 1 or 2 if you want.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 3470|3458|2001-12-21 12:25:46|synthe. labo|Re: Machinedrum review looky gooood|

>Just read the SOS magazine review of the machinedrum from elektron it
>looks like one hell of a piece of kit anyone got one ?

i got one before august holydays and i returned it back after 2 days!
too bugs, really too much, but i think that now these ona will be all fixed.
it's powerful, really, but too expensive i.m.o., and not punchy as a real 
analogue like a jomox.
it's a sort of mega mega mega electribe ER-1 without the fun and easyness to 
work that has the electribe.i just told in some others mails: i sample a 
lot, so i sample also machinedrum sounds if i want;
with Reaktor and Attack you can get really more sounds then machinedrum, 
with a ridicolous cost.
when i want a strange sound i generally look at my Nord Modular etc.; from 
synths you can get the best drums you can imagine, not only kicks.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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http://www.hotmail.com/it
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx


| 3471|3471|2001-12-21 12:26:40|H R S H M N N K|Re: Digest Number 289|
:Message: 7
: Date: Fri, 21 Dec 2001 08:54:44 +0100
: From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
:Subject: Re: Digest Number 288
:
:On Friday 21 December 2001 08:07, H R S H M N N K wrote:
:> question:
:>
:> i just realised my iomega zip100 has a DB25-connector to scsi things up,
:> not that 50MD pin-interface...
:> is a converter any good? will it still work with some genderchanger?
:
:Better get a SCSI cable with matching connecters on each end. SCSI and 
:converters gives me the creeps.
:
will check this out
:
:>
:> what about that smartmedia-storage : is it true rs7000 only supports max
:> 32mb cards? realising it's expandable up to 64mb?
:
:The SM cards go up to 128 MB, currently. I'm using a 64MB card, working good.
sorry, must have misunderstood
:
:The sample memory has a 64 MB limit, but that is SIMM memory (sticks, like in 
:your computer). The SM cards are not used for sample memory, only to store 
:your songs and sounds.

i knew this already, thx anyway (i've read TFM for sure)
i'm just worried about that scsi<>zip link
later,
H
:
| 3472|3464|2001-12-21 12:29:38|synthe. labo|Re: Rs and drum pads|

>I want to link the rs to a set of percussion pads
>can anyone suggest a good set ?
>
>the Roland SPD-6 looks pretty durable
>any suggestion would be great

just yesterday i thought me too about roland spd-6, i play drums, guitar and 
bass, so i thought also at a midi guitar, but this will be next year.
yes, this roland thing seems solid, better are the DDrums from Clavia, but 
REALLY more expensive!

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3473|3307|2001-12-21 12:38:16|eq127|Re: OT: web washer PS: (was: I HATE ADVERTISEMENT ONLINE!)|

> > > > The idea of a web-washer, who cleanses all ads out of the 
> > websites 
> > > > you are loading is now VERY appealing...any good link tips?
> > > 
> > > http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html
> > > 
> > > but you still can't get that ad space we have to deal with for 
> some 
> > > reason.
> > > 
> > > K
> > 
> > The funny part is, when i read the group at home on my IE5 on 
> Win98, 
> > i don´t see the ad beside the message, but at work i have Win 

2000 

> > Pro with IE5 and voila, i can see the ad...interesting...
> 
> i don't see the ad at all anymore for some reason... i'm pretty 
> pleased, considering how "in-your-face" it was
> 
> K

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://uproar.fortunecity.com/uproar/231/download.html


I take that back! In fact now its even worse!! Sometimes when i click 
on a message to read it i get an ad instead of the message! This is 
happening like one out of every three or four messages! This is 
getting to be way too much.

How many people on here read the message board over at rs7000.org? 
I'm considering moving to that board permanently if these 
advertisements continue.

K
| 3474|3474|2001-12-21 13:09:30|faithmass7|can you load samples/phrases while playing?|
for live performance, it would be cool if you could load in new 
samples/phrases as you play

is this possible?

if not i guess i will have a 2-3 minute pause between loads... 
perhaps i can make jokes at the audience.

maybe i just need 2 rs7000's with a dj mixer inbetween! that would 
solve my problem :-)

jamey
| 3475|3474|2001-12-21 13:11:37|djdavejumpers|Re: can you load samples/phrases while playing?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faithmass7" wrote:

> for live performance, it would be cool if you could load in new 
> samples/phrases as you play
> 
> is this possible?

Nop

> if not i guess i will have a 2-3 minute pause between loads... 
> perhaps i can make jokes at the audience.

pff... ehm.. Nop

> maybe i just need 2 rs7000's with a dj mixer inbetween! that would 
> solve my problem :-)

Yep.

I'm my case I use a SP-808EX to mix in between and a DJM-600 as a 
mixer.

-Dave-
| 3476|3476|2001-12-21 13:59:52|faithmass7|phrases patterns styles|
after reading the manual i am still confused i think....

styles are groups of patterns

patterns are groups of 16 phrases

phrases are midi segments or midi + sample or midi + internal synth

so how would a normal song be composed?

could i just work within one pattern and mute and unmute parts while 
tweaking knobs for a song?

is there a better way to do it? (ie jumping from pattern to pattern 
for each new part of the song)

how do most of you like to work? i come from a dj background so i 
figure that i can have 1 song per pattern and just do the muting 
unmuting bit....

when i get my hands on one i am sure it will make more sense.

jamey
| 3477|3476|2001-12-21 14:16:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: phrases patterns styles|
On Friday 21 December 2001 21:59, faithmass7 wrote:

> after reading the manual i am still confused i think....



Did you also read these articles? 
http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
Very informative!

If these don't help you, ask again and I'll explain.

- Robert
| 3478|3464|2001-12-21 14:56:35|rdunlap2002|Re: Rs and drum pads|
Any interest in a Roland Handsonic HPD15? Going to put it up on EBay 
after in 2002...need the space for my new RS7000. I'm not much of a 
drummer..:(

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >I want to link the rs to a set of percussion pads
> >can anyone suggest a good set ?
> >
> >the Roland SPD-6 looks pretty durable
> >any suggestion would be great
> 
> just yesterday i thought me too about roland spd-6, i play drums, 
guitar and 
> bass, so i thought also at a midi guitar, but this will be next 
year.
> yes, this roland thing seems solid, better are the DDrums from 
Clavia, but 
> REALLY more expensive!
> 
> ciao-marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
> http://messenger.msn.it

| 3479|3464|2001-12-21 16:07:21|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: Rs and drum pads|
thanx labo appreciate your input

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "synthe. labo" <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2001 7:29 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Rs and drum pads

>
>
>
> >I want to link the rs to a set of percussion pads
> >can anyone suggest a good set ?
> >
> >the Roland SPD-6 looks pretty durable
> >any suggestion would be great
>
> just yesterday i thought me too about roland spd-6, i play drums, guitar
and
> bass, so i thought also at a midi guitar, but this will be next year.
> yes, this roland thing seems solid, better are the DDrums from Clavia, but
> REALLY more expensive!
>
> ciao-marco
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici:
> http://messenger.msn.it
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls


> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3480|3480|2001-12-21 21:04:25|mp3magnet|RS7000 and Tolkien: shameless self promotion|
Hi:
I wanted to invite everybody to listen to music I composed for 
readers of Tolkien's "Lord of the rings" trilogy

http://www.mp3.com/magnet

There are several Tolkien songs on my site.

"Tales of the rings"
"Leaving Shire"
"Shadows in the night"
"Sacred Forrest

"Leaving Shire" was sequenced on RS7000.
I also used a lot of sounds from internal Rs7000 soundset there.
If you want to check out want RS7000 can produce
also check out "Water and Light 2002". 
I took an old MIDI file of my
popular tune and remixed it with RS7000.

Also, I want to wish all RS7000 users a happy Holidays.
Keep all this knobs turning.

"Magnet"
www.mp3.com/magnet
| 3481|3445|2001-12-22 01:18:01|Wayne Thompson|Re: Digest Number 288|
i just realised my iomega zip100 has a DB25-connector to scsi things up,
not that 50MD
pin-interface...
is a converter any good? will it still work with some genderchanger?

I have a cable that has one conection at one end and the other at the
opposite end

what about that smartmedia-storage : is it true rs7000 only supports max
32mb cards? realising it's
expandable up to 64mb?

I thought it was 128mb the max for smartmedia

too much questions for a fridaymorning,

[Wayne Thompson] Its saturday arvo in Australia

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3482|3482|2001-12-22 01:32:53|whooyeahau|os update by scsi?|
can i load the os update via a zip disk?

regards
Wayne Thompson
| 3483|3482|2001-12-22 02:03:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: os update by scsi?|
On Saturday 22 December 2001 09:32, whooyeahau wrote:

> can i load the os update via a zip disk?

Nope. It must be stored on a card (using a computer and a card reader 
device), and then the RS must be booted with the card inserted (using a magic 
key combo). The RS OS *does* support OS upgrades via MIDI, but there's 
(still) no midi version of v1.14 available. :(

- Robert
| 3484|3482|2001-12-22 02:04:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: os update by scsi?|
On Saturday 22 December 2001 09:32, whooyeahau wrote:

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.mp3.com/magnet


> can i load the os update via a zip disk?

Btw, I asked my dealer to have Yamaha deliver the new OS on card. Maybe 
they'll do it. Yamaha suggested something like that on a Motifator.com 
posting.

- Robert
| 3485|3485|2001-12-22 06:38:43|tomfinegan|OT: Novation K-Station|
http://www.keyboards.de/news/0112/20z04.htm

IMHO the most beautifull synth since Indigo...and low price 850 
Euro...
| 3486|3486|2001-12-22 07:40:35|tomfinegan|OT: One more time Studiopics...|
Now, THAT´s: http://eastvan.bc.ca/~drew/techno/images/gear-oct-
2001.jpg REAL analogue....:)
| 3487|3455|2001-12-22 08:07:00|tomfinegan|Re: Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|

> but what remains the most important is the SOUND ! (I want to be 

sure to be able to get dirty, distorded basses and leads - I don't 
want an always clean sound)

Access Virus or Waldorf Q or...:) (hi Marco) Yamaha TX81Z
| 3488|3485|2001-12-22 08:28:11|synthe. labo|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|

>http://www.keyboards.de/news/0112/20z04.htm
>
>IMHO the most beautifull synth since Indigo...and low price 850
>Euro...

yes, i agree, it looks AMAZING, better than then the indigo i.m.o.
about the price, well, at Novation they'r not become mad :), it's cheaper 
because of the limitation of parts and knobs etc. respect the indigo.
if you look with attention the K-Station has only a bit more knobs on the 
surface respect the A-Station; it has the keyboard and pitch slider
anyway, really a good synth, i think it's a lot of fun, all in ya 
face,similar to the old basstation key

p.s.: Thomazzz: i listened to all mp3s on clavia site about nordlead 
3...AHHHHH...this thing rocks!!! it sounds so good! some favourite sounds 
are those flaute similar ones and distorted basses; did they increased the 
distortion/overdrive engine? ..sometimes i listen to some crunch things and 
there's written that only reverb or delay has been added in each track...

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere, modificare e stampare 
le tue foto preferite. http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 3489|3485|2001-12-22 08:43:39|tomfinegan|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> if you look with attention the K-Station has only a bit more knobs 

on the 

> surface respect the A-Station; it has the keyboard and pitch slider
> anyway, really a good synth, i think it's a lot of fun, all in ya 
> face,similar to the old basstation key

True, but the reviews about the A-Station very often said that the 
thing is great buuuut...all people wished there would be an editor 
for it...design-technically, that´s my favourite...sonically it comes 
after the NL3..

> p.s.: Thomazzz: i listened to all mp3s on clavia site about 

nordlead 

> 3...AHHHHH...this thing rocks!!! it sounds so good! 

Oh YES! Doesn´t it? But 2500 Euro is a lot of wood...
Still this sound is sooo beautifull!

By the way...what about those rumours that Clavia might do a Nord 
Modular 2?

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0112/20z04.htm
http://eastvan.bc.ca/~drew/techno/images/gear-oct-
http://www.keyboards.de/news/0112/20z04.htm
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx


some favourite sounds 

> are those flaute similar ones and distorted basses; did they 

increased the 

> distortion/overdrive engine? 

Oh i don´t know, didn´t they tell on their site?

>..sometimes i listen to some crunch things and 
> there's written that only reverb or delay has been added in each 

track...
Yup yup! This thing sounds sooo good, it barely needs any other FX. 
The reviewers on the German Keyboards must have something wrong with 
their ears!
For sure i would take this one anytime over an Andromeda..
:) Good match for the RS...

Tom
| 3490|3485|2001-12-22 10:22:32|synthe. labo|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|

>Oh YES! Doesn´t it? But 2500 Euro is a lot of wood...

yes, really expensive

>Still this sound is sooo beautifull!
>
>By the way...what about those rumours that Clavia might do a Nord
>Modular 2?

nord modular 2????
where did you find these rumours?
i know that at Clavia they are preparing a new O.S./editor for nord mod, the 
4.0 or similar, really innovative, Robert told me this, that after the 
realise of nord lead 3 they worked hardly on this new editor...

>some favourite sounds
> > are those flaute similar ones and distorted basses; did they
>increased the
> > distortion/overdrive engine?
>Oh i don´t know, didn´t they tell on their site?

..maybe...:)

>Yup yup! This thing sounds sooo good, it barely needs any other FX.

a bit of reverb or delay and the thing explode!

>The reviewers on the German Keyboards must have something wrong with
>their ears!

this is sure!

>For sure i would take this one anytime over an Andromeda..
>:) Good match for the RS...

oh sure, also great prices...you can add also a Jomox Sunsyn, think that 
with the money of those 3 you could get a good car haha :)

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it/
| 3491|3485|2001-12-22 10:30:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|
On Saturday 22 December 2001 18:22, synthe. labo wrote:

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://messenger.msn.it/


> >Oh YES! Doesn´t it? But 2500 Euro is a lot of wood...
>
> yes, really expensive
>
> >Still this sound is sooo beautifull!

Indeed. I gotta have one, the rack that is. But wow, expensive!!

> >
> >By the way...what about those rumours that Clavia might do a Nord
> >Modular 2?
>
> nord modular 2????
> where did you find these rumours?
> i know that at Clavia they are preparing a new O.S./editor for nord mod,
> the 4.0 or similar, really innovative, Robert told me this, that after the
> realise of nord lead 3 they worked hardly on this new editor...

The next NM OS is due summer 2002, according to the latest info on the NM 
mail list. AFAIK, there's no NM2 in the making, because Clavia still hasn't 
reached the borders of the NM1. But who knows... :)

>
> >some favourite sounds
> >
> > > are those flaute similar ones and distorted basses; did they
> >
> >increased the
> >
> > > distortion/overdrive engine?

I heard a new disto algo was added to the NM3. It also has a new filter 
design. We're hoping to get some of this new stuff in the NM with the next OS.

BTW, I just bought Druks, the new Aphex album. He's still on top of things. :)

- Robert
| 3492|3485|2001-12-22 12:40:03|synthe. labo|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|

>The next NM OS is due summer 2002, according to the latest info on the NM
>mail list. AFAIK, there's no NM2 in the making, because Clavia still hasn't
>reached the borders of the NM1. But who knows... :)

i think that a nord modular 2 could be developed *only* for a new external 
interface, different knobs, keys, etc...this sort of thing, cause i.m.o. 
with new O.S. you can add all the features you want

>I heard a new disto algo was added to the NM3. It also has a new filter
>design. We're hoping to get some of this new stuff in the NM with the next 
>OS.

it would be good
anyway you know you can get such monster noises out of that box just as it 
is now..:)

>
>BTW, I just bought Druks, the new Aphex album. He's still on top of things. 
>:)

oh yes, AFX, no one on this earth is like this man
..think that Drukqs has been made only with a G4, Logic Protools re-cycle 
and many more softs (i can recognize native instruments ones), but no one 
machine involved,..a pure G4 whore :)))

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 3493|3485|2001-12-22 12:43:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://www.hotmail.com/it


On Saturday 22 December 2001 20:40, synthe. labo wrote:

>> oh yes, AFX, no one on this earth is like this man
> ..think that Drukqs has been made only with a G4, Logic Protools re-cycle
> and many more softs (i can recognize native instruments ones), but no one
> machine involved,..a pure G4 whore :)))

I better sell the RS then. ;)

- Robert
| 3494|3485|2001-12-22 14:21:12|tomfinegan|Re: OT: Novation K-Station|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> nord modular 2????
> where did you find these rumours?

Some posting on the Gasstation on sonicstate.com. 
But i guess...

> ...they are preparing a new O.S./editor for nord mod, the 
> 4.0 or similar, 

will be more true. 

4.0 huh? I am really looking forward to this. :)

really innovative, Robert told me this, that after the 

> realise of nord lead 3 they worked hardly on this new editor...

What will be so innovative about it?

> >For sure i would take this one anytime over an Andromeda..
> >:) Good match for the RS...
> 
> oh sure, also great prices...you can add also a Jomox Sunsyn, think 

that 

> with the money of those 3 you could get a good car haha :)

:))) True, but as long as it doesn´t sound like a car...:)

Well, i am going back to my BMW RS7000 and my Volkswagen DX200 ;)

Ciao, Tom
| 3495|733|2001-12-23 09:02:14|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, December 24, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3496|733|2001-12-24 03:02:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, December 24, 2001 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 



Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3497|3474|2001-12-24 12:48:26|arveyman|Re: can you load samples/phrases while playing?|

> I'm my case I use a SP-808EX to mix in between and a DJM-600 as a 
> mixer.
> 
> -Dave-

Yeah, i use a secondary sequencer as well to switch in between songs. 
But i don't think i will ever try to load stuff while playing live. I 
think it has plenty enough RAM to keep a crowd satisfied for hours! 
And switching in between songs on the RS only takes about .2 seconds, 
while the MIDI timings stays rock solid.. piece.

Arv
| 3498|3498|2001-12-24 13:46:49|rdunlap2002|Any one w/MOTU 2408II and RS7K w/lightpipe|
I received my RS7K last Thursday...I loaded the AIEB 2 card and 
couldn't wait to attach it to my 48kHz Motu system. After scareing 
the shit out of my dogs with the static/hiss/popp of awry freqencies; 
I read the documentation..to wit: "Digital signals to be recorded 
(48kHz, 44.1kHz or 32kHz)can be connected to Optical In. Optical Out 
Delivers the same signal as the Output l/Momo and R Jacks in digital 
form (fs=44.1kHz" and "When the Digital or Optical source option is 
selected, input sampling rates with sampling frequencies of t48Khz, 
44.1kHz and 32 kHz are supported. However in any case, the data will 
be converted to the RS7000's own smapling frequency of 44.1kHz..."

In short....the 2408II has three ADAT's w/io...I have a triton and an 
emu attached to two of the three and was going to use the third for 
the RS7K....I tried unhooking everything but the RS7K and lowered the 
Frequency of the PCI324 44.1 and I still get the Hiss/pop. I assume 
I have to run at 44.1kHz if I want to use the AIEB optical ports (at 
least the output), but MOTU's sampling frequency is set by port, but 
by the system.....Make a long story shorter....anybody have any 
experiences or advice they could share? Thanks, rjd
| 3499|3455|2001-12-24 14:00:22|rdunlap2002|Re: Any opinion on the Nova & the NordLead ?|
Don't want to hop into you discussion and be completely OT..But..At 
one time Novation was working on a controller for Reason...I thought 
I saw some product called Oxygen, or something that had a few knobs 
and keys....you guys follow any of this? Thanks, rjd
| 3500|3500|2001-12-25 10:52:00|quant666|Tips and tricks|
Is there any good tips and tricks for Rs7000 (how to)beside owners 
manual
| 3501|3500|2001-12-25 17:24:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Tips and tricks|
On Tuesday 25 December 2001 18:52, quant666 wrote:

> Is there any good tips and tricks for Rs7000 (how to)beside owners
> manual

Try this:
http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm

- Robert
| 3502|3500|2001-12-26 03:15:43|Franjo Butkovic|Re: Tips and tricks|
Merry Xmas and Happy new Year!
Thanks, but i see that already.i need something bigger.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2001 1:24 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Tips and tricks

On Tuesday 25 December 2001 18:52, quant666 wrote:
> Is there any good tips and tricks for Rs7000 (how to)beside owners
> manual

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Try this:
http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm

- Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3503|3503|2001-12-26 04:01:11|arveyman|Am i doing something wrong?|
Hi, as i was trying out the pattern chain mode, i noticed that the 
chain i've just created has noticible 'gaps' in between the different 
sections! Is this normal? I cannot figure out a way in fixing this, 
exept using the RS in normal pattern mode.. :-(( This works well for 
me, because i use it 4 live situations, but an automatic chain comes 
in handy (without gaps)..

anyone?

Arv
| 3504|3504|2001-12-26 04:28:49|Romain FAURE|Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
Hi all

I'm about to buy 64Mb of RAM (2*32) for my RS7k, and I don't want to buy it at my music shop, but at a computer shop.
Therefore, and in order to buy the right RAM, I'd like to ask you your own experience and advice about the RAM I should buy.
(I know what the manual says about it - I'm asking for personal experience here)

ThanX a lot

Hope you're enjoying the end of the year...

By the way, I asked you a few days ago your opinion on the Nova vs NordLead2: after trying both of them, I ordered a used Nord
Rack 2 (for less than 660$) as I really didn't like the soft and clean sound of the Nova. Ok the Nova is very powerful in terms
of FX (42 effects at once, vocoder, audio input...) but the sound of the Nord will just suit my sonical needs better.
Just to let you know.

RomaiN
| 3505|3503|2001-12-26 06:14:20|Oscar Finch|Re: Am i doing something wrong?|

>From: "arveyman" <ramonvink@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Am i doing something wrong?
>Date: Wed, 26 Dec 2001 11:01:07 -0000
>As a general rule once you've gone into pattern chain mode do a convert to 
>song function. You'll find in song mode that all those glitches disappear. 
>Also check how many effects,patch changes etc etc are occuring between 
>patterns as a the data changes will choke up the sequencer as you cut from 
>one pattern to the next. For example if 8 out of 15 sequenced tracks have 
>patch changes/edits with effects assignments done differently and alot of 
>different CC/PC data the machine has to reset all these parameters very 
>quickly whilst playing back the sequence....hense the hiccups you are 
>refering too.

PEACE
Oh and Merry Christams all :)

_________________________________________________________________

http://www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/index.htm
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3506|3503|2001-12-26 08:15:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Am i doing something wrong?|
On Wednesday 26 December 2001 12:01, arveyman wrote:

> Hi, as i was trying out the pattern chain mode, i noticed that the
> chain i've just created has noticible 'gaps' in between the different
> sections! Is this normal? I cannot figure out a way in fixing this,
> exept using the RS in normal pattern mode.. :-(( This works well for
> me, because i use it 4 live situations, but an automatic chain comes
> in handy (without gaps)..

Hi Arv, are you possibly crossing style boundaries when moving from one 
pattern to another? What are the patterns (digits+letter) where this happens?

- Robert
| 3507|3504|2001-12-26 08:18:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
On Wednesday 26 December 2001 12:27, Romain FAURE wrote:

> Hi all
>
> I'm about to buy 64Mb of RAM (2*32) for my RS7k, and I don't want to buy it
> at my music shop, but at a computer shop. Therefore, and in order to buy
> the right RAM, I'd like to ask you your own experience and advice about the
> RAM I should buy. (I know what the manual says about it - I'm asking for
> personal experience here)

Search the archive for www.oempcworld.com, the site where some of us 
successfully bought their ram. The exact specs are mentioned there.

- Robert
| 3508|3508|2001-12-26 13:58:56|bookrs7k|Where is the FAQ??????????????????/|
some one spill the beans please, Merry Christmas too.
| 3509|3509|2001-12-26 13:59:39|jmbac74|SCSI/ADAPTEC1460/TWE & RS Fail to transfer!!!! :-(|
Hi,
I've connected my RS to my W2K laptop using an Adaptec 1640 PC card 
adapter. Seems like the adapter does the job as my pc recognises the 
RS7000 as a SCSI processor. However when trying to import or export 
to the RS I get the same error I read about elsewhere in this 
group... "SCSI Communication Error" followed by "A3000 not 
found" 

I've downloaded whatever wave editor demos I could find that allow 
some SMDI interaction but the RS seems to fail every time.

Is there anyone out there happily using TWE & RS & SCSI? 

jm
| 3510|3510|2001-12-26 14:29:53|Exceed 6 Doses|Re: Happy Hollidays...|
Just wanted to say happy hollidays!

and what I think of it ....

So I designed a little card...

http://www.geocities.com/jayseonc/Frosty.html

Cameron... A Rs7000 User.Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3511|3503|2001-12-26 14:39:08|arveyman|Re: Am i doing something wrong?|
Thanx Oscar, i tried it just a minute ago and it works! Wow, some 
things u cannot get from the manual..
Exactly like you said, without glitches!

I wasn't however very pleased also to notice that my RS noticebly not 
liked some styles with a lot of crescendo drum rolls, as the BPM 
or 'timing' if you will, was lacking. Okay, i understand that the 
processor has a lot of stuff to take care of while playing, but hey! 
I need rocksolid timing and/or BPM! Do some of you also know of this 
stuff from experience? Or do i also have to change it all to a song? 
(not very fun when using live)

thx,
Arv 

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
http://www.geocities.com/jayseonc/Frosty.html
http://explorer.msn.com/


--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "arveyman" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> >To: RS7000@y...
> >Subject: [RS7000] Am i doing something wrong?
> >Date: Wed, 26 Dec 2001 11:01:07 -0000
> >As a general rule once you've gone into pattern chain mode do a 
convert to 
> >song function. You'll find in song mode that all those glitches 
disappear. 
> >Also check how many effects,patch changes etc etc are occuring 
between 
> >patterns as a the data changes will choke up the sequencer as you 
cut from 
> >one pattern to the next. For example if 8 out of 15 sequenced 
tracks have 
> >patch changes/edits with effects assignments done differently and 
alot of 
> >different CC/PC data the machine has to reset all these parameters 
very 
> >quickly whilst playing back the sequence....hense the hiccups you 
are 
> >refering too.
> PEACE
> Oh and Merry Christams all :)
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at 
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3512|3504|2001-12-26 17:55:50|dr_science2001|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
Hey Man,

I just gutted an old Compaq P100 I had for the simms. If you got an 
old machine laying around check it to see if it uses simms. Now my 
RS is runnin with the full 64mb. And dont get ripped off for simms, 
there are tons of old computers just collecting dust out there. Try 
a used PC store first!

D Docta

--- In RS7000@y..., "Romain FAURE" wrote:
> Hi all
> 
> I'm about to buy 64Mb of RAM (2*32) for my RS7k, and I don't want 
to buy it at my music shop, but at a computer shop.
> Therefore, and in order to buy the right RAM, I'd like to ask you 
your own experience and advice about the RAM I should buy.
> (I know what the manual says about it - I'm asking for personal 
experience here)
> 
> ThanX a lot
> 
> Hope you're enjoying the end of the year...
> 
> By the way, I asked you a few days ago your opinion on the Nova vs 
NordLead2: after trying both of them, I ordered a used Nord Rack 2 
(for less than 660$) as I really didn't like the soft and clean sound 
of the Nova. Ok the Nova is very powerful in terms of FX (42 effects 
at once, vocoder, audio input...) but the sound of the Nord will just 
suit my sonical needs better.
> Just to let you know.
> 
> RomaiN

| 3513|3504|2001-12-27 01:29:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
On Thursday 27 December 2001 01:55, dr_science2001 wrote:

> Hey Man,
>

http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.


> I just gutted an old Compaq P100 I had for the simms. If you got an
> old machine laying around check it to see if it uses simms. Now my
> RS is runnin with the full 64mb. And dont get ripped off for simms,
> there are tons of old computers just collecting dust out there. Try
> a used PC store first!

Watch out here, you can't use just any SIMM. Yamaha has always been very 
picky about the type of SIMM you use, and I know of a number of people who 
had to replace their SIMMs because it simply didn't work (correctly).

- Robert
| 3514|3514|2001-12-27 04:05:14|marxcel2002|TWE software|
I'am trying to exchange sample's between my powermac and rs7000.
Has anyone have some experience in using TWE with a mac( scsi-2)?

marxcel
| 3515|3515|2001-12-27 08:10:59|kntrlfx|case for rs7000|
Does anybody know where I can find a case for the rs7000. Preferably 
a hard shell.

Thanks,

kntrlfx
| 3516|3515|2001-12-27 08:23:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: case for rs7000|
ebay.

I got mine there...

...search under 'turntable cases'

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kntrlfx [mailto:chris@greatgazebo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2001 10:11 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] case for rs7000

Does anybody know where I can find a case for the rs7000. Preferably 
a hard shell.

Thanks,

kntrlfx
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3517|3515|2001-12-27 11:07:56|devolvenation|Re: case for rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ebay.
> 
> I got mine there...
> 
> ...search under 'turntable cases'

damn, you actually got one to fit in one of those? I use a 88key 
keyboard case from skb, and i put pretty much all my gear in it. 
works goot.
| 3518|3515|2001-12-27 11:59:38|kussersmith|Re: case for rs7000|
At MARS, for a hundred bucks US
i got on of those super sturdy metal cases for turntables.
the top part has this cyclinder shaped foam for holding a turntable 
in place, so i cut that in about half with a kitchen knife. 
and a quarter inch off on each of the inside foam lining on the 
bottom.
RS fits snug as a bug with no wiggling and i have room for cables and 
backup media cards underneath.
i had looked at the SKB stuff, but it was 30 bucks more and i didnt 
like the "hard plastic"

--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > ebay.
> > 
> > I got mine there...
> > 
> > ...search under 'turntable cases'
> 
> 
> damn, you actually got one to fit in one of those? I use a 88key 
> keyboard case from skb, and i put pretty much all my gear in it. 
> works goot.

| 3519|3519|2001-12-27 12:10:53|bookrs7k|It is not possible to sample the whole 64megs at one time? and wher|
I want to sample myself playing guitar but it keeps cutting me off 
and i know that it's stopping to early, plus where is the RS7000 Faq 
I've asked several times before to no avail.
| 3520|3520|2001-12-27 12:16:55|bookrs7k|My Apologies for the Faq ranting Robert, I did'nt know you were wor|
please disregard those post.
| 3521|3520|2001-12-27 12:24:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: My Apologies for the Faq ranting Robert, I did'nt know you were|
On Thursday 27 December 2001 20:16, bookrs7k wrote:

> please disregard those post.

No prob, you reaction was correct: there should be a FAQ by now. It took a 
little longer than expected.

Cheers,
Robert
| 3522|3504|2001-12-27 12:37:37|Vic Caballero|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
That's right. If you want to know if you have the right SIMMs loaded, try 
loading a huge sample (bigger than 4MB) and see if you get a distorted 
sound.

At 4MB or lower, the RS still uses the built-in memory.

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>On Thursday 27 December 2001 01:55, dr_science2001 wrote:
> > Hey Man,
> >
> > I just gutted an old Compaq P100 I had for the simms. If you got an
> > old machine laying around check it to see if it uses simms. Now my
> > RS is runnin with the full 64mb. And dont get ripped off for simms,
> > there are tons of old computers just collecting dust out there. Try
> > a used PC store first!

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


>
>Watch out here, you can't use just any SIMM. Yamaha has always been very
>picky about the type of SIMM you use, and I know of a number of people who
>had to replace their SIMMs because it simply didn't work (correctly).
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 3523|3504|2001-12-27 12:43:45|arveyman|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
Heheh, that's what happened to me. I got the wrong type of RAM, and 
my samples sounded like a car crahing onto a wall or someting. Can't 
it hurt my dear RS?

gr
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> 
> That's right. If you want to know if you have the right SIMMs 
loaded, try 
> loading a huge sample (bigger than 4MB) and see if you get a 
distorted 
> sound.
> 
> At 4MB or lower, the RS still uses the built-in memory.
> 
> 
> >From: Robert van der Kamp 
> >On Thursday 27 December 2001 01:55, dr_science2001 wrote:
> > > Hey Man,
> > >
> > > I just gutted an old Compaq P100 I had for the simms. If you 
got an
> > > old machine laying around check it to see if it uses simms. 
Now my
> > > RS is runnin with the full 64mb. And dont get ripped off for 
simms,
> > > there are tons of old computers just collecting dust out 
there. Try
> > > a used PC store first!
> >
> >Watch out here, you can't use just any SIMM. Yamaha has always 
been very
> >picky about the type of SIMM you use, and I know of a number of 
people who
> >had to replace their SIMMs because it simply didn't work 
(correctly).
> >
> >- Robert
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Join the world's largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
> http://www.hotmail.com

| 3524|3524|2001-12-27 15:05:41|brechin01356|Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
I posted a message about this earlier and I'm back for another rant. 
The voice paramater hold switch....THAT'S RIGHT THE BIG ONE ON THE 
MAIN SCREEN.......that most basic of simple functions, as you know 
already.......deep,deep breath........IT DOESNT ******* WORK! No 
wonder people are turning to software. GET IT FIXED NOW.
Bryan
| 3525|3524|2001-12-27 15:27:23|devolvenation|Re: Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:

> I posted a message about this earlier and I'm back for another 

rant. 

> The voice paramater hold switch....THAT'S RIGHT THE BIG ONE ON THE 
> MAIN SCREEN.......that most basic of simple functions, as you know 
> already.......deep,deep breath........IT DOESNT ******* WORK! No 
> wonder people are turning to software. GET IT FIXED NOW.
> Bryan

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/


i'll get right on that.
| 3526|3524|2001-12-27 15:27:23|devolvenation|Re: Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:

> I posted a message about this earlier and I'm back for another 

rant. 

> The voice paramater hold switch....THAT'S RIGHT THE BIG ONE ON THE 
> MAIN SCREEN.......that most basic of simple functions, as you know 
> already.......deep,deep breath........IT DOESNT ******* WORK! No 
> wonder people are turning to software. GET IT FIXED NOW.
> Bryan

i'll get right on that.
| 3527|3524|2001-12-27 15:35:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
On Thursday 27 December 2001 23:05, brechin01356 wrote:

> I posted a message about this earlier and I'm back for another rant.
> The voice paramater hold switch....THAT'S RIGHT THE BIG ONE ON THE
> MAIN SCREEN.......that most basic of simple functions, as you know
> already.......deep,deep breath........IT DOESNT ******* WORK! No
> wonder people are turning to software. GET IT FIXED NOW.
> Bryan

Did you already read this thread on motifator.com?
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=202.topic

- Robert
| 3528|3504|2001-12-27 15:46:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
On Thursday 27 December 2001 20:37, Vic Caballero wrote:

> That's right. If you want to know if you have the right SIMMs loaded, try
> loading a huge sample (bigger than 4MB) and see if you get a distorted
> sound.
>
> At 4MB or lower, the RS still uses the built-in memory.

When the full 64MB is installed in the RS, the internal 4MB is disabled.
I simply sampled a looooong sound until memory exausted, and played it back 
while listening carefully. Don't use the latest Aphex Twins record for this 
test. ;)

- Robert
| 3529|3504|2001-12-27 15:47:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
On Thursday 27 December 2001 20:43, arveyman wrote:

> Heheh, that's what happened to me. I got the wrong type of RAM, and
> my samples sounded like a car crahing onto a wall or someting. Can't
> it hurt my dear RS?

I really don't know. It happened before to other people, and none of them 
reported a broken RS, afai remember.

- Robert
| 3530|3519|2001-12-27 15:50:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: It is not possible to sample the whole 64megs at one time? and |
On Thursday 27 December 2001 20:10, bookrs7k wrote:

> I want to sample myself playing guitar but it keeps cutting me off
> and i know that it's stopping to early, plus where is the RS7000 Faq
> I've asked several times before to no avail.

What samplemode are you using?
How long is the pattern you're recording in?
Is your guitar part longer than the pattern, or does it wrap around the end 
of the pattern?

- Robert
| 3531|3504|2001-12-27 18:44:26|Vic Caballero|Re: Asking for experience about RAM for the RS|
it won't hurt your RS, but it would hurt your ear :)

>From: "arveyman" <ramonvink@hotmail.com>
>
>Heheh, that's what happened to me. I got the wrong type of RAM, and
>my samples sounded like a car crahing onto a wall or someting. Can't

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=202.topic
mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com


>it hurt my dear RS?
>
>gr
>Arv
>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Vic Caballero" wrote:
> >
> > That's right. If you want to know if you have the right SIMMs
>loaded, try
> > loading a huge sample (bigger than 4MB) and see if you get a
>distorted
> > sound.
> >
> > At 4MB or lower, the RS still uses the built-in memory.
> >
> >
> > >From: Robert van der Kamp 
> > >On Thursday 27 December 2001 01:55, dr_science2001 wrote:
> > > > Hey Man,
> > > >
> > > > I just gutted an old Compaq P100 I had for the simms. If you
>got an
> > > > old machine laying around check it to see if it uses simms.
>Now my
> > > > RS is runnin with the full 64mb. And dont get ripped off for
>simms,
> > > > there are tons of old computers just collecting dust out
>there. Try
> > > > a used PC store first!
> > >
> > >Watch out here, you can't use just any SIMM. Yamaha has always
>been very
> > >picky about the type of SIMM you use, and I know of a number of
>people who
> > >had to replace their SIMMs because it simply didn't work
>(correctly).
> > >
> > >- Robert
> >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Join the world's largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail.
> > http://www.hotmail.com
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Please take a moment to answer some
>of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
>RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
| 3532|3532|2001-12-27 21:59:54|dj_qwezt|OMS OR FREEMIDI PATCHLISTS??|
Im running Digital Performer 3.0.2 and im using OMS. But even 
the current OMS/FREE MIDI program does not support rs-7000 
anybody out there know where i can download it?

thanx
-Qwezt
| 3533|3452|2001-12-27 23:44:22|Murali Shanmugan|Re: Got any answers?|
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Hi Robert!

Thanx very much for replying! What you said is what I thought until I realised something (that a Yamaha demonstrator pointed
out) The RS7000
can load Akai & A series program files. Velocity switching I believe is not possible but mapping more than one sample in a
Pitched voice is possible. I'm corresponding with him on this, so I'll keep you posted.

As things stand, a possible workaround, (which I'll try soon) is creating an A-series program or an Akai sampler program; then
importing that into the RS.

Maybe someone else out there can try it before I do?

Moo

On Friday 21 December 2001 09:50, Murali Shanmugan wrote:
> Anybody out there got some information on how to create programs with
> multisamples for Pitched voices ?
>
> Please enlighten me: (have I got this right?)

>>You can't have pitched multisamples in both vertical and horizontal
>>directions on the RS. A sample voice is either a Kit voice or a Pitch >>voice.

>>Pitch voices a simply one (1) sample stretched over the whole >>keyboard. No
>>multisampling options.

>>- Robert

| 3534|3452|2001-12-28 01:09:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Got any answers?|
On Friday 28 December 2001 07:42, Murali Shanmugan wrote:

> Hi Robert!
>
> Thanx very much for replying! What you said is what I thought until I
> realised something (that a Yamaha demonstrator pointed out) The RS7000 can
> load Akai & A series program files. Velocity switching I believe is not
> possible but mapping more than one sample in a Pitched voice is possible.
> I'm corresponding with him on this, so I'll keep you posted.

Please do, I'm very curious. Maybe a drum kit voice is used and the sample is 
repeated for each key. That would take a lot of samples (and a waste of 
space). But when referring to the *same* sample for each key, and only 
changing the pitch it could possibly be done, now I come to think of it. LOTS 
of work though. I'll have to try this. 

Thanks for this,
Robert
| 3535|3535|2001-12-28 09:30:26|arveyman|strange things happening|
I get a lot of 'freezes' when importing RM1X pattern files. The fact 
is that only the screen freezes, so the rest is working, but u can't 
see what is happening because of the screen! I dunno if it has 
something to with something else that happened, and that was a lock-
up when trying to install the new 1.14 OS in it. It said (after 100% 
loading) "check sum error".. After a reset the 1.13 OS was still 
there though.

Strange??? Any suggestions what to do now?

gr.
Arv
| 3536|3535|2001-12-28 11:37:53|jmbac74|Re: strange things happening|
Hi,
If you load the 1.14 upgrade from a card only containing the upgrade 
file and nothing else you should not get the error.

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> I get a lot of 'freezes' when importing RM1X pattern files. The 
fact 
> is that only the screen freezes, so the rest is working, but u 
can't 
> see what is happening because of the screen! I dunno if it has 
> something to with something else that happened, and that was a lock-
> up when trying to install the new 1.14 OS in it. It said (after 
100% 



> loading) "check sum error".. After a reset the 1.13 OS was still 
> there though.
> 
> Strange??? Any suggestions what to do now?
> 
> 
> gr.
> Arv

| 3537|3535|2001-12-28 12:41:36|arveyman|Re: strange things happening|
I know.. But it still does.. :-(

ARv

-- In RS7000@y..., "jmbac74" wrote:

> Hi,
> If you load the 1.14 upgrade from a card only containing the 

upgrade 

> file and nothing else you should not get the error.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > I get a lot of 'freezes' when importing RM1X pattern files. The 
> fact 
> > is that only the screen freezes, so the rest is working, but u 
> can't 
> > see what is happening because of the screen! I dunno if it has 
> > something to with something else that happened, and that was a 

lock-

> > up when trying to install the new 1.14 OS in it. It said (after 
> 100% 
> > loading) "check sum error".. After a reset the 1.13 OS was still 
> > there though.
> > 
> > Strange??? Any suggestions what to do now?
> > 
> > 
> > gr.
> > Arv

| 3538|3524|2001-12-28 16:40:31|brechin01356|Re: Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 27 December 2001 23:05, brechin01356 wrote:
> > I posted a message about this earlier and I'm back for another 

rant.

> > The voice paramater hold switch....THAT'S RIGHT THE BIG ONE ON THE
> > MAIN SCREEN.......that most basic of simple functions, as you know
> > already.......deep,deep breath........IT DOESNT ******* WORK! No
> > wonder people are turning to software. GET IT FIXED NOW.
> > Bryan
> 
> Did you already read this thread on motifator.com?
> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?

topicID=202.topic

> 
>

- Robert
No Robert I didn't , It's back here at message 2404. I noticed this 
shortly after buying the machine. I must say that I am more than a 
little surprised that everyone that owns one hasn't gone raving 
bonkers about this already. It seems to me to be a required 
function.I phoned Yamablah but this was a waste of my atoms.
| 3539|3524|2001-12-28 16:51:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
On Saturday 29 December 2001 00:40, brechin01356 wrote:

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?


> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Thursday 27 December 2001 23:05, brechin01356 wrote:
> > > I posted a message about this earlier and I'm back for another
>
> rant.
>
> > > The voice paramater hold switch....THAT'S RIGHT THE BIG ONE ON THE
> > > MAIN SCREEN.......that most basic of simple functions, as you know
> > > already.......deep,deep breath........IT DOESNT ******* WORK! No
> > > wonder people are turning to software. GET IT FIXED NOW.
> > > Bryan
> >
> > Did you already read this thread on motifator.com?
> > http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?
>
> topicID=202.topic
>
>
> - Robert
> No Robert I didn't , It's back here at message 2404. I noticed this
> shortly after buying the machine. I must say that I am more than a
> little surprised that everyone that owns one hasn't gone raving
> bonkers about this already. It seems to me to be a required
> function.I phoned Yamablah but this was a waste of my atoms.

Well, please read the thread mentioned above. Didn't read it completely yet, 
but Bad Mister (of Yamaha) claims there is NO bug here, and that HOLD switch 
works as 'expected'.

- Robert
| 3540|3540|2001-12-28 22:36:55|bookrs7k|There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independant|
there must be a way other than copying one track at a time, i want to 
be able to edit the sections independantly and copying track by track 
is too time consuming.

or is there a way to copy multiple tracks at one time?
| 3541|3540|2001-12-29 01:38:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independa|
On Saturday 29 December 2001 06:36, bookrs7k wrote:

> there must be a way other than copying one track at a time, i want to
> be able to edit the sections independantly and copying track by track
> is too time consuming.
>
> or is there a way to copy multiple tracks at one time?

I too looked for the Copy Track job (the one that creates a new user phrase 
indeed) that works for all tracks in one go, but couldn't find it. :(
The reason, probably, is that you only have 256 user phrases per style 
(that's 16 * 16), and introducing the feature we're looking for would quickly 
make you run out of free user phrases, introducing a nasty problem. So the RS 
was designed to have shared user phrases, I guess. 

I mostly use the Copy Pattern job and change only those phrases that I want 
to be unique into a new user phrase.

- Robert
| 3542|3535|2001-12-29 01:45:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: strange things happening|
On Friday 28 December 2001 17:30, arveyman wrote:

> I get a lot of 'freezes' when importing RM1X pattern files. The fact
> is that only the screen freezes, so the rest is working, but u can't
> see what is happening because of the screen! I dunno if it has
> something to with something else that happened, and that was a lock-
> up when trying to install the new 1.14 OS in it. It said (after 100%
> loading) "check sum error".. After a reset the 1.13 OS was still
> there though.

That means that the new OS didn't load successfully. The checksum (the sum of 
all bytes of the new OS) didn't match a precaculated value that was stored in 
the new OS. 

Maybe (dunno really) the RS didn't recover 100% from this operation, so give 
it at least a factory reset before you do anything else. Then (with OS1.13) 
try to load the RM1x stuff again and see what happens. Please keep me 
informed.

- Robert
| 3543|3524|2001-12-29 03:07:33|tomfinegan|Re: Yamaha THIS IS DREADFUL|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?


> Well, please read the thread mentioned above. Didn't read it 

completely yet, 

> but Bad Mister (of Yamaha) claims there is NO bug here, and that 

HOLD switch 

> works as 'expected'.
> 
> - Robert

What actually happened is that Yamaha admitted that there is an error 
in the MANUAL describing that function. So read this postings from 
www.motifator.com and you´ll be enlightened:

------------------------
------------------------
------------------------
--------QUOTE START-----

tdvx
Registered User
Posts: 1
(12/11/01 7:21:50 am)
Reply Voice Parameter Hold Bug
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
I posted this on a different Rs7000 forum, but I know Yamaha reads 
this so I'll post it here. The Voice parameter hold function in the 
mixer mode doesn't work. The manual says this function determines 
whether edited voice parameters will be retained when a different 
voice is selected. When off the voice parameters are initialized each 
time a voice is selected. When on the voice parameters are retained. 
This is a bug because the voice parameters are always retained and 
never reinitialize when you select a new voice, even when it is set 
to off. 

iavine
Registered User
Posts: 4
(12/12/01 3:45:59 am)
Reply Voice hold strange behaviour
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Voice hold is weird and doesn't work like I would expect.

When it is off parameters like filter type and lfo wave ( and 
possibly only these) do change but all other setting e.g. cutoff, 
adsr settings.. (which are essentially offsets from the voice 
parameters) don't. I would expect everything to be reset. 

Even when I have set all controls back to "zero" some voices don't 
sound the same as when they are selected on a new track. Usually a 
lot quieter, maybe I missed something in these cases.

IanV 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(12/15/01 8:11:59 am)
Reply Parameter Hold, NO BUG
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>>>>>I posted this on a different Rs7000 forum, but I know Yamaha 

reads this so I'll post it here. The Voice parameter hold function in 
the mixer mode doesn't work. The manual says this function determines 
whether edited voice parameters will be retained when a different 
voice is selected. When off the voice parameters are initialized each 
time a voice is selected. When on the voice parameters are retained. 
This is a bug because the voice parameters are always retained and 
never reinitialize when you select a new voice, even when it is set 
to off.<<<<

Here is the purpose of VOICE PARAMETER HOLD: It works in conjunction 
with the Phrase settings on the MIXER screen. This screen shows the 
BANK, the PROGRAM and the HOLD parameters. When your BANK setting is 
reading *PHRASE* ...meaning it will recall the original Phrase that 



was recorded with this data, the VOICE EDITS of the original 
recording are also recalled. If you like those setting but wish to 
apply a different VOICE (program) turn the VOICE PARAMETER HOLD to 
ON. 

Try this experiment to see how it works: Call up a blank Pattern 
Style - clear one so you don't inherit anything. Press the PATTERN 
button a second time to view the PATCH screen. Select Track 9. I'll 
use bass sounds because it will be obvious as to what is happening. 
Use KNOB 1 to place the very first Preset Bass phrase on track 9: BA1 
BkTekB13 Notice that this phrase will automatically recall the Bass 
sound called 037 CyberBs which has a LPF12 filter (you can see the 
filter LED on the front panel). This is an 8 measure phrase. On the 
PATCH screen click knob 1 twice to select a new Bass phrase for track 
9: BA3 001 GargeB09 Notice this phrase will automatically recall the 
Bass sound 026 SmoothBs which has a LPF24 filter (you will see the 
filter LED change as soon as the Phrase begins to play). Notice that 
the first phrase will complete before it changes...if you are 
impatient you can hit the TOP button on the transport to Re-
start...this will make the change happen immediately.

If you check your MIXER screen this is what happens when VOICE 
PARAMETER HOLD is OFF. Do the experiment again with HOLD ON. If you 
start with the BA1 BkTek with the LPF12 filter and then turn the HOLD 
ON... the LPF12 filter will be applied to the BA3 Garge bassline - 
this is what the parameter is intended to do. HOLD the current VOICE 
EDIT parameters of an active assigned phrase even though you are 
changing the Phrase data.

A key to understanding (fully) this feature is the PHRASE assignment 
and how it stores your current settings. If you manually select a new 
sound via the MIXER (your BANK window on the MIXER screen will show 
an MSB and LSB number for the bank of the new Voice instead of the 
word *Phrase*), the Phrase data is overriden and you are setting 
things up manually for that entire track. The advantage of using the 
PHRASE setting under BANK section of the screen, is that you can 
embed all the setup data in the RS7000's Phrase header. This avoids 
having to place all of this in the event list where it would screw up 
the timing. And you can use different Voices and filter settings, 
etc., from Section to Section without having to insert actual events 
into the event list. Notice that when you switch from BA1 to BA3 a 
lot of parameters changed including the Program Voice, filters, all 
the Voice Edits (envelope, etc)...and none of that data is in the 
event list. It is in what we call a phrase header. Which can 
effeiciently make the changes without glitching via internal system 
exclusive messages. 

The Voice EDIT parameters are those found under the button on the 
front panel. Hope this helps understand what VOICE PARAMETER HOLD 
is ... It works for USER data as well. A key point is knowing when 
and how the RS7000 embeds this data that goes with the PHRASE. It 
happens when you press the REC button (so often people do not realize 
that it has happended). You override the Phrase Header data when you 
MANUALLY select sounds via the MIXER.

To ensure that the proper data is embedded in the header: Go to the 
PATCH screen press REC. The VOICE that you select on this screen is 
the one that has its data embedded in the Phrase. Select your Voice, 
press REC again and it is done. Go to the MIXER and turn KNOB 1 (the 
BANK) all the way counterclockwise until PHRASE reads in the window. 
That's it. 

tdvx
Registered User
Posts: 2
(12/17/01 8:32:04 am)
Reply Re: Voice Parameter Hold Bug
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Bad Mister I don't think you tried to edit any of the parameters 
when you did your experiment. Yes the filter type and LFO wave 
changes when you select a new phrase, but the LFO speed, LFO depth, 
cutoff, EG, ADSR all stay the same no matter what phrase you select 
or if the parameter hold function is off or on. SO THIS IS A BUG. Try 
your experiment but put an LFO to control the pitch so you get a 
drastic change that you can hear. Now select a new phrase or a new 
voice. That LFO is still effecting the pitch no matter what. 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(12/20/01 8:54:19 am)



Reply Voice Parameter Hold
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
I think we have a misunderstanding about what is written in the 
manual and what you read it to mean. I admit, it clearly says: 'When 
OFF the voice edit parameters are initialized each time a voice is 
selected. When ON the voice edit parameters are retained.'

One *could* read this to mean: When OFF the voice edit parameters 
that I've changed are initialized each time a voice is selected. -- 
But obviously that is not what happens. Having worked with the RS 
since it was a bed-board I read this to mean: When OFF the voice edit 
parameters that are built-in (PRESET) into the RS VOICE are 
initialized each time a new voice is selected. When ON the voice edit 
parameters originally set by the programmers are retained.

I hope you see the difference. The Voice set in the RS7000 (all 1054 
plus the 63 drum kits) have built in programming that basically the 
user alters via OFFSETS. These OFFSETS override the original 
programmers data by adding or subtracting values from the settings. 
The fundamental programming is already build in. The RS7000 is always 
*live* when it comes to user editing, therefore any changes you make 
are reflected and maintained without having to STORE them. You will 
see parameters set to a neutral +00 when in fact there is programming 
behind the scenes (so to speak). For example, the LFO sounds in SFX2 
Bank, there is all kinds of programming behind the scenes to make 
these sounds do what they do, yet the parameter responsible will read 
a very tame +00. I wish the manual had made this more clear. When it 
says *initialized*, I think it is talking about the fundamental voice 
parameters, which filter, which LFO, etc. Any changes that *you*, the 
user makes will automatically OVERRIDE the preset data (be added to 
or subtracted from the original) this is always true. So if you set 
the LFO Speed to +45, that does not mean that the LFO speed is 45. It 
means it is 45 clicks faster than the programmer of the sound 
originally set it. The original program might have a particular speed 
built in, when they burned the ROM it would read +00 in the speed 
box. You, the user, can increase or decrease this from the original 
setting. You are not programming the speed directly. And your edit 
will override the original programmers setting no matter the position 
of the HOLD. 

If you like the preset programming of a particular sound and want to 
assign it to another sound that is the reason for the VOICE PARAMETER 
HOLD. It is not as complex as you are making it. It simply lets you 
benefit from the programming already done on the original sound set 
by letting you replace the principal waveform without recalling the 
new waveforms filter, LFO, Portamento, ADSR etc, etc. With HOLD OFF 
each time you recall a VOICE its fundamental settings are recalled. 
For example, the fact that a HPF was selected, the fact that 
Portamento was on, the fact that a TRI wave was chosen for the LFO 
wave, etc. I dont think it is referring to your OFFSET settings (like 
you made the speed +63). To me that is always a global thing for the 
track, no matter the HOLD parameter setting.

The engineers allow for the user to recall ANY and ALL parameter 
setting including the entire Voice EDIT OFFSETS in what are called 
SCENES. A SCENE will remember most every knob parameter setting made, 
including current Tempo. 

The VOICE PARAMETER HOLD is consistent with how knob settings work, 
in general. If you record a filter cutoff sweep on a track, it will 
play until you touch the Filter CUTOFF Knob, at which time you 
override the recorded filter sweep. You have taken control over that 
parameter now, LIVE, until you either recall the current SECTION or 
you hit the TOP button to restart the Phrase at which point the 
recorded sweep will reengage. Any movement of the Voice Edit OFFSETS 
like LFO SPEED, PHASE, DEPTH, ADSR, filter, etc. will edit the sound, 
LIVE and will remain regardless of the HOLD parameter. If you set the 
REVERB or CHORUS to a value of 50, that is global for that track and 
all the SECTIONS in the current PATTERN STYLE that have data on that 
track. Same for the FILTER CUTOFF and RESONANCE; when you change them 
to +63 they are changed LIVE to +63 for all Sections. That is what 
you want to happen. If you need to return some parameters to a fixed 
USER setting use the SCENES to store and recall your Voice Edit 
settings. 

Hope that helps. 

Yamaha US2
Unregistered User
(12/20/01 11:54:45 am)



Reply Voice edit parameter hold function
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
As a result of the posts by tdvx and iavine and Bad Mister's 
research, enquiries with the design engineers at Yamaha Japan have 
confirmed errors in the manual regarding the voice parameter hold 
function and the absolute and relative voice parameters.
We have assembled the following information while a correction in the 
manual is underway.

RS7000 Voice Edit Parameter List

Absolute and relative parameters.

Absolute parameters are parameters that directly control the 
corresponding function. 
Relative parameters, on the other hand, function more like offset 
values which shift some other value by a specified amount
In the list below, the absolute or relative status of each parameter 
is listed beside the parameter name.
When the (Voice Parameter Hold) switch is "OFF", absolute voice 
parameters are initialized each time a voice is selected. When "ON", 
absolute voice parameters are retained. Relative voice parameters are 
always "live" and stay at the set value until changed manually. 

KEY ON RESET Absolute
BPM SYNC (BPM Synchronization) Absolute
LFO SPEED
When BPM SYNC is off speed parameter is Relative
When BPM SYNC is on speed parameter is Absolute
LFO PHASE Absolute
PITCH DEPTH Relative
FILTER DEPTH Relative
AMP DEPTH Relative

LFO WAVE Absolute
SLOPE (User Wave only) Absolute
STEP/TOTAL (User Wave only) Absolute
STEP VALU (User Wave only) Absolute
TEMPLATE (User Wave only) Absolute
RANDOM N/A

MONO/POLY Absolute
PORTAMENTO SW Absolute
PORTAMENTO TIME Absolute

COARSE TUNE Relative
DETUNE Relative
P.B. RANGE (Pitch Bend Range) Relative
PITCH BEND Relative
AEG ATTACK Relative
AEG DECAY Relative
AEG SUSTAIN Relative
AEG RELEASE Relative
FEG ATTACK Relative
FEG DECAY Relative
FEG SUSTAIN Relative
FEG RELEASE Relative
PEG INIT LEVEL Relative
PEG ATK Relative
PEG DCY Relative
PEG SUS Relative
PEG RLS Relative
PEG RLS LEVEL Relative
CUTOFF (Filter Cutoff Frequency) Relative
RESONANCE Relative
FILTER TYPE Absolute
ENV. DEPTH Relative

tdvx
Registered User
Posts: 3
(12/20/01 2:34:49 pm)
Reply Re: Voice Parameter Hold Bug
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Thanks Bad Mister and Yamaha for clearing this up for me. I'll just 
have to make better use of my SCENES to get the results I want.
| 3544|3535|2001-12-29 05:22:08|arveyman|Re: strange things happening|



Ok, this was my very last try..

I gave the RS7000 a factory reset
I formatted a SM disk ON the RS
I loaded the 0532os_.pgm file on the disk using my PC
I inserted the card, pressed stop+rec and loaded the OS

Always, after 100% I get the check sum error message!!!

Drives me nuts.. Still ok to use the OS1.13 though.

What should i do Robert? Should i contact Yamaha to send me an OS 
card?

gr.
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 28 December 2001 17:30, arveyman wrote:
> > I get a lot of 'freezes' when importing RM1X pattern files. The 
fact
> > is that only the screen freezes, so the rest is working, but u 
can't
> > see what is happening because of the screen! I dunno if it has
> > something to with something else that happened, and that was a 
lock-
> > up when trying to install the new 1.14 OS in it. It said (after 
100%
> > loading) "check sum error".. After a reset the 1.13 OS was still
> > there though.
> 
> That means that the new OS didn't load successfully. The checksum 
(the sum of 
> all bytes of the new OS) didn't match a precaculated value that was 
stored in 
> the new OS. 
> 
> Maybe (dunno really) the RS didn't recover 100% from this 
operation, so give 
> it at least a factory reset before you do anything else. Then (with 
OS1.13) 
> try to load the RM1x stuff again and see what happens. Please keep 
me 
> informed.
> 
> - Robert

| 3545|3535|2001-12-29 05:44:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: strange things happening|
On Saturday 29 December 2001 13:22, arveyman wrote:

> Ok, this was my very last try..
>
> I gave the RS7000 a factory reset
> I formatted a SM disk ON the RS
> I loaded the 0532os_.pgm file on the disk using my PC
> I inserted the card, pressed stop+rec and loaded the OS
>
> Always, after 100% I get the check sum error message!!!
>
> Drives me nuts.. Still ok to use the OS1.13 though.

Okay, please make sure that you factory-reset the RS after the failed OS 
upload. Wouldn't hurt to do that anyway, even after a successfull OS upload. 
That's what I will do, anyway.

I think that the v1.14 OS file you downloaded from the net is bad. Try to 
download it again. Maybe you forgot to unzip it? Anyway, checksum errors are 
normally the result of a corrupted file due to bad internet downloads. Where 
did you get the OS?

>
> What should i do Robert? Should i contact Yamaha to send me an OS
> card?

That's certainly an option, although I'm not sure if Yamaha indeed will send 
you a card. They suggested it, though.



- Robert
| 3546|3546|2001-12-29 12:53:28|djredhand|sONG SEQUENCING|
I have a question regarding the way you guys prefer to sequence tracks 
with the 7G. I am coming from using MPC 2G for three years and find 
that sequencing on the MP may be easier. (or that I am not enjoying 
the learning curve) Anyway Do you guys like using the save/mute 
features and recording them while in the pattern chain or what. I 
find this method a little too programish and not too sure if I like 
it. Does it work for you guys?
| 3547|3547|2001-12-29 13:15:00|beau urioste|OMS PATCHLIST??????|
YO YO YO WASUP ALL YOU RS 7000 JUNKIES!?

IVE HAD MY BOX FOR ABOUT A MONTH AN I LOVE IT! IM
PRODUCING EVERYTHING FROM NEW AGE CLASSICAL, TO
HARDCORE DnB.

I LIVE IN THE BAY AREA AND WRK IN SAN FRANCISCO @
VIRTUAL STUDIOS.

I HAVENT HAD TOO MANY PROBLES SO FAR BUT I DO HAVE ONE
QUESTION. 

IS THERE A OMS OR FREE MIDI PATCHLIST FOR THE RS-7000
THAT I CAN DOWNLOAD FROM SOMEWHERE ???? ----- QWEZT

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Send your FREE holiday greetings online!
http://greetings.yahoo.com
| 3548|3547|2001-12-29 13:15:20|beau urioste|OMS PATCHLIST??????|
YO YO YO WASUP ALL YOU RS 7000 JUNKIES!?

IVE HAD MY BOX FOR ABOUT A MONTH AN I LOVE IT! IM
PRODUCING EVERYTHING FROM NEW AGE CLASSICAL, TO
HARDCORE DnB.

I LIVE IN THE BAY AREA AND WRK IN SAN FRANCISCO @
VIRTUAL STUDIOS.

I HAVENT HAD TOO MANY PROBLES SO FAR BUT I DO HAVE ONE
QUESTION. 

IS THERE A OMS OR FREE MIDI PATCHLIST FOR THE RS-7000
THAT I CAN DOWNLOAD FROM SOMEWHERE ???? ----- QWEZT

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Send your FREE holiday greetings online!
http://greetings.yahoo.com
| 3549|3535|2001-12-29 13:33:03|arveyman|Re: strange things happening|
Phew, finally managed to install the OS! I dunno what went wrong in 
the end, but now it's up to OS1.14
I think it must has something to do with my compu/USB SM reader.. 
Don't want to spend a lot oif time figuring what the f@#k was wrong. 
It did never gave any error messages on the PC..

gr
ARv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 29 December 2001 13:22, arveyman wrote:
> > Ok, this was my very last try..
> >
> > I gave the RS7000 a factory reset
> > I formatted a SM disk ON the RS
> > I loaded the 0532os_.pgm file on the disk using my PC
> > I inserted the card, pressed stop+rec and loaded the OS
> >
> > Always, after 100% I get the check sum error message!!!
> >
> > Drives me nuts.. Still ok to use the OS1.13 though.
> 
> Okay, please make sure that you factory-reset the RS after the 
failed OS 
> upload. Wouldn't hurt to do that anyway, even after a successfull 
OS upload. 
> That's what I will do, anyway.
> 
> I think that the v1.14 OS file you downloaded from the net is bad. 

http://greetings.yahoo.com/
http://greetings.yahoo.com/


Try to 
> download it again. Maybe you forgot to unzip it? Anyway, checksum 
errors are 
> normally the result of a corrupted file due to bad internet 
downloads. Where 
> did you get the OS?
> 
> >
> > What should i do Robert? Should i contact Yamaha to send me an OS
> > card?
> 
> That's certainly an option, although I'm not sure if Yamaha indeed 
will send 
> you a card. They suggested it, though.
> 
> - Robert

| 3550|3535|2001-12-29 13:40:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: strange things happening|
On Saturday 29 December 2001 21:33, arveyman wrote:

> Phew, finally managed to install the OS! I dunno what went wrong in
> the end, but now it's up to OS1.14
> I think it must has something to do with my compu/USB SM reader..
> Don't want to spend a lot oif time figuring what the f@#k was wrong.
> It did never gave any error messages on the PC..

Congrats!
And what did you get from v1.14? A color screen? ;)

- Robert
| 3551|3535|2001-12-29 14:38:12|arveyman|sampling from the keyboard|
I hoped actually they did/fix something to the sampler mode. While 
sampling, you can't use the keyboard anymore! Is it something they 
wanna fix in the next major update or so? I like to play a chord or 
so and use some fx while sampling it. Now i have to us the pc first 
to record it. Or is it possible??

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 29 December 2001 21:33, arveyman wrote:
> > Phew, finally managed to install the OS! I dunno what went wrong 
in
> > the end, but now it's up to OS1.14
> > I think it must has something to do with my compu/USB SM reader..
> > Don't want to spend a lot oif time figuring what the f@#k was 
wrong.
> > It did never gave any error messages on the PC..
> 
> Congrats!
> And what did you get from v1.14? A color screen? ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 3552|3552|2001-12-29 15:11:15|faithmass7|it just arrived!|
well thanks for the help you guys offered, partly because of your 
input i decided to get one.

so far all i have done is play with the triphop demo for an hour.... 
DANG!

simply amazing. now i have to learn how to use the thing

jamey
| 3553|3553|2001-12-29 16:11:57|synthe. labo|midi delayyyyyy|
hello
have you checked that the midi delay can be set in a different way for every 
track of the 16 channels???!!! :)
..and also this thing is memorized in patts and scenes..
i always used the same midi delay on every track so i never discovered 
that...WIKED!!!!

happy new year

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo


_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3554|3553|2001-12-29 16:15:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi delayyyyyy|
On Sunday 30 December 2001 00:11, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello
> have you checked that the midi delay can be set in a different way for
> every track of the 16 channels???!!! :)

You didn't know? Midi delay is cool! :)

> ..and also this thing is memorized in patts and scenes..
> i always used the same midi delay on every track so i never discovered
> that...WIKED!!!!

Uh oh, expacting TOTAL CHAOS from your next song. ;)

- Robert
| 3555|3540|2001-12-29 16:49:08|frankhileman|Re: There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independa|
There is an easy way to do this with the rm1x (i don't have an 
rs7000). The split button (not the split job) does exactly that. It 
can also be used to create a copy of a section, with all phrases 
lengthened. You don't have to "split" anything, though you can do 
that too.

First, set the length of the section. You can make it longer than 
the longest phrase, if you want -- the copy can be at least that 
long. Hit split, pick the end measure (see why you have to get the 
section length set first), pick the destination pattern (style), and 
the destination section, then hit "Do". Now all phrases are 
independent. This is great for remixing.

--- In RS7000@y..., "bookrs7k" wrote:
> there must be a way other than copying one track at a time, i want 
to 
> be able to edit the sections independantly and copying track by 
track 
> is too time consuming.
> 
> or is there a way to copy multiple tracks at one time?

| 3556|3540|2001-12-30 01:11:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independa|
On Sunday 30 December 2001 00:49, frankhileman wrote:

> There is an easy way to do this with the rm1x (i don't have an
> rs7000). The split button (not the split job) does exactly that. It
> can also be used to create a copy of a section, with all phrases
> lengthened. You don't have to "split" anything, though you can do
> that too.
>
> First, set the length of the section. You can make it longer than
> the longest phrase, if you want -- the copy can be at least that
> long. Hit split, pick the end measure (see why you have to get the
> section length set first), pick the destination pattern (style), and
> the destination section, then hit "Do". Now all phrases are
> independent. This is great for remixing.

Nice trick, but the RS doesn't have a Split button, and the Split job doesn't 
allow the described procedure. :( Maybe there other ways to get this trick 
done. Anyone?

- Robert
| 3557|3557|2001-12-30 11:04:48|flesk_bruno|RS7000 patterns|
Where can one find RS7000 patterns in native format to download?

I had a RM1x and I could find hundreds of patterns and full songs in 
native format and editable.

For RS7000 I only see MP3 downloads and a few midi. Are RS7000 owners 
not in the mood for sharing? :)
| 3558|3558|2001-12-30 14:06:44|sagedrummer|Setting RS7000 up to triggers on drumset???|
Hi, I am trying to trigger sounds and samples on my rs7000 through 
drum triggers on my drumset. I have a midi brain pad interface and 
have no clue how to get certain sounds from the rs7000 to the ad 
interface. I know you have to assign each sound a note but cannot 

http://messenger.msn.it/


figure out how to do this with samples or specific sounds I have 
tweaked. Can anybody help me, I am very confused. Thanks
Ben
| 3559|3559|2001-12-31 05:37:43|an1x70|Questions About RS7000|
Hi there group.
I have some questions perhaps you can help me out?
Nr1
Can you trigger a phrase on a external keyboard so that
you can play the phrase in diffrent tunes like a arpeggiator.
Nr2
Can you Quantize a phrase in to diffrent notes like from 4/4 to 5/4
happy newyear.
best regards
s
| 3560|3557|2001-12-31 07:06:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 patterns|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> For RS7000 I only see MP3 downloads and a few midi. Are RS7000 

owners 

> not in the mood for sharing? :)

I have two on my artist page at www.rs7000.org, look for Klaus 
Paulsen.

The native patterns are "love" and "Remix Campaign".

Otherwise i would say, the machine is still too new that people 
really got it going to upload patterns to share.

--Tom
| 3561|1220|2001-12-31 07:32:42|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 STUDIO'S/KlausPaulsenStudioPics.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : My Studio...needs to be tided up...:) 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20STUDIO%27S/KlausPaulsenStudioPics.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 3562|3562|2001-12-31 18:11:15|Robert van der Kamp|Happy new year! :)|
- Robert
| 3563|3540|2001-12-31 20:20:58|frankhileman|Re: There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independa|
They should not have removed that. I use it all the time.
Anyway, if you use the copy pattern job to copy a section to another 
style (pattern), then copy it back, it should have all new phrases. 
You might also want to do an append pattern before or after, to make 
the pattern longer, if you want to overdub some play-fx, etc.

> Nice trick, but the RS doesn't have a Split button, and the Split 

job doesn't 

> allow the described procedure. :( Maybe there other ways to get 

this trick 

> done. Anyone?
> 
> - Robert

| 3564|3540|2002-01-01 09:31:40|frankhileman|Re: There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independa|
I thought of a fairly painless way to make all the phrases in a 
style independent. Enter the "Copy Pattern" job. Change the 
destination style. Change the section to A. Hit "Do". Change the 
source & destination sections to B, and hit "Do" again. Continue 
until the entire style is copied. Now you continue your work in the 
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new style and throw the old one away. 

If you need to do "Append Pattern", do it after the copy, and make 
sure "Keep Original Phrase" is not checked.
| 3565|3565|2002-01-02 05:13:49|maho_nl|MIDI settings in RS7000|
Hi all,

One little question. On the MIDI pages I can filter different MIDI 
messages. But if I filter all messages on MIDI port A and disable 
MIDI clock etc.., the RS7000 is still sending information on this 
port to my sequencer (Logic Audio). If I b.e. filter MIDI notes, the 
RS7000 is sending note off, note off information instead of nothing.

Is this a bug?

Thanks

Mark Hofland
| 3566|3566|2002-01-02 08:16:28|djredhand|Pattern chain does not copy pattern mute!!!|
Why does the pattern chain not copy over the mute settings that are 
on the original pattern. This would be much easier to sequence music 
if the pattern chain mode did not force you to record the mutes. 
Kinda sucks actually. Is there a way to copy over the mute scenes 
from the pattern to the pattern chain so that you don't have to 
record the mute changes in real time. I mean if there are more than 
10 tracks to mute at once (while recording the mute scenes) how am I 
supposed to do that? Should I grow another hand?
| 3567|3567|2002-01-02 08:41:49|faithmass7|how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal engin|
ok i have the midi channel on a phrase set to go out midi A on 
channel 1 and have it *not* set to the TG (tone generator i assume)

but the phrase makes me choose a TG patch??? so i hear piano along 
with my external gear?

what am i missing? i read the manual but didn't see anything obvious.

i really don't want to hear the general midi piano along with my 
mircomodular :-)

jamey
| 3568|3535|2002-01-02 10:48:30|Upon Request|Re: sampling from the keyboard|
YES its possible, first go into sequence mode then resample what ever you 
play.

>From: "arveyman" <ramonvink@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] sampling from the keyboard
>Date: Sat, 29 Dec 2001 21:38:05 -0000
>
>I hoped actually they did/fix something to the sampler mode. While
>sampling, you can't use the keyboard anymore! Is it something they
>wanna fix in the next major update or so? I like to play a chord or
>so and use some fx while sampling it. Now i have to us the pc first
>to record it. Or is it possible??
>
>
>
>Arv
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Saturday 29 December 2001 21:33, arveyman wrote:
> > > Phew, finally managed to install the OS! I dunno what went wrong
>in
> > > the end, but now it's up to OS1.14
> > > I think it must has something to do with my compu/USB SM reader..
> > > Don't want to spend a lot oif time figuring what the f@#k was
>wrong.
> > > It did never gave any error messages on the PC..
> >
> > Congrats!
> > And what did you get from v1.14? A color screen? ;)
> >
> > - Robert
>
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_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 3569|3535|2002-01-02 12:18:16|arveyman|Re: sampling from the keyboard|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Upon Request" wrote:

> YES its possible, first go into sequence mode then resample what 

ever you 

> play.
> 

Eh? Am i missing something? I cannot fiddle any keys on the RS while 
in resample mode.. Am i doing something wrong??
What do you mean by 'sequence mode'?

Arv

> >From: "arveyman" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> >To: RS7000@y...
> >Subject: [RS7000] sampling from the keyboard
> >Date: Sat, 29 Dec 2001 21:38:05 -0000
> >
> >I hoped actually they did/fix something to the sampler mode. While
> >sampling, you can't use the keyboard anymore! Is it something they
> >wanna fix in the next major update or so? I like to play a chord or
> >so and use some fx while sampling it. Now i have to us the pc first
> >to record it. Or is it possible??
> >
> >
> >
> >Arv
> >
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > On Saturday 29 December 2001 21:33, arveyman wrote:
> > > > Phew, finally managed to install the OS! I dunno what went 

wrong

> >in
> > > > the end, but now it's up to OS1.14
> > > > I think it must has something to do with my compu/USB SM 

reader..

> > > > Don't want to spend a lot oif time figuring what the f@#k was
> >wrong.
> > > > It did never gave any error messages on the PC..
> > >
> > > Congrats!
> > > And what did you get from v1.14? A color screen? ;)
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: 

http://messenger.msn.com
| 3570|3570|2002-01-03 04:42:00|luka_eterovic|effects on rs7000|
i just bought rs7000 and everything is clear to me except one thing.
if i set effects on track one,how do i keep them.if i switch to track 
two and change the effects,effects on track one change as well.i 
know there is a small catch.thanks for your help!
| 3571|3570|2002-01-03 04:49:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: effects on rs7000|
On Thursday 03 January 2002 12:41, luka_eterovic wrote:

> i just bought rs7000 and everything is clear to me except one thing.
> if i set effects on track one,how do i keep them.if i switch to track
> two and change the effects,effects on track one change as well.i

http://messenger.msn.com/
http://messenger.msn.com/


> know there is a small catch.thanks for your help!

From the FAQ (not yet available):

Q: Is it me or is my RS7000 broken ? When i select a track and i change the 
effect on that track, let's say i add the Jump Variation effect, all the 
other tracks change their effect parameter to the Jump effect. Same thing 
for Delay and Reverb. Basically, i Can't have 3 effects applied 
individually to each track. They're applied to all the tracks.

A: You have a total of four effect units available in the RS: variation, 
chorus/delay, reverb and the master effect. The current algorithm for the 
first three effect units is programmed for all tracks, per style. At the 
track level, you only program the effect send levels for these three effect 
units. These send levels can be different for each track. So you don't have 
three effect blocks per track. 

- Robert
| 3572|3570|2002-01-03 07:55:52|Franjo Butkovic|Re: effects on rs7000|
Bok!
Od kud si ponosni vlasnice RS Yamaha

----- Original Message ----- 
From: luka_eterovic 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2002 12:41 PM
Subject: [RS7000] effects on rs7000

i just bought rs7000 and everything is clear to me except one thing.
if i set effects on track one,how do i keep them.if i switch to track 
two and change the effects,effects on track one change as well.i 
know there is a small catch.thanks for your help!
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Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3573|3570|2002-01-03 09:23:51|tomfinegan|Re: effects on rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:

> Bok!
> Od kud si ponosni vlasnice RS Yamaha

I guess that´s hungarian for "$§%&§&%§"§! Yamaha!"

;)

Actually that you have four FX plus for each track individual EQ is 
not so bad. Other workstations have less than that, or the FX are of 
worse quality. You can always resample parts and use other FX on them 
again, or buy external FX-units and use them on the RS too.
| 3574|3574|2002-01-03 10:53:50|megons|Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|
the rs7000 has a nice personality - although the digital outputs 
downsample to 16/44KHz, everything is processed internally at 24
bits. 
consequently, this is the nicest sounding machine that yamaha has
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ever 
made in terms of sound quality and dynamics.

each "song" (or "pattern" as yamaha calls it) has 16 tracks which all 
have their own 2-band/parametric eq. nice! the filters are the best 
i've heard out of any yamaha product, even better than the fs1r's. it 
has 3 fx blocks plus one global fx processor. the fx are very 
competent, but more importantly, yamaha have finally included 
multi-band compressors. for the first time (in my opinion), you can 
make an entire track from start to finish with one box. 

the sequencer is just like the one on the rm1x - 16 sections per
song, 
and 16 tracks per section. you can mute/unmute each track and switch 
sections on the fly, making this an amazingly intuitive compositional 
tool, especially well-suited to live use. one big complaint that 
others have is that you can't switch between record and play modes on 
the fly. this may or may not be a problem depending on how you make 
music. each song also has 5 mute memories and 5 scene memories. the 
mute memories recall different track-mutes while the scene memories 
can recall various settings for all 16 tracks at once, such as 
midi-delay, lfo's, adsr's, fx, transposition, etc. so you can go
crazy 
tweaking all of the knobs, then hit scene recall and be instantly
back 
to where you started. nice! also, you can record your mutes in the 
pattern-chain mode.

sample management is a bit quirky. this is not a full-blown sampler
so 
you can't have multi-sample layering or velocity crossfades. 
furthermore, individual samples within a kit cannot have their own 
eq/filter settings - only the entire kit. but seeing as yamaha 
encourages you to put only one element per track, eg. kicks on track 
1, hi-hats on track 2, bass sounds on track 3, this isn't necessarily 
a problem since each track has filters, eq's, lfo's, fx, etc.

each sample kit can be a single sample pitched over 127 notes, or up 
to 127 separate non-pitched samples. the samples are divided into 127 
local kits and 127 common kits. each song can access a total of 256 
different sample kits, half of which are song specific (local kits) 
and the other half which are available to all songs (common kits). so 
you can have a total of 65536 (256 x 256) samples per song. you 
probably run into the 64mb memory limit long before using up all the 
sample slots ;)

what this means is that you put your often-used sample kits, ie 808, 
909, strings, basses, etc. in the common sample kit bank, while the 
song-specific vocals and sound effects go in the local kit bank of 
each song. the rs7000 treats samples as part of a song - so when you 
save a song, it automatically saves the local kits and the common
kits 
with it (if used in that song). 

the most interesting feature of the rs7000 is the ability to take a 
sample loop and automatically cut it up and create a corresponding 
midi sequence that plays back the cut-up samples so it sounds like
the 
original loop, much like Recycle. you can then change the tempo and 
have the loop stay in time without using a time-stretching effect.
you 
can also remix the sample loops on the fly!!! when you go into the 
remix menu (while the rs7000 is playing), you can choose how it will 
cut up and rearrange a sequence, hit create, then you get an instant 
variation. this feature also works with regular midi sequences.

based on my experience, i would argue that there are no serious bugs 
in the OS and that the rs7000 is a stable and powerul product.

the bottom line is whether or not the rs7000 interface speaks to you. 

michel
| 3575|3574|2002-01-03 12:52:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|
Great :)
I'm collecting them for the FAQ.

- Robert

On Thursday 03 January 2002 18:53, megons wrote:
> the rs7000 has a nice personality - although the digital outputs



> downsample to 16/44KHz, everything is processed internally at 24
> bits.
> consequently, this is the nicest sounding machine that yamaha has
> ever
> made in terms of sound quality and dynamics.
>
> each "song" (or "pattern" as yamaha calls it) has 16 tracks which all
> have their own 2-band/parametric eq. nice! the filters are the best
> i've heard out of any yamaha product, even better than the fs1r's. it
> has 3 fx blocks plus one global fx processor. the fx are very
> competent, but more importantly, yamaha have finally included
> multi-band compressors. for the first time (in my opinion), you can
> make an entire track from start to finish with one box.
>
> the sequencer is just like the one on the rm1x - 16 sections per
> song,
> and 16 tracks per section. you can mute/unmute each track and switch
> sections on the fly, making this an amazingly intuitive compositional
> tool, especially well-suited to live use. one big complaint that
> others have is that you can't switch between record and play modes on
> the fly. this may or may not be a problem depending on how you make
> music. each song also has 5 mute memories and 5 scene memories. the
> mute memories recall different track-mutes while the scene memories
> can recall various settings for all 16 tracks at once, such as
> midi-delay, lfo's, adsr's, fx, transposition, etc. so you can go
> crazy
> tweaking all of the knobs, then hit scene recall and be instantly
> back
> to where you started. nice! also, you can record your mutes in the
> pattern-chain mode.
>
> sample management is a bit quirky. this is not a full-blown sampler
> so
> you can't have multi-sample layering or velocity crossfades.
> furthermore, individual samples within a kit cannot have their own
> eq/filter settings - only the entire kit. but seeing as yamaha
> encourages you to put only one element per track, eg. kicks on track
> 1, hi-hats on track 2, bass sounds on track 3, this isn't necessarily
> a problem since each track has filters, eq's, lfo's, fx, etc.
>
> each sample kit can be a single sample pitched over 127 notes, or up
> to 127 separate non-pitched samples. the samples are divided into 127
> local kits and 127 common kits. each song can access a total of 256
> different sample kits, half of which are song specific (local kits)
> and the other half which are available to all songs (common kits). so
> you can have a total of 65536 (256 x 256) samples per song. you
> probably run into the 64mb memory limit long before using up all the
> sample slots ;)
>
> what this means is that you put your often-used sample kits, ie 808,
> 909, strings, basses, etc. in the common sample kit bank, while the
> song-specific vocals and sound effects go in the local kit bank of
> each song. the rs7000 treats samples as part of a song - so when you
> save a song, it automatically saves the local kits and the common
> kits
> with it (if used in that song).
>
> the most interesting feature of the rs7000 is the ability to take a
> sample loop and automatically cut it up and create a corresponding
> midi sequence that plays back the cut-up samples so it sounds like
> the
> original loop, much like Recycle. you can then change the tempo and
> have the loop stay in time without using a time-stretching effect.
> you
> can also remix the sample loops on the fly!!! when you go into the
> remix menu (while the rs7000 is playing), you can choose how it will
> cut up and rearrange a sequence, hit create, then you get an instant
> variation. this feature also works with regular midi sequences.
>
> based on my experience, i would argue that there are no serious bugs
> in the OS and that the rs7000 is a stable and powerul product.
>
> the bottom line is whether or not the rs7000 interface speaks to you.
>
> michel
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some



> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3576|3570|2002-01-03 14:31:41|Franjo Butkovic|Re: effects on rs7000|
Iam sorry for non english message(its croatian language).

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tomfinegan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2002 5:23 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: effects on rs7000

--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:
> Bok!
> Od kud si ponosni vlasnice RS Yamaha

I guess that´s hungarian for "$§%&§&%§"§! Yamaha!"

;)

Actually that you have four FX plus for each track individual EQ is 
not so bad. Other workstations have less than that, or the FX are of 
worse quality. You can always resample parts and use other FX on them 
again, or buy external FX-units and use them on the RS too.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3577|3570|2002-01-03 16:21:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: effects on rs7000|
On Thursday 03 January 2002 22:27, Franjo Butkovic wrote:

> Iam sorry for non english message(its croatian language).

No problem! But could you please translate it? We're getting very curious! ;)
Especially 'Bok!' triggers my imagination...

- Robert

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: tomfinegan
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2002 5:23 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: effects on rs7000
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>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:
> > Bok!
> > Od kud si ponosni vlasnice RS Yamaha
>
> I guess that´s hungarian for "$§%&§&%§"§! Yamaha!"
>
> ;)
>
> Actually that you have four FX plus for each track individual EQ is
> not so bad. Other workstations have less than that, or the FX are of
> worse quality. You can always resample parts and use other FX on them
> again, or buy external FX-units and use them on the RS too.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3578|3578|2002-01-03 17:52:53|faithmass7|does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?|
well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?

what am i missing?

thanks

jamey
| 3579|3578|2002-01-03 18:20:34|devolvenation|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faithmass7" wrote:

> well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?

well, although i don't have an official solution, your best best is 
to select a patch that DOESN'T sound ie select a patch in the 
samplebank that doesn't have a sample in it, and voila!
| 3580|3578|2002-01-03 19:08:11|faithmass7|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?|
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yah i am already doing that... it just seemed there might be a more 
elegant solution that i was missing.

seems kind of obvious to put that in

thanks!

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "faithmass7" wrote:
> > well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?
> 
> 
> 
> well, although i don't have an official solution, your best best is 
> to select a patch that DOESN'T sound ie select a patch in the 
> samplebank that doesn't have a sample in it, and voila!

| 3581|3578|2002-01-03 23:17:58|Shreck420@aol.com|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?|
In a message dated 1/3/02 7:54:06 PM Eastern Standard Time, 
faithmass7@yahoo.com writes:

> well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?
> 
> what am i missing?
> 
> thanks
> 
> jamey
> 
> 
> 

Jamey, I'm fairly new to the RS and there's still some fuzziness in my head, 
but try going into the midi setup screen (from patch screen hit setup 4 
times). Select the channel you have running to your synth. With the "OUT 
SELECT" set to "TG, set the "OUT CHANNEL" for "OFF". Someone please correct 
me if I'm wrong.

Greg

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3582|3570|2002-01-04 00:42:10|Bojan Premelc|Re: effects on rs7000|
evo i mene iz Ljubljane !
| 3583|3578|2002-01-04 01:13:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?|
On Friday 04 January 2002 07:17, Shreck420@aol.com wrote:

> In a message dated 1/3/02 7:54:06 PM Eastern Standard Time,
>
> faithmass7@yahoo.com writes:
> > well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?
> >
> > what am i missing?
> >
> > thanks
> >
> > jamey
>
> Jamey, I'm fairly new to the RS and there's still some fuzziness in my
> head, but try going into the midi setup screen (from patch screen hit setup
> 4 times). Select the channel you have running to your synth. With the
> "OUT SELECT" set to "TG, set the "OUT CHANNEL" for "OFF". Someone please
> correct me if I'm wrong.

Yep, that's the place. Simply switch off the TG (Tone Generator) option for 
that track.

- Robert
| 3584|3540|2002-01-04 01:14:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: There Must Be A Way to copy sections so that they are Independa|
On Tuesday 01 January 2002 04:20, frankhileman wrote:

> They should not have removed that. I use it all the time.
> Anyway, if you use the copy pattern job to copy a section to another
> style (pattern), then copy it back, it should have all new phrases.
> You might also want to do an append pattern before or after, to make
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> the pattern longer, if you want to overdub some play-fx, etc.

Nice one! Gotta try this one out.

- Robert
| 3585|3559|2002-01-04 01:20:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Questions About RS7000|
On Monday 31 December 2001 13:37, an1x70 wrote:

> Hi there group.
> I have some questions perhaps you can help me out?
> Nr1
> Can you trigger a phrase on a external keyboard so that
> you can play the phrase in diffrent tunes like a arpeggiator.

Trigger the whole phrase from a keyboard? No, I don't think this is possible. 
Nice idea though.

> Nr2
> Can you Quantize a phrase in to diffrent notes like from 4/4 to 5/4

You can change the meter (4/4 to 5/4 for example) of the whole phrase. The 
phrases will however not change, internally. That is, they won't (in this 
example), insert a rest after every fourth beat. All this does is making the 
measures longer (or shorter). So there's no quantizing going on.

- Robert
| 3586|3565|2002-01-04 01:27:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI settings in RS7000|
On Wednesday 02 January 2002 13:13, maho_nl wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> One little question. On the MIDI pages I can filter different MIDI
> messages. But if I filter all messages on MIDI port A and disable
> MIDI clock etc.., the RS7000 is still sending information on this
> port to my sequencer (Logic Audio). If I b.e. filter MIDI notes, the
> RS7000 is sending note off, note off information instead of nothing.
>
> Is this a bug?

Ah, there you are. ;) Your personal email address you sent me didn't work, so 
I couldn't sent my reply. 

Maybe the filter doesn't work, we'l' have to find out.
First, why are you sending midi data anyway? Better change the track routing 
to internal TG only. Press Setup a 4 times and change the routing 
matrix for all your tracks.

If that doesn't work, make sure that the TG Mute mode parameter is set to 
MIDI, not AUDIO. It can be found in Utility mode, page System 4/4.

How did you connect your RS in your MIDI setup?
How did you setup your MIDI sync?

Cheers,
Robert
| 3587|3566|2002-01-04 01:31:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern chain does not copy pattern mute!!!|
On Wednesday 02 January 2002 16:16, djredhand wrote:

> Why does the pattern chain not copy over the mute settings that are
> on the original pattern. 

MPC history? ;)
It's because the mute settings are not part of a pattern on the RS. The mute 
settings are global to all patterns of one style.

> This would be much easier to sequence music
> if the pattern chain mode did not force you to record the mutes.
> Kinda sucks actually. 

I actually agree. I'd prefer the MPC approach too.

> Is there a way to copy over the mute scenes
> from the pattern to the pattern chain so that you don't have to
> record the mute changes in real time. I mean if there are more than



> 10 tracks to mute at once (while recording the mute scenes) how am I
> supposed to do that? Should I grow another hand?

:) You are supposed to create a couple of mute scenes and apply them either 
live or by programming them the pattern chain. So to mute 10 or more tracks 
at once, create a mute scene that does so. Is this what you were asking?

- Robert
| 3588|3567|2002-01-04 01:40:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|
On Wednesday 02 January 2002 16:41, faithmass7 wrote:

> ok i have the midi channel on a phrase set to go out midi A on
> channel 1 and have it *not* set to the TG (tone generator i assume)
>
> but the phrase makes me choose a TG patch??? so i hear piano along
> with my external gear?
>
> what am i missing? i read the manual but didn't see anything obvious.
>
> i really don't want to hear the general midi piano along with my
> mircomodular :-)

I tried it just now and it works fine here. I had a track that was sending to 
the internal Tone Generator. Selected the track. Pressed Setup 4 times to 
find the routing matrix. Selected TG in the Out Select box (knob 3), and 
selected OFF in the Out Channel box (knob 4). Midi A was already set.

No sound, even when the Mixer in that track was overruling the phrase's 
sound. 

- Did you correctly set the track's routing in the Setup page as described 
above?

- Are you using a user phrase or preset phrase on that track? (Shouldn't make 
a difference, but just checking)?

- Do you maybe suffer from a MIDI loop, where the data being sent is coming 
back in via the RS' midi in port? (Disconnect the midi in port to check) 

If none of this works, you could select a voice for that track that simply 
doesn't make any sound. You'll have to look for one, though, but they're 
there.

- Robert
| 3589|3535|2002-01-04 01:58:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling from the keyboard|
On Wednesday 02 January 2002 20:18, arveyman wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Upon Request" wrote:
> > YES its possible, first go into sequence mode then resample what
>
> ever you
>
> > play.
>
> Eh? Am i missing something? I cannot fiddle any keys on the RS while
> in resample mode.. Am i doing something wrong??

Same here. The RS mini keyboard does not work in (re-)sample mode. :(
It goes worse: the external midi keyboard doesn't work as well. In other 
words, the MIDI input is ignored during (re-)sampling. Bad. 

- Robert
| 3590|3590|2002-01-04 03:17:28|Murali Shanmugan|RS+PC SCSI works|
Hi guys,

Just to let you know I've just tried it and sample dump via SCSI definitely works! (OS 1.14) You can exchange samples via TWE &
with Sound Forge 5.0 
Tried the same thing with Wavelab 3.03 but doesn't work. Wavelab doesn't seem to be able to transmit in A3000 format.
| 3591|3590|2002-01-04 03:48:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS+PC SCSI works|
On Friday 04 January 2002 11:17, Murali Shanmugan wrote:

> Hi guys,
>
> Just to let you know I've just tried it and sample dump via SCSI definitely
> works! (OS 1.14) You can exchange samples via TWE & with Sound Forge 5.0
> Tried the same thing with Wavelab 3.03 but doesn't work. Wavelab doesn't
> seem to be able to transmit in A3000 format.



Hey, that's the first report I read saying that RS+TWE actually works. Maybe 
a fix in 1.14?

- Robert
| 3592|3592|2002-01-04 06:52:09|flesk_bruno|Digital Output|
Is there any way to take the sound digitaly from RS7000 without 
having to buy a AIEB board?

Is there any chance the SCSI would allow to sample the sound to 
external devices digitaly?
| 3593|229|2002-01-04 07:12:43|flesk_bruno|Re: Synthplanet.com|
Anyone has any experience ordering from Europe?

I'm planning on ordering RS7000 from synthplanet.com. Even with the 
21% tax for European countries it costs me less $500 than the best 
price I could get locally.

My problem is if they charge additional duties besides that.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "rdunlap2002" wrote:
> I've delt with them....actully yesterday my Rs7000 arrived 
> lastnight..ordered it Monday. Here's my experience:
> 
> Original Order
> Item(s) Subtotal : 1074.89 US$
> Shipping & Handling : 78 US$
> VAT : 0.00 US$
> ------------------------------
> TOTAL DUE : 1152.89
> 
> And then I decided that I wanted to add the Option board and memory 
> so I canceled that order and:
> 
> 1 x Yamaha RS-7000 (in stock)
> 1 x Yamaha AIEB-2 (in stock)
> 1 x Yamaha SIMM ADRAM-64 (in stock)
> 
> Item(s) Subtotal : 1375.58 US$
> Shipping & Handling : 86 US$
> VAT : 0.00 US$
> ------------------------------
> TOTAL DUE : 1461.58 US$
> 
> Which I thought was still a pretty good deal considering that I 
> couldn't pick a new one up in the states w/AIEB for less than 
$1599.00
> The SIMMs were $137.00, which is more than I wanted to pay, but 
less 
> than the hassle of trying to find some that worked. 
> 
> Then last night the UPS guy shows up, (actually made a second 
attempt 
> to deliver, it was here yesterday morning)with a COD fo 81.21 for 
> Customs. I wasn't aware that I was going to get hit with this, but 
I 
> travel quite a bit, so it wasn't a complete surprise, just 
unexpected.
> 
> So total cost is $1542.79, more than $50 bucks less than ZZounds 
and 
> includes the RAM. The only other issue was the powercord was 
> European, no big deal.
> 
> My impression: The only thing I fear is having to return the 
product 
> for repair..otherwise, I thought they were responsive, had great 
> prices and I phoned the poor guy about 1:00am their time, to make 
the 
> change in my order. All in all I'd do business with them again, 
Just 
> make sure that when you order, you have your ducks in a row....if I 
> had had them ship these items seperately, it would of killed the 
deal 
> with shipping cost. I was pretty impressed that Monday morning I 
was 
> placing my order, and last night (Thursday)I was playing the thing.
> 
> Good luck, rjd



> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > so, has anyone here dealt with these guys?
> > 
> > http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=NEW_products.fm5
> > <http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-
> database=NEW_products.fm5&-layout=
> > webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-
> token.orderid=13060750&
> > -search>
> > &-layout=webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-
> token.orderid=
> > 13060750&-search
> > 
> > good? bad?
> > 
> > B
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3594|3578|2002-01-04 07:46:17|faithmass7|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?|
thanks all... i knew there had to be a better way

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 04 January 2002 07:17, Shreck420@a... wrote:
> > In a message dated 1/3/02 7:54:06 PM Eastern Standard Time,
> >
> > faithmass7@y... writes:
> > > well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?
> > >
> > > what am i missing?
> > >
> > > thanks
> > >
> > > jamey
> >
> > Jamey, I'm fairly new to the RS and there's still some fuzziness 
in my
> > head, but try going into the midi setup screen (from patch screen 
hit setup
> > 4 times). Select the channel you have running to your synth. 
With the
> > "OUT SELECT" set to "TG, set the "OUT CHANNEL" for "OFF". 
Someone please
> > correct me if I'm wrong.
> 
> Yep, that's the place. Simply switch off the TG (Tone Generator) 
option for 
> that track.
> 
> - Robert

| 3595|3595|2002-01-04 07:48:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their r s?|
funny, I thought this didn't work for the longest time... ...am I being
slow, or was this an update in 1.14?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: faithmass7 [mailto:faithmass7@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 9:46 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their rs?

thanks all... i knew there had to be a better way

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 04 January 2002 07:17, Shreck420@a... wrote:
> > In a message dated 1/3/02 7:54:06 PM Eastern Standard Time,
> >
> > faithmass7@y... writes:
> > > well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?
> > >
> > > what am i missing?
> > >
> > > thanks
> > >

http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=NEW_products.fm5
http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-
mailto:faithmass7@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > jamey
> >
> > Jamey, I'm fairly new to the RS and there's still some fuzziness 
in my
> > head, but try going into the midi setup screen (from patch screen 
hit setup
> > 4 times). Select the channel you have running to your synth. 
With the
> > "OUT SELECT" set to "TG, set the "OUT CHANNEL" for "OFF". 
Someone please
> > correct me if I'm wrong.
> 
> Yep, that's the place. Simply switch off the TG (Tone Generator) 
option for 
> that track.
> 
> - Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3596|3595|2002-01-04 10:08:38|faithmass7|Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from their r s?|
having never used an mpc, i like this way better... that way if i 
jump to new sections it won't go throwing a lead in i wanted to leave 
out this time or whatever...

i came from die hard soft sequencing (cake 3 up to sonar) to this so 
i have no preconcieved roland or akai ideas about how a hardware 
sequencer should behave. the yamaha was is absolutely phenomenal as 
far as i am concerned.

for what its worth

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> funny, I thought this didn't work for the longest time... ...am I 
being
> slow, or was this an update in 1.14?
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: faithmass7 [mailto:faithmass7@y...] 
> Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 9:46 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: does anyone here trigger ext synths from 
their rs?
> 
> 
> thanks all... i knew there had to be a better way
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Friday 04 January 2002 07:17, Shreck420@a... wrote:
> > > In a message dated 1/3/02 7:54:06 PM Eastern Standard Time,
> > >
> > > faithmass7@y... writes:
> > > > well if you do how do you turn off the tone generator?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> > > >
> > > > what am i missing?
> > > >
> > > > thanks
> > > >
> > > > jamey
> > >
> > > Jamey, I'm fairly new to the RS and there's still some 
fuzziness 
> in my
> > > head, but try going into the midi setup screen (from patch 
screen 
> hit setup
> > > 4 times). Select the channel you have running to your synth. 
> With the
> > > "OUT SELECT" set to "TG, set the "OUT CHANNEL" for "OFF". 
> Someone please
> > > correct me if I'm wrong.
> > 
> > Yep, that's the place. Simply switch off the TG (Tone Generator) 
> option for 
> > that track.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3597|3597|2002-01-04 10:09:46|faithmass7|i love the sound of the outs...|
nice nice sound on the stereo outs of this unit.

i will not be buying the expansion spdif stuff because i want to 
record the way it sounds coming out of the outputs instead of sterile 
spdif... give it some character :-)

jamey
| 3598|2|2002-01-04 10:20:59|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

Do you use a software sequencer as well 
as your RS? 

o Nope... hardware only 
o Both... gotta use those plugins 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
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| 3599|3599|2002-01-04 10:22:57|faithmass7|robert i am willing to help with the FAQs|
let me know if you need help. had my RS for a week now but i am 
pretty much familiar with it now.

use formant@hotmail.com for my email addie

thanks

jamey
| 3600|3592|2002-01-04 10:25:03|faithmass7|Re: Digital Output|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> Is there any way to take the sound digitaly from RS7000 without 
> having to buy a AIEB board?
> 
> Is there any chance the SCSI would allow to sample the sound to 
> external devices digitaly?

no there is no way to do it via scsi or any other means without the 
aieb board

however, i am VERY fond of the sounds of the outputs on this thing 
and will be recording analog so i capture that sound instead of the 
pure digital.

i have an maudio delta soundcard which is very clean, so its easy for 
me to do this.

jamey
| 3601|229|2002-01-04 10:26:35|faithmass7|Re: Synthplanet.com|
if you are in the EU you will pay the VAT... if you are not you will 
not

in the usa all you pay is shipping and customs

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> Anyone has any experience ordering from Europe?
> 
> I'm planning on ordering RS7000 from synthplanet.com. Even with the 
> 21% tax for European countries it costs me less $500 than the best 
> price I could get locally.
> 
> My problem is if they charge additional duties besides that.
> 
> Bruno Carlos
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "rdunlap2002" wrote:
> > I've delt with them....actully yesterday my Rs7000 arrived 
> > lastnight..ordered it Monday. Here's my experience:
> > 
> > Original Order
> > Item(s) Subtotal : 1074.89 US$
> > Shipping & Handling : 78 US$
> > VAT : 0.00 US$
> > ------------------------------
> > TOTAL DUE : 1152.89
> > 
> > And then I decided that I wanted to add the Option board and 
memory 
> > so I canceled that order and:
> > 
> > 1 x Yamaha RS-7000 (in stock)
> > 1 x Yamaha AIEB-2 (in stock)
> > 1 x Yamaha SIMM ADRAM-64 (in stock)
> > 
> > Item(s) Subtotal : 1375.58 US$
> > Shipping & Handling : 86 US$
> > VAT : 0.00 US$
> > ------------------------------
> > TOTAL DUE : 1461.58 US$
> > 
> > Which I thought was still a pretty good deal considering that I 
> > couldn't pick a new one up in the states w/AIEB for less than 
> $1599.00
> > The SIMMs were $137.00, which is more than I wanted to pay, but 
> less 
> > than the hassle of trying to find some that worked. 
> > 

mailto:formant@hotmail.com


> > Then last night the UPS guy shows up, (actually made a second 
> attempt 
> > to deliver, it was here yesterday morning)with a COD fo 81.21 for 
> > Customs. I wasn't aware that I was going to get hit with this, 
but 
> I 
> > travel quite a bit, so it wasn't a complete surprise, just 
> unexpected.
> > 
> > So total cost is $1542.79, more than $50 bucks less than ZZounds 
> and 
> > includes the RAM. The only other issue was the powercord was 
> > European, no big deal.
> > 
> > My impression: The only thing I fear is having to return the 
> product 
> > for repair..otherwise, I thought they were responsive, had great 
> > prices and I phoned the poor guy about 1:00am their time, to make 
> the 
> > change in my order. All in all I'd do business with them again, 
> Just 
> > make sure that when you order, you have your ducks in a row....if 
I 
> > had had them ship these items seperately, it would of killed the 
> deal 
> > with shipping cost. I was pretty impressed that Monday morning I 
> was 
> > placing my order, and last night (Thursday)I was playing the 
thing.
> > 
> > Good luck, rjd
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > > so, has anyone here dealt with these guys?
> > > 
> > > http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-
database=NEW_products.fm5
> > > <http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-
> > database=NEW_products.fm5&-layout=
> > > webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-
> > token.orderid=13060750&
> > > -search>
> > > &-layout=webdetail&-response=detail.lasso&-recordID=12585293&-
> > token.orderid=
> > > 13060750&-search
> > > 
> > > good? bad?
> > > 
> > > B
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3602|3567|2002-01-04 10:33:27|devolvenation|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|

> - Do you maybe suffer from a MIDI loop, 

I pray for anyone who suffers from midi loop. I myself suffered for 
many years, until i found a doctor willing to remove the boils from 
my crotch.

sorry robert, i had to ;-)

sincerely

Jayson
robert's evil twin.
| 3603|3567|2002-01-04 12:29:12|eq127|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|
the other thing i do when i'm in too much of a rush to setup the 
settings Robert described, is just go to the mastermixer page and 
turn down the volume on the channel you're sending MIDI out data on. 
that way even if you record note data to trigger internal sounds you 
can't hear them anyways.

http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-
http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-


K

> > ok i have the midi channel on a phrase set to go out midi A on
> > channel 1 and have it *not* set to the TG (tone generator i 

assume)

> >
> > but the phrase makes me choose a TG patch??? so i hear piano along
> > with my external gear?
> >
> > what am i missing? i read the manual but didn't see anything 

obvious.

> >
> > i really don't want to hear the general midi piano along with my
> > mircomodular :-)
> 
> I tried it just now and it works fine here. I had a track that was 

sending to 

> the internal Tone Generator. Selected the track. Pressed Setup 4 

times to 

> find the routing matrix. Selected TG in the Out Select box (knob 

3), and 

> selected OFF in the Out Channel box (knob 4). Midi A was already 

set.

> 
> No sound, even when the Mixer in that track was overruling the 

phrase's 

> sound. 
> 
> - Did you correctly set the track's routing in the Setup page as 

described 

> above?
> 
> - Are you using a user phrase or preset phrase on that track? 

(Shouldn't make 

> a difference, but just checking)?
> 
> - Do you maybe suffer from a MIDI loop, where the data being sent 

is coming 

> back in via the RS' midi in port? (Disconnect the midi in port to 

check) 

> 
> If none of this works, you could select a voice for that track that 

simply 

> doesn't make any sound. You'll have to look for one, though, but 

they're 

> there.
> 
> - Robert

| 3604|3567|2002-01-04 12:30:36|Bryan Rodgers|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|
yeah, that's how I've been working... ...but if the TG<> works now,
like it did with the RM1x, I'll go back to using that...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: eq127 [mailto:eq@futuretrance.com] 

mailto:eq@futuretrance.com


Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 2:29 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the
internal engine)

the other thing i do when i'm in too much of a rush to setup the 
settings Robert described, is just go to the mastermixer page and 
turn down the volume on the channel you're sending MIDI out data on. 
that way even if you record note data to trigger internal sounds you 
can't hear them anyways.

K

> > ok i have the midi channel on a phrase set to go out midi A on
> > channel 1 and have it *not* set to the TG (tone generator i 

assume)

> >
> > but the phrase makes me choose a TG patch??? so i hear piano along
> > with my external gear?
> >
> > what am i missing? i read the manual but didn't see anything 

obvious.

> >
> > i really don't want to hear the general midi piano along with my
> > mircomodular :-)
> 
> I tried it just now and it works fine here. I had a track that was 

sending to 

> the internal Tone Generator. Selected the track. Pressed Setup 4 

times to 

> find the routing matrix. Selected TG in the Out Select box (knob 

3), and 

> selected OFF in the Out Channel box (knob 4). Midi A was already 

set.

> 
> No sound, even when the Mixer in that track was overruling the 

phrase's 

> sound. 
> 
> - Did you correctly set the track's routing in the Setup page as 

described 

> above?
> 
> - Are you using a user phrase or preset phrase on that track? 

(Shouldn't make 

> a difference, but just checking)?
> 
> - Do you maybe suffer from a MIDI loop, where the data being sent 

is coming 

> back in via the RS' midi in port? (Disconnect the midi in port to 

check) 

> 
> If none of this works, you could select a voice for that track that 

simply 

> doesn't make any sound. You'll have to look for one, though, but 

they're 
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> there.
> 
> - Robert
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3605|3590|2002-01-04 13:27:22|Cozko|Re: RS+PC SCSI works|

> Just to let you know I've just tried it and sample dump via SCSI definitely works! (OS 1.14) You can exchange
samples via TWE & with Sound Forge 5.0
> Tried the same thing with Wavelab 3.03 but doesn't work. Wavelab doesn't seem to be able to transmit in A3000
format.

I never had a problem with Wavelab and the A3000. But you have to choose 'Generic SMDI SCSI' from the 'Sampler configuration'
window. Works perfectly.

Still no RS7000 for me :-) I'm still not sure.
| 3606|3567|2002-01-04 13:40:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|
On Friday 04 January 2002 18:33, devolvenation wrote:

> > - Do you maybe suffer from a MIDI loop,
>
> I pray for anyone who suffers from midi loop. I myself suffered for
> many years, until i found a doctor willing to remove the boils from
> my crotch.

:-) I'll try some less dramatic words next time. ;)

- Robert
| 3607|3567|2002-01-04 13:42:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|
On Friday 04 January 2002 20:29, eq127 wrote:

> the other thing i do when i'm in too much of a rush to setup the
> settings Robert described, is just go to the mastermixer page and
> turn down the volume on the channel you're sending MIDI out data on.
> that way even if you record note data to trigger internal sounds you
> can't hear them anyways.

This trick *does* eat internal TG voices, though.

- Robert
| 3608|3599|2002-01-04 13:50:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: robert i am willing to help with the FAQs|
On Friday 04 January 2002 18:22, faithmass7 wrote:
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> let me know if you need help. had my RS for a week now but i am
> pretty much familiar with it now.

Thanks for the offer. Version 0.5 of the FAQ will be released in a couple of 
days, holding meanly entries taken from the 3500+ message archive of this 
list. A next release (v1.0) will have added entries taken from the Motifator 
RS archives. So I'm doing fine. Below's a sneak preview of the TOC of v0.5.

- Robert
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| 3609|3599|2002-01-04 13:52:39|Bryan Rodgers|Re: robert i am willing to help with the FAQs|
uh.. ...HOLY CRAP!!!!

:)

Great work!

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 3:50 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] robert i am willing to help with the FAQs

On Friday 04 January 2002 18:22, faithmass7 wrote:
> let me know if you need help. had my RS for a week now but i am
> pretty much familiar with it now.

Thanks for the offer. Version 0.5 of the FAQ will be released in a couple of

days, holding meanly entries taken from the 3500+ message archive of this 
list. A next release (v1.0) will have added entries taken from the
Motifator 
RS archives. So I'm doing fine. Below's a sneak preview of the TOC of v0.5.

- Robert
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44:HM/A=915130/R=0/O=1/I=brandr-lrec/postholidaygroup/*http://shopping.yahoo
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Please take a moment to answer some
of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3610|3574|2002-01-04 14:31:55|jeffdaddy2000|Re: Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|

> local kits and 127 common kits. each song can access a total of 256 
> different sample kits, half of which are song specific (local kits) 
> and the other half which are available to all songs (common kits). 

so 

> you can have a total of 65536 (256 x 256) samples per song. you 
> probably run into the 64mb memory limit long before using up all 

the 

> sample slots ;)
> 

Megans I'm still trying to grasp the having 65536 samples reside in 
my RS. Can you give me a little detail on this? I would be happy 
with getting about 500 samples in the unit!
Thanks
Jeff
| 3611|3570|2002-01-04 14:48:10|Franjo Butkovic|Re: effects on rs7000|
Bok! means hello and Od kud si ponosni vlasnice means from where are you proud owner of... 
:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 12:21 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: effects on rs7000

On Thursday 03 January 2002 22:27, Franjo Butkovic wrote:
> Iam sorry for non english message(its croatian language).

No problem! But could you please translate it? We're getting very curious! ;)
Especially 'Bok!' triggers my imagination...

- Robert

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: tomfinegan
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2002 5:23 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: effects on rs7000
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:
> > Bok!
> > Od kud si ponosni vlasnice RS Yamaha
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>
> I guess that´s hungarian for "$§%&§&%§"§! Yamaha!"
>
> ;)
>
> Actually that you have four FX plus for each track individual EQ is
> not so bad. Other workstations have less than that, or the FX are of
> worse quality. You can always resample parts and use other FX on them
> again, or buy external FX-units and use them on the RS too.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
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> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3612|3612|2002-01-04 14:49:18|djagentq|RS 7000 Sample function|
Hi Everybody,

I bought my yamaha last year and worked with it with lot of fun and 
little success. But there´s still one question i have. How can I edit 
a recorded sample that it will get the same beat as my midi tracks.
Thanks for all answers

Bye

Agent
| 3613|3613|2002-01-04 14:53:27|djagentq|RS 7000 Sample Funktionen|
Halli Hallo,

ich hab jetzt meinen rs 700 seid 2 monaten und arbeite und probiere 
viel aus, ich hab aber noch eine Frage, auf die ich keine Antwort 
finde.

Wie kann ich ein Vocoal-Sample, dass ich audio aufnehme, an mein 
bestehendes Tempo anpassen, ohne die Stimmlage stark zu verändern, 
bzw. wie kann ich es überhaupt angleichen?

Wäre cool wenn jemand, der schon mehr erfahrung hat, mir ein paar 
tips etc geben könnte. 

Vielen Dank

Bye

Agent
| 3614|3574|2002-01-04 15:00:24|faithmass7|Re: Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|
yah thats incorrect... 256 samples can be loaded in the unit period...

if you need more than that you will have to load a new 'all' file

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffdaddy2000" wrote:
> 
> > local kits and 127 common kits. each song can access a total of 
256 
> > different sample kits, half of which are song specific (local 
kits) 
> > and the other half which are available to all songs (common 
kits). 
> so 
> > you can have a total of 65536 (256 x 256) samples per song. you 
> > probably run into the 64mb memory limit long before using up all 
> the 
> > sample slots ;)
> > 
> 
> 
> Megans I'm still trying to grasp the having 65536 samples reside in 
> my RS. Can you give me a little detail on this? I would be happy 
> with getting about 500 samples in the unit!
> Thanks
> Jeff

| 3615|3570|2002-01-04 16:32:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: effects on rs7000|
On Friday 04 January 2002 22:44, Franjo Butkovic wrote:

> Bok! means hello and Od kud si ponosni vlasnice means from where are you
> proud owner of...
>
> :)

Okay, not what I had in mind, but thanks. I needed that. ;)

- Robert
| 3616|3574|2002-01-04 16:36:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|
On Friday 04 January 2002 23:00, faithmass7 wrote:

> yah thats incorrect... 256 samples can be loaded in the unit period...
>



> if you need more than that you will have to load a new 'all' file

Nope, that's not true. From the FAQ:

Q: How many samples can I load into the RS?

The RS holds a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global sample voices that 
can be used by all styles and songs, and 128 local sample voices, reachable 
only from one style.
A sample voice can however be a sample kit voice, comprising a maximum of 128 
mono or 64 stereo samples, spread over the keyboard. So the maximum number of 
samples would thus be 256 * 128. [RvdK]
You get a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global voices and 128 local 
voices. Note that a sample *voice* can be of two types, pitched or kit. One 
kit type sample voice can hold 128 mono or 64 stereo samples. So there's a 
max of 256 * 128 separate samples available (all kit sample voices).
Note however that only one voice can be addressed per track, and if this is a 
sample voice, it's either a pitched or kit voice. In the latter case, you can 
address a maximum of 128 mono or 64 stereo kit samples from your phrase. 

Well, there's the limit of the 64MB of sample ram, which is not too much. But 
if you don't need pitched samples (the piano type samples spread over the 
keyboard), then 64 stereo samples (or 128 mono samples) per track is 
possible, provided the don't consume too much memory. 

- Robert
| 3617|3599|2002-01-04 16:58:57|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: robert i am willing to help with the FAQs|
Jeeez You have been busy Rob
If you added some tutorials you could publish this as a PDF e-book and sell
it !!!

Id buy it :)

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 8:52 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] robert i am willing to help with the FAQs

> uh.. ...HOLY CRAP!!!!
>
> :)
>
> Great work!
>
> B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Sent: Friday, January 04, 2002 3:50 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] robert i am willing to help with the FAQs
>
>
> On Friday 04 January 2002 18:22, faithmass7 wrote:
> > let me know if you need help. had my RS for a week now but i am
> > pretty much familiar with it now.
>
> Thanks for the offer. Version 0.5 of the FAQ will be released in a couple
of
>
> days, holding meanly entries taken from the 3500+ message archive of this
> list. A next release (v1.0) will have added entries taken from the
> Motifator
> RS archives. So I'm doing fine. Below's a sneak preview of the TOC of
v0.5.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> Table Of Contents
>
> 1 General 7
> 1.1 What's the latest operating system version? 7
> 1.2 What OS version is used in my RS7k? 7
> 1.3 Where can I download the owners manual? 7
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> 1.4 Any additional documentation available? 7
> 1.5 Any info about the included memory card and CD-ROM? 7
> 1.6 Any audio demos available on the net? 7
>
> 2 Peripherals 8
> 2.1 Purchasing Compatible SmartMedia Cards 8
> 2.2 What's the max supported SmartMedia card size? 8
> 2.3 Sample RAM Specs 8
> 2.4 How to check the installed sample RAM? 9
> 2.5 Does the AEIB1 also work with the RS? 9
> 2.6 Will the AEIB2 optical outputs work with my MD recorder? 9
>
> 3 Structure 10
> 3.1 What is a style? 10
> 3.2 What is a pattern? 10
> 3.3 What is a phrase? 10
> 3.4 The Yamaha phrase concept explained 10
>
> 4 Using the RS 14
> 4.1 Can I switch live between Song and Pattern mode? 14
> 4.2 Do I need to dedicate one track (of 16) far each drum? 14
> 4.3 Can I use a single track for chords or multiple drum sounds? 14
> 4.4 Why use grid edit mode? 14
> 4.5 Only drum sounds on the first 8 tracks? 15
> 4.6 Choosing a track for midi in? 15
> 4.7 Can the RS hold several songs simultaneously? 15
> 4.8 Do I have to name a pattern/song every time when saving? 15
> 4.9 How to create live drum rolls? 15
> 4.10 How to let the RS wait 1 measure before switching sections? 16
> 4.11 Mute cuts off very sharply 16
> 4.12 Using the RS live? 16
> 4.13 Can samples be triggered from Song mode? 17
>
> 5 How To 18
> 5.1 How to build patterns 18
> 5.2 How to create a drum loop with samples 18
>
> 6 Midi 20
> 6.1 Can I use midi files with the RS? 20
> 6.2 When I load midi files to my RS and change the instrument they keep
> changing back ? 20
> 6.3 Can my RS control my other synths and sound modules or do I need a
> software sequencer ? 20
> 6.4 How do I set up a track on the RS to only respond to certain midi
> channels? 20
> 6.5 If I use my RS to control another sound module or synth does this
> affect polyphony ? 21
> 6.6 Can a track on the RS be set so that it does not respond to any
> incoming
> midi data? 21
> 6.7 Midi Setup On RS7000 21
> 6.8 Does the RS transmit MTC? 23
> 6.9 Does the RS support MTC? 23
> 6.10 Does the RS support MIDI clock? 24
> 6.11 Does the RS support MMC? 24
> 6.12 What's the difference between MTC and MIDI Clock? 24
> 6.13 Midi clock gap when switching styles? 24
> 6.14 How to record all RS tracks in a sequencer? 25
> 6.15 What's the midi A/B bug? 25
> 6.16 Program changes (PC) for external gear? 26
> 6.17 How to make the RS talk with external MIDI gear? 26
>
> 7 Record and Edit 28
> 7.1 Grid mode and other tracks 28
> 7.2 Recorded CC data stops playback when I turn the knob! 28
> 7.3 Changing data in section also changes section B. Why? 28
> 7.4 How do you copy Tracks without creating copies of Phrases? 29
> 7.5 How many user phrases do I get? 29
>
> 8 Sampling 30
> 8.1 Does the RS do multi sampling? 30
> 8.2 Can the RS play banks from Akai, Emu or Yamaha A-series? 30
> 8.3 Can effect send levels be defined per sample? 30
> 8.4 How many samples can I load into the RS? 30
> 8.5 Can the sample inputs be used for direct audio mixing? 31
> 8.6 Does the RS support automatic zero crossing lookup? 31
> 8.7 Does the RS support waveform editing? 31
> 8.8 Weird filter behaviour with samples? 31
> 8.9 Slice + Seq sampling mode. What does it do? 32
> 8.10 Is it possible to Slice a sample afterwards? 32
> 8.11 Problem with TWE and RS via SCSI: 'A3000 not found' 32



> 8.12 Can the RS send/receive samples over SCSI? 32
> 8.13 How to erase parts of the sample I don't need? 32
>
> 9 Synth 33
> 9.1 How do I switch of the internal synth for a track? 33
> 9.2 Can I tweak individual drum sounds on one track? 33
> 9.3 Some drum kits ignore my filter settings. Why? 33
> 9.4 How do I load Common samples? 34
> 9.5 Can I control the the filter cutoff with velocity? 34
>
> 10 Effects 35
> 10.1 How can I use more than one variation effect in a pattern ? 35
> 10.2 All tracks change when I change the variation effect. Why? 35
> 10.3 Is the polyphony of the RM1x affected by the "play effects" ? 35
> 10.4 Live FX on sample inputs? 35
> 10.5 Can the Master Effect settings be saved/restored? 36
>
> 11 Files 37
> 11.1 Can the RS load RM1x patterns? 37
> 11.2 Can the RS load RM1x songs? 37
> 11.3 How to copy from SmartMedia card to SCSI disk? 37
>
> 12 SCSI 38
> 12.1 Recommended SCSI devices? 38
> 12.2 What about SCSI speed? 38
> 12.3 What kind of SCSI connector is on the back? 39
> 12.4 Why does my 1 GB Jaz drive not work? 39
> 12.5 Can the RS access my PC/Mac harddrive? 39
> 12.6 Can I send song and pattern files over the SCSI link? 39
> 12.7 Will the RS see my computer's IDE drive? 39
> 12.8 Can I hook up an external ZIP drive (SCSI) on the RS? 39
> 12.9 How do I exchange data between the RS and my PC by SCSI? 40
> 12.10 Do I need a SCSI driver for Windows? 40
>
> 13 RS Versus Other Gear 41
> 13.1 RS vs Akai MPC series? 41
> 13.2 RS vs Yamaha A4000/A5000 samplers 41
> 13.3 RS vs Emu XL-7 42
> 13.4 RS vs Motif 42
> 13.5 RS vs Korg ES-1 42
>
> 14 Miscellaneous 44
> 14.1 Can the RS be rack mounted? 44
> 14.2 Does the RS only have 10 section buttons? 44
> 14.3 How to set the RS in Test mode? 44
> 14.4 How do I see what OS version my RS is running? 44
> 14.5 Do I see characters/dots running down the screen? 44
> 14.6 Is there a way to directly select the upper 6 sections? 44
>
> 15 Reviews From RS Owners/Testers 46
> 15.1 Review by Tom Finagan 46
> 15.2 Review from Ivan K 46
> 15.3 Tried it a few days ago. Some comments 47
> 15.4 Synth sounds (1) 48
> 15.5 Synth sounds (2) 48
> 15.6 Effects 48
>
> 16 Bug Reports 50
> 16.1 Pattern chain problem 50
>
> 17 Feature Requests 52
> 17.1 Tx song/style change switch for slave device 52
> 17.2 Improve Copy and Move jobs in sample mode 52
> 17.3 Export of multiple samples 52
> 17.4 Add new file formats 52
> 17.5 Fix grid mode 52
> 17.6 16 section select buttons 53
> 17.7 Memory upgrade 53
> 17.8 Info screen 53
> 17.9 Append sample job 53
> 17.10 Save and load drum kits 53
> 17.11 Don't-save-common-samples option 53
> 17.12 Jump parameter for Pattern mode 54
> 17.13 Pattern quantise 54
> 17.14 Edit value on/off switch 54
> 17.15 Same file browser pot in save/load/import screens 54
> 17.16 Naming kit sample voices 54
> 17.17 Key shortcut for top-of-page 54
> 17.18 Improve Copy Event or Extract Event jobs 55
> 17.19 Go to Sample Edit page after Sample Stop 55
> 17.20 Better navigation buttons in Edit page 55



> 17.21 Improved page navigation 55
> 17.22 Sample option in Copy Track job default off 55
> 17.23 Fix MIDI out A/B bug 55
> 17.24 Tx Program Change on/off switch 55
> 17.25 Jump to section A 56
> 17.26 Sample Preview page 56
> 17.27 Record during Play 56
> 17.28 Video + Manual 56
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=216105.1806326.3318126.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
>
44:HM/A=915130/R=0/O=1/I=brandr-lrec/postholidaygroup/*http://shopping.yahoo
> .com/domain?d=holiday&cf=posthol01>
>
>
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=216105.1806326.3318126.1261774/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=915130/rand=490975772>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls>
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3618|3574|2002-01-04 18:01:03|faithmass7|Re: Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|
so a drumkit counts as 1 sample voice.... sounds to good to be true 
but i will take your word for it :-) 

i keep getting more and more impressed with this machine.
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so for rhythm composition, i could make a blank song with 16 drum 
kits loaded up with 64 samples each? wow!

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 04 January 2002 23:00, faithmass7 wrote:
> > yah thats incorrect... 256 samples can be loaded in the unit 
period...
> >
> > if you need more than that you will have to load a new 'all' file
> 
> Nope, that's not true. From the FAQ:
> 
> Q: How many samples can I load into the RS?
> 
> The RS holds a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global sample 
voices that 
> can be used by all styles and songs, and 128 local sample voices, 
reachable 
> only from one style.
> A sample voice can however be a sample kit voice, comprising a 
maximum of 128 
> mono or 64 stereo samples, spread over the keyboard. So the maximum 
number of 
> samples would thus be 256 * 128. [RvdK]
> You get a maximum of 256 sample voices, 128 global voices and 128 
local 
> voices. Note that a sample *voice* can be of two types, pitched or 
kit. One 
> kit type sample voice can hold 128 mono or 64 stereo samples. So 
there's a 
> max of 256 * 128 separate samples available (all kit sample voices).
> Note however that only one voice can be addressed per track, and if 
this is a 
> sample voice, it's either a pitched or kit voice. In the latter 
case, you can 
> address a maximum of 128 mono or 64 stereo kit samples from your 
phrase. 
> 
> Well, there's the limit of the 64MB of sample ram, which is not too 
much. But 
> if you don't need pitched samples (the piano type samples spread 
over the 
> keyboard), then 64 stereo samples (or 128 mono samples) per track 
is 
> possible, provided the don't consume too much memory. 
> 
> - Robert

| 3619|3619|2002-01-04 18:08:06|sean mccarrick|RS7000 as efx unit/gird sequencer|
Don't think I heard this mentioned before but when I
read future musics review of the su700. They said you
could use it for efx like an outboard unit for a
mixer.
So I also presumed the rs7000 would be capable of
this.
Anyway, eventually got the cables earlier and
connected my vestex 270a mixer send to the rs inputs
and rs output to return. This enabled me to use all
the master efx controlled from the mixer.
Works great ;o)

Has anyone else tried this and if so whats the best
configuration. I have the master volume on the rs up a
little bit as I'm wary of blowing my speakers. Almost
did already with the v-dist effect.

Is it possible at all to use the other 3 efx buses at
all? I would think not.

BTW, someone else asked before(noone answered afaik)
about the other channels being muted when using the
grid sequencer is there away around this as it
prolongs drum programming .

Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________



Do You Yahoo!?
Send your FREE holiday greetings online!
http://greetings.yahoo.com
| 3620|3620|2002-01-04 19:59:34|faithmass7|analyzing the master compressor|
well i did some a/b tests against my waves c4 (arguably the top plug 
in available for multi comp)

if you run the preset called 'opto mastering' it sounds very close to 
the multi comp set to 'full bit' will all the bands at 0 and the 
threshold at 0. i would say the yamaha is a *tiny* bit harsher but it 
sounds for the most part, the same.

when you start pushing the numbers up on the bands +1 +2 +3 etc is 
when it starts sounding a bit worse. normally when you turn the bands 
up you would throw down the threshold (-1, -4 whatever) this starts 
to sound not as good as the pro multicomps... it actually sounds more 
like multi-comp plus limiting at that point, like you had driven the 
L1 maximizer too hard or something.

overall, if you want a decent sound, get your mix right in the first 
place... never turn on the multi comp EVER while doing your mixdown...

go in and do your volumes and eq and get everything as loud as 
possible, THEN throw in the multicomp and if you use it, only use 
the 'full bit' and only push up any band by the smallest amounts if 
it needs gain. you are probably better off leaving the gains and 
thresholds at zero and using the 4 band para eq for shaping the 
overall bass/treble/mid mix. don't overdo it either :-)

so anyway, overall judgement i like the multi comp when used straight 
but if you push it above 1-2 on any band it starts 
sounding 'overcompressed' in a radio kind of way.

to each their own of course, but this is how i will use it when 
live...

oh yah, when recording, TURN THAT THING OFF!!!! don't use it at all- 
the mastering house needs to have it uncompressed or if you master it 
yourself, the software (soundforge, waves, etc) will do a smoother 
less distorted job and get you more volume.

jamey
| 3621|3621|2002-01-04 21:23:56|Murali Shanmugan|RS+ PC SCSI works|
Hi cozko,

Tried SMDI when I was trying Wavelab, doesn't look like the RS supports SMDI. Forgot to mention that in my last post....

Moo

> From: Cozko <cozko@planet.nl>
>Subject: Re: RS+PC SCSI works

> Just to let you know I've just tried it and sample dump via SCSI >definitely works! (OS 1.14) You can exchange
samples via TWE & with >Sound Forge 5.0
> Tried the same thing with Wavelab 3.03 but doesn't work. Wavelab >doesn't seem to be able to transmit in A3000
format.

>I never had a problem with Wavelab and the A3000. But you have to >choose 'Generic SMDI SCSI' from the 'Sampler
configuration' window. >Works perfectly.

>Still no RS7000 for me :-) I'm still not sure.

| 3622|3574|2002-01-05 01:39:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Here's an RS7000 review I wrote for a friend...|
On Saturday 05 January 2002 02:00, faithmass7 wrote:

> so a drumkit counts as 1 sample voice.... 

Indeed, with a max 64 stereo samples or 128 mono samples (per voice, that is).

> sounds to good to be true but i will take your word for it :-)

Don't. ;) See page 61 topleft of english manual.

> i keep getting more and more impressed with this machine.
>
> so for rhythm composition, i could make a blank song with 16 drum

http://greetings.yahoo.com/
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> kits loaded up with 64 samples each? wow!

Yes indeed, providing that sample memory is not exhausted.
(Not likely with drum sounds). 

- Robert
| 3623|3599|2002-01-05 01:41:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: robert i am willing to help with the FAQs|
On Saturday 05 January 2002 00:58, JAcK ThE BiScUiT wrote:

> Jeeez You have been busy Rob
> If you added some tutorials you could publish this as a PDF e-book and sell
> it !!!
>
> Id buy it :)

Well, it body of the FAQ is simply taken from all the messages of this list.
That's would an easy way to make money.

I *will* add some diagrams and tutorials later, btw. Any contribution is of 
course welcome.

- Robert
| 3624|3599|2002-01-05 02:26:57|Franjo Butkovic|Re: robert i am willing to help with the FAQs|
Hi Robert!
Where can we find that FAQ and diagrams?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2002 9:40 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] robert i am willing to help with the FAQs

On Saturday 05 January 2002 00:58, JAcK ThE BiScUiT wrote:
> Jeeez You have been busy Rob
> If you added some tutorials you could publish this as a PDF e-book and sell
> it !!!
>
> Id buy it :)

Well, it body of the FAQ is simply taken from all the messages of this list.
That's would an easy way to make money.

I *will* add some diagrams and tutorials later, btw. Any contribution is of 
course welcome.

- Robert
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* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3626|3626|2002-01-05 04:57:46|whooyeahau|can you import akai|
I heard somewhere that it is possible to import akai format cd's.
Is this possible?

I think that it was in future music that i read it
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regards
Wayne Thompson
| 3627|3627|2002-01-05 05:01:49|taifuntomsen|RS 7000 for sale!!!!!!!|
Anybody want to buy this groovebox.
I have financial problems and have to sale my rs7000. IT's a pity!
| 3628|3620|2002-01-05 05:12:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: analyzing the master compressor|
Thanks for this one.
I'll add it to the Reviews chapter of the next FAQ.

- Robert

On Saturday 05 January 2002 03:59, faithmass7 wrote:
> well i did some a/b tests against my waves c4 (arguably the top plug
> in available for multi comp)
>
> if you run the preset called 'opto mastering' it sounds very close to
> the multi comp set to 'full bit' will all the bands at 0 and the
> threshold at 0. i would say the yamaha is a *tiny* bit harsher but it
> sounds for the most part, the same.
>
> when you start pushing the numbers up on the bands +1 +2 +3 etc is
> when it starts sounding a bit worse. normally when you turn the bands
> up you would throw down the threshold (-1, -4 whatever) this starts
> to sound not as good as the pro multicomps... it actually sounds more
> like multi-comp plus limiting at that point, like you had driven the
> L1 maximizer too hard or something.
>
> overall, if you want a decent sound, get your mix right in the first
> place... never turn on the multi comp EVER while doing your mixdown...
>
> go in and do your volumes and eq and get everything as loud as
> possible, THEN throw in the multicomp and if you use it, only use
> the 'full bit' and only push up any band by the smallest amounts if
> it needs gain. you are probably better off leaving the gains and
> thresholds at zero and using the 4 band para eq for shaping the
> overall bass/treble/mid mix. don't overdo it either :-)
>
> so anyway, overall judgement i like the multi comp when used straight
> but if you push it above 1-2 on any band it starts
> sounding 'overcompressed' in a radio kind of way.
>
> to each their own of course, but this is how i will use it when
> live...
>
> oh yah, when recording, TURN THAT THING OFF!!!! don't use it at all-
> the mastering house needs to have it uncompressed or if you master it
> yourself, the software (soundforge, waves, etc) will do a smoother
> less distorted job and get you more volume.
>
> jamey
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> Please take a moment to answer some
> of the RS7K questions located @ http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3629|3626|2002-01-05 05:41:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can you import akai|
On Saturday 05 January 2002 12:57, whooyeahau wrote:

> I heard somewhere that it is possible to import akai format cd's.
> Is this possible?
>
> I think that it was in future music that i read it

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


I just manages to import a couple of Akai samples from AKAI S1000 format 
CD-ROM. So that works. :) You can import an Akai sample into a Pitch sample 
voice (spreading the sample over the keyboard), or into a single Kit sample 
slot, allowing one to create a kit of different samples taken from CD-ROM. 
Tested that and it worked fine. 

I have not been able to import a program, even when the manual (on page 117, 
bottom right box) suggests it can. I'm still running v1.11, btw. 

- Robert
| 3630|3613|2002-01-05 06:18:23|tomfinegan|Re: RS 7000 Sample Funktionen|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djagentq" wrote:

> Wie kann ich ein Vocoal-Sample, dass ich audio aufnehme, an mein 
> bestehendes Tempo anpassen, ohne die Stimmlage stark zu verändern, 
> bzw. wie kann ich es überhaupt angleichen?

Hallo Andy, herzlichen Glückwunsch, frohes neues Jahr und jetzt noch 
mal auf Englisch!

The RS internal sequencer can slice and sequence your drumloops and 
fit them to the tempo of your MIDI-sequences, but you can not fit 
vocals to any tempo without changing the pitch, if you want to do 
that, you need a software like "Ableton". I am not sure if "Acid" is 
capable of that, could be...

For sure you can slice+seq Vocals too, and the results are rather 
interesting...

Tom (List Moderator and aka Mulder the partner of Robert "Scully" van 
der Kamp)

p.s. Gruß aus Hamburg.
| 3631|3612|2002-01-05 06:22:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 Sample function|
On Friday 04 January 2002 22:49, djagentq wrote:

> Hi Everybody,
>
> I bought my yamaha last year and worked with it with lot of fun and
> little success. But there´s still one question i have. How can I edit
> a recorded sample that it will get the same beat as my midi tracks.
> Thanks for all answers

There are several ways to deal with the BPM match problem.

First, if you know the actual BPM of the original sample, simply set the RS 
to that speed and give it a try. Tune it a bit while looping and you're done. 
This sets the RS to the BMP of the sample, which is the most easy way to 
start a loop based song.

However, when the sample's tempo doesn't match the song's tempo you need to 
work a little harder:

You could record the drumloop using the Slice+Seq technique, which *slices* 
you loop into overlapping parts that can be shifted in time afterwards and 
thus very easily be tuned to you song's tempo (within certain limits). It 
takes a little time to learn the technique, but it works very well in many 
cases.

As an alternative, you could use the time stretch function and change the 
drumloop's tempo. Unfortunately, the RS does not display the sample's length 
in terms of BPM, so you either have to use the trial and error approach 
(which isn't nice but it works), or you have to do some math. 

Finally, when dealing with percussive loops, you could simply tune the pitch 
of the loop up or down in real time while the RS is running its pattern until 
the tempo's match.

- Robert
| 3632|3613|2002-01-05 06:31:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 Sample Funktionen|
On Saturday 05 January 2002 14:18, tomfinegan wrote:

> Tom (List Moderator and aka Mulder the partner of Robert "Scully" van 
> der Kamp)

LOL! It's getting better all the time. :-)

- Scully
| 3634|3619|2002-01-05 06:43:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 as efx unit/gird sequencer|



On Saturday 05 January 2002 02:08, sean mccarrick wrote:

> Don't think I heard this mentioned before but when I
> read future musics review of the su700. They said you
> could use it for efx like an outboard unit for a
> mixer.
> So I also presumed the rs7000 would be capable of
> this.
> Anyway, eventually got the cables earlier and
> connected my vestex 270a mixer send to the rs inputs
> and rs output to return. This enabled me to use all
> the master efx controlled from the mixer.
> Works great ;o)
>
> Has anyone else tried this and if so whats the best
> configuration. I have the master volume on the rs up a
> little bit as I'm wary of blowing my speakers. Almost
> did already with the v-dist effect.

You should always set the master volume of the RS (and any synth, sampler, 
etc) to full, resulting in the best audio quality. Especially with digitar 
gear like the RS, lowering the master volume may result in bad quality audio, 
as fewer bits are used to hold the audio image.

Seems you have a problem with the input stage of your mixer input. Lower its 
sensitivity. 

>
> Is it possible at all to use the other 3 efx buses at
> all? I would think not.

I don't understand your question. Use at all in what context?

>
> BTW, someone else asked before(noone answered afaik)
> about the other channels being muted when using the
> grid sequencer is there away around this as it
> prolongs drum programming .

Nope, the problem is still present. It's not a 'bug' but built in by design. 
We hope however that Yamaha will change this in a future OS release.
AFAIK, you only can't hear the other tracks when in grid *record* mode (which 
is the problem, I know).

- Robert
| 3636|3619|2002-01-05 06:48:41|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 as efx unit/gird sequencer|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> We hope however that Yamaha will change this in a future OS release.
> AFAIK, you only can't hear the other tracks when in grid *record* 

mode (which 

> is the problem, I know).

But there is always also the "Step Sequencer" mode where you CAN hear 
other tracks...

-Tom
| 3637|3566|2002-01-05 08:39:35|djredhand|Re: Pattern chain does not copy pattern mute!!!|

> 
> :) You are supposed to create a couple of mute scenes and apply 

them either 

> live or by programming them the pattern chain. So to mute 10 or 

more tracks 

> at once, create a mute scene that does so. Is this what you were 

asking?

> 
> - Robert



Thanx for the reply.... I figured it would be better for me just to 
make new sections within the same style that added or subtracted the 
tracks I wanted to mute. ie if I wanted to mute track 1 as the 
second part of my pattern (section 1) then I would just go and 
subtract track 1 from the pattern (on section 2). i am getting less 
frustrated with learning Yamaha's sequence style, just take time.
| 3638|3613|2002-01-05 08:55:03|djagentq|Re: RS 7000 Sample Funktionen|
na, ihr seid ja 2 lustige Freunde...

Aber erstmal vielen Dank für Eure Infos. Ich werde es versuchen. Wenn 
nicht steht hier bald ne neue Message

Also bis dann und viele Grüße aus dem ARSCHKALTEN München

Bye

Andy
| 3639|3566|2002-01-05 09:02:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern chain does not copy pattern mute!!!|
On Saturday 05 January 2002 16:39, djredhand wrote:

>
> Thanx for the reply.... I figured it would be better for me just to
> make new sections within the same style that added or subtracted the
> tracks I wanted to mute. 

Yep, that how I work too. The phrase concept more or less supports this 
approach.

> ie if I wanted to mute track 1 as the
> second part of my pattern (section 1) then I would just go and
> subtract track 1 from the pattern (on section 2). i am getting less
> frustrated with learning Yamaha's sequence style, just take time.

Glad to hear this. 

- Robert
| 3640|3619|2002-01-05 09:52:23|sean mccarrick|Re: RS7000 as efx unit/gird sequencer|

> You should always set the master volume of the RS
> (and any synth, sampler, 
> etc) to full, resulting in the best audio quality.
> Especially with digitar 
> gear like the RS, lowering the master volume may
> result in bad quality audio, 
> as fewer bits are used to hold the audio image.

Thats what I would have thought. That and the record
volume to max. But if this is done it makes the send
and return on the mixer very sensitive, ie turn
them(send/return) a little and the lights go into the
red.

> Seems you have a problem with the input stage of
> your mixer input. Lower its 
> sensitivity. 

Do you mean the master volume on the mixer? That would
lower the overall sound.

> 
> >
> > Is it possible at all to use the other 3 efx buses
> at
> > all? I would think not.
> 
> I don't understand your question. Use at all in what
> context?

I mean is there anyway of using reverb, delay or the
variation on the incoming signal as you have to assign
these to a track or number of trax.



Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Send FREE video emails in Yahoo! Mail!
http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/
| 3641|3619|2002-01-05 09:59:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 as efx unit/gird sequencer|
On Saturday 05 January 2002 17:52, sean mccarrick wrote:

> > You should always set the master volume of the RS
> > (and any synth, sampler,
> > etc) to full, resulting in the best audio quality.
> > Especially with digitar
> > gear like the RS, lowering the master volume may
> > result in bad quality audio,
> > as fewer bits are used to hold the audio image.
>
> Thats what I would have thought. That and the record
> volume to max. But if this is done it makes the send
> and return on the mixer very sensitive, ie turn
> them(send/return) a little and the lights go into the
> red.
>
> > Seems you have a problem with the input stage of
> > your mixer input. Lower its
> > sensitivity.
>
> Do you mean the master volume on the mixer? That would
> lower the overall sound.

No the gain control of the mixer strips where the RS outputs are received. 
The knob to control that is normally called Trim or Gain. Maybe you have a 
Mic/Line switch or a Pad switch set to the wrong state.

>
> > > Is it possible at all to use the other 3 efx buses
> >
> > at
> >
> > > all? I would think not.
> >
> > I don't understand your question. Use at all in what
> > context?
>
> I mean is there anyway of using reverb, delay or the
> variation on the incoming signal as you have to assign
> these to a track or number of trax.

You can assign reverb, chorus/delay and variation to the sample audio inputs 
when used as a small mixer. I believe that controls can be found in the Setup 
pages. Is that what you meant?

- Robert
| 3642|3619|2002-01-05 10:14:32|tomfinegan|RS7000 Midi-Input not possible while Resampling????|
There´s an interesting discussion going on, on www.motifator.com: 
Look here:

olafmol
Unregistered User
(1/4/02 4:22:02 am)
Reply workaround?
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Hi,

i read that it's not possible to use the keyboard or a midi keyboard 
during (re)sampling mode......this is a pity..is there some 
workaround for this (besided recording something and then resampling 
it?)

Olaf 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User

http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/


(1/5/02 6:40:52 am)
Reply Try it first!
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Where did you read that? Please go back and correct them. Of course, 
you can. No workaround necessary. 

olafmol
Unregistered User
(1/5/02 8:19:49 am)
Reply ehm
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
i am not subscribed to yahoo groups so i cannot post there, but this 
is said:
"> Eh? Am i missing something? I cannot fiddle any keys on the RS 
while

> in resample mode.. Am i doing something wrong??

Same here. The RS mini keyboard does not work in (re-)sample mode. 
It goes worse: the external midi keyboard doesn't work as well. In 
other 
words, the MIDI input is ignored during (re-)sampling. Bad. 

- Robert"

so 2 people have this problem....the Robert guy is VERY knowledeable 
about the RS7000...... maybe some other people can tell me if and 
especially HOW this can be achieved...i don't have an RS7000 (yet) so 
i cannot test it myself..just trying to get a clear picture

Olaf
| 3643|3619|2002-01-06 03:54:32|arveyman|Re: RS7000 Midi-Input not possible while Resampling????|
Yeah, i started this thread on Motifator. I cannot believe the RS 
cannot sample it's own sounds WITHOUT having to put it in a sequence 
first! This IS very frustrating when wanting to make strange/new 
samples out of existing ones. Now i'm back at using my good old 
PC+soundforge to do this.

So, this issue and the 'grid record' issue would be my favs for the 
next major OS update. YAMAHA pleaze!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> There´s an interesting discussion going on, on www.motifator.com: 
> Look here:
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> olafmol
> Unregistered User
> (1/4/02 4:22:02 am)
> Reply workaround?
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> Hi,
> 
> i read that it's not possible to use the keyboard or a midi 
keyboard 
> during (re)sampling mode......this is a pity..is there some 
> workaround for this (besided recording something and then 
resampling 
> it?)
> 
> Olaf 
> 
> Bad Mister
> Unregistered User
> (1/5/02 6:40:52 am)
> Reply Try it first!
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> Where did you read that? Please go back and correct them. Of 



course, 
> you can. No workaround necessary. 
> 
> olafmol
> Unregistered User
> (1/5/02 8:19:49 am)
> Reply ehm
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> i am not subscribed to yahoo groups so i cannot post there, but 
this 
> is said:
> "> Eh? Am i missing something? I cannot fiddle any keys on the RS 
> while
> > in resample mode.. Am i doing something wrong??
> 
> Same here. The RS mini keyboard does not work in (re-)sample mode. 
> It goes worse: the external midi keyboard doesn't work as well. In 
> other 
> words, the MIDI input is ignored during (re-)sampling. Bad. 
> 
> - Robert"
> 
> so 2 people have this problem....the Robert guy is VERY 
knowledeable 
> about the RS7000...... maybe some other people can tell me if and 
> especially HOW this can be achieved...i don't have an RS7000 (yet) 
so 
> i cannot test it myself..just trying to get a clear picture
> 
> Olaf

| 3644|3644|2002-01-06 05:13:35|H R S H M N N K|some Q's|
hi list,
2 questions: (yeah, i know; Rob will answer them in some way, TIA :^) )

1.how can i check which OS-version i am running? the answer is somewhere in the archives/i know- it
will be in the FAQs soon too/i realize, but i'm too lazy to check the archive & i want to know it
NOW :^)
(BTW: are there any other OS'es besides the original 'factory exit' & the new 1.14?)

2.it seems that, in grid rec mode, you cannot go down or up octaves to reach other spread samples
across the RS keyboard/ it seems i have to leave the REC mode first than lower/raise OCT down/up to
finally enter REC mode again to use the samples iwant to reach... am i clear?hmhm

later,
H

(Rob: those FAQs will be the most valuable info for RS-powerUsers, next to those "official"
poweruserGuides from Yammie themselves...thx!)
| 3645|3644|2002-01-06 07:47:21|arveyman|Re: some Q's|
Hey, i'll give it a try!

1: If you press the key-command 4 upgrading to a new OS (Rec+Stop, 
while powering up) you'll first get a screen where the OS version is 
displayed. 

2: You have to use the turn-knob (F1) in the GRID REC mode to select 
the note (or a sample assigned to that note). So you can scan through 
all the notes (C-2 - G8) while recording.

Hope this will help you along,

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "H R S H M N N K" wrote:
> 
> hi list,
> 2 questions: (yeah, i know; Rob will answer them in some way, 
TIA :^) )
> 
> 1.how can i check which OS-version i am running? the answer is 
somewhere in the archives/i know- it
> will be in the FAQs soon too/i realize, but i'm too lazy to check 
the archive & i want to know it
> NOW :^)



> (BTW: are there any other OS'es besides the original 'factory exit' 
& the new 1.14?)
> 
> 2.it seems that, in grid rec mode, you cannot go down or up octaves 
to reach other spread samples
> across the RS keyboard/ it seems i have to leave the REC mode first 
than lower/raise OCT down/up to
> finally enter REC mode again to use the samples iwant to reach... 
am i clear?hmhm
> 
> 
> later,
> H
> 
> (Rob: those FAQs will be the most valuable info for RS-powerUsers, 
next to those "official"
> poweruserGuides from Yammie themselves...thx!)

| 3646|733|2002-01-06 09:02:16|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, January 7, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3647|3644|2002-01-06 09:47:15|hrshmnnk|Re: some Q's|

> 
> 2: You have to use the turn-knob (F1) in the GRID REC mode to 

select 

> the note (or a sample assigned to that note). So you can scan 

through 

> all the notes (C-2 - G8) while recording.

yeah, i know -but by holding [SHIFT] pressed & hitting keyboard-notes 
you can preview the note/sample you'll be using on yer grid. i would 
use that _preview_ feature to listen to the whole range of spread-out 
samples while in REC mode, you see...and this is impossible i guess. 
it's just a waste-of-time to select your key (containing the 
sample/note)by turning KNOB1 and than throw a note to listen what it 
sounds like. before you can actually use it

>

> 
> 
> Hope this will help you along,

thx anyway

H

> 



> > 
> > 2.it seems that, in grid rec mode, you cannot go down or up 

octaves 

> to reach other spread samples
> > across the RS keyboard/ it seems i have to leave the REC mode 

first 

> than lower/raise OCT down/up to
> > finally enter REC mode again to use the samples iwant to reach... 
> am i clear?hmhm

| 3648|3644|2002-01-06 10:47:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some Q's|
On Sunday 06 January 2002 13:16, H R S H M N N K wrote:

> hi list,
> 2 questions: (yeah, i know; Rob will answer them in some way, TIA :^) )
>
> 1.how can i check which OS-version i am running? the answer is somewhere in
> the archives/i know- it will be in the FAQs soon too/i realize, but i'm too
> lazy to check the archive & i want to know it NOW :^)

With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY 
BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the RS7000 test screen, 
next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number. 

> (BTW: are there any other OS'es besides the original 'factory exit' & the
> new 1.14?)

I know of versions v1.11 (mine), v1.12 (Tom's), v1.13 (fixes the running 
characters) and v1.14 (the latest).

>
> (Rob: those FAQs will be the most valuable info for RS-powerUsers, next to
> those "official" poweruserGuides from Yammie themselves...thx!)

Hope so!
Version 1.0 of the FAQ will be cool, when also the Motifator stuff is added. 
But that will take some time again.

- Robert
| 3649|3644|2002-01-06 10:58:29|arveyman|Re: some Q's|
Hmm, now i see what you mean! You are right, no shifting possible.. :-
((

gr
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "hrshmnnk" wrote:
> > 
> > 2: You have to use the turn-knob (F1) in the GRID REC mode to 
> select 
> > the note (or a sample assigned to that note). So you can scan 
> through 
> > all the notes (C-2 - G8) while recording.
> 
> yeah, i know -but by holding [SHIFT] pressed & hitting keyboard-
notes 
> you can preview the note/sample you'll be using on yer grid. i 
would 
> use that _preview_ feature to listen to the whole range of spread-
out 
> samples while in REC mode, you see...and this is impossible i 
guess. 
> it's just a waste-of-time to select your key (containing the 
> sample/note)by turning KNOB1 and than throw a note to listen what 
it 
> sounds like. before you can actually use it
> 
> >
> 
> > 
> > 
> > Hope this will help you along,



> thx anyway
> 
> H
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> > > 
> > > 2.it seems that, in grid rec mode, you cannot go down or up 
> octaves 
> > to reach other spread samples
> > > across the RS keyboard/ it seems i have to leave the REC mode 
> first 
> > than lower/raise OCT down/up to
> > > finally enter REC mode again to use the samples iwant to 
reach... 
> > am i clear?hmhm

| 3650|3650|2002-01-06 11:17:53|flesk_bruno|Studio Setup|
I'm waiting for my RS to arrive, I ordered it from SynthPlanet.

Anyway I'm trying to figure out a way of making the mix between my 
Yamaha CS6x, the PC (for plugins) and the RS7000.

I bought a Audigy Platinum EX to make the mix but I'm already 
thinking in returning it. The line levels in the breakout box get 
interference from the computer. I tried everything to fix but no 
solution so far and in other forums I noticed other guys had the same 
problem too. So bye, bye Audigy and I'll get a decent 24/96 card.

So I still have to find a solution for the mix. I'm leaning towards 
the Spirit Folio Notepad which is more than enough for this small 
studio.

So, after all this my question is how am I going to connect things up 
so that the mix doesn't get the PC sounds in analog form?

Let me re-phrase that:
I connect RS7000 out to mixer.
I connect CS6x out to mixer.
I connect PC out to mixer.

Now I connect mixer out to PC in, but this already has the sounds of 
the PC out in it. So when recording I can only record from line-in 
which makes the PC sounds digital going to analog and digital again.

Any ideias?
| 3651|3650|2002-01-06 12:41:43|Cozko|Re: Studio Setup|

> So, after all this my question is how am I going to connect things up
> so that the mix doesn't get the PC sounds in analog form?

??????

> Let me re-phrase that:
> I connect RS7000 out to mixer.
> I connect CS6x out to mixer.
> I connect PC out to mixer.
>
> Now I connect mixer out to PC in, but this already has the sounds of
> the PC out in it.

I think you should use the fx/aux send on the channels you want to go into your PC. Not the
main/mix out.

Good luck.

Cozko
| 3652|3650|2002-01-06 13:10:10|flesk_bruno|Re: Studio Setup|
So with a mixer like Notepad I can define which channels go to the 
aux send, connecting then the aux send to the PC. Is this correct?



> > I connect RS7000 out to mixer.
> > I connect CS6x out to mixer.
> > I connect PC out to mixer.
> >
> > Now I connect mixer out to PC in, but this already has the sounds 

of

> > the PC out in it.
> 
> I think you should use the fx/aux send on the channels you want to 

go into your PC. Not the

> main/mix out.
> 
> Good luck.
> 
> Cozko

| 3653|3653|2002-01-06 13:36:54|dannie7000|Smart Media readers?|
There doesn't seem to be many stores that have them, at least not in 
Sweden. 
But some camera dealers in Sweden have them.
What I want to know is if ANY Smartmedia reader will do or if they 
come with their different drivers (making a reader for photographs 
useless with the RS since it doesn't read Audio)

Well I could be skating on thin ice here but since my RS is due to 
come in a few weeks I'm a little curious. 

(Gonna make fat beats you know, can't be wrestling with problems when 
IT drops ;)

Dannie
| 3654|3650|2002-01-06 14:37:57|Cozko|Re: Studio Setup|

> So with a mixer like Notepad I can define which channels go to the
> aux send, connecting then the aux send to the PC. Is this correct?

I believe each channel has at least one fx send knob (have to check the specs to be 100% sure).
There could be even more possibilities to get this thing working. Like sub-groups/busses. But
my guess is, that it's gonna work okay. Not guessing, I'm sure :-)
| 3655|3653|2002-01-06 14:45:46|Cozko|Re: Smart Media readers?|

> There doesn't seem to be many stores that have them, at least not in
> Sweden.

Common, I mean you're in Sweden not in Congo. ;-)
They are quite common as far as I know. Probably 'll cost you about 45 (or dollar)

> But some camera dealers in Sweden have them.
> What I want to know is if ANY Smartmedia reader will do

My guess: since there are different types of cards, there're different readers. So be carefull
ordering something that's not gonna work.

> Well I could be skating on thin ice here but since my RS is due to
> come in a few weeks I'm a little curious.

Still no RS for me :-(

Good luck
| 3656|3650|2002-01-06 14:49:24|Cozko|Re: Studio Setup|
Forgot to mention: if you want to send stereo signals, which I think you do, you either need one
stereo send or two mono. So check the specifications on the little beast :-)

> > So with a mixer like Notepad I can define which channels go to the
> > aux send, connecting then the aux send to the PC. Is this correct?
>
> I believe each channel has at least one fx send knob (have to check the specs to be 100% sure).
> There could be even more possibilities to get this thing working. Like sub-groups/busses. But
> my guess is, that it's gonna work okay. Not guessing, I'm sure :-)

| 3657|3657|2002-01-06 15:45:38|tomfinegan|OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In|



http://tkplugins.free.fr/

The screenshot of that Cue Plug-In (sic!) thing looks already very 
nice...i miss the red nose...:)))

I guess finally i have to think about to get a software sequencer 
that is capable of VSTi...

http://www.design-box.de/html/about/news.html

Uh oh...what is that? Hm? Yamaha? Roland? Access? Waldorf? Hardware? 
Software? Maybe we´ll see on NAMM...
| 3658|3657|2002-01-06 16:13:58|Cozko|Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In|

> http://tkplugins.free.fr/
>
> The screenshot of that Cue Plug-In (sic!) thing looks already very
> nice...i miss the red nose...:)))

If you are like me (and...Robert?) on the Waldorf-forum, you'd ofcourse know the story behind
all of this.
This guy was originally trying to promote this 'home-brew' as a VSTi-version of the mighty
Waldorf Q. Yeah it's yellow :-) Well, the Waldorf guys weren't too happy about it.
I guess I could be a nice VSTi. So i'm not saying it's bad or something. I even might check it
out, since it's not that expensive.
| 3659|3657|2002-01-06 16:21:52|tomfinegan|Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In|
--- In RS7000@y..., Cozko wrote:

> If you are like me (and...Robert?) on the Waldorf-forum, you'd 

ofcourse know the story behind

> all of this.

Actually i am not, so thank you for enlighten me.
:)

> This guy was originally trying to promote this 'home-brew' as a 

VSTi-version of the mighty

> Waldorf Q. Yeah it's yellow :-) Well, the Waldorf guys weren't too 

happy about it.

LOL...i bet they are not.

> I guess I could be a nice VSTi. So i'm not saying it's bad or 

something. I even might check it

> out, since it's not that expensive.

Hm...as far as i checked the site...it will be for free...right? :))

And i am sure even if he takes a few Euro, it will be still cheaper 
than getting a real Qow...
| 3660|3650|2002-01-06 16:26:47|flesk_bruno|Re: Studio Setup|
Yup, you're right. I just checked the specs on the Notepad mixer. All 
channels have a fx send which in turn can be connected to the PC line-
in.

Anyway they say it has 80db signal to noise ratio. I thought it would 
be better, but hey, it's a analog mixer which costs around $100.

--- In RS7000@y..., Cozko wrote:
> Forgot to mention: if you want to send stereo signals, which I 
think you do, you either need one
> stereo send or two mono. So check the specifications on the little 
beast :-)

| 3661|3657|2002-01-06 16:37:42|Cozko|Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In|

> > Waldorf Q. Yeah it's yellow :-) Well, the Waldorf guys weren't too
> happy about it.
>
> LOL...i bet they are not.

http://tkplugins.free.fr/
http://www.design-box.de/html/about/news.html
http://tkplugins.free.fr/


Who could blame them :-P

> > out, since it's not that expensive.
> Hm...as far as i checked the site...it will be for free...right? :))

$15. Slightly over 15.

> And i am sure even if he takes a few Euro, it will be still cheaper
> than getting a real Qow...

Hast du absolut recht!
| 3662|3650|2002-01-06 17:31:09|flesk_bruno|Re: Studio Setup|
I took a better look at the specs from Spirit Notepad and the FX send 
is mono, not stereo.

Anyone knows a mixer in the $100 range with the Aux Bus in Stereo?
| 3663|3663|2002-01-06 17:59:02|faithmass7|a review i wrote for dancetech.com|
My goodness. This shouldn't be legal... the Yamaha RS7000!!! 

Lets say you have 5 drum loops that comprise your song. If you wanted 
to change the speed of the loops you can pitch them, recycle them, 
acidize them, whatever. 

Normally the best way to do it is recycle/wavesurgeon/hand cutting 
your breaks up. 

Well I do this with Wavesurgeon and it works very well. 

In using my RS7000 I finally got around to using its built 
in 'Recycle' feature and HOLY CRAP its stinkin fast and amazing. 

You simply select the loop you want to chop, dial in a few settings 
to see how you like it and it chops it for you, generates midi, *and* 
assigns it to a track for you so you can instantly start using the 
loop in your tune. 

Fast fast fast! 

Apparently the Yamaha not only breaks it up into the individual hits, 
but records up to 50% of the wave after or reverses it or something 
so was able to take a 130 loop from 90 to 190 or more without any 
gapping or weirdness. 

I knew it had this feature but when you can do it that quickly and in 
such a usable fashion... wow! 

Ok next up the midi capabilities of the RS7000... 

After using Cakewalk from version 3.0 up to Sonar, I am very familiar 
with midi applications and using them. 

I *never* thought I would be saying this but the hardware sequencer 
on the RS7000 is more capable and faster to use (in most respects) to 
sonar or Cubase or any midi sequencer. What's more each midi part 
gets stored off into little 'phrases' that you can use with any sound 
set. 

Amazing. 

The groove feature is also nice. You can just (for instance) record 
in your 16th note high hats straight quantized at a velocity of 100. 

Then by pushing a few keys (ala Roland 909 programming) you tell each 
time part (beat 1, beat 2, 16ths etc) if you want it to happen early 
or late or if you want different velocities on different parts or to 
pitch down on the second beat for some snare variation etc. 

It really shines in how quickly you can get it done with the 909 
style sequencing. 

You can also use midi delay, time compress/expand (of midi), 
velocity, swing, time offset and more non destructively and with real 
knobs to twist to get it done! 

Whew... 

So what about the user interface? 



This is one of those things you don't think about until you want to 
try live stuff out. I sure didn't but the Yamaha folks did. 

First off, the only real stuff out there that you can play live with 
is hardware sequencers. I suppose you could do it soft but either way 
most folks end up using a Roland groove product or an Akai mpc 
triggering their synths. 

Well Yamaha took the best from both of those units. 

The unit is divided up into 16 tracks and each track can trigger the 
internal sampler, an external midi kit, or the internal tone 
generator. Lets just ignore the internal tone generator because it's 
pretty much a 'groove toy'. I would say if you are happy with the 
sound of the cs1x, then go ahead and use it. The major, major 
exception is the drums (more on that later). 

So if look at the layout, you can mute and unmute each of the 16 
tracks by a simple button press. If you need to mute or unmute more 
than you have fingers or care to try live, there are 5 mute memories 
so you can push one button to the same effect. 

The sequencer works on the idea of songs being made up of sections... 
intro, chorus, verse, chorus so you get 16 sections, 9 of which are 
right on the panel with dedicated buttons. 

So at this point, while live you have the opportunity to mute/unmute 
tracks and jump to various sections. 

Each section can hold different things... for instance track 9 might 
be one sample-based track in one section but a variation in another. 
There are no rules, you get to load the 16 tracks with whatever 
samples and midi you like. 

So lets look at a track... what can you do with a track? Unlike the 
Roland, which has tons of knobs but only for the internal engine, the 
Yamaha has tons of knobs which work on the sampler as well (which in 
my mind puts it light-years above the Akai mpc line) 

So lets get some drums filtering, ala disco house or something. You 
could sit there an run the filter up and down, but if you are busy 
playing instruments, you might want to just set the filter to 
LFO.... :-) each track gets an LFO for volume, pitch and filter. You 
get all the usual LFO shapes as well as a user LFO that you can draw 
in anyway you like. 

Sometimes one track at a time isn't enough. What if you want to 
filter all your drums out but leave the synths playing for some kind 
of live breakdown? 

Yamaha recommends (at least in their demo songs) putting only rhythm 
on tracks 1-8 and music/basses etc on tracks 9-16. The more I use the 
instrument this way, the more I like it. 

If you do this you can select the first half, second half or even all 
the tracks and do filter sweeps!!!! It sounds very cool. 

Ok what happens if you get to fiddling and twisting those knobs so 
much that you have an unrecognizable boring song? Well you also 
have 'scene' memories that function like the mute memories except you 
recall every single knob position. So if you twist yourself into a 
corner, jump back up with these scenes and get the floor hopping. 

Dedicated knobs for the effects means you could do something like 
break a track down to acapella and then run the delay up to feedback 
and then back off quickly and jump back into the track or something. 

Knobs are wonderful! :-) 

The RS7000 also has a large display... its the same one found in the 
Yamaha O1V if you are familiar with that. 

All the menus you would use while making a song (versus playing it 
live) are simple and become second nature after playing with the unit 
a very small time. You won't even think about what you are doing, it 
will just happen. Its laid out that well! 

So what about the effects and stuff? 

Well each of the 16 tracks has its own EQ. this can be configured as 
2 band parametric or simpler high/low types etc. The sound quality is 



great and probably stolen again from the Yamaha O1V mixer. 

The effects are absolutely brilliant and come with the unit (unlike 
the mpc line, which has a $500 upgrade for effects, or the Rolands 
which have poor effects onboard IMHO) 

The effects are the same ones that come in the a4000/5000 samplers 
and you get 3 units to play with. One is always for reverb; another 
is always for delays (midi synced of course if you like) and 
chorus/flanger effects. The third effects unit is freely assignable 
and has everything from insane to the already mentioned 
reverbs/delays. 

There is a master effects unit as well. This one is strapped on the 
master stereo outs right before a very tasty 4 band parametric EQ 
(again snagged from the Yamaha O1V) 

These master effects are eight different effects (also available in 
the other unit) that you can tweak on the fly and punch in and out 
with a button. Also you can assign any of the parameters of the 
effect to 4 knobs, which makes for great DJ happy fun time. 

As an example: let your break play and then the last beat punch in 
the lo-fi effect, then come back out of it on the next beat. 

Or with an acapella, you could use the BPM synced 'slicer' function 
to trance up the whole mix on the fly. 

The multiband compressor is also available, and I suspect many people 
will leave this in the entire time, as it is pretty much like running 
your stuff thru a volume maximizer found in software. No need for 
outboard finalizers and such if you don't want them. I found the 
quality of this compressor to behave very well when you leave the 
various bands at a setting of zero. It favorably compares to the 
waves c4 preset called 'opto mastering' if you leave it flat. When 
you start boosting the low mid and high parameters you end up getting 
a more nasty 'sounds like its on radio' sound (which can be good or 
bad but can certainly be overdone) 

Filters are also important. As a former Akai owner, I have to say 
that as much as I love Akai filters, I love the filters on the Yamaha 
samplers more. You get the usual compliment low pass (24/18/12), band 
pass, high pass, notch and of course you can switch it right form a 
button on the front panel, no menus :-) cutoff, envelope, and 
resonance knobs are dedicated as well. With the EQ, effects, filters, 
and multi compressor, there is no reason someone cannot get an 
insanely pro level mix off this unit. All of the effects are equal to 
or better than the waves range of plug-ins, with the exception of the 
reverbs (which are still nice). So tweak away! 

What about sampling? 

Well of course I already touched on the beat-chopping facilities 
available on the RS7000... 

With the Yamaha O1V sized display, all the usual features needed in 
sampling are readily available. You can normalize, change bit-rates, 
convert stereo to mono, set loop points etc in a very quick fashion. 

You can assign samples to individual keys in a drum kit mode, or you 
can use a single sample and have it play pitched. The RS7000 will 
generate the midi for you if you just want a loop to loop or if you 
slice out a loop in the 'recycle' feature. 

When the manual said 256 samples total in memory at one time, I 
became concerned. Well after reading some of the newsgroups (the best 
one is http://www.rs7k.org ) I found out you get 256 sample 
*voices*... so a drum kit with 32 stereo voices (the max number, or 
64 mono if you like) counts as one voice. 

You can of course digitally resample anything you do in the box to 
free up effects units or bounce tracks. 

The inputs are 20-bit a/d and the outputs are 24-bit d/a so it sounds 
very clean and accurate when you grab external sources. 

One weird quirk is that while you have 256 sample voice slots, it is 
divided into 'common' slots (128) and song slots (128 as well) 

If you put sample kits and sounds in the common area, you can use 
them in any song. If you put them in the song slots, they are only 

http://www.rs7k.org/


available for that song. 

Overall, the RS7000 is a quick and effective sampler with great 
editing functions and a full size display. Not as fast as Soundforge 
or Wavelab, but not bad at all for a hardware unit, one of the nicest 
I have seen in fact. 

Odds and ends... 

As I mentioned previously, the onboard synth engine is mediocre and 
compares well to the cs1x synths. Don't use it if you have other gear 
that sounds better. In addition, if you use the internal synth a lot, 
you may have awkward pauses in-between songs instead of a rock solid 
beat. This is not the case of course with the internal sampler and 
any external gear you use (apparently someone Yamaha did some magic 
so the sampler wouldn't burp) 

The drums are another story! Wow. As an owner of Dance Mega Drums 2 
(the best drum hit cd I have heard) I think that all of the drum 
samples in this thing are very good. Just about all the staple drum 
boxes are well represented as well as tons of off the record breaks 
chopped up and sound effects. This is not the same sample set as on 
the rm1x.... nice, nice drums. 

The unit has built in SCSI but as a matter of preference I like using 
the built in smartmedia reader... basically buy some smartmedia disks 
and a usb smart media reader for your pc and you are set to go. 
Transfer samples, back up your sets/songs, have a blast. You can even 
export internal format samples back to wave for use in the computer 
again. It's a very nice replacement for the floppies and zip drives. 

When you use only the smart media instead of the SCSI, you actually 
have a sampler with NO MOVING PARTS.... no floppies, no hard drives, 
nothing to wear out and break down except of course for the knobs, 
which are exceptionally sturdy and should stand the test of time. The 
build of the box in general feels very solid. 

You can run external gear thru the inputs of the RS7000 as well... so 
if you only had one synth and the RS7000 you wouldn't necessarily 
need a mixer... just run it thru the delays and multiband compressor 
on the RS7000 and feed the stereo outs to the house PA. 

Speaking of the stereo outs, I think that this unit has a nice fat 
low end and very warm highs. I like the sound of the outputs so much 
that I won't even bother buying the optional output expander (6 outs, 
spdif, optical) because I want to record the sound of the outs when I 
make my final mix downs in Soundforge... they really do sound great, 
better even than the a4000/5000 series and it has better converters 
(to my ears) than the Yamaha O1V desks have. 

You also get a headphone jack and foot pedal switch which can jump 
thru parts, tracks etc. 

I never really mentioned how you play in your beats/tunes to the 
sequencer. Basically you have the Roland style option of playing the 
mute/section buttons like a piano, or the grid mode (like a 909 or 
Fruityloops where you click on LED's to make the note sound), or you 
can use the two velocity sensitive pads ala Akai mpc samplers... the 
best of both worlds really. 

All of this is coming from a guy who loves his Sonar, Reaktor, 
Battery, Waves plug-ins and, well you get the idea :-) 

I never thought I would find a single hardware unit that would meet 
my needs for studio composing and live work, but I have! At the end 
of my usual day sitting in front of a computer, it's nice to not look 
at a screen any longer. I obviously will still use the snot out of 
Reaktor, my plug-ins and Battery but when it comes time to arrange I 
think I will turn the computer off from now on. 

These random RS7000 thoughts brought to you by Jamey Wright who 
produces progressive house and breaks under several different names.
| 3664|3664|2002-01-06 18:16:23|mediaworksus|Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks????|
Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks????

Is this true? Is there a way around this? Am I missing something?

Cheers!

Rob
| 3665|3664|2002-01-06 19:13:50|faithmass7|Re: Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks??|



certainly not if you use the sampler... i think the internal tone 
generator maybe?

really its best to set it up with your drums on 1-8 and your music on 
9-16 as you will see with the demo songs.

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
> Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks????
> 
> Is this true? Is there a way around this? Am I missing something?
> 
> Cheers!
> 
> Rob

| 3666|3666|2002-01-06 19:40:55|choinsta1|Have a little BPM request!!!|
does anybody agree or used the Rs in this way ???? but i ve been 
jamming with lots of crew lately....on the rs of course and at 
different bpms. thats great but as i have programmed some scene 
memory at a certain bpm.. when i go to a scene that bpm kiks in and 
the jam is over if i was not at that bpm ....weird way to describe it 
but do you get me.....???

What my point is , is that having bpm a part of the scene memory 
sucks %$#%#&%^!!! 

you dont need to have scenes with any bpm and should be a ble to use 
it at any tempo!!!!

Rob or anyone is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing 
the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????

has anyone encountered this silly problem.....

thanks (can't jam in other bpm and lose scene memory or else bpm 
jumps)

Ivan
| 3667|3664|2002-01-06 19:43:21|choinsta1|Re: Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks??|
no guys .
you can have 16 channels of drums or 16 channels of synth and 
effects. You just have to program yourself on the channels and not 
use preset phrases!!

choinsta 

--- In RS7000@y..., "faithmass7" wrote:
> certainly not if you use the sampler... i think the internal tone 
> generator maybe?
> 
> really its best to set it up with your drums on 1-8 and your music 
on 
> 9-16 as you will see with the demo songs.
> 
> jamey
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
> > Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks????
> > 
> > Is this true? Is there a way around this? Am I missing something?
> > 
> > Cheers!
> > 
> > Rob

| 3668|3668|2002-01-06 23:43:56|mediaworksus|RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
Hi, All!

I am looking to buy either an RS7000 or an MP7/XL7. This user group 
has some great informative message and it has been a big help. But I 
still need more info before deciding. I have some questions on the 
RS7000. I would appreciate any guidance offered! If you only know 
some of the information, you don't need to answer all the questions!
Thanks! - Rob

1. The manual describes voice editing as not being saved as a
user voice but instead as a part of a complete "style" setting.



Is this correct? Is this a problem? I am used to Korg/Emu where
you have user banks of voices and you can create your own and
save them for use many different projects.

2. Maybe, could someone clarify the terms songs, styles, sections, 
patterns and phrases. I will try to define them (without as little
mutation as possible), you can correct as needed. I haven't seen this 
terminology before and find it confusing. 

Phrases - These are each track in a section, up to 16 per section. 
How many midi channels can be used on a track? 1? Is there a limit to 
the number of measures that a phrase can be created?

Section - collection of 16 tracks (or 16 phrases). 16 sections can be 
created to build a style? 

Style - Collection contains up to 16 sections.

Patterns - generic term to describe sections and styles?

Songs - ? Can this contain mixtures of styles and sections?

3. USER DATA? Where does it get saved? Is no user data saved inside
the RS7000 when powered down? What if any user data is saved 
internally? Must you use a smartmedia or scsi drive? Is there any 
good documentation describing how much useful information a 
smartmedia card will hold? Any personal experience?

4. I have never used a sampler before and don't have a feel for how 
powerful this feature is in the rs7000. The Akai MPC2000XL can be 
upgraded to 32MB of RAM. The RS7000 can be ugraded to 64MB. This 
would imply to me that the rs might be a more powerful unit just 
comparing the samplers (not considering the synth-like stuff and the 
sequencer). Or is off base? Would a seperate sampler offer something 
significantly more than what this unit can do? Can someone provide 
insight on this? Are both machine samplers intended to be only used 
for drums/rythm or other short samples along side other instruments 
and not as stand along instruments?

5. Does the sampler playback follow the same path as preset voices 
allowing them to be effected individually on their own tracks 
entering the mixer section?

6. How is the polyphony treating you so far? 62 seems like it could 
run out quickly if you aren't "resourceful"? Any thoughts?

That's all I have for now! Thanks in advance! Cheers! - Rob
| 3669|3664|2002-01-07 01:17:41|tomfinegan|Re: Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:

> Sequencer limited to 8 perc/drum tracks & 8 instrument tracks????
> 
> Is this true? Is there a way around this? Am I missing something?

Yup, you miss something. This is just Yamaha RECOMMEND doing it. It 
doesn´t mean you can´t use those tracks for different purposes.

Tom
| 3671|3668|2002-01-07 01:49:49|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:

> 1. The manual describes voice editing as not being saved as a
> user voice but instead as a part of a complete "style" setting.
> Is this correct? Is this a problem? 

It works fine for me, for other people it might be a problem. The 
advantage IMHO is that you don´t have to worry about..."hmmmm...which 
sounds did i used for that style...i don´t remember". In this sense 
the approach of Yamaha to save the voice WITH a Style is easier to 
handle. Otherwise you might not like that. Depends on your style of 
working.

> 
> 2. Maybe, could someone clarify the terms songs, styles, sections, 
> patterns and phrases. 
> How many midi channels can be used on a track? 1? Is there a limit 

to 



> the number of measures that a phrase can be created?

A track is assigned to one MIDI channel. The phrases can be up to 999 
measures long...IIRC...:)

You understood most of the terms correctly, except the patterns...:

> Patterns - generic term to describe sections and styles?

No, Pattern is confusingly mixed used by Yamaha. In other words 
Pattern=Style.

> Songs - ? Can this contain mixtures of styles and sections?

Yes and no. You can sequence in song-mode without using phrases, 
sections, style. Or you go from pattern(style)mode into pattern-chain 
(Yamaha should have called it Style-chain or something else 
confusing), row your styles and sections and then convert those into 
a song in song-mode. Now you have the sequences and tracks without 
styles and sections, just the raw MIDI-Data. Don´t ask me further 
about this, i havent´used pattern chain or song-mode so far.

> 3. USER DATA? Where does it get saved? 

Like with all other sampler or hardware-sequencer, you can save on 
the built in SmartMedia Drive (takes up to 128MB Cards) or use a ZIP 
or 2GB-Jaz drive on the built-in SCSI-interface. For other media see 
the soon coming FAQ.
Oh and btw. the SCSI-transfer rate on the RS is much faster than on 
the Ax000/EX5 Sampler.

> 4. I have never used a sampler before and don't have a feel for how 
> powerful this feature is in the rs7000. The Akai MPC2000XL can be 
> upgraded to 32MB of RAM. The RS7000 can be ugraded to 64MB. This 
> would imply to me that the rs might be a more powerful unit just 
> comparing the samplers (not considering the synth-like stuff and 

the 

> sequencer). Or is off base? Would a seperate sampler offer 

something 

> significantly more than what this unit can do? Can someone provide 
> insight on this? Are both machine samplers intended to be only used 
> for drums/rythm or other short samples along side other instruments 
> and not as stand along instruments?

PLEASE don´t compare the RS with a MPC! The MPC is a DRUMSAMPLER-
/MACHINE. The RS is a full Music Production Workstation, like a 
Triton LE.
The sample-unit inside the RS is limited by a few things, like no 
multi-layer samples (so no velocity-switching samples possible) it 
can not read Akai programs or banks, but it CAN read Akai sample-
format and you can´t play the RS while resampling. A sampler like a 
A5000 offers more sample-ram (128MB) more polyphony (128), more 
filter-models, but also lacks of some of the RS-sampling features 
like the wonderfull realtime Loop-Remix, or the powerfull sequencer, 
the 27 free assignable knobs etc. 
If the RS will be your first sampler, you will be fine. For further 
needs you won´t get around buying another sampler.

> 5. Does the sampler playback follow the same path as preset voices 
> allowing them to be effected individually on their own tracks 
> entering the mixer section?

I don´t understand this question, but if you ask, if the synthesis 
engine of the RS can be fully used on your samples, the answer is 
yes. And yes it takes the same path as TG-voices.

> 
> 6. How is the polyphony treating you so far? 62 seems like it could 
> run out quickly if you aren't "resourceful"? Any thoughts?

62 for using internal voices, 124 for external gear. If you aren´t 
resourceful, like using a lot of MIDI-delay of course you enter very 



quickly the limits of the sequencer, otherwise i didn´t read any 
complaints about the polyphony.

Tom
| 3673|733|2002-01-07 03:02:06|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, January 7, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3674|3653|2002-01-07 04:53:31|Ian Vine|Re: Smart Media readers?|
I use a SmartMedia reader/writer I bought from a camera shop here in the UK (www.jessops.co.uk) for �27 about �43 (first time
I've used �). Works no problems. Using Windows it appears as a removable drive. I've used it under win98 and win2000.IanV---
dannie7000 wrote:
---------------------------------
There doesn't seem to be many stores that have them, at least not in 
Sweden. 
But some camera dealers in Sweden have them.
What I want to know is if ANY Smartmedia reader will do or if they 
come with their different drivers (making a reader for photographs 
useless with the RS since it doesn't read Audio)

Well I could be skating on thin ice here but since my RS is due to 
come in a few weeks I'm a little curious. 

(Gonna make fat beats you know, can't be wrestling with problems when 
IT drops ;)

Dannie
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| 3675|3653|2002-01-07 08:07:12|tompaulsen2002|OT: New iMac|
http://www.macgeneration.com/mgnews/categories/actualite/upload/imac2_
scan.jpg
http://www.macgeneration.com/mgnews/categories/actualite/upload/imac2_
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| 3676|3676|2002-01-07 09:24:34|rs7000forsale|RS7000 for sale (UK)|
Hi to all the RS7k headz out there. Alas, I have to sell my RS (just 
4.5 months young) due to the arrival of a baby.
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Perfect condition. Boxed. Manuals. 

Very reluctant sale

Best offer over £749 (cost £1100). Email offers asap to 
holder_derek@hotmail.com
| 3677|3668|2002-01-07 09:36:09|mediaworksus|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
Hi, Tom!

Thanks for clearing things up for me! This helped!
Yeah, you interpreted the sampler voice path question
as I tried to convey it. 

I have a question on the below answer. How does the RS7000 provide 
124 polyphony external? Are there 124 midi channels leaving the box 
or something? OH!?! Is this 2xMidi-outs @ 32 channels per each midi 
out + the 62 internal? No, that would be 126?

Cheers!

- Rob

> > 6. How is the polyphony treating you so far? 62 seems like it 

could 

> > run out quickly if you aren't "resourceful"? Any thoughts?
> 62 for using internal voices, 124 for external gear. If you aren´t 
> resourceful, like using a lot of MIDI-delay of course you enter 

very 

> quickly the limits of the sequencer, otherwise i didn´t read any 
> complaints about the polyphony.

- Rob

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
> 
> > 1. The manual describes voice editing as not being saved as a
> > user voice but instead as a part of a complete "style" setting.
> > Is this correct? Is this a problem? 
> 
> It works fine for me, for other people it might be a problem. The 
> advantage IMHO is that you don´t have to worry 
about..."hmmmm...which 
> sounds did i used for that style...i don´t remember". In this sense 
> the approach of Yamaha to save the voice WITH a Style is easier to 
> handle. Otherwise you might not like that. Depends on your style of 
> working.
> 
> > 
> > 2. Maybe, could someone clarify the terms songs, styles, 
sections, 
> > patterns and phrases. 
> > How many midi channels can be used on a track? 1? Is there a 
limit 
> to 
> > the number of measures that a phrase can be created?
> 
> A track is assigned to one MIDI channel. The phrases can be up to 
999 
> measures long...IIRC...:)
> 
> You understood most of the terms correctly, except the patterns...:
> > Patterns - generic term to describe sections and styles?
> No, Pattern is confusingly mixed used by Yamaha. In other words 
> Pattern=Style.
> 
> > Songs - ? Can this contain mixtures of styles and sections?
> Yes and no. You can sequence in song-mode without using phrases, 
> sections, style. Or you go from pattern(style)mode into pattern-
chain 
> (Yamaha should have called it Style-chain or something else 
> confusing), row your styles and sections and then convert those 
into 
> a song in song-mode. Now you have the sequences and tracks without 
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> styles and sections, just the raw MIDI-Data. Don´t ask me further 
> about this, i havent´used pattern chain or song-mode so far.
> 
> > 3. USER DATA? Where does it get saved? 
> Like with all other sampler or hardware-sequencer, you can save on 
> the built in SmartMedia Drive (takes up to 128MB Cards) or use a 
ZIP 
> or 2GB-Jaz drive on the built-in SCSI-interface. For other media 
see 
> the soon coming FAQ.
> Oh and btw. the SCSI-transfer rate on the RS is much faster than on 
> the Ax000/EX5 Sampler.
> 
> > 4. I have never used a sampler before and don't have a feel for 
how 
> > powerful this feature is in the rs7000. The Akai MPC2000XL can be 
> > upgraded to 32MB of RAM. The RS7000 can be ugraded to 64MB. This 
> > would imply to me that the rs might be a more powerful unit just 
> > comparing the samplers (not considering the synth-like stuff and 
> the 
> > sequencer). Or is off base? Would a seperate sampler offer 
> something 
> > significantly more than what this unit can do? Can someone 
provide 
> > insight on this? Are both machine samplers intended to be only 
used 
> > for drums/rythm or other short samples along side other 
instruments 
> > and not as stand along instruments?
> PLEASE don´t compare the RS with a MPC! The MPC is a DRUMSAMPLER-
> /MACHINE. The RS is a full Music Production Workstation, like a 
> Triton LE.
> The sample-unit inside the RS is limited by a few things, like no 
> multi-layer samples (so no velocity-switching samples possible) it 
> can not read Akai programs or banks, but it CAN read Akai sample-
> format and you can´t play the RS while resampling. A sampler like a 
> A5000 offers more sample-ram (128MB) more polyphony (128), more 
> filter-models, but also lacks of some of the RS-sampling features 
> like the wonderfull realtime Loop-Remix, or the powerfull 
sequencer, 
> the 27 free assignable knobs etc. 
> If the RS will be your first sampler, you will be fine. For further 
> needs you won´t get around buying another sampler.
> 
> 
> > 5. Does the sampler playback follow the same path as preset 
voices 
> > allowing them to be effected individually on their own tracks 
> > entering the mixer section?
> I don´t understand this question, but if you ask, if the synthesis 
> engine of the RS can be fully used on your samples, the answer is 
> yes. And yes it takes the same path as TG-voices.
> 
> > 
> > 6. How is the polyphony treating you so far? 62 seems like it 
could 
> > run out quickly if you aren't "resourceful"? Any thoughts?
> 62 for using internal voices, 124 for external gear. If you aren´t 
> resourceful, like using a lot of MIDI-delay of course you enter 
very 
> quickly the limits of the sequencer, otherwise i didn´t read any 
> complaints about the polyphony.
> 
> Tom

| 3678|3678|2002-01-07 09:42:38|mediaworksus|Layering voices on one track?|
Hi, All!

Is there a way to have more than on voice played on a track at a 
time? Like combining a piano and some strings? If so, how many can be 
put on the same track? If not, is there a simply way to copy the 
track's midi information to another track and then simply change the 
voice? 

Cheers!

- Rob
| 3679|3653|2002-01-07 10:42:45|jeffdaddy2000|Re: Smart Media readers?|
Dannie,
You can use almost any smartmedia reader however, if your using a 
smart card thats larger than 64mb you'll have to get an updated 



driver. I use my smartreader with no problem with my 32mb card but 
when I bought one thats 128, it wouldn't see the card at all. I went 
to the website (sandisk.com for mine)aand it explained the problem 
with the need for drivers for larger cards.
Hope this helps
Jeff
| 3680|3680|2002-01-07 10:56:09|jeffdaddy2000|Re: locking sampled drum loops to sequences.|
I can't remember who was asking but here's a way to lock samples to 
sequences in real time. 

1. make a beat that is the same length as your loop. *ie 1 bar 
sequence for a 1 bar loop.*

2. play the loop you want to use with the sequence. Is it too slow 
or too fast?

****Important part*****

3. turn the pitch bend knob. (which is just to the right of the LCD 
under LFO speed knob and to the left of the Portamento time knob.) 

4. fine tune the pitch of the sample until is as close as possible. 
you can also change the tempo of the sequence slightly if needed. 
You can change sequence tempo by as little as 00.1

If this isn't clear email me directly.

I finally figured out how to use this thing. I also have an Sp1200, 
Tr909 and an ASR-x so if anyone would like me to related the use of 
the RS to any of those I can
Jeff
| 3681|3653|2002-01-07 11:15:43|dannie7000|Re: Smart Media readers?|
Since yesterday I have done some research on the subject and 
according to Yamaha Scandinavia we can use any Smartmedia reader
AS long as it uses cards with 3.3V. If it does then it shall work.
Great!

Hope this helps anyone with the same thoughts.

Dannie

(Thanks anyway guys)
| 3682|3657|2002-01-07 11:44:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In|
On Monday 07 January 2002 00:14, Cozko wrote:

> > http://tkplugins.free.fr/
> >
> > The screenshot of that Cue Plug-In (sic!) thing looks already very
> > nice...i miss the red nose...:)))
>
> If you are like me (and...Robert?) on the Waldorf-forum, you'd ofcourse
> know the story behind all of this.
> This guy was originally trying to promote this 'home-brew' as a
> VSTi-version of the mighty Waldorf Q. Yeah it's yellow :-) Well, the
> Waldorf guys weren't too happy about it. I guess I could be a nice VSTi. So
> i'm not saying it's bad or something. I even might check it out, since it's
> not that expensive.

So he changed the name into Cue? Hehe, I followed the thread on the Waldorf 
site indeed. Joerg, the Waldorf guy wasn't pleased when he discovered the 
plugin. ;)

- Robert
| 3683|3663|2002-01-07 11:46:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a review i wrote for dancetech.com|
Thanks, will be added to the next release of the FAQ.
- Robert
| 3684|3666|2002-01-07 11:52:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Monday 07 January 2002 03:40, choinsta1 wrote:

> does anybody agree or used the Rs in this way ???? but i ve been
> jamming with lots of crew lately....on the rs of course and at
> different bpms. thats great but as i have programmed some scene
> memory at a certain bpm.. when i go to a scene that bpm kiks in and
> the jam is over if i was not at that bpm ....weird way to describe it
> but do you get me.....???
>
> What my point is , is that having bpm a part of the scene memory
> sucks %$#%#&%^!!!
>
> you dont need to have scenes with any bpm and should be a ble to use

http://tkplugins.free.fr/


> it at any tempo!!!!
>
> Rob or anyone is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
> the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????

Nasty problem, I agree. I tried the Pattern BPM Hold option in Utitlities, 
but it didn't work for scene changes.

The only workaround I can think of is to slave the RS to an external MIDI 
clock signal that dictates the tempo. This would probably ignore the tempo 
stored with the scene, when it is selected. Didn't test it though.

- Robert
| 3685|3668|2002-01-07 12:02:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
On Monday 07 January 2002 07:43, mediaworksus wrote:

> Phrases - These are each track in a section, up to 16 per section.
> How many midi channels can be used on a track? 1? Is there a limit to
> the number of measures that a phrase can be created?

A phrase is a data container for MIDI events, like the 'parts' used in Cubase 
or the 'sequences' used in Logic: these rectangular thingies you move around 
over the tracks. So a track holds a phrase, and a phrase holds the midi 
events. 

The midi data contained in a phrase is de-channelized, that is, it does not 
contain the midi channel information. The midi channel the MIDI data 
contained in the phrase is sent to, is defined in the Setup page as a 
property of the track. So only one midi channel can be addressed per track 
(but on two different midi outputs).

A phrase can be no longer than 256 measures, afaik. A Pattern track also has 
a max length of 256 measures. A song track can be 999 measures long.

> Patterns - generic term to describe sections and styles?

A pattern is identical to a section. Pattern == section.

- Robert
| 3686|3678|2002-01-07 12:06:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Layering voices on one track?|
On Monday 07 January 2002 17:42, mediaworksus wrote:

> Hi, All!
>
> Is there a way to have more than on voice played on a track at a
> time? Like combining a piano and some strings? 

Nope, not with the pitched voices from RS's internal TG at least.
A track transmits on one midi channel. Per track 1 voice can be selected, 
whichever way. So layering is not possible this way. You could however use a 
Kit sample voice, store a number of different samples in this kit and trigger 
them simultaneously from the same track.

> If not, is there a simply way to copy the
> track's midi information to another track and then simply change the
> voice?

Yes, by simply using the same phrase on another track!
Or by copying the phrase to another phrase and use the copy on another track.

- Robert
| 3687|3668|2002-01-07 13:08:12|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:

> Hi, Tom!
> 
> Thanks for clearing things up for me! This helped!

Good! You´re welcome!

> I have a question on the below answer. How does the RS7000 provide 
> 124 polyphony external? Are there 124 midi channels leaving the box 
> or something? OH!?! Is this 2xMidi-outs @ 32 channels per each midi 
> out + the 62 internal? No, that would be 126?



No, Polyphony is not equal MIDI-channels. Polyphony is the actual 
number of voices the RS can produce at one time. This has nothing to 
do with MIDI-channels. Actually you have only 16 MIDI-channels but 
you can split those and assign 3 to the internal TG, 5 to MIDI-out A 
and 8 to MIDI-out B, I´ve heard (never tried it for myself that you 
can also split the keyboard on one MIDI-channel so that from C-0 to 
B#1 they send on MIDI channel 3 to port A and from C-2 to F-3 on MIDI-
channel 3 to port B.) Hope it makes sense... 

Take care!

Tom
| 3688|1220|2002-01-07 13:19:05|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 FAQ/rs7k-faq.html 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RS7000 FAQ html-format 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 3689|1220|2002-01-07 13:21:34|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 FAQ/rs7k-faq.pdf 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RS7000 FAQ in .pdf format 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 3690|1220|2002-01-07 13:23:59|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 FAQ/rs7k-faq.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : Both files zipped 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 3691|1220|2002-01-07 13:27:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,
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http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
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This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 FAQ/rs7000_tips.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : Yamaha Tips for Slice, Mode and Phrasecopy 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7000_tips.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 3692|3668|2002-01-07 13:33:19|mediaworksus|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
Well, the MIDI channels make sense now. But I still don't understand 
how there can be 124 polyphony external? What is external generating 
the tones? Confused?

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
> > Hi, Tom!
> > 
> > Thanks for clearing things up for me! This helped!
> Good! You´re welcome!
> 
> > I have a question on the below answer. How does the RS7000 
provide 
> > 124 polyphony external? Are there 124 midi channels leaving the 
box 
> > or something? OH!?! Is this 2xMidi-outs @ 32 channels per each 
midi 
> > out + the 62 internal? No, that would be 126?
> No, Polyphony is not equal MIDI-channels. Polyphony is the actual 
> number of voices the RS can produce at one time. This has nothing 
to 
> do with MIDI-channels. Actually you have only 16 MIDI-channels but 
> you can split those and assign 3 to the internal TG, 5 to MIDI-out 
A 
> and 8 to MIDI-out B, I´ve heard (never tried it for myself that you 
> can also split the keyboard on one MIDI-channel so that from C-0 to 
> B#1 they send on MIDI channel 3 to port A and from C-2 to F-3 on 
MIDI-
> channel 3 to port B.) Hope it makes sense... 
> 
> Take care!
> 
> Tom

| 3693|3668|2002-01-07 13:57:05|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:

> Well, the MIDI channels make sense now. But I still don't 

understand 

> how there can be 124 polyphony external? What is external 

generating 

> the tones? Confused?

Well let me quote the BRANDNEW rs7000-FAQ, which you can download 
here: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
faq.html

7.5 Does using the RS to control external gear affect polyphony ? 
The polyphony of the RS is the maximum number of notes the machine 
can play at one time. The RS has a maximum sequencer polyphony of 124 
notes and a maximum tone generator polyphony of 62 notes. If you are 
controlling external midi gear then the RS's tone generator is not 
playing the note, so it will only be using the polyphony of the 
sequencer (124), and not the tone generator. 

Hope this clears the confusion...

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
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...and don´t forget we are all just confused creatures...

--Tom ;)
| 3694|3694|2002-01-07 14:08:04|tomfinegan|RS7000 FAQ v.0.5 now ready for download|
So i guess you already noticed it...the FAQ v0.5 is now upload to the 
groups filesection. 
Thanks to everybody who contributed to this FAQ by learning the RS 
and answering questions here. 
And a special big THANK YOU to Robert van der Kamp (the old Scully ;) 
for doing the work and going through all 3500+ messages again to find 
any kind of usefull information for this FAQ and finally putting it 
all together in this two files. May the schwarts be with you, pal!

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

--Tom (aka Mulder the partner of Scully...the list moderator)

p.s. For further questions, corrections or suggestions, feel free to 
mail us. Thank you!
| 3695|3668|2002-01-07 14:12:14|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

>The RS has a maximum sequencer polyphony of 124 
> notes and a maximum tone generator polyphony of 62 notes. If you 

are 

> controlling external midi gear then the RS's tone generator is not 
> playing the note, so it will only be using the polyphony of the 
> sequencer (124), and not the tone generator. 

Oh and by the way...a RS voice can consists out of one or two layer. 
If two layer, it takes 2 away from the polyphony. In other words, you 
have a sequencer polyphony of 124, because the external gear doesn´t 
use any RS-TG layered voices that might reduce the polyphony. Am i 
right? 

Correct me if i am wrong.

Tom
| 3696|3696|2002-01-07 14:21:04|fluentside|Can I put down 16 tracks to ProLogic through SCSI to Mac |
Hey ya' bout to lay down some tracks with my RS7K on a Friends G4, and 
was wondering if I can split the 16 tracks down for individual track 
mastering?
is SCSI fine or is something else needed? different software?

Fluentside NZ'
| 3697|3696|2002-01-07 14:36:48|tomfinegan|Re: Can I put down 16 tracks to ProLogic through SCSI to Mac|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fluentside" wrote:

> Hey ya' bout to lay down some tracks with my RS7K on a Friends G4, 

and 

> was wondering if I can split the 16 tracks down for individual 

track 

> mastering?

You would need the AIEB2 Expansion with several analogue and digital 
Outs for that purpose.

> is SCSI fine or is something else needed? 

No, SCSI is for digital Datatransfer only, not for transfering Audio.

--Tom
| 3698|3657|2002-01-07 14:42:55|Cozko|Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In|

> > This guy was originally trying to promote this 'home-brew' as a
> > VSTi-version of the mighty Waldorf Q. Yeah it's yellow :-) Well, the
> > Waldorf guys weren't too happy about it. I guess I could be a nice VSTi. So
> > i'm not saying it's bad or something. I even might check it out, since it's
> > not that expensive.
>
> So he changed the name into Cue?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files


Great isn't it :-)
He kinda changed the description of his plug too. Guess the Waldorf guys made a few tiny
remarks...

> Hehe, I followed the thread on the Waldorf
> site indeed. Joerg, the Waldorf guy wasn't pleased when he discovered the
> plugin. ;)

Cozko
| 3699|3699|2002-01-07 14:47:50|Robert van der Kamp|Test, please ignore|| 3700|3700|2002-01-07 14:52:52|Robert van der Kamp|FAQ
URL now in footer of each message now|
Okay all, have a look at the footer of this message. The URL to the FAQ is 
added there. In most browsers all you have to do is click the URL to open the 
HTML version.

- Robert
| 3701|3668|2002-01-07 14:57:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
On Monday 07 January 2002 22:12, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> >The RS has a maximum sequencer polyphony of 124
> > notes and a maximum tone generator polyphony of 62 notes. If you
>
> are
>
> > controlling external midi gear then the RS's tone generator is not
> > playing the note, so it will only be using the polyphony of the
> > sequencer (124), and not the tone generator.
>
> Oh and by the way...a RS voice can consists out of one or two layer.
> If two layer, it takes 2 away from the polyphony. In other words, you
> have a sequencer polyphony of 124, because the external gear doesn´t
> use any RS-TG layered voices that might reduce the polyphony. Am i
> right?

I always interpreted 'sequencer polyphony' as the number of simulatenous 
notes the RS sequencer can handle. There's no (direct) relation with the 
internal TG of the RS. But 124 being 2*62 is interesting, yes... ;)

- Robert
| 3702|3668|2002-01-07 15:24:14|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I always interpreted 'sequencer polyphony' as the number of simulatenous = 

> notes the RS sequencer can handle. There's no (direct) relation with the = 

> internal TG of the RS. But 124 being 2*62 is interesting, yes... ;)

Hm, but doesn´t the TG actually plays 2 notes internally to access those 2-= 
layer sounds? And what i also wonder in this relation, if the TG polyphony i= 
s 62 and the sequencer-polyphony 124...does it mean i ALWAYS have 124 PLUS 6= 
2? I mean can i play 124 notes at one time on my external gear and additiona= 
lly 62 on the RS-TG? Hmmmmm who would like to try that?

Tom (aka the one moderator who wanted to go to bed half an hour ago)
| 3703|3700|2002-01-07 15:32:17|flesk_bruno|Re: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now|
In section 3.3 of the FAQ the link should be:
http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html?pid=14

There's no need for a session id on the URL.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Okay all, have a look at the footer of this message. The URL to the 
FAQ is 
> added there. In most browsers all you have to do is click the URL 
to open the 
> HTML version.
> 
> - Robert

| 3704|3704|2002-01-07 16:16:15|d_pman|small pattern patch problem|
hi there,

I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me 

http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html?pid=14


explain. it's no big problem but it got me confused at some points.

got section A 16 meas long.
got section B 32 meas long.

I go into section A and enter pattern patch display.
length = 16 meas. (manual page 75 number 8)
Then I go into section B but now the display (manual page 75 number 
8) tells me wrongly section B is 16 meas long.

then

when i press Pattern mode 2x (go to normal view and back to pattern 
patch view) the display tells me correctly the section B is 32 meas 
long. (got same phrase selected)

I'm certain of the problem as:
1. The patch mode shows me if the phrases fit or not.
1. in the right bottom it shows the phrase info correctly.
2. also when i reenter pattern patch screen and i put the cursor on 
the same phrase it shows me a different (the updated and correct) 
value??
3. when i hit on >> (forward) some times... It shows me measure 
032/016. according to the manual this should mean: I currently am at 
meas 32 of a 16 meas section?? how can I be ..... uc my point?

So my conclusion is that while u stay the pattern patch mode 
display,...it isn't updating the section length when changing 
sections. U have to reenter the pattern patch mode to get the update.

ps: i'm running:
- firm 1.11
- kernel 1.10
- data 1.20

What I now ask is can other users confirm this. and which firmware 
are u using.

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3705|3705|2002-01-07 16:42:06|flesk_bruno|Small RS7000 challenge|
In rs7000.org someone said regarding preset arps:

1 - If you want to make original arps you have to be creative and use 
an lfo (in combination with step/grid). 
Dig it out( voice edit), the rs can do it. That arpeggio button is 
only a waste.

2 - yeah u could do that, you could also throw in a slicer effect if 
u really want to... 
if u use a hard squ lfo, with the depth as high as it goes, and sync 
it to the bpm, your laughing :) 

My question is, how to achieve something similar to this small demo 
from Triton LE which I put online for you at 
http://www.flesk.com/tritonle.mp3

If you're interested in giving it a try it would be nice if you could 
share the rs7k file then.
| 3706|3704|2002-01-07 17:48:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: small pattern patch problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> hi there,
> 
> I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me 
> and which firmware 
> are u using.
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

Update your RS with the actual OS version v.1.14. Maybe someone who already did this can take a look if this bug is still
there?

Tom
| 3707|3666|2002-01-07 18:36:23|choinsta1|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
sorry to ask again m8 but ..............
is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing

> > the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????

http://www.flesk.com/tritonle.mp3


what do you rekon????
Ivan

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 07 January 2002 03:40, choinsta1 wrote:
> > does anybody agree or used the Rs in this way ???? but i ve been
> > jamming with lots of crew lately....on the rs of course and at
> > different bpms. thats great but as i have programmed some scene
> > memory at a certain bpm.. when i go to a scene that bpm kiks in 
and
> > the jam is over if i was not at that bpm ....weird way to 
describe it
> > but do you get me.....???
> >
> > What my point is , is that having bpm a part of the scene memory
> > sucks %$#%#&%^!!!
> >
> > you dont need to have scenes with any bpm and should be a ble to 
use
> > it at any tempo!!!!
> >
> > Rob or anyone is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
> > the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
> 
> Nasty problem, I agree. I tried the Pattern BPM Hold option in 
Utitlities, 
> but it didn't work for scene changes.
> 
> The only workaround I can think of is to slave the RS to an 
external MIDI 
> clock signal that dictates the tempo. This would probably ignore 
the tempo 
> stored with the scene, when it is selected. Didn't test it though.
> 
> - Robert

| 3708|3708|2002-01-07 21:01:04|whooyeahau|couple of questions about gear|
1)was wanting to get some virtual analog gear to complement my RS7k. 
In my price range there is the korg AS-1 and the Yamaha AN200. I was 
leaning toward the AN200 due to the extra polephony and onboard drum 
sounds. 

Then someone said to me that the DX200 sounded better with its FM 
synthesis and it had the same control/filter etc as the AN. I was 
thinking that the RS has a hell of a lot of punchy FM sounding voices 
and so the AN would complement it much better.
Can people give me some suggestions or thoughts?

2)Can the RS7k import Akai format disks?

Thanks in advance.

Wayne Thompson
| 3709|3709|2002-01-07 21:11:25|fluentside|Sometimes I cant turn tracks off|
Hi, when I'm playing in pattern mode sometimes tracks cant be switched 
off, they will just hold one tone the only way I can get rid of them is 
by turning the track volume down, checked out all parameters of the 
track and everything seems fine, it's not something silly like release 
or sustain etc(I've checked all of this). is this the pattern bug I 
keep seeing coming up? the OS update ???? what will that do for me?

cheers for the help all

Fluentside
| 3710|3700|2002-01-08 00:45:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now|
On Monday 07 January 2002 23:31, flesk_bruno wrote:

> In section 3.3 of the FAQ the link should be:
> http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html?pid=14
>
> There's no need for a session id on the URL.
>
> Bruno Carlos

Thanks, fixed for the next release.
- Robert
| 3711|3704|2002-01-08 00:55:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: small pattern patch problem|
Yep, noticed this too, right in my first demo hour. I'm also running v1.11 
(waiting for Yamaha to send my shop an OS on card, if possible).

http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html?pid=14


- Robert

On Tuesday 08 January 2002 00:16, d_pman wrote:
> hi there,
>
> I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me
> explain. it's no big problem but it got me confused at some points.
>
> got section A 16 meas long.
> got section B 32 meas long.
>
> I go into section A and enter pattern patch display.
> length = 16 meas. (manual page 75 number 8)
> Then I go into section B but now the display (manual page 75 number
> 8) tells me wrongly section B is 16 meas long.
>
> then
>
> when i press Pattern mode 2x (go to normal view and back to pattern
> patch view) the display tells me correctly the section B is 32 meas
> long. (got same phrase selected)
>
> I'm certain of the problem as:
> 1. The patch mode shows me if the phrases fit or not.
> 1. in the right bottom it shows the phrase info correctly.
> 2. also when i reenter pattern patch screen and i put the cursor on
> the same phrase it shows me a different (the updated and correct)
> value??
> 3. when i hit on >> (forward) some times... It shows me measure
> 032/016. according to the manual this should mean: I currently am at
> meas 32 of a 16 meas section?? how can I be ..... uc my point?
>
> So my conclusion is that while u stay the pattern patch mode
> display,...it isn't updating the section length when changing
> sections. U have to reenter the pattern patch mode to get the update.
>
> ps: i'm running:
> - firm 1.11
> - kernel 1.10
> - data 1.20
>
> What I now ask is can other users confirm this. and which firmware
> are u using.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Pman
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3712|3709|2002-01-08 00:59:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sometimes I cant turn tracks off|
On Tuesday 08 January 2002 05:11, fluentside wrote:

> Hi, when I'm playing in pattern mode sometimes tracks cant be switched
> off, they will just hold one tone the only way I can get rid of them is
> by turning the track volume down, checked out all parameters of the
> track and everything seems fine, it's not something silly like release
> or sustain etc(I've checked all of this). is this the pattern bug I
> keep seeing coming up? the OS update ???? what will that do for me?

Experiment with the TG Mute Mode parameter (in Utilities I think) and try 
again. Please let me know if it helped.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


- Robert
| 3713|3668|2002-01-08 01:05:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)|
On Monday 07 January 2002 23:24, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > I always interpreted 'sequencer polyphony' as the number of simulatenous
> > = 
> >
> > notes the RS sequencer can handle. There's no (direct) relation with the
> > = 
> >
> > internal TG of the RS. But 124 being 2*62 is interesting, yes... ;)
>
> Hm, but doesn´t the TG actually plays 2 notes internally to access those
> 2-= layer sounds?

Yes, the RS can play a max of 62 internal TG voices. When playing a layered 
voice (having two layers), you're eating two voices per note.

> And what i also wonder in this relation, if the TG
> polyphony is 62 and the sequencer-polyphony 124...does it mean i ALWAYS
> have 124 PLUS 6= 2? I mean can i play 124 notes at one time on my external
> gear and additiona= lly 62 on the RS-TG? Hmmmmm who would like to try that?

Didn't test it, but I look at it like this:

- The RS internal TG plays 62 voices max. Using an external sequencer to 
drive the RS, you would not be able to hear more than 62 (1-layer) voices 
simultaneously.

- The RS internal sequencer plays 124 notes max. Using an external synth 
(with say a polyphony of 265 voices) driven by the RS sequencer, you would 
hear no more than 124 notes simulataneously.

So... if the RS internal sequencer drives all of the RS internal TG voices, 
you have 62 (124 - 62) sequencer notes left to drive external gear. 

>
> Tom (aka the one moderator who wanted to go to bed half an hour ago)

:)

- Robert
| 3714|3666|2002-01-08 01:06:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Tuesday 08 January 2002 02:36, choinsta1 wrote:

> sorry to ask again m8 but ..............
> is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
>
> > > the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
>
> what do you rekon????
> Ivan

I doubt it, sorry, but I'll add this request to the feature request section 
of the faq. Maybe they read it.

- Robert
| 3715|3708|2002-01-08 01:50:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: couple of questions about gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., "whooyeahau" wrote:

> 1)was wanting to get some virtual analog gear to complement my RS7k. 

> Then someone said to me that the DX200 sounded better with its FM 
> synthesis and it had the same control/filter etc as the AN. 

That is...sorry my language...bullshit. The DX200 is a DX7, with 6 OP FM. The AN200 is an AN1x (which i can recommend to you)
with half the polyphony and 2 Oscillator Substractive Synthesis. Two completely different synthesis forms. Both sound very good
and complement each other very well (i have the DX and the AN1x).

>I was 
> thinking that the RS has a hell of a lot of punchy FM sounding voices 
> and so the AN would complement it much better.
> Can people give me some suggestions or thoughts?



If the RS sampled FM sounds are enough for you, go with the AN. But i definately recommend that you test both before you do a
purchase.

> 2)Can the RS7k import Akai format disks?

Yes. But no Akai Programs and Banks.

Tom
| 3716|3716|2002-01-08 06:40:02|d_pman|bug report !|
On Tuesday 08 January 2002 00:16, d_pman wrote:

> hi there,
>
> I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me
> explain. it's no big problem but it got me confused at some points.
>
> got section A 16 meas long.
> got section B 32 meas long.
>
> I go into section A and enter pattern patch display.
> length = 16 meas. (manual page 75 number 8)
> Then I go into section B but now the display (manual page 75 number
> 8) tells me wrongly section B is 16 meas long.
>
> then
>
> when i press Pattern mode 2x (go to normal view and back to pattern
> patch view) the display tells me correctly the section B is 32 meas
> long. (got same phrase selected)
>
> I'm certain of the problem as:
> 1. The patch mode shows me if the phrases fit or not.
> 1. in the right bottom it shows the phrase info correctly.
> 2. also when i reenter pattern patch screen and i put the cursor on
> the same phrase it shows me a different (the updated and correct)
> value??
> 3. when i hit on >> (forward) some times... It shows me measure
> 032/016. according to the manual this should mean: I currently am at
> meas 32 of a 16 meas section?? how can I be ..... uc my point?
>
> So my conclusion is that while u stay the pattern patch mode
> display,...it isn't updating the section length when changing
> sections. U have to reenter the pattern patch mode to get the 

update.

>
> ps: i'm running:
> - firm 1.11
> - kernel 1.10
> - data 1.20
>
> What I now ask is can other users confirm this. and which firmware
> are u using.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

Yep, noticed this too, right in my first demo hour. I'm also running 
v1.11 
(waiting for Yamaha to send my shop an OS on card, if possible).

- Robert

Pman says>
ok can this little buggy be appended to the FAQ bug report list?

It might be handy to make a table of all OS's and bugs/features.
This would realy give a perfect overvieuw of the total situation.

would look something like this:
(this info is not correct, just to explain:)

bugfix and feature implementation:
0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14



bug: no sectionlength update in patchmode X X O O
bug: screen rubble at knob rotate X O O O
bug: out-A, out-B are linked X X O X
feature: transmit style change ON/OFF X X X ?
feature: shift + section A = section K X X X ?
...

X = not OK (unfixed)
O = Ok (Fixed) 
? = unknown

I just wanted to say that the guys who made the FAQ did a very good 
job. And this might be a good ID to add in the FAQ.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3717|3716|2002-01-08 06:43:53|d_pman|Re: bug report !|
Woepsie I mean someting like this ;)

bugfix and feature implementation:
0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14
bug: no sectionlength update in patchmode X X O O
bug: screen rubble at knob rotate X O O O
bug: out-A, out-B are linked X X O X
feature: transmit style change ON/OFF X X X ?
feature: shift + section A = section K X X X ?
...

X = not OK (unfixed)
O = Ok (Fixed) 
? = unknown
| 3718|3716|2002-01-08 06:45:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bug report !|
On Tuesday 08 January 2002 14:39, d_pman wrote:

>
> ok can this little buggy be appended to the FAQ bug report list?
>
> It might be handy to make a table of all OS's and bugs/features.
> This would realy give a perfect overvieuw of the total situation.
>
> would look something like this:
> (this info is not correct, just to explain:)
>
>
> bugfix and feature implementation:
> 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14
> bug: no sectionlength update in patchmode X X O O
> bug: screen rubble at knob rotate X O O O
> bug: out-A, out-B are linked X X O X
> feature: transmit style change ON/OFF X X X ?
> feature: shift + section A = section K X X X ?
> ...
>
> X = not OK (unfixed)
> O = Ok (Fixed)
> ? = unknown
>
> I just wanted to say that the guys who made the FAQ did a very good
> job. And this might be a good ID to add in the FAQ.

It'll show up in the next release of the FAQ.
I'll consider your table approach, nice idea.

Thanks,
Robert
| 3719|3716|2002-01-08 06:47:25|d_pman|Re: bug report !|
AARRG not displaying the way i want.
I mean a nice clean table.
would be easy to write in html.

sorry for the 2 weird tables (in the preview in looked good).

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3720|3716|2002-01-08 12:47:35|Cozko|Re: bug report !|

> Woepsie I mean someting like this ;)
>
> bugfix and feature implementation:
> ....



> bug: out-A, out-B are linked X X O X

This actually would make having two outs useless. Am I right?

Cozko (not yet... :-)
| 3721|3721|2002-01-08 12:49:13|mediaworksus|Voice Edit Portability?|
Hi, all!

First off, thanks to all for taking the time and answering so many of 
my questions! You have probably saved me weeks of struggling. The FAQ 
is awesome too! Of all the message boards, this one definitely has 
the strongest interaction among members.

Questions:

1. Is there a simple way to take voice edits, saved in one style, and 
copy them to another style?

2. How is the OS upgraded? Can this be done by the any user via MIDI 
or does it need a trip to the shop?

3. I am assuming that the sampler can sample the stereo outputs after 
the master effects block?

Thanks,

Rob
| 3722|3721|2002-01-08 13:21:22|mediaworksus|Re: Voice Edit Portability?|
I found the OS info, looks like you need the smartmedia card...

--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
> Hi, all!
> 
> First off, thanks to all for taking the time and answering so many 
of 
> my questions! You have probably saved me weeks of struggling. The 
FAQ 
> is awesome too! Of all the message boards, this one definitely has 
> the strongest interaction among members.
> 
> Questions:
> 
> 1. Is there a simple way to take voice edits, saved in one style, 
and 
> copy them to another style?
> 
> 2. How is the OS upgraded? Can this be done by the any user via 
MIDI 
> or does it need a trip to the shop?
> 
> 3. I am assuming that the sampler can sample the stereo outputs 
after 
> the master effects block?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Rob

| 3723|3716|2002-01-08 14:56:19|d_pman|Re: bug report !|
--- In RS7000@y..., Cozko wrote:

> > Woepsie I mean someting like this ;)
> >
> > bugfix and feature implementation:
> > ....
> > bug: out-A, out-B are linked X X O X
> 
> This actually would make having two outs useless. Am I right?
> 
> 
> Cozko (not yet... :-)

Well only in special situations, read message 1889 for more info.
(the above info isn't correct it was just to give an example) 

but OK, now i got some correct info.
I updated from 1.11 to 1.14 and found the following:



bugfix and feature implementation:
____________________________________________0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14
bug: no sectionlength update in patchmode_____X____?____?____X
bug: screen rubble at knob rotate_____________X____?____?____O
bug: MIDI out A/B for echo back are linked____X____?____?____O
feature: transmit style change ON/OFF_________X____?____?____X
feature: shift + section A = section K________X____?____?____X

X = not OK (not fixed)
O = OK (fixed)
? = not confirmed yet

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3724|3721|2002-01-08 16:20:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Voice Edit Portability?|
On Tuesday 08 January 2002 20:49, mediaworksus wrote:

> Hi, all!
>
> First off, thanks to all for taking the time and answering so many of
> my questions! You have probably saved me weeks of struggling. The FAQ
> is awesome too! Of all the message boards, this one definitely has
> the strongest interaction among members.
>
> Questions:
>
> 1. Is there a simple way to take voice edits, saved in one style, and
> copy them to another style?

Yes, try the Copy Track job (page 148 of english manual).
It allows you to selectively copy the MIDI events, play-fx, mixer+voice edits 
and sample from source to target. 

> 3. I am assuming that the sampler can sample the stereo outputs after
> the master effects block?

Yes, resampling is done after the master effect block. So the sample includes 
the effect produced by the master effect block.

- Robert
| 3725|3725|2002-01-08 16:56:02|dnovomeiski|Saving Patch Sounds|
Is it possible to save individual sounds in the box without
using sampler or is re-sampling the only way?

Thanks,
D.
| 3726|3716|2002-01-08 21:07:05|flesk_bruno|Re: bug report !|
Yeah,

The "shift + section A = section K" would be awesome for live 
performance where you can't waste time accessing the menus.

Bruno Carlos
| 3727|3666|2002-01-09 00:02:53|Murali Shanmugan|Have a little BPM request!!!|
You got my vote there...

>sorry to ask again m8 but ..............
>is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
>the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????

>what do you rekon????
>Ivan 

---------- Original Message ----------------------------------
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: 8 Jan 2002 09:17:30 -0000

>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
>
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>* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
>There are 18 messages in this issue.
>
>Topics in this digest:
>
> 1. Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In
> From: Cozko <cozko@planet.nl>
> 2. Test, please ignore
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 3. FAQ URL now in footer of each message now
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 4. Re: Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 5. Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)
> From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
> 6. Re: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now
> From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@flesk.com>
> 7. small pattern patch problem
> From: "d_pman" <pman@home.nl>
> 8. Small RS7000 challenge
> From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@flesk.com>
> 9. Re: small pattern patch problem
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 10. Re: Have a little BPM request!!!
> From: "choinsta1" <oscillate64@hotmail.com>
> 11. couple of questions about gear
> From: "whooyeahau" <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au>
> 12. Sometimes I cant turn tracks off
> From: "fluentside" <fluentside@yahoo.co.nz>
> 13. Re: Re: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 14. Re: small pattern patch problem
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 15. Re: Sometimes I cant turn tracks off
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 16. Re: Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 17. Re: Re: Have a little BPM request!!!
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> 18. Re: couple of questions about gear
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 1
> Date: Mon, 07 Jan 2002 22:43:49 +0100
> From: Cozko <cozko@planet.nl>
>Subject: Re: OT: Mysterious new synth and Q VST-Plug-In
>
>> > This guy was originally trying to promote this 'home-brew' as a
>> > VSTi-version of the mighty Waldorf Q. Yeah it's yellow :-) Well, the
>> > Waldorf guys weren't too happy about it. I guess I could be a nice VSTi. So
>> > i'm not saying it's bad or something. I even might check it out, since it's
>> > not that expensive.
>>
>> So he changed the name into Cue?
>
>Great isn't it :-)
>He kinda changed the description of his plug too. Guess the Waldorf guys made a few tiny
>remarks...
>
>> Hehe, I followed the thread on the Waldorf
>> site indeed. Joerg, the Waldorf guy wasn't pleased when he discovered the
>> plugin. ;)
>
>Cozko
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
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>
>Message: 2
> Date: Mon, 7 Jan 2002 22:47:43 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Test, please ignore
>
>
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 3
> Date: Mon, 7 Jan 2002 22:52:40 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now
>
>Okay all, have a look at the footer of this message. The URL to the FAQ is 
>added there. In most browsers all you have to do is click the URL to open the 
>HTML version.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 4
> Date: Mon, 7 Jan 2002 22:57:47 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)
>
>On Monday 07 January 2002 22:12, tomfinegan wrote:
>> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
>> >The RS has a maximum sequencer polyphony of 124
>> > notes and a maximum tone generator polyphony of 62 notes. If you
>>
>> are
>>
>> > controlling external midi gear then the RS's tone generator is not
>> > playing the note, so it will only be using the polyphony of the
>> > sequencer (124), and not the tone generator.
>>
>> Oh and by the way...a RS voice can consists out of one or two layer.
>> If two layer, it takes 2 away from the polyphony. In other words, you
>> have a sequencer polyphony of 124, because the external gear doesn´t
>> use any RS-TG layered voices that might reduce the polyphony. Am i
>> right?
>
>I always interpreted 'sequencer polyphony' as the number of simulatenous 
>notes the RS sequencer can handle. There's no (direct) relation with the 
>internal TG of the RS. But 124 being 2*62 is interesting, yes... ;)
>
>- Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 5
> Date: Mon, 07 Jan 2002 22:24:12 -0000
> From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>Subject: Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> I always interpreted 'sequencer polyphony' as the number of simulatenous =

>
>> notes the RS sequencer can handle. There's no (direct) relation with the =

>
>> internal TG of the RS. But 124 being 2*62 is interesting, yes... ;)
>
>Hm, but doesn´t the TG actually plays 2 notes internally to access those 2-=

>layer sounds? And what i also wonder in this relation, if the TG polyphony i=

>s 62 and the sequencer-polyphony 124...does it mean i ALWAYS have 124 PLUS 6=
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>2? I mean can i play 124 notes at one time on my external gear and additiona=

>lly 62 on the RS-TG? Hmmmmm who would like to try that?
>
>Tom (aka the one moderator who wanted to go to bed half an hour ago)
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 6
> Date: Mon, 07 Jan 2002 22:31:52 -0000
> From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@flesk.com>
>Subject: Re: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now
>
>In section 3.3 of the FAQ the link should be:
>http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html?pid=14
>
>There's no need for a session id on the URL.
>
>Bruno Carlos
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> Okay all, have a look at the footer of this message. The URL to the 
>FAQ is 
>> added there. In most browsers all you have to do is click the URL 
>to open the 
>> HTML version.
>> 
>> - Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 7
> Date: Mon, 07 Jan 2002 23:16:16 -0000
> From: "d_pman" <pman@home.nl>
>Subject: small pattern patch problem
>
>hi there,
>
>I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me 
>explain. it's no big problem but it got me confused at some points.
>
>got section A 16 meas long.
>got section B 32 meas long.
>
>I go into section A and enter pattern patch display.
>length = 16 meas. (manual page 75 number 8)
>Then I go into section B but now the display (manual page 75 number 
>8) tells me wrongly section B is 16 meas long.
>
>then
>
>when i press Pattern mode 2x (go to normal view and back to pattern 
>patch view) the display tells me correctly the section B is 32 meas 
>long. (got same phrase selected)
>
>I'm certain of the problem as:
>1. The patch mode shows me if the phrases fit or not.
>1. in the right bottom it shows the phrase info correctly.
>2. also when i reenter pattern patch screen and i put the cursor on 
>the same phrase it shows me a different (the updated and correct) 
>value??
>3. when i hit on >> (forward) some times... It shows me measure 
>032/016. according to the manual this should mean: I currently am at 
>meas 32 of a 16 meas section?? how can I be ..... uc my point?
>
>So my conclusion is that while u stay the pattern patch mode 
>display,...it isn't updating the section length when changing 
>sections. U have to reenter the pattern patch mode to get the update.
>
>ps: i'm running:
>- firm 1.11
>- kernel 1.10
>- data 1.20
>
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>What I now ask is can other users confirm this. and which firmware 
>are u using.
>
>warm greetingz,
>Pman
>
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 8
> Date: Mon, 07 Jan 2002 23:42:00 -0000
> From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@flesk.com>
>Subject: Small RS7000 challenge
>
>In rs7000.org someone said regarding preset arps:
>
>1 - If you want to make original arps you have to be creative and use 
>an lfo (in combination with step/grid). 
>Dig it out( voice edit), the rs can do it. That arpeggio button is 
>only a waste.
>
>2 - yeah u could do that, you could also throw in a slicer effect if 
>u really want to... 
>if u use a hard squ lfo, with the depth as high as it goes, and sync 
>it to the bpm, your laughing :) 
>
>My question is, how to achieve something similar to this small demo 
>from Triton LE which I put online for you at 
>http://www.flesk.com/tritonle.mp3
>
>If you're interested in giving it a try it would be nice if you could 
>share the rs7k file then.
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 9
> Date: Tue, 08 Jan 2002 00:48:45 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Subject: Re: small pattern patch problem
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
>> hi there,
>> 
>> I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me 
>> and which firmware 
>> are u using.
>> 
>> warm greetingz,
>> Pman
>
>Update your RS with the actual OS version v.1.14. Maybe someone who already did this can take a look if this bug is
still there?
>
>Tom
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 10
> Date: Tue, 08 Jan 2002 01:36:19 -0000
> From: "choinsta1" <oscillate64@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: Have a little BPM request!!!
>
>sorry to ask again m8 but ..............
>is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
>> > the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
>
>what do you rekon????
>Ivan
>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> On Monday 07 January 2002 03:40, choinsta1 wrote:
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>> > does anybody agree or used the Rs in this way ???? but i ve been
>> > jamming with lots of crew lately....on the rs of course and at
>> > different bpms. thats great but as i have programmed some scene
>> > memory at a certain bpm.. when i go to a scene that bpm kiks in 
>and
>> > the jam is over if i was not at that bpm ....weird way to 
>describe it
>> > but do you get me.....???
>> >
>> > What my point is , is that having bpm a part of the scene memory
>> > sucks %$#%#&%^!!!
>> >
>> > you dont need to have scenes with any bpm and should be a ble to 
>use
>> > it at any tempo!!!!
>> >
>> > Rob or anyone is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
>> > the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
>> 
>> Nasty problem, I agree. I tried the Pattern BPM Hold option in 
>Utitlities, 
>> but it didn't work for scene changes.
>> 
>> The only workaround I can think of is to slave the RS to an 
>external MIDI 
>> clock signal that dictates the tempo. This would probably ignore 
>the tempo 
>> stored with the scene, when it is selected. Didn't test it though.
>> 
>> - Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 11
> Date: Tue, 08 Jan 2002 04:00:58 -0000
> From: "whooyeahau" <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au>
>Subject: couple of questions about gear
>
>1)was wanting to get some virtual analog gear to complement my RS7k. 
>In my price range there is the korg AS-1 and the Yamaha AN200. I was 
>leaning toward the AN200 due to the extra polephony and onboard drum 
>sounds. 
>
>Then someone said to me that the DX200 sounded better with its FM 
>synthesis and it had the same control/filter etc as the AN. I was 
>thinking that the RS has a hell of a lot of punchy FM sounding voices 
>and so the AN would complement it much better.
>Can people give me some suggestions or thoughts?
>
>2)Can the RS7k import Akai format disks?
>
>Thanks in advance.
>
>Wayne Thompson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 12
> Date: Tue, 08 Jan 2002 04:11:24 -0000
> From: "fluentside" <fluentside@yahoo.co.nz>
>Subject: Sometimes I cant turn tracks off
>
>Hi, when I'm playing in pattern mode sometimes tracks cant be switched 
>off, they will just hold one tone the only way I can get rid of them is 
>by turning the track volume down, checked out all parameters of the 
>track and everything seems fine, it's not something silly like release 
>or sustain etc(I've checked all of this). is this the pattern bug I 
>keep seeing coming up? the OS update ???? what will that do for me?
>
>cheers for the help all
>
>Fluentside
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>
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 13
> Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2002 08:45:09 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: Re: FAQ URL now in footer of each message now
>
>On Monday 07 January 2002 23:31, flesk_bruno wrote:
>> In section 3.3 of the FAQ the link should be:
>> http://www.oempcworld.com/generic.html?pid=14
>>
>> There's no need for a session id on the URL.
>>
>> Bruno Carlos
>
>Thanks, fixed for the next release.
>- Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 14
> Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2002 08:55:31 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: small pattern patch problem
>
>Yep, noticed this too, right in my first demo hour. I'm also running v1.11 
>(waiting for Yamaha to send my shop an OS on card, if possible).
>
>- Robert
>
>
>On Tuesday 08 January 2002 00:16, d_pman wrote:
>> hi there,
>>
>> I noticed a small "bug" in the pattern patch mode display. let me
>> explain. it's no big problem but it got me confused at some points.
>>
>> got section A 16 meas long.
>> got section B 32 meas long.
>>
>> I go into section A and enter pattern patch display.
>> length = 16 meas. (manual page 75 number 8)
>> Then I go into section B but now the display (manual page 75 number
>> 8) tells me wrongly section B is 16 meas long.
>>
>> then
>>
>> when i press Pattern mode 2x (go to normal view and back to pattern
>> patch view) the display tells me correctly the section B is 32 meas
>> long. (got same phrase selected)
>>
>> I'm certain of the problem as:
>> 1. The patch mode shows me if the phrases fit or not.
>> 1. in the right bottom it shows the phrase info correctly.
>> 2. also when i reenter pattern patch screen and i put the cursor on
>> the same phrase it shows me a different (the updated and correct)
>> value??
>> 3. when i hit on >> (forward) some times... It shows me measure
>> 032/016. according to the manual this should mean: I currently am at

>> meas 32 of a 16 meas section?? how can I be ..... uc my point?
>>
>> So my conclusion is that while u stay the pattern patch mode
>> display,...it isn't updating the section length when changing
>> sections. U have to reenter the pattern patch mode to get the update.
>>
>> ps: i'm running:
>> - firm 1.11
>> - kernel 1.10
>> - data 1.20
>>
>> What I now ask is can other users confirm this. and which firmware
>> are u using.
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>>
>> warm greetingz,
>> Pman
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>
>> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
>>
>> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>>
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
>> RS7K Yahoo account.
>>
>>
>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 15
> Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2002 08:59:27 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: Sometimes I cant turn tracks off
>
>On Tuesday 08 January 2002 05:11, fluentside wrote:
>> Hi, when I'm playing in pattern mode sometimes tracks cant be switched
>> off, they will just hold one tone the only way I can get rid of them is
>> by turning the track volume down, checked out all parameters of the
>> track and everything seems fine, it's not something silly like release
>> or sustain etc(I've checked all of this). is this the pattern bug I
>> keep seeing coming up? the OS update ???? what will that do for me?
>
>Experiment with the TG Mute Mode parameter (in Utilities I think) and try 
>again. Please let me know if it helped.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 16
> Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2002 09:05:47 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: Re: RS7000 research questions for potential buyer 8)
>
>On Monday 07 January 2002 23:24, tomfinegan wrote:
>> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> > I always interpreted 'sequencer polyphony' as the number of simulatenous
>> > =

>> >
>> > notes the RS sequencer can handle. There's no (direct) relation with the
>> > =

>> >
>> > internal TG of the RS. But 124 being 2*62 is interesting, yes... ;)
>>
>> Hm, but doesn´t the TG actually plays 2 notes internally to access those
>> 2-=

layer sounds?

>
>Yes, the RS can play a max of 62 internal TG voices. When playing a layered 
>voice (having two layers), you're eating two voices per note.
>
>> And what i also wonder in this relation, if the TG
>> polyphony is 62 and the sequencer-polyphony 124...does it mean i ALWAYS
>> have 124 PLUS 6= 2? I mean can i play 124 notes at one time on my external
>> gear and additiona= lly 62 on the RS-TG? Hmmmmm who would like to try that?
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>
>Didn't test it, but I look at it like this:
>
>- The RS internal TG plays 62 voices max. Using an external sequencer to 
>drive the RS, you would not be able to hear more than 62 (1-layer) voices 
>simultaneously.
>
>- The RS internal sequencer plays 124 notes max. Using an external synth 
>(with say a polyphony of 265 voices) driven by the RS sequencer, you would 
>hear no more than 124 notes simulataneously.
>
>So... if the RS internal sequencer drives all of the RS internal TG voices, 
>you have 62 (124 - 62) sequencer notes left to drive external gear. 
>
>>
>> Tom (aka the one moderator who wanted to go to bed half an hour ago)
>
>:)
>
>- Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 17
> Date: Tue, 8 Jan 2002 09:06:53 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: Re: Have a little BPM request!!!
>
>On Tuesday 08 January 2002 02:36, choinsta1 wrote:
>> sorry to ask again m8 but ..............
>> is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
>>
>> > > the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
>>
>> what do you rekon????
>> Ivan
>
>I doubt it, sorry, but I'll add this request to the feature request section 
>of the faq. Maybe they read it.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 18
> Date: Tue, 08 Jan 2002 08:50:40 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Subject: Re: couple of questions about gear
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "whooyeahau" wrote:
>> 1)was wanting to get some virtual analog gear to complement my RS7k. 
>
>> Then someone said to me that the DX200 sounded better with its FM 
>> synthesis and it had the same control/filter etc as the AN. 
>That is...sorry my language...bullshit. The DX200 is a DX7, with 6 OP FM. The AN200 is an AN1x (which i can recommend
to you) with half the polyphony and 2 Oscillator Substractive Synthesis. Two completely different synthesis forms.
Both sound very good and complement each other very well (i have the DX and the AN1x).
>
>>I was 
>> thinking that the RS has a hell of a lot of punchy FM sounding voices 
>> and so the AN would complement it much better.
>> Can people give me some suggestions or thoughts?
>If the RS sampled FM sounds are enough for you, go with the AN. But i definately recommend that you test both before
you do a purchase.
> 
>> 2)Can the RS7k import Akai format disks?
>Yes. But no Akai Programs and Banks.
> 
>Tom
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
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>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>

| 3728|3728|2002-01-09 00:04:49|Murali Shanmugan|SORRY!|
Think I forgot to remove the rest 'o the list!
| 3729|3729|2002-01-09 00:34:32|Murali Shanmugan|Re: Digest Number 310|
So how do you create a patch library? 
Is there no way to save just the patch file(to a sequencer/librarian etc.)

Moo

--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
>
> > 1. The manual describes voice editing as not being saved as a
> > user voice but instead as a part of a complete "style" setting.
> > Is this correct? Is this a problem?
>
> It works fine for me, for other people it might be a problem. The
> advantage IMHO is that you don´t have to worry
about..."hmmmm...which
> sounds did i used for that style...i don´t remember". In this sense
> the approach of Yamaha to save the voice WITH a Style is easier to
> handle. Otherwise you might not like that. Depends on your style of
> working.

| 3730|3730|2002-01-09 00:35:00|Murali Shanmugan|saving patches|
So how do you create a patch library? 
Is there no way to save just the patch file(to a sequencer/librarian etc.)

Moo

--- In RS7000@y..., "mediaworksus" wrote:
>
> > 1. The manual describes voice editing as not being saved as a
> > user voice but instead as a part of a complete "style" setting.
> > Is this correct? Is this a problem?
>
> It works fine for me, for other people it might be a problem. The
> advantage IMHO is that you don´t have to worry
about..."hmmmm...which
> sounds did i used for that style...i don´t remember". In this sense
> the approach of Yamaha to save the voice WITH a Style is easier to
> handle. Otherwise you might not like that. Depends on your style of
> working.

| 3731|3725|2002-01-09 00:53:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Saving Patch Sounds|
On Wednesday 09 January 2002 00:55, dnovomeiski wrote:

> Is it possible to save individual sounds in the box without
> using sampler or is re-sampling the only way?

I don't know exactly what you mean. It is possible to export a *sample* in 
WAV format.

Resampling makes a sample from the sound produced by internal TG of the RS. 
That sample can again be exported to WAV.

You can't save the current voice settings as a separate unitiy. That is saved 
with pattern file.

- Robert
| 3732|3730|2002-01-09 01:05:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: saving patches|
On Wednesday 09 January 2002 08:34, Murali Shanmugan wrote:

> So how do you create a patch library?
> Is there no way to save just the patch file(to a sequencer/librarian etc.)

See my previous mail 'Saving Patch Sounds'.
You *could* use a PAT file as a voice sound bank, of course, for 16 voices, 
one for each track. Load the PAT file to some free style and use the COPY 
TRACK job to copy the voice settings *only* to a track you're working on.
But 16 voices is not much, I know.
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- Robert
| 3733|3733|2002-01-09 02:24:20|dannie7000|Using the sampler?|
I am a bit confused over the sampler. 

I understand that it doesn't load multisamples (like Reason) and it 
doesn't support banks or programs from A series etc.(as FAQ say).
That I get! 
But can it load like a whole instrument thats not the above
(if there exists such a thing on cd/zip/MO/Jaz whatever). 
Or do I have to load/sample individual keys and construct my own and 
then save it and load it later.
It seems to be quite a job making a decent Rhodes or Clavinet if 
thats the case. 

(Sorry if I'm not using the right terms, I've not used a sampler 
before and it's no picnic I tell ya)

Are there anyone who can make a comparison to Reasons NN sampler 
perhaps. I really like that sampler (easy to use and nice sound with 
small means).

Til' next time
Dannie
| 3734|3730|2002-01-09 02:26:09|Murali Shanmugan|saving patches|
Thanx Robert!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

>On Wednesday 09 January 2002 08:34, Murali Shanmugan wrote:
> So how do you create a patch library?
> Is there no way to save just the patch file(to a sequencer/librarian etc.)

See my previous mail 'Saving Patch Sounds'.
You *could* use a PAT file as a voice sound bank, of course, for 16 voices,
one for each track. Load the PAT file to some free style and use the COPY
TRACK job to copy the voice settings *only* to a track you're working on.
But 16 voices is not much, I know.

- Robert
| 3735|3735|2002-01-09 05:19:37|titusgu|SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
Hi Folks!I consider buying a RS7000 and have a few questions.
1.Can I save each Song(or Pattern)with combine Midi and Sample Datas
single to a external HD or is ist like on SU(i only can save the complete
Volume-not single songs)?
2.If i switch(running sequenzer) to the next song(pattern)with
integrated sample files-is there a break(how long)?
3.adding to 2.Is the RS7000 a usefull standalone tool for a live
performance or is better to use a second machine to crossfade between
songs?(like I do at present-SU700+Roland jx-305)
Thanks and keep on grooving!!!
| 3736|3729|2002-01-09 08:24:06|tomfinegan|Re: Digest Number 310|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Murali Shanmugan" wrote:

> Is there no way to save just the patch file(to a 

sequencer/librarian etc.)

Yup!

Tom
| 3737|3735|2002-01-09 08:27:56|tomfinegan|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "titusgu" wrote:

> Hi Folks!I consider buying a RS7000 and have a few questions.

Read the FAQ, please.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
| 3738|3735|2002-01-09 08:32:12|Bryan Rodgers|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
do you think a link to the FAQ should be posted on the home page?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tomfinegan [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2002 10:28 AM
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000

--- In RS7000@y..., "titusgu" wrote:
> Hi Folks!I consider buying a RS7000 and have a few questions.

Read the FAQ, please.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html> 
or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html> 
or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3739|3739|2002-01-09 11:41:20|d_pman|saving master EQ/effects into style|
Hi there,

I got the feeling it is possible to save the master EQ and Effects 
into a style/song. In the manual at the appendix it shows the midi 
data format of master EQ + effets. 

does this mean we can send sysec data to change the master EQ + 
effects? I hope so, because then we could "save" the master settings 
within a style. we could put sysex commands in phrase 001. and put it 
in every section on track 16. I will try to get contact between my PC 
and the master effect settings. if i have succes then i will just 
record the sysex commands into phrase 001, and we will gain some 
possibilities and control on the RS7000.

I ask you all to try the same thing. would be great.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3740|3739|2002-01-09 11:43:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: saving master EQ/effects into style|
Open the FAQ and search for 'master effect'. I found that it can be saved and 
restored in a song file.

- Robert
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On Wednesday 09 January 2002 19:41, d_pman wrote:
> Hi there,
>
> I got the feeling it is possible to save the master EQ and Effects
> into a style/song. In the manual at the appendix it shows the midi
> data format of master EQ + effets.
>
> does this mean we can send sysec data to change the master EQ +
> effects? I hope so, because then we could "save" the master settings
> within a style. we could put sysex commands in phrase 001. and put it
> in every section on track 16. I will try to get contact between my PC
> and the master effect settings. if i have succes then i will just
> record the sysex commands into phrase 001, and we will gain some
> possibilities and control on the RS7000.
>
> I ask you all to try the same thing. would be great.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3741|3735|2002-01-09 12:01:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
On Wednesday 09 January 2002 13:19, titusgu wrote:

> Hi Folks!I consider buying a RS7000 and have a few questions.
> 1.Can I save each Song(or Pattern)with combine Midi and Sample Datas
> single to a external HD or is ist like on SU(i only can save the complete
> Volume-not single songs)?

You can save single song or patter (style) files, with included sample data.
The songs and pattern files are actual files, since the RS uses a standard 
FAT filesystem format to store these.

> 2.If i switch(running sequenzer) to the next song(pattern)with
> integrated sample files-is there a break(how long)?

You can't switch songs when the RS is running.
Pattern switching is discussed in the FAQ indeed (thanks Tom ;)

> 3.adding to 2.Is the RS7000 a usefull standalone tool for a live
> performance or is better to use a second machine to crossfade between
> songs?(like I do at present-SU700+Roland jx-305)

I know of a guy who uses two RS boxes to get the job done. 
Depends on how you work, but a tape (MD, DAT) with some (ambient) in-between 
stuff would certainly help.

- Robert
| 3742|3739|2002-01-09 12:12:33|d_pman|Re: saving master EQ/effects into style|
oke I did read:

****
Yes, save your song as an All file and load the song again using the 
All+System mode. This technique overwrites your system settings, but 
that's where the master effect settings are stored. 
****
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But this is excactly what i NOT want; reboot my RS7000 live on stage 
after every song/style?! (like, sorry dancing crowd i have to reboot 
my stuff for the next song, just hold on for a minute?!) sorry this 
is only a good solution when u are not in a live situation. I want to 
do the same thing but without the rebooting, and i got the feeling it 
is possible when we are not to lazy doing some sysex 
research/programmiong. I'm not sure, but there is a good change.

if i'm succesfull i will let u guys know how, as you realy are the 
best forum around and i love you guys.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Open the FAQ and search for 'master effect'. I found that it can be 
saved and 
> restored in a song file.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Wednesday 09 January 2002 19:41, d_pman wrote:
> > Hi there,
> >
> > I got the feeling it is possible to save the master EQ and Effects
> > into a style/song. In the manual at the appendix it shows the midi
> > data format of master EQ + effets.
> >
> > does this mean we can send sysec data to change the master EQ +
> > effects? I hope so, because then we could "save" the master 
settings
> > within a style. we could put sysex commands in phrase 001. and 
put it
> > in every section on track 16. I will try to get contact between 
my PC
> > and the master effect settings. if i have succes then i will just
> > record the sysex commands into phrase 001, and we will gain some
> > possibilities and control on the RS7000.
> >
> > I ask you all to try the same thing. would be great.
> >
> > warm greetingz,
> > Peter de Man

| 3743|3739|2002-01-09 12:20:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: saving master EQ/effects into style|
On Wednesday 09 January 2002 20:12, d_pman wrote:

> oke I did read:
>
> ****
> Yes, save your song as an All file and load the song again using the
> All+System mode. This technique overwrites your system settings, but
> that's where the master effect settings are stored.
> ****
>
> But this is excactly what i NOT want; reboot my RS7000 live on stage
> after every song/style?! (like, sorry dancing crowd i have to reboot
> my stuff for the next song, just hold on for a minute?!) sorry this
> is only a good solution when u are not in a live situation. I want to
> do the same thing but without the rebooting, and i got the feeling it
> is possible when we are not to lazy doing some sysex
> research/programmiong. I'm not sure, but there is a good change.

Well I didn't mean *rebooting*. All it takes is to load an All+System file. 
It's a simple load procedure, no reboot. But it *does* take time, of course, 
like any normal file load. I guess in a live situation even that is too much.

So you have all the styles you need in the RS, enough for a whole set? 

>
> if i'm succesfull i will let u guys know how, as you realy are the
> best forum around and i love you guys.

Thanks, and yes, please keep us informed.



- Robert
| 3744|3735|2002-01-09 12:26:02|d_pman|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|

> > 3.adding to 2.Is the RS7000 a usefull standalone tool for a live
> > performance or is better to use a second machine to crossfade 

between

> > songs?(like I do at present-SU700+Roland jx-305)
> 
> I know of a guy who uses two RS boxes to get the job done. 
> Depends on how you work, but a tape (MD, DAT) with some (ambient) 

in-between 

> stuff would certainly help.
> 
> - Robert

only 1 rs7000 will give you some problems as you get problem 
switching to another style/song. 

I use 3 sequencers (rs7000 + RM1x + MC303) + the rest of the band.
works perfect for me. the rs7000 is the best device in my setup 

ps. be aware of the style/song change "problem" (this reaealy pain in 
the ass sysex command that it transmits when changing styles, so that 
all other rm1x's or rs7000 at a later point in the chain will also 
change style when in main screen)

for now i got a workaround i use the style 51 to 64 on my RS7000. as 
the rm1x only has 50 styles it can't switch to that.

greetingz,
Peter de MAn
| 3745|3739|2002-01-09 12:46:46|d_pman|Re: saving master EQ/effects into style|

> > But this is excactly what i NOT want; reboot my RS7000 live on 

stage

> > after every song/style?! (like, sorry dancing crowd i have to 

reboot

> > my stuff for the next song, just hold on for a minute?!) sorry 

this

> > is only a good solution when u are not in a live situation. I 

want to

> > do the same thing but without the rebooting, and i got the 

feeling it

> > is possible when we are not to lazy doing some sysex
> > research/programmiong. I'm not sure, but there is a good change.
> 
> Well I didn't mean *rebooting*. All it takes is to load an 

All+System file. 

> It's a simple load procedure, no reboot. But it *does* take time, 

of course, 

> like any normal file load. I guess in a live situation even that is 

too much.

> 
> So you have all the styles you need in the RS, enough for a whole 

set? 

> 
> >
> > if i'm succesfull i will let u guys know how, as you realy are the
> > best forum around and i love you guys.
> 
> Thanks, and yes, please keep us informed.
> 



> - Robert

No,

although it can hold something like 20 styles (the way I program my 
styles), the rs7000 on its own will not do the job in a live 
situation. (sorry)
I use 3 sequencers rs7000 + RM1x + MC303 (and compressor) 
AND
the rest of the band (didgetal.com). works perfect for us.

greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3746|3746|2002-01-09 15:50:35|d_pman|easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!!!!!|
dear fellow RS7000 members,

ok how to start...lets see.

PROBLEM:
We (at least I do) want to save all the master EQ+FX within the 
styles/songs. So we can switch styles and automaticly get the correct 
master settings. This would give us the possibility to use different 
styles/songs in just one autoload file where each style/song has its 
own master settings.

SOLUTION:
1. make an empty phrase lets say US001
2. enter pattern patch mode, and put phare US001 in every section.
3. enter sysex commands which contain your master EQ+FX at the first 
beat from US001.
thats all folks!!! :)
...ok, but now you guys will ask what sysex commands?

APPENDIX:
I wil give you an example:
F0 43 10 6A 01 40 00 44 F7
OK, lets check what happend.
pay attention to: master EQ low gain
it will jump back at 4 no matter what you do :)
now you will say:
COOOOL THANX YOU...but how about the other parameters?
what can I say....RT(F)M. OK lets give you guys a hint.
page 326 right bottom AND page 329 right collum
get it? YAHOO!

HAPPY END:
this it what we realy wanted right or not? I mean when i made my 
second style and then switched back to the firts style I and found 
out that the master effects were changed into the second style's 
settings. I couldn't believe my eyes and ears, terrible!!!. I started 
testing and reading the manual. Yes, its true it can't be done. So I 
wrote Yamaha. Mastering settings which can't be saved within the 
style/song data? Are the mastering FX just a toy? Yamaha acted 
like "This is the way we designed it and we like it this way, sorry!" 
I was about to cry!! Finaly I accepted to loss of powerfull master 
effects.

But my last style needed a whole different master FX setup. so when i 
was sitting in the toilet (if you don't want to know, skip this 
part;) at my work, thinking of a solution. It wasn't hard, I figured 
this out in about 5 minutes. When I got home I tested my ID. Within 7 
minutes I programmed it and also tested it with succes, just one shot 
and bullseye!!! ps. I didn't test how the rs7000 reacts when we put 
like 40 sysex commands at the first beat. We would have to try...but 
if it gives problems?... The solutions are everywhere. Like we could 
spread the commands over the intro... or ...

PFFFfff done:) It was easier to figure out and do than to write this 
message.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
http://members.home.nl/pman
http://www.didgetal.com
| 3747|3746|2002-01-09 16:38:14|tomfinegan|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> dear fellow RS7000 members,
> 
> ok how to start...lets see.

http://members.home.nl/pman
http://www.didgetal.com/


> 
> PROBLEM:
> We (at least I do) want to save all the master EQ+FX within the 
> styles/songs. So we can switch styles and automaticly get the 

correct 

> master settings. This would give us the possibility to use 

different 

> styles/songs in just one autoload file where each style/song has 

its 

> own master settings.
> 
> SOLUTION:
> 1. make an empty phrase lets say US001
> 2. enter pattern patch mode, and put phare US001 in every section.
> 3. enter sysex commands which contain your master EQ+FX at the 

first 

> beat from US001.
> thats all folks!!! :)

Peter, sorry, but you confused me...:)

What exactly is your problem? That´s almost what Robert suggest to 
you (well except using a Sysex-String). But really...i don´t get your 
idea. Why do you have to put the phrase into each section of a style? 
The Master-FX settings doesn´t change when you change the section, 
does it?

Tom
| 3748|3746|2002-01-09 16:41:59|flesk_bruno|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
Maybe because when you change styles you end up in different sections 
and not always the first.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > dear fellow RS7000 members,
> > 
> > ok how to start...lets see.
> > 
> > PROBLEM:
> > We (at least I do) want to save all the master EQ+FX within the 
> > styles/songs. So we can switch styles and automaticly get the 
> correct 
> > master settings. This would give us the possibility to use 
> different 
> > styles/songs in just one autoload file where each style/song has 
> its 
> > own master settings.
> > 
> > SOLUTION:
> > 1. make an empty phrase lets say US001
> > 2. enter pattern patch mode, and put phare US001 in every section.
> > 3. enter sysex commands which contain your master EQ+FX at the 
> first 
> > beat from US001.
> > thats all folks!!! :)
> 
> Peter, sorry, but you confused me...:)
> 
> What exactly is your problem? That´s almost what Robert suggest to 
> you (well except using a Sysex-String). But really...i don´t get 
your 
> idea. Why do you have to put the phrase into each section of a 
style? 
> The Master-FX settings doesn´t change when you change the section, 
> does it?
> 
> Tom

| 3749|3746|2002-01-09 16:54:56|d_pman|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
flesk_bruno is thinking the very same thing I'am.

And guys, if you don't get my solution by now? I think you understand 
the problem in the first place. In that case read the whole story 



carefully.

Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> Maybe because when you change styles you end up in different 
sections 
> and not always the first.

> > > SOLUTION:
> > > 1. make an empty phrase lets say US001
> > > 2. enter pattern patch mode, and put phare US001 in every 
section.
> > > 3. enter sysex commands which contain your master EQ+FX at the 
> > first 
> > > beat from US001.
> > > thats all folks!!! :)
> > 
> > Peter, sorry, but you confused me...:)
> > 
> > What exactly is your problem? That´s almost what Robert suggest 
to 
> > you (well except using a Sysex-String). But really...i don´t get 
> your 
> > idea. Why do you have to put the phrase into each section of a 
> style? 
> > The Master-FX settings doesn´t change when you change the 
section, 
> > does it?
> > 
> > Tom

| 3750|3746|2002-01-09 17:04:53|d_pman|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
Hey Tom THANX!!!

good idea
"The Master-FX settings doesn´t change when you change the
section, does it?"
nope normaly not. but hey, with my SOLUTION you can control the 
master effects in detail AND program it as well (just like resonace 
and other control changes). So each sections different master fx, or 
like automatic changes in master effects while playing back your 
tunes.. no problemo,...get it? The solution offers endless more power 
to the rs7000. As the sound will be MASTERED in detail!

greetingz,
peter de Man
| 3751|3746|2002-01-10 01:08:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
So it works!! :)
So you dedicate a track in each section of each style for a phrase holding 
the master effect sysex settings, right?

Way cool... 
I'll add this one to the faq, of course.

- Robert

On Wednesday 09 January 2002 23:50, d_pman wrote:
> dear fellow RS7000 members,
>
> ok how to start...lets see.
>
> PROBLEM:
> We (at least I do) want to save all the master EQ+FX within the
> styles/songs. So we can switch styles and automaticly get the correct
> master settings. This would give us the possibility to use different
> styles/songs in just one autoload file where each style/song has its
> own master settings.
>
> SOLUTION:
> 1. make an empty phrase lets say US001
> 2. enter pattern patch mode, and put phare US001 in every section.
> 3. enter sysex commands which contain your master EQ+FX at the first
> beat from US001.
> thats all folks!!! :)
> ...ok, but now you guys will ask what sysex commands?
>



> APPENDIX:
> I wil give you an example:
> F0 43 10 6A 01 40 00 44 F7
> OK, lets check what happend.
> pay attention to: master EQ low gain
> it will jump back at 4 no matter what you do :)
> now you will say:
> COOOOL THANX YOU...but how about the other parameters?
> what can I say....RT(F)M. OK lets give you guys a hint.
> page 326 right bottom AND page 329 right collum
> get it? YAHOO!
>
> HAPPY END:
> this it what we realy wanted right or not? I mean when i made my
> second style and then switched back to the firts style I and found
> out that the master effects were changed into the second style's
> settings. I couldn't believe my eyes and ears, terrible!!!. I started
> testing and reading the manual. Yes, its true it can't be done. So I
> wrote Yamaha. Mastering settings which can't be saved within the
> style/song data? Are the mastering FX just a toy? Yamaha acted
> like "This is the way we designed it and we like it this way, sorry!"
> I was about to cry!! Finaly I accepted to loss of powerfull master
> effects.
>
> But my last style needed a whole different master FX setup. so when i
> was sitting in the toilet (if you don't want to know, skip this
> part;) at my work, thinking of a solution. It wasn't hard, I figured
> this out in about 5 minutes. When I got home I tested my ID. Within 7
> minutes I programmed it and also tested it with succes, just one shot
> and bullseye!!! ps. I didn't test how the rs7000 reacts when we put
> like 40 sysex commands at the first beat. We would have to try...but
> if it gives problems?... The solutions are everywhere. Like we could
> spread the commands over the intro... or ...
>
> PFFFfff done:) It was easier to figure out and do than to write this
> message.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> http://members.home.nl/pman
> http://www.didgetal.com
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3752|3746|2002-01-10 01:46:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> Maybe because when you change styles you end up in different 

sections 

> and not always the first.

That´s it. :)

Tom
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| 3753|3746|2002-01-10 01:56:43|tompaulsen2002|How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> Hey Tom THANX!!!

The solution offers endless more power 

> to the rs7000. As the sound will be MASTERED in detail!

Hm, true. Congratulations! :)

I am wondering how people here on the list work with the FX and 
Master-FX? I discovered for myself that it´s better to use the track-
eq and master-eq, rather than messing with the master-fx. If i do, i 
only turn on the master-compressor with 0 Threshold and 0 offset, 
when i record directly to MiniDisc. For recording into my Fostex i 
keep the master FX off and work only with the EQ´s of the RS and the 
Fostex. 

I know, i know i should use some place a compressor to give it more 
punch and loudness, but i fear to mess up the whole song, make it too 
flat and muddy. 

Recently Faithmass posted some tips about using the compressor and i 
tried them and they works greatly (Thank you, man!) 
Ok, sometimes i play with the filter (for filter-house-like...:)) 
when it fits to the song...

How do you guys work with it?

Are there any other external FX units (like enhancer or something) to 
increase the sound-quality?

--Tom
| 3754|3733|2002-01-10 02:42:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Using the sampler?|
On Wednesday 09 January 2002 10:24, dannie7000 wrote:

> I am a bit confused over the sampler.
>
> I understand that it doesn't load multisamples (like Reason) and it
> doesn't support banks or programs from A series etc.(as FAQ say).
> That I get!

Okay.

> But can it load like a whole instrument thats not the above
> (if there exists such a thing on cd/zip/MO/Jaz whatever).
> Or do I have to load/sample individual keys and construct my own and
> then save it and load it later.
> It seems to be quite a job making a decent Rhodes or Clavinet if
> thats the case.

If you need a sample voice comprising a number of samples (e.g. a new sample 
for every 4 keys on the keyboard), you're in trouble. ;) Currently, the only 
way to get that done is by creating/importing these single samples and build 
a sample Kit voice from them. The sample voice can be saved and loaded again 
in a pattern, song or all file. I heard of third party companies that would 
do this kind of work. 

In case of a Pitched sample voice, where a single sample is stretched over 
the whole keyboard range, the work is simple: import or create the sample and 
assign it to a sample voice.

Someone suggested that Yamaha is working on a trick to import Akai programs. 
I tried to import Akai programs without success, but maybe my v1.11 OS is too 
old.

- Robert
| 3755|3755|2002-01-10 05:45:42|olafmol2002|oct up/down and triggering of phrases|
Hi,

some remarks/questions about stuff i read on this board:

*someone mentioned that the oct up/down buttons didn't work in grid 
record mode for auditioning sounds over multiple octaves...it seems 
this works fine, just like on the RM1x...

*in the RS7k manual i downloaded it is said that you can disable the 



keyboard and mute buttons and then you can trigger phrases by keeping 
the track buttons pressed..as soon as you release the track button 
the phrase stops playing...can anyone confirm this as it's a nice 
feat to have..

Olaf
| 3756|3755|2002-01-10 05:55:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: oct up/down and triggering of phrases|
On Thursday 10 January 2002 13:45, olafmol2002 wrote:

> Hi,
>
> some remarks/questions about stuff i read on this board:
>
> *someone mentioned that the oct up/down buttons didn't work in grid
> record mode for auditioning sounds over multiple octaves...it seems
> this works fine, just like on the RM1x...

Okay.

>
> *in the RS7k manual i downloaded it is said that you can disable the
> keyboard and mute buttons and then you can trigger phrases by keeping
> the track buttons pressed..as soon as you release the track button
> the phrase stops playing...can anyone confirm this as it's a nice
> feat to have..

Yep, this works. You only hear a single phrase, the one corresponding with 
the track. Pressing another track button stops the current phrase, so you 
can't layer phrases this way.

- Robert
| 3757|3757|2002-01-10 06:55:14|dannie7000|Anyone making Kits?|
Is there someone constructing kits and putting them on CD?
If don't someone should (must be worth a fortune right!)

Dannie the kid
| 3758|3746|2002-01-10 07:15:05|d_pman|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> So it works!! :)
> So you dedicate a track in each section of each style for a phrase 

holding 

> the master effect sysex settings, right?
> 
> Way cool... 
> I'll add this one to the faq, of course.
> 
> - Robert

Yes, well sort off. I already gave up track 16 to control our 
lighting and Video Jockey show. So track 16 wasn't used for music 
anyway. (it points to a voice that doesn't excist). So it isn't a 
problem at all to put some extra sysex commands for the master EQ/FX 
in these phrases.

These sysex commands could be placed in any phrase, even if they hold 
music data, no problem. It's just what you prefer.

greetingz,
Pman
| 3759|3716|2002-01-10 07:27:31|arveyman|Re: bug report !|
I find using the rotate knob pretty usefull for doing this..
Agreed, when swithing to another section while playing @ say 200 BPM 
and 1 bar sequence, is pretty difficult that way.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> Yeah,
> 
> The "shift + section A = section K" would be awesome for live 
> performance where you can't waste time accessing the menus.
> 
> Bruno Carlos

| 3760|3746|2002-01-10 07:27:51|olafmol2002|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|



isn't it a problem that the phrase keeps on repeating due to the loop-
based nature of the RS7k, and keeps on sending the sysex string every 
time it repeats?

Olaf
| 3761|3761|2002-01-10 07:30:14|olafmol2002|soft takeover?|
Hi,

i don't own a RS7000 (yet?), so i cannot check for myself...but:

does the RS7000 have soft-takeover for all the control-knobs? i 
cannot find anything abuot this in the manual..... the RM1x also 
doesn't have this but you can keep the shift-key pressed and turn the 
knobs without affecting the parameter, so you can move to the current 
parameter-setting before releasing the shift key and modifying the 
parameter..this to avoid large jumps...

the ideal solution of course would be a soft-takeover (or endless 
rotaries) ..... ie the RS7000 only picks up the parameter changes 
after the current setting is reached by the controller-knob....

if this isnt implemented this could be a nice thing for the wishlist?

Olaf
| 3762|3735|2002-01-10 07:39:50|arveyman|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
I do not know a very lot about MIDI, but i've heard about MIDI filter 
units. If that's true then u can use that the filter the programm 
change data. Does anyone have any experience with these units?
I also use a RS together with another sequencer. I use a ET-R, which 
is synced with the RS. So, to use the ALL load/save trick to load new 
MASTER settings is no option for my live situations because then the 
MIDI clock is interrupted.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > > 3.adding to 2.Is the RS7000 a usefull standalone tool for a live
> > > performance or is better to use a second machine to crossfade 
> between
> > > songs?(like I do at present-SU700+Roland jx-305)
> > 
> > I know of a guy who uses two RS boxes to get the job done. 
> > Depends on how you work, but a tape (MD, DAT) with some (ambient) 
> in-between 
> > stuff would certainly help.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> only 1 rs7000 will give you some problems as you get problem 
> switching to another style/song. 
> 
> I use 3 sequencers (rs7000 + RM1x + MC303) + the rest of the band.
> works perfect for me. the rs7000 is the best device in my setup 
> 
> ps. be aware of the style/song change "problem" (this reaealy pain 
in 
> the ass sysex command that it transmits when changing styles, so 
that 
> all other rm1x's or rs7000 at a later point in the chain will also 
> change style when in main screen)
> 
> for now i got a workaround i use the style 51 to 64 on my RS7000. 
as 
> the rm1x only has 50 styles it can't switch to that.
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de MAn

| 3763|3746|2002-01-10 07:54:07|d_pman|Re: How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > Hey Tom THANX!!!
> The solution offers endless more power 
> > to the rs7000. As the sound will be MASTERED in detail!
> 
> Hm, true. Congratulations! :)
> 
> I am wondering how people here on the list work with the FX and 
> Master-FX? I discovered for myself that it´s better to use the 



track-

> eq and master-eq, rather than messing with the master-fx. If i do, 

i 

> only turn on the master-compressor with 0 Threshold and 0 offset, 
> when i record directly to MiniDisc. For recording into my Fostex i 
> keep the master FX off and work only with the EQ´s of the RS and 

the 

> Fostex. 
>
> How do you guys work with it?

hi there,

Wel I totaly agree that its better to start using the track-eq. It 
gives you a much richer sound if you startoff right then instead just 
do something and then try to compensate the poor sound with the 
master EQ/FX.

I also start with the track-eq. I use the master-EQ when the style is 
finished. Just to give it a little extra. And that little extra can 
mean the difference between just looking crowd or a going mad crowd.

But the problem was that i couldn't give each style the little extra 
i wanted, because what is good for my style-1 was bad for style-2. So 
thats why i was so determined to save these settings INSIDE the style.

But the solution i came up with provides even more power, I 
realized!!! Now we can laydown a complete master EQ+FX score for a 
style. like... in the bridge i want the compressor to take it 
eaeaeasy, so it doesn't flatten the subtile music,...and then when 
the beat kicks in the compressor automaticly kicks back in again with 
preprogrammed settings, and makes the music go BOOM in the face of 
the crowd...

(this is just an example what it could do)

So it can do very much for your music when used in a profesional way. 
But if my solution is used the wrong way...the final result gets only 
worse. So the solution gives you the POWER to make the song/style 
better, but also the POWER to messup bigtime. It's up to us the 
RS7000 users what we do with it.

warm greetingz,
Pman

> Are there any other external FX units (like enhancer or something) 

to 

> increase the sound-quality?
> 
> --Tom

yes, I sometimes use one. (if a track isn't finished/mastered yet, 
but can't wait to let some friends here the new tune. I know its 
wrong but hey I'm human, and sometimes just can't control myself :)))

anyway, just surf the web searching "sound enhancer" Behringer makes 
good ones. BUT they aren't cheap. and if they are.. you are better 
off not using them. (i guess there are exceptions)

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3764|3746|2002-01-10 08:07:47|d_pman|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:

> isn't it a problem that the phrase keeps on repeating due to the 

loop-

> based nature of the RS7k, and keeps on sending the sysex string 

every 



> time it repeats?
> 
> Olaf

dear fellow members,

until now i didn't had any problems with that, but as i also 
mentioned before: "i don't know how the rs7000 will react when we put 
like 40 sysex strings in beat 1." I also want to point out that 
normaly (when i used other gear), sysex are proccesed just as fast 
(sometimes even faster) as "standart" MIDI commands. But to find out 
if the RS7000 gets speed problems... We would just have to try, and 
see how far we can go.

But thats why we are in this yahoogroup, right? Getting the max out 
off the RS7000.

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3765|3746|2002-01-10 09:50:05|megons|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
This shouldn't be a problem - just make the phrase containing the 
sysex longer, eg. 256 measures long.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> > isn't it a problem that the phrase keeps on repeating due to the 
> loop-
> > based nature of the RS7k, and keeps on sending the sysex string 
> every 
> > time it repeats?
> > 
> > Olaf
> 
> dear fellow members,
> 
> until now i didn't had any problems with that, but as i also 
> mentioned before: "i don't know how the rs7000 will react when we 
put 
> like 40 sysex strings in beat 1." I also want to point out that 
> normaly (when i used other gear), sysex are proccesed just as fast 
> (sometimes even faster) as "standart" MIDI commands. But to find 
out 
> if the RS7000 gets speed problems... We would just have to try, and 
> see how far we can go.
> 
> But thats why we are in this yahoogroup, right? Getting the max out 
> off the RS7000.
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

| 3766|3757|2002-01-10 10:03:59|tomfinegan|Re: Anyone making Kits?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dannie7000" wrote:

> Is there someone constructing kits and putting them on CD?
> If don't someone should (must be worth a fortune right!)
> 
> Dannie the kid

Well, you can do it...:)

Tom
| 3767|3746|2002-01-10 10:12:41|tomfinegan|Re: How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX|

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
in the bridge i want the compressor to take it 
> eaeaeasy, so it doesn't flatten the subtile music,...and then when 
> the beat kicks in the compressor automaticly kicks back in again 
with 
> preprogrammed settings, and makes the music go BOOM in the face of 
> the crowd...

You know what? You just stated a very good reason to buy a RS instead 
of a EMU Command Station or a MPC...

I think the engineers created the RS were listening more to the 
wishes of the RM1x community than we might think...IMHO those things 

http://www.sneak-thief.com/


makes the RS an exceptional tool. I am sure OS 2.0 will bring some 
new wonderfull features too, that we miss now. But we should not 
expect too much.

> 
> (this is just an example what it could do)
> 
> So it can do very much for your music when used in a profesional 
>way.

Well, Yamaha didn´t promise to much...the RS7000 is truely a Music 
Production Studio!

> But if my solution is used the wrong way...the final result gets 
only 
> worse. So the solution gives you the POWER to make the song/style 
> better, but also the POWER to messup bigtime. It's up to us the 
> RS7000 users what we do with it.

I totally agree here.

> BUT they aren't cheap. and if they are.. you are better 
> off not using them. (i guess there are exceptions)
lol...Behringer is cheap...but i guess i am not very good in sound-
engineering at this time, i have to learn much more before i will 
start messing with those gadgets.

Tom

| 3768|3746|2002-01-10 10:14:54|tomfinegan|Re: easy SOLUTION!!!!!!!: saving master EQ/effects into style!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> > isn't it a problem that the phrase keeps on repeating due to the 
> loop-
> > based nature of the RS7k, and keeps on sending the sysex string 
> every 
> > time it repeats?

True, but if oyu make the phrase pretty long...the problem would not 
be that strong, wouldn´t it`?

Tom
| 3769|3761|2002-01-11 00:56:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: soft takeover?|
On Thursday 10 January 2002 15:30, olafmol2002 wrote:

> Hi,
>
> i don't own a RS7000 (yet?), so i cannot check for myself...but:
>
> does the RS7000 have soft-takeover for all the control-knobs? i
> cannot find anything abuot this in the manual..... the RM1x also
> doesn't have this but you can keep the shift-key pressed and turn the
> knobs without affecting the parameter, so you can move to the current
> parameter-setting before releasing the shift key and modifying the
> parameter..this to avoid large jumps...
>
> the ideal solution of course would be a soft-takeover (or endless
> rotaries) ..... ie the RS7000 only picks up the parameter changes
> after the current setting is reached by the controller-knob....
>
> if this isnt implemented this could be a nice thing for the wishlist?

It isn't implemented like this. The pots produce an absolute value, and the 
Shift button doesn't help here. I'll add this one to the wishlist.

- Robert
| 3770|3735|2002-01-11 00:59:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
On Thursday 10 January 2002 15:39, arveyman wrote:

> I do not know a very lot about MIDI, but i've heard about MIDI filter
> units. If that's true then u can use that the filter the programm
> change data. Does anyone have any experience with these units?

I don't have experience with MIDI filter devices, but yes, they can be 
programmed to filter out PC commands (and many other type of commands as 
well).



- Robert
| 3771|3771|2002-01-11 01:38:42|volt10011001|FAQ = Great job|
I just wanted to thank you guys (Robert, Tom, others ?) for a job 
well done with the FAQ list. 

Thank you for taking the time to work on this, it is very helpfull 
and greatly appreciated. 

Yamaha should work even harder on the new OS just because 
of what's going on with this great site :-)

Simon
| 3772|3757|2002-01-11 02:42:37|RB|Re: Anyone making Kits?|

> Is there someone constructing kits and putting them on CD?
> If don't someone should (must be worth a fortune right!)
> 

If you're willing to pay a fortune I'll sell you mine! :]
| 3773|3771|2002-01-11 03:12:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FAQ = Great job|
On Friday 11 January 2002 09:38, volt10011001 wrote:

> I just wanted to thank you guys (Robert, Tom, others ?) for a job
> well done with the FAQ list.
>
> Thank you for taking the time to work on this, it is very helpfull
> and greatly appreciated.
>
> Yamaha should work even harder on the new OS just because
> of what's going on with this great site :-)
>
> Simon

Thanks Simon, much appreciated. :-)
Glad you like it so far. And it's getting better...

- Robert
| 3774|3771|2002-01-11 04:59:28|tomfinegan|Re: FAQ = Great job|
--- In RS7000@y..., "volt10011001" wrote:

> I just wanted to thank you guys (Robert, Tom, others ?) for a job 
> well done with the FAQ list. 
> 
> Thank you for taking the time to work on this, it is very helpfull 
> and greatly appreciated. 
> 
> Yamaha should work even harder on the new OS just because 
> of what's going on with this great site :-)
> 
> Simon

Thank you Simon! But this FAQ wouldn´t have been what it is right now 
without all 560+ members of this group constantly contributing 
questions and answers. I hope Yamaha hears us, too.
| 3775|783|2002-01-11 08:47:19|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Friday, January 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 3776|3735|2002-01-11 09:35:25|titusgu|Re: SU700 User Question for RS 7000|
Thanks for all replys!!!The FAQ is very usefull and answers a lot of
my questions!Realy Great group:instant and qualified answers!!!!
Geetings Titus
| 3777|3777|2002-01-11 09:50:52|Robert Dunlap|Default knob settings|
On my RM1x I think I could restore default settings of the effects knobs by 
pressing a shift key combo...Is there some way on the RS7000 that allows me 
to return to the original knob/effect settings (usually after I've screwed 
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the sound up) without manually turning knobs to the inital setting? Thanks

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] soft takeover?
>Date: Fri, 11 Jan 2002 08:55:56 +0100
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3778|3778|2002-01-11 09:54:06|flesk_bruno|Empty SM card|
I got my RS7000 today but the original SM card comes empty.

I go to load and try to load from the card but if finds no files on 
the card.

Anyway I assume the CD that comes with RS has all the info the card 
should have. But there's no software on the CD to load the files to 
the card.

You guys think that the software that comes with my CS6x will work 
with this beast? I'm at work right now so I can't really test it.
| 3779|3777|2002-01-11 09:57:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Default knob settings|
On Friday 11 January 2002 17:50, Robert Dunlap wrote:

> On my RM1x I think I could restore default settings of the effects knobs by
> pressing a shift key combo...Is there some way on the RS7000 that allows me
> to return to the original knob/effect settings (usually after I've screwed
> the sound up) without manually turning knobs to the inital setting? Thanks

Not that I know of. But you could save a scene before you start fiddling with 
the knobs, and load the scene again when you want to rest everything. This 
does *more* than just 'resetting the knobs'. Apart from resetting the voice 
edits, it also resets the play fx and other style data.

- Robert
| 3780|3778|2002-01-11 10:00:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Empty SM card|
On Friday 11 January 2002 17:53, flesk_bruno wrote:

> I got my RS7000 today but the original SM card comes empty.
>
> I go to load and try to load from the card but if finds no files on
> the card.

Hmm, weird. What's the size of that card? Does it have a label?

>
> Anyway I assume the CD that comes with RS has all the info the card
> should have. 

Yes.

> But there's no software on the CD to load the files to the card.

Nope, you'll need a card reader connected to the PC.

> You guys think that the software that comes with my CS6x will work
> with this beast? I'm at work right now so I can't really test it.

AFAIK, the CS6x can be made to behave like a card reader. That should work 
then, indeed.

- Robert
| 3781|3666|2002-01-11 10:16:41|RB|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|

>> is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
>> the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
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> 

I'd like this too (or could it be made an option for those who still want
it). This makes scenes useless for DJing with the RS.

Richard Brown
| 3782|3666|2002-01-11 10:23:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Friday 11 January 2002 18:16, RB wrote:

> >> is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
> >> the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
>
> I'd like this too (or could it be made an option for those who still want
> it). This makes scenes useless for DJing with the RS.

Has anyone of you tried my suggestion as a workaround? That is, slave the RS 
to an external midi clock signal (that defines the BPM). This could make the 
RS ignore the BPM stored in the scene when it is recalled.

It's not a nice trick, but I think it should work. When working with multiple 
machines, live, making a non-RS machine the master shouln't be too much of a 
problem.

- Robert
| 3783|3777|2002-01-11 10:23:28|Robert Dunlap|Re: Default knob settings|
Thanks Rob, I just want to mention what a great list this is...I have a 
whole pile or e-reading to do, and I find RS7000 list the most 
knowledgeable, informative and responsive group out there.

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Default knob settings
>Date: Fri, 11 Jan 2002 17:57:34 +0100
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3784|3666|2002-01-11 10:26:02|RB|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|

> Has anyone of you tried my suggestion as a workaround? That is, slave the RS
> to an external midi clock signal (that defines the BPM). This could make the
> RS ignore the BPM stored in the scene when it is recalled.
> 
> It's not a nice trick, but I think it should work. When working with multiple
> machines, live, making a non-RS machine the master shouln't be too much of a
> problem.
> 
> - Robert

Fair enough, but it'd be better to have the option in the next OS. My
workaround at the moment is just not to use scenes :)
| 3785|3777|2002-01-11 10:26:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Default knob settings|
On Friday 11 January 2002 18:23, Robert Dunlap wrote:

> Thanks Rob, I just want to mention what a great list this is...I have a
> whole pile or e-reading to do, and I find RS7000 list the most
> knowledgeable, informative and responsive group out there.

Thanks, glad you feel at home. :)

- Robert
| 3786|3666|2002-01-11 10:28:23|djdavejumpers|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Has anyone of you tried my suggestion as a workaround? That is, 

slave the RS 

> to an external midi clock signal (that defines the BPM). This could 

make the 
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> RS ignore the BPM stored in the scene when it is recalled.
> 
> It's not a nice trick, but I think it should work. When working 

with multiple 

> machines, live, making a non-RS machine the master shouln't be too 

much of a 

> problem.
> 
> - Robert

Yeah that's the way I have my setup.
I use and SP-808EX as a sampler and it's "Vari Pitch control" 
(Changes the pitch and BPM and stuff ) is not really acurate.

So I have a a MIDI THRU Box with 8 outputs and I send the MIDI Clock 
from the SP_808EX to everything else.
Including the RS. 
And it works perfectly.

-Dave-
| 3787|3666|2002-01-11 10:33:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Friday 11 January 2002 18:26, RB wrote:

> > Has anyone of you tried my suggestion as a workaround? That is, slave the
> > RS to an external midi clock signal (that defines the BPM). This could
> > make the RS ignore the BPM stored in the scene when it is recalled.
> >
> > It's not a nice trick, but I think it should work. When working with
> > multiple machines, live, making a non-RS machine the master shouln't be
> > too much of a problem.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Fair enough, but it'd be better to have the option in the next OS. My
> workaround at the moment is just not to use scenes :)

Sure, agreed.
- Robert
| 3788|3778|2002-01-11 10:34:06|flesk_bruno|Re: Empty SM card|

> Hmm, weird. What's the size of that card? Does it have a label?

It's a 8Mb card with a blue label from Yamaha saying Styles and Demo, 
so I assume it's the original. But it's empty because I see no files 
in it but if I save one there it shows up.

> AFAIK, the CS6x can be made to behave like a card reader. That 

should work then, indeed.

Ok, I'll test this at home. If I get some results I'll let you know. 
Maybe it's interesting for the FAQ for people to know they can use 
their Yamaha CS6x (if they have one) to save files to the card.

Thanks.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 11 January 2002 17:53, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > I got my RS7000 today but the original SM card comes empty.
> >
> > I go to load and try to load from the card but if finds no files 
on
> > the card.
> 
> Hmm, weird. What's the size of that card? Does it have a label?
> 
> >
> > Anyway I assume the CD that comes with RS has all the info the 
card
> > should have. 
> 
> Yes.
> 
> > But there's no software on the CD to load the files to the card.



> 
> Nope, you'll need a card reader connected to the PC.
> 
> > You guys think that the software that comes with my CS6x will work
> > with this beast? I'm at work right now so I can't really test it.
> 
> AFAIK, the CS6x can be made to behave like a card reader. That 
should work 
> then, indeed.
> 
> - Robert

| 3789|3666|2002-01-11 10:34:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Friday 11 January 2002 18:28, djdavejumpers wrote:

>
> Yeah that's the way I have my setup.
> I use and SP-808EX as a sampler and it's "Vari Pitch control"
> (Changes the pitch and BPM and stuff ) is not really acurate.
>
> So I have a a MIDI THRU Box with 8 outputs and I send the MIDI Clock
> from the SP_808EX to everything else.
> Including the RS.
> And it works perfectly.

Okay, so you *can* recall scenes that have another BPM than the current BPM 
value without causing any glitches in the RS?

- Robert
| 3790|3666|2002-01-11 10:43:40|djdavejumpers|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay, so you *can* recall scenes that have another BPM than the 

current BPM 

> value without causing any glitches in the RS?
> 
> - Robert

I don't remember ever having one, 
And I always slave the RS to the SP.
-Dave-
| 3791|3666|2002-01-11 10:48:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Friday 11 January 2002 18:43, djdavejumpers wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Okay, so you *can* recall scenes that have another BPM than the
>
> current BPM
>
> > value without causing any glitches in the RS?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> I don't remember ever having one,
> And I always slave the RS to the SP.

*And* you recall scenes with different BPM? ;)
- Robert
| 3792|3666|2002-01-11 10:54:51|djdavejumpers|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> *And* you recall scenes with different BPM? ;)
> - Robert

[O_o] am.. I will try today then.
| 3793|407|2002-01-11 10:58:05|mcressida|rs7000|
how is this compared to the mpc 2000?????
| 3794|407|2002-01-11 11:02:09|djdavejumpers|Re: rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mcressida" wrote:

> how is this compared to the mpc 2000?????

Read the damn FAQ already!
Is at teh bottom of the signature
-Dave-



| 3795|407|2002-01-11 11:03:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000|
On Friday 11 January 2002 18:58, mcressida wrote:

> how is this compared to the mpc 2000?????

Try FAQ entry 14.1, and maybe you could browse the archives for more material.

- Robert
| 3796|407|2002-01-11 11:17:16|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: rs7000|
What does the rs7000 do ? (sorry Dave he he!!)

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "djdavejumpers" <jumpers@irave.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2002 6:01 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: rs7000

> --- In RS7000@y..., "mcressida" wrote:
> > how is this compared to the mpc 2000?????
>
> Read the damn FAQ already!
> Is at teh bottom of the signature
> -Dave-
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3797|3666|2002-01-11 12:58:11|d_pman|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> 
> >> is there any way that YAMAHA would consider changing
> >> the scene mem. to NOT include bpm??????
> > 
> 
> I'd like this too (or could it be made an option for those who 

still want

> it). This makes scenes useless for DJing with the RS.
> 
> Richard Brown

well I have to agree. I also HATE it when the BPM is recalled.
It is a flow killer.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3798|3666|2002-01-11 13:29:01|d_pman|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|

> Has anyone of you tried my suggestion as a workaround? That is, 

slave the RS 

> to an external midi clock signal (that defines the BPM). This could 

make the 

mailto:jumpers@irave.org
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> RS ignore the BPM stored in the scene when it is recalled.
> 
> It's not a nice trick, but I think it should work. When working 

with multiple 

> machines, live, making a non-RS machine the master shouln't be too 

much of a 

> problem.
> 
> - Robert

Yeah I also hate it when the BPM is recalled when using scene memory.
Its the 2nd best FLOWKILLER (1st = transmittion of style/song changes)
So I tried the same solution you mentioned, works good!
but in my setup it is better to have the rs7000 as the master.
So....? I still hate the feature... until this feature-request is 
implemented in a OS, I can only use the scene-mem when I'm JAMMIN at 
the same BPM as stored in the scene-mem. Playing at another BPM? the 
scene-mem will only kill the flow.
extra parameter would be a great.

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3799|3746|2002-01-11 15:34:06|Robert Dunlap|Re: How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX|
Pipe it all through either a triton rack or emu w/rfx32 and use those 
effect algorityms...But than again, I'm pretty clueless about the whole 
thing....just like the effects "control" I get out these other 
devices...either audio or midi...I love the sequencer on the RS7K, it's just 
easier for me to deal with than Cubase or Logic. my two (where the hell is 
that key) cents....

>From: "d_pman" <pman@home.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX
>Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2002 14:53:52 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3800|407|2002-01-11 16:40:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mcressida" wrote:

> how is this compared to the mpc 2000?????

Oh man...you can ask questions...i think this one has been discussed 
a lot on sonicstate.com, here, on www.rs7000.org and a couple of 
other places. Basicly, they are two complete different tools. The MPC 
is a drummachine/sampler with a sequencer that fits the necessities 
of a drumsampler, simple, straight forward and easy to use. The RS is 
a complete concept. It´s a complete Music Production Studio, the 
sequencer is made towards that approach. It integrates Audio and 
MIDI, offers a fast and easy handling, almost as comfortable as using 
software. For technical specs, go to www.yamahasynth.com and compare 
with www.akaius.com.

A FAQ about the RS7000 can you find here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

Tom

Robert, we really have to carry this MPC vs RS vs RM1x into the FAQ. 
My mouf if already fery fuffy from all fhat MPfffee and Rffff 
comparifonf...:)

If i find the time i throw some facts together and send it to you, 
pal.
| 3801|3746|2002-01-11 17:04:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Dunlap" wrote:

mailto:pman@home.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files


> 
> Pipe it all through either a triton rack or emu w/rfx32 and use 

those 

> effect algorityms...But than again, I'm pretty clueless about the 

whole 

> thing....

Hmmmm, i guess if someone would post a link or some articles about 
these kind of topics, he would be da man...(sorry Peter...I couldn´t 
resist ) ;)

> my two (where the hell is 
> that key) cents....

May i help you out? $

:))

Tom
| 3802|3802|2002-01-11 18:41:54|megons|o/t - ebay spam, gear for sale|
Sorry to spam you guys, 

one day left on this auction:

Peavey Deltafex rackmount effects unit - MINT 
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1405018945

Electrix Filter Queen -Never Used, No Reserve 
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1405027388

Alesis Midiverb II rackmount fx processor -NR 
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1405028673

michel
| 3803|3803|2002-01-11 20:47:26|headtrik|RS7000 Radio launched at mp3.com!! artists interested...|
RS7000 radio is underway! If you are a user of either RS7000, Motif, 
or RM1x, email us with your MP3.com artist page url, and we will add 
your tracks! Please specify if RS, Motif, or RM was used for each 
track. Send us your links!! we will contact Yamaha and Motifator and 
request links off their pages once we have enough artists! Cheers ... 
Buddha Spaceship
| 3804|3803|2002-01-11 23:38:18|vze3fjn2@verizon.net|Re: RS7000 Radio launched at mp3.com!! artists interested...|
www.mp3.com/jillharmonics

all rs7000 tracks.
hip-hop

-- 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3805|407|2002-01-12 00:46:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000|
On Saturday 12 January 2002 00:40, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "mcressida" wrote:
> > how is this compared to the mpc 2000?????
>
> Oh man...you can ask questions...i think this one has been discussed
> a lot on sonicstate.com, here, on www.rs7000.org and a couple of
> other places. Basicly, they are two complete different tools. The MPC
> is a drummachine/sampler with a sequencer that fits the necessities
> of a drumsampler, simple, straight forward and easy to use. The RS is
> a complete concept. It´s a complete Music Production Studio, the
> sequencer is made towards that approach. It integrates Audio and
> MIDI, offers a fast and easy handling, almost as comfortable as using
> software. For technical specs, go to www.yamahasynth.com and compare
> with www.akaius.com.
>
> A FAQ about the RS7000 can you find here:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> Tom
>
> Robert, we really have to carry this MPC vs RS vs RM1x into the FAQ.
> My mouf if already fery fuffy from all fhat MPfffee and Rffff

http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1405018945
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1405027388
http://cgi.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1405028673
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files


> comparifonf...:)

LOL! There's already an entry that does RS vs MPC in the FAQ, but it is 
incomplete imo. I still have to make the RS vs RM1x entry.

>
> If i find the time i throw some facts together and send it to you,
> pal.

Thatwouldbeniceyeahthanksfox-scully.
| 3806|3806|2002-01-12 04:05:01|horizon0uk|Loop Remix Pain|
I don't know if anybody else has come across this, but there doesn't 
seem to be any way of limiting the remix function to a particular 
measure within a phrase. For instance, if you have a four measure 
drum loop, you can't just mangle the fourth measure, it does the lot!

The only way around this that I have found is to remix to a new 
phrase and then mess about cutting and pasting a phrase back together 
again, which is not a problem just REALLY time consuming!

Please, please, please Yamaha, give us parameters to limit the remix 
function to a specific measure!
| 3807|3746|2002-01-12 06:52:01|d_pman|Re: How do YOU work with the FX and Master-FX|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Dunlap" wrote:
> > 
> > Pipe it all through either a triton rack or emu w/rfx32 and use 
> those 
> > effect algorityms...But than again, I'm pretty clueless about the 
> whole 
> > thing....
> Hmmmm, i guess if someone would post a link or some articles about 
> these kind of topics, he would be da man...(sorry Peter...I 

couldn´t 

> resist ) ;)

hahaha, I realy can't help it.. it (Peter de Man) realy is just my 
name :) but i have to say...could be worse.
anyway, I did have good link on this item tested it, dead.

> > my two (where the hell is 
> > that key) cents....
> May i help you out? $
> 
> :))
> 
> 
> Tom

I'm in Holland here we got the  (EURO). the way to type it: ALT - 
0128. actualy ALT-0128 is the currency sign in ASCII so the result 
may differ around the world.

Pman
| 3808|3777|2002-01-12 08:03:33|olafmol2002|Re: Default knob settings|
mmm..i cannot recall that function on my RM1x...i do know that the 
way to reset the groovegrid is by pressing shift and 
groovegrid....but this only affects the groovegrid parameters, not 
the effect parameters...so if you could tell me how to actually do 
that i would be happy ;)

on the rs7000 i would reckon you have to store the default settings 
to a scene to be able to recall that...

btw, i did a live jam with my rm1x synced to a friend's RS7000 
yesterdaynight, it worked out very nicely....a great combo....

still a pity the rm1x and rs7000 cannot switch between record and 
play on the fly...it would really speed up the creative 
process......furthermore i really missed a "snap to zero crossing" 
setting in the sample-editing....this also really costs time to find 
the good points to cut...



i did check the shift-button turn thing, and this worked the same way 
as on the rm1x..so when you press shift and turn a knob, i tested 
this with the filter settings, nothing changed...

Olaf
| 3809|3777|2002-01-12 10:55:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Default knob settings|
On Saturday 12 January 2002 16:03, olafmol2002 wrote:

> i did check the shift-button turn thing, and this worked the same way
> as on the rm1x..so when you press shift and turn a knob, i tested
> this with the filter settings, nothing changed...

Whoa! I tried it, and the shift button had no effect on the knob turning. The 
value in the BPM display still changed. I'm on version 1.11. Weird, did I 
miss something here?

- Robert
| 3810|3810|2002-01-12 11:37:12|phasorpa|Max out RAM for $31.93 USD shipped|
I just want to let everyone know that I found what I think is still a 
great deal on RAM that works with the RS7000. The deal was from 
18004memory.com, you can either go to the website or call them.

The salesman didn't think the ram would work with the RS, they had 
someone familiar with other Yamaha Samplers there, but I said I'd 
take a chance with it. It works fine. Also got my 128 smart media 
card from them, not as great of a deal, but still one of the lowest 
prices.

I'm not at all affiliated with them, but I've used them several times 
for PC memory, and they've always been fine, AND cheap

I got 2 of the following chips:

SNED32U/032/F5V60S 32 MEG 72 PIN 60NS SIMM 8*32-60 EDO *SPECIAL*
$13.49 

Shipping is 4.95 US Mail
| 3811|3777|2002-01-12 11:57:57|d_pman|Re: Default knob settings|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 12 January 2002 16:03, olafmol2002 wrote:
> 
> > i did check the shift-button turn thing, and this worked the same 

way

> > as on the rm1x..so when you press shift and turn a knob, i tested
> > this with the filter settings, nothing changed...
> 
> Whoa! I tried it, and the shift button had no effect on the knob 

turning. The 

> value in the BPM display still changed. I'm on version 1.11. Weird, 

did I 

> miss something here?
> 
> - Robert

hi,

I tried it also (on both RM1x and RS7000), when the shift button is 
held and turn the knobs, the value in the display changes but the 
changes are NOT send to the Tone Generator. example: the cuttoff 
setting is 0 but the knob is at 127. now hold shift and rotate the 
knob to 0 and release shift. Now the knob is in a good position to 
start turning without the HARD jump of the cuttoff setting. The 
disadvantage is that we have to know/remember what the current 
setting of the track is... Would be better if the RS7000 waited 
untill the knob passed the current value before it has any effect. 
That way we have more time to focus on the music. But (in the mean 
time?) the shift button can be a livesaver in some occasions.

warmm greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3812|3777|2002-01-12 12:01:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Default knob settings|
On Saturday 12 January 2002 19:57, d_pman wrote:



> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Saturday 12 January 2002 16:03, olafmol2002 wrote:
> > > i did check the shift-button turn thing, and this worked the same
>
> way
>
> > > as on the rm1x..so when you press shift and turn a knob, i tested
> > > this with the filter settings, nothing changed...
> >
> > Whoa! I tried it, and the shift button had no effect on the knob
>
> turning. The
>
> > value in the BPM display still changed. I'm on version 1.11. Weird,
>
> did I
>
> > miss something here?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> hi,
>
> I tried it also (on both RM1x and RS7000), when the shift button is
> held and turn the knobs, the value in the display changes but the
> changes are NOT send to the Tone Generator. example: the cuttoff
> setting is 0 but the knob is at 127. now hold shift and rotate the
> knob to 0 and release shift. Now the knob is in a good position to
> start turning without the HARD jump of the cuttoff setting. The
> disadvantage is that we have to know/remember what the current
> setting of the track is... Would be better if the RS7000 waited
> untill the knob passed the current value before it has any effect.
> That way we have more time to focus on the music. But (in the mean
> time?) the shift button can be a livesaver in some occasions.
>
> warmm greetingz,
> Peter de Man

Got it, thanks.
Not too useful, though, as you - indeed - have to remember the original 
value. But better than nothing. :)

- Robert
| 3814|3814|2002-01-12 12:59:36|flesk_bruno|Memory Card Reader|
I successfuly used my Yamaha CS6x to write RS7000 files to it. 
They're just files so it's normal it would work.

My problem is that it goes through midi and it takes around 1 hour to 
put 8Mb in the card.

What is usually the times you get putting 8Mb on your cards using a 
USB card reader?

Bruno Carlos
| 3815|3814|2002-01-12 14:42:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory Card Reader|
On Saturday 12 January 2002 20:59, flesk_bruno wrote:

> I successfuly used my Yamaha CS6x to write RS7000 files to it.
> They're just files so it's normal it would work.

Okay.

>
> My problem is that it goes through midi and it takes around 1 hour to
> put 8Mb in the card.
>
> What is usually the times you get putting 8Mb on your cards using a
> USB card reader?

I guess about the times it takes for the RS to read/write the card, but 
that's really just a guess. You'll have to lookup some card reader specs.

http://www.motifator.com/saveandload.html

- Robert
| 3816|3814|2002-01-12 15:09:37|d_pman|Re: Memory Card Reader|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

http://www.motifator.com/saveandload.html


> On Saturday 12 January 2002 20:59, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > I successfuly used my Yamaha CS6x to write RS7000 files to it.
> > They're just files so it's normal it would work.
> 
> Okay.
> 
> >
> > My problem is that it goes through midi and it takes around 1 

hour to

> > put 8Mb in the card.
> >
> > What is usually the times you get putting 8Mb on your cards using 

a

> > USB card reader?
> 
> I guess about the times it takes for the RS to read/write the card, 

but 

> that's really just a guess. You'll have to lookup some card reader 

specs.

> 
> http://www.motifator.com/saveandload.html
> 
> - Robert

I wrote the firmware 1.14 to a card using a cardreader from Memorex 
(at work) the 3.7 MB file took about 3 secs to get there. realy fast.
I hope this info is somehow usefull.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 3817|3817|2002-01-12 15:41:03|VelocityConvulsion@gmx.net|memory management: load setups/scripts? |
Hi!
Has anyone figured out in which ways it might be possible to load
setups/scripts?

Setups (e.g. EFX-setups) and their changes are stored; and you can restore
faqtury-rs. So setups must be stored either in a flash-rom or within the OS
(which you can update e.g. by startingUp via SmartMedia).

So, is it possible to load plugins/scripts (EFX, Midi- setups, etc.) with
"Load All/system"/StartUp from SmartMedia?

Thanks,

Vel

-- 
GMX - Die Kommunikationsplattform im Internet.
http://www.gmx.net
| 3818|3817|2002-01-12 16:39:46|d_pman|Re: memory management: load setups/scripts?|
--- In RS7000@y..., VelocityConvulsion@g... wrote:

> Hi!
> Has anyone figured out in which ways it might be possible to load
> setups/scripts?
> 
> Setups (e.g. EFX-setups) and their changes are stored; and you can 

restore

> faqtury-rs. So setups must be stored either in a flash-rom or 

within the OS

> (which you can update e.g. by startingUp via SmartMedia).
> 
> So, is it possible to load plugins/scripts (EFX, Midi- setups, 

etc.) with

> "Load All/system"/StartUp from SmartMedia?
> 
> Thanks,
> 

http://www.motifator.com/saveandload.html
http://www.gmx.net/


> Vel

Hi there,

I'm not quite sure what your question is. need a more clear question.

If the question is "can I save my setup?" then the answer is.
YES! Your setup is saved within the ALL/system files. (well except 
for master EQ/FX, but read message 3739 for a solution on that).

If your question is "Can we get EXTRA effects or use pluggins IN the 
OS?" The answer is NO! nobody made another OS with extra options. 
Yamaha is the only one that writes OS's. And I got the feeling Yamaha 
is not going to give the info needed to write an OS. Others could 
create OS's that are incompatible with the current styles/songs or 
OS's that are unstable and might damage the Yamaha's(and RS7000's) 
name.

But what everybody can do (MIDI rulez) is get some MIDI pluggins on 
your PC/Atari. And do weird things by transmitting MIDI between 
RS7000 and PC/Atari. this MIDI code could be created by the plugin in 
your PC. this way you can do weird stuff. On Atari there are realy 
weird progs/plugins that can like some can GROW a beat or tune by 
itself...

Or you could create your own pluging by programming some weird MIDI 
progs. The Java language is my favorite because you can run it on 
every computer (cross platform).

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3819|3814|2002-01-12 17:06:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: Memory Card Reader|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> What is usually the times you get putting 8Mb on your cards using a 
> USB card reader?

I transfered app. 24MB from my 32MB SmartMedia Card through my USB-
Pixo-Reader, and it took not too long...i didn´t watched the whole 
process...but it was app. 1 minute?

Tom
| 3820|3820|2002-01-12 18:19:49|tompaulsen2002|OT: Links with Tips about homerecording/how to use EQ etc.|
http://www.homerecording.com

http://www.pinknoises.com/gear.shtml
| 3821|3820|2002-01-12 18:22:24|tompaulsen2002|OT: Links with Tips about homerecording/how to use EQ etc.|
http://www.homerecording.com

http://www.pinknoises.com/gear.shtml

http://www.core-sound.com/lcmics.html
| 3822|3803|2002-01-13 00:39:41|headtrik|Re: RS7000 Radio launched at mp3.com!! artists interested...|
Added 3 Jersey Illharmoic tracks to the station. WELL PRODUCED BTW.
Peace... Buddha Spaceship
| 3823|3823|2002-01-13 12:10:27|Dannie|Motif memory?|
A store called PCEXPRESS in Sweden are selling Motif simms 32 mb for 369sek / ~32?
Rather good I believe.

As I recall the RS use the same kind of rams as Motif and viceversa but I could be wrong.
Anyone feel free to enlighten me.

Dannie 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3824|3823|2002-01-13 12:14:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Motif memory?|
On Sunday 13 January 2002 20:06, Dannie wrote:

> A store called PCEXPRESS in Sweden are selling Motif simms 32 mb for 369sek
> / ~32? Rather good I believe.
>
> As I recall the RS use the same kind of rams as Motif and viceversa but I
> could be wrong. Anyone feel free to enlighten me.

The type of RAM for the RS is explained in the FAQ (URL at the bottom of this 
message). Don't know if the RS and Motif need the same type of SIMMs, but my 
guess is that they do.

http://www.homerecording.com/
http://www.pinknoises.com/gear.shtml
http://www.homerecording.com/
http://www.pinknoises.com/gear.shtml
http://www.core-sound.com/lcmics.html


- Robert
| 3825|3825|2002-01-13 17:54:58|mr_roboto24|Question|
I'm thinking about buying the RS 7000. Question: We use the Roland 
MC-505 right now to trigger sounds. Can you import/sample these 
sounds into the RS 7000? The RS 7000's specs did not list Roland as 
being able to Import from it. Does this make sense?

Please help,
rOb
| 3826|3826|2002-01-13 19:27:57|joseluisrevelo|RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools|
Hello all. Great machine...!

I'm trying to make it run along Pro Tools. Activated MIDI beat clock 
in PT. It goes into a MIDI Timepiece and then the RS. 

Everytime I hit play in PT the RS receives clock, but plays at twice 
the speed (87bpm plays as 174bpm)

Can anyone help?

Thanks a lot...!

Jose Luis Revelo
Miami, Fl.
| 3827|3825|2002-01-13 21:36:47|darylposnett|Re: Question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:

> I'm thinking about buying the RS 7000. Question: We use the Roland 
> MC-505 right now to trigger sounds. Can you import/sample these 
> sounds into the RS 7000? The RS 7000's specs did not list Roland 

as 

> being able to Import from it. Does this make sense?

Do you mean the sounds inside the MC505? Well, I'll attempt to 
answer your question anyway. You can plug the MC505 outs into the 
RS7000 ins and sample all the sounds in it if you wish.

As far as direct import goes, you can inport .wav samples. 

Since, as far as I know, you can't export samples from the 505 rom, 
or most any other rom based instrument for that matter, whether or 
not it imports "roland" samples is moot.

Further, it's not really any big deal these days to convert one 
sample format to another. It's not really a hot sample selling point 
like it used to be.

If you're not planning on ditching the 505 you can use it alongside 
the rs7000 by triggering it's sounds from midi. In fact, I think 
they'd go really well together. You'd have more variety of sounds, 
some direct outs for some of your sounds, the really good sequencer 
of the RS and the much better arpegiator of the MC505. 

Hope this helps.
Daryl
| 3828|3826|2002-01-13 23:43:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools|
On Monday 14 January 2002 03:27, joseluisrevelo wrote:

> Hello all. Great machine...!
>
> I'm trying to make it run along Pro Tools. Activated MIDI beat clock
> in PT. It goes into a MIDI Timepiece and then the RS.
>
> Everytime I hit play in PT the RS receives clock, but plays at twice
> the speed (87bpm plays as 174bpm)
>

This may be caused by a MIDI loop. Remove the cable from the RS's MIDI out 
plug and see if that cures the problem. If so, the MIDI clock signal is also 
transmitted by the RS and echoed back again. I would have expected a total 
mess then, btw.

Other possibility is that 2 devices are sending MIDI clock into the RS.

What are the sync settings in the RS?

- Robert



| 3829|3817|2002-01-13 23:49:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: memory management: load setups/scripts?|
On Saturday 12 January 2002 23:41, VelocityConvulsion@gmx.net wrote:

> Hi!
> Has anyone figured out in which ways it might be possible to load
> setups/scripts?
>
> Setups (e.g. EFX-setups) and their changes are stored; and you can restore
> faqtury-rs. So setups must be stored either in a flash-rom or within the OS
> (which you can update e.g. by startingUp via SmartMedia).
>
> So, is it possible to load plugins/scripts (EFX, Midi- setups, etc.) with
> "Load All/system"/StartUp from SmartMedia?

I'm afraid that I do not understand your question.
Could you rephrase please?

- Robert
| 3830|3830|2002-01-14 04:06:11|mmittner|yet another feature request (for live usage)|
hi all,

i want to use my rs7k in a band environment and so i would like the possibility to have a feature like 'click output channel'.
from my experience i have found that i need a metronome for the drummer so that he keeps in sync with the rs7k, i've tried it
the other way round by 'syncing' the rs7k to the drummer (i tapped in the tempo with a foot switch), but that (i?) was too
unreliable. using the assignable outs to generate a metronome click for the drummer was the best way, but it costs me a whole
track, so i want to use the already built-in metronome to feed it to the drummer's headphones via one of the assignable outs.

for a band environment it would be great too if i could step in and out of recording and hear other tracks in grid mode (hey,
this will become some sort of a mantram soon) - just to mention that once again in another context. i mean, it's no problem at
all, once you get used to that behavior you work with it anyway, but for doing real live-sessions with live musicians (i'm
thinking of playing without any preprogrammed data) it's totally unuseful. and don't forget about sampling without stopping the
sequencer! *sigh*

if that could be done, a lot of people (including me) would be very, very happy i think, an we would carry a lot of our euros
to the yamaha dealer in the future ;-) but the real killer would be the possibility to pre-listen a track on the headphone
output while programming it, perfect would be a switch to change the behavior of the master gain to balance the headphone out
between mix and track pre-listen, or something similar to that.

so, well, i know this is kind of unrealistic, but ... i like dreaming and being unrealistic ;-) anyway, it's no problem to work
with the rs7k in my home studio (besides of the few bugs in the os), it's no problem to perform a house or techno live-act with
it (actually it's really great for that purpose), but it's almost impossible to do a session with live musicians (and the grid-
groove-programming is fine but not quite what i'm looking for).

regards,
mike
| 3831|3826|2002-01-14 04:22:53|flesk_bruno|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools|
Are you portuguese?

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "joseluisrevelo" wrote:
> Hello all. Great machine...!
> 
> I'm trying to make it run along Pro Tools. Activated MIDI beat 
clock 
> in PT. It goes into a MIDI Timepiece and then the RS. 
> 
> Everytime I hit play in PT the RS receives clock, but plays at 
twice 
> the speed (87bpm plays as 174bpm)
> 
> Can anyone help?
> 
> Thanks a lot...!
> 
> 
> Jose Luis Revelo
> Miami, Fl.

| 3832|3771|2002-01-14 08:31:46|MICHAEL ROCHESTER|Re: FAQ = Great job|
I HAVE 1549 EMAILS ALL FROM PEOPLE WITH RS7000'S, i AM
NOT THE ONLINE HELP OR QUIZMASTER!!! I WOULD LIKE TO
KNOW HOW ALL THESE EMAILS HAVE BEEN SENT TO ME AND
WHY?

M. ROCHESTER
AKA FUNKTMIC

__________________________________________________

mailto:VelocityConvulsion@gmx.net


Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 3833|3757|2002-01-14 08:35:05|MICHAEL ROCHESTER|Re: Anyone making Kits?|
--- dannie7000 wrote: 

Is there someone constructing kits and putting them on
CD?

If don't someone should (must be worth a fortune
right!)

Dannie the kid

YEAH, IT WOULD BE SOUND. I'VE HAD A GO AT SOME SAMPLE
KITS PUT TOGETHER FROM EDIT'S OF THE 'MICROSOFT
THEME'S' SOUNDS. SO FAR SO GOOD.

FUNKTMIC.
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| 3834|3733|2002-01-14 08:38:49|MICHAEL ROCHESTER|Re: Using the sampler?|
YEAH YOU'VE GOT TO PUT EACH SAMPLE ON EACH KEY, THEN
SAVE AS YOUR OWN KIT.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 3835|3733|2002-01-14 08:53:19|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Using the sampler?|
why do you keep yelling?

ease up on the caps buddy

-----Original Message-----
From: MICHAEL ROCHESTER [mailto:funktmike@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2002 10:39 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Using the sampler?

YEAH YOU'VE GOT TO PUT EACH SAMPLE ON EACH KEY, THEN
SAVE AS YOUR OWN KIT.

__________________________________________________
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3836|3482|2002-01-14 08:56:49|MICHAEL ROCHESTER|Re: os update by scsi?|
--- whooyeahau <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au> wrote: 

can i load the os update via a zip disk?

regards

Wayne Thompson

WHEN YOU FIND OUT IF IT IS POSSIBLE, PLEASE LET ME
KNOW.

FUNKTMIC.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 3837|3482|2002-01-14 09:00:19|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: os update by scsi?|
Hi.. Funkyman.. Please stop bombing the list with all cap 3 line emails..
Thanks.. 

on 1/14/02 10:56 AM, MICHAEL ROCHESTER at funktmike@yahoo.co.uk wrote:

> --- whooyeahau <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au> wrote:
>

> 
> 
> 
> 
> can i load the os update via a zip disk?

> 

> regards

> Wayne Thompson

> 

> 
> 
> 
> WHEN YOU FIND OUT IF IT IS POSSIBLE, PLEASE LET ME
> KNOW.
> 
> FUNKTMIC.
> 
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> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Everything you'll ever need on one web page
> from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
> http://uk.my.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 3838|3410|2002-01-14 09:07:28|MICHAEL ROCHESTER|Re: MPC vs RS7000 - an expert point of view|
IF YOU HAVEN'T BOUGHT ONE YET GO GET ONE, THERE ISN'T
ALOT I COULD TELL YOU THAT YOU HAVEN'T ALREADY READ,
BUT WETHER A SERIOUS MUSICIAN OR JUST TO KID ABOUT ON
(YEAH,OK 4 £1250), IT IS A RIGHT PIECE OF KIT, THE
MOST FUN I EVER HAD ON ONE BOX, NOT TO MENTION THE
UNLIMITED POTENTIALS. O.K. IT DOES HAVE A FEW KNACKS
THAT NEED SORTING, I.E. YOU CAN'T CHANGE MODES WHILST
PLAYING AND YOU CAN'T SAMPLE ON THE FLY OR ACCESS A
FEW MORE BITS WHILST PLAYING, BUT I ALREADY GOT RID OF
A FEW PROBLEMS WITH THE NEW OP-SYS. THE ONLY WAY TO
KNOW IF THE RS IS FOR YOU IS TO GET HOLD OF ONE AND
JAM.
GOOD LUCK WHATEVER THE DECISION.
FUNKTMIKE

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 3839|3038|2002-01-14 09:09:49|MICHAEL ROCHESTER|Re: Three-way SCSI setup?|
I TELL YOU KNOW LADDO, I WASTED £140 ON A EXTERNAL
SCSI YAMMIE CD-RW. IT DOESN'T WRITE BUT GREAT FOR .WAV
CD'S.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 3840|3840|2002-01-14 10:26:25|Bryan Rodgers|!!!!STOP WITH THE CAPS ALREADY!!!!!|
it's making me upset.

I'm sensitive.

-----Original Message-----
From: MICHAEL ROCHESTER [mailto:funktmike@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2002 11:10 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Three-way SCSI setup?

I TELL YOU KNOW LADDO, I WASTED £140 ON A EXTERNAL
SCSI YAMMIE CD-RW. IT DOESN'T WRITE BUT GREAT FOR .WAV
CD'S.

__________________________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3841|3777|2002-01-14 10:36:45|Robert Dunlap|Re: Default knob settings|
Hey guys, How about shift+pattern button on the RM1x? I think this resets 
parameters set by the knobs...going by memory here...if so, is there 
anything like this on the RS7000

>From: "d_pman" <pman@home.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Default knob settings
>Date: Sat, 12 Jan 2002 18:57:51 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3842|3777|2002-01-14 11:09:56|d_pman|Re: Default knob settings|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Dunlap" wrote:

> Hey guys, How about shift+pattern button on the RM1x? I think this 

resets 

> parameters set by the knobs...going by memory here...if so, is 

there 

> anything like this on the RS7000

i know the function on the rm1x. use it frequently but i didn't try 
it on my rs7000 yet..? (i use scene memory when 
editing/trying/freaking) i would have to try..good id. but I got the 
feeling it doesn't work on the rs7000 (read it somewhere or tried it 
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when i just got it..don't remember anymore...) i will try again.

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3843|3843|2002-01-14 12:38:30|flesk_bruno|Keep previous knob value|
We all know you can use Shift+Knob to keep the previous value 
untouched until you start messing around with it.

The problem is you have to remember what was its previous value.

One solution would be when using Shift+Knob it could report the 
previous value for one second in the BPM display and then after that 
it would report the new value you're selecting.

This way you could position the knob exactly on the place it 
currently should be.

I think this could be something for the wish list.
| 3844|3771|2002-01-14 13:07:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FAQ = Great job|
On Monday 14 January 2002 16:31, MICHAEL ROCHESTER wrote:

> I HAVE 1549 EMAILS ALL FROM PEOPLE WITH RS7000'S, i AM
> NOT THE ONLINE HELP OR QUIZMASTER!!! I WOULD LIKE TO
> KNOW HOW ALL THESE EMAILS HAVE BEEN SENT TO ME AND
> WHY?
>
> M. ROCHESTER
> AKA FUNKTMIC

Change your yahoo maillist configuration for this group. 

- Robert
| 3845|3771|2002-01-14 14:23:19|komplexaudio|Re: FAQ = Great job|
Is this a wind up? Turn the function off if you don't want it.

Tap

--- In RS7000@y..., MICHAEL ROCHESTER wrote:
> I HAVE 1549 EMAILS ALL FROM PEOPLE WITH RS7000'S, i AM
> NOT THE ONLINE HELP OR QUIZMASTER!!! I WOULD LIKE TO
> KNOW HOW ALL THESE EMAILS HAVE BEEN SENT TO ME AND
> WHY?
> 
> M. ROCHESTER
> AKA FUNKTMIC
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Everything you'll ever need on one web page
> from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
> http://uk.my.yahoo.com

| 3846|3666|2002-01-14 17:11:02|choinsta1|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
yeah woooh hooo , I'm glad everyone agrees that this is a prob and a 
useless piece of the scene memory. If you forget what tempo you wrote 
the song in just write it down ...or you should be able to suss it 
out when you listen to it again....the whole point of this sampler is 
that you can sample and play any tune in any BPM...I lOVE IT!!!!

good idea with the RS not being the master...........it does work ive 
tried it, but still..............

it should be easy to OMIT the BPM from scene recall in an OS update!!!
Rob ....could you put this in a place where the Yammy crew would see??

and thanks for all the feedback on this topic.....cheers crew!!!

from the choinsta...

ps: the word "flow killer" is an understatement !!!!!!specially if 
your jammin at 138 and you have scenes at 173....heheheh youd be 
screwed!!!

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > Has anyone of you tried my suggestion as a workaround? That is, 

http://uk.my.yahoo.com/


> slave the RS 
> > to an external midi clock signal (that defines the BPM). This 
could 
> make the 
> > RS ignore the BPM stored in the scene when it is recalled.
> > 
> > It's not a nice trick, but I think it should work. When working 
> with multiple 
> > machines, live, making a non-RS machine the master shouln't be 
too 
> much of a 
> > problem.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Yeah I also hate it when the BPM is recalled when using scene 
memory.
> Its the 2nd best FLOWKILLER (1st = transmittion of style/song 
changes)
> So I tried the same solution you mentioned, works good!
> but in my setup it is better to have the rs7000 as the master.
> So....? I still hate the feature... until this feature-request is 
> implemented in a OS, I can only use the scene-mem when I'm JAMMIN 
at 
> the same BPM as stored in the scene-mem. Playing at another BPM? 
the 
> scene-mem will only kill the flow.
> extra parameter would be a great.
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

| 3847|3666|2002-01-15 01:40:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|
On Tuesday 15 January 2002 01:10, choinsta1 wrote:

> yeah woooh hooo , I'm glad everyone agrees that this is a prob and a
> useless piece of the scene memory. If you forget what tempo you wrote
> the song in just write it down ...or you should be able to suss it
> out when you listen to it again....the whole point of this sampler is
> that you can sample and play any tune in any BPM...I lOVE IT!!!!
>
> good idea with the RS not being the master...........it does work ive
> tried it, but still..............
>
> it should be easy to OMIT the BPM from scene recall in an OS update!!!
> Rob ....could you put this in a place where the Yammy crew would see??
>
> and thanks for all the feedback on this topic.....cheers crew!!!

I don't know if Yamaha is monotoring this list, doubt it actually.
So to make sure they see this, please discuss it at www.motifator.com.

- Robert
| 3848|3848|2002-01-15 04:45:27|bilterfucht|Sections K,L,....|
Maybe this is already somewhere in the list, but hey, i'm just a new 
rs7k user. Can anybody tell me how to select sections K,L,M,N,O and P. 
I guees i'm missing something.

Bilterfucht
| 3849|3849|2002-01-15 04:56:13|LOIODICE Cédric|FILTER|
IF someone could tell me if it's possible to save the filter type in a
phrase (sys ex or control change ??) ?

thanks

Cédric
| 3850|3850|2002-01-15 10:12:25|tempotanken|slicejob|
Hi group,

I´ve just borrowed the RS7000 from a local shop, and wanted to 
do a slice job on a 2-bar sample.....Now, 4 hours later the 
machine is still executing. The BPM display shows : F934 and 
it´s still counting "upwards"
I guess it might be a RAM issue ? Or is this normal ? 

best

HH
| 3851|3849|2002-01-15 10:18:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FILTER|
On Tuesday 15 January 2002 12:54, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:



> IF someone could tell me if it's possible to save the filter type in a
> phrase (sys ex or control change ??) ?

Simply recording filter type changes by turning the knob during record didn't 
work here. There's no MIDI CC mapped to filter type, so that leaves you with 
sysex as the only solution. See page 330 of the english manual, MULTI PART 
GROUP 3, second block.

- Robert
| 3852|3848|2002-01-15 10:19:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sections K,L,....|
On Tuesday 15 January 2002 12:45, bilterfucht wrote:

> Maybe this is already somewhere in the list, but hey, i'm just a new
> rs7k user. Can anybody tell me how to select sections K,L,M,N,O and P.
> I guees i'm missing something.

There are no knobs on the RS that directly select the upper six sections.
You'll have to use knob 2 of the Pattern mod main page to dial these section 
numbers.

- Robert
| 3853|3843|2002-01-15 10:21:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Keep previous knob value|
Added to wishlist.

- Robert

On Monday 14 January 2002 20:35, flesk_bruno wrote:
> We all know you can use Shift+Knob to keep the previous value
> untouched until you start messing around with it.
>
> The problem is you have to remember what was its previous value.
>
> One solution would be when using Shift+Knob it could report the
> previous value for one second in the BPM display and then after that
> it would report the new value you're selecting.
>
> This way you could position the knob exactly on the place it
> currently should be.
>
> I think this could be something for the wish list.
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3854|3777|2002-01-15 10:23:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Default knob settings|
On Monday 14 January 2002 18:36, Robert Dunlap wrote:

> Hey guys, How about shift+pattern button on the RM1x? I think this resets
> parameters set by the knobs...going by memory here...if so, is there
> anything like this on the RS7000

Couldn't find anything like it.
One of the reasons may be the absence of the upper six section buttons,
but maybe it's simply there...

- Robert
| 3855|3830|2002-01-15 10:35:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: yet another feature request (for live usage)|
On Monday 14 January 2002 12:06, mmittner wrote:

> hi all,
>
> i want to use my rs7k in a band environment and so i would like the

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> possibility to have a feature like 'click output channel'. from my
> experience i have found that i need a metronome for the drummer so that he
> keeps in sync with the rs7k, i've tried it the other way round by 'syncing'
> the rs7k to the drummer (i tapped in the tempo with a foot switch), but
> that (i?) was too unreliable. 

Not hard to imagine. ;)

> using the assignable outs to generate a
> metronome click for the drummer was the best way, but it costs me a whole
> track, so i want to use the already built-in metronome to feed it to the
> drummer's headphones via one of the assignable outs.

I know of no such option. Maybe when the AIEB2 is inserted that an option 
like that shows up, but I doubt it. If you don't want to loose a track, maybe 
buy a dirt cheap drum machine and slave it to the RS. Select a simple hi-hat 
(or sidestick or whatever) pattern on the drummachine and there you are.

I'll add this one to the wishlist, anyway.

>
> for a band environment it would be great too if i could step in and out of
> recording and hear other tracks in grid mode (hey, this will become some
> sort of a mantram soon) - just to mention that once again in another
> context. i mean, it's no problem at all, once you get used to that behavior
> you work with it anyway, but for doing real live-sessions with live
> musicians (i'm thinking of playing without any preprogrammed data) it's
> totally unuseful. and don't forget about sampling without stopping the
> sequencer! *sigh*
>
> if that could be done, a lot of people (including me) would be very, very
> happy i think, an we would carry a lot of our euros to the yamaha dealer in
> the future ;-) but the real killer would be the possibility to pre-listen a
> track on the headphone output while programming it, perfect would be a
> switch to change the behavior of the master gain to balance the headphone
> out between mix and track pre-listen, or something similar to that.

You want a monitor bus on the RS, like on a mixer, fed to the phones output?

- Robert
| 3856|3850|2002-01-15 10:37:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: slicejob|
On Tuesday 15 January 2002 18:12, tempotanken wrote:

> Hi group,
>
> I´ve just borrowed the RS7000 from a local shop, and wanted to
> do a slice job on a 2-bar sample.....Now, 4 hours later the
> machine is still executing. The BPM display shows : F934 and
> it´s still counting "upwards"
> I guess it might be a RAM issue ? Or is this normal ?

Four hours?!!

Jeez, no this is NOT normal.
Switch off the RS and try again. 

How large (long) was your 2-bar sample? 

How much sample RAM is installed?
(Press Shift+Utility and look for Wave memory.)

- Robert
| 3857|3850|2002-01-15 10:51:09|tempotanken|Re: slicejob|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 15 January 2002 18:12, tempotanken wrote:
> > Hi group,

> Four hours?!!
> 
> Jeez, no this is NOT normal.
> Switch off the RS and try again. 



OK, Im glad something´s wrong.....But I will be very sad to turn 
the RS off because its programmed with things I need for my 
current track ( and I havent yet been able to save to any media..)
Maybe its a mistake to test the RS while Im doing a serious track 
with a deadline, but I wanted to test it "in real life "

Q: isn´t there a way, a shortcut to cancel a job ?

> How large (long) was your 2-bar sample? 

well, -6 sek. mono, 44khz....

> How much sample RAM is installed?
> (Press Shift+Utility and look for Wave memory.)

4 MB.....

HH
| 3858|3666|2002-01-15 11:03:43|d_pman|Re: Have a little BPM request!!!|

> > it should be easy to OMIT the BPM from scene recall in an OS 

update!!!

> > Rob ....could you put this in a place where the Yammy crew would 

see??

> >
> > and thanks for all the feedback on this topic.....cheers crew!!!
> 
> I don't know if Yamaha is monotoring this list, doubt it actually.
> So to make sure they see this, please discuss it at 

www.motifator.com.

> 
> - Robert

good idea,

i already posted some update requests there.
like:

- transmitting style change parameter
- sections 11-16
- patch mode screen buggy (little problem)
- ect..

good if you guys would support this questions, if more peolpe ask it.
there is a better change.. maybe post the faq including the requests.

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3859|3850|2002-01-15 11:10:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: slicejob|
On Tuesday 15 January 2002 18:44, skwit@BASEDRUM.de wrote:

> hi,
>
> > Four hours?!!
>
> I had a simliar problem:
>
> I sliced a sample, he did it perfect (count until 20 or sth). then I
> used the AUDITION function and listened to the result.
>
> then I hit the CREATE-button very fast, maybe I was still with a finger
> on the AUDITION-button. then he started counting upwards until 200, then
> I stopped him by switching the power off (no other way)
>
> I tried to reproduce the error, but pressing these two buttons didn't
> show any problems again.

Ah yes, I remember now. This happened quite a while ago, didn't it?

mailto:skwit@BASEDRUM.de


Added to bug list.

- Robert
| 3860|3849|2002-01-15 12:15:30|d_pman|Re: FILTER|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> IF someone could tell me if it's possible to save the filter type 

in a

> phrase (sys ex or control change ??) ?
> 
> 
> thanks
> 
> Cédric

don't know which filter type you mean.
for master FX/EQ read msg# 3746

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 3861|3840|2002-01-15 15:31:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: !!!!STOP WITH THE CAPS ALREADY!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> it's making me upset.
> 
> I'm sensitive.

lol...awwww, poor booboo...:)

I send Michael already an email.

Tom (aka the world´s greatest list-moderator...cough...cough...:))
| 3862|3848|2002-01-15 16:07:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: Sections K,L,....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:

> Maybe this is already somewhere in the list, but hey, i'm just a 

new 

> rs7k user. Can anybody tell me how to select sections K,L,M,N,O and 

P. 

> I guees i'm missing something.
> 
> Bilterfucht

Download the FAQ from the file-section and puh-lease...RTFM!

Tom (aka the mean moderator)
| 3863|3849|2002-01-15 16:11:21|tompaulsen2002|Re: FILTER|
--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> IF someone could tell me if it's possible to save the filter type 

in a

> phrase (sys ex or control change ??) ?

I guess so...check the MIDI-parameter for that in the manual.
| 3864|3850|2002-01-15 23:46:40|darylposnett|Re: slicejob|

> > > Four hours?!!

You know, I experienced the same thing. I'm not knew to beat 
mangling nor am I a stranger to technology. On both of my RS7000s my 
initial thought about the slice function was that it was useless. I 
could not get it to finish on any of the intelligent algorithms. I 
did get it to finish with the quick algo but the results were awful 
so I gave up. 

I told a friend who had also purchesd an RS7k that as much as I loved 
the machine I thought that function was just a waste of time and to 
use is PC to accomplish the task.

Then I added some ram. Now it works just fine. Keep in mind that I 
tried to chop loops no less than a dozen times with my unexpanded 



rs7ks and couldn't get either unit to work as exepected. In all cases 
I was just trying to chop a simple 1 measure loop and chose only four 
divisions. 

I'm not willing to take the back off of mine just to test it, but I'd 
be curious to know whether ram is actually the issue.

Daryl
| 3865|3850|2002-01-16 00:35:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: slicejob|
On Wednesday 16 January 2002 07:46, darylposnett wrote:

> > > > Four hours?!!
>
> You know, I experienced the same thing. I'm not knew to beat
> mangling nor am I a stranger to technology. On both of my RS7000s my
> initial thought about the slice function was that it was useless. I
> could not get it to finish on any of the intelligent algorithms. I
> did get it to finish with the quick algo but the results were awful
> so I gave up.
>
> I told a friend who had also purchesd an RS7k that as much as I loved
> the machine I thought that function was just a waste of time and to
> use is PC to accomplish the task.
>
> Then I added some ram. Now it works just fine. 

Looks like a bug that cannot cracefully handle the out-of-memory 
situatiation. 

- Robert
| 3866|3848|2002-01-16 00:53:52|bilterfucht|Re: Sections K,L,....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > Maybe this is already somewhere in the list, but hey, i'm just a 
> new 
> > rs7k user. Can anybody tell me how to select sections K,L,M,N,O 

and 

> P. 
> > I guees i'm missing something.
> > 
> > Bilterfucht
> 
> Download the FAQ from the file-section and puh-lease...RTFM!
> 
> Tom (aka the mean moderator)

In the meantime had the time to read the FAQ's and indeed, the answer 
to my question was in it. Why doesn't Yamaha implement something like 
entering section K and so on by pressing shift and pressing the 
corresponding letter, i guess this is easier than turninf the F2 
button.
| 3867|3830|2002-01-16 01:44:38|mmittner|Re: yet another feature request (for live usage)|

> Not hard to imagine. ;)

;-)

> I know of no such option. Maybe when the AIEB2 is inserted that an option 
> like that shows up, but I doubt it. If you don't want to loose a track, maybe 
> buy a dirt cheap drum machine and slave it to the RS. Select a simple hi-hat 
> (or sidestick or whatever) pattern on the drummachine and there you are.
> 
> I'll add this one to the wishlist, anyway.

i own the aieb2, and there is no such option. of course i could use my rm1x for that, although i would like to carry around as
less machines as possible. well, i'll do some research on that anyway. our band project has just been stard, so we will try out
a lot of configurations, and i think in the end i will work in a way completely different from how i think now, it's like that
almost everytime ;-)

> You want a monitor bus on the RS, like on a mixer, fed to the phones output?

well, i thought about that and it came to my mind that with the aieb2 i already have six buses i can use for monitoring. but as
long as jumping in and out of recording on the fly does not work, i don't need this anyway.



-mike
| 3868|3850|2002-01-16 02:41:07|tomfinegan|Re: slicejob|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Then I added some ram. Now it works just fine. 
> 
> Looks like a bug that cannot cracefully handle the out-of-memory 
> situatiation. 
> 
> - Robert

Yup to me too, the question is, is this fixed in OS 1.14 already...?

I don´t feel like open my RS, pull out the modules and try it out...:)
| 3870|3870|2002-01-16 04:54:37|andy@taxiadvertising.com|new member|
Hello,

Thanks, Andy.

London Cab Advertising
42 Copperfield Street
London
SE1 0DY
t: 020 7928 8234
f: 020 7928 1230
www.taxiadvertising.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3871|3871|2002-01-16 08:59:54|pibi|best config for my gear + new one|
I have RS7000 + AIEB2+64Mb +2GB SCSII, Sony CD + Sony Minidisk(both 
with optic in/out), RM1x, QY700, AN200 + CBXK MIDI kbd
+ BEHRINGER COMPOSER PRO MDX200 + BEH. 1604 EURORACK MIX

What is the best way to connect composer efect (in mix+return, after 
AN200 into RS) or any other way
How to link AN200 + RS +RM1x to get most of it
How to combine RM1x +RS to play togeter same patt.(RM1x) on RS
Best use of QY700 in any combination
Which add on gear to buy (effect, KBD, Fatboy or other MID ctrl,PC 
SW,... ?)
Buying new PC audio card - must have optic for RS7000 direct out/in
Buying 11" x 19" rack - where 
No need for PA system
Must be movable - used on locations (live acts)

I like(make) trance, dance, electro,D&B,ambient
Have this in mind suggesting new gear + all prices for Europe !
| 3872|3871|2002-01-16 10:15:47|kussersmith|AEIB2|
anyone been able to get one in the States?
i tried to order from riksmusic yesterday and they said it would be 
here on friday. then they email me right after they closed to tell 
that it was actually outstock.
anyplace online to order one?
i got a gig at the Austin Museum of Digital Art in Feb and i really 
need this piece of kit (but not for 300 bucks from MotifatorMart, 
please)i tried a Google search and no leads there....
| 3873|3873|2002-01-16 10:42:47|Kelly Rank|PGL|
Can the RS7000 take PGL cards?

- Kelly

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Send FREE video emails in Yahoo! Mail!
http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/
| 3874|3873|2002-01-16 10:49:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: PGL|
On Wednesday 16 January 2002 18:42, Kelly Rank wrote:

> Can the RS7000 take PGL cards?

No, the RS does not accept PLGxxx cards.

- Robert
| 3875|3873|2002-01-16 11:22:45|tomfinegan|Re: PGL|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 16 January 2002 18:42, Kelly Rank wrote:
> > Can the RS7000 take PGL cards?

http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/


> 
> No, the RS does not accept PLGxxx cards.

but it´s no prob to access a Kenton Plugstation via MIDI...:)
| 3876|3871|2002-01-16 11:42:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: best config for my gear + new one|
Input overload. 

- Robert

On Wednesday 16 January 2002 16:59, pibi wrote:
> I have RS7000 + AIEB2+64Mb +2GB SCSII, Sony CD + Sony Minidisk(both
> with optic in/out), RM1x, QY700, AN200 + CBXK MIDI kbd
> + BEHRINGER COMPOSER PRO MDX200 + BEH. 1604 EURORACK MIX
>
> What is the best way to connect composer efect (in mix+return, after
> AN200 into RS) or any other way
> How to link AN200 + RS +RM1x to get most of it
> How to combine RM1x +RS to play togeter same patt.(RM1x) on RS
> Best use of QY700 in any combination
> Which add on gear to buy (effect, KBD, Fatboy or other MID ctrl,PC
> SW,... ?)
> Buying new PC audio card - must have optic for RS7000 direct out/in
> Buying 11" x 19" rack - where
> No need for PA system
> Must be movable - used on locations (live acts)
>
> I like(make) trance, dance, electro,D&B,ambient
> Have this in mind suggesting new gear + all prices for Europe !
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3877|3871|2002-01-16 12:33:08|Robert Dunlap|Re: best config for my gear + new one|
My 00.02$ In regard to optic on soundcard...my problem with AIEB/2 card is 
in/out at 44kHz...where as all my other equipment (Even Fruityloops) can io 
at 48kHz...all via MOTU 2048. The manual for the RS says it will input 48 
but only sample 44...but it won't out at 48...gone a cause some static..in 
short, unhooked it from my studio pc and run in right into a MD for 
recording.

>From: "pibi" <pibi@siol.net>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] best config for my gear + new one
>Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2002 15:59:26 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3878|3871|2002-01-16 12:38:39|Robert Dunlap|Re: AEIB2|
Got mine from synthplanet.com They're in Belgium, however it- the rs2K, 
AEIb/2 and RAM arrive within four days.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:pibi@siol.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hotmail.com/


>From: "kussersmith" <kussersmith@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] AEIB2
>Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2002 17:15:41 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3879|3826|2002-01-16 15:47:43|joseluisrevelo|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools|

> This may be caused by a MIDI loop. Remove the cable from the RS's 

MIDI out 

Hello. No, I don't have a MIDI loop.

The settings on the RS are:

MIDI Sync: MIDI
MIDI Clock Out: OFF
MIDI Control: IN
Echo Back: OFF

I am in Pattern Chain mode and it chases to the correct measure in 
the song. It responds correctly to Start/Stop. Once it starts, 
however, it plays at twice the speed. 

There is no other device sending clock messages to it.

Thanks again...!

Jose Luis Revelo
Miami, Fl.
| 3880|3826|2002-01-16 15:48:24|joseluisrevelo|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools - OT|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> Are you portuguese?
> 
> Bruno Carlos

No, I'm not...why?

Jose Luis Revelo
Miami, Fl.
| 3881|3826|2002-01-16 16:55:17|flesk_bruno|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools - OT|
Because of the name, but never mind it can be spanish... or anything 
else...

--- In RS7000@y..., "joseluisrevelo" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> > Are you portuguese?
> > 
> > Bruno Carlos
> 
> No, I'm not...why?
> 
> Jose Luis Revelo
> Miami, Fl.

| 3882|3849|2002-01-16 17:52:15|headtrik|Re: FILTER|
If you record a filter TYPE change into the riff, go into the edit 
list afterwards. This SHOULD, I could be wrong, let you look at the 
CC messages, and you should be able to figure out how to insert it by 
trial and error. Kind of a pain in the ass, but it's an option.
| 3883|3883|2002-01-17 02:15:49|headtrik|Promotion: uploaded a new (all) rs7000 track to rs7000.org, give a |
Please give a listen to my newest track; OBLIVION PROJECKT @ 
rs7000.org (Head Trik) It's a melodic, kind of "steppy" jungle track. 
Basically all of what you hear is RS, alot of it sampled from other 
synths of mine, but the end result is basically all rs. Some of the 
tones were sampled, and resampled from the rs. This is also only half 
(the last half) of the track since our uploads are limited to 4 megs. 

mailto:kussersmith@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hotmail.com/


I'll post the intro soon. Please vote for it if you like it. also 
drop us an email if you do, we plan on releasing this on vinyl soon. 
Also don't forget RS7000 Radio@ MP3.com;
http://www.mp3.com/stations/rs7000 
Send me a link if you want to be added.
| 3884|3883|2002-01-17 03:27:16|tomfinegan|Re: Promotion: uploaded a new (all) rs7000 track to rs7000.org, giv|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> Also don't forget RS7000 Radio@ MP3.com;
> http://www.mp3.com/stations/rs7000 
> Send me a link if you want to be added.

Can i send you a link that is for vitaminic.de? I don´t like 
MP3.com...and it doesn´t work somehow or another with my computer (i 
tried IE5 and Opera 6...i am not able to download or upload anything. 
Their support never answered my emails.)

Tom
| 3885|3885|2002-01-17 10:11:32|tomfinegan|OT: Sensation! Waldorf Attack as rack Attack-Hardware Synth!|
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1
| 3886|3885|2002-01-17 10:14:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Sensation! Waldorf Attack as rack Attack-Hardware Synth!|
On Thursday 17 January 2002 18:05, tomfinegan wrote:

> http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1

Naaah, old news, read that couple of hours ago. ;)

Hardware Attack. :)

- Robert
| 3887|3885|2002-01-17 10:35:33|tomfinegan|Re: OT: Sensation! Waldorf Attack as rack Attack-Hardware Synth!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 17 January 2002 18:05, tomfinegan wrote:
> > http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1
> 
> Naaah, old news, read that couple of hours ago. ;)
> 
> Hardware Attack. :)
> 
> - Robert

I know, you know it, but maybe there are some who don´t know about 
that either:

http://www.akaipro.com//productimages/MPC4000-large.jpg

Beat´s the RS, no doubt...but it will cost at least as twice as 
much...:)

Anyone should try also this:

http://www.hartmann-music.com

THAT´s webdesign...

Tom
| 3888|3885|2002-01-17 10:43:20|JAcK ThE BiScUiT|Re: OT: Sensation! Waldorf Attack as rack Attack-Hardware Synth!|
Oh Yes please!! - as a user of attack I always thought
a hardware version would be great as the whole interface
just shouts 'make me'

worth a look me thinks

jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2002 5:14 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT: Sensation! Waldorf Attack as rack Attack-Hardware
Synth!

> On Thursday 17 January 2002 18:05, tomfinegan wrote:
> > http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1
>
> Naaah, old news, read that couple of hours ago. ;)

http://www.mp3.com/stations/rs7000
http://www.mp3.com/stations/rs7000
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1
http://www.akaipro.com//productimages/MPC4000-large.jpg
http://www.hartmann-music.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/news/#1


>
> Hardware Attack. :)
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 3889|3889|2002-01-17 14:13:51|flesk_bruno|To ripe101 (Racking rs7000)|
Hi,

Did you bought your rack for the rs7000 or was it self-made?

I'm looking into doing that to the rs7000 and Behringer MX1604 mixer 
but haven't found a decent rack like the one you have.

Those 19'' racks are too big for the rs7000 or MX1604.
| 3890|3570|2002-01-17 15:07:58|Luka Eterovic|Re: effects on rs7000|
zg.moj broj je 01 4920254.mozemo kontaktirat kad zapne i to...

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
| 3891|3570|2002-01-17 15:20:51|Luka Eterovic|Re: effects on rs7000|
bratstvo i jedinstvo preko rs7000!kakvu muziku radis?

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 3892|3892|2002-01-17 15:43:30|volt0110|(no subject)|
Hi all,

Can someone please tell me how to do a factory reset on the 
RS. Old question but can't find the answer right now. Since i 
have changed MAC OS system i can't reload a file saved from 
RS to zip. I tried everything, reformatted everything , so factory 
reset is my last option.

Thanx,

Simon
| 3893|3889|2002-01-17 16:36:23|ripe|Re: To ripe101 (Racking rs7000)|
I made the rack myself, the RS is sitting in a sort of metal tray that is
rackmounted. The rack itself is also homemade, It is one piece with two
rack sections side by side, 6 spaces on the vertical, and 8 spaces on the
slanted part... I love the setup this way, and I couldn't find any
store-bought racks that fit this way.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@flesk.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2002 3:13 PM
Subject: [RS7000] To ripe101 (Racking rs7000)

> Hi,
>
> Did you bought your rack for the rs7000 or was it self-made?
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
http://www.hotmail.com/
mailto:bruno.carlos@flesk.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> I'm looking into doing that to the rs7000 and Behringer MX1604 mixer
> but haven't found a decent rack like the one you have.
>
> Those 19'' racks are too big for the rs7000 or MX1604.
>

| 3894|3894|2002-01-17 19:04:46|phasorpa|MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
Just wanted to be the first person to post that...

Thing the MPC got right that the RS7000 sucks at:

1) It does everything a good drum machine should do
-Individual sounds in a kit are NAMED not NUMBERED
-Individual sounds in a kit can be filtered individual not
just globally with the rest of the kit
-Everything it can do is accessible quickly in realtime without
stopping the groove
-16 velocity pads
--Basically it's everything the Boss DR-660 and Roland R8/R70 are
with sampling

RS7000 good points, 
- nice builtin sound set
- nice effect standard
- resampling effects
- "recycling"/"slicing"
- 16 step/grid interface (hobbled by retarded programming)

Now how do you think it will compete against the MPC4000 which btw 
has USB and AK.SYS control over it, and inherits the Akai Z engine??
| 3895|3894|2002-01-17 20:09:29|faithmass7|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
at 3grand or more i think the yamaha will continue to do fine.

that mpc4000 really looks like its decked out, at least they didn't 
use the old s5000/6000 sound engine.

i love the realtime recording and yes even the grid recording (don't 
give a crap if you can't hear the other parts)

the *only* thing that pisses me off on the rs7000 is that you cannot 
transition songs without the thing stuttering. even if you use common 
samples it *still* burps between songs. unexcusable and unusable in a 
live context. i will just have to load 3-4 songs on one style and 
then transition to the next 3-4 with some pads or something.

the akai does look nice, but you could get some really sick gear for 
3k... like a virus and an rs, a nord and an rs, a jv5080 and an rs 
etc etc :-)

but those into their mpcs will certainly incur the debt.

jamey

--- In RS7000@y..., "phasorpa" wrote:
> Just wanted to be the first person to post that...
> 
> Thing the MPC got right that the RS7000 sucks at:
> 
> 1) It does everything a good drum machine should do
> -Individual sounds in a kit are NAMED not NUMBERED
> -Individual sounds in a kit can be filtered individual not
> just globally with the rest of the kit
> -Everything it can do is accessible quickly in realtime without
> stopping the groove
> -16 velocity pads
> --Basically it's everything the Boss DR-660 and Roland R8/R70 
are
> with sampling
> 
> RS7000 good points, 
> - nice builtin sound set
> - nice effect standard
> - resampling effects
> - "recycling"/"slicing"
> - 16 step/grid interface (hobbled by retarded programming)
> 
> Now how do you think it will compete against the MPC4000 which btw 
> has USB and AK.SYS control over it, and inherits the Akai Z engine??

| 3896|3896|2002-01-17 21:06:12|flesk_bruno|Nice RS7000 icon|



Nice RS7000 icon at:

http://fish.miracle.ne.jp/shinji-s/download/icon.html
| 3897|3892|2002-01-18 00:38:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Thursday 17 January 2002 23:43, volt0110 wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> Can someone please tell me how to do a factory reset on the
> RS. Old question but can't find the answer right now. Since i
> have changed MAC OS system i can't reload a file saved from
> RS to zip. I tried everything, reformatted everything , so factory
> reset is my last option.

Its in the FAQ, URL at the bottom of every message.

- Robert
| 3898|3892|2002-01-18 01:59:27|simon leclerc|Re: (unknown)|
I did not see it in the FAQ that's why i posted this message,
but i have found it in the manual...duhh :)

- Simon

PS You could not believe the trouble i'm in: The RS does not save
properly via SCSI so i can't reload any new work without getting an error
or read/write error message. Works with the smartmedia card.The only thing
i did not try yet is to
install version 1.14, but since Yamaha have made it impossible to
upload it via sysex...i'm in deep sh** man. I wrote to tech support
and cried like a baby...

on 1/18/02 2:38 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Thursday 17 January 2002 23:43, volt0110 wrote:
>> Hi all,
>> 
>> Can someone please tell me how to do a factory reset on the
>> RS. Old question but can't find the answer right now. Since i
>> have changed MAC OS system i can't reload a file saved from
>> RS to zip. I tried everything, reformatted everything , so factory
>> reset is my last option.
> 
> Its in the FAQ, URL at the bottom of every message.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 3899|3892|2002-01-18 02:05:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
I don't really understand why you can't load files from ZIP you saved with 
the RS. Where is the Zip drive located? 

- Robert

On Friday 18 January 2002 10:01, simon leclerc wrote:
> I did not see it in the FAQ that's why i posted this message,
> but i have found it in the manual...duhh :)

http://fish.miracle.ne.jp/shinji-s/download/icon.html
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


>
> - Simon
>
> PS You could not believe the trouble i'm in: The RS does not save
> properly via SCSI so i can't reload any new work without getting an error
> or read/write error message. Works with the smartmedia card.The only thing
> i did not try yet is to
> install version 1.14, but since Yamaha have made it impossible to
> upload it via sysex...i'm in deep sh** man. I wrote to tech support
> and cried like a baby...
>
> on 1/18/02 2:38 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > On Thursday 17 January 2002 23:43, volt0110 wrote:
> >> Hi all,
> >>
> >> Can someone please tell me how to do a factory reset on the
> >> RS. Old question but can't find the answer right now. Since i
> >> have changed MAC OS system i can't reload a file saved from
> >> RS to zip. I tried everything, reformatted everything , so factory
> >> reset is my last option.
> >
> > Its in the FAQ, URL at the bottom of every message.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> > or
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3900|3900|2002-01-18 02:09:48|Jurek|Program Change for external gear|
Hallo,

I nead send some PCh and CC for external multieffects, every efect
is listening on its own MIDI chanel. I search the possibility to send this
data
from one track, I cannot get one track with his output chanel for one
effect.
In Edit window I cannot assign chanel to PCh event. I can't switch programs
on effect via Sysex, some gear don't know it. It is possibe solve this
problem?

Thanks

Jiri
| 3901|3900|2002-01-18 02:24:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Program Change for external gear|
On Friday 18 January 2002 10:09, Jurek wrote:

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> Hallo,
>
> I nead send some PCh and CC for external multieffects, every efect
> is listening on its own MIDI chanel. I search the possibility to send this
> data
> from one track, I cannot get one track with his output chanel for one
> effect.
> In Edit window I cannot assign chanel to PCh event. I can't switch programs
> on effect via Sysex, some gear don't know it. It is possibe solve this
> problem?

The RS cannot solve this problem, I guess, as it always chanellizes the PC 
(and all other channel events) to the MIDI channel number asigned to that 
track.

You *could* connect several fx units to the same midi channel and send a 
single PC event over that channel. All fx units will be set to the same patch 
number. Next, program whatever you need for each fx unit in that patch.

- Robert
| 3902|3892|2002-01-18 02:31:16|simon leclerc|Re: (unknown)|
I don't understand it either Robert, i have been working on this
problem for the last 12 hours. The Zip (250 scsi) is connected on a SCSI
chain
along with a CDRW and a scanner, i'm able to load old files saved
on my computer via Zip, but when i save a new file or overwrite it from RS
to Zip , it will be impossible to reload it back in the RS the next session.

I have reformated 2 zip disks with logical and physical procedure with same
results. Something odd: even after formatting, 3 old empty folder appear on
RS save and load screen (even with a brand new zip disk ???), i can't even
delete them. I have tried everything and came to the
conclusion that the RS does not save as it used to via SCSI.

Really don't know what to do besides upgrading OS.

-- Simon

on 1/18/02 4:05 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> I don't really understand why you can't load files from ZIP you saved with
> the RS. Where is the Zip drive located?
> 
> - Robert

| 3903|3892|2002-01-18 02:36:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Friday 18 January 2002 10:33, simon leclerc wrote:

> I don't understand it either Robert, i have been working on this
> problem for the last 12 hours. The Zip (250 scsi) is connected on a SCSI
> chain
> along with a CDRW and a scanner, i'm able to load old files saved
> on my computer via Zip, but when i save a new file or overwrite it from RS
> to Zip , it will be impossible to reload it back in the RS the next
> session.
>
> I have reformated 2 zip disks with logical and physical procedure with same
> results. Something odd: even after formatting, 3 old empty folder appear on
> RS save and load screen (even with a brand new zip disk ???), i can't even
> delete them. I have tried everything and came to the
> conclusion that the RS does not save as it used to via SCSI.
>
> Really don't know what to do besides upgrading OS.

Disconnect everything and only connect the Zip and the RS. Make sure that the 
Zip is terminated! Make sure that the Zip and RS have different SCSI ID 
numbers! This setup should work, please try this.

- Robert
| 3904|3892|2002-01-18 02:54:45|simon leclerc|Re: (unknown)|
Well, you did it again man !

This was probably the first thing to try btw, but i
panic once again b4 working on the basics.

Now i need to find a way to download from Zip to HD,

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


any suggestions on how to find the problem with the SCSI
chain ?

Thank you Robert, very appreciated.

-- Simon

PS How come still up at this hour :)

on 1/18/02 4:36 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> Disconnect everything and only connect the Zip and the RS. Make sure that the
> Zip is terminated! Make sure that the Zip and RS have different SCSI ID
> numbers! This setup should work, please try this.
> 
> - Robert

| 3905|3900|2002-01-18 02:59:04|xjurek|Re: Program Change for external gear|

> The RS cannot solve this problem, I guess, as it always chanellizes 

the PC 

> (and all other channel events) to the MIDI channel number asigned 

to that 

> track.

Thanks Robert,

> You *could* connect several fx units to the same midi channel and 

send a 

> single PC event over that channel. All fx units will be set to the 

same patch 

> number. Next, program whatever you need for each fx unit in that 

patch.

Yes I know this possibility, but I have some gear in guitar rack, 
that cannot be programmed (PCh are fixed for chanel) and I need 
use identical channel in preamp with different effect patches 

I must solve it in other way.

Thanks Jiri
| 3906|3894|2002-01-18 04:17:29|olafmol2002|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
the most interesting parts are the internal IDE harddisk, 4 midi 
outs, and audio streaming from the harddisk...

but it's an entire different concept and segment from the 
RS7000...they don't really compete imho

Olaf
| 3907|3892|2002-01-18 04:21:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Friday 18 January 2002 10:57, simon leclerc wrote:

> Well, you did it again man !
>
> This was probably the first thing to try btw, but i
> panic once again b4 working on the basics.

Glad it worked. :)

>
> Now i need to find a way to download from Zip to HD,
> any suggestions on how to find the problem with the SCSI
> chain ?

You will have to connect the Zip to your computer for that. To be sure (for 
the moment), disconnect it from the RS and connect it to the computer's SCSI 
chain (of course when everything is switched off). Again, check termination 

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


and SCSI IDs. For the moment, only connect the needed devices (forget the 
cdrom) and check. Could also be that the total length of the SCSI chain is 
becoming too long (depending on cable quality and type of SCSI device).

- Robert
| 3908|3894|2002-01-18 04:22:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
On Friday 18 January 2002 12:17, olafmol2002 wrote:

> the most interesting parts are the internal IDE harddisk, 4 midi
> outs, and audio streaming from the harddisk...
>
> but it's an entire different concept and segment from the
> RS7000...they don't really compete imho

Indeed, you could use both together... :)

- Robert
| 3909|3909|2002-01-18 05:58:18|liquid_acid_trance|help with assigning samples|
when I sample I have a hard time puttng my samples on the 
keys I want them to be on. I dunno how to read the key notes. Is 
there a way I can place a sample by pushing the key I want the 
sample to be on? C1,C#7, Eb6, B-1, G#-2...I dont understand 
any of this. Whats the easiest way to place my samples?

Thank you
| 3910|3909|2002-01-18 06:05:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: help with assigning samples|
On Friday 18 January 2002 13:58, liquid_acid_trance wrote:

> when I sample I have a hard time puttng my samples on the
> keys I want them to be on. I dunno how to read the key notes. Is
> there a way I can place a sample by pushing the key I want the
> sample to be on? C1,C#7, Eb6, B-1, G#-2...I dont understand
> any of this. Whats the easiest way to place my samples?
>
> Thank you

Here's part of an email I sent (to I private address) a couple of days ago. 
Maybe this gets you on track:

Locate the track on the RS with the midi channel number that corresponds with 
the send channel of the drum device. 

In the Mixer page, set the voice of this track to the Sample Kit voice you 
created with your own samples.

A sample Kit voice allows one to store 128 mono samples or 64 stereo samples 
in one such voice. The different samples in a Kit voice are stored in key 
'slots', like the keys of a midi keyboard. When you added samples to your Kit 
voice, you probably accepted the default placing, which starts with the C-2 
key (I think). 

Now a sample stored in a Kit voice in the C-2 key slot can only be triggered 
with an incoming C-2 midi note. Your drumpads most likely use other midi 
notes, so that's why you don't hear the (correct) samples triggered.

To make sure that the correct sample is triggered by midi note X, simply move 
the sample to key slot X in the Kit voice. This is done in using a Sample 
mode job, accessed by pressing the Sample Edit button three times.

For example, when your snare pad emits the B1 midi note, move your snare 
sample in the kit from the current key slot to the B1 slot. It's that simple.

Hope this helps,
Robert
| 3911|3911|2002-01-18 07:49:48|faithmass7|mpc 4000 = $4000usd|
dang....
| 3912|3912|2002-01-18 08:10:43|jtoutant212|noise gate???|
i want to get rid of the noise in a sample i took from an mp3. i 
swear i remember seeing a noise gate function somewhere in the sample 
edit or job list, but i can't find it for the life of me, and it's not 
in the glossary of the manual. was i dreaming, or did i see the noise 
gate before? if so, where is it?
| 3913|3912|2002-01-18 08:19:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: noise gate???|
On Friday 18 January 2002 16:10, jtoutant212 wrote:

> i want to get rid of the noise in a sample i took from an mp3. i
> swear i remember seeing a noise gate function somewhere in the sample
> edit or job list, but i can't find it for the life of me, and it's not



> in the glossary of the manual. was i dreaming, or did i see the noise
> gate before? if so, where is it?

Its one of the Variation effects.

- Robert
| 3914|3912|2002-01-18 08:27:05|jtoutant212|Re: noise gate???|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 18 January 2002 16:10, jtoutant212 wrote:
> > i want to get rid of the noise in a sample i took from an mp3.
> 
> Its one of the Variation effects.
> 
> - Robert

Ahhh yes, thank you robert. however, i'm still not satisfied with the 
sound i've got. this is a long guitar sample, and it has a lot of 
high pitched static in the background. the noisegate has gotten rid 
of the hiss when the guitar is not playing, but it is still obvious 
when notes are being played. i have tried messing with the filters, 
but i can't get rid of the static without making the sample 
excessively muddy. any suggestions?? thanks again!

Jay
| 3915|3912|2002-01-18 09:23:16|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: noise gate???|
a noise gate will only kill noise during gaps in the recording, or at least
where the volume falls below the threshold where the gate activates. 

to remove hiss during the musical passages, use eq, low-pass filtering, or
for best results, noise reduction software - this takes a 'signature' of the
noise from a section of the sample where no music is playing, then removes
that noise from the musical parts. can be very effective. dart pro is the
market leading noise reduction software, although cool edit does a fine job
too.

dan.

-----Original Message-----
From: jtoutant212 [mailto:jtoutant@bu.edu]
Sent: 18 January 2002 15:27
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: noise gate???

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 18 January 2002 16:10, jtoutant212 wrote:
> > i want to get rid of the noise in a sample i took from an mp3.
> 
> Its one of the Variation effects.
> 
> - Robert

Ahhh yes, thank you robert. however, i'm still not satisfied with the 
sound i've got. this is a long guitar sample, and it has a lot of 
high pitched static in the background. the noisegate has gotten rid 
of the hiss when the guitar is not playing, but it is still obvious 
when notes are being played. i have tried messing with the filters, 
but i can't get rid of the static without making the sample 
excessively muddy. any suggestions?? thanks again!

Jay

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html> 
or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
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Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 3916|3916|2002-01-18 09:30:02|MUSIC LAB Sweden|Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
Hi everybody,

I´m a new RS user and I´m trying to set my drum samples to play until end.

I noticed that some of the factory sound does this but I couldn´t find any parameter for it???

Also, how can I edit velocities on certain drum hits (without deleting and re-entering the note in step-mode)?

Any help would be appreciated!

Regards
Babu/MUSIC LAB Sweden

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3917|3917|2002-01-18 09:30:16|mr_roboto24|RS Carrying case|
I was just wondering, those of you who transport your RS 7000 to gigs 
or whatever, do you put it in a case of some sort? If so, what type 
of case? Where can I get one? Any suggestions??

Please help,
rOb
| 3918|3911|2002-01-18 10:26:41|flesk_bruno|Re: mpc 4000 = $4000usd|
That's 4 times the RS7000.
| 3919|3894|2002-01-18 10:37:01|devolvenation|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:

> the most interesting parts are the internal IDE harddisk, 4 midi 
> outs, and audio streaming from the harddisk...
> 
> but it's an entire different concept and segment from the 
> RS7000...they don't really compete imho

at the price difference, i would certainly hope they wouldn't 
compete.........dear god, such a waste. i'm sorry, but i'd love to 
see someone justify the price on that. I could see maybe using as an 
all in one thing (although it doesn't do any kind of va), but then 
again, anyone who can afford 4 grand for it wouldn't need an all in 
one unit in the first place. such a pity. i think akai thinks far 
too highly of themselves..
| 3920|3894|2002-01-18 11:03:44|tomfinegan|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:

>I could see maybe using as an 
> all in one thing (although it doesn't do any kind of va), but then 
> again, anyone who can afford 4 grand for it wouldn't need an all in 
> one unit in the first place. such a pity. i think akai thinks far 
> too highly of themselves..

Well, i don´t know, the AW4416 is also in a price range where you 
could get a digi001 with ProTools, and still it got sold pretty well.

So there is a market for something like that, for sure. I want one 
too :) and if it also does have harddiskrecording abilities...geeez...

Still i would like to hear it first and see and try how stable the 
sequencer is, and how easy to use and everything.
| 3921|3921|2002-01-18 11:47:07|flesk_bruno|Production Settings|
I'm just asking you all what Master Effects you generaly use when 
going into recording your music from the RS7000.

I found the Isolation Master Effect to brighten a lot the music and 
pump up the basses. It actually made the music sound much richer.

Is this the normal effect you would use to record the final song to 
external gear?

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Bruno Carlos
| 3922|3922|2002-01-18 13:15:14|sensualemporer|Can the RS-7000 do this...?|
Can the RS-7000 respond to incoming program changes (or other midi 
message) to...

1) Control the track mute/unmute buttons
2) Control the jump to pattern buttons?

thx,
frenchy
| 3923|3923|2002-01-18 21:30:01|focusedfunk|switching styles Live|
I just baught the RS and also just finished poring over the group
archives(THANK U ROBERT). There seemed to be a little debate about a 
good way to switch styles while live. well here's what i do depending 
on the energy level and crowd. I usually have an MC spit some funk 
over the mic as i am switching. The crowd usually takes this a chance 
to applause(or laugh depending on the perfomance!). If the energy is 
not right for this i simply play a quick instumental(or have someone 
else do it), while the RS does its business.
the MC trick works especially well if u regulate the energy 
levels well!
hope this presents at the least some nu ideas for someone.

peace
| 3924|3922|2002-01-19 01:19:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Can the RS-7000 do this...?|
On Friday 18 January 2002 21:15, sensualemporer wrote:

> Can the RS-7000 respond to incoming program changes (or other midi
> message) to...
>
> 1) Control the track mute/unmute buttons

Haven't found anything in the RS MIDI spec, no CC and no sysex.
You could use CC 7 to control the tracks volume, but that is not the same. 
There's also a sysex command to route the track to another output. This could 
work as a kind of mute if the output is not used. Don't know it that works, 
though. Somehow I think I overlooked it, mute of midi should be there, imo. 
Anyone?

> 2) Control the jump to pattern buttons?

Yes, that can be found in the FAQ.

- Robert
| 3925|3916|2002-01-19 01:32:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
On Friday 18 January 2002 17:30, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:

> Hi everybody,
>
> I´m a new RS user and I´m trying to set my drum samples to play until end.
>
> I noticed that some of the factory sound does this but I couldn´t find any
> parameter for it???

You want to trigger a long sample with only a short kit on the keyboard?
Simply increase the Amp (and possibly Filter) release value, like on a synth.

>
> Also, how can I edit velocities on certain drum hits (without deleting and
> re-entering the note in step-mode)?

Select the track and hit the Edit button. There you can browse through the 
sequence and change everything. Really simple.

- Robert
| 3926|3849|2002-01-19 01:33:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FILTER|
On Thursday 17 January 2002 01:49, headtrik wrote:

> If you record a filter TYPE change into the riff, go into the edit
> list afterwards. This SHOULD, I could be wrong, let you look at the
> CC messages, and you should be able to figure out how to insert it by
> trial and error. Kind of a pain in the ass, but it's an option.

I couldn't get a change in filter type recorded, simply by turning the knob 
during a record session (v1.11).



- Robert
| 3927|3922|2002-01-19 01:36:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Can the RS-7000 do this...?|
On Saturday 19 January 2002 09:19, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 18 January 2002 21:15, sensualemporer wrote:
> > Can the RS-7000 respond to incoming program changes (or other midi
> > message) to...
> >
> > 1) Control the track mute/unmute buttons
>
> Haven't found anything in the RS MIDI spec, no CC and no sysex.
> You could use CC 7 to control the tracks volume, but that is not the same.
> There's also a sysex command to route the track to another output. This
> could work as a kind of mute if the output is not used. Don't know it that
> works, though. Somehow I think I overlooked it, mute of midi should be
> there, imo. Anyone?

Try CC 11, Expression. Set it to 0 for mute and to 127 for the current track 
volume. Maybe that works like a mute.

- Robert
| 3928|3826|2002-01-19 01:40:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools|
On Wednesday 16 January 2002 23:47, joseluisrevelo wrote:

> > This may be caused by a MIDI loop. Remove the cable from the RS's
>
> MIDI out
>
> Hello. No, I don't have a MIDI loop.
>
> The settings on the RS are:
>
> MIDI Sync: MIDI
> MIDI Clock Out: OFF
> MIDI Control: IN
> Echo Back: OFF
>
> I am in Pattern Chain mode and it chases to the correct measure in
> the song. It responds correctly to Start/Stop. Once it starts,
> however, it plays at twice the speed.

Weird. I'm wildly guessing now: do the master and slave have the same meter 
set (4/4 versus 4/8 for example)?

- Robert
| 3929|3916|2002-01-19 02:11:15|MUSIC LAB Sweden|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
Hi Robert,

>You want to trigger a long sample with only a short kit on the keyboard?
>Simply increase the Amp (and possibly Filter) release value, like on a synth.

While this method work, there are times when you want different settings on different drums.
Also, it is much more convinient to have "trigger mode" on drum samples, like on any drum-machine.
Did you have the opportunity to work with Emu/Akai/Kurzweil/Roland samplers? They all have this feature.

Regards
Babu/MUSIC LAB Sweden

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2002 9:32 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"

On Friday 18 January 2002 17:30, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:
> Hi everybody,
>
> I´m a new RS user and I´m trying to set my drum samples to play until end.
>
> I noticed that some of the factory sound does this but I couldn´t find any
> parameter for it???

You want to trigger a long sample with only a short kit on the keyboard?
Simply increase the Amp (and possibly Filter) release value, like on a synth.
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>
> Also, how can I edit velocities on certain drum hits (without deleting and
> re-entering the note in step-mode)?

Select the track and hit the Edit button. There you can browse through the 
sequence and change everything. Really simple.

- Robert
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| 3930|3916|2002-01-19 02:38:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
On Saturday 19 January 2002 10:12, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>
> >You want to trigger a long sample with only a short kit on the keyboard?
> >Simply increase the Amp (and possibly Filter) release value, like on a
> > synth.
>
> While this method work, there are times when you want different settings on
> different drums. Also, it is much more convinient to have "trigger mode" on
> drum samples, like on any drum-machine. Did you have the opportunity to
> work with Emu/Akai/Kurzweil/Roland samplers? They all have this feature.

Yes, I have worked with Yamaha and Emu samplers, and all of them support the 
one-shot trigger mode. That's not available in the RS. Which of the built-in 
kits have this trigger behaviour? Maybe we can peek there how it's done.

- Robert
| 3931|3916|2002-01-19 03:24:56|Babu Ahmad|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
The drum-programs 1-20 have this feature. They also implement grouping i.e. the hihats belong to the same group and are
monophonic (the open is cut by the closed etc.)

Since the factory programs manages to pull this of, I guess it´s possible for user programs as well??

Babu:-))

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2002 10:38 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"

On Saturday 19 January 2002 10:12, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:
> Hi Robert,
>
> >You want to trigger a long sample with only a short kit on the keyboard?
> >Simply increase the Amp (and possibly Filter) release value, like on a
> > synth.
>
> While this method work, there are times when you want different settings on
> different drums. Also, it is much more convinient to have "trigger mode" on
> drum samples, like on any drum-machine. Did you have the opportunity to
> work with Emu/Akai/Kurzweil/Roland samplers? They all have this feature.
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Yes, I have worked with Yamaha and Emu samplers, and all of them support the 
one-shot trigger mode. That's not available in the RS. Which of the built-in 
kits have this trigger behaviour? Maybe we can peek there how it's done.

- Robert
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| 3932|3916|2002-01-19 03:25:27|MUSIC LAB Sweden|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
The drum-programs 1-20 have this feature. They also implement grouping i.e. the hihats belong to the same group and are
monophonic (the open is cut by the closed etc.)

Since the factory programs manages to pull this of, I guess it´s possible for user programs as well??

Babu:-))

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2002 10:38 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"

On Saturday 19 January 2002 10:12, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:
> Hi Robert,
>
> >You want to trigger a long sample with only a short kit on the keyboard?
> >Simply increase the Amp (and possibly Filter) release value, like on a
> > synth.
>
> While this method work, there are times when you want different settings on
> different drums. Also, it is much more convinient to have "trigger mode" on
> drum samples, like on any drum-machine. Did you have the opportunity to
> work with Emu/Akai/Kurzweil/Roland samplers? They all have this feature.

Yes, I have worked with Yamaha and Emu samplers, and all of them support the 
one-shot trigger mode. That's not available in the RS. Which of the built-in 
kits have this trigger behaviour? Maybe we can peek there how it's done.

- Robert
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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| 3933|3916|2002-01-19 03:52:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
On Saturday 19 January 2002 11:25, Babu Ahmad wrote:

> The drum-programs 1-20 have this feature. They also implement grouping i.e.
> the hihats belong to the same group and are monophonic (the open is cut by
> the closed etc.)
>
> Since the factory programs manages to pull this of, I guess it´s possible
> for user programs as well??

I tried it and manages to shorted the note for *all* samples in the kit by 
simply decreasing the Amp EG decay value. So the EG still has full control, 
identical to a user sample kit. IMO, there is no one-shot sample mode in the 
RS, as that would complete the sample disregarding the EG, but maybe I'm 
wrong here; never gave it much thought.

-Robert
| 3934|3916|2002-01-19 04:11:46|MUSIC LAB Sweden|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
But the factory programs have their AmpEG values set to 0 all the way.
And how do they pull of the hihat grouping?

/Babu

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2002 11:52 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"

On Saturday 19 January 2002 11:25, Babu Ahmad wrote:
> The drum-programs 1-20 have this feature. They also implement grouping i.e.
> the hihats belong to the same group and are monophonic (the open is cut by
> the closed etc.)
>
> Since the factory programs manages to pull this of, I guess it´s possible
> for user programs as well??

I tried it and manages to shorted the note for *all* samples in the kit by 
simply decreasing the Amp EG decay value. So the EG still has full control, 
identical to a user sample kit. IMO, there is no one-shot sample mode in the 
RS, as that would complete the sample disregarding the EG, but maybe I'm 
wrong here; never gave it much thought.

-Robert
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| 3935|3916|2002-01-19 05:46:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
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On Saturday 19 January 2002 12:12, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:

> But the factory programs have their AmpEG values set to 0 all the way.
> And how do they pull of the hihat grouping?

Grouping and trigger mode are two different things. Mute groups are possible 
in the synth engine, but simply not implemented in the user interface (unless 
I missed it). The one shot trigger mode simulation of kits 1-20 is done with 
large EG decay values for all the samples in the kit.

- Robert

>
> /Babu
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2002 11:52 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"
>
> On Saturday 19 January 2002 11:25, Babu Ahmad wrote:
> > The drum-programs 1-20 have this feature. They also implement grouping
> > i.e. the hihats belong to the same group and are monophonic (the open
> > is cut by the closed etc.)
> >
> > Since the factory programs manages to pull this of, I guess it´s
> > possible for user programs as well??
>
> I tried it and manages to shorted the note for *all* samples in the kit
> by simply decreasing the Amp EG decay value. So the EG still has full
> control, identical to a user sample kit. IMO, there is no one-shot sample
> mode in the RS, as that would complete the sample disregarding the EG, but
> maybe I'm wrong here; never gave it much thought.
>
> -Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3936|3936|2002-01-19 09:29:53|gvg2010|grid groove question...|
Hi,

When i use the gridgroove function, how can i set it to the full 
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pattern of measures.

example:

i transpose the first three notes of measure 1, but know the first 
three notes of measure 3 also get transposed?

how do you set it that it covers 4 measures instead of 1?

regards Caseem
| 3937|3894|2002-01-19 10:35:23|devolvenation|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|

> Well, i don´t know, the AW4416 is also in a price range where you 
> could get a digi001 with ProTools, and still it got sold pretty 

well.

true point. *however*, there is so much gear and/or software you 
could get instead of a mpc4000. your example is talking about 
getting something relatively equal to the aw4416, and i'm saying you 
can get SO much more for your money than an mpc4000.

> So there is a market for something like that, for sure. I want one 
> too :) and if it also does have harddiskrecording 

abilities...geeez...

I guess i can't argue with this at all. Just for myself, there has 
never been a piece of gear that i couldn't justify the price somehow 
in some fashion. that was until the mpc4000 came around. to be 
honest, i simply can't wrap my head around charging THAT much in an 
age where gear is consistently getting cheaper and doing more, and 
computers are reinventing entire studios. too bad. personally i 
think its a horrible move for akai, and i wouldn't be surprised if 
this kills their market share considerably.

> Still i would like to hear it first and see and try how stable the 
> sequencer is, and how easy to use and everything.

for 4 grand, there better not be a *single* bug in that os. that 
sucker better purr for that price, and cuddle with you at night.
| 3938|3916|2002-01-19 10:54:22|arveyman|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
I read this thread and just tried it myself. I noticed that some of 
the samples in a drumkit (say D&B Kit) play simultanious when played, 
while others do not play together, which simulates a hihat closed and 
open.
I haven't got a clue how they did this, and if it is reproducable by 
users? Robert?

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 19 January 2002 12:12, MUSIC LAB Sweden wrote:
> > But the factory programs have their AmpEG values set to 0 all the 
way.
> > And how do they pull of the hihat grouping?
> 
> Grouping and trigger mode are two different things. Mute groups are 
possible 
> in the synth engine, but simply not implemented in the user 
interface (unless 
> I missed it). The one shot trigger mode simulation of kits 1-20 is 
done with 
> large EG decay values for all the samples in the kit.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> >
> > /Babu
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Robert van der Kamp
> > To: RS7000@y...



> > Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2002 11:52 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help! How do I set samples to "trigger 
mode"
> >
> > On Saturday 19 January 2002 11:25, Babu Ahmad wrote:
> > > The drum-programs 1-20 have this feature. They also implement 
grouping
> > > i.e. the hihats belong to the same group and are monophonic 
(the open
> > > is cut by the closed etc.)
> > >
> > > Since the factory programs manages to pull this of, I guess 
it´s
> > > possible for user programs as well??
> >
> > I tried it and manages to shorted the note for *all* samples in 
the kit
> > by simply decreasing the Amp EG decay value. So the EG still has 
full
> > control, identical to a user sample kit. IMO, there is no one-
shot sample
> > mode in the RS, as that would complete the sample disregarding 
the EG, but
> > maybe I'm wrong here; never gave it much thought.
> >
> > -Robert
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
faq.html or
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
faq.html or
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3939|3894|2002-01-19 12:10:07|tomfinegan|Re: MPC 4000 at www.akaipro.com|
--- In RS7000@y..., "devolvenation" wrote:

> personally i 
> think its a horrible move for akai, and i wouldn't be surprised if 
> this kills their market share considerably.

Hm, interesting point of view, never thought about it in this way.
Well, we will see how that thing goes.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> > Still i would like to hear it first and see and try how stable 

the 

> > sequencer is, and how easy to use and everything.
> 
> 
> for 4 grand, there better not be a *single* bug in that os. that 
> sucker better purr for that price, and cuddle with you at night.

Acutally the price is lower, it´s like 2900 Euro (incl. Tax) at the 
moment, that´s the price from 
http://www.europeanmusician.com/catalog/product_info.php?
cPath=4_42&products_id=4407

I thought about it, and really, do i NEED something like the MPC4k? 
Nope...not now. I needed a sampler and a hardware-sequencer, so the 
RS is still the best choice for me.
| 3940|1220|2002-01-19 12:15:15|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /REMIX/KP_SURRE.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RS-SURREAL Mix - Start Pattern 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/KP_SURRE.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 3942|3942|2002-01-19 13:10:00|dlukace|how to synchronize rm1x and rs7000?|
ok guys,i want to trigger this machines on a live-act but i dont know 
how! my idea-on the rm1x make a whole track in the song mode(1) and i 
want to repeat this on the rs7000(song mode).next rm1x song 2 and 
rs7000 song 2 and so on.is this a good idea? please help me! hrvatska
| 3943|3883|2002-01-20 01:37:44|headtrik|Re: Promotion: uploaded a new (all) rs7000 track to rs7000.org, giv|
As far as I know, I can only add MP3.com tracks to the station, 
that's just the way their site is built. Sorry. Thanks for the 
interest though, best of luck.
| 3944|3916|2002-01-20 01:53:30|Oscar Finch|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
Simple solution too your hihat/cymbal problem coming right at you.
OK program your cymb's/h-hats on one track only seperate from all other drum 
parts. So pick a track any track now go into the voice edit parameters and 
turn "portamento" ON for that track and pattern but keep the porta time and 
glide too zero. When anything uses "Porta" on the RM/RS it plays 
monophonically thus giving you the voicings you desire of one cutting out 
the other. If you check what thay've done in the preset patterns I wouldn't 
be suprised at all if they did this.
Just a little trick from the RM you can transfer to the RS for that desired 
effect.
Jus' my 2 cents worth....
Hope I made sense :)
Peace all

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3945|3916|2002-01-20 02:06:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help! How do I set samples to "trigger mode"|
Nice trick. :)

Added to FAQ.

- Robert

On Sunday 20 January 2002 09:53, Oscar Finch wrote:
> Simple solution too your hihat/cymbal problem coming right at you.
> OK program your cymb's/h-hats on one track only seperate from all other
> drum parts. So pick a track any track now go into the voice edit parameters
> and turn "portamento" ON for that track and pattern but keep the porta time

http://www.europeanmusician.com/catalog/product_info.php?
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/KP_SURRE.zip
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://mobile.msn.com/


> and glide too zero. When anything uses "Porta" on the RM/RS it plays
> monophonically thus giving you the voicings you desire of one cutting out
> the other. If you check what thay've done in the preset patterns I wouldn't
> be suprised at all if they did this.
> Just a little trick from the RM you can transfer to the RS for that desired
> effect.
> Jus' my 2 cents worth....
> Hope I made sense :)
> Peace all
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3946|3942|2002-01-20 02:08:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to synchronize rm1x and rs7000?|
On Saturday 19 January 2002 21:09, dlukace wrote:

> ok guys,i want to trigger this machines on a live-act but i dont know
> how! my idea-on the rm1x make a whole track in the song mode(1) and i
> want to repeat this on the rs7000(song mode).next rm1x song 2 and
> rs7000 song 2 and so on.is this a good idea? please help me! hrvatska

What do you want to do with these songs on the RM1x and RS? Should they play 
together or do want to alternate them?

- Robert
| 3947|3883|2002-01-20 02:53:38|tomfinegan|Re: Promotion: uploaded a new (all) rs7000 track to rs7000.org, giv|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> As far as I know, I can only add MP3.com tracks to the station, 
> that's just the way their site is built. Sorry. Thanks for the 
> interest though, best of luck.

Hmmmm, i guess someone should organize a site where everybody can put 
a link to his MP3-whatever site....THAT would be station...:)
| 3948|3948|2002-01-20 06:40:49|synthe. labo|Re: |
hello,
i'm back on the list, with half the time i had before, but..

i've seen the attak hardware and mpc4000 news, good things
i agree with the man who told it's not so good this akai policy...it's true, 
now most people go with the pc or mac to do all, it's really bad to have a 
monster price machine, also it's an ideal mistake, like music for elites; 
rs7k is expensive but mpc4000 is really too much i.m.o.

do you want to know a funny fact (not for me)?
i don't like the Micro Q!
i've been REALLY stupid not to rent it and preview it at home, but now
after 3 weeks of savage tweaking i found that it's not the machine for me.
don't want to offend anyone, it's my personal taste, but this synth
sounds a bit like plastic to my ears respect my Nord Modular.
it has an edge of sound that is unpure, digital, but not the digital
that i like: the FM; it sound artificial to my ears.
also, there are a lot of BAD sounds on it, commercial stuff, some good
ambient drone one, some imitations of industrial that i don't like, and...
ok you make your sound by yourself, but this thing doesn't catch me.
the first day i had the same impression of you Thomas: the rs7000 can do 
similar things...
it's not true, but this reaction is a mirror of the fact that the
sounds seem brutally samples passed throught tons of fx with digital 

http://mobile.msn.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
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filters.
i don't like that every sound has these tons of reverb or echo or flanger; 
you can take the fx off, but the whole thing sounds now really bad: the fxs 
keep the sounds up, you take them out and the machine breaks down.
i liked really more the Microwave XT, that was an unique synth, pure
wavetable; i thought the MicroQ sounded similar, but no way,
these are completely different machines; in the end i like Microwaves, i
don't like MicroQ.
someone told me it's also the lack of DSP power of the Q rack or key, i 
don't know; i.m.o. after working with Nord synths it's easy to find other 
synth 'artificial'.
if i want artificial i can get a Sidstation, i think it's really more fun.
so, yes, i've returned it back, and i'm trying a Novation A-Station,
AT HOME, now i want to spend a lot of time with this.
the A-Station is basically a super super basstation;
i have to admit that the filters are really good, better than the Micro Q 
ones, a pity that it's only 1 part (but polyphonic), but it's easy to obtain 
sounds with this thing and it can go to crazy screaming things that i never 
thought it was capable of.

anyway, i'm starting to think that i don't like va synths...
the synths that like a lot are digital FM ones OR real analogue ones.
Nord ones are in the middle, they are va, but different from the others.
i like very much software synthetizers like Dynamo/Reaktor, Rubberduck,
Vaz Modular etc.

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3949|3948|2002-01-20 08:41:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: |
On Sunday 20 January 2002 14:40, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello,
> i'm back on the list, with half the time i had before, but..

> do you want to know a funny fact (not for me)?
> i don't like the Micro Q!

Ouch! 

> i've been REALLY stupid not to rent it and preview it at home, but now
> after 3 weeks of savage tweaking i found that it's not the machine for me.

That's possible, of course.

> don't want to offend anyone, it's my personal taste, but this synth
> sounds a bit like plastic to my ears respect my Nord Modular.

The Nord and Q (and XT) are very different machines, soundwise. But that's 
the fun!

> it has an edge of sound that is unpure, digital, but not the digital
> that i like: the FM; it sound artificial to my ears.
> also, there are a lot of BAD sounds on it, commercial stuff, some good
> ambient drone one, some imitations of industrial that i don't like, and...
> ok you make your sound by yourself, but this thing doesn't catch me.
> the first day i had the same impression of you Thomas: 

You mean Thomas doesn't catch you, he's full of commerical stuff and he 
sounds artificial to your ears? ;)

> the rs7000 can do similar things...

Ah! ;)

But I don't agree. Don't know how much the micro Q and full Q are apart, 
soundwise, but I think the Q is a very special, high quality machine, that 
can produce unique sounds. Agreed, the Q does a lot in the high end of the 
spectrum, unless you tell it to shut up there. Especially with the new PPG 
filter is great, imo. So, no, you can't compare the RS synth engine with the 

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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Q's.

> it's not true, but this reaction is a mirror of the fact that the
> sounds seem brutally samples passed throught tons of fx with digital
> filters.

Huh? Initialize a patch and listen to the Saw or Pulse osc only, its very 
well done, full of life.

> i don't like that every sound has these tons of reverb or echo or flanger;
> you can take the fx off, but the whole thing sounds now really bad: the fxs
> keep the sounds up, you take them out and the machine breaks down.

We're talking about a Q here? That soundset must be really bad. 

> i liked really more the Microwave XT, that was an unique synth, pure
> wavetable; i thought the MicroQ sounded similar, but no way,
> these are completely different machines; in the end i like Microwaves, i
> don't like MicroQ.

> someone told me it's also the lack of DSP power of the Q rack or key, i
> don't know; i.m.o. after working with Nord synths it's easy to find other
> synth 'artificial'.

The Nords have a very special sound. Love it! Maybe add another Nord synth 
then, like a lead 2?

> if i want artificial i can get a Sidstation, i think it's really more fun.
> so, yes, i've returned it back, and i'm trying a Novation A-Station,
> AT HOME, now i want to spend a lot of time with this.
> the A-Station is basically a super super basstation;
> i have to admit that the filters are really good, better than the Micro Q
> ones, a pity that it's only 1 part (but polyphonic), but it's easy to
> obtain sounds with this thing and it can go to crazy screaming things that
> i never thought it was capable of.
>
> anyway, i'm starting to think that i don't like va synths...

Could be. But the Nord is VA too. It al depends of the algorythms used and 
the quality of the hardware.

Cheers,
Robert
| 3950|733|2002-01-20 09:02:20|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, January 21, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3951|3948|2002-01-20 09:03:02|tomfinegan|Re: |
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> hello,
> i'm back on the list, with half the time i had before, but..



> 
> i've seen the attak hardware and mpc4000 news, good things
> i agree with the man who told it's not so good this akai 

policy...it's true, 

> now most people go with the pc or mac to do all, it's really bad to 

have a 

> monster price machine, also it's an ideal mistake, like music for 

elites; 

> rs7k is expensive but mpc4000 is really too much i.m.o.

Well for sure it´s an interesting aspect,that the MPC is now capable 
of what what a handfull of software and an iBook can do,for less 
money. But the street price will be around 2900 Euro, and i am sure 
it will drop down to 2200, but you are right, with a Tascam US224, a 
good Notebook, Reaktor and a MIDIman USB-port you can do similar, for 
less money. Plus you always can use softsynths..

> 
> do you want to know a funny fact (not for me)?
> i don't like the Micro Q!

Well, i am glad not to be the only one, who dislikes it´s raw sound.
Btw. same goes for me with the Virus. The RS, which is not VA, on the 
other suprises me constantly with it´s fantastic filter. IMHO anybody 
who keeps saying that the RS sounds plastic, has something with his 
ears...

> sounds a bit like plastic to my ears respect my Nord Modular.
> it has an edge of sound that is unpure, digital, but not the digital
> that i like: the FM; it sound artificial to my ears.

Yup.

> also, there are a lot of BAD sounds on it, commercial stuff, some 

good

> ambient drone one, some imitations of industrial that i don't like, 

and...

> ok you make your sound by yourself, but this thing doesn't catch me.
> the first day i had the same impression of you Thomas: the rs7000 

can do 

> similar things...

Well, that comparison is kinda unfair, for the RS, you know? VA vs 
AWM2..., but yes you could. 

> it's not true, but this reaction is a mirror of the fact that the
> sounds seem brutally samples passed throught tons of fx with 

digital 

> filters.
> i don't like that every sound has these tons of reverb or echo or 

flanger; 

> you can take the fx off, but the whole thing sounds now really bad: 

the fxs 

> keep the sounds up, you take them out and the machine breaks down.

Hm...isn´t it that what they said about the Nova too?

> i liked really more the Microwave XT, that was an unique synth, pure
> wavetable; i thought the MicroQ sounded similar, but no way,
> these are completely different machines; in the end i like 

Microwaves, i



> don't like MicroQ.
> someone told me it's also the lack of DSP power of the Q rack or 

key, i 

> don't know; i.m.o. after working with Nord synths it's easy to find 

other 

> synth 'artificial'.

Well, take an ear to the NordLead 3 then...:)

> if i want artificial i can get a Sidstation, i think it's really 

more fun.

> so, yes, i've returned it back, and i'm trying a Novation A-Station,
> AT HOME, now i want to spend a lot of time with this.
> the A-Station is basically a super super basstation;
> i have to admit that the filters are really good, better than the 

Micro Q 

> ones, a pity that it's only 1 part (but polyphonic), but it's easy 

to obtain 

> sounds with this thing and it can go to crazy screaming things that 

i never 

> thought it was capable of.
> 
> anyway, i'm starting to think that i don't like va synths...
> the synths that like a lot are digital FM ones OR real analogue 

ones.

> Nord ones are in the middle, they are va, but different from the 

others.

Did you ever try a Yamaha AN1x (respectively AN200)?

> i like very much software synthetizers like Dynamo/Reaktor, 

Rubberduck,

> Vaz Modular etc.

Oh Vaz Modular, i have the small version, that´s a screamy one...can 
make baaaaad sounds...:)

Well, thank you for this little insight, Marco. In other words, the 
RS is still the bomb, even after the new MPC is out.

Tom
| 3952|3948|2002-01-20 09:22:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: |
On Sunday 20 January 2002 17:02, tomfinegan wrote:

>
> > sounds a bit like plastic to my ears respect my Nord Modular.
> > it has an edge of sound that is unpure, digital, but not the digital
> > that i like: the FM; it sound artificial to my ears.
>
> Yup.

Bah, time to leave this list...

- Robert



(kidding ;)
| 3953|3953|2002-01-20 11:20:10|synthe. labo|Re: |

>Ah! ;)
>
>But I don't agree. Don't know how much the micro Q and full Q are apart,
>soundwise, but I think the Q is a very special, high quality machine, that
>can produce unique sounds. Agreed, the Q does a lot in the high end of the
>spectrum, unless you tell it to shut up there. Especially with the new PPG
>filter is great, imo. So, no, you can't compare the RS synth engine with 
>the
>Q's.

yes yes :)
it was the first minutes impression, i told muself it was wrong

>
> > it's not true,

>We're talking about a Q here? That soundset must be really bad.

Robert, i think this is really personal;
i found the micro q not so interesting;
the fact is that i think it sounds really different from microwaves, and i 
thought it was *similar*, a bit fatter but similar, but no way

>The Nords have a very special sound. Love it! Maybe add another Nord synth
>then, like a lead 2?

it could be good, but i can load a lot of norl lead 2 patches on nord mod. 
and also i wanted to change company ;)

> > anyway, i'm starting to think that i don't like va synths...
>
>Could be. But the Nord is VA too. It al depends of the algorythms used and
>the quality of the hardware.

yes , sure.

a synth that i really like: Yamaha FSR-1, but everyone says it's a nightmare 
to program on the front pannel and i don't want to get another synth with a 
pc editor....

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 3954|3954|2002-01-20 11:31:13|synthe. labo|Re: |

>Well for sure it´s an interesting aspect,that the MPC is now capable
>of what what a handfull of software and an iBook can do,for less
>money. But the street price will be around 2900 Euro, and i am sure
>it will drop down to 2200, but you are right, with a Tascam US224, a

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
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>good Notebook, Reaktor and a MIDIman USB-port you can do similar, for
>less money. Plus you always can use softsynths..

...with a good Notebook and a ton of softwares + a Tascam US224 you can do 
EVERYTHING, you can eat every mpc or rs...:)))

>Well, i am glad not to be the only one, who dislikes it´s raw sound.
>Btw. same goes for me with the Virus. The RS, which is not VA, on the
>other suprises me constantly with it´s fantastic filter. IMHO anybody
>who keeps saying that the RS sounds plastic, has something with his
>ears...

i haven't tried yet a virus at home; this novation a-station surprise me a 
lot, has better filters then my nord mod, but it's limited; anyway i can 
think to add it to the nord.
the strange thing is that the a-station sounds really better then a nova 
i.m.o., the sound is more solid, maybe it's this new technology of 'liquid 
filters' ;)

>Well, take an ear to the NordLead 3 then...:)

just listened!!!:)
it's a monster, i LOVE the demo mp3s, but again TOO expensive

>Did you ever try a Yamaha AN1x (respectively AN200)?

in a store, not at home; i liked it, it's a sort of exception; the an1-x 
sounds really good
anyway, i prefer the FS1-R for my music

>Oh Vaz Modular, i have the small version, that´s a screamy one...can
>make baaaaad sounds...:)

yes, this thing can go really fat and baaaaad even if it's on a computer!

>
>Well, thank you for this little insight, Marco. In other words, the
>RS is still the bomb, even after the new MPC is out.

i know rs7k sequencer, feel confprtable with it, have no intention to change 
and learn something new on hardware, i have just my TON of new softwares 
that will kill a lot of my time :)
the rs7k is really flexible...don't know if the mpc4000 will be so flexible, 
hope for akai; anyway the 16 pads are a really good thing

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 3955|3954|2002-01-20 12:02:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: |
On Sunday 20 January 2002 19:31, synthe. labo wrote:

> >Well for sure it´s an interesting aspect,that the MPC is now capable
> >of what what a handfull of software and an iBook can do,for less
> >money. But the street price will be around 2900 Euro, and i am sure
> >it will drop down to 2200, but you are right, with a Tascam US224, a
> >good Notebook, Reaktor and a MIDIman USB-port you can do similar, for
> >less money. Plus you always can use softsynths..
>
> ...with a good Notebook and a ton of softwares + a Tascam US224 you can do
> EVERYTHING, you can eat every mpc or rs...:)))

Problem with the do-everything-in-one-pc approach is that
1) every component has the same (terrible) screen+mouse interface. No knobs.
2) the system becomes very complex, and maintainance can be become a major 
issue.
3) due the the complexity of the system timing issues can arise.
4) the compoments (softwares) very much depend on a certain technology, and 
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may become obsolete before you know.

My main problem is actualy number 1) above. Using a mouse, you don't 'feel' 
your gear. You have to use your brain too much. 

Don't get me wrong, the PC/Mac approach is very tempting, and I'm currently 
using Logic/EXS24 on a PC. And even though Logic is pure Art, it doesn't 
excite me as much as dedicated hardware, with buttons and restricted, 
dedicated functionality. Hardware makes me more creative. Software makes me a 
software manager trying to do music. ;)

>
> >Well, i am glad not to be the only one, who dislikes it´s raw sound.
> >Btw. same goes for me with the Virus. The RS, which is not VA, on the
> >other suprises me constantly with it´s fantastic filter. IMHO anybody
> >who keeps saying that the RS sounds plastic, has something with his
> >ears...

The RS filters are great, indeed.

>
> i haven't tried yet a virus at home; this novation a-station surprise me a
> lot, has better filters then my nord mod, but it's limited; anyway i can
> think to add it to the nord.
> the strange thing is that the a-station sounds really better then a nova
> i.m.o., the sound is more solid, maybe it's this new technology of 'liquid
> filters' ;)
>
> >Well, take an ear to the NordLead 3 then...:)

Oh wow, the NL3. Drool...

>
> just listened!!!:)
> it's a monster, i LOVE the demo mp3s, but again TOO expensive

Yes, even the rack is way too much. :(

> i know rs7k sequencer, feel confprtable with it, have no intention to
> change and learn something new on hardware, i have just my TON of new
> softwares that will kill a lot of my time :)

THAT's my problem! I get distracted too easily with all this software. Don't 
you have this too? 

> the rs7k is really flexible...don't know if the mpc4000 will be so
> flexible, hope for akai; anyway the 16 pads are a really good thing

Somehow I doubt that they did anything to improve the sequencer. Hope I'm 
wrong.

- Robert
| 3956|3953|2002-01-20 12:05:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: |
On Sunday 20 January 2002 19:20, synthe. labo wrote:

>
>
> Robert, i think this is really personal;

Of course! :)

> i found the micro q not so interesting;
> the fact is that i think it sounds really different from microwaves, and i
> thought it was *similar*, a bit fatter but similar, but no way

I wonder if there's a difference in sound between the Micro Q and the full Q 
(which I have; well the rack that is). Have to check that some time. But the 
Q has indeed a very bright character, and it *can* sound very dirty, indeed. 
But it does fantastic stuff, imo, that cannot be done one any other synth. 



Maybe try the XT then.

- Robert
| 3957|3957|2002-01-20 12:07:11|flesk_bruno|RS7000 Effects improved other gear|
Today I tried connecting the CS6x to the RS7000 and turn on the 
Master Effects on RS.

Well, I must say it improved the sound of the old songs I already 
made with the CS6x.

The problem is that the line-out of the CS6x has more noise than the 
one on the RS7000, for example.

My question is, if I buy a AIEB1, put it in the CS6x and a AIEB2, put 
it in the RS7000. Then connect the digital out of the CS6x to the 
digital in of RS.

Will this remove the noise? I mean, are the AIEB keeping the sound in 
the digital domain. Will there be any A/D conversion between the CS6x 
and AIEB1 and any D/A conversion between the RS7000 and the AIEB2.

One other question is, will the sound coming from the digital in the 
RS7000 be present all the time, like the analog line-ins? or is it 
only available when sampling?

Thanks,
| 3958|3958|2002-01-20 12:28:20|mr_roboto24|OS Update question|
The new OS version out is 1.14, my machine says 
FIRM - 1.14
KERNEL -1.10
DATA - 1.20

What the hell does this mean? Do I have 1.14??
| 3959|3958|2002-01-20 13:27:24|arveyman|An example: Novation|
I just installed the newest OS for my Nova synth and it is a freekin 
difference! Like it turned somehow into half a Nord! I dunno how they 
manage to do that, but the leads now sound much richer and more 
'snappy'
I now realy hope Yamaha take an example of the top-programmers at 
Novation who keep on developing new features for the Nova (and others)
I hope they listen to what the users (us) want. We don't want to buy 
a new RS, we want it be upgraded with software!
I've looked at the whish list, and if only half of it is fixed/worked 
on in the future OS's the RS's gonna be a killer machine!!

just wanted to share this with u lot

gr
Arv
| 3960|3948|2002-01-20 13:27:27|tomfinegan|Re: |
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Sunday 20 January 2002 17:02, tomfinegan wrote:
> >
> > > sounds a bit like plastic to my ears respect my Nord Modular.
> > > it has an edge of sound that is unpure, digital, but not the 

digital

> > > that i like: the FM; it sound artificial to my ears.
> >
> > Yup.
> 
> Bah, time to leave this list...

LOL...Robert we were not talking about your music...:)
It´s just a personal matter of taste, you really can´t argue about 
that. To my ears, the Q doesn´t sound that nice. Acutally everybody, 
well at least here Germany, who tested it and wrote a review about 
it, stated this. They (e.g. the german Keyboards) said it doesn´t 
sound like any other VA, that it is more digital, but also not bad. I 
am sure with those Combfilter you can do some crazy things.

> 
> (kidding ;)

Ha, you got me...:)))))

Tom



| 3961|3953|2002-01-20 13:32:46|tomfinegan|Re: |
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> a synth that i really like: Yamaha FSR-1, but everyone says it's a 

nightmare 

I had one, and honestly...it´s beyond a nightmare...

j/k...:)

It´s not easy to program, and most of the times you will end up 
rather using the really excellent presets, or use those presets to 
create something new, but unless you use Sounddiver, you won´t be 
able to control the 3000+ parameter from the front panel.

I hope that Yamaha will come up with a desktop/keyboard version with 
LOTS of knobs. THAT would be a bummer. 

> to program on the front pannel and i don't want to get another 

synth with a 

> pc editor....

Well, if it sounds good, you gotta do, what you gotta do...try to 
borrow one and see for yourself. I REALLY liked the sound...got the 
Nord MicroModular instead...still i would like to have it again...
| 3962|3954|2002-01-20 13:43:30|tomfinegan|Re: |
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> ...with a good Notebook and a ton of softwares + a Tascam US224 you 

can do 

> EVERYTHING, you can eat every mpc or rs...:)))

Well, specwise maybe, but where is this realtime access you have with 
the RS or MPC? Hard to achieve with a Notebook, even with Pocket-
Control.

> the strange thing is that the a-station sounds really better then a 

nova 

Hmmm, interesting.

> i.m.o., the sound is more solid, maybe it's this new technology 

of 'liquid 

> filters' ;)

Liquid filter? Can i have a bottle of "Liquid Filter" please? 
It´s for my voice, i have to "tone" it down...

> >Well, take an ear to the NordLead 3 then...:)
> 
> just listened!!!:)
> it's a monster, i LOVE the demo mp3s, but again TOO expensive

True, but all those knobs...oh my goodness... 

> the rs7k is really flexible...don't know if the mpc4000 will be so 

flexible, 

> hope for akai; anyway the 16 pads are a really good thing

Oh Akai sells for §US 359 those pads...look here:

http://www.e-trinity.org/index2.html

(click on "next page" until the MPC appears)

Ciao, Tom
| 3963|3958|2002-01-20 13:46:53|tomfinegan|Re: OS Update question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:

http://www.e-trinity.org/index2.html


> The new OS version out is 1.14, my machine says 
> FIRM - 1.14
> KERNEL -1.10
> DATA - 1.20
> 
> What the hell does this mean? Do I have 1.14??

Yes, you do.

Tom
| 3964|3964|2002-01-20 14:12:35|synthe. labo|Re: |

> > i.m.o., the sound is more solid, maybe it's this new technology
>of 'liquid
> > filters' ;)
>Liquid filter? Can i have a bottle of "Liquid Filter" please? 
>It´s for my voice, i have to "tone" it down...

haha..., yes, they produce liquid, you can put it also in your eyes...
it's also a problem, you have always to dry the rack when you turn a 
filter...:)

>
>
> > >Well, take an ear to the NordLead 3 then...:)
> >
> > just listened!!!:)
> > it's a monster, i LOVE the demo mp3s, but again TOO expensive
>True, but all those knobs...oh my goodness...

yes, also the lights...in the dark it will seem to pilote an airplane...;)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Prova MSN Messenger per conversare in linea con i tuoi amici: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 3965|3957|2002-01-20 15:30:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 Effects improved other gear|
On Sunday 20 January 2002 20:07, flesk_bruno wrote:

> Today I tried connecting the CS6x to the RS7000 and turn on the
> Master Effects on RS.
>
> Well, I must say it improved the sound of the old songs I already
> made with the CS6x.
>
> The problem is that the line-out of the CS6x has more noise than the
> one on the RS7000, for example.
>
> My question is, if I buy a AIEB1, put it in the CS6x and a AIEB2, put
> it in the RS7000. Then connect the digital out of the CS6x to the
> digital in of RS.
>
> Will this remove the noise? I mean, are the AIEB keeping the sound in
> the digital domain. Will there be any A/D conversion between the CS6x
> and AIEB1 and any D/A conversion between the RS7000 and the AIEB2.

As both the CS6x and the RS are digital gear, using a digital link between 
them will most likely skip any AD/DA conversion.

BUT... that doesn't mean that the noise will disappear. It al depends what 
causes the noise in the first place. If its created in the CS6x somewhere 
before its DAs, the noise will probably stay.

>
> One other question is, will the sound coming from the digital in the
> RS7000 be present all the time, like the analog line-ins? or is it
> only available when sampling?

Looks like only the *analog* line-ins are supported for this feature. See 
page 108 of the english manual.

http://messenger.msn.it/


- Robert
| 3966|733|2002-01-21 03:02:07|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

UP LOAD Your audio.MP3 files. 

Date: Monday, January 21, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

For those of you who have the pleasure of using the RS7000 so
soon, it would be appreciated if you could upload some of your
early & rough songs. 

Any songs using "PRESETS should go in the folder entitled "DJ
Revreb & MC Cho"

[ DJ REVREB & MC CHO:

DJ RevReb & MC Cho, the hottest duo act to hit the scene, since
Chemical Brothers, Daft Punk, Simon & Garfunkel! ] 

Hope to hear `em soon.
| 3967|3967|2002-01-21 03:16:32|tempotanken|64 or 128MB cards ?|
Hi everybody,

I´m going to by a SmartMedia reader and some Cards...
Should I go for two 64MB cards or one 128MB ?

Any cons / pros ?

best 

HH
| 3968|3967|2002-01-21 04:48:53|tomfinegan|Re: 64 or 128MB cards ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tempotanken" wrote:

> Hi everybody,
> 
> I´m going to by a SmartMedia reader and some Cards...
> Should I go for two 64MB cards or one 128MB ?
> 
> Any cons / pros ?

??? That´s a weird and confused question...two 64MB or one 128MB...???

Get two 128MBCards...

And make sure your SmartMedia Reader operates with 128MB cards.

Tom
| 3969|3957|2002-01-21 05:35:21|flesk_bruno|Re: RS7000 Effects improved other gear|
Can anyone using AIEB2 confirm if the digital in signal can be always 
present in the mix (like the analog line-ins do).

I read in the manual that we cannot have both digital in and digital 
out at the same time. But I'm looking for, at least, digital in with 
analog out.
| 3970|3970|2002-01-21 06:21:55|art75@free.fr|sync|
hello

I used a Rm1x and a RS7k synchronised by midi clock : rm1x is master.
My problem is that only the tempos are synchronised and not the starting points 
of the measures.
I mean if you don't press "play" exactly at the same time on both machines 
there could be a tiny delay between them.. and it's not so easy to perceive 
this delay immediatly when using breakbeats patterns in live condition...
Is there a way to start both machines exactly in sync with no doubt ?
Or to "link" the starting points of midi patterns ?

thanx

a:r:t
| 3971|3970|2002-01-21 07:05:20|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: sync|
yes
rmx : midi synchro out
other : slave 

it's works like that with my rs7000 and my synth and jomox



-----Message d'origine-----
De : art75@free.fr [mailto:art75@free.fr]
Envoyé : lundi 21 janvier 2002 14:22
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] sync

hello

I used a Rm1x and a RS7k synchronised by midi clock : rm1x is master.
My problem is that only the tempos are synchronised and not the starting
points 
of the measures.
I mean if you don't press "play" exactly at the same time on both machines 
there could be a tiny delay between them.. and it's not so easy to perceive 
this delay immediatly when using breakbeats patterns in live condition...
Is there a way to start both machines exactly in sync with no doubt ?
Or to "link" the starting points of midi patterns ?

thanx

a:r:t

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 3972|3967|2002-01-21 07:38:25|Robert Dunlap|Re: 64 or 128MB cards ?|
I've got all types of cards because of me camera's and mp3 players. I like 
it that way because I can have one in the Yami, one in the PC....I'd get two 
cards.

>From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: 64 or 128MB cards ?
>Date: Mon, 21 Jan 2002 11:48:48 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3973|3967|2002-01-21 07:42:42|tempotanken|Re: 64 or 128MB cards ?|
-yeah I know the Q. is a bit weird but I figured I want to spend a 
certain amount of $ on a card+reader for transferring loops the 
easy way to and from my MAC, and then spend some $ on a 
SCSI harddrive for live use...

So, two 128MB cards would be overkill...

> > I´m going to by a SmartMedia reader and some Cards...
> > Should I go for two 64MB cards or one 128MB ?

> 
> ??? That´s a weird and confused question...two 64MB or one 

128MB...???

> 
> Get two 128MBCards...

mailto:art75@free.fr
mailto:art75@free.fr
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.


> 
> And make sure your SmartMedia Reader operates with 128MB 

cards.

> 
> Tom

| 3974|3936|2002-01-21 10:28:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: grid groove question...|
On Saturday 19 January 2002 17:29, gvg2010 wrote:

> Hi,
>
> When i use the gridgroove function, how can i set it to the full
> pattern of measures.
>
> example:
>
> i transpose the first three notes of measure 1, but know the first
> three notes of measure 3 also get transposed?
>
> how do you set it that it covers 4 measures instead of 1?

Couldn't find anything, sorry.

- Robert
| 3975|3936|2002-01-21 11:38:44|bilterfucht|Re: grid groove question...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 19 January 2002 17:29, gvg2010 wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > When i use the gridgroove function, how can i set it to the full
> > pattern of measures.
> >
> > example:
> >
> > i transpose the first three notes of measure 1, but know the first
> > three notes of measure 3 also get transposed?
> >
> > how do you set it that it covers 4 measures instead of 1?
> 
> Couldn't find anything, sorry.
> 
> - Robert

I don't know if this is what you mean, but it is possible to enter 
the second, third,...measure by just selecting the second measure by 
turning F3-button and then again record in grid mode. Continue this 
way until all the measures you want to record in grid mode are 
recorded.

Bilterf
| 3976|3936|2002-01-21 11:42:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: grid groove question...|
On Monday 21 January 2002 19:38, bilterfucht wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Saturday 19 January 2002 17:29, gvg2010 wrote:
> > > Hi,
> > >
> > > When i use the gridgroove function, how can i set it to the full
> > > pattern of measures.
> > >
> > > example:
> > >
> > > i transpose the first three notes of measure 1, but know the first
> > > three notes of measure 3 also get transposed?
> > >
> > > how do you set it that it covers 4 measures instead of 1?
> >
> > Couldn't find anything, sorry.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> I don't know if this is what you mean, but it is possible to enter
> the second, third,...measure by just selecting the second measure by
> turning F3-button and then again record in grid mode. Continue this
> way until all the measures you want to record in grid mode are
> recorded.



No, we were talking about grid *groove* here.
Funny, I had the same initial reaction. ;)

- Robert

>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 3977|3977|2002-01-21 11:56:15|bigd22646|su10 user group??|
Hi all
I was hoping someone could point me in the direction of an active 
users group on the net for the SU10 baby?

pls email me 

squishmusic@www.com

tallyH
| 3978|3978|2002-01-21 12:19:52|Robert Dunlap|Re: |
Curious if anyone is using an Astation?

>From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Re:
>Date: Sun, 20 Jan 2002 20:43:27 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3979|3979|2002-01-21 13:24:12|Robert Dunlap|Re: |
Curious what a Tascam US224 is....I've tried looking it up on zzounds and 
get back everything but :)

>From: "synthe. labo" <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Re: Re:
>Date: Sun, 20 Jan 2002 18:31:13 +0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3980|3980|2002-01-21 13:29:04|mr_roboto24|Instruments to RS 7000|
Is it possible to connect a non-midi instrument (eg. guitar) to 
the RS 7000 and manipulate the sounds live? 
Also, I want to trigger Rs 7000 sounds via a MIDI drum trigger 
(Roland), how do I do that?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:squishmusic@www.com
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.


new user,
rOb
| 3981|3981|2002-01-21 14:09:26|bobbyfunkattack|E-R1|
Hi, I'm hoping to use my korg electribe Er 1 for the grid recording 
on my R7k, but midi wont let me change the note length. Which for the 
korgs internal sounds, are controlled by the decay knob.

Cheers

Immon
| 3982|3970|2002-01-21 14:09:39|d_pman|Re: sync|
yes, i agree

but it doesn't matter which one is the master. the most important is:

master = [sync internal] [midi control out]
slave = [sync midi] [midi control in]

now the devices sync perfect automaticly.
but remember the style change problem... if you change style at the 
master, the slave will also change. read message 1581 or go to 
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=164.topic
for more info on this topic

warm greetingz,
Pman

> yes
> rmx : midi synchro out
> other : slave 
> 
> it's works like that with my rs7000 and my synth and jomox
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : art75@f... [mailto:art75@f...]
> Envoyé : lundi 21 janvier 2002 14:22
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] sync
> 
> 
> hello
> 
> I used a Rm1x and a RS7k synchronised by midi clock : rm1x is 

master.

> My problem is that only the tempos are synchronised and not the 

starting

> points 
> of the measures.
> I mean if you don't press "play" exactly at the same time on both 

machines 

> there could be a tiny delay between them.. and it's not so easy to 

perceive 

> this delay immediatly when using breakbeats patterns in live 

condition...

> Is there a way to start both machines exactly in sync with no 

doubt ?

> Or to "link" the starting points of midi patterns ?
> 
> thanx
> 
> a:r:t

| 3983|3981|2002-01-21 14:10:18|bobbyfunkattack|E-R1|
Hi, I'm hoping to use my korg electribe Er 1 for the grid recording 
on my R7k, but midi wont let me change the note length. Which for the 
korgs internal sounds, are controlled by the decay knob.

Cheers

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=164.topic


Immon
| 3984|3984|2002-01-21 14:24:48|prcjunk|SCSI connection|
Hi everyone..

Does anyone know where to get a scsi cable/hard drive or how 
exactly to connect the rs7000 to my PC? Was the rs7000 spoussed to 
come with a cable? I checked the back of my pc and I dont have any 
scsi ports (or none that look like the one coming out of the rs7000) 
so im kinda lost on how to hook the two devices up. 

thanks

richie
| 3985|3980|2002-01-21 15:45:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Instruments to RS 7000|
On Monday 21 January 2002 21:28, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> Is it possible to connect a non-midi instrument (eg. guitar) to
> the RS 7000 and manipulate the sounds live?

You could connect the instrument to the standard analog inputs and use midi 
sysex command (possibly programmed on an RS track or on external gear) to 
manipulate the 4 effect units that process the intruments audio.

I also found sysex commands for controlling the AD input parameters (page 
331), so you could use sysex to change the volume, pan and effect sends of 
your instrument.

> Also, I want to trigger Rs 7000 sounds via a MIDI drum trigger
> (Roland), how do I do that?

Think of the MIDI drum trigger as a midi keyboard with only a couple of keys, 
one for each pad. You have the choice of 
a) either program the pads to emit the correct midi notes to trigger a kit 
voice samples, or
b) move the kit voice samples to the correct slots, matching the midi notes 
emitted by the pads.

- Robert
| 3986|3984|2002-01-21 15:51:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI connection|
On Monday 21 January 2002 22:22, prcjunk wrote:

> Hi everyone..
>
> Does anyone know where to get a scsi cable/hard drive or how
> exactly to connect the rs7000 to my PC? 

Please first read from page 280 of the english RS manual.
You buy SCSI gear at the better computer shops. 

Was the rs7000 spoussed to come with a cable? 

AFAIK, no.

> I checked the back of my pc and I dont have any
> scsi ports (or none that look like the one coming out of the rs7000)
> so im kinda lost on how to hook the two devices up.

You're supposed to buy a SCSI card for in your PC.

- Robert
| 3987|3987|2002-01-21 21:00:17|joseluisrevelo|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools - SOLUTION|
Hi all, thanks to all who tried to help.

Solution was pretty dumb actually.

My MIDI timepiece was echoing the MIDI clock messages sent by a 
Triton that acts as controller in my setup. My guess is that when I 
started Pro Tools the start and stop messages would be correctly 
responded to by the RS7000 but then the clock from ProTools would get 
combined with the clock from the Triton and it would send the RS a 
very high bpm.

Turned the Triton to external sync and solved the problem.



What's weird though is: why the hell does the Triton constantly send 
clock messages if it's internal sequencer isn't even running???

MIDI Timepiece users out there: your MIDI outs should NOT be 
constantly blinking even when your sequencer is stopped.

Thanks all...

Jose Luis Revelo
Miami, Fl.
| 3988|3988|2002-01-21 22:28:18|mrshy33|SCSI Connections Problems.|
I have my Yamaha CDRW connercted via scsi to my RS7000.
The RS7000 SCSI ID is set to 4and the Yamaha CDRW is set for 
channel 5. 

When I press load to load my samples from a smaple CD the 
RS7000 freezes up and does not respond.
Do any one have a soluction to this problem.

mrshy33@yahoo.com
| 3989|3988|2002-01-22 00:32:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Connections Problems.|
On Tuesday 22 January 2002 06:28, mrshy33 wrote:

> I have my Yamaha CDRW connercted via scsi to my RS7000.
> The RS7000 SCSI ID is set to 4and the Yamaha CDRW is set for
> channel 5.
>
> When I press load to load my samples from a smaple CD the
> RS7000 freezes up and does not respond.
> Do any one have a soluction to this problem.

Make sure the last device in the SCSI chain is terminated.
So if you only have the CDRW connected to the RS, set the terminate switch on 
the CDRW to 'on'. This is the most likely cause for the problem you describe.

- Robert
| 3990|3987|2002-01-22 00:35:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 MIDI-synced to Pro Tools - SOLUTION|
On Tuesday 22 January 2002 05:00, joseluisrevelo wrote:

> Hi all, thanks to all who tried to help.
>
> Solution was pretty dumb actually.
>
> My MIDI timepiece was echoing the MIDI clock messages sent by a
> Triton that acts as controller in my setup. My guess is that when I
> started Pro Tools the start and stop messages would be correctly
> responded to by the RS7000 but then the clock from ProTools would get
> combined with the clock from the Triton and it would send the RS a
> very high bpm.

Two devices sending midi clock. Yep, that would do it. ;)

Thanks for the update.

- Robert
| 3991|3970|2002-01-22 02:47:18|art75@free.fr|Re: sync|

> but it doesn't matter which one is the master. the most important is:
> 
> master = [sync internal] [midi control out]
> slave = [sync midi] [midi control in]

yeah that's it : I forgot "midi control" = "in" on the rs7000...

> now the devices sync perfect automaticly.

True !

> but remember the style change problem... if you change style at the 
> master, the slave will also change. read message 1581 or go to 
> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=164.topic
> for more info on this topic

I just read it : not really good news..
Thanx to everyone for the answers.

mailto:mrshy33@yahoo.com
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=164.topic


a:r:t
| 3992|3992|2002-01-22 03:31:16|bilterfucht|Memory|
Anybody in this list who did buy his Memory-Expansion (64 MEG) in 
Belgium or the Netherlands? And, more important, who much did you pay 
for it. I am not willing to buy the Yamaha Simm's, they are about 260 
euro in the shop where i asked it.
| 3993|3992|2002-01-22 06:14:39|Andreas Kasner|AW: [RS7000] Memory|
Hello,

any good specialised shop in synth should have standard JEDEC-(EDO) Ram
suitable for the rs7k and
lots of other synths. Computer shops will not have !!!!!.
I dunno where in belgium , but just for having an idea i bought mine
(2*32=64 MB)
for 130 EUR in Germany. These are not the yamaha originals but "no-name" but
the only difference between them is the yamaha label upon them and then the
double price.

Don't ask for the yamaha ones but for suitable and take the manual with you
for further technical details and
try to have an option to bring them back when not suitable (or take the gear
with you, the installation takes 10 minutes).

Regards
Andreas
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: bilterfucht [mailto:wim_heymans@advalvas.be]
Gesendet am: Dienstag, 22. Januar 2002 11:31
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Memory
Anybody in this list who did buy his Memory-Expansion (64 MEG) in
Belgium or the Netherlands? And, more important, who much did you pay
for it. I am not willing to buy the Yamaha Simm's, they are about 260
euro in the shop where i asked it.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3994|3980|2002-01-22 06:57:54|tomfinegan|Re: Instruments to RS 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:

> Is it possible to connect a non-midi instrument (eg. guitar) to 
> the RS 7000 and manipulate the sounds live? 

Yes, with the master-FX.

> Also, I want to trigger Rs 7000 sounds via a MIDI drum trigger 
> (Roland), how do I do that?

Connect the MIDIdrumtrigger MIDI-out to the MIDI-in of the RS, pick a 
drumset, choose the rigth MIDI-channel on the Roland SPD16 (that´s 
what you use, i guess) and it should work. Try it first with the GM-
drumset the RS has. 

mailto:wim_heymans@advalvas.be
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> new user,

Welcome on board, crewman.

Tom (aka Lt.Commander of the NCC-7000, USS Confusion)
| 3995|3981|2002-01-22 07:02:31|tomfinegan|Re: E-R1|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bobbyfunkattack" wrote:

> Which for the 
> korgs internal sounds, are controlled by the decay knob.

Hmmmm, what exactly do you mean? You want to control the ER-1 sounds 
with knobs on the RS? Or do you want to use the ER-1 step-sequencer 
to program sequences on the RS?

Please rephrase your question.

Tom (aka the EX-ER-1 ownwer)
| 3996|3992|2002-01-22 07:05:39|flesk_bruno|Re: Memory|
Go to a computer shop and if they have old Simms (won't be easy) you 
can get 64Mb for around $25. Some people won't advise you to go to a 
computer shop and there's the problem the memory not working with 
RS7000, but the price is worth the risk.
| 3997|3992|2002-01-22 07:36:07|Robert Dunlap|Re: Memory|
Got mine in Belgium through synthplanet.com Paid $137.00USD which is a 
high priced...but I also got the RS7K/AEIB there. You won't have to pay 
customs and such...

Yamaha SIMM ADRAM-64
List Price: US$ 236.95 - Our Price: US$ 137.08

>From: "bilterfucht" <wim_heymans@advalvas.be>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Memory
>Date: Tue, 22 Jan 2002 10:31:13 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 3998|3998|2002-01-22 07:47:36|jezjacksonuk|What you using ?|
I'm interested in knowing what gear you guys are using and how 
you are integrating the RS2K into your setup. Can we start a thread 
indicating 

* kit list (and how the rs figures) 
* music made ( no prog rock please!! )
* URL (with studio pics if available)

I think It would be interesting to know how the RS is being used by 
other users

Here's my current kit list

RS7000 (oh yes!!)
virus Indigo (oh yes!!)
roland pc-300 USB controller keyboard
Spirit Folio F1 16 mixer
roland SPD 6 percussion pads (nice for inputing midi drum parts)
Samson servo 170 amp
Tannoy Reveal monitors
pentium 3 1GHz, 20/30 gig HDD
Echo Mia soundcard (on order)
MemoryGold smartmedia drive
RM1x (dropping to bits!!)
Cubase 5 - vsti's (favorites FM7,Attack,Orange Voc,PPG)
Recycle 2 (not used much now due to RS)
Soundforge 5
T-racks
Tassman
Sony minidisc and Mic
Silk cut cigarettes
coke (cola!!!)
Haribo sourmix

mailto:wim_heymans@advalvas.be
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Music made

ambient
aphexesq
trance/techno
progressive house
out and out pop
remixes (currently working on electro mix of human leagues 'love 
action' v George Harrison's 'my sweet love'- fits perfectly)

URL
not yet but working on

Cherrio 

Jez
| 3999|3988|2002-01-22 07:48:54|Robert Dunlap|Re: SCSI Connections Problems.|
Are you accessing the CD drive from your computer at the same time your 
hitting load from the RS7K?

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI Connections Problems.
>Date: Tue, 22 Jan 2002 08:32:10 +0100
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4000|4000|2002-01-22 07:55:54|ripe|master effect on/off sysex string?|
OK, I am trying to program some sysex to remotely turn the master effect on
and off, but it doesn't seem to be listed in the MIDI Data Format table,
only master effects parameters are listed, not on/off... am I missing it
somewhere?

It seems like it would be listed under (SYSTEM) table 1-2, pg. 328, but it's
nowhere to be found. Anyone?

cheers
ripe
| 4001|3992|2002-01-22 08:38:16|sean mccarrick|Re: Memory|
I'd recommend ebay. I picked up my 2x32mb simms for
approx 40euro including postage from the uk to
Ireland.
Make sure they match the spec. as layed out in the
faq.
-sean-

--- flesk_bruno <bruno.carlos@algarve.org> wrote:

> Go to a computer shop and if they have old Simms
> (won't be easy) you 
> can get 64Mb for around $25. Some people won't
> advise you to go to a 
> computer shop and there's the problem the memory not
> working with 
> RS7000, but the price is worth the risk.
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Send FREE video emails in Yahoo! Mail!
http://promo.yahoo.com/videomail/
| 4002|3984|2002-01-22 10:45:27|jtoutant212|Re: SCSI connection|
I went throught the same confusion and ended up buying two zip drives, 
one scsi and one usb (not the cheapest way to go about it, but i'm 
happy with it now). the scsi on your computer is what you hook up 
your printer to and the like. you can get the adapting scsi cable at 
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some computer stores, it might be kind of hard to find. i don't 
remember exactly, but it's something like scsi1 to scsi3 cable, runs 
like 25 bucks. make sure you can return whatever you buy in case it 
doesn't fit. email me if you want a picture of it, wouldn't want you 
to spend an extra $250 like i did.

J

>I checked the back of my pc and I dont have any 
> scsi ports (or none that look like the one coming out of the rs7000) 
> so im kinda lost on how to hook the two devices up. 
> 
> thanks
> 
> richie

| 4003|3981|2002-01-22 12:16:14|bobbyfunkattack|Re: E-R1|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "bobbyfunkattack" wrote:
> > Which for the 
> > korgs internal sounds, are controlled by the decay knob.
> Hmmmm, what exactly do you mean? You want to control the ER-1 

sounds 

> with knobs on the RS? Or do you want to use the ER-1 step-sequencer 
> to program sequences on the RS?
> 
> Please rephrase your question.
> 
> Tom (aka the EX-ER-1 ownwer)

Sorry dude, just being lazy! I want to use the step sequencer on the 
er-1 to programme the rs7000. Which I can do fine, but I can't change 
the note length/gate time in real time. Although when using 
the "audio in" keys this is possible.

Cheers tom

Immon
| 4004|3981|2002-01-22 12:30:48|wcskewes@aol.com|Re: E-R1|
No Gird Programing is SO LAME on the RS7000

Yamaha = Stupid
| 4005|4000|2002-01-22 12:34:53|devolvenation|Re: master effect on/off sysex string?|

> It seems like it would be listed under (SYSTEM) table 1-2, pg. 328, 

but it's

> nowhere to be found. Anyone?

this would be under the assumption that it has an on/off sysex, which 
as far as i know it doesn't.

or i'm a big dork.
| 4006|3981|2002-01-22 13:10:15|tomfinegan|Re: E-R1|
--- In RS7000@y..., wcskewes@a... wrote:

> No Gird Programing is SO LAME on the RS7000
> 
> Yamaha = Stupid

Ok fine, we know this already. You have a workaround?
| 4007|3981|2002-01-22 13:12:15|tomfinegan|Re: E-R1|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bobbyfunkattack" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "bobbyfunkattack" wrote:
> > > Which for the 
> > > korgs internal sounds, are controlled by the decay knob.
> > Hmmmm, what exactly do you mean? You want to control the ER-1 
> sounds 
> > with knobs on the RS? Or do you want to use the ER-1 step-



sequencer 

> > to program sequences on the RS?
> > 
> > Please rephrase your question.
> > 
> > Tom (aka the EX-ER-1 ownwer)
> 
> Sorry dude, just being lazy! I want to use the step sequencer on 

the 

> er-1 to programme the rs7000. Which I can do fine, but I can't 

change 

> the note length/gate time in real time. Although when using 
> the "audio in" keys this is possible.

Why do you want to change the gate time on the ER-1? The RS has an 
extra knob for that. Look at the "Sequence Play FX" section, there is 
the "Beat Stretch/Gate Time" knob.

Cheers, Tom
| 4008|4008|2002-01-22 15:32:35|steffen@torset.net|CS6x AIEB :RE|

> My question is, if I buy a AIEB1, put it in the CS6x and a AIEB2, put 
> it in the RS7000. Then connect the digital out of the CS6x to the 
> digital in of RS. 
> 

are you sure the CS6x accepts the AIEB1? I dont think its compatible with the 
cx -Sorry:( 
yamaha thought about a LAN interface/audio out, but I dont think they ever 
released it... 

Hustlepunch 
-theres no problem i cant fix, I can do it in the Rm1x

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 4009|3988|2002-01-22 21:05:53|mrshy33|Re: SCSI Connections Problems.|
Thanks for your response Robert. I have a terminator on the back 
of the CDRW port that is not being used. This terminator plug is 
used to terminate the open port. The RS7000 still freezes up.

I also read on page 280 in the manual that I must terminate the 
first and last device in the SCSI chain. I looked for this switch or 
setting but I was not able to find if any where.

Do you know how do I get to the SCSI Switch inside the 
RS7000?

In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 22 January 2002 06:28, mrshy33 wrote:
> > I have my Yamaha CDRW connercted via scsi to my RS7000.
> > The RS7000 SCSI ID is set to 4and the Yamaha CDRW is 

set for

> > channel 5.
> >
> > When I press load to load my samples from a smaple CD 

the

> > RS7000 freezes up and does not respond.
> > Do any one have a soluction to this problem.
> 
> Make sure the last device in the SCSI chain is terminated.
> So if you only have the CDRW connected to the RS, set the 

terminate switch on 

> the CDRW to 'on'. This is the most likely cause for the problem 

you describe.

http://nameplanet.com/?su


> 
> - Robert

| 4010|3992|2002-01-22 21:22:02|mrshy33|Re: Memory|
Check this out ! 
If you prefer you could buy the memory online at
rammart.com for 32mb is $16.00 US Dollars. I not sure how 
much that is in Belguim or the Netherlands.
I hope that this is some help to you.
Mrshy33

--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote

> Anybody in this list who did buy his Memory-Expansion (64 

MEG) in 

> Belgium or the Netherlands? And, more important, who much 

did you pay 

> for it. I am not willing to buy the Yamaha Simm's, they are about 

260 

> euro in the shop where i asked it.

| 4011|3988|2002-01-23 00:22:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Connections Problems.|
On Wednesday 23 January 2002 05:05, mrshy33 wrote:

> Thanks for your response Robert. I have a terminator on the back
> of the CDRW port that is not being used. This terminator plug is
> used to terminate the open port. The RS7000 still freezes up.

Okay, that's good. The terminator plug on the open port of the CDRW should do 
the job. No need to terminatate the drive itself, since the plug does the job 
(unless its faulty of course).

Am I correct that in your SCSI setup we only have the RS and your CDRW 
connected with a SCSI cable?

If so, please check if the RS and the CDRW have unique SCSI IDs. If they have 
the same ID stuff like you describe can happen. 

And what quality SCSI cable are you using? It *is* a SCSI cable, right?

- Robert
| 4012|3992|2002-01-23 00:24:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory|
On Wednesday 23 January 2002 05:21, mrshy33 wrote:

> Check this out !
> If you prefer you could buy the memory online at
> rammart.com for 32mb is $16.00 US Dollars. I not sure how
> much that is in Belguim or the Netherlands.
> I hope that this is some help to you.
> Mrshy33

As stated in the FAQ, www.oempcworld.com is a good site, since these guys 
actually know about samplers. They have a list of musical instruments and the 
type of SIMMs that go with it. I bought my 64M there and only paid USD 52 or 
so. Anyways, its in the faq.

- Robert
| 4013|3988|2002-01-23 00:31:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Connections Problems.|
One more thing, does the stuff crash with *and* without a disc inserted in 
the CDRW drive?

Please remove the disc from the drive (if any), and make a setup of only the 
CDRW and the RS. Check SCSI IDs, termination (looks fine now) and cable 
quality. 

Then first switch on the drive followed by the RS.

- Robert
| 4014|1220|2002-01-23 11:12:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 



group.

File : /REMIX/rk-surre.zip 
Uploaded by : robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl> 
Description : R�berts variation on T�m's original pattern. 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/rk-surre.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl>
| 4015|4015|2002-01-23 11:14:33|Robert van der Kamp|New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
Hi all,

I just downloaden my remix of Töm's start pattern.
Have fun with it (I did ;).

- Röbert
| 4016|4016|2002-01-23 11:22:58|bionic_man1|QY100|
Hello everyone.

Anyone familiar with QY100?

I need to know how to connect it to my speaker system and be able
to enter some pre-written notes.

thanks for all the help.

BionicMan
| 4017|4016|2002-01-23 11:22:59|bionic_man1|QY100|
Hello everyone.

Anyone familiar with QY100?

I need to know how to connect it to my speaker system and be able
to enter some pre-written notes.

thanks for all the help.

BionicMan
| 4018|4015|2002-01-23 11:25:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
On Wednesday 23 January 2002 19:14, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> I just downloaden my remix of Töm's start pattern.
> Have fun with it (I did ;).

Have a listen to track 14, the bass track, and wonder how all of that fits in 
12 bars.

Have a listen to track 13, the string track, and enjoy the frippertronic 
loopy looong echo with one octave-up delays. This track is fun enough to 
listen solo'd.

The whole pattern (A) can be listened to as a NordMod noodle, sort of.

- Robert
| 4019|4015|2002-01-23 11:51:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
Mute track 15 (hihat). You get a better, darker mix, imo.

- Robert
| 4020|4015|2002-01-23 12:02:58|tomfinegan|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 23 January 2002 19:14, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> This track is fun enough to 
> listen solo'd.

Robert, that sounds FÖCKING GÖÖD! :)

I love what you did with the bass on 14, and those "frippertrönic" 
pads on 13, yeah...they rock!
What did you do with the slice+seq-drumloopsample on 16? It sounds 
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awesome! The little supporting Saw on 9 is very nice. I actually 
learn something here.

Great Remix Röb! 

So let´s see what the other people make out of this, or the other 
pattern.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/

Töm
| 4021|4015|2002-01-23 12:11:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
On Wednesday 23 January 2002 20:02, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 23 January 2002 19:14, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > This track is fun enough to
> > listen solo'd.
>
> Robert, that sounds FÖCKING GÖÖD! :)

Pföw. ;)
Glad you like it, you never knöw...

>
> I love what you did with the bass on 14, and those "frippertrönic"
> pads on 13, yeah...they rock!

You mean 'röck'. ;)

> What did you do with the slice+seq-drumloopsample on 16? It sounds
> awesome! 

Beat stretch (one of my favs), and pitch bend (one of my other favs).
Quantize and lots of verb (hall instead of room).

> The little supporting Saw on 9 is very nice. I actually
> learn something here.

That saw is actually the bass phrase (which is 60 bars long!), but 
clock-shifted ahead of time, so it starts a little earlier than the bass. It 
also has a higher pitch (and another sound of course).

>
> Great Remix Röb!

Thanks! :)

- Robert

>
> So let´s see what the other people make out of this, or the other
> pattern.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/

Yes guys, please join. See what it can do with you, it'll make you famöus!

- Röbert
| 4022|4015|2002-01-23 12:25:04|tomfinegan|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/

Did you see that? Someone uploaded a song-file called "eternity". 

It sounds like the usual commercial trance-dance-pizzicato-house-
stuff, but actually it sounds really good! The hihats would need some 
more umphzt (a little EQing also for all the other tracks), and the 
composer used some annoying fx-sound (guess an imported RM1x pattern 
spiced up with samples), but other than that, i like especially the 
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vocal sample, very clear and good to understand. The bassdrum booming 
and fat. The pads lush. The pizzicato. 

Whoever made this, compliment!

Tom

| 4023|4015|2002-01-23 12:39:46|tomfinegan|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > What did you do with the slice+seq-drumloopsample on 16? It sounds
> > awesome! 
> 
> Beat stretch (one of my favs), and pitch bend (one of my other 

favs).

> Quantize and lots of verb (hall instead of room).

Oh i see, since the RS is my first hardware sequencer i am not being 
used to all those new features, like "Beat Stretch". But i realized 
that you enjoyed my little HPF and LFO work on 12 with the "Slow Gas" 
sound (my favourite, i don´t know where Yamaha get that pad from. One 
part is this wööööarriii, the other seems to be a noisy FM pad 
something, very digital and cheaping sounding.)

> 
> > The little supporting Saw on 9 is very nice. I actually
> > learn something here.
> 
> That saw is actually the bass phrase (which is 60 bars long!)

Oh my goodness, but really good, i guess you had a lot of fun playing 
those bass. :)
Next time i do a song, i let you remix it, k?

, but 

> clock-shifted ahead of time, so it starts a little earlier than the 

bass. It 

> also has a higher pitch (and another sound of course).

Nice, I gotta try this out.

> > So let´s see what the other people make out of this, or the other
> > pattern.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/
> 
> Yes guys, please join. See what it can do with you, it'll make you 

famöus!

Ha...but not rich...:) 

One thing for everyone, if you upload your pattern, please don´t 
forget to attach a little readme (you don´t have to) with your name, 
emailadress, and which pattern you used for your Remix.

Tdöt (aka the möderätör)

p.s. one for you Robert: Dem Ingeniör ist nichts zu schwör!
| 4024|4015|2002-01-23 12:47:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
On Wednesday 23 January 2002 20:39, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > What did you do with the slice+seq-drumloopsample on 16? It sounds
> > > awesome!
> >
> > Beat stretch (one of my favs), and pitch bend (one of my other
>
> favs).
>
> > Quantize and lots of verb (hall instead of room).
>
> Oh i see, since the RS is my first hardware sequencer i am not being
> used to all those new features, like "Beat Stretch". But i realized
> that you enjoyed my little HPF and LFO work on 12 with the "Slow Gas"
> sound (my favourite, i don´t know where Yamaha get that pad from. One

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/


> part is this wööööarriii, the other seems to be a noisy FM pad
> something, very digital and cheaping sounding.)

Yes, that's a great track. It has a life on its own, and that's what I like 
(tracks that run without full control).

>
> > > The little supporting Saw on 9 is very nice. I actually
> > > learn something here.
> >
> > That saw is actually the bass phrase (which is 60 bars long!)
>
> Oh my goodness, but really good, i guess you had a lot of fun playing
> those bass. :)

Yes! :) The RS (and QY) are so easy for this kind of work. Simply do a couple 
of retries and there it is.

> Next time i do a song, i let you remix it, k?

Steady Hoss! ;)

>
> , but
> clock-shifted ahead of time, so it starts a little earlier than the
> bass. It also has a higher pitch (and another sound of course).
>
> Nice, I gotta try this out.
>
> > > So let´s see what the other people make out of this, or the other
> > > pattern.
> > >
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/
> >
> > Yes guys, please join. See what it can do with you, it'll make you
>
> famöus!
>
> Ha...but not rich...:)

Shit, you think so?

>
> One thing for everyone, if you upload your pattern, please don´t
> forget to attach a little readme (you don´t have to) with your name,
> emailadress, and which pattern you used for your Remix.

Will THAT make me rich, then?

>
> Tdöt (aka the möderätör)
>
> p.s. one for you Robert: Dem Ingeniör ist nichts zu schwör!

HAHA!! LOL lol lol. Can't get enough of this.

- Robert
| 4025|4025|2002-01-23 13:22:43|flesk_bruno|Stop Play Start Record|
The more I work with this machine the more I get the need for not 
having to stop Play when going into Record Mode.

I hope this is something Yamaha could fix with a new bios release.
| 4026|4026|2002-01-23 13:40:40|mr_roboto24|Pattern mode and effects|
This question may have a simple answer but please help! 
Example, I'm recording on track 1 in Section A. I have tweaked 
the effects to get the right sound and record the part. I want to go 
to track 2 and use the same sound with the effects to record a 
different part. 
Problem: when I did this I had to start all over and reset the 
voice and effects. Is there an easier/faster way to transfer voice 
WITH NEW EFFECTS from track to track? Sorry if this is a stupid 
question.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/


thanks,
rOb
| 4027|4015|2002-01-23 14:05:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: New variation on Töm's original KP-SURRE pattern|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But i realized
> > that you enjoyed my little HPF and LFO work on 12 with the "Slow 

Gas"

> > sound (my favourite, i don´t know where Yamaha get that pad from. 

One

> > part is this wööööarriii, the other seems to be a noisy FM pad
> > something, very digital and cheaping sounding.)
> 
> Yes, that's a great track. It has a life on its own, and that's 

what I like 

> (tracks that run without full control).

Hm hm, i totally agree, sometimes you wind up with something very new 
and unexpected. That´s why i like to mess around with the DX200, i 
don´t have the full control over the sound, but just by tweaking you 
get some very interesting sounds and noises. Perfect for ambient 
landscapes.

> > Next time i do a song, i let you remix it, k?
> 
> Steady Hoss! ;)

lol...hehe

> > Ha...but not rich...:)
> 
> Shit, you think so?

Yup.

> > One thing for everyone, if you upload your pattern, please don´t
> > forget to attach a little readme (you don´t have to) with your 

name,

> > emailadress, and which pattern you used for your Remix.
> 
> Will THAT make me rich, then?

No but famöus...:) 

> >
> > Tdöt (aka the möderätör)
> >
> > p.s. one for you Robert: Dem Ingeniör ist nichts zu schwör!
> 
> HAHA!! LOL lol lol. Can't get enough of this.

Shhh, or some people might think that we are cönfüsed!

> - Robert

| 4028|4026|2002-01-23 14:32:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: Pattern mode and effects|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:

> This question may have a simple answer but please help! 
> Example, I'm recording on track 1 in Section A. I have tweaked 
> the effects to get the right sound and record the part. I want to 

go 

> to track 2 and use the same sound with the effects to record a 
> different part. 
> Problem: when I did this I had to start all over and reset the 
> voice and effects. Is there an easier/faster way to transfer voice 
> WITH NEW EFFECTS from track to track? Sorry if this is a stupid 



> question.
> 
> thanks,
> rOb

As always the FAQ is out in the file-section, hot, juicy and willing 
to come...on your computer...:) 

Also to answer your question, You cannot have totally new FX for 
every track. There are three FX-busses, not 16x3 FX. You can 
nontheless change individually for each track the amount the FX 
should have. Plus you also have a track-EQ. 

Tom-moT
| 4029|3981|2002-01-23 16:05:11|bobbyfunkattack|Re: E-R1|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "bobbyfunkattack" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "bobbyfunkattack" 

wrote:

> > > > Which for the 
> > > > korgs internal sounds, are controlled by the decay knob.
> > > Hmmmm, what exactly do you mean? You want to control the ER-1 
> > sounds 
> > > with knobs on the RS? Or do you want to use the ER-1 step-
> sequencer 
> > > to program sequences on the RS?
> > > 
> > > Please rephrase your question.
> > > 
> > > Tom (aka the EX-ER-1 ownwer)
> > 
> > Sorry dude, just being lazy! I want to use the step sequencer on 
> the 
> > er-1 to programme the rs7000. Which I can do fine, but I can't 
> change 
> > the note length/gate time in real time. Although when using 
> > the "audio in" keys this is possible.
> 
> Why do you want to change the gate time on the ER-1? The RS has an 
> extra knob for that. Look at the "Sequence Play FX" section, there 

is 

> the "Beat Stretch/Gate Time" knob.
> 
> Cheers, Tom

Thanks Tom,

But I think you've misuderstood me, my fault! Anyway the drum parts 
on the korg produce only tiny note lengths (sort of staccato), except 
for the audio in parts, with which I can change note length on the 
korg to affect the RS7K, quite happily. The work around of using the 
gate knob on the Rs is n't good enough. Because even when I max it, 
the note length is way too short. Then I usually normalize the play 
effects and repeat. But this is not "real time"! 
I suppose I need to establish what the difference in midi messages, 
from the "drum parts" and "audio in parts" are, as one works and one 
does n't.

Cheers, Immon

Thank you for listening"
| 4030|4030|2002-01-24 00:22:05|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: Pattern mode and effects|
As always the FAQ is out in the file-section, hot, juicy and willing
to come...on your computer...:)

Jeez, Töm! :-)
Just a couple of month, you can do it!
| 4031|4031|2002-01-24 06:50:43|gvg2010|this one is for Robert van der kamp.|
Bedankt voor het antwoord van vorige keer, het was echter niet juist.

Het ging over de"groove" funktie. Ik niet 4 maten editen, dus als je 



bijv. de eerste 3 noten van de maat transposed of clock/gate/velo 
aanpast, dan gebeurt dit ook op dezelfde plek in het ritme in latere 
maten.
Ik zou graag willen weten hoe ik gewoon over 16 tellen kan editen in 
patternmode!

hee ontzettend bedankt!

Caseem
| 4032|4030|2002-01-24 06:51:02|tompaulsen2002|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: Pattern mode and effects|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 
> As always the FAQ is out in the file-section, hot, juicy and willing
> to come...on your computer...:)
> 
> Jeez, Töm! :-)
> Just a couple of month, you can do it!

Hehe...:)

Btw. for everyone who likes good ambient music...www.elektrolux.de

Röm-Töm
| 4033|4033|2002-01-24 09:44:22|mr_roboto24|Using a foot switch|
2 questions regarding use of a foot pedal:
1) when using it to start/stop sequences, can you make it start at 
the top of the first measure of the phrase regardless of when you 
stop it?
2) when using it to switch sequences, can it jump between say, 2 
or 3, sequences (eg. A-B-A-B), instead of going from A-P? 

thanks!
rOb
| 4034|4031|2002-01-24 10:28:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: this one is for Robert van der kamp.|
You meant the Grid Groove function, described on page 85 of the manual, 
right? If so, I understood you the first time. ;)

Anyway, it seems that the grid of this feature spans no more than 16 16th 
notes (4 quarters, 1 measure with a 4/4 meter). The manual does not mention 
any way to stretch this grid to a larger area.

Tried a couple of buttons to extend the working area to the next set of 16 
notes, but to no avail. 

So it seems that you'll have to do with the one-measure of grid groove grid 
width, meaning that the grid will be repeated for every measure in your 
pattern. :(

- Robert
| 4035|4035|2002-01-24 10:34:15|rapha29014|Verkaufe Yamaha RS 7000|
mit AEIB 2, 64 MB RAM, Plextor CD-ROM, Sequest EZ-Flyer 230 MB + 5
Wechselmedien, 8 MB + 64 MB Smart Media Cards, USB Smart Media Card
Reader, 5 Monate Restgarantie, Preis: - mach mir ein faires Angebot -
Raphael.Brungs@t-online.de
| 4036|4035|2002-01-24 11:37:42|mmittner|Re: Verkaufe Yamaha RS 7000|
in englisch haettest du glaub ich mehr chancen ;-)

--- In RS7000@y..., "rapha29014" wrote:
> mit AEIB 2, 64 MB RAM, Plextor CD-ROM, Sequest EZ-Flyer 230 MB + 5
> Wechselmedien, 8 MB + 64 MB Smart Media Cards, USB Smart Media Card
> Reader, 5 Monate Restgarantie, Preis: - mach mir ein faires Angebot -
> Raphael.Brungs@t...

| 4037|1220|2002-01-24 14:11:29|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /REMIX/RV_surre.zip 
Uploaded by : arveyman <ramonvink@hotmail.com> 
Description : First Arv remix try! ...be kind... 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/RV_surre.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

mailto:Raphael.Brungs@t-online.de
mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/RV_surre.zip


http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

arveyman <ramonvink@hotmail.com>
| 4038|4038|2002-01-24 20:49:47|megons|here's my first rs7000 track...|
Here's a Giorgio Moroder-esque electro-disco tune...

sneak-thief: loopholes
http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_loopholes.mp3

gear: rs7000, juno 106, fs1r, tc fireworx

Man, does the RS7000 ever distort easily - I actually had a hard time 
with the master-fx multi-band compressor distorting the bassline so I 
had to turn it off. Hmmm.

michel (sneak-thief)
gingerbread house records
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 4039|4039|2002-01-25 01:50:36|bilterfucht|Roland TR 505|
Hi all,

I can buy a ROLAND TR505 for the price of 50 euro, should i go for it 
or not?

B.
| 4040|4040|2002-01-25 03:32:44|dannie7000|Section and Pattern makes my head hurt!|
First I need to say that my RS came wednesday and I'm losing sleep 
like never before.

I came across some strange happenings yesterday in Pattern mode. 
I started making a funky little beat with a bassline and some piano 
on the A section. I made a pattern copy and put it in B section. 
I wanted to change the phrases in A section so the drums just keep a 
low profile and the Bass kind of bubble in the background. But it 
seems that B section reacted on the changes too. 

How do I make copies that infact are copies? 
(Phrases copied that is)

Dannie
| 4041|4039|2002-01-25 03:36:35|Franjo|Re: Roland TR 505|
Man,BUY IT!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: bilterfucht 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2002 9:50 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Roland TR 505

Hi all,

I can buy a ROLAND TR505 for the price of 50 euro, should i go for it 
or not?

B.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4042|4040|2002-01-25 03:41:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Section and Pattern makes my head hurt!|
The is a good moment to read the FAQ, Dannie.
URL is at the bottom of every message.

- Robert

On Friday 25 January 2002 11:32, dannie7000 wrote:
> First I need to say that my RS came wednesday and I'm losing sleep
> like never before.
>
> I came across some strange happenings yesterday in Pattern mode.
> I started making a funky little beat with a bassline and some piano
> on the A section. I made a pattern copy and put it in B section.
> I wanted to change the phrases in A section so the drums just keep a
> low profile and the Bass kind of bubble in the background. But it
> seems that B section reacted on the changes too.
>
> How do I make copies that infact are copies?
> (Phrases copied that is)
>
> Dannie
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4043|4040|2002-01-25 04:17:15|dannie7000|Re: Section and Pattern makes my head hurt!|
Hmm must have pasted me by because often find myself scrolling up and 
down the FAQ. 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> The is a good moment to read the FAQ, Dannie.
> URL is at the bottom of every message.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Friday 25 January 2002 11:32, dannie7000 wrote:
> > First I need to say that my RS came wednesday and I'm losing sleep
> > like never before.
> >
> > I came across some strange happenings yesterday in Pattern mode.
> > I started making a funky little beat with a bassline and some 
piano
> > on the A section. I made a pattern copy and put it in B section.
> > I wanted to change the phrases in A section so the drums just 
keep a
> > low profile and the Bass kind of bubble in the background. But it
> > seems that B section reacted on the changes too.
> >
> > How do I make copies that infact are copies?
> > (Phrases copied that is)
> >
> > Dannie
> >
> >
> >

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
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> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
faq.html or
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4044|4044|2002-01-25 04:59:08|dannie7000|What about Scenes?|
The FAQ talks about Scenes as something not for newbies. Well I'm a 
newbie with this thing but still I'm curious. 
I can't find anything useful about Scenes in the FAQ. 
Are scenes the same as pattern or what?

Sorry for my lame questions but since I have worked with software 
sequensers like Logic the difference makes me confused.
| 4045|4040|2002-01-25 05:01:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Section and Pattern makes my head hurt!|
On Friday 25 January 2002 12:17, dannie7000 wrote:

> Hmm must have pasted me by because often find myself scrolling up and
> down the FAQ.

You tried. Good. ;)
Try Q 8.3.

- Robert

>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > The is a good moment to read the FAQ, Dannie.
> > URL is at the bottom of every message.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > On Friday 25 January 2002 11:32, dannie7000 wrote:
> > > First I need to say that my RS came wednesday and I'm losing sleep
> > > like never before.
> > >
> > > I came across some strange happenings yesterday in Pattern mode.
> > > I started making a funky little beat with a bassline and some
>
> piano
>
> > > on the A section. I made a pattern copy and put it in B section.
> > > I wanted to change the phrases in A section so the drums just
>
> keep a
>
> > > low profile and the Bass kind of bubble in the background. But it
> > > seems that B section reacted on the changes too.
> > >
> > > How do I make copies that infact are copies?
> > > (Phrases copied that is)
> > >
> > > Dannie
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >
> > > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
>
> faq.html or
>
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> > >
> > > * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
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> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> > > RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
>
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4046|4033|2002-01-25 05:22:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Using a foot switch|
On Thursday 24 January 2002 17:42, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> 2 questions regarding use of a foot pedal:
> 1) when using it to start/stop sequences, can you make it start at
> the top of the first measure of the phrase regardless of when you
> stop it?

No. It strarts in the middle of the pattern, if you stoped there, like like 
using the play and stop buttons.

> 2) when using it to switch sequences, can it jump between say, 2
> or 3, sequences (eg. A-B-A-B), instead of going from A-P?

No, it simply moves to the next sections, even if its empty, and cycles back 
to A when section P is selected.

- Robert
| 4047|4033|2002-01-25 05:32:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Using a foot switch|
On Friday 25 January 2002 12:52, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> No. It strarts in the middle of the pattern, if you stoped there, like like
> using the play and stop buttons.

Jeez, this breaks my personal record of typoz in one line. ;)
| 4048|4048|2002-01-25 05:50:00|dannie7000|I meant SECTION|
Too much stuff in my head right now 
(Security guard at a court)
Sorry
| 4049|4044|2002-01-25 08:03:48|Andreas Kasner|AW: [RS7000] What about Scenes?|
Scenes are a kind of memory for the postion/value of the knobs and mixer
settings for a whole pattern or song

In one scene "bank" for each track those settings are stored plus the mute
settings for each track plus the voice setings for each track
plus the bpm and transpose settings for all tracks (transposition only
affecting 8-16)

So it is a kind of expanded mute memory .

The thing is when starting with scene store and recall be always aware of
the fact that the 5 scenes will affect the whole pattern section A-P and is
not stored separately for each section.

So if you would like to record Programm change over several sections, the
voice stored in the scene will always override that when recalling it
afterwards. This can be nice when wanted but also very annoying when not and
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theres no way around that fact.Sodo not use scene store when you want to
programm a dramatical change of programms from section A to whereever. ( Let
me say correctly:
I wouldn't because I would loose the control).

Test it with the awful factory patterns !!!!!!

Andreas

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: dannie7000 [mailto:danniejanzon@mail.bip.net]
Gesendet am: Freitag, 25. Januar 2002 12:59
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] What about Scenes?
The FAQ talks about Scenes as something not for newbies. Well I'm a
newbie with this thing but still I'm curious.
I can't find anything useful about Scenes in the FAQ.
Are scenes the same as pattern or what?

Sorry for my lame questions but since I have worked with software
sequensers like Logic the difference makes me confused.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4050|4033|2002-01-25 09:31:24|mr_roboto24|Re: Using a foot switch|
so there's nothing i can do to make it do what i asked in the 
questions?? i'm a drummer and i'm going to use the RS7000 in live 
situations. this foot pedal thing would REALLY be helpful. any 
suggestions?

thanks for your help,
rOb

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 24 January 2002 17:42, mr_roboto24 wrote:
> > 2 questions regarding use of a foot pedal:
> > 1) when using it to start/stop sequences, can you make it 
start at
> > the top of the first measure of the phrase regardless of when you
> > stop it?
> 
> No. It strarts in the middle of the pattern, if you stoped there, 
like like 
> using the play and stop buttons.
> 
> > 2) when using it to switch sequences, can it jump between say, 
2
> > or 3, sequences (eg. A-B-A-B), instead of going from A-P?
> 
> No, it simply moves to the next sections, even if its empty, and 
cycles back 
> to A when section P is selected.
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> 
> - Robert

| 4051|4033|2002-01-25 09:56:01|Andreas Kasner|AW: [RS7000] Re: Using a foot switch|
Regarding the pattern mode (switch sections) theres nothin you can do but
sort the sections the way you want to play them
by copying them (patt copy) to a new style.
but this will be static.

Regarding the start/stop mode theres only one way to get what you like I
suppose:

Do not use pattern mode but song mode and then set the Jump parameter to the
measure you woul like to "rewind" to when hitting
the Fsw fr stop, Hit again it should restart at the jump point .

Be aware of the fact that you can only use the 2 modes seperately not
together ( Which is logic because theres just one signal that the switch can
send). So i have a lack of fantasy how to use that live.

Andreas
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: mr_roboto24 [mailto:mr_roboto24@yahoo.com]
Gesendet am: Freitag, 25. Januar 2002 17:25
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Using a foot switch
so there's nothing i can do to make it do what i asked in the
questions?? i'm a drummer and i'm going to use the RS7000 in live
situations. this foot pedal thing would REALLY be helpful. any
suggestions?

thanks for your help,
rOb

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 24 January 2002 17:42, mr_roboto24 wrote:
> > 2 questions regarding use of a foot pedal:
> > 1) when using it to start/stop sequences, can you make it
start at
> > the top of the first measure of the phrase regardless of when you
> > stop it?
>
> No. It strarts in the middle of the pattern, if you stoped there,
like like
> using the play and stop buttons.
>
> > 2) when using it to switch sequences, can it jump between say,
2
> > or 3, sequences (eg. A-B-A-B), instead of going from A-P?
>
> No, it simply moves to the next sections, even if its empty, and
cycles back
> to A when section P is selected.
>
> - Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
or
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

* RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4052|4033|2002-01-25 10:01:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Using a foot switch|
On Friday 25 January 2002 17:25, mr_roboto24 wrote:
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> so there's nothing i can do to make it do what i asked in the
> questions?? i'm a drummer and i'm going to use the RS7000 in live
> situations. this foot pedal thing would REALLY be helpful. any
> suggestions?

Maybe a programmable MIDI footpadel ($$$)?

- Røbert
| 4053|4048|2002-01-25 10:02:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I meant SECTION|
On Friday 25 January 2002 13:49, dannie7000 wrote:

> Too much stuff in my head right now
> (Security guard at a court)
> Sorry

This one is easy: Section = Pattern, and patterns are discussed in the FAQ.

- Röbørt
| 4054|4054|2002-01-25 12:46:24|phasorpa|Viewing Kit Instrument Names|
Okay I think this should be simple. In grid-step mode is there any 
way to see the name of the instrument you currently recording?

The RS7000 displays shows you the name of the key, ie A2. But in a 
kit of 30 different drums no one will remember all the individual 
drum names and there respective mapped key. Is there anyway on the 
RS to get the name of the individual sample?

Mike
| 4055|1220|2002-01-25 14:26:32|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7000 Performance/tdvspruitjes2.jpg 
Uploaded by : tvindaddi <tvin@hetnet.nl> 
Description : RS7K alive and kicking!!! Tvin Daddi Vinil Netherlands! 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20Performance/tdvspruitjes2.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tvindaddi <tvin@hetnet.nl>
| 4056|4056|2002-01-25 14:35:55|forceoneproductions|Anyone Near DE, MD, or Philly?|
I'd like to see somebody work out on the RS7k in person.

I've been thinking about purchasing one and went to one of the major 
dealers yesterday to get a hands-on demo. The dealer had just about 
every other keyboard & groovebox on display EXCEPT the RS7k. I found 
the RS sitting out of the way on a speaker. It wasn't hooked up or 
even facing towards the showroom, it was just off to the side like a 
neglected child. I pulled up a salesman and told him I was interested 
in purchasing one, but wanted to check it out and see it in action 
first. He responded negatively towards the RS calling it a piece of 
junk while he hooked it up, and that the Motif is a much better unit. 
I questioned him as to why he felt the way he did about the RS, and 
that I thought the RS & Motif were similar units. He said the Yamaha 
rep had been to the store three times and nobody in the store still 
knew how to program the "damn thing" because the operating system is 
so jacked up. He struggled a few moments to get the RS to demo 
sounds, but was unable to show me how to program sequences. He then 
went on to disconnect the RS, putting it off to the side like an old 
pair of boots, and demo'd the Motif for me. Within minutes he had 
laid down several tracks, made corrections, added all sorts of 
reverb, pan, and mute effects into the tracks.

Is the RS really THAT hard to operate?
| 4057|4054|2002-01-25 15:31:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Viewing Kit Instrument Names|
On Friday 25 January 2002 20:46, phasorpa wrote:

> Okay I think this should be simple. In grid-step mode is there any
> way to see the name of the instrument you currently recording?
>
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> The RS7000 displays shows you the name of the key, ie A2. But in a
> kit of 30 different drums no one will remember all the individual
> drum names and there respective mapped key. Is there anyway on the
> RS to get the name of the individual sample?

I'd have to do another check, but afaik, this is not possible (in grid record 
mode at least).

- Robert
| 4058|3570|2002-01-25 16:36:27|Franjo|Re: effects on rs7000|
Ok! Ja sam iz Rijeke.I pletem po trance-u i tehno-u.I manje vise po svemu sta me triga.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Luka Eterovic 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2002 10:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] effects on rs7000

zg.moj broj je 01 4920254.mozemo kontaktirat kad zapne i to...

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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| 4059|4056|2002-01-25 17:19:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Anyone Near DE, MD, or Philly?|
On Friday 25 January 2002 10:57, forceoneproductions wrote:

> I'd like to see somebody work out on the RS7k in person.
>
> I've been thinking about purchasing one and went to one of the major
> dealers yesterday to get a hands-on demo. The dealer had just about
> every other keyboard & groovebox on display EXCEPT the RS7k. I found
> the RS sitting out of the way on a speaker. It wasn't hooked up or
> even facing towards the showroom, it was just off to the side like a
> neglected child. I pulled up a salesman and told him I was interested
> in purchasing one, but wanted to check it out and see it in action
> first. He responded negatively towards the RS calling it a piece of
> junk while he hooked it up, and that the Motif is a much better unit.
> I questioned him as to why he felt the way he did about the RS, and
> that I thought the RS & Motif were similar units. He said the Yamaha
> rep had been to the store three times and nobody in the store still
> knew how to program the "damn thing" because the operating system is
> so jacked up. He struggled a few moments to get the RS to demo
> sounds, but was unable to show me how to program sequences. He then
> went on to disconnect the RS, putting it off to the side like an old
> pair of boots, and demo'd the Motif for me. Within minutes he had
> laid down several tracks, made corrections, added all sorts of
> reverb, pan, and mute effects into the tracks.
>
> Is the RS really THAT hard to operate?
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A friend of mine owns a Motif, and I had to explain it to him, so I'm a bit 
familiar with the machine. I'd say that the Motif is more complex than the RS 
due to the fact that is support multi-sampling, has a performance mode (the 
RS hasn't) and maybe a slightly obscure menu system (imo).

The sales guy simply doesn't know the RS is probably too lazy to learn it. 
Laying down tracks on the RS is at least as easy as on the Motif. Find 
yourself another dealer, if possible.

- Robert

>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4060|4060|2002-01-26 06:54:55|eq127|Recording NRPN data?|
Curious to know if anyone's tried recording NRPN (non-registered 
parameter number) data into the RS7K sequencer. I'm working with an 
Andromeda and have desperately looking for a way to record 
modulations such as filter sweeps etc. I'm one of those all hardware 
types so my only other option was to record into my Triton's 
sequencer, but unfortunately it will not record RPN, NRPN, or sysex. 
I'm hoping this is not the case with the RS.
If this will work with the RS7K, which page can i go to, to enable 
receiving NRPN data? (and if its in the FAQ, please point to where i 
can find the answer... i have looked for it there already)
Thanks

KC
| 4061|4061|2002-01-26 09:00:31|rapha29014|Selling RS 7000 - Germany -|
with AEIB 2, 64 MB RAM, Plextor CD-ROM, Sequest EZ-Flyer 230 MB + 5
Cartridge, 8 MB + 64 MB Smart Media Cards, USB Smart Media Card
Reader, 5 month guarantee,
Price: - make a fair offer in Euro -
Raphael.Brungs@t-online.de
| 4062|4062|2002-01-26 09:09:17|flatron7000|Wie kan mij helpen?|
Ik geraak niet echt wijs uit de RS7000. Is er iemand uit België 
(eventueel Nederland) met een Rs7000 die me meer uitleg kan geven?
| 4063|4038|2002-01-26 14:51:57|tomfinegan|Re: here's my first rs7000 track...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:

> Here's a Giorgio Moroder-esque electro-disco tune...
> 
> sneak-thief: loopholes
> http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_loopholes.mp3

I am downloading it at the moment...

> 
> Man, does the RS7000 ever distort easily - I actually had a hard 

time 

> with the master-fx multi-band compressor distorting the bassline so 

I 

> had to turn it off. Hmmm.

The RS or the compressor? Yes the RS very easily distorts, the output 
it quite hefty, which is on the other hand nice, but i always have to 
push my other gear (AN1x, DX200, NMM) on the mixer, and theeeen they 
distort easily. Esp. the AN1x is also a distortion master....
And the Nord MicroModular is always to low on the output....
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Tom
| 4064|1220|2002-01-26 15:20:12|tomfinegan|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:

> File : /REMIX/RV_surre.zip 
> Uploaded by : arveyman 
> Description : First Arv remix try! ...be kind... 

Arv, that´s a nice one! I like the 808 drum-line, you programmed. I 
can imagine together with someone playing some wild e-guitar sounds, 
this is going to be some GOOD electro!

Tom
| 4065|4038|2002-01-26 15:29:35|tomfinegan|Re: here's my first rs7000 track...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:

> Here's a Giorgio Moroder-esque electro-disco tune...
> 
> sneak-thief: loopholes
> http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_loopholes.mp3

Föcking gööd!!!!:)

I like it. Very 80´s style. Funky! Reminds me slightly of Koto...

Which part is RS, which one FS1r and which one Juno?

Tom
| 4066|4048|2002-01-26 15:32:06|tomfinegan|Re: I meant SECTION|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dannie7000" wrote:

> Too much stuff in my head right now 
> (Security guard at a court)
> Sorry

That´s ok.

Robert and i are well known for our public subdermal confusion...

oe, Röbert, right? :)

Toem
| 4067|4056|2002-01-26 15:41:08|tomfinegan|Re: Anyone Near DE, MD, or Philly?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "forceoneproductions" 

> Is the RS really THAT hard to operate?

Not at all, the salesperson just didn´t take the time to deal with 
the RS. When i used it the first time, it took me about 20 minutes to 
figure out how to create my own tracks with the preset-phrases. It´s 
really not that hard. And the RS sequencer is the EXACT same as in 
the MOTIF. I guess this salesperson was just a little 
bit...hmmm...dumb? stupid? CONFUSED?

Tom
| 4068|3570|2002-01-26 15:50:10|tomfinegan|Re: effects on rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo" wrote:

> Ok! Ja sam iz Rijeke.I pletem po trance-u i tehno-u.I manje vise po 

svemu sta me triga.

Please guys, ENGLISH, not hungarianese, or germanese, or 
babylonianese or whatever.

We have an international audience, so stay in the world-language 
please.

Tom (aka the international confused moderator)
| 4069|4060|2002-01-26 16:02:39|eq127|Recording NRPN data?|
Curious to know if anyone's tried recording NRPN (non-registered 
parameter number) data into the rs sequencer. I'm working with an 
Andromeda and have desperately looking for a way to record 
modulations such as filter sweeps etc. If this will work with the rs, 
which page can i go to, to enable receiving NRPN data? (oh and if its 
in the FAQ, let me know)
Thanks

http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_loopholes.mp3


KC
| 4070|4060|2002-01-26 16:05:10|tomfinegan|Re: Recording NRPN data?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:

> Curious to know if anyone's tried recording NRPN (non-registered 
> parameter number) data into the RS7K sequencer. I'm working with an 
> Andromeda and have desperately looking for a way to record 
> modulations such as filter sweeps etc. I'm one of those all 

hardware 

> types so my only other option was to record into my Triton's 
> sequencer, but unfortunately it will not record RPN, NRPN, or 

sysex. 

> I'm hoping this is not the case with the RS.
> If this will work with the RS7K, which page can i go to, to enable 
> receiving NRPN data? (and if its in the FAQ, please point to where 

i 

> can find the answer... i have looked for it there already)
> Thanks

Yes you can record rpn and nrpn data with the RS (it´s a full blown 
sequencer...:)...what did you expect? hehe)

Check the manual, page 154, chapter 15, topic "Phrase Edit".

Tom
| 4071|4048|2002-01-27 04:58:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I meant SECTION|
On Saturday 26 January 2002 23:32, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "dannie7000" wrote:
> > Too much stuff in my head right now
> > (Security guard at a court)
> > Sorry
>
> That´s ok.
>
> Robert and i are well known for our public subdermal confusion...
>
> oe, Röbert, right? :)

Röght!

- Bröbburt
| 4072|4062|2002-01-27 04:59:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Wie kan mij helpen?|
Did you read the FAQ already?
Or maybe you could start asking questions here, one by one, to find way 
around the RS.

- Robert
| 4073|4060|2002-01-27 12:31:52|eq127|Re: Recording NRPN data?|
Well... thats one point for the RS vs the Triton... which can't 
record NRPN, RPN or sysex (as i've found out recently). I have both 
and preferred to use the triton so i could leave all 16 channels of 
the RS for percussion, but i suppose this will work as well (the 
triton has usable drums).

thanks again :-) although i don't see why you suggested i go to p 154 
of the manual! p260 is where i'm looking right now!

> Yes you can record rpn and nrpn data with the RS (it´s a full blown 
> sequencer...:)...what did you expect? hehe)
> 
> Check the manual, page 154, chapter 15, topic "Phrase Edit".
> 
> Tom

| 4074|1220|2002-01-27 14:24:21|arveyman|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Thnx Tom! This certainly boosts my will in composing some good 
electro trax with the RS7000!

grtz
Arv



--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:
> 
> > File : /REMIX/RV_surre.zip 
> > Uploaded by : arveyman 
> > Description : First Arv remix try! ...be kind... 
> 
> Arv, that´s a nice one! I like the 808 drum-line, you programmed. I 
> can imagine together with someone playing some wild e-guitar 
sounds, 
> this is going to be some GOOD electro!
> 
> Tom

| 4075|4039|2002-01-27 17:57:47|whooyeahau|Re: Roland TR 505|
its good for the programing style but the sounds are very ....
kind of electroish some ppl don't mind them others hate them. I have 
heard of one guy using 4 just as a 16 track step recording setup. 

For the price its woth it just for the fun factor

Wayne Thompson 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo" wrote:
> Man,BUY IT!
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: bilterfucht 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Friday, January 25, 2002 9:50 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Roland TR 505
> 
> 
> Hi all,
> 
> I can buy a ROLAND TR505 for the price of 50 euro, should i go 
for it 
> or not?
> 
> B.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4076|4038|2002-01-27 18:37:31|megons|Re: here's my first rs7000 track...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> > Here's a Giorgio Moroder-esque electro-disco tune...
> > 
> > sneak-thief: loopholes
> > http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_loopholes.mp3
> 
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http://www.rs7k.org/
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> Föcking gööd!!!!:)
> 
> I like it. Very 80´s style. Funky! Reminds me slightly of Koto...
> 
> Which part is RS, which one FS1r and which one Juno?
> 

Hi tom - I'm glad you enjoy it! The melody on the chorus is a juno 
106 layered with the SawOctB sound from the RS7000. The FS1r does the 
pad sound that comes in at 2 minutes. The rest is RS7000 :)

michel
| 4077|4054|2002-01-28 01:09:18|tomfinegan|Re: Viewing Kit Instrument Names|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 25 January 2002 20:46, phasorpa wrote:
> > Okay I think this should be simple. In grid-step mode is there 

any

> > way to see the name of the instrument you currently recording?
> I'd have to do another check, but afaik, this is not possible (in 

grid record 

> mode at least).
> 
> - Robert

AFAIK and AFAIE it is not possible, you don´t see the soundnames also 
not in Mixer-mode..., but you always can press "Shift" and one of the 
keypads, and you hear the sound and pick that sound for editing. Not 
the best solution, i am sure a Cubase or Logic- erm...thingy, what do 
you call them? layout?, well you know what i mean, one of those 
thingy´s would help too, if you use Logic or Cubase.

Tom
| 4078|4056|2002-01-28 01:52:22|headtrik|Re: Anyone Near DE, MD, or Philly?|
The sales guy was SMOKING CRACK. If your familiar with the RM1X, then 
this thing will be pretty easy to pick up on. It's different in alot 
of respects, it obviously does way more, but some of the basics are 
different. I couldn't see the motif being any easier to use, probably 
only more difficult. I don't know what any of this OS being jacked up 
is. I have basically had no problems with mine sice I bought it. I 
haven't found the dire need to update the OS, or anything. If you 
were at a Guitar Center, or Sam Ash, Manny's etc... they were 
probably trying to get some commission dollars out of you. My friend 
works at Guitar center, and those guys are vampires there! Seriously 
though lets just say that it's all about commission there. He 
actually told me they have a "cold call" sheet just like at a 
telemarketing joint, where they get out a list of random past 
customers and call them to "remind" them of upcoming sales! 
Sketchey!!!
| 4079|4079|2002-01-28 05:53:39|basicchannel9092001|Changing Styles via MIDI |
Can RS7000 change Style by MIDI?
I think Style Change by Knob is NOT USEFULL at LIVE!!!!
(sorry for my broken english.I am fool,and I am JAPANESE;-))

YAMAHA support in Japan is SUPER LAZY.
but,I think this group is ROCK!!

thanx
| 4080|4060|2002-01-28 06:23:23|tomfinegan|Re: Recording NRPN data?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:

> thanks again :-) although i don't see why you suggested i go to p 

154 

> of the manual! p260 is where i'm looking right now!

You were asking if the RS can record NPRN, page 154 show´s that you 
can, plus all other things. And it show´s you how to edit this. Page 
260 show´s the MIDI-settings. You didn´t ask for those, did you?

It´s strange..., you really can´t record NPRN with the Triton 
sequencer?
Weird...for a 3365 Euro expensive machine...

Tom



| 4081|4079|2002-01-28 06:49:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
On Monday 28 January 2002 12:10, basicchannel9092001 wrote:

> Can RS7000 change Style by MIDI?
> I think Style Change by Knob is NOT USEFULL at LIVE!!!!
> (sorry for my broken english.I am fool,and I am JAPANESE;-))

Well, people connecting an RM1x with the RS complain that changing styles on 
the RM1x also changes styles on the RS (and they don't want that to happen). 
So, yes, there is a midi command to change styles on the RS. I'm not sure 
which midi command that is, however. Maybe the Song Select global midi 
command, maybe sysex. 

Anyone?

- Robert
| 4082|1293|2002-01-28 08:43:01|jtoutant212|SIMMS|
just recieved 2 32 meg simms in the mail from oempc! finally! paid 
about 51 bucks, what a deal. i'm about to install them now, how much 
sampling time should i look foreward to? they better be compatible, 
i've been dealing with guitar center's incompatibility issues now for 
MONTHS.

J
| 4083|1293|2002-01-28 08:55:45|jtoutant212|Re: SIMMS|
ok, i've got 380.4 stereo seconds of sampling! does this sound 
right??? please???

--- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:
> just recieved 2 32 meg simms in the mail from oempc! finally! paid 
> about 51 bucks, what a deal. i'm about to install them now, how 
much 
> sampling time should i look foreward to? they better be compatible, 
> i've been dealing with guitar center's incompatibility issues now 
for 
> MONTHS.
> 
> J

| 4084|1293|2002-01-28 09:07:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SIMMS|
I think that's the number, indeed. See below.

From the FAQ:

3.4 How to check the installed sample RAM?

First, after having installed the SIMMs, power up the RS and press the 
Shift+Utility buttons. The RS should report 65535KB of free wave memory.

Next, sample a very long, low-noise sound until the RS runs out of free 
sample memory and stops the sample process. Listen carefully to the sampled 
sound. It should playback without distortion or other artefacts. [RvdK]

- Røbert

On Monday 28 January 2002 16:54, jtoutant212 wrote:
> ok, i've got 380.4 stereo seconds of sampling! does this sound
> right??? please???
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:
> > just recieved 2 32 meg simms in the mail from oempc! finally! paid
> > about 51 bucks, what a deal. i'm about to install them now, how
>
> much
>
> > sampling time should i look foreward to? they better be compatible,
> > i've been dealing with guitar center's incompatibility issues now
>
> for
>
> > MONTHS.
> >
> > J
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| 4085|4079|2002-01-28 11:45:04|d_pman|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 28 January 2002 12:10, basicchannel9092001 wrote:
> > Can RS7000 change Style by MIDI?
> > I think Style Change by Knob is NOT USEFULL at LIVE!!!!
> > (sorry for my broken english.I am fool,and I am JAPANESE;-))
> 
> Well, people connecting an RM1x with the RS complain that changing 

styles on 

> the RM1x also changes styles on the RS (and they don't want that to 

happen). 

> So, yes, there is a midi command to change styles on the RS. I'm 

not sure 

> which midi command that is, however. Maybe the Song Select global 

midi 

> command, maybe sysex. 
> 
> Anyone?
> 
> - Robert

Hi there,

i'm one of the persons who realy hate this song change command.
(i would love it when there was a parameter to turn it off)
i thinks Song Select is global midi command. But I think it has the 
syntax of a sysex command. (just like MIDI master volume) so you 
should be able to send it like sysex commands.. you could also record 
the rs7000 output on a PC when changing styles. then you could (look 
at how the command is build up and) transmitt the commands when 
needed.

I also want to point out that again Bad Mister (yahama helper? at the 
official yamaha forum) is not taking this song change problem 
seriously. Which is bad news for all the users who hate his "feature".

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 4086|4079|2002-01-28 12:04:20|d_pman|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Monday 28 January 2002 12:10, basicchannel9092001 wrote:
> > > Can RS7000 change Style by MIDI?
> > > I think Style Change by Knob is NOT USEFULL at LIVE!!!!
> > > (sorry for my broken english.I am fool,and I am JAPANESE;-))
> > 
> > Well, people connecting an RM1x with the RS complain that 

changing 

> styles on 
> > the RM1x also changes styles on the RS (and they don't want that 
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to 

> happen). 
> > So, yes, there is a midi command to change styles on the RS. I'm 
> not sure 
> > which midi command that is, however. Maybe the Song Select global 
> midi 
> > command, maybe sysex. 
> > 
> > Anyone?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Hi there,
> 
> i'm one of the persons who realy hate this song change command.
> (i would love it when there was a parameter to turn it off)
> i thinks Song Select is global midi command. But I think it has the 
> syntax of a sysex command. (just like MIDI master volume) so you 
> should be able to send it like sysex commands.. you could also 

record 

> the rs7000 output on a PC when changing styles. then you could 

(look 

> at how the command is build up and) transmitt the commands when 
> needed.
> 
> I also want to point out that again Bad Mister (yahama helper? at 

the 

> official yamaha forum) is not taking this song change problem 
> seriously. Which is bad news for all the users who hate 

his "feature".

> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

maybe other users who would like the [transmit song/change] 
parameter, could also post their request onto
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19
then they will tink twice.
thanx in advance,

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 4087|1293|2002-01-28 12:51:05|flesk_bruno|Re: SIMMS|
If you do the math you should see that 64Mb equals 380 stereo seconds 
of sampling:

Let's see: 44100 * 2 (stereo) * 2 (16 bits) = 176400 bytes / second.

If you divide (65535 * 1024) bytes per 176400 = 380.4 seconds

--- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:
> ok, i've got 380.4 stereo seconds of sampling! does this sound 
> right??? please???

| 4088|4079|2002-01-28 13:05:36|djdavejumpers|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
I contacted Yamaha support some time ago, trying to find out about 
this changing style secret command.
Acording to them, there's no way in hell you can change styles with 
MIDI. Yeah no sysex.
I cried to them to get a sysex manual or something.
But I didn't get shit.

So are you shure changing in RMx1 changes teh style?
Could anyone here who owns both try it and use MIDI OX to see what 
the command is?

peace
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 28 January 2002 12:10, basicchannel9092001 wrote:

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19


> > Can RS7000 change Style by MIDI?
> > I think Style Change by Knob is NOT USEFULL at LIVE!!!!
> > (sorry for my broken english.I am fool,and I am JAPANESE;-))
> 
> Well, people connecting an RM1x with the RS complain that changing 
styles on 
> the RM1x also changes styles on the RS (and they don't want that to 
happen). 
> So, yes, there is a midi command to change styles on the RS. I'm 
not sure 
> which midi command that is, however. Maybe the Song Select global 
midi 
> command, maybe sysex. 
> 
> Anyone?
> 
> - Robert

| 4089|4089|2002-01-28 13:32:01|flesk_bruno|Grid mode and Octave|
I can't believe I can't change octave up/down when recording in Grid 
Mode. You not only have to stop recording but actually exit all the 
recording menus to be able to change the octaves up/down so that you 
can select other sounds, in a kit for example.

Does this behaviour happen to you all, or is it mine that is acting 
weird? because I can change it just fine when in Step recording.

Bruno Carlos
| 4090|4089|2002-01-28 13:41:20|simon leclerc|Re: Grid mode and Octave|
It's not just you Bruno, this is the way it was built and
i hate it. I hope Yamaha does something about this:
1. Hear other tracks 2. Change octave without having to
stop everything. 3. See the instrument's name on the screen,
not just *C2*.

Simon

on 1/28/02 3:31 PM, flesk_bruno at bruno.carlos@algarve.org wrote:

> I can't believe I can't change octave up/down when recording in Grid
> Mode. You not only have to stop recording but actually exit all the
> recording menus to be able to change the octaves up/down so that you
> can select other sounds, in a kit for example.
> 
> Does this behaviour happen to you all, or is it mine that is acting
> weird? because I can change it just fine when in Step recording.
> 
> Bruno Carlos
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 4091|4089|2002-01-28 13:43:16|ripe|Re: Grid mode and Octave|
I know that you probably didn't want to spend more money to get this
feature, but I highly recommend pairing the RS with a FutureRetro Mobius to
do all your grid programming. You record in realtime record mode on the RS
using the mobius to send a 'grid-programmed' sequence. This way you can
hear all the other tracks of the RS playing, and you change note value and
duration very easily. You can do all the programming on the Mobius while
the RS is in playback mode, and then only put the RS into record mode when
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you are ready to commit the sequence to the RS. I never use rid record on
the RS anymore.

here's a link to the mobius page...
http://www.future-retro.com/products_mobius.html

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@algarve.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2002 2:31 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Grid mode and Octave

> I can't believe I can't change octave up/down when recording in Grid
> Mode. You not only have to stop recording but actually exit all the
> recording menus to be able to change the octaves up/down so that you
> can select other sounds, in a kit for example.
>
> Does this behaviour happen to you all, or is it mine that is acting
> weird? because I can change it just fine when in Step recording.
>
> Bruno Carlos
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 4092|4089|2002-01-28 13:55:47|simon leclerc|Re: Grid mode and Octave|
Sounds good ripe, but i still think Yamaha will be able
to upgrade the grid mode so we can at least hear the
other tracks and change octave. These were one of the first
and most requested features for a future OS upgrade and i will
wait until then b4 spending more money. And i really don't
think this is asking too much of Yamaha since i think, and
many other will agree i'm sure, these features should have been
in the RS from the start.

on 1/28/02 3:45 PM, ripe at ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> I know that you probably didn't want to spend more money to get this
> feature, but I highly recommend pairing the RS with a FutureRetro Mobius to
> do all your grid programming. You record in realtime record mode on the RS
> using the mobius to send a 'grid-programmed' sequence. This way you can
> hear all the other tracks of the RS playing, and you change note value and
> duration very easily. You can do all the programming on the Mobius while
> the RS is in playback mode, and then only put the RS into record mode when
> you are ready to commit the sequence to the RS. I never use rid record on
> the RS anymore.

| 4093|4079|2002-01-28 14:29:19|d_pman|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
Hi there,

I own both and i tried to do what I normaly hate, but for you guys i 
tried it anyway. I tried to send or record the "sysex" songchange.. 
But i couldn't record it with the software or hardware that can 
handle any midi command/sysex. there seems to be no input. but when i 
rotate the style knob on my rm1x/rs7000 the midi out blinks!!...but i 
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can't record in any way what i transmits.. so i gess its true..no 
sysex command :( arrgg that would also make it harder to filter it 
out with midifilters ..because it isn't midi what it sends.. its 
someting else...something very ARRGG.

Do you guys know email/telephone address from yahama tech support?
i mean tech support logs everything and passes it on towards 
management who then tell the tech engineers what to improve.. (at 
least I work at philips/packardbell/memorex helpdesk and that's the 
way it works for these brands) so when a big number off 
complaints/request for this change style parameter will 
come...management will tell the engineers to improve it :)
would be great.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

-- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> I contacted Yamaha support some time ago, trying to find out about 
> this changing style secret command.
> Acording to them, there's no way in hell you can change styles with 
> MIDI. Yeah no sysex.
> I cried to them to get a sysex manual or something.
> But I didn't get shit.
> 
> So are you shure changing in RMx1 changes teh style?
> Could anyone here who owns both try it and use MIDI OX to see what 
> the command is?
> 
> peace
> -Dave-

| 4094|4079|2002-01-28 15:25:59|tompaulsen2002|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> Hi there,
> 
> I own both and i tried to do what I normaly hate, but for you guys 

i 

> tried it anyway. I tried to send or record the "sysex" songchange.. 
> But i couldn't record it with the software or hardware that can 
> handle any midi command/sysex. there seems to be no input. but when 

i 

> rotate the style knob on my rm1x/rs7000 the midi out blinks!!...but 

i 

> can't record in any way what i transmits.. so i gess its true..no 
> sysex command 

What about PC, CC, RPN or NRPN?
Anyone checked the manual? Page 325 ff.?

I remember that Bad Mister on Motifator.com said something like that 
the Style-change-knob doesn´t produce data, well when the MIDI-out 
blinks, there must be something. MIDI-ox might help...
| 4095|1293|2002-01-28 15:28:36|Superonline|Re: SIMMS|
why did you pay 51??? .. in oempc each should be for 17.85 ...
Rot

----- Original Message ----- 
From: jtoutant212 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2002 5:42 PM
Subject: [RS7000] SIMMS

just recieved 2 32 meg simms in the mail from oempc! finally! paid 
about 51 bucks, what a deal. i'm about to install them now, how much 
sampling time should i look foreward to? they better be compatible, 
i've been dealing with guitar center's incompatibility issues now for 
MONTHS.

J
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4096|4079|2002-01-28 15:32:03|djdavejumpers|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> Do you guys know email/telephone address from yahama tech support?

http://yamaha.com/ycaservice/contact.htm

-Dave-
| 4097|4079|2002-01-28 15:39:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
Well, the solution SneakThief (huhu Michel) offered seems very 
practical to me...:

"sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 3
(10/25/01 8:36:25 pm)
Reply Re: Can you stop RS7K from sending style change commands?
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
duh - I just remembered someone posted a quick fix for this: when 
you go into the pattern or voice mode on the RM1x, it'll ignore style 
changes.

michel aka sneak-thief "
| 4098|4089|2002-01-28 17:19:48|megons|Re: Grid mode and Octave|
Hold down shift while pressing octave up or down.

michel

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> I can't believe I can't change octave up/down when recording in 
Grid 
> Mode. You not only have to stop recording but actually exit all the 
> recording menus to be able to change the octaves up/down so that 
you 
> can select other sounds, in a kit for example.
> 
> Does this behaviour happen to you all, or is it mine that is acting 
> weird? because I can change it just fine when in Step recording.
> 
> Bruno Carlos

| 4099|4089|2002-01-28 18:19:25|simon leclerc|Re: Grid mode and Octave|
Oupss...thanx Michel, i did not know about
this. Now, if we could hear the other tracks while
in grid mode, i'm certain it would improve the way i
program drums, rythms, beats. But we already know
that, i just hope Yamaha does too...

Simon 

on 1/28/02 7:19 PM, megons at mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> Hold down shift while pressing octave up or down.
> 
> michel
> 
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> --- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
>> I can't believe I can't change octave up/down when recording in
> Grid 
>> Mode. You not only have to stop recording but actually exit all the
>> recording menus to be able to change the octaves up/down so that
> you 
>> can select other sounds, in a kit for example.
>> 
>> Does this behaviour happen to you all, or is it mine that is acting
>> weird? because I can change it just fine when in Step recording.
>> 
>> Bruno Carlos

| 4100|4079|2002-01-29 01:18:07|d_pman|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> 
> > Do you guys know email/telephone address from yahama tech support?
> 
> http://yamaha.com/ycaservice/contact.htm
> 
> -Dave-

thanx

-Pman-
| 4101|4079|2002-01-29 01:27:04|d_pman|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
I know the workaround and indeed it is working. put pratical is the 
wrong word here. It works but the user better not make any mistake 
(being at the wrong screen at the wrong time) during the heat of a 
gig otherwise the mix is totaly messed up. I also thought it is a 
practical workaround but after a couple of gigs I found out its not 
that practicle at all, constantly have to watch my back. already made 
1 live misstep...BOEOEM that realy was a bad mix! a parameter would 
be a real pratical solution.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> Well, the solution SneakThief (huhu Michel) offered seems very 
> practical to me...:
> 
> "sneakthief
> Registered User
> Posts: 3
> (10/25/01 8:36:25 pm)
> Reply Re: Can you stop RS7K from sending style change commands?
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> duh - I just remembered someone posted a quick fix for this: when 
> you go into the pattern or voice mode on the RM1x, it'll ignore 
style 
> changes.
> 
> michel aka sneak-thief "

| 4102|1293|2002-01-29 06:54:16|jtoutant212|Re: SIMMS|
I was charged $16.00 for express shipping, my order came in a couple 
days. I requested priority mail, however, and am trying to get $10 
back. Thanks for bringing that up, I would have missed it!

J

--- In RS7000@y..., "Superonline" wrote:
> why did you pay 51??? .. in oempc each should be for 17.85 ...
> Rot
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: jtoutant212 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2002 5:42 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] SIMMS
> 
> 
> just recieved 2 32 meg simms in the mail from oempc! finally! 
paid 
> about 51 bucks, what a deal. i'm about to install them now, how 
much 
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> sampling time should i look foreward to? they better be 
compatible, 
> i've been dealing with guitar center's incompatibility issues now 
for 
> MONTHS.
> 
> J
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> or
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> * RS7K Community Orbit http://www.rs7k.org
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4103|4079|2002-01-29 08:51:13|Ian Vine|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
When you say styles do you mean sections as in Section
A to P?

You can change these via sysex, I have a Kenton
Control Freak Programmed to do it. Its not in the
manual and I can't remeber it (well who does remember
sysex)! 

I did post it here and on Motifator but can't find it
now. If I remember I'll grab the sysex out if the
control freak.

IanV

--- basicchannel9092001 wrote:

Can RS7000 change Style by MIDI?

I think Style Change by Knob is NOT USEFULL at
LIVE!!!!

(sorry for my broken english.I am fool,and I am
JAPANESE;-))

YAMAHA support in Japan is SUPER LAZY.

but,I think this group is ROCK!!

thanx

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-
faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000%20FAQ/rs7k-faq.html

or

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

* RS7K Community Orbit  href="http://www.rs7k.org">http://www.rs7k.org

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Great stuff seeking new owners in Yahoo! Auctions! 
http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 4104|4079|2002-01-29 09:08:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
On Tuesday 29 January 2002 16:51, Ian Vine wrote:

> When you say styles do you mean sections as in Section
> A to P?
>
> You can change these via sysex, I have a Kenton
> Control Freak Programmed to do it. Its not in the
> manual and I can't remeber it (well who does remember
> sysex)!



>
> I did post it here and on Motifator but can't find it
> now. If I remember I'll grab the sysex out if the
> control freak.

No need to look it up. Entry 15.6 of the FAQ. ;)

- Robert
| 4105|4105|2002-01-29 09:30:31|sensualemporer|jumping around in Song mode via midi controller??|
Can I use an external midi controller sending midi commands to jump 
around to various spots instantaneously in song mode? The reason I 
ask is because, in a live setting, without intervention, the song 
will play normally to the end. But if I deem that I need to stay on 
a certain part longer than normal or I want to skip a part, I can 
tell the RS7000 to do this. My midi controller can send 
anything...will song position pointer commands work?

Bonus question: If the above is possible, can the jump occur 
quantized by measure? quantized by pattern length? so that the jump 
command can be transmitted and then the actual jump occur exactly on 
the downbeat.

(The workaround is to work in pattern mode and do the appropriate 
pattern changes via midi commands all the time. This sucks though if 
you just want to do the normal length song normally, because you are 
forced to manually do all the pattern changes that should be able to 
be automated in this day and age. The song mode solution allows the 
standard pattern changes to be automated, allowing me to focus on 
performance, but with flexible user intervention and thus the most 
control.)

(If anyone wonders why I want to use external midi commands to do all 
of this pattern changing/song jumping...it is because both of my 
hands will be occupied with milking a cow on stage and I will be 
using a midi footcontroller. If the milking is going particularly 
wonderful, I want to stay on the chorus a couple of extra measures 
than normal...or if the cow is having a bad day, perhaps I need to 
jump over a verse and striaght to the outro)

looking for control and flexibility with my feet,
frenchy
| 4106|4106|2002-01-29 10:35:50|sensualemporer|can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
1) Can the RS-7000 save dumps from my Korg Electribes and save them 
to smartmedia? (these dumps back-up all of my electribe internal info 
and are about 3-4MB).

2) Can the RS-7000 transmit sysex midi dumps into my Korg Electribes 
from smartmedia?

thx,
frenchy
| 4107|4079|2002-01-29 10:38:42|d_pman|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
hi there,

yeah i know, but thats not what i mean. 
I'm talking about "song/style select" that is transmitted which i 
don't want and can't turn off. thanx anyway.

--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> 
> When you say styles do you mean sections as in Section
> A to P?
> 
> You can change these via sysex, I have a Kenton
> Control Freak Programmed to do it. Its not in the
> manual and I can't remeber it (well who does remember
> sysex)! 
> 
> I did post it here and on Motifator but can't find it
> now. If I remember I'll grab the sysex out if the
> control freak.
> 
> IanV
>

| 4108|4105|2002-01-29 11:01:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: jumping around in Song mode via midi controller??|
On Tuesday 29 January 2002 17:30, sensualemporer wrote:



> Can I use an external midi controller sending midi commands to jump
> around to various spots instantaneously in song mode? The reason I
> ask is because, in a live setting, without intervention, the song
> will play normally to the end. But if I deem that I need to stay on
> a certain part longer than normal or I want to skip a part, I can
> tell the RS7000 to do this. My midi controller can send
> anything...will song position pointer commands work?

In Song mode, the RS slaves to both Midi Clock or MTC.
In Midi Clock mode, it will need the master to send Song Position Pointer 
and Start/Stop commands to reposition the RS (which is normally done by a 
sequencer). In MTC mode, changing the time code should make the RS jump to 
the corresponding position. I didn't test any of this, btw.

In Pattern mode, only Midi Clock sync is available, and the RS will keep 
running the current pattern unless you tell it to jump to another.

>
> Bonus question: If the above is possible, can the jump occur
> quantized by measure? quantized by pattern length? so that the jump
> command can be transmitted and then the actual jump occur exactly on
> the downbeat.

Quantizing is not an issue when slaving to a midi clock or MTC signal. The 
slave has to follow orders and stay in sync, as fast as possible.

Quantizing *is* relevant when sending the RS a Pattern jump (sysex) command. 
My guess is that the pattern quantize parameter will be honored, but did not 
test it. I'm sure others, slaving the RS to the RM1x, can tell you.

>
> (The workaround is to work in pattern mode and do the appropriate
> pattern changes via midi commands all the time. This sucks though if
> you just want to do the normal length song normally, because you are
> forced to manually do all the pattern changes that should be able to
> be automated in this day and age. The song mode solution allows the
> standard pattern changes to be automated, allowing me to focus on
> performance, but with flexible user intervention and thus the most
> control.)
>
> (If anyone wonders why I want to use external midi commands to do all
> of this pattern changing/song jumping...it is because both of my
> hands will be occupied with milking a cow on stage and I will be
> using a midi footcontroller. If the milking is going particularly
> wonderful, I want to stay on the chorus a couple of extra measures
> than normal...or if the cow is having a bad day, perhaps I need to
> jump over a verse and striaght to the outro)

Yeah, right. ;)

- Robert
| 4109|4106|2002-01-29 11:05:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
On Tuesday 29 January 2002 18:35, sensualemporer wrote:

> 1) Can the RS-7000 save dumps from my Korg Electribes and save them
> to smartmedia? (these dumps back-up all of my electribe internal info
> and are about 3-4MB).

The RS can play/record MIDI sysex dumps, but 3-4 MB may be too large. You'd 
have to test. There's a 300.000 MIDI note event capacity, but wouldn't know 
how that translates to sysex data size. 

>
> 2) Can the RS-7000 transmit sysex midi dumps into my Korg Electribes
> from smartmedia?

Sure, why not? It the card is large enough to hold the file. 
But as above, the size of the file may be a problem. 3-4 MB for a midi dump 
is HUGE. My guess is that it's too much for the RS.

- Robert
| 4110|4110|2002-01-29 11:45:30|rqellis|RS7000 Knobs|



Hi,

Do the sound editing knobs on the RS7000 have the same 'latch' 
feature as the Motif? I am not sure if 'latch' is the correct 
technical term used by Yamaha but here is what I am talking about. 

When you turn the knob it does nothing until it passes or latches on 
to the value of the knob store in that sound patch. Once the knob 
reaches the stored value it starts to update incrementily. In other 
words the parameter value does not jump to the value of knob's 
physical position, the tick on the knob must pass or latch to the 
current parameter value before anything happens. 

Thanks, 

Randall
| 4111|4110|2002-01-29 11:51:41|flesk_bruno|Re: RS7000 Knobs|
We wish...

--- In RS7000@y..., "rqellis" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> Do the sound editing knobs on the RS7000 have the same 'latch' 
> feature as the Motif? I am not sure if 'latch' is the correct 
> technical term used by Yamaha but here is what I am talking about. 
> 
> When you turn the knob it does nothing until it passes or latches 
on 
> to the value of the knob store in that sound patch. Once the knob 
> reaches the stored value it starts to update incrementily. In other 
> words the parameter value does not jump to the value of knob's 
> physical position, the tick on the knob must pass or latch to the 
> current parameter value before anything happens. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Randall

| 4112|4110|2002-01-29 11:55:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 Knobs|
On Tuesday 29 January 2002 19:45, rqellis wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Do the sound editing knobs on the RS7000 have the same 'latch'
> feature as the Motif? I am not sure if 'latch' is the correct
> technical term used by Yamaha but here is what I am talking about.
>
> When you turn the knob it does nothing until it passes or latches on
> to the value of the knob store in that sound patch. Once the knob
> reaches the stored value it starts to update incrementily. In other
> words the parameter value does not jump to the value of knob's
> physical position, the tick on the knob must pass or latch to the
> current parameter value before anything happens.

No this feature isn't available on the RS. When you turn the knob the sound 
changes abrubtly, following the current knob value.

But as I recently learned, pressing Shift-Knob allows one to move the knob 
'silently', showing its value in the BPM display, but without changing the 
sound.

- Robert
| 4113|4110|2002-01-29 11:59:08|flesk_bruno|Re: RS7000 Knobs|
Anyway it would be nice for the previous value to show up for one 
second in the display when moving the knob so that you would know 
which value was it. Maybe something for Yamaha to think about.

> No this feature isn't available on the RS. When you turn the knob 

the sound 

> changes abrubtly, following the current knob value.
> 
> But as I recently learned, pressing Shift-Knob allows one to move 

the knob 

> 'silently', showing its value in the BPM display, but without 

changing the 



> sound.
> 
> - Robert

| 4114|4114|2002-01-29 16:37:50|digitalbound|Does Pattern Chain automatically Loop?|
Hi all,

I would like to know if you can get the pattern chain to loop?

That way I can have a pattern chain go from section A to B to D to E 
and then back to A as a continuous loop?

It would allow for more options in a live playback situation where I 
could choose to play sections as just patterns or let a predetermined 
chain play while I manipulate othe subsequenced gear (like an 
Electribe).

BTW, the RS7K unoffical FAQ kicks serious butt! Thanks for the hard 
work putting it together.

:)

rob.
aka Robtronik
| 4115|4115|2002-01-29 16:59:25|fjork_duf|If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
I almost bought one right now. www.musiciansfriend.com has them for

$1,199.99

Right now. That is so far the cheapest I have found.
| 4116|4116|2002-01-29 17:15:11|fjork_duf|Sound quality of pads and strings vs. Rm1x|
I have an rm1x now, and for the most part it is a really good box. 
The only thing is that the built in sounds don't really do a whole 
lot for me. The primary built in sounds I would be interested in 
using are the Strings/pads,organs,piano etc... I have a dx200 and ea-
1 for electronic type noises and crap like that. I guess I would say 
my gear is just lacking in the normal synth type stuff. How are those 
sounds in the rs7000? I played with it briefly at a store and they 
souded a whole lot better. Any thoughts on this? Would I be 
disappointed? I have shopped around a while. I have looked at the xl-
7 and even though the sounds are decent that machine doesn't send 
NRPN messages which sucks and many people seem to have bad opions of 
that box. Plus the screen is really small, and no scsi or smart media 
support. Any help would be much appreciated.

Thanks,

Brendan
| 4117|4060|2002-01-29 22:00:20|eq127|Re: Recording NRPN data?|
Oh ok, now i see (i looked over at page 155), this should come in 
handy if i have to do any event editing. And no, i didn't ask about 
MIDI setup, although now i sort of am, because i got it to work for 
awhile (i have the A6 going to MIDI in and MIDI out A back to the a6, 
OUT B for clock to the triton), and now it seems to have stopped 
working (the RS still lights up the OUT A LED so i know the data 
hasn't been erased, its just not triggering the a6 anymore for some 
reason). I was kind of curious as to what settings in Utility mode 
may affect playback/recording of this kind of data, if any.

> You were asking if the RS can record NPRN, page 154 show´s that you 
> can, plus all other things. And it show´s you how to edit this. 

Page 

> 260 show´s the MIDI-settings. You didn´t ask for those, did you?
> 

Not NRPN, RPN or even sysex data. Strange indeed, but if you own one 
for a few months and really get into doing things on the fly and the 
accelerated task completion with help of the touch screen you will 
see its a whole other world in there. 

KC

> It´s strange..., you really can´t record NPRN with the Triton 
> sequencer?
> Weird...for a 3365 Euro expensive machine...



> 
> Tom

| 4118|4079|2002-01-30 03:35:17|Ian Vine|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
I should have looked. I have meant to say how good the
faq is. Presetation and content, a rare thing.

I have a few requested features to add, but I bet
they're already in there.
Are you planning on passing the requested features
onto Yamaha? 

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Tuesday 29 January 2002 16:51, Ian Vine wrote:

> When you say styles do you mean sections as in

Section

> A to P?

>

> You can change these via sysex, I have a

Kenton

> Control Freak Programmed to do it. Its not in

the

> manual and I can't remeber it (well who does

remember

> sysex)!

>

> I did post it here and on Motifator but can't

find it

> now. If I remember I'll grab the sysex out if

the

> control freak.

No need to look it up. Entry 15.6 of the FAQ. ;)

- Robert
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account.
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     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Great stuff seeking new owners in Yahoo! Auctions! 
http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 4119|4115|2002-01-30 04:03:38|flesk_bruno|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
you can buy it at synthplanet.com for $1,074.89. I bought mine there.



--- In RS7000@y..., "fjork_duf" wrote:
> I almost bought one right now. www.musiciansfriend.com has them for
> 
> $1,199.99
> 
> Right now. That is so far the cheapest I have found.

| 4120|4105|2002-01-30 06:33:13|sensualemporer|Re: jumping around in Song mode via midi controller??|
Robert,
Thank you very much for your response. I am very close to buying 
this unit to serve as my master clock and master sequencer for live 
gigs. I have read most of your FAQ, but it seems these questions 
are "not normal"... I appreciate the pre-purchase help!!!

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> In Song mode, the RS slaves to both Midi Clock or MTC.
> In Midi Clock mode, it will need the master to send Song Position 
Pointer 
> and Start/Stop commands to reposition the RS (which is normally 
done by a 
> sequencer). In MTC mode, changing the time code should make the RS 
jump to 
> the corresponding position. I didn't test any of this, btw.
> 
> In Pattern mode, only Midi Clock sync is available, and the RS will 
keep 
> running the current pattern unless you tell it to jump to another.
> 

But what about the RS being the master clock in song mode? I am 
considering buying this unit to serve as my master clock and master 
sequencer...In that context, will sending it a new song position 
pointer via midi cause it to jump in the song?

> Quantizing is not an issue when slaving to a midi clock or MTC 
signal. The 
> slave has to follow orders and stay in sync, as fast as possible.
> 
> Quantizing *is* relevant when sending the RS a Pattern jump (sysex) 
command. 
> My guess is that the pattern quantize parameter will be honored, 
but did not 
> test it. I'm sure others, slaving the RS to the RM1x, can tell you.
> 

In song mode...as the master clock, it would be nice to tell the RS-
7000 to jump to the song position pointer that corresponds with 
pattern A ("verse 3"), but ONLY LET IT JUMP once the current pattern 
D ("the bridge") is complete.

Based on everything I have read thus far, it seems like I might be 
forced in to pattern play mode, where the pattern quantizing works 
AND I have the ability to switch to any part in the song....but I 
cannot automate a "standard" execution of the song.

thx,
frenchy

| 4121|4115|2002-01-30 06:35:18|sensualemporer|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
synthplanet quoted me US$78 for shipping and handling.

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> you can buy it at synthplanet.com for $1,074.89. I bought mine 
there.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "fjork_duf" wrote:
> > I almost bought one right now. www.musiciansfriend.com has them 
for
> > 
> > $1,199.99
> > 
> > Right now. That is so far the cheapest I have found.



| 4122|4106|2002-01-30 06:42:37|sensualemporer|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> The RS can play/record MIDI sysex dumps, but 3-4 MB may be too 

large. You'd 

> have to test. There's a 300.000 MIDI note event capacity, but 

wouldn't know 

> how that translates to sysex data size. 
> the size of the file may be a problem. 3-4 MB for a midi dump 
> is HUGE. My guess is that it's too much for the RS.
> 
> - Robert

Robert,

thanks again for your response. You seem to be one of the most 
knowledgeable people around concerning the RS-7000...so if you dont 
know then who the hell would know? I agree with the test option, but 
I live in the sticks and the only way to touch an RS-7000 is to order 
one.

thx again,
frenchy
| 4123|4110|2002-01-30 06:47:31|sensualemporer|Re: RS7000 Knobs|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But as I recently learned, pressing Shift-Knob allows one to move 

the knob 

> 'silently', showing its value in the BPM display, but without 

changing the 

> sound.
> 
> - Robert

Robert,

So when you are "shift-knob"-ing and the new values of the knob are 
being shown, does it indicate to you in any way when you pass by 
the "original value"?? The Korg electribes have an "original value" 
light that lights up.

thx,
frenchy
| 4124|4115|2002-01-30 06:51:42|flesk_bruno|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
That's because they ship it from Belgium in Europe.

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> synthplanet quoted me US$78 for shipping and handling.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> > you can buy it at synthplanet.com for $1,074.89. I bought mine 
> there.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "fjork_duf" wrote:
> > > I almost bought one right now. www.musiciansfriend.com has them 
> for
> > > 
> > > $1,199.99
> > > 
> > > Right now. That is so far the cheapest I have found.

| 4125|4106|2002-01-30 06:59:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 14:41, sensualemporer wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > The RS can play/record MIDI sysex dumps, but 3-4 MB may be too
>
> large. You'd



>
> > have to test. There's a 300.000 MIDI note event capacity, but
>
> wouldn't know
>
> > how that translates to sysex data size.
> > the size of the file may be a problem. 3-4 MB for a midi dump
> > is HUGE. My guess is that it's too much for the RS.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert,
>
> thanks again for your response. You seem to be one of the most
> knowledgeable people around concerning the RS-7000...so if you dont
> know then who the hell would know? I agree with the test option, but
> I live in the sticks and the only way to touch an RS-7000 is to order
> one.

Well, you could send me the sysex dump via email to my private email address 
(robnet@wxs.nl), and I'll try to load it into the RS. We could at least try 
that. Make sure the dump is in standard MIDI file format (SMF)

- Robert
| 4126|4106|2002-01-30 07:28:59|sensualemporer|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Well, you could send me the sysex dump via email to my private 

email address 

> (robnet@w...), and I'll try to load it into the RS. We could at 

least try 

> that. Make sure the dump is in standard MIDI file format (SMF)
> 
> - Robert

That would be really cool!! I can go over to my studio during lunch 
today and grab it. I have been using midi-ox to save my dumps and it 
saves in a format called *.syx

I have no idea how to turn that into an smf, but I will toy with it. 
Can you use syx files?

thx,
frenchy
| 4127|4106|2002-01-30 07:40:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 15:28, sensualemporer wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Well, you could send me the sysex dump via email to my private
>
> email address
>
> > (robnet@w...), and I'll try to load it into the RS. We could at
>
> least try
>
> > that. Make sure the dump is in standard MIDI file format (SMF)
> >
> > - Robert
>
> That would be really cool!! I can go over to my studio during lunch
> today and grab it. I have been using midi-ox to save my dumps and it
> saves in a format called *.syx
>
> I have no idea how to turn that into an smf, but I will toy with it.
> Can you use syx files?

Don't think so, sorry.
If modem time is no problem for you, maybe you should also send a short dump 
file, of say 200 KB. It's nice to know that the RS accepts at least the small 
one, so that we can surely say the the *size* of the large dump is the reason 
why the RS doesn't accept it.

BTW, maybe Bad Mister at the Motifator.com site can tell you wheter or not 

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


the RS can accept such large files. (But I'd like to try anyway.)

- Robert
| 4128|4116|2002-01-30 07:41:34|d_pman|Re: Sound quality of pads and strings vs. Rm1x|
hi there,

I i own a RM1x and a RS7000. the sounds of the RS7000 is much better. 
and also the EQ is better that on the RM1x as there is a EQ for each 
track etc. you get can a good sound out the RS7000. Getting the same 
sound out the RM1x is allot more difficult.

greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "fjork_duf" wrote:
> I have an rm1x now, and for the most part it is a really good box. 
> The only thing is that the built in sounds don't really do a whole 
> lot for me. The primary built in sounds I would be interested in 
> using are the Strings/pads,organs,piano etc... I have a dx200 and 
ea-
> 1 for electronic type noises and crap like that. I guess I would 
say 
> my gear is just lacking in the normal synth type stuff. How are 
those 
> sounds in the rs7000? I played with it briefly at a store and they 
> souded a whole lot better. Any thoughts on this? Would I be 
> disappointed? I have shopped around a while. I have looked at the 
xl-
> 7 and even though the sounds are decent that machine doesn't send 
> NRPN messages which sucks and many people seem to have bad opions 
of 
> that box. Plus the screen is really small, and no scsi or smart 
media 
> support. Any help would be much appreciated.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Brendan

| 4129|4106|2002-01-30 08:36:04|flesk_bruno|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
I usually save the sysex in a midi dump at the beggining of the midi 
file to setup the cs6x.

I hope it works the same way with RS7000.

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Well, you could send me the sysex dump via email to my private 
> email address 
> > (robnet@w...), and I'll try to load it into the RS. We could at 
> least try 
> > that. Make sure the dump is in standard MIDI file format (SMF)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> That would be really cool!! I can go over to my studio during 
lunch 
> today and grab it. I have been using midi-ox to save my dumps and 
it 
> saves in a format called *.syx
> 
> I have no idea how to turn that into an smf, but I will toy with 
it. 
> Can you use syx files?
> 
> thx,
> frenchy

| 4130|4060|2002-01-30 10:15:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording NRPN data?|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 06:00, eq127 wrote:

> Oh ok, now i see (i looked over at page 155), this should come in
> handy if i have to do any event editing. And no, i didn't ask about
> MIDI setup, although now i sort of am, because i got it to work for
> awhile (i have the A6 going to MIDI in and MIDI out A back to the a6,
> OUT B for clock to the triton), and now it seems to have stopped
> working (the RS still lights up the OUT A LED so i know the data
> hasn't been erased, its just not triggering the a6 anymore for some



> reason). I was kind of curious as to what settings in Utility mode
> may affect playback/recording of this kind of data, if any.

Well, the MIDI Filter pages in Utility mode specify which type of midi events 
get transmitted. Make sure all of them are checked (for this test situation).

Another problem could be that the selected track does not transmit to the 
midi channel number of the A6. Press Setup 4 times to find the Out channel 
matrix and make sure the current track (well, the one you want to connect to 
the A6) is routed correctly.

Finally, the A6 may cause the problem. Midi receive channel, midi receive 
filter, etc...

- Robert
| 4131|4079|2002-01-30 10:18:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Styles via MIDI|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 11:35, Ian Vine wrote:

> I should have looked. I have meant to say how good the
> faq is. Presetation and content, a rare thing.

Thanks. 

>
> I have a few requested features to add, but I bet
> they're already in there.

We're open for new requests. ;)

> Are you planning on passing the requested features
> onto Yamaha?

They're aware of the existance of our FAQ, afaik. 
If that is not enough, we'll try something more explicit, yes.

- Robert
| 4132|4110|2002-01-30 10:21:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 Knobs|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 14:47, sensualemporer wrote:

> Robert,
>
> So when you are "shift-knob"-ing and the new values of the knob are
> being shown, does it indicate to you in any way when you pass by
> the "original value"?? The Korg electribes have an "original value"
> light that lights up.

Nope. Not a single sign. No dot in the BPM display, nothing. :(

- Robert
| 4133|4114|2002-01-30 10:35:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does Pattern Chain automatically Loop?|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 00:37, digitalbound wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> I would like to know if you can get the pattern chain to loop?
>
> That way I can have a pattern chain go from section A to B to D to E
> and then back to A as a continuous loop?

AFAIK, no. I just tried it, but when you do not explicitly END a chain, the 
last selected pattern simply keeps repeating.

As an alternative, you could make one big pattern from A, B, D and E (and 
have it repeat). But that's not the same since one pattern only allows for 
one sound per track. 

My next guess was to transform the pattern chain into a song and loop it, but 
I can't find any repeat options in Song mode.

>
> It would allow for more options in a live playback situation where I
> could choose to play sections as just patterns or let a predetermined
> chain play while I manipulate othe subsequenced gear (like an



> Electribe).

Well, in that case, maybe go for the one-big-pattern concept. They can be 255 
measures long.

>
> BTW, the RS7K unoffical FAQ kicks serious butt! Thanks for the hard
> work putting it together.

Thank you.

- Robert
| 4134|4089|2002-01-30 11:04:07|Robert Dunlap|Re: Grid mode and Octave|
This looks like a great little device, and I think the 777 looks 
outstanding. However, I've never actually seen/heard one. My question is 
what is the advantage of using mobius as opposed to let's say a Korg ER-1 or 
EA-1? Perhaps I didn't delve into the Mobius information close enough to 
determine why a single track sequencer would be any better than any mod or 
step based unit? I'm not being critical, just curious...I mean couldn't 
even a copy of Fruityloops be just as effecient? Thanks, rjd

>I know that you probably didn't want to spend more money to get this
>feature, but I highly recommend pairing the RS with a FutureRetro Mobius to
>do all your grid programming. You record in realtime record mode on the RS
>using the mobius to send a 'grid-programmed' sequence. This way you can
>hear all the other tracks of the RS playing, and you change note value and
>duration very easily. You can do all the programming on the Mobius while
>the RS is in playback mode, and then only put the RS into record mode when
>you are ready to commit the sequence to the RS. I never use rid record on
>the RS anymore.

>From: simon leclerc <bontrip@videotron.ca>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Grid mode and Octave
>Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2002 15:58:13 -0500
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4135|4115|2002-01-30 11:50:47|Robert Dunlap|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
In the states add another 100.00 to 120.00 for shipping and customs

>From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@algarve.org>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000
>Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 11:03:34 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4136|4115|2002-01-30 12:00:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 19:50, Robert Dunlap wrote:

> In the states add another 100.00 to 120.00 for shipping and customs

Yes, and to get it fixed (withint the warranty period at least), it has to be 
send back to Europe.

- Robert
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>
>
> From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@algarve.org>
>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000
> >Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 11:03:34 -0000
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4137|4137|2002-01-30 12:49:51|Robert Dunlap|Wav to Midi To CD ????|
I've gotten it to work well with my RS out to a Triton Rack....but I can't 
seem to find out how to channel into the RS.....are the midi channels the 
same as the tracks by default? i.e. Midi one > Track 1 Where can I go to 
setup midi in other than clock settings? The setup Midi matix only applies 
to "outs" Also, can a wav file be imported on the RS? And finally, what's 
up with the samples on the CD...other than a straight out cd player I can't 
get past track 1, the data track....Should I be able to play these "samples" 
on my PC's CD drive? Sorry, I know about the FAQ but I'm pretty brazen 
about my apathetic stupidity :)

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Recording NRPN data?
>Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 18:15:23 +0100
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4138|4115|2002-01-30 13:04:58|Robert Dunlap|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
78.00 for shipping and handeling....another 80+ the UPS guy will hit you up 
for for customs when he deliver's it to your US door step. Been there did 
that...

>From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@algarve.org>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000
>Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 13:51:33 -0000
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4139|4139|2002-01-30 13:25:44|bilterfucht|Ensoniq ASR-10|
Hi all,

You think the RS and Ensoniq ASR make a good team?

Ciao
| 4140|4106|2002-01-30 13:45:03|sensualemporer|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
Robert,

I went to my studio during lunch and discovered that I was all messed 
up. Here is the real truth...

My Electribe ES-1 proprietary save files are 3.7MB, but they have 
nothing to do with our sysex midi dump conversation.

My Electribe ER-1 midi dumps are around 300-400kB and they are *.syx 
files. I cannot figure out how to save them as *.smf files yet. I 
can save them as *.txt files, which appear to be a bunch of 
hexadecimal strings.

I will be glad to send you a *.syx or *.txt file to try. But perhaps 
I need to learn to save them as *.smf files first. Lemme know. I 
will reasearch more later!!

thanks again,
frenchy
| 4141|4106|2002-01-30 13:55:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can RS-7000 save and load SysEx dumps?|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 21:44, sensualemporer wrote:

> Robert,
>
> I went to my studio during lunch and discovered that I was all messed
> up. Here is the real truth...
>
> My Electribe ES-1 proprietary save files are 3.7MB, but they have
> nothing to do with our sysex midi dump conversation.
>
> My Electribe ER-1 midi dumps are around 300-400kB and they are *.syx
> files. I cannot figure out how to save them as *.smf files yet. I
> can save them as *.txt files, which appear to be a bunch of
> hexadecimal strings.
>
> I will be glad to send you a *.syx or *.txt file to try. But perhaps
> I need to learn to save them as *.smf files first. Lemme know. I
> will reasearch more later!!

Okay, send me the .syx file and I'll try to convert here with SoundDiver (my 
only option). BTW, I don't have the ES-1 or ER-1, I just wanted to see for 
you if the 3-4 MB file would load in the RS. 

Now that it's down to 300-400KB you have a good chance that it will work.

Remember to send the file to my private email address!

- Robert
| 4142|4142|2002-01-30 14:59:32|fjork_duf|Ooohhhh rs7000 + Roland Sh-32????|
Hey the new roland Sh-32 looks pretty cool. It has four parts, two 
oscillators each, filter, two lfos.... Hmmmm. That may be a pretty 
lethal setup. I wonder if it sounds any good. It's only 499 too. 
Which isn't bad for a full blown synth.
| 4143|4115|2002-01-30 15:01:56|fjork_duf|Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000|
Did you see the price they have the virus B for? the $66 shipping + 
80 for customs or whatever is still a deal for a brand new virus b.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Dunlap" wrote:
> 78.00 for shipping and handeling....another 80+ the UPS guy will 
hit you up 
> for for customs when he deliver's it to your US door step. Been 
there did 
> that...
> 
> 
> >From: "flesk_bruno" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> >To: RS7000@y...
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: If you are thinking of buying an RS7000

http://www.hotmail.com/


> >Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 13:51:33 -0000
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Join the world's largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
> http://www.hotmail.com
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4144|4114|2002-01-30 15:59:55|digitalbound|Re: Does Pattern Chain automatically Loop?|
My comments are below....

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 30 January 2002 00:37, digitalbound wrote:
> > Hi all,
> >
> > I would like to know if you can get the pattern chain to loop?
> >
> > That way I can have a pattern chain go from section A to B to D 
to E
> > and then back to A as a continuous loop?
> 
> AFAIK, no. I just tried it, but when you do not explicitly END a 
chain, the 
> last selected pattern simply keeps repeating.
> 

Hmmm, this is workable, but not optimal. Only because you have to 
press "stop" to change back to the pattern mode (out of pattern chain 
mode). I wonder if you were able to select other Sections after the 
last selected pattern keeps repeating? 
This would at least allow some variety in playback options before you 
actually stop the machine, hit pattern, and hit start again (all on 
the beat so as to make it an effect more than an abrupt, random stop 
and start. :)

Looping pattern chain option would be awesome because then I would be 
that much closer to programming the crazy Squarepusher style 
sequences from the RS7K. And do it LIVE. :)

> As an alternative, you could make one big pattern from A, B, D and 
E (and 
> have it repeat). But that's not the same since one pattern only 
allows for 
> one sound per track. 

Yeah, that is severly limiting. I need a plethora of sampled and 
pattern phrases available to make the type of sounds I need.... 

Looks like I need two RS7K to make this work, eh? :)

> >
> > BTW, the RS7K unoffical FAQ kicks serious butt! Thanks for the 
hard
> > work putting it together.
> 
> Thank you.

Hey, THANK YOU! 

I think maybe my question should be included in the next FAQ BTW.

:)

rob.

| 4145|4142|2002-01-30 18:41:15|djdavejumpers|Re: Ooohhhh rs7000 + Roland Sh-32????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fjork_duf" wrote:

> Hey the new roland Sh-32 looks pretty cool. It has four parts, two 
> oscillators each, filter, two lfos.... Hmmmm. That may be a pretty 
> lethal setup. I wonder if it sounds any good. It's only 499 too. 
> Which isn't bad for a 
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>full blown synth.

full blown? bwwaahahaha.
* falls off the chair *

micro q and access virus rack are ~$700
so much worthed than the Roland Xmas synth toy

peace
-Dave-
| 4146|4137|2002-01-31 06:02:20|tompaulsen2002|Re: Wav to Midi To CD ????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Dunlap" wrote:

> I've gotten it to work well with my RS out to a Triton Rack....but 

[...]

RTFM
| 4147|4142|2002-01-31 06:05:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: Ooohhhh rs7000 + Roland Sh-32????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fjork_duf" wrote:

> Hey the new roland Sh-32 looks pretty cool. It has four parts, two 
> oscillators each, filter, two lfos.... Hmmmm. That may be a pretty 
> lethal setup. I wonder if it sounds any good. It's only 499 too. 
> Which isn't bad for a full blown synth.

The demosounds they have on www.sonicstate.com sounded pretty ok, but 
i wouldn´t order it, before you haven´t read any tests or tried it 
for yourself. For sure it might be a good companion, if you don´t 
have a VA Synth so far. Alternatives are DX/AN200 from Yamaha.
| 4148|4142|2002-01-31 06:07:07|tompaulsen2002|Re: Ooohhhh rs7000 + Roland Sh-32????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> micro q and access virus rack are ~$700
> so much worthed than the Roland Xmas synth toy

They also have much less knobs and sliders to play with...:)
| 4149|4137|2002-01-31 07:57:28|rdunlap2002|Re: Wav to Midi To CD ????|

> 
> 
> RTFM

Thanks, I never thought of reading the manual...what great advice and 
for free...appreciate your help. Sorry to put you out.
| 4150|4142|2002-01-31 10:43:00|fjork_duf|Re: Ooohhhh rs7000 + Roland Sh-32????|
Also an extra $200.00 Bones is alot to some people. I also agree 
there are many more knobs and sliders to play with. If I was to go 
all out I would get a virus b For $1200 or whatever.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:
> 
> > micro q and access virus rack are ~$700
> > so much worthed than the Roland Xmas synth toy
> They also have much less knobs and sliders to play with...:)

| 4151|4114|2002-01-31 10:48:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does Pattern Chain automatically Loop?|
On Wednesday 30 January 2002 23:59, digitalbound wrote:

> My comments are below....

Mine as well ;)

> > last selected pattern simply keeps repeating.
>
> Hmmm, this is workable, but not optimal. Only because you have to
> press "stop" to change back to the pattern mode (out of pattern chain
> mode). I wonder if you were able to select other Sections after the
> last selected pattern keeps repeating?

Yes! This really surprises me.
After the pattern chain has completed, and repeats the last pattern on and 
on, I can press the section buttons to select another one (taking the current 
pattern quantize value into account). Now this pattern repeats until I press 



another one. Just a short test, but it seems to work.

>
> I think maybe my question should be included in the next FAQ BTW.

Okay, okay! ;)

- Robert
| 4152|4152|2002-01-31 14:01:07|phasorpa|Effects and Sections|
Can Effect settings be saved with each Section of a Pattern?
By the way is this heirarchy right:
1 Pattern has
-> 16 Sections which in turn have
-> 16 Tracks

I understand that you can only have 1 delay/reverb/variation per 
Section, but say I want Section A to have Distortion and Section B to 
have a Phaser. I haven't been able to figure this out. Since you 
can play 2 sections at the same time, there should be no technical 
reason why you shouldn't be store effect setting with each Section.
| 4153|4153|2002-01-31 14:03:21|phasorpa|Grid Mode Question|
While recording in grid mode is there are was to see the name of the 
currently selected instrument in the kit. All I can figure out is 
that display shows "F2" or "A1", I want to see "AnlgKik1" or 
something like that.
| 4154|4154|2002-01-31 16:26:46|flesk_bruno|600 posts|
Hmm, I wonder if we get to 600 posts this month... :)
| 4155|4114|2002-01-31 21:13:31|digitalbound|Re: Does Pattern Chain automatically Loop?|
I guess then that there isn't a downside to using pattern chain 
except for having to start and stop if you needed to go into pattern 
mode again at some point.
But if you can switch sections and even styles after a particular 
pattern chain has ended up in a singular pattern loop state, then 
all is well.
You could even keep your starts and stops at a minimum 
because of the way it handles the end of a pattern chain.

Cool. There is hope!

Thanks Robert for investigating.

:)

rob.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 30 January 2002 23:59, digitalbound wrote:
> > My comments are below....
> Mine as well ;)
> 
> > > last selected pattern simply keeps repeating.
> >
> > Hmmm, this is workable, but not optimal. Only because you 
have to
> > press "stop" to change back to the pattern mode (out of 
pattern chain
> > mode). I wonder if you were able to select other Sections 
after the
> > last selected pattern keeps repeating?
> 
> Yes! This really surprises me.
> After the pattern chain has completed, and repeats the last 
pattern on and 
> on, I can press the section buttons to select another one 
(taking the current 
> pattern quantize value into account). Now this pattern repeats 
until I press 
> another one. Just a short test, but it seems to work.
> 
> 
> >
> > I think maybe my question should be included in the next 
FAQ BTW.
> 
> Okay, okay! ;)
> 
> - Robert



| 4156|4152|2002-02-01 00:53:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Effects and Sections|
On Thursday 31 January 2002 22:01, phasorpa wrote:

> Can Effect settings be saved with each Section of a Pattern?

Effect settings are saved along with the style.

> By the way is this heirarchy right:
> 1 Pattern has
> -> 16 Sections which in turn have
> -> 16 Tracks

1 Style has
- Effect settings
- Synth settings
- Plax FX settings
- Scene settings
- Mixer settings
- 16 Sections (or Patterns, same thing).

1 Pattern has:
- 16 tracks.

1 Track has:
- 1 Phrase

1 Phrase has:
- Voice settings
- MIDI data 

>
>
> I understand that you can only have 1 delay/reverb/variation per
> Section, but say I want Section A to have Distortion and Section B to
> have a Phaser. I haven't been able to figure this out. Since you
> can play 2 sections at the same time, there should be no technical
> reason why you shouldn't be store effect setting with each Section.

Remember: Section = Pattern.
You can only play one pattern at a time.
A pattern belongs to a style (see above).
The style defines the effect settings for all patterns in that style.
So you can't have two patterns *in the same style* with different effects.

If you would like a different effect in another pattern of the same style, 
you could resample the sound with a specific effect and play it.

- Robert
| 4157|4153|2002-02-01 02:49:48|tomfinegan|Re: Grid Mode Question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "phasorpa" wrote:

> While recording in grid mode is there are was to see the name of 

the 

> currently selected instrument in the kit. All I can figure out is 
> that display shows "F2" or "A1", I want to see "AnlgKik1" or 
> something like that.

This issue was discussed a few posts ago, look on the archive on 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000
| 4158|4114|2002-02-01 10:13:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does Pattern Chain automatically Loop?|
On Friday 01 February 2002 05:13, digitalbound wrote:

> I guess then that there isn't a downside to using pattern chain
> except for having to start and stop if you needed to go into pattern
> mode again at some point.
> But if you can switch sections and even styles after a particular
> pattern chain has ended up in a singular pattern loop state, then
> all is well.

Did yet another check: styles can be changed too.

- Robert
| 4163|4163|2002-02-03 07:44:19|arveyman|Phew!|

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000


Okay, it's is probably my stupid head, but i was thinking for about a 
week that this forum dissappeared! ('cause i only saw the FAQ)

okay, first i must say the FAQ is excelent! Lot of handy tips..

I got a Q: i read in the FAQ (sec. 12.2) that the RS should be able 
to load RM1X songs, but whatever i try i cannot get the RS to eat any 
of my RM1X songs. It is capable of loading RM1X patterns though. I 
would like to know how Tom was able to succesfully load the songs!

thanx,
Arv
| 4166|4163|2002-02-03 16:04:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: Phew!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> of my RM1X songs. It is capable of loading RM1X patterns though. I 
> would like to know how Tom was able to succesfully load the songs!

I downloaded some RM1x-songs from www.rm1x.co.uk, put them on a ZIP 
and simply imported them. Wait...let me try it again...ok, very easy, 
press "Song Mode", press "Load" twice, choose "RM1x-SONG" and voila!
| 4168|4163|2002-02-04 01:16:04|arveyman|Re: Phew!|
Thanx Tom, it sounds pretty straightforward actually.. :-)
I did not know you have to change to song mode to import the songs!

gr.
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> 
> > of my RM1X songs. It is capable of loading RM1X patterns though. 
I 
> > would like to know how Tom was able to succesfully load the songs!
> 
> I downloaded some RM1x-songs from www.rm1x.co.uk, put them on a ZIP 
> and simply imported them. Wait...let me try it again...ok, very 
easy, 
> press "Song Mode", press "Load" twice, choose "RM1x-SONG" and voila!

| 4169|4169|2002-02-04 02:09:57|xjurek|Starting Songs|
Hallo,

I want to know, if I could change the Songs or
Pattern Chains and start them with any kind of MIDI
message (PC,CC, Sysex). I need to start and change
the Songs with MIDI footpedal.

Thanks, Jiri
| 4171|4142|2002-02-04 03:14:06|bekenone|Re: Ooohhhh rs7000 + Roland Sh-32????|
Rolands do sound good (always)...but there toys for the past 3 years 
are ball sack.....32 note!...thats nice ..but the MICRO Q gos to 75! 
and 5 OSC!.
| 4173|4173|2002-02-04 06:24:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: Viewing the selected NAME for patt.|
--- In RS7000@y..., swag wrote:

> I'd really like to see phrase names instead of just numbers when 

you're in

> the page that shows all 16 phrases. "US 001" > "US 016" isn't much 

help when

> you're in the thick of it live.
> 
> Richard Brown

When you press the "Job" button and choose "phrase" you can change 
the phrase-name to whatever you like.

Tom
| 4174|4173|2002-02-04 06:51:08|swag|Re: Viewing the selected NAME for patt.|
...but you can only see the name for one track at a time. The 4 x 4 grid
just shows the numbers.

I have to take 'cluesheets' on paper to gigs at the moment...



> 
>> I'd really like to see phrase names instead of just numbers when
> you're in
>> the page that shows all 16 phrases. "US 001" > "US 016" isn't much
> help when
>> you're in the thick of it live.
>> 
>> Richard Brown
> 
> When you press the "Job" button and choose "phrase" you can change
> the phrase-name to whatever you like.
>

| 4175|4173|2002-02-04 08:35:43|flesk_bruno|Re: Viewing the selected NAME for patt.|
I also noticed that, it doesn't help you much when you're live.

Anyway there's a bug in the 4x4 grid. If you press mute on a track 
before associating a phrase to it the track led doesn't blink so you 
don't know it's mute.

--- In RS7000@y..., swag wrote:
> ...but you can only see the name for one track at a time. The 4 x 4 
grid
> just shows the numbers.
> 
> I have to take 'cluesheets' on paper to gigs at the moment...
>

| 4176|4173|2002-02-04 09:15:45|tomfinegan|Re: Viewing the selected NAME for patt.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> I also noticed that, it doesn't help you much when you're live.
> 
> Anyway there's a bug in the 4x4 grid. If you press mute on a track 
> before associating a phrase to it the track led doesn't blink so 

you 

> don't know it's mute.

Interesting, i never noticed that, i usually look in the display for 
the "M", which always works.
| 4177|4173|2002-02-04 09:18:14|tomfinegan|Re: Viewing the selected NAME for patt.|
--- In RS7000@y..., swag wrote:

> ...but you can only see the name for one track at a time. The 4 x 4 

grid

> just shows the numbers.
> 

True, the only way to see it is to actually choose the track.
| 4178|4178|2002-02-04 10:43:29|jtoutant212|cda to wav|
how can i convert cda to wav so i can cut songs up for samples??? i'm 
sorry this is a stupid question, but i've been looking for converting 
programs for hours and can't waste any more time!

J
| 4179|4179|2002-02-04 10:53:40|csanjay1880|Patch script of RS7000 for cubase...|
Hello!!!
I would like 2 know if anobody has written a patch script of the 
RS7000 fo cubase...
Regards,
Sanjay.
| 4180|4178|2002-02-04 12:28:15|tompaulsen2002|Re: cda to wav|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:

> how can i convert cda to wav so i can cut songs up for samples??? 

i'm 

> sorry this is a stupid question, but i've been looking for 

converting 

> programs for hours and can't waste any more time!
> 



> J

Try this software: http://www.mpex.net/software/download/cdex.html

T (aka M) :)
| 4181|4181|2002-02-04 14:01:54|volt0110|Is this normal ?|
Ok, i have a drum loop (sampled + sliced) on track 1. I'm using *comp + dist*
as a varation effect. On track 2, i have *WarmPad3* . When i add the 
variation effect on track 2, the variation effect on track 1 almost dissapears, i 
can still hear it but it's like it went from level 90 to 20.
When i mute track 2, the full effect on track 1 comes back. I don't see any 
changes in the effect send level screen and i wash my ears everyday, so is 
the way the RS handles effects or... ?

Thanx,

Simon
| 4182|4179|2002-02-04 15:00:04|beau urioste|PATCHLIST|
--- csanjay1880 <csanjay@now-india.net.in> wrote:

> Hello!!!
> I would like 2 know if anobody has written a
> patch script of the 
> RS7000 fo cubase...
> Regards,
> Sanjay.
> 
> 

wasup Sanjay?

Ive got the same problem....no midi patchlist , except
im running DIGITAL PERFORMER 3.0. If for any reason
you find one. Let me know. 
thanx,
-beaux basix-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Great stuff seeking new owners in Yahoo! Auctions! 
http://auctions.yahoo.com
| 4183|4183|2002-02-04 20:06:28|whooyeahau|RS7000and DX200 togeather|
From the RS how can i select which voice/patern i want to use on the 
DX200.

Also does anyone know if the cutoff and resonance knobs on the RS can 
control the same functions on the DX200.

Wayne Thompson
| 4184|4184|2002-02-05 00:55:37|headtrik|Re: RS7000 to HD Recording|
Defintely take full advantage of using automation in your mixdown. If 
something sounds a little to loud here, but not there, DON'T Settle, 
take advanyage of automating your volume. Compress at least all drum 
and bass tracks. These are basics so far, Once you feel you have the 
mixdown you like, REMEMBER it's not the final version. The mastering 
is where evrything will really liven up. Find a track you really 
really like, preferably one that is similar to your own original 
track. Compare the EQ of the mix you here with what your own track 
sounds like. Try and mimic the eq you like in that track, ie add 
treble if needed, add/remove bass if needed as well. Is the song you 
like so much punchy, or midrangey? I've also read in several articles 
that it's good to completely roll out all frequencies below 32 Hz, 
these can sort of mess with your subwoofer, make your compressor work 
harder than it should etc...You could also try and use an enhancer 
plug in. If you don't know what this is, it will add an overall 
brightness, and/or bottom end to your mix by (sort of) averaging the 
frequencies it already contains. This can really beef up a mix, BUT 
don't get too treble happy, enhancers can really oversharpen your 
sound if you go too heavy on them. For the eqs, (and all around kick 
ass mastering...let alone effects) if you don't already have them get 
the Waves native, or gold plug ins. These are very smooth. Use an EQ 
you can "draw" your own shape with, not a basic band eq. Then the 
final touch will really bring everything right into the foreground. 
Eveybody does this last step there own way. No matter what I'd 
strongly recommend getting waves or something comprable, because, you 
want to use a loudness, or sonic maximizer. This will let you bring 
evrything right up to the highest peak level, while setting 
a "cieling" so that the level doesn't ever excede, or CLIP at 0 DB. 
Personally, I tend to do harder music, so I like a very loud mix. I 
will run everything into T-Racks, or a comprable plug in. It's 
suppose to model a tube compressor, limiter, and eq, it does a pretty 

http://www.mpex.net/software/download/cdex.html
mailto:csanjay@now-india.net.in
http://auctions.yahoo.com/


good job, but I like it because it seems to have a little less bounce 
than alot of regular compressor plug ins so it gets evrything a 
little louder without alot of the breathing you may hear in some 
other compressor plug ins. I'll usually skip the EQ (already done) 
and compress evrything a little to to smooth out the peaks, etc... 
and then run it into the loudness maximizer plug in AFTER compressing 
it. The end result is definitely a very loud mix, everything right in 
the foreground. Spatializing is cool too. This will widen the stereo 
image, and (preferably done subtly) will give your mix a 3d quality 
that is easier to listen to. I.E. less cluttered sounding. If you've 
already got the waves, you definitely have a kick ass set of plugs 
for you to work with.
| 4185|4181|2002-02-05 01:04:07|headtrik|Re: Is this normal ?|
I had some similar problems using the dist/comp effects. It seems 
that these were the only effects where I'd here my levels change 
drastically. I don't know what it is. Maybe a glitch or something.
| 4186|4183|2002-02-05 01:10:57|headtrik|Re: RS7000and DX200 togeather|
You have to insert a program change on the same midi channel your 
dx200 plays on. Program changes are tricky, you'll hear it drop out 
for the first 1/2 second before you actually hear the sound, it has 
to load it, that's why. ALL machines do this with a program change. 
What I do is insert the PC on the section before i want that sound, 
then I don't get a drop out. Then I'll insert the next PC on the 
section After the "riff" is done. The other thing is to insert it on 
beat one, but don't have yoursynthline play a note until beat 2. Just 
the nature of the beast. I don't know but I certainly would imagine 
that the rs7000 is set up to send the same exact data to the dx200 
when making filter and knob sweeps. I would assume Yamaha has all 
this standardized for all their gear. In fact most synths will 
recieve the basic filter resonance knobs without any rerouting of 
CC#s. My Korg gets the filter and resonance, delay, etc... just as it 
came out of the box. Alot of this stuff is already standard midi.
| 4187|4187|2002-02-05 01:11:41|headtrik|RS7000 Radio wants your audio!! send us your link|
MP3.com artists, send us your audio links! They MUST be hosted on 
mp3.com to be added, that is unfortunately how mp3.com radio staions 
only work. We will add at least 1 if not several of your songs no 
questions asked, JUST SEND US an email. Once we get 40 or so tracks 
up there, we want to submit this staion to Yamaha, Motifator, etc... 
This is a great opportunity for everyone to get some exposure, and 
give this beatiful little machine more of the reputation it has 
already earned itself. We will accept audio done on not only rs7000, 
but RM1X, and Motif as well. Please include in your email what 
machine was used to produce the tracks. They DO NOT have to be 100% 
Rs, Motif, Rm, etc... but preferably a good part of the mix should be 
coming from one of these boxes. Drop us a line with your links... 
http://www.mp3.com/sations/rs7000 

info@buddhaspaceship.com
| 4188|4181|2002-02-05 01:24:43|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
Any of the varation effect with Distortion will
cause this problem, at least for me. This is bad :(

on 05/02/02 03:04, headtrik at visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> I had some similar problems using the dist/comp effects. It seems
> that these were the only effects where I'd here my levels change
> drastically. I don't know what it is. Maybe a glitch or something.

| 4189|4181|2002-02-05 01:27:37|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
on 04/02/02 19:19, skwit@BASEDRUM.de at skwit@BASEDRUM.de wrote:

> first of all, I think it is normal.

Why is this normal ?

> 
> do you play lower or higher notes with the warm pad?

It does not matter, any varition effect with distortion
will cause the same problem with lower or higher notes.
| 4192|4179|2002-02-05 04:30:38|tomfinegan|Re: PATCHLIST|
--- In RS7000@y..., beau urioste wrote:

> 
> --- csanjay1880 wrote:
> > Hello!!!
> > I would like 2 know if anobody has written a

http://www.mp3.com/sations/rs7000
mailto:info@buddhaspaceship.com
mailto:visualufouria@mail.com
mailto:skwit@BASEDRUM.de
mailto:skwit@BASEDRUM.de


> > patch script of the 
> > RS7000 fo cubase...
> > Regards,
> > Sanjay.
> > 
> > 
> wasup Sanjay?
> 
> Ive got the same problem....no midi patchlist , except
> im running DIGITAL PERFORMER 3.0. If for any reason
> you find one. Let me know. 
> thanx,
> -beaux basix-

Well, obviously there is not one for both programs, so take the 
manual and write one yourself and post it here in the file-section 
for everyone.
| 4193|4181|2002-02-05 04:35:59|tomfinegan|Re: Is this normal ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> Any of the varation effect with Distortion will
> cause this problem, at least for me. This is bad :(

Hmm, sounds like a strange implementation of this FX. A way round 
(also pricey) would be to get a AIEB2 and a seperate FX unit.
| 4194|4181|2002-02-05 05:45:51|Ian Vine|Re: Is this normal ?|
The thing that's important here is the compressor part
of the effect. Very basically put as the input level
increases beyond a certain point (the threshold) the
compressor reduces the output. So when you add the pad
sound to the compressor input, the output is reduced,
which is why you don't here the effect on the drum
loop as much.

IanV

--- volt0110 wrote:

Ok, i have a drum loop (sampled + sliced) on track 1.
I'm using  *comp + dist*

as a varation effect.   On track 2,  i
have  *WarmPad3* . When i add the 

variation effect on track 2, the variation effect on
track 1 almost dissapears, i 

can still hear it but it's like it went from level 90
to 20.

When i mute track 2, the full effect on track 1 comes
back.  I don't see any 

changes in the effect send level screen and i wash my
ears everyday, so is 

the way the RS handles effects or... ?

Thanx,

Simon 
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| 4195|4179|2002-02-05 05:48:41|Ian Vine|Re: PATCHLIST|
--- tomfinegan wrote:



That sure is a bit of typing. I did try to extract the
list from the manual acrobat file, but it's password
protected. 

IanV

--- In RS7000@y..., beau urioste 
wrote:

> 

> --- csanjay1880 wrote:

> > Hello!!!

> >     I would like 2 know

if anobody has written a

> > patch script of the 

> > RS7000 fo cubase...

> > Regards,

> > Sanjay.

> > 

> > 

> wasup Sanjay?

> 

> Ive got the same problem....no midi patchlist ,

except

> im running DIGITAL PERFORMER 3.0. If for any

reason

> you find one.  Let me know. 

> thanx,

>           

-beaux basix-

Well, obviously there is not one for both programs, so
take the 

manual and write one yourself and post it here in the
file-section 

for everyone.
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| 4196|4179|2002-02-05 06:10:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: PATCHLIST|
--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:

> 
> --- tomfinegan wrote:
> 
>



> 
> 
> 
> That sure is a bit of typing. I did try to extract the
> list from the manual acrobat file, but it's password
> protected. 

For real? that sucks, but i am sure with a good scanner and an OCR-
software...:)
| 4200|4169|2002-02-05 11:45:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Starting Songs|
On Monday 04 February 2002 10:09, xjurek wrote:

> Hallo,
>
> I want to know, if I could change the Songs or
> Pattern Chains and start them with any kind of MIDI
> message (PC,CC, Sysex). I need to start and change
> the Songs with MIDI footpedal.

On page 327 of the english manual, under (2) Receive Flow, you'll 
find the System Common midi message called Song Select (F3H). So, 
yes, I guess the current song can be selected with an external midi 
device, provided it can generate the correct midi byte stream of 
course. Maybe this also works for selecting pattern chains in Pattern 
Chain mode. Didn't test any of this, btw.

To start, stop and continue a song, standard System Realtime MIDI 
messages are used (also found on page 327). These messages are 
normally sent by sequencers when you press the play and stop buttons. 

So it very much depends on the midi device used to generate the midi 
strings. Most pedals are very simple, and cannot generate *any* midi 
message, but only PC and CC messages.

- Robert
| 4201|4179|2002-02-05 11:45:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: PATCHLIST|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 13:48, Ian Vine wrote:

> --- tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>

> 
>
>
> That sure is a bit of typing. I did try to extract the
> list from the manual acrobat file, but it's password
> protected.

Just downloaded the pfd manual and it is not protected in any way. 
That is, I could open it with acrobat reader without problems.

- Robert
| 4202|4181|2002-02-05 11:45:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this normal ?|
On Monday 04 February 2002 22:01, volt0110 wrote:

> Ok, i have a drum loop (sampled + sliced) on track 1. I'm using 
> *comp + dist* as a varation effect. On track 2, i have 
> *WarmPad3* . When i add the variation effect on track 2, the
> variation effect on track 1 almost dissapears, i can still hear it
> but it's like it went from level 90 to 20. When i mute track 2, the
> full effect on track 1 comes back. I don't see any changes in the
> effect send level screen and i wash my ears everyday, so is the way
> the RS handles effects or... ?

Weird, I cannot reproduce the problem.

In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected preset 
phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user phrase playing 
the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist variation effect and 
they behave normally. The snare track volume is not reduced when I 
play WarmPad3.

I' using the *default* settings of the Comp+Dist variation effect. 
Note that there's a compressor playing its part in this effect. Maybe 
your string part is somehow saturating the compressor?

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


- Robert
| 4203|4179|2002-02-05 12:52:11|flipper@sunflower.com|Re: PATCHLIST|
Robert, I can download it fine....but trying to export in a format other than PDF is troublesome. I've tried to save as RTF and
as PS and "distill" it back into pdf...it's encrypted. I'm trying to load it up now as a print to file and see if I can get at
it that way. All you want is the Voice list and drum maps right?

> Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:
> 
> 
>

| 4204|4179|2002-02-05 12:58:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: PATCHLIST|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 20:52, flipper@sunflower.com wrote:

> Robert, I can download it fine....but trying to export in a format
> other than PDF is troublesome. I've tried to save as RTF and as PS
> and "distill" it back into pdf...it's encrypted. I'm trying to
> load it up now as a print to file and see if I can get at it that
> way. All you want is the Voice list and drum maps right?

Well, not personally, but the original poster, and a couple of others 
would certainly like it, yes.

- Robert
| 4205|4205|2002-02-05 13:12:34|CAPITECH|Firmware update problem|
I just updated the firmware to 1.14 from the Yamaha site:

http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738&Modsel=

Now the screen is on but no one's home?

My RS7K just sits with the message "Factory Set" and does nothing at all.

Heeeeelllllp!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4206|4205|2002-02-05 13:25:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Firmware update problem|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 21:14, CAPITECH wrote:

> I just updated the firmware to 1.14 from the Yamaha site:
>
> http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSN
>page&Dest=020359377465738&Modsel=
>
> Now the screen is on but no one's home?
>
> My RS7K just sits with the message "Factory Set" and does nothing
> at all.
>
> Heeeeelllllp!

Maybe it wants you to do a factory reset?
(Turn power on while holding the OCT DOWN, OCT UP and STORE buttons.)

Did you follow the instructions for updating the OS?

- Robert
| 4207|4205|2002-02-05 13:31:49|CAPITECH|Re: Firmware update problem|
Robert

Yes, I followed the instructions to the letter and I have tried the Factory Set routine several times.

It just sits and goofs off at me now.

Gary

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2002 8:24 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Firmware update problem

On Tuesday 05 February 2002 21:14, CAPITECH wrote:
> I just updated the firmware to 1.14 from the Yamaha site:
>
> http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSN

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:flipper@sunflower.com
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>page&Dest=020359377465738&Modsel=
>
> Now the screen is on but no one's home?
>
> My RS7K just sits with the message "Factory Set" and does nothing
> at all.
>
> Heeeeelllllp!

Maybe it wants you to do a factory reset?
(Turn power on while holding the OCT DOWN, OCT UP and STORE buttons.)

Did you follow the instructions for updating the OS?

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4208|4205|2002-02-05 13:34:46|CAPITECH|Re: Firmware update problem|
PHEW!!!!

What a relief! I removed the power cable and the SCSI and MIDI cables and tried again.

It's AOK now!

Thanks for helping.

Gary

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2002 8:24 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Firmware update problem

On Tuesday 05 February 2002 21:14, CAPITECH wrote:
> I just updated the firmware to 1.14 from the Yamaha site:
>
> http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSN
>page&Dest=020359377465738&Modsel=
>
> Now the screen is on but no one's home?
>
> My RS7K just sits with the message "Factory Set" and does nothing
> at all.
>
> Heeeeelllllp!

Maybe it wants you to do a factory reset?
(Turn power on while holding the OCT DOWN, OCT UP and STORE buttons.)

Did you follow the instructions for updating the OS?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4209|4209|2002-02-05 13:35:00|headtrik|I'm looking to a new synth, Q rack, or Virus Rack?|
I realize that both of these synths are extremely powerful. I've 
heard both, BUT haven't had the time to really get in depth with 
either. From what I've heard, the sound quality on one is apparently 
as good as on the other. Can anyone really strobgly say they feel one 
sounds better than the other? Also is one more powerful in the " mod 
matrix" area than the other? I love big worbley Sub basses, I mainly 
make Drum n Bass, can anyone who may be experienced with both, or 
even have both recommend one over the other for DnB, or hard Breaks 
sounds, subs, and pads? I noticed the virus has reverb, and the Q 
seems like it doesn't yay or nay? Does one machine seem to have 
better effects than the other? Thanks, tax times a commin' and I'm 
goin' to blow this muthafucka of a check, which would you recommend? 
Thanks in advance...Cheers
| 4210|4210|2002-02-05 14:01:23|louisebonnici|overdub?|
Hello all.Is it possible to play back samples from the rs7000 while 
recording a new sample?Thanks for your time.
| 4211|4205|2002-02-05 14:13:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Firmware update problem|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 21:36, CAPITECH wrote:

> PHEW!!!!
>
> What a relief! I removed the power cable and the SCSI and MIDI
> cables and tried again.
>
> It's AOK now!
>
> Thanks for helping.

Pfew too. ;)
You're running v1.14 now? Did you check?

- Robert
| 4212|4205|2002-02-05 14:25:13|CAPITECH|Re: Firmware update problem|
BIG roger to that! 1.14 it is and I think I'd die without my R7K!
Now I can play guitar without the band!

Cheers

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2002 9:13 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Firmware update problem

On Tuesday 05 February 2002 21:36, CAPITECH wrote:
> PHEW!!!!
>
> What a relief! I removed the power cable and the SCSI and MIDI
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> cables and tried again.
>
> It's AOK now!
>
> Thanks for helping.

Pfew too. ;)
You're running v1.14 now? Did you check?

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4213|4181|2002-02-05 15:01:18|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
on 05/02/02 13:43, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> The snare track volume is not reduced when I
> play WarmPad3.

It's the variation effect signal that goes down not
the track volume. I can reproduce the problem with any
distortion effect. Maybe it's because i used sampled
drums ? So now it's just one variation effect on one track
out of 16...great.
| 4214|4181|2002-02-05 15:31:56|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
on 05/02/02 13:43, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected preset
> phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user phrase playing
> the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist variation effect and
> they behave normally.

Just tried the same thing and it did not behave
normally. i still get the same problem as mention in
earlier post.
| 4215|4209|2002-02-05 16:17:26|djdavejumpers|Re: I'm looking to a new synth, Q rack, or Virus Rack?|
The Virus rack sucks ass.

Micro Q is the shit.

Of course a Q rack or true Q Keyboard would be even better.
Or the whole Virus B or Virus Indigo but that's like ~$1500 or more.

Waldorf options are easier to navigate than Virus rack, IMO.
I've heard on reviews that the tech support and OS updates are better.
( comparison is agains service to these cheap rack versions )

You can expand the Micro Q to 70 voices. ( Waldorf Omega )
The Virus Rack can't.

Micro q:
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http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=15540

Virus Rack:
http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=11841

There you can print out those and compare their specs.
Afterall, they're both VA synths.
You should be able to program the same shit on both, since is the 
same basis of Analog Synthesis.
And the specs are nearly the exact same shit.

If I had enough money I would buy them both.
After all, the RS has 2 MIDI outputs, huh?
But somehow I liked the Micro Q better cuz it was easier to program.

peace
-Dave-
| 4216|4181|2002-02-05 18:00:19|RB|Re: Is this normal ?|

> 
>> In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected preset
>> phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user phrase playing
>> the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist variation effect and
>> they behave normally.
> 
> Just tried the same thing and it did not behave
> normally. i still get the same problem as mention in
> earlier post. 
> 

Sorry to be patronising but I'm sensing a basic lack of understanding of
compressors and distortion here.... an earlier post explained this well
(sorry I can't quote it but I've deleted it). You could work around this by
mixing the individual parts down with their effects.

Richard Brown
| 4217|4209|2002-02-05 18:00:21|RB|What's new in 1.1.4?|
Hi all

Does anyone know what's actually changed in OS1.1.4? The readme that comes
with it just says...

"The latest operating system has improved some technical points related to
MIDI related setup and sampling mode. New Operating Syntem makes it easier
to use the RS7000 operation."

A fine piece of 'Engrish' but hardly informative.

Thanks if you know

Richard Brown
| 4218|4218|2002-02-05 19:20:27|jtoutant212|pattern name?|
this problem of viewing track names while working on a pattern is very 
frustrating. is there a way to view the name of the PATTERN once it 
is opened?

J
| 4219|4181|2002-02-05 21:52:10|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
Of course i know i can mix individual parts down separatly with their
effects, i have just started making (trying to make) music and i don't
understand why i can't have one distortion effect at a certain level on two
tracks or more.
According to the manual i can have one Variation effect on 16 tracks.
I don't care if distortion on 16 tracks sounds awfull, maybe this is what i
want. 
I'm on this board to discuss and learn about the RS7K and audio equipments,
so why don't you tell me what i'm missing instead of feeling patronish ;)

Simon 

on 05/02/02 20:00, RB at rb@cbomb.plus.com wrote:

> Sorry to be patronising but I'm sensing a basic lack of understanding of
> compressors and distortion here.... an earlier post explained this well
> (sorry I can't quote it but I've deleted it). You could work around this by
> mixing the individual parts down with their effects.

|

http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=15540
http://www.synthplanet.com/product.lasso?pr=11841
mailto:rb@cbomb.plus.com


4220|4179|2002-02-05 21:53:25|Robert Dunlap|Re: PATCHLIST|
I tried to print the tables to file and then use Acrobat's Distiller to put 
back out as a PDF...hopefully by passing the encryption...no such luck...it 
would print to file fine, gut distiller blew up on the first couple lines. 
Sorry..

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: Re: [RS7000] Re: PATCHLIST
>Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2002 20:58:00 +0100
>

rjd

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4221|4209|2002-02-05 22:12:55|Robert Dunlap|Re: I'm looking to a new synth, Q rack, or Virus Rack?|
You might check out this guy's studio...he's go a Q rack and Virus B...I 
know him through a novation group. I'm sure he'd be willing to give you his 
objective opinon. He's also a pretty talanted musician...

http://www.sayersweb.com

rjd

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4222|4209|2002-02-06 02:46:29|arveyman|Live Mixing|
I have been trying to think of a good way in performing live with the 
RS and another sequencer. My problem is that when i use songs on the 
RS, i have to stop the sequencer to pick another song. Thats where 
the problems start, 'cause i sync the two independend sequencers with 
MIDI (either internally, or using my MC303).
Basically i want to change songs on the RS without loosing sync. My 
workaround now is to use a MC303 for MIDI sync, and start/stop either 
of the sequencers just by hitting the button on the right time. But, 
this is very very diffucult to get perfectly 'on time'. And i can 
imagine that playing in a big club or whatever, this is a pain in the 
ass..

Does anyone have a good option/solution for this?? i already know 
that using the pattern mode is one option..

thnx
Arv
| 4223|4209|2002-02-06 05:12:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: Live Mixing|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> I have been trying to think of a good way in performing live with 

the 

> RS and another sequencer. My problem is that when i use songs on 

the 

> RS, i have to stop the sequencer to pick another song. Thats where 
> the problems start, 'cause i sync the two independend sequencers 
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with 

> MIDI (either internally, or using my MC303).
> Basically i want to change songs on the RS without loosing sync. My 
> workaround now is to use a MC303 for MIDI sync, and start/stop 

either 

> of the sequencers just by hitting the button on the right time. 

But, 

> this is very very diffucult to get perfectly 'on time'. And i can 
> imagine that playing in a big club or whatever, this is a pain in 

the 

> ass..
> 
> Does anyone have a good option/solution for this?? i already know 
> that using the pattern mode is one option..

I am not sure, but how about making one big song of all your songs, 
in this way you don´t have to stop the sequencer and the RS just runs 
and runs and runs...but ok this is not very flexible...

Robert, that´s a good request for the next OS update, to improve the 
live-abilities of the RS. To make it a "cult machine".

Pöm
| 4224|4209|2002-02-06 05:21:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Live Mixing|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 13:12, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

>
> I am not sure, but how about making one big song of all your songs,
> in this way you don´t have to stop the sequencer and the RS just
> runs and runs and runs...but ok this is not very flexible...
>
> Robert, that´s a good request for the next OS update, to improve
> the live-abilities of the RS. To make it a "cult machine".
>
> Pöm

Added to wishlist, Pöm.

- Pøbørt
| 4225|4209|2002-02-06 05:43:53|arveyman|Re: Live Mixing|
What are the chances that Yamaha makes some changes? I was hoping 
someone actually knows a software-dude @ Yammie, so the leads are 
shorter.

A big-song is an option, and after that just play some live keyboard, 
while loading the nezt (big) song.. hmm..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 06 February 2002 13:12, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> 
> >
> > I am not sure, but how about making one big song of all your 
songs,
> > in this way you don´t have to stop the sequencer and the RS just
> > runs and runs and runs...but ok this is not very flexible...
> >
> > Robert, that´s a good request for the next OS update, to improve
> > the live-abilities of the RS. To make it a "cult machine".
> >
> > Pöm
> 
> Added to wishlist, Pöm.
> 
> - Pøbørt

| 4226|4209|2002-02-06 07:25:12|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Live Mixing|
1.) burn some transition tracks to CD and bring your CD player along. play
the tracks in-between songs... ...who's gonna notice?!

2.) buy another RS ;)



3.) use a cheap phrase sampler

3.b) or KAOSS/AirFX box

4.) drop the beat and use some sort of transition sound that works
seamlessly

5.) do what I do. bring your laptop with PCDJ. mix you own mp3s along side
your live tracks...

:)

yeah, not much help. you just gotta live with it/work around it...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 4:46 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Live Mixing

I have been trying to think of a good way in performing live with the 
RS and another sequencer. My problem is that when i use songs on the 
RS, i have to stop the sequencer to pick another song. Thats where 
the problems start, 'cause i sync the two independend sequencers with 
MIDI (either internally, or using my MC303).
Basically i want to change songs on the RS without loosing sync. My 
workaround now is to use a MC303 for MIDI sync, and start/stop either 
of the sequencers just by hitting the button on the right time. But, 
this is very very diffucult to get perfectly 'on time'. And i can 
imagine that playing in a big club or whatever, this is a pain in the 
ass..

Does anyone have a good option/solution for this?? i already know 
that using the pattern mode is one option..

thnx
Arv
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4227|4179|2002-02-06 08:44:17|Ian Vine|Re: PATCHLIST|
There's no problem reading using Acroread. I wanted to
extract the voice list as text so I could create a
cubase patch script. I opened the file in Acrobat (not
the reader) and tried to export the voice lists as
text (or something like that) and was prompted for a
password.

IanV 
--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Tuesday 05 February 2002 13:48, Ian Vine wrote:

> --- tomfinegan 

wrote:

>

>

> 

>

>

> That sure is a bit of typing. I did try to

extract the

> list from the manual acrobat file, but it's

password

> protected.

Just downloaded the pfd manual and it is not protected
in any way. 

That is, I could open it with acrobat reader without
problems.

- Robert
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| 4228|4209|2002-02-06 09:12:34|arveyman|Re: Live Mixing|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> 1.) burn some transition tracks to CD and bring your CD player 

along. play

> the tracks in-between songs... ...who's gonna notice?!
> 
> 2.) buy another RS ;)
> 
> 3.) use a cheap phrase sampler
> 
> 3.b) or KAOSS/AirFX box
> 
> 4.) drop the beat and use some sort of transition sound that works
> seamlessly
> 
> 5.) do what I do. bring your laptop with PCDJ. mix you own mp3s 

along side

> your live tracks...
> 
> :)
> 



> yeah, not much help. you just gotta live with it/work around it...

Thanx for the advice. I got a EFX from Pioneer which is pretty good 
for making weird effex, i think i'll give it a try!

Arv

> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@h...] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 4:46 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Live Mixing
> 
> 
> I have been trying to think of a good way in performing live with 

the 

> RS and another sequencer. My problem is that when i use songs on 

the 

> RS, i have to stop the sequencer to pick another song. Thats where 
> the problems start, 'cause i sync the two independend sequencers 

with 

> MIDI (either internally, or using my MC303).
> Basically i want to change songs on the RS without loosing sync. My 
> workaround now is to use a MC303 for MIDI sync, and start/stop 

either 

> of the sequencers just by hitting the button on the right time. 

But, 

> this is very very diffucult to get perfectly 'on time'. And i can 
> imagine that playing in a big club or whatever, this is a pain in 

the 

> ass..
> 
> Does anyone have a good option/solution for this?? i already know 
> that using the pattern mode is one option..
> 
> 
> thnx
> Arv
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210675.1853748.3359285.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321

> 

44:HM/A=806910/R=0/*https://www.consumerinfo.com/cb/yahooccms/form_onl
ine_a1

> .asp?sc=14856015> Click Here! 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?

M=210675.1853748.3359285.1261774/D=egroupmai

> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=806910/rand=540130672> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================

http://rd.yahoo.com/M=210675.1853748.3359285.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
https://www.consumerinfo.com/cb/yahooccms/form_onl
http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?


> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org <http://www.rs7k.org> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 

<http://www.motifator.com> 

> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4229|4179|2002-02-06 09:19:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: PATCHLIST|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 16:44, Ian Vine wrote:

> There's no problem reading using Acroread. I wanted to
> extract the voice list as text so I could create a
> cubase patch script. I opened the file in Acrobat (not
> the reader) and tried to export the voice lists as
> text (or something like that) and was prompted for a
> password.

Ah, I see.

- Robert
| 4230|4181|2002-02-06 09:19:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this normal ?|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 23:02, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 05/02/02 13:43, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > The snare track volume is not reduced when I
> > play WarmPad3.
>
> It's the variation effect signal that goes down not
> the track volume. I can reproduce the problem with any
> distortion effect. Maybe it's because i used sampled
> drums ? So now it's just one variation effect on one track
> out of 16...great.

I sent the drum track only through the variation effect, that is, the 
track's dry signal was set to 0. Still, when adding the strings, the 
volume of the drum track did not change (at least not the way you 
describe).

- Robert
| 4231|4181|2002-02-06 09:19:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this normal ?|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 23:32, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 05/02/02 13:43, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> > In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected
> > preset phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user
> > phrase playing the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist
> > variation effect and they behave normally.
>
> Just tried the same thing and it did not behave
> normally. i still get the same problem as mention in
> earlier post.

Do you use the presets values of the Comp+Dist variation effect?
Do you use any other effect on those tracks?

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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Master effect? EQ? 

Weird, there must be a setting on your machine that makes it behave 
like this.

- Robert
| 4232|4210|2002-02-06 09:19:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub?|
On Tuesday 05 February 2002 22:01, louisebonnici wrote:

> Hello all.Is it possible to play back samples from the rs7000 while
> recording a new sample?Thanks for your time.

Yes, the RS is one of the few samplers that work in full duplex mode: 
it allows you to create a new sample *while* its playing other 
samples.

AFAIK the Motif also does this, and the Emu samplers too. 
The Akai and Yamaha A-series samplers cannot do this.

- Robert
| 4233|4218|2002-02-06 09:19:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern name?|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 03:20, jtoutant212 wrote:

> this problem of viewing track names while working on a pattern is
> very frustrating. is there a way to view the name of the PATTERN
> once it is opened?

There's no such thing as a pattern name. There's a *style* name 
though, and this can be set with a job. The name is shown in the 
Pattern Mode main page, for all patterns.

- Robert
| 4234|4179|2002-02-06 09:19:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: PATCHLIST|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 05:53, Robert Dunlap wrote:

> I tried to print the tables to file and then use Acrobat's
> Distiller to put back out as a PDF...hopefully by passing the
> encryption...no such luck...it would print to file fine, gut
> distiller blew up on the first couple lines. Sorry..

Too bad, and don't be sorry. Thanks for trying.

- Robert
| 4235|4181|2002-02-06 12:14:57|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
on 06/02/02 10:58, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>>> In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected
>>> preset phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user
>>> phrase playing the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist
>>> variation effect and they behave normally.
>> 
>> Just tried the same thing and it did not behave
>> normally. i still get the same problem as mention in
>> earlier post.
> 
> Do you use the presets values of the Comp+Dist variation effect?
> Do you use any other effect on those tracks?
> Master effect? EQ?
> 
> Weird, there must be a setting on your machine that makes it behave
> like this.
> 
> - Robert

I changed the values a little bit and i have a little bit of
delay effect + eq. But still, if this is the reason
i can't add distortion on more than one track, i can't
understand why i have the choice of 3 input effects, EQ's
if i can't use them together.
| 4236|4209|2002-02-06 12:53:36|tomfinegan|Re: Live Mixing|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Added to wishlist, Pöm.
> 
> - Pøbørt

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


Thønk yøu,

Møp
| 4237|4210|2002-02-06 13:01:39|louisebonnici|Re: overdub?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 05 February 2002 22:01, louisebonnici wrote:
> > Hello all.Is it possible to play back samples from the rs7000 

while

> > recording a new sample?Thanks for your time.
> 
> Yes, the RS is one of the few samplers that work in full duplex 

mode: 

> it allows you to create a new sample *while* its playing other 
> samples.
> 
> AFAIK the Motif also does this, and the Emu samplers too. 
> The Akai and Yamaha A-series samplers cannot do this.
> 
>- Robert

Thanks Robert for your reply.Another thing,is it possible to use the 
filters and lfos to transform your samples? If this is so i think i 
will sell my elektron machinedrum!!!Regards.
| 4238|4210|2002-02-06 13:22:11|tomfinegan|Re: overdub?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "louisebonnici" wrote:

> is it possible to use the 
> filters and lfos to transform your samples? If this is so i think i 
> will sell my elektron machinedrum!!!Regards.

Yes you can do that, and keep your Machinedrum. You might want it 
again.

Tom
| 4239|4181|2002-02-06 13:23:32|tomfinegan|Re: Is this normal ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> on 06/02/02 10:58, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@w... wrote:
> 
> >>> In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected
> >>> preset phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user
> >>> phrase playing the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist
> >>> variation effect and they behave normally.
> >> 
> >> Just tried the same thing and it did not behave
> >> normally. i still get the same problem as mention in
> >> earlier post.

I think you should carry this thing to the www.motifator.com, maybe 
one of the Yamaha-techheads can explain this.
| 4240|4240|2002-02-06 13:29:15|tomfinegan|Cook Recipe! How to fry a hot spicey TB303 sausage!!!|
I just found this on the forum from www.rs7000.org written by Padre, 
and i found it so nice, that i had to post it here:

"Re: techno / electro by PAdre - Jan 23, 2002, 3:38 AM 
sample a tb saw (less than 5kb) or use a raw synth sound from within 
the RS. turn on the portamento, slow down the porta time, select the 
18db filter, increase filter envelope, and speed up the lfo on a 
triangle wave.... 
go into grid groove, adjust your gate, velocity and on certain notes, 
increase the note value by 12 (ie to imitate a real 303 slide as a 
real 303's slide goes up 1 octave) 
instant 303...."

Well, let me add, if you spice it up with some amp or dist-
fx...instant distored 303!

RömTöm (äkä Le Chefcöök)
| 4241|4241|2002-02-06 13:56:07|ripe|"No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
OK, I posted about this a LOOOONG time ago on here and had a lengthy thread
on motifator.com with BadMister about this problem I have every so often on
my RS7000.

When I create a phrase (or sample) sometimes, I can't perform any jobs on
it. I get the error "No Data!". Then if I just go and name that phrase and



try the same operation again it completes successfully.

Well, BadMister tried to pass it off as user error, but I told him that I
would keep a camera handy to record it if it happened again. It did...

here's the video I took of the problem, it is an 850kb windows media file
http://www.socialentropy.com/rs7000error.wmv

First I show that there is only one phrase, US 001 on track 1, and that
there is data in the phrase (using the edit window), then I try to split the
2 measure phrase, but the job fails until I name the phrase, then it splits
successfully.

Does anyone else have this problem, or a suggestion? it happens also when
working with samples...

cheers
ripe
| 4242|4241|2002-02-06 14:30:21|tompaulsen2002|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> OK, I posted about this a LOOOONG time ago on here and had a 

lengthy thread

> on motifator.com with BadMister about this problem I have every so 

often on

> my RS7000.
> 
> When I create a phrase (or sample) sometimes, I can't perform any 

jobs on

> it. I get the error "No Data!". Then if I just go and name that 

phrase and

> try the same operation again it completes successfully.

Hm, you that is really weird...i tried the same as you and i had no 
problems. Did you update your OS to v1.14? Mine is.

Tom
| 4243|4241|2002-02-06 14:33:24|ripe|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
Yeah, I have 1.14 on it, it happened also when I had 1.13. If I do a
factory reset, the problem goes away... for awhile.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 3:30 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on
tape!

>
> Hm, you that is really weird...i tried the same as you and i had no
> problems. Did you update your OS to v1.14? Mine is.
>
> Tom

| 4244|4241|2002-02-06 14:44:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> Yeah, I have 1.14 on it, it happened also when I had 1.13. If I do 

a

> factory reset, the problem goes away... for awhile.

Weird. Did you post that on www.motifator.com already`?

Tom
| 4245|4241|2002-02-06 14:45:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

http://www.socialentropy.com/rs7000error.wmv
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> --- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:
> > Yeah, I have 1.14 on it, it happened also when I had 1.13. If I 

do 

> a
> > factory reset, the problem goes away... for awhile.
> Weird. Did you post that on www.motifator.com already`?
> 
> Tom

Oh, never mind, you did. :)
| 4246|4241|2002-02-06 14:47:55|ripe|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
Yeah I started a new thread, hopefully Yamaha will have some kind of
*useful* answer! :)

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 3:44 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on
tape!

> Weird. Did you post that on www.motifator.com already`?
>
> Tom
>

| 4247|4241|2002-02-06 14:51:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> Yeah I started a new thread, hopefully Yamaha will have some kind of
> *useful* answer! :)

Well actually we have two unsolved technical miracles going on here, 
this one, and the "distort-disappearing" miracle. Well we will see 
what and if they will react.

Tom
| 4248|4181|2002-02-06 15:42:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this normal ?|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 20:15, simon leclerc wrote:

> I changed the values a little bit and i have a little bit of
> delay effect + eq. But still, if this is the reason
> i can't add distortion on more than one track, i can't
> understand why i have the choice of 3 input effects, EQ's
> if i can't use them together.

You should be able to use them together. I was only asking around to 
maybe find some explanation for this problem.

Could you try to repeat the situation by:
1) Switching off the RS.
2) Switch it on again without default song.
3) Do a factory reset.
4) Select the Comp+Dist variation effect, no changes to the default.
5) Select a preset phrase on track one (tell me which) and send it 
fully through the variation effect. Also turn off the dry signal.
6) Select another preset phrase one track two (tell me which) and 
treat it likewise.

Please let we now what happened.
I'd also like to know the OS version you are running and if you're 
using the expansion board.

- Robert
| 4249|4210|2002-02-06 15:43:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub?|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 21:22, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "louisebonnici" wrote:
> > is it possible to use the
> > filters and lfos to transform your samples? If this is so i think
> > i will sell my elektron machinedrum!!!Regards.
>

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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> Yes you can do that, and keep your Machinedrum. You might want it
> again.

At least keep it until you've worked with the RS, if that's possible. 
;)

- Robert
| 4250|4241|2002-02-06 15:50:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 22:33, ripe wrote:

> Yeah, I have 1.14 on it, it happened also when I had 1.13. If I do
> a factory reset, the problem goes away... for awhile.

Ah! That suggests a bug indeed. 

Very curious about Motifator's reaction on the movie...
Any idea what your last action is on the RS that makes the problem 
appear again? Maybe you work in a way that Yamaha didn't test enough. 
Maybe you're triggering an illegal situation that should have been 
blocked but hasn't yet.

In other words, how do you use the RS. What edit jobs do you perform 
most?

- Robert
| 4251|4241|2002-02-06 15:56:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
On Wednesday 06 February 2002 22:33, ripe wrote:

> Yeah, I have 1.14 on it, it happened also when I had 1.13. If I do
> a factory reset, the problem goes away... for awhile.

Reading your post again I see that the phrase is 2 measures long. Do 
you often use phrases of that length? Do you often use patterns of 2 
bars long?

- Robert
| 4252|4241|2002-02-06 16:02:02|ripe|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
usually my phrases are 4 measures, but the problem usually crops up when I
do a sample+slice on a 2 measure sample. The resulting phrase is 2 measures
and plays back fine, but then I go and try to split the phrase to make it 1
measure long and the "No Data" error happens... I'll see if I can recreate
the problem doing this every time.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 4:56 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught
on tape!

> Reading your post again I see that the phrase is 2 measures long. Do
> you often use phrases of that length? Do you often use patterns of 2
> bars long?
>
> - Robert
>

| 4253|4181|2002-02-06 16:24:24|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
on 06/02/02 15:23, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

>>>>> In a new style, in an empty pattern, on track 1, I selected
>>>>> preset phrase SD1 001. On the second track I created a user
>>>>> phrase playing the WarmPad3. I sent both through the Comp+Dist
>>>>> variation effect and they behave normally.
>>>> 
>>>> Just tried the same thing and it did not behave
>>>> normally. i still get the same problem as mention in
>>>> earlier post.
> I think you should carry this thing to the www.motifator.com, maybe
> one of the Yamaha-techheads can explain this.

Yes i think this is a good idea Tom. I have more
tests to do first but i will do that.
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Simon
| 4254|4181|2002-02-06 16:28:21|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|
on 06/02/02 17:42, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> I changed the values a little bit and i have a little bit of
>> delay effect + eq. But still, if this is the reason
>> i can't add distortion on more than one track, i can't
>> understand why i have the choice of 3 input effects, EQ's
>> if i can't use them together.
> 
> You should be able to use them together. I was only asking around to
> maybe find some explanation for this problem.
> 
> Could you try to repeat the situation by:
> 1) Switching off the RS.
> 2) Switch it on again without default song.
> 3) Do a factory reset.
> 4) Select the Comp+Dist variation effect, no changes to the default.
> 5) Select a preset phrase on track one (tell me which) and send it
> fully through the variation effect. Also turn off the dry signal.
> 6) Select another preset phrase one track two (tell me which) and
> treat it likewise.
> 
> Please let we now what happened.
> I'd also like to know the OS version you are running and if you're
> using the expansion board.
> 
> - Robert

Ok i will try this. Right now i'm using
the oldest OS version, 1.11 i think. I just bought (today)
a smartmedia / compactflash reader (i also have a digital camera)
and i will be able to upgrade to OS 1.14. But i will
try what you suggested first with old OS.

Thanx for your help,

Simon
| 4255|4241|2002-02-07 00:40:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: "No Data" error with unnamed phrases error, caught on tape!|
On Thursday 07 February 2002 00:02, ripe wrote:

> usually my phrases are 4 measures, but the problem usually crops up
> when I do a sample+slice on a 2 measure sample. 

Now this is very interesting. Maybe you're one of the few guys using 
2-measure phrases/patters, and maybe there's fence-post bug (or 
whatever) living in the RS triggered by this condition.

> The resulting
> phrase is 2 measures and plays back fine, but then I go and try to
> split the phrase to make it 1 measure long and the "No Data" error
> happens... I'll see if I can recreate the problem doing this every
> time.

Yes, please do. Could be that the problem is triggered by:
1. Using 2-measure phrases in general, or
2. Splitting a phrase only one measure off the end,
3. Splitting a phrase only one measure off the beginning.

Just guessing, but you never know.
Would be great if you could repeatedly trigger the bug. I

- Robert
| 4256|4209|2002-02-07 05:05:54|olafmol2002|Re: Live Mixing|
or do what live acts (including electronic) have been doing for ages:

take some time inbetween songs to switch.....appreciate the applause, 
or the rotten tomatos......do some interaction with the audience 
maybe....give them the feeling they are watching a live performance 
instead of a DJ behind some strange boxes...

i know what i prefer

Olaf
| 4257|4209|2002-02-07 07:43:35|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Live Mixing|

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


personally I like to keep the groove going. I like my sets to be seamless,
similar to that of a dj... ...but then again, I'm doing progressive house...
...not tech-folk ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: olafmol2002 [mailto:olaf@expansions.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2002 7:06 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Live Mixing

or do what live acts (including electronic) have been doing for ages:

take some time inbetween songs to switch.....appreciate the applause, 
or the rotten tomatos......do some interaction with the audience 
maybe....give them the feeling they are watching a live performance 
instead of a DJ behind some strange boxes...

i know what i prefer

Olaf
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4258|4258|2002-02-07 08:47:48|stanley_as|Resampling on the RS|
I'd like to rephrase the question asked by Robert van der Kamp: How 
is there resampling possible when transport control is disabled in
the sampling area. After you prepared the rs to resample itself, how 
do you get the machine actually resample anything? The transport bar 
doesn't work as well as the midi-keyboard?? Can somebody help with 
this one?
Thnx
Stanley
| 4259|4259|2002-02-07 10:19:28|louisebonnici|Machinedrum |
Anybody out there who would like to swap an elektron machinedrum for 
rs7000?London area.Call 07973348253.
| 4260|4260|2002-02-07 10:25:05|CAPITECH|Re: Machinedrum|
Not I but I might consider a swap with a full blown Korg Karma or Triton LE.
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: louisebonnici 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2002 5:19 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Machinedrum

Anybody out there who would like to swap an elektron machinedrum for 
rs7000?London area.Call 07973348253.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT
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* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4261|4260|2002-02-07 11:05:34|louisebonnici|Re: Machinedrum|
No thanks but would you like to buy?

--- In RS7000@y..., "CAPITECH" wrote:
> Not I but I might consider a swap with a full blown Korg Karma or 
Triton LE.
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: louisebonnici 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2002 5:19 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Machinedrum
> 
> 
> Anybody out there who would like to swap an elektron machinedrum 
for 
> rs7000?London area.Call 07973348253.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4262|4258|2002-02-07 12:20:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Resampling on the RS|
On Thursday 07 February 2002 16:47, stanley_as wrote:

> I'd like to rephrase the question asked by Robert van der Kamp: How
> is there resampling possible when transport control is disabled in
> the sampling area. After you prepared the rs to resample itself,
> how do you get the machine actually resample anything? The
> transport bar doesn't work as well as the midi-keyboard?? Can
> somebody help with this one?

Midi input is indeed disabled while in sample mode, so you can only 
resample previously recorded tracks.

Transport control is however not disabled. In one of the sample modes 
(Kit+Note if I'm not mistaken) the RS is even automatically started.

- Robert
| 4263|4181|2002-02-07 12:38:47|simon leclerc|Re: Is this normal ?|

> Could you try to repeat the situation by:
> 1) Switching off the RS.
> 2) Switch it on again without default song.
> 3) Do a factory reset.
> 4) Select the Comp+Dist variation effect, no changes to the default.
> 5) Select a preset phrase on track one (tell me which) and send it
> fully through the variation effect. Also turn off the dry signal.
> 6) Select another preset phrase one track two (tell me which) and
> treat it likewise.
> 
> Please let we now what happened.
> I'd also like to know the OS version you are running and if you're
> using the expansion board.
> 
> - Robert

OS version is 1.11 (kernel 1.10 / Data 1.20)
I'm not using the exp. board.
I did a factory reset.
I still have the same thing happening to my Pattern.
I tried what you suggested without noticing anything
out of the ordinary as opposed to the pattern i'm having problem with.
The problem is really noticable with the track with sampled drums.
I have a cut down version of only two tracks, i could send it to you
if you want to listen to it and tell me if you get the same problem.
The ALL file is about 3.5 mg.
| 4264|4181|2002-02-07 12:58:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this normal ?|
On Thursday 07 February 2002 20:39, simon leclerc wrote:

> > Could you try to repeat the situation by:
> > 1) Switching off the RS.
> > 2) Switch it on again without default song.
> > 3) Do a factory reset.
> > 4) Select the Comp+Dist variation effect, no changes to the
> > default. 5) Select a preset phrase on track one (tell me which)
> > and send it fully through the variation effect. Also turn off the
> > dry signal. 6) Select another preset phrase one track two (tell
> > me which) and treat it likewise.
> >
> > Please let we now what happened.
> > I'd also like to know the OS version you are running and if
> > you're using the expansion board.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> OS version is 1.11 (kernel 1.10 / Data 1.20)
> I'm not using the exp. board.
> I did a factory reset.
> I still have the same thing happening to my Pattern.
> I tried what you suggested without noticing anything
> out of the ordinary as opposed to the pattern i'm having problem
> with. The problem is really noticable with the track with sampled



> drums. I have a cut down version of only two tracks, i could send
> it to you if you want to listen to it and tell me if you get the
> same problem. The ALL file is about 3.5 mg.

Yes, please do. Very curious.
Send it to mailto:robnet@wxs.nl.

- Robert
| 4265|4265|2002-02-07 16:09:50|horizon0uk|Resampling problems...|
Whenever I resample a previously recorded phrase using the trigger 
mode of measure, it always leaves a short gap around the sample that 
I have to edit so that the loop samples properly. Has anybody else 
noticed this and can you get around it? I would have thought that 
this facility should give a perfectly looping sample!
| 4266|4209|2002-02-08 01:27:54|arveyman|Re: Live Mixing|
Hey, that's what i was thinking about in the first place!
But i do not have any experience with performing live, so bare with 
me..

thanx 4 the advice.

Arv (Catnip Freak)

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> or do what live acts (including electronic) have been doing for 
ages:
> 
> take some time inbetween songs to switch.....appreciate the 
applause, 
> or the rotten tomatos......do some interaction with the audience 
> maybe....give them the feeling they are watching a live performance 
> instead of a DJ behind some strange boxes...
> 
> i know what i prefer
> 
> Olaf

| 4267|4258|2002-02-08 01:36:52|arveyman|Re: Resampling on the RS|
Oww, this a subject i posted a while ago as well.. I want to sample 
internal sounds from the RS, and it seems that it is not possible 
WITHOUT playing a phrase.
This is NOT what i want. I want to trigger sounds (or a previous 
recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE 
resampling!
Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 07 February 2002 16:47, stanley_as wrote:
> > I'd like to rephrase the question asked by Robert van der Kamp: 
How
> > is there resampling possible when transport control is disabled in
> > the sampling area. After you prepared the rs to resample itself,
> > how do you get the machine actually resample anything? The
> > transport bar doesn't work as well as the midi-keyboard?? Can
> > somebody help with this one?
> 
> Midi input is indeed disabled while in sample mode, so you can only 
> resample previously recorded tracks.
> 
> Transport control is however not disabled. In one of the sample 
modes 
> (Kit+Note if I'm not mistaken) the RS is even automatically started.
> 
> - Robert

| 4268|4258|2002-02-08 03:59:44|RB|Re: Resampling on the RS|
Record what you want into a phrase and then resample it.

> Oww, this a subject i posted a while ago as well.. I want to sample
> internal sounds from the RS, and it seems that it is not possible
> WITHOUT playing a phrase.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> This is NOT what i want. I want to trigger sounds (or a previous
> recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE
> resampling!
> Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.
>

| 4269|4209|2002-02-08 08:23:00|jtoutant212|Re: Live Mixing|
......do some interaction with the audience 

> maybe....give them the feeling they are watching a live performance 
> instead of a DJ behind some strange boxes...
> 
> i know what i prefer
> 
> Olaf

I'm not trying to bang your preferences, and I understand the 
difference between a "live" show and a dj's mix. I don't understand, 
however, how you can say a mix is not a live show. It reads like you 
are saying there is no skill involved in mixing records, live, in 
front of an audience. And what's strange about turntables? I have 
more difficulty explaining my rs7000 to people than my turntables. 
Personally, I'm trying to eventually incorporate both art forms, 
turntablism and my own rs7000 tracks, all "live" and seamless. That's 
what I prefer.

J
| 4270|4209|2002-02-08 09:52:51|olafmol2002|Re: Live Mixing|
I guess you don't understand what i am saying...you know the funny 
thing is i am a DJ for more than 10 years now ;)

and i also produce my own music, and know a lot of producers....there 
is definately a difference between DJ'ing and doing a live musical 
performance.....

i don't know how you get all those conclusions as i nowhere said that 
there is no skill involved in mixing records, that turntables are 
strange etc.

furthermore: there is a big distinction between "turntablism" (ie 
using turntables and records as instruments) and DJ'ing (mixing 
records for a dancefloor) ....also performing live is different from 
DJ'ing..... what i don't get is that a lot of people are complaining 
about the 2miliseconds of pause between switching 2 songs, but what 
they are forgetting is that they are doing a live musical 
performance.....if you try to recreate a DJ experience for the people 
on the dancefloor you can aswell DJ with pre-recorded records.... 
most of the people on the dancefloor don't even know the difference 
between DJ'ing and performing live....and it's even more difficult to 
see for most people when the artist is trying to act and sound like a 
DJ.... if you do a live performance i think you also have to use the 
possibilities you have.....give people a live performance instead of 
a DJ performance...

it seems you have some personal issues with DJ'ing vs performing 
live....the conclusions you get from my reply say more about your own 
issues than about what i was saying i think ;)

peace, Olaf

> I'm not trying to bang your preferences, and I understand the 
> difference between a "live" show and a dj's mix. I don't 

understand, 

> however, how you can say a mix is not a live show. It reads like 

you 

> are saying there is no skill involved in mixing records, live, in 
> front of an audience. And what's strange about turntables? I have 
> more difficulty explaining my rs7000 to people than my turntables. 
> Personally, I'm trying to eventually incorporate both art forms, 
> turntablism and my own rs7000 tracks, all "live" and seamless. 

That's 

> what I prefer.
> 
> J



| 4271|4209|2002-02-08 09:59:00|olafmol2002|Re: Live Mixing|
i've seen plenty of live performances in my life, and i must say that 
the most interesting where always the ones where the performance was 
staged like a performance instead of a DJ thing...with the first 
there was interaction with the audience which is a good thing as 
people really notice there is someting live happening on 
stage....i've seen live performances from ao Kraftwerk (they had this 
pocketcalculator device they threw into the audience to participate), 
Daft Punk, Doppler Effect (he was using a ZIP drive to transfer his 
samples into his ESI32 sampler, took 10 minutes of loading inbetween 
each song, the audience went crazy in a good way ;), I-F (from space 
invaders are smoking grass fame) etc.etc....

the boring performances were almost always by the ones that were 
trying to do a seamless DJ like set......people were standing on the 
dancefloor and dancing, with their backs to the performer (as they 
were thinking it was a DJ because it was a seamless mix) and most 
people i spoke to thought "mm..this DJ sucks, his music doesn't sound 
so good as the records i normally hear" which is no surprise as a 
live performance is not mastered/engineered or mixed down in a way a 
studiorecord can sound.....

just my 2eurocents.

Olaf

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> personally I like to keep the groove going. I like my sets to be 
seamless,
> similar to that of a dj... ...but then again, I'm doing progressive 
house...
> ...not tech-folk ;)
>

| 4272|4209|2002-02-08 10:24:57|art75@free.fr|Re: Live Mixing|

> the boring performances were almost always by the ones that were 
> trying to do a seamless DJ like set......people were standing on the 
> dancefloor and dancing, with their backs to the performer (as they 
> were thinking it was a DJ because it was a seamless mix)

I don't agree with that.
The actual success of some DJs is partly due to their ability to make a "show".
I know some of them who really make people crazy and make a show : turntables 
are visual "instruments", anybody understand them, and it's not so bad for live 
show. Anyway I agreed on the fact that lot of DJ are awfully boring.

Something like the RS or lot of others musical gears are less "spectacular" 
than turntables : just a box with buttons.
So it's not so easy for us musical artists to do visually interesting show with 
this stuff.
Things like theremin were better for that :)
But we have to try hard anyway ;)

Peace

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 4273|4258|2002-02-08 14:24:44|tomfinegan|Re: Resampling on the RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> I want to trigger sounds (or a previous 
> recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE 
> resampling!
> Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.

Arv, i am very sorry to say this, but it is not possible, and there 
is no workaround. Maybe they implement this in OS2.0, but that´s just 
a maybe. I don´t know if there is ANY sampler which can do this.
| 4274|4258|2002-02-08 14:28:38|tomfinegan|Re: Resampling on the RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> Record what you want into a phrase and then resample it.

Well, but he wants to resample WHILE he´s tweaking and play the RS-
keypads.... 

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


> 
> 
> 
> > Oww, this a subject i posted a while ago as well.. I want to 

sample

> > internal sounds from the RS, and it seems that it is not possible
> > WITHOUT playing a phrase.
> > This is NOT what i want. I want to trigger sounds (or a previous
> > recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE
> > resampling!
> > Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.
> >

| 4275|4209|2002-02-08 14:31:44|tomfinegan|Re: Live Mixing|
--- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:

> Things like theremin were better for that :)
> But we have to try hard anyway ;)

My 2 Euro´cents...: Alesis AirSynth/AirFX! :) 

Tom
| 4276|4258|2002-02-08 14:33:13|tomfinegan|Re: Resampling on the RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > I want to trigger sounds (or a previous 
> > recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE 
> > resampling!
> > Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.
> 
> Arv, i am very sorry to say this, but it is not possible, and there 
> is no workaround. Maybe they implement this in OS2.0, but that´s 

just 

> a maybe. I don´t know if there is ANY sampler which can do this.

p.s. a workaround is record the phrase with your tweaking and hitting 
keypads as a normal "midi"sequencer and then resample this.
| 4277|4258|2002-02-08 16:05:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Resampling on the RS|
On Friday 08 February 2002 22:24, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > I want to trigger sounds (or a previous
> > recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE
> > resampling!
> > Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.
>
> Arv, i am very sorry to say this, but it is not possible, and there
> is no workaround. Maybe they implement this in OS2.0, but that´s
> just a maybe. I don´t know if there is ANY sampler which can do
> this.

I think the Emu machines can do this. Would have to check to be sure, 
though.

- Robert (owning an Emu ;)
| 4278|4258|2002-02-08 16:27:18|arveyman|Re: Resampling on the RS|
Yeah that works. I also thought of something alse, that is recording 
the tweaking with my PC. But that is exactly what i was trying to 
avoid..
Damn, this shouldn't be THAT hard to implement in the software? I 
just cannot think of ANY reason to DISABLE ALL the buttons on the RS 
while in resdample mode.. Very, very stupid. I'm sorry for being so 
pi55ed off, but i think this is almost as stupid as the GRID mode 
error..

Believe me, i DO love my RS and all of it capabilities, but some 
things make me wanna cry out!

gr
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:



> > > I want to trigger sounds (or a previous 
> > > recorded sample) from the keyboard on the RS, tweak them WHILE 
> > > resampling!
> > > Is there a workaround?? I DID buy the RS to perform this task.
> > 
> > Arv, i am very sorry to say this, but it is not possible, and 
there 
> > is no workaround. Maybe they implement this in OS2.0, but that´s 
> just 
> > a maybe. I don´t know if there is ANY sampler which can do this.
> 
> p.s. a workaround is record the phrase with your tweaking and 
hitting 
> keypads as a normal "midi"sequencer and then resample this.

| 4284|4181|2002-02-09 10:01:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this normal ?|
On Thursday 07 February 2002 20:39, simon leclerc wrote:

> OS version is 1.11 (kernel 1.10 / Data 1.20)
> I'm not using the exp. board.
> I did a factory reset.
> I still have the same thing happening to my Pattern.
> I tried what you suggested without noticing anything
> out of the ordinary as opposed to the pattern i'm having problem
> with. The problem is really noticable with the track with sampled
> drums. I have a cut down version of only two tracks, i could send
> it to you if you want to listen to it and tell me if you get the
> same problem. The ALL file is about 3.5 mg.

Okay Simon,

I finally got to try your test file on my RS. (Took me some time to 
find a stuffit expander for linux.)

I hear the effect you were referring to on my machine, so its not 
your RS I think.

Using the original test file, I removed the dry sound from both 
track1 and track 5 (using knob 4 in the 4th Mixer page: dry level), 
so that I only hear the stuff going through the Variation Comp+Dist 
effect.

The moment the strings swell on the distortion effect of the drums 
appear to thin out, but the drum sound doesn't dissappear. The attack 
part of the drums stays intact (and do not change in volume), but the 
decay part of the drum sound (the ambience) seems to disappear when 
the swelling string part is feeding the distortion.

I found the same behaviour with a couple of other distortion effects.

Somehow the mid tones of the strings push away the ambience tail of 
each drum hit in the distortion algorithm. Either that, or the drum 
ambience tail is simply 'shadowed' by the heavy string part that 
operates in the same part of the audio spectrum. Maybe its there, but 
cannot be detected.

I nice experiment (still having the dry levels switched off of both 
tracks) is to change the pitch of the string track. In the second 
Pattern Mode page, dial a note shift of say +50 for track 5. The 
pitch of the strings is now super high, and although they are played 
and feeed the distortion effect, they do not interfere with the drum 
tail sounds. By lowering the pitch of the strings again, the clash 
between the string sound and the drum ambience tail comes into effect 
again.

I thinks this is simply a result of the combinination of sounds (both 
in the mid area) and effect algorithm.

- Robert
| 4285|4285|2002-02-09 10:33:34|bobbyfunkattack|Terminal Execution|
I have 32 meg installed and the 1.4os and I use only smart media 
cards. 

This has happened to me loads recently; 
I'm building a pattern, several tracks one of which is say a sliced 
loop of 1 bar. I slice another loop say 1 bar, audition it and 
think "yeah I'm pretty funky" and then press create, (to make the 
midi data of the sliced loop) and to my utter disgust the machine 
informs me it's excecuting. But it just does this forever, so I have 
to turn it off, losing any unsaved grooves I'd made!!!! 



Please help me 

Immon
| 4286|4285|2002-02-09 10:47:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Terminal Execution|
On Saturday 09 February 2002 18:33, bobbyfunkattack wrote:

> I have 32 meg installed and the 1.4os and I use only smart media
> cards.
>
> This has happened to me loads recently;
> I'm building a pattern, several tracks one of which is say a sliced
> loop of 1 bar. I slice another loop say 1 bar, audition it and
> think "yeah I'm pretty funky" and then press create, (to make the
> midi data of the sliced loop) and to my utter disgust the machine
> informs me it's excecuting. But it just does this forever, so I
> have to turn it off, losing any unsaved grooves I'd made!!!!

This could well be caused by a lack of sample memory.
The slice algorithm is very memory hungry. The amount of memory 
needed for a slice job (hmm, sounds like Nightmare on Elmstreet #23 
;) is actually described in the manual, but it takes a little math 
and it depends on the actual algorithm selected. But you simply need 
lots of free sample memory. 

The fact the the RS never reports this situation is of course a bug, 
but that's another subject. Stuff like this has been reported before.

You could try to optimize your sample memory just before starting a 
new slice job. You could also try to add another 32MB of memory. 

- Robert
| 4287|4285|2002-02-09 12:00:23|bobbyfunkattack|Re: Terminal Execution|
cheers dude.
| 4288|4240|2002-02-09 15:20:29|headtrik|Re: Cook Recipe! How to fry a hot spicey TB303 sausage!!!|
I've also found really! good ways to mimic 303 sounds and slides on 
the rs. Use the "BL basses" i.e. BL Square, BL Dist. etc... ( in the 
bass/lead banks...both 1 &2) Those are 303 samples, or sounds stacked 
with 303 samples. The square wave 303 samples are really convincing. 
The tricks I've found are to add a little extra envelope, even though 
tese sounds already have some envelope, it gives a nice bounce. Then 
the real key is to have some notes tie into other stacatto notes, 
while using different volume levels to mimic the accent on the 303. 
Then use portamento and select FINGERED. This (I'm sure y'all ready 
know) only glides notes that tie into eachother, just like on a 303, 
play around with it, and see what works best. MAKE SURE you change 
the voice to monophonic, or, the tied notes will sound over 
eachother, no good. Add some dist. and delay, and voila, a very 
convincing clone. Sure it's not the real deal, but it makes for 
pretty accurate acid on the go. Maybe I'll upload some examples.
| 4289|4289|2002-02-09 17:05:01|headtrik|GROUP audio file: RS7000 doing a 303 clone (pretty convincing) |
Just posted 3 audio clips of My RS7000 impersonation of a 303. It's 
not the real deal, but it's not to far off from Rebirth. It sounds a 
lil' more like a 777, but live, you definitely wouldn't notice a 
difference. Hope this helps any of the RS7000 
nonbelievers /potentially interested new customres realize that this 
IS A KICK ASS machine. Again, this is strictly from the internal 
soundset, no external sampling. The BL saw, and Square sounds 
(Bass/Lead banks 1 & 2 ) are really kick ass samples from the 303. 
See the previous post on how to get this setting if you like it. Feel 
free to use it if you actually like it. Peace
| 4290|4209|2002-02-09 20:35:41|jtoutant212|Re: Live Mixing|
Personal issues?? huh?? I don't think i have any personal issues, 
I'm just trying to voice my opinion that is different from yours. I 
took a quote from your post about "a DJ behind some strange boxes...", 
that's where I concluded that you thought "turntables are strange 
etc." I agree that
"....there 

> is definately a difference between DJ'ing and doing a live musical 
> performance.....", or what is typically called a live musical 

performace. I think I disagree with you, though, in that 

"there is a big distinction between "turntablism" (ie 

> using turntables and records as instruments) and DJ'ing (mixing 
> records for a dancefloor) ....also performing live is different from 
> DJ'ing..... "



I think a dj 's set of any kind (scratching, beat juggling, house 
mix...) IS a "live musical performance" and that no matter how the 
turntables are being used, whether it's simply matching beats and 
mixing or more, they are being used as musical instruments. If you 
listen to DJ revolution's cd "in 12's for all" there is a clip from 
the tv show Politically Correct with Bill Maher. Check it out, and 
your eyes will become more open to the fact that this is not a 
"personal issue," but one that is coming up more often as turntablism 
becomes a more popular art form. I don't think I have any personal 
issues, I just like to talk about my turntables ;D

J

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> I guess you don't understand what i am saying...you know the funny 
> thing is i am a DJ for more than 10 years now ;)
> 
> and i also produce my own music, and know a lot of 
producers....there 
> is definately a difference between DJ'ing and doing a live musical 
> performance.....
> 
> i don't know how you get all those conclusions as i nowhere said 
that 
> there is no skill involved in mixing records, that turntables are 
> strange etc.
> 
> furthermore: there is a big distinction between "turntablism" (ie 
> using turntables and records as instruments) and DJ'ing (mixing 
> records for a dancefloor) ....also performing live is different from 
> DJ'ing..... what i don't get is that a lot of people are complaining 
> about the 2miliseconds of pause between switching 2 songs, but what 
> they are forgetting is that they are doing a live musical 
> performance.....if you try to recreate a DJ experience for the 
people 
> on the dancefloor you can aswell DJ with pre-recorded records.... 
> most of the people on the dancefloor don't even know the difference 
> between DJ'ing and performing live....and it's even more difficult 
to 
> see for most people when the artist is trying to act and sound like 
a 
> DJ.... if you do a live performance i think you also have to use the 
> possibilities you have.....give people a live performance instead of 
> a DJ performance...
> 
> it seems you have some personal issues with DJ'ing vs performing 
> live....the conclusions you get from my reply say more about your 
own 
> issues than about what i was saying i think ;)

| 4291|4209|2002-02-10 02:44:35|olafmol2002|Re: Live Mixing|
ok, it's cool to have different opinions, no sweat ;)
the only thing that bothered me was that you made conclusions from my 
words that weren't correct..i felt i had to correct that....

i still feel as a producer AND dj (NOT a turntablist, no scratching 
etc involved, "just" mixing other people's music in the right order 
to keep the people dancing) that producing and performing music live 
is on a WHOLE different level than DJ'ing..(again, i am not talking 
about turntablism which has a different focus than DJ'ing)..

i know about all the people saying that a DJ is also an musician...i 
just don't agree....he/she is mixing other people's music...you might 
call mixing and selecting the right records in the right order an 
art, so you might call a DJ an artist, i can live with that..but i 
definately don't feel you can call a DJ a musician.....

ok, again, nothing personal, just trying to make clear i don't think 
TT's are strange things etc.etc.

btw, you can listen to my mixes on several websites in the world, my 
personal website also hosts them: www.expansions.nl and go to 
mixes 'n samples...

peace, Olaf
| 4293|4289|2002-02-10 03:38:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: GROUP audio file: RS7000 doing a 303 clone (pretty convincing)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> Just posted 3 audio clips of My RS7000 impersonation of a 303. 



Thank you, nice ones! A little too distored for my taste, but close 
enough to the original. I am sure the RS-filter´s help a lot with it.

Tom
| 4294|4209|2002-02-10 03:43:01|arveyman|Re: Live Mixing|
I agree with Olaf's statement. I also think that beatmatching and/or 
selecting records to produce a nice continious set is, in fact 
different from producing your own tracks and performing them live.
I get so tired of DJ's thinking they are the best artist on the 
planet..
I also (like a lot of musicians) started with DJ'ing and then moving 
on to produce tracks myself. I do not think of myself being better 
then a DJ, but i DO think that it is loads, loads more difficult.
But believe me, i do think a lot of DJ's do some amazing stuff..

Sorry, don't want to start a DJ VS musician discussion here, after 
all it's a RS7000 group..

peaz
Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> ok, it's cool to have different opinions, no sweat ;)
> the only thing that bothered me was that you made conclusions from 
my 
> words that weren't correct..i felt i had to correct that....
> 
> i still feel as a producer AND dj (NOT a turntablist, no scratching 
> etc involved, "just" mixing other people's music in the right order 
> to keep the people dancing) that producing and performing music 
live 
> is on a WHOLE different level than DJ'ing..(again, i am not talking 
> about turntablism which has a different focus than DJ'ing)..
> 
> i know about all the people saying that a DJ is also an 
musician...i 
> just don't agree....he/she is mixing other people's music...you 
might 
> call mixing and selecting the right records in the right order an 
> art, so you might call a DJ an artist, i can live with that..but i 
> definately don't feel you can call a DJ a musician.....
> 
> ok, again, nothing personal, just trying to make clear i don't 
think 
> TT's are strange things etc.etc.
> 
> btw, you can listen to my mixes on several websites in the world, 
my 
> personal website also hosts them: www.expansions.nl and go to 
> mixes 'n samples...
> 
> peace, Olaf

| 4295|4289|2002-02-10 03:46:38|arveyman|Re: GROUP audio file: RS7000 doing a 303 clone (pretty convincing)|
Filters? Huh? I didn't know the RS has filters??

:-)))

Hey that reminds me of last friday night. I was showing my RS to a 
friend, an he was sitting right in front of my monitors while i 
sweeped the cutoff (LP).. I hope he has his hearing back by now!

yeah, amazing filters...

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> > Just posted 3 audio clips of My RS7000 impersonation of a 303. 
> 
> Thank you, nice ones! A little too distored for my taste, but close 
> enough to the original. I am sure the RS-filter´s help a lot with 
it.
> 
> Tom

| 4296|4296|2002-02-10 04:32:29|tompaulsen2002|Carry-Bag for RS7000 from Yamaha!|



http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm

This Bag can be ordered from Yamaha, the Ordernumber is: SCYRS7000
The price: 69Euro.
| 4297|4297|2002-02-10 05:51:33|taifuntomsen|rs7000 vs rm1x with su700|
High!

Somebody wants to give me his su700 and rm1x. He wants mwe to give 
him my rs7000.

What would you do?
| 4298|4297|2002-02-10 06:01:16|tomfinegan|Re: rs7000 vs rm1x with su700|
--- In RS7000@y..., "taifuntomsen" wrote:

> High!
> 
> Somebody wants to give me his su700 and rm1x. He wants mwe to give 
> him my rs7000.
> 
> What would you do?

This is not a seriouly meant question isn´t it?

;)

Tom
| 4299|4297|2002-02-10 06:32:58|CAPITECH|Re: rs7000 vs rm1x with su700|
I wouldn't give it a second thought and politely advise the person to have a reality check.

There is no comparison.

The RK7 rocks!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: taifuntomsen 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2002 12:51 PM
Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs rm1x with su700

High!

Somebody wants to give me his su700 and rm1x. He wants mwe to give 
him my rs7000.

What would you do?

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4300|4297|2002-02-10 08:27:38|Jez|Re: rs7000 vs rm1x with su700|
looks good, why don't you throw in a Virus indigo aswell :o)

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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----- Original Message -----
From: "CAPITECH" <rfw@capiweb.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2002 1:35 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] rs7000 vs rm1x with su700

> I wouldn't give it a second thought and politely advise the person to have
a reality check.
>
> There is no comparison.
>
> The RK7 rocks!
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: taifuntomsen
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2002 12:51 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs rm1x with su700
>
>
> High!
>
> Somebody wants to give me his su700 and rm1x. He wants mwe to give
> him my rs7000.
>
> What would you do?
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
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| 4301|4218|2002-02-10 10:47:53|jtoutant212|Re: pattern name?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 06 February 2002 03:20, jtoutant212 wrote:
> > this problem of viewing track names while working on a pattern is
> > very frustrating. is there a way to view the name of the PATTERN
> > once it is opened?
> 
> There's no such thing as a pattern name. There's a *style* name 
> though, and this can be set with a job. The name is shown in the 
> Pattern Mode main page, for all patterns.
> 
> - Robert

OK, now I'm just confused by this terminology. In the manual, style 
is "The collective name for a set of 16 sections (A-P)." "Patterns 
consist of from 1 to 16 phrases assigned to the pattern mode sequence 
tracks." However, when I save a piece that I'm working on in pattern 
mode, the file type is "PATT". This effectively saves all the 
sections A-P that have data saved on them. Anyway, is there a way to 
view the name of the file that I'm working on while it's open?? For 
example, I have a file named "hasbegun.r2p" and I want to see that 
while I'm working on it. Is this possible?
Sorry, the way yamaha uses these terms confuses me sometimes.

J
| 4302|4218|2002-02-10 14:32:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: pattern name?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:

> Sorry, the way yamaha uses these terms confuses me sometimes.

LOL...welcome to the club...me too, so let me quote the FAQ (see also 
http://www.rs7k.org or the group´s file-section):

"4.1 What is a style?
A style is a domain for 16 patterns. All thepatterns within one style 
share the same voice settings (and themixer in general), real-time fx 
settings and also share the userphrases. The above is a very 
important (and confusing) concept: thevoice (sound), mixer settings 
and real-time fx settings are definedfor the style domain, i.e. for 
all 16 patterns in that style. Also,when you record a new user 
phrase, say phrase U99 in style 1, thatuser phrase ONLY LIVES WITHIN 
STYLE 1, AND NOWHERE ELSE, meaning thatU99 in style 2 is something 
totally else, if not empty. There phrasecopy Job allows one to copy a 
phrase from one style (domain) toanother. [RvdK]

4.2 What is a pattern?
A pattern is a group of 16 tracks, with a certainlength. For example, 
an 8-bar pattern with an intro or a 16-barpattern with a chorus. A 
new pattern simply as 16 empty tracks. Toadd midi data to a pattern, 
a phrases is assigned to a given track.For example, I could assign 
the hi-hat loop phrase to track 1, a kickphrase to track 2. I could 
also *record* a new user phrase on track10, or assign a previously 
recorded user phrase to track 4. [RvdK]

4.3 What is a phrase?
A phrase is a piece of single-track midi data. Forexample, a phrase 
with a hi-hat loop, a phrase with full drum loop,or a phrase with a 
keyboard riff. There are preset phrases (in ROM)and user phrases 
(created by you). [RvdK]"
| 4303|4209|2002-02-10 16:21:33|simon leclerc|Re: Live Mixing|
on 2/10/02 4:44 AM, olafmol2002 at olaf@expansions.nl wrote:

> i know about all the people saying that a DJ is also an musician...i
> just don't agree....he/she is mixing other people's music...you might
> call mixing and selecting the right records in the right order an
> art, so you might call a DJ an artist, i can live with that..but i
> definately don't feel you can call a DJ a musician.....

I'm with you on this one. There was this award show here in Montreal
a couple of months ago to celebrate and encourage new underground Canadian
artists. In the best new electronic artist category, they gave the award (+
2000$...) to a girl who's work consist in mixing other musician's music,
i.e. she's a DJ. Now, i can agree that this a girl is a good DJ but what
about the persons who are actually COMPOSING the music. They got criticized
a lot for that one and people were pretty pissed off. I will call a DJ a
musician if he/she can show me some of his/her own compositions, if not
he's/she's a DJ not a musician.

http://www.rs7k.org/
mailto:olaf@expansions.nl


-- Simon
| 4304|4304|2002-02-10 21:31:37|fuentes925|LIVE P.A.|
Hey I dont know much about the rs7000 but it seem's like the best 
production tool out right now, can this box be used to do a live 
techno p.a. , how many user song's can be stored in it and can you do 
live mixing of your song's so that there is no pause inbetween song's 
is there any bad thing's about it to watch out for and is there some 
really good thing's that i should know about it. Is there any 
acessories that are a most.. any help with my question's would be 
apreciated... thank's
| 4305|4304|2002-02-10 21:52:43|tompaulsen2002|Re: LIVE P.A.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> any help with my question's would be 
> apreciated... thank's

RS7000-FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org

And welcome to the list.
| 4306|4304|2002-02-10 21:53:31|headtrik|Re: LIVE P.A.|
I have done many shows with it. I ike it alot in a live setting. It 
has one main drwback, it seems like a big deal, but once you get used 
to it, it's not that big a deal. Unlike a drum machine it doesn't 
wait for your entire pattern to finish before it makes the change. 
This means you need to change your pattern on the last measure. It's 
hard to get used to, but sonically it really CANNOT be topped by 
anything else in its price range, period. Some of the sounds are a 
bit cheesey, but with all the filters and lfos, effects, etc... you 
can turn most of the lamer sounds into something pretty good. That's 
really the nature of any sample based machine, some of the presets 
are just naturally going to suck. The sampler kicks ass!! The loop 
remix is pretty cool, and it does the sample slicing just like 
Recycle, and, is really almost as good as recycle. I have (and am 
soon doing) a mostly Hard techno live PA. It's a killer machine for 
techno. If you use 303s and so on, go to the files section here, and 
listen to the 303 clones I made with it. THESE WERE done using the 
internal sounds, NOT sampled at all. Those should speak pretty 
clearly on how well this machine will work for techno. To get the 
best, really rugged results, just like for DnB, I'd take some of your 
favorite records, and sample the kicks, and hats right from there. 
That is a sound that just cannot be duplicated short of having the 
original 909's etc... The way kicks sound coming off of a record, 
when they've been extremely compressed sounds sick for live Hard 
House/Hard Techno. Anyway, I'm babbling. It definitely is the right 
box for what you want to do. The effects are great, the slice works 
really well for techno, the 909, 808, and 303 samples inside the 
machine are also really high quality. You've got a master EQ, 
to "curve" your final mix, and each track has its own EQ as well. 
This thing sonically is flexable. Anyway, back to performance, you 
can setup patterns into chains, so it will make all the changes for 
you, you can convert them to song, etc... Fully dedicated sequencer.
| 4307|4304|2002-02-11 00:37:15|arveyman|Re: LIVE P.A.|
I've just been experimenting with only a RS and a effect unit (in my 
case the Pioneer EFX) I have everything organized as songs, and the 
effect unit is BPM synced with the RS. This works cool! When i want 
to change songs, i put in some effects (like echo/delay) and let it 
run for a bit while i quickly stop the RS, change song and 
press 'play' again. This works seemlessly 'cause the effects are BPM 
sync! Good for Techno, Trance and/or D&B!! 

Stopping the unit in between a set to change songs is probably also 
neat, Orbital has been doing that for years. Sometimes they take 
realy a few minutes before the next song is started. But it has 
probably to do with the hardware (alesis) sequencers, which need to 
be exchanged once in a while.. :-)

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> I have done many shows with it. I ike it alot in a live setting. 
It 
> has one main drwback, it seems like a big deal, but once you get 
used 
> to it, it's not that big a deal. Unlike a drum machine it doesn't 
> wait for your entire pattern to finish before it makes the change. 
> This means you need to change your pattern on the last measure. 
It's 
> hard to get used to, but sonically it really CANNOT be topped by 

http://www.rs7k.org/


> anything else in its price range, period. Some of the sounds are a 
> bit cheesey, but with all the filters and lfos, effects, etc... you 
> can turn most of the lamer sounds into something pretty good. 
That's 
> really the nature of any sample based machine, some of the presets 
> are just naturally going to suck. The sampler kicks ass!! The loop 
> remix is pretty cool, and it does the sample slicing just like 
> Recycle, and, is really almost as good as recycle. I have (and am 
> soon doing) a mostly Hard techno live PA. It's a killer machine for 
> techno. If you use 303s and so on, go to the files section here, 
and 
> listen to the 303 clones I made with it. THESE WERE done using the 
> internal sounds, NOT sampled at all. Those should speak pretty 
> clearly on how well this machine will work for techno. To get the 
> best, really rugged results, just like for DnB, I'd take some of 
your 
> favorite records, and sample the kicks, and hats right from there. 
> That is a sound that just cannot be duplicated short of having the 
> original 909's etc... The way kicks sound coming off of a record, 
> when they've been extremely compressed sounds sick for live Hard 
> House/Hard Techno. Anyway, I'm babbling. It definitely is the right 
> box for what you want to do. The effects are great, the slice works 
> really well for techno, the 909, 808, and 303 samples inside the 
> machine are also really high quality. You've got a master EQ, 
> to "curve" your final mix, and each track has its own EQ as well. 
> This thing sonically is flexable. Anyway, back to performance, you 
> can setup patterns into chains, so it will make all the changes for 
> you, you can convert them to song, etc... Fully dedicated sequencer.

| 4308|4296|2002-02-11 07:19:43|sensualemporer|Re: Carry-Bag for RS7000 from Yamaha!|
Thanks for posting this! Ironically, I was going to ask about this 
today. I will will be going to Hawaii for my 1st time soon and I 
wanted to bring the RS7000 as my carry on.

Anyone know any good places to order this for us damn americans??

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm
> 
> This Bag can be ordered from Yamaha, the Ordernumber is: SCYRS7000
> The price: 69Euro.

| 4309|4218|2002-02-11 08:17:11|sensualemporer|Re: pattern name?|
So, a "style" to me is a song. Because a "style" contains the "A-
pattern = intro of the song", the "B-pattern = the verse" and the "C-
pattern = chorus".

Is this the right way to think of it?

Is there a way to save just a style (aka song) to the smartmedia? or 
do you always have to group them using the ALL save format (which 
saves a group of 60 styles(songs) I think).

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:
> > Sorry, the way yamaha uses these terms confuses me sometimes.
> LOL...welcome to the club...me too, so let me quote the FAQ (see 
also 
> http://www.rs7k.org or the group´s file-section):
> 
> "4.1 What is a style?
> A style is a domain for 16 patterns. All thepatterns within one 
style 
> share the same voice settings (and themixer in general), real-time 
fx 
> settings and also share the userphrases. The above is a very 
> important (and confusing) concept: thevoice (sound), mixer settings 
> and real-time fx settings are definedfor the style domain, i.e. for 
> all 16 patterns in that style. Also,when you record a new user 
> phrase, say phrase U99 in style 1, thatuser phrase ONLY LIVES 
WITHIN 
> STYLE 1, AND NOWHERE ELSE, meaning thatU99 in style 2 is something 
> totally else, if not empty. There phrasecopy Job allows one to copy 
a 

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm
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> phrase from one style (domain) toanother. [RvdK]
> 
> 4.2 What is a pattern?
> A pattern is a group of 16 tracks, with a certainlength. For 
example, 
> an 8-bar pattern with an intro or a 16-barpattern with a chorus. A 
> new pattern simply as 16 empty tracks. Toadd midi data to a 
pattern, 
> a phrases is assigned to a given track.For example, I could assign 
> the hi-hat loop phrase to track 1, a kickphrase to track 2. I could 
> also *record* a new user phrase on track10, or assign a previously 
> recorded user phrase to track 4. [RvdK]
> 
> 4.3 What is a phrase?
> A phrase is a piece of single-track midi data. Forexample, a phrase 
> with a hi-hat loop, a phrase with full drum loop,or a phrase with a 
> keyboard riff. There are preset phrases (in ROM)and user phrases 
> (created by you). [RvdK]"

| 4310|4218|2002-02-11 08:40:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern name?|
On Monday 11 February 2002 16:17, sensualemporer wrote:

> So, a "style" to me is a song. Because a "style" contains the "A-
> pattern = intro of the song", the "B-pattern = the verse" and the
> "C- pattern = chorus".
>
> Is this the right way to think of it?

Yes, correct. A Style also includes the mixer-, voice-, effect-, 
play effect- and scene settings. (Did I miss anything? ;)

>
> Is there a way to save just a style (aka song) to the smartmedia? 
> or do you always have to group them using the ALL save format
> (which saves a group of 60 styles(songs) I think).

A single style can be saved using the PATT file format. A confusing 
name, I agree.

- Robert
| 4311|783|2002-02-11 08:47:37|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Monday, February 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 4312|4218|2002-02-11 08:58:25|sensualemporer|Re: pattern name?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> A Style also includes the mixer-, voice-, effect-, 
> play effect- and scene settings. (Did I miss anything? ;)

Track volumes (part of the mixer) can be different for each pattern 
right? So then the mixer settings would be per pattern rather than 
per style?
(I am trying to get this straight, because I am on a quest to be able 
to tell the original values of knobs when you load a style/pattern).

> A single style can be saved using the PATT file format. A confusing 
> name, I agree.
> 
> - Robert

That did confuse me last night, thanks for clearing it up. If Yamaha 
cant keep the naming convention straight, then how are we supposed to?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


thx,
frenchy
| 4313|4218|2002-02-11 09:05:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern name?|
On Monday 11 February 2002 16:58, sensualemporer wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > A Style also includes the mixer-, voice-, effect-,
> > play effect- and scene settings. (Did I miss anything? ;)
>
> Track volumes (part of the mixer) can be different for each pattern
> right? So then the mixer settings would be per pattern rather than
> per style?

Nope, track volume is a style parameter. It cannot be different for 
each pattern within a style.

- Robert
| 4314|4314|2002-02-11 09:15:18|megons|pain in the %$#%#$ ass|
okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.

in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values. "use 
ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data from 
+8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!!

and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 
destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source phrase.

grrrr....

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 4315|4314|2002-02-11 09:30:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pain in the %$#%#$ ass|
On Monday 11 February 2002 17:15, megons wrote:

> okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.
>
> in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values.
> "use ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data
> from +8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5
> minutes!!!!

Have to try this one, but you're probably right.

>
> and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the
> destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name
> for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source
> phrase.

Agreed.

Try the Copy Track job. Afaik, it always creates a new user phrase, 
by finding the first one that is free. Read that in the power user 
guide, url in FAQ.

- Robert
| 4316|4218|2002-02-11 09:30:38|sensualemporer|Re: pattern name?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Nope, track volume is a style parameter. It cannot be different for 
> each pattern within a style.
> 
> - Robert

I see what you are saying and I agree. You can, however, insert a 
CC#7 (volume) at the beginning of each pattern for a certain track. 
Right? This would give you patterns that have different track 
volumes within a given style.

So if pattern A track 1 started out with CC#7=66
then pattern B track 1 started out with CC#7=106

What gets stored in with the STYLE mixer settings? Does it even 

http://www.sneak-thief.com/


matter what that setting is? The style track volume would probably 
be saved at 100, which is the default, but then as soon as playback 
starts, that original knob value becomes meaningless.

Sorry for rambling, but I am trying to get an understanding for all 
this.

thx,
frenchy
| 4317|4218|2002-02-11 10:31:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: pattern name?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> Is this the right way to think of it?

Well you could think in this way, there´s no right or wrong here, but 
remember that the RS also has a SONG mode.
| 4318|4318|2002-02-11 11:27:09|sensualemporer|Ping: Ripe101 - Nice set-up!!|
I was just looking through the studio pix...
Nice set-up!!

two questions...

1) What is that red unit right below the turntable?

2) Is that desk custom built by yourself or is that a stock item 
somewhere? Looks like it would be hard to rewire stuff?

thx,
frenchy
| 4319|4318|2002-02-11 12:02:54|ripe|Re: Ping: Ripe101 - Nice set-up!!|
Thanx,

The red thing is an Electrix Warp Factory Vocoder, I picked up all the
different electrix boxes when they were being blown out by guitar center,
and I love them!

The desk is custom, it is two office type tables with a homemade rack
console sitting on them, and some standard SKB racks next to the console
(above the AW4416).

The back is totally open, so it is pretty easy to rewire, but I also have
everything running through two patchbays for easy routing (actually it's 3
patchbays now). The only thing I can't get to easily is the memory card
slot on the front of the RS7000 :(

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "sensualemporer" <sensualemporer@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2002 12:26 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Ping: Ripe101 - Nice set-up!!

> I was just looking through the studio pix...
> Nice set-up!!
>
> two questions...
>
> 1) What is that red unit right below the turntable?
>
> 2) Is that desk custom built by yourself or is that a stock item
> somewhere? Looks like it would be hard to rewire stuff?
>
>
> thx,
> frenchy
>

| 4320|4318|2002-02-11 17:15:58|biomecha00|Re: Ping: Ripe101 - Nice set-up!!|
Ripe,

Gorgeous studio! I see you have the Machinedrum. What do you think of it. Are you pleased with it? Do you have any songs online that use the Machinedrum?

Biomech

mailto:sensualemporer@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:
> Thanx,
> 
> The red thing is an Electrix Warp Factory Vocoder, I picked up all the
> different electrix boxes when they were being blown out by guitar center,
> and I love them!
> 
> The desk is custom, it is two office type tables with a homemade rack
> console sitting on them, and some standard SKB racks next to the console
> (above the AW4416).
> 
> The back is totally open, so it is pretty easy to rewire, but I also have
> everything running through two patchbays for easy routing (actually it's 3
> patchbays now). The only thing I can't get to easily is the memory card
> slot on the front of the RS7000 :(
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 4321|4321|2002-02-11 22:14:53|fuentes925|new to music making and have some question's about rs-7000|
Hi I'm just getting in to making my own music and I like all I've 
heard about the rs7000 so far but I know very little about these kind 
of machine's would you recomend starting out with a simple machine 
some thing like the boss sp 505 or roland mc-307 to learn the basic's 
then move up to a more complacatied box like the rs 7000 or is this a 
machine that most people even with very little experience could 
master after plenty of practice. oh and one more question ,if a box 
like the sp 505 (boss) say's it has a 4 part sequencer do's that mean 
there could only be 4 sound's per pattern ,like kick,snare, open hat, 
closed hat with no more room for other sound's.. I'm very enterested 
in getting the rs 7000 but i want to make an educated decission. it 
seem's like this might be to much machine for a newbie to handle well 
thank's for any advise ..
| 4322|4314|2002-02-12 00:30:36|megons|Re: pain in the %$#%#$ ass|

> > and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the
> > destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name
> > for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source
> > phrase.
> 
> Agreed.
> 
> Try the Copy Track job. Afaik, it always creates a new user phrase, 
> by finding the first one that is free. Read that in the power user 
> guide, url in FAQ.
> 
> - Robert

this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you want to 
copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to overwrite 
one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names of both 
source and destination phrases.

here are my concerns that i've posted on motifator:

1) allow number pad entry in job modes

2) reduce the amount of buttons required to enter data in the edit 
page when using the number keypad (look at RM1x to see what I mean)

3) in Phrase Copy job, list name of destination phrase

4) maintain better consistency in function key assignment, eg. always 
put "Do" on F4.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 4323|4218|2002-02-12 00:31:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern name?|
On Monday 11 February 2002 17:30, sensualemporer wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Nope, track volume is a style parameter. It cannot be different
> > for each pattern within a style.
> >
> > - Robert
>

http://www.sneak-thief.com/


> I see what you are saying and I agree. You can, however, insert a
> CC#7 (volume) at the beginning of each pattern for a certain track.
> Right? This would give you patterns that have different track
> volumes within a given style.
>
> So if pattern A track 1 started out with CC#7=66
> then pattern B track 1 started out with CC#7=106
>
> What gets stored in with the STYLE mixer settings? Does it even
> matter what that setting is? The style track volume would probably
> be saved at 100, which is the default, but then as soon as playback
> starts, that original knob value becomes meaningless.
>
> Sorry for rambling, but I am trying to get an understanding for all
> this.

Haven't tested this yet, but this should work, indeed.

- Robert
| 4324|4321|2002-02-12 00:36:23|tomfinegan|Re: new to music making and have some question's about rs-7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> would you recomend starting out with a simple machine 
> some thing like the boss sp 505 or roland mc-307 to learn the 

basic's 

> then move up to a more complacatied box like the rs 7000 or is this 

a 

> machine that most people even with very little experience could 
> master after plenty of practice. 

In my opinion, it is a waste of money to buy first a SP505 or MC307 
just to buy later on a RS7000. If you don´t mind the money, get a RS, 
best bang. If it is easy depends on how smart you are. I wouldn´t say 
that a MC307 is a easy to learn tool. I had a MC303 long time ago and 
i hated it, only the drums were cool, the interface and timing 
sucked. The RS is my first hardware sequencer and i think it was 
pretty easy to learn. The manual, the RS7000-FAQ (on 
http://www.rs7k.org) helped also. But also you should consider, you 
never dealt ever before with music i guess, maybe you should start 
out with some inexpensive music-software like Fruity Loops 
(www.fruityloops.com) and see how you like it. 

oh and one more question ,if a box 

> like the sp 505 (boss) say's it has a 4 part sequencer do's that 

mean 

> there could only be 4 sound's per pattern ,like kick,snare, open 

hat, 

> closed hat with no more room for other sound's.. 

Yes basically.

I'm very enterested 

> in getting the rs 7000 but i want to make an educated decission. it 
> seem's like this might be to much machine for a newbie to handle 

well 

> thank's for any advise ..

It´s not much more machine than buying a Software Sequencer, a Synth 
and a Sampler, but with the RS, you get all in one case. If you think 
you can´t handle it, don´t buy it. As i said above start with some 
software like "Fruity Loops" or "ReBirth" or even "Music Maker" or 
some of the free Trackersoftware (search for it on google.com, e.g. 
NoiseTracker, Fasttracker, Screamtracker etc.pp.).

Otherwise also go to a music store and testdrive the RS and see how 
you like it.
| 4325|4321|2002-02-12 00:41:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new to music making and have some question's about rs-7000|
On Tuesday 12 February 2002 06:12, fuentes925 wrote:



> Hi I'm just getting in to making my own music and I like all I've
> heard about the rs7000 so far but I know very little about these
> kind of machine's would you recomend starting out with a simple
> machine some thing like the boss sp 505 or roland mc-307 to learn
> the basic's then move up to a more complacatied box like the rs
> 7000 or is this a machine that most people even with very little
> experience could master after plenty of practice. oh and one more
> question ,if a box like the sp 505 (boss) say's it has a 4 part
> sequencer do's that mean there could only be 4 sound's per pattern
> ,like kick,snare, open hat, closed hat with no more room for other
> sound's.. I'm very enterested in getting the rs 7000 but i want to
> make an educated decission. it seem's like this might be to much
> machine for a newbie to handle well thank's for any advise ..

It depends on your knowledge about midi, synths, sampling and 
sequencing. If you've never touched these subjects in any way, I 
think the RS will be harder to learn than other machines simply 
because it has so much functionality built it. Instead of learning a 
new part of the RS, you'll be confronted with yet another musical 
term or technique that has to be mastered before you can move on. 
The manual doesn't give you any help there, as it assumes a basic 
understanding of these techniques. So that could become a steep 
learning curve.

But if you have lots of time, patience and perseverance, the RS will 
be a great start, since it is a high quality box, imo.

What do you already know? What experience do you have? And very 
important: what do you want from the box?

- Robert
| 4326|4314|2002-02-12 00:43:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pain in the %$#%#$ ass|
On Tuesday 12 February 2002 08:30, megons wrote:

> > > and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the
> > > destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a
> > > name for the destination phrase the same way it does for the
> > > source phrase.
> >
> > Agreed.
> >
> > Try the Copy Track job. Afaik, it always creates a new user
> > phrase, by finding the first one that is free. Read that in the
> > power user guide, url in FAQ.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you want
> to copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to
> overwrite one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names
> of both source and destination phrases.
>
>
> here are my concerns that i've posted on motifator:
>
> 1) allow number pad entry in job modes
>
> 2) reduce the amount of buttons required to enter data in the edit
> page when using the number keypad (look at RM1x to see what I mean)
>
> 3) in Phrase Copy job, list name of destination phrase
>
> 4) maintain better consistency in function key assignment, eg.
> always put "Do" on F4.

Copied to whishlist section of faq.

- Robert
| 4327|4218|2002-02-12 03:18:18|arveyman|Re: pattern name?|
hey am i getting this right? I believe you mean sections in stead of 
patterns? I can change the volumes of the 16 tracks, but not the 
volume of different sections WITHOUT using the CC commands, true?

Arv

> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > Nope, track volume is a style parameter. It cannot be different
> > > for each pattern within a style.



> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > I see what you are saying and I agree. You can, however, insert a
> > CC#7 (volume) at the beginning of each pattern for a certain 

track.

> > Right? This would give you patterns that have different track
> > volumes within a given style.
> >
> > So if pattern A track 1 started out with CC#7=66
> > then pattern B track 1 started out with CC#7=106
> >
> > What gets stored in with the STYLE mixer settings? Does it even
> > matter what that setting is? The style track volume would 

probably

> > be saved at 100, which is the default, but then as soon as 

playback

> > starts, that original knob value becomes meaningless.
> >
> > Sorry for rambling, but I am trying to get an understanding for 

all

> > this.
> 
> Haven't tested this yet, but this should work, indeed.
> 
> - Robert

| 4328|4314|2002-02-12 03:28:38|arveyman|Re: pain in the %$#%#$ ass|
Would be nice to have this feature ALSO in the job menus:

Large PB settings can be changed while you in the EG edit menu by 
turning the dedicated "pitch knob" on the RS. This knob 'scrolls' 
through the values -8000 to +8000 in only a half a knob-turn. After 
that you can 'fine-tune' by using (i believe) the F4 knob.

You are right, this is very dull. I also hate scrolling through the 
MIDI data in the EDIT function to. Try to scroll to somewhere in a 
song that is, say, 999 measures long.. GRRR

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 11 February 2002 17:15, megons wrote:
> > okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.
> >
> > in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values.
> > "use ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data
> > from +8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5
> > minutes!!!!
> 
> Have to try this one, but you're probably right.
> 
> >
> > and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the
> > destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name
> > for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source
> > phrase.
> 
> Agreed.
> 
> Try the Copy Track job. Afaik, it always creates a new user phrase, 
> by finding the first one that is free. Read that in the power user 
> guide, url in FAQ.
> 
> - Robert

| 4329|4314|2002-02-12 06:17:03|Ian Vine|Re: pain in the %$#%#$ ass|
Entering values in the job menus (I think this is how
it works)



Postion the cursor on the value you want to change,
Press shift and F3 (the one under the value +/-) and
it should start flashing, you can now use the keypad. 

It would be nice if all values could be altered using
the shift and function key method, but that's not the
case. 

IanV

--- megons wrote:

okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing
me.

in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to
enter values. "use 

ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch
bend data from 

+8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5
minutes!!!!

and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell
you if the 

destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet,
include a name 

for the destination phrase the same way it does for
the source phrase.

grrrr....

michel
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| 4330|4218|2002-02-12 06:52:34|sensualemporer|Re: pattern name?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> hey am i getting this right? I believe you mean sections in stead 

of 

> patterns? I can change the volumes of the 16 tracks, but not the 
> volume of different sections WITHOUT using the CC commands, true?
> 
> Arv
> 

you are exactly right, I am sorry. I was referring to section A and 
section B. I came from the Korg Electribe world where these were all 
patterns.

I agree with everything you said above, so in summary, track volume 
is saved in the style mixer settings, but can be completely over-
ridden by CC#7 messages...furthermore, using CC#7 messages, you can 
effectively change the track volume per section. (beware, funny 
volume things can happen if you start playback in a measure AFTER 
your CC#7 setting and it could do volume things that you did not 
intend.)

frenchy
| 4331|4331|2002-02-12 07:23:11|sensualemporer|Ping: Robert - Section definition???|
Robert,

You have been ultra-helpful and I thank you. Below I pasted your 
excerpt from your FAQ, which deals with the "naming conventions" used 
by Yamaha. The word "section" is not used, but is it the case that 
PATTERN=SECTION?

thx,
frenchy

from FAQ:
"4.1 What is a style?
A style is a domain for 16 patterns. All thepatterns within one style 
share the same voice settings (and themixer in general), real-time fx 
settings and also share the userphrases. The above is a very 
important (and confusing) concept: thevoice (sound), mixer settings 
and real-time fx settings are definedfor the style domain, i.e. for 
all 16 patterns in that style. Also,when you record a new user 
phrase, say phrase U99 in style 1, thatuser phrase ONLY LIVES WITHIN 
STYLE 1, AND NOWHERE ELSE, meaning thatU99 in style 2 is something 
totally else, if not empty. There phrasecopy Job allows one to copy a 
phrase from one style (domain) toanother. [RvdK]

4.2 What is a pattern?
A pattern is a group of 16 tracks, with a certainlength. For example, 
an 8-bar pattern with an intro or a 16-barpattern with a chorus. A 
new pattern simply as 16 empty tracks. Toadd midi data to a pattern, 
a phrases is assigned to a given track.For example, I could assign 
the hi-hat loop phrase to track 1, a kickphrase to track 2. I could 
also *record* a new user phrase on track10, or assign a previously 



recorded user phrase to track 4. [RvdK]

4.3 What is a phrase?
A phrase is a piece of single-track midi data. Forexample, a phrase 
with a hi-hat loop, a phrase with full drum loop,or a phrase with a 
keyboard riff. There are preset phrases (in ROM)and user phrases 
(created by you). [RvdK]"
| 4332|4331|2002-02-12 07:31:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Ping: Robert - Section definition???|
On Tuesday 12 February 2002 15:23, sensualemporer wrote:

> Robert,
>
> You have been ultra-helpful and I thank you. Below I pasted your
> excerpt from your FAQ, which deals with the "naming conventions"
> used by Yamaha. The word "section" is not used, but is it the case
> that PATTERN=SECTION?

Right!

Actually, a section is a container for a pattern. Or in other words, 
a style has 16 sections, each section holding a pattern. But the 
Section = Pattern rule works great.

- Robert
| 4333|4333|2002-02-12 07:33:21|sensualemporer|What note am I playing???|
Admittedly, I never know if I'm playing an E2 or an E3 or how I can 
even tell. Can the RS-7000 go into a mode where the display will 
tell you exactly what note you are playing (ie. E2 or E3)

This would be more convenient at a **QUICK** glance than to look at 
the octave display and try to figure it out each time, especially if 
my mind is already dedicated to some other task.

(My electribe EA-1 does this and I find it very helpful)

thx,
frenchy
| 4334|4333|2002-02-12 08:21:11|arveyman|Re: What note am I playing???|
I dunno if this method is quick, but u can see the note you are 
pressing while in the REC GRID (or was it STEP?) mode. You don't have 
to start a REC session to see it. I am not completely sure 'cause i 
am not near my RS at the moment, but i remember something similar.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> Admittedly, I never know if I'm playing an E2 or an E3 or how I can 
> even tell. Can the RS-7000 go into a mode where the display will 
> tell you exactly what note you are playing (ie. E2 or E3)
> 
> This would be more convenient at a **QUICK** glance than to look at 
> the octave display and try to figure it out each time, especially 
if 
> my mind is already dedicated to some other task.
> 
> (My electribe EA-1 does this and I find it very helpful)
> 
> thx,
> frenchy

| 4335|4314|2002-02-12 10:51:59|megons|Re: pain in the %$#%#$ ass|
Thanks!! shift-F4 allows me to use the number pad.

--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> Entering values in the job menus (I think this is how
> it works)
> 
> Postion the cursor on the value you want to change,
> Press shift and F3 (the one under the value +/-) and
> it should start flashing, you can now use the keypad. 
> 
> It would be nice if all values could be altered using
> the shift and function key method, but that's not the
> case. 
> 



> IanV
>

| 4336|4333|2002-02-12 12:37:02|sensualemporer|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> I dunno if this method is quick, but u can see the note you are 
> pressing while in the REC GRID (or was it STEP?) mode. You don't 

have 

> to start a REC session to see it. I am not completely sure 'cause i 
> am not near my RS at the moment, but i remember something similar.
> 
> 
> Arv

I have not experimented with those modes yet, so it sounds like a 
good excuse to do so later tonight. My goal is to be able to quickly 
cross-reference note names to the drum voice charts in the book while 
performing these "trial" drum voices in realtime along with the 
sequence.

Trying to calculate where I am based on the octave indicator seems 
like an unecessary "middle-man" step.

If I follow you correctly from your above statement, you are saying 
that I can go into "record-ready" mode and see the notes that I am 
playing. So I would not be able to hear the sequence while I am 
doing this?

As usual, I just have to pick the best compromise and go. I would 
have thought that this "note ID" feature would have been more popular.

thx,
frenchy
| 4337|4337|2002-02-12 12:39:24|little_baby_tickles|TO WHO CAN HELP ME AND GIVE SOME HELPFUL ADVISE?|
THANK YOU FOR RESPONDING TO MY CONCERN.IM PLANING ON GETTING THE RS 
7000 IN ABOUT 2 WEEKS.IM FORMALY A DJ BUT WOULD LIKE TO MAKE MY OWN 
MUSIC NOW,BUT IM WONDERING SHOULD I SELL MY EQUITMENT SCENCE IAM NOT 
GOING TO BE USEING IT AS OFTEN!OR SHOULD I JUST KEEP IT? PLEASE ANYONE 
WITH ANY KIND OF HELPFUL INFO MAIL ME AT THE ABOVE ADDY.THANK YOU SO 
MUCH.
| 4338|4337|2002-02-12 12:40:31|little_baby_tickles|TO WHO CAN HELP ME AND GIVE SOME HELPFUL ADVISE?|
THANK YOU FOR RESPONDING TO MY CONCERN.IM PLANING ON GETTING THE RS 
7000 IN ABOUT 2 WEEKS.IM FORMALY A DJ BUT WOULD LIKE TO MAKE MY OWN 
MUSIC NOW,BUT IM WONDERING SHOULD I SELL MY EQUITMENT SCENCE IAM NOT 
GOING TO BE USEING IT AS OFTEN!OR SHOULD I JUST KEEP IT? PLEASE ANYONE 
WITH ANY KIND OF HELPFUL INFO MAIL ME AT THE ABOVE ADDY.THANK YOU SO 
MUCH.
| 4339|4339|2002-02-12 15:51:39|dayv5000|More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
[copy from www.rs7000.org]

People have been talking about how it would be nice to have more than 
the 5 scene memories on the RS. Well, how about this for a 
workaround :

When you run out of scene memories, split up your track into parts, 
with some styles (sections of a the song) in one pattern file, and 
the rest in the next. Delete the crossovers, and you will have the 
first half of one song in one song file, and the second in the next - 
these should be loaded consecutively into the RS. Now, when changing 
between the two, intstead of using the style change buttons (or 
knob), we would obviously use the pattern change knob. Viola! two 
sets of scene memory buttons, seperated by track.

Only problem I can see with this method is the fact that the RS jumps 
a little when changing between tracks. Erm... just make the pattern 
change during a breakdown. :) People will think it's intentional. 
hehe.

Whatddya think?

[dayv]
| 4340|4340|2002-02-12 17:02:59|whooyeahau|effects|
can i use the three effect blocks on the incomming signal (I'm not 
talking about the master effects i know that i can use that.) If i 
can how do i impliment that.
| 4341|4339|2002-02-12 18:28:07|djdavejumpers|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|



--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:

> Whatddya think?
> 
> [dayv]

I think it sucks ass :)

-Dave-
| 4342|4342|2002-02-12 20:21:24|jtoots212|midi controller|
I'm thinking about buying a *cheap* midi controlling keyboard. I 
don't know how to play piano. I just want to be able to get started 
in learning, and to have more keys to look at than the buttons on the 
rs7k. One that I've been looking seriously at is the Roland pc-200 
mk2, another is the kaysound mk-4902. Are there any problems or 
limitations that I'll experience or anything I should know about 
before making this purchase?

J
| 4343|4342|2002-02-12 21:12:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: midi controller|
I have the PC200 MKII myself. 4 octave keyboard, not too shabby. Does
have plastic build and feel, but action is fine for a non-piano player
(me). One thing to know about the PC200: It can transfer channel
aftertouch messages via the data slider if programmed to do so. It
cannot transfer polyphonic aftertouch messages. And yes, it is velocity
sensitive, unlike the RS7000/RM1x 2 octave keypad.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

P.S. To whoever's in charge of the FAQ for the RS7000. It has QUITE a
few formatting and typo/grammatical errors. If you like, I would be
glad to reformat the FAQ and make it more readable. Especially for
those users for whom English isn't a second language. Stuff like
"definedfor", "userphrases", "phrasecopy", etc. have lots of spacing
errors throughout the FAQ. I would be glad to edit it and make it
slightly more readable. Besides, that would give me an extra excuse to
read through the very long FAQ and bring myself up-to-date on the
RS7000's issues. As you can see from my .sig above, I'm one of the
authors/keepers of the SU700 FAQ and humbly offer my editing services
for the RS7000 FAQ if you'd like.

-----Original Message-----
From: jtoots212 [mailto:jtoots212@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2002 10:21 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] midi controller

I'm thinking about buying a *cheap* midi controlling keyboard. I 
don't know how to play piano. I just want to be able to get started 
in learning, and to have more keys to look at than the buttons on the 
rs7k. One that I've been looking seriously at is the Roland pc-200 
mk2, another is the kaysound mk-4902. Are there any problems or 
limitations that I'll experience or anything I should know about 
before making this purchase?

J
| 4344|4342|2002-02-12 22:01:22|jtoots212|Re: midi controller|
sounds good! sorry about the stupid questions that follow, i also 
have no experience with midi previous to buying the rs. what do you 
mean by 
"It can transfer channel

> aftertouch messages via the data slider if programmed to do so. It
> cannot transfer polyphonic aftertouch messages."????

could you be more basic?? and could you run quickly through how to 
set the two up correctly? thanks so much for your help

J

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> I have the PC200 MKII myself. 4 octave keyboard, not too shabby. 
Does
> have plastic build and feel, but action is fine for a non-piano 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:jtoots212@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


player
> (me). One thing to know about the PC200: It can transfer channel
> aftertouch messages via the data slider if programmed to do so. It
> cannot transfer polyphonic aftertouch messages. And yes, it is 
velocity
> sensitive, unlike the RS7000/RM1x 2 octave keypad.
> 
> --wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@y...)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> Some of my tracks at:
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> 
> P.S. To whoever's in charge of the FAQ for the RS7000. It has 
QUITE a
> few formatting and typo/grammatical errors. If you like, I would be
> glad to reformat the FAQ and make it more readable. Especially for
> those users for whom English isn't a second language. Stuff like
> "definedfor", "userphrases", "phrasecopy", etc. have lots of spacing
> errors throughout the FAQ. I would be glad to edit it and make it
> slightly more readable. Besides, that would give me an extra 
excuse to
> read through the very long FAQ and bring myself up-to-date on the
> RS7000's issues. As you can see from my .sig above, I'm one of the
> authors/keepers of the SU700 FAQ and humbly offer my editing 
services
> for the RS7000 FAQ if you'd like.
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: jtoots212 [mailto:jtoots212@y...] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2002 10:21 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] midi controller
> 
> I'm thinking about buying a *cheap* midi controlling keyboard. I 
> don't know how to play piano. I just want to be able to get 
started 
> in learning, and to have more keys to look at than the buttons on 
the 
> rs7k. One that I've been looking seriously at is the Roland pc-200 
> mk2, another is the kaysound mk-4902. Are there any problems or 
> limitations that I'll experience or anything I should know about 
> before making this purchase?
> 
> J

| 4345|4342|2002-02-12 22:35:43|wasted/su700fan|Re: midi controller SLIGHTY LONG & DETAILED|
No problem. My pleasure. Glad to help. I'm just getting my wings (so
to speak) with the RS7000, having upgraded from an SU700 & RM1x. I have
a little background with the way the RS7000 operates, being it's the
RM1x & SU700's bigger cousin.

---Aftertouch definition/explanation---
As far as aftertouch (you might want to read a book on the Basics of
MIDI; The MIDI Manual [can't remember author right now] is a good book
to start with & helped me learn a lot): Aftertouch is a function some
keyboards/keyboard controllers and tone generators have or can respond
to. Whereas velocity is the initial speed of "striking" the keys to
produce an initial "attack" velocity (volume), aftertouch is the
manipulation of the keys after that initial keypress. I.E. measuring
the amount of pressure if you lift the keys up and down slightly
afterwards. This is used on some sound patches on various instruments
to add more expressiveness to the sound itself. Kinda like what a
Modwheel or Pitch Bender would do but using the pressure of the keys
itself as a modulator for various patch settings like LFO, EG, FILTER,
PITCH.

Point 2, now that aftertouch is explained: Channel Aftertouch simply
means that one Aftertouch message is sent for the particular MIDI
channel that your notes are being played/sent on. Polyphonic Aftertouch
is more expressive in that each individual key/note's aftertouch data is
sent instead of just 1 Aftertouch message for the entire channel. This
requires more MIDI control messages than a basic Channel Aftertouch
message. I.E. 5 keys pressed=5 Aftertouch messages sent.

Next point being: not everyone uses Aftertouch (Channel and/or
Polyphonic), so this functionality may not be a concern for you in your
music playing. And since the PC200 MK-II emulates the Channel
Aftertouch via a data slider to the left of the keyboard instead of
actually getting the Aftertouch data directly from the keys it's not as
accurate if you are an Aftertouch type of player.

http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


---MIDI Controller Keyboard/RS7000 hookup explanation (including other
gear)---
As far as setting up a MIDI controller keyboard with the RS7000: Take
your PC200 MK-II (or other model) MIDI Controller keyboard's MIDI OUT
connector and hook a MIDI cable between that MIDI OUT and the RS7000's
MIDI IN. If you also have other external gear/tone generators that you
want to play with the controller keyboard and/or sequence with the
RS7000 connect a MIDI cable from the RS7000's MIDI OUT (A or B; or both
if 2 gear to be controlled externally) to the MIDI IN of the external
gear (in my case RS7000 MIDI OUT A--->Virus B MIDI IN). You might want
to go into the UTILITY pages of the RS7000 and set ECHO BACK to
MONITOR(REC) [press UTILITY twice then turn F4 knob]. By setting the
RS7000 to RecMonitor you can play notes on your controller keyboard and
route them through your RS7000 to your external gear connected to the
RS7000's MIDI OUTs. To select the track/channel note,etc. data will be
sent to on your external gear just choose the appropriate Track (1-16)
using the TRACK SELECT button and the grey & white keys (for selecting
1-16). Setting it to RecMonitor also helps to eliminate the Tone
Generator (TG) of the RS7000 sounding if you've set the TG to OFF for
the particular track/channel on the RS7000 and only want your controller
keyboard to play your external gear through the RS7000 (i.e. Virus B)
without hearing the RS7k's internal sounds at the same time.

Phew. That was a lot. Hope I didn't make it TOO basic for ya. Seemed
like you wanted a detailed explanation of it all.

Rest of list: Sorry for my verbosity on such a basic topic. Hope this
detailed post will help other newbies on this 500+ member strong list.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: jtoots212 [mailto:jtoots212@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2002 12:01 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: midi controller

sounds good! sorry about the stupid questions that follow, i also 
have no experience with midi previous to buying the rs. what do you 
mean by 
"It can transfer channel

> aftertouch messages via the data slider if programmed to do so. It 
> cannot transfer polyphonic aftertouch messages."????

could you be more basic?? and could you run quickly through how to 
set the two up correctly? thanks so much for your help

J
| 4346|4337|2002-02-12 23:42:30|tomfinegan|Re: TO WHO CAN HELP ME AND GIVE SOME HELPFUL ADVISE?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "little_baby_tickles" 
wrote:

> THANK YOU FOR RESPONDING TO MY CONCERN.IM PLANING ON GETTING THE RS 
> 7000 IN ABOUT 2 WEEKS.IM FORMALY A DJ BUT WOULD LIKE TO MAKE MY OWN 
> MUSIC NOW,BUT IM WONDERING SHOULD I SELL MY EQUITMENT SCENCE IAM 

NOT 

> GOING TO BE USEING IT AS OFTEN!OR SHOULD I JUST KEEP IT? PLEASE 

ANYONE 

> WITH ANY KIND OF HELPFUL INFO MAIL ME AT THE ABOVE ADDY.THANK YOU 

SO 

> MUCH.

First of all it would be nice if you could turn off the Caps-Lock-
Screaming. It is considered yelling in online forum and is pretty 
offensive. For further Info read: 
http://www.albion.com/netiquette/corerules.html

To your question, keep your equipment, you don´t know if you will use 
it as often either. You still can sell if, if you really don´t use 
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your other equipment anymore, plus you can always run a turntable 
through a RS-Inputs and do all kinds of freaky things with it.

Welcome to the list.

Tom (List-Moderator)
| 4347|4340|2002-02-12 23:45:45|tomfinegan|Re: effects|
--- In RS7000@y..., "whooyeahau" wrote:

> can i use the three effect blocks on the incomming signal (I'm not 
> talking about the master effects i know that i can use that.) If i 
> can how do i impliment that.

I am not sure, but AFAIK you can not. But you can always sample and 
use them on your samples, but i am sure that´s not what you mean, 
right?
| 4348|4340|2002-02-13 00:47:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: effects|
On Wednesday 13 February 2002 01:02, whooyeahau wrote:

> can i use the three effect blocks on the incomming signal (I'm not
> talking about the master effects i know that i can use that.) If i
> can how do i impliment that.

Try entry 9.6 of the FAQ. (URL below).

- Robert
| 4349|4333|2002-02-13 01:12:36|arveyman|Re: What note am I playing???|
Yep, you can not (as far as i know) 'see' what notes you are playing. 
You can also, with a little more work figure out how the keaboard is 
organised. If you are in the 'neutral' octave, then the C is lokated 
somewhere in the middle. I cannot explain realy clearly now, 'cause 
i'm now at work!

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > I dunno if this method is quick, but u can see the note you are 
> > pressing while in the REC GRID (or was it STEP?) mode. You don't 
> have 
> > to start a REC session to see it. I am not completely sure 'cause 
i 
> > am not near my RS at the moment, but i remember something similar.
> > 
> > 
> > Arv
> 
> 
> I have not experimented with those modes yet, so it sounds like a 
> good excuse to do so later tonight. My goal is to be able to 
quickly 
> cross-reference note names to the drum voice charts in the book 
while 
> performing these "trial" drum voices in realtime along with the 
> sequence.
> 
> Trying to calculate where I am based on the octave indicator seems 
> like an unecessary "middle-man" step.
> 
> If I follow you correctly from your above statement, you are saying 
> that I can go into "record-ready" mode and see the notes that I am 
> playing. So I would not be able to hear the sequence while I am 
> doing this?
> 
> As usual, I just have to pick the best compromise and go. I would 
> have thought that this "note ID" feature would have been more 
popular.
> 
> thx,
> frenchy

| 4350|4339|2002-02-13 01:18:06|arveyman|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
hmm, i've infact tried this workaround myself. It's is good if you 
want to use more scene's, but like u said the jump is pretty shit. 
EVEN when in a breakdown you notice this jump..
I use a second sequencer for the crossover in between songs on the RS.



Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:
> 
> > Whatddya think?
> > 
> > [dayv]
> 
> 
> I think it sucks ass :)
> 
> -Dave-

| 4351|4339|2002-02-13 01:54:59|RB|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
Definitely a useful idea for in the studio as the program change jumping can
be temporarily turned off in the prefs.

> Only problem I can see with this method is the fact that the RS jumps
> a little when changing between tracks. Erm... just make the pattern
> change during a breakdown. :) People will think it's intentional.
> hehe.
> 
> Whatddya think?
> 
>

| 4352|4339|2002-02-13 03:12:51|arveyman|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
?
I do not understand what you mean.. Is there a way in changing a 
program (style) without using a program change?? That would be the 
invention of the year..

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> Definitely a useful idea for in the studio as the program change 
jumping can
> be temporarily turned off in the prefs.
> 
> 
> > Only problem I can see with this method is the fact that the RS 
jumps
> > a little when changing between tracks. Erm... just make the 
pattern
> > change during a breakdown. :) People will think it's intentional.
> > hehe.
> > 
> > Whatddya think?
> > 
> >

| 4353|4339|2002-02-13 03:23:04|arveyman|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
Sorry, i am going nuts here.. All the names (section, style etc..) 
are being used randomly! Very very confusing..

As i use to see it:

A SONG is called a STYLE (Yamaha terms)
Each STYLE got 16 TRACKS (midi)
Each STYLE got 16 SECTIONS (to use different phrases on one track)
Each TRACK can have a (if u like) different PHRASE in every SECTION

am i right? Robert? 

ONLY when changing STYLES the RS burps.. nothing u can do except to 
change a setting (forgot the name for it) so the RS does not use 
filter/sampl/etc settings. But that is plain boring (and no samples u 
can use)

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:
> [copy from www.rs7000.org]



> 
> People have been talking about how it would be nice to have more 
than 
> the 5 scene memories on the RS. Well, how about this for a 
> workaround :
> 
> When you run out of scene memories, split up your track into parts, 
> with some styles (sections of a the song) in one pattern file, and 
> the rest in the next. Delete the crossovers, and you will have the 
> first half of one song in one song file, and the second in the 
next - 
> these should be loaded consecutively into the RS. Now, when 
changing 
> between the two, intstead of using the style change buttons (or 
> knob), we would obviously use the pattern change knob. Viola! two 
> sets of scene memory buttons, seperated by track.
> 
> Only problem I can see with this method is the fact that the RS 
jumps 
> a little when changing between tracks. Erm... just make the pattern 
> change during a breakdown. :) People will think it's intentional. 
> hehe.
> 
> Whatddya think?
> 
> [dayv]

| 4354|4339|2002-02-13 03:41:34|RB|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|

> ?
> I do not understand what you mean.. Is there a way in changing a
> program (style) without using a program change?? That would be the
> invention of the year..
> 

Not in front of the RS at the mo' but I think it's called Voice Parameter to
TG (on or off) in the utility menu. It's what's required for this purpose,
but for more general use it means it won't bring up the right
sounds/settings when switching between different styles.
| 4355|4355|2002-02-13 07:12:29|gideon mogendorff|(no subject)|
To all you rs pro's: I want to buy the rs 7000 as it appeals to my musical 
wishes. the other day i also heard about the yamaha motifator. does this 
machine has more or the same options as the rs and it is maybe a better 
option than the rs?

Another question: Is there a big chance a new, more enhanced version of the 
rs 7000 will appear soon?

----Original Message Follows----
From: RB <rb@cbomb.plus.com>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!
Date: Wed, 13 Feb 2002 10:42:07 +0000

> ?
> I do not understand what you mean.. Is there a way in changing a
> program (style) without using a program change?? That would be the
> invention of the year..
>

Not in front of the RS at the mo' but I think it's called Voice Parameter to
TG (on or off) in the utility menu. It's what's required for this purpose,
but for more general use it means it won't bring up the right
sounds/settings when switching between different styles.

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 4356|4356|2002-02-13 07:31:58|mcplvortex|Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
Anybody knows how to put two different voices on the same track number 
in two different sections without using samples or preprogrammed 
beats? ex: section A track 1:Grandpiano playing a pattern
section B track 1:basse playing another pattern

mailto:rb@cbomb.plus.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://messenger.msn.com/


Is it possible?

MCPLVORTEX
| 4357|4355|2002-02-13 08:07:23|tomfinegan|RS vs Motif|
--- In RS7000@y..., "gideon mogendorff" wrote:

> To all you rs pro's: I want to buy the rs 7000 as it appeals to my musica= 

l 

> wishes. the other day i also heard about the yamaha motifator.

lol...it´s called MOTIF not Motifator....the last one is a website for RS70= 
00 and MOTIF from Yamaha US and Keyfax hosted. http://www.motifator.com

does this 

> machine has more or the same options as the rs and it is maybe a better 
> option than the rs?

Yes and no. The sampler inside the MOTIF is a bit better, since it supports= 
multi-layer samples, the RS not. The MOTIF soundset is different more towar= 
ds traditional sounds in a higher quality (and less) sounds (the synthesis e= 
gnine is also 4-layer AWM2, the RS only 2 layer AWM2). And of course the MOT= 
IF has a keyboard instead those keypads and the most important (IMHO) differ= 
ence, the MOTIF has three plug-in-slots for Yamaha PLG-cards, that could exp= 
and your MOTIF with a VA synth, DX synth, Vocal Harmonizer, Piano or a XG-TG= 
. I wish the RS would have at least one or two slots, i would put in the VA = 
and DX plug-ins.
So it depends on your personal needs and wants what you would prefer. Try b= 
oth. The sequencer is almost identical. Some people also said that the MOTIF= 
is a bit more difficult to operate.
Read some reviews on www.sonicstate.com and www.motifator.com is also a goo= 
d source for info. Also there´s www.rs7k.org the RS7000-FAQ, and www.rs7000.= 
org another user-group.

> 
> Another question: Is there a big chance a new, more enhanced version of t= 

he 

> rs 7000 will appear soon?

No. The RS7000 was just released summer 2001, the chance that Yamaha will d= 
o a bigger better RS7000 is not given within the next two or three years. Bu= 
t a new OS v2.0 for the RS might come out this year and bring hopefully impr= 
oved and new functions on the RS.

Tom
| 4358|4356|2002-02-13 08:10:38|tomfinegan|Re: Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mcplvortex" wrote:

> Anybody knows how to put two different voices on the same track number 
> in two different sections without using samples or preprogrammed 
> beats? ex: section A track 1:Grandpiano playing a pattern
> section B track 1:basse playing another pattern
> 
> Is it possible?
> 
> MCPLVORTEX

I am not sure if i understood your question correctly but the answer is shortly no.
| 4359|4356|2002-02-13 08:23:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
On Wednesday 13 February 2002 15:31, mcplvortex wrote:

> Anybody knows how to put two different voices on the same track
> number in two different sections without using samples or
> preprogrammed beats? ex: section A track 1:Grandpiano playing a
> pattern section B track 1:basse playing another pattern
>
> Is it possible?

Yes! (Sörry Tøm).

Each track plays a phrase. A phrase contains two things:
1. The midi data (of course), and
2. The voice number.

The phrase's voice number can be programmed in record ready mode. 
Simply dial through the list of available voices. 

http://www.motifator.com/


Make sure however that the voice setting for that track in the Mixer 
page says *Phrase*. Only then the phrases voice setting is not 
overruled in the mixer.

- Robert
| 4360|4356|2002-02-13 08:26:38|arveyman|Re: Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
I don't wanna be priggish, but i will try later today if this works 
or not.
On the other hand.. I would be surprised if it could be done, knowing 
the RS needs to load/reset all settings of that patch in between 
section changes! That wouldn't enhance the continuity..
But you can have different patterns (phrases, note data) in the 
individual sections. 

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mcplvortex" wrote:
> > Anybody knows how to put two different voices on the same track 
number 
> > in two different sections without using samples or preprogrammed 
> > beats? ex: section A track 1:Grandpiano playing a pattern
> > section B track 1:basse playing another pattern
> > 
> > Is it possible?
> > 
> > MCPLVORTEX
> 
> I am not sure if i understood your question correctly but the 
answer is shortly no.

| 4361|4356|2002-02-13 08:30:12|arveyman|Re: Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
Ow, i'm sorry Robert, didn't know you already posted the answer 
positively!!

Cool that it CAN be done!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> I don't wanna be priggish, but i will try later today if this works 
> or not.
> On the other hand.. I would be surprised if it could be done, 
knowing 
> the RS needs to load/reset all settings of that patch in between 
> section changes! That wouldn't enhance the continuity..
> But you can have different patterns (phrases, note data) in the 
> individual sections. 
> 
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "mcplvortex" wrote:
> > > Anybody knows how to put two different voices on the same track 
> number 
> > > in two different sections without using samples or 
preprogrammed 
> > > beats? ex: section A track 1:Grandpiano playing a pattern
> > > section B track 1:basse playing another pattern
> > > 
> > > Is it possible?
> > > 
> > > MCPLVORTEX
> > 
> > I am not sure if i understood your question correctly but the 
> answer is shortly no.

| 4362|4355|2002-02-13 08:38:02|rspissed|Re: RS vs Motif|
In that I own both right now, I can tell you this, both aren't what 
they should be. The a/d convertors on both are absolutely 
horrible, and sampling is not what one whould expect. As far as 
they compare to each other, well, both let you use built in reset 
phrases, but the motif is more limited in that capacity. It makes 
up for it with a better arpegio, as well as sequencer control. The 
sequencer control, if I can get it to work for PT, will make it a 
wwinner, but the sampling is really a joke. 64 megs max, awfulll 



display, so many absent features....list is long. I personaly like 
the RS better because I am a lousy keyboardist plus the RS it 
perfect in front of a computer. Installed the aibs, and it does 
make sampling a bit better with the didital i/o. For the 
keyboardist, a motif, for the rest of us, and RS.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "gideon mogendorff" 
wrote:
> > To all you rs pro's: I want to buy the rs 7000 as it appeals to 
my musica=
> l 
> > wishes. the other day i also heard about the yamaha 
motifator.
> lol...it´s called MOTIF not Motifator....the last one is a website 
for RS70=
> 00 and MOTIF from Yamaha US and Keyfax hosted. 
http://www.motifator.com
> 
> does this 
> > machine has more or the same options as the rs and it is 
maybe a better 
> > option than the rs?
> Yes and no. The sampler inside the MOTIF is a bit better, since 
it supports=
> multi-layer samples, the RS not. The MOTIF soundset is 
different more towar=
> ds traditional sounds in a higher quality (and less) sounds (the 
synthesis e=
> gnine is also 4-layer AWM2, the RS only 2 layer AWM2). And of 
course the MOT=
> IF has a keyboard instead those keypads and the most 
important (IMHO) differ=
> ence, the MOTIF has three plug-in-slots for Yamaha 
PLG-cards, that could exp=
> and your MOTIF with a VA synth, DX synth, Vocal Harmonizer, 
Piano or a XG-TG=
> . I wish the RS would have at least one or two slots, i would put 
in the VA =
> and DX plug-ins.
> So it depends on your personal needs and wants what you 
would prefer. Try b=
> oth. The sequencer is almost identical. Some people also said 
that the MOTIF=
> is a bit more difficult to operate.
> Read some reviews on www.sonicstate.com and 
www.motifator.com is also a goo=
> d source for info. Also there´s www.rs7k.org the RS7000-FAQ, 
and www.rs7000.=
> org another user-group.
> > 
> > Another question: Is there a big chance a new, more 
enhanced version of t=
> he 
> > rs 7000 will appear soon?
> No. The RS7000 was just released summer 2001, the chance 
that Yamaha will d=
> o a bigger better RS7000 is not given within the next two or 
three years. Bu=
> t a new OS v2.0 for the RS might come out this year and bring 
hopefully impr=
> oved and new functions on the RS.
> 
> Tom

| 4363|4355|2002-02-13 09:28:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS vs Motif|
On Wednesday 13 February 2002 16:37, rspissed wrote:

> In that I own both right now, I can tell you this, both aren't what
> they should be. The a/d convertors on both are absolutely
> horrible, 

Please explain, very curious, as I like the output quality of the RS.

http://www.motifator.com/


> and sampling is not what one whould expect. 

What do you expect then? 

> As far as
> they compare to each other, well, both let you use built in reset
> phrases, but the motif is more limited in that capacity. It makes
> up for it with a better arpegio, 

Does the Motif have play effects? That's how you create very nice 
arps with the basic arp generator on the RS.

> as well as sequencer control. The
> sequencer control, if I can get it to work for PT, will make it a
> wwinner, but the sampling is really a joke. 64 megs max, awfulll
> display, so many absent features....list is long. 

This is about the Motif or RS?

> I personaly like
> the RS better because I am a lousy keyboardist plus the RS it
> perfect in front of a computer. Installed the aibs, and it does
> make sampling a bit better with the didital i/o. 

In what way?

> For the
> keyboardist, a motif, for the rest of us, and RS.

- Robert
| 4364|4339|2002-02-13 09:35:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
On Wednesday 13 February 2002 11:23, arveyman wrote:

> Sorry, i am going nuts here.. All the names (section, style etc..)
> are being used randomly! Very very confusing..
>
> As i use to see it:
>
> A SONG is called a STYLE (Yamaha terms)

The RS supports both songs (in Song mode) and styles (in Pattern 
mode). They are similar indeed in that they represent the super 
structure that carries your composition.

> Each STYLE got 16 TRACKS (midi)
> Each STYLE got 16 SECTIONS (to use different phrases on one track)
> Each TRACK can have a (if u like) different PHRASE in every SECTION
>
> am i right? Robert?

Yep. A style has 16 sections/patterns (among other stuff).
Each pattern has 16 tracks. Each of these 16 tracks, for each 
pattern, plays a phrase.

- Röbert
| 4365|4339|2002-02-13 10:21:22|The Sixth Level|Multiple Notes in Step Edit & MIDI Fitting|
I just bought an RS7000 and am having a lot of fun with it, once I sat
myself down with all sources of information and graphed out what the heck
all of the terminology means... whew. Pages 58-62 in the English
manual help a LOT with pictures and some definitions. I wonder how Yamaha
would feel about us scanning just those pictures in and posting to here.
They would definitely help everyone who has no manual.

I've noticed something a little annoying when I edit in step mode,
although Yamaha has certainly given me many different ways to do any
one thing, it appears. I'm not very up on my music theory and I have to
sit down a calculate which chords will go together with my circle of
fifths. When using software, I have always liked to lay down as many of
the "common" notes as possible on the piano scroll, then go back through



and begin laying 3rds, 5ths, etc, adjusting slowly as I go. When I do
this on the RS7000, of course, if I goof and have to [DELETE] after a note
in a chord is already down, it deletes them all.

This probably is a very whacky and abnormal procedure, anyway, but... a
possible feature request from me would be simply adding multiple
"deletes" for each timeslice. e.g. if 4 notes exist on the same 
timeslice, and I want to change only the 3rd, then i can [DELETE] and
[DELETE] (twice) and only lay the last two (third and forth) down, again.
I'm not sure if keeping track of what order notes were entered would
affect performance a lot or not. Probably... but.. I can still dream,
right? (: Maybe a vertically scrolling step grid?

I have one question, too. When I load a MIDI file (it accepts format 1,
as well, btw.) it places the entire thing into one pattern of zillions of
measures. Is there an easy way to "slice" that up quickly? Say the MIDI
song has 64 measures, and I want to chop it to fit into 8 patterns of 8
measures each. That would make an easy example. Is there a way to pull
it in that way from the start? I hope it doesn't involve a crapload of
cut-n-pasting, because some of them are hundreds of measures long, in
reality.

Raymond.

"Me havana bah shalom." (Hebrew)
"E PRUDENTIA VENIO PAX." (Latin)
"Uit begrip komt vrede." (Dutch)
"No maopopo mai ho'omalu." (Hawai'ian)
"Da compreensao vem a paz." (Portuguese)
"Bil tafahom yakoon salam." (Arabic)
"Ot ponimania prihodit mir." (Russian)
"Vid rozuminnia pryhodyt' myr." (Ukrainian)
"Samajhney sey aaman hota hai." (Urdu) 
"Da comprensione viene la pace." (Italian)
"Vom Verstandnis kommt Frieden." (German)
"Samajan nal hishanti andhi hai." (Punjabi)
"From understanding comes peace." (English)
"Samajhney sey shanti aathi hai." (Hindu)
"De la comprension viene la paz." (Spanish)
"Od zrozumienia przychodzi pokoj." (Polish)
"O bo e ka ra he wa o e ri ma su." (Japanese)
"De la comprehension vient la paix." (French)
"Tsong lao chieh chong ker i der dao ho ping." (Chinese)

The following is my NEW (07/15/97) PGP public key. Please make use of it
when sending me ANYthing which may be considered confidential or private!
-=[ WHEN IN DOUBT, ENCRYPT IT ]=-

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: 2.6.3a

mQCNAzPLRY4AAAEEAMOrRg/knFc1RUKF1cmlb7yXfygO3bB8PJTCYKuq1sa95NmI
mc6Lce+p8ReKyEsOucmFkN4vCQn7p5UlkZS/VStbtCumOUikjiGudlHly8DLspzg
R7d1GYeRmto57r9zvCdevvWx6LhrEk9P1Ds2J8pDGFc1SpFViCfxv3LqWv0ZAAUR
tAZsZXZlbDaJAJUDBRAzy0WOJ/G/cupa/RkBATtHA/4spixHQfVun87ccybkzCjP
8QRufpsGoQve6wlWMEZUqY/vRtRFdbFjwnyNodvYOoVF2gGdBjLMkDnonfE1UlJi
dcx1YD8jiWSs/RNfF9Cu2CPOimRVMjHfcqZIiZfg2J0EW7d97VBGhSOAwaFKALdN
uosaO3vSzaZZFKGkMI2j4g==
=naX/
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
| 4366|4339|2002-02-13 10:29:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Multiple Notes in Step Edit & MIDI Fitting|
On Wednesday 13 February 2002 18:21, The Sixth Level wrote:

> I just bought an RS7000 and am having a lot of fun with it, once I
> sat myself down with all sources of information and graphed out
> what the heck all of the terminology means... whew. Pages 58-62 in
> the English manual help a LOT with pictures and some definitions. 
> I wonder how Yamaha would feel about us scanning just those
> pictures in and posting to here. They would definitely help
> everyone who has no manual.

I'm going to create a number of pictures for the next faq release. 
They should explain the data structure and terminology more clearly.

- Robert
| 4367|4339|2002-02-13 10:33:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Multiple Notes in Step Edit & MIDI Fitting|
On Wednesday 13 February 2002 18:21, The Sixth Level wrote:

> I have one question, too. When I load a MIDI file (it accepts
> format 1, as well, btw.) it places the entire thing into one



> pattern of zillions of measures. Is there an easy way to "slice"
> that up quickly? 

If you import the MIDI file when in Song mode, you'll find Song edit 
job # 26 (Split to Pattern) that does the hard work. It's on page 223 
or the manual.

- Robert
| 4368|4356|2002-02-13 19:21:17|simon leclerc|Re: Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
This is fantastic, i did not know that.
I was sure it was one voice per track cause everytime
i tried it, it was by changing the voice in the mixer menu.
The RS is shinning even more now :)

Thanx Robert,

-- Simon

on 2/13/02 10:22 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> Yes! (Sörry Tøm).
> 
> Each track plays a phrase. A phrase contains two things:
> 1. The midi data (of course), and
> 2. The voice number.
> 
> The phrase's voice number can be programmed in record ready mode.
> Simply dial through the list of available voices.
> 
> Make sure however that the voice setting for that track in the Mixer
> page says *Phrase*. Only then the phrases voice setting is not
> overruled in the mixer.
> 
> - Robert

| 4369|4369|2002-02-13 23:02:36|fuentes925|what does every body think of using rs-7000 for live p.a.|
just wanted to see what people with experince with this machine think 
of it for a live techno p.a. , and how are the factory pattern's and 
the sound's in it , I like an agressive under ground techno sound 
does this machine have those sound's and if not could you tweak the 
sound's to give them that feel, also I have read a lot of complaint's 
about bug's in the machine is it as bad as some people are saying? 
also does any body know of any good site's to get some good info on 
this machine I've tried f&q site it is cool . well thank's for any 
help.
| 4370|4370|2002-02-13 23:40:44|fathed49424|Control of Pad Velocity|
Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make it impossible to 
change the pad velocity without going into step rec mode on the rs.
| 4371|4356|2002-02-13 23:47:21|fathed49424|Re: Use different voices on the same track of two different section|
You can put program change messages in the phrase using the edit 
mode. put them on each phrase at every quarter note or half note, or 
whatever you find to work the best. you can even put them in the 
middle of a phrase.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mcplvortex" wrote:
> > Anybody knows how to put two different voices on the same track 
number 
> > in two different sections without using samples or preprogrammed 
> > beats? ex: section A track 1:Grandpiano playing a pattern
> > section B track 1:basse playing another pattern
> > 
> > Is it possible?
> > 
> > MCPLVORTEX
> 
> I am not sure if i understood your question correctly but the 
answer is shortly no.

| 4372|4297|2002-02-14 00:05:08|fathed49424|Re: rs7000 vs rm1x with su700|
Im going to have to agree with capitech...I was overjoyed to trade in 
my rm1x for the 7000, the sounds on the 7000 are so much better. not 
to mention its convenient sampling. I have a roland sp808ex; and I 
still use the sampling on the 7000. 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:
> looks good, why don't you throw in a Virus indigo aswell :o)

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "CAPITECH" 
> To: 
> Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2002 1:35 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] rs7000 vs rm1x with su700
> 
> 
> > I wouldn't give it a second thought and politely advise the 
person to have
> a reality check.
> >
> > There is no comparison.
> >
> > The RK7 rocks!
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: taifuntomsen
> > To: RS7000@y...
> > Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2002 12:51 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 vs rm1x with su700
> >
> >
> > High!
> >
> > Somebody wants to give me his su700 and rm1x. He wants mwe to 
give
> > him my rs7000.
> >
> > What would you do?
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> >

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.rs7k.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >

| 4373|4373|2002-02-14 00:33:00|volt0110|Why ?|
When i try to record a progressive filter change, i always get the 
wrong filter setting right at the begining of the measure, then it 
suddenly jumps to the correct recorded start point filter setting. 

Example: I record a one note pad held from the start to the end 
of a 4 measures segment. I start the Cutoff filter at -30 then i 
progressively turn the Cutoff from -30 to +10. When in Replace 
recording, i turn Rec Loop off. 

Result: Instead of playing back the segment at the reorded -30 
parameter, it starts the segment at +10 for a brief moment (1 or 
2 measures) then jumps to -30 and gets to +10 as recorded. 

So why the hick-up ? What is it that i don't get this time ? :)

Thank you for your time.

-- Simon
| 4374|4373|2002-02-14 00:38:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ?|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 08:32, volt0110 wrote:

> When i try to record a progressive filter change, i always get
> the wrong filter setting right at the begining of the measure, then
> it suddenly jumps to the correct recorded start point filter
> setting.
>
> Example: I record a one note pad held from the start to the end
> of a 4 measures segment. I start the Cutoff filter at -30 then i
> progressively turn the Cutoff from -30 to +10. When in Replace
> recording, i turn Rec Loop off.
>
> Result: Instead of playing back the segment at the reorded -30
> parameter, it starts the segment at +10 for a brief moment (1 or
> 2 measures) then jumps to -30 and gets to +10 as recorded.
>
> So why the hick-up ? What is it that i don't get this time ? :)

Maybe check the phrase in Edit mode. Could be that in the start of 
the phrase you'll find a midi CC event representing the filter cutoff 
knob with a high value. Simply delete that event, or change its value 
and try again then. 

Please let us know if this helped.

- Robert
| 4375|4373|2002-02-14 00:43:20|The Sixth Level|Re: Why ?|
|~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 8:38am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
|On Thursday 14 February 2002 08:32, volt0110 wrote:
|> When i try to record a progressive filter change, i always get
|> the wrong filter setting right at the begining of the measure, then
|> it suddenly jumps to the correct recorded start point filter
|> setting.
|>
|> Example: I record a one note pad held from the start to the end
|> of a 4 measures segment. I start the Cutoff filter at -30 then i
|> progressively turn the Cutoff from -30 to +10. When in Replace
|> recording, i turn Rec Loop off.
|>
|> Result: Instead of playing back the segment at the reorded -30
|> parameter, it starts the segment at +10 for a brief moment (1 or
|> 2 measures) then jumps to -30 and gets to +10 as recorded.
|>
|> So why the hick-up ? What is it that i don't get this time ? :)
|
|Maybe check the phrase in Edit mode. Could be that in the start of 
|the phrase you'll find a midi CC event representing the filter cutoff 
|knob with a high value. Simply delete that event, or change its value 
|and try again then. 
|
|Please let us know if this helped.
|
|- Robert

Nope, I get the same. So far, it has actually added neat things to my

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


songs, but.. I can see where it could get very annoying.. esp whe it's
supposed to be a soft note, and WHAM.. blapbleep.

Seems to only happen when I restart playing.

Raymond.
| 4376|4373|2002-02-14 00:53:05|simon leclerc|Re: Why ?|
on 2/14/02 2:43 AM, The Sixth Level at admin@leper.org wrote:

> |Maybe check the phrase in Edit mode. Could be that in the start of
> |the phrase you'll find a midi CC event representing the filter cutoff
> |knob with a high value. Simply delete that event, or change its value
> |and try again then.
> |
> |Please let us know if this helped.
> |
> |- Robert
> 
> Nope, I get the same. So far, it has actually added neat things to my
> songs, but.. I can see where it could get very annoying.. esp whe it's
> supposed to be a soft note, and WHAM.. blapbleep.
> 
> Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
> 
> Raymond.

Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit Screen.
I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause thought i would finally
find out what i'm doing wrong but now it just looks like a bug.
This is very annoying since i haven't find a workaround.

-- Simon
| 4377|4373|2002-02-14 01:01:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ?|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 08:54, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 2/14/02 2:43 AM, The Sixth Level at admin@leper.org wrote:
> > |Maybe check the phrase in Edit mode. Could be that in the start
> > | of the phrase you'll find a midi CC event representing the
> > | filter cutoff knob with a high value. Simply delete that event,
> > | or change its value and try again then.
> > |
> > |Please let us know if this helped.
> > |
> > |- Robert
> >
> > Nope, I get the same. So far, it has actually added neat things
> > to my songs, but.. I can see where it could get very annoying..
> > esp whe it's supposed to be a soft note, and WHAM.. blapbleep.
> >
> > Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
> >
> > Raymond.
>
> Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit Screen.
> I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause thought i would
> finally find out what i'm doing wrong but now it just looks like a
> bug. This is very annoying since i haven't find a workaround.

I had this one time, thought it was caused by a stray CC, but never 
checked that. Could one of you send me (mailto:robnet@wxs.nl) a 
Patt or All file having this problem? Only if its not too much 
trouble, as I'll probably only confirm the problem, which doesn't 
help us much. ;) I'm just curious. 

- Robert
| 4378|4373|2002-02-14 01:04:26|The Sixth Level|Re: Why ?|
|~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:01am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
|On Thursday 14 February 2002 08:54, simon leclerc wrote:
|> on 2/14/02 2:43 AM, The Sixth Level at admin@leper.org wrote:
|> > |Maybe check the phrase in Edit mode. Could be that in the start
|> > | of the phrase you'll find a midi CC event representing the
|> > | filter cutoff knob with a high value. Simply delete that event,
|> > | or change its value and try again then.
|> > |
|> > |Please let us know if this helped.
|> > |
|> > |- Robert
|> >
|> > Nope, I get the same. So far, it has actually added neat things
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|> > to my songs, but.. I can see where it could get very annoying..
|> > esp whe it's supposed to be a soft note, and WHAM.. blapbleep.
|> >
|> > Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
|> >
|> > Raymond.
|>
|> Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit Screen.
|> I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause thought i would
|> finally find out what i'm doing wrong but now it just looks like a
|> bug. This is very annoying since i haven't find a workaround.
|
|I had this one time, thought it was caused by a stray CC, but never 
|checked that. Could one of you send me (mailto:robnet@wxs.nl) a 
|Patt or All file having this problem? Only if its not too much 
|trouble, as I'll probably only confirm the problem, which doesn't 
|help us much. ;) I'm just curious. 
|
|- Robert

I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out tomorrow
evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help to have more than
one, anyway.

Raymond.
| 4379|4373|2002-02-14 01:08:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ?|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:04, The Sixth Level wrote:

> |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:01am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
> |
> |On Thursday 14 February 2002 08:54, simon leclerc wrote:
> |> on 2/14/02 2:43 AM, The Sixth Level at admin@leper.org wrote:
> |> > |Maybe check the phrase in Edit mode. Could be that in the
> |> > | start of the phrase you'll find a midi CC event representing
> |> > | the filter cutoff knob with a high value. Simply delete that
> |> > | event, or change its value and try again then.
> |> > |
> |> > |Please let us know if this helped.
> |> > |
> |> > |- Robert
> |> >
> |> > Nope, I get the same. So far, it has actually added neat
> |> > things to my songs, but.. I can see where it could get very
> |> > annoying.. esp whe it's supposed to be a soft note, and WHAM..
> |> > blapbleep.
> |> >
> |> > Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
> |> >
> |> > Raymond.
> |>
> |> Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit
> |> Screen. I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause
> |> thought i would finally find out what i'm doing wrong but now it
> |> just looks like a bug. This is very annoying since i haven't
> |> find a workaround.
> |
> |I had this one time, thought it was caused by a stray CC, but
> | never checked that. Could one of you send me
> | (mailto:robnet@wxs.nl) a Patt or All file having this problem?
> | Only if its not too much trouble, as I'll probably only confirm
> | the problem, which doesn't help us much. ;) I'm just curious.
> |
> |- Robert
>
> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out
> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help to
> have more than one, anyway.

Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has the 
problem.

- Robert
| 4380|4373|2002-02-14 01:12:56|simon leclerc|Re: Why ?|
on 2/14/02 3:08 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out
>> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help to
>> have more than one, anyway.
> 
> Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has the
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> problem.
> 
> - Robert

Robert, you could also try what i described in original message.
It'll take a minute and you'll see the problem. It is very
obvious you'll see.
| 4381|4373|2002-02-14 01:14:33|The Sixth Level|Re: Why ?|
|~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:08am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
|On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:04, The Sixth Level wrote:
|> |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:01am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
|> |> > Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
|> |> >
|> |> > Raymond.
|> |>
|> |> Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit
|> |> Screen. I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause
|> |> thought i would finally find out what i'm doing wrong but now it
|> |> just looks like a bug. This is very annoying since i haven't
|> |> find a workaround.
|> |
|> |I had this one time, thought it was caused by a stray CC, but
|> | never checked that. Could one of you send me
|> | (mailto:robnet@wxs.nl) a Patt or All file having this problem?
|> | Only if its not too much trouble, as I'll probably only confirm
|> | the problem, which doesn't help us much. ;) I'm just curious.
|> |
|> |- Robert
|>
|> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out
|> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help to
|> have more than one, anyway.
|
|Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has the 
|problem.
|
|- Robert

It's obvious.. I used a very loud bleep, but toned it way
down.. well.. it was supposed to be, but.. it's not on the first
hit. I'll still describe where it's at exactly for ya. I actually am a
video/visuals guy and have two shows this weekend, so.. give me a day or
two to get to mine.

I've been playing with some weird stuff, so.. no comments if it happens to
be a jungle remix of Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire", or something, ok? (:

Raymond.
| 4382|4373|2002-02-14 01:19:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ?|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:14, The Sixth Level wrote:

> |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:08am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
> |
> |On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:04, The Sixth Level wrote:
> |> |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:01am robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
> |> |> > Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
> |> |> >
> |> |> > Raymond.
> |> |>
> |> |> Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit
> |> |> Screen. I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause
> |> |> thought i would finally find out what i'm doing wrong but now
> |> |> it just looks like a bug. This is very annoying since i
> |> |> haven't find a workaround.
> |> |
> |> |I had this one time, thought it was caused by a stray CC, but
> |> | never checked that. Could one of you send me
> |> | (mailto:robnet@wxs.nl) a Patt or All file having this problem?
> |> | Only if its not too much trouble, as I'll probably only
> |> | confirm the problem, which doesn't help us much. ;) I'm just
> |> | curious.
> |> |
> |> |- Robert
> |>
> |> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out
> |> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help
> |> to have more than one, anyway.
> |
> |Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has
> | the problem.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> |
> |- Robert
>
> It's obvious.. I used a very loud bleep, but toned it way
> down.. well.. it was supposed to be, but.. it's not on the first
> hit. I'll still describe where it's at exactly for ya. I actually
> am a video/visuals guy and have two shows this weekend, so.. give
> me a day or two to get to mine.
>
> I've been playing with some weird stuff, so.. no comments if it
> happens to be a jungle remix of Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire", or
> something, ok? (:

Hehe. ;)
No problem, and take your time, so will I. ;)

- Robert
| 4383|4373|2002-02-14 01:19:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ?|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:13, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 2/14/02 3:08 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:
> >> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out
> >> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help
> >> to have more than one, anyway.
> >
> > Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has
> > the problem.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert, you could also try what i described in original message.
> It'll take a minute and you'll see the problem. It is very
> obvious you'll see.

What original message, Simon?
| 4384|4373|2002-02-14 01:27:16|simon leclerc|Re: Why ?|
on 2/14/02 3:19 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>>>> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it out
>>>> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help
>>>> to have more than one, anyway.
>>> 
>>> Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has
>>> the problem.
>>> 
>>> - Robert
>> 
>> Robert, you could also try what i described in original message.
>> It'll take a minute and you'll see the problem. It is very
>> obvious you'll see.
> 
> What original message, Simon?

-- Message #4373
| 4385|4370|2002-02-14 01:32:32|arveyman|Re: Control of Pad Velocity|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:

> Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make it impossible to 
> change the pad velocity without going into step rec mode on the rs.

Hey this is what i noticed too! I wanted to record a synth-line just 
bij pressing the keypads. I found them not loud enough, so i first 
turned the volume of that track up. That wasn't helping much, so i 
turned up the velociy knob. That didn't do al lot either. After 
fiddeling about, i came to the conclusion that you can increase the 
velo by changing that value in the step-rec screen! Is that REALY the 
only solution? And after setting this value, that setting is used on 
every 'voice' from that point on, until you change it again..

Arv
| 4386|4373|2002-02-14 01:45:47|arveyman|Re: Why ?|
Sometimes when you got a phrase that is looped, some CC's or notes 
are at the very very end of the loop. So when you loop the phrase, it 
sounds like a problem right at the start of the loop.
Is this also the problem in this case?

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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I'm just guessing..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:14, The Sixth Level wrote:
> > |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:08am robnet@w... SPEWED FORTH :
> > |
> > |On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:04, The Sixth Level wrote:
> > |> |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 9:01am robnet@w... SPEWED FORTH :
> > |> |> > Seems to only happen when I restart playing.
> > |> |> >
> > |> |> > Raymond.
> > |> |>
> > |> |> Same thing as Raymond, everything seems normal on the Edit
> > |> |> Screen. I should have posted this b4, i wited a bit cause
> > |> |> thought i would finally find out what i'm doing wrong but 
now
> > |> |> it just looks like a bug. This is very annoying since i
> > |> |> haven't find a workaround.
> > |> |
> > |> |I had this one time, thought it was caused by a stray CC, but
> > |> | never checked that. Could one of you send me
> > |> | (mailto:robnet@w...) a Patt or All file having this problem?
> > |> | Only if its not too much trouble, as I'll probably only
> > |> | confirm the problem, which doesn't help us much. ;) I'm just
> > |> | curious.
> > |> |
> > |> |- Robert
> > |>
> > |> I have one saved off, if noone beats me to it. I can get it 
out
> > |> tomorrow evening. Heck.. either way, I'll send it.. might help
> > |> to have more than one, anyway.
> > |
> > |Thanks. Please also describe (if its not obvious) which track has
> > | the problem.
> > |
> > |- Robert
> >
> > It's obvious.. I used a very loud bleep, but toned it way
> > down.. well.. it was supposed to be, but.. it's not on the first
> > hit. I'll still describe where it's at exactly for ya. I 
actually
> > am a video/visuals guy and have two shows this weekend, so.. give
> > me a day or two to get to mine.
> >
> > I've been playing with some weird stuff, so.. no comments if it
> > happens to be a jungle remix of Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire", or
> > something, ok? (:
> 
> Hehe. ;)
> No problem, and take your time, so will I. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 4387|4373|2002-02-14 01:53:21|simon leclerc|Re: Why ?|
on 2/14/02 3:45 AM, arveyman at ramonvink@hotmail.com wrote:

> Sometimes when you got a phrase that is looped, some CC's or notes
> are at the very very end of the loop. So when you loop the phrase, it
> sounds like a problem right at the start of the loop.
> Is this also the problem in this case?
> 
> I'm just guessing..

Nope that's not it.
| 4388|4355|2002-02-14 03:40:22|tomfinegan|Re: RS vs Motif|
--- In RS7000@y..., "rspissed" wrote:

> In that I own both right now, I can tell you this, both aren't what 
> they should be. The a/d convertors on both are absolutely 
> horrible,

??? You better stop using that Sony HiFi system then...the a/d 
converter are top quality and quiet. That the RS/MOTIF works 
internally with 24Bit helps also a lot.

mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com


> and sampling is not what one whould expect. 

Which means? What does "one" expect? Enlighten us, please.

> As far as 
> they compare to each other, well, both let you use built in reset 
> phrases, 

LOL...preset, not reset...

> but the motif is more limited in that capacity. It makes 
> up for it with a better arpegio, as well as sequencer control. The 
> sequencer control, if I can get it to work for PT, will make it a 
> wwinner, but the sampling is really a joke. 64 megs max, 

64MB is a lot when you think about it...

> awfulll 
> display, 

???? Are you blind? A big display like that, you won´t get on any 
sampler, unless you pay $$$ for it and you still have not so many 
knobs to play with your samples.

> so many absent features....list is long. 

Right, the sampling engine is quite basic, just like using a S1000, 
but it offers already enough to produce some very good professional 
music. Download some of the r3a files from our group-file section and 
be astounded.
Plus with this sampler, you also have a full blown hardware-sequencer 
and TG, as i already mentioned earlier.

Everbody it´s own opinion.

Tom
| 4389|4369|2002-02-14 03:51:24|tomfinegan|Re: what does every body think of using rs-7000 for live p.a.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> how are the factory pattern's and 
> the sound's in it , 

Excellent!

> I like an agressive under ground techno sound 
> does this machine have those sound's and if not could you tweak the 
> sound's to give them that feel,

Both, it has those underground sounds and you can tweak them. You 
should try to visit a music store and listen to the factory 
demo´s "Minimal 1,2" and "Berlin Techno 1,2" 

> also I have read a lot of complaint's 
> about bug's in the machine is it as bad as some people are saying? 

There are just like with every machine a few bad design-errors, that 
get´s sometimes in your way and there are very few known bugs, of 
which half of them are already fixed in the new OS v1.14. Yamaha will 
bring out a OS 2.0 this year too, with hopefully new and updated old 
features.
Otherwise if someone complains that the RS is unuseable because of 
all the bugs, he is simply wrong. The RS was already in the old OS 
version highly useable and stable. 
All the features Yamaha promised are working well, and the RS is 
truely a work-horse and does what it should do excellent. 

> also does any body know of any good site's to get some good info on 
> this machine I've tried f&q site it is cool . well thank's for any 
> help.

www.sonicstate.com, www.rs7000.org and of course www.motifator.com, 
also you could try www.dancetech.com and www.harmony-central.com

Tom



p.s. welcome to the list. Check also the file-section for pattern 
download and other good stuff her on this group.
| 4390|2271|2002-02-14 04:05:55|bcsap|Re: RS vs TWE?|
HI evrybody,

I experienced the problem "A3000 not found" with TWE or with 
Soundforge and I found what I did wrong. I hope it will work for you 
to :
1.First make sure the RS7k is connected to your SCSI adapter on your 
PC. Make sure the SCSI ID of the RS7K doesn't conflict with any other 
SCSI material connected to your PC : to modify SCSI setup, go to the 
SCSI setup page in the lOAD menu. 

2.Then you've got to go to the "SCSI comm" page in the LOAD menu (so 
click 4 times on the LOAD button). Then, and only then, the RS7000 is 
ready to receive or transmit samples to a software like TWE or 
Soundforge on your PC. In this page, you can select the track where 
there is the sample you want to transmit. Or you can select an empty 
track to receive a sample ;In fact, if the track contains a sample, 
RS7K will refuse to erase it with a new sample( I'ts a shame because 
when you've transferred a sample to TWE for example, added effects, 
etc.., you want to send it back to your track in the RS7K : you first 
have to make the track free of samples and then go back to the SCSI 
comm page ).
In this page, you can select if the sample will be pitched or just a 
sample kit with its original note assignement.

3. In TWE for example, click on "Rescan SCSI" for TWE to recognize 
the RS7k. Then you can get or send a sample from TWE.

But in fact, the transfers are very slow : for example it take quite 
a minute to transfer a 2 seconds long sample. That's crazy, isn't it? 
Did anybody else experience such slow transfers? Is there any 
parameter on the PC to speed up the connection?

I tried to transfer samples from Recycle to RS7K. When I've sliced a 
wave loop with Recycle, I tried to transmit the whole set of samples 
+ the midi file. The RS7K was unable to accept them. It only accepts 
the first sample. That's a shame it doesn't work : it could be very 
useful. It could be a great improvement if The RS7K was able to 
handle transfers of multiple samples...

Hope it'll help.

Bye

Hervé

--- In RS7000@y..., diode dSP wrote:
> Does somebody runs TWE editor with RS7000? I have some
> problems when trying to transfer samples: it says
> "SCSI comm error" & "A3000 not found" otherwise the RS
> is recognised by my SCSI card and [rescan SCSI]
> function seems to be efficient...
> salut;}
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Un nouveau Nokia Game commence. 
> Allez sur http://fr.yahoo.com/nokiagame avant le 3 novembre
> pour participer à cette aventure tous médias.

| 4391|2271|2002-02-14 04:25:37|tomfinegan|Re: RS vs TWE?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bcsap" wrote:

> That's a shame it doesn't work : it could be very 
> useful. It could be a great improvement if The RS7K was able to 
> handle transfers of multiple samples...

You still can use the "Recycle" inside the RS. The Slice+SEQ works 
just as good.
| 4392|2271|2002-02-14 05:03:40|bcsap|Re: RS vs TWE?|
I knew somebody would say that. You're right, it works fine in the 
RS7K but Recycle is a lot faster and more visual. But that's the 
ternal debat between hardware and software...

http://fr.yahoo.com/nokiagame


I just wanted to say that this functionality (transfer of multiple 
sapmles ) exists with other sampler and it can be useful.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "bcsap" wrote:
> > That's a shame it doesn't work : it could be very 
> > useful. It could be a great improvement if The RS7K was able to 
> > handle transfers of multiple samples...
> You still can use the "Recycle" inside the RS. The Slice+SEQ works 
> just as good.

| 4393|4369|2002-02-14 05:12:20|RB|Re: what does every body think of using rs-7000 for live p.a.|

> just wanted to see what people with experince with this machine think
> of it for a live techno p.a. , and how are the factory pattern's and
> the sound's in it , I like an agressive under ground techno sound
> does this machine have those sound's and if not could you tweak the
> sound's to give them that feel, also I have read a lot of complaint's
> about bug's in the machine is it as bad as some people are saying?
> also does any body know of any good site's to get some good info on
> this machine I've tried f&q site it is cool . well thank's for any
> help.
> 

Forget the presets - they're pretty awful.
Otherwise it's a very capable sequencer and sampler, so it's as good as what
you put in! Shit in = shit out.
| 4394|4369|2002-02-14 05:19:53|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: what does every body think of using rs-7000 for live p.a.|
totally agree
what you put in is what you put out !!!! 
so this is a great sampler and sequencer 

-----Message d'origine-----
De : RB [mailto:rb@cbomb.plus.com]
Envoyé : jeudi 14 février 2002 13:06
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] what does every body think of using rs-7000 for
live p.a.

> just wanted to see what people with experince with this machine think
> of it for a live techno p.a. , and how are the factory pattern's and
> the sound's in it , I like an agressive under ground techno sound
> does this machine have those sound's and if not could you tweak the
> sound's to give them that feel, also I have read a lot of complaint's
> about bug's in the machine is it as bad as some people are saying?
> also does any body know of any good site's to get some good info on
> this machine I've tried f&q site it is cool . well thank's for any
> help.
> 

Forget the presets - they're pretty awful.
Otherwise it's a very capable sequencer and sampler, so it's as good as what
you put in! Shit in = shit out.
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> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "bcsap" wrote:
>> That's a shame it doesn't work : it could be very
>> useful. It could be a great improvement if The RS7K was able to
>> handle transfers of multiple samples...
> You still can use the "Recycle" inside the RS. The Slice+SEQ works
> just as good. 
> 

I have to disagree - I've gone back to using ReCycle for everything except
very clean drum loops - there's so much more control in RC for complex
material.

FWIW - I export the individual slices and a midi file to a smartmedia card
and load them one by one to keys from C1 upwards (which is where recycle
midi files first note defaults to).
My only gripe being that importing the midi file:
a) changes the style name to that of the midi file
and
b) clears the track settings for that section within the style.

It all sounds a drag, but I find it quicker than trying several setting on
the RS slice job, and ultimately it works so much better.

Do any Mac users out there have it connected to their machine via SCSI? I've
never tried it on mine as I have an S3000 connected.

Cheers

Richard Brown
| 4396|2271|2002-02-14 05:41:47|tomfinegan|Re: RS vs TWE?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bcsap" wrote:

> I knew somebody would say that. 

:)

> But that's the 
> ternal debat between hardware and software...

Right.

> I just wanted to say that this functionality (transfer of multiple 
> sapmles ) exists with other sampler and it can be useful.

Agreed. 

The thing about the RS Sampler is that it is a basic sampler, with 
most necessary feature, i guess, Yamaha had to keep it so basic out 
of a) technical reasons (certain amount of DSP-capacity) and b) 
marketing reasons (a too complicated sampler might scare off 
potential entry-buyer, they don´t want a competition in their own 
house for the Axk-Sampler line) c) cost reasons, a RS with a full 
sampler would cost more (see MPC4000) because of longer development 
for OS (including sequencer), hardware etc.) d) market orientation 
(the RS is towards electronic musicians, though the sequencer can be 
used even for Country-music :), the decision to include advanced 
sampling features like pitched samples was made in the last minute 
(as Yamaha admitted on www.motifator.com) as people wouldn´t have 
bought it with only a simple phrase-sampler).
In this way, you can either complain about and get a a sour stomach, 
or simply work around it or buy a sampler. The A5000 and Emu Ultra 
5000 are at the moment very good priced with 969 Euro and 1150Euro. 
And there´s always the alternative...software sampler, SampleTank, 
EXS24, Halion, GigaSampler, etc.pp.
Yes some people need more advanced sampling features. Other people 
are just fine with what the RS brings with. That´s the problem of a 
tool that tries to please a wide range of musicians. It´s either way 
too much, just right or not enough. You can never please every one.
If i would have had designed the RS, i would have given it two more 
MIDI-out´s, one more MIDI-in, more Audio-Out´s, two more FX-blocks, 
32 tracks, 128 polyphony, four PLG-IN-slots for AN, DX, VH and VL 
board, bigger screen and a short two octave keyboard (like Indigo or 
NMM-keys) and a built-in ZIP and HD, but that would have a price-tag 
i couldn´t afford. So it´s great the way it is, for everything i need 
extra i get extra tools. I need better sampling? I get a E5000, i 
need more MIDI-outs? I am getting a patchbay. I need more tracks? I 
am getting a second sequencer (soft or hard, doesn´t matter).



Maybe the RS9000 will have that good stuff we would liek to see in it 
right now, maybe not. It´s just the way it is. All we can do is ask 
Yamaha nicely and make suggestions on improvements. Nagging and 
complaining about features you expected to be there and are not won´t 
help.

Just my 0.02 Euro
Tom
| 4397|4369|2002-02-14 05:43:13|tomfinegan|Re: what does every body think of using rs-7000 for live p.a.|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> so it's as good as what
> you put in! Shit in = shit out.

LOL...well said, man, well said!

T-m
| 4398|2271|2002-02-14 05:53:36|tomfinegan|Re: RS vs TWE?|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> It all sounds a drag, but I find it quicker than trying several 

setting on

> the RS slice job, and ultimately it works so much better.

Ok, whatever works best for you. Good for you! :)

I don´t have RC, and i will not buy RC, so Seq+Slice works great for 
me.
| 4399|4370|2002-02-14 06:59:26|Ian Vine|Re: Control of Pad Velocity (Featrue request)|
Robert,

can we add this one to the faq feature requests. I'd
like to see a way to alter the velocity response of
the two pads. 

IanV

--- arveyman wrote:

--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424"
wrote:

> Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make

it impossible to 

> change the pad velocity without going into step

rec mode on the rs.

Hey this is what i noticed too! I wanted to record a
synth-line just 

bij pressing the keypads. I found them not loud
enough, so i first 

turned the volume of that track up. That wasn't
helping much, so i 

turned up the velociy knob. That didn't do al lot
either. After 

fiddeling about, i came to the conclusion that you can
increase the 

velo by changing that value in the step-rec screen! Is
that REALY the 

only solution? And after setting this value, that
setting is used on 

every 'voice' from that point on, until you change it
again..
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| 4400|4370|2002-02-14 07:21:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Control of Pad Velocity (Featrue request)|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 14:59, Ian Vine wrote:

> Robert,
>
> can we add this one to the faq feature requests. I'd
> like to see a way to alter the velocity response of
> the two pads.

I already added the first post to the feature request department. ;)

- Robert
| 4401|4401|2002-02-14 08:01:58|JC .|What is up with the Arpegiator|
Is is me or does the Arpegiator settings on the Rs7000 suck, 

It just seems like it is so plain jane, and does nothing but sound horrible when trying to sync it to the music ... I have never had such a problem with this before?

Is there some kind of trick to this... 

Just wondering?

JC
Get more from the Web. FREE MSN Explorer download : http://explorer.msn.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4402|4373|2002-02-14 09:23:41|sensualemporer|Re: Why ?|
Based on the example you state below, how about manually inserting 
the appropriate CC# with a value of -30. Insert it at 01:01:000.

When you start playback from the beginning of the section, this CC#=-
30 should override any previous CC# values AND it should override 
whatever value is stored for the knob in the mixer settings.

does this help?
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:
> When i try to record a progressive filter change, i always get 
the 
> wrong filter setting right at the begining of the measure, then it 
> suddenly jumps to the correct recorded start point filter 
setting. 
> 
> Example: I record a one note pad held from the start to the end 
> of a 4 measures segment. I start the Cutoff filter at -30 then i 
> progressively turn the Cutoff from -30 to +10. When in Replace 
> recording, i turn Rec Loop off. 
> 
> Result: Instead of playing back the segment at the reorded -30 
> parameter, it starts the segment at +10 for a brief moment (1 or 
> 2 measures) then jumps to -30 and gets to +10 as recorded. 
> 
> So why the hick-up ? What is it that i don't get this time ? :)
> 
> Thank you for your time.
> 
> -- Simon

| 4403|4373|2002-02-14 11:11:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ?|
On Thursday 14 February 2002 09:28, simon leclerc wrote:

> >
> > What original message, Simon?
>
> -- Message #4373

Thanks.
- Robert
| 4404|2271|2002-02-14 12:45:35|The Sixth Level|Re: RS vs TWE?|
|~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 12:41pm tomfinegan@yahoo.com SPEWED FORTH :
|Maybe the RS9000 will have that good stuff we would liek to see in it 

http://explorer.msn.com/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


You were just exagerating for your point, right? There is no RS9000,
right? (:

Raymond.
| 4405|4333|2002-02-14 13:00:54|simon leclerc|Re: What note am I playing???|
I think we would all like to have that, but there is many other
feature requests and i don't think this one is the first priority for
everyone.
I have to admit thought that it's sometimes very frustrating not to have
a visual aid for entering notes, and i would personnaly like to have
it implemented it the next OS.

on 2/12/02 2:36 PM, sensualemporer at sensualemporer@hotmail.com wrote:

> I would 
> have thought that this "note ID" feature would have been more popular.

| 4406|2271|2002-02-14 13:28:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS vs TWE?|
--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:

> |~~ ON 02/14/02 AT 12:41pm tomfinegan@y... SPEWED FORTH :
> |Maybe the RS9000 will have that good stuff we would liek to see in 

it 

> 
> You were just exagerating for your point, right? There is no 

RS9000,

> right? (:

Oh snap, you got me :)
| 4407|4407|2002-02-14 14:27:57|volt0110|Save B4 slicing |
I remember someone posting a message about a slicing
job problem, well it's happened to me today. I sliced a
short drum loop, once i was satisfied with the result i pressed 
*create*. Then *executing* message stayed there forever, after 
400 seconds i had to turn off the RS and restart. I had just sliced 
a similar sample with no problems. So be carefull, always save 
b4 slicing.

-- Simon
| 4408|4407|2002-02-14 14:41:55|Most Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Save B4 slicing|
I have done big slices without any problems.

I have the full 64Mb but whether this is a clue or not remains to be seen. I
think the only real way to settle this is for someone else to use the same
sample and try the same procedure to see if they then also get the problem.
I certainly found that with the bare-bones 4Mb I was very limited and
processing was slow but even then I did not experience any freezes.

I also updated to the latest firmware revision. That was a real lesson! I
came on here seeklng help after the update because my R7K was frozen. It
turned out that after the "Factory Set" the SCSI defaults back to 6 and
guess what? My PC's Tape Drive uses that ID. So of course I would have
waited forever for the system to try and initilize. Pullled the plug reset
the ID to 3 and I could have kicked my own ass for being to stupid!

Gary
-----Original Message-----
From: volt0110 [mailto:bontrip@videotron.ca]
Sent: 14 February 2002 21:28
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Save B4 slicing

I remember someone posting a message about a slicing
job problem, well it's happened to me today. I sliced a
short drum loop, once i was satisfied with the result i pressed
*create*. Then *executing* message stayed there forever, after
400 seconds i had to turn off the RS and restart. I had just sliced
a similar sample with no problems. So be carefull, always save
b4 slicing.

-- Simon
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| 4409|4407|2002-02-14 14:48:59|simon leclerc|Re: Save B4 slicing|
on 2/14/02 4:44 PM, Most Reverend Don.Ki at rfw@capiweb.com wrote:

> I have done big slices without any problems.
> 
> I have the full 64Mb but whether this is a clue or not remains to be seen. I
> think the only real way to settle this is for someone else to use the same
> sample and try the same procedure to see if they then also get the problem.
> I certainly found that with the bare-bones 4Mb I was very limited and
> processing was slow but even then I did not experience any freezes.

Hi Mr King,

I have 64mb and the latest OS 1.14. I never had this problem B4,
but i'm pretty sure another user reported the same problem.

-- Simon
| 4410|4410|2002-02-14 15:23:33|retrobeats|Newbie (joined group today) and how I came to the RS7000|
Hey all, below is a post from the motifator.com group and how I came 
to the RS7000.

Please feel free to post feedback.

thanks...

____________________________________

(regarding The Motif Series Keyboards)

Here is the problem I have, let's see if I can make some sense of 
this, no?

I work in the television/film business and have been a music 
supervisor, music cordinator and soundtrack coordinator, recently, I 
moved from the biz to being the creative (( the whole goal of the 
last 7 years)) to composer.

In one years time I went from zero to a feature dvd film and a 
columbia tristar feature film trailers (domestic and international) 
as well as having produced 3 sample cd's for one of the biggies in 
the sample and software biz.

OK, now, I grew up having had to take piano lessons as well as sax 
and when I became a teen ager, i moved to guitar (rock/alternative) 
((Still there)), however, I have always played by ear.

Presently, when I track, i use everything from Protools (TDM), to 
Acid 3.0, gigasample, sonar, logic, - -I have them all, yet, what 
works the best for me creatively is realtime performace.

I get a cue, scence, and some temp music and off I go, if it's fast, 

http://www.rs7k.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
mailto:rfw@capiweb.com


I create fast, if it's sci fi, I do likewise, if's it's score 
(orchestral) out comes the Ilio symphony of voices and such....yet 
most of the time, I record as audio, even when using a piece such as 
the Korg Karma - -I record the piece in realtime (tracking) as audio.

Recently, this season, I may have a show with a major network as well 
as working on TV ad's (commercials) and one of the things I happen to 
really like (it works for me) is the ability to perform drum changes 
in realtime with say the Karma or Fantom ( I do not own the fantom 
yet).
There is just something about playing a pad, then putting pressure on 
the keys to change the overall feel, while quickly hitting other keys 
for drum fills, or mutes, that keeps my creativity flowing.

Now with the Motif, i could use I suppose Acid, or even a drum/sample 
(korg, yamaha 7000) and use the motif for it's sounds banks, which I 
really like.

What I dislike is that it seems somewhat tedious to create tracks 
quickly True story, this happened today ((The reason for this long 
post)) I was at a major music store here in Los Angeles (Hollywood 
area), where the really cool sales guy was big time into the Motfi, I 
could tell as he was fast at getting around the key pads to set up 
patterns, songs, et, etc......

However, when I pressed him on this, he was lost.

I said, find, create a rthym track, he did, with drums and keys, it 
was cool, then I said, ok, in measure 4/4 change the drums from the 
standard beat to a fill, (not real time drum hits but a fill 
pattern)) he couldn't do it. He got lost.

Believe it or not, this is the very reason that is keeping me from 
buying the Motif7 (not really into the 8's keys (hammer), as I am 
somewhat suprised that the Rhythm 
section has no way to change it quickly when insperation is flowwing 
and I'm also a little diserned that Yamaha did not include some of 
the R7000 features for kick a$$ beats, back beats and so on.

However, if he is wrong, or of someone can tell me an exmaple set up 
either midi or audio that I can create a :15 to :30 second cue, with 
the Motif drums, and then make changes to have fast fills, house 
techno beats (think any type of fast commerical or Warner Bros. Promo 
spot), or how to say mute the drums from section 3/4 (use acid fill) 
then back, OR how to find and replace fills, then I will try that.

It's really all about the Ryhthm section for me.

I would appreciate any and all feedback regarding this as I will be 
making a decision this Friday/Sat.

I have no doubt it's a great piece, but I want to make sure it's 
programs/performance can be changed quickly.

One last thing, while at a motif 6 today, when I went to turn on the 
apperg., it was set to midi, so there was silence (it was hooked up 
to a PT rig), yet, without a manual, I got to the setting where midi 
was selected (instead of tempo) yet I pressed every button and could 
not get it to go back to tempo.

These are just a few issues, although the latter minor I'm sure, 
there's just something about getting it home, turning it on and going 
than vs getting home and dragging out the manual for what should be a 
simple button push after locating the setting (wheel for example) to 
turn it off.

In closing, please let me stress again, it's about the rythym and 
beats, so please advise if there is something I'm doing wrong as I 
now I speak for a certain percentage of how users/composers work in 
this business.

thanks all for reading.

I am going to cross post this as a new thread just so I can make sure 
to get some Yamaha anwsers on this.

Also, you can bet you bottom dollar that at the Namm 2003 winter, 
you'll see a Motif with a R7000 interface/performance piece or SU200 
(?) as that is the general direction of this technology and with 
software such as Giga, and Bitheadz growing, this becomes more or 



less a non issue for strings (orchestra) and real piano sounds.

thanks again.
| 4411|4407|2002-02-14 16:21:51|simon leclerc|Re: Save B4 slicing|
I've being playing all day with the sliced Job
and everything went fine, this thing combined with
Play FX and Loop remix is just freekin amazing.

Cheers,

-- Simon

on 2/14/02 4:27 PM, volt0110 at bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

> I remember someone posting a message about a slicing
> job problem, well it's happened to me today. I sliced a
> short drum loop, once i was satisfied with the result i pressed
> *create*. Then *executing* message stayed there forever, after
> 400 seconds i had to turn off the RS and restart. I had just sliced
> a similar sample with no problems. So be carefull, always save
> b4 slicing.
> 
> -- Simon

| 4412|4339|2002-02-14 21:22:52|dayv5000|Re: More scene memory buttons - Idea!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:
> 
> > Whatddya think?
> > 
> > [dayv]
> 
> 
> I think it sucks ass :)
> 
> -Dave-

Ahhh.. your just jealous that you didn't think of it. ;) Last time I 
contribute any of my zany schemes 

[d]
aka Mr dejected
| 4413|4413|2002-02-14 21:53:14|jupiterhead|How to find OS?|
Anybody know how to find which OS is in the RS7K?........thanx
| 4414|4370|2002-02-14 23:26:08|wasted/su700fan|Re: Control of Pad Velocity|
Easy solution: get a velocity sensitive MIDI Controller keyboard. $200
or less. That way you don't have to worry about buggering out your 2
octave mini keyboard on the RS7000. And that leaves the mini keyboard
open for Section/Track/Mute switching. Like the manual says, the
built-in keyboard is not velocity or aftertouch sensitive. Unless
you're talking about the 2 drum pads to the right, which is different.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2002 3:32 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Control of Pad Velocity

--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:
> Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make it impossible to
> change the pad velocity without going into step rec mode on the rs.

Hey this is what i noticed too! I wanted to record a synth-line just 
bij pressing the keypads. I found them not loud enough, so i first 
turned the volume of that track up. That wasn't helping much, so i 
turned up the velociy knob. That didn't do al lot either. After 
fiddeling about, i came to the conclusion that you can increase the 
velo by changing that value in the step-rec screen! Is that REALY the 
only solution? And after setting this value, that setting is used on 
every 'voice' from that point on, until you change it again..

mailto:bontrip@videotron.ca
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Arv

| 4415|4415|2002-02-14 23:44:19|wasted/su700fan|Finding BPM of samples imported or sampled into RS7k? Possible cur|
I may be missing something obvious here or maybe the RS7k doesn't have
this feature. I come from an RM1x/SU700 combo background over the last
2 3/4 years and recently upgraded to the RS7000 to slim my studio down
(limited music making time) & get pitch mapping/drum kit sampling. With
the SU700, if you import or sample a sample beat onto the LOOP pads
(auto looping ones to the left), once you set the LOOP LENGTH parameter
on the SU700 it automatically calculates the BPM to the nearest tenth of
a BPM. I.E. 135.7 BPM for the loop. This is useful for beat mapping
the rest of your pattern to the drumloop you want to use.

Does the RS7k have a similar feature that would display the BPM of a
sample imported/sampled into it? I have an A3000 Sample CD that I'm in
the process of cataloging for future sampling use (i.e. getting BPM to
nearest tenth and listening to see if I remember what song the loop
might've come from in case I want to use it for a future composition).
While the Sample CD has the BPM to the nearest single digit (i.e. 125)
and is accurate for the most part, getting a little more accurate on the
BPM would help with beatmatching.

If the RS7k doesn't have a basic sample BPM determination/display
feature than this is a major oversight that hopefully Yamaha will
correct if they ever release another OS update. Which I'll believe when
I see. The SU700 and RM1x users had a list over a page long (see the
FAQ link listed in my .sig below) and Yamaha never released any OS
updates other than a couple minor bugfixes. What Yamahaha did do was
take our suggestions and throw it into producing a new piece of gear
(the RS7000) with the most important & feasible OS update wishes. That
way making more money off users by buying us into the upgrade cycle.
The big 3 (Yamaha, Roland, Korg) do that all the time.

At least Yamaha got smart this time and implemented Flash ROM for the
main OS like Access does with it's Virus line. So if the engineers and
management decide to be kind enough to grace us with new features we
don't have to ask for a new OS ROM chip like with past gear. Speaking
of Access and the Virus line: Access is one of the best (to me: the
best) musical instrument manufacturers out there. For those of you who
don't know, Access members read & participate in the
access-list@ampfea.org (formerly Teklab) mailing list and routinely take
our suggestions for new OS features and implement them into future OS
updates. Unlike the Big 3 instrument manufacturers don't seem to. The
Virus B line is already on OS 4.51 and the last major update (from
4.07->4.5) doubled the # of patches in memory. Not to mention the Virus
B/Kb/Indigo makes a great partner for the RS7k. Great
sequencer/sampler/Waveform TG tied with one of the best VA's (Virtual
Analogs) on the market today. Screaming leads, fat basses, swelling
pads, weird noises, you get the picture.

Moderator/FAQ maintainer: we might want to add this to the wishlist (if
not already there: I haven't had time yet to read the whole FAQ, just
sections).

Off my soapbox. Over 'n' out.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 4416|4373|2002-02-15 02:03:12|headtrik|Re: Why ? THIS IS WHY|
As previously stated, IT'S BEACUSE your filter value at the END of 
your loop doesn't have the same value as when your pattern starts. 
SO, IF you write just a hair too long of a sweep you will have your 
original value in there somewhere, BUT, it's also written the overlap 
on top of it. The RS7000 is just trying to process as fast as it can, 
and if you don't sweep the filter back to a close value by the end of 
the phrase, it will "jump" when it gets to the beginning OR play 
the "overlapping" CCs. Remember this machine (assuming your in 
pattern mode) is just laying a loop, so once it's back at the 
beginning it will try to "average" that data as best it can. GET your 
sweeps to fall back to the same, or very close value by the end of 
your loop.
| 4417|4413|2002-02-15 02:29:46|tomfinegan|Re: How to find OS?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jupiterhead" wrote:

> Anybody know how to find which OS is in the RS7K?........thanx

mailto:access-list@ampfea.org
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http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


Answer in RS7000-FAQ: www.rs7k.org and in the filesection for 
download.
| 4418|4369|2002-02-15 03:08:25|arveyman|Re: what does every body think of using rs-7000 for live p.a.|
Presets are ALWAYS shitty. however, i use the Hihats en percussion 
presets a lot, fiddle some parameters (groovegrid) or the Remix 
function. This gives excellent results! Saves you from programming 
all the hats yourself..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> 
> > just wanted to see what people with experince with this machine 
think
> > of it for a live techno p.a. , and how are the factory pattern's 
and
> > the sound's in it , I like an agressive under ground techno sound
> > does this machine have those sound's and if not could you tweak 
the
> > sound's to give them that feel, also I have read a lot of 
complaint's
> > about bug's in the machine is it as bad as some people are saying?
> > also does any body know of any good site's to get some good info 
on
> > this machine I've tried f&q site it is cool . well thank's for any
> > help.
> > 
> 
> Forget the presets - they're pretty awful.
> Otherwise it's a very capable sequencer and sampler, so it's as 
good as what
> you put in! Shit in = shit out.

| 4419|4415|2002-02-15 03:36:00|tomfinegan|Re: Finding BPM of samples imported or sampled into RS7k? Possible|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Does the RS7k have a similar feature that would display the BPM of a
> sample imported/sampled into it? 
> If the RS7k doesn't have a basic sample BPM determination/display
> feature than this is a major oversight that hopefully Yamaha will
> correct if they ever release another OS update. Which I'll believe 

when

> I see. 

The RS has something better it has the Slice+Seq Sampling function, 
which works just like ReCycle from Propellerheads. It slices a 
drumloop into single beats and assigns each beat in the right row to 
a MIDI-note and creates a MIDI-sequencer out of it, which is 
independend from bpm.

> That
> way making more money off users by buying us into the upgrade cycle.
> The big 3 (Yamaha, Roland, Korg) do that all the time.

Just like any other company in any technological field, something 
they changed things and actually make them worse (MC202/MC303 ;)

> At least Yamaha got smart this time and implemented Flash ROM for 

the

> main OS like Access does with it's Virus line. So if the engineers 

and

> management decide to be kind enough to grace us with new features we
> don't have to ask for a new OS ROM chip like with past gear. 

Very true.

> Speaking
> of Access and the Virus line: Access is one of the best (to me: the
> best) musical instrument manufacturers out there. 



In my opinion Clavia is the best, but that´s just me (and prob. 
Röbert... ;) )

> Unlike the Big 3 instrument manufacturers don't seem to.

IMHO Yamaha is learning this more and more, but still the problem in 
a big company is that you always have two sides, the technic/music 
group against the marketing group. Sometimes one side wins, sometimes 
the other, that´s why the FS1r is so poor, that´s why the RM1x/RS are 
wonderfull tools, that´s why the support for SU700/Ax000 is so 
poor...too expensive, but necessary to keep customers. 

> The
> Virus B line is already on OS 4.51 and the last major update (from
> 4.07->4.5) doubled the # of patches in memory.

(by deleting the Demosong/sounds)

> Not to mention the Virus
> B/Kb/Indigo makes a great partner for the RS7k. Great
> sequencer/sampler/Waveform TG tied with one of the best VA's 

(Virtual

> Analogs) on the market today. Screaming leads, fat basses, swelling
> pads, weird noises, you get the picture.

Sounds like you are talking also about the AN1x and a Clavia Synth :)

> Moderator/FAQ maintainer: we might want to add this to the wishlist 

Not needed, see above my answer why not.

Cheers, Tom
| 4420|4373|2002-02-15 03:38:12|tomfinegan|Re: Why ? THIS IS WHY|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> so once it's back at the 
> beginning it will try to "average" that data as best it can. GET 

your 

> sweeps to fall back to the same, or very close value by the end of 
> your loop.

Make sense to me.

:)
| 4421|4373|2002-02-15 04:06:34|simon leclerc|Re: Why ? THIS IS WHY|
Sorry, i did not know that this had been discussed before.
Thank you for your explanation, it makes sens now.

on 2/15/02 4:02 AM, headtrik at visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> As previously stated, IT'S BEACUSE your filter value at the END of
> your loop doesn't have the same value as when your pattern starts.
> SO, IF you write just a hair too long of a sweep you will have your
> original value in there somewhere, BUT, it's also written the overlap
> on top of it. The RS7000 is just trying to process as fast as it can,
> and if you don't sweep the filter back to a close value by the end of
> the phrase, it will "jump" when it gets to the beginning OR play
> the "overlapping" CCs. Remember this machine (assuming your in
> pattern mode) is just laying a loop, so once it's back at the
> beginning it will try to "average" that data as best it can. GET your
> sweeps to fall back to the same, or very close value by the end of
> your loop.

| 4422|4373|2002-02-15 04:21:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Why ? THIS IS WHY|
Sounds very plausible. Can everyone explain his/her problems with the 
filter jump this way?

- Robert

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com


On Friday 15 February 2002 10:02, headtrik wrote:
> As previously stated, IT'S BEACUSE your filter value at the END of
> your loop doesn't have the same value as when your pattern starts.
> SO, IF you write just a hair too long of a sweep you will have your
> original value in there somewhere, BUT, it's also written the
> overlap on top of it. The RS7000 is just trying to process as fast
> as it can, and if you don't sweep the filter back to a close value
> by the end of the phrase, it will "jump" when it gets to the
> beginning OR play the "overlapping" CCs. Remember this machine
> (assuming your in pattern mode) is just laying a loop, so once it's
> back at the beginning it will try to "average" that data as best it
> can. GET your sweeps to fall back to the same, or very close value
> by the end of your loop.

| 4423|4415|2002-02-15 04:23:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finding BPM of samples imported or sampled into RS7k? Possible|
On Friday 15 February 2002 11:35, tomfinegan wrote:

> > Speaking
> > of Access and the Virus line: Access is one of the best (to me:
> > the best) musical instrument manufacturers out there.
>
> In my opinion Clavia is the best, but that´s just me (and prob.
> Röbert... ;) )

Yes, Clavia NL3 hands down. Now all I have to do is actually *get* 
this beautiful machine. ;)

- Robert
| 4424|4415|2002-02-15 04:27:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finding BPM of samples imported or sampled into RS7k? Possible|
I also miss the feature of expressing the length of a given sample in 
BPM units. The A series of Yammie samples have it and I used it a 
lot. I believe it is already listen in the feature request list. 

- Robert
| 4425|4333|2002-02-15 06:02:57|sensualemporer|Re: What note am I playing???|
Robert,

Is it possible to add a "note ID" mode to the feature request. 
Admittedly, you should put it on the bottom of the list.

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> I think we would all like to have that, but there is many other
> feature requests and i don't think this one is the first priority 
for
> everyone.
> I have to admit thought that it's sometimes very frustrating not to 
have
> a visual aid for entering notes, and i would personnaly like to 
have
> it implemented it the next OS.
> 
> 
> on 2/12/02 2:36 PM, sensualemporer at sensualemporer@h... wrote:
> 
> > I would 
> > have thought that this "note ID" feature would have been more 
popular.

| 4426|4333|2002-02-15 06:38:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What note am I playing???|
On Friday 15 February 2002 14:02, sensualemporer wrote:

> Robert,
>
> Is it possible to add a "note ID" mode to the feature request.
> Admittedly, you should put it on the bottom of the list.

Done.
When the next faq version is released we'll try to 'officially' send 
Yamaha our feature request list, whatever that means. ;)

- Robert
| 4427|4427|2002-02-15 08:10:55|flesk_bruno|Output of selected track|
With AIEB can one have the selected track sent to one of the outs? or 
it has to be a predefined track?



For example, in a live gig you have a track mute but want to know how 
it's gonna sound with the mix so it would be interesting to listen to 
that track before unmutting it.

Anyway I'm not sure if AIEB will allow you to do this, or if you have 
to previously define which tracks go out to each output. In a live 
scenario this wouldn't work, you had to listen to the selected track.

Did I make any sense?

Bruno Carlos
| 4428|4427|2002-02-15 11:05:00|The Sixth Level|Maximum Sampler Memory?|
Hmm... I noticed that everyone is talking about their 64MB upgrades,
but... what's the max? Can I get two 64MB sticks and plop them
in? Two 128MB? The FAQ doesn't really say. Do we know? (If not, I'm
willing to experiment.) www.oempcworld.com doesn't have info for the
RS7000 model.

Does anyone have any information regarding how much memory allows how much
time in samples (at a given rate, say 44.1?) Again, coming from the
software side, I have collected a zillion CDs of loops and samples I'd
like to play with... some of them are fairly large, however.

Raymond.
| 4429|4427|2002-02-15 11:25:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Maximum Sampler Memory?|
On Friday 15 February 2002 19:04, The Sixth Level wrote:

> Hmm... I noticed that everyone is talking about their 64MB
> upgrades, but... what's the max? Can I get two 64MB sticks and
> plop them in? Two 128MB? The FAQ doesn't really say. Do we know? 
> (If not, I'm willing to experiment.) www.oempcworld.com doesn't
> have info for the RS7000 model.
>
> Does anyone have any information regarding how much memory allows
> how much time in samples (at a given rate, say 44.1?) Again,
> coming from the software side, I have collected a zillion CDs of
> loops and samples I'd like to play with... some of them are fairly
> large, however.

Max sample RAM is 64 MB. That's not very much, even for hardware 
sampler standards, but that's it. That's 380.4 stereo seconds at 
44kHz.

- Robert
| 4430|4427|2002-02-15 11:32:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Output of selected track|
On Friday 15 February 2002 16:10, flesk_bruno wrote:

> With AIEB can one have the selected track sent to one of the outs?
> or it has to be a predefined track?
>
> For example, in a live gig you have a track mute but want to know
> how it's gonna sound with the mix so it would be interesting to
> listen to that track before unmutting it.
>
> Anyway I'm not sure if AIEB will allow you to do this, or if you
> have to previously define which tracks go out to each output. In a
> live scenario this wouldn't work, you had to listen to the selected
> track.
>
> Did I make any sense?

Maybe. ;)

You cannot dynamically route the current track to one of the 
asignable outputs of the AIEB2. Each track's audio output can be 
redirected to one of these outputs in the mixer page. This is 
something you do when you create your song, but maybe it can be done 
while playing without causing clicks or whatever (don't have the 
AIEB2).

So in a live situation, you'd have to go into the mixer page, select 
the track (if needed), route it to one of the asignable outputs 
(which are connected to a monitor amp or whatever), unmute it, check 
it, mute it again, route it back to the main outputs, and unmute it 
finally.

One other technique would be to connect all the asignable outputs to 
a mixer with a solo bus and a solo button for each channel. 



- Robert
| 4431|4427|2002-02-15 11:36:08|ripe|Re: Output of selected track|
I tried it on my RS w/AIEB and it seems to work OK... you can change it
while the track is playing (surprise, surprise!) and there doesn't seem to
be any click when changing outputs.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2002 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Output of selected track

> On Friday 15 February 2002 16:10, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > With AIEB can one have the selected track sent to one of the outs?
> > or it has to be a predefined track?
> >
> > For example, in a live gig you have a track mute but want to know
> > how it's gonna sound with the mix so it would be interesting to
> > listen to that track before unmutting it.
> >
> > Anyway I'm not sure if AIEB will allow you to do this, or if you
> > have to previously define which tracks go out to each output. In a
> > live scenario this wouldn't work, you had to listen to the selected
> > track.
> >
> > Did I make any sense?
>
> Maybe. ;)
>
> You cannot dynamically route the current track to one of the
> asignable outputs of the AIEB2. Each track's audio output can be
> redirected to one of these outputs in the mixer page. This is
> something you do when you create your song, but maybe it can be done
> while playing without causing clicks or whatever (don't have the
> AIEB2).
>
> So in a live situation, you'd have to go into the mixer page, select
> the track (if needed), route it to one of the asignable outputs
> (which are connected to a monitor amp or whatever), unmute it, check
> it, mute it again, route it back to the main outputs, and unmute it
> finally.
>
> One other technique would be to connect all the asignable outputs to
> a mixer with a solo bus and a solo button for each channel.
>
> - Robert
>

| 4432|4427|2002-02-15 11:40:14|The Sixth Level|Re: Maximum Sampler Memory?|
|~~ ON 02/15/02 AT 7:25pm robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
|On Friday 15 February 2002 19:04, The Sixth Level wrote:
|> Hmm... I noticed that everyone is talking about their 64MB
|> upgrades, but... what's the max? Can I get two 64MB sticks and
|> plop them in? Two 128MB? The FAQ doesn't really say. Do we know? 
|> (If not, I'm willing to experiment.) www.oempcworld.com doesn't
|> have info for the RS7000 model.
|>
|> Does anyone have any information regarding how much memory allows
|> how much time in samples (at a given rate, say 44.1?) Again,
|> coming from the software side, I have collected a zillion CDs of
|> loops and samples I'd like to play with... some of them are fairly
|> large, however.
|
|Max sample RAM is 64 MB. That's not very much, even for hardware 
|sampler standards, but that's it. That's 380.4 stereo seconds at 
|44kHz.
|
|- Robert

Excellent, thanks. That'll save me a trip. Hmm... I could always make
the machine trigger, say, Fruity Loops loaded up with samples, via MIDI,
right? If I'm being ignorant, let me know. The only downside to that is
having to rely on an inferior OS to do its job during a show. If I were
recording, though... no problem.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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Raymond.
| 4433|4427|2002-02-15 11:45:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Maximum Sampler Memory?|
On Friday 15 February 2002 19:40, The Sixth Level wrote:

> |~~ ON 02/15/02 AT 7:25pm robnet@wxs.nl SPEWED FORTH :
> |
> |On Friday 15 February 2002 19:04, The Sixth Level wrote:
> |> Hmm... I noticed that everyone is talking about their 64MB
> |> upgrades, but... what's the max? Can I get two 64MB sticks and
> |> plop them in? Two 128MB? The FAQ doesn't really say. Do we
> |> know? (If not, I'm willing to experiment.) www.oempcworld.com
> |> doesn't have info for the RS7000 model.
> |>
> |> Does anyone have any information regarding how much memory
> |> allows how much time in samples (at a given rate, say 44.1?) 
> |> Again, coming from the software side, I have collected a zillion
> |> CDs of loops and samples I'd like to play with... some of them
> |> are fairly large, however.
> |
> |Max sample RAM is 64 MB. That's not very much, even for hardware
> |sampler standards, but that's it. That's 380.4 stereo seconds at
> |44kHz.
> |
> |- Robert
>
> Excellent, thanks. That'll save me a trip. Hmm... I could always
> make the machine trigger, say, Fruity Loops loaded up with samples,
> via MIDI, right? 

Sure, RS has a full-grown MIDI sequencer on board.

> If I'm being ignorant, let me know. The only
> downside to that is having to rely on an inferior OS to do its job
> during a show. 

That's a risk, indeed.

- Robert
| 4436|4427|2002-02-15 12:50:18|flesk_bruno|Re: Output of selected track|
Cool, so that means I can monitor any track on the same aux output 
while playing live.

But if the track is mute, will it still play in the aux output but 
not in the main mix?!?!??

--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:
> I tried it on my RS w/AIEB and it seems to work OK... you can 
change it
> while the track is playing (surprise, surprise!) and there doesn't 
seem to
> be any click when changing outputs.
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Robert van der Kamp" 
> To: 
> Sent: Friday, February 15, 2002 12:32 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Output of selected track
> 
> 
> > On Friday 15 February 2002 16:10, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > > With AIEB can one have the selected track sent to one of the 
outs?
> > > or it has to be a predefined track?
> > >
> > > For example, in a live gig you have a track mute but want to 
know
> > > how it's gonna sound with the mix so it would be interesting to
> > > listen to that track before unmutting it.
> > >
> > > Anyway I'm not sure if AIEB will allow you to do this, or if you
> > > have to previously define which tracks go out to each output. 
In a
> > > live scenario this wouldn't work, you had to listen to the 
selected
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> > > track.
> > >
> > > Did I make any sense?
> >
> > Maybe. ;)
> >
> > You cannot dynamically route the current track to one of the
> > asignable outputs of the AIEB2. Each track's audio output can be
> > redirected to one of these outputs in the mixer page. This is
> > something you do when you create your song, but maybe it can be 
done
> > while playing without causing clicks or whatever (don't have the
> > AIEB2).
> >
> > So in a live situation, you'd have to go into the mixer page, 
select
> > the track (if needed), route it to one of the asignable outputs
> > (which are connected to a monitor amp or whatever), unmute it, 
check
> > it, mute it again, route it back to the main outputs, and unmute 
it
> > finally.
> >
> > One other technique would be to connect all the asignable outputs 
to
> > a mixer with a solo bus and a solo button for each channel.
> >
> > - Robert
> >

| 4438|4438|2002-02-15 16:32:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finding BPM of samples imported or sampled into RS7k? Possible |
On Friday 15 February 2002 21:44, su700fan wrote:

> > So could you please offer your help again after I have released
> > the v1.0 version? That would be great.
>
> Not a problem. Your English (for being Dutch) is very good. 
> Better than alot of English-native speakers. Didn't mean to step
> on your feet. 

No problem! I's good to hear remarks about the style of the faq. It 
*is* important. ;)

> If (and when) you would like a second editor to
> proofread the final version of the FAQ I would be more than happy
> to assist you in such an endeavor. Like my signature file links
> to, I am one of the primary FAQ writers for the SU700 and enjoy
> helping fellow users of our Yamaha gear out with basic questions
> and answers. I'll keep an eye out for FAQ ver. 1.0 and then remind
> you privately about proofreading the FAQ.

Thanks, that would be great. :)

- Robert
| 4439|4370|2002-02-15 20:30:37|fathed49424|Re: Control of Pad Velocity|
Thats a bitch, why did they do that the rm1x had velocity knob right 
on the primary screen. Makes you wonder if they consult artists when 
they are designing the machines

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wro:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:
> > Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make it impossible to 
> > change the pad velocity without going into step rec mode on the 

rs.

> 
> Hey this is what i noticed too! I wanted to record a synth-line 

just 

> bij pressing the keypads. I found them not loud enough, so i first 
> turned the volume of that track up. That wasn't helping much, so i 
> turned up the velociy knob. That didn't do al lot either. After 



> fiddeling about, i came to the conclusion that you can increase the 
> velo by changing that value in the step-rec screen! Is that REALY 

the 

> only solution? And after setting this value, that setting is used 

on 

> every 'voice' from that point on, until you change it again..
> 
> 
> Arv

| 4441|4441|2002-02-15 21:11:08|buzzlo11|Considering Buying a RS7000 Soon-needs advice|
Can someone tell me in simple terms, how to do the following.

If I want to sample from my PC via my digital mixer (a sample from 
gigasampler, keyboard, acid, etc, etc.) and capture on the RS7000, is 
this easy to do?

Also, if for example, I get a guitar hit onto the RS7000, what can I 
do to it. i.e it's a .5 second guitar hit and I want it to hit, 
loop, break-out with just the drums repeat and so on.....basically, 
just sound cool as I perform in realtime.

I'm looking to do music that is very "EXTREME SPORTS" sounding for a 
website.

Also, is there somewhere you can buy or download more patterns than 
just the user ones (preset)? 

I am somewhat stupid when it comes to midi and will probably record 
direct into Logic or Sonor.

Thanks
| 4442|4442|2002-02-16 01:19:40|bookrs7k|Need Opinions on Sample Rates- Gurus chip in.|
what sample rate are you guys/gals sampling at?

vocals=
beats=
keys=
bass=
coffee shop background noise=
turntables cuts=
scratches=
CNN news footage=

I'd appreciate all of your opinions, stereo or mono why and when.

peace-
| 4443|4370|2002-02-16 04:25:00|arveyman|Re: Control of Pad Velocity|
Yeah, i know they are not velocity sensitive. And i do use a 
external, velocity sensitive keyboard. But my point is that if you 
change the velocity in the REC GRID menu (F3) say to 50, then EVERY 
track velocity (or phrase to be recorded) from that point on is SET 
to 50 (if you use the normal 2 octave keys) And then the velocity 
knob (Seq play efx) and the track volume knob (effect send / volume) 
do not help you you change that velocity value. So the only way (as 
far as i know) to change this velocity setting is to go into GRID REC 
mode again..
Am i making myself clear? hard to explain really.

And you are right, an external midi keyboard does play the normal 
velocity curve, and so do the velo-pads on the RS. But most of the 
time i do not use them..

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> Easy solution: get a velocity sensitive MIDI Controller keyboard. 
$200
> or less. That way you don't have to worry about buggering out your 
2
> octave mini keyboard on the RS7000. And that leaves the mini 
keyboard
> open for Section/Track/Mute switching. Like the manual says, the
> built-in keyboard is not velocity or aftertouch sensitive. Unless
> you're talking about the 2 drum pads to the right, which is 



different.
> 
> --wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@y...)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> Some of my tracks at:
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@h...] 
> Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2002 3:32 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Control of Pad Velocity
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:
> > Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make it impossible to
> > change the pad velocity without going into step rec mode on the 
rs.
> 
> Hey this is what i noticed too! I wanted to record a synth-line 
just 
> bij pressing the keypads. I found them not loud enough, so i first 
> turned the volume of that track up. That wasn't helping much, so i 
> turned up the velociy knob. That didn't do al lot either. After 
> fiddeling about, i came to the conclusion that you can increase the 
> velo by changing that value in the step-rec screen! Is that REALY 
the 
> only solution? And after setting this value, that setting is used 
on 
> every 'voice' from that point on, until you change it again..
> 
> 
> Arv

| 4445|4370|2002-02-16 07:44:33|tompaulsen2002|RS7k Interface and Yamaha´s design teams (was Re: Control of Pad V|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:

> Thats a bitch, why did they do that the rm1x had velocity knob 

right 

> on the primary screen. Makes you wonder if they consult artists 

when 

> they are designing the machines

Well let me put out a thread is currently going about the RS7000-
interface and "BadMister" (works for Yamaha)answer towards it:

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 9
(2/11/02 8:19:58 am)
Reply rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.

in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values. "use 
ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data from 
+8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!! 

please yamaha, make the number pad useable in the job mode.

what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and you 
have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you can 
enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number pad" 
mode like on a pc keyboard?

and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 
destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source phrase.

grrrr....

http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


so to sum up:

1) make number pad available in job modes

2) make a way to toggle number pad on/off in edit modes and job modes 

3) be able to enter number directly into parameters in the edit 
screen without having to turn the value knob first

4) display the name of the destination phrase in the Phrase Copy job 
(or at least if it's empty or not)

michel
www.sneak-thief.com 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/11/02 8:21:45 pm)
Reply Grrrr!!!
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

> try adjusting the pitch bend data from +8000 to -8000 (even while 

holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!!
<<<
Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the ball 
park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

>> what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and 

you have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you 
can enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number 
pad" mode like on a pc keyboard?<<<

The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" button 
under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter the 
value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo of 
300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

>>>> and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 

destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source 
phrase.<<<

when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 
phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. I 
recently posted an answer to this but "COPY TRACK" will copy the 
PHRASE from the source to the LOWEST NUMBERED EMPTY PHRASE, 
automatically. There is a great Power User on the www.yamaha.com/dmi 
site on the RS7000 specifically covering the COPY jobs. it'll change 
your attitude about this, really.

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 10
(2/11/02 11:06:16 pm)
Reply Re: rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>> Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the 

ball park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

i'm sorry, but this doesn't work in the situation that i mentioned. 
the dedicated pitch bend knob does nothing in the job menus, eg. 
Create Continous Data. HOWEVER, the shift-value (f3, not f4 in this 
case) does work. thanks!

>>> The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" 

button under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter 
the value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo 
of 300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.



that's exactly what i was complaining about - do you realize how much 
more time this takes when editing a series of events? you shouldn't 
have to hit the F button at all to be able to enter data. besides, 
this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply enter 
the number while holding the number-pad button with the note key. 

>>> when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 

phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. 

this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you want to 
copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to overwrite 
one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names of both 
source and destination phrases.

i still miss the arrows on the RM1x. even after having the RS7000 for 
five months, the RM1x's user interface is still more efficient and 
coherent. there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.

To sum up once again:

1) reduce the amount of buttons required to enter data in the edit 
page when using the number keypad (look at RM1x to see what I mean)

2) in Phrase Copy job, list name of destination phrase

3) maintain better consistency in function key assignment, eg. always 
put "Do" on F4.

Edited by: sneakthief at: 2/12/02 10:21:28 am

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/13/02 6:18:04 am)
Reply progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>>> this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply 

enter the number while holding the number-pad button with the note 
key. <<<<

I dont really see the RS7000 as a step backward, quite the opposite. 
When a product is designed you cannot always count on a particular 
feature coming forward from one of your old favorites. Often the 
design team is entirely different...that is a reality. The SHIFT+ 
(value) F key will activate the number pad that is how it works now. 
In the RM1x many people complained about having to *hold down* the 
NUM button while typing in numbers....you see, everyone has a 
favorite method of working. As soon as you finish a great piece of 
music it all doesnt really matter that much. Sounds like you are just 
adjusting to a new method of working.

>>> this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you 

want to copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to 
overwrite one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names 
of both source and destination phrases.<<<

The way most Yamaha stuff works (throughout the years) is if you 
select track 5 and are looking at a Phrase on track 5, when you go to 
edit it assumes you are going to do something with the Phrase on 
track 5 - so it enters those values automatically in the dialog box. 
If your phrase is unassigned and you are copying it, temporarily 
place it in the PATCH and execute your COPY TRACK. As you pointed out 
you can use COPY PHRASE to overwrite another phrase. 

I think you have a good idea. There are 256 Phrases. in a perfect 
world it should track and show you all that info every time you 



wanted to copy. In reality though, if you look at the PATCH screen 
each of your phrases that is used has an icon after the name and 
number. To not only indicate that it contains data but the length of 
the Phrase relative to the length of the Section. i.e., shorter than, 
equal to or longer than. 

>>>>there's simply not enough consistency in the functions assigned 

to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should always be in 
the same spot, ie. the F4 key.<<<

Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, really. 
The "DO" command is consistent for each type of function. It is over 
F4 on *all* the Pattern Jobs, *all* the Pattern Chain Jobs, *all* the 
Song Jobs, and *all* the Sample Edit Jobs. 

Only when you are INSERTING an event while editing is the "DO" 
command is over the F3 button. And it is there for all the INSERT 
functions.

dizkokid
Registered User
Posts: 20
(2/13/02 11:26:57 am)
Reply Re: progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
sneakthief> there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.
badmister> Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, 
really.

badmister, you've misread the statement. sneakthief was using 
the "do/f4" as an example. it is obvious to all who use the rs-7000 
that this function is mostly consistant. the rs-7000 as a whole needs 
to be consistant in it's menu functions. i have noted this in 
the "update wish list" post/thread which you should read through.

badmister> As soon as you finish a great piece of music it all 
doesn't really matter that much.

so i guess whatever comments or inquiries we make, it doesn't matter? 
the rs-7000 doesn't matter? hmmm ... nice one guy.

Edited by: dizkokid at: 2/13/02 11:28:07 am

olafmol
Unregistered User
(2/14/02 7:25:35 am)
Reply design team
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
badmister wrote: "Often the design team is entirely different...that 
is a reality."

i know that this is how yamaha works...and this has to be the most 
stupid way of working.....it's a perfect example how to loose as much 
experience and knowledge inside your company as possible.......

i am wondering where all the bug and new functions requests are 
going..prolly in the round archive called waste-bin 

this way of working also makes it almost impossible to do bugfixes 
and OS updates in a economic way....prolly the RS7000 designteam is 
already dismantled and working on new products and the next 
designteam is now working on the RS8000.....

i know, worst case scenario, but i heard this story before from 
yamaha insiders, and it seems the same thing is happening all over 
again, unfortunately..

Olaf
| 4446|4370|2002-02-16 07:44:41|tompaulsen2002|RS7k Interface and Yamaha´s design teams (was Re: Control of Pad V|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:

> Thats a bitch, why did they do that the rm1x had velocity knob 

right 



> on the primary screen. Makes you wonder if they consult artists 

when 

> they are designing the machines

Well let me put out a thread is currently going about the RS7000-
interface and "BadMister" (works for Yamaha)answer towards it:

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 9
(2/11/02 8:19:58 am)
Reply rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.

in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values. "use 
ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data from 
+8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!! 

please yamaha, make the number pad useable in the job mode.

what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and you 
have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you can 
enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number pad" 
mode like on a pc keyboard?

and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 
destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source phrase.

grrrr....

so to sum up:

1) make number pad available in job modes

2) make a way to toggle number pad on/off in edit modes and job modes 

3) be able to enter number directly into parameters in the edit 
screen without having to turn the value knob first

4) display the name of the destination phrase in the Phrase Copy job 
(or at least if it's empty or not)

michel
www.sneak-thief.com 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/11/02 8:21:45 pm)
Reply Grrrr!!!
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

> try adjusting the pitch bend data from +8000 to -8000 (even while 

holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!!
<<<
Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the ball 
park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

>> what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and 

you have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you 
can enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number 
pad" mode like on a pc keyboard?<<<

The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" button 
under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter the 
value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo of 



300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

>>>> and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 

destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source 
phrase.<<<

when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 
phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. I 
recently posted an answer to this but "COPY TRACK" will copy the 
PHRASE from the source to the LOWEST NUMBERED EMPTY PHRASE, 
automatically. There is a great Power User on the www.yamaha.com/dmi 
site on the RS7000 specifically covering the COPY jobs. it'll change 
your attitude about this, really.

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 10
(2/11/02 11:06:16 pm)
Reply Re: rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>> Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the 

ball park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

i'm sorry, but this doesn't work in the situation that i mentioned. 
the dedicated pitch bend knob does nothing in the job menus, eg. 
Create Continous Data. HOWEVER, the shift-value (f3, not f4 in this 
case) does work. thanks!

>>> The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" 

button under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter 
the value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo 
of 300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

that's exactly what i was complaining about - do you realize how much 
more time this takes when editing a series of events? you shouldn't 
have to hit the F button at all to be able to enter data. besides, 
this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply enter 
the number while holding the number-pad button with the note key. 

>>> when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 

phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. 

this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you want to 
copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to overwrite 
one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names of both 
source and destination phrases.

i still miss the arrows on the RM1x. even after having the RS7000 for 
five months, the RM1x's user interface is still more efficient and 
coherent. there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.

To sum up once again:

1) reduce the amount of buttons required to enter data in the edit 
page when using the number keypad (look at RM1x to see what I mean)

2) in Phrase Copy job, list name of destination phrase

3) maintain better consistency in function key assignment, eg. always 
put "Do" on F4.



Edited by: sneakthief at: 2/12/02 10:21:28 am

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/13/02 6:18:04 am)
Reply progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>>> this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply 

enter the number while holding the number-pad button with the note 
key. <<<<

I dont really see the RS7000 as a step backward, quite the opposite. 
When a product is designed you cannot always count on a particular 
feature coming forward from one of your old favorites. Often the 
design team is entirely different...that is a reality. The SHIFT+ 
(value) F key will activate the number pad that is how it works now. 
In the RM1x many people complained about having to *hold down* the 
NUM button while typing in numbers....you see, everyone has a 
favorite method of working. As soon as you finish a great piece of 
music it all doesnt really matter that much. Sounds like you are just 
adjusting to a new method of working.

>>> this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you 

want to copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to 
overwrite one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names 
of both source and destination phrases.<<<

The way most Yamaha stuff works (throughout the years) is if you 
select track 5 and are looking at a Phrase on track 5, when you go to 
edit it assumes you are going to do something with the Phrase on 
track 5 - so it enters those values automatically in the dialog box. 
If your phrase is unassigned and you are copying it, temporarily 
place it in the PATCH and execute your COPY TRACK. As you pointed out 
you can use COPY PHRASE to overwrite another phrase. 

I think you have a good idea. There are 256 Phrases. in a perfect 
world it should track and show you all that info every time you 
wanted to copy. In reality though, if you look at the PATCH screen 
each of your phrases that is used has an icon after the name and 
number. To not only indicate that it contains data but the length of 
the Phrase relative to the length of the Section. i.e., shorter than, 
equal to or longer than. 

>>>>there's simply not enough consistency in the functions assigned 

to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should always be in 
the same spot, ie. the F4 key.<<<

Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, really. 
The "DO" command is consistent for each type of function. It is over 
F4 on *all* the Pattern Jobs, *all* the Pattern Chain Jobs, *all* the 
Song Jobs, and *all* the Sample Edit Jobs. 

Only when you are INSERTING an event while editing is the "DO" 
command is over the F3 button. And it is there for all the INSERT 
functions.

dizkokid
Registered User
Posts: 20
(2/13/02 11:26:57 am)
Reply Re: progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
sneakthief> there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.
badmister> Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, 
really.

badmister, you've misread the statement. sneakthief was using 
the "do/f4" as an example. it is obvious to all who use the rs-7000 
that this function is mostly consistant. the rs-7000 as a whole needs 
to be consistant in it's menu functions. i have noted this in 
the "update wish list" post/thread which you should read through.



badmister> As soon as you finish a great piece of music it all 
doesn't really matter that much.

so i guess whatever comments or inquiries we make, it doesn't matter? 
the rs-7000 doesn't matter? hmmm ... nice one guy.

Edited by: dizkokid at: 2/13/02 11:28:07 am

olafmol
Unregistered User
(2/14/02 7:25:35 am)
Reply design team
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
badmister wrote: "Often the design team is entirely different...that 
is a reality."

i know that this is how yamaha works...and this has to be the most 
stupid way of working.....it's a perfect example how to loose as much 
experience and knowledge inside your company as possible.......

i am wondering where all the bug and new functions requests are 
going..prolly in the round archive called waste-bin 

this way of working also makes it almost impossible to do bugfixes 
and OS updates in a economic way....prolly the RS7000 designteam is 
already dismantled and working on new products and the next 
designteam is now working on the RS8000.....

i know, worst case scenario, but i heard this story before from 
yamaha insiders, and it seems the same thing is happening all over 
again, unfortunately..

Olaf
| 4447|4370|2002-02-16 07:44:47|tompaulsen2002|RS7k Interface and Yamaha´s design teams (was Re: Control of Pad V|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:

> Thats a bitch, why did they do that the rm1x had velocity knob 

right 

> on the primary screen. Makes you wonder if they consult artists 

when 

> they are designing the machines

Well let me put out a thread is currently going about the RS7000-
interface and "BadMister" (works for Yamaha)answer towards it:

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 9
(2/11/02 8:19:58 am)
Reply rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.

in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values. "use 
ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data from 
+8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!! 

please yamaha, make the number pad useable in the job mode.

what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and you 
have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you can 
enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number pad" 
mode like on a pc keyboard?

and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 
destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source phrase.

grrrr....



so to sum up:

1) make number pad available in job modes

2) make a way to toggle number pad on/off in edit modes and job modes 

3) be able to enter number directly into parameters in the edit 
screen without having to turn the value knob first

4) display the name of the destination phrase in the Phrase Copy job 
(or at least if it's empty or not)

michel
www.sneak-thief.com 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/11/02 8:21:45 pm)
Reply Grrrr!!!
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

> try adjusting the pitch bend data from +8000 to -8000 (even while 

holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!!
<<<
Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the ball 
park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

>> what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and 

you have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you 
can enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number 
pad" mode like on a pc keyboard?<<<

The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" button 
under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter the 
value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo of 
300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

>>>> and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 

destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source 
phrase.<<<

when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 
phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. I 
recently posted an answer to this but "COPY TRACK" will copy the 
PHRASE from the source to the LOWEST NUMBERED EMPTY PHRASE, 
automatically. There is a great Power User on the www.yamaha.com/dmi 
site on the RS7000 specifically covering the COPY jobs. it'll change 
your attitude about this, really.

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 10
(2/11/02 11:06:16 pm)
Reply Re: rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>> Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the 

ball park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

i'm sorry, but this doesn't work in the situation that i mentioned. 
the dedicated pitch bend knob does nothing in the job menus, eg. 
Create Continous Data. HOWEVER, the shift-value (f3, not f4 in this 
case) does work. thanks!

>>> The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" 



button under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter 
the value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo 
of 300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

that's exactly what i was complaining about - do you realize how much 
more time this takes when editing a series of events? you shouldn't 
have to hit the F button at all to be able to enter data. besides, 
this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply enter 
the number while holding the number-pad button with the note key. 

>>> when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 

phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. 

this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you want to 
copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to overwrite 
one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names of both 
source and destination phrases.

i still miss the arrows on the RM1x. even after having the RS7000 for 
five months, the RM1x's user interface is still more efficient and 
coherent. there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.

To sum up once again:

1) reduce the amount of buttons required to enter data in the edit 
page when using the number keypad (look at RM1x to see what I mean)

2) in Phrase Copy job, list name of destination phrase

3) maintain better consistency in function key assignment, eg. always 
put "Do" on F4.

Edited by: sneakthief at: 2/12/02 10:21:28 am

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/13/02 6:18:04 am)
Reply progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>>> this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply 

enter the number while holding the number-pad button with the note 
key. <<<<

I dont really see the RS7000 as a step backward, quite the opposite. 
When a product is designed you cannot always count on a particular 
feature coming forward from one of your old favorites. Often the 
design team is entirely different...that is a reality. The SHIFT+ 
(value) F key will activate the number pad that is how it works now. 
In the RM1x many people complained about having to *hold down* the 
NUM button while typing in numbers....you see, everyone has a 
favorite method of working. As soon as you finish a great piece of 
music it all doesnt really matter that much. Sounds like you are just 
adjusting to a new method of working.

>>> this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you 

want to copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to 
overwrite one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names 
of both source and destination phrases.<<<

The way most Yamaha stuff works (throughout the years) is if you 
select track 5 and are looking at a Phrase on track 5, when you go to 
edit it assumes you are going to do something with the Phrase on 
track 5 - so it enters those values automatically in the dialog box. 
If your phrase is unassigned and you are copying it, temporarily 
place it in the PATCH and execute your COPY TRACK. As you pointed out 
you can use COPY PHRASE to overwrite another phrase. 



I think you have a good idea. There are 256 Phrases. in a perfect 
world it should track and show you all that info every time you 
wanted to copy. In reality though, if you look at the PATCH screen 
each of your phrases that is used has an icon after the name and 
number. To not only indicate that it contains data but the length of 
the Phrase relative to the length of the Section. i.e., shorter than, 
equal to or longer than. 

>>>>there's simply not enough consistency in the functions assigned 

to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should always be in 
the same spot, ie. the F4 key.<<<

Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, really. 
The "DO" command is consistent for each type of function. It is over 
F4 on *all* the Pattern Jobs, *all* the Pattern Chain Jobs, *all* the 
Song Jobs, and *all* the Sample Edit Jobs. 

Only when you are INSERTING an event while editing is the "DO" 
command is over the F3 button. And it is there for all the INSERT 
functions.

dizkokid
Registered User
Posts: 20
(2/13/02 11:26:57 am)
Reply Re: progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
sneakthief> there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.
badmister> Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, 
really.

badmister, you've misread the statement. sneakthief was using 
the "do/f4" as an example. it is obvious to all who use the rs-7000 
that this function is mostly consistant. the rs-7000 as a whole needs 
to be consistant in it's menu functions. i have noted this in 
the "update wish list" post/thread which you should read through.

badmister> As soon as you finish a great piece of music it all 
doesn't really matter that much.

so i guess whatever comments or inquiries we make, it doesn't matter? 
the rs-7000 doesn't matter? hmmm ... nice one guy.

Edited by: dizkokid at: 2/13/02 11:28:07 am

olafmol
Unregistered User
(2/14/02 7:25:35 am)
Reply design team
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
badmister wrote: "Often the design team is entirely different...that 
is a reality."

i know that this is how yamaha works...and this has to be the most 
stupid way of working.....it's a perfect example how to loose as much 
experience and knowledge inside your company as possible.......

i am wondering where all the bug and new functions requests are 
going..prolly in the round archive called waste-bin 

this way of working also makes it almost impossible to do bugfixes 
and OS updates in a economic way....prolly the RS7000 designteam is 
already dismantled and working on new products and the next 
designteam is now working on the RS8000.....

i know, worst case scenario, but i heard this story before from 
yamaha insiders, and it seems the same thing is happening all over 
again, unfortunately..

Olaf
| 4448|4370|2002-02-16 07:45:01|tompaulsen2002|RS7k Interface and Yamaha´s design teams (was Re: Control of Pad V|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fathed49424" wrote:



> Thats a bitch, why did they do that the rm1x had velocity knob 

right 

> on the primary screen. Makes you wonder if they consult artists 

when 

> they are designing the machines

Well let me put out a thread is currently going about the RS7000-
interface and "BadMister" (works for Yamaha)answer towards it:

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 9
(2/11/02 8:19:58 am)
Reply rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
okay, i've got 2 serious comlplaints that are killing me.

in the job menus, you can't use the number pad to enter values. "use 
ths shift" you say? well, try adjusting the pitch bend data from 
+8000 to -8000 (even while holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!! 

please yamaha, make the number pad useable in the job mode.

what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and you 
have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you can 
enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number pad" 
mode like on a pc keyboard?

and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 
destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source phrase.

grrrr....

so to sum up:

1) make number pad available in job modes

2) make a way to toggle number pad on/off in edit modes and job modes 

3) be able to enter number directly into parameters in the edit 
screen without having to turn the value knob first

4) display the name of the destination phrase in the Phrase Copy job 
(or at least if it's empty or not)

michel
www.sneak-thief.com 

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/11/02 8:21:45 pm)
Reply Grrrr!!!
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

> try adjusting the pitch bend data from +8000 to -8000 (even while 

holding shift). it takes 5 minutes!!!!
<<<
Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the ball 
park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

>> what's just as irritating is when you're in the edit screen and 

you have to turn the value knob when you're on a parameter before you 
can enter in a number with the keypad. why can't there be a "number 
pad" mode like on a pc keyboard?<<<



The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" button 
under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter the 
value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo of 
300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

>>>> and when you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the 

destination phrase is empty or not - or better yet, include a name 
for the destination phrase the same way it does for the source 
phrase.<<<

when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 
phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. I 
recently posted an answer to this but "COPY TRACK" will copy the 
PHRASE from the source to the LOWEST NUMBERED EMPTY PHRASE, 
automatically. There is a great Power User on the www.yamaha.com/dmi 
site on the RS7000 specifically covering the COPY jobs. it'll change 
your attitude about this, really.

sneakthief
Registered User
Posts: 10
(2/11/02 11:06:16 pm)
Reply Re: rs7000 interface issues
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>> Not if you use the dedicated Pitch Bend Knob to get you in the 

ball park and then Knob 4 to fine tune it. It takes about 5 seconds.

i'm sorry, but this doesn't work in the situation that i mentioned. 
the dedicated pitch bend knob does nothing in the job menus, eg. 
Create Continous Data. HOWEVER, the shift-value (f3, not f4 in this 
case) does work. thanks!

>>> The proper way is to hold the SHIFT button and touch the "F" 

button under the screen. The value will FLASH meaning you can enter 
the value with the keypad. For example, you want to type in a tempo 
of 300.0 Hold down SHIFT+ F4. The value flashes, type 3-0-0-Enter.

that's exactly what i was complaining about - do you realize how much 
more time this takes when editing a series of events? you shouldn't 
have to hit the F button at all to be able to enter data. besides, 
this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply enter 
the number while holding the number-pad button with the note key. 

>>> when you are COPYING you should use the COPY TRACK Job to copy 

phrases, particularly if you are unsure of the target location. 

this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you want to 
copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to overwrite 
one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names of both 
source and destination phrases.

i still miss the arrows on the RM1x. even after having the RS7000 for 
five months, the RM1x's user interface is still more efficient and 
coherent. there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.

To sum up once again:

1) reduce the amount of buttons required to enter data in the edit 
page when using the number keypad (look at RM1x to see what I mean)

2) in Phrase Copy job, list name of destination phrase

3) maintain better consistency in function key assignment, eg. always 
put "Do" on F4.



Edited by: sneakthief at: 2/12/02 10:21:28 am

Bad Mister
Unregistered User
(2/13/02 6:18:04 am)
Reply progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

>>>> this is a step backward from the RM1x where you could simply 

enter the number while holding the number-pad button with the note 
key. <<<<

I dont really see the RS7000 as a step backward, quite the opposite. 
When a product is designed you cannot always count on a particular 
feature coming forward from one of your old favorites. Often the 
design team is entirely different...that is a reality. The SHIFT+ 
(value) F key will activate the number pad that is how it works now. 
In the RM1x many people complained about having to *hold down* the 
NUM button while typing in numbers....you see, everyone has a 
favorite method of working. As soon as you finish a great piece of 
music it all doesnt really matter that much. Sounds like you are just 
adjusting to a new method of working.

>>> this job is not helpful in situations where A) the phrase you 

want to copy isn't currently located on any track, B) you want to 
overwrite one phrase with another, and C) you want to see the names 
of both source and destination phrases.<<<

The way most Yamaha stuff works (throughout the years) is if you 
select track 5 and are looking at a Phrase on track 5, when you go to 
edit it assumes you are going to do something with the Phrase on 
track 5 - so it enters those values automatically in the dialog box. 
If your phrase is unassigned and you are copying it, temporarily 
place it in the PATCH and execute your COPY TRACK. As you pointed out 
you can use COPY PHRASE to overwrite another phrase. 

I think you have a good idea. There are 256 Phrases. in a perfect 
world it should track and show you all that info every time you 
wanted to copy. In reality though, if you look at the PATCH screen 
each of your phrases that is used has an icon after the name and 
number. To not only indicate that it contains data but the length of 
the Phrase relative to the length of the Section. i.e., shorter than, 
equal to or longer than. 

>>>>there's simply not enough consistency in the functions assigned 

to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should always be in 
the same spot, ie. the F4 key.<<<

Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, really. 
The "DO" command is consistent for each type of function. It is over 
F4 on *all* the Pattern Jobs, *all* the Pattern Chain Jobs, *all* the 
Song Jobs, and *all* the Sample Edit Jobs. 

Only when you are INSERTING an event while editing is the "DO" 
command is over the F3 button. And it is there for all the INSERT 
functions.

dizkokid
Registered User
Posts: 20
(2/13/02 11:26:57 am)
Reply Re: progress and consistency
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
sneakthief> there's simply not enough consistency in the functions 
assigned to function buttons for example, the "Do" command should 
always be in the same spot, ie. the F4 key.
badmister> Hmmm. I think you are wrong here, it is pretty consistent, 
really.

badmister, you've misread the statement. sneakthief was using 
the "do/f4" as an example. it is obvious to all who use the rs-7000 



that this function is mostly consistant. the rs-7000 as a whole needs 
to be consistant in it's menu functions. i have noted this in 
the "update wish list" post/thread which you should read through.

badmister> As soon as you finish a great piece of music it all 
doesn't really matter that much.

so i guess whatever comments or inquiries we make, it doesn't matter? 
the rs-7000 doesn't matter? hmmm ... nice one guy.

Edited by: dizkokid at: 2/13/02 11:28:07 am

olafmol
Unregistered User
(2/14/02 7:25:35 am)
Reply design team
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
badmister wrote: "Often the design team is entirely different...that 
is a reality."

i know that this is how yamaha works...and this has to be the most 
stupid way of working.....it's a perfect example how to loose as much 
experience and knowledge inside your company as possible.......

i am wondering where all the bug and new functions requests are 
going..prolly in the round archive called waste-bin 

this way of working also makes it almost impossible to do bugfixes 
and OS updates in a economic way....prolly the RS7000 designteam is 
already dismantled and working on new products and the next 
designteam is now working on the RS8000.....

i know, worst case scenario, but i heard this story before from 
yamaha insiders, and it seems the same thing is happening all over 
again, unfortunately..

Olaf
| 4449|4370|2002-02-16 07:49:45|tompaulsen2002|p.s.|
sorry for the quattro postings. Yahoo groups are acting crazy slow on 
me today. Could be my bad ISP connection.
| 4450|4370|2002-02-16 09:12:08|arveyman|Re: p.s.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> sorry for the quattro postings. Yahoo groups are acting crazy slow 

on 

> me today. Could be my bad ISP connection.

No worries Paul.

Hey, thats a cool thread. I usually check that forum, but missed that 
one. Is BadMister realy a yamaha member? I remember him saying he 
wasn't.. He never says anything about development you know! He could 
just be someone with a lot of RS7000 knowledge?

Arv
| 4451|4451|2002-02-16 09:38:19|pollux_s|please|
HI!
tell me please about yamaha rs-7000. may simfonic be writen on this technics?
dasha from Moscow.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4452|4370|2002-02-16 09:47:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: Control of Pad Velocity|
Yeah, that's been a pain in the ass since the RM1x. I guess that's just
how GRID mode is meant/designed to be. Like another poster mentioned,
the RM1x had the quick change method (F3 knob I believe) which
unfortunately the RS7k doesn't have so it takes a little more work
unfortunately. I imagine Yamaha would have to do a bit of screen
remapping if they wanted to put that function back like it was in the
RM1x. Maybe the TRACK VOLUME knob in the effect setting can be remapped
to current track velocity as an OPTION in a future OS Release? Might be
nice for GRID users.

I get what you mean now. I didn't at first. Thanks for the detailed
explanation. Comparing the two displays (RM1x & RS7000), Yamaha did a
major change in settings positions (i.e. moving MEASURE from upper right
corner in RM1x to F3 knob in RS7k) in order to get extra data to fit on



the same physical size screen). Design choices for user interface I
guess.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2002 6:19 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Control of Pad Velocity

Yeah, i know they are not velocity sensitive. And i do use a 
external, velocity sensitive keyboard. But my point is that if you 
change the velocity in the REC GRID menu (F3) say to 50, then EVERY 
track velocity (or phrase to be recorded) from that point on is SET 
to 50 (if you use the normal 2 octave keys) And then the velocity 
knob (Seq play efx) and the track volume knob (effect send / volume) 
do not help you you change that velocity value. So the only way (as 
far as i know) to change this velocity setting is to go into GRID REC 
mode again..
Am i making myself clear? hard to explain really.

And you are right, an external midi keyboard does play the normal 
velocity curve, and so do the velo-pads on the RS. But most of the 
time i do not use them..

Arv
| 4453|4333|2002-02-16 09:56:05|wasted/su700fan|Re: What note am I playing???|
For what it's worth, don't bother officially sending the wishlist to the
Yamaha help/FAQ(?) site (don't remember the exact web address) where you
can put in your complaints/suggestions and there is a text box for
further detail. Several of us SU700 users tried that and Yamaha never
gave us a response. Also, that text box didn't allow us to put all of
the large # of wishlist items that we had.

Best bet: if anybody here (Robert or other list moderators/FAQ creators)
has a personal/business connection to somebody inside Yamaha to give the
wishlist info to them via an email to their direct email address or, if
you can meet them in person, hand deliver it to them. We'll be more
likely to get our concerns heard at the very least. Just a suggestion.
One of the SU700 Support Group at Yahoo Clubs moderators ak/booshtukka
met in person with one of the bigwigs at Yamaha UK and was able to hand
deliver the wishlist to him directly. He passed it on to Yamaha Japan
who said they would consider it. Of course nothing ever came of it but
at least it improves our chances tenfold over just a standard
non-personal form letter or web entry.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2002 8:38 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

On Friday 15 February 2002 14:02, sensualemporer wrote:
> Robert,
>
> Is it possible to add a "note ID" mode to the feature request. 
> Admittedly, you should put it on the bottom of the list.

Done.
When the next faq version is released we'll try to 'officially' send 
Yamaha our feature request list, whatever that means. ;)

- Robert

| 4454|4333|2002-02-16 10:15:07|arveyman|Re: What note am I playing???|
That would certainly help i guess. Another thing would help if it is 
made clear to the designers that a load of users (all members of this 
forum) are behind the WishList.
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Damn, this gives me to think about how FAR you can go to TRY and get 
our wishes com to life! A RS7000 users demonstration? :-))

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> For what it's worth, don't bother officially sending the wishlist 
to the
> Yamaha help/FAQ(?) site (don't remember the exact web address) 
where you
> can put in your complaints/suggestions and there is a text box for
> further detail. Several of us SU700 users tried that and Yamaha 
never
> gave us a response. Also, that text box didn't allow us to put all 
of
> the large # of wishlist items that we had.
> 
> Best bet: if anybody here (Robert or other list moderators/FAQ 
creators)
> has a personal/business connection to somebody inside Yamaha to 
give the
> wishlist info to them via an email to their direct email address 
or, if
> you can meet them in person, hand deliver it to them. We'll be more
> likely to get our concerns heard at the very least. Just a 
suggestion.
> One of the SU700 Support Group at Yahoo Clubs moderators 
ak/booshtukka
> met in person with one of the bigwigs at Yamaha UK and was able to 
hand
> deliver the wishlist to him directly. He passed it on to Yamaha 
Japan
> who said they would consider it. Of course nothing ever came of it 
but
> at least it improves our chances tenfold over just a standard
> non-personal form letter or web entry.
> 
>

| 4455|4370|2002-02-16 10:22:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: p.s.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

>He never says anything about development you know! He could 

Hm, i remember something that he says that he does work for Yamaha 
US, but never said where and how. 

> just be someone with a lot of RS7000 knowledge?

He knows too much IMHO to have "only" a lot of RS7k knowledge. And he 
always seems to speak FOR Yamaha. 

Tom
| 4456|4333|2002-02-16 10:30:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: What note am I playing???|
We tried a mass mailing of the wishlist to that complaints/suggestions
website I mentioned about in the previous message without any success.
Yamaha probably didn't even get half the messages, considering the
limited space there was in the box for actually detailing your info
(Wishlist in our case). Personal connections will more likely stand a
better chance but if you guys want an email/letter writing campaign in
the future I'm more than willing to send also.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2002 12:15 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

That would certainly help i guess. Another thing would help if it is 
made clear to the designers that a load of users (all members of this 
forum) are behind the WishList.

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
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Damn, this gives me to think about how FAR you can go to TRY and get 
our wishes com to life! A RS7000 users demonstration? :-))

Arv
| 4457|4451|2002-02-16 10:31:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: please|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pollux_s" wrote:

> HI!
> tell me please about yamaha rs-7000. may simfonic be writen on this 

technics?

> dasha from Moscow.

Dras wuitje, Tovarisch :)

Sorry, my russian is a bit rusty. Welcome to our little international 
list.
What do you mean by "simfonic"? You mean classical symphonic 
compositions, like Bach, Tschaikowsky and similar?

For sure it doesn´t has the sounds for that kind of genre, but it´s a 
MIDI-sequencer which is usable for all kinds of music.

For complex classical compositions, with twenty, thirty, fourty 
tracks i would rather tend to use a software sequencer, like Logic, 
if it´s that what you mean.

Tom (List-Möderatör from Görmany)
| 4458|4333|2002-02-16 10:42:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> He passed it on to Yamaha Japan
> who said they would consider it. Of course nothing ever came of it 

but

> at least it improves our chances tenfold over just a standard

True. I think the whole problem is that the technical department 
would like to do something about those bugs and design flaws, but i 
am pretty sure that the managment says no, we want to do rather this 
or that, like developing a whole new box, instead of doing the actual 
just right and make it better and take care of this product line. 
Same thing Korg and Roland do, they give their products a certain 
life-span and that´s it for them. Maybe some major bug fixes (or like 
in other cases, none) and that´s it. Smaller companies like Clavia, 
Access, Waldorf have much shorter managment ways and sometimes the 
synthdesigner is also the manager of the company, that´s why you see 
more services in those small companies, doesn´t mean, we shouldn´t 
try everything to get a OS v2.0 done by Yamaha for our RS7000. It´s 
just the way those Japanese businessmen seems to deal with stuff like 
this. I am still waiting that a smaller company bringing out a good 
and stabile affordable hardware MIDI/Audio sequencer with all those 
little neat feature we would like to see. But i don´t believe it will 
happen, which means that we have to deal with what we have right now 
and keep trying, so...get up, stand up, don´t give up the fight!

:)
| 4459|4333|2002-02-16 10:45:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> That would certainly help i guess. Another thing would help if it 

is 

> made clear to the designers 

Don´t convince the designer, they probably know, convince the 
managment, the people who give the money and make the decision to 
make at least a few things on our wishlist come true. And speaking of 
wishes, i want a FS1r as a Keyboard-Synth with lot´s of knobs and 
sliders and a big LC-screen...:)

Tom
| 4460|4333|2002-02-16 10:46:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Personal connections will more likely stand a
> better chance but if you guys want an email/letter writing campaign 



in

> the future I'm more than willing to send also.

How about a petition?

Tom
| 4461|4333|2002-02-16 10:49:57|arveyman|Re: What note am I playing???|
~Hmm, i might want to start designing a revolutionary MIDI 
sequencer.. Me being the new Roger Linn of the 21st century!~

*snap*

wow, i just had a nice dream! A RS7000 modifier company, making 
sofware to run on the RS blowing away the Yammy OS's..

:-)))

sorry, i am a bit freaky today..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > He passed it on to Yamaha Japan
> > who said they would consider it. Of course nothing ever came of 
it 
> but
> > at least it improves our chances tenfold over just a standard
> 
> True. I think the whole problem is that the technical department 
> would like to do something about those bugs and design flaws, but i 
> am pretty sure that the managment says no, we want to do rather 
this 
> or that, like developing a whole new box, instead of doing the 
actual 
> just right and make it better and take care of this product line. 
> Same thing Korg and Roland do, they give their products a certain 
> life-span and that´s it for them. Maybe some major bug fixes (or 
like 
> in other cases, none) and that´s it. Smaller companies like Clavia, 
> Access, Waldorf have much shorter managment ways and sometimes the 
> synthdesigner is also the manager of the company, that´s why you 
see 
> more services in those small companies, doesn´t mean, we shouldn´t 
> try everything to get a OS v2.0 done by Yamaha for our RS7000. It´s 
> just the way those Japanese businessmen seems to deal with stuff 
like 
> this. I am still waiting that a smaller company bringing out a good 
> and stabile affordable hardware MIDI/Audio sequencer with all those 
> little neat feature we would like to see. But i don´t believe it 
will 
> happen, which means that we have to deal with what we have right 
now 
> and keep trying, so...get up, stand up, don´t give up the fight!
> 
> :)

| 4462|4333|2002-02-16 12:45:21|The Sixth Level|Re: What note am I playing???|
|~~ ON 02/16/02 AT 5:14pm ramonvink@hotmail.com SPEWED FORTH :
|That would certainly help i guess. Another thing would help if it is 
|made clear to the designers that a load of users (all members of this 
|forum) are behind the WishList.
|
|Damn, this gives me to think about how FAR you can go to TRY and get 
|our wishes com to life! A RS7000 users demonstration? :-))
|
|Arv

Well.. I still have about 20 days left on my return policy. That might
make a little statement. Not that being in such a consumer state is
anything to really brag about, but I was taught at a very early age that
there are ALways several choices in ANY purchase. If ya buy from Joe
Shmoe's Store and find something wrong, the most powerful thing you can do
is walk right down the street to Jack Shmacks Store and never use Joe
Shmoe, again.

I may not completely understand a lot of the things you guys are trying to

mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com


get changed, yet, but that isn't the point. There will be SOMEthing,
later, that I have a wish for. If Yamaha isn't listening to the consumer
and making changes that are plausable, nor even debating/discussing the
proposed changes, that's no good at all. I would maybe even go so far as
to say that they should OpenSource the firmware code so that WE could make
some changes. Cross-compiling isn't that hard. I mean, who else would
use it? hehheh... That wouldn't hurt them and it would certainly help
everyone.

I love you guys, but.. I've seriously been debating it. I'll give it
another 2 weeks.

Raymond.
| 4463|4333|2002-02-16 12:53:39|The Sixth Level|Re: What note am I playing???|
|~~ ON 02/16/02 AT 5:49pm ramonvink@hotmail.com SPEWED FORTH :
|~Hmm, i might want to start designing a revolutionary MIDI 
|sequencer.. Me being the new Roger Linn of the 21st century!~
|
|*snap*
|
|wow, i just had a nice dream! A RS7000 modifier company, making 
|sofware to run on the RS blowing away the Yammy OS's..
|
|:-)))
|
|sorry, i am a bit freaky today..
|
|Arv

Arv, you may or may not be joking. (: I'm game, though. I happen to
have mine open, now. I don't see any familiar chips to me. It would've
been nice to have seen a Motorolla or Intel CPU, but.. (: Shall I begin
researching the chipset? Do we have enough people around to begin an
RS7000 Hack list?

Raymond.
| 4464|4333|2002-02-16 13:05:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:

> It would've
> been nice to have seen a Motorolla or Intel CPU, but.. (: Shall I 

begin

> researching the chipset? Do we have enough people around to begin 

an

> RS7000 Hack list?
> 
> Raymond.

Yamaha has it´s own chip-factory, i guess it used to be less 
expensive than using standard chips in former times. Btw, MPC2k runs 
with an old Motorola CPU...:)
| 4465|4333|2002-02-16 13:06:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:

>I would maybe even go so far as
> to say that they should OpenSource the firmware code so that WE 

could make

> some changes. Cross-compiling isn't that hard. I mean, who else 

would

> use it? hehheh... That wouldn't hurt them and it would certainly 

help

> everyone.

That´s what i am saying now for YEARS about M$ Windows...:)
| 4466|4333|2002-02-16 13:14:34|The Sixth Level|Re: What note am I playing???|
|~~ ON 02/16/02 AT 8:02pm tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de SPEWED FORTH :
|--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:
|>I would maybe even go so far as
|> to say that they should OpenSource the firmware code so that WE 
|could make
|> some changes. Cross-compiling isn't that hard. I mean, who else 
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|would
|> use it? hehheh... That wouldn't hurt them and it would certainly 
|help
|> everyone.
|
|That´s what i am saying now for YEARS about M$ Windows...:)

hehheh..

Yeah, but this code is only really usable on Yamaha machines. Once
they've sold the machine, they've already sold the software. I can't see
any good reason for them not to make this firmware open-sourced. All they
would need is a quick disclaimer, like, "WARNING: We will NOT support
problems if you have used the images from rs7khackers.org." or whatever.

Think of it... we could have a different series of images for people who
like different things.

Raymond.
| 4467|4333|2002-02-16 13:17:26|The Sixth Level|Re: What note am I playing???|
|~~ ON 02/16/02 AT 8:05pm tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de SPEWED FORTH :
|begin
|> researching the chipset? Do we have enough people around to begin 
|an
|> RS7000 Hack list?
|> 
|> Raymond.
|
|Yamaha has it´s own chip-factory, i guess it used to be less 
|expensive than using standard chips in former times. Btw, MPC2k runs 
|with an old Motorola CPU...:)

No wonder I was seeing 90% of them stamped "Yamaha". Do you know if they
have good documentation on their chips, online?

Raymond.
| 4468|4438|2002-02-16 14:17:53|Most Reverend Don.Ki|Karma vs R7K|
Fans

I have had the R7K now for a month and grow to love it more and more but my
Karma is still the BIZ!
I still find the R7K cumbersome and fiddly especially when trying to get
that special sound or silly little effects like autowah's and autobenders.
And yes the Arpegiator is pretty limited and quite frankly disappointing.
Shame Yamaha didn't put the one from the Motif in its place and while they
were at it the accompaniment section.

I suppose we will just have to wait for the R9K or buy both the above.

Hee Haw

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4469|4333|2002-02-16 14:47:48|tomfinegan|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:

> No wonder I was seeing 90% of them stamped "Yamaha". Do you know 

if they

> have good documentation on their chips, online?
> 
> Raymond.

AFAIK, Yamaha has ZERO documentation about their chips online, who 
blames them...:) That´s like asking Microsoft to publish full docu 
for Windows...:)))
| 4470|4333|2002-02-16 15:40:59|The Sixth Level|Yamaha Chipsets and RS7000 Hacking?|
|~~ ON 02/16/02 AT 9:47pm tomfinegan@yahoo.com SPEWED FORTH :
|--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:
|> No wonder I was seeing 90% of them stamped "Yamaha". Do you know 
|if they
|> have good documentation on their chips, online?
|> 
|> Raymond.
|
|AFAIK, Yamaha has ZERO documentation about their chips online, who 
|blames them...:) That´s like asking Microsoft to publish full docu 
|for Windows...:)))
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I tend to disagree. One can't really compare the two. Microsoft stands
to make a fortune for every upgrade in their software. Yamaha would make
money by publishing data sheets for their chips and selling them to other
companies. Don't some Alsa motherboards use Yamaha-manufactured
chips, for example?

They may not put them online for all of us, but I would wager that they
are out there. You've provoked me to check into it, now. (: Thanks a
lot! (I was going to relax and create some new video compositions, this
weekend!) hehheh..

In case I actually find some things out, I'd like to ask the moderators if
this type of thing is ok to share on this list. If it becomes
overwhelming, we could cetainly start another. I'd like to make sure we
pull in all available talent from this list (which seems to have a large
variety of people) first, though. eh... it could dry up within a post or
two, as well.

I found the main CPU, I think. check under the plastic "guard
cage." That SH-3 is a RISC chip, I believe. I think it's made by
Hitachi. It stands for "SuperH"(tm). I've seen information on a 133MHz
version, but haven't checked into this one, yet. I'll also check to see
if anyone has set GNU compilers up to cross-compile for this chip, yet.

Raymond.

P.S. - oop.. look what I just found:
http://global.hitachi.com/New/cnews/E/1998/980511B.html
| 4471|4333|2002-02-16 16:16:11|The Sixth Level|Re: Yamaha Chipsets and RS7000 Hacking?|
http://www.m17n.org/linux-sh/debian/

Luckily it's a slightly older processor. Cross-compiling for it has been
successful. It appears that this processor has been used in the HP
Jornadas.

http://www.brighthand.com/biz/learningcenter/microprocessors_page3.html

Raymond.
| 4472|4472|2002-02-16 19:05:36|volt0110|2 questions|
Hi guys,

1. In Pattern Mode, is there a way (workaround) to mute the RS 
on the next measure just like when you change section with 
Pattern Quantize at 1 ?

2. Any suggestions for a quality / affordable sound module
for classical and Jazz instruments ?

Thanks.

-- Simon
| 4473|4333|2002-02-16 20:38:37|wasted/su700fan|Re: What note am I playing???|
Good luck there. I wouldn't mind one myself. But unfortunately (from
what I've heard) the FS1r wasn't a hot seller like the RM1x, Cs1x & it's
brethren. Many people I guess found it quite hard to program (like the
DX7 et. Al. from the early 80s). The formants on it are supposed to be
quite cool. It's just that I don't think I'd want to shell out $450-600
US for a rack module at this time but they are becoming almost
collectors items since they're no longer made and in short supply at the
store (leftover stock). Now if they got them down around the $300 mark
I might find a way to afford it. The formant & FM capabilities make the
FS1r a unique synth with unique sounds to blend with our RS7k's (& my
Virus B).

On another note (& perhaps a wishlist item): what I'd like to see for
the RS7k is an MLAN board (in the place of the spot where the AIEB2
would go). Would make a great total digital solution straight to your
PC/MAC system with no loss of quality. It's new enough that maybe it's
a possibility. But I wonder whether the RS7k's motherboard & chips
would be able to adapt to an MLAN board. I know that for the SU700 &
A3k MLAN is impossible but the A4k/A5k people keep saying it is and then
it isn't. Don't know if the motherboard was designed with that in mind
as a possible future expansion. Only Yamaha knows. But we can all
dream, can't we?

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

http://global.hitachi.com/New/cnews/E/1998/980511B.html
http://www.m17n.org/linux-sh/debian/
http://www.brighthand.com/biz/learningcenter/microprocessors_page3.html
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http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2002 12:46 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> That would certainly help i guess. Another thing would help if it
is 
> made clear to the designers

Don´t convince the designer, they probably know, convince the 
managment, the people who give the money and make the decision to 
make at least a few things on our wishlist come true. And speaking of 
wishes, i want a FS1r as a Keyboard-Synth with lot´s of knobs and 
sliders and a big LC-screen...:)

Tom

| 4474|4333|2002-02-16 20:45:50|wasted/su700fan|Re: What note am I playing???|
A couple of us could put together a well-written and reasoned request
letter/wishlist. We all could sign it with our names & email addresses.
And anybody who has personal connections with Yamaha could present it to
them. That might get notice.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2002 12:47 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> Personal connections will more likely stand a
> better chance but if you guys want an email/letter writing campaign
in
> the future I'm more than willing to send also.

How about a petition?

Tom

| 4475|4333|2002-02-17 03:08:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What note am I playing???|
Maybe I can try to reach Yamaha through my dealer. I can always ask 
them.

- Robert

On Saturday 16 February 2002 17:56, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> For what it's worth, don't bother officially sending the wishlist
> to the Yamaha help/FAQ(?) site (don't remember the exact web
> address) where you can put in your complaints/suggestions and there
> is a text box for further detail. Several of us SU700 users tried
> that and Yamaha never gave us a response. Also, that text box
> didn't allow us to put all of the large # of wishlist items that we
> had.
>
> Best bet: if anybody here (Robert or other list moderators/FAQ
> creators) has a personal/business connection to somebody inside
> Yamaha to give the wishlist info to them via an email to their
> direct email address or, if you can meet them in person, hand
> deliver it to them. We'll be more likely to get our concerns heard
> at the very least. Just a suggestion. One of the SU700 Support
> Group at Yahoo Clubs moderators ak/booshtukka met in person with
> one of the bigwigs at Yamaha UK and was able to hand deliver the
> wishlist to him directly. He passed it on to Yamaha Japan who said
> they would consider it. Of course nothing ever came of it but at
> least it improves our chances tenfold over just a standard
> non-personal form letter or web entry.
>
> --wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
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> Some of my tracks at:
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Sent: Friday, February 15, 2002 8:38 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???
>
> On Friday 15 February 2002 14:02, sensualemporer wrote:
> > Robert,
> >
> > Is it possible to add a "note ID" mode to the feature request.
> > Admittedly, you should put it on the bottom of the list.
>
> Done.
> When the next faq version is released we'll try to 'officially'
> send Yamaha our feature request list, whatever that means. ;)
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Get your FREE credit report with a FREE
> CreditCheck
> Monitoring Service trial
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/ACHqaB/bQ8CAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4476|4333|2002-02-17 03:08:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What note am I playing???|
On Saturday 16 February 2002 21:14, The Sixth Level wrote:

> Yeah, but this code is only really usable on Yamaha machines. Once
> they've sold the machine, they've already sold the software. 

Nope, they sold the *use* of their software. I'm sure they're not 
willing to give away their software technology for free.

- Robert
| 4477|4438|2002-02-17 03:08:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Karma vs R7K|
On Saturday 16 February 2002 22:20, Most Reverend Don.Ki wrote:

> Fans
>
> I have had the R7K now for a month and grow to love it more and
> more but my Karma is still the BIZ!
> I still find the R7K cumbersome and fiddly especially when trying
> to get that special sound or silly little effects like autowah's
> and autobenders. And yes the Arpegiator is pretty limited and quite
> frankly disappointing. 

The RS ARP is only a note generator. The fun stuff is done with all 
the realtime play effects, on top of the ARP.

- Robert
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> Shame Yamaha didn't put the one from the
> Motif in its place and while they were at it the accompaniment
> section.
>
> I suppose we will just have to wait for the R9K or buy both the
> above.

You don't have to wait, just start using the midi delay, grid groove, 
beat stretch, etc.

- Robert
| 4478|4472|2002-02-17 03:08:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 2 questions|
On Sunday 17 February 2002 03:05, volt0110 wrote:

> Hi guys,
>
> 1. In Pattern Mode, is there a way (workaround) to mute the RS
> on the next measure just like when you change section with
> Pattern Quantize at 1 ?

Try the Mute mode switch in Utilities. Change it from Audio to Midi 
and check it does what you're after.

- Robert
| 4479|4472|2002-02-17 03:26:14|simon leclerc|Re: 2 questions|
on 2/17/02 5:07 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

>> Hi guys,
>> 
>> 1. In Pattern Mode, is there a way (workaround) to mute the RS
>> on the next measure just like when you change section with
>> Pattern Quantize at 1 ?
> 
> Try the Mute mode switch in Utilities. Change it from Audio to Midi
> and check it does what you're after.
> 
> - Robert

No, already tried that. Thanks anyway.
| 4480|4333|2002-02-17 05:17:14|tomfinegan|Re: Yamaha Chipsets and RS7000 Hacking?|
--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:

> |AFAIK, Yamaha has ZERO documentation about their chips online, who 
> |blames them...:) That´s like asking Microsoft to publish full docu 
> |for Windows...:)))
> 
> I tend to disagree. One can't really compare the two. 

Agree or disagree doesn´t matter. I also wish that Yamaha would be 
more free with details. The FS1r community e.g. had a long battle 
with Yamaha about them giving out their Formant-Shape Editor they use 
internally. Guess what? The community lost. Yamaha tend to think that 
people are stupid and can´t handle complicated issues that´s why they 
never give out any further technical details. Another example are the 
people who had a long and again lost fight with Yamaha about the EX5 
issues. There were also a couple of knowledged people who would have 
liked to update the OS by themselves. 
On the other hand i do understand Yamaha´s position. In america 
anyone can anybody sue for the most weirdest things. Like this fellow 
who bought a cup of coffee at a McDonalds Drive In, puts the coffee 
between his legs, paid not enough attention to the traffic and he had 
to get into the brakes and all the coffee swapped over the cup and 
burned his groin. He sued McDonalds for not putting on their cup´s a 
warning saying "Hot content". He won and got three or four million 
dollars out of it. I am sure out of juristical reasons, Yamaha is not 
releasing their little secrets. It´s stricly the way they operate.

>Microsoft stands
> to make a fortune for every upgrade in their software. Yamaha 

would make

> money by publishing data sheets for their chips and selling them to 

other

> companies. 
> Don't some Alsa motherboards use Yamaha-manufactured

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> chips, for example?

Indeed, but those soundships are specially designed for that purpose 
(like the YMF-chips for the old Atari XL/XE/ST and Amstrad series of 
homecomputers, or the ones for the DB50XG/SW60XG/Waveforce 192etc. 
pp., not to mention Audiotracks soundcards...:) )

> In case I actually find some things out, I'd like to ask the 

moderators if

> this type of thing is ok to share on this list. 

Sure, as long as we don´t get any juristical problems, either...:)

> eh... it could dry up within a post or
> two, as well.

True.

> I found the main CPU, I think. check under the plastic "guard
> cage." That SH-3 is a RISC chip, I believe. I think it's made by
> Hitachi. It stands for "SuperH"(tm). I've seen information on a 

133MHz

> version, but haven't checked into this one, yet. I'll also check 

to see

> if anyone has set GNU compilers up to cross-compile for this chip, 

yet.

> 
> Raymond.
> 
> P.S. - oop.. look what I just found:
> http://global.hitachi.com/New/cnews/E/1998/980511B.html

The link doesn´t work.

Remember Raymond, if you do this kind of "virtual circuit bending" 
work on your RS, you loose your warranty...

Tom
| 4481|4333|2002-02-17 05:18:42|tomfinegan|Re: Yamaha Chipsets and RS7000 Hacking?|
--- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:

> 
> http://www.m17n.org/linux-sh/debian/
> 
> Luckily it's a slightly older processor. Cross-compiling for it 

has been

> successful. It appears that this processor has been used in the HP
> Jornadas.
> 
> 

http://www.brighthand.com/biz/learningcenter/microprocessors_page3.htm
l

> 
> Raymond.

So the RS has only one DSP from Hitachi with 133Mhz?
| 4482|4333|2002-02-17 05:36:13|arveyman|Re: Yamaha Chipsets and RS7000 Hacking?|
I guess that building our own OS is probably very very unlikely. I 
mean, you have to start from scratch (as long as Yamaha doesn't 
release the source) and that will take a long long loooong time.
So we have to rely on the goodwill of Yamaha to come up with some 
upgrades. Another thing is, i don't mind paying for a newer, improved 
OS. As long as it isn't very expensive (say, 50$ or so)..

Arv
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--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., The Sixth Level wrote:
> > 
> > http://www.m17n.org/linux-sh/debian/
> > 
> > Luckily it's a slightly older processor. Cross-compiling for it 
> has been
> > successful. It appears that this processor has been used in the 
HP
> > Jornadas.
> > 
> > 
> 
http://www.brighthand.com/biz/learningcenter/microprocessors_page3.htm
> l
> > 
> > Raymond.
> 
> So the RS has only one DSP from Hitachi with 133Mhz?

| 4483|4483|2002-02-17 07:50:28|traizorus|another sampler?|
Hey.

I currently now own an RM1x and don't have a sampler. I'm looking for 
one and I have the choice between an A4000 and an RS7000. 
Do owners of an RS7000 have another sampler and use it as well as the 
sampler of the RS7000, or can the RS7000 be regarded as a full-
functional sampler so that another sampler (such as A4000) isn't 
required anymore?

What choice would you guys make if you would be in my position?

Thanks,
TraiZor.
| 4484|4483|2002-02-17 08:04:43|arveyman|Re: another sampler?|

> I currently now own an RM1x and don't have a sampler. I'm looking 

for 

> one and I have the choice between an A4000 and an RS7000. 
> Do owners of an RS7000 have another sampler and use it as well as 

the 

> sampler of the RS7000, or can the RS7000 be regarded as a full-
> functional sampler so that another sampler (such as A4000) isn't 
> required anymore?
> 
> What choice would you guys make if you would be in my position?
> 
> Thanks,
> TraiZor.

Hmm, i would go for the A4000.. If you already got a RM1X, then why 
need a RS that does all the RM1X does AND sample?
But if you want to perform live, then a RS7k xtra would be ok, so you 
can create a continious live-set. :-)
The RS has also got much better sounds/fx etc. 

Arv
| 4485|4438|2002-02-17 08:09:13|Most Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Karma vs R7K|
Robert

I have been experimenting with what you suggested and WOOOWEEEEEE! I love my
R7K even more now! KICK ASS!

Gary
-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: 17 February 2002 10:05
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Karma vs R7K
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On Saturday 16 February 2002 22:20, Most Reverend Don.Ki wrote:
> Fans
>
> I have had the R7K now for a month and grow to love it more and
> more but my Karma is still the BIZ!
> I still find the R7K cumbersome and fiddly especially when trying
> to get that special sound or silly little effects like autowah's
> and autobenders. And yes the Arpegiator is pretty limited and quite
> frankly disappointing.

The RS ARP is only a note generator. The fun stuff is done with all
the realtime play effects, on top of the ARP.

- Robert

> Shame Yamaha didn't put the one from the
> Motif in its place and while they were at it the accompaniment
> section.
>
> I suppose we will just have to wait for the R9K or buy both the
> above.

You don't have to wait, just start using the midi delay, grid groove,
beat stretch, etc.

- Robert
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| 4486|4483|2002-02-17 08:14:50|traizorus|Re: another sampler?|
I forgot to mention I would sell my RM1x for an RS7000. And I don't 
perform live.
I like the advantages of the patternchain very much of the RS, and 
want to know if the sampler is good enough as your only sampler. 
How's the RS in sound-mangling as the A4k does?

TraiZor.
| 4487|4438|2002-02-17 08:21:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Karma vs R7K|
On Sunday 17 February 2002 16:11, Most Reverend Don.Ki wrote:

> Robert
>
> I have been experimenting with what you suggested and WOOOWEEEEEE!
> I love my R7K even more now! KICK ASS!

Great. :)
| 4488|4483|2002-02-17 09:13:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another sampler?|
On Sunday 17 February 2002 16:14, traizorus wrote:
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> I forgot to mention I would sell my RM1x for an RS7000. And I don't
> perform live.
> I like the advantages of the patternchain very much of the RS, and
> want to know if the sampler is good enough as your only sampler.
> How's the RS in sound-mangling as the A4k does?

No, the RS does not have a full sampler, it's a phrase sampler. It 
does do pitched stuff, but with limitations.

Please read chapter 9 of the faq to learn more about the RS sampler:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000 FAQ/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 4489|4483|2002-02-17 10:10:27|arveyman|i don't get it!|
I ran into something rather strange.. I will try to explain.
I made some user phrases and put them over a range of sections in 
only 1 style. I play it from A and so on. The strange thing is that 
at certain moments, when changing sections it lowers the trackvolume !
(set in the MIXER menu)
Then i change it back to say, 120 again. After a while it does it 
again. I don't know how to get rid of it! When looking in the edit 
screen, there is nothing, only note data.
I checked it all..
Is it something "global" that i missed here? I don't see how to 
change it/solve it!

some help here please!

Arv
| 4490|4483|2002-02-17 10:14:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i don't get it!|
On Sunday 17 February 2002 18:09, arveyman wrote:

> I ran into something rather strange.. I will try to explain.
> I made some user phrases and put them over a range of sections in
> only 1 style. I play it from A and so on. The strange thing is that
> at certain moments, when changing sections it lowers the
> trackvolume ! (set in the MIXER menu)
> Then i change it back to say, 120 again. After a while it does it
> again. I don't know how to get rid of it! When looking in the edit
> screen, there is nothing, only note data.
> I checked it all..
> Is it something "global" that i missed here? I don't see how to
> change it/solve it!

Can you try to find the exact spot in your song or actions where the 
change occurs?

Btw, do you change styles?
Or do you changes scenes within the same style?

- Robert
| 4491|4483|2002-02-17 10:25:06|arveyman|Re: i don't get it!|
Hey, Rob i think i solved it just now..
I didn't see that the phrase that was playing on that track contained 
also some automated volume data.. It was right at the end of the 
phrase, so that at the point when i change to a next section, it 
might have set the volume to 0 or other low value.
I deleted the volume data, and didn't here any changes any more! 
Cool. I see now you need to be very accurate in producing phrases..

thanx anyway Rob.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 17 February 2002 18:09, arveyman wrote:
> > I ran into something rather strange.. I will try to explain.
> > I made some user phrases and put them over a range of sections in
> > only 1 style. I play it from A and so on. The strange thing is 
that
> > at certain moments, when changing sections it lowers the
> > trackvolume ! (set in the MIXER menu)
> > Then i change it back to say, 120 again. After a while it does it
> > again. I don't know how to get rid of it! When looking in the edit
> > screen, there is nothing, only note data.
> > I checked it all..
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> > Is it something "global" that i missed here? I don't see how to
> > change it/solve it!
> 
> Can you try to find the exact spot in your song or actions where 
the 
> change occurs?
> 
> Btw, do you change styles?
> Or do you changes scenes within the same style?
> 
> - Robert

| 4492|4483|2002-02-17 10:28:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: i don't get it!|
Okidoki

On Sunday 17 February 2002 18:21, arveyman wrote:
> Hey, Rob i think i solved it just now..
> I didn't see that the phrase that was playing on that track
> contained also some automated volume data.. It was right at the end
> of the phrase, so that at the point when i change to a next
> section, it might have set the volume to 0 or other low value.
> I deleted the volume data, and didn't here any changes any more!
> Cool. I see now you need to be very accurate in producing phrases..
>
> thanx anyway Rob.
>
>
> Arv
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Sunday 17 February 2002 18:09, arveyman wrote:
> > > I ran into something rather strange.. I will try to explain.
> > > I made some user phrases and put them over a range of sections
> > > in only 1 style. I play it from A and so on. The strange thing
> > > is
>
> that
>
> > > at certain moments, when changing sections it lowers the
> > > trackvolume ! (set in the MIXER menu)
> > > Then i change it back to say, 120 again. After a while it does
> > > it again. I don't know how to get rid of it! When looking in
> > > the edit screen, there is nothing, only note data.
> > > I checked it all..
> > > Is it something "global" that i missed here? I don't see how to
> > > change it/solve it!
> >
> > Can you try to find the exact spot in your song or actions where
>
> the
>
> > change occurs?
> >
> > Btw, do you change styles?
> > Or do you changes scenes within the same style?
> >
> > - Robert
>
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> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4493|4483|2002-02-17 12:31:48|zoroabq13|Sampling Question|
I'm very new to all this..
a bass playr by trade...

in any event looking to simply play and sample a groove over a phrase.
having a very difficult time getting the RS7000...to give me
a one or two count (measure)...count off...
no matter what I try the sampler starts the sequencer on the one.
I just need a simple count off...before the sequence starts, so 
that I can come in on the one? Is this making any sense...
I would appreciatte any suggestions or tips...
thank u ez13
| 4494|4483|2002-02-17 13:25:36|traizorus|Re: another sampler?|
I read it and the only differences I can see are multisampling, 
multilayering, zero-crossing-lookup (whatever that is) and I don't 
use those functions.
The FX levels per sample can easily be avoided by using per track the 
same drumkit.. where the track has the FX-levels (this doesn't eat up 
8 times the memory, when I use the same drumkit 8 times, does it?)
So I don't really see the lacking points of the sampler.
Some say that you can do much in the sound-mangling with an A4000, 
but how is that done? only using some FX, and/or layering some 
samples, or has it some neat functions regarding soundmangling?

Another question:
Can I do the following on the RS7000 when the sequence is running: 
change the kick-sample (another .wav-file), change its decay, change 
its pitch etc?
That is possible with an A4000, isn't it?

Thanks,
TraiZor.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 17 February 2002 16:14, traizorus wrote:
> > I forgot to mention I would sell my RM1x for an RS7000. And I 
don't
> > perform live.
> > I like the advantages of the patternchain very much of the RS, and
> > want to know if the sampler is good enough as your only sampler.
> > How's the RS in sound-mangling as the A4k does?
> 
> No, the RS does not have a full sampler, it's a phrase sampler. It 
> does do pitched stuff, but with limitations.
> 
> Please read chapter 9 of the faq to learn more about the RS sampler:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000 FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
> 
> - Robert

| 4495|4373|2002-02-17 15:51:15|headtrik|Re: Why ? THIS IS WHY|
Actually I had this problem (filter movements carrying over into the 
beginning of the loop) on my RM1X. I figured it out on my electribe. 
The Electribes do the same thing. Luckily since it's only a 4 measure 
pattern on the Electribe, it was easy to see what was going on. It 
just seems to be the nature of using a loop based sequencer and 
adding "sweeping" data. If it was linear like in song mode no 
problem, but using loops, it could be that it's just doing the best 
job it can keeping up with the movements, and sometimes it just 
caries over because it has to write the movements however it's 
easiest for it to do so. Don't forget that it only can play so many 
notes, and data at a time, it's a great box, but obviously doesn't 
have the power of a computer. Come to think about it it reminds me of 
what Sonar does, when I record a 4th or 5th track, it starts to sound 
latent, or as if the time's wandering. When I go back into just 
playback, I don't hear the latency. It must be that it can only play, 
and write so much data at a time. And, considering the RS7000 is also 
playing while it's recording, it's small processor is buffering as 
much as it can handle.
| 4496|4373|2002-02-17 15:58:26|simon leclerc|Re: Why ? THIS IS WHY|
on 2/17/02 5:50 PM, headtrik at visualufouria@mail.com wrote:
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> If it was linear like in song mode no
> problem, but using loops, it could be that it's just doing the best
> job it can keeping up with the movements, and sometimes it just
> caries over because it has to write the movements however it's
> easiest for it to do so.

Yes this is it. In song mode, no problem but i understand why
this is a problem with loops. I'm new to all this and
i wanted to make sure i was not the only who experienced this.
| 4497|4497|2002-02-17 17:10:43|kattemisse|Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness or a |
Hi

The setup i have now is a Access Virus B and a Korg Prophecy plus my 
computer running Cubase for sequensing. I have a hard time to get 
inspiration when i have to use the computer. So i have thought about 
things like selling the Virus and buying a Rs-7000... i dont know 
really, if this would be fawking dumb or a good solution.. hmmm.. 
What do you think? I make Goa/Psytrance/Ambient so actually im in 
need of a VA, the Prophecy is ok but as it is only monophonic it 
doesnt help much. Please help me, i have no ability to try out a 
Rs7000. Epinions/thoughts highly appriciated!

I also have some questions about the effects. Except for master 
effects, do you have 3 effect blocks for every part in the tone 
engine (16)?? 
How does the effects work on the sampleengine? And in the drumkit, 
can you layer effects on different drums in the kits?
And, can you automate the effects in a easy way? For instance turning 
the speed of the flanger while recording this? 

Hoping for help

/Leo
| 4498|4333|2002-02-17 17:27:12|ripe|Re: What note am I playing???|
I spoke with the RS7000 team leader at Yamaha Japan when I was there
visiting with some AW4416 issues... I could ask him about the possibility
of further development being done on the RS. In fact I directly brought up
the issue of grid-recording/hearing other tracks, and he said it was on the
original "want-list" when they started development...

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2002 3:54 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

> Maybe I can try to reach Yamaha through my dealer. I can always ask
> them.
>
> - Robert
>

| 4499|4333|2002-02-17 17:33:21|simon leclerc|Re: What note am I playing???|
on 2/17/02 7:27 PM, ripe at ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> I spoke with the RS7000 team leader at Yamaha Japan when I was there
> visiting with some AW4416 issues... I could ask him about the possibility
> of further development being done on the RS. In fact I directly brought up
> the issue of grid-recording/hearing other tracks, and he said it was on the
> original "want-list" when they started development...
> 
> cheers
> ripe

Very good :)
I was also told this when i wrote a letter to Yamaha Canada.
| 4500|4333|2002-02-17 17:53:10|ripe|Re: What note am I playing???|
Oh, I forgot here is a pic of me with the Yamaha guys when I was at the
Yamaha factory, Satty (on the far right) is the guy who led the RS7000
team...

cheers
ripe

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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----- Original Message -----
From: "ripe" <ripe@socialentropy.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2002 6:27 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

> I spoke with the RS7000 team leader at Yamaha Japan when I was there
> visiting with some AW4416 issues... I could ask him about the possibility
> of further development being done on the RS. In fact I directly brought
up
> the issue of grid-recording/hearing other tracks, and he said it was on
the
> original "want-list" when they started development...
>
> cheers
> ripe
>

| 4501|4333|2002-02-17 17:56:26|ripe|Re: What note am I playing???|
I guess it helps if I include the link... doh!

http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416/yamaha_group.jpg

cheers
ripe

> Oh, I forgot here is a pic of me with the Yamaha guys when I was at the
> Yamaha factory, Satty (on the far right) is the guy who led the RS7000
> team...
> 
> cheers
> ripe
>

| 4502|4333|2002-02-17 18:15:57|simon leclerc|Re: What note am I playing???|
This is a very funny picture Ripe :)
You look like a double-agent from Korg or Roland ;)

on 2/17/02 7:56 PM, ripe at ripe@socialentropy.com wrote:

> I guess it helps if I include the link... doh!

| 4503|4483|2002-02-17 22:34:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sampling Question|
Press UTILITY once, Press the F4 knob below the display screen once so
you go to the 2nd screen of UTILITY options, Turn F3 dial below screen
until you get the # of measures you want to count in (I use 2 MEAS).
Turn F2 dial below screen to change the count-in click beat (I use 04:
quarter note). Press EXIT once. All set. Just go into REC ready mode
and press PLAY when ready. After 2 measures count-in it'll start
recording.

If you want to sample that way you can set TRIGGER MODE to MEASURE and
then choose your punch in & punch out measures. Then just set your
sequencer a few measures before the Punch-In measure and start
everything up. You should get the click for a couple measures and then
sampling should begin. See page 230 of manual for TRIGGER MODE types
and descriptions for more detail.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: zoroabq13 [mailto:zoroabq@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2002 2:32 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Sampling Question

I'm very new to all this..
a bass playr by trade...

in any event looking to simply play and sample a groove over a phrase.
having a very difficult time getting the RS7000...to give me a one or
two count (measure)...count off... no matter what I try the sampler
starts the sequencer on the one. I just need a simple count off...before
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the sequence starts, so 
that I can come in on the one? Is this making any sense...
I would appreciatte any suggestions or tips...
thank u ez13
| 4504|4483|2002-02-18 02:06:18|olafmol2002|Re: another sampler?|
it depends..if you want multilayered samples and/or velocity-
switching and/or multisamples you need another sampler than the 
RS7000...if you use only pitched samples or drumkits the RS7000 is 
nice to work with...

furthermore it's a question about if you prefer an integrated 
approach, like the RS7000 gives you, or if you don't mind working 
with 2 different boxes/interfaces..

Olaf
| 4507|4333|2002-02-18 07:11:47|ripe|Re: What note am I playing???|
I am the American guy :)

The rest of them are all Yamaha employees, overseas marketing and project
planning.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2002 4:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

> >
> > Amazing picture!
>
> Who is who? i noticed the Yamaha-guys with the "Yamaha-shirt"...:)
>

| 4508|4497|2002-02-18 08:50:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness o|
On Monday 18 February 2002 01:10, kattemisse wrote:

> Hi
>
> The setup i have now is a Access Virus B and a Korg Prophecy plus
> my computer running Cubase for sequensing. I have a hard time to
> get inspiration when i have to use the computer. So i have thought
> about things like selling the Virus and buying a Rs-7000... i dont
> know really, if this would be fawking dumb or a good solution..
> hmmm.. What do you think? I make Goa/Psytrance/Ambient so actually
> im in need of a VA, the Prophecy is ok but as it is only monophonic
> it doesnt help much. Please help me, i have no ability to try out a
> Rs7000. Epinions/thoughts highly appriciated!

I wouldn't sell your Virus. I'd try to ditch the computer and try a 
RS + Virus setup. The RS can be very inspiring and also does the midi 
sequencing for you. With the Virus connected to one of the RS midi 
outs, you'd also get very inspring synth sounds, which cannot be said 
of the RS synth engine. Well, its not bad, but its certainly not a VA.

What does the Prophecy do? Don't know it.

>
> I also have some questions about the effects. Except for master
> effects, do you have 3 effect blocks for every part in the tone
> engine (16)??

This is explained in our faq I believe. You have 4 effect units 
total, no more.

> How does the effects work on the sampleengine? And in the drumkit,
> can you layer effects on different drums in the kits?

Every track's audio (synth or sampler based) can be routed through 
the effect units.

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> And, can you automate the effects in a easy way? For instance
> turning the speed of the flanger while recording this?

Changing the send levels for each channel to one or more of the 
effect units can easily be recorded by simpling turning the knobs. I 
haven't tried to record effect parameter changes get, but maybe it 
works with sysex. Don't know really.

- Robert
| 4509|4483|2002-02-18 09:20:26|Alexander zacklin|Re: Sampling Question|
Hey...
muchas gracias

thank u very much for the tips
and play by play set up
really appreciate it

This stuff can b a little intimidating
thanks again...i will let u know how it goes

cheers
ez13

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 4510|4333|2002-02-18 09:30:27|tomfinegan|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> I am the American guy :)

lol...dude, Americans comes along in all shapes and colors...which 
one are you, the dude with the suit?

Tom
| 4511|4333|2002-02-18 09:50:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: What note am I playing???|
The white boy no doubt. :) I know it may sound biased but I don't
believe Yamaha or any other Japanese company has many (if any)
non-Japanese employees in their home country. That's just the way
Japanese companies are. Try becoming a game designer/programmer for
Nintendo. It's impossible if you're not native. Easier to start your
own company and get the rights to have Nintendo publish it (like
Rare/Acclaim).

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: tomfinegan [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2002 11:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What note am I playing???

--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:
> I am the American guy :)

lol...dude, Americans comes along in all shapes and colors...which 
one are you, the dude with the suit?

Tom

| 4512|4333|2002-02-18 11:39:44|tomfinegan|Re: What note am I playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> The white boy no doubt. :) 

Yes right, stupid me, you were in Japan...hello Good Morning Mr. 
Paulsen! :))

> I know it may sound biased but I don't
> believe Yamaha or any other Japanese company has many (if any)
> non-Japanese employees in their home country. That's just the way
> Japanese companies are. Try becoming a game designer/programmer for
> Nintendo. It's impossible if you're not native. 

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
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Oh i believe that, and who would blame them. :)
I did once an interview for sonicstate.com with the developer of 
Nanoloop (he lives in Hamburg, just like i do) and he told me similar 
things. It´s even difficult to get those empty Gameboy-modules just 
for your own private use.

> Easier to start your
> own company and get the rights to have Nintendo publish it (like
> Rare/Acclaim).

True.

Tom
| 4513|4513|2002-02-18 13:15:41|sensualemporer|How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|
Does anyone have a nice MS Excel spreadsheet that you can keep track 
of whats on each track? Do you guys just scribble it down on 
paper/notebook? Do you just remember whats on each track and not 
write it down?

My songs are getting pretty complex and I'm using a notebook to jot 
down the contents of each track...a night of working can lead to 
several scribbled pages...I see an Excel template/spreadsheet in my 
future...

thx,
frenchy
| 4514|4514|2002-02-18 13:20:32|sensualemporer|The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
I have been calling various yamaha affiliated people for over a week 
now and cannot find someone to sell me the...
http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm 
carry case here in the US.

I am leaving for vacation this Friday and now it is crunch time. I 
wanna bring the RS-7000 as my only carry on for the plane and 
certainly dont want to do it without a carry case. I might just have 
to buy an MPC case or something (if I can find one)!!!

Anyone help me with a lead?

thx,
frenchy
| 4515|4515|2002-02-18 14:13:47|renntiger2|ZIP 250??|
Hi,

I just got an used Iomega ZIP 250 complete with a SCSI cable. When the
drive is hooked up to the RS, the RS hangs with "autoload 1 file scan"
after power on. It does not matter if a disk is loaded or not. The
drive is terminated correctly and works well on my PC with the same
settings. SCSI test reports NG. Did anyone get a ZIP 250 running on
the RS?

Klaus
| 4516|4516|2002-02-18 14:20:07|retrobeats|Just got a RS7000 and need advice --Thanks in advance|
Hi there, 

I just bought the RS7000 and S30 ( i know the keyboard is a few years 
old, but since you can download a cs6X bank and make the S30 become a 
CS6x, I thought it was a good deal at under $650).

Can someone please advise?

I want my PC to generate MTC MASTER(either Sonar, Acid) and connect 
the RS7000 and then the yamaha S30 to slave to the Rs7000?.

Is this possible with the audiophile sound card with midi?

Anyone know the best way to do this?
| 4517|4515|2002-02-18 14:32:57|Most Reverend Don.Ki|Re: ZIP 250??|
Klaus

I fell for this one too. The R7K defaults to SCSI ID 6 and will not boot if
there is another device on the SCSI Bus with the same ID setting. So check
the SCSI ID of the Zip Drive and change it if you find it is 6.

I also found I had to remove the power completely from the R7K before trying
again.

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm


Hope this helps, if not then you have another problem. I have a ZIP working
and have read of others who have also.

Cheers

Gary
-----Original Message-----
From: renntiger2 [mailto:junglebeast@web.de]
Sent: 18 February 2002 21:14
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] ZIP 250??

Hi,

I just got an used Iomega ZIP 250 complete with a SCSI cable. When the
drive is hooked up to the RS, the RS hangs with "autoload 1 file scan"
after power on. It does not matter if a disk is loaded or not. The
drive is terminated correctly and works well on my PC with the same
settings. SCSI test reports NG. Did anyone get a ZIP 250 running on
the RS?

Klaus
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| 4518|4515|2002-02-18 15:04:01|renntiger2|Re: ZIP 250??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Most Reverend Don.Ki" wrote:

> Klaus
> 
> I fell for this one too. The R7K defaults to SCSI ID 6 and will not
> boot if
> there is another device on the SCSI Bus with the same ID setting. So
> check
> the SCSI ID of the Zip Drive and change it if you find it is 6.
> 
> I also found I had to remove the power completely from the R7K
> before trying
> again.

Thanks for this hint, I'm one step closer now. The RS is now on ID 7
and the ZIP is on ID 6. Now the RS boots up. But I still can't access
the drive. When I try to format a disk I get "CARD/SCSI not ready".
The disk is already formatted on a PC but I can't mount/load/save
anything. It's a 100MB disk. Are there any known problems with a 100MB
disk in a 250MB drive? I don't have any 250MB disk to try it out.

Klaus
| 4519|4514|2002-02-18 16:21:40|RB|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
You could get an SL1200 hard case and check it in......
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> From: "sensualemporer" <sensualemporer@hotmail.com>
> Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Mon, 18 Feb 2002 20:17:19 -0000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] The elusive RS-7000 carry case...
> 
> I have been calling various yamaha affiliated people for over a week
> now and cannot find someone to sell me the...
> http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm
> carry case here in the US.
> 
> I am leaving for vacation this Friday and now it is crunch time. I
> wanna bring the RS-7000 as my only carry on for the plane and
> certainly dont want to do it without a carry case. I might just have
> to buy an MPC case or something (if I can find one)!!!
> 
> Anyone help me with a lead?
> 
> thx,
> frenchy
> 
>

| 4520|4513|2002-02-18 16:21:41|RB|Re: How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|
I've got an Appleworks (that's Mac folks :) template if that's any good to
you.....

> Does anyone have a nice MS Excel spreadsheet that you can keep track
> of whats on each track? Do you guys just scribble it down on
> paper/notebook? Do you just remember whats on each track and not
> write it down?
> 
> My songs are getting pretty complex and I'm using a notebook to jot
> down the contents of each track...a night of working can lead to
> several scribbled pages...I see an Excel template/spreadsheet in my
> future...
> 
> thx,
> frenchy
>

| 4521|4521|2002-02-18 18:05:28|whooyeahau|is there a list that of compatable cd drives|
??????????
| 4522|4515|2002-02-18 18:13:21|wasted/su700fan|Re: ZIP 250??|
My ZIP100 external SCSI drive has a switch that lets you choose SCSI ID
5 or 6. I set it to 5, leave the RS7000 at 6, and set my Plextor 12Plex
external CDROM caddy drive to 4 (it has a dial for ID #'s 0-7). SCSI
Chain:
RS7k--->CDROM (not terminated)--->ZIP100 (terminated). Everything works
fine. Can import .aif/.wav/A3k samples from CDROM, and can save/load
from ZIP100 with no problem. Only weird thing is in the RS7k's testing
mode (PATT, PATT CHAIN, & UTILITY when turned on) the SCSI test (don't
remember which option # it is) always shows NG, even though SCSI's
working ok for me. I guess it doesn't really matter, but does anybody
know how the RS7k is supposed to be setup when performing that test to
get a positive result?

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: Most Reverend Don.Ki [mailto:rfw@capiweb.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2002 4:35 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] ZIP 250??

Klaus

I fell for this one too. The R7K defaults to SCSI ID 6 and will not boot
if there is another device on the SCSI Bus with the same ID setting. So
check the SCSI ID of the Zip Drive and change it if you find it is 6.

I also found I had to remove the power completely from the R7K before
trying again.
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Hope this helps, if not then you have another problem. I have a ZIP
working and have read of others who have also.

Cheers

Gary
-----Original Message-----
From: renntiger2 [mailto:junglebeast@web.de]
Sent: 18 February 2002 21:14
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] ZIP 250??

Hi,

I just got an used Iomega ZIP 250 complete with a SCSI cable. When the
drive is hooked up to the RS, the RS hangs with "autoload 1 file scan"
after power on. It does not matter if a disk is loaded or not. The
drive is terminated correctly and works well on my PC with the same
settings. SCSI test reports NG. Did anyone get a ZIP 250 running on
the RS?

Klaus
| 4523|4521|2002-02-18 18:20:08|wasted/su700fan|Re: is there a list that of compatable cd drives|
The Plextor 12-Plex External CDROM drive (caddy model) definitely works
with both the RS7000 and SU700 (and presumably the A3k/4k/5k line).

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: whooyeahau [mailto:whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au] 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2002 8:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] is there a list that of compatable cd drives

??????????
| 4524|4497|2002-02-18 23:24:42|headtrik|Re: Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness o|
I really wouldn't sell the virus either. I don't think I'd sell the 
computer either though, because you could use it to multitrack your 
songs, or at least to master everything. Although it's analog, IF I 
HAD TO, I'd personally sell the Prophecy only beacuse it's 
monophonic, and almost anything you could do on the Prophecy you 
could duplicate, almost perfectly with the Virus. Plus with the Virus 
being multitimbral, polyphonic, and multichannel, you'd almost 
certainly be insane to sell that before the Korg. I had a polysix, 
and ultimately decided it would be worth selling it to raise some 
cash for the RS. Although I miss it, it was definitely the right 
piece for me to sell, just beacuse I could do most of that with my 
ms2000, but I could do more ultimately, because of it's filters 
and "mod matrix" and ultimately has served me better than my polysix 
did. The other reason I wouldn't sell the Virus is because although 
the TG isn't halfbad in it, some of the sounds you just would never 
use. The Virus, you can sculpt your own sounds, ultimately giving you 
alot more flexability than the rs TG. The whole beauty of the RS 
isn't so much in its TG as it is in its sampling capabilities, the 
slicing, the effects, and the fact that it's a fully fuctional 
sequencer. I too find it time consuming to write on a computer, only 
because I am originally a guitarist, it's abstract for me not to have 
a box, or machine or whatever right in front of me to write and 
tweak, etc... directly in real time. For me it's personally alot 
easier to write on a machine than a computer. No matter what, DON'T 
sell the Virus, it's versatile!!
| 4525|4525|2002-02-18 23:36:18|fuentes925|WOW this box kick's @$$|
I don't have the rs-7000 yet but I down loaded the manuel and been 
really reading up on it and today I went to test drive it and I have 
to say that it is awsome I most have been on it for about 4 hour's 
and it went by very fast the store was closing and I didn't want to 
leave I think I'll go back tomarrow bright and early lol. It might 
not be as hard to learn as some people say I've never had a sequencer 
but still had no problem assigning sound's and arrainging them in to 
a song and adding some effect's . I d.j. at rave's but for a few 
week's now since I've been looking into the rs-7000 I don't have any 
erge to mix I can't stop thinking about the rs-7000 I can't wait to 
get it.. It's time to envest some money on my self and start making 
my own music instead of investing on other people's song's ,As much 
money as I've spent on record's I could of bought the rs-7000 several 
time's over and that make's me upset when I think about it ..well 
hope fully I get the rs-7000 very soon and could start posting 
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question's this is a perfect site for me to learn some great 
trick's ..
| 4526|4525|2002-02-18 23:49:53|simon leclerc|Re: WOW this box kick's @$$|
Good thinking :)

Did you have time to play with the Play effects, Groove,
Loop remix, midi delay...mmmmm, fun !

on 2/19/02 1:36 AM, fuentes925 at fuentes925@aol.com wrote:

> I don't have the rs-7000 yet but I down loaded the manuel and been
> really reading up on it and today I went to test drive it and I have
> to say that it is awsome I most have been on it for about 4 hour's
> and it went by very fast the store was closing and I didn't want to
> leave I think I'll go back tomarrow bright and early lol. It might
> not be as hard to learn as some people say I've never had a sequencer
> but still had no problem assigning sound's and arrainging them in to
> a song and adding some effect's . I d.j. at rave's but for a few
> week's now since I've been looking into the rs-7000 I don't have any
> erge to mix I can't stop thinking about the rs-7000 I can't wait to
> get it.. It's time to envest some money on my self and start making
> my own music instead of investing on other people's song's ,As much
> money as I've spent on record's I could of bought the rs-7000 several
> time's over and that make's me upset when I think about it ..well
> hope fully I get the rs-7000 very soon and could start posting
> question's this is a perfect site for me to learn some great
> trick's ..

| 4527|4515|2002-02-19 00:42:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ZIP 250??|
On Monday 18 February 2002 23:02, renntiger2 wrote:

>
> Thanks for this hint, I'm one step closer now. The RS is now on ID
> 7 and the ZIP is on ID 6. Now the RS boots up. But I still can't
> access the drive. When I try to format a disk I get "CARD/SCSI not
> ready". The disk is already formatted on a PC but I can't
> mount/load/save anything. It's a 100MB disk. Are there any known
> problems with a 100MB disk in a 250MB drive? I don't have any 250MB
> disk to try it out.

I don't remember people complaining about this kind of setup. You 
only have the Zip connected to the RS, nothing else? In that case, 
did you correctly terminate the Zip drive? Are you *sure* the RS and 
Zip have different SCSI IDs? What about the quality of the SCSI 
cable? Bad SCSI leads are very often the cause of problems like 
these. Maybe try another one. 

- Robert
| 4528|4516|2002-02-19 00:48:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Just got a RS7000 and need advice --Thanks in advance|
On Monday 18 February 2002 22:19, retrobeats wrote:

> Hi there,
>
> I just bought the RS7000 and S30 ( i know the keyboard is a few
> years old, but since you can download a cs6X bank and make the S30
> become a CS6x, I thought it was a good deal at under $650).
>
> Can someone please advise?
>
> I want my PC to generate MTC MASTER(either Sonar, Acid) and connect
> the RS7000 and then the yamaha S30 to slave to the Rs7000?.
>
> Is this possible with the audiophile sound card with midi?

Afail, the RS cannot generate MTC, but it can generate Midi Clock. So 
the following setup should work:

PC midi out --> RS Midi in 
RS midi out --> S30 midi in

Problem with this setup however is that you can't use the S30 
keyboard to generate midi events to be recorded on the RS. To fix 
that, try this:

PC midi out --> RS Midi
RS midi out --> S30 midi in 
S30 midi out --> PC midi in.

You could also buy a midi merge box and do the following:
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PC midi out --> Midi merge box in A
S30 midi out --> Midi merge box in B
Midi merge box out --> RS midi in
RS midi out --> S30 midi in

Note that the S30 must be set to local off to prevent midi loop or 
doubling of tones.

- Robert
| 4529|4521|2002-02-19 00:49:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: is there a list that of compatable cd drives|
On Tuesday 19 February 2002 02:04, whooyeahau wrote:

> ??????????

Maybe check the faq for a list. But that list is certainly not 
complete.

- Robert
| 4530|4525|2002-02-19 01:01:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: WOW this box kick's @$$|
On Tuesday 19 February 2002 07:36, fuentes925 wrote:

> I don't have the rs-7000 yet but I down loaded the manuel and been
> really reading up on it and today I went to test drive it and I
> have to say that it is awsome I most have been on it for about 4
> hour's and it went by very fast the store was closing and I didn't
> want to leave I think I'll go back tomarrow bright and early lol.
> It might not be as hard to learn as some people say I've never had
> a sequencer but still had no problem assigning sound's and
> arrainging them in to a song and adding some effect's . 

Great. :)
Good to see you indeed started the read-the-manual-and-visit-the-shop 
approach.

> I d.j. at
> rave's but for a few week's now since I've been looking into the
> rs-7000 I don't have any erge to mix I can't stop thinking about
> the rs-7000 I can't wait to get it.. It's time to envest some money
> on my self and start making my own music instead of investing on
> other people's song's ,As much money as I've spent on record's I
> could of bought the rs-7000 several time's over and that make's me
> upset when I think about it ..well hope fully I get the rs-7000
> very soon and could start posting question's this is a perfect
> site for me to learn some great trick's ..

While you're reading the manual, you could also try our faq here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7000 FAQ/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 4531|4531|2002-02-19 01:27:54|Robert van der Kamp|testing, please ignore|| 4532|4532|2002-02-19 03:52:19|kattemisse|Reasons for selling the virus...|
Hello again and thanks to you who responded to my message!

>I'd try to ditch the computer and try a 
>RS + Virus setup. 

That would be a killer. The problem is, the computer is not worth 
much since its a P3 500Mhz, selling it would only get half of the 
money needed, maybe not even half. Also i need the computer to a lot 
of other different things.
Selling the Prophecy would not help much either since its less worth 
than my computer. And i would not like to loose the only 
masterkeyboard i got.

>What does the Prophecy do? Don't know it.

The Prophecy is basically a monophonic VA created by Korg. It has a 
Moss Engine that besides the analog stuff can create sounds similar 
to natural instruments. I mainly use it for the analog emulating 
stuff. Read more about it here:
http://www.vintagesynth.org/korg/prph.shtml

Ok, i will give some points that are for selling the virus, and some 
against.
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* For sound sculpturing, ive got lots of softsynths that i can use, 
and not to forget the Prophecy. I also have a friend who owns a 
Virus, so if i needed any special virus sound i think i could borrow 
it for a day or two. I would also sample my Virus B before selling it.

* If i would dislike the Rs7000, i could always sell it and get a 
Virus B again. They are very similar in prices.

* I find it smarter to invest in a sequenser now and a VA later 
instead of the opposite way. If im not happy with working with my 
Computer, what should i do with my Virus anyway? Music making should 
be fun, now - it is not. I dont care if the Rs7000 have crappy 
sounds, as long as i can create music - im happy, if it sounds good 
or not, i dont care :) And maybe after time, i get money enough to a 
Va to go with the Rs7000.

The only point i can come up with against this idea is the fact that 
i really like the virus. But since i wont get any music done with my 
computer, its almost useless anyway. 
I hope you dont think im a spoiled brat, i have worked with computers 
for a long time in a musical way. (Well since im only 18 years old, 4 
years is for me a long time) But since i left trackers and began to 
use midi, i have noticed that the sequensers only kills my creative 
energys.. I have tried Logic, Cakewalk and Cubase.. 

So.. Did i convince you that it is not such a dumb idea after all? :)

/Leo - Sweden
| 4533|4532|2002-02-19 05:24:29|tomfinegan|Re: Reasons for selling the virus...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kattemisse" wrote:

> So.. Did i convince you that it is not such a dumb idea after 

all? :)

> 
> /Leo - Sweden

Well, there are alternative e.g. you could get a RM1x instead, the 
sequencer are almost identical and ok, you don´t have a sampler then 
but you can still get a sampler later on. I am sure for the Prophecy 
you can get a RM1x. Or you could also try a QY700.
| 4534|2590|2002-02-19 07:51:20|bilterfucht|Sampling|
Hi all,

Can i, when i want to sample something, get a 1-measure count in, just 
like when you record notes in the REPLACE-mode? If yes, how?

Greetz,

Bilterfücht
| 4535|4513|2002-02-19 08:12:59|sensualemporer|Re: How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|
I dont think that Excel will import appleworks files, but I think 
that sharing some spreadsheet/templates would be a very valid thing 
to do in the files section. Usually the file sizes are very small 
anyway.

Thx though, do you use it alot? find it helpful?

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> I've got an Appleworks (that's Mac folks :) template if that's any 
good to
> you.....
> 
> 
> > Does anyone have a nice MS Excel spreadsheet that you can keep 
track
> > of whats on each track? Do you guys just scribble it down on
> > paper/notebook? Do you just remember whats on each track and not
> > write it down?
> > 
> > My songs are getting pretty complex and I'm using a notebook to 
jot
> > down the contents of each track...a night of working can lead to
> > several scribbled pages...I see an Excel template/spreadsheet in 



my
> > future...
> > 
> > thx,
> > frenchy
> >

| 4536|4497|2002-02-19 08:50:16|olafmol2002|Re: Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness o|
the virus is a VA, the prophecy is a P(hysical)M(odelling) synth...so 
it depends on what you use the prophecy for, if you mainly use it for 
VA like sounds, sell it..otherwise keep everything and earn some 
more money ;)

Olaf
| 4537|4497|2002-02-19 09:36:24|kattemisse|Re: Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness o|
Yes, i mainly use both the virus and prophecy for electronic va 
sounds. Leads/Pads/basses and so on..

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> the virus is a VA, the prophecy is a P(hysical)M(odelling) 
synth...so 
> it depends on what you use the prophecy for, if you mainly use it 
for 
> VA like sounds, sell it..otherwise keep everything and earn some 
> more money ;)
> 
> Olaf

| 4538|4514|2002-02-19 10:44:16|mr_roboto24|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
i went to a thrift store and found the perfect size suitcase for only 
$3! i cover the RS7k with a towel and it fits in there snug. if you 
want to save some money while getting the job done (of protecting 
your investment) go to your local thrift store. 

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> I have been calling various yamaha affiliated people for over a 
week 
> now and cannot find someone to sell me the...
> http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm 
> carry case here in the US.
> 
> I am leaving for vacation this Friday and now it is crunch time. I 
> wanna bring the RS-7000 as my only carry on for the plane and 
> certainly dont want to do it without a carry case. I might just 
have 
> to buy an MPC case or something (if I can find one)!!!
> 
> Anyone help me with a lead?
> 
> thx,
> frenchy

| 4539|4513|2002-02-19 10:50:46|RB|Re: How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|

> 
> I dont think that Excel will import appleworks files, but I think
> that sharing some spreadsheet/templates would be a very valid thing
> to do in the files section. Usually the file sizes are very small
> anyway.
> 
> Thx though, do you use it alot? find it helpful?
> 

I use it live for my more complicated tracks (since you can't see all 16
phrase/track names at once in the pattern patch screen) - BTW has this been
added to the FAQ wishlist?

Cheers

Richard Brown

PS. I'll upload the Appleworks file in case it's any use to anyone....
| 4540|4514|2002-02-19 10:52:02|RB|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
Actually, until I got an SL1200 case for mine I used a Delsey hard plastic
suitcase and got 2 sheets of thick foam cut to a bit bigger than the RS and
it survived a few flights like that....

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm


> From: "mr_roboto24" <mr_roboto24@yahoo.com>
> Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2002 17:44:10 -0000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...
> 
> i went to a thrift store and found the perfect size suitcase for only
> $3! i cover the RS7k with a towel and it fits in there snug. if you
> want to save some money while getting the job done (of protecting
> your investment) go to your local thrift store.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
>> I have been calling various yamaha affiliated people for over a
> week 
>> now and cannot find someone to sell me the...
>> http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm
>> carry case here in the US.
>> 
>> I am leaving for vacation this Friday and now it is crunch time. I
>> wanna bring the RS-7000 as my only carry on for the plane and
>> certainly dont want to do it without a carry case. I might just
> have 
>> to buy an MPC case or something (if I can find one)!!!
>> 
>> Anyone help me with a lead?
>> 
>> thx,
>> frenchy
> 
>

| 4541|4541|2002-02-19 11:35:08|kramhughes|d+b/ nu skool breaks equipment|
I'm after the bass sounds and the matrix-y type fx (hollow bass stuff 
like tipper).

What equipment will best serve me?

I'm lead to believe a sampler like the a4000 might be ok, or access 
virus/ novation something or other.

for drums, I'm after obviously new synth style together with sampled 
beats - is the RS7000 ideal for this or would I be better off with 
some sort of modern drum machine?

thanx!
| 4542|4497|2002-02-19 11:49:21|Franjo|Re: Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness o|
Or You can give virus to me!:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: kattemisse 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2002 5:36 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Need advice - Selling Virus B and getting Rs7000, foolishness or a smart choise?

Yes, i mainly use both the virus and prophecy for electronic va 
sounds. Leads/Pads/basses and so on..

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> the virus is a VA, the prophecy is a P(hysical)M(odelling) 
synth...so 
> it depends on what you use the prophecy for, if you mainly use it 
for 
> VA like sounds, sell it..otherwise keep everything and earn some 
> more money ;)
> 
> Olaf
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4543|4543|2002-02-19 12:27:01|steffen@torset.net|controlling external gear... and other stuff(one stuff)|
hi! 
how do you people control external gear? 
I especially mean using program changes to get all my synths in line when I 
load in a track. when I use the program select on the RS to select sounds on my 
MS2000 to select sounds it works fine, but why isnt there an easier way from 
program select to making a program change? (im expanding my setup with an 
waldorf microq you see.. untill now ive been setting my ms2000 and cs6r 
manually...) 

and one more thing: does any of you often get hanging notes when workin in GRID 
mode? this never happened on my RM1x, but one the RS it happens alot( and yes 
Ive got 1.14 and has tried to reboot my RS.. 

dats all.. 
otherwise the RS is la bomba.. :) 

steffV

-- 
Get your firstname@lastname email at http://Nameplanet.com/?su
| 4544|4525|2002-02-19 12:35:53|flesk_bruno|Re: WOW this box kick's @$$|
I guess you're having a pre-buying-RS7000-ansiety-can't-wait-don't-
eat-don't-sleep-sindrome.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:
> I don't have the rs-7000 yet but I down loaded the manuel and been 
> really reading up on it and today I went to test drive it and I 
have 
> to say that it is awsome I most have been on it for about 4 hour's 
> and it went by very fast the store was closing and I didn't want to 
> leave I think I'll go back tomarrow bright and early lol. It might 
> not be as hard to learn as some people say I've never had a 
sequencer 
> but still had no problem assigning sound's and arrainging them in 
to 
> a song and adding some effect's . I d.j. at rave's but for a few 
> week's now since I've been looking into the rs-7000 I don't have 
any 
> erge to mix I can't stop thinking about the rs-7000 I can't wait to 
> get it.. It's time to envest some money on my self and start making 
> my own music instead of investing on other people's song's ,As much 
> money as I've spent on record's I could of bought the rs-7000 
several 
> time's over and that make's me upset when I think about it ..well 
> hope fully I get the rs-7000 very soon and could start posting 
> question's this is a perfect site for me to learn some great 
> trick's ..

| 4545|4532|2002-02-19 15:33:47|sensualemporer|Re: Reasons for selling the virus...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kattemisse" wrote:

> * I find it smarter to invest in a sequenser now and a VA later 
> instead of the opposite way. If im not happy with working with my 
> Computer, what should i do with my Virus anyway? Music making 
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should 

> be fun, now - it is not. I dont care if the Rs7000 have crappy 
> sounds, as long as i can create music - im happy, if it sounds good 
> or not, i dont care :) And maybe after time, i get money enough to 

a 

> Va to go with the Rs7000.
> /Leo - Sweden

Leo,
I think that you are dead on with the computer vs RS-7000 thought. I 
think that a lot of times a computer can take the fun out of music 
like you said. We all know that softsynths are cool, we all know 
that drag and drop is better than any menu 
surfing.......................... but we also all know that hardware 
conflicts and "unexplained" crashes and glitches and BSODs can kill 
the creative flow instantly.

I would NEVER give up my computer as a tool, but I very happily 
stopped relying on it to perform consistently. The RS-7000 hasn't 
crashed on me yet!!

RS-7000=reliability
computer=flexibility

together they make a good team in my opinion. One without the other 
is limiting.

make music, not swear words,
frenchy

ps-the RS-7000 sounds are not crappy in my opinion.
| 4546|4514|2002-02-19 15:49:48|renntiger2|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case... available at thomann!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> I have been calling various yamaha affiliated people for over a week 
> now and cannot find someone to sell me the...
> http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm 
> carry case here in the US.

I asked at Thomann/Germay (http://www.thomann.de/ if the sell the bag
and got the following answer:

> Diese Tasche gibt es, ist auch lieferbar und der Preis mit 69 
> EUR (zuzügl.5EUR Versandkosten) ist korrekt.

For all non-germans: The bag is available for 69 EUR plus 5 EUR for
shipping within Germany. You have to check out international shipping
fees. I'll order one tomorrow.

Klaus
| 4547|4547|2002-02-19 21:57:14|zoroabq13|sampling...resources and general frustration|
I'm still not getting this sample thing
no matter what it comes in on the one?
All i want to do is sample a bass groove 
[that i play live/ on top of a sequence]

it's definitely frustrating.
followed ur instructions to T still not working
Page 230 like most of the manual is confusing and 
terribly put together
Yes yamaha is indeed either assuming I am a Japanese engineer
or a previous Yamaha owner. I'm neither
This web site is cool but for what i paid for this unit
I expect much better documentation and resources period.
A video or dvd would have not hurt.
Cubase and Pro tool just to name a few, give you books. (vids dvds) 
yes several volumes infact dedicated to either midi, basic recording 
concepts...
you get the point

This is a beautiful, machine been able to put together some great 
drum patterns, and with the effects, incredible.
Sup w/ the shitty manuals?
Is there anything else coming out ?

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/31m02.htm
http://www.thomann.de/


Any other documentation that goes more indepth
Than there basic tutorial..
If not...i'm seriously thinking of junkin it
for something else?
I don't mean to sound so nasty but this unit is not cheap
and there is no excuse for such limited resources and crap 
documentation

ez 13
| 4548|4547|2002-02-20 00:02:39|arveyman|Re: sampling...resources and general frustration|
You are soo right.
That manual is not worth the name 'manual'..

I cannot believe there are so many pages where they just sum up all 
the menu items, but they never go toindepth documentation.

Hell, i just learn all the stuff as i go along.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "zoroabq13" wrote:
> I'm still not getting this sample thing
> no matter what it comes in on the one?
> All i want to do is sample a bass 
groove 

> [that i play live/ on top of a sequence]
> 
> it's definitely frustrating.
> followed ur instructions to T still not working
> Page 230 like most of the manual is confusing and 
> terribly put together
> Yes yamaha is indeed either assuming I am a Japanese engineer
> or a previous Yamaha owner. I'm neither
> This web site is cool but for what i paid for this unit
> I expect much better documentation and resources period.
> A video or dvd would have not hurt.
> Cubase and Pro tool just to name a few, give you books. (vids dvds) 
> yes several volumes infact dedicated to either midi, basic 
recording 
> concepts...
> you get the point
> 
> This is a beautiful, machine been able to put together some great 
> drum patterns, and with the effects, incredible.
> Sup w/ the shitty manuals?
> Is there anything else coming out ?
> Any other documentation that goes more indepth
> Than there basic tutorial..
> If not...i'm seriously thinking of junkin it
> for something else?
> I don't mean to sound so nasty but this unit is not cheap
> and there is no excuse for such limited resources and crap 
> documentation
> 
> ez 13

| 4549|4513|2002-02-20 00:45:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|
On Tuesday 19 February 2002 18:50, RB wrote:

> I use it live for my more complicated tracks (since you can't see
> all 16 phrase/track names at once in the pattern patch screen) -
> BTW has this been added to the FAQ wishlist?

What exactly would you like to be added?

- Robert
| 4550|4532|2002-02-20 00:50:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Reasons for selling the virus...|
On Tuesday 19 February 2002 11:52, kattemisse wrote:

> Hello again and thanks to you who responded to my message!
>
> >I'd try to ditch the computer and try a
> >RS + Virus setup.
>
> That would be a killer. The problem is, the computer is not worth
> much since its a P3 500Mhz, selling it would only get half of the



> money needed, maybe not even half. Also i need the computer to a
> lot of other different things.
> Selling the Prophecy would not help much either since its less
> worth than my computer. And i would not like to loose the only
> masterkeyboard i got.
>
> >What does the Prophecy do? Don't know it.
>
> The Prophecy is basically a monophonic VA created by Korg. It has a
> Moss Engine that besides the analog stuff can create sounds similar
> to natural instruments. I mainly use it for the analog emulating
> stuff. Read more about it here:
> http://www.vintagesynth.org/korg/prph.shtml
>
> Ok, i will give some points that are for selling the virus, and
> some against.
>
> * For sound sculpturing, ive got lots of softsynths that i can use,
> and not to forget the Prophecy. I also have a friend who owns a
> Virus, so if i needed any special virus sound i think i could
> borrow it for a day or two. I would also sample my Virus B before
> selling it.
>
> * If i would dislike the Rs7000, i could always sell it and get a
> Virus B again. They are very similar in prices.
>
> * I find it smarter to invest in a sequenser now and a VA later
> instead of the opposite way. If im not happy with working with my
> Computer, what should i do with my Virus anyway? Music making
> should be fun, now - it is not. I dont care if the Rs7000 have
> crappy sounds, as long as i can create music - im happy, if it
> sounds good or not, i dont care :) And maybe after time, i get
> money enough to a Va to go with the Rs7000.
>
> The only point i can come up with against this idea is the fact
> that i really like the virus. But since i wont get any music done
> with my computer, its almost useless anyway.
> I hope you dont think im a spoiled brat, i have worked with
> computers for a long time in a musical way. (Well since im only 18
> years old, 4 years is for me a long time) But since i left trackers
> and began to use midi, i have noticed that the sequensers only
> kills my creative energys.. I have tried Logic, Cakewalk and
> Cubase..
>
> So.. Did i convince you that it is not such a dumb idea after all?
> :)

I understand the reasoning. If you really think that selling the 
Virus for an RS will get you making music, then it's worth it of 
course. But better check out the RS first extensively before you jump 
in. My only problem is that, once you have the RS, you'll probably 
badly want the Virus as a good addition to the setup.

- Robert
| 4551|4543|2002-02-20 00:55:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: controlling external gear... and other stuff(one stuff)|
On Tuesday 19 February 2002 20:26, steffen@torset.net wrote:

> hi!
>
> how do you people control external gear?

You program program- and bank changes in your sequences. Normally I 
do this in the start of the song, in a precount area.

>
> I especially mean using program changes to get all my synths in
> line when I
>
> load in a track. when I use the program select on the RS to select
> sounds on my
>
> MS2000 to select sounds it works fine, but why isnt there an easier
> way from
>
> program select to making a program change? (im expanding my setup
> with an
>
> waldorf microq you see.. untill now ive been setting my ms2000 and
> cs6r

http://www.vintagesynth.org/korg/prph.shtml
mailto:steffen@torset.net


>
> manually...)

What would this easier way be?

BTW, note that the RS won't remember the PC values for your external 
gear when only using the Mixer page. Oddly enough, using the Mixer 
page *does* send PC values to the external gear (for that track), but 
when replaying the song nothing is sent. We concluded a couple of 
month ago that the Mixer pager (and the Voice parameter in the 
phrase) is only meant for the RS internal TG. To actually manipulate 
external gear you have to insert MIDI PC (and optionally Bank) 
messages in your phrases.

- Robert
| 4552|4547|2002-02-20 01:12:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling...resources and general frustration|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 05:57, zoroabq13 wrote:

> I'm still not getting this sample thing
> no matter what it comes in on the one?
> All i want to do is sample a bass groove
> [that i play live/ on top of a sequence]

Try this, as I believe this worked for me last time I tried. I don't 
have the RS handy now, so I may be wrong:

- Select the track you want to record.
- Enter sample mode.
- Select Pitch sample mode.
- Select Measure trigger mode and measure one as 
the sample trigger position. 
- Now BEFORE you start sampling, start the RS. 
Simply press the play button.
- Listen to your pattern while rehearsing your bass part. 
- When you feel up to it, press the Sample Standby button 
in the middle of the pattern. Next time the pattern loops 
back to measure one sampling will begin and stop 
automatically at the end of the pattern.

- Robert
| 4553|4553|2002-02-20 01:16:01|megons|phrase split bug|
can anyone duplicate this?

say you have a phrase that's 2 measures long - go into Grid Record 
and select the fourth measure. Add a note anywhere in the fourth 
measure then exit Grid Record. 

You should now have a 4-measure phrase since it has an event in the 
fourth measure.

When I do this then use the Split Phrase job to try to split the 
phrase at measure number 3, it says "Illegal Measure," even though 
the phrase is 4 measures long when I look at it in the Event Editor.

The only way around this is to Append the phrase to itself then use 
the Split Phrase job again.

hrmph.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 4554|4547|2002-02-20 02:20:15|tomfinegan|Re: sampling...resources and general frustration|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 20 February 2002 05:57, zoroabq13 wrote:
> > I'm still not getting this sample thing
> > no matter what it comes in on the one?
> > All i want to do is sample a bass groove
> > [that i play live/ on top of a sequence]

There´s also a Tutorial for sampling/slicing on the Yamaha website. 
But i don´t have the link right now. Robert posted it before here. 
Also i think i put them in the faq-folder in the groups-file-section:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/

Tom
| 4555|2590|2002-02-20 06:32:29|bilterfucht|Sampling|

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/


Hi all,

Can i, when i want to sample something, get a 1-measure count in, just 
like when you record notes in the REPLACE-mode? If yes, how?

Greetz,

Bilterfücht
| 4556|4513|2002-02-20 06:47:56|RB|Re: How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|

>> I use it live for my more complicated tracks (since you can't see
>> all 16 phrase/track names at once in the pattern patch screen) -
>> BTW has this been added to the FAQ wishlist?
> 
> What exactly would you like to be added?
> 

I'd like the pattern patch screen to show the 16 phrases by name instead of
just number.

TIA

Richard Brown
| 4557|4514|2002-02-20 07:28:43|sensualemporer|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
I completely agree and I will now actively pursue that avenue. Do 
you think that it would be a valid airplane carry-on or do you think 
it is too big?

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:
> i went to a thrift store and found the perfect size suitcase for 
only 
> $3! i cover the RS7k with a towel and it fits in there snug. if 
you 
> want to save some money while getting the job done (of protecting 
> your investment) go to your local thrift store. 
>

| 4558|4514|2002-02-20 07:45:53|sensualemporer|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> Actually, until I got an SL1200 case for mine I used a Delsey hard 

plastic

> suitcase and got 2 sheets of thick foam cut to a bit bigger than 

the RS and

> it survived a few flights like that....

RB,
you actually checked it in as luggage? I am cringing with the 
thought. You are brave. Even when I do find the right hard-shell-
thrift-store-suitcase I will go 99% of the way to insisting that it 
is my carry on. If it ends up too big, I will give a fight and 
insist on it being hand-checked at the last possible minute.

Someone was just telling me the story the other day about how they 
were looking out the window of the airplane during loading and they 
saw their checked-in guitar going up a conveyor belt and falling 
6feet to the pavement because the truck was not there to catch it. 
True or not...I have NEVER seen luggage being handled with love by 
any airplane attendant!

frenchy
| 4559|4543|2002-02-20 07:47:25|sensualemporer|Re: controlling external gear... and other stuff(one stuff)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 19 February 2002 20:26, steffen@t... wrote:
> > hi!
> >
> > how do you people control external gear?
> 
> You program program- and bank changes in your sequences. Normally I 



> do this in the start of the song, in a precount area.
> 

Robert,

Last night I was trying to select patches on my external gear, so I 
manually inserted the PC xxx-xxx-xxx (which includes bank select) at 
the time of 001:1:000. Then the 1st downbeat note I put on 
001:1:001. It turns out that the outboard gear cant change and play 
fast enough. This is a problem for me. When I hit play, I need it 
to play on cue.

The problem is that since the PC is part of the sequence, the 
outboard gear cannot get ready until it is too late.

How do you overcome this? I cant hit play and have silent 
premeasures, because then I will miss the 001:1:000 downbeat, which I 
need to hit with my live performance instruments.

thx,
frenchy
| 4560|4553|2002-02-20 08:31:44|Jeremy P Caulfield (lotus)|Re: phrase split bug|
Actually i would say this is far from being a bug. i know it can be annoying
but the RS will only do what you tell it to do. meaning that if you want to
tun something into an 8 bar measure you have to indicate this. It is
somewhat of a good feature as since when you really start to edit fast on
the thing you are sure not to add extra things. ..

on the same sort of topic..

is there a way to kill all "groove" items at once after you program them in
the groove mode.. say i change the pitch on one note or the timing on the
other. Is there a way to bring everything back down to zero ?

again ..probably another instance of the RS only doing what you tell it to
do.. 

jeremy

on 20/2/02 3:16 AM, megons at mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca wrote:

> can anyone duplicate this?
> 
> say you have a phrase that's 2 measures long - go into Grid Record
> and select the fourth measure. Add a note anywhere in the fourth
> measure then exit Grid Record.
> 
> You should now have a 4-measure phrase since it has an event in the
> fourth measure.
> 
> When I do this then use the Split Phrase job to try to split the
> phrase at measure number 3, it says "Illegal Measure," even though
> the phrase is 4 measures long when I look at it in the Event Editor.
> 
> The only way around this is to Append the phrase to itself then use
> the Split Phrase job again.
> 
> hrmph.
> 
> michel
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

mailto:mmorin@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 4561|4561|2002-02-20 10:40:28|dnovomeiski|Help - Grid Mode|
Hey, Everyone..
I am puzzled with not being able to figure out the following task 
that I would like to do:

I start recording in Grid Mod a phrase 1 measure long. Once I record 
it, is it possible to expand the phrase let's say to 8 or 9 measures,
and copy contents of measure 1 into each of the rest 7 or 8 measures.

I think there answer to has to be very simple, but I am still not 
able to figure it out.

Thanks a lot for your help.

Dmitri
| 4562|4562|2002-02-20 10:48:36|Alexander zacklin|ARV i hear U ez13|
like i said great machine no doubt
but with this cutting edge tech stuff, the manuals should b way more 
informative...
and the only reason why i drive this point
is because YAMAHA should be told for future projects marketing all that

I tell u this i am not likely too invest in Yamaha gear
(as cool as this machine is) till I know,
that in depth inteligeble manuals or vid or what have u are available,
PERIOD.

u support guys are great
I'm soley baggin on yamaha sorry guys

ez13

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 4563|4561|2002-02-20 12:07:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help - Grid Mode|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 18:40, dnovomeiski wrote:

> Hey, Everyone..
> I am puzzled with not being able to figure out the following task
> that I would like to do:
>
> I start recording in Grid Mod a phrase 1 measure long. Once I
> record it, is it possible to expand the phrase let's say to 8 or 9
> measures, and copy contents of measure 1 into each of the rest 7 or
> 8 measures.
>
> I think there answer to has to be very simple, but I am still not
> able to figure it out.

Try phrase job # 21, Append Phrase.
Don't know if you can append a phrase to itself, which would speed up 
the procedure.

Page 146 of english manual.

- Robert
| 4564|4513|2002-02-20 12:08:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you guys/gals mentally organize your songs (styles)...|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 14:48, RB wrote:

> >> I use it live for my more complicated tracks (since you can't
> >> see all 16 phrase/track names at once in the pattern patch
> >> screen) - BTW has this been added to the FAQ wishlist?
> >
> > What exactly would you like to be added?
>
> I'd like the pattern patch screen to show the 16 phrases by name

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx


> instead of just number.

Ah, that one. ;)
I believe it's already in the pending whish list, but I added it 
anyway.

- Robert
| 4565|4543|2002-02-20 12:12:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: controlling external gear... and other stuff(one stuff)|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 15:47, sensualemporer wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 19 February 2002 20:26, steffen@t... wrote:
> > > hi!
> > >
> > > how do you people control external gear?
> >
> > You program program- and bank changes in your sequences. Normally
> > I do this in the start of the song, in a precount area.
>
> Robert,
>
> Last night I was trying to select patches on my external gear, so I
> manually inserted the PC xxx-xxx-xxx (which includes bank select)
> at the time of 001:1:000. Then the 1st downbeat note I put on
> 001:1:001. It turns out that the outboard gear cant change and
> play fast enough. This is a problem for me. When I hit play, I
> need it to play on cue.
>
> The problem is that since the PC is part of the sequence, the
> outboard gear cannot get ready until it is too late.
>
> How do you overcome this? I cant hit play and have silent
> premeasures, because then I will miss the 001:1:000 downbeat, which
> I need to hit with my live performance instruments.

Almost all midi gear has this problem. It takes a while for a synth 
of effect units to change patches. You handle this by programming the 
PC MIDI events in a piece of the song that it only played once, 
before you start the actual audible part. You could for example use 
one pattern only for PC stuff, and play that pattern before you start 
the song.

If that doesn't work because you have to join songs without pause, 
you can only insert the PC events at the end of the previous song, 
just before the new one starts.

- Robert
| 4566|4553|2002-02-20 12:20:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: phrase split bug|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 09:16, megons wrote:

> can anyone duplicate this?
>
> say you have a phrase that's 2 measures long - go into Grid Record
> and select the fourth measure. Add a note anywhere in the fourth
> measure then exit Grid Record.
>
> You should now have a 4-measure phrase since it has an event in the
> fourth measure.

I tried this just now, but the RS reacts normally.
I first created a 2-measure phrase. Then changed the pattern length 
to 4 measures, allowing the phrase to grow. Then entered grid record 
mode, selected the 4th measure and entered some notes.

Now when stopping record mode again the phrase is still 2 measures 
long, as expected, so the split phrase job is right to complain when 
asked to split the phrase at the end of the second measure.

A phrase does not grow, even when grid record mode allows one to 
select measures not covered by the lenght of the phrase, which could 
be seen as a bug, imo, but that's another issue.

- Robert
| 4567|2590|2002-02-20 12:21:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 14:32, bilterfucht wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> Can i, when i want to sample something, get a 1-measure count in,



> just like when you record notes in the REPLACE-mode? If yes, how?

I don't think so, but a couple of messages ago I described a very 
nice workaround:

=============================================

Try this, as I believe this worked for me last time I tried. I don't 
have the RS handy now, so I may be wrong:

- Select the track you want to record.
- Enter sample mode.
- Select Pitch sample mode.
- Select Measure trigger mode and measure one as 
  the sample trigger position. 
- Now BEFORE you start sampling, start the RS. 
  Simply press the play button.
- Listen to your pattern while rehearsing your bass part. 
- When you feel up to it, press the Sample Standby button 
   in the middle of the pattern. Next time the pattern loops 
   back to measure one sampling will begin and stop 
   automatically at the end of the pattern.

=================================================

- Robert
| 4568|4553|2002-02-20 13:02:17|megons|Re: phrase split bug|
Check again - when I add a note on the fourth measure of a 2-measure 
phrase in Grid Mode, it stays there. Furthermore, it shows up in the 
fourth measure in Edit mode... And yet it still doesn't let me split 
the phrase.

I've done a factory reset, I even updated my OS from 1.13 to 1.14. 
This is indeed a bug.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> I tried this just now, but the RS reacts normally.
> I first created a 2-measure phrase. Then changed the pattern length 
> to 4 measures, allowing the phrase to grow. Then entered grid 
record 
> mode, selected the 4th measure and entered some notes.
> 
> Now when stopping record mode again the phrase is still 2 measures 
> long, as expected, so the split phrase job is right to complain 
when 
> asked to split the phrase at the end of the second measure.
> 
> A phrase does not grow, even when grid record mode allows one to 
> select measures not covered by the lenght of the phrase, which 
could 
> be seen as a bug, imo, but that's another issue.
> 
> - Robert

| 4569|4553|2002-02-20 13:30:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: phrase split bug|
On Wednesday 20 February 2002 21:02, megons wrote:

> Check again - when I add a note on the fourth measure of a
> 2-measure phrase in Grid Mode, it stays there. Furthermore, it
> shows up in the fourth measure in Edit mode... And yet it still
> doesn't let me split the phrase.

Checked again and you're totally right. The phrase *did* grow, the 
MIDI notes in the 4th measure *do* exists, but what confused me and 
the phrase split job was that the phrase length wasn't updated. Is 
still says it has a length of M002 after the 3rd and 4th measures 
were appended (visible in the second pattern main page).

This is simply a bug, nothing less.

- Robert
| 4570|4514|2002-02-20 15:51:09|mr_roboto24|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|

http://www.sneak-thief.com/


that's a predicament. i don't trust those airplane people either. i 
honestly think that because of this size of the case that is needed 
to carry the 7000, it will be too big to be a carry-on. you can try 
to fight for it to be carried on but considering the new airline 
safety measures, good luck. i don't know what to say, i'm scared 
for you and the machine. regardless of how much padding is in that 
case, i don't think it's good to throw it around (as those damn 
baggage handlers will surely do)

good luck,
mr_roboto24

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> > Actually, until I got an SL1200 case for mine I used a Delsey 
hard 
> plastic
> > suitcase and got 2 sheets of thick foam cut to a bit bigger than 
> the RS and
> > it survived a few flights like that....
> 
> 
> RB,
> you actually checked it in as luggage? I am cringing with the 
> thought. You are brave. Even when I do find the right hard-shell-
> thrift-store-suitcase I will go 99% of the way to insisting that it 
> is my carry on. If it ends up too big, I will give a fight and 
> insist on it being hand-checked at the last possible minute.
> 
> Someone was just telling me the story the other day about how they 
> were looking out the window of the airplane during loading and they 
> saw their checked-in guitar going up a conveyor belt and falling 
> 6feet to the pavement because the truck was not there to catch it. 
> True or not...I have NEVER seen luggage being handled with love by 
> any airplane attendant!
> 
> frenchy

| 4571|4571|2002-02-20 16:17:45|bookrs7k|Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|
the faq does not go into detail about this and there are some things 
that need to be qualified.

1. is it true that when you use copy track-from section A to B that 
the track in section B is completely independant from section A?
I'm asking because i did that and afterwards i muted the track in 
section B, switched back to section A and found the same track muted.

I repeat i used the copy track function and not the copy pattern or 
phrase functions. 

thanks in advance for your help.
book
| 4572|4572|2002-02-20 16:22:14|bookrs7k|Need Opinions- on Sampling Techniques and Ideas|
what sample rate are you guys/gals sampling at?

vocals=
beats=
keys=
bass=
coffee shop background noise=
turntables cuts=
scratches=
CNN news footage=

I'd appreciate all of your opinions, stereo or mono why and when.

peace-
| 4573|4571|2002-02-21 00:28:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|
On Thursday 21 February 2002 00:17, bookrs7k wrote:

> the faq does not go into detail about this and there are some
> things that need to be qualified.
>
> 1. is it true that when you use copy track-from section A to B that
> the track in section B is completely independant from section A?
> I'm asking because i did that and afterwards i muted the track in
> section B, switched back to section A and found the same track
> muted.
>
> I repeat i used the copy track function and not the copy pattern or



> phrase functions.

The CopyTrack job creates a copy of the source phrase into a new user 
phrase. Along with that, it can copy lots of other stuff from the 
source track, like playfx, mixer and sample settings. 

On my old OS version CopyTrack does *not* copy the mute state from 
the source track to the target track. That is, when I copied a muted 
track, the target track did *not* get muted. 

The suggestion that muting the target track *after* the CopyTrack job 
would cause the source track to get muted as well is imo a very weird 
thought, but hey, who can tell? ;)

Can you repeat the situation?

- Robert
| 4574|4572|2002-02-21 02:35:24|olafmol2002|Re: Need Opinions- on Sampling Techniques and Ideas|
farts at 8bit, the rest at 16 ;)
what a strange question...just use what sounds good to you..

Olaf
| 4575|4575|2002-02-21 02:37:20|olafmol2002|voice settings not respecting the midi setup?|
Hello,

it's not a RS7000 question, but an RM1x one, but as the sequencers in 
both are virtually identical i thought i'd give it a go..i am also 
interested if the RS7k has the same behaviour....:

i recently redesigned my studio and i am currently in the process of 
assiging all my gear to be controled by the RM1x....now i have the 
following problem:

i use tracks 1-7 for normal rm1x drumsounds, track 8 for a drum-
synth, track 9 for my waldorf pulse, track 10 for my jv1010 etc...
i use the midi setup to set midi channels and disable to TG for the 
channels that need it etc. works fine together with the RecM echo 
mode...

now i would like to use the voice-setting(in the mixer) to set the 
correct patch for a track....BUT: it seems the voice settings don't 
go through the midi setup routing, but just keep doing their default 
thing (ie if i set track 1 to: "to TG channel 1, to midi channel OFF" 
it still keeps doing PC's on my midi gear that listens on channel 
1..even if i filter it out....

right now the only solution seems to not use the voice settings, 
disable all the midi out stuff in the utility menu, and hardcode a 
PC's into the sequence.....or do i miss something?

for me the logical thing would be that the voice settings would also 
respect the midi setup for the current style, and send their PC's 
frmo the voice setting to the midi channel that is set for the 
selected track...

Olaf
| 4576|4514|2002-02-21 04:18:03|RB|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
I don't know which country you're in, but bear in mind that most airports
(in Europe anyway) have a seperate check-in for fragile and outsize items.
I just got an aluminium SL1200 case and put a little bubble wrap on the
bottom and some extra foam in the lid and it's absolutely perfect.

I have to say that in many years of travelling with equipment, I've only
ever had one bad damage incident (had stuff go astray for a few days and
missed gigs but that's another story ):

Unfortunately if you're gigging abroad then your only other choice is to
hire at the destination, and whilst MPCs are pretty easy to get I think
it'll be more difficult with the RS.

Good luck!

Richard Brown

> that's a predicament. i don't trust those airplane people either. i
> honestly think that because of this size of the case that is needed
> to carry the 7000, it will be too big to be a carry-on. you can try
> to fight for it to be carried on but considering the new airline
> safety measures, good luck. i don't know what to say, i'm scared



> for you and the machine. regardless of how much padding is in that
> case, i don't think it's good to throw it around (as those damn
> baggage handlers will surely do)
> 
> good luck,
> mr_roboto24
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
>> --- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
>>> Actually, until I got an SL1200 case for mine I used a Delsey
> hard 
>> plastic
>>> suitcase and got 2 sheets of thick foam cut to a bit bigger than
>> the RS and
>>> it survived a few flights like that....
>> 
>> 
>> RB,
>> you actually checked it in as luggage? I am cringing with the
>> thought. You are brave. Even when I do find the right hard-shell-
>> thrift-store-suitcase I will go 99% of the way to insisting that it
>> is my carry on. If it ends up too big, I will give a fight and
>> insist on it being hand-checked at the last possible minute.
>> 
>> Someone was just telling me the story the other day about how they
>> were looking out the window of the airplane during loading and they
>> saw their checked-in guitar going up a conveyor belt and falling
>> 6feet to the pavement because the truck was not there to catch it.
>> True or not...I have NEVER seen luggage being handled with love by
>> any airplane attendant!
>> 
>> frenchy
>

| 4577|4571|2002-02-21 05:13:28|tompaulsen2002|Re: Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bookrs7k" wrote:

> the faq does not go into detail about this and there are some 

things 

> that need to be qualified.
> 
> 1. is it true that when you use copy track-from section A to B that 
> the track in section B is completely independant from section A?
> I'm asking because i did that and afterwards i muted the track in 
> section B, switched back to section A and found the same track 

muted.

Track-Muting is not section independent, it´s a global function, no 
matter what style or section you use. 

Of course this doesn´t make section/pattern-change easier. If you 
want to save those "mutes" you can do it with the pattern-chain mode. 

Tom
| 4578|4571|2002-02-21 05:31:34|RB|Re: Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|

> Track-Muting is not section independent, it´s a global function, no
> matter what style or section you use.
> 

Actually the mute data is saved in styles but not different sections within
the styles.
| 4579|4514|2002-02-21 07:28:32|sensualemporer|Re: The elusive RS-7000 carry case...|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> 
> I don't know which country you're in, but bear in mind that most 

airports

> (in Europe anyway) have a seperate check-in for fragile and outsize 

items.

I have never seen that here in USA, but I will be looking...I will be 



flying from Buffalo, NY to Hawaii. My 1st ever vacation in 
Hawaii!!! (Next year probably back to Europe for vacation).

I will not be gigging, just vacationing, but I am one of those 
weirdos that likes to travel and seeks musical writing inspiration 
while travelling to new places.

I respect all the new airplane security measures and I hope they 
respect my fragile peice of luggage (carry-on).

here I go...
frenchy
| 4580|4561|2002-02-21 07:43:12|sensualemporer|Re: Help - Grid Mode|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 20 February 2002 18:40, dnovomeiski wrote:
> > Hey, Everyone..
> > I am puzzled with not being able to figure out the following task
> > that I would like to do:
> >
> > I start recording in Grid Mod a phrase 1 measure long. Once I
> > record it, is it possible to expand the phrase let's say to 8 or 9
> > measures, and copy contents of measure 1 into each of the rest 7 

or

> > 8 measures.
> >
> > I think there answer to has to be very simple, but I am still not
> > able to figure it out.
> 
> Try phrase job # 21, Append Phrase.
> Don't know if you can append a phrase to itself, which would speed 

up 

> the procedure.
> 
> Page 146 of english manual.
> 
> - Robert

Roberts solution sounds valid, and in the spirit of always being able 
to do the same things multiple ways, I present you with the way I 
would do it...Use the event copy job...source is 1st measure and 
destination is 2nd measure with a repeat of 7 or 8.

frenchy
| 4581|4572|2002-02-21 07:53:06|sensualemporer|Re: Need Opinions- on Sampling Techniques and Ideas|
I wish i could always do 44.1khz 16bit stereo, but I still only have 
the 4mb of memory. This has forced me to turn my stereo delay guitar 
samples into mono and resample to 32khz. Life is tough.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "bookrs7k" wrote:
> what sample rate are you guys/gals sampling at?
> 
> vocals=
> beats=
> keys=
> bass=
> coffee shop background noise=
> turntables cuts=
> scratches=
> CNN news footage=
> 
> I'd appreciate all of your opinions, stereo or mono why and when.
> 
> peace-

| 4582|4572|2002-02-21 08:21:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Need Opinions- on Sampling Techniques and Ideas|
On Thursday 21 February 2002 15:52, sensualemporer wrote:

> I wish i could always do 44.1khz 16bit stereo, but I still only
> have the 4mb of memory. This has forced me to turn my stereo delay
> guitar samples into mono and resample to 32khz. Life is tough.



Visit your parents more often and save this way for sample RAM. ;)

- Robert
| 4583|4583|2002-02-21 08:28:05|sensualemporer|Changing Sections via midi (using SysEx)...|
I would like to change from Style 01/Section A to Style 01/Section B 
using an external midi footpedal.

Sounds simple.

The ONLY thing I can find on this in the manual is on page 327. This 
is in Appendix 11 - the Midi Data format - Sequencer Block - Receive 
Flow - System Exclusive - Section Control

It shows F0H 43H 7EH 00H ssH ddH F7H.

The problem is that it does not define the "ss" and "dd" variables at 
all. Its almost like they are missing the page that defines these 
variables. For the tone generator block, they have the 1)transmit 
flow, 2)receive flow and 3)transmit/receive data. This 3rd section 
defines the variables used. But for the sequencer block, they have 1)
transmit flow, 2)receive flow and 3)is missing. Page 328 seems like 
it goes on to a completely different topic.

So in the spirit of improvisation, I tried all kinds of values 
for "ss" and "dd" and nothing would work.

can anyone help?
frenchy
| 4584|4571|2002-02-21 11:15:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> 
> > Track-Muting is not section independent, it´s a global function, 

no

> > matter what style or section you use.
> > 
> 
> Actually the mute data is saved in styles but not different 

sections within

> the styles.

Right, thank you :)
| 4585|4585|2002-02-21 12:38:19|sensualemporer|Yamaha Technical support??|
I am assuming that I may need to talk to a yamaha RS-7000 midi expert 
regarding my recent midi SysEx question in a separate thread.

Does anyone know a tech support number that will get me somewhere?
I would like to talk quickly and concisely with a yamaha guy who 
knows his shit.

any leads?
thx,
frenchy

ps-beleive me, I have talked with many "tech support" people who dont 
even know what midi is.
| 4586|4571|2002-02-21 13:06:37|bookrs7k|Re: Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|
--- yes i can repeat the situation, it happens each time.

i recorded a 4 bar drum beat on track 1 sec-A
then i copied track 1 sec-A to track 1 sec-B
the track was copied as should be, but i then muted track 1 in 
section B and track 1 was muted in section A automaticly?

does that mean my Rs is broken?
| 4587|4571|2002-02-21 13:11:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Copy Track-???? will some body please help me out.|
On Thursday 21 February 2002 21:06, bookrs7k wrote:

> --- yes i can repeat the situation, it happens each time.
>
> i recorded a 4 bar drum beat on track 1 sec-A
> then i copied track 1 sec-A to track 1 sec-B
> the track was copied as should be, but i then muted track 1 in
> section B and track 1 was muted in section A automaticly?
>
> does that mean my Rs is broken?



Ah!!
No, your RS is not broken.
Muting a track is *global* for all sections that belong to the same 
style. So when you mute track 1 in section B, it is also muted in 
section A, C, D, etc.

The MPC stores mute settings per track/section, but the RS does this 
per track/style.

- Robert
| 4588|4588|2002-02-21 14:43:24|bookrs7k|thanks Robert and Tom, one more question about Kit +Note Sampling?|
i'm using the Rs like a multitrack and using the sampling mode that 
starts the sequence playing the same time the sampling starts, i 
believe this is called Kit+note, my problem is that after i press 
sample the Rs only samples for a few seconds and i know it's not 
because i'm out of memory, do you know how to adjust it so that it 
samples for a longer time in this mode, i'm just sampling a short 
turntable cut and it gets cut off early (stops sampling) and i still 
have memory left. any help would be appreciated.

peace - book
| 4589|4588|2002-02-21 14:53:12|simon leclerc|Re: thanks Robert and Tom, one more question about Kit +Note Sampli|
on 2/21/02 4:43 PM, bookrs7k at bookrs7k@hotmail.com wrote:

> i'm using the Rs like a multitrack and using the sampling mode that
> starts the sequence playing the same time the sampling starts, i
> believe this is called Kit+note, my problem is that after i press
> sample the Rs only samples for a few seconds and i know it's not
> because i'm out of memory, do you know how to adjust it so that it
> samples for a longer time in this mode, i'm just sampling a short
> turntable cut and it gets cut off early (stops sampling) and i still
> have memory left. any help would be appreciated.
> 
> peace - book

Verify if the Trigger mode is set to Measure or Manual.
Or if you're working with Level, make sure the trigger level
is not too high, that's probably why it stops automaticly

Hope this helps
| 4590|4588|2002-02-21 16:17:41|bookrs7k|Re: thanks Robert and Tom, one more question about Kit +Note Sampli|

> 
> 
> Verify if the Trigger mode is set to Measure or Manual.
> Or if you're working with Level, make sure the trigger level
> is not too high, that's probably why it stops automaticly
> 
> Hope this helps

thanks Simon, i think what the problem is is that my sequence is only 
4 bars long and i think if you use kit+note mode that it will only 
sample as long as the sequence is, because in the other modes it 
keeps sampling as long as i want it.
| 4591|4588|2002-02-21 16:55:58|simon leclerc|Re: thanks Robert and Tom, one more question about Kit +Note Sampli|
on 2/21/02 6:17 PM, bookrs7k at bookrs7k@hotmail.com wrote:

>> Verify if the Trigger mode is set to Measure or Manual.
>> Or if you're working with Level, make sure the trigger level
>> is not too high, that's probably why it stops automaticly
>> 
>> Hope this helps
> 
> thanks Simon, i think what the problem is is that my sequence is only
> 4 bars long and i think if you use kit+note mode that it will only
> sample as long as the sequence is, because in the other modes it
> keeps sampling as long as i want it.

Yes it could be it
| 4592|4571|2002-02-21 19:17:38|headtrik|Re: Copy Track-???? Also This....|
I know that on my RM1X, I could copy the track to a new section, in 
the same PATTERN, and go and delete the track I wanted to, and it 
WOULD NOT delete the old track, in the original section. This was 
REALLY useful, because when I'd copy section A to B, I might want to 
add a different drum beat, or new melody etc... This made writing 
very efficient, and quick on my RM1X. It seems that if I do the exact 

mailto:bookrs7k@hotmail.com
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same thing on the RS, I go to delete the track I want, and write a 
new beat, and it has deleted the original beat, and written the new 
beat in place. In other words it doesn't (and I checked the phrase 
list) make a new phrase. Am I missing something here, this was my 
main trick on the RM1X so I didn't have to copy it to a whole new 
pattern, just because then, I had to write, change, scroll back, 
etc... Is this addressed in any of the new OS's? I still have my 
factory OS, other than that, it (OS) doesn't give me any problems.
| 4593|4585|2002-02-21 19:28:38|headtrik|Re: Yamaha Technical support??|
I have never had a problem with Yamaha Tech support. I've always 
recieved calls back from the same tech guy, Martin. He's always been 
straight ahead.
| 4594|4541|2002-02-21 19:52:54|headtrik|Re: d+b/ nu skool breaks equipment|
This machine kicks ass for breaks. To really do seriously hard beats, 
it's all about sampling your drum sounds. Not only that, the sample 
slice is killer for breaks. sample the beat, slice it, voila, change 
tempos and it's almost seemless. The best part is, after you slice 
it, if you play with the pitch, you'll find a whole new world of 
sounds. The loop remix is fun, but you can then take the samples it 
slices it into, and you have a new kit etc... It really works well as 
a drum machine for breakbeats, drum n bass, etc... Some of the stock 
drum sounds are really good as well. The synth isn't that bad, you 
just have to really play with it, but once you get used to how the 
filters etc... work you can make some some pretty cool synth sounds. 
I'd get a virus or Waldorf Micro Q for the more intricate sounds.
| 4595|4541|2002-02-21 21:38:41|bookrs7k|HeadTrik About the Breaks/ sampling kits|
how would you go about using the slicer for kit creation.
i know that obviously you would sample a beat and then slice it,but 
then you want to make a kit. so lets say the firt beat you sample has 
only four hits in it- kick,snare,ch,oh and you slice it on track 1, 
that would take up four pads, but what if you want to make a master 
kit comprising of 20 hits on 20 pads? 

can you keep sampling breaks, and then slicing them to the same track 
without over writing previous samples on that track. does it just 
place the hits on the next empty pad or what should i do?

peace -book
| 4596|4541|2002-02-22 01:30:17|headtrik|Re: HeadTrik About the Breaks/ sampling kits|
Usually I'll keep the really good slices I like, but then I'll take 
the best drums out of my different slices, copy them to a new sample 
bank in which I'll have to use to write my own sequences. It takes up 
a lil extra memory, but ultimately I'd rather use up the lil extra 
memory but put together a really killer kit that, literally almost 
any key I hit I feel confident that it can be applied to almost any 
track. Especially for something like an amen break, where I may want 
to rewrite a new sequence, I may throw out the original sequence, 
zoom into EACH drum, and truncate out the little pieces of silence 
the slice adds to the beginning and/or end, and now copy these sounds 
to a new sample bank, or keep that as the original bank, and copy new 
sounds to this bank. This really is the machine out there currently 
to make the quintesential amen break. Once you slice up that beat 
you've sampled, voila you have all those crucial, next to impossible 
to find "amen" single drum sounds that your now free to write your 
own beats with. It's the next best thing to using recycle for loop 
slicing. Not trying to "sell" my tracks on you, but if you go to 
rs7000.org, and check out my profile and download Surf Punkz (amen 
breaks!!) you can here how I sampled some of those classic jungle/DnB 
beats, sliced them, and then used the kits to write some of my own 
beats, or used loop remix.
| 4597|4597|2002-02-22 04:09:33|frankii|just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advise|
I bought the RS7000 with the intention of instant gratification.

When I tried it out at the store a few times, it rocked.

However, now I'm realizing that the RS7000 comes with zero (0) pre-
set patterns. Is this correct?

When I was demoing the machine, there was breakbeat, german, techno, 
hip hop, etc, etc, that I would scroll through in pattern mode and I 
would add, change and pound away on the keys.

Now I turn it on at home and nothing loads the way it did in the 
store.

Is this true? Does my post even make sense?

I was inspired by some of the sounds/patterns I heard, and now I feel 
like ,,,hmm, kind of bummed if this is the case.

I know the Roland piece at least has preset patterns that you can 



change, tweak, loop, etc, etc, .....

Please advise and point to where you can get those patterns that I 
heard on the demo model.

Thanks
-f
| 4598|4598|2002-02-22 04:28:24|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT- please adv|
on the smart smedia card with it you have the demo pattern that you can load
on the memory there is only the preset phrase but not the whole pattern
preset

-----Message d'origine-----
De : frankii [mailto:frankii@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : vendredi 22 février 2002 12:10
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT
IT-please advise

I bought the RS7000 with the intention of instant gratification.

When I tried it out at the store a few times, it rocked.

However, now I'm realizing that the RS7000 comes with zero (0) pre-
set patterns. Is this correct?

When I was demoing the machine, there was breakbeat, german, techno, 
hip hop, etc, etc, that I would scroll through in pattern mode and I 
would add, change and pound away on the keys.

Now I turn it on at home and nothing loads the way it did in the 
store.

Is this true? Does my post even make sense?

I was inspired by some of the sounds/patterns I heard, and now I feel 
like ,,,hmm, kind of bummed if this is the case.

I know the Roland piece at least has preset patterns that you can 
change, tweak, loop, etc, etc, .....

Please advise and point to where you can get those patterns that I 
heard on the demo model.

Thanks
-f

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 4599|4598|2002-02-22 04:31:55|frankii|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT- please adv|
no, mine seems to be blank....?

I'm looking for the "Styles" that I heard on the demo.

and what do you mean by the preset phrase and not the whole pattern?

thanks.........
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f

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> on the smart smedia card with it you have the demo pattern that you 
can load
> on the memory there is only the preset phrase but not the whole 
pattern
> preset
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : frankii [mailto:frankii@y...]
> Envoyé : vendredi 22 février 2002 12:10
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT
> IT-please advise
> 
> 
> I bought the RS7000 with the intention of instant gratification.
> 
> When I tried it out at the store a few times, it rocked.
> 
> However, now I'm realizing that the RS7000 comes with zero (0) pre-
> set patterns. Is this correct?
> 
> When I was demoing the machine, there was breakbeat, german, 
techno, 
> hip hop, etc, etc, that I would scroll through in pattern mode and 
I 
> would add, change and pound away on the keys.
> 
> Now I turn it on at home and nothing loads the way it did in the 
> store.
> 
> Is this true? Does my post even make sense?
> 
> I was inspired by some of the sounds/patterns I heard, and now I 
feel 
> like ,,,hmm, kind of bummed if this is the case.
> 
> I know the Roland piece at least has preset patterns that you can 
> change, tweak, loop, etc, etc, .....
> 
> Please advise and point to where you can get those patterns that I 
> heard on the demo model.
> 
> Thanks
> -f
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4600|4597|2002-02-22 04:34:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
When booted without card inserted or drive attached, the RS in indeed 
empty, unlinke the RM1x.

However, you should have gotton a smartcard with the RS holding the 
demo styles you heard in the shop. Without going into details, having 
the card inserted when switching on the RS should be enough. If that 
doesn't help, pressing the 1 or 2 button while booting up the machine 
(still with the card inserted).

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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- Robert

On Friday 22 February 2002 12:09, frankii wrote:
> I bought the RS7000 with the intention of instant gratification.
>
> When I tried it out at the store a few times, it rocked.
>
> However, now I'm realizing that the RS7000 comes with zero (0) pre-
> set patterns. Is this correct?
>
> When I was demoing the machine, there was breakbeat, german,
> techno, hip hop, etc, etc, that I would scroll through in pattern
> mode and I would add, change and pound away on the keys.
>
> Now I turn it on at home and nothing loads the way it did in the
> store.
>
> Is this true? Does my post even make sense?
>
> I was inspired by some of the sounds/patterns I heard, and now I
> feel like ,,,hmm, kind of bummed if this is the case.
>
> I know the Roland piece at least has preset patterns that you can
> change, tweak, loop, etc, etc, .....
>
> Please advise and point to where you can get those patterns that I
> heard on the demo model.
>
> Thanks
> -f
>
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4.
> No Minimums.
> FREE Money 2002.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4601|4597|2002-02-22 05:00:09|frankii|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
Ok, there where two folders with four (4) total patterns.
1 patterns in industrial
3 in techno folder

Each pattern was very small, (a few tracks, i.e 6 tracks as the 
most....

Any other clues where the store demos are?

Also, being new to this, is there somewhere you can purchase, 
download files, including the demos? I would want files that did NOT 
have copywrite infringement problems. i.e. are there any available 
to purchase?

thanks
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need to know quick as I have a deadline and thinking that I had 30 or 
so full parts/patterns only to find out I don't really puts a strain 
on the project.

thanks again..

-f

tried booting with #1 and then with #2 held, it did the autoscan 1, 
then 2 to no avail...

> When booted without card inserted or drive attached, the RS in 

indeed 

> empty, unlinke the RM1x.
> 
> However, you should have gotton a smartcard with the RS holding the 
> demo styles you heard in the shop. Without going into details, 

having 

> the card inserted when switching on the RS should be enough. If 

that 

> doesn't help, pressing the 1 or 2 button while booting up the 

machine 

> (still with the card inserted).
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> On Friday 22 February 2002 12:09, frankii wrote:
> > I bought the RS7000 with the intention of instant gratification.
> >
> > When I tried it out at the store a few times, it rocked.
> >
> > However, now I'm realizing that the RS7000 comes with zero (0) 

pre-

> > set patterns. Is this correct?
> >
> > When I was demoing the machine, there was breakbeat, german,
> > techno, hip hop, etc, etc, that I would scroll through in pattern
> > mode and I would add, change and pound away on the keys.
> >
> > Now I turn it on at home and nothing loads the way it did in the
> > store.
> >
> > Is this true? Does my post even make sense?
> >
> > I was inspired by some of the sounds/patterns I heard, and now I
> > feel like ,,,hmm, kind of bummed if this is the case.
> >
> > I know the Roland piece at least has preset patterns that you can
> > change, tweak, loop, etc, etc, .....
> >
> > Please advise and point to where you can get those patterns that I
> > heard on the demo model.
> >
> > Thanks
> > -f
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4.
> > No Minimums.
> > FREE Money 2002.
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------

-

http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM


> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at
> > the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4602|4597|2002-02-22 05:02:39|frankii|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
I was "under" the impression that "styles" as on the demo, 
meant "styles" as in pre-determined arrangements that where tweakable.

is there a better machine that I should get?

I need it for a pilot series (techno beats (think fast action 
commercials and sports) as well as Hip Hop.

peace, 
-frankii

--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> Ok, there where two folders with four (4) total patterns.
> 1 patterns in industrial
> 3 in techno folder
> 
> Each pattern was very small, (a few tracks, i.e 6 tracks as the 
> most....
> 
> Any other clues where the store demos are?
> 
> Also, being new to this, is there somewhere you can purchase, 
> download files, including the demos? I would want files that did 
NOT 
> have copywrite infringement problems. i.e. are there any available 
> to purchase?
> 
> thanks
> 
> need to know quick as I have a deadline and thinking that I had 30 
or 
> so full parts/patterns only to find out I don't really puts a 
strain 
> on the project.
> 
> thanks again..
> 
> -f
> 
> tried booting with #1 and then with #2 held, it did the autoscan 1, 
> then 2 to no avail...
> 
> 
> > When booted without card inserted or drive attached, the RS in 
> indeed 
> > empty, unlinke the RM1x.
> > 
> > However, you should have gotton a smartcard with the RS holding 
the 
> > demo styles you heard in the shop. Without going into details, 
> having 
> > the card inserted when switching on the RS should be enough. If 
> that 
> > doesn't help, pressing the 1 or 2 button while booting up the 
> machine 
> > (still with the card inserted).
> > 
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> > - Robert
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On Friday 22 February 2002 12:09, frankii wrote:
> > > I bought the RS7000 with the intention of instant gratification.
> > >
> > > When I tried it out at the store a few times, it rocked.
> > >
> > > However, now I'm realizing that the RS7000 comes with zero (0) 
> pre-
> > > set patterns. Is this correct?
> > >
> > > When I was demoing the machine, there was breakbeat, german,
> > > techno, hip hop, etc, etc, that I would scroll through in 
pattern
> > > mode and I would add, change and pound away on the keys.
> > >
> > > Now I turn it on at home and nothing loads the way it did in the
> > > store.
> > >
> > > Is this true? Does my post even make sense?
> > >
> > > I was inspired by some of the sounds/patterns I heard, and now I
> > > feel like ,,,hmm, kind of bummed if this is the case.
> > >
> > > I know the Roland piece at least has preset patterns that you 
can
> > > change, tweak, loop, etc, etc, .....
> > >
> > > Please advise and point to where you can get those patterns 
that I
> > > heard on the demo model.
> > >
> > > Thanks
> > > -f
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4.
> > > No Minimums.
> > > FREE Money 2002.
> > > http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> > > ----------------------------------------------------------------
--
> -
> > >--~->
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >
> > > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >
> > >
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at
> > > the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > First RS community on the net.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4603|4588|2002-02-22 05:06:41|art75@free.fr|keyboard response|
Hi
A known drawback of the Rm1x is the little keyboard which is not responding 
well after 1 or 2 years of use.. keyboards buttons become very unsensitive.
U have to hit them quite hard.. (I have this problem on mine)
What about the RS ? It seems to be exactly the same keyboard.

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 4604|4597|2002-02-22 05:13:15|tomfinegan|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
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--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:

> I was "under" the impression that "styles" as on the demo, 
> meant "styles" as in pre-determined arrangements that where 

tweakable.

???? Meaning?

The demo-styles are tweakable and all of them are split into preset-
phrases in the internal ROM. Work throught the Tutorial inside the 
manual, you will see.

> is there a better machine that I should get?

Then you might want to take a closer look to the Roland Groovebox 
line, MC303, MC307, MC505, or EMu Commandstations XL7/MP7 if preset-
patterns are important to you.
| 4605|4588|2002-02-22 05:15:35|tomfinegan|Re: keyboard response|
--- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:

> 
> Hi
> A known drawback of the Rm1x is the little keyboard which is not 

responding 

> well after 1 or 2 years of use.. keyboards buttons become very 

unsensitive.

> U have to hit them quite hard.. (I have this problem on mine)
> What about the RS ? It seems to be exactly the same keyboard.

The plastic keys are the same, the mechanical construction behind is 
much more stable and reliable. No el-cheapo key-pads anymore. The 
buttons also are much better, because micro-switches. The turn-knobs 
also have a better feel. All in all, Yamaha used better quality on 
the RS.
| 4606|4588|2002-02-22 05:52:00|art75@free.fr|Re: keyboard response|

> The plastic keys are the same, the mechanical construction behind is 
> much more stable and reliable. No el-cheapo key-pads anymore. 

I hope so.. how do you know that ? I have both machines and the white/grey keys 
"feels" the same. My RS keyboard responds well in the present time but the 
machine is brand new...

> The buttons also are much better, because micro-switches. 
> The turn-knobs also have a better feel.

Yes, the knobs are shorter and seems more reliable

> All in all, Yamaha used better quality on the RS.

Apart from the casing : I like the solid metal casing of the Rm1..
I regret the grey plastic casing of the RS.. It's not really rigid.

Great machine anyway !

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 4607|4597|2002-02-22 05:58:19|frankii|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> > I was "under" the impression that "styles" as on the demo, 
> > meant "styles" as in pre-determined arrangements that where 
> tweakable.
> 
> ???? Meaning?

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


When you play the demo, there are about 30 or so full patterns (16 
tracks each), breakbeat, techno, hip-hop, r&b.........

> The demo-styles are tweakable and all of them are split into preset-
> phrases in the internal ROM. Work throught the Tutorial inside the 
> manual, you will see.

I'll play with it a few days and see how it goes......

> > is there a better machine that I should get?
> Then you might want to take a closer look to the Roland Groovebox 
> line, MC303, MC307, MC505, or EMu Commandstations XL7/MP7 if preset-
> patterns are important to you.

I'll look at those, thanks.

Are there any "patterns" for purchase that you know about?

Thanks//

f
r
a
n
k
i
| 4608|4585|2002-02-22 06:03:06|sensualemporer|Re: Yamaha Technical support??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> I have never had a problem with Yamaha Tech support. I've always 
> recieved calls back from the same tech guy, Martin. He's always 

been 

> straight ahead.

Cool, do you call them or email them? Do you have the link/number to 
this martin?

thx,
frenchy
| 4609|4588|2002-02-22 06:10:34|Jez|Re: keyboard response|
Yup, I too had this problem with the RM1x's keys up to the point where I had
to order another micro-switch board direct from Yammy (£60) - The RS keys
are the same although not at 'shiney' and have the same feel as the RM .

I wouldn't like to say if the keys use the same micro-switch componants as I
had a nightmare with the Rm dismantling the bloody thing and I ain't having
that pian again.

when I did open the Rm to see why it wasn't responding i'd found that the
microswitch board was cracked around it's retaining screws and caked in
shit.

so i'd suggest keep it covered up when not in use and don't twat it if you
can help it :-)
just to be on the safe side

Also if the Keys do begin to lose response open it and clean the micro
switches with electrical cleaning spray this worked wonders initially before
the missus dropped an iron on it!!!

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2002 12:15 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: keyboard response

> --- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:
> >
> > Hi

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > A known drawback of the Rm1x is the little keyboard which is not
> responding
> > well after 1 or 2 years of use.. keyboards buttons become very
> unsensitive.
> > U have to hit them quite hard.. (I have this problem on mine)
> > What about the RS ? It seems to be exactly the same keyboard.
>
> The plastic keys are the same, the mechanical construction behind is
> much more stable and reliable. No el-cheapo key-pads anymore. The
> buttons also are much better, because micro-switches. The turn-knobs
> also have a better feel. All in all, Yamaha used better quality on
> the RS.
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 4610|4610|2002-02-22 06:32:57|gideon mogendorff|This less memory|
I just bought the Rs, very pleased with. One question: I only saved 3 songs 
and my memory card was already full!! Is the memory size of the rs this 
small? I did not use samles or midi, just internal sounds. Is this normal 
or is soemthing wrong with my memory card?

cheers,

Gid

----Original Message Follows----
From: simon leclerc <bontrip@videotron.ca>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] thanks Robert and Tom, one more question about Kit 
+Note Sampling?
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2002 16:51:42 -0500

on 2/21/02 4:43 PM, bookrs7k at bookrs7k@hotmail.com wrote:

> i'm using the Rs like a multitrack and using the sampling mode that
> starts the sequence playing the same time the sampling starts, i
> believe this is called Kit+note, my problem is that after i press
> sample the Rs only samples for a few seconds and i know it's not
> because i'm out of memory, do you know how to adjust it so that it
> samples for a longer time in this mode, i'm just sampling a short
> turntable cut and it gets cut off early (stops sampling) and i still
> have memory left. any help would be appreciated.
>
> peace - book

Verify if the Trigger mode is set to Measure or Manual.
Or if you're working with Level, make sure the trigger level
is not too high, that's probably why it stops automaticly

Hope this helps

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
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| 4611|4610|2002-02-22 06:36:39|bilterfucht|Re: This less memory|
did you erase the demo-patterns? don't know what's the size of these 
demo-patterns but maybe that's the reason

bilterfücht

-- In RS7000@y..., "gideon mogendorff" wrote:

> I just bought the Rs, very pleased with. One question: I only saved 

3 songs 

> and my memory card was already full!! Is the memory size of the rs 

this 

> small? I did not use samles or midi, just internal sounds. Is this 

normal 

> or is soemthing wrong with my memory card?
> 
> cheers,
> 
> Gid
> 
> 
> ----Original Message Follows----
> From: simon leclerc 
> Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> To: 
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] thanks Robert and Tom, one more question about 

Kit 

> +Note Sampling?
> Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2002 16:51:42 -0500
> 
> on 2/21/02 4:43 PM, bookrs7k at bookrs7k@h... wrote:
> 
> > i'm using the Rs like a multitrack and using the sampling mode 

that

> > starts the sequence playing the same time the sampling starts, i
> > believe this is called Kit+note, my problem is that after i press
> > sample the Rs only samples for a few seconds and i know it's not
> > because i'm out of memory, do you know how to adjust it so that 

it

> > samples for a longer time in this mode, i'm just sampling a short
> > turntable cut and it gets cut off early (stops sampling) and i 

still

> > have memory left. any help would be appreciated.
> >
> > peace - book
> 
> 
> Verify if the Trigger mode is set to Measure or Manual.
> Or if you're working with Level, make sure the trigger level
> is not too high, that's probably why it stops automaticly
> 
> Hope this helps
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
> http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx

| 4612|4588|2002-02-22 06:51:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: keyboard response|
--- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:

> I hope so.. how do you know that ? I have both machines and the 

white/grey keys 

> "feels" the same. 

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx


I borrowed a RM1x once from a friend and the RS ones seem more 
reliable and of higher quality to me.

> Apart from the casing : I like the solid metal casing of the Rm1..
> I regret the grey plastic casing of the RS.. It's not really rigid.

True, but i guess if Yamaha would have used metal, you wouldn´t been 
able to carry the RS so easily...:)
| 4613|4588|2002-02-22 06:53:09|tompaulsen2002|Re: keyboard response|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:

> ...and caked in
> shit.

Ewwww! :)
| 4614|4597|2002-02-22 06:53:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:

> Are there any "patterns" for purchase that you know about?

Nope. Not yet. But could be in the future. Maybe Yamaha will deliver 
some, but the 8 preset phrases inside the RS should gives one already 
enough to play with for a long time.
| 4615|4610|2002-02-22 06:56:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: This less memory|
--- In RS7000@y..., "gideon mogendorff" wrote:

> I just bought the Rs, very pleased with. One question: I only saved 

3 songs 

> and my memory card was already full!! Is the memory size of the rs 

this 

> small? 

Yup it is, only 8MB, and it already contains two factory-style-demo-
presets files.

Check our FAQ in the filesection of the "underground" community 
website for further info: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

> I did not use samles or midi, just internal sounds. 

Yes you did use MIDI. Actually MIDI files are quite small, for a five 
or six minutes song max. 100, 200Kbytes. 

Is this normal 

> or is soemthing wrong with my memory card?

It´s nothing wrong with your card, it´s just full. Buy a SmartMedia-
Card in a photostore, you can use up to 128MB SmartMedia Cards.
| 4616|4588|2002-02-22 07:08:33|Jez|Re: keyboard response|
sorry, but I had to clean it!! :-)

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2002 1:53 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: keyboard response

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:
> > ...and caked in
> > shit.
>
> Ewwww! :)
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 4617|4610|2002-02-22 07:41:43|RB|Re: This less memory|

> I just bought the Rs, very pleased with. One question: I only saved 3 songs
> and my memory card was already full!! Is the memory size of the rs this
> small? I did not use samles or midi, just internal sounds. Is this normal
> or is soemthing wrong with my memory card?
> 

Buy a bigger SmartMedia card - you can get them up to 128Mb (the only
supplied is only 8Mb).
| 4618|4618|2002-02-22 09:07:15|jtoutant212|sample recording|
when i am in the process of recording a turntable cut, i have to turn 
the record volume and every other level up pretty high. but when i 
play the recorded sample back, it is really quiet. is this how it's 
supposed to be?

J
| 4619|4588|2002-02-22 10:02:15|arveyman|Re: keyboard response|
I always use a vacuum cleaner (with soft brush) to clean *all* my 
gear once every week.. Especially the mixing deck is succeptable to 
dust.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:
> Yup, I too had this problem with the RM1x's keys up to the point 
where I had
> to order another micro-switch board direct from Yammy (£60) - The 
RS keys
> are the same although not at 'shiney' and have the same feel as the 
RM .
> 
> I wouldn't like to say if the keys use the same micro-switch 
componants as I
> had a nightmare with the Rm dismantling the bloody thing and I 
ain't having
> that pian again.
> 
> when I did open the Rm to see why it wasn't responding i'd found 
that the
> microswitch board was cracked around it's retaining screws and 
caked in
> shit.
> 
> so i'd suggest keep it covered up when not in use and don't twat it 
if you
> can help it :-)
> just to be on the safe side
> 
> Also if the Keys do begin to lose response open it and clean the 
micro
> switches with electrical cleaning spray this worked wonders 
initially before
> the missus dropped an iron on it!!!
> 
> Jez
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "tomfinegan" 
> To: 
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> Sent: Friday, February 22, 2002 12:15 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: keyboard response
> 
> 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi
> > > A known drawback of the Rm1x is the little keyboard which is not
> > responding
> > > well after 1 or 2 years of use.. keyboards buttons become very
> > unsensitive.
> > > U have to hit them quite hard.. (I have this problem on mine)
> > > What about the RS ? It seems to be exactly the same keyboard.
> >
> > The plastic keys are the same, the mechanical construction behind 
is
> > much more stable and reliable. No el-cheapo key-pads anymore. The
> > buttons also are much better, because micro-switches. The turn-
knobs
> > also have a better feel. All in all, Yamaha used better quality on
> > the RS.
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >

| 4620|4620|2002-02-22 10:23:01|Bryan Rodgers|Fresh RS7k Tunes: DigitalRays|
Thought some of you might be interested...

I've upped a few tracks from my November 2001 show.

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/94/digital_rays.html
<http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/94/digital_rays.html> 

Gear:
RS7k, MicroQ, Fizmo.

Tunes:
Fifths(progressive) - entirely RS

Lovely(progressive) - 90% RS, 10% MicroQ

Show(down-tempo trance? ;)) - RS, MircoQ, Fizmo

All were mixed live (I don't really like Song mode), with the RS. 

Any/all comments welcome.

Thanks for listening.

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4621|4621|2002-02-22 10:28:22|kusser smith|AEIB2: Digital Ins |
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are the digital Ins (optical/coaxial) only active when
in Sampling Mode? might be pilot error, but i can get
analog sound to come thru all the time, but any input
thru the digital interface(s) is only heard when in
Sampling Mode. i was hopin to route the last song of
my set thru the RS and use the master effects. 

left 
kusser

=====
http://www.kussermusic.com

IndependentElectronicMusic
http://www.AnalogAether.com/kusser

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Sports - Coverage of the 2002 Olympic Games
http://sports.yahoo.com
| 4622|4621|2002-02-22 11:07:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AEIB2: Digital Ins|
On Friday 22 February 2002 18:28, kusser smith wrote:

> are the digital Ins (optical/coaxial) only active when
> in Sampling Mode? might be pilot error, but i can get
> analog sound to come thru all the time, but any input
> thru the digital interface(s) is only heard when in
> Sampling Mode. i was hopin to route the last song of
> my set thru the RS and use the master effects.

The manual suggests that only the analog inputs can be used this 
way. Maybe that's why the page that handles this features is called 
the AD Setup page, if I remember right.

- Robert
| 4623|4571|2002-02-22 11:17:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Copy Track-???? Also This....|
On Friday 22 February 2002 03:17, headtrik wrote:

> I know that on my RM1X, I could copy the track to a new section, in
> the same PATTERN, and go and delete the track I wanted to, and it
> WOULD NOT delete the old track, in the original section. This was
> REALLY useful, because when I'd copy section A to B, I might want
> to add a different drum beat, or new melody etc... This made
> writing very efficient, and quick on my RM1X. It seems that if I do
> the exact same thing on the RS, I go to delete the track I want,
> and write a new beat, and it has deleted the original beat, and
> written the new beat in place. In other words it doesn't (and I
> checked the phrase list) make a new phrase. Am I missing something
> here, this was my main trick on the RM1X so I didn't have to copy
> it to a whole new pattern, just because then, I had to write,
> change, scroll back, etc... Is this addressed in any of the new
> OS's? I still have my factory OS, other than that, it (OS) doesn't
> give me any problems.

I understand the problem. The problem is that the Copy Pattern job 
does not optionally create new user phrases, and that the Copy Track 
job, that *does* create new user phrases, does not allow one to copy 
all tracks in one go. So what I do is a Copy Pattern, followed by a 
Copy Phrase for each phrase I want to change. Extra work.

I know of someone who copies each pattern to another style using the 
Copy Pattern job. That fixes the problem in one way, but introduces a 
couple of other problems.

Someone got around this problem?

- Robert
| 4624|4583|2002-02-22 11:22:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Sections via midi (using SysEx)...|
On Thursday 21 February 2002 16:28, sensualemporer wrote:

> I would like to change from Style 01/Section A to Style 01/Section
> B using an external midi footpedal.
>
> Sounds simple.
>
> The ONLY thing I can find on this in the manual is on page 327. 
> This is in Appendix 11 - the Midi Data format - Sequencer Block -
> Receive Flow - System Exclusive - Section Control
>

http://www.kussermusic.com/
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> It shows F0H 43H 7EH 00H ssH ddH F7H.
>
> The problem is that it does not define the "ss" and "dd" variables
> at all. Its almost like they are missing the page that defines
> these variables. For the tone generator block, they have the
> 1)transmit flow, 2)receive flow and 3)transmit/receive data. This
> 3rd section defines the variables used. But for the sequencer
> block, they have 1) transmit flow, 2)receive flow and 3)is missing.
> Page 328 seems like it goes on to a completely different topic.
>
> So in the spirit of improvisation, I tried all kinds of values
> for "ss" and "dd" and nothing would work.
>
> can anyone help?

Doesn't the RS transmit the correct sysex data when changing styles?
Don't think so, but you never know. I know that *something* is 
transmitted, causing many with the RS/Rm combo headaches.

- Robert
| 4625|4618|2002-02-22 11:24:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample recording|
On Friday 22 February 2002 17:07, jtoutant212 wrote:

> when i am in the process of recording a turntable cut, i have to
> turn the record volume and every other level up pretty high. but
> when i play the recorded sample back, it is really quiet. is this
> how it's supposed to be?

Did you sample the recording with enough gain? You should try to 
sample anything as loud as possible, without clipping.

Also, what's it the track level of the track playing back the sample?

- Robert
| 4626|4597|2002-02-22 11:49:06|tomfinegan|NEW Styles for RS7000|
Hey i was wrong, there ARE NEW styles out for the RS7000.

Check this: http://www.keyboards.de/news/0202/18s01.htm

Ab sofort sind drei neue Smart Media Karten für die Yamaha RS7000 
erhältlich:

Techstep: SM-RS7-01
Preis: 49,- EUR
21 Styles Drum&Bass und New Step
Die 16-MB-Smart-Media-Card bietet laut Yamaha Broken Beatz von 
Feinsten, programmiert von Heiner Kruse (the green man), Matz Flores, 
Stefan Schrom (big chief electric), Wolfram Bittenbinder und DJ Hyde.

Phatt Attack: SM-RS7-02
Preis: 49,- EUR
20 Styles Hip Hop, R&B und 2Step
Die 16-MB-Smart-Media Card bietet Phatten-Grooves als Basis für die 
HipHop-Produktion und wurde programmiert von Thomas Berlin, Bert 
Smorenburg, Martin Meyer, Wolfram Bittenbinder und DJ Hyde.

Electronic Beatz: SM-RS7-03
Preis: 49,- EUR
20 Styles Disco, Dance, Electro und Pop
Die ebenfalls 16-MB starke Smart-Media-Card wartet mit einem weiten 
Spektrum an Styles, von Dance bis Pop, auf und zeigt nach 
Herstellerangaben die Vielseitigkeit der RS7000. Sie wurde 
programmiert von Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Wolfram Bittenbinder 
und DJ Hyde.

Weitere Infos unter www.yamaha.de

In English (summary):

Yamaha has now available three 16MB Style SmartMedia cards, each for 
49,-Euro.

Techstep: SM-RS7-01
21 Styles Drum&Bass and New Step
Broken Beatz from Heiner Kruse (the green man), Matz Flores, Stefan 
Schrom (big chief electric), Wolfram Bittenbinder and DJ Hyde.

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0202/18s01.htm


Phatt Attack: SM-RS7-02
20 Styles Hip Hop, R&B and 2Step
Programmed by Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Martin Meyer, Wolfram 
Bittenbinder and DJ Hyde.

Electronic Beatz: SM-RS7-03
20 Styles Disco, Dance, Electro and Pop
Programmed by Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Wolfram Bittenbinder 
and DJ Hyde.
| 4627|4597|2002-02-22 11:49:13|frankii|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> > Are there any "patterns" for purchase that you know about?
> 
> Nope. Not yet. But could be in the future. Maybe Yamaha will 

deliver 

> some, but the 8 preset phrases inside the RS should gives one 

already 

> enough to play with for a long time.

Can someone tell me how to get to those? Thanks.
| 4628|4618|2002-02-22 11:50:05|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: Groove effects reset|
Is there a way when playing with the Groove function (in the mode where the
keys select the region to affect) to kill all the groove and bring all the
parameters back to zeero or normal. I like this function for live but need a
general reset.. 

Sorry if I did not make myself very clear..

Cheers 

Jeremy
| 4629|4621|2002-02-22 11:50:33|kussersmith|Re: AEIB2: Digital Ins|
yea, checked the A/D setup page(thought the same thing, too, right) 
and all the utility screens. nothing there that i could see that 
toggles any Digital parameters. the manual is a little vague in the 
lingo and i was hoping there was a smoov werkaround beside keepin the 
RS on Sample Standby. not sure if the master effects are efecting the 
signal tho....

right
kusser

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 22 February 2002 18:28, kusser smith wrote:
> > are the digital Ins (optical/coaxial) only active when
> > in Sampling Mode? might be pilot error, but i can get
> > analog sound to come thru all the time, but any input
> > thru the digital interface(s) is only heard when in
> > Sampling Mode. i was hopin to route the last song of
> > my set thru the RS and use the master effects.
> 
> The manual suggests that only the analog inputs can be used this 
> way. Maybe that's why the page that handles this features is called 
> the AD Setup page, if I remember right.
> 
> - Robert

| 4630|4618|2002-02-22 11:53:48|tomfinegan|Re: sample recording|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:

> when i am in the process of recording a turntable cut, i have to 

turn 

> the record volume and every other level up pretty high. but when i 
> play the recorded sample back, it is really quiet. is this how 

it's 

> supposed to be?



Hmmmm, i don´t know, i never sampled from a turntable, but i know 
that you can "normalize" the sample in the "SampleEdit" menu and get 
it quite loud.
| 4631|4597|2002-02-22 11:57:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
On Friday 22 February 2002 19:49, frankii wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> > > Are there any "patterns" for purchase that you know about?
> >
> > Nope. Not yet. But could be in the future. Maybe Yamaha will
>
> deliver
>
> > some, but the 8 preset phrases inside the RS should gives one
>
> already
>
> > enough to play with for a long time.
>
> Can someone tell me how to get to those? Thanks.

You RS has about 6000 (not 8) built-in preset phrases. The stuff you 
heard in the shop was mainly build of these phrases. A phrase is a 
piece of MIDI data played by a track. Each of the 16 tracks of a 
pattern can play a different phrase, either one you created yourself 
(a user phrase), or a preset phrase.

You should really open the manual now and read the tutorial.
Read at least pages 30 and onward, where you learn how to assemble a 
pattern using preset phrases.

- Robert
| 4632|4618|2002-02-22 12:02:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Groove effects reset|
On Friday 22 February 2002 19:50, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

> Is there a way when playing with the Groove function (in the mode
> where the keys select the region to affect) to kill all the groove
> and bring all the parameters back to zeero or normal. I like this
> function for live but need a general reset..

Maybe you could store a scene, change the groove stuff and recall the 
scene again to undo the groove settings (and any other changes you 
made after the save) again.

- Robert
| 4633|4588|2002-02-22 12:04:50|tomfinegan|Re: keyboard response|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> I always use a vacuum cleaner (with soft brush) to clean *all* my 
> gear once every week.. Especially the mixing deck is succeptable to 
> dust.

That´s a wonderful idea! I never thougth about it! Stupid me...:)

I´ll try that, even with some covers, my equipment gets quite dusty...

Tom (aka Dusty Springfield) :)))))
| 4634|4597|2002-02-22 12:15:53|frankii|Re: just bought the RS7000 and looking. ..|
Apparently, I was correct.

The smart media card should have included 8 meg worth or pre-set data 
as seen on this PDF brouchere (page 4)

http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/news/images/news_224_1.pdf

I've left a message with product support (hope they call back soon) 
in Orange County CA).

This will solve all my EMERGENCY deadlines as I can use some of the 
pre-set rythym sections for my production.

Also, there seems to be SMART media cards that you can buy according 
to this website. http://www.keyboards.de/news/0202/18s01.htm

Now only to find some here in the states.

-frankii
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--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 22 February 2002 19:49, frankii wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> > > > Are there any "patterns" for purchase that you know about?
> > >
> > > Nope. Not yet. But could be in the future. Maybe Yamaha will
> >
> > deliver
> >
> > > some, but the 8 preset phrases inside the RS should gives one
> >
> > already
> >
> > > enough to play with for a long time.
> >
> > Can someone tell me how to get to those? Thanks.
> 
> You RS has about 6000 (not 8) built-in preset phrases. The stuff 
you 
> heard in the shop was mainly build of these phrases. A phrase is a 
> piece of MIDI data played by a track. Each of the 16 tracks of a 
> pattern can play a different phrase, either one you created 
yourself 
> (a user phrase), or a preset phrase.
> 
> You should really open the manual now and read the tutorial.
> Read at least pages 30 and onward, where you learn how to assemble 
a 
> pattern using preset phrases.
> 
> - Robert

| 4635|4597|2002-02-22 12:19:42|frankii|Re: NEW Styles for RS7000|
Went to the site, used alta vista translation and as instructed from 
your link, went to yamaha.de for more info, could not find.

ANy chance you have the "purchase" link?? Would like to buy them 
right away.

Thanks, 
-f

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> Hey i was wrong, there ARE NEW styles out for the RS7000.
> 
> Check this: http://www.keyboards.de/news/0202/18s01.htm
> 
> 
> Ab sofort sind drei neue Smart Media Karten für die Yamaha RS7000 
> erhältlich:
> 
> Techstep: SM-RS7-01
> Preis: 49,- EUR
> 21 Styles Drum&Bass und New Step
> Die 16-MB-Smart-Media-Card bietet laut Yamaha Broken Beatz von 
> Feinsten, programmiert von Heiner Kruse (the green man), Matz 
Flores, 
> Stefan Schrom (big chief electric), Wolfram Bittenbinder und DJ 
Hyde.
> 
> Phatt Attack: SM-RS7-02
> Preis: 49,- EUR
> 20 Styles Hip Hop, R&B und 2Step
> Die 16-MB-Smart-Media Card bietet Phatten-Grooves als Basis für die 
> HipHop-Produktion und wurde programmiert von Thomas Berlin, Bert 
> Smorenburg, Martin Meyer, Wolfram Bittenbinder und DJ Hyde.
> 
> Electronic Beatz: SM-RS7-03
> Preis: 49,- EUR
> 20 Styles Disco, Dance, Electro und Pop
> Die ebenfalls 16-MB starke Smart-Media-Card wartet mit einem weiten 
> Spektrum an Styles, von Dance bis Pop, auf und zeigt nach 
> Herstellerangaben die Vielseitigkeit der RS7000. Sie wurde 
> programmiert von Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Wolfram 
Bittenbinder 
> und DJ Hyde.
> 

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0202/18s01.htm


> Weitere Infos unter www.yamaha.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> In English (summary):
> 
> Yamaha has now available three 16MB Style SmartMedia cards, each 
for 
> 49,-Euro.
> 
> Techstep: SM-RS7-01
> 21 Styles Drum&Bass and New Step
> Broken Beatz from Heiner Kruse (the green man), Matz Flores, Stefan 
> Schrom (big chief electric), Wolfram Bittenbinder and DJ Hyde.
> 
> Phatt Attack: SM-RS7-02
> 20 Styles Hip Hop, R&B and 2Step
> Programmed by Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Martin Meyer, Wolfram 
> Bittenbinder and DJ Hyde.
> 
> Electronic Beatz: SM-RS7-03
> 20 Styles Disco, Dance, Electro and Pop
> Programmed by Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Wolfram Bittenbinder 
> and DJ Hyde.

| 4636|4618|2002-02-22 12:48:28|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: Groove effects reset|
Yeah.. I was just thinking that..

Thanks, 

Btw.. I'm doing my first live show with the RS March 26th here in Toronto
with Pantytec from Berlin.. Been really getting into the depths of the RS
and for all its short comings I love working with it .

I also recently picked up a Future Retro 777 of which I use the step
sequencer on.. Wicked..

on 2/22/02 2:02 PM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Friday 22 February 2002 19:50, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:
>> Is there a way when playing with the Groove function (in the mode
>> where the keys select the region to affect) to kill all the groove
>> and bring all the parameters back to zeero or normal. I like this
>> function for live but need a general reset..
> 
> Maybe you could store a scene, change the groove stuff and recall the
> scene again to undo the groove settings (and any other changes you
> made after the save) again.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


| 4637|4597|2002-02-22 13:04:53|tomfinegan|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> You RS has about 6000 (not 8) built-in preset phrases. The stuff 

LOL...sorry...i meant 8 zillion...:))))
| 4638|4597|2002-02-22 13:22:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just bought the RS7000 and VERY BUMMED OUT ABOUT IT-please advi|
On Friday 22 February 2002 21:04, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > You RS has about 6000 (not 8) built-in preset phrases. The stuff
>
> LOL...sorry...i meant 8 zillion...:))))

Well, 8 zillion just about covers it, yes. ;)
| 4639|4597|2002-02-22 13:51:09|tomfinegan|Re: just bought the RS7000 and looking. ..|
--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:

> Apparently, I was correct.
> 
> The smart media card should have included 8 meg worth or pre-set 

data 

> as seen on this PDF brouchere (page 4)

Hm, i´ve never seen this brochure. But it´s right, the SmartMedia 
card that comes with your RS, should contain those, if not, i think 
those are still on one of the two CD´s the RS comes with.
| 4640|4597|2002-02-22 13:53:58|tomfinegan|Re: NEW Styles for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:

> Went to the site, used alta vista translation and as instructed 

from 

> your link, went to yamaha.de for more info, could not find.
> 
> ANy chance you have the "purchase" link?? Would like to buy them 
> right away.

Call your Yamaha-dealer and ask them, they should be able to find out 
for you.
| 4643|4618|2002-02-22 14:33:24|simon leclerc|Re: Groove effects reset|
on 2/22/02 2:48 PM, Jeremy P Caulfield at LOTUS@DUMB-UNIT.COM wrote:

> Btw.. I'm doing my first live show with the RS March 26th here in Toronto
> with Pantytec from Berlin.. Been really getting into the depths of the RS
> and for all its short comings I love working with it .

Hey Jeremy,

Are you going to montreal as well ?
| 4645|4645|2002-02-22 17:56:19|bookrs7k|Is There A Program I can use on my computer to make creating DRUMK|
something that has a visual representation of a keyboard where i 
could just drag the samples to the keys that i want them on? that 
will work with the RS7000. I basically have a ton of beats in my 
computer that i would just like to set up and load on the rs to make 
my master kits in one fell swoop.

any ideas would be appreciated.
| 4646|4571|2002-02-22 17:57:58|choinsta1|Re: Copy Track-???? Also This.Try this!!!|
yeah i think i get ya....what i do iscopy pattern A to B , then what 
ever channel i want different in B.....i wind back the left most knob 
so that no user phrase is therefor that channel ....(not deleting the 
old phrase from A but just not assigning a phrase to that channel)
then youare free to record your next phrase , drum synth or 
whatever!!!!! does this help????

Ivan(choinsta1)

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 22 February 2002 03:17, headtrik wrote:
> > I know that on my RM1X, I could copy the track to a new section, 
in
> > the same PATTERN, and go and delete the track I wanted to, and it
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> > WOULD NOT delete the old track, in the original section. This was
> > REALLY useful, because when I'd copy section A to B, I might want
> > to add a different drum beat, or new melody etc... This made
> > writing very efficient, and quick on my RM1X. It seems that if I 
do
> > the exact same thing on the RS, I go to delete the track I want,
> > and write a new beat, and it has deleted the original beat, and
> > written the new beat in place. In other words it doesn't (and I
> > checked the phrase list) make a new phrase. Am I missing something
> > here, this was my main trick on the RM1X so I didn't have to copy
> > it to a whole new pattern, just because then, I had to write,
> > change, scroll back, etc... Is this addressed in any of the new
> > OS's? I still have my factory OS, other than that, it (OS) doesn't
> > give me any problems.
> 
> I understand the problem. The problem is that the Copy Pattern job 
> does not optionally create new user phrases, and that the Copy 
Track 
> job, that *does* create new user phrases, does not allow one to 
copy 
> all tracks in one go. So what I do is a Copy Pattern, followed by a 
> Copy Phrase for each phrase I want to change. Extra work.
> 
> I know of someone who copies each pattern to another style using 
the 
> Copy Pattern job. That fixes the problem in one way, but introduces 
a 
> couple of other problems.
> 
> Someone got around this problem?
> 
> - Robert

| 4647|4571|2002-02-22 20:20:41|headtrik|Re: Copy Track-???? Also This.Try this!!!|
YES IT DOES!!! That's so simple I didn't even think of it. DUH!!! 
That also is so much easier than going into edit mode, THANKZ!!! I 
guess when you get on a complicated machine and start to have 
to "develop" all these little tricks, and work arounds, it's so easy 
to miss the simple route!
| 4648|4648|2002-02-22 20:22:24|headtrik|This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
Some of you may know this already, BUT for those that don't you can 
IMBED Program Changes without inserting them in edit mode. 

procedure is described at the bottom...

What does this mean? YOU CAN:

1. Store different sounds on EACH SECTION on the same track.
2. You can change sample banks per section SOMETHING I'M pretty sure 
you CANNOT do using PCs. There is no list of PC #s for the sample 
banks.
3. You can do this in literally 15 seconds verses 1-several miutes 
inserting PC data in the edit mode which takes a while until you 
remember all your PC #s, banks, etc...
4. Perfrom program changes WITHOUT having a slight "delay" in 
beginning of your melody/loop that Program Changes typically cause 
when they have to reload the new sound.
5. Like above... these will load instantly, no lag. 
6. These (obviously) will only work on INTERNAL sounds, NOT your 
external synths etc... this is "local" data only used and 
transmittied within the RS7000, you will still have to insert PCs for 
your external synths. Oh well, so is life.

here's how you do this. It's EASY!!! You just have to do it exactly 
as it says.

First of all, START on section A. Keep "hold" OFF, unless you want 
the same filter, mixer setiings etc... across the whole pattern.
NOW press the pattern button until your in the "pattern patch" mode 
(2nd menu for the "pattern" button. At First you should see in the 
bottom left corner:
"NO PHRASE". Now (in step record mode) hit record ONCE. Now you 
should see your current voice, ie: for track one your default will 
always be "DRUMKIT / AnlgKit1". So far you should be with me, this is 
all standard so far. NOW rotate knobs 1 and/or 2 and select the voice 
you like, SINCE your in patch mode, you CAN play the keyboard to find 
the sound you like, IT WILL NOT record any of the notes you play 
(until you get back to the regular pattern / record screen). HIT 
record 1 more time (NOT play... you should have hit it a total of 
twice selecting your voice BETWEEN the first and the second time you 
hit it). NOW you should see "NO PHRASE" again. HIT pattern again, you 



should be back onto your standard screen you always use to access 
your recording modes, etc... NOW HIT the mixer button (this is just 
to verify... it's not crucial, but it will help you MAKE sure you did 
everything correctly). When you hit the mixer button you should now 
see "PHRASE" in your lower left corner. VOILA! Hit pattern to get 
back to record mode. YOU MUST record a "riff" NOW. The reason is IT 
IS imbedded into the phrase. If you forget to record the "riff" and 
go to a new section, and do the same thing, I believe you will lose 
your voice you selected. The imbedded change NEEDS a "phrase" (or 
sequence) to be imbedded TO. That's it!! Once you switch to section 
B, Do the SAME procedure, again making sure you record a melody 
before switching to a new section/voice. Now, you should be able to 
play A, NOW switch to B. What happens? Boom!!! two different voices 
on the SAME track/channel in different sections!! NO PCs!! 15 seconds 
and your done! I was hoping you could imbed reverb levels, and 
filters etc... but I believe you still must insert these manually, or 
use knobs. No biggy, I still am SO GLAD, I don't have to insert a PC 
now, AND NO LAG!!
WERDDD.
| 4649|4649|2002-02-22 23:41:22|andrew3338119|Motif - good for Dark Ambient music?|
I am in the market for a workstaion and I was wondering if the 
Yamaha Motif would be good for making dark ambient music (Yen Pox, 
Kerovnian, Veinke, etc.) I have gone through patches at my local 
music store but I still do not know the answer to my question. Can I 
make twisted, dark, disturbing textures with the Motif? I heard that 
Motif can re-sample itself with effects. Is this true? Is it easy? 
Are Motif's effects good? I would only be using the linear 
sequencer. Is it easy to learn? (P.S. I consider the Roland XP-60 
easy to use...)

Any help would be great,
Andrew
| 4650|4571|2002-02-23 00:23:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Copy Track-???? Also This.Try this!!!|
On Saturday 23 February 2002 01:57, choinsta1 wrote:

> yeah i think i get ya....what i do iscopy pattern A to B , then
> what ever channel i want different in B.....i wind back the left
> most knob so that no user phrase is therefor that channel ....(not
> deleting the old phrase from A but just not assigning a phrase to
> that channel) then youare free to record your next phrase , drum
> synth or whatever!!!!! does this help????

That's a good one!

- Robert

>
> Ivan(choinsta1)
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Friday 22 February 2002 03:17, headtrik wrote:
> > > I know that on my RM1X, I could copy the track to a new
> > > section,
>
> in
>
> > > the same PATTERN, and go and delete the track I wanted to, and
> > > it WOULD NOT delete the old track, in the original section.
> > > This was REALLY useful, because when I'd copy section A to B, I
> > > might want to add a different drum beat, or new melody etc...
> > > This made writing very efficient, and quick on my RM1X. It
> > > seems that if I
>
> do
>
> > > the exact same thing on the RS, I go to delete the track I
> > > want, and write a new beat, and it has deleted the original
> > > beat, and written the new beat in place. In other words it
> > > doesn't (and I checked the phrase list) make a new phrase. Am I
> > > missing something here, this was my main trick on the RM1X so I
> > > didn't have to copy it to a whole new pattern, just because
> > > then, I had to write, change, scroll back, etc... Is this
> > > addressed in any of the new OS's? I still have my factory OS,
> > > other than that, it (OS) doesn't give me any problems.
> >
> > I understand the problem. The problem is that the Copy Pattern
> > job does not optionally create new user phrases, and that the
> > Copy
>
> Track



>
> > job, that *does* create new user phrases, does not allow one to
>
> copy
>
> > all tracks in one go. So what I do is a Copy Pattern, followed by
> > a Copy Phrase for each phrase I want to change. Extra work.
> >
> > I know of someone who copies each pattern to another style using
>
> the
>
> > Copy Pattern job. That fixes the problem in one way, but
> > introduces
>
> a
>
> > couple of other problems.
> >
> > Someone got around this problem?
> >
> > - Robert
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4.
> No Minimums.
> FREE Money 2002.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4651|4651|2002-02-23 03:23:06|tonfana|micro keyboard problems.|
hi everyone,
had my rs about 3 months, at last a compact portable tool 
that sounds good and does what i want it to, most of the time anyway. 
BUT, a problem with the keyboard (i think). When i go to record a 
sampled loop, i hit the micro key i assigned it to with the sequencer 
running over or replace and when i play it back the gate has only 
opened for about a half a second. switching off the quant makes no 
difference. i have to then set the gate manually which is a hit and 
miss affair taking the spontieity of the whole process away. is the 
keyboard fucked or am i doing something wrong. also what is the 
fabled midi ab fault. i havent noticed it yet. i have os v1. any 
sugestions much appricated.
| 4652|4648|2002-02-23 05:28:38|arveyman|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
This is cool isn't it? I already new this :-)
This is actually also how all the phrases work. If you select a 
totally different phrase for a different section but on the same 
track, that section loads the actual sound implemented in that 
phrase.. Also no lag..

What amazes me also is how easy it is to insert knob-movements/CC-
changes in an MIDI sequence. Very handy to make different notes have 
different filter settings, you just go into edit mode and select 
(cursor) the note where the CC needs to be different, select the CC 
and voila!

Arv

http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> Some of you may know this already, BUT for those that don't you can 
> IMBED Program Changes without inserting them in edit mode. 
> 
> procedure is described at the bottom...
> 
> What does this mean? YOU CAN:
> 
> 1. Store different sounds on EACH SECTION on the same track.
> 2. You can change sample banks per section SOMETHING I'M pretty 
sure 
> you CANNOT do using PCs. There is no list of PC #s for the sample 
> banks.
> 3. You can do this in literally 15 seconds verses 1-several miutes 
> inserting PC data in the edit mode which takes a while until you 
> remember all your PC #s, banks, etc...
> 4. Perfrom program changes WITHOUT having a slight "delay" in 
> beginning of your melody/loop that Program Changes typically cause 
> when they have to reload the new sound.
> 5. Like above... these will load instantly, no lag. 
> 6. These (obviously) will only work on INTERNAL sounds, NOT your 
> external synths etc... this is "local" data only used and 
> transmittied within the RS7000, you will still have to insert PCs 
for 
> your external synths. Oh well, so is life.
> 
> here's how you do this. It's EASY!!! You just have to do it exactly 
> as it says.
> 
> First of all, START on section A. Keep "hold" OFF, unless you want 
> the same filter, mixer setiings etc... across the whole pattern.
> NOW press the pattern button until your in the "pattern patch" mode 
> (2nd menu for the "pattern" button. At First you should see in the 
> bottom left corner:
> "NO PHRASE". Now (in step record mode) hit record ONCE. Now you 
> should see your current voice, ie: for track one your default will 
> always be "DRUMKIT / AnlgKit1". So far you should be with me, this 
is 
> all standard so far. NOW rotate knobs 1 and/or 2 and select the 
voice 
> you like, SINCE your in patch mode, you CAN play the keyboard to 
find 
> the sound you like, IT WILL NOT record any of the notes you play 
> (until you get back to the regular pattern / record screen). HIT 
> record 1 more time (NOT play... you should have hit it a total of 
> twice selecting your voice BETWEEN the first and the second time 
you 
> hit it). NOW you should see "NO PHRASE" again. HIT pattern again, 
you 
> should be back onto your standard screen you always use to access 
> your recording modes, etc... NOW HIT the mixer button (this is just 
> to verify... it's not crucial, but it will help you MAKE sure you 
did 
> everything correctly). When you hit the mixer button you should now 
> see "PHRASE" in your lower left corner. VOILA! Hit pattern to get 
> back to record mode. YOU MUST record a "riff" NOW. The reason is IT 
> IS imbedded into the phrase. If you forget to record the "riff" and 
> go to a new section, and do the same thing, I believe you will lose 
> your voice you selected. The imbedded change NEEDS a "phrase" (or 
> sequence) to be imbedded TO. That's it!! Once you switch to section 
> B, Do the SAME procedure, again making sure you record a melody 
> before switching to a new section/voice. Now, you should be able to 
> play A, NOW switch to B. What happens? Boom!!! two different voices 
> on the SAME track/channel in different sections!! NO PCs!! 15 
seconds 
> and your done! I was hoping you could imbed reverb levels, and 
> filters etc... but I believe you still must insert these manually, 
or 
> use knobs. No biggy, I still am SO GLAD, I don't have to insert a 
PC 
> now, AND NO LAG!!
> WERDDD.

| 4653|4653|2002-02-23 05:38:23|arveyman|AEIB2 Question|
I was wondering how many of you fellow RS users are using the 
expansion board! I am thinking of getting one, because i think it 
might be handy to separate the rythem (BD or so) from the rest of the 
tracks on my mixing deck, to get it compressed and all..



So, can someone write some user-experience on this subject?

thanx.
Arv
| 4654|4654|2002-02-23 09:53:03|megons|insert track mutes in Scene Edit section?|
I don't suppose that there's a way to manually insert a track mute in 
the Scene Edit section of either the Pattern Mode or Song Mode?

And no, I'm not talking about recording track mutes while in record 
mode.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 4655|4645|2002-02-23 10:51:16|RB|Re: Is There A Program I can use on my computer to make creating DR|

> 
> something that has a visual representation of a keyboard where i
> could just drag the samples to the keys that i want them on? that
> will work with the RS7000. I basically have a ton of beats in my
> computer that i would just like to set up and load on the rs to make
> my master kits in one fell swoop.
> 
> any ideas would be appreciated.
> 

I just chuck all the samples I want to make into kits onto a smart card and
import them one by one into an rs kit voice - I personally think it's quite
efficient that you can select the next note with one notch turn of knob4 and
select the next sound with knob1 (in the import page this is). I can't see
that loads of drag and drops would be much quicker, but I do agree that it
would be nice to have better computer editing of RS voices etc (something
along the lines of Akai's AkSys or MESA).
| 4656|4648|2002-02-23 10:51:18|RB|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
Not in front of my RS now, but can this technique be used to avoid the jump
when switching styles? (I guess you'd certainly need voice setup to TG off).

Am looking forward to checking out your technique though - nice one!

Richard Brown
| 4658|4648|2002-02-23 13:52:49|headtrik|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
ABSOLUTELY! I really get bummed out when people get easily frustrated 
with this machine, because, once you really study the manual and 
figure this stuff out, the complainers do NOT even realize how 
powerful this little box is. It's not only powerful, but minus a few 
quirks (oh well, ALL boxes have their quirks) it's pretty user 
friendly, and extrememly versatile. You could literally make ANY 
style music on this thing, and do it well no matter what style that 
is. I normally make breaks, and jungle, but I've made some pretty 
sick indian sounding music with it as well. I mean how much easier, 
and approachable can it be than to use the step sequencer to enter 
your filter movements, pitch bends, etc... That was such a brilliant 
move on Yamaha's part. The beauty of that is, you can bend that drum 
sound, or whatever, precisely on the beat you want, instead of real 
timing it with the knobs. Very accurate, and quicker than using the 
edit job list.
| 4659|4648|2002-02-23 13:59:14|headtrik|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
Don't know yet, Probably not, I think that the lag is the effects 
block loading more than anything else. I WILL definitely try this 
though, I'll get back to you.
| 4660|4648|2002-02-23 15:33:28|simon leclerc|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
on 2/23/02 3:52 PM, headtrik at visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> I mean how much easier,
> and approachable can it be than to use the step sequencer to enter
> your filter movements, pitch bends, etc... That was such a brilliant
> move on Yamaha's part. The beauty of that is, you can bend that drum
> sound, or whatever, precisely on the beat you want, instead of real
> timing it with the knobs.

Any tips and tricks on how to use CC and PB in Step Mode ?
Cause this is new to me and the manual does not help (me at least)
show you how to really use it efficiently and what cab be achieved
with it.
I already knew about the different voices trick but i thought
it was well explaned, so i'm just wondering if you
got more tricks up your sleaves ;)

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
mailto:visualufouria@mail.com


| 4661|4648|2002-02-23 22:56:31|headtrik|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
The best thing for me is to write down ALL your crucial CC#s on the 
back of the manual so you always know right where to look if you 
forget. I usually work in step mode more than anything. Because of 
this, I generally know right where I want to place the PB or CC. Also 
Most folks probably know this trick already as well, but I didn't 
even realize until a few days ago that loop remix will mix ANY 
sequence. For some reason I thought it only dealt with SLICED sample 
sequences. After playing around with this I was pretty blown away by 
some of the sounds this thing can make. It really added depth to some 
of my earlier less intricate beats, and sequences. And, using loop 
remix on synth lines occasionally makes for some pretty cracked out, 
but interesting synth lines. Plus, unless you use the "pitch" 
remixes, it seems to use only the notes you used, so it doesn't cause 
any a tonal random notes, but instead just changes the rhythms. 
Pretty cool. If you really want to make some pretty abstract stuff, 
use the "roll" loop remixes on your synth lines, keep changing the 
sequence until you find the one that you like. Very Aphex 
Twinesque "stuttering" synth lines.
| 4662|4648|2002-02-24 00:37:35|simon leclerc|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
on 2/24/02 12:56 AM, headtrik at visualufouria@mail.com wrote:

> The best thing for me is to write down ALL your crucial CC#s on the
> back of the manual so you always know right where to look if you
> forget. I usually work in step mode more than anything. Because of
> this, I generally know right where I want to place the PB or CC. Also
> Most folks probably know this trick already as well, but I didn't
> even realize until a few days ago that loop remix will mix ANY
> sequence. For some reason I thought it only dealt with SLICED sample

:) I'm glad i was not the only one to have missed that
I also thought it only dealt with SLICED sample.
I blame it on the manual ;)

> sequences. After playing around with this I was pretty blown away by
> some of the sounds this thing can make. It really added depth to some
> of my earlier less intricate beats, and sequences. And, using loop
> remix on synth lines occasionally makes for some pretty cracked out,
> but interesting synth lines. Plus, unless you use the "pitch"
> remixes, it seems to use only the notes you used, so it doesn't cause
> any a tonal random notes, but instead just changes the rhythms.
> Pretty cool. If you really want to make some pretty abstract stuff,
> use the "roll" loop remixes on your synth lines, keep changing the
> sequence until you find the one that you like. Very Aphex
> Twinesque "stuttering" synth lines.

It looks like you went thru the same trip as i.
I never looked at the RS7K in the same way
again after discovering this.
Well thought feature.
| 4663|4663|2002-02-24 03:26:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: NEW Styles for RS7000-All in All-(Bug? At end of post)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:

> ...it was 
> a ER thing, taken by surprise and I was a little stressed.

Oh sorry to hear that. 
Your girl ok now?

> Lastly, for now (grin), Yamaha (Orange County) are fed-exing me a 

64 

> meg SmartMedia card with the demo patterns as well as the latest OS

Good! :)

> I have since last posting, created quite a few of my own original 
> patterns and I must say this unit rocks

See, i knew you would find that out sooner or later...:)

> BUG REPORT? Older OS, 1.2 (1st unit).
> Reverb seems (EFFECT SEND SECTION (RT. side) to at times, create a 

mailto:visualufouria@mail.com


> high pitch looping (beep-beep-beep-beep-beep) sound when in pattern 
> mode. The only solution has been to turn the Track Volume (EFFECT 
> SEND) down. The audio out indicator, flashes however, indicating 

the 

> signal is still present.

Interesting, i never heard about this one. When you updated your RS 
with OS 1.14 please tell us, if the RS does still the same.

> Thanks all.......

You´re welcome,

Tom
| 4664|4648|2002-02-24 03:34:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> :) I'm glad i was not the only one to have missed that
> I also thought it only dealt with SLICED sample.

Interesting, that was one of the first things i tried...i mean it´s 
logic...the Loop Remix mixes the sliced samples, but AFAIK the DSP 
inside the RS is not fast enough to do this with the actual sample 
data, so what´s left? It stirrs up the created MIDI-sequence, and if 
it works for sliced sample-sequences it will work for everything else 
that is MIDI.

> I blame it on the manual ;)

True, in this department the manual is not quite clear.

> > sequences. After playing around with this I was pretty blown away 

by

> > some of the sounds this thing can make. It really added depth to 

some

> > of my earlier less intricate beats, and sequences. And, using loop
> > remix on synth lines occasionally makes for some pretty cracked 

out,

> > but interesting synth lines. 

Yup, great for breaks.

Plus, unless you use the "pitch"

> > remixes, it seems to use only the notes you used, so it doesn't 

cause

> > any a tonal random notes, but instead just changes the rhythms.
> > Pretty cool. If you really want to make some pretty abstract 

stuff,

> > use the "roll" loop remixes on your synth lines, keep changing the
> > sequence until you find the one that you like. Very Aphex
> > Twinesque "stuttering" synth lines.

Oh i gotta try that. :)

> It looks like you went thru the same trip as i.
> I never looked at the RS7K in the same way
> again after discovering this.
> Well thought feature.

Indeed.
| 4665|4648|2002-02-24 03:57:09|simon leclerc|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
on 2/24/02 5:34 AM, tompaulsen2002 at tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de wrote:

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


>> :) I'm glad i was not the only one to have missed that
>> I also thought it only dealt with SLICED sample.
> Interesting, that was one of the first things i tried...i mean it´s
> logic...the Loop Remix mixes the sliced samples, but AFAIK the DSP
> inside the RS is not fast enough to do this with the actual sample
> data, so what´s left? It stirrs up the created MIDI-sequence, and if
> it works for sliced sample-sequences it will work for everything else
> that is MIDI.

Even Midi was new to me :), so it was (still is) a long road b4
understanding the logic behind every feature and fonction.
| 4666|4666|2002-02-24 17:57:12|frankii|Can the RS700 Do this? Play a instrument in real time?|
I would like to have say a drum roll or crash assigned to a key and 
while the pattern is looping (I'll record in realtime as audio, or 
perhaps song in RS), and want to hit a pad that crashes as often as I 
hit it and not in synch with the pattern, so I can hits as need be.

Is that what pad 1 and 2 are for?

Thanks

-f
| 4667|4667|2002-02-24 22:58:16|fuentes925|rs-7000 and jp-8000......or what other combo might be better??|
I'm going to be getting the rs-7000 this weekend and I also want to 
get a synth maybe the jp-8000 is this a good choice I'm going to be 
making techno,break's,and trance. or is there another synth I should 
consider ,don't know much about them. another question is if I hook 
up the jp-8000 to the rs-7000 and I'm playing one of my song's from 
the rs and want to add sound's from the jp-8000 could this be done 
with the sound's all in sync. well if any body has any idea's on what 
synth would be better to use with the rs-7000 I'd like to hear what 
it is.
| 4668|4666|2002-02-25 02:20:27|arveyman|Re: Can the RS700 Do this? Play a instrument in real time?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:

> I would like to have say a drum roll or crash assigned to a key and 
> while the pattern is looping (I'll record in realtime as audio, or 
> perhaps song in RS), and want to hit a pad that crashes as often as 

I 

> hit it and not in synch with the pattern, so I can hits as need be.
> 
> Is that what pad 1 and 2 are for?
> 
> 
> Thanks
> 
> 

U can assign internal sounds to the pads, or samples you've created. 
That means that you could create a sample of a drum-roll and place it 
under one of the pads. The only plus you get this way is the velocity-
sensitivity.

Arv
| 4669|4648|2002-02-25 05:21:03|tompaulsen2002|Re: This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> Even Midi was new to me :), 

Oh ok.
| 4670|4667|2002-02-25 05:33:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs-7000 and jp-8000......or what other combo might be better??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> well if any body has any idea's on what 
> synth would be better to use with the rs-7000 I'd like to hear what 
> it is.

Boy, you opened a pandora-box here...there are sooo many synths that 
are worse, equal or better than the JP8000. Alternatives are Roland 
JP8080, Yamaha AN1x, AN200, DX200, Clavia NordLead2, NordLead3, Nord 
(Micro)Modular, Waldorf MicroQ (Keyboard), Q (rack), Novation K-
Station, A-Station, Yamaha FS1r, Novation Nova, Nova II, Access Virus 
(rack,B or Indigo), Waldorf Microwave II/XT/XTk, Kawai K5000 s/w 
etc.pp.
There are also lots of real analogue synths that would go very well 



with the 
Personally i use a DX200, AN1x, Nord Micro Modular, TG33 with the 
RS7000 and those work mighty fine with it. Robert e.g. uses a Q, 
Microwave XT and Nord Modular with the RS7000. Works also might fine 
with the RS.

Check the file-section of this group for studio-pics, there you might 
see what else people use with the RS. The sound of the RS fits very 
well with a lot of different equipment. A JP is ok, if you can get it 
for a low price, if not, there are alternative which cost the same 
(s.a.) and sound better (AN1x) and more versatile.
| 4671|4483|2002-02-25 10:00:29|traizorus|Re: another sampler?|
But do you guys use another sampler next to the rs7000 or is the 
rs7000 enough?

--- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:
> Hey.
> 
> I currently now own an RM1x and don't have a sampler. I'm looking 
for 
> one and I have the choice between an A4000 and an RS7000. 
> Do owners of an RS7000 have another sampler and use it as well as 
the 
> sampler of the RS7000, or can the RS7000 be regarded as a full-
> functional sampler so that another sampler (such as A4000) isn't 
> required anymore?
> 
> What choice would you guys make if you would be in my position?
> 
> Thanks,
> TraiZor.

| 4672|4483|2002-02-25 10:39:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another sampler?|
On Monday 25 February 2002 18:00, traizorus wrote:

> But do you guys use another sampler next to the rs7000 or is the
> rs7000 enough?

I also use an Emu sampler cause I really like slomo stuff, and the 
Emu is the only machine that can pitch down a sample 7 octaves and 
still sound good. Also, different samplers have different 
sound/character. 

- Robert
| 4673|4654|2002-02-25 10:42:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: insert track mutes in Scene Edit section?|
On Saturday 23 February 2002 17:52, megons wrote:

> I don't suppose that there's a way to manually insert a track mute
> in the Scene Edit section of either the Pattern Mode or Song Mode?

What exactly do you mean??

- Robert
| 4674|4483|2002-02-25 10:49:09|Gert Van Rillaer|Re: another sampler?|
I use an old Emu Esi32 as well, I obviously had it before the RS7000 and I'm
not sure if I would buy an extra sampler now. Maybe because 64MB is not
enough?

As to your question about A4000 vs RS7000. Depends on what you want to do.
The RS7000 is more (and less) than just a sampler. The integration with the
sequencer is a big plus (e.g. the fact that loops are stretched according to
the bpm). On the other hand, if you plan to use the sampler in a more
traditional way, e.g. with a large sample library in order to for instance
load a very good piano sound, or if you need a lot of sample edit & control
functions, then the A4000 is probably a better choice.

I don't know the RM1x, but you might find little use for it after you buy an
RS7000.

Gert

> -----Original Message-----
> From: traizorus [mailto:marco_v_@hotmail.com]
> Sent: Monday, February 25, 2002 18:00
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: another sampler?
>
>

mailto:marco_v_@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> But do you guys use another sampler next to the rs7000 or is the
> rs7000 enough?
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:
> > Hey.
> >
> > I currently now own an RM1x and don't have a sampler. I'm looking
> for
> > one and I have the choice between an A4000 and an RS7000.
> > Do owners of an RS7000 have another sampler and use it as well as
> the
> > sampler of the RS7000, or can the RS7000 be regarded as a full-
> > functional sampler so that another sampler (such as A4000) isn't
> > required anymore?
> >
> > What choice would you guys make if you would be in my position?
> >
> > Thanks,
> > TraiZor.
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
First RS community on the net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 4675|4675|2002-02-25 16:47:50|frankii|Girlfriend DOING great--another Question: Real Time Recording|
Thanks to all concerning your thoughts for Sheri....thank you.

Another Question.

When you play a pattern (sections A~J) and you hit and HOLD Arpeggio, 
the pattern repeats depending on how you have the arpeggio set up. 
Very cool.

My question is how to make this happen in real time recording as when 
I try, the pattern only changes (next bar) and no arpeggio is present.
ie., the pattern doesn't repeat (fast, or with my finger hits)

i.e., Basically I want the RS7000 to record everything I do as if i 
where playing the pattern.

Does this post make sense?

thanks, 
frankii
| 4676|4667|2002-02-25 17:48:15|fuentes925|Re: rs-7000 and jp-8000......or what other combo might be better??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> -- The nord micro seem's to be good sounding and at a low price 

I've heard some demo's of it online but don't fully understand what 
exactly it do's could you tell me exactly what you use your's for , 
do you use it to take sound's from the rs-7000 and tweak them or do 
you use it to add effect's over your song once you finished it ,well 
I'm just trying to see what it could do cause I don't know much about 
this stuff but I'm very eager to learn more..
| 4677|4675|2002-02-26 06:28:23|windows2000xp|Re: Girlfriend DOING great--another Question: Real Time Recording|

> 
> When you play a pattern (sections A~J) and you hit and HOLD 

Arpeggio, 

> the pattern repeats depending on how you have the arpeggio set up. 
> Very cool.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> 
> My question is how to make this happen in real time recording as 

when 

> I try, the pattern only changes (next bar) and no arpeggio is 

present.

> ie., the pattern doesn't repeat (fast, or with my finger hits)
> 
> i.e., Basically I want the RS7000 to record everything I do as if i 
> where playing the pattern.

Good question, can this be done???

xp
| 4678|4675|2002-02-26 07:04:30|arveyman|Re: Girlfriend DOING great--another Question: Real Time Recording|
Can you explain more? I haven't got a clue what you mean.. :-(

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "windows2000xp" wrote:
> 
> > 
> > When you play a pattern (sections A~J) and you hit and HOLD 
> Arpeggio, 
> > the pattern repeats depending on how you have the arpeggio set 
up. 
> > Very cool.
> > 
> > My question is how to make this happen in real time recording as 
> when 
> > I try, the pattern only changes (next bar) and no arpeggio is 
> present.
> > ie., the pattern doesn't repeat (fast, or with my finger hits)
> > 
> > i.e., Basically I want the RS7000 to record everything I do as if 
i 
> > where playing the pattern.
> 
> Good question, can this be done???
> 
> xp

| 4679|4679|2002-02-26 11:52:21|jtoots212|Kit vs. Kit + note??|
what is the difference? All I can find in the 'manual' is "The note 
data required to play recorded samples is created automatically." Can 
someone please explain this? Thanks

J
| 4680|4679|2002-02-26 12:03:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Kit vs. Kit + note??|
On Tuesday 26 February 2002 19:52, jtoots212 wrote:

> what is the difference? All I can find in the 'manual' is "The
> note data required to play recorded samples is created
> automatically." Can someone please explain this? Thanks

The Kit+Note sample mode is *very* nice.

Suppose you have a nice pattern and want to add a guitar stab 
somewhere in the middle of the 8 measures. Select a track with 
Kit+Note sampling mode. The moment you start sampling the RS is 
started and the sampler waits for you to play that guitar chord. The 
moment you start playing (trigger the sampling mode), the sample is 
(of course) recorded. 

But *additionally* you get a new user phrase, with a midi event 
triggering the recorded sample, inserted exactly at the position 
where you started your guitar stab.

So Kit+Note is a kind of multi-tracking, and the +Note part refers to 
the added midi note.

- Robert
| 4681|4654|2002-02-26 12:09:21|megons|Re: insert track mutes in Scene Edit section?|
Example:



Select Pattern Chain Mode, hit record, select "Scene" with the first 
knob on the left under the screen, then hit Edit.

If you've recorded any Track Mutes, they'll show up in this Edit 
menu. Here, you can add CC's, Notes, Sysex, etc., but you can't 
manually insert Track Mutes. It's just a pain in the ass that you can 
move/delete Track Mutes in the Edit menu but you can't add them like 
you can with any other type of event.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 23 February 2002 17:52, megons wrote:
> > I don't suppose that there's a way to manually insert a track mute
> > in the Scene Edit section of either the Pattern Mode or Song Mode?
> 
> What exactly do you mean??
> 
> - Robert

| 4682|4675|2002-02-26 12:10:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Girlfriend DOING great--another Question: Real Time Recording|
On Tuesday 26 February 2002 00:47, frankii wrote:

> Thanks to all concerning your thoughts for Sheri....thank you.
>
> Another Question.
>
> When you play a pattern (sections A~J) and you hit and HOLD
> Arpeggio, the pattern repeats depending on how you have the
> arpeggio set up. Very cool.

Aren't you actually playing the RS keyboard? 
Check the keyboard LED next to the arp LED. Is it burning?

- Robert
| 4683|4654|2002-02-26 12:36:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: insert track mutes in Scene Edit section?|
On Tuesday 26 February 2002 20:09, megons wrote:

> Example:
>
> Select Pattern Chain Mode, hit record, select "Scene" with the
> first knob on the left under the screen, then hit Edit.
>
> If you've recorded any Track Mutes, they'll show up in this Edit
> menu. Here, you can add CC's, Notes, Sysex, etc., but you can't
> manually insert Track Mutes. It's just a pain in the ass that you
> can move/delete Track Mutes in the Edit menu but you can't add them
> like you can with any other type of event.

Yes, you can insert track mutes.

In Edit mode, as you described, turn knob 1 to the right. You can 
insert Scene memories, Mute memories and Track Mutes.

Really nice btw, never tried this before.

- Robert
| 4684|4483|2002-02-26 12:47:22|traizorus|Re: another sampler?|
I think 64mb would be enough for me. (loading times are too big 
anyway to fill 128mb =p ).

Yes, I like the integration a lot, but I don't want to end up having 
a sampler which cannot do enough edit options.
Does the A4000 really has more/deeper edit functions or sound 
mangling options the RS7k doesn't have? Anyway, I can do nicer 
editting/looppoint placing on my 17" screen..

Gert> So you have 2 samplers (emu and rs7k) and use them both. Why 
not only the RS7000 (ram issues?)?

Some more questions about the sampler in the RS7000:
- Can I do the following on the RS7000 while the sequence is running: 
change the kick-sample (another .wav-file)? And is that possible with 
an A4000?
- cutoff pairs like on hihats (open hihat mutes when the closed hihat 
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is played). Possible on an rs7k?
- rs7k eq/decay/pitch for each chan.. is that for the sampler too?
- I read the settings per sample can't be set on an RS7000. But is 
that really a minus?
- Some say the A4000 has outstanding sound-mangling capabilities. You 
put in a lame sound and with editing you get a neat lead or 
something. Is that also possible on an RS7000? Or is this the point 
where the RS7000 is not a full-blown sampler?

:)

Thanks,
TraiZor

--- In RS7000@y..., "Gert Van Rillaer" wrote:
> I use an old Emu Esi32 as well, I obviously had it before the 
RS7000 and I'm
> not sure if I would buy an extra sampler now. Maybe because 64MB 
is not
> enough?
> 
> As to your question about A4000 vs RS7000. Depends on what you want 
to do.
> The RS7000 is more (and less) than just a sampler. The integration 
with the
> sequencer is a big plus (e.g. the fact that loops are stretched 
according to
> the bpm). On the other hand, if you plan to use the sampler in a 
more
> traditional way, e.g. with a large sample library in order to for 
instance
> load a very good piano sound, or if you need a lot of sample edit & 
control
> functions, then the A4000 is probably a better choice.
> 
> I don't know the RM1x, but you might find little use for it after 
you buy an
> RS7000.
> 
> Gert

| 4685|4340|2002-02-26 15:25:22|jtoots212|effects|
I'm sure i have done this before, but I'm having problems now...
I have my basslines on track three, parts c and d. they are different 
instruments for each section (c and d), as well as being different 
patterns. i want no effects on track 3 in section c, but full vari 
and delay on track 3 in section d. this is possible, right? what am 
i missing? thanks much for the help

J
| 4686|4686|2002-02-26 15:27:18|retrobeats|Midi "SONAR" and locking up|
Hi.

Trying to figure out how to record the RS7000 with Sonar.

Have tracks 1~16 ARMED with channels 1-16 (Sonar) set up.

My OS (RS7000) is 1.14, and I'm trying to figure out how to record 
the performance of the RS7000 on Sonar.

It keeps locking up and never finishes loading (sonar)

Please advise......

thanks.
| 4687|4687|2002-02-26 16:05:12|sean mccarrick|Loop playback problem|
Hi,

Whenever I record a sample using the stereoout
resampling it doesn't play.
I do the following:
-Select the track to record to.
-Assign a sample voice to that track in mixer
-Sample by measure by playing the whole measure then
starting sample.
-The sample icon appears over the track no. but
nothing else. I can play the sample in by hitting a
key on the keyboard and thus record it that way.
Surely theres a better way to place a sample in a
track!



Can someone shed some light please ;o)
Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Greetings - Send FREE e-cards for every occasion!
http://greetings.yahoo.com
| 4688|4688|2002-02-26 19:58:57|jupiterhead|Good loudspeakers for RS7K?|
Anybody can recommend a good set of loudspeakers for performing live 
with the RS7K??............thanx
| 4689|4654|2002-02-26 23:56:59|megons|Re: insert track mutes in Scene Edit section?|
a-ha! i hadn't hit insert. thanks for the tip!

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 26 February 2002 20:09, megons wrote:
> > Example:
> >
> > Select Pattern Chain Mode, hit record, select "Scene" with the
> > first knob on the left under the screen, then hit Edit.
> >
> > If you've recorded any Track Mutes, they'll show up in this Edit
> > menu. Here, you can add CC's, Notes, Sysex, etc., but you can't
> > manually insert Track Mutes. It's just a pain in the ass that you
> > can move/delete Track Mutes in the Edit menu but you can't add 
them
> > like you can with any other type of event.
> 
> Yes, you can insert track mutes.
> 
> In Edit mode, as you described, turn knob 1 to the right. You can 
> insert Scene memories, Mute memories and Track Mutes.
> 
> Really nice btw, never tried this before.
> 
> - Robert

| 4690|4690|2002-02-27 00:06:20|frankii|BUG REPORT? Velocity Pads|
Anyone ever notice that the velocity pads become dead and you can't 
get anything out of them, execpt a low sounding appegio flutter?

Can't seem to figure out why this happens.

How do you assign a sound to the pad? I tried [TAP] and holding the 
Velocity pad and touching a track to no avail

thanks, 
frankii
| 4691|4687|2002-02-27 00:15:39|arveyman|Re: Loop playback problem|
Why isn't this easy? I guess that there aren't may samplers that have 
a more user-friendly interface..
As you discribed, the sample is loaded (locally) for that track 
you've selected. According to how you sampled (kit, slice etc) the 
sample is placed on the keyboard. Now you can record anything you 
want with that sample. Presto!

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> Whenever I record a sample using the stereoout
> resampling it doesn't play.
> I do the following:
> -Select the track to record to.
> -Assign a sample voice to that track in mixer
> -Sample by measure by playing the whole measure then
> starting sample.
> -The sample icon appears over the track no. but
> nothing else. I can play the sample in by hitting a
> key on the keyboard and thus record it that way.
> Surely theres a better way to place a sample in a
> track!
> Can someone shed some light please ;o)
> Cheers
> -sean-

http://greetings.yahoo.com/
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Greetings - Send FREE e-cards for every occasion!
> http://greetings.yahoo.com

| 4692|4690|2002-02-27 00:18:33|arveyman|Re: BUG REPORT? Velocity Pads|
Holding [TAP], then pressing a key, and finally pressing a vel.pad. 
That works for me!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> 
> Anyone ever notice that the velocity pads become dead and you can't 
> get anything out of them, execpt a low sounding appegio flutter?
> 
> Can't seem to figure out why this happens.
> 
> How do you assign a sound to the pad? I tried [TAP] and holding 
the 
> Velocity pad and touching a track to no avail
> 
> thanks, 
> frankii

| 4693|4340|2002-02-27 00:19:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: effects|
On Tuesday 26 February 2002 23:25, jtoots212 wrote:

> I'm sure i have done this before, but I'm having problems now...
> I have my basslines on track three, parts c and d. they are
> different instruments for each section (c and d), as well as being
> different patterns. i want no effects on track 3 in section c, but
> full vari and delay on track 3 in section d. this is possible,
> right? what am i missing? thanks much for the help

There is no such thing as effect send values per track/pattern combo. 
The effect sends are set for a given track throughout all of the 
style's pattern.

Afaik, you now have two options.

1) The easy way. Move the bass track in section D to another track. 
Give track track all the effects you need while keeping track 3 dry.

2) The harder way. Create a scene with- and and without effects on 
the bass track. When selecting section D choose the wet scene, and go 
back to the dry scene when selecting section C.

- Robert
| 4694|4686|2002-02-27 00:21:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Midi "SONAR" and locking up|
On Tuesday 26 February 2002 23:27, retrobeats wrote:

> Hi.
>
> Trying to figure out how to record the RS7000 with Sonar.
>
> Have tracks 1~16 ARMED with channels 1-16 (Sonar) set up.

What do you mean by 'ARMED'?

>
> My OS (RS7000) is 1.14, and I'm trying to figure out how to record
> the performance of the RS7000 on Sonar.
>
> It keeps locking up and never finishes loading (sonar)

Could you explain this too? What exactly doesn't finish loading?

- Robert
| 4695|4687|2002-02-27 00:27:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loop playback problem|
On Wednesday 27 February 2002 08:15, arveyman wrote:

> Why isn't this easy? I guess that there aren't may samplers that
> have a more user-friendly interface..
> As you discribed, the sample is loaded (locally) for that track
> you've selected. According to how you sampled (kit, slice etc) the

http://greetings.yahoo.com/


> sample is placed on the keyboard. Now you can record anything you
> want with that sample. Presto!

Or, as an alternative to the above, use the Kit+Voice sample mode and 
have the RS insert the correct midi note for you.

- Robert
| 4696|4686|2002-02-27 00:32:16|retrobeats|Re: Midi "SONAR" and locking up|
Armed" tracks ready to record.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 26 February 2002 23:27, retrobeats wrote:
> > Hi.
> >
> > Trying to figure out how to record the RS7000 with Sonar.
> >
> > Have tracks 1~16 ARMED with channels 1-16 (Sonar) set up.
> 
> What do you mean by 'ARMED'?
> 
> >
> > My OS (RS7000) is 1.14, and I'm trying to figure out how to record
> > the performance of the RS7000 on Sonar.
> >
> > It keeps locking up and never finishes loading (sonar)
> 
> Could you explain this too? What exactly doesn't finish loading?

Loading, if I have the midi cables attached to the RS7000 and then 
load Sonar, Sonar freezes and never finishes loading.

thanks

I want to record the performance of the RS7000 as midi, tried 
realtime, but you can hit the keys and have them record the 
performance without letting the phrase play out. What this means is 
if I hit section "B" in a 1,2,1,2,3,4 (6 times total) in a 4/4 measure
in realtime, the section re-starts on every hit, whereas in real time 
recording, it will not do this. Gives my grooves more of a humanized 
feel this way.

> - Robert

| 4697|4340|2002-02-27 04:58:12|Ian Vine|Re: effects|
You need to insert the controller data to set the
effect send values at the start of each section. 

I don't know if there is a way to record a knobs value
in step time recording.

If not set the track into overdub. Turn the vari
effect send to the value you want. Go into edit, turn
on the filter so you only see the controller events.
(I think the effect sends will show as one event even
though it is several controller events, doing tis from
memory using a qy70). Delete all but the last one and
move to the start of the track. Do the same for the
other effect. Then repeat on the other part.

IanV

--- jtoots212 wrote:

I'm sure i have done this before, but I'm having
problems now...

I have my basslines on track three, parts c and
d.  they are different 

instruments for each section (c and d), as well as
being different 

patterns.  i want no effects on track 3 in
section c, but full vari 



and delay on track 3 in section d.  this is
possible, right?  what am 

i missing?  thanks much for the help

J
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| 4698|4340|2002-02-27 05:21:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: effects|
This is the best option, of course.
Me *very* stupid.

- Robert

On Wednesday 27 February 2002 12:58, Ian Vine wrote:
> You need to insert the controller data to set the
> effect send values at the start of each section.
>
> I don't know if there is a way to record a knobs value
> in step time recording.
>
> If not set the track into overdub. Turn the vari
> effect send to the value you want. Go into edit, turn
> on the filter so you only see the controller events.
> (I think the effect sends will show as one event even
> though it is several controller events, doing tis from
> memory using a qy70). Delete all but the last one and
> move to the start of the track. Do the same for the
> other effect. Then repeat on the other part.
>
>
>
> IanV
>
> --- jtoots212 wrote:
>
>

> 
>
>
> 
> I'm sure i have done this before, but I'm having
> problems now...

> I have my basslines on track three, parts c and
> d.  they are different 

> instruments for each section (c and d), as well as
> being different 

> patterns.  i want no effects on track 3 in
> section c, but full vari 

> and delay on track 3 in section d.  this is
> possible, right?  what am 

> i missing?  thanks much for the help

> 

> J

> 

> 
>
> 

>
> 
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>
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| 4699|4483|2002-02-27 05:22:45|tomfinegan|Re: another sampler?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:

> But do you guys use another sampler next to the rs7000 or is the 
> rs7000 enough?

For starting with sampling the RS is definately fine. Later on you 
might want more sampling. I would like to have additionally a 
E5000...:)
| 4700|4667|2002-02-27 05:41:46|tomfinegan|Re: rs-7000 and jp-8000......or what other combo might be better??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > -- The nord micro seem's to be good sounding and at a low price 
> I've heard some demo's of it online but don't fully understand what 
> exactly it do's could you tell me exactly what you use your's 

for , 

> do you use it to take sound's from the rs-7000 and tweak them or do 
> you use it to add effect's over your song once you finished 

it ,well 

> I'm just trying to see what it could do cause I don't know much 

about 

> this stuff but I'm very eager to learn more..

The Nord Modular and it´s smaller brother Nord Micro Modular are 
Virtual Analogue Modular System Synthesizer. A "normal" Modular 
System synthesizer needs lots and lots of hardware which are 
connected by a lot of cables. (see e.g.: www.doepfer.de for the A100 
system). The Nord Modular series doesn´t need that, this Modular 
System comes with only one hardware gadget, which delivers the DSP-
power for the Modular System and a Windows/Mac editor that lets you 
create patches virtually on the hardware. If you download the manual 
and the editor from www.clavia.se you will see what i mean.

You can use the Nord Modular for all kinds of stuff, except for 
sampling (that´s somethign you can do with Reaktor (www.native-
instruments.de) a complete software-based Modular System Synthesizer).
I use it sometimes to route the Audio-outs of my RS7000 into the Nord 
Modular and back into the RS to sample weird drumloops i created with 
e.g. the vocoder-patches of the Nord Modular. Sometimes i use it to 
play some synth-lead sounds on the Nord Modular which i record on my 
HD-recorder along with some RS7000-pads. Or i use the Nord Modular as 
a compressor, or equalizer, or as a drumsynth (those Nord Modular 
drums can be very punchy :)
The Nord Modular is a very versatile synth, and shouldn´t be missed 
in any studio. If you don´t want to create your own patches, there 
are zillions of them on the Clavia-website for download.

The sound of the Nord Modular can be colder or warmer than the 
RS7000, but together they go very well. If you don´t like the synth-
sounds of the RS (which i found out are with some tweaking REALLY 
good, thanks to the excellent filters) the Nord might me a good 
substitute since you can do all kinds of analogue emulations....an 
Oberheim pad? No problem. Some Moog bass? No problem. TB303? Yes, sir!
Some Prophet-brass? Indeed!
I would say besides the Yamaha AN1x, the Nord Modular is the most 
underrated synth. Not to mention, Reaktor might be able to work with 
samples, but, you can unplug the Nord Modular and use it standalone 
as a bass-synth, drum-synth, lead-synth, pad-synth, FX-box, Vocoder 
etc. all at once.

I am sure, Marco (synthe.labo) and Robert will tell you more, as they 
own the Nord longer than me.

Tom
| 4701|4483|2002-02-27 08:07:46|Gert Van Rillaer|Re: another sampler?|

> I think 64mb would be enough for me. (loading times are too big
> anyway to fill 128mb =p ).
>



> Yes, I like the integration a lot, but I don't want to end up having
> a sampler which cannot do enough edit options.
> Does the A4000 really has more/deeper edit functions or sound
> mangling options the RS7k doesn't have? Anyway, I can do nicer
> editting/looppoint placing on my 17" screen..
>
> Gert> So you have 2 samplers (emu and rs7k) and use them both. Why
> not only the RS7000 (ram issues?)?

Basically because I bought the Esi years ago and the RS7000 a week ago.
Maybe after a while I might decide to sell the Esi, but for the moment I use
both. I have a lot of sampleCDs in Esi format, so that's another reason. And
by now it isn't worth to sell the Esi so i could just as well use it. It
still sounds great, but the os is outdated and the fx aren't very good.
I'll guess I'll just use it for some instrument sounds and as a loop
playback unit.

But I never used the Esi to edit samples. I have a SCSI connection to the PC
and I do everything on the PC. I'll probably do the same with the RS7000,
but the 'live mangling' options are great (in contrast to the Esi).

As to you other questions; I'm afraid one week with the RS7000 isn't enough
to answer them, so I'll leave them for others to answer :)

Gert
| 4702|4687|2002-02-27 09:25:08|jtoots212|Re: Loop playback problem|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 27 February 2002 08:15, arveyman wrote:
> > Why isn't this easy? I guess that there aren't may samplers that
> > have a more user-friendly interface..
> > As you discribed, the sample is loaded (locally) for that track
> > you've selected. According to how you sampled (kit, slice etc) the
> > sample is placed on the keyboard. Now you can record anything you
> > want with that sample. Presto!
> 
> Or, as an alternative to the above, use the Kit+Voice sample mode 

and 

> have the RS insert the correct midi note for you.
> 
> - Robert

Robert----can you explain what you mean by 'the correct midi note?' 
Thanks much

J
| 4703|4686|2002-02-27 09:48:30|Gert Van Rillaer|Re: Midi "SONAR" and locking up|

> On Tuesday 26 February 2002 23:27, retrobeats wrote:
> > Hi.
> >
> > Trying to figure out how to record the RS7000 with Sonar.
> >
> > Have tracks 1~16 ARMED with channels 1-16 (Sonar) set up.
> > My OS (RS7000) is 1.14, and I'm trying to figure out how to record
> > the performance of the RS7000 on Sonar.
> >
> > It keeps locking up and never finishes loading (sonar)

Check your midi settings on the RS7000, I think you need to disable the THRU
in order to avoid a midi loop.
I had similar problems with cubase at first.

Gert
| 4704|4687|2002-02-27 10:41:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loop playback problem|
On Wednesday 27 February 2002 17:25, jtoots212 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 27 February 2002 08:15, arveyman wrote:
> > > Why isn't this easy? I guess that there aren't may samplers
> > > that have a more user-friendly interface..
> > > As you discribed, the sample is loaded (locally) for that track
> > > you've selected. According to how you sampled (kit, slice etc)
> > > the sample is placed on the keyboard. Now you can record
> > > anything you want with that sample. Presto!
> >
> > Or, as an alternative to the above, use the Kit+Voice sample mode



>
> and
>
> > have the RS insert the correct midi note for you.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert----can you explain what you mean by 'the correct midi note?'

Yes I can. 

- Robert ;)
| 4705|4687|2002-02-27 10:43:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loop playback problem|
On Wednesday 27 February 2002 17:25, jtoots212 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 27 February 2002 08:15, arveyman wrote:
> > > Why isn't this easy? I guess that there aren't may samplers
> > > that have a more user-friendly interface..
> > > As you discribed, the sample is loaded (locally) for that track
> > > you've selected. According to how you sampled (kit, slice etc)
> > > the sample is placed on the keyboard. Now you can record
> > > anything you want with that sample. Presto!
> >
> > Or, as an alternative to the above, use the Kit+Voice sample mode
>
> and
>
> > have the RS insert the correct midi note for you.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert----can you explain what you mean by 'the correct midi note?'

The 'correct midi note' is the note that corresponds with the note 
number slot of the kit sample voice that you assigned to receive the 
sample you made.

- Robert
| 4706|4706|2002-02-27 11:41:16|mcplvortex|have two rs7000?|
I just wondered if it would be a stupid idea to buy another rs7000. I 
am using my RS7K for live performances. I have no trouble switching 
sections but when I want to change styles I cant seem to be able to 
merge the two styles together. I have to stop the RS for 1 measure 
the time I need to switch styles or else I hear a lag. Now if I use 
one RS for beats and the other for other instruments or whatever the 
setup, I could always keep one of them running and overlap my music. 
Is my question clear? What happens if you link two RS together by a 
midi cable? what other device would be better than an RS for beats and 
has the same effects and knob action?

Thanks in advance. I appreciated the help you guys give to all new 
users.

MCPLVORTEX
| 4707|4706|2002-02-27 11:46:12|Bryan Rodgers|Re: have two rs7000?|
hmm, I know one person on this list has 2 of them... ...let's hope they can
shed some light.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: mcplvortex [mailto:mcplvortex@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2002 1:41 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] have two rs7000?

I just wondered if it would be a stupid idea to buy another rs7000. I 
am using my RS7K for live performances. I have no trouble switching 
sections but when I want to change styles I cant seem to be able to 
merge the two styles together. I have to stop the RS for 1 measure 
the time I need to switch styles or else I hear a lag. Now if I use 
one RS for beats and the other for other instruments or whatever the 
setup, I could always keep one of them running and overlap my music. 
Is my question clear? What happens if you link two RS together by a 
midi cable? what other device would be better than an RS for beats and 
has the same effects and knob action?

Thanks in advance. I appreciated the help you guys give to all new 
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users.
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| 4708|4686|2002-02-27 12:46:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Midi "SONAR" and locking up|
On Wednesday 27 February 2002 08:32, retrobeats wrote:

> Armed" tracks ready to record.
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 26 February 2002 23:27, retrobeats wrote:
> > > Hi.
> > >
> > > Trying to figure out how to record the RS7000 with Sonar.
> > >
> > > Have tracks 1~16 ARMED with channels 1-16 (Sonar) set up.
> >
> > What do you mean by 'ARMED'?
> >
> > > My OS (RS7000) is 1.14, and I'm trying to figure out how to
> > > record the performance of the RS7000 on Sonar.
> > >
> > > It keeps locking up and never finishes loading (sonar)
> >
> > Could you explain this too? What exactly doesn't finish loading?
>
> Loading, if I have the midi cables attached to the RS7000 and then
> load Sonar, Sonar freezes and never finishes loading.

I agree with the previous poster that this is most likely a midi loop 
in action. As a nice test, pull the cable out of the RS's midi output 
socket and try loading Sonar again. 

>
> thanks
>
> I want to record the performance of the RS7000 as midi, tried
> realtime, but you can hit the keys and have them record the
> performance without letting the phrase play out. What this means
> is if I hit section "B" in a 1,2,1,2,3,4 (6 times total) in a 4/4
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> measure in realtime, the section re-starts on every hit, whereas in
> real time recording, it will not do this. Gives my grooves more of
> a humanized feel this way.

I see. The easiest way to record the RS in a midi sequencer is by 
slaving the RS to the sequencer using MIDI clock. So make sure your 
sequencer is sending MIDI clock and set the RS to slave on MIDI 
clock. 

The easiest way to record the RS MIDI output is to simply record the 
output of all the RS tracks into one track of the sequencer and 
optionally split it afterwards into separated tracks based on midi 
channel. 

- Robert
| 4709|4667|2002-02-27 12:51:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs-7000 and jp-8000......or what other combo might be better??|
On Wednesday 27 February 2002 13:40, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > -- The nord micro seem's to be good sounding and at a low
> > > price
> >
> > I've heard some demo's of it online but don't fully understand
> > what exactly it do's could you tell me exactly what you use
> > your's
>
> for ,
>
> > do you use it to take sound's from the rs-7000 and tweak them or
> > do you use it to add effect's over your song once you finished
>
> it ,well
>
> > I'm just trying to see what it could do cause I don't know much
>
> about
>
> > this stuff but I'm very eager to learn more..
>
> The Nord Modular and it´s smaller brother Nord Micro Modular are
> Virtual Analogue Modular System Synthesizer. A "normal" Modular
> System synthesizer needs lots and lots of hardware which are
> connected by a lot of cables. (see e.g.: www.doepfer.de for the
> A100 system). The Nord Modular series doesn´t need that, this
> Modular System comes with only one hardware gadget, which delivers
> the DSP- power for the Modular System and a Windows/Mac editor that
> lets you create patches virtually on the hardware. If you download
> the manual and the editor from www.clavia.se you will see what i
> mean.
>
> You can use the Nord Modular for all kinds of stuff, except for
> sampling (that´s somethign you can do with Reaktor (www.native-
> instruments.de) a complete software-based Modular System
> Synthesizer). I use it sometimes to route the Audio-outs of my
> RS7000 into the Nord Modular and back into the RS to sample weird
> drumloops i created with e.g. the vocoder-patches of the Nord
> Modular. Sometimes i use it to play some synth-lead sounds on the
> Nord Modular which i record on my HD-recorder along with some
> RS7000-pads. Or i use the Nord Modular as a compressor, or
> equalizer, or as a drumsynth (those Nord Modular drums can be very
> punchy :)
> The Nord Modular is a very versatile synth, and shouldn´t be missed
> in any studio. If you don´t want to create your own patches, there
> are zillions of them on the Clavia-website for download.
>
> The sound of the Nord Modular can be colder or warmer than the
> RS7000, but together they go very well. If you don´t like the
> synth- sounds of the RS (which i found out are with some tweaking
> REALLY good, thanks to the excellent filters) the Nord might me a
> good substitute since you can do all kinds of analogue
> emulations....an Oberheim pad? No problem. Some Moog bass? No
> problem. TB303? Yes, sir! Some Prophet-brass? Indeed!
> I would say besides the Yamaha AN1x, the Nord Modular is the most
> underrated synth. Not to mention, Reaktor might be able to work
> with samples, but, you can unplug the Nord Modular and use it
> standalone as a bass-synth, drum-synth, lead-synth, pad-synth,
> FX-box, Vocoder etc. all at once.
>
> I am sure, Marco (synthe.labo) and Robert will tell you more, as



> they own the Nord longer than me.

Well Tom already explained a lot about the Nord Modular line. You 
should know however that the micro has only 1 DSP on board, while the 
full modular has 4, and can be expanded to 8 DSPs. The micro cannot 
be expanded. The very complex modular sounds can easily take up 50 to 
100% of a single DSP, meaning that on the micro you only get one 
voice, while on an unexpanded full NM you get 4. So the micro can 
play all the sounds of a full NM, but with less voices. 

I love the Nord's sound, btw. Very characteristic. You have to listen 
to it, btw, before you decide. Some hate the Nord sound. 

- Robert
| 4710|4483|2002-02-27 13:04:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another sampler?|
On Tuesday 26 February 2002 20:47, traizorus wrote:

> I think 64mb would be enough for me. (loading times are too big
> anyway to fill 128mb =p ).
>
> Yes, I like the integration a lot, but I don't want to end up
> having a sampler which cannot do enough edit options.
> Does the A4000 really has more/deeper edit functions or sound
> mangling options the RS7k doesn't have? Anyway, I can do nicer
> editting/looppoint placing on my 17" screen..

If used to have an A4000 before I replaced it with an Emu.
The A4000 is a full sampler, while the RS is a phrase sampler.

The A4000 has effect send levels *per sample* while the RS has effect 
send levels per track. This means that on the A4k you can have a drum 
kit on midi channel 1 where the kick is dry, the snare has 30% 
reverb, the tom has a bit of verb + delay, etc. This is impossible on 
the RS, and to achieve the same result you have to split the drum 
instruments over several tracks, or resample with different effects.

The A4000 has the velocity crossfade feature, meaning that a snare 
drum or piano tone is actually built of multiple samples that all 
react on the same note number, but each within its own velocity 
range. Many professional sample CDs are built this way, and its the 
only way to get realistic results. The RS simply cannot do this.

The A4000 has multi sampling, meaning that several samples are used 
across the keyboard to implement a sound. For example, for a 
realistic piano/synth/organ/bass/etc sound, you sample the original 
instrument for every say 3 notes (and possibly at several velocities 
as described above). This is not possible on the RS for pitched 
sample voices, but can be mimiced with a kit sample voice, though it 
takes a lot of work.

The A4000 can load Akai sample disk without a hitch (if I remember 
correctly) to load whole drum kits, pianos, whatever. The RS can only 
load individual samples from these AKAI disks.

Both the A4000 and RS share the same effect hardware with identical 
quality, though the A4k does not have the master effect.

The A4000 does have a loop remix feature, but not a realtime version, 
and (of course) it only works for samples.

The A4000 does not have the play effect features of the RS.

The RS filters are better than the A4000 filters, imo.

- Robert

>
> Gert> So you have 2 samplers (emu and rs7k) and use them both. Why
> not only the RS7000 (ram issues?)?
>
> Some more questions about the sampler in the RS7000:
> - Can I do the following on the RS7000 while the sequence is
> running: change the kick-sample (another .wav-file)? And is that
> possible with an A4000?
> - cutoff pairs like on hihats (open hihat mutes when the closed
> hihat is played). Possible on an rs7k?
> - rs7k eq/decay/pitch for each chan.. is that for the sampler too?
> - I read the settings per sample can't be set on an RS7000. But is
> that really a minus?



> - Some say the A4000 has outstanding sound-mangling capabilities.
> You put in a lame sound and with editing you get a neat lead or
> something. Is that also possible on an RS7000? Or is this the point
> where the RS7000 is not a full-blown sampler?
>
> :)
>
> Thanks,
> TraiZor
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Gert Van Rillaer" wrote:
> > I use an old Emu Esi32 as well, I obviously had it before the
>
> RS7000 and I'm
>
> > not sure if I would buy an extra sampler now. Maybe because 64MB
>
> is not
>
> > enough?
> >
> > As to your question about A4000 vs RS7000. Depends on what you
> > want
>
> to do.
>
> > The RS7000 is more (and less) than just a sampler. The
> > integration
>
> with the
>
> > sequencer is a big plus (e.g. the fact that loops are stretched
>
> according to
>
> > the bpm). On the other hand, if you plan to use the sampler in a
>
> more
>
> > traditional way, e.g. with a large sample library in order to for
>
> instance
>
> > load a very good piano sound, or if you need a lot of sample edit
> > &
>
> control
>
> > functions, then the A4000 is probably a better choice.
> >
> > I don't know the RM1x, but you might find little use for it after
>
> you buy an
>
> > RS7000.
> >
> > Gert
>
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> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4711|4711|2002-02-27 13:12:06|synthe. labo|dead silence|
hi, i want to make commercial trance, and i would ask you if it's better
to take an alesis andromeda + jomox sunsyn + akai s6000 + machinedrum +
protools on a new G4 laptop + eventide orville + tc electronic fireworks + a 
ferrari (to move fast in the city and be cool, yo yo),
OR simply get an RS7000?...
uauaua HAHAHA :))))

hello to everyone!!!
HOW ARE YOU?
..ok, i'm seroius.
Thomas! (?), in the end you got the TG33...how is it?, i mean: is it simple 
to operate and does strange sounds really different from PCM sampled ones?
...i sold my A-Station, got bored of that synth after a month, too classic, 
good filters but not so 'alien' sounding.
if only Waldorf would create a sort of microwave 2u rack with knobs, a 
little XT, i would be satisfied.
Micro Q is more powerful respect A-station, has that harsh edge of sound
but it's not boring;
FS1-R still attracts me a lot, but i don't wanna use the pc for any synth 
except Nord Modular obviously;
really think i'll get the FS1-R; too many time i thought and asked people 
about this, and EVERY response was like 'the best synth on earth'; i asked 
about d&b basses, leads etc (because i know that on FM and pads/strings it's 
the best), and everyone told me they get monster basses out of that unit 
etc.
...
i'm using a lot the split function on RS7k, think i use too much samples
a style, but by now i never had problems of loading (i don't have more than 
4 or 5 styles at once on rs7k).
recently i've been busy at work obviously, but also starting with some
friends of mine the 'Pro-Nowhere League' anti nationalism of every form,
i'll let you know.
->made 5 new tracks but vitaminic seems to have problems;
i made my page also on mp3.com, it's www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
it will be online in some days

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 4712|4711|2002-02-27 13:42:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: dead silence|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> ferrari (to move fast in the city and be cool, yo yo),

You forgot the MPC4000....:)

> OR simply get an RS7000?...
> uauaua HAHAHA :))))

Yup.

> hello to everyone!!!
> HOW ARE YOU?
> ..ok, i'm seroius.
> Thomas! (?), in the end you got the TG33...how is it?, 

It is very nice and hey...for 120Euro i have nothing to complain 
about...:)))))

> i mean: is it simple 
> to operate 

Yes, but the SY35, which is the bigger brother with keyboard has some 
more features, like a random patch creator which i miss...

> and does strange sounds really different from PCM sampled ones?

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx


Actually it uses a 2 OP FM and AWM samples as vector synthesis (like 
Korg Wavestation). You can record the movements of the vector-stick 
and change either way the level (volume) or detune of the four 
elements of a song. All in all it´s definately a pad-machine, and 
surprisingly i also got some nice brassy synth sounds out of it, that 
start with some dark FM-sound and then wwwwoooOOOOAAAAHHHhhhhmmbmrrr 
make those nice "Vangelis - Blade Runner" brass sounds. I love it, i 
forgot all about the sounds this little synth is capable of.

Because of the little grittiness (12Bit samples) it adds some nice 
dirt to the mix and as companion with RS7000. Not as raw and dirty as 
a TX81z for sure, but very nice. :) 
Didn´t you want to try a TX81z?

> ...i sold my A-Station, got bored of that synth after a month, too 

classic, 

> good filters but not so 'alien' sounding.
> if only Waldorf would create a sort of microwave 2u rack with 

knobs, a 

> little XT, i would be satisfied.

They did...Microwave I/II....:)))))

> FS1-R still attracts me a lot, but i don't wanna use the pc for any 

synth 

> except Nord Modular obviously;
> really think i'll get the FS1-R; too many time i thought and asked 

people 

> about this, and EVERY response was like 'the best synth on earth'; 

i asked 

> about d&b basses, leads etc (because i know that on FM and 

pads/strings it's 

> the best), and everyone told me they get monster basses out of that 

unit 

> etc.

Michel (sneakthief) is having one, i am sure he can tell you more.
I sold mine because of the awfull interface.

> recently i've been busy at work obviously, but also starting with 

some

> friends of mine the 'Pro-Nowhere League' anti nationalism of every 

form,

> i'll let you know.

Hm, against "El-Neo-Duce" Berlusconi??

> ->made 5 new tracks but vitaminic seems to have problems;
> i made my page also on mp3.com, it's www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
> it will be online in some days

Hey we uploaded some r2a/r3a pattern for the RS to the file-section, 
i would like to see a remix of those from you, if you have time. :)

> ciao-marco

Ciao, Tom 



> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le 

tue foto: 

> http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx

| 4713|4686|2002-02-27 14:40:33|retrobeats|Re: Midi "SONAR" and locking up|
I see..

Read that can't record patterns using MTC, hoping a OS will fix.

Also, is it possible to record in "real-time" using the RS7000 
internal sequencer? I want to be able to hit the section (a-j) 
button when I want and have it re-start the section.

RIght now when I record in realtime and change sections, you have to 
wait for the pattern track to finish. 

Someone else posted this I think too, but i didn't see an anwser!

thanks

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 27 February 2002 08:32, retrobeats wrote:
> > Armed" tracks ready to record.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > On Tuesday 26 February 2002 23:27, retrobeats wrote:
> > > > Hi.
> > > >
> > > > Trying to figure out how to record the RS7000 with Sonar.
> > > >
> > > > Have tracks 1~16 ARMED with channels 1-16 (Sonar) set up.
> > >
> > > What do you mean by 'ARMED'?
> > >
> > > > My OS (RS7000) is 1.14, and I'm trying to figure out how to
> > > > record the performance of the RS7000 on Sonar.
> > > >
> > > > It keeps locking up and never finishes loading (sonar)
> > >
> > > Could you explain this too? What exactly doesn't finish loading?
> >
> > Loading, if I have the midi cables attached to the RS7000 and then
> > load Sonar, Sonar freezes and never finishes loading.
> 
> I agree with the previous poster that this is most likely a midi 
loop 
> in action. As a nice test, pull the cable out of the RS's midi 
output 
> socket and try loading Sonar again. 
> 
> >
> > thanks
> >
> > I want to record the performance of the RS7000 as midi, tried
> > realtime, but you can hit the keys and have them record the
> > performance without letting the phrase play out. What this means
> > is if I hit section "B" in a 1,2,1,2,3,4 (6 times total) in a 4/4
> > measure in realtime, the section re-starts on every hit, whereas 
in
> > real time recording, it will not do this. Gives my grooves more 
of
> > a humanized feel this way.
> 
> I see. The easiest way to record the RS in a midi sequencer is by 
> slaving the RS to the sequencer using MIDI clock. So make sure your 
> sequencer is sending MIDI clock and set the RS to slave on MIDI 
> clock. 
> 
> The easiest way to record the RS MIDI output is to simply record 
the 
> output of all the RS tracks into one track of the sequencer and 
> optionally split it afterwards into separated tracks based on midi 
> channel. 
> 
> - Robert

http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx


| 4714|4690|2002-02-27 14:41:50|retrobeats|Re: BUG REPORT? Velocity Pads|
Make sure your mute button is not on as well.

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Holding [TAP], then pressing a key, and finally pressing a vel.pad. 
> That works for me!
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> > 
> > Anyone ever notice that the velocity pads become dead and you 
can't 
> > get anything out of them, execpt a low sounding appegio flutter?
> > 
> > Can't seem to figure out why this happens.
> > 
> > How do you assign a sound to the pad? I tried [TAP] and holding 
> the 
> > Velocity pad and touching a track to no avail
> > 
> > thanks, 
> > frankii

| 4715|4687|2002-02-27 15:42:26|mutex|Re: Loop playback problem|
Hi,
Yes that is easy ;o)
But I want the "loop" not single sample hit to be assigned to that track though.
So what I record/sample is played back as exactly that.
You can audition the loop so why not play it in a track?
Cheers
-sean-

----- Original Message ----- 
From: arveyman 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2002 7:15 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Loop playback problem

Why isn't this easy? I guess that there aren't may samplers that have 
a more user-friendly interface..
As you discribed, the sample is loaded (locally) for that track 
you've selected. According to how you sampled (kit, slice etc) the 
sample is placed on the keyboard. Now you can record anything you 
want with that sample. Presto!

Arv 
--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> Whenever I record a sample using the stereoout
> resampling it doesn't play.
> I do the following:
> -Select the track to record to.
> -Assign a sample voice to that track in mixer
> -Sample by measure by playing the whole measure then
> starting sample.
> -The sample icon appears over the track no. but
> nothing else. I can play the sample in by hitting a
> key on the keyboard and thus record it that way.
> Surely theres a better way to place a sample in a
> track!
> Can someone shed some light please ;o)
> Cheers
> -sean-
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Greetings - Send FREE e-cards for every occasion!
> http://greetings.yahoo.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4716|4716|2002-02-27 16:04:27|frankii|Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
Hey all.

Does anyone know a quick way to preview phrases on the RS?
RIght now, if a measure is playing, when selecting, or scrolling 
through the preset phrases, you sometimes have to wait for the 
pattern to start at the begining. I'm thinking there must be a way 
for the "user" to scroll and hit the keyboard (RS) and make the 
phrase play.

thanks, 
frankii
| 4717|4716|2002-02-27 16:52:15|flesk_bruno|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
I'm afraid not, unless you press the go to first measure button |<.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> Hey all.
> 
> Does anyone know a quick way to preview phrases on the RS?
> RIght now, if a measure is playing, when selecting, or scrolling 
> through the preset phrases, you sometimes have to wait for the 
> pattern to start at the begining. I'm thinking there must be a way 
> for the "user" to scroll and hit the keyboard (RS) and make the 
> phrase play.
> 
> thanks, 
> frankii

| 4718|4716|2002-02-28 00:32:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
On Thursday 28 February 2002 00:04, frankii wrote:

> Hey all.
>
> Does anyone know a quick way to preview phrases on the RS?
> RIght now, if a measure is playing, when selecting, or scrolling
> through the preset phrases, you sometimes have to wait for the
> pattern to start at the begining. I'm thinking there must be a way
> for the "user" to scroll and hit the keyboard (RS) and make the
> phrase play.

The Yamaha QY700 has a phrase preview feature, but I couldn't find in 
on the RS. I simply hit the |< key to hear the new phrase.

- Robert
| 4719|4716|2002-02-28 00:34:30|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
press the section button you are and the phrase will cchange

exxcuse for my bad english

-----Message d'origine-----
De : frankii [mailto:frankii@yahoo.com]
Envoyé : jeudi 28 février 2002 00:04
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000

Hey all.

Does anyone know a quick way to preview phrases on the RS?
RIght now, if a measure is playing, when selecting, or scrolling 
through the preset phrases, you sometimes have to wait for the 
pattern to start at the begining. I'm thinking there must be a way 
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for the "user" to scroll and hit the keyboard (RS) and make the 
phrase play.

thanks, 
frankii
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| 4720|4716|2002-02-28 00:40:38|arveyman|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
I usually press the track-button while running (MUTE off) and it 
plays the selected phrase instantly..

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> press the section button you are and the phrase will cchange
> 
> exxcuse for my bad english
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : frankii [mailto:frankii@y...]
> Envoyé : jeudi 28 février 2002 00:04
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000
> 
> 
> Hey all.
> 
> Does anyone know a quick way to preview phrases on the RS?
> RIght now, if a measure is playing, when selecting, or scrolling 
> through the preset phrases, you sometimes have to wait for the 
> pattern to start at the begining. I'm thinking there must be a way 
> for the "user" to scroll and hit the keyboard (RS) and make the 
> phrase play.
> 
> thanks, 
> frankii
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
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> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
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> 
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| 4721|4721|2002-02-28 00:45:11|arveyman|(no subject)|
Hey,
sometimes i want to insert a sound or sequence right at the end of 
the last bar of say a 8/8 section. I do not want to record a phrase 
that is completely empty in the first 7/8 of the section! What i mean 
is that i want to make a phrase that is only 1/8 bar long and place 
it at 7/8 bar.. I believe it is not possible! Or is it??

Arv
| 4722|4716|2002-02-28 01:00:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
On Thursday 28 February 2002 08:32, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> press the section button you are and the phrase will cchange

If I'm correct, that's the same as pressing the |< key, it restarts 
the pattern. Right?

- Robert
| 4723|4716|2002-02-28 01:01:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
On Thursday 28 February 2002 08:40, arveyman wrote:

> I usually press the track-button while running (MUTE off) and it
> plays the selected phrase instantly..

This one is nice! Forgot this feature. But I thought this only worked 
when the RS is stopped. Have to check this one out.

- Robert
| 4724|4721|2002-02-28 01:17:12|tomfinegan|(no subject)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> Hey,
> sometimes i want to insert a sound or sequence right at the end of 
> the last bar of say a 8/8 section. I do not want to record a phrase 
> that is completely empty in the first 7/8 of the section! What i 

mean 

> is that i want to make a phrase that is only 1/8 bar long and place 
> it at 7/8 bar.. I believe it is not possible! Or is it??

AFAIK you can do that with the QY700 but not with the RS7000 
unfortunately.
| 4725|4716|2002-02-28 01:23:41|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
yesy butyou can do it in live without bad sound (restart) if you put the
quantize pattern on 1 measure

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Envoyé : jeudi 28 février 2002 09:00
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000

On Thursday 28 February 2002 08:32, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> press the section button you are and the phrase will cchange

If I'm correct, that's the same as pressing the |< key, it restarts 
the pattern. Right?

- Robert
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Yahoo account.
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| 4726|4721|2002-02-28 01:25:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Thursday 28 February 2002 08:45, arveyman wrote:

> Hey,
> sometimes i want to insert a sound or sequence right at the end of
> the last bar of say a 8/8 section. I do not want to record a phrase
> that is completely empty in the first 7/8 of the section! What i
> mean is that i want to make a phrase that is only 1/8 bar long and
> place it at 7/8 bar.. I believe it is not possible! Or is it??

Nope, the phrase always starts at the beginning of the track on the 
RS (but not so on the QY series of sequencers). The *length* of the 
phrase however is not hard-linked to the length of the pattern, but 
that doesn't help you here.

You won't waste any extra resources when using a 'whole' phrase for 
only a 1/8 bar long midi sequence. You've got 256 to spend per style, 
no matter how long they are.

- Robert
| 4727|4716|2002-02-28 01:26:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
On Thursday 28 February 2002 09:21, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> yesy butyou can do it in live without bad sound (restart) if you
> put the quantize pattern on 1 measure

Touché! Very good argument.

- Robert
| 4728|4721|2002-02-28 02:01:59|arveyman|(no subject)|
Thanx Tom. But.. hold on.. Isn't there a way to insert a 'delay' to a 
phrase??

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > Hey,
> > sometimes i want to insert a sound or sequence right at the end 
of 
> > the last bar of say a 8/8 section. I do not want to record a 
phrase 
> > that is completely empty in the first 7/8 of the section! What i 
> mean 
> > is that i want to make a phrase that is only 1/8 bar long and 
place 
> > it at 7/8 bar.. I believe it is not possible! Or is it??
> 
> AFAIK you can do that with the QY700 but not with the RS7000 
> unfortunately.

| 4729|4716|2002-02-28 02:50:39|arveyman|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
Oops, yeah i forgot to mention.. Porbably NOT working while 
playing.. :-)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 28 February 2002 08:40, arveyman wrote:
> > I usually press the track-button while running (MUTE off) and it
> > plays the selected phrase instantly..
> 
> This one is nice! Forgot this feature. But I thought this only 
worked 
> when the RS is stopped. Have to check this one out.
> 
> - Robert

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


| 4730|4730|2002-02-28 03:11:27|kelly644|CS6x insert FX question (OT)|
Sorry to ask a CS6x question in an RS7000 board, but I get the 
impression that many of you people use this synth... and I need 
help :)

I just got a CS6x, and I've spent the last 24 hours (It's 5 am 
now...) trying to get insert FX to work. If I work off an init patch 
(Totally blank) in "INT BANK", I cannot seem to get the effects to 
affect the sound. They're selected and the wet/dry wont do anything. 
Is there some special setting I must change or somthing? The manual 
says that there is an FX on/off switch in the EFF menu, and I see 
none.

If possible, could somone do a step by step instructions on what to 
do to put say, distortion or Amp Sim?

Thanks!

FYI: global reverb/delay work fine

- Kelly
| 4731|4706|2002-02-28 04:14:51|RB|Re: have two rs7000?|
Same principle but I use an MPC2000 alongside mine to do just this. I've
also used assorted drum machines in the past.

Richard Brown

PS. You can also mask the style change jump a little by thinning out with
the Isolation Master effect. It's no cure but it can sound better sometimes
- just a suggestion.

> 
> I just wondered if it would be a stupid idea to buy another rs7000. I
> am using my RS7K for live performances. I have no trouble switching
> sections but when I want to change styles I cant seem to be able to
> merge the two styles together. I have to stop the RS for 1 measure
> the time I need to switch styles or else I hear a lag. Now if I use
> one RS for beats and the other for other instruments or whatever the
> setup, I could always keep one of them running and overlap my music.
> Is my question clear? What happens if you link two RS together by a
> midi cable? what other device would be better than an RS for beats and
> has the same effects and knob action?
>

| 4732|4721|2002-02-28 04:14:56|RB|Re: (unknown)|
Have you got something against those 7 empty bars ? :]

> Thanx Tom. But.. hold on.. Isn't there a way to insert a 'delay' to a
> phrase??
> 
> 
> Arv
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
>> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
>>> Hey,
>>> sometimes i want to insert a sound or sequence right at the end
> of 
>>> the last bar of say a 8/8 section. I do not want to record a
> phrase 
>>> that is completely empty in the first 7/8 of the section! What i
>> mean 
>>> is that i want to make a phrase that is only 1/8 bar long and
> place 
>>> it at 7/8 bar.. I believe it is not possible! Or is it??
>> 
>> AFAIK you can do that with the QY700 but not with the RS7000
>> unfortunately.

>

| 4733|4721|2002-02-28 05:36:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Thursday 28 February 2002 12:15, RB wrote:



> Have you got something against those 7 empty bars ? :]

Yeah, I'm dutch and even I don't mind them being wasted! ;)

- Robert
| 4734|4730|2002-02-28 05:47:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: CS6x insert FX question (OT)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kelly644" wrote:

> Sorry to ask a CS6x question in an RS7000 board, but I get the 
> impression that many of you people use this synth... and I need 
> help :)

Erm...nope. I would rather say there are a lot who don not use it. 

There are two CS-related mailing-lists:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CS6X/

and

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/cs-xtreme/
| 4735|4721|2002-02-28 05:51:03|RB|Re: (unknown)|

> 
> On Thursday 28 February 2002 12:15, RB wrote:
>> Have you got something against those 7 empty bars ? :]
> 
> Yeah, I'm dutch and even I don't mind them being wasted! ;)
> 

Je bent grappig....
| 4736|4736|2002-02-28 06:00:36|jezjacksonuk|Anyone |
I am toying with the idea of buying a QY100,

Since my RM1x died (R.I.P - rest in pieces!!!)I need a quick 
composition tool / idea note book, I can jam with out and about/in 
bed (at three in the morning when that elusive 'eureka' moment 
happens.

I believe it has smartmedia and can save SMF/ALL etc which would be 
great for transcibing these ideas down to the Rs7000 for further 
manipulation ..........OK

Basically I've heard it's a bit fiddly to use and the sounds a bit 
cheesy . If anyone has one and uses it in conjuction with the RS are 
there any major problems I should be aware of ?

Jez
| 4737|4721|2002-02-28 07:38:41|arveyman|Re: (unknown)|
haha, no not realy..
But it would be a handy thing when you have a phrase that contains 
a 'hit' or sound effect.. So you can change it's position in the 
sequence!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> Have you got something against those 7 empty bars ? :]
> 
> 
> 
> > Thanx Tom. But.. hold on.. Isn't there a way to insert a 'delay' 
to a
> > phrase??
> > 
> > 
> > Arv
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> >> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> >>> Hey,
> >>> sometimes i want to insert a sound or sequence right at the end
> > of 
> >>> the last bar of say a 8/8 section. I do not want to record a
> > phrase 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CS6X/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/cs-xtreme/


> >>> that is completely empty in the first 7/8 of the section! What i
> >> mean 
> >>> is that i want to make a phrase that is only 1/8 bar long and
> > place 
> >>> it at 7/8 bar.. I believe it is not possible! Or is it??
> >> 
> >> AFAIK you can do that with the QY700 but not with the RS7000
> >> unfortunately.
> 
> >

| 4738|4721|2002-02-28 07:46:52|RB|Re: (unknown)|
True...
It would be nice to be able to access and edit some of the 'hidden'
information in phrases. I'd like to able to change the length of a phrase
from say 8 to 16 by editing the data that marks the phrase length.
Yes I KNOW you can do it other ways, but I think this would be useful.
Also, there must be something that holds the voice information (as in the
"This is the BEST trick on the RS!!! No PCs! internally!" trick a few days
ago). Now wouldn't it be useful to get access to that?

Richard Brown

> haha, no not realy..
> But it would be a handy thing when you have a phrase that contains
> a 'hit' or sound effect.. So you can change it's position in the
> sequence!
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
>> Have you got something against those 7 empty bars ? :]
>>

| 4739|4483|2002-02-28 14:04:53|traizorus|Re: another sampler?|
Thanks for your generous reply, Robert :)

Finally I see the big advantages of the A4k over the RS7k: the making 
of new samples by using layering and velocity-crossfading.

I will reconsider my choice, and maybe I'll buy a combination of an 
RS7000 and a cheap S2000 for the libraries and sample layering etc.

Again, thanks,
TraiZor

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 26 February 2002 20:47, traizorus wrote:
> > I think 64mb would be enough for me. (loading times are too big
> > anyway to fill 128mb =p ).
> >
> > Yes, I like the integration a lot, but I don't want to end up
> > having a sampler which cannot do enough edit options.
> > Does the A4000 really has more/deeper edit functions or sound
> > mangling options the RS7k doesn't have? Anyway, I can do nicer
> > editting/looppoint placing on my 17" screen..
> 
> If used to have an A4000 before I replaced it with an Emu.
> The A4000 is a full sampler, while the RS is a phrase sampler.
> 
> The A4000 has effect send levels *per sample* while the RS has 
effect 
> send levels per track. This means that on the A4k you can have a 
drum 
> kit on midi channel 1 where the kick is dry, the snare has 30% 
> reverb, the tom has a bit of verb + delay, etc. This is impossible 
on 
> the RS, and to achieve the same result you have to split the drum 
> instruments over several tracks, or resample with different effects.
> 
> The A4000 has the velocity crossfade feature, meaning that a snare 
> drum or piano tone is actually built of multiple samples that all 
> react on the same note number, but each within its own velocity 
> range. Many professional sample CDs are built this way, and its the 
> only way to get realistic results. The RS simply cannot do this.
> 
> The A4000 has multi sampling, meaning that several samples are used 
> across the keyboard to implement a sound. For example, for a 
> realistic piano/synth/organ/bass/etc sound, you sample the original 



> instrument for every say 3 notes (and possibly at several 
velocities 
> as described above). This is not possible on the RS for pitched 
> sample voices, but can be mimiced with a kit sample voice, though 
it 
> takes a lot of work.
> 
> The A4000 can load Akai sample disk without a hitch (if I remember 
> correctly) to load whole drum kits, pianos, whatever. The RS can 
only 
> load individual samples from these AKAI disks.
> 
> Both the A4000 and RS share the same effect hardware with identical 
> quality, though the A4k does not have the master effect.
> 
> The A4000 does have a loop remix feature, but not a realtime 
version, 
> and (of course) it only works for samples.
> 
> The A4000 does not have the play effect features of the RS.
> 
> The RS filters are better than the A4000 filters, imo.
> 
> - Robert

| 4740|4716|2002-03-01 08:35:58|flesk_bruno|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
I tried it today and actually pressing the current Section button 
makes all "pending" tracks switch immediately or at the next measure 
if you have it setup that way in the config.

It's actually really nice because now you can press section before 
track and you know you'll get the right pattern when you unmute it.

The only problem I had was with some patterns that for some reason 
store the Cuttof and Resonance settings, so when you press the 
current section these tracks will default to their original filter 
settings. Anyway I only noticed this behaviour on some patterns 
meaning you can have predefined filter settings on a pattern.
I actually still haven't had the time to read what data is stored in 
a pattern besides the notes and the patch.
| 4741|4716|2002-03-01 09:22:00|kussersmith|Re: Previewing "pHrAsEs" on the RS7000|
i believe you can see the CC messages on the phrase if you hit edit 
while the trk is selected in the Patern Mode. Did some nifty things 
with selecting a "instrument" phrase and assigning a "drum" sound to 
it and vice versa. got some cool but strange cutoff action on one 
sound but was able to edit it after copying the phrase and hittin the 
edit button.

left
kusser 

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> I tried it today and actually pressing the current Section button 
> makes all "pending" tracks switch immediately or at the next 
measure 
> if you have it setup that way in the config.
> 
> It's actually really nice because now you can press section before 
> track and you know you'll get the right pattern when you unmute it.
> 
> The only problem I had was with some patterns that for some reason 
> store the Cuttof and Resonance settings, so when you press the 
> current section these tracks will default to their original filter 
> settings. Anyway I only noticed this behaviour on some patterns 
> meaning you can have predefined filter settings on a pattern.
> I actually still haven't had the time to read what data is stored 
in 
> a pattern besides the notes and the patch.

| 4742|4716|2002-03-01 11:15:53|Giotto|AIEB2 Expansion Board|
Anyone know where or when the 8-output expander will be coming out? 
I wrote Yamaha the other night, but no answer yet. I really need it.

giotto
| 4743|4716|2002-03-01 11:27:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2 Expansion Board|
On Friday 01 March 2002 19:17, Giotto wrote:

> Anyone know where or when the 8-output expander will be coming out?
> I wrote Yamaha the other night, but no answer yet. I really need
> it.



The AIEB2 is on the market for several months now.

- Robert
| 4744|4716|2002-03-01 11:43:16|Giotto|Re: AIEB2 Expansion Board|

>On Friday 01 March 2002 19:17, Giotto wrote:
> > Anyone know where or when the 8-output expander will be coming out?
> > I wrote Yamaha the other night, but no answer yet. I really need
> > it.
>The AIEB2 is on the market for several months now.
>
>- Robert

Where? Guitar Center. Mars Music. zZounds. Even the Yamaha site. 
None of them list it.

giotto
| 4745|4716|2002-03-01 11:52:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2 Expansion Board|
On Friday 01 March 2002 19:44, Giotto wrote:

> >On Friday 01 March 2002 19:17, Giotto wrote:
> > > Anyone know where or when the 8-output expander will be coming
> > > out? I wrote Yamaha the other night, but no answer yet. I
> > > really need it.
> >
> >The AIEB2 is on the market for several months now.
> >
> >- Robert
>
> Where? Guitar Center. Mars Music. zZounds. Even the Yamaha site.
> None of them list it.

A friend of mine has one installed in a Motif synth, afaik.
Here is link in Europe:
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/yamaha_aieb2_prodinfo.html

- Robert
| 4746|4687|2002-03-02 01:10:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loop playback problem|
On Wednesday 27 February 2002 23:25, mutex wrote:

> Hi,
> Yes that is easy ;o)
> But I want the "loop" not single sample hit to be assigned to that
> track though. So what I record/sample is played back as exactly
> that.
> You can audition the loop so why not play it in a track?

I still don't understand what you're after. Are you talking about 
slice sampling mode?

- Robert
| 4747|4736|2002-03-02 11:55:13|jupiterhead|Re: Anyone|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:

> I am toying with the idea of buying a QY100,
> 
> Since my RM1x died (R.I.P - rest in pieces!!!)I need a quick 
> composition tool / idea note book, I can jam with out and about/in 
> bed (at three in the morning when that elusive 'eureka' moment 
> happens.
> 
> I believe it has smartmedia and can save SMF/ALL etc which would be 
> great for transcibing these ideas down to the Rs7000 for further 
> manipulation ..........OK
> 
> Basically I've heard it's a bit fiddly to use and the sounds a bit 
> cheesy . If anyone has one and uses it in conjuction with the RS 

are 

> there any major problems I should be aware of ?
> 
> Jez

I have both the QY100, RM1x, and the RS7K....The best way to describe 
the difference is that the RS7K is much more "professional" than the 
QY's...If you use the QY100 just for putting down some ideas or 

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/yamaha_aieb2_prodinfo.html


jamming with, it's a great tool....pretty easy to program once you 
figure it out, and the voices are not bad....there are actually a few 
voices, such as Orchestra hits, which I like better on the 
QY100!...But if you are going to use it live, the memory will be 
maxed out with about 12 songs and the sound will not be as good as 
the RS7K....if you can afford it, I would just get the RS7k, which I 
think is also far superior to the RM1x........jupiterhead
| 4748|4736|2002-03-02 11:59:06|jupiterhead|Re: Anyone|
--- I forgot to tell you!....if you transfer files from the QY100 to 
the RS7K, many of the voices will change....
| 4749|4736|2002-03-02 13:11:09|Jez|Re: Anyone|
Thanx Jupe

much abliged

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "jupiterhead" <jupiterhead@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2002 6:58 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Anyone

> --- I forgot to tell you!....if you transfer files from the QY100 to
> the RS7K, many of the voices will change....
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 4750|4706|2002-03-02 14:31:09|devolvenation|Re: have two rs7000?|

>I just wondered if it would be a stupid idea to buy another 
>rs7000. I am using my RS7K for live performances

this works lovely for me. just remember that having two rs7k's is 
NOT really going to help you in the studio, its only gonna help you 
on stage.

instead of having one for drums and one for synths, i simply load 
songs onto each, and mix them accordingly. and the midi 
implementation on these are lovely: the slave can be started/stopped 
at any time, and will always fall into sync with the measure. i 
fucking love it.

diapers. only because that word makes me laugh.
| 4751|4687|2002-03-05 06:17:27|mutex|Re: Loop playback problem|
What I'm after is wanting to place an entire loop, say 4 measures/16 beats long in the track. I don't want it sliced, I do want it to play just the way it is recorded along with
the other tracks which would play alongside it.

Think of cubase or something similar where you place and audio loop in and play midi along side it on other tracks. This is basically what I want to do.
But I can't do this without playing the sample on the track in realtime by using record overdub/replace.
I don't want to play it into the track. I want to put it into the track.
Cheers again
-sean-

mailto:jupiterhead@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2002 8:10 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Loop playback problem

On Wednesday 27 February 2002 23:25, mutex wrote:
> Hi,
> Yes that is easy ;o)
> But I want the "loop" not single sample hit to be assigned to that
> track though. So what I record/sample is played back as exactly
> that.
> You can audition the loop so why not play it in a track?

I still don't understand what you're after. Are you talking about 
slice sampling mode?

- Robert
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4752|4711|2002-03-05 07:52:07|synthe. labo|Re: dead silence|

>You forgot the MPC4000....:)

oh yes, i forgot...
an mpc4000 + a pair of roland VP9000 (just because they're inexpensive) and 
an elicopter to fly over the mountains when i have to find inspiration :),
+ a bit of Mururoa's sea to make some nuclear experiments (<- haha, who
would do a similar thing in real life, haha)...

>All in all it´s definately a pad-machine, and
>surprisingly i also got some nice brassy synth sounds out of it, that
>start with some dark FM-sound and then wwwwoooOOOOAAAAHHHhhhhmmbmrrr
>make those nice "Vangelis - Blade Runner" brass sounds. I love it, i
>forgot all about the sounds this little synth is capable of.

ah, good!

>Because of the little grittiness (12Bit samples) it adds some nice
>dirt to the mix and as companion with RS7000. Not as raw and dirty as
>a TX81z for sure, but very nice. :)
>Didn´t you want to try a TX81z?

yes, i wanted to try the TX81Z, just because i read a lot of reviews about 
this thing and i know that many people into drum&bass use it for weird 
basses also Squarepusher, Fluke, Roni Size (i don't like this last)...
the people i asked to, told me it's one of the hardest sounding yamaha/dx 
synth, together with TX802.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > if only Waldorf would create a sort of microwave 2u rack with
>knobs, a
> > little XT, i would be satisfied.
>
>They did...Microwave I/II....:)))))

yes, i know :)
i was meaning 'an XT in 2u rack' with knobs, a sort of novation interface 
full of knobs (obviously not 44)...

anyway, i ordered an FS1-R, by received the bad new that the store where
i've locked my money can't get me one! FS1-R is out of proda, and now i can 
get only second hand or new things that they have in the store, OR new 
orders of machines like Waldorfs and Yamaha...

> > recently i've been busy at work obviously, but also starting with
>some
> > friends of mine the 'Pro-Nowhere League' anti nationalism of every
>form,
> > i'll let you know.
>
>Hm, against "El-Neo-Duce" Berlusconi??

well, it's not just about our indecent government, anyway it could include 
this.
...have you seen that the opposition organized a forum for 4.000 people
against Berlusconi etc. and in the end there were 40.000 people?!!!...
it's more on 'visibility is a trap' and the massmediatic slavery
status inducted by media and these sort of things, everything connected
with music, so the contest can be a 'sonic belligeranza' (that is just the 
name of a break-core italian posse)...

>Hey we uploaded some r2a/r3a pattern for the RS to the file-section,
>i would like to see a remix of those from you, if you have time. :)

well, by now i still don't use any scsi devices, and my smart media/compact 
flash card reader for pc has some problems in these days, i have a mess, i'm 
changing the connection line when i'll have the possibility, i'll do it, 
sure :)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 4753|4753|2002-03-05 16:42:54|Robert van der Kamp|ping|| 4754|4754|2002-03-05 18:29:16|kussersmith|RS 7000 Live|
http://www.kussermusic.com/mp3.htm

Live snippets of AMODA show with Kusser, 0x86, Xingu Hill, and 
Nautilis @ Texture in Austin.

Equipment: RS7000 (all music) , sp808(vocal samples and effects), 
Fisher Price Turntable, and digital mixer. recorded straight off the 
Mackie board unto Mini-disc. maximized but no added eq.

Songs on the RS were run live in Pattern Chain Mode

feedback, public or private, would be cool
thanx

left
kusser
| 4755|4755|2002-03-05 18:48:14|zhel_id|share, share|
Hi there, 
I was wondering why the files section is almost completely empty?
talking about yamaha patterns....heard that if you register your rs7k
you get some new free patterns.....anybody gt it?....anybody out 
there?..share people share.....I'll upload my patterns pretty soon, 
but was wondering why the midi section is dead empty?
| 4756|4756|2002-03-05 19:55:09|digitalbound|REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
Hey all,

I've been using Reason and its amazing REX player to construct 
some pretty complex beats.

Instead of exporting an audio 4 bar loop to play in my RS7K 

http://www.hotmail.com/it
http://www.kussermusic.com/mp3.htm


(which makes it hard to pitch or match correctly if I change the 
BPM on the RS), I was hoping someone here had nailed a 
process whereby you could do the following:

1- Export the individual slices of a rex file (i.e. drum hits) either 
through Recycle or Reason, get the corresponding MIDI file of 
the hits AND...

play it on one track of the RS7000 so it acts in such a way that 
the REX file works in Reason.

I am probably dreaming, but I was hoping someone had done 
this already and wanted to share any secrets or insights.

It does seem tedious work, but I can't imagine not playing live 
without some of the complicated rythms I've created in Reason.

I don't really want to lug a computer on stage just to play back my 
beats....but if I have to.... :)

rob.
| 4757|4687|2002-03-05 20:42:44|RB|Re: Loop playback problem|

> What I'm after is wanting to place an entire loop, say 4 measures/16 beats
> long in the track. I don't want it sliced, I do want it to play just the way
> it is recorded along with the other tracks which would play alongside it.
> 
> Think of cubase or something similar where you place and audio loop in and
> play midi along side it on other tracks. This is basically what I want to do.
> But I can't do this without playing the sample on the track in realtime by
> using record overdub/replace.
> I don't want to play it into the track. I want to put it into the track.
> Cheers again
> -sean-

You can insert a note event manually in edit mode to trigger your sample if
that's better for you, but you do need a midi note to trigger the sample -
the RS isn't an HD recorder.
| 4758|4687|2002-03-05 21:26:38|Giotto|Re: Loop playback problem|
Sorry if this has been suggested, but if you record the sample in 
under KIT or Pitched Voice you will sample it straight in, no 
slicing. (remember which key you assigned it to or it will take a 
moment to find)

What you don't want to hear: You _have to_ record in a trigger during 
your sequence to tell the RS where to start the sample. The RS is 
not analogous to Cubase. Cubase uses a timeline for its audio and 
midi and that way it knows when to trigger audio samples. The RS is 
analogous to _MIDI-only_ sequencing software linked to a rack sampler 
and tone module. Regardless of the number of sounds or samples in 
the modules, they are dumb without commands from the sequencer. Just 
like the RS.

On the RS you can't just "put it into the track" and hope it goes by 
itself. You have to pay homage to the sequencer first.

Giotto

>What I'm after is wanting to place an entire loop, say 4 measures/16 
>beats long in the track. I don't want it sliced, I do want it to 
>play just the way it is recorded along with the other tracks which 
>would play alongside it.
>
>Think of cubase or something similar where you place and audio loop 
>in and play midi along side it on other tracks. This is basically 
>what I want to do.
>But I can't do this without playing the sample on the track in 
>realtime by using record overdub/replace.
>I don't want to play it into the track. I want to put it into the track.
>Cheers again
>-sean-

| 4759|4759|2002-03-05 23:23:26|alpha_peak|My first mp3 |
Good Little Kitty�103 bpm 



Well...I didnt think I would ever upload a song like this as my first 
mp3, but why not. This isnt anything great, just something I did 
for fun...something for me. Its just something I put together in a 
few days. Something that I feel is funny for my sense of humor. 
Here is how I constructed my first song. Keeping it simple while 
only using my RS7000 and Digital Performer. 

#1 Got some samples from a few old records, edited them, and 
added some effects. 

#2 Quickly made a beat so that I could get an idea of how the 
samples would sound with some kind of arrangment. 

#3 Then I sampled song lyrics and a flute melody from a song I 
took some vocal samples from. 

#4 Recorded eveything from my RS7000 into Digital performer 
as audio. 

#5 Arranged the beats and samples, then choped up the song 
lyrics and peiced em back together to fit the tempo. 

#6 I took the flute melody from one of the records and choped it 
up like I did the vocal sample, then I duplicated it and EQed it to 
eliminate everything except the bass....I used that for the 
begining cus when I brought in the flute melody I didnt need the 
EQed bass line anymore since thats where I got the bass line to 
begin with. 

#7 Everything sounded cool, then I made a hi hat and ride loop to 
bring in when the sampled song lyrics came in. 

#8 I think thats about it...then I converted the aiff into a mp3. 

Its far from perfect, but I uploaded this to see how mp3.com 
worked and just to put something of mine on the net to get 
started with. I may make a longer version of this song in the 
future, but I want to try to focuss on some other stuff im working 
on. Like it or hate it, this is all I have to offer for now. I hope that 
some of you get a kick out it. 

rj ( Alpha Peak ) 

http://www.mp3.com/Alpha_Peak
| 4760|4760|2002-03-06 02:59:44|synthe. labo|new stuff|
hello,
i've just made my page at mp3.com and uplaoded 4 new tracks:

http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

'instruments folle'
ambient drone sounds from rs7k and fruity loops

'digging my head'
rs7k used to sample and slice breaks; all is assembled in fruity loops;
really an industrial thought; thanks to Faith No More for the samples he 
he..

'hook in mouth'
rythms from rs7k sampled in fruity loops and twisted with lfos to death;
big nord modular sounds; a complex sequencing structure

'destroy and build new'
sounds from rs7k and samples put in Dynamo/Reaktor to be twisted and
shakered and sequenced to obtain this distorted breakage

3 new track (better than these ones) coming soon

if you listen, feedback appreciated

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 4761|4753|2002-03-06 05:41:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: ping|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

http://www.mp3.com/Alpha_Peak
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


> 

pong
| 4762|4755|2002-03-06 05:44:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: share, share|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> Hi there, 
> I was wondering why the files section is almost completely empty?
> talking about yamaha patterns....heard that if you register your 

rs7k

> you get some new free patterns.....anybody gt it?

Question back, how do you register your RS?

....anybody out 

> there?..share people share.....I'll upload my patterns pretty soon, 
> but was wondering why the midi section is dead empty?

Some people here on the list, including me did upload some pattern 
for Remix in the "Remix" folder.
| 4763|4755|2002-03-06 07:35:38|Most Reverend Donkey|Re: share, share|
I registered via the Yamaha website about 6 weeks ago and so for I have received zippo.

I must admit that I haven't touched my R7K since getting my Karma last week but I have just downloaded the Midi files from the file section and will join in the fun and
see what I can add to get us a No. 1 hit!

Gary

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2002 12:44 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: share, share

--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> Hi there, 
> I was wondering why the files section is almost completely empty?
> talking about yamaha patterns....heard that if you register your 
rs7k
> you get some new free patterns.....anybody gt it?

Question back, how do you register your RS?

....anybody out 
> there?..share people share.....I'll upload my patterns pretty soon, 
> but was wondering why the midi section is dead empty?
Some people here on the list, including me did upload some pattern 
for Remix in the "Remix" folder. 
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| 4764|4756|2002-03-06 08:18:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
On Tuesday 05 March 2002 22:13, digitalbound wrote:
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> Hey all,
>
> I've been using Reason and its amazing REX player to construct
> some pretty complex beats.
>
> Instead of exporting an audio 4 bar loop to play in my RS7K
> (which makes it hard to pitch or match correctly if I change the
> BPM on the RS), I was hoping someone here had nailed a
> process whereby you could do the following:
>
> 1- Export the individual slices of a rex file (i.e. drum hits)
> either through Recycle or Reason, get the corresponding MIDI file
> of the hits AND...
>
> play it on one track of the RS7000 so it acts in such a way that
> the REX file works in Reason.
>
> I am probably dreaming, but I was hoping someone had done
> this already and wanted to share any secrets or insights.
>
> It does seem tedious work, but I can't imagine not playing live
> without some of the complicated rythms I've created in Reason.
>
> I don't really want to lug a computer on stage just to play back my
> beats....but if I have to.... :)

Why not simly import the .wav slices produced by Recycle or Reason 
into an RS kit sample voice in the correct key slots, and then import 
the midi file produced by Recycle/Reason?

- Robert
| 4765|4755|2002-03-06 10:03:10|flesk_bruno|Re: share, share|
Since you bought a Karma I'll ask you this question (I own a RS7k and 
a CS6x).

Since the Karma shares a lot of features from Triton Le:

I'm thinking on trading the CS6x for a Triton Le basically to hold on 
to new ideias, 2 years with a CS6x and it's probably time to refresh 
my mind.

I'm not interested in Triton's Le sequencing features, basically I'm 
looking into it as a synth with new sounds to explore and a editable 
arpeggiattor which I think is more powerful than the one in CS6x.

Do you have any oppinion regarding this that could help me to my 
final decision?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Most Reverend Donkey" wrote:
> I registered via the Yamaha website about 6 weeks ago and so for I 
have received zippo.
> 
> I must admit that I haven't touched my R7K since getting my Karma 
last week but I have just downloaded the Midi files from the file 
section and will join in the fun and see what I can add to get us a 
No. 1 hit!

| 4766|4756|2002-03-06 11:28:54|RB|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|

> 
> Why not simly import the .wav slices produced by Recycle or Reason
> into an RS kit sample voice in the correct key slots, and then import
> the midi file produced by Recycle/Reason?
> 

I do this - if you start importing at C1 the MIDI file will play correctly
straight away. Only downside is that importing the midi file not only
changes your style name, but clears all your phrase/track settings for that
section which annoys me....

Richard Brown
| 4767|4767|2002-03-06 11:50:55|JEFF TRIGUEROS|mophatt/synthesizer|
Hi, I am a R&B, Hip-Hop junkie, I am very new to the
production scene, because my forte is sanging. I
purchased the rs7k in November of '01 and I am very
pleased....I caught on pretty quick...I have yet to



experiment with some of the features....
Sorry if I am rambling on, but where I really need
help is how to setup this external device(Mo phatt
E-U) to my rs7k....I feel kind of MIDI iliterate,
because I have been to rs7k websites and still can not
grasp the midi in and out concept, as well as the
channel setting??????? Please any assistance would be
greatly appreciated.....and I am more than honored to
join the group.. 

Thankyou, 

J Sangs

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the world's greatest free email!
http://mail.yahoo.com/
| 4768|4767|2002-03-06 12:35:19|tompaulsen2002|Re: mophatt/synthesizer|
--- In RS7000@y..., JEFF TRIGUEROS wrote:

> I feel kind of MIDI iliterate,

Check http://www.midi.com/ for further info or 
http://www.soniccontrol.com/tech/midi/faq/

Or do your own search about MIDI on google.com, with the Keywords 
MIDI, FAQ, how to etc.pp.

> because I have been to rs7k websites and still can not
> grasp the midi in and out concept, as well as the
> channel setting??????? Please any assistance would be

Also check the FAQ for the RS7000: http://www.rs7k.org For download 
also in the file-section of the group.

Welcome to the list.

Tom
| 4769|4687|2002-03-06 16:04:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loop playback problem|
On Wednesday 06 March 2002 00:57, RB wrote:>

> You can insert a note event manually in edit mode to trigger your
> sample if that's better for you, but you do need a midi note to
> trigger the sample - the RS isn't an HD recorder.
>

That, or use the Kit+Note sampling mode to have the RS automatically 
insert the midi note.
See page 231 of english manual.

- Robert
| 4770|4687|2002-03-06 16:38:07|sean mccarrick|Re: Loop playback problem|
I'm just after going through the manual, and I can only seem to trigger the first couple of beats, 
I'm obviously doing something wrong.
Could you explain how I set up this midi-note to trigger the sample please.

BTW, are you Cherry Bomb. Nice techno on Musicman..
Have you used the rs in any records?
Cheers
-sean-

>>You can insert a note event manually in edit mode to trigger your sample if

that's better for you, but you do need a midi note to trigger the sample -
the RS isn't an HD recorder.<<
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| 4771|4687|2002-03-06 18:15:27|sean mccarrick|Re: Loop playback problem|
That worked fine. Thanks.
I was sure I had tried that already!

That, or use the Kit+Note sampling mode to have the RS automatically 
insert the midi note.
See page 231 of english manual.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4772|4756|2002-03-06 19:32:18|headtrik|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
Considering it will ultimately take up about the same amount of 
memory, the easiest, and ultimately most efficient way to do this 
would be to just sample the loop, on the rs, and slice it. You 
figure, if you need the same amount of slices to make up the loop in 
the rex file, it shouldn't really take up anymore memory to sample it 
and slice it up again. The slice on this machine is pretty damn good, 
it's really not that much different (sound quality) from recycle. 
Then you also have the ability to play around with "loop remix" as 
well.
| 4773|4755|2002-03-06 20:14:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: share, share|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Most Reverend Donkey" wrote:

> I registered via the Yamaha website 

Ok, on which one? Yamaha UK, USA, Japan or Germany???
| 4774|4756|2002-03-06 22:40:07|digitalbound|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
yeah, but the problem (or is it?) is that I have rythms that are over 
4 measures in length but are made up of only 1 measure of 
actual sounds. I am just tweaking the same sounds in a 
different order than the original loop. Does that make sense?

So I was hoping that to have the individual slices available and 
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use the MIDI file to play the slices in the order that I had set up in 
Reason over the measure. In this sense, it actually should take 
less space than sampling the entire section. 

I hope that is clear....this stuff can be kinda hard to explain in just 
words.

But anyway, I posted another question before this one earlier 
today and it never showed up. Does anyone else have that 
problem with Yahoo Groups in this list?

Thanks,

rob.,

--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> Considering it will ultimately take up about the same amount 
of 
> memory, the easiest, and ultimately most efficient way to do 
this 
> would be to just sample the loop, on the rs, and slice it. You 
> figure, if you need the same amount of slices to make up the 
loop in 
> the rex file, it shouldn't really take up anymore memory to 
sample it 
> and slice it up again. The slice on this machine is pretty damn 
good, 
> it's really not that much different (sound quality) from recycle. 
> Then you also have the ability to play around with "loop remix" 
as 
> well.

| 4775|4756|2002-03-07 02:12:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
On Wednesday 06 March 2002 19:29, RB wrote:

> > Why not simly import the .wav slices produced by Recycle or
> > Reason into an RS kit sample voice in the correct key slots, and
> > then import the midi file produced by Recycle/Reason?
>
> I do this - if you start importing at C1 the MIDI file will play
> correctly straight away. Only downside is that importing the midi
> file not only changes your style name, but clears all your
> phrase/track settings for that section which annoys me....

Haven't tried this yet myself, but did you import the midi file in 
Song mode and than copied (part of) the song into an existing track 
in pattern mode? There's a pattern job for this, I think it's called 
'Get' or something. 

- Robert
| 4776|4776|2002-03-07 02:50:49|synthe. labo|Re: My first mp3|

>Good Little Kitty—103 bpm
>http://www.mp3.com/Alpha_Peak

HAHA :)))
good song, really!
i have to understand some worlds, anyway it seems to me there's some pussy 
or similar stuff, ..finally a strange work
continue in this way

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 4777|4756|2002-03-07 03:06:09|RB|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|

>>> Why not simly import the .wav slices produced by Recycle or
>>> Reason into an RS kit sample voice in the correct key slots, and
>>> then import the midi file produced by Recycle/Reason?
>> 
>> I do this - if you start importing at C1 the MIDI file will play
>> correctly straight away. Only downside is that importing the midi
>> file not only changes your style name, but clears all your
>> phrase/track settings for that section which annoys me....

http://www.mp3.com/Alpha_Peak
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


> 
> Haven't tried this yet myself, but did you import the midi file in
> Song mode and than copied (part of) the song into an existing track
> in pattern mode? There's a pattern job for this, I think it's called
> 'Get' or something.
> 
> - Robert
> 

I never thought of that - I'll try it next time.

Dank je wel...
| 4778|4756|2002-03-07 03:39:07|digitalbound|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
Are you getting your MIDI file from Reason or Recycle?

Just wondering if it makes a difference - only because some of my 
beats are pretty long (a few measures). I use the MIDI file from 
Reason, I am assuming that I will have a MIDI file that represents 
the reworking of hits in the drum loop over these several measures. 
With a MIDI file from Recycle, I am assuming it is just for the 
length of the loop that has been REX'd. 

I would prefer to import a sequence of MIDI from Reason in order to 
easily transfer the reworked REX file. 

If I start with a blank style, and make the first thing I do an 
import of the REX file, then I shouldn't have to worry about the 
elimination of the phrase/track/effects settings. Then I can build 
the other stuff after importing, correct?

Thanks guys for helping me take a stab at this.... It is much 
appreciated.

rob.

--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:
> 
> > 
> > Why not simly import the .wav slices produced by Recycle or Reason
> > into an RS kit sample voice in the correct key slots, and then 
import
> > the midi file produced by Recycle/Reason?
> > 
> 
> 
> I do this - if you start importing at C1 the MIDI file will play 
correctly
> straight away. Only downside is that importing the midi file not 
only
> changes your style name, but clears all your phrase/track settings 
for that
> section which annoys me....
> 
> 
> Richard Brown

| 4779|4779|2002-03-07 13:46:02|tomfinegan|Links, Links, Links :)|
dizkokid
Registered User
Posts: 25
(3/7/02 7:00:32 am)
Reply fyi - rs7000 internet resources
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
rs7000 resources

some of this info was posted before but just in case ...

manuals and guides:

rs7000 and rm1x
www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/
imho, reading both manuals would, more or less, give you an 
understanding of the unit.
secondary reading to a lesser degree (but not necessary) would be the 
su700 and motif manual as
well as the motif dvd for viewing.



yamaha user guides
www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/
www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rm1x/

rs7000 faq
www.rs7k.org/
this will answer the MAJORITY of your questions.

web resources and user groups:

www.motifator.com/
click on the following links: motiforum, rs7000
(monitored by yamaha usa)

www.rs7000.org/
(monitored by yamaha uk)

groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

www.rs7000.com/

information:

yamaha's official rs7000 site
www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/

harmony central user reviews
www.harmony-central.com/S...00-01.html

sonic state user reviews
www.sonicstate.com/synth_...rs7000.cfm
| 4780|4779|2002-03-07 15:04:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Links, Links, Links :)|
Nice list! :)

Added to faq, of course. ;)

- Robert

On Thursday 07 March 2002 19:47, tomfinegan wrote:
> dizkokid
> Registered User
> Posts: 25
> (3/7/02 7:00:32 am)
> Reply fyi - rs7000 internet resources
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--- ----------
> rs7000 resources
>
>
> some of this info was posted before but just in case ...
>
>
> manuals and guides:
>
> rs7000 and rm1x
> www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/
> imho, reading both manuals would, more or less, give you an
> understanding of the unit.
> secondary reading to a lesser degree (but not necessary) would be
> the su700 and motif manual as
> well as the motif dvd for viewing.
>
> yamaha user guides
> www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rs7000/
> www.yamaha.com/dmi/products/rm1x/
>
> rs7000 faq
> www.rs7k.org/
> this will answer the MAJORITY of your questions.
>
>
> web resources and user groups:
>
> www.motifator.com/
> click on the following links: motiforum, rs7000
> (monitored by yamaha usa)
>



> www.rs7000.org/
> (monitored by yamaha uk)
>
> groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> www.rs7000.com/
>
>
> information:
>
> yamaha's official rs7000 site
> www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/
>
> harmony central user reviews
> www.harmony-central.com/S...00-01.html
>
> sonic state user reviews
> www.sonicstate.com/synth_...rs7000.cfm
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 4781|4776|2002-03-07 15:18:44|alpha_peak|Re: My first mp3|
Hehehe. Thank for taking the time to listen to my song. Do you 
have a link where I could hear something from you? Im working 
on my next mp3...trying to get it finished soon. Its 88bpm with a 
hiphop feel, but gets kinda crazy "kinda" like a squarepusher 
track.

Anyways, here are the lyrics to the song. hehe

I love little pussy her coat is so warm. 
And if I dont hurt her she'll do me no harm. 
I sit by the fire and give her some food.
An pussy will love me because I am good.

rj
| 4782|4782|2002-03-07 16:23:55|J Sangs|bpm|
If anyone knows, 
How do I hear the clock counter on the rs7k...when
hooked into a sound module???

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Try FREE Yahoo! Mail - the world's greatest free email!
http://mail.yahoo.com/
| 4783|4687|2002-03-08 06:32:57|RB|Re: Loop playback problem|
Did you fianlly get this figured out?

> BTW, are you Cherry Bomb. Nice techno on Musicman..
> Have you used the rs in any records?
> Cheers
> -sean-

That's me - guilty as charged! - the RS has featured on a few Swag releases
and remixes (and is now the centrepiece of our live set). It hasn't seen any
Cherrybomb vinyl yet but no doubt it will on future stuff.
Thanks for spotting me though...I'm flattered.
Apologies to uninterested list members for this spam/ego massage!

Richard Brown
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www.swag-uk.net
www.musicmanrecords.net
| 4784|4782|2002-03-08 10:36:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bpm|
On Thursday 07 March 2002 21:31, J Sangs wrote:

> If anyone knows,
> How do I hear the clock counter on the rs7k...when
> hooked into a sound module???

What exactly do you mean? You want to listen to the RS metronone 
while playing another sound module?

Anyway, the metronome can be controlled in Utility mode (second 
page). The metronome sound is simply sent to the RS outputs, so 
you'll have to listen to the RS outputs to hear the metronome.

Does this help?

- Robert
| 4785|4755|2002-03-08 10:47:53|Most Reverend Donkey|Re: share, share|
Hi

I was initially interested in the LE but opted to go for the R7K instead and feel in hindsight that I made the right choice. However, I was hoping to use my old Yamaha
V50 as the main keyboard to work with the R7K but they proved to be incompatible as the V50 is a pretty old synth with limited capability and sounds. 

I got hooked on the Karma through Korg's web site but could not find a local dealer for a demo and as I work in Milton Keynes across the road from their head office I
complained to them. Korg invited me over and I ot the demo of my life and unlimited time to play with it.

The Karma is totally different to anything else I have tried or used. It has the Trition engine, MOS technology and sequencer but it has KARMA which is totally unique
and IMHO kicks serious ass! 

The Arpegiator LMFAO is not an Arpegiator as such but a competely programable sequencer of its own. Sure you can just have standard appegios running, up to 4
together, but you can customise each one with sounds of their own and even dicate each note individually or if you are as impatient as I just flip a few knobs and see the
"appegio" change into a lead guitar solo, a minor scale, a major scale etc etc which you can run over several octaves and randomise to your hearts content. 

The sounds are incredible. The Sax sounds like a Sax and so does the damned Orchestra! Being a Guitarist I am ashamed to admit that the Karma's guitars no only sound
authentic but the darned thing actually plays better than I do! grrrrrrrr!

If you asked me to choose between it and the R7000 I would have to decline. I couldn't imagine life without either of them because they are both unique and though share
much, what one lacks the other makes up for. So I guess one has to have both and I have not looked back in regret once other than having spent so much money in one
month!

Don't take my word, just go and try it out. I know it costs a little more than the LE but it's worth every penny!

Gary

----- Original Message ----- 
From: flesk_bruno 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2002 5:03 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: share, share

Since you bought a Karma I'll ask you this question (I own a RS7k and 
a CS6x).

Since the Karma shares a lot of features from Triton Le:

I'm thinking on trading the CS6x for a Triton Le basically to hold on 
to new ideias, 2 years with a CS6x and it's probably time to refresh 
my mind.

I'm not interested in Triton's Le sequencing features, basically I'm 
looking into it as a synth with new sounds to explore and a editable 
arpeggiattor which I think is more powerful than the one in CS6x.

Do you have any oppinion regarding this that could help me to my 
final decision?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Most Reverend Donkey" wrote:
> I registered via the Yamaha website about 6 weeks ago and so for I 
have received zippo.
> 
> I must admit that I haven't touched my R7K since getting my Karma 
last week but I have just downloaded the Midi files from the file 
section and will join in the fun and see what I can add to get us a 
No. 1 hit!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4786|4786|2002-03-08 12:21:28|frankii|How to Access the TONE and Sounds ((non-phrases))|
Hi all, 

can some one direct me on how to access the internal sounds, I'm 
looking to access the band ((guitar)) sounds and use an external 
keyboard to access them.

Read the whole manual( just about) and couldn't find any info on it.

thanks, 
frankii
| 4787|4786|2002-03-08 12:25:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to Access the TONE and Sounds ((non-phrases))|
On Friday 08 March 2002 20:21, frankii wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> can some one direct me on how to access the internal sounds, I'm
> looking to access the band ((guitar)) sounds and use an external
> keyboard to access them.
>
> Read the whole manual( just about) and couldn't find any info on
> it.

It is done in the first Mixer page (Voice select), described on page 
93 (starting bottom right) of the english manual.

Is this enough to get you started?

- Robert
| 4788|4776|2002-03-08 13:01:46|synthe. labo|Re: My first mp3|

>Hehehe. Thank for taking the time to listen to my song. Do you
>have a link where I could hear something from you?

yes, these ones:
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

>Im working
>on my next mp3...trying to get it finished soon. Its 88bpm with a
>hiphop feel, but gets kinda crazy "kinda" like a squarepusher
>track.

good!
you named the one!

>
>Anyways, here are the lyrics to the song. hehe
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ok, thank you, i can sing over the song haha :)

>
>I love little pussy her coat is so warm.
>And if I dont hurt her she'll do me no harm.
>I sit by the fire and give her some food.
>An pussy will love me because I am good.

hahaha :))))

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Fai parte anche tu del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo 
con MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com/it
| 4789|4789|2002-03-09 11:35:16|fuentes925|rs-7000 +roland ef 303|
Hi, my question is I'm considering buying the ef303 to use with the 
rs7000, and would like to know if the effect's go good with the 
rs7000 and also if the delay effect on the ef303 would give enough 
time to switch style's on the rs7000 with no gap in the sound for a 
non stop live p.a., the local shop has the ef303 on sale for $199.00 
(very low price) I tried the demo there they had it set up to a c.d. 
player so you could hear the effect's it sounded pertty good to me, 
but would be nice to get info from some one who has used it with the 
rs7000, if you would not recommend the ef303 then what other should I 
consider, keep in mind that it is also important for me to try to 
cover the pause in sound when switching styles on the rs7000, so I 
would also like to hear some recommendation's on what to use for 
that, well thank's again in advance for any help.
| 4790|4786|2002-03-09 20:51:37|retrobeats|SOUNDS*** Re: How to Access the TONE and Sounds ((non-phrases))|
I haven't got into the sounds yet either.

Does anyone know how they compare to the Motif or are they much less 
and or cheesy? I know the Motif has some great sounds.

Just curious.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 08 March 2002 20:21, frankii wrote:
> > Hi all,
> >
> > can some one direct me on how to access the internal sounds, I'm
> > looking to access the band ((guitar)) sounds and use an external
> > keyboard to access them.
> >
> > Read the whole manual( just about) and couldn't find any info on
> > it.
> 
> It is done in the first Mixer page (Voice select), described on 
page 
> 93 (starting bottom right) of the english manual.
> 
> Is this enough to get you started?
> 
> - Robert

| 4791|4791|2002-03-09 22:57:27|frankii|Holy Moly TRANSPOSE, ARE YOU Kidding me?!?!?|
Ok, so the transpose function in realtime is one of the best 
functions I've ever seen on a piece of equipmnet such as this.

Place finger on transpose button, hold and hit key/pad up or down to 
change the overall feel of the pattern.

Are you sure the price on this was supposed to be in the $1259-$1400 
range?

Nice, very very nice.

-frankii
| 4792|4786|2002-03-10 02:14:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SOUNDS*** Re: How to Access the TONE and Sounds ((non-phrases))|
On Saturday 09 March 2002 23:58, retrobeats wrote:

> I haven't got into the sounds yet either.
>
> Does anyone know how they compare to the Motif or are they much
> less and or cheesy? I know the Motif has some great sounds.

http://www.hotmail.com/it


Motif's sounds are way more mature, and they use lots more space to 
store the samples. There are nice piano sounds on the Motif, as well 
as other realistic/orchestral stuff. You won't find any of that on 
the RS, which is many *more* sounds stored in *less* space. The RS 
sounds are focused on the electronic/dance market while the Motif is 
made for pop, commercial and film scoring, imo.

So when comparing the raw voice quality the Motif wins hands down. 
However, the RS has many nice synth waveforms and other electronic 
samples that, when fed through its filters, sound very nice. You 
simply have to tweak them to make them better.

- Robert
| 4793|4789|2002-03-10 04:37:27|arveyman|Re: rs-7000 +roland ef 303|
I sometimes use the CTRL delay on the MASTER efx section on the RS 
for that. At certain settings the delay time is infinite, so plenty 
of time for switching Styles.. Care should be taken though, because 
when you switch Sytles, the sounds from the next Style are also fed 
through the same FX. So muting all the tracks is a solution for that.
I also have a Pioneer EFX500, with the same kind of FX.. This also 
works pretty good and you have more control over the send section.
I dunno a lot about the ef303, but is pretty easy to use i guess!

But, as you already noticed, changing Styles is a pain in the $%^..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:
> Hi, my question is I'm considering buying the ef303 to use with the 
> rs7000, and would like to know if the effect's go good with the 
> rs7000 and also if the delay effect on the ef303 would give enough 
> time to switch style's on the rs7000 with no gap in the sound for a 
> non stop live p.a., the local shop has the ef303 on sale for 
$199.00 
> (very low price) I tried the demo there they had it set up to a 
c.d. 
> player so you could hear the effect's it sounded pertty good to me, 
> but would be nice to get info from some one who has used it with 
the 
> rs7000, if you would not recommend the ef303 then what other should 
I 
> consider, keep in mind that it is also important for me to try to 
> cover the pause in sound when switching styles on the rs7000, so I 
> would also like to hear some recommendation's on what to use for 
> that, well thank's again in advance for any help.

| 4794|4791|2002-03-10 04:40:59|arveyman|Re: Holy Moly TRANSPOSE, ARE YOU Kidding me?!?!?|
Yeah.. Wicked eh? But i like the loop remix more. Try using that in 
realtime! That is bloody addictive!!!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> Ok, so the transpose function in realtime is one of the best 
> functions I've ever seen on a piece of equipmnet such as this.
> 
> Place finger on transpose button, hold and hit key/pad up or down 
to 
> change the overall feel of the pattern.
> 
> Are you sure the price on this was supposed to be in the $1259-
$1400 
> range?
> 
> Nice, very very nice.
> 
> -frankii

| 4795|4795|2002-03-10 05:55:23|d_pman|New RS7000 Demo patterns|
Hi there,

I read on different sites that there are 4 new cards available with 
new demo patterns on it. And that the cards are for sale in Germany. 
Wel i don't need the cards but the demo's would be nice. So my 
questions/request is:

Does somebody know a place where I can download the new demo 
patterns? Or could somebody upload it or email it.



thanx in advance,

Peter de Man
| 4796|4791|2002-03-10 05:58:25|Most Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Holy Moly TRANSPOSE, ARE YOU Kidding me?!?!?|
Swoon at the price!

Do you know we pay the same price here in the UK but only it's in ?
sterling! I have the unfortunate priviledge of living in RIP OFF Britain!

The transpose is a real "kick ass" feature but the whole box, I feel would
have benefitted even more if they had added a pitch bend lever as oposed to
the knob.

Gary

--- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> Ok, so the transpose function in realtime is one of the best
> functions I've ever seen on a piece of equipmnet such as this.
>
> Place finger on transpose button, hold and hit key/pad up or down
to
> change the overall feel of the pattern.
>
> Are you sure the price on this was supposed to be in the $1259-
$1400
> range?
>
> Nice, very very nice.
>
> -frankii
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| 4797|4797|2002-03-10 08:25:39|arveyman|Logic export MIDI to RS7k|
I've been trying all day to get MIDI files, exported from Logic Audio 
(4.6) to correctly be imported into my RS7k.. It just wont work! What 
is the trick here? I always end up with wrong midi data in the RS, at 
least in wrong trax..!

HELP!

Arv
| 4798|4797|2002-03-10 08:38:44|arveyman|Re: Logic export MIDI to RS7k|
Owkay, the problem solved itself... I forgot that my trax in Logic 
were defined as GM data. I changed them to normal MIDI channels, and 
now it is working fine!!

Arv
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--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> I've been trying all day to get MIDI files, exported from Logic 
Audio 
> (4.6) to correctly be imported into my RS7k.. It just wont work! 
What 
> is the trick here? I always end up with wrong midi data in the RS, 
at 
> least in wrong trax..!
> 
> HELP!
> 
> Arv

| 4799|4791|2002-03-10 10:04:43|flesk_bruno|Re: Holy Moly TRANSPOSE, ARE YOU Kidding me?!?!?|
One thing I find curious about the transpose is that I created a drum 
phrase on track #12 and a bass line phrase on #12. When I realized it 
should have been the other way around I exchanged one with the other 
being now the drum on #5 and bass on #12.

The weird thing is that when I do transpose it transposes track #5 
but not #12. This gets a messed up sound since its transposing the 
drums when it should be transposing the bass line.

Anyone knows about this particular behaviour?

Bruno Carlos
| 4800|4791|2002-03-10 10:18:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Holy Moly TRANSPOSE, ARE YOU Kidding me?!?!?|
On Sunday 10 March 2002 18:04, flesk_bruno wrote:

> One thing I find curious about the transpose is that I created a
> drum phrase on track #12 and a bass line phrase on #12. When I
> realized it should have been the other way around I exchanged one
> with the other being now the drum on #5 and bass on #12.
>
> The weird thing is that when I do transpose it transposes track #5
> but not #12. This gets a messed up sound since its transposing the
> drums when it should be transposing the bass line.
>
> Anyone knows about this particular behaviour?

Select the track that doesn't transpose in the Pattern Patch page. 
Press the Record button to enter record-standby mode and turn knob 3 
to control the transpose behavior. Then hit stop.

- Robert
| 4801|4795|2002-03-10 11:39:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> Hi there,
> 
> I read on different sites that there are 4 new cards available with 
> new demo patterns on it. And that the cards are for sale in 

Germany. 

> Wel i don't need the cards but the demo's would be nice. So my 
> questions/request is:

AFAIK there are no new demos, but new preset-pattern on those cards, 
and yes they will have also demos with that new pattern, but i am 
very sure that those won´t be available for free. 

> Does somebody know a place where I can download the new demo 
> patterns? Or could somebody upload it or email it.

I don´t think this will happen, you have to buy them from Yamaha. 
49Euro per piece.

Maybe i am wrong...:)

Tömpöm
| 4802|4791|2002-03-10 11:43:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: Holy Moly TRANSPOSE, ARE YOU Kidding me?!?!?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Most Reverend Don.Ki" wrote:

> Swoon at the price!
> 



> Do you know we pay the same price here in the UK but only it's in ?
> sterling! I have the unfortunate priviledge of living in RIP OFF 

Britain!

> 
> The transpose is a real "kick ass" feature but the whole box, I 

feel would

> have benefitted even more if they had added a pitch bend lever as 

oposed to

> the knob.
> 
> Gary
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "frankii" wrote:
> > Ok, so the transpose function in realtime is one of the best
> > functions I've ever seen on a piece of equipmnet such as this.
> >
> > Place finger on transpose button, hold and hit key/pad up or down
> to
> > change the overall feel of the pattern.
> >
> > Are you sure the price on this was supposed to be in the $1259-
> $1400
> > range?
> >
> > Nice, very very nice.
> >
> > -frankii
> 
> 
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| 4803|4803|2002-03-10 13:12:18|jupiterhead|SmartMedia card problem!|
I anybody having trouble with SM cards working for a while and then 
reading "illegal file" when trying to Load, thus becoming 
unusable?...I've avoided static elec., touching the contacts, 
removing during operation, etc. If you can, please help!
| 4804|4776|2002-03-10 17:35:52|alpha_peak|Re: My first mp3|
Thx for the links! Your first song on mp3.com does remind me of 
saw. Your second track is cool, and 3:12 into Hook in Mouth I 
really really dig. I also like Diggen my head track as well. Sounds 
like you are pretty influenced maybe by Squarepusher and 
Aphex? I can imagion hearing your stuff on the warp label!!

Keep up the good work!!
| 4805|4795|2002-03-11 04:45:16|retrobeats|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns (random PAN question too)|
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I would imagine they are NOT demo patterns but presets to be used in 
your productions.

Think about it, it's similar to sample cd's in a sense, my question 
is where to find them, I contacted yamaha us, they had no idea! I 
would buy them, any links to purchase and have imported? Would love 
to hear a few presets too. Only a matter of time before many more 
presets cards show up. 

PS. Anyone know how to make the radom pan work on a track?
Tried everything I can for the pattern but can't seem to get it to 
work.

thanks

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > Hi there,
> > 
> > I read on different sites that there are 4 new cards available 
with 
> > new demo patterns on it. And that the cards are for sale in 
> Germany. 
> > Wel i don't need the cards but the demo's would be nice. So my 
> > questions/request is:
> 
> AFAIK there are no new demos, but new preset-pattern on those 
cards, 
> and yes they will have also demos with that new pattern, but i am 
> very sure that those won´t be available for free. 
> 
> > Does somebody know a place where I can download the new demo 
> > patterns? Or could somebody upload it or email it.
> I don´t think this will happen, you have to buy them from Yamaha. 
> 49Euro per piece.
> 
> Maybe i am wrong...:)
> 
> Tömpöm

| 4806|4803|2002-03-11 04:48:17|retrobeats|Re: SmartMedia card problem!|
I thought I did too until I realized you have have both files...*.r2a 
and r3a files.

Unless I'm mistaken, each file creates two sub files?

--- In RS7000@y..., "jupiterhead" wrote:
> I anybody having trouble with SM cards working for a while and then 
> reading "illegal file" when trying to Load, thus becoming 
> unusable?...I've avoided static elec., touching the contacts, 
> removing during operation, etc. If you can, please help!

| 4807|4795|2002-03-11 05:10:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns (random PAN question too)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:

> my question 
> is where to find them, I contacted yamaha us, they had no idea

contact Yamaha Germany, they announced them:

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/index.html

Adress:

Yamaha Deutschland

Siemensstr. 22-34 
D-25462 Rellingen 
Germany
| 4808|4795|2002-03-11 08:15:51|d_pman|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
Hi,

thanx for responding. I'm confused now.
what do you mean with
"no demo's but preset patterns"

What is the difference? I thought the cards contained new Demo/preset 

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/index.html


Styles. just like the card that was shipped with the RS7000.
Are you saying there is something else on those cards? what would 
that be?.. new internal/preset Phrases to be flashed inside RS7000? 
sounds weird to me. I'm confused. sorry.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > Hi there,
> > 
> > I read on different sites that there are 4 new cards available 
with 
> > new demo patterns on it. And that the cards are for sale in 
> Germany. 
> > Wel i don't need the cards but the demo's would be nice. So my 
> > questions/request is:
> 
> AFAIK there are no new demos, but new preset-pattern on those 
cards, 
> and yes they will have also demos with that new pattern, but i am 
> very sure that those won´t be available for free. 
>
> Tömpöm

| 4809|783|2002-03-11 08:51:31|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Monday, March 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PST (GMT-08:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 4810|4795|2002-03-11 13:04:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> thanx for responding. I'm confused now.
> what do you mean with
> "no demo's but preset patterns"
> 
> What is the difference? 

The difference is, that the styles on the card that came with the RS 
are free for everyone. Those were demos. 

The styles on the other SmartMedia Cards, that you have to buy for 
49Euro per piece are not for free exchange. Those are not Demos.
Yes they contain new styles, but no demos.

cool greetingz :)

Töm
| 4811|4795|2002-03-11 13:46:20|bilterfucht|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > thanx for responding. I'm confused now.
> > what do you mean with
> > "no demo's but preset patterns"
> > 
> > What is the difference? 
> The difference is, that the styles on the card that came with the 

RS 

> are free for everyone. Those were demos. 
> 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


> The styles on the other SmartMedia Cards, that you have to buy for 
> 49Euro per piece are not for free exchange. Those are not Demos.
> Yes they contain new styles, but no demos.
> 
> cool greetingz :)

Really just waiting for OS 2.0, not SmartmediaStylesCards

Wim
| 4812|4795|2002-03-11 15:39:46|d_pman|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
hahaha now i get it,
i was thinking in tech difference. but the difference is in the 
licence. I thought the Styles were FREE but just needed to pay for 
the hardware cards. But the are not "public domein". OK less 
interesting.

thanx and warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > thanx for responding. I'm confused now.
> > what do you mean with
> > "no demo's but preset patterns"
> > 
> > What is the difference? 
> The difference is, that the styles on the card that came with the 
RS 
> are free for everyone. Those were demos. 
> 
> The styles on the other SmartMedia Cards, that you have to buy for 
> 49Euro per piece are not for free exchange. Those are not Demos.
> Yes they contain new styles, but no demos.
> 
> cool greetingz :)
> 
> Töm

| 4813|4795|2002-03-11 15:53:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns (random PAN question too)|
On Monday 11 March 2002 12:45, retrobeats wrote:

> PS. Anyone know how to make the radom pan work on a track?
> Tried everything I can for the pattern but can't seem to get it to
> work.

Whats the problem exactly? 
It works here, I simply turn up the Random Pan value.

- Robert
| 4814|4795|2002-03-11 15:55:07|d_pman|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
hahaha yes i agree,

i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit Style-Changes 
to units lower in the chain. Those Style change commands are realy 
the biggest pain in my ass. they can be FATAL during a gig when they 
simply switch Style on a midi-clock-synced device!!! AARRGG.

frustreetingz,
Pman

> 
> Really just waiting for OS 2.0, not SmartmediaStylesCards
> 
> Wim

| 4815|4795|2002-03-11 16:04:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
On Monday 11 March 2002 23:43, d_pman wrote:

> hahaha yes i agree,
>
> i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be FATAL
> during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-synced



> device!!! AARRGG.

Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS machines? 
Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.

- Robert
| 4816|4795|2002-03-12 07:07:58|d_pman|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
hi,

No never tried it. It could work. it is a idea but I don't like 
(buying) transporting and connecting these filters each time. it is 
bad for space, power, stability, money, etc.

but ok, lets say we do a rs7000/RM1x party with a chain of 10 units.

* we would need 9 expensive filter units!
* Or make a star network with a BIG midi-thru-box AND one filter just 
before that. 
* Or the star network with a BIG midi-thru-box where the 1 master 
unit is forbidden to switch style.
* Or switch brand and only use Yamaha units when can be placed at the 
very end of chains so they can't transmit anoying commands to other 
gear?!
* or yamaha simply adds this parameter NOT to transmit this 
depreciated command in the first place.

I mean i'm not asking for complicated things/features just asking to 
turn a feature off. but you already got my point. only Yamaha and Bad 
Mister don't. I hope they will.

Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 11 March 2002 23:43, d_pman wrote:
> > hahaha yes i agree,
> >
> > i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> > Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> > commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be FATAL
> > during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-synced
> > device!!! AARRGG.
> 
> Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS 
machines? 
> Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.
> 
> - Robert

| 4817|4817|2002-03-12 11:30:11|traizorus|Relative mute-memories|
Maybe something for the wish-list: Relative mute-memories.

Let me explain.
mute memories contains data whether some channels should be muted or 
not, relative mute memories contains data which channels should be 
muted or unmuted.

Example:
You're working on a build-up in your song, and you have channels 
1,8,9 and 10 running. You want to switch sections for fillins etc, 
and then immediatelly want to hear the hihats after the fillin. Since 
you have only got 1 measure the time to switch back to the main 
section, it happens much that you hit the wrong channels to unmute.
With a relative mute memory, channels 3,5 and 16 will unmute (in my 
case), and there won't be any problems. I don't have to think, I just 
have to press one single button.

Mute memory #1:
chan 1 2 3 4 5 ......
on on off on off

Relative mute memory #1:
chan 1 2 3 4 5 ......
+ - + (fe. + = mute, - = unmute)

channels 3 and 4 would be unaffected.

Mute memories won't work for me because I make other build-ups every 
session, one time I end up leaving chan 10 unmuted, and the other 



time not. Working with mute memories, you have to know that chan 10 
will become muted (or something), with relative mute memories, there 
will be no problems.

As you can see, I only work live.

What do you think about this?

TraiZor.
| 4818|4795|2002-03-12 14:33:34|frankii|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
Anyone know a link where to buy these? 

I sent an email to the yamaha EURO but haven't heard anything thus 
far.

Thanks

-f

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> hi,
> 
> No never tried it. It could work. it is a idea but I don't like 
> (buying) transporting and connecting these filters each time. it is 
> bad for space, power, stability, money, etc.
> 
> but ok, lets say we do a rs7000/RM1x party with a chain of 10 units.
> 
> * we would need 9 expensive filter units!
> * Or make a star network with a BIG midi-thru-box AND one filter 
just 
> before that. 
> * Or the star network with a BIG midi-thru-box where the 1 master 
> unit is forbidden to switch style.
> * Or switch brand and only use Yamaha units when can be placed at 
the 
> very end of chains so they can't transmit anoying commands to other 
> gear?!
> * or yamaha simply adds this parameter NOT to transmit this 
> depreciated command in the first place.
> 
> I mean i'm not asking for complicated things/features just asking 
to 
> turn a feature off. but you already got my point. only Yamaha and 
Bad 
> Mister don't. I hope they will.
> 
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Monday 11 March 2002 23:43, d_pman wrote:
> > > hahaha yes i agree,
> > >
> > > i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> > > Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> > > commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be FATAL
> > > during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-
synced
> > > device!!! AARRGG.
> > 
> > Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS 
> machines? 
> > Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 4819|4819|2002-03-12 17:20:20|flesk_bruno|Virus C|
Sorry, this as nothing to do with RS7k but tommorrow (March 13) at 
10AM GMT Access Virus C is anounced.
| 4820|4795|2002-03-12 17:25:28|zen sufi|Re: New RS7000 Demo patterns|
Well, if you live in Wash., D.C.; then Chuck's in Wheaton.
zensufi
frankii <frankii@yahoo.com> wrote: Anyone know a link where to buy these? 

I sent an email to the yamaha EURO but haven't heard anything thus 
far.

Thanks

mailto:frankii@yahoo.com


-f

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> hi,
> 
> No never tried it. It could work. it is a idea but I don't like 
> (buying) transporting and connecting these filters each time. it is 
> bad for space, power, stability, money, etc.
> 
> but ok, lets say we do a rs7000/RM1x party with a chain of 10 units.
> 
> * we would need 9 expensive filter units!
> * Or make a star network with a BIG midi-thru-box AND one filter 
just 
> before that. 
> * Or the star network with a BIG midi-thru-box where the 1 master 
> unit is forbidden to switch style.
> * Or switch brand and only use Yamaha units when can be placed at 
the 
> very end of chains so they can't transmit anoying commands to other 
> gear?!
> * or yamaha simply adds this parameter NOT to transmit this 
> depreciated command in the first place.
> 
> I mean i'm not asking for complicated things/features just asking 
to 
> turn a feature off. but you already got my point. only Yamaha and 
Bad 
> Mister don't. I hope they will.
> 
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Monday 11 March 2002 23:43, d_pman wrote:
> > > hahaha yes i agree,
> > >
> > > i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> > > Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> > > commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be FATAL
> > > during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-
synced
> > > device!!! AARRGG.
> > 
> > Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS 
> machines? 
> > Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.
> > 
> > - Robert
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| 4821|4819|2002-03-12 18:22:26|RB|Re: Virus C|

> Sorry, this as nothing to do with RS7k

So why do you post it to the RS7000 list?

>but tommorrow (March 13) at
> 10AM GMT Access Virus C is anounced.
> 

And lots of other great stuff too I would imagine.
| 4822|4819|2002-03-12 21:32:31|simon leclerc|Re: Virus C|
on 3/12/02 8:23 PM, RB at rb@cbomb.plus.com wrote:

> 
>> Sorry, this as nothing to do with RS7k
> 
> So why do you post it to the RS7000 list?
> 
>> but tommorrow (March 13) at
>> 10AM GMT Access Virus C is anounced.
>> 
> 
> And lots of other great stuff too I would imagine.

Or maybe an official anouncement from Yamaha
of an upcoming OS2 for the RS7K...
| 4823|4817|2002-03-13 00:51:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Relative mute-memories|
If I understand correctly, you would like a third state added to the 
mute/unmute switch in a mute memory: idle, or ignore. When a mute 
memory has a mute switch set to idle for a given track, is simply 
ignores the current mute state of the track; it is not changed to 
either mute or unmute state.

This is what you want?

Anyway, sounds great. Wonder if it isn't already implemented. Guess 
not. 

Added to whishlist of faq.

- Robert

On Tuesday 12 March 2002 19:28, traizorus wrote:
> Maybe something for the wish-list: Relative mute-memories.
>
> Let me explain.
> mute memories contains data whether some channels should be muted
> or not, relative mute memories contains data which channels should
> be muted or unmuted.
>
> Example:
> You're working on a build-up in your song, and you have channels
> 1,8,9 and 10 running. You want to switch sections for fillins etc,
> and then immediatelly want to hear the hihats after the fillin.
> Since you have only got 1 measure the time to switch back to the
> main section, it happens much that you hit the wrong channels to
> unmute. With a relative mute memory, channels 3,5 and 16 will
> unmute (in my case), and there won't be any problems. I don't have
> to think, I just have to press one single button.
>
> Mute memory #1:
> chan 1 2 3 4 5 ......
> on on off on off
>
> Relative mute memory #1:
> chan 1 2 3 4 5 ......
> + - + (fe. + = mute, - = unmute)
>
> channels 3 and 4 would be unaffected.
>
> Mute memories won't work for me because I make other build-ups
> every session, one time I end up leaving chan 10 unmuted, and the
> other time not. Working with mute memories, you have to know that
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> chan 10 will become muted (or something), with relative mute
> memories, there will be no problems.
>
> As you can see, I only work live.
>
> What do you think about this?
>
> TraiZor.
>
>
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| 4825|4819|2002-03-13 02:54:05|olafmol2002|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> 
> Or maybe an official anouncement from Yamaha
> of an upcoming OS2 for the RS7K...

wait untill you see the new RS9000 with the sampling-engine from the 
Motif (ie layering, velocity-switching), 8 velocity-sensitive rubber 
pads, soft-take over buttons, internal HD optional...and the 
corresponding 50% pricedrop for the RS7000 ;)

Olaf
| 4826|4819|2002-03-13 03:04:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Virus C|
On Wednesday 13 March 2002 10:54, olafmol2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> > Or maybe an official anouncement from Yamaha
> > of an upcoming OS2 for the RS7K...
>
> wait untill you see the new RS9000 with the sampling-engine from
> the Motif (ie layering, velocity-switching), 8 velocity-sensitive
> rubber pads, soft-take over buttons, internal HD optional...and the
> corresponding 50% pricedrop for the RS7000 ;)

Watch your language! ;)

- Robert (shöcked)
| 4827|4819|2002-03-13 03:33:48|olafmol2002|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 13 March 2002 10:54, olafmol2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> > > Or maybe an official anouncement from Yamaha
> > > of an upcoming OS2 for the RS7K...
> >
> > wait untill you see the new RS9000 with the sampling-engine from
> > the Motif (ie layering, velocity-switching), 8 velocity-sensitive
> > rubber pads, soft-take over buttons, internal HD optional...and 

the
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> > corresponding 50% pricedrop for the RS7000 ;)
> 
> Watch your language! ;)
> 
> - Robert (shöcked)

no worries...i don't have any inside information ;)
i think we still agree it would be nice (essential?) for Yamaha to 
show some dedication/proof for ongoing support/updates for the 
RS7000..the only statement i read was from BadMister (yamaha employee 
afaik) that the RS7000 development team was already split up and 
working on other projects....

Olaf
| 4828|4819|2002-03-13 07:09:40|tomfinegan|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:

> the only statement i read was from BadMister (yamaha employee 
> afaik) that the RS7000 development team was already split up and 
> working on other projects....

Hmmmm, i guess no OS v2.0 then. :(
| 4829|4829|2002-03-13 07:59:16|sensualemporer|how to assign NRPN functionality to the RS-7000 knobs???|
I want to control the knobs of my electribes using the RS-7000. The 
electribes use the NRPN scheme for their knobs. The RS-7000 knobs 
cannot be directly assigned to NRPNs, but you can assign one knob to 
CC#98 and one to CC#99 and another to CC#6. This would be the long 
work around to acheiving NRPN functionality, but it wasnt working.

Has anyone done this successfully?

thx,
frenchy
| 4830|4829|2002-03-13 08:03:35|r_i_ p_e|Re: how to assign NRPN functionality to the RS-7000 knobs???|
I use MIDI-OX for this (www.midiox.com)... you can create data mappings to 
change CC# to NRPNs, but you need to run the MIDI through a PC to do this.

cheers
ripe

>From: "sensualemporer" <sensualemporer@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] how to assign NRPN functionality to the RS-7000 knobs???
>Date: Wed, 13 Mar 2002 14:56:33 -0000
>
>I want to control the knobs of my electribes using the RS-7000. The
>electribes use the NRPN scheme for their knobs. The RS-7000 knobs
>cannot be directly assigned to NRPNs, but you can assign one knob to
>CC#98 and one to CC#99 and another to CC#6. This would be the long
>work around to acheiving NRPN functionality, but it wasnt working.
>
>Has anyone done this successfully?
>
>thx,
>frenchy

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
| 4831|4831|2002-03-13 10:03:31|d_pman|using RS7000 Powersupply for RM1x|
Hi there,

In my flightcase i'm planning to replace a MC-303 with a 2nd RS7000.
I also got a Rm1x in this Flightcase. Now my case is getting heavy 
and also I can realy find a good place to "hide" the poweradapters 
for my 12V mixer and 12V RM1x. So my plan is to use the internal 
powersupply's of the 2 RS7000. (There are 5(or 6?) places to connect 
a powerplug for ExpansionBoards) And route 1 to my Rm1x and mixer

1st RS7000->RM1x
2nd RS7000->Mixer

Anyone did this before? does the powersupply have enough Mampere?
Does it give HUMM?

anyone? or i'm i the first to try...
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warm greetingz,
Pman
| 4832|4831|2002-03-13 10:08:39|d_pman|Re: using RS7000 Powersupply for RM1x|
woeps little correction: I CAN'T realy find a good place to "hide" 
the poweradapters.

Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> Hi there,
> 
> In my flightcase i'm planning to replace a MC-303 with a 2nd RS7000.
> I also got a Rm1x in this Flightcase. Now my case is getting heavy 
> and also I can realy find a good place to "hide" the poweradapters 
> for my 12V mixer and 12V RM1x. So my plan is to use the internal 
> powersupply's of the 2 RS7000. (There are 5(or 6?) places to 
connect 
> a powerplug for ExpansionBoards) And route 1 to my Rm1x and mixer
> 
> 1st RS7000->RM1x
> 2nd RS7000->Mixer
> 
> Anyone did this before? does the powersupply have enough Mampere?
> Does it give HUMM?
> 
> anyone? or i'm i the first to try...
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

| 4833|4817|2002-03-13 10:13:53|traizorus|Re: Relative mute-memories|
Yeah, that's what I mean. Thanks for adding.

TraiZor.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> If I understand correctly, you would like a third state added to 
the 
> mute/unmute switch in a mute memory: idle, or ignore. When a mute 
> memory has a mute switch set to idle for a given track, is simply 
> ignores the current mute state of the track; it is not changed to 
> either mute or unmute state.
> 
> This is what you want?
> 
> Anyway, sounds great. Wonder if it isn't already implemented. Guess 
> not. 
> 
> Added to whishlist of faq.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> On Tuesday 12 March 2002 19:28, traizorus wrote:
> > Maybe something for the wish-list: Relative mute-memories.
> >
> > Let me explain.
> > mute memories contains data whether some channels should be muted
> > or not, relative mute memories contains data which channels should
> > be muted or unmuted.
> >
> > Example:
> > You're working on a build-up in your song, and you have channels
> > 1,8,9 and 10 running. You want to switch sections for fillins etc,
> > and then immediatelly want to hear the hihats after the fillin.
> > Since you have only got 1 measure the time to switch back to the
> > main section, it happens much that you hit the wrong channels to
> > unmute. With a relative mute memory, channels 3,5 and 16 will
> > unmute (in my case), and there won't be any problems. I don't have
> > to think, I just have to press one single button.
> >
> > Mute memory #1:
> > chan 1 2 3 4 5 ......
> > on on off on off
> >
> > Relative mute memory #1:
> > chan 1 2 3 4 5 ......
> > + - + (fe. + = mute, - = unmute)



> >
> > channels 3 and 4 would be unaffected.
> >
> > Mute memories won't work for me because I make other build-ups
> > every session, one time I end up leaving chan 10 unmuted, and the
> > other time not. Working with mute memories, you have to know that
> > chan 10 will become muted (or something), with relative mute
> > memories, there will be no problems.
> >
> > As you can see, I only work live.
> >
> > What do you think about this?
> >
> > TraiZor.
> >
> >
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| 4834|4819|2002-03-13 12:07:58|flesk_bruno|RS7k new OS (was Virus C)|
When do you wake up and realize Yamaha will never release a update to 
RS7k OS with new features.

Yamaha never did that (correct me if I'm wrong) and its not gonna be 
now that they start doing it.

If you take a closer look at companies like Access with products like 
Virus you know you buy a machine and later you get a OS update that 
adds new features. But I'm talking about really new features, not 
just some bug fixes.

That means you don't have to buy the next hardware version of the 
product to get the new features. Didn't you ask yourselfs why Access 
products after 1,2 or 3 years still cost the same on the second-hand 
market? It's because of that, everytime a new OS comes out the 
machine gets a bunch of updated features.

For example, the 4.0 OS update added 16 independent arps, groove 
delay, surround sound, effects send on individual outs, etc, etc.

NOTE: This is not a comparison between the machines. This is a 
comparison between the companies policies regarding updates.

Anyway I hope I'm wrong... :)
| 4835|4819|2002-03-13 12:51:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7k new OS (was Virus C)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

> When do you wake up and realize Yamaha will never release a update 

to 

> RS7k OS with new features.
> 
> Yamaha never did that (correct me if I'm wrong) 
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Yup they did with the 2.0 version of the A3000, but you also have to 
understand that the MOTIF and RS7000 are the first products which OS 
can be updated via software, before that, you always had to get a 
pair of new EEPROMS (like AN1x) in order to exchange the OS.
Also, Access (like Waldorf, Clavia and Creamware) is using a standard 
industry DSP´s for the Virus. Yamaha has it´s own chip-factory or put 
special and customized/designed chips (Hitachi) into their gear.
That is one reason, why the DX200 sounds like a DX7...

> and its not gonna be 
> now that they start doing it.

We will see.

> NOTE: This is not a comparison between the machines. This is a 
> comparison between the companies policies regarding updates.

Yeah, and we already know that Yamaha, like Korg and Roland works 
with a different policy.

> Anyway I hope I'm wrong... :)

Me too. :)
| 4836|4819|2002-03-13 14:32:16|olafmol2002|Re: RS7k new OS (was Virus C)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> Yup they did with the 2.0 version of the A3000, but you also have 

to 

> understand that the MOTIF and RS7000 are the first products which 

OS 

> can be updated via software

version 2.0 is correct, this was a first for yamaha, like lightning 
OS 2 was released and nobody knew what happend...still now no-one, 
even from yamaha can explain where OS2 came from..my hunch is that it 
was developed as an intermediate OS for the A4000 and A5000...anyway, 
the distribution was hell as in one store you had to pay, the other 
didn't know it existed, the third gave it away for free....there was 
absolutely no guidelines from yamaha about this..

about the Flash ROM devices: you forget the CS6x, which was to my 
knowledge the first yamaha synth with flash-OS....and it wasn't cheap 
either, more of a flagship synth....it received exactly one (1) 
obscure OS update, again with the same crap that now is done with OS 
1.14 for the RS7000 (no list of fixes etc., not an offical release 
page etc.) and i believe this only fixed the arpeggiator sync to midi 
clock....after that NO UPDATES at all..not to mention new 
functionality...

the thing is that yamaha as a japanese company works quiet different 
from the small workshops that Novation, Access, Clavia and Waldorf 
are....within yamaha (this is what i've been told by knowledgeable 
people) they pick a team of people somewhat at random (they don't 
look at former experience with a similar product) and set it to work 
on a new product.....this team works entirely on it's own, so there 
is no knowledge used from other earlier experience...when they're 
finished the team is split up and the designers go to work on other 
new products within yamaha......end of product...probably an OS 
update is done by entirely new people...

within the small european synth companies it's often the same people 
working on new products AND OS updates/fixes/additions....they are 
more software companies than hardware companies....small, informal 
teams that share a lot of knowledge....so it's much easier to develop 
new additions for a product

my 2 cents, i don't count on new functionality or even fixing the 
grid mode for the RS7000 anymore..

Olaf
| 4837|4819|2002-03-13 14:55:20|simon leclerc|Re: Virus C|
on 3/13/02 9:07 AM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:
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>> the only statement i read was from BadMister (yamaha employee
>> afaik) that the RS7000 development team was already split up and
>> working on other projects....
> 
> Hmmmm, i guess no OS v2.0 then. :(

There also were other statement from Yamaha US stating
the opposite. Like: there will at least one new OS to
fix bugs and one major upgrade with new features.
| 4838|4819|2002-03-14 11:54:37|arveyman|Re: Virus C|
Wow, this makes it all pretty exciting! It's probably all wishfull 
thinking i guess, but it should be very positive if say, the US 
section of YAMAHA puts together a few people (2 or 3) to work on an 
update, based on original sourcecode from Japan. I mean, we all know 
it isn't so hard to get IT-folks on it..
Am i right on this? Or is it so much more complicated as a just 
stated?

gr.
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> on 3/13/02 9:07 AM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@y... wrote:
> 
> >> the only statement i read was from BadMister (yamaha employee
> >> afaik) that the RS7000 development team was already split up and
> >> working on other projects....
> > 
> > Hmmmm, i guess no OS v2.0 then. :(
> 
> There also were other statement from Yamaha US stating
> the opposite. Like: there will at least one new OS to
> fix bugs and one major upgrade with new features.

| 4839|4819|2002-03-14 12:53:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Virus C|
On Thursday 14 March 2002 19:54, arveyman wrote:

> Wow, this makes it all pretty exciting! It's probably all wishfull
> thinking i guess, but it should be very positive if say, the US
> section of YAMAHA puts together a few people (2 or 3) to work on an
> update, based on original sourcecode from Japan. I mean, we all
> know it isn't so hard to get IT-folks on it..
> Am i right on this? Or is it so much more complicated as a just
> stated?

Dunno, but I'd be happy to join the team. :)

- Robert
| 4840|4840|2002-03-14 13:41:14|bookrs7k|Loop Remix Function HeLp|
is it true that you can use the remix function on all the tracks?
if so how?
also can you activate loop remix for a track and then take send the 
result to another track? or do you only have the option replace the 
track that you are remixing?
| 4841|4840|2002-03-14 15:05:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loop Remix Function HeLp|
On Thursday 14 March 2002 21:41, bookrs7k wrote:

> is it true that you can use the remix function on all the tracks?
> if so how?

Not simultaneously, but one by one. You simply select a track, given 
it the loop-remix treatment, store the generated phrase for that 
track (from within the loop-remix page), and go on with another track.

> also can you activate loop remix for a track and then take send the
> result to another track? or do you only have the option replace the
> track that you are remixing?

Afaik, you can only have it replace the phrase in the current track. 
But it *replaces* the phrase, it doesn't overwrite it. So you could 
select the created phrase for another track (in the Pattern Patch 
page) and restore the original phrase for the first track. You have 
to remember what it was, though.



- Robert
| 4842|4842|2002-03-14 16:17:09|renntiger2|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|

> > > i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> > > Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> > > commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be FATAL
> > > during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-

synced

> > > device!!! AARRGG.
> >
> > Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS
> machines?
> > Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.

The idea of a RS7000 party with 10 or 20 people, each playing a RS,
synced by midi sounds very interesting. There is a very simple
workaround for the style change problem: Use another device as clock
master instead of the first RS and put all RSs in slave mode. The
master could be an old MC303 or a little QY or any drum computer or
even a PC/laptop (connected to the slaves with a thru box if you want
to avoid delay problems when you use 10 or more devices).

Klaus
| 4843|4843|2002-03-14 17:14:15|renntiger2|Short report Musikmesse Frankfurt 2002 (new RS7000 styles by yamah|
I just got back from the Musikmesse in Frankfurt and had the chance to
listen to some stlyes from the new SM-preset-cards by yamaha. In my
opinion the cards contain some interesting preset styles for different
kinds of music (Funk, Disco, HipHop, Dance...) but they are not really
useable for a more or less serious musician. They are a good
demonstration of the power of the RS but I think it has nothing to do
wiht _making_ music when you playback these styles programmed by
anyone else. If you own a shop and want to sell the RS7000 the styles
are good for demonstration purposes. If you want to make music you
better save the money and program your very own stuff from scratch.
(Btw I could get no news about a new OS for the RS7000).

Some more (hopefully interesting) news from the Musikmesse not really
related to the RS7000:

* Yamaha has two new PLG-Boards with live drums (very good samples of
a rock drum-kit) and percussion. If you need a new mixing console and
want to impress your girlfriend, check out the new yamaha DM2000
digital mixer with 96(!) channels and 96 kHz sampling rate (or buy a
new sports-car for the 26.000 eur ;-)

* Access presented a new Virus c series and a new Virus os. The main
difference of the new models is more DSP-power. The sound is as great
as every Virus before but you get more voices/FX. Prices are between
1500 (rack) and 2200 (KB) euro. Maybe this could be a chance to get a
cheap Virus b when the new series is available.

* Hartmann (the designer of the andromeda and some waldorf synths)
presented the Neuron, a synth based on neuronal networks and
resynthesis. The pre-production model was still missing a lot of
features but this synth is really hot. It's based on resynthesis of
analysed samples and realtime morphing of parameters like "brightness"
or "metallicity". It will be availabe in summer 2002 for about 5000
euro.

* Akai presented the MPC4000. After Akai had some technical
(software?) problems yesterday, I could try out the machine today. The
basic concept is close to the MPC2000. The 4000 has a really big
display, assignable knobs, real editors (piano roll, grid etc.)
multisampling, 24/96 resolution, internal hard-drive, digital I/O,
great filters/FX and much more. The machine is really impressive but I
think it's more a studio machine than a live-tool and I guess it will
be really expensive (they told me no price). And I hope they will
increase stability. I could crash the mixer-page by tweaking the
pan-pot while playing on the drum-pads :-S

* Lots of new software synths and virtual PC instruments, I don't
really like this stuff...

Klaus
| 4844|4843|2002-03-14 17:58:56|RB|Re: Short report Musikmesse Frankfurt 2002 (new RS7000 styles by y|

> * Akai presented the MPC4000. After Akai had some technical
> (software?) problems yesterday, I could try out the machine today. The



> basic concept is close to the MPC2000
> And I hope they will
> increase stability. I could crash the mixer-page by tweaking the
> pan-pot while playing on the drum-pads :-S
> 

Well if it's that buggy it definitely sounds close to the MPC2000!
| 4845|4819|2002-03-14 20:52:00|dayv5000|Re: Virus C|

> > update, based on original sourcecode from Japan. I mean, we all
> > know it isn't so hard to get IT-folks on it..
> > Am i right on this? Or is it so much more complicated as a just
> > stated?
> 
> Dunno, but I'd be happy to join the team. :)
> 

I'd be happy to be your creative director.

Robert! Grid mode! Now!

:)

[dayv]
| 4846|4819|2002-03-15 00:29:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Virus C|
On Friday 15 March 2002 04:51, dayv5000 wrote:

> > > update, based on original sourcecode from Japan. I mean, we all
> > > know it isn't so hard to get IT-folks on it..
> > > Am i right on this? Or is it so much more complicated as a just
> > > stated?
> >
> > Dunno, but I'd be happy to join the team. :)
>
> I'd be happy to be your creative director.
>
> Robert! Grid mode! Now!

Okay, have it in half an hour. ;)
Man, would I like to see the source code... and change it!

- Robert
| 4847|4843|2002-03-15 00:34:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Short report Musikmesse Frankfurt 2002 (new RS7000 styles by y|
On Friday 15 March 2002 01:14, renntiger2 wrote:

> * Hartmann (the designer of the andromeda and some waldorf synths)

He designed the *layout* (the face) of these synths, not their guts.
Thats why his synth looks great but doesn't work yet. ;)

- Robert
| 4848|4848|2002-03-15 04:27:21|franjo.butkovic@ri.tel.hr|Important|
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4849|4848|2002-03-15 04:29:29|franjo.butkovic@ri.tel.hr|Important|
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4850|4850|2002-03-15 09:34:18|sensualemporer|using an Akai format sample CD with the RS-7000???|
I have a poopload of Akai format sample CDs.
Can I use these CDs with the RS-7000 if I get a SCSI-2 CD drive?
How much do these drives go for now-a-days?

(I just got a SCSI-1 zipdrive for $30, which is cool!!)

thx,
frenchy
| 4851|4776|2002-03-15 11:41:12|synthe. labo|Re: My first mp3|

>Thx for the links! Your first song on mp3.com does remind me of
>saw. Your second track is cool, and 3:12 into Hook in Mouth I
>really really dig. I also like Diggen my head track as well. Sounds
>like you are pretty influenced maybe by Squarepusher and
>Aphex? I can imagion hearing your stuff on the warp label!!

hello,
thanx for the compliments, ...on warp wow...
well, i think that my stuff now is a bit too hard or too industrial to be on 
warp (and also i'm not so talented :/...)



i would think more about independent labels like Praxis, Cavage etc etc

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
| 4852|4776|2002-03-15 11:55:24|Gary Gorton|Re: My first mp3|
Labo

Good work. It must have taken you quite a while to get those tracks together. Being an old fart, it reminded me of early Tangerine Dream with some familiar modern
influences thrown in for good measure. 

As for me! I haven't the balls yet to publish anything I have done..... BUT ONE DAY I just might! Though I have some early pre-R2K stuff posted at:

www.skyfairy.com

Which I think sucks but an artist is always his own worst critic and so you are all welcome to go listen and be as cruel as you please. I can take it!

Gary

----- Original Message ----- 
From: synthe. labo 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2002 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: My first mp3

>Thx for the links! Your first song on mp3.com does remind me of
>saw. Your second track is cool, and 3:12 into Hook in Mouth I
>really really dig. I also like Diggen my head track as well. Sounds
>like you are pretty influenced maybe by Squarepusher and
>Aphex? I can imagion hearing your stuff on the warp label!!

hello,
thanx for the compliments, ...on warp wow...
well, i think that my stuff now is a bit too hard or too industrial to be on 
warp (and also i'm not so talented :/...)
i would think more about independent labels like Praxis, Cavage etc etc

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos è il metodo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.it/Support/WorldWide.aspx
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4853|4819|2002-03-15 14:04:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> There also were other statement from Yamaha US stating
> the opposite. 

Yes i know of them, but those were not from Yamaha Japan.

> Like: there will at least one new OS to
> fix bugs 

OS1.14

>and one major upgrade with new features.

I don´t believe in it anymore, but i hope for it :)
| 4854|4819|2002-03-15 14:21:42|simon leclerc|Re: Virus C|
Well, i got an answer to an email i wrote to Yamaha Canada (July 2001)
who spoke to Yamaha Japan and came back to me the next week.
I was told they were considering working on the Grid step problem
and the real time functions. The title was *Help is on the way*.
Other users were told similar things.
I know that those were not *official* statements but a lot of info
(including those on Motifator)
about OS2 were pointing toward the positive side.

Now i'm really tired of Yamaha's silence on this issue,
we need an answer now to close the subject once and for all.
See the latest comments on Motifator about this issue.

-- Simon

on 3/15/02 4:04 PM, tompaulsen2002 at tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
>> There also were other statement from Yamaha US stating
>> the opposite. 
> Yes i know of them, but those were not from Yamaha Japan.

> 
>> Like: there will at least one new OS to
>> fix bugs 
> OS1.14
> 
>> and one major upgrade with new features.
> I don´t believe in it anymore, but i hope for it :)
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 4855|4843|2002-03-15 14:29:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: Short report Musikmesse Frankfurt 2002 (new RS7000 styles by y|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> (Btw I could get no news about a new OS for the RS7000).

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


As expected...

> * Access presented a new Virus c series and a new Virus os. The main
> difference of the new models is more DSP-power. The sound is as 

great

> as every Virus before but you get more voices/FX. Prices are between
> 1500 (rack) and 2200 (KB) euro. Maybe this could be a chance to get 

a

> cheap Virus b when the new series is available.

2200...i rather get a NL3...or i am starting to look and drool at 
that brandnew Q+ with those 16 (yes SIXTEEN) ANALOGUE LP/HP filter....
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=675

...and it got a new shiny redish color too..would look nice next to a 
NL3...and the RS7k silver hehe :))

> 
> * Hartmann (the designer of the andromeda and some waldorf synths)
> presented the Neuron

Nice and innovative just like the creamware Noah.
But out of my price range.

> The 4000 has a really big
> display, assignable knobs, real editors (piano roll, grid etc.)

So what´s the point of it? A Notebook with Logic and EXS24, AMT8 is 
cheaper and does the same with an even bigger display...

> * Lots of new software synths and virtual PC instruments, I don't
> really like this stuff...

Well, that´s why we all use the RS7k for MIDI-sequencing, right? :) 
The RS7k is even without OS2.0 a mighty fine hardware sequencer.
For sure more fluent to use than any software. 
Tom
| 4856|4842|2002-03-17 07:52:53|d_pman|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
save style changing / marketing
----------------------------------------------------------------------

yes I know the workarounds. and for larger setups that is better to 
do but personaly...

i just DON'T WANT TO bring an MC-303 and a midi thru box along each 
gig. I own 1xRS7000 and an 1xRM1x and and can't get rid of this style 
change without using an MC-303 and a midi thu box! this is stupid.

i just want an rs7000 as the master and use the 2 midi outs to sync 
another rs7000 and a RM1x. and this can't be done. Yamaha forces me 
to buy 2 extra boxes from other brands just to sync in a save way!

I want to buy another RS7000 but I can't! because i have to spend my 
money on a decent master unit (from another brand). So because of 
this Yamaha is losing a sale. what kind of marketing is that?!

space in my flightcase is another problem. I build it so that it can 
hold 2xRS7000 + 1xRM1x + mixer i don't got the space anymore to fit 
in a midi thru box and an MC303. So that would mean i have to build 
another small filghtcase with multicables etc.. that is also 
expensive and therefore don't have the money to buy the 2nd RS7000.

I hope you understand that it would be better for everyone (except 
for Roland) if there was just a possibility to turn off this ANNOYING 
style change transmittion. in the first place

greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> > > > i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> > > > Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> > > > commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be 

http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=675


FATAL
> > > > during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-
> synced
> > > > device!!! AARRGG.
> > >
> > > Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS
> > machines?
> > > Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.
> 
> The idea of a RS7000 party with 10 or 20 people, each playing a RS,
> synced by midi sounds very interesting. There is a very simple
> workaround for the style change problem: Use another device as clock
> master instead of the first RS and put all RSs in slave mode. The
> master could be an old MC303 or a little QY or any drum computer or
> even a PC/laptop (connected to the slaves with a thru box if you 
want
> to avoid delay problems when you use 10 or more devices).
> 
> Klaus

| 4857|4842|2002-03-17 08:05:43|d_pman|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
yes I know the workarounds. and for larger setups that is better to 
do but personaly...

i just DON'T WANT TO bring an MC-303 and a midi thru box along each 
gig. I own 1xRS7000 and an 1xRM1x and and can't get rid of this style 
change without using an MC-303 and a midi thu box! this is stupid.

i just want an rs7000 as the master and use the 2 midi outs to sync 
another rs7000 and a RM1x. and this can't be done. Yamaha forces me 
to buy 2 extra boxes from other brands just to sync in a save way!

I want to buy another RS7000 but I can't! because i have to spend my 
money on a decent master unit (from another brand). So because of 
this Yamaha is losing a sale. what kind of marketing is that?!

space in my flightcase is another problem. I build it so that it can 
hold 2xRS7000 + 1xRM1x + mixer i don't got the space anymore to fit 
in a midi thru box and an MC303. So that would mean i have to build 
another small filghtcase with multicables etc.. that is also 
expensive and therefore don't have the money to buy the 2nd RS7000.

I hope you understand that it would be better for everyone (except 
for Roland) if there was just a possibility to turn off this ANNOYING 
style change transmittion. in the first place

greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> > > > i realy hope they added a parameter for NOT to transmit
> > > > Style-Changes to units lower in the chain. Those Style change
> > > > commands are realy the biggest pain in my ass. they can be 
FATAL
> > > > during a gig when they simply switch Style on a midi-clock-
> synced
> > > > device!!! AARRGG.
> > >
> > > Did anyone of you try a midi filter box between the two RS
> > machines?
> > > Don't know if it would work, though, but worth a try maybe.
> 
> The idea of a RS7000 party with 10 or 20 people, each playing a RS,
> synced by midi sounds very interesting. There is a very simple
> workaround for the style change problem: Use another device as clock
> master instead of the first RS and put all RSs in slave mode. The
> master could be an old MC303 or a little QY or any drum computer or
> even a PC/laptop (connected to the slaves with a thru box if you 
want
> to avoid delay problems when you use 10 or more devices).
> 
> Klaus

| 4858|4842|2002-03-17 11:59:08|DJ Marmalade|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
on 3/17/02 3:18 PM, d_pman at pman@home.nl wrote:

> yes I know the workarounds. and for larger setups that is better to
> do but personaly...

mailto:pman@home.nl


> 
> 
> i just DON'T WANT TO bring an MC-303 and a midi thru box along each
> gig. I own 1xRS7000 and an 1xRM1x and and can't get rid of this style
> change without using an MC-303 and a midi thu box! this is stupid.

Just an aside. The Roland SBX-10, not a current product, is a cool little
box that will transmit midi clock/start/stop msgs. It has a large knob on
the front for tempo as well as direct led readout of tempo. Further, it
will sync old dinsync stuff as well. Since it has two midi outs, you don't
need any other boxes to connect two rs7ks.

Just thought I'd point this out to those looking for a good live clock
source.

Daryl
| 4859|4859|2002-03-17 15:42:07|megons|o/t: need portable wave or mp3 playback device w/ variable-speed |
Does anybody know of a portable device that will store and playback 
at least 40 minutes of waves or mp3's? It needs to have some kind of 
pitch control or real-time time-stretching. (If only the RS7000 could 
handle 256mb of ram...) 

I want to use it to mix in long samples or tracks in my live pa.

Requirements:

-small (less than 10" x 10" x 5")
-variable pitch control during playback
-able to store over 40 minutes of wave or mp3
-preferrably midi controlled

Here's what I've looked at so far and the problems with each unit:

-Fostex FD-4: a little too big, only syncs with MTC
-Roland SP-808: too big, only syncs to MTC & samples don't sync to 
clock (no real-time time-stretching)
-Tascam Pocketstudio 5: no midi, can't change sample pitch while 
playing 
-Boss BR-532: no midi, can't change sample speed while playing 
-Zoom PS-02: no midi, can't change sample speed while playing
-Korg PXR-4: no midi, can't change sample speed while playing
-Sony MDZ-R900: no midi, pitch-shift increments too large

I even looked at Palm and WinCE pda's but there isn't any software 
which lets you playback waves or mp3's at differenet speeds.

Vestax is supposedly coming out with a portable mp3 player with pitch 
and nudge controls, but that won't be for a while.

There has got to be something out there that will do this!! And the 
last thing I want is to have to bring a DJ cd-player when I play out.

michel
| 4860|4842|2002-03-17 16:01:53|d_pman|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
thanx,

this is good info. a small box. well i have to check it, if it is 
small enough it can be a good solution... for now that is. I mean 
when i buy my second rs7000 i will have 3 yamaha units to sync and i 
will have the same problem again.. but if this box is realy small and 
does a good job, i can customize it myself and add a 3th midi out.
that would fix all my needs.

but as i said before it would be so much easier when there was a 
parameter to turn transmit style-change off.

real thanx this could be a decent solution. i will check it out.
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., DJ Marmalade wrote:
> on 3/17/02 3:18 PM, d_pman at pman@h... wrote:
> 
> > yes I know the workarounds. and for larger setups that is better 
to
> > do but personaly...
> > 



> > 
> > i just DON'T WANT TO bring an MC-303 and a midi thru box along 
each
> > gig. I own 1xRS7000 and an 1xRM1x and and can't get rid of this 
style
> > change without using an MC-303 and a midi thu box! this is stupid.
> 
> 
> 
> Just an aside. The Roland SBX-10, not a current product, is a cool 
little
> box that will transmit midi clock/start/stop msgs. It has a large 
knob on
> the front for tempo as well as direct led readout of tempo. 
Further, it
> will sync old dinsync stuff as well. Since it has two midi outs, 
you don't
> need any other boxes to connect two rs7ks.
> 
> Just thought I'd point this out to those looking for a good live 
clock
> source.
> 
> Daryl

| 4861|4859|2002-03-18 02:48:46|RB|Re: o/t: need portable wave or mp3 playback device w/ variable-speed|

> I want to use it to mix in long samples or tracks in my live pa.
> 

Have you considered a DJ CD player?
| 4862|4862|2002-03-18 05:14:05|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: o/t: need portable wave or mp3 playback device w/ va riable-spe|
I think a small notebook PC would fit your needs perfectly. I know others
use them in a live situation, running DJ software or something like Live! or
Fruityloops.

Maybe this is overkill for your needs, but if you can pick up a used bargain
it might be the way to go.

Dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4863|4862|2002-03-18 07:37:58|Bryan Rodgers|Re: o/t: need portable wave or mp3 playback device w/ va riable-spe|
PCDJ.

http://www.visiosonic.com/ <http://www.visiosonic.com/> 

(if someone hasn't already mentioned it)

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4864|4842|2002-03-18 07:49:30|sensualemporer|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:

> save style changing / marketing

...

I understand your frustrations with this problem and I know that a 
workaround is not what you want for an answer. I cannot help you, 
but I can offer you the smallest (approx$300USD) work-around I can 
think of because of your stated space limitations...

A company called http://www.midisolutions.com makes very small little 
black boxes which can be programmed to do any midi function. In your 
case you could program it to strip out midi SysEx messages, since 
this type of message is the suspected culprit (in my opinion).

Price for such a custom box...approx $300.
Size for such a custom box...approx 2"x1"x4" from what I remember.

sorry I cannot do better,
frenchy
| 4865|4862|2002-03-18 09:41:22|megons|Re: o/t: need portable wave or mp3 playback device w/ va riable-spe|
Thanks for the suggestions, but I refuse to bring a PC for my live 
PA, and i'm not interested in using DJ cd players. 

http://www.visiosonic.com/
http://www.visiosonic.com/
http://www.midisolutions.com/


I've found a couple of solutions:

-Electrix Repeater
It's a 4-track looper that can playback up to 8 minute loops and you 
can put a 512mb compact flash card in it. Downside: it's 19" long and 
about $500US used, including extra memory.

-Boss SP-303
This one uses smartmedia cards (up to 64mb) and compresses the audio 
so you can get up to 33minutes of high-quality mono samples on one 
card. It also automatically time-stretches the samples to the 
incoming BPM or tempo tap. And they're cheap - about $250US used. 
Downside: really shitty time-stretching quality, but it has 26 
onboard effects which makes up for that.

(because I don't use a PC, I've never had a crash or an interruption 
in my set in the 5 years that I've performed ...well, other than some 
idiot accidentally unplugging my gear, but I was up and running in 5 
seconds - try that with a laptop ;)

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> I think a small notebook PC would fit your needs perfectly. I know 
others
> use them in a live situation, running DJ software or something like 
Live! or
> Fruityloops.
> 
> Maybe this is overkill for your needs, but if you can pick up a 
used bargain
> it might be the way to go.
> 
> Dan.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 4866|4842|2002-03-18 09:46:12|megons|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
The company you mentioned, Midi Solutions, makes a box called "The 
Router" which can be programmed to filter out sysex. It costs $149 
US. 

Check it out: 
(from http://www.midisolutions.com/prodrte.htm)

"The MIDI Solutions Router is a 1-in 2-out MIDI data router/filter. 
Selected ranges of MIDI data may be routed to either, both, or 
neither of the outputs. The Router also allows this data to be 
rechannelized to any other MIDI channel. Selectable data types 
include Note, Pressure Controller, Program Change, Pitch Bend, and 
System messages. A special Keyboard range data type allows Notes to 
be split into ranges with all other channel messages sent to both 
ranges. Settings are stored in a most recent setting priority format, 
allowing virtually any type of routing, filtering, or keyboard split 
to be performed. These settings are retained even after power is 
removed from the unit.

The Router is programmed by sending it MIDI System Exclusive 
messages. This can be done in a few different ways. MIDI Solutions 
Programming Tools is a program for Windows that creates a Standard 
MIDI File containing System Exclusive messages from settings you 
select. To program the Router, simply play this MIDI File into it 
once. The Router will retain these settings even after power is 
removed. If your platform is not Windows, this Standard MIDI File can 
be copied to a disk and played it into the Router from a Mac, or any 
other Standard MIDI File player. If you don't have access to a 
Windows machine, you can create these System Exclusive messages 
yourself using any sequencer with System Exclusive editing 
capabilities - complete instructions describing how to create these 
messages are included. Or, if you would rather not program the unit 
yourself, we can preprogram it to your specification for a $20 fee 
(please allow an additional week for delivery of preprogrammed 
products).

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://www.midisolutions.com/prodrte.htm)


The Router is MIDI-powered and requires no batteries or power supply 
to operate. A MIDI indicator LED lights up when the product is 
powered and flashes when MIDI data passes through it."

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > save style changing / marketing
> ...
> 
> 
> I understand your frustrations with this problem and I know that a 
> workaround is not what you want for an answer. I cannot help you, 
> but I can offer you the smallest (approx$300USD) work-around I can 
> think of because of your stated space limitations...
> 
> A company called http://www.midisolutions.com makes very small 
little 
> black boxes which can be programmed to do any midi function. In 
your 
> case you could program it to strip out midi SysEx messages, since 
> this type of message is the suspected culprit (in my opinion).
> 
> Price for such a custom box...approx $300.
> Size for such a custom box...approx 2"x1"x4" from what I remember.
> 
> sorry I cannot do better,
> frenchy

| 4867|4819|2002-03-18 14:25:53|zensufikabala|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 15 March 2002 04:51, dayv5000 wrote:
> > > > update, based on original sourcecode from Japan. I mean, we 

all

> > > > know it isn't so hard to get IT-folks on it..
> > > > Am i right on this? Or is it so much more complicated as a 

just

> > > > stated?
> > >
> > > Dunno, but I'd be happy to join the team. :)
> >
> > I'd be happy to be your creative director.
> >
> > Robert! Grid mode! Now!
> 
> Okay, have it in half an hour. ;)
> Man, would I like to see the source code... and change it!
> 
> - Robert

Write your own. ;)

zensufi
| 4868|4868|2002-03-18 16:43:01|ricksnel200|external gear|
I just bought the novation nova and my question is:
how can I let the RS7000 record the knob-movements from my novation?
I've tried some midi-setup samples from the FAQ list but I still 
don't understand it!
The RS7000 has cutoff cc 074 and the nova cc 105.
| 4869|4868|2002-03-19 01:47:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: external gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ricksnel200" wrote:

> > The RS7000 has cutoff cc 074 and the nova cc 105.

What exactly is it you don´t understand. When you record playing on 
your Nova and turning knobs, the RS should record all knob-movements 
off the Nova, as long as the Nova sends knob-movements as CC...
| 4870|4819|2002-03-19 02:24:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Virus C|
On Monday 18 March 2002 22:25, zensufikabala wrote:

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://www.midisolutions.com/


>
> > Okay, have it in half an hour. ;)
> > Man, would I like to see the source code... and change it!
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Write your own. ;)

Okay, get me the RS hardware specs then. ;)

- Robert
| 4871|4850|2002-03-19 02:36:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: using an Akai format sample CD with the RS-7000???|
On Friday 15 March 2002 17:33, sensualemporer wrote:

> I have a poopload of Akai format sample CDs.
> Can I use these CDs with the RS-7000 if I get a SCSI-2 CD drive?

You can load individual samples from AKAI S-1000 format sample CDs 
into the RS, but not whole programs in one go. See the FAQ for a 
number of supported CDROM drives, although that list is not complete. 
In most cases any SCSI CDROM drive will do, provided you have the 
correct cables. 

But be aware that it is not guaranteed that every CDROM drive will 
work, so if possible, try before you buy.

- Robert
| 4872|4872|2002-03-19 04:49:16|Robert van der Kamp|Rick, give me a working emai address|
This message is for Rick (rickysad76@yahoo.com), who sent me a 
private email. Rick, I can't answer the mail because my reply is 
bounced by Yahoo saying your account no longer exists.

- Robert
| 4873|4868|2002-03-19 05:58:21|sensualemporer|Re: external gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "ricksnel200" wrote:
> > > The RS7000 has cutoff cc 074 and the nova cc 105.
> 
> What exactly is it you don´t understand. When you record playing on 
> your Nova and turning knobs, the RS should record all knob-

movements 

> off the Nova, as long as the Nova sends knob-movements as CC...

...or NRPN or RPN...
| 4874|4868|2002-03-19 06:10:00|sensualemporer|Re: external gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ricksnel200" wrote:

> I just bought the novation nova and my question is:
> how can I let the RS7000 record the knob-movements from my novation?
> I've tried some midi-setup samples from the FAQ list but I still 
> don't understand it!
> The RS7000 has cutoff cc 074 and the nova cc 105.

start simple, like a troubleshooter...

1)novation midi out -> rs7000 midi in
2) turn a knob on the novation
3) does the midi in light on the rs7000 flash?

if yes, you can record at this point and see what you get. what next?
if no, I'd pass the novation output to midi-ox and see if it's 
outputting anything when you turn a knob...then you will know if the 
problem is with the novation or the rs7000. In the long, long, long 
term, I find midi-ox an indespensible troubleshooting tool for 
moments when you need to verify if some gear is behaving as expected.

frenchy
| 4875|4875|2002-03-19 07:44:53|firefly289ab|Midi Synch Issues|
Don't know if I posted this or not, but if I did, sorry, however, I 
wanted to add. "my desire is to have Sonar as the master, keyboard 
in and out to PC, keyboard THRU to RS7000 so I can addand build to my 
mix as I go with the RS. With this set up, it allows me to use giga 
sampler and midi and build up from there. When you get to the part 
(below) about this set-up, you'll see that I'm having a problem as 
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for some reason my keyboard triggers the RS7000 sounds (via the 
thru), wondering how to turn that off. Thanks again.

firefly289ab@yahoo.com

Not sure how to go about this but I have some problems.

Right now, I have my pc in/out midi to my key board with the THRU 
going from the keys to the RS. I'm having a nightmare getting 
anything to sync.

While I can have the RS slave somewhat to Sonar via the keyboard 
THRU, everytime I hit a key on the keyboard (not the RS, but a 
keyboard), it plays a note from the RS, usally a drum note. My 
question is how do I stop this?

I also tried having the RS be the master, but SONAR would not 
recognize the MMC I guess.

Also, I tried using the in/out (midi) on the RS7000 and the THRU to 
the keyboard, but whenever there was a pattern on track 1 (RS7000), 
it somehow caused the keyboard to play a variety of notes. Same 
problem on reversed I guess.

My goals are:

One:ACID to create drum tracks over the synched RS7000, wanting to 
add the files after laying down a performance of patches and changes 
in real time via the RS7000.

AND/OR

Synch to SONAR and have the keyboard and RS keep in synch to, they 
don't have to sycnh all the time in realtime really, as this is a 
production issue.

Also tried OUT from PC, in to keyboard, out from keyboard IN to 
RS7000, OUT RS to input PC. This didn't seem to work either. Later 
today, I will try OUT PC to IN RS, out RS in KEYS, OUT keys, in PC 
and see if that works. I have my outs on both hardware pieces, 
including gigasample outs, all separate and mixed on a a mixer, so 
analog/digital is not a factor. My problems are midi related.

And then there's Gigasampler��(sigh) which I need my KEYBOARD to 
control the guitar samples.

I ask all this as these are production issues, not musican issues, 
sometime soon down the road, I'm going to have to SMPTE this to 
picture, so I'm trying to get a jump on everything.

THANKS FOR YOU TIME.

Also, when I generate MIDI TIME CODE from ACID 3.0 using the SF 
virtual driver, the RS does NOT respond, it responds only to Acid 
when acid generates Midi clock. With SONAR, it seems to repond but 
only when SONARS is going to the keyboard and the THRU from the 
keyboard is into the RS. Strange. I need help.

Thanks.
| 4876|4842|2002-03-19 12:19:17|arveyman|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
It's an itty bitty more expensive mate: 229 USD + shipping...

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> The company you mentioned, Midi Solutions, makes a box called "The 
> Router" which can be programmed to filter out sysex. It costs $149 
> US. 
> 
> Check it out: 
> (from http://www.midisolutions.com/prodrte.htm)
> 
> "The MIDI Solutions Router is a 1-in 2-out MIDI data router/filter. 
> Selected ranges of MIDI data may be routed to either, both, or 
> neither of the outputs. The Router also allows this data to be 
> rechannelized to any other MIDI channel. Selectable data types 
> include Note, Pressure Controller, Program Change, Pitch Bend, and 
> System messages. A special Keyboard range data type allows Notes to 
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> be split into ranges with all other channel messages sent to both 
> ranges. Settings are stored in a most recent setting priority 
format, 
> allowing virtually any type of routing, filtering, or keyboard 
split 
> to be performed. These settings are retained even after power is 
> removed from the unit.
> 
> The Router is programmed by sending it MIDI System Exclusive 
> messages. This can be done in a few different ways. MIDI Solutions 
> Programming Tools is a program for Windows that creates a Standard 
> MIDI File containing System Exclusive messages from settings you 
> select. To program the Router, simply play this MIDI File into it 
> once. The Router will retain these settings even after power is 
> removed. If your platform is not Windows, this Standard MIDI File 
can 
> be copied to a disk and played it into the Router from a Mac, or 
any 
> other Standard MIDI File player. If you don't have access to a 
> Windows machine, you can create these System Exclusive messages 
> yourself using any sequencer with System Exclusive editing 
> capabilities - complete instructions describing how to create these 
> messages are included. Or, if you would rather not program the unit 
> yourself, we can preprogram it to your specification for a $20 fee 
> (please allow an additional week for delivery of preprogrammed 
> products).
> 
> The Router is MIDI-powered and requires no batteries or power 
supply 
> to operate. A MIDI indicator LED lights up when the product is 
> powered and flashes when MIDI data passes through it."

| 4877|4842|2002-03-19 14:17:45|megons|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
Arveyman, I'm afraid you're mistaken -

The router is $149.00 US and $229.00 CAN respectively.

http://www.midisolutions.com/ordering.htm

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> It's an itty bitty more expensive mate: 229 USD + shipping...
> 
> 
> Arv
>

| 4878|4819|2002-03-19 16:20:46|zensufikabala|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 18 March 2002 22:25, zensufikabala wrote:
> >
> > > Okay, have it in half an hour. ;)
> > > Man, would I like to see the source code... and change it!
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > Write your own. ;)
> 
> Okay, get me the RS hardware specs then. ;)
> 
> - Robert

Yeah, that's a problem, but you can write the top level (a virtual 
RSxk) first and the hardware dependent parts later when you 'obtain' 
the specs. One way to get the HW specs is to have an EE who knows 
about these things tear one up for you and write you a rough 
schematic. (I've also seen a list of specs from a clearinghouse for 
specs for musical equipment a long time ago.) The standard way to 
get the hardware specs is to reverse engineer some thing. Take it 
apart and interface it to a PC via a circuit board tester. Then you 
can feed signals into the bus or directly into the processor to see 
what the sequencer does. 

I wrote a sequencer in assembler for a grad/sen level HW course I 
took at UOM. Essentially, I found a sketchy schematic for a cheapo 
which I then took apart and had my prof kinda verify the one was 
probably for the other (and fill me in on the timing details of the 
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chips involved) and then wrote my code to the schematic. But, you 
really don't want to do it this way. Too many holes. Too much 
work. Do it top down in C++ on a PC first or reverse engineer it on 
a first class board tester. 

zsk
| 4879|4879|2002-03-19 16:46:56|flatron7000|So far we don't know |
Reply Email
from www.yamaha.de 

So far we don't know about a plan of updating the OS System of RS7000.
But we are surely collecting the customer comments and passing them 
to the
engineers in Japan to consider for any update or next model.

Please accept that we can not confirm or comment about updates this 
moment.
But as RS7000 is expected to have longer lifecycle, we from the 
European
distribution and sales side as well hope to improve this model 
someday.
Wish you good luck with RS.

Best regards
YAMAHA Europa GmbH
Siemensstr. 22-34, D-25462 Rellingen

Please be noticed that we just released 3 new SmartMedia cards (from 
Germany)
containing each 20 new pattern.
Contact your dealer if you are interested.

flyer 3 new SmartMedia cards go to: http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
| 4880|4880|2002-03-19 19:15:35|retrobeats|Where does my sample go?|
Dumb ? Maybe.

sample from my RS 7000 ins, shows up as sample 001. Great.

However, where does it go? I try to find to place in my pattern but 
can not find it. The only way to find it is to slice the sample.

thanks
| 4881|4881|2002-03-19 19:20:33|Dennis DeSantis|RS7000 for sale. Mint, barely used.|
Folks,

I'm selling my RS7000 on ebay. I realized after about 6 hours of use that
I'm really just much happier working in software.

This unit is in absolutely pristine condition and has all accessories and
original packaging. The plastic is still on the screen.

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?MfcISAPICommand=ViewItem&item=852911623

Thanks,
Dennis DeSantis
| 4882|4819|2002-03-20 00:40:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Virus C|
I doubt if the dedicated yamaha chips in the RS can be reverse 
engineered.

- Robert

On Tuesday 19 March 2002 23:03, zensufikabala wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Monday 18 March 2002 22:25, zensufikabala wrote:
> > > > Okay, have it in half an hour. ;)
> > > > Man, would I like to see the source code... and change it!
> > > >
> > > > - Robert
> > >
> > > Write your own. ;)
> >
> > Okay, get me the RS hardware specs then. ;)
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Yeah, that's a problem, but you can write the top level (a virtual
> RSxk) first and the hardware dependent parts later when you
> 'obtain' the specs. One way to get the HW specs is to have an EE

http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?MfcISAPICommand=ViewItem&item=852911623


> who knows about these things tear one up for you and write you a
> rough schematic. (I've also seen a list of specs from a
> clearinghouse for specs for musical equipment a long time ago.) 
> The standard way to get the hardware specs is to reverse engineer
> some thing. Take it apart and interface it to a PC via a circuit
> board tester. Then you can feed signals into the bus or directly
> into the processor to see what the sequencer does.
>
> I wrote a sequencer in assembler for a grad/sen level HW course I
> took at UOM. Essentially, I found a sketchy schematic for a cheapo
> which I then took apart and had my prof kinda verify the one was
> probably for the other (and fill me in on the timing details of the
> chips involved) and then wrote my code to the schematic. But, you
> really don't want to do it this way. Too many holes. Too much
> work. Do it top down in C++ on a PC first or reverse engineer it
> on a first class board tester.
>
> zsk
>
>
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| 4883|4819|2002-03-20 02:19:59|olafmol2002|Re: Virus C|
this discussion isn't serious isn't it? ;)

ask the typhoon guys how much fun it is to reverse engineer an OS and 
that was only for a relative simple sampler ;)

Olaf
| 4884|4879|2002-03-20 02:23:39|olafmol2002|Re: So far we don't know|
wahaha....so there you have it...rather releasing preset patterns 
than making an OS update....

i give up.....standard reply..... no OS update for the RS7000 for sure

Olaf
| 4885|4842|2002-03-20 02:55:12|arveyman|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
Oops.. Sorry! Wasn't looking correctly!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> Arveyman, I'm afraid you're mistaken -
> 
> The router is $149.00 US and $229.00 CAN respectively.
> 
> http://www.midisolutions.com/ordering.htm
> 
> michel
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

http://us.click.yahoo.com/BgmYkB/VovDAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> > It's an itty bitty more expensive mate: 229 USD + shipping...
> > 
> > 
> > Arv
> >

| 4886|4756|2002-03-20 03:02:42|bookrs7k|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
forgive me for asking but what's the point of doing this?
if you want the induvidual sample hits on pads you would just put 
them there, and program the padplay in the Rs sequencer, why would 
you want the rexfile midi information, what use is it in the rs. if i 
sound like i don't know what i'm talking about its' because i don't. 
thats why i'm asking-

peace- book
| 4887|4868|2002-03-20 04:10:38|Ian Vine|Re: external gear|
Make sure the nova is set to output knob movements.
Somewhere in the global menu. 

One thing to watch out for is Novation chose to use
cc11 (expression) as Osc 1 fine tune, which can cause
some interesting results.

IanV

--- ricksnel200 wrote:

I just bought the novation nova and my question
is:

how can I let the RS7000 record the knob-movements
from my novation?

I've tried some midi-setup samples from the FAQ list
but I still 

don't understand it!

The RS7000 has cutoff cc 074 and the nova cc 105.
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| 4888|4819|2002-03-20 04:17:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Virus C|
On Wednesday 20 March 2002 10:19, olafmol2002 wrote:

> this discussion isn't serious isn't it? ;)
>
> ask the typhoon guys how much fun it is to reverse engineer an OS
> and that was only for a relative simple sampler ;)

No worries, this isn't serious.
But with the current OS sources I could make some nice changes for 
sure. :)

- Robert
| 4889|4880|2002-03-20 09:51:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Where does my sample go?|
On Wednesday 20 March 2002 03:15, retrobeats wrote:

> Dumb ? Maybe.
>
> sample from my RS 7000 ins, shows up as sample 001. Great.
>
> However, where does it go? I try to find to place in my pattern
> but can not find it. The only way to find it is to slice the
> sample.

When starting a sample process, that sample is stored in a sample 
voice. The actual sample voice to be used can be set in the Mixer 
page *before* you start sampling. Its similar to selecting a synth 
voice.

Depending on the sample mode selected, the RS will or will not insert 
a midi note event in your track that triggers the sample.

- Robert
| 4890|4875|2002-03-20 10:06:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Midi Synch Issues|
On Tuesday 19 March 2002 15:44, firefly289ab wrote:



> Don't know if I posted this or not, but if I did, sorry, however, I
> wanted to add. "my desire is to have Sonar as the master, keyboard
> in and out to PC, keyboard THRU to RS7000 so I can addand build to
> my mix as I go with the RS. With this set up, it allows me to use
> giga sampler and midi and build up from there. When you get to the
> part (below) about this set-up, you'll see that I'm having a
> problem as for some reason my keyboard triggers the RS7000 sounds
> (via the thru), wondering how to turn that off. Thanks again.
>
> firefly289ab@yahoo.com
>
> Not sure how to go about this but I have some problems.
>
> Right now, I have my pc in/out midi to my key board with the THRU
> going from the keys to the RS. I'm having a nightmare getting
> anything to sync.
>
> While I can have the RS slave somewhat to Sonar via the keyboard
> THRU, everytime I hit a key on the keyboard (not the RS, but a
> keyboard), it plays a note from the RS, usally a drum note. My
> question is how do I stop this?

Most likely, your keyboard and the RS are listening to the same MIDI 
channel(s). If you only want to trigger the keyboard or RS via a 
certain MIDI channel, simply make sure that the other device doesn't 
produce any audio by disabling the reception of midi events for that 
channel. In case of the RS, you could switch the TG off for that 
track (in the Setup page).

- Robert
| 4891|4756|2002-03-20 10:09:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: REX Files. Anyone transferred the individual slices?|
On Wednesday 20 March 2002 11:02, bookrs7k wrote:

> forgive me for asking but what's the point of doing this?
> if you want the induvidual sample hits on pads you would just put
> them there, and program the padplay in the Rs sequencer, why would
> you want the rexfile midi information, what use is it in the rs. if
> i sound like i don't know what i'm talking about its' because i
> don't. thats why i'm asking-

The reason is that the rexfile midi info holds precise midi timing to 
reproduce the original loop, before it was sliced. Especially when a 
drum loop as a certain swing or other timing, the generated midi file 
is essential to reproduce the timing, by triggering the sliced 
samples at exactly the same time as found in the original unsliced 
loop.

- Robert
| 4892|4892|2002-03-20 12:09:01|synthe. labo|new mp3s|
hello,
4 brand new tracks of mine at http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo :
'meccano', 'faith mouse 4', 'collision', 'highposition rmx'

'meccano'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2289/2289302.html
live track, adjusted in soundforge later; rs7k for all the rythm sounds, 
sequencing; nord mod and fs1-r for synth sounds

'faith mouse 4'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2289/2289236.html
samples and loops with rs7k, some breaks from electribe S, nord mod
synth sounds; everything assembled in fruity loops

'collision'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2287/2287728.html
live track again, soundforge editing later; completely rs7k sounds, also
the bass one (some ambient ones triggered on nord mod); global v-dist on
every bit; looped parts on echoplex

'highposition rmx'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2287/2287757.html
a mixture between samples and breaks on rs7k, on electribe S, and on
fruity loops; nord mod synth sounds.

every track at
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

if you listen, feedback really appreciated

ciao-marco

mailto:firefly289ab@yahoo.com
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2289/2289302.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2289/2289236.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2287/2287728.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2287/2287757.html
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_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 4893|4893|2002-03-20 13:12:05|firefly289ab|DIFFERENCE RS7000 and MOTIF|
ok, I know this may seem dumb but I have a RS7000 and was wondering, 
what is the difference?

Does the Motif have the same drum functions, ala loop and filters as 
the RS7000. I ask as I was watching the demo video (MOTIF) and 
noticed that a few sequences/patterns where identical to the RS7000 
demo patches.

Can you load the files such as meat and potatoes to the RS7000?
Since the RS700o is really new too, I'm wondering why we don't see 
the support for it the same as with motif...ala lots of new files, 
sequencers, etc, etc.

Thanks
| 4894|4879|2002-03-20 13:33:42|flesk_bruno|Re: So far we don't know|
I like their answer...

> Wish you good luck with RS.

I guess we're gonna need it if we want major OS updates.
| 4895|4879|2002-03-20 13:42:27|flesk_bruno|Re: So far we don't know|
If 150 users on this list give 1 Euro we can buy the preset 
patterns... :)

Now, if 150 users on this list give 1 Euro, would they make a major 
OS release? :)

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> wahaha....so there you have it...rather releasing preset patterns 
> than making an OS update....
> 
> i give up.....standard reply..... no OS update for the RS7000 for 
sure
> 
> Olaf

| 4896|4879|2002-03-20 13:55:35|retrobeats|Re: So far we don't know|
Where can we buy these patterns, anyone know?

peace

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> If 150 users on this list give 1 Euro we can buy the preset 
> patterns... :)
> 
> Now, if 150 users on this list give 1 Euro, would they make a major 
> OS release? :)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> > wahaha....so there you have it...rather releasing preset patterns 
> > than making an OS update....
> > 
> > i give up.....standard reply..... no OS update for the RS7000 for 
> sure
> > 
> > Olaf

| 4897|4879|2002-03-20 14:10:06|simon leclerc|Re: So far we don't know|
Yamaha is acting exactly like all big multinational who
are only interested in making money on short term period
instead of assuring a long term relationship with their clients.

From now i'm going with smaller more human oriented
companies even if i have to pay a little bit more, in
the long run i'll probably pay less: like Waldorf (already have the XT),
Clavia, Novation, Access. For the rest, i'll buy used instruments
that have made it in the long run.

It's now obvious they don't have plans for major updates.

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


And when they finally realise their mistake and go ahead
with a new OS, it'll be too late.

-- Simon

on 3/20/02 3:33 PM, flesk_bruno at bruno.carlos@algarve.org wrote:

> I like their answer...
> 
>> Wish you good luck with RS.
> 
> I guess we're gonna need it if we want major OS updates.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 4898|4898|2002-03-20 15:39:42|jeffkissinger|Waldorf Micro Q Synth |
whoever is interested, I am getting rid of my micro Q keyboard due to 
lack of space in my setup, which works really good with the RS7000 in 
multi mode, new/mint with box and manual. 1000$ 

Is anyone using a fizmo with their RS? I recently got a fiz and it 
is the funnest synth to record long weird sequences with the Rs7000. 
all the NRPN messages are sent out and every weird little 
noise/nuance gets recorder into the rs, very fun......

Thanks------Jeff--------------
| 4899|4879|2002-03-20 15:50:42|retrobeats|Re: So far we don't know|
Not sure about that. Yamaha products usally have a long shelf life, 
unless they revamp the RS7000 entirely, I think we'll see major OS 
upgrades. Products such as these are work horses and it's by far 
superior to the MPC series of products.

I think for next year, we'll see many of these functions on the Motif 
series, and hopefully, some sort of pitch bend wheel or OS function 
that makes bending easier (i use the pitch knob know, correct?)

Also, I noticed yet another link for the presets, still, I haven't 
received a email from them (yamaha.de) and I can not find a link on 
how to purchase these. If someone knows, please advise.

Thanks.

--- In RS7000@y..., "flatron7000" wrote:
> Reply Email
> from www.yamaha.de 
> 
> So far we don't know about a plan of updating the OS System of 
RS7000.
> But we are surely collecting the customer comments and passing them 
> to the

mailto:bruno.carlos@algarve.org
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> engineers in Japan to consider for any update or next model.
> 
> Please accept that we can not confirm or comment about updates this 
> moment.
> But as RS7000 is expected to have longer lifecycle, we from the 
> European
> distribution and sales side as well hope to improve this model 
> someday.
> Wish you good luck with RS.
> 
> Best regards
> YAMAHA Europa GmbH
> Siemensstr. 22-34, D-25462 Rellingen
> 
> Please be noticed that we just released 3 new SmartMedia cards 
(from 
> Germany)
> containing each 20 new pattern.
> Contact your dealer if you are interested.
> 
> flyer 3 new SmartMedia cards go to: 
http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/

| 4900|4900|2002-03-20 17:12:24|starethrough|RS7000 effects modulation?|
Hi there, 
I have posted this question before but no one has answered it:
Can the parameters for the effects be manipulated in real time?
for instance, can you tweak delay feedback, distortion feedback, 
reverb time,etc, in real time with knob movements and then record the 
movements? If so, how? via sysex? I can't find anything in the 
manual. I know that you can record the amount of effect that goes to a 
track via the "variation" effect, but what about the individual effect 
parameters? If this is not possible, thats sort of weak for a 
machine released in 2001 (IMO). My ASR-X could do this with amazing 
results. Thanks,
Mike
| 4901|4879|2002-03-20 23:12:30|wasted/su700fan|Re: So far we don't know|
Highly unlikely. Hate to be pessimistic, but I will believe it when I
actually see the OS file and flash it to my RS7k. We asked for basic
bugfixes/annoyance fixes and minor updates for the SU700 & RM1x from the
usergroups and Yamahaha Japan turns a blind eye. On to make the next
new hyped killer product. Only smaller companies like Access, etc. care
about their userbase enough to actually listen to and implement
suggestions that their users make. It took a new generation of gear and
enough complaints just for Yamaha to finally listen to us and implement
Flash ROM updates instead of ROM chip pulling. Access and other
companies have been doing that for over 5 years now.

Thing is, now that they've done that, they know us users expect more out
of them now that the hardware cost (i.e. sending out EPROM chips) is no
longer a part of the picture. Like actual updates and new features from
the OS. I mean, with the SU700, since it is SUPPOSED to be a live
performance machine, you should be able to switch between songs without
stopping the sequencer, right? All samples are loaded into RAM so it
should be almost seamless. No such luck. So much for live performance
without backup gear for transitions.

Hello Yamaha are you listening? Anybody there? Anybody? You've
already gotten over $3000 US since 1994 by me buying your gear. Thank
goodness I traded up a lot of stuff and didn't pay full cost for
everything new I bought. How about taking some of your users'
suggestions and implementing them for a change like Access and the like
do. You'd have much more satisfied customers for the long run and we'd
be more likely to refer you to other users. The only reason I've stuck
with Yamaha this long is because their UI is easier to me than Roland's
limited 3 LED or 2 small 14 character lines display screens are.

(Rant off!)

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: retrobeats [mailto:retrobeats@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2002 5:47 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: So far we don't know

http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:retrobeats@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Not sure about that. Yamaha products usally have a long shelf life, 
unless they revamp the RS7000 entirely, I think we'll see major OS 
upgrades. Products such as these are work horses and it's by far 
superior to the MPC series of products.

I think for next year, we'll see many of these functions on the Motif 
series, and hopefully, some sort of pitch bend wheel or OS function 
that makes bending easier (i use the pitch knob know, correct?)

Also, I noticed yet another link for the presets, still, I haven't 
received a email from them (yamaha.de) and I can not find a link on 
how to purchase these. If someone knows, please advise.

Thanks.
| 4902|4879|2002-03-20 23:41:52|simon leclerc|Re: So far we don't know|
I hear you man. Could be a good idea to put
this comment on motifator as well.

on 3/21/02 1:12 AM, wasted/su700fan at su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

> Highly unlikely. Hate to be pessimistic, but I will believe it when I
> actually see the OS file and flash it to my RS7k. We asked for basic
> bugfixes/annoyance fixes and minor updates for the SU700 & RM1x from the
> usergroups and Yamahaha Japan turns a blind eye. On to make the next
> new hyped killer product. Only smaller companies like Access, etc. care
> about their userbase enough to actually listen to and implement
> suggestions that their users make. It took a new generation of gear and
> enough complaints just for Yamaha to finally listen to us and implement
> Flash ROM updates instead of ROM chip pulling. Access and other
> companies have been doing that for over 5 years now.
> 
> Thing is, now that they've done that, they know us users expect more out
> of them now that the hardware cost (i.e. sending out EPROM chips) is no
> longer a part of the picture. Like actual updates and new features from
> the OS. I mean, with the SU700, since it is SUPPOSED to be a live
> performance machine, you should be able to switch between songs without
> stopping the sequencer, right? All samples are loaded into RAM so it
> should be almost seamless. No such luck. So much for live performance
> without backup gear for transitions.
> 
> Hello Yamaha are you listening? Anybody there? Anybody? You've
> already gotten over $3000 US since 1994 by me buying your gear. Thank
> goodness I traded up a lot of stuff and didn't pay full cost for
> everything new I bought. How about taking some of your users'
> suggestions and implementing them for a change like Access and the like
> do. You'd have much more satisfied customers for the long run and we'd
> be more likely to refer you to other users. The only reason I've stuck
> with Yamaha this long is because their UI is easier to me than Roland's
> limited 3 LED or 2 small 14 character lines display screens are.
> 
> (Rant off!)

| 4903|4842|2002-03-21 01:40:10|headtrik|Re: Style changes/MIDI filter (was New RS7000 Demo patterns)|
I hear ya, it's a pain in the ass that you have to accomodate for an 
oversight on Yamaha's part. BUT there are chaep simple alternatives. 
I bought a USED midi thru box for 40$. It has 8 Midi thrus on it, 
plenty for most setups. Also, you could buy any cheap ass old drum 
machine, I've seen really old drum machines on ebay for $50. Then you 
just send a clock to all your machines from a blank pattern, or 
several blank patterns for different tempos. Less than a hundred 
dollars and the problems remedied. Sometimes a solution is better 
than none at all. You don't need to buy or build a flight case, if 
your just lugging around a simple old drum machine, and thru box 
(tiny by the way) and some extra cables, just throw them in a laptop 
bag, and wear it while you cary your cases into the venue. This is 
what I do with my electribe. 1 trip in and I'm done.
| 4904|4819|2002-03-21 04:44:56|tomfinegan|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:

> this discussion isn't serious isn't it? ;)
> 
> ask the typhoon guys how much fun it is to reverse engineer an OS 

and 

> that was only for a relative simple sampler ;)
> 
> Olaf

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net


But how difficult would it be to design our own hardware sequencer, 
when you use standard DSP´s from Motorola/Intel and other standard 
components?

--Tom
| 4905|4879|2002-03-21 04:55:58|tomfinegan|Re: So far we don't know|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> Yamaha is acting exactly like all big multinational who
> are only interested in making money on short term period
> instead of assuring a long term relationship with their clients.

Thank you, but Roland, Korg are not much better and i don´t know any 
other company which does such a good quality hardware sequencer like 
Yamaha did with their QYxxx and RM1x, RS7000. 
MPC from Akai is not an even comparable alternative. I will stick 
with the RS, maybe upgrade with a QY700, but for sure i won´t buy a 
RS9000 or something like this.

> From now i'm going with smaller more human oriented
> companies even if i have to pay a little bit more, in
> the long run i'll probably pay less: like Waldorf (already have the 

XT),

> Clavia, Novation, Access. 

Oh yeah, i love that NL3 and that new Q+ with analogue 
filter...THAT´s an update...###drool###

For the rest, i'll buy used instruments

> that have made it in the long run.

> It's now obvious they don't have plans for major updates.
> And when they finally realise their mistake and go ahead
> with a new OS, it'll be too late.

That doesn´t mean that the RS is not inoperable without a new OS-
update, it´s simply not THE hardware sequencer. It is still usable 
and a good product. 

Tom
| 4906|4900|2002-03-21 05:03:38|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 effects modulation?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "starethrough" wrote:

> Hi there, 
> I have posted this question before but no one has answered it:
> Can the parameters for the effects be manipulated in real time?
> for instance, can you tweak delay feedback, distortion feedback, 
> reverb time,etc, in real time with knob movements and then record 

the 

> movements? If so, how? via sysex? 

No CC. If i remember correctly i recorded knob-movements i did to the 
delay-feedback parameter a while ago on a song. Worked like a charm.

Tom
| 4907|4819|2002-03-21 06:13:29|olafmol2002|Re: Virus C|

> But how difficult would it be to design our own hardware sequencer, 
> when you use standard DSP´s from Motorola/Intel and other standard 
> components?
> 
> --Tom

VERY difficult...it's not so much the DSP programming i think, but 
more the interface building.....the best option would be to try and 
convince an existing company like elektron, novation or Access to 
build an MPC4000/RS7000 killer...i think elektron might be a good 
starting point as they already have experience with building a TR 
grid like sequencer, sample and synth engines with their 
machinedrum...

Olaf
| 4908|4908|2002-03-21 09:39:01|musikusdee|lost my orig pattern|
hallo music friends,
my sm crd lost the orig pattern. can someone send me the orig ones 



please to this adress. ddelissen@aol.com
thanks in advance.
mr. dee

www.svenwest.com
| 4909|4908|2002-03-21 09:43:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lost my orig pattern|
On Thursday 21 March 2002 17:38, musikusdee wrote:

> hallo music friends,
> my sm crd lost the orig pattern. can someone send me the orig ones
> please to this adress. ddelissen@aol.com
> thanks in advance.
> mr. dee

You'll find them on the cdrom.

- Robert
| 4910|4910|2002-03-21 10:13:47|sean mccarrick|SCSI wont mount|
Hi,

I'm just after purchasing a scsi disk and card for my
pc so I can import/export files to/from the rs.

When I installed the drive, I had to configure it as
removable to see it in explorer. Im using win98 btw.
This seemed to wrok anyway, as I can transfer files
between the scsi and ide drive on my machine.

I followed the instructions in the manual.
And when I went to SCSI settings on the rs, I could
see the drive there, ie seagate or whatever.
I could also change the scsi id and the mount id in
the settings but it wont mount the partition as what
the manual states.

The drive is connected to the card by a 5 way cable
that is terminated at the end.
The drive is not connected to the first of the 5
connectors.

I also read the faq, which stated not to access the
drive simultaneously with the pc.
Which I did.
So now the scsi drive and card are next to useless as
I primarily bought them for the rs to import samples
etc.

Can anyone help?
Thanx in advance
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards�
http://movies.yahoo.com/
| 4911|4910|2002-03-21 10:37:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI wont mount|
On Thursday 21 March 2002 18:13, sean mccarrick wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I'm just after purchasing a scsi disk and card for my
> pc so I can import/export files to/from the rs.
>
> When I installed the drive, I had to configure it as
> removable to see it in explorer. Im using win98 btw.
> This seemed to wrok anyway, as I can transfer files
> between the scsi and ide drive on my machine.
>
> I followed the instructions in the manual.
> And when I went to SCSI settings on the rs, I could
> see the drive there, ie seagate or whatever.
> I could also change the scsi id and the mount id in
> the settings but it wont mount the partition as what
> the manual states.
>
> The drive is connected to the card by a 5 way cable
> that is terminated at the end.
> The drive is not connected to the first of the 5

mailto:ddelissen@aol.com
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http://movies.yahoo.com/


> connectors.
>
> I also read the faq, which stated not to access the
> drive simultaneously with the pc.
> Which I did.
> So now the scsi drive and card are next to useless as
> I primarily bought them for the rs to import samples
> etc.

Possibly a terminating problem.
But first make sure that your scsi drive, your scsi card and the RS 
all have different scsi ID numbers.

Then, connect the drive to the card and terminate the drive (there 
should be a jumper switch that allows this), since the drive is one 
end of the scsi chain.

Next, connect the RS to the scsi card.

BTW, always connect scsi stuff when switch off!

Also, make sure you have good cables. Lots of problems are caused by 
bad cabling (e.g. when not all the pins are connected). Are the 
flatcable used in the PC and the cable used to connect the RS to the 
PC actual scsi cables?

- Robert
| 4912|4910|2002-03-21 11:55:25|Gary Gorton|Re: SCSI wont mount|
The best way to achieve transfer to SCSI is in DOS mode. Once win98 or NT/2000/XP has recognised the drive you can forget any reliable wrting to it from the RS.
Reading is achievable as long as no PC applications are accessing the drive. You will find that switching thr RS off and on once or twice will suddenly let you read files
from the SCSI but BEWARE it may say it's written and the filenames you saved may well show up on the RS but the next time you look they're gone. So do it in DOS!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2002 5:37 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI wont mount

On Thursday 21 March 2002 18:13, sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi,
>
> I'm just after purchasing a scsi disk and card for my
> pc so I can import/export files to/from the rs.
>
> When I installed the drive, I had to configure it as
> removable to see it in explorer. Im using win98 btw.
> This seemed to wrok anyway, as I can transfer files
> between the scsi and ide drive on my machine.
>
> I followed the instructions in the manual.
> And when I went to SCSI settings on the rs, I could
> see the drive there, ie seagate or whatever.
> I could also change the scsi id and the mount id in
> the settings but it wont mount the partition as what
> the manual states.
>
> The drive is connected to the card by a 5 way cable
> that is terminated at the end.
> The drive is not connected to the first of the 5
> connectors.
>
> I also read the faq, which stated not to access the
> drive simultaneously with the pc.
> Which I did.
> So now the scsi drive and card are next to useless as
> I primarily bought them for the rs to import samples
> etc.

Possibly a terminating problem.
But first make sure that your scsi drive, your scsi card and the RS 
all have different scsi ID numbers.

Then, connect the drive to the card and terminate the drive (there 
should be a jumper switch that allows this), since the drive is one 
end of the scsi chain.

Next, connect the RS to the scsi card.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


BTW, always connect scsi stuff when switch off!

Also, make sure you have good cables. Lots of problems are caused by 
bad cabling (e.g. when not all the pins are connected). Are the 
flatcable used in the PC and the cable used to connect the RS to the 
PC actual scsi cables?

- Robert
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| 4913|4913|2002-03-21 12:13:23|ricksnel200|connections|
My setup is:
RS 7000, Novation nova and a midi keyboard.
My previous question was how to record the knob-movements into the RS 
7000. The answer was to put the midi cable from the nova midi out 
into the RS 7000 midi in.
But the midi in was reserved for my midi keyboard, are there more 
ways to connect the midi keyboard?
| 4914|4913|2002-03-21 12:31:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: connections|
On Thursday 21 March 2002 20:13, ricksnel200 wrote:

> My setup is:
> RS 7000, Novation nova and a midi keyboard.
> My previous question was how to record the knob-movements into the
> RS 7000. The answer was to put the midi cable from the nova midi
> out into the RS 7000 midi in.
> But the midi in was reserved for my midi keyboard, are there more
> ways to connect the midi keyboard?

The 'official' way would be:

keyboard -> RS midi in
RS midi out -> Novation midi in

But this setup, indeed, blocks the RS input for anything else but the 
keyboard. So solve this problem you need a midi merge box that 
accepts multiple inputs, mixes them and sends the mixed signal to one 
midi output., resulting in the following setup:

keyboard -> mergebox input 1
novation output -> mergebox input 2
mergebox output -> RS input
RS output -> novation input

Instead of a mergebox you could try a cheaper midi switch box, but 
this limits you to either keyboard or novation input, not both 
together.

- Robert

- Robert
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- Robert
| 4915|4913|2002-03-21 12:37:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: connections|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ricksnel200" wrote:

> My setup is:
> RS 7000, Novation nova and a midi keyboard.
> My previous question was how to record the knob-movements into the 

RS 

> 7000. The answer was to put the midi cable from the nova midi out 
> into the RS 7000 midi in.
> But the midi in was reserved for my midi keyboard, are there more 
> ways to connect the midi keyboard?

MIDI-Keyboardout-->MIDI-mergebox(2in/1out)-->MIDIin-Nova->MIDIinRS7000

RS7000-MIDIout------>MIDI-mergebox(2in/1out)---->MIDIin-Nova
| 4916|4913|2002-03-21 12:39:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: connections|
On Thursday 21 March 2002 20:31, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>
> - Robert
>
> - Robert
>
>
> - Robert

We're having an identity problem, so please ignore. ;)

- Robert

- Robert

- Robert
| 4917|4913|2002-03-21 12:41:59|tompaulsen2002|Alternative connections|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ricksnel200" wrote:

> My setup is:
> RS 7000, Novation nova and a midi keyboard.
> My previous question was how to record the knob-movements into the 

RS 

> 7000. The answer was to put the midi cable from the nova midi out 
> into the RS 7000 midi in.
> But the midi in was reserved for my midi keyboard, are there more 
> ways to connect the midi keyboard?

or you could do it this way:

MIDI-Keyboard-->MIDImerge-->in-RS7000--->in-Nova
Nova --->MIDImerge-->in-RS7000

A little MIDImerge box you can purchase e.g. from Philip Rees. Cost 
like 20Euro or something like this.
| 4918|4913|2002-03-21 12:52:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: connections|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> We're having an identity problem, so please ignore. ;)
> 
> - Robert
> 
> - Robert
> 
> - Robert

Ha! I would say you should bypass your Lexicon G3 and don´t run your 
Outlook traffic through it...The new Lexicon Combi-Switch! Triples 
your FX-units AND your personality...:)

Sorry, i am goofing...i will get married next week...:))

Tom

Tom



Tom

Tom

Tom
| 4919|4913|2002-03-21 13:02:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: connections|
On Thursday 21 March 2002 20:52, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > We're having an identity problem, so please ignore. ;)
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Ha! I would say you should bypass your Lexicon G3 and don´t run
> your Outlook traffic through it...The new Lexicon Combi-Switch!
> Triples your FX-units AND your personality...:)
>
> Sorry, i am goofing...i will get married next week...:))

Tom Töm Tøm, behäve! ;)
| 4920|4910|2002-03-21 13:49:34|sean mccarrick|SCSI wont mount|
Hi,

I'm using win98 and my scsi card and drive have just
been installed.
I configured the drive as removable as this was the
only way I could see it in explorer.
When I go into scsi settings on the rs, I can see the
drive showing and I can change the scsi id and mount
id.
But I can't mount as stated in the manual.
And therefore I cannot use it for importing/exporting.
The drive is connected to the first connector in a 5
way cable to the card and the cable is terminated.
I also read the faq which stated not to access the
drive from the pc and the rs simultaneously, which I
did.
I can also access the drive from the pc so I know its
working.
Can anyone help
Thanks in advance.
BTW i sent this mail earlier so apolagies if it
arrives again.
Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards�
http://movies.yahoo.com/
| 4921|4819|2002-03-21 14:05:17|zensufikabala|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 20 March 2002 10:19, olafmol2002 wrote:
> > this discussion isn't serious isn't it? ;)
> >
> > ask the typhoon guys how much fun it is to reverse engineer an OS
> > and that was only for a relative simple sampler ;)
> 
> No worries, this isn't serious.
> But with the current OS sources I could make some nice changes for 
> sure. :)
> 
> - Robert

Not serious, but I wish I could afford to take one apart.
zsk

http://movies.yahoo.com/


| 4922|4819|2002-03-21 14:26:44|zensufikabala|Re: Virus C|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> > this discussion isn't serious isn't it? ;)
> > 
> > ask the typhoon guys how much fun it is to reverse engineer an OS 
> and 
> > that was only for a relative simple sampler ;)
> > 
> > Olaf
> 
> But how difficult would it be to design our own hardware sequencer, 
> when you use standard DSP´s from Motorola/Intel and other standard 
> components?
> 
> --Tom

To come up with a good interface design costs you nothing but time 
(and some neurons, maybe). Translating the design into good C++ 
simply requires you know how to code. Your first virtual machine 
will run on a PC and do nothing but traverse the function tree. Your 
second virtual machine will run on a PC pretend to playback tracks 
and import all of the standard file formats. Your third virtual 
machine will run on a PC and do everything you want that doesn't need 
DSP hardware. Your forth virtual machine will run on a PC that has 
an interface to a pro board tester and start sending signals to 
whatever DSP hardware you want to use. From here, you'll add control 
chips to the "board" for whatever supporting hardware you think your 
sequencer will use. At this point you have a "flat sequencer". 
(This is a pretty standard approach to creating embedded or realtime 
control software.) Stop here, bundle the software and try to sell it 
to someone who can deal with manufacturing, marketing, and support.

zsk
| 4923|4879|2002-03-21 14:33:58|zensufikabala|Re: So far we don't know|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> > Yamaha is acting exactly like all big multinational who
> > are only interested in making money on short term period
> > instead of assuring a long term relationship with their clients.
> Thank you, but Roland, Korg are not much better and i don´t know 

any 

> other company which does such a good quality hardware sequencer 

like 

> Yamaha did with their QYxxx and RM1x, RS7000. 
> MPC from Akai is not an even comparable alternative. I will stick 
> with the RS, maybe upgrade with a QY700, but for sure i won´t buy a 
> RS9000 or something like this.
> 
> 
> > From now i'm going with smaller more human oriented
> > companies even if i have to pay a little bit more, in
> > the long run i'll probably pay less: like Waldorf (already have 

the 

> XT),
> > Clavia, Novation, Access. 
> Oh yeah, i love that NL3 and that new Q+ with analogue 
> filter...THAT´s an update...###drool###
> 
> For the rest, i'll buy used instruments
> > that have made it in the long run.
> 
> > It's now obvious they don't have plans for major updates.
> > And when they finally realise their mistake and go ahead
> > with a new OS, it'll be too late.
> That doesn´t mean that the RS is not inoperable without a new OS-
> update, it´s simply not THE hardware sequencer. It is still usable 
> and a good product. 
> 
> Tom

I'm trying to decide whether to upgrade from rm1x+sp808 combo to an 
rs7k. You mention sticking with the rs7k and maybe upgrading to a 
qy700. Why the qy700? Next, you mention you wouldn't get a rs9000, 



which leads me to question (other than for the sound--which I can get 
by front ending the rm1x with another synth, e.g., virus b) going 
from the rm1x to the rs7k. Any advice?

zsk
| 4924|2|2002-03-21 14:44:38|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

What's the level of satisfaction with 
the rs7000 now that you're working with 
it? 

o Beyond all expectations 
o Just meets my requirements 
o Only amusing 
o Unsatisfying 
o Crud 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 4925|2|2002-03-21 14:57:43|DJ Marmalade|Re: New poll for RS7000|

> What's the level of satisfaction with
> the rs7000 now that you're working with
> it?
>
> o Beyond all expectations
> o Just meets my requirements

I think there is a big gap in here that probably describes most peoples
feelings about it. They fit most of my needs but leave something to be
desired.

> o Only amusing
> o Unsatisfying
> o Crud
>
>
> To vote, please visit the following web page:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
>
> Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are
> not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups
> web site listed above.
>
> Thanks!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the

RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 4926|4879|2002-03-21 15:01:11|simon leclerc|Re: So far we don't know|
on 3/21/02 6:55 AM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
>> Yamaha is acting exactly like all big multinational who
>> are only interested in making money on short term period
>> instead of assuring a long term relationship with their clients.
> Thank you, but Roland, Korg are not much better and i don´t know any
> other company which does such a good quality hardware sequencer like
> Yamaha did with their QYxxx and RM1x, RS7000.
> MPC from Akai is not an even comparable alternative. I will stick
> with the RS, maybe upgrade with a QY700, but for sure i won´t buy a
> RS9000 or something like this.
> 
> 
>> From now i'm going with smaller more human oriented
>> companies even if i have to pay a little bit more, in
>> the long run i'll probably pay less: like Waldorf (already have the
> XT),
>> Clavia, Novation, Access.
> Oh yeah, i love that NL3 and that new Q+ with analogue
> filter...THAT´s an update...###drool###
> 
> For the rest, i'll buy used instruments
>> that have made it in the long run.
> 
>> It's now obvious they don't have plans for major updates.
>> And when they finally realise their mistake and go ahead
>> with a new OS, it'll be too late.
> That doesn´t mean that the RS is not inoperable without a new OS-
> update, it´s simply not THE hardware sequencer. It is still usable
> and a good product.
> 
> Tom

Yes i agree, the RS7K is usable and i like it, but from a customer service
point of view they have to make it better and i thing we all agree on this.
Yamaha is in the best situation to show us that they really care about their
customers.
I mean the OS is easily upgradable. They have the money, that'S for sure
and they opened the door for an OS2. So just by pinciples, if they don't do
anything soon they'll lose me.

-- simon
| 4927|4927|2002-03-21 16:50:39|sean mccarrick|test: ignore|
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards�
http://movies.yahoo.com/
| 4928|4928|2002-03-21 18:09:39|Ian N Mitchell|Help... Need RS7K CDROM|
I got my RS7K on ebay used, and it smells like cigarettes. But that isn't the worst problem, it didn't come with the cd-rom. Is there anyone out there that would be kind
enough to copy the disk and send it to me? I'd be willing to send you $5.00 for the trouble. Thanks. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4929|4879|2002-03-22 02:37:19|tomfinegan|Re: So far we don't know|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zensufikabala" wrote:

> I'm trying to decide whether to upgrade from rm1x+sp808 combo to an 
> rs7k. You mention sticking with the rs7k and maybe upgrading to a 
> qy700. Why the qy700? 

Sorry, i wrote that in a missunderstandable way. I mean i would 
additionally get a QY700. Why a QY700, simply because i don´t like to 
fiddle with software-sequencers and the QY700 offers beside the 
bigger display also 16 linear tracks and 32 "phrase" tracks like the 
RS has. Of course you don´t get so many knobs, but that´s because it 
is basically a hardware-sequencer. I like the RS don´t get me wrong, 
it has a good if not fantastic bread´n´butter AWM2 TG, excellent 
filter and the loop-remix, Slice+Seq-function, all those knobs to 
change e.g. Beat Stretch, MIDI-Delay etc. and the built-in sampler 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://movies.yahoo.com/


are the icing on the cake. Still i can imagine as soon as i get more 
synthesizer, like a NL3, Q+ (did i mention that they put ANALOGUE 
filter in that now? DROOOOL! :) and a "real" sampler, I will also 
have the need for more MIDI-tracks.

The UI of the RS is very logic and intuitive to use, once you got 
your brain around how Yamaha´s phrase concept works. Still i get a 
feeling that i need more in the future. But i would never get rid of 
the RS. It´s too much fun to work with it.

> Next, you mention you wouldn't get a rs9000, 

No need for that, the RS satisfies all my needs so far. A RS9000 
wouldn´t bring much more which i wouldn´t already have by then (with 
a QY700, EMU E5k, NL3, Q+, D1600). Plus Yamaha´s product politic is 
shortly said disappointing to me. But as said earlier, there are no 
better hardware-sequencer out there as the ones Yamaha did so far. 
And i would say, despite the design quirks (Grid step :) they did a 
DAMN good job and kicked Akai´s butt really hard with the RS7000.
Yes i know the MPC4000 can do more, but hey before i spent ��� on 
that thing, i would get a Titanium Notebook with Logic and AMT8 first.

> which leads me to question (other than for the sound--which I can 

get 

> by front ending the rm1x with another synth, e.g., virus b) going 
> from the rm1x to the rs7k. Any advice?

I really don´t know if it´s worth going from the RM1x to the RS7000. 
I only borrowed a RM1x for a day to play around with it. The 
sequencer inside the RS7k is basically the same with additionally 
features, like e.g.(highly usable) Loop Remix and the integration of 
samples. The sounds and the soundengine of the RS7k are IMHO much 
better than on the RM1x plus you get a phrase+pitch sampler, which 
can also slice samples like ReCycle. Some people like Olaf Mol didn´t 
make the step, they stick with their RM1x + A4000 combi, which i 
would say do a good job too, together. Other people did the upgrade 
from RM1x+SU700/SP808 combi and are happy with it. Maybe you will 
too, i don´t know, maybe you just need to upgrade your SP808 with 
a "real" sampler like a EMU E5k. Maybe you just need more additional 
MIDI-tracks and should get an additional hardware-sequencer. We have 
here on the last also someone who uses two RS7000 in his live-sets 
and is quite happy with it. There are a lot of combinations possible. 
Now it´s up to you to find what will works best for you and your 
needs. As always, try the RS7000 in a store, better borrow it and use 
it for a few days to see how you can work with it.
| 4930|2|2002-03-22 02:39:33|tomfinegan|Re: New poll for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "DJ Marmalade" wrote:

> > What's the level of satisfaction with
> > the rs7000 now that you're working with
> > it?
> >
> > o Beyond all expectations
> > o Just meets my requirements
> 
> I think there is a big gap in here that probably describes most 

peoples

> feelings about it. They fit most of my needs but leave something 

to be

> desired.

Which would bring me back to the thought, that it might be WANTED 
from Yamaha this way...you know? Marketing strategy...

I hate "shareholdervaluethinking".
| 4931|4879|2002-03-22 02:48:28|tomfinegan|Re: So far we don't know|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> So just by pinciples, if they don't do
> anything soon they'll lose me.
> 
> -- simon



Oh hush, i am not agreeing with you here. Just because your car-
dealer didn´t put that big spoiler on your new car, you would sell it 
again? Then how come noone has dumped M$-Products so far? Windows 
gets way more often in my way of working with computers than any 
other Operating System. I would say the only reason why a lot of 
people use it, is because you get the most games for it...but 
erm...ok...that´s OT. Back to the RS. I won´t sell mine just because 
Yamaha doesn´t deliver a OS2.0. They don´t have to. The RS works fine 
jsut the way it is right now. And does what they promised. 
Maybe they decided not to make an OS2.0 because they didn´t sell 
enough items of it. Which would bring us back to the thought that 
they might sell more of it with a OS2.0...you see it? 

Catch22.

Before you sell your RS because the don´t deliver an OS-update, 
question yourself: Does it fullfill my needs and if i sell it, what 
alternatives are there? :)
| 4932|4879|2002-03-22 03:14:20|simon leclerc|Re: So far we don't know|
That's not what i meant Tom. English is not
my native language, so my mistake.

I meant that i will no longer buy anything
from Yamaha. They will loose me as a client.

I dumped MS products years ago, i have a MAC now ;)

"they might sell more of it with a OS2.0...you see it? "

Yes they would. Even if they sell just a few more, in the
long run it'll pay off for the Yamaha name.

Apart from the Grid mode and the fact that you have to stop
everytime that you... And it would be so easy to correct these
problems that'S why i'm so pissed off that a big company
like Yamaha does not do anything about it, well so far.

-- Simon

on 3/22/02 4:48 AM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
>> So just by pinciples, if they don't do
>> anything soon they'll lose me.
>> 
>> -- simon
> 
> Oh hush, i am not agreeing with you here. Just because your car-
> dealer didn´t put that big spoiler on your new car, you would sell it
> again? Then how come noone has dumped M$-Products so far? Windows
> gets way more often in my way of working with computers than any
> other Operating System. I would say the only reason why a lot of
> people use it, is because you get the most games for it...but
> erm...ok...that´s OT. Back to the RS. I won´t sell mine just because
> Yamaha doesn´t deliver a OS2.0. They don´t have to. The RS works fine
> jsut the way it is right now. And does what they promised.
> Maybe they decided not to make an OS2.0 because they didn´t sell
> enough items of it. Which would bring us back to the thought that
> they might sell more of it with a OS2.0...you see it?
> 
> Catch22.
> 
> Before you sell your RS because the don´t deliver an OS-update,
> question yourself: Does it fullfill my needs and if i sell it, what
> alternatives are there? :)
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 4933|4910|2002-03-22 03:47:32|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI wont mount|
IanV

Answers in text.

--- sean mccarrick <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I'm using win98 and my scsi card and drive have just
> been installed.
> I configured the drive as removable as this was the
> only way I could see it in explorer.

Something's wrong right there, assuming your drive
isn't removable. A scsi hard drive should show up as a
hard drive.

Try setting it up without the RS connected. Get that
bit working then try putting the RS into the equation.
Then try it on the RS without the PC.

> When I go into scsi settings on the rs, I can see
> the
> drive showing and I can change the scsi id and mount
> id.

Make sure the id of the RS and your PC are different.
The PC will usually be id 7. Does the drive show up
with the correct make/model number on the RS? 

> But I can't mount as stated in the manual.
> And therefore I cannot use it for
> importing/exporting.
> The drive is connected to the first connector in a 5
> way cable to the card and the cable is terminated.
> I also read the faq which stated not to access the
> drive from the pc and the rs simultaneously, which I
> did.

You don't want to have the PC and the RS accessing any
scsi device at the same time. You can have them both
connected with the drives mounted and all should be
fine. The SCSI used on the RS and most PCs doesn't
really allow two devices (RS and PC) to be in control
of the scsi bus at the same time. As long as you keep
accesses separate (read and writing) things should
work.

The other thing to check is disk formats. 

> I can also access the drive from the pc so I know
> its
> working.
> Can anyone help
> Thanks in advance.
> BTW i sent this mail earlier so apolagies if it
> arrives again.
> Cheers
> -sean-
> 

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com


__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards�
http://movies.yahoo.com/
| 4934|4913|2002-03-22 03:51:27|Ian Vine|Re: connections|
Can the Nova be setup to echo midi in to its out? I
know it can send the arp notes to the midi out so
maybe its possible. If so you can have:

key -> nova in -> rs in

rs out -> nova in

If the nova can't be setup to echo midi you'll need a
merge box. 

IanV

--- ricksnel200 wrote:

My setup is:

RS 7000, Novation nova and a midi keyboard.

My previous question was how to record the
knob-movements into the RS 

7000. The answer was to put the midi cable from the
nova midi out 

into the RS 7000 midi in.

But the midi in was reserved for my midi keyboard, are
there more 

ways to connect the midi keyboard?
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

* href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards�
http://movies.yahoo.com/
| 4935|4879|2002-03-22 04:25:53|tomfinegan|Re: So far we don't know|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> That's not what i meant Tom. English is not
> my native language, so my mistake.

:) mine either, but we give our best, and that´s what counts.

> I meant that i will no longer buy anything
> from Yamaha. They will loose me as a client.

Oh ok. Personally i am not dumping Yamaha for that, they just deal 
with those things differently. That´s sometimes dissappointing for 
sure, still their products are quite professional. 

> 
> I dumped MS products years ago, i have a MAC now ;)

Hey, congratulations! I am looking into that as well, but that fruit 
is too expensive for me at that moment. I wish AN1x-edit would run 
under Linux..., maybe LindowsOS will help :)

> "they might sell more of it with a OS2.0...you see it? "
> 
> Yes they would. Even if they sell just a few more, in the
> long run it'll pay off for the Yamaha name.

Most definately, but i guess there are some big old boneheads sitting 
in the managment.

> Apart from the Grid mode and the fact that you have to stop
> everytime that you... And it would be so easy to correct these
> problems that'S why i'm so pissed off that a big company
> like Yamaha does not do anything about it, well so far.



Hm, i am not sure if it would be so easy to correct that "stopping 
everytime you want to switch mode". It depends on all how you 
developed the OS, and for me it looks like a modified QY-RM1x-OS.
I would say they would have to rewrite the kernel, if they were so 
smart to develope it in modules...

Tom
| 4936|4913|2002-03-22 04:29:36|tomfinegan|Re: connections|
--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:

> key -> nova in -> rs in
> 
> rs out -> nova in
> 
> If the nova can't be setup to echo midi you'll need a
> merge box. 

He needs a merge box anyway, since the Nova has only one MIDI-in 
plug...

Tom
| 4937|4937|2002-03-22 04:56:25|bilterfucht|TR-505 - RS7000 question|
Got two questions:

1. I want to use my Roland TR-505 as an external sequencer for my RS. 
I was told i could connect the TR via midi out to the midi in of the 
RS. This way it should be possible, since you have 16 tracks (BASS, 
SNARE, COWBELL,...) on the 505, to use like you should be able in GRID 
MODE, with this litlle difference, now you can hear the other tracks. 

When i hook up the 505 to the 7000, i can get the RS to sync with the 
drumcomputer. What i don't know is: "How can i make it so that when i 
play TRACK1 (BASSDRUMTRACK) on the TR-505 that the RS7000 knows he 
should play the incoming MIDI-notes at track 1 as well."

2. Each channel on the tr-505 can give a MIDI-message to external 
equipment. You can give it a 'number' from 25 up to 65, why 
does it start at 25? Can someone explain to me how this 'number'-thing 
works?

greetz,

bilterfücht

ps: just starting with all these hardware-things, MIDI is still a 
great mystery to me.
| 4938|4937|2002-03-22 05:48:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: TR-505 - RS7000 question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:

> Got two questions:
> 
> 1. I want to use my Roland TR-505 as an external sequencer for my 

RS. 

> I was told i could connect the TR via midi out to the midi in of 

the 

> RS. This way it should be possible, since you have 16 tracks (BASS, 
> SNARE, COWBELL,...) on the 505, to use like you should be able in 

GRID 

> MODE, with this litlle difference, now you can hear the other 

tracks. 

> 
> When i hook up the 505 to the 7000, i can get the RS to sync with 

the 

> drumcomputer. What i don't know is: "How can i make it so that when 

i 

> play TRACK1 (BASSDRUMTRACK) on the TR-505 that the RS7000 knows he 
> should play the incoming MIDI-notes at track 1 as well."

It doesn´t matter what track you pick but you have to make sure that 
your RS7k receives on the same MIDI-channel as your TR sends the 



bassdrum. 
In e.g., if Track1 (Bassdrum) sends on MIDI-channel 10, your RS will 
receive on MIDI-channel 10, which i would say is Track 10 on the RS.

> 2. Each channel on the tr-505 can give a MIDI-message to external 
> equipment. You can give it a 'number' from 25 up to 65, why 
> does it start at 25? Can someone explain to me how this 'number'-

thing 

> works?

??? you mean CC or NPRN data?

For further Info about MIDI: http://www.midi.com/ and/or do a 
research on www.google.com with the keywords: "MIDI" "how to"

Tom
| 4939|4937|2002-03-22 06:09:17|bilterfucht|Re: TR-505 - RS7000 question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > Got two questions:
> > 
> > 1. I want to use my Roland TR-505 as an external sequencer for my 
> RS. 
> > I was told i could connect the TR via midi out to the midi in of 
> the 
> > RS. This way it should be possible, since you have 16 tracks 

(BASS, 

> > SNARE, COWBELL,...) on the 505, to use like you should be able in 
> GRID 
> > MODE, with this litlle difference, now you can hear the other 
> tracks. 
> > 
> > When i hook up the 505 to the 7000, i can get the RS to sync with 
> the 
> > drumcomputer. What i don't know is: "How can i make it so that 

when 

> i 
> > play TRACK1 (BASSDRUMTRACK) on the TR-505 that the RS7000 knows he 
> > should play the incoming MIDI-notes at track 1 as well."
> It doesn´t matter what track you pick but you have to make sure that 
> your RS7k receives on the same MIDI-channel as your TR sends the 
> bassdrum. 
> In e.g., if Track1 (Bassdrum) sends on MIDI-channel 10, your RS will 
> receive on MIDI-channel 10, which i would say is Track 10 on the RS.

How do i know on which channel it sends something?

> > 2. Each channel on the tr-505 can give a MIDI-message to external 
> > equipment. You can give it a 'number' from 25 up to 65, why 
> > does it start at 25? Can someone explain to me how this 'number'-
> thing 
> > works?
> ??? you mean CC or NPRN data?

Don't know what these things are, i know this: when i select a 
different number on the TR-505 (25 or 26) it plays a different note on 
the RS(I checked this only with a drumkit-voice).

> For further Info about MIDI: http://www.midi.com/ and/or do a 
> research on www.google.com with the keywords: "MIDI" "how to"
> 

Thanx Tom

greetz,

bilterfucht
| 4940|4937|2002-03-22 07:13:51|RB|Re: TR-505 - RS7000 question|

http://www.midi.com/
http://www.midi.com/


> 
> 2. Each channel on the tr-505 can give a MIDI-message to external
> equipment. You can give it a 'number' from 25 up to 65, why
> does it start at 25? Can someone explain to me how this 'number'-thing
> works?
> 
>

That's the note number.
| 4941|4937|2002-03-22 07:23:23|bilterfucht|Re: TR-505 - RS7000 question|
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> 
> > 
> > 2. Each channel on the tr-505 can give a MIDI-message to external
> > equipment. You can give it a 'number' from 25 up to 65, why
> > does it start at 25? Can someone explain to me how this 

'number'-thing

> > works?
> > 
> >
> That's the note number.

So, each track on the TR-505 can have a different number? Or, each 
event can have a differnet number. Suppose i give number 25 to the 
bassdrum-track, how can i make the RS play these notes on track number 
one?

bilterfücht
| 4942|4937|2002-03-22 08:52:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: TR-505 - RS7000 question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:

> How do i know on which channel it sends something?

I don´t know, your TR505 manual should tell you, how you can change 
the MIDI-channel on it.
If you don´t have a manual, i am sure you can download it from 
www.rolandus.com

> Don't know what these things are, i know this: when i select a 
> different number on the TR-505 (25 or 26) it plays a different note 

on 

> the RS(I checked this only with a drumkit-voice).

I guess those numbers are then different notes. You should also find 
an explanation for this, which number equals what note in your TR505 
manual.

Tom
| 4943|4913|2002-03-22 08:52:21|Ian Vine|Re: connections|
Doh! 

I was up way too late last night. Brain just ain't
working.

IanV

--- tomfinegan wrote: 
---------------------------------

--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:

> key -> nova in -> rs in
> 
> rs out -> nova in
> 
> If the nova can't be setup to echo midi you'll need
a
> merge box. 
He needs a merge box anyway, since the Nova has only
one MIDI-in 
plug...

Tom
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| 4944|4937|2002-03-22 09:09:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: TR-505 - RS7000 question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:

> > That's the note number.
> 
> So, each track on the TR-505 can have a different number? 

Yes and no. Yes each track (i don´t know how many the TR has, i never 
used one) can have a different MIDI-channel, but note-numbers are not 
equal MIDI-channel, nor equal tracks. Those numbers are just showing 
the value of what note is played.

> Or, each 
> event can have a differnet number. Suppose i give number 25 to the 
> bassdrum-track, 

It plays the note-event which equals Nr.25 on your TR on the RS then, 
which might be a C#2 or a D-2, who knows, as already said, the TR-
manual should tell you. Or you simply try it out and write down, 
which number equals what note on the RS.

>how can i make the RS play these notes on track number 
> one?

By choosing the right MIDI-out-channel, which would be MIDI-channel 
Nr.1 on your TR-505.

Still there is a difference between those Note-events-numbers you 
mention, and track-numbers and MIDI-channel-numbers. 
The MIDI-in for the RS works like this: Each track on the RS is 
assigned to a MIDI-in-channel, in the RS case the default setup is 
that track one equals MIDI-channel one. The MIDI-out-channels can be 
assigned freely on the RS (and i am sure on the TR505 too, does the 
TR505 have MIDI already? :)
In other words, i pick track one, but i want to play my drumkit (TG-
out in the MIDI-setup) not on MIDI-channel one but on MIDI-channel 
16, so i change it in the MIDI-setup menu 2 to 16. So when i choose 
now track one on the RS keypad, the MIDI-channel is set to 16. So if 
you want your TR505 to play the drumkit you choose on track 1 on the 
RS, you need to choose MIDI-out-channel 16 on your TR505 as well.

The MIDI-channels just make the connections between the devices.

1 - 1
2 - 2
3 - 3
4 - 4
.
.
.
16 - 16

This works in both directions, all the time. In other words, if you 
choose 5 instead of 16, you will hear a different sound played on the 
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RS. Probably each track on the RS, that is assigned to MIDI-channel 5.

The note-event-number 25-?? is equal like this:

25 - c-2
26 - c#2
27 - d-2
28 - d#2
and so on and so forth.

So you have to check with your TR505 manual, which number equals 
which note on the 21-note-scale.
The RS scale goes over 88 keys, btw.

Tom

> 
> bilterfücht

| 4945|4945|2002-03-22 15:13:32|traizorus|SysEx for mutes?|
Does any SysEx command exist for muting a track?

TraiZor.
| 4946|4946|2002-03-22 16:59:34|spesimen420|resampling gain|
is there a way to adjust the gain while resamplng? the knob doesn't 
seem to do anything.

whenever i resample the level i see on the meter is only going maybe 
1/10 of the way to unity, and is WAY below the default threshold, 
even when resampling loops that are loud..(very loud, like could 
almost be overdriving my mixer loud.)

am i just doing something wrong? 

cheers,
andy
| 4947|4946|2002-03-22 17:28:47|module1@dumb-unit.com|Re: resampling gain|
Don't have the rs in front of me but under "setup"?? ? You can adjust the
input gain. Some times this helps.. I find it easier to just sample through
the mixer (as in A/D input) than through the rs itself.. Even that is low
sometimes ... I have yet been able to sample a nice loud kick.

on 3/22/02 6:59 PM, spesimen420 at spesimen@aol.com wrote:

> is there a way to adjust the gain while resamplng? the knob doesn't
> seem to do anything.
> 
> whenever i resample the level i see on the meter is only going maybe
> 1/10 of the way to unity, and is WAY below the default threshold,
> even when resampling loops that are loud..(very loud, like could
> almost be overdriving my mixer loud.)
> 
> am i just doing something wrong?
> 
> cheers,
> andy
> 
> 
> 
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> 
>

| 4948|4948|2002-03-22 17:45:53|ricksnel200|continue connections|
Thanx for all the solutions for the midi setup.(rs7000/nova).
Next question: I know that the Philip Rees Midi Merge Box has an 9 
volt battery, i don't like that.
Which merge box should I buy? (without a battery)
| 4949|4945|2002-03-23 00:15:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SysEx for mutes?|
On Friday 22 March 2002 23:13, traizorus wrote:

> Does any SysEx command exist for muting a track?

If you want to mute the RS TG, you could try CC 11 (expression), 0 = 
muted, 127 = unmuted. Didn't try it myself yet, but in theory this 
could do the job.

- Robert
| 4950|4948|2002-03-23 01:56:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: continue connections|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ricksnel200" wrote:

> Thanx for all the solutions for the midi setup.(rs7000/nova).
> Next question: I know that the Philip Rees Midi Merge Box has an 9 
> volt battery, i don't like that.
> Which merge box should I buy? (without a battery)

?????? No it doesn´t. I have two boxes from Philip Rees, a Midi-Merge 
box (2M) and the V3 a MIDI-thru box. The V3 uses a 9V battery (which 
last pretty long) and the 2M don´t.

Tom
| 4951|4945|2002-03-23 06:15:09|traizorus|Re: SysEx for mutes?|
that's not what I was looking for. I want the RS to stop sending midi 
for the muted channel.
For a section change there is a certain SysEx command. I guess a 
sysex for muting doesn't exist. 

But it's a nice idea though =]

TraiZor.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 22 March 2002 23:13, traizorus wrote:
> > Does any SysEx command exist for muting a track?
> 
> If you want to mute the RS TG, you could try CC 11 (expression), 0 
= 
> muted, 127 = unmuted. Didn't try it myself yet, but in theory this 
> could do the job.
> 
> - Robert

| 4952|4900|2002-03-24 07:00:11|Bob Maggot|Re: RS7000 effects modulation?|
Mike,
I posted the same question soon after purchasing my
RS7K. The only way I've been able to modulate effects
parameters is with sysx. All necessary info is in the
sysx chart at the back of the manual. 

I also own an ASR-X, and from my experience I think
you'll find the RS effects can be more flexible in
regards to modulation (although sonically inferior to
the ASR-X, in my opinion).

Thanks,
adam

--- starethrough <starethrough@hotmail.com> wrote:

> Hi there, 
> I have posted this question before but no one has
> answered it:
> Can the parameters for the effects be manipulated
> in real time?
> for instance, can you tweak delay feedback,
> distortion feedback, 

mailto:starethrough@hotmail.com


> reverb time,etc, in real time with knob movements
> and then record the 
> movements? If so, how? via sysex? I can't find
> anything in the 
> manual. I know that you can record the amount of
> effect that goes to a 
> track via the "variation" effect, but what about the
> individual effect 
> parameters? If this is not possible, thats sort of
> weak for a 
> machine released in 2001 (IMO). My ASR-X could do
> this with amazing 
> results. Thanks,
> Mike 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards�
http://movies.yahoo.com/
| 4953|4953|2002-03-24 10:36:09|Ian N Mitchell|RS7K and SB Live |
Hello, I am new here, and am in a little over my head with my new RS7K, so please bear with me... I am considering the AIEB2 expansion board, partially because I have
a SB live platinum with a front panel optical out port. Does anyone have any experience with this combination? If I purchase sample disks, what is the process for getting
WAV files to send? Any advice, suggestions or links to elsewhere would be helpful. It really seems like the AIEB2 is the best way to go in either case. I also have optical
line out on my stereo, so I am thinking I could hook in there for samples, am I correct in assuming this? 

Thank You All
Am learning a lot by lurking....some great questions and answers in here...

Peace -Ian (a.k.a. DJ naked E)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4954|4953|2002-03-25 04:43:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K and SB Live|
On Sunday 24 March 2002 18:40, Ian N Mitchell wrote:

> Hello, I am new here, and am in a little over my head with my
> new RS7K, so please bear with me... I am considering the AIEB2
> expansion board, partially because I have a SB live platinum with a
> front panel optical out port. Does anyone have any experience with
> this combination? 

I don't have the AIEB2, but with the unit installed you can sample 
from the analog or the optical or electric digital inputs. Please 
read page 20 of the english RS manual for details. 

> If I purchase sample disks, what is the process
> for getting WAV files to send? 

I don't understand this question. Could you rephrase please?

> Any advice, suggestions or links to
> elsewhere would be helpful. It really seems like the AIEB2 is the
> best way to go in either case. I also have optical line out on my
> stereo, so I am thinking I could hook in there for samples, am I
> correct in assuming this?

The optical digital inputs of the AIEB2 can be used to make samples, 
yes. In fact, that's their *only* use. ;) 

- Robert
| 4955|4955|2002-03-25 18:03:03|d_pman|new OS wishes?!! check this|
new OS wishes?!! check this:

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessageRange?
topicID=11.topic&start=21&stop=23
message: No News is not good news

greetingz,
Pman
| 4956|4955|2002-03-25 20:24:34|ripe|Re: new OS wishes?!! check this|
I sent yamaha a letter about updating the OS, if it helps, I'm all for it.

http://movies.yahoo.com/
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from motifator.com:

We recommend that you send one single email with the subject.

" RS7000 OS Version Up " to motifator@yamaha.com .

just simply say -

Please improve the implementation of grid mode and non stop recording
functions and provide an upgrade for the RS7000

----- Original Message -----
From: "d_pman" <pman@home.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2002 11:43 AM
Subject: [RS7000] new OS wishes?!! check this

> new OS wishes?!! check this:
>
> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessageRange?
> topicID=11.topic&start=21&stop=23
> message: No News is not good news
>
> greetingz,
> Pman

| 4957|4706|2002-03-25 21:07:26|d_pman|Re: have two rs7000?|
hi there,

Its not a stupid idea at all.. I did the same thing.
in fact my setup now is.

RS7000 master -> RS7000 slave
-> RM1x slave

what you are asking is THE reason of my setup. it works perfect.
but beware of 1 BIG problem if doing live gigs.

if you change style on the master and the slave units are in the main 
screen... they change style to. AARRGG this can ruin your live mix. 
the only workaround is to watch your back and leave the mainscreen at 
the slaves before you change style at the master. otherwise.... :(

i'm begging yamaha to add a parameter to be able to turn off this 
nasty transmittion of style changes. I hope REALY they will add it.

Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "mcplvortex" wrote:
> I just wondered if it would be a stupid idea to buy another 
rs7000. I 
> am using my RS7K for live performances. I have no trouble 
switching 
> sections but when I want to change styles I cant seem to be able to 
> merge the two styles together. I have to stop the RS for 1 measure 
> the time I need to switch styles or else I hear a lag. Now if I 
use 
> one RS for beats and the other for other instruments or whatever 
the 
> setup, I could always keep one of them running and overlap my 
music. 
> Is my question clear? What happens if you link two RS together by 
a 
> midi cable? what other device would be better than an RS for beats 
and 
> has the same effects and knob action?
> 
> Thanks in advance. I appreciated the help you guys give to all new 
> users.
> 
> MCPLVORTEX

| 4958|4958|2002-03-25 21:45:22|volt0110|Please Cut&Paste for OS Upgrade|
Hi all RS7000 lovers,

Yahama US finally responded to our multiple efforts
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for an OS upgrade. Please take 30 sec. of your time to send 
this message: 

"Please improve the implementation of grid mode and non stop 
recording functions and provide an upgrade for the RS7000"

At this email adress: motifator@yamaha.com

That's all you have to do.

The message below is from Yamaha US who
finally got involed (at msg # 25) in a discussion on Motifator.

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19
Topic entitled:
To Yamaha: Fix of the Grid Step Problem for RS7000 ?
The angry Simonvolt in the discussion is me :)

Please read Yamaha US post below:

Thank you for your time,

-- Simon

Message#1 from Yamaha US

"We would like to let you know about the current situation as far 
as we know about it and make some recommendations on how 
to proceed from here. 

Someone quoted us here with the following: 

yamaha us:
"You should expect one update version release available very 
soon on Yamahasynth.com and at least one major upgrade 
version sometime in the future." "There will be one at least one 
major upgrade (a Version 2). This Version 2 will include some 
major feature changes and improvements."

This statement was made in regards to both the Motif and the 
RS7000. At that time , this was the current information we had 
been provided by Yamaha Japan. As you know the update for 
Motif was completed and released shortly ( about a month) after 
this was posted. The RS update was never released. Frankly, we 
have never been given a very good explanation of why the RS 
update never occurred. 

RS7000 users need a way to make it very clear to Yamaha what 
their opinions are. 

Sending numerous emails to various addresses will not be very 
effective. Yamaha is a very big company and many of those 
emails will not get in the right hands. 

It is better to collect all the emails in one central location with an 
appropriate person who can then present these to Yamaha 
Japan. We would be happy to serve as that central collection 
point for customers worldwide even though our only official 
responsibility is here in the US. 

We recommend that you send one single email with the subject. 

" RS7000 OS Version Up " to motifator@yamaha.com . 

This email address is one that is check daily by the marketing 
department at Yamaha US. 

Sending multiple emails is not really helpful. What Yamaha 
Japan will want to see is the number of users who feel strongly 
about this , not one person who is willing to email a thousand 
times. 

The content of the emails can of course be whatever you want, 
but to be honest it is pretty clear that grid recording and non-stop 
recording have always been the two issues that people are most 
passionate about. The shorter and more concise the emails are 
the more impact they will have. 

We will be going to Japan on April 15th to discuss future plans 
and would like to collect as much ammunition as we can before 
we go. We will let you know before we go on the trip the total 
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number of emails we have collected and a brief summary of the 
content. 

We succeeded in getting this done for Motif and the first Motif 
update has been released which people seem quite satisfied 
with. So please send the emails to the above address and we 
will do what we can regarding RS7000. 

Message #2:

It's not the content for the upgrade that we are looking for in the 
email , but simply a number of people. 

If you look at that thread you pinted to , you will only see a few 
people's names. We know that Klaus Paulsen, Dizkokid and 
Olamof want an upgrade, but what we are trying to do is to collect 
as many different people in a list as possible as this will make 
the best arguement for an upgrade. 

So you don't need to document any details in the email ( but we 
will read them and pass them on if if you do ) , just simply say - 

Please improve the implementation of grid mode and non stop 
recording functions and provide an upgrade for the RS7000 

Again the address is motifator@yamaha.com. FYI, we've gotten 9 
emails so far.
| 4959|4955|2002-03-26 01:02:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new OS wishes?!! check this|
On Tuesday 26 March 2002 02:22, ripe wrote:

> I sent yamaha a letter about updating the OS, if it helps, I'm all
> for it.
>
> from motifator.com:
>
> We recommend that you send one single email with the subject.
>
> " RS7000 OS Version Up " to motifator@yamaha.com .
>
> just simply say -
>
> Please improve the implementation of grid mode and non stop
> recording functions and provide an upgrade for the RS7000

I'll make sure to send the current list of OS requests to this 
address. BTW, I also sent them the prefab message shown above.

- Robert
| 4960|4960|2002-03-26 04:32:09|Wayne Thompson|would this be possible in an os upgrade|
Would it be possible for yammaha to add to an OS upgrade the ability to listen or play a small amount of samples, midifiles and paterns before loading them.

regards
Wayne Thompson

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4961|4948|2002-03-26 05:11:32|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: continue connections|
* ?????? No it doesn´t. I have two boxes from Philip Rees, a Midi-Merge

> box (2M) and the V3 a MIDI-thru box. 

Seconded!

I have the little-2M, which draws power from the attached device - works
perfectly.

Dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4962|2|2002-03-26 07:08:22|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

Do you think that rs700 is a good gear 
to play dub music in sound sytems ? 

mailto:motifator@yamaha.com
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o Yes, I've already done it. 
o Yes, I think so. 
o No, I don't think so. 
o I don't know what you mean. 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 4963|4963|2002-03-26 10:55:00|mookinx|need info B4i buy|
Hi,

I'm considering buying an RS7000 and have a couple of questions.

Can I use a PC smart card reader to transfer files/samples between 
the RS7k and the PC as you can with the RM1x and it's floppy disk. Is 
this quicker than using SCSI?

Dose the RS7k put out that weird(never mentioned in the manual) midi 
signal that the RM1x dose. The one that ticks away and you can't turn 
off.

Dose anyone want to buy an A4000 or a RM1x? No posting so you'd have 
to live in East Scotland (Tayside/fife/Edinburgh)

Thanks for any help(I did look at the archive.)

mike
| 4964|4964|2002-03-26 11:36:36|Robert van der Kamp by way of Robert va|Re: Thanks for your answers..|
For some reason I cannot reply emails to yahoo.com accounts, so 
here's my answer on a personal email I got from nakedian@yahoo.com.

On Tuesday 26 March 2002 06:31, nakedian wrote:
> As far as my poorly phrased question goes, what I'd like to do is
> get disks with loop samples that I like, sometimes these might be
> whole long phrases. How do I get them out of my computer and on to
> the RS7K?

There are several options here:

- Get a SCSI cdrom player, connect it to the RS and load the sample
directly from the disc into the RS. Only works for supported sample
disk formats.

- Get a smartcard reader, connect it to your PC, save the loop as a
.wav file on the smartcard, put the cart in your RS and read the
sample into the RS.

- Get a SCSI card, install it in your PC, connect the card with your
RS and transfer the sample over SCSI from your PC to RS (and back).
Many problems have been reported with this technique, but it could
have been fixed in OS v1.14.

- Sample the loop using the analog or digital (from the AIEB2) sample
inputs in the RS.

> If I play it on my computer and it is hooked to my
> optical out, does it work like an analog signal, where I can set
> the RS up to record as soon as it detects a signal.

Yes, if you have the AIEB2 installed you can sample from the digi
inputs and have the RS sample process triggered by level. See page
230 of the english manual for this.

> Also, someone
> wrote and told me that they had a hell of a time getting a similar
> machine to send because it didn't have a "word clock in" jack. I
> have never heard of such a thing, but then again, I am still new to
> MIDI.

The wordclock issue is a digital audio problem, nothing to do with

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls
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MIDI. In a digital audio setup, only one device can be the master,
all other devices must be set to slave mode. Being in slave mode, a
device must 'listen' and follow the wordclock code embedded in the
digital audio signal sent from the master device. I don't have the
AIEB2, and I don't know how the RS behaves in this way. You could ask
the list though.

Note that for a beginner it is much easier to work with analog audio
signals and forget about wordclock stuff altogether.

Did you read the faq already?

Cheers,
Robert

| 4965|4965|2002-03-26 15:42:43|musikusdee|cubase txt|
hi,
is there someone, who has a cubase txt file for the rs-7000?
please send it to ddelissen@aol.com

thank you very much

mr dee
| 4966|4966|2002-03-27 13:47:59|alicegein|Case for RS7000??|
Hello all, 

I just got my RS7000 and I am loving it so far. I was just wondering 
what you guys use as a case to lug this beast around in?

Thanks

Gein
| 4967|4966|2002-03-27 13:54:44|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Case for RS7000??|
standard turntable case.

-----Original Message-----
From: alicegein [mailto:alicegein@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2002 3:48 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Case for RS7000??

Hello all, 

I just got my RS7000 and I am loving it so far. I was just wondering 
what you guys use as a case to lug this beast around in?

Thanks

Gein
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 4968|4963|2002-03-28 03:46:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: need info B4i buy|
On Tuesday 26 March 2002 18:54, mookinx wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I'm considering buying an RS7000 and have a couple of questions.

Sorry for the late reaction, I missed this one.

>
> Can I use a PC smart card reader to transfer files/samples between
> the RS7k and the PC as you can with the RM1x and it's floppy disk.
> Is this quicker than using SCSI?

Yes, the smartcard can be used as a disk. You can import .wav and 
.aiff samples, .smf (midi) files or Rm1x patterns from the card, just 
as you would from a connected SCSI disk. You can also the native RS 
files on the card of course. See page 129 of the english manual for 
details on importing.

For SCSI vs SmartCard speeds, see this link: 
http://www.motifator.com/btm/btm_scsi.html
SmartCard is slower.

>
> Dose the RS7k put out that weird(never mentioned in the manual)
> midi signal that the RM1x dose. The one that ticks away and you
> can't turn off.

What do you mean? What midi signal?

- Robert
| 4969|4969|2002-03-28 03:49:50|Robert van der Kamp|Message for bookrs7k|
My ISP seems to block every mail I send to hotmail or yahoo accounts. 
Weird :(

Anyway, bookrs7k, if you read this. Indeed, you're no longer a member 
of this list, don't know why you were removed. Is your email account 
still active (that could explain why I couldn't reply your email).

Anyway, simple joining this group again should fix the problem.

- Robert
| 4970|4963|2002-03-28 04:44:20|mookinx|Re: need info B4i buy|

> SmartCard is slower.

Smart card is SLOWER!! I thought it'd be quicker. Has anyone 
transfered data over SCSI with an A4000? I imagined the speeds would 
be the same between the RS7000 and the A4000 so if the smart card is 
slower that is a big 'minus point' for buying. So many times my 
creativity's been squished because I'm stopping to wait for data to 
load. 

> > Dose the RS7k put out that weird(never mentioned in the manual)
> > midi signal that the RM1x dose.

At the moment I've got the RM1x linked to an 8x8 Midi/pc box. There 
is a signal which comes from the RM1x as indicated by the flashing 
green light on the Midi box that you can't turn off in Utility mode. 
I think this has something to do with the way it'll reset program #s 
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if the MSB is *** in the voice menu. There was talk about this being 
fixed with a new OS.
| 4971|4963|2002-03-28 06:05:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: need info B4i buy|
On Thursday 28 March 2002 12:44, mookinx wrote:

> > SmartCard is slower.
>
> Smart card is SLOWER!! I thought it'd be quicker. Has anyone
> transfered data over SCSI with an A4000? 

Ah, the SCSI speed of the Motif and RS7k is better than that of the A 
series of samplers. Yamaha finally redesigned the very slow SCSI 
hardware. So you can't compare the SCSI performance of the A4000 with 
the Motif/RS.

> I imagined the speeds
> would be the same between the RS7000 and the A4000 so if the smart
> card is slower that is a big 'minus point' for buying. So many
> times my creativity's been squished because I'm stopping to wait
> for data to load.

I know, I have used the a3k and a4k.

>
> > > Dose the RS7k put out that weird(never mentioned in the manual)
> > > midi signal that the RM1x dose.
>
> At the moment I've got the RM1x linked to an 8x8 Midi/pc box. There
> is a signal which comes from the RM1x as indicated by the flashing
> green light on the Midi box that you can't turn off in Utility
> mode. I think this has something to do with the way it'll reset
> program #s if the MSB is *** in the voice menu. There was talk
> about this being fixed with a new OS.

I haven't heard about it on this list (which doesn't proof anything 
;).

- Robert
| 4972|4963|2002-03-28 08:17:05|Bojan Premelc|Re: need info B4i buy|

> Can I use a PC smart card reader to transfer files/samples between
> the RS7k and the PC as you can with the RM1x and it's floppy disk. Is
> this quicker than using SCSI?

It works, adapter is adound 60 Euro. SCSII works but you must have PC and
RS7K close together (cable lenght)

>
> Dose the RS7k put out that weird(never mentioned in the manual) midi
> signal that the RM1x dose. The one that ticks away and you can't turn
> off.

?? I have both machines but this is first time to

>
> Dose anyone want to buy an A4000 or a RM1x? No posting so you'd have
> to live in East Scotland (Tayside/fife/Edinburgh)

nop - use ALL of them (A4K,RS7K,RM1X - bad price for second hand gear)

>

| 4973|4963|2002-03-28 10:24:51|olafmol2002|Re: need info B4i buy|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > At the moment I've got the RM1x linked to an 8x8 Midi/pc box. 

There

> > is a signal which comes from the RM1x as indicated by the flashing
> > green light on the Midi box that you can't turn off in Utility
> > mode. I think this has something to do with the way it'll reset
> > program #s if the MSB is *** in the voice menu. There was talk



> > about this being fixed with a new OS.
> 
> I haven't heard about it on this list (which doesn't proof anything 
> ;).
> 
> - Robert

i noticed the same with my RM1x..it's a really fast repeating 
continues signal that comes from the RM1x midi out

Olaf
| 4974|4974|2002-03-28 10:31:32|b-psycho|about the Motif...|
I was wondering: would it be the right way to go for doing mostly 
sample-based stuff, or is it more designed to emphasize using it's 
onboard sounds? I'm in the market for new equipment, and what I 
primarily want is something I could use as a workstation-type 
sampler, kinda like how people used to use an ASR-10.
| 4975|4974|2002-03-28 11:40:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: about the Motif...|
On Thursday 28 March 2002 18:31, b-psycho wrote:

> I was wondering: would it be the right way to go for doing mostly
> sample-based stuff, or is it more designed to emphasize using it's
> onboard sounds? I'm in the market for new equipment, and what I
> primarily want is something I could use as a workstation-type
> sampler, kinda like how people used to use an ASR-10.

http://www.motifator.com would be the best place to ask. 

- Robert
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| 4976|4963|2002-03-28 12:55:15|su700fan|Re: need info B4i buy|
I think what you guys are talking about is a MIDI function 
called "active sensing". This is a message that is sent out at 
regular intervals by some MIDI gear. I thought I either read a 
message in this group or the RS7000 forum at motifator.com (or the 
forum at RS7000.org) that mentioned that "active sensing" on the 
RS7000 & other Yamaha gear was standard and couldn't? be disabled. 
If this is what you're talking about then a MIDI filter might be a 
necessity.

--su700fan/wasted

--- In RS7000@y..., "olafmol2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> > > At the moment I've got the RM1x linked to an 8x8 Midi/pc box. 
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> There
> > > is a signal which comes from the RM1x as indicated by the 
flashing
> > > green light on the Midi box that you can't turn off in Utility
> > > mode. I think this has something to do with the way it'll reset
> > > program #s if the MSB is *** in the voice menu. There was talk
> > > about this being fixed with a new OS.
> > 
> > I haven't heard about it on this list (which doesn't proof 
anything 
> > ;).
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> i noticed the same with my RM1x..it's a really fast repeating 
> continues signal that comes from the RM1x midi out
> 
> Olaf

| 4977|4977|2002-03-28 16:15:59|brechin01356|3 Questions and a warning!|
Hello there, You should be pleased to know that if you own an 
rs7000 ,you probably have the best instrument for writing dance music 
around.I say this after owning the following (and trying out several 
others). Roland 505...pretty good, Korg Triton...No good for writing 
intuative dance music,it's not much fun at all, EMU XL7...Run a 
mile! It's a nightmare,no no no no!......no.............NO!
I now am back to an RS7000 (THE BEST) which I briefly had before 
(Whew!that was close.These kind lads at Sound Control are very 
understanding)I am using it with an Korg Electribe M....Hooray!it's 
really good and a Korg Electribe EA1 Hooray! again it's also really 
good.......you see they both do what they are supposed to and much 
more besides. I think these three boxes will prove to be perfecly 
complimentary.
Anyway could someone help me with these questions please? 1.After 
doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written, how do you save 
it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping the original pattern?
2. How exactly does a person change the pattern quantize? Is this 
still the only way to make sure that eveything stays in time when 
your other little grooveboxes are relying on the RS to keep the 
timing of your set up accurate? 3.Where can I find out what the 
latest OS offers?
Thanks in advance 
Bryan
| 4978|4963|2002-03-28 17:42:19|RB|Re: need info B4i buy|

>>> At the moment I've got the RM1x linked to an 8x8 Midi/pc box.
> There
>>> is a signal which comes from the RM1x as indicated by the flashing
>>> green light on the Midi box that you can't turn off in Utility
>>> mode. I think this has something to do with the way it'll reset
>>> program #s if the MSB is *** in the voice menu. There was talk
>>> about this being fixed with a new OS.
>> 
>> I haven't heard about it on this list (which doesn't proof anything
>> ;).
>> 
>> - Robert
> 
> i noticed the same with my RM1x..it's a really fast repeating
> continues signal that comes from the RM1x midi out
> 

Sounds like Active Sensing - why do you need to turn it off? What problems
is it causing you?
| 4979|4979|2002-03-28 19:01:17|sagedrummer|Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????|
Hi
I was wondering if anybody knew a good place to get cheap 
SIMMS memory which is compatible with the RS7000.
Thanks
Benjamin Jones
| 4980|4977|2002-03-28 19:36:22|dayv5000|Re: 3 Questions and a warning!|
Hey,

> 1.After doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written, 
> how do you save it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping
> the original pattern?

Can't do it on the fly, but the workaround is save your pattern to a 
new user pattern *before* using loop remix, change to that pattern 



from the pattern patch menu, then loop remix it. Then, you'll have 
the original, and the mangled copy.

> 2. How exactly does a person change the pattern quantize? Is this 
> still the only way to make sure that eveything stays in time when 
> your other little grooveboxes are relying on the RS to keep the 
> timing of your set up accurate? 

Not sure what you mean regarding the other boxes, they should keep 
sync with the RS regardless of quantise - assuming the RS is master 
and you've got your groove-boxes to slave, they will automatically 
receive the time code / transport control (stop/play) from the RS. 
You change quantise during overdub/replace record mode, cc-knob three 
I think.

> 3.Where can I find out what the latest OS offers?

hehee.. you can't :) It's just an upgrade anyway, users have said 
that the MIDI echo B bug is fixed, and the screen noise bug is fixed. 
Finding out what else it does though, you may have to invest in a 
psychic.

[dayv]
| 4981|4977|2002-03-28 19:45:19|ripe|Re: 3 Questions and a warning!|
That's strange, when I do a loop remix on a phrase it *DOES* create a new
phrase automatically and assigns that phrase to the track, but you can
always go back and reassign the old phrase back to the track... hmmm.

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "dayv5000" <dayv@ozemail.com.au>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2002 8:36 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: 3 Questions and a warning!

> Hey,
>
> > 1.After doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written,
> > how do you save it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping
> > the original pattern?
>
> Can't do it on the fly, but the workaround is save your pattern to a
> new user pattern *before* using loop remix, change to that pattern
> from the pattern patch menu, then loop remix it. Then, you'll have
> the original, and the mangled copy.
>
>

| 4982|4977|2002-03-28 19:47:25|DJ Marmalade|Re: 3 Questions and a warning!|
That's what it does, I bet these guys aren't paying attention to the phrase
numbers.

daryl

> That's strange, when I do a loop remix on a phrase it *DOES* create a new
> phrase automatically and assigns that phrase to the track, but you can
> always go back and reassign the old phrase back to the track... hmmm.
>
> cheers
> ripe
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "dayv5000" <dayv@ozemail.com.au>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2002 8:36 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: 3 Questions and a warning!
>
>
> > Hey,
> >
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> > > 1.After doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written,
> > > how do you save it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping
> > > the original pattern?
> >
> > Can't do it on the fly, but the workaround is save your pattern to a
> > new user pattern *before* using loop remix, change to that pattern
> > from the pattern patch menu, then loop remix it. Then, you'll have
> > the original, and the mangled copy.
> >
> >
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the

RS7K Yahoo account.

>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 4983|4983|2002-03-28 21:40:55|tsaye1|send loop remix command?|
howdy,

in an attempt not to feel like i'm barging in let me intoduce myself. 
my name is T.SAYE. i'm out of san antonio, tx. i've started a small 
record label called CRUNKNATION ENTERTAINMENT and i'm a member of a 
production team called the TRACK ADDICTS. we specialize in hip-hop 
and r&b, but we are also capable of producing other genres of music.
we released our first full length album locally, it's called Dem 
Nation Boyz in Ready 4 Drama (rap). i am also a proud owner of a 
RS-7K. which leads me to my 1st question---

***is it possible to send (though midi or whatever) the loop remix 
command to other midi instruments (such as the qy-70 or mc-307) to 
work the same magic it does internally? if yes, how do i do it? 
thanks to all replies.

t. saye
| 4984|4983|2002-03-29 01:10:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: send loop remix command?|
On Friday 29 March 2002 05:40, tsaye1 wrote:

> howdy,
>
> in an attempt not to feel like i'm barging in let me intoduce
> myself. my name is T.SAYE. i'm out of san antonio, tx. i've started
> a small record label called CRUNKNATION ENTERTAINMENT and i'm a
> member of a production team called the TRACK ADDICTS. we specialize
> in hip-hop and r&b, but we are also capable of producing other
> genres of music. we released our first full length album locally,
> it's called Dem Nation Boyz in Ready 4 Drama (rap). i am also a
> proud owner of a RS-7K. which leads me to my 1st question---

Welcome, t!

>
> ***is it possible to send (though midi or whatever) the loop remix
> command to other midi instruments (such as the qy-70 or mc-307) to
> work the same magic it does internally? if yes, how do i do it?
> thanks to all replies.

The loop remix feature (love it) mainly operatates in the midi 
domain. It takes a prhase (a piece of midi data), remixes it, and 
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writes the result back as a new piece of midi data in a user phrase. 
What the midi data is playing is not relevant (I'm cheating here, 
since sample kit voices get extra attention, afaik).

You could simply export the remixed midi phrase as a standard midi 
file (.smf) and have other gear play it. This doesn't export the 
voice it was playing of course, only the midi data.

- Robert
| 4985|4979|2002-03-29 01:11:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????|
On Friday 29 March 2002 03:01, sagedrummer wrote:

> Hi
> I was wondering if anybody knew a good place to get cheap
> SIMMS memory which is compatible with the RS7000.
> Thanks
> Benjamin Jones

Have a look in the FAQ. I'm was very pleased with www.oempcworld.com.

- Robert
| 4986|4977|2002-03-29 01:15:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 3 Questions and a warning!|
On Friday 29 March 2002 00:15, brechin01356 wrote:

> Anyway could someone help me with these questions please? 1.After
> doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written, how do you
> save it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping the original
> pattern? 

As already stated, that's already done by the RS. Just remember the 
original phrase number.

2. How exactly does a person change the pattern quantize?

> Is this still the only way to make sure that eveything stays in
> time when your other little grooveboxes are relying on the RS to
> keep the timing of your set up accurate? 

You'll find the pattern quantize param in the Utility page.

> 3.Where can I find out what the latest OS offers?

Tell me if you found out. ;)

- Robert
| 4987|4963|2002-03-29 02:33:55|mookinx|Re: need info B4i buy|

> Sounds like Active Sensing - why do you need to turn it off? What 

problems

> is it causing you?

Ah yes, that's it.

It's not causing any problems in my set up but I find it anoying that 
I can't turn off the flashing on the midi box. 

Why have this active sensing anyway? I hate unnecessary automation
| 4988|4963|2002-03-29 02:47:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: need info B4i buy|
On Friday 29 March 2002 10:33, mookinx wrote:

> > Sounds like Active Sensing - why do you need to turn it off?
> > What
>
> problems
>
> > is it causing you?
>
> Ah yes, that's it.
>
> It's not causing any problems in my set up but I find it anoying
> that I can't turn off the flashing on the midi box.
>
> Why have this active sensing anyway? I hate unnecessary automation



From www.midi.org:
---------------------
Active Sensing.
Use of this message is optional. When initially sent, the receiver 
will expect to receive another Active Sensing message each 300ms 
(max), or it will be assumed that the connection has been terminated.
At termination, the receiver will turn off all voices and return to 
normal (non-active sensing) operation.
----------------------

Afaik, while a receiver is in active sensing state, an optimized midi 
data flow is used.

- Robert
| 4989|4989|2002-03-29 02:58:54|kussersmith|if you want an upgrade " RS7000 OS Version Up " to motifator@yamah|
incase no one has posted this here yet:

Yamaha US
Unregistered User
(3/23/02 7:41:49 am)
Reply No News is not good news
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
We would like to let you know about the current situation as far as 
we know about it and make some recommendations on how to proceed from 
here. 

Someone quoted us here with the following: 

yamaha us:
"You should expect one update version release available very soon on 
Yamahasynth.com and at least one major upgrade version sometime in 
the future." "There will be one at least one major upgrade (a Version 
2). This Version 2 will include some major feature changes and 
improvements."

This statement was made in regards to both the Motif and the RS7000. 
At that time , this was the current information we had been provided 
by Yamaha Japan. As you know the update for Motif was completed and 
released shortly ( about a month) after this was posted. The RS 
update was never released. Frankly, we have never been given a very 
good explanation of why the RS update never occurred. 

RS7000 users need a way to make it very clear to Yamaha what their 
opinions are. 

Sending numerous emails to various addresses will not be very 
effective. Yamaha is a very big company and many of those emails will 
not get in the right hands. 

It is better to collect all the emails in one central location with 
an appropriate person who can then present these to Yamaha Japan. We 
would be happy to serve as that central collection point for 
customers worldwide even though our only official responsibility is 
here in the US. 

We recommend that you send one single email with the subject. 

" RS7000 OS Version Up " to motifator@yamaha.com . 

This email address is one that is check daily by the marketing 
department at Yamaha US. 

Sending multiple emails is not really helpful. What Yamaha Japan will 
want to see is the number of users who feel strongly about this , not 
one person who is willing to email a thousand times. 

The content of the emails can of course be whatever you want, but to 
be honest it is pretty clear that grid recording and non-stop 
recording have always been the two issues that people are most 
passionate about. The shorter and more concise the emails are the 
more impact they will have. 

We will be going to Japan on April 15th to discuss future plans and 
would like to collect as much ammunition as we can before we go. We 
will let you know before we go on the trip the total number of emails 
we have collected and a brief summary of the content. 

We succeeded in getting this done for Motif and the first Motif 
update has been released which people seem quite satisfied with. So 

mailto:motifator@yamaha.com


please send the emails to the above address and we will do what we 
can regarding RS7000.
| 4990|4977|2002-03-29 04:26:09|Gary Gorton|Re: 3 Questions and a warning!|
Thanks Brian.

I am inclined to agree with you based upon your comparisons but I own both the RS7K and the Korg Karma and the Karma productions are far superior and original
though take more effort to achieve. With the Trition, unless you fork out loads of dosh for the add-ons life becomes difficult but in reality the Trition was NOT designed
as a Dance box as is the RS so to compare the two is hardly fair. For example the arpa in the RS is nothing compared to any of the Korg's especially not the Karma's. Nor
can you generate complex modes and phases with the RS. The RS lacks any real keyboard but it comes with Smart card and SCSI as standard where the Korg's do not. 

At the end of the day it depends upon what you want to do musically and this alone should steer your choice of tool. I personally couldn't manage without BOTH. Both
the RS and the Karma KICK serious ASS!

For the money the RS is unbeatable!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: brechin01356 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2002 11:15 PM
Subject: [RS7000] 3 Questions and a warning!

Hello there, You should be pleased to know that if you own an 
rs7000 ,you probably have the best instrument for writing dance music 
around.I say this after owning the following (and trying out several 
others). Roland 505...pretty good, Korg Triton...No good for writing 
intuative dance music,it's not much fun at all, EMU XL7...Run a 
mile! It's a nightmare,no no no no!......no.............NO!
I now am back to an RS7000 (THE BEST) which I briefly had before 
(Whew!that was close.These kind lads at Sound Control are very 
understanding)I am using it with an Korg Electribe M....Hooray!it's 
really good and a Korg Electribe EA1 Hooray! again it's also really 
good.......you see they both do what they are supposed to and much 
more besides. I think these three boxes will prove to be perfecly 
complimentary.
Anyway could someone help me with these questions please? 1.After 
doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written, how do you save 
it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping the original pattern?
2. How exactly does a person change the pattern quantize? Is this 
still the only way to make sure that eveything stays in time when 
your other little grooveboxes are relying on the RS to keep the 
timing of your set up accurate? 3.Where can I find out what the 
latest OS offers?
Thanks in advance 
Bryan
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| 4991|4979|2002-03-29 04:28:01|Gary Gorton|Re: Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????|
I have two sets and am in England If your are not too far and are willing to contribute GENEROUSLY toward the postage, I would be happy to part with them.

Gary
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: sagedrummer 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2002 2:01 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????

Hi
I was wondering if anybody knew a good place to get cheap 
SIMMS memory which is compatible with the RS7000.
Thanks
Benjamin Jones
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| 4992|4958|2002-03-29 05:24:32|volt0110|Re: Please Cut&Paste for OS Upgrade|
Sorry for this message, did not see it had
already been posted by Pman.

Also, read Olafmol comments b4 on Motifator.
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19
Topic entitled:
To Yamaha: Fix of the Grid Step Problem for RS7000 ?

I think he's right on this issue.
We should just send his comments instead of what
YamahaUS is suggesting to do
:)

-- Simon

--- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:
> Hi all RS7000 lovers,
> 
> Yahama US finally responded to our multiple efforts
> for an OS upgrade. Please take 30 sec. of your time to send 
> this message: 
> 
> "Please improve the implementation of grid mode and non 
stop 
> recording functions and provide an upgrade for the RS7000"
> 
> At this email adress: motifator@y...
> 
> That's all you have to do.
> 
> The message below is from Yamaha US who
> finally got involed (at msg # 25) in a discussion on Motifator.
> 
> http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19
> Topic entitled:
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> To Yamaha: Fix of the Grid Step Problem for RS7000 ?
> The angry Simonvolt in the discussion is me :)
> 
> Please read Yamaha US post below:
> 
> Thank you for your time,
> 
> -- Simon
>

| 4993|4993|2002-03-29 13:16:09|arveyman|Timing issues|
I was trying out some RM1X songs yesterday and noticed some timing 
problems of the RS. The song i was playing was getting 
pretty 'dense', i mean lot's of drum-rolls playing at the same time. 
At that point i realy noticed that the sequence was 'slowing down'.. 
It was not much i think and ofcourse the midi-data was at a very high 
rate (with lotsa trax used) but i was wandering if somebody else 
noticed this too? And how is this compared with say, MPC2K?

gr
Arv
| 4994|4993|2002-03-29 13:59:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Timing issues|
On Friday 29 March 2002 21:16, arveyman wrote:

> I was trying out some RM1X songs yesterday and noticed some timing
> problems of the RS. The song i was playing was getting
> pretty 'dense', i mean lot's of drum-rolls playing at the same
> time. At that point i realy noticed that the sequence was 'slowing
> down'.. 

Could it be that instead of the song slowing down (in tempo), that it 
simply ran out of voices, meaning that the RS skipped some of the 
midi notes?

Any midi delays running, or sounds with long release times?

- Robert
| 4995|4977|2002-03-29 15:33:38|dayv5000|Re: 3 Questions and a warning!|
I think you guys are right. Sorry for confusion!

d.

--- In RS7000@y..., "DJ Marmalade" wrote:
> That's what it does, I bet these guys aren't paying attention to 
the phrase
> numbers.
> 
> daryl
> 
> > That's strange, when I do a loop remix on a phrase it *DOES* 
create a new
> > phrase automatically and assigns that phrase to the track, but 
you can
> > always go back and reassign the old phrase back to the track... 
hmmm.
> >
> > cheers
> > ripe
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "dayv5000" 
> > To: 
> > Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2002 8:36 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: 3 Questions and a warning!
> >
> >
> > > Hey,
> > >
> > > > 1.After doing a loop remix on a phrase you have just written,
> > > > how do you save it to a new phrase number whilst also keeping
> > > > the original pattern?
> > >
> > > Can't do it on the fly, but the workaround is save your pattern 
to a
> > > new user pattern *before* using loop remix, change to that 
pattern
> > > from the pattern patch menu, then loop remix it. Then, you'll 
have



> > > the original, and the mangled copy.
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the
> RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >

| 4996|4996|2002-03-30 00:30:15|fuentes925|any d.j.'s using rs7000 in there set.|
hello, just wondering if any of you are d.j.'s using the rs7000 to 
spice up there set's, very fun stuff!.. and if you are have you ran 
into any problem's. for me mixing in to vynil is great for switching 
styles on rs7000.
| 4997|4997|2002-03-30 02:39:52|tompaulsen2002|ATTENTION everyone, please|
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Yamaha US at www.motifator.com
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

We recommend that you send one single email with the subject. 

" RS7000 OS Version Up " to motifator@yamaha.com . 

This email address is one that is check daily by the marketing 
department at Yamaha US. 

Sending multiple emails is not really helpful. What Yamaha Japan will 
want to see is the number of users who feel strongly about this , not 
one person who is willing to email a thousand times. 

The content of the emails can of course be whatever you want, but to 
be honest it is pretty clear that grid recording and non-stop 
recording have always been the two issues that people are most 
passionate about. The shorter and more concise the emails are the 
more impact they will have. 

We will be going to Japan on April 15th to discuss future plans and 
would like to collect as much ammunition as we can before we go. We 
will let you know before we go on the trip the total number of emails 
we have collected and a brief summary of the content. 

We succeeded in getting this done for Motif and the first Motif 
update has been released which people seem quite satisfied with. So 
please send the emails to the above address and we will do what we 
can regarding RS7000.
| 4998|4993|2002-03-30 04:37:34|arveyman|Re: Timing issues|
I want to try it out again (if i still remember what style i was 
using..) and maybe post it here to see if you notice it too. I also 
want to find out today about the stuff you mention Robert. It might 
be a could idea for me to record the sequence and take a close look 
at it in WaveLab or so.. Stay tuned!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 29 March 2002 21:16, arveyman wrote:
> > I was trying out some RM1X songs yesterday and noticed some timing
> > problems of the RS. The song i was playing was getting
> > pretty 'dense', i mean lot's of drum-rolls playing at the same
> > time. At that point i realy noticed that the sequence was 'slowing
> > down'.. 
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> 
> Could it be that instead of the song slowing down (in tempo), that 
it 
> simply ran out of voices, meaning that the RS skipped some of the 
> midi notes?
> 
> Any midi delays running, or sounds with long release times?
> 
> - Robert

| 4999|4993|2002-03-30 07:22:33|arveyman|Re: Timing issues|
Okay, i uploaded the specific file (Br'dlng2.r1p, RM1X file) to a new 
folder in the files section of this group. When loaded in the RS, i 
let section L run, and at the end change it to section M. I notice 
that at the end of section L the RS seems to have trouble with the 
huge amount of data being used. The moment section M is started, the 
tempo seems to accelerate again to 'normal' tempo... When i mute 
track 16 (in section L) the problem seems to dissapear mostly. I 
looked at the data (with EDIT) of track 16 and there seems to be a 
lot of CC messages in there. Is this something that should be avoided 
to 'keep the flow'?

Does this mean you cannot use an unlimited amount of CC's and NRPN's 
in a track???

Can somebody have a try with the file i mentioned?

gr
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> I want to try it out again (if i still remember what style i was 
> using..) and maybe post it here to see if you notice it too. I also 
> want to find out today about the stuff you mention Robert. It might 
> be a could idea for me to record the sequence and take a close look 
> at it in WaveLab or so.. Stay tuned!
> 
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Friday 29 March 2002 21:16, arveyman wrote:
> > > I was trying out some RM1X songs yesterday and noticed some 
timing
> > > problems of the RS. The song i was playing was getting
> > > pretty 'dense', i mean lot's of drum-rolls playing at the same
> > > time. At that point i realy noticed that the sequence 
was 'slowing
> > > down'.. 
> > 
> > Could it be that instead of the song slowing down (in tempo), 
that 
> it 
> > simply ran out of voices, meaning that the RS skipped some of the 
> > midi notes?
> > 
> > Any midi delays running, or sounds with long release times?
> > 
> > - Robert

| 5000|5000|2002-03-30 09:06:06|arveyman|How do i 'lock in' voice edits? |
What do i have to do to get the voice edits 'saved' in a phrase? Is 
it saved only when the phrase is made -after- a voice edit? And how 
is it saved? As CC's?
And also, when i create multiple phrases i most of the time want them 
to use the same (editted) voice. How do i get the 2nd phrase to use 
the THAT edited voice? It must be very straight forward, but i don't 
get it (yet)..

Arv
| 5001|5001|2002-03-30 12:09:32|Bryan Rodgers|FW: MUST READ|
(my apologies if this has already been forwarded and I missed it in a
previous post)

Got this off another of my yahoo lists...

...those sneaky bastards!

B



QUOTE: 
====== 
I've just been alerted by a friend that Yahoo have just made a sneaky 
change to everybody's 'Marketing Preferences', the result of which 
will be a load of spam. So, I've just been in and changed back what 
they've done so that I won't be receiving their ads! They had changed 
ALL of my *No's* to *Yes!* 

Here's what you need to do: 
Go to My Groups and click on Account Info, verify your password if it 
asks you to, and your Yahoo ID card comes up. Click on 'Edit your 
Marketing Preferences' and change all those Yes's back to No's! Click 
Save Changes. 

UNQUOTE 
=======
| 5002|5002|2002-03-30 13:39:45|NEVmega|Loading rex files...anyone?!?!|
Has anyone actually loaded and worked with REX files. It is key to my 
purchasing an RS. The instruction book doesn't have any info, but 
numerous people it's possible. Also, the folder browsing of such file 
from a smartmedia.
| 5003|5002|2002-03-31 01:02:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: Loading rex files...anyone?!?!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "NEVmega" wrote:

> Has anyone actually loaded and worked with REX files. It is key to 

my 

> purchasing an RS. The instruction book doesn't have any info, but 
> numerous people it's possible. Also, the folder browsing of such 

file 

> from a smartmedia.

AFAIK you can´t load REX files into the RS. Convert them to .wav.
| 5004|5001|2002-03-31 01:04:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: FW: MUST READ|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Click on 'Edit your 
> Marketing Preferences' 

??? I don´t have those on my account...
| 5005|5001|2002-03-31 03:30:21|arveyman|Re: FW: MUST READ|
I have, and they were all set to yes! Those bastards!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > Click on 'Edit your 
> > Marketing Preferences' 
> 
> ??? I don´t have those on my account...

| 5006|5001|2002-03-31 11:07:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: FW: MUST READ|
they should be up at the top of the page.. ...waayyy up.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 31/03/02 3:04 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FW: MUST READ

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Click on 'Edit your 
> Marketing Preferences' 

??? I don´t have those on my account...
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| 5007|5007|2002-03-31 20:50:04|little_baby_tickles|Haveing problems on the saveing procedure.|
Hello everybody i've had the RS7000 for about 4 weeks now and my 
progress has been slowley increaseing.But,I have a little problem I 
ran into, when I try to save my songs it does'nt go through.I do step 
by step by the manuel but when I go to the last part of the saveing 
procedure a warning sighn pops up saying (WRITE PROTECTED).Does anyone 
know what that means or foremost what i can do to fix that?Thank you 
very much for your time.
| 5008|5008|2002-03-31 23:12:43|Shreck420@aol.com|turning off metronome?|
Can anyone tell me if you can turn off the metronome?
->Greg
| 5009|5007|2002-04-01 04:06:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: Haveing problems on the saveing procedure.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "little_baby_tickles" 
wrote:

> Hello everybody i've had the RS7000 for about 4 weeks now and my 
> progress has been slowley increaseing.But,I have a little problem I 
> ran into, when I try to save my songs it does'nt go through.I do 

step 

> by step by the manuel but when I go to the last part of the saveing 
> procedure a warning sighn pops up saying (WRITE PROTECTED).Does 

anyone 

> know what that means or foremost what i can do to fix that?Thank 

you 

> very much for your time.

On what media are you trying to save on? SmartMediaCard, ZIP, JAZ???
| 5010|5008|2002-04-01 04:09:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: turning off metronome?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Shreck420@a... wrote:

> Can anyone tell me if you can turn off the metronome?
> ->Greg

In my German manual, Page 257: Nr.1.System 5.CLICK MODE
| 5011|4979|2002-04-01 12:38:11|sensualemporer|Re: Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????|
Robert,

I am about to buy some memory from the OEMPCWORLD.com per your 
reference in the FAQ. Right now they appear to be $17.85 per stick 

http://rd.yahoo.com/M=215002.1818248.3328688.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705
http://ads.x10.com/?bHlhaG9vbW9uc3RlcjcuZGF0=101
http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=215002.1818248.3328688.1261774/D=egrou
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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(see below). To get 64MB I need 2 sticks = $35.70 right? The guy at 
OEMPCWORLD.com said that I could install up to 4 of these. Wouldnt 
that be 128MB?

***********
32M-EDO 
List Price: $64.00 , Sale Price: $17.85 
32MB 72pin EDO DRAM SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V, 60ns, 2K, 16C, 
1.0"
For kit please buy Qty 2 
************

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 29 March 2002 03:01, sagedrummer wrote:
> > Hi
> > I was wondering if anybody knew a good place to get cheap
> > SIMMS memory which is compatible with the RS7000.
> > Thanks
> > Benjamin Jones
> 
> Have a look in the FAQ. I'm was very pleased with 
www.oempcworld.com.
> 
> - Robert

| 5012|5012|2002-04-01 12:51:37|sensualemporer|Retyping name when saving...(again and again and again)|
I just checked the FAQ and it says that you have to retype the name 
each time you save a song. This is the way I have been doing it, but 
I vaguely remember about 3 months ago, when someone stated a crafty 
workaround for getting the RS-7000 to use a name of something that 
was previously saved. Of course, I cant find that old message, 
anyone know what I'm talking about?

thx,
frenchy
| 5013|5012|2002-04-01 12:56:24|module1@dumb-unit.com|Re: Retyping name when saving...(again and again and again)|
Under the job menu you can name the style.. Then when you save it shows up
as this name.. When you resave you can overwrite. If you don't want to
overwrite you can change a letter or something in the name but beware as you
have not changed the style name it remains the same as what you initially
named it..

In short.. Go into Jobs , go into pattern : name style..

on 4/1/02 2:51 PM, sensualemporer at sensualemporer@hotmail.com wrote:

> I just checked the FAQ and it says that you have to retype the name
> each time you save a song. This is the way I have been doing it, but
> I vaguely remember about 3 months ago, when someone stated a crafty
> workaround for getting the RS-7000 to use a name of something that
> was previously saved. Of course, I cant find that old message,
> anyone know what I'm talking about?
> 
> thx,
> frenchy
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
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> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5014|5012|2002-04-01 12:59:54|module1@dumb-unit.com|Re: repost please..|
Can Someone repost the message from a couple of months back of how to get
different instruments on to the same track.. (different from pattern to
patern) .. I. E pattern A has a snare on track 15 , patter B has a cow bell
on track 15.. There was this Midi trick or something.
| 5015|5012|2002-04-01 13:41:14|sensualemporer|Re: repost please..|
I'll try to handle this one in realtime with no reposting, hope it 
works for you (PC=program change)...

If both sounds are in the same drumkit, then you just play the 
different notes with no special midi trick. If the two sounds reside 
in different drum kits, then...

section A, track 15...insert a PC at 1:1:000 which selects the kit 
containing the snare from the RS-7000 internal tone generator. Have 
the downbeat note occur at 1:1:001.

section B, track 15...insert a PC at 1:1:000 which selects the kit 
containing the cowbell from the RS-7000 internal tone generator. 
Have the downbeat occur at 1:1:001.

You should be able to watch these change in the mixer window.

does it work?
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> Can Someone repost the message from a couple of months back of how 
to get
> different instruments on to the same track.. (different from 
pattern to
> patern) .. I. E pattern A has a snare on track 15 , patter B has a 
cow bell
> on track 15.. There was this Midi trick or something.

| 5016|5016|2002-04-01 18:36:53|SUB CON|Re: Timing issues (Sampler or Sequencer?)|
Hi - I'm curious. i'm not an RS7000 owner but hope to
be real soon. I've also been talking with some MPC
users that have stated that they feel the MPC is
mostly a sequencer and secondly a sampler rating it
75% Seq & 25% Samp. 

I was wondering how you users of the RS view the RS.
Do you feel the sampling and seq engines are equal
50/50 or do you feel one lacks a little here or there
in performace?

Thanks,

neuro

Re: Timing issues> 

> Message: 1
> Date: Fri, 29 Mar 2002 20:16:07 -0000
> From: "arveyman" 
> Subject: Timing issues
> 
> I was trying out some RM1X songs yesterday and
> noticed some timing 
> problems of the RS. The song i was playing was
> getting 
> pretty 'dense', i mean lot's of drum-rolls playing
> at the same time. 
> At that point i realy noticed that the sequence was
> 'slowing down'.. 
> It was not much i think and ofcourse the midi-data
> was at a very high 
> rate (with lotsa trax used) but i was wandering if
> somebody else 
> noticed this too? And how is this compared with say,

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> MPC2K?
> 
> gr
> Arv
> 

=====
http://www.geocities.com/subneuro
http://www.mp3.com/scon

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
http://http://taxes.yahoo.com/
| 5017|4979|2002-04-01 23:02:57|tomfinegan|Re: Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> Robert,
> 
> I am about to buy some memory from the OEMPCWORLD.com per your 
> reference in the FAQ. Right now they appear to be $17.85 per stick 
> (see below). To get 64MB I need 2 sticks = $35.70 right? The guy 

at 

> OEMPCWORLD.com said that I could install up to 4 of these. Wouldnt 
> that be 128MB?

Yes, but the RS only can take 2 of them.
| 5018|5016|2002-04-01 23:13:16|tomfinegan|Re: Timing issues (Sampler or Sequencer?)|
--- In RS7000@y..., SUB CON wrote:

> Hi - I'm curious. i'm not an RS7000 owner but hope to
> be real soon. I've also been talking with some MPC
> users that have stated that they feel the MPC is
> mostly a sequencer and secondly a sampler rating it
> 75% Seq & 25% Samp. 

WUAHHAHAHAHA
:)))

Sorry that i am laughing, but as a sequencer the MPC is a joke.
The xx/xx rule also doesn´t fit the RS well, since it also got a TG 
and lots and lots of more real-time control features than the MPC.

Indeed you can´t compare those two, since the MPC is a DRUMSAMPLER, 
and the RS is (IMHO) a hardware-sequencer with integrated TG and 
sampler.
If you still want to go with your xx/xx rule, i would say the RS7000 
is 150% Sequencer, 35% Sampler, 75% TG (ROMpler).

Tom
| 5019|5016|2002-04-02 00:04:47|headtrik|Re: Timing issues (Sampler or Sequencer?)|
I personally need to disagree here. I think the "workload" is VERY 
evenly distributd on the RS7000. That is to say I trhink it 
outperforms the MPC2000 in all applications. It is not only a better 
sequencer (although the mpcs are capable of sequencing more than 16 
channels, in that sense they do have a plus), regardless, the rs will 
send cc data from any of its controllers, multiple at a time (the MPC 
only lets you assign one cc for the slider per track), lets you 
reassign them in any configuration, and is very easy to navigate once 
you get used to its interface. Also though the rs ALSO has the 
following features that easily outperform the MPC: 3 internal effects 
(upgrade you pay for in the 2000), built in SCSI (upgrade again in 
the original 2000), TG with some very good sounds, multiple filter 
types (only lowpass in the original 2000). LFOs etc... Anyway back to 
the orginal point, the rs samples at 20 bit (higher than the 16 bit 
mpc 2000), AND the MPC is limited to 250 samples max, and the rs? 
8000+! the rs sample slices just as buttery as recycle. etc... I 
could go on and on, I think the rs outperforms the mpc in all 
categories personally. And, ultimately there are less required 
upgrades to get it to its peak performance status. It kicks serious 
ass as a sampler, and doubles just as heavily as my main brain to 
control everything. Of course the MPC4000 will defeat the rs, BUT for 
the price of a really nice used car, I'd rather have a car, and for 
its cost, I could buy a good P4 computer, some software, a killer 
sampler, a kick ass synth, and match it, if not ultimately outperform 
it. Still probably sparing a few bucks. Shit for that much money I'd 
rather spend it on the super ccomputer, and gear. Who'd want to 



perform with it, I would be in constant paranoia of it getting 
damaged or stolen. I really don't think Akai will fare too well with 
it, just because the price is rediculous. Shit just buy the Z8 (same 
sampler engine) and an rs, and still spend less, on and on and on.....
| 5020|5016|2002-04-02 02:45:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: Timing issues (Sampler or Sequencer?)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:

> I personally need to disagree here. I think the "workload" is VERY 
> evenly distributd on the RS7000.

Well, i guess it´s a matter of personal taste. I mostly use the 
sequencer and the TG. The sampler is a good addition, but i already 
feel the longing for a standalone sampler, like a A5000.

All in all the RS is for the price a fantastic deal. 

Just my 0,02 Euro
| 5021|5021|2002-04-02 05:38:01|traizorus|Pricedrop|
Is anyone expecting a pricedrop? Maybe someone with more experience 
with economics with these products can forsee a pricedrop for the 
RS7000. Or maybe who accidentally knows, or someone working at the 
company who knows that there will be a follow-up (RS9000?), and knows 
when the dropping will take place? 
I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]
| 5022|5021|2002-04-02 08:53:53|tomfinegan|Re: Pricedrop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:

> Is anyone expecting a pricedrop? Maybe someone with more experience 
> with economics with these products can forsee a pricedrop for the 
> RS7000. Or maybe who accidentally knows, or someone working at the 
> company who knows that there will be a follow-up (RS9000?), and 

knows 

> when the dropping will take place? 
> I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]

The RS7000 just came out last year in the summer, so i won´t expect a 
RS9000 IF they will make one, before 2004/2005.

And about the prices...you can get one s/h already for app. 900US$. 
In the stores it is in the USA available for app. §1100. So compared 
to the original $1750 the price already dropped a lot. Here in 
Germany Yamaha announced a price for 3598.-DM, i purchased mine for 
2998.-DM and now the price is down to 1400.-Euro (app. 2777DM). So 
don´t expect it to drop so soon. Alternative might be a RM1x for you. 
You can get one for 610 Euro. Together with a sampler like an A4000 
(811Euro)and a small synth like a Waldorf uQ (711Euro), you get a 
good starting package for 2232 Euro...leave the uQ out and pay 
1421Euro....still leaves you with two units to learn instead of one.
If you live in the US, you won´t find anything less expensive and 
good as the RS7000 for U$1100.
| 5023|5021|2002-04-02 11:06:50|Gary Gorton|Re: Pricedrop|
Ho ho ho

You may be in for a long wait. I got mine for £1074 in the January Sales. The current price is £1345. 

And I bet the Dollar price is identical in the USA, i.e. < = > $1345

I can never understand why we, in the UK, pay much more for goods.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: traizorus 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2002 1:37 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Pricedrop

Is anyone expecting a pricedrop? Maybe someone with more experience 
with economics with these products can forsee a pricedrop for the 
RS7000. Or maybe who accidentally knows, or someone working at the 
company who knows that there will be a follow-up (RS9000?), and knows 
when the dropping will take place? 
I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]
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| 5024|5021|2002-04-02 12:34:48|zensufikabala|Re: Pricedrop|
U.S. price more like $1159. Don't know why stuff is more expensive 
in the UK too. (Perhaps you're richer than US--all those royals and 
rock stars ;)

zsk

--- In RS7000@y..., "Gary Gorton" wrote:
> Ho ho ho
> 
> You may be in for a long wait. I got mine for £1074 in the January 
Sales. The current price is £1345. 
> 
> And I bet the Dollar price is identical in the USA, i.e. < = > $1345
> 
> I can never understand why we, in the UK, pay much more for goods.
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: traizorus 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2002 1:37 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Pricedrop
> 
> 
> Is anyone expecting a pricedrop? Maybe someone with more 
experience 
> with economics with these products can forsee a pricedrop for the 
> RS7000. Or maybe who accidentally knows, or someone working at 
the 
> company who knows that there will be a follow-up (RS9000?), and 
knows 
> when the dropping will take place? 
> I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]
> 
> 
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> 
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> 
> 
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> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
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> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5025|5021|2002-04-02 13:39:04|Giotto|Re: Pricedrop|

>U.S. price more like $1159. Don't know why stuff is more expensive
>in the UK too. (Perhaps you're richer than US--all those royals and
>rock stars ;)
>
>zsk

Where is it 1159? Guitar center and Mars 7000's go for 1350. 
zZounds is about the same. Musician's friend on the other hand is 
probably 1699.

giotto
| 5026|5021|2002-04-02 13:52:29|Most Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Pricedrop|
Still cheaper than in England.

In fact, I could have flown over to the States, bought one and on my return,
lied to Customs Officials and still saved money!

LOL!

-----Original Message-----
From: Giotto [mailto:giotto@mindspring.com]
Sent: 02 April 2002 21:40
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Pricedrop

>U.S. price more like $1159. Don't know why stuff is more expensive
>in the UK too. (Perhaps you're richer than US--all those royals and
>rock stars ;)
>
>zsk

Where is it 1159? Guitar center and Mars 7000's go for 1350.
zZounds is about the same. Musician's friend on the other hand is
probably 1699.

giotto
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| 5027|5021|2002-04-02 15:37:22|RB|Re: Pricedrop|

> I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]

Decide how much 'value' you will get from the work you can do with it now.
It's like buying computers and any other hi-tech stuff - the waiting game is
false economy - the price WILL always eventually come down, but if you can
do some good work with it in the meantime then you've not lost anything
IMHO. 
I could easily get very upset at the fact that the S3000 I paid £2500 UKP
for when it came out is now worth £250 at most - but I've made much more
money from the releases I've made using it. Almost any piece of pro-audio
equipment is going to halve in value by the time you've opened the box.
The RS is a superb piece of kit and worth every penny.

Richard Brown
| 5028|5028|2002-04-02 16:24:30|Alexander zacklin||
All in all the rs 7000 is worth the price for what it is
but for all u players bassists and guitarist...WATCH OUT

WHY?
Because the rs 7000 is billed to b this seamless integration bla blah 
blah...i should have returned it when WOW to my utter amazement..it was not 
true...trying to record a bass groove over patterns turned out
to b cumbersome and not so seamless but thanks to u guys i fig. out a way 
...well sort of
i play bass for a living...i was hoping to do some live stuff just me and 
the machine...solo over certain patterns with sample bass/ guitar 
whatever...but the sampler does not do what they claim
and the slice + seq function that they hail to be so cutting edge ..is 
pretty cool but I can buy software that will do the same thing, if not 
better for a fraction of the price. [ yes if u don't have a decent computer 
running that may not hold]

another issue....is for that amount of money i expect exceptional 
documentation...not this crap ass manual that makes no sense
and assumes I spent 2 weeks at the yamaha engineering school for
peeps who don't speak japanese..so with that i'm going to be very careful as 
to who and how I invest my money...
access virus - e logic - pro tools - there a ton of companies
that provide excellent auxiliary support [ vids/dvd ]...[and that they 
shouldwe are paying for it]...the rs 7 does not have that kind of support 
that one would expect for the price
i feel almost cheated like i was some guinea pig...like well if this unit 
doesn't work - we will shelve it start a new? F$%^ U
for such a huge company really disappointed...
that's why in my book no to YAMAHA...this unit will b an antique in 3 months 
with probably one upgrade if that...I will never buy a piece of YAMAHA gear 
ever again...
z

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5029|5029|2002-04-02 16:39:22|dysphonix|RS 7000 Curious....|
Looking into the RS 7000...and I was wondering if the upgrade 
for the RS included more analog outs...thats the biggest 
drawback of the RM1x and I hope they fixed that...I heard there 
were digital I/O...but what about the analog...any feedback 
appreciated.....dan
| 5030|5028|2002-04-02 17:27:56|RB|Re: |

> Because the rs 7000 is billed to b this seamless integration bla blah
> blah...i should have returned it when WOW to my utter amazement..it was not
> true...trying to record a bass groove over patterns turned out
> to b cumbersome and not so seamless but thanks to u guys i fig. out a way
> ...well sort of

Sounds like you need something more like a HD recorder - you should blame
the shop that sold you it, not Yamhaha. There's no claims of the RS being an
audio workstation like Cubase or Protools.

> i feel almost cheated like i was some guinea pig...like well if this unit
> doesn't work - we will shelve it start a new? F$%^ U
> for such a huge company really disappointed...

What exactly is it that doesn't work?

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx


> I will never buy a piece of YAMAHA gear
> ever again...

Your loss......
| 5031|5031|2002-04-02 18:02:35|SUB CON|Re: Sampler or Sequencer? > Timing issues|
Hi - thanks for all the replies. Although I must say
I'm not camparing the MPC with the RS. The truth is i
already know enough about the MPC to know that I want
an RS. But I don't know enough about the RS to to know
if I want an RS. The seq in the MPC may be considered
a joke I'll agree but the sampling engine is much
funnier!

ANYWAY, the MPC is not even a discussion topic! So
back to point.

I guess a better question would be whether or not you
are 100% satisfied with the sampling engine of the RS
and if not why? And if you are 100% satisfied with the
sequencer in the RS and if not why? And the TG - are
you 100% satisfied and if not why?

Thanks,

neuro

Date: Tue, 02 Apr 2002 06:13:12 -0000
From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Timing issues (Sampler or Sequencer?)

--- In RS7000@y..., SUB CON wrote:
> Hi - I'm curious. i'm not an RS7000 owner but hope
to
> be real soon. I've also been talking with some MPC
> users that have stated that they feel the MPC is
> mostly a sequencer and secondly a sampler rating it
> 75% Seq & 25% Samp. 
WUAHHAHAHAHA
:)))

Sorry that i am laughing, but as a sequencer the MPC
is a joke.
The xx/xx rule also doesn�t fit the RS well, since it
also got a TG 
and lots and lots of more real-time control features
than the MPC.

Indeed you can�t compare those two, since the MPC is a
DRUMSAMPLER, 
and the RS is (IMHO) a hardware-sequencer with
integrated TG and 
sampler.
If you still want to go with your xx/xx rule, i would
say the RS7000 
is 150% Sequencer, 35% Sampler, 75% TG (ROMpler).

Tom

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

=====
http://www.geocities.com/subneuro
http://www.mp3.com/scon

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
http://taxes.yahoo.com/

| 5032|5029|2002-04-02 19:09:28|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS 7000 Curious....|
Yep. It's the AIEB2 output board (successor to the AIEB1 output board
used in the SU700 and A3k/4k/5k line of Yamaha samplers). 6 Assignable

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
http://www.geocities.com/subneuro
http://www.mp3.com/scon
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1/4" analog outs (either as individual [i.e. 1,2,3,4,5,6] or pairs [i.e.
1+2, 3+4, 5+6]). It also has a pair of S/PDIF Digital (RCA Connector)
In/Out and Optical (TOSLink) In/Out. The reason the new board is out is
because of the higher bit resolution for output that the RS7k/Motif line
use as compared to the SU700/A3k line use. The MIXER pages let you
choose your outputs for each track.

By the way, just got my AIEB2 board in yesterday and installed it. Easy
enough and works like a charm. $209 at www.8thstreet.com. Also note:
the AIEB2 can be used in the SU700 & A4k/A5k in place of the AIEB1
board. There is a small switch on the board that lets you choose the
mode you want. It is not compatible with the A3k though.

--wasted/komatos/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: dysphonix [mailto:dysphonix@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2002 6:39 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS 7000 Curious....

Looking into the RS 7000...and I was wondering if the upgrade 
for the RS included more analog outs...thats the biggest 
drawback of the RM1x and I hope they fixed that...I heard there 
were digital I/O...but what about the analog...any feedback 
appreciated.....dan
| 5033|5021|2002-04-02 21:03:52|Gary Gorton|Re: Pricedrop|
Richard

I couldn't agree more with your sentiments. If you can get it to make money for you then price is no object but even if you don't make money, perhaps because you have
enough already, like me, then the joy this box brings more than makes up for the price.
I have stated it before on this list and will now again for the record. 

The R7K is unbeatable value for money!

If you are not strapped for cash then get the Motif or the Karma too!

Gary

----- Original Message ----- 
From: RB 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2002 11:38 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Pricedrop

> I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]

Decide how much 'value' you will get from the work you can do with it now.
It's like buying computers and any other hi-tech stuff - the waiting game is
false economy - the price WILL always eventually come down, but if you can
do some good work with it in the meantime then you've not lost anything
IMHO. 
I could easily get very upset at the fact that the S3000 I paid £2500 UKP
for when it came out is now worth £250 at most - but I've made much more
money from the releases I've made using it. Almost any piece of pro-audio
equipment is going to halve in value by the time you've opened the box.
The RS is a superb piece of kit and worth every penny.

Richard Brown

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5034|5028|2002-04-03 00:11:18|tomfinegan|Re: |
--- In RS7000@y..., RB wrote:

> Sounds like you need something more like a HD recorder - you should 

blame

> the shop that sold you it, not Yamhaha. 

Yup, a Tascam 788 or Korg D12/D1600 might better fit your needs.

> There's no claims of the RS being an
> audio workstation like Cubase or Protools.

Indeed.

> 
> > i feel almost cheated 

Yes but not by Yamaha, but by the store which gave you bad advise. 
They sold you something that doesn´t match your needs.

> >like i was some guinea pig...like well if this unit
> > doesn't work - we will shelve it start a new? F$%^ U
> > for such a huge company really disappointed...

Really, the RS7k works just fine, but not for what you want to use it.

> What exactly is it that doesn't work?
> 
> > I will never buy a piece of YAMAHA gear
> > ever again...

It´s a shame, since IMHO Yamaha does produce some very good priced 
and excellent professional gear. It´s not flawless, but other gear 
are also not flawless.

tom
| 5035|5031|2002-04-03 00:24:44|tomfinegan|Re: Sampler or Sequencer? > Timing issues|
--- In RS7000@y..., SUB CON wrote:

> I guess a better question would be whether or not you
> are 100% satisfied with the sampling engine of the RS
> and if not why? And if you are 100% satisfied with the
> sequencer in the RS and if not why? And the TG - are
> you 100% satisfied and if not why?

Again, those questions will be answered by each and every owner of 
the RS differently. It really depends on your needs.

Personally i am 100% with the RS7000 satisfied. It fits my needs 
(excellent hardware-sequencer, good ROMpler with great tweakable 
soundset plus a sampler to fire some samples). 
I don´t want to reduce this satisfaction to a pure number. Some 
people are moaning about the sequencer, mostly because the don´t 
understand Yamaha´s phrase-concept, some people moan about the 
soundset, their Q/Nova/Virus/ does better and 
blablabla, some people moan about the sampler-section, which is 
reduced to the most necessary, which leaves some people unsatisfied 
because they need multi-layered samples i.e.

To summarize, the RS7000 is what Yamaha announced it as, a Music 
Production Studio. It´s usage is very versatile, so it might fit your 
needs or only some needs, or not at all. It depends on you, on your 
needs if the RS will match them or not. Just a few postings ago, 
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there was this bass-player dude complaining about the RS nto fitting 
his needs. Well YES, he bought the wrong tool, he will better better 
with a HD-Multitrackrecorder, like a Tascam 788, or a Korg D12/D1600 
or something like this.
But if you need, like me, a good Hardware-sequencer, that also 
includes a good TG and a basic sampler, here you go, the RS is for 
you. But don´t expect that it´s perfect, the RS has it´s quirks like 
any other machine. Most of them, IMHO can be worked around.

So, don´t listen too much to other people giving the RS % for this or 
% for that, go and check it out for yourself.

Tom
| 5036|5036|2002-04-03 02:18:16|massplanck|questions|
Hi Guys

Getting my RS next week!!! I've already said goodbye to my 
girlfriend :)

Couple of questions....

EQing. Whats the RS like for this? Does it have like a visual 
paragraphic type interface on screen? Or do you just use your good 
old ears?

Expansion Cards: Are there any out and what are their 
capabilities/what do they add?

Mastering: I've been told that i need 'nothing else' to complete my 
tracks but find this hard to believe. Would you recommend getting a 
multi band compressor for post production or is the RS's compressor 
sufficient?

Cheers
Steve
| 5037|5036|2002-04-03 03:20:41|tomfinegan|Re: questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:

> Hi Guys
> 
> Getting my RS next week!!! I've already said goodbye to my 
> girlfriend :)
> 
> Couple of questions....
> 
> EQing. Whats the RS like for this? Does it have like a visual 
> paragraphic type interface on screen? Or do you just use your good 
> old ears?

You don´t get a visual paragraphic type interface, but like on a 
mixer you see the amount of EQ you are using. So, in general...good 
old ears...as always.

> 
> Expansion Cards: Are there any out and what are their 
> capabilities/what do they add?

AIEB/2 is out there, expands the RS with six additional analog outs 
and a SP/DIF in/out.

> 
> Mastering: I've been told that i need 'nothing else' to complete my 
> tracks but find this hard to believe. Would you recommend getting a 
> multi band compressor for post production or is the RS's compressor 
> sufficient?

Depends on your taste. Some people don´t like the built in 
compressor, other people do love it. IMHO you really don´t need 
anything else, but the last kick by an external compressor for post 
production wouldn´t hurt.
| 5038|5028|2002-04-03 04:46:01|arveyman|Re: |

> another issue....is for that amount of money i expect exceptional 
> documentation...not this crap ass manual that makes no sense
> and assumes I spent 2 weeks at the yamaha engineering school for
> peeps who don't speak japanese..so with that i'm going to be very 

careful as 

> to who and how I invest my money...



I mastered the basics in probably one day and the rest is a bit more 
difficult, but still less dificult then a softwareproduct with tons 
of menu's.. IMHO
Okay, the manual is pretty crap.. But it still gives you the basics 
of *all* the funtions. It does not however, tell you how to make 
music. :-)

Arv
| 5039|5021|2002-04-03 06:30:18|massplanck|Re: Pricedrop|
Pricedrop?

Just buy the thing from www.thomann.de

1400 Euros

I think thats the cheapest price you'll get in the world.

--- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:
> Is anyone expecting a pricedrop? Maybe someone with more experience 
> with economics with these products can forsee a pricedrop for the 
> RS7000. Or maybe who accidentally knows, or someone working at the 
> company who knows that there will be a follow-up (RS9000?), and 
knows 
> when the dropping will take place? 
> I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]

| 5040|5040|2002-04-03 07:45:37|sensualemporer|Tonos advertisement...|
So, I love the RS-7000...
I write music...
I would love to pay for the RS-7000 and other gear with the music I 
write...

Does anyone have anything good or bad to say or know anything about 
this "Tonos" that is all of the sudden popping up as an ad in my 
yahoo groups all the time now?

wondering,
frenchy
| 5041|5036|2002-04-03 07:47:57|Jeremy P Caulfield (lotus)|Re: questions|
on 3/4/02 4:18 AM, massplanck at massplanck@hotmail.com wrote:

> Hi Guys
> 
> Getting my RS next week!!! I've already said goodbye to my
> girlfriend :)
> 

When e-bay start this service ? ;-)
| 5042|5036|2002-04-03 09:43:52|Giotto|Re: questions|

>EQing. Whats the RS like for this? Does it have like a visual
>paragraphic type interface on screen? Or do you just use your good
>old ears?

The Eq's have no image editor but you do get to choose the type, 
fixed or parametric.

>
>Expansion Cards: Are there any out and what are their
>capabilities/what do they add?

I got the AIEB2 and it's been great. It's very well built, and works 
well. I mainly use it for the digital I/O as I send my samples in by 
SPDIF, and use the SPDIF out to send my tracks into ProTools.

>
>Mastering: I've been told that i need 'nothing else' to complete my
>tracks but find this hard to believe. Would you recommend getting a
>multi band compressor for post production or is the RS's compressor

mailto:massplanck@hotmail.com


sufficient?

The compressor is useful if you want to clamp down on a sound. It's 
typical digital....fairly transparent and it doesn't pump. It could 
use more user editable parameters but it works for most moments when 
you need to chill a sound out.

The multiband compressor on the other hand is available on the main 
outs in the final FX section or (THANK YOU YAMAHA) as the Variation 
effect. It, unlike the compressor, is VERY dramatic. When I used it 
on the Main FX one time my hard house track came BOOOMING to life. 
And if you use it as your variation effect you can individually apply 
it in varying amounts to each track which is such a trip to have. 
It's also extensively editable...I mean the parameters for the 
multiband go on and on. I'm still doing some listening to figure out 
if it's just an exciter type gimmick, but ultimately if it sounds 
good, it sounds good.

Giotto
| 5043|4910|2002-04-03 13:42:56|sean mccarrick|Re: SCSI wont mount|
Thanks to everyone who replied originally.
Only had time recently to try more things,.
End result is that it still does not work.

Firstly I cannot get the drive to appear in windows as anything but
removable.
This I'm almost sure is the problem.

I have been told by people that this sounds like a conflict between ide and
scsi.

The scsi ids are different for everything, for example 7 for the card, 1 for
the drvie and 3 for the mountid.

I have tried accessing the drive from dos, that also does not work as the
drive is removable, it won't appear in dos.
Also tried doing this without the drive being removable but then no letter
gets assigned to it
and it cannot be seen at all in the pc except for the scsi bios.

I can see the drive in the rs, but cannot mount it and I can also see the rs
from the scsi card bios.

The drive is afaik terminated. If it wasn't, surely it would not work at
all.

Have also fully formatted the disk again just to make sure.
The disk contains no bad sectors.

The scsi cable is brand new and 3m long.
Drive is seagate and the card is symbios.

One suggestion that I'm willing to try is to install linux.
Apparently this handles ide/scsi bus better than windows.

Cheers again
-sean-

----- Original Message -----
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2002 11:47 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI wont mount

>
>
> IanV
>
> Answers in text.
>
>
> --- sean mccarrick <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I'm using win98 and my scsi card and drive have just
> > been installed.
> > I configured the drive as removable as this was the
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> > only way I could see it in explorer.
>
> Something's wrong right there, assuming your drive
> isn't removable. A scsi hard drive should show up as a
> hard drive.
>
> Try setting it up without the RS connected. Get that
> bit working then try putting the RS into the equation.
> Then try it on the RS without the PC.
>
> > When I go into scsi settings on the rs, I can see
> > the
> > drive showing and I can change the scsi id and mount
> > id.
>
> Make sure the id of the RS and your PC are different.
> The PC will usually be id 7. Does the drive show up
> with the correct make/model number on the RS?
>
>
> > But I can't mount as stated in the manual.
> > And therefore I cannot use it for
> > importing/exporting.
> > The drive is connected to the first connector in a 5
> > way cable to the card and the cable is terminated.
> > I also read the faq which stated not to access the
> > drive from the pc and the rs simultaneously, which I
> > did.
>
>
> You don't want to have the PC and the RS accessing any
> scsi device at the same time. You can have them both
> connected with the drives mounted and all should be
> fine. The SCSI used on the RS and most PCs doesn't
> really allow two devices (RS and PC) to be in control
> of the scsi bus at the same time. As long as you keep
> accesses separate (read and writing) things should
> work.
>
> The other thing to check is disk formats.
>
> > I can also access the drive from the pc so I know
> > its
> > working.
> > Can anyone help
> > Thanks in advance.
> > BTW i sent this mail earlier so apolagies if it
> > arrives again.
> > Cheers
> > -sean-
> >
>
>
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards®
> http://movies.yahoo.com/
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
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_________________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Get your free @yahoo.com address at http://mail.yahoo.com

| 5044|5044|2002-04-03 14:22:16|Alexander zacklin|Re: agreed|
Tom...
u are absolutely correct...so my humble apologies
yes I was pissed ...i still think the documentation is lacking...
i spent some hours yesterday getting more acquainted with a bunch
of samplers, keys. software...at the music store I frequent.
and I would have to agree with u...

I see the ligh,t for the money, sounds bla bla..it's a hot unit
I'm real green to all this...i spent years studying music
up till a year ago aside from my rig and basses all i had was a cheesy 4 
track...
i think this new stuff is great sounding and really exciting
not too mention u peeps are real informative and way more helpful
than my music store...to make a long story short...the store offered me a 
trade...but I've decided to keep it...so that should say something
thanks again z

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 5045|5021|2002-04-03 16:17:25|subneuro|Re: Pricedrop|
Believe it or not the lowest price I've seen can be found at 
musicians friend for $1199.00 + S&H

--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:
> Pricedrop?
> 
> Just buy the thing from www.thomann.de
> 
> 1400 Euros
> 
> I think thats the cheapest price you'll get in the world.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:
> > Is anyone expecting a pricedrop? Maybe someone with more 
experience 
> > with economics with these products can forsee a pricedrop for the 
> > RS7000. Or maybe who accidentally knows, or someone working at 
the 
> > company who knows that there will be a follow-up (RS9000?), and 
> knows 
> > when the dropping will take place? 
> > I don't want to spend my money too soon, you see. =]

| 5046|5046|2002-04-03 17:05:36|dnovomeiski|Extra beat appeared in recording|
Hi.
Has anyone had anything similar happen to them?
I am recording in grid mode slaving RS clock to Logic,
changing a phrase. It sounds ok,
however, when it is played, it has one extra kick in it.

In recording mode, there is no extra kick, however once I go into 
play mode it comes back.

Anyone has any idea why could have that taken place, and how that can 
be resolved

peace light

DMA
| 5047|4910|2002-04-03 18:41:02|sean mccarrick|Re: SCSI wont mount|
Thanks to everyone who replied originally.
Only had time recently to try more things,.
End result is that it still does not work.

Firstly I cannot get the drive to appear in windows as anything but
removable.
This I'm almost sure is the problem.

I have been told by people that this sounds like a conflict between ide and
scsi.

The scsi ids are different for everything, for example 7 for the card, 1 for
the drvie and 3 for the mountid.

http://mail.yahoo.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/


I have tried accessing the drive from dos, that also does not work as the
drive is removable, it won't appear in dos.
Also tried doing this without the drive being removable but then no letter
gets assigned to it
and it cannot be seen at all in the pc except for the scsi bios.

I can see the drive in the rs, but cannot mount it and I can also see the rs
from the scsi card bios.

The drive is afaik terminated. If it wasn't, surely it would not work at
all.

Have also fully formatted the disk again just to make sure.
The disk contains no bad sectors.

The scsi cable is brand new and 3m long.
Drive is seagate and the card is symbios.

One suggestion that I'm willing to try is to install linux.
Apparently this handles ide/scsi bus better than windows.

Cheers again
-sean-

----- Original Message -----
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2002 11:47 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI wont mount

>
>
> IanV
>
> Answers in text.
>
>
> --- sean mccarrick <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I'm using win98 and my scsi card and drive have just
> > been installed.
> > I configured the drive as removable as this was the
> > only way I could see it in explorer.
>
> Something's wrong right there, assuming your drive
> isn't removable. A scsi hard drive should show up as a
> hard drive.
>
> Try setting it up without the RS connected. Get that
> bit working then try putting the RS into the equation.
> Then try it on the RS without the PC.
>
> > When I go into scsi settings on the rs, I can see
> > the
> > drive showing and I can change the scsi id and mount
> > id.
>
> Make sure the id of the RS and your PC are different.
> The PC will usually be id 7. Does the drive show up
> with the correct make/model number on the RS?
>
>
> > But I can't mount as stated in the manual.
> > And therefore I cannot use it for
> > importing/exporting.
> > The drive is connected to the first connector in a 5
> > way cable to the card and the cable is terminated.
> > I also read the faq which stated not to access the
> > drive from the pc and the rs simultaneously, which I
> > did.
>
>
> You don't want to have the PC and the RS accessing any
> scsi device at the same time. You can have them both
> connected with the drives mounted and all should be
> fine. The SCSI used on the RS and most PCs doesn't
> really allow two devices (RS and PC) to be in control
> of the scsi bus at the same time. As long as you keep
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> accesses separate (read and writing) things should
> work.
>
> The other thing to check is disk formats.
>
> > I can also access the drive from the pc so I know
> > its
> > working.
> > Can anyone help
> > Thanks in advance.
> > BTW i sent this mail earlier so apolagies if it
> > arrives again.
> > Cheers
> > -sean-
> >
>
>
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Movies - coverage of the 74th Academy Awards®
> http://movies.yahoo.com/
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

_________________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Get your free @yahoo.com address at http://mail.yahoo.com

| 5048|5044|2002-04-04 00:35:22|tomfinegan|Re: agreed|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Alexander zacklin" wrote:

> Tom...
> u are absolutely correct...so my humble apologies
> yes I was pissed ...i still think the documentation is lacking...

Well, i think the documentation is fine. It always delivered me the 
answered i needed, except the explanation for the patter-chain mode, 
which really sucks ass ;)
Check out the FAQ and the additional .pdf files from Yamaha that are 
in the file-section of the group: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

> the store offered me a 
> trade...but I've decided to keep it...so that should say something
> thanks again z

That is good :)
So you will get additionally a HD-multitracker? Fostex VF08 v2 
(749Euro at http://www.thomann.de)and VF16 are running out of stock, 
and you should get those for a extra good deal...
Or there´s also the Akai DPS16,Roland VS890,the already mentioned 
Tascam 788, Korg D12,D1600, Yamaha AW2816, Zoom MRS1044,MRS4

Tom

> _________________________________________________________________
> Join the world's largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
> http://www.hotmail.com

| 5049|5046|2002-04-04 00:43:46|tomfinegan|Re: Extra beat appeared in recording|
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--- In RS7000@y..., "dnovomeiski" wrote:

> Hi.
> Has anyone had anything similar happen to them?
> I am recording in grid mode slaving RS clock to Logic,
> changing a phrase. It sounds ok,
> however, when it is played, it has one extra kick in it.
> 
> In recording mode, there is no extra kick, however once I go into 
> play mode it comes back.
> 
> Anyone has any idea why could have that taken place, and how that 

can 

> be resolved
> 
> peace light
> 
> DMA

Sounds like a MIDIecho.
| 5050|5050|2002-04-04 00:49:58|hhceo|midi control|
Why doesen't my rs send my 1010 the cc messages at the start of the seq.
I have to manually go into the sound select screen on the rs so that
it will send the correct info. Do i have a menu item not checked,
whats wrong???

could somebody help please.....
| 5051|5050|2002-04-04 00:54:37|tomfinegan|Re: midi control|
--- In RS7000@y..., "hhceo" wrote:

> Why doesen't my rs send my 1010 the cc messages at the start of the 

seq.

> I have to manually go into the sound select screen on the rs so that
> it will send the correct info. Do i have a menu item not checked,
> whats wrong???
> 
> could somebody help please.....

Did you put the CC message into a phrase? You can use the phrase-edit 
mode to do this very comfortably.
| 5052|5050|2002-04-04 01:01:57|hhceo|Re: midi control|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "hhceo" wrote:
> > Why doesen't my rs send my 1010 the cc messages at the start of the 
> seq.
> > I have to manually go into the sound select screen on the rs so that
> > it will send the correct info. Do i have a menu item not checked,
> > whats wrong???
> > 
> > could somebody help please.....
> Did you put the CC message into a phrase? You can use the phrase-edit 
> mode to do this very comfortably.

yeah i did right at the top of the track....
Still i don't get it....
Whan i had an MPC2000 all i had to do wad put the bank select msb/lsb
and choose the sound i wanted. then when i loaded up the seq at a
later time it would set the module up the second it was loaded. All i
had to do was press play... the rs7000 seems lazy and dosen't do this????

still confused
| 5053|5053|2002-04-04 01:49:46|Alper Olcay|RS gigbag|
I just bought RS gigbag from Yamaha. Then I noticed the production tag on it which says dimbath gigbags and covers. AFAIK lot of US users looking for this cover.
SOO CHECK OUT www.dimbath.de they also have english page and online order!
Rot

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5054|5054|2002-04-04 03:29:13|massplanck|Another Question........|
Sorry Guys..

whats the arpegiator like? can you customise arps and create your own?
| 5055|5050|2002-04-04 06:44:29|sensualemporer|Re: midi control|
--- In RS7000@y..., "hhceo" wrote:

> Whan i had an MPC2000 all i had to do wad put the bank select 



msb/lsb

> and choose the sound i wanted. then when i loaded up the seq at a
> later time it would set the module up the second it was loaded. All 

i

> had to do was press play... the rs7000 seems lazy and dosen't do 

this????

> 
> still confused

Since the CC's & PC's are part of the sequence, nothing will happen 
until the sequence is played. To get around this I have been doing 
one measure of a 4count where I setup all the patches in my outboard 
gear. I was wondering if there was a better way. It would be cool 
to have it set-up patches BEFORE starting the sequence, but I dont 
think its possible.

frenchy
| 5056|5021|2002-04-04 06:48:14|pibi|Re: Pricedrop|
hi guys !
RS7k is worth every $ or euro or pound !
order AIEB2 too !
gives you 6 analog outs - bypassing masterefect + digital I/O
to link it to MD or CD

put in 64 megs + old SCSII hard disk 
you will leave your girl and start a new life !!
| 5057|5021|2002-04-04 06:53:33|sensualemporer|Re: Pricedrop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pibi" wrote:

> hi guys !
> RS7k is worth every $ or euro or pound !
> order AIEB2 too !
> gives you 6 analog outs - bypassing masterefect + digital I/O
> to link it to MD or CD
> 
> put in 64 megs + old SCSII hard disk 
> you will leave your girl and start a new life !!

What does the old SCSI hard disk do for you?
It doesnt expand the sample memory does it? (probly not).
So does it behave just like the smartmedia card in the front or is 
there additional functionality with a SCSI hard disk?

thx,
frenchy
| 5058|5021|2002-04-04 07:22:38|massplanck|Re: Pricedrop|
hold on....

you can fit a SCSI hardrive into the thing?

--- In RS7000@y..., "pibi" wrote:
> hi guys !
> RS7k is worth every $ or euro or pound !
> order AIEB2 too !
> gives you 6 analog outs - bypassing masterefect + digital I/O
> to link it to MD or CD
> 
> put in 64 megs + old SCSII hard disk 
> you will leave your girl and start a new life !!

| 5059|5054|2002-04-04 07:33:20|tompaulsen2002|Re: Another Question........|
--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:

> Sorry Guys..
> 
> whats the arpegiator like? 

Simple. Too simple for some people´s taste.

> can you customise arps and create your own?



Yes and no. No you can´t customize arps, but you can use the step-
sequencer and grid-groove to change the sequenced arps. Plus you have 
lots of realtime functions to change a running sequence. Why the 
engineers didn´t implement the arppeggiator from the CS6x is a riddle 
for me.

Tom
| 5060|5050|2002-04-04 07:45:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: midi control|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "hhceo" wrote:
> > Whan i had an MPC2000 all i had to do wad put the bank select 
> msb/lsb
> > and choose the sound i wanted. then when i loaded up the seq at a
> > later time it would set the module up the second it was loaded. 

All 

> i
> > had to do was press play... the rs7000 seems lazy and dosen't do 
> this????
> > 
> > still confused
> 
> 
> Since the CC's & PC's are part of the sequence, nothing will happen 
> until the sequence is played. To get around this I have been doing 
> one measure of a 4count where I setup all the patches in my 

outboard 

> gear. I was wondering if there was a better way. It would be cool 
> to have it set-up patches BEFORE starting the sequence, but I dont 
> think its possible.

Nope it´s not. Even on a software-sequencer you would need to start 
the sequencer to transmit the CC and PC commands. Only thing that 
will help with that in the future is the brandnew OPT technology 
Yamaha announced on the Frankfurter Musikmesse 2002. Seamless 
integration of Syntheditor in your sequencer (as long as your 
sequencer supports OPT). For further info look here:

http://www.harmony-central.com/News/2002/Open-Plug-In-Technology.html

Tom (aka the non-softwaresquencerusermoderatorslistpöm)
| 5061|5021|2002-04-04 07:47:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: Pricedrop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pibi" wrote:

> you will leave your girl and start a new life !!

True, i got last year a RS and now i got married a few days 
ago...
| 5062|5021|2002-04-04 07:49:12|tompaulsen2002|Re: Pricedrop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> What does the old SCSI hard disk do for you?
> It doesnt expand the sample memory does it? (probly not).

Nope. And no audio-streaming either.

> So does it behave just like the smartmedia card in the front or is 

Yes it does with of course a way bigger capacity.

> there additional functionality with a SCSI hard disk?

ummmm...nope.

> thx,
> frenchy

| 5063|5021|2002-04-04 07:52:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: Pricedrop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:

> hold on....
> 
> you can fit a SCSI hardrive into the thing?

http://www.harmony-central.com/News/2002/Open-Plug-In-Technology.html


Only if you are good technician. Yamaha didn´t meant it. I would say 
mostly out of heat-development reasons. So if you want to built one 
in, go ahead, but don´t forget a fan also.

Tom
| 5064|5064|2002-04-04 08:26:08|Alexander zacklin|Re: agreed/ 788?|
yes...thank for the tip
i'm leaning towards a tascam 788...[ i can get one at a great price]
i have to say that i'm not used to all this gear sounds funny i know
but i'm weary of music store techs...they just want to sell

do u think that the 788 will compliment the rs?
will it b easy to synch and all that...midi is new to me?

i love the eight track aspect...but the effects on the unit...are lousy
not to mention no TG...

thanks again tom,,,been letting go with the RS7...it's got some really
groove...sounds once u get deep into it...not to mention
i've been able to design very realistic beats
z

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5065|5054|2002-04-04 08:58:14|Giotto|Re: Another Question........|

>--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:
> > Sorry Guys..
> >
> > whats the arpegiator like?
>Simple. Too simple for some people´s taste.

I second that. i wish it at least had a bunch of the options/ 
patterns the cs stuff has.

giotto
| 5066|5021|2002-04-04 09:08:57|Bojan Premelc|Re: Pricedrop|
no but you put external (old SUN 2gb will be good) an you get external
storage+
you can connect RS7K to Pc thru ext. SCSII cable

> hold on....
>
> you can fit a SCSI hardrive into the thing?
>

| 5067|4910|2002-04-04 09:10:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI wont mount|
On Wednesday 03 April 2002 22:36, sean mccarrick wrote:

> Thanks to everyone who replied originally.
> Only had time recently to try more things,.
> End result is that it still does not work.
>
> Firstly I cannot get the drive to appear in windows as anything but
> removable.
> This I'm almost sure is the problem.
>
> I have been told by people that this sounds like a conflict between
> ide and scsi.
>
> The scsi ids are different for everything, for example 7 for the
> card, 1 for the drvie and 3 for the mountid.

What do you mean by 'mountid'?

>
> I have tried accessing the drive from dos, that also does not work
> as the drive is removable, it won't appear in dos.
> Also tried doing this without the drive being removable but then no
> letter gets assigned to it
> and it cannot be seen at all in the pc except for the scsi bios.

http://mobile.msn.com/


>
> I can see the drive in the rs, but cannot mount it and I can also
> see the rs from the scsi card bios.

Okay, so the RS and drive have different SCSI ID's, yes?

>
> The drive is afaik terminated. If it wasn't, surely it would not
> work at all.

NOPE! Wrong conclusion. SCSI can make stuff work 'sometimes', or 
'almost all the time', or any other combination. So make sure the 
drive is terminated if it has to be terminated (if it sits at the end 
point of a SCSI path).

>
> Have also fully formatted the disk again just to make sure.
> The disk contains no bad sectors.

Using what filesystem format?

>
> The scsi cable is brand new and 3m long.

3m is long for a SCSI cable. Are you sure its a *scsi* cable and not 
a printer cable? Bad cabling is mostly the cause in situations like 
this.

> Drive is seagate and the card is symbios.
>
> One suggestion that I'm willing to try is to install linux.
> Apparently this handles ide/scsi bus better than windows.

Windows should be able to use your drive. Forget about the RS for the 
moment and make sure the drive is recognized by Windows. You have a 
good description of the dip switches? Guess not, since you don't know 
if it is terminated or not. 

Are you *sure* your cable is correct?

Did you know that too long SCSI cables in a SCSI path can cause the 
devices to crash? I can produce this problem in no time. The actual 
valid cable length depends on the type of SCSI card (chip) used. So 
keep your cables as short as possible, and always use good quality 
SCSI cables. (Printer/serial cables don't have all pins connected.)

- Robert
| 5068|4979|2002-04-04 09:13:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Good Place to Buy SIMMs memory?????|
On Monday 01 April 2002 21:38, sensualemporer wrote:

> Robert,
>
> I am about to buy some memory from the OEMPCWORLD.com per your
> reference in the FAQ. Right now they appear to be $17.85 per stick
> (see below). To get 64MB I need 2 sticks = $35.70 right? 

Right.

> The gu at OEMPCWORLD.com said that I could install up to 4 of
> these. Wouldnt that be 128MB?

Yes, but you can only install two sticks in the RS. So you only need 
two 32M sticks.

(I haven't verified the exact specs shown below, but it is correctly 
mentioned in the FAQ. )

- Robert



>
> ***********
> 32M-EDO
> List Price: $64.00 , Sale Price: $17.85
> 32MB 72pin EDO DRAM SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V, 60ns, 2K, 16C,
> 1.0"
> For kit please buy Qty 2
> ************

| 5069|4993|2002-04-04 09:18:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Timing issues|
On Saturday 30 March 2002 15:22, arveyman wrote:

> Okay, i uploaded the specific file (Br'dlng2.r1p, RM1X file) to a
> new folder in the files section of this group. When loaded in the
> RS, i let section L run, and at the end change it to section M. I
> notice that at the end of section L the RS seems to have trouble
> with the huge amount of data being used. The moment section M is
> started, the tempo seems to accelerate again to 'normal' tempo...
> When i mute track 16 (in section L) the problem seems to dissapear
> mostly. I looked at the data (with EDIT) of track 16 and there
> seems to be a lot of CC messages in there. Is this something that
> should be avoided to 'keep the flow'?

You can of course use CC messages in a phrase, but up to a healty 
limit (which is defined per machine). It is a fact that you can have 
*every* sequencer choke in midi data, and the RS is not different 
here.

A common mistake is to record real-time recorded CCs (turning a knob, 
for example) while running in a loop, adding new CCs on top of 
previously recorded ones. Since this is recorded in realtime, huges 
piles of midi data is generated of which 98% has no musical effect 
and only slow down the processor. When recording CC's try to 
quantize/thin-out the midi data. It sounds just as well and your RS 
will love you for taking care of it. ;)

- Robert
| 5070|5012|2002-04-04 09:29:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: repost please..|
On Monday 01 April 2002 21:59, module1@dumb-unit.com wrote:

> Can Someone repost the message from a couple of months back of how
> to get different instruments on to the same track.. (different from
> pattern to patern) .. I. E pattern A has a snare on track 15 ,
> patter B has a cow bell on track 15.. There was this Midi trick or
> something.

I think you're looking for this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/4648

This procedure is also described in the Yamaha tutorials for power 
users, url mentioned in the faq.

- Robert
| 5071|5044|2002-04-04 09:31:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: agreed|
On Thursday 04 April 2002 09:35, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Alexander zacklin" wrote:
> > Tom...
> > u are absolutely correct...so my humble apologies
> > yes I was pissed ...i still think the documentation is lacking...
>
> Well, i think the documentation is fine. It always delivered me the
> answered i needed, except the explanation for the patter-chain
> mode, which really sucks ass ;)

Watch your language now Tom! Think about the kids! ;)

Hehe,
Robert
| 5072|5046|2002-04-04 09:32:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Extra beat appeared in recording|
On Thursday 04 April 2002 02:05, dnovomeiski wrote:

> Hi.
> Has anyone had anything similar happen to them?
> I am recording in grid mode slaving RS clock to Logic,
> changing a phrase. It sounds ok,
> however, when it is played, it has one extra kick in it.

mailto:module1@dumb-unit.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/4648


Have a look at the phrase in Edit mode. What do you see there?

- Robert
| 5073|5050|2002-04-04 09:38:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi control|
On Thursday 04 April 2002 10:01, hhceo wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "hhceo" wrote:
> > > Why doesen't my rs send my 1010 the cc messages at the start of
> > > the
> >
> > seq.
> >
> > > I have to manually go into the sound select screen on the rs so
> > > that it will send the correct info. Do i have a menu item not
> > > checked, whats wrong???
> > >
> > > could somebody help please.....
> >
> > Did you put the CC message into a phrase? You can use the
> > phrase-edit mode to do this very comfortably.
>
> yeah i did right at the top of the track....
> Still i don't get it....
> Whan i had an MPC2000 all i had to do wad put the bank select
> msb/lsb and choose the sound i wanted. then when i loaded up the
> seq at a later time it would set the module up the second it was
> loaded. All i had to do was press play... the rs7000 seems lazy and
> dosen't do this????

Maybe its because Event Chase mode is switched off in the RS.
It can be set in the Utility pages.
When switched on, the RS will look back in a sequence for midi events 
of a certain class (e.g. PC events) and process them, even when 
located *before* the current playback position. In other words, you 
can start in the middle of a phrase and still have some of the midi 
events processed that are located in the first part of the phrase.

There's a price of course, is slight slowdown, depending on the data 
you need processed. Try it.

- Robert
| 5074|5050|2002-04-04 10:18:36|hhceo|Re: midi control|
hrase.

> 
> There's a price of course, is slight slowdown, depending on the data 
> you need processed. Try it.
> 
> - Robert

Still nothing, i turned everything everyone said to turn on. And when
i start the seq its still dosen't send the cc message. if i use a pc
message, i get a short pause in the start of the seq, every time it
starts over again. It's my first time controlling modules with the rs,
i have 2.the jv1010 and the emu Mo' phatt. I really don't think i have
to manually switch them each time i load up my seq. do i?
| 5075|5050|2002-04-04 10:22:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi control|
On Thursday 04 April 2002 19:18, hhceo wrote:

> hrase.
>
> > There's a price of course, is slight slowdown, depending on the
> > data you need processed. Try it.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Still nothing, i turned everything everyone said to turn on. And
> when i start the seq its still dosen't send the cc message. if i
> use a pc message, i get a short pause in the start of the seq,
> every time it starts over again. It's my first time controlling
> modules with the rs, i have 2.the jv1010 and the emu Mo' phatt. I
> really don't think i have to manually switch them each time i load
> up my seq. do i?

I'm sure this can be done with the RS.
Do you know the exact midi CC sequence the 1010 and the MoPhatt 



expect? It's mostly a game with bank select and PC messages.

Why not *record* a PC message in the RS while selecting a program on 
the 1010 first. Have a look at what it does in Edit mode? If the 1010 
works, then do the MoPhatt.

- Robert
| 5076|5064|2002-04-04 11:23:37|tomfinegan|Re: agreed/ 788?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Alexander zacklin" wrote:

> yes...thank for the tip
> i'm leaning towards a tascam 788...[ i can get one at a great price]
> i have to say that i'm not used to all this gear sounds funny i know
> but i'm weary of music store techs...they just want to sell
> 
> do u think that the 788 will compliment the rs?

Sure, any Multitracker will. And Tascam are known for producing 
professional tools. I want a 788 for myself one day, so far i am 
using an antique Fostex DMT8 (that one with analogue mixer and 
without fx, well i got it s/h for the unbeatable price of 250Euro)

> will it b easy to synch and all that...midi is new to me?

Yes, you can sync it quite easy, since the RS can be the slave while 
the 788 sends out MTC, or you use the 788 as a slave and let the RS 
send out MIDI-clock. 
It´s quite easy to set up, once you understood the basics. I 
recommend you to do a search on Google.com about MIDI and How to´s of 
MIDI. And you can start here too: http://www.midi.com

> i love the eight track aspect...but the effects on the unit...are 

lousy

> not to mention no TG...

It´s not a synth, it´s a professional harddisk-multitracker, if you 
get additionally the CD788 for it, you can even master CD´s on it. 
I don´t know about the FX, you can always hook up external FX-units 
(like a BOSS VF-1, or a Lexicon MPX200). The 788 is just great since 
it records uncompressed (which that el-cheapo Boss BR8 or that little 
Zoom PS02 can´t). Take a look maybe a hardware/software combi, like 
the Tascam US428 might be also a good recording-alternative for you.
If you sync the RS to the multitracker, you just let the RS play and 
record at the same time your guitar on one of the multitracker-
tracks. Then after finish you can edit the recording, cut and paste, 
or record again and so on and so forth.

> thanks again tom,,,been letting go with the RS7...it's got some 

really

> groove...sounds once u get deep into it...not to mention
> i've been able to design very realistic beats
> z

Yeah, it´s a deep box, most people who talk bad about it, haven´t 
digged deep enough. That´s actually with most Yamaha gear IMHO btw.

Tom
| 5077|4910|2002-04-04 11:30:57|tomfinegan|Re: SCSI wont mount|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Are you *sure* your cable is correct?

Aaah, Robert it´s so nice that you are back from your loooong 
weekend. :) 
I felt a little bit alone with all that newbies by myself. Glad you 
are back.
You always know what questions to ask. :)
| 5078|4910|2002-04-04 11:38:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI wont mount|
On Thursday 04 April 2002 20:30, tomfinegan wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Are you *sure* your cable is correct?
>
> Aaah, Robert it´s so nice that you are back from your loooong

http://www.midi.com/


> weekend. :)
> I felt a little bit alone with all that newbies by myself. Glad you
> are back.

Hi, Tömmy! :)
I'm baaaaaack!

Røbby
| 5079|5079|2002-04-04 11:40:08|Alexander zacklin|Re: agreed/will do|
tom

thanks again for all ur help
my musical world is exploding
and although i find this stuff
a little intimidating at times
i'm seeing all this potential...
i see the light

thanks
i will check out midi.com [good tip]
z

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5080|4993|2002-04-04 11:43:23|tomfinegan|Re: Timing issues|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> It sounds just as well and your RS 
> will love you for taking care of it. ;)

LÖL!!!

:))
| 5081|5044|2002-04-04 11:46:06|tomfinegan|Re: agreed|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > answered i needed, except the explanation for the patter-chain
> > mode, which really sucks ass ;)
> 
> Watch your language now Tom! Think about the kids! ;)

lol...i was just quoting one of the DJ-dudes that hang around 
here...oh my goodness...you think he was one of them...? You know? 
| 5082|4910|2002-04-04 11:56:09|tomfinegan|Re: SCSI wont mount|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Hi, Tömmy! :)
> I'm baaaaaack!
> 
> Røbby

LOL....Røbby, Tömmy and the fleewhaaatüüüt (namely RS)

| 5083|5079|2002-04-04 12:02:45|tomfinegan|Re: agreed/will do|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Alexander zacklin" wrote:

> tom
> 
> thanks again for all ur help

You´re welcome. :)

> my musical world is exploding

Oh my goodness...need help? Sbould we call 911? ;)

> and although i find this stuff
> a little intimidating at times

That´s we are here to help each other. It´s not easy for all of us, 
that´s why we came here together.

> i'm seeing all this potential...

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx


Heck yes, nowadays there is so much more potential than ten, fifteen 
years ago, that sometimes you need something limiting so you won´t 
get lost. That´s how i felt with Logic and all those softsynths. I am 
glad i can hold on the limitations and knobs of the RS to let my 
musical world explode unlimited within these limits. I guess i need 
musically borders to escape them.

> i see the light

Fiat lux, hm? hehe :) 
Glad to hear that.

> thanks
> i will check out midi.com [good tip]

Yes, i hope it will clear some things. I promise you after that 
everythign will be easier, the principles being used are on every 
musical gadget with MIDI the same.

Tom
| 5084|5084|2002-04-04 13:30:08|Alexander zacklin|Re: one last silly q?|
t,
i'm embracing all this new tech
when i was at the music shop..the other day...
people were raving about elogic
i 'm a newbie?
i'm trying to suss out the basics of what i have, more than enough
to keep me bizzy for some time
just wondering
is elogic that much of a brake through?
soft synth?...is that a cpu driven deal...
z

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5085|5054|2002-04-04 15:57:42|massplanck|Re: Another Question........|
Would you think something like this would be easily implementable in 
a new bios/OS release for the RS?

Its the only thing i'm a bit 'iffy about.....

--- In RS7000@y..., Giotto wrote:
> >--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:
> > > Sorry Guys..
> > >
> > > whats the arpegiator like?
> >Simple. Too simple for some people´s taste.
> 
> 
> 
> I second that. i wish it at least had a bunch of the options/ 
> patterns the cs stuff has.
> 
> giotto

| 5086|5084|2002-04-04 18:31:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: one last silly q?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Alexander zacklin" wrote:

> t,
> i'm embracing all this new tech
> when i was at the music shop..the other day...
> people were raving about elogic

People everywhere rave about some kind piece of technology.

> i 'm a newbie?

Yes a newbie on the list, like a couple of other people. No insult. 
Just like when you are new in highschool, you are one of the newbies 
too...:)

> i'm trying to suss out the basics of what i have, more than enough
> to keep me bizzy for some time

Yup. Most people forget that it is more about what you need and what 
tool or gear fit your needs than the hype. And as soon as something 

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx


new is out, they want it (including me ;) instead of sticking with 
what they already have and try to dig deeper with that and use the 
full potential. The RS has lots and lots of it...as you already 
noticed.

> just wondering
> is elogic that much of a brake through?

No. They just made a new update...number five this year (last year it 
was 4.7, and the year before that 4.0, and before that 3.x and...you 
know what i mean?) and people think now it is the best and most 
advanced and blablabla, same things they say about the new Cubase 6 
(Steinberg calls it SX....go figure...:), and honestly they said this 
already about the version that came out last year...and the year 
before that and so on...

> soft synth?...is that a cpu driven deal...

Yup. Need a very good PC for that, if it should be without any 
problems and even then...you still have only the mouse to use them.

Take a close look here: http://www.steinberg.net
http://www.emagic.de
http://www.native-instruments.de
| 5087|5054|2002-04-04 18:33:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: Another Question........|
--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:

> Would you think something like this would be easily implementable 

in 

> a new bios/OS release for the RS?

It´s just a question of software i would say, or more to say a 
question whether Yamaha will make one or not.
| 5088|5088|2002-04-05 04:35:28|arveyman|Good news- An Update|
Read this on motifator.com!! (it's from Yammie US)

We have been in constant touch with the Japan regarding update 
issues. They now have a list of all issues ( from both the emaila dn 
the RS7K web site and they are making estimates on how much time and 
effort it will take to accomplish these and what exactly they will be 
able to to. 

The first three items in the priority list are : 

1. Being able to hear other tracks while in Grid Mode Rec
2. Being able to enter in and out of Rec Mode without stopping the 
sequencer
3. Being able to switch to select k-p from the Section keys

The fact that there are actually engineers accessing how to modify 
the code and how much time it will take is a vey good sign. We will 
keep everyone updated as we learn more. 

good eh?

Arv
| 5089|5088|2002-04-05 07:11:58|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Good news- An Update|
very cool.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2002 6:35 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Good news- An Update

Read this on motifator.com!! (it's from Yammie US)

We have been in constant touch with the Japan regarding update 
issues. They now have a list of all issues ( from both the emaila dn 
the RS7K web site and they are making estimates on how much time and 
effort it will take to accomplish these and what exactly they will be 
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able to to. 

The first three items in the priority list are : 

1. Being able to hear other tracks while in Grid Mode Rec
2. Being able to enter in and out of Rec Mode without stopping the 
sequencer
3. Being able to switch to select k-p from the Section keys

The fact that there are actually engineers accessing how to modify 
the code and how much time it will take is a vey good sign. We will 
keep everyone updated as we learn more. 

good eh?

Arv
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| 5090|5088|2002-04-05 07:31:19|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Good news- An Update|
and to choose the filter type with Control changes ( very important )!!
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Subject: [RS7000] Good news- An Update

Read this on motifator.com!! (it's from Yammie US)

We have been in constant touch with the Japan regarding update 
issues. They now have a list of all issues ( from both the emaila dn 
the RS7K web site and they are making estimates on how much time and 
effort it will take to accomplish these and what exactly they will be 
able to to. 

The first three items in the priority list are : 

1. Being able to hear other tracks while in Grid Mode Rec
2. Being able to enter in and out of Rec Mode without stopping the 
sequencer
3. Being able to switch to select k-p from the Section keys

The fact that there are actually engineers accessing how to modify 
the code and how much time it will take is a vey good sign. We will 
keep everyone updated as we learn more. 

good eh?

Arv
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 5091|5091|2002-04-05 08:31:18|sensualemporer|Tempo changes in pattern mode??|
Can you perform tempo changes while the sequencer is playing in 
pattern mode using midi commands?

I know you can just turn the knob or use the tap, but I am talking 
about jumping from one specific tempo to another specific tempo on 
command. (using PCs, CCs, SysEx)?

thx,
frenchy
| 5092|5092|2002-04-05 09:45:19|jeffkissinger|Random Midi Experimentatopn?|
Is anyone doing any random midi experimentation w/ the rs out there? 
Such as importing fractal-generated midi files into the rs and 
assigning samples/voices? If so, what software? Thanks
| 5093|5093|2002-04-05 10:26:42|brechin01356|How to check your current OS|
To check which OS you currently have hold down -pattern-pattern chain-
and utility buttons then switch power on.
Bryan
| 5094|5094|2002-04-05 10:38:08|brechin01356|Details of new OS|
Spoke to Technical Support at Yamaha UK ...Latest OS (No4)has no new 
features as such.It is merely to take out existing bugs eg- there is 
a slight midi ECHO....echo....echo (ha ha) from midi out B. 
Apparently if you have OS3 you will hardly notice any difference.
| 5095|5095|2002-04-05 10:46:03|brechin01356|Pattern quantize now!|
It makes switching sections and playing with other synchd instruments 
much easier. Why it doesn't come at the highest setting on purchase 
is a mystery. No more double B-Base drums Th-Thank goodness..It's in 
the utility mode.
| 5096|5088|2002-04-05 10:51:37|tomfinegan|Re: Good news- An Update|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> good eh?
> 
> Arv

Well, we germans always tend to be more miserable, so i would say, 
let´s hope and pray.
| 5097|5000|2002-04-05 10:51:44|brechin01356|Re: How do i 'lock in' voice edits?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> What do i have to do to get the voice edits 'saved' in a phrase? Is 
> it saved only when the phrase is made -after- a voice edit? And how 
> is it saved? As CC's?
> And also, when i create multiple phrases i most of the time want 

them 

> to use the same (editted) voice. How do i get the 2nd phrase to use 
> the THAT edited voice? It must be very straight forward, but i 

don't 

> get it (yet)..
> 
> 
>

Arv
Have you got your problem sorted yet? I assume you have...DONT worry -
write in again if you have'nt. Bryan
| 5098|5091|2002-04-05 10:57:31|tomfinegan|Re: Tempo changes in pattern mode??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> Can you perform tempo changes while the sequencer is playing in 
> pattern mode using midi commands?
> 
> I know you can just turn the knob or use the tap, but I am talking 
> about jumping from one specific tempo to another specific tempo on 
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> command. (using PCs, CCs, SysEx)?

Hm, i don´t know, but it should be possible, have you already tried 
to record a turn of the tempo-knob and then look in the phrase-edit 
menu what it recorded?
| 5099|5092|2002-04-05 11:03:30|tomfinegan|Re: Random Midi Experimentatopn?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffkissinger" wrote:

> Is anyone doing any random midi experimentation w/ the rs out 

there? 

> Such as importing fractal-generated midi files into the rs and 
> assigning samples/voices? If so, what software? Thanks

Why does it has to be fractal generated? Sometimes i just download a 
MIDI-file from the net, load it into the RS and i play with the MIDI-
functions/LoopRemix a little bit and yes sometimes, some very nice 
usefull things are coming out.
| 5100|5093|2002-04-05 11:05:45|tomfinegan|Re: How to check your current OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:

> To check which OS you currently have hold down -pattern-pattern 

chain-

> and utility buttons then switch power on.
> Bryan

Erm...thanks...you didn´t read the FAQ i guess...:)

http://www.rs7k.org

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
| 5101|5094|2002-04-05 11:08:52|tomfinegan|Re: Details of new OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:

> Spoke to Technical Support at Yamaha UK ...Latest OS (No4)has no 

new 

> features as such.It is merely to take out existing bugs eg- there 

is 

> a slight midi ECHO....echo....echo (ha ha) from midi out B. 
> Apparently if you have OS3 you will hardly notice any difference.

Yeah, they also fixed the Screen Noise bug in 1.13...read the FAQ, 
it´s already all in there.
| 5102|5102|2002-04-05 11:15:08|brechin01356|van der Kamp coming to Rangers!|
I read some press speculation that Robert van der Kamp is to sign for 
Glasgow Rangers in a deal worth £14.7M. Is this true Robert? If it is 
don't do it because you will either a)Discover an otherwise 
undetected hairline fracture of one of your shins that will keep you 
out of football for three years. or b) Mysteriously lose all your 
footballing talents immediately after signing the contract.-Or worse 
still both!
Thanks for all your help Robert!
Cheers Bryan.
| 5103|5102|2002-04-05 11:22:57|tomfinegan|Re: van der Kamp coming to Rangers!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:

> I read some press speculation that Robert van der Kamp is to sign 

for 

> Glasgow Rangers in a deal worth £14.7M. Is this true Robert? If it 

is 

> don't do it because you will either a)Discover an otherwise 
> undetected hairline fracture of one of your shins that will keep 

you 

> out of football for three years. or b) Mysteriously lose all your 
> footballing talents immediately after signing the contract.-Or 

worse 
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> still both!
> Thanks for all your help Robert!
> Cheers Bryan.

Too bad he already signed a contract, but with a different Team... 
His payment, if he succeeds, will be a Waldorf Q+ and a Clavia Nord 
Rack 3...;)

Go for goal, Robert! ;))

RömTöm
| 5104|5000|2002-04-05 11:33:03|tomfinegan|Re: How do i 'lock in' voice edits?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > What do i have to do to get the voice edits 'saved' in a phrase? 

Is 

> > it saved only when the phrase is made -after- a voice edit? And 

how 

> > is it saved? As CC's?
> > And also, when i create multiple phrases i most of the time want 
> them 
> > to use the same (editted) voice. How do i get the 2nd phrase to 

use 

> > the THAT edited voice? It must be very straight forward, but i 
> don't 
> > get it (yet)..

Here Bad Mister´s answer from www.motifator.com (i know Arv, you read 
this already but maybe it might help some other people too):

The stuff that gets embedded in the Phrase header does not include 
what LFO type or what Filter, directly. Let's see if I can make this 
clear: The Voice (program) selected has a special link to an LFO, 
Filter, etc., which is recalled when the Program is recalled. Notice 
as you scroll through Voices in the MIXER how the Filters, LFOs, and 
Portamento setting change (particularly in the SFX2 bank where all 
the special LFO Sync Voices are. What is in that header does include 
the Bank, the Program and whether or not the Phrase will transpose 
with the real-time transpose function. When the PROGRAM is recalled 
what ever parameters the original programmers set with it will be 
recalled. (Well, time signature and phrase length are also memorized 
in the header but they are set elsewhere...)

All other parameters are really per track. Most get remembered 
automatically in the MIXER. You do not have to STORE them - that is 
automatic. For any settings *you* want to change from the preset 
programs, which includes everything else: that is what SCENEs are 
about and for. A Scene memorizes every real time parameter setting, 
including LFO type, filter type, swing value, volume, pan, etc. etc. 
A Scene is a snapshot of all knobbed settings. Yamaha has developed 
this Phrase header from back in the QY sequencer days and it is what 
allows Phrases (on the same track) to have unique sounds. By doing 
this in a header you do not have to put clumsy Program Change events 
in with you note data - which would be very bad for cycling patterns. 
The header information is Yamaha System Exclusive (obviously a very, 
very fast command) - don't request that this be sent to external 
modules, they would not understand it - it is exclusive to the system 
in the RS. If you want some one to fix how Program Changes work lobby 
the International MIDI Association or something. Give some props to 
Yamaha for figuring a way to let us use different sounds per Phrase 
without having to insert glitchy PC commands. The Phrase header is 
running status - it only is sent when the Section is recalled, not 
everytime it cycles - so it is an "intelligent" command at that - 
program change events inserted in a pattern would happen every single 
time the pattern cycles. Some rules of MIDI cannot be easily broken, 
bent, but not broken. It takes time for PCs to be sent and time for 
the receiving module to react. That is why you should not do it.

One more time: When you hit RECORD and select the PATCH screen (touch 
the PATT button) you can view and/or change the Bank and Program 
Change and whether the track will transpose in real time. (Notice 
that Track 1-8 default to NO Transpose (drums) and 9-16 default to 
Transpose. Drummers don't transpose. 



The time signature and the phrase length are also reflected on this 
screen but cannot be changed from this screen. They are set on the 
MAIN PATTERN screen prior to hitting record. Prior to hitting RECORD 
on the Main Pattern screen Press the F1 button to select Time 
Signature and F3 to select the Phrase length. Once these are locked 
in (they get memorized in the header when you hit the REC button) you 
can only change the length via edit JOBs (APPEND or SPLIT). The time 
signature cannot be changed after the fact. If you recorded in the 
wrong time signature, you should box up your gear and become a 
plumber 

Another trick for PC-changes comes from Headtrik on www.rs7000.org:

THIS is the BEST trick I have learned on the RS!!! IT will change how 
you work!! by Head Trik - Feb 23, 2002, 4:32 AM 
Some of you may know this already, BUT for those that don't you can 
IMBED Program Changes without inserting them in edit mode. 

procedure is described at the bottom... 

What does this mean? YOU CAN: 

1. Store different sounds on EACH SECTION on the same track. 
2. You can change sample banks per section SOMETHING I'M pretty sure 
you CANNOT do using PCs. There is no list of PC #s for the sample 
banks. 
3. You can do this in literally 15 seconds verses 1-several miutes 
inserting PC data in the edit mode which takes a while until you 
remember all your PC #s, banks, etc... 
4. Perfrom program changes WITHOUT having a slight "delay" in 
beginning of your melody/loop that Program Changes typically cause 
when they have to reload the new sound. 
5. Like above... these will load instantly, no lag. 
6. These (obviously) will only work on INTERNAL sounds, NOT your 
external synths etc... this is "local" data only used and 
transmittied within the RS7000, you will still have to insert PCs for 
your external synths. Oh well, so is life. 

here's how you do this. It's EASY!!! You just have to do it exactly 
as it says. 

First of all, START on section A. Keep "hold" OFF, unless you want 
the same filter, mixer setiings etc... across the whole pattern. 
NOW press the pattern button until your in the "pattern patch" mode 
(2nd menu for the "pattern" button. At First you should see in the 
bottom left corner: 
"NO PHRASE". Now (in step record mode) hit record ONCE. Now you 
should see your current voice, ie: for track one your default will 
always be "DRUMKIT / AnlgKit1". So far you should be with me, this is 
all standard so far. NOW rotate knobs 1 and/or 2 and select the voice 
you like, SINCE your in patch mode, you CAN play the keyboard to find 
the sound you like, IT WILL NOT record any of the notes you play 
(until you get back to the regular pattern / record screen). HIT 
record 1 more time (NOT play... you should have hit it a total of 
twice selecting your voice BETWEEN the first and the second time you 
hit it). NOW you should see "NO PHRASE" again. HIT pattern again, you 
should be back onto your standard screen you always use to access 
your recording modes, etc... NOW HIT the mixer button (this is just 
to verify... it's not crucial, but it will help you MAKE sure you did 
everything correctly). When you hit the mixer button you should now 
see "PHRASE" in your lower left corner. VOILA! Hit pattern to get 
back to record mode. YOU MUST record a "riff" NOW. The reason is IT 
IS imbedded into the phrase. If you forget to record the "riff" and 
go to a new section, and do the same thing, I believe you will lose 
your voice you selected. The imbedded change NEEDS a "phrase" (or 
sequence) to be imbedded TO. That's it!! Once you switch to section 
B, Do the SAME procedure, again making sure you record a melody 
before switching to a new section/voice. Now, you should be able to 
play A, NOW switch to B. What happens? Boom!!! two different voices 
on the SAME track/channel in different sections!! NO PCs!! 15 seconds 
and your done! I was hoping you could imbed reverb levels, and 
filters etc... but I believe you still must insert these manually, or 
use knobs. No biggy, I still am SO GLAD, I don't have to insert a PC 
now, AND NO LAG!! 
WERDDD. 

Röb, this post is good enough for the FAQ1.0, don´t you think? ;)

Cheers, TomRöm



| 5105|5000|2002-04-05 12:10:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do i 'lock in' voice edits?|
On Friday 05 April 2002 20:33, tomfinegan wrote:

> Röb, this post is good enough for the FAQ1.0, don´t you think? ;)

I do. ;)

- Röb
| 5106|5102|2002-04-05 12:17:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: van der Kamp coming to Rangers!|
On Friday 05 April 2002 20:15, brechin01356 wrote:

> I read some press speculation that Robert van der Kamp is to sign
> for Glasgow Rangers in a deal worth £14.7M. Is this true Robert? 

Errr, yes its true, but it was supposed to be kept a secret. Damn!

> If it is don't do it because you will either a)Discover an otherwise
> undetected hairline fracture of one of your shins that will keep
> you out of football for three years. or b) Mysteriously lose all
> your footballing talents immediately after signing the contract.-Or
> worse still both!

Too late, I already signed. Tom will also do my part of the work on 
this list, so that I can move to Glasgow and get settled there.

Thinking of what to do with that 14.7M....
No longer interested in music, so what to do... Ah, beer of course! 
Who needs a NL3, I just want 14.7M worth of beer. 

> Thanks for all your help Robert!
> Cheers Bryan.

You're welcome,
Robert (burb)
| 5107|5102|2002-04-05 12:18:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: van der Kamp coming to Rangers!|
On Friday 05 April 2002 20:22, tomfinegan wrote:

> Too bad he already signed a contract, but with a different Team...
> His payment, if he succeeds, will be a Waldorf Q+ and a Clavia Nord
> Rack 3...;)

Tempting, but where's the beer?

>
> Go for goal, Robert! ;))

I'm on it. Now where did that ball go?....

- Robbeer
| 5108|5102|2002-04-05 12:56:00|tomfinegan|Re: van der Kamp coming to Rangers!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> - Robbeer

And after drinking those 14,7M beer...Robbörb...
| 5109|5109|2002-04-06 00:17:01|Murali Shanmugan|Re: Retyping name when saving|
How about "autold" files then? Anyway of avoiding having to re-input the
name everytime you save an ALL file?

>Date: Mon, 01 Apr 2002 14:56:16 -0500
> From: <module1@dumb-unit.com>
>Subject: Re: Retyping name when saving...(again and >again and again)

>Under the job menu you can name the style.. Then when >you save it shows up
>as this name.. When you resave you can overwrite. If >you don't want to
>overwrite you can change a letter or something in the >name but beware as

you

mailto:module1@dumb-unit.com


>have not changed the style name it remains the same as >what you initially
>named it..

>In short.. Go into Jobs , go into pattern : name style..

| 5110|4910|2002-04-06 11:38:19|sean mccarrick|Re: SCSI wont mount|
Working at last, it came down to me not formating a partition from the rs.
When I did, I could see the partition and read/write to it.
I still have not got rid of the drive being seen as removable tho' and according to the rs manual. The rs can only use a max of 2gigs of a removable drive.

I suspect this is a termination issue tho'.

Cheers
-sean-

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5111|5111|2002-04-07 03:39:14|lebanull|Newbie Q|
I've attached the RS7K to my PC via soundcard, How do I save a live 
performance as a Windows WAV file?
| 5112|5111|2002-04-07 08:25:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: Newbie Q|
--- In RS7000@y..., "lebanull" wrote:

> I've attached the RS7K to my PC via soundcard, How do I save a live 
> performance as a Windows WAV file?

Erm, get a software like CoolEdit96, and record your live-performance 
with it.
| 5113|5113|2002-04-07 14:12:13|tempotanken|flightcase|
SKB 2416DJ ATA Single Turntable Case

Does anyone know where to get the best price in Europe ?

Hanz H
| 5114|5113|2002-04-07 14:59:44|Bryan Rodgers|Re: flightcase|
http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&query=tur
ntable+case&ht=1&ebaytag1=ebayreg&CATEGORY0=11233&SortProperty=MetaEndSort

;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tempotanken
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 07/04/02 4:12 PM
Subject: [RS7000] flightcase

SKB 2416DJ ATA Single Turntable Case

Does anyone know where to get the best price in Europe ?

Hanz H
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| 5115|5115|2002-04-07 18:44:52|retrobeats|Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed|
Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed

I have a question. I've had the RS for a little over a month and it 
seem that it can't do what I want in one area�real time recording.

What I want to do is this, when in PATTERN mode, you can tap any 
sections A-J as fast as you want, i.g. tap SECTION C four (4) times 
in one measure, making for a great double beat, however, in real time 
recording using the RS Sequencer, it seems that whenever you make a 
SECTION change, it DOES NOT change until the next measure.
(( SEE PAGE 161 in the manual, under NOTES:, 2nd Bullet))

This is crucial to how I perform and create and I'm wondering if 
there is a work around.

One would be to record MTC into an external seq, but then again the 
RS doesn't support MTC.

So, how can this be done? Does anyone know what I'm trying to do?

Thanks�
| 5116|5116|2002-04-07 21:38:25|lebanull|Owner's Manual|
This is one of the hardest manuals to understand.
Did they use UNIX to create this crap? First they assume you know 
what your doing. I'll start at page one-see where that takes me.
I'm still having problems loading my own sounds, tweaking them,etc.
Love the preloaded stuff.
I guess what sold me was the all in one studio thang.
| 5117|5117|2002-04-07 23:31:14|little_baby_tickles|Haveing trouble with Quantize|
Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question may 
sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows the 7000 
really well.On the owners manuel(JOB SELECTION(QUANTIZE)AND EXECUTION 
PROCEDURE) page 41,procedure 5.When I press F4 (DO) to execute the 
Quantize job to complete the procedure a warning sighn pops up and 
says (no data).What do I have to do to put data in,and if I do have to 
save I'll be saveing on my memory card.Please anyone with useful info 
mail back so I can get through this process.thanxs alot!
| 5118|5115|2002-04-08 00:10:44|tomfinegan|Re: Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed|
--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:

> This is crucial to how I perform and create and I'm wondering if 
> there is a work around.

*shrug* dunno. 

> One would be to record MTC into an external seq, but then again the 
> RS doesn't support MTC.

It does respond as a slave to MTC.

Töm
| 5119|5116|2002-04-08 00:16:22|tomfinegan|Re: Owner's Manual|
--- In RS7000@y..., "lebanull" wrote:

> This is one of the hardest manuals to understand.

Not at all, you should read their manual for the FS1r...;) (80 pages 
to explain 3000+ parameter...)

IMHO the manual is one of Yamaha´s better ones. So far it gave me all 
the answers to my questions.

> Did they use UNIX to create this crap? 

??? There´s nothing wrong with UNIX, best OS so far on the 
market...and so is the RS...
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> First they assume you know 
> what your doing. 

Well, of course you need to know the basics of MIDI, Musicmaking and 
sequencing....

> I'll start at page one-see where that takes me.
> I'm still having problems loading my own sounds, tweaking them,etc.

Practise, practise, practise...the tutorial is quite easy btw. also 
there´s a FAQ for download in the File-Section as well as some Expert 
Guides from Yamaha there.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

> Love the preloaded stuff.
> I guess what sold me was the all in one studio thang.

| 5120|5117|2002-04-08 00:19:13|tomfinegan|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
--- In RS7000@y..., "little_baby_tickles" 
wrote:

> Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question 

may 

> sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows the 

7000 

> really well.On the owners manuel(JOB SELECTION(QUANTIZE)AND 

EXECUTION 

> PROCEDURE) page 41,procedure 5.When I press F4 (DO) to execute the 
> Quantize job to complete the procedure a warning sighn pops up and 
> says (no data).What do I have to do to put data in,and if I do have 

to 

> save I'll be saveing on my memory card.Please anyone with useful 

info 

> mail back so I can get through this process.thanxs alot!

I remember i had the same problem the first time using this function 
as well, but hmmm i did i got around that....did you created your own 
user-phrase and recorded some notes? I guess you did. Did you saved 
the pattern already? And you have selected the correct track where 
the phrase is located, when you choose the quantize job?

tom
| 5121|5116|2002-04-08 03:00:50|massplanck|Re: Owner's Manual|

> First they assume you know 
> what your doing. 

The same thing happens when you buy your first car, surfboard or 
whatever.

Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
| 5122|5122|2002-04-08 04:55:26|Dannie|Is my RS tired or do I need glasses?|
Lately I've noticed a that the screen seems a little sludgy when something is changing on the screen(like browsing the EDIT list for example).
Maybe I have not seen it before or something is wrong.
Have someone noticed anything like this?

Dannie

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files


"Welcome to the future!!" -Futurama

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5123|5008|2002-04-08 05:07:26|gideon mogendorff|Re: turning off metronome?|
Hi greg,

do you already know the answer, I have the same question

----Original Message Follows----
From: Shreck420@aol.com
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] turning off metronome?
Date: Mon, 01 Apr 2002 01:12:35 EST

Can anyone tell me if you can turn off the metronome?
->Greg

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5124|5008|2002-04-08 06:23:21|Ian Vine|Re: turning off metronome?|
Press utility, f4 to go one page right and its under
controller 1 (click mode I think)

IanV

--- gideon mogendorff wrote:

Hi greg,

do you already know the answer, I have the same
question

----Original Message Follows----

From: Shreck420@aol.com

Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

To: 

Subject: [RS7000] turning off metronome?

Date: Mon, 01 Apr 2002 01:12:35 EST

Can anyone tell me if you can turn off the
metronome?

->Greg

_________________________________________________________________

Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: href="http://mobile.msn.com">http://mobile.msn.com

mailto:Shreck420@aol.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 5125|5095|2002-04-08 06:24:49|sensualemporer|Re: Pattern quantize now!|
The highest setting is still "1 measure" isnt it?
I wish you could set it to quantize to "pattern" where it would 
switch sections after the last measure of the currently playing 
section...but I think I'm the only one who would like this.

frenchy



--- In RS7000@y..., "brechin01356" wrote:
> It makes switching sections and playing with other synchd 
instruments 
> much easier. Why it doesn't come at the highest setting on purchase 
> is a mystery. No more double B-Base drums Th-Thank goodness..It's 
in 
> the utility mode.

| 5126|5091|2002-04-08 06:27:10|sensualemporer|Re: Tempo changes in pattern mode??|
good idea, I'll try that hopefully tonight in the studio.
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> > Can you perform tempo changes while the sequencer is playing in 
> > pattern mode using midi commands?
> > 
> > I know you can just turn the knob or use the tap, but I am 
talking 
> > about jumping from one specific tempo to another specific tempo 
on 
> > command. (using PCs, CCs, SysEx)?
> 
> Hm, i don´t know, but it should be possible, have you already tried 
> to record a turn of the tempo-knob and then look in the phrase-edit 
> menu what it recorded?

| 5127|5113|2002-04-08 06:36:03|tempotanken|Re: flightcase|
thanks for help, but I couldn´t find the SKB fligthcase ...!?!

Hans

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> 
> 
http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=G
etResult&query=tur
> 
ntable+case&ht=1&ebaytag1=ebayreg&CATEGORY0=11233&S
ortProperty=MetaEndSort
> 
> ;)
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: tempotanken
> To: RS7000@y...
> Sent: 07/04/02 4:12 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] flightcase
> 
> SKB 2416DJ ATA Single Turntable Case
> 
> Does anyone know where to get the best price in Europe ?
> 
> Hanz H

| 5128|5113|2002-04-08 07:24:08|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: flightcase|
do you know if it is possible toc hoose the filter type in the phrase with
control change or sysex for example ?
if NO it could be a very good request for the new OS update ?
what do you think ?

Cédric L

-----Message d'origine-----
De : tempotanken [mailto:tempotanken@worldonline.dk]
Envoyé : lundi 8 avril 2002 14:36
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: flightcase

thanks for help, but I couldn´t find the SKB fligthcase ...!?!

Hans

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> 

http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=G
mailto:tempotanken@worldonline.dk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=G
etResult&query=tur
> 
ntable+case&ht=1&ebaytag1=ebayreg&CATEGORY0=11233&S
ortProperty=MetaEndSort
> 
> ;)
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: tempotanken
> To: RS7000@y...
> Sent: 07/04/02 4:12 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] flightcase
> 
> SKB 2416DJ ATA Single Turntable Case
> 
> Does anyone know where to get the best price in Europe ?
> 
> Hanz H
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| 5129|5129|2002-04-08 07:30:18|LOIODICE Cédric|TR: [RS7000] Re: flightcase|
do you know if it is possible toc hoose the filter type in the phrase with
control change or sysex for example ?
if NO it could be a very good request for the new OS update ?
what do you think ?

Cédric L

-----Message d'origine-----
De : tempotanken [mailto:tempotanken@worldonline.dk]
Envoyé : lundi 8 avril 2002 14:36
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: flightcase

thanks for help, but I couldn´t find the SKB fligthcase ...!?!

Hans

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> 
> 
http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=G
etResult&query=tur
> 
ntable+case&ht=1&ebaytag1=ebayreg&CATEGORY0=11233&S
ortProperty=MetaEndSort
> 
> ;)
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: tempotanken
> To: RS7000@y...

http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=G
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> Sent: 07/04/02 4:12 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] flightcase
> 
> SKB 2416DJ ATA Single Turntable Case
> 
> Does anyone know where to get the best price in Europe ?
> 
> Hanz H

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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| 5130|5008|2002-04-08 08:37:37|RB|RS in action|
Thought some of you might be interested to see the RS in action at Fabric,
London.

http://www.swag-uk.net

- go to mp3/video page.

Cheers

Richard Brown
| 5131|5131|2002-04-08 09:57:45|zhel_id|soft case at yamaha-music.co.uk|
Hi,
For those who live in Uk....yamaha got the soft case for rs7000.It's 
the same one which can be seen on german site.Price=49.99 £
Wondering if someone's got it....any good?...heavily padded?let me 
know please
| 5132|5095|2002-04-08 09:58:37|Gert Van Rillaer|Re: Pattern quantize now!|

> The highest setting is still "1 measure" isnt it?
> I wish you could set it to quantize to "pattern" where it would 
> switch sections after the last measure of the currently playing 
> section...but I think I'm the only one who would like this.

No, you're not. I would like that too.
I was very surprised to find that that was not possible.

Gert
| 5133|5133|2002-04-08 10:43:20|Gary Gorton|Promised FREEBEES|
Greetings

I was encouraged to register my R7K and press ganged into doing so with the promise of Freebie patterns sent to my home.

This was almost 3 months ago? Anyone else register for this and hear anything yet?

Gary

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5134|5115|2002-04-08 12:00:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed|
On Monday 08 April 2002 02:44, retrobeats wrote:

> Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed
>
> I have a question. I've had the RS for a little over a month and
> it seem that it can't do what I want in one area�real time
> recording.
>
> What I want to do is this, when in PATTERN mode, you can tap any
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> sections A-J as fast as you want, i.g. tap SECTION C four (4) times
> in one measure, making for a great double beat, however, in real
> time recording using the RS Sequencer, it seems that whenever you
> make a SECTION change, it DOES NOT change until the next measure.
> (( SEE PAGE 161 in the manual, under NOTES:, 2nd Bullet))

Yes I see, a section change is stalled up the start of the next 
measure.

>
> This is crucial to how I perform and create and I'm wondering if
> there is a work around.
>
> One would be to record MTC into an external seq, but then again the
> RS doesn't support MTC.

It does in Song mode. But I don't understand what you're saying here. 
MTC?

The section buttons can be remotely triggered using midi sysex, so 
you could record these sysex commands in an external sequencer.

- Robert
| 5135|5117|2002-04-08 12:04:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> the 7000 really well.

You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)

> On the owners manuel(JOB
> SELECTION(QUANTIZE)AND EXECUTION PROCEDURE) page 41,procedure
> 5.When I press F4 (DO) to execute the Quantize job to complete the
> procedure a warning sighn pops up and says (no data).

Works just fine here.
Make sure that you select a track with a user phrase filled with midi 
data before you run the Quantize job.

- Robert
| 5136|5113|2002-04-08 12:11:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: flightcase|
On Monday 08 April 2002 15:21, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> do you know if it is possible toc hoose the filter type in the
> phrase with control change or sysex for example ?
> if NO it could be a very good request for the new OS update ?
> what do you think ?

Filter type can be controlled from midi sysex (according to the 
manual, that is). Have a look at page 330 of the english manual in 
the last box, bottom section, 18374394th molecule from the top.

- Robert
| 5137|5113|2002-04-08 13:06:13|tomfinegan|Re: Choose filter type by CC or SYSEX|
I posted a looong answer about something similar a few posts ago:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5104

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> do you know if it is possible toc hoose the filter type in the 
phrase with
> control change or sysex for example ?

| 5138|5117|2002-04-08 13:24:03|tomfinegan|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> > the 7000 really well.
> 
> You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5104


ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)
| 5139|5139|2002-04-08 13:31:16|schirmerm|I want to make electro...any suggestions?|
I want to make retro electro synth music. I'm not really sure where 
to start... Does anyone know what synths, samplers, software, etc to 
use?? What's a good starting place? If you have any suggestions, 
please email me.
Thanks :) Michael
| 5140|5140|2002-04-08 16:37:43|little_baby_tickles|trouble with saveing procedure|
hello,i'm haveing touble with the saveing procedure, every time i try 
to save on my smart media card, a warning sighn pops up saying (write 
protected)!does anyone know what that means or what i can do to fix 
that?thank you for your time.
| 5141|5140|2002-04-09 00:37:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: trouble with saveing procedure|
On Tuesday 09 April 2002 00:37, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> hello,i'm haveing touble with the saveing procedure, every time i
> try to save on my smart media card, a warning sighn pops up saying
> (write protected)!does anyone know what that means or what i can do
> to fix that?thank you for your time.

It means that the card is write protected. I believe there's a small 
sticker on the card that has to be removed to allow it to be written 
to.

- Robert
| 5142|5117|2002-04-09 02:01:21|arveyman|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
I remember i ran (and somebody else on the forum as well) into a bug 
a while ago. This happenend when i tried to quantize a phrase and it 
showed: "NO DATA" After i NAMED the phrase the RS did what it suppsed 
to do.. Maybe this is the same situation?

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "little_baby_tickles" 

> wrote:
> > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my 
question 
> may 
> > sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows the 
> 7000 
> > really well.On the owners manuel(JOB SELECTION(QUANTIZE)AND 
> EXECUTION 
> > PROCEDURE) page 41,procedure 5.When I press F4 (DO) to execute 
the 
> > Quantize job to complete the procedure a warning sighn pops up 
and 
> > says (no data).What do I have to do to put data in,and if I do 
have 
> to 
> > save I'll be saveing on my memory card.Please anyone with useful 
> info 
> > mail back so I can get through this process.thanxs alot!
> 
> 
> I remember i had the same problem the first time using this 
function 
> as well, but hmmm i did i got around that....did you created your 
own 
> user-phrase and recorded some notes? I guess you did. Did you saved 
> the pattern already? And you have selected the correct track where 
> the phrase is located, when you choose the quantize job?
> 
> tom

| 5143|5117|2002-04-09 02:16:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
On Tuesday 09 April 2002 10:01, arveyman wrote:

> I remember i ran (and somebody else on the forum as well) into a
> bug a while ago. This happenend when i tried to quantize a phrase
> and it showed: "NO DATA" After i NAMED the phrase the RS did what
> it suppsed to do.. Maybe this is the same situation?

Was Grid Record involved in both situations?

- Robert



| 5144|5144|2002-04-09 03:22:38|gideon mogendorff|RS through customs|
Does any of you have experience in taking your rs through customs (do they 
tear the thing apart etc) on the airport? Can x-rays harm memory etc of the 
rs and will this damage the memory cards?

thanks,

Gi

----Original Message Follows----
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize
Date: Tue, 9 Apr 2002 10:15:51 +0200

On Tuesday 09 April 2002 10:01, arveyman wrote:
> I remember i ran (and somebody else on the forum as well) into a
> bug a while ago. This happenend when i tried to quantize a phrase
> and it showed: "NO DATA" After i NAMED the phrase the RS did what
> it suppsed to do.. Maybe this is the same situation?

Was Grid Record involved in both situations?

- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.

| 5145|5144|2002-04-09 03:31:01|RB|Re: RS through customs|

> Does any of you have experience in taking your rs through customs (do they
> tear the thing apart etc) on the airport? Can x-rays harm memory etc of the
> rs and will this damage the memory cards?
> 

Most airports have a seperate luggage belt for fragile/outsize items - ask
about this when you check in.
X-rays won't damage the RS or memory cards.

Richard Brown
| 5146|5122|2002-04-09 03:33:56|arveyman|Re: Is my RS tired or do I need glasses?|
The screen on my RS seems a bit lazy too. But that is just in the 
first few minutes @ power-up. Later on it works ok..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Dannie" wrote:
> Lately I've noticed a that the screen seems a little sludgy when 
something is changing on the screen(like browsing the EDIT list for 
example).
> Maybe I have not seen it before or something is wrong.
> Have someone noticed anything like this?
> 
> Dannie
> 
> "Welcome to the future!!" -Futurama
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5147|5095|2002-04-09 03:37:42|arveyman|Re: Pattern quantize now!|
Me too.. I would realy love that option! Then you can 'set and 
forget'. If you know what i mean.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Gert Van Rillaer" wrote:
> > The highest setting is still "1 measure" isnt it?
> > I wish you could set it to quantize to "pattern" where it would 
> > switch sections after the last measure of the currently playing 
> > section...but I think I'm the only one who would like this.
> 

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.


> No, you're not. I would like that too.
> I was very surprised to find that that was not possible.
> 
> Gert

| 5148|5122|2002-04-09 03:41:29|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: Is my RS tired or do I need glasses?|

> The screen on my RS seems a bit lazy too. But that is just in the
> first few minutes @ power-up. Later on it works ok..

Mine works fine. You can change contrast by turning a button at rear.

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 5149|5113|2002-04-09 03:41:56|arveyman|Re: flightcase|
Does this help?

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=282.topic

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 08 April 2002 15:21, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > do you know if it is possible toc hoose the filter type in the
> > phrase with control change or sysex for example ?
> > if NO it could be a very good request for the new OS update ?
> > what do you think ?
> 
> Filter type can be controlled from midi sysex (according to the 
> manual, that is). Have a look at page 330 of the english manual in 
> the last box, bottom section, 18374394th molecule from the top.
> 
> - Robert

| 5150|5117|2002-04-09 03:45:19|arveyman|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
Ehrm, don't remember.. It could be..?!
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 09 April 2002 10:01, arveyman wrote:
> > I remember i ran (and somebody else on the forum as well) into a
> > bug a while ago. This happenend when i tried to quantize a phrase
> > and it showed: "NO DATA" After i NAMED the phrase the RS did what
> > it suppsed to do.. Maybe this is the same situation?
> 
> Was Grid Record involved in both situations?
> 
> - Robert

| 5151|5122|2002-04-09 03:46:48|Arnauld Michelizza|patterns -> song ???|
I do not understand how to create a song from patterns.
For example, I have style 01 with patterns A, B and C.
How can I make a short song that play my patterns like that (same order
and same events) :
A - B - B - A - C
^ ^
| +- crescendo for track 02
+- mute track 01

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 5152|5122|2002-04-09 03:47:50|arveyman|Re: Is my RS tired or do I need glasses?|
I also remember that LCD's do get effected by temperature.. Maybe the 
screen needs a bit of 'warm up' period? :-)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> 
> > The screen on my RS seems a bit lazy too. But that is just in the
> > first few minutes @ power-up. Later on it works ok..
> 
> Mine works fine. You can change contrast by turning a button at 

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=282.topic


rear.
> 
> 
> --
> Arnauld Michelizza

| 5153|5122|2002-04-09 03:48:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: patterns -> song ???|
On Tuesday 09 April 2002 11:49, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> I do not understand how to create a song from patterns.
> For example, I have style 01 with patterns A, B and C.
> How can I make a short song that play my patterns like that (same
> order and same events) :
> A - B - B - A - C
> ^ ^
>
> | +- crescendo for track 02
>
> +- mute track 01

Study Pattern Chain mode.

- Robert
| 5154|5122|2002-04-09 03:52:08|arveyman|Re: patterns -> song ???|
Go into 'pattern chain' mode and press the edit button. There is 
the 'timeline' of your song. Now select the style & section at the 
bar you want it to start and voila! Remember not to set the style at 
every section change 'cause this causes a short lag during play. If 
you want you can transfer this 'chain' to a full blown midisong (JOB).

Arv

-- In RS7000@y..., Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> 
> I do not understand how to create a song from patterns.
> For example, I have style 01 with patterns A, B and C.
> How can I make a short song that play my patterns like that (same 

order

> and same events) :
> A - B - B - A - C
> ^ ^
> | +- crescendo for track 02
> +- mute track 01
> 
> 
> 
> --
> Arnauld Michelizza

| 5155|5113|2002-04-09 03:57:09|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: flightcase|
excuse but i understans that i can't use CC to change filter type but i
still not understand if i can use SYSEX or other method like phrase header
in a phrase to change the filter type ?

thanks a lot

Cedre

-----Message d'origine-----
De : arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : mardi 9 avril 2002 11:42
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Re: flightcase

Does this help?

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=282.topic

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 08 April 2002 15:21, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > do you know if it is possible toc hoose the filter type in the

mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=282.topic


> > phrase with control change or sysex for example ?
> > if NO it could be a very good request for the new OS update ?
> > what do you think ?
> 
> Filter type can be controlled from midi sysex (according to the 
> manual, that is). Have a look at page 330 of the english manual in 
> the last box, bottom section, 18374394th molecule from the top.
> 
> - Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5156|5122|2002-04-09 04:06:33|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: patterns -> song ???|

> Go into 'pattern chain' mode and press the edit button. There is
> the 'timeline' of your song. Now select the style & section at the
> bar you want it to start and voila! Remember not to set the style at
> every section change 'cause this causes a short lag during play. If
> you want you can transfer this 'chain' to a full blown midisong (JOB).

Ok, thanks for the explanation :-)
But is it possible to mute/unmute a single track or to modify a controler
(to create, for example, a crescendo) ?

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 5157|5157|2002-04-09 04:43:06|massplanck|Latest OS/Bios|
Hi Guys

What doe the latest OS/Bios upgrade for the RS acually do/fix?

Could somebody point me to a link explaining all the technicalities? 
Or better just reply to this mail.

Cheers
Steve
| 5158|5157|2002-04-09 05:04:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: Latest OS/Bios|
--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:

> Hi Guys
> 
> What doe the latest OS/Bios upgrade for the RS acually do/fix?

Already asked here and on other sites a zillion times. 

The answer is simply, we don´t know, and Yamaha doesn´t tell. 

The known bug fixes are: a) Screen Noise bug fixed and b) MIDI-a/b 
output bug fixed.

If you find out more, you´re welcome to post it here.

We all hope for a OS2.0 with some improvement of the Grid Step record 
mode and the Sequencer not stop features.

Cheers, Tom
| 5159|5095|2002-04-09 10:11:13|sensualemporer|Re: Pattern quantize now!|
I know exactly what you mean!! I started with the Korg Electribes 
and they quantize by the pattern (which can be up to 4 measures 
long). I would always send the signal to change about 2-4 measures 
early so that I could concentrate on a live performance build for the 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


change. I really got used to that, but now with the RS-7000 you have 
to wait until the last measure of the pattern to switch. Sometimes I 
forget and get ready to switch too early...it REALLY messes 
everything up.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Me too.. I would realy love that option! Then you can 'set and 
> forget'. If you know what i mean.
> 
> 
> Arv

| 5160|5144|2002-04-09 10:25:49|sensualemporer|Re: RS through customs|
I recently took mine to Hawaii with me on vacation. It was USA->USA, 
though so no international customs. I did go through security about 
30 times, though. Most of the time they just looked at it funny and 
said OK, but once in chicago they made me explain to them what it was.

I sent it through the carry-on x-ray machine all 30 of the times and 
no problems. It always had a smartmedia card in it and no problems.

buffalo->chicago->LA->Kona->Honolulu->Kona->LA->Chicago->Buffalo

Be prepared to take off your shoes when you go through 
security...wear clean socks.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "gideon mogendorff" wrote:
> Does any of you have experience in taking your rs through customs 
(do they 
> tear the thing apart etc) on the airport? Can x-rays harm memory 
etc of the 
> rs and will this damage the memory cards?
> 
> thanks,
> 
> Gi
>

| 5161|5117|2002-04-09 11:01:02|tomfinegan|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> I remember i ran (and somebody else on the forum as well) into a 

bug 

> a while ago. This happenend when i tried to quantize a phrase and 

it 

> showed: "NO DATA" After i NAMED the phrase the RS did what it 

suppsed 

> to do.. Maybe this is the same situation?
> 
> 

i don´t think that this is a bug, it´s just a faulty user... ;)

Seriously i had this too once, and IIRC i was able to reproduce (my) 
mistake and after doing it the right way it worked and does ever 
since.

Tom
| 5162|5144|2002-04-09 11:35:24|Giotto|Re: RS through customs|

>
>Be prepared to take off your shoes when you go through
>security...wear clean socks.
>
>frenchy



god, I had to do that. They stuck a probe in my shoes. all over a 
set of nail clippers....which they gave back to me!

giotto
| 5163|5139|2002-04-09 20:14:37|headtrik|Re: I want to make electro...any suggestions?|
To truly make really good electro you'd want to have either one of 
2/3 things, Either a really versatile sampler (RS for sure, I've made 
really good electro with it) or an analog (808-909-etc...) drum 
machine, or modeler (drum station etc...) I'd say get a sampler, For 
the beats, the es-1 is great for electro, and the er-1 (both 
electribe series) But, you also want some sort of machine where you 
can make longer patterns as well, like the rs, or an mpc. Get a nice 
analog modeling synth, like a Waldorf or virus etc... For the money, 
I'd get a Waldorf Micro Q rack. They are amazing for the price. The 
electribe r is where it's at electro wise, because besides creating 
your own tones (some pretty bizzare and electro esque, it has the 
step sequencer as well.
| 5164|5113|2002-04-10 00:54:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: flightcase|
On Tuesday 09 April 2002 11:54, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:

> excuse but i understans that i can't use CC to change filter type
> but i still not understand if i can use SYSEX or other method like
> phrase header in a phrase to change the filter type ?

MIDI sysex is like a CC message, but more complex. Both have to be 
recorded in a phrase and played to get the work done. Most synths 
allow direct sysex (system exclusive) access to most of the synths 
components (filters, envelopes, lfo's, etc.). In most cases the sysex 
string consists of an address part and a value part. You have to 
study the RS sysex implementation in the back of the manual to find 
these exact numbers. Once found, insert them in your phrase.

The phrase header and scenes are places to store either rom voice 
numbers (phrase header) or edited voice data (scene). So to change 
your filter type this way, store the changed voice settings in a 
scene and recall it when needed (in pattern chain mode). This will, 
btw, also recall any other parameters stored in the scene.

- Robert
| 5165|5122|2002-04-10 00:56:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: patterns -> song ???|
On Tuesday 09 April 2002 12:09, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> > Go into 'pattern chain' mode and press the edit button. There is
> > the 'timeline' of your song. Now select the style & section at
> > the bar you want it to start and voila! Remember not to set the
> > style at every section change 'cause this causes a short lag
> > during play. If you want you can transfer this 'chain' to a full
> > blown midisong (JOB).
>
> Ok, thanks for the explanation :-)
> But is it possible to mute/unmute a single track 

Yes, simply record the track mutes in pattern chain mode.

> or to modify a controler (to create, for example, a crescendo) ?

This cannot be done in pattern chain mode. You can do this in the 
orginal pattern data (that is, create an additional pattern with the 
crescendo and select it when needed), or you could transform your 
pattern chain into a song and modify it is linear song mode.

- Robert
| 5166|5095|2002-04-10 01:24:45|arveyman|Re: Pattern quantize now!|
Yeah, i gor the ET-R.. Brilliant eh? It would be pretty nice to have 
that option too in the new OS! oh well..

Arv

-- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> I know exactly what you mean!! I started with the Korg Electribes 
> and they quantize by the pattern (which can be up to 4 measures 
> long). I would always send the signal to change about 2-4 measures 
> early so that I could concentrate on a live performance build for 



the 

> change. I really got used to that, but now with the RS-7000 you 

have 

> to wait until the last measure of the pattern to switch. Sometimes 

I 

> forget and get ready to switch too early...it REALLY messes 
> everything up.
> 
> frenchy
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > Me too.. I would realy love that option! Then you can 'set and 
> > forget'. If you know what i mean.
> > 
> > 
> > Arv

| 5167|5117|2002-04-10 01:27:28|arveyman|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
Why do you call it a mistake? I don't believe you always should name 
a phrase before attempting to quantize the lot?

gr.
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > I remember i ran (and somebody else on the forum as well) into a 
> bug 
> > a while ago. This happenend when i tried to quantize a phrase and 
> it 
> > showed: "NO DATA" After i NAMED the phrase the RS did what it 
> suppsed 
> > to do.. Maybe this is the same situation?
> > 
> > 
> i don´t think that this is a bug, it´s just a faulty user... ;)
> 
> Seriously i had this too once, and IIRC i was able to reproduce 
(my) 
> mistake and after doing it the right way it worked and does ever 
> since.
> 
> Tom

| 5168|5113|2002-04-10 01:31:38|arveyman|Re: flightcase|
..and BPM changes... ;-)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 09 April 2002 11:54, LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> > excuse but i understans that i can't use CC to change filter type
> > but i still not understand if i can use SYSEX or other method like
> > phrase header in a phrase to change the filter type ?
> 
> MIDI sysex is like a CC message, but more complex. Both have to be 
> recorded in a phrase and played to get the work done. Most synths 
> allow direct sysex (system exclusive) access to most of the synths 
> components (filters, envelopes, lfo's, etc.). In most cases the 
sysex 
> string consists of an address part and a value part. You have to 
> study the RS sysex implementation in the back of the manual to find 
> these exact numbers. Once found, insert them in your phrase.
> 
> The phrase header and scenes are places to store either rom voice 
> numbers (phrase header) or edited voice data (scene). So to change 
> your filter type this way, store the changed voice settings in a 
> scene and recall it when needed (in pattern chain mode). This will, 
> btw, also recall any other parameters stored in the scene.
> 
> - Robert

| 5169|5115|2002-04-10 01:52:44|retrobeats|Attn: Robert: Re: Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed|



> The section buttons can be remotely triggered using midi sysex, so 
> you could record these sysex commands in an external sequencer.
> 

> - Robert

really? How is this done?

I'm trying to lock up my RS7000 in pattern mode somehow, to Nuendo 
and Acid 3.0.

I would like to record the midi & audio in Nuendo, have Acid Chase 
and use your above suggestion to trigger pattern changes while all 
being in the same tempo (acid/rs7000).

Possible?

If I can make this happen, I know I can add in my Nemesys Giga ports 
and trigger the midi. Please advise.

Thanks much!!!!!!!
| 5170|5117|2002-04-10 05:00:15|Ian Vine|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
I've never had to name a phrase to quantise it. I'm
running os 1.4.

IanV

--- arveyman <ramonvink@hotmail.com> wrote:

Why do you call it a mistake? I don't believe you
always should name 

a phrase before attempting to quantize the lot?

gr.

Arv

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
http://taxes.yahoo.com/
| 5171|5113|2002-04-10 05:09:20|Ian Vine|Re: flightcase|
One very important thing about the difference between
sysex and cc messages is that sysex stops all other
midi messages on all channels. A cc message is
transmitted on a single channel. 

So if you embed sysex within a sequence you may get
timing problems as all note data is stopped while the
sysex is transmitted. If the sysex chunk is small you
should get away with it

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

MIDI sysex is like a CC message, but more complex. 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
http://taxes.yahoo.com/
| 5172|5117|2002-04-10 07:17:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com
http://taxes.yahoo.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://taxes.yahoo.com/


> Why do you call it a mistake? I don't believe you always should 

name 

> a phrase before attempting to quantize the lot?
> 
> gr.
> Arv

??? I hardly give my phrases a name, if i have time later on, i will 
try if i can reproduce (my) error.

Tom
| 5173|5115|2002-04-10 12:40:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Attn: Robert: Re: Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed|
On Wednesday 10 April 2002 09:52, retrobeats wrote:

> > The section buttons can be remotely triggered using midi sysex,
> > so you could record these sysex commands in an external
> > sequencer.
> >
> >
> > - Robert
>
> really? How is this done?

The sysex strings are discussed in the faq, section 10.5 or in that 
area. ;) You have to insert the sysex data in your sequencer and play 
them. This should cause the corresponding RS pattern (section) to be 
selected. Don't know how the quantizing is handled then, as I never 
tried this myself.

>
> I'm trying to lock up my RS7000 in pattern mode somehow, to Nuendo
> and Acid 3.0.
>
> I would like to record the midi & audio in Nuendo, have Acid Chase
> and use your above suggestion to trigger pattern changes while all
> being in the same tempo (acid/rs7000).

I don't know how well Nuendo and Acid chace midi clock, but you 
should make one of the three (RS, Nuendo or Acid) the master device. 
Note that the RS cannot generate MTC (only midi clock) and cannot 
chase to MTC in Pattern mode (only to midi clock). 

A possible setup could be:
Nuendo (master) --> RS (slave to midi clock)
Nuendo (master) --> Acid (slave to midi clock)

Over RS section select sysex data can be sent over the same midi link 
that connects Nuendo with the RS.

- Robert
| 5174|5174|2002-04-10 13:08:36|nochancenine|Song Saving/Loading|
I haven't yet purchaed my RS7000, but I'm new to these machines and 
had a question. I have read that the RS7000 can save 20 songs. Can 
you save additional songs to a memory card and then load them in 
later? This might be a dumb question, but just wanted to understand 
how this process works. Thanks!
| 5175|5174|2002-04-10 13:28:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Song Saving/Loading|
On Wednesday 10 April 2002 21:07, nochancenine wrote:

> I haven't yet purchaed my RS7000, but I'm new to these machines and
> had a question. I have read that the RS7000 can save 20 songs. 
> Can you save additional songs to a memory card and then load them
> in later? This might be a dumb question, but just wanted to
> understand how this process works. Thanks!

The 20 songs limit refers to the max number of songs the RS can have 
in memory and has no relation with the max number of songs that can 
be stored on disk or smartCard, which is only limited by the 
disk/card capacity.

Note however that many people use the RS in Pattern Mode and thus use 
styles (a 'song' holding patterns) more than songs.

- Robert
| 5176|5122|2002-04-10 13:37:21|todbotdotcom|pattern chain mutes & pattern changes (Re: patterns -> song ???)|
It _would_ be really nice to record 'meta' patterns in pattern chain
mode, but...

What I really want is just to be able to record pattern
changes and mutes at the same time! The interface even allows it, it
just doesn't record it! 

It's very frustrating, especially when much of my music with the RS7k
seems to be of the form: start with pattern with many mutes on,
gradually unmute parts, switch pattern, mute some more things, unmute,
switch patterns, etc. To do that in two passes is a pain.

-=tod

---
Tod E. Kurt



tod@todbot.com
http://todbot.com/

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 09 April 2002 12:09, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> > > Go into 'pattern chain' mode and press the edit button. There is
> > > the 'timeline' of your song. Now select the style & section at
> > > the bar you want it to start and voila! Remember not to set the
> > > style at every section change 'cause this causes a short lag
> > > during play. If you want you can transfer this 'chain' to a full
> > > blown midisong (JOB).
> >
> > Ok, thanks for the explanation :-)
> > But is it possible to mute/unmute a single track 
> 
> Yes, simply record the track mutes in pattern chain mode.
> 
> > or to modify a controler (to create, for example, a crescendo) ?
> 
> This cannot be done in pattern chain mode. You can do this in the 
> orginal pattern data (that is, create an additional pattern with
the 
> crescendo and select it when needed), or you could transform your 
> pattern chain into a song and modify it is linear song mode.
> 
> - Robert

| 5177|5177|2002-04-10 14:01:18|nochancenine|SCSI - CDRW Drive|
Can the RS7000 write to a CDRW drive connected to the SCSI adapter? 
I'm sure it can read from one, but was wondering about writing to it.
| 5178|5178|2002-04-10 15:13:40|nochancenine|MIDI out to drum machine?|
I'm in a three piece band (guitar, bass and drums) We are thinking of 
adding an RS7000 for background rhythm/sounds, but I'm wondering how 
to hook it up so the drummer can hear a click track of the temp. Can 
you hook up to a drum machine through midi and have the drum machine 
sync to the BPM of the sequencer track (drummer would then listen to 
drum machine through headphones for click track) Does that make 
sense? Any better way of accomplishing this?

Thanks
| 5179|5179|2002-04-10 15:30:57|kussersmith|midi record of Live Remix Function|
anyone have any luck capturing real-time tweaking of the loop remix 
function smoothly? i dont know of a way to capture the changed midi 
messages while recording on the RS. i recorded the midi messages into 
Nuendo but they had 'glitches' at the point the loop was remixed. 
that make any sense? anyone have a cool method of capturing this 
great function midi style?
| 5180|5179|2002-04-10 15:35:22|kusser smith|midi record of Live Remix Function|
Pleses disregard if this came thru twice(yahoo mail
acting screwy again)

anyone have any luck capturing real-time tweaking of
the loop remix function smoothly? i dont know of a way
to capture the changed midi messages while recording
onto the RS itself. i tried recording the midi
messages into Nuendo but they had 'glitches' at the
point the loop was remixed. that make any sense?
anyone have a cool method of capturing this great
function midi style(for editing)?

=====
http://www.kussermusic.com

IndependentElectronicMusic
http://www.AnalogAether.com/kusser

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
http://taxes.yahoo.com/
| 5181|5181|2002-04-10 15:44:33|kussersmith|If these inferior boxes can get an update with added features.....|
i checked out the "Command Stations" before deciding on the RS. i 
think they were some what in the same league but the RS beat them 
flat out. the RS and the command Sattion were at about the same price 
but the Command station have steadily sunk in price(value)

New OS for E-mu Command Stations and Proteus 2500
OS version 1.31 offers host of new features and integration. 

April 10, 2002 -- E-MU has announced the release of Version 1.31 
Software for its XL-7 and MP-7 Command Stations and Proteus 2500 
Command Module, offering users new features as well as improving the 
flexibility and performance of these products. Version 1.31 adds E-
MU's BEATs Mode to these instruments, offering users yet another 
groove tool in addition to the current sequencer and arpeggiators. 
Along with Version 1.31 Software, E-MU has also released E-Loader 
Version 1.1, a tool that enables users to download/upload SMF 
sequences via USB and MIDI and troubleshoot any component of their 
MIDI setup. Both upgrades are free and can be found at www.emu.com. 

Version 1.31 Software Feature List 

Version 1.31 Software offers users many new features, including: 
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Sequencer engine optimized for speed and stability 
Full Beats Mode integration, complete with Beats Triggers 
Improved MIDI routing for external gear 
Sequencer Functions: Paste Repeat, Erase Track with Bar Range, Erase 
All Controllers 
Improved Song Step Editing 
Expanded Controller Range (cc#96-119) for Programmable Knobs, Event 
Edit, Thin/Erase 
Assignable destination for triggers 
Automatic track selection when changing channel 
Many improvements to external sync, locates, start/stop/continue 
Screens to disable Song Start/Stop/Continue/SPP and Local Control 
Change 
many more -- a complete listing of new features can be found on E-
MU's website
| 5182|5139|2002-04-10 19:58:52|wasted/su700fan|Re: I want to make electro...any suggestions?|
If you mean like the Electro-Funk from the early to mid 1980's, then
that's my favorite type of music. Funky beats, way cool vocoded voices,
great danceability. (i.e. Afrikka Bambaataa, Egyptian Lover, Freestyle
[the ORIGINAL Freestyle that made "The Party Has Begun", "Don't Stop The
Rock", etc. not the 90's guy with the same name], Twilight 22, Cybotron,
Jonzun Crew, Newcleus, etc.). Even more so danceable than today's
so-called "electronic" dance music (i.e. trance, etc.). Anyways, I
digress.

Don't really have any links to help you with other than this one if
Electro-Funk is the type of 'retro electro synth music' you are talking
about:
http://www.electroempire.com/index2.html is the home of Electro Empire,
a site devoted completely to Electro Funk from the early 80s style like
the above mentioned artists to the 1990-2000s new electro funk style
(like Adult, Dopplereffekt, Ectomorph, etc.). Lots of bios and sound
clips from various artists (new & old) and their songs. Great place to
check out if you're into Electro-Funk.

As far as gear, I imagine a lot of the early 80s drummachines, synths, &
vocoders were featured prominently in the tracks. Probably Roland 808
(& 909 on late 80s/early 90s tracks), some of the LinnDrum machines,
Roland SVC-350/VP-330 Vocoder Plus, Korg VC-10 Vocoder, etc. I just
found this site: http://www.vintagesynth.org/. It's a great resource
for vintage synths, etc. from the 1970s onwards. Take a look at the
site, it might give you some ideas about gear.

If you find anything else interesting, fire an email my way. Right now
most of my music has been on the experimental electronic side but I
would like to produce in a slightly more commercial, if out-of-date,
style (i.e. Electro-Funk). If you find any Electro-Funk production
techniques sites or info I'd love to know about them.

If you didn't mean Electro-Funk and meant something else, sorry for my
long-winded reply. Hope the links are of use the some of the people on
this list. If not, maybe extrapolate what you mean by 'retro electro
synth music' by mentioning some artists/songs?

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: schirmerm [mailto:mschirmer@learnit.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2002 3:31 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] I want to make electro...any suggestions?

I want to make retro electro synth music. I'm not really sure where 
to start... Does anyone know what synths, samplers, software, etc to 
use?? What's a good starting place? If you have any suggestions, 
please email me.
Thanks :) Michael
| 5183|5178|2002-04-10 20:59:57|wasted/su700fan|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
The better way (if you had an RS7000) would be to just get the AIEB2 I/O
board and assign the click track to one of the Assignable Outs and have
the rest of the RS7k's sounds you've programmed out the main outs. That
way the drummer could get his timing beats with a pair of headphones
plugged into the appropriate assignable out or a channel on a mixer that
that assignable out is plugged into.

I say WOULD, because as far as I can tell with the current version of
the OS (1.14), this (assigning the CLICK track to an Assignable Out) is
not possible as far as I can tell (correct me if I'm wrong here guys).
On the SU700 it is. That way it wouldn't affect your background tracks
coming out the main outs.

Robert/tomfinegan/whoever's updating the FAQ since Robert might be
moving on with his new career: how about updating the wishlist with
this very important, vital, and I'm sure easy to implement feature:
Assigning click track to any Assignable Out or Pair of Assignable Outs
on the AIEB2 I/O board [if installed]. Thanks in advance. This is a
necessity for nochancenine and other people in similar situations (i.e.
band members using live instrumentation).

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
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-----Original Message-----
From: nochancenine [mailto:nochancenine@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2002 5:13 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] MIDI out to drum machine?

I'm in a three piece band (guitar, bass and drums) We are thinking of 
adding an RS7000 for background rhythm/sounds, but I'm wondering how 
to hook it up so the drummer can hear a click track of the temp. Can 
you hook up to a drum machine through midi and have the drum machine 
sync to the BPM of the sequencer track (drummer would then listen to 
drum machine through headphones for click track) Does that make 
sense? Any better way of accomplishing this?

Thanks
| 5184|5139|2002-04-11 00:08:10|Michael Schirmer|Re: I want to make electro...any suggestions?|
Thanks for taking the time to help me out. I'll keep you posted.

>>ms

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net]
Sent: Wed 4/10/2002 6:55 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Cc: 
Subject: RE: [RS7000] I want to make electro...any suggestions?

If you mean like the Electro-Funk from the early to mid 1980's, then
that's my favorite type of music. Funky beats, way cool vocoded voices,
great danceability. (i.e. Afrikka Bambaataa, Egyptian Lover, Freestyle
[the ORIGINAL Freestyle that made "The Party Has Begun", "Don't Stop The
Rock", etc. not the 90's guy with the same name], Twilight 22, Cybotron,
Jonzun Crew, Newcleus, etc.). Even more so danceable than today's
so-called "electronic" dance music (i.e. trance, etc.). Anyways, I
digress.

Don't really have any links to help you with other than this one if
Electro-Funk is the type of 'retro electro synth music' you are talking
about:
http://www.electroempire.com/index2.html is the home of Electro Empire,
a site devoted completely to Electro Funk from the early 80s style like
the above mentioned artists to the 1990-2000s new electro funk style
(like Adult, Dopplereffekt, Ectomorph, etc.). Lots of bios and sound
clips from various artists (new & old) and their songs. Great place to
check out if you're into Electro-Funk.

As far as gear, I imagine a lot of the early 80s drummachines, synths, &
vocoders were featured prominently in the tracks. Probably Roland 808
(& 909 on late 80s/early 90s tracks), some of the LinnDrum machines,
Roland SVC-350/VP-330 Vocoder Plus, Korg VC-10 Vocoder, etc. I just
found this site: http://www.vintagesynth.org/. It's a great resource
for vintage synths, etc. from the 1970s onwards. Take a look at the
site, it might give you some ideas about gear.

If you find anything else interesting, fire an email my way. Right now
most of my music has been on the experimental electronic side but I
would like to produce in a slightly more commercial, if out-of-date,
style (i.e. Electro-Funk). If you find any Electro-Funk production
techniques sites or info I'd love to know about them.

If you didn't mean Electro-Funk and meant something else, sorry for my
long-winded reply. Hope the links are of use the some of the people on
this list. If not, maybe extrapolate what you mean by 'retro electro
synth music' by mentioning some artists/songs?

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: schirmerm [mailto:mschirmer@learnit.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2002 3:31 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] I want to make electro...any suggestions?

I want to make retro electro synth music. I'm not really sure where 
to start... Does anyone know what synths, samplers, software, etc to 
use?? What's a good starting place? If you have any suggestions, 
please email me.
Thanks :) Michael
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5185|5178|2002-04-11 01:41:44|arveyman|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
But why not ('cause you're assigning a track anyway) use a instrument 
for the click track? Like a tom or a cowbell or whatever..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> The better way (if you had an RS7000) would be to just get the 
AIEB2 I/O
> board and assign the click track to one of the Assignable Outs and 
have
> the rest of the RS7k's sounds you've programmed out the main outs. 
That
> way the drummer could get his timing beats with a pair of headphones
> plugged into the appropriate assignable out or a channel on a mixer 
that
> that assignable out is plugged into.
> 
> I say WOULD, because as far as I can tell with the current version 
of
> the OS (1.14), this (assigning the CLICK track to an Assignable 
Out) is
> not possible as far as I can tell (correct me if I'm wrong here 
guys).
> On the SU700 it is. That way it wouldn't affect your background 
tracks
> coming out the main outs.
> 
> Robert/tomfinegan/whoever's updating the FAQ since Robert might be
> moving on with his new career: how about updating the wishlist with
> this very important, vital, and I'm sure easy to implement feature:
> Assigning click track to any Assignable Out or Pair of Assignable 
Outs
> on the AIEB2 I/O board [if installed]. Thanks in advance. This is 
a
> necessity for nochancenine and other people in similar situations 
(i.e.
> band members using live instrumentation).
> 
> --wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> Some of my tracks at:
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: nochancenine [mailto:nochancenine@y...] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2002 5:13 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] MIDI out to drum machine?
> 
> I'm in a three piece band (guitar, bass and drums) We are thinking 
of 
> adding an RS7000 for background rhythm/sounds, but I'm wondering 
how 
> to hook it up so the drummer can hear a click track of the temp. 
Can 
> you hook up to a drum machine through midi and have the drum 
machine 
> sync to the BPM of the sequencer track (drummer would then listen 
to 
> drum machine through headphones for click track) Does that make 
> sense? Any better way of accomplishing this?
> 
> Thanks

| 5186|5174|2002-04-11 05:29:54|tomfinegan|Re: Song Saving/Loading|
--- In RS7000@y..., "nochancenine" wrote:

> I haven't yet purchaed my RS7000, but I'm new to these machines and 
> had a question. I have read that the RS7000 can save 20 songs. 

No, you can save many songs as your data-storage-media (HDD, ZIP, 
JAZ, SmartMediaCard) can take, but the RS can not *load* more than 20 
songs.
| 5187|5177|2002-04-11 05:33:36|tomfinegan|Re: SCSI - CDRW Drive|
--- In RS7000@y..., "nochancenine" wrote:
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> Can the RS7000 write to a CDRW drive connected to the SCSI 

adapter? 

> I'm sure it can read from one, but was wondering about writing to 

it.

Nope.
| 5188|5179|2002-04-11 05:41:47|tomfinegan|Re: midi record of Live Remix Function|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kussersmith" wrote:

> anyone have any luck capturing real-time tweaking of the loop remix 
> function smoothly? i dont know of a way to capture the changed midi 
> messages while recording on the RS. i recorded the midi messages 

into 

> Nuendo but they had 'glitches' at the point the loop was remixed. 
> that make any sense? 

What do you mean? I would copy the phrase i want to remix into a new 
phrase and loop remix it and make a new section with the old phrase 
muted and new one unmuted, then bring it in the pattern-chain, 
convert it to a song, save it as MIDI and load that thing into Nuendo.

Sounds more complicated than it really is. You think this will work 
for you?
| 5189|5115|2002-04-11 06:02:00|sensualemporer|Attn: Robert: Re: Real Time Recording-Sequencer-Kind Of Bummed|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 10 April 2002 09:52, retrobeats wrote:
> > > The section buttons can be remotely triggered using midi sysex,
> > > so you could record these sysex commands in an external
> > > sequencer.
> > >
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > really? How is this done?
> 
> The sysex strings are discussed in the faq, section 10.5 or in that 
> area. ;) You have to insert the sysex data in your sequencer and 

play 

> them. This should cause the corresponding RS pattern (section) to 

be 

> selected. Don't know how the quantizing is handled then, as I never 
> tried this myself.

I switch sections using sysex all the time, and the quantizing is 
handled just as if you had hit the section buttons. As soon as the 
RS7000 receives the section changing sysex command, the section light 
changes and the quantize setting is honoured. (I wish the quantize 
setting could be set to "section" so that it would change as soon as 
the currently playing section finished!!!)

If you have any specific questions about the sysex strings, lemme 
know...I posted about it on the other rs board about 1.5 months ago.

goodluck,
frenchy
| 5190|5178|2002-04-11 07:00:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
On the SU700 (& the RS7k/RM1x as well) the click is a system function
that doesn't actually require a track to be taken up for just the click
sound. It is created by the system depending on the settings you give
it in the UTILITY mode: i.e. click during REC only, REC/PLAY, ALL, etc.
Click beat 1/4 note, 1/8 note, whole note, etc. That way it doesn't
waste a track that can be used by another instrument(s) and you don't
have to bother programming the click since the system automatically puts
it out for your at the specified interval. Most every drum machine has
a system built-in click track. Certainly what you have suggested is a
workaround for the way the current RS7k OS operates, being that the
click can't be assigned to an Assignable Out like the SU700 allows it.

And like I said with the previous message below, why pollute your main
outputs with the click on top of the rest of your tracks when you're
playing out loud/live when you can assign it to an assignable outside of
the main outs and have just the person/mixer channel listen to it that
needs to keep time (i.e. drummer or bass guitarist). Keeps the signal
channel clean.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2002 3:42 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: MIDI out to drum machine?
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But why not ('cause you're assigning a track anyway) use a instrument 
for the click track? Like a tom or a cowbell or whatever..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> The better way (if you had an RS7000) would be to just get the
AIEB2 I/O
> board and assign the click track to one of the Assignable Outs and
have
> the rest of the RS7k's sounds you've programmed out the main outs.
That
> way the drummer could get his timing beats with a pair of headphones 
> plugged into the appropriate assignable out or a channel on a mixer
that
> that assignable out is plugged into.
> 
> I say WOULD, because as far as I can tell with the current version
of
> the OS (1.14), this (assigning the CLICK track to an Assignable
Out) is
> not possible as far as I can tell (correct me if I'm wrong here
guys).
> On the SU700 it is. That way it wouldn't affect your background
tracks
> coming out the main outs.
> 
> Robert/tomfinegan/whoever's updating the FAQ since Robert might be 
> moving on with his new career: how about updating the wishlist with 
> this very important, vital, and I'm sure easy to implement feature: 
> Assigning click track to any Assignable Out or Pair of Assignable
Outs
> on the AIEB2 I/O board [if installed]. Thanks in advance. This is
a
> necessity for nochancenine and other people in similar situations
(i.e.
> band members using live instrumentation).
> 
> --wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 5191|5179|2002-04-11 08:37:54|kussersmith|Re: midi record of Live Remix Function|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "kussersmith" wrote:
> > anyone have any luck capturing real-time tweaking of the loop 

remix 

> > function smoothly? i dont know of a way to capture the changed 

midi 

> > messages while recording on the RS. i recorded the midi messages 
> into 
> > Nuendo but they had 'glitches' at the point the loop was remixed. 
> > that make any sense? 
> 
> What do you mean? I would copy the phrase i want to remix into a 

new 

> phrase and loop remix it and make a new section with the old phrase 
> muted and new one unmuted, then bring it in the pattern-chain, 
> convert it to a song, save it as MIDI and load that thing into 

Nuendo.

> 
> Sounds more complicated than it really is. You think this will work 
> for you?

yea, i've done it that way before, but hasnt anybody done a 'live' 
mixdown where you are remixing loops on the fly? i like randomly 
twisting the remix knob on drum patterns and guitar parts to try to 
add the live feel to it. when you do it that way, the loop remix 
function seems to flow more seamlessly than on a per pattern basis. 
with the method you are descibing, you can get 10-16 variations of 
your pattern. but with the doing it on the fly method i get like 20-
30 variations without filling up a whole bunch of patterns. sometimes 
it sounds like ass, but sometimes you can get some really cool 
results that dont sound as 'canned' or mechanized. now, i can capture 
those golden moments by recordingg the audio, but i was wondering if 
there was a way to capture the midi so those golden moments could be 
slightly tweaked later on and make the crazy live loop remixing 
repeatable.

thanx
kusser
| 5192|783|2002-04-11 08:47:45|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


Date: Thursday, April 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 5193|5178|2002-04-11 09:42:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
On Thursday 11 April 2002 04:59, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> Robert/tomfinegan/whoever's updating the FAQ since Robert might be
> moving on with his new career: how about updating the wishlist
> with this very important, vital, and I'm sure easy to implement
> feature: Assigning click track to any Assignable Out or Pair of
> Assignable Outs on the AIEB2 I/O board [if installed]. Thanks in
> advance. This is a necessity for nochancenine and other people in
> similar situations (i.e. band members using live instrumentation).

Copied to wishlist.

- Robert
| 5194|5178|2002-04-11 09:44:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
On Thursday 11 April 2002 09:41, arveyman wrote:

> But why not ('cause you're assigning a track anyway) use a
> instrument for the click track? Like a tom or a cowbell or
> whatever..

a Tom? ;)
| 5195|5178|2002-04-11 09:46:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
On Wednesday 10 April 2002 23:12, nochancenine wrote:

> I'm in a three piece band (guitar, bass and drums) We are thinking
> of adding an RS7000 for background rhythm/sounds, but I'm wondering
> how to hook it up so the drummer can hear a click track of the
> temp. Can you hook up to a drum machine through midi and have the
> drum machine sync to the BPM of the sequencer track (drummer would
> then listen to drum machine through headphones for click track)
> Does that make sense? Any better way of accomplishing this?

Yes, this would certainly work. If you already have a drummachine 
that slaves to midi clock this is the cheapest solution I guess 
(except for having the drummer listen to the RS main outs ;).

Buying the AIEB2 and sending some click pattern to a sep. output is 
one other solution.

- Robert
| 5196|5179|2002-04-11 09:47:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi record of Live Remix Function|
On Thursday 11 April 2002 16:37, kussersmith wrote:

>
> yea, i've done it that way before, but hasnt anybody done a 'live'
> mixdown where you are remixing loops on the fly? i like randomly
> twisting the remix knob on drum patterns and guitar parts to try to
> add the live feel to it. when you do it that way, the loop remix
> function seems to flow more seamlessly than on a per pattern basis.
> with the method you are descibing, you can get 10-16 variations of
> your pattern. but with the doing it on the fly method i get like
> 20- 30 variations without filling up a whole bunch of patterns.
> sometimes it sounds like ass, but sometimes you can get some really
> cool results that dont sound as 'canned' or mechanized. now, i can
> capture those golden moments by recordingg the audio, but i was
> wondering if there was a way to capture the midi so those golden
> moments could be slightly tweaked later on and make the crazy live
> loop remixing repeatable.

You'll have to record the RS's midi output in a sequencer. The moment 
the remixed phrase is inserted I sometimes get very small gaps in the 
performance. These will probably recorded by the sequencer as well.

- Robert
| 5197|5179|2002-04-11 10:59:15|kussersmith|Re: midi record of Live Remix Function|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 11 April 2002 16:37, kussersmith wrote:
> >
> > yea, i've done it that way before, but hasnt anybody done a 'live'
> > mixdown where you are remixing loops on the fly? i like randomly
> > twisting the remix knob on drum patterns and guitar parts to try 

to

> > add the live feel to it. when you do it that way, the loop remix
> > function seems to flow more seamlessly than on a per pattern 

basis.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


> > with the method you are descibing, you can get 10-16 variations of
> > your pattern. but with the doing it on the fly method i get like
> > 20- 30 variations without filling up a whole bunch of patterns.
> > sometimes it sounds like ass, but sometimes you can get some 

really

> > cool results that dont sound as 'canned' or mechanized. now, i can
> > capture those golden moments by recordingg the audio, but i was
> > wondering if there was a way to capture the midi so those golden
> > moments could be slightly tweaked later on and make the crazy live
> > loop remixing repeatable.
> 
> You'll have to record the RS's midi output in a sequencer. The 

moment 

> the remixed phrase is inserted I sometimes get very small gaps in 

the 

> performance. These will probably recorded by the sequencer as well.
> 
> - Robert

yea. i get a sound like a digital clip or a midi note getting cutoff 
when i record the midi track into Nuendo. i might just record it and 
try to remove any errant midi notes by hand. i was just wondering 
what other peoples experience with it was and if there was a nifty 
werk around.

thanx
kusser

http://www.kussermusic.com
| 5198|1220|2002-04-11 12:46:45|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /faq/FeatureRequests.html 
Uploaded by : robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl> 
Description : Updated list of feature requests. 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/FeatureRequests.html 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl>
| 5199|1220|2002-04-11 13:23:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
I promised, I sent this file to motifator@yamaha.com.

- Robert
| 5200|5200|2002-04-11 13:51:04|tempotanken|O.S. wishlist|
Hi everybody !

I worked and played live with an ASR 10 and some of the really 
great features was the ability to manipulate Sample start / ends 
& loops on the fly. 

I would like to see :

#1. LOOP BIDIRECTION ( the sample will play forward, at loop 
end play reverse, then forward, and back and forth until key is 
released )
#2 :Modulation of LOOP POSITION.
#3 : Modulation of SMPL START.
#4: Modulation of SMPL START & LOOP POSITION.
#5: Modulation of LOOPSTART.
#6: Modulation of LOOPEND.

And the very best:

#7: Modulation of LPSTRT-X ( works as loopstart but with a pitch 
correction scheme
Employed to keep the pitch constant as the loop gets longer and 
shorter )

Especially this feature is MEAN in a live situation�U can make 
weird, unreal loops and almost small melodies ( because of the 
pitch scheme) and it would fit perfectly into to remix funtion of 
RS.. 
Trust me, it's a very very unique feature !!!!

The modulation parameters is MOD AMT which means the 
amount of modulation.
And RANGE which is the "portion" of the sample that is 
covered�from 1 sample to 2 MegaSamples.

http://www.kussermusic.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/FeatureRequests.html
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:motifator@yamaha.com


Offcourse the modulation sources could / should be anything 
from buttons to CC´s to velocity.

I hope U get the idea�!?! I guess the people at Yamaha knows 
this features.
Thanx for a great forum

Hanz H.
| 5201|5201|2002-04-11 14:11:54|little_baby_tickles|someone to help me with arpeggiator|
i'm trying out the arpeggiator procedure and everytime i arpeggiate 
chords they stop arpeggiating every time i select a diffrent track.i 
know its not the (hold) cause i have it on,i'm satisfied with the 
arpeggiator and how it works ,im talking about picking a diffrent 
sectionn and going on whlie the arpeggiator still going.does it have 
to do anything with the tone generator or the sequencer block,and if i 
save i'll be saveing on my memory card.anyone one with useful info 
mail back.
| 5202|5202|2002-04-11 14:53:08|tempotanken|SKB Flightcase ( again)|
Some days ago, I posted a Q about a Flightcase, -now it´s 
urgent, please help:

Last night I went to a rehearsal, transporting my RS in a soft 
bag�
Today my F4 button feels like it is fastened in butter�it still 
works, but it is a matter of time before it breaks��. 

I need a good flightcase and have read that any turntable case 
would fit, but I´ve found this :

"SKB 2416DJ ATA single turntable case"

I like it because it seem to be built like a tank, but the measures 
at SKB´s homepage doesn´t fit precisely with the RS so:

Q 1: -have anyone tried that flightcase ? 
Q 2: -Does it fit ?
Q 3 �are U happy ? ( with it )
Q 2: -where do I get it cheap in Europe ?

Thanx for your help.

Hanz H
| 5203|5203|2002-04-11 22:12:33|whooyeahau|Rs7k and Cubase|
Can anyone tell me how i can set it up so that when i click play in 
cubase the RS7k also starts to play

Thanks
Wayne Thompson
| 5204|5203|2002-04-12 00:56:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rs7k and Cubase|
On Friday 12 April 2002 06:12, whooyeahau wrote:

> Can anyone tell me how i can set it up so that when i click play in
> cubase the RS7k also starts to play

In Cubase, in the Midi Sync dialog, enable the sending of midi clock.
In the RS, in the Utility Midi Setup page, set the MIDI SYNC 
parameter to 'MIDI'. These are the values for Pattern Mode on the RS 
(since MTC is not supported in Pattern Mode).

For Song Mode in the RS, make Cubase send MTC and set the RS MIDI 
SYNC parameter to MTC.

- Robert
| 5205|5203|2002-04-12 01:12:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rs7k and Cubase|
On Friday 12 April 2002 08:56, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 12 April 2002 06:12, whooyeahau wrote:
> > Can anyone tell me how i can set it up so that when i click play
> > in cubase the RS7k also starts to play
>
> In Cubase, in the Midi Sync dialog, enable the sending of midi
> clock. In the RS, in the Utility Midi Setup page, set the MIDI SYNC
> parameter to 'MIDI'. These are the values for Pattern Mode on the
> RS (since MTC is not supported in Pattern Mode).
>
> For Song Mode in the RS, make Cubase send MTC and set the RS MIDI
> SYNC parameter to MTC.

Oh btw, midi clock also works for Song Mode in the RS, but MTC allows 
better locking to the current position.

- Robert
| 5206|5202|2002-04-12 01:35:24|tomfinegan|Re: SKB Flightcase ( again)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tempotanken" wrote:

> Some days ago, I posted a Q about a Flightcase, -now it´s 
> urgent, please help:
> 
> Last night I went to a rehearsal, transporting my RS in a soft 

someone posted this on www.rs7000.org:

RS7000 BAG!!! - its alright.......... :) by Shake - Apr 11, 2002, 
2:30 PM 



I have just ordered the original rs7000 gig bag off a nice bloke in 
Germany for 75 Euros + 10 Euro shipping ( about £52 delivered to the 
UK - Bargain!!!!) 

A pic can be seen here :- 
http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/gfx/einpacken.jpg 

If anyone else wants to get it speak to: 
WOLFGANG DIMBATH 
SOUNDWEAR 
Schallershofer Str. 110 
D-91056 Erlangen 
Phone + 49 9131 75190 
Fax + 49 9131 751975 
info@soundwear.com 

and mention that you saw this post here. 

Laters.. 

ShAke
| 5207|5202|2002-04-12 06:29:06|sensualemporer|Re: SKB Flightcase ( again)|
I am sure the flightcase solution is the best and is probably $100-
$200 USD.

When I went on my vacation to Hawaii, I ended up using an ugly green 
hardshell thrift store suitecase that I bought for $0.25USD (a 
quarter). I needed to cut some foam to fit, but everything fit 
perfect. It fit all the cables I needed and the manual too.

I support the flightcase idea, but if your in a pinch, there are 
always solutions like the thrift store.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "tempotanken" wrote:
> Some days ago, I posted a Q about a Flightcase, -now it´s 
> urgent, please help:
> 
> Last night I went to a rehearsal, transporting my RS in a soft 
> bag�
> Today my F4 button feels like it is fastened in butter�it still 
> works, but it is a matter of time before it breaks��. 
> 
> I need a good flightcase and have read that any turntable case 
> would fit, but I´ve found this :
> 
> "SKB 2416DJ ATA single turntable case"
> 
> I like it because it seem to be built like a tank, but the measures 
> at SKB´s homepage doesn´t fit precisely with the RS so:
> 
> Q 1: -have anyone tried that flightcase ? 
> Q 2: -Does it fit ?
> Q 3 �are U happy ? ( with it )
> Q 2: -where do I get it cheap in Europe ?
> 
> Thanx for your help.
> 
> Hanz H

| 5208|5202|2002-04-12 07:37:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: SKB Flightcase ( again)|
just hit any DJ outfit, grab a case for $100.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: sensualemporer [mailto:sensualemporer@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2002 8:29 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SKB Flightcase ( again)

I am sure the flightcase solution is the best and is probably $100-
$200 USD.

When I went on my vacation to Hawaii, I ended up using an ugly green 
hardshell thrift store suitecase that I bought for $0.25USD (a 
quarter). I needed to cut some foam to fit, but everything fit 
perfect. It fit all the cables I needed and the manual too.

I support the flightcase idea, but if your in a pinch, there are 
always solutions like the thrift store.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "tempotanken" wrote:
> Some days ago, I posted a Q about a Flightcase, -now it´s 
> urgent, please help:
> 
> Last night I went to a rehearsal, transporting my RS in a soft 
> bag...
> Today my F4 button feels like it is fastened in butter...it still 
> works, but it is a matter of time before it breaks....... 
> 
> I need a good flightcase and have read that any turntable case 

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/gfx/einpacken.jpg
mailto:info@soundwear.com
mailto:sensualemporer@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> would fit, but I´ve found this :
> 
> "SKB 2416DJ ATA single turntable case"
> 
> I like it because it seem to be built like a tank, but the measures 
> at SKB´s homepage doesn´t fit precisely with the RS so:
> 
> Q 1: -have anyone tried that flightcase ? 
> Q 2: -Does it fit ?
> Q 3 -are U happy ? ( with it )
> Q 2: -where do I get it cheap in Europe ?
> 
> Thanx for your help.
> 
> Hanz H

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.
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| 5209|5203|2002-04-12 07:42:24|sensualemporer|Re: Rs7k and Cubase|
I would like to add something to Roberts responses...I think that you 
may have to set the RS-7000 to accept midi machine control (MMC). In 
the 2nd utility menu (the midi one), there is an option for MMC in. 
(This is all from memory, so hopefully I'm close).

MMC includes the START & STOP commands.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "whooyeahau" wrote:
> Can anyone tell me how i can set it up so that when i click play in 
> cubase the RS7k also starts to play
> 
> Thanks
> Wayne Thompson

| 5210|5202|2002-04-12 09:13:48|dnovomeiski|Re: SKB Flightcase ( again)|
I got the Odyssey flightcase and it works great (just remove some 
foam from the middle and place it on the sides).
It was 89 in GC.

On the other hand, GC can order RS7k specific case from Hybrid for 
$300
D.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tempotanken" wrote:

> Some days ago, I posted a Q about a Flightcase, -now it´s 
> urgent, please help:
> 
> Last night I went to a rehearsal, transporting my RS in a soft 
> bag�
> Today my F4 button feels like it is fastened in butter�it still 
> works, but it is a matter of time before it breaks��. 
> 
> I need a good flightcase and have read that any turntable case 
> would fit, but I´ve found this :
> 
> "SKB 2416DJ ATA single turntable case"
> 
> I like it because it seem to be built like a tank, but the measures 
> at SKB´s homepage doesn´t fit precisely with the RS so:
> 
> Q 1: -have anyone tried that flightcase ? 
> Q 2: -Does it fit ?
> Q 3 �are U happy ? ( with it )
> Q 2: -where do I get it cheap in Europe ?
> 
> Thanx for your help.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> 
> Hanz H

| 5211|5203|2002-04-12 11:10:00|André Lenich|AW: [RS7000] Rs7k and Cubase|
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: whooyeahau [mailto:whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au]
Gesendet: Freitag, 12. April 2002 06:13
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Rs7k and Cubase

Can anyone tell me how i can set it up so that when i click play in
cubase the RS7k also starts to play

Thanks
Wayne Thompson

Wayne,
you have to tell Cubase to send a midi clock to the midi port you have
connected your rs7k to. Cubase- Synchronisation- Menue.---send Midi clock

André
| 5212|5200|2002-04-13 02:07:50|faxorgy|Re: O.S. wishlist|
No offence but how much code do you want rewritten.
Alot of the looping algo's on the ensoniq'a are particularly unique 
to those machines (one of the reasons why an EPS16+ or ASR10 are 
reknowned sound designing machines).
Look Akais,Emu's,Yamaha's,Korgs all have sytem ops and features that 
are unique to each machine. I think it's pretty rude asking Yamaha 
too incorporate features that make it act more like an S750 or E4K or 
an ASR10 or a MPC2000. If you wan't those features go by a machine 
that does what you want. As it stands with the latest OS the RS7000 
does everything the manual states it can do. So in otherwords it is 
operationally functional and does what it claims it can do.
There seems to be alot of negative critisism about this machines 
short comings and misgivings. I'm just lucky I owned an RM1X for 3 
years before buying this. Cause this really is the machine every RM 
owner dreamed for and then some !!!!!!!
If I was looking at buying this unit many comments made both here and 
an motifator.com look highly critical and extremely negative. Very 
few people actually focus on the machines strong points. My point is 
all of these tools have there short falls and weaknesses. It is what 
gives them their own unique character. I could complain that an 
Electribe EA-1 has no ADSR's or LFO's and limited synthesis 
capabilities and should be upgraded. It is good at what it does if I 
want better synthesis features maybe I should buy an MS2000 or an 
AN1X etc etc etc...
It's a bit like the comment that a $5000 keyboard won't make your 
music any better if you've got no talent. The RS doesn't as it stands 
stop one from writing kickass music. And from a musical standpoint 
all these "wanted new features" aren't going to make your song 
writing or musical skills anybetter overnight either.
Maybe just maybe we could focus on the positives a bit more and set 
about getting more people interested in buying the unit. The more 
numbers Yamaha sell the more clout we as users have.
The wish lists and fixes really need to be fair and realistic.
Do you know how much new code it would take to get modulating loop 
points, crossfade looping, bi-directionbowtie looping, synthesis 
loops etc etc etc into this machine without radically altering its 
entire operational procedures.
I for one would like too se the GRID groove fixed hell yeah. But at 
the moment it's nothing that a midi'd up ER-1 (cheap) and the divide 
drum track job wont fix in a heartbeat. Something as simple as an 
MC303 will solve this problem and give you more arpeggio scope at the 
same time too for very little out lay.
I actually like that 12 bit sound and the ensoniq sample features 
myself so I picked up an EPSM (12bit with all those great LFO's 
envelopes and looping algos') for $250 (AUS) problem solved. And if 
I'm doing a live set all those problems others talk about are dead 
easy to solve with my SP808EX. I get FM into RS by sampling my 
DX7IIFD. The point is no one peice of equipment will do it all. Full 
stop end of story. That said I could easily write a full peice using 
the RS and nothing else to a very very high production standard. 
Which cannot be said for alot of gear out there.
Maybe just maybe we need to be a bit more thankful for what we've got.
I mean some of the best music Ive heard has been done with nothing 
more that a TB/Tr808/909/SH101 and an old s900 (KLF come to mind). 
And look at what the RS is capable of in comparison. I could bitch 
and moan about what it doesn't do. Instead i would rather become a 
master of what it does (which is shitloads more than an MPC and I 
don't hear people complaining). So that I can freak the box like a 
Mo'fo and make people want to get one themselves.
Ok rant over but i think we should be thanking Yamaha a bit more and 
critisising them less if we want the sort of customer support we want.
Peace All...
| 5213|5200|2002-04-13 03:55:41|tempotanken|Re: O.S. wishlist|
Hi again,

Thanks for the debate faxorgy... : )

I totally agree with you, that this forum focus a lot on the negative 
aspects of the RS, and it would be very nice if people instead 
would exchange usefull tips and tricks and everybody would be 
happy !

BUT:

mailto:whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au
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It seems that Yamaha may be working on a new O.S. and they 
got to know what the end users want / need / wish...
I´ve been a betatester for a wellknown highend company, and U 
know what : they PAID people for wishing and dreaming of things 
their BETA machines couldn´t do....that is progress !!! 

I´m not DEMANDIG these things, I´m not critisizing ....I´m 
dreaming of a machine that incorporrates them along with the 
rest the RS´features and if it´s not implemented in the new
O.S. 
its fine with me, I will still be very satisfied with my RS. I
wouldn´t 
bother writing if I wasn´t so in love with the machine like the
most 
of the people on this forum.

> It's a bit like the comment that a $5000 keyboard won't make 

your music any better if you've got no talent. The RS doesn't as it 
stands stop one from writing kickass music. And from a musical 
standpoint all these "wanted new features" aren't going to make 
your song writing or musical skills anybetter overnight either. <

Yeahh....and we could all continue producing songs on our 
upright pianos or a guitars ; - ) 

Hanz H

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> No offence but how much code do you want rewritten.
> Alot of the looping algo's on the ensoniq'a are particularly 
unique 
> to those machines (one of the reasons why an EPS16+ or 
ASR10 are 
> reknowned sound designing machines).
> Look Akais,Emu's,Yamaha's,Korgs all have sytem ops and 
features that 
> are unique to each machine. I think it's pretty rude asking 
Yamaha 
> too incorporate features that make it act more like an S750 or 
E4K or 
> an ASR10 or a MPC2000. If you wan't those features go by a 
machine 
> that does what you want. As it stands with the latest OS the 
RS7000 
> does everything the manual states it can do. So in otherwords 
it is 
> operationally functional and does what it claims it can do.
> There seems to be alot of negative critisism about this 
machines 
> short comings and misgivings. I'm just lucky I owned an RM1X 
for 3 
> years before buying this. Cause this really is the machine every 
RM 
> owner dreamed for and then some !!!!!!!
> If I was looking at buying this unit many comments made both 
here and 
> an motifator.com look highly critical and extremely negative. 
Very 
> few people actually focus on the machines strong points. My 
point is 
> all of these tools have there short falls and weaknesses. It is 
what 
> gives them their own unique character. I could complain that 
an 
> Electribe EA-1 has no ADSR's or LFO's and limited synthesis 
> capabilities and should be upgraded. It is good at what it does 
if I 
> want better synthesis features maybe I should buy an MS2000 
or an 
> AN1X etc etc etc...
> It's a bit like the comment that a $5000 keyboard won't make 
your 
> music any better if you've got no talent. The RS doesn't as it 
stands 
> stop one from writing kickass music. And from a musical 
standpoint 
> all these "wanted new features" aren't going to make your song 
> writing or musical skills anybetter overnight either.
> Maybe just maybe we could focus on the positives a bit more 
and set 
> about getting more people interested in buying the unit. The 
more 
> numbers Yamaha sell the more clout we as users have.
> The wish lists and fixes really need to be fair and realistic.
> Do you know how much new code it would take to get 
modulating loop 
> points, crossfade looping, bi-directionbowtie looping, 
synthesis 
> loops etc etc etc into this machine without radically altering its 
> entire operational procedures.



> I for one would like too se the GRID groove fixed hell yeah. But 
at 
> the moment it's nothing that a midi'd up ER-1 (cheap) and the 
divide 
> drum track job wont fix in a heartbeat. Something as simple as 
an 
> MC303 will solve this problem and give you more arpeggio 
scope at the 
> same time too for very little out lay.
> I actually like that 12 bit sound and the ensoniq sample 
features 
> myself so I picked up an EPSM (12bit with all those great LFO's 
> envelopes and looping algos') for $250 (AUS) problem solved. 
And if 
> I'm doing a live set all those problems others talk about are 
dead 
> easy to solve with my SP808EX. I get FM into RS by sampling 
my 
> DX7IIFD. The point is no one peice of equipment will do it all. 
Full 
> stop end of story. That said I could easily write a full peice 
using 
> the RS and nothing else to a very very high production 
standard. 
> Which cannot be said for alot of gear out there.
> Maybe just maybe we need to be a bit more thankful for what 
we've got.
> I mean some of the best music Ive heard has been done with 
nothing 
> more that a TB/Tr808/909/SH101 and an old s900 (KLF come 
to mind). 
> And look at what the RS is capable of in comparison. I could 
bitch 
> and moan about what it doesn't do. Instead i would rather 
become a 
> master of what it does (which is shitloads more than an MPC 
and I 
> don't hear people complaining). So that I can freak the box like 
a 
> Mo'fo and make people want to get one themselves.
> Ok rant over but i think we should be thanking Yamaha a bit 
more and 
> critisising them less if we want the sort of customer support 
we want.
> Peace All...

| 5214|5214|2002-04-13 08:05:15|mmittner|sample ressource?|
hi,

does anybody know good resources for jazz samples? (mute trumpets, flutes, hits, etc. i don't need solos or musical structures, i just need the sound
(think of this swing jazz they play in 'the mask' with jim carrey and you know what i mean - the mixture of this type of music with electronic elements
is veeeery ass kicking imho ;-)

regards,
mike
| 5215|5203|2002-04-14 04:00:48|whooyeahau|Re: Rs7k and Cubase|
Thanks this has solved my problem

--- In RS7000@y..., André Lenich wrote:
> 
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: whooyeahau [mailto:whooyeahau@y...]
> Gesendet: Freitag, 12. April 2002 06:13
> An: RS7000@y...
> Betreff: [RS7000] Rs7k and Cubase
> 
> 
> Can anyone tell me how i can set it up so that when i click play in
> cubase the RS7k also starts to play
> 
> Thanks
> Wayne Thompson
> 
> 
> Wayne,
> you have to tell Cubase to send a midi clock to the midi port you 
have
> connected your rs7k to. Cubase- Synchronisation- Menue.---send 
Midi clock
> 
> André

| 5216|5216|2002-04-15 14:01:01|little_baby_tickles|pattern chain|
i'm working on the pattern chain procedure chpt.3 pg.157.the pages 
start on 158-175,and i'm wondering if thats the same sequence i have 
to go through to get the pattern chain down.i've already created a 
pattern chain and also recorded a pattern chain as well.(and if anyone 
would unlite me onto the next procedure on the chain it would mean 
alot to me).:) i've been stuck on the same procedure for the last week 
and i'm getting so fustraded.i'm pretty sure everyone has been there!
| 5217|5217|2002-04-15 22:56:30|fuentes925|seeking advice..RS7000 +Virus b|
Hello, I'm looking to get my first synth to use with the RS7000 so I 
wanted to hear your opinion's on the virus b, Things I would like to 
know are sound quality and if it has aggressive techno alein sound's. 
also user friendlyness since I'm new to synth's dos it have a steep 
learning curve also how do the features stack up against other synth's



and how dos it work together with the rs7000. is it a good 
combination also what other synth's might I consider. I read up on 
synth's and to me the virus seem's to be the one to get I've heard 
the online demo's but no shop has one in stock to try out the sound's 
I just want to make the right choice for my first synth. it's alot of 
money to spend just to be unhappy. what I'm trying to do is just get 
a few peice's of quality hardware and learn them very well, I don't 
want to have to work on a computer to much except for editing 
sample's on the rs7000 and sound's on the virus but not for actually 
making music. well thank's in advance for any info..
| 5218|5178|2002-04-16 00:10:55|nochancenine|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
Okay, I bought the RS7000 and I'm trying to get it working with the 
DR-505 for a click track for the drummer. I'm not sure how to set 
this up exactly. The two devices are in sync as far as BPM, but the 
RS7000 is sending other data to the DR-505 which causes it to 
produce other drum sounds rather than the click I have programmed in 
the DR-505. Am I supposed to be just sending a single track out 
through MIDI to the DR-505? If so, how do you set that up on the 
RS7000? I don't see a setting like that in the manual.

Thanks.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 10 April 2002 23:12, nochancenine wrote:
> > I'm in a three piece band (guitar, bass and drums) We are 
thinking
> > of adding an RS7000 for background rhythm/sounds, but I'm 
wondering
> > how to hook it up so the drummer can hear a click track of the
> > temp. Can you hook up to a drum machine through midi and have the
> > drum machine sync to the BPM of the sequencer track (drummer 
would
> > then listen to drum machine through headphones for click track)
> > Does that make sense? Any better way of accomplishing this?
> 
> Yes, this would certainly work. If you already have a drummachine 
> that slaves to midi clock this is the cheapest solution I guess 
> (except for having the drummer listen to the RS main outs ;).
> 
> Buying the AIEB2 and sending some click pattern to a sep. output 
is 
> one other solution.
> 
> - Robert

| 5219|5217|2002-04-16 02:09:42|Giotto|Re: seeking advice..RS7000 +Virus b|
If you can go to a guitar center (or other good store), many of them 
have at least a virus , several waldorfs, the nord lead 2 and 3, 
possibly a Novation K-Station/ A-Station/ Supernova and an Korg 
MS2000, all of which are world class. Each of these pieces tackles 
the user interface a little differently and it will become very 
obvious which work for you and which don't.

The Virus B is a great synth, but many people say it takes some 
serious programing to hear the kinds of sounds you see on a lot of 
the tracks out there. The interface has submenus that many people 
complain about and for some, including myself, they can be very 
unintuitive. If you are dead set on a Virus, the new Virus C 
apparently fixes a lot of these problems, though.

I originally wanted a virus too, until I sat in front of one. after 
about 5 hours of playing around (seriously) I was feeling very let 
down. The interface bothered me and I wasn't getting the sounds I 
wanted out of it at all. Then I sat down with a Waldorf Q, a synth 
I never thought I wanted, and immediately began peeling paint off the 
walls with it, and haven't stopped since.

That's why you reeaaally need to try them out first if you can. A 
pro-quality VA is a very personal purchase. If you have to 
mail-order it and can't sit down with at least a few of them, you're 
taking a bit of a risk with your 2 grand.

Giotto

>Hello, I'm looking to get my first synth to use with the RS7000 so I
>wanted to hear your opinion's on the virus b, Things I would like to
>know are sound quality and if it has aggressive techno alein sound's.
>also user friendlyness since I'm new to synth's dos it have a steep
>learning curve also how do the features stack up against other synth's
>and how dos it work together with the rs7000. is it a good
>combination also what other synth's might I consider. I read up on
>synth's and to me the virus seem's to be the one to get I've heard
>the online demo's but no shop has one in stock to try out the sound's
>I just want to make the right choice for my first synth. it's alot of
>money to spend just to be unhappy. what I'm trying to do is just get
>a few peice's of quality hardware and learn them very well, I don't
>want to have to work on a computer to much except for editing
>sample's on the rs7000 and sound's on the virus but not for actually
>making music. well thank's in advance for any info..

| 5220|5220|2002-04-16 16:41:26|little_baby_tickles|record punch|



does the record punch have to do anything with the pattern chain?
| 5221|5178|2002-04-16 16:53:21|tomfinegan|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "nochancenine" wrote:

> Okay, I bought the RS7000 and I'm trying to get it working with the 
> DR-505 for a click track for the drummer. I'm not sure how to set 
> this up exactly. The two devices are in sync as far as BPM, but 

the 

> RS7000 is sending other data to the DR-505 which causes it to 
> produce other drum sounds rather than the click I have programmed 

in 

> the DR-505. Am I supposed to be just sending a single track out 
> through MIDI to the DR-505? If so, how do you set that up on the 
> RS7000? I don't see a setting like that in the manual.
> 
> Thanks.

It´s not necessarily the RS fault, i would say your DR is receiving 
on a MIDI-channel the RS sends, so i would try to change that MIDI-
channel on the DR.
| 5222|5217|2002-04-16 18:41:26|tomfinegan|Re: seeking advice..RS7000 +Virus b|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> Hello, I'm looking to get my first synth to use with the RS7000 so 

I 

> wanted to hear your opinion's on the virus b, Things I would like 

to 

> know are sound quality and if it has aggressive techno alein 

sound's. 

> also user friendlyness since I'm new to synth's dos it have a steep 
> learning curve also how do the features stack up against other 

synth's

> and how dos it work together with the rs7000. is it a good 
> combination also what other synth's might I consider. 

Well, first of all, the Virus Synth-line are mighty fine synthesizer. 
As a first VA synth, i don´t know. It´s up to you. Some ppl 
complained about the UI of the Virus and that it is complex, other 
ppl. said that it is easy to use. For sure you should do some 
research on the web (start with a search on www.google.com) about the 
basics of the different synthesis engines or buy a book about it 
(http://www.wizoo.de has some good books about substractive 
synthesis).
A alternative to the Virus would be a Nord Lead 2 (3), Nord Modular, 
or a Yamaha AN1x, or a Korg MS2000, Roland JP8000, Waldorf Microwave 
XT, Waldorf Q, Novation Nova and Nova II (Supernova/Supernova II).

The Q and the Virus are the ones that have the most in common 
(technically). The Virus is good for analogue sounds and covers a 
wide range of sounds. The basic sound is more on the harder, right in 
yer face side. 

I am sure on the Virus Mailing list on yahoo-groups you will find 
more Info as well on http://www.sonicstate.com and http://www.harmony-
central.com

Good luck in finding the right instrument for you.

Tom

p.s. To connect it with your RS is easy as it could be. Whatever VA 
you pick the RS matches very well with it. I am using DX200, Nord 
Micro Modular, TG33 and AN1x with the RS. And a Q, Nordlead3 and 
maybe a Virus Rack are welcomed in my setup as soon as i have the 
money for it.
| 5223|5178|2002-04-17 00:55:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
On Tuesday 16 April 2002 14:13, tomfinegan wrote:

>
> It´s not necessarily the RS fault, i would say your DR is receiving
> on a MIDI-channel the RS sends, so i would try to change that MIDI-
> channel on the DR.

Or stop sending on that midi channel in the RS. Use the Setup 
submode, last page to see the output matrix.

- Robert
| 5224|5178|2002-04-17 03:30:21|renntiger2|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "nochancenine" wrote:

> Okay, I bought the RS7000

well done so far, congratulations!



> and I'm trying to get it working with the 
> DR-505 for a click track for the drummer. I'm not sure how to set 
> this up exactly. The two devices are in sync as far as BPM, but

the 

> RS7000 is sending other data to the DR-505 which causes it to 
> produce other drum sounds rather than the click I have programmed

in 

> the DR-505. Am I supposed to be just sending a single track out 
> through MIDI to the DR-505? If so, how do you set that up on the 
> RS7000? I don't see a setting like that in the manual.

Press setup 4 times. Here you can assign tracks to midi channels and
midi outputs. Disable the output where your plugged in your drum
machine for all tracks. now press utility 2 times and make sure that
midi clock and midi control is enabled on the midi out with the drum
machine. Press F4 once and disable TG param out on your midi port. Now
you can use all 16 tracks for internal sounds or on the other midi
out.

Have fun,

Klaus
| 5225|5225|2002-04-17 06:59:32|woofwoofxx|Patterns and styles|
Hello All,
Do you know any good place on the web where I can download Styles and 
Patterns in MIDI format, to use them with my QY70.

//Danny
| 5226|5220|2002-04-17 08:21:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: record punch|
On Tuesday 16 April 2002 22:05, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> does the record punch have to do anything with the pattern chain?

You mean the start-recording-by-pedal feature? Dunno, did you try it?

- Robert
| 5227|5201|2002-04-17 15:13:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: someone to help me with arpeggiator|
On Thursday 11 April 2002 22:08, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> i'm trying out the arpeggiator procedure and everytime i arpeggiate
> chords they stop arpeggiating every time i select a diffrent
> track.i know its not the (hold) cause i have it on,i'm satisfied
> with the arpeggiator and how it works ,im talking about picking a
> diffrent sectionn and going on whlie the arpeggiator still
> going.does it have to do anything with the tone generator or the
> sequencer block,and if i save i'll be saveing on my memory
> card.anyone one with useful info mail back.

Tried it and it looks like there's only one ARP generator feeding the 
current track, modified by whatever play fx parameters are set for 
that track.

Selecting another track feeds the ARP into *that* track. So if you 
want to keep an ARP pattern for a certain track you have to record it.

- Robert
| 5228|5228|2002-04-17 16:56:31|fuentes925|? on controlling synth from rs7000...?|
Hello, my question is in a all hardware set up what would be better 
to use? A Virus B table top module or the key board version for live 
performance use, making techno/dance music? This will be my first 
synth, so I don't really understand how a table top module will work 
in a hardware set up, when there is no keyboard. I would like to 
save money and not get the keyboard version if it's not needed. 
Maybe somebody can give me some info on how a table top synth like 
the Virus B works together with the RS7000. Thanks in advance for 
any help.
| 5229|5229|2002-04-17 19:20:50|rnbthug73|Hello|
Hi from London England

I have not yet purchased a yamaha RS7000 but will be in the next
few weeks. im into RnB, Soul, Hip Hop, Garage, And metal
| 5230|5230|2002-04-18 01:10:35|nochancenine|RS7000 rack mounted?|
Anyone have their RS7000 rack mounted? Examples/Pictures?
| 5231|5228|2002-04-18 01:19:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ? on controlling synth from rs7000...?|
On Thursday 18 April 2002 00:56, fuentes925 wrote:

> Hello, my question is in a all hardware set up what would be better
> to use? A Virus B table top module or the key board version for
> live performance use, making techno/dance music? This will be my
> first synth, so I don't really understand how a table top module
> will work in a hardware set up, when there is no keyboard. I would
> like to save money and not get the keyboard version if it's not
> needed. Maybe somebody can give me some info on how a table top
> synth like the Virus B works together with the RS7000. Thanks in
> advance for any help.

In a setup like this you will also need a separate midi keyboard. 
These go for USD 100-300 depending on its features, built quality and 
size of the keys. 



The keyboard is connected to the RS midi in port, and the Virus is 
connected to one of the RS's midi out ports. 

If you also want to record the midi data generated by the Virus (knob 
movements, bulk dumps, sounds), you'll have to buy a midi merge box, 
because both the Virus and keyboard will fight for the single RS midi 
in port.

- Robert
| 5232|5229|2002-04-18 01:20:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hello|
On Thursday 18 April 2002 03:20, rnbthug73 wrote:

> Hi from London England
>
>
> I have not yet purchased a yamaha RS7000 but will be in the
> next few weeks. im into RnB, Soul, Hip Hop, Garage, And metal

Welcome to the list!

- Robert
| 5233|5228|2002-04-18 10:50:45|renntiger2|Re: ? on controlling synth from rs7000...?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> Hello, my question is in a all hardware set up what would be better 
> to use? A Virus B table top module or the key board version for

live 

> performance use, making techno/dance music? This will be my first 
> synth, so I don't really understand how a table top module will

work 

> in a hardware set up, when there is no keyboard. I would like to 
> save money and not get the keyboard version if it's not needed. 

You can use the Virus desktop version with the RS without any external
keyboard but you have to program all synth-lines with the "keyboard"
of the RS. The buttons of the RS are not really usable to record
sequences in realtime and they do not have velocity so it is no much
fun "playing" on this pseudo-keyboard. But you can use the RS buttons
and the two rubber pads to program bass-lines, sequences etc. in step
record mode and you can get very satisfying results this way. I think
a good solution for you would be the Virus desktop (or maybe the new
Rack XL, you can plug a mic/guitar directly into the Virus Rack
without any preamp...) and look out for a used synth (Yamaha CS1x for
example) for additional sounds and a real keyboard. 

Klaus
| 5234|5234|2002-04-18 11:34:29|jeffkissinger|RS7000 FS|
1000$ w/ 64m ram, in box, mint w/ all software, smart media, manual.
| 5235|5235|2002-04-18 17:31:57|louisebonnici|sample inputs?|
Hello all.When listening to a mono source through the mono input i 
can hear the sound in the middle but when i go to the sampling meter 
page the sound appears on the left only(also the sound drops in level 
on mono/stereo sampling page).After sampling, the recorded sound is 
back in the center albeit at a lower level.Am i missing something 
out?.I have also made sure i get the highest possible reading without 
distorting the inputs and have tried different input 
configurations.Many thanks.
| 5236|5178|2002-04-18 18:50:46|nochancenine|Re: MIDI out to drum machine?|
WORKS PERFECT! Thanks!

David

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "nochancenine" wrote:
> > Okay, I bought the RS7000
> 
> well done so far, congratulations!
> 
> > and I'm trying to get it working with the 
> > DR-505 for a click track for the drummer. I'm not sure how to 
set 
> > this up exactly. The two devices are in sync as far as BPM, but
> the 
> > RS7000 is sending other data to the DR-505 which causes it to 
> > produce other drum sounds rather than the click I have programmed
> in 
> > the DR-505. Am I supposed to be just sending a single track out 
> > through MIDI to the DR-505? If so, how do you set that up on the 
> > RS7000? I don't see a setting like that in the manual.
> 
> Press setup 4 times. Here you can assign tracks to midi channels and
> midi outputs. Disable the output where your plugged in your drum
> machine for all tracks. now press utility 2 times and make sure that
> midi clock and midi control is enabled on the midi out with the drum
> machine. Press F4 once and disable TG param out on your midi port. 
Now
> you can use all 16 tracks for internal sounds or on the other midi
> out.
> 
> Have fun,
> 
> Klaus



| 5237|5237|2002-04-18 19:30:48|kramhughes|swap A4000 for your RS7000?|
I am looking to swap my Yamaha A4000 sampler (boxed, instructions, 10 
CD ROMS, all cables) for an RS7000. Please mail me with offers. UK 
only please.
| 5238|5238|2002-04-18 20:48:46|kramhughes|Swap A4000 for your RS7000|
(apologies if this has been posted twice)

I am looking to swap my Yamaha A4000 sampler for an RS7000. I am 
looking for a more hands on, beat sequencing hardware solution. (The 
A4000 is more powerful but more difficult to use, I've found. I 
don't have the patience of a programmer - hence the swap)

The unit is boxed, has original instructions, all cables and 10 CD 
ROMS, perfect working order, screen etc.

UK only.

Please mail me at kramhughes@hotmail.com
| 5239|5239|2002-04-19 12:23:24|Jay Miller|(no subject)|
Hello,

My day job is in economics, but I'm an electronic audio arranger on the 
side. Location: Washington, D.C. Sold three guitars and bought the RS7K. 
Joined this group to learn more about this amazing unit. Music of choice is 
weird electronic stuff and d'n'b.

_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.
| 5240|5239|2002-04-19 12:26:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Friday 19 April 2002 20:23, Jay Miller wrote:

> Hello,
>
> My day job is in economics, but I'm an electronic audio arranger on
> the side. Location: Washington, D.C. Sold three guitars and
> bought the RS7K. Joined this group to learn more about this amazing
> unit. Music of choice is weird electronic stuff and d'n'b.

Welcome to the list, Jay!
Did you already read the FAQ? (url at bottom of every message).

- Robert
| 5241|5241|2002-04-19 14:00:41|arveyman|MIDI clock lag I cannot explain!|
I planned to use my RS7k as a master MIDI device and got a Korg ET-R, 
ES-1 and a MC303 to use as slaves. I only use one of them at one 
time. Now when i play the sequence (press play on the RS), i can hear 
a tiny but noticeable LAG of the slave device! I have the slave 
connected to either MIDI port and set the MIDI options (utilityx2)) 
to 'internal', MIDI A, OUT B and OFF to make the RS send clock and 
controls.
It does not matter what device i use as slave, the LAG is still 
there!! This drives me crazy!
So, i tried it the other way round, and used the RS as slave. What 
happens? NO LAG! But.. i don't want the RS to slave, it should be 
master.
Is there something i'm doing wrong? Because i cannot think of any. 
MIDI is straightforward, but the LAG is there!
Any comments on this issue please?

thanx
Arv
| 5242|5241|2002-04-19 15:30:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI clock lag I cannot explain!|
On Friday 19 April 2002 21:35, arveyman wrote:

> I planned to use my RS7k as a master MIDI device and got a Korg
> ET-R, ES-1 and a MC303 to use as slaves. I only use one of them at
> one time. Now when i play the sequence (press play on the RS), i
> can hear a tiny but noticeable LAG of the slave device! I have the
> slave connected to either MIDI port and set the MIDI options
> (utilityx2)) to 'internal', MIDI A, OUT B and OFF to make the RS
> send clock and controls.
> It does not matter what device i use as slave, the LAG is still
> there!! This drives me crazy!
> So, i tried it the other way round, and used the RS as slave. What
> happens? NO LAG! But.. i don't want the RS to slave, it should be
> master.
> Is there something i'm doing wrong? Because i cannot think of any.
> MIDI is straightforward, but the LAG is there!
> Any comments on this issue please?

Hmm, what do you use to determine the lag when the RS is master?

- Robert
| 5243|5243|2002-04-19 17:48:15|devolvenation|rs7000 for sale, great price|
Unfortunately i'm forced into the position to sell one of my rs7k's 
(not both, i'd never do that). considering they go for 1400 US 
right now, and this unit is only 5 months old, I think 1100 is a 
fair price just for the base unit. In addition i'll throw in this, 
which should sweeten the deal:

1. full 64mb upgrade. proper ram, works perfectly.

2. Sample Cd's from my a5000 that i never used, but didn't sell then 
with the unit. yamaha samples, so they're compatible with the unit.

mailto:kramhughes@hotmail.com
http://explorer.msn.com/intl.asp.


3. If you live in the U.S. i'll pay for shipping. If you don't, you 
pay shipping.

4. other possible throw ins.

I think this is a more than fare deal. email me privately.
| 5244|5244|2002-04-19 19:10:46|chrisroyer2001|sampler questions in rs7000...|
Hey!! 
I dont own a RS yet, but im considering it. I have 3 questions, I 
hope you guys can help me here!..

1) Is the sampler "multitimbral", i mean can you assign midi 
channels to samples like in a standalone sampler?

2) How much sampling time is available with the factory 4 megs of 
RAM? 

3) And also, can you time-stretch samples (without changing their 
pitch) and change pitch without affecting their length? 

Thanks a lot in advance!
chris
| 5245|5245|2002-04-19 19:35:14|chrisroyer2001|Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
Hi again!
I'd like to know if i can sync my Roland VS1680 digital multitrack 
recorder to the RS7000 (master or slave) thru MMC-MTC?
Does the RS7000 belong to the (Yamaha) XG family?
And finally, can you assign any cc# to any of the control knobs?
Thanks!!
chris
| 5246|5241|2002-04-19 19:44:18|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!|
HERE is the deal. The problem is with the ES-1. I HAVE THE SAME 
PROBLEM!! It drives me fucking crazy!!! I sent it in to Korg only to 
be told that "they have determined that this is how the machine is 
supposed to function". Here's what's going on, the ES-1 DOES NOT 
recieve the song position pointer in pattern mode. For reason's far 
beyond my understanding, it eventually loses the "absolute 0 locate 
point" after hundreds of times starting and stopping the clock in 
pattern mode. Honestly I don't even fully understand what that means. 
All I know is that the Korg techs, said that in the manual (back of 
it) it shows you that the ES-1 only recieves the pointer in song 
mode. That's just great, I didn't write my live set to be performed 
in song mode. I like having the flexability of bringing up whatever 
pattern I want to when I want to, NOT in song mode.Indeed it does 
sync better in song mode. It still does seem to be a bit 
unpredictable, but better nonetheless. I did the same thing, I sent 
the clock from the ES-1, and it was dead on. This is absolutely the 
BEST thing you can do for not only yourself, but for ANYONE who owns 
an es-1. Send it in and have the techs "evaluate" it. They'll give 
you the same BS story, regardless, it will hopefully be another 
complaint lodged against them in respect to the es1. Don't get me 
wrong, because I love this machine, BUT EVRYTHING I've ever done on 
not only it, but my other machines was designed to be performed in 
pattern mode, I like the live flexability as previously stated. Korg 
makes great machines, BUT really does need to be made aware that this 
is not just a quirk of the machine, but a design flaw as well, most 
people I know who perform live, prefer to perform in pattern mode, 
and the fact that they overlooked this in the design is a major 
oversight on the part of the design team, in assuming not only what 
the majority of the users may want, but how it would be used as well. 
I installed the new OS, it's tiny, literally a few hundred KBs, if 
it's a small os, I would imagine that there isn't an unrealistic 
amount of rewriting that can be done to accomodate what I feel to be 
a serious oversight, and ultimately a design flaw. The more people 
that send them in, hopefully the more likely they are to take action 
to correct it. Companies should really be made to be aware that not 
only consumers use their products, but exchange information, i.e. 
tips and flaws with their products, and something so basic and simple 
to its performance will ultimately only hurt their sales in the long 
run. Afterall, consumers are their market, they should really listen 
to us on this one, most people at least use pattern mode if not 
exclusively then at least often enough where this will eventually 
become a pain to work around. If you don't have this problem with 
your es-1 yet, believe me, EVENTUALLY it wil (in pattern mode only). 
It took about 10 months for me to notice it, but it has gotten 
progressively worse everytime I use it. Again, this is because even 
though the yamha sends a RESET message when you hit the rewind 
button, the es-1 doesn't recieve (decipher) the message the yamaha 
sends that says it should restart at "absolute" 0. This is just what 
Korg told me, I wish I could understand it more, but I'm just 
regurgiatating what they told me. If you do send it in, it pretty 
painless, I got it back after a week and a half. If you call, ask to 
speak to Cory Tyson (tech support). Good luck
| 5247|5244|2002-04-20 00:32:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampler questions in rs7000...|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 03:06, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hey!!
> I dont own a RS yet, but im considering it. I have 3 questions, I
> hope you guys can help me here!..
>
> 1) Is the sampler "multitimbral", i mean can you assign midi
> channels to samples like in a standalone sampler?

Yes, it's 16-part multitimbral, controlled per track. Each of the 16 
tracks play thier own part.



>
> 2) How much sampling time is available with the factory 4 megs of
> RAM?

Not enough, I can tell you. Read the faq for places to buy full 
sample RAM for about USD 50.

But let me see: 4 * 1024 * 1024 = 4194304 bytes.
At 44.1 kHz, stereo this would make: 4194304 / (44100*4) = 23 
seconds. I just woke up, so better check this. ;)

> 3) And also, can you time-stretch samples (without changing their
> pitch) and change pitch without affecting their length?

Yes, both are available as sample processing jobs. For 
time-stretching there's also a sample-slice technique available, 
allowing you to change the tempo in real-time on a drum loop and 
still have correct values (within certain limits).

Please read the FAQ (url at the bottom of every message). Maybe you 
should also download the RS manual to get familiar with its many 
features.

- Robert
| 5248|5241|2002-04-20 00:39:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 03:44, headtrik wrote:

> HERE is the deal. 

Okay, but Arv told us that he had the problem with all three devices 
slaving to the RS. Arv, any comments on this?

- Robert
| 5249|5245|2002-04-20 00:41:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 03:35, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hi again!
> I'd like to know if i can sync my Roland VS1680 digital multitrack
> recorder to the RS7000 (master or slave) thru MMC-MTC?

The RS only supports slaving to MTC in song mode, and it cannot 
generate MTC in master mode. So MTC support is limited. MMC is 
supported, but I can't remember at which level.

Midi clock is supported in all modes (Song and Pattern), both as a 
slave and master. 

Your best bet would be to try it! If you're not yet bought the RS, 
simply arrange for a demo period where you can find out if the RS-VS 
combi works well. 

> Does the RS7000 belong to the (Yamaha) XG family?

Dunno. Can't find the XG label on the case, and it isn't mentioned in 
the manual's index. So I guess not.

> And finally, can you assign any cc# to any of the control knobs?

Yes, each of the control knobs can be assined the full range of CC 
numbers, and even a midi channel number. This is remembered per style.

- Robert
| 5250|5241|2002-04-20 03:30:39|arveyman|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!|
Ok, i gave it another try and i believe now that headtrick is right.. 
I used the MC again to check if i hear the same LAG as i do with BOTH 
Electribes and it shows 'almost' no lag...
*sigh* The positive thing is that the RS is doing his job well i 
guess.
Funny detail: when i use a Electribe to sync to another Electribe 
there is NO LAG! Is this a way for KORG to force customers to get 
stuff from the same series to sync to each other? Hard to believe eh? 
But i cannot get it out of my mind! 

Damn, so the ONLY work around for me now is to use a Eelctribe as 
MASTER...?

Thanx guys for the info

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 20 April 2002 03:44, headtrik wrote:



> > HERE is the deal. 
> 
> 
> Okay, but Arv told us that he had the problem with all three 
devices 
> slaving to the RS. Arv, any comments on this?
> 
> - Robert

| 5251|5241|2002-04-20 04:12:18|arveyman|MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
I am still not happy about things now. I tried another time to get 
thing clear. i synced the ES-1 to a MC303 and it worked FINE! (i mean 
no lag) I'm getting pretty confused at the moment. Is it an Electribe 
issue or a RS7k issue????

Help!!!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Ok, i gave it another try and i believe now that headtrick is 
right.. 
> I used the MC again to check if i hear the same LAG as i do with 
BOTH 
> Electribes and it shows 'almost' no lag...
> *sigh* The positive thing is that the RS is doing his job well i 
> guess.
> Funny detail: when i use a Electribe to sync to another Electribe 
> there is NO LAG! Is this a way for KORG to force customers to get 
> stuff from the same series to sync to each other? Hard to believe 
eh? 
> But i cannot get it out of my mind! 
> 
> Damn, so the ONLY work around for me now is to use a Eelctribe as 
> MASTER...?
> 
> Thanx guys for the info
> 
> Arv
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Saturday 20 April 2002 03:44, headtrik wrote:
> > > HERE is the deal. 
> > 
> > 
> > Okay, but Arv told us that he had the problem with all three 
> devices 
> > slaving to the RS. Arv, any comments on this?
> > 
> > - Robert

| 5252|5252|2002-04-20 07:29:22|aloleary|Thinking of buying - a couple of questions|
I am currently thinking about buying the rs7000 to make techno 
music...

I have a couple of questions..
What is the best simm memory to go for and what are ones to avoid 
(makes specs etc..)
is 32Mb+32Mb pair the largest internal memory upgrade...

Does the digial output on the AIEB2 I/O expansion transfer one stero 
master output or does it transfer multiple track outputs to a digital 
mixer for example ??? (say a roland VM3100Pro) ?
Does the expansion board have more slots to add more memory...

Does anyone have an official yamaha link for the AIEB2 I/O ?? i 
cannot find one..

Also whats the deal with getting a scsi disk attached ?

Thanks in advance
-Alan
| 5253|5252|2002-04-20 09:23:42|Giotto|Re: Thinking of buying - a couple of questions|

>I am currently thinking about buying the rs7000 to make techno
>music...
>
>I have a couple of questions..
>What is the best simm memory to go for and what are ones to avoid
>(makes specs etc..)
>is 32Mb+32Mb pair the largest internal memory upgrade...

I used Kingston ram in mine.....but:
72-pin SIMM x 2
Access time: 70 ns or less,
Bit width: x 32 (non parity) or x 36 bit (parity)
Fast Page or EDO, JEDEC Standard]

>
>Does the digial output on the AIEB2 I/O expansion transfer one stero
>master output or does it transfer multiple track outputs to a digital



>mixer for example ??? (say a roland VM3100Pro) ?

the AIEB2 has stereo spdif/ toslink(optical) in and out, and six 
assignable analog outs. the spdif out mirrors the main analog outs. 
The optical is not multitrack digital like ADAT LightPipe. Nor is the 
spdif...

>Does the expansion board have more slots to add more memory...

No.

>
>Does anyone have an official yamaha link for the AIEB2 I/O ?? i
>cannot find one..

I don't think their is one. If you can find the Ymaha RS7000 flyer 
at a guitar center or mars they have a full description of it in that.

>
>
>Also whats the deal with getting a scsi disk attached ?

you hook one up and it goes....

>
>Thanks in advance
>-Alan
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at 
>the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5254|5245|2002-04-20 10:29:54|chrisroyer2001|Re: Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
Thanks a lot Robert for all the info. Im gonna think about it now. 
My current setup is Yamaha QY700- Emu XL1-Roland S760 and Roland 
VS1680. But the S760 sampler is good but... not to easy to work 
with, I like to have timestretch and pitch change functions, cutoff 
freq. and reso available with knobs and all midi-recordable. As for 
the sequencer part, I should feel comfortable with the RS since I 
really like the QY700 one and they seem quite similar. So im 
seriously thinking of getting the RS7000. I hope we stay in touch, 
take it easy!
chris

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 20 April 2002 03:35, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > Hi again!
> > I'd like to know if i can sync my Roland VS1680 digital 
multitrack
> > recorder to the RS7000 (master or slave) thru MMC-MTC?
> 
> The RS only supports slaving to MTC in song mode, and it cannot 
> generate MTC in master mode. So MTC support is limited. MMC is 
> supported, but I can't remember at which level.
> 
> Midi clock is supported in all modes (Song and Pattern), both as a 
> slave and master. 
> 
> Your best bet would be to try it! If you're not yet bought the RS, 
> simply arrange for a demo period where you can find out if the RS-
VS 
> combi works well. 
> 
> 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> > Does the RS7000 belong to the (Yamaha) XG family?
> 
> Dunno. Can't find the XG label on the case, and it isn't mentioned 
in 
> the manual's index. So I guess not.
> 
> 
> > And finally, can you assign any cc# to any of the control knobs?
> 
> Yes, each of the control knobs can be assined the full range of CC 
> numbers, and even a midi channel number. This is remembered per 
style.
> 
> - Robert

| 5255|5241|2002-04-20 12:02:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 11:30, arveyman wrote:

> Ok, i gave it another try and i believe now that headtrick is
> right.. I used the MC again to check if i hear the same LAG as i do
> with BOTH Electribes and it shows 'almost' no lag...
> *sigh* The positive thing is that the RS is doing his job well i
> guess.

Okay, this suggests that the RS is not responsible for the lag, at 
least not the long lag as found on the Korg units. (It doesn't prove 
anything though.)

> Funny detail: when i use a Electribe to sync to another Electribe
> there is NO LAG! Is this a way for KORG to force customers to get
> stuff from the same series to sync to each other? Hard to believe
> eh? But i cannot get it out of my mind!
>
> Damn, so the ONLY work around for me now is to use a Eelctribe as
> MASTER...?

That's what it looks like, yeah.

- Robert
| 5256|5241|2002-04-20 12:06:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 12:12, arveyman wrote:

> I am still not happy about things now. I tried another time to get
> thing clear. i synced the ES-1 to a MC303 and it worked FINE! (i
> mean no lag) I'm getting pretty confused at the moment. Is it an
> Electribe issue or a RS7k issue????

Let me see:

RS --> MC = very small lag
RS --> ES = large lag
MC --> ES = nog lag?

Weird. I'd have to try something here to find out. Problem is that I 
don't have anything to sync with, except for synths.

How large do you think the lag is between the RS and ES units?

- Robert
| 5257|5245|2002-04-20 12:14:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 18:29, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Thanks a lot Robert for all the info. Im gonna think about it now.
> My current setup is Yamaha QY700- Emu XL1-Roland S760 and Roland
> VS1680. 

QY700? Great unit, had one myself for years. The RS behaves identical 
to the QY, featurewise. The QY also cannot slave to MTC in Song mode 
and doesn't generate MTC. Does the QY700 - VS1680 setup work for you? 
That *may* be a good indication whether or not the RS will work in 
this setup. But you still have to try before you buy! 

> But the S760 sampler is good but... not to easy to work
> with, I like to have timestretch and pitch change functions, cutoff
> freq. and reso available with knobs and all midi-recordable. 

I see, but understand that the RS sampler is featurewise not as 
powerfull as a standard rack sampler. You don't get velocity 
switching, no multi-layering of samples, and no fx-sends per sample 
(you get fx-sends per track, for all samples played on that track).
The RS sampler is a phrase sampler and cannot be used for realistic, 
multi-layered acoustice (or whatever) samples like piano, real drums, 
etc. For that you still need a rack sampler.

> As for
> the sequencer part, I should feel comfortable with the RS since I
> really like the QY700 one and they seem quite similar. 

The QY700 sequencer is unbeatable, as it has the 
multiple-phrase-per-track concept. On the QY you can place one or 



more phrases anywhere on a track, very powerfull. On the RS (and the 
Rm1x) you only get one phrase per track, and the phrase always starts 
at the beginning of the track. Still very powerfull, but not as 
strong as the QY. The RS userinterface is more straightforward 
though, as it doesn't have to deal with things like phrase placement 
and displaying the placement.

- Robert
| 5258|5252|2002-04-20 12:15:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Thinking of buying - a couple of questions|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 15:29, aloleary wrote:

> I am currently thinking about buying the rs7000 to make techno
> music...
>
> I have a couple of questions..
> What is the best simm memory to go for and what are ones to avoid
> (makes specs etc..)
> is 32Mb+32Mb pair the largest internal memory upgrade...

Have a look in the FAQ for the url (oempcworld) and the exact specs. 
Worked great for me and a couple of other guys on the list. 

- Robert
| 5259|5245|2002-04-20 12:19:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 20:13, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> QY700? Great unit, had one myself for years. The RS behaves
> identical to the QY, featurewise. The QY also cannot slave to MTC
> in Song mode and doesn't generate MTC. 

Make that 'Pattern mode'.

- Robert
| 5260|5245|2002-04-20 14:31:21|chrisroyer2001|Re: Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
Hey Robert!
Well, yes, the qy700 synced with the VS1680 worked togeher as I 
remember (I dont have the 1680 with me these days, its in California 
but I am not...). So the RS should work as well. Regarding the 
sampler, I dont think Ive ever wanted to multi layer samples etc. I 
am more interested in being able to pitch up and down without 
affecting the length, and speeding up or slowing down without 
affecting the pitch, and this without having to calculate the rates 
etc. I heard the RS can do that easily? In fact i am very interested 
in having one box for all, with almost no external midi and audio 
cables running in and out. I also like the fact that you can apply 
effects on the samples just like the internal sounds of the RS. 
What Id like to do is record vocals, guitars and drums on the 
digital multitrack synced to the sequencer with a midi metronome, 
then make the dance-electronic stuff on the synth-seq, sample chunks 
of what was recorded acoustically and integrate it in the RS mix 
using slice-filters-fx etc. It seems that the RS will fit well for 
that purpose, dont you think? Ok Robert, thanks for your advise, 
keep touch, ciao.
chris

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 20 April 2002 20:13, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> > QY700? Great unit, had one myself for years. The RS behaves
> > identical to the QY, featurewise. The QY also cannot slave to MTC
> > in Song mode and doesn't generate MTC. 
> 
> Make that 'Pattern mode'.
> 
> - Robert

| 5261|5241|2002-04-20 15:58:49|arveyman|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
Okay Robert, i tried to scientifically determine the lag of the MIDI 
sync connection by measuring (in wavelab) the difference of two high 
frequency pulses of the two machines under test and came to the 
following data:

MC master - Electribe slave LAG: below 1 ms
RS master - Electribe slave LAG: ~25 ms!

Weird? This gives 2 conclusions i think: 1- the electribe has a lag 
of ~25ms but only noticeable because the RS is very 'dead on' and the 
MC a bit 'slowish' 2- the RS sends out MIDI with 25ms delay.

What do you think Robert? I cannot imagine these conclusions being 
true...!

Arv 

> Let me see:
> 
> RS --> MC = very small lag
> RS --> ES = large lag
> MC --> ES = nog lag?



> 
> Weird. I'd have to try something here to find out. Problem is that 

I 

> don't have anything to sync with, except for synths.
> 
> How large do you think the lag is between the RS and ES units?
> 
> - Robert

| 5262|5241|2002-04-20 17:58:56|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!|
It is a shame for sure, because I love it sonically, and is hands 
down the easiest to use step sequencer. I was really bummed out when 
they told me this!! I really can't stress enough how much of a leap 
forward it would be for you to send in your machine and play dumb. 
Eventually, I would imagine, there would be enough complaints to get 
Korg to fix this. This is a really serious flaw and they definitely 
need to fix this, Because most people don't look in the back at the 
sysex menu in the manual when they buy a machine, they (as did I) 
assume it's built as a fully functional "all around" piece of 
equipment. If I had known this I unfortunately would have probably 
not bought it. C'est la vie. If it's OK to with you, I would like to 
forward this post to them, so they can see that it is not an uncommon 
issue, I literally just got mine back a week ago, and I would assume 
that if I send them this so quickly after, it may underline that 
other users are starting to experience the same problem. Again I 
don't know why exactly, but it's a "dormant" problem where it creeps 
up on you, any of you who have recently purchsed one, will not see 
this problem occur right away. It somehow very gradually loses 
its "referance point" in pattern mode, somehow due to stoppping and 
starting the clock, which is INEVITABLE being that you must hit play 
to start, and stop to stop (from an external device). I don't even 
see what the purpose of this design would have been, it means that 
they assumed everyone either would send clock from it, OR, just write 
in pattern mode and slave only in song mode. Poor assumption on their 
part as far as I'm concerned. Nonetheless, this is coming from an 
otherwise happy Korg product owner (MS2000r), I'm not trying to be 
another hostile customer who had a bad tech experience, on the 
contrary I like their stuff, but man, this one needs some serious 
adressing.
| 5263|5241|2002-04-21 03:42:00|electrofux2002|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
Hi,

i also had the es-1 and the only soluion to run them in perfect sync 
is to allways start at step 1 of a bar(thats what the electribes do 
anyways- whenever they hear a start command they start at the 
beginning of the pattern regardless of where they stopped before). 
That means when you start the RS7000 as a Master it has always to 
start at the beginning of a bar and not on any other step. Then it 
should work. By the way, i sold my electribe because of this (ever 
tried to sync them to cubase- same problems) and got me the RS7000 
(but still no grid recording, sigh). There shouldn't be a difference 
between the MC and the RS as the timingproblem most probably comes 
from the electribes syncbehaviour.

Greetings
electrofux

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Okay Robert, i tried to scientifically determine the lag of the 
MIDI 
> sync connection by measuring (in wavelab) the difference of two 
high 
> frequency pulses of the two machines under test and came to the 
> following data:
> 
> MC master - Electribe slave LAG: below 1 ms
> RS master - Electribe slave LAG: ~25 ms!
> 
> Weird? This gives 2 conclusions i think: 1- the electribe has a lag 
> of ~25ms but only noticeable because the RS is very 'dead on' and 
the 
> MC a bit 'slowish' 2- the RS sends out MIDI with 25ms delay.
> 
> What do you think Robert? I cannot imagine these conclusions being 
> true...!
> 
> 
> Arv 
> 
> > Let me see:
> > 
> > RS --> MC = very small lag
> > RS --> ES = large lag
> > MC --> ES = nog lag?
> > 
> > Weird. I'd have to try something here to find out. Problem is 
that 
> I 
> > don't have anything to sync with, except for synths.
> > 
> > How large do you think the lag is between the RS and ES units?
> > 
> > - Robert



| 5264|5264|2002-04-21 15:26:09|nochancenine|File Management on the RS7000|
Is it possible to rename and delete files/folders from a SmartMedia 
card from the RS7000? I've just been doing this using a SmartMedia 
card reader from my PC, but is it possible to do this sort on the 
RS7000 itself. Thanks.
| 5265|5264|2002-04-21 15:37:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: File Management on the RS7000|
On Sunday 21 April 2002 23:26, nochancenine wrote:

> Is it possible to rename and delete files/folders from a SmartMedia
> card from the RS7000? I've just been doing this using a SmartMedia
> card reader from my PC, but is it possible to do this sort on the
> RS7000 itself. Thanks.

Yes it is possible. It can be found in the Save submode, as described 
on pages 120-124 of the english manual (of the RS, that is ;)

- Robert
| 5266|5266|2002-04-21 16:08:04|massplanck|Recording Arps|
Hi guys..

whenever I am recording an arpeggio everything is fine untill the 
pattern/track goes past its first loop. When it hits 1:1 again the 
arpeggiator knocks itself off, which means you have to get everything 
recorded on the 'first run'.

This seems a bit silly... what godforsaken button have I knocked 
on/off with my elbow? :)

Cheers
Steve
| 5267|5267|2002-04-21 17:03:49|chrisroyer2001|sample editing on the RS|
Hello,
Is it true that there is no undo/redo function in the sample edit 
mode?
| 5268|5268|2002-04-21 18:10:23|chrisroyer2001|resampling (with or without effects), pitch and timestretch.|
Hello!
I am going to make up my mind pretty soon about getting the RS7000. 
There's just a few details I need to know first.
1) Can you "resample"? If I sample a drum beat, can I re-sample it 
internally with effects and/or filters applied on it without losing 
the original?
2) When the RS spreads a sample over the keyboard, does it do it 
without changing the original length of the sample?
3) How do the "timestretch" and "pitch" functions work, are the 
results satisfying?
Thanks a lot in advance!
chris
| 5269|5264|2002-04-21 19:42:04|chrisroyer2001|(no subject)|
Hey Rob!
Please check out my recent message (#5268), since you seem to know 
much about the RS, Im sure you can help me.
Also, the specs always say that the ISS automatically breaks the 
sample into discrete parts (what does "discrete" mean?) and generate 
a corresponding midi sequence. I dont get it. So, no matter what 
you "record", is it gonna be broken into pieces? And what is 
this "corresponding midi sequence", what if I dont need it?
I checked the FAQs and they're really helpful. I am going to try to 
download the owner's manual ASAP too. Thanks in advance Rob, take 
care!
chris
| 5270|5264|2002-04-21 23:23:52|Giotto|Re: (unknown)|

>

pardon me if you didn't want me to respond but I'd like to try....

>Hey Rob!
>Please check out my recent message (#5268), since you seem to know
>much about the RS, Im sure you can help me.
>Also, the specs always say that the ISS automatically breaks the
>sample into discrete parts (what does "discrete" mean?)

"separate" parts

>
> and generate
>a corresponding midi sequence. I dont get it. So, no matter what
>you "record", is it gonna be broken into pieces? And what is
>this "corresponding midi sequence", what if I dont need it?

stay calm. all it doing is taking an audio file, breaking into 
"separate" logical chunks and then assigning a midi "on" message or 
note for each new chunck at the _point in the sequence_ (exact 
moment) when that piece would have played if it hadn't have been 
broken up.
The very clever trick the RS is pulling off here is to allow 
you to add recorded audio parts to your sequenced tracks BUT still 



allow you to speed up or slow down the entire track, among other 
things, without having to do any pitch-changing or time compression/ 
expansion. It does this by opening or closing the gaps between the 
indicidual chunks and then synthesizing "audio filler" for those gaps 
to keep it from sounding too broken up. The nice thing about this is 
exactly what Yamaha describes... real integration and manipulation of 
both audio and midi files as if they were the same thing.

>>what if I dont need it?

if you understand what's above, you see that without the 'sequence' 
that's generated by the RS, none of the audio pieces would play. The 
biggest thing people need to remember is that the RS is not a 
hard-disk type recorder. It is a Sequencer attached to a sampler 
(and tone generator). The audio data is in the sampler and without 
instructions (sequences) from the sequencer nothing will play.

>I checked the FAQs and they're really helpful. I am going to try to
>download the owner's manual ASAP too. Thanks in advance Rob, take
>care!
>chris

| 5271|5271|2002-04-21 23:33:47|Ian N Mitchell|motif video|
Has anyone here seen the motif video? I am wondering how helpful it might be, any feedback on it would be useful.

Thanks Peace -Ian

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5272|5241|2002-04-22 00:45:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 23:58, arveyman wrote:

> Okay Robert, i tried to scientifically determine the lag of the
> MIDI sync connection by measuring (in wavelab) the difference of
> two high frequency pulses of the two machines under test and came
> to the following data:
>
> MC master - Electribe slave LAG: below 1 ms
> RS master - Electribe slave LAG: ~25 ms!

25 ms!!! That's way too much.

>
> Weird? This gives 2 conclusions i think: 1- the electribe has a lag
> of ~25ms but only noticeable because the RS is very 'dead on' and
> the MC a bit 'slowish' 2- the RS sends out MIDI with 25ms delay.

I can't believe the RS has a lag of 25 ms, although I haven't tested 
it yet. Other Yamaha sequencers have always had very tight timing 
specs, so I assumed the RS would have too. I know that the QY700 had. 

I will have to run a test myself. 

Btw, haven't heard of this problem before, which doesn't prove 
anything. But I know there are members of this list that use the RS 
in a setup synced with other gear.

Then there's the rumour/fact (?) about the Korg sync problem.

I'll try to test this on my RS.

- Robert
| 5273|5264|2002-04-22 00:51:18|nochancenine|Re: File Management on the RS7000|
Thanks, I don't know how I missed it! Thanks for pointing me to the 
correct page in the manual. How about this... When I'm saving a 
file, I'd like to be able to select an existing file and overwrite 
it, rather than having to type in the filename again. I guess I'm 
getting lazy here, but is that possible to do? I couldn't find a 
way. Thanks again!

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 21 April 2002 23:26, nochancenine wrote:
> > Is it possible to rename and delete files/folders from a 
SmartMedia
> > card from the RS7000? I've just been doing this using a 
SmartMedia
> > card reader from my PC, but is it possible to do this sort on the
> > RS7000 itself. Thanks.
> 
> Yes it is possible. It can be found in the Save submode, as 
described 
> on pages 120-124 of the english manual (of the RS, that is ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 5274|5245|2002-04-22 00:52:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RMS7000 support MMC-MTC ?|
On Saturday 20 April 2002 22:31, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hey Robert!
> Well, yes, the qy700 synced with the VS1680 worked togeher as I



> remember (I dont have the 1680 with me these days, its in
> California but I am not...). So the RS should work as well.

Probably, but please test it, and take your time during the test.

> Regarding the sampler, I dont think Ive ever wanted to multi layer
> samples etc. I am more interested in being able to pitch up and
> down without affecting the length, and speeding up or slowing down
> without affecting the pitch, and this without having to calculate
> the rates etc. 

The calculating part may be a problem. You don't get a handy BPM 
parameter in the pitch/time jobs, but a percentage if I remember 
correctly. So you can't say: please change the tempo of this sample 
from the current 120 bpm to 118.2 bpm. 

> I heard the RS can do that easily? In fact i am very
> interested in having one box for all, with almost no external midi
> and audio cables running in and out. 

The RS is very complete, imo, but it's not a combi of a QY700 + top 
sampler + top synth. It works and sounds great, but the RS modules 
cannot compete (generally speaking) with dedicated hardware. 

> I also like the fact that you
> can apply effects on the samples just like the internal sounds of
> the RS. What Id like to do is record vocals, guitars and drums on
> the digital multitrack synced to the sequencer with a midi
> metronome, then make the dance-electronic stuff on the synth-seq,
> sample chunks of what was recorded acoustically and integrate it in
> the RS mix using slice-filters-fx etc. It seems that the RS will
> fit well for that purpose, dont you think? 

Yes! :)

- Robert
| 5275|5267|2002-04-22 00:56:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample editing on the RS|
On Monday 22 April 2002 01:03, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hello,
> Is it true that there is no undo/redo function in the sample edit
> mode?

AFAIK, yes its true.

- Robert
| 5276|5268|2002-04-22 01:02:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling (with or without effects), pitch and timestretch.|
On Monday 22 April 2002 02:10, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hello!
> I am going to make up my mind pretty soon about getting the RS7000.
> There's just a few details I need to know first.
> 1) Can you "resample"? If I sample a drum beat, can I re-sample it
> internally with effects and/or filters applied on it without losing
> the original?

Yes.

> 2) When the RS spreads a sample over the keyboard, does it do it
> without changing the original length of the sample?

No. A pitched sample gets the classical treatment, from very slow - 
via normal - up to donald duck. The length of the sample being played 
changes over the range.

Drum samples are played by one key only, and you can place many of 
these anywhere on the keyboard. So with a bit of work, you could 
place the same drum sample over the keyboard. 

> 3) How do the "timestretch" and "pitch" functions work, are the
> results satisfying?

You get glitches if you push the limits too far, but imo they work 
okay to fine with normal limits. 

Please, if possible, try the RS at a shop and toy with the many 
features. 

- Robert
| 5277|5271|2002-04-22 01:03:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: motif video|
On Monday 22 April 2002 07:38, Ian N Mitchell wrote:

> Has anyone here seen the motif video? I am wondering how
> helpful it might be, any feedback on it would be useful.



I know the Motif a bit, and its user interface and many of its 
features are *very* different. I guess that the video is dealing with 
navigating the complex user interface, but that's just a guess. If 
you can get the video for free I'd always try.

- Robert
| 5278|5252|2002-04-22 01:40:35|aloleary|Re: Thinking of buying - a couple of questions|
Thanks for the replies, 
I should really have read the FAQ before i posted, apologies... 
Ok i have one final question... 
Can anyone post an honest review of the rs7000 in relation to both 
its good points and bad points or point me to someone who as done 
this already...

Basically if i decide to get one i want to know what areas are 
lacking (maybe making me purchase another piece of hardware to make 
up for it) and also what areas/features are truely great etc..

What annoys you about the rs7k and what excites you about the rs7k

I mean is an external digital mixer really necessary for use with an 
rs7000 ? cant i do all the mixing / i want internally.. etc...

-Al

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 20 April 2002 15:29, aloleary wrote:
> > I am currently thinking about buying the rs7000 to make techno
> > music...
> >
> > I have a couple of questions..
> > What is the best simm memory to go for and what are ones to avoid
> > (makes specs etc..)
> > is 32Mb+32Mb pair the largest internal memory upgrade...
> 
> Have a look in the FAQ for the url (oempcworld) and the exact 
specs. 
> Worked great for me and a couple of other guys on the list. 
> 
> - Robert

| 5279|5279|2002-04-22 01:52:04|jjpleeza|Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
Ok Here is the prob...
I edit all my samples in soundforge, recycle. I then transfer them to 
smart-media. I import them into my rs-7000 and assign them to a note 
i.e. c3#. On ce i've done this I have to find the sample on the 
keyboard and record it real-time. I'm working with loops and know 
this can't be the best wat to do it... i'm not sure how to edit them 
properly etc. I also mute then unmute a track with that sample and i 
will have to wait till the start of the measure for it to fall back 
into the song.

Any tips on what I'm doing wrong and what I can do to place my 
samples properly????
Apreciate any help. Thanks
| 5280|5095|2002-04-22 02:15:42|Murali Shanmugan|Pattern quantize now!|
No you're not bud! Important to me too!
Any idea if this one is on the wishlist yet? I'll check later...

Moo

>Date: Mon, 08 Apr 2002 12:24:46 -0000
>From: "sensualemporer" <sensualemporer@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: Pattern quantize now!

>The highest setting is still "1 measure" isnt it?
>I wish you could set it to quantize to "pattern" where it >would switch

sections after the last measure of the >currently playing section...but I
think I'm the only one >who would like this.

frenchy
| 5281|5281|2002-04-22 04:37:12|massplanck|Firmware...|
Hmm I see that there are alot of items people want added to 
the 'wishlist' but in reality what are the chances
of Yamaha implementing them? From what I've gathered Yamaha tend to 
keep the users in the dark about what the OS\Firmware upgrade 
actually changes or fixes so are we wasting our time??

I've never owned a Yamaha product before the RS so I'd like to what 
the deal was with OS\Firmware upgrades on the RM1X , Motif etc al?

Did you get the features you were after? And were you supplied with 
info on what the upgrade actually fixed/changed?

Oh and one other thing.. how do you upgrade the firmware? a file from 
a SCSI source or a new ROM chip?

Cheers
Steve
| 5282|5282|2002-04-22 04:57:04|gitdafookootayhir|bugs galore?|
ok i'm new here so forgive me if i waste bandwidth, firstly, the 
velocity control knob of my RS has a strange problem when changing 

mailto:sensualemporer@hotmail.com


it's value from -28 to -32, instead of -30 in between, it jumps to 
+30, is that common problem or do i own a faulty product? can anyone 
shed some light on this? thanks...
| 5283|5282|2002-04-22 06:52:04|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: CRASH ON SLICE..|
Hi all. 
so after a few infuriating hours of trying to track some weird crashes
while slicing some rather uncomplicated loops I¹ve discovered something. I
would not really consider it a bug as I believe it really simply is too much
for the little processor to crunch, But being a designer I¹ve made KPT crash
doing simple things on a G4 MAC .. So the reality is everything crashes..

** Turn off all sequence and insert effects allocated to the track you are
slicing.. Sounds simple but it¹s really easy to miss something.. I wish
there was a reset button. The easy thing to do is simply change the output
from L&R in the Mixer section to an individual out, that way your cancelling
at least the Insert Effect/Delay/ Reverb. The slice really gets messed up if
the Midi delay is on even a slightest, You must shut it off.

Another small thing is to clear the track before sampling to it. Often I
just overwrite the track¹s sample as I hastily try to not lose creative
ground, clearing a track is good practice too because you save the original
sample and clear the track of all data.

Of course saving before each slice is really healthy to do but a total pain
in the ass. 

If the message after pressing DO is ³Executing² , that¹s normal. If after
CREATE is selected and the message is ³Executing² then there¹s a very good
chance you¹ll be in an endless loop. I know this as a fact as I have once
left the machine on overnight only to have it still Executing the next
morning .. Since the counter only has 3 numbers I have no idea how far it
counted.. 

Anyways.. .

Just my weekend¹s research..

Jer 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5284|5282|2002-04-22 07:18:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: CRASH ON SLICE..|
How much sample memory do you have installed? I've had other reports 
on crashes during slicing, and adding sample RAM fixed the problem. 
Of course the RS should not have crashed in the first place but show 
a nice message. Oh well...

- Robert

On Monday 22 April 2002 14:51, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:
> Hi all.
> so after a few infuriating hours of trying to track some weird
> crashes while slicing some rather uncomplicated loops I¹ve
> discovered something. I would not really consider it a bug as I
> believe it really simply is too much for the little processor to
> crunch, But being a designer I¹ve made KPT crash doing simple
> things on a G4 MAC .. So the reality is everything crashes..
>
> ** Turn off all sequence and insert effects allocated to the track
> you are slicing.. Sounds simple but it¹s really easy to miss
> something.. I wish there was a reset button. The easy thing to do
> is simply change the output from L&R in the Mixer section to an
> individual out, that way your cancelling at least the Insert
> Effect/Delay/ Reverb. The slice really gets messed up if the Midi
> delay is on even a slightest, You must shut it off.
>
> Another small thing is to clear the track before sampling to it.
> Often I just overwrite the track¹s sample as I hastily try to not
> lose creative ground, clearing a track is good practice too because
> you save the original sample and clear the track of all data.
>
> Of course saving before each slice is really healthy to do but a
> total pain in the ass.
>
>
> If the message after pressing DO is ³Executing² , that¹s normal. If
> after CREATE is selected and the message is ³Executing² then
> there¹s a very good chance you¹ll be in an endless loop. I know
> this as a fact as I have once left the machine on overnight only to
> have it still Executing the next morning .. Since the counter only
> has 3 numbers I have no idea how far it counted..
>
>
> Anyways.. .
>
> Just my weekend¹s research..
>
> Jer
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
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| 5285|5285|2002-04-22 08:10:19|Bryan Rodgers|Great Deal: Niche Automation Station $149us new! Totally RS relat e|
Thought I'd pass along this deal, ...I couldn't pass it up! ;)

http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=1789
<http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=1789> 

$149?!??

...perfect for my live setup with the RS.

B

uh, no I don't get a commission... :)

****************************************************************************
************************
info taken from the site:

Niche
Automation Station

Discontinued! New Low Price! 16 channel fader box with sturdy knobs ready to
be automated with your favorite MIDI sequencer.

Are you tired mixing your music with your computer's mouse? Do you want to
adjust more than one mixer object at a time? Do you want to automate your
studio and still retain the familiarity and convenience of the MIDI
sequencing environment? Do you want intelligent and professional automation
features at a price you can afford? The Automation Station is the answer! 
The Automation Station is an advanced MIDI fader box featuring 16 faders, 16
mute buttons and 4 effect knobs that provide real time control of a full 16
track mix. 
It Listens 
The Automation Station has a MIDI input, output and thru enabling it to not
only generate MIDI data but to listen to and react to existing MIDI
information. 
Niche Null 
The Automation Station features exclusive Niche Null technology and keeps
fader values relative even if the physical position of the fader is
different. For example, if a fader is physically at value 50 and the mix
value is at 100 and you want to turn the volume down, it will turn it down
from 100 as opposed to 50. This eliminates many unexpected volume jumps. 
Snapshots 
The Automation Station can store up to 32 snapshots which can be recalled by
simple MIDI program changes. This is the perfect way to manage static mixes
for songs or even sections within a song. This function will enable you to
set a specific static level for the chorus and another level for the verse
and so on. 
Crossfades 
The Automation Station can perform crossfades allowing one fader to decrease
as another fader is increased and vice versa. This is a great tool for
crossfading between a vocal and a guitar solo. 
Groups 
The Automation Station can group faders so that one fader can be the master
to a group of faders. Move the master and that group of faders moves
proportionally. Do you want to do a group crossfade? No problem. The
Automation Station also has support for nested groups. 
Effects Controls 
The Automation Station has four rotary knobs can be used to vary the send
signal to your MIDI effects processors allowing complete control of many
crucial elements in your mix. 
Snapshot Crossfader 
The Automation Station can assign a fader to crossfade between two
snapshots. This makes your static mixes not sound so static. Very useful! 
Compatibility 
The Automation Station can work in a number of different studio environments
whether it is sequencing, multi-track tape, hard disk recording or all of
the above at once. It is also a perfect complement to the Niche Audio
Control Module. 
Features Overview 
* 16 Faders 
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* 16 Mute Buttons 
* 4 Effect Knobs 
* Groups 
* Nested Groups 
* 32 Snapshots 
* Crossfades 
* Niche Null 
* Crossfades Between 
* Snapshots 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5286|5282|2002-04-22 08:28:59|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: CRASH ON SLICE..|
Hey Robert.. 
my Machine is fully loaded RAM wise..

on 4/22/02 9:18 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> How much sample memory do you have installed? I've had other reports
> on crashes during slicing, and adding sample RAM fixed the problem.
> Of course the RS should not have crashed in the first place but show
> a nice message. Oh well...
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Monday 22 April 2002 14:51, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:
>> Hi all.
>> so after a few infuriating hours of trying to track some weird
>> crashes while slicing some rather uncomplicated loops I¹ve
>> discovered something. I would not really consider it a bug as I
>> believe it really simply is too much for the little processor to
>> crunch, But being a designer I¹ve made KPT crash doing simple
>> things on a G4 MAC .. So the reality is everything crashes..
>> 
>> ** Turn off all sequence and insert effects allocated to the track
>> you are slicing.. Sounds simple but it¹s really easy to miss
>> something.. I wish there was a reset button. The easy thing to do
>> is simply change the output from L&R in the Mixer section to an
>> individual out, that way your cancelling at least the Insert
>> Effect/Delay/ Reverb. The slice really gets messed up if the Midi
>> delay is on even a slightest, You must shut it off.
>> 
>> Another small thing is to clear the track before sampling to it.
>> Often I just overwrite the track¹s sample as I hastily try to not
>> lose creative ground, clearing a track is good practice too because
>> you save the original sample and clear the track of all data.
>> 
>> Of course saving before each slice is really healthy to do but a
>> total pain in the ass.
>> 
>> 
>> If the message after pressing DO is ³Executing² , that¹s normal. If
>> after CREATE is selected and the message is ³Executing² then
>> there¹s a very good chance you¹ll be in an endless loop. I know
>> this as a fact as I have once left the machine on overnight only to
>> have it still Executing the next morning .. Since the counter only
>> has 3 numbers I have no idea how far it counted..
>> 
>> 
>> Anyways.. .
>> 
>> Just my weekend¹s research..
>> 
>> Jer
>> 
>> 
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>> ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4
>> and no minimums.
>> FREE Money 2002.
>> http://us.click.yahoo.com/k6cvND/n97DAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
>> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>> --~->
>> 
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> 
>> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
>> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> 
>> 
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>> 
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
>> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>> 
>> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> First RS community on the net.
>> 
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>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
>> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5287|5282|2002-04-22 08:37:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: CRASH ON SLICE..|
On Monday 22 April 2002 16:28, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

> Hey Robert..
> my Machine is fully loaded RAM wise..

Okay. And how much sample RAM was left when you started the slice 
operation? Slicing is very memory heavy, and imo the bug that's 
biting you is a boring out-of-memory situation. Maybe I'm wrong, so 
that's why I'm asking. ;)

- Robert
| 5288|5282|2002-04-22 08:54:50|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: CRASH ON SLICE..|
Yes... This makes sense..
So I guess I should optimize the sample memory before slicing.. Makes
sense.. Although at one point after each crash I was simply loading the
sample , a short 2 bar loop and nothing else. So those times there was no
memory problems.. All together I despise having to pussy foot around in
order to avoid crashing. . Well I'll have to calm down on the slicing or do
it all before I really get into the meat of a song.

Thanks for your suggestions.. I'll keep an eye on the memory..

Thanks

Jeremy

on 4/22/02 10:37 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Monday 22 April 2002 16:28, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:
>> Hey Robert..
>> my Machine is fully loaded RAM wise..
> 
> Okay. And how much sample RAM was left when you started the slice
> operation? Slicing is very memory heavy, and imo the bug that's
> biting you is a boring out-of-memory situation. Maybe I'm wrong, so
> that's why I'm asking. ;)
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5289|5282|2002-04-22 09:05:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: CRASH ON SLICE..|
On Monday 22 April 2002 16:54, Jeremy P Caulfield wrote:

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> Yes... This makes sense..
> So I guess I should optimize the sample memory before slicing..

Yes, please do. I think it's even suggested in the manual.
But even optimizing the memory may not produce enough free sample RAM 
to get the slicing done. 

> Makes sense.. Although at one point after each crash I was simply
> loading the sample , a short 2 bar loop and nothing else. So those
> times there was no memory problems.. 

Well, it depends on the slicing parameters, so it could still be a 
memory problem. But I have to agree that I smell a rat here.

> All together I despise having
> to pussy foot around in order to avoid crashing. . Well I'll have
> to calm down on the slicing or do it all before I really get into
> the meat of a song.

Or at least save and optimize before you start. 

- Robert
| 5290|5264|2002-04-22 12:10:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Monday 22 April 2002 03:42, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hey Rob!
> Please check out my recent message (#5268), since you seem to know
> much about the RS, Im sure you can help me.
> Also, the specs always say that the ISS automatically breaks the
> sample into discrete parts (what does "discrete" mean?) and
> generate a corresponding midi sequence. I dont get it. So, no
> matter what you "record", is it gonna be broken into pieces? And
> what is this "corresponding midi sequence", what if I dont need it?

Slicing is just *one* of the sample modes the RS supports, all the 
other modes do the traditional thing, whithout slicing your material. 
Btw, the slicing algorithm is also available as a seperate job, to 
slice up your sample after you recorded it.

Slicing slices your sample into parts where each part for example 
represents a beat of a drum loop. Depending on the slicing 
parameters, the parts have course to fine granularity. Also depending 
on slicing parameters, the slice parts boundaries are either 
calculated by dividing the sample up into equal parts (fast), or by 
actually scanning the sample for energy peaks (slow). The latter 
technique yields slice part boundaries that are not quantized to 
straight notes, as it follows the feel or timing of the drum loop.

The slicing algorithm produces a midi sequence (a phrase) that is 
played back by the track. This midi sequence contains notes, each of 
them triggering one of the sliced parts. The timing of these midi 
notes strictly follows the timing calculated for the slice parts and, 
when the phrase is played back, the drumloop is played as accurately 
as possible, with the same timing or feel. The once nice touch is, 
however, that when you change the tempo of the tune, the drumloop 
still plays correctly, as the slice parts are simply stretched (lower 
speeds) or compressed (higher speeds). 

You'll find more info on this technique in the user manual and the 
power user's guide (url in faq).

- Robert
| 5291|5279|2002-04-22 12:13:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
On Monday 22 April 2002 09:52, jjpleeza wrote:

> Ok Here is the prob...
> I edit all my samples in soundforge, recycle. I then transfer them
> to smart-media. I import them into my rs-7000 and assign them to a
> note i.e. c3#. On ce i've done this I have to find the sample on
> the keyboard and record it real-time. I'm working with loops and
> know this can't be the best wat to do it... i'm not sure how to
> edit them properly etc. I also mute then unmute a track with that
> sample and i will have to wait till the start of the measure for it
> to fall back into the song.

I'm afraid I don't fully understand your question. What exactly is it 
what you want to know?

- Robert
| 5292|5264|2002-04-22 12:26:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: File Management on the RS7000|
On Monday 22 April 2002 08:51, nochancenine wrote:

> Thanks, I don't know how I missed it! Thanks for pointing me to
> the correct page in the manual. How about this... When I'm saving
> a file, I'd like to be able to select an existing file and
> overwrite it, rather than having to type in the filename again. I
> guess I'm getting lazy here, but is that possible to do? I
> couldn't find a way. Thanks again!

You can't 'select' it, but by typing the existing file's name it will 
be overwritten with the new one.



- Robert
| 5293|5281|2002-04-22 12:58:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Firmware...|
On Monday 22 April 2002 12:37, massplanck wrote:

> Hmm I see that there are alot of items people want added to
> the 'wishlist' but in reality what are the chances
> of Yamaha implementing them? From what I've gathered Yamaha tend to
> keep the users in the dark about what the OS\Firmware upgrade
> actually changes or fixes so are we wasting our time??

AFAIK, Yamaha US went on a visit to Japan the 15th of this month, and 
they take a wishlist of RS requests with them. The rumour is that 
Yamaha Japan is preparing for a second round with the RS code, 
implementing the most needed requests. It's has not been confirmed 
that this will be done, but the signs are good.

>
> I've never owned a Yamaha product before the RS so I'd like to what
> the deal was with OS\Firmware upgrades on the RM1X , Motif etc al?

The RS got a few bug fix releases, so did the Motif.

>
> Did you get the features you were after? And were you supplied with
> info on what the upgrade actually fixed/changed?

There was hardly any information about the RS bugfix releases.

>
>
> Oh and one other thing.. how do you upgrade the firmware? a file
> from a SCSI source or a new ROM chip?

You copy the new OS to a smartmedia card and boot the RS with the 
card inserted, using a special procedure.

- Robert
| 5294|5264|2002-04-22 15:13:45|chrisroyer2001|Re: (unknown)|
Thanks so much Rob for all your info on all my questions. I really 
do appreciate a lot. I am going to download the manual right now if I 
find it, and once again thanks! Take care.
chris

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 22 April 2002 03:42, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > Hey Rob!
> > Please check out my recent message (#5268), since you seem to know
> > much about the RS, Im sure you can help me.
> > Also, the specs always say that the ISS automatically breaks the
> > sample into discrete parts (what does "discrete" mean?) and
> > generate a corresponding midi sequence. I dont get it. So, no
> > matter what you "record", is it gonna be broken into pieces? And
> > what is this "corresponding midi sequence", what if I dont need 
it?
> 
> Slicing is just *one* of the sample modes the RS supports, all the 
> other modes do the traditional thing, whithout slicing your 
material. 
> Btw, the slicing algorithm is also available as a seperate job, to 
> slice up your sample after you recorded it.
> 
> Slicing slices your sample into parts where each part for example 
> represents a beat of a drum loop. Depending on the slicing 
> parameters, the parts have course to fine granularity. Also 
depending 
> on slicing parameters, the slice parts boundaries are either 
> calculated by dividing the sample up into equal parts (fast), or by 
> actually scanning the sample for energy peaks (slow). The latter 
> technique yields slice part boundaries that are not quantized to 
> straight notes, as it follows the feel or timing of the drum loop.
> 
> The slicing algorithm produces a midi sequence (a phrase) that is 
> played back by the track. This midi sequence contains notes, each 
of 
> them triggering one of the sliced parts. The timing of these midi 
> notes strictly follows the timing calculated for the slice parts 
and, 
> when the phrase is played back, the drumloop is played as 
accurately 
> as possible, with the same timing or feel. The once nice touch is, 
> however, that when you change the tempo of the tune, the drumloop 
> still plays correctly, as the slice parts are simply stretched 
(lower 
> speeds) or compressed (higher speeds). 
> 
> You'll find more info on this technique in the user manual and the 
> power user's guide (url in faq).



> 
> - Robert

| 5295|5264|2002-04-22 16:00:57|chrisroyer2001|Re: And my last question will be....|
Ok, now I got the manual (PDF), and as im reading it, I see on page 
248 (and 249), about those 2 functions I'm really interested in, 
something I cant quite figure out: on both Pitch and Timestretch 
functions, it seems that once you've performed the change, you lose 
the original sample. Is that true or is it just a question of 
vocabulary when they say it "overwrites the original sample" (maybe 
it only means that it overwrites whatever's on the "target" key... I 
hope so!), Anyway, thats quite important for me to know if I can 
Pitch samples on different keys and keep them all (the processed ones 
as well as the originals), same with Timestretch. And this is my last 
question, then saturday I might get the RS! Thanks you, take care.
chris

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 22 April 2002 03:42, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > Hey Rob!
> > Please check out my recent message (#5268), since you seem to know
> > much about the RS, Im sure you can help me.
> > Also, the specs always say that the ISS automatically breaks the
> > sample into discrete parts (what does "discrete" mean?) and
> > generate a corresponding midi sequence. I dont get it. So, no
> > matter what you "record", is it gonna be broken into pieces? And
> > what is this "corresponding midi sequence", what if I dont need 
it?
> 
> Slicing is just *one* of the sample modes the RS supports, all the 
> other modes do the traditional thing, whithout slicing your 
material. 
> Btw, the slicing algorithm is also available as a seperate job, to 
> slice up your sample after you recorded it.
> 
> Slicing slices your sample into parts where each part for example 
> represents a beat of a drum loop. Depending on the slicing 
> parameters, the parts have course to fine granularity. Also 
depending 
> on slicing parameters, the slice parts boundaries are either 
> calculated by dividing the sample up into equal parts (fast), or by 
> actually scanning the sample for energy peaks (slow). The latter 
> technique yields slice part boundaries that are not quantized to 
> straight notes, as it follows the feel or timing of the drum loop.
> 
> The slicing algorithm produces a midi sequence (a phrase) that is 
> played back by the track. This midi sequence contains notes, each 
of 
> them triggering one of the sliced parts. The timing of these midi 
> notes strictly follows the timing calculated for the slice parts 
and, 
> when the phrase is played back, the drumloop is played as 
accurately 
> as possible, with the same timing or feel. The once nice touch is, 
> however, that when you change the tempo of the tune, the drumloop 
> still plays correctly, as the slice parts are simply stretched 
(lower 
> speeds) or compressed (higher speeds). 
> 
> You'll find more info on this technique in the user manual and the 
> power user's guide (url in faq).
> 
> - Robert

| 5296|5241|2002-04-22 17:45:20|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
I did the same test with mine in order to make sure indead that the 
lag was real, not caused by say if i may have had channel left on my 
sequencer. I actually first noticed this when I was recording in 
Sonar. I heard severe latency and assumed it was one latency, and 2 
my computer having processing problems. Not the case indeed. I 
recorded Just rs7000, and then just es-1, there was, visibly, an 
enormous difference in the first beat. Trust me on this one, I know, 
because I talked to the techs at Korg, it is inherent with the es-1, 
NOT the rs7000. I've synced everything else to it, and had no 
problems, only the electribe. Again it doesn't reiceve the SPP in 
pattern mode and will guaranteedly eventually wander further and 
further off the start point even if you hit rewind on the rs, but it 
is very gradual, again I didn't notice it for 10 months or so. now it 
cannot go unoticed. Anyone, someone who isn't even a musician would 
clearly hear this. I have an idea how it may have developed with my 
machine. When you set the es-1s clock to EXT. you can still play it 
without it being slaved to another machine. Sometimes, I would bring 
it on vacation or whatever, and write with just it. I left the clock 
set to ext. because it still plays without an external device. Well 
after starting and stopping and starting and stopping...... it just 
gets further and further off the orignal start point (locate point 
absolute zero as the Korg tech called it) in addition to just 
normally starting and stopping from my sequencer as well which 
further worsens the problem. I guess that because it doesn't recive 
the pointer, it indeed returns to the start of the pattern when you 



hit rewind and then play, but for some reason doesn't "hear" the 
start message until later now, each time you hit start and the stop, 
it must lose the orignal start point by one more Clock per quarter 
note (again I'm sort of guessing), so although it starts at the 
beginning of the pattern it doesn't acually recive the start message 
until later. This is a total assumption, but from what the Korg guy 
told me that seems to be the gist of what he meant. I would assume 
that although it is possible, because it is still relatively new, the 
rs could have a bug in it that will need it to get fixed, i.e. the 
25ms delay, ALTHOUGH I doubt it in relation to the es-1, being that 
the rs was designed to be a full on stand alone unit, I would imagine 
something so basic as that wouldn't have been missed.
| 5297|5241|2002-04-22 17:45:33|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
I did the same test with mine in order to make sure indead that the 
lag was real, not caused by say if i may have had channel left on my 
sequencer. I actually first noticed this when I was recording in 
Sonar. I heard severe latency and assumed it was one latency, and 2 
my computer having processing problems. Not the case indeed. I 
recorded Just rs7000, and then just es-1, there was, visibly, an 
enormous difference in the first beat. Trust me on this one, I know, 
because I talked to the techs at Korg, it is inherent with the es-1, 
NOT the rs7000. I've synced everything else to it, and had no 
problems, only the electribe. Again it doesn't reiceve the SPP in 
pattern mode and will guaranteedly eventually wander further and 
further off the start point even if you hit rewind on the rs, but it 
is very gradual, again I didn't notice it for 10 months or so. now it 
cannot go unoticed. Anyone, someone who isn't even a musician would 
clearly hear this. I have an idea how it may have developed with my 
machine. When you set the es-1s clock to EXT. you can still play it 
without it being slaved to another machine. Sometimes, I would bring 
it on vacation or whatever, and write with just it. I left the clock 
set to ext. because it still plays without an external device. Well 
after starting and stopping and starting and stopping...... it just 
gets further and further off the orignal start point (locate point 
absolute zero as the Korg tech called it) in addition to just 
normally starting and stopping from my sequencer as well which 
further worsens the problem. I guess that because it doesn't recive 
the pointer, it indeed returns to the start of the pattern when you 
hit rewind and then play, but for some reason doesn't "hear" the 
start message until later now, each time you hit start and the stop, 
it must lose the orignal start point by one more Clock per quarter 
note (again I'm sort of guessing), so although it starts at the 
beginning of the pattern it doesn't acually recive the start message 
until later. This is a total assumption, but from what the Korg guy 
told me that seems to be the gist of what he meant. I would assume 
that although it is possible, because it is still relatively new, the 
rs could have a bug in it that will need it to get fixed, i.e. the 
25ms delay, ALTHOUGH I doubt it in relation to the es-1, being that 
the rs was designed to be a full on stand alone unit, I would imagine 
something so basic as that wouldn't have been missed.
| 5298|5264|2002-04-22 23:41:18|Giotto|Re: Continuously sending what?|
I have my RS connected to a normal computer midi interface. I have 
the first midi out on my RS connected to an input on the interface. 
That input's midi activity light continuously blinks at about 200 
bpm. What is it that the RS is sending?

can it be turned off? would really like to know.

thanks, giotto
| 5299|5264|2002-04-23 00:28:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: And my last question will be....|
On Tuesday 23 April 2002 00:00, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Ok, now I got the manual (PDF), and as im reading it, I see on
> page 248 (and 249), about those 2 functions I'm really interested
> in, something I cant quite figure out: on both Pitch and
> Timestretch functions, it seems that once you've performed the
> change, you lose the original sample. Is that true or is it just a
> question of vocabulary when they say it "overwrites the original
> sample" (maybe it only means that it overwrites whatever's on the
> "target" key... I hope so!), Anyway, thats quite important for me
> to know if I can Pitch samples on different keys and keep them all
> (the processed ones as well as the originals), same with
> Timestretch. And this is my last question, then saturday I might
> get the RS! Thanks you, take care. chris

Flip a few pages back to page 245, top right, job 01 COPY.
That's what you do before you freak out on your precious sample: you 
copy it beforehand. This is the normal procedure on any sampler. I 
have a Emu sampler with edit undo on sample edit actions, but I still 
would first make a copy of the original if I would like to keep the 
original as well. 

- Robert
| 5300|5264|2002-04-23 01:10:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Continuously sending what?|
On Tuesday 23 April 2002 08:42, Giotto wrote:

> I have my RS connected to a normal computer midi interface. I have
> the first midi out on my RS connected to an input on the interface.
> That input's midi activity light continuously blinks at about 200
> bpm. What is it that the RS is sending?

This is probably active sensing, a standard MIDI message. Does 
changing the BPM in the RS (assuming it is in master mode) change the 
frequency of the blinks?



AFAIK, it can't be turned off in the RS, but have a try in Utility 
mode, in the midi filter page. Maybe you could instruct your midi 
device not to blink on active sensing (assuming it *is* active 
sensing).

- Robert
| 5301|5241|2002-04-23 01:24:01|arveyman|Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited|
Weird! I did some search on the net, and NO sites, messages or 
whatever is saying anything about this problem the ES-1 seems to 
have.. Strange???
Although i believe you Headtrik, i cannot find anything on the 
internet to backup your story.. Is this something that people don't 
know (yet)?

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> I did the same test with mine in order to make sure indead that the 
> lag was real, not caused by say if i may have had channel left on 
my 
> sequencer. I actually first noticed this when I was recording in 
> Sonar. I heard severe latency and assumed it was one latency, and 2 
> my computer having processing problems. Not the case indeed. I 
> recorded Just rs7000, and then just es-1, there was, visibly, an 
> enormous difference in the first beat. Trust me on this one, I 
know, 
> because I talked to the techs at Korg, it is inherent with the es-
1, 
> NOT the rs7000. I've synced everything else to it, and had no 
> problems, only the electribe. Again it doesn't reiceve the SPP in 
> pattern mode and will guaranteedly eventually wander further and 
> further off the start point even if you hit rewind on the rs, but 
it 
> is very gradual, again I didn't notice it for 10 months or so. now 
it 
> cannot go unoticed. Anyone, someone who isn't even a musician would 
> clearly hear this. I have an idea how it may have developed with my 
> machine. When you set the es-1s clock to EXT. you can still play it 
> without it being slaved to another machine. Sometimes, I would 
bring 
> it on vacation or whatever, and write with just it. I left the 
clock 
> set to ext. because it still plays without an external device. Well 
> after starting and stopping and starting and stopping...... it just 
> gets further and further off the orignal start point (locate point 
> absolute zero as the Korg tech called it) in addition to just 
> normally starting and stopping from my sequencer as well which 
> further worsens the problem. I guess that because it doesn't recive 
> the pointer, it indeed returns to the start of the pattern when you 
> hit rewind and then play, but for some reason doesn't "hear" the 
> start message until later now, each time you hit start and the 
stop, 
> it must lose the orignal start point by one more Clock per quarter 
> note (again I'm sort of guessing), so although it starts at the 
> beginning of the pattern it doesn't acually recive the start 
message 
> until later. This is a total assumption, but from what the Korg guy 
> told me that seems to be the gist of what he meant. I would assume 
> that although it is possible, because it is still relatively new, 
the 
> rs could have a bug in it that will need it to get fixed, i.e. the 
> 25ms delay, ALTHOUGH I doubt it in relation to the es-1, being that 
> the rs was designed to be a full on stand alone unit, I would 
imagine 
> something so basic as that wouldn't have been missed.

| 5302|5281|2002-04-23 02:12:21|massplanck|Re: Firmware...|
Cheers Robert..

Lets keep our fingers crossed!

Steve

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 22 April 2002 12:37, massplanck wrote:
> > Hmm I see that there are alot of items people want added to
> > the 'wishlist' but in reality what are the chances
> > of Yamaha implementing them? From what I've gathered Yamaha tend 
to
> > keep the users in the dark about what the OS\Firmware upgrade
> > actually changes or fixes so are we wasting our time??
> 
> AFAIK, Yamaha US went on a visit to Japan the 15th of this month, 
and 
> they take a wishlist of RS requests with them. The rumour is that 
> Yamaha Japan is preparing for a second round with the RS code, 
> implementing the most needed requests. It's has not been confirmed 
> that this will be done, but the signs are good.
> 
> >
> > I've never owned a Yamaha product before the RS so I'd like to 
what
> > the deal was with OS\Firmware upgrades on the RM1X , Motif etc al?
> 
> The RS got a few bug fix releases, so did the Motif.



> 
> >
> > Did you get the features you were after? And were you supplied 
with
> > info on what the upgrade actually fixed/changed?
> 
> There was hardly any information about the RS bugfix releases.
> 
> >
> >
> > Oh and one other thing.. how do you upgrade the firmware? a file
> > from a SCSI source or a new ROM chip?
> 
> You copy the new OS to a smartmedia card and boot the RS with the 
> card inserted, using a special procedure.
> 
> - Robert

| 5303|5264|2002-04-23 04:43:19|Ian Vine|Re: Continuously sending what?|
It sure is active sensing. All yamaha gear I've used
spits it out

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

This is probably active sensing, a standard MIDI
message. Does 

changing the BPM in the RS (assuming it is in master
mode) change the 

frequency of the blinks?

AFAIK, it can't be turned off in the RS, but have a
try in Utility 

mode, in the midi filter page. Maybe you could
instruct your midi 

device not to blink on active sensing (assuming it
*is* active 

sensing).

- Robert

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Games - play chess, backgammon, pool and more
http://games.yahoo.com/
| 5304|5279|2002-04-23 07:08:38|jjpleeza|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 22 April 2002 09:52, jjpleeza wrote:
> > Ok Here is the prob...
> > I edit all my samples in soundforge, recycle. I then transfer them
> > to smart-media. I import them into my rs-7000 and assign them to a
> > note i.e. c3#. On ce i've done this I have to find the sample on
> > the keyboard and record it real-time. I'm working with loops and
> > know this can't be the best wat to do it... i'm not sure how to
> > edit them properly etc. I also mute then unmute a track with that
> > sample and i will have to wait till the start of the measure for 

it

> > to fall back into the song.
> 
> I'm afraid I don't fully understand your question. What exactly is 

it 

> what you want to know?
> 
> - Robert

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://games.yahoo.com/


robert. i want to import and place my loops onto tracks. what's the 
best way to do this ?
| 5305|5264|2002-04-23 07:09:10|Giotto|Re: Continuously sending what?|

>It sure is active sensing. All yamaha gear I've used
>spits it out
>
>IanV

So I'm just going to have to put tape over the flashing lights. (?)

giotto
| 5306|5279|2002-04-23 12:52:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
On Tuesday 23 April 2002 15:08, jjpleeza wrote:

> robert. i want to import and place my loops onto tracks. what's the
> best way to do this ?

Import them into a drum sample voice, by placing each sample in its 
own midi note slot in the same voice.

Select that voice for each of the tracks involved.

Play (and record) the midi keys correcponding to the drum voice slot 
holding the sample you want to hear.

Do I have to go into more detail on some of these steps?
- Robert
| 5307|5266|2002-04-23 12:58:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording Arps|
On Monday 22 April 2002 00:07, massplanck wrote:

> Hi guys..
>
> whenever I am recording an arpeggio everything is fine untill the
> pattern/track goes past its first loop. When it hits 1:1 again the
> arpeggiator knocks itself off, which means you have to get
> everything recorded on the 'first run'.
>
> This seems a bit silly... what godforsaken button have I knocked
> on/off with my elbow? :)

You probably have the REC LOOP parameter switched off (knob 1 in the 
record page)?

- Robert
| 5308|5282|2002-04-23 13:19:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bugs galore?|
On Monday 22 April 2002 12:56, gitdafookootayhir wrote:

> ok i'm new here so forgive me if i waste bandwidth, firstly, the
> velocity control knob of my RS has a strange problem when changing
> it's value from -28 to -32, instead of -30 in between, it jumps to
> +30, is that common problem or do i own a faulty product? can
> anyone shed some light on this? thanks...

What's the velocity control knob? You mean one of the value knobs?
If so, try the same knob in another menu and see if it behaves weird 
there too. If so, you may have a problem with the knob (hardware or 
software).

- Robert
| 5309|5309|2002-04-23 21:22:44|nochancenine|Unable to save a Pattern Chain|
Hello,
I can't seem to save a Pattern Chain. Maybe I'm misundertanding how 
it's supposed to work, but I haven't been able to figure out what 
I'm doing wrong. I create a Pattern Chain, go into the Job submode 
and give it a name. Go to Save and save ALL. Then when I turn the 
RS7000 on again later and load, the Pattern Chain name is not 
there. What am I missing here? Thanks.
| 5310|5309|2002-04-23 23:33:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Unable to save a Pattern Chain|
On Wednesday 24 April 2002 05:22, nochancenine wrote:

> Hello,
> I can't seem to save a Pattern Chain. Maybe I'm misundertanding
> how it's supposed to work, but I haven't been able to figure out
> what I'm doing wrong. I create a Pattern Chain, go into the Job
> submode and give it a name. Go to Save and save ALL. Then when I
> turn the RS7000 on again later and load, the Pattern Chain name is
> not there. What am I missing here? Thanks.

What are you loading? PAT or ALL files? You have to select the latter 
file type.

- Robert
| 5311|5241|2002-04-23 23:57:23|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag.. I've sent an email to KORG (with posts)|
"to: cory_tyson@korgusa.com

subjct: ES-1 sync problems

Hi, I sent my ES-1 in several weeks ago because it was having 
problems syncing to an external device in pattern mode. I spoke with 
you several times on the phone ( Justin Crosby 134 ****** **. ******* 
NY. *****). I appreciate the speedy response, and quick turn around 
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time, however, the timing could not be more precise than someone else 
on one of the user groups I belong to, has had the same exact 
problem, and several other people have done their own tests as well 
and determined indeed there is a "bug" in the ES-1. I have included 
their posts, and LINKS to VERIFY these are indeed real posts to a 
yahoo group further underlining my problem/experience with the ES-1. 
PLEASE take the TIME TO READ THEM below, perhaps it may help shed 
some light on this issue, and perhaps help create the necessary fix. 
I do NOT want to sound hostile, but as a customer who does enjoy Korg 
Products, I feel it necessary to convey the fact that with the use of 
the internet, people are indeed sharing information, i.e. tips, 
pluses and unfortunately minuses of companies products. I'm sure I 
can speak on behalf everyone who seems to be having or just 
discovering this problem that we all love our es-1's, BUT being that 
this "bug" doesn't show up right away, it's exremely frustrating, and 
unfortunately only creates resentment on behalf of the customers when 
something so basic is overlooked in the design of an 
otherwise "modern" machine. It would seem that ( from the gist of the 
posts, and questions asked on the board ) it is indeed a design flaw, 
and therefore not only deserves fixing, but ultimtely is crucial to 
long term users opinion of the es-1. The assumption (according to the 
way the machine is actually built, because it does not recieve the 
SPP in pattern mode ) is that the user is only incorporating pattern 
mode in the writing of patterns, and is designed only to be slaved to 
another device in song mode. Definitely a poor assumption. Due to the 
number of posts, and responses, it is indeed clear that the majority 
of users prefer to use it IN PATTERN mode. Further more, it is 
unfortunately not a complex enough machine to be used as a clock 
source (as suggested by the tech I spoke with last...BTW please 
forward this to him as well). Why would a consumer spend 1000 +$ on a 
workstation say such as a Triton, only to be forced to have it 
recieve clock from a simpler ultimately cheaper machine. It 
ultimately feels a bit like being cheated. Again, NO hostility 
intended but as this problem becomes more apparent (and it obviously 
will if more users are starting to show the same complaint) it will 
ultimately reflect poorly on Korg to not to provide a fix for what 
seems to be an ultimately simple OS update necessary to create the 
fix. Again the "bug" is easily remedied by performing in song mode, 
HOWEVER the nature of the machine's most common application, I 
gather, again from my readings, is that the consumer prefers to use 
it in pattern mode in a live application. I play live, frequently, 
and I don't feel that it is my responsibility to re tailor my set to 
be performed by constantly starting and stopping between songs. Again 
it was designed to create electronic/techno music, and there is a 
high demand on the performer to provide a consistent clock, or beat 
source to perform with it in what should be its most instinctive 
application. HERE ARE THE POSTS, sorry for the long winded message:

1. "Date: Fri Apr 19, 2002 7:35 pm
Subject: MIDI clock lag I cannot explain!"

" I planned to use my RS7k as a master MIDI device and got a Korg ET-
R, 
ES-1 and a MC303 to use as slaves. I only use one of them at one 
time. Now when i play the sequence (press play on the RS), i can hear 
a tiny but noticeable LAG of the slave device! I have the slave 
connected to either MIDI port and set the MIDI options (utilityx2)) 
to 'internal', MIDI A, OUT B and OFF to make the RS send clock and 
controls.
It does not matter what device i use as slave, the LAG is still 
there!! This drives me crazy!
So, i tried it the other way round, and used the RS as slave. What 
happens? NO LAG! But.. i don't want the RS to slave, it should be 
master.
Is there something i'm doing wrong? Because i cannot think of any. 
MIDI is straightforward, but the LAG is there!
Any comments on this issue please?" 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5241

2. "Date: Fri Apr 19, 2002 8:24 pm
Subject: Re: [RS7000] MIDI clock lag I cannot explain!"

HERE is the deal. The problem is with the ES-1. I HAVE THE SAME 
PROBLEM!! It drives me @#$%^&* crazy!!! I sent it in to Korg only to 
be told that "they have determined that this is how the machine is 
supposed to function". Here's what's going on, the ES-1 DOES NOT 
recieve the song position pointer in pattern mode. For reason's far 
beyond my understanding, it eventually loses the "absolute 0 locate 
point" after hundreds of times starting and stopping the clock in 
pattern mode. Honestly I don't even fully understand what that means. 
All I know is that the Korg techs, said that in the manual (back of 
it) it shows you that the ES-1 only recieves the pointer in song 
mode. That's just great, I didn't write my live set to be performed 
in song mode. I like having the flexability of bringing up whatever 
pattern I want to when I want to, NOT in song mode.Indeed it does 
sync better in song mode. It still does seem to be a bit 
unpredictable, but better nonetheless. I did the same thing, I sent 
the clock from the ES-1, and it was dead on. This is absolutely the 
BEST thing you can do for not only yourself, but for ANYONE who owns 
an es-1. Send it in and have the techs "evaluate" it. They'll give 
you the same BS story, regardless, it will hopefully be another 
complaint lodged against them in respect to the es1. Don't get me 
wrong, because I love this machine, BUT EVRYTHING I've ever done on 
not only it, but my other machines was designed to be performed in 
pattern mode, I like the live flexability as previously stated. Korg 
makes great machines, BUT really does need to be made aware that this 
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is not just a quirk of the machine, but a design flaw as well, most 
people I know who perform live, prefer to perform in pattern mode, 
and the fact that they overlooked this in the design is a major 
oversight on the part of the design team, in assuming not only what 
the majority of the users may want, but how it would be used as well. 
I installed the new OS, it's tiny, literally a few hundred KBs, if 
it's a small os, I would imagine that there isn't an unrealistic 
amount of rewriting that can be done to accomodate what I feel to be 
a serious oversight, and ultimately a design flaw. The more people 
that send them in, hopefully the more likely they are to take action 
to correct it. Companies should really be made to be aware that not 
only consumers use their products, but exchange information, i.e. 
tips and flaws with their products, and something so basic and simple 
to its performance will ultimately only hurt their sales in the long 
run. Afterall, consumers are their market, they should really listen 
to us on this one, most people at least use pattern mode if not 
exclusively then at least OFTEN ENOUGH where this will eventually 
become a pain to work around. If you don't have this problem with 
your es-1 yet, believe me, EVENTUALLY it wil (in pattern mode only). 
It took about 10 months for me to notice it, but it has gotten 
progressively worse everytime I use it. Again, this is because even 
though the yamha sends a RESET message when you hit the rewind 
button, the es-1 doesn't recieve (decipher) the message the yamaha 
sends that says it should restart at "absolute" 0. This is just what 
Korg told me, I wish I could understand it more, but I'm just 
regurgiatating what they told me. If you do send it in, it pretty 
painless, I got it back after a week and a half. If you call, ask to 
speak to Cory Tyson (tech support). Good luck" 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5246

3."Date: Sat Apr 20, 2002 6:21 am
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!" 

"Okay, but Arv told us that he had the problem with all three devices 
slaving to the RS. Arv, any comments on this?" 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5248

4. "Date: Sat Apr 20, 2002 9:30 am
Subject: Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!"

"Ok, i gave it another try and i believe now that headtrick is 
right.. 
I used the MC again to check if i hear the same LAG as i do with BOTH 
Electribes and it shows 'almost' no lag...
*sigh* The positive thing is that the RS is doing his job well i 
guess.
Funny detail: when i use a Electribe to sync to another Electribe 
there is NO LAG! Is this a way for KORG to force customers to get 
stuff from the same series to sync to each other? Hard to believe eh? 
But i cannot get it out of my mind! 

Damn, so the ONLY work around for me now is to use a Eelctribe as 
MASTER...?

Thanx guys for the info

Arv" http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5250

5."Date: Sat Apr 20, 2002 6:02 pm
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!"

"Okay, this suggests that the RS is not responsible for the lag, at 
least not the long lag as found on the Korg units. (It doesn't prove 
anything though.)

> Funny detail: when i use a Electribe to sync to another Electribe
> there is NO LAG! Is this a way for KORG to force customers to get
> stuff from the same series to sync to each other? Hard to believe
> eh? But i cannot get it out of my mind!
>
> Damn, so the ONLY work around for me now is to use a Eelctribe as
> MASTER...?

That's what it looks like, yeah." 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5255

6."Date: Sat Apr 20, 2002 9:58 pm
Subject: Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited"

"Okay Robert, i tried to scientifically determine the lag of the MIDI 
sync connection by measuring (in wavelab) the difference of two high 
frequency pulses of the two machines under test and came to the 
following data:

MC master - Electribe slave LAG: below 1 ms
RS master - Electribe slave LAG: ~25 ms!

Weird? This gives 2 conclusions i think: 1- the electribe has a lag 
of ~25ms but only noticeable because the RS is very 'dead on' and the 
MC a bit 'slowish' 2- the RS sends out MIDI with 25ms delay.

What do you think Robert? I cannot imagine these conclusions being 
true...!" http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5261
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7."Date: Sat Apr 20, 2002 11:58 pm
Subject: Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!!"

"It is a shame for sure, because I love it sonically, and is hands 
down the easiest to use step sequencer. I was really bummed out when 
they told me this!! I really can't stress enough how much of a leap 
forward it would be for you to send in your machine and play dumb. 
Eventually, I would imagine, there would be enough complaints to get 
Korg to fix this. This is a really serious flaw and they definitely 
need to fix this, Because most people don't look in the back at the 
sysex menu in the manual when they buy a machine, they (as did I) 
assume it's built as a fully functional "all around" piece of 
equipment. If I had known this I unfortunately would have probably 
not bought it. C'est la vie. If it's OK to with you, I would like to 
forward this post to them, so they can see that it is not an uncommon 
issue, I literally just got mine back a week ago, and I would assume 
that if I send them this so quickly after, it may underline that 
other users are starting to experience the same problem. Again I 
don't know why exactly, but it's a "dormant" problem where it creeps 
up on you, any of you who have recently purchsed one, will not see 
this problem occur right away. It somehow very gradually loses 
its "referance point" in pattern mode, somehow due to stoppping and 
starting the clock, which is INEVITABLE being that you must hit play 
to start, and stop to stop (from an external device). I don't even 
see what the purpose of this design would have been, it means that 
they assumed everyone either would send clock from it, OR, just write 
in pattern mode and slave only in song mode. Poor assumption on their 
part as far as I'm concerned. Nonetheless, this is coming from an 
otherwise happy Korg product owner (MS2000r), I'm not trying to be 
another hostile customer who had a bad tech experience, on the 
contrary I like their stuff, but man, this one needs some serious 
adressing." http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5262

8."Date: Sun Apr 21, 2002 9:41 am
Subject: Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited"

"Hi,
i also had the es-1 and the only soluion to run them in perfect sync 
is to allways start at step 1 of a bar(thats what the electribes do 
anyways- whenever they hear a start command they start at the 
beginning of the pattern regardless of where they stopped before). 
That means when you start the RS7000 as a Master it has always to 
start at the beginning of a bar and not on any other step. Then it 
should work. By the way, i sold my electribe because of this (ever 
tried to sync them to cubase- same problems) and got me the RS7000 
(but still no grid recording, sigh). There shouldn't be a difference 
between the MC and the RS as the timingproblem most probably comes 
from the electribes syncbehaviour." 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5263

9."Date: Mon Apr 22, 2002 6:45 am
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- 
Revisited"

"25 ms!!! That's way too much.

I can't believe the RS has a lag of 25 ms, although I haven't tested 
it yet. Other Yamaha sequencers have always had very tight timing 
specs, so I assume the RS would have too. I know that the QY700 had." 

I will have to run a test myself. 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5272

10. "Date: Mon Apr 22, 2002 11:45 pm
Subject: Re: MIDI clock lag ... I KNOW THIS!! -- Revisited"

"I did the same test with mine in order to make sure indead that the 
lag was real, not caused by say if i may have had channel left on my 
sequencer. I actually first noticed this when I was recording in 
Sonar. I heard severe latency and assumed it was one latency, and 2 
my computer having processing problems. Not the case indeed. I 
recorded Just rs7000, and then just es-1, there was, visibly, an 
enormous difference in the first beat. Trust me on this one, I know, 
because I talked to the techs at Korg, it is inherent with the es-1, 
NOT the rs7000. I've synced everything else to it, and had no 
problems, only the electribe. Again it doesn't reiceve the SPP in 
pattern mode and will guaranteedly eventually wander further and 
further off the start point even if you hit rewind on the rs, but it 
is very gradual, again I didn't notice it for 10 months or so. now it 
cannot go unoticed. Anyone, someone who isn't even a musician would 
clearly hear this. I have an idea how it may have developed with my 
machine. When you set the es-1s clock to EXT. you can still play it 
without it being slaved to another machine. Sometimes, I would bring 
it on vacation or whatever, and write with just it. I left the clock 
set to ext. because it still plays without an external device. Well 
after starting and stopping and starting and stopping...... it just 
gets further and further off the orignal start point (locate point 
absolute zero as the Korg tech called it) in addition to just 
normally starting and stopping from my sequencer as well which 
further worsens the problem. I guess that because it doesn't recive 
the pointer, it indeed returns to the start of the pattern when you 
hit rewind and then play, but for some reason doesn't "hear" the 
start message until later now, each time you hit start and the stop, 
it must lose the orignal start point by one more Clock per quarter 
note (again I'm sort of guessing), so although it starts at the 
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beginning of the pattern it doesn't acually recive the start message 
until later. This is a total assumption, but from what the Korg guy 
told me that seems to be the gist of what he meant. I would assume 
that although it is possible, because it is still relatively new, the 
rs could have a bug in it that will need it to get fixed, i.e. the 
25ms delay, ALTHOUGH I doubt it in relation to the es-1, being that 
the rs was designed to be a full on stand alone unit, I would imagine 
something so basic as that wouldn't have been missed." 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5296

This is the Board these posts were taken from: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/messages

Please consider fixing this problem, it is obviously not going 
unnoticed by other consumers as well, and, I'm sure again on all's 
behalf it is a rather important fix that ultimately effects every 
user form the experienced MIDI composer to the novice. Further more 
it affects the NOVICE most of all, the product is obviously marketed 
much more as an "add on" or secondary piece of equipment, not a 
workstation. And ultimately seems to be used most as a slave, IN 
pattern mode from the posts I have copied. Most new MIDI users start 
in pattern mode, NOT song mode, because it's one less step, i.e. 
writing patterns, THEN chaining them together with songs, it effects 
the entire range of users. I will be posting this message to the user 
group, and would appreciate a response, and if OK would like to be 
given permission to post the response there, so that users may at 
least understand why this happens, if not even perhaps feel at ease 
that Korg may take action in addressing this issue. Thanks again, NO 
hostility intended, but it is clearly a growing issue.

Your message has been sent to: cory_tyson@korgusa.com"

Hope y'all don't mind me sending in your posts, but I definitely 
intend on helping push a fix for this. Again I will post whatever 
response I get from Korg be it a mention of a possible update, an 
explanation, whatever.......
| 5312|5264|2002-04-24 01:22:01|arveyman|Re: Continuously sending what?|
heheh, what's wrong with flashing LED's? That's where the whole 
Startrek series is based upon! :-)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Giotto wrote:
> >It sure is active sensing. All yamaha gear I've used
> >spits it out
> >
> >IanV
> 
> 
> So I'm just going to have to put tape over the flashing lights. (?)
> 
> giotto

| 5313|5264|2002-04-24 02:30:00|Giotto|Re: Continuously sending what?|

>heheh, what's wrong with flashing LED's? That's where the whole
>Startrek series is based upon! :-)
>
>
>Arv

yeah, they're fun. just before you go into an epileptic fit.
| 5314|5266|2002-04-24 02:41:09|massplanck|Re: Recording Arps|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 22 April 2002 00:07, massplanck wrote:
> > Hi guys..
> >
> > whenever I am recording an arpeggio everything is fine untill the
> > pattern/track goes past its first loop. When it hits 1:1 again the
> > arpeggiator knocks itself off, which means you have to get
> > everything recorded on the 'first run'.
> >
> > This seems a bit silly... what godforsaken button have I knocked
> > on/off with my elbow? :)
> 
> You probably have the REC LOOP parameter switched off (knob 1 in 

the 

> record page)?
> 
> - Robert

Cheers robert, but the REC LOOP parameter is on.. I've only just got 
the machine and its doing similar funny stuff.. like refusing to 
record parameter changes in song mode untill it hits the 16th bar... ?
| 5315|5266|2002-04-24 02:55:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording Arps|
On Wednesday 24 April 2002 10:41, massplanck wrote:

> Cheers robert, but the REC LOOP parameter is on.. I've only just
> got the machine and its doing similar funny stuff.. like refusing
> to record parameter changes in song mode untill it hits the 16th
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> bar... ?

Huh?

Maybe the shop installed a new OS on the machine but didn't 
factory-reset it. You might wanna try that.

- Robert
| 5316|5266|2002-04-24 03:33:29|bilterfucht|Re: Recording Arps|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 22 April 2002 00:07, massplanck wrote:
> > Hi guys..
> >
> > whenever I am recording an arpeggio everything is fine untill the
> > pattern/track goes past its first loop. When it hits 1:1 again the
> > arpeggiator knocks itself off, which means you have to get
> > everything recorded on the 'first run'.
> >
> > This seems a bit silly... what godforsaken button have I knocked
> > on/off with my elbow? :)
> 
> You probably have the REC LOOP parameter switched off (knob 1 in 

the 

> record page)?

With my RS it's the same but i thought it was logical that it behaved 
that way. When you put on the ARP and start recording i think it is 
logic it stops after running through once. Isn't it so that the ARP 
runs in the same BPM as the pattern so what is the use of running 
twice through the pattern. You could also try to record one ARP and 
then choose the OVERDUB-mode to overdub the ARP with another ARP.

Bilterfücht
| 5317|5317|2002-04-24 06:51:37|basicchannel9092001|A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia!!!

It was able to carry out ordinarily last month,but now I cannot 
Import file.

I checked wavememory{shift+utility},The memory of the quantity made 
to read is consumed.
but there is NO SAMPLE!!

What should it carry out ?

sorry for my bad english.
| 5318|5264|2002-04-24 07:02:55|arveyman|Re: Continuously sending what?|
hehehheheh!

--- In RS7000@y..., Giotto wrote:
> >heheh, what's wrong with flashing LED's? That's where the whole
> >Startrek series is based upon! :-)
> >
> >
> >Arv
> 
> 
> yeah, they're fun. just before you go into an epileptic fit.

| 5319|5319|2002-04-24 07:35:33|chrisroyer2001|compatibility between QY100 and RS7000 files?|
Hello guys!
Does anyone know how a sequencer file recorded in the QY100 could be 
compatible with the RS7000, and vice-versa, knowing that both use the 
Smart Media as storage? Thanks!
chris
| 5320|5317|2002-04-24 07:56:12|basicchannel9092001|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
my toruble is same as this. (I found it from log)

>Has anyone else had troubles with sample importing?
>
>I have SCSI CD-Rom hooked up to the RS, I load up an ISO9660 format 
>CD with some .wav files on it. I go to the import page, it sees all 
>the files fine, so I import one, it executes and finishes 
>successfully.
>
>Now when I actually go to the voice assign page, there are NO 
>samples. When I go to the sample edit page, all I can pull up is the 
>JOB list. If I choose the SAMPLE NAME job, it shows the sample name 
>I imported correctly, but when I try to actually change the name, it 
>says "No Data".... !!!

| 5321|5317|2002-04-24 08:00:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
On Wednesday 24 April 2002 15:56, basicchannel9092001 wrote:

> my toruble is same as this. (I found it from log)

Did you also find an answer? ;)

Anyway, I think that you imported the sample in sample voice X, while 



the selected track was assigned sample voice Y. Make sure that these 
voices (both bank and number) match.

Does this help?
- Robert
| 5322|5317|2002-04-24 09:14:25|basicchannel9092001|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
thank you Robert for reply.
but...I cant find the answer....
when i import wav file,for example,select track 1.
go to mixer page,select voice{MSB064,LSB000,SmpLocal program001 -----}
then,hit the load x2,show import page.select card,set file type 
SAMPLE.
hit f4,move f4 nob to select C-2,select sample and hit IMPORT!
.

aftar shows message COMPLETE,go back to pattarn mode screen.
there is NO WAVEFORM SIGN on the track.
and then,go to sample edit,I selected EVERY COMMAND but RS says

NoData

.......

what im wrong?:-( 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 24 April 2002 15:56, basicchannel9092001 wrote:
> > my toruble is same as this. (I found it from log)
> 
> Did you also find an answer? ;)
> 
> Anyway, I think that you imported the sample in sample voice X, 
while 
> the selected track was assigned sample voice Y. Make sure that 
these 
> voices (both bank and number) match.
> 
> Does this help?
> - Robert

| 5323|5319|2002-04-24 09:17:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: compatibility between QY100 and RS7000 files?|
On Wednesday 24 April 2002 15:35, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hello guys!
> Does anyone know how a sequencer file recorded in the QY100 could
> be compatible with the RS7000, and vice-versa, knowing that both
> use the Smart Media as storage? Thanks!

I don't know the QY100, but if it to has smartmedia storage, and uses 
the same FAT filesystem, you'd have to export your song as a standard 
midi file (SMF) on one machine, and import it on the other. This 
doesn't convert the sounds, of course, just the midi data. Does the 
QY100 support SMF import/export?

- Robert
| 5324|5317|2002-04-24 09:35:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
Hmmm I'd have to try tonite.

You're importing a standard 44.1 kHz, 16 bit, stereo wav file from 
the smart media card, right? No 24 bit? No weird sample rates?

- Robert
| 5325|5317|2002-04-24 10:44:56|basicchannel9092001|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
yes! I use sample standard 44.1KHz,16bit,stereo files.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Hmmm I'd have to try tonite.
> 
> You're importing a standard 44.1 kHz, 16 bit, stereo wav file from 
> the smart media card, right? No 24 bit? No weird sample rates?
> 
> - Robert

| 5326|5326|2002-04-25 08:31:57|sensualemporer|Changing sections with a note still playing???|
Is this possible? I have a track that has a pad with a slow attack. 
The slow attack makes it so that the actual note-on messages need to 
occur before the 1:1:000 of the section. So I want to start the 
notes at the end of section A and I want them to continue as I switch 
to section B.

I guess from a music theory standpoint this would be a "tie". But 
can you "tie" notes from different sections or does the RS7000 force 
note-off commands as it switches sections. I made the gate time in 
section A go beyond where I switch, but it wont work.

thx,
frenchy
| 5327|5326|2002-04-25 08:47:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing sections with a note still playing???|
On Thursday 25 April 2002 16:31, sensualemporer wrote:



> Is this possible? I have a track that has a pad with a slow
> attack. The slow attack makes it so that the actual note-on
> messages need to occur before the 1:1:000 of the section. So I
> want to start the notes at the end of section A and I want them to
> continue as I switch to section B.
>
> I guess from a music theory standpoint this would be a "tie". But
> can you "tie" notes from different sections or does the RS7000
> force note-off commands as it switches sections. I made the gate
> time in section A go beyond where I switch, but it wont work.

Maybe this is what you're saying above, but can't you use a long 
release time in the voice? I assume you switch to a section in the 
same style, using the same voice?

One other experiment may be to stretch the length of the phrase 
played by the first section. The phrase can be both longer and 
shorter than the pattern length. Suppose the pattern is 8 barts, and 
the phrase is 9 bars long? How would the RS react if you switch 
sections when a note is playing up to the end of bar 9 of the phrase 
being played? 

- Robert
| 5328|5326|2002-04-25 10:28:43|massplanck|Re: Changing sections with a note still playing???|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> "Suppose the pattern is 8 barts"

No Barts please enough on my plate with Styles, Tracks, Phrases, 
Patterns and Events. ;-)
| 5329|5326|2002-04-25 10:48:49|sensualemporer|Re: Changing sections with a note still playing???|
I am actually controlling an outboard TR-Rack, so it is not an 
internal voice. I am not sure if the release time will work or not. 
I will experiment with your suggestions tonite.

To answer your question, in my experience, the RS7000 seems to force 
note-off messages at the section change boundary even if the notes in 
the previous section continue into the next measure that would have 
been. I was wondering if you could overide this forced note-off 
somehow. I will experiment with your release time trick.

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 25 April 2002 16:31, sensualemporer wrote:
> > Is this possible? I have a track that has a pad with a slow
> > attack. The slow attack makes it so that the actual note-on
> > messages need to occur before the 1:1:000 of the section. So I
> > want to start the notes at the end of section A and I want them to
> > continue as I switch to section B.
> >
> > I guess from a music theory standpoint this would be a "tie". But
> > can you "tie" notes from different sections or does the RS7000
> > force note-off commands as it switches sections. I made the gate
> > time in section A go beyond where I switch, but it wont work.
> 
> Maybe this is what you're saying above, but can't you use a long 
> release time in the voice? I assume you switch to a section in the 
> same style, using the same voice?
> 
> One other experiment may be to stretch the length of the phrase 
> played by the first section. The phrase can be both longer and 
> shorter than the pattern length. Suppose the pattern is 8 barts, 
and 
> the phrase is 9 bars long? How would the RS react if you switch 
> sections when a note is playing up to the end of bar 9 of the 
phrase 
> being played? 
> 
> - Robert

| 5330|5330|2002-04-25 10:57:44|sensualemporer|Record starting from middle of pattern???|
Lets say my section A is 60 measures long.
Lets say I am very happy with a certain track for measures 1-50, but 
I want to OVERDUB record some riffs in measures 51-60.

Can I start the recording process somewhere around measure 40 or does 
it always have to start @ measure 1???

I cant figure out how.
thx,
frenchy
| 5331|5331|2002-04-25 11:06:04|sensualemporer|Is there a chart of the preset patterns?|
So when I go through the ROM preset patterns to find a good high-hat 
pattern, there are 600 something of them. They all have abbreviated 
names which may or maynot make sense. Is there a chart that maps 
these out for quick reference?

I know the manual has charts for the different voice kits, but not 
for the preset patterns.

thx,
frenchy
| 5332|5309|2002-04-25 20:10:52|nochancenine|Re: Unable to save a Pattern Chain|



I was saving and loading ALL, but you know what? I tried it again 
today and now it's working! I don't know what I was doing wrong 
before, but thanks very much for your reply.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 24 April 2002 05:22, nochancenine wrote:
> > Hello,
> > I can't seem to save a Pattern Chain. Maybe I'm misundertanding
> > how it's supposed to work, but I haven't been able to figure out
> > what I'm doing wrong. I create a Pattern Chain, go into the Job
> > submode and give it a name. Go to Save and save ALL. Then when I
> > turn the RS7000 on again later and load, the Pattern Chain name is
> > not there. What am I missing here? Thanks.
> 
> What are you loading? PAT or ALL files? You have to select the 
latter 
> file type.
> 
> - Robert

| 5333|5333|2002-04-26 02:21:55|massplanck|Drumkits|
Is it possible to create and save your own drumkits?

I cant find any info in the manual...

Cheers
Steve
| 5334|5333|2002-04-26 02:23:16|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: Drumkits|
yes with sample kit!

-----Message d'origine-----
De : massplanck [mailto:massplanck@hotmail.com]
Envoyé : vendredi 26 avril 2002 10:22
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] Drumkits

Is it possible to create and save your own drumkits?

I cant find any info in the manual...

Cheers
Steve
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.
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First RS community on the net. 
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| 5335|5333|2002-04-26 08:38:26|sensualemporer|Re: Drumkits|
So if you make your own custom drum set using all sounds from the 
RS7000 internal ROM, does this custom drum set eat up your RAM for 
each sound or can it just point to the ROM sounds and not eat up your 
RAM?

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., LOIODICE Cédric wrote:
> yes with sample kit!
> 
> -----Message d'origine-----
> De : massplanck [mailto:massplanck@h...]
> Envoyé : vendredi 26 avril 2002 10:22
> À : RS7000@y...
> Objet : [RS7000] Drumkits
> 
> 
> Is it possible to create and save your own drumkits?
> 
> I cant find any info in the manual...
> 
> Cheers
> Steve
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5336|5317|2002-04-26 08:58:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "basicchannel9092001" wrote:

> A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia!!!

Yes it can. I did it many times without problems.

> It was able to carry out ordinarily last month,but now I cannot 
> Import file.
> 
> I checked wavememory{shift+utility},The memory of the quantity made 
> to read is consumed.
> but there is NO SAMPLE!!

Did you format the SmartMedia on your PC or with the RS? Try to 
format the SM on your RS, then use it to transfer the .wav files. 
Make sure you have not too long filenames. max. 8 character long plus 
3 characters after the extension point. 
Ah yes and make sure you use standard Microsoft .wav format, 16Bit, 
44.1khz. The RS can take different khz (IIRC), but the 16bit are a 
must. 

Hope it helps.

Tom
| 5337|5317|2002-04-26 09:12:10|tompaulsen2002|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "basicchannel9092001" wrote:

> yes! I use sample standard 44.1KHz,16bit,stereo files.

And enough sample-ram too, i suppose.
| 5338|5338|2002-04-26 16:04:28|flatron7000|mp3 demos |
demos(mp3)from the SM cards "Phat Attack" "Electronic 
Beatz" "Techstep" at: http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/

Greetz ;-)
Flatron
| 5339|5241|2002-04-26 18:34:19|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag...KORG RESPONDS!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Here is the KORG Techs email response to the message I sent him!!! It 
seems the problem IS REAL, and is being addressed.......

"Hi Justin, I just got the official word!!! The lag is actually 
a known issue and it is addressed in a new Operating System (1.07). 
The OS will be made available from Korg USA soon; however, there is 
no definite time frame for deliverance. If you have any questions 
please feel free to contact us.

Cory Tyson 
Korg Product Support"

-----Original Message-----
From: Justin Crosby [mailto:moonviolin@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2002 1:56 AM
To: cory_tyson@korgusa.com
Subject: ES-1 sync problems

I'll post the link when I here about it!

J
| 5340|5340|2002-04-26 20:42:27|chrisroyer2001|AIEB option Board and Simms memory|
Hi all! thats it, I got the RS7000. Now, where can i get the option 
board AIEB and how much does it cost? Same for the 64 megs of RAM, 
whats the best quality, and where to get it for how much? thanks!
chris
| 5341|5341|2002-04-26 23:05:08|tiseven2002|Guitar As Midi Input|
Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized music and just 
wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar into the RS7000 and 
have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's sounds. Thanks in 
advance.

All the Best, 

Dave
| 5342|5340|2002-04-27 02:37:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: AIEB option Board and Simms memory|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:

> Hi all! thats it, I got the RS7000. Now, where can i get the 

option 
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> board AIEB

Ermmm, i don´t want to sound stupid, but i would bet you can get it 
from the same dealer, where you get your RS from, unless you bought 
the RS s/h. http://www.thomann.de here in Germany offers it for: �227

> Same for the 64 megs of RAM, 

Look in the FAQ: http://www.rs7k.org
| 5343|5341|2002-04-27 02:51:59|tompaulsen2002|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tiseven2002" wrote:

> Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized music and just 
> wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar into the RS7000 

and 

> have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's sounds. Thanks in 
> advance.
> 
> All the Best, 
> 
> Dave

Erm...looking at the topic and on your question, I would rather 
record your guitar with a HD-recorder like a Roland VS890 or Tascam 
788 and sync this HD-Recorder via MTC to the RS. The other thing you 
can try is to sample your guitar-riffs into the RS, i guess that is 
what you mean. Make sure you have enough sample-ram for that. And you 
can´t use a guitar as MIDI-input, unless it´s a special MIDI-guitar. 
But using the MIDI-guitar, won´t give you the guitar-sound. So there 
is only those two ways, HD-record the guitar play and synch it with 
the RS, or sample the guitar in your RS.
For guitar-players i would always rather recommend a HD-recording 
system than a RS7000. Korg D12/1600 are also quite good, or Akai 
DPS16.
| 5344|5241|2002-04-27 07:17:01|arveyman|Re: MIDI clock lag...KORG RESPONDS!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Way cool Headtrik!!! I appriceate the work you've done to accomplish 
this! I hope to install the new OS soon...

thnx
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> Here is the KORG Techs email response to the message I sent him!!! 
It 
> seems the problem IS REAL, and is being addressed.......
> 
> 
> "Hi Justin, I just got the official word!!! The lag is 
actually 
> a known issue and it is addressed in a new Operating System 
(1.07). 
> The OS will be made available from Korg USA soon; however, there is 
> no definite time frame for deliverance. If you have any questions 
> please feel free to contact us.
> 
> Cory Tyson 
> Korg Product Support"
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Justin Crosby [mailto:moonviolin@h...]
> Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2002 1:56 AM
> To: cory_tyson@k...
> Subject: ES-1 sync problems
> 
> I'll post the link when I here about it!
> 
> J

| 5345|5241|2002-04-27 17:25:37|headtrik|Re: MIDI clock lag...KORG RESPONDS!!!!!!!!!!!!|
I'm just glad when companies actually listen to what their customers 
are complaining about and actually make efforts to fix it! I'm just 
excited to be able to use my es-1 live again without having to change 
how I would normally run my setup.
| 5346|5279|2002-04-28 00:43:53|jjpleeza|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 23 April 2002 15:08, jjpleeza wrote:
> > robert. i want to import and place my loops onto tracks. what's 

the

> > best way to do this ?
> 
> Import them into a drum sample voice, by placing each sample in its 
> own midi note slot in the same voice.
> 
> Select that voice for each of the tracks involved.
> 
> Play (and record) the midi keys correcponding to the drum voice 

slot 

http://www.thomann.de/
http://www.rs7k.org/


> holding the sample you want to hear.
> 
> 
> Do I have to go into more detail on some of these steps?
> - Robert

yeah sorry. I'm new to the world of the RS. More details please...
| 5347|5241|2002-04-28 05:37:54|arveyman|Re: MIDI clock lag...KORG RESPONDS!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Exactly! I was running the ES-1 together with my RS7k. When using the 
ES as master it sends all data to a MIDI-channel 1-16. You cannot 
tell the ES to NOT send data. This is just another reason to use the 
RS7k as master instead of the ES-1...

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "headtrik" wrote:
> I'm just glad when companies actually listen to what their 
customers 
> are complaining about and actually make efforts to fix it! I'm just 
> excited to be able to use my es-1 live again without having to 
change 
> how I would normally run my setup.

| 5348|5279|2002-04-28 06:20:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
On Sunday 28 April 2002 08:43, jjpleeza wrote:

> yeah sorry. I'm new to the world of the RS. More details please...

Okay. Switch on the RS without loading a song or pattern file, and 
select Pattern mode.

1. Select a track.

2. In the Mixer submode (press the Mixer button), select a sample 
voice number for the selected track.

Just for this tutorial, select track 1.

With knob 1, select either SmpCmd or SmpLocal, and with knob 3, 
select a voice (program) number. Having done this, this is the 
storage place where the importat sample end up. 

Just for this tutorial, select SmlLocal, voice number 8.

3. In Load submode select the Import sample page. Select the .wav 
sample to be imported in the left part of the page. DO NOT YET PRESS 
IMPORT!

4. Now look at the right part of the import page. It shows the 
currently selected track number followed by the word "PTCH", 
and below that the current sample voice number where the imported 
sample will be stored. Knob 3 controls the track number, and knob 4 
controls the sample voice type (pitch or drum). 

So you should see this:
01 PTCH
008 empty

5. We want to use a drum sample voice, where multiple samples can be 
placed in a single voice, each of them triggered by its own midi key, 
like a GM drum kit on synths and drum machines. 

So with knob 4, change value "PTCH" into "C0". This will place the 
sample into drum voice slot C0. To hear this sample, you will have to 
play midi note C0 when this voice is selected.

6. Now import the sample by pressing button 4.

This takes a while.

7. Having imported the sample, go into Sample Edit submode by 
pressing the Sample Edit button. In the top left screen you see the 
name of the sample, and below that the drum voice slot number C0, 
which is also the midi key number needed to trigger this sample. 

By pressing button 4 you should hear your sample now.

- Robert
| 5349|5317|2002-04-28 06:22:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A WAV file cannot be imported from PC via SmartMedia.|
I just posted a message describing the import procedure. When you 
follow that procedure, what do you get?

- Robert

On Wednesday 24 April 2002 17:13, basicchannel9092001 wrote:
> thank you Robert for reply.
> but...I cant find the answer....
> when i import wav file,for example,select track 1.



> go to mixer page,select voice{MSB064,LSB000,SmpLocal program001
> -----} then,hit the load x2,show import page.select card,set file
> type SAMPLE.
> hit f4,move f4 nob to select C-2,select sample and hit IMPORT!
> .
>
> aftar shows message COMPLETE,go back to pattarn mode screen.
> there is NO WAVEFORM SIGN on the track.
> and then,go to sample edit,I selected EVERY COMMAND but RS says
>
> NoData
>
> .......
>
> what im wrong?:-(
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 24 April 2002 15:56, basicchannel9092001 wrote:
> > > my toruble is same as this. (I found it from log)
> >
> > Did you also find an answer? ;)
> >
> > Anyway, I think that you imported the sample in sample voice X,
>
> while
>
> > the selected track was assigned sample voice Y. Make sure that
>
> these
>
> > voices (both bank and number) match.
> >
> > Does this help?
> > - Robert
>
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| 5350|5330|2002-04-28 06:31:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Record starting from middle of pattern???|
On Thursday 25 April 2002 18:57, sensualemporer wrote:

> Lets say my section A is 60 measures long.
> Lets say I am very happy with a certain track for measures 1-50,
> but I want to OVERDUB record some riffs in measures 51-60.
>
> Can I start the recording process somewhere around measure 40 or
> does it always have to start @ measure 1???

It's possible in Song mode. One of the record modes there in Punch, 
which allows you to set a range where the actual recording will take 
place. No such thing in Pattern mode (where patterns are mostly 
short).

In Sample mode a Punch version is also supported, where the sampling 
starts from a given measure.

- Robert
| 5351|5331|2002-04-28 06:32:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is there a chart of the preset patterns?|
On Thursday 25 April 2002 19:05, sensualemporer wrote:

> So when I go through the ROM preset patterns to find a good
> high-hat pattern, there are 600 something of them. They all have
> abbreviated names which may or maynot make sense. Is there a chart
> that maps these out for quick reference?

Afaik, no.

- Robert
| 5352|5333|2002-04-28 06:35:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Drumkits|
On Friday 26 April 2002 16:37, sensualemporer wrote:
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> So if you make your own custom drum set using all sounds from the
> RS7000 internal ROM, does this custom drum set eat up your RAM for
> each sound or can it just point to the ROM sounds and not eat up
> your RAM?

Is there a way to create your own drum kit based on ROM sounds?
Maybe it's me (can't say my mind is very clear right now), but afaik 
that's not possible.

You can create your own sample drum voice, where zero or more slots
point to samples you recorded or imported. And yes, all of these 
samples take up sample memory.

- Robert
| 5353|5353|2002-04-28 11:37:25|chrisroyer2001|Bag|
Hi!
I remember reading somewhere that a company in Germany makes 
carrying bags for the RS7k, but I cant find it. It sounded 
like "sounwear" or "soundgear" but when I clicked on the website, 
they only had items for Brass instruments. Anyone knows? Thanks!
chris
| 5354|5353|2002-04-28 11:47:36|tomfinegan|Re: Bag|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:

> Hi!
> I remember reading somewhere that a company in Germany makes 
> carrying bags for the RS7k, but I cant find it. It sounded 
> like "sounwear" or "soundgear" but when I clicked on the website, 
> they only had items for Brass instruments. Anyone knows? Thanks!
> chris 

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/gfx/einpacken.jpg 

If anyone else wants to get it speak to: 
WOLFGANG DIMBATH 
SOUNDWEAR 
Schallershofer Str. 110 
D-91056 Erlangen 
Phone + 49 9131 75190 
Fax + 49 9131 751975 
info@soundwear.com
| 5355|5355|2002-04-28 14:52:28|chrisroyer2001|AIEB option board: where, how much $ ?|
Hey! Nobody knows where to find the optional AIEB board that gives 
digital and opical in/out plus 6 analog outputs? I bought my RS at 
Sam Ash, but they dont know, same at Musicians Friend.com. So if 
anyone knows websites or places and how much it costs, cool.
chris
| 5356|5355|2002-04-28 15:45:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB option board: where, how much $ ?|
On Sunday 28 April 2002 22:52, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hey! Nobody knows where to find the optional AIEB board that gives
> digital and opical in/out plus 6 analog outputs? I bought my RS at
> Sam Ash, but they dont know, same at Musicians Friend.com. So if
> anyone knows websites or places and how much it costs, cool.
> chris

Try this:
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-126363.html?ARTTEXTSPRACHE=E&WAEHRUNG=DM&PRL=

- Robert
| 5357|5357|2002-04-28 16:22:15|fuentes925|?question on pattern chain?|
Hello, My question is when creating a pattern chain, and you make 
your first pattern with say a Bass drum, snare drum, High hat, only, 
and you have tweeked them to your liking, is there a way to transfer 
the tweeked sounds from your first pattern to the next and so on. so 
that your pattern chain has the same basic tweeked drum sound's 
through out the chain that were created in the first pattern of the 
chain, or do you have to tweek them all over again for every pattern 
you create. also the rs7000 is my first piece of gear, and I got a 
nord micro mod. on order, what I need to know is what do I need to be 
able to link the rs7000 and the nord micro to my computer for editing 
sound's, patches, and samples and what not, but not for performing I 
would like to leave the computer out of that. do I need a midi 
interface or some other kind of equipment, I just don't know.
Thank's for any help , (sorry for the long question)
| 5358|5355|2002-04-28 16:36:13|Giotto|Re: AIEB option board: where, how much $ ?|

> Hey! Nobody knows where to find the optional AIEB board that gives
>digital and opical in/out plus 6 analog outputs? I bought my RS at
>Sam Ash, but they dont know, same at Musicians Friend.com. So if
>anyone knows websites or places and how much it costs, cool.
>chris

You can order one at guitar center for about 225. it takes about a week.

Giotto
| 5359|5355|2002-04-28 18:18:03|wasted/su700fan|Re: AIEB option board: where, how much $ ?|
Try this link:
http://www.8thstreet.com/product.asp?ProductCode=11606&Category=Keyboard
_Accessories

http://www.keyboards.de/news/0201/gfx/einpacken.jpg
mailto:info@soundwear.com
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-126363.html?ARTTEXTSPRACHE=E&WAEHRUNG=DM&PRL=
http://www.8thstreet.com/product.asp?ProductCode=11606&Category=Keyboard


I bought mine from 8thstreet.com in Pennsylvania about 2-3 weeks ago for
$209. It was in stock at the time and took about 3 days or so UPS
ground delivery (in the U.S.)

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: Giotto [mailto:giotto@mindspring.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2002 7:38 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] AIEB option board: where, how much $ ?

> Hey! Nobody knows where to find the optional AIEB board that gives 
>digital and opical in/out plus 6 analog outputs? I bought my RS at Sam 
>Ash, but they dont know, same at Musicians Friend.com. So if anyone 
>knows websites or places and how much it costs, cool. chris

You can order one at guitar center for about 225. it takes about a
week.

Giotto
| 5360|5357|2002-04-29 00:45:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ?question on pattern chain?|
On Monday 29 April 2002 00:22, fuentes925 wrote:

> Hello, My question is when creating a pattern chain, and you make
> your first pattern with say a Bass drum, snare drum, High hat,
> only, and you have tweeked them to your liking, is there a way to
> transfer the tweeked sounds from your first pattern to the next and
> so on. so that your pattern chain has the same basic tweeked drum
> sound's through out the chain that were created in the first
> pattern of the chain, or do you have to tweek them all over again
> for every pattern you create. 

What exactly do you mean by 'pattern chain'? 
We may not have the same ideas about that. If in doubt, please read 
the manual and faq about the terms 'pattern' or 'section', 'style' 
and 'prhase'.

Anyway, a Style contains 16 patterns. Each patterns holds 16 tracks. 
Each track plays its own phrase. A phrase plays a voice (like a synth 
voice or sample voice). Are you still with me?

This voice (played by the phrase) can be defined in one of two places:
1. In the phrase itself.
2. In the Mixer page, for all tracks of that same style.

You'll probably be working in situation 2 above, meaning that a track 
in a given style is assigned a voice, or in other words, all phrases 
of track N in a style play the same voice.

To come back to your answer, when copying a phrase from pattern A to 
pattern B in the same style, the copied phrase will play the same 
voice (as the voice is defined for all the patterns in the style).

However, if you copy a phrase from pattern A to pattern B in *other* 
style, you are confronted with a new voice definition, as you're 
moving to another style with a completely different voice setup. 
(Look at a style as a kind of song.).

That's why the Phrase Copy job has all these nice extra features when 
copying a phrase. When copying a phrase, this job allows you to copy 
the voice settings (and other stuff) along with the phrase, over the 
borders of the current style, into the domain of the new target style.

> also the rs7000 is my first piece of
> gear, and I got a nord micro mod. on order, what I need to know is
> what do I need to be able to link the rs7000 and the nord micro to
> my computer for editing sound's, patches, and samples and what not,
> but not for performing I would like to leave the computer out of
> that. do I need a midi interface or some other kind of equipment,
> I just don't know. Thank's for any help , (sorry for the long
> question)

That's a question for the NordMod list, isn't it? ;)
Anyway, you'll need a midi interface to have your computer talk with 
the MMod, through the PC midi in/out ports of the MMod. This is how 
the Editor software talks to the synth when changing patches, etc.

The other two midi ports (midi in/out) of the MMod are used for 
standard midi stuff, midi notes and CC data. These are the ports that 
you use both at home and live, e.g. with the RS.

- Robert
| 5361|5361|2002-04-29 03:27:02|massplanck|Recording Parameters|
Quick question..

Does anybody know if its possible to record knob changes of channel 
EQ Gain or Q on the RS?

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:giotto@mindspring.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Is there a list of what you can and cant record?
| 5362|5279|2002-04-29 05:07:20|jjpleeza|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
thankyou very much!

> 
> 
> - Robert

| 5363|5279|2002-04-29 06:00:27|jjpleeza|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
Ok i've done this,
but how do i get it to sit as a loop on the track?
| 5364|5279|2002-04-29 06:08:40|jjpleeza|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
ok. sorry about this but i'm starting to think there might be 
something wrong with my smartmedia card...
i'll record the sample on to the track. I'll play it back and it will 
loop but holes start falling into the track everynow and again. i.e. 
it will play the first 3 bars then drop out for a few then return. 
Also when i mute the track I have to wait till the start of the 
measure for it to return... it's a ridata 128mb smartmedia card 3.3v. 
I paid $200 australian for it which is around $105 us.
| 5365|5279|2002-04-29 06:32:43|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
Play around with the release decay ...etc .. knobs, your loop might be
playing funny because of these being set to an extreme setting..

on 4/29/02 8:08 AM, jjpleeza at jjpleeza@yahoo.com.au wrote:

> ok. sorry about this but i'm starting to think there might be
> something wrong with my smartmedia card...
> i'll record the sample on to the track. I'll play it back and it will
> loop but holes start falling into the track everynow and again. i.e.
> it will play the first 3 bars then drop out for a few then return.
> Also when i mute the track I have to wait till the start of the
> measure for it to return... it's a ridata 128mb smartmedia card 3.3v.
> I paid $200 australian for it which is around $105 us.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5366|5279|2002-04-29 06:58:25|Giotto|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|

>
>i'll record the sample on to the track. I'll play it back and it will
>loop but holes start falling into the track everynow and again. i.e.
>it will play the first 3 bars then drop out for a few then return.

not sure about this.....

but it still may be related to this...

>Also when i mute the track I have to wait till the start of the
>measure for it to return... it's a ridata 128mb smartmedia card 3.3v.
>I paid $200 australian for it which is around $105 us.

REMEMBER REMEMBER REMEMBER..

as always an RS7000 is not a hard-disk recorder. You hit mute on a 
track with a sample. That sent a note off message to the track to 
stop the sample from playing while everything else kept going.

You hit mute again to un-mute the track, but the sample doesn't start 
up immediately.

That's because..... when you unmuted the track, the RS started 
listening for midi data on that track again, 'cuz it is a _midi note 
on message_ that triggers your sample at the appropriate moment in 
your track. You're looping a sample. So your midi note-on message is 
at the beginning of bar 1, ie, when you hear it start playing again.

I'm pretty sure you have no problems with your smartmedia, especially 
since it's your ram that the RS is playing the sample from when it's 

mailto:jjpleeza@yahoo.com.au
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


working. The smartmedia is only used to store your data/samples when 
your RS is off, and to help you transport your projects from machine 
to machine.
| 5367|5353|2002-04-29 07:09:39|Gert Van Rillaer|saving to SCSI|
Hi,

I have my RS7000 connected to my PC via SCSI. This way I can easily import
samples from the computer. I just place them on a small SCSI drive I have in
the PC (formatted via RS7000 but XP recognizes it). I also wanted to use
this disk to save RS7000 files on, but that doesn't always seem to work.

When I save something from RS7000 to this disk, I cannot see these files on
the computer. When I restart the computer, the files appear. But not
always!? Sometimes the files are just gone.
Anyone know what's going on?

Gert
| 5368|5279|2002-04-29 07:11:30|jjpleeza|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
I see... that makes sense.
I still would like to know just what is the best way to record these 
loops cleanly onto the tracks. I can't work out how to edit my real-
time recordings... i probably seem stupid but i've had no probs in 
the past with a roland 307.

I can now assign the samples a midi note and give them a track but 
when i record them i can't get the loops clean by doing real time. 
Also with grid and step i'm not sure how to place an 8 or 16 bar loop 
in. please help.
| 5369|5330|2002-04-29 08:40:15|sensualemporer|Re: Record starting from middle of pattern???|
I have migrated from the electribe world where patterns are limited 
to 4 measures in length. The RS7000 is my key to have patterns that 
develop over time. Admittedly, most are 8-16 measures with the 
occasional pattern that is 30+ measures. It is annoying to have to 
start recording from meas001 all the time, but I still love my rs7000.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>... No such thing in Pattern mode (where patterns are mostly 
> short).
> - Robert

| 5370|5370|2002-04-29 09:09:54|chrisroyer2001|snapshot, scenes and saving?|
Hello All!
First, I have to say that the RS is amazing so far. I just got it. 
Now, if I am playing with all the knobs in Pattern mode, but I am 
not "recording" the changes, is there any way to store the settings 
just like the function called "snapshot" on the Kenton Control Freak 
for example? Is this what the "scenes" do? If so, can I save those 
scenes on the Smart Media card? 
thanks !
chris
| 5371|5338|2002-04-29 09:30:35|sensualemporer|Re: mp3 demos|
Does anyone have any ordering info for us american people?
That drum n bass one sounds like fun.

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "flatron7000" wrote:
> demos(mp3)from the SM cards "Phat Attack" "Electronic 
> Beatz" "Techstep" at: http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
> 
> Greetz ;-)
> Flatron

| 5372|5372|2002-04-29 12:21:36|sean mccarrick|Midi Interface|
Hi all,

What would anyone recommend for a pc midi interface to

send midi back and forth from cubase to the rs.
Preferable not costing more than 100euro.

My next query is kinda like "how long is a piece of
string?" ;o)
But here goes anyway.
What methods do people use for eqing on the rs?
I usually end up using the presets or the 3 band eq as
I find the parametric a bit time consuming.
I've also come across tutorials on the web that advise
on using differnet variations of boost/cut on the same
track.

heres an example:
"For Bass:
Try boosting around 60Hz to add more body. Any
apparent muddiness can be rolled off around 300Hz.If
more presence is needed, boost around 6kHz."

Thats 3 different changes of eq to the one track.
How can I translate this to the rs eq?

http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/


Thanx in advance
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
| 5373|5370|2002-04-29 13:54:28|bilterfucht|Re: snapshot, scenes and saving?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:

> Hello All!
> First, I have to say that the RS is amazing so far. I just got it. 
> Now, if I am playing with all the knobs in Pattern mode, but I am 
> not "recording" the changes, is there any way to store the settings 
> just like the function called "snapshot" on the Kenton Control 

Freak 

> for example? Is this what the "scenes" do? If so, can I save those 
> scenes on the Smart Media card? 
> thanks !
> chris

You can save the settings with the SCENE-memory. Just select SCENE, 
and press STORE + NUMBER to the right of it (1,2,3,4 or 5). You can 
have five SCENE MEMORIES. Dont't know if these are saved 
automatically but i think so

Bilterfucht
| 5374|5370|2002-04-29 15:30:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: snapshot, scenes and saving?|
On Monday 29 April 2002 21:53, bilterfucht wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:
> > Hello All!
> > First, I have to say that the RS is amazing so far. I just got
> > it. Now, if I am playing with all the knobs in Pattern mode, but
> > I am not "recording" the changes, is there any way to store the
> > settings just like the function called "snapshot" on the Kenton
> > Control
>
> Freak
>
> > for example? Is this what the "scenes" do? If so, can I save
> > those scenes on the Smart Media card?
> > thanks !
> > chris
>
> You can save the settings with the SCENE-memory. Just select SCENE,
> and press STORE + NUMBER to the right of it (1,2,3,4 or 5). You can
> have five SCENE MEMORIES. Dont't know if these are saved
> automatically but i think so

They are saved allong with the .PAT or .ALL file, indeed.

- Robert
| 5375|5372|2002-04-29 15:42:31|massplanck|Re: Midi Interface|
I think the only way you can do this is use a three band eq as your 
variation effect and use it in conjunction with your channel eq.

Then again i've only had the thing a week.

Steve

--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi all,
> 
> What would anyone recommend for a pc midi interface to
> 
> send midi back and forth from cubase to the rs.
> Preferable not costing more than 100euro.
> 
> My next query is kinda like "how long is a piece of
> string?" ;o)
> But here goes anyway.
> What methods do people use for eqing on the rs?
> I usually end up using the presets or the 3 band eq as
> I find the parametric a bit time consuming.
> I've also come across tutorials on the web that advise
> on using differnet variations of boost/cut on the same
> track.
> 
> heres an example:
> "For Bass:
> Try boosting around 60Hz to add more body. Any
> apparent muddiness can be rolled off around 300Hz.If
> more presence is needed, boost around 6kHz."
> 
> Thats 3 different changes of eq to the one track.
> How can I translate this to the rs eq?
> 
> Thanx in advance
> -sean-
> 

http://health.yahoo.com/


> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
> http://health.yahoo.com

| 5376|5279|2002-04-29 15:54:47|jeffdaddy2000|Re: Help Me Load My Samples Pleeease!|
jjpleeza,
Search the Archives. I wrote a section on how to use loops in a 
sequence with the RS. Search for Loops. Also check the FAQ.
Jeff
| 5377|5370|2002-04-29 17:55:39|chrisroyer2001|Re: snapshot, scenes and saving?|
Once again guys: thanks for your help, I got it now. I'm sure I'll 
bother you with other questions anyway... Take care!

chris

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 29 April 2002 21:53, bilterfucht wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:
> > > Hello All!
> > > First, I have to say that the RS is amazing so far. I just got
> > > it. Now, if I am playing with all the knobs in Pattern mode, but
> > > I am not "recording" the changes, is there any way to store the
> > > settings just like the function called "snapshot" on the Kenton
> > > Control
> >
> > Freak
> >
> > > for example? Is this what the "scenes" do? If so, can I save
> > > those scenes on the Smart Media card?
> > > thanks !
> > > chris
> >
> > You can save the settings with the SCENE-memory. Just select 
SCENE,
> > and press STORE + NUMBER to the right of it (1,2,3,4 or 5). You 
can
> > have five SCENE MEMORIES. Dont't know if these are saved
> > automatically but i think so
> 
> They are saved allong with the .PAT or .ALL file, indeed.
> 
> - Robert

| 5378|5378|2002-04-30 03:27:27|massplanck|note off not being sent|
Hi Guys..

I hooked up my controller keyboard to the RS last night. The notes 
play but when you take your fingers off a note off is'nt being 
generated. The sound goes on for infinity.

Is this a setting on the RS or the MIDI keyboard?

I dont think its the keyboard because i dont have this problem when 
its connected to my PC and playing my soft synths.

Any Help would be greatly apprciated.

Steve
| 5379|5378|2002-04-30 03:36:30|David Hyre|Music for Download|
Hello,

I am pretty new to RS7000. I heard that the Roland Groove Box has hundreds of songs (maybe more) for download. Is there a bank (or are there banks) of
songs that have been created and that may be downloaded by users for transfer to their RS7000 by SCSI? Thanks from a greenie.

Best Wishes,

Dave 

---------------------------------
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5380|5372|2002-04-30 05:57:56|sean mccarrick|Re: Midi Interface|
I usually always use the variation for compression.
It seems pointless using the variation(same eq setting
for every channel that uses it) for eq,
when there is eq seperate from the efx buses for each
channel.
I think maybe the variation eq was carried over from
the rm1x
as that does not have eq on each channel.
Could be wrong on that one though ;o)
-sean-

--- massplanck <massplanck@hotmail.com> wrote:

http://health.yahoo.com/
mailto:massplanck@hotmail.com


> I think the only way you can do this is use a three
> band eq as your 
> variation effect and use it in conjunction with your
> channel eq.
> 
> Then again i've only had the thing a week.
> 
> Steve
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > Hi all,
> > 
> > What would anyone recommend for a pc midi
> interface to
> > 
> > send midi back and forth from cubase to the rs.
> > Preferable not costing more than 100euro.
> > 
> > My next query is kinda like "how long is a piece
> of
> > string?" ;o)
> > But here goes anyway.
> > What methods do people use for eqing on the rs?
> > I usually end up using the presets or the 3 band
> eq as
> > I find the parametric a bit time consuming.
> > I've also come across tutorials on the web that
> advise
> > on using differnet variations of boost/cut on the
> same
> > track.
> > 
> > heres an example:
> > "For Bass:
> > Try boosting around 60Hz to add more body. Any
> > apparent muddiness can be rolled off around
> 300Hz.If
> > more presence is needed, boost around 6kHz."
> > 
> > Thats 3 different changes of eq to the one track.
> > How can I translate this to the rs eq?
> > 
> > Thanx in advance
> > -sean-
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
> > http://health.yahoo.com
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
| 5381|5372|2002-04-30 06:08:04|massplanck|Re: Midi Interface|
--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:

> 
> I usually always use the variation for compression.
> It seems pointless using the variation(same eq setting
> for every channel that uses it) for eq,

Ouch! I never thought of that....

Why dont you just pump it through Sonar or something for more effects?
| 5382|5372|2002-04-30 06:16:56|sensualemporer|Re: Midi Interface|
--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> What would anyone recommend for a pc midi interface to
> 
> send midi back and forth from cubase to the rs.
> Preferable not costing more than 100euro.
> 

I have had no problems at all with my USB midisport 2x2 for $90USD or 
so. Some people bad mouth USB midi, but the interface fixed a slew 
of problems that I used to have with my SB32 joystick midi 
interface. No problems at all.

frenchy
| 5383|5372|2002-04-30 06:38:54|mmittner|Re: Midi Interface|

> It seems pointless using the variation(same eq setting
> for every channel that uses it) for eq,
> when there is eq seperate from the efx buses for each
> channel.
> I think maybe the variation eq was carried over from

http://health.yahoo.com/
http://health.yahoo.com/


> the rm1x
> as that does not have eq on each channel.
> Could be wrong on that one though ;o)
> -sean-

i think your right. on the rm1x i often had to use the 3-band-eq, this was really annoying sometimes because you couldn't use the variation for something
else, like a stereo delay. on the rs you don't need the 3-band-eq at all. the 2-band-eq per track is imho enough in most cases.

mike
| 5384|5378|2002-04-30 08:15:46|djdavejumpers|Re: note off not being sent|
That happens to me when I leave the DECAY knob someway up.

Cymbals stay there forever, Kick drums keep buzzing the fuck out of 
my speakers...etc.

Strangely, it happens more often when there's a MIDI keyboard 
controlling instead of the little one that comes built in the unit.

* shurg *

Turn that decay down.

love ya all
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:
> Hi Guys..
> 
> I hooked up my controller keyboard to the RS last night. The notes 
> play but when you take your fingers off a note off is'nt being 
> generated. The sound goes on for infinity.
> 
> Is this a setting on the RS or the MIDI keyboard?
> 
> I dont think its the keyboard because i dont have this problem when 
> its connected to my PC and playing my soft synths.
> 
> Any Help would be greatly apprciated.
> 
> Steve

| 5385|5385|2002-04-30 08:34:22|Bryan Rodgers|Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|
hey all, I just purchased a Niche Automation Station for live use along side
the RS. I bought it mainly to use as a 'mixing device' (to control the RS'
volume for each channel. CC #7)

The problem I'm having, is that the controller only effects what channel you
have selected on the RS.

RS Setup:
Now I've tried switching up the midi setup, ECHO BACK on the RS from REC MON
to OFF. Which I thought would've taken care of it. But didn't, or rather it
did, but not the way I hoped (read below)

AS Setup:
You can set the System Channel from 1-16. They suggest in the manual to set
it to the channel you use most frequently. So, I tried all channels, but
then the RS only responds to the System Channels Setting (with RS REC MON
off). (in the world of midi, is 01 still not Omni??)

I was hoping that some of you may have a Peavey or other controller setup
with RS and could shed some light.

Thanks.

B
<http://www.digitalrays.ca/> http://www.digitalrays.ca

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5386|2|2002-04-30 08:40:16|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

Do you want Yamaha to release sample 
CDs made specifically for the RS7000? 
If so, what kind? 

o Yes, D&B 
o Yes, MOTIF stereo drum kits 
o Yes, Vocal 
o Yes, SFX/atmospheric 
o Yes, various electronic sounds 
o Yes, drum & synth loops 
o No, I have all the sample CDs I need. 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/polls


Thanks!
| 5387|5387|2002-04-30 12:00:32|closeshavestubble|entering chord changes into record mode|
Top o' the day, people, 
How do you enter chord changes into the pattern chain. For 
example... you can press the transpose butto and play the 
changes on the keyboard.. but.. it won9t record therm. Why and 
how can i do this? Also.. if anyone is familiar with the QY 70.... 
you can c=hange chords in 2 ways.1...you can enter them directly 
in real time from the keyboard.. 2 or.. you can program them in... 
i'm sure you can do it with the RS700o.. but i can't figure it out!!. 
any help would be greatly appreciated
.. Thank you, Closeshavestubble
| 5388|5388|2002-04-30 12:22:28|sensualemporer|Assigning the sampling input to NO output...|
I have a room full of sound generators and most have their own 
speaker/monitor set-up. The RS-7000 likewise has its own 
speaker/monitor set-up.

When I want to sample something, I send the signal to the RS-7000 and 
turn up the red/orange knob to set the level, but then the sound 
comes out the RS-7000 speakers too. This is not good, because now 
the sound is coming out of two different sets of speakers and can 
easily feedback and not sound the way I want it to.

Turning off the original set of speakers/monitors is not an option 
because I may be micing it...therefore I need to stop the signal from 
coming out of the RS-7000 speakers. I CANNOT turn the RS-7000 
speakers off or turn the RS-7000 volume down because the rest of the 
sequence is coming out there and I do not want to alter that.

I looked for this option last night, but could not do it successfully.

thx,
frenchy
| 5389|5341|2002-04-30 16:58:04|David Hyre|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize that the guitar will never retain its true sound when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think the
RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar synthesizer? (to play the sounds that come with the RS7000). I have a
guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am getting now, just
want to be able to get synth sounds from the guitar. 
Best Wishes,
Dave
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote: --- In RS7000@y..., "tiseven2002" wrote:

> Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized music and just 
> wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar into the RS7000 

and 

> have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's sounds. Thanks in 
> advance.
> 
> All the Best, 
> 
> Dave

Erm...looking at the topic and on your question, I would rather 
record your guitar with a HD-recorder like a Roland VS890 or Tascam 
788 and sync this HD-Recorder via MTC to the RS. The other thing you 
can try is to sample your guitar-riffs into the RS, i guess that is 
what you mean. Make sure you have enough sample-ram for that. And you 
can�t use a guitar as MIDI-input, unless it�s a special MIDI-guitar. 
But using the MIDI-guitar, won�t give you the guitar-sound. So there 
is only those two ways, HD-record the guitar play and synch it with 
the RS, or sample the guitar in your RS.
For guitar-players i would always rather recommend a HD-recording 
system than a RS7000. Korg D12/1600 are also quite good, or Akai 
DPS16.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5390|5378|2002-04-30 17:00:46|David Hyre|Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
Hello Again,
Just wondering if anyone has compared the features and available on line media of the RS7000 with that of the Roland Groove Box? Thanks.
Dave
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David Hyre <tiseven2002@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Hello,

I am pretty new to RS7000. I heard that the Roland Groove Box has hundreds of songs (maybe more) for download. Is there a bank (or are there banks) of
songs that have been created and that may be downloaded by users for transfer to their RS7000 by SCSI? Thanks from a greenie.

Best Wishes,

Dave 

---------------------------------
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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lrec_URL="http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2028952.3504245.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/R=0/id=flashurl/*http://www.fullaccessmedical.com/t/74
lrec_flashfile="http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-/flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429b.swf";var
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5391|5391|2002-04-30 17:19:09|mr_roboto24|Controlling an external midi device via RS7000|
Here's my senario: We have a Roland MC-505 that has different parts 
of the same song on different "banks" (i don't know what they're 
called for Roland. You have to turn the knob to get the 
next "bank"). Each section of the song had to be split into these 
different "banks". This is my question: could I use my RS7000 to 
sequence the MC-505 to do the changes? If so, how do I do this? I'm 
still learning midi so if you could put it in lamen's terms, that 
would be great. Please help!!

Thanks so much,
mr_roboto24
| 5392|5341|2002-04-30 17:38:43|jeffrey shaver|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
--- David Hyre <tiseven2002@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize
> that the guitar will never retain its true sound
> when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think
> the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time
> on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar
> synthesizer? (to play the sounds that come with the
> RS7000). I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo
> pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be
> installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am
> getting now, just want to be able to get synth
> sounds from the guitar. 
> Best Wishes,
> Dave
> tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tiseven2002" 
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> wrote:
> > Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized
> music and just 
> > wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar
> into the RS7000 
> and 
> > have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's
> sounds. Thanks in 
> > advance.
> > 
> > All the Best, 
> > 
> > Dave
> 
> Erm...looking at the topic and on your question, I
> would rather 
> record your guitar with a HD-recorder like a Roland
> VS890 or Tascam 
> 788 and sync this HD-Recorder via MTC to the RS. The
> other thing you 
> can try is to sample your guitar-riffs into the RS,
> i guess that is 
> what you mean. Make sure you have enough sample-ram
> for that. And you 
> can�t use a guitar as MIDI-input, unless it�s a
> special MIDI-guitar. 
> But using the MIDI-guitar, won�t give you the
> guitar-sound. So there 
> is only those two ways, HD-record the guitar play
> and synch it with 
> the RS, or sample the guitar in your RS.
> For guitar-players i would always rather recommend a
> HD-recording 
> system than a RS7000. Korg D12/1600 are also quite
> good, or Akai 
> DPS16.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> Dear David,
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You E-mailed me by mistake, instead of Tom..
But... Question.....
How the heck do u enter chord changes in
the RS7000??
NOt Notes.. but chords... For example you
are all done with your patterns, now you want to
change chords like Am to D to C to a G
you want the whole tune to be those 4
chords.. so do you know how to enter the chord
changes into the pattern??? 
THank you,
Closeshave

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
| 5393|5378|2002-04-30 20:30:21|kelly644|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
Basically, the RS7k beats the crap out of it on almost everything. 
Done it's way different on the 2, I think the rolands are warmer. 
Also, the roland MC series is old technology now.

Personally, I feel that Roland is getting read to roll out it's next 
Groove Box because of the recent (drastic) price cuts on the MC-505. 
RS7k is eating it's market and it's treading on Rolands turf.

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:
> 
> Hello Again,
> Just wondering if anyone has compared the features and available on 
line media of the RS7000 with that of the Roland Groove Box? Thanks.
> Dave
> David Hyre wrote: 
> Hello,
> 
> I am pretty new to RS7000. I heard that the Roland Groove Box has 
hundreds of songs (maybe more) for download. Is there a bank (or are 
there banks) of songs that have been created and that may be 
downloaded by users for transfer to their RS7000 by SCSI? Thanks from 
a greenie.
> 
> Best Wishes,
> 
> Dave 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> var 
lrec_URL="http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2028952.3504245.1261774/D=egrou
pweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/R=0/id=flashurl/*http://www.fullaccessm
edical.com/t/7428/211/2458684356";var 
lrec_flashfile="http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-
/flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429b.swf";var 
lrec_altURL="http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2028952.3504245.1261774/D=eg
roupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/R=1/id=altimgurl/*http://www.fullacc
essmedical.com/t/7428/211/2458684356";var 
lrec_altimg="http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-
/flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429.gif";var lrec_width=300;var 
lrec_height=250;on error resume nextSub banner_click_lrec_FSCommand
(ByVal command, ByVal args)call banner_click_lrec_DoFSCommand
(command, args)end sub
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
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> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5394|5394|2002-04-30 20:33:09|kelly644|Questions concerning RS7k & CS6x|
Are the drums sounds on the RS7K stereo or mono like on the CS6x?

Also, is the RS7k's synth architecture close to that of the CS6x, and 
what "rough" percentage of tones they share to gether (Meaning 
duplicate samples in CS6x and RS7k).

Thanks

- Kelly
| 5395|5341|2002-04-30 20:34:58|kelly644|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
You could also stick a mike outside it's reverb hole or nose it in 
the center an AMP speaker.

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., jeffrey shaver wrote:
> --- David Hyre wrote:
> > 
> > Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize
> > that the guitar will never retain its true sound
> > when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think
> > the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time
> > on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar
> > synthesizer? (to play the sounds that come with the
> > RS7000). I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo
> > pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be
> > installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am
> > getting now, just want to be able to get synth
> > sounds from the guitar. 
> > Best Wishes,
> > Dave
> > tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tiseven2002" 
> > wrote:
> > > Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized
> > music and just 
> > > wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar
> > into the RS7000 
> > and 
> > > have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's
> > sounds. Thanks in 
> > > advance.
> > > 
> > > All the Best, 
> > > 
> > > Dave
> > 
> > Erm...looking at the topic and on your question, I
> > would rather 
> > record your guitar with a HD-recorder like a Roland
> > VS890 or Tascam 
> > 788 and sync this HD-Recorder via MTC to the RS. The
> > other thing you 
> > can try is to sample your guitar-riffs into the RS,
> > i guess that is 
> > what you mean. Make sure you have enough sample-ram
> > for that. And you 
> > can´t use a guitar as MIDI-input, unless it´s a
> > special MIDI-guitar. 
> > But using the MIDI-guitar, won´t give you the
> > guitar-sound. So there 
> > is only those two ways, HD-record the guitar play
> > and synch it with 
> > the RS, or sample the guitar in your RS.
> > For guitar-players i would always rather recommend a
> > HD-recording 
> > system than a RS7000. Korg D12/1600 are also quite
> > good, or Akai 
> > DPS16.
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > 
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/


> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > 
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > First RS community on the net. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > Terms of Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > 
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > 
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > First RS community on the net. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> > Dear David,
> You E-mailed me by mistake, instead of Tom..
> But... Question.....
> How the heck do u enter chord changes in
> the RS7000??
> NOt Notes.. but chords... For example you
> are all done with your patterns, now you want to
> change chords like Am to D to C to a G
> you want the whole tune to be those 4
> chords.. so do you know how to enter the chord
> changes into the pattern??? 
> THank you,
> Closeshave
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
> http://health.yahoo.com

| 5396|5341|2002-04-30 20:58:56|David Hyre|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
Sorry Jeff, it was morning here in Japan. Eyes must have been a little blurred over. Thanks.
Dave
jeffrey shaver <closeshavestubble@yahoo.com> wrote: --- David Hyre wrote:

> 
> Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize
> that the guitar will never retain its true sound
> when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think
> the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time
> on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar
> synthesizer? (to play the sounds that come with the
> RS7000). I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo
> pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be
> installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am
> getting now, just want to be able to get synth
> sounds from the guitar. 
> Best Wishes,
> Dave
> tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tiseven2002" 
> wrote:
> > Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized
> music and just 
> > wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar
> into the RS7000 
> and 
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> > have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's
> sounds. Thanks in 
> > advance.
> > 
> > All the Best, 
> > 
> > Dave
> 
> Erm...looking at the topic and on your question, I
> would rather 
> record your guitar with a HD-recorder like a Roland
> VS890 or Tascam 
> 788 and sync this HD-Recorder via MTC to the RS. The
> other thing you 
> can try is to sample your guitar-riffs into the RS,
> i guess that is 
> what you mean. Make sure you have enough sample-ram
> for that. And you 
> can�t use a guitar as MIDI-input, unless it�s a
> special MIDI-guitar. 
> But using the MIDI-guitar, won�t give you the
> guitar-sound. So there 
> is only those two ways, HD-record the guitar play
> and synch it with 
> the RS, or sample the guitar in your RS.
> For guitar-players i would always rather recommend a
> HD-recording 
> system than a RS7000. Korg D12/1600 are also quite
> good, or Akai 
> DPS16.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - online filing with TurboTax
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> Dear David,

You E-mailed me by mistake, instead of Tom..
But... Question.....
How the heck do u enter chord changes in
the RS7000??
NOt Notes.. but chords... For example you
are all done with your patterns, now you want to
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change chords like Am to D to C to a G
you want the whole tune to be those 4
chords.. so do you know how to enter the chord
changes into the pattern??? 
THank you,
Closeshave

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5397|5378|2002-04-30 20:59:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> Hello Again,
> Just wondering if anyone has compared the features and available on 

line media of the RS7000 with that of the Roland Groove Box? 

Roland´s "Groovebox"line is pretty much out of date, compared with 
the RS. Neither soundquality or features are coming even close to the 
RS. I onced owned a MC303 and the sequencer is bad bad BAD! Not to 
mention the MIDI-clock stability was non-existent.

You may be able to download hundred of sounds for the Roland 
Groovebox, but that´s a fart compared to the sampling-option of the 
RS, where you can use ANY kind of sound and apply it to the RS-
synthesis-engine and FX´s. If you want, you can sample your own 
burping and with help of the the RS play some wild *Burp-
Trance*...try that on a Roland Groovebox...
| 5398|5341|2002-04-30 21:00:42|David Hyre|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|

> 
> Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize
> that the guitar will never retain its true sound
> when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think
> the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time
> on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar
> synthesizer? (to play the sounds that come with the
> RS7000). I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo
> pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be
> installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am
> getting now, just want to be able to get synth
> sounds from the guitar. 
> Best Wishes,
> Dave

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote: 

Erm...looking at the topic and on your question, I would rather 
record your guitar with a HD-recorder like a Roland VS890 or Tascam 
788 and sync this HD-Recorder via MTC to the RS. The other thing you 
can try is to sample your guitar-riffs into the RS, i guess that is 
what you mean. Make sure you have enough sample-ram for that. And you 
can�t use a guitar as MIDI-input, unless it�s a special MIDI-guitar. 
But using the MIDI-guitar, won�t give you the guitar-sound. So there 
is only those two ways, HD-record the guitar play and synch it with 
the RS, or sample the guitar in your RS.
For guitar-players i would always rather recommend a HD-recording 
system than a RS7000. Korg D12/1600 are also quite good, or Akai 
DPS16.
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5399|5391|2002-04-30 21:02:28|tompaulsen2002|Re: Controlling an external midi device via RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:

> Here's my senario: We have a Roland MC-505 that has different 

parts 

> of the same song on different "banks" (i don't know what they're 
> called for Roland. You have to turn the knob to get the 
> next "bank"). Each section of the song had to be split into these 
> different "banks". This is my question: could I use my RS7000 to 
> sequence the MC-505 to do the changes? 

Yes you can. You need to look in the MC505 manual what the CC or 
RPN/NRPN code for this "bank"change is. Than you have to type in 
that "bank"change on your RS (phrase-edit mode) and have the RS send 
it to the right MIDI-out channel and have the MC receive it on the 
right MIDI-in channel.
| 5400|5378|2002-04-30 21:02:45|David Hyre|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
I see, really had no idea. Thanks. I guess there is no bank of user-created material anywhere, is there? Pre-made songs and so forth? 
Cordially,
Dave
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote: --- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> Hello Again,
> Just wondering if anyone has compared the features and available on 

line media of the RS7000 with that of the Roland Groove Box? 

Roland�s "Groovebox"line is pretty much out of date, compared with 
the RS. Neither soundquality or features are coming even close to the 
RS. I onced owned a MC303 and the sequencer is bad bad BAD! Not to 
mention the MIDI-clock stability was non-existent.

You may be able to download hundred of sounds for the Roland 
Groovebox, but that�s a fart compared to the sampling-option of the 
RS, where you can use ANY kind of sound and apply it to the RS-
synthesis-engine and FX�s. If you want, you can sample your own 
burping and with help of the the RS play some wild *Burp-
Trance*...try that on a Roland Groovebox... 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5401|5341|2002-04-30 21:07:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
--- In RS7000@y..., jeffrey shaver wrote:

> --- David Hyre wrote:
> > 
> > Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize
> > that the guitar will never retain its true sound
> > when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think
> > the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time
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> > on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar
> > synthesizer? 

Hm, i don´t know. I would rather pick a virtual analogue synth for 
that purpose, but i am not a guitarist, maybe some of the other 
people here can help out...Robert?

(to play the sounds that come with the

> > RS7000). I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo
> > pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be
> > installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am
> > getting now, just want to be able to get synth
> > sounds from the guitar. 

Aren´t there out there some stompboxes that can do synth-sounds?
| 5402|5394|2002-04-30 21:13:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: Questions concerning RS7k & CS6x|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kelly644" wrote:

> Are the drums sounds on the RS7K stereo or mono like on the CS6x?

Hmmm, good question...i dunno...i would say stereo.

> Also, is the RS7k's synth architecture close to that of the CS6x, 

Not really. The CS6x has a four layer architecture, the RS only 2 
layer. The CS6x built-in phrase sampler is very basic, the RS sampler 
a bit more sophisticated and samples are much easier to use with the 
RS-synthesis engine and FX-units.

and 

> what "rough" percentage of tones they share to gether (Meaning 
> duplicate samples in CS6x and RS7k).

Ugh. AFAIK the CS6x has roughly like 256 sounds, right? The RS has 
more than a 1000, so i would say you will find a few sounds that the 
CS6x, EX5, S80 and MOTIF share, i guess mostly out of the pad and 
special-fx section.

Someone on the list has both, so maybe this person can do a 
comparison for us...
| 5403|5378|2002-04-30 21:18:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> I see, really had no idea. Thanks. I guess there is no bank of user-

created material anywhere, is there? Pre-made songs and so forth?

Yes there is, if you look in the "Remix" folder of the file-section 
of this group, you can find a couple of original RS-pattern for 
download.

But if you mean bank of user-created *sounds*. There´s none, since it 
is so easy to tweak your own sounds...and as i already said, if you 
don´t like the internal sounds, throw in some samples...zillions over 
zillions of sounds at your fingertip...
| 5404|5404|2002-04-30 21:23:20|tompaulsen2002|rs7000 sample looping enquiry |
Von: "Kundan, Malook" <Malook.Kundan@granadamedia.com> | Adresse 
blockieren | Zum Adreßbuch hinzufügen 
Betreff: rs7000 sample looping enquiry 

Datum: Tue, 30 Apr 2002 14:23:04 -0000 

hello there 

i'm having trouble looping a breakbeat wav sample on the yamaha 
rs7000. 
the
loop keeps clipping or there is a a little blip when looping. this 
even
happen on a wav file taken from a cd rom. what it the best way of 
sequencing
the looped sample? do i record the note in step record, or do i do it 
in
realtime record and edit the notes afterwards.
any help would be appriecated

thanks

malook
| 5405|5404|2002-04-30 21:23:40|tompaulsen2002|rs7000 sample looping enquiry |
Von: "Kundan, Malook" <Malook.Kundan@granadamedia.com> | Adresse 
blockieren | Zum Adreßbuch hinzufügen 
Betreff: rs7000 sample looping enquiry 

Datum: Tue, 30 Apr 2002 14:23:04 -0000 
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hello there 

i'm having trouble looping a breakbeat wav sample on the yamaha 
rs7000. 
the
loop keeps clipping or there is a a little blip when looping. this 
even
happen on a wav file taken from a cd rom. what it the best way of 
sequencing
the looped sample? do i record the note in step record, or do i do it 
in
realtime record and edit the notes afterwards.
any help would be appriecated

thanks

malook
| 5406|5394|2002-04-30 21:39:30|kelly644|Re: Questions concerning RS7k & CS6x|
"Ugh. AFAIK the CS6x has roughly like 256 sounds, right?"

Actually, it has pretty close to 500 samples built in.

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "kelly644" wrote:
> > Are the drums sounds on the RS7K stereo or mono like on the CS6x?
> Hmmm, good question...i dunno...i would say stereo.
> 
> 
> > Also, is the RS7k's synth architecture close to that of the CS6x, 
> Not really. The CS6x has a four layer architecture, the RS only 2 
> layer. The CS6x built-in phrase sampler is very basic, the RS 
sampler 
> a bit more sophisticated and samples are much easier to use with 
the 
> RS-synthesis engine and FX-units.
> 
> and 
> > what "rough" percentage of tones they share to gether (Meaning 
> > duplicate samples in CS6x and RS7k).
> Ugh. AFAIK the CS6x has roughly like 256 sounds, right? The RS has 
> more than a 1000, so i would say you will find a few sounds that 
the 
> CS6x, EX5, S80 and MOTIF share, i guess mostly out of the pad and 
> special-fx section.
> 
> Someone on the list has both, so maybe this person can do a 
> comparison for us...

| 5407|5341|2002-05-01 00:14:51|David Hyre|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
There sure are some stompboxes out there, but I have enough gear to carry around as it is. Don't want to add any more if I don't have to. Anyway, from
the way everyone talks about the RS7000, the stompboxes would have to sound like _ _ _ _ by comparison. 
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote: --- In RS7000@y..., jeffrey shaver wrote:

> --- David Hyre wrote:
> > 
> > Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize
> > that the guitar will never retain its true sound
> > when plugged directly into the RS7000. Do you think
> > the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time
> > on-stage input from a guitar as a guitar
> > synthesizer? 

Hm, i don�t know. I would rather pick a virtual analogue synth for 
that purpose, but i am not a guitarist, maybe some of the other 
people here can help out...Robert?

(to play the sounds that come with the

> > RS7000). I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo
> > pickup bridge) and I understand a midi jack could be
> > installed. I am happy with the guitar sounds I am
> > getting now, just want to be able to get synth
> > sounds from the guitar. 

Aren�t there out there some stompboxes that can do synth-sounds?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5408|5378|2002-05-01 00:18:31|David Hyre|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
Thanks. I was thinking more along the line of the entire keyboard section of a song, the entire bass, guitar, what have you to get some instant backup
during songs. It's ideal to have real musicians as backup, but not always feasible.
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote: --- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> I see, really had no idea. Thanks. I guess there is no bank of user-

created material anywhere, is there? Pre-made songs and so forth?

Yes there is, if you look in the "Remix" folder of the file-section 
of this group, you can find a couple of original RS-pattern for 
download.

But if you mean bank of user-created *sounds*. There�s none, since it 
is so easy to tweak your own sounds...and as i already said, if you 
don�t like the internal sounds, throw in some samples...zillions over 
zillions of sounds at your fingertip...
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5409|5378|2002-05-01 01:59:28|Giotto|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|

> Thanks. I was thinking more along the line of the entire keyboard 
>section of a song, the entire bass, guitar, what have you to get 
>some instant backup during songs. It's ideal to have real musicians 
>as backup, but not always feasible.

If you're looking for accompanyment, the RS will allow you to create 
your own back up very easily. But what you seem to be asking for, 
songs other people created so you can use them for your own 
performances, is a little odd, at least in the RS world. The other 
thing is, what are you playing? Guitar or keys or something? 
Although it's versatile, the RS synth section is geared toward urban 
styles...hip-hop, ragga, dance, house, trance, breakbeat, industrial, 
etc. If you are looking for low-effort accompanyment (ie, a virtual 
band in the background) the RS may not be for you, especially if you 
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just want to play along with general midi songs or something.

I'd get a heavy duty general midi tone generator (Korg NX5R, Yamaha 
MU80) for example, and download general midi arrangements of popular 
songs. You could then play along with just about any popular tune 
ever written.

Giotto
| 5410|5378|2002-05-01 03:23:25|David Hyre|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
I get it. I am a guitarist. The sounds are more than versatile enough. What you are suggesting sounds much better for accompaniment, although I wonder if
the sound quality on those other models is as good as that of the RS7000? Thanks.
Best Wishes,
David
Giotto <giotto@mindspring.com> wrote: > Thanks. I was thinking more along the line of the entire keyboard 

>section of a song, the entire bass, guitar, what have you to get 
>some instant backup during songs. It's ideal to have real musicians 
>as backup, but not always feasible.

If you're looking for accompanyment, the RS will allow you to create 
your own back up very easily. But what you seem to be asking for, 
songs other people created so you can use them for your own 
performances, is a little odd, at least in the RS world. The other 
thing is, what are you playing? Guitar or keys or something? 
Although it's versatile, the RS synth section is geared toward urban 
styles...hip-hop, ragga, dance, house, trance, breakbeat, industrial, 
etc. If you are looking for low-effort accompanyment (ie, a virtual 
band in the background) the RS may not be for you, especially if you 
just want to play along with general midi songs or something.

I'd get a heavy duty general midi tone generator (Korg NX5R, Yamaha 
MU80) for example, and download general midi arrangements of popular 
songs. You could then play along with just about any popular tune 
ever written.

Giotto
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5411|5385|2002-05-01 05:42:35|Ian Vine|Re: Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|
I have had similar problems using a Kenton Control
Freak. The controller was sending midi cc 7 (volume)
to the corresponding midi channel e.g. slider 1 sends
volume to channel 1, slider 2 to channel 2...

The problem was sorted out using the echo back
setting, but I can't remember what I set it to. I
thought it was RecMon. I use the REcMon setting so
that whatever RS track I select the correct midi
channel is sent out regardless of what channel my
master keyboard is set to. 

Try different Echo Back settings and make sure you
slider box is outputting cc7 on different channels. It
does work. Honest

IanV

--- Bryan Rodgers wrote:

hey all, I just purchased a Niche Automation Station
for live use along side

the RS. I bought it mainly to use as a 'mixing device'

mailto:giotto@mindspring.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/


(to control the RS'

volume for each channel. CC #7)

The problem I'm having, is that the controller only
effects what channel you

have selected on the RS.

RS Setup:

Now I've tried switching up the midi setup, ECHO BACK
on the RS from REC MON

to OFF. Which I thought would've taken care of it. But
didn't, or rather it

did, but not the way I hoped (read below)

AS Setup:

You can set the System Channel from 1-16. They suggest
in the manual to set

it to the channel you use most frequently. So, I tried
all channels, but

then the RS only responds to the System Channels
Setting (with RS REC MON

off). (in the world of midi, is 01 still not
Omni??)

I was hoping that some of you may have a Peavey or
other controller setup

with RS and could shed some light.

Thanks.

B

< href="http://www.digitalrays.ca/">http://www.digitalrays.ca/>
href="http://www.digitalrays.ca">http://www.digitalrays.ca

[Non-text portions of this message have been
removed]
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| 5412|5404|2002-05-01 06:10:46|Ian Vine|Re: rs7000 sample looping enquiry|
Sounds like you haven't got the tempo of the rs and
the loop matched. 

There is a pretty good guide to sampling (plus a fair
bit of marketing for yamaha products) on
www.yamahasynth.com

goto http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/a5000/index.html

and you'll find a link to "sampler hanbook" 

Also read through the manual section on loop slicing.

IanV
--- tompaulsen2002 wrote:

Von: "Kundan, Malook"
| Adresse 

blockieren | Zum Adre�buch hinzuf�gen 

Betreff: rs7000 sample looping enquiry 

Datum: Tue, 30 Apr 2002 14:23:04 -0000 

         



hello there 

i'm having trouble looping a breakbeat wav sample on
the yamaha 

rs7000. 

the

loop keeps clipping or there is a a little blip when
looping. this 

even

happen on a wav file taken from a cd rom. what it the
best way of 

sequencing

the looped sample? do i record the note in step
record, or do i do it 

in

realtime record and edit the notes afterwards.

any help would be appriecated

thanks

malook
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| 5413|5385|2002-05-01 07:31:32|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|
I've tried the different echo back settings, but no real success.

I have the Automation Station set up from slider 1(controlling midi ch1) to
slider 16 (controlling midi ch16), all sending CC7.

With ECHO BACK set to REC MON, it only receives on the channel selected on
the RS.

With ECHO BACK set to anything else, it only receives on the SYSTEM CH set
on the AS.

Man, I'm at a loss here...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Ian Vine [mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2002 7:43 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device

I have had similar problems using a Kenton Control
Freak. The controller was sending midi cc 7 (volume)
to the corresponding midi channel e.g. slider 1 sends
volume to channel 1, slider 2 to channel 2...

The problem was sorted out using the echo back
setting, but I can't remember what I set it to. I
thought it was RecMon. I use the REcMon setting so
that whatever RS track I select the correct midi
channel is sent out regardless of what channel my
master keyboard is set to. 

Try different Echo Back settings and make sure you
slider box is outputting cc7 on different channels. It
does work. Honest

IanV

--- Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> wrote:

hey all, I just purchased a Niche Automation Station
for live use along side

the RS. I bought it mainly to use as a 'mixing device'
(to control the RS'

volume for each channel. CC #7)

The problem I'm having, is that the controller only
effects what channel you

have selected on the RS.

RS Setup:

Now I've tried switching up the midi setup, ECHO BACK
on the RS from REC MON

to OFF. Which I thought would've taken care of it. But
didn't, or rather it

did, but not the way I hoped (read below)

AS Setup:

You can set the System Channel from 1-16. They suggest
in the manual to set

it to the channel you use most frequently. So, I tried
all channels, but

then the RS only responds to the System Channels
Setting (with RS REC MON

off). (in the world of midi, is 01 still not
Omni??)

mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca


I was hoping that some of you may have a Peavey or
other controller setup

with RS and could shed some light.

Thanks.

B
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5414|5414|2002-05-01 08:26:27|modestmousest|new user, still having chord trouble...|
I just got the rs7000 a week ago and I still don't know how to select 
full chord types. Example: how do I make an A note into an A maj 7th 
chord without programming each note? I could do this on the QY70 fine 
but am stumped here. thanks for any suggestions.
Todd
| 5415|5414|2002-05-01 08:42:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new user, still having chord trouble...|
On Wednesday 01 May 2002 16:23, modestmousest wrote:

> I just got the rs7000 a week ago and I still don't know how to
> select full chord types. Example: how do I make an A note into an
> A maj 7th chord without programming each note? I could do this on
> the QY70 fine but am stumped here. thanks for any suggestions.

The RS doesn't support chord tracks, as can be found on the QY 
series of sequencers.

- Robert
| 5416|5414|2002-05-01 09:29:48|modestmousest|Re: new user, still having chord trouble...|
Thanks Robert, but if it doesn't support chord tracks how can I make 
chord changes from a finished pattern?
Thanks again, Todd

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 01 May 2002 16:23, modestmousest wrote:
> > I just got the rs7000 a week ago and I still don't know how to
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> > select full chord types. Example: how do I make an A note into an
> > A maj 7th chord without programming each note? I could do this on
> > the QY70 fine but am stumped here. thanks for any suggestions.
> 
> The RS doesn't support chord tracks, as can be found on the QY 
> series of sequencers.
> 
> - Robert

| 5417|5378|2002-05-01 10:20:10|tompaulsen2002|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> I get it. I am a guitarist. The sounds are more than versatile 

enough. 

Or as a accompany you can also take a look at those HD-recorder, the 
Korg D12, Zoom MRS-xx-series offer basic drummachine and bassline 
functions too. Combine this with a MIDI-sequencer like a QY100 or 
QY700 and you have a good band as well. About the soundquality, well 
get a s/h Tonegenerator (TG) like a Roland SC880 or Korg N1r, or a 
Yamaha MU100. The RS indeed offers more modern, more electronic-music 
orientated material, but for that purpose, you can get a Emu XL1 rack-
TG.
| 5418|5378|2002-05-01 10:52:25|Giotto|Re: Roland Groove VS. RS7000|

> I get it. I am a guitarist. The sounds are more than versatile 
>enough. What you are suggesting sounds much better for 
>accompaniment, although I wonder if the sound quality on those other 
>models is as good as that of the RS7000? Thanks.
>Best Wishes,
>David

They are very capable synths, they just have a lot of General Midi 
support built into them. If you like the way Yamaha builds sounds in 
the RS you will probably like the way they build sounds in their 
MU80. Korg, and Roland are also very good sound designers.

Giotto
| 5419|5404|2002-05-01 11:07:54|wasted/su700fan|Please turn off HTML mail. Was RE: [RS7000] rs7000 sample looping e|
No offense meant to the people who posted the last few messages on this
list, but those posting in HTML could you PLEASE turn OFF HTML MAIL! It
is very annoying and bad internet etiquette to have HTML mail in USENET
and mailing list postings. Especially with mailing list postings, where
people receive individual messages. Viruses can be opened up via HTML
attachments. For those who don't know what I mean, see the HTML headers
in an example below. Thanks in advance.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

P.S. And another thing, when replying to others messages it is
considerate to delete all the extra crap that Yahoo Groups & other
providers put on the bottom of each message every time one is sent to
the group. After 3-4 replies to a message there's more Yahoo
Advertisements on the bottom then the actual message.

Note: not singling out anybody here. Perhaps we have some newbies to
the Internet on this list who aren't aware of such Netiquette. Forgive
my rant for those who know better. Now back to the RS7k. :)

-----Original Message Example HTML-----

Von: "Kundan, Malook" <Malook.Kundan@granadamedia.com> |
Adresse 
blockieren | Zum Adreßbuch hinzufügen 

Betreff: rs7000 sample looping enquiry 

Datum: Tue, 30 Apr 2002 14:23:04 -0000 

         

hello there 
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i'm having trouble looping a breakbeat wav sample on
the yamaha 

rs7000. 

the

loop keeps clipping or there is a a little blip when
looping. this 

even

happen on a wav file taken from a cd rom. what it the
best way of 

sequencing

the looped sample? do i record the note in step
record, or do i do it 

in

realtime record and edit the notes afterwards.

any help would be appriecated

thanks

malook

| 5420|5414|2002-05-01 11:32:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new user, still having chord trouble...|
On Wednesday 01 May 2002 17:28, modestmousest wrote:

> Thanks Robert, but if it doesn't support chord tracks how can I
> make chord changes from a finished pattern?

I used to have a QY700 and I know what you mean, but afaik, this 
trick is not possible on the RS. If it were, you should be able to 
tell the phrase in what key its midi notes were recorded, and nothing 
like that is done in the RS.

That's one of the differences between the QY series of sequencers and 
the Rm1x/RS7k series. The QY version is much more powerfull.

So the only thing I can think of (apart from recording it again) is 
transposing a copy of the phrase to another key, which is not the 
same and chaging a phrase *live* from C to Gmin7, I know.

- Robert
| 5421|5341|2002-05-01 15:26:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
On Saturday 27 April 2002 07:05, tiseven2002 wrote:

> Hello Everyone, I am completely new to synthesized music and just
> wanted to know what I have to do to play a guitar into the RS7000
> and have the guitar come out as one of the RS7000's sounds. Thanks
> in advance.

To use a (stringed) guitar as an input device for midi instruments, 
you must:

1) Equip the guitar with a Roland GK2a hexaphonic pickup, or buy one 
of the 'Roland-ready' guitars that have a GK2a compatible 13-pin 
output socket built in.

2) Get a guitar-to-midi converter that translates the signal from the 
GK2a pickup to a midi signal. Some of these converters also have an 
internal synth engine added, like the Roland GR-30 and newer GR-33 
guitar synths. 

With the setup above you can control any midi device, including the 
RS. Note however that the conversion is not without problem. Tracking 
speed and accuracy are well known problems, among others. Some 
systems work better than others.

There also another path possible, using a guitar described in 1) 
above. The Roland VG-8ex and newer VG-88 virtual guitar converters 
take the signal from the GK2a pickup and fold it - using fast DSP 
algorithms - into other guitar sounds, including guitar, amp and 
speaker modelling. No midi is produced by these units, but some synth 
sounds can be generated by them.

I used to have a GR-30, but am now using a VG8ex.

- Robert
| 5422|5385|2002-05-01 15:26:56|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|



Robert, I'm open to any thoughts you have...?

;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2002 9:31 AM
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device

I've tried the different echo back settings, but no real success.

I have the Automation Station set up from slider 1(controlling midi ch1) to
slider 16 (controlling midi ch16), all sending CC7.

With ECHO BACK set to REC MON, it only receives on the channel selected on
the RS.

With ECHO BACK set to anything else, it only receives on the SYSTEM CH set
on the AS.

Man, I'm at a loss here...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Ian Vine [mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2002 7:43 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device

I have had similar problems using a Kenton Control
Freak. The controller was sending midi cc 7 (volume)
to the corresponding midi channel e.g. slider 1 sends
volume to channel 1, slider 2 to channel 2...

The problem was sorted out using the echo back
setting, but I can't remember what I set it to. I
thought it was RecMon. I use the REcMon setting so
that whatever RS track I select the correct midi
channel is sent out regardless of what channel my
master keyboard is set to. 

Try different Echo Back settings and make sure you
slider box is outputting cc7 on different channels. It
does work. Honest

IanV

--- Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> wrote:

hey all, I just purchased a Niche Automation Station
for live use along side

the RS. I bought it mainly to use as a 'mixing device'
(to control the RS'

volume for each channel. CC #7)

The problem I'm having, is that the controller only
effects what channel you

have selected on the RS.

RS Setup:

Now I've tried switching up the midi setup, ECHO BACK
on the RS from REC MON

to OFF. Which I thought would've taken care of it. But
didn't, or rather it

did, but not the way I hoped (read below)

AS Setup:

You can set the System Channel from 1-16. They suggest
in the manual to set

it to the channel you use most frequently. So, I tried

mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:brodgers@ofdc.on.ca


all channels, but

then the RS only responds to the System Channels
Setting (with RS REC MON

off). (in the world of midi, is 01 still not
Omni??)

I was hoping that some of you may have a Peavey or
other controller setup

with RS and could shed some light.

Thanks.

B
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5423|5353|2002-05-01 15:29:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: saving to SCSI|
On Monday 29 April 2002 15:07, Gert Van Rillaer wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have my RS7000 connected to my PC via SCSI. This way I can easily
> import samples from the computer. I just place them on a small SCSI
> drive I have in the PC (formatted via RS7000 but XP recognizes it).
> I also wanted to use this disk to save RS7000 files on, but that
> doesn't always seem to work.
>
> When I save something from RS7000 to this disk, I cannot see these
> files on the computer. When I restart the computer, the files
> appear. But not always!? Sometimes the files are just gone.
> Anyone know what's going on?

What's going on is a conflict between Windows and the RS, both of 
them using the drive. Both of these systems do not accept the idea 
that another one is modifying the files and direcories on the disk. 
To reduce the problems, make sure than only one of them is accessing 
the disk. So if you want to use the disk from the RS, make sure that 
Windows does not see the disk in any way: no open apps using the 
disk, no explorer windows showing the disk, etc.

- Robert
| 5424|5387|2002-05-01 15:32:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: entering chord changes into record mode|
On Tuesday 30 April 2002 20:00, closeshavestubble wrote:

> Top o' the day, people,
> How do you enter chord changes into the pattern chain. For
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> example... you can press the transpose butto and play the
> changes on the keyboard.. but.. it won9t record therm. Why and
> how can i do this? Also.. if anyone is familiar with the QY 70....
> you can c=hange chords in 2 ways.1...you can enter them directly
> in real time from the keyboard.. 2 or.. you can program them in...
> i'm sure you can do it with the RS700o.. but i can't figure it
> out!!. any help would be greatly appreciated
> .. Thank you, Closeshavestubble

See my recent posting on this subject.

- Robert
| 5425|5388|2002-05-01 15:36:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Assigning the sampling input to NO output...|
On Tuesday 30 April 2002 20:21, sensualemporer wrote:

> I have a room full of sound generators and most have their own
> speaker/monitor set-up. The RS-7000 likewise has its own
> speaker/monitor set-up.
>
> When I want to sample something, I send the signal to the RS-7000
> and turn up the red/orange knob to set the level, but then the
> sound comes out the RS-7000 speakers too. This is not good,
> because now the sound is coming out of two different sets of
> speakers and can easily feedback and not sound the way I want it
> to.
>
> Turning off the original set of speakers/monitors is not an option
> because I may be micing it...therefore I need to stop the signal
> from coming out of the RS-7000 speakers. I CANNOT turn the RS-7000
> speakers off or turn the RS-7000 volume down because the rest of
> the sequence is coming out there and I do not want to alter that.
>
> I looked for this option last night, but could not do it
> successfully.

You're using multiple sets of monitors? Weird. ;)
Anyway, if you can't turn off the sound of the source (my first 
option), *maybe* you can try to turn down the volume of the currently 
selected track on the RS. I don't think it will work, but maybe we're 
lucky. Haven't tried it yet. 

I sample on the RS through a mixing board, and simply mute the source 
signal on the board.

- Robert
| 5426|5394|2002-05-01 15:39:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Questions concerning RS7k & CS6x|
On Wednesday 01 May 2002 04:32, kelly644 wrote:

> Are the drums sounds on the RS7K stereo or mono like on the CS6x?

Afaik, they're mono samples, but panned into a stereo image.

- Robert
| 5427|5385|2002-05-01 15:42:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|
On Wednesday 01 May 2002 23:26, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Robert, I'm open to any thoughts you have...?

I'll get back to this one tomorrow. Need to try this first.

- Robert
| 5428|5385|2002-05-01 19:12:03|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|
Proof that alcohol is a good thing:

It works now, thanks to a Smirnoff Ice and an empty stomach ;)

ECHO BACK set to off. Reinitialized the Automation Station (by accident in
my drunken stupor...heh heh, jk.)

Why it works now, and didn't before... ...???

Thanks for your help guys.

Peace,
B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 01/05/02 5:41 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device

On Wednesday 01 May 2002 23:26, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Robert, I'm open to any thoughts you have...?

I'll get back to this one tomorrow. Need to try this first.

- Robert
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| 5429|5429|2002-05-01 19:16:31|retrobeats|Does the RS7000 Generate Time Code>>?|
I know it doesn't generate MTC, however, when the RS is the master, 
what time code is it sending?

I would like to synch this to Acid 3.0, Gigasampler and Nuendo.

Thanks

retroz
| 5430|5429|2002-05-02 00:00:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RS7000 Generate Time Code>>?|
On Thursday 02 May 2002 03:15, retrobeats wrote:

> I know it doesn't generate MTC, however, when the RS is the master,
> what time code is it sending?
>
> I would like to synch this to Acid 3.0, Gigasampler and Nuendo.

The RS slaves to MTC in song mode, not in Pattern mode.
The RS generates MIDI Clock in all situations, which could be enough 
to feed the softies mentioned above. You'll have to check their 
manuals.

- Robert
| 5431|5431|2002-05-02 05:10:51|arveyman|Man! this machine rocks...|
(again) i feel like paying tribute to the peeps who designed this 
incredible machine! The quality of the productions i get from this 
machine are at a very very high standard (sonically)!!

Just wanted to show my amazement again...

Arv
| 5432|5385|2002-05-02 05:12:03|Ian Vine|Re: Problem: Controlling RS via external midi device|
It works now because your perception of the world
around you has changed i.e. you weren't rat arsed it
didn't work, trashed and hey presto it works.

Seriously I think the problem was down to the AS using
its global midi channel rahter than the slider's midi
channel. I guess reinitialising sorted that out.

IanV

--- Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> wrote:

Proof that alcohol is a good thing:

It works now, thanks to a Smirnoff Ice and an empty
stomach ;)

ECHO BACK set to off. Reinitialized the Automation
Station (by accident in

my drunken stupor...heh heh, jk.)
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Why it works now, and didn't before... ...???

Thanks for your help guys.

Peace,

B

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
| 5433|5388|2002-05-02 06:23:39|sensualemporer|Re: Assigning the sampling input to NO output...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> You're using multiple sets of monitors? Weird. ;)

yeah, One monitor for the RS-7000 and other electronic gizmos and 
another one is my bass amp. The bass always comes out the bass amp. 
Now, if I wanna sample the bass, then it comes out the bass amp AND 
the RS-7000 monitor (twice as loud). I could mute the bass amp while 
I sample, which is your suggestion, but what if I was micing the bass 
amp for my sound?

Something doesnt seem right here...with the flexibility of 
routing/mixing the sampler signal in the RS-7000.

I guess all I'm saying is this...when you run a recording session, 
the recorder level (sampler level) is always set independently from 
the monitor/headphone level. This way you can adjust the level you 
actually HEAR independently from the level that goes to tape. This 
allows you to record a nice hot signal, but put the sound in the 
monitor mix where it is supposed to be.

You can't do this on the RS-7000.
(I know the RS-7000 is no multitracker, but it is very useful to set 
the monitor level independently from the record level, which is why 
I'm asking).

ducking back into the bush,
frenchy
| 5434|5388|2002-05-02 06:50:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Assigning the sampling input to NO output...|
On Thursday 02 May 2002 14:23, sensualemporer wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > You're using multiple sets of monitors? Weird. ;)
>
> yeah, One monitor for the RS-7000 and other electronic gizmos and
> another one is my bass amp. The bass always comes out the bass
> amp. Now, if I wanna sample the bass, then it comes out the bass
> amp AND the RS-7000 monitor (twice as loud). I could mute the bass
> amp while I sample, which is your suggestion, but what if I was
> micing the bass amp for my sound?
>
> Something doesnt seem right here...with the flexibility of
> routing/mixing the sampler signal in the RS-7000.

I agree. My Emu sampler has a monitor level feature, and I vaguely 
remember that the a3000 and a4000 samplers had it too. Tried some 
tricks, but nothing helps so far, the RS insists on sending out the 
sampled signal (in sample mode).

- Robert
| 5435|5341|2002-05-02 07:02:18|sensualemporer|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
--- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize that the guitar 
>will never retain its true sound when plugged directly into the 
>RS7000. 

I'm not sure if you are talking audio or midi here. If you are 
talking audio, then by plugging into the RS7000 you can sample the 
exact electronic audio signal that would normally go to your amp. If 
it sounds good coming out of your amp, then it should sound good 
coming out of your RS7000. It may sound different though because the 
rs7000 speaker is probably different from your guitar amp speaker.

If you are talking midi, then it totally depends on the synth voice 
you use...but then you want it to sound different than the original, 
right?

http://health.yahoo.com/


>Do you think the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time on-stage 
>input from a guitar as a guitar synthesizer? (to play the sounds 
>that come with the RS7000).

That totally depends on your audio->midi converter. I will refer to 
this as the brain. In answer to your question, the RS7000 is 
absolutely acceptable for realtime onstage midi input, just like any 
sound module would be. The problem here is the brain. There has 
always been problems with accurately tracking guitar audio and 
converting it to midi. The Roland GI-10 is very popular in the cheap 
price range because it can take a normal 1/4" guitar signal and do a 
reasonable job if you play a certain way. More expensive units like 
the Axon system use special pick-ups and cost alot. They still have 
their limitations. You have to be careful how you play and they 
still have a hard time with low frequencies (bad for bass players). 
So the audio->midi brain is really the shady link here. Once it is 
midi then the RS-7000 can kick ass. The RS7000 cannot do the audio-

>midi converting for you. I never tried any of the audio->midi 

converters because of money issues, but I am saving for Harvey 
Starr's innovative solution. He eliminates the quirky audio->midi 
brain part of things and allows you to play a guitar-like midi 
instrument directly called the ztar. It is my dream instrument, but, 
alas, it too is very expensive.

>I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo pickup bridge) and I 
>understand a midi jack could be installed. I am happy with the 
>guitar sounds I am getting now, just want to be able to get synth 
>sounds from the guitar. 
> Best Wishes,
> Dave

Retrofitting your existing guitar into an audio->midi set-up may or 
maynot be frustrating. I wish you luck and I predict that there will 
be limitations causing you to at least modify your playing style to 
make it work. I hope you take over the world with your sounds.

The stomp boxes that people were referring to dont trigger midi synth 
sounds, but rather twist and mangle your guitar audio signal into a 
synth-type sounding thing. This is completely different from 
triggering a midi synth sound module with midi.

goodluck,
frenchy
| 5436|5431|2002-05-02 07:20:56|sensualemporer|Re: Man! this machine rocks...|
Ok, lemme see a pointer to one of your mp3s. You have sparked my 
curiosity to this very very high standard. My productions are just 
standard so far.

still drivin,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> (again) i feel like paying tribute to the peeps who designed this 
> incredible machine! The quality of the productions i get from this 
> machine are at a very very high standard (sonically)!!
> 
> Just wanted to show my amazement again...
> 
> 
> Arv

| 5437|5388|2002-05-02 07:24:57|sensualemporer|Re: Assigning the sampling input to NO output...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I agree. My Emu sampler has a monitor level feature, and I vaguely 
> remember that the a3000 and a4000 samplers had it too. Tried some 
> tricks, but nothing helps so far, the RS insists on sending out the 
> sampled signal (in sample mode).
> 
> - Robert

thx for looking into it robert. I thought you would be able to pick 
the outputs so that you could send the audio in somewhere special 
when you have the output upgrade, but nothing, no assignment option.

I still love the rs7000 though.
frenchy
| 5438|5341|2002-05-02 07:32:49|David Hyre|Re: Guitar As Midi Input|
Very helpful. Thanks so much. I thought that guitar into midi was much more advanced. Maybe one day they'll get all of this Pentium power that's
available into these devices. 
Take Care,
Dave
sensualemporer <sensualemporer@hotmail.com> wrote: --- In RS7000@y..., David Hyre wrote:

> 
> Thanks so much for your help, Tom. Now I realize that the guitar 
>will never retain its true sound when plugged directly into the 

mailto:sensualemporer@hotmail.com


>RS7000. 

I'm not sure if you are talking audio or midi here. If you are 
talking audio, then by plugging into the RS7000 you can sample the 
exact electronic audio signal that would normally go to your amp. If 
it sounds good coming out of your amp, then it should sound good 
coming out of your RS7000. It may sound different though because the 
rs7000 speaker is probably different from your guitar amp speaker.

If you are talking midi, then it totally depends on the synth voice 
you use...but then you want it to sound different than the original, 
right?

>Do you think the RS7000 would be acceptable for real-time on-stage 
>input from a guitar as a guitar synthesizer? (to play the sounds 
>that come with the RS7000).

That totally depends on your audio->midi converter. I will refer to 
this as the brain. In answer to your question, the RS7000 is 
absolutely acceptable for realtime onstage midi input, just like any 
sound module would be. The problem here is the brain. There has 
always been problems with accurately tracking guitar audio and 
converting it to midi. The Roland GI-10 is very popular in the cheap 
price range because it can take a normal 1/4" guitar signal and do a 
reasonable job if you play a certain way. More expensive units like 
the Axon system use special pick-ups and cost alot. They still have 
their limitations. You have to be careful how you play and they 
still have a hard time with low frequencies (bad for bass players). 
So the audio->midi brain is really the shady link here. Once it is 
midi then the RS-7000 can kick ass. The RS7000 cannot do the audio-

>midi converting for you. I never tried any of the audio->midi 

converters because of money issues, but I am saving for Harvey 
Starr's innovative solution. He eliminates the quirky audio->midi 
brain part of things and allows you to play a guitar-like midi 
instrument directly called the ztar. It is my dream instrument, but, 
alas, it too is very expensive.

>I have a guitar with an X-Bridge (piezo pickup bridge) and I 
>understand a midi jack could be installed. I am happy with the 
>guitar sounds I am getting now, just want to be able to get synth 
>sounds from the guitar. 
> Best Wishes,
> Dave

Retrofitting your existing guitar into an audio->midi set-up may or 
maynot be frustrating. I wish you luck and I predict that there will 
be limitations causing you to at least modify your playing style to 
make it work. I hope you take over the world with your sounds.

The stomp boxes that people were referring to dont trigger midi synth 
sounds, but rather twist and mangle your guitar audio signal into a 
synth-type sounding thing. This is completely different from 
triggering a midi synth sound module with midi.

goodluck,
frenchy
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> > Tried some tricks, but nothing helps so far, the RS insists on
> > sending out the sampled signal (in sample mode).
> >
> > - Robert
>
> thx for looking into it robert. I thought you would be able to
> pick the outputs so that you could send the audio in somewhere
> special when you have the output upgrade, but nothing, no
> assignment option.

In that case, you could send all track to a pair of sep. outputs and 
ignore whatever is coming out of the main outputs (the sampler 
output). The price is losing the effects. Hmm, not a good idea.

- Robert
| 5440|5440|2002-05-02 12:05:07|r_s_7_k|Does Anybody know of a Software program with Loop Remix function l|
I know there are programs that slice loops up, but are there any that 
remix the slices like the rs7000 does on it's own by making 
variations of the loop slices? is this something recycle does, or 
does it only slice, i'm not talking about doing it manually i'm 
talking about doing it automaticly like the Rs.
| 5441|5440|2002-05-02 12:36:32|kussersmith|Re: Does Anybody know of a Software program with Loop Remix functi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> I know there are programs that slice loops up, but are there any 

that 

> remix the slices like the rs7000 does on it's own by making 
> variations of the loop slices? is this something recycle does, or 
> does it only slice, i'm not talking about doing it manually i'm 
> talking about doing it automaticly like the Rs.

There's this old program called Z-Amen that takes a loop, chops it 
into how many ever pieces you want and randomly shuffles it into how 
many measures you want. it only werks with mono samples and people 
have complained about the sound quality. i think its pretty nifty. 
its a little standlone program for the PC and you can probably find 
it on the web. hope this helps

left
kusser
| 5442|5442|2002-05-02 12:59:31|flatron7000|transpose?|
I import a midi-file(on channel 9),when I try to transpose it (with 
the transpose button) nothing happens. What do I wrong?

Greetzzz 

Flatron, 

http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
| 5443|5443|2002-05-02 13:26:18|basicchannel9092001|WAV file ploblm. This is MY FAULT... NOT RS|
Then, this problem was solvable as a result of various verification.

I think this is [naming probrem]!

That it is what "was not named" made clear the cause that a WAV file 
was not able to read.

Although I should have named the sample voice in which the sample 
sampled personally is contained, I neglected it. 
It has been noticed previously that this is the cause. 
(The WAV file will have been recognized if the sample voice 
containing a WAV file was named!)

Although "the problem which will be displayed as No Data if a phrase 
is edited without naming" was written in before, it is just thought 
that it is the same phenomenon as it.

Anyway,thank you robert and tom for reply! 
This is my foult completly;-(

I will tries hard to read a manual carefully further after this.

P.S sorrry for my badbad english.Although RS7000 is made in Japan, it 
does not have in Japan the place where exact information is acquired 
like this place. Although study must also be carried out about 
RS7000, I MUST study English simultaneously:-)
| 5444|5444|2002-05-02 15:19:54|retrobeats|Am I stupid? realtime recording question|
Hey all. ..

What's the best way to record my pattern changes (i.e switching from 
SECTIONS, Transposing ) etc, etc, into a song or pattern.

i.e. I want to create some 30 second cues and can't seem to figure 
out from the manual.

Thanks
| 5445|1589|2002-05-02 21:31:52|diefaktorei|RS-7000|
Hey guys, was hoping someone would be able to help with a problem. I 
am a new user and I've tried unsuccessfully to sample from a 
keyboard, the sound while recording sounds great, but when I audition 
the sample it is faint and worse, it fades out over time, anyone 
every encountered this problem? It sounds like a fade algorithm is 
running on it or something. I followed the instructions closely, have 
the synth turned up full, the record vol full on. Only thing I can 

http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/


imagine is that the volume is too hot and the machine is somehow 
trying to compensate on the fly, I don't know, contact me if you have 
any ideas I will be eternally greateful!

Nick
cyber2k@bellsouth.net
| 5446|5229|2002-05-02 21:59:31|ryan smith|Hello|
Hows it going?
I just bought a Rs-7000
Im a Bassist from Kalamazoo Mi, But im relocating Back
to Colorado.
My Favorite style is Funk/Hip hop
does anyone have any sampling tips??

Thanks

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
| 5447|5447|2002-05-03 00:13:01|chrisroyer2001|optimizing samples, saving in files/folders|
Hello,
First, where do you find the Optimize function in the manual? And if 
it isn't in it, how do you do it?
Second, I'm a little confused about the hierarchy of saving: between 
files, folders, renaming them each time you save patterns, samples, 
songs, I dont get what is what... (if that makes any sense). Can 
anyone help ? Thanks!
chris
| 5448|1589|2002-05-03 00:45:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS-7000|
On Friday 03 May 2002 05:31, diefaktorei wrote:

> Hey guys, was hoping someone would be able to help with a problem.
> I am a new user and I've tried unsuccessfully to sample from a
> keyboard, the sound while recording sounds great, but when I
> audition the sample it is faint and worse, it fades out over time,
> anyone every encountered this problem? It sounds like a fade
> algorithm is running on it or something. I followed the
> instructions closely, have the synth turned up full, the record vol
> full on. Only thing I can imagine is that the volume is too hot and
> the machine is somehow trying to compensate on the fly, I don't
> know, contact me if you have any ideas I will be eternally
> greateful!

Isn't the synth engine's envelope playing tricks with you? How are 
you listening to your sample? Maybe track the AUDITION button in the 
sample edit page (dunno if this bypasses the synth engine like 
filters and envelopes). Or else simply tweak the volume/filter 
envelope knobs. Set attack to min, decay to min, sustain to max and 
release to min.

- Robert
| 5449|5442|2002-05-03 00:48:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: transpose?|
On Thursday 02 May 2002 20:58, flatron7000 wrote:

> I import a midi-file(on channel 9),when I try to transpose it (with
> the transpose button) nothing happens. What do I wrong?

Maybe you're using the wrong track?
Afaik, you can't import a midi file on a given track. It probably 
uses the first X tracks of the RS to play the midi file.

- Robert
| 5450|5229|2002-05-03 00:50:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hello|
On Friday 03 May 2002 05:59, ryan smith wrote:

> Hows it going?
> I just bought a Rs-7000
> Im a Bassist from Kalamazoo Mi, But im relocating Back
> to Colorado.
> My Favorite style is Funk/Hip hop

Welcome to the list!

> does anyone have any sampling tips??

Keep your signals as hot as possible without distortion. Try, try and 
try. Play with the different slicing options. Read the power user's 
manual about sampling. Read the manual, and read the faq.

Cheers,
Robert
| 5451|5444|2002-05-03 00:52:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Am I stupid? realtime recording question|
On Thursday 02 May 2002 23:19, retrobeats wrote:

> Hey all. ..
>
> What's the best way to record my pattern changes (i.e switching
> from SECTIONS, Transposing ) etc, etc, into a song or pattern.
>
> i.e. I want to create some 30 second cues and can't seem to figure
> out from the manual.

mailto:cyber2k@bellsouth.net
http://health.yahoo.com/


Pattern changes, tempo changes and mute changes can be recorded in a 
pattern chain, done in Patten Chain mode. Please check the manual for 
that. Transposing is not possible using pattern chains, afaik.

- Robert
| 5452|5443|2002-05-03 00:55:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: WAV file ploblm. This is MY FAULT... NOT RS|
On Thursday 02 May 2002 21:21, basicchannel9092001 wrote:

>
> P.S sorrry for my badbad english.Although RS7000 is made in Japan,
> it does not have in Japan the place where exact information is
> acquired like this place. Although study must also be carried out
> about RS7000, I MUST study English simultaneously:-)

You should see my japanese. ;)

- Robert
| 5453|5447|2002-05-03 00:59:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: optimizing samples, saving in files/folders|
On Friday 03 May 2002 08:13, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hello,
> First, where do you find the Optimize function in the manual? And
> if it isn't in it, how do you do it?

Page 259 of the english manual: Wave Memory Optimize.

> Second, I'm a little confused about the hierarchy of saving:
> between files, folders, renaming them each time you save patterns,
> samples, songs, I dont get what is what... (if that makes any
> sense). Can anyone help ? 

Yes, but next time (job is calling) ;)

- Robert
| 5454|5454|2002-05-03 02:09:48|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Does Anybody know of a Software program with Loop R emix funct|
Try this, it's great...

http://hem.passagen.se/novelty/bc.htm
<http://hem.passagen.se/novelty/bc.htm> 

-----Original Message-----
From: r_s_7_k [mailto:po_box333@hotmail.com] 
Sent: 02 May 2002 19:05
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Does Anybody know of a Software program with Loop Remix
function like the RS7k

I know there are programs that slice loops up, but are there any that 
remix the slices like the rs7000 does on it's own by making 
variations of the loop slices? is this something recycle does, or 
does it only slice, i'm not talking about doing it manually i'm 
talking about doing it automaticly like the Rs.
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<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5455|5444|2002-05-03 02:28:28|retrobeats|Re: Am I stupid? realtime recording question|
Will do thanks..

Is it possible to record transposing some other way? Will it be 
possible with the next OS update?

thanks

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 02 May 2002 23:19, retrobeats wrote:
> > Hey all. ..
> >
> > What's the best way to record my pattern changes (i.e switching
> > from SECTIONS, Transposing ) etc, etc, into a song or pattern.
> >
> > i.e. I want to create some 30 second cues and can't seem to figure
> > out from the manual.
> 
> Pattern changes, tempo changes and mute changes can be recorded in 
a 
> pattern chain, done in Patten Chain mode. Please check the manual 
for 
> that. Transposing is not possible using pattern chains, afaik.
> 
> - Robert

| 5456|5444|2002-05-03 03:32:15|arveyman|Re: Am I stupid? realtime recording question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:

> Will do thanks..
> 
> Is it possible to record transposing some other way? Will it be 
> possible with the next OS update?
> 
> thanks

I tried to record transpose actions last week.. i does not work. That 
reminded me that the GRIDGROOVE option is nice to do transposions, 
but then you cannot save them. Sigh.. So the only option is probably 
to programm them in yourself?

arv
| 5457|5457|2002-05-03 07:18:36|Bryan Rodgers|What's the latest on OS 2.0?|
Last I heard was Yamaha USA was going to speak with Yamaha Japan...

...anything come of it?

B
<http://www.digitalrays.ca/> http://www.digitalrays.ca

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5458|1589|2002-05-03 08:34:32|WINTER DIEFAKTOREI|Re: RS-7000|
I think you are right, my guess is that the sample is
decaying over time using something in the EG section,
I will experiment with this today see what I can
learn. 

The other puzzle is that I have the recording level
all the way up and my Virus turned full on and the
sample volume is still weak, regardless of the A/D
Setup settings. Oh well, guess i need to play with it
some more.

Thanks for writing, I appreciate it, I think you're
right. Everything to min and sustain to max, I will
try this.
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Friday 03 May 2002 05:31, diefaktorei wrote:
> > Hey guys, was hoping someone would be able to help
> with a problem.
> > I am a new user and I've tried unsuccessfully to
> sample from a
> > keyboard, the sound while recording sounds great,
> but when I
> > audition the sample it is faint and worse, it
> fades out over time,
> > anyone every encountered this problem? It sounds
> like a fade
> > algorithm is running on it or something. I
> followed the
> > instructions closely, have the synth turned up
> full, the record vol
> > full on. Only thing I can imagine is that the
> volume is too hot and
> > the machine is somehow trying to compensate on the
> fly, I don't
> > know, contact me if you have any ideas I will be
> eternally
> > greateful!

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


> 
> Isn't the synth engine's envelope playing tricks
> with you? How are 
> you listening to your sample? Maybe track the
> AUDITION button in the 
> sample edit page (dunno if this bypasses the synth
> engine like 
> filters and envelopes). Or else simply tweak the
> volume/filter 
> envelope knobs. Set attack to min, decay to min,
> sustain to max and 
> release to min.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
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>
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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| 5459|5459|2002-05-03 08:42:15|synthe. labo|...128?|
hello to everyone
i'm back cause i have a doubt..........
the thing of the number of samples, local, global, max 256...
i noticed i use everytime LOCAL samples.
i never loaded too much styles together but now i'll have to do, so:
can i load all the styles i want till ALL my samples are 256 max?
better: can i have 256 LOCAL samples at A time loaded into rs7k?
...maybe i'll answer myself soon...:)

haloa Rober and Thomas :)

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Invia e ricevi la posta di Hotmail sul tuo cellulare: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5460|5460|2002-05-03 08:52:05|sedarka|my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
hi all...
played in France last month, using only the RS...
if you care: take a listen, 27MB. 25 min. brokenbreakspeedcoremadness 
+ idiot interludes...
(this one's 4 u Mr.Labo :^)

find the URL on our webshack, link below.

best wishes,
sedarka -[PEEINYOU]-
http://pnu.widerstand.org/
| 5461|5460|2002-05-03 09:21:57|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
Hey, I checked out your MP3 - I have to say that I think what you've done is
quite incredible! Very interesting from a technical point of view. But - I
have to ask - do you (and perhaps your audience) really, honestly, actually
enjoy the sound of that - in a musical sense?

Dan.

-----Original Message-----
From: sedarka [mailto:saik0@pandora.be] 
Sent: 03 May 2002 15:52
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] my 1st RS liveset.mp3

hi all...
played in France last month, using only the RS...
if you care: take a listen, 27MB. 25 min. brokenbreakspeedcoremadness 
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+ idiot interludes...
(this one's 4 u Mr.Labo :^)

find the URL on our webshack, link below.

best wishes,
sedarka -[PEEINYOU]-
http://pnu.widerstand.org/ <http://pnu.widerstand.org/> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5462|5460|2002-05-03 09:25:29|synthe. labo|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|

>hi all...
>played in France last month, using only the RS...
>if you care: take a listen, 27MB. 25 min. brokenbreakspeedcoremadness

..mmm...sounds good...

>+ idiot interludes...
>(this one's 4 u Mr.Labo :^)

...oh well, the 'idiot interludes' or the broken electronic live....?
:P

i'll tell as soon as i listen
ciao -marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il modo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5463|5460|2002-05-03 11:23:12|sedarka|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
Dan / Group,

> Hey, I checked out your MP3 - I have to say that I think what 

you've done is

> quite incredible! Very interesting from a technical point of view. 

thx for kind words...

But - I

> have to ask - do you (and perhaps your audience) really, honestly, 

actually

> enjoy the sound of that - in a musical sense?
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sure i do enjoy.Do you think i make things i don't like?heh. I'm not 
that kind of producer making things to please the 
general 'tekno/whatever' audience with things i don't like myself. I 
mean: i never will use seq-techniques/std-phrases/climax-rollsnares 
to please the audience/my wallet.
"The Sound In A Musical Sense"? What do you exactly mean, Dan? 
Everything "musical" has been done already, it's almost impossible to 
come up with something really new/fresh (if this is your aim 
as 'musician').(You mean re-inventing warm water?)
IMHO:this is 2002, the 2nd year of the recycle-era :^)..it's just 
begun!
My tracks contain all the influences i picked up since i was 
6...jazzfunkhiphopclassiccontemporainelectricboogieschlagerpolkabreakd
anceacidteknoindustrialnoiseturntablismTVshows and sex...like 
sampling my whole vinyl-collection + my grrrl ;^)
I know there is an audience enjoying such mashed-up megamixes...
The partypeople that night didNOT like it, check the BBS, i've posted 
a partyreview to. Check the pix too...you'll see those goth S/M 
fashionvictims, how extreme they think they are, still like dancing 
on lame 4/4 disco-thru-an-OD-pedal.

cheerz-
sedarka -[PEEINYOU]-
http://pnu.widerstand.org/

>

| 5464|5460|2002-05-03 11:33:49|sedarka|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|

> >+ idiot interludes...
> >(this one's 4 u Mr.Labo :^)
> 
> ...oh well, the 'idiot interludes' or the broken electronic 

live....?
hmm, the 27Meg download perhaps ;^)
greet.
sedarka -[PEEINYOU]-
http://pnu.widerstand.org/
| 5465|5465|2002-05-03 11:40:19|arveyman|polyphony??|
I got a question! The manual says the polyphony of the RS7000' tone 
generator is 62 notes and 16 timbres. Now when i make a song with say 
5 hihat patterns, 2 basedrum patterns, a bassline and another 
sequence running, i notice that the bass gets 'cut-off' (a sign of 
running out of voices).
The tonegenerator is not generating the drumsounds: it is sampled 
stuff.. Now as i get it from the manual it means that the polyphony 
off the RS TOTALLY is 62 notes at once?
Now going back to my song above, i cannot believe there are more then 
62 notes on at the same time is it? So why is it cutting off my 
bassline?

Arv
| 5466|5460|2002-05-03 13:10:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sedarka" wrote:

> Dan / Group,
> 
> > Hey, I checked out your MP3 - I have to say that I think what 
> you've done is
> > quite incredible! Very interesting from a technical point of 

view. 

> 
> thx for kind words...
> 
> But - I
> > have to ask - do you (and perhaps your audience) really, 

honestly, 

> actually
> > enjoy the sound of that - in a musical sense?
> 
> sure i do enjoy.Do you think i make things i don't like?heh. I'm 

not 

> that kind of producer making things to please the 
> general 'tekno/whatever' audience with things i don't like myself. 

I 

> mean: i never will use seq-techniques/std-phrases/climax-rollsnares 
> to please the audience/my wallet.
> "The Sound In A Musical Sense"? What do you exactly mean, Dan? 
> Everything "musical" has been done already, it's almost impossible 

to 

> come up with something really new/fresh (if this is your aim 
> as 'musician').(You mean re-inventing warm water?)
> IMHO:this is 2002, the 2nd year of the recycle-era :^)..it's just 
> begun!
> My tracks contain all the influences i picked up since i was 
> 6...[...]schlager[...]

http://pnu.widerstand.org/
http://pnu.widerstand.org/


LOL...I am sure our non-german fellow RS7k owner have no idea what 
torture that really means nowadays to listen to that...German 
Schlager Music nowadays is worse than Paul Anka...or HHHulio Iglesias 
(or his son)...

> a partyreview to. Check the pix too...you'll see those goth S/M 
> fashionvictims, how extreme they think they are, still like dancing 
> on lame 4/4 disco-thru-an-OD-pedal.

LOL...i know exactly what you mean, like those blond-fakeboobs-
stuckup-arrogant chicks, who think they are something better, because 
they wear Gucci, but when they open their painted mouth you hear like 
a strong Schwaben accent that´s makes you laugh, because it doesn´t 
fit to the rest of the fake artificial model looking person.

Just like sex, music is happening in your heart, your brain, your 
ind, and if you have an openmind, you can get used to all kinds of 
music. In my early twenties i was like electronic music? Wah? Nah, 
don´t like it, besides Jean Michel Jarre or Yello, now...2002 i 
listen to all kinds of stuff, Plastikman, Schlammpeitzinger, Pole, 
Heiko Laux, Technasia etc.pp. and how weird, i listen less and less 
to that "Chart" music "they" (RIAA, Sony, BMG etc.) are trying to 
sell. Basically, i can´t stand it nomore, it´s like i heard this 
record they sell over and over again in a new box to many times now.

What all this has to with the RS7000? Well, the RS7000(and i would 
all along also the RM1x and Rolands MCxxx) is just a little bit, but 
it is like the musical revolution for the masses. Never ever before 
was it so easy and for all so inexpensive to produce your own music. 
Sure with the number of people who produce, the number of crappy 
music increases, mostly because ppl try to copy the big sellers, who 
already copy themselves, but now and then you can hear some pearls 
besides the 4/4 bassline with the trance hook and snareroll.

Is it too much, when i say the RS7000 is another weapon for the hurt 
ears of the talented masses to show the big players what the real 
music in our hearts is? For sure it free´s the underground even more.

So RS7000, a political instrument?
;)

Who knows...

Just my 2 cents.

Tom

http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen
| 5467|5465|2002-05-03 16:04:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: polyphony??|
On Friday 03 May 2002 19:40, arveyman wrote:

> I got a question! The manual says the polyphony of the RS7000' tone
> generator is 62 notes and 16 timbres. Now when i make a song with
> say 5 hihat patterns, 2 basedrum patterns, a bassline and another
> sequence running, i notice that the bass gets 'cut-off' (a sign of
> running out of voices).

Yep, most likely.

> The tonegenerator is not generating the drumsounds: it is sampled
> stuff.. Now as i get it from the manual it means that the polyphony
> off the RS TOTALLY is 62 notes at once?

Yes, synth and sample voices are treated indentically. But note that 
some synth sounds use 2 (layered) voices per note.

> Now going back to my song above, i cannot believe there are more
> then 62 notes on at the same time is it? So why is it cutting off
> my bassline?

An easy way to run out of voices (even with a single line of notes) 
is using voices with long, overlapping release times. You might also 
want to check your sequences for double notes.

- Robert
| 5468|5459|2002-05-04 02:56:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ...128?|
On Friday 03 May 2002 16:42, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello to everyone
> i'm back cause i have a doubt..........
> the thing of the number of samples, local, global, max 256...
> i noticed i use everytime LOCAL samples.
> i never loaded too much styles together but now i'll have to do,
> so: can i load all the styles i want till ALL my samples are 256
> max? better: can i have 256 LOCAL samples at A time loaded into
> rs7k? ...maybe i'll answer myself soon...:)
>
> haloa Rober and Thomas :)

Hi Marco!

Haven't tried to fill up the RS sample memory yet, but there's a max 

http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen


of 128 local, and 128 global sample *voices* (not just samples). My 
guess is that, when loading styles with local samples, the load 
procedure will find one of the following conflicts in the end:

1. Sample memory full.
2. Local sample voice space full.

The load will probably aborted, hopefully after a nice message.

You could try to move a number of local sample voices to the global 
sample voice space (saved/loaded along with the All file) to fix 
situation 2 above. 

- Robert
| 5469|5469|2002-05-04 03:09:46|r_s_7_k|Sampling / Sequencer question. please help|
when i sample a 1 bar vocal phrase from an Lp, i use slice+seq, and 
place it in the track. everything sounds fine the problem is it just 
keeps repeating over and over on each bar. the rest of the music is 
8bars long, only this vocal sample is 1bar. how do i get it to play 
only 1 time during the 8 bar spread.
thanks for your help
| 5470|5447|2002-05-04 03:20:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: optimizing samples, saving in files/folders|
On Friday 03 May 2002 08:13, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Second, I'm a little confused about the hierarchy of saving:
> between files, folders, renaming them each time you save patterns,
> samples, songs, I dont get what is what... (if that makes any
> sense). Can anyone help ? Thanks!

SAVING

Let's assume you use Pattern mode. In this mode two types of native 
file formats can be saved, the Style file (confusingly named PATT in 
the RS), and the All file. 

The Style file saves all data associated with the currently selected 
style: the patterns, the voices, scenes, mixer settings, effect 
settings, play fx, etc. Style files have the .R2P extension.
If the style uses local samples, an additional file with the same 
basename but with the .R3P extension is saved holding only the 
samples. 

The All file saves the total contents of the RS, all of the styles, 
all of the songs, and the system parameters (including the master 
effect). An All file has the .R2A extension. Any global sample voices 
are also saved in an additonal file with the .R3A extension.

LOADING

Loading an All file is quite straight forward, select it and load it. 
The only extra you have here is the option to load it with- or 
without affecting the currently active system settings (they're 
always saved).

Loading a Style file is more complex, as you have two options:
1. Load from a previously saved Style file (.R2P), or
2. Load a style from a previously saved All file.

Option 1 above is dead easy, but option 2 is confusing: "I can load a 
style from an All file?" Yes, since an All file holds one or more 
styles, you select one of these styles from the All file and load 
only that one. Very nice. To do this, you 'open' the All file like 
you open a directory and browse through the available styles. Select 
one and load the single style. Note that the 'directory' you're 
looking at is faked, its just a nice interface used to present the 
contents of an All file.

DIRECTORIES

You also have real directories available, like the ones you find on 
your computer. You can create directories on both your smartcard and 
SCSI disk, it's all the same for the RS. So you could create a 
directory (or folder, same thing) for a couple of related Style 
files, or whatever. You can have multiple directories.

When saving an All or Style file, you get the chance to browse to the 
right directory before saving the file. Here too you 'open' the 
folder, but this time it's a *real* folder, and not a faked one as 
described above.

NAMING

When saving your file you have to name it. So if you save the same 
All file a couple of times during a session (not a bad idea), and you 
want it saved in the same file again and again, you simple specify 
the same name again and again. The problem with All files is that the 
RS does not remember the name, and you have to specify it every time. 
Another problem is that the RS does not allow you to select a file to 
tell it "That's the file to save it to". So you type the name, again 
and again and again. 

Style files have a nice bonus here: there's a job that allows you to 



name the style. Once named, this name will be used as a default value 
when saving the Style file, so all you have to do is press the Save 
button, unless you want it to have another file name, of course.

- Robert
| 5471|5469|2002-05-04 03:24:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling / Sequencer question. please help|
On Saturday 04 May 2002 11:09, r_s_7_k wrote:

> when i sample a 1 bar vocal phrase from an Lp, i use slice+seq, and
> place it in the track. everything sounds fine the problem is it
> just keeps repeating over and over on each bar. the rest of the
> music is 8bars long, only this vocal sample is 1bar. how do i get
> it to play only 1 time during the 8 bar spread.

A track plays a phrase. If the phrase is shorter than the pattern the 
track belongs to, that phrase will be repeated to 'fill' the 
pattern's full length. (Btw, phrases can also be longer than the 
pattern to make it repeat with a slower cycle, great stuff.)

Anyway, your one-bar phrase must be extended to an 8-bar one. There 
is a phrase jobs for that. Having done this, you get an 8-bar phrase 
with content only in the first bar.

Hope this helps,
Robert
| 5472|5465|2002-05-04 05:16:41|arveyman|Re: polyphony??|
Hmm, thanx Rob. I think i can get away with it by using an external 
basssynth for the bassline. I do however think the RS runs out on 
voices pretty quickly.. O well, you can't have everything! :-)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 03 May 2002 19:40, arveyman wrote:
> > I got a question! The manual says the polyphony of the RS7000' 
tone
> > generator is 62 notes and 16 timbres. Now when i make a song with
> > say 5 hihat patterns, 2 basedrum patterns, a bassline and another
> > sequence running, i notice that the bass gets 'cut-off' (a sign of
> > running out of voices).
> 
> Yep, most likely.
> 
> > The tonegenerator is not generating the drumsounds: it is sampled
> > stuff.. Now as i get it from the manual it means that the 
polyphony
> > off the RS TOTALLY is 62 notes at once?
> 
> Yes, synth and sample voices are treated indentically. But note 
that 
> some synth sounds use 2 (layered) voices per note.
> 
> > Now going back to my song above, i cannot believe there are more
> > then 62 notes on at the same time is it? So why is it cutting off
> > my bassline?
> 
> An easy way to run out of voices (even with a single line of notes) 
> is using voices with long, overlapping release times. You might 
also 
> want to check your sequences for double notes.
> 
> - Robert

| 5473|5465|2002-05-04 05:21:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: polyphony??|
On Saturday 04 May 2002 13:16, arveyman wrote:

> Hmm, thanx Rob. I think i can get away with it by using an external
> basssynth for the bassline. I do however think the RS runs out on
> voices pretty quickly.. O well, you can't have everything! :-)

I think that 62 voices should easily cover the arrangment you 
described. Did you check for loooong releases and double notes?
I mean, it should not be needed to do the bass on another synth, imo. 
What bass sound are you using?

- Robert
| 5474|5465|2002-05-04 13:47:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: polyphony??|
Another option if it is actually voice stealing from too much polyphony
use: resample part (or all) of your sequence to a sample voice. That
way you're only using 2 polyphony and you can clutter up the mix even
more if you desire. :)

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Saturday, May 04, 2002 7:21 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: polyphony??

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


On Saturday 04 May 2002 13:16, arveyman wrote:
> Hmm, thanx Rob. I think i can get away with it by using an external 
> basssynth for the bassline. I do however think the RS runs out on 
> voices pretty quickly.. O well, you can't have everything! :-)

I think that 62 voices should easily cover the arrangment you 
described. Did you check for loooong releases and double notes? I mean,
it should not be needed to do the bass on another synth, imo. 
What bass sound are you using?

- Robert

| 5475|5469|2002-05-04 14:09:38|r_s_7_k|No question.......Just a thank you Robert|
-
| 5476|5469|2002-05-04 15:38:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: No question.......Just a thank you Robert|

On Saturday 04 May 2002 22:09, r_s_7_k wrote:

:-))

- Robert

| 5477|5477|2002-05-04 16:00:33|SonicWallpaper|A quick Hello... intro... and question on how everyone handles exte|
Hi there,

My name is Gideon Marken - aka "Sonic Wallpaper" - I've been 
producing music since 89 and electronic music since 97 - releasing 
more than 100 mp3s online - focusing on experimental 
breakbeat/DnB/IDM hybrids.

I also run a few sites - most of which are connected to 
http://ElectronicScene.com - where you'll find all kinds of great 
electronic music from the underground.

I've owned an RM1x since the 1st month it came out - and have been 
doing live shows with it as the brain of my rig ever since I picked 
it up.

Yesterday, I picked up an RS7000 :)

Last night, I was greatly angered to find a feature from the RM1x has 
been REMOVED from the RS7000. When dealing w/ external gear, the 
RM1x would send out Program change info and setup info out through 
the Midi out. So... In my live set, I simply select the "Style" 
(which for me is a song - since i work in pattern/style mode only) - 
and it sets everything up for me - based on what I set in the voice 
settings.

As many of you have noticed... the RS7000 doesn't work this way. I 
moved my Styles from the RM to the RS... but now I have to come up w/ 
some plan to deal with the lack of program change messages.

Why oh why... would they do that?

After crawling the Web for hours... I have not found a solution that 
sounds good. 

How are you guys dealing with this? I need to be able to start a 
piece of music from my sequencer on que with intros that I've made on 
CDr (helps for transitions - keeps the music going when changing 
Styles or Songs). If I place PC messages at the begining of the 
first measure for each track - it's going to cause a hiccup - it 
won't be smooth...

The only 'satisfactory' solution I see, is making Section A dedicated 
to "Setup Info ONLY" - and before I start a given Style - I'll have 
to first press play on Section A - send the setup data, then hit 
stop, then select Section B, then hit play on que...

To me, that sounds like a waste of my time and energy during a live 
set. 

Well - Sorry to complain on my first post :) but I'm about to start 
working on changing all of my tracks and I'm dying for a better 
solution.

I also wish I could load my AKAI programs... the RS only loads 
individual samples, right? I'm not looking forward to remapping 
everytyhing again... that's 20+ sampler programs to recreate... :(

Thank you for you time - and if you have any wisdom to pass on, 
please do.

Enjoy the Music,

Gideon
Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.ElectronicScene.com/SonicWallpaper <<-- tracks here :)
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5478|5459|2002-05-04 18:23:10|synthe. labo|Re: ...128?|

>Hi Marco!
>
>Haven't tried to fill up the RS sample memory yet, but there's a max
>of 128 local, and 128 global sample *voices* (not just samples). My
>guess is that, when loading styles with local samples, the load

http://electronicscene.com/
http://www.electronicscene.com/SonicWallpaper
http://www.electronicscene.com/


>procedure will find one of the following conflicts in the end:
>
>1. Sample memory full.
>2. Local sample voice space full.
>
>The load will probably aborted, hopefully after a nice message.
>
>You could try to move a number of local sample voices to the global
>sample voice space (saved/loaded along with the All file) to fix
>situation 2 above.

hya

...how can i change a local sample into a global one?...i mean, i've just 
sampled and i'm using it in a pattern.....

ps.: did you got the Nord Rack 3 in the end? :)
i got the FS1-R but if i'll have the occasion i'll take a Microwave XT 
instead of the fs1r (all that knobzzzzzz)
[i love FM and all these type of sounds, there's nothing to do; also when i 
twist Dynamo and other soft synth i finish to do terrible fm sounds or 
similar sounding ones]
do you think it's a good idea?
people tells me NOT to sell the fs1-R cause it's out of proda, it's a great 
synth, really powerful and if i'll want it in the future i'll have trouble 
to get one (respect for example a Micro Q that will be on the market for 
years from now)...

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il modo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5479|5477|2002-05-05 01:17:10|tompaulsen2002|Re: A quick Hello... intro... and question on how everyone handles |
--- In RS7000@y..., "SonicWallpaper" wrote:

> Well - Sorry to complain on my first post :) but I'm about to start 
> working on changing all of my tracks and I'm dying for a better 
> solution.

I remember this discussion back in September 2001. Did the OS1.14 
update fixed that? Anyone? I am not using Program Changes.

> I also wish I could load my AKAI programs... the RS only loads 
> individual samples, right? I'm not looking forward to remapping 
> everytyhing again... that's 20+ sampler programs to recreate... :(

The only solution i see for this is take your Akai on stage. Indeed 
the RS-sampler is somewhat limited, no programs, no multilayer-sample 
and as several people complained already to Yamaha the data-storage-
system could be better too. As Yamaha announced on www.motifator.com 
they are currently having a look into all those issues and see if 
they decide for an update or not.
Let me question you, after upgrading, you think the RS is a step 
forward compared to the RM?

> Thank you for you time - and if you have any wisdom to pass on, 
> please do.

Naaah, i know that i know nothing, and that i am generally very 
cönfused..

> http://www.ElectronicScene.com/SonicWallpaper <<-- tracks here :)

Hey some interesting stuff there! Great work!
And welcome to the list.
Tom

http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen
| 5480|5480|2002-05-05 01:40:42|r_s_7_k|Does anybody Have Any Special Tips for building DRUM kits, Organiz|
drum kit building????, I know of the standard techniques, listed in 
the faq, and in the manual, but does anybody have any enhancement tips
or found out the best way, most intuitive way, or anything that 
helped you get the best results for building kits. The RS7000 has 
been out for sometime now, and I thought that some good techniques 
might have filterd down after all this time. Did you find it was 
better for organization to make one huge kit containing all of your 
drumsamples, or did you find you prefer multiple smaller kits?
I would appreciate any information regarding kits you all could give, 
especially those who are really into drums and beats. I make hiphop 
and also do some shadow type stuff.

peace and thank you
| 5481|5480|2002-05-05 03:41:14|tomfinegan|Re: Does anybody Have Any Special Tips for building DRUM kits, Org|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> and also do some shadow type stuff.

What is "shadow type stuff"???
| 5482|5482|2002-05-05 04:02:45|alpha_peak|What memory and hard drive to use?|

http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
http://www.electronicscene.com/SonicWallpaper
http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen


I would like to max out my RS and also use a hard drive with it. 
What hard drives are you useing? And what kind of memory?

Thank you
| 5483|5465|2002-05-05 04:38:26|arveyman|Re: polyphony??|
I guess i use a lot of long decays and stuff, but i like sounds that 
have long release time. I looked at it again and i noticed that it 
mainly occurs when i build a pattern by using only preset phrases. I 
will try the suggestions you all mentioned!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> Another option if it is actually voice stealing from too much 
polyphony
> use: resample part (or all) of your sequence to a sample voice. 
That
> way you're only using 2 polyphony and you can clutter up the mix 
even
> more if you desire. :)
> 
> --wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> Some of my tracks at:
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@w...] 
> Sent: Saturday, May 04, 2002 7:21 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: polyphony??
> 
> On Saturday 04 May 2002 13:16, arveyman wrote:
> > Hmm, thanx Rob. I think i can get away with it by using an 
external 
> > basssynth for the bassline. I do however think the RS runs out on 
> > voices pretty quickly.. O well, you can't have everything! :-)
> 
> I think that 62 voices should easily cover the arrangment you 
> described. Did you check for loooong releases and double notes? I 
mean,
> it should not be needed to do the bass on another synth, imo. 
> What bass sound are you using?
> 
> - Robert

| 5484|5480|2002-05-05 04:56:28|Giotto|Re: Does anybody Have Any Special Tips for building DRUM kits, Org|

>--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> > and also do some shadow type stuff.
>
>What is "shadow type stuff"???
>

he means DJ Shadow...... ie, ethereal hip hop.

giotto
| 5485|5485|2002-05-05 17:16:39|gideon|Re: A quick Hello... intro... and question on how|

>
>>I remember this discussion back in September 2001. Did the OS1.14
>>update fixed that? Anyone? I am not using Program Changes.
>>
>
>The first thing I did when I brought the unit home was Dload the OS 
>upgrade and bring it up to 1.14 - and no, the issue isn't fixed :(
>
>> > I also wish I could load my AKAI programs... the RS only loads
>> > individual samples, right? I'm not looking forward to remapping
>> > everytyhing again... that's 20+ sampler programs to recreate... :(
>
>
>>The only solution i see for this is take your Akai on stage.
>
>Yeah - but I'm trying to make my rig smaller - It currently takes 40min to 
>set everything up when I take it out live - So I'm also looking to shorten 
>that time.
>
>I sat down last night - chilled for a bit and realized that I just need 
>RELAX, and that I can deal with how this unit works and not focus on what 
>it doesn't do :) So, I opened Excel, made a nice sample listing sheet - so 
>I could map out my current programs from my AKAI (C-2 - G8) and printed 
>up one for each program I use, then mapped out where every sample is and 
>if it's tracked or not. Next up, importing from my ZIP, and setting up all 
>the samples. But I'd like to make them 'independent' programs - I 
>understand that this unit doesn't work with 'programs' - so... is the best 
>thing for me to do is make a pattern, set it up in a Style (basically as a 
>place holder) - then create the sample layout as they were in my programs 
>- then Save these.... Then I assume I could at any time Load a Sample Kit 
>out of that Style - and into whatever current Style I'm working on?
>
>> Indeed
>>the RS-sampler is somewhat limited, no programs,
>

http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


>yeah - this one I don't understand :-( I mean come on, why not eh? What 
>did programs ever do to them :-)
>
>
>>and as several people complained already to Yamaha the data-storage-
>>system could be better too.
>
>Yes - I'm confused on how to get myself set up the best way - I use the 
>same "programs" from my AKAI in multiple "Styles" on my Rm1x - so Ideally, 
>I'd like to not store those samples multiple times - but it looks like the 
>RS7000 wants to store everything together... is that correct? I'll have 
>to read through some more of the archive here and the FAQ to see if there 
>is any mention on how to best go at this.
>
>>As Yamaha announced on www.motifator.com
>>they are currently having a look into all those issues and see if
>>they decide for an update or not.
>
>Yes, I stopped by there - posted a similar hello msg and asked about 
>program changes - but that bboard looks a bit dead.
>
>>Let me question you, after upgrading, you think the RS is a step
>>forward compared to the RM?
>
>I'll tell you in 2-3 months - I'll need to move all my material over - 
>then run though my set a few times. I'll also need to pick up the AIEB2 
>card - the muli-out upgrade - a definate MUST.
>
>> > http://www.ElectronicScene.com/SonicWallpaper <<-- tracks here :)
>>
>>Hey some interesting stuff there! Great work!
>>And welcome to the list.
>
>Thanks for checking things out - there's more at /Turbogeek - at the 
>same site
>
>
>>http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen
>
>I'll stop by later today and give a listen -

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5486|5480|2002-05-06 03:20:32|headtrik|Re: Does anybody Have Any Special Tips for building DRUM kits, Org|
I not only get my best results, but ultimately find it MUCH quicker 
to make all my samples ahead of time on the computer, be it from the 
web, programs like reason, and rebirth, etc... eq or process them how 
I like, save them as MONO wavs (standard 16 bit/44.1) and import 
them. Once I have them sounding how I like, It's lightning fast, just 
import them to a blank "kit, and it takes several minutes, and you've 
filled up a whole kit. Just make sure you delete them from the disk 
before saving or you may run out of space. I also find that my 
samples are much cleaner this way, sometimes the A/D converters would 
get a little dirty sounding if I ran the levels just a bit too high, 
or they would be too quiet if I didn't sample them loud enough. The 
real plus is, if you have a sample that doesn't need alot of bottom, 
you can EQ it out, and sometimes get your samples a little louder in 
the Normalizing end of things. I also get the cleanest results 
normalizing them ahead of time in Sound Forge, Then importing them. I 
snagged Yamaha's setup, where I build just a snare kit, then a kick 
kit, and then a hats/ percussion kit. I never run out of drum sounds 
this way. Just a thought.
| 5487|5447|2002-05-06 06:45:34|sensualemporer|Re: optimizing samples, saving in files/folders|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Style files have a nice bonus here: there's a job that allows you 

to 

> name the style. Once named, this name will be used as a default 

value 

> when saving the Style file, so all you have to do is press the Save 
> button, unless you want it to have another file name, of course.
> 
> - Robert

Naming the style allows me to VERY quickly just tack a number on the 
end of the style name for the "version number" that I am saving. 
That way you always have previous version backups in case you get too 
out there. Every couple of weeks you can easily delete old versions 
and just keep 2 or 3 backup generations to save space. Works great 
for me. Ive definitely had to go back and check something out on 
backup versions before.

frenchy
| 5488|5447|2002-05-06 09:29:51|chrisroyer2001|Re: optimizing samples, saving in files/folders|
Robert, thanks for all your help on all those technical issues I've 
been struggling with on the RS7000. Its a pretty easy machine 
however, but you make things quite simpler. Thanks, take care.
chris

http://www.electronicscene.com/SonicWallpaper
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--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 03 May 2002 08:13, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> 
> > Second, I'm a little confused about the hierarchy of saving:
> > between files, folders, renaming them each time you save patterns,
> > samples, songs, I dont get what is what... (if that makes any
> > sense). Can anyone help ? Thanks!
> 
> 
> SAVING
> 
> Let's assume you use Pattern mode. In this mode two types of native 
> file formats can be saved, the Style file (confusingly named PATT 
in 
> the RS), and the All file. 
> 
> The Style file saves all data associated with the currently 
selected 
> style: the patterns, the voices, scenes, mixer settings, effect 
> settings, play fx, etc. Style files have the .R2P extension.
> If the style uses local samples, an additional file with the same 
> basename but with the .R3P extension is saved holding only the 
> samples. 
> 
> The All file saves the total contents of the RS, all of the styles, 
> all of the songs, and the system parameters (including the master 
> effect). An All file has the .R2A extension. Any global sample 
voices 
> are also saved in an additonal file with the .R3A extension.
> 
> 
> LOADING
> 
> Loading an All file is quite straight forward, select it and load 
it. 
> The only extra you have here is the option to load it with- or 
> without affecting the currently active system settings (they're 
> always saved).
> 
> Loading a Style file is more complex, as you have two options:
> 1. Load from a previously saved Style file (.R2P), or
> 2. Load a style from a previously saved All file.
> 
> Option 1 above is dead easy, but option 2 is confusing: "I can load 
a 
> style from an All file?" Yes, since an All file holds one or more 
> styles, you select one of these styles from the All file and load 
> only that one. Very nice. To do this, you 'open' the All file like 
> you open a directory and browse through the available styles. 
Select 
> one and load the single style. Note that the 'directory' you're 
> looking at is faked, its just a nice interface used to present the 
> contents of an All file.
> 
> 
> DIRECTORIES
> 
> You also have real directories available, like the ones you find on 
> your computer. You can create directories on both your smartcard 
and 
> SCSI disk, it's all the same for the RS. So you could create a 
> directory (or folder, same thing) for a couple of related Style 
> files, or whatever. You can have multiple directories.
> 
> When saving an All or Style file, you get the chance to browse to 
the 
> right directory before saving the file. Here too you 'open' the 
> folder, but this time it's a *real* folder, and not a faked one as 
> described above.
> 
> 
> NAMING
> 
> When saving your file you have to name it. So if you save the same 
> All file a couple of times during a session (not a bad idea), and 
you 
> want it saved in the same file again and again, you simple specify 
> the same name again and again. The problem with All files is that 
the 
> RS does not remember the name, and you have to specify it every 
time. 
> Another problem is that the RS does not allow you to select a file 
to 
> tell it "That's the file to save it to". So you type the name, 
again 
> and again and again. 
> 
> Style files have a nice bonus here: there's a job that allows you 
to 
> name the style. Once named, this name will be used as a default 
value 
> when saving the Style file, so all you have to do is press the Save 
> button, unless you want it to have another file name, of course.
> 
> - Robert



| 5489|5460|2002-05-06 10:09:06|djdavejumpers|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
Dood, I guess this guy is traying to say that your music sucks ass, 
in a more polite way though.

Lots of people enjoy speedcoremadness.
Strange noises come handy at chillrooms.

I've played just a bunch of synths noizes for the e-tards or people 
frying on acid, and they just loved it.
* shrug *

But myself, i don't really dig it. I live melodic stuff better :)

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> Hey, I checked out your MP3 - I have to say that I think what 
you've done is
> quite incredible! Very interesting from a technical point of view. 
But - I
> have to ask - do you (and perhaps your audience) really, honestly, 
actually
> enjoy the sound of that - in a musical sense?
> 
> Dan.

| 5490|5444|2002-05-06 11:35:59|mmittner|Re: Am I stupid? realtime recording question|

> > Will do thanks..
> > 
> > Is it possible to record transposing some other way? Will it be 
> > possible with the next OS update?
> > 
> > thanks
> 
> 
> I tried to record transpose actions last week.. i does not work. That 
> reminded me that the GRIDGROOVE option is nice to do transposions, 
> but then you cannot save them. Sigh.. So the only option is probably 
> to programm them in yourself?
> 
> arv

is the transpose value saved in a scene? if so, you could make a few scene with different transpose settings and recall them in pattern chain mode.

-mike
| 5491|5485|2002-05-06 12:29:55|tomfinegan|Re: A quick Hello... intro... and question on how|
--- In RS7000@y..., gideon wrote:

> >The first thing I did when I brought the unit home was Dload the 

OS 

> >upgrade and bring it up to 1.14 - and no, the issue isn't fixed :(

Damn.

> >>The only solution i see for this is take your Akai on stage.
> >
> >Yeah - but I'm trying to make my rig smaller - It currently takes 

40min to 

> >set everything up when I take it out live - So I'm also looking to 

shorten 

> >that time.

Understandable.

> >
> >I sat down last night - chilled for a bit and realized that I just 

need 

> >RELAX, and that I can deal with how this unit works and not focus 

on what 

> >it doesn't do :)

LOL...that´s always a good start with every unit isn´t it? :) Indeed 
a lot of people, including myself started it the wrong way. We were 
complaining what the machine doesn´t do, instead of focusing what it 
DOES do. And it does a LOT.

> Then I assume I could at any time Load a Sample Kit 
> >out of that Style - and into whatever current Style I'm working on?



Hm, i am not sure if this really works this way. Anyone else could 
help out here with more infos?

> >
> >> Indeed
> >>the RS-sampler is somewhat limited, no programs,
> >
> >yeah - this one I don't understand :-( I mean come on, why not 

eh? What 

> >did programs ever do to them :-)

As far as i heard it through the grapevine...the sample-engine was 
first just meant as a phrase-sampler, like the SU700 and just to the 
final end of the engineering process, the managment gave the order to 
make it also a chromatic sampler, i guess that´s why the sample-
engine looks kinda hm...erm...undeveloped. I wish the OS-programmers 
would take the time and upgrade the sampler, but i can also imagine 
that the available memory for the OS is kinda limited, so that a full 
sampler with programs and stuff wouldn´t fit, not to mention the DSP-
utilization might be limited also.

> >I'd like to not store those samples multiple times - but it looks 

like the 

> >RS7000 wants to store everything together... is that correct? 

That is correct, and it means you will have to save the same samples 
over and over again with each style that uses the same samples. Kinda 
stupid, but that´s how it works at the moment. That´s why i said it 
might be better you keep your AKAI and you use the RS-sampler for 
some special stuff. In this way you might also save yourself a lot of 
work and you can use the RM1x/Akai files with the RS/Akai.

I'll have 

> >to read through some more of the archive here and the FAQ to see 

if there 

> >is any mention on how to best go at this.

There is a long discussion how to deal with that on motifator.com, 
let me see if i can find the thread...here we go:
http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=106.topic

> >>As Yamaha announced on www.motifator.com
> >>they are currently having a look into all those issues and see if
> >>they decide for an update or not.
> >
> >Yes, I stopped by there - posted a similar hello msg and asked 

about 

> >program changes - but that bboard looks a bit dead.

Just a bit, ppl stop by regulary and post something.

Btw. that PC-thing, that´s indeed terrible and definately a bug that 
needs to be fixed, since it´s working on the RM1x.

> >>Let me question you, after upgrading, you think the RS is a step
> >>forward compared to the RM?
> >
> >I'll tell you in 2-3 months - I'll need to move all my material 

over - 

> >then run though my set a few times. I'll also need to pick up the 

AIEB2 

> >card - the muli-out upgrade - a definate MUST.

Oh ok.

> >
> >> > http://www.ElectronicScene.com/SonicWallpaper <<-- tracks 

here :)

> >>
> >>Hey some interesting stuff there! Great work!
> >>And welcome to the list.
> >
> >Thanks for checking things out - there's more at /Turbogeek - at 

the 

http://pub70.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?topicID=106.topic
http://www.electronicscene.com/SonicWallpaper


> >same site

Great.

> >
> >>http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen
> >
> >I'll stop by later today and give a listen -

Sure, you´re welcome!

Tom
| 5492|5460|2002-05-06 15:18:08|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
Thanks for your liveset !
Can you tell us if that live is a big song or some patterns played live ?
Did you use only 1 style ? Well, can you explain us in details how you did
?
Regards,

ps : your live is directly downloadable and we don't have to subscribe on
mp3.com. Many, many thanks for that ! :-)

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 5493|5482|2002-05-06 15:19:26|alpha_peak|Re: What memory and hard drive to use?|
OMG. So nobody in this forum uses a hard drive or upgraded 
there memory?
| 5494|5494|2002-05-06 15:56:53|chrisroyer2001|removing screws underneath the RS!|
Help!
I am trying to install the 64MB of RAM in the RS. Unfortunately, 
some of the screws are just too tight and won't come off. So now the 
screws are messed up simply unusable, and I just can't open the dam 
thing! Has this happened to anyone, and what can I do now???
| 5495|5495|2002-05-06 16:46:58|chrisroyer2001|never mind the screws...|
Ok, I got it fixed! All's ok now, the 64MB of RAM are in. 
When you check the available memory, lets say it displays "sequence 
memory 97% free, wave memory 63000 free" does the wave memory "used" 
include the sequence data? Or is the "wave memory" pure audio? In 
other words, if I have used less sequence data, would the free wave 
memory be larger? (hope this makes sense, Robert..!)
chris
| 5496|5494|2002-05-06 17:08:37|sonic|Re: removing screws underneath the RS!|
At 09:56 PM 5/6/2002 +0000, you wrote:

> Help!
>I am trying to install the 64MB of RAM in the RS. Unfortunately,
>some of the screws are just too tight and won't come off. So now the
>screws are messed up simply unusable, and I just can't open the dam
>thing! Has this happened to anyone, and what can I do now???

I used a sledge hammer and an ice pick, that didn't work, then I got on my 
knees and chewed the screws off... that did the trick just fine.

:) actually - no problems at all - other than the RAM being WRONG! the unit 
figured they were 8MB simms not 32MB simms... grrr... so i just ordered 
some online from the place that the FAQ mentions... they'll be here in a 
few days.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
oempcworld.com
------------------------------------------------------------
Item Description Qty Unit-Price Total-Price
------------------------------------------------------------
32M 32MB 72pin FPM 2 $17.85 $35.70
DRAM SIMM 8Mx32
non-parity, tin,
5V, 60ns, 2K,
16C, 1...
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5497|5477|2002-05-07 01:14:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A quick Hello... intro... and question on how everyone handles |
On Sunday 05 May 2002 00:00, SonicWallpaper wrote:

> As many of you have noticed... the RS7000 doesn't work this way. I
> moved my Styles from the RM to the RS... but now I have to come up
> w/ some plan to deal with the lack of program change messages.
>
> Why oh why... would they do that?

Good question. I assume they simply forgot to implement it.

I tried some stuff, but to no avail.
The only solution I have is to place the PC at the start of the 
pattern, switch on Event Chase mode, and skip the first measure 
simply by pressing the >> button once. The event chase trick will 
send out the PC to your gear. This works for both songs and patterns. 
Only problem is that you can't loop that pattern, but it would work 

http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen
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for large patterns (that don't loop) and songs. Not really a 
solution, I know.

> I also wish I could load my AKAI programs... the RS only loads
> individual samples, right? I'm not looking forward to remapping
> everytyhing again... that's 20+ sampler programs to recreate... :(

Haven't tried it yet, but look at page 117 of the english manual, the 
box bottom right. They suggest the RS can import AKAI programs. I 
doubt it works, though.

- Robert
| 5498|5482|2002-05-07 02:25:29|massplanck|Re: What memory and hard drive to use?|
eh? a SCSI hARDRIVE AND 72 PIN sIMMS.....................

--- In RS7000@y..., "alpha_peak" wrote:
> OMG. So nobody in this forum uses a hard drive or upgraded 
> there memory?

| 5499|5482|2002-05-07 02:32:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What memory and hard drive to use?|
On Sunday 05 May 2002 12:02, alpha_peak wrote:

> I would like to max out my RS and also use a hard drive with it.
> What hard drives are you useing? And what kind of memory?

The memory and harddisk specs are described in the faq (url below).

- Robert
|



5500|5460|2002-05-07 03:12:23|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
Hi!

Sorry for the late reply - holiday weekend in England!

What I was saying really is that although technically I think your music is
highly accomplished, it doesn't really sound like music to me. Maybe I'm
starting to get old, but there seems to be no rhythm or melody - it just
sounds like bursts of frantic noise that don't make any sense. I like new
and interesting sounds but I do believe there are still some rules in music
making - maybe 'rules' is the wrong word. 

I find it hard to imagine in what scenario you would listen to such music -
I can't see how you would dance to it, I can't imagine listening to it at
home in the evening to relax. The only thing I think it might fit with is
some very strange scene in a dark film, or some fireworks show...

For me, music is still about songs - and I don't just mean singing - an
instrumental can still be a song, even with the most minimal elements. 

When you say 'everything musical has been done already' I don't think that's
true - a great song is a great song, even if the style is old - it's still a
great song. Same applies to a great house/trance/techno tune - just cos the
style is old doesn't mean the tune can't be fresh and make you smile. Your
music is interesting alright, but it doesn't make me smile or give me any
kind of emotional buzz like a really good song would - it more makes me
think 'eh?'.

dan

-----Original Message-----
From: sedarka [mailto:saik0@pandora.be] 
Sent: 03 May 2002 18:23
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3

Dan / Group,

> Hey, I checked out your MP3 - I have to say that I think what 

you've done is

> quite incredible! Very interesting from a technical point of view. 

thx for kind words...

But - I

> have to ask - do you (and perhaps your audience) really, honestly, 

actually

> enjoy the sound of that - in a musical sense?

sure i do enjoy.Do you think i make things i don't like?heh. I'm not 
that kind of producer making things to please the 
general 'tekno/whatever' audience with things i don't like myself. I 
mean: i never will use seq-techniques/std-phrases/climax-rollsnares 
to please the audience/my wallet.
"The Sound In A Musical Sense"? What do you exactly mean, Dan? 
Everything "musical" has been done already, it's almost impossible to 
come up with something really new/fresh (if this is your aim 
as 'musician').(You mean re-inventing warm water?)
IMHO:this is 2002, the 2nd year of the recycle-era :^)..it's just 
begun!
My tracks contain all the influences i picked up since i was 
6...jazzfunkhiphopclassiccontemporainelectricboogieschlagerpolkabreakd
anceacidteknoindustrialnoiseturntablismTVshows and sex...like 
sampling my whole vinyl-collection + my grrrl ;^)
I know there is an audience enjoying such mashed-up megamixes...
The partypeople that night didNOT like it, check the BBS, i've posted 
a partyreview to. Check the pix too...you'll see those goth S/M 
fashionvictims, how extreme they think they are, still like dancing 
on lame 4/4 disco-thru-an-OD-pedal.

mailto:saik0@pandora.be
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


cheerz-
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5501|5460|2002-05-07 06:39:54|sedarka|Re²: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
1.

--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:
> Dood, I guess this guy is traying to say that your music sucks ass, 
> in a more polite way though.
i really don't have probs with that, de gestibus et coloribus non 
disputandum est..err.heh.jeahsure ;^)
i suppose this list ain't about discussing "sounds in a musical 
sense" as Dan Atkinson never answered my thoughts/questions.no prob 
either.
Anyway, maybe i had to introduce myself 1st. well, err.. actually i 
did, a few months ago, when i subscribed with a hotmail-account, now 
no longer exists..i probably profiled myself as another project-name 
too, i'm involved with.
I could point those interested to the webshack of my squad, (though 
it needs to be updated.very soon.) for a ltl intro.
www.mp3.com/pnu/ houses some of our output also.
> 
> Lots of people enjoy speedcoremadness.
not on this list i guess ;^/, then again this list is about the 
RS7000, i bought a few months ago in order to have a "live-seq."-
solution as i don't trust my PC to bring livesets.. Now i discover 
it's much more creative/on the fly then any PC-based seq/set-up, i 
know of. (though Ableton & SmartMonkeyMidi rock too, i think...hmm a 
laptop to complete my set-up would be ultra...oxygen8 yummie!)
I hope it ain't a problem to post my work on this list as long as the 
RS7000 is involved. Just to show what i'm doing with the box. 
Respectfull to any artist doing any shit with that RS, if:non-preset 
of course.
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> Strange noises come handy at chillrooms.
...strange noises come handy everywhere.
> 
> I've played just a bunch of synths noizes for the e-tards or people 
> frying on acid, and they just loved it.
> * shrug *
> 
> But myself, i don't really dig it. I live melodic stuff better :)
So you made some music to enjoy the audience, though you don't dig it 
yourself...hmm. You should know, as a musician, you have an 
educational task, bloke! :^)
> 
> 

2.

--- In RS7000@y..., Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> 
> Thanks for your liveset !
> Can you tell us if that live is a big song or some patterns played 
live ?
> Did you use only 1 style ? Well, can you explain us in details how 
you did
> ?
...played in pattern mode, 7 styles involved, scenes galore, 
tap/switch/mute.
Hadn't yet the time to explore the RS in-depth, as i said: i planned 
to use it only as a live-seq. to run my PC-made loops/tracks 
etc...Realising now...things will become way!-different. yes, i love 
this box.
How detailed should i go? Like djDaveJumpers said: a bunch of noises, 
a crowd on E, nacho cheese: it's a simple!
Donot forget to keep your soft melodic stuff in-house..so the acid-
fried audience won't be disappointed if you're not the dealer you 
supposed to be...:^P
> ps : your live is directly downloadable and we don't have to 
subscribe on
> mp3.com. Many, many thanks for that ! :-)
thx! hope the D/L-speed was fine too...
> 
talk u later, all.
cheerz-,

sedarka >4: -[PEEINYOU]-
http://pnu.widerstand.org/

| 5502|5495|2002-05-07 06:56:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: never mind the screws...|
On Tuesday 07 May 2002 00:46, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Ok, I got it fixed! All's ok now, the 64MB of RAM are in.
> When you check the available memory, lets say it displays "sequence
> memory 97% free, wave memory 63000 free" does the wave memory
> "used" include the sequence data? Or is the "wave memory" pure
> audio? In other words, if I have used less sequence data, would the
> free wave memory be larger? (hope this makes sense, Robert..!)
> chris

My RS says Wave Memory 65525 kB free, when pressing shift-Utility 
without any song material loaded.

The wave memory is just sample memory. Sequence memory is fixed. So 
it doesn't matter how large your sequence stuff is, it doesn't affect 
the available amount of wave memory.

- Robert
| 5503|5459|2002-05-07 07:03:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ...128?|
On Sunday 05 May 2002 02:22, synthe. labo wrote:

>
> ...how can i change a local sample into a global one?...i mean,
> i've just sampled and i'm using it in a pattern.....

You move it using a sample job.

>
> ps.: did you got the Nord Rack 3 in the end? :)

http://pnu.widerstand.org/


Not yet, but I'm working on it (hi Töm!).

> i got the FS1-R but if i'll have the occasion i'll take a Microwave
> XT instead of the fs1r (all that knobzzzzzz)

The XT is a lovely machine, and the interface is great, imo.

> [i love FM and all these type of sounds, there's nothing to do;
> also when i twist Dynamo and other soft synth i finish to do
> terrible fm sounds or similar sounding ones]
> do you think it's a good idea?

I never used one, but I would try to keep it, at least until you've 
played with the XT for a while. These are totally different machines!
Do you think the XT can replace the Fs1-R? I doubt it...

> people tells me NOT to sell the fs1-R cause it's out of proda, it's
> a great synth, really powerful and if i'll want it in the future
> i'll have trouble to get one (respect for example a Micro Q that
> will be on the market for years from now)...

Will it make so much money if you sell it?
| 5504|5460|2002-05-07 07:12:21|sedarka|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
hey Dan,

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> Hi!
> 
> Sorry for the late reply - holiday weekend in England!

Oops- i thought you never would..very surprising finally, thx!

> What I was saying really is that although technically I think your 
music is
> highly accomplished, it doesn't really sound like music to me. 
Maybe I'm

IMO: everything is music.

> starting to get old, but there seems to be no rhythm or melody - it 
just
> sounds like bursts of frantic noise that don't make any sense. I 
like new

Dunno what's the average age on this list, i'm not that young either.
No rhythm? there are plenty of rhythms :^), but i understand what you 
mean.

> and interesting sounds but I do believe there are still some rules 
in music
> making - maybe 'rules' is the wrong word. 
> 

not to me. Maybe you are referring to 'pop'music, popular music...

> I find it hard to imagine in what scenario you would listen to such 
music -

Put it on your car-stereo, cruise your hometown..you'll see ;^)
I'm not listening to such things all day long,but then again...

> I can't see how you would dance to it, I can't imagine listening to 
it at

do the boogaloo! when 9 years-old kids get 16, they will: the new 
breakdance-wave straight to ya! Eclectic boogie!(i really hope/pray 
for the next generation heh)

> home in the evening to relax. The only thing I think it might fit 
with is

I listen Wheather Report & Bob James to relax.

> some very strange scene in a dark film, or some fireworks show...

Sounds as a compliment to me, thx!



> 
> For me, music is still about songs - and I don't just mean singing -
an
> instrumental can still be a song, even with the most minimal 
elements. 

Loud and clear, Dan. To you: music=songs 
(structure/"storytelling"/in+outro/..). I'm glad now you know: 
music=noise too...like "your" music=love and mine=sex ;^D
Don't get me wrong: "songs" as in your opinion, do enjoy me very 
often...:like: i only sample snippets of "songs" i enjoy(ed)

> 
> When you say 'everything musical has been done already' I don't 
think that's
> true - a great song is a great song, even if the style is old - 
it's still a
> great song. Same applies to a great house/trance/techno tune - just 
cos the
> style is old doesn't mean the tune can't be fresh and make you 
smile. Your

sure something can still sound fresh. Like I still can't get enough 
of (jeah, i should remix Depeche Mode too) those jungle-amenbreaks, 
used a billion times before. But then again, admit!: it has been done 
before.

> music is interesting alright, but it doesn't make me smile or give 
me any
> kind of emotional buzz like a really good song would - it more 
makes me
> think 'eh?'.

your 'eh?' is an emotional buzz too.

thx for your reply,
best,

sedarka >4: -[PEEINYOU]-
http://pnu.widerstand.org/

| 5505|5505|2002-05-07 09:02:00|Atkinson, Daniel|[RS7000] Re²: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|

> No rhythm? there are plenty of rhythms :^), but i understand what you 
> mean.

Yeah, well I mean rhythm's that are a bit more, well - rhythmical - as
opposed short bursts of insane drum hits at varying tempos. :)

>> I do believe there are still some rules 
>> in music
>> making - maybe 'rules' is the wrong word. 

> not to me. Maybe you are referring to 'pop'music, popular music...

no, no. I don't mean pop music - listen to some old jazz stuff - it's not
popular but it still has rhythm (even though it may be hard to find), it
still sticks to some basic age-old musical rules, as does music from every
musical genre I've ever come across (until now!).

I think the basic constructs of rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre that
encompass all forms of what I would class as 'music' are simply not present
in your work. I don't mean to devalue your work with that statement, but I
would maybe classify it more as some kind of sound-art than a musical
composition. 

>> I find it hard to imagine in what scenario you would listen to such 
>> music -

> Put it on your car-stereo, cruise your hometown..you'll see ;^)

I think I would probably cause a multi-vehicle accident if I put it on in
the car ;-)

http://pnu.widerstand.org/


>> for me, music is still about songs - and I don't just mean singing -
>> an
>> instrumental can still be a song, even with the most minimal 
>> elements. 

> Loud and clear, Dan. To you: music=songs 
> (structure/"storytelling"/in+outro/..). I'm glad now you know: 
> music=noise too...like "your" music=love and mine=sex ;^D

no, I disagree - music is music, noise is noise.

noise can form music, although not on it's own I don't think.

Thanks for your message!

Dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5506|5505|2002-05-07 09:46:44|Clint D|my_1st_RS_liveset.mp3?????|
Where can I listen to this mp3?

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - your guide to health and wellness
http://health.yahoo.com
| 5507|5477|2002-05-07 12:42:29|sonic|Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
After reading as much as I could about the unit, then trying to move 1 of 
my own pieces of music over to if (from an RM1x and Akai S2000 sampler) - 
plus this horrible issue with the Program Changes... I decided to return 
the unit.

I had 2 goals when I went out to make a purchase... I wanted to make my rig 
smaller, and I wanted to work in an environment where I could work with 
samples with easy and speed. Setting things up on my S2000 is such a 
hassle that I end up making tracks on my computer in ACID instead of 
spending the time building programs on my AKAI and transfering samples via 
SCSI.

I'm returning the box and will be reinvesting this money into an AKAI Z4 
sampler - and will only be replacing my AKAI S2000 in my rig.

BUT... at least I'm achieving the better of the 2 goals now - AND - I don't 
have to change my tracks nor recreate my programs as RS7000 sample voices 
(a sampler which I'd call an expensive Wav player).

The Z4 comes w/ USB... I'll be able to work on my samples on my PC and 
access the AKAI as a drive on my computer w/ Ak.Sys - their new networking 
technology (which is way ahead of most sample product manufacturers). It 
comes with a large internal drive and can handle something like 572MB of RAM.

Yamaha... you almost got it... but no dice, not yet. Forget about the 
kiddie market, they'd have to sell drugs to be able to buy it. Make it 
what it should be... or release all the specs on the OS and let it be 
OpenSource so other people can fix/improve the product.

Thanks for the brief interlude here - I'll be signing off of the list - 
good luck - and MAKE TRACKS!

oh - i may post back to sell a memory upgrade for the unit - depending on 
if I can return it or not.

Have a good one.

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5508|5477|2002-05-07 13:18:54|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
speaking of making tracks, did you ever try something new with it? Moving
midi and sample data can always be a chore. How did you find it for writing
new material?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: sonic [mailto:gideon@sonicwallpaper.com] 

http://health.yahoo.com/
http://www.webandaudio.com/
http://www.sonicwallpaper.com/
http://www.electronicscene.com/
mailto:gideon@sonicwallpaper.com


Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2002 2:46 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me

After reading as much as I could about the unit, then trying to move 1 of 
my own pieces of music over to if (from an RM1x and Akai S2000 sampler) - 
plus this horrible issue with the Program Changes... I decided to return 
the unit.

I had 2 goals when I went out to make a purchase... I wanted to make my rig 
smaller, and I wanted to work in an environment where I could work with 
samples with easy and speed. Setting things up on my S2000 is such a 
hassle that I end up making tracks on my computer in ACID instead of 
spending the time building programs on my AKAI and transfering samples via 
SCSI.

I'm returning the box and will be reinvesting this money into an AKAI Z4 
sampler - and will only be replacing my AKAI S2000 in my rig.

BUT... at least I'm achieving the better of the 2 goals now - AND - I don't 
have to change my tracks nor recreate my programs as RS7000 sample voices 
(a sampler which I'd call an expensive Wav player).

The Z4 comes w/ USB... I'll be able to work on my samples on my PC and 
access the AKAI as a drive on my computer w/ Ak.Sys - their new networking 
technology (which is way ahead of most sample product manufacturers). It 
comes with a large internal drive and can handle something like 572MB of
RAM.

Yamaha... you almost got it... but no dice, not yet. Forget about the 
kiddie market, they'd have to sell drugs to be able to buy it. Make it 
what it should be... or release all the specs on the OS and let it be 
OpenSource so other people can fix/improve the product.

Thanks for the brief interlude here - I'll be signing off of the list - 
good luck - and MAKE TRACKS!

oh - i may post back to sell a memory upgrade for the unit - depending on 
if I can return it or not.

Have a good one.

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com <http://www.WebAndAudio.com> 
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com <http://www.SonicWallpaper.com> 
http://www.ElectronicScene.com <http://www.ElectronicScene.com> 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5509|5477|2002-05-07 14:24:39|sonic|Re: Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
At 03:18 PM 5/7/2002 -0400, you wrote:

>speaking of making tracks, did you ever try something new with it? Moving
>midi and sample data can always be a chore. How did you find it for writing
>new material?

new - no. time is non-existent at the moment. between planning a wedding 
:) and developing/managing electronicscene.com and doing contract 
programming work, I haven't had any time to work on new material. :-(

The midi data moved over just fine - it was the whole thing with having to 
place program changes everywhere instead of relying on the controls for 
selecting a voice that currently only works on the internal tone generator. 
I'm sure that the process of building a track would be the exact same 
asside from the program change messages. I'm really comfortable with the 
RM1x and the midi engine/jobs/functions/etc. seemed about the same. Yamaha 
should have a chart on their site that shows all the details between the 2 
units - then it would be obvious as to what is different. I think it would 
help us figure out what is the right unit.

One thing I noticed that I'd really like are the BPM synched effects and 
lfos - but I'll pick that up when I get the effects card for the Z4 - and 
my Electrix Mo-Fx is midi synch-able.

hasta,

Gideon
| 5510|5477|2002-05-07 15:15:57|sonic|Just got a phone call from Yamaha Support|
No way - a support rep from Yamaha just called me - I went to their site 
and filled out a form for support and explained the issue about the Program 
Changes - so he calls about it to tell me "that's the spec's of the unit..."

So I just went on for about 10 minutes explaining how it should work - and 
that it would be a very easy thing for the engineers to simply route TG 
header info out through the Midi outs upon selection of a Sytle or Song - 
just as it does on the RM1x. He asked me to explain how I used the unit so 
I explained how my rig was hooked up and how I use the RM1x.

He stated that he would outline what we talked about and send it off to 
Japan to see if something could come of it. So who knows - maybe it will.

Cheers to Yamaha Support for making a phone call :) I guess the problem 
with them is in their marketing department - I'm sure Support and the 
Engineers would love to fix and upgrade the unit.

Anyways - just a heads up. Oh... and if you want to have DOCUMENTED 
complaints or requests - I suggest you do it through the Yamaha support 
like I just did - the more people that do this - the more they will become 
aware of it. I have no idea if anything will become of my request - but at 
least it is in their sytem now.

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5511|5477|2002-05-07 20:13:18|kelly644|Re: Just got a phone call from Yamaha Support|
"I'm sure Support and the 
Engineers would love to fix and upgrade the unit."

Typical Yamaha fashion is to release somthing, wait until somthing 
obvious needs to be fixed, fix it, and then move on to another 
project :P

- Kelly

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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--- In RS7000@y..., sonic wrote:
> No way - a support rep from Yamaha just called me - I went to 
their site 
> and filled out a form for support and explained the issue about the 
Program 
> Changes - so he calls about it to tell me "that's the spec's of 
the unit..."
> 
> So I just went on for about 10 minutes explaining how it should 
work - and 
> that it would be a very easy thing for the engineers to simply 
route TG 
> header info out through the Midi outs upon selection of a Sytle or 
Song - 
> just as it does on the RM1x. He asked me to explain how I used the 
unit so 
> I explained how my rig was hooked up and how I use the RM1x.
> 
> He stated that he would outline what we talked about and send it 
off to 
> Japan to see if something could come of it. So who knows - maybe it 
will.
> 
> Cheers to Yamaha Support for making a phone call :) I guess the 
problem 
> with them is in their marketing department - I'm sure Support and 
the 
> Engineers would love to fix and upgrade the unit.
> 
> Anyways - just a heads up. Oh... and if you want to have DOCUMENTED 
> complaints or requests - I suggest you do it through the Yamaha 
support 
> like I just did - the more people that do this - the more they will 
become 
> aware of it. I have no idea if anything will become of my request - 
but at 
> least it is in their sytem now.
> 
> 
> Gideon Marken
> ~ Sonic Wallpaper
> http://www.WebAndAudio.com
> http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
> http://www.ElectronicScene.com

| 5512|5477|2002-05-07 20:34:29|faxorgy|Re: Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
I am goin' to sound like a right cunt here but boy are you going too 
be having shit loads of frustration :(....
You obviously haven't been reading up on the experiences of current 
Z4/8 and MPC4000 owners still no re-sampling with effects available 
as yet , alot of the data management and file handling is poorly 
implemented. Atleast 12 to 15 of it's MAJOR functions are not 
available in OS as of yet the MPC4000 will not even operate on Z4/8 
Akai sys as yet which it is supposed too. Alot of the USB/PC file 
handling capabilities are at best poorly implemented. If you hunt 
around the net (or check the AKAI mailing list) I suggest you think 
twice about being an AKAI BETA TESTER. Yes it's the whole S5000/6000
episode all over again and quite frankly if everyone thinks Yamaha 
hasn't got the RS right for the price a new Akai should be 
operationally perfect . They aren't called AKAI PROFESSIONAL for 
nothing are they ???? At least as it stands the RS does what the 
manual and manufacturers claim straight out of the box.
I wish you luck (as we all no some gear isn't for everyone) but be 
cautious in your descisions...I would suggest holding off 6 months 
until some of the OS problems on the Z series are ironed out myself.
PEACE
| 5513|5477|2002-05-07 21:04:02|chrisroyer2001|Re: Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
Hello, I was reading your reply and then it made me think of this: 
you say there is no resampling with FX in the Z4-Z8, but can you in 
the RS? 
chris

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> I am goin' to sound like a right cunt here but boy are you going 
too 
> be having shit loads of frustration :(....
> You obviously haven't been reading up on the experiences of 
current 
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> Z4/8 and MPC4000 owners still no re-sampling with effects 
available 
> as yet , alot of the data management and file handling is poorly 
> implemented. Atleast 12 to 15 of it's MAJOR functions are not 
> available in OS as of yet the MPC4000 will not even operate on 
Z4/8 
> Akai sys as yet which it is supposed too. Alot of the USB/PC file 
> handling capabilities are at best poorly implemented. If you hunt 
> around the net (or check the AKAI mailing list) I suggest you 
think 
> twice about being an AKAI BETA TESTER. Yes it's the whole 
S5000/6000
> episode all over again and quite frankly if everyone thinks Yamaha 
> hasn't got the RS right for the price a new Akai should be 
> operationally perfect . They aren't called AKAI PROFESSIONAL for 
> nothing are they ???? At least as it stands the RS does what the 
> manual and manufacturers claim straight out of the box.
> I wish you luck (as we all no some gear isn't for everyone) but be 
> cautious in your descisions...I would suggest holding off 6 months 
> until some of the OS problems on the Z series are ironed out 
myself.
> PEACE

| 5514|5477|2002-05-07 23:18:21|sonic|Re: Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
At 02:33 AM 5/8/2002 +0000, you wrote:

>I am goin' to sound like a right cunt here but boy are you going too
>be having shit loads of frustration :(....
>You obviously haven't been reading up on the experiences of current
>Z4/8 and MPC4000 owners still no re-sampling with effects available
>as yet ,

no biggie - I prepare everything on the PC.

>alot of the data management and file handling is poorly
>implemented.

hmm... I wonder what that translates to? I'll have to crawl around... Grrr....

>Atleast 12 to 15 of it's MAJOR functions are not
>available in OS as of yet the MPC4000 will not even operate on Z4/8
>Akai sys as yet which it is supposed too.

I'm not too concerned w/ the MPC4000 - that's not a big deal

>Alot of the USB/PC file
>handling capabilities are at best poorly implemented. If you hunt
>around the net (or check the AKAI mailing list) I suggest you think
>twice about being an AKAI BETA TESTER.

really... that's one of the main attractions... hmm... yikes!

>PROFESSIONAL

I've always disliked that word. :-)

>I wish you luck (as we all no some gear isn't for everyone) but be
>cautious in your descisions...I would suggest holding off 6 months

6??? ok well.. I'll dig around and find out what the issues are - thanks :)

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5515|5477|2002-05-08 01:03:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Taking the RS7000 back - not a good unit for me|
On Wednesday 08 May 2002 05:03, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

http://www.webandaudio.com/
http://www.sonicwallpaper.com/
http://www.electronicscene.com/


> Hello, I was reading your reply and then it made me think of this:
> you say there is no resampling with FX in the Z4-Z8, but can you in
> the RS?

YES!

- Robert
| 5516|5477|2002-05-08 01:22:54|arveyman|Resampling?|
Talking about resampling...

i tried some sampling yesterday on the RS, and wanted to resample 
phrases (a few trax) together to 1 new Slice+Seq sample set. Now i 
set the sampler to resample, the trigger to "measure" and set it to 1-
end (4/4). I believed from the manual that the sampler will begin 
sampling as soon as it 'hears' a sound. So i thought it would sample 
a nice 4/4 loop. NOT so.. I HAVE to start the sequence first, and 
then press the START sample button (4 sampling) at any point. So it 
does not automaticaly sample a nice 4/4 loop??
Is there something i'm doing wrong here? Because now i have to edit 
the sample for begin and end points.. I thounght the RS had better 
capabilities! I want a nice and clean 4/4 loopsample!

help!

Arf

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 08 May 2002 05:03, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > Hello, I was reading your reply and then it made me think of this:
> > you say there is no resampling with FX in the Z4-Z8, but can you 
in
> > the RS?
> 
> YES!
> 
> - Robert

| 5517|5517|2002-05-08 04:54:51|tempotanken|harddisc size|
Is there an upper limit for the size of a connected harddisc?
I mean, -is it possible to connect a 9GB hardisc?

best

Hanz H
| 5518|5460|2002-05-08 09:07:50|djdavejumpers|Re: Re²: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
No, I just ran out of Intelligent Jungle, and the next performer 
didn't show up.

--- In RS7000@y..., "sedarka" wrote:

> So you made some music to enjoy the audience, though you don't dig 
it 
> yourself...hmm. You should know, as a musician, you have an 
> educational task, bloke! :^)

| 5519|5477|2002-05-08 09:21:23|sensualemporer|Re: Resampling?|
Its sounds like you got eveything right. You start the sequence 1st 
like you said. Then press the START sample button like you said. It 
then should say "waiting for trigger". The trigger occurs next time 
measure 1 comes along and the message changes to "Recording" until 
the end of the 4/4 loop. It should result in a nice clean 4/4 loop 
like you want.

Its a little strange, but it should work.
does it?

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Talking about resampling...
> 
> i tried some sampling yesterday on the RS, and wanted to resample 
> phrases (a few trax) together to 1 new Slice+Seq sample set. Now i 
> set the sampler to resample, the trigger to "measure" and set it to 
1-



> end (4/4). I believed from the manual that the sampler will begin 
> sampling as soon as it 'hears' a sound. So i thought it would 
sample 
> a nice 4/4 loop. NOT so.. I HAVE to start the sequence first, and 
> then press the START sample button (4 sampling) at any point. So it 
> does not automaticaly sample a nice 4/4 loop??
> Is there something i'm doing wrong here? Because now i have to edit 
> the sample for begin and end points.. I thounght the RS had better 
> capabilities! I want a nice and clean 4/4 loopsample!
> 
> help!
> 
> 
> Arf
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 08 May 2002 05:03, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > > Hello, I was reading your reply and then it made me think of 
this:
> > > you say there is no resampling with FX in the Z4-Z8, but can 
you 
> in
> > > the RS?
> > 
> > YES!
> > 
> > - Robert

| 5520|5494|2002-05-08 09:43:20|sensualemporer|Re: removing screws underneath the RS!|
Some of the screws are not supposed to come out. Make sure you check 
the manual.

Using different size screwdriver tips can help to NOT strip the 
screws.

If some of your screws are ALREADY stripped, then you may be forced 
to use a drill and drill the heads out. This really sucks though. 
Especially on a new unit like the RS7000.

Always stop as soon as you think you may be stripping a screw, and 
try a different size screwdriver. There are actually rigid specs on 
what size screwdriver to use with certain types of screws. No one 
ever pays any attentiona to those though.

I installed my RS7000 memory upgrade start to finish in 8 minutes. 
This included grounding myself by jumpering myself to the 3rd prong 
of a powercord. I actually had much more trouble upgrading the 
memory of an old Lexicon Jamman. I actually stripped out a screw on 
that unit and had to drill it out. It took a long time and there 
were metal shavings everywhere.

goodluck,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:
> Help!
> I am trying to install the 64MB of RAM in the RS. Unfortunately, 
> some of the screws are just too tight and won't come off. So now 
the 
> screws are messed up simply unusable, and I just can't open the dam 
> thing! Has this happened to anyone, and what can I do now???

| 5521|5521|2002-05-08 09:58:03|sensualemporer|Anyone love any synth bass sounds on the RS7000?|
I have a recent obsession with phat, fat, phat sub-bass synth sounds 
(ie Rebel Music remake off of Chant Down Babylon or the old mini-moog 
sounds). You know, a bass vibration that makes you spontaneously 
orgasm.

Does anyone have a favourite patch in the RS7000 for big-ass bass 
synth sounds? I havent found any yet.

My electribe EA-1 gets pretty big, but with limitations.
My friends Korg MS-20 is the bomb, but sounds cannot be recalled 
easily at all and I cant keep borrowing it.

thx,
frenchy
| 5522|5521|2002-05-08 10:35:02|sonic|Re: Anyone love any synth bass sounds on the RS7000?|



>
>
>My electribe EA-1 gets pretty big, but with limitations.
>My friends Korg MS-20 is the bomb, but sounds cannot be recalled
>easily at all and I cant keep borrowing it.

If you have SoundForge or Wavelab... or really any one of the many sample 
generators out there, you can create your own SUPER SUB BASS that shakes 
the foundations of your home :) (and your neighbors)

in SoundForge... File > New, Tools > Syntesis > Simple

then you can start experimenting with the options - trying different 
waveforms, frequencies, lenghts

then take that sample and work on it a bit with some plugins - a little 
distortion for growl or Phaser for movement - or put a pitch bend in for a 
nice 'drop' sample or just add some filtering for flavor!

I usually create a "parent' sample - save that - then create around a dozen 
or so 'children' samples - then with these, I have several variation of the 
same sample - which tends to create a more dynamic sound (well... i tend to 
think so). If you find a good 'parent' sample - it's a good idea to 
generate it at a few different frequencies so you have multiple notes to 
work with.

Also, for some EXTRA phatness... next time you borrow or sample your 
friends synth, ask or check it there is a "unison" option - and set it to 
MAX OUT - and sample that w/ you running some sequences to it, or just 
jammin on the keyboard. I have a Novation Nova - and it's "unison" feature 
allows me to stack all the voices of the unit into one massive voice - it's 
soooo warm! This eats up all the voices of the synth, so performing in this 
mode isn't a good idea - but it is a great idea to generate samples from 
your synth, then trigger those.

Gideon Marken
~ Sonic Wallpaper
http://www.WebAndAudio.com
http://www.SonicWallpaper.com
http://www.ElectronicScene.com
| 5523|5523|2002-05-08 13:27:09|kelly644|Help!|
I just got my RS7000 today... for the love of life, this the hardest 
interface I've come across :) I'm sure it will be all fine and dandy 
once I get the basics down, but I had an easier time with my CS6x and 
Virus Kb :)

Anyway, a couple simple questions:

1. How do I load demo songs?

2. How to I load full patterns to listen to (Instead of single track 
phrases with no FX)?

3. What is on the CD rom that comes with it... mine didnt come with 
one :P

Thanks

- Kelly
| 5524|5523|2002-05-08 13:46:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Help!|
...don't forget to check the faq there Kelly ;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kelly644 [mailto:kelly644@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2002 3:27 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Help!

I just got my RS7000 today... for the love of life, this the hardest 
interface I've come across :) I'm sure it will be all fine and dandy 
once I get the basics down, but I had an easier time with my CS6x and 
Virus Kb :)

Anyway, a couple simple questions:

1. How do I load demo songs?

http://www.webandaudio.com/
http://www.sonicwallpaper.com/
http://www.electronicscene.com/
mailto:kelly644@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


2. How to I load full patterns to listen to (Instead of single track 
phrases with no FX)?

3. What is on the CD rom that comes with it... mine didnt come with 
one :P

Thanks

- Kelly
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| 5525|5523|2002-05-08 14:28:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help!|
On Wednesday 08 May 2002 21:46, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ...don't forget to check the faq there Kelly ;)

And the manual! ;P
There's a tuturial in the manual that should get you trough the first 
steps with the RS.

It's the square object, made of sheets of light paper with dark 
figures printed on them. ;)

- Robert
| 5526|5523|2002-05-08 14:53:58|kelly644|Re: Help!|
I just figured out why I cant load any songs or patterns: Min came 
with a 64mb card and all the memory blanked out on the machine... the 
original 4mb card with everything on it didnt come along for some 
reason - I dont actually have the songs or demos :P

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 08 May 2002 21:46, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > ...don't forget to check the faq there Kelly ;)
> 
> And the manual! ;P
> There's a tuturial in the manual that should get you trough the 
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first 
> steps with the RS.
> 
> It's the square object, made of sheets of light paper with dark 
> figures printed on them. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 5527|5523|2002-05-08 15:14:30|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Help!|
- check the CD dood.

- RTFM (no offence) ;)

- review the faq

- and search previous posts on ths list.

Then post should you still not understand....

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kelly644 [mailto:kelly644@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2002 4:54 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Help!

I just figured out why I cant load any songs or patterns: Min came 
with a 64mb card and all the memory blanked out on the machine... the 
original 4mb card with everything on it didnt come along for some 
reason - I dont actually have the songs or demos :P

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 08 May 2002 21:46, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > ...don't forget to check the faq there Kelly ;)
> 
> And the manual! ;P
> There's a tuturial in the manual that should get you trough the 
first 
> steps with the RS.
> 
> It's the square object, made of sheets of light paper with dark 
> figures printed on them. ;)
> 
> - Robert
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5528|5523|2002-05-08 15:19:45|kelly644|Re: Help!|
oh yeah, and no CD either

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> - check the CD dood.
> 
> - RTFM (no offence) ;)
> 
> - review the faq
> 
> - and search previous posts on ths list.
> 
> Then post should you still not understand....
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: kelly644 [mailto:kelly644@y...] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2002 4:54 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Help!
> 
> 
> I just figured out why I cant load any songs or patterns: Min came 
> with a 64mb card and all the memory blanked out on the machine... 
the 
> original 4mb card with everything on it didnt come along for some 
> reason - I dont actually have the songs or demos :P
> 
> - Kelly
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 08 May 2002 21:46, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > > ...don't forget to check the faq there Kelly ;)
> > 
> > And the manual! ;P
> > There's a tuturial in the manual that should get you trough the 
> first 
> > steps with the RS.
> > 
> > It's the square object, made of sheets of light paper with dark 
> > figures printed on them. ;)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
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050321
> 44:HM/A=1046314/R=1/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225> 

> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 44:HM/A=1046314/R=2/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225> 

> Height: 4 5 6 7 ft 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 in 
> Weight: 
> Sex: F M 
> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1046314/rand=952961796> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5529|5523|2002-05-08 15:50:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help!|
On Wednesday 08 May 2002 23:19, kelly644 wrote:

> oh yeah, and no CD either

No preset card and no CD? You're doing fine. ;)
Well, at least you got a 64M card. That's nice!

The demos can also be found on the CD, so maybe you could ask your 
dealer (or Yamaha directly) to get you a copy of the CD?

- Robert
| 5530|5523|2002-05-08 17:39:33|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Help!|
...ahhhhhh. i see.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kelly644
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 08/05/02 5:19 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Help!

oh yeah, and no CD either

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> - check the CD dood.
> 
> - RTFM (no offence) ;)
> 
> - review the faq
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> 
> - and search previous posts on ths list.
> 
> Then post should you still not understand....
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: kelly644 [mailto:kelly644@y...] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2002 4:54 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Help!
> 
> 
> I just figured out why I cant load any songs or patterns: Min came 
> with a 64mb card and all the memory blanked out on the machine... 
the 
> original 4mb card with everything on it didnt come along for some 
> reason - I dont actually have the songs or demos :P
> 
> - Kelly
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 08 May 2002 21:46, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > > ...don't forget to check the faq there Kelly ;)
> > 
> > And the manual! ;P
> > There's a tuturial in the manual that should get you trough the 
> first 
> > steps with the RS.
> > 
> > It's the square object, made of sheets of light paper with dark 
> > figures printed on them. ;)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> 
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17> 
050321
> 44:HM/A=1046314/R=2/* http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225
<http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225> > 

> Height: 4 5 6 7 ft 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 in 
> Weight: 
> Sex: F M 
> 
> 
> < http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l? <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?> 
M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1046314/rand=952961796> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> > 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>

< http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
< http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=1046314/R=1/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225>

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=1046314/R=2/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225>

Height: 4 5 6 7 ft 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 in 
Weight: 
Sex: F M 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=194081.2021092.3499911.1829184/D=egrou
pmail/S=1705032144:HM/A=1046314/rand=411211194> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

| 5531|5521|2002-05-09 02:32:56|headtrik|Re: Anyone love any synth bass sounds on the RS7000?|
If you take the low pass, and put it fairly far down on "GARAGE BASS" 
it kicks ass!! I usually boost the low end in the EQ section as well 
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just for a little more kick in the arse. "SinSolo 3" rules for big 
warm triangle bass too. Buzzoid Bass is evil for DnB as well. 
Sampling in pitch mode is really where it's at for me though. I love 
getting a real 808 bass, or sampling My ms, and then messing with it 
and turning into something my MS2000 could never do. cheerz
| 5532|5521|2002-05-09 02:57:24|Ian Vine|Re: Anyone love any synth bass sounds on the RS7000?|
Also play around with the unison setting under 'Play
FX' (I think)

IanV 

--- headtrik wrote:

If you take the low pass, and put it fairly far down
on "GARAGE BASS" 

it kicks ass!! I usually boost the low end in the EQ
section as well 

just for a little more kick in the arse. "SinSolo
3" rules for big 

warm triangle bass too. Buzzoid Bass is evil for DnB
as well. 

Sampling in pitch mode is really where it's at for me
though. I love 

getting a real 808 bass, or sampling My ms, and then
messing with it 

and turning into something my MS2000 could never do.
cheerz
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* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Shopping - Mother's Day is May 12th!
http://shopping.yahoo.com
| 5533|5533|2002-05-09 04:46:16|tomfinegan|OT: Virus Warning|
Since a few days there is a new Virus, called Klez, going around on 
the net, spread by email. 

More info:http://www.wired.com/news/technology/0,1282,52055,00.html
| 5534|5477|2002-05-09 14:49:25|arveyman|Re: Resampling?|
Thanks for helping! I just found out i forgot that my sequence was 32 
measures that's why it 'would't start' sampling!

/quote
..The trigger occurs next time measure 1 comes along and ..
/quote

My god, what a stupid error from me...
*sigh* ..OK. back to business!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> Its sounds like you got eveything right. You start the sequence 
1st 
> like you said. Then press the START sample button like you said. 
It 
> then should say "waiting for trigger". The trigger occurs next 
time 
> measure 1 comes along and the message changes to "Recording" until 
> the end of the 4/4 loop. It should result in a nice clean 4/4 loop 
> like you want.
> 
> Its a little strange, but it should work.
> does it?
> 
> frenchy
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > Talking about resampling...
> > 
> > i tried some sampling yesterday on the RS, and wanted to resample 
> > phrases (a few trax) together to 1 new Slice+Seq sample set. Now 
i 
> > set the sampler to resample, the trigger to "measure" and set it 
to 
> 1-
> > end (4/4). I believed from the manual that the sampler will begin 
> > sampling as soon as it 'hears' a sound. So i thought it would 
> sample 

http://www.wired.com/news/technology/0,1282,52055,00.html


> > a nice 4/4 loop. NOT so.. I HAVE to start the sequence first, and 
> > then press the START sample button (4 sampling) at any point. So 
it 
> > does not automaticaly sample a nice 4/4 loop??
> > Is there something i'm doing wrong here? Because now i have to 
edit 
> > the sample for begin and end points.. I thounght the RS had 
better 
> > capabilities! I want a nice and clean 4/4 loopsample!
> > 
> > help!
> > 
> > 
> > Arf
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > On Wednesday 08 May 2002 05:03, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > > > Hello, I was reading your reply and then it made me think of 
> this:
> > > > you say there is no resampling with FX in the Z4-Z8, but can 
> you 
> > in
> > > > the RS?
> > > 
> > > YES!
> > > 
> > > - Robert

| 5535|5535|2002-05-10 01:19:32|fuentes925|program changes to external gear?|
Hello, I have only had my rs7000 for a short time now, it is my first 
piece of gear (I love it) but I have read some post's on here that 
have made me worry about it. The main reason I bought the rs7000 is 
to use it as a master unit to control other gear in a live setting 
for a non stop p.a. ( other gear nord micro mod., electrix filter 
factory, machinedrum sps1 and a midi keyboard controller) The post's 
that I am talking about are the one's about the rs7000 not being able 
to send or recive program changes to or from external gear. How big 
of a problem is this in a live setting with other gear, maybe some one
can explain to me how exactly this would effect a live performance.
I hope this is not to big of a problem.
Thank's in advance for any help..
| 5536|5535|2002-05-10 10:19:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: program changes to external gear?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "fuentes925" wrote:

> The post's 
> that I am talking about are the one's about the rs7000 not being 

able 

> to send or recive program changes to or from external gear. 

Selective reading. The RS *can* send Program Changes to external 
gear. Receive is not a problem either. The problem is that you have 
to place the PC in a special section which shouldn´t loop. There´s a 
thread on www.motifator.com that explains what is meant:

http://pub125.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?
topicID=127.topic

If the link doesn´t work, cut´n´paste it.

> How big 
> of a problem is this in a live setting with other gear

It really depends on how you work. It might be a problem or not at 
all.

> maybe some one
> can explain to me how exactly this would effect a live performance.

As i said, depends on how you work.

> I hope this is not to big of a problem.

http://pub125.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?


For some people yes, for others no. IMHO this is a bug in the OS, 
since it does work in the RM1x.

Tom
| 5537|5477|2002-05-10 12:39:55|sensualemporer|Re: Resampling?|
Glad to help. Sometimes I have sequences that are 20+ measures 
also. I wish you could start recording from any measure instead of 
always from measure 1.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Thanks for helping! I just found out i forgot that my sequence was 
32 
> measures that's why it 'would't start' sampling!
> 
> /quote
> ..The trigger occurs next time measure 1 comes along and ..
> /quote
> 
> My god, what a stupid error from me...
> *sigh* ..OK. back to business!
> 
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:
> > Its sounds like you got eveything right. You start the sequence 
> 1st 
> > like you said. Then press the START sample button like you 
said. 
> It 
> > then should say "waiting for trigger". The trigger occurs next 
> time 
> > measure 1 comes along and the message changes to "Recording" 
until 
> > the end of the 4/4 loop. It should result in a nice clean 4/4 
loop 
> > like you want.
> > 
> > Its a little strange, but it should work.
> > does it?
> > 
> > frenchy
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > > Talking about resampling...
> > > 
> > > i tried some sampling yesterday on the RS, and wanted to 
resample 
> > > phrases (a few trax) together to 1 new Slice+Seq sample set. 
Now 
> i 
> > > set the sampler to resample, the trigger to "measure" and set 
it 
> to 
> > 1-
> > > end (4/4). I believed from the manual that the sampler will 
begin 
> > > sampling as soon as it 'hears' a sound. So i thought it would 
> > sample 
> > > a nice 4/4 loop. NOT so.. I HAVE to start the sequence first, 
and 
> > > then press the START sample button (4 sampling) at any point. 
So 
> it 
> > > does not automaticaly sample a nice 4/4 loop??
> > > Is there something i'm doing wrong here? Because now i have to 
> edit 
> > > the sample for begin and end points.. I thounght the RS had 
> better 
> > > capabilities! I want a nice and clean 4/4 loopsample!
> > > 
> > > help!
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Arf
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:



> > > > On Wednesday 08 May 2002 05:03, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > > > > Hello, I was reading your reply and then it made me think 
of 
> > this:
> > > > > you say there is no resampling with FX in the Z4-Z8, but 
can 
> > you 
> > > in
> > > > > the RS?
> > > > 
> > > > YES!
> > > > 
> > > > - Robert

| 5538|783|2002-05-11 08:47:13|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Saturday, May 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 5539|5539|2002-05-11 09:57:56|synthe. labo|Re: program changes ETC ETC |
...ehm...
sorry, maybe i've missed some passages...

thomas, when you were referring to a presunted bug into rs7k OS, you were 
referring to program changes messages that doesn't function?
...cause just now i'm starting to use (trying to..) them

another thing, completely off topic:
Robert: can you re-gige me those hot web addresses for Nord Modular patches? 
i lost them, and now IT'S EVERYTHING OK WITH MY NM!!!!!!
..for me it's a big victory...hehe

ok, thanx a lot

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________
Invia e ricevi la posta di Hotmail sul tuo cellulare: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5540|5540|2002-05-11 14:33:58|retrobeats|Does anyone know what came of the new smart card offerings?|
I'm refering to the smart media cards released in EUROPE that 
apparently have techo/house sequencers on them.

I know it may seem lame, but to me, it's like buying a sample cd.

would love to buy them

thanks.

As alway, great site...enjoy all the info here!
| 5541|5541|2002-05-11 23:51:58|r_s_7_k|How Do I import more than One drum sample at a time????|
using the import function i'm only able to do this one drum sample at 
a time, there must be another way besides sampling and then splitting 
because that degrades the sound quality of the samples and importing 
one at a time takes entirely too long. so what Am I missing
| 5542|4879|2002-05-12 04:47:55|frankii|Re: So far we don't know|
What I can't ge tover is the ZERO transposing in pattern mode/chain 
mode, no real MTC time code (or generation) for pattern mode and 
worst of all, in realtime recording, it has to play out a full 
messure before changing, so forget about hitting the pattern/section 
as fast as possible for a doublehits and having the RS record it, 
just not possible with this OS....(have to use external sequencer)

Love it though..................

cheers, 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo
http://mobile.msn.com/


-f
....1,2,3 in --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> > That's not what i meant Tom. English is not
> > my native language, so my mistake.
> :) mine either, but we give our best, and that´s what counts.
> 
> > I meant that i will no longer buy anything
> > from Yamaha. They will loose me as a client.
> Oh ok. Personally i am not dumping Yamaha for that, they just deal 
> with those things differently. That´s sometimes dissappointing for 
> sure, still their products are quite professional. 
> > 
> > I dumped MS products years ago, i have a MAC now ;)
> Hey, congratulations! I am looking into that as well, but that 

fruit 

> is too expensive for me at that moment. I wish AN1x-edit would run 
> under Linux..., maybe LindowsOS will help :)
> 
> > "they might sell more of it with a OS2.0...you see it? "
> > 
> > Yes they would. Even if they sell just a few more, in the
> > long run it'll pay off for the Yamaha name.
> Most definately, but i guess there are some big old boneheads 

sitting 

> in the managment.
> 
> > Apart from the Grid mode and the fact that you have to stop
> > everytime that you... And it would be so easy to correct these
> > problems that'S why i'm so pissed off that a big company
> > like Yamaha does not do anything about it, well so far.
> Hm, i am not sure if it would be so easy to correct that "stopping 
> everytime you want to switch mode". It depends on all how you 
> developed the OS, and for me it looks like a modified QY-RM1x-OS.
> I would say they would have to rewrite the kernel, if they were so 
> smart to develope it in modules...
> 
> Tom

| 5543|5540|2002-05-12 04:48:30|frankii|Re: Does anyone know what came of the new smart card offerings?|
what, when and how much?

:-)

cheers, 
f

--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:
> I'm refering to the smart media cards released in EUROPE that 
> apparently have techo/house sequencers on them.
> 
> I know it may seem lame, but to me, it's like buying a sample cd.
> 
> would love to buy them
> 
> 
> thanks.
> 
> As alway, great site...enjoy all the info here!

| 5544|5544|2002-05-12 08:23:54|traizorus|Track select via MIDI|
It is possible to make a section change by MIDI, but is it possible 
to select a track by MIDI?
| 5545|5539|2002-05-12 08:27:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: program changes ETC ETC|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> thomas, when you were referring to a presunted bug into rs7k OS, 

you were 

> referring to program changes messages that doesn't function?
> ...cause just now i'm starting to use (trying to..) them

Details here: http://pub125.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?
topicID=127.topic

http://pub125.ezboard.com/fmotifatorfrm19.showMessage?


> another thing, completely off topic:
> Robert: can you re-gige me those hot web addresses for Nord Modular 

patches? 

http://www.clavia.se/nordmodular/sounds/index.htm

You mean that one?

Nord Modular and RS7k together KICKS serious ASS! I love that 
Vangelis Horn out of the "Dan Lind" patch.
| 5546|5539|2002-05-12 08:44:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: program changes ETC ETC|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> > another thing, completely off topic:
> > Robert: can you re-gige me those hot web addresses for Nord 

Modular 

> patches? 
> 
> http://www.clavia.se/nordmodular/sounds/index.htm
> 

And that one (25MB of patches): 

ftp://modular:nord@archive.synthcom.com/
| 5547|5539|2002-05-12 08:51:49|Dick Ochet|Re: program changes ETC ETC|
Wot are these patches good for?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, May 12, 2002 3:44 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: program changes ETC ETC

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > another thing, completely off topic:
> > Robert: can you re-gige me those hot web addresses for Nord 
Modular 
> patches? 
> 
> http://www.clavia.se/nordmodular/sounds/index.htm
> 
And that one (25MB of patches): 

ftp://modular:nord@archive.synthcom.com/
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>From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: program changes ETC ETC
>Date: Sun, 12 May 2002 14:44:02 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > another thing, completely off topic:
> > > Robert: can you re-gige me those hot web addresses for Nord
>Modular
> > patches?
> >
> > http://www.clavia.se/nordmodular/sounds/index.htm
> >
>And that one (25MB of patches):
>
>ftp://modular:nord@archive.synthcom.com/

thanx a lot Thomas, i was not referring to the things you can find on 
clavia.se site, but the other sites on the net where people share their own 
patches, and this last one is really BIG :)))

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________
Conversa in chat con gli amici in linea, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.com
| 5549|5539|2002-05-12 12:54:03|tompaulsen2002|OT patches for Nord Modular|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Dick Ochet" wrote:

> Wot are these patches good for?

Clavia Nord Modular, a virtual analogue modular (!) system.

> > http://www.clavia.se/nordmodular/sounds/index.htm

> 
> ftp://modular:nord@a.../

| 5550|5539|2002-05-12 12:59:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: program changes ETC ETC|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> thanx a lot Thomas, i was not referring to the things you can find 

on 

> clavia.se site, but the other sites on the net where people share 

their own 

> patches, and this last one is really BIG :)))

Indeed. I just found a patch there for the Nord Modular that emulates 
the Korg Electribe A....:))) I am glad i didn´t sell my Nord MM as i 
planned first...and i always wanted a Korg EA-1...i need a Nord 
Modular Key though...

I´ve read that Clavia is working on OS and Editor 4.0 for it...

For everyone, who don´t understand what we are talking about...
RS7000 and Nord Modular, best of two worlds! Brilliant together! If 
you never heard of Nord Modular, and is looking for a flexible VA, 
you should check it out!

http://www.clavia.se/modular.htm
| 5551|5551|2002-05-12 20:45:31|alpha_peak|After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
When I play back what I record, it sounds like a wavy-splice. It 
never did this before I had my memory installed. Could it be 
because of the memory? Or could I have changed something by 
accident? I know the RS reads my memory since my sampling 
time is a lot longer than it was. I dunno what I did wrong....

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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http://www.clavia.se/nordmodular/sounds/index.htm
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Anyone have this problem? Anyone know how to fix it?\
Thx
| 5552|5551|2002-05-13 00:51:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
On Monday 13 May 2002 04:45, alpha_peak wrote:

> When I play back what I record, it sounds like a wavy-splice. It
> never did this before I had my memory installed. Could it be
> because of the memory? Or could I have changed something by
> accident? I know the RS reads my memory since my sampling
> time is a lot longer than it was. I dunno what I did wrong....

Wrong sample memory can certainly cause this problem, yes.

- How much memory did you install?
- How much memory is recognized (Shift+Utility)?
- Did you check the faq for the correct specs of the simms?

Robert
| 5553|5517|2002-05-13 01:01:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: harddisc size|
On Wednesday 08 May 2002 12:54, tempotanken wrote:

> Is there an upper limit for the size of a connected harddisc?
> I mean, -is it possible to connect a 9GB hardisc?

All I know (but that doesn't prove anything) is that removable media 
cannot be larger than 2GB (page 125 of the english manual). It 
depends on the filesystem format used by the RS, and if I remember 
correctly that is FAT16. Larger disks (without partitions) will 
become less efficient when using many relatively small files. 

- Robert
| 5554|5554|2002-05-13 08:40:47|kristianthomas2002|nord modular patches other than clavia site|
i was reading through the messages but this site dosnt work
ftp://modular:nord@a.../

it looks like its been cut off by yahoo????

can someone please tell me what it is.i have a mico modulator 
too...and love trying out new patches all the time.
can upload some if u like

kristian thomas
| 5555|5555|2002-05-13 10:11:16|chrisroyer2001|XG or not XG?|
Hi,
Before owning the fantastic RS7000, I've had a QY100 and a QY700. I 
think the QY100's sounds were better then the QY700, but anyway, it 
seems that the RS does not belong to the XG family. What is the 
difference then? Thanks!
| 5556|5555|2002-05-13 10:22:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: XG or not XG?|
On Monday 13 May 2002 18:10, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Hi,
> Before owning the fantastic RS7000, I've had a QY100 and a QY700. I
> think the QY100's sounds were better then the QY700, but anyway, it
> seems that the RS does not belong to the XG family. What is the
> difference then? Thanks!

I also used to own a QY700 sequencer, a very capable machine.
The RS does NOT belong to the family of QY series of sequencers. It's 
more like the RM1x, but with better sounds and added sampling 
features. 

The RS does NOT support XG compatible sound programming, but has 
nevertheless a very nice sound edit interface. The RS also cannot 
play more than one phrase per track, and does not allow one to place 
a phrase anywhere on the track.

Simply study the features of these yamaha devices to compare them.

- Robert
| 5557|5557|2002-05-13 10:54:18|Dick Ochet|Thinking of Selling|
I have had the RS for about 3 months now but since getting my Karma have ceased to do any work on it at all, which is a big shame and insulting to what is by far the best
box of its kind around.

I am thus looking for a good home for it and will throw in the full sampling memory upgrade

SCSI Cable and 2GB SCSI hard disk.

If the price is right. 



They are currently selling for around £1300 in the UK so a realistic offer is what I am looking for.

If anyone in the UK is interested or knows someone please mail me direct.

Otherwise I will have to resort to EBAY!

Appologies in advance for spaming the list.

Gary

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5558|5555|2002-05-13 11:56:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: XG or not XG?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:

> Hi,
> Before owning the fantastic RS7000, I've had a QY100 and a QY700. I 
> think the QY100's sounds were better then the QY700, but anyway, it 
> seems that the RS does not belong to the XG family. What is the 
> difference then? Thanks!

Nope it does not belong to the XG-family. The difference is a 
different soundset, duh ;)
The RS has more sounds that are geared towards modern electronic 
music and less traditional instruments.
| 5559|5559|2002-05-13 15:12:01|joaquim68|Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70|
HI
THOSE INTRESTED IN NEW PATTERNS FOR RS7000 , AND NEW STYLES FOR RM1X , 
QY700 AND QY70 , PLEASE GO TO THIS SITE AND DOWNLOAD IT ALL, PLEASE 
NOTE THAT THE LINKS GIVEN BELOW ARE QUITE LONG, ALMOST 2 LINES, SO 
PLEASE COPY AND PASTE THE COMPLETE LINK.
ENJOY
JOAQUIM RODRIGUES

LINK FOR RS7000
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rs7000.html

LINK FOR RM1X
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rm1x.html

LINK FOR QY700
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy700.html

LINK FOR QY70
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy70.html
| 5560|5551|2002-05-13 17:28:51|alpha_peak|Re: After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
Robert van der Kamp- Here is the link to the memory I had 
installed.

http://store.yahoo.com/memx/rs7000sampler.html

Thanks,
rj

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 13 May 2002 04:45, alpha_peak wrote:
> > When I play back what I record, it sounds like a wavy-splice. It
> > never did this before I had my memory installed. Could it be
> > because of the memory? Or could I have changed something 
by
> > accident? I know the RS reads my memory since my 
sampling
> > time is a lot longer than it was. I dunno what I did wrong....
> 
> Wrong sample memory can certainly cause this problem, yes.
> 
> - How much memory did you install?
> - How much memory is recognized (Shift+Utility)?
> - Did you check the faq for the correct specs of the simms?
> 
> Robert

| 5561|5555|2002-05-13 17:35:33|chrisroyer2001|Re: XG or not XG?|

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
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http://store.yahoo.com/memx/rs7000sampler.html


--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "chrisroyer2001" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > Before owning the fantastic RS7000, I've had a QY100 and a QY700. 

I 

> > think the QY100's sounds were better then the QY700, but anyway, 

it 

> > seems that the RS does not belong to the XG family. What is the 
> > difference then? Thanks!
> 
> Nope it does not belong to the XG-family. The difference is a 
> different soundset, duh ;)

Oh well, I figured that out already! My question was more "what IS 
the difference between them?" and is there a difference in the sound 
quality of the voices. But thanks anyway! 

> The RS has more sounds that are geared towards modern electronic 
> music and less traditional instruments.

| 5562|5562|2002-05-14 00:04:50|chrisroyer2001|modulation|
hello,
How do you set the modulation to respond as it does on most synths? 
After assigning a knob to cc#01 (modulation), the way the voice is 
affected is still "unusual". Also, what is the difference between 
Filter/Amp/Pitch for the LFO? Thanks!
| 5563|5551|2002-05-14 00:40:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
On Tuesday 14 May 2002 01:28, alpha_peak wrote:

> Robert van der Kamp- Here is the link to the memory I had
> installed.
>
> http://store.yahoo.com/memx/rs7000sampler.html

There's no specs mentioned, but please read faq entry 3.3 for what I 
have installed. Btw, what about the other questions I asked?

> > - How much memory did you install?
> > - How much memory is recognized (Shift+Utility)?

- Robert
| 5564|5555|2002-05-14 00:44:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: XG or not XG?|
On Tuesday 14 May 2002 01:35, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Oh well, I figured that out already! My question was more "what IS
> the difference between them?" 

Comparing the specs you should have found out by now, shouldn't you. 
It's a bit too much to list here. The main differences are the 
sampling feature, sample slicing, play fx, knobs, real-time loop 
remix, great filters, and *much* better sound quality. The synth 
sounds are okay to good, while the QY sounds are mediocre to okay, 
imo.

- Robert
| 5565|5562|2002-05-14 00:46:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: modulation|
On Tuesday 14 May 2002 08:04, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> hello,
> How do you set the modulation to respond as it does on most synths?
> After assigning a knob to cc#01 (modulation), the way the voice is
> affected is still "unusual". 

What exactly did you have in mind?

> Also, what is the difference between
> Filter/Amp/Pitch for the LFO?

http://store.yahoo.com/memx/rs7000sampler.html


The difference is the target the LFO signal is routed to. For 
example, a sine LFO routed to filter results in some sort of a 
wah-wah effect. When routed to the amp you get a tremolo effect, and 
routed to pitch you get a siren effect.

- Robert
| 5566|5562|2002-05-14 01:04:00|Ian Vine|Re: modulation|
What the modulation controller affects is fixed. I
think it is different for each voice, usually lfo
depth to pitch or amplitude.

IanV

--- chrisroyer2001 wrote:

hello,

How do you set the modulation to respond as it does on
most synths? 

After assigning a knob to cc#01 (modulation), the way
the voice is 

affected is still "unusual". Also, what is
the difference between 

Filter/Amp/Pitch for the LFO? Thanks!
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

* href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
http://launch.yahoo.com
| 5567|5557|2002-05-14 07:31:39|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Thinking of Selling|
I just sold my RS for 750ukp, that's about the going rate second hand (they
are under 1000 new these days).

You won't get much on top for the extras, I mean - how much are a couple of
sims and a 2gb disk these days?

Good luck!

Dan.

-----Original Message-----
From: Dick Ochet [mailto:rfw@capiweb.com] 
Sent: 13 May 2002 17:58
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Thinking of Selling

I have had the RS for about 3 months now but since getting my Karma have
ceased to do any work on it at all, which is a big shame and insulting to
what is by far the best box of its kind around.

I am thus looking for a good home for it and will throw in the full sampling
memory upgrade

mailto:rfw@capiweb.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


SCSI Cable and 2GB SCSI hard disk.

If the price is right. 

They are currently selling for around £1300 in the UK so a realistic offer
is what I am looking for.

If anyone in the UK is interested or knows someone please mail me direct.

Otherwise I will have to resort to EBAY!

Appologies in advance for spaming the list.

Gary

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5568|5559|2002-05-14 07:45:49|mr_b|Re: Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70|
the link for rs7000 is not good...

----- Original Message -----
From: joaquim68 <rodriguesjoaquim@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2002 11:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70

> HI
> THOSE INTRESTED IN NEW PATTERNS FOR RS7000 , AND NEW STYLES FOR RM1X ,
> QY700 AND QY70 , PLEASE GO TO THIS SITE AND DOWNLOAD IT ALL, PLEASE
> NOTE THAT THE LINKS GIVEN BELOW ARE QUITE LONG, ALMOST 2 LINES, SO
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> PLEASE COPY AND PASTE THE COMPLETE LINK.
> ENJOY
> JOAQUIM RODRIGUES
>
> LINK FOR RS7000
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rs7000.html
>
> LINK FOR RM1X
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rm1x.html
>
> LINK FOR QY700
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy700.html
>
> LINK FOR QY70
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy70.html
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5569|5557|2002-05-14 07:46:04|arveyman|Re: Thinking of Selling|
Well, the disk is SCSI and the SIMMS are of a special kind, so i 
think it is kinda worth something though..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> I just sold my RS for 750ukp, that's about the going rate second 
hand (they
> are under 1000 new these days).
> 
> You won't get much on top for the extras, I mean - how much are a 
couple of
> sims and a 2gb disk these days?
> 
> Good luck!
> 
> Dan.
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dick Ochet [mailto:rfw@c...] 
> Sent: 13 May 2002 17:58
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Thinking of Selling
> 
> I have had the RS for about 3 months now but since getting my Karma 
have
> ceased to do any work on it at all, which is a big shame and 
insulting to
> what is by far the best box of its kind around.
> 
> I am thus looking for a good home for it and will throw in the full 
sampling
> memory upgrade
> 

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
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> SCSI Cable and 2GB SCSI hard disk.
> 
> If the price is right. 
> 
> They are currently selling for around £1300 in the UK so a 
realistic offer
> is what I am looking for.
> 
> If anyone in the UK is interested or knows someone please mail me 
direct.
> 
> Otherwise I will have to resort to EBAY!
> 
> 
> Appologies in advance for spaming the list.
> 
> Gary
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 
44:HM/A=1061772/R=2/id=noscript/*http:/www.fullaccessmedical.com/t/742
8/211/
> 2458684356> 
> 
> 
> <http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-
/flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429.
> gif> 
> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/rand=784101593> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5570|5557|2002-05-14 08:08:52|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Thinking of Selling|
Not much tho...

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
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Sent: 14 May 2002 14:46
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Thinking of Selling

Well, the disk is SCSI and the SIMMS are of a special kind, so i 
think it is kinda worth something though..

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> I just sold my RS for 750ukp, that's about the going rate second 
hand (they
> are under 1000 new these days).
> 
> You won't get much on top for the extras, I mean - how much are a 
couple of
> sims and a 2gb disk these days?
> 
> Good luck!
> 
> Dan.
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dick Ochet [mailto:rfw@c...] 
> Sent: 13 May 2002 17:58
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Thinking of Selling
> 
> I have had the RS for about 3 months now but since getting my Karma 
have
> ceased to do any work on it at all, which is a big shame and 
insulting to
> what is by far the best box of its kind around.
> 
> I am thus looking for a good home for it and will throw in the full 
sampling
> memory upgrade
> 
> SCSI Cable and 2GB SCSI hard disk.
> 
> If the price is right. 
> 
> They are currently selling for around £1300 in the UK so a 
realistic offer
> is what I am looking for.
> 
> If anyone in the UK is interested or knows someone please mail me 
direct.
> 
> Otherwise I will have to resort to EBAY!
> 
> 
> Appologies in advance for spaming the list.
> 
> Gary
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17> 
050321
> 
44:HM/A=1061772/R=2/id=noscript/*http:/www.fullaccessmedical.com/t/742
8/211/
> 2458684356> 
> 
> 
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> <http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-
<http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-> 
/flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429.
> gif> 
> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l? <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?> 
M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/rand=784101593> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> > 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> >
Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=979989/R=0/*http:/www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupmai
l/S=1705032144:HM/A=979989/rand=864730499> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5571|5571|2002-05-14 08:14:36|Stefan Jannesson|Bonus patterns for RS 7000|
Hi there Group.
Does anybody have the 24 new styles fore rs7000?
If you do,perhaps you could send them to me by e-mail.
I cant find them on my sweden site.
best regards
stefan J

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5572|5551|2002-05-14 08:47:38|alpha_peak|Re: After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
Robert- I installed the two 32 mb chips that were on that site. I 
checked my RS and it said I have 65535KB of wave memory, and 
(65535KB of recordable). Or before I go to sample it says I have 
0380.04 of stereo sampling time.

Should I have more sampling time? Thanks.
| 5573|5559|2002-05-14 10:10:11|kristian thomas|Re: Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70|
agree.
something is not right about this rs....theres just not enough patterns up on the net to download.
come on guys......????

i know we all dont want to part with our beloved works. how come rm1x users did...theres shit loads of these patterns on the net. ok...so most of them are crap.......

i herd that the rs7000 offical site is doing a members smart card trade thing. has anyone done this yet?

has anyone been swapping mass's of patterns...and getting the creative juices flowing?

_______________________________________
Kristian Thomas = artist+tech+coordinator ::
ph :: (+61) 08 8212 0004 ::
news: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org :: 
jion: : http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pseudosoundproject/

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : P s e u d o S p a c e : : / : : P s e u d o S o u n d P r o j e c t : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

. . . i n i t i a t i v e's o f t h e p s e u d o n e x u s
________________________________________
representing, promoting and demonstrating the global 
vitality of digital technologies in the hands of artists.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: mr_b 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 7:05 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70

the link for rs7000 is not good...

----- Original Message -----
From: joaquim68 <rodriguesjoaquim@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2002 11:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70

> HI
> THOSE INTRESTED IN NEW PATTERNS FOR RS7000 , AND NEW STYLES FOR RM1X ,
> QY700 AND QY70 , PLEASE GO TO THIS SITE AND DOWNLOAD IT ALL, PLEASE
> NOTE THAT THE LINKS GIVEN BELOW ARE QUITE LONG, ALMOST 2 LINES, SO
> PLEASE COPY AND PASTE THE COMPLETE LINK.
> ENJOY
> JOAQUIM RODRIGUES
>
> LINK FOR RS7000
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rs7000.html
>
> LINK FOR RM1X
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rm1x.html

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pseudosoundproject/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:rodriguesjoaquim@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre


>
> LINK FOR QY700
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy700.html
>
> LINK FOR QY70
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy70.html
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

Height: 4567 ft 01234567891011 in 
Weight: 
Sex: F M 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5574|5559|2002-05-14 10:22:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70|
don't be silly. make your own patterns.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: kristian thomas [mailto:kristianthomas@internode.on.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 12:11 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70

agree.
something is not right about this rs....theres just not enough patterns up
on the net to download.
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come on guys......????

i know we all dont want to part with our beloved works. how come rm1x users
did...theres shit loads of these patterns on the net. ok...so most of them
are crap.......

i herd that the rs7000 offical site is doing a members smart card trade
thing. has anyone done this yet?

has anyone been swapping mass's of patterns...and getting the creative
juices flowing?

_______________________________________
Kristian Thomas = artist+tech+coordinator ::
ph :: (+61) 08 8212 0004 ::
news: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org
<http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org> :: 
jion: : http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pseudosoundproject/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pseudosoundproject/> 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : P s e u d o S p a c e : : / : : P s e u d o S o u n d P r o j e c t
: :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

. . . i n i t i a t i v e's o f t h e p s e u d o n e x u s
________________________________________
representing, promoting and demonstrating the global 
vitality of digital technologies in the hands of artists.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: mr_b 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 7:05 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70

the link for rs7000 is not good...

----- Original Message -----
From: joaquim68 <rodriguesjoaquim@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2002 11:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70

> HI
> THOSE INTRESTED IN NEW PATTERNS FOR RS7000 , AND NEW STYLES FOR RM1X ,
> QY700 AND QY70 , PLEASE GO TO THIS SITE AND DOWNLOAD IT ALL, PLEASE
> NOTE THAT THE LINKS GIVEN BELOW ARE QUITE LONG, ALMOST 2 LINES, SO
> PLEASE COPY AND PASTE THE COMPLETE LINK.
> ENJOY
> JOAQUIM RODRIGUES
>
> LINK FOR RS7000
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
<http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre> 
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rs7000.html
>
> LINK FOR RM1X
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
<http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre> 
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rm1x.html
>
> LINK FOR QY700
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
<http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre> 
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy700.html
>
> LINK FOR QY70
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre
<http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/product_relatedAre> 
> a/Musical_Instruments/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/qy70.html
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> 
>
>

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

Height: 4567 ft 01234567891011 in 
Weight: 
Sex: F M 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the
RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT
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44:HM/A=1036975/R=0/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?code=3225> Click Here!
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* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
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* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5575|5575|2002-05-14 10:26:44|Bryan Rodgers|trade: 64MB RAM for 64MB+ SmartMedia Card|
I have a spare set of SIMMS for the RS(tested and everything). Should you
have a SmartMedia card you'd like to swap for them, please drop me a line.

I have references, should you need.

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5576|5576|2002-05-14 10:57:07|dnovomeiski|Default Mixer settings|
Has anyone figured out if there is a way to change default mixer 
settings?
It's a pain to turn off each midi channel off each time you change a 
style.

thanks,
D.
| 5577|5576|2002-05-14 11:42:59|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Default Mixer settings|
I suppose you could save a 'template' file, or have an autoload file that
has the settings already set load up when you turn on the RS...

sort of a work-around I guess...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: dnovomeiski [mailto:dnovomeiski@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 12:57 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Default Mixer settings

Has anyone figured out if there is a way to change default mixer 
settings?
It's a pain to turn off each midi channel off each time you change a 
style.

thanks,
D.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5578|5562|2002-05-14 12:11:14|chrisroyer2001|Re: modulation|
I guess my question should be: how do you obtain the "vibrato" 
or "tremolo" (whichever's the right word for it...) effect that the 
Modulation Wheel (not the pitch bender) usually gives to most synth 
sounds, with the RS? Like I said, even after assigning a knob to 
CC#1 (modulation), it sounds like the "vibrato" applied when I turn 
the knob is way different from what I wanted. Thanks!

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 14 May 2002 08:04, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> > hello,
> > How do you set the modulation to respond as it does on most 
synths?
> > After assigning a knob to cc#01 (modulation), the way the voice 
is
> > affected is still "unusual". 
> 
> What exactly did you have in mind?
> 
> 
> > Also, what is the difference between
> > Filter/Amp/Pitch for the LFO?
> 
> The difference is the target the LFO signal is routed to. For 
> example, a sine LFO routed to filter results in some sort of a 
> wah-wah effect. When routed to the amp you get a tremolo effect, 
and 
> routed to pitch you get a siren effect.
> 
> - Robert

| 5579|5576|2002-05-14 13:26:46|dnovomeiski|Re: Default Mixer settings|
So how do I do that autoload?
D.

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I suppose you could save a 'template' file, or have an autoload 
file that
> has the settings already set load up when you turn on the RS...
> 
> sort of a work-around I guess...
> 
> B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: dnovomeiski [mailto:dnovomeiski@y...] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 12:57 PM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Default Mixer settings
> 
> 
> Has anyone figured out if there is a way to change default mixer 
> settings?
> It's a pain to turn off each midi channel off each time you change 
a 
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> style.
> 
> thanks,
> D.
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 44:HM/A=979990/R=0/*http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=979990/rand=769440694> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5580|5576|2002-05-14 13:31:35|djdavejumpers|Re: Default Mixer settings|
R. T. F. M. 
R. T. F. M. 
R. T. F. M. 
R. T. F. M. 
R. T. F. M. 
R. T. F. M. 

--- In RS7000@y..., "dnovomeiski" wrote:
> So how do I do that autoload?
> D.

| 5581|5581|2002-05-14 14:31:26|zhel_id|optical output default|
Does anyone know is it possible to adjust the optical output's volume 
level or it's been set by default to some value?
| 5582|5517|2002-05-14 14:32:25|tempotanken|Re: harddisc size|
Larger disks (without partitions) will 

> become less efficient when using many relatively small files. 
> 
> - Robert

Yeahh U´ve got a point there !!! Thanks !

has anybody else any experience ?

Hanz
| 5583|5559|2002-05-14 14:57:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kristian thomas" wrote:
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> agree.
> something is not right about this rs....theres just not enough 

patterns up on the net to download.

> come on guys......????

Well, look in our File-Section in the "Remix" folder, there are a 
few, but so far noone else has contributed...so stop complaining and 
start uploading. ;)

> i herd that the rs7000 offical site is doing a members smart card 

trade thing. has anyone done this yet?

???Meaning?

> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: joaquim68 
> > THOSE INTRESTED IN NEW PATTERNS FOR RS7000 , AND NEW STYLES FOR 

RM1X ,

And notice that on those links are NOT new patterns, there are just 
MP3 Demos of the new Style-SmartMediaCard that you have to BUY from 
Yamaha. Oh and you can also find there the OS v1.14...

Cheers, Tom
| 5584|5559|2002-05-14 15:01:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: Bonus patterns for RS 7000, qy700, Rm1x, qy70|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kristian thomas" wrote:

> agree.
> something is not right about this rs....theres just not enough 

patterns up on the net to download.

> come on guys......????

Well, look in our File-Section in the "Remix" folder, there are a 
few, but so far noone else has contributed...so stop complaining and 
start uploading. ;)

> i herd that the rs7000 offical site is doing a members smart card 

trade thing. has anyone done this yet?

???Meaning?

> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: joaquim68 
> > THOSE INTRESTED IN NEW PATTERNS FOR RS7000 , AND NEW STYLES FOR 

RM1X ,

And notice that on those links are NOT new patterns, there are just 
MP3 Demos of the new Style-SmartMediaCard that you have to BUY from 
Yamaha. Oh and you can also find there the OS v1.14...

Cheers, Tom
| 5585|5585|2002-05-14 15:06:08|synthe. labo|urban woods|
hello,
here is one of my last tracks, and one of my best

'urban woods'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2375/2375642.html

rs7k, fs1-r and fruity loops;
i sampled a lot of sounds from a demo of the Virus.

feedback and comments really appreciated

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2375/2375642.html
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo


MSN Foto è il modo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5586|5551|2002-05-14 15:14:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
On Tuesday 14 May 2002 16:47, alpha_peak wrote:

> Robert- I installed the two 32 mb chips that were on that site. I
> checked my RS and it said I have 65535KB of wave memory, and
> (65535KB of recordable). Or before I go to sample it says I have
> 0380.04 of stereo sampling time.
>
> Should I have more sampling time? Thanks.

No, those are the correct figures.
All you can try now is (carefully) remove the sample memory and see 
if the problem goes away. Insert it again and see if it's there 
again. Could well be incompatible RAM.

- Robert
| 5587|5587|2002-05-14 15:18:25|Stefan Jannesson|Patterns fore RS7000|
Hi there Group,
Take a look at this.............

24 New Free Styles For The RS7000 Music Production Workstation 

02.04.02.....Continuing unparalleled levels of product support with such resources as yamahasynth.com, rs7000.org, motifator.com, yamaha-music.co.uk etc we are now
in a position to release 24 new full styles for the RS7000. 

The styles are available to all registered UK users as a free download in two banks of 12 and have been written by a number of UK producers covering a wide range of
genres from hip-hop through UK garage to trance and techno. 

Many of the styles contain samples however neither of the banks use more than the onboard memory that comes with the RS (4 MB). 

Standout tracks include: 
Make It - A funky bass + beats workout 
Monkey Head - More breaks 
Slipbeat - An outstanding downbeat number 
Lighthouse - A vintage house track with classic organ leads 
Oldhop - Stevie Wonder eat your heart out 
Ambtech - Driving atmospheric techno track 

Although they include samples these tracks are 90% based on the internal sounds of the RS7000, however it's the sampler that is really blowing producers and remixers
away. The real-time loop-remix function basically means that once a couple of samples are loaded in you can take the unit out for a set and reverse, roll, break, filter your
sample while playing the rest of the track live. 

To import the new styles to the RS7000 you can either load them onto a SCSI back-up device or get a smartmedia interface for PC or Mac. 

For any more info on the RS7000 please see www.yamaha-music.co.uk or www.yamahasynth.com. 

To find out where you can get hold of the styles please mail musicproduction@yamaha-music.co.uk with your name, address, serial number, place of purchase and date of
purchase.

******************************************************************************************************************************************
It stands that the styles are available to all registered UK users and I´am from sweden.
I talked to yamaha in sweden today and they dident now anything about this.
So if someone gets his hands on the 24 new "FREE" styles please e-mail me.
best regards
stefan.J

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5588|5562|2002-05-14 15:24:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: modulation|
On Tuesday 14 May 2002 20:11, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> I guess my question should be: how do you obtain the "vibrato"
> or "tremolo" (whichever's the right word for it...) effect that the
> Modulation Wheel (not the pitch bender) usually gives to most synth
> sounds, with the RS? Like I said, even after assigning a knob to
> CC#1 (modulation), it sounds like the "vibrato" applied when I turn
> the knob is way different from what I wanted. Thanks!

Looks like CC#1 triggers a fixed routing from the LFO to pitch. You 
can change the LFO speed and waveform, but not the amount of 
modulation caused by the controller. I tried on several sounds, and 
these all gave the same effect. This is btw the effect you're after, 
I asume.

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
mailto:musicproduction@yamaha-music.co.uk


- Robert
| 5589|5576|2002-05-14 15:25:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Default Mixer settings|
On Tuesday 14 May 2002 21:24, dnovomeiski wrote:

> So how do I do that autoload?

Autoload is an entry in the index of the RS manual.

- Robert
| 5590|5581|2002-05-14 16:02:57|Giotto|Re: optical output default|

>Does anyone know is it possible to adjust the optical output's volume
>level or it's been set by default to some value?

By design any digital output like the spdif or optical outs don't 
work like analog outs in that they aren't "amplified." So there isn't 
really a volume control for them per say. they are actually a means 
of data transfer so any "amplifying" would have to be done to the 
original source material.... ie a sample you would be playing would 
have to be made louder itself, by maybe normalizing it or digitally 
"gaining it up" like you can do in many sequencers and audio 
programs' dsp functions.

This is why the record level doesn't do anything for you. It only 
pertains the the analog side of things. What you can do though is go 
into the master system prefs section (utility > then hit F4 4 times) 
and scroll over to the output level adjust. Here you can boost the 
RSs d/a section which also boosts the digital levels. BUT....this 
may distort your analog outs if you push it too hard (beyond about 
+12) and unfortunately they are not independently adjustable.

Giotto
| 5591|5557|2002-05-15 00:59:46|arveyman|Re: Thinking of Selling|
true...

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> Not much tho...
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@h...] 
> Sent: 14 May 2002 14:46
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Thinking of Selling
> 
> Well, the disk is SCSI and the SIMMS are of a special kind, so i 
> think it is kinda worth something though..
> 
> 
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> > I just sold my RS for 750ukp, that's about the going rate second 
> hand (they
> > are under 1000 new these days).
> > 
> > You won't get much on top for the extras, I mean - how much are a 
> couple of
> > sims and a 2gb disk these days?
> > 
> > Good luck!
> > 
> > Dan.
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Dick Ochet [mailto:rfw@c...] 
> > Sent: 13 May 2002 17:58
> > To: RS7000@y...
> > Subject: [RS7000] Thinking of Selling
> > 
> > I have had the RS for about 3 months now but since getting my 
Karma 
> have
> > ceased to do any work on it at all, which is a big shame and 
> insulting to



> > what is by far the best box of its kind around.
> > 
> > I am thus looking for a good home for it and will throw in the 
full 
> sampling
> > memory upgrade
> > 
> > SCSI Cable and 2GB SCSI hard disk.
> > 
> > If the price is right. 
> > 
> > They are currently selling for around £1300 in the UK so a 
> realistic offer
> > is what I am looking for.
> > 
> > If anyone in the UK is interested or knows someone please mail me 
> direct.
> > 
> > Otherwise I will have to resort to EBAY!
> > 
> > 
> > Appologies in advance for spaming the list.
> > 
> > Gary
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > 
> > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
> > 
> 
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> > 
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> 8/211/
> > 2458684356> 
> > 
> > 
> > <http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-
> <http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-> 
> /flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429.
> > gif> 
> > 
> > 
> > <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l? <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
> 
> M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupmai
> > l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/rand=784101593> 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > 
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> > 
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> > 
> > 
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> <http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 
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> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> > Yahoo account.
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> > First RS community on the net. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> >
> Terms of Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 44:HM/A=979989/R=0/*http:/www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f> 
> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=979989/rand=864730499> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5592|5576|2002-05-15 04:50:50|Ian Vine|Re: Default Mixer settings|
Save as an All file called AUTOLD_1. Read the Autoload
section in the manual, you can have multiple auto load
files

IanV

--- dnovomeiski wrote:
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


So how do I do that autoload?

D.

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers
wrote:

> I suppose you could save a 'template' file, or

have an autoload 

file that

> has the settings already set load up when you

turn on the RS...

>  

> sort of a work-around I guess...

>  

> B

> 

> -----Original Message-----

> From: dnovomeiski [mailto:dnovomeiski@y...] 

> Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 12:57 PM

> To: RS7000@y...

> Subject: [RS7000] Default Mixer settings

> 

> 

> Has anyone figured out if there is a way to

change default mixer 

> settings?

> It's a pain to turn off each midi channel off

each time you change 

a 

> style.

> 

> thanks,

> D.

> 

> 

> 

> Yahoo! Groups

Sponsor      

> 

> ADVERTISEMENT

>  

> 

< href="http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17">http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17

050321

> 44:HM/A=979990/R=0/*

href="http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f">http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f>
      

>  



> <

href="http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?">http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?

M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupmai

> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=979990/rand=769440694>

      

> 

> ===================RS7000

GROUP================

> 

> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

>

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> <

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>

> *

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> <

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>

> 

> 

> * Yamaha Official

href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

< href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com>

> * Yamaha Official

href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

< href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/>

> 

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My

Preferences" at the RS7K

> Yahoo account.

> 

>

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> <

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

>      First RS community

on the net. 

> 

> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the



Yahoo! Terms of Service

> <

href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been

removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

* href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

     First RS community on the
net.



Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
http://launch.yahoo.com
| 5593|5576|2002-05-15 04:50:58|Ian Vine|Re: Default Mixer settings|
Save as an All file called AUTOLD_1. Read the Autoload
section in the manual, you can have multiple auto load
files

IanV

--- dnovomeiski wrote:

So how do I do that autoload?

D.

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers
wrote:

> I suppose you could save a 'template' file, or

have an autoload 

file that

> has the settings already set load up when you

turn on the RS...

>  

> sort of a work-around I guess...

>  

> B

> 

> -----Original Message-----

> From: dnovomeiski [mailto:dnovomeiski@y...] 

> Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2002 12:57 PM

> To: RS7000@y...

> Subject: [RS7000] Default Mixer settings

> 

> 

> Has anyone figured out if there is a way to

change default mixer 

> settings?

> It's a pain to turn off each midi channel off

each time you change 

a 

> style.

> 



> thanks,

> D.

> 

> 

> 

> Yahoo! Groups

Sponsor      

> 

> ADVERTISEMENT

>  

> 

< href="http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17">http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17

050321

> 44:HM/A=979990/R=0/*

href="http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f">http://www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f>
      

>  

> <

href="http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?">http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?

M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupmai

> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=979990/rand=769440694>

      

> 

> ===================RS7000

GROUP================

> 

> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

>

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> <

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>

> *

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> <

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>

> 

> 

> * Yamaha Official

href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

< href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com>

> * Yamaha Official

href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

< href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/>



> 

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My

Preferences" at the RS7K

> Yahoo account.

> 

>

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> <

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

>      First RS community

on the net. 

> 

> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the

Yahoo! Terms of Service

> <

href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been

removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

* href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
http://launch.yahoo.com
| 5594|5562|2002-05-15 05:18:52|Ian Vine|Re: modulation|
Vibrato = variation in pitch (lfo -> pitch)

Tremelo = variation in level (lfo -> amp)

It looks like midi modulation controller (cc#1) varies
the amount of lfo to pitch modulation ( as Robert said
). I did think it was either vibrato or tremelo
depending on voice but this doesn't seem to be tha
case.

The only way I can think to do tremelo is to adjust
the lfo amount to amp using the rs7000 front panel
control. Maybe there is a midi cc that can do this.

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Tuesday 14 May 2002 20:11, chrisroyer2001
wrote:

>  I guess my question should be: how do you

obtain the "vibrato"

> or "tremolo" (whichever's the right

word for it...) effect that the

> Modulation Wheel (not the pitch bender) usually



gives to most synth

> sounds, with the RS? Like I said, even after

assigning a knob to

> CC#1 (modulation), it sounds like the

"vibrato" applied when I turn

> the knob is way different from what I wanted.

Thanks!

Looks like CC#1 triggers a fixed routing from the LFO
to pitch. You 

can change the LFO speed and waveform, but not the
amount of 

modulation caused by the controller. I tried on
several sounds, and 

these all gave the same effect. This is btw the effect
you're after, 

I asume.

- Robert
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:



RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
"My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo
account.
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     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
http://launch.yahoo.com
| 5595|5562|2002-05-15 07:12:28|Franjo Butkovic|Re: modulation|

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Ian Vine 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2002 1:18 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: modulation

Vibrato = variation in pitch (lfo -> pitch)

Tremelo = variation in level (lfo -> amp)

It looks like midi modulation controller (cc#1) varies
the amount of lfo to pitch modulation ( as Robert said
). I did think it was either vibrato or tremelo
depending on voice but this doesn't seem to be tha
case.

The only way I can think to do tremelo is to adjust
the lfo amount to amp using the rs7000 front panel
control. Maybe there is a midi cc that can do this.

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Tuesday 14 May 2002 20:11, chrisroyer2001
wrote:

>  I guess my question should be: how do you
obtain the "vibrato"

> or "tremolo" (whichever's the right
word for it...) effect that the

> Modulation Wheel (not the pitch bender) usually
gives to most synth

> sounds, with the RS? Like I said, even after
assigning a knob to

> CC#1 (modulation), it sounds like the
"vibrato" applied when I turn

> the knob is way different from what I wanted.
Thanks!

Looks like CC#1 triggers a fixed routing from the LFO



to pitch. You 

can change the LFO speed and waveform, but not the
amount of 

modulation caused by the controller. I tried on
several sounds, and 

these all gave the same effect. This is btw the effect
you're after, 

I asume.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5596|5587|2002-05-15 11:37:04|tomfinegan|Re: Patterns fore RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Stefan Jannesson" wrote:

> So if someone gets his hands on the 24 new "FREE" styles please e-

mail me.

Or even better, upload them to the File Section of the group so that 
everyone on the list get the benefit of them. 

It is a bit weird to me, that only registered user from UK should get 
benefit of them. Why are they not simply putting them up on their 
website for free download?

Weird!
| 5597|5597|2002-05-15 13:13:35|arveyman|Transpose|
I was wondering if there is a way to transpose only a chosen track
(s). Would be a very handy tool to creatively edit song-melodies 
without transposing everything of the song (well, exept drums and 
stuff).

Is there?

Arv
| 5598|5597|2002-05-15 13:32:24|arveyman|Re: Transpose|
I'm sorry, ialready found it.. It is set if you hit [REC] and then 
patch screen..
If found it by reading an old post by BadMister @ Motifator:

...
One more time: When you hit RECORD and select the PATCH screen (touch 
the PATT button) you can view and/or change the Bank and Program 
Change and whether the track will transpose in real time. (Notice 
that Track 1-8 default to NO Transpose (drums) and 9-16 default to 
Transpose. Drummers don't transpose. 
..

And while reading this, i found that BadMister already explained 
(IMO) why the Program Change commands of a phrase ARE NOT sent to any 



MIDI external stuff!:

Yamaha has developed this Phrase header from back in the QY sequencer 
days and it is what allows Phrases (on the same track) to have unique 
sounds. By doing this in a header you do not have to put clumsy 
Program Change events in with you note data - which would be very bad 
for cycling patterns. The header information is Yamaha System 
Exclusive (obviously a very, very fast command) - don't request that 
this be sent to external modules, they would not understand it - it 
is exclusive to the system in the RS. If you want some one to fix how 
Program Changes work lobby the International MIDI Association or 
something. Give some props to Yamaha for figuring a way to let us use 
different sounds per Phrase without having to insert glitchy PC 
commands. The Phrase header is running status - it only is sent when 
the Section is recalled, not everytime it cycles - so it is 
an "intelligent" command at that - program change events inserted in 
a pattern would happen every single time the pattern cycles. Some 
rules of MIDI cannot be easily broken, bent, but not broken. It takes 
time for PCs to be sent and time for the receiving module to react.
...

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> I was wondering if there is a way to transpose only a chosen track
> (s). Would be a very handy tool to creatively edit song-melodies 
> without transposing everything of the song (well, exept drums and 
> stuff).
> 
> Is there?
> 
> 
> Arv

| 5599|5597|2002-05-15 13:33:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Transpose|
On Wednesday 15 May 2002 21:13, arveyman wrote:

> I was wondering if there is a way to transpose only a chosen track
> (s). Would be a very handy tool to creatively edit song-melodies
> without transposing everything of the song (well, exept drums and
> stuff).

There's a note shift parameter available *per track*. You'll find it 
in one of the two main pattern mode pages, if I remember correctly.

- Robert
| 5600|5597|2002-05-15 13:37:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Transpose|
On Wednesday 15 May 2002 21:32, arveyman wrote:

> Yamaha has developed this Phrase header from back in the QY
> sequencer days and it is what allows Phrases (on the same track) to
> have unique sounds. By doing this in a header you do not have to
> put clumsy Program Change events in with you note data - which
> would be very bad for cycling patterns. The header information is
> Yamaha System Exclusive (obviously a very, very fast command) -
> don't request that this be sent to external modules, they would not
> understand it - it is exclusive to the system in the RS. If you
> want some one to fix how Program Changes work lobby the
> International MIDI Association or something. Give some props to
> Yamaha for figuring a way to let us use different sounds per Phrase
> without having to insert glitchy PC commands. The Phrase header is
> running status - it only is sent when the Section is recalled, not
> everytime it cycles - so it is an "intelligent" command at that -
> program change events inserted in a pattern would happen every
> single time the pattern cycles. Some rules of MIDI cannot be easily
> broken, bent, but not broken. It takes time for PCs to be sent and
> time for the receiving module to react. ...
>

Great story, but irrelevant, imo. If they can send some data in sysex 
format to the internal engine *just once*, they can also send it in 
PC format to the midi out busses. And btw, the Rm1x is reported to do 
this correctly.

- Robert



| 5601|5551|2002-05-15 15:10:56|alpha_peak|Re: After I sample,playback sounds like a wavy-splice. help|
Thank you for your help. I tried to take it out, but I didnt know how 
to. I thought I was gonna break the chips when I was pulling 
them out since I was starting to use some force. I will have to 
take it back where I had it put in.
| 5602|5602|2002-05-15 18:06:31|r_s_7_k|After You Have Created Your Drumkit is it Possible to Rearrange it|
or do i have to load them in where i want them when first setting up 
the kit, it would make it faster if i didn't have to do it that way.
| 5603|5603|2002-05-15 20:57:50|r_s_7_k|Can't Load samples from CDrom drive, please advise???|
i have a teac external cdr drive connected to the RS7000 via a zip 
drive, any samples on the zip the rs can see but when i comes to the 
cdr drive it can't see any samples. this cd is the factory drum 
library disc of the software called battery and it's just a bunch of 
wav files, i can load them onto the rs if i load them on the zip 
drive first but not directly from the cd drive.
oh and yes the rs7000 does recognize the cd drive itself, just not 
the samples, could some one explain the best way to go about this?

thank you
| 5604|5603|2002-05-15 21:00:42|r_s_7_k|Re: Can't Load samples from CDrom drive, please advise???|
I forgot to mention that i keep getting the message card/disk not 
ready, 
but my cd drive is the last in the scsi chain, and it is terminated, 
the zip drive is not terminated and is between the rs and cdr so its
RS7000-zip-cdr termination.
thanks for your help, i can't really go forward until i get this 
sorted.
peace
| 5605|1220|2002-05-15 22:27:56|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /REMIX/SYSTEMIC.R2P 
Uploaded by : kristianthomas2002 <kristianthomas@internode.on.net> 
Description : from Kristian Thomas's stompers series 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/REMIX/SYSTEMIC.R2P 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

kristianthomas2002 <kristianthomas@internode.on.net>
| 5606|5597|2002-05-16 05:43:19|arveyman|Re: Transpose|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 15 May 2002 21:32, arveyman wrote:
> 
> > Yamaha has developed this Phrase header from back in the QY
> > sequencer days and it is what allows Phrases (on the same track) 

to

> > have unique sounds. By doing this in a header you do not have to
> > put clumsy Program Change events in with you note data - which
> > would be very bad for cycling patterns. The header information is
> > Yamaha System Exclusive (obviously a very, very fast command) -
> > don't request that this be sent to external modules, they would 

not

> > understand it - it is exclusive to the system in the RS. If you
> > want some one to fix how Program Changes work lobby the
> > International MIDI Association or something. Give some props to
> > Yamaha for figuring a way to let us use different sounds per 

Phrase

> > without having to insert glitchy PC commands. The Phrase header is
> > running status - it only is sent when the Section is recalled, not
> > everytime it cycles - so it is an "intelligent" command at that -
> > program change events inserted in a pattern would happen every
> > single time the pattern cycles. Some rules of MIDI cannot be 

easily
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> > broken, bent, but not broken. It takes time for PCs to be sent and
> > time for the receiving module to react. ...
> >
> 
> Great story, but irrelevant, imo. If they can send some data in 

sysex 

> format to the internal engine *just once*, they can also send it in 
> PC format to the midi out busses. And btw, the Rm1x is reported to 

do 

> this correctly.
> 
> - Robert

Yeas, but you assume that it is sysex format.. BM claimes that the 
format is kinda 'special' and developed by Yamaha itself, so not 
possible to send to 'normal' MIDI gear?
And RM1X can do it true, but it hasn't such complicated filter/EG/LFO 
settings has it?

Arv
| 5607|5597|2002-05-16 06:18:54|mmittner|Re: Transpose|

> Yeas, but you assume that it is sysex format.. BM claimes that the 
> format is kinda 'special' and developed by Yamaha itself, so not 
> possible to send to 'normal' MIDI gear?

normal midi gear will not understand those commands. think of midi as a language, and yamaha has added a few words to this language. these words are not in the official
'midi-dictionary', so only special yamaha gear will understand them. you would have to extend the official dictionary, then every piece of gear will understand those
commands too.

> And RM1X can do it true, but it hasn't such complicated filter/EG/LFO 
> settings has it?

the rm1x has a much slower cpu ;-)

anyway: it doesn't matter how fast the cpu is or how complicated the sound settings are. this is midi. a pc message doesn't know anything about the lfos and filters, this is
handled in the tg after it receives the midi command. so it doesn't matter which parameters the rs has to change, this command costs the same amount of time on the rs, on
the rm1x and on every other sequencer in the world. this is defined in the midi specs.

and i think the sequencer has to know where to send it's notes to anyway, so it can easily find out if it should send a sysex or a pc nessage. i can't imagine that it's that hard
to implement this feature. i think bm just tried to distract you from this issue when he came up with the talk about the sysex messages. imho he knows that the
programmers simply forgot to implement this :-)

-mike
| 5609|5597|2002-05-16 06:31:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Transpose|
On Thursday 16 May 2002 14:19, mmittner wrote:

> i think bm just tried to distract you from this issue when
> he came up with the talk about the sysex messages. imho he knows
> that the programmers simply forgot to implement this :-)

Exactly my thought. 

- Robert
| 5610|5597|2002-05-16 08:20:18|arveyman|Re: Transpose|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 16 May 2002 14:19, mmittner wrote:
> > i think bm just tried to distract you from this issue when
> > he came up with the talk about the sysex messages. imho he knows
> > that the programmers simply forgot to implement this :-)
> 
> Exactly my thought. 
> 
> - Robert

Hmm... I'm not convinced yet! :-)

Arv
| 5611|5611|2002-05-16 09:21:42|faxorgy|Re: BigMister|



No offence guys but BM has bailed more than his fair share of people 
out of corners they've gotten themselves into whilst learning this 
gear. He was/is part of the RS7000 development team so I'm damn sure 
he knows more about the machine than all of us put together. From 
file managemnt right through to the RS'ssequencer operations ,sample 
management etc etc. BM knows his shit.
He doesn't have to help but he does and anyone here who's posted Q's 
on motifator.com can vouch for this.
Apart from the fact that the RS uses a new advanced AWM2 processor 
with a higher resolution output etc etc..let me just say this.
People who used the RM (myself included) kept getting jack of the 
fact the PC's in the TG were always spewing out to your external gear.
I'm sorry but some kit like the JP was just not happy being wed to RM.
At least these problems have been addressed here.
I don't mean to bitch but.... people buy Nords for there sound or the 
MPC for it's sound and method of working. Some people prefer realtime 
XOX programming too other methods, some like hardware and some like 
software. The RS has it's quirks and idiosyncracies, this is what 
makes all bits of gear "unique". Sometimes (from a lateral view 
point) it is the units weaknesses that ultimately add to its over-all 
strengths. Machines do not change how they work. We as humans can, 
sometimes a paradigm shift in thinking is a challenge. I will confess 
all Yamaha gear uses "yamaha speak" big deal every other manufacturer 
is guilty of the same. Compare an Akai to a Roland to an Emu and 
Yamaha sampler; each system has it's own operational quirks.
Get over it I reckon the RS is pretty shit hot as it is and maybe we 
should stop looking for excuses as to why we can't do this and that 
and learn to use the machine better. I've used far worse gear and I 
think we need to realise just how far this equipment has come in the 
past decade.
I find that we are unitentionally selling down the machine to 
prospective purchases by constantly picking on its faults. Quite 
frankly it's strengths far outshine any of them in my humble opinion.
BM has far more professional cred than anyone here and we should be 
greatful he helps clarify many points of confusion for all of us.
Perhaps a case of giving him benefit of the doubt would be a good 
order for the day .. What do you think ?????

Ps: From a humble home user who can't believe how much his recordings 
have improved since owning the RS .....
Thanks Yamaha :D
| 5612|5611|2002-05-16 09:38:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BigMister|
BM is no doubt the best resource regarding the RS7k, but he also 
works for Yamaha afaik. 

All I'm saying is that if I can specify a sound on the RS using bank- 
and program numbers to be stored in a phrase header, it isn't hard 
imo to emit the specified bank/pc combo over the midi bus the moment 
the phrase header is accessed to set the internal tone generator. 

I really think this is just a stupid bug or forgotten feature.

And to make things clear, I'm very happy about my RS.

- Robert

On Thursday 16 May 2002 17:21, faxorgy wrote:
> No offence guys but BM has bailed more than his fair share of
> people out of corners they've gotten themselves into whilst
> learning this gear. He was/is part of the RS7000 development team
> so I'm damn sure he knows more about the machine than all of us put
> together. From file managemnt right through to the RS'ssequencer
> operations ,sample management etc etc. BM knows his shit.
> He doesn't have to help but he does and anyone here who's posted
> Q's on motifator.com can vouch for this.
> Apart from the fact that the RS uses a new advanced AWM2 processor
> with a higher resolution output etc etc..let me just say this.
> People who used the RM (myself included) kept getting jack of the
> fact the PC's in the TG were always spewing out to your external
> gear. I'm sorry but some kit like the JP was just not happy being
> wed to RM. At least these problems have been addressed here.
> I don't mean to bitch but.... people buy Nords for there sound or
> the MPC for it's sound and method of working. Some people prefer
> realtime XOX programming too other methods, some like hardware and
> some like software. The RS has it's quirks and idiosyncracies, this
> is what makes all bits of gear "unique". Sometimes (from a lateral
> view point) it is the units weaknesses that ultimately add to its



> over-all strengths. Machines do not change how they work. We as
> humans can, sometimes a paradigm shift in thinking is a challenge.
> I will confess all Yamaha gear uses "yamaha speak" big deal every
> other manufacturer is guilty of the same. Compare an Akai to a
> Roland to an Emu and Yamaha sampler; each system has it's own
> operational quirks. Get over it I reckon the RS is pretty shit hot
> as it is and maybe we should stop looking for excuses as to why we
> can't do this and that and learn to use the machine better. I've
> used far worse gear and I think we need to realise just how far
> this equipment has come in the past decade.
> I find that we are unitentionally selling down the machine to
> prospective purchases by constantly picking on its faults. Quite
> frankly it's strengths far outshine any of them in my humble
> opinion. BM has far more professional cred than anyone here and we
> should be greatful he helps clarify many points of confusion for
> all of us. Perhaps a case of giving him benefit of the doubt would
> be a good order for the day .. What do you think ?????
>
>
> Ps: From a humble home user who can't believe how much his
> recordings have improved since owning the RS .....
> Thanks Yamaha :D
>
>
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| 5613|5611|2002-05-16 12:24:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: BigMister|

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
[...]

Deng, Oscar, you made some good points here. I absolutely agree, 
instead of bitching what it can´t do, we should focus more on how to 
overcome those flaws and also work out more the strength of it.

It is a wonderfull tool and it definately had improved my creativity 
flows by a 1000%. It is almost never in my way and does support me 
while i am working with it. Something i would deny for any software-
sequencer...

| 5614|5611|2002-05-16 12:28:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: BigMister|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> And to make things clear, I'm very happy about my RS.

Ha! Liar! A NL3 would make you happier... ;)
| 5615|5611|2002-05-16 12:38:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BigMister|
On Thursday 16 May 2002 20:28, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > And to make things clear, I'm very happy about my RS.
>
> Ha! Liar! A NL3 would make you happier... ;)
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An RS + NL3 would make me *extremely* happy, yes. :)

- Robert
| 5616|5616|2002-05-16 15:02:11|kusser smith|Stolen Vocals|
4 trks made with the RS, Reason, turntable, and sp808
all synced up in Nuendo.

4 experiments with stolen acapellas. 

http://www.kussermusic.com/mp3.htm

=====
http://www.kussermusic.com

IndependentElectronicMusic
http://www.AnalogAether.com/kusser

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
http://launch.yahoo.com
| 5617|5617|2002-05-16 15:40:13|r_s_7_k|Resampling Question about Boosting track vollume. please Advise|
for not getting a hot enough signal during resampling do you have to 
boost the volume of the track you are resampling to before you sample 
or is it the same thing as sampling first and just boosting the track 
on playback.
thank you for your help
| 5618|4571|2002-05-16 16:57:26|r_s_7_k|Re: Copy Track-???? Also This.Try this!!!|
I still have a problem with this. I understand that by copying patt.A 
to patt.B and then turning knob F1 left until there is no user phrase 
will allow me to record a different passage on the track in question.
but what I want to do is have the same thing playing in section B as 
in Section A. I just want the instrumentation to be different.
IOW on track 9 section A. i have a piano part
I want the same piano part on track 9 Section B. but with the house 
organ sound. and i want to switch between the two sections during 
padplay.
can I do this without re-recording the part manually.

thank you for your help. I have been working on this machine since 
last night and only stopped to take a break and nap for about 1hour 
and a half. If I can get these questions that i've posted on this 
board answered I will quit my job, kick my girlfriend out, disconnect 
my phone, and stop answering my door.
| 5619|5616|2002-05-16 21:39:33|r_s_7_k|Re: Stolen Vocals|
LOL, kusser, your setup is identical to mine, except I use Sonar.
i've got an stanton st80 turntable hooked to the sp808, that along 
with my RS7000 goes into a mackie 1202vlz which in turn goes into an 
audiophile 2496 card/into Sonar. I'm getting ready to check out your 
tracks, anyways our setup kicks ass.

peace
| 5620|5597|2002-05-16 21:55:05|wasted/su700fan|Neverending debate about program changes with external gear and the|
I know I'm late coming to this conversation but here's my $.02:
I used to own an RM1x & SU700 before upgrading to the RS7000 in their
place. Back when I owned an RM1x one of the major gripes on the email
lists/message boards, etc. was the PROBLEM (as it was considered then)
that the RM1x kept on sending out Program Change messages to external
gear in Pattern mode every time it looped. This was a serious problem
to many people, including me. Which is why I think Yamaha FIXED (at
least to some RM1x users) this PROBLEM in the RS7k. Now, we've got RS7k
users who actually liked that feature in the RM1x complaining that it's
a problem that needs to be FIXED again. Get it? Some people liked the
feature (if that's what you wanna call it), some didn't. There was
enough griping first time around (RM1x) that Yamaha wisely listened to
the majority of users and changed it so that it didn't do it without
manually inserting PC messages. This can be a problem if every time the
pattern loops the external gear keeps getting PC/sysex events to change
the patch on the external gear. In the end your external gears' sounds
become unplayable for music.

My solution: either use Song mode for final composition after using
Pattern & Pattern Chain for the basic loops construction of the song (if
not performing live) and recording your external gears SYSEX at the very
beginning of the song so it only plays once and switches your external
gear to the appropriate patch(es). And for those who have a problem
with sending the patches from your external gear in Pattern Mode from
the RS7k only once, here's another (semi-)workaround solution: I have an
Access Virus B and what I do is create my Multi-Single patches with the
appropriate sounds on the appropriate parts/channels I want and then
just save the Multi itself on the Virus B. Then, when I want to record

http://www.kussermusic.com/mp3.htm
http://www.kussermusic.com/
http://www.analogaether.com/kusser
http://launch.yahoo.com/


patterns in the RS7k with my Virus B's tones, just dial up the
appropriate Multi patch on the Virus B, dial up the appropriate
Style/Pattern on the RS7k, setup the appropriate send/receive MIDI
channels on the RS7k/Virus B, and start recording or playback. Not that
hard. All you need to do is find another way to do what needs to be
done.

I for one hope they keep the setting the way it is now. It was a major
PITA with the RM1x way. Had to use the RM1x's OPTION menu to disable a
PC events out the MIDI out. All above just IMHO.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2002 8:32 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Transpose

On Thursday 16 May 2002 14:19, mmittner wrote:
> i think bm just tried to distract you from this issue when
> he came up with the talk about the sysex messages. imho he knows that 
> the programmers simply forgot to implement this :-)

Exactly my thought. 

- Robert

| 5621|5597|2002-05-17 00:46:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Neverending debate about program changes with external gear and|
On Friday 17 May 2002 05:55, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> I know I'm late coming to this conversation but here's my $.02:
> I used to own an RM1x & SU700 before upgrading to the RS7000 in
> their place. Back when I owned an RM1x one of the major gripes on
> the email lists/message boards, etc. was the PROBLEM (as it was
> considered then) that the RM1x kept on sending out Program Change
> messages to external gear in Pattern mode every time it looped. 
> This was a serious problem to many people, including me. Which is
> why I think Yamaha FIXED (at least to some RM1x users) this PROBLEM
> in the RS7k. Now, we've got RS7k users who actually liked that
> feature in the RM1x complaining that it's a problem that needs to
> be FIXED again. Get it? 

No, that's not what I meant.
The RS has (so I hear) indeed fixed the problem for the internal 
generator by only updating the sound when *really* needed, and not at 
every cycle of the same phrase. What I want is, that *when* the 
internal TG is updated, they should also send the PC message out over 
the midi bus.

> Some people liked the feature (if that's
> what you wanna call it), some didn't. There was enough griping
> first time around (RM1x) that Yamaha wisely listened to the
> majority of users and changed it so that it didn't do it without
> manually inserting PC messages. This can be a problem if every
> time the pattern loops the external gear keeps getting PC/sysex
> events to change the patch on the external gear. In the end your
> external gears' sounds become unplayable for music.
>
> My solution: either use Song mode for final composition after using
> Pattern & Pattern Chain for the basic loops construction of the
> song (if not performing live) and recording your external gears
> SYSEX at the very beginning of the song so it only plays once and
> switches your external gear to the appropriate patch(es). 

Fair enough.

> And for
> those who have a problem with sending the patches from your
> external gear in Pattern Mode from the RS7k only once, here's
> another (semi-)workaround solution: I have an Access Virus B and
> what I do is create my Multi-Single patches with the appropriate
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> sounds on the appropriate parts/channels I want and then just save
> the Multi itself on the Virus B. Then, when I want to record
> patterns in the RS7k with my Virus B's tones, just dial up the
> appropriate Multi patch on the Virus B, dial up the appropriate
> Style/Pattern on the RS7k, setup the appropriate send/receive MIDI
> channels on the RS7k/Virus B, and start recording or playback. Not
> that hard. All you need to do is find another way to do what needs
> to be done.

You suggest not to send PC messages at all from the RS? Okay, that's 
another solution.

>
> I for one hope they keep the setting the way it is now. It was a
> major PITA with the RM1x way. Had to use the RM1x's OPTION menu to
> disable a PC events out the MIDI out. All above just IMHO.

Read above, I don't want the RM1x behaviour. What I want is what the 
RS does right now, but then *including* the external gear.

- Robert
| 5622|5622|2002-05-17 02:14:43|pasipelkonen|RS freezes!|
My set-up is like this. RS - C-lab CDROMdrive - 250MBzip.
Loading from cd and zip is working fine but when I push eject to change 
sampleCD my RS freezes so I have to reboot it turning power off.
I posted this to rs7000.org also and there was one guy who had same 
promblem. What is this?
If you have some kind of solution please heeelp.
Thanks

Pasu.
| 5623|5622|2002-05-17 04:28:19|Ian Vine|Re: RS freezes!|
Did you dismount the cd rom drive before ejecting?
Don't know if it work mind.

IanV

--- pasipelkonen wrote:

My set-up is like this. RS - C-lab CDROMdrive -
250MBzip.

Loading from cd and zip is working fine but when I
push eject to change 

sampleCD my RS freezes so I have to reboot it turning
power off.

I posted this to rs7000.org also and there was one guy
who had same 

promblem. What is this?

If you have some kind of solution please heeelp.

Thanks

Pasu.
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| 5624|5622|2002-05-17 06:30:38|rfw@capiweb.com|Re: RS freezes!|
Change to SCSI ID of the Zip drive.

> from: pasipelkonen <pasipelkonen@hotmail.com>
> date: Fri, 17 May 2002 09:14:40
> to: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes!
>
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 5625|5597|2002-05-17 11:07:51|tomfinegan|Re: Neverending debate about program changes with external gear and|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Some people liked the
> feature (if that's what you wanna call it), some didn't. 

Very, very interesting. I didn´t know that. But how come they simply 
implement in the RS in the way that you can turn on or off if you 
wish? That wouldn´t have costed much programming work to do it that 
way...
| 5626|5626|2002-05-17 11:23:45|Bryan Rodgers|Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
so that we may fix what you cannot.

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5627|5626|2002-05-17 18:40:47|faxorgy|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
There is absolutely no chance in hell that Yamaha will realease the 
source code for RS7000. I wouldn't even bother asking :(
This source code will be the basis for all AWM2 tone generators ala
CS6X, a large portion of the MOTIF range the RM1X's sequencer and the 
RS7000 op system. Companies like this are very guarded about source 
code let me tell you. I have tried and tried to get Roland to part 
with source codes for my 808EX so I can atleast install an internal 
IDE drive (ala Edirol A6) and thus increase my units shelf life.
Quite frankly if I held my breath waiting for that one I'd be dead by 
now......
Slightly OT ... Klaus I saw you posted my thread on Motifator.com....
Your final post (last one) was pretty much where I'm coming from.
And no I'm not some "pussy" who's to afraid stand up too Yamaha as 
one person implied nor was I writing a "viral marketing" strategy for 
Yamaha. I just think that acting like a cunt will not get you 
anywhere and that maybe a bit of graceful diplomacy is warranted.

My wish list is A)full pitch mapped multi sampling and B) it's a 
friggin AWM2 tone generator give us the fucking CS6X synth engine 
then. (The basic's are there but a full synth engine would make this 
thing ballistic).

Peace all.
| 5628|5626|2002-05-17 19:04:36|LaJilipolla|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> My wish list is A)full pitch mapped multi sampling 

I know full well the problem. Before I got my rs7k I multisampled a 
hole bunch of old gear so that I could port the voices to the rs7k. I 
assumed that since the a4000/5000 could import akai s3 programs 
without major hick-ups that it would be the same with the rs7k. 

Unfortunately, the rs7k can only do attack'n'loop samples. But with 
that in mind I made a bunch of oscillation samples without amplitude 
envelopes and put the expression characteristics in at the rs7k side. 
I am very happy with the results, and now my songs are considerably 
smaller than they used to be (I'm a live-guy, so stuff like this 
matters...)

> B)AWM2 system - why not have a fully implemented engine ala the 

cs6x?

Actually, increased functionality does not necessarily mean more 
creativity. However, I would like to see a slightly more laid-out 
synth engine in there, with a way of saving the synth-programs that's 
not involving saving the pattern/song. Since the smartmedia drive can 
act as the the non-volatile memory that the rm1x had, this would be 
nice.

If anyone can correct me on the last bit, please go right ahead.

LaJ.
| 5629|5603|2002-05-17 19:15:40|LaJilipolla|Re: Can't Load samples from CDrom drive, please advise???|
I've had trouble with CD-ROM drives for 2 reasons:
1. The cd-rom drive fails to read the disk and gives up. This is 
common with badly made cdr's or AKAI format cd-roms.
2. Some older SCSI CD-R drives have perculiar firmware which prevents 



them from behaving as a regular CDROM drive with samplers and so on. 
(I have no idea why this is, but I've experienced it with an old 
plexwriter).

Your setup sounds ok, and your CDROM appears to be a pressed one, not 
burnt, so I assume that the rs7000 is having difficulties with the 
drive. You could anyway try cleaning the drive, that may be all it 
is. If not, borrow read-only cdrom drive from somebody and see if 
there is any change.

Goodluck,
Laj.
| 5630|5597|2002-05-17 23:31:02|wasted/su700fan|Re: Neverending debate about program changes with external gear and|
I agree with you there. A toggle On/Off option would be best. That's
the way I would definitely prefer it to be so that it would accommodate
all users. Let's hope Yamaha will actually work on the OS update.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: tomfinegan [mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2002 1:08 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Neverending debate about program changes with
external gear and the RS7k.

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> Some people liked the
> feature (if that's what you wanna call it), some didn't.

Very, very interesting. I didn´t know that. But how come they simply 
implement in the RS in the way that you can turn on or off if you 
wish? That wouldn´t have costed much programming work to do it that 
way...

| 5631|5631|2002-05-17 23:35:49|retrobeats|Phrase Notes (viewing the "key" the phrase is in) - |
Is there any way to view what notes preset phrases are performed in? 
I am synching some guitar loops (spanish guitar) in the key of "E" 
and I want the piano phrases to meld well.

Thanks.........................................
| 5632|5631|2002-05-18 00:40:32|faxorgy|Re: Phrase Notes (viewing the "key" the phrase is in) -|
Yes this is dead easy. Simple select the track with the phrase in 
question. Hit the edit button once. Then scroll down the event view 
window and it will list all the notation events as you scroll down by 
beat/bar/clock/cc/ and note and note number. Actually it looks 
remarkably like an old style trakker window :). Hey i didn't own an 
amiga once for nothing you know :P.
Hope that helps.

--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:
> Is there any way to view what notes preset phrases are performed 
in? 
> I am synching some guitar loops (spanish guitar) in the key of "E" 
> and I want the piano phrases to meld well.
> 
> Thanks.........................................

| 5633|5626|2002-05-18 08:15:07|tompaulsen2002|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> 
> Slightly OT ... Klaus I saw you posted my thread on 

Motifator.com....

> Your final post (last one) was pretty much where I'm coming from.
> And no I'm not some "pussy" who's to afraid stand up too Yamaha as 
> one person implied nor was I writing a "viral marketing" strategy 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


for 

> Yamaha. 

And i wasn´t disagreeing with you at all. IMHO we should not get too 
mean with Yamaha if they don´t deliver an OS-update, at least the RS 
is working well the way it is right now. It´s missing some features 
that would make it "cult", but no reason to bitch like "if i don´t 
get the OS-update, i sell that §$%§$%machine". How lame is that? If 
you didn´t like it in the first place, why did you buy it? In hope 
Yamaha would make a prompt deliver of an OS-update?

Òn the other side we should of course not stop to ask Yamaha nicely 
for an Update. And as more people do this, as more they will see the 
need to fix it. And Yamaha US just showed us, that something is 
moving. But as with every bigger company, we have to be patient also, 
big elephants move slowlier that those young tigers...

I just think that acting like a cunt will not get you 

> anywhere and that maybe a bit of graceful diplomacy is warranted.

Exactly!

> My wish list is A)full pitch mapped multi sampling and B) it's a 
> friggin AWM2 tone generator give us the fucking CS6X synth engine 
> then. (The basic's are there but a full synth engine would make 

this 

> thing ballistic).

My wishlist is: a) no stop of the sequencer necessary anymore when 
switching between the play/record b) hear other tracks in grid-step.

Cheers, Tom (Klaus)...

p.s. Anyone who expects some posts from Robert (van der Kamp), the HD 
of his PC had a bad headcrash and it will take him a few days to fix 
that. He apologizes for the delay.
| 5634|5626|2002-05-18 11:38:11|su700fan|www.rs7k.org down (FAQ site)|
As the subject says, the site has been down the last week or so. 
Don't know if Robert was hosting it from his machine or whether the 
web address name wasn't renewed. Just thought I'd point it out in 
case one of the moderators on the list was in charge of the FAQ 
site's registration/etc.

Sorry to hear about Robert's PC. I've been up 'til like 3 a.m. 
almost every night for the last week or two poking around with my PC 
since I upgraded my HD from 20GB to 40GB and gave the 20GB to my 
sister's/nieces computer. Windows XP GHOSTed fine, but my BeOS 
system lost it's sound and in the end I had to reinstall it from 
scratch. Got a better (updated) version of BeOS in the process, but 
I digress. I want to get everything running smoothly again so I can 
start recording a few tracks I'm in the idea stage at on my RS7k to 
my PC for .wav/.mp3 conversion. Moral of the story with PCs: if it 
ain't broke, don't try to fix it. Tinkerers like me spend way to 
much time trying to optimize and getting less productive work done :(

--wasted/su700fan

> p.s. Anyone who expects some posts from Robert (van der Kamp), the 

HD of his PC had a bad headcrash and it will take him a few days to 
fix that. He apologizes for the delay.
| 5635|5626|2002-05-18 11:45:31|arveyman|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
IMHO we should not get too 

> mean with Yamaha if they don´t deliver an OS-update, at least the 

RS 

> is working well the way it is right now. It´s missing some features 
> that would make it "cult", but no reason to bitch like "if i don´t 
> get the OS-update, i sell that §$%§$%machine". How lame is that? If 
> you didn´t like it in the first place, why did you buy it? In hope 
> Yamaha would make a prompt deliver of an OS-update?



> 
> Òn the other side we should of course not stop to ask Yamaha nicely 
> for an Update. And as more people do this, as more they will see 

the 

> need to fix it. And Yamaha US just showed us, that something is 
> moving. But as with every bigger company, we have to be patient 

also, 

> big elephants move slowlier that those young tigers...
> 
> I just think that acting like a cunt will not get you 
> > anywhere and that maybe a bit of graceful diplomacy is warranted.
> 
> Exactly!
> 
> > My wish list is A)full pitch mapped multi sampling and B) it's a 
> > friggin AWM2 tone generator give us the fucking CS6X synth engine 
> > then. (The basic's are there but a full synth engine would make 
> this 
> > thing ballistic).
> 
> My wishlist is: a) no stop of the sequencer necessary anymore when 
> switching between the play/record b) hear other tracks in grid-step.
> 
> Cheers, Tom (Klaus)...

Good thinking Tom!

my 2 cents:

It's true that the RS seems to have some features which are not 
working well at the moment, but it is working for say 99% of it's 
capabilities.. That is pretty much for a newly develloped piece of 
gear. The new OS is not a BUG FIX or whatever, so Yamaha is kinda 
doing us a favour (IMO).
Ofcourse i like to see the new features, but why start bitching 
Yamaha and think that they will listen to you? Do you realy think 
they would care if you say you will return it?

So other people should stop whining and start to make goddamn music 
on this peace of exellent gear!!

Arv
| 5637|5626|2002-05-18 12:07:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> Good thinking Tom!

Thank you.

> my 2 cents:
> 
> It's true that the RS seems to have some features which are not 
> working well at the moment, but it is working for say 99% of it's 
> capabilities.. That is pretty much for a newly develloped piece of 
> gear. 

Yup, compare that with the brandnew MPC4000...:)...and the people 
paid more than double for it...

The new OS is not a BUG FIX or whatever, so Yamaha is kinda 

> doing us a favour (IMO).

Well that´s argueable, i don´t see it as a favor, i see it more as a 
way for them to give their product a longer life in the 
shelves...equals making more money...and also it will bind customers 
because of the good service to their company and those people would 
buy more Yamaha gear...so you can say they do us a favour, but on the 
other hand, they are doing themselves a favour. I would say if they 
are doing a OS 2.0, it will be a win/win situation for both parties.
They have to invest some money to pay the engineers and to delay 
other upcoming products, but in the long run it will pay out for them 
twice.



RämTämpäm
| 5638|5626|2002-05-18 16:10:45|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
the RS is a great machine. if Yamaha could fix those little nagging problems
with OS2.0, it would indeed make it the -ultimate- box for music production.

In addition, fixing them would add shelf life, I agree... ...I mean, how
long has that darn MPC2000 been around?!

I'm just suggesting there's really no need for an RS9000 or any such thing,
the RS7k does it all, what more could you possibly want other then the
'finishing touches' added?! if Yamaha doesn't want to spend the money on
further development... ...I was only suggesting there's plenty of people out
there that could develop in implement a new stable OS that does it all...
...the alternative solution of Yamaha hiring outside of their own resources
to develop 2.0 sounded like a fine idea :)

I don't think the RS has reached it's max potential.

B
| 5639|5626|2002-05-19 04:47:27|arveyman|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
I completely agree.

But other people should not be so rude and speak strong language 
towards Yamaha i think. There is no way they will listen if you act 
like that.. I own a MC303, and i think it's sequencer is total crap 
and lacking 'tightness' altogether.. I know it's not in the same 
pricecatagory, but you get what you buy and that is pretty much it...
Okay, the RS is easy upgradable, but you cannot expect Yamaha to have 
a group of people working on updates continiously for a given 
product, way to expensive!
Again, i DO wish they upgrade the OS...

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> the RS is a great machine. if Yamaha could fix those little nagging 
problems
> with OS2.0, it would indeed make it the -ultimate- box for music 
production.
> 
> In addition, fixing them would add shelf life, I agree... ...I 
mean, how
> long has that darn MPC2000 been around?!
> 
> I'm just suggesting there's really no need for an RS9000 or any 
such thing,
> the RS7k does it all, what more could you possibly want other then 
the
> 'finishing touches' added?! if Yamaha doesn't want to spend the 
money on
> further development... ...I was only suggesting there's plenty of 
people out
> there that could develop in implement a new stable OS that does it 
all...
> ...the alternative solution of Yamaha hiring outside of their own 
resources
> to develop 2.0 sounded like a fine idea :)
> 
> I don't think the RS has reached it's max potential.
> 
> B

| 5640|5581|2002-05-19 07:45:08|zhel_id|Re: optical output default|
-Thanx for explaining this

-- In RS7000@y..., Giotto wrote:

> >Does anyone know is it possible to adjust the optical output's 

volume

> >level or it's been set by default to some value?
> 
> 
> By design any digital output like the spdif or optical outs don't 
> work like analog outs in that they aren't "amplified." So there 

isn't 



> really a volume control for them per say. they are actually a 

means 

> of data transfer so any "amplifying" would have to be done to the 
> original source material.... ie a sample you would be playing would 
> have to be made louder itself, by maybe normalizing it or digitally 
> "gaining it up" like you can do in many sequencers and audio 
> programs' dsp functions.
> 
> This is why the record level doesn't do anything for you. It only 
> pertains the the analog side of things. What you can do though is 

go 

> into the master system prefs section (utility > then hit F4 4 

times) 

> and scroll over to the output level adjust. Here you can boost the 
> RSs d/a section which also boosts the digital levels. BUT....this 
> may distort your analog outs if you push it too hard (beyond about 
> +12) and unfortunately they are not independently adjustable.
> 
> 
> 
> Giotto

| 5641|5626|2002-05-19 09:56:34|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
"Okay, the RS is easy upgradeable, but you cannot expect Yamaha to have 
a group of people working on updates continuously for a given 
product, way to expensive!"

sure, but if you release a machine with GLARING omissions, and 99% of users
want/need those features, it's only good practice to listen. I'm not
suggesting they work on it indefinitely, but just to a point where users are
satisfied (mostly) :)

I really don't think the major updates that RS folk are looking for are
unreasonable and not within reach of the current hardware spec.

And I agree, being a bunch of assholes isn't necessarily going to get you
very far... ....at first. Be nice, if they don't comply, sue. (heh heh, just
kidding...sorta) ;P

I don't know how many of you own Waldorf product, but those guys are AMAZING
at listening to their customers! Their forum is fantastic, and the majority
of them are totally interactive with posters. I LOVE THOSE GUYS!!! (Yamaha,
you listening???) Waldorf has sold me on them 100%. Product, sound, quality,
and service.

Yamaha could learn a little something from the smaller guys. Keep your
product line simple, but complete. Release new product finished, or with the
intention to finish it. It makes current owners ecstatic! Btw: you don't
need to have 8 different workstations, really!

Peace.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 19/05/02 6:47 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files

I completely agree.

But other people should not be so rude and speak strong language 
towards Yamaha i think. There is no way they will listen if you act 
like that.. I own a MC303, and i think it's sequencer is total crap 
and lacking 'tightness' altogether.. I know it's not in the same 
pricecatagory, but you get what you buy and that is pretty much it...
Okay, the RS is easy upgradable, but you cannot expect Yamaha to have 
a group of people working on updates continiously for a given 
product, way to expensive!
Again, i DO wish they upgrade the OS...

Arv

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> the RS is a great machine. if Yamaha could fix those little nagging 
problems
> with OS2.0, it would indeed make it the -ultimate- box for music 
production.
> 
> In addition, fixing them would add shelf life, I agree... ...I 
mean, how
> long has that darn MPC2000 been around?!
> 
> I'm just suggesting there's really no need for an RS9000 or any 
such thing,
> the RS7k does it all, what more could you possibly want other then 
the
> 'finishing touches' added?! if Yamaha doesn't want to spend the 
money on
> further development... ...I was only suggesting there's plenty of 
people out
> there that could develop in implement a new stable OS that does it 
all...
> ...the alternative solution of Yamaha hiring outside of their own 
resources
> to develop 2.0 sounded like a fine idea :)
> 
> I don't think the RS has reached it's max potential.
> 
> B
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| 5643|5626|2002-05-19 23:31:32|kemar@ltcgroup.de|Re: Yamaha: Give us your RS7k OS code files|
On May 19 11:56, Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca> wrote:

> "Okay, the RS is easy upgradeable, but you cannot expect Yamaha to have
> a group of people working on updates continuously for a given
> product, way to expensive!"

thats the key, money,

There are two ideas, we can get an OS2.xx Update

1) pay for an OS Update, 99$ or sumething
2) combine the update to existing users with an IO/Expansion Board AESB2
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so dont cry that you have to pay, you guys cry weeks to get the OS Update, and I also want the Upgrade with the 100%needed features. I will pay the price for that...

if yamaha sticks together for a 2 months or so, and they produce an update with nearly all essential features missing, they can earn money I think...

but I think yamaha sees the amount of rs7k boxes out there and will laugh,

so thats my way of thinking...
| 5644|5644|2002-05-20 00:35:57|om_audio|Downloadable manual for RS7000?|
Is there a place I can download the manual? I am considering 
purchasing an RS7000 and need to research it a bit- things like sync 
to external clock possible for effects etc- Thanks!

Om
| 5645|5644|2002-05-20 03:31:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: Downloadable manual for RS7000?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "om_audio" wrote:

> Is there a place I can download the manual? I am considering 
> purchasing an RS7000 and need to research it a bit- things like 

sync 

> to external clock possible for effects etc- Thanks!
> 
> Om

Browse the file-section of this group:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

The FAQ is for sure of interest for you. 

The manual can be downloaded here:

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

If the link doesn´t work, try to search for it here:

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.html
| 5646|5644|2002-05-20 11:16:27|om_audio|Re: Downloadable manual for RS7000?|
Thank you.
Om

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "om_audio" wrote:
> > Is there a place I can download the manual? I am considering 
> > purchasing an RS7000 and need to research it a bit- things like 
> sync 
> > to external clock possible for effects etc- Thanks!
> > 
> > Om
> 
> Browse the file-section of this group:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> The FAQ is for sure of interest for you. 
> 
> The manual can be downloaded here:
> 
> http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
> 
> If the link doesn´t work, try to search for it here:
> 
> http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.html

| 5647|1220|2002-05-20 12:51:13|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : / Click Here! 
Uploaded by : howardgibson22 <howardgibson22@yahoo.co.uk> 
Description : No matter what your credit is like ,there is a card here for you! 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/%20Click%20Here%21 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.html
mailto:howardgibson22@yahoo.co.uk
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/%20Click%20Here%21


http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

howardgibson22 <howardgibson22@yahoo.co.uk>
| 5648|1220|2002-05-20 14:38:39|tompaulsen2002|OT: SPAM Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:

> 
> Uploaded by : howardgibson22 
> Description : No matter what your credit is like ,there is a card 

here for you! 

Í HATE SPAM!!! They are really trying everything, aren´t they?

Assholes!
| 5649|5649|2002-05-20 19:51:51|retrobeats|Never noticed before (phasing when midi in out attached)|
I have the midi in/OUT connected from my RS to a midiman in and out.

If I remove either the OUT or IN, it sounds normal when the setting 
is INTERNAL on the RS7000.

When I have both connected, it sounds like it is flanging/ or is out 
of phase. This never happened before.

Any idea what's going on?

thanks
| 5650|5649|2002-05-20 20:04:42|om_audio|Re: Never noticed before (phasing when midi in out attached)|
Have you created a midi loop? The midi might be coming back into the 
rs7000 and retriggering the sound. Om

--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:
> I have the midi in/OUT connected from my RS to a midiman in and out.
> 
> If I remove either the OUT or IN, it sounds normal when the setting 
> is INTERNAL on the RS7000.
> 
> When I have both connected, it sounds like it is flanging/ or is 
out 
> of phase. This never happened before.
> 
> Any idea what's going on?
> 
> thanks

| 5651|5651|2002-05-21 01:53:02|volt0110|Gameboy Nanoloop|
Hi all,

I just saw on Motifator that some of the user's gear (hi Klaus )
include a GAmeboy Nanoloop. Can someone tell me what is this 
thing? Just a toy or a real production tool ? I have an old GB 
that haven't been played for a while... : )

-- Simon
| 5652|5651|2002-05-21 02:31:16|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
http://www.nanoloop.de/

-----Original Message-----
From: volt0110 [mailto:bontrip@videotron.ca] 
Sent: 21 May 2002 08:53
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Gameboy Nanoloop

Hi all,

I just saw on Motifator that some of the user's gear (hi Klaus )
include a GAmeboy Nanoloop. Can someone tell me what is this 
thing? Just a toy or a real production tool ? I have an old GB 
that haven't been played for a while... : )

-- Simon
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5653|5653|2002-05-21 13:38:05|tompaulsen2002|FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
http://www.rs7000.org

Go and sign up and make Darren happy!

Cheers, Tom
| 5654|5654|2002-05-21 13:42:41|Jay Miller|(no subject)|
Hello,

I'm new at making electronic music and the RS7000 is my first piece; an 
amazing thing!!! Right now I'm trying to figure out how to get my songs 
from the RS to CD. Yamaha tech support said I needed to play them into some 
type of software program that will record the files as .wav. So what I'm 
doing is playing them from the RS into Easy CD Creater software and then 
burning them onto CD. This works but the sound quality just isn't as good 
as what I programmed into the RS and what plays through headphones or a 
stereo.

I'm know there are a lot of ways to make a nice recording but I'm not sure 
which way to go. I'm thinking: Do I need a sound card for my basic aging 
computer? Should I get something like SoundBlaster's Extigy external audio 
system? Maybe I should just make a big move and get Pro Tools and a newer 
better computer? These are my thoughts. I'm not sure which direction to 
go. I'm not involved yet with using my computer and software for music 
production but I plan to. However, my plan is to stick to only the RS for a 
while and really learn it. I'm still paying it off so I want to go with the 
best economic option for the time being. So I guess my question is: What 
gear/methods can I use now for getting nice clean CD rcordings of my RS 
songs.

Sorry for writing such a long, scatter-brained, essay question. I hope 
someone may have some advice to help.

Thanxxxxxxxxxxxx!

Jay

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5655|5655|2002-05-21 13:44:20|Jay Miller|how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
Hello,

I'm new at making electronic music and the RS7000 is my first piece; an 
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amazing thing!!! Right now I'm trying to figure out how to get my songs 
from the RS to CD. Yamaha tech support said I needed to play them into some 
type of software program that will record the files as .wav. So what I'm 
doing is playing them from the RS into Easy CD Creater software and then 
burning them onto CD. This works but the sound quality just isn't as good 
as what I programmed into the RS and what plays through headphones or a 
stereo.

I'm know there are a lot of ways to make a nice recording but I'm not sure 
which way to go. I'm thinking: Do I need a sound card for my basic aging 
computer? Should I get something like SoundBlaster's Extigy external audio 
system? Maybe I should just make a big move and get Pro Tools and a newer 
better computer? These are my thoughts. I'm not sure which direction to 
go. I'm not involved yet with using my computer and software for music 
production but I plan to. However, my plan is to stick to only the RS for a 
while and really learn it. I'm still paying it off so I want to go with the 
best economic option for the time being. So I guess my question is: What 
gear/methods can I use now for getting nice clean CD rcordings of my RS 
songs.

Sorry for writing such a long, scatter-brained, essay question. I hope 
someone may have some advice to help.

Thanxxxxxxxxxxxx!

Jay

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5656|5653|2002-05-21 14:12:54|Franjo Butkovic|Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
Hi!
I just sign in, and they say i have wrong serial number??!!
On back of my RS its says Ser.no.- the number-
What is wrong(please dont tell me that i is not RS :))

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2002 9:38 PM
Subject: [RS7000] FINALLY! Free NEW styles!

http://www.rs7000.org

Go and sign up and make Darren happy!

Cheers, Tom

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5657|5657|2002-05-21 18:45:52|paradigm077|To RS7000 users..|
Hello to all fellow recordists...I am extending this note to Yamaha 
RS 7000 users and to those familiar with the EX5...I live and work in 
NYC,and would like to speak with someone who has the RS7000..I plan 
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on purchasing this gear next month,and am seeking some insight on 
this piece...I'm also interested in networking and possible 
collaborations..I have a small project studio where I spin vinyl and 
do my own mix projects...Have a great day....
| 5658|5653|2002-05-21 19:42:55|wasted/su700fan|Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
I might be interested in getting these styles from rs7000.org, but I
have a question for the site owner (Darren). You say this "personal"
information is very important to you. I would like to know why it is
important and what you plan on doing with our personal information
(name, address, serial #, etc.) You have no privacy policy regarding
information collected at your site. I would like full info regarding
what you do with said info before I part with it. The last thing I need
is somebody knowing my private info & gear serial # so that it can be
stolen or claimed as a stolen item for insurance fraud purposes.

Sorry if I seem so untrusting Darren but YOU are NOT Yamaha and I would
be more willing to part with my personal info & serial # if You were an
official Yamaha subsidiary. I don't mind answering the non-personal
questions, it's just the personal ones (address, name, serial #, email
address) that kinda make more suspicious. I don't need my name sold to
some bulk-emailer's spam list with my personal info at MY expense,
especially just for a few styles that Yamaha UK (or Yamaha itself)
should make free for everyone worldwide.

And for what it's worth, I'll probably only listen to them once or twice
anyways, since I'm more interested in creating original songs/styles
instead of using factory presets. But it would be nice to see how they
sound, especially the electro ones. Please enlighten us Darren on why
you are collecting all this info.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

-----Original Message-----
From: Franjo Butkovic [mailto:franjo.butkovic@ri.tel.hr] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2002 4:12 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] FINALLY! Free NEW styles!

Hi!
I just sign in, and they say i have wrong serial number??!!
On back of my RS its says Ser.no.- the number-
What is wrong(please dont tell me that i is not RS :))

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2002 9:38 PM
Subject: [RS7000] FINALLY! Free NEW styles!

http://www.rs7000.org

Go and sign up and make Darren happy!

Cheers, Tom

| 5659|5659|2002-05-21 19:44:17|rabid3k|RS7000 vs. SU700?|
Hey folks...

I'm an SU700 user who is part of a drum-and-bass live P.A. I'm 
looking to upgrade to a more powerful "all-in-one" piece of live gear 
(though I do have a couple of other components).

My main sticking point with the SU700 - and it's a BIG one - is the 
fact that you can't play more than one "song" without stopping the 
unit and switching to the next "song" (on the SU700, "songs" are 
divided into 4 banks of tracks, which I use for individual 
compositions). Basically I can perform for about 15-20 minutes max 
before I have to stop the unit momentarily. Consequently I have to 
plan my entire set accordingly to avoid losing momentum, which is a 
real bitch.

This is absolutely unacceptable for a sampler that was designed for 
live use.

My question is: Is the RS7000 capable of performing a set in its 
entirety without having to stop the MIDI clock? From the FAQ it 
appears that it can, but I haven't seen this explicitly stated 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:franjo.butkovic@ri.tel.hr
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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anywhere, so I just wanted to be sure.

Thanks in advance....
| 5660|5655|2002-05-22 00:30:40|tomfinegan|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:

> Hello,
> 
> I'm new at making electronic music and the RS7000 is my first 

piece; an 

> amazing thing!!! Right now I'm trying to figure out how to get my 

songs 

> from the RS to CD. Yamaha tech support said I needed to play them 

into some 

> type of software program that will record the files as .wav. 

There are different ways to do that. You could also get a DAT-
Recorder and tape your music in CD-quality with the DAT, and also get 
an external CD-Recorder like those from Philips and transfer your 
music then via SP/DIF from DAT to the CD-Recorder. Not a cheap 
solution, but the result would be excellent.

Or you get a decent Audiocard for your PC (depends on the system you 
use) A MIDIman Audiophile, Terratec EWX or another mid priced (around 

150 - 250) audiocard would help in this sector. Stay away from 
those Soundblaster stuff. That´s for gamers and people who just want 
to listen some CD´s. 

Personally i do it two ways, sample it through my el-cheapo Terratec 
Base 1 directly into CoolEdit, save as .wav and then burn it on CD, 
or i record my RS directly on MiniDisc and then sample it into 
CoolEdit.
I don´t hear a big loss in both ways, but maybe my ears and my 
loudspeakers are not good enough. :)

Check for yourself:

http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen

Cheers, Tom
| 5661|5653|2002-05-22 00:32:59|tomfinegan|Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:

> Hi!
> I just sign in, and they say i have wrong serial number??!!
> On back of my RS its says Ser.no.- the number-
> What is wrong(please dont tell me that i is not RS :))

Yeah yeah, tried to type in the serial number of your washing-machine 
hm? 

Did you typed in the number including the letters?

It worked fine for me.

Tom

> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: tompaulsen2002 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2002 9:38 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] FINALLY! Free NEW styles!
> 
> 
> http://www.rs7000.org
> 
> Go and sign up and make Darren happy!
> 
> Cheers, Tom
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 

http://stage.vitaminic.de/klaus_paulsen
http://www.rs7000.org/


> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 

Yahoo account.

> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5662|5659|2002-05-22 00:35:57|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 vs. SU700?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "rabid3k" wrote:

> My question is: Is the RS7000 capable of performing a set in its 
> entirety without having to stop the MIDI clock? 

Nope. Same flaw as the RM1x.
| 5663|5659|2002-05-22 02:27:29|renntiger2|Re: RS7000 vs. SU700?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "rabid3k" wrote:
> > My question is: Is the RS7000 capable of performing a set in its 
> > entirety without having to stop the MIDI clock? 
> 
> Nope. Same flaw as the RM1x.

Of course you can! (At least in pattern mode, never tried song mode.)
When you switch from one style to another, the internal TG will be out
of timing for a moment for loading sound and fx settings, but the midi
clock (and synchronized devices) do not get out of sync. I work with
an RS7000 as master and a lot of gear (MPC 2000, Quasimidi Sirius,
AN1x etc.) as slaves synced via midi clock. To safely get from one
style to another on the RS I leave one section (A) completely blank in
every style. While some other gear keeps the audience happy I switch
to the empty section, change to the next style (still in the empty
section) and then switch to the first real section of the new style.
This way you do not get any timing problems and you never have to stop
the RS. The only thing you have to do is to fill 2 bars of silence to
get from one style to another with some other gear. I perform a
psy-trance live-set of about 2 hours this way whithout stopping the
RS. (Check it out at Ragana Festival, Lithuania, 21.-24.6.2002,
www.ragana-festival.com).

Peace,

Klaus
| 5664|5655|2002-05-22 02:47:08|mmittner|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
i have an echo mia (http://www.echoaudio.com/) recording card, costs something around 220 euro. it has symmetrical stereo inputs/outputs (24bit/96khz) and an s/pdif
interface. asio compatible and an absolutely nice sound quality (but no midi). just to give you some idea. i don't know the terratec cards, so i have no comparison.

-mike
| 5665|5653|2002-05-22 02:47:29|Franjo Butkovic|Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
Yes,there is three letters and numbers.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tomfinegan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2002 8:32 AM
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Subject: [RS7000] Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!

--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:
> Hi!
> I just sign in, and they say i have wrong serial number??!!
> On back of my RS its says Ser.no.- the number-
> What is wrong(please dont tell me that i is not RS :))

Yeah yeah, tried to type in the serial number of your washing-machine 
hm? 

Did you typed in the number including the letters?

It worked fine for me.

Tom
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: tompaulsen2002 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2002 9:38 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] FINALLY! Free NEW styles!
> 
> 
> http://www.rs7000.org
> 
> Go and sign up and make Darren happy!
> 
> Cheers, Tom
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K 
Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5666|5655|2002-05-22 03:05:27|renntiger2|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:

> i have an echo mia (http://www.echoaudio.com/) recording card, costs

something around 220 euro. it has symmetrical stereo inputs/outputs
(24bit/96khz) and an s/pdif interface. asio compatible and an
absolutely nice sound quality (but no midi). just to give you some
idea. i don't know the terratec cards, so i have no comparison.

You should also check out the Hoontech Sta cards. Great professional
soundcards for a really good price. I use a somewhat older 16 channel
Hoontech card and I'm still very satisfied with it. Info at:

http://www.ridi.com
http://www.hoontech.com

Klaus
| 5667|5659|2002-05-22 05:15:44|arveyman|Re: RS7000 vs. SU700?|
True, but in song mode you cannot switch to another song without 
stopping.. This is for me not aproblem 'cause i don't use songs 
(yet). I experimented however using two sequencers (RS7K + ES-1) wich 
are not synced by MIDI. This works pretty well, but u need to set (if 
u want a beat-match) the Tempo's identical, and your punch-in skills 
need to be pretty good. It is a bit like matching up two records, 
trial and error..
I know Two Lone Swordsmen (Andrew Weatherall + Keith Tenniswood) use 
this technique at live events...

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "rabid3k" wrote:
> > > My question is: Is the RS7000 capable of performing a set in 
its 
> > > entirety without having to stop the MIDI clock? 
> > 
> > Nope. Same flaw as the RM1x.
> 
> Of course you can! (At least in pattern mode, never tried song 
mode.)
> When you switch from one style to another, the internal TG will be 
out
> of timing for a moment for loading sound and fx settings, but the 
midi
> clock (and synchronized devices) do not get out of sync. I work with
> an RS7000 as master and a lot of gear (MPC 2000, Quasimidi Sirius,
> AN1x etc.) as slaves synced via midi clock. To safely get from one
> style to another on the RS I leave one section (A) completely blank 
in
> every style. While some other gear keeps the audience happy I switch
> to the empty section, change to the next style (still in the empty
> section) and then switch to the first real section of the new style.
> This way you do not get any timing problems and you never have to 
stop
> the RS. The only thing you have to do is to fill 2 bars of silence 
to
> get from one style to another with some other gear. I perform a
> psy-trance live-set of about 2 hours this way whithout stopping the
> RS. (Check it out at Ragana Festival, Lithuania, 21.-24.6.2002,
> www.ragana-festival.com).
> 
> Peace,
> 
> Klaus

| 5668|5659|2002-05-22 07:09:52|rabid3k|Re: RS7000 vs. SU700?|
Hmmm... this sounds kind of sketchy. I'd have to play around with 
the unit and try this before I'd feel comfortable buying it.

I have to use a similar workaround strategy with my SU700 - actually 

http://www.echoaudio.com/)
http://www.ridi.com/
http://www.hoontech.com/


I'm in a live P.A. with another person, and we use TWO SU700's, so 
it's a lot easier to 'fill the gap' momentarily using an outboard 
MIDI master unit (a Korg EA1 synth) to stop/start the MIDI clock and 
by playing a drumroll sound or something momentarily while one of us 
switches songs.

Honestly, though, there is no excuse for this on Yamaha's part. 
Units like the SU700, RM1X and RS7000 are obviously designed as stand-
alone dance music modules intended for live use, yet each of them has 
a fatal design flaw that prevents performers from smoothly 
transitioning from song to song (without stopping). IS THIS TOO MUCH 
TO ASK????

If anyone else has input on this, or can explain to me a little more 
reassuringly that the RS7000 can indeed be used stand-alone to 
perform an entire set (in pattern mode or otherwise), please speak 
up. As of now, despite my respect for the superior build, ease of 
use and sound quality of the Yamaha gear, this problem will most 
likely prevent me from purchasing the RS7000.

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "rabid3k" wrote:
> > > My question is: Is the RS7000 capable of performing a set in 
its 
> > > entirety without having to stop the MIDI clock? 
> > 
> > Nope. Same flaw as the RM1x.
> 
> Of course you can! (At least in pattern mode, never tried song 
mode.)
> When you switch from one style to another, the internal TG will be 
out
> of timing for a moment for loading sound and fx settings, but the 
midi
> clock (and synchronized devices) do not get out of sync. I work with
> an RS7000 as master and a lot of gear (MPC 2000, Quasimidi Sirius,
> AN1x etc.) as slaves synced via midi clock. To safely get from one
> style to another on the RS I leave one section (A) completely blank 
in
> every style. While some other gear keeps the audience happy I switch
> to the empty section, change to the next style (still in the empty
> section) and then switch to the first real section of the new style.
> This way you do not get any timing problems and you never have to 
stop
> the RS. The only thing you have to do is to fill 2 bars of silence 
to
> get from one style to another with some other gear. I perform a
> psy-trance live-set of about 2 hours this way whithout stopping the
> RS. (Check it out at Ragana Festival, Lithuania, 21.-24.6.2002,
> www.ragana-festival.com).
> 
> Peace,
> 
> Klaus

| 5669|5655|2002-05-22 07:14:34|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
Hello Tom...I was reading your viewpoint on soundcards,and you mentioned the 
SoundBlaster cards.I was considering a computer system built with the Audigy 
Platinum Ex or something simliar,yet this is not the first time I heard that 
those cards were not recommended for pro or studio use....interesting...any 
reasons why..?Are they noisy or full of distortion...?Give me the honest 
accessment....

Another thing,I went against convention almost two years ago,because I needed 
some kind of digital medium and funds were low,and bought a Minidisc deck.I 
am rather happy with it,I do not hear all the "loss" and other hype 
associated with them,and for connvenience as well as a medium which 
transports and edits easily,it has no equal....

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5670|5655|2002-05-22 07:28:49|Jay Miller|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
Thanks Tom, Klaus, Mike, for the tips, info and sites. I'm going to do some 
rearch on your suggestions now. I really appreciate the help. I'll let you 
know what I end up going with.

j



>From: "mmittner" <mmittner@vizrt.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff
>Date: Wed, 22 May 2002 08:47:06 -0000
>
>i have an echo mia (http://www.echoaudio.com/) recording card, costs 
>something around 220 euro. it has symmetrical stereo inputs/outputs 
>(24bit/96khz) and an s/pdif interface. asio compatible and an absolutely 
>nice sound quality (but no midi). just to give you some idea. i don't know 
>the terratec cards, so i have no comparison.
>
>-mike
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 5671|5671|2002-05-22 08:08:26|r_s_7_k|What Does New Styles Mean?|
are these actual sounds or someones midi sequences.
are they like drumkits and bass and keys or am i misunderstanding? 
could some one explain in detail. and can some one speak of the 
quality and nature of these extra sounds being offered.

thanks
| 5672|5659|2002-05-22 09:10:34|renntiger2|Re: RS7000 vs. SU700?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "rabid3k" wrote:

> Hmmm... this sounds kind of sketchy. I'd have to play around with 
> the unit and try this before I'd feel comfortable buying it.

> Honestly, though, there is no excuse for this on Yamaha's part. 
> Units like the SU700, RM1X and RS7000 are obviously designed as

stand-

> alone dance music modules intended for live use, yet each of them

has 

> a fatal design flaw that prevents performers from smoothly 
> transitioning from song to song (without stopping). IS THIS TOO

MUCH 

> TO ASK????

As long as you are in pattern mode, you do not have to stop the
sequencer. You don't even have to use an empty phrase to switch from
one style to another this is only one possibility to make a completely
clean transition. The only thing that happens is that you get a short
dropout when you change the style (which is quite normal even when
changing one voice on a synth. The RS switches the voice and FX
settings for 16 tracks.) You do not loose sync to the midi clock, no
stop/start! I think this is not really a big deal and it's no problem
to cover the transition from one style to another. Just try it out...

Klaus
| 5673|5651|2002-05-22 09:23:16|volt0110|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
Thanks Daniel.
I think this Nanoloop is a fantastic idea...

- Simon

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> http://www.nanoloop.de/
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: volt0110 [mailto:bontrip@v...] 
> Sent: 21 May 2002 08:53
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Gameboy Nanoloop
> 
> Hi all,
> 

mailto:mmittner@vizrt.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.echoaudio.com/)
http://messenger.msn.com/
http://www.nanoloop.de/


> I just saw on Motifator that some of the user's gear (hi Klaus )
> include a GAmeboy Nanoloop. Can someone tell me what is 
this 
> thing? Just a toy or a real production tool ? I have an old GB 
> that haven't been played for a while... : )
> 
> -- Simon
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=226014.2032696.3508022.1829184/D=e
groupweb/S=17050321
> 
44:HM/A=1000239/R=0/*http:/ads.x10.com/?bHlhaG9vaG0xLmR
hd=1021967583%3eM=226
> 
014.2032696.3508022.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:
HM/A=1000239/R=1> 
> 
> 
> 
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=226014.2032696.3508022.1
829184/D=egroupmai
> l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1000239/rand=624563016> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5674|5674|2002-05-22 10:36:50|vanno|introducing|
hi,

i just subscribed to this group, thought i'd say hi. my name is 
peter, i'm living and working in brussels, belgium. i'm a 
dj/producer/label owner. i bought an rs-7000 last summer, the main 
reason being the hands-on approach the machine has to offer.

people who want to find out more about me can visit following url's:

http://www.submedia.com/vanno
http://www.fotonrecords.com

tkcr,

peter
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-- 
vanno
<http://www.submedia.com/vanno>
<http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/>
vanno@submedia.com>
| 5675|5659|2002-05-22 14:40:21|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 vs. SU700?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "rabid3k" wrote:
> > > My question is: Is the RS7000 capable of performing a set in 

its 

> > > entirety without having to stop the MIDI clock? 
> > 
> > Nope. Same flaw as the RM1x.
> 
> Of course you can! 

I thought he meant to switch between record and play. Of course to 
change the styles you don´t need to stop the sequencer...sorry, my 
mistake.

Tom
| 5676|5653|2002-05-22 14:53:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:

> Yes,there is three letters and numbers.

That´s freaky. I suggest you write to Yamaha UK and ask what´s wrong 
with that.

Did you buy your unit second-hand maybe, so that someone else already 
maybe registered it?
| 5677|5655|2002-05-22 15:22:40|tomfinegan|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., Paradoxnyc2@A... wrote:

> Hello Tom...I was reading your viewpoint on soundcards,and you 

mentioned the 

> SoundBlaster cards.I was considering a computer system built with 

the Audigy 

> Platinum Ex or something simliar,yet this is not the first time I 

heard that 

> those cards were not recommended for pro or studio 

use....interesting...any 

> reasons why..?Are they noisy or full of distortion...?Give me the 

honest 

> accessment....

First of all, low latency is something you want out of a (semi-)
professional audiocard, e.g. to play softsynths or softsampler on the 
PC or just to sync with external instruments. Soundblaster cards are 
well known for their high latency. Also the frequency way of those 
Soundblaster card is other than professional (in other words, what 
you put in, doesn´t necessarily come out the same way ;). 

I don´t have the technical details on hand (something about better 
AD/DA converter etc.), but in comparison with a good audiocard like a 
Emagic Audiowerk 8, the Soundblaster always looses in all aspects. 

All the cards that were named here are better than any Soundblaster. 

And...those audiocards are specialised on only audio. A soundblaster 
is also capable of doing MIDI, Soundblaster-FM, GM sounds and has 
also a Gameport for the mass-market. Taking this into account, the 
quality of the audiosection has to loose in one or another point.

So for recording Audio, definately get a specialised audio-card. If 
you want to play games and hear music, get a Soundblaster.

http://www.submedia.com/vanno
http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/


> 
> Another thing,I went against convention almost two years 

ago,because I needed 

> some kind of digital medium and funds were low,and bought a 

Minidisc deck.I 

> am rather happy with it,I do not hear all the "loss" and other hype 
> associated with them,and for connvenience as well as a medium which 
> transports and edits easily,it has no equal....

It needs a bit of good hearing indeed to hear a difference, but 
honestly, there *is* a difference in quality, and yes if you compare 
1:1 CD to MD you can hear the loss, well at least, i can...;)
| 5678|5671|2002-05-22 15:26:35|tomfinegan|Re: What Does New Styles Mean?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> are these actual sounds or someones midi sequences.
> are they like drumkits and bass and keys or am i misunderstanding? 

Yes you do. Those styles are similar to the ones on the 
SmartMediaCard that came with your RS. I haven´t uploaded them yet 
into my RS, but AFAIK Yamaha UK had professional DJ´s and Producers 
made those. So i would say the quality will be excellent and worth to 
try and to get some new ideas (and steal them...hehehe) ;)

Tom
| 5679|5651|2002-05-22 15:32:45|tomfinegan|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:

> Thanks Daniel.
> I think this Nanoloop is a fantastic idea...
> 
> - Simon
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> > http://www.nanoloop.de/

Yup it is, though the interface is a bit fiddly with the small 
Gameboy display. I recommend to run it through a Preamp and a 
Noisegate before it goes into your mixer. It´s a cute nice toy to 
play with. Sounds almost like a crossing between a SIDstation, 
SoundBlaster-FM and Nintendo-Blobs. ;) Sampled into the RS, it sounds 
very harsh and digital.
| 5680|5653|2002-05-22 17:39:43|Franjo Butkovic|Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!|
No.its a new.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2002 10:53 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FINALLY! Free NEW styles!

--- In RS7000@y..., "Franjo Butkovic" wrote:
> Yes,there is three letters and numbers.

That´s freaky. I suggest you write to Yamaha UK and ask what´s wrong 
with that.

Did you buy your unit second-hand maybe, so that someone else already 
maybe registered it?
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5681|5655|2002-05-22 19:00:58|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: how to get nice CD recordings of RS stuff|
Thanks for the advice...I have looked at some cards....Yes,I am an audio 
buff,and AD/DA converters,oversampling,and such make a world of a 
difference...I auditioned a Marantz CD player,and it sounded rather good to 
me,yet when the shop owner auditioned Rotel Player with Burr-Brown 
converters,the whole room and the music opened up,like I never heard a CD 
do....There are some on sale,including the Korg OASYS,which has been deeply 
discounted...I'm looking more in the direction of the Maya Soundcard,the 
Midiman Delta series,the TerraTecs,the Echo stuff,and the Creamware,among 
others....
As for the MiniDisc,it has more bass response,yet is not as bright,but I love 
it...Besides,cds are still expensive,have no editing facilities,are more 
fragile,are not easily recorded and erased,and will be another struggling 
format when the recordable DVD market settles on which media to use and the 
prices match CD recorders....I use them all though,because they all have 
their merits....

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5682|5651|2002-05-22 19:21:50|simon leclerc|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
Thanx Tom. 
BTW, i just read an interview with the software
developer of nanoloop, Oliver Wittchow. The interviewer
is a certain Thomas Finegan...Anyone know this guy ?
;)

Anyways, i'm getting one for sure.

-- Simon

on 5/22/02 5:32 PM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:
>> Thanks Daniel.
>> I think this Nanoloop is a fantastic idea...
>> 
>> - Simon
>> 
>> 
>> --- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
>>> http://www.nanoloop.de/
> 
> Yup it is, though the interface is a bit fiddly with the small
> Gameboy display. I recommend to run it through a Preamp and a
> Noisegate before it goes into your mixer. It´s a cute nice toy to
> play with. Sounds almost like a crossing between a SIDstation,
> SoundBlaster-FM and Nintendo-Blobs. ;) Sampled into the RS, it sounds
> very harsh and digital.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
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> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5683|5683|2002-05-22 20:51:06|retrobeats|Please Help - -Sound Is Phasing...|
The only way to remove the phasing is to remove either the midi in or 
out cable from the RS7000.

Is there a certain way it should be connected?

I have the in/out connected to the workstation/pc, midi in/out...now 
when I play a style, it's sounds somewhat doubled....or in 
phase....removing a plug cures this....never happened before.

Please advise....project due Friday...
thanks
| 5684|5683|2002-05-22 23:34:19|om_audio|Re: Please Help - -Sound Is Phasing...|
As I mentioned before- it sounds like a simple midi loop has been 
created- If the RS7000 plays a note on midi ch 1, which enters the 
computer, which is set to pass all incoming midi THRU, it will come 
right back into the RS a split second later and cause a re-trigger. 
There are other ways this could be happening but the basic concept is 
the same. I suggest you examine closely how the midi signals are 
being routed through your system. Do you get the same effect if the 
sequencing software in the computer is shut down? What about if the 
whole computer is shut down? And so on- 
Good luck,
Om

--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:
> The only way to remove the phasing is to remove either the midi in 
or 
> out cable from the RS7000.
> 
> Is there a certain way it should be connected?
> 
> I have the in/out connected to the workstation/pc, midi 
in/out...now 
> when I play a style, it's sounds somewhat doubled....or in 
> phase....removing a plug cures this....never happened before.
> 
> Please advise....project due Friday...
> thanks

| 5685|5685|2002-05-23 02:05:21|Robert van der Kamp|Online again :)|
Hi all,

I'm back online again. Had a bad HD crash on my work computer, 
loosing access to all maillists.

Did I miss anything serious?

- Robert
| 5686|5686|2002-05-23 08:39:16|sensualemporer|Creating and selling beats...|
I am in an area that is overloaded with "MCs" (people that rap over 
other peoples beats, but do not write the beats themselves because 
they dont know how).

They mostly use instrumental CDs and "flow". They cannot 'release' 
anything though, because they always use somebody elses copyrighted 
instrumental CD. There is a potentially big market for me to create 
beats and peddle them to the MCs.

What would you charge people to make beats for them? They are mostly 
in the age group of 16-23 years old, so they dont have hundreds of $$ 
to spend on beats, but I would like to come with something fair for 
both of us. I know it depends on how well respected you are in the 
industry, but if I'm just starting and they like the product enough 
to pay for it, then....? $50 per beat until I can justify to raise my 
rates?

Does anyone around here do something like this for a local/non-
commercial market?

thx,
frenchy
| 5687|5685|2002-05-23 08:50:00|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Online again :)|

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


only the release of OS 2.0 from Yamaha!!!

It's the greatest! Man, all those new features!!! Totally kicks a$$!

THANK YOU YAMAHA!!!!!!

B

p.s. ...just kid'n ;P

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2002 4:05 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Online again :)

Hi all,

I'm back online again. Had a bad HD crash on my work computer, 
loosing access to all maillists.

Did I miss anything serious?

- Robert
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| 5688|5685|2002-05-23 08:54:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Online again :)|
On Thursday 23 May 2002 16:49, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> only the release of OS 2.0 from Yamaha!!!
>
> It's the greatest! Man, all those new features!!! Totally kicks
> a$$!
>
> THANK YOU YAMAHA!!!!!!
>
> B
>
> p.s. ...just kid'n ;P

LOL, nice try (but I didn't buy it ;)
| 5689|5685|2002-05-23 09:09:59|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Online again :)|
ahh, yer no fun :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2002 10:55 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Online again :)

On Thursday 23 May 2002 16:49, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> only the release of OS 2.0 from Yamaha!!!
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>
> It's the greatest! Man, all those new features!!! Totally kicks
> a$$!
>
> THANK YOU YAMAHA!!!!!!
>
> B
>
> p.s. ...just kid'n ;P

LOL, nice try (but I didn't buy it ;)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5690|5690|2002-05-23 09:39:17|mr_roboto24|Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
I tried using my RS7000 as a slave to a Roland MC-505. The MC-505 
has a song and I want the RS7k to play a sample in time/sequence with 
the 505. I have samples on channels 1-5. Here's the problem: when 
we hooked them up and pushed play on the 505 the RS7k played totally 
different sounds. The samples weren't coming out. We tried 
reversing the machines (using the 505 as a slave) but the same thing 
happened. 
How do I get the 505 to control the RS7k to play my samples and 
only that (no other sounds). Sorry if this doesn't make sense, it's 
hard to explain this. Please help!! 

rOb
| 5691|5686|2002-05-23 10:04:02|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Creating and selling beats...|
One option would be to copyright the beats and let them use them for free,
this way you get no cash up front but lots of respect from the MC's. Make it
clear to them that the beats are your copyrighted work and that they cannot
be used commercially without your permission. If one of the MC's gets a
record deal or starts pulling live work with your beats then you can
negotiate a royalty deal which could work out to be much more lucrative than
a 50 dollar one-time payment.

Alternatively, if you think your beats are really that good, you should make
up a CD and try to sell it to the mass market via some distribution channel
(sample cd companies etc). 

Finally, going back to your original idea - if you think your MC friends
will pay you for individual beats, then do it on an hourly rate. Ask the guy
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what kind of beat he wants, the kind of feel etc and quote him a number of
hours it will take you to produce the finished product. Then quote an hourly
rate - how you set this rate depends on your opinion of your work, and how
much you think you would pay for an hour of your work (if you see what I
mean!). 

By setting an hourly rate, when the guy comes back for you to do more
complicated work your pay goes up in line with the extra work you put in.

Hope this helps!
Dan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5692|5686|2002-05-23 10:47:56|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: Creating and selling beats...|
Dan...you are the man...You sound so simple and concise,the way you deliver 
the info was just impressive....Do you own and use a Yamaha 
RS7000..?..Damn,you were not even talking to me and you caught my full 
attention

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5693|5651|2002-05-23 13:18:50|tomfinegan|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:

> Thanx Tom. 
> BTW, i just read an interview with the software
> developer of nanoloop, Oliver Wittchow. The interviewer
> is a certain Thomas Finegan...Anyone know this guy ?
> ;)

lol...yup that was in my idealistic days when i worked in my freetime 
as a news-hunter and reporter for sonicstate.com. They payed me with 
a T-Shirt for that interview...which i never saw...since my ex-wife 
has it now...Woman takes it all...hehe ;))

> 
> Anyways, i'm getting one for sure.

Good, don´t forget to add the Zoom-glass and at least a preamp.

Cheers, Tom
| 5694|5651|2002-05-23 13:34:01|simon leclerc|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
on 5/23/02 3:18 PM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

>> Anyways, i'm getting one for sure.
> Good, don´t forget to add the Zoom-glass and at least a preamp.

Tom, all i have for that is a Behringer 1604A Mixer
and a Delta66 soundcard. Will it be sufficiant ?
| 5695|5690|2002-05-23 13:59:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
I don't know the 505, but it looks like the 505 is transmitting midi 
notes over other channels as well. The RS receives these midi notes 
and happily plays the parts it is dictated.

If I understand correctly the midi data to trigger the samples in the 
RS is stored in the 505, right? The RS does not play is own midi 
sequences, but is merely used as a midi sound generator, right?

Then make sure that the 505 is transmitting over the same midi 
channels that the RS is supposed to listen to. Mute all other 
channels (tracks) on the RS, or prevent the 505 from transmitting 
midi over the other midi channels.

Hope this helps,
Robert

mailto:tomfinegan@yahoo.com


On Thursday 23 May 2002 17:39, mr_roboto24 wrote:
> I tried using my RS7000 as a slave to a Roland MC-505. The MC-505
> has a song and I want the RS7k to play a sample in time/sequence
> with the 505. I have samples on channels 1-5. Here's the problem:
> when we hooked them up and pushed play on the 505 the RS7k played
> totally different sounds. The samples weren't coming out. We
> tried reversing the machines (using the 505 as a slave) but the
> same thing happened.
> How do I get the 505 to control the RS7k to play my samples and
> only that (no other sounds). Sorry if this doesn't make sense,
> it's hard to explain this. Please help!!
>
> rOb
>
>
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>
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>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5696|5651|2002-05-23 14:02:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
On Thursday 23 May 2002 21:35, simon leclerc wrote:

> on 5/23/02 3:18 PM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:
> >> Anyways, i'm getting one for sure.
> >
> > Good, don´t forget to add the Zoom-glass and at least a preamp.
>
> Tom, all i have for that is a Behringer 1604A Mixer
> and a Delta66 soundcard. Will it be sufficiant ?

I read somewhere that the old (brick) GB models have the best sound. 
Since they also have the worst screen, the fanatic nanoloop freaks 
use a modern GB (with a nice screen) to program their stuff and then 
use the brick to record the sound. Cool. I still have one (no 2!) of 
these bricks lying around somewhere.

Btw, there was talk of a GB patch on the NordMod maillist today. ;)

- Robert
| 5697|5651|2002-05-23 15:38:11|tomfinegan|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 23 May 2002 21:35, simon leclerc wrote:
> > on 5/23/02 3:18 PM, tomfinegan at tomfinegan@y... wrote:
> > Tom, all i have for that is a Behringer 1604A Mixer
> > and a Delta66 soundcard. Will it be sufficiant ?

Well, i don´t know how the preamps of the Behringer are, but i would 
recommend a preamp, like the MIDIman Audiobuddy, to get the necessary 
loudness. Try it with your Behringer, maybe it works, otherwise you 
can always get a external one.

> I read somewhere that the old (brick) GB models have the best sound.

Yup, the old ones sound richer, more analogue. It is like the SID6514 
towards the newer 8514, which sounds more digital. 
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> Since they also have the worst screen, the fanatic nanoloop freaks 
> use a modern GB (with a nice screen) to program their stuff and 

then 

> use the brick to record the sound. Cool. I still have one (no 2!) 

of 

> these bricks lying around somewhere.

Hey great, get two Nanoloop and sync them together! Record some stuff 
in your (maybe) RC20 or Repeater, add some bass-guitar/e-guitar...=)

> Btw, there was talk of a GB patch on the NordMod maillist today. ;)

lol...for real? Where´s the link? I want that...sorry i still didn´t 
tried that Electribe A patch...but weekend is close...

Tom
| 5698|5651|2002-05-24 01:44:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
On Thursday 23 May 2002 23:38, tomfinegan wrote:

>> Cool. I still have one (no 2!) of these bricks lying around
>> somewhere.
>
> Hey great, get two Nanoloop and sync them together! Record some
> stuff in your (maybe) RC20 or Repeater, add some
> bass-guitar/e-guitar...=)

Don't DO that. Now I have to cleanup a little...
I'm thinking reversed, looped, weird VBass sounds. Hmmmmm :)))

>
> > Btw, there was talk of a GB patch on the NordMod maillist today.
> > ;)
>
> lol...for real? Where´s the link? I want that...sorry i still
> didn´t tried that Electribe A patch...but weekend is close...

I'll see if I can find them.

- Robert
| 5699|5686|2002-05-24 04:47:30|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Creating and selling beats...|
Thanks!

I had an RS but I sold it to my friend, he doesn't have the internet so I
hang around here for news, and some chat!

-----Original Message-----
From: Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com [mailto:Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com] 
Sent: 23 May 2002 17:48
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Creating and selling beats...

Dan...you are the man...You sound so simple and concise,the way you deliver 
the info was just impressive....Do you own and use a Yamaha 
RS7000..?..Damn,you were not even talking to me and you caught my full 
attention

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5700|5686|2002-05-24 11:53:58|sensualemporer|Re: Creating and selling beats...|
Dan,

thats some damn good advice, and I'm glad I asked. Although i am 
somewhat new to beats, I am very experienced with basslines and 
rhythm. I definitely have a potential market on my hands and I am 
growing sicker and sicker and sicker of my "real" job everyday.

time to get my head out of my ass and start having my equipment pay 
for itself instead of buying stuff with my girlfriend's good credit.
thx alot,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> One option would be to copyright the beats and let them use them 
for free,
> this way you get no cash up front but lots of respect from the 
MC's. Make it
> clear to them that the beats are your copyrighted work and that 
they cannot
> be used commercially without your permission. If one of the MC's 
gets a
> record deal or starts pulling live work with your beats then you can
> negotiate a royalty deal which could work out to be much more 
lucrative than
> a 50 dollar one-time payment.
> 
> Alternatively, if you think your beats are really that good, you 
should make
> up a CD and try to sell it to the mass market via some distribution 
channel
> (sample cd companies etc). 
> 
> Finally, going back to your original idea - if you think your MC 
friends
> will pay you for individual beats, then do it on an hourly rate. 
Ask the guy
> what kind of beat he wants, the kind of feel etc and quote him a 
number of
> hours it will take you to produce the finished product. Then quote 
an hourly
> rate - how you set this rate depends on your opinion of your work, 
and how
> much you think you would pay for an hour of your work (if you see 
what I
> mean!). 
> 
> By setting an hourly rate, when the guy comes back for you to do 
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more
> complicated work your pay goes up in line with the extra work you 
put in.
> 
> Hope this helps!
> Dan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5701|5690|2002-05-24 12:01:02|mr_roboto24|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
Thanks for your reply. You said, "the midi data to trigger the 
samples in the RS is stored in the 505, right?" Does this mean I 
have to program the 505 to trigger the RS? Basically, what we did 
was plug the RS to the 505 and pushed play on the 505 to see if it 
would trigger the RS. It did but there was also this other funky 
sound (a melody that wasn't programmed) coming out of the RS. When 
we reversed the connection the 505 did the same thing. 
I want to eventually program the RS with the samples (a real bass 
line) in song form so that the 505 can play it's sequence with the RS 
playing the bass line along with it. 
How do I set up particular midi channels to accept incoming data 
on the RS? Geez, midi is confusing. 

Thanks so much for your help, please continue to!
rOb

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> I don't know the 505, but it looks like the 505 is transmitting 
midi 
> notes over other channels as well. The RS receives these midi notes 
> and happily plays the parts it is dictated.
> 
> If I understand correctly the midi data to trigger the samples in 
the 
> RS is stored in the 505, right? The RS does not play is own midi 
> sequences, but is merely used as a midi sound generator, right?
> 
> Then make sure that the 505 is transmitting over the same midi 
> channels that the RS is supposed to listen to. Mute all other 
> channels (tracks) on the RS, or prevent the 505 from transmitting 
> midi over the other midi channels.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> Robert
>

| 5702|5690|2002-05-24 12:10:03|sensualemporer|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
Roberts response is great info as usual. I would like to add that 
*if* you find yourself doing lots of midi experimentation stuff, a 
program called Midi-Ox has a realtime midi monitor that is excellent 
for troubleshooting and figuring out exactly what midi events are 
being sent around.

I use midi-ox all the time for experimental midi troubleshooting. 
Its not necessary, but a great tool.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> I don't know the 505, but it looks like the 505 is transmitting 
midi 
> notes over other channels as well. The RS receives these midi notes 
> and happily plays the parts it is dictated.
> 
> If I understand correctly the midi data to trigger the samples in 
the 
> RS is stored in the 505, right? The RS does not play is own midi 



> sequences, but is merely used as a midi sound generator, right?
> 
> Then make sure that the 505 is transmitting over the same midi 
> channels that the RS is supposed to listen to. Mute all other 
> channels (tracks) on the RS, or prevent the 505 from transmitting 
> midi over the other midi channels.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> Robert
> 
> 
> On Thursday 23 May 2002 17:39, mr_roboto24 wrote:
> > I tried using my RS7000 as a slave to a Roland MC-505. The MC-505
> > has a song and I want the RS7k to play a sample in time/sequence
> > with the 505. I have samples on channels 1-5. Here's the 
problem:
> > when we hooked them up and pushed play on the 505 the RS7k played
> > totally different sounds. The samples weren't coming out. We
> > tried reversing the machines (using the 505 as a slave) but the
> > same thing happened.
> > How do I get the 505 to control the RS7k to play my samples 
and
> > only that (no other sounds). Sorry if this doesn't make sense,
> > it's hard to explain this. Please help!!
> >
> > rOb
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4
> > and no minimums.
> > FREE Money 2002.
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/orkH0C/n97DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
-
> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
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> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at
> > the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5703|5690|2002-05-24 13:25:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
Okay, let's slow down a bit. ;)

First off, what is it that you have programmed on the 505 and RS? 
Do you have a sequence running on the 505?
Do you have a sequence running on the RS?
Do you want the RS to be triggered by some of the sequence tracks 
running on the 505 (if any)?

- Röb

On Friday 24 May 2002 19:55, mr_roboto24 wrote:
> Thanks for your reply. You said, "the midi data to trigger the
> samples in the RS is stored in the 505, right?" Does this mean I
> have to program the 505 to trigger the RS? Basically, what we did
> was plug the RS to the 505 and pushed play on the 505 to see if it
> would trigger the RS. It did but there was also this other funky
> sound (a melody that wasn't programmed) coming out of the RS. When
> we reversed the connection the 505 did the same thing.
> I want to eventually program the RS with the samples (a real
> bass line) in song form so that the 505 can play it's sequence with
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> the RS playing the bass line along with it.
> How do I set up particular midi channels to accept incoming
> data on the RS? Geez, midi is confusing.
>
> Thanks so much for your help, please continue to!
> rOb
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > I don't know the 505, but it looks like the 505 is transmitting
>
> midi
>
> > notes over other channels as well. The RS receives these midi
> > notes and happily plays the parts it is dictated.
> >
> > If I understand correctly the midi data to trigger the samples in
>
> the
>
> > RS is stored in the 505, right? The RS does not play is own midi
> > sequences, but is merely used as a midi sound generator, right?
> >
> > Then make sure that the 505 is transmitting over the same midi
> > channels that the RS is supposed to listen to. Mute all other
> > channels (tracks) on the RS, or prevent the 505 from transmitting
> > midi over the other midi channels.
> >
> > Hope this helps,
> > Robert
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4
> and no minimums.
> FREE Money 2002.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/orkH0C/n97DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5704|5704|2002-05-24 19:11:36|Steven Mueller|just a note in passing....|
My names Steven, just bought an RS70000 and joined the group. I own a Korg Karma, Triton LE and MS2000R, as well as a Yamaha 01V, (recent purchases after a far
too long exclusion into just listening instead of creating...). I'd appreciate any help on any subjects of the RS70000, especially sequencing/interacting with my current
toys.... but mostly I'll be on the sidelines watching and learning. Thanks in advance for all your sage advice.

Steven

---------------------------------
Do You Yahoo!?
LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5705|5690|2002-05-24 20:41:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2002 3:08 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...
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Okay, let's slow down a bit. ;)

First off, what is it that you have programmed on the 505 and RS? 
Do you have a sequence running on the 505?
Do you have a sequence running on the RS?
Do you want the RS to be triggered by some of the sequence tracks 
running on the 505 (if any)?

- Röb
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sounds to me like Mr. Roboto is trying to just Sync the two devices
together, having each machine (RS7k, MC505) play it's own patterns with
their own TGs. And what he's getting is MIDI notes from one device also
playing the other's TG. What he probably just wants to do is turn off
all MIDI receive channels on the clock receiving device and just let it
receive sequencer clock from the source machine. That's my guess
anyways.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 5706|5690|2002-05-25 01:51:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
On Saturday 25 May 2002 04:41, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>---- Sounds to me like Mr. Roboto is trying to just Sync the two
> devices together, having each machine (RS7k, MC505) play it's own
> patterns with their own TGs. And what he's getting is MIDI notes
> from one device also playing the other's TG. What he probably just
> wants to do is turn off all MIDI receive channels on the clock
> receiving device and just let it receive sequencer clock from the
> source machine. That's my guess anyways.

That was my first suggestion, but it didn't help enough, I guess.

And now we're on it, is it possible to disable the reception of midi 
messages for a given part (track) on the RS? Haven't found yet a 
switch per track that does that, so I probably missed it. 

- Robert
| 5707|5704|2002-05-25 01:52:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just a note in passing....|
Welcome to the list, Steven.

A good start may be to read the RS manual and our faq, if you haven't 
already. 

Cheers,
Robert

On Saturday 25 May 2002 03:10, Steven Mueller wrote:
> My names Steven, just bought an RS70000 and joined the group. I
> own a Korg Karma, Triton LE and MS2000R, as well as a Yamaha 01V,
> (recent purchases after a far too long exclusion into just
> listening instead of creating...). I'd appreciate any help on any
> subjects of the RS70000, especially sequencing/interacting with my
> current toys.... but mostly I'll be on the sidelines watching and
> learning. Thanks in advance for all your sage advice.
>
> Steven
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Buy Stock for $4
> and no minimums.
> FREE Money 2002.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/orkH0C/n97DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://us.click.yahoo.com/orkH0C/n97DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM


>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5708|5690|2002-05-25 10:11:34|wasted/su700fan|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: Saturday, May 25, 2002 3:51 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...
> 
> 
> On Saturday 25 May 2002 04:41, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> 
> >---- Sounds to me like Mr. Roboto is trying to just Sync the two 
> >devices together, having each machine (RS7k, MC505) play it's own 
> >patterns with their own TGs. And what he's getting is MIDI 
> notes from 
> >one device also playing the other's TG. What he probably 
> just wants 
> >to do is turn off all MIDI receive channels on the clock receiving 
> >device and just let it receive sequencer clock from the source 
> >machine. That's my guess anyways.
> 
> That was my first suggestion, but it didn't help enough, I guess.
> 
> And now we're on it, is it possible to disable the reception of midi 
> messages for a given part (track) on the RS? Haven't found yet a 
> switch per track that does that, so I probably missed it. 
> 
> - Robert

From what I can tell on the RS7k's options, no specific MIDI reception
disabling for a track can be done. Which means that if Mr. Roboto wants
the RS7k to be slave and the MC505 master, he's going to have to make
sure that all the MIDI channels on the MC505 are not sending MIDI data
other than clock out of his MC505. I'm not sure how the MC505 works,
but U & I know that with the RS7k if you want to disable sending MIDI
data from a track (or tracks) to external gear, you just push SETUP 4
times to the OUT CHANNEL screen and then adjust your Out Channel
settings (OFF, 1...16) for each of the 3 layers (TG, MIDI OUT A, MIDI
OUT B). So if he makes the RS7k the master he can just go to the OUT
CHANNEL screen and turn to OFF all 16 tracks in both the MIDI OUT A &
MIDI OUT B rows and just leave the TG settings as desired. Besides, the
RS7k would have the better quarter note resolution (480PPQN) for timing
as opposed to the MC505's 96?PPQN resolution.

To break it down for ya: if you want to use the MC505 as master you're
gonna have to find out if it's possible to adjust the out settings for
all tracks on the MC505 so that no MIDI data (other than clock) goes out
any MIDI channel of the 505 and reaches the RS7k. Or just make the RS7k
the master & setup your RS7k's OUT CHANNEL like I explained in the above
paragraph.

Too bad the RS7k doesn't have IN CHANNEL settings (to disable) like it
does OUT CHANNEL settings. That would make it perform more friendly as
a slave device, even though it's designed more as being a master
sequencer.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700


Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 5709|5704|2002-05-25 14:08:43|arveyman|Re: just a note in passing....|
Welcome! I guess you like the RS a lot i see 'cause you've multiplied 
it by 10x! *LOL*
Always better then a MPC20000

:)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Steven Mueller wrote:
> 
> My names Steven, just bought an RS70000 and joined the group. I 
own a Korg Karma, Triton LE and MS2000R, as well as a Yamaha 01V, 
(recent purchases after a far too long exclusion into just listening 
instead of creating...). I'd appreciate any help on any subjects of 
the RS70000, especially sequencing/interacting with my current 
toys.... but mostly I'll be on the sidelines watching and learning. 
Thanks in advance for all your sage advice.
> 
> Steven
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do You Yahoo!?
> LAUNCH - Your Yahoo! Music Experience
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5710|5710|2002-05-25 14:59:06|synthe. labo|overdub fun|
hello to everyone,
well, i would ask about 'overdub' method:
i use to record in overdub mode over a pre-recorded phrase to alter pith, 
filters etc etc, like making motion sequences;
when i playback my patter the motion sequence works, but if i touch the 
knobs i used to alter the sequence (ex.: i altered the pitch and now i touch 
pith knob), suddently the motion sequence stops following how i act now;
that's right, but how to make it come back?
i tried to change fast from a pattern to return to the same and it returns 
to work well, but i don't think it's so methodical......
ok, thanx

ps.: ....Robert and Thomas.....: i sold my FS1-R...too much pain to program, 
and got now a Virus Rack (an occasion, i made exactly an exchange)that...I 
DON'T LIKE!!!
sure, it's a really boring synth, i never believed that, listening and 
reading from the net, but for me it's boring.
it have been better to stay quiet and keep my FS1-R,...now i'll have to 
change again....DX200 maybe, Microwave maybe....

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5711|5710|2002-05-25 16:09:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub fun|
On Saturday 25 May 2002 22:59, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello to everyone,
> well, i would ask about 'overdub' method:
> i use to record in overdub mode over a pre-recorded phrase to alter
> pith, filters etc etc, like making motion sequences;
> when i playback my patter the motion sequence works, but if i touch
> the knobs i used to alter the sequence (ex.: i altered the pitch
> and now i touch pith knob), suddently the motion sequence stops
> following how i act now; that's right, but how to make it come
> back?

The sequence takes over again (if I remember correctly):
- after you stop and restart the RS, or
- after you select a new pattern, which includes the *current* 
pattern.

http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


So simply press the button of the current pattern again.

> i tried to change fast from a pattern to return to the same and it
> returns to work well, but i don't think it's so methodical......
> ok, thanx
>
> ps.: ....Robert and Thomas.....: i sold my FS1-R...too much pain to
> program, and got now a Virus Rack (an occasion, i made exactly an
> exchange)that...I DON'T LIKE!!!

I played with a Virus C for a while in the shop and had exactly the 
same reaction as when I first heard a Virus A, years ago: boring.
The filter is nice but the oscs are really dead imo. I truly don't 
understand the hype.

> sure, it's a really boring synth, i never believed that, listening
> and reading from the net, but for me it's boring.
> it have been better to stay quiet and keep my FS1-R,...now i'll
> have to change again....DX200 maybe, Microwave maybe....

Really curious what synth it will be in the end...

Cheers!
Rob
| 5712|5710|2002-05-25 17:14:05|synthe. labo|Re: overdub fun|

>suddently the motion sequence stops
> > following how i act now; that's right, but how to make it come
> > back?
>
>The sequence takes over again (if I remember correctly):
>- after you stop and restart the RS, or
>- after you select a new pattern, which includes the *current*
>pattern.
>
>So simply press the button of the current pattern again.

yes, thanx
i tried now to change fast the pattern and return and it re-starts
about the reloading of THE SAME pattern, i try now
...noticed that if i make too 'overdubs/motion sequences' in the same 
pattern some strange things can happen like pitches i never programmed and 
similar thing sometimes in a randomic way....
hope it's an overflow as always

>I played with a Virus C for a while in the shop and had exactly the
>same reaction as when I first heard a Virus A, years ago: boring.
>The filter is nice but the oscs are really dead imo. I truly don't
>understand the hype.

yea man, don't wanna offend noone, but i had month ago the new A-Station 
from Novation, and for pure fat/cheesy virtual analoguish it's better than 
the Virus; A and K-Station has monster filters, the very best i ever 
listened to, they cut speakers in the middle
1 part only, but if one wants this type of v-analogue, well, for me better 
a-station than the virus

>Really curious what synth it will be in the end...

i told you...
maybe a microwave II, or a DX200 but this last don't convince me a lot
a made a mistake to sell FS1-R, it's monsterly powerful, i would have worked 
more on pc editor...
i would like to have those hard sounds of Squarepusher/Autechre AND those 
monster basses of extreme d&b and jungle; the basses on classic v-analogue 
are too cheesy, i want harder ones, if you have any suggestion for both 
things i said....

ps.: Robert, now my nord modular is completely OK, OS 3.03 doesn't do an 
error, i'm in heaven for this!!!
i thought also to save and get a waldorf Q rack, the right compromise 
between digital and analogue, don't know
for sure i won't get another v-analogue; the only ones i liked were the korg 



ones, ms2000r and trinity, and a-station a bit.

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5713|5710|2002-05-25 23:59:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: overdub fun|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > ps.: ....Robert and Thomas.....: i sold my FS1-R...too much pain 

to

> > program, and got now a Virus Rack (an occasion, i made exactly an
> > exchange)that...I DON'T LIKE!!!
> 
> I played with a Virus C for a while in the shop and had exactly the 
> same reaction as when I first heard a Virus A, years ago: boring.
> The filter is nice but the oscs are really dead imo. I truly don't 
> understand the hype.

I played a bit with an Virus Indigo in a store and my first reaction 
was..."hey...i can do that with my AN1x...it sounds like it". 
I liked the little things about it, the antialiasing filter envelopes 
(something the AN1x doesn´t has...steps, steps it has...i guess 
that´s how they created 2step...hehe :I 
;)...that´s why i NEED that NL3...)

, or that LFO-led, that goes slowly on and off when you use a 
LFO...but the sound, just like on the new Supernova or MS2000 always 
turned me off by sounding too "trancy". It is overrated and it is 
being used nowadays in too many productions. So i agree.

> > sure, it's a really boring synth, i never believed that, listening
> > and reading from the net, but for me it's boring.
> > it have been better to stay quiet and keep my FS1-R,...now i'll
> > have to change again....DX200 maybe, Microwave maybe....
> 
> Really curious what synth it will be in the end...

lol...i know what he´s going through...it´s hard to find the right 
setup. Marco, try that Microwave XT. You might like it. It can get 
pretty mean, just as FM. And check out the Nord Lead 3 rack also...

Tom
| 5714|5710|2002-05-26 00:20:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: overdub fun|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> monster basses of extreme d&b and jungle; the basses on classic v-

analogue 

> are too cheesy, i want harder ones, if you have any suggestion for 

both 

> things i said....

How about a Waldorf Pulse for that purpose? Connect a few FX-units to 
it...voila...and it´s real analogue...

> 
> ps.: Robert, now my nord modular is completely OK, OS 3.03 doesn't 

do an 

> error, i'm in heaven for this!!!
> i thought also to save and get a waldorf Q rack, the right 

compromise 

> between digital and analogue, don't know

Q rack might als be good for basses...but didn´t you try that one 
already and returned it...oh wait that was the micro-Q right?
I didn´t like the sound of that either, but sheesh, Robert convinced 
me with those Q-pads...

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


Cheers, Tom
| 5715|5715|2002-05-26 01:28:18|volt0110|FX |
Sorry, for this is not a direct Rs7000 related question.

I'm still looking for an Fx processor and i remember that a 
couple of guys on this forum have the BOSS VF-1. 
If you don't mind guys, can you tell me if you still like your 
purchase and the cons and pros (and how's the vocoder ?)

This is for the RS, Microwave Xt, Electric Guitar, Microphone, 
bass.

Email me personally if you prefer: 
bontrip@videotron.ca

Thanks

-- Simon
| 5716|1220|2002-05-26 01:57:25|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : / Click Here! 
Uploaded by : philkinilley <philkinilley@yahoo.co.uk> 
Description : No matter what your credit is like ,there is a card here for you! 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/%20Click%20Here%21 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

philkinilley <philkinilley@yahoo.co.uk>
| 5717|5710|2002-05-26 02:26:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub fun|
On Sunday 26 May 2002 01:14, synthe. labo wrote:

> ps.: Robert, now my nord modular is completely OK, OS 3.03 doesn't
> do an error, i'm in heaven for this!!!

Ah, finally. The NordMod is a *very* special synth.

> i thought also to save and get a waldorf Q rack, the right
> compromise between digital and analogue, don't know
> for sure i won't get another v-analogue; the only ones i liked were
> the korg ones, ms2000r and trinity, and a-station a bit.

Maybe wait for the upcoming Ando 4-voice rack for the real analog 
stuff? No release date has been set yet, but those deep basses will 
probably sound better than on any VA. You could also try the Waldorf 
Pulse for that stuff.

Maybe the only synth the will be able to do deep analogue stuff *and* 
digital chaos stuff is the new Q+, which is a full 32-voice Q with 16 
*analogue* filters added. V E R Y expensive. V E R Y nice. :)

Cheers,
Robert
| 5718|5710|2002-05-26 03:34:18|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: overdub fun|
hey guys, did any of you try the ES2 soft synth from emagic? I tried it in a
shop the other day, it's incredible. I might sell my supernova rack because
of this soft-synth!

dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5719|5719|2002-05-26 04:36:42|retrobeats|Does the RS Generate any type of time code??|
I want it to be the master (for Nuendo and Sonar) and was wondering 
what the RS generates.

mailto:bontrip@videotron.ca
mailto:philkinilley@yahoo.co.uk
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/%20Click%20Here%21
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:philkinilley@yahoo.co.uk


I know it does not generate mtc

THANKS
| 5720|5683|2002-05-26 04:37:58|retrobeats|Re: Please Help - -Sound Is Phasing...|
thanks.....

got that problem fixed...the software was sending a midi thru 
signal...

turned it off and all is well...

:-)

--- In RS7000@y..., "om_audio" wrote:
> As I mentioned before- it sounds like a simple midi loop has been 
> created- If the RS7000 plays a note on midi ch 1, which enters the 
> computer, which is set to pass all incoming midi THRU, it will come 
> right back into the RS a split second later and cause a re-trigger. 
> There are other ways this could be happening but the basic concept 
is 
> the same. I suggest you examine closely how the midi signals are 
> being routed through your system. Do you get the same effect if the 
> sequencing software in the computer is shut down? What about if the 
> whole computer is shut down? And so on- 
> Good luck,
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:
> > The only way to remove the phasing is to remove either the midi 
in 
> or 
> > out cable from the RS7000.
> > 
> > Is there a certain way it should be connected?
> > 
> > I have the in/out connected to the workstation/pc, midi 
> in/out...now 
> > when I play a style, it's sounds somewhat doubled....or in 
> > phase....removing a plug cures this....never happened before.
> > 
> > Please advise....project due Friday...
> > thanks

| 5721|5719|2002-05-26 04:58:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RS Generate any type of time code??|
On Sunday 26 May 2002 12:36, retrobeats wrote:

> I want it to be the master (for Nuendo and Sonar) and was wondering
> what the RS generates.
>
> I know it does not generate mtc

It can generate midi clock in both Song and Pattern mode.

It can listen to MTC or midi clock in Song mode,
and to midi clock only in Pattern mode.

- Robert
| 5722|1220|2002-05-26 06:09:17|tomfinegan|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:

> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : / Click Here! 
> Uploaded by : philkinilley 
> Description : No matter what your credit is like ,there is a card 

here for you! 

Oh KAY! SPAMMER, you are out. Sorry folks, but because of crap like 
this we have to limit some stuff on this group. If you want to upload 
something, email Robert or me. Maybe we change this later on again, 
but as long as some assholes like that one are around, we won´t.

Sorry,



Tom Paulsen(list-moderator)
| 5723|5710|2002-05-26 06:38:26|synthe. labo|Re: overdub fun|

>hey guys, did any of you try the ES2 soft synth from emagic? I tried it in 
>a
>shop the other day, it's incredible. I might sell my supernova rack because
>of this soft-synth!

you mean the new one of Logic?
i tried the last (or maybe we're talking about the same thing) and i had the 
same impression: AWESOME!!! only 1 problem: i'm not able to manage Logic and 
Cubase, i'm stuck with simplier softs like fruity loops, acid etc etc
i love also Reaktor and Dynamo, they sound better than a lot of synths i 
tried, the food of my rs7k; if there would be a Reaktor hardware i would be 
the first to get it!!!

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5724|5710|2002-05-26 06:44:21|synthe. labo|Re: overdub fun|
Thomas & Robert:

yes, it's difficult at the end to find the right synths setup
i think that i would love the nord lead 3, just the demos on the net are 
awesome; the andromeda rack, if there will be one, will be at a monster 
price as nord lead 3;
i'll see, maybe a real analogue or FM or microwave.
(nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've just the 
nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Entra a far parte del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo con 
MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com
| 5725|5710|2002-05-26 07:58:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub fun|
On Sunday 26 May 2002 14:44, synthe. labo wrote:

> Thomas & Robert:
>
> yes, it's difficult at the end to find the right synths setup
> i think that i would love the nord lead 3, just the demos on the
> net are awesome; the andromeda rack, if there will be one, will be
> at a monster price as nord lead 3;

After the Andro rack (full 16 voice version) is released, they're 
thinking of releasing a trimmed-down *4-voice* version. That's 
probably a device we can actually afford. I will check it out for 
sure. And so will you, I guess. ;)

> i'll see, maybe a real analogue or FM or microwave.
> (nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've
> just the nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)

Clavia-only may be a bit töø much, indeed.

Cheers,
Rob
| 5726|5710|2002-05-26 10:05:08|tompaulsen2002|OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > i'll see, maybe a real analogue or FM or microwave.
> > (nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've
> > just the nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)
> 
> Clavia-only may be a bit töø much, indeed.

I don´t think so, the NL3 sounds different from any other Clavia 
synth, but all with out fx...i can understand that...oh well, for 
bass sounds, check out the Waldorf Pulse, Marco. Real analog...and 
very affordable ( 339 at www.thomann.de)

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
http://www.hotmail.com/


And read this little review...:

Pulse review in Sound On Sound, written by Paul Nagle

From the heart of Germany, for your high-cal synthesis stew. No more 
digital diets, the real deal instead of virtual simulators. Goodbye 
Olestra and Equal, the healthy lifestyle finally meets its deserved 
doom. If you want a tasty mix, we have the tool that runs on heavy 
fuel: the Waldorf Pulse. 

As an entreé, we recommend three heavy-weight oscillators with creamy 
pulse width modulation, sumo-style sync, and tasty cross modulation, 
topped off with a healthy serving of oscillator overdrive. But an 
appetizer alone doesn't make a meal. 

For your main dish, consider a healthy serving of 24dB cascaded 
filtering, with a side order of resonance that is so satisfying it 
will have you self-oscillating. This will put the fat in your 
synthesizer attack. 

And for dessert, we have a stereo output, sweet as sin, to pamper 
both the left and right sides of your palate. As for a little liquid 
flavor saver, we can offer vintage-year stereo modulation with a full 
bouquet, courtesy of the Pulse sommelier. 

Your Waldorf synth salad features two crispy, fresh envelopes that 
themselves feature separate trigger settings and definitely rank 
among the fastest of their class; they will have your taste buds 
doing the neutron dance. A side order of 3 beefy LFOs and, for the 
health-food nuts, a batch of wholesome modulations, round out this 
aural feast. 

But that's not all! The Waldorf Pulse never leaves the kitchen 
without the arpeggiator and the four-star MIDI feature. It sends and 
receives all sound parameters as MIDI controllers. A classy meal 
demands a sophisticated menu: the user interface. 

You want even more? Then have a look at the Pulse Plus. 

Features:
Three Oscillators with variable waveforms 
Oscillator 1, frequency range from 2Hz to 8.5kHz 
pulse with variable pulse width 
saw 
triangle 
Oscillator 2, frequency range from 2Hz to 8.5kHz 
pulse with variable pulse width 
saw 
triangle 
cross modulation (pulse waveform that is xor-ed with oscillator 3) 
sync to oscillator 3 
Oscillator 3, frequency range from 2Hz to 4.25kHz 
pulse 
saw 
triangle 
New Waldorf 24 dB lowpass filter with resonance up to self-
oscillation, frequency range 25Hz to 35kHz. 
100 programs, divided into 59 ROM presets, 40 user programs and one 
random sound 
Two envelopes each with selectable trigger modes 
Two LFOs 
LFO1 
tri 
sin 
saw 
pulse 
sample&hold 
LFO2 
tri 
delay parameter 
LFO frequency range from 0.008 Hz up to 261 Hz 
internal Arpeggiator 
tempo from 50bpm to 300bpm 
note values from 1/1 dotted, 1/1 tuplet, 1/1, 1/2 dotted, 1/2 
tuplet ... to 1/32 note 
16 predefined rhythm patterns 
four arpeggio modes, each with ascending note assignment or manual 
note assignment depending on the incoming note order 
up 
down 



alternating 
random (only one assignment mode) 
10 octave maximum range (automatic repetition) 
hold function 
All parameter changes sent/received as MIDI controller 
Four routable modulation units with adjustable source, amount and 
destination 
16 modulation sources: 
off 
LFO1 
LFO1 * Modwheel 
LFO1 * Aftertouch 
LFO2 
LFO2 * Envelope 
Envelope 1 
Envelope 2 
Velocity 
Keytrack 
Pitch follow 
Pitchbend 
Modwheel 
Aftertouch 
Breath Control 
Control X 
16 modulation destinations: 
Pitch 
Osc1 Pitch 
Osc2 Pitch 
Osc2 Pitch 
Osc1 Pulsewidth 
Osc2 Pulsewidth 
Osc1 Level 
Osc2 Level 
Osc3 Level 
Noise Level 
Cutoff 
Resonance 
Volume 
Panning 
LFO1 Speed 
Mod1 Amount 
Large 3 x 7 segment LED display 
six knobs and four buttons for convenient editing 
19" 2HE Rackmount 
Stereo Line out 
MIDI In/Out/Thru 
External 12V DC Power supply 

> 
> Cheers,
> Rob

| 5727|5710|2002-05-26 14:40:53|synthe. labo|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|

> > > (nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've
> > > just the nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)
> >
> > Clavia-only may be a bit töø much, indeed.
>I don´t think so, the NL3 sounds different from any other Clavia
>synth, but all with out fx...i can understand that...

not so important for me the internal effects anyway....

>oh well, for
>bass sounds, check out the Waldorf Pulse, Marco. Real analog...and
>very affordable (€339 at www.thomann.de)
>
>And read this little review...:

thanx for the review
i've tried a pulse one time in a store, but i found it a bit stuck....also 
the original basstation is analogue, if i'm not wrong, but has knobs really 
in ya face
now i'm waiting to have a response for a Yamaha TX81z, you know, that 
terrible FM unit, really inexpensive, i'll take it for sure, found that 
Squarepusher basses come most from that thing!!!

ciao - marco



_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5728|5690|2002-05-26 15:04:56|mr_roboto24|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
Ahh! Now this is what I was talking about! Let me answer Robert's 
questions first. On the 505 we have a song programmed, although it's 
not in 'song' form yet (sequenced), it will soon be. On the RS all I 
have and want to use is a sample of a real bass line that I've 
recorded into the RS. This bass line is recorded onto 4 different 
tracks. 
When we eventually sequence the song on the 505 and figure out 
exactly how many measures it will be, I figured I would sequence the 
bass samples on the RS in song mode so that all we'd have to do is 
push play on the 505 and the RS would just play along, receiving no 
other information from the 505 than the clock so they'd stay in 
sync. Does this make sense? 
So basically, if you push play on the 505, it would play a full 
song. And if you push play on the RS, it would also play a full song 
(but only a bass line). All I want is to be able to hook the RS to 
the 505, push play on the 505, have them both play together and sit 
back and enjoy the music! 
I think what su700fan wrote might do the trick, although I 
haven't tried it yet. We don't have a freaking 505 manual. Thank 
you guys so much for your help. If you have any other suggestions, 
please give them. 

mr_roboto24

> 
> From what I can tell on the RS7k's options, no specific MIDI 

reception

> disabling for a track can be done. Which means that if Mr. Roboto 

wants

> the RS7k to be slave and the MC505 master, he's going to have to 

make

> sure that all the MIDI channels on the MC505 are not sending MIDI 

data

> other than clock out of his MC505. I'm not sure how the MC505 

works,

> but U & I know that with the RS7k if you want to disable sending 

MIDI

> data from a track (or tracks) to external gear, you just push SETUP 

4

> times to the OUT CHANNEL screen and then adjust your Out Channel
> settings (OFF, 1...16) for each of the 3 layers (TG, MIDI OUT A, 

MIDI

> OUT B). So if he makes the RS7k the master he can just go to the 

OUT

> CHANNEL screen and turn to OFF all 16 tracks in both the MIDI OUT A 

&

> MIDI OUT B rows and just leave the TG settings as desired. 

Besides, the

> RS7k would have the better quarter note resolution (480PPQN) for 

timing

> as opposed to the MC505's 96?PPQN resolution.
> 
> To break it down for ya: if you want to use the MC505 as master 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


you're

> gonna have to find out if it's possible to adjust the out settings 

for

> all tracks on the MC505 so that no MIDI data (other than clock) 

goes out

> any MIDI channel of the 505 and reaches the RS7k. Or just make the 

RS7k

> the master & setup your RS7k's OUT CHANNEL like I explained in the 

above

> paragraph.
> 
> Too bad the RS7k doesn't have IN CHANNEL settings (to disable) like 

it

> does OUT CHANNEL settings. That would make it perform more 

friendly as

> a slave device, even though it's designed more as being a master
> sequencer.
>

| 5729|5690|2002-05-26 16:10:16|renntiger2|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:

> All I want is to be able to hook the RS to 
> the 505, push play on the 505, have them both play together and sit 
> back and enjoy the music! 

In the UTIL menu of the RS you can set midi-filters. Just filter out
all incoming events (clear all checkboxes). Now the RS should start
and stop in sync with the 505 (the RS must be clock-slave of course)
but it does no longer respond to note on events via midi.

Klaus
| 5730|5730|2002-05-26 16:19:20|frankii|Swithing from SECTION to SECTION|
...is it me or wouldn't it make sense that when you switch from one 
section to the next that the tracks "SHOULD" correspond to the said 
given pattern.

In other words, if I'm playing section "D" with tracks 9,10 and 11 
OFF, then when I switch to section "E", channels 9,10,11 should 
remain on if I so desire.

Is this a OS update we hope?!?!?!?!??
| 5731|5690|2002-05-26 16:21:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
On Monday 27 May 2002 00:10, renntiger2 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "mr_roboto24" wrote:
> > All I want is to be able to hook the RS to
> > the 505, push play on the 505, have them both play together and
> > sit back and enjoy the music!
>
> In the UTIL menu of the RS you can set midi-filters. Just filter
> out all incoming events (clear all checkboxes). Now the RS should
> start and stop in sync with the 505 (the RS must be clock-slave of
> course) but it does no longer respond to note on events via midi.

I'm afraid this will not work. Filtering stuff at the IN boxes will 
prevent the corresponding MIDI data to reach the *sequencer*, but 
will always reach the RS' tone generator, ignoring the filter 
settings. (Page 262). They simply forgot to add a midi input switch 
on a per-track basis, so it seems.

- Robert
| 5732|5690|2002-05-26 16:25:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
On Sunday 26 May 2002 23:04, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> Ahh! Now this is what I was talking about! Let me answer Robert's
> questions first. On the 505 we have a song programmed, although



> it's not in 'song' form yet (sequenced), it will soon be. On the
> RS all I have and want to use is a sample of a real bass line that
> I've recorded into the RS. This bass line is recorded onto 4
> different tracks.
> When we eventually sequence the song on the 505 and figure out
> exactly how many measures it will be, I figured I would sequence
> the bass samples on the RS in song mode so that all we'd have to do
> is push play on the 505 and the RS would just play along, receiving
> no other information from the 505 than the clock so they'd stay in
> sync. Does this make sense?

Think so. The the real bass sample is triggered by midi data 
sequences on the RS itself, and all other stuff is sequenced on and 
played by 505, right?

> So basically, if you push play on the 505, it would play a full
> song. And if you push play on the RS, it would also play a full
> song (but only a bass line). All I want is to be able to hook the
> RS to the 505, push play on the 505, have them both play together
> and sit back and enjoy the music!

Okay, I get it now.

> I think what su700fan wrote might do the trick, although I
> haven't tried it yet. We don't have a freaking 505 manual. Thank
> you guys so much for your help. If you have any other suggestions,
> please give them.

Yep, disable the midi sends on the 505, or make the RS the master and 
disable the midi sends on the RS. The RS behaves a bit weird as a 
midi synth, as you can't tell it to ignore incoming midi events for a 
given midi channel.

- Robert
| 5733|5730|2002-05-26 16:30:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Swithing from SECTION to SECTION|
On Monday 27 May 2002 00:19, frankii wrote:

> ...is it me or wouldn't it make sense that when you switch from one
> section to the next that the tracks "SHOULD" correspond to the said
> given pattern.
>
> In other words, if I'm playing section "D" with tracks 9,10 and 11
> OFF, then when I switch to section "E", channels 9,10,11 should
> remain on if I so desire.

The track mute switches are implemented at the *style* level, and not 
at the section (= pattern) level, as is the case with the MPC series 
of sequencers. This means, in Pattern mode, if you mute track X, 
track X will be muted for all sections in that style, until you 
unmute it again.

But this problem can be fixed in Pattern Chain mode, where track 
mutes can be recorded at will.

If you don't want to use Pattern Chain mode you could make use of the 
5 mute scenes (and also the 5 'full' scenes).

Finally, you could simply go and clear the tracks where you want them 
muted (my personal fav).

- Robert
| 5734|5719|2002-05-26 18:52:52|intelz_moron|Re: Does the RS Generate any type of time code??|
How many software platforms chase midi clock 
though....!!!!!!!!!????????

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 26 May 2002 12:36, retrobeats wrote:
> > I want it to be the master (for Nuendo and Sonar) and was 
wondering
> > what the RS generates.
> >
> > I know it does not generate mtc
> 



> It can generate midi clock in both Song and Pattern mode.
> 
> It can listen to MTC or midi clock in Song mode,
> and to midi clock only in Pattern mode.
> 
> - Robert

| 5735|5690|2002-05-27 00:09:23|arveyman|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
Well, i experienced this as well when i hooked up the RS to an ES-1 
sequencer to play synced.. The BAD thing is that i cannot set the ES-
1 to NOT send MIDI data, it will always send MIDI on ch 1-16 
(choosable). So that say i set it to ch 16 i HAVE TO disable channel 
16 on the RS (turn it's volume down)!!! This does my head in and is 
very uncool. I hear you say: 'but just use the RS as master!'. I 
wish... The ES-1 has a known 'lag' when used as a slave sequencer. 
It's not much (25ms) but noticeable.. DAMN!!! There goes my live 
setup! :-(

Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 26 May 2002 23:04, mr_roboto24 wrote:
> > Ahh! Now this is what I was talking about! Let me answer 
Robert's
> > questions first. On the 505 we have a song programmed, although
> > it's not in 'song' form yet (sequenced), it will soon be. On the
> > RS all I have and want to use is a sample of a real bass line that
> > I've recorded into the RS. This bass line is recorded onto 4
> > different tracks.
> > When we eventually sequence the song on the 505 and figure out
> > exactly how many measures it will be, I figured I would sequence
> > the bass samples on the RS in song mode so that all we'd have to 
do
> > is push play on the 505 and the RS would just play along, 
receiving
> > no other information from the 505 than the clock so they'd stay in
> > sync. Does this make sense?
> 
> Think so. The the real bass sample is triggered by midi data 
> sequences on the RS itself, and all other stuff is sequenced on and 
> played by 505, right?
> 
> 
> > So basically, if you push play on the 505, it would play a 
full
> > song. And if you push play on the RS, it would also play a full
> > song (but only a bass line). All I want is to be able to hook the
> > RS to the 505, push play on the 505, have them both play together
> > and sit back and enjoy the music!
> 
> Okay, I get it now.
> 
> > I think what su700fan wrote might do the trick, although I
> > haven't tried it yet. We don't have a freaking 505 manual. Thank
> > you guys so much for your help. If you have any other 
suggestions,
> > please give them.
> 
> Yep, disable the midi sends on the 505, or make the RS the master 
and 
> disable the midi sends on the RS. The RS behaves a bit weird as a 
> midi synth, as you can't tell it to ignore incoming midi events for 
a 
> given midi channel.
> 
> - Robert

| 5736|5690|2002-05-27 00:35:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
On Monday 27 May 2002 08:09, arveyman wrote:

> Well, i experienced this as well when i hooked up the RS to an ES-1
> sequencer to play synced.. The BAD thing is that i cannot set the
> ES- 1 to NOT send MIDI data, it will always send MIDI on ch 1-16
> (choosable). So that say i set it to ch 16 i HAVE TO disable
> channel 16 on the RS (turn it's volume down)!!! This does my head
> in and is very uncool. I hear you say: 'but just use the RS as
> master!'. I wish... The ES-1 has a known 'lag' when used as a slave
> sequencer. It's not much (25ms) but noticeable.. DAMN!!! There goes
> my live setup! :-(



A midi filter box between the ES and RS may do the trick. Filter out 
everything but clock and other real-time midi messages.

- Robert
| 5737|5719|2002-05-27 00:37:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does the RS Generate any type of time code??|
On Monday 27 May 2002 02:52, intelz_moron wrote:

> How many software platforms chase midi clock
> though....!!!!!!!!!????????

Good question. Dunno, but I now for sure that I'll never try to have 
Cubase chase an external source again. That was horrible (with v3.x).

- Robert
| 5738|5738|2002-05-27 00:45:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample manipulation|
This is an answer for a question from J that I got in my private 
mailbox. My ISP couldn't reach his email account.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5739|5738|2002-05-27 01:03:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sample manipulation|

On Monday 27 May 2002 08:45, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
Another try:
-------------------------------------------------------------------

> hey robert, sorry to send you a private message but for some reason
> yahoo isn't letting me post publicly right now.  here's my problem
> -
>
> i want to take a song, sample it, and take selected parts to make
> them individual samples.  this is not the slice function.  i don't
> want to cut a sample into several pieces of the same length.  can
> this be easily done on the rs (if so, what's the quickest way?) or
> should i load a sample into soundforge or cakewalk?  thanks much
> for your help again and again.

I think something like soundforge or cakewalk is your best option. 
Looking at the list of sample jobs on page 244, the only option you 
have is to first load the sample into the RS, next COPY it, and then 
EXTRACT everything on the copy you don't need. Then COPY the original 
again, etc.

If the sample is long (guess so, a whole song), you may not be able 
to COPY it event the first time. For smaller samples, this trick may 
work, but using sofware on a PC/Mac will be easier.

- Robert

| 5740|5710|2002-05-27 02:55:25|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: overdub fun|

> you mean the new one of Logic?

yeah, it comes with Logic 5 I think, but you have to pay extra to use it
after 30 days or something. Anyway, it is awesome, and has a lot of good
factory sounds - some sound like a digital synth - big evolving pads, weird
sound fx etc plus it does really good deep analog leads and basses.

> i tried the last (or maybe we're talking about the same thing) and i had

the 

> same impression: AWESOME!!! only 1 problem: i'm not able to manage Logic

and 

> Cubase, i'm stuck with simplier softs like fruity loops, acid etc etc

try logic again, it is awesome, although you can't beat fruity loops or acid
for putting a quick track together. Somehow, they don't seem to sound as
good as logic to me though - I think the audio engine is superior, better
maths.

Dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]



| 5741|5741|2002-05-27 03:23:06|kristian thomas|wicked music gear up for grabs from famous producer!!!|
im privately selling some gear out of my studio, and wanted to give you first option before i go public 

nord micro modulator
with box, editor software, midi cabels, power pack: $550 (bought it for $1200)

yamaha cs1x control synth, 
with box: $650 (bought it for $1500)
COD or posted anywhere in Australia
it comes with 1000s of sounds i have downloaded and created, and editor software for PC. This keyboard kicks ass, with atmospheric sounds and fat base lines, specially
designed for the techno scene.

korg tribe es1 rhythm sampler, 
with box, powerpack, manual....and cool samples: $700 (bought for $1400)
this is the best of the elctribe series...as your not stuck with presets and can load your samples into a very powerful step sequencer. It has the best delay on it i have ever
used.

midiman 2x2 usb midi interface,
still in box, drivers included....will chuck in a cdr of updated drivers for all OS: $150 ono (bought it for $250)
drive all your gear with a computer, trigger things or just run it as a thru box. Good for VJs!!!!!

will not sell if i dont get any interest (would rather keep it and collect dust then give it away)

there is nothng wrong with any of these things...I just want to upgade/save up for a nord lead 3.
if you/or you know somebody thats selling one or can sell me one through a store real cheap...let me know please!!
if you can forword this email on to somebody you think might be very interested, please do!

anyone interested in buying now, please email me psp@internode.on.net

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Kristian Thomas :: artist+tech+coordinator ::
ph :: (+61) 08 8212 0004 ::
188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 :: 
/////////////////////////////////////////////
fresh elektronic music/moving imagery: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org :: 
join the online collective: : http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pseudosoundproject/ :: 
business email :: psp@internode.on.net :: 
personal email :: kristianthomas@internode.on.net ::
alternative email kristianthomas@hotmail.com :: 

the Pseudo Space, Pseudo Sound Project and Chiwow-wah are i n i t i a t i v e's o f 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
: : p s e u d o n e x u s : : 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ______________________________________________
representing, promoting and demonstrating the global 
vitality of digital technologies in the hands of artists.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5742|5690|2002-05-27 04:18:04|renntiger2|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > In the UTIL menu of the RS you can set midi-filters. Just filter
> > out all incoming events (clear all checkboxes). Now the RS should
> > start and stop in sync with the 505 (the RS must be clock-slave of
> > course) but it does no longer respond to note on events via midi.
> 
> I'm afraid this will not work. Filtering stuff at the IN boxes will 
> prevent the corresponding MIDI data to reach the *sequencer*, but 
> will always reach the RS' tone generator, ignoring the filter 
> settings. (Page 262). They simply forgot to add a midi input switch 
> on a per-track basis, so it seems.
> 

Hm.. I never really tried it out. I use midi filter only to get sysex
and aftertouch filtered out when recording from a keyboard. I never
noticed if the data reaches the TG during recording because it does of
course not when playing back the recorded track. Sometimes Yamaha's
concepts are really weird...

Klaus
| 5743|5710|2002-05-27 08:56:55|djdavejumpers|Re: overdub fun|
For the stuff you play, I would say, stick to FM synths.
You should get a Wave table Waldrof Wave in saphire color * drools *
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/wave/

I like the Korg ms2000.
Is cheap too. Not too much polyphony, though..

mailto:psp@internode.on.net
http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pseudosoundproject/
mailto:psp@internode.on.net
mailto:kristianthomas@internode.on.net
mailto:kristianthomas@hotmail.com
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/wave/


And don't get Q Rack, get a MicroQ Omega or a Q+
* drools again *

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> ps.: Robert, now my nord modular is completely OK, OS 3.03 doesn't
do an 
> error, i'm in heaven for this!!!
> i thought also to save and get a waldorf Q rack, the right compromise 
> between digital and analogue, don't know
> for sure i won't get another v-analogue; the only ones i liked were
the korg 
> ones, ms2000r and trinity, and a-station a bit.
> 
> ciao - marco

| 5744|5744|2002-05-27 09:21:28|Stefan Jannesson|Rm1x patterns |
Hi there group,
Does anyone have the Rm1x facktory patterns?
I want them in my Rs7000,cant find them on the internet.
Please Help!
best regards
stefan 
ps. is there a panicswitch on Rs7000?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5745|5745|2002-05-27 16:05:55|tompaulsen2002|OT: Shameless Self Promotion|
For all people capable of the german language...read this interview 
about me and the RS7000 and music and computer:

http://www.amazona.de/content/peoplelounge/studio/personal/ps2705/ps.h
tm
| 5746|5746|2002-05-28 00:36:46|spindianna_holmes|is anything in my su700 compatible?|
Hi, I was wondering if anyone could help me out....
1) Is the AEIBoard for the Su700 compatible with the RS7000?
2) Is the memory in Su700 compatible?
3) I read that RS7000 can load SU700 songs, does this work well?

Thank you in advance for your help.
| 5747|5747|2002-05-28 07:33:23|Bryan Rodgers|[OT] Good Trader: hans hansen (tempotanken@worldonline.dk)|
I sent him RS RAM, he sent me an RS Smart Media card.

Easy as pie :)

(I value the Analogue Heaven 'Good Trader' posts, so I thought it be a good
idea for the RS group too...)

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5748|5710|2002-05-28 10:02:42|vanno|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|

>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> > i'll see, maybe a real analogue or FM or microwave.
>> > (nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've
>> > just the nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)
>>
>> Clavia-only may be a bit töø much, indeed.
>I don´t think so, the NL3 sounds different from any other Clavia
>synth, but all with out fx...i can understand that...oh well, for
>bass sounds, check out the Waldorf Pulse, Marco. Real analog...and
>very affordable (*339 at www.thomann.de)
>
>And read this little review...:
>
>Pulse review in Sound On Sound, written by Paul Nagle
>
>>From the heart of Germany, for your high-cal synthesis stew. No more
>digital diets, the real deal instead of virtual simulators. Goodbye
>Olestra and Equal, the healthy lifestyle finally meets its deserved
>doom. If you want a tasty mix, we have the tool that runs on heavy
>fuel: the Waldorf Pulse.

http://www.amazona.de/content/peoplelounge/studio/personal/ps2705/ps.h
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/


i went to check the waldorf website, and it seems that paul nagle 
just copied the text that's on the pulse page: 
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/pulse/. press release journalism...

it looks like a nice synth though...especially for bass sounds.

tkcr,

peter

-- 
vanno
<http://www.submedia.com/vanno>
<http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/>
vanno@submedia.com>
| 5749|5710|2002-05-28 12:12:15|tomfinegan|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., vanno wrote:

> i went to check the waldorf website, and it seems that paul nagle 
> just copied the text that's on the pulse page: 
> http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/pulse/. press release journalism...

Yup, that´s why i stopped reading newspaper or watching TV-
news...they don´t do researches anymore, just copy from other peoples 
mouth...

> 
> it looks like a nice synth though...especially for bass sounds.

The only shortcoming is that it is "just" a monosynth, but for 
336...you get a lot, those 24dB Waldorf Filters are cult...;)

| 5750|5710|2002-05-28 16:57:56|synthe. labo|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|

>as for the sound: fat and very hard. with hard I mean: rough and not-
>hifi (like an virus). you can make brutal basses and lead sounds with
>just one oscillator.

this is *good* for me :)

>and you've got three of them (plus one noise, plus
>an extern signal if you own the plus-version)
>
>if you push the vol. of an osc. behind 70 (of 128) the osc. gets
>distorted.

again: *good*, distorted shapes with no distortion fx involved.
yes, the Pulse attracts me cause it's real analogue and rough, but the thing 
of the monophonic synth with no pads is limitating also.
i'm seriously thinking of saving and get a Waldorf Q rack (maybe second hand 
one if i'm lucky): this time i stayed 5 hours at a friend of mine's home 
that has a Q rack, and i went out amazed, i have to admit,
it's an awesome machine if you know it....the step sequencer can be 
BALLISTIC!!!
anyway, it can't do the rough analogue of the Pulse for sure: it's not 
analogue.

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Invia e ricevi la posta di Hotmail sul tuo cellulare: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5751|5746|2002-05-28 17:00:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: is anything in my su700 compatible?|
Hey wassup Spindianna! Thinkin' of upgrading? I took the plunge back
in February 2002 in order to slim my gear down a little and remove some
duplicity (dual sequencers between SU700 & RM1x). Also, not enough time
for more gear than my RS7k & Virus B. Anyways, on to answer your
questions.

1) Not compatible. There's a new board out for the RS7k/Motif line:
the AIEB2 with 24bit Output on the Analog 1/4" outs. The AIEB2 is
supposed to be compatible with older Yamaha gear (SU700, A3k-5k) since
it has a switch on the board that (I assume) downgrades the signal to 16
bit for the older samplers). It is the official replacement of the
AIEB1 which I think is no longer made.

2) Definitely. Same specs and all. Too bad Yamaha hasn't gotten with
the times and made DIMMS the preferred sampler memory type. That way

http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/pulse/
http://www.submedia.com/vanno
http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/pulse/
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://mobile.msn.com/


we'd be able to add around 512MB of RAM.

3) The RS7k doesn't load SU700 songs. What it does load are SU700
samples from SU700 volumes on ZIP & other SCSI media. I've used it to
import a couple samples from an older RM1x/SU700 song I created to be
recreated on the RS7k for future remixing, etc. But whole SU700 songs
with sequence data, no. Just individual samples, one at a time. OTOH,
it does load RM1x pattern (.r1p) and song (.r1s) files, as long as these
files aren't calling preset patterns from the RM1x, which were obviously
changed in the RS7k. That's how I was able to load the sequencer info
in .r1p/.r1s format and import the SU700 sample I had for that song onto
a track in the imported pattern/song data.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: spindianna_holmes [mailto:doncue@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2002 2:37 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] is anything in my su700 compatible?
> 
> Hi, I was wondering if anyone could help me out....
> 1) Is the AEIBoard for the Su700 compatible with the RS7000?
> 2) Is the memory in Su700 compatible?
> 3) I read that RS7000 can load SU700 songs, does this work well?
> 
> Thank you in advance for your help.

| 5752|5746|2002-05-29 02:59:58|La Bloukak - Break & Tekno Live Act|is anything in my su700 compatible?|
hi !
there is a minimum compatibility between su700 and RS7K...i have both of
them and already tried to put SU memory on the RS, and it doesn't work ! in
your case it may works (if your SU had the same memory as RS) but it is not
a certitude.
for the AEIBoard, it's surely not working...
SU songs compatibility : never tried, can't help...

Hope it's help you...

Loops

Date: Tue, 28 May 2002 06:36:41 -0000
From: "spindianna_holmes" <doncue@hotmail.com>
Subject: is anything in my su700 compatible?

Hi, I was wondering if anyone could help me out....
1) Is the AEIBoard for the Su700 compatible with the RS7000?
2) Is the memory in Su700 compatible?
3) I read that RS7000 can load SU700 songs, does this work well?

Thank you in advance for your help.
| 5753|5746|2002-05-29 06:45:25|synthe. labo|Re: is anything in my su700 compatible?|

>hi !
>there is a minimum compatibility between su700 and RS7K...i have both of
>them and already tried to put SU memory on the RS, and it doesn't work ! in
>your case it may works (if your SU had the same memory as RS) but it is not
>a certitude.
>for the AEIBoard, it's surely not working...
>SU songs compatibility : never tried, can't help...
>
>Hope it's help you...

hello Bloukak crew! :)
i was subscribet to your mailing list

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il modo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5754|5754|2002-05-29 07:30:49|LOIODICE Cédric|rs 7000 request for update|
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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One more request for the update of the new os of the rs 7000 :

it would be very useful if with can have a " Audio to tempo" for sample
like in
cubase or fruity loop
in fact you can specifie the lenght ( in mesure or beat ) of your sample and
it will ajust it automatically to tempo !!
with this, the rs will be perfect !!

What do you think of that ??
Someone know if we can suggest this to yamaha developpers and programmers ?

TRAVON
| 5755|5690|2002-05-29 13:59:00|sensualemporer|Re: Please HELP! - sequencing with external...|
Arveyman,

Ive seen you talk about this ES-1 lag when slaving for a while now. 
Admittedly, I dont use my ES-1 as much anymore now that I got my 
RS7000, but a thought just crossed my mind.

I recall you saying the ES-1 problem seemed to build up and get worse 
with time. Did you try forcing a "factory setting restore" on the ES-
1 to see if this accumulated problem resets to 0?

I'm half tempted to lend you my ES-1 for a week or two and see if it 
does it. You live near buffalo, ny?

frenchy 

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Well, i experienced this as well when i hooked up the RS to an ES-1 
> sequencer to play synced.. The BAD thing is that i cannot set the 
ES-
> 1 to NOT send MIDI data, it will always send MIDI on ch 1-16 
> (choosable). So that say i set it to ch 16 i HAVE TO disable 
channel 
> 16 on the RS (turn it's volume down)!!! This does my head in and is 
> very uncool. I hear you say: 'but just use the RS as master!'. I 
> wish... The ES-1 has a known 'lag' when used as a slave sequencer. 
> It's not much (25ms) but noticeable.. DAMN!!! There goes my live 
> setup! :-(
> 
> 
> Arv 
>

| 5756|5710|2002-05-30 06:40:53|kristian thomas|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
someone was saying they wernt using their korg es1 rhythm production sampler anymore instead the rs7k.
well...me too.
so i put it on the market, along with my nord micro modualator and cs1x keyboard (and a little midi interface)......so
i can get the nord 3...as from what ive been hearing hear, and from what ive checked out...it would be the way to upgrade for me.
but now im wondering.
i see that you can get a rack version of the NL 3
-is it still the same? i mean...can you still do all that splitting and stuff by using another keyboard?
-can you use clavia editor software to upload/download patch's?
-can i upload my micro patches into a NL3?
is the nl3 just as intuitive as the rs7k?
-how ar can you go with it in a live rig?
i dont use logic anymore, instead the rs7k...cause i love doing everything as live as possible.
the nl3 is 4 part multitimbral. Can i send midi nots from 4 different channels on the rs, the the nord...and tweek any of the data recieved on the nord at the same time. has
anyone done this. do you just press the different bank buttons to get to what each program is recieving and them tweek away....?

im a pad freak...i love tek and atmopheric sounds for minimal techno and glitch ambi core sorta shit, and il would be using the rs's midi b out to send crazy sequences of it
to the nord....just like im doing now with the micro modulator
what i like best about the NL3 compared the rs7000 or waldorf pulse is everything is generated in real-time for outstanding sound quality and expressiveness. 
its crazy though...why they didnt they intergrade the audio in of the micro into the NL3....and the rs7k for that matter. (i assume you cant use the audio ins on the rs to pass
through to the audio outs??????)

kristian thomas

----- Original Message ----- 
From: vanno 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 1:28 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS

>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> > i'll see, maybe a real analogue or FM or microwave.
>> > (nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>> > just the nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)
>>
>> Clavia-only may be a bit töø much, indeed.
>I don´t think so, the NL3 sounds different from any other Clavia
>synth, but all with out fx...i can understand that...oh well, for
>bass sounds, check out the Waldorf Pulse, Marco. Real analog...and
>very affordable (*339 at www.thomann.de)
>
>And read this little review...:
>
>Pulse review in Sound On Sound, written by Paul Nagle
>
>>From the heart of Germany, for your high-cal synthesis stew. No more
>digital diets, the real deal instead of virtual simulators. Goodbye
>Olestra and Equal, the healthy lifestyle finally meets its deserved
>doom. If you want a tasty mix, we have the tool that runs on heavy
>fuel: the Waldorf Pulse.

i went to check the waldorf website, and it seems that paul nagle 
just copied the text that's on the pulse page: 
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/pulse/. press release journalism...

it looks like a nice synth though...especially for bass sounds.

tkcr,

peter

-- 
vanno
<http://www.submedia.com/vanno>
<http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/>
vanno@submedia.com>
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| 5757|5710|2002-05-30 06:48:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
Kristian, the NL3 is NOT compatible withe the NordModular line. The 
Clavia Nord Lead series has a completely different architecture. So 
there's no way to load the MicroMod patches in the NL3.

- Robert
| 5758|5710|2002-05-30 06:48:18|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
kristian thomas say 

"the nl3 is 4 part multitimbral. Can i send midi nots from 4 different
channels on the rs, the the nord...and tweek any of the data recieved on the
nord at the same time. has anyone done this. do you just press the different
bank buttons to get to what each program is recieving and them tweek
away....?"

yes i do that with a waldorf micro q
and a friend of mine do the same with a nord rack 2 so i think you can
with a nord lead 3 too !
TRAVON

-----Message d'origine-----
De : kristian thomas [mailto:kristianthomas@internode.on.net]
Envoyé : jeudi 30 mai 2002 14:42
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : Re: [RS7000] OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS
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someone was saying they wernt using their korg es1 rhythm production sampler
anymore instead the rs7k.
well...me too.
so i put it on the market, along with my nord micro modualator and cs1x
keyboard (and a little midi interface)......so
i can get the nord 3...as from what ive been hearing hear, and from what ive
checked out...it would be the way to upgrade for me.
but now im wondering.
i see that you can get a rack version of the NL 3
-is it still the same? i mean...can you still do all that splitting and
stuff by using another keyboard?
-can you use clavia editor software to upload/download patch's?
-can i upload my micro patches into a NL3?
is the nl3 just as intuitive as the rs7k?
-how ar can you go with it in a live rig?
i dont use logic anymore, instead the rs7k...cause i love doing everything
as live as possible.
the nl3 is 4 part multitimbral. Can i send midi nots from 4 different
channels on the rs, the the nord...and tweek any of the data recieved on the
nord at the same time. has anyone done this. do you just press the different
bank buttons to get to what each program is recieving and them tweek
away....?

im a pad freak...i love tek and atmopheric sounds for minimal techno and
glitch ambi core sorta shit, and il would be using the rs's midi b out to
send crazy sequences of it to the nord....just like im doing now with the
micro modulator
what i like best about the NL3 compared the rs7000 or waldorf pulse is
everything is generated in real-time for outstanding sound quality and
expressiveness. 
its crazy though...why they didnt they intergrade the audio in of the micro
into the NL3....and the rs7k for that matter. (i assume you cant use the
audio ins on the rs to pass through to the audio outs??????)

kristian thomas

----- Original Message ----- 
From: vanno 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 1:28 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS

>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>> > i'll see, maybe a real analogue or FM or microwave.
>> > (nord rack 3 could be better, but the price is VERY high and i've
>> > just the nord mod....all Clavia, all without fx, don't know....)
>>
>> Clavia-only may be a bit töø much, indeed.
>I don´t think so, the NL3 sounds different from any other Clavia
>synth, but all with out fx...i can understand that...oh well, for
>bass sounds, check out the Waldorf Pulse, Marco. Real analog...and
>very affordable (*339 at www.thomann.de)
>
>And read this little review...:
>
>Pulse review in Sound On Sound, written by Paul Nagle
>
>>From the heart of Germany, for your high-cal synthesis stew. No more
>digital diets, the real deal instead of virtual simulators. Goodbye
>Olestra and Equal, the healthy lifestyle finally meets its deserved
>doom. If you want a tasty mix, we have the tool that runs on heavy
>fuel: the Waldorf Pulse.

i went to check the waldorf website, and it seems that paul nagle 
just copied the text that's on the pulse page: 
http://www.waldorf-gmbh.de/pulse/. press release journalism...

it looks like a nice synth though...especially for bass sounds.

tkcr,

peter

-- 
vanno
<http://www.submedia.com/vanno>
<http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/>
vanno@submedia.com>
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| 5759|5710|2002-05-30 07:17:55|synthe. labo|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|

>someone was saying they wernt using their korg es1 rhythm production 
>sampler
>anymore instead the rs7k.
>well...me too.
>so i put it on the market, along with my nord micro modualator and cs1x
>keyboard (and a little midi interface)......so
>i can get the nord 3...as from what ive been hearing hear, and from what 
>ive
>checked out...it would be the way to upgrade for me.

well,
i'm still using my electribe ES-1 with the rs7k cause i love how fast you 
can work on electribe and also the fact that you can record while playing.
i.m.o. you have not to sell your Micromodular, i admit i'm a NM fan, anyway, 
you'll loose the immense power of doing a patch from the beginning or making 
extreme oddities with a v-modular architecture.
just my opinion

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5760|5710|2002-05-30 07:43:34|kristian thomas|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
thanks all

yeah...the would like to keep the es1 for its unbeatable non-stop real-time recording on the sequencer, and you can make wierd shit up really quickly...which suits the style
of music i make...tech.
but im picky...i just dont like all the hassel you have to go to with uploading samples, its numric display (no letters) and it only has 4mb of ram.
its a bit of a powerful babe toy....like a battery power tonka truck you can actually ride around.
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i think ill get a nord modular rack.
i think i can get one around $1400 australian mark
that way i can use all the learning ive done with the micro modular, still use all my patchs, and still use the way i have my rig set up...just be replacing it with the full
modular version...in rack style...so i can shove it in my home made rack case along with my puter and stuff.
i really want to upgrade to the nord modular also because i like the knobs, a more iniutive interface...so it can match up with the rs7k....
maybey ill get the NL3 when its price drops down by half like everything else.

sometimes what i do is send out the baseline data off the rs7k to the nord too get a fat base sound...and turn down the volume level on that channel of the rs7k.

i wonder...
can you send midi time code over to the nord modular rack?
can youu slave certain patch's that have automatic apprigos or sequencers running to the rs7k?
i have tryed doing this with the micro modular....and it just wouldnt work for some reason.
i had the editor opened up..set it to slave...had the right interface set up
you know how the es1 loose's its digital display of what tempo its running in because you have it slaved to the rs7ks tempo...well shouldnt the nord do that too?

kt:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: synthe. labo 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2002 10:47 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS

>someone was saying they wernt using their korg es1 rhythm production 
>sampler
>anymore instead the rs7k.
>well...me too.
>so i put it on the market, along with my nord micro modualator and cs1x
>keyboard (and a little midi interface)......so
>i can get the nord 3...as from what ive been hearing hear, and from what 
>ive
>checked out...it would be the way to upgrade for me.

well,
i'm still using my electribe ES-1 with the rs7k cause i love how fast you 
can work on electribe and also the fact that you can record while playing.
i.m.o. you have not to sell your Micromodular, i admit i'm a NM fan, anyway, 
you'll loose the immense power of doing a patch from the beginning or making 
extreme oddities with a v-modular architecture.
just my opinion

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5761|5710|2002-05-30 10:25:41|Oscar Finch|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
Actually Kristian a NordModular rack will set you back atleast $2900-3300(AUS) . I know cause I've checked pricings around Melbourne. Now I haven't been online for
a week or so and noticed you were selling some gear. If you are still gonna part with that NordMicroMod hit me up and let me know cause I'm on the verge of getting a
MS2000 keyboard and that MicroMod would polish off my home studio just nicely. 
If I that I'd have an MS2000,MicroMod,ER-1,ES-1,Sp808EX,Makie1202VLZpro and an Emu EII+. Which would keep me more than happy let me tell you. 
Oh and on a side not too those having concerns about your ES-1 and midi syncing. I just transfer the data (sequnce) to the RS use the divide drum job and output those
tracks too the same midichannel, erase the pattern in the ES-1 and still get full NRPRN control from the RS with more motion sequnce control,tighter timing and all the
beat-stretch,midi-delay and loop remix functions for each didvided drum part. Way more flexible and you still get that nice'n'crunchy ES-1 sound :P. 
Besides which the ES-1 when midi to the RS's midi in is the best way too get around the RS's grid mode shortcomings that I know of personally. 
Just my little AUS $0.02 cents worth. 
Nice to see another Aussie RS'er around here too :). 

------------------------------------------------ 
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5762|5710|2002-05-30 11:06:05|kristian thomas|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
hha
shhiit
welll...i found one on ebay for a round 2g..so im not far off my budget.
god...maybey i should be charging a lot more for my nord micro mod?
is a modular rack really worth the jump?

now i dont quite understand your syntax with what your saying about the rs and es1. i didnt know the es1 has a divide rum job????
i think u mean you use the dive drum job on the rs
so your actually hitting record on tthe rs, and sucking in all the data coming off the es1?

what do you mean by grid mode

sorry for all the questions...kt:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Oscar Finch 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2002 1:55 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS

Actually Kristian a NordModular rack will set you back atleast $2900-3300(AUS) . I know cause I've checked pricings around Melbourne. Now I haven't
been online for a week or so and noticed you were selling some gear. If you are still gonna part with that NordMicroMod hit me up and let me know cause I'm
on the verge of getting a MS2000 keyboard and that MicroMod would polish off my home studio just nicely. 
If I that I'd have an MS2000,MicroMod,ER-1,ES-1,Sp808EX,Makie1202VLZpro and an Emu EII+. Which would keep me more than happy let me tell you. 
Oh and on a side not too those having concerns about your ES-1 and midi syncing. I just transfer the data (sequnce) to the RS use the divide drum job and
output those tracks too the same midichannel, erase the pattern in the ES-1 and still get full NRPRN control from the RS with more motion sequnce
control,tighter timing and all the beat-stretch,midi-delay and loop remix functions for each didvided drum part. Way more flexible and you still get that
nice'n'crunchy ES-1 sound :P. 
Besides which the ES-1 when midi to the RS's midi in is the best way too get around the RS's grid mode shortcomings that I know of personally. 
Just my little AUS $0.02 cents worth. 
Nice to see another Aussie RS'er around here too :). 

------------------------------------------------ 
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5763|5710|2002-05-30 13:19:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kristian thomas" wrote:

> i mean...can you still do all that splitting > and stuff by using 
> another keyboard?

I would say, ask someone from Clavia...;)

> -can you use clavia editor software to upload/download patch's?

Yes, NL3-Editor

> -can i upload my micro patches into a NL3?

No, and that´s why you should keep the NMM.

> is the nl3 just as intuitive as the rs7k?

Yes.

> -how ar can you go with it in a live rig?

??? That´s a weird question. MEaning?

> i dont use logic anymore, instead the rs7k...cause i love doing 

everything as live as possible.

> the nl3 is 4 part multitimbral. Can i send midi nots from 4 

different channels on the rs, the the nord...and tweek any of the 
data recieved on the nord at the same time. has anyone done this. do 
you just press the different bank buttons to get to what each program 
is recieving and them tweek away....?

I don´t know if the NL3 works this way in Multimode. Again, ask 
someone from Clavia.

> im a pad freak...i love tek and atmopheric sounds for minimal 

techno and glitch ambi core sorta shit, and il would be using the 
rs's midi b out to send crazy sequences of it to the nord....just 
like im doing now with the micro modulator

> what i like best about the NL3 compared the rs7000 or waldorf pulse 

is everything is generated in real-time for outstanding sound quality 
and expressiveness. 

??? Pardon me? The Pulse is a real analogue synth, the NL3 virtual 
analogue. How can the Pulse NOT generate in "real-time", whatever you 
mean exactly by that...????

> its crazy though...why they didnt they intergrade the audio in of 
> the micro into the NL3....

Out of the same reason, why they didn´t put it into the NL2. They 
made the Nord Lead series as perfomance synthesizer to play with. Mr. 
Nordelius said once in an interview, that Audio-In´s should be only 
in modular synths, since those really give you the flexibility over 
the incoming sound, and that the Nord Lead architecture is not giving 
this flexibility. That´s why he decided even to put those Audio In´s 
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on the little MicroModular.

> and the rs7k for that matter. (i assume you cant use the audio ins 
> on the rs to pass through to the audio outs??????)

Yes you can.

My advice to you, keep the Nord Micro Modular and the Pulse. Those 
are keepers. Later down the road you will definately miss them.

The NMM sounds wonderfull together with the RS. It´s like they are 
made for each other.

tom
| 5764|5710|2002-05-30 13:35:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: Waldorf Pulse company for RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kristian thomas" wrote:

> 
> can youu slave certain patch's that have automatic apprigos or 

sequencers running to the rs7k?

> i have tryed doing this with the micro modular....and it just 
> wouldnt work for some reason.

The reason why it is not working is simply that the Nord Modular 
sequencer-arpeggiator-modules are not syncable to incoming MIDIclock. 
BUT...maybe, perhaps, i hope, that they might implement this in the 
new OS4.0 which is coming soon....

Tom
| 5765|5651|2002-05-30 15:46:35|volt0110|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
I received Nanoloop yesterday. I really like it.
Great little toy and very easy to use. You don't even
have to stop the sequencer ; )
Can't wait to hear it in my Monitors.

Btw, what kind of cable to i need to plug in the mixer, or
is there a connector you can attached to an instrument
cable ?

-- Simon

--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:
> > Thanks Daniel.
> > I think this Nanoloop is a fantastic idea...
> > 
> > - Simon
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" 
wrote:
> > > http://www.nanoloop.de/
> 
> Yup it is, though the interface is a bit fiddly with the small 
> Gameboy display. I recommend to run it through a Preamp and 
a 
> Noisegate before it goes into your mixer. It´s a cute nice toy to 
> play with. Sounds almost like a crossing between a SIDstation, 
> SoundBlaster-FM and Nintendo-Blobs. ;) Sampled into the RS, 
it sounds 
> very harsh and digital.

| 5766|5651|2002-05-30 16:34:15|synthe. labo|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|

>I received Nanoloop yesterday. I really like it.
>Great little toy and very easy to use. You don't even
>have to stop the sequencer ; )
>Can't wait to hear it in my Monitors.

wow, sorry but i lost all the nanoloop topic...:/
but i downloaded now the demo and I LOVE IT.
is there someone really kind that could explain me from the beginning only 
how to get nanoloop.....i mean: what i have to do: own a gameboy consolle? 
whick type is the less expensive and smaller?
and the nanoloop? i can compose patterns on gameboy?
thanx very much, if someone can mail me also privately he/she should be 

http://www.nanoloop.de/


really really kind, i'm amazed by this thing, I WANT IT!!!! :))))

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5767|5651|2002-05-30 17:48:52|simon leclerc|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
http://www.nanoloop.de/

Everything is explained there.
The old gray model has the best soundship.
It only took a few days to get it overseas.
It's 85 EURO.
It's limited but portable, that's why i like it.

Also, you can listen to MP3 from this CD made
with Nanoloop:

http://www.disco-bruit.de/frameset/1.html

-- Simon

on 5/30/02 6:34 PM, synthe. labo at synthelabo@hotmail.com wrote:

> 
> 
> 
>> I received Nanoloop yesterday. I really like it.
>> Great little toy and very easy to use. You don't even
>> have to stop the sequencer ; )
>> Can't wait to hear it in my Monitors.
> 
> wow, sorry but i lost all the nanoloop topic...:/
> but i downloaded now the demo and I LOVE IT.
> is there someone really kind that could explain me from the beginning only
> how to get nanoloop.....i mean: what i have to do: own a gameboy consolle?
> whick type is the less expensive and smaller?
> and the nanoloop? i can compose patterns on gameboy?
> thanx very much, if someone can mail me also privately he/she should be
> really really kind, i'm amazed by this thing, I WANT IT!!!! :))))
> 
> ciao - marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5768|5768|2002-05-31 00:14:55|volt0110|RS7000 NEW OS|
From motifator forum : YAMAHA US about possible UPGRADE

Update from the source
------------------------------------------------------------------------
We understand people are anxious especially since we 
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ourselves set a deadline of May 20th. So here is an accurate 
update of where we are. 

There have been engineering resources assigned to update 
work. However the update work includes both the RS7000 and 
Motif. So the allocation of resources between these two projects 
has not yet been done. 

You all know what the major issues are for RS7000. If we ever 
need reminding we can look at the 278 emails we recieved 
regarding RS issues . Basically the big issues were grid 
mode and non stop recording. 

There are a few Motif OS improvements that would be nice, but 
we made it very clear again today that in our opinion the RS7000 
OS upgrade takes priority over a Motif update. Honestly, we sell a 
lot more Motifs than RS7000s. but we feel the update for the RS 
is more important in making the RS fulfill it's true potential. 

We are pretty sure that it should be possible to accomplish both 
and so it is the content of the updates and the timing that needs 
to be decided. 

June 3rd there will be second meeting to discuss allocation of 
resources between these two update jobs. 

We still feel confident that we will see an RS7000 upgrade in the 
relatively near future and will do everything in our power to make 
it happen. 

If we feel we need the help of the community at any point, we 
know we can call you to express yourself in a directed and 
postive way. The emails you sent before did have an impact on 
the decision making process.
| 5769|5769|2002-05-31 07:59:18|baba_jiuk|wrong serial number|
Hi all,

This is my first post to this superb group and I'd like to say how 
happy I am that Yamaha seem to have heeded our pleas (I hope they 
fulfill their promise and let the RS deliver its "full potential"!)

On a different note, I'd like to bring up the issue of "wrong serial 
numbers" which didn't seem to get solved recently when someone 
reported the same problem while trying to get the new free styles 
from Darren's site. My serial looks like a weird combination of 
letters and numbers, I'm not sure whether they're "l" "L" or "I" 
or "O" "0" it's like playing the lottery. I have tried all possible 
combinations and it keeps being rejected.
Has anyone looked into this? 

Failing this, I'd appreciate it if someone could e-mail them to me.
I'm just hoping I won't have the same problem trying to download the 
new OS if/when it's out!

Thanks!
| 5770|5557|2002-05-31 12:28:18|Delobbo101|Re: Thinking of Selling|
I think you should keep it. I would not recommend trying to get by 
with the Karma's sounds alone. A diverse sound is desirable.

RRR

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> true...
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> > Not much tho...
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@h...] 
> > Sent: 14 May 2002 14:46
> > To: RS7000@y...
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Thinking of Selling
> > 
> > Well, the disk is SCSI and the SIMMS are of a special kind, so i 
> > think it is kinda worth something though..
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Arv



> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> > > I just sold my RS for 750ukp, that's about the going rate 
second 
> > hand (they
> > > are under 1000 new these days).
> > > 
> > > You won't get much on top for the extras, I mean - how much are 
a 
> > couple of
> > > sims and a 2gb disk these days?
> > > 
> > > Good luck!
> > > 
> > > Dan.
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: Dick Ochet [mailto:rfw@c...] 
> > > Sent: 13 May 2002 17:58
> > > To: RS7000@y...
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Thinking of Selling
> > > 
> > > I have had the RS for about 3 months now but since getting my 
> Karma 
> > have
> > > ceased to do any work on it at all, which is a big shame and 
> > insulting to
> > > what is by far the best box of its kind around.
> > > 
> > > I am thus looking for a good home for it and will throw in the 
> full 
> > sampling
> > > memory upgrade
> > > 
> > > SCSI Cable and 2GB SCSI hard disk.
> > > 
> > > If the price is right. 
> > > 
> > > They are currently selling for around £1300 in the UK so a 
> > realistic offer
> > > is what I am looking for.
> > > 
> > > If anyone in the UK is interested or knows someone please mail 
me 
> > direct.
> > > 
> > > Otherwise I will have to resort to EBAY!
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Appologies in advance for spaming the list.
> > > 
> > > Gary
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ADVERTISEMENT
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
> > 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
> > 
> > 050321
> > > 
> > 
> 
44:HM/A=1061772/R=2/id=noscript/*http:/www.fullaccessmedical.com/t/742
> > 8/211/
> > > 2458684356> 
> > > 
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> > > 
> > > <http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-
> > <http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/1-> 
> > /flash/misc/fam_lrec_groupsmail_0429.
> > > gif> 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l? 
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
> > 
> > M=225940.2049433.3518213.1829184/D=egroupmai
> > > l/S=1705032144:HM/A=1061772/rand=784101593> 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > 
> > > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> > > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> > 
> > > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
> <http://www.motifator.com> 
> > <http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> > <http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> > 
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
RS7K
> > > Yahoo account.
> > > 
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> > > First RS community on the net. 
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> >
> > Terms of Service. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > 
> > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
> > 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17
> 050321
> > 44:HM/A=979989/R=0/*http:/www.fastweb.com/ib/yahoo-79f> 
> > 
> > 
> > <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
> M=178320.2057063.3524709.1829184/D=egroupmai
> > l/S=1705032144:HM/A=979989/rand=864730499> 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > 
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> > * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > 
> > 
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> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
> <http://www.motifator.com> 
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> > Yahoo account.
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > First RS community on the net. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> Terms of Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5771|5651|2002-05-31 13:19:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: Gameboy Nanoloop|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> how to get nanoloop.....i mean: what i have to do: own a gameboy 

consolle? 

Which reminds me that the old SuperNES had a module which let you use 
old Gameboy-modules...i bet this would get a better result than a 
gameboy...i mean soundwise...hmmmmm
| 5772|5768|2002-05-31 13:37:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 NEW OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:

> We are pretty sure that it should be possible to accomplish both 
> and so it is the content of the updates and the timing that needs 
> to be decided. 
> 
> June 3rd there will be second meeting to discuss allocation of 
> resources between these two update jobs. 

To everyone on the list...CROSS YOUR FINGERS AND PRAY TO THE GOD OF 
HARDWARE SEQUENCER that the Update will come true!!!

Yours Tom (the moderator-king) ;)
| 5773|5773|2002-06-01 01:15:15|volt0110|Screen problem|
After half an hour of usage, the dots on my RS screen
are darker. The upper half is darker than the lower part.
I restarted, it stayed like that. Then, this morning, it was
almost back the regular screen. But same thing happened
tonite.

Ever that happened to your RS ?
Should i be worry ?
What to do ?

Thank you for any help.
| 5774|5773|2002-06-01 01:23:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Screen problem|
On Saturday 01 June 2002 09:15, volt0110 wrote:

> After half an hour of usage, the dots on my RS screen
> are darker. The upper half is darker than the lower part.
> I restarted, it stayed like that. Then, this morning, it was
> almost back the regular screen. But same thing happened
> tonite.
>
> Ever that happened to your RS ?
> Should i be worry ?
> What to do ?

Maybe your RS gets too hot. LCD screens react to temperature like 
this. (Not that I'm an expert in this matter.) How is the RS placed 
in your room/studio?

- Robert
| 5775|5773|2002-06-01 01:25:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Screen problem|

On Saturday 01 June 2002 09:15, volt0110 wrote:
Btw, you *do* know that the screen can be calibrated with the knob 
on the back, don't you?
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| 5776|5773|2002-06-01 02:00:23|simon leclerc|Re: Screen problem|
Yes, but it's like the contrast is ok when i turn the
RS on, then it goes a bit darker. However, i had not touched
the contrast button for a while. I played with it just now,
maybe it's going to do some sort of a reset. I'll find out tomorrow
on my next jam (4:00am, here)

Thank you for reminding me Robert, it might work.

on 6/1/02 3:25 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Saturday 01 June 2002 09:15, volt0110 wrote:
> Btw, you *do* know that the screen can be calibrated with the knob
> on the back, don't you?
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5777|5773|2002-06-01 02:03:33|simon leclerc|Re: Screen problem|
Same place since July 2001 :)
However, i wondering if i'm not overloading
the electricity outlet :)
I keep adding stuff, one day my apartment
is going to explose...

-- Simon

on 6/1/02 3:23 AM, Robert van der Kamp at robnet@wxs.nl wrote:

> On Saturday 01 June 2002 09:15, volt0110 wrote:
>> After half an hour of usage, the dots on my RS screen
>> are darker. The upper half is darker than the lower part.
>> I restarted, it stayed like that. Then, this morning, it was
>> almost back the regular screen. But same thing happened
>> tonite.
>> 
>> Ever that happened to your RS ?
>> Should i be worry ?
>> What to do ?
> 
> Maybe your RS gets too hot. LCD screens react to temperature like
> this. (Not that I'm an expert in this matter.) How is the RS placed
> in your room/studio?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
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> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 5778|5460|2002-06-01 19:58:25|ix_kool|Re: my 1st RS liveset.mp3|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sedarka" wrote:

> > >+ idiot interludes...
> > >(this one's 4 u Mr.Labo :^)
> > 
> > ...oh well, the 'idiot interludes' or the broken electronic 
> live....?
> hmm, the 27Meg download perhaps ;^)
> greet.
> sedarka -[PEEINYOU]-
> http://pnu.widerstand.org/

| 5779|5779|2002-06-02 03:38:14|Stefan Jannesson|Rm1x facktory patterns (needs adjust)|
Hi there group,
Here is the rm1x facktory presets.
They need some adjustment.
enjoy

regards
stefan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5780|5779|2002-06-02 04:42:20|tomfinegan|Re: Rm1x facktory patterns (needs adjust)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Stefan Jannesson" wrote:

> Hi there group,
> Here is the rm1x facktory presets.
> They need some adjustment.
> enjoy
> 
> regards
> stefan

Don´t attach files to your messages, and because of some big problems 
with SPAM, i switched off the upload for members for a little while, 
until those SPAMMERS stop trying to upload SPAM into our file-
section. If you want to upload a file, mail me and i will upload it 
for you.

Tom (aka List-Moderator)
| 5781|1220|2002-06-02 13:37:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /User-Phrase Exchange!/patterns.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RM1x-Factory Pattern 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/User-Phrase%20Exchange%21/patterns.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 5782|5782|2002-06-02 23:25:27|dayv5000|Shameless Promo|
Hi Guys, 

Shameless, as always, but I thought people might be interested to see 
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my new track, written completely on the RS - with mastering on the 
AW4416 and a few effects coming from my Creamware Pulsar. 

http://www.mp3.com.au/dayv 

Feedback is appreciated.

[dayv]
| 5783|5782|2002-06-03 06:16:15|synthe. labo|Re: Shameless Promo|

>Hi Guys,
>
>Shameless, as always, but I thought people might be interested to see
>my new track, written completely on the RS - with mastering on the
>AW4416 and a few effects coming from my Creamware Pulsar.
>
>http://www.mp3.com.au/dayv
>
>Feedback is appreciated.

i listened to 'street punks' and i have to admit that it's impressive that's 
all mada with rs7k...
even if i don't like very much the genre, i like how it's made
how did you obtained that wha-wha bass? internal fxs?
anyway, good work

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synhe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5784|5784|2002-06-03 07:23:45|oscillate64|hi guys ..Important request for scene memory Sucks....|
let me clarify......Rs7000 is meant for live Yea?? and you are 
supposed to be able to jam at different bpm....thats why you slice 
everything yes...If you create a song at home and save any scene mems.
your completely screwed if you start jammming the pattern at a 
different bpm to the one you saved the scene in....because when you 
press scene it jumps to the bpm you saved it in.........they are 
rendered useless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it is a minor detail ..who 
the @#%%# needs to know what bpm you were in when you wrote the 
track???

I cant use any of that shit now ....
i never jam live at the same bpm i wrote a track in....
super pissed off 
Ivan---

ps : the Rs is awesome just programmers have not a clue...
GET RID OF BPM SAVE IN SCENE MEMORY ! simple as that!

this is the biggest fuckup personally non of that programming jargon
this sucks@#%%&*^(*%$
| 5785|5785|2002-06-03 07:36:03|oscillate64|what will the update include?|
well ive already asked it i suppose but what will the update inlude??

anybody
Cheers
Ive
| 5786|5784|2002-06-03 07:57:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: hi guys ..Important request for scene memory Sucks....|
This has been reported before. You're right, one should have the 
option *not* to store the BPM value in the scene. Some will like to 
have it stored though. 

Added to wishlist chap for next faq update.

- Robert

On Monday 03 June 2002 15:23, oscillate64 wrote:
> let me clarify......Rs7000 is meant for live Yea?? and you are
> supposed to be able to jam at different bpm....thats why you slice
> everything yes...If you create a song at home and save any scene
> mems. your completely screwed if you start jammming the pattern at
> a different bpm to the one you saved the scene in....because when
> you press scene it jumps to the bpm you saved it in.........they
> are rendered useless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it is a minor detail
> ..who the @#%%# needs to know what bpm you were in when you wrote

http://www.mp3.com.au/dayv
http://www.mp3.com.au/dayv
http://www.mp3.com/synhe_labo
http://www.teknocracy.com/synthelabo
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


> the track???
>
> I cant use any of that shit now ....
> i never jam live at the same bpm i wrote a track in....
> super pissed off
> Ivan---
>
> ps : the Rs is awesome just programmers have not a clue...
> GET RID OF BPM SAVE IN SCENE MEMORY ! simple as that!
>
> this is the biggest fuckup personally non of that programming
> jargon this sucks@#%%&*^(*%$
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Kwick Pick opens locked car doors,
> front doors, drawers, briefcases,
> padlocks, and more. On sale now!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/ehaLqB/Fg5DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5787|5785|2002-06-03 07:58:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: what will the update include?|
On Monday 03 June 2002 15:36, oscillate64 wrote:

> well ive already asked it i suppose but what will the update
> inlude??

Noone knows.

BTW, when slaving the RS to an external source, the stored BPM value 
will most likely be ignored. It's a hack, but it may work for you.

- Robert
| 5788|5788|2002-06-03 09:25:19|chad9477|Motif vs. Korg Karma|
Hi All, 

Just joined the group. I am looking for some advice from anyone 
knowledgeable about the Motif 6 and Korg Karma, both of which I tried 
out last Saturday. 

I am primarily a guitarist, not synthesist, but I do lots of ambient 
downtempo stuff. I drove an hour to check out the Karma because I had 
heard its built-in software would allow me to create extended (20-30 
min) soundscapes and grooves that would shift gradually over time, 
which I could then lay guitar tracks over. I figured something like 
that would be great in the studio for a guy like me with limited 
keyboard abilities. Plus, I could conceivably set up trance-inducing 
backing atmospheres for a live show without hours upon hours of advance 
prep, then let them swirl behind me while I focused on improvising 
guitar lines. Sounded great. Off I went. 

When I arrived at the store, the clerk tried very hard to convince me 
to go with the Motif instead. He said he'd had a Karma and sold it, for 
several reasons: inferior sound samples, poor display quality, 
difficult sequencing and editing procedures. I did my limited best to 
compare the Motif, and for the most part I could see and hear he was 
right. BUT--the big difference--the Motif did not have the Karma's 
special software, the initial big attraction to a player with my 
specific needs. I got confused in a big hurry. 
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The sales guy was clearly passionate about the Motif, but was not very 
good at showing me how it worked and how I could compare the two synths 
re my own playing goals. They were both priced the same, so now I'm 
trying to figure out which I should go with. 

If anyone out there can give me a reasonable comparison based on what 
I'm trying to do, I'd be grateful. Reply offlist if you like--thanks. 

Chad
| 5789|5788|2002-06-03 09:41:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
I don't own a Karma or Motif... ...but here's my 2 cents! ;P

I saw a Korg demo of the Karma here at a local shop... ...and my impression
was that the machine is honestly a bit of a joke. I suppose the synth engine
was 'alright', but that 'software' you talk about... ...no real musician
would go near it with a 10 foot pole. And this is coming from me, a guy who
has no synth abilities either :) To me, their 'software' is simply a
glorified arpeggiator! If I wanted a synth to play -random music-, I'd go
buy a Yamaha PSRxxx!

The Motif looks like a real workhorse, and I enjoyed playing with it on the
showroom floor... ...imo, it's what a master synth should be.

...okay more like 1 cent.

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: chad9477 [mailto:chad9477@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2002 11:25 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Motif vs. Korg Karma

Hi All, 

Just joined the group. I am looking for some advice from anyone 
knowledgeable about the Motif 6 and Korg Karma, both of which I tried 
out last Saturday. 

I am primarily a guitarist, not synthesist, but I do lots of ambient 
downtempo stuff. I drove an hour to check out the Karma because I had 
heard its built-in software would allow me to create extended (20-30 
min) soundscapes and grooves that would shift gradually over time, 
which I could then lay guitar tracks over. I figured something like 
that would be great in the studio for a guy like me with limited 
keyboard abilities. Plus, I could conceivably set up trance-inducing 
backing atmospheres for a live show without hours upon hours of advance 
prep, then let them swirl behind me while I focused on improvising 
guitar lines. Sounded great. Off I went. 

When I arrived at the store, the clerk tried very hard to convince me 
to go with the Motif instead. He said he'd had a Karma and sold it, for 
several reasons: inferior sound samples, poor display quality, 
difficult sequencing and editing procedures. I did my limited best to 
compare the Motif, and for the most part I could see and hear he was 
right. BUT--the big difference--the Motif did not have the Karma's 
special software, the initial big attraction to a player with my 
specific needs. I got confused in a big hurry. 

The sales guy was clearly passionate about the Motif, but was not very 
good at showing me how it worked and how I could compare the two synths 
re my own playing goals. They were both priced the same, so now I'm 
trying to figure out which I should go with. 

If anyone out there can give me a reasonable comparison based on what 
I'm trying to do, I'd be grateful. Reply offlist if you like--thanks. 

Chad

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5790|5788|2002-06-03 09:45:32|djdavejumpers|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
So, this is not a list about MOTIF nor is for Karma.

You may also use the search engine. This kind of subject is being
treated 10 times a week.

goto
harmony-central.com and look at the synth database, read both
Keyboard's reviews and make your choice.

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "chad9477" wrote:
> Hi All, 
> 
> Just joined the group. I am looking for some advice from anyone 
> knowledgeable about the Motif 6 and Korg Karma, both of which I tried 
> out last Saturday.

| 5791|5788|2002-06-03 09:54:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> So, this is not a list about MOTIF nor is for Karma.

Yes it is. It is about the RS7000 and it´s siblings: MOTIF...etc....

Tom (List-moderator)
| 5792|5788|2002-06-03 12:31:01|Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
This list is primarily for the RS7K but as I own a Karma which as a guitarist I purchased in preference to the Motif, let it suffice to say that the Motif comes no where near
the Karma nor does the RS but then with the RS we would be comparing to different tools, the contrast of which would hardly be fair.

I use both the RS and the Karma and could not live without either one. 

The Karma is not a glorified arpeggiator at all as stated in an earlier post. It can be if that's all you want but it comes totally programmable so the sky is the limit with what
you can do with this beast. What makes the Karma special is it's sound quality. Guitars sound like guitars and saxes sound like saxes, growl and all! It wah's, it chirps, it
kicks serious ass and surprise of all even I sound good playing it and I am no keyboard player by the stretch of anyones imagination.

With the Karma it's all about GE which the Motif doesn't even have a poor substitute for and I found the Motif far too complicated in comparision.

You have Keith Moon on drums, Steve Vai on Guitars or at least that's how far you can go programmably to get the Karma rockin. And I defy anyone to tell the
difference!

If you are looking for Dance, Trance and Techno or whatever, it's all there and do-able! You don't really need to find samples or new patches you can generate your own in
no time. 

The downside on the Karma is it has no sampler nor SCSI as standard and could IMHO have benefited from a great deal more song memory. Sure you can record simple
variable phases which sound great for hours but try doing some complicated solo work and you quickly run out of space. For this the RS is unbeatable value for money
except for the shitty keyboard, lack of decent pitchbending facilities (i.e. lever or wheel instead of the stupid knob...sheesh!).

My appologies to the Yamaha fan club but in my opinion and experience the Motif is dated but I am sure the next beast will more that make up for that.

Hee Haw

----- Original Message ----- 
From: chad9477 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2002 4:25 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Motif vs. Korg Karma
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Hi All, 

Just joined the group. I am looking for some advice from anyone 
knowledgeable about the Motif 6 and Korg Karma, both of which I tried 
out last Saturday. 

I am primarily a guitarist, not synthesist, but I do lots of ambient 
downtempo stuff. I drove an hour to check out the Karma because I had 
heard its built-in software would allow me to create extended (20-30 
min) soundscapes and grooves that would shift gradually over time, 
which I could then lay guitar tracks over. I figured something like 
that would be great in the studio for a guy like me with limited 
keyboard abilities. Plus, I could conceivably set up trance-inducing 
backing atmospheres for a live show without hours upon hours of advance 
prep, then let them swirl behind me while I focused on improvising 
guitar lines. Sounded great. Off I went. 

When I arrived at the store, the clerk tried very hard to convince me 
to go with the Motif instead. He said he'd had a Karma and sold it, for 
several reasons: inferior sound samples, poor display quality, 
difficult sequencing and editing procedures. I did my limited best to 
compare the Motif, and for the most part I could see and hear he was 
right. BUT--the big difference--the Motif did not have the Karma's 
special software, the initial big attraction to a player with my 
specific needs. I got confused in a big hurry. 

The sales guy was clearly passionate about the Motif, but was not very 
good at showing me how it worked and how I could compare the two synths 
re my own playing goals. They were both priced the same, so now I'm 
trying to figure out which I should go with. 

If anyone out there can give me a reasonable comparison based on what 
I'm trying to do, I'd be grateful. Reply offlist if you like--thanks. 

Chad

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5793|5782|2002-06-03 12:44:56|Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Shameless Promo|
Wow!

Not my style but sure shows what the RS can do huh!

When I hear them put that on at Ballermann 6 I will be able to say I know the guy who wrote that!

How do you get MP3.com to market ones music and how much is their cut?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: dayv5000 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2002 6:25 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Shameless Promo

Hi Guys, 

Shameless, as always, but I thought people might be interested to see 
my new track, written completely on the RS - with mastering on the 
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AW4416 and a few effects coming from my Creamware Pulsar. 

http://www.mp3.com.au/dayv 

Feedback is appreciated.

[dayv] 

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5794|5788|2002-06-03 16:02:44|tomfinegan|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Reverend Don.Ki" wrote:

> For this the RS is unbeatable value for money except for the shitty 

keyboard, lack of decent pitchbending facilities (i.e. lever or wheel 
instead of the stupid knob...sheesh!).

Dude...the RS7000 is not meant to be a keyboard-ROMpler like the 
Karma. The RS7000 is a specialist in its field. It´s a buttkicking 
Hardware-Sequencer with a built-in TG and sample engine. Not more, 
but also not less.
If you want a keyboard adn pitchbending facilities, get a real 
keyboard! 

> 
> My appologies to the Yamaha fan club but in my opinion and 

experience the Motif is dated but I am sure the next beast will more 
that make up for that.

Funny some people stated that the RS is more complicated than the 
MOTIF, and some people would probably say the Karma is 
complicated....i say, take that instrument that works best for your 
needs and for you.

Tom
| 5795|1220|2002-06-03 16:08:24|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /User-Phrase Exchange!/Rm1x.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RM1x drumpattern. Provided by Stefan Jannesson" <stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se> 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/User-Phrase%20Exchange%21/Rm1x.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 5796|1220|2002-06-03 16:09:39|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
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Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /User-Phrase Exchange!/Rs7000.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RS7000 pattern provided by Stefan Jannesson" <stefan.jannesson@swipnet.se> 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/User-Phrase%20Exchange%21/Rs7000.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 5797|1220|2002-06-03 17:50:20|joaquim68|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
HI,
Is there a problem with the RM1x drum pattern Zip file, sinc eits not 
opening at my end, says bad zip file , or is it that something is 
wrong at my end.
Joaquim

--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /User-Phrase Exchange!/Rm1x.zip 
> Uploaded by : tomfinegan 
> Description : RM1x drumpattern. Provided by Stefan Jannesson" 

> 
> You can access this file at the URL
> 
> 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/User-Phrase%20Exchange%21/R
m1x.zip 
> 
> To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit
> 
> http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
> 
> Regards,
> 
> tomfinegan

| 5798|5782|2002-06-03 18:17:45|dayv5000|Re: Shameless Promo|

> i listened to 'street punks' and i have to admit that it's 

impressive that's 

> all mada with rs7k...
> even if i don't like very much the genre, i like how it's made
> how did you obtained that wha-wha bass? internal fxs?
> anyway, good work

Thanks marco, it is good to get feedback from a guy I've seen around 
here for ages!

That wha-wha effect I got from applying a low pass filter lfo (start 
at first-on and synced to bpm) over the main bassline. Speed and 
depth at about half.

I've been putting lfo on heaps of stuff recently, just to get that 
dynamic, ever-changing effect on stuff, makes it sound more alive I 
think.

Anyway, thanks for the feedback!
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[dayv]
| 5799|5782|2002-06-03 18:26:10|dayv5000|Re: Shameless Promo|

> Wow!
> 
> Not my style but sure shows what the RS can do huh!
> 
> When I hear them put that on at Ballermann 6 I will be able to say 

I know the guy who wrote that!

> 
> How do you get MP3.com to market ones music and how much is their 

cut?

hehehe.. thanks heaps Reverend! I'm going to be sending it off to a 
few labels soon, so we'll see what happens. If anyone might know a 
label who might be interested .... ?

MP3.com don't take anything for marketing (if you call it marketing) 
the music, they're pretty much just good so you can point people to 
examples of your music. The charting system is good, and you can 
write a bio of yourself up and stuff, but don't expect to get to much 
action from posting your stuff there.

It's a lot of fun though. :)

Cheers,
[d]
| 5800|1220|2002-06-04 01:35:54|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /User-Phrase Exchange!/Rm1x.zip 
Uploaded by : tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com> 
Description : RM1x drumpattern. Provided by Stefan Jannesson 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/User-Phrase%20Exchange%21/Rm1x.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tomfinegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
| 5801|5801|2002-06-04 06:52:05|LOIODICE Cédric|A new bug on the RS!!|
A new bug on my RS

When you choose the equaliser 2 band ( Hi & Lo)
The frequency of the hi band are on opposite sense 
when you rotate buttom to go up in hi frequency it writes good frequency
but It's go down frequency
You can try this with a sound ( snare or bassdrum)

I don't know if you understand what i mean ( excuse my bad english)

And a suggest for the new OS
Possibilty to ajust the lenght of a sample to the tempo like in fruity loop
or cubase " Audio to tempo"
or like in a loop sampler 
It would be great !!!

TRAVON
| 5802|5788|2002-06-04 08:51:26|Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
Tom-Dude

My only regret is that I did not discover this group before wasting my money on another promising Yamaha product which turned out to be so disappointing by its
limitations.

But as you state, it's horses for courses.

If I could turn the clock back to January, I would not touch the RS with a ten foot pole but my kids love it coz it's so damned simple to use and you get half decent results
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in no time.

I guess FOR ME, my personal experience confirms that if you want an electronic keyboard or tone/rythmn generator, a Yamaha will do nicely. BUT for a real Syth it's
gotta be a real synth maker with some pedigree and IMHO Yamaha always seem to be chasing the field as oposed to leading it.

Hee Haw

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tomfinegan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2002 11:02 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma

--- In RS7000@y..., "Reverend Don.Ki" wrote:
> For this the RS is unbeatable value for money except for the shitty 
keyboard, lack of decent pitchbending facilities (i.e. lever or wheel 
instead of the stupid knob...sheesh!).

Dude...the RS7000 is not meant to be a keyboard-ROMpler like the 
Karma. The RS7000 is a specialist in its field. It´s a buttkicking 
Hardware-Sequencer with a built-in TG and sample engine. Not more, 
but also not less.
If you want a keyboard adn pitchbending facilities, get a real 
keyboard! 
> 
> My appologies to the Yamaha fan club but in my opinion and 
experience the Motif is dated but I am sure the next beast will more 
that make up for that.

Funny some people stated that the RS is more complicated than the 
MOTIF, and some people would probably say the Karma is 
complicated....i say, take that instrument that works best for your 
needs and for you.

Tom
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| 5803|5803|2002-06-04 08:56:02|bilterfucht|Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
Hello all,

Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS. Seems 
not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?

Bil
| 5804|5803|2002-06-04 08:59:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
On Tuesday 04 June 2002 16:55, bilterfucht wrote:

> Hello all,
>
> Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS.
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> Seems not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?

Try a good SCSI cable. Bad cables (not all pins connected) are a 
frequent cause of SCSI problems.

- Robert
| 5805|5803|2002-06-04 09:00:45|bilterfucht|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
Tried it, even tried to connect it to an MPC to be sure and it 
doesn't seem to work.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 04 June 2002 16:55, bilterfucht wrote:
> > Hello all,
> >
> > Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS.
> > Seems not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?
> 
> Try a good SCSI cable. Bad cables (not all pins connected) are a 
> frequent cause of SCSI problems.
> 
> - Robert

| 5806|5803|2002-06-04 09:03:19|Reverend Don.Ki|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
Hi

I am sure someone has fixed this problem before but my experience with the SCSI side of the RS has shown it to be next to completely useless. The Smart feature is the
clear winner but even that has proved troublesome at the best of times.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: bilterfucht 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2002 3:55 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Iomega ZIP 100 Plus

Hello all,

Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS. Seems 
not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?

Bil
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| 5807|5803|2002-06-04 09:14:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
On Tuesday 04 June 2002 17:00, bilterfucht wrote:

> Tried it, even tried to connect it to an MPC to be sure and it
> doesn't seem to work.

Okay, I sent you a personal message with more tips.

- Robert
| 5808|5788|2002-06-04 10:16:10|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
Hello Tom,and whoever has a clear,objective view on life and 
music/gear...Listen,everyday someone complains about the "limitations" of 
gear,what could have,should have been,and on the whole,companies try to 
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fufill our needs....What is useful for one is a waste of time for another,so 
personally,unless I am going to design or build my own gear,I have to settle 
for what's on the market...We need to be more involved,communicating with our 
companies,filling out surveys,sending email and snail mails,voicing our wants 
and needs to the correct channels...Your choice in gear is so personal that 
there's no possible way any company can satisfy your every whim,and as in 
reallife,it's best to speak up,stand up as a consumer or musician,and acquire 
gear which suits your tastes...Plus,if there was/is gear that even satisfies 
about 75-85% of consumers,the price of such gear alone might drive most 
away.......I know we probably want............
lots of tweakable knobs
less buggy and expandable software,software which integrates well with other 
gear...
room for lots of RAM
reasonable size,excellent and sturdy build quality...
rackmountable or desktop
good ergonomics
lots of inputs/outputs...IEEE,SCSI,TRS,XLR,S/PDIF,RCA,etc,etc,etc......
Large and readable screens
sampling,sequencing,storage options....and the list goes on and on.....all at 
a reasonable price...tall order... 
For example,I have the Ensoniq ASR10,which by todays standards,can be seen as 
a relic,full of quirks,and does not even command half it's original price on 
the used market,yet it's still the mainstay of my studio even today...(until 
I buy that RS..lol)..It's clean,quick to play with(once you load it),and 
built like a tank...I still have 2MB of RAM,and some incredible samples..t
runcate,truncate,normalize...lol...We are not all financially well-heeled,and 
some of us have to actually work for a living....I'm still looking into the 
Rs7000,so if anyone has any POSITIVE suggestions as to something better,I'd 
love to read that and go check it out myself....Have a good day,and let's all 
use all that energy to just make some good music......
| 5809|1220|2002-06-04 10:45:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "joaquim68" wrote:

> HI,
> Is there a problem with the RM1x drum pattern Zip file, sinc eits 

not 

> opening at my end, says bad zip file , or is it that something is 
> wrong at my end.
> Joaquim

Ok, i uploaded it again.

Tom
| 5810|5788|2002-06-04 10:53:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Reverend Don.Ki" wrote:

> Tom-Dude
> 
> My only regret is that I did not discover this group before wasting 
> my money

Well, you are here now, and if we can help you, we...i mean at least 
i will.

> on another promising Yamaha product which turned out to be so 
> disappointing by its limitations.

From your point of view yes.

> I guess FOR ME, my personal experience confirms that if you want an 

electronic keyboard or tone/rythmn generator, a Yamaha will do 
nicely. BUT for a real Syth it's gotta be a real synth maker with 
some pedigree and IMHO Yamaha always seem to be chasing the field as 
oposed to leading it.

I don´t think so, the DX7 was groundbreaking as well as the AN1x and 
EX5 are quite good instruments. With flaws of course, but still very 
competitive.
And so far, i haven´t seen anything as good as the RM1x or 
RS7000...especially not for THAT price.

> Hee Haw

Hu ha. ;)
| 5811|5788|2002-06-04 10:58:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: Motif vs. Korg Karma|



--- In RS7000@y..., Paradoxnyc2@A... wrote:

> I'm still looking into the 
> Rs7000,so if anyone has any POSITIVE suggestions as to something 

better,

Yeah...TWO RS7000....;)

IMHO, there is in this price-range no better hardware-sequencer with 
realtime-tweakability. The only hardware-sequencer that comes close 
is the RM1x (and maybe the QY700).

> I'd 
> love to read that and go check it out myself....Have a good day,and 

let's all 

> use all that energy to just make some good music......

That´s always the goal isn´t it? I am working on it...i am working on 
it...:)
| 5812|5812|2002-06-04 11:19:58|Chris Dooley|new to the list|
i am new to the list bc of course i just bought a rs7000 second hand...

here is my question about the presets and things i played with in the store before i actually recvd the hardware one...and a question i posed the seller....now if i were to
reset the presets what problems or situations will or would i come across that i might to have as a precaution....
thanks chris

Its been a while since I played with the RS7000 (thus the reason I sold it). 
But its my understanding that 640 of the factory presets are stored in ROM and can't be erased. This is the same for most of the drum kit sounds and synth patches.
However, from the factory there were probably a couple demo songs that I immediately erased from it to make room for my own pieces. 
However, it may be possible to return it to factory settings (not sure 
though) with the factory reset function. There is a user group list on Yahoo 
www.yahoogroups.com that you might want to join with. You could probably ask 
someone there if they could send you the original factory songs.

From the yamaha website:

RS7000 Factory Reset Procedure
1) Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons 
while turning the power ON.
2) Release the buttons once the power is ON

Im not sure if this will restore the original songs or will just dump out all user data though. Either way, whatever work you have in there will be erased so make a backup
on the smartmedia you have.

Hope this helps.
-Marc

>From: "Chris Dooley" <DooleyC@firstcharter.com>
>To: <warpus3000@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: Question for seller -- Item #866478862
>Date: Tue, 04 Jun 2002 10:35:48 -0400
>
>just had a question for you marc.....
>with this unit you start from scratch and sequence everything and build and 
>i understand that.....
>but i had a question for you. when i have played in the stores with this >there has been actual whole loops sets that i played with that this 
>keyboard does not seem to have? what i mean is that in the stores i could >bring up something like techno and go down to the keys and actually start >up a
loop already preset and then hit other keys and do other things with >the loops and use effects etc....does this unit not have the preset loops >and genres or is
that come with an original card or something...
>the reason i am wondering is bc of the difference i noticed in this unit >and the others i have messed around with.... just curious as i liked a few of the
presets....and there were tons...

| 5813|5784|2002-06-04 12:16:11|d_pman|Re: hi guys ..Important request for scene memory Sucks....|
hi there

I got the same frustration at my master RS7000.
My slaved RS7000 indead doesn't have this problem
oscilate... I could have said it better.

storing a BPM in scenes may be usefull in some situations.
BUT in 10 times more situations its a pain in my ass to!!!
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warm greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "oscillate64" wrote:
> let me clarify......Rs7000 is meant for live Yea?? and you are 
> supposed to be able to jam at different bpm....thats why you slice 
> everything yes...If you create a song at home and save any scene 
mems.
> your completely screwed if you start jammming the pattern at a 
> different bpm to the one you saved the scene in....because when you 
> press scene it jumps to the bpm you saved it in.........they are 
> rendered useless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it is a minor 
detail ..who 
> the @#%%# needs to know what bpm you were in when you wrote the 
> track???
> 
> I cant use any of that shit now ....
> i never jam live at the same bpm i wrote a track in....
> super pissed off 
> Ivan---
> 
> ps : the Rs is awesome just programmers have not a clue...
> GET RID OF BPM SAVE IN SCENE MEMORY ! simple as that!
> 
> this is the biggest fuckup personally non of that programming jargon
> this sucks@#%%&*^(*%$

| 5814|5784|2002-06-04 12:16:19|d_pman|Re: hi guys ..Important request for scene memory Sucks....|
hi there

I got the same frustration at my master RS7000.
My slaved RS7000 indead doesn't have this problem
oscilate... I could have said it better.

storing a BPM in scenes may be usefull in some situations.
BUT in 10 times more situations its a pain in my ass to!!!

warm greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "oscillate64" wrote:
> let me clarify......Rs7000 is meant for live Yea?? and you are 
> supposed to be able to jam at different bpm....thats why you slice 
> everything yes...If you create a song at home and save any scene 
mems.
> your completely screwed if you start jammming the pattern at a 
> different bpm to the one you saved the scene in....because when you 
> press scene it jumps to the bpm you saved it in.........they are 
> rendered useless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it is a minor 
detail ..who 
> the @#%%# needs to know what bpm you were in when you wrote the 
> track???
> 
> I cant use any of that shit now ....
> i never jam live at the same bpm i wrote a track in....
> super pissed off 
> Ivan---
> 
> ps : the Rs is awesome just programmers have not a clue...
> GET RID OF BPM SAVE IN SCENE MEMORY ! simple as that!
> 
> this is the biggest fuckup personally non of that programming jargon
> this sucks@#%%&*^(*%$

| 5815|5803|2002-06-04 12:20:26|d_pman|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
YES I had teh same problem,

I changed SCSI ID on the ZIP.
and also first let the ZIP find the ZIP disk THEN power up the RS7000 
otherwise it doesn't works.

Hope this works.
ps. I also got SmartMedia but i prever ZIP for loading samples etc 
from and to PC. I use SmartMedia at Gigs.



warm greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> Hello all,
> 
> Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS. 
Seems 
> not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?
> 
> Bil

| 5816|5816|2002-06-04 12:53:27|zensufikabala|rs7k vs. xl7|
Ok folks, the second (or third) os versions are out for these boxes 
now. What's the opinion on how they stack up (minus the sampling 
capability of the rs7k)? Which is less buggy now?
| 5817|5816|2002-06-04 17:46:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs7k vs. xl7|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zensufikabala" wrote:

> Which is less buggy now?

The RS was less buggy in the beginning...if you make your choice 
based on bugs...i wonder then why not more people do this with 
Microsoft and would simply stop buying that buggy crap they produce...

The Command Stations and the RS are not really comparable, since the 
RS is so much more. The Command Stations IMHO are basically modern 
Roland Grooveboxes.
| 5818|5816|2002-06-05 09:06:20|zensufikabala|Re: rs7k vs. xl7|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "zensufikabala" wrote:
> > Which is less buggy now?
> 
> The RS was less buggy in the beginning...if you make your choice 
> based on bugs...i wonder then why not more people do this with 
> Microsoft and would simply stop buying that buggy crap they 

produce...

> 
> The Command Stations and the RS are not really comparable, since 

the 

> RS is so much more. The Command Stations IMHO are basically modern 
> Roland Grooveboxes.

The Command Stations sound better than the Roland Grooveboxes. (I 
have an mc505 and it works just fine. Wish I could just upgrade its 
sounds! Hmmm...an upgrade to the sound ROM is all Roland needs to 
do...rather than trying to do a whole new box!) 

As far as I know, the rs7k (and mc505) doesn't do recording on the 
fly as can the xl7/mp7 (thus the recent Yamaha post?). It also needs 
to do sampling on the fly too. It's worth waiting for these features 
(on some box). 

Also, I do wait at least one year after each MS os release before I 
upgrade my machine. 

As a pro software developer, I see we are drowning in a sea of bad 
software! (The "Software Crisis" the IEEE talked about in the late 
80's early 90's?) 

Almost no organization I know of (and certainly none I've worked for--
including scary and critical parts of the govmt) takes the time to do 
provable s/w designs (from stinking requirements). Most s/w is just 
thrown together, given some minimal testing, and shoved out the 
door. The hope is either the customer will test it without complaint 
or no one will notice how bad it is. (Never happens!) So, I'm not 
surprised by the awkward evolution of the feature sets on these boxes.

zsk



| 5819|5803|2002-06-05 10:03:49|bilterfucht|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
everything seems to work fine now. the drive needed to be terminated.

ciao,

bilterfucht

--- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> YES I had teh same problem,
> 
> I changed SCSI ID on the ZIP.
> and also first let the ZIP find the ZIP disk THEN power up the 
RS7000 
> otherwise it doesn't works.
> 
> Hope this works.
> ps. I also got SmartMedia but i prever ZIP for loading samples etc 
> from and to PC. I use SmartMedia at Gigs.
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > Hello all,
> > 
> > Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS. 
> Seems 
> > not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?
> > 
> > Bil

| 5820|5803|2002-06-05 10:59:16|d_pman|Re: Iomega ZIP 100 Plus|
ok great!!!
greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> everything seems to work fine now. the drive needed to be 
terminated.
> 
> ciao,
> 
> bilterfucht
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "d_pman" wrote:
> > YES I had teh same problem,
> > 
> > I changed SCSI ID on the ZIP.
> > and also first let the ZIP find the ZIP disk THEN power up the 
> RS7000 
> > otherwise it doesn't works.
> > 
> > Hope this works.
> > ps. I also got SmartMedia but i prever ZIP for loading samples 
etc 
> > from and to PC. I use SmartMedia at Gigs.
> > 
> > warm greetingz,
> > Pman
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > > Hello all,
> > > 
> > > Does anybody has an 'Iomega Zip 100 Plus' connected to his RS. 
> > Seems 
> > > not to work with my RS. Anybody had the same probs?
> > > 
> > > Bil

| 5821|5784|2002-06-05 14:57:37|spesimen420|Re: hi guys ..Important request for scene memory Sucks....|
isnt' there a parameter in the master page that lets you change this 
behavior? i'm almost positive i've seen it, like on the 3rd or 4th 



page in the setup screens. maybe it was for something different, 
unfortunately i don't have my rs7000 with me at the office today. 

i like the bpm change behavior since i sculpt sound lengths and 
envelopes to match a certain bpm very carefully, so if i lose that 
bpm setting i have to mess around to find it again..

-- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> This has been reported before. You're right, one should have the 
> option *not* to store the BPM value in the scene. Some will like to 
> have it stored though. 
> 
> Added to wishlist chap for next faq update.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Monday 03 June 2002 15:23, oscillate64 wrote:
> > let me clarify......Rs7000 is meant for live Yea?? and you are
> > supposed to be able to jam at different bpm....thats why you slice
> > everything yes...If you create a song at home and save any scene
> > mems. your completely screwed if you start jammming the pattern at
> > a different bpm to the one you saved the scene in....because when
> > you press scene it jumps to the bpm you saved it in.........they
> > are rendered useless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it is a minor 

detail

> > ..who the @#%%# needs to know what bpm you were in when you wrote
> > the track???
> >
> > I cant use any of that shit now ....
> > i never jam live at the same bpm i wrote a track in....
> > super pissed off
> > Ivan---
> >
> > ps : the Rs is awesome just programmers have not a clue...
> > GET RID OF BPM SAVE IN SCENE MEMORY ! simple as that!
> >
> > this is the biggest fuckup personally non of that programming
> > jargon this sucks@#%%&*^(*%$
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Kwick Pick opens locked car doors,
> > front doors, drawers, briefcases,
> > padlocks, and more. On sale now!
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/ehaLqB/Fg5DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------

-

> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at
> > the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5822|5822|2002-06-05 15:45:26|Delobbo101|another "just got my RS7000" message... :)|
Well, I got my RS7000 last nite. I had no first-hand experience with 
it, never really heard it, just went by the reviews on the internet, 
specs, reading posts from this board, and all I can say is - my oh 

http://us.click.yahoo.com/ehaLqB/Fg5DAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


my - this thing is an ABSOLUTE MONSTER!!!!! Just messing around with 
it for a couple of an hours, I was able to produce some drum patterns 
and synth bass melodies that the Triton would NEVER be able to 
produce!!! I was astounded. Simply amazing. I can't wait to get 
deeper into it. I made a heavy dance beat with a little swing in it 
(instantly something the Triton can't do, at least not easily - you 
have to use arpeggiator old-skool step-recording mode to get any 
swing) - and I had something that sounded 100x more professional than 
any beat I've attempted to make on the Triton... MAJOR KUDOS to 
Yamaha for a SWEET product....

The amount of sounds (drums/synth), effects, modes, and adjustments 
thereof are just STAGGERING!!!!!

Don't get me wrong - the Triton is good for what its good at... which 
is... I dunno. hhaaahahaahaha jk I still like it.. but I think 
I'll be spending some quality time with this here RS7000.... 

delobbo
new and very happy RS7000 owner
| 5823|5822|2002-06-05 15:53:28|Chris Dooley|Re: another "just got my RS7000" message... :)|
i am new to the list bc of course i just bought a rs7000 second hand...

here is my question about the presets and things i played with in the store before i actually recvd the hardware one...and a question i posed the seller....now if i were to
reset the presets what problems or situations will or would i come across that i might to have as a precaution....
thanks chris

Its been a while since I played with the RS7000 (thus the reason I sold it). 
But its my understanding that 640 of the factory presets are stored in ROM and can't be erased. This is the same for most of the drum kit sounds and synth patches.
However, from the factory there were probably a couple demo songs that I immediately erased from it to make room for my own pieces. 
However, it may be possible to return it to factory settings (not sure 
though) with the factory reset function. There is a user group list on Yahoo 
www.yahoogroups.com that you might want to join with. You could probably ask 
someone there if they could send you the original factory songs.

From the yamaha website:

RS7000 Factory Reset Procedure
1) Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons 
while turning the power ON.
2) Release the buttons once the power is ON

Im not sure if this will restore the original songs or will just dump out all user data though. Either way, whatever work you have in there will be erased so make a backup
on the smartmedia you have.

Hope this helps.
-Marc

>From: "Chris Dooley" <DooleyC@firstcharter.com>
>To: <warpus3000@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: Question for seller -- Item #866478862
>Date: Tue, 04 Jun 2002 10:35:48 -0400
>
>just had a question for you marc.....
>with this unit you start from scratch and sequence everything and build and 
>i understand that.....
>but i had a question for you. when i have played in the stores with this >there has been actual whole loops sets that i played with that this 
>keyboard does not seem to have? what i mean is that in the stores i could >bring up something like techno and go down to the keys and actually start >up a
loop already preset and then hit other keys and do other things with >the loops and use effects etc....does this unit not have the preset loops >and genres or is
that come with an original card or something...
>the reason i am wondering is bc of the difference i noticed in this unit >and the others i have messed around with.... just curious as i liked a few of the
presets....and there were tons...

>>> delobbo101@yahoo.com 06/05/02 05:45PM >>>

Well, I got my RS7000 last nite. I had no first-hand experience with 
it, never really heard it, just went by the reviews on the internet, 
specs, reading posts from this board, and all I can say is - my oh 
my - this thing is an ABSOLUTE MONSTER!!!!! Just messing around with 
it for a couple of an hours, I was able to produce some drum patterns 
and synth bass melodies that the Triton would NEVER be able to 
produce!!! I was astounded. Simply amazing. I can't wait to get 
deeper into it. I made a heavy dance beat with a little swing in it 
(instantly something the Triton can't do, at least not easily - you 
have to use arpeggiator old-skool step-recording mode to get any 
swing) - and I had something that sounded 100x more professional than 

mailto:DooleyC@firstcharter.com
mailto:warpus3000@hotmail.com
mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com


any beat I've attempted to make on the Triton... MAJOR KUDOS to 
Yamaha for a SWEET product....

The amount of sounds (drums/synth), effects, modes, and adjustments 
thereof are just STAGGERING!!!!!

Don't get me wrong - the Triton is good for what its good at... which 
is... I dunno. hhaaahahaahaha jk I still like it.. but I think 
I'll be spending some quality time with this here RS7000.... 

delobbo
new and very happy RS7000 owner

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 5824|5822|2002-06-05 16:03:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another "just got my RS7000" message... :)|
Congrats!
Glad you like it.

- Robert

On Wednesday 05 June 2002 23:45, Delobbo101 wrote:
> Well, I got my RS7000 last nite. I had no first-hand experience
> with it, never really heard it, just went by the reviews on the
> internet, specs, reading posts from this board, and all I can say
> is - my oh my - this thing is an ABSOLUTE MONSTER!!!!! Just
> messing around with it for a couple of an hours, I was able to
> produce some drum patterns and synth bass melodies that the Triton
> would NEVER be able to produce!!! I was astounded. Simply
> amazing. I can't wait to get deeper into it. I made a heavy dance
> beat with a little swing in it (instantly something the Triton
> can't do, at least not easily - you have to use arpeggiator
> old-skool step-recording mode to get any swing) - and I had
> something that sounded 100x more professional than any beat I've
> attempted to make on the Triton... MAJOR KUDOS to Yamaha for a
> SWEET product....
>
> The amount of sounds (drums/synth), effects, modes, and adjustments
> thereof are just STAGGERING!!!!!
>
> Don't get me wrong - the Triton is good for what its good at...
> which is... I dunno. hhaaahahaahaha jk I still like it.. but I
> think I'll be spending some quality time with this here RS7000....
>
> delobbo
> new and very happy RS7000 owner
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5825|5825|2002-06-06 03:59:56|bilterfucht|scsi - zip|
hello,

when you change the MOUNT-ID in te SCSI SETUP page, is the RS 
supposed to give a message when you push button F1?
| 5826|5825|2002-06-06 19:07:52|Wayne Thompson|Re: scsi - zip|
No there is no message,when you prees exit and go back
to load menu 1 you should see the files on the zip.

> hello,
> 
> when you change the MOUNT-ID in te SCSI SETUP page,
> is the RS 
> supposed to give a message when you push button F1? 
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

http://www.sold.com.au - The Sold.com.au Big Brand Sale
- New PCs, notebooks, digital cameras, phones and more ... Sale ends June 12
| 5827|5827|2002-06-06 19:57:49|Brendan DeCelis|Proud new RS7000 Owner|
hello to all of the other lucky buggers like me in the position of owning an 
rs7000.

my name's shak and i'm from australia. my musical background covers blues 
tromboning, jazz trumpeting, a little bit of french horn, tuba, recorder 
(sorry i had to add the recorder!), piano... and a lot of metal guitar. i've 
spent most of my time as a musician in various heavy metal bands as a lead 
guitarist and (obviously) i love metal music. thankfully, however, my taste 
in music isn't limited to this (as you can see from my background/tuition) 
and i love nothing more than getting off my face and getting stuck into some 
house, chilling out to some hip hop or getting psychadelic to some goa 
trance. more recently it is the latter genre that i've been really getting 
into - goa/psytrance.

my friend got an mc303 a while back and i had a great time playing around 
with it. then i saw some live dj's on 505's and a range of other funky 
equipment and thought 'i've gotta get me some of that'. last week i decided 
i was going to do something about it and 10 minutes into my demo on the 
rs7000 i said "give me one of those". it shipped in two days ago and i have 
hardly slept a wink since.

i'm hoping to incorporate it into my current project. it's very experimental 
fusion type music... i'm currently throwing out metal licks and power 
chords, my previously mentioned friend is on his mc303 (which i now consider 
a childish toy.. hehehe), there are two brilliant drummers, a talented 
musician playing keyboard/synth and an absolute nutcase on a computer 
throwing out crazy samples and stuff.... now we just need mike patton to 
sing for us!!!

i look forward to picking up tips and contributing to the forum.

shak.

ps my 'band' is still looking for a name... any ideas?

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
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| 5828|5828|2002-06-07 07:53:50|sensualemporer|Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
Does anyone else use the RS7k to sample vox or guitar?? I try to 
sample my guitar or bass amps by micing them. I get the sound 
perfect coming out of the amp everything sounds great and when I try 
to sample it, all of the sudden it comes out of the RS-7000 speakers 
too and fucks up the whole sound of everything and causes my acoustic 
guitar to feedback.

It ruins everything and the flow is lost. I have to sit there 
dicking around with the "new" sound which is coming out of the RS7k 
monitor speakers AND the amp.

I wish I could just quickly sample something that sounds good without 
having to re-invent the sound each time I turn the RS7k sampling 
level up. You should be able to set the sampling RECORD level 
independent from the sampling MONITOR level.

Anyone have a solution? This sucks!
thx,
frenchy
| 5829|1866|2002-06-07 09:01:28|synthe. labo|resampling|
hello,
i would ask everybody....how can i resample internal sounds (my idea is on 
esampling drum kits or drum sounds in 22000khr or less, i like lo-fi)....?
i don't find a clear explanation of this on the manual...sometimes i feel 
yamaha is jocking with people who buy they' gear...the manual it's not easy 
to *navigate*.
any help on resampling internal sounds is welcome

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Conversa in chat con gli amici in linea, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.com
| 5830|1866|2002-06-07 09:07:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling|
Sure you can. In Sample Standby mode, turn knob 3 until you see 
STEREO OUT/Resampling. In this mode, everything that is sent to the 
main outputs is internally fed into the sampler's inputs.

- Robert

On Friday 07 June 2002 17:01, synthe. labo wrote:
> hello,
> i would ask everybody....how can i resample internal sounds (my
> idea is on esampling drum kits or drum sounds in 22000khr or less,
> i like lo-fi)....? i don't find a clear explanation of this on the
> manual...sometimes i feel yamaha is jocking with people who buy
> they' gear...the manual it's not easy to *navigate*.
> any help on resampling internal sounds is welcome
>
> ciao - marco
>
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Conversa in chat con gli amici in linea, prova MSN Messenger:
> http://messenger.msn.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
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http://messenger.msn.com/
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> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5831|1866|2002-06-07 11:06:03|synthe. labo|Re: resampling|

>Sure you can. In Sample Standby mode, turn knob 3 until you see
>STEREO OUT/Resampling. In this mode, everything that is sent to the
>main outputs is internally fed into the sampler's inputs.

hello Robert :)
yes, i know the stereo out/resampling in this way.....
what i don't know is how to do....
i mean: i act in that way and then, what i have to do? it's not as normal 
sampling, the rs7k *wait* for a signal and i don't know how to send this 
signal...if i press a pad from the keyboard it doesn't work; if i connect 
with a normal jack cable the stereo out into the input, the same, i can't 
hit the rs7k and *record* so resample.....
if there's a way that is *automatic* after you've tweaked a sound, well 
BETTER, really better, but i don't know....
hope you've understud my point: i know the sample/standby etc, but i don't 
know after
if anyone resample, please make me a really practical example (press this, 
press that :)
thanx a lot

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il modo più semplice per condividere e stampare le tue foto: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 5832|5832|2002-06-07 14:59:49|kussersmith|For the Noise Creators|
Forwarded from Ethedrone Muzak:

Ethedrone Muzak is looking for artists to add to an upcoming 
compilation CD.

Submission FAQS

-What style of music are you looking for? 

If you fall under any of the following categories - ethedreal, drone, 
noise, experimental, shoegazer, ambient, etc...but we're open to 
considering anything.

-If a song is accepted for the compilation who owns the rights to it? 
You retain the rights to your music

-After the compilation can I expect to have you release a full length 
CD?
Right now we are just starting out so money is tight. Finances and 
feedback from the compilation will determain individual releases.

-What is the compensation for being on the compilation?
Since we are just starting off we can not offer financial 
compensation for being on the compilation. If one of your songs is 
accpeted you will be promoted through the cd and given web space 
where you will be added to the site and linked to your existing site. 

-What is the deadline for getting on the compilation?
All submissions need to be in by August 15, 2002. The compilation 
should be released in late Sept or Oct. 

-Should I include anything else besides a CD or cassette?
Any write-ups, bios, press releases, articles, anything else you can 
think of. 

-If a song is accepted on the compilation will you have me re-record 
in the studio?
No. What you send is what would be used if accepted.

If you have additional questions email at:

ethedrone@yahoo.com 

Please do not submit mp3s or other media files via email. 

Please submit your CD or cassette to:
Ethedrone Muzak 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
mailto:ethedrone@yahoo.com


attn: Frank Suchomel
P.O. Box 831
Round Rock TX 78680
| 5833|5827|2002-06-07 17:20:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: Proud new RS7000 Owner|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Brendan DeCelis" wrote:

> hello to all of the other lucky buggers like me in the position of 

owning an 

> rs7000.
> 
> my name's shak and i'm from australia. my musical background covers 

blues 

> tromboning, jazz trumpeting, a little bit of french horn, tuba, 

recorder 

Hm, what´s that?

> i was going to do something about it and 10 minutes into my demo on 

the 

> rs7000 i said "give me one of those". i

LOL...that was quick! Congratulations...i guess it was love on the 
first sound...;)

> ps my 'band' is still looking for a name... any ideas?

Since your band is playing a fusion of different styles...how about 
the lovely name: "Kritische Masse" ;) (german for "critical 
mass")...or you could call the band..."Fusel"...(german slang for 
cheap alcoholica...hehe).
Or to be even more orginial think of a name that´s not too long and 
convert it into binary code, divide this by another binary code leave 
the first few digits out and take that as your bandname.....for 
comparison...is there anyone who knows how to pronounce that: O->-> 
thingy from Prince? Or does someone REALLY know how to 
pronounce "N´Sync" correctly without spitting your other bandmembers 
eye out? 

I think 1001101 is a cool name...;)

However...welcome to this group of confused but musical RS owners. 

Yours, Tom (List Moderator)
| 5834|5832|2002-06-07 17:27:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: For the Noise Creators|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kussersmith" wrote:

> Forwarded from Ethedrone Muzak:
> 
> Ethedrone Muzak is looking for artists to add to an upcoming 
> compilation CD.
> 
> 
> Submission FAQS
> 
> -What style of music are you looking for? 
> 
> If you fall under any of the following categories - ethedreal, 

drone, 

> noise, experimental, shoegazer, ambient, etc...but we're open to 
> considering anything.

What is shoegazer????

I just know Stargazer...Cpt.Picard´s old ship, before he became Cpt. 
of the Enterprice 1701D...



;)
| 5835|5832|2002-06-07 17:53:34|S N|Re: For the Noise Creators|

> What is shoegazer????
> 

I'll try to answer this one without venturing toooo
far off topic as this is one of my all-time most
obsessed over genres.

Here's a brief summary from allmusic.com
"Shoegazing is a genre of late '80s and early '90s
British indie rock, named after the bands' motionless
performing style, where they stood on stage and stared
at the floor while they played. But shoegazing wasn't
about visuals � it was about pure sound. The sound of
the music was overwhelmingly loud, with long, droning
riffs, waves of distortion, and cascades of feedback.
Vocals and melodies disappeared into the walls of
guitars, creating a wash of sound where no instrument
was distinguishable from the other. Most shoegazing
groups worked off the template My Bloody Valentine
established with their early EPs and their first
full-length album, Isn't Anything, but Dinosaur Jr.,
the Jesus & Mary Chain, and the Cocteau Twins were
also major influences. Bands that followed � most
notably Ride, Lush, Chapterhouse, and the Boo Radleys
� added their own stylistic flourishes. Ride veered
close to '60s psychedelia, while Lush alternated
between straight pop and the dream pop of the Cocteau
Twins. None of the shoegazers were dynamic performers
or interesting interviews, which prevented them from
breaking through into the crucial U.S. market. In 1992
� after the groups had dominated the British music
press and indie charts for about three years � the
shoegazing groups were swept aside by the twin tides
of American grunge and Suede, the band to initiate the
wave of Britpop that ruled British music during the
mid-'90s. Some shoegazers broke up within a few years
(Chapterhouse, Ride), while other groups � such as the
Boo Radleys and Lush � evolved with the times and were
able to sustain careers into the late '90s."

P.S. Hello's to everyone.. I'm Kyle from Corpus
Christi, TX... Joined this list a couple of weeks ago
as I've been seriously considering picking up one of
these amazing machines. Still not sure it's exactly
what I'm looking for but it DOES seem to have a
friendly group of other users out there so that's a
definitely +! 

Cheers
-Kyle

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! - Official partner of 2002 FIFA World Cup
http://fifaworldcup.yahoo.com
| 5836|5832|2002-06-07 18:19:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: For the Noise Creators|
--- In RS7000@y..., S N wrote:

> P.S. Hello's to everyone.. I'm Kyle from Corpus
> Christi, TX... Joined this list a couple of weeks ago
> as I've been seriously considering picking up one of
> these amazing machines. Still not sure it's exactly
> what I'm looking for but it DOES seem to have a
> friendly group of other users out there so that's a
> definitely +! 
> 
> Cheers
> -Kyle

Thank you Kyle for this short introduction to "Shoegazer" ;)

For sure you can create a lot of noise with the RS...;)))

Welcome to the list.

http://fifaworldcup.yahoo.com/


Tom (list moderator)
| 5837|5828|2002-06-07 23:52:09|dayv5000|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|

> I wish I could just quickly sample something that sounds good 

without 

> having to re-invent the sound each time I turn the RS7k sampling 
> level up. You should be able to set the sampling RECORD level 
> independent from the sampling MONITOR level.
> 
> Anyone have a solution? This sucks!

???????

Ummm yeah, turn your volume down. Or plug some headphones in.

d.
| 5838|5828|2002-06-08 00:29:45|Oscar Finch|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
My guess is that you are getting a "feedback loop" of audio going into your sampler. IE: amp'd guitar with efx is going out of mixer into the RS back out the RS into the
mixer and feeding back on itself into the RS again !!!!!! If that made sense. :) 
Now I own a mackie 1202VLZ and here is what I would do. 
Guitar -> preamp 
Preamp -> input 1 of Mackie 1202VLZ 
Effects for guitar connected too send/returns of Mackie 1202VLZ 
Set effect send levels for input 1 of mixer only (ie guitar) 
Assign the RS7000's sample input to be fed via the ALT outs 3/4 of the Mackie 1202 
Press the mute/alt out buttons on the Mackie thusa feeding only the effected guitar signal out too the stereo inputs of the RS's sample inputs. 
Adjust the recording level of the input on the RS7000. 
Play some licks/chords you should now be monitoring exactly what is going into and out of the RS7K's AD/DA converters. 
When you have the sound just right set up the track on the RS and the approprate sample number. 
Activate the sampling module 
I might suggest also using the Kit+Note method as sampling will start as soon as the sequnce plays and you can designate a specific punch in/out point for your live string
playing. 
Hit sample and play the riff where you want it. 
Go back and play the sequence. Your riff should fall in exactly the right spot and loop perfectly with your sequnce ;) 
Now go bacl and trim/truncate and normalize the sample. 
Add filters/ lfo's/reverb/delays and insert effects too taste. 
Now this should work because I've mic'd up bammboo flutes,old tin whistles, a xylophone and even played live synth lines into the sampler doing this and they all
sample/sequence and sync up just fine. 
Make sure you do not clip ypur signal on input (digital distortion is exponential unlike analog distortion which is linear) so things get nasty very very quickly and you can
dammage bothe your ears and equipment very easily. 
Remember with sampling best rule of thumb is put shit in get shit out. If this still isn't working for you something is wrong at the input phase of going into the RS's
sample inputs. 
You should have a set of alternate outs on your mixer. DO NOT use the Tape OUTS, Master OUTS or Control Room OUTS as these will all create an audio loop thus
creating the problem you all ready have you must use a sub/alt out bus that can be accessed via muting or thorugh independent channel outs on the back of you mixer :). 
What is happening at the moment is your effected guitar is going from mixer to RS to mixer being mixed with whats going into the RS and back into the effects block and
back into the RS making a very nasty feedback loop which is crapping up your signal. 
If this doesn't make any sense or you're still having problems please let me know or converesely explain in more detail the mixer/guitar Rs configuration you are using . 
Hope that helps you some anyway. 
Goodluck. 

------------------------------------------------ 
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5839|1866|2002-06-08 11:10:41|synthe. labo|Re: resampling|
...i'm not jockin meeen....
i really can't *reasample* :(
please, can someone make me a practical example if i want to resamplea sound 
with master fx or internal ones, or different pitch etc etc
i can't put any sugnal to be sampled....
thanx

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5840|5840|2002-06-08 11:49:50|lysene@thcnet.net|New to the list, plus a question..|
Hey all..
I purchased my RS7K about two months ago, and I have been a lurker here 
on this site for about three months. I am in Las Vegas, NV. I will be using 
the RS7K mainly to produce hard / funky / groovy house (depending upon the 
mood I'm in at the time, of course!).. In addition to the RS, I have a Korg 
MS200R, a Korg ES-1, and more software than you can shake a stick at..

You all seem very knowledgeable, and I am sure I will be leaning on you every 

http://www.excite.com/
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


once in a while for an answer, so here's a 'thanks' ahead of time! I look 
forward to making some new friends and hopefully helping some other people 
along the way!

Okay, now here's my first question.. When I am making a pattern chain by 
using only one section, I want to know if I can get my mutes recorded 
perfectly.. For example, lets sayI have a bassdrum on channel 1, a clap on 
channel 2, and a snare on channel 3.. If I want to mute channel 2 for the 
first eight measures and then bring it in right at 9:1:000, is there a way to 
do that other than recording it in real time then going back to the pattern 
chain edit screen and editing the numbers? I hope this is not too 
confusing, Thanks!

-Tim L.
"one30six"
| 5841|1866|2002-06-08 12:27:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling|
Sorry, marco, I've been busy.
I start writing a howto in steps right now...

- Robert

On Saturday 08 June 2002 19:10, synthe. labo wrote:
> ...i'm not jockin meeen....
> i really can't *reasample* :(
> please, can someone make me a practical example if i want to
> resamplea sound with master fx or internal ones, or different pitch
> etc etc i can't put any sugnal to be sampled....
> thanx
>
> ciao - marco
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5842|1866|2002-06-08 13:07:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling|
Okay, here we go. This will describe one way to resample the RS 
outputs.

1. Switch on the RS and select a new empty style.

2. Record some midi stuff on tracks 1 and 2 (e.g. kick and snare). 
Make sure that when the RS is played now, that tracks 1 and 2 send 
some audio to the main outputs. The louder the better. You can use 
effects as well.

3. Select track 9 (any track will do). This is where the resample 
result will end up.

4. Optionally, select the Mixer page and specify a program in either 
the Local or Common sample banks. The RS will automatically use a 
Local program if you don't specify one.

5. Press the Sampling Standby button. 

6. In this Sampling Setup page, turn knob 1 to select Kit+Note 
sampling type. This mode will not only sample the audio but also 

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


insert a midi phrase on the selected track that *triggers* the sample 
at exactly the right time, as if you recorded the audio on a DAW 
(well, sort of).

7. With knob 3 select STEREO OUT Resampling as the audio source. The 
conects the main outputs to the sampler's inputs. You can turn down 
the Rec Volume knob, if you like, since the sampler inputs on the 
back of the machine are ignored now.

8. Press either button 4 or the Sampling Standby Button again to 
enter the Sampling Start page.

9. Select with knob 1 in which key slot the sample should be stored. 
We selected *Kit* +Note remember, so we can sample lots of samples in 
the Kit voice.

10. With knob 3, select MEASURE trigger mode, causing the sampler to 
start automatically if the measure range set with knob 4 is entered. 
Accept the default 001 -> END range. The sampling will start directly 
this way.

11. To start the sampling process, press the Sampling Standby knob 
once more. This starts both the RS playing and starts the sampler, as 
the trigger criteria (measure 1-end) are directly met. Watch how the 
sampling process automatically stops at end end of the pattern.

12. To check if it worked, mute tracks 1 and 2 and start the RS. You 
will hear the midi tracks again, but most likely at a lower volume. 
This is your sample. 

The lower volume is caused by the fact that the RS is preparing for a 
resample of *all* of the tracks simulatenously. So the input is cut 
down a bit to prevent overloading. They should have added a 
resample-record-level feature, but they didn't. Instead we have a 
fixed record level, and resampling only a few tracks results in a 
lower volume. This can be fixed (more or less) by using the NORMALIZE 
sample job.

13. Another check. In stop mode, press the Edit button and have a 
look at the automatically inserted midi note that triggers the 
sample. Cool huh? Would the trigger range be set to 003 -> END, the 
midi note would have started at the corresponding position.

Okay, this should help you enough.

Cheers,
Robert
| 5843|1866|2002-06-08 13:17:00|synthe. labo|Re: resampling|

>Sorry, marco, I've been busy.
>I start writing a howto in steps right now...
>
>- Robert

hey, no problem :)
i was not referring to you specificly, it was a general request

:)

>
>
>
>On Saturday 08 June 2002 19:10, synthe. labo wrote:
> > ...i'm not jockin meeen....
> > i really can't *reasample* :(
> > please, can someone make me a practical example if i want to
> > resamplea sound with master fx or internal ones, or different pitch
> > etc etc i can't put any sugnal to be sampled....
> > thanx
> >
> > ciao - marco
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo
> > http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at
> > the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5844|5840|2002-06-08 13:21:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New to the list, plus a question..|
On Saturday 08 June 2002 19:52, lysene@thcnet.net wrote:

> Hey all..
> I purchased my RS7K about two months ago, and I have been a
> lurker here on this site for about three months. I am in Las
> Vegas, NV. I will be using the RS7K mainly to produce hard / funky
> / groovy house (depending upon the mood I'm in at the time, of
> course!).. In addition to the RS, I have a Korg MS200R, a Korg
> ES-1, and more software than you can shake a stick at..

Welcome!

> Okay, now here's my first question.. When I am making a pattern
> chain by using only one section, I want to know if I can get my
> mutes recorded perfectly.. For example, lets sayI have a bassdrum
> on channel 1, a clap on channel 2, and a snare on channel 3.. If I
> want to mute channel 2 for the first eight measures and then bring
> it in right at 9:1:000, is there a way to do that other than
> recording it in real time then going back to the pattern chain edit
> screen and editing the numbers? I hope this is not too confusing, 
> Thanks!

You can record mutes with precise timing in real-time. I discovered 
this feature relatively late in the process, thinking that only 
Scenes could be used to record mutes. Not so.

This is how it goes. 

Make sue the RS keyboard is in MUTE mode (the mute button is lit).

In Pattern Chain mode, select a chain and enter record mode. 

Assuming you've already recorded the style/pattern transitions in the 
chain, use knob 1 to select the SCENE track. This is where you record 
scene changes AND real-time mute button changes. If you didn't record 
the PATT track, no problem, you'll hear the same pattern repeating.

Now start the recording and play with the mute buttons while you hear 
your song. These mute button manipulations are recorded.

Stop the recording and play the chain. Enjoy. :) Note that you can 
press Edit to edit the mutes at the track level. Very nice.

- Robert
| 5845|1866|2002-06-08 13:22:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling|
On Saturday 08 June 2002 21:16, synthe. labo wrote:

> >Sorry, marco, I've been busy.
> >I start writing a howto in steps right now...
> >
> >- Robert
>
> hey, no problem :)
> i was not referring to you specificly, it was a general request

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
mailto:lysene@thcnet.net


I know, Marco, but nobody reacted. So.... ;)

- Robert
| 5846|1866|2002-06-08 13:36:56|synthe. labo|Re: resampling|
hello Robert,

>2. Record some midi stuff on tracks 1 and 2 (e.g. kick and snare).
>Make sure that when the RS is played now, that tracks 1 and 2 send
>some audio to the main outputs. The louder the better. You can use
>effects as well.

that was the first problem: i couldn't beat the rs7k in real time, but write 
BEFORE midi notes....

>3. Select track 9 (any track will do). This is where the resample
>result will end up.

this is REALLY the point.
i never read this, so i tried every time to resample on the same 
track!!!!!!!

these 2 where the critic points, thanx a lot, now i tried and i've been able 
to resample!

the last question: i got the tik tik tik of the metronome when i resample, 
and it is sampled too :) , so i have the sounds + metronome.....you too?
how to exclude it?

thanx a lot, now i can really do a lot of new things with internal sounds

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Invia e ricevi la posta di Hotmail sul tuo cellulare: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5847|1866|2002-06-08 13:43:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling|
On Saturday 08 June 2002 21:36, synthe. labo wrote:

> these 2 where the critic points, thanx a lot, now i tried and i've
> been able to resample!

Good! :)

>
> the last question: i got the tik tik tik of the metronome when i
> resample, and it is sampled too :) , so i have the sounds +
> metronome.....you too? how to exclude it?

Simply switch it off in Utility mode (CLICK MODE).
You don't need it while resampling.

> thanx a lot, now i can really do a lot of new things with internal
> sounds

Resampling is total fun! Think of slicing, filtering, etc. 
The RS is really a great machine, imo.

Cheers,
Robert
| 5848|5840|2002-06-08 14:00:27|djboy112st|Re: New to the list, plus a question..|
Robert-
Thanks for the info. I think I have already stumbled upon what 
you are talking about, so my suspicions are confirmed.. I guess I am 
going to have to manually edit the timing after the pattern chain 
mutes are recorded to get the timing perfect.. When I hit mute in 
realtime, I want the mute to be engaged at, say, 9:1:000, but when I 
check the SCENE edit screen, the mute will appear to be engaged at 
like 8:4:320 or 9:1:020 or something.. So I would have to manually 
edit each one to have the mute hit at the exact right moment? Just 
looking for clarification. Thanks again..

/[ one30six ]\

http://mobile.msn.com/


--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Okay, now here's my first question.. When I am making a pattern
> > chain by using only one section, I want to know if I can get my
> > mutes recorded perfectly.. For example, lets sayI have a bassdrum
> > on channel 1, a clap on channel 2, and a snare on channel 3.. If 
I
> > want to mute channel 2 for the first eight measures and then bring
> > it in right at 9:1:000, is there a way to do that other than
> > recording it in real time then going back to the pattern chain 
edit
> > screen and editing the numbers? I hope this is not too 
confusing, 
> > Thanks!
> 
> You can record mutes with precise timing in real-time. I discovered 
> this feature relatively late in the process, thinking that only 
> Scenes could be used to record mutes. Not so.
> 
> This is how it goes. 
> 
> Make sue the RS keyboard is in MUTE mode (the mute button is lit).
> 
> In Pattern Chain mode, select a chain and enter record mode. 
> 
> Assuming you've already recorded the style/pattern transitions in 
the 
> chain, use knob 1 to select the SCENE track. This is where you 
record 
> scene changes AND real-time mute button changes. If you didn't 
record 
> the PATT track, no problem, you'll hear the same pattern repeating.
> 
> Now start the recording and play with the mute buttons while you 
hear 
> your song. These mute button manipulations are recorded.
> 
> Stop the recording and play the chain. Enjoy. :) Note that you can 
> press Edit to edit the mutes at the track level. Very nice.
> 
> - Robert

| 5849|5840|2002-06-08 14:07:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New to the list, plus a question..|
On Saturday 08 June 2002 22:00, djboy112st wrote:

> Robert-
> Thanks for the info. I think I have already stumbled upon
> what you are talking about, so my suspicions are confirmed.. I
> guess I am going to have to manually edit the timing after the
> pattern chain mutes are recorded to get the timing perfect.. When
> I hit mute in realtime, I want the mute to be engaged at, say,
> 9:1:000, but when I check the SCENE edit screen, the mute will
> appear to be engaged at like 8:4:320 or 9:1:020 or something.. So
> I would have to manually edit each one to have the mute hit at the
> exact right moment? 

Ah, I understand. Yes, I guess you'll have to to that manually. 
Couldn't find a quantize job in Pattern Chain mode. I guess to want 
to edit the mutes because your *ears* tell you to, and not because 
the unquantized values are bothering you?

- Robert
| 5850|5840|2002-06-08 14:15:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New to the list, plus a question..|
Fixed version. Gotta learn to dype som day.

> Ah, I understand. Yes, I guess you'll have to do that manually.
> Couldn't find a quantize job in Pattern Chain mode. I guess you want
> to edit the mutes because your *ears* tell you to, and not because
> the unquantized values are bothering you?

| 5851|5851|2002-06-08 16:32:31|massplanck|Knob Assign|
Hi Guys..

Is it possible to assign knobs to control parameters such as Q, EQ, 
randon pan, other fx parameters etc?

I've tried using 'knob assign' function but it only seems to let me 
assign the knob to standard CC's such as attack, decay, pitch bend 



etc (basically most parameters you already have a knob for).

Will I have to delve into Sysex territory or something for this? 
(Shudder)

Thanks
Steve
| 5852|5851|2002-06-09 02:54:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Knob Assign|
On Sunday 09 June 2002 00:32, massplanck wrote:

> Hi Guys..
>
> Is it possible to assign knobs to control parameters such as Q, EQ,
> randon pan, other fx parameters etc?
>
> I've tried using 'knob assign' function but it only seems to let me
> assign the knob to standard CC's such as attack, decay, pitch bend
> etc (basically most parameters you already have a knob for).
>
> Will I have to delve into Sysex territory or something for this?
> (Shudder)

Yep.
Note that you can't assign sysex strings to the knobs, you'll need an 
external midi device/software for that. And not *all* parameters can 
be controlled via sysex.

- Robert
| 5853|5851|2002-06-09 04:58:17|massplanck|Re: Knob Assign|
cheers robert.. i'm still a bit unsure though.

What i want to do is record eq parameter changes 'on the fly' and 
record diffusion/feedback/EQ Low gain etc setting variations of a 
delay effect. I basically want the controlability that I though the 
machine was capable of!

I'm confused because the Effect Parameter list in the back of the 
manual indicates that it 'could' be done.
Each parameter within each effect has a different 'Midi parameter 
number' listed with it (Usually 1-10).
I'm a novice when it come to MIDI but would these parameters not fall 
into the NRPN category of CC messages?

Thanks for any help.. this has been wrecking my head all week.
Its gotten to the stage where I just need to be told either 'forget 
about it' or 'this is how you do it'! ;-)

Thanks
Steve

> Yep.
> Note that you can't assign sysex strings to the knobs, you'll need 

an 

> external midi device/software for that. And not *all* parameters 

can 

> be controlled via sysex.
> 
> - Robert

| 5854|5851|2002-06-09 05:22:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Knob Assign|
On Sunday 09 June 2002 12:58, massplanck wrote:

> cheers robert.. i'm still a bit unsure though.
>
> What i want to do is record eq parameter changes 'on the fly' and
> record diffusion/feedback/EQ Low gain etc setting variations of a
> delay effect. I basically want the controlability that I though the
> machine was capable of!

Generally, everything controlled by the assignable knobs can also be 
recorded by the RS. So, its very easy to record a filter sweep or Q 
factor change. Those are (I assume) exactly the parameters that 
you'll find under the Knob Assign menu, and all of these can be 



controlled by midi CCs as well. So always first try turning the knob 
is record mode, or assign a knob to something available in the Knob 
Assign menu.

Everything thing not included in this list *may* be controllable 
using midi sysex.

>
> I'm confused because the Effect Parameter list in the back of the
> manual indicates that it 'could' be done.
> Each parameter within each effect has a different 'Midi parameter
> number' listed with it (Usually 1-10).

These parameters are used in the sysex message. Have look at page 
328/329 in the manual. This is where these parameters are referred 
to. Table 1-3 describes a sysex block for the reverb, delay/chorus 
and variation effects.

> I'm a novice when it come to MIDI but would these parameters not
> fall into the NRPN category of CC messages?

Afaik, no.

Cheers,
Robert
| 5855|5840|2002-06-09 12:16:03|djboy112st|Re: New to the list, plus a question..|
Robert - 
That's right. it's the inner DJ in me saying that the mute-
button pressing didnt comes at the precise time, so SOMEONE' might 
heat something.. AHH! Can't have that.. We'll see how long this 
perfection streak lasts. You have much more experiencee with this 
box than I do.. Do you ever use this feature, and if so, what do you 
do? Do you leave it how it is or do you manually edit the values 
after the live recording has been done?

-Tim

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Fixed version. Gotta learn to dype som day.
> 
> > Ah, I understand. Yes, I guess you'll have to do that manually.
> > Couldn't find a quantize job in Pattern Chain mode. I guess you 
want
> > to edit the mutes because your *ears* tell you to, and not because
> > the unquantized values are bothering you?

| 5856|5856|2002-06-09 15:27:06|brechin01356|What the FAQ....?|
Where has the FAQ gone to? I've been trying to get it for ages but 
it's never available. thanks Bryan
| 5857|5856|2002-06-09 15:44:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What the FAQ....?|
On Sunday 09 June 2002 23:26, brechin01356 wrote:

> Where has the FAQ gone to? I've been trying to get it for ages but
> it's never available. thanks Bryan

The URL is at the bottom of every message, and points into the files 
section of our yahoo group. You'll also find a pfd version of the faq 
there.

The site with the online version has gone down.

- Robert
| 5858|5840|2002-06-10 00:20:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New to the list, plus a question..|
On Sunday 09 June 2002 20:15, djboy112st wrote:

> Robert -
> That's right. it's the inner DJ in me saying that the mute-
> button pressing didnt comes at the precise time, so SOMEONE' might
> heat something.. AHH! Can't have that.. We'll see how long this
> perfection streak lasts. 

:)



> You have much more experiencee with this
> box than I do.. Do you ever use this feature, and if so, what do
> you do? Do you leave it how it is or do you manually edit the
> values after the live recording has been done?

Having 'discovered' mute-record on the RS rather late I must say that 
I haven't used it yet in a song yet. I normally simply program the 
mutes right into the pattern by copying the pattern and removing the 
tracks I want muted (which is not a real-time DJ thing, I know). I 
also recorded some stuff with real-time mutes directly to tape. 

The latest version of mute programming I did is by using Logic (on a 
PC) as my nerve-centre controlling all my gear, including the RS. The 
mutes are programmed in logic, and this works fine as I can visually 
move the mute-on and mute-off events around over the Logic screen.

- Robert
| 5859|5859|2002-06-10 03:28:54|massplanck|Velocity Pad sensitivity|
Does anyone know of a way to reduce the sensitivity of the two 
velocity pads?
| 5860|5859|2002-06-10 03:59:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Velocity Pad sensitivity|
On Monday 10 June 2002 11:28, massplanck wrote:

> Does anyone know of a way to reduce the sensitivity of the two
> velocity pads?

Try shouting at them? ;)

- Robert
| 5861|1866|2002-06-10 13:08:24|Peter Barbiers|Re: resampling|
On zaterdag, juni 8, 2002, at 09:07 , Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Okay, here we go. This will describe one way to resample the RS
> outputs.
>
> 1. Switch on the RS and select a new empty style.
>
> 2. Record some midi stuff on tracks 1 and 2 (e.g. kick and snare).
> Make sure that when the RS is played now, that tracks 1 and 2 send
> some audio to the main outputs. The louder the better. You can use
> effects as well.
>
> 3. Select track 9 (any track will do). This is where the resample
> result will end up.
>
> 4. Optionally, select the Mixer page and specify a program in either
> the Local or Common sample banks. The RS will automatically use a
> Local program if you don't specify one.
>
> 5. Press the Sampling Standby button.
>
> 6. In this Sampling Setup page, turn knob 1 to select Kit+Note
> sampling type. This mode will not only sample the audio but also
> insert a midi phrase on the selected track that *triggers* the sample
> at exactly the right time, as if you recorded the audio on a DAW
> (well, sort of).
>
> 7. With knob 3 select STEREO OUT Resampling as the audio source. The
> conects the main outputs to the sampler's inputs. You can turn down
> the Rec Volume knob, if you like, since the sampler inputs on the
> back of the machine are ignored now.
>
> 8. Press either button 4 or the Sampling Standby Button again to
> enter the Sampling Start page.
>
> 9. Select with knob 1 in which key slot the sample should be stored.
> We selected *Kit* +Note remember, so we can sample lots of samples in
> the Kit voice.
>
> 10. With knob 3, select MEASURE trigger mode, causing the sampler to
> start automatically if the measure range set with knob 4 is entered.
> Accept the default 001 -> END range. The sampling will start directly
> this way.
>
> 11. To start the sampling process, press the Sampling Standby knob
> once more. This starts both the RS playing and starts the sampler, as
> the trigger criteria (measure 1-end) are directly met. Watch how the
> sampling process automatically stops at end end of the pattern.
>



> 12. To check if it worked, mute tracks 1 and 2 and start the RS. You
> will hear the midi tracks again, but most likely at a lower volume.
> This is your sample.
>
> The lower volume is caused by the fact that the RS is preparing for a
> resample of *all* of the tracks simulatenously. So the input is cut
> down a bit to prevent overloading. They should have added a
> resample-record-level feature, but they didn't. Instead we have a
> fixed record level, and resampling only a few tracks results in a
> lower volume. This can be fixed (more or less) by using the NORMALIZE
> sample job.
>
> 13. Another check. In stop mode, press the Edit button and have a
> look at the automatically inserted midi note that triggers the
> sample. Cool huh? Would the trigger range be set to 003 -> END, the
> midi note would have started at the corresponding position.
>
>
> Okay, this should help you enough.
>
> Cheers,
> Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the 
> RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 5862|5828|2002-06-10 14:03:44|djdavejumpers|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
HA! Or maybe you can start with something simplier

http://www.atlasmagazine.com/photo/grinker_blind/grinker_b17.jpg

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:
> > I wish I could just quickly sample something that sounds good 
> without 
> > having to re-invent the sound each time I turn the RS7k sampling 
> > level up. You should be able to set the sampling RECORD level 
> > independent from the sampling MONITOR level.
> > 
> > Anyone have a solution? This sucks!
> 
> ???????
> 
> Ummm yeah, turn your volume down. Or plug some headphones in.
> 
> d.

| 5863|5863|2002-06-10 15:49:05|r_s_7_k|Does Anybody Here own and Use Navtive Instruments BAttery drum samp|
I have an RS7000, and somebody wants to trade me a laptop and battery 
for my RS, now I know we are bias here, I love my Rs7000 and even if 
I trade it I will get another one as soon as the upgrade comes out, 
but What i want to know is if battery in paticular has more sound 
shaping abilities than the RS7000. I only want to make the trade based
on this factor alone. so specifically I make my beats in Reason and 
export to Battery would battery be able to mangle, effxt and 
manipulate my beats better than the RS does. I would be using the same
drum kits that I use in the RS right now, and I make hiphop dj shadow 
dan the automator type stuff.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.atlasmagazine.com/photo/grinker_blind/grinker_b17.jpg


thanx for your help any info would be appreciated
| 5864|5863|2002-06-10 23:52:12|tompaulsen2002|Re: Does Anybody Here own and Use Navtive Instruments BAttery drum |
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> I have an RS7000, and somebody wants to trade me a laptop and 

battery 

> for my RS,

Baaaad trade...(depends also on the Notebook you will get...what are 
the specs?)

> now I know we are bias here, I love my Rs7000 and even if 
> I trade it I will get another one as soon as the upgrade comes out,

Upgrade? Don´t count on that, there never might be an upgrade.

> but What i want to know is if battery in paticular has more sound 
> shaping abilities than the RS7000.

i don´t know, but Battery is basically a software to create 
drumloops. you will miss a lot of the other features, like the 
sequencer that the RS is.
Both are not comparable at all...and...it´s SOFTWARE!
And why ask here? Simply download a demo of Battery from their site 
and see for yourself:
http://www.native-instruments.de

I only want to make the trade based

> on this factor alone. so specifically I make my beats in Reason and 
> export to Battery would battery be able to mangle, effxt and 
> manipulate my beats better than the RS does. I would be using the 

same

> drum kits that I use in the RS right now, and I make hiphop dj 

shadow 

> dan the automator type stuff.

It depends on if you prefer software or hardware. Simple than that. 
Download a demo and try it out.
| 5865|5863|2002-06-11 00:27:17|r_s_7_k|Native Instruments Battery Vs. Rs7000|
the laptop is very powerful, please I just want to know if battery 
has as much as or more than sample manipulation abilities than the 
RS7000, just specifically Battery does anybody have experience with 
this program.
| 5866|5863|2002-06-11 02:44:49|djboy112st|Re: Native Instruments Battery Vs. Rs7000|
what you also have to consider is the soundcard that is on the 
laptop.. does this guy already have an upgraded sound card built 
into his machine? I have two computers - one a Dell laptop, which I 
would ***never*** ever use to make music simply because of crappy 
soundcard and reliability issues.. and then this one, which I built 
specifically to compliment my hardware.. this box is an AMD 1.8ghz 
with 256mb ram, yadda yadda yadda. 

I have been working for Dell for over two and a half years, so my 
opinion here is slightly informed.. Laptop units arent as stable as 
desktop machines. half of your purchase price on a laptop goes into 
the screen alone - if that screen breaks, don't be surprised if its 
not covered under his warranty, and if it is NOT covered under the 
warranty you are looking at a $500 repair bill MINIMUM. anyone with 
minimal knowledge of computers can get you this Battery program and 
many more good programs simply by doing a little searching.. i would 
say keep the RS for sure.. ask yourself, why is this guy willing to 
trade me a $2100 laptop and a $300 program for my $1400 
RS7000? The answer is quite simple. his program and his computer 
will depreciate in value much much quicker than will your RS7000.. 
because programs get newer versions, and we all know about the 
lifespan of computer equipment - new one day, old the next..

bottom line - KEEP YOUR BOX. IT"S NOT WORTH THE TRADE!!!

http://www.native-instruments.de/


-Tim

--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> the laptop is very powerful, please I just want to know if battery 
> has as much as or more than sample manipulation abilities than the 
> RS7000, just specifically Battery does anybody have experience with 
> this program.

| 5867|5828|2002-06-11 07:34:43|sensualemporer|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
Thanx for the detailed response and yes, I do have a Mackie 1202 
also. I am currently using it for other things though, but may need 
to re-evaluate its usage. My comments below...

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> Play some licks/chords you should now be monitoring exactly what is 
going into and out of the RS7K's AD/DA converters.

Yes, but that is the problem. Instead of using a pre-amp like you 
stated, I am micing the amp. So now the original amp sound is in the 
room ALONG WITH the rs7k output that you stated above. Now the sound 
is twice as loud and causes the performer to play differently, which 
is what I am trying to avoid. If I turn the rs7k down, then the beat 
is gone and you cant sample with no beat!

> Now this should work because I've mic'd up bammboo flutes,old tin
>whistles, a xylophone and even played live synth lines into the
>sampler doing this and they all sample/sequence and sync up just
>fine.

When micing your bamboo flute, didnt you find that in order to get a 
good signal into the rs7k AD converters you had to turn the rs7k 
orange sampling knob up such that the bamboo flute signal starts to 
come out too loud in the rs7k monitors? Sure you can turn the rs7k 
monitors down, but this again changes the vibe of what you were doing 
when you decided it was good enough to sample in the 1st place. I 
suppose headphones are a reasonable alternative, but it sucks to have 
to perform a headphone set-up routine when all you wanna do is do a 
quick sample capture of a fleeting idea.

A sampling monitor control that is separate from the sampling 
recording level would do everything that I need. Again, I will crawl 
under my rock and come up with a workaround. I will investigate 
using my mackie as the sampling send device, but no matter what it 
sends, it will still come out the rs7k monitors and sonically mix 
with whatever is in the room, even if it causes a doubling of sound.

thx,
frenchy

| 5868|5828|2002-06-11 07:52:00|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
What you seem to want is to be able to mute the sampling output but retain
the main mix. Of course, the RS won't do that. But even if you could do
that, you would still have the beat from the RS leaking into the mic'd
instrument.

So, like in any studio, when recording a mic'd instrument against a backing
track you have to use headphones. Then you get a monitor mix (the beat from
the rs and the mic'd sound of your instrument) through the cans while you
record. Use closed cans for no leakage into the mic (especially important
for the flute etc where the mic is near the cans).

Dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5869|5828|2002-06-11 07:54:34|sensualemporer|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "dayv5000" wrote:

> ???????

????

> Ummm yeah, turn your volume down. Or plug some headphones in.
> 



> d.

Ummm, I like the headhone option. Thanks alot!!! Sometimes I 
overlook the obvious. It sucks though that what ever level you set 
for optimum recording levels, may or maynot be a good monitoring 
level in the headphones...oh well.

thx,
frenchy
| 5870|5828|2002-06-11 08:32:11|sensualemporer|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
(anyone who is following this thread and getting pissed off, Im 
sorry, but it has been very therapeutic to get other peoples 
insights&opinions on this topic which has been frustrating to me 
recently.)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Atkinson, Daniel" wrote:
> What you seem to want is to be able to mute the sampling output but 
retain
> the main mix. 

EXACTLY!!!!!

>Of course, the RS won't do that. 
Why do you say "of course"? Setting the monitor and record level 
separately is very common (i thought).

>But even if you could do
> that, you would still have the beat from the RS leaking into the
> mic'd instrument.

Agreed, which would be a problem for flute, but not for a close-miced 
guitar or bass amp.

> So, like in any studio, when recording a mic'd instrument against a 
backing
> track you have to use headphones. Then you get a monitor mix (the 
beat from
> the rs and the mic'd sound of your instrument) through the cans 
while you
> record. Use closed cans for no leakage into the mic (especially 
important
> for the flute etc where the mic is near the cans).
> 
> Dan.

Very well presented, thank you. I completely agree with you that 
this headphone monitoring method is very common. Also common, is 
using no headphones and just setting up mics to deal with bleed. 
This was the method I was shooting for because it affords the least 
amount of set-up when switching between performance/writing mode and 
sampling mode, especially if mics are setup ahead of time. You dont 
have to deal with setting up headphones, because the room is your 
monitor which is already to your liking. You just capture what is 
ready for sampling without changing anything sonically in the room 
and without additional set-up. Because of the issues we have 
discussed, I am finding that the headphone route is probably the best 
option....or recording to a separate device and flying the samples in.

thx again!!!
frenchy

| 5871|783|2002-06-11 08:48:35|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 5872|783|2002-06-11 08:53:44|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 5873|5828|2002-06-11 09:21:07|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|

>Of course, the RS won't do that. 

Why do you say "of course"? Setting the monitor and record level 
separately is very common (i thought).

well, I kind of meant 'of course we all know that by now' not 'of course the
RS shouldn't do that'. But, I suppose you might expect that feature on a
mixer or DAW, although perhaps not the RS which is really a sequencer with
some nice sampling and tone generation bolted on.

* Also common, is using no headphones and just setting up mics to deal
with bleed. 

Absolutely. You can even set up the speaker/mic relationship so that the
speakers phase-cancel each other to virtually eliminate bleed. It's a
technique mostly used for vocalists who don't like the cans because they
lose some feeling for their vocals

But - in your scenario I'd just go with the headphones. 

Cheers
Dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5874|5874|2002-06-11 09:47:40|realtrancetourist|WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
Hello all out there!

I bought my RS7000 about a month ago as a more professional 
workstation than my old Roland Groovebox...

So that's what I thought, but: After only working with it for a month 
it lets me down already: The internal tone generator isn't working as 
promised BIG TIME: It's alrite if you just play a simple MIDI-events-
only sequence, but as soon as you put some LFOs, MIDI-Delays, 
Sequence Play FX and enevelopes on it, the RS gets serious problems 
in working out the data to play them proper, e.g. LFO-Sweeps get mis-
timed or the sweeps are heavily reduced in their depth, when you 
playback more than one or two synth tracks... 
The most problematic is the USER-LFO (literally unusable, if you 
don't sample it...): Theoretically smashin', but as soon as you play 
another synth line along it, it gets a delay in its phase and sounds 
therefore catastrophically... SO you can use it only along rhythm 
kits...
The same for the FX block "Delay": The delays get really roughly 
displaced in timings, and SHOCK, in a little fuller styles even the 
sequence note events aren't played at the right timing (as well as 
the seq. play FX as "swing"...).. mostly with only eight or nine MIDI-
tracks unmuted... It's as like as the sequencer's got a polyphony of 
only about 40-50 voices.... I CAN'T WOTK LIKE THIS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CATASTROPHE!!!!!

You really can't use this as a stand-alone synth module, it's good as 
a drummachine, but to sell this as a full-working synth is just a 
deception!!!! It does have the features they advertise in the 
matketing, but what's the use, if YOU CAN'T USE THEM 
SIMULTANEOUSLY!?!?!?!?!?

As a last point: I found out that it is a software problem, because 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links


one style that isn't played properly, is playd alright, when you un-
mute more MIDI-tracks????!!! With one style even the BPM/Measure LED 
is unable to display the measure in time: It's delayed all the time...

_______________________________________________________________!!!!!!
But how does Yamaha have the courage to NOT make a new OS (as far as 
I know)?!? Like this it should never have hit the stores......
YOU CAN'T SELL THE BOX LIKE THIS!!!! It's a fraud!!!!!!!
----------------------------------------------------------------!!!!!!

!!!!!!WARNING: For all that want to use this gear as a standalone-
machine: DON'T TRY!!!!! It will limit you VERY MUCH with its voice 
edit problems, YOU WON'T GET LUCKY!!!!!!!!

A very disappointed RS-User... I got so much rockin' styles that 
don't get playbacked as they should!!! It's tearing me apart that my 
music is imprisoned within some SOFTWARE BUGS!!!! What a world...!!!!

Sammy Trancetourist
| 5875|5874|2002-06-11 10:25:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
Can you produce the problem with *one* track using a user-lfo and another 
track playing a straight hi-hat pattern? 

Are you sure you didn't overload the system by re-recording filter sweeps on 
top of each other?

Did you quantize your filter sweeps to reduce system load?

- Robert
| 5876|5874|2002-06-11 11:22:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "realtrancetourist" wrote:

> It's as like as the sequencer's got a polyphony of 
> only about 40-50 voices.... 

Actually it has a polyphoney of 62 voices...and by using a lot of 
MIDI-delay plus a lot of MIDI-tracks you reduce the number of voices 
as well, since some sounds use two layer sounds which costs you 2 
voices. They get simply eaten up quickly. I would never count on the 
RS as a standalone TG anyway. Mainly it´s a hardware sequencer not 
more a TG or sampler. Actually i don´t remember seen any workstation 
that sounds good just by itself...not even a Triton...
| 5877|5828|2002-06-11 11:43:38|Oscar Finch|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
An easy solution for you my friend :). 
Your audio loop is back through the MIC so just do this. turn the RS volume to zero on the 1202VLZ keep everything mic'ed up as is and plug headphones into the
headphone socket of the RS instead and monitor thorugh the headphones when sampling and hey presto no more mic feedback, audio loops or frustration then just turn the
RS volume back up on the Mackie once you've sampled :). 
Doesn't it shit you how 9/10 times the most obvious solution is the last one you think of. After my last detailed if not convoluted response the simplicity of this is
ridiculous ROFLMA 9at myself). 
Glad to be of some help anyway. 

------------------------------------------------ 
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5878|5878|2002-06-11 15:56:07|megons|new track - Sneak-Thief: Cold Ways|
This hip-hop tune is a bit of a departure from my usual electro 
production work:

http://mp3.com/sneak-thief - Cold Ways

Sequenced entirely on the RS7k, recorded to DAT, mastered in Wavelab.

enjoy!

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 5879|1866|2002-06-12 02:55:18|arveyman|Re: resampling|
Robert, you are right.. BUT why can't we play only the key's and 
resample them? I'm not at my RS now, but i have experimented with 
this and the only way (i think)to do this is to make a sequence and 
resample that? Correct me if i'm wrong.. I want to resample single 
hits/drums and tweak them with the filters or whatever!!

Arv

http://www.excite.com/
http://mp3.com/sneak-thief
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Sure you can. In Sample Standby mode, turn knob 3 until you see 
> STEREO OUT/Resampling. In this mode, everything that is sent to the 
> main outputs is internally fed into the sampler's inputs.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Friday 07 June 2002 17:01, synthe. labo wrote:
> > hello,
> > i would ask everybody....how can i resample internal sounds (my
> > idea is on esampling drum kits or drum sounds in 22000khr or less,
> > i like lo-fi)....? i don't find a clear explanation of this on the
> > manual...sometimes i feel yamaha is jocking with people who buy
> > they' gear...the manual it's not easy to *navigate*.
> > any help on resampling internal sounds is welcome
> >
> > ciao - marco
> >
> >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Conversa in chat con gli amici in linea, prova MSN Messenger:
> > http://messenger.msn.com
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My Preferences" at
> > the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5880|1866|2002-06-12 02:59:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling|
On Wednesday 12 June 2002 10:55, arveyman wrote:

> Robert, you are right.. BUT why can't we play only the key's and
> resample them? I'm not at my RS now, but i have experimented with
> this and the only way (i think)to do this is to make a sequence and
> resample that? Correct me if i'm wrong.. I want to resample single
> hits/drums and tweak them with the filters or whatever!!

Problem is that the midi input is disabled when the sampler is 
active. :( So you'll have to record a sequence before it can be 
resampled. Too bad.

- Robert
| 5881|5878|2002-06-12 03:29:33|arveyman|Re: new track - Sneak-Thief: Cold Ways|
Nice tune M8!
I like the claps! Where did you get them from?

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> This hip-hop tune is a bit of a departure from my usual electro 
> production work:
> 
> http://mp3.com/sneak-thief - Cold Ways
> 
> Sequenced entirely on the RS7k, recorded to DAT, mastered in 
Wavelab.
> 
> enjoy!
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com

http://messenger.msn.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://mp3.com/sneak-thief
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


| 5882|1866|2002-06-12 03:31:07|arveyman|Re: resampling|
No prob.. I record/sample with my compu anyway. But with my RS, it 
would have been a lot quicker!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 12 June 2002 10:55, arveyman wrote:
> > Robert, you are right.. BUT why can't we play only the key's and
> > resample them? I'm not at my RS now, but i have experimented with
> > this and the only way (i think)to do this is to make a sequence 
and
> > resample that? Correct me if i'm wrong.. I want to resample single
> > hits/drums and tweak them with the filters or whatever!!
> 
> Problem is that the midi input is disabled when the sampler is 
> active. :( So you'll have to record a sequence before it can be 
> resampled. Too bad.
> 
> - Robert

| 5883|5883|2002-06-12 04:13:46|bilterfucht|SY-77|
Hello all,

anyone familiar with the Yamaha SY-77? Yes, what do you think about 
it. Is it worth 500 euro?

Bilterfücht
| 5884|5874|2002-06-12 06:58:56|realtrancetourist|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Can you produce the problem with *one* track using a user-lfo and 

another 

> track playing a straight hi-hat pattern? 
> 
> Are you sure you didn't overload the system by re-recording filter 

sweeps on 

> top of each other?
> 
> Did you quantize your filter sweeps to reduce system load?
> 
> - Robert

Trancetourist's Reply:

Dear Rob,
The user-LFO-stuff is just one of my critics, but it *is* possible to 
run it with another rhythm track; it's the other *synth tracks* that 
make it run improperly... But you wouldn't wanna user your RS as a 
drummachine or a monophonic synth when usin' the specials...?!?!

I SURELY know I haven't overloaded the system with recorded sweeps, 
as all the sweeps are done by LFOs...
Therefore also the question of quantizin' the recorded CC Data isn't 
gonna help.

Again: IT'S NOT THAT I HAVE RECHED CAPACITY WITH ONE OF THE ELEMENTS 
OF THE BOX, IT'S A SOFTWARE OS - PROBLEM !!!!!!!!!!
I know what it sounds like when polyphony is exceeded, THIS ISN'T 
IT!!!! ...or should polyphony problems make your display go out of 
order?????????????

Cheers, 

SamTrax, the only Real Trancetourist
| 5885|5874|2002-06-12 07:13:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
On Wednesday 12 June 2002 14:58, realtrancetourist wrote:

> Dear Rob,
> The user-LFO-stuff is just one of my critics, but it *is* possible
> to run it with another rhythm track; it's the other *synth tracks*
> that make it run improperly... But you wouldn't wanna user your RS
> as a drummachine or a monophonic synth when usin' the



> specials...?!?!
>
> I SURELY know I haven't overloaded the system with recorded sweeps,
> as all the sweeps are done by LFOs...
> Therefore also the question of quantizin' the recorded CC Data
> isn't gonna help.
>
> Again: IT'S NOT THAT I HAVE RECHED CAPACITY WITH ONE OF THE
> ELEMENTS OF THE BOX, IT'S A SOFTWARE OS - PROBLEM !!!!!!!!!!

Hey, I'm good people. No reason to shout. It won't help anyway. ;) 
(I'm not a yamaha guy).

> I know what it sounds like when polyphony is exceeded, THIS ISN'T
> IT!!!! ...or should polyphony problems make your display go out of
> order?????????????

Care to send me an ALL file to demonstrate this problem?
It won't help you much as I cannot solve OS problems, but I'm curious 
anyway.

- Robert
| 5886|5874|2002-06-12 07:30:35|realtrancetourist|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "realtrancetourist" wrote:
> > It's as like as the sequencer's got a polyphony of 
> > only about 40-50 voices.... 
> 
> Actually it has a polyphoney of 62 voices...and by using a lot of 
> MIDI-delay plus a lot of MIDI-tracks you reduce the number of 

voices 

> as well, since some sounds use two layer sounds which costs you 2 
> voices. They get simply eaten up quickly. I would never count on 

the 

> RS as a standalone TG anyway. Mainly it´s a hardware sequencer not 
> more a TG or sampler. Actually i don´t remember seen any 

workstation 

> that sounds good just by itself...not even a Triton...

Trancetourist's Reply:

Dear Tom,
Thanx for your time and help, but I think I didn't state the problem 
too clear: IT IS NOT A POLYPHONY (I know how that sounds!!!!) 
PROBLEM, the timing's all wrong plus the FX delayed; doesnt sound 
like polyphony to me!!! I wrote "as if the *SEQUENCER*'s got a 
polyphony of 40-50", not the *synth engine*!!!

The OS isn't working the data out well, but IT IS STANDARD DATA, no 
recorded Control Change Data, jus' LFOs and envelopes; I expect a 
synth to do that WELL, it's the heart of any electronical instrument, 
if I wouldn't use the LFOs, I could have gotten as well a kid's 
keyboard...:(

It is sold as a AWM2-Synth, so I expect it to do the same as a CS2X!!!
If it's thought as a sequencer with some TG qualities, THEY MUST 
DECLARE THIS AS SUCH A THING!!!!!!!!

I literally spent all my money on this (sold my summer vacation) to 
find out it doesn't work the way they advertise it.... feel frauded...

Cheers, 

SamTrax, the only Real Trancetourist
| 5887|5874|2002-06-12 07:32:43|realtrancetourist|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
Sorry, Rob, didn't mean to look my text shouty!!
I'm not in the Internewet too often, so if I wanna emphasize 
somethin', I write it in capitals...

Scusi, sorry, entschuldigung!!!



Sammy

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 12 June 2002 14:58, realtrancetourist wrote:
> > Dear Rob,
> > The user-LFO-stuff is just one of my critics, but it *is* possible
> > to run it with another rhythm track; it's the other *synth tracks*
> > that make it run improperly... But you wouldn't wanna user your RS
> > as a drummachine or a monophonic synth when usin' the
> > specials...?!?!
> >
> > I SURELY know I haven't overloaded the system with recorded 
sweeps,
> > as all the sweeps are done by LFOs...
> > Therefore also the question of quantizin' the recorded CC Data
> > isn't gonna help.
> >
> > Again: IT'S NOT THAT I HAVE RECHED CAPACITY WITH ONE OF THE
> > ELEMENTS OF THE BOX, IT'S A SOFTWARE OS - PROBLEM !!!!!!!!!!
> 
> Hey, I'm good people. No reason to shout. It won't help anyway. ;) 
> (I'm not a yamaha guy).
> 
> > I know what it sounds like when polyphony is exceeded, THIS ISN'T
> > IT!!!! ...or should polyphony problems make your display go out of
> > order?????????????
> 
> Care to send me an ALL file to demonstrate this problem?
> It won't help you much as I cannot solve OS problems, but I'm 
curious 
> anyway.
> 
> - Robert

| 5888|5883|2002-06-12 08:01:59|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: SY-77|
Toyed with one in the shop....it's a cross between a DX-7,and one of the 
older modules like the MU-90(I think that was the designation)...It seems to 
be a complex synth,that once mastered,should be extremely powerful and 
flexible.....I would probably make the investment,provided it did not cost 
much over $600.....there's the 76-key SY-99 too....Chick Correa used the 
synth,if that helps...lol.....oh,and Trent Reznor had a SY-77......
| 5889|5883|2002-06-12 11:11:59|Georg Balzer|Re: SY-77|
Hello bilterfucht,

you wrote:

b> anyone familiar with the Yamaha SY-77? Yes, what do you think about 
b> it. Is it worth 500 euro?

I just got a TG-77 (Rack Version of SY-77) for 236 Euros. Have a look
at eBay. Soundwise it can do the DX7 stuff but also some more,
because it has more options in the FM section. The AWM2 samples don't
sound good at all, but the FM sounds are worth it alone. The internal
effects don't sound good by todays standards, but it has two stereo
and eight individual outs for further processing. It is a bitch to
program though and you need some editor like sounddiver.

HTH

Georg

-- 
::: georg balzer
::: gb@jiorogu.com
::: tutto il potere ai dilettanti - dario fo
| 5890|5874|2002-06-12 13:06:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: WARNING: Serious LFO & FX-Block Problems (internal TG)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "realtrancetourist" 

> too clear: IT IS NOT A POLYPHONY (I know how that sounds!!!!) 
> PROBLEM, the timing's all wrong plus the FX delayed; doesnt 

sound 

> like polyphony to me!!! I wrote "as if the *SEQUENCER*'s got a 
> polyphony of 40-50", not the *synth engine*!!!

Oh ok, i missunderstood you.

mailto:gb@jiorogu.com


> The OS isn't working the data out well, but IT IS STANDARD 

DATA, no 

> recorded Control Change Data, jus' LFOs and envelopes; I expect 

a 

> synth to do that WELL, it's the heart of any electronical 

instrument, 

> if I wouldn't use the LFOs, I could have gotten as well a kid's 
> keyboard...:(

Hm, just like Robert i would say, send me an file saved as 
.ALL+system that demonstrates the problem.

I didn't used the LFO so much, but i can imagine that the RS 
simply has a DSP that is not powerfull enough (AFAIK it's a 
Hitachi RISC-DSP at 80Mhz) to handle more than a certain amount 
of LFO's. 

> It is sold as a AWM2-Synth, so I expect it to do the same as a 

CS2X!!!

I don't know the CS2x, but maybe that's exactly how the CS2x does 
as well with many LFO's and FX, but you shouldn't forget the RS 
has do handle a lot more than just the synthengine. There's also 
the sequencer and the sampler that eats Processor power, even if 
not in use.
Send either Robert or me an example, to see if it does reproduces 
the same effect on our machines.

Cheers, Tom
| 5891|5878|2002-06-12 15:32:03|megons|Re: new track - Sneak-Thief: Cold Ways|
Hi Arv,

I got some of the drum samples, including the claps, from some old 
italo-disco tracks by Kano.

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Nice tune M8!
> I like the claps! Where did you get them from?
> 
> 
> Arv
>

| 5892|5878|2002-06-13 03:35:39|arveyman|Re: new track - Sneak-Thief: Cold Ways|
They sound very cool!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> Hi Arv,
> 
> I got some of the drum samples, including the claps, from some old 
> italo-disco tracks by Kano.
> 
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > Nice tune M8!
> > I like the claps! Where did you get them from?
> > 
> > 
> > Arv
> >

| 5893|5893|2002-06-13 10:20:08|Chris Dooley|price|

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


just wondering how much anyone paid for their rs7000?

also how do reset the board to get back to factory settings?
does this delete anything crucial, by the way?

peace

d
| 5894|5893|2002-06-13 11:11:21|djboy112st|Re: price|
I got mine at Guitar Center Las Vegas about two months ago for 
$1400.00 flat, out the door.. So technically I got it for about 
$1310 or so plus tax.. Brand new unit, of course..

--- In RS7000@y..., "Chris Dooley" wrote:
> just wondering how much anyone paid for their rs7000?
> 
> also how do reset the board to get back to factory settings?
> does this delete anything crucial, by the way?
> 
> peace
> 
> d

| 5895|5895|2002-06-13 14:27:56|closeshavestubble|patterns|
Hello to everyone, 
Hope all is well with all and youy all are enjoying the 
RS7000 as much as i am!!
i have had the unit for 1 month now and whwt used to 
intimadate now leaves me with smiles.
One question, however,..... when patterns A thru J are 
full.........how do i get to Patterns K thru P????
The only way i know of, is by using F2 to change .
Which is very impractical.
I would appreciate if someone out there could please tell 
me how...
Thank you very much, and noise can be fun!!
Closeshavestubble
| 5896|5895|2002-06-13 15:36:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: patterns|
Apart from using an external midi control with sysex commands, the F2 
knob is the only solution, I'm afraid.

- Robert

On Thursday 13 June 2002 22:27, closeshavestubble wrote:
> Hello to everyone,
> Hope all is well with all and youy all are enjoying
> the RS7000 as much as i am!!
> i have had the unit for 1 month now and whwt used to
> intimadate now leaves me with smiles.
> One question, however,..... when patterns A thru J are
> full.........how do i get to Patterns K thru P????
> The only way i know of, is by using F2 to change .
> Which is very impractical.
> I would appreciate if someone out there could please
> tell me how...
> Thank you very much, and noise can be fun!!
> Closeshavestubble
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Will You Find True Love?
> Will You Meet the One?
> Free Love Reading by phone!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Deo18C/zDLEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at

http://us.click.yahoo.com/Deo18C/zDLEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5897|5897|2002-06-13 15:39:19|Robert van der Kamp|Faq url|
Hi Tom,

I noticed that the url pointing to the faq at the bottom of each 
message is broken. The directory 'faq' in the files section has been 
renamed to 'Manuals & Faq', something that won't work well in an url, 
imo.

What to be done?

Cheers,
Bor
| 5898|5897|2002-06-14 00:41:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Faq url|
Hmmm, should have been sent to Tom privately.
Oh well, now all of you he always calls me Bor. ;)

- Rob
| 5899|5883|2002-06-14 07:54:52|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: SY-77|
The price versus your ability to utilize that instrument to make music seems 
to be the issue...Look carefully and perhaps get hold of one to demo,even 
check out the specs...I don't have new keyboards,because most are quite 
redundant...Sure,they have more polyphony,more menus,more frills,more 
samples,more RAM,etc,etc,but are they innovative and worth the price of that 
innovation...?
Even the companies are beginning to realize that...examples...>>>
Korg Z1
Yamaha SY-77,SY-99,EX-5,Motif
Korg Triton
Kurzweil 2500,2600
Roland JD-800
Kawai 5000
Ensoniq ASR10
Alesis Andromeda
Novation keyboards Access Virus keyboards...etc,etc...something innovative 
that will stand the test of time and be uSEFUL,not just something that sits 
there and looks good for the photos...lol....just to say you 'use a sound or 
two sometimes'....
| 5900|5897|2002-06-14 08:09:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: Faq url|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Hmmm, should have been sent to Tom privately.
> Oh well, now all of you he always calls me Bor. ;)
> 
> - Rob

Actually, i call him "Cy-Bör"...;)

Bör i changed the settings, it should be fine now. Didn't realize 
that until you mentioned it....;)

Öm
| 5901|5893|2002-06-14 08:43:49|sensualemporer|Re: price|
I did $1300+$100 for extended warranty from American Musical Supply. 
The only reason I went with the corporate monster is because they are 
one of the few who will allow financing over time for us poor people.

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "Chris Dooley" wrote:
> just wondering how much anyone paid for their rs7000?
> 
> also how do reset the board to get back to factory settings?
> does this delete anything crucial, by the way?
> 
> peace
> 
> d

| 5902|5828|2002-06-14 08:51:04|sensualemporer|Re: Monitoring your sampling......argggggggg!!!!!!!|
Cheers to both you and Daniel for helping me think through a few 
different options!! Next time I try this, I will be armed with new 
ideas.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


thx again,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> An easy solution for you my friend :).
> Your audio loop is back through the MIC so just do this. turn the 
RS volume to zero on the 1202VLZ keep everything mic'ed up as is and 
plug headphones into the headphone socket of the RS instead and 
monitor thorugh the headphones when sampling and hey presto no more 
mic feedback, audio loops or frustration then just turn the RS volume 
back up on the Mackie once you've sampled :).
> Doesn't it shit you how 9/10 times the most obvious solution is the 
last one you think of. After my last detailed if not convoluted 
response the simplicity of this is ridiculous ROFLMA 9at myself).
> Glad to be of some help anyway.
> 
> ------------------------------------------------
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5903|5903|2002-06-15 10:53:17|flesk_bruno|Feature Requests|
I think one thing that is missing from the Feature Requests is not 
have to stop playing when recording several measures in Grid Mode.

Right now if you have a phrase with let's say 4 measures and you're 
editing measure one, you have to stop and press ">>" to go to the 
next measure and hit again play.
| 5904|5904|2002-06-15 15:02:26|lebanull|RS7000 For Sale|
I'm selling a RS7K that I've had for only 5 months.It's in perfect 
shape,never removed plastic on LCD-kept covered on flat surface. 
I like to use software-so I must part. 
I'm asking 900.00USD.This will include all software and manual. 
As a bonus I'll send a External SCSI JAZ drive with 1 disk.NEW 
6'MIDI CABLE and BAG. 
PLEASE CONTACT FOR ADDRESS: MONEY ORDERS ONLY PLEASE. 
email me @ kavon1996@attbi.com 

Kind Regards,
| 5905|5905|2002-06-15 17:52:28|metropolisisblue|liquidation|
RM1X for sale 399 $
midi controller CBX-KI, 3 octavas, mini synth keys, two midi control 
wheels, 35 $
e-tower Intel 667 Mhz, 248 MB, 14 GB, CD-RW, DVD, modem, digital 15" 
monitor
280$
L.A.
T.
| 5906|5903|2002-06-15 22:27:24|djboy112st|Re: Feature Requests|
In my opinon, the grid mode is really jacked up.. I agree with you 
that that's a really annoying "feature" of the box, but another thing 
that bothers me about it is the fact that you have to turn the F1 
knob to get the note number.. If I have an external midi keyboard, i 
think it would be really cool if the RS could detect which key I was 
pressing on the midi keybd and automatically update the grid key 
number as a result of what i hit on my midi keyboard..

my biggest gripe about grid mode is what has already been said a 
thousand times -- the fact that you cant hear the other tracks while 
you're recording in gride mode (eg, when recording in "real time" in 
grid mode on track 1, you cant hear tracks 2-16)

-tim

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> I think one thing that is missing from the Feature Requests is not 
> have to stop playing when recording several measures in Grid Mode.
> 
> Right now if you have a phrase with let's say 4 measures and you're 
> editing measure one, you have to stop and press ">>" to go to the 
> next measure and hit again play.

| 5907|5903|2002-06-16 02:29:03|tompaulsen2002|Re: Feature Requests|
--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:

http://www.excite.com/
mailto:kavon1996@attbi.com


> I think one thing that is missing from the Feature Requests is 

not 

> have to stop playing when recording several measures in Grid 

Mode.

> 
> Right now if you have a phrase with let's say 4 measures and 

you're 

> editing measure one, you have to stop and press ">>" to go to 

the 

> next measure and hit again play.

That's included in the request not to stop the sequencer to switch 
modes. It would be poor if they wouldn't fix that in the same sense 
also.
| 5908|5903|2002-06-16 04:08:14|renntiger2|Re: Feature Requests|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:

> but another thing 
> that bothers me about it is the fact that you have to turn the F1 
> knob to get the note number.. If I have an external midi keyboard, i 
> think it would be really cool if the RS could detect which key I was 
> pressing on the midi keybd and automatically update the grid key 
> number as a result of what i hit on my midi keyboard..

Selecting the note with an external keyboard does not work but you can
easily select it with the builtin "keyboard" when pressing shift+note.
You will hear the selected note or drum sound and it gets selected for
programming. I think the programming interface of the grid mode is not
too bad, in fact it is very close to the roland MC303. But that you
can't really listen to what you are programming (only 1 bar, no other
tracks) makes the grid mode useless. 

Klaus
| 5909|5903|2002-06-16 15:37:43|djboy112st|Re: Feature Requests|
Thanks Klaus.. I love learning the shortcuts.. Somsone should think 
about coming up with a shortcuts list and break it down by mode.. 
possibly add it to the faq??

-tim

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> Selecting the note with an external keyboard does not work but you 
can
> easily select it with the builtin "keyboard" when pressing 
shift+note.
> You will hear the selected note or drum sound and it gets selected 
for
> programming. I think the programming interface of the grid mode is 
not
> too bad, in fact it is very close to the roland MC303. But that you
> can't really listen to what you are programming (only 1 bar, no 
other
> tracks) makes the grid mode useless. 
> 
> Klaus

| 5911|5911|2002-06-16 19:45:33|lysene@thcnet.net|*good* Samples Sites|
Hey all..

Just wondering if you all have accumulated some links to some good samples 
sites over time. I just installed my 64mb ram into my RS the other day, but 
I haven't really had the time to go around looking for sample sites.. A lot 
of the ones i stumbled upon are just bogus window popup unleashing crap 
sites.. I want to know if you have found some GEMS out there in the 
wasteland we all know as the internet.. Looking mainly for drum sounds, 
ethnic stuff, sfx, and sounds from other synths.. Anything would be 
appreciated.. If I find anything good, I'll let you all know.

-Tim
| 5912|5911|2002-06-16 22:01:58|kristian thomas|Re: *good* Samples Sites|
mmmm
please let meknow if you find some gems !



im also very interested and passionate about this issue
and so recently have started upa electro musicans sample library in my gallery called the PSeudo Space in Australia.
eventually i hope to set up a ftp link so people can privately trade samples
theres is already something like this but for vjs...and its called audiovisualizers vj loop server.
i have a shit load of fm music., next music and other cds full of wacky samples....that stated me off years ago.
since then i have concentrated mainly on makeing my own samples, by re sampling and taking crash dubs from other audio sources like radio, tv, etc....
it would be cool to hear some one elses collections...

kristian

----- Original Message ----- 
From: lysene@thcnet.net 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2002 11:17 AM
Subject: [RS7000] *good* Samples Sites

Hey all..

Just wondering if you all have accumulated some links to some good samples 
sites over time. I just installed my 64mb ram into my RS the other day, but 
I haven't really had the time to go around looking for sample sites.. A lot 
of the ones i stumbled upon are just bogus window popup unleashing crap 
sites.. I want to know if you have found some GEMS out there in the 
wasteland we all know as the internet.. Looking mainly for drum sounds, 
ethnic stuff, sfx, and sounds from other synths.. Anything would be 
appreciated.. If I find anything good, I'll let you all know.

-Tim

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5913|5903|2002-06-17 01:59:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Feature Requests|
On Sunday 16 June 2002 23:37, djboy112st wrote:

> Thanks Klaus.. I love learning the shortcuts.. Somsone should
> think about coming up with a shortcuts list and break it down by
> mode.. possibly add it to the faq??

I will surely add it to the faq.

- Robert
| 5914|5914|2002-06-17 05:15:29|baaunz|SU700 with Macintosh?|
Hi all,

I am considering buying a (2nd hand) SU700 with SCSI card but first
I'd like to know if I can use it with a Macintosh (G4 with SCSI card).

Is there a way to connect the SU700 to the Mac with SCSI so I can use
the Mac's harddisk for storage of the SU700 samples and program's? 

I also would seem like a great advantage to have the possability
extrernally edit the samples and transfer them easilly to the 
SU700. 

greets,

Reinier
| 5915|5915|2002-06-17 08:11:31|algotrek|DOES ANYONE USE THE RS7K WITH SOFT SEQ? NEED HELP|
HI ALL,
CAN ANYONE TELL ME HOW TO GET THIS BOX TO RECEIVE 16 INCOMING MIDI 
CH'S FROM MY SOFTWARE (CAKEWALK SONAR 2.0).I'VE BEEN MAKING 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC FOR ALMOST TEN YEARS NOW AND I'VE NEVER HAD SO MANY 
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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PROBLEMS WITH A PIECE OF GEAR! I USE TO OWN AN RM1X AND THAT HAD THE 
SAME ISSUE.I USE THE RS7K LIVE AND IT'S THE BOMB LIKE THAT BUT...IN 
THE STUDIO IT HAS ISSUES..I THOUGHT YAMAHA WOULD HAVE MADE THIS 
POSSIBLE BY NOW!
THESE ARE THE ONLY BOX'S OV THIS KIND THAT HAVE THIS ISSUE.

PLEASE ADVISE...

THANK YOU>
ALGOTREK
| 5916|5915|2002-06-17 08:24:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: DOES ANYONE USE THE RS7K WITH SOFT SEQ? NEED HELP|
On Monday 17 June 2002 16:11, algotrek wrote:

> HI ALL,
> CAN ANYONE TELL ME HOW TO GET THIS BOX TO RECEIVE 16 INCOMING MIDI
> CH'S FROM MY SOFTWARE (CAKEWALK SONAR 2.0).I'VE BEEN MAKING
> ELECTRONIC MUSIC FOR ALMOST TEN YEARS NOW AND I'VE NEVER HAD SO
> MANY PROBLEMS WITH A PIECE OF GEAR! I USE TO OWN AN RM1X AND THAT
> HAD THE SAME ISSUE.I USE THE RS7K LIVE AND IT'S THE BOMB LIKE THAT
> BUT...IN THE STUDIO IT HAS ISSUES..I THOUGHT YAMAHA WOULD HAVE MADE
> THIS POSSIBLE BY NOW!
> THESE ARE THE ONLY BOX'S OV THIS KIND THAT HAVE THIS ISSUE.

EXPLAIN .... errr.... Explain the problem please (and please don't 
shout ;).

- Robert
| 5917|5917|2002-06-17 09:57:25|algotrek|Soft seq issue......|
Hi Robert,
Ok...The issue i'm having is that when hooking up a controler to the 
rs7000 it works fab...when i hook up my midi interface (motu)to it no 
go.No midi input! Sonar see's output put no input..I set the rs2k to 
song mode,set to midi input and it still lets me play it from the 
onboard keys(should not happen)..My midi gear list (QuasiMIDI 
Sirius,korg Ms2000r,Alesis Qsr,Emu e6400,Novation K-station and 
RS7k..)with all these unit's except the rs7k i have no problem. I 
switch to external control and they are set..and with the QSR,EMU and 
the QUASIMIDI they are all multitimbral...NO ISSUES! The word is that 
use logic and your controling the rs from it..What are the proper 
setings for the RS7000 to become a slave sound module to my midi kit?
Can this be done? Or can it just sync to midi time clock? In the 
studio i REALLY need to make this happen...Can you help me Sir?
If you need more info please ask..

thank you,
algotrek>>>
| 5918|5917|2002-06-17 10:05:33|sensualemporer|Re: Soft seq issue......|
My RS7000 responds to external midi notes on different channels all 
the time. I stay in pettern mode, though. Did you check all your 
midi settings in the midi system page?

frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., "algotrek" wrote:
> Hi Robert,
> Ok...The issue i'm having is that when hooking up a controler to 
the 
> rs7000 it works fab...when i hook up my midi interface (motu)to it 
no 
> go.No midi input! Sonar see's output put no input..I set the rs2k 
to 
> song mode,set to midi input and it still lets me play it from the 
> onboard keys(should not happen)..My midi gear list (QuasiMIDI 
> Sirius,korg Ms2000r,Alesis Qsr,Emu e6400,Novation K-station and 
> RS7k..)with all these unit's except the rs7k i have no problem. I 
> switch to external control and they are set..and with the QSR,EMU 
and 
> the QUASIMIDI they are all multitimbral...NO ISSUES! The word is 
that 
> use logic and your controling the rs from it..What are the proper 
> setings for the RS7000 to become a slave sound module to my midi 
kit?
> Can this be done? Or can it just sync to midi time clock? In the 
> studio i REALLY need to make this happen...Can you help me Sir?
> If you need more info please ask..
> 
> thank you,
> algotrek>>>



| 5919|5917|2002-06-17 11:26:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Soft seq issue......|
I am currently working on a project where indeed the RS is controlled 
by Logic on a PC.

From logic, I control the RS patterns (A, B, etc.) via sysex, mute 
and unmute tracks at certain positions in the song (CC 11, 
expression), and play tunes on the RS synth straight from logic 
(simple midi notes). I've also recorded RS knob movements in logic 
and send them to the RS to manipulate filters and such over the 
stretch of the full song. No problem at all.

In the MIDI Setup page (Utility mode), I have MIDI SYNC set to MIDI 
(to slave the RS to midi clock), MIDI CLOCK OUT set to off, MIDI 
CONTROL set to in and ECHO BACK set to off (to prevent midi loop).

In the Out Channel Setup page (the last page in Setup submode), I 
have the midi outputs disabled to prevent logic from recording the 
outputs of the patterns running on the RS. Except when I want to 
record RS button movements in Logic. I then enable the midi output, 
but filter out midi notes in the Midi Filter page (again in Utility 
mode).

- Robert
| 5920|5917|2002-06-17 11:27:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Soft seq issue......|
Btw, do you see the red MIDI IN led light up when sending midi data 
to the RS. If not, maybe your midi setup isn't okay.

- Robert
| 5921|5921|2002-06-17 11:35:04|synthe. labo|...again the synth doesn't stop....ARGHHHH|
hello everyone
Robert, i ask you again that thing of 1 year ago....
i sequence my Nord mdular from rs7k and the synth sounds continue to play 
also when the notes on rs7k stop, in an innatural way, it's not the 
release7sustain too high
do you remember?
you told me one time a method (to put 'audio' or 'midi' somewhere i don't 
remember...) to STOP the notes AS they're played on rs7k
if you can help me again you should be really kind
thanx

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Conversa in chat con gli amici in linea, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.com
| 5922|5921|2002-06-17 11:49:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ...again the synth doesn't stop....ARGHHHH|
I remember talking about it. I *don't* remember what the fix was. Let 
me think about it for a while... Or even better, send me that patch 
again. ;)

- Robert

On Monday 17 June 2002 19:35, synthe. labo wrote:
> hello everyone
> Robert, i ask you again that thing of 1 year ago....
> i sequence my Nord mdular from rs7k and the synth sounds continue
> to play also when the notes on rs7k stop, in an innatural way, it's
> not the release7sustain too high
> do you remember?
> you told me one time a method (to put 'audio' or 'midi' somewhere i
> don't remember...) to STOP the notes AS they're played on rs7k
> if you can help me again you should be really kind
> thanx
>
> ciao - marco
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Conversa in chat con gli amici in linea, prova MSN Messenger:
> http://messenger.msn.com
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
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| 5923|5921|2002-06-17 11:59:59|synthe. labo|Re: ...again the synth doesn't stop....ARGHHHH|

>I remember talking about it. I *don't* remember what the fix was. Let
>me think about it for a while... Or even better, send me that patch
>again. ;)

i think i got the point: it's into 'Utility', 4th window, 'Tg Mute Mode' 
setted on 'Midi' or 'Audio'....
on my rs7k it was on 'Audio' and i had the problem; now i setted it to 
'Midi' and it seems to be solved...only seems cause i'm not sure.
if you want to make me a favour, try yourself to put on 'audio' or 'midi' 
and see if it's right that on 'midi' the notes are played as they are, it 
the right way with no delays.

anyway, it's not a patch problem: i had it over all my patches, i was 
changing one sound after another and everyone continued to play

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Entra a far parte del più grande servizio di posta elettronica del mondo con 
MSN Hotmail. http://www.hotmail.com
| 5924|5924|2002-06-17 12:06:49|synthe. labo|synth|
hello to everyone
i post this thing that could be idiot for someone but i have the necessity:
i'm goona buy a synth and i would have the possibility to build 
sounds/patches with arpeggios on hold, release/sustain at maximum, all slave 
to external midi clock (from a sequencer just to push the bpm); patches that 
when you open them they start playing on their own or just by 1 note for the 
beginning of the hold arpeggio (hope that's clear...my bad english...)
i did this a lot with a Korg MS2000R, putting arpeggio on, hold feature, and 
just 1 note to start this sort of loop pattern...
but i sold ms2000; maybe now i'll get a MicroQ: do you think it's possible 
to build these patches on it in a fast way?

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Invia e ricevi la posta di Hotmail sul tuo cellulare: http://mobile.msn.com
| 5925|5925|2002-06-17 12:47:43|algotrek|Hey Robert......|
Hey man,
Thanks for the info! That sounds like what if been doing..but i will 
double check.Now what i need to do is trigger notes with the rs7000 
not really sync anything... I do all seq'ing from sonar.Will that 
work with the setup u gave me?

please advise

algotrek>>>
| 5926|5925|2002-06-17 12:52:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hey Robert......|
On Monday 17 June 2002 20:47, algotrek wrote:

> Hey man,
> Thanks for the info! That sounds like what if been doing..but i
> will double check.Now what i need to do is trigger notes with the
> rs7000 not really sync anything... I do all seq'ing from sonar.Will
> that work with the setup u gave me?

Yep, I've been doing that as well (in the same project).

- Robert
| 5927|5921|2002-06-17 12:57:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ...again the synth doesn't stop....ARGHHHH|
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http://www.motifator.com/
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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On Monday 17 June 2002 19:59, synthe. labo wrote:

> >I remember talking about it. I *don't* remember what the fix was.
> > Let me think about it for a while... Or even better, send me that
> > patch again. ;)
>
> i think i got the point: it's into 'Utility', 4th window, 'Tg Mute
> Mode' setted on 'Midi' or 'Audio'....

Ah! Yes, I start to remember.

> on my rs7k it was on 'Audio' and i had the problem; now i setted it
> to 'Midi' and it seems to be solved...only seems cause i'm not
> sure. if you want to make me a favour, try yourself to put on
> 'audio' or 'midi' and see if it's right that on 'midi' the notes
> are played as they are, it the right way with no delays.

It's the correct setting indeed. See page 258, right column, section 
13, TG MUTE MODE. When set to 'audio' only the TG is shut when muted 
(and midi output continues). However when set to 'midi', the midi 
output is closed when muted.

>
> anyway, it's not a patch problem: i had it over all my patches, i
> was changing one sound after another and everyone continued to play

Yep, I remember now.

- Robert
| 5928|5928|2002-06-17 16:39:29|synthe. labo|Re: bug or feature?|

>and: still noone knows what "RS 7000" stands for?

...ua...hey, where do you live???
obviously RS7000 stands for Rape Sodomy 7000.....probably at Yamaha they has 
seen too many horror b-movies....

hi hi

ps.: Rm1-x -> R
SU700 -> S
SU700 -> 7000

i think....
...Rabbit Solstice 7000.......a new cyber punk book

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5929|5929|2002-06-18 02:31:36|r_s_7_k|How Many samples can be Loaded in the RS7000|
when loading kits i always get the sample overflow message.
| 5930|5930|2002-06-18 03:00:09|r_s_7_k|Why Is it That When I Load Drumhits that the first Sound Loads to t|
the first octave, but the rest of the hits are one to a pad?
| 5931|5931|2002-06-18 03:52:17|La Bloukak - Break & Tekno Live Act|Re: Digest Number 483|
hi reinier !

sorry for your hopes, but it will be impossible to connect SU700 on your
Mac, because SU has is own format for the disk, which is not compatible with
PC or Mac :o(

good luck and work !

Loops

http://www.bloukak.net

Message: 5
Date: Mon, 17 Jun 2002 11:15:29 -0000
From: "baaunz" <bounce@subfuse.net>
Subject: SU700 with Macintosh?

Hi all,

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
http://www.bloukak.net/
mailto:bounce@subfuse.net


I am considering buying a (2nd hand) SU700 with SCSI card but first
I'd like to know if I can use it with a Macintosh (G4 with SCSI card).

Is there a way to connect the SU700 to the Mac with SCSI so I can use
the Mac's harddisk for storage of the SU700 samples and program's?

I also would seem like a great advantage to have the possability
extrernally edit the samples and transfer them easilly to the
SU700.

greets,

Reinier
| 5932|5915|2002-06-18 06:24:04|flesk_bruno|Re: DOES ANYONE USE THE RS7K WITH SOFT SEQ? NEED HELP|
Could you please be more specific? Are you setting the software midi 
outs correctly?

I got a midiman 4x4 yesterday and in 5 minutes I already had a track 
imported to software and playing it back in the RS7000.

So, I didn't find any problems connecting things up. There must be 
some configuration problem on your end.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 17 June 2002 16:11, algotrek wrote:
> > HI ALL,
> > CAN ANYONE TELL ME HOW TO GET THIS BOX TO RECEIVE 16 INCOMING MIDI
> > CH'S FROM MY SOFTWARE (CAKEWALK SONAR 2.0).I'VE BEEN MAKING
> > ELECTRONIC MUSIC FOR ALMOST TEN YEARS NOW AND I'VE NEVER HAD SO
> > MANY PROBLEMS WITH A PIECE OF GEAR! I USE TO OWN AN RM1X AND THAT
> > HAD THE SAME ISSUE.I USE THE RS7K LIVE AND IT'S THE BOMB LIKE THAT
> > BUT...IN THE STUDIO IT HAS ISSUES..I THOUGHT YAMAHA WOULD HAVE 
MADE
> > THIS POSSIBLE BY NOW!
> > THESE ARE THE ONLY BOX'S OV THIS KIND THAT HAVE THIS ISSUE.

| 5933|5928|2002-06-18 11:55:20|tomfinegan|Re: bug or feature?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> obviously RS7000 stands for Rape Sodomy 7000.....probably at 

Marco, whatever you take...take less of it...:))))
| 5934|5928|2002-06-18 12:02:09|synthe. labo|Re: bug or feature?|

>Marco, whatever you take...take less of it...:))))

hahaha :)))

well, it's too hot in torino, today 36°....it's like to be in Africa without 
the sea and desert

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 5935|5928|2002-06-19 11:44:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: bug or feature?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> >Marco, whatever you take...take less of it...:))))
> 
> hahaha :)))
> 
> well, it's too hot in torino, today 36°....it's like to be in 

Africa without 

> the sea and desert

lol...i know what you mean, we had 33°...and i am in Hamburg, far 
in the North...but today is wonderfull, just right...ideal for a 
live-gig outside...;)

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


> 
> ciao - marco
> 
> 
> 

_________________________________________________________________

> Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
> http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.

| 5936|5936|2002-06-19 12:14:29|tompaulsen2002|Yamaha Specials for Americans|
http://www.yamaha.com/specials.htm
| 5937|5937|2002-06-19 22:38:04|kristian thomas|wicked electro gear up for grabs|
hi im privately selling some of my gear
as im upgrading, and simplifying my studio

Yamaha Cs1x control synth.was $550 aud +postage
comes with orginal carboard box, mauals (blue book), and power pack, 1000s of sounds on cd, and editor software for PC.
This keyboard kicks ass, with atmospheric sounds and fat base lines, and is well supported for the electro scene.http://www.epinions.com/inst-Synthesizers-
CS1X_Synthesizer/display_~full_specsi'd recommend it to pretty much anyone who is into music because its so versatile. I used it for producing electronic dance music
and ambient music. You can use the editor software to upload 100's of different sounds availbale on the net, and customise your user bank to whatever you want.
i also used it to trigger video clips at the same time

please respond NOW if your interested
psp@internode.on.net
trades most welcome

<\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\>
Kristian Thomas :: artist+tech+coordinator ::
ph :: 08 8212 0049 ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 :: 
representing, promoting and demonstrating the global 
vitality of digital technologies in the hands of artists.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5938|5938|2002-06-20 14:39:29|closeshavestubble|lost patterns|
Hi to everyone...and hope all is well. 
I was renaming my patterns......and....uh.. i did successfilly.
However .. i cant get them back!!!
They are still listd on the save rename 
page(pg.3)but.......they are gone from the pattern page and i cant 
retrieve them...
How can retrieve them.. ??

Thank you.... im kinda nervous hopimg i can
retrieve 
my 87 pattens. Thank You and 
noise to some..... is melody to others...
| 5939|5938|2002-06-20 15:30:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lost patterns|
How did you rename them?
What name did you give them? And what extension (the stuff after the 
dot)? Maybe you gave the file a wrong extension (not .r2p or .r2a) so 
that the RS doesn't recognize the file anymore as one of its own.

- Robert

On Thursday 20 June 2002 22:39, closeshavestubble wrote:
> Hi to everyone...and hope all is well.
> I was renaming my patterns......and....uh.. i did successfilly.
> However .. i cant get them back!!!
> They are still listd on the save rename
> page(pg.3)but.......they are gone from the pattern page and i cant
> retrieve them...
> How can retrieve them.. ??
>
> Thank you.... im kinda nervous hopimg i can
> retrieve
> my 87 pattens. Thank You and
> noise to some..... is melody to others...
>
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
http://www.yamaha.com/specials.htm
http://www.epinions.com/inst-Synthesizers-CS1X_Synthesizer/display_~full_specsi'd
mailto:psp@internode.on.net
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| 5940|5940|2002-06-20 15:53:53|closeshavestubble|Lost patterns|
Hi All,

This a a BIG thank you to Robert. TY........I owe you bigtime!!
That was the problem , exactly... Sometimes.. the obvious 
is very hard to understand..
This site has helped me out tremendously and is 
sometimes quite funny (without intending to be)...
Once again TY Robert and .. Oh.. by thev way, You 
wanted to know what i named the patterns ?
Well, They are now named Robert....lol

Thanks Again, Closeshavestubble
| 5941|5941|2002-06-20 16:08:04|pmlost|RS7000 for sure?|
Hey,

My name is Peter (pm') i'm a new one here.

I want to buy yamaha Rs7000 to expand my equipment. Now I have only 
groovebox MC505. I make electronic dance, house music. I wonder if it 
is good compilation for me.

Give me some feedback about it, any advices and comments about RS700. 
Before spent a lot of money i want to be sure that it is the right 
choice. Here in Poland, I can't find it anywhere in the shops to 
touch it and become familiar with it.

maybe some of you posses MC505 either - then it will be great if 
he/she could compare briefly this 2 instruments from practical point 
of view.

Kind regards
Peter /pm'
| 5942|5941|2002-06-21 00:02:03|r_s_7_k|Re: RS7000 for sure?|
hi, peter. I don't have the mc505, but i know that after you buy the 
rs7000 you will the mc505 out of the nearest window! for sure!
| 5944|5941|2002-06-21 03:28:51|renntiger2|Re: RS7000 for sure?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:

> I want to buy yamaha Rs7000 to expand my equipment. Now I have only 
> groovebox MC505. I make electronic dance, house music. I wonder if it 
> is good compilation for me.

> maybe some of you posses MC505 either - then it will be great if 
> he/she could compare briefly this 2 instruments from practical point 
> of view.

Some technical details (from DJ-Magazine Germany)

_____________________MC505____________RS7000
Voices_______________64_______________62
Multitimbral parts___16_______________16
Presets______________512______________1054
_____________________16 drumkits______63 drumkits
______________________________________GM set
Sequencer____________8 track__________16 track+tempo+mute
_____________________95.000 notes_____200.000 notes
_____________________200 pattern______1024 pattern

http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
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______________________________________64 styles
______________________________________20 songs
Features_____________d-beam___________sampler!!
_____________________apreggiator______arpeggiator
_____________________megamix fuction__synthesizer
______________________________________great fx-unit
______________________________________master fx
FX___________________6 reverb_________11 reverb
_____________________2 delay__________22 delay/chorus
_____________________25 multi_________92 variation
______________________________________8 master
______________________________________eq/master eq
preset pattern_______714______________4000

(sorry for the underscores but yahoo did remove my formatting with
spaces/tabs)

Practial experiences: I don't have a mc505 but I own a mc303 and tried
out the 505 as it was new. The main difference to the 303 is the
better sound of the 505 but the concept is very similar.

In my opinion the RS7000 is much more intuitive and more flexible than
the mc series. The RS is a real production machine. You can produce a
whole song in professional quality without any outboard gear. The mc
has very poor editing capabilities and much less possibilites to get a
good mix (fx, eq). And the RS has a great sampler with slice features
to import new sounds and loops. The RS is a production
sequencer/sampler, the mc is a "music toy" focused on playing back
preset phrases. The mc can be much fun, too but if you want to produce
your own dance tracks you will get much more satisfying results with
the RS.

Peace,

Klaus
| 5945|5945|2002-06-21 05:18:00|studio54nycity|RS7000 and VST Intruments (looking for advice) and hello all|
Does anyone know if this VST (or some other type of software synth) 
exists?

After getting the Virtual Guitarist (Steinberg) and using it for what 
it is (commercial/promos/bumpers), and taking a look at our Yamaha 
RS7000, I got to thinking, is there some sort of VST plugin synth 
that like Virtual Guitarist, offers arpeggio and follows the 
synch/tempo of say Nuendo/Cubase SX while also offering drum beats?

In other words, you hit one key (external keyboard) and it starts 
playing a drum phrase locked to tempo (midi), and then hit another 
key and it starts a synth patch. Of course, we could settle with 
something that could do this one channel at a time (drums-channels 01-
4), then synth .the magic that I'm looking for is locking to tempo 
(midi/Nuendo) as opposed to importing drum loops and getting them to 
lock.

I do a lot of commercial work so I'm looking for fast, speed. The 
RS7000 works well, but was wondering if there exists something of a 
virtual synth that rocks.

Please advise as to some of the best, so we can read up on them.

Thanks (again)
| 5946|5941|2002-06-21 06:20:32|Slami DPA division|Re: RS7000 for sure?|
I owned nearly every modern groovebox (exept Polymorph & machinedrumm)
RS7000 is the best.
the best
Phil mix2r@, Moscow, Russia

> Hey,
>
> My name is Peter (pm') i'm a new one here.
>
> I want to buy yamaha Rs7000 to expand my equipment. Now I have only
> groovebox MC505. I make electronic dance, house music. I wonder if it
> is good compilation for me.
>
> Give me some feedback about it, any advices and comments about RS700.
> Before spent a lot of money i want to be sure that it is the right
> choice. Here in Poland, I can't find it anywhere in the shops to
> touch it and become familiar with it.
>
> maybe some of you posses MC505 either - then it will be great if



> he/she could compare briefly this 2 instruments from practical point
> of view.
>
> Kind regards
> Peter /pm'
>
>
>
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>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
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>
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| 5947|5941|2002-06-21 12:02:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 for sure?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:
> 
> > I want to buy yamaha Rs7000 to expand my equipment. Now I have 

only 

> > groovebox MC505. I make electronic dance, house music. I wonder 

if it 

> > is good compilation for me.
> 
> > maybe some of you posses MC505 either - then it will be great if 
> > he/she could compare briefly this 2 instruments from practical 

point 

> > of view.
> 
> Some technical details (from DJ-Magazine Germany)
> 
> _____________________MC505____________RS7000
> Voices_______________64_______________62
> Multitimbral parts___16_______________16
> Presets______________512______________1054
> _____________________16 drumkits______63 drumkits
> ______________________________________GM set
> Sequencer____________8 track__________16 track+tempo+mute
> _____________________95.000 notes_____200.000 notes
> _____________________200 pattern______1024 pattern
> ______________________________________64 styles
> ______________________________________20 songs
> Features_____________d-beam___________sampler!!
> _____________________apreggiator______arpeggiator
> _____________________megamix fuction__synthesizer
> ______________________________________great fx-unit
> ______________________________________master fx
> FX___________________6 reverb_________11 reverb
> _____________________2 delay__________22 delay/chorus
> _____________________25 multi_________92 variation
> ______________________________________8 master
> ______________________________________eq/master eq
> preset pattern_______714______________4000
> 
> (sorry for the underscores but yahoo did remove my formatting with
> spaces/tabs)

Robert, that will fit VERY nicely in the 1.0 version of the FAQ...;)
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> Practial experiences: 

[...] 

I absolutely agree with Klaus. I once had a MC303 as well, and toyed 
around with a friends 505...the RS is the more serious and 
professional music instrument. For sure the 505 has some nice sounds, 
that you still might want to use, but it could also happen that you 
find yourself sampling those sounds in the RS and sell the 505.

For more reviews check out also the following websites:

http://www.sonicstate.com 
http://www.harmony-central.com
http://www.dancetech.com
http://www.sound-on-sound.com

Tom (also aka Klaus Paulsen)
| 5948|5948|2002-06-21 14:08:56|closeshavestubble|sustain trouble|
Hi Folks,
Hope all is well and everyone is moving........
When using my sustain with piano sounds an especially 
my pad sounds,it cuts out after 8 to 10 measures.
This is a new behavior(i think).....
When in the record standby mode.. (in Replace or Redub) it 
works fine but sometimes , once in recoed mode... i lose it
also, after recording... it works sometimes.. and others.. not
It always cuts out after 8 to 10 measures
I hope its not a glich in the machine.. i hope its something 
im doing wrong... however.... this is a new behavior and my unit 
is only 1 month all
My Best To all,
Closeshave
| 5949|5949|2002-06-21 14:38:35|pmlost|thx|
Thanks all of you who spend his/her time to answer my question.
Meantime I decided to buy RS. Anyway I quite satisfied with my Mc505. Hope both gear will make great compilation. 
I tried also to put some of my tracks on webpage (prepared on mc303 which i sold some time ago, and some on the Mc505). I'm very lazy so i don;t know when it'll be
(mean my webpage readt to go)

right now there are only 2 track on the besonic music service, if you have time jump on for a moment.

thanx once again
BEST REGARDS
/pm'
| 5950|5949|2002-06-21 15:15:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: thx|

--- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:
there are only 2 track on the besonic music service, if you have time 
jump on for a moment.
>

Link?

| 5951|5951|2002-06-22 11:21:06|Qburn|different voices possible in the different sections of a pattern ?|
hi,
i m thinking about buying the RS... but i just want to use it live.
first i thougt about buying the su700, but i wonder if the RS
couldn t perhaps do the same thing...

now, the SU has 40 tracks tu mute/unmute
with that i should be able to play some 4 to 8 "tunes"/songs or so... 
... without loading a new song (what would mean to stop the sequencer...)

with the RS the basic problem i see is: 16 tracks with 16 voices 
tu mute/unmute is not so much...

for the next song (yamaha: Style), i would have to stop the sequencer
*** is it like that ? ***
*** isn t it possible to switch between different STYLES while live playing ?
*** is the only thing you could do live, that you switch betwenn the different SECTIONS (A-P) ??? ***
and - whatreally would be a kind of solution for me -
*** is it possible to have different samples/voices in the individual tracks of the sections *** 
(means: not only different phrases but a completly different voice/sample ?)
(if it would be like that, i could make 16 sections with different "live song"setups with each containing 16 tracks to mute/unmute

my englisch is not very good,
hope one could understand what i mean... ; )

perhaps you can help me...

http://www.sonicstate.com/
http://www.harmony-central.com/
http://www.dancetech.com/
http://www.sound-on-sound.com/


Q - from germany

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5952|5952|2002-06-23 04:06:30|lysene@thcnet.net|check this out (geeks only)|
I work for Dell doing tech support calls all day so I get a lot of people 
telling me error messages with filenames in them.. I use this site every 
once in a while to find what kinda files are for what (like if they get get 
an error with involving a .FUK file or something) ... I just had to add our 
little friends in there.. check out this list.. (its geeky, but i just had 
to do it)..

http://filext.com/r.htm

cool, eh? =) Seems they may have added an extension type that doesnt exist 
though, .r2p???

-Tim
| 5953|5951|2002-06-23 19:32:20|kristian thomas|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
ummm
you dont use the rs7k just to mute 16 tracks on/off...there are these thing called pattern sections. youll be doing well if you use up every channel and section in a style you
create from scratch.

perhaps you should go check out some web sites before you ask these questions here.

kt
From: Qburn 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2002 2:47 AM
Subject: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sections of a pattern ?

hi,
i m thinking about buying the RS... but i just want to use it live.
first i thougt about buying the su700, but i wonder if the RS
couldn t perhaps do the same thing...

now, the SU has 40 tracks tu mute/unmute
with that i should be able to play some 4 to 8 "tunes"/songs or so... 
... without loading a new song (what would mean to stop the sequencer...)

with the RS the basic problem i see is: 16 tracks with 16 voices 
tu mute/unmute is not so much...

for the next song (yamaha: Style), i would have to stop the sequencer
*** is it like that ? ***
*** isn t it possible to switch between different STYLES while live playing ?
*** is the only thing you could do live, that you switch betwenn the different SECTIONS (A-P) ??? ***
and - whatreally would be a kind of solution for me -
*** is it possible to have different samples/voices in the individual tracks of the sections *** 
(means: not only different phrases but a completly different voice/sample ?)
(if it would be like that, i could make 16 sections with different "live song"setups with each containing 16 tracks to mute/unmute

my englisch is not very good,
hope one could understand what i mean... ; )

perhaps you can help me...

Q - from germany

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 5954|5951|2002-06-24 00:55:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
On Saturday 22 June 2002 19:17, Qburn wrote:

> hi,
> i m thinking about buying the RS... but i just want to use it live.
> first i thougt about buying the su700, but i wonder if the RS
> couldn t perhaps do the same thing...
>
> now, the SU has 40 tracks tu mute/unmute
> with that i should be able to play some 4 to 8 "tunes"/songs or
> so... ... without loading a new song (what would mean to stop the
> sequencer...)
>
> with the RS the basic problem i see is: 16 tracks with 16 voices
> tu mute/unmute is not so much...

Compared to the 42 SU700 tracks, agreed. Didn't know the SU had so 
many tracks, btw.

>
> for the next song (yamaha: Style), i would have to stop the
> sequencer *** is it like that ? ***

To select the next *song* on the RS, you indeed have to stop. But 
note that not too many people use songs (in Song Mode).

> *** isn t it possible to switch between different STYLES while
> live playing ? 

Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When switching 
styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so a short delay 
is taking place during the switch. This delay can btw be suppresed by 
telling the RS you don't want voice/fx changes during a style switch.

Btw, switching between patterns that belong to the same style is 
seamless. Butting switching between pattern 1B to 2A e.g. results in 
that short delay.

*** is the only thing you could do live, that you

> switch betwenn the different SECTIONS (A-P) ??? *** and -
> whatreally would be a kind of solution for me -

As stated above, in Pattern mode you can switch between styles and 
patterns without stopping.

> *** is it possible to have different samples/voices in the
> individual tracks of the sections *** (means: not only different
> phrases but a completly different voice/sample ?) (if it would be
> like that, i could make 16 sections with different "live
> song"setups with each containing 16 tracks to mute/unmute

It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the 
preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user phrases 
as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice setting in 
the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same track (within 
the same style) to the same voice, as set in the mixer page.

- Robert
| 5955|5951|2002-06-24 00:56:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
On Monday 24 June 2002 03:33, kristian thomas wrote:

> ummm
> you dont use the rs7k just to mute 16 tracks on/off...there are
> these thing called pattern sections. youll be doing well if you use
> up every channel and section in a style you create from scratch.
>
> perhaps you should go check out some web sites before you ask these
> questions here.

I don't agree with this comment. I thought his questions are 
perfectly valid to be asked on this list.



- Robert
| 5956|5951|2002-06-24 00:57:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
Also have a look at our faq, located in the files section of our 
yahoo group (url at bottom of this message).

- Robert
| 5957|5948|2002-06-24 00:58:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sustain trouble|
Could it be that you have *recorded* a sustain-off midi event that is 
playing tricks with you? Check the phrase in Edit mode.

- Robert

On Friday 21 June 2002 22:08, closeshavestubble wrote:
> Hi Folks,
> Hope all is well and everyone is moving........
> When using my sustain with piano sounds an especially
> my pad sounds,it cuts out after 8 to 10 measures.
> This is a new behavior(i think).....
> When in the record standby mode.. (in Replace or Redub) it
> works fine but sometimes , once in recoed mode... i lose it
> also, after recording... it works sometimes.. and others..
> not It always cuts out after 8 to 10 measures
> I hope its not a glich in the machine.. i hope its
> something im doing wrong... however.... this is a new behavior and
> my unit is only 1 month all
> My Best To all,
> Closeshave
>
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
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>
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>
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>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5958|5958|2002-06-24 02:07:07|massplanck|Reseting values|
Hi guys.. just a quick one.

Is there a fast way of reverting all knobs/cc/volume etc back to 
their initial values for the whole song? Would I have to use up one 
of the scene memories before I start making tunes?

Thanks
Steve
| 5959|5958|2002-06-24 02:50:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Reseting values|
On Monday 24 June 2002 10:07, massplanck wrote:

> Hi guys.. just a quick one.
>
> Is there a fast way of reverting all knobs/cc/volume etc back to
> their initial values for the whole song? Would I have to use up one
> of the scene memories before I start making tunes?

That's the only thing I could think of. The moment I'm happy with a 
sound, or just before I start freaking away for a new experiment, I 
simply store a scene, to be recalled at any later time.

- Robert
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| 5960|5960|2002-06-24 06:43:19|Qburn|Re: thanks + comment|
hey robert, thanx for the information.
that helped.
nice.
: )
thanks
Q

and to kristian "mr knowitall" thomas:
your answer is a real load of shit.
perhaps YOU should read the mails befor you answer them here.
as you could have seen from my mail: i already knew that there are these
pattern sections, superbrain.
i checked out the websites available and i read the manual on these things.
but didn t find an answer.
untill you finally gave me one.
im so happy now.

perhaps you should try read and think befor you answer these questions here,
klugscheisser.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2002 8:56 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sections of
a pattern ?

> On Monday 24 June 2002 03:33, kristian thomas wrote:
> > ummm
> > you dont use the rs7k just to mute 16 tracks on/off...there are
> > these thing called pattern sections. youll be doing well if you use
> > up every channel and section in a style you create from scratch.
> >
> > perhaps you should go check out some web sites before you ask these
> > questions here.
>
> I don't agree with this comment. I thought his questions are
> perfectly valid to be asked on this list.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5961|5951|2002-06-24 06:43:20|Qburn|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
hi,
i already tried that out.
but on the site i m always recognized as a GUEST...
dunno.
Q
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----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2002 8:56 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sections of
a pattern ?

> Also have a look at our faq, located in the files section of our
> yahoo group (url at bottom of this message).
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5962|5928|2002-06-24 06:49:25|Arnauld Michelizza|3 (simple ?) missing features|
3 features would be welcome with sampler :

1/
In atk+loop played samples, we can define
"loop start" but not "loop end". That's a problem for sounds with an adsr
envelop. I'd like to define my loop in the sustain part.

2/
When playing a sample with "audition", I'd like to see a progress bar
moving from left to right. It would be usefull to locate an audio event in
the sample.

3/
When zooming, I can see only the left (begin) part of my sample. I can see
the right (end) one only with the biggest zoom.

Hope in v2.0.

Arnauld Michelizza
| 5963|5928|2002-06-24 06:54:06|LOIODICE Cédric|Re: 3 (simple ?) missing features|
and the lenght of the sample
like in cubase "audio to tempo" or fruity loop or phrase sampler !!!

-----Message d'origine-----
De : Arnauld Michelizza [mailto:am@zehc.net]
Envoyé : lundi 24 juin 2002 14:50
À : RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Objet : [RS7000] 3 (simple ?) missing features

3 features would be welcome with sampler :

1/
In atk+loop played samples, we can define
"loop start" but not "loop end". That's a problem for sounds with an adsr
envelop. I'd like to define my loop in the sustain part.

2/
When playing a sample with "audition", I'd like to see a progress bar
moving from left to right. It would be usefull to locate an audio event in
the sample.

3/
When zooming, I can see only the left (begin) part of my sample. I can see
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the right (end) one only with the biggest zoom.

Hope in v2.0.

Arnauld Michelizza
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at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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| 5964|5948|2002-06-24 07:12:25|closeshavestubble|Re: sustain trouble|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Could it be that you have *recorded* a sustain-off midi event 

that is 

> playing tricks with you? Check the phrase in Edit mode.
> 
> - Robert
> Hi again folks.

i noticed that my sustain problem is eliminated if i change my 
piano voice to another.For Instance.... i have 2 bass lines, a 
piano..........3 pad voices......now, the pad voices will cut out 
during playback!
but.... If i change the piano voice to a saw wave for example,
the pad voices now hold the sustain. If i now, once
agin 
return the saw wave back to a piano, then the sustain.. once 
again will cut out!!
i tried this with another unit and the same thing happened!!
Robert... i went to the edit page and i assume you mean 
page 2. im still confused. Is it a bug or am i so daft.. i am once 
again missing something!!
I cant figure it out.Once again all sustain on my pad
voices 
cut out if i use any type of piano sound... Im Puzzled.

> 
> On Friday 21 June 2002 22:08, closeshavestubble wrote:
> > Hi Folks,
> > Hope all is well and everyone is moving........
> > When using my sustain with piano sounds an 

especially

> > my pad sounds,it cuts out after 8 to 10 measures.
> > This is a new behavior(i think).....
> > When in the record standby mode.. (in Replace or Redub) 

it

> > works fine but sometimes , once in recoed mode... i lose it
> > also, after recording... it works sometimes.. and others..
> > not It always cuts out after 8 to 10 measures
> > I hope its not a glich in the machine.. i hope its
> > something im doing wrong... however.... this is a new 

behavior and

> > my unit is only 1 month all
> > My Best To all,
> > Closeshave
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> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> > Risk Free!
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ----------------------------------------------

---------------------

> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 

GROUP================

> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5965|5948|2002-06-24 07:12:55|closeshavestubble|Re: sustain trouble|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Could it be that you have *recorded* a sustain-off midi event 

that is 

> playing tricks with you? Check the phrase in Edit mode.
> 
> - Robert
> Hi again folks.

i noticed that my sustain problem is eliminated if i change my 
piano voice to another.For Instance.... i have 2 bass lines, a 
piano..........3 pad voices......now, the pad voices will cut out 
during playback!
but.... If i change the piano voice to a saw wave for example,
the pad voices now hold the sustain. If i now, once
agin 
return the saw wave back to a piano, then the sustain.. once 
again will cut out!!
i tried this with another unit and the same thing happened!!
Robert... i went to the edit page and i assume you mean 
page 2. im still confused. Is it a bug or am i so daft.. i am once 
again missing something!!
I cant figure it out.Once again all sustain on my pad
voices 
cut out if i use any type of piano sound... Im Puzzled.

> 
> On Friday 21 June 2002 22:08, closeshavestubble wrote:
> > Hi Folks,
> > Hope all is well and everyone is moving........
> > When using my sustain with piano sounds an 

especially

> > my pad sounds,it cuts out after 8 to 10 measures.
> > This is a new behavior(i think).....
> > When in the record standby mode.. (in Replace or Redub) 

it
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> > works fine but sometimes , once in recoed mode... i lose it
> > also, after recording... it works sometimes.. and others..
> > not It always cuts out after 8 to 10 measures
> > I hope its not a glich in the machine.. i hope its
> > something im doing wrong... however.... this is a new 

behavior and

> > my unit is only 1 month all
> > My Best To all,
> > Closeshave
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> > Risk Free!
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ----------------------------------------------

---------------------

> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 

GROUP================

> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5966|5951|2002-06-24 07:15:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
On Monday 24 June 2002 14:38, Qburn wrote:

> hi,
> i already tried that out.
> but on the site i m always recognized as a GUEST...
> dunno.
> Q

Here's the direct URL. 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Manuals & FAQ/rs7k-faq.html

Please tell me if it worked for you.
- Robert
| 5967|5948|2002-06-24 07:22:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sustain trouble|
On Monday 24 June 2002 15:12, closeshavestubble wrote:

> i noticed that my sustain problem is eliminated if i change
> my piano voice to another.For Instance.... i have 2 bass lines, a
> piano..........3 pad voices......now, the pad voices will cut out
> during playback!

That clearly suggests you're running out of voices. Note that some 
synth voices are using more than 1 engine voice. Mute some tracks 
now. Does this 'fix' the problem?

- Robert
| 5968|5948|2002-06-24 07:48:53|closeshavestubble|Re: sustain trouble|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 24 June 2002 15:12, closeshavestubble wrote:
> 
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> > i noticed that my sustain problem is eliminated if i change
> > my piano voice to another.For Instance.... i have 2 bass lines, 

a

> > piano..........3 pad voices......now, the pad voices will cut out
> > during playback!
> 
> That clearly suggests you're running out of voices. Note that 

some 

> synth voices are using more than 1 engine voice. Mute some 

tracks 

> now. Does this 'fix' the problem?
> 
> - Robert

Hi All.. and Thank You , once again Robert
I muted the voices and yes!!... the sustain and the release 
came back!!
Anotherwords,if using 2 or three pad voices.. a piano voice 
is out of the question?????
if i hear the sustain and release cutting out......i know there are 
too many voices???
Is there a way to combat this??
Thank You Robert For getting and answering my 
queries, man.... the pad textures and grand piano sound really 
tasty together. i wish i could somehow use them together

Thanks Again, Robert
Closeshavestubble

How will i know if i use too many voices.....
| 5969|5948|2002-06-24 08:05:09|mmittner|Re: sustain trouble|

> if i hear the sustain and release cutting out......i know there are 
> too many voices???

yes.

> Is there a way to combat this??

try resampling some tracks, a single sample only needs one voice.

-mike
| 5970|5948|2002-06-24 08:23:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sustain trouble|
On Monday 24 June 2002 15:48, closeshavestubble wrote:

> Hi All.. and Thank You , once again Robert
> I muted the voices and yes!!... the sustain and the release
> came back!!
> Anotherwords,if using 2 or three pad voices.. a piano voice
> is out of the question?????

It all depends on *how* you play them. A hammering a 5-note piano 
chord with sustain pedal down will eat much more TG voices than one 
simple dry ploink on a single key.

Check you parts and try to calc how many notes are playing the moment 
the dropout appears. Also include any release tails and midi delays 
into that count. 

Now find out how many TG voices each of your synth voices is using 
and calc the actual number of TG voices. It probably exceeds the 
maximum TG poliphony. But by how many voices? If its only a few, may 
a different playing style may be the best quick fix. If you're 
running way out of voices, you could resort to resampling, indeed, or 
use external synth engines.

- Robert



| 5971|5971|2002-06-24 08:35:05|closeshavestubble|sustain and release Thank You|
Thank You Very Much, Robert And Mike For the answers. It 
actually makes sense to me now!!
Its a Fantastic machine and it has endless 
possibilities...... (sometimes that brings about endless 
problems)...anyway.... Thank you, guys for the explanation for i 
really appreciate you taking the time out to help another.
as always this site has helped immensely and i hope , 
soon, i can help out someone in return.. THANKS!!!!
Closeshave
Ans remember... Noise to some, is music to others...
| 5972|5972|2002-06-24 09:41:05|Qburn|Re: AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...|
hi rob + everyone,

thanks for your help sofar!
to clear a little bit up, what i am getting at, i have to say this here:

WHAT I WANT IS:

16 sample-Loops running parallel in one *section* (and mute/unmute them)

then (more or less) *seamlessly* switchin to another section with again ...

16 *different" loops running (and mute/unmute them)

and so on...

IS THIS POSSIBLE WITH SAMPLE-VOICES? [64MB would be enuff for me...]
(... i mainly want to use my own sample loops and arrange them live on the
RS, just as it is possible on the SU700.)

Sorry, but i have to know that, befor i buy this machine...

so, i have a few further questions...

____________

> Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When switching
> styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so a short delay
> is taking place during the switch. This delay can btw be suppresed by
> telling the RS you don't want voice/fx changes during a style switch.

____________

hmmm, i wonder if it would be a great idea for me, to have a
a "short delay" between my tunes, when playing live... ; )
is it short enuff that one could live with that...?
is there a real DELAY/GAP or more a muting of the effects while switching?
Would it jump out of sync with another machine when switching?
perhaps somebody knows
think i would have to try/hear that for myself... hm.

_____________

> It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the
> preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user phrases
> as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice setting in
> the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same track (within
> the same style) to the same voice, as set in the mixer page.

_____________

hmm, i don t really understand... what does that mean, *not to override*
the phrase-voice setting in the mixer?
What would i have to do, practically?

and:
does this then also result in that short delay when switching to another
section ? ! ?
(because of switching to a different *section* wich contains a different
voice on a certain track... that would be logical...)

_____________
Btw, switching between patterns that belong to the same style is
seamless (nahtlos).
_____________

Is this also so, when you use that technique (above) to give each phrase its



own sample-voice?

Q
| 5973|5951|2002-06-24 09:42:16|Qburn|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
hi rob,
no, didn t work...login required...
hmm.
Q

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2002 3:15 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sections of
a pattern ?

> On Monday 24 June 2002 14:38, Qburn wrote:
> > hi,
> > i already tried that out.
> > but on the site i m always recognized as a GUEST...
> > dunno.
> > Q
>
> Here's the direct URL.
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Manuals & FAQ/rs7k-faq.html
>
> Please tell me if it worked for you.
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences"
at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5974|5972|2002-06-24 12:10:52|renntiger2|Re: AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:

> WHAT I WANT IS:
> 
> 16 sample-Loops running parallel in one *section* (and mute/unmute
> them) then (more or less) *seamlessly* switchin to another section
> with again ... 16 *different" loops running (and mute/unmute them)
> and so on...
> 
> IS THIS POSSIBLE WITH SAMPLE-VOICES? [64MB would be enuff for me...]
> (... i mainly want to use my own sample loops and arrange them live 
> on the RS, just as it is possible on the SU700.)

Yes, this is possible. In each section of one style you create 16
phrases triggering 16 different samples. Then you assign the 16
phrases to the 16 tracks, that's it. The first limit you will hit is
that you can't have more then 256 samples loaded into the machine (and
of course you can have max. 64mb ram).

> so, i have a few further questions...
> 
> hmmm, i wonder if it would be a great idea for me, to have a
> a "short delay" between my tunes, when playing live... ; )
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> is it short enuff that one could live with that...?
> is there a real DELAY/GAP or more a muting of the effects while
> switching?

The first note of the new style is somewhat delayed. I use a special
pattern which starts with a pad sound or a snare roll as the first
pattern in a new style so I never had trouble with this short delay.
It depends on what you program into the first section of the new style
if the delay is audible or not.

> Would it jump out of sync with another machine when switching?

No, the internal sequencer and the midi clock stay in sync, only the
audio output is delayed for a short moment.

> hmm, i don t really understand... what does that mean, *not to 
> override* the phrase-voice setting in the mixer?
> What would i have to do, practically?

You can set a fixed voice for each track or you can set it to "phrase"
in the mixer section. When set to phrase, the voice for that track
switches when changing a section.

> and:
> does this then also result in that short delay when switching to 
> another section ? ! ?

No.

> _____________
> Btw, switching between patterns that belong to the same style is
> seamless (nahtlos).
> _____________
> 
> Is this also so, when you use that technique (above) to give each 
> phrase its
> own sample-voice?

Yes, see above.

Peace,

Klaus
| 5975|5951|2002-06-24 12:17:18|renntiger2|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:

> no, didn t work...login required...
> hmm.

Are you a member of this group? Do you have the [edit my membership]
button in the upper right corner? If not, click on [join this group].
Don't know if it's possible to post without being a member...

Klaus
| 5976|5972|2002-06-24 13:00:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...|
On Monday 24 June 2002 20:10, renntiger2 wrote:

> Yes, this is possible. In each section of one style you create 16
> phrases triggering 16 different samples. Then you assign the 16
> phrases to the 16 tracks, that's it. The first limit you will hit
> is that you can't have more then 256 samples loaded into the
> machine (and of course you can have max. 64mb ram).

Nope, you can have a max of 256 * 128 mono samples, or 256 * 64 
stereo samples loaded using sample *kit* voices.

- Robert
| 5977|5951|2002-06-24 15:16:40|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sections o|
Hi Robert!



I read your answer to this question and have some new questions...

When you say:

> Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When switching
> styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so a short delay
> is taking place during the switch. This delay can btw be suppresed by
> telling the RS you don't want voice/fx changes during a style switch.

How do you do that? I mean, how you can tell the RS that you don´t want
foice/fx
changes during a style switch?

and

> It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the
> preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user phrases
> as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice setting in
> the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same track (within
> the same style) to the same voice, as set in the mixer page.

Well, I managed to have different voices set to the same phrase on different
sections, but it´s possible to have different, for example, filter settings?
I mean, I recorded a mute bass on phrase 9, section A and an rezo bass on
phrase
9, section b, but if I change the filter cut off on section b, it changes
also the
filter cut off on section a. It´s a way to avoid that and have different
settings?

Just one more question...

When changing styles, A to B, is there a way to tell the RS no to go to the
beggining of the phrase?. I mean, if I am playng live and the meas counter
shows
002:003 and I change the style, the RS goes back to 001:001. Is there a way
to avoid
that??

Thanks again

Emiliano
| 5978|5972|2002-06-24 15:29:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...|
One more thing, having different synth voices per phrase doesn't mean 
you automatically get different fx and filter settings as well. 
Afaik, you only switch samples (in your case), but they are probably 
(have to test this to be sure) still routed to the same ADSR, filter, 
fx sends, etc. Only the use of scenes can help you here, I guess.

- Robert
| 5979|5960|2002-06-24 15:31:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: thanks + comment|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:

> perhaps you should try read and think befor you answer these 

questions here,

> klugscheisser.

Hey hey...tone it down, ok? Namecalling is not tolerated here. If 
you want to flame each other, use private mail, ok?

Both of you should read this:

http://www.albion.com/netiquette

Tom (List Moderator)
| 5980|5951|2002-06-24 15:38:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 24 June 2002 14:38, Qburn wrote:
> > hi,
> > i already tried that out.
> > but on the site i m always recognized as a GUEST...
> > dunno.
> > Q

http://www.albion.com/netiquette


> 
> Here's the direct URL. 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Manuals & 

FAQ/rs7k-faq.html

> 
> Please tell me if it worked for you.
> - Robert

This would only work, if Q has logged in the group. As long as he's 
a guest he wouldn't be able to access the file-section...but on the 
other hand, if he's a member and can post here, he should be able to 
access the filesection.

Hmmmm
| 5981|5948|2002-06-24 15:43:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: sustain trouble|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> It all depends on *how* you play them. A hammering a 5-note piano 
> chord with sustain pedal down will eat much more TG voices than 

one 

> simple dry ploink on a single key.

I wonder why they didn't made it 128 voice polyphony...the Motif is 
also only 62 voices, right?
I guess they didn't had the DSP Power for it anymore...shame...
| 5982|5951|2002-06-24 16:00:54|flatron7000|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
perhaps you should go check out some web sites before you ask these 
questions here. = INCORRECT

I don't agree with this comment. I thought his questions are 
perfectly valid to be asked on this list. = PRECISE

GREETZ

Flatron ;)
| 5983|5983|2002-06-24 16:20:41|Qburn|Re: second grade membership? ; )|
hi tom, 
it s exactly like that!
i m a member, i subscribed to the group by mail...
i can post, but on yahoo, i m recognized as a guest.
?!?
dunno.
Q

> 
> This would only work, if Q has logged in the group. As long as he's 
> a guest he wouldn't be able to access the file-section...but on the 
> other hand, if he's a member and can post here, he should be able to 
> access the filesection.
> 
> Hmmmm
> 
>

| 5984|5983|2002-06-24 16:32:59|djdavejumpers|Re: second grade membership? ; )|
HA! that's because to access files and stuff, you must log on with a
Yahoo ID. 
Like, you should have joined with a Yahoo ID.
Otherwise you're just entitled to read email.

go get one at login.yahoo.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:
> hi tom, 
> it s exactly like that!
> i m a member, i subscribed to the group by mail...
> i can post, but on yahoo, i m recognized as a guest.
> ?!?
> dunno.
> Q
>

| 5985|5972|2002-06-24 17:03:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...|
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On Monday 24 June 2002 17:30, Qburn wrote:

> WHAT I WANT IS:
>
> 16 sample-Loops running parallel in one *section* (and mute/unmute
> them)

Okay, no problem here.

>
> then (more or less) *seamlessly* switchin to another section with
> again ...
>
> 16 *different" loops running (and mute/unmute them)
>
> and so on...

Yes, I think this works, even seamless with hopping between sections 
of the same style.

To prove this to myself I just did the following:

1) Booted the RS to an empty style and selected section (pattern) A.
2) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key C3 for track 1.
3) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key D3 for track 2.
4) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key E3 for track 3.
5) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key F3 for track 4.

So I had 4 tracks playing samples from the save kit voice. I save 
that the RS already programmed the user phrases (I used Kit+Voice 
sampling) with the program number I selected in the mixer before I 
started the sample process.

6) Selected section B.
7) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key C3 for track 1.
8) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key D3 for track 2.
9) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key E3 for track 3.
10) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key F3 for track 4.

11) The mixer was overruling the phase voice settings, so for each 
track I switched the mixer voice setting to 'Phrase'.

12) Selected section A and started playing. Okay I hear my first set 
of samples.
13) Selection section B (drum roll...) YES! Another set of samples on 
section B. 
14) Back to section A, and yes, the first set of samples are played 
again.

So yes, you can program the phrase headers with your own samples.
I'm currently too lazy to try with 16 different tracks, and anyway, 
please don't buy the RS only because I said it worked. Try this out 
in the shop yourself please. One of the factors that can spoil this 
setup is the amount of sample memory. There may be not enough to get 
all your loops loaded.

- Robert

>
>
> IS THIS POSSIBLE WITH SAMPLE-VOICES? [64MB would be enuff for
> me...] (... i mainly want to use my own sample loops and arrange
> them live on the RS, just as it is possible on the SU700.)
>
>
> Sorry, but i have to know that, befor i buy this machine...
>
> so, i have a few further questions...
>
> ____________
>
> > Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When
> > switching styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so
> > a short delay is taking place during the switch. This delay can



> > btw be suppresed by telling the RS you don't want voice/fx
> > changes during a style switch.
>
> ____________
>
> hmmm, i wonder if it would be a great idea for me, to have a
> a "short delay" between my tunes, when playing live... ; )
> is it short enuff that one could live with that...?
> is there a real DELAY/GAP or more a muting of the effects while
> switching? Would it jump out of sync with another machine when
> switching? perhaps somebody knows
> think i would have to try/hear that for myself... hm.
>
>
>
> _____________
>
> > It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the
> > preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user
> > phrases as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice
> > setting in the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same
> > track (within the same style) to the same voice, as set in the
> > mixer page.
>
> _____________
>
> hmm, i don t really understand... what does that mean, *not to
> override* the phrase-voice setting in the mixer?
> What would i have to do, practically?
>
> and:
> does this then also result in that short delay when switching to
> another section ? ! ?
> (because of switching to a different *section* wich contains a
> different voice on a certain track... that would be logical...)
>
> _____________
> Btw, switching between patterns that belong to the same style is
> seamless (nahtlos).
> _____________
>
> Is this also so, when you use that technique (above) to give each
> phrase its own sample-voice?
>
>
>
>
> Q
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 5986|5951|2002-06-24 20:36:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: different voices possible in the different sections of a patter|
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On Monday 24 June 2002 17:38, Qburn wrote:

> hi rob,
> no, didn t work...login required...
> hmm.
> Q

Okay, I'll get it fixed and let you know.

- Robert
| 5987|5951|2002-06-25 00:42:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sectio|
On Monday 24 June 2002 23:15, Emiliano wrote:

> Hi Robert!
>
> I read your answer to this question and have some new questions...
>
> When you say:
> > Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When
> > switching styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so
> > a short delay is taking place during the switch. This delay can
> > btw be suppresed by telling the RS you don't want voice/fx
> > changes during a style switch.
>
> How do you do that? I mean, how you can tell the RS that you don´t
> want foice/fx
> changes during a style switch?

Have a look at the VOICE SETUP TO TG Utility mode parameter, page 261 
in the english manual.

>
> and
>
> > It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the
> > preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user
> > phrases as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice
> > setting in the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same
> > track (within the same style) to the same voice, as set in the
> > mixer page.
>
> Well, I managed to have different voices set to the same phrase on
> different sections, but it´s possible to have different, for
> example, filter settings? I mean, I recorded a mute bass on phrase
> 9, section A and an rezo bass on phrase
> 9, section b, but if I change the filter cut off on section b, it
> changes also the
> filter cut off on section a. It´s a way to avoid that and have
> different settings?

Afaik, no. You could program a couple of scenes and change those 
along with the section changes. Haven't experimented with this 
though, so I could easily be wrong here.

>
> Just one more question...
>
> When changing styles, A to B, is there a way to tell the RS no to
> go to the beggining of the phrase?. I mean, if I am playng live and
> the meas counter shows
> 002:003 and I change the style, the RS goes back to 001:001. Is
> there a way to avoid
> that??

You mean you want the song to continue at the same position, but only 
using a different style? I haven't found a way to do that. Again, 
using scenes may the closest emulation of this.

- Robert
| 5988|5951|2002-06-25 01:02:06|arveyman|Re: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sectio|
I also think you have to use scenes to change the settings (filters 
etc..) when you switch sections using the same voice. But you can 
also implement (CC?) messages in the phrase to change filters 
(knobs). Carefull with these though!
Correct me if i'm wrong Robert.



Arv 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 24 June 2002 23:15, Emiliano wrote:
> > Hi Robert!
> >
> > I read your answer to this question and have some new questions...
> >
> > When you say:
> > > Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When
> > > switching styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, 
so
> > > a short delay is taking place during the switch. This delay can
> > > btw be suppresed by telling the RS you don't want voice/fx
> > > changes during a style switch.
> >
> > How do you do that? I mean, how you can tell the RS that you don´t
> > want foice/fx
> > changes during a style switch?
> 
> Have a look at the VOICE SETUP TO TG Utility mode parameter, page 
261 
> in the english manual.
> 
> 
> >
> > and
> >
> > > It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how 
the
> > > preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user
> > > phrases as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice
> > > setting in the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same
> > > track (within the same style) to the same voice, as set in the
> > > mixer page.
> >
> > Well, I managed to have different voices set to the same phrase on
> > different sections, but it´s possible to have different, for
> > example, filter settings? I mean, I recorded a mute bass on phrase
> > 9, section A and an rezo bass on phrase
> > 9, section b, but if I change the filter cut off on section b, it
> > changes also the
> > filter cut off on section a. It´s a way to avoid that and have
> > different settings?
> 
> Afaik, no. You could program a couple of scenes and change those 
> along with the section changes. Haven't experimented with this 
> though, so I could easily be wrong here.
> 
> >
> > Just one more question...
> >
> > When changing styles, A to B, is there a way to tell the RS no to
> > go to the beggining of the phrase?. I mean, if I am playng live 
and
> > the meas counter shows
> > 002:003 and I change the style, the RS goes back to 001:001. Is
> > there a way to avoid
> > that??
> 
> You mean you want the song to continue at the same position, but 
only 
> using a different style? I haven't found a way to do that. Again, 
> using scenes may the closest emulation of this.
> 
> - Robert

| 5989|5951|2002-06-25 01:31:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different sectio|
On Tuesday 25 June 2002 09:02, arveyman wrote:

> I also think you have to use scenes to change the settings (filters
> etc..) when you switch sections using the same voice. But you can
> also implement (CC?) messages in the phrase to change filters
> (knobs). Carefull with these though!
> Correct me if i'm wrong Robert.

Imo you're not wrong, so I won't correct you. ;)
Good addition, so obvious I forgot to mention it.



- Robert
| 5990|5972|2002-06-25 04:54:35|Qburn|Re: AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...|
hi Klaus + Robert + everyone!

many, many thanks for your answers! : )
that has been E X T R E M E L Y helpful!
... exactly that what i wanted to know!

hope, other readers had profit from this, too.

I think this probably might be a kind of main information for everyone
aiming to build a *seamless* live setup with the RS...

and by the way, i will check this machine out with my own hands... and then:
probably buy it.

have a nice one,

Q

: )

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2002 7:20 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] AGAIN: different voices in the different sections...

> On Monday 24 June 2002 17:30, Qburn wrote:
>
> > WHAT I WANT IS:
> >
> > 16 sample-Loops running parallel in one *section* (and mute/unmute
> > them)
>
> Okay, no problem here.
>
> >
> > then (more or less) *seamlessly* switchin to another section with
> > again ...
> >
> > 16 *different" loops running (and mute/unmute them)
> >
> > and so on...
>
> Yes, I think this works, even seamless with hopping between sections
> of the same style.
>
> To prove this to myself I just did the following:
>
> 1) Booted the RS to an empty style and selected section (pattern) A.
> 2) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key C3 for track 1.
> 3) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key D3 for track 2.
> 4) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key E3 for track 3.
> 5) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key F3 for track 4.
>
> So I had 4 tracks playing samples from the save kit voice. I save
> that the RS already programmed the user phrases (I used Kit+Voice
> sampling) with the program number I selected in the mixer before I
> started the sample process.
>
> 6) Selected section B.
> 7) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key C3 for track 1.
> 8) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key D3 for track 2.
> 9) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key E3 for track 3.
> 10) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key F3 for track 4.
>
> 11) The mixer was overruling the phase voice settings, so for each
> track I switched the mixer voice setting to 'Phrase'.
>
> 12) Selected section A and started playing. Okay I hear my first set
> of samples.
> 13) Selection section B (drum roll...) YES! Another set of samples on
> section B.
> 14) Back to section A, and yes, the first set of samples are played
> again.
>

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> So yes, you can program the phrase headers with your own samples.
> I'm currently too lazy to try with 16 different tracks, and anyway,
> please don't buy the RS only because I said it worked. Try this out
> in the shop yourself please. One of the factors that can spoil this
> setup is the amount of sample memory. There may be not enough to get
> all your loops loaded.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
>
> >
> >
> > IS THIS POSSIBLE WITH SAMPLE-VOICES? [64MB would be enuff for
> > me...] (... i mainly want to use my own sample loops and arrange
> > them live on the RS, just as it is possible on the SU700.)
> >
> >
> > Sorry, but i have to know that, befor i buy this machine...
> >
> > so, i have a few further questions...
> >
> > ____________
> >
> > > Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When
> > > switching styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so
> > > a short delay is taking place during the switch. This delay can
> > > btw be suppresed by telling the RS you don't want voice/fx
> > > changes during a style switch.
> >
> > ____________
> >
> > hmmm, i wonder if it would be a great idea for me, to have a
> > a "short delay" between my tunes, when playing live... ; )
> > is it short enuff that one could live with that...?
> > is there a real DELAY/GAP or more a muting of the effects while
> > switching? Would it jump out of sync with another machine when
> > switching? perhaps somebody knows
> > think i would have to try/hear that for myself... hm.
> >
> >
> >
> > _____________
> >
> > > It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the
> > > preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user
> > > phrases as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice
> > > setting in the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same
> > > track (within the same style) to the same voice, as set in the
> > > mixer page.
> >
> > _____________
> >
> > hmm, i don t really understand... what does that mean, *not to
> > override* the phrase-voice setting in the mixer?
> > What would i have to do, practically?
> >
> > and:
> > does this then also result in that short delay when switching to
> > another section ? ! ?
> > (because of switching to a different *section* wich contains a
> > different voice on a certain track... that would be logical...)
> >
> > _____________
> > Btw, switching between patterns that belong to the same style is
> > seamless (nahtlos).
> > _____________
> >
> > Is this also so, when you use that technique (above) to give each
> > phrase its own sample-voice?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Q
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >



> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> > Risk Free!
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > -------------------------------------------------------------------
> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5991|5983|2002-06-25 13:04:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: second grade membership? ; )|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:

> hi tom, 
> it s exactly like that!
> i m a member, i subscribed to the group by mail...
> i can post, but on yahoo, i m recognized as a guest.
> ?!?
> dunno.
> Q

Anyone else has the same experiences? Robert what about you?
Can it really be that Yahoo wants the people to get a Yahoo account 
to not get recognized as guests???

Weird...

Anyhow, the moderator team (me ;) is planning at the moment to put 
the FAQ on a site again for download. If i find the time i will do 
this within the next few days and send a special note about it here. 
Ok?

--Tom
| 5992|5983|2002-06-25 13:07:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: second grade membership? ; )|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djdavejumpers" wrote:

> HA! that's because to access files and stuff, you must log on 

with a

> Yahoo ID. 
> Like, you should have joined with a Yahoo ID.
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> Otherwise you're just entitled to read email.

Man, if this is really true, i have to say it SUCKS ASS! ;)))
| 5993|5993|2002-06-25 13:38:19|sensualemporer|Mobile power for the RS7000????|
Has anyone got a mobile power solution for the RS7000? I would like 
to get it to work in my van running off the 12vdc battery. I have 
found some highly-recommended inverters made by tripplite (PV-300 or 
PV-500), but are they good enough for the RS7000? Has anyone ran the 
RS7000 off of a battery of any kind?

thx,
frenchy
| 5994|5951|2002-06-25 14:01:46|Emiliano|RES: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different secti|
Sorry Robert, I made a little confusion, there is so many names...:-)

What I want to do is to change SECTIONs without the RS reestarting
the sequence agains. Like the example below, I want to change from
section A to B, while playng and with the RS mantaining the exact position
it
was on section A, without going to the beggining of the phrase. It´s
possible to
do that??

Thanks again!!

> > When changing styles, A to B, is there a way to tell the RS no to
> > go to the beggining of the phrase?. I mean, if I am playng live and
> > the meas counter shows
> > 002:003 and I change the style, the RS goes back to 001:001. Is
> > there a way to avoid
> > that??
>
> You mean you want the song to continue at the same position, but only
> using a different style? I haven't found a way to do that. Again,
> using scenes may the closest emulation of this.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5995|5951|2002-06-25 14:01:46|Emiliano|RES: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different secti|
Thanks for both answers.

I experimented with this yesterday and I consider that for me the best
option is to
insert CC messages at the beggining of the phrase, (that´s because I already
used all
5 scenes!)

I´ve been tryng to find the best way to do a live "non-stop" presentation,
and for me
the solution that worked best is that:

1- Work on pattern mode
2- Organize the musics in the order I want to play them.
3- Resample the phrases of the music I want to mix with the previous one
(the intro part)
3- copy this sample to the previous music (or record it on the commom
samples).

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
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4- Start playng music 1, and at the end of it open the channel where I set
the sample from the second
music and slowly start to increase the volume.
5- When both musics are playing (music 1 and sample from music 2) and is
time to cut music 1, I simply
change to music 2.

That way I can do a Live mix insted of just jumping from one music to
another. Using the resample also has the
advantage that all the effects and setting are recorded on the sample, so I
don´t need to match them on the
precious music.

That´s it.

[]

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Enviada em: terça-feira, 25 de junho de 2002 04:31
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: Re: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different
> sections of a pattern ?
>
>
> On Tuesday 25 June 2002 09:02, arveyman wrote:
> > I also think you have to use scenes to change the settings (filters
> > etc..) when you switch sections using the same voice. But you can
> > also implement (CC?) messages in the phrase to change filters
> > (knobs). Carefull with these though!
> > Correct me if i'm wrong Robert.
>
> Imo you're not wrong, so I won't correct you. ;)
> Good addition, so obvious I forgot to mention it.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 5996|5996|2002-06-25 18:56:20|powerpcx86|New Member hi_ and questions|
Ok, so I checked it out the other day and it seems reallllllllllly 
phatt! Only problem is too pricey for me (right now anyway), but I 
was thinking, does anyone know what a good software version, 
something cheaper of course, of something that is similar in that it 
can chase midi synch while playing phrases???

Not looking for Acid (already have that), looking for something more 
synth, hands on that I can control with an external keyboard 
(controller), in other words, what software comes to mind if you 
needed to have something close to the RS7000??? It's probably a 
stupid question, and I'm sure I'll get anwsers like "nothing comes 
close", but seriously, just looking for something until I can afford 
it.

For WIN 98 /XP (handle/i.d. is mac based I know, but looking for PC 
stuff for home studio)
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Thanks.

ppc
| 5997|5996|2002-06-25 22:31:11|Franjo Butkovic|Re: New Member hi_ and questions|
Check out Reason 2.0.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: powerpcx86 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2002 2:56 AM
Subject: [RS7000] New Member hi_ and questions

Ok, so I checked it out the other day and it seems reallllllllllly 
phatt! Only problem is too pricey for me (right now anyway), but I 
was thinking, does anyone know what a good software version, 
something cheaper of course, of something that is similar in that it 
can chase midi synch while playing phrases???

Not looking for Acid (already have that), looking for something more 
synth, hands on that I can control with an external keyboard 
(controller), in other words, what software comes to mind if you 
needed to have something close to the RS7000??? It's probably a 
stupid question, and I'm sure I'll get anwsers like "nothing comes 
close", but seriously, just looking for something until I can afford 
it.

For WIN 98 /XP (handle/i.d. is mac based I know, but looking for PC 
stuff for home studio)

Thanks.

ppc

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 5998|5951|2002-06-26 00:39:23|arveyman|Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different s|
That realy sounds like a workable solution! I will surely try this 
method next. I have never tried to blend things from style to style, 
but it sounds like i should!
thnx 4 the tip.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Emiliano" wrote:
> Thanks for both answers.
> 
> I experimented with this yesterday and I consider that for me the 
best
> option is to
> insert CC messages at the beggining of the phrase, (that´s because 
I already
> used all
> 5 scenes!)
> 
> I´ve been tryng to find the best way to do a live "non-stop" 
presentation,
> and for me
> the solution that worked best is that:
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> 
> 1- Work on pattern mode
> 2- Organize the musics in the order I want to play them.
> 3- Resample the phrases of the music I want to mix with the 
previous one
> (the intro part)
> 3- copy this sample to the previous music (or record it on the 
commom
> samples).
> 4- Start playng music 1, and at the end of it open the channel 
where I set
> the sample from the second
> music and slowly start to increase the volume.
> 5- When both musics are playing (music 1 and sample from music 2) 
and is
> time to cut music 1, I simply
> change to music 2.
> 
> That way I can do a Live mix insted of just jumping from one music 
to
> another. Using the resample also has the
> advantage that all the effects and setting are recorded on the 
sample, so I
> don´t need to match them on the
> precious music.
> 
> That´s it.
> 
> []
> 
> Emiliano
> 
> 
> 
> > -----Mensagem original-----
> > De: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@w...]
> > Enviada em: terça-feira, 25 de junho de 2002 04:31
> > Para: RS7000@y...
> > Assunto: Re: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the 
different
> > sections of a pattern ?
> >
> >
> > On Tuesday 25 June 2002 09:02, arveyman wrote:
> > > I also think you have to use scenes to change the settings 
(filters
> > > etc..) when you switch sections using the same voice. But you 
can
> > > also implement (CC?) messages in the phrase to change filters
> > > (knobs). Carefull with these though!
> > > Correct me if i'm wrong Robert.
> >
> > Imo you're not wrong, so I won't correct you. ;)
> > Good addition, so obvious I forgot to mention it.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >

| 5999|5951|2002-06-26 00:47:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different s|
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On Tuesday 25 June 2002 21:58, Emiliano wrote:

> 5- When both musics are playing (music 1 and sample from music 2)
> and is time to cut music 1, I simply
> change to music 2.

Nice trick! :)

- Robert
| 6000|5951|2002-06-26 00:51:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] different voices possible in the different s|
On Tuesday 25 June 2002 21:57, Emiliano wrote:

> Sorry Robert, I made a little confusion, there is so many
> names...:-)
>
> What I want to do is to change SECTIONs without the RS reestarting
> the sequence agains. Like the example below, I want to change from
> section A to B, while playng and with the RS mantaining the exact
> position it
> was on section A, without going to the beggining of the phrase.
> It´s possible to
> do that??

Afaik, no. Would be cool though, but also problematic, as the jump in 
the middle of the target section would need event chasing to get a 
good idea of the CC's and other stuff recorded in the phrase before 
the point you start it. That would cause a small delay again.

Maybe there's a trick to get this done, but I currently can't think 
of anyone.

- Robert
| 6001|5983|2002-06-26 00:55:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: second grade membership? ; )|
On Tuesday 25 June 2002 21:04, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:
> > hi tom,
> > it s exactly like that!
> > i m a member, i subscribed to the group by mail...
> > i can post, but on yahoo, i m recognized as a guest.
> > ?!?
> > dunno.
> > Q
>
> Anyone else has the same experiences? Robert what about you?
> Can it really be that Yahoo wants the people to get a Yahoo account
> to not get recognized as guests???

What I remember is that when yahoo took over eGroups, I had to create 
a yahoo account to continue reading my stuff. So my guess is that 
everyone participating in this group (getting messages delivered) 
also has a yahoo account. Some yahoo groups are open (readable) for 
non-members, and for these groups you probably don't need a yahoo 
account to read the archives, but you can't subscribe to a group 
without having a yahoo account.

- Robert
| 6002|5996|2002-06-26 03:00:06|Ian Vine|Re: New Member hi_ and questions|
Not tried it myself, but Ableton Live has had a lot of
good things written about it

IanV

--- powerpcx86 wrote:

Ok, so I checked it out the other day and it seems
reallllllllllly 

phatt! Only problem is too pricey for me (right now
anyway), but I 

was thinking, does anyone know what a good software
version, 



something cheaper of course, of something that is
similar in that it 

can chase midi synch while playing phrases???

Not looking for Acid (already have that), looking for
something more 

synth, hands on that I can control with an external
keyboard 

(controller), in other words, what software comes to
mind if you 

needed to have something close to the RS7000??? 
It's probably a 

stupid question, and I'm sure I'll get anwsers like
"nothing comes 

close", but seriously, just looking for something
until I can afford 

it.

For WIN 98 /XP (handle/i.d. is mac based I know, but
looking for PC 

stuff for home studio)

Thanks.

ppc

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

* Yamaha Official href="http://www.yamahasynth.com/">http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
&quot;My Preferences&quot; at the RS7K
Yahoo account.

href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

     First RS community on the
net.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.



__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! - Official partner of 2002 FIFA World Cup
http://fifaworldcup.yahoo.com
| 6003|5996|2002-06-26 03:34:41|mmittner|Re: New Member hi_ and questions|
i bought ableton live and i'm currently trying to find out how to set it up together with the rs for a live set, it's a very great piece of software, comparable to nothing i have
seen before. there's a free demo under http://ww.ableton.com/, it's really worth downloading. and it synchs to reason/rebirth/nuendo/etc via rewire.

it has a completely different approach than the rs, but 

--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> Not tried it myself, but Ableton Live has had a lot of
> good things written about it
> 
> IanV
> 
>

| 6004|5996|2002-06-26 06:17:19|renntiger2|Re: New Member hi_ and questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "powerpcx86" wrote:

> Ok, so I checked it out the other day and it seems reallllllllllly 
> phatt! Only problem is too pricey for me (right now anyway), but I 
> was thinking, does anyone know what a good software version, 
> something cheaper of course, of something that is similar in that it 
> can chase midi synch while playing phrases???

You should take a look at "ableton live". I never tried it because I
don't like computers on stage (I hate these "Live-Acts" when 2 people
are hiding behind a notebook and I get the feeling that one of them
presses "play" in cubase and 1.5 hours later the other one presses
"stop" and that's the whole live act...) but I saw some presentations
of "live" and it looks very promising (for those who like computers
for music).

Klaus
| 6005|5993|2002-06-26 06:51:47|renntiger2|Re: Mobile power for the RS7000????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> Has anyone got a mobile power solution for the RS7000? I would like 
> to get it to work in my van running off the 12vdc battery. I have 
> found some highly-recommended inverters made by tripplite (PV-300 or 
> PV-500), but are they good enough for the RS7000? Has anyone ran the 
> RS7000 off of a battery of any kind?

A quality inverter *should* work fine with the RS. I never tried an
Inverter but I performed many gigs on open airs with the RS with power
from a generator. While some synths (quasimidi sirius, roland mc303)
produced strange noises or even resets (sirius) on some generators
(especially if the generator had a very high load) my RS never made
any problems. It seems that the RS is not very sensible to any
interferences from the power line. 

Klaus
| 6006|5983|2002-06-26 07:08:42|Qburn|Re: second grade membership? ; )|

> Anyhow, the moderator team (me ;) is planning at the moment to put 
> the FAQ on a site again for download. If i find the time i will do 
> this within the next few days and send a special note about it here. 
> Ok?

very ok.
| 6007|6007|2002-06-26 12:58:44|tonfana|chain to song sample memory probs|
Dear All,
When I try to convert a chain to a song, with more than 32 meg of 
samples in the paterns (I have 64 fitted), the message wave memory 
full comes up. I always optimise wave memory b4 converting but it 
makes no difference. It seems the RS has to copy the samples again 
into RAM to convert the chain to a song. I have spoken to Yamaha UK 
about this and they tested their RS and got the same results. But 
insisted I was the first to complain about it. They said they would 
look into it and get back to me. But nothing so far. Have any of you 
lot had tyhe same probs? Is there a workaround. Its a biggie for me 
as I do alot of sample heavy remixes. I love the rs, grid mode 
problems aside. I'm running ver 1.14 os by the way. I cant beleive 
after spending £1300 (with asib2 64 meg and case) that I'm gonna have 

http://ww.ableton.com/,


to hook up my s1000 to it!
regards all,
tonfana.
| 6008|5996|2002-06-26 13:05:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: New Member hi_ and questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "powerpcx86" wrote:

> looking for something more 
> synth, hands on that I can control with an external keyboard 
> (controller), in other words, what software comes to mind if you 
> needed to have something close to the RS7000

Fruity Loops or Propellerheads Reason.
| 6009|5996|2002-06-26 13:11:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: New Member hi_ and questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:

> i bought ableton live and i'm currently trying to find out how to 

set it up together with the rs for a live set, 

Sync Live to the RS and there you go...i tried that together with a 
friend who brought a notebook with Live...both work wonderfull 
together! The RS delivered stompy drumloops and some weirdo seq-
loops, Ableton Live did the rest with some atmospheric samples and 
some vocals.

it's a very great piece of software, comparable to nothing i have 
seen before. there's a free demo under http://ww.ableton.com/, it's 
really worth downloading. and it synchs to reason/rebirth/nuendo/etc 
via rewire.

Yup, it´s fantastic! But still...it´s software...:))
| 6010|6010|2002-06-26 15:30:33|marxcel2002|problems with slice+seq sampling|
Hi,
I have some problems with sampling and slicing.

The machine is upgraded to 64 MB and no other samples are 
resident in the memory.
I can sample with the slice+seq function but when I press "do" in 
the slicing-menu all what is left of the sample is a little tick.
Tried everything but the result is always the same ->a little tick.
Has anyone experienced this also or has someone the solution 
for this problem?
| 6011|6011|2002-06-26 18:32:44|jonathans88|FS New (2months old) Los Angeles RS7000|
You know the gear. Just not using it that much.

Mint condition, plastic still on Display, Box, manual, 2 smart media 
cards and New EDO 64 Micron Ram installed.

Asking $1050.

if interested please let me know: jonathans88@nospamyahoo.com

remove the nospam from the address.
| 6012|6010|2002-06-26 20:33:58|r_s_7_k|Re: problems with slice+seq sampling|
you don't have the correct ram installed, do a search on here or at 
motifator.com for ram and find out the correct brand of ram and where 
to get it, that will probably solve your problem.
| 6013|6013|2002-06-27 01:08:16|arveyman|disappearing sample..|
I made some phrases on several tracks on the RS with and without 
samples.. I created a few scenes in the process. After i experimented 
with the sequence in pattern chain mode (including the scene changes) 
i noticed that a sample on a track i created after i created scenes 
just disappeared! This only happens when you change scenes, so i 
noticed a workaround, and that is to ALWAYS create the scenes AFTER 
you made all the tracks (including samples) you wish. I dunno why it 
deletes samples though....!?

Just wanted to share it with u guys.

Arv
| 6014|6013|2002-06-27 01:29:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: disappearing sample..|
Check the mute switch and program voice (in the mixer) before and 
after active the scene, please. Any changes in that area?

- Robert
| 6015|6010|2002-06-27 02:04:32|r_s_7_k|Re: problems with slice+seq sampling|
you don't have the correct ram installed, do a search on here or at 
motifator.com for ram and find out the correct brand of ram and where 
to get it, that will probably solve your problem.

http://ww.ableton.com/,
mailto:jonathans88@nospamyahoo.com


| 6016|6010|2002-06-27 02:08:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: problems with slice+seq sampling|
It could, indeed, be the sample RAM. Does a normal sample work? To 
test the memory, sample a sound until you reach end-of-memory and 
play it back. Does it sound normal?

Also, press Shift-Utility to have the RS report the amount if sample 
ram. What does it say?

- Robert

On Wednesday 26 June 2002 23:30, marxcel2002 wrote:
> Hi,
> I have some problems with sampling and slicing.
>
> The machine is upgraded to 64 MB and no other samples are
> resident in the memory.
> I can sample with the slice+seq function but when I press "do" in
> the slicing-menu all what is left of the sample is a little tick.
> Tried everything but the result is always the same ->a little tick.
> Has anyone experienced this also or has someone the solution
> for this problem?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
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>--~->
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> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6017|6007|2002-06-27 02:21:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: chain to song sample memory probs|
Maybe, as a workaround, you could set the voices of the pattern tracks 
to some dummy voice (without samples), and reset the voices in the 
generated song to the correct values. 

- Robert

On Wednesday 26 June 2002 20:58, tonfana wrote:
> Dear All,
> When I try to convert a chain to a song, with more than 32 meg
> of samples in the paterns (I have 64 fitted), the message wave
> memory full comes up. I always optimise wave memory b4 converting
> but it makes no difference. It seems the RS has to copy the samples
> again into RAM to convert the chain to a song. I have spoken to
> Yamaha UK about this and they tested their RS and got the same
> results. But insisted I was the first to complain about it. They
> said they would look into it and get back to me. But nothing so
> far. Have any of you lot had tyhe same probs? Is there a
> workaround. Its a biggie for me as I do alot of sample heavy
> remixes. I love the rs, grid mode problems aside. I'm running ver
> 1.14 os by the way. I cant beleive after spending £1300 (with asib2

http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> 64 meg and case) that I'm gonna have to hook up my s1000 to it!
> regards all,
> tonfana.
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6018|6018|2002-06-27 04:18:16|bilterfucht|LFO|
Hello,

When you turn the LFO-button it is routed through pitch, amp and 
filter. is it possible to make it just affect one of these parameters?

Bilterfücht
| 6019|6018|2002-06-27 04:22:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: LFO|
Use the selection button postioned next to the LFO Depth knob to 
select the target (Amp, Filter or Pitch) and set the depth for that 
target.

Alternatively, enter the Voice Edit submode and change settings there.

- Robert

On Thursday 27 June 2002 12:18, bilterfucht wrote:
> Hello,
>
> When you turn the LFO-button it is routed through pitch, amp and
> filter. is it possible to make it just affect one of these
> parameters?
>
> Bilterfücht
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
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> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6020|6018|2002-06-27 04:28:29|bilterfucht|Re: LFO|
So when depth of all three parameters is set to nill, turning the LFO 
button shouldn't affect the sound?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Use the selection button postioned next to the LFO Depth knob to 
> select the target (Amp, Filter or Pitch) and set the depth for that 
> target.
> 
> Alternatively, enter the Voice Edit submode and change settings 
there.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Thursday 27 June 2002 12:18, bilterfucht wrote:
> > Hello,
> >
> > When you turn the LFO-button it is routed through pitch, amp and
> > filter. is it possible to make it just affect one of these
> > parameters?
> >
> > Bilterfücht
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> > Risk Free!
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
-
> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6021|6018|2002-06-27 04:34:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: LFO|
On Thursday 27 June 2002 12:28, bilterfucht wrote:

> So when depth of all three parameters is set to nill, turning the
> LFO button shouldn't affect the sound?

Not sure, maybe the LFO is hardwired to some of the TG's parameters, 
as with the modulation controller. But apart from that, yes.

- Robert
| 6022|6018|2002-06-27 04:49:59|bilterfucht|Re: LFO|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 27 June 2002 12:28, bilterfucht wrote:
> > So when depth of all three parameters is set to nill, turning the
> > LFO button shouldn't affect the sound?
> 
> Not sure, maybe the LFO is hardwired to some of the TG's 

parameters, 

> as with the modulation controller. But apart from that, yes.
> 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://us.click.yahoo.com/3PCXaC/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
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Modulation controller?
| 6023|6018|2002-06-27 04:52:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: LFO|
On Thursday 27 June 2002 12:49, bilterfucht wrote:

> Modulation controller?

If you push the modulation controller on your keyboard (or send the 
modulation CC) you get a fixed level pitch LFO effect, so it seems. 

- Robert
| 6024|6018|2002-06-27 04:53:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: LFO|
On Thursday 27 June 2002 12:49, bilterfucht wrote:

> Modulation controller?

If you push the modulation controller on your keyboard (or send the 
modulation CC) you get a fixed level pitch LFO effect, so it seems. 

- Robert
| 6025|6010|2002-06-27 13:49:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: problems with slice+seq sampling|
--- In RS7000@y..., "marxcel2002" wrote:

> Hi,
> I have some problems with sampling and slicing.
> 
> The machine is upgraded to 64 MB and no other samples are 
> resident in the memory.
> I can sample with the slice+seq function but when I press "do" in 
> the slicing-menu all what is left of the sample is a little tick.
> Tried everything but the result is always the same ->a little tick.
> Has anyone experienced this also or has someone the solution 
> for this problem?

Did you pressed PLAY? The RS slices your loop into little pieces 
(duh! ;) and attaches to each slice a MIDI-note. So after seq+slice 
you will only hear one slice, but when you press play you should hear 
the whole loop again.
| 6026|6007|2002-06-27 14:32:51|tonfana|Re: chain to song sample memory probs|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tonfana" wrote:

> Dear All,
> When I try to convert a chain to a song, with more than 32 meg 

of 

> samples in the paterns (I have 64 fitted), the message wave memory 
> full comes up. I always optimise wave memory b4 converting but it 
> makes no difference. It seems the RS has to copy the samples again 
> into RAM to convert the chain to a song. I have spoken to Yamaha UK 
> about this and they tested their RS and got the same results. But 
> insisted I was the first to complain about it. They said they would 
> look into it and get back to me. But nothing so far. Have any of 

you 

> lot had tyhe same probs? Is there a workaround. Its a biggie for me 
> as I do alot of sample heavy remixes. I love the rs, grid mode 
> problems aside. I'm running ver 1.14 os by the way. I cant beleive 
> after spending £1300 (with asib2 64 meg and case) that I'm gonna 

have 

> to hook up my s1000 to it!
> regards all,
> tonfana.

| 6027|6027|2002-06-28 05:09:24|wraith313|SCSI Port|
Can someone point me to some info about the SCSI port adapter 
available for the RS7000? Thanks!

TJ
| 6028|5952|2002-06-28 20:45:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: check this out (geeks only)|
Yep. It exists all right. See page 116 of manual under File Extensions
header.
.r2p, .r3p = pattern/style data (the 3 is if there's sample audio)
.r2s, .r3s = song data (the 3 is for sample audio)
.r2a, .r3a = all data (3 if samples in any of the styles/songs)



These extensions evolved from the RM1x's .r1a, .r1p, & .r1s file
extensions. That's why the RS7k's extensions are 2 for MIDI and 3 for
audio.

Interesting, useful site by the way.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: lysene@thcnet.net [mailto:lysene@thcnet.net] 
> Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2002 6:09 AM
> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] check this out (geeks only)
> 
> I work for Dell doing tech support calls all day so I get a 
> lot of people 
> telling me error messages with filenames in them.. I use 
> this site every 
> once in a while to find what kinda files are for what (like 
> if they get get 
> an error with involving a .FUK file or something) ... I just 
> had to add our 
> little friends in there.. check out this list.. (its geeky, 
> but i just had 
> to do it)..
> 

http://filext.com/r.htm

cool, eh? =) Seems they may have added an extension type that doesnt
exist 
though, .r2p???

-Tim
| 6029|6029|2002-06-29 04:14:17|renntiger2|a litte bug...|
just found a weird litte (but not really dramatic) bug in the RS: 

When you activate memory-protect in the util menu you are still able
to save files. But... when you are in the save menu and enter the name
of the file to save, you are not allowed to enter a "2". Every
number/character is allowed but "2" results in "memory protected".
It seems that memory protect directly blocks the "2" button and not
only the "load" function which is *sometimes* associated with the "2"
button.

This bug is not really relevant for working with the RS but I found it
worth to mention it anyway.

Klaus
| 6030|6027|2002-06-29 04:19:55|renntiger2|Re: SCSI Port|
--- In RS7000@y..., "wraith313" wrote:

> Can someone point me to some info about the SCSI port adapter 
> available for the RS7000? Thanks!

What do you mean with "port adapter available for the RS"? The RS has
a builtin 50 pin half-pitch SCSI port. You don't need any additional
adapter for SCSI. Please check the FAQ in the files section for
recommended SCSI drives.

Klaus
| 6031|6010|2002-06-29 11:18:37|marxcel2002|Solved problems with slice+seq sampling|
Hi, 

Found the solution for the tick after the sample and slice action;
The installed 64 Mb memory.

I could load and play back the complete 64 Mb ram memory but 
couldn't sample and slice. Hmm very strange.

I bought a smartmedia reader to update the firmware but this 
didn't help either.

But anyway it is solved.

Thanks to all for your input.

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
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Marcel van Gemert

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "marxcel2002" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > I have some problems with sampling and slicing.
> > 
> > The machine is upgraded to 64 MB and no other samples 

are 

> > resident in the memory.
> > I can sample with the slice+seq function but when I press 

"do" in 

> > the slicing-menu all what is left of the sample is a little tick.
> > Tried everything but the result is always the same ->a little 

tick.

> > Has anyone experienced this also or has someone the 

solution 

> > for this problem?
> 
> Did you pressed PLAY? The RS slices your loop into little 

pieces 

> (duh! ;) and attaches to each slice a MIDI-note. So after 

seq+slice 

> you will only hear one slice, but when you press play you 

should hear 

> the whole loop again.

| 6032|6010|2002-06-29 11:52:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Solved problems with slice+seq sampling|
On Saturday 29 June 2002 19:18, marxcel2002 wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Found the solution for the tick after the sample and slice action;
> The installed 64 Mb memory.
>
> I could load and play back the complete 64 Mb ram memory but
> couldn't sample and slice. Hmm very strange.

How did you find out it was the RAM then?

- Robert
| 6033|6033|2002-06-30 06:55:58|cheekymonkeyrockstar|SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
Hi,

OK here we go - I've bought a Compaq SCSE 2Gig hard drive for the 
RS7K and after tinkering with the ID's I've managed to get the RS7k 
to see the drive (i.e when i go into the menu's the drive appears 
with the correct name and serial number but with a series for **** 
where the available disk space should be)

If I try to save or load anything it says "disk/drive not ready" - so 
i figured it needs to be formatted... i went to the format section 
and regardless of the format type (physical, logical etc) it still 
says "disk/drive not ready".

I was then told I had to mount the drive before I can format it - so 
I went to the SCSI set up section and set the mount IT correctly - 
however, when I press F1 to mount it nothing happens..... not only 
does it not mount but it doesn't even give an error message...

p.s. someone mentioned on here that it's not meant to give a message 
when you hit F1 - but when I go back to format it - it still 
says "disk/drive not ready!"....



nightmare guys - any help would be much appreciated :o)

Cheers

Steve
| 6034|6033|2002-06-30 07:49:38|trapstate|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "cheekymonkeyrockstar" 
wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> OK here we go - I've bought a Compaq SCSE 2Gig hard drive for the 
> RS7K and after tinkering with the ID's I've managed to get the RS7k 
> to see the drive (i.e when i go into the menu's the drive appears 
> with the correct name and serial number but with a series for **** 
> where the available disk space should be)
> 
> If I try to save or load anything it says "disk/drive not ready" - 

so 

> i figured it needs to be formatted... i went to the format section 
> and regardless of the format type (physical, logical etc) it still 
> says "disk/drive not ready".
> 
> I was then told I had to mount the drive before I can format it - 

so 

> I went to the SCSI set up section and set the mount IT correctly - 
> however, when I press F1 to mount it nothing happens..... not only 
> does it not mount but it doesn't even give an error message...
> 
> p.s. someone mentioned on here that it's not meant to give a 

message 

> when you hit F1 - but when I go back to format it - it still 
> says "disk/drive not ready!"....
> 
> nightmare guys - any help would be much appreciated :o)
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Steve

I had this problem sometimes too. I also don't think it's suposed to 
give a message when it mounts a drive. Have you grounded your RS7000 
correctly? You only have one HD connected to it? Is it stand-alone or 
connected with a PC? I must say I'm lucky, I have a 4 meter SCSI 
cable connected to my PC, and the Rs can read from HD and both SCSI 
drives. 

good luck

Paul
| 6035|6035|2002-06-30 12:53:37|CLIFTON HYDE|RS7000 for sale anyone?|
i've been trying to decide between an MC505 or a RS7000 for awhile now 
and have decided to go with the RS7000. anyone know a good way to 
find a used one in good shape or where i can find a new one for $1000 or so?

i'm in New York City.

thanks,

-c l i f t o n

-"The music business is a cruel and shallow money trench, a long plastic hallway where thieves and pimps run free, and good men die like dogs. There's also a negative
side." -- Hunter S. Thompson

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6036|6033|2002-07-01 01:36:23|cheekymonkeyrockstar|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "trapstate" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "cheekymonkeyrockstar" 
> wrote:



> > Hi,
> > 
> > OK here we go - I've bought a Compaq SCSE 2Gig hard drive for the 
> > RS7K and after tinkering with the ID's I've managed to get the 

RS7k 

> > to see the drive (i.e when i go into the menu's the drive appears 
> > with the correct name and serial number but with a series for 

**** 

> > where the available disk space should be)
> > 
> > If I try to save or load anything it says "disk/drive not ready" -

> so 
> > i figured it needs to be formatted... i went to the format 

section 

> > and regardless of the format type (physical, logical etc) it 

still 

> > says "disk/drive not ready".
> > 
> > I was then told I had to mount the drive before I can format it - 
> so 
> > I went to the SCSI set up section and set the mount IT correctly -

> > however, when I press F1 to mount it nothing happens..... not 

only 

> > does it not mount but it doesn't even give an error message...
> > 
> > p.s. someone mentioned on here that it's not meant to give a 
> message 
> > when you hit F1 - but when I go back to format it - it still 
> > says "disk/drive not ready!"....
> > 
> > nightmare guys - any help would be much appreciated :o)
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Steve
> 
> I had this problem sometimes too. I also don't think it's suposed 

to 

> give a message when it mounts a drive. Have you grounded your 

RS7000 

> correctly? You only have one HD connected to it? Is it stand-alone 

or 

> connected with a PC? I must say I'm lucky, I have a 4 meter SCSI 
> cable connected to my PC, and the Rs can read from HD and both SCSI 
> drives. 
> 
> good luck
> 
> Paul

yeah it's stand alone and the RS7000 is already grounded- just found 
out the HD is not formatted yet - could this be the problem? if so, I 
need to format it from a PC right?

cheers

Steve
| 6037|6037|2002-07-01 03:02:00|Mark Hofland|Re: Digest Number 497 (Afwezig)|| 6038|6033|2002-07-01 04:33:30|renntiger2|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "cheekymonkeyrockstar" 
wrote:

>
> yeah it's stand alone and the RS7000 is already grounded- just found 
> out the HD is not formatted yet - could this be the problem? if so, I 



> need to format it from a PC right?
>

Harddrives are usually low-level formatted when you buy them but they
have no valid partition-table. you have to create at least one
partition and create a filesystem within your partition(s). You can
create a filesystem (high-level format) with the RS but as far as I
can see there is no possibility to create partitions so you should
partition it from a PC (fdisk is your friend) and "format" your new
partition(s) from the RS. There will be a limit for the maximum
partition size and a limit for the number of possible partitions for
the RS but I don't know how big these limits are because I only use
ZIP and CD-ROMs. Maybe someone else on the list can tell you?

Klaus
| 6039|6010|2002-07-01 05:58:11|kristian thomas|Re: Solved problems with slice+seq sampling|
a tangent from this problem i have:

i cant seem to slice samples at all.
i do it...go back into pattern mode and press play...and nothing.
i manualy play all the notes via a keyboard and it is not sliced..but just triggers the whole loop off on note....
???
kt

----- Original Message ----- 
From: marxcel2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, June 30, 2002 2:48 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Solved problems with slice+seq sampling

Hi, 

Found the solution for the tick after the sample and slice action;
The installed 64 Mb memory.

I could load and play back the complete 64 Mb ram memory but 
couldn't sample and slice. Hmm very strange.

I bought a smartmedia reader to update the firmware but this 
didn't help either.

But anyway it is solved.

Thanks to all for your input.

Marcel van Gemert

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "marxcel2002" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > I have some problems with sampling and slicing.
> > 
> > The machine is upgraded to 64 MB and no other samples 
are 
> > resident in the memory.
> > I can sample with the slice+seq function but when I press 
"do" in 
> > the slicing-menu all what is left of the sample is a little tick.
> > Tried everything but the result is always the same ->a little 
tick.
> > Has anyone experienced this also or has someone the 
solution 
> > for this problem?
> 
> Did you pressed PLAY? The RS slices your loop into little 
pieces 
> (duh! ;) and attaches to each slice a MIDI-note. So after 
seq+slice 
> you will only hear one slice, but when you press play you 
should hear 
> the whole loop again.
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| 6040|6010|2002-07-01 06:00:05|mmittner|Re: Solved problems with slice+seq sampling|
have you pressed 'create' after slicing the sample?

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "kristian thomas" wrote:
> a tangent from this problem i have:
> 
> i cant seem to slice samples at all.
> i do it...go back into pattern mode and press play...and nothing.
> i manualy play all the notes via a keyboard and it is not sliced..but just triggers the whole loop off on note....
> ???
> kt

| 6041|6041|2002-07-01 06:05:21|tompaulsen2002|OT: Apple acquired Emagic!!!!|
Apple Acquires Emagic - Shocker
No more PC developement from Sept 30th
01-Jul-02

Just in Press Release
CUPERTINO, California and HAMBURG, Germany -- July 1, 2002 -- 
Apple today announced it has acquired Emagic, a leading provider of 
professional software solutions for computer based music production. 
Emagic's most popular product, Logic, is actively used by over 
200,000 musicians around the world. Emagic will operate as a wholly 
owned division of Apple. 

"Emagic has set the industry standard for professional music creation 
and production," said Sina Tamaddon, Apple's senior vice president of 
Applications. "We're very excited to have the Emagic team join Apple 
and create more amazing products for musicians." 

Macintosh-based products account for over 65 percent of Emagic's 
current revenues. Emagic's Windows-based product offerings will be 
discontinued on September 30, 2002. 

Obviously it's all covered by Apple's standard clause, subject to 
change etc
| 6042|6033|2002-07-01 06:21:12|cheekymonkeyrockstar|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "cheekymonkeyrockstar" 

> wrote:
> >
> > yeah it's stand alone and the RS7000 is already grounded- just 

found 

> > out the HD is not formatted yet - could this be the problem? if 

so, I 

> > need to format it from a PC right?
> >
> 
> Harddrives are usually low-level formatted when you buy them but 

they

> have no valid partition-table. you have to create at least one
> partition and create a filesystem within your partition(s). You can
> create a filesystem (high-level format) with the RS but as far as I
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> can see there is no possibility to create partitions so you should
> partition it from a PC (fdisk is your friend) and "format" your new
> partition(s) from the RS. There will be a limit for the maximum
> partition size and a limit for the number of possible partitions for
> the RS but I don't know how big these limits are because I only use
> ZIP and CD-ROMs. Maybe someone else on the list can tell you?
> 
> Klaus

Thanks Klaus - my friend has a SCSI adapter on his PC and said he 
will Fdisk it for me so fingers crossed eh!

Steve
| 6043|6033|2002-07-02 04:14:51|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
I think the partition size is limited to 2GB. 

There doesn't seem to be an obvious way to create
partitions on the rs7000 (I know it can be done on the
A4000 sampler). Maybe try logical format and try to
select a partition?

IanV

Harddrives are usually low-level formatted when you
buy them but they

have no valid partition-table. you have to create at
least one

partition and create a filesystem within your
partition(s). You can

create a filesystem (high-level format) with the RS
but as far as I

can see there is no possibility to create partitions
so you should

partition it from a PC (fdisk is your friend) and
"format" your new

partition(s) from the RS. There will be a limit for
the maximum

partition size and a limit for the number of possible
partitions for

the RS but I don't know how big these limits are
because I only use

ZIP and CD-ROMs. Maybe someone else on the list can
tell you?

Klaus

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Sign up for SBC Yahoo! Dial - First Month Free
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 6044|6044|2002-07-02 10:27:59|mr_roboto24|RS and Roland SPD-20|
Hello, I have a Roland SPD-20 that I'm trying to use to trigger 
sequences from the 7000. Here's my problem: On the RS, on tracks 1 
and 2 I have 2 different 2 measure drum breaks that I've created. I 
want to be able to trigger these 2 measure breaks from the SPD-20. 
I've tried changing the channel number on the SPD-20 to match the 
channels on the RS (1&2) but that didn't work. So far what's been 
happening is the SPD-20 triggers the drum bank (?) of channel 1 but 
not my 2 measure break. sorry, it's early. i don't know if i'm 

http://sbc.yahoo.com/


making sense. 

Please advise,
robert
| 6045|6045|2002-07-02 13:24:36|lysene@thcnet.net|List of CC's?|
Hey All-

As I am programming patterns, I am finding it difficult to locate the control 
change numbers for a lot of the sound-editing parameters in the RS7000.. For 
example, the CC# for cutoff is obvious, but the CC# for resonance is not, as 
is the numbers for variation depth, delay depth, reverb, etc.. I want to 
find all the CC #'s I can, as if I had a list it would be a much more 
streamlined process to making tweaks on my lead and bassline sounds.. I know 
there is a big indez of code at the back of the manual, but at this point, to 
me it looks like sanskrit.. Anyone have any pointers or CC#'s they could 
reveal to me?

The reason I am asking is that, on my ms2000r, I can go to the global 
parameters and thumb thru the submenus and the screen will show me a CC# and 
it's corresponding parameter in plain english (eg: CC#17: LFO2 FREQ).. arrgh 
this is frustrating!

/[ one30six ]\
| 6046|6046|2002-07-03 00:56:42|Romain FAURE|RS7000 + A4K or A5K: a good combo ?|
Hi to all of you

I'm currently quite tired of PCM-samples based workstations so I decided to sell or exchange my Korg Triton (OS 2, 61 keys) to get a very good sampler in order to have
original, customized and great sound that I can shape the way I wish. ( i feel guilty using presets that everybody else can use to get MY sound...). I think that would be
more useful to the music I make (electronic music, somewhere between house, big-beat and downtempo or hip-hop). Any opinion ?

I thought of getting the A4000 or the A5000, any comments about using them as a complement of the RS7000 ? Is it a good combo ? Is it stupid to have gear from the
same company ? Don't the sampling functions of the RS7k make the A4 or A5000 useless (I don't think so)?

I'll maybe be able to exchange my triton for a full options A5000 (13 Gb internal Hard disk, SCSI external CD writer, 128 Mb of RAM, tons of sample CD, the digital out
extension... still under warranty). Is it a good deal ?

Any idea of a better combo ?

Then I think I'll sell my SP808 I don't use much to buy a AKAI MPD16, great pads to program drums on the RS7K !

What do you think of that global change in the setup ?

Thanx for the input.

Rom
| 6047|6033|2002-07-03 06:34:07|cheekymonkeyrockstar|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
Ian,

I don't think there is any way of creating partitions on the RS - I'm 
formatting it and creating a partition from a PC tonight so will find 
out if it works one way or the other - if not looks like I'll have to 
go the ZIP drive route! 

Cheers anyway

Steve

--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:
> I think the partition size is limited to 2GB. 
> 
> There doesn't seem to be an obvious way to create
> partitions on the rs7000 (I know it can be done on the
> A4000 sampler). Maybe try logical format and try to
> select a partition?
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> Harddrives are usually low-level formatted when you
> buy them but they

> have no valid partition-table. you have to create at
> least one

> partition and create a filesystem within your
> partition(s). You can

> create a filesystem (high-level format) with the RS
> but as far as I



> can see there is no possibility to create partitions
> so you should

> partition it from a PC (fdisk is your friend) and
> "format" your new

> partition(s) from the RS. There will be a limit for
> the maximum

> partition size and a limit for the number of possible
> partitions for

> the RS but I don't know how big these limits are
> because I only use

> ZIP and CD-ROMs. Maybe someone else on the list can
> tell you?

> 

> Klaus

> 

> 
> 
> 

> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Sign up for SBC Yahoo! Dial - First Month Free
> http://sbc.yahoo.com

| 6048|6048|2002-07-03 08:35:24|personal_jeebus|will some kind soul please help me ?|
to all you good doing rs7000 folk oout there'

i ve had my rs 7000 for about 5 months now and im still not really 
sure how to work it properly. The main problem is the effects 
section. when i assign an effect to a track , the same effect is 
assigned to each track, and if i try to assign a different effect to 
a different track it changes them all to the same one. so i basically 
can only have on effect . it took me quite a while to work this out 
so im looking to get it sorted out.
so if one of you kind folk out there would help me out i would be 
most grateful.

another point, what kind of simm things should i get? 

any help on these matters would be great !

thanks

jeebus
| 6049|6048|2002-07-03 08:40:02|Bryan Rodgers|Re: will some kind soul please help me ?|
you only have 3 effects blocks for all the 16 parts, not 3 effects blocks
per part, or 48 fx! yeah, it would be neat... ...but it's not possible.

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: personal_jeebus [mailto:badboynihilist@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2002 10:35 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] will some kind soul please help me ?

to all you good doing rs7000 folk oout there'

i ve had my rs 7000 for about 5 months now and im still not really 
sure how to work it properly. The main problem is the effects 
section. when i assign an effect to a track , the same effect is 
assigned to each track, and if i try to assign a different effect to 
a different track it changes them all to the same one. so i basically 
can only have on effect . it took me quite a while to work this out 
so im looking to get it sorted out.
so if one of you kind folk out there would help me out i would be 

http://sbc.yahoo.com/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:badboynihilist@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


most grateful.

another point, what kind of simm things should i get? 

any help on these matters would be great !

thanks

jeebus
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| 6050|6048|2002-07-03 09:12:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: will some kind soul please help me ?|
On Wednesday 03 July 2002 16:35, personal_jeebus wrote:

> to all you good doing rs7000 folk oout there'
>
> i ve had my rs 7000 for about 5 months now and im still not really
> sure how to work it properly. The main problem is the effects
> section. when i assign an effect to a track , the same effect is
> assigned to each track, and if i try to assign a different effect
> to a different track it changes them all to the same one. so i
> basically can only have on effect . it took me quite a while to
> work this out so im looking to get it sorted out.
> so if one of you kind folk out there would help me out i would be
> most grateful.

As already mentioned by Bryan, there are 3 (actually 4) fx processors 
on board. Per track you get the option to send an amount of the 
track's audio to the reverb, chorus/delay and variation effect. The 
fx algorithms are defined globally for all tracks. The 4th effect is 
the master effect, applied to all audio sent to the main outputs.

>
> another point, what kind of simm things should i get?

Our faq will give you all the details. You'll find it in the files 
section of our yahoo group account.

- Robert
| 6051|6048|2002-07-03 09:13:59|Bryan Rodgers|Re: will some kind soul please help me ?|
oops, forgot the global... ...thanks Robert.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2002 11:12 AM
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] will some kind soul please help me ?

On Wednesday 03 July 2002 16:35, personal_jeebus wrote:
> to all you good doing rs7000 folk oout there'
>
> i ve had my rs 7000 for about 5 months now and im still not really
> sure how to work it properly. The main problem is the effects
> section. when i assign an effect to a track , the same effect is
> assigned to each track, and if i try to assign a different effect
> to a different track it changes them all to the same one. so i
> basically can only have on effect . it took me quite a while to
> work this out so im looking to get it sorted out.
> so if one of you kind folk out there would help me out i would be
> most grateful.

As already mentioned by Bryan, there are 3 (actually 4) fx processors 
on board. Per track you get the option to send an amount of the 
track's audio to the reverb, chorus/delay and variation effect. The 
fx algorithms are defined globally for all tracks. The 4th effect is 
the master effect, applied to all audio sent to the main outputs.

>
> another point, what kind of simm things should i get?

Our faq will give you all the details. You'll find it in the files 
section of our yahoo group account.

- Robert
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| 6052|6044|2002-07-03 09:26:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS and Roland SPD-20|
On Tuesday 02 July 2002 18:27, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> Hello, I have a Roland SPD-20 that I'm trying to use to trigger
> sequences from the 7000. Here's my problem: On the RS, on tracks
> 1 and 2 I have 2 different 2 measure drum breaks that I've created.

What exactly is it that you have created? Phrases or samples?
In other words, are you playing phrases (midi sequences) on tracks 1 
and 2 that trigger samples or internal sounds?

> I want to be able to trigger these 2 measure breaks from the
> SPD-20. 
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Maybe the problems is that you cannot trigger phrases. You *can* 
trigger samples or internal sounds of course. But you cannot tell the 
the RS to start playing a midi phrase when a certain midi event is 
received from the SPD-20.

> I've tried changing the channel number on the SPD-20 to
> match the channels on the RS (1&2) but that didn't work. So far
> what's been happening is the SPD-20 triggers the drum bank (?) of
> channel 1 but not my 2 measure break. sorry, it's early. i don't
> know if i'm making sense.

If you *are* trying to trigger samples or sounds, simply make sure 
that the SPD is sending the correct midi note number, over the 
correct midi channel. Also make sure that the RS ECHO BACK parameter 
(in Utility mode) is not set to MONITOR REC, or it will cause all 
incoming midi events to be sent to the midi channel of the currently 
selected RS track.

- Robert

- Robert
| 6053|6045|2002-07-03 09:29:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: List of CC's?|
The easiest way to find out is by simply recording into an empty 
phrase and turning a knob, e.g. the reso knob. Check the phrase in 
Edit mode to see if that action produced any midi CC data.

Not all of the RS parameters can be controlled with CCs.

- Robert
| 6054|6046|2002-07-03 11:21:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 + A4K or A5K: a good combo ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Romain FAURE" wrote: 

> I'll maybe be able to exchange my triton for a full options A5000 (13 Gb internal Hard disk, 

SCSI external CD writer, 128 Mb of RAM, tons of sample CD, the digital out extension... still 
under warranty). Is it a good deal ? 

No it's not. The A5000 is running out of production and you should be able to find it for a very 
good price (around 900Euro) in the shops nowadays. A trade Trition vs. Emu E5000 fully expanded 
would be much more equal. 

> 
> Any idea of a better combo ? 

Yes, RS7000 with EMU E5000 

The sampler inside the RS is good for basic stuff and for resampling, but it still has 
limitations that would make it necessary to buy an external sampler if you need more features. 

The A5000 is not a bad sampler but is a bit different from Emu and Akai sampler and by far not 
so well supported. For sound-design it's great, for usage with Sample-CD's an Emu would be 
better. 
Look at: www.sonicstate.com and www.harmony-central.com for user-reviews...
| 6055|6055|2002-07-03 13:14:45|zombor2002|Unable to record|
Hello All:

I have been visiting this group for the past month or so (ever since 
I got my RS7K) and have found it to be a most helpful resource. 
Especially the FAQ. Now on to my dilemma;
I turned the machine on this morning and found I was unable to record 
any paterns. I would put it into record in the usual manner but would 
hear no output from the TG when I played the keys and yes, the 
keybord was activated. I also made sure that copy protect was off and 
that I ws not trying to record to a preset. It was a user pattern I 
was trying to enter and not only was I unable to hear it, it would 
not record. I went into the mixer and nothing was muted. Has this 
happened to anyone before? What can I do? Thanks in advance.

Kz.
| 6056|6055|2002-07-03 15:33:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Unable to record|
Did this happen in an empty RS or did you continue an existing tune? 

Could it be that you ran out of user phrases? It's a long shot, and 
most likely wrong, but anyway. ;)

- Robert



On Wednesday 03 July 2002 21:14, zombor2002 wrote:
> Hello All:
>
> I have been visiting this group for the past month or so (ever
> since I got my RS7K) and have found it to be a most helpful
> resource. Especially the FAQ. Now on to my dilemma;
> I turned the machine on this morning and found I was unable to
> record any paterns. I would put it into record in the usual manner
> but would hear no output from the TG when I played the keys and
> yes, the keybord was activated. I also made sure that copy protect
> was off and that I ws not trying to record to a preset. It was a
> user pattern I was trying to enter and not only was I unable to
> hear it, it would not record. I went into the mixer and nothing was
> muted. Has this happened to anyone before? What can I do? Thanks in
> advance.
>
> Kz.
>
>
>
>
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>
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>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
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> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6057|6055|2002-07-03 20:07:07|zombor2002|Re: Unable to record|
It happened in both instances. When I booted clean and when I tried 
to add to an existing song..What'ya think??

KZ>

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Did this happen in an empty RS or did you continue an existing 
tune? 
> 
> Could it be that you ran out of user phrases? It's a long shot, and 
> most likely wrong, but anyway. ;)
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> On Wednesday 03 July 2002 21:14, zombor2002 wrote:
> > Hello All:
> >
> > I have been visiting this group for the past month or so (ever
> > since I got my RS7K) and have found it to be a most helpful
> > resource. Especially the FAQ. Now on to my dilemma;
> > I turned the machine on this morning and found I was unable to
> > record any paterns. I would put it into record in the usual manner
> > but would hear no output from the TG when I played the keys and
> > yes, the keybord was activated. I also made sure that copy protect
> > was off and that I ws not trying to record to a preset. It was a
> > user pattern I was trying to enter and not only was I unable to
> > hear it, it would not record. I went into the mixer and nothing 
was
> > muted. Has this happened to anyone before? What can I do? Thanks 
in
> > advance.
> >
> > Kz.
> >
> >
> >

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6058|6055|2002-07-04 00:49:36|bilterfucht|Re: Unable to record|
It could be this:

* The volume of the track could be off?
* Maybe you choose an octave to high or to low so your ears are 
misleading you. there is a sound but you can't hear it with your 
human ears (does the dag bark?)
* Maybe it's the attack-rate that is set to high so yoiu have to hold 
the keyboard-butrton a bit longer to hear something
*...

Hope nothing is wrong with your RS.

Wim

--- In RS7000@y..., "zombor2002" wrote:
> It happened in both instances. When I booted clean and when I tried 
> to add to an existing song..What'ya think??
> 
> 
> 
> KZ>
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Did this happen in an empty RS or did you continue an existing 
> tune? 
> > 
> > Could it be that you ran out of user phrases? It's a long shot, 
and 
> > most likely wrong, but anyway. ;)
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On Wednesday 03 July 2002 21:14, zombor2002 wrote:
> > > Hello All:
> > >
> > > I have been visiting this group for the past month or so (ever
> > > since I got my RS7K) and have found it to be a most helpful
> > > resource. Especially the FAQ. Now on to my dilemma;
> > > I turned the machine on this morning and found I was unable to
> > > record any paterns. I would put it into record in the usual 
manner
> > > but would hear no output from the TG when I played the keys and
> > > yes, the keybord was activated. I also made sure that copy 
protect
> > > was off and that I ws not trying to record to a preset. It was a
> > > user pattern I was trying to enter and not only was I unable to
> > > hear it, it would not record. I went into the mixer and nothing 
> was
> > > muted. Has this happened to anyone before? What can I do? 
Thanks 
> in
> > > advance.
> > >
> > > Kz.
> > >
> > >

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >
> > > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> > >
> > >
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > First RS community on the net.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6059|6055|2002-07-04 00:59:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Unable to record|
On Thursday 04 July 2002 04:07, zombor2002 wrote:

> It happened in both instances. When I booted clean and when I tried
> to add to an existing song..What'ya think??

Weird!

Could you try an external midi device and check the red mini IN led?
Maybe there's something wrong with the keyboard on the RS.

You could also try a factory reset of the RS. Is has done wonders for 
others too.

- Robert
| 6060|6055|2002-07-04 12:12:42|kussersmith|Re: Unable to record|
This happened to me once. I had all midi ports hooked to the computer 
and i was re-routing my usual set-up to a different midi set-up. 
If you have midi hooked up, try disconnecting the midi ports, check 
yer midi echo, and re-booting.

hope that helps-
kusser

> I turned the machine on this morning and found I was unable to 

record 

> any paterns. I would put it into record in the usual manner but 

would 

> hear no output from the TG when I played the keys and yes, the 
> keybord was activated. I also made sure that copy protect was off 

and 

> that I ws not trying to record to a preset. It was a user pattern I 
> was trying to enter and not only was I unable to hear it, it would 
> not record. I went into the mixer and nothing was muted. Has this 
> happened to anyone before? What can I do? Thanks in advance.
> 
> Kz.

| 6061|6055|2002-07-04 12:22:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Unable to record|
On Thursday 04 July 2002 20:12, kussersmith wrote:

> This happened to me once. I had all midi ports hooked to the
> computer and i was re-routing my usual set-up to a different midi
> set-up. If you have midi hooked up, try disconnecting the midi
> ports, check yer midi echo, and re-booting.

A midi loop?! 
Good suggestion. Did any other functions of the RS work?
I experienced a midi loop on the RS once, but it totally dead-locked 
the machine. None of the buttons worked anymore.

- Robert
| 6062|6062|2002-07-04 16:16:41|eq127|can't wrap head around sequencer modes|

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


hello list, i've been trying for months and i still can't seem to 
figure out why the RS7000's sequencer mode(s) are layed out the way 
they are. They make no sense to me, everytime i try to turn one of my 
patterns into a full-on song it seems to me as though i have to "plan 
out" my entire track ahead of time in my head.
Coming from using a Triton sequencer (and i'm still using it as part 
of the rig) i am used to a straight-forward linear based sequencer 
where i can make any number of patterns for any track on any channel, 
drop the pattern into the sequence wherever i like, much like how 
you "paint" your tracks in place using SOnic Foundry Acid. There is 
no need for "sections" as i create my own based on what tracks are 
put in at certain places. I can have patterns overlap 8/16 bar 
measure lines, and so forth. I can feel free to do whatever sounds 
right in these sequencers, in the Rs7000's i feel very limited.

So I guess I must be looking at this the wrong way, i try to convert 
to a pattern chain and then song but it seems like i have to record 
my sequence in real time, plan ahead of time which section i will 
switch to at what measure (and of course i have to remember hit the 
button exactly one measure ahead of time, and i only get A-J), and go 
along like that until, if i am lucky, the track is arranged the way i 
wanted it, then i convert it to song and play it like that. All the 
mutes and solos i made while recording are not recorded, i have to do 
them by hand as i play the track. This simply will not work, i am 
guessing its because i don't know enough about the machine.

But i think its more basic than that, i think its a matter of 
understanding WHY the modes are layed out like this and what 
advantages they give me, if anyone could help me with that i would 
appreciate it most. But i would also settle for a workaround, what 
would be easiest is to find a way to work on the RS so that it feels 
like a Triton or an Acid sequencer, intuitive.

EQ
| 6063|6055|2002-07-04 23:28:56|kussersmith|Re: Unable to record|

> A midi loop?! 
> Good suggestion. Did any other functions of the RS work?
> I experienced a midi loop on the RS once, but it totally dead-

locked 

> the machine. None of the buttons worked anymore.
> 
> - Robert

I've seen 2 versions of the midi loop
1)notes just go off like crazy and none of the buttons work
-usually happens if i turn on the RS and hit play before starting up 
Nuendo/Reason

2)wont go into record mode but other buttons seem to work
-some crazy combination of midi master/slave/port weirdness when i 
was switchin some gear up

left
kusser
| 6064|6062|2002-07-05 01:21:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|
On Friday 05 July 2002 00:16, eq127 wrote:

> hello list, i've been trying for months and i still can't seem to
> figure out why the RS7000's sequencer mode(s) are layed out the way
> they are. They make no sense to me, everytime i try to turn one of
> my patterns into a full-on song it seems to me as though i have to
> "plan out" my entire track ahead of time in my head.
> Coming from using a Triton sequencer (and i'm still using it as
> part of the rig) i am used to a straight-forward linear based
> sequencer where i can make any number of patterns for any track on
> any channel, drop the pattern into the sequence wherever i like,
> much like how you "paint" your tracks in place using SOnic Foundry
> Acid. There is no need for "sections" as i create my own based on
> what tracks are put in at certain places. 

I understand, this is how the Yamaha QY series of sequencers work 
(used one for many years). Very powerfull. The RS and Rm1x do not 
work that way, I'm sorry to say.

> I can have patterns
> overlap 8/16 bar measure lines, and so forth. I can feel free to do
> whatever sounds right in these sequencers, in the Rs7000's i feel



> very limited.

Compared to what you describe here, the RS's sequencer section *is* 
limited. You simply can't get that done on the RS.

>
> So I guess I must be looking at this the wrong way, i try to
> convert to a pattern chain and then song but it seems like i have
> to record my sequence in real time, 

Nope, you don't have to to that. Both the sections and mutes can be 
programmed in Edit mode in the Pattern Chain pages. Please first read 
the chapter on Pattern Chain mode in the manual. I'll be glad to help 
with any questions of course, but this seems like the first thing to 
do.

> plan ahead of time which
> section i will switch to at what measure (and of course i have to
> remember hit the button exactly one measure ahead of time, and i
> only get A-J), and go along like that until, if i am lucky, the
> track is arranged the way i wanted it, then i convert it to song
> and play it like that. All the mutes and solos i made while
> recording are not recorded, i have to do them by hand as i play the
> track. 

Not needed, see above. Mutes can be programmed too.

> This simply will not work, i am guessing its because i don't
> know enough about the machine.
>
> But i think its more basic than that, i think its a matter of
> understanding WHY the modes are layed out like this and what
> advantages they give me, if anyone could help me with that i would
> appreciate it most. But i would also settle for a workaround, what
> would be easiest is to find a way to work on the RS so that it
> feels like a Triton or an Acid sequencer, intuitive.

Well the main thing to focus here is that the RS sequencer is didived 
into two parts, Song mode and Pattern mode. 

In Song mode you get 16 linear tracks and you can record whatever you 
like on thos tracks (although you have a single midi output channel 
per track). This works similar to a tape recorder.

In Pattern mode you get 16 sections per style, 16 tracks per section, 
one phrase per track (you are used to many phrases per track). In the 
most basic approach, you create a couple of sections that represent 
the parts of your song. Having done that, you *can* program your 
sections into a pattern chain (realtime or non-realtime) and if you 
like, you *can* convert that chain into a song.

So if you want to keep working with the RS, my guess is you'll have to 
change you style of working, and read the manual a bit more. ;) Have 
you read our faq, btw? (Url at bottom of page).

Simply ask on this list away while learning.

- Robert
| 6065|6065|2002-07-05 05:27:50|jeffmelee|anyone using their rs7000 for industrial music?|
anyone using their rs7000 for industrial music? or any other 
kind of aggressive music...if so can you post a link?
| 6066|6065|2002-07-05 06:44:08|Steev|Re: anyone using their rs7000 for industrial music?|
I am, but my motif 7 only arrived yesterday ;-)

will post links when i have done some stuff. - you got anything to
share?

My old stuff is here www.mp3.com/dielectrix not very industrial and
made in s/w

Steev

--- jeffmelee <jeffmelee@prodigy.net> wrote: > anyone using their
rs7000 for industrial music? or any other 

mailto:jeffmelee@prodigy.net


> kind of aggressive music...if so can you post a link?
> 
> 

=====
dark techno IDM industrial - www.mp3.com/dielectrix/
raw metal - www.ritualofhate.co.uk

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 6067|6067|2002-07-05 08:25:23|Romain FAURE|Rép. : [RS7000] Re: RS7000 + A4K or A5K: a good combo ?|
Wow ! it looks like we dont live on the same planet man !
I phoned my shops in France today and all of them sell the A5000 for at least 1500 or 1600  ! And a used A5000 is selling here in France for about 1000 or 1200  with
some expansions...
Your price of 900  new seems to come from outerspace !

>The A5000 is not a bad sampler but is a bit different from Emu and Akai sampler and by far not 
>so well supported. For sound-design it's great, for usage with Sample-CD's an Emu would be 
>better. 

Of course it's not a bad sampler, it's original, that's its main quality and also its main bad point for users used to Akai traditional way of thinking...
What do U mean by "not so well supported" please ?

Thanx for the input anyway, even if we don't get the same prices...

Rom
| 6068|6065|2002-07-05 14:01:56|kussersmith|Re: anyone using their rs7000 for industrial music?|

>> --- jeffmelee wrote: > anyone using their
> rs7000 for industrial music? or any other 
> > kind of aggressive music...if so can you post a link?

yea. i play in a industrial band. CTRL
so of course my solo stuff is a refelction of that.

check http://www.kussermusic.com/mp3.htm

new shiz posted
the live section and the lo-fi section might be what yer lookin 
for.though i always carry an element of Skinny Puppy and Meat Beat 
Manifesto in eveything i do....

live stuff was done with an sp808(+turntable) and eveything else thru 
the RS.

other stuff don with rs, sp808, turntabels and reason slaved thru 
nuendo

right
kusser
| 6069|6065|2002-07-05 14:23:25|synthe. labo|Re: anyone using their rs7000 for industrial music?|

> >> --- jeffmelee wrote: > anyone using their
> > rs7000 for industrial music? or any other
> > > kind of aggressive music...if so can you post a link?

i definitely use it for this.
i make hardbreaks, industrial, xperimantal stuff from ambient to noise, and 
more common d&b, breakbeats and teknoid stuff.

http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/all_tracks

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo  cosa aspetti a farti un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it
| 6070|6062|2002-07-05 16:00:03|eq127|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|
Yes i've read the entire FAQ, it was very helpful for little tips and 
tricks but the overall concepts are still just setting in for me. I 
understand what you are saying and i guess i will have to work with 
the pattern chain edit mode until i can learn to (hopefully) skip 
that section and go straight from pattern mode to song mode like a 
normal sequencer.

http://uk.my.yahoo.com/
http://www.kussermusic.com/mp3.htm
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://stage.vitaminic.it/main/synthe.labo/all_tracks
http://www.hotmail.it/


So if anyone doesn't mind what i would really like to hear is a brief 
description of how a knowledged RS7000 user would go from 
the "drawing board" of pattern mode, with all 16 channels filled and 
all 16 sections holding different variations of those 16 channels 
(this much i can already do) all the way to a full song using at 
least mutes, variations/fills etc, and sections K-P effectively, i 
don't need scenes i don't think since i keep effects the same 
generally throughout a track, but a quick guide on how to use those 
too would come in handy down the road.

I know this is asking alot but for me this would have been the most 
useful thing to have in the FAQ.

Thanks,

EQ

> 
> Simply ask on this list away while learning.
> 
> - Robert

| 6071|6071|2002-07-05 20:00:46|tiseven2002|Non-Standard RS Use, Shortcuts|
Hi Folks:

Enjoying the informative mails. I have gotten myself in a bit of a 
predicament. I bought my RS (which is by the way a very nice 
machine) at the recommendation of a friend, who said it was good for 
creating background music for me to use as a lone guitar player/ 
singer in a live setting. I particularly want to use it to play old 
George Thoroughgood and Dire Straits tunes. 

Getting a basic backbeat, keyboard and bass patterns in is no 
biggie. But when it comes to keyboard and drum articulation (in 
order to break the monotony of the same simple beat, lines or 
progressions) I find dubbing in drumrolls/ fills and difficult 
keyboard runs to be very time consuming.

Surely there must be shortcuts for doing non-repetitive stuff like 
this quickly. Could anyone tell me offunctions or presets to look 
for to fill in non-looping notes that occur only once or twice in a 
song?

Thanks, as always.

Dave
| 6072|6072|2002-07-06 07:16:59|tiseven2002|Loading midi music and changing voices|
Hello,

One more question, thank for reading. If I find the midi version of 
a popular song, can I load the tracks I want from it into the RS 
(e.g., keyboards, drums, bass), then change the voices to some in 
the RS? I assume that if this is possible, the only way it can be 
done is through a real-time sample (correct?).

I am guessing that if this is possible, I might run out of smart 
card memory pretty quickly, correct?

Sorry if my questions are strange, I accidently bought the RS 
thinking it is a tone generator and that I would instantly be able 
to create live music backup. I like the machine, but would be 
happier if I could just copy some midi stuff, get rid of the parts I 
don7t want and exchange sounds with some from the RS.

Thank You in Advance,

Dave
| 6073|6072|2002-07-06 08:02:07|mmittner|Re: Loading midi music and changing voices|

> One more question, thank for reading. If I find the midi version of 
> a popular song, can I load the tracks I want from it into the RS 
> (e.g., keyboards, drums, bass), then change the voices to some in 
> the RS? I assume that if this is possible, the only way it can be 
> done is through a real-time sample (correct?).

sample? well, theoretically it's possible, but it will be a rather huge sample and it's not possible to change voices in a sample.



> I am guessing that if this is possible, I might run out of smart 
> card memory pretty quickly, correct?

correct :-)

to import midi files copy them onto a smart media card, press load 2x on the rs (you're then in the import page). select 'smf' and press ok. now select the file you need and
press import, and the midi data is read into the current pattern/song. note that only sequencer data is read, you have to set the correct voices manually.

-mike
| 6074|6072|2002-07-06 08:13:21|tiseven2002|Re: Loading midi music and changing voices|
Interesting! This may be what bridges the gap. Just a couple of 
question that will help me get on my way: How can I get the midi 
files onto the Smart Card? About how many will it hold? Are each of 
the midi tracks recorded separately on the RS and then their voices 
changeable? I suppose if they are not audible at first, they become 
audible as soon as I start turning the RS's voice selection knobs?

Thanks Again. This may be a big breakthrough.

Dave

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> > One more question, thank for reading. If I find the midi version 
of 
> > a popular song, can I load the tracks I want from it into the RS 
> > (e.g., keyboards, drums, bass), then change the voices to some 
in 
> > the RS? I assume that if this is possible, the only way it can 
be 
> > done is through a real-time sample (correct?).
> 
> sample? well, theoretically it's possible, but it will be a rather 
huge sample and it's not possible to change voices in a sample.
> 
> > I am guessing that if this is possible, I might run out of smart 
> > card memory pretty quickly, correct?
> 
> correct :-)
> 
> to import midi files copy them onto a smart media card, press load 
2x on the rs (you're then in the import page). select 'smf' and 
press ok. now select the file you need and press import, and the 
midi data is read into the current pattern/song. note that only 
sequencer data is read, you have to set the correct voices manually.
> 
> -mike

| 6075|6075|2002-07-06 09:57:56|synthe. labo|Motif sounds|
hello,
i've read some commets on various sites that say that Motif has better 
sounds respect EX5, that is really professional etc etc
RS7K has the same soundset of Motif series?
apart a little amount of different sounds it could have the same sounds, no?

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scarica GRATUITAMENTE MSN Explorer dall'indirizzo 
http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.
| 6076|6071|2002-07-06 10:24:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: Non-Standard RS Use, Shortcuts|

--- In RS7000@y..., "tiseven2002" wrote:
I find dubbing in drumrolls/ fills and difficult 
> keyboard runs to be very time consuming.
> 
> Surely there must be shortcuts for doing non-repetitive stuff like 
> this quickly. Could anyone tell me offunctions or presets to look 
> for to fill in non-looping notes that occur only once or twice in a 
> song?

Hmmm, i am not sure if i understood you correctly. But you can use 
the Loop Remix function on any user-phrase. There are a couple of 
Rolls and Breaks that work in a very music way. "(Re-)Loop Remix" 
some of your phrases, put them on a different (short) section, so 
that you can access them by pressing one button...there you go...

| 6077|6075|2002-07-06 10:31:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: Motif sounds|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

http://explorer.msn.it/intl.asp.


> 
> 
> 
> hello,
> i've read some commets on various sites that say that Motif has 

better 

> sounds respect EX5, that is really professional etc etc
> RS7K has the same soundset of Motif series?
> apart a little amount of different sounds it could have the same 

sounds, no?

Indeed the Motif has all the drumsets from the RS, but AFAIK the RS 
has a few sounds out of the EX5/Motif, other than that the Motif 
sounds ARE better since it has more Rom and uses up to 4-layers. The 
RS only 2-layer. But know also that the Motif is more orientated 
towards the traditional keyboard player, meaning you have plenty of 
brasses, guitars, organs and classical sounds. 

Now about the EX5 vs Motif debate...the Motif is a pure ROMpler 
(ok...it also has a sampler-part)...until you plug in the AN or DX 
boards...

The EX5 on the other hand is a synth-monster, AN, Sampler, Rompler, 
VL, FDSP synthesis in one box makes it a great synth for sounddesign.
| 6078|6075|2002-07-06 13:26:21|kelly644|Re: Motif sounds|
The dum sets on the Motif are a LOT better sounding though, even if 
they are essentially the same ones on the RS. The main difference is 
that the Motif's drums are stereo and they dont seem to be as 
compressed. That said, all of the "equivelent" sounds on the 2 synths 
sound better on the Motif simply because of space requirements... My 
CS6x for example has equivelent sounds and they are superior in tone.

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > hello,
> > i've read some commets on various sites that say that Motif has 
> better 
> > sounds respect EX5, that is really professional etc etc
> > RS7K has the same soundset of Motif series?
> > apart a little amount of different sounds it could have the same 
> sounds, no?
> 
> Indeed the Motif has all the drumsets from the RS, but AFAIK the RS 
> has a few sounds out of the EX5/Motif, other than that the Motif 
> sounds ARE better since it has more Rom and uses up to 4-layers. 
The 
> RS only 2-layer. But know also that the Motif is more orientated 
> towards the traditional keyboard player, meaning you have plenty of 
> brasses, guitars, organs and classical sounds. 
> 
> Now about the EX5 vs Motif debate...the Motif is a pure ROMpler 
> (ok...it also has a sampler-part)...until you plug in the AN or DX 
> boards...
> 
> The EX5 on the other hand is a synth-monster, AN, Sampler, Rompler, 
> VL, FDSP synthesis in one box makes it a great synth for 
sounddesign.

| 6079|6079|2002-07-06 13:28:58|kelly644|Why?....|
Why didnt Yamaha stick 1 or 2 PGL ports into the RS7000? Could you 
imagine the thing with the DX or AN card? Yes, I know... money

Still though, that would have been awsome. :)

Maybe I'll get a DX 200...

- Kelly
| 6080|6072|2002-07-06 17:01:30|tiseven2002|Re: Loading midi music and changing voices|
Mike, I played around with it and loading midis works wonderfully. 
And they don't take up mutch space either. This will save me from 
hours of trying to develop keyboard skills and piecing things 
together for musical background. Much appreciated. You are THE MAN 



(yelling, in a friendly way).

Cordially,

Dave in Sapporo

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> > One more question, thank for reading. If I find the midi version 
of 
> > a popular song, can I load the tracks I want from it into the RS 
> > (e.g., keyboards, drums, bass), then change the voices to some 
in 
> > the RS? I assume that if this is possible, the only way it can 
be 
> > done is through a real-time sample (correct?).
> 
> sample? well, theoretically it's possible, but it will be a rather 
huge sample and it's not possible to change voices in a sample.
> 
> > I am guessing that if this is possible, I might run out of smart 
> > card memory pretty quickly, correct?
> 
> correct :-)
> 
> to import midi files copy them onto a smart media card, press load 
2x on the rs (you're then in the import page). select 'smf' and 
press ok. now select the file you need and press import, and the 
midi data is read into the current pattern/song. note that only 
sequencer data is read, you have to set the correct voices manually.
> 
> -mike

| 6081|6081|2002-07-08 02:09:37|cheekymonkeyrockstar|SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
Hi guys - getting desperate here!

I bought an external 50 pin SCSI hard drive and after troubleshooting 
for the last week I have rectified all manner of problems with 
it...... it is low level formatted, fdisked and 1 partition has been 
created on it 1.99gig in size. I am using a 50pin (centronix 
connector) to 50pin (hpd connector) cable and the ID's are set to 0 
(drive) and 6 (rs7000)..... as far as I can see this should address 
all possible troubleshooting questions? the drive is ok as it works 
fine on my friends computer but when plugged into the rs7000 any 
attempt to access it results in the message "drive not ready"........ 
regardless of whether Im trying to save, load, rename, format etc.... 
I have tried to mount it but pressing F1 to mount id has no effect!

can anyone think of anything for this? :o(
| 6082|6081|2002-07-08 02:26:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
Did you *terminate* the drive? Very, very important. Read 280/281 in 
the RS manual about SCSI drive installing. Anyway, if the drive is 
the only installed SCSI device, it should be terminated. You'll 
probably find a dip switch on the drive that does this. Or you could 
buy a terminator plug.

If that doesn't help, did you use the same cable on your friends 
computer? If not, the cable could be the problem. Try another cable 
to be sure.

- Robert

On Monday 08 July 2002 10:09, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:
> Hi guys - getting desperate here!
>
> I bought an external 50 pin SCSI hard drive and after
> troubleshooting for the last week I have rectified all manner of
> problems with it...... it is low level formatted, fdisked and 1
> partition has been created on it 1.99gig in size. I am using a
> 50pin (centronix connector) to 50pin (hpd connector) cable and the
> ID's are set to 0 (drive) and 6 (rs7000)..... as far as I can see
> this should address all possible troubleshooting questions? the
> drive is ok as it works fine on my friends computer but when
> plugged into the rs7000 any attempt to access it results in the
> message "drive not ready"........ regardless of whether Im trying



> to save, load, rename, format etc.... I have tried to mount it but
> pressing F1 to mount id has no effect!
>
> can anyone think of anything for this? :o(
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Will You Find True Love?
> Will You Meet the One?
> Free Love Reading by phone!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/ztNCyD/zDLEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6083|6062|2002-07-08 04:24:29|massplanck|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|
I agree entirely with on this one.

I get pissed off having to record pattern changes firts.. THEN mutes 
and scenes and then song-mode automation/knob changes.

Would be nice if you could do all three at once. Its bugs be because 
all you best bits are done whilst changing patterns, muting, and 
twiddling all at once. It drags the whole process out a bit...

Its still a savage box though.

--- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> Yes i've read the entire FAQ, it was very helpful for little tips 
and 
> tricks but the overall concepts are still just setting in for me. I 
> understand what you are saying and i guess i will have to work with 
> the pattern chain edit mode until i can learn to (hopefully) skip 
> that section and go straight from pattern mode to song mode like a 
> normal sequencer.
> 
> So if anyone doesn't mind what i would really like to hear is a 
brief 
> description of how a knowledged RS7000 user would go from 
> the "drawing board" of pattern mode, with all 16 channels filled 
and 
> all 16 sections holding different variations of those 16 channels 
> (this much i can already do) all the way to a full song using at 
> least mutes, variations/fills etc, and sections K-P effectively, i 
> don't need scenes i don't think since i keep effects the same 
> generally throughout a track, but a quick guide on how to use those 
> too would come in handy down the road.
> 
> I know this is asking alot but for me this would have been the most 
> useful thing to have in the FAQ.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> EQ
> 
> > 
> > Simply ask on this list away while learning.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 6084|6081|2002-07-08 05:24:45|cheekymonkeyrockstar|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
Robert,

I've already bought a perminating plug and plugged it in to the spare 
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


SCSI port of the drive... and my friend used exactly the same lead :o(

any other ideas? or know anyone who might be able to help?

thanks in advance

Steve

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Did you *terminate* the drive? Very, very important. Read 280/281 
in 
> the RS manual about SCSI drive installing. Anyway, if the drive is 
> the only installed SCSI device, it should be terminated. You'll 
> probably find a dip switch on the drive that does this. Or you 
could 
> buy a terminator plug.
> 
> If that doesn't help, did you use the same cable on your friends 
> computer? If not, the cable could be the problem. Try another cable 
> to be sure.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On Monday 08 July 2002 10:09, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:
> > Hi guys - getting desperate here!
> >
> > I bought an external 50 pin SCSI hard drive and after
> > troubleshooting for the last week I have rectified all manner of
> > problems with it...... it is low level formatted, fdisked and 1
> > partition has been created on it 1.99gig in size. I am using a
> > 50pin (centronix connector) to 50pin (hpd connector) cable and the
> > ID's are set to 0 (drive) and 6 (rs7000)..... as far as I can see
> > this should address all possible troubleshooting questions? the
> > drive is ok as it works fine on my friends computer but when
> > plugged into the rs7000 any attempt to access it results in the
> > message "drive not ready"........ regardless of whether Im trying
> > to save, load, rename, format etc.... I have tried to mount it but
> > pressing F1 to mount id has no effect!
> >
> > can anyone think of anything for this? :o(
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Will You Find True Love?
> > Will You Meet the One?
> > Free Love Reading by phone!
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/ztNCyD/zDLEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
-
> >--~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> >
> >
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6085|6081|2002-07-08 05:27:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
On Monday 08 July 2002 13:24, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:

> Robert,
>
> I've already bought a perminating plug and plugged it in to the
> spare SCSI port of the drive... and my friend used exactly the same

http://us.click.yahoo.com/ztNCyD/zDLEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
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> lead :o(
>
> any other ideas? or know anyone who might be able to help?

Have you set the correct partition number in the RS (number 1 in this 
case)?

- Robert
| 6086|6081|2002-07-08 05:50:34|cheekymonkeyrockstar|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
errmm - well you mean in the SCSI comms section? - ive set the mount 
id correctly and pressed F1 but this has no effect - in the partition 
bit in the middle there is nothing displatyed?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 08 July 2002 13:24, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:
> > Robert,
> >
> > I've already bought a perminating plug and plugged it in to the
> > spare SCSI port of the drive... and my friend used exactly the 
same
> > lead :o(
> >
> > any other ideas? or know anyone who might be able to help?
> 
> Have you set the correct partition number in the RS (number 1 in 
this 
> case)?
> 
> - Robert

| 6087|6081|2002-07-08 06:15:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
On Monday 08 July 2002 13:50, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:

> errmm - well you mean in the SCSI comms section? - ive set the
> mount id correctly and pressed F1 but this has no effect - in the
> partition bit in the middle there is nothing displatyed?

I'm referring to the stuff described on page 131 of the english 
manual. The SCSI setup page. You set both the SCSI ID of the drive 
you want mounted, and the partition number of that drive you want 
mounted. Are these correctly set?

- Robert
| 6088|6075|2002-07-08 10:03:11|mp3magnet|Re: Motif sounds|
Hi:
I own both Rs7000 and Ex5, I played with Motif in the store.
Motif has less sounds but they are higher quality. Motif soundset is 
different from that in Rs7000. It has more traditional feel to it: 
strings, guitars, pianos. Rs7000 soundset is more dance-music 
oriented:
a lot of leads, pads, effects.
Both Rs7000 and Motif have some waves generated by Ex5, some effects 
and pads.
Now on the synth features: Rs7000 is a weak synth, although you have
a lot of real-time control over its synth parameters. Rs7000 is a 
subtractive synth so you can only tweak what was sampled by you or 
for you by Yamaha.
Motif (w/o expansions boards) is a subtractive synth too, however
you can layer different waveforms to create more complex sounds. You 
can not do this with Rs7000.

Ex5 can do the same things Motif can. It has similar voice mode. You 
can layer up to 4 waves to come up with a new voice. In addition to 
Motif's subtractive engine, Ex5 comes standard with An, VL and FSDP 
synth engines. You can by expansion boards for Motif and add VL and 
VA/an engines. FDSP is still can be found only on Ex5. It is good for 
making excellent electric pianos, guitars and pads (water and flange
models of FDSP). Ex5 IMHO offers better real-time controls over sounds
compared to MOtif. HOwever, EX5 is a bad workstation!!!. I view Ex5 
as a perfect performance solo synth.

I hope this helps.

mp3magnet
| 6089|6075|2002-07-08 10:23:11|synthe. labo|Re: Motif sounds|
hello,



>I own both Rs7000 and Ex5, I played with Motif in the store.
>Motif has less sounds but they are higher quality. Motif soundset is
>different from that in Rs7000. It has more traditional feel to it:
>strings, guitars, pianos. Rs7000 soundset is more dance-music
>oriented:
>a lot of leads, pads, effects.
>Both Rs7000 and Motif have some waves generated by Ex5, some effects
>and pads.
>Now on the synth features: Rs7000 is a weak synth, although you have
>a lot of real-time control over its synth parameters. Rs7000 is a
>subtractive synth so you can only tweak what was sampled by you or
>for you by Yamaha.
>Motif (w/o expansions boards) is a subtractive synth too, however
>you can layer different waveforms to create more complex sounds. You
>can not do this with Rs7000.

that's a pity.....:/

>Ex5 can do the same things Motif can. It has similar voice mode. You
>can layer up to 4 waves to come up with a new voice. In addition to
>Motif's subtractive engine, Ex5 comes standard with An, VL and FSDP
>synth engines. You can by expansion boards for Motif and add VL and
>VA/an engines. FDSP is still can be found only on Ex5. It is good for
>making excellent electric pianos, guitars and pads (water and flange
>models of FDSP). Ex5 IMHO offers better real-time controls over sounds
>compared to MOtif. HOwever, EX5 is a bad workstation!!!. I view Ex5
>as a perfect performance solo synth.

ok, thanx to you and Thomazzz :)
i asked this cause i've seen many reviews where people says that they prefer 
Motif to the Triton under many aspects, sounds first, so i become courious 
owning my rs7k, and Triton is *really* a great product....

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo  cosa aspetti a farti un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it
| 6090|6090|2002-07-08 10:35:49|vanno|expansion board|
hi,

i've a question regarding the audio expansion board for the rs7k. 
when in use, the sounds directed to the extra outputs can not be send 
through the main effects. however, what about using the other effects 
section (variation, reverb, delay,..)? in other words, is it possible 
to apply these effects to sounds routed through the expansion boards' 
extra audio outputs?

cheers,

peter

-- 
vanno
<http://www.submedia.com/vanno>
<http://www.fotonrecords.com/object/>
vanno@submedia.com>
| 6091|6090|2002-07-08 11:18:19|r_i_ p_e|Re: expansion board|
no, none of the effects can be output from the extra outputs... if you 
change a track to 100% effect (one of the three variation) while it is 
assigned to an extra output, it will 'disappear' (fade out) from the output 
:)

cheers
ripe

>From: vanno <vanno@submedia.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] expansion board
>Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2002 18:35:04 +0200
>
>hi,
>
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>i've a question regarding the audio expansion board for the rs7k.
>when in use, the sounds directed to the extra outputs can not be send
>through the main effects. however, what about using the other effects
>section (variation, reverb, delay,..)? in other words, is it possible
>to apply these effects to sounds routed through the expansion boards'
>extra audio outputs?
>
>cheers,
>
>peter
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 6092|6081|2002-07-08 11:47:36|cheekymonkeyrockstar|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
no thats the problem - cant set the partition number because no 
option comes up..... i set the ID of the disk to 0 and the id of the 
RS to 6.... then mount is set to 0 but no partition option comes up??

any ideas?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 08 July 2002 13:50, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:
> > errmm - well you mean in the SCSI comms section? - ive set the
> > mount id correctly and pressed F1 but this has no effect - in the
> > partition bit in the middle there is nothing displatyed?
> 
> I'm referring to the stuff described on page 131 of the english 
> manual. The SCSI setup page. You set both the SCSI ID of the drive 
> you want mounted, and the partition number of that drive you want 
> mounted. Are these correctly set?
> 
> - Robert

| 6093|6081|2002-07-08 12:41:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
On Monday 08 July 2002 19:47, cheekymonkeyrockstar wrote:

> no thats the problem - cant set the partition number because no
> option comes up..... i set the ID of the disk to 0 and the id of
> the RS to 6.... then mount is set to 0 but no partition option
> comes up??

Maybe the partition option is only if there actually more than one 
partition to choose from. Dunno... I'd have to test this myself.

- Robert
| 6094|6081|2002-07-08 15:37:40|renntiger2|Re: SCSI Probs (getting desperate)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "cheekymonkeyrockstar" 
wrote:

> no thats the problem - cant set the partition number because no 
> option comes up..... i set the ID of the disk to 0 and the id of the 
> RS to 6.... then mount is set to 0 but no partition option comes up??

On which operating system did you create your partition? Windows? Win
NT/2000? Linux? Which partition type did you create? Windows is able
to read/write a lot of different partition types, maybe the RS has
more limited capabilities. Here is a list of partition types:

http://www.win.tue.nl/~aeb/partitions/partition_types-1.html

The only types of interest are the DOS and WIN95 types. I could
imagine that the RS can only handle FAT16 partitions (MS-DOS). This
would also explain the 2GB limit. I don't know much about the
different windows fdisk versions but it should be possible to create a
FAT16 (sometimes called MSDOS or old DOS) partition.

Another idea would be to use Linux to partition your harddrive. You
don't have to install Linux on your (or your friend's) computer. Just
download tomsrtbt, put it on a floppy disk and boot from it.

http://www.toms.net/~toehser/rb/

Tomsrtbt a complete Linux system on one floppy containing a lot of
scsi drivers and the Linux version of fdisk. Just create one FAT16
partition (type 6) and try it on your RS. If you want to try this and

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.win.tue.nl/~aeb/partitions/partition_types-1.html
http://www.toms.net/~toehser/rb/


you get any problems with tomsrtbt or Linux-fdisk, don't hesitate to
ask here again or send me a mail.

Klaus
| 6095|6062|2002-07-09 11:12:19|eq127|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|
Hi again, i've been working with the RS and i've narrowed down the 
amount of things i'd need help with. I was able to make a pattern 
chain and convert to song ok, the pattern chain wasn't nearly as 
complex as i'd like it to be but at least thats a start. I'm going to 
work on understanding mutes tonight, but the one thing that gets me 
is, how to use sections K-P effectively? how are you supposed to 
switch to these sections when you are essentially forced to sequence 
on the fly? (i tried using the pattern chain edit, but by the 
look/feel of it it would take a very very long time to make all the 
edits i would need through say a 330 measure pattern, i'm better off 
tackling that in song mode with a simple but long pattern chain.... 
also there is no Insert event!!!)

i suppose you can just rotate the F2 knob, but suppose you go to the 
wrong one, you only have 4 beats/1 measure to do it... then you ruin 
your whole pattern chain and have to start over or event edit!... 
also another workaround for me would be to start using more than one 
style per song, is this not to difficult? how do you copy over all 
the settings (effects etc) that could cause a lag?

thanks, i am learning slowly but surely =)

EQ

> I agree entirely with on this one.
> 
> I get pissed off having to record pattern changes firts.. THEN 

mutes 

> and scenes and then song-mode automation/knob changes.
> 
> Would be nice if you could do all three at once. Its bugs be 

because 

> all you best bits are done whilst changing patterns, muting, and 
> twiddling all at once. It drags the whole process out a bit...
> 
> Its still a savage box though.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> > Yes i've read the entire FAQ, it was very helpful for little tips 
> and 
> > tricks but the overall concepts are still just setting in for me. 

I 

> > understand what you are saying and i guess i will have to work 

with 

> > the pattern chain edit mode until i can learn to (hopefully) skip 
> > that section and go straight from pattern mode to song mode like 

a 

> > normal sequencer.
> > 
> > So if anyone doesn't mind what i would really like to hear is a 
> brief 
> > description of how a knowledged RS7000 user would go from 
> > the "drawing board" of pattern mode, with all 16 channels filled 
> and 
> > all 16 sections holding different variations of those 16 channels 
> > (this much i can already do) all the way to a full song using at 
> > least mutes, variations/fills etc, and sections K-P effectively, 

i 

> > don't need scenes i don't think since i keep effects the same 
> > generally throughout a track, but a quick guide on how to use 

those 



> > too would come in handy down the road.
> > 
> > I know this is asking alot but for me this would have been the 

most 

> > useful thing to have in the FAQ.
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > 
> > EQ
> > 
> > > 
> > > Simply ask on this list away while learning.
> > > 
> > > - Robert

| 6096|6096|2002-07-10 00:00:07|eq127|extracting parts of a pattern|
hi list, another problem i've ran into a couple of times since i got 
the RS but never remembered to ask until now, suppose i have an 8 
measure preset/user pattern and i only like the 1st 4 measures of it, 
how do i "extract" those 1st 4 measures into an empty 4 measure user 
pattern? i've tried a couple of things and i always end up with 4 
measures of the beat i want to loop around and 4 measures of silence..

i'll check the FAQ again right now but i didn't see this on there at 
first glance.

thanks

eq
| 6097|6096|2002-07-10 00:10:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: extracting parts of a pattern|
Try the SPLIT PHRASE job, page 146 of the manual.
You want to copy the source phrase beforehand.

- Robert

On Wednesday 10 July 2002 08:00, eq127 wrote:
> hi list, another problem i've ran into a couple of times since i
> got the RS but never remembered to ask until now, suppose i have an
> 8 measure preset/user pattern and i only like the 1st 4 measures of
> it, how do i "extract" those 1st 4 measures into an empty 4 measure
> user pattern? i've tried a couple of things and i always end up
> with 4 measures of the beat i want to loop around and 4 measures of
> silence..
>
> i'll check the FAQ again right now but i didn't see this on there
> at first glance.
>
> thanks
>
> eq
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/TPvn8A/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6098|6062|2002-07-10 00:21:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|
On Tuesday 09 July 2002 19:12, eq127 wrote:
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> Hi again, i've been working with the RS and i've narrowed down the
> amount of things i'd need help with. I was able to make a pattern
> chain and convert to song ok, the pattern chain wasn't nearly as
> complex as i'd like it to be but at least thats a start. I'm going
> to work on understanding mutes tonight, but the one thing that gets
> me is, how to use sections K-P effectively?

Using the F2 knob, there's no other way.

> how are you supposed to
> switch to these sections when you are essentially forced to
> sequence on the fly? (i tried using the pattern chain edit, but by
> the look/feel of it it would take a very very long time to make all
> the edits i would need through say a 330 measure pattern, i'm
> better off tackling that in song mode with a simple but long
> pattern chain.... 

Have you tried Edit submode? In Pattern Chain mode, simply press the 
Edit button. That's were I do the work mostly. Works fine for me.

> also there is no Insert event!!!)

Are you sure? I thought there was last time I checked.
Found it, its the CREATE MEASURE job in Pattern Chain mode. Just tried 
it.

>
> i suppose you can just rotate the F2 knob, but suppose you go to
> the wrong one, you only have 4 beats/1 measure to do it... then you
> ruin your whole pattern chain and have to start over or event
> edit!... 

You're referring to real-time editing, I guess? No need to work that 
way.

> also another workaround for me would be to start using
> more than one style per song, is this not to difficult? how do you
> copy over all the settings (effects etc) that could cause a lag?

Swithing between sections of different styles always causes a lag, 
untless you tell the RS not to change effects/voices in this 
particual situation. See the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch, described on 
page 261 of the manual.

- Robert
| 6099|6099|2002-07-10 07:26:43|synthe. labo|2 new tracks|
haloa
here are 2 new tracks of mine online now:
'a+1-2' -> heavy drum&bass with industrial sounds, noisy synth and a slow 
rythm
'circus people' -> sloow tekno, a mixture of styles, some happy moods 
mixed with tons of samples to create a trippy stuff

a+1-2
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2571/2571502.html

cicus people
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2580/2580915.html

if you listen, feedback really appreciated, as always

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
| 6100|6062|2002-07-10 23:00:20|eq127|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|

> > also another workaround for me would be to start using
> > more than one style per song, is this not to difficult? how do you

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2571/2571502.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2580/2580915.html
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://mobile.msn.it/


> > copy over all the settings (effects etc) that could cause a lag?
> 
> Swithing between sections of different styles always causes a lag, 
> untless you tell the RS not to change effects/voices in this 
> particual situation. See the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch, described on 
> page 261 of the manual.
> 
> - Robert

so would it be possible for me to have that setting on for only 
certain styles that are supposed to go together for 1 full song, but 
not others that are different sets of styles for other songs which 
would probably need different effects/settings etc? I do like the FAQ 
suggests where i mix onto another soundsource and back while i switch 
songs and mix back to the new song, so i don't mind if there's a lag 
between songs, just not styles within a song

thanks for the help

kieran
| 6101|6033|2002-07-11 06:56:51|sensualemporer|Re: SCSI issues - need help fellas!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "trapstate" wrote:

> I must say I'm lucky, I have a 4 meter SCSI 
> cable connected to my PC, and the Rs can read from HD and both SCSI 
> drives. 
> 
> good luck
> 
> Paul

what kind of SCSI card do you have to connect the SCSI to your PC? 
What manufacturer/model? Sounds like you have a good one. Is it a 
PCI card?

So the RS-7000 can read from three different HDs in your PC? One IDE 
drive and 2 SCSI drives all inside your PC?? Is this right? That 
sounds great!!!

thx,
frenchy
| 6102|783|2002-07-11 08:47:07|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K |
We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

Date: Thursday, July 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.
| 6103|6103|2002-07-11 08:55:54|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K|
am I drunk?! ...there's no 'add bookmark' link...????

B

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2002 10:47 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Reminder - Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K

<http://groups.yahoo.com/> Yahoo! Groups My Groups
<http://groups.yahoo.com/mygroups> | RS7000 Main Page
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> 

We would like to remind you of this upcoming event.

Add your PERSONAL MUSIC SITE to the RS7K 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/mygroups
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


Date: Thursday, July 11, 2002 
Time: 8:00AM PDT (GMT-07:00) 

Do you make music using your RS7K, RM1X, A4000, etc... ??? 
Then let the rest of the RS7000 member hear your tunes.

Go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/links> and up load
your link in the "RS7000 MEMBER'S PERSONAL MUSIC LINKS " folder. 

Better yet, upload samples of your music in either MP3 format 
or .r1p and .r1s files -- in the FILES section of this group.

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6104|6104|2002-07-11 12:48:14|volt0110|RS7000 will have new OS|
This was taken from the Motifator Forum.
Yamaha US at home writes:

We recieved official confirmation today that Yamaha Japan will 
develop the OS upgrade we have discussed here with 
improvements to Grid Groove and being able to get in and out of 
record without stopping, etc. 

So thanks at least in part to the people who cooperated here and 
sent emails to us. We'll be headed to the NAMM show this 
weekend and will have some more meeting about a 
development schedule and a release date. 

We 'll keep you posted as to the latest developments as soon as 
we hear anything.
| 6105|6105|2002-07-11 14:01:59|Delobbo101|Compressor effect....|
I really like the compressor effect in the master effect section of 
the RS7000. I have been trying to attain this type of compression 
effect in an external rack mount unit, for some time now. I bought a 
tc electronic Triple-C, thinking that would do the trick, and either 
I don't know how to use it yet, or it doesn't do it. I think its a 
bit too complicated? But nonetheless I was happy with its 
compression possibilities - so I decided to keep it for other 
purposes. Then I bought a Samson S-Com unit - total garbage - I'm 
returning it - it had basically NO EFFECT on the kind of music I'm 
making (electronic dance/trance) - so my question:

Is there any rackmount unit that can simply give me the same effect 
of the compressor on the RS7000? Anyone know... thanks.

delobbo
| 6106|6106|2002-07-11 14:34:52|Delobbo101|realtime kick/snare fills|
Is there anyway to do realtime kick/snare fills while in realtime 
pattern play? I guess you could program a fill to one of the tracks, 
but it just seems like wasteful use of resources... anybody know?
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thanks

delobbo
| 6107|6106|2002-07-11 14:47:06|r_i_ p_e|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
try using the realitme loop remix for a fill, then you can cancel out and it 
will go back to your original pattern... just a suggestion :)

cheers
ripe

>From: "Delobbo101" <delobbo101@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] realtime kick/snare fills
>Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2002 20:34:51 -0000
>
>Is there anyway to do realtime kick/snare fills while in realtime
>pattern play? I guess you could program a fill to one of the tracks,
>but it just seems like wasteful use of resources... anybody know?
>
>thanks
>
>delobbo

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 6108|6106|2002-07-11 15:29:21|Delobbo101|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
well I don't think that's gonna work for me, since I'm not using any 
samples... but I'll try some other things - actually I think I will 
end up setting up some fills in realtime pattern play mode on my 
Triton and sync those with the RS... thanks for the suggestion 
though..

rrr

--- In RS7000@y..., "r_i_ p_e" wrote:
> try using the realitme loop remix for a fill, then you can cancel 
out and it 
> will go back to your original pattern... just a suggestion :)
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> 
> >From: "Delobbo101" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> >To: RS7000@y...
> >Subject: [RS7000] realtime kick/snare fills
> >Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2002 20:34:51 -0000
> >
> >Is there anyway to do realtime kick/snare fills while in realtime
> >pattern play? I guess you could program a fill to one of the 
tracks,
> >but it just seems like wasteful use of resources... anybody know?
> >
> >thanks
> >
> >delobbo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
> http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx

| 6109|6106|2002-07-11 16:00:49|simon leclerc|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
You don't need samples, it works on midi sequences as well.

on 7/11/02 5:29 PM, Delobbo101 at delobbo101@yahoo.com wrote:

> well I don't think that's gonna work for me, since I'm not using any
> samples... but I'll try some other things - actually I think I will
> end up setting up some fills in realtime pattern play mode on my
> Triton and sync those with the RS... thanks for the suggestion
> though..

mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com


> 
> rrr
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "r_i_ p_e" wrote:
>> try using the realitme loop remix for a fill, then you can cancel
> out and it 
>> will go back to your original pattern... just a suggestion :)
>> 
>> cheers
>> ripe
>> 
>> 
>>> From: "Delobbo101" 
>>> Reply-To: RS7000@y...
>>> To: RS7000@y...
>>> Subject: [RS7000] realtime kick/snare fills
>>> Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2002 20:34:51 -0000
>>> 
>>> Is there anyway to do realtime kick/snare fills while in realtime
>>> pattern play? I guess you could program a fill to one of the
> tracks,
>>> but it just seems like wasteful use of resources... anybody know?
>>> 
>>> thanks
>>> 
>>> delobbo
>> 
>> 
>> _________________________________________________________________
>> MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos:
>> http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 6110|6105|2002-07-11 16:21:26|renntiger2|Re: Compressor effect....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:

> Is there any rackmount unit that can simply give me the same effect 
> of the compressor on the RS7000? Anyone know... thanks.

Hm.. maybe the TC finalizer will do a similar effect. I never had the
chance to try it and the unit is very expensive. Did anyone ever try
the Behringer Ultradyne (6-band compressor)?

Klaus
| 6111|6111|2002-07-12 07:04:39|Jay Miller|All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
Hi,

I've had a problem with my RS several times and I'm wondering if anyone else 
has experienced the same thing. It always happens after I've been on it for 
an hour or more. What happens is that when I record something using Replace 
record, and then go try to go into Step record to edit what I Replace 
recorded, no note data shows up. This also happens when I go into Step 
record to make a pitch change. I'll put the pitch change in Step record and 
when I go back in to Step record to edit the change or make more, the change 
I just made doesn't show up. Or when I'm in Step record trying to make a 
pitch change, no marker shows up when I enter the information even though it 
still dings. Basically, the problem is that note & pitch bend information 
is not showing up in Step record even when that information will play. This 
is frustrating because it is hard to edit what you cannot see.
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How I've been resolving the problem is to save where I'm at and then turn 
off the machine and turn it on again with the factory set. This has worked 
every time but it still is frustrating that I have go through that.

Thanks for feedback,

BTW, for those who gave advise, I ended up going with the Hoontech DSP24 
sound card. Good price and so good so far.

j

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
| 6112|6112|2002-07-12 09:38:18|Robert Skerjanc|Zip Drive question|
Forest FloorHi list,
I've switched from my RM1x to the RS7k recently and I am happy to follow
your discussions on this great list.
I seem to be an exception to most of the users, because I am not producing
Techno but my own freestyle. The RS7k gives me more freedom, it is not that
much fixed to Techno as the RM1x.

However, I have a small problem:
when I eject a disk at my Zip drive (to switch to another), the RS crashes
every time and I have to power down. Has someone an answer?

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6113|6106|2002-07-12 11:01:25|Delobbo101|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
REALLY.... well I'll have to give it a shot then - I really don't 
know how to use the loop remix function yet... thanks!

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., simon leclerc wrote:
> You don't need samples, it works on midi sequences as well.
> 
> on 7/11/02 5:29 PM, Delobbo101 at delobbo101@y... wrote:
> 
> > well I don't think that's gonna work for me, since I'm not using 
any
> > samples... but I'll try some other things - actually I think I 
will
> > end up setting up some fills in realtime pattern play mode on my
> > Triton and sync those with the RS... thanks for the suggestion
> > though..
> > 
> > rrr
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "r_i_ p_e" wrote:
> >> try using the realitme loop remix for a fill, then you can cancel
> > out and it 
> >> will go back to your original pattern... just a suggestion :)
> >> 
> >> cheers
> >> ripe
> >> 
> >> 
> >>> From: "Delobbo101" 
> >>> Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> >>> To: RS7000@y...
> >>> Subject: [RS7000] realtime kick/snare fills
> >>> Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2002 20:34:51 -0000
> >>> 
> >>> Is there anyway to do realtime kick/snare fills while in 
realtime
> >>> pattern play? I guess you could program a fill to one of the
> > tracks,
> >>> but it just seems like wasteful use of resources... anybody 
know?
> >>> 
> >>> thanks
> >>> 
> >>> delobbo
> >> 
> >> 

http://mobile.msn.com/


> >> _________________________________________________________________
> >> MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos:
> >> http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > 
> > * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> > 
> > 
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> > * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your "My
> > Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > First RS community on the net.
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > 
> >

| 6114|6105|2002-07-12 11:02:46|Delobbo101|Re: Compressor effect....|
I had a Finalizer Xpress for a week - in my opinion, it was way too 
$$$ for what it did - indeed, the Triple-C does pretty much the same 
thing, and is $300. So I went with that... 

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> 
> > Is there any rackmount unit that can simply give me the same 
effect 
> > of the compressor on the RS7000? Anyone know... thanks.
> 
> Hm.. maybe the TC finalizer will do a similar effect. I never had 
the
> chance to try it and the unit is very expensive. Did anyone ever try
> the Behringer Ultradyne (6-band compressor)?
> 
> Klaus

| 6115|6105|2002-07-12 12:05:49|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Compressor effect....|
did you try an RNC?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Delobbo101 [mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2002 1:03 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Compressor effect....

I had a Finalizer Xpress for a week - in my opinion, it was way too 
$$$ for what it did - indeed, the Triple-C does pretty much the same 
thing, and is $300. So I went with that... 

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> 
> > Is there any rackmount unit that can simply give me the same 
effect 
> > of the compressor on the RS7000? Anyone know... thanks.
> 
> Hm.. maybe the TC finalizer will do a similar effect. I never had 
the
> chance to try it and the unit is very expensive. Did anyone ever try
> the Behringer Ultradyne (6-band compressor)?
> 
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> Klaus

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

<http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/le/lensexpress/lensexpress_468x60b.gif>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6116|6104|2002-07-12 15:38:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 will have new OS|
--- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:

> This was taken from the Motifator Forum.
> Yamaha US at home writes:
> 
> We recieved official confirmation today that Yamaha Japan will 
> develop the OS upgrade we have discussed here with 
> improvements to Grid Groove and being able to get in and out of 
> record without stopping, etc. 
> 
> So thanks at least in part to the people who cooperated here and 
> sent emails to us. We'll be headed to the NAMM show this 
> weekend and will have some more meeting about a 
> development schedule and a release date. 
> 
> We 'll keep you posted as to the latest developments as soon as 
> we hear anything.

:)))

That sounds like good news, doesn´t it? 

So much to the person on www.rs7000.org who said there wouldn´t be an 
update...HA!

:)))))
| 6117|6106|2002-07-12 15:48:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:

> Is there anyway to do realtime kick/snare fills while in realtime 
> pattern play? 

Look in the manual for "Loop Remix"
| 6118|6106|2002-07-12 15:50:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:

> well I don't think that's gonna work for me, since I'm not using 

any 

> samples....

...Loop Remix works not only with samples...it works with MIDI-data 
as well...try it and you´ll see...
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| 6119|6105|2002-07-12 15:53:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: Compressor effect....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> 
> > Is there any rackmount unit that can simply give me the same 

effect 

> > of the compressor on the RS7000? Anyone know... thanks.
> 
> Hm.. maybe the TC finalizer will do a similar effect. I never had 

the

> chance to try it and the unit is very expensive. Did anyone ever try
> the Behringer Ultradyne (6-band compressor)?

Robert borrowed a TC Finalizer and was very pleased with it. I 
remember that someone posted a few months ago a review about the RS-
Compressor and basically it´s not as good as a standalone unit, so 
outboard compressor might be better. I´ve heard a couple of people 
saying that they are satisfied with the quality of the Ultradyne.

Thomas (auch Klaus)

> 
> Klaus

| 6120|6111|2002-07-12 15:55:59|tompaulsen2002|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:

> How I've been resolving the problem is to save where I'm at and 

then turn 

> off the machine and turn it on again with the factory set. This 

has worked 

> every time but it still is frustrating that I have go through that.

Hmmm, what OS version do you have? v1.14? or v1.12?

> 
> Thanks for feedback,
> 
> BTW, for those who gave advise, I ended up going with the Hoontech 

DSP24 

> sound card. Good price and so good so far.

Congratulations. :)

Tom 

> j
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: 

http://mobile.msn.com
| 6121|6112|2002-07-12 16:00:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: Zip Drive question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Skerjanc" wrote:

> when I eject a disk at my Zip drive (to switch to another), the RS 

crashes

> every time and I have to power down. Has someone an answer?

???I use a ZIP100 Drive and this never happened to me. What OS 
version does your RS has? And what ZIP do you use? 100MB or 250MB. 
Did you choose the right SCSI-ID´s?
Maybe the SCSI port on your RS is defect. Or the cable? or the 
Plug...could be a lot of reasons for that behaviour...
| 6122|6122|2002-07-12 20:19:22|lysene@thcnet.net|is my thinking correct? pattern chain / song mode|
Hey all.. Once again, great reading all the posts.. I am very very happy 
that this community exists.. Seems a great resource with smart guys who 

http://mobile.msn.com/


actually want to help. For free! Can't get any better than that.. But 
anyways, here's my deal..

Okay, I haven't really gotten heavy into the pattern chain or song modes yet 
(still amazed with the standard pattern mode and all its possibilities), but 
from the way my mind is thinking, it seems as though the pattern chain mode 
is (if a song is a building) there for you to set up the BASIC foundation of 
your track, meaning, choose the patterns, edit your mutes and section 
changes, etc.. but you cannot edit the DYNAMICS of each track in the pattern 
chain mode. once you convert your pattern chain to a song, you then have the 
correct mutes / changes, timing, etc, but the "song" is nothing more than 
your pattern chain at that point.. in the song mode you are basically 
working within the pattern chain you already created, but at that point you 
can add notes, subtract notes, delete, edit cc's, etc, correct?

-Tim
| 6123|6106|2002-07-12 20:26:47|Oscar Finch|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
Also try this. Your phrase is for bars long. You want your fill on bar three only.Go in and extract all data from bar three too the begining of bar four.Go too the next track
and step/grid program the same snare/bass drum combo you had at bar 3.realtime loop remix it into the snare/roll/break or whatever combo you where after.Make sure the
new phrase is only 1 bar long.Then insert the phrase from track 2 into the 3 bar of the phrase on track 1 so you have a new fill /variant at that point.If you're careful and
clever enough think of any midi data like a "sample phrase clip" and cut copy paste move and insert it all over the place. It takes a while too get your head around and
sometimes it's a pen and paper job (IE: go into the edit window for the correct bar/beat/clock parameters you want manipulated) but the results are worth it.Also try using
the create roll job on stacatto bass lines some very very interesting results to be had as well.You can also edit out any data from a realtime loop remix once you have
"created" a new pattern set with the function.

------------------------------------------------
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6124|6122|2002-07-12 20:33:22|Oscar Finch|Re: is my thinking correct? pattern chain / song mode|
Yes this is correct. You have full control over editing CC's etc etc etc once you convert a chain too a SONG.This will give you 16 linear sequncer tracks plus a tempo track
and scene/mute track as well.So you can program filter sweeps ant certain sections, insert CC's on other tracks and pretty much polish the wholething off in linear
sequncing mode.Linear tracks can also be recorded too (much like pattern mode) which is a godsend for veteraned key's players out there who want too say sequnce the
entire piano performance for a fusion jazz track on one sequncer channel etc.It also means that certain note data can fall out of or over lap sections where pattern loops
occur within the song :P

------------------------------------------------
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6125|6122|2002-07-12 23:52:51|djboy112st|Re: is my thinking correct? pattern chain / song mode|
Thanks, Oscar. Awesome.. I need to tell the roommates that, after 
not seeing me for five or six days, not to worry.. I'll just be 
locked in a room pushing buttons and turning knobs.. I NOW feel as 
though I have a good understanding of the way a track is to be built 
on this box.. I am a technician working for Dell.. I know it's just 
a matter of learning the capabilities and restrictions of the 
hardware you have at your disposal.. I'm getting more and more in 
touch with the soul of the machine as the days go by.. Goody goody 
gumdrops! House time is anytime, and any time is housetime!

-Tim

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Yes this is correct. You have full control over editing CC's etc 
etc etc once you convert a chain too a SONG.This will give you 16 
linear sequncer tracks plus a tempo track and scene/mute track as 
well.So you can program filter sweeps ant certain sections, insert 
[..truncated..]

| 6126|6112|2002-07-13 03:59:18|tempotanken|Re: Zip Drive question|
I´ve got the same problem with my 100Mb Zip....!!!

Newest O.S. 

Hans H
| 6127|6106|2002-07-13 09:51:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: realtime kick/snare fills|
Added to faq entries for next release.

Btw, I think that you could use the Split Phrase job to extract the 
third bar (in this example) as follows:

- Create a copy of the 4-bar phrase (we call it phrase X).
- Split at bar 4 and save bar 4 to a phrase, say phrase Y.

http://www.excite.com/
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- Split at bar 3 and save bar 3 it to another phrase, say phrase Z.
- Now use loop remix on phrase Z producing phrase Z'. 
- Using the Phrase Append job, finally, join phrases X, Z' and Y, in 
that order.

Haven't tried it, btw.

- Robert

On Saturday 13 July 2002 04:26, Oscar Finch wrote:
> Also try this. Your phrase is for bars long. You want your fill on
> bar three only.Go in and extract all data from bar three too the
> begining of bar four.Go too the next track and step/grid program
> the same snare/bass drum combo you had at bar 3.realtime loop remix
> it into the snare/roll/break or whatever combo you where after.Make
> sure the new phrase is only 1 bar long.Then insert the phrase from
> track 2 into the 3 bar of the phrase on track 1 so you have a new
> fill /variant at that point.If you're careful and clever enough
> think of any midi data like a "sample phrase clip" and cut copy
> paste move and insert it all over the place. It takes a while too
> get your head around and sometimes it's a pen and paper job (IE: go
> into the edit window for the correct bar/beat/clock parameters you
> want manipulated) but the results are worth it.Also try using the
> create roll job on stacatto bass lines some very very interesting
> results to be had as well.You can also edit out any data from a
> realtime loop remix once you have "created" a new pattern set with
> the function.
>
> ------------------------------------------------
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Save on REALTOR Fees
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Xw80LD/h1ZEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6128|6112|2002-07-13 09:53:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Zip Drive question|
On Saturday 13 July 2002 11:59, tempotanken wrote:

> I´ve got the same problem with my 100Mb Zip....!!!
>
> Newest O.S.

Could be the ZIP, for starters, but did both of you correctly 
terminate the ZIP drive? (assuming its the last device in the SCSI 
chain.)

- Robert
| 6129|6112|2002-07-13 09:57:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Zip Drive question|
On Friday 12 July 2002 17:42, Robert Skerjanc wrote:

> Forest FloorHi list,
> I've switched from my RM1x to the RS7k recently and I am happy to
> follow your discussions on this great list.
> I seem to be an exception to most of the users, because I am not

http://www.excite.com/
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> producing Techno but my own freestyle. The RS7k gives me more
> freedom, it is not that much fixed to Techno as the RM1x.
>
> However, I have a small problem:
> when I eject a disk at my Zip drive (to switch to another), the RS
> crashes every time and I have to power down. Has someone an answer?

Weird problem that should not happen.
Did you check of the ZIP drive is correctly terminated?
I use a SCSI MO drive, and have no problems at all when ejecting the 
disk. 

Could also be a problem with the drive model.

As a possible workaround, may the RS will not crash if you set it to 
work with another SCSI mount ID number just before you eject the 
disk. The mount ID normally is set to the ZIP's ID, but change it to 
something else, then eject/insert, then set the mount ID back to the 
ZIP's ID. 

Don't know if this works, though. Actually, I doubt it. ;)

- Robert
| 6130|6111|2002-07-13 10:02:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
On Friday 12 July 2002 15:04, Jay Miller wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I've had a problem with my RS several times and I'm wondering if
> anyone else has experienced the same thing. It always happens
> after I've been on it for an hour or more. What happens is that
> when I record something using Replace record, and then go try to go
> into Step record to edit what I Replace recorded, no note data
> shows up. This also happens when I go into Step record to make a
> pitch change. I'll put the pitch change in Step record and when I
> go back in to Step record to edit the change or make more, the
> change I just made doesn't show up. Or when I'm in Step record
> trying to make a pitch change, no marker shows up when I enter the
> information even though it still dings. Basically, the problem is
> that note & pitch bend information is not showing up in Step record
> even when that information will play. This is frustrating because
> it is hard to edit what you cannot see.

When entering Step Record mode, you have to set the EVENT TYPE with 
knob 3 before pressing the Play button to enter the step record page. 

Have you correctly set the event type value to the type of midi event 
you want to edit? Afaik, this works as a filter, you only get to see 
the type of event you initially specified.

- Robert
| 6131|6062|2002-07-13 10:05:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can't wrap head around sequencer modes|
On Thursday 11 July 2002 07:00, eq127 wrote:

> > > also another workaround for me would be to start using
> > > more than one style per song, is this not to difficult? how do
> > > you copy over all the settings (effects etc) that could cause a
> > > lag?
> >
> > Swithing between sections of different styles always causes a
> > lag, untless you tell the RS not to change effects/voices in this
> > particual situation. See the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch, described
> > on page 261 of the manual.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> so would it be possible for me to have that setting on for only
> certain styles that are supposed to go together for 1 full song,
> but not others that are different sets of styles for other songs
> which would probably need different effects/settings etc?

Nope, it's a global setting that works for all songs. Never 
experimented with it though. Try it. Could be that the RS *does* 
change fx/voice settings when you select a style in stop mode, but 
does *not* change fx/voice settings while playing (and that global 
switch is enabled).

- Robert
| 6132|6132|2002-07-13 10:20:14|synthe. labo|EMU stuff|



hello,
i would ask if someone uses XL-7 or MP-7
my question is about synth engine, if this one can be compared to a 
v-analogue, i know it's sampled based, but in possibility to tweak and alter 
completely a sound

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
| 6133|6133|2002-07-13 10:55:25|mrshy33|DVD Video|
Do any one know if Yamaha is going to make a DVD training 
video for the RS 7000 or is there one available now that I'm not 
aware of ?
| 6134|6132|2002-07-13 13:01:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: EMU stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> hello,
> i would ask if someone uses XL-7 or MP-7
> my question is about synth engine, if this one can be compared to a 
> v-analogue, i know it's sampled based, but in possibility to tweak 

and alter 

> completely a sound

Yes and no, you can tweak and alter sounds just as good or bad as 
with the RS. And it´s not comparable at all with a VA.
| 6135|6133|2002-07-13 13:02:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: DVD Video|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:

> Do any one know if Yamaha is going to make a DVD training 
> video for the RS 7000 or is there one available now that I'm not 
> aware of ?

Not AFAIK. It was already a big fight to convince them to do a OS-
update...
| 6136|6136|2002-07-13 19:45:12|little_baby_tickles|pulling up sections K-P|
please can anyone tell me how to pull up sections K-P? i may have 
overlooked it in the manual but i cant find it anywere.thxs
| 6137|6111|2002-07-13 21:13:01|megons|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
I've had the same problem - Sometimes the RS7000 simply won't record 
any notes in Replace mode.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I've had a problem with my RS several times and I'm wondering if 
anyone else 
> has experienced the same thing. It always happens after I've been 
on it for 
> an hour or more. What happens is that when I record something 
using Replace 
> record, and then go try to go into Step record to edit what I 
Replace 
> recorded, no note data shows up. This also happens when I go into 
Step 
> record to make a pitch change. I'll put the pitch change in Step 
record and 
> when I go back in to Step record to edit the change or make more, 
the change 
> I just made doesn't show up. Or when I'm in Step record trying to 
make a 
> pitch change, no marker shows up when I enter the information even 
though it 
> still dings. Basically, the problem is that note & pitch bend 
information 
> is not showing up in Step record even when that information will 
play. This 
> is frustrating because it is hard to edit what you cannot see.
> 
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> How I've been resolving the problem is to save where I'm at and 
then turn 
> off the machine and turn it on again with the factory set. This 
has worked 
> every time but it still is frustrating that I have go through that.
> 
> Thanks for feedback,
> 
> BTW, for those who gave advise, I ended up going with the Hoontech 
DSP24 
> sound card. Good price and so good so far.
> 
> j
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: 
http://mobile.msn.com

| 6138|6136|2002-07-14 01:57:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pulling up sections K-P|
On Sunday 14 July 2002 03:45, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> please can anyone tell me how to pull up sections K-P? i may have
> overlooked it in the manual but i cant find it anywere.thxs

Use the knob. Apart from using sysex commands, there's currently no 
other way to access them directly.

- Robert
| 6139|6139|2002-07-14 07:44:04|mmittner|test your rs7000!|
do that:

(1) power your machine up
(2) press 'effect' two times - you're know in the variation parameter screen
(3) press 'f4' four times - you're know in the screen with the variation send levels
(4) turn 'send var. to delay' up to any value using knob 1
(5) escape to the main screen by pressing 'exit' two times
(5) select style number 2 using knob 1
(6) repeat steps (2) and (3)
(7) you should now see that the 'send var. to delay' value is not zero, like it should be. try it with other send levels - it's like the send levels inside the effect block are set
globally for all styles, and wether it's by design or by accident: it sucks, really.

i already mentioned this a few times on motifator and here, but knowone besides me ever seems to be bothered by that, so i'd be pleased if you could make this little test
on your rs and tell me if yours behaves the same way. for me this is really a pain in the ass, i use delay on the variation effect in nearly half of my songs.

-mike
| 6140|6139|2002-07-14 08:40:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: test your rs7000!|
On Sunday 14 July 2002 15:44, mmittner wrote:

> do that:
>
> (1) power your machine up
> (2) press 'effect' two times - you're know in the variation
> parameter screen (3) press 'f4' four times - you're know in the
> screen with the variation send levels (4) turn 'send var. to delay'
> up to any value using knob 1 (5) escape to the main screen by
> pressing 'exit' two times (5) select style number 2 using knob 1
> (6) repeat steps (2) and (3)
> (7) you should now see that the 'send var. to delay' value is not
> zero, like it should be. try it with other send levels - it's like
> the send levels inside the effect block are set globally for all
> styles, and wether it's by design or by accident: it sucks, really.

I saw indeed see the same send level in style 2, after I set it in for 
style 1.

However, I change the setting in style 2 to some other (non-zero) 
value, and switching between styles 1 and 2 showed different values 
for both styles. Seems that the values are now kept apart.

Looks like the send level of a given style is changed to the latest 
set value if its zero (or never set before).

- Robert
| 6141|6139|2002-07-14 08:47:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: test your rs7000!|
Arrgghh, never mind my english, as I'm a zombie (most of the times).

- Robert
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On Sunday 14 July 2002 16:40, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 14 July 2002 15:44, mmittner wrote:
> > do that:
> >
> > (1) power your machine up
> > (2) press 'effect' two times - you're know in the variation
> > parameter screen (3) press 'f4' four times - you're know in the
> > screen with the variation send levels (4) turn 'send var. to
> > delay' up to any value using knob 1 (5) escape to the main screen
> > by pressing 'exit' two times (5) select style number 2 using knob
> > 1 (6) repeat steps (2) and (3)
> > (7) you should now see that the 'send var. to delay' value is not
> > zero, like it should be. try it with other send levels - it's
> > like the send levels inside the effect block are set globally for
> > all styles, and wether it's by design or by accident: it sucks,
> > really.
>
> I saw indeed see the same send level in style 2, after I set it in
> for style 1.
>
> However, I change the setting in style 2 to some other (non-zero)
> value, and switching between styles 1 and 2 showed different values
> for both styles. Seems that the values are now kept apart.
>
> Looks like the send level of a given style is changed to the latest
> set value if its zero (or never set before).
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Save on REALTOR Fees
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Xw80LD/h1ZEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6142|6112|2002-07-14 10:28:30|Robert Skerjanc|Re: Zip Drive question|
Forest FloorHi Robert,
Thanks for your suggestion. The problem with my ZIP100 still remains.
My OS is still 1.13, but according to Hans vers 1.14 does not improve it.
Zip is terminated correctly. I tried also SCSI address 5&6, and also Self ID
0&7.
Insertig a disk is no problem. My CD-drive also works fine over SCSI. I
guess it must be a HW incompatibility :-(

By the way, I've noticed that sometimes some soft buttons without use are
lighting. I.e. the Mount-Button F1 has no use (LED lights). The SCSI drive
is automatically mounted, when I turn the dial and exit the menu. Is this
bug fixed in vers. 1.14?

Robert

On Saturday 13 July 2002 11:59, tempotanken wrote:
> I�ve got the same problem with my 100Mb Zip....!!!
>
> Newest O.S.

Could be the ZIP, for starters, but did both of you correctly
terminate the ZIP drive? (assuming its the last device in the SCSI
chain.)
...
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Could also be a problem with the drive model.

As a possible workaround, may the RS will not crash if you set it to
work with another SCSI mount ID number just before you eject the
disk. The mount ID normally is set to the ZIP's ID, but change it to
something else, then eject/insert, then set the mount ID back to the
ZIP's ID.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6143|6143|2002-07-14 14:28:28|dr_eck_1|Problems importing SMFs containig SysEx-data for Virus B/C|
Whenever I load up a standard midi file containing SysEx-data for my Access Virus C the RS ceases to function.
Everything is fine until I load one of those files. After that the RS doesn't even play any other songs/patterns that are already loaded. When I press the play button the midi
out led flashes once. That's all. The position of the song / pattern does't proceed and if I try to play a song or pattern I've loaded before there's no sound.
Does anybody know what's up with that?
If you want to try it out, you can get "patches" for the Virus B/C either at http://www.access-music.de or at http://www.waf80.de/virus/
| 6144|6144|2002-07-14 17:34:01|zettbeta|RS x Motif patch list|
hi,
if possible does anyone know and could tell me the names of each one
patch on RS 7000?
i have the patch name list of Motif. if someone would like i could
send.
i have A4000 and i will exchange for RS or Motif.
this is my doubt , so i am collecting informations about bouth.
take care.
zett.
| 6145|746|2002-07-14 19:35:34|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: Do you think that rs700 is a good gear 
to play dub music in sound sytems ? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Yes, I think so., 13 votes, 50.00% 
- No, I don't think so., 0 votes, 0.00% 
- I don't know what you mean., 7 votes, 26.92% 
- Yes, I've already done it., 6 votes, 23.08% 

INDIVIDUAL VOTES
- Yes, I think so. 
- kmz@telus.net 
- Trance0817@aol.com 
- daxter_@yahoo.com 
- tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de 
- pman@home.nl 
- gregosaure@yahoo.fr 
- tpiper@ntlworld.com 
- jon_tay@yahoo.com 
- wim_heymans@advalvas.be 
- gvr@pandora.be 
- dnovomeiski@yahoo.com 
- whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au 
- corwinwinkelman@hotmail.com 
- No, I don't think so. 
- I don't know what you mean. 
- su700fan@comcast.net 
- chrisroyer2001@yahoo.com 
- kelly644@yahoo.com 
- jumpers@irave.org 
- sensualemporer@hotmail.com 
- pontsik@hotmail.com 
- DasLemma@gmx.net 
- Yes, I've already done it. 
- nakedian@yahoo.com 
- bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com 
- spacemoon75@hotmail.com 
- chrisholt@optusnet.com.au 
- ramonvink@hotmail.com 
- steixeirajr@yahoo.com 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 
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For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 6146|6146|2002-07-15 02:29:47|kanangus_maximus|What's the best way to make backing tracks....|
Hello everyone

I am a guitarist who is planning on creating backing tracks so I can 
do solo gigs. The easiest way would be to create the tracks and burn 
them to CD's. I could just take a folder full of CD's and a player. 
That and my guitar equipment and I would be ready to roll.

My question is what would make more sense , buying something like the 
qy700 and taking that to gigs or finding some kind of software that 
would do the job on my computer? 

Kananga
| 6147|6147|2002-07-15 04:49:51|pmlost|RS7000 - is it so wonderfull?|
Hello all ,

I'm currently own Mc505 and now I'm going to buy something more. I 
thought about Rs7000 and I also want to buy controller Evolution Mk-
225c.

I don't know for what i should go - for RS7000 (as a portbale music 
production station)or computer based systemm with evolution Mk-225c.

Mainly I make disco-house & dance music, and i need very actuall 
sounds as well as retro old sounds. 
i like natural instruments which i also used very ofen (violin, sax, 
trumpet, contrabass etc..)

I don't have an opportunity to test the RS7000 and I wonder what kind 
of sounds are on it. And very important thing - how do you estimate 
(in scale from 1 to 10) the possibilities of creating new sounds 
(unique and never heard before)on RS (on the MC505 there were quite 
wide possibilities althought it is old groovebox) 
Is the RS so wonderfull as all the articles say. I'm afraid that 
after i bought it it'll be out of date (like my MC505) - because of 
the limited possibilites of sounds editing.

If i used Evolution controller with different kind of software it 
seems to be no limit in music production but maybe it is not so 
initutive as it is in RS7000. I don't like making music on computer 
very much and probably to work with natural instruments i will have 
to look for samples. In other hand to use my RS7000 and MC505 with my 
PC i will need to buy Soundcard (i consider terratec EWS88 MT - 350$)

i will be very glad for any kind of comments, sugestion & experiences 
you provide me 
for sure it will help me to make the final decision

Kind Reagrds
Peter /pm'
| 6148|6111|2002-07-15 06:38:35|Jay Miller|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
Tom,

Good idea, do you think v1.14 will solve the problem? I've been running 
with version v1.12 since I got it. I heard about the other versions but 
didn't get around to installing them. How do I get v1.14? Can I can 
download v1.14 from the Yahoo RS Group site, transfer it onto a Smart Media 
card and then load it on the RS? I read in another one of your messages 
that a new OS is coming. When will that be?

Thanks,

Jay

>From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record
>Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2002 21:55:56 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:
>
> > How I've been resolving the problem is to save where I'm at and
>then turn
> > off the machine and turn it on again with the factory set. This

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>has worked
> > every time but it still is frustrating that I have go through that.
>
>Hmmm, what OS version do you have? v1.14? or v1.12?
>
> >
> > Thanks for feedback,
> >
> > BTW, for those who gave advise, I ended up going with the Hoontech
>DSP24
> > sound card. Good price and so good so far.
>Congratulations. :)
>
>Tom
> > j
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device:
>http://mobile.msn.com
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 6149|6111|2002-07-15 06:42:46|Jay Miller|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
That's a good point, I'm pretty sure I had the event type set to what I 
wanted but I'll take this into consideration. Thanks

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record
>Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2002 18:02:32 +0200
>
>On Friday 12 July 2002 15:04, Jay Miller wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I've had a problem with my RS several times and I'm wondering if
> > anyone else has experienced the same thing. It always happens
> > after I've been on it for an hour or more. What happens is that
> > when I record something using Replace record, and then go try to go
> > into Step record to edit what I Replace recorded, no note data
> > shows up. This also happens when I go into Step record to make a
> > pitch change. I'll put the pitch change in Step record and when I
> > go back in to Step record to edit the change or make more, the
> > change I just made doesn't show up. Or when I'm in Step record
> > trying to make a pitch change, no marker shows up when I enter the
> > information even though it still dings. Basically, the problem is
> > that note & pitch bend information is not showing up in Step record
> > even when that information will play. This is frustrating because
> > it is hard to edit what you cannot see.
>
>When entering Step Record mode, you have to set the EVENT TYPE with
>knob 3 before pressing the Play button to enter the step record page.
>
>Have you correctly set the event type value to the type of midi event
>you want to edit? Afaik, this works as a filter, you only get to see
>the type of event you initially specified.
>
>- Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 6150|6150|2002-07-15 11:27:17|flatron7000|From: yamahasynth.com |
Motif 1.60 updater now available online. This new updater improves 
trigger timing on the Motif synth when using the all new PLG150PC and 
PLG150DR boards. It also adds other new features like the ability to 
receive program changes and other MIDI data whilst in record 
monitoring mode (very useful for mLAN users!). For the update, which 
requires a smart media card and further info

http://mobile.msn.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hotmail.com/


| 6151|6150|2002-07-15 11:32:15|flatron7000|Re: From: yamahasynth.com|
And For The Rs7000 ???????????

Greetz 

Flatron
| 6152|6150|2002-07-15 12:11:19|simon leclerc|Re: From: yamahasynth.com|
Summer NAMM starts Friday 19th, i think
will find out if the statement on Motifator was true...

on 7/15/02 1:32 PM, flatron7000 at kristofb41@hotmail.com wrote:

> And For The Rs7000 ???????????
> 
> 
> Greetz 
> 
> Flatron
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 6153|6153|2002-07-15 16:42:48|cctaylorc|Help-W/Motif???|
Hello 

I just recently joined this group to try to find out more about the 
Motif. I was seriously considering purchasing a triton le-until I 
played a Motif at my local guitar center last saturday.

The sales guy was heavily influencing me to buy the motif (he had one 
himself). I was wondering if anyone out there would be willing to 
shoot me some info on the experiences they have had with this unit?

My background w/Keys is not real extensive. I've been doing my 
limited sequencing on an old ensoniq sq1+ with an alesis sr-16 drum 
machine driving the sequencer and a juno 106 thrown into the mix 
occasionally. ( I know, I know-the 90's are over ;)) I'm a 
singer/songwriter/guitar player who plays keys and is looking for 
something that I can do beats and keyboard parts on to then record on 
a backing cd-I'm also looking for a sampling unit (that's what 
attracted me to the motif-and the le-because they both seem to be 
somewhat "all-in-one" keyboards-that still HAVE a keyboard). I know 
that I would want to upgrade the 4mb sample memory to at least 32mb 
right away. My stuff is sort of rock/dance/goth/electronic and I 
liked alot of the sounds that I heard on the motif. I've read some 
semi-negative things about the motif on Harmony Central, though. 
Things like the sequencer being very hard to use, the general 
instrument navigation being difficult, etc.

I did buy the Rm1X stand alone sequencer a few years back-it is still 
gathering dust in my studio/practice space as I haven't been very 
effective at figuring out how to utilize it. I know this isn't a Rm1x 
discussion group, but the unit is hard to navigate, I don't get the 
voice structure, and the manual dosen't make ANY sense (to me!) My 
biggest fear is that the sequencer on the motif is as difficult to 
figure out! 

mailto:kristofb41@hotmail.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


I have also read that the video/dvd manual on the motif is "must" for 
anyone buying the keyboard-again I'd appreciate anyone's feedback on 
this issue also. I don't buy new gear that often-and I liked the idea 
of the expandability of the motif (again, any pointers on what cards 
to purchase (the AN systhesis sounded interesting)or experiences, 
etc). I want a keyboard that I'm not going to get the itch to replace 
in a year or two.

Again, any info/experiences positive OR negative would be greatly 
appreciated!

-chris
| 6154|6143|2002-07-15 18:45:12|wasted/su700fan|Re: Problems importing SMFs containig SysEx-data for Virus B/C|
I noticed the RS7k doesn't handle the Virus (I have a B Desktop version)
OS Update files (.MID) as well as the RM1x did. With the RM1x you could
use the PREPLAY function and play the 528Kb file directly off floppy and
it would update the OS of the Virus successfully on most occasions. No
such luck on the RS7k. For the last couple Virus B OS updates (4.52 &
4.55) since I've gotten the RS7k back in 2/2002 I've had to resort to
dragging out the extra MIDI cable, hooking it to my 'puter, and using
Windows Media Player for XP to update the Virus' OS.

FWIW, it looks like the RS7000 doesn't like large amounts of SysEx data
(like an OS update would have). It wouldn't take either the
first455.mid or second1024.mid Virus B OS update files either via Song
or Pattern modes. Said 0 for the BPM and therefore wouldn't even play
the file, even if you changed the BPM. Although the ABM.MID (Banks A,
B, & Multi factory default patches; little over 100Kb) did load ok in
pattern mode (approx. 55 measures) and I was able to play that file and
reload the ABM patches back.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: dr_eck_1 [mailto:1.Dr.Eck@gmx.at] 
> Sent: Sunday, July 14, 2002 4:28 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Problems importing SMFs containig 
> SysEx-data for Virus B/C
> 
> Whenever I load up a standard midi file containing SysEx-data 
> for my Access Virus C the RS ceases to function. Everything 
> is fine until I load one of those files. After that the RS 
> doesn't even play any other songs/patterns that are already 
> loaded. When I press the play button the midi out led flashes 
> once. That's all. The position of the song / pattern does't 
> proceed and if I try to play a song or pattern I've loaded 
> before there's no sound. Does anybody know what's up with 
> that? If you want to try it out, you can get "patches" for 
> the Virus B/C either at http://www.access-music.de or at 

http://www.waf80.de/virus/
| 6155|6146|2002-07-16 14:11:16|tomfinegan|Re: What's the best way to make backing tracks....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "kanangus_maximus" wrote:

> Hello everyone
> 
> I am a guitarist who is planning on creating backing tracks so 

I can 

> do solo gigs. The easiest way would be to create the tracks and 

burn 

> them to CD's. I could just take a folder full of CD's and a 

player. 

> That and my guitar equipment and I would be ready to roll.

Sounds like a good idea.

> 
> My question is what would make more sense , buying something 

like the 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:1.Dr.Eck@gmx.at
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.access-music.de/
http://www.waf80.de/virus/


> qy700 and taking that to gigs or finding some kind of software 

that 

> would do the job on my computer? 

Hm, why would you want to spend so much money on that, when those 
gadget wouldn't do anything else than the backing-tracks you have 
(in a better quality) burned on CD's?

Save your money, maybe buy a few stomp-boxes and some candies for 
your woman and gig with the folder full of CD's.

A lot of R'n`B artists do the same, they have their mic, two 
turntables, a dj and a bunch of their vinyls...that's all.

That always the case if you just want to sound like in the 
studio...if not...well...make a real live-set.

Just my 2 cents.
| 6156|6147|2002-07-16 14:42:57|tomfinegan|Re: RS7000 - is it so wonderfull?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:

> I don't have an opportunity to test the RS7000 and I wonder 

what kind 

> of sounds are on it. 

You should go to the Yamaha site http://www.yamahasynth.com and 
download the demos there. They give you a good impression what is 
possible with the RS. They hardly used samples on those btw. Just 
a few vocals are samples, the rest are internal sounds.

And very important thing - how do you estimate 

> (in scale from 1 to 10) the possibilities of creating new 

sounds 

> (unique and never heard before)on RS (on the MC505 there were 

quite 

> wide possibilities althought it is old groovebox)

Hmmmm, hard to say, since you can sample and resample, which 
basically gives you endless possibillities to create sounds. The 
synthesis engine itself is not bad, i would give it a 7 since the 
filter are very nice, but the LFO is lacking a bit. But know that 
the synthesis engine is also very rudimentary, so don't expect 
Waldorf or Clavia sounds coming out of it, without using samples.
See it also more as a hardware-sequencer than a sampler or 
ROMpler. For sure a great addition to the MC505 and great for all 
kinds of modern styles of electronic music.

> Is the RS so wonderfull as all the articles say. 

Yes it is.

> I'm afraid that 
> after i bought it it'll be out of date (like my MC505) - 

because of 

> the limited possibilites of sounds editing.

Well, don't buy it for it's sound-editing possibilities, buy it's 
for it's sequencing and live-tool abilities.
Maybe a virtual-analogue synth and a sampler might fit your needs 
for up to date sounds better then?

> If i used Evolution controller with different kind of software 

it 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> seems to be no limit in music production but maybe it is not so 
> initutive as it is in RS7000. 

Yup, software is always more abstract, because it's...erm 
software...

> I don't like making music on computer 
> very much and probably to work with natural instruments i will 

have 

> to look for samples.

You would also get better results if you use samples of natural 
instruments than ROMpler sounds....and you don't need a 
computer...a sampler like from Emu, Akai, Yamaha could do the 
trick as well. Nowadays should get one on the second hand market 
for a great deal.

> In other hand to use my RS7000 and MC505 with my 
> PC i will need to buy Soundcard (i consider terratec EWS88 MT 

- 350$)

Do you need 8 inputs? How about EWS24/96? Or a Hoontech?, Or one 
from RIDI Multimedia, or an Egosys? Or from Tascam a US(224)428 
combined Audio/MIDI interface-remote-control?

> i will be very glad for any kind of comments, sugestion & 

experiences 

> you provide me 
> for sure it will help me to make the final decision

Ha! Don't blame us, if you wind up with eating Ravioli for the 
next two months....:)))
| 6157|6111|2002-07-16 14:49:47|tomfinegan|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:

> Tom,
> 
> Good idea, do you think v1.14 will solve the problem? 

I don't know, maybe. Unfortunately Yamaha didn't give out a 
bug-fix-list with the update, so all you can do is download it 
from the file-section and try it. Btw. read the instructions for 
the OS-udpate carefully.

>Can 

I can 

> download v1.14 from the Yahoo RS Group site, transfer it onto a 

Smart Media 

> card and then load it on the RS? 

Correct.

I read in another one of your messages 

> that a new OS is coming. When will that be?

The community hopes as soon as possible, i would say, when it's 
done. ;)

> Thanks,
> 
> Jay

You're welcome,

K.



:)))
| 6158|6158|2002-07-16 16:14:28|pmlost|need few things about RS7000|
hello ALL RS users,

look at those question and try to fullfill..., thanks for that

1 thing which come into my mid - can i play
sample on the keyboard coming from the RS sampler
simoultanusy with midi patter paying

2 thing : is it possible to modify elements
of the drum kit: like using cut-off, resonance, pitch,
envelpe etc. separatly for hihat, clap, snare etc - it
is possible on the MC505

3 thing : what are the possibilities of apregiator - how is
it powerfull? can i save my own apregios?

4 - if i put an audio signal to RS and sample it, then make
some changes to that sound - can i save it as a new
sound in my RS later on and then use it in pattern
creation as it is possible with the internal sounds of
Yamaha ...??

(ex. i would like to sample 4 sounds and use them later each on on 
the separate patterns in the same track)

you have to know it for sure...

tkanx once again for your time
Peter /pm'
| 6159|6132|2002-07-16 22:00:56|affectedneglected|Re: EMU stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> hello,
> i would ask if someone uses XL-7 or MP-7
> my question is about synth engine, if this one can be compared to a 
> v-analogue, i know it's sampled based, but in possibility to tweak 

and alter 

> completely a sound
> 
> ciao - marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
> http://mobile.msn.it

| 6160|6160|2002-07-16 22:05:29|tom_cmaj|Triton/Fantom/motif|
Can anyone suggest some good links/reviews to help me decide amongst 
these fine products?

Much obliged, T.
| 6161|6104|2002-07-17 02:06:46|arveyman|Re: RS7000 will have new OS|
Why isn't anybody else here happy? Or don't they believe it (yet)?

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:
> > This was taken from the Motifator Forum.
> > Yamaha US at home writes:
> > 
> > We recieved official confirmation today that Yamaha Japan will 
> > develop the OS upgrade we have discussed here with 
> > improvements to Grid Groove and being able to get in and out of 
> > record without stopping, etc. 
> > 
> > So thanks at least in part to the people who cooperated here and 
> > sent emails to us. We'll be headed to the NAMM show this 
> > weekend and will have some more meeting about a 
> > development schedule and a release date. 
> > 
> > We 'll keep you posted as to the latest developments as soon as 
> > we hear anything.

http://mobile.msn.it/


> 
> :)))
> 
> That sounds like good news, doesn´t it? 
> 
> So much to the person on www.rs7000.org who said there wouldn´t be 
an 
> update...HA!
> 
> :)))))

| 6162|6162|2002-07-17 02:32:06|Robert Skerjanc|local message in German|
Forest FloorHallo Leute,
wer von euch hat einen Smart Media Reader an seinem PC/Mac und k�nnte mir
das aktuelle OS 1.14 draufspielen?

Viele Gr��e aus W�rzburg
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6163|6158|2002-07-17 03:09:56|mmittner|Re: need few things about RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:

> hello ALL RS users,
> 
> look at those question and try to fullfill..., thanks for that
> 
> 1 thing which come into my mid - can i play
> sample on the keyboard coming from the RS sampler
> simoultanusy with midi patter paying

sure.

> 2 thing : is it possible to modify elements
> of the drum kit: like using cut-off, resonance, pitch,
> envelpe etc. separatly for hihat, clap, snare etc - it
> is possible on the MC505

it's not possible like on the mc505, because the rs works a bit different. but you can sequence hihats, claps etc. on different tracks and there you can edit them
independently.

> 3 thing : what are the possibilities of apregiator - how is
> it powerfull? can i save my own apregios?

the arp itself is rather weak, but you can combine it with grid groove, midi delay and all other play effects, and this gives you a lot of possibilities.

> 4 - if i put an audio signal to RS and sample it, then make
> some changes to that sound - can i save it as a new
> sound in my RS later on and then use it in pattern
> creation as it is possible with the internal sounds of
> Yamaha ...??
> 
> (ex. i would like to sample 4 sounds and use them later each on on 
> the separate patterns in the same track)

you can assign sampled voices to any track you like.

regards,
mike
| 6164|6162|2002-07-17 03:31:57|kemar@ltcgroup.de|Re: local message in German|
ich, wenn du noch guenstigerweise dazugesagt haettest wo du wohnst,
:)

hab den reader als usb und als pcmcia variante,

ps. mein standort ist leipzig, ich kann dir noch einen bekannten in
illmenau anbieten mit reader :)

> Forest FloorHallo Leute,
> wer von euch hat einen Smart Media Reader an seinem PC/Mac und könnte
> mir das aktuelle OS 1.14 draufspielen?
>
> Viele Grüße aus Würzburg



> Robert
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP==============* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: *
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6165|6160|2002-07-17 06:14:05|Charles Taylor|Re: Triton/Fantom/motif|
tom:
i've been doing some "searching" for a new keyboard myself lately, try the reviews at Harmonycentral.com, check out the website at Motifator.com (for the motif) and
zzsounds (?) you also might want to go to yamaha & korg's (roland's also) and download the manuals for the different instruments. my dilemma has been deciding
between the triton le and the motif 6 (also don't forget yahoo clubs/discussion groups) hope this helps-
chris
tom_cmaj <tom_cmaj@hotmail.com> wrote: Can anyone suggest some good links/reviews to help me decide amongst 
these fine products?

Much obliged, T.

Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
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* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
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Yahoo! Autos - Get free new car price quotes

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6166|6111|2002-07-17 06:25:44|Jay Miller|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
Thanks! I'll give it a shot. Since we're making faces- :B)

j

>From: "tomfinegan" <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record
>Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2002 20:49:45 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:
> > Tom,
> >
> > Good idea, do you think v1.14 will solve the problem?
>I don't know, maybe. Unfortunately Yamaha didn't give out a
>bug-fix-list with the update, so all you can do is download it
>from the file-section and try it. Btw. read the instructions for
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>the OS-udpate carefully.
>
> >Can
>I can
> > download v1.14 from the Yahoo RS Group site, transfer it onto a
>Smart Media
> > card and then load it on the RS?
>Correct.
>
>
>I read in another one of your messages
> > that a new OS is coming. When will that be?
>The community hopes as soon as possible, i would say, when it's
>done. ;)
>
>
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Jay
>
>You're welcome,
>
>K.
>
>:)))
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 6167|6104|2002-07-17 07:25:32|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 will have new OS|
yeah, I'm sort of a 'wait and see if it really happens' type of
guy...(especially when it comes to the bigger synth companies) ...don't want
to get my hopes up prematurely... ...well, that, and I'm too busy working on
tracks with the RS! ;P

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: arveyman [mailto:ramonvink@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 4:07 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 will have new OS

Why isn't anybody else here happy? Or don't they believe it (yet)?

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:
> > This was taken from the Motifator Forum.
> > Yamaha US at home writes:
> > 
> > We recieved official confirmation today that Yamaha Japan will 
> > develop the OS upgrade we have discussed here with 
> > improvements to Grid Groove and being able to get in and out of 
> > record without stopping, etc. 
> > 
> > So thanks at least in part to the people who cooperated here and 
> > sent emails to us. We'll be headed to the NAMM show this 
> > weekend and will have some more meeting about a 
> > development schedule and a release date. 
> > 
> > We 'll keep you posted as to the latest developments as soon as 
> > we hear anything.
> 
> :)))
> 
> That sounds like good news, doesn´t it? 
> 
> So much to the person on www.rs7000.org who said there wouldn´t be 
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an 
> update...HA!
> 
> :)))))
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6168|6104|2002-07-17 07:44:12|r_i_ p_e|Re: RS7000 will have new OS|
My inside source from Yamaha Japan did indeed confirm that there was 'good 
news' about an RS7000 update...

cheers
ripe

>From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 will have new OS
>Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2002 09:25:24 -0400
>
>yeah, I'm sort of a 'wait and see if it really happens' type of
>guy...(especially when it comes to the bigger synth companies) ...don't 
>want
>to get my hopes up prematurely... ...well, that, and I'm too busy working 
>on
>tracks with the RS! ;P
>
>B
>http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6169|6104|2002-07-17 07:50:13|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7000 will have new OS|
any idea if they will be attacking all the 'little' issues, or just the big
two that they mentioned?

B

-----Original Message-----
From: r_i_ p_e [mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 9:44 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 will have new OS
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My inside source from Yamaha Japan did indeed confirm that there was 'good 
news' about an RS7000 update...

cheers
ripe

>From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 will have new OS
>Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2002 09:25:24 -0400
>
>yeah, I'm sort of a 'wait and see if it really happens' type of
>guy...(especially when it comes to the bigger synth companies) ...don't 
>want
>to get my hopes up prematurely... ...well, that, and I'm too busy working 
>on
>tracks with the RS! ;P
>
>B
>http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca>

<http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> >

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
<http://messenger.msn.com> 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6170|6104|2002-07-17 08:07:54|r_i_ p_e|Re: RS7000 will have new OS|
I've no idea unfortunately, only info I got was to wait for the Yamaha US 
announcement, but that it would be good news.

I hope they do!

cheers
ripe

>From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@ofdc.on.ca>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 will have new OS
>Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2002 09:50:03 -0400
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>
>any idea if they will be attacking all the 'little' issues, or just the big
>two that they mentioned?
>
>B
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6171|6171|2002-07-17 08:37:05|Bryan Rodgers|Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
SoundDiver and SoundQuest don't have any instrument libraries for them...
...is there something out there for editing sounds via computer and setting
up sample banks, etc?

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6172|6171|2002-07-17 08:49:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 16:36, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> SoundDiver and SoundQuest don't have any instrument libraries for
> them... ...is there something out there for editing sounds via
> computer and setting up sample banks, etc?

I just sampled about 200 MD sounds in two sessions of 100 sounds each 
on the RS. I must say, I works surprisingly fast, even on that 
cramped LCD screen. Give the hardware itself a try, maybe it works 
for you too.

- Robert
| 6173|6171|2002-07-17 09:17:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
yeah, not as fast as 'click and drag' ;) I've done it...and it's not
fun...I'd rather be working on a funky drum pattern..

I just thought it'd be neat to have a way to store your own sounds, and edit
banks, etc, via computer... ...having one screen with all sound parameters
is convenient at times... ...man I really hate how you can't store/recall
your own sounds easily!

And you can't tell me not being able to preview your samples is convenient
when setting up a sample bank! :)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 10:49 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?

On Wednesday 17 July 2002 16:36, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> SoundDiver and SoundQuest don't have any instrument libraries for
> them... ...is there something out there for editing sounds via
> computer and setting up sample banks, etc?

I just sampled about 200 MD sounds in two sessions of 100 sounds each 
on the RS. I must say, I works surprisingly fast, even on that 
cramped LCD screen. Give the hardware itself a try, maybe it works 
for you too.

- Robert
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* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6174|6171|2002-07-17 09:33:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
You *can* send samples over SCSI between a computer and the RS. Never 
tried it though. You could use any sample editor that support the 
protocol. See page 132 of the manual.

- Robert

On Wednesday 17 July 2002 17:17, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> yeah, not as fast as 'click and drag' ;) I've done it...and it's
> not fun...I'd rather be working on a funky drum pattern..
>
> I just thought it'd be neat to have a way to store your own sounds,
> and edit banks, etc, via computer... ...having one screen with all
> sound parameters is convenient at times... ...man I really hate how
> you can't store/recall your own sounds easily!
>
> And you can't tell me not being able to preview your samples is
> convenient when setting up a sample bank! :)
>
> B
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 10:49 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?
>
> On Wednesday 17 July 2002 16:36, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > SoundDiver and SoundQuest don't have any instrument libraries for
> > them... ...is there something out there for editing sounds via
> > computer and setting up sample banks, etc?
>
> I just sampled about 200 MD sounds in two sessions of 100 sounds
> each on the RS. I must say, I works surprisingly fast, even on that
> cramped LCD screen. Give the hardware itself a try, maybe it works
> for you too.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
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>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
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>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> <http://www.motifator.com> * Yamaha Official
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Save on REALTOR Fees
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Xw80LD/h1ZEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6175|6171|2002-07-17 09:39:08|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
hmm, yeah, I guess... ...still not as cool as the Akai editor...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 11:33 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?

You *can* send samples over SCSI between a computer and the RS. Never 
tried it though. You could use any sample editor that support the 
protocol. See page 132 of the manual.

- Robert

On Wednesday 17 July 2002 17:17, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> yeah, not as fast as 'click and drag' ;) I've done it...and it's
> not fun...I'd rather be working on a funky drum pattern..
>
> I just thought it'd be neat to have a way to store your own sounds,
> and edit banks, etc, via computer... ...having one screen with all
> sound parameters is convenient at times... ...man I really hate how
> you can't store/recall your own sounds easily!
>
> And you can't tell me not being able to preview your samples is
> convenient when setting up a sample bank! :)
>
> B
>
>
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>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 10:49 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?
>
> On Wednesday 17 July 2002 16:36, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > SoundDiver and SoundQuest don't have any instrument libraries for
> > them... ...is there something out there for editing sounds via
> > computer and setting up sample banks, etc?
>
> I just sampled about 200 MD sounds in two sessions of 100 sounds
> each on the RS. I must say, I works surprisingly fast, even on that
> cramped LCD screen. Give the hardware itself a try, maybe it works
> for you too.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
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>9-302>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> >
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
> <http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > * Yamaha Official
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> >
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> >
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Save on REALTOR Fees
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Xw80LD/h1ZEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
<http://us.click.yahoo.com/Xw80LD/h1ZEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM> 
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 
>
>
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
<http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
> Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> 
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=ACUVUE%202%20Colors&AffUrl=273&AffCode=14> Click here to visit our
exclusive feature of ACUVUE2 Colours at LensExpress.com! 

Click here to find your contact lenses!

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ: * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files> 

* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your "My
Preferences" at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6176|6171|2002-07-17 09:41:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 17:39, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> hmm, yeah, I guess... ...still not as cool as the Akai editor...

Get an Akai then. ;P
| 6177|6171|2002-07-17 09:45:48|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
ha ha ha ha ha ha haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, had one, no thanks, I'd rather go Emu
if faced with buying a new sampler and death...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 11:41 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?

On Wednesday 17 July 2002 17:39, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> hmm, yeah, I guess... ...still not as cool as the Akai editor...

Get an Akai then. ;P
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6178|6171|2002-07-17 09:52:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 17:45, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ha ha ha ha ha ha haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, had one, no thanks, I'd rather
> go Emu if faced with buying a new sampler and death...
>
> :)

Good choice, I have an E5000 + RFX. :)
| 6179|6179|2002-07-17 10:26:57|Robert Skerjanc|Patt chain workflow|
Forest FloorHello Folks,

After I've mastered the pattern mode, I was diving into Pattern Chain mode.
Did I understand something wrong with this concept?
Patt Chain Mode has different "tracks" for sections, mute and bpm, that
have to be recorded in separate sessions! It would be much simpler to record
all my actions in one session, i.e changing sections AND mutes as I like to
improvise.
I am too stupid to remember in a second mute-record-session, why I selected
which section, how many measures it had, which mutes I wanted, etc...

Possibly this is something for the wish list for OS V 2.0 (if not too late):
Allow simultaneous recording of sections AND mutes in Pattern Chain mode.
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6180|6179|2002-07-17 10:36:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Patt chain workflow|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 18:31, Robert Skerjanc wrote:

> Forest FloorHello Folks,
>
> I am too stupid to remember in a second mute-record-session, why I
> selected which section, how many measures it had, which mutes I
> wanted, etc...

So am I.

Added to wishlist of faq.

- Robert
| 6181|6181|2002-07-17 11:09:04|synthe. labo|recording midi data on external machines|
hello,
i was wondering how i could record my realtime twist on knobs on synths 
(nord mod etc etc) in overdub mode into the rs7k....
it's automation of knobs i suppose, and, as all modern synths sends midi 
messages, i think it's possible to do.
i use the rs7k as master seq, so all other gear is in slave mode, synths 
too.
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i use a midi patch bay so all instruments are in 'midi through' while rs7k 
is in midi out ('in' in the patchbay).
--> have i to connect the midi out of the synth to the midi in of the rs7k 
and record my realtime twists? <<--
does the rs7k receive midi messages in this way, even if it's setted as midi 
master?
ok, thanx in advance

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
| 6182|6181|2002-07-17 12:13:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: recording midi data on external machines|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 19:09, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello,

Hey Marco!
(still have that other question in my inbox, i'll get to it, have a 
bit more time now)

> i was wondering how i could record my realtime twist on knobs on
> synths (nord mod etc etc) in overdub mode into the rs7k....

Easy, just like any other midi data. Set the RS in record mode and 
turn those knobs. You'll have to to watch out for midi loops, but 
that would be the case when recording midi note data.

> it's automation of knobs i suppose, and, as all modern synths sends
> midi messages, i think it's possible to do.

Sure.

> i use the rs7k as master seq, so all other gear is in slave mode,
> synths too.

Okay.

> i use a midi patch bay so all instruments are in 'midi through'
> while rs7k is in midi out ('in' in the patchbay).

This I dont understand. Midi through?

> --> have i to connect the midi out of the synth to the midi in of
> the rs7k and record my realtime twists? <<--

That's essentially what you have to do, yes. 
Imagine your module was a regular synth with a keyboard. What would 
you have to do to record the key presses? Right, the midi output 
would have to be connected to the RS midi input.

> does the rs7k receive midi messages in this way, even if it's
> setted as midi master?

Yep.

> ok, thanx in advance

When using a midi patch bay, you could connect all the midi outputs to 
the patch bay and merge these into one output, that is connected to 
the midi input of the RS. This is in effect what I have done with by 
AMT8. All modules (Qrack, XT, etc) and the midi master keyboard are 
merged and routed to Logic (in my case).

Let me know if this works.

http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://mobile.msn.it/


- Robert
| 6183|6183|2002-07-17 12:13:59|flesk_bruno|Know Bug?|
Could anyone confirm is this is a know bug or if it's something we 
should warn Yamaha about?

You have measure size set to 4 (the default).
You create a new 4 measure pattern (for example).
You slice it to become 1 measure.
You play your song for a while and go back to recording.
You realize you're on measure 2, 3 or 4 which doesn't exist, so you 
go back, but now your machine is confused. It plays like if it had a 
4 measure pattern but if you try to slice it back to 1 it says 
invalid measure.

So far the workaround for this is go to job and extend the pattern 
and slice it back to 1.
| 6184|6183|2002-07-17 12:25:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Know Bug?|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 20:13, flesk_bruno wrote:

> Could anyone confirm is this is a know bug or if it's something we
> should warn Yamaha about?
>
> You have measure size set to 4 (the default).
> You create a new 4 measure pattern (for example).
> You slice it to become 1 measure.
> You play your song for a while and go back to recording.
> You realize you're on measure 2, 3 or 4 which doesn't exist, so you
> go back, but now your machine is confused. It plays like if it had
> a 4 measure pattern but if you try to slice it back to 1 it says
> invalid measure.

This is a feature, not a bug!

Please read my story on phrases in our faq. That will most likely explain the 'problem'.

Try this (4.3):
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html#4.3.Whatisaphraseoutline

And this (4.4):
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html#4.4.TheYamahaphraseconceptexplainedoutline

Let me know if this explains it for you.

- Robert
| 6185|6185|2002-07-17 12:31:33|raverjett|TWE|
Hey whats up. I just got a new RS not too long ago and i cant seem 
to get the TWE software to install on my computer. I had to get 
yammy to send it to me since i bought a previously returned product, 
therefore it came with no instructions on how to install it. Can 
someone please help. Thanks.
| 6186|6179|2002-07-17 12:37:12|raverjett|Re: Patt chain workflow|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 17 July 2002 18:31, Robert Skerjanc wrote:
> > Forest FloorHello Folks,
> >
> > I am too stupid to remember in a second mute-record-session, why 

I

> > selected which section, how many measures it had, which mutes I
> > wanted, etc...
> 
> So am I.
> 
> Added to wishlist of faq.
> 
> - Robert

I hear ya. That would be very similar to how i worked on the SU700. 
Improvisation. I like that idea much better anyway. Also im having 
trouble converting my pattern chains to a song. I've done everything 
i want to do but it says "no data." What am i doing wrong. Please 
help. Peace
| 6187|6185|2002-07-17 12:38:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: TWE|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 20:31, raverjett wrote:

> Hey whats up. I just got a new RS not too long ago and i cant seem
> to get the TWE software to install on my computer. I had to get

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html#4.3.Whatisaphraseoutline
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html#4.4.TheYamahaphraseconceptexplainedoutline


> yammy to send it to me since i bought a previously returned
> product, therefore it came with no instructions on how to install
> it. Can someone please help. Thanks.

What exactly is the problem?

- Robert
| 6188|6185|2002-07-17 12:42:40|raverjett|Re: TWE|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 17 July 2002 20:31, raverjett wrote:
> > Hey whats up. I just got a new RS not too long ago and i cant 

seem

> > to get the TWE software to install on my computer. I had to get
> > yammy to send it to me since i bought a previously returned
> > product, therefore it came with no instructions on how to install
> > it. Can someone please help. Thanks.
> 
> What exactly is the problem?
> 
> - Robert

I just cant get the software to install and i dont have any 
instructions to do it. I might not be able to right back very 
quickly cause im having a band practice. thanks though
| 6189|6162|2002-07-17 14:46:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: local message in German|
--- In RS7000@y..., kemar@l... wrote:

> 
> ich, wenn du noch guenstigerweise dazugesagt haettest wo du wohnst,
> :)

Hat er doch...Würzburg...;)

Wenn Robert (no not you Rob...;) mir 'ne SmartMedia Card und 
frankierten Rückumschlag schickt, könnte ich auch schnell die kleine 
Kopieraktion durchführen.

Gruß, Tom (aka the one List Moderator)

>

| 6190|6111|2002-07-17 14:52:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:

> Thanks! I'll give it a shot. Since we're making faces- 

:B)

Heaven! The double nosed twingopock from the planet 
Throatwobblermangrove...i gotta go...get my Atomblaster ready...

;)

K.
| 6191|6181|2002-07-17 14:56:27|synthe. labo|Re: recording midi data on external machines|

>Hey Marco!
>(still have that other question in my inbox, i'll get to it, have a
>bit more time now)

hello Robert,
don't mind on the other question, reply me when you have the time ;)

>Easy, just like any other midi data. Set the RS in record mode and
>turn those knobs. You'll have to to watch out for midi loops, but
>that would be the case when recording midi note data.

midi loops?
i was thinking about a classic situation: i drive on one channel another 
channel of Nord Mod; when i start on overdub mode i twist nord mod knobs
so, yes, i'm driving nord mod with rs7k notes, but it's only a trigger midi 



message

> > i use a midi patch bay so all instruments are in 'midi through'
> > while rs7k is in midi out ('in' in the patchbay).
>
>This I dont understand. Midi through?

HAHAHAHA!!!:))))))
sorry, i was meaning THRU, 'midi thru' hahah :)))
it's my horrible english

> > --> have i to connect the midi out of the synth to the midi in of
> > the rs7k and record my realtime twists? <<--
>
>That's essentially what you have to do, yes.
>Imagine your module was a regular synth with a keyboard. What would
>you have to do to record the key presses? Right, the midi output
>would have to be connected to the RS midi input.

OK, so i think it's right

> > does the rs7k receive midi messages in this way, even if it's
> > setted as midi master?
>
>Yep.

so, there's no problem

>When using a midi patch bay, you could connect all the midi outputs to
>the patch bay and merge these into one output, that is connected to
>the midi input of the RS.

maybe i didn't understand this....
my setup is: i connect the midi out of the rs7k to the patchbay; from the 
patchbay i have all my cables in 'midi thru' that are put into every 'midi 
in' of every machine....
maybe in my case, i could just connect the midi out of the synth into the 
midi in of the rs7k, don't caring about patchbay or not....

ok, thanx

ps.: getting MicroQ again...never ending story...

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto online: 
http://photos.msn.it
| 6192|6162|2002-07-17 15:01:43|Qburn|Re: local message in German|
hallo robert!
das ist echt zufall! ich komme auch aus würzburg, und das mit dem
überspielen dürfte kein problem sein...

ich habe einen smartmedia adapter. (brauch ich u.a. für meinen ES1)
aber: ich habe keinen rs7000.... überlege aber derzeit, ob und wann ich mir
das ding zulegen soll...
ich habe das ding auch bisher noch nicht mit eigenen augen und ohren
begutachten können.

das aktuelle OS gibt s sicher auf der yamaha-site...

mein vorschlag wäre daher:
ich könnte das mit dem überspielen erledigen und du könntetst mir im
gegenzug
eventuell ja mal deinen rs7k "vorführen" bzw. vor ort ein paar fragen
beantworten...
das wäre sehr scool.

da du ja nun auch aus würzburg kommst und hier die szene doch etwas schmal
auf der brust ist: was für musik machst du denn so stilistisch? und wo
liegen so deine musikalischen interessen....? das würde mich mal
interessieren - so als würzburger...

peace,

http://photos.msn.it/


Q

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert Skerjanc" <robert.skerjanc@exmail.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 10:36 AM
Subject: [RS7000] local message in German

Forest FloorHallo Leute,
wer von euch hat einen Smart Media Reader an seinem PC/Mac und könnte mir
das aktuelle OS 1.14 draufspielen?

Viele Grüße aus Würzburg
Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 6193|6171|2002-07-17 15:08:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> yeah, not as fast as 'click and drag' ;) I've done it...and it's 

not

> fun...I'd rather be working on a funky drum pattern..
> 
> I just thought it'd be neat to have a way to store your own 

sounds, and edit

> banks, etc, via computer... ...having one screen with all sound 

parameters

> is convenient at times... ...man I really hate how you can't 

store/recall

> your own sounds easily!

Well...time for a call to all programmers out there to develop an 
Editor software for the RS. I don't think you can do the 
sample-administration with SD...especially since SD won't be 
available anymore for Windows-PC....
| 6194|6181|2002-07-17 15:59:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: recording midi data on external machines|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 22:56, synthe. labo wrote:

> maybe in my case, i could just connect the midi out of the synth
> into the midi in of the rs7k, don't caring about patchbay or
> not....

That will certainly work, yes. Patchbay stuff can wait. ;)

- Robert
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| 6195|6185|2002-07-18 03:11:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: TWE|
On Wednesday 17 July 2002 20:42, raverjett wrote:

> I just cant get the software to install and i dont have any
> instructions to do it. I might not be able to right back very
> quickly cause im having a band practice. thanks

Use this google search link:
http://www.google.com/search?q=twe%20yamaha

The third entry produces the TWE manual in pfd format, and if look 
closely, you'll see that Google also provides a html online version. 
I checked it, and it has the installation procedure described there.

- Robert
| 6196|6171|2002-07-18 04:03:42|Robert Skerjanc|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
Oops, is that more than rumors, that SoundDiver will not be maintained for
Windows? I heard that emagic was sold to Apple but this...

Yes, samples cannot be stored in SD over SCSI if you work with adaptions, so
only emagic could to this job in a module. Furthermore the RS cannot
transfer Samples and pattern data over Midi/SysEx. That's bad, because SD is
only a Midi tool. And however, it is far simpler to store patterns/songs on
disks...

What remains meaningful is tweaking sounds +Effect +mixer settings over SD
(but, hey, isn't a mouse a bad replacement for hardware knobs? :-))
This could be done, if some adaptation-programmers (like me, I wrote the
VL1/VL70 adaptation for SD) find together.

Robert (the 2nd)

-------------------------------------------
Robert Skerjanc
Julius-Echter-Str. 17 Tel. 09337 980 471
97232 Euerhausen

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002 11:09 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> yeah, not as fast as 'click and drag' ;) I've done it...and it's
not
> fun...I'd rather be working on a funky drum pattern..
>
> I just thought it'd be neat to have a way to store your own
sounds, and edit
> banks, etc, via computer... ...having one screen with all sound
parameters
> is convenient at times... ...man I really hate how you can't
store/recall
> your own sounds easily!

Well...time for a call to all programmers out there to develop an
Editor software for the RS. I don't think you can do the
sample-administration with SD...especially since SD won't be
available anymore for Windows-PC....
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6197|6171|2002-07-18 04:16:47|Gert Van Rillaer|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|

> Oops, is that more than rumors, that SoundDiver will not be maintained for
> Windows? I heard that emagic was sold to Apple but this...
>
> Yes, samples cannot be stored in SD over SCSI if you work with
> adaptions, so
> only emagic could to this job in a module. Furthermore the RS cannot
> transfer Samples and pattern data over Midi/SysEx. That's bad,
> because SD is
> only a Midi tool. And however, it is far simpler to store
> patterns/songs on
> disks...
>
> What remains meaningful is tweaking sounds +Effect +mixer settings over SD
> (but, hey, isn't a mouse a bad replacement for hardware knobs? :-))

You're right. But the biggest advantage of the RS7000 is hardware knobs and
the biggest advantage of a computer is a big screen... so the best thing
would be to keep using the RS7000's knobs and see what you're doing on the
computer screen. If they can make hardware controllers like Houston for
Cubase, why not make software to visualize the things you do on the RS7000.

Gert
| 6198|6171|2002-07-18 04:17:28|Ian Vine|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist? (emagic)|
Emagic has indeed been bought up by Apple. Apple have
stated that no more development will take place on
Logic for the PC. I've not heard anything regarding
SoundDiver 

IanV

Oops, is that more than rumors, that SoundDiver will
not be maintained for

Windows? I heard that emagic was sold to Apple but
this...

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Autos - Get free new car price quotes
http://autos.yahoo.com
| 6199|6183|2002-07-18 04:18:50|flesk_bruno|Re: Know Bug?|
I don't know how it can be called a feature because it plays that 4 
measure phrase as |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| giving the 
impression it really has 4 measures but when you try to slice off 
those 3 extra measures it says invalid measure.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 17 July 2002 20:13, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > Could anyone confirm is this is a know bug or if it's something we
> > should warn Yamaha about?
> >
> > You have measure size set to 4 (the default).
> > You create a new 4 measure pattern (for example).
> > You slice it to become 1 measure.
> > You play your song for a while and go back to recording.
> > You realize you're on measure 2, 3 or 4 which doesn't exist, so 
you
> > go back, but now your machine is confused. It plays like if it had
> > a 4 measure pattern but if you try to slice it back to 1 it says
> > invalid measure.
> 
> This is a feature, not a bug!
> 
> Please read my story on phrases in our faq. That will most likely 
explain the 'problem'.
> 
> Try this (4.3):
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://autos.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-


faq.html#4.3.Whatisaphraseoutline
> 
> And this (4.4):
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html#4.4.TheYamahaphraseconceptexplainedoutline
> 
> Let me know if this explains it for you.
> 
> - Robert

| 6200|6183|2002-07-18 06:17:51|Oscar Finch|Re: Know Bug?|
You have asked the machine to slice a seq/measure 1 it has done what you asked .You need too reread the manual.Go imto slice and change Measure to 4 and
all 4 will be sliced at once. You can slice from 1 top 8 measures.You either slice off one measure two measures etc etc all in one go.Not one measure at
a time.Hope that helps some.What you can also do after a full slice is divide drum job (yes it works on slices too) and the go and loop remix add
seperate efx,eq's,filter ,amp,pitch,lfo settings for each drum divided loop slice/ mess about with midi delay/grid groove on each track slice seq etc etc
and then if you so choose resample the whole lot and dice and slice away all over again.Very powerful when used correctly I might add :P.I don't know how
it can be called a feature because it plays that 4 measure phrase as |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| giving the impression it really has 4 measures but
when you try to slice off those 3 extra measures it says invalid measure.Bruno Carlos
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6201|6179|2002-07-18 06:39:33|massplanck|Re: Patt chain workflow|

> 
> Possibly this is something for the wish list for OS V 2.0 (if not 

too late):

> Allow simultaneous recording of sections AND mutes in Pattern Chain 

mode.

> Robert
> 

You are bang on.. this bug the hell out of so much that I dont use it 
at all. 

/S

> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6202|6183|2002-07-18 06:53:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Know Bug?|
On Thursday 18 July 2002 12:18, flesk_bruno wrote:

> I don't know how it can be called a feature because it plays that 4
> measure phrase as |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| giving the
> impression it really has 4 measures but when you try to slice off
> those 3 extra measures it says invalid measure.

Hey, you didn't mention the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| thing in 
the first message!

Okay, select the track holding the phrase and produce the Pattern 
Patch page (that second main page in Pattern mode). In the bottom 
right corner there's some Phrase info shown (METER and LENGTH).
What does it say?

Second, how did you slice the prhase. I assumed you used the SPLIT 
PHRASE job, but maybe you didn't.

Finally, was grid record involved in producing the phrase?

- Robert
| 6203|6185|2002-07-18 07:58:58|raverjett|Re: TWE|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 17 July 2002 20:42, raverjett wrote:
> 
> > I just cant get the software to install and i dont have any
> > instructions to do it. I might not be able to right back very
> > quickly cause im having a band practice. thanks

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-


> 
> Use this google search link:
> http://www.google.com/search?q=twe%20yamaha
> 
> The third entry produces the TWE manual in pfd format, and if look 
> closely, you'll see that Google also provides a html online 

version. 

> I checked it, and it has the installation procedure described 

there.

> 
> - Robert

Thank you very much, Jett
| 6204|6183|2002-07-18 08:12:38|flesk_bruno|Re: Know Bug?|
Sorry, I indeed forgot to mention the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| 
on the first message which is very important to understand this 
behaviour.

It's like this, by default the RS7000 is setup to have 4 measures so 
you see on the main page something like 1/4.

So, next you go to grid recording and record on the first measure. 
You now have the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| phrase which is 
normal.

Next you go to JOB and do a SPLIT phrase. By default it will trash 
the last 3 measures leaving you with a 1 measure phrase as in |sound| 
that repeats constantly.

Usually after this you start PLAY to listen how it goes, but since on 
the main page you still have defined the measure size as 4 as you go 
playing you get 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 and so on.

The problem now happens when you stop playing in any of these 2/4, 
3/4, 4/4 and go back to grid mode to refine your 1 measure phrase.

Going to a 1 measure phrase in grid mode with the main page saying 
for example 3/4 you're entering a measure that doesn't exist in that 
phrase.

Without recording anything, and realizing you're on the wrong measure 
you go back to the main page, but now your phrase has 4 measures 
again.

Next obvious step is thinking, hey, I want my 1 measure phrase back 
so you go again to JOB, SPLIT PHRASE, and that's when the error 
occurs, it says INVALID MEASURE.

You have to do some workarounds to successfuly get your 1 measure 
phrase back.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 18 July 2002 12:18, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > I don't know how it can be called a feature because it plays that 
4
> > measure phrase as |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| giving the
> > impression it really has 4 measures but when you try to slice off
> > those 3 extra measures it says invalid measure.
> 
> Hey, you didn't mention the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| thing 
in 
> the first message!
> 
> Okay, select the track holding the phrase and produce the Pattern 
> Patch page (that second main page in Pattern mode). In the bottom 
> right corner there's some Phrase info shown (METER and LENGTH).
> What does it say?
> 
> Second, how did you slice the prhase. I assumed you used the SPLIT 
> PHRASE job, but maybe you didn't.
> 
> Finally, was grid record involved in producing the phrase?
> 
> - Robert

| 6205|6171|2002-07-18 08:22:04|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Computer Editor for the RS: does it exist?|
hey, I agree with both of ya, the hands-on of the RM/RS is what switched me
away from the PC... ...it would just be swell if I could save my patches and
organize user soundsets, blah, blah, blah...

B
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> Oops, is that more than rumors, that SoundDiver will not be maintained for
> Windows? I heard that emagic was sold to Apple but this...
>
> Yes, samples cannot be stored in SD over SCSI if you work with
> adaptions, so
> only emagic could to this job in a module. Furthermore the RS cannot
> transfer Samples and pattern data over Midi/SysEx. That's bad,
> because SD is
> only a Midi tool. And however, it is far simpler to store
> patterns/songs on
> disks...
>
> What remains meaningful is tweaking sounds +Effect +mixer settings over SD
> (but, hey, isn't a mouse a bad replacement for hardware knobs? :-))

You're right. But the biggest advantage of the RS7000 is hardware knobs and
the biggest advantage of a computer is a big screen... so the best thing
would be to keep using the RS7000's knobs and see what you're doing on the
computer screen. If they can make hardware controllers like Houston for
Cubase, why not make software to visualize the things you do on the RS7000.

Gert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6206|6183|2002-07-18 08:27:21|mmittner|Re: Know Bug?|
this is exactly what i experience (with os 1.14). the only solution is to keep in mind how long a phrase is and to set the pattern length correctly
before editing.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "flesk_bruno" wrote:
> Sorry, I indeed forgot to mention the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| 
> on the first message which is very important to understand this 
> behaviour.
> 
> It's like this, by default the RS7000 is setup to have 4 measures so 
> you see on the main page something like 1/4.
> 
> So, next you go to grid recording and record on the first measure. 
> You now have the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| phrase which is 
> normal.
> 
> Next you go to JOB and do a SPLIT phrase. By default it will trash 
> the last 3 measures leaving you with a 1 measure phrase as in |sound| 
> that repeats constantly.
> 
> Usually after this you start PLAY to listen how it goes, but since on 
> the main page you still have defined the measure size as 4 as you go 
> playing you get 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 and so on.
> 
> The problem now happens when you stop playing in any of these 2/4, 
> 3/4, 4/4 and go back to grid mode to refine your 1 measure phrase.
> 
> Going to a 1 measure phrase in grid mode with the main page saying 
> for example 3/4 you're entering a measure that doesn't exist in that 
> phrase.
> 
> Without recording anything, and realizing you're on the wrong measure 
> you go back to the main page, but now your phrase has 4 measures 
> again.
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> 
> Next obvious step is thinking, hey, I want my 1 measure phrase back 
> so you go again to JOB, SPLIT PHRASE, and that's when the error 
> occurs, it says INVALID MEASURE.
> 
> You have to do some workarounds to successfuly get your 1 measure 
> phrase back.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Thursday 18 July 2002 12:18, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > > I don't know how it can be called a feature because it plays that 
> 4
> > > measure phrase as |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| giving the
> > > impression it really has 4 measures but when you try to slice off
> > > those 3 extra measures it says invalid measure.
> > 
> > Hey, you didn't mention the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| thing 
> in 
> > the first message!
> > 
> > Okay, select the track holding the phrase and produce the Pattern 
> > Patch page (that second main page in Pattern mode). In the bottom 
> > right corner there's some Phrase info shown (METER and LENGTH).
> > What does it say?
> > 
> > Second, how did you slice the prhase. I assumed you used the SPLIT 
> > PHRASE job, but maybe you didn't.
> > 
> > Finally, was grid record involved in producing the phrase?
> > 
> > - Robert

| 6207|6183|2002-07-18 08:43:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Know Bug?|
I understand now, this is the Grid Record bug, discussed a couple of 
weeks ago. It comes down to this:

Grid Record actually *extends* the 1 bar phrase to the needed number 
of bars when you start recording in bar 3 using a 1-bar phrase. I 
just did that and had a look in Edit mode. The phrase actually has 
midi events in bar 3. However, Grid Record mode *forgot* to update 
the phrase length property to the correct number of bars!

So while the phrase actual length is 3 bars (in my test), it reports 
only to have 1 bar. 

This is a bug that bites you.

- Robert

On Thursday 18 July 2002 16:12, flesk_bruno wrote:
> Sorry, I indeed forgot to mention the
> |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| on the first message which is very
> important to understand this behaviour.
>
> It's like this, by default the RS7000 is setup to have 4 measures
> so you see on the main page something like 1/4.
>
> So, next you go to grid recording and record on the first measure.
> You now have the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| phrase which is
> normal.
>
> Next you go to JOB and do a SPLIT phrase. By default it will trash
> the last 3 measures leaving you with a 1 measure phrase as in
> |sound| that repeats constantly.
>
> Usually after this you start PLAY to listen how it goes, but since
> on the main page you still have defined the measure size as 4 as
> you go playing you get 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 and so on.
>
> The problem now happens when you stop playing in any of these 2/4,
> 3/4, 4/4 and go back to grid mode to refine your 1 measure phrase.
>
> Going to a 1 measure phrase in grid mode with the main page saying
> for example 3/4 you're entering a measure that doesn't exist in
> that phrase.
>
> Without recording anything, and realizing you're on the wrong
> measure you go back to the main page, but now your phrase has 4
> measures again.
>
> Next obvious step is thinking, hey, I want my 1 measure phrase back
> so you go again to JOB, SPLIT PHRASE, and that's when the error
> occurs, it says INVALID MEASURE.
>
> You have to do some workarounds to successfuly get your 1 measure
> phrase back.
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Thursday 18 July 2002 12:18, flesk_bruno wrote:
> > > I don't know how it can be called a feature because it plays
> > > that
>



> 4
>
> > > measure phrase as |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| giving the
> > > impression it really has 4 measures but when you try to slice
> > > off those 3 extra measures it says invalid measure.
> >
> > Hey, you didn't mention the |sound|nosound|nosound|nosound| thing
>
> in
>
> > the first message!
> >
> > Okay, select the track holding the phrase and produce the Pattern
> > Patch page (that second main page in Pattern mode). In the bottom
> > right corner there's some Phrase info shown (METER and LENGTH).
> > What does it say?
> >
> > Second, how did you slice the prhase. I assumed you used the
> > SPLIT PHRASE job, but maybe you didn't.
> >
> > Finally, was grid record involved in producing the phrase?
> >
> > - Robert
>
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| 6208|6208|2002-07-18 18:02:42|liquid_acid_trance|Help with sequencing external gear|
How would I set up the rs to let me sequence my cs6x keyboard?
| 6209|6209|2002-07-18 20:07:17|blackartx|This might be Dumb Q...?|
Hi I'm relatively new to the whole music production thing I was 
looking at this and the EmU MP7 and what I want to make is hip hop/ 
R&b beats. From what I took in from reading about this is that it 
basically takes what the MP7 can do and ALSO has a Sampler in 
addition. Now, for my q? Can someone please give me an unbiased 
opinion on what they think would be more beneficial to me? Thank You 
all very much in advance.
| 6210|6209|2002-07-19 07:51:54|Randy Pence|Re: This might be Dumb Q...?|
because hte display of the emu was so friggin small, i
didn't even bother to turn up the volume t osee how it
sounded.

2 lines is adequete for programming a synth, not for sequencing

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Autos - Get free new car price quotes
http://autos.yahoo.com
| 6211|6208|2002-07-19 11:06:02|djdavejumpers|Re: Help with sequencing external gear|
--- In RS7000@y..., "liquid_acid_trance" wrote:

> How would I set up the rs to let me sequence my cs6x keyboard?

Is that you Ryan?

Anyway, connect a MIDI cable from the RS MIDI OUT A to the CS6x MIDI IN

Go through the RS MIDI setup and put MIDI OUT A to output your stuff.
Turn Echo OFF. ( Echo is bad )
Then Press your MIDI setup untill you see the end of it, and select
the categories of stuff you want to transmit to the cs6x.

I think there's a global somewhere in the CS6x to have it sync with
the RS, but pretty much, if you wanna sequence, all you have to do, is
set the CS6X in multi or even performance, set the recieving channel
of the performance, make shure that's the same on of your sequence in
teh RS and hit play on the RS.

tadaa

-Dave-
| 6212|6209|2002-07-19 13:49:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: This might be Dumb Q...?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "blackartx" wrote:
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> Can someone please give me an unbiased 
> opinion on what they think would be more beneficial to me? 

Noone will be able to tell you this, noone except yourself. Check out 
both machines, compare the specs and see what you like more and seems 
easier to handle for you and most important what will fit your needs. 
And don´t forget...there´s also other gear that might even work for 
you better. 

Tschüß, Tom
| 6213|6209|2002-07-19 17:49:54|djboy112st|dumb question number two|
I have a similar issue to this onc. I am sure its not too big a deal 
to fix it, but i want to get info from the guys who KNOW. I 
currently have just three pieces of gear.. The RS7000, a korg 
ms2000r, and a korg es-1.. I want to be able to use the ms2000r on 
channel 16 at all times, since it only has the capability of playing 
one sound at a time, it's basically just a one-channel tone generator 
as far as I am concerned.. I want to be able to se the rs7000 to 
NEVER play its internal sounds on channel 16 but send the notes to 
the ms2000r and be able to play my midi controller into the rs7000 
and have it play the ms2000r.. this may need clarification, i 
understand.. i'm at work right now sitting thru a lecture that i 
should be paying more attention to..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "blackartx" wrote:
> > Can someone please give me an unbiased 
> > opinion on what they think would be more beneficial to me? 
> 
> Noone will be able to tell you this, noone except yourself. Check 
out 
> both machines, compare the specs and see what you like more and 
seems 
> easier to handle for you and most important what will fit your 
needs. 
> And don´t forget...there´s also other gear that might even work for 
> you better. 
> 
> Tschüß, Tom

| 6214|6214|2002-07-20 10:20:30|renntiger2|New track / feedback wanted|
Hi,

I just created a new psy-trance track with my RS. You can check it out
here:

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3

Streaming versions are available in 128 and 56 kbit:

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u

The track was created and recorded "live" in pattern mode. The sounds
are 90% RS7000 with some samples from the AN1x and an acid line from
the Virus C.

Any feedback is appreciated.

Peace,

Klaus
| 6215|6209|2002-07-20 10:49:28|renntiger2|Re: dumb question number two|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:

> I want to be able to se the rs7000 to 
> NEVER play its internal sounds on channel 16 but send the notes to 
> the ms2000r and be able to play my midi controller into the rs7000 
> and have it play the ms2000r.. 

Sure you can do this. You can assign every single track to the
internal TG, MIDI out A or MIDI out B. I use track 1 to 13 for the TG
of the RS, track 14 and 15 are used for my Virus C and track 16
controls my MB33 II.

The only thing which is annoying is that during recording with a
master keyboard all notes are played on the external gear (MIDI out)
_and_ the RS tone generator. You can choose the destination of every
track but not of the MIDI in. A workaround for that is to set the
tracks you won't use for internal sounds to an empty patch or zero volume.

Peace,

Klaus
| 6216|6209|2002-07-20 11:45:09|tompaulsen2002|Re: dumb question number two|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> The only thing which is annoying is that during recording with a
> master keyboard all notes are played on the external gear (MIDI out)
> _and_ the RS tone generator. 

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u


Hmmm, not on mine...not anymore...not since OS1.14....Klaus, did you 
set in the second Utility Menu "Echo" to "Monitor (Rec)"? Then you 
shouldn´t hear anything anymore.

I created for myself a Template-Pattern with all the correct MIDI 
settings for my setup. And it works. If i want to play my TG33, with 
my master-controler, the AN1x i choose the track with the correct 
MIDI-settings. If i want to play my NordMMod, i choose another track.

My setup looks like this now:

AN1x-MIDIout ------> MIDIin RS7000
RS7000-MIDIout ------> MIDIin AN1x
RS7000-MIDIout ------> MIDIin NordMMod
RS7000-MIDIout ------> MIDIin TG33
RS/000-MIDIout ------> MIDIin Boss SE50

Don´t wonder...i am using a Philip Rees MIDI Thru Unit for the MIDI-
out´s.

>You can choose the destination of every
> track but not of the MIDI in. 

You don´t have to, simply set in the second Utility Menu the "Echo" 
mode to Monitor Rec and in the fourth setup Menu the MIDI-filter for 
the TG. See page 260 and 110 (german manual) for these issues.
| 6217|6217|2002-07-20 20:00:42|tiseven2002|MIDI Format Question|
Hello,

Thanks everyone for all of your great help. I am importing midi 
files now and with a few instrument changes a lot of them sound 
great. 

One question/ problem: Some of my favorite midis literally contain 
bells and whistles when loaded into the RS. What sounds pretty good 
on the computer changes to bizzare digital objects when played on 
the RS. Rhythm instruments seem particulary susceptible to this 
problem.

Is this a midi format problem that can be easily corrected. I saw a 
program that converts midis to "0", "1" or "2" type. Do I need to 
convert midi files to a certain number/ format before loading them 
into the RS or is there something else of which I am completely 
unaware? Thanks again.

Dave
| 6218|6217|2002-07-21 01:03:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI Format Question|
On Sunday 21 July 2002 04:00, tiseven2002 wrote:

> Hello,
>
> Thanks everyone for all of your great help. I am
> importing midi files now and with a few instrument
> changes a lot of them sound great.
>
> One question/ problem: Some of my favorite midis
> literally contain bells and whistles when loaded into the
> RS. What sounds pretty good on the computer changes to
> bizzare digital objects when played on the RS. 

Please describe "bizarre digital objects". Good title, btw. 
;)

> Rhythm
> instruments seem particulary susceptible to this problem.
>
> Is this a midi format problem that can be easily
> corrected. I saw a program that converts midis to "0",
> "1" or "2" type. Do I need to convert midi files to a
> certain number/ format before loading them into the RS or
> is there something else of which I am completely unaware?
> Thanks again.

I don't know exactly what's going on, but don't you think 
its just a matter of voice settings? Alternatively, you 
could send me the midi file that causes such an effect, and 
describe *exactly* how you imported it.

- Robert
| 6219|6217|2002-07-21 01:51:55|tiseven2002|Re: MIDI Format Question|
Hello Robert:

Thanks for the quick reply. What are standard drum kit sounds on the 
midis when they are played on the computer are changing into bells, 
whistles, pot-clanging and gong type sounds when played on the RS. 
Changing the sounds could be a pain since I know so little about 
drum kits and the sounds are coming out completely unrecogizeable 
from what they were on the computer. 

I have been importing all of my midis from my computer using a USB 
smart card reader (writer). Once the files are copied as is to the 
smart card, I then put the smart card into the RS and load the midis 
as smf files. When they load, they load as single step, single 



section patterns. This also makes them very hard to edit in some 
ways. Many of the midi tracks have already been muted by their 
creator. 

Should I be loading in a different way? 

Please let me know if you don't see any obvious problems in my 
loading methods and I will send you one of my problem midi files. 
Thanks again.

Cordially,

Dave

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 21 July 2002 04:00, tiseven2002 wrote:
> > Hello,
> >
> > Thanks everyone for all of your great help. I am
> > importing midi files now and with a few instrument
> > changes a lot of them sound great.
> >
> > One question/ problem: Some of my favorite midis
> > literally contain bells and whistles when loaded into the
> > RS. What sounds pretty good on the computer changes to
> > bizzare digital objects when played on the RS. 
> 
> Please describe "bizarre digital objects". Good title, btw. 
> ;)
> 
> > Rhythm
> > instruments seem particulary susceptible to this problem.
> >
> > Is this a midi format problem that can be easily
> > corrected. I saw a program that converts midis to "0",
> > "1" or "2" type. Do I need to convert midi files to a
> > certain number/ format before loading them into the RS or
> > is there something else of which I am completely unaware?
> > Thanks again.
> 
> I don't know exactly what's going on, but don't you think 
> its just a matter of voice settings? Alternatively, you 
> could send me the midi file that causes such an effect, and 
> describe *exactly* how you imported it.
> 
> - Robert

| 6220|6217|2002-07-21 02:21:31|mmittner|Re: MIDI Format Question|
hi dave,

have you tried to set the voice on the drum track to 'StandKit' (bank 'GM Drum', msb 127)?

-mike
| 6221|6217|2002-07-21 02:52:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI Format Question|
On Sunday 21 July 2002 09:51, tiseven2002 wrote:

> Hello Robert:
>
> Thanks for the quick reply. What are standard drum kit
> sounds on the midis when they are played on the computer
> are changing into bells, whistles, pot-clanging and gong
> type sounds when played on the RS. Changing the sounds
> could be a pain since I know so little about drum kits
> and the sounds are coming out completely unrecogizeable
> from what they were on the computer.

Okay, that's a voicing problem.
Try to select a GM (General Midi) drum kit for those tracks. 
That should fix it.

Let me know if this fixes the problem. If not, we use more 
brainy stuff. ;)

- Robert
| 6222|6209|2002-07-21 05:00:57|renntiger2|Re: dumb question number two|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> 
> > The only thing which is annoying is that during recording with a
> > master keyboard all notes are played on the external gear (MIDI

out)

> > _and_ the RS tone generator. 
> 
> Hmmm, not on mine...not anymore...not since OS1.14....Klaus, did

you 

> set in the second Utility Menu "Echo" to "Monitor (Rec)"? Then you 
> shouldn´t hear anything anymore.



I just tried it out. In "Monitor" mode the internal TG is silent but
for live performance I use "Thru B" to be more flexible. In thru mode
the internal TG still listens on all 16 channels and I have to use the
"empty patch" workaround :-(

I use a keyboard (of course an AN1x ;-)) to play sounds of external
gear (Virus, MB33, CS6r etc.) while I select for example a drum track
on the RS to realtime loop remix it or to work on the groove grid.
This way I can select the destination of the masterkeyboard by
choosing an out channel on the AN1x while choosing another track to
tweak by "track select" on the RS. 

Just if someone is curious, this is my live midi setup (similar to the
setup of the other Klaus):

ANX1 (local off) out -> RS7000 in (RS7000 in MIDI thru B mode)

RS7000 out A -> ony MIDI clock for synchronisation to a friend's setup
with an MPC as centerpiece. The RS is clock master for the whole
setup.

RS7000 out B -> Virus in (ch14/15), MB33II in (ch16), CS6r in (ch13)
AN1x in (ch15)

All synths are chained by MIDI thru.

I never use AN1x and Virus sounds at one time during performance so
both can share ch 15 for midi in. I choose the right synth with the
mixer. It would also be possible to choose different channels for in
and out on the AN1x to use both synths at one time.

You may have a look at our setup here:

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html

Peace,

Klaus
| 6223|6209|2002-07-21 13:13:55|tomfinegan|Re: dumb question number two|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> RS7000 out B -> Virus in (ch14/15), MB33II in (ch16), CS6r in (ch13)
> AN1x in (ch15)
> 
> All synths are chained by MIDI thru.

Whoa, that´s a long MIDI-chain...the PhilipRees MIDI-Thru Unit that i 
use is sending the RS signals to three OUTs at one time, in this way 
i have a very short chain and i still could hang another synth on the 
AN1x or TG33 if i want to. Alternative would be a MIDI-patchbay...

> You may have a look at our setup here:
> 
> http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html

Nice setup...you didn´t mention the CS6r and the Sirius...or are they 
connected to the MPC? And where´s the Virus? :)

> Peace,

Pax,

Tom ("the other Klaus")
| 6224|6209|2002-07-21 13:15:52|tomfinegan|ps. Re: dumb question number two|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> You may have a look at our setup here:
> 
> http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html

Oh, doh, you mentioned the CS6r...where was that? On the Fusion 
Festival two weekends ago?
| 6225|6225|2002-07-21 14:55:35|hrdrkr57|Suitable for Rock Too ???|
Hi All,

New to the RS...
From the adverts I've read, it seems the RS 
is geared towards HipHop,Dance, Ect.

Is the RS also suitable for Classic Rock, Hard 
Rock Styles as well ??

Also, I'm using a QY700 at this time, and use 
MIDI tracks to backup Guitar/Vocals. How well 
would the RS work in this situation?

Regards, Bob
| 6226|6214|2002-07-21 14:59:19|raverjett|Re: New track / feedback wanted|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I just created a new psy-trance track with my RS. You can check it 

out

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html


> here:
> 
> http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
> 
> Streaming versions are available in 128 and 56 kbit:
> 
> http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
> http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u
> 
> The track was created and recorded "live" in pattern mode. The 

sounds

> are 90% RS7000 with some samples from the AN1x and an acid line 

from

> the Virus C.
> 
> Any feedback is appreciated.
> 
> Peace,
> 
> Klaus

I just listened to your song and i enjoyed it very much. That Virus 
C is a great sounding synth. I liked the synth riff at the end of 
the song and drums had some really cool sounds and rhthyms too. I 
would maybe substitute the echo on the clap for a more complex 
rhythm with less or no echo. Up to u obsiouvlsy and im not saying it 
hurts the track. I liked it a lot, and wish i new more people 
producing that style. Keep writing cool shit. Email me with new 
stuff if u would like. I obviously wouldnt reproduce it or spread it 
around but listen to it for my enjoyment. My email is 
jettrink@cox.net..... P.S. Was that track a solo effort, if not 
how many people are u playing with. Peace.
| 6227|6214|2002-07-21 18:46:21|Delobbo101|Re: New track / feedback wanted|
sounds good!!!! I really enjoyed it, and I like the use of the 
Virus..... you know, I just finished a track today, with almost the 
same specifications of yours! I used about 90% of the RS7000, and 
the rest is Virus C.....

check it out if you get a chance..... you can download it at 
Acidplanet....... its trance...

Delobbo - Reaction 3
141 bpm, 8:59
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=184999

for best results play it LOUD.
thanks in advance...

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "raverjett" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I just created a new psy-trance track with my RS. You can check 
it 
> out
> > here:
> > 
> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
> > 
> > Streaming versions are available in 128 and 56 kbit:
> > 
> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u
> > 
> > The track was created and recorded "live" in pattern mode. The 
> sounds
> > are 90% RS7000 with some samples from the AN1x and an acid line 
> from
> > the Virus C.
> > 
> > Any feedback is appreciated.
> > 
> > Peace,
> > 
> > Klaus
> 
> I just listened to your song and i enjoyed it very much. That 
Virus 
> C is a great sounding synth. I liked the synth riff at the end of 
> the song and drums had some really cool sounds and rhthyms too. I 
> would maybe substitute the echo on the clap for a more complex 
> rhythm with less or no echo. Up to u obsiouvlsy and im not saying 
it 
> hurts the track. I liked it a lot, and wish i new more people 
> producing that style. Keep writing cool shit. Email me with new 
> stuff if u would like. I obviously wouldnt reproduce it or spread 
it 

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u
mailto:jettrink@cox.net
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=184999
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u


> around but listen to it for my enjoyment. My email is 
> jettrink@c... P.S. Was that track a solo effort, if not 
> how many people are u playing with. Peace.

| 6228|6228|2002-07-21 21:51:14|lysene@thcnet.net|changing cut/res filt types during playback|
hey all..

i'm putting my first few tracks together, and there's something that I know 
can be dont but i am not sure how do it yet.. let's say i have an acidline 
playing on track number 10, and throughout measures 25-32, my cutoff is -26 
and my resonance is +20.. the filter type on the cut/res is lpf12. At the 
beginning of measure 32, I want to change only the FILTER TYPE for cut/res, 
to say HPF, but do not want to change the cut or res values. I know that I 
have to insert some kinda message in either my pattern or song data at 
32:1:000, but I dont know what kinda message it would be or how to get that 
information and understand it from the manual.. can anyone point me in the 
right direction or just reveal the great mystery for me? thanks!

/[ one30six ]\
| 6229|6214|2002-07-21 22:17:20|djboy112st|Re: New track / feedback wanted|
Delobbo-
Your track is very good. Follows a nice simple format, but has 
enough variation to make it intersting and danceable.. how many 
measures is that track? 350+? Seems quite long, even for a psy-
trance track.. The only thing, I would say, is that you should input 
your information on the mp3's ID3 tag.. when your song comes up in 
winamp, it sayd 'unknown artist - unnknown' which is not good for 
promotion.. Change those id3 tags so when people play the track 
it'll come up as 'Delobbo - Reaction 3' in winamp and other mp3 
players..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> sounds good!!!! I really enjoyed it, and I like the use of the 
> Virus..... you know, I just finished a track today, with almost the 
> same specifications of yours! I used about 90% of the RS7000, and 
> the rest is Virus C.....
> 
> check it out if you get a chance..... you can download it at 
> Acidplanet....... its trance...
> 
> Delobbo - Reaction 3
> 141 bpm, 8:59
> http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=184999
> 
> for best results play it LOUD.
> thanks in advance...
> 
> delobbo
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "raverjett" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I just created a new psy-trance track with my RS. You can check 
> it 
> > out
> > > here:
> > > 
> > > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
> > > 
> > > Streaming versions are available in 128 and 56 kbit:
> > > 
> > > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
> > > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u
> > > 
> > > The track was created and recorded "live" in pattern mode. The 
> > sounds
> > > are 90% RS7000 with some samples from the AN1x and an acid line 
> > from
> > > the Virus C.
> > > 
> > > Any feedback is appreciated.
> > > 
> > > Peace,
> > > 
> > > Klaus
> > 
> > I just listened to your song and i enjoyed it very much. That 
> Virus 
> > C is a great sounding synth. I liked the synth riff at the end of 
> > the song and drums had some really cool sounds and rhthyms too. I 
> > would maybe substitute the echo on the clap for a more complex 
> > rhythm with less or no echo. Up to u obsiouvlsy and im not saying 
> it 
> > hurts the track. I liked it a lot, and wish i new more people 
> > producing that style. Keep writing cool shit. Email me with new 
> > stuff if u would like. I obviously wouldnt reproduce it or spread 
> it 
> > around but listen to it for my enjoyment. My email is 
> > jettrink@c... P.S. Was that track a solo effort, if not 
> > how many people are u playing with. Peace.

http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=184999
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u


| 6230|6209|2002-07-22 00:39:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: dumb question number two|
On Sunday 21 July 2002 13:00, renntiger2 wrote:

> I just tried it out. In "Monitor" mode the internal TG is
> silent but for live performance I use "Thru B" to be more
> flexible. In thru mode the internal TG still listens on
> all 16 channels and I have to use the "empty patch"
> workaround :-(

You can't shut off the internal TG in the last Setup submode 
page? Hmm, have to try that.

- Robert
| 6231|6209|2002-07-22 01:18:57|mr.flimflam@gmx.de|Re: dumb question number two|
to djboy:

> since it only has the capability of playing 
> one sound at a time, it's basically just a one-channel tone generator 
> as far as I am concerned...

you´re wrong!!
it´s 4voice polyphonic and you could use 1voice and play 
chords or you could split the timbres, adress each to another 
midi channel and control 4 tracks out of your MS2K.
but it´s a little bit of a pain in the ass to get this programmed-
i remember to have desperately jumped around my place trying 
NOT to destroy something...
this even sounds as you don´t know about the vocoder...?

read your manual closely, cos it´s a very nice piece of gear!!

regards,
flimflam

-- 
GMX - Die Kommunikationsplattform im Internet.
http://www.gmx.net
| 6232|6209|2002-07-22 01:36:06|djboy112st|Re: dumb question number two|
Flim-
i know about the timbre split option on the ms2000/r, which can 
give to two seperate sounds within the same patch.. what i was 
saying was that, if you like patch A07 and want to use it as a 
bassline track and you also like c14 and want to use that patch as 
your lead sound track, you can't play notes from both patch A07 & C14 
SIMULTANEOUSLY, correct? since you can only assign one midi channel 
to the ms2000, it will technically play only one patch at a time, if 
u understand correctly. i am well aware of the vocoder portion of 
the synth.. that was "half" of the synth, in my eyes, and "half" of 
the reason why i bought it.. =) thanks for the feedback.

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., mr.flimflam@g... wrote:
> to djboy:
> 
> > since it only has the capability of playing 
> > one sound at a time, it's basically just a one-channel tone 
generator 
> > as far as I am concerned...
> 
> you´re wrong!!
> it´s 4voice polyphonic and you could use 1voice and play 
> chords or you could split the timbres, adress each to another 
> midi channel and control 4 tracks out of your MS2K.
> but it´s a little bit of a pain in the ass to get this programmed-
> i remember to have desperately jumped around my place trying 
> NOT to destroy something...
> this even sounds as you don´t know about the vocoder...?
> 
> read your manual closely, cos it´s a very nice piece of gear!!
> 
> regards,
> flimflam
> 
> -- 
> GMX - Die Kommunikationsplattform im Internet.
> http://www.gmx.net

| 6233|6209|2002-07-22 03:31:26|Ian Vine|Re: dumb question number two|
Didn't see the start of this, so maybe this is not
what you want to do.

To disable the TG on any midi channel go the the Out
Channel page (press setup 4 times) use knob 4 to
select the channel and knob 3 to set the routing

IanV

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - Feel better, live better
http://health.yahoo.com
| 6234|6209|2002-07-22 05:03:23|renntiger2|Re: dumb question number two|

http://www.gmx.net/
http://www.gmx.net/
http://health.yahoo.com/


--- In RS7000@y..., "tomfinegan" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:
> > RS7000 out B -> Virus in (ch14/15), MB33II in (ch16), CS6r in

(ch13)

> > AN1x in (ch15)
> > 
> > All synths are chained by MIDI thru.
> Whoa, that´s a long MIDI-chain...

Yep, it's really long but I don't have any problems with a delay or
something. I tried a cheap thru-box (don't remember the brand) but it
hat problems with interferences from unstable power-supplies and thus
was unusable for outdoor live stuff (and it's one more box which could
fail). I think I'll stay with the thru chain as long as it works ok or
until I get a cheap used high quality patchbay somewhere.

> > You may have a look at our setup here:
> > 
> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html
> Nice setup...you didn´t mention the CS6r and the Sirius...or are

they 

> connected to the MPC? And where´s the Virus? :)

The Sirius is part of "the other half" of our project, it's plugged
into the MPC. There is no virus on the picture because when the photo
was taken, The Virus C wasn't even announced. I don't have a good
picture of the current setup but you can imagine that it's a RS and a
Virus on this one:

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Hippies/20.html

Peace,

Klaus
| 6235|6214|2002-07-22 05:24:22|renntiger2|Re: New track / feedback wanted|
--- In RS7000@y..., "raverjett" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
> > 
> > Streaming versions are available in 128 and 56 kbit:
> > 
> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
> > http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u
> > 
> > The track was created and recorded "live" in pattern mode. The 
> sounds
> > are 90% RS7000 with some samples from the AN1x and an acid line 
> from
> > the Virus C.

> I just listened to your song and i enjoyed it very much. That Virus 
> C is a great sounding synth. I liked the synth riff at the end of 
> the song and drums had some really cool sounds and rhthyms too. I 
> would maybe substitute the echo on the clap for a more complex 
> rhythm with less or no echo. Up to u obsiouvlsy and im not saying

it 

> hurts the track. I liked it a lot, and wish i new more people 
> producing that style. Keep writing cool shit. Email me with new 
> stuff if u would like. 

Thanks a lot for your feedback. The synth sound at the end is of
course the Virus. The two units (RS and Virus) are really a great
combination. Everyone who is looking for a multitimbral VA should have
a look at it. I'll have another close look on that clap-track...
...for new stuff feel free to have a look at my page from time to
time. 

> P.S. Was that track a solo effort, if not 
> how many people are u playing with.

The project consists of 2 people with more or less independent setups
synchronized by midi clock. Each of us has his own tracks and we mix
them together like a DJ. The difference is that we don't have
turntables but two live setups and we don't only mix one song into
another but we can replace every single sequencer track or even change
the whole structure during performance. So this track is a solo
production representing one element of our "DJ set".

Peace,

Klaus
| 6236|6214|2002-07-22 10:03:28|Delobbo101|Re: New track / feedback wanted|

http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Einhorn/1.html
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/gallery/Hippies/20.html
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz.mp3.m3u
http://www.panthera-tigris.de/mp3/fliegenpilz56.mp3.m3u


thanks for the feedback, I'm glad you liked it. damn I thouhgt I 
did set the id3 tag on the mp3... I guess I'll have to reupload 
it....

actually I don't know how many measures it is since I did 
it "live"... I'm still new to the RS7000, I haven't had time to 
figure out the pattern chain mode or song mode yet. Pattern chain 
mode works well, but is there any way to record knob movement? It 
wasn't doing it for me, I couldn't tweak the sounds while I was 
recording...... Song mode seems to be a real chore - I rely on 
pattern-based recording, so I would want to put those patterns into 
the song tracks - I tried doing this, but it appears that you have 
to forward the measure number everytime you put a phrase in, to get 
to the next insertion point? that is sooooo tedious..... like on 
the Triton it advances this insertion point automatically and that 
makes it really easy.... but I'm not complaining... am I just not 
doing it right? thanks again....

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:
> Delobbo-
> Your track is very good. Follows a nice simple format, but 
has 
> enough variation to make it intersting and danceable.. how many 
> measures is that track? 350+? Seems quite long, even for a psy-
> trance track.. The only thing, I would say, is that you should 
input 
> your information on the mp3's ID3 tag.. when your song comes up in 
> winamp, it sayd 'unknown artist - unnknown' which is not good for 
> promotion.. Change those id3 tags so when people play the track 
> it'll come up as 'Delobbo - Reaction 3' in winamp and other mp3 
> players..
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

| 6237|6225|2002-07-22 10:58:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Suitable for Rock Too ???|
--- In RS7000@y..., "hrdrkr57" wrote:

> Hi All,
> 
> New to the RS...
> From the adverts I've read, it seems the RS 
> is geared towards HipHop,Dance, Ect.

Yup.

> 
> Is the RS also suitable for Classic Rock, Hard 
> Rock Styles as well ??

The internal sounds not at all. But you still can use the 
sequencer and sampler for that purpose if you want to.

> 
> Also, I'm using a QY700 at this time, and use 
> MIDI tracks to backup Guitar/Vocals. How well 
> would the RS work in this situation?

The RS doesn't do anything different than the QY700. It has a few 
more realtime-knobs, but i don't think you'll need that for 
Rock/Hard Rock. 

If you want more traditional sounds, you should take a closer 
look to the S80/90/30/03/09 or MOTIF from Yamaha.
Or if you want some virtual analogue synth sounds, take a look at 
Clavia NordLead 2/3. They fit for any type of genre.

Cheers, Tom 

> 
> Regards, Bob

| 6238|6228|2002-07-22 11:10:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: changing cut/res filt types during playback|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> can anyone point me in the 
> right direction or just reveal the great mystery for me? thanks!
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

On page 330 in the manual in the Multi Part Group3, you have the 
adress 13pp41...when you put in the right data from 00 to 06 you can 
choose the filter type...you have to use the phrase-edit mode in 
order to type in this data. I am not sure but i would try to set it 
as a SEXC event. Read page 154 in the manual for more details how to 
use the phrase edit mode.

Happy musicmaking!

Cheers, Tom
| 6239|6209|2002-07-22 11:25:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: dumb question number two|



--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:
i am well aware of the vocoder portion of 
> the synth.. that was "half" of the synth, in my eyes, and "half" 
of 
> the reason why i bought it.. =) thanks for the feedback.

Hmmm, is the MS2k vocoder really THAT good? I mean you can get a 
Nord Micro Modular for half the price and you get much more 
flexibility (and features) plus IMHO a better sound in general...or 
am i wrong here? Anyhow...jedem Tierchen sein Pläsirchen...as we 
Germans like to say...hihi ;)

| 6240|6209|2002-07-22 11:35:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: dumb question number two|
On Monday 22 July 2002 19:25, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Anyhow...jedem Tierchen sein Pläsirchen...as we
> Germans like to say...hihi ;)

Time to get this list moderated. ;)

- Robert
| 6241|6209|2002-07-22 20:42:09|djboy112st|Re: dumb question number two|
i just got into buying gear this year.. i got into electronic music 
around the time that the Chemical Brothers' Exit Planet Dust was 
their current album.. i bought some DJ gear and have been spinning 
for the past three an a half years, but I got the bug to produce.. I 
toyed with some other geare before ultimately deciding on the RS7K as 
my main engine for production, but I knew at that time that the synth 
sounds in it were not strong enough (IMHO) on their own to carry an 
entire track, so I was looking for a nice phat analog synth that 
wouldnt break the bank.. i didn't really even know that the ms2kr 
HAD a vocoder on it until a few days before i bought it -- at that 
point, it was sold.. i was getting an additional feature that i 
didnt know was there.. of course i'm gonna buy it if it turns out to 
have more features than i originally thought.. thats like a free 
bonus!

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> Hmmm, is the MS2k vocoder really THAT good? I mean you can get a 
> Nord Micro Modular for half the price and you get much more 
> flexibility (and features) plus IMHO a better sound in general...or 
> am i wrong here? Anyhow...jedem Tierchen sein Pläsirchen...as we 
> Germans like to say...hihi ;)

| 6242|6228|2002-07-22 21:02:31|djboy112st|Re: changing cut/res filt types during playback|
Tom-

Thanks for the info. I was dissecting the manual last night for 
some time and I did find the sysex data tables at the end of the 
manual, but I don't really understand how what they provide you with 
is actually going to enable you to edit the parameters.. You can't 
enter in 'pp' in a sysex message, or if you can, I have no idea how 
it would be done.. Can you SHOW me an example of how to edit a sysex 
message into a pattern so that i can SEE with my own eyes how it 
works? This is the one area of the machine I really dont understand 
at all and its honestly driving me nuts, because I know that editing 
sysex data (in addition to CC's) can make your tracks very very 
powerful and dynamic sounding..

if anyone could give me a tutorial/walkthru on this, that'd be the 
shizznizzle fo' rizzle..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> On page 330 in the manual in the Multi Part Group3, you have the 
> adress 13pp41...when you put in the right data from 00 to 06 you 
can 
> choose the filter type...you have to use the phrase-edit mode in 
> order to type in this data. I am not sure but i would try to set it 
> as a SEXC event. Read page 154 in the manual for more details how 
to 
> use the phrase edit mode.
> 
> Cheers, Tom

| 6243|6243|2002-07-22 22:26:01|r_s_7_k|Is There Such a Feature As this...???|
after I load in drumsamples I go back and erase the ones I don't want 
to keep in a kit, but is there a feature that will allow me to re-map 
all of the samples so that there will be no gaps inbetween the keys?
| 6244|6228|2002-07-22 23:41:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: changing cut/res filt types during playback|
Djboy112st--

'pp' is not entered into the sysex info. Sysex info is in Hexadecimal
format (0,1,2,...9,A,B,C,D,E,F) in 2 bit formats (i.e. 7A,32,5B), or
sometimes in Binary format. What the 'pp' amounts to is a placeholder
(variable). Look at the index for the sysex tables or bottom/top of
page to find out what the variables stand for and input appropriate hex
#'s in their place. Judging by the 'pp''s I see you pointing out I'm
assuming you're on page 325 of the manual, under (3) TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
DATA (3-1-3) PROGRAM CHANGE. See how it says to the left what the
parameter is: PROGRAM NUMBER. And to the right of that it shows the
values that can be input (in this case in Binary form): 0ppppppp.



Further to the right of that the range of values that can be input for
the string of 'p's: 0-127. Say you wanted program 127. That would be
01111111. Or program 1=00000001. Program 10=00001010. Get the
picture.

Even I don't fully understand all the intricacies of SysEx & CC#'s but
sometimes just taking the time to think it out logically (once you have
a little background in how MIDI/SysEx works) helps to clarify the
situation. That, and trial 'n' error.

Hope this explained what you where looking for. For anybody interested
in the basics & some advanced info on MIDI, I suggest reading "The MIDI
Manual" by David Miles Huber. Great introduction to MIDI &
synthesizers. Certainly helped me get my brains a little more situated.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: djboy112st [mailto:lysene@thcnet.net] 
> Sent: Monday, July 22, 2002 11:02 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: changing cut/res filt types during playback
> 
> 
> Tom-
> 
> Thanks for the info. I was dissecting the manual last night for 
> some time and I did find the sysex data tables at the end of the 
> manual, but I don't really understand how what they provide you with 
> is actually going to enable you to edit the parameters.. You can't 
> enter in 'pp' in a sysex message, or if you can, I have no idea how 
> it would be done.. Can you SHOW me an example of how to edit a sysex 
> message into a pattern so that i can SEE with my own eyes how it 
> works? This is the one area of the machine I really dont understand 
> at all and its honestly driving me nuts, because I know that editing 
> sysex data (in addition to CC's) can make your tracks very very 
> powerful and dynamic sounding..
> 
> if anyone could give me a tutorial/walkthru on this, that'd be the 
> shizznizzle fo' rizzle..
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

| 6245|6245|2002-07-23 02:08:16|mr.flimflam@gmx.de|Re: Digest Number 520|
hey djboy,
i see, but you are not right. 

> if you like patch A07 and want to use it as a 
> bassline track and you also like c14 and want to use that patch as 
> your lead sound track, you can't play notes from both patch A07 & C14 
> SIMULTANEOUSLY, correct?

sure you can, if you don´t exeed polyphony - but it should work cos
you want basically a bassline and a lead sound - normally both are MONO, ok?

main MIDI channel is 1 i think (i have to check that);
but you can change that too.

that should be pretty simple. totally you have 4 voices, so you could
play 4 mono programs at one time.

take the bass you like and take the lead you like, assign both as mono
and copy them together in one program with two timbres.
now you can define different MIDI channels to the timbres and sequence
both your bassline *and* your lead sounds.
i had this case with a bassline and padsounds and it worked.

i´m almost sure im remember right, but there are only few days and i´m
off work for two weeks and i´m going to prove this - i remember doing 
it with my MC505 and the MS2k, but now i´m buisy earning some money 
to pay my bills... 
...and learning the RS

again, if you´re a little patient, i´ll check it out again soon and post
some 
kind of tutorial for you... ;)

> i am well aware of the vocoder portion of 
> the synth.. that was "half" of the synth, in my eyes, and "half" of 
> the reason why i bought it.. =) thanks for the feedback.

oh, you are welcome but yes you´re right the voco is half the synth!!

o.k. so far so good, be sure to read soon some posting about this from me...

regards,
-flimflam

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:lysene@thcnet.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


-- 
GMX - Die Kommunikationsplattform im Internet.
http://www.gmx.net
| 6246|6228|2002-07-23 11:07:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: changing cut/res filt types during playback|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Djboy112st--
> 
> 'pp' is not entered into the sysex info. 

Right, see page 328..."13" is the Multipartgroup3...and on page 330 
when you look under Multipartgroup3...you see 13pp (and as wasted 
explained..pp can be twice be values 0..127, but in hex, means from 0 
to f, and that twice so your pp would look like this: 00 until ff) 
and the data can be 00..06, which is equal to the different filter 
types.

You would choose now in phrase edit insert, choose sysex as even type 
and put in then the 13pp41...and your filtertype. Every sysex command 
starts with a "f0" and ends with a "f7". Don´t ask me what you have 
to choose for the pp. I tried it, and it doesn´t work. I guess i made 
something wrong. Like telling the RS first to receive this or 
something. For sure page 325 gives you better examples than i, how a 
sysex command should look like.

Sysex info is in Hexadecimal

> format (0,1,2,...9,A,B,C,D,E,F) in 2 bit formats (i.e. 7A,32,5B), or
> sometimes in Binary format. What the 'pp' amounts to is a 

placeholder

> (variable). 

Right.

Look at the index for the sysex tables or bottom/top of

> page to find out what the variables stand for and input appropriate 

hex

> #'s in their place. Judging by the 'pp''s I see you pointing out 

I'm

> assuming you're on page 325 of the manual, under (3) 

TRANSMIT/RECEIVE

> DATA (3-1-3) PROGRAM CHANGE. See how it says to the left what the
> parameter is: PROGRAM NUMBER. And to the right of that it shows the
> values that can be input (in this case in Binary form): 0ppppppp.
> Further to the right of that the range of values that can be input 

for

> the string of 'p's: 0-127. Say you wanted program 127. That would 

be

> 01111111. Or program 1=00000001. Program 10=00001010. Get the
> picture.
> 
> Even I don't fully understand all the intricacies of SysEx & CC#'s 

but

> sometimes just taking the time to think it out logically (once you 

have

> a little background in how MIDI/SysEx works) helps to clarify the
> situation. That, and trial 'n' error.
> 
> Hope this explained what you where looking for. For anybody 

interested

> in the basics & some advanced info on MIDI, I suggest reading "The 

MIDI

> Manual" by David Miles Huber. Great introduction to MIDI &
> synthesizers. Certainly helped me get my brains a little more 

situated.

Yup, or check use google to do a search...if you use the 
keywords "How to", "MIDI" and "FAQ" there should be plenty of good 
sites that explains all this.

Cheers, Tom
| 6247|6112|2002-07-23 12:37:29|Robert Skerjanc|Re: Zip Drive question|
Hi all Zippers, 

I have now found a work-around how to avoid RS7k from crashing when I eject the disk: 
The trick is to wait until the Zip-100 goes into standby mode. This happens after 10-15 mins, the motor stops and you hear no noise then. At this moment

http://www.gmx.net/


you can eject the disk without danger... 

Robert II 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2002 5:57 PM 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Zip Drive question 

On Friday 12 July 2002 17:42, Robert Skerjanc wrote: 
> Forest FloorHi list, 
> I've switched from my RM1x to the RS7k recently and I am happy to 
> follow your discussions on this great list. 
> I seem to be an exception to most of the users, because I am not 
> producing Techno but my own freestyle. The RS7k gives me more 
> freedom, it is not that much fixed to Techno as the RM1x. 
> 
> However, I have a small problem: 
> when I eject a disk at my Zip drive (to switch to another), the RS 
> crashes every time and I have to power down. Has someone an answer? 

Weird problem that should not happen. 
Did you check of the ZIP drive is correctly terminated? 
I use a SCSI MO drive, and have no problems at all when ejecting the 
disk. 

Could also be a problem with the drive model. 

As a possible workaround, may the RS will not crash if you set it to 
work with another SCSI mount ID number just before you eject the 
disk. The mount ID normally is set to the ZIP's ID, but change it to 
something else, then eject/insert, then set the mount ID back to the 
ZIP's ID. 

Don't know if this works, though. Actually, I doubt it. ;) 

- Robert 
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| 6248|6112|2002-07-23 13:31:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: Zip Drive question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Skerjanc" wrote:

> Hi all Zippers,
> 
> I have now found a work-around how to avoid RS7k from crashing when 

I eject the disk:

> The trick is to wait until the Zip-100 goes into standby mode. This 
>happens after 10-15 mins, the motor stops and you hear no noise 
>then. At this moment you can eject the disk without danger...

Man that is so weird...

Can it be that Iomega put different version of this SCSI-external Zip 
100MB drive out on the market?...and that certain version cause the 
RS to crash?

Mine has the model nr. Z100S2 and was assembled on the Philipines...;)
| 6249|6111|2002-07-23 15:21:49|Jay Miller|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|

>:B)
>
>
>Heaven! The double nosed twingopock from the planet
>Throatwobblermangrove...i gotta go...get my Atomblaster ready...

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/


Ha! His planet sent him to earth to get an RS7000.

I tried downloading v1.14 from the RS group files to my desktop. After the 
download, I ended up with a microwave-looking icon on the desktop. What do 
I do from here? I tried opening it but nothing happens.

J

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6250|6250|2002-07-23 19:24:22|michelle_alisa|Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please :)|
Hi everyone! It's great to see this community so active, and I hope
that Yamaha releases that next level OS soon so that we can have such
things as real time drum programming without needing to clunky switch
between modes. I have a question please :

Lately I was just trying to experiment sampling my voice in... I
figured out that to get my voice processed by the master effects is
pretty easy! But I have these problems which I have not been able to
find in the manual (so far, anyway):

-Is there any way to process a live voice or other input signal with
the onboard reverb, chorus, or variation effects? I know it can be
done on yamaha's A-series (A4000/A5000) samplers but could not get it
to work here. I want to be able to sing but have the voice toned with
the reverb, all live (not for sampling).
-My mic, which is obviously on Mic level I'm assuming, has an
extremely low input level, even when the rec level is turned up to
maximum. Is there any way to switch between Line level and Mic level
on here? Again, I know I have seen this feature on the A-series
samplers but not here.
-Finally and also something I'm able to do on the A-series samplers
but oddly not on my RS7000, is the fact that I have the mic only
plugged into the left (or right) output but I want it to come out in
mono, not a one sided stereo thing.. and yet no matter what settings
I seem to chose, it doesn't work :( .. it always comes out panned
hard left or right, depending on which jack it's plugged into of
course.

Thank you very much for any help in advance and let's make music :)!
Hope to hear from someone soon :-)

Michelle
| 6251|6251|2002-07-23 20:46:29|mrshy33|Sample edit software for mac.|
Do any one know of a sampling program that I can use to edit my 
sample on my mac and then transfer them back to the rs 7000.

I tried recycle 1.7 but it tell me that it can't find the midi and the 
sampler. I have the RS 7000 connected directly from the mac to 
the RS 7000.

Is there a solution for this problem ?
| 6252|6252|2002-07-23 21:08:23|atlanticcitydave|Just got mine new to group good bye mpc hello rs7000|
Hi all
| 6253|6250|2002-07-23 21:39:55|wasted/su700fan|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
Michelle--

As far as the Mic Level issue, try pressing SETUP twice to get to the
A/D Setup Page, then turn the first knob under the display (F1 knob)
'til the setting says MIC. That should give you a lot more level. :)
Either that, or run your Mic through a PreAmp or Mixer's input before
patching the Mic's signal to the RS7k. Along with the Axk series of
samplers the SU700 also had this prior to the RS7k being released. Go
to page 2 or 3 of the setup and turn the appropriate knobs to set the
desired levels of Reverb, Delay, or Variation effect levels you want
applied to your external signal. And turn the F4 knob to 'C" to set
that signal to Center Pan. That should do it. Don't think I missed any
of your Q's.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

P.S. Nice to see a lady on these boards. Not enough female music
composers around these parts. ;)

> -----Original Message-----
> From: michelle_alisa [mailto:michelle_alisa@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2002 9:24 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Microphone low level.. stereo problems 
> also, help needed please :)
> 
> 
> Hi everyone! It's great to see this community so active, and 
> I hope that Yamaha releases that next level OS soon so that 
> we can have such things as real time drum programming without 
> needing to clunky switch between modes. I have a question please :
> 
> Lately I was just trying to experiment sampling my voice 
> in... I figured out that to get my voice processed by the 

http://messenger.msn.com/
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:michelle_alisa@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> master effects is pretty easy! But I have these problems 
> which I have not been able to find in the manual (so far, anyway):
> 
> -Is there any way to process a live voice or other input 
> signal with the onboard reverb, chorus, or variation effects? 
> I know it can be done on yamaha's A-series (A4000/A5000) 
> samplers but could not get it to work here. I want to be able 
> to sing but have the voice toned with the reverb, all live 
> (not for sampling). -My mic, which is obviously on Mic level 
> I'm assuming, has an extremely low input level, even when the 
> rec level is turned up to maximum. Is there any way to switch 
> between Line level and Mic level on here? Again, I know I 
> have seen this feature on the A-series samplers but not here. 
> -Finally and also something I'm able to do on the A-series 
> samplers but oddly not on my RS7000, is the fact that I have 
> the mic only plugged into the left (or right) output but I 
> want it to come out in mono, not a one sided stereo thing.. 
> and yet no matter what settings I seem to chose, it doesn't 
> work :( .. it always comes out panned hard left or right, 
> depending on which jack it's plugged into of course.
> 
> Thank you very much for any help in advance and let's make 
> music :)! Hope to hear from someone soon :-)
>
> Michelle

| 6254|6250|2002-07-23 22:35:37|michelle_alisa|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
Thanks a LOT for your help, wasted/su700fan :). I can't believe I missed that in the manual.. thankfully the manual, although stilted at times and some
confusing typos I noticed, isn't as poorly written as say, a typical one from Roland (not slamming Roland, but I don't find their style very readable.)

Thanks a lot again, I'm really grateful.

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> Michelle--
> 
> As far as the Mic Level issue, try pressing SETUP twice to get to the
> A/D Setup Page, then turn the first knob under the display (F1 knob)
> 'til the setting says MIC. That should give you a lot more level. :)
> Either that, or run your Mic through a PreAmp or Mixer's input before
> patching the Mic's signal to the RS7k. Along with the Axk series of
> samplers the SU700 also had this prior to the RS7k being released. Go
> to page 2 or 3 of the setup and turn the appropriate knobs to set the
> desired levels of Reverb, Delay, or Variation effect levels you want
> applied to your external signal. And turn the F4 knob to 'C" to set
> that signal to Center Pan. That should do it. Don't think I missed any
> of your Q's.

| 6255|6255|2002-07-24 00:45:55|alpha_peak|How do you all store your rs7000 samples?|
I never save my samples I make with the rs. I dunno why, but I 
never do. I have been thinking of getting a hard drive....anyone 
use a hard drive with there rs? If so, which one do you use?
| 6256|6252|2002-07-24 02:05:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Just got mine new to group good bye mpc hello rs7000|
On Wednesday 24 July 2002 05:08, atlanticcitydave wrote:

> Hi all

Welcome!

- Robert
| 6257|6243|2002-07-24 02:07:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is There Such a Feature As this...???|
On Tuesday 23 July 2002 06:26, r_s_7_k wrote:

> after I load in drumsamples I go back and erase the ones I don't
> want to keep in a kit, but is there a feature that will allow me to
> re-map all of the samples so that there will be no gaps inbetween
> the keys?

I don't think I've seen this among the sample jobs. Would be nice to 
have though.

- Robert
| 6258|6258|2002-07-24 05:31:35|arveyman|again: low levels..|
Hi, i've been working with my Rs for a while now, and always ignored 
the fact that when i sample something, the volume is very very low. I 
always used normalise to overcome this prob.
But why is it sampling at such low levels?? I do not understand. Say 
i want to sample something which is pretty low level, then the 
normalise job would later also increase the noise level! This just 
bothers me..
How do you fellow RS users cope with this? I find sampling with my 
computer and sending it to the RS by SM a LOT better..but more work.

Arv
| 6259|6250|2002-07-24 08:29:23|wasted/su700fan|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
No Problem Michelle! You should see the RM1x manual. Now that one is
BAD. The SU700 manual is the easiest manual I've ever worked with. The
RS7000 is probably the second or third easiest. Just takes a couple
re-reads. :)

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com


http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: michelle_alisa [mailto:michelle_alisa@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 12:36 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems 
> also, help needed please :)
> 
> 
> Thanks a LOT for your help, wasted/su700fan :). I can't 
> believe I missed that in the manual.. thankfully the manual, 
> although stilted at times and some confusing typos I noticed, 
> isn't as poorly written as say, a typical one from Roland 
> (not slamming Roland, but I don't find their style very readable.)
> 
> Thanks a lot again, I'm really grateful.
> 
> 
> Michelle

| 6260|6255|2002-07-24 08:31:23|wasted/su700fan|Re: How do you all store your rs7000 samples?|
You can save it to the SmartMedia card that you have, or an external
SCSI ZIP drive. That's what I (& I imagine alotta other RS7k'ers) do.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: alpha_peak [mailto:alpha_peak@yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 2:46 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] How do you all store your rs7000 samples?
> 
> I never save my samples I make with the rs. I dunno why, but I 
> never do. I have been thinking of getting a hard drive....anyone 
> use a hard drive with there rs? If so, which one do you use?

| 6261|6255|2002-07-24 09:24:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: How do you all store your rs7000 samples?|
I just went to the local computer surplus store and grabbed an old Apple/Mac
SCSI external CDROM case for $20, ripped the CDROM out, and threw in an old
2GB SCSI drive I had kicking around... ...works great!

every now and again I plug the RS ext. drive into my PC and do a
backup...just incase.

I thought someone here managed to fit a SCSI drive internally in the RS?
Look possible, there's lots of room inside...

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 10:31 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] How do you all store your rs7000 samples?

You can save it to the SmartMedia card that you have, or an external
SCSI ZIP drive. That's what I (& I imagine alotta other RS7k'ers) do.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
<http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700> 
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3
<http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130> &a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: alpha_peak [mailto:alpha_peak@yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 2:46 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] How do you all store your rs7000 samples?
> 
> I never save my samples I make with the rs. I dunno why, but I 
> never do. I have been thinking of getting a hard drive....anyone 
> use a hard drive with there rs? If so, which one do you use? 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6262|6262|2002-07-24 09:40:20|synthe. labo|to q or not to q....?|
hello,
hey Robert and Thomas, it's 2 days that i've received my MicroQ and i have 
to admit that i changed a bit my opinion: it's a great fun, the filters are 
awesome, i get self oscillatiuon on everysound, good thing that i rarely 
obtain on nord mod.
digitalish sounds, but under FM and filters i can do alot of good stuff.
the only thing is the fat bass that i have difficulties to obtain.
now i'll have to start learn it and manage to drive it, different thing 
respect playing freestyle as i do now.
ok, ciao

marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto online: 
http://photos.msn.it
| 6263|6258|2002-07-24 11:16:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: again: low levels..|
On Wednesday 24 July 2002 13:31, arveyman wrote:

> Hi, i've been working with my Rs for a while now, and always
> ignored the fact that when i sample something, the volume is very
> very low. I always used normalise to overcome this prob.

Are you talking about sampling or resampling?
Samling an external source should work fine, imo.

- Robert
| 6264|6262|2002-07-24 11:19:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: to q or not to q....?|
Congrats Marco!

Now you've got a synth that will keep you busy for a while. ;)
Did you already download the user soundsets from the Waldorf site?
Maybe not what you're looking for, but anyway.

- Robert

On Wednesday 24 July 2002 17:40, synthe. labo wrote:
> hello,
> hey Robert and Thomas, it's 2 days that i've received my MicroQ and
> i have to admit that i changed a bit my opinion: it's a great fun,
> the filters are awesome, i get self oscillatiuon on everysound,
> good thing that i rarely obtain on nord mod.
> digitalish sounds, but under FM and filters i can do alot of good
> stuff. the only thing is the fat bass that i have difficulties to
> obtain. now i'll have to start learn it and manage to drive it,
> different thing respect playing freestyle as i do now.
> ok, ciao
>
> marco
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto
> online: http://photos.msn.it
>
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6265|6111|2002-07-24 12:21:20|tompaulsen2002|Re: All of a sudden, Nothing shows up in Step record|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jay Miller" wrote:

> I tried downloading v1.14 from the RS group files to my desktop. 

After the 

> download, I ended up with a microwave-looking icon on the desktop. 

What do 

> I do from here? I tried opening it but nothing happens.

??? It should be a self-extracting Zip-File, that´s why it has 
the .exe extension. Put it in a new empty folder and try to execute 
it again by double-clicking on it.
It should expand now and a few files including a ReadMe should 
appear, which will give you further instructions what to do.

T K

> 
> J
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: 

http://messenger.msn.com
| 6266|6266|2002-07-24 14:27:43|saik0@pandora.be|Re: Digest Number 522|
Same model No. overhere, never had problems...

s.

Message: 3
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2002 19:31:51 -0000
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
Subject: Re: Zip Drive question

--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Skerjanc" wrote:
> Hi all Zippers,
> 
> I have now found a work-around how to avoid RS7k from crashing when 
I eject the disk:
> The trick is to wait until the Zip-100 goes into standby mode. This 
>happens after 10-15 mins, the motor stops and you hear no noise 
>then. At this moment you can eject the disk without danger...

Man that is so weird...

Can it be that Iomega put different version of this SCSI-external Zip 
100MB drive out on the market?...and that certain version cause the 
RS to crash?

Mine has the model nr. Z100S2 and was assembled on the Philipines...;)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

| 6267|6250|2002-07-24 14:43:03|tompaulsen2002|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> -Is there any way to process a live voice or other input signal 

with

> the onboard reverb, chorus, or variation effects? 

AFAIK you can only use the master-fx for input signals, for the 
three other fx, you would have to sample first.

>I know it can be
> done on yamaha's A-series (A4000/A5000) samplers but could not 

get it

> to work here. I want to be able to sing but have the voice 

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://messenger.msn.com/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


toned with

> the reverb, all live (not for sampling).

Alternative would be to get an external fx-unit, like a s/h Boss 
SE50 or something like this.

> -My mic, which is obviously on Mic level I'm assuming, has an
> extremely low input level, even when the rec level is turned up 

to

> maximum. Is there any way to switch between Line level and Mic 

level

> on here? 

Not AFAIK. I am achieving the right level for my mic with a 
little MIDIman Audiobuddy...that's a Mic/Guitar Preamp, very 
small, inexpensive and very good for that purpose. I also use it 
to increase the output of my Gameboy Nanoloop...

Again, I know I have seen this feature on the A-series

> samplers but not here.
> -Finally and also something I'm able to do on the A-series 

samplers

> but oddly not on my RS7000, is the fact that I have the mic only
> plugged into the left (or right) output but I want it to come 

out in

> mono, not a one sided stereo thing.. and yet no matter what 

settings

> I seem to chose, it doesn't work :( 

The problem is within the basic nature of the sampler inside the 
RS, they left a lot of feature of a "real" sampler aside, to make 
it fit into one box. I hope you didn't sell the Ax000 in order to 
get the RS...Both Ax000 Sampler and RS, as well as any other 
sampler and the RS go along very well IMHO.

> Michelle

Tom
| 6268|6251|2002-07-24 14:45:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: Sample edit software for mac.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:

> Do any one know of a sampling program that I can use to edit my 
> sample on my mac and then transfer them back to the rs 7000.
> 
> I tried recycle 1.7 but it tell me that it can't find the midi 

and the 

> sampler. I have the RS 7000 connected directly from the mac to 
> the RS 7000.
> 
> Is there a solution for this problem ?

For PC there is the TWE editor enclosed...for Mac...hmmmm..i would 
suggest you ask the Yamaha support about it, they should be able to 
name you at least some software.
| 6269|6252|2002-07-24 14:48:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: Just got mine new to group good bye mpc hello rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "atlanticcitydave" wrote:

> Hi all

Hi you

Welcome to the list and congratulations to the new RS. :)

Enjoy the file-section, including the fantastic marvellous FAQ, 
carried and puzzled together by our very friendly and the best 
moderator a group can have...Robert van der Kamp!

Cheers, (the other...ugly and mean...moderator)

Tom
| 6270|6250|2002-07-24 14:55:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Michelle--
> 
> As far as the Mic Level issue, try pressing SETUP twice to get to 

the



> A/D Setup Page, then turn the first knob under the display (F1 

knob)

> 'til the setting says MIC. And turn the F4 knob to 'C" to set
> that signal to Center Pan. That should do it. Don't think I 

missed any

> of your Q's.

Gosh, i am always learning something new here! Thank you!!!

Töm
| 6271|6255|2002-07-24 15:00:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: How do you all store your rs7000 samples?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

>
> Look possible, there's lots of room inside...

Yeah, but what about the heat? I can imagine that a modern 20GB 
drive does indeed become to warm for the RS, since it doesn't really 
has any form of air condition in it...
| 6272|6262|2002-07-24 15:03:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: to q or not to q....?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> hello,
> hey Robert and Thomas, it's 2 days that i've received my MicroQ 

and i have 

> to admit that i changed a bit my opinion: 

Hey holla! Congratulations!

> it's a great fun, the filters are 
> awesome, i get self oscillatiuon on everysound, good thing that 

i rarely 

> obtain on nord mod.
> digitalish sounds, but under FM and filters i can do alot of 

good stuff.

> the only thing is the fat bass that i have difficulties to 

obtain.

I am sure if you tweak some of the preset sounds you can get some 
very fat bass...i mean...five (!) Osc's? It should be possible.

> now i'll have to start learn it and manage to drive it, 

different thing 

> respect playing freestyle as i do now.

On the Waldorf Mailing list they were talking about a SoundDiver 
editor that someone made from Waldorf in his free time for the 
uQ. You should try that also for editing the uQ.

L8er, Tom

> ok, ciao
> 
> marco
> 
> 
> 

_________________________________________________________________

> MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare 

foto online: 

> http://photos.msn.it

| 6273|6251|2002-07-24 15:34:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample edit software for mac.|
On Wednesday 24 July 2002 04:46, mrshy33 wrote:

> Do any one know of a sampling program that I can use to edit my
> sample on my mac and then transfer them back to the rs 7000.
>
> I tried recycle 1.7 but it tell me that it can't find the midi and
> the sampler. I have the RS 7000 connected directly from the mac to
> the RS 7000.
>
> Is there a solution for this problem ?

http://photos.msn.it/


I'm not (yet) a Mac user, but hear them talk about Peak for wave 
editing. 

- Robert
| 6274|6251|2002-07-24 15:39:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample edit software for mac.|
On Wednesday 24 July 2002 04:46, mrshy33 wrote:

> Is there a solution for this problem ?

An then there's this nice site:
http://www.hitsquad.com/smm/

- Robert
| 6275|6262|2002-07-24 16:30:18|synthe. labo|Re: to q or not to q....?|
2 in one:
yes, it will keep me busy for a while;)
anyway now it's holidays, 1 week and i leave.
no, i haven't downloaded the new soundset, neither the OS....i don't know 
nothing about the machine, don't know what OS i'm running.
how can i upgrade the OS and load the soundset, i mean, only midi cables 
MicroQ to pc/pc to microQ???
also the SoundDiver editor that you Thomas was talking about: haven't got 
it, now i'll tweak the preset and use the random sound function a lot.
yes, for basses, filters are essential;
what surprise me about this synth is that these digital filters really 
slaughter the sound...you can obtain such strange noises turning in randomic 
way 2 or 3 knobs.
a pity for the lack of knobs of course; i'll take a Doepfer Poket Control to 
send CC midi messages and have 16 knobs in my hands.
SURPRISED?!! :)
not really, i think.
you know i love FM synthesis and all this stuff, Squarepusher is the best 
for me,...so Waldorfs are great for that, and i'm sure i would like really 
more an XT respect my MicroQ, but now i had not the money (i took also a 
Midiman Delta 1010LT soundcard to make my pc a bit better sounding), and the 
XT is too big for me now to go with Nord Mod key.

c.marco

>Congrats Marco!

>Now you've got a synth that will keep you busy for a while. ;)
>Did you already download the user soundsets from the Waldorf site?
>Maybe not what you're looking for, but anyway.

>- Robert

>Hey holla! Congratulations!
>
>I am sure if you tweak some of the preset sounds you can get some
>very fat bass...i mean...five (!) Osc's? It should be possible.
>
>On the Waldorf Mailing list they were talking about a SoundDiver
>editor that someone made from Waldorf in his free time for the
>uQ. You should try that also for editing the uQ.
>
>L8er, Tom

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 6276|6266|2002-07-24 19:06:38|pseudo nexus|Re: Digest Number 522|
just picked up on your conversation

herd of the 'click of death'.
i havnt used zip disks for agaes now...because of the click of death.
its a virus of some kind - got release world wided to stuff up zip disks and zip drives. you can tell when its happening when the disk just starts
clicking over and over again, not saving or loading or crashes what ever device its pluged up to.

kt:)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III 
Kristian Thomas :: digital artist+techie+coordinator ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/pseudospace/index.htm 
Pseudo Sound Project :: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/psp/index.htm ::
Pseudo Nexus :: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/nexus/index.htm

----- Original Message ----- 
From: saik0@pandora.be 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2002 5:58 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Digest Number 522

Same model No. overhere, never had problems...

s.

Message: 3
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2002 19:31:51 -0000
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>

http://www.hitsquad.com/smm/
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/pseudospace/index.htm
http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/psp/index.htm
http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/nexus/index.htm
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


Subject: Re: Zip Drive question

--- In RS7000@y..., "Robert Skerjanc" wrote:
> Hi all Zippers,
> 
> I have now found a work-around how to avoid RS7k from crashing when 
I eject the disk:
> The trick is to wait until the Zip-100 goes into standby mode. This 
>happens after 10-15 mins, the motor stops and you hear no noise 
>then. At this moment you can eject the disk without danger...

Man that is so weird...

Can it be that Iomega put different version of this SCSI-external Zip 
100MB drive out on the market?...and that certain version cause the 
RS to crash?

Mine has the model nr. Z100S2 and was assembled on the Philipines...;)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6277|6277|2002-07-24 21:07:52|kelly644|Help! Really big sequencer problem|
Hi, I'm having trouble with pattern chain mode.

When I tell the RS7000 to change a section or style (either through 
directly recording the change, or by editing the events by hand), 
there is a really annoying lag when it comes around and the changes. 
Further more, many if not all the tones cut off... really destroying 
the idea of a smooth switch from pattern to pattern.

Anyone know what the problem is?

The big reason I bought this thing was sequencing and groove 
sampling... if it cant switch patterns smoothly, then I'm going to 
very unhappy :)

(I'm running an Older OS, so please tell me if the new OS fixes these)

Thanks!

- Kelly
| 6278|6266|2002-07-24 23:07:09|wasted/su700fan|Re: Digest Number 522|
The infamous "Zip Click of Death" is NOT A VIRUS! It is a hardware
defect. Iomega was taken to court in a class action lawsuit not long
ago because of it. Basically, what the "click of death" amounts to is
that some of the ZIP100 drives and disks were not made up to par as
other ones were. Over time the drive/disk would get defective and an
internal piece would break off. When this happened the user would
usually think "oh, must've just got a bum disc. Lemme try it another
ZIP drive. Or lemme try another ZIP disk in that drive to see if it's
the drive or disc." This in turn would cause the next drive or disc to
be affected by the off-kilter piece that was damaged in the previous
disc or drive. Thus setting off a chain reaction of damaged
discs/drives if you kept trying it on other discs/drives.

FWIW, I've been using an external SCSI ZIP100 drive for my previous
SU700 and my current RS7k for the last 3 years without any problems.
And for awhile back when I had the SU700 I had an internal SCSI ZIP100
drive installed in place of the internal floppy. I have had no problems
with either other than a couple fried discs because of bad settings on
the ASIB1 SCSI board for the SU700 before I got it right. Granted, I
probably don't use my RS7k & ZIP100 as much as some of you others, but
it does the job. Besides which, since the RS7k also has a smartmedia
card slot you should do double saves: one to SCSI & one to card. And
backup the SCSI disk or SmartMedia card to your computer's HD as a third
backup. Never can be too safe with important computer data.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/


--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: pseudo nexus [mailto:pseudonexus@internode.on.net] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 9:09 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Digest Number 522
> 
> 
> just picked up on your conversation
> 
> herd of the 'click of death'.
> i havnt used zip disks for agaes now...because of the click 
> of death. its a virus of some kind - got release world wided 
> to stuff up zip disks and zip drives. you can tell when its 
> happening when the disk just starts clicking over and over 
> again, not saving or loading or crashes what ever device its 
> pluged up to.
> 
> kt:)

| 6279|6250|2002-07-24 23:13:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
Ah Tom, you and Robert VDK are the true experts here :) You should know
the manual back to front and vice versa. :) Don't tell me you haven't
read it word for word yet LOL. ;) FWIW, coming from the SU700/RM1x
combo background before getting the RS7k this Spring helps me to know
what to look for since they're all similar and I had to learn it the
first time around.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 4:55 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems 
> also, help needed please :)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > Michelle--
> > 
> > As far as the Mic Level issue, try pressing SETUP twice to get to
> the
> > A/D Setup Page, then turn the first knob under the display (F1
> knob)
> > 'til the setting says MIC. And turn the F4 knob to 'C" to set that 
> > signal to Center Pan. That should do it. Don't think I
> missed any
> > of your Q's.
> 
> Gosh, i am always learning something new here! Thank you!!!
> 
> Töm

| 6280|6251|2002-07-24 23:14:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample edit software for mac.|
See page 3 of the second booklet (small one) that comes with the RS7k.
Looks like TWE is also available for the Mac. Under "For Macintosh
Users" header.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 4:45 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Sample edit software for mac.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:
> > Do any one know of a sampling program that I can use to edit my
> > sample on my mac and then transfer them back to the rs 7000.
> > 
> > I tried recycle 1.7 but it tell me that it can't find the midi
> and the 
> > sampler. I have the RS 7000 connected directly from the mac to
> > the RS 7000.
> > 
> > Is there a solution for this problem ?
> 
> For PC there is the TWE editor enclosed...for Mac...hmmmm..i would 
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> suggest you ask the Yamaha support about it, they should be able to 
> name you at least some software.

| 6281|6258|2002-07-25 00:41:58|arveyman|Re: again: low levels..|
Both Robert.. It sets the volume to 64! Strange? I cannot find a 
setting which says it records @ 64.. I'm pretty confused now.

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 24 July 2002 13:31, arveyman wrote:
> > Hi, i've been working with my Rs for a while now, and always
> > ignored the fact that when i sample something, the volume is very
> > very low. I always used normalise to overcome this prob.
> 
> Are you talking about sampling or resampling?
> Samling an external source should work fine, imo.
> 
> - Robert

| 6282|6277|2002-07-25 00:43:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help! Really big sequencer problem|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 05:07, kelly644 wrote:

> Hi, I'm having trouble with pattern chain mode.
>
> When I tell the RS7000 to change a section or style (either through
> directly recording the change, or by editing the events by hand),
> there is a really annoying lag when it comes around and the
> changes. Further more, many if not all the tones cut off... really
> destroying the idea of a smooth switch from pattern to pattern.
>
> Anyone know what the problem is?

Yes, it a known 'problem', often discussed here. 
See entry 7.13 of our faq: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

In short it comes down to this: when you switch to a pattern that 
belongs to *another* style, the RS has to swtich voices and effect 
settings. This introduces a short drop in sound, or a delay.

Works arounds are: 
1) Stay between the borders of one style, i.e. only use patterns of 
one style. Or,
2) Use the VOICE SETUP TO TG switch (page 261 of english manual). Or
3) Transform the pattern chain into a song and in Song mode, locate 
the bad spots and try editing by hand (by moving certain events a bit 
back in time).

As to the remark that you no longer hear any voices playing, that is 
probably due to actually running out of voices. Maybe when changing 
styles (and implicitly changing voices), you selected a voice that 
eats more TG power per key (layered voices).

- Robert
| 6283|6250|2002-07-25 00:45:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 07:11, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Ah Tom, you and Robert VDK are the true experts here :) You should
> know the manual back to front and vice versa. :) Don't tell me you
> haven't read it word for word yet LOL. ;) 

I've read it a couple of times indeed. ;)

> FWIW, coming from the
> SU700/RM1x combo background before getting the RS7k this Spring
> helps me to know what to look for since they're all similar and I
> had to learn it the first time around.

Same here, I came from the QY700 background.

- Robert
| 6284|6258|2002-07-25 00:46:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: again: low levels..|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 08:41, arveyman wrote:

> Both Robert.. It sets the volume to 64! Strange? I cannot find a
> setting which says it records @ 64.. I'm pretty confused now.

Weird, I'll sample something to verify and come back to you.

- Robert
| 6285|6258|2002-07-25 00:56:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: again: low levels..|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 08:41, arveyman wrote:

> Both Robert.. It sets the volume to 64! Strange? I cannot find a
> setting which says it records @ 64.. I'm pretty confused now.

I just sampled a MD snare drum sound, and it looks fine to me. I get a 
nice wave when looking at it in sample edit mode. Also, normalizing 
doesn't change anything in the level, so I guess that the sample is 
already maxed out during the recording.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


So tell me, how exactly do you sample your sounds?

- Robert
| 6286|6266|2002-07-25 00:59:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 522|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 07:07, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Thus setting
> off a chain reaction of damaged discs/drives if you kept trying it
> on other discs/drives.

Interesting read, but this part I don't get. How can a hardware 
failure on drive x cause another hardware failure on drive y?

- Robert
| 6287|6262|2002-07-25 01:04:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: to q or not to q....?|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 00:30, synthe. labo wrote:

> 2 in one:
> yes, it will keep me busy for a while;)
> anyway now it's holidays, 1 week and i leave.
> no, i haven't downloaded the new soundset, neither the OS....i
> don't know nothing about the machine, don't know what OS i'm
> running. how can i upgrade the OS and load the soundset, i mean,
> only midi cables MicroQ to pc/pc to microQ???

Marco, looks like you need to read the f.. manual. ;P
There a game with boot and os files when updating a Q, so better read 
before you try. It can be done with a PC, a sequencer and a midi 
cable, indeed.

There are also *user* soundsets available from the W site, sets 
contributes by the Q users.

> also the SoundDiver editor that you Thomas was talking about:
> haven't got it, 

It's done by ASSI, a Q wizard. I you want it I'll lookup the URL. 
Maybe its also available from the Q site.

> now i'll tweak the preset and use the random sound
> function a lot. yes, for basses, filters are essential;
> what surprise me about this synth is that these digital filters
> really slaughter the sound...you can obtain such strange noises
> turning in randomic way 2 or 3 knobs.

Now you've got it! :)

> a pity for the lack of knobs of course; i'll take a Doepfer Poket
> Control to send CC midi messages and have 16 knobs in my hands.
> SURPRISED?!! :)
> not really, i think.

Nope. Or get a Qrack. ;P

> you know i love FM synthesis and all this stuff, Squarepusher is
> the best for me,...so Waldorfs are great for that, and i'm sure i
> would like really more an XT respect my MicroQ, but now i had not
> the money (i took also a Midiman Delta 1010LT soundcard to make my
> pc a bit better sounding), and the XT is too big for me now to go
> with Nord Mod key.

Maybe, some day you can add an XT.

Cu,
Robert
| 6288|6258|2002-07-25 01:39:24|arveyman|Re: again: low levels..|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 25 July 2002 08:41, arveyman wrote:
> > Both Robert.. It sets the volume to 64! Strange? I cannot find a
> > setting which says it records @ 64.. I'm pretty confused now.
> 
> I just sampled a MD snare drum sound, and it looks fine to me. I 

get a 

> nice wave when looking at it in sample edit mode. Also, normalizing 
> doesn't change anything in the level, so I guess that the sample is 
> already maxed out during the recording.
> 
> So tell me, how exactly do you sample your sounds?
> 
> - Robert

I'm now @ work so i can't try again but as i remember i just use the 
sample button, select sample kit or pitched voice @44.1 and start 
sampling. Now what i remember is that the smaple when played from the 



RS is at a muck lower volume then the original incoming sound that is 
to be sampled. I'll have a try again tonight and come back to you. 
But Robert, you don't hear ANY difference in volume from the original 
to the sample? 

R
| 6289|6258|2002-07-25 02:03:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: again: low levels..|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 09:39, arveyman wrote:

> I'm now @ work so i can't try again but as i remember i just use
> the sample button, select sample kit or pitched voice @44.1 and
> start sampling. Now what i remember is that the smaple when played
> from the RS is at a muck lower volume then the original incoming
> sound that is to be sampled. I'll have a try again tonight and come
> back to you. But Robert, you don't hear ANY difference in volume
> from the original to the sample?

Yes, sure, but that doesn't mean the sample is bad. When you sample an 
external source, the RS gives the audio inputs full gain in its 
internal mixer. Once sampled and played back via one of the RS 
tracks, you get the same sound at a lower volume? 

Why? Because the RS must cope with *16* tracks playing together, 
without overloading the digital mixer bus, that is used internally. 
So each track is reduced in volume, such that when playing them 
together you get a nice, unity-gain signal. Playing a single track 
produces a lower volume of course. 

You find the same behavior with monophonic and polyphonic synths. The 
outputs of mono synths are usually very hot when compared to playing 
a mono line on a poly synth. Same reason: the poly synth has to 
protect its headroom space.

Anyway, a correctly sampled audio source *should not gain* any volume 
after normalizing it, so it looks like your sample process is flawed 
somewhere. Do you use the Rec Volume knob when setting the sample 
level? Increase it until you see the overload indicators on the LCD 
light up, then decrease it just a bit to get rid of the overload (not 
doing so will introduce nasty distortion).

- Robert
| 6290|6258|2002-07-25 02:10:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: again: low levels..|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 10:03, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> tracks, you get the same sound at a lower volume?

Make that:

> tracks, you get the same sound at a lower volume.

- Robert
| 6291|6250|2002-07-25 03:58:12|Ian Vine|Re: FX on inputs (was Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, |

> -Is there any way to process a live voice or

other input signal 

with

> the onboard reverb, chorus, or variation effects?

Sure is. Go to the A/D setup page (press setup twice).
On the second page you can set the send amounts for
the 3 fx

IanV

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - Feel better, live better
http://health.yahoo.com
| 6292|6292|2002-07-25 04:07:54|saik0@pandora.be|Re: Digest Number 523|
My 1st SCSI ZIP100, zipdisk loaded, once started clicking @ 113bpm
too...after it fell off my table: Data wasted.
Maybe i should clean-up the dusty floor even more/every now and then, so no
creepy viruses could invade my -literally- crashed zipdrive.

s.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 14
Date: Thu, 25 Jul 2002 10:38:50 +0930
From: "pseudo nexus" <pseudonexus@internode.on.net>
Subject: Re: Digest Number 522

http://health.yahoo.com/
mailto:pseudonexus@internode.on.net


just picked up on your conversation

herd of the 'click of death'.
i havnt used zip disks for agaes now...because of the click of death.
its a virus of some kind - got release world wided to stuff up zip disks
and zip drives. you can tell when its happening when the disk just starts
clicking over and over again, not saving or loading or crashes what ever
device its pluged up to.

kt:)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII
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Kristian Thomas :: digital artist+techie+coordinator ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000
http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/pseudospace/index.htm
Pseudo Sound Project :: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/psp/index.htm
::
Pseudo Nexus :: http://pseudosoundproject.dnsq.org/nexus/index.htm
| 6293|6250|2002-07-25 05:13:07|Charles Taylor|Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, help needed please|
I would agree with you, wastedsu700fan-the RM1x manual is AWFUL-that's one of the reasons I'm looking to dump mine! (I've got motif 6 FEVER! ;-) )
wasted/su700fan wrote:No Problem Michelle! You should see the RM1x manual. Now that one is
BAD. The SU700 manual is the easiest manual I've ever worked with. The
RS7000 is probably the second or third easiest. Just takes a couple
re-reads. :)

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: michelle_alisa [mailto:michelle_alisa@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2002 12:36 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Microphone low level.. stereo problems 
> also, help needed please :)
> 
> 
> Thanks a LOT for your help, wasted/su700fan :). I can't 
> believe I missed that in the manual.. thankfully the manual, 
> although stilted at times and some confusing typos I noticed, 
> isn't as poorly written as say, a typical one from Roland 
> (not slamming Roland, but I don't find their style very readable.)
> 
> Thanks a lot again, I'm really grateful.
> 
> 
> Michelle
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6294|6262|2002-07-25 05:35:30|synthe. labo|Re: to q or not to q....?|
, i mean,

> > only midi cables MicroQ to pc/pc to microQ???
>
>Marco, looks like you need to read the f.. manual. ;P

yes, definitely!!! :)

>There a game with boot and os files when updating a Q, so better read
>before you try. It can be done with a PC, a sequencer and a midi
>cable, indeed.

yep.

>There are also *user* soundsets available from the W site, sets
>contributes by the Q users.
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good. hope for the MicroQ too.

>Maybe, some day you can add an XT.

yes. it's bigger but wavetables is impressive.
you have both, no?
what do you think....what do you prefer?

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 6295|2|2002-07-25 05:45:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

what is the best way 4 programming your 
live mix (1hr mix, NO stops in sound)? 

o Make 1stylez and play with sections and mutes without changing stylez 
o Make more stylez and play with sections and mutes, changing stylez with a bridge made in external sequencers/synths 
o make several songs with everything pre-sequenced (why not play a cd ? haha) using other appz for the bridge 
o Use several Songmode and record certain volume changes and filter settings, and do some mixing of some of the tracks live using other appz for the
bridge 
o make 1 big song for the whole hr set and sequence none of the volume changes and fx'z (every thing live! auch i have to use my nose and feet to!) 
o make 1 big song for the whole hr set and sequence some of the volume changes and fx'z doing the rest live 
o Other.... please mail me for you view on this one ;-) webmaster@psychovalley.zzn.com 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=948198 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 6296|6262|2002-07-25 05:54:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: to q or not to q....?|
On Thursday 25 July 2002 13:35, synthe. labo wrote:

> good. hope for the MicroQ too.

Afaik, yes.

>
> >Maybe, some day you can add an XT.
>
> yes. it's bigger but wavetables is impressive.
> you have both, no?

Yes, I have both.

> what do you think....what do you prefer?

Depends very much on the sound I need, but I personally I prefer the 
Qrack. I have a strange relation with the XT, sometimes I really 
dislike it very explicit digital character, and other times a can't 
believe what I'm hearing. The XT has a very wide spectrum of sounds. 
Somehow the Qrack always fits in my music.

- Robert
| 6297|6266|2002-07-25 09:45:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: Digest Number 522|
This info I originally posted I got off another mailing list about a
year or so ago (music-bar@ampfea.org I believe). How the failure
transfers from one disk or drive to another is because a piece of head
(read/write mechanism) gets off track, breaks, and part of it ends up in
your damaged ZIP disk. This disk, when put in another drive with the
damaged head from the first drive still in it, in turn tries to play in
the new drive and the piece of head leftover from the first drive
damages the head on the second drive, etc. etc. Basically a head crash,
but with a ZIP drive/disk (removeable media) instead of a hard disk,
which would minimize future damage.

BTW, I know about the class action lawsuit because I registered my
ZIP100 drives back when I bought them and about a year or two ago I got
an email from Iomega regarding the settlement details. Basically all
Iomega offered you was a coupon for a % off a new ZIP drive (the 250MB
models at the time) or other Iomega drives/discs. No money back. Kinda
defeats the purpose. Their answer was to replace defective gear with
more gear. Though supposedly the new drives/discs are more hardy. And
like I said (knock on wood), I've never had the "ZIP click of death" so
far. :)

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
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Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2002 2:59 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Digest Number 522
> 
> 
> On Thursday 25 July 2002 07:07, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> 
> > Thus setting
> > off a chain reaction of damaged discs/drives if you kept 
> trying it on 
> > other discs/drives.
> 
> Interesting read, but this part I don't get. How can a hardware 
> failure on drive x cause another hardware failure on drive y?
> 
> - Robert

| 6298|6262|2002-07-25 09:46:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: to q or not to q....?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 25 July 2002 13:35, synthe. labo wrote:
> 
> > good. hope for the MicroQ too.
> 
> Afaik, yes.

Q., M. is calling...I guess 007 needs your help again...

> Somehow the Qrack always fits in my music.

Very much, if i may add this out of first hand...
| 6299|6299|2002-07-25 10:11:07|saik0@pandora.be|Re: Digest Number 524|
when my drive fell on the ground, my inserted disk/data was
inaccessible/invalid, though i was able to re-format it on another drive and
re-use it so far without errors...nor was the 2nd drive damaged.
Anyway, all teeny experiences...: better keep in mind to put the drive on a
stable surface when operating.
s.

|< ...>your damaged ZIP disk. This disk, when put in another drive with the
| damaged head from the first drive still in it, in turn tries to play in
| the new drive and the piece of head leftover from the first drive
| damages the head on the second drive, etc. etc. Basically a head crash,
| but with a ZIP drive/disk (removeable media) instead of a hard disk,
| which would minimize future damage.
| <...>
| 6300|6250|2002-07-25 17:26:03|michelle_alisa|Re: FX on inputs (was Microphone low level.. stereo problems also, |
Thanks also Ian :)!

Michelle

> Sure is. Go to the A/D setup page (press setup twice).
> On the second page you can set the send amounts for
> the 3 fx
> 
> IanV

| 6301|6299|2002-07-25 19:25:20|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 524|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> 
> Anyway, all teeny experiences...: 

And my experiences as a teenager......you don't want to hear 
about...;)))

better keep in mind to put the drive on a

> stable surface when operating.

THAT for sure might help to prevent the "Click of Death" on the 
ground...:)))
| 6302|6251|2002-07-25 21:04:03|MR.Shy|Re: Sample edit software for mac.|
I loaded the TWE on my mac.The TWE program
recgonize my hard but it doesn't regconize the RS7000.
Is there any thing I need to setup in the RS7000
in order to get the TWE to read from the RS7000 ?

-- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> See page 3 of the second booklet (small one) that
> comes with the RS7k.
> Looks like TWE is also available for the Mac. Under

http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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> "For Macintosh
> Users" header.
> 
>

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Health - Feel better, live better
http://health.yahoo.com
| 6303|6251|2002-07-25 23:51:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample edit software for mac.|
On Friday 26 July 2002 05:00, MR.Shy wrote:

> I loaded the TWE on my mac.The TWE program
> recgonize my hard but it doesn't regconize the RS7000.
> Is there any thing I need to setup in the RS7000
> in order to get the TWE to read from the RS7000 ?

Check the list archive please. I don't use TWE, but I remember there's 
a SCSI device setting in one of the menus that must be set to either 
the RS (if its available) or to the A3000 sampler.

Maybe the installation manual will help.

- Robert
| 6304|6258|2002-07-26 01:20:30|arveyman|Re: again: low levels..|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 25 July 2002 10:03, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> 
> > tracks, you get the same sound at a lower volume?
> 
> Make that:
> 
> > tracks, you get the same sound at a lower volume.
> 
> - Robert

Ok, i tried it again last night and you are right Robert.. If I look 
at the signal in the sample screen then I try to maximize the signal 
from the source and after sampling the Normalise job does not alter 
the volume so that sounds ok!!

Thanx again Rob, for the advise..

Man, i realy l.o.v.e the RS! It't timing is sooo rocksolid.. Logic 
CANNOT beat that!

Arv
| 6305|6305|2002-07-26 01:26:46|Vitamin13|Problems with SCSI MO Drive|
Hi, i just get my rs7000 and connected it to MO Disc drive (Fujitsu 
DynaMO 640)

Everything works fine until i tryed to format 128 mb MO disc from 
rs7000.

How long it takes to format 128 mb MO disc ?
I waited for some 10 minutes or so.

rs7000 was displaying something like FORMATTING...

So after 10 minutes i turned power off on rs7000 and MO Drive
After that even computer cant format that MO disk.

Also question.

I worked with another MO disk - saved my patterns from rs7000 there, 
and than created there a directory from my computer (win98)
After that rs7000 can`t read from this disc, and computer still can 
read data.

How to transfer files from computer to rs7000 correctly ?
And how to format disc`s ? On computer or on rs7000 ?
| 6306|6305|2002-07-26 02:19:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problems with SCSI MO Drive|
On Friday 26 July 2002 09:26, Vitamin13 wrote:

> Hi, i just get my rs7000 and connected it to MO Disc drive (Fujitsu
> DynaMO 640)
>
> Everything works fine until i tryed to format 128 mb MO disc from
> rs7000.
>
> How long it takes to format 128 mb MO disc ?
> I waited for some 10 minutes or so.
>
> rs7000 was displaying something like FORMATTING...
>
> So after 10 minutes i turned power off on rs7000 and MO Drive
> After that even computer cant format that MO disk.

Were you doning a low-level (PHYSICAL) format? That takes ages! And 
when aborting a physical format, the disk is usually rendered 
useless. Mostly doing another physical format fixes that however. 

http://health.yahoo.com/


You should normally only have to do a LOGICAL format.

>
> Also question.
>
> I worked with another MO disk - saved my patterns from rs7000
> there, and than created there a directory from my computer (win98)
> After that rs7000 can`t read from this disc, and computer still can
> read data.

Was the MO shared between the computer and the RS? I mean, were both 
the RS and the computer able to access the disk at the same time? 
That could explain this problem.

>
> How to transfer files from computer to rs7000 correctly ?
> And how to format disc`s ? On computer or on rs7000 ?

Formatting on the RS works fine for me. I often use the smartcard 
though to move files from the computer to the RS (using a USB 
smartcard reader connected to my computer).

- Robert
| 6307|6305|2002-07-26 02:36:51|Vitamin13|Re: Problems with SCSI MO Drive|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 26 July 2002 09:26, Vitamin13 wrote:
> > Hi, i just get my rs7000 and connected it to MO Disc drive 

(Fujitsu

> > DynaMO 640)
> >
> > Everything works fine until i tryed to format 128 mb MO disc from
> > rs7000.
> >
> > How long it takes to format 128 mb MO disc ?
> > I waited for some 10 minutes or so.
> >
> > rs7000 was displaying something like FORMATTING...
> >
> > So after 10 minutes i turned power off on rs7000 and MO Drive
> > After that even computer cant format that MO disk.
> 
> Were you doning a low-level (PHYSICAL) format? That takes ages! And 
> when aborting a physical format, the disk is usually rendered 
> useless. Mostly doing another physical format fixes that however. 
> You should normally only have to do a LOGICAL format.

Yes, it was (PHYSICAL) format.

:(

> 
> >
> > Also question.
> >
> > I worked with another MO disk - saved my patterns from rs7000
> > there, and than created there a directory from my computer (win98)
> > After that rs7000 can`t read from this disc, and computer still 

can

> > read data.
> 
> Was the MO shared between the computer and the RS? I mean, were 

both 

> the RS and the computer able to access the disk at the same time? 
> That could explain this problem.

MO Drive was shared between the computer and the RS.

> >
> > How to transfer files from computer to rs7000 correctly ?
> > And how to format disc`s ? On computer or on rs7000 ?
> 
> Formatting on the RS works fine for me. I often use the smartcard 
> though to move files from the computer to the RS (using a USB 
> smartcard reader connected to my computer).
> 
> - Robert

Thanks a lot for help.
rs7000 - great!
| 6308|6305|2002-07-26 02:45:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problems with SCSI MO Drive|
On Friday 26 July 2002 10:36, Vitamin13 wrote:



> > Were you doning a low-level (PHYSICAL) format? That takes ages!
> > And when aborting a physical format, the disk is usually rendered
> > useless. Mostly doing another physical format fixes that however.
> > You should normally only have to do a LOGICAL format.
>
> Yes, it was (PHYSICAL) format.
>
> :(

Okay, to try to make the disk usefull again, do another PHYSICAL 
format. That could easily take 10 to 20 minutes if not more. You may 
need to do a LOGICAL format after that.

> MO Drive was shared between the computer and the RS.

Okay, you really have to watch out with this, as the drive is shared 
at the SCSI level, but the RS and Win98 aren't working together at 
all. Even worse, they simply don't know that another initiator is 
accessing the disk. Could easily be that the RS is writing one area 
of the disk while windows is writing another, both with another 
format/layout! 

So to be able to work in such a setup, make sure that the disk is 
absolutely NOT USED by windows when the RS is accessing it. Close any 
apps (also the exporer windows) that somehow access the disk in 
windows. Then use it with the RS. When the RS is done, you can access 
it with windows, but while windows is using it, don't access it with 
the RS.

- Robert
| 6309|6299|2002-07-26 07:33:33|sedarka|Re: Digest Number 524 (dick of cleath)|

> > Anyway, all teeny experiences...: 
> 
> And my experiences as a teenager......you don't want to hear 
> about...;)))
> 

you mean, the other day your dad forced his dick of cleath into..
nevermind.
s. (stands for sorry, this time.)
| 6310|6310|2002-07-26 09:00:17|sensualemporer|Is there a way to "lock" the TG mixer voice so it wont change...|
...when a PC is sent on that channel?

I have about 8 channels of midi hardware (not including the RS7000) 
that I control with my midi footcontroller. I send program changes 
to them mostly to change guitar FX etc.

To implement my RS7000, I put it in between my midi footcontroller 
and the midi gear. This is so my midifootcontroller can control the 
RS7000 AND the midigear. Furthermore the RS7000 can control the midi 
gear.

On the RS7000, my sequences use all 16 channels of internal TG 
voices. But now when I send a PC to my midi gear, the RS7000 TG 
voice changes and I dont want it to. I know I'm asking for trouble 
by sharing midi channels like this, but if the RS7000 could lock the 
TG voice and ignore the PC that would be really cool. Is this 
possible?

thx,
frenchy
| 6311|6311|2002-07-26 09:53:15|little_baby_tickles|need input on buying other machine|
hi i've been looking into getting the "ROLAND SH-32" for synths.is 
anybody formiluar with this machine?any pros or cons?thank you.
| 6312|6311|2002-07-26 10:29:07|Bryan Rodgers|Re: need input on buying other machine|
dude, last time I checked this was a Yamaha list. Either take it to a
another site (eg SonicState) or form it in the phrase of a Yamaha RS7k
question.

Don't mean to be rude, but there's pleanty of 'off-topic' sites, lists, etc,
out there on the net...

B

-----Original Message-----
From: little_baby_tickles [mailto:little_baby_tickles@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2002 11:53 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] need input on buying other machine

hi i've been looking into getting the "ROLAND SH-32" for synths.is 
anybody formiluar with this machine?any pros or cons?thank you.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6313|6310|2002-07-26 11:19:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is there a way to "lock" the TG mixer voice so it wont change...|
You could try the MIDI Filter page in Utility mode, but afaik, the 
input filter switches only filter stuff going into the RS sequencer, 
while the TG is more or less hard-wired to the midi input.

- Robert
| 6314|6310|2002-07-26 12:21:31|sensualemporer|Re: Is there a way to "lock" the TG mixer voice so it wont change...|
yeah, the manual states that the filter applies to stuff going to the 
sequencer, but everything is sent directly to the TG regardless of 
the filter setting.

No other ideas for "locking" the TG voice huh?

thx,
frenchy

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> You could try the MIDI Filter page in Utility mode, but afaik, the 
> input filter switches only filter stuff going into the RS 
sequencer, 
> while the TG is more or less hard-wired to the midi input.
> 
> - Robert

| 6315|6310|2002-07-26 13:32:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is there a way to "lock" the TG mixer voice so it wont change...|
On Friday 26 July 2002 20:21, sensualemporer wrote:

> yeah, the manual states that the filter applies to stuff going to
> the sequencer, but everything is sent directly to the TG regardless
> of the filter setting.
>
> No other ideas for "locking" the TG voice huh?

What if you program the voice in the track's phrase header and set the 
mixer to **PHRASE**? 

- Robert
| 6316|6311|2002-07-26 17:15:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: need input on buying other machine|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> dude, last time I checked this was a Yamaha list. Either take it 

to a

> another site (eg SonicState) or form it in the phrase of a Yamaha 

RS7k

> question.
> 
> Don't mean to be rude, but there's pleanty of 'off-topic' sites, 

lists, etc,

> out there on the net...
> 

True...so how about you give him some links that he can go to?

I would suggest:

www.sonicstate.com
www.harmony-central.com

and www.google.com is always a great source for usefull links...
| 6317|746|2002-07-26 18:35:55|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: What's the level of satisfaction with 
the rs7000 now that you're working with 
it? 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Beyond all expectations, 21 votes, 51.22% 
- Just meets my requirements, 13 votes, 31.71% 
- Only amusing, 6 votes, 14.63% 
- Unsatisfying, 1 votes, 2.44% 
- Crud, 0 votes, 0.00% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 6318|746|2002-07-26 18:39:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: Do you use a software sequencer as well 
as your RS? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Nope... hardware only, 27 votes, 52.94% 
- Both... gotta use those plugins, 24 votes, 47.06% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 6319|746|2002-07-26 18:42:51|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: Do you want Yamaha to release sample 
CDs made specifically for the RS7000? 
If so, what kind? 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Yes, D&B, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- Yes, MOTIF stereo drum kits, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- Yes, Vocal, 3 votes, 12.50% 
- Yes, SFX/atmospheric, 2 votes, 8.33% 
- Yes, various electronic sounds, 6 votes, 25.00% 
- Yes, drum & synth loops, 5 votes, 20.83% 
- No, I have all the sample CDs I need., 2 votes, 8.33% 

For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 6320|6311|2002-07-27 02:51:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: need input on buying other machine|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > Don't mean to be rude, but there's pleanty of 'off-topic' sites, 
> lists, etc,
> > out there on the net...
> > 
> True...so how about you give him some links that he can go to?
> 
> I would suggest:
> 
> www.sonicstate.com
> www.harmony-central.com
> 
> and www.google.com is always a great source for usefull links...

Oh and btw...there are much better synths than the Roland SH32 out 
there...the Waldorf Micro Q e.g....the lite version of it is at the 
moment available as a special "club bundle" including a free upgrade 
to a full uQ for 555Euro...the SH32 can't beat that...
| 6321|6299|2002-07-27 06:15:03|Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com|Re: Digest Number 524 (dick of cleath)|
what was that email about...?digest #524.....
| 6322|6299|2002-07-27 08:09:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 524 (dick of cleath)|
On Saturday 27 July 2002 14:14, Paradoxnyc2@AOL.com wrote:

> what was that email about...?digest #524.....

Sex?
| 6323|6299|2002-07-27 13:22:59|djboy112st|Re: Digest Number 524 (dick of cleath)|
i dont know abou you all, but my dick doesnt click. =)

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 27 July 2002 14:14, Paradoxnyc2@A... wrote:
> > what was that email about...?digest #524.....

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
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> 
> Sex?

| 6324|6299|2002-07-27 13:38:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 524 (dick of cleath)|
On Saturday 27 July 2002 21:22, djboy112st wrote:

> i dont know abou you all, but my dick doesnt click. =)

It doesn't?
Anyone else then?
| 6325|6179|2002-07-28 03:22:07|todbotdotcom|Re: Patt chain workflow|
--- In RS7000@y..., "massplanck" wrote:

> > 
> > Possibly this is something for the wish list for OS V 2.0 (if not 
> too late):
> > Allow simultaneous recording of sections AND mutes in Pattern

Chain 

> mode.
> > Robert
> > 
> 
> You are bang on.. this bug the hell out of so much that I dont use

it 

> at all. 
> 
> /S

No kidding, I've been bummed about it as soon as I tried it out.
(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5176) :)

This is what I wanted most in the RS7K, over my RM1x. I don't see how
Pattern Chain can be useful to anyone really. The concept of being
able to record a 'pattern performance' is incredibly inspiring, but
the execution of Pattern Chain on the RS7K is depressing. So close,
but not quite! 

-=tod
| 6326|6299|2002-07-28 03:54:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 524 (dick of cleath)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 27 July 2002 14:14, Paradoxnyc2@A... wrote:
> > what was that email about...?digest #524.....
> 
> Sex?

For sure Off-Topic! ;)
| 6327|6299|2002-07-28 22:32:16|djboy112st|Changiing user phrase length|
okay lets say i record an eight-measure phrase, and after playing it 
back, i decide that i only like the first four measures.. i KNOW that 
i can do a copy event job and duplicate the first four measures over 
top of the second four so that the first four measures plays twice 
sequentially to make up my eight measure phrase. whjat i need to 
know is.. is there a way to simply CUT the last four measures of the 
phrase and make it four instead of eight measures long? i cant 
figure this out.. any help would be grand.

ex: 
[ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ] <-- dont like [ 5 6 7 8 ]
[ 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 ] <-- i know this can be done to loop
[ 1 2 3 4 ] rem (5 6 7 8) <-- can this be done?

/[ one30six ]\
| 6328|6328|2002-07-28 22:33:35|little_baby_tickles|overdub record|
everytime i try to record on the overdub mode my previous data that i 
had in, changes up with new data that i put in.(example)if i wanted to 
record something from the (cls&wind) user phrase on the overdub record 
mode and go back and record something from the (sfx1) the previous 
data that i had in would take priorty and change the voice and note 
data to my 2nd action.thanks.
| 6329|6299|2002-07-29 00:12:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changiing user phrase length|
Sure, use the SPLIT PHRASE job to cut away the last 4 bars (if not 
correct the first time, do an UNDO and try again).
Next, reduce the pattern length to 4 bars if you like, although this 
is not needed, as the phrase will always repeat around its own 
length.

- Robert

On Monday 29 July 2002 06:32, djboy112st wrote:
> okay lets say i record an eight-measure phrase, and after playing
> it back, i decide that i only like the first four measures.. i KNOW
> that i can do a copy event job and duplicate the first four
> measures over top of the second four so that the first four
> measures plays twice sequentially to make up my eight measure
> phrase. whjat i need to know is.. is there a way to simply CUT the
> last four measures of the phrase and make it four instead of eight
> measures long? i cant figure this out.. any help would be grand.
>
> ex:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/5176)


> [ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ] <-- dont like [ 5 6 7 8 ]
> [ 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 ] <-- i know this can be done to loop
> [ 1 2 3 4 ] rem (5 6 7 8) <-- can this be done?
>
> /[ one30six ]\
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Free $5 Love Reading
> Risk Free!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/NsdPZD/PfREAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6330|6328|2002-07-29 01:04:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub record|
It's probably because I'm not awake yet, but I don't understand a word 
of this. ;)

Could you explain?

- Robert

On Monday 29 July 2002 06:33, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> everytime i try to record on the overdub mode my previous data that
> i had in, changes up with new data that i put in.(example)if i
> wanted to record something from the (cls&wind) user phrase on the
> overdub record mode and go back and record something from the
> (sfx1) the previous data that i had in would take priorty and
> change the voice and note data to my 2nd action.thanks.
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Will You Find True Love?
> Will You Meet the One?
> Free Love Reading by phone!
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/7dY7FD/R_ZEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
>--~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K
> Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6331|6331|2002-07-29 04:18:54|pmlost|soundcard 4 studio setup - fullfilment|
Hey

I don't need many outs in soundcard - one pair is enough for
me since i don't use any exteranl effects and mixers.
More important for me is number of inputs which i'll
need to use - i think so. I don't have an external
mixer to mix audio signals from two sources so i
wonder how i manage to mix it (even if before i get 
the midi info from my instruments) it wouldn't be
possible to listen both of the channels at the same
time (1st channel for MC505, 2nd channel for RS7000)
so this is the main problem i don't how to solve.
Thats why i thought that maybe card with at least 2
inpouts will be the best for me. During recordinf from 2 instrumewnts 
i will need monitoring all of them. Hope you help me with solving 
that problem.

regards
Peter /pm'
| 6332|6331|2002-07-29 04:31:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: soundcard 4 studio setup - fullfilment|
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You can use the sample inputs from the RS as a single stereo or dual 
mono mixer input. You can even route the single trough the three fx 
units (and the master fx unit).

Tell me what your gear setup is. If you only have the 505, simply 
connect it to the sample inputs from the RS and manage its level on 
the AD Setup page on the RS.

Is this what you're looking for?

- Robert
| 6333|6331|2002-07-29 05:54:28|synthe. labo|Re: soundcard 4 studio setup - fullfilment|
soundcards talking, you can't get a better one for the price respect a 
Midiman Delta 1010LT
not expensive, 24/96, quality converters, great buy

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo  cosa aspetti a farti un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it
| 6334|6331|2002-07-29 07:12:18|pmlost|Re: soundcard 4 studio setup - fullfilment|
my setup is: MC505 and RS7000 

if i correctly understand your recomendation Robert
its going like this:

if i connect those 2 units to the soundcard via midi
and then try to record midi information from RS and MC
then to be able to monitor audio signals from both of
them i have to connect RS to my stereo system and the
MC505 to RS - am i right?

and what if i want additionaly add signals from
software synths simoultaniusly to manage finale mix
(icluded signals from RS,MC and soft synth) and here
everything on my stereo. 
Do i need a soundcard with special properties. If yes
what do you recommend?

thx
best regards
pm'

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote: > You
can use the sample inputs from the RS as a

> single stereo or dual 
> mono mixer input. You can even route the single
> trough the three fx 
> units (and the master fx unit).
> 
> Tell me what your gear setup is. If you only have
> the 505, simply 
> connect it to the sample inputs from the RS and
> manage its level on 
> the AD Setup page on the RS.
> 
> Is this what you're looking for?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot;
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 6335|6311|2002-07-29 08:00:30|Bryan Rodgers|Re: need input on buying other machine|
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...I figured SonicState was his best bet... ...and if they're using email,
they could figure out how the internet works and tag the www. and .com on
either side of it...

;)

B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2002 7:16 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: need input on buying other machine

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> dude, last time I checked this was a Yamaha list. Either take it 
to a
> another site (eg SonicState) or form it in the phrase of a Yamaha 
RS7k
> question.
> 
> Don't mean to be rude, but there's pleanty of 'off-topic' sites, 
lists, etc,
> out there on the net...
> 
True...so how about you give him some links that he can go to?

I would suggest:

www.sonicstate.com
www.harmony-central.com

and www.google.com is always a great source for usefull links...

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=228862.2128520.3581629.1829184/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=1155066/R=0/*http://adfarm.mediaplex.com/ad/ck/990-1736-1039-302>

===================RS7000 GROUP================

* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/ <http://www.yamahasynth.com/> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
First RS community on the net. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6336|6336|2002-07-29 09:02:55|Jay Miller|Re: v1.14|
Thanks, I'll give it a shot.

>??? It should be a self-extracting Zip-File, that�s why it has
>the .exe extension. Put it in a new empty folder and try to execute
>it again by double-clicking on it.
>It should expand now and a few files including a ReadMe should
>appear, which will give you further instructions what to do.
>
>T K
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger:
>http://messenger.msn.com
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6337|6337|2002-07-29 11:41:27|michelle_alisa|A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?|
Hi all again,

I'm wondering if this is a bug on the RS7000 becasue I haven't seen it mentioned yet it affects me each and every time. You see, I have OS 1.14, and
every time I go to A/D setup to save some external processing settings for a song (i.e. using the mic), and then work on something else and then load ALL
+ SYSTEM for the former song, the A/D setup settings reset back to their factory defaults, always! No matter what I change them to,, They just won't save
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and this is becoming very annoying.

Anyone notice this before or wanna chime in :)? Thanks,

Michelle
| 6338|6337|2002-07-29 11:47:39|michelle_alisa|Re: A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?|
I'd like to amend this to write that it doesn't only affect me after I go to save. In fact, if I even push the LOAD *or* SAVE buttons and then exit, the
A/D Setup settings reset immediately, I noticed this clearly with a Mic because the settings reset from MIC to the default LINE level. Ack!

Michelle
| 6344|6311|2002-07-29 12:07:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: need input on buying other machine|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ...I figured SonicState was his best bet... ...and if they're 

using email,

> they could figure out how the internet works and tag the www. and 

.com on

> either side of it...
> 
> ;)

Well...i hope he's not trying to download the Internet...;)
| 6345|6311|2002-07-29 12:10:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: need input on buying other machine|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > ...I figured SonicState was his best bet... ...and if they're 
> using email,
> > they could figure out how the internet works and tag the www. 

and 

> .com on
> > either side of it...
> > 
> > ;)
> 
> Well...i hope he's not trying to download the Internet...;)

Sorry for the multiple posts...looks like Yahoo doesn't like when 
i use Opera...or Linux???

Happy musicmaking!

Tom
| 6346|6337|2002-07-29 13:34:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?|
On Monday 29 July 2002 19:47, michelle_alisa wrote:

> I'd like to amend this to write that it doesn't only affect me
> after I go to save. In fact, if I even push the LOAD *or* SAVE
> buttons and then exit, the A/D Setup settings reset immediately, I
> noticed this clearly with a Mic because the settings reset from MIC
> to the default LINE level. Ack!

I'm running an older OS and have the same behavior: the moment I hit 
the Save button and exit, the AD Setup page shows the default values. 
Weird. Looks like a bug indeed.

- Robert
| 6347|6337|2002-07-29 14:30:11|r_i_ p_e|Re: A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?|
I would definitely give Yamaha support a call to get this documented by 
Yamaha development. They seem to actually take care of legitimate bugs, 
they fixed the MIDI echo bug I reported before V1.14.

I will also try and get the bug reported directly to my contact at Yamaha. 
We had a nice chat about some of the development for the new OS. :)

cheers
ripe

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?
>Date: Mon, 29 Jul 2002 21:33:54 +0200
>
>On Monday 29 July 2002 19:47, michelle_alisa wrote:
> > I'd like to amend this to write that it doesn't only affect me
> > after I go to save. In fact, if I even push the LOAD *or* SAVE
> > buttons and then exit, the A/D Setup settings reset immediately, I
> > noticed this clearly with a Mic because the settings reset from MIC
> > to the default LINE level. Ack!
>
>I'm running an older OS and have the same behavior: the moment I hit
>the Save button and exit, the AD Setup page shows the default values.
>Weird. Looks like a bug indeed.
>
>- Robert
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>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>* Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
>* http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>* Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
>* Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My 
>Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

"no food or drink allowed."

ripe909@hotmail.com
ripe@socialentropy.com
http://www.socialentropy.com

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 6348|6337|2002-07-29 16:09:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_i_ p_e" wrote:

> 
> We had a nice chat about some of the development for the new OS. :)
>

Oh no, you can't do that...come here and say that you had a chat 
about the development of the new OS without telling us some more 
details...:)
Email in private and tell me all the dirty little 
secrets..huaharhar...;))
| 6349|6349|2002-07-30 11:33:40|mark_morgan98275|Newbie RS 7000 Overview question|
at the risk of asking a real basic question..(apologies to RS tech 
heads)...I'm a long time Yamaha QY700 user and am looking to upgrade 
to a more powerfull sequencer workstation. Having caught a few brief 
demos on the RS, it appears to be a complete turn key production 
station. However it looks to be pretty much aimed at the techno-
trance-house-hip hop-whatever- genre's, I'm more of a R&B, jazz-
fusion guy. I'm a guitarist with lame keyboard chops and intend on 
using it to assemble backing tracks to play over.
Is the RS 7000 equally suited for this application? ie: the internal 
sound set and rhythm beds (grooves)? Are there any Yamaha or third 
party Style sets to be had for R&B or contemp jazz stlyes? 
Anybody out there with similar interests that care to comment?

Thanks in advance,
Mark
| 6350|6350|2002-07-30 13:12:45|michelle_alisa|Master Effects and MIDI|
Hi all again... after that A/D Setup bug (it most definitely seems to
be a bug), I was wondering about something else which I haven't been
able to decode in the manual:

Ok, I know that the Master effect knobs (the four knobs in the top
left-hand corner of the RS7000) can be recorded to MIDI, as they show
up as sysex messages in my computer after I enable the "TG PARAM OUT"
in the MIDI SETUP utility. However, the Master effect ON/OFF switch
doesn't seem to be recorded at all, nor does the knob to switch
between the various Master Effects (although admittedly it does seem
like getting it to change via MIDI without the knob physically moving
might be a little confusing).

Does anyone know if this is possible? I'd like to fully automate, but
I can't find it covered... Sysex is still a mystery to me, it's
strange how the four knobs' movements are covered but not the ON/OFF
and effects changer.

Thanks again - this is a great community!

Michelle
| 6351|6349|2002-07-30 13:21:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: Newbie RS 7000 Overview question|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mark_morgan98275" wrote:

> at the risk of asking a real basic question..(apologies to RS tech 
> heads)...I'm a long time Yamaha QY700 user and am looking to 

upgrade 

> to a more powerfull sequencer workstation. 
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Actually IMHO you won´t find any other more powerfull hardware 
sequencer than the QY700...The Akai MPC4000 maybe for a also much 
higher price...
The RS sequencer wise offers less features than the QY and has a 
smaller screen also.

Having caught a few brief 

> demos on the RS, it appears to be a complete turn key production 
> station. However it looks to be pretty much aimed at the techno-
> trance-house-hip hop-whatever- genre's, 

Right, definately more towards modern electronic music styles, 
nontheless you can sequence any style...even Polka...;)

> I'm more of a R&B, jazz-
> fusion guy. I'm a guitarist with lame keyboard chops and intend on 
> using it to assemble backing tracks to play over.

Backing tracks...recently i´ve seen a "live" soft-jazz band in a 
pub...two people...one played sax, the other guitar...and as backing 
tracks they used a CD...

> Is the RS 7000 equally suited for this application? ie: the 

internal 

> sound set and rhythm beds (grooves)?

For R´n´B yes, for Jazz...hmmm, not the internal soundset...i would 
rather recommend a Roland JV1080 with those Jazz and Session 
Expansion Board...or a Sampler for that purpose, or take a look at 
the MOTIF from Yamaha, it has a very good more traditional soundset 
with the same sequencer as the RS and a bit more featured sampler 
like the RS. Maybe that workhorse fits better your needs.

Are there any Yamaha or third 

> party Style sets to be had for R&B or contemp jazz stlyes? 

Not for the RS.
I am not sure about the MOTIF (the RS big sister with keyboard and 
different more traditional sounds)also .
| 6352|6350|2002-07-30 13:28:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> Thanks again - this is a great community!

I have to say thank you...you all are making it great. ;)

Tom (list möderötör)
| 6353|6328|2002-07-30 13:38:44|little_baby_tickles|overdub record|
is it possible to use two diffrent voices on the same track on the 
overdub record mode?i'm haveing problems with it.thanks for feed back
| 6354|6328|2002-07-30 14:29:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: overdub record|
On Tuesday 30 July 2002 21:38, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> is it possible to use two diffrent voices on the same track on the
> overdub record mode?i'm haveing problems with it.thanks for feed
> back

As in two different sounds generated simulatenously from one track?
No, that's not possible. The voice used for a given track is either 
defined in the Mixer page for that track or defined in the phrase 
header (if the mixer does not overrule that voice).

So there's only space for one voice definition (for the RS internal TG 
that is).

You *can* have different voices for the same track in different 
sections (patterns) by using the phrase header voice definition. But 
you still hear only one voice at a time.

- Robert
| 6355|6350|2002-07-30 14:34:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
On Tuesday 30 July 2002 21:12, michelle_alisa wrote:

> Does anyone know if this is possible? I'd like to fully automate,
> but I can't find it covered... Sysex is still a mystery to me, it's
> strange how the four knobs' movements are covered but not the
> ON/OFF and effects changer.

Most likely, there are other sysex commands that control the other 
parts of the master fx unit, like the parameters not covered by the 
four 'quick access' knobs, and possibly the fx selection and on/off 
switch as well. It's just that there are no knobs available that 
generate these sysex midi strings, so you have to program them 
explicitly in your sequencer.

Sysex (system exclusive) messages are a type of MIDI messages that 
control specific hardware features. You'll have to consult the manual 
for the available features, and what sysex command is needed to 
control the feature.



- Robert
| 6356|6349|2002-07-30 14:37:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Newbie RS 7000 Overview question|
On Tuesday 30 July 2002 19:33, mark_morgan98275 wrote:

> at the risk of asking a real basic question..(apologies to RS tech
> heads)...I'm a long time Yamaha QY700 user and am looking to
> upgrade to a more powerfull sequencer workstation.

Is there a more powerfull sequencer workstation than the QY700?
Looking at sequencer features only, the RS is a heavily trimmed down 
version of the QY. Only one phrase per track, and the phrase always 
starts at the start of the track. No rests. Small screen. No 
combination of 32 song tracks *plus* 16 pattern tracks. No chord 
track. No auto-transpose.

But that's only looking at sequence features, mind you.

- Robert
| 6357|6331|2002-07-30 14:47:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: soundcard 4 studio setup - fullfilment|
On Monday 29 July 2002 15:12, pmlost wrote:

> my setup is: MC505 and RS7000
>
> if i correctly understand your recomendation Robert
> its going like this:
>
> if i connect those 2 units to the soundcard via midi

Why do you want to connect them to your soundcard's midi connectors? 
Is there software on the PC involved in the midi setup? And do you 
have a midi keyboard in your setup?

> and then try to record midi information from RS and MC
> then to be able to monitor audio signals from both of
> them i have to connect RS to my stereo system and the
> MC505 to RS - am i right?

Yes, this part should work. Use the sample inputs of the RS as a 
poor-man's mixer. 

>
>
> and what if i want additionaly add signals from
> software synths simoultaniusly to manage finale mix
> (icluded signals from RS,MC and soft synth) and here
> everything on my stereo.

You could send the audio outputs of the RS into the audio inputs of 
your audio card and add these signals to those generated by your 
soft synths. Connect the ouput of your audio card to your stereo. 
Make sure that your software can handle this setup. 

You could also record the audio of the RS/505 in a sequencer and play 
the recorded tracks along with your softsynths. Here too, all the 
audio will be sent to your audio card's stereo output(s).

> Do i need a soundcard with special properties. If yes
> what do you recommend?

In this very basic setup, any soundcard with a stereo input should do, 
but the better the audio card, the better the audio quality.

A better setup would be to invest in a small mixer, connect both the 
RS, the 505 and the softsynth's (PC) outputs to this mixer and 
connect the mixer output to your stereo. Than you will probably get a 
better sound quality.

- Robert
| 6358|6350|2002-07-30 15:23:41|r_i_ p_e|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
As far as I could find, there is no MIDI control of the master effects, only 
the 3 track effects...

cheers
ripe

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Master Effects and MIDI
>Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2002 22:34:01 +0200
>
>On Tuesday 30 July 2002 21:12, michelle_alisa wrote:
>
> > Does anyone know if this is possible? I'd like to fully automate,
> > but I can't find it covered... Sysex is still a mystery to me, it's
> > strange how the four knobs' movements are covered but not the
> > ON/OFF and effects changer.
>
>Most likely, there are other sysex commands that control the other
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>parts of the master fx unit, like the parameters not covered by the
>four 'quick access' knobs, and possibly the fx selection and on/off
>switch as well. It's just that there are no knobs available that
>generate these sysex midi strings, so you have to program them
>explicitly in your sequencer.
>
>Sysex (system exclusive) messages are a type of MIDI messages that
>control specific hardware features. You'll have to consult the manual
>for the available features, and what sysex command is needed to
>control the feature.
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6359|6349|2002-07-30 16:58:54|mark_morgan98275|Re: Newbie RS 7000 Overview question|
wrong terminology on my part....I didn't mean so much more 'powerful' 
seq functions per se, as much as overall newer features like an 
improved sound set (bigger sounds), sampling capability, ease of use 
(QY700 requires many button pushes for simple tasks) better Fx's, 
more memory etc. 

Having been a pretty dialed in QY700 user I agree that it's seq 
features are VAST! (no Kurzweil pun intentional). The QY has some 
nifty stuff like the 'get-phrase' feature, drum tables, and groove 
quantize tables as well, but sound wise the things I've heard the RS 
do are pretty amazing. The drums on the RS are slammin, huge, the 
basses are huge as well, there seems to be some nice pads etc. The 
idea of being able sample a little stacato funk gtr riff for example 
and fly that into a phrase adds tons on nuance to the backing tracks. 

I've read reviews that say the RS is a breeze to work, that putting 
together phrases is a snap, but reviews are one thing and feedback 
from expeirienced users is another. 

Obviously, using Cd's as backing tracks is an option, but that 
doesn't address the assembly of getting the tunes on there in the 
first place, and yes, I realize that on any seq you can sequence any 
style of music (polka's included), but I was mainly trying to get a 
feel for the RS 7000 in an application other than "DJ" styles. Some 
of the demo tunes I heard were great ballads and contemporary jazz 
type of things that sounded much more lush than std XG type SMF's. 
(nothing against XG, mind you).

I think I need to go spend some time with the unit, only problem is 
that in my town the salespeople aren't too hip to getting around on 
it, so it's the 'blind leading the blind' in terms of getting a good 
demo. 

Thanks for all the input, I appreciate it. 

Mark

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 30 July 2002 19:33, mark_morgan98275 wrote:
> > at the risk of asking a real basic question..(apologies to RS tech
> > heads)...I'm a long time Yamaha QY700 user and am looking to
> > upgrade to a more powerfull sequencer workstation.
> 
> Is there a more powerfull sequencer workstation than the QY700?
> Looking at sequencer features only, the RS is a heavily trimmed 
down 
> version of the QY. Only one phrase per track, and the phrase always 
> starts at the start of the track. No rests. Small screen. No 
> combination of 32 song tracks *plus* 16 pattern tracks. No chord 
> track. No auto-transpose.
> 
> But that's only looking at sequence features, mind you.
> 
> - Robert

| 6360|6350|2002-07-30 23:28:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
On Tuesday 30 July 2002 23:23, r_i_ p_e wrote:

> As far as I could find, there is no MIDI control of the master
> effects, only the 3 track effects...

What about page 329 in the english manual, bottom right table? Looks 
like a sysex map to me.

- Robert
| 6361|6349|2002-07-31 01:38:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Newbie RS 7000 Overview question|
On Wednesday 31 July 2002 00:58, mark_morgan98275 wrote:

> wrong terminology on my part....I didn't mean so much more
> 'powerful' seq functions per se, as much as overall newer features
> like an improved sound set (bigger sounds), sampling capability,
> ease of use (QY700 requires many button pushes for simple tasks)

http://messenger.msn.com/


> better Fx's, more memory etc.

All true. The RS outshines the QY on all departments, except those I 
mentioned earlier.

>
> Having been a pretty dialed in QY700 user I agree that it's seq
> features are VAST! (no Kurzweil pun intentional). The QY has some
> nifty stuff like the 'get-phrase' feature, 

Also on the RS.

> drum tables, and groove
> quantize tables as well, 

Groove stuff also on the RS.

> but sound wise the things I've heard the
> RS do are pretty amazing. The drums on the RS are slammin, huge,
> the basses are huge as well, there seems to be some nice pads etc. 
> The idea of being able sample a little stacato funk gtr riff for
> example and fly that into a phrase adds tons on nuance to the
> backing tracks.

Soundwise the RS is miles ahead of the QY. It also has a higher sound 
quality (24 bits DA). The synth sounds are okay, the drum kits are 
good (for a drum machine that is), the filters are good and allow you 
to change the synth sounds in many creative ways. You also get much 
better fx features. 

>
> I've read reviews that say the RS is a breeze to work, that putting
> together phrases is a snap, but reviews are one thing and feedback
> from expeirienced users is another.

It's true, once you know the RS. It's very feature rich, so it takes 
some time to learn the machine. But imo, it's relatively simple.

>
> Obviously, using Cd's as backing tracks is an option, but that
> doesn't address the assembly of getting the tunes on there in the
> first place, and yes, I realize that on any seq you can sequence
> any style of music (polka's included), but I was mainly trying to
> get a feel for the RS 7000 in an application other than "DJ"
> styles. Some of the demo tunes I heard were great ballads and
> contemporary jazz type of things that sounded much more lush than
> std XG type SMF's. (nothing against XG, mind you).

>
> I think I need to go spend some time with the unit, only problem
> is that in my town the salespeople aren't too hip to getting around
> on it, so it's the 'blind leading the blind' in terms of getting a
> good demo.

I see the problem. I've used the QY700 for many years and whished that 
the sequencer features of that machine were present on the RS. For 
all other departments, I never looked back.

If you've got the chance to try the RS multiple times, why don't you 
read the RS manual and try, read some more, and try again. Ask us 
anything you didn't understand, and try next time when in the shop.

- Robert
| 6362|6362|2002-07-31 02:58:31|jezjacksonuk|RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
Hello again,

Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the RS 
works with cubase SX.

It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF importing 
into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks within SX

Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full 
automation then played back.

I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual 
Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be rendered 
to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole

Marvelous

Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX (due 
to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz 

Jez
| 6363|6350|2002-07-31 05:40:39|ripe|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|



Yes this will allow you to change parameter values for the currently
selected effect, but there is no way to change the effect type, or turn the
master effects on and off...
and since the master effects setting isn't stored with the pattern, I guess
it is more like 'half-baked' MIDI control of the master effects :)

This was especially annoying since they allow full MIDI control of some
other very 'archaic' parameters...

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2002 12:27 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Master Effects and MIDI

> On Tuesday 30 July 2002 23:23, r_i_ p_e wrote:
> > As far as I could find, there is no MIDI control of the master
> > effects, only the 3 track effects...
>
> What about page 329 in the english manual, bottom right table? Looks
> like a sysex map to me.
>
> - Robert
>
>

| 6364|6350|2002-07-31 06:18:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
On Wednesday 31 July 2002 13:41, ripe wrote:

> Yes this will allow you to change parameter values for the
> currently selected effect, but there is no way to change the effect
> type, or turn the master effects on and off...
> and since the master effects setting isn't stored with the pattern,
> I guess it is more like 'half-baked' MIDI control of the master
> effects :)

Haven't checked it, but it would fit the general picture nicely, 
yes. ;)

- Robert
| 6365|6365|2002-07-31 11:14:09|volt0110|REAKTOR and RS7K|
Is anyone using the RS to control and sequenced
Native Instrument's Reaktor ? I'm really
interested in purchasing Reaktor, but i would
not want to rely just on Cubase (i have Cubase5 but
i don't really know it, i just record with it) to sequence it.

I'd like to have a few tracks on the RS for my Waldorf XT,
and for the RS (drums, samples, TG), and the rest
for Reaktor. Is it feasable ? Will the software latency
concern cause a problem ? 

Thanks for any help,

-- Simon
| 6366|6362|2002-07-31 12:39:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:

> Hello again,
> 
> Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the 

RS 

> works with cubase SX.
> 
> It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF 

importing 

> into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks 

within SX

> 
> 
> 
> Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full 
> automation then played back.
> 
> I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual 
> Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be 

rendered 

> to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole
> 
> Marvelous
> 
> Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX 

(due 
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> to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz 
> 
> Jez

Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would 
save you lots of Euro...;)
| 6369|6362|2002-07-31 15:23:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
On Wednesday 31 July 2002 20:39, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

>
> Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would
> save you lots of Euro...;)

Nope, not happening. Worked with Cubase too long to go back now. I'll 
stay with Logic, even if this means I have to go with Mac hardware. 
:)))
| 6370|6365|2002-07-31 15:38:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> i used rs7k to control Dynamo too, but it has been fortune, cause 

not all 

> the time this thing functions....:)

I wonder when they will be doing another Dynamo Collection...i liked 
the demo...it has this very funky drummachines in it...but i don´t 
like to mess with software too much...

> i'm a great fan of soft synths etc, wanna learn Reason.
> many of my samples come from soft synths, drum ones etc etc

Hey did you try already a combination of RS + Ableton Live? A friend 
and I were doing some jam sessions together with this setup, it works 
very good and you don´t even need to sync through MIDI, both sync 
quite stable (as long as you have a fast Notebook/PC).

Sure you have to practice a bit, but we always wind up with some very 
nice experimental stuff...usually my RS delivers the stompy drums and 
maybe one or another pad or weird sound, the rest we do with Ableton 
Live, like the last time we were using a loooong sample from the 
movie BladeRunner send it through the Live-Delay-delay-delay-
delay....:))) and the result were just simply wonderfull!
Live also offers other fx and IIRC you can also use VST-plug-ins...

Nice software tool for use on stage...if you like software.

Tom
| 6371|6362|2002-07-31 15:39:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I'll 
> stay with Logic, even if this means I have to go with Mac hardware. 
> :)))

Hebbert! ;)
| 6373|6365|2002-07-31 16:55:02|synthe. labo|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|

>I just heard great things about Reacktor, the most important is that
>it's not trying to emulate old synths, it sounds fresh. Some say it's
>as good as the Nord modular.
>
>Good idea to try the demo. I will be away from my computer until
>Sunday, but i will try it next week.
>
>Thanks to SynthLab also for your help,

:)
yes, Reaktor is one of the most powerful things ever created!!!
i don't know it a lot (it's really intricated, cause it's a modular system, 
not easy, that's why i use mostly Dynamo, his little brother), but i 
listened pepople who knows it and the results are better than hardware 
synths that had before.
well, i would listen to the same good music made with real synths to say 
this, but, believe me, this thing is incredible, a lot of times i can reach 
some sounds that i like more than a lot of ones on my Nord Modular, sure.

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
| 6374|6365|2002-07-31 17:08:11|synthe. labo|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|

> > i used rs7k to control Dynamo too, but it has been fortune, cause
>not all
> > the time this thing functions....:)
>I wonder when they will be doing another Dynamo Collection...i liked
>the demo...it has this very funky drummachines in it...but i don´t
>like to mess with software too much...
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Dynamo has not thousands of instruments and you can't build your own from 
the beginning as Reaktor, BUT it's really simple, immediate, and from its 
instruments, just tweaking a lot (also in randomic way, that's also the fun) 
you can do *a lot* of things.
my personal favourites are the samplers+synth, you can alter .wav loops or 
.wav samples in such convulsive ways that no other hardware/soft i have 
permits to do.
it has also some great sort of analogue stylee sequencers to put on 
drums....wiked

> > i'm a great fan of soft synths etc, wanna learn Reason.
> > many of my samples come from soft synths, drum ones etc etc
>Hey did you try already a combination of RS + Ableton Live? A friend
>and I were doing some jam sessions together with this setup, it works
>very good and you don´t even need to sync through MIDI, both sync
>quite stable (as long as you have a fast Notebook/PC).

yes, i know people who plays live with pc and ableton live, sold a lot of 
hardware and now goes on computer thing.
i think it's one of the best softs for 'live' situation.
i've been hardly impressed from some live sets made with Reason so i told 
myself "i wanna learn this thing...if these guys can do such wonderful stuff 
live only with a laptop and Reason, i wanna try me too...."
Ableton live is more 'loopy', it's better for live, but Reason is better to 
build real tracks, songs, and you can just play live jumping from a pattern 
to another.
i made a month ago a live set of about 1 hour ONLY with my pc and fruity 
loops.
yes, i know i could have used rs7k and all other gear i have, but i decided 
for pc thing cause i had many pattern with many samples just waiting to be 
shooted!
i recorded all....i just can't do an mp3 of 60 min and put on mp3.com :)
i'll put it when i'll have all my stuff under www.teknocracy.com (now 
thare are jsut some mp3s)

>Nice software tool for use on stage...if you like software.

i'll get it for sure, but now i spent too much with microQ and Delta 1010LT; 
i have Reason to learn; ...so it's better try to make music instead of 
installing softs/learning synths haha :))

c.marco

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
| 6375|6365|2002-07-31 19:47:42|pseudo nexus|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
hi everyone.
ive been watching this conversation closly - just picked up on it.
i have been using reacktor for the past 2 years - and im - if you dont mine me saying - pretty dam good with it.
dont be affraid of reacktors graphic user interface - there are heap and heaps of liabrays/ensamble out there you can just load up and start tweeking
around with.
its like when i got my nord modular for the first time - i just keeped loading up 100s of patchs i got off the internet and used the rm1x squencer to
trigger stuff.

i use the rs7k and reacktor now. i have a audigy ex on a dual 1g machine and theres not much latency. I mean - the lowest ive got it down to is
20milliseconds. SOmetimes if i want to get fusy, i adjust the mtc in the r7k to start a little bit later, to compensate for reaktor kicking in 20
milliseconds later.
theres not much you can do about all this because of the fact your using midi protocol - very slow.
they should have build fire wire into the rs7k or something - MLAn is what korg are using now.

reacktor is very similar to max, in the sense its a graphical environment user interface - you can just about build any synth you have ever dreamed of.
i personally like the meat coppering sampler synths - you can get some really messed up shit happening with that.
i dont see the point in using reacktor as a vst plug in if your going to use it with the rs7k.
reacktor does have complex sequencing abilitys anyway. Ive made whole tracks just on reacktor before.
i just like the fact you can drop any old sample you have lying around on a 40gig hdd and start tweeking it and keep repeating this cycle on the fly.

i find reason to dance orientated, and logic/cubase way to time consuming.

long live rs7k and reacktor 3.0!!!!!!!!

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III 
Kristian Thomas :: digital artist+techie+coordinator ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 http://www.pseudo.32k.org/
Pseudo Sound Project :: http://www.pseudo.32k.org//psp/index.htm ::
Pseudo Nexus :: http://www.pseudo.32k.org//nexus/index.htm

----- Original Message ----- 
From: synthe. labo 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2002 8:25 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: REAKTOR and RS7K

>I just heard great things about Reacktor, the most important is that
>it's not trying to emulate old synths, it sounds fresh. Some say it's
>as good as the Nord modular.
>
>Good idea to try the demo. I will be away from my computer until
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>Sunday, but i will try it next week.
>
>Thanks to SynthLab also for your help,

:)
yes, Reaktor is one of the most powerful things ever created!!!
i don't know it a lot (it's really intricated, cause it's a modular system, 
not easy, that's why i use mostly Dynamo, his little brother), but i 
listened pepople who knows it and the results are better than hardware 
synths that had before.
well, i would listen to the same good music made with real synths to say 
this, but, believe me, this thing is incredible, a lot of times i can reach 
some sounds that i like more than a lot of ones on my Nord Modular, sure.

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
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| 6376|6376|2002-07-31 20:03:26|dr0nedr0ne|key zones in rs7k sampler|
i'm seriously considering getting a rs7k and i got a question about 
the sampling feature which i couldn't find after skimming the manual.

can you do key zones w/ the sampler? for example, i got a complex 
waveform coming from an analog synth say a pad, and i play C3 and 
sample it and give it C3 on the sampler. I sounds ok +/- 2 semitones 
but then sounds like crap like it chipmunks as you play higher for 
example, so then you gotta play a higher note and sample that 
also....basically you're using multiple samples across the board to 
make sure it sounds smooth, so you'd assign a root note and a key 
range for each sample accordingly. can you do this w/ this box?
| 6377|6365|2002-07-31 21:34:54|volt0110|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
Thank you Pseudo Nexus,

This is exactly what i wanted to hear, minus
the latency thing. But 20 mill. sec. is not bad.
I share your feelings about Cubase and reason:
althought they are bought good products, i really
need a software that will bring something new with
endless possibilities, and i feel Reaktor is the 
answer. I first had my eyes on a Nord modular but
the difference in $$$ spent is too much for me.

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> hi everyone.
> ive been watching this conversation closly - just picked up on it.
> i have been using reacktor for the past 2 years - and im - if you 
dont mine me saying - pretty dam good with it.
> dont be affraid of reacktors graphic user interface - there are 
heap and heaps of liabrays/ensamble out there you can just load up 
and start tweeking around with.
> its like when i got my nord modular for the first time - i just 
keeped loading up 100s of patchs i got off the internet and used the 
rm1x squencer to trigger stuff.
> 
> i use the rs7k and reacktor now. i have a audigy ex on a dual 1g 
machine and theres not much latency. I mean - the lowest ive got it 
down to is 20milliseconds. SOmetimes if i want to get fusy, i adjust 
the mtc in the r7k to start a little bit later, to compensate for 
reaktor kicking in 20 milliseconds later.
> theres not much you can do about all this because of the fact your 
using midi protocol - very slow.
> they should have build fire wire into the rs7k or something - MLAn 
is what korg are using now.
> 
> reacktor is very similar to max, in the sense its a graphical 
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environment user interface - you can just about build any synth you 
have ever dreamed of.
> i personally like the meat coppering sampler synths - you can get 
some really messed up shit happening with that.
> i dont see the point in using reacktor as a vst plug in if your 
going to use it with the rs7k.
> reacktor does have complex sequencing abilitys anyway. Ive made 
whole tracks just on reacktor before.
> i just like the fact you can drop any old sample you have lying 
around on a 40gig hdd and start tweeking it and keep repeating this 
cycle on the fly.
> 
> i find reason to dance orientated, and logic/cubase way to time 
consuming.
> 
> long live rs7k and reacktor 3.0!!!!!!!!
> 
> IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III 
> Kristian Thomas :: digital artist+techie+coordinator ::
> Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 
http://www.pseudo.32k.org/
> Pseudo Sound Project :: http://www.pseudo.32k.org//psp/index.htm 
::
> Pseudo Nexus :: http://www.pseudo.32k.org//nexus/index.htm
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: synthe. labo 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2002 8:25 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: REAKTOR and RS7K
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >I just heard great things about Reacktor, the most important is 
that
> >it's not trying to emulate old synths, it sounds fresh. Some say 
it's
> >as good as the Nord modular.
> >
> >Good idea to try the demo. I will be away from my computer until
> >Sunday, but i will try it next week.
> >
> >Thanks to SynthLab also for your help,
> 
> :)
> yes, Reaktor is one of the most powerful things ever created!!!
> i don't know it a lot (it's really intricated, cause it's a 
modular system, 
> not easy, that's why i use mostly Dynamo, his little brother), 
but i 
> listened pepople who knows it and the results are better than 
hardware 
> synths that had before.
> well, i would listen to the same good music made with real synths 
to say 
> this, but, believe me, this thing is incredible, a lot of times i 
can reach 
> some sounds that i like more than a lot of ones on my Nord 
Modular, sure.
> 
> ciao - marco
> http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
> http://mobile.msn.it
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your &amp;quot;My 
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6378|6376|2002-07-31 21:38:38|djboy112st|Re: key zones in rs7k sampler|
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No you cannot do that with this box, but what I have heard from my 
own sampling forays, seems that the RS does a very good job of 
pitching a sound across the entire keyboard, as long as your source 
sample is clean.. I took an Electic Piano sample that I downloaded 
off the net, loaded it in as a pitched sample, set the correct source 
key, and boom.. sounded like I had the entire native sound mapped 
out on my keyboard.. but, we all have different expectations for 
sound, and of course, all *I* had was the sample of the one note.. i 
didnt have multiple samples of the same voice, so it very well could 
have been "off" without me knowing.. but you cannot assign pitch-
based key ranges for samples

-Tim

--- In RS7000@y..., "dr0nedr0ne" wrote:
> make sure it sounds smooth, so you'd assign a root note and a key 
> range for each sample accordingly. can you do this w/ this box?

| 6379|6365|2002-07-31 21:40:58|volt0110|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
Yes ! This is good feedback. 
Thanx

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >I just heard great things about Reacktor, the most important is 
that
> >it's not trying to emulate old synths, it sounds fresh. Some say 
it's
> >as good as the Nord modular.
> >
> >Good idea to try the demo. I will be away from my computer until
> >Sunday, but i will try it next week.
> >
> >Thanks to SynthLab also for your help,
> 
> :)
> yes, Reaktor is one of the most powerful things ever created!!!
> i don't know it a lot (it's really intricated, cause it's a modular 
system, 
> not easy, that's why i use mostly Dynamo, his little brother), but 
i 
> listened pepople who knows it and the results are better than 
hardware 
> synths that had before.
> well, i would listen to the same good music made with real synths 
to say 
> this, but, believe me, this thing is incredible, a lot of times i 
can reach 
> some sounds that i like more than a lot of ones on my Nord Modular, 
sure.
> 
> ciao - marco
> http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
> http://mobile.msn.it

| 6380|6365|2002-07-31 21:58:44|volt0110|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
You know what ? I just took a look at Dynamo's specs
and i thing it could be more suited for me than Reaktor.
I started with synths only a year ago and it took me a while
to work with Waldorf XT properly (now i can"t stop creating
new sounds :))
I love to create sounds
but i think Reaktor could be a bit too much mousework for me.
+ Dynamo is so cheap.

Thanks for the suggestion,

-- Simon

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >I just heard great things about Reacktor, the most important is 
that
> >it's not trying to emulate old synths, it sounds fresh. Some say 
it's
> >as good as the Nord modular.
> >
> >Good idea to try the demo. I will be away from my computer until
> >Sunday, but i will try it next week.
> >
> >Thanks to SynthLab also for your help,
> 
> :)
> yes, Reaktor is one of the most powerful things ever created!!!
> i don't know it a lot (it's really intricated, cause it's a modular 
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system, 
> not easy, that's why i use mostly Dynamo, his little brother), but 
i 
> listened pepople who knows it and the results are better than 
hardware 
> synths that had before.
> well, i would listen to the same good music made with real synths 
to say 
> this, but, believe me, this thing is incredible, a lot of times i 
can reach 
> some sounds that i like more than a lot of ones on my Nord Modular, 
sure.
> 
> ciao - marco
> http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
> http://mobile.msn.it

| 6381|6365|2002-07-31 23:30:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
On Thursday 01 August 2002 03:49, pseudo nexus wrote:

> i use the rs7k and reacktor now. i have a audigy ex on a dual 1g
> machine and theres not much latency. I mean - the lowest ive got it
> down to is 20milliseconds. 

That's still a lot, imo.

> SOmetimes if i want to get fusy, i
> adjust the mtc in the r7k to start a little bit later, to
> compensate for reaktor kicking in 20 milliseconds later. theres not
> much you can do about all this because of the fact your using midi
> protocol - very slow. 

Not true, MIDI is fast enough to deliver fast, real-time response. You 
are suffering the latency of PC's audio path (and maybe Reaktor adds 
its own bit as well). Try to find another driver for your card that 
lets you get latencies at least below 10ms.

> they should have build fire wire into the
> rs7k or something - MLAn is what korg are using now.

That may still produce latency. It depends on the audio path in your 
PC. Software -> operating system -> audio driver -> physical output.

- Robert
| 6382|6362|2002-07-31 23:31:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
On Wednesday 31 July 2002 23:39, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > I'll
> > stay with Logic, even if this means I have to go with Mac
> > hardware.
> >
> > :)))
>
> Hebbert! ;)

LOL! 
I should stop learning you Dutch...

- Robert
| 6383|6376|2002-07-31 23:41:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: key zones in rs7k sampler|
On Thursday 01 August 2002 04:03, dr0nedr0ne wrote:

> i'm seriously considering getting a rs7k and i got a question about
> the sampling feature which i couldn't find after skimming the
> manual.
>
> can you do key zones w/ the sampler? for example, i got a complex
> waveform coming from an analog synth say a pad, and i play C3 and
> sample it and give it C3 on the sampler. I sounds ok +/- 2
> semitones but then sounds like crap like it chipmunks as you play
> higher for example, so then you gotta play a higher note and sample
> that also....basically you're using multiple samples across the
> board to make sure it sounds smooth, so you'd assign a root note
> and a key range for each sample accordingly. can you do this w/
> this box?

Nope. You can either spread one sample across the whole keyboard zone 
(a pitch sample voice), or have many samples, each of them triggered 
by one key only to form drum kits (drum sample voice).

You could use a drum sample voice to simulate key zones, I guess, but 
it's a lot of work, and would take a lot of extra samples.

- Robert
| 6384|6384|2002-08-01 00:52:32|arveyman|Logic user with RS7k: what is the matter?|
Hi
I've used Logic before i switched to the RS and i do love the RS but 
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i thought, hey lets get the sequence from the RS into Logic! The way 
i thought how it should be done is record the sequence in Logic in 
realtime.. Now, when i did this i noticed that the notes 'lag'! I 
suppose that is the MIDI-lag (i do not use a AMT8)? I'm not sure.. 
Ok, i used quantise to overcome this.. Now another thing is, i like 
to layer different drums in the RS and it works like a charm, BUT 
when i use Logic that way (sending the midi from Logic to the RS) i 
hear sometimes the drums just do not overlap properly!! This freaks 
me out!! Can somebody clear this out for me: is it because of MIDI-
lag, Logic or some other effect? Does my head in, this does... :(

help!

Arv (1 happy RS user)
| 6385|6385|2002-08-01 02:14:11|kelly644|Lost work, need help :(|
I accidentally wrote over a track while in the progress of writting 
and lost a good part of the song. Is there any way to import a whole 
track from one of my previous saves into the newer one?

Thanks.

- Kelly
| 6386|6385|2002-08-01 02:22:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Lost work, need help :(|
On Thursday 01 August 2002 10:14, kelly644 wrote:

> I accidentally wrote over a track while in the progress of writting
> and lost a good part of the song. Is there any way to import a
> whole track from one of my previous saves into the newer one?

In Pattern Mode? Sure, select a new style and load the PATT file. Then 
locate the track in that style and note the phrase used for that 
track. Finally, copy that phrase into the domain of your current 
version and make sure your track now uses that prhase. 

That should do it, I think.

- Robert
| 6387|6384|2002-08-01 02:28:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Logic user with RS7k: what is the matter?|
On Thursday 01 August 2002 08:52, arveyman wrote:

> Hi
> I've used Logic before i switched to the RS and i do love the RS
> but i thought, hey lets get the sequence from the RS into Logic!
> The way i thought how it should be done is record the sequence in
> Logic in realtime.. Now, when i did this i noticed that the notes
> 'lag'! I suppose that is the MIDI-lag (i do not use a AMT8)? I'm
> not sure.. Ok, i used quantise to overcome this.. 

That's weird. If you have a midi lag going on (a delay in midi 
messages), quantizing should give you a tight timing, but *still* 
delayed! Are you sure quantizing fixed the problem?

> Now another thing
> is, i like to layer different drums in the RS and it works like a
> charm, BUT when i use Logic that way (sending the midi from Logic
> to the RS) i hear sometimes the drums just do not overlap
> properly!! This freaks me out!! Can somebody clear this out for me:
> is it because of MIDI- lag, Logic or some other effect? Does my
> head in, this does... :(

Well, both Logic and Cubase (and others too I guess) have bad midi 
timing without additional hardware like the AMT8 (that I use). It 
also depends on the OS running on your PC. So Logic and Cubase 
without additional hardware perform real bad in the midi timing 
domain, when compared to hardware like the RS. Yahama stuff has 
always been rock solid.

But if it's *very* obvious (dunno how good your ears are), there may 
be something else going on. 

For what it's worth, try to disable the audio engine in Logic and see 
if that improves things.

- Robert
| 6388|6388|2002-08-01 02:31:31|pmlost|plug-ins effects worht using|
hello dudes,

in the moment i experience with audio plug-ins, just to get know what 
is worth of interest. i found lots of shity plug-ins which only take 
my computer resources. besides i think that it's enough to have 
maximum 20 plug-ins installed cos more is very inconvinience to 
navigate and what is the reason to have 10 different reverb plugins 
of different companies installed.

I ask you to just put the names of plug-ins which you know are very 
good quality and provide nice and uniques sounding effects. I'd like 
to make collection of several plugins which fullfill each other.
Consider only those you're using and know that are really superb and 
have no equal substitutes.

cheers
pm'
| 6389|6385|2002-08-01 12:10:00|kelly644|Re: Lost work, need help :(|



AHAHAHAHAHAHAHA YEAH! YOU ARE AWSOME!

Thanks dude, you just totally made my day.

*happy*

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 01 August 2002 10:14, kelly644 wrote:
> > I accidentally wrote over a track while in the progress of 
writting
> > and lost a good part of the song. Is there any way to import a
> > whole track from one of my previous saves into the newer one?
> 
> In Pattern Mode? Sure, select a new style and load the PATT file. 
Then 
> locate the track in that style and note the phrase used for that 
> track. Finally, copy that phrase into the domain of your current 
> version and make sure your track now uses that prhase. 
> 
> That should do it, I think.
> 
> - Robert

| 6390|6365|2002-08-01 13:20:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 01 August 2002 03:49, pseudo nexus wrote:
> > i use the rs7k and reacktor now. i have a audigy ex on a dual 

> You 
> are suffering the latency of PC's audio path 

That's indeed the reason why he has 20 ms latency...optimal would be 
8 ms. The Soundblaster Audigy is simply not suited for professional 
usage with softsynths.

Sell it and get a card like a Terratec EWX24/96 or one of those 
MIDIman (now M-Audio) cards or RIDI-Multimedia cards. Do a search on 
the group-archive...there was a thread about the optimal soundcard a 
couple of weeks ago.

The RS is not causing the latency at all.
| 6392|6392|2002-08-01 16:57:24|synthe. labo|Re: [RS7000] check this site out! |

>http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html

wow...really on rs7k topic...
ah, fuck you, now i have thousands of windows that starts open in front of 
me and have to close....

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto online: 
http://photos.msn.it
| 6393|6393|2002-08-01 19:30:18|jonathans88|I'm selling my RS...feedback would be nice though|
Am I bad or what?

I only used it for a month or so and was wondering if anyone else 
felt the same way.

It's a great piece of gear, in fact, it's one of the best hardware 
pieces I've seen in a long time, but my feeling is, the way I work, 
as a composer vs a performing musician, that having a great keyboard 
(with aftertouch) as well as Reason 2.0, Cubase SX, Abysynthm, giga 
studio, Virtual Guitarist, etc, etc, just seems to be more of a 
working style for me. Also, reason 2.0 is very cool in that you can 
automate almost every knob, over and over with a simple 
record/overdu.

PLus with todays fast CPU's, I experience hardly any glitches..

I post only as get some feedback on my decesion.
| 6394|6365|2002-08-01 19:32:10|jonathans88|Re: REAKTOR and RS7K|
I have a unused echo mia card for sale if you want...

I have it listed for $150 in the Los Angeles Recycler..but will let 
it go for any reasonable offer,...

just fyi...I like the audiophile 2496 due to the midi 
contoller...but the mia has 1/4 ins and outs that are nice, plus 8 
virtual outs and GSIF compatible.

peace

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Thursday 01 August 2002 03:49, pseudo nexus wrote:
> > > i use the rs7k and reacktor now. i have a audigy ex on a dual 
> 

http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html
http://photos.msn.it/


> > You 
> > are suffering the latency of PC's audio path 
> 
> That's indeed the reason why he has 20 ms latency...optimal would 
be 
> 8 ms. The Soundblaster Audigy is simply not suited for 
professional 
> usage with softsynths.
> 
> Sell it and get a card like a Terratec EWX24/96 or one of those 
> MIDIman (now M-Audio) cards or RIDI-Multimedia cards. Do a search 
on 
> the group-archive...there was a thread about the optimal soundcard 
a 
> couple of weeks ago.
> 
> The RS is not causing the latency at all.

| 6395|6350|2002-08-01 20:31:58|michelle_alisa|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
Ah, sounds sad but true. Half-baked indeed, I was really hoping I could record these movements into songs because they are as valid and important a part
of the sound as anything else (I'm generalizing but you know what I mean). To be able to quantize the ON/OFF switch would be great too, sometimes I have
problems syncing it exactly at the beginning of a bar (i.e. the isolator) and it doesn't sound quite right.

Is there any chance of Yamaha implementing full functionality of this in a future OS? I mean, how hard would it be?

Thanks guys for your help and advice again!

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 31 July 2002 13:41, ripe wrote:
> > Yes this will allow you to change parameter values for the
> > currently selected effect, but there is no way to change the effect
> > type, or turn the master effects on and off...
> > and since the master effects setting isn't stored with the pattern,
> > I guess it is more like 'half-baked' MIDI control of the master
> > effects :)
> 
> Haven't checked it, but it would fit the general picture nicely, 
> yes. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 6396|6362|2002-08-01 22:34:32|jonathans88|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
I have cubase SX...

could you explain the part about saving your pattern as a SMF file??

Thanks, 

would like to try that...(( he suddenly reconsiders. ..(grin))
peace

j

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:
> > Hello again,
> > 
> > Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the 
> RS 
> > works with cubase SX.
> > 
> > It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF 
> importing 
> > into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks 
> within SX
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full 
> > automation then played back.
> > 
> > I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual 
> > Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be 
> rendered 
> > to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole
> > 
> > Marvelous
> > 
> > Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX 
> (due 
> > to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz 
> > 
> > Jez
> 
> Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would 
> save you lots of Euro...;)

| 6397|6362|2002-08-01 23:12:15|jonathans88|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
Ok..

Here's the weird thing..



I saved a style/pattern as smf...and imported into SX.

It opened as one file, and played the part perfect - - but the weird 
thing is that when you open it in the key editor, the only notes 
that play back, should you decide to pencil in a note, are drums 
sounds, or should I say, basically, anything that is present on the 
RS7000, should you hit the "keyboard" function.

However, when it plays the midi file, it's grabbing the style info 
and parts from somewhere, I just can't see them on the midi track 
info, I see notes in the key editor (SX) that correspond to the 
sounds I'm hearing from the RS, yet it I click on one of the notes 
on the midi track, it's triggering the DRUMs 1-16, a-j, keys....
or whatever happens to be mapped on the RS keys section.

This make sense?!?!

--- In RS7000@y..., "jonathans88" wrote:
> I have cubase SX...
> 
> could you explain the part about saving your pattern as a SMF 
file??
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> would like to try that...(( he suddenly reconsiders. ..(grin))
> peace
> 
> 
> j
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:
> > > Hello again,
> > > 
> > > Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the 
> > RS 
> > > works with cubase SX.
> > > 
> > > It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF 
> > importing 
> > > into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks 
> > within SX
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full 
> > > automation then played back.
> > > 
> > > I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual 
> > > Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be 
> > rendered 
> > > to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole
> > > 
> > > Marvelous
> > > 
> > > Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX 
> > (due 
> > > to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz 
> > > 
> > > Jez
> > 
> > Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would 
> > save you lots of Euro...;)

| 6398|6362|2002-08-02 02:14:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
On Friday 02 August 2002 07:12, jonathans88 wrote:

> This make sense?!?!

No. ;)

Try an editor in Cubase that shows controller and sysex data.

- Robert
| 6399|6399|2002-08-02 04:36:01|pmlost|BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ???????????|
Hey,

Anybody knows what kind of outs there are on Rs7000 - are they 
unbalanced or balanced..?

BEST REGARDS

peter/pm'
| 6400|6399|2002-08-02 04:55:02|renntiger2|Re: BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ???????????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:

> Hey,
> 
> Anybody knows what kind of outs there are on Rs7000 - are they 
> unbalanced or balanced..?



They are unbalanced as most other synths. If you have to use long
cables you may consider using a DI-box to get a balanced connection. 

Klaus
| 6401|6399|2002-08-02 05:17:37|mmittner|Re: BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ???????????|
balanced, i guess. never thought about that, but i hardly can imagine that a box with this price has unbalanced outs ... and it's supposed to be a
professional tool.

-mike
| 6402|6399|2002-08-02 05:19:57|mmittner|Re: BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ???????????|
--- In RS7000@y..., "renntiger2" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:
> > Hey,
> > 
> > Anybody knows what kind of outs there are on Rs7000 - are they 
> > unbalanced or balanced..?
> 
> They are unbalanced as most other synths. If you have to use long
> cables you may consider using a DI-box to get a balanced connection. 
> 
> Klaus

really? then i am wasting my best cables for the rs ..?

-mike (puzzled)
| 6403|6399|2002-08-02 05:20:15|pmlost|Re: BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ----DI-Box|
Sorry Klaus, Can you explain me what is DI-box

--- renntiger2 <junglebeast@web.de> wrote: > --- In
RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:

> > Hey,
> > 
> > Anybody knows what kind of outs there are on
> Rs7000 - are they 
> > unbalanced or balanced..?
> 
> They are unbalanced as most other synths. If you
> have to use long
> cables you may consider using a DI-box to get a
> balanced connection. 
> 
> Klaus
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot;
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 6404|6404|2002-08-02 06:04:44|madasagoat|what is in the update ?|
hi,

I'm a newbie..just got my rs7000 yesterday..I've scoured the web and 
ploughed through yamaha related websites but I still cannot find 
documentation that indicates exactly what has been implemented on the 
latest v1.14 update..( which I installed )?

tia

psi
| 6405|6404|2002-08-02 06:22:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: what is in the update ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "madasagoat" wrote:

> hi,
> 
> I'm a newbie..just got my rs7000 yesterday..

Welcome to the list and congratulations!

I've scoured the web and 

mailto:junglebeast@web.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://uk.my.yahoo.com/


> ploughed through yamaha related websites but I still cannot find 
> documentation that indicates exactly what has been implemented on 

the 

> latest v1.14 update..( which I installed )?

The answer is simple...there is no documentation about the changes. 

But if you search around on the group-archive for OS-Update you will 
find some things. Also our FAQ is a good source. This and other 
tips´n´tricks you can download from the file-section.
Cheers,
Tom (List Moderator)
| 6406|6406|2002-08-02 06:25:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: check this site out! |
--- In RS7000@y..., "sjkafjrae277" wrote:

> http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html

Cooool..a 404 Error...;)
| 6407|6392|2002-08-02 06:26:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: check this site out! |
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> >http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html
> 
> wow...really on rs7k topic...
> ah, fuck you, now i have thousands of windows that starts open in 

front of 

> me and have to close....

Alt+F4 is faster than any mouse...and don´t forget to check with 
AdAware for dialler-soft...
| 6408|6399|2002-08-02 06:30:24|renntiger2|Re: BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ----DI-Box|
--- In RS7000@y..., pmlost wrote:

> Sorry Klaus, Can you explain me what is DI-box

A DI-box (DI stands for direct injection) converts an unbalanced
signal into balanced. There are passive DI-boxes which use a simple
transformer and more expensive (but more flexible) active DI-boxes
which have a built-in amplifier. Active boxes are powered by 48V
phantom power from the mixer or by a 9V battery. The downside of
active boxes is that they may change the sound of the input a little
(like any preamp). For a long distance (you don't need this for 5
meter cables, I'm talking about 50m or so) from the RS (or any synth)
to the mixer you can use a short unbalanced cable to connect the synth
to an active DI-box (unbalanced in) and plug the balanced out of the
box into a stage multicore to the mixer. This way you prevent external
interferences by using balanced cables for the long distance and you
prevent a signal drop at the synth output by the preamplifier within
the DI-box. A cheap active box is the the Behringer Ultra-DI 100:

http://www.behringer.com/02_products/prodindex.cfm?id=DI100&lang=eng

Peace,

Klaus
| 6409|6393|2002-08-02 06:31:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: I'm selling my RS...feedback would be nice though|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jonathans88" wrote:

> Am I bad or what?
> my feeling is, the way I work, 
> as a composer vs a performing musician, that having a great 

keyboard 

> (with aftertouch) as well as Reason 2.0, Cubase SX, Abysynthm, giga 
> studio, Virtual Guitarist, etc, etc, just seems to be more of a 
> working style for me. 

No why are you bad? That is it what it´s all about...finding the best 
way for yourself how to make great fantastic the best music with the 
tool that fits your needs and work for you, not against you. 

That´s why i picked the RS and kept it ever since...it simply works 
for me, doesn´t mean it has to work for you as well. 

At the end, it doesn´t matter what tool you choose...as long as you 
feel comforable with it and the results are as you want them to be.

You are not bad, you are cool. :)
| 6410|6350|2002-08-02 06:39:05|tompaulsen2002|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> Is there any chance of Yamaha implementing full functionality of 

this in a future OS? 

I doubt it, but who knows?

http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html
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http://www.behringer.com/02_products/prodindex.cfm?id=DI100&lang=eng


How about you resample the song with the Master fx on/off session?

Another trick would be to use an external FX-unit that has full MIDI 
implementation...
| 6411|6350|2002-08-02 06:45:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
Maybe there *is* a solution, but didn't try it yet.
It's very simple:

In the master fx page, assign the DRY/WET function of the selected 
master effect to a knob, and record the movements of this knob, 
effectively enabling/disabling the effect (I think).

- Robert

On Friday 02 August 2002 04:31, michelle_alisa wrote:
> Ah, sounds sad but true. Half-baked indeed, I was really hoping I
> could record these movements into songs because they are as valid
> and important a part of the sound as anything else (I'm
> generalizing but you know what I mean). To be able to quantize the
> ON/OFF switch would be great too, sometimes I have problems syncing
> it exactly at the beginning of a bar (i.e. the isolator) and it
> doesn't sound quite right.
>
> Is there any chance of Yamaha implementing full functionality of
> this in a future OS? I mean, how hard would it be?
>
> Thanks guys for your help and advice again!

| 6412|6350|2002-08-02 06:47:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
On Friday 02 August 2002 14:45, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Maybe there *is* a solution, but didn't try it yet.
> It's very simple:
>
> In the master fx page, assign the DRY/WET function of the selected
> master effect to a knob, and record the movements of this knob,
> effectively enabling/disabling the effect (I think).

Btw, the currently selected master fx is saved in the system data, so 
if you load an ALL+System file, the master fx is already set up 
correctly. All you need to do is switch is on.

- Robert
| 6413|6392|2002-08-02 06:57:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: check this site out! |
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > >http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html
> > 
> > wow...really on rs7k topic...
> > ah, fuck you, now i have thousands of windows that starts open in 
> front of 
> > me and have to close....
> 
> Alt+F4 is faster than any mouse...and don´t forget to check with 
> AdAware for dialler-soft...

Btw. the dude, person, shell-skript whatever posted this link is 
gone...i deleted his account here.
| 6414|6392|2002-08-02 07:12:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this site out! |
On Friday 02 August 2002 14:57, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Btw. the dude, person, shell-skript whatever posted this link is
> gone...i deleted his account here.

Aint life beautiful. :)
| 6415|6399|2002-08-02 07:14:22|pmlost|Re: BALANCED OR UNBALANCED ----DI-Box|
thanks Klaus for your fully info - more people like
you
best regards
peter/pm'

--- renntiger2 <junglebeast@web.de> wrote: > --- In
RS7000@y..., pmlost wrote:

> > Sorry Klaus, Can you explain me what is DI-box
> 
> A DI-box (DI stands for direct injection) converts
> an unbalanced
> signal into balanced. There are passive DI-boxes
> which use a simple
> transformer and more expensive (but more flexible)
> active DI-boxes
> which have a built-in amplifier. Active boxes are
> powered by 48V
> phantom power from the mixer or by a 9V battery. The
> downside of
> active boxes is that they may change the sound of
> the input a little
> (like any preamp). For a long distance (you don't

http://wrlee.iwarp.com/index.html
mailto:junglebeast@web.de


> need this for 5
> meter cables, I'm talking about 50m or so) from the
> RS (or any synth)
> to the mixer you can use a short unbalanced cable to
> connect the synth
> to an active DI-box (unbalanced in) and plug the
> balanced out of the
> box into a stage multicore to the mixer. This way
> you prevent external
> interferences by using balanced cables for the long
> distance and you
> prevent a signal drop at the synth output by the
> preamplifier within
> the DI-box. A cheap active box is the the Behringer
> Ultra-DI 100:
> 
>

http://www.behringer.com/02_products/prodindex.cfm?id=DI100&lang=eng

> 
> Peace,
> 
> Klaus
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> 
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot;
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> First RS community on the net. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 6416|6416|2002-08-02 07:44:01|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|newbie|
Hi,

I also scored an rs on ebay together with an 01V.

How do i check wich os is running. And is there an autosave feature?

regards,

J
| 6417|6350|2002-08-02 08:02:30|r_i_ p_e|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
My hacked way of getting around turning the master effects on/off using MIDI 
was to use the extra outputs on the AIEB2. You can control what output a 
track is assigned to using MIDI, so I ran four channels to the mixer and 
used MIDI to switch the output assignments.

I also tried recording two versions of the song, then switched between a 
pre-recorded dry version and a live master-effected version using MIDI 
control of the mixer.

A lot of the master effects don't have a wet/dry mix parameter (if I 
remember correctly?) or is WET/DRY available using MIDI and just not 
assigned to one of the four knobs? I don't have my RS manual handy here at 
the moment...

Oh also switching outputs is limited because of the track effects also being 
switched out.

cheers
ripe

>From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Master Effects and MIDI
>Date: Fri, 02 Aug 2002 12:39:03 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:
> > Is there any chance of Yamaha implementing full functionality of
>this in a future OS?
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>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 6418|6350|2002-08-02 08:10:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
On Friday 02 August 2002 16:02, r_i_ p_e wrote:

> A lot of the master effects don't have a wet/dry mix parameter (if
> I remember correctly?) or is WET/DRY available using MIDI and just
> not assigned to one of the four knobs? I don't have my RS manual
> handy here at the moment...

Except for the compressor, all the master effects have a DRY/WET 
parameter. The 4 master fx knobs are assigned to only a subset of the 
available parameters. Press the Master button twice to find the first 
master fx page. In this page you assign the knobs. In the following 
pages you get control over each of the parameters.

- Robert
| 6419|6419|2002-08-02 08:10:56|snejt|newbie needs help: Converting to song.... not ???|
hello everybody .-)

i´ve had this beauty a couple of weeks now, and generally I´m 
more than pleased. but I´ve run into a problem (bug ???) I´m
not 
able to get my head around. When converting a pattern chain into 
a song some of the sound parameters on one of my tracks 
disapears. I don´t know exactely which parmeters that are 
changed (it´s a bit hard going back and forth between the pattern 
and song and check it manually) The LFO is affected for sure: I 
use a bpm synced lfo in the pattern; when convering to song this 
is suddenly turned off, but there are probably more parameters 
being changed, without my "permission"... anyone ? please...
| 6420|6362|2002-08-02 08:32:19|Jez|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
Heres what I did.......

Say your working on a pattern

save it as a normal pattern
then save again as an SMF (give the pattern the same name)

load up the normal pattern in the RS
load up the SMF file in Cubase
make sure midi connections are correct
the MIDI file should be on one track - dissolve it
delete first imported track- the undissolved one
all RS tracks should be in a separate midi track in SX and perfectly
'snapped to grid'
play back
edit at leisure

that may sould a bit patronising but it may help others who ain't got SX yet

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "jonathans88" <jonathans88@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2002 6:12 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)

> Ok..
>
> Here's the weird thing..
>
> I saved a style/pattern as smf...and imported into SX.
>
> It opened as one file, and played the part perfect - - but the weird
> thing is that when you open it in the key editor, the only notes
> that play back, should you decide to pencil in a note, are drums
> sounds, or should I say, basically, anything that is present on the
> RS7000, should you hit the "keyboard" function.
>
> However, when it plays the midi file, it's grabbing the style info
> and parts from somewhere, I just can't see them on the midi track
> info, I see notes in the key editor (SX) that correspond to the
> sounds I'm hearing from the RS, yet it I click on one of the notes
> on the midi track, it's triggering the DRUMs 1-16, a-j, keys....
> or whatever happens to be mapped on the RS keys section.
>
> This make sense?!?!
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jonathans88" wrote:
> > I have cubase SX...
> >
> > could you explain the part about saving your pattern as a SMF
> file??
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > would like to try that...(( he suddenly reconsiders. ..(grin))
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> > peace
> >
> >
> > j
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:
> > > > Hello again,
> > > >
> > > > Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the
> > > RS
> > > > works with cubase SX.
> > > >
> > > > It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF
> > > importing
> > > > into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks
> > > within SX
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full
> > > > automation then played back.
> > > >
> > > > I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual
> > > > Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be
> > > rendered
> > > > to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole
> > > >
> > > > Marvelous
> > > >
> > > > Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX
> > > (due
> > > > to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz
> > > >
> > > > Jez
> > >
> > > Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would
> > > save you lots of Euro...;)
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 6421|6362|2002-08-02 08:38:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
On Friday 02 August 2002 16:32, Jez wrote:

> that may sould a bit patronising but it may help others who ain't
> got SX yet

YET????

No way buddy ;)

- Robert
| 6422|6362|2002-08-02 10:12:05|Jez|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
c'mon Robert you know you want to.................;-)

a few reasons :-

It's a totally new program that blows VST out the water, built from the
ground up

Logic users are coming over in their droves (check cubase.net forums) and
coming up with some great ideas for features from logic.

steinberg are doing deals with ex logic users

http://www.steinberg.net/the_magic_of_sx/index.phtml?sid=04733483

Macs are overpriced ZX81's

You get a nice blue Dongle with a little red LED with it :-)

need I say more ;-)

Jez

ps I can send you the getting started PDF if you wish
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----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2002 3:38 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)

> On Friday 02 August 2002 16:32, Jez wrote:
>
> > that may sould a bit patronising but it may help others who ain't
> > got SX yet
>
> YET????
>
> No way buddy ;)
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 6423|6392|2002-08-02 10:46:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: check this site out! |
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 02 August 2002 14:57, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> 
> > Btw. the dude, person, shell-skript whatever posted this link 

is

> > gone...i deleted his account here.
> 
> Aint life beautiful. :)

I know...i was without any mercy...it said "Think what you're doing 
Dave..." And i thought...what the heck is IT calling me Dave...and 
shortly before i was about to pull the plug it said..."I think you 
should sit calmly down...take a stress pill and think over it, 
Dave"...hey you little SPAM bastard? I am NOT Dave!...schawupp...and 
it was gone the way all virtual lifeforms go...after you deleted a 
file.../dev/null....;))

But that's all philosophical...I am still amazed how strongly those 
little dwarfs are working inside the RS...

No i didn't take any stress pill's...i am always like that...
| 6424|6350|2002-08-02 11:51:50|michelle_alisa|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
Hmmm... interesting workaround! Thanks Robert, I'll give this a try when I have a chance. This is interesting.

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Maybe there *is* a solution, but didn't try it yet.
> It's very simple:
> 
> In the master fx page, assign the DRY/WET function of the selected 
> master effect to a knob, and record the movements of this knob, 
> effectively enabling/disabling the effect (I think).
> 
> - Robert

| 6425|6350|2002-08-02 11:53:36|michelle_alisa|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
Thanks Tom... hmmm... resampling is not a comfortable option for me because it leaves things "frozen". I could use an external FX unit on the whole mix,
which one would you recommend? I'm still trying to work this out. I don't know how a lot of DJs/producers do it but I've seen things like the new Kaoss
Pad (which has a MIDI in apparently).

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:
> > Is there any chance of Yamaha implementing full functionality of 
> this in a future OS? 
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> 
> I doubt it, but who knows?
> 
> How about you resample the song with the Master fx on/off session?
> 
> Another trick would be to use an external FX-unit that has full MIDI 
> implementation...

| 6426|6426|2002-08-02 12:35:09|Chris Dooley|soundcards|
with this little discussion of soundcards, i will chip in with a question.

anyone have experiences with the delta 44 or 66?
any good?

and how about the quattro?

thanks

d
| 6427|6362|2002-08-02 13:51:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
On Friday 02 August 2002 18:12, Jez wrote:

> c'mon Robert you know you want to.................;-)
>
> a few reasons :-
>
> It's a totally new program that blows VST out the water, built from
> the ground up

Boring....

>
> Logic users are coming over in their droves (check cubase.net
> forums) and coming up with some great ideas for features from
> logic.

That because logic is no longer available on windows, not because 
cubase is such a great product...

>
> steinberg are doing deals with ex logic users
>
> http://www.steinberg.net/the_magic_of_sx/index.phtml?sid=04733483

Yawn...

>
> Macs are overpriced ZX81's

Love the ZX81...

>
> You get a nice blue Dongle with a little red LED with it :-)
>
> need I say more ;-)

REALLY!!! With a red LED in it?????
Oh man, I'm SOLD! YES!!! CUBASE!!! I'M BAAAAAACCCKKKK!!!!!
| 6428|6392|2002-08-02 13:53:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this site out! |
On Friday 02 August 2002 18:46, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Friday 02 August 2002 14:57, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > > Btw. the dude, person, shell-skript whatever posted this link
>
> is
>
> > > gone...i deleted his account here.
> >
> > Aint life beautiful. :)
>
> I know...i was without any mercy...it said "Think what you're doing
> Dave..." And i thought...what the heck is IT calling me Dave...and
> shortly before i was about to pull the plug it said..."I think you
> should sit calmly down...take a stress pill and think over it,
> Dave"...hey you little SPAM bastard? I am NOT
> Dave!...schawupp...and it was gone the way all virtual lifeforms
> go...after you deleted a file.../dev/null....;))

Too many (great) movies Tom.

>
> But that's all philosophical...I am still amazed how strongly those
> little dwarfs are working inside the RS...

One day we'll have a good talk about these dwarfs...

http://www.steinberg.net/the_magic_of_sx/index.phtml?sid=04733483


>
> No i didn't take any stress pill's...i am always like that...

And you can actually *live* with that? ;)

- Robert
| 6429|6350|2002-08-02 14:30:05|tompaulsen2002|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> Thanks Tom... hmmm... resampling is not a comfortable option for me 
> because it leaves things "frozen". 

That´s what i thought. How about you record it "dry" into 
Cubase/Logic and use FX-Plug-Ins on it? :) That would give you the 
ability to also sync/quantize the FX as you mentioned in an earlier 
posting. 

>I could use an external FX unit on the whole mix, which one would 

you recommend? 

Sheeesh, there are a whole lotta untis out. The Kaoss pad is quite 
popular in the DJ-scene, also nice to start with but no MIDI-control 
Alesis AirFX. Better ones, but with less freaky algorithms... Lexicon 
MPX series, or TC electronic M300 (brandnew came this year out), or 
if you can try to get s/h Electrix MO-FX or anything from Electrix 
(they stopped their business unfortunately recently...though their 
hardware was very good ).
Personally i am using a BOSS SE50. Those you can get very inexpensive 
second hand and the quality is ok. They have the advantage that you 
can chain a couple of effects and create in this way some very 
interesting FX.

Oh and don´t forget to check what software FX Plug-ins are out 
there...there are some real nifty ones...like the "NorthPole" which 
is freeware.

>I'm still trying to work this out. I don't know how a lot of
> DJs/producers do it but I've seen things like the new Kaoss Pad 
>(which has a MIDI in apparently).

Have fun while searching the right tool for yourself...:)

I had, when i started get to know this and i still have learning 
about new things...like recently i found more out about a Theremin...
the sound is not spectacular...but the free hand control (a bit like 
Rolands D-Beam, but much better) seems to be big fun...but also very 
difficult to learn, if real melodies should be the result...

Happy musicmaking,

Tom
| 6430|6392|2002-08-02 14:38:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: check this site out! |
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > But that's all philosophical...I am still amazed how strongly 

those

> > little dwarfs are working inside the RS...
> 
> One day we'll have a good talk about these dwarfs...

You mean "with"...:)))

> 
> >
> > No i didn't take any stress pill's...i am always like that...
> 
> And you can actually *live* with that? ;)

Ask my wife...;)...or the little dwarfs inside my RS, who are making 
all that music and lighting all those little LEDs by running in 
a "hamster"wheel...
| 6431|6362|2002-08-02 16:26:04|Jez|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
he he :-)

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2002 8:51 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)

> On Friday 02 August 2002 18:12, Jez wrote:
> > c'mon Robert you know you want to.................;-)
> >
> > a few reasons :-
> >
> > It's a totally new program that blows VST out the water, built from
> > the ground up
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>
> Boring....
>
> >
> > Logic users are coming over in their droves (check cubase.net
> > forums) and coming up with some great ideas for features from
> > logic.
>
> That because logic is no longer available on windows, not because
> cubase is such a great product...
>
> >
> > steinberg are doing deals with ex logic users
> >
> > http://www.steinberg.net/the_magic_of_sx/index.phtml?sid=04733483
>
> Yawn...
>
> >
> > Macs are overpriced ZX81's
>
> Love the ZX81...
>
> >
> > You get a nice blue Dongle with a little red LED with it :-)
> >
> > need I say more ;-)
>
> REALLY!!! With a red LED in it?????
> Oh man, I'm SOLD! YES!!! CUBASE!!! I'M BAAAAAACCCKKKK!!!!!
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> * Unofficial RS7K FAQ:
> * http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> * Yamaha Official http://www.motifator.com
> * Yamaha Official http://www.yamahasynth.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your &amp;quot;My
Preferences&amp;quot; at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> First RS community on the net.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 6432|6337|2002-08-02 16:27:38|michelle_alisa|Re: A/D Setup bug? Won't save parameters?|
The A/D Setup not saving definitely seems to be a bug. I hope they get this fixed in the next OS release, I'm sure any of us who use the useful inputs
will appreciate it!

Michelle
| 6433|6392|2002-08-02 16:46:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this site out! |
On Friday 02 August 2002 22:38, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > But that's all philosophical...I am still amazed how strongly
>
> those
>
> > > little dwarfs are working inside the RS...
> >
> > One day we'll have a good talk about these dwarfs...
>
> You mean "with"...:)))

Uh oh, I see a lot of work coming...

>
> > > No i didn't take any stress pill's...i am always like that...
> >
> > And you can actually *live* with that? ;)
>
> Ask my wife...;)...or the little dwarfs inside my RS, who are
> making all that music and lighting all those little LEDs by running
> in a "hamster"wheel...

| 6435|6435|2002-08-02 20:17:51|volt0110|Re: just found new website |
Robert or Tom,
Can you throw out this this idiot, for the love of satan...

--- In RS7000@y..., "trllentes777" wrote:
> http://kjiuy.8k.com/index.html

| 6436|6350|2002-08-02 21:41:16|wasted/su700fan|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
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Robert van der Kamp/tompaulsen2002/other moderator:

See the quote from the Signature at the bottom of every message below.
Somehow a bunch of "&" and "quot" are appearing instead of whatever
is supposed to be there. Nothing major; just noticed it by reading the
bottom of one of the messages. Figured you might wanna correct it. :)

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> &amp;quot;My Preferences&amp;quot; at the 
> RS7K Yahoo account.

| 6437|6435|2002-08-03 01:26:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just found new website |
On Saturday 03 August 2002 04:17, volt0110 wrote:

> Robert or Tom,
> Can you throw out this this idiot, for the love of satan...
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "trllentes777" wrote:
> > http://kjiuy.8k.com/index.html

Done.

- Robert
| 6438|6350|2002-08-03 01:26:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
On Saturday 03 August 2002 05:41, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Robert van der Kamp/tompaulsen2002/other moderator:
>
> See the quote from the Signature at the bottom of every message
> below. Somehow a bunch of "&" and "quot" are appearing instead
> of whatever is supposed to be there. Nothing major; just noticed
> it by reading the bottom of one of the messages. Figured you might
> wanna correct it. :)

Done. Thanks,
Robert
| 6439|6350|2002-08-03 01:45:58|wasted/su700fan|Re: Master Effects and MIDI|
Looks great to me Robert! Thanks a lot! Might help people unfamiliar
with subscribe/unsub procedures.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: Saturday, August 03, 2002 3:27 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Master Effects and MIDI
> 
> On Saturday 03 August 2002 05:41, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > Robert van der Kamp/tompaulsen2002/other moderator:
> >
> > See the quote from the Signature at the bottom of every 
> message below. 
> > Somehow a bunch of "&" and "quot" are appearing instead 
> of whatever 
> > is supposed to be there. Nothing major; just noticed it by reading 
> > the bottom of one of the messages. Figured you might wanna correct 
> > it. :)
> 
> Done. Thanks,
> Robert

| 6440|6435|2002-08-03 02:47:46|tomfinegan|Re: just found new website |
--- In RS7000@y..., "volt0110" wrote:

> Robert or Tom,
> Can you throw out this this idiot, for the love of satan...
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "trllentes777" wrote:
> > http://kjiuy.8k.com/index.html

Yup, for the love of God, i did it. But...this is already the second 
time...i guess i have to moderate the member entry...
| 6441|6416|2002-08-03 06:37:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: newbie|
On Friday 02 August 2002 15:43, jeffry.laan@syngenta.com wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I also scored an rs on ebay together with an 01V.
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Both in one go? Cool. Congrats!

>
> How do i check wich os is running. And is there an autosave
> feature?

Read chapter two of our faq:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
for help on the currently running os. 

And no, there's no autosave option.

- Robert
| 6442|6419|2002-08-03 06:40:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: newbie needs help: Converting to song.... not ???|
On Friday 02 August 2002 16:10, snejt wrote:

> hello everybody .-)
>
> i´ve had this beauty a couple of weeks now, and generally I´m
> more than pleased. but I´ve run into a problem (bug ???) I´m
> not
> able to get my head around. When converting a pattern chain into
> a song some of the sound parameters on one of my tracks
> disapears. I don´t know exactely which parmeters that are
> changed (it´s a bit hard going back and forth between the pattern
> and song and check it manually) The LFO is affected for sure: I
> use a bpm synced lfo in the pattern; when convering to song this
> is suddenly turned off, but there are probably more parameters
> being changed, without my "permission"... anyone ? please...

The description is rather general, so I can't really say what's going 
on. Looks like the song is not using the voices you programmed in the 
patterns.

How many styles were you using for your song? How were the voices 
arranged? Did you use mixer of phrase voices?

- Robert
| 6443|6443|2002-08-03 12:17:36|kelly644|Samples going crazy|
Anyone help me with this?

When I use long samples, if I play it with a single note, it will 
play fine. But if I want to play a 3 note chord (Pad by the way), 
volume levels will go all funky and the tone on the right side will 
start sounding like it's coming out of a sid chip (IE, distorted low 
bit rate sample/metalicy).

I have plenty of ram left (Only using like 20 megs out of my 64) and 
I know it's not poly issues because it does it even when I have the 
sequences stop playing.

I've recorded a sample of this in mp3 format.

It can be located at http://www.geocities.com/kelly644/

File is called rs7kbug.mp3

Please only download it if you have the serious intention of helping 
because the many people on this list could easily take the page down.

The first time is a single note, the second is a low 3 note chord, 
the 3rd is a 4 note chord (3 medium, one low).

Thanks

- Kelly
| 6444|6443|2002-08-03 13:40:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Samples going crazy|
On Saturday 03 August 2002 20:17, kelly644 wrote:

> Anyone help me with this?
>
> When I use long samples, if I play it with a single note, it will
> play fine. But if I want to play a 3 note chord (Pad by the way),
> volume levels will go all funky and the tone on the right side will
> start sounding like it's coming out of a sid chip (IE, distorted
> low bit rate sample/metalicy).

How did you control that single tone to go to the right side?
I mean, is the distorted sample *another* voice or sample?

>
> I have plenty of ram left (Only using like 20 megs out of my 64)
> and I know it's not poly issues because it does it even when I have
> the sequences stop playing.

Your RAM is okay, I assume?
Ever tried to sample something until you run out of sample memory and 
then listen back to the whole thing? How much RAM does the RS claim 
is installed (shift-Utitity).

Nice sounding clip, btw.

- Robert

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.geocities.com/kelly644/


| 6445|6443|2002-08-03 16:18:02|kelly644|Re: Samples going crazy|

> How did you control that single tone to go to the right side?
> I mean, is the distorted sample *another* voice or sample?
> 

That's the thing, I didnt... it just does it by it's self, and makes 
that weird distorted crap. It's all one tone - It should sound like 
one elegent stereo pad.

It's worth noting that it was played by hand (From the RS 
keys/buttons), so there werent any other parts playing. If I DO play 
it in a sequence, some times a nother sample or 2 will start 
reverting to sid noises on the right side too.

> Your RAM is okay, I assume?

I assume too :) I got it used from nova musik.

> Ever tried to sample something until you run out of sample memory 

and 

> then listen back to the whole thing?

Just did now. I held it in a chord and then sped it up with pitch 
bend (So I wouldnt have to site there for 4 minutes) and it started 
to do the weird crap around the last half to quarter of the sample. 
But this time to both speakers.

How much RAM does the RS claim 

> is installed (shift-Utitity).

On start up, it says 65535Kb

> 
> Nice sounding clip, btw.

Thanks. It's from the CS6x (IMO, one of the best RS7k companions) and 
the RS7k captures it in a way that makes it sound really good.
| 6446|6443|2002-08-03 16:27:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Samples going crazy|
On Sunday 04 August 2002 00:18, kelly644 wrote:

> Just did now. I held it in a chord and then sped it up with pitch
> bend (So I wouldnt have to site there for 4 minutes) and it started
> to do the weird crap around the last half to quarter of the sample.
> But this time to both speakers.

Could be bad RAM.
Try again. Reboot the RS and try with another sample. See if it fails 
around the same point in time. If the problem repeats, you probably 
have bad RAM. Make sure you reboot the RS before every test, so make 
sure the sampling process gets a fresh memory every time.

The FAQ mentions the RAM specs. Does your RAM meet these? (The FAQ 
also metions a good supplier.)

- Robert
| 6447|6443|2002-08-03 16:36:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: Samples going crazy|
Several questions/considerations:

1) Any of the effects running? Variation? Reverb/Delay? Chorus? Master
FX? In other words, is everything set to 100% dry? If anything's
running in the background effects-wise sometimes that makes your sample
sound weird (depending on the FX chosen in setup).

2) Is this a single sample "pitched" across the keyboard? Would assume
it is, since you said you played chords. Or is it a drum kit style
sample?

3) Is the sample panned left/right? Or Random Pan? That could cause a
problem as far as it coming out of the right speaker or other weird pan
issue.

4) Is the sample stereo or mono? (I assume stereo from your previous
posting info.) Have you tried resampling the sound again to see if you
still get the same results? Perhaps somehow the sampling procedure
didn't go right?

5) How was the sample recorded? Kit, Kit+Note, Slice+Seq, or Pitch?
Obviously depending on how it was sampled may affect what you're trying
to play back. Since it sounds like you're trying to play a long sample,
it should've probably been sampled in Pitch mode.

You have the right # of Kb of RAM, so it's reading it properly.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com


The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: kelly644 [mailto:kelly644@yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Saturday, August 03, 2002 6:18 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Samples going crazy
> 
> > How did you control that single tone to go to the right 
> side? I mean, 
> > is the distorted sample *another* voice or sample?
> > 
> 
> That's the thing, I didnt... it just does it by it's self, and makes 
> that weird distorted crap. It's all one tone - It should sound like 
> one elegent stereo pad.
> 
> It's worth noting that it was played by hand (From the RS 
> keys/buttons), so there werent any other parts playing. If I DO play 
> it in a sequence, some times another sample or 2 will start 
> reverting to sid noises on the right side too.
> 
> > Your RAM is okay, I assume?
> 
> I assume too :) I got it used from nova musik.
> 
> > Ever tried to sample something until you run out of sample memory
> and 
> > then listen back to the whole thing?
> 
> Just did now. I held it in a chord and then sped it up with pitch 
> bend (So I wouldnt have to site there for 4 minutes) and it started 
> to do the weird crap around the last half to quarter of the sample. 
> But this time to both speakers.
> 
> How much RAM does the RS claim 
> > is installed (shift-Utitity).
> 
> On start up, it says 65535Kb
> 
> > 
> > Nice sounding clip, btw.
> 
> Thanks. It's from the CS6x (IMO, one of the best RS7k companions) and 
> the RS7k captures it in a way that makes it sound really good.

| 6448|6443|2002-08-03 16:48:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: Samples going crazy|
One more thing I forgot:

6) Have you tried the Utility Mode job "Wave Memory Optimize?" That
helps to make sample memory one long contiguous section instead of
chopped up sections that are possible if you've been adding/deleting
samples from multiple sampling jobs?

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net] 
> Sent: Saturday, August 03, 2002 6:36 PM
> To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: Samples going crazy
> 
> 
> Several questions/considerations:
> 
> 1) Any of the effects running? Variation? Reverb/Delay? 
> Chorus? Master FX? In other words, is everything set to 100% 
> dry? If anything's running in the background effects-wise 
> sometimes that makes your sample sound weird (depending on 
> the FX chosen in setup).
> 
> 2) Is this a single sample "pitched" across the keyboard? 
> Would assume it is, since you said you played chords. Or is 
> it a drum kit style sample?
> 
> 3) Is the sample panned left/right? Or Random Pan? That 
> could cause a problem as far as it coming out of the right 
> speaker or other weird pan issue.
> 
> 4) Is the sample stereo or mono? (I assume stereo from your 
> previous posting info.) Have you tried resampling the sound 
> again to see if you still get the same results? Perhaps 
> somehow the sampling procedure didn't go right?
> 
> 5) How was the sample recorded? Kit, Kit+Note, Slice+Seq, or 
> Pitch? Obviously depending on how it was sampled may affect 
> what you're trying to play back. Since it sounds like you're 
> trying to play a long sample, it should've probably been 
> sampled in Pitch mode.

http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
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> 
> You have the right # of Kb of RAM, so it's reading it properly.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 6449|6449|2002-08-05 00:30:39|mr_roboto24|Meter in Pattern Chain|
Hello all, I was wondering: I have a song I'm doing in Pattern Chain 
mode that's in 7/4 time. Is there a way to change the count from 4 
to 7? It kind of throws the whole thing off if I can't. 

Please help!
mr_roboto24
| 6450|6449|2002-08-05 04:39:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Meter in Pattern Chain|
On Monday 05 August 2002 08:30, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> Hello all, I was wondering: I have a song I'm doing in Pattern
> Chain mode that's in 7/4 time. Is there a way to change the count
> from 4 to 7? It kind of throws the whole thing off if I can't.

I tried to change it, but couldn't find a meter parameter. Stupid. :(

As a workaround you could devote one track to the metronome, and 
record a nice 7/4 hihat pattern. Additionally, insert one or two bars 
of only this track in the chain, as a precount.

- Robert
| 6451|6451|2002-08-05 11:16:16|arveyman|Don't tell me this can't be done...|
Situation sketch:
I'm running the RS together with the Electribe ES-1 and because the 
ES-1 lags some 25ms when it is set to SLAVE, i use it as MASTER. So 
far so good.. But here's the catch: i cannot turn off the midi-out of 
the ES-1 AND cannot turn off the MIDI in of the RS (for that specific 
channel) ARRggg! This drives me nuts because i have to devote 1 
channel to set the volume to 0..!
Why is there a midi filter if u cannot use it to filter the midi-in 
data?!

heeeellp! Robert??

gr,
Arv (devoted RS user, but a bit pissed off at this moment)
| 6452|6452|2002-08-05 12:28:28|mrshy33|To all logic user.|
How do you like using the Yamaha RS 7000 with Logic Audio, is 
this working well for you or not ?

Also are you a Mac user Or PC ?
| 6453|6451|2002-08-05 13:15:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: Don't tell me this can't be done...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> Arv (devoted RS user, but a bit pissed off at this moment)

Be pissed off with Korg for not implementing proper MIDI-out filter 
on your Electribe and for providing a proper MIDI-sync.

I don´t see any other way than you already did it. Other trick would 
be to invest some money into an external MIDI-filterbox...here you 
can find one: http://music.ashbysolutions.com/cwheel

The owner of this little manufactury is Bruce Wahler a fellow 
musician from the AN1x Yahoo Group.
| 6454|6451|2002-08-05 13:17:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: Don't tell me this can't be done...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> Arv (devoted RS user, but a bit pissed off at this moment)

Be pissed off with Korg for not implementing proper MIDI-out filter 
on your Electribe and for providing a proper MIDI-sync, like they did 
on the RS. You can´t filter MIDI-in on the RS, but MIDI-out. Acutally 
i don´t know any synth/workstation/sampler/hardware sequencer where 
you can filter MIDI-in...are you sure you can´t turn the MIDI-out off 
on the Korg?

I don´t see any other way than you already did it. Other trick would 
be to invest some money into an external MIDI-filterbox...here you 
can find one: http://music.ashbysolutions.com/cwheel

The owner of this little manufactury is Bruce Wahler a fellow 
musician from the AN1x Yahoo Group.
| 6455|6452|2002-08-05 13:20:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: To all logic user.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:

> How do you like using the Yamaha RS 7000 with Logic Audio, is 
> this working well for you or not ?
> 
> Also are you a Mac user Or PC ?

Rob, your chance to show us, why Logic is better than SX...;) in 
combination with the RS...
| 6456|6452|2002-08-05 14:13:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: To all logic user.|
On Monday 05 August 2002 20:28, mrshy33 wrote:
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> How do you like using the Yamaha RS 7000 with Logic Audio, is
> this working well for you or not ?

I use LAG on windows (sorry for that ;) as master and slave the RS in 
Pattern mode. Before you start the song, you have to 'reset' the RS 
to the start of the pattern, or else it will continue at the current 
position (in pattern mode, the RS won't slave to MTC).

I managed to control the pattern selection from Logic using sysex 
codes. Very nice.

I also mute/unmute tracks at will from logic using CCs.

I have the RS play it's own phrases that trigger RS sounds, but also 
have midi sequences in Logic that trigger RS sounds.

All of this is not Logic specific, btw, and will work equally well in 
any other sequencers, I guess.

- Robert
| 6457|6451|2002-08-05 14:14:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Don't tell me this can't be done...|
I'll give this problem one more try tomorrow and let you know if I 
found a solution. The current idea is that there's no way to mute the 
TG inputs, only the sequencer's inputs.

- Robert

On Monday 05 August 2002 19:16, arveyman wrote:
> Situation sketch:
> I'm running the RS together with the Electribe ES-1 and because the
> ES-1 lags some 25ms when it is set to SLAVE, i use it as MASTER. So
> far so good.. But here's the catch: i cannot turn off the midi-out
> of the ES-1 AND cannot turn off the MIDI in of the RS (for that
> specific channel) ARRggg! This drives me nuts because i have to
> devote 1 channel to set the volume to 0..!
> Why is there a midi filter if u cannot use it to filter the midi-in
> data?!
>
> heeeellp! Robert??
>
> gr,
> Arv (devoted RS user, but a bit pissed off at this moment)
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6458|6458|2002-08-05 17:01:00|harald.zoufal@t-mobile.at|Nicht im Büro / Out of the office |
Ich werde ab 05.08.2002 nicht im Büro sein. Ich kehre zurück am
23.08.2002.

I will be out of the office between August 5th - 23rd 2002.

mfG / best regards

Harald Zoufal
| 6459|6362|2002-08-05 17:04:46|Delobbo101|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
What's "better"? Cubase SX or Cubase VST? Here is my setup: 4 
keyboards, computer+ Delta 66 audio interface, Midiman midisport 4x4, 
lots of VST's... what is best for me? SX or VST? I don't know the 
difference between the two... can anyone give me an experienced-
based review of either one?

thanks!

RRR

--- In RS7000@y..., "jonathans88" wrote:
> I have cubase SX...
> 
> could you explain the part about saving your pattern as a SMF file??
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> would like to try that...(( he suddenly reconsiders. ..(grin))
> peace
> 
> 
> j
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:
> > > Hello again,

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> > > 
> > > Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the 
> > RS 
> > > works with cubase SX.
> > > 
> > > It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF 
> > importing 
> > > into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks 
> > within SX
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full 
> > > automation then played back.
> > > 
> > > I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual 
> > > Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be 
> > rendered 
> > > to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole
> > > 
> > > Marvelous
> > > 
> > > Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX 
> > (due 
> > > to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz 
> > > 
> > > Jez
> > 
> > Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would 
> > save you lots of Euro...;)

| 6460|6362|2002-08-05 17:23:06|Delobbo101|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
oops I just found the answer to my own question - SX is the brand new 
version.. VST is an old version.. I think I'll have to take 
SX.... ;)

RRR

--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> What's "better"? Cubase SX or Cubase VST? Here is my setup: 4 
> keyboards, computer+ Delta 66 audio interface, Midiman midisport 
4x4, 
> lots of VST's... what is best for me? SX or VST? I don't know 
the 
> difference between the two... can anyone give me an experienced-
> based review of either one?
> 
> thanks!
> 
> RRR
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jonathans88" wrote:
> > I have cubase SX...
> > 
> > could you explain the part about saving your pattern as a SMF 
file??
> > 
> > Thanks, 
> > 
> > would like to try that...(( he suddenly reconsiders. ..(grin))
> > peace
> > 
> > 
> > j
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "jezjacksonuk" wrote:
> > > > Hello again,
> > > > 
> > > > Not posted for a while but would like to mention how well the 
> > > RS 
> > > > works with cubase SX.
> > > > 
> > > > It's a simple as saving your RS patterns or songs as SMF 
> > > importing 
> > > > into SX then dissolving the parts into separate midi tracks 
> > > within SX
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Each track then can be edited to your hearts desire with full 
> > > > automation then played back.
> > > > 
> > > > I love this as I can now change the midi tracks to Virtual 
> > > > Instruments if I wish then when complete each track can be 
> > > rendered 
> > > > to audio with each track mastered separatly or as a whole
> > > > 
> > > > Marvelous
> > > > 
> > > > Just thought some of you logic users may be a bit weary of SX 
> > > (due 
> > > > to Emagic bailing out) don't be, it's the biz 
> > > > 
> > > > Jez



> > > 
> > > Thank you Jez...oh well, Robert...i told you...try it...would 
> > > save you lots of Euro...;)

| 6461|6451|2002-08-06 03:20:29|arveyman|Re: Don't tell me this can't be done...|
Yeah, i thought so. It is (like Tom says) a problem of the Korg 
unit 'cause you cannot turn midi-out off. Which is pretty funny 
because if you sync another tribe to it, the latter does not react to 
te incoming not-commands! :confused: Is it a Korg-thang?

thanx 4 the help
rv

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> I'll give this problem one more try tomorrow and let you know if I 
> found a solution. The current idea is that there's no way to mute 
the 
> TG inputs, only the sequencer's inputs.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Monday 05 August 2002 19:16, arveyman wrote:
> > Situation sketch:
> > I'm running the RS together with the Electribe ES-1 and because 
the
> > ES-1 lags some 25ms when it is set to SLAVE, i use it as MASTER. 
So
> > far so good.. But here's the catch: i cannot turn off the midi-out
> > of the ES-1 AND cannot turn off the MIDI in of the RS (for that
> > specific channel) ARRggg! This drives me nuts because i have to
> > devote 1 channel to set the volume to 0..!
> > Why is there a midi filter if u cannot use it to filter the midi-
in
> > data?!
> >
> > heeeellp! Robert??
> >
> > gr,
> > Arv (devoted RS user, but a bit pissed off at this moment)
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6462|6458|2002-08-06 13:04:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: Nicht im Büro / Out of the office|
--- In RS7000@y..., harald.zoufal@t... wrote:

> Ich werde ab 05.08.2002 nicht im Büro sein. Ich kehre zurück am
> 23.08.2002.
> 
> I will be out of the office between August 5th - 23rd 2002.
> 
> mfG / best regards
> 
> Harald Zoufal

Oh well SUPER! What an idiot! Don´t tell me we will get now this 
OUTLOOK crap each time we post a message...those 
austrians...tststs...i guess someone will gets back into pending 
status...;)
| 6463|6362|2002-08-06 13:11:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 and cubase SX (a dream:-)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:

> What's "better"? Cubase SX or Cubase VST? Here is my setup: 4 
> keyboards, computer+ Delta 66 audio interface, Midiman midisport 

4x4, 

> lots of VST's... what is best for me? SX or VST? I don't know 

the 

> difference between the two... can anyone give me an experienced-
> based review of either one?

Download a trial of SX and ask the question on a "Cubase-d" group. 
(SCNR) ;)

Tom
| 6464|6464|2002-08-06 13:33:47|Bryan Rodgers|RE: [RS7000] Re: Nicht im Büro / Out of the office|
if it works correctly, we should only get it once...

B
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-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2002 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Nicht im Büro / Out of the office

--- In RS7000@y..., harald.zoufal@t... wrote:
> Ich werde ab 05.08.2002 nicht im Büro sein. Ich kehre zurück am
> 23.08.2002.
> 
> I will be out of the office between August 5th - 23rd 2002.
> 
> mfG / best regards
> 
> Harald Zoufal

Oh well SUPER! What an idiot! Don´t tell me we will get now this 
OUTLOOK crap each time we post a message...those 
austrians...tststs...i guess someone will gets back into pending 
status...;)
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<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6465|6465|2002-08-06 13:50:20|Steve Roitstein|imported loops|
Hi All,

I'm news to the rs7k and this group but not to music technology. I 
have read the manual but so far I have not found what I seek.

I have a Macintosh based studio and I am creating and editing loops 
there, and sending them via SCSI to the rs7k. Despite some very 
intermittent connections, that seems to work.

What I can't figure out is what is the best way to incorporate these 
loops into the rs patterns. I record a phrase with the loop being 
triggered at the beginning of a measure, and it plays predictably. 
But there are two problems:

1. If mute the track, when it is unmuted, it won't sound again until 
the downbeat comes when it is originally triggered.

2. Tempo changes are not reflected in the beat. I'm sure I needs to 
be slicing the loop but I can't seem to figure this out.

Thanks for any help!

Please reply to me as well as the group!
| 6466|6466|2002-08-06 13:51:24|Steve Roitstein|quick zeroing out of effects|
Another question:

After messing around with effects on tracks, is there a quick way to 
get back to wherever the track was before tweaking?

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com
http://www.riotmusic.com/
| 6467|6467|2002-08-06 13:53:12|Steve Roitstein|looking for a kick start|
If there's anyone in the South Florida area that knows the rs7k 
pretty well and wants to give a tutorial for either $ or bartering, 
please contact me.
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Also, if there's a good tutorial video or CD, please point me in that 
direction.

Thanks!

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com
http://www.riotmusic.com/
| 6468|6465|2002-08-06 14:40:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: imported loops|
On Tuesday 06 August 2002 22:55, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> Hi All,
>
> I'm news to the rs7k and this group but not to music technology. I
> have read the manual but so far I have not found what I seek.

Welcome Steve!
Good to hear you read the manual. :)

>
> I have a Macintosh based studio and I am creating and editing loops
> there, and sending them via SCSI to the rs7k. Despite some very
> intermittent connections, that seems to work.
>
> What I can't figure out is what is the best way to incorporate
> these loops into the rs patterns. I record a phrase with the loop
> being triggered at the beginning of a measure, and it plays 
> predictably. But there are two problems:
>
> 1. If mute the track, when it is unmuted, it won't sound again
> until the downbeat comes when it is originally triggered.

Change the TG Mute mode from Midi to Audio. That should do it. You'll 
find this parameter in the Utility pages.

>
> 2. Tempo changes are not reflected in the beat. I'm sure I needs to
> be slicing the loop but I can't seem to figure this out.

Slicing would fix that problem indeed. Did you read the faq already?
You'll find the url at the bottom of each message: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
In section 2.4 there's a link to the Yamaha power user's guide, with a 
dedicated chapter on slicing. Very informative. If that still doesn't 
help, simply ask again.

- Robert
| 6469|6466|2002-08-06 14:42:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: quick zeroing out of effects|
On Tuesday 06 August 2002 22:56, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> Another question:
>
> After messing around with effects on tracks, is there a quick way
> to get back to wherever the track was before tweaking?

Yep, use scene memories for that. Please look it up in your manual. 
They store the settings for *all* tracks, btw.

- Robert
| 6470|6470|2002-08-06 15:07:02|michelle_alisa|OT: broken MU100R with distorted sounds... does anyone know?|
Hi all again,

I have a broken Yamaha MU100R. Now while this isn't a direct sibling to the RS7000, I figured I ask here because I can't seem to find help *anywhere*
else :(. What the problem is, is that I'm assuming based on several other scattered problem reports on the Net, that because of dry soldering, half of
the sounds on the whole module sound all distorted and crackly and metallic. It's a weird problem, sometimes the sounds go back to normal but in a few
hours they always resort to their bad state.

Now I tried to write and phone around, I'm in Canada but Yamaha have been giving me the go-around and I've basically been playing a bad kind of tag and
am very frustrated. I don't know quite how to ask this, but does anyone know what the authorized Yamaha repair centers are in British Columbia, Canada?
I'm several hours from Vancouver and I want to find out more about this problem... I'm not covered under warranty I don't think as I bought this item as
a B-stock from Musician's Friend (I was able to get it through the US because I had it shipped to a friend traveling over the border) a little over a
year ago.

If anyone knows more about this problem or who I can write to at Yamaha, please let me know. I heard there's a man at Yamaha Canada named Alan McPherson
who knows about this stuff, but I can't get in touch with him. I'd be so grateful... THANKS!!!

Michelle
| 6471|6471|2002-08-06 19:00:00|kussersmith|for the wishlist if it aint too late......|
maybe somebody knows where this feature is but i cant find it 
anywhere:

Pattern Chain mode, Pattern edit screen: the ability to change all 
measures from 4/4 to what ever all at once

-K-
| 6472|6470|2002-08-06 19:59:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: OT: broken MU100R with distorted sounds... does anyone know?|
Michelle--

Don't know if this will help you much but there's a bunch of musicians
using various instruments (Yamaha included) on the Music-Bar email list
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at ampfea.org (formerly TekLab). They are a very helpful and friendly
bunch in general and maybe someone on that list might own or have had
problems with the MU100R. You might also want to try several other
lists on the ampfea.org site, mainly the A-list. If interested in
posting your question there, go to

http://www.ampfea.org/mailman/listinfo

for info on how to join the ampfea mailing lists. Hopefully somebody
there might be of assistance if noone here has had experience with the
MU100R or maybe point you to a Yamaha rep or service center that might
be helpful. Good Luck! FWIW, I vaguely remember hearing about problems
with one of the MU line of products about the sound being choppy.
Either due to a sound ROM chip that degraded or maybe bad manufacturing
(i.e. soldering you mentioned).

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: michelle_alisa [mailto:michelle_alisa@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2002 5:07 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] OT: broken MU100R with distorted sounds... 
> does anyone know?
> 
> Hi all again,
> 
> I have a broken Yamaha MU100R. Now while this isn't a direct 
> sibling to the RS7000, I figured I ask here because I can't 
> seem to find help *anywhere* else :(. What the problem is, is 
> that I'm assuming based on several other scattered problem 
> reports on the Net, that because of dry soldering, half of 
> the sounds on the whole module sound all distorted and 
> crackly and metallic. It's a weird problem, sometimes the 
> sounds go back to normal but in a few hours they always 
> resort to their bad state.
> 
> Now I tried to write and phone around, I'm in Canada but 
> Yamaha have been giving me the go-around and I've basically 
> been playing a bad kind of tag and am very frustrated. I 
> don't know quite how to ask this, but does anyone know what 
> the authorized Yamaha repair centers are in British Columbia, 
> Canada? I'm several hours from Vancouver and I want to find 
> out more about this problem... I'm not covered under warranty 
> I don't think as I bought this item as a B-stock from 
> Musician's Friend (I was able to get it through the US 
> because I had it shipped to a friend traveling over the 
> border) a little over a year ago.
> 
> If anyone knows more about this problem or who I can write to 
> at Yamaha, please let me know. I heard there's a man at 
> Yamaha Canada named Alan McPherson who knows about this 
> stuff, but I can't get in touch with him. I'd be so 
> grateful... THANKS!!!
> 
> 
> Michelle

| 6473|6466|2002-08-06 20:02:10|wasted/su700fan|Re: quick zeroing out of effects|
Scenes/Markers were one of the coolest products that the RS7k inherited
from the SU700. Too bad there wasn't room on the RS7k's board for 8
Scenes like the SU700. Granted, they're more useful in Song mode but
also can have purposeful meaning if planned correctly in Style/Pattern
mode.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2002 4:42 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] quick zeroing out of effects
> 
> 
> On Tuesday 06 August 2002 22:56, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > Another question:
> >
> > After messing around with effects on tracks, is there a 
> quick way to 
> > get back to wherever the track was before tweaking?
> 
> Yep, use scene memories for that. Please look it up in your manual. 
> They store the settings for *all* tracks, btw.
> 
> - Robert

| 6474|6474|2002-08-06 20:14:40|Delobbo101|lost MIXER settings|
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I tried loading two separate ALL saves of full songs........ and I 
notice that all the settings for the MIXER section have been lost - 
for all tracks - those being - voice select, vol/pan/out, EQ, and 
effect send level..... am I missing something? Is there something 
else I can try? I could not imagine having to find all these sounds 
and settings again? Surely I could not find the exact same set..... 
any help appreciated. I loaded them up just as I normally do, and 
have been doing since I've had the RS........ 

thanks...

delobbo
| 6475|6474|2002-08-07 02:08:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lost MIXER settings|
On Wednesday 07 August 2002 04:14, Delobbo101 wrote:

> I tried loading two separate ALL saves of full songs........ and I
> notice that all the settings for the MIXER section have been lost -
> for all tracks - those being - voice select, vol/pan/out, EQ, and
> effect send level..... am I missing something? 

For two songs simulteneously? I can image one ALL file going bad, but 
two is on the high count. 

- Were these saved on a (old/bad/full) card or disk?

- Maybe you were toying with scene memories, as the missing parameters 
more or less their domain?

- Maybe you could factory reset the RS? This is unlikely, but maybe 
the internal memory is in bad shape...dunno.

> Is there something
> else I can try? I could not imagine having to find all these
> sounds and settings again? Surely I could not find the exact same
> set..... any help appreciated. I loaded them up just as I normally
> do, and have been doing since I've had the RS........

If none of the above seem to help, try this:
1. Load one of the ALL files, with missing voice/eq/etc settings.

2. In an empty style, load a PAT file, either from the same ALL file 
(by 'opening' the ALL file), or from another backup copy.

3. Locate the Track Copy job and notice that you can selectively copy 
certain parameters from one track to another, accross style 
boundaries. Unselect the SEQ EVENT and SAMPLE parameters, select all 
others. If this works, repeat this step for all tracks. 

- Robert
| 6476|6471|2002-08-07 02:17:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: for the wishlist if it aint too late......|
On Wednesday 07 August 2002 02:59, kussersmith wrote:

> maybe somebody knows where this feature is but i cant find it
> anywhere:
>
> Pattern Chain mode, Pattern edit screen: the ability to change all
> measures from 4/4 to what ever all at once

Sort of a workaround to be done before you programm the section 
numbers: 

1. In the Pattern Edit screen change the first measure from 4/4 to 
whatever.

2. Press Job and select the Copy Event job, and copy the first event a 
zillion times.

- Robert
| 6477|6477|2002-08-07 07:30:15|sod6969|Hi all!|
Just a little introduction to myself, because I'm new in this group.
I just bought a rs7000 and I'm very impressed of this nice machine!!!
My fav styles are D'n'B and House, but I also like other electronical 
music.
I'm 33 years old and I'm living in Germany.
That's it so far.
Cheers.
| 6478|6477|2002-08-07 08:16:48|arveyman|Re: Hi all!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:

> Just a little introduction to myself, because I'm new in this group.
> I just bought a rs7000 and I'm very impressed of this nice 

machine!!!

> My fav styles are D'n'B and House, but I also like other 

electronical 

> music.
> I'm 33 years old and I'm living in Germany.
> That's it so far.
> Cheers.



And you want a date, don't you?!

heheh, sorry just having fun.. :-)

Welcome another happy RS user!

Arv
| 6479|6474|2002-08-07 10:39:24|Delobbo101|Re: lost MIXER settings|

> For two songs simulteneously? I can image one ALL file going bad, 

but 

> two is on the high count. 

Hey Robert - thanks for the reply - here is a clarification - I 
loaded the ALL file that I have been working on for the past couple 
of weeks yesterday, and I noticed that none of the MIXER settings 
were saved for ANY style in this file save. However, all the 
sequence note data is there (just playing with the wrong sounds, EQ 
setting, etc). So I thought maybe something happened to the file, so 
I loaded an ALL file I had not worked on in maybe a month or so - and 
that load suffered from the same problem. So - it seems like it's 
something internally on the RS that has gone awry... I think the file 
saves are ok. They are saved on the 8MB Smartmedia card that came 
with the RS, which is maybe 90% empty (I don't have much on it) - I 
have kept the card in the RS since I've had it (I don't take it out 
ever).

> - Maybe you were toying with scene memories, as the missing 

parameters 

> more or less their domain?

Since I had saved scene memories, this morning I thought maybe 
pressing one of those would recall the soundset (I didn't think of 
this yesterday) - well no luck. It remembers the track muting - but 
not the other settings. So the data is there, but its almost like 
the whole MIXER section has been messed up.

> - Maybe you could factory reset the RS? This is unlikely, but maybe 
> the internal memory is in bad shape...dunno.

I could try doing that... I will try it tonight.

I will also try the other test you suggested. Thanks a lot for your 
advice.

delobbo
| 6480|6477|2002-08-07 11:00:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi all!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:
> > Just a little introduction to myself, because I'm new in this 

group.

> > I just bought a rs7000 and I'm very impressed of this nice 
> machine!!!
> > My fav styles are D'n'B and House, but I also like other 
> electronical 
> > music.
> > I'm 33 years old and I'm living in Germany.
> > That's it so far.
> > Cheers.
> 
> And you want a date, don't you?!

Arv, and you want the date with him, don´t you? Didn´t you just 
recently pointed out the advantages of hairy legs to us?

SCNR

However...you see...we are quite different here...hehe

Welcome from me too.

Tom (list moderator)
| 6481|6481|2002-08-07 11:26:12|Chris Dooley|sonar|
chuck cubase and logic.

get sonar xl!!

d
| 6482|6474|2002-08-07 11:38:40|mmittner|Re: lost MIXER settings|
hi!

check if 'voice setup to tg' (press 2x utility and 1x f4) is set to on. if it is set to off the rs behaves like you described, i just tried that.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> > For two songs simulteneously? I can image one ALL file going bad, 



> but 
> > two is on the high count. 
> 
> Hey Robert - thanks for the reply - here is a clarification - I 
> loaded the ALL file that I have been working on for the past couple 
> of weeks yesterday, and I noticed that none of the MIXER settings 
> were saved for ANY style in this file save. However, all the 
> sequence note data is there (just playing with the wrong sounds, EQ 
> setting, etc). So I thought maybe something happened to the file, so 
> I loaded an ALL file I had not worked on in maybe a month or so - and 
> that load suffered from the same problem. So - it seems like it's 
> something internally on the RS that has gone awry... I think the file 
> saves are ok. They are saved on the 8MB Smartmedia card that came 
> with the RS, which is maybe 90% empty (I don't have much on it) - I 
> have kept the card in the RS since I've had it (I don't take it out 
> ever).
> 
> > - Maybe you were toying with scene memories, as the missing 
> parameters 
> > more or less their domain?
> 
> Since I had saved scene memories, this morning I thought maybe 
> pressing one of those would recall the soundset (I didn't think of 
> this yesterday) - well no luck. It remembers the track muting - but 
> not the other settings. So the data is there, but its almost like 
> the whole MIXER section has been messed up.
> 
> > - Maybe you could factory reset the RS? This is unlikely, but maybe 
> > the internal memory is in bad shape...dunno.
> 
> I could try doing that... I will try it tonight.
> 
> I will also try the other test you suggested. Thanks a lot for your 
> advice.
> 
> delobbo

| 6483|6474|2002-08-07 12:25:50|Delobbo101|Re: lost MIXER settings|
mmittner - thanks - you know - I had messed around with that TG 
setting last week... it's my hope that it might be what's going on 
here! I will check it tonight and let you know!

Thanks for the help.

d

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> hi!
> 
> check if 'voice setup to tg' (press 2x utility and 1x f4) is set to 
on. if it is set to off the rs behaves like you described, i just 
tried that.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> > > For two songs simulteneously? I can image one ALL file going 
bad, 
> > but 
> > > two is on the high count. 
> > 
> > Hey Robert - thanks for the reply - here is a clarification - I 
> > loaded the ALL file that I have been working on for the past 
couple 
> > of weeks yesterday, and I noticed that none of the MIXER settings 
> > were saved for ANY style in this file save. However, all the 
> > sequence note data is there (just playing with the wrong sounds, 
EQ 
> > setting, etc). So I thought maybe something happened to the 
file, so 
> > I loaded an ALL file I had not worked on in maybe a month or so - 
and 
> > that load suffered from the same problem. So - it seems like 
it's 
> > something internally on the RS that has gone awry... I think the 
file 
> > saves are ok. They are saved on the 8MB Smartmedia card that 
came 
> > with the RS, which is maybe 90% empty (I don't have much on it) - 
I 
> > have kept the card in the RS since I've had it (I don't take it 
out 
> > ever).
> > 
> > > - Maybe you were toying with scene memories, as the missing 
> > parameters 
> > > more or less their domain?
> > 
> > Since I had saved scene memories, this morning I thought maybe 
> > pressing one of those would recall the soundset (I didn't think 
of 
> > this yesterday) - well no luck. It remembers the track muting - 
but 
> > not the other settings. So the data is there, but its almost 
like 
> > the whole MIXER section has been messed up.



> > 
> > > - Maybe you could factory reset the RS? This is unlikely, but 
maybe 
> > > the internal memory is in bad shape...dunno.
> > 
> > I could try doing that... I will try it tonight.
> > 
> > I will also try the other test you suggested. Thanks a lot for 
your 
> > advice.
> > 
> > delobbo

| 6484|6481|2002-08-07 12:45:00|Jez|Re: sonar|
You know, I think i'll chuck cubase sx and all my plugs
and do as you say

How silly have I been !!!

Many thanks for your excellent analysis

jez

p.s. Byeeeeee

----- Original Message -----
From: "Chris Dooley" <DooleyC@firstcharter.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2002 6:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] sonar

> chuck cubase and logic.
>
> get sonar xl!!
>
> d
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 6485|6474|2002-08-07 15:07:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lost MIXER settings|
On Wednesday 07 August 2002 19:38, mmittner wrote:

> hi!
>
> check if 'voice setup to tg' (press 2x utility and 1x f4) is set to
> on. if it is set to off the rs behaves like you described, i just
> tried that.

That's a good one! 

- Robert
| 6486|6474|2002-08-07 18:53:21|Delobbo101|Re: lost MIXER settings|
BINGO........ this was the answer......

you guys are great - THANK YOU.

d

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> hi!
> 
> check if 'voice setup to tg' (press 2x utility and 1x f4) is set to 
on. if it is set to off the rs behaves like you described, i just 
tried that.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> > > For two songs simulteneously? I can image one ALL file going 
bad, 
> > but 
> > > two is on the high count. 
> > 
> > Hey Robert - thanks for the reply - here is a clarification - I 
> > loaded the ALL file that I have been working on for the past 
couple 
> > of weeks yesterday, and I noticed that none of the MIXER settings 
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> > were saved for ANY style in this file save. However, all the 
> > sequence note data is there (just playing with the wrong sounds, 
EQ 
> > setting, etc). So I thought maybe something happened to the 
file, so 
> > I loaded an ALL file I had not worked on in maybe a month or so - 
and 
> > that load suffered from the same problem. So - it seems like 
it's 
> > something internally on the RS that has gone awry... I think the 
file 
> > saves are ok. They are saved on the 8MB Smartmedia card that 
came 
> > with the RS, which is maybe 90% empty (I don't have much on it) - 
I 
> > have kept the card in the RS since I've had it (I don't take it 
out 
> > ever).
> > 
> > > - Maybe you were toying with scene memories, as the missing 
> > parameters 
> > > more or less their domain?
> > 
> > Since I had saved scene memories, this morning I thought maybe 
> > pressing one of those would recall the soundset (I didn't think 
of 
> > this yesterday) - well no luck. It remembers the track muting - 
but 
> > not the other settings. So the data is there, but its almost 
like 
> > the whole MIXER section has been messed up.
> > 
> > > - Maybe you could factory reset the RS? This is unlikely, but 
maybe 
> > > the internal memory is in bad shape...dunno.
> > 
> > I could try doing that... I will try it tonight.
> > 
> > I will also try the other test you suggested. Thanks a lot for 
your 
> > advice.
> > 
> > delobbo

| 6487|6487|2002-08-07 21:01:33|r_s_7_k|In The Pursuit of Making DrumKits- Urgent Help Needed|
Is it Possible to Load multiple drum samples on one track and then on 
another track and then merge the two tracks full of samples into one 
track, creating one large kit from the two tracks. If so how, and 
also how do you turn it into a common sample.

thank you in advance for your help.
| 6488|6477|2002-08-08 00:42:39|arveyman|Re: Hi all!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:
> > > Just a little introduction to myself, because I'm new in this 
> group.
> > > I just bought a rs7000 and I'm very impressed of this nice 
> > machine!!!
> > > My fav styles are D'n'B and House, but I also like other 
> > electronical 
> > > music.
> > > I'm 33 years old and I'm living in Germany.
> > > That's it so far.
> > > Cheers.
> > 
> > And you want a date, don't you?!
> Arv, and you want the date with him, don´t you? Didn´t you just 
> recently pointed out the advantages of hairy legs to us?
> 
> SCNR
> 
> However...you see...we are quite different here...hehe
> 
> Welcome from me too.
> 
> Tom (list moderator)

hahahaha!
| 6489|6489|2002-08-08 00:47:07|arveyman|another puzzle!|
When i load a sample from a SM card, it will do that but also makes a 
pitched voice of it. I do not want that, i want to have it as a kit-
sample (on 1 note). I have not found the setting (yet) to order the 
RS to use the sample that way.. Anyone?
PS: it does ask what type you want when you sample from the audio-
ins..

Arv
| 6490|6489|2002-08-08 00:59:29|sod6969|Re: another puzzle!|
Just turn to the knob under the word pitched on the import/load 
screen to the right and choose the wanted key.

sod



--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> When i load a sample from a SM card, it will do that but also makes 
a 
> pitched voice of it. I do not want that, i want to have it as a kit-
> sample (on 1 note). I have not found the setting (yet) to order the 
> RS to use the sample that way.. Anyone?
> PS: it does ask what type you want when you sample from the audio-
> ins..
> 
> Arv

| 6491|6489|2002-08-08 01:01:36|sod6969|Re: another puzzle!|
btw: when do we meet? I want yout hairy legs, yummy, yummy :-)))

--- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:
> Just turn to the knob under the word pitched on the import/load 
> screen to the right and choose the wanted key.
> 
> sod
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > When i load a sample from a SM card, it will do that but also 
makes 
> a 
> > pitched voice of it. I do not want that, i want to have it as a 
kit-
> > sample (on 1 note). I have not found the setting (yet) to order 
the 
> > RS to use the sample that way.. Anyone?
> > PS: it does ask what type you want when you sample from the audio-
> > ins..
> > 
> > Arv

| 6492|6492|2002-08-08 02:47:18|sod6969|os 1.14 features|
Does anybody know the new features of os 1.14?

sod
| 6493|6487|2002-08-08 04:22:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: In The Pursuit of Making DrumKits- Urgent Help Needed|
On Thursday 08 August 2002 05:01, r_s_7_k wrote:

> Is it Possible to Load multiple drum samples on one track and then
> on another track and then merge the two tracks full of samples into
> one track, creating one large kit from the two tracks. If so how,
> and also how do you turn it into a common sample.

At the moment, all I can think of is doing it by hand, one sample at 
the time, using the MOVE sample job.

So you have a Kit sample voice on track 1, another Kit sample voice on 
track 2, and then move the inidividual samples from both Kit voices 
to another Kit sample voice. You also have to resolve any conflicts 
(two samples from tracks 1 and 2 that are placed on the same key) 
manually.

- Robert
| 6494|6474|2002-08-08 04:26:58|mmittner|Re: lost MIXER settings|
@robert

thanks :-)

@delobbo:

you're welcome :-)

-mike

http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing/
| 6495|6489|2002-08-08 07:31:50|Ronald Leeuwangh|Re: another puzzle!|
when you load a sample the screen shows the files on the left and at the right you see XX PTCH where XX is the track you want to load it in ! change PTCH
to for instance C3 and the sample will be placed at the C-3 note of the keyboard (2oct down white knob nr. 6) somehow the C1 that comes before C-O is nto
working for me, but i may be wrong in that !

----- Original Message ----- 
From: arveyman 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2002 8:47 AM
Subject: [RS7000] another puzzle!

When i load a sample from a SM card, it will do that but also makes a 
pitched voice of it. I do not want that, i want to have it as a kit-
sample (on 1 note). I have not found the setting (yet) to order the 
RS to use the sample that way.. Anyone?
PS: it does ask what type you want when you sample from the audio-
ins..

Arv

.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6496|6489|2002-08-08 12:31:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: another puzzle!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:

> btw: when do we meet? I want yout hairy legs, yummy, yummy :-)))

Sod! Shhh! Sit! Bad dog! Very bad dog!
| 6497|6492|2002-08-08 12:32:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: os 1.14 features|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:

> Does anybody know the new features of os 1.14?
> 
> sod

Nope! Just what´s in the FAQ about it.

- fixed noise-screen bug (already in OSv1.13)
- fixed MIDI-out a/b bug
| 6498|6498|2002-08-08 12:43:43|tompaulsen2002|Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you che|
Just a crosspost from www.rs7000.org about the swing of the RS :

Re: Relax in Swing by FaX-O-Matic - Aug 7, 2002, 8:22 AM 
As a general rule swing will only shuffle the "on-beat" forward or 
backward via the specified clock amount. 
What this means technically is that in a 1 bar 16 step grid the beats 
that fall 
on 2,4,8,10,12,14,16 will be shuffled and swing quantize applied. 
You may find for example on a standard 2 step/ D'n'B program of kick 
on 1 and 11 and snare on 5 and 13 for example that swing will have 
very little effect. 
That said if you added some hi-hats on sixteenth note intervals and 
applied swing you would hear swing applied too the hi-hat rythmn but 
not the snare and kick. Standard hip hop beats tend produce more 
noticeable swing in this instance because the snare placement tend to 
fall more on the off than the on beat. 
A kind of basic explanation. 
If you want more extreme swing/shuffle on certain notes use 
the "GridGroove" edit functionand then normalize the play effect (in 
the job menu) too that particular track/phrase. 

And more detailed:

Re: Fax-o-Matic Please Read by FaX-O-Matic - Aug 8, 2002, 7:18 AM 
I think you've misunderstood my post. 
Cause the RS makes Killer Beats and has good internal Kits for Hip 
Hop too. 
All I meant was in grid mode the grid for each bar is in 16th's so we 
use the keypad 1 too 16 to place Snare/Kick etc etc etc.... 
By off beat I meant anything place in a Odd Numbered grid locale ie: 
1/3/5/7/9/11/13/15 . These will never ever be affected by the swing 
feature. 
Where as beats falling on 2/4/6/8/10/12/14/16 will be affected by 
swing on the quantize inpute if it is selected at anything greater 
than 50%. 
Now you can also use grid groove too shuffle anyone of those 16 
steps / wether odd or even numbered forward's or backwards off the 
main timing grid thus creating beats with enhanced swing or shuffle 
etc etc...So you may find pulling every second snare back 10 clocks 
places and emphasis on the swing quantize on your 16 hi-hats making 
the groove sound and feel looser and more "vibey". 
If you're laying down the standard kick snare patterns try assigning 
the kick too Pad 1 and Snare too Pad 2 . Set quantize on input to 
value 120 and swing at between 55 to 60 % . This will help you get 
the feel your after too. 
I tend too use more 7/4 , 5/4 and 7/8 time signatures myself with 
step programmed flamms and rolls with sharp velocity curves etc... 
many are entered at only 10 to 30 unit clocks of the PPQN and then 
beat stretched, Grid Grooved aand play effected at a later date. 
Sorry If I'm rambling but don't panic cause the RS is GREAT for 
HipHop/TripHop style beatz programming. 

Re: Fax-o-Matic Please Read by FaX-O-Matic - Aug 8, 2002, 9:57 AM 
try www.mxtabs.net or more specifically 

www.mxtabs.net/tabs.php?path=Drums,b,2879,Beats,Advanced+-
++Polyrythm,13195 

This site has crap loads of tutorials and a huge number of drum 
scripts/scores that make it very easy too program using eaither the 
grid or step record methods too build up some great fusion/polyrythms 
etc etc etc.. 
The beauty is once entered you can remove a snare here, add a 
flam/roll there. Improvise on the basics provided,use realtime loop 
remix on tracks for fills and variations and use all the RS's midi 
editing functions too generally produce something pretty funky or 
just downright oddball. 
Check it out cause some of these drum tabs are very handy and give 
you some basics for 2step / ragga / reggae ; standard pop 



configurations ; tabs for rock (which can easily be messed around 
with and used in big beat etc etc and some really nice jazz/fusion 
comps that wouldn't go astray in some juicy hip hop jams either. 
It's definatley a good launching board resource and will give you 
loads of new ideas too. 
PEACE 

Fax-o-matic rules, doesn´t he? So what do you say? 

"Thaaaahaaank youuuu FAAAAAX"
| 6499|6487|2002-08-08 13:13:33|r_s_7_k|Thanks for the help Robert.|
this box is full of conflicts. its the best phrase sampler and the 
hardest one to wrestle with.
|



6500|6498|2002-08-08 13:31:31|Oscar Finch|Re: Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you|
I hope some of find the MXTAB's site helpful and the post of some use.Yes it was posted by me at RS7000.org It's a really usefull link and I recommend everyone check it
out as it gives you links too somefurther 100 tabs sites.Tom Paulsen thanx for copying that over here for me :D.If anyone gets anymileage out of my little schpeel great
;)Enjoy the links alland once again thanx Tom.--- On Thu 08/08, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:
tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 08 Aug 2002 18:43:39 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips
how to make you cheeks wiggleJust a crosspost from www.rs7000.org about the swing of the RS :Re: Relax in Swing by FaX-O-Matic - Aug 7, 2002, 8:22 AM As a
general rule swing will only shuffle the "on-beat" forward or backward via the specified clock amount. What this means technically is that in a 1 bar 16 step grid the beats
that fall on 2,4,8,10,12,14,16 will be shuffled and swing quantize applied. You may find for example on a standard 2 step/ D'n'B program of kick on 1 and 11 and snare on
5 and 13 for example that swing will have very little effect. That said if you added some hi-hats on sixteenth note intervals and applied swing you would hear swing
applied too the hi-hat rythmn but not the snare and kick. Standard hip hop beats tend produce more noticeable swing in this instance because the snare placement tend to
fall more on the off than the on beat. A kind of basic explanation. If you want more extreme swing/shuffle on certain notes use the "GridGroove" edit functionand then
normalize the play effect (in the job menu) too that particular track/phrase. And more detailed:Re: Fax-o-Matic Please Read by FaX-O-Matic - Aug 8, 2002, 7:18 AM I
think you've misunderstood my post. Cause the RS makes Killer Beats and has good internal Kits for Hip Hop too. All I meant was in grid mode the grid for each bar is in
16th's so we use the keypad 1 too 16 to place Snare/Kick etc etc etc.... By off beat I meant anything place in a Odd Numbered grid locale ie: 1/3/5/7/9/11/13/15 . These
will never ever be affected by the swing feature. Where as beats falling on 2/4/6/8/10/12/14/16 will be affected by swing on the quantize inpute if it is selected at anything
greater than 50%. Now you can also use grid groove too shuffle anyone of those 16 steps / wether odd or even numbered forward's or backwards off the main timing grid
thus creating beats with enhanced swing or shuffle etc etc...So you may find pulling every second snare back 10 clocks places and emphasis on the swing quantize on your
16 hi-hats making the groove sound and feel looser and more "vibey". If you're laying down the standard kick snare patterns try assigning the kick too Pad 1 and Snare too
Pad 2 . Set quantize on input to value 120 and swing at between 55 to 60 % . This will help you get the feel your after too. I tend too use more 7/4 , 5/4 and 7/8 time
signatures myself with step programmed flamms and rolls with sharp velocity curves etc... many are entered at only 10 to 30 unit clocks of the PPQN and then beat
stretched, Grid Grooved aand play effected at a later date. Sorry If I'm rambling but don't panic cause the RS is GREAT for HipHop/TripHop style beatz programming.
Re: Fax-o-Matic Please Read by FaX-O-Matic - Aug 8, 2002, 9:57 AM try www.mxtabs.net or more specifically www.mxtabs.net/tabs.php?
path=Drums,b,2879,Beats,Advanced+-++Polyrythm,13195 This site has crap loads of tutorials and a huge number of drum scripts/scores that make it very easy too
program using eaither the grid or step record methods too build up some great fusion/polyrythms etc etc etc.. The beauty is once entered you can remove a snare here, add
a flam/roll there. Improvise on the basics provided,use realtime loop remix on tracks for fills and variations and use all the RS's midi editing functions too generally
produce something pretty funky or just downright oddball. Check it out cause some of these drum tabs are very handy and give you some basics for 2step / ragga / reggae
; standard pop configurations ; tabs for rock (which can easily be messed around with and used in big beat etc etc and some really nice jazz/fusion comps that wouldn't go
astray in some juicy hip hop jams either. It's definatley a good launching board resource and will give you loads of new ideas too. PEACE Fax-o-matic rules, doesn�t he?
So what do you say? "Thaaaahaaank youuuu FAAAAAX"
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6501|6498|2002-08-08 13:35:01|Oscar Finch|Re: Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you|
Ooops my bad sorry guys........
Now you can all say thaaaaanks FaX but hated your shitty RS group email reply.
Enjoy the tips folks and the site links.
And once again sorry for the shitty previous muff up there
Oscar Finch
aka FaX - FaX-O-matic :P

------------------------------------------------
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6502|6498|2002-08-08 13:49:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> I hope some of find the MXTAB's site helpful and the post of some 

use.Yes it was posted by me at RS7000.org It's a really usefull link 
and I recommend everyone check it out as it gives you links too 
somefurther 100 tabs sites.Tom Paulsen thanx for copying that over 
here for me :D.If anyone gets anymileage out of my little schpeel 
great ;)Enjoy the links alland once again thanx Tom.--- 

You´re welcome Fax-O-Matic...i didn´t know that you are 
Fax...wonderfull link, love´em...i was looking at those drumpattern 
there and immediately my mouth got watery to try them out and freak 
with them. And btw. wonderfull explanation also about the swing 
function! Glad to have you here onboard, Oscar.

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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Yours, Tom
| 6503|6487|2002-08-08 13:52:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Thanks for the help Robert.|
On Thursday 08 August 2002 21:13, r_s_7_k wrote:

> this box is full of conflicts. its the best phrase sampler and the
> hardest one to wrestle with.

Agreed. The concept of the RS is unbeatable, imo. Problem is that the 
software isn't finished yet. Not surprising really, considering the 
complexity of what we already have.

- Robert
| 6504|6498|2002-08-08 13:52:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> 
> 
> Ooops my bad sorry guys........
> Now you can all say thaaaaanks FaX but hated your shitty RS group 

email reply.

??? What are you talking about? You can read the messages online on 
the group-site...

> And once again sorry for the shitty previous muff up there

Still don´t know what you mean...

Anyhow...

...back to the drumloops...:)
| 6505|6471|2002-08-08 15:53:51|kussersmith|Re: for the wishlist if it aint too late......|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 07 August 2002 02:59, kussersmith wrote:
> > maybe somebody knows where this feature is but i cant find it
> > anywhere:
> >
> > Pattern Chain mode, Pattern edit screen: the ability to change 

all

> > measures from 4/4 to what ever all at once
> 
> Sort of a workaround to be done before you programm the section 
> numbers: 
> 
> 1. In the Pattern Edit screen change the first measure from 4/4 to 
> whatever.
> 
> 2. Press Job and select the Copy Event job, and copy the first 

event a 

> zillion times.
> 
> - Robert

ouch.
but that should werk.
i'll check it out
Thanks.
| 6506|6471|2002-08-08 16:49:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: for the wishlist if it aint too late......|
On Thursday 08 August 2002 23:53, kussersmith wrote:

>
> ouch.
> but that should werk.
> i'll check it out
> Thanks.

Sorry, didn't explain it very well. You can copy that first measure a 
zillion times in *one* go. Just select the job and set the copy count 
value to 'zillion'. Okay, okay, 'zillion' in not one of the possible 



values. ;)

- Robert
| 6507|6507|2002-08-08 16:57:53|raverjett|Controlling Rebirth with RS or SU700|
I once read of a way to control Rebirth with an RS or SU but i cant 
complete the task. I know Rebirth is receiving my midi signal but i 
cant get the right parameters to change. I want to control the 
cutoff etc. on Rebirth but only the master volume will change. Does 
anyone know how to do this. Thanks ahead of time. Jett
| 6508|6498|2002-08-08 17:24:16|mmittner|Re: Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you|
just came to my mind: it would be great to start sharing experiences about = 
drum programming, sound engineering, using scenes and patterns to build live= 
sets and all that stuff, generally about music itself. since yamaha is obvi= 
ously working on that 2.0 update the postings about the rs suffer from a lac= 
k of new, inspiring ideas. it would be nice if we could share knowledge on m= 
aking music with rs rather than whining about missing features. as an exampl= 
e: there was once a thread about programming synth lines with the grid groov= 
e feature on motifator, which gave me a lot of new ideas; just reading about= 
problems is not really satisfying, at least for me.

just my - this time - 4.3 cents :-)

-mike

http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing/

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > Ooops my bad sorry guys........
> > Now you can all say thaaaaanks FaX but hated your shitty RS group 
> email reply.
> 
> ??? What are you talking about? You can read the messages online on 
> the group-site...
> 
> > And once again sorry for the shitty previous muff up there
> 
> Still don´t know what you mean...
> 
> Anyhow...
> 
> ...back to the drumloops...:)

| 6509|6487|2002-08-08 17:26:43|mmittner|Re: Thanks for the help Robert.|
agreed. it's the best piece of hardware i've ever seen, but the software is definitely unfinished. not comparable to the rm1x, which was nearly bugfree imho.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 08 August 2002 21:13, r_s_7_k wrote:
> > this box is full of conflicts. its the best phrase sampler and the
> > hardest one to wrestle with.
> 
> Agreed. The concept of the RS is unbeatable, imo. Problem is that the 
> software isn't finished yet. Not surprising really, considering the 
> complexity of what we already have.
> 
> - Robert

| 6510|6510|2002-08-08 20:35:54|michelle_alisa|RS7000 Tap Tempo suggestion - does you feel the same way?|
Hi,

As stated in the manual of the RS7000, it takes 3 taps of the Tap 
Tempo button to calculate the avg. BPM. For me personally, and 
I'm not bad at timing or anything, but this simply is not precise 
enough! I often find the count off (by up to 5 or so BPM, a big 
amount in a lot of cases!), even when matching to basic 4/4 
tracks I'm trying to sync up with (and this is from a CD Audio 
source, not MIDI so Clock can't be involved).

I propose that one of the features they add in the next OS release 
would be.. that the number of taps to calculate the BPM could be 
configurable! So you could tap, say, 9 times to get an average 
readout and this would be more accurate.. like For precision's 
sake like a lot of computer-based software BPM counters are 
(you know, hit the space bar to calculate the rhythm)... what do 
you think?

http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing/


Thanks,

Michelle
| 6511|6507|2002-08-08 21:41:08|wasted/su700fan|Re: Controlling Rebirth with RS or SU700|
I'm one of the founders of the Yamaha SU700 Support Group at Yahoo
Groups. In the files section there should be a ZIPfile with a setup to
control external gear. Basically it's one short sample and the
necessary control knob settings. If you have an SU700, download that
file and unzip it to a floppy. Then load the floppy into the SU700.
Start up ReBirth. Go to the Preferences section and choose the Option
to edit your Control #'s. Then just use the pull down boxes to select
the appropriate dial on ReBirth to control (i.e. 303 #1 Cutoff, 303 #2
Resonance, etc.). After you choose a selection from the pull down menu,
click on the Learn button to the right of it and twist the dial you want
to control it.

For more details, you can go to the SU700 Official (Unofficial) FAQ
mentioned in my signature below and Choose the TIPS option in the upper
right. Then read the section: "Using SU700 knobs to control other
equipment." Gives the full details on using the SU700 for controlling
ReBirth 2.0.1. The RS7000 or RM1x can be setup in a similar way, as I'm
sure another member of the rs7000 list here will tell you. If you're
not a member of the yamahasu700supportgroup@yahoogroups.com or
su700@yahoogroups.com mailing lists let me know and I can email you the
ZIPfile with the SU700 External control settings. It's only just over
200Kb.

Hope that helped.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: raverjett [mailto:jettrink@cox.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2002 6:58 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Controlling Rebirth with RS or SU700
> 
> I once read of a way to control Rebirth with an RS or SU but i cant 
> complete the task. I know Rebirth is receiving my midi signal but i 
> cant get the right parameters to change. I want to control the 
> cutoff etc. on Rebirth but only the master volume will change. Does 
> anyone know how to do this. Thanks ahead of time. Jett

| 6512|6489|2002-08-09 00:38:05|sod6969|Re: another puzzle!|
Just kidding! :-) 

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:
> > btw: when do we meet? I want yout hairy legs, yummy, yummy :-)))
> 
> Sod! Shhh! Sit! Bad dog! Very bad dog!

| 6513|6489|2002-08-09 01:23:16|arveyman|Re: another puzzle!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:

> Just kidding! :-) 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:
> > > btw: when do we meet? I want yout hairy legs, yummy, yummy :-)))
> > 
> > Sod! Shhh! Sit! Bad dog! Very bad dog!

hahaha!!
| 6514|6498|2002-08-09 01:26:56|arveyman|Re: Crosspost: About the RS Swinging times and tips how to make you|
WOW! This is probably the best link i've had in months! What a great 
way of sharing patterns!!!!

Man, i can't wait to try and programm them in the RS....

Arf
| 6515|3870|2002-08-09 01:57:50|Funsacap|new member|
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Kiwi (born)-Swiss (now located) double citizen, 23, m, economics 
student, enjoy tinkering with music/sounds with 3 music fetishist 
friends in a joint-rented rec room (meaning: beginner). Very basic 
setup at the moment (RS7K, DX200, Korg ER-1, high-end PC) - spent a 
lot on speakers/amp/mixer. Music: Hip-hop, D'n'B, Downbeat, etc.
| 6516|6507|2002-08-09 03:00:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling Rebirth with RS or SU700|
On Friday 09 August 2002 00:57, raverjett wrote:

> I once read of a way to control Rebirth with an RS or SU but i cant
> complete the task. I know Rebirth is receiving my midi signal but i
> cant get the right parameters to change. I want to control the
> cutoff etc. on Rebirth but only the master volume will change. Does
> anyone know how to do this. Thanks ahead of time. Jett

I don't work with Rebirth, so you have to find the list of control 
change (CC) messages its reacts to. Say, for example, that Rebirth's 
cutoff parameter can be controlled with CC #30.

On the RS, select a style that you want to use for controlling 
Rebirth. Press the Setup button three times to reach the Knob Assign 
page. What you see is the list of assignable knobs (the voice edit 
knobs) and their current function. 

In this example, we'll use the first in the list. Turn knob 3 to the 
left until the function fields says CC030. 

If you want a fixed midi channel assigned to this knob (instead of the 
midi channel of the currently selected RS track), use knob 4 to do 
so.

Note that some physical knobs are listen more than once in the list. 
For example, our first knob (BeatStretch) is also listed as knob 04 
(GateTime). That's because the knob has a double function on the RS, 
as you must switch the assiocated Select button to select the 
'virtual' knob you want.

- Robert
| 6517|6517|2002-08-09 09:21:48|faxorgy|Just a quick post.....|
When I checked my post Tom it looked a mess in my e.mail browser ...
Glad it was fine for everyone else :).

Ok I'll cut too the chase some of you may have these links but 
they're FREE and are really very handy tools too expand your RS7000's 
sonic arsenal....

ER-0 www.threechords.com/hammerhead/er0.shtml

This is a virtual ER-1 (electribe) but just the wave / modelling 
section. It makes some dead cool IDM-ish and analog kits and saves 
each sound as 16bit 44.1khz wav.file so you can transfer them too an 
SM card and have your RS7000 sound more electro than AfricaBambatta 
doin' Planet Rock LOL ....

Second is www.threechords.com/hammerheads/granulab.html
yeah granular synthesis for the RS7K .
Resample some of your internal RS phrases import the waves too this 
and perform granular synhthesis on them and then whack them back into 
your RS7K . Does some very very cool things too drum loops /hits etc 
etc etc and once again saves files as 16 bit 44.1khz wav. files.

These too alone are great for people on a budget trying too get 
something more "esoteric" out of there RS7K's without having too 
break the bank.

You can do some really tasty warp records stylings with just these 
two very basic little tools.

ENJOY

Oscar aka FaX-O-Matic 

PS: Glad you liked the tips and links guys.

Keep it up this is a great resource.
| 6518|3870|2002-08-09 10:37:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: new member|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Funsacap" wrote:

> Kiwi (born)-Swiss (now located) double citizen, 23, m, 

economics 



> student, enjoy tinkering with music/sounds with 3 music 

fetishist 

> friends in a joint-rented rec room (meaning: beginner). Very 

basic 

> setup at the moment (RS7K, DX200, Korg ER-1, high-end PC) - 

spent a 

> lot on speakers/amp/mixer. Music: Hip-hop, D'n'B, Downbeat, etc.

Tinker with music-fetishist...oh my oh my did this group came down 
in class...;) j/k

The setup sounds already very powerfull, throw in an VA like the 
Nord Micro Modular or software like Reaktor and you'll have sounds 
for several CD's...

Welcome to the list.

Tom
| 6519|6517|2002-08-09 11:01:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: Just a quick post.....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> When I checked my post Tom it looked a mess in my e.mail browser 

...

> Glad it was fine for everyone else :).
> 
> Ok I'll cut too the chase some of you may have these links but 
> they're FREE and are really very handy tools too expand your 

RS7000's 

> sonic arsenal....
> 
> ER-0 www.threechords.com/hammerhead/er0.shtml
> 
> www.threechords.com/hammerheads/granulab.html

shtml...not html...then the link should work.

Great links as always, Oscar! Keep 'em coming! I love them. 
Sometimes the most inexpensive tools bring the best results! :)

Tom
| 6520|6520|2002-08-09 18:27:26|eq127|low bass rumble after playback/Put Phrase job|
hi list, have a quick problem, two actually, but this one concerns me 
foremost. after playback, when i hit stop, i'm still getting this 
very long bass rumble around 60hz that doesn't stop until i switch 
tracks, i think it has something to do with the decay and/or release 
of my basses or bass drum tracks, but i just wanted to verify this 
with the list, since i'm sure someone must've had this problem.
another problem this one makes me think of is that when i turn the 
release way down, i get clicking with alot of instruments, but goes 
away if i turn the release back up, why is this? although its not 
much of a problem.

my other nearly as big problem is that when i use the "Put Phrase" 
job (i was overjoyed when i found this feature, because i thought i 
could use the RS like a triton sequencer, linearly and easily, 
but..), it'll copy track data but nothing else, so my song ends up 
COMPLETELY different in song mode than pattern mode. none of the 
instruments are the same, the pitch shifts are all reset to zero 
(note shifts as well), and none of the effects settings are kept 
either... is there any way i can tell the RS to copy this other 
information over to song mode so that i can build my tracks using the 
Put Phrase feature to make my songs through Pattern Mode? I really 
want to avoid using pattern chain mode, as it seems completely 
useless to me, but i have a show in two weeks and will be forced to 
use Pattern Chain mode if i can't figure this out in time.

Thanks alot as always for your help,

Kieran
| 6521|6507|2002-08-09 19:19:52|raverjett|Re: Controlling Rebirth with RS or SU700|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:



> On Friday 09 August 2002 00:57, raverjett wrote:
> > I once read of a way to control Rebirth with an RS or SU but i 

cant

> > complete the task. I know Rebirth is receiving my midi signal 

but i

> > cant get the right parameters to change. I want to control the
> > cutoff etc. on Rebirth but only the master volume will change. 

Does

> > anyone know how to do this. Thanks ahead of time. Jett
> 
> I don't work with Rebirth, so you have to find the list of control 
> change (CC) messages its reacts to. Say, for example, that 

Rebirth's 

> cutoff parameter can be controlled with CC #30.
> 
> On the RS, select a style that you want to use for controlling 
> Rebirth. Press the Setup button three times to reach the Knob 

Assign 

> page. What you see is the list of assignable knobs (the voice edit 
> knobs) and their current function. 
> 
> In this example, we'll use the first in the list. Turn knob 3 to 

the 

> left until the function fields says CC030. 
> 
> If you want a fixed midi channel assigned to this knob (instead of 

the 

> midi channel of the currently selected RS track), use knob 4 to do 
> so.
> 
> Note that some physical knobs are listen more than once in the 

list. 

> For example, our first knob (BeatStretch) is also listed as knob 

04 

> (GateTime). That's because the knob has a double function on the 

RS, 

> as you must switch the assiocated Select button to select the 
> 'virtual' knob you want.
> 
> - Robert

Thank you very much for your informative and detailed response. Jett
| 6522|6522|2002-08-09 20:01:35|ix_kool|Is there anything in the rs7k that works like "cut itself" in fruit|
Hello,

is there a way to apply to a track a "cut itself" fonction?

thanx

K8L
| 6523|6520|2002-08-10 01:16:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: low bass rumble after playback/Put Phrase job|
On Saturday 10 August 2002 02:27, eq127 wrote:

> hi list, have a quick problem, two actually, but this one
> concerns me foremost. after playback, when i hit stop, i'm
> still getting this very long bass rumble around 60hz that
> doesn't stop until i switch tracks,

Switch tracks? You mean, selecting another track on the RS?



> i think it has something
> to do with the decay and/or release of my basses or bass drum
> tracks, but i just wanted to verify this with the list, since
> i'm sure someone must've had this problem. 

Could be a loooong release setting of one of the voices, yes. Try 
muting all tracks (or use solo), unmute one by one and locate 
the track that does this. When found, tweak the amp envelope's 
release button (turn it left, to shorten the release).

Let me know if this fixed the problem. Maybe something else is 
going one here, as switching tracks shouldn't stop the sound in 
this case. Is the RS connected to an external sequencer maybe, 
that sends a midi note to the currently selected track (using 
the MONITOR (REC) Echo Back setting)?

> another problem
> this one makes me think of is that when i turn the release way
> down, i get clicking with alot of instruments, but goes away
> if i turn the release back up, why is this? although its not
> much of a problem.

This is standard synth behavior. If a synth sound has a short 
attack and decay time, the release phase is the only period a 
voice's body is monitored. Shortening the release as well 
reduces the voices 'on' time to a few milliseconds, like you 
describe. One way to 'fix' this is do increase the decay time a 
bit. Have a look at the graphs at page 101 of the english 
manual.

>
> my other nearly as big problem is that when i use the "Put
> Phrase" job (i was overjoyed when i found this feature,
> because i thought i could use the RS like a triton sequencer,
> linearly and easily, but..), it'll copy track data but nothing
> else, so my song ends up COMPLETELY different in song mode
> than pattern mode. none of the instruments are the same, the
> pitch shifts are all reset to zero (note shifts as well), and
> none of the effects settings are kept either... is there any
> way i can tell the RS to copy this other information over to
> song mode so that i can build my tracks using the Put Phrase
> feature to make my songs through Pattern Mode? I really want
> to avoid using pattern chain mode, as it seems completely
> useless to me, but i have a show in two weeks and will be
> forced to use Pattern Chain mode if i can't figure this out in
> time.

Afaik, there's no easy way to copy voice settings from Pattern to 
Song mode, except for the Pattern Chain procedure, but I may be 
wrong as I've never tried it myself. So my suggestion is to try 
to build a quick pattern chain as an experiment, convert it to a 
song and listen to the result. Forget about mutes, etc, in this 
experiment, just chain a couple of patterns into a chain and 
make a song out of it. If it works for you, it may be well worth 
the effort to study Pattern Chain mode, even if it has it flaws.

- Robert
| 6524|6522|2002-08-10 01:17:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is there anything in the rs7k that works like "cut itself" in f|
On Saturday 10 August 2002 04:01, ix_kool wrote:

> Hello,
>
> is there a way to apply to a track a "cut itself" fonction?

Please explain what you're after.

- Robert
| 6525|6525|2002-08-10 12:51:15|ad213357|Patch List For Logic/Sonar|
Hello to all,

I was wondering if someone could help me out with with the patch list 
names for the Rs7k to use with Logic and Cakewalk Sonar. I'm trying 
to save a few hours of typing them out.

Thanks,



Antoine
| 6526|6419|2002-08-11 04:58:11|snejt|Re: newbie needs help: Converting to song.... not ???|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> The description is rather general, so I can't really say what's 

going 

> on. Looks like the song is not using the voices you 

programmed in the 

> patterns.
> 
> How many styles were you using for your song? How were the 

voices 

> arranged? Did you use mixer of phrase voices?
> 
> - Robert

I have made a couple of tests on this matter, and to me it seems 
that lfo parameters are not "converted" correctely, going from 
pattern chain to song. These "errors" (?) occur if I make a simple 
pad like pattern with bpm sync turned on, make a pattern chain 
(without having more than one track, one pattern, none style 
switching) converting to song, and "bang" the sound parameters 
(lfo settings for sure) are no longer there. This is frustrating as I 
am quite fond of bpm synced lfo filtering..... But surely; i must be 
doing something wrong here ??? i cannot see any logic reason 
why a voice parameter should be changed in the transission 
between chain and song ?????

snejt
| 6527|6419|2002-08-11 06:42:09|snejt|Re: newbie needs help: Converting to song.... not ???|
.....a few more things:
Filter Type: If I cange the filter type, it changes back ; Use a voice 
that is programmed using, say , LPF12 ,change to BPF tweak 
the env depth; it changes back to LPF 12 in song mode. All filter 
parameters are OK, (env depth) but not the type of filter. I have 
tried to overwrite this by doing overdub recording in the song 
mode, but it doesn´t work. 

snejt
| 6528|6520|2002-08-11 06:55:08|snejt|Re: low bass rumble after playback/Put Phrase job|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Afaik, there's no easy way to copy voice settings from Pattern to 
> Song mode, except for the Pattern Chain procedure, but I may 

be 

> wrong as I've never tried it myself. So my suggestion is to try 
> to build a quick pattern chain as an experiment, convert it to a 
> song and listen to the result. Forget about mutes, etc, in this 
> experiment, just chain a couple of patterns into a chain and 
> make a song out of it. If it works for you, it may be well worth 
> the effort to study Pattern Chain mode, even if it has it flaws.
> 
> - Robert

This is the same type of problem that i have been adressing in 
my posts, and my conclusion so far is that the "convert to song" 
job does not copy the voice settings correct. I might be missing 
something here (I hope I do), but if this is true this must be a bug 
that shold be addressed.. ??

snejt
| 6529|6529|2002-08-11 07:58:08|arveyman|Question #567573456|
Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets with 
programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter selectable other 
then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to me why this is so? I 
mean, the lights @ the filter section do change to other filtertypes 
but the effect stays/sounds the same..



thnx
Arv
| 6530|1220|2002-08-11 08:22:33|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /RS7K MISCELLANEOUS/RS7000.txt 
Uploaded by : ripe101 <ripe@socialentropy.com> 
Description : RS7000 entire patch list as a text file 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/RS7000.txt 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

ripe101 <ripe@socialentropy.com>
| 6531|1220|2002-08-11 08:27:41|ripe|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
OK,

I stripped out all the patch names for the RS7000 from the manual .pdf
(difficult since it was locked!)

The list is formatted to work with 'MIDI_Inst' plug-in for fruityloops, but
you can do whatever with it to make it work in other programs.

cheers
ripe
| 6532|1220|2002-08-11 09:23:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
On Saturday 11 May 2002 16:29, ripe wrote:

> OK,
>
> I stripped out all the patch names for the RS7000 from the
> manual .pdf (difficult since it was locked!)

Thanks!
It is now in files/misc/patchlist.txt.

- Robert
| 6533|1220|2002-08-11 09:41:42|ad213357|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000-Thank You|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ripe" wrote:

> OK,
> 
> I stripped out all the patch names for the RS7000 from the 

manual .pdf

> (difficult since it was locked!)
> 
> The list is formatted to work with 'MIDI_Inst' plug-in for 

fruityloops, but

> you can do whatever with it to make it work in other programs.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

Thanks a lot ripe. You've saved me hours work :). Btw, I know I can 
past them into logic but do you know if it id possible to do it in 
Sonar? I'm new to that program and can not find how to do it the 
manual.

Antoine
| 6534|6529|2002-08-11 11:30:26|tompaulsen2002|Re: Question #567573456|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:

> Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets with 
> programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter selectable 

mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/RS7K%20MISCELLANEOUS/RS7000.txt
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:ripe@socialentropy.com


other 

> then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to me why this is so?

Hmmm, i remember we had a discussion here about it as soon as the 
first RS were available...the outcome was that if you look through 
the drumkit's lists, Page 295 in the manual (here german one) you 
see that it tells you the kit-type. There you have the 
"Full-Editing" kits, which are mostly the category-kits like BD-Kit 
or HH&Cymbal kit and at those all the filter should work. Then you 
have the "Trigger" types and the "Note on/off" (noticable by the "N" 
behind the name) types, which i guess are not full editable. I don't 
know why Yamaha did it this way, maybe the ones are mono-samples, or 
one layer samples or some are more compressed than the other ones. I 
have no idea. Indeed we should ask Mr. Mister from Yamaha US about 
it...
| 6536|6529|2002-08-13 00:36:35|arveyman|Re: Question #567573456|
o yeah, i forgot about this bit!

thanx
R

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets with 
> > programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter selectable 
> other 
> > then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to me why this is so?
> 
> Hmmm, i remember we had a discussion here about it as soon as the 
> first RS were available...the outcome was that if you look through 
> the drumkit's lists, Page 295 in the manual (here german one) you 
> see that it tells you the kit-type. There you have the 
> "Full-Editing" kits, which are mostly the category-kits like BD-Kit 
> or HH&Cymbal kit and at those all the filter should work. Then you 
> have the "Trigger" types and the "Note on/off" (noticable by 
the "N" 
> behind the name) types, which i guess are not full editable. I 
don't 
> know why Yamaha did it this way, maybe the ones are mono-samples, 
or 
> one layer samples or some are more compressed than the other ones. 
I 
> have no idea. Indeed we should ask Mr. Mister from Yamaha US about 
> it...

| 6537|6537|2002-08-13 02:12:52|bilterfucht|What the hell happened to message 6535?|
Vanished and gone?
| 6538|6537|2002-08-13 05:06:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: What the hell happened to message 6535?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:

> Vanished and gone?

Seems like. What was it about? I´ll check the Group Activity...
| 6539|6537|2002-08-13 05:09:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: What the hell happened to message 6535?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > Vanished and gone?
> 
> Seems like. What was it about? I´ll check the Group Activity...

...and i found out that Arv deleted the message.
| 6540|6537|2002-08-13 05:12:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What the hell happened to message 6535?|
On Tuesday 13 August 2002 13:09, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 

wrote:

> > --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > > Vanished and gone?
> >
> > Seems like. What was it about? I´ll check the Group
> > Activity...
>
> ...and i found out that Arv deleted the message.



Can messages be deleted by *everyone*?

- Robert
| 6541|3870|2002-08-13 06:27:59|patrick|new member|
hello everybody. my name is patrick and i've had my
rs7000 for a few weeks now. totally enjoying the
improved sound (i was working with the rm1x before)
and trying to get my head round the sampling part.
i'm totally into my techno eg surgeon, dj rush, dj
shufflemaster, jay denham.
hope to be corresponding with you all soon

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 6542|6537|2002-08-13 07:12:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: What the hell happened to message 6535?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 13 August 2002 13:09, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 
> wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > > > Vanished and gone?
> > >
> > > Seems like. What was it about? I´ll check the Group
> > > Activity...
> >
> > ...and i found out that Arv deleted the message.
> 
> Can messages be deleted by *everyone*?

Well, in the group-settings i choose this:

Members (all can view messages; moderators can view/modify/delete 
messages)

So, you have to be a moderator to delete messages, but i am not sure 
if you still can delete your own messages. Btw. Arv is not a 
moderator. You, Jayson (devolve),headtrik and i am/are.

Tom

p.s. thank you for q vs mq reviews. Very very interesting (still 
haven´t got the mQ...:(
| 6543|6543|2002-08-13 09:23:07|umer_sheikh|Recording patterns into Cubase VST 5|
Hi,

I want to record patterns from the RS7000 into Cubase. Exactly how do 
I do this so that when I press play and record on Cubase, the RS 
plays, and its notes are recorded on to a track in Cubase from the 
start ( eg 00:00:00:00 ) -
I want Cubase to be the Master and the RS to act as the Slave.
I cant seem to get this to work. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Umer
| 6544|6543|2002-08-13 09:28:23|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Recording patterns into Cubase VST 5|
it's easier to export the RS patterns as a SMF file, and import them into
Cubase. Works 100%, and no fiddling required...

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: umer_sheikh [mailto:umer_sheikh@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2002 11:23 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Recording patterns into Cubase VST 5

Hi,

I want to record patterns from the RS7000 into Cubase. Exactly how do 
I do this so that when I press play and record on Cubase, the RS 
plays, and its notes are recorded on to a track in Cubase from the 
start ( eg 00:00:00:00 ) -

http://uk.my.yahoo.com/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:umer_sheikh@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I want Cubase to be the Master and the RS to act as the Slave.
I cant seem to get this to work. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Umer
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| 6545|6543|2002-08-13 10:41:37|tomfinegan|Re: Recording patterns into Cubase VST 5|
--- In RS7000@y..., "umer_sheikh" wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I want to record patterns from the RS7000 into Cubase. Exactly how 

do 

> I do this 

Read here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6420
| 6546|6546|2002-08-13 11:31:33|jeffdaddy2000|Memory allocation error|
I've had my RS for about 11 1/2 months now. I've just encountered 
a problem. I pu to 32 me simms into my RS. I was using it with the 
64 megs of ram for about 11 months. All of a sudden I can't load 
any of my all files! When I check the RS says I have 20479kb of wave 
memory (20 megs). Since simms have to be inserted in matched pairs, 
I think the unit is seeing both chips but it seems to think both are 
only 10 megs. Is this a serious problem? my warranty expires in 5 
days so I would want to get it checked out soon! I called Yammy but 
they took my number and i'm still waiting for my return call. I 
called Friday.

Any ideas?
Thanks
Jeff
| 6547|6547|2002-08-13 11:37:47|tonfana|Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
hello guys,
I've just started useing a Yamaha EX5 as master control keyboard 
and additional sound source for my RS7, which integrates and works 
really well. Except for this, every time I record a pattern in the 
RS7 via the EX5 master keyboard, I get enless SOS and SOS messages, 
always recorded at the begining of measure 2 and no where else in the 
pattern. This creates a noticable lag at (unsurprisingly) measure 2 
on play back. So I have to go in and carefully delete the unwanted 
data. Its not a disaster but its a pain and is time consuming. 
Anybody know whats going on, and how I can stop it.
Also setting the PC filter to "unticked" both boxes in the rs's 
utillity, doesnt stop the RS&'s sequencer from receiving PC's from 
the EX5 when changing patches on the EX5 synth. PC and bank select 
are set to off on the EX.
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Any idea's? Yamaha UK are as unable as ever to help.
Thanks, Skefferz uk.
| 6548|6546|2002-08-13 11:39:40|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Memory allocation error|
sounds to me like you don't have the right kind of RAM in there...

I had a whole load of SIMMS kicking about that I tried in my RS before I
found the right pair that worked and gave me a full 64MB. Some 32MB module I
stuck in would read back 20MB on the RS, or two 16MB SIMMS and I'd get an
odd number reading on the RS, instead of 32MB...

That's my guess.

B

-----Original Message-----
From: jeffdaddy2000 [mailto:Jeffdaddy2000@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2002 1:31 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Memory allocation error

I've had my RS for about 11 1/2 months now. I've just encountered 
a problem. I pu to 32 me simms into my RS. I was using it with the 
64 megs of ram for about 11 months. All of a sudden I can't load 
any of my all files! When I check the RS says I have 20479kb of wave 
memory (20 megs). Since simms have to be inserted in matched pairs, 
I think the unit is seeing both chips but it seems to think both are 
only 10 megs. Is this a serious problem? my warranty expires in 5 
days so I would want to get it checked out soon! I called Yammy but 
they took my number and i'm still waiting for my return call. I 
called Friday.

Any ideas?
Thanks
Jeff
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| 6549|6546|2002-08-13 11:59:42|tonfana|Re: Memory allocation error|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffdaddy2000" wrote:

> I've had my RS for about 11 1/2 months now. I've just encountered 
> a problem. I pu to 32 me simms into my RS. I was using it with 

the 

> 64 megs of ram for about 11 months. All of a sudden I can't load 
> any of my all files! When I check the RS says I have 20479kb of 

wave 

> memory (20 megs). Since simms have to be inserted in matched 

pairs, 
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> I think the unit is seeing both chips but it seems to think both 

are 

> only 10 megs. Is this a serious problem? my warranty expires in 5 
> days so I would want to get it checked out soon! I called Yammy 

but 

> they took my number and i'm still waiting for my return call. I 
> called Friday.
> 
> Any ideas?
> Thanks
> Jeff

Hi Jeff,
I switched from 32 to 64 and back to 32 with no such prob's. Are 
you 2x16 sticks The recomended type (its in the manual)There are 
quite a few different type of 72 pin simms and Yammy samplers are 
notoriously picky about memory types. Just a thought but are you 
optimising your wave memory prior to attempting loads? This is really 
imprtant to do at each load whether raw audio or file import. If not 
you get weird available memory figures, like you say. If its not this 
get the unit back to your dealer (not Yamaha) pronto. Its their 
problem. If you are talking about dealing with Yamaha UK, my recent 
experience of them is that they are really chaotic. Not returning 
calls, disinterested when you do get thru to the tech support team. 
They used to be good. Dont know whats going on with them latley. Even 
the switchboard operaters are stroppy and usless. I spent 20 mins on 
hold the other day, before eventually getting through to the tech. If 
you do ring tech support try to speak to a guy called Dusty. He's ok 
and knows the rs7 better than any of the others. In fact he's the 
only one I trust now. I use alot of Yam gear so I have to deal with 
them alot. 
Regards, Tonfana, (skefferz uk).
| 6550|3870|2002-08-13 14:42:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: new member|
--- In RS7000@y..., patrick wrote:

> hello everybody. my name is patrick and i've had my
> rs7000 for a few weeks now. totally enjoying the
> improved sound (i was working with the rm1x before)
> and trying to get my head round the sampling part.
> i'm totally into my techno eg surgeon, dj rush, dj
> shufflemaster, jay denham.
> hope to be corresponding with you all soon

Welcome to the list. Be prepared for the unexpected....hnnngharhar! 

;)

Cheers, Tom (list moderatör)
| 6551|6546|2002-08-13 14:56:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: Memory allocation error|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffdaddy2000" wrote:

> I've had my RS for about 11 1/2 months now. I've just 

encountered 

> a problem. I pu to 32 me simms into my RS. I was using it with 

the 

> 64 megs of ram for about 11 months. 

??? I don't get it...you had 64MB Simms in your RS and now you put 
only 32MB in it? What did you do with the other 64MB?
| 6552|6547|2002-08-13 15:05:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tonfana" wrote:

> hello guys,
> I've just started useing a Yamaha EX5 as master control 

keyboard 

Oooh, great synth!

> I get enless SOS and SOS



messages, 

??? What are SOS and SOS messages? If you get S.O.S. (Save Our 
Souls) signals you should call emergency... SCNR...
But seriously? What do you mean?

> always recorded at the begining of measure 2 and no where else 

in the 

> pattern. This creates a noticable lag at (unsurprisingly) 

measure 2 

> on play back. So I have to go in and carefully delete the 

unwanted 

> data. Its not a disaster but its a pain and is time consuming. 

How exactly are you recording the EX5 into the RS? Do you use the 
EX5-sequencer to play your sequences there and record them into 
the RS? That would explain the PC-events.

> Anybody know whats going on, and how I can stop it.
> Also setting the PC filter to "unticked" both boxes in the 

rs's 

> utillity, doesnt stop the RS&'s sequencer from receiving PC's 

from 

> the EX5 when changing patches on the EX5 synth. PC and bank 

select 

> are set to off on the EX.

You can't filter incoming MIDI-events on the RS, but it should be 
possible in the EX. But depends on how you setup both. Again, do 
you try to use the EX-internal sequencer and the RS-sequencer at 
the same time?

I can imagine that the EX5 sequencer sends every event unfiltered 
throught the MIDI-out, but if you don't use it, those events 
would get filtered.
If you want to use both sequencer at the same time one solution 
to prevent those PC and other unwanted events might be to use an 
external filterbox. Or export your EX5 songs as SMF and import 
them as SMF into the RS.

I hope it helps.

Cheers, Tom
| 6553|6553|2002-08-14 00:20:25|michelle_alisa|Drum Kits Filter Bug?|
Hi all,

Recently, I noticed, much to my annoyance, that I was scrolling through the drum kits and trying to customize them... but as I pressed the Filter button to change to other
settings like HPF (the high pass filter) and soforth, just pressing again and again, to my horror (!), it had NO effect whatsoever. Is there any way to do this? It seems like
the drum kits are stuck on a low pass filter :( not good for when I want to take the bottom end out... well, I could use EQ but that still has a different aural effect. I do
believe someone wrote about this before too... as a bug... but I couldn't find it in the group archives (the Yahoo find doesn't seem to work too intelligently). Anyone else?

Also, what's the best way to bring single drum hit samples into the RS7000 and assemble them into a kit, much like the mapping of the internal drum kits? I know how to
take a drum loop and basically break it up into a "kit" by using slice and loop remix and all those neat functions, but I haven't figured out how to do this. Nor if there is a
dodgy, yet workable multisampling workaround for things like orchestral instruments.

Thanks for any insight into this as always! :)

Michelle
| 6554|6553|2002-08-14 01:04:36|sod6969|Re: Drum Kits Filter Bug?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Recently, I noticed, much to my annoyance, that I was scrolling 

through the drum kits and trying to customize them... but as I 
pressed the Filter button to change to other settings like HPF (the 



high pass filter) and soforth, just pressing again and again, to my 
horror (!), it had NO effect whatsoever. Is there any way to do this? 
It seems like the drum kits are stuck on a low pass filter :( not 
good for when I want to take the bottom end out... well, I could use 
EQ but that still has a different aural effect. I do believe someone 
wrote about this before too... as a bug... but I couldn't find it in 
the group archives (the Yahoo find doesn't seem to work too 
intelligently). Anyone else?

> 
> Also, what's the best way to bring single drum hit samples into the 

RS7000 and assemble them into a kit, much like the mapping of the 
internal drum kits? I know how to take a drum loop and basically 
break it up into a "kit" by using slice and loop remix and all those 
neat functions, but I haven't figured out how to do this. Nor if 
there is a dodgy, yet workable multisampling workaround for things 
like orchestral instruments.

> 
> Thanks for any insight into this as always! :)
> 
> 
> Michelle

Hi Michelle,

look here: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6534

sod
| 6555|6553|2002-08-14 01:06:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Drum Kits Filter Bug?|
On Wednesday 14 August 2002 08:20, michelle_alisa wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> Recently, I noticed, much to my annoyance, that I was
> scrolling through the drum kits and trying to customize
> them... but as I pressed the Filter button to change to other
> settings like HPF (the high pass filter) and soforth, just
> pressing again and again, to my horror (!), it had NO effect
> whatsoever. Is there any way to do this? It seems like the
> drum kits are stuck on a low pass filter :( not good for when
> I want to take the bottom end out... well, I could use EQ but
> that still has a different aural effect. I do believe someone
> wrote about this before too... as a bug... but I couldn't find
> it in the group archives (the Yahoo find doesn't seem to work
> too intelligently). Anyone else?

This behavior is currently known more as a feature than a bug. 
Have a look at this:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6534

>
> Also, what's the best way to bring single drum hit samples
> into the RS7000 and assemble them into a kit, much like the
> mapping of the internal drum kits? 

The basis is a Kit sample voice, indeed, where different samples 
are stored in one voice, one per midi note. You can create 
samples and store them directly in a new or existing kit voice. 
Use the mixer page to specify which voice before you start 
sampling.

You can import samples in the .wav or .aif format and place these 
in a kit voice (page 129 of manual).

You can load samples from existing .ALL or .PAT files stored on 
card or disk by loading a sample directly from these files using 
the load SMPL feature (pages 127/128). Very nice and not well 
known. Again, you specifiy the target kit voice and slot number.

You can reorganise samples within the same kit voice, or move 
them from one voice to another (of different types, from 
different styles) using the MOVE sample job (page 246 of 
manual).

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6534
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6534


> I know how to take a drum
> loop and basically break it up into a "kit" by using slice and
> loop remix and all those neat functions, but I haven't figured
> out how to do this. Nor if there is a dodgy, yet workable
> multisampling workaround for things like orchestral
> instruments.

Multisamples, where for example velocity splits are used to 
emulate different timbres of a sound, are not supported in the 
RS. You would have to fake this trick by using multiple Kit 
voice slots (using two or midi notes).

- Robert
| 6556|6547|2002-08-14 01:10:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
On Tuesday 13 August 2002 19:37, tonfana wrote:

> hello guys,
> I've just started useing a Yamaha EX5 as master control
> keyboard and additional sound source for my RS7, which
> integrates and works really well. Except for this, every time
> I record a pattern in the RS7 via the EX5 master keyboard, I
> get enless SOS and SOS messages, always recorded at the
> begining of measure 2 and no where else in the pattern. 

What are SOS messages? 
Is you EX5 crying for repair? ;)

- Robert
| 6557|6546|2002-08-14 01:13:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory allocation error|
On Tuesday 13 August 2002 19:31, jeffdaddy2000 wrote:

> I've had my RS for about 11 1/2 months now. I've just
> encountered a problem. I pu to 32 me simms into my RS. I was
> using it with the 64 megs of ram for about 11 months. 

Please explain. You *were* using 64M for 11 months, and now you 
are using 32M? You *downgraded* the RS to a lower number of RAM?

You still use a pair of SIMMS, right?

If a factory reset after changing the RAM configuration doesn't 
help (please try that), it looks like your new pair of 2x16M 
SIMMS are incompatible.

- Robert
| 6558|6547|2002-08-14 01:52:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> What are SOS messages? 
> Is you EX5 crying for repair? ;)

I would suggest to check this strange behaviour also with the people 
from EX5Tech. They are very helpfull and know everything about the 
EX5. So i am sure they can tell what are SOS and SUS and how to 
prevent them.

Btw. The RS only filter his own MIDI-events he sends out.

http://www.ex5tech.com/
| 6559|6553|2002-08-14 01:55:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: Drum Kits Filter Bug?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Recently, I noticed, much to my annoyance, that I was scrolling 

through the drum kits and trying to customize them. Is there any way 
to do this? 

I answered this question already a few posts ago..please check the 
archive.

Cheers, Tom
| 6560|6560|2002-08-14 02:13:11|Tim Sparke|New RS7000 Movie|
Don't know if any of you guys have seen this yet but there's an ezine from 
Yamaha UK with a movie featuring the DJ Tom Middleton messing around on his 
RS7000 as well as some other news on new stuff. Check it out.....

http://www.ex5tech.com/


http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html

I think this'll be a monthly thing so you can subscribe at 
www.yamaha-music.co.uk.

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6561|6419|2002-08-14 02:23:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: newbie needs help: Converting to song.... not ???|
On Sunday 11 August 2002 12:58, snejt wrote:

> I have made a couple of tests on this matter, and to me it
> seems that lfo parameters are not "converted" correctely,
> going from pattern chain to song. These "errors" (?) occur if
> I make a simple pad like pattern with bpm sync turned on, make
> a pattern chain (without having more than one track, one
> pattern, none style switching) converting to song, and "bang"
> the sound parameters (lfo settings for sure) are no longer
> there. 

Just tried the above and got the same results. Looks like the LFO 
settings are simply not converted from pattern to song mode. 
Everytime I change the LFO to synced it is reset at the start of 
the song (where the voice's PC event is inserted).

Tried it on another pattern using tweaked filtering, ADSR and 
midi delay settings, and these all converted okay to the song. 
So your findings indeed look like a bug.

Now for some good news. Using scenes 'fixes' the problem. In the 
original pattern I created a scene holding all the voice 
settings (including the LFO parameters). I programmed the scene 
in the pattern chain, at the second bar of the chain (to prove 
things). Once converted to a song, it initially played back 
wrong since the lfo parameters were wrong. However, the moment 
the programmed scene kicked in at the second bar, the sound was 
correct.

- Robert
| 6562|6560|2002-08-14 02:28:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New RS7000 Movie|
On Wednesday 14 August 2002 10:13, Tim Sparke wrote:

> Don't know if any of you guys have seen this yet but there's
> an ezine from Yamaha UK with a movie featuring the DJ Tom
> Middleton messing around on his RS7000 as well as some other
> news on new stuff. Check it out.....
>
> http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html
>
> I think this'll be a monthly thing so you can subscribe at
> www.yamaha-music.co.uk.

Cool! Someone tell me how the movie was, I can't seem to play it 
from Linux. :(

- Robert
| 6563|6537|2002-08-14 03:31:15|arveyman|Re: What the hell happened to message 6535?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 13 August 2002 13:09, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 
> > wrote:
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> > > > > Vanished and gone?
> > > >
> > > > Seems like. What was it about? I´ll check the Group
> > > > Activity...
> > >
> > > ...and i found out that Arv deleted the message.
> > 
> > Can messages be deleted by *everyone*?
> 
> Well, in the group-settings i choose this:
> 
> Members (all can view messages; moderators can view/modify/delete 
> messages)

http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html
http://messenger.msn.com/
http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html


> 
> So, you have to be a moderator to delete messages, but i am not 

sure 

> if you still can delete your own messages. Btw. Arv is not a 
> moderator. You, Jayson (devolve),headtrik and i am/are.
> 
> Tom
> 
> p.s. thank you for q vs mq reviews. Very very interesting (still 
> haven´t got the mQ...:(

I think i deleted it because it was my own message and didn't feel 
the need to leave it because it was redundant in my opinion. It was a 
surprice actually to see that it worked! ;-)

Arv
| 6564|6560|2002-08-14 07:22:24|a_lepusa|Re: New RS7000 Movie|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 14 August 2002 10:13, Tim Sparke wrote:
> > Don't know if any of you guys have seen this yet but there's
> > an ezine from Yamaha UK with a movie featuring the DJ Tom
> > Middleton messing around on his RS7000 as well as some other
> > news on new stuff. Check it out.....
> >
> > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html
> >
> > I think this'll be a monthly thing so you can subscribe at
> > www.yamaha-music.co.uk.
> 
> Cool! Someone tell me how the movie was, I can't seem to play it 
> from Linux. :(
> 
> - Robert

robert!

you don´t miss anything, cos middleton only points out 
what one can do with the RS - it seems to me like a kind 
of commercial ad; besides the picture- and sonic quality 
is *very* bad - i hardly understand a word.

no need to be sad, it´s *not* usefull at all.

btw. does anybody work with ableton live?
i´m trying out the demo here in my office
and i´m pretty enthusiastic about it -
just wondering how it behaves in conjunction with
the RS or any other MIDI-hardware...
can´t test it cos i have to go for an MIDI 
interface first :(

i´m kinda searching for my first soft sequencer
and tried cakewalk´s sonar which seems very fine,
but ableton seems to be even more powerfull- experiences?

regards
-flimflam
| 6565|6565|2002-08-14 08:28:01|pmlost|OS version?|
how can i check the OS version in my RS?

thx
peter
| 6566|6565|2002-08-14 12:38:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS version?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pmlost" wrote:

> how can i check the OS version in my RS?

I forgot how to, but it´s answered in the FAQ.
| 6567|6547|2002-08-14 16:58:38|wasted/su700fan|Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
Maybe SOS stands for "sostenuto" and SUS for "sustain"? Though I would
think those would be recorded by most gear as CC# or NRPN/RPN? Dunno.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:

http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com


http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

> -----Original Message-----
> From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2002 3:52 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > What are SOS messages?
> > Is you EX5 crying for repair? ;)
> 
> I would suggest to check this strange behaviour also with the people 
> from EX5Tech. They are very helpfull and know everything about the 
> EX5. So i am sure they can tell what are SOS and SUS and how to 
> prevent them.
> 
> Btw. The RS only filter his own MIDI-events he sends out.
> 
> 

http://www.ex5tech.com/
| 6568|6546|2002-08-14 17:06:15|jeffdaddy2000|Re: Memory allocation error|
I have 64 megs of ram in my RS. I have been using it like that for 
over 11 months. I have NOT changed anything. *Now* the RS reports 
that I have 20479KB of memory. I can't load any of my *all* files 
because they're filled with about 45 Megs of samples. 
I finally talked to Yammy. They said my simms probably went bad.
who knows?
I'm just coming off a painful 2 years with an ASR-X I hope i'm not 
in for 2 more with the RS.
Jeff

> 
> Please explain. You *were* using 64M for 11 months, and now you 
> are using 32M? You *downgraded* the RS to a lower number of RAM?
> 
> You still use a pair of SIMMS, right?
> 
> If a factory reset after changing the RAM configuration doesn't 
> help (please try that), it looks like your new pair of 2x16M 
> SIMMS are incompatible.
> 
> - Robert

| 6569|6547|2002-08-15 02:17:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
On Thursday 15 August 2002 00:58, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Maybe SOS stands for "sostenuto" and SUS for "sustain"? 
> Though I would think those would be recorded by most gear as
> CC# or NRPN/RPN? Dunno.

Ah! That's a nice explanation. This is very likely what the guy 
is seeing.

- Robert
| 6570|6546|2002-08-15 02:21:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory allocation error|
On Thursday 15 August 2002 01:06, jeffdaddy2000 wrote:

> I have 64 megs of ram in my RS. I have been using it like
> that for over 11 months. I have NOT changed anything. *Now*
> the RS reports that I have 20479KB of memory. I can't load
> any of my *all* files because they're filled with about 45
> Megs of samples. I finally talked to Yammy. They said my
> simms probably went bad. who knows?

I too think one of your RAM sticks has gone bad, or must be 
reseated. Were these old SIMMs? If yes, try to remove and insert 
them in the RS slots a couple of times (of course following all 
the rules involved when installing memory). If that doesn't 
help, your best bet to order new RAM. The faq mentions the 
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needed type and a supplier (oempcworld.com).

> I'm just coming off a painful 2 years with an ASR-X I hope
> i'm not in for 2 more with the RS.

Don't think so. 

- Robert
| 6571|6547|2002-08-15 04:58:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: Endless SOS and SUS data recorded|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Maybe SOS stands for "sostenuto" and SUS for "sustain"? 

Could be.

Though I would

> think those would be recorded by most gear as CC# or NRPN/RPN? 

Dunno.

I would guess the EX indeed sends those as CC and NRPN but they 
appear as SUS and SOS in Edit.

It shoudl be possible to filter them on the EX.
| 6572|6546|2002-08-15 05:00:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Memory allocation error|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffdaddy2000" wrote:

> I have 64 megs of ram in my RS. I have been using it like that for 
> over 11 months. I have NOT changed anything. *Now* the RS reports 
> that I have 20479KB of memory. I can't load any of my *all* files 
> because they're filled with about 45 Megs of samples. 
> I finally talked to Yammy. They said my simms probably went bad.
> who knows?

Did you try to open the RS, switch the banks and try it again? It 
could be that the Simms got bad. Which ones did you get?

> I'm just coming off a painful 2 years with an ASR-X I hope i'm not 
> in for 2 more with the RS.

Well on the list are about 710 people and RAM problems were all 
faulty RAM. The RS itself seems quite a sturdy machine.
| 6573|6573|2002-08-15 06:17:31|Magnus McCamish|(no subject)|
Well, they let me in the door.
I too have just baught one of these things and am slowly mapping it's 
complexity into my burnt out brain. WICKED.

Music: Anything aslong as it's fun.
Location: Oz
Exp: Nuthing-------couple of weeks.

I've got alot of reading and tweaking to do before anything hope some of you 
can help as I loose it on my RS7K.
Cheers
Magnus

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 6574|6574|2002-08-15 10:35:41|Plaete JO|(no subject)|
PLAETE JO
jo@plaete.com
http://www.jo.plaete.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6575|6573|2002-08-15 13:11:55|tompaulsen2002|(no subject)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Magnus McCamish" wrote:

> Music: Anything aslong as it's fun.
> Location: Oz

Hm...Oz...the country of the "Oz"elots...i know that...whistling 
Judys, jumping Garlands, Red Shoes and stuff...

http://www.hotmail.com/
mailto:jo@plaete.com
http://www.jo.plaete.com/


Definately fits in this community...just as your confused 
moderator...

Welcome to the RS-lala-land.

Yours, Töm

>

| 6576|6576|2002-08-15 13:11:56|mark_morgan98275|New Style sets from Yamaha?|
Does anybody know if Yamaha plans on producing additional style sets 
for the RS7000? A Guitar Center salesman said that Yamaha was just 
about to release some new CD Roms, but so far no documented info.
| 6577|6574|2002-08-15 13:14:52|tompaulsen2002|(no subject)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Plaete JO" wrote:

> 
> PLAETE JO
> jo@p...
> http://www.jo.plaete.com
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Hm, ok...my "whateverlanguagethatis"-language is a bit rusty. Next 
time, tell us what the link is about, so that i might not think it's 
SPAM and your account gets deleted by mistake...

Btw. under Linux Opera, the site looks kinda strange...
| 6578|6576|2002-08-15 13:32:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mark_morgan98275" 
wrote:

> Does anybody know if Yamaha plans on producing additional style 

sets 

> for the RS7000? 

They indeed already released additional Style Sets on SmartMedia 
Card. Wait maybe i can find a link...

Found it...unfortunately it's all in german:

http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/option

So here you get some free styles:

http://www.rs7000.org/prestyle.php

(But i didn't like them so much...useless since they are very 
Dance orientated)
| 6579|6579|2002-08-15 18:16:09|mike stokes|resampling a measure|
Hi all.
I have been loading loops into my RS, then EQing them or adding other 
effects. Then, I resamle the loop so I can use the effected
version. I do this by using the record measure type when resampling. I 
specify which measures I want resampled, and the RS grabs it
and sends it to a pad.
The problem is...now the loop is not a tight loop anymore, it lags as if the 
start and end point are not exactly right. So, that kind of sucks
(it would be nice if the RS did this better), so I go to edit the start and 
end points in the RS, and what a pain. It is difficult to get right. I
have no problem doing this in Soundforge, but in the RS it seems it takes 
forever to move your loop points, and I couldn't get it right.
Does anyone have any suggestions on how I can do this better in the RS 
(either in the resample stage or the sample edit stage)?
Thanks.
Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
| 6580|6576|2002-08-15 19:30:28|MR.Shy|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|
--- tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:

http://www.jo.plaete.com/
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/options/
http://www.rs7000.org/prestyle.php
http://mobile.msn.com/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


> --- In RS7000@y..., "mark_morgan98275"
> 
> wrote:
> > Does anybody know if Yamaha plans on producing
> additional style 
> sets 
> > for the RS7000? 
> 
> They indeed already released additional Style Sets
> on SmartMedia 
> Card. Wait maybe i can find a link...
> 
> Found it...unfortunately it's all in german:
> 
>

http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/option

> 

I seen them in the store on a smartmedia card,aren't
those for the motif ?

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
HotJobs - Search Thousands of New Jobs
http://www.hotjobs.com
| 6581|6581|2002-08-15 23:15:12|sellingsecrets|Yamaha SU200 Question|
I am looking at the SU200 but am totally new to sampling. can I 
record from a external source and place it on the su200? like from a 
synth module or a guitar riff?

--john
| 6582|6582|2002-08-16 00:06:43|keithlukpk|QY 700 or RS 7000|
Hi All,

I am thinking of choosing the QY 700 or RS 7000, can anyone give me 
some advices or guideline. Actually, I play keyboard myself but I 
just want to start playing music composing ?

Appreciate your help

Keith
| 6583|6576|2002-08-16 01:32:20|snejt|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "MR.Shy" wrote:

> --- tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "mark_morgan98275"
> > 
> > wrote:
> > > Does anybody know if Yamaha plans on producing
> > additional style 
> > sets 
> > > for the RS7000? 
> > 
> > They indeed already released additional Style Sets
> > on SmartMedia 
> > Card. Wait maybe i can find a link...
> > 
> > Found it...unfortunately it's all in german:
> > 
> >
> 

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_m
usical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomput
er/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/opti
ons/

> > 
> I seen them in the store on a smartmedia card,aren't
> those for the motif ?
> 
> 

__________________________________________________

> Do You Yahoo!?
> HotJobs - Search Thousands of New Jobs
> http://www.hotjobs.com

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/options/
http://www.hotjobs.com/
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_m
http://www.hotjobs.com/


| 6584|6576|2002-08-16 01:38:47|snejt|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|

> 

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_m

> 

usical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomput

> 

er/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/opti

> ons/
> > > 
> > I seen them in the store on a smartmedia card,aren't
> > those for the motif ?
> > 
> > 
> 

Sorry for my previous post. Something went wrong when I posted 
it. Just wanted to comment that if you click on the link you´ll
see 
that the styles are for the rs7k

s

__________________________________________________

> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > HotJobs - Search Thousands of New Jobs
> > http://www.hotjobs.com

| 6585|6576|2002-08-16 03:36:47|art75@free.fr|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|

> They indeed already released additional Style Sets on SmartMedia 
> Card. Wait maybe i can find a link...

It seems that demos of these new styles are available :

http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/product_relatedArea/musical_instrumen
ts/synthesizer/sequencer_drumcomputer/rs7000.html

Anybody tested them ?

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 6586|6576|2002-08-16 03:52:18|Leon Mols|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|
There are a couple of card available, some for Motif some for RS7000.

My regular equipment dealer had some demos of those cards but I bought only
the Motif cards (sounds) and not the RS7000 (patterns).. IMO they weren't
that impressive...

Leon

> -----Original Message-----
> From: MR.Shy [mailto:mrshy33@yahoo.com]
> Sent: 16 August 2002 03:30
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?
>
>
> --- tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "mark_morgan98275"
> > 
> > wrote:
> > > Does anybody know if Yamaha plans on producing
> > additional style
> > sets
> > > for the RS7000?
> >
> > They indeed already released additional Style Sets
> > on SmartMedia
> > Card. Wait maybe i can find a link...

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_m
http://www.hotjobs.com/
mailto:mrshy33@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


> >
> > Found it...unfortunately it's all in german:
> >
> >
> http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_inst
> ruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drum
> computer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/options/
> >
> I seen them in the store on a smartmedia card,aren't
> those for the motif ?
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> HotJobs - Search Thousands of New Jobs
> http://www.hotjobs.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 6587|6579|2002-08-16 06:07:59|arveyman|Re: resampling a measure|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mike stokes" wrote:

> 
> Hi all.
> I have been loading loops into my RS, then EQing them or adding 

other 

> effects. Then, I resamle the loop so I can use the effected
> version. I do this by using the record measure type when 

resampling. I 

> specify which measures I want resampled, and the RS grabs it
> and sends it to a pad.
> The problem is...now the loop is not a tight loop anymore, it lags 

as if the 

> start and end point are not exactly right. So, that kind of sucks
> (it would be nice if the RS did this better), so I go to edit the 

start and 

> end points in the RS, and what a pain. It is difficult to get 

right. I

> have no problem doing this in Soundforge, but in the RS it seems it 

takes 

> forever to move your loop points, and I couldn't get it right.
> Does anyone have any suggestions on how I can do this better in the 

RS 

> (either in the resample stage or the sample edit stage)?
> Thanks.
> Mike

Hey Mike
It's probably because i'm used to editting on a pc, but i still use 
the pc to edit a loop to perfection and then import it in the RS. Is 
a lot better and faster.

Arv
| 6588|6588|2002-08-16 06:41:15|k_eve_l|mac and the rs|

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_inst
http://www.hotjobs.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


I'm new to this list, sold my mpc a few months ago to pick up the rs
after studying the manual, and I defiantly love this machine. Got a
question. I have a G4 466mhz running OSX, I bought a belkin
smartmedia reader/writer that's supported in OSX. Now I am absolutley
new to use my computer for music, was a stringent hardware guy. 

How do I edit samples that I input on the rs and dump them on my g4
via smartmedia reader, what program do I use to edit the samples and
then put them back into the rs?

Thanks alot,

Kevin Reynolds
k_eve_l@yahoo.com
| 6589|6588|2002-08-16 06:54:34|Jay Turner|Re: mac and the rs|
You can use Bias Peak or TC Works Spark for sample editing and 
mastering... Both running in OS X. First you have to convert the sample 
to a wave file and save it on RS before bringing it to the Mac via 
smartmedia reader for editing...

On Friday, August 16, 2002, at 08:39 AM, k_eve_l wrote:

> I'm new to this list, sold my mpc a few months ago to pick up the rs
> after studying the manual, and I defiantly love this machine.  Got a
> question.  I have a G4 466mhz running OSX, I bought a belkin
> smartmedia reader/writer that's supported in OSX.  Now I am absolutley
> new to use my computer for music, was a stringent hardware guy.
>
> How do I edit samples that I input on the rs and dump them on my g4
> via smartmedia reader, what program do I use to edit the samples and
> then put them back into the rs?
>
> Thanks alot,
>
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@yahoo.com
>
>

>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6590|6590|2002-08-16 14:50:43|michelle_alisa|Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
Hi all again,

There seems to be a number of Smart Media card readers so 
that the RS7000 can interface easier with the computer for data 
import/export and soforth. There are also a card readers I have 
seen advertise as "6 in 1" which cost somewhat more but also 
can read CompactFlash and Sony Memory Sticks and so on.

Now, for right now, I only need to read Smartmedia. I am seeking 
advice on several things:

-I'm in Canada. What's a good card reader (be it only for 
Smartmedia or for other formats too if it doesn't cost a whole lot 
more), and what's good price in Canadian dollars? I have seen 
several (like the ones at compusmart.com) but most of what I 
have researched is advertising hype or people using the readers 
with cameras but not RS7000s and I am interested in personal 
experiences from you on the list :) I have seen special deals for 
some as low as $15 U.S. but never such a low equivalent price 
in Canada, unless you have seen something!

-I don't think more Smartmedia yet but I am thinking of getting 
more in the near future. Do you think, because of the growing 

mailto:k_eve_l@yahoo.com
mailto:k_eve_l@yahoo.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


popularity of these kind of cards, that the price will drop 
substantially even more soon? I.E. better to wait a bit before 
stocking up? And... will there be 256 or higher Smartmedia cards 
soon as some news seems to indicate, and if so, will the 
RS7000 support them?

Thanks as always! :o)

Michelle
| 6591|6576|2002-08-16 14:54:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: New Style sets from Yamaha?|

>> 

http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/option

> > 
> I seen them in the store on a smartmedia card,aren't
> those for the motif ?

As you can clearly see at the link...those are for the RS7000. For 
sure there are also some for MOTIF too.
| 6592|6588|2002-08-16 14:57:32|michelle_alisa|Re: mac and the rs|
Kevin,

It sounds like I am soon going to embark on an adventure much 
like yourself. I would like to ask you, is the Belkin working well for 
you so far, what you've used it for?

Like Jay said... you can use Spark with your RS7000. In fact, 
there is a free version of OS X Spark, and if you need to check up 
more programs for Mac, I highly recommend versiontracker.com 
and do a search for "sound editor" or something along those 
lines. There are other programs which can do a number of 
interesting things to sound which you might find useful, such as 
SoundHack and, of course, VST plugins -- there are free ones of 
those and you can use them with the free version of Spark. And 
remember your RS7000 should come with a minimal (but 
sometimes helpful) Yamaha wave editing program too.

If you download sounds from the Internet, and if they are already 
in WAVE or AIFF, there is no need to convert and you should be 
able to to copy them to your Smartmedia Reader, pull the card 
out, put it in the RS7000, 'Import" and play! If you download MP3 
samples but want to use them, you should be able to put them in 
QuickTime (but Spark and Peak will convert them too) and 
convert. It's quite a snap -- hey, I figured it out so it can't be that 
bad =)

Best, Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "k_eve_l" wrote:
> I'm new to this list, sold my mpc a few months ago to pick up 
the rs
> after studying the manual, and I defiantly love this machine. 
Got a
> question. I have a G4 466mhz running OSX, I bought a belkin
> smartmedia reader/writer that's supported in OSX. Now I am 
absolutley
> new to use my computer for music, was a stringent hardware 
guy. 
> 
> How do I edit samples that I input on the rs and dump them on 
my g4
> via smartmedia reader, what program do I use to edit the 
samples and
> then put them back into the rs?
> 
> Thanks alot,
> 
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@y...

| 6593|6590|2002-08-16 15:02:20|tompaulsen2002|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/60_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_sequenzer_drumcomputer/10_no_series/20_RS7000/options/


> -I'm in Canada. What's a good card reader 
> more), and what's good price in Canadian dollars? 

Sorry i can't help you with that...i am in Germany....
I am using a Pixo-Media USB-SMII Smart Media Card reader. It 
works quite unspectacular (which is good) and very easy to 
handle. Windows 98SE recognizes it as Drive B:
And the price is quite low...i payed like 30Euro for it.
Works with SM up to 128MB btw.

> 
> -I don't think more Smartmedia yet but I am thinking of getting 
> more in the near future. Do you think, because of the growing 
> popularity of these kind of cards, that the price will drop 
> substantially even more soon? I.E. better to wait a bit before 
> stocking up? 

Hm dunno. 

> And... will there be 256 or higher Smartmedia cards 
> soon as some news seems to indicate, and if so, will the 
> RS7000 support them?

No, the RS supports AFAIK SM cards up to 128MB. But who 
knows...until noone has tried a 256 card...

> Thanks as always! :o)

you're welcome, as aleays ;)

Töm 

>

| 6594|6579|2002-08-16 15:04:15|michelle_alisa|Re: resampling a measure|
I also find from my personal experience that when you can edit 
on the computer which its much larger screen and other 
features, it can make such editing easier. Which is why the 
RS7000 includes Windows ACID for loop-tooling on the CD, I'm 
guessing :) Continue to use SoundForge since you seem to be 
comfortable with it.

Or, a tool like Recycle... because it is pretty good at detecting and 
locking to amplitudes and that's how you can get a loop down. 
I'm not very knowledgeable with this but that's the general idea :) 
If you have your RS7000 interfaced with your computer through 
SCSI or through a card reader it will be a lot easier and not time 
consuming, especially if you offload several loops at a time for 
cleanly looping!

Best, Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mike stokes" wrote:
> > 
> > Hi all.
> > I have been loading loops into my RS, then EQing them or 
adding 
> other 
> > effects. Then, I resamle the loop so I can use the effected
> > version. I do this by using the record measure type when 
> resampling. I 
> > specify which measures I want resampled, and the RS grabs 
it
> > and sends it to a pad.
> > The problem is...now the loop is not a tight loop anymore, it 
lags 
> as if the 
> > start and end point are not exactly right. So, that kind of 
sucks
> > (it would be nice if the RS did this better), so I go to edit the 
> start and 
> > end points in the RS, and what a pain. It is difficult to get 
> right. I
> > have no problem doing this in Soundforge, but in the RS it 



seems it 
> takes 
> > forever to move your loop points, and I couldn't get it right.
> > Does anyone have any suggestions on how I can do this 
better in the 
> RS 
> > (either in the resample stage or the sample edit stage)?
> > Thanks.
> > Mike
> 
> 
> 
> Hey Mike
> It's probably because i'm used to editting on a pc, but i still use 
> the pc to edit a loop to perfection and then import it in the RS. Is 
> a lot better and faster.
> 
> Arv

| 6595|6590|2002-08-16 15:06:44|michelle_alisa|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|

> Sorry i can't help you with that...i am in Germany....
> I am using a Pixo-Media USB-SMII Smart Media Card reader. It 
> works quite unspectacular (which is good) and very easy to 
> handle. Windows 98SE recognizes it as Drive B:
> And the price is quite low...i payed like 30Euro for it.
> Works with SM up to 128MB btw.

Thanks Tom. I forgot to mention that I am on a Mac but I think 
most (all?) USB card readers are cross-platform? Anyway, 
thanks. Ease of use is a #1 priority ;).

> No, the RS supports AFAIK SM cards up to 128MB. But who 
> knows...until noone has tried a 256 card...

Someone needs to put this to the test, sooner or later :)

Thanks, Michelle
| 6596|6579|2002-08-16 17:18:24|Ronald Leeuwangh|Re: resampling a measure|
Just buy the one that can read all six, i don't think it's much more expensive, is it !? we use one that can read different cards thru USB. it works really good to edit on the
computer (also with loads of VST FX in Wavelab) 

for us it is also very easy there are more type of cards supported because we also use sony memsticks and smartmedia for our photo and video aquipment. never had any
loss of files or anything like that, so it works really nice !

it's also easy to take the USB reader to a friend to use it as a floppy if you don't want to burn a cd for some reason. it can be used for any file type so not only photo's and
music files but also any other file type !

grtz. Ronald (DAN DEREND)

From: michelle_alisa 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2002 11:04 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: resampling a measure

I also find from my personal experience that when you can edit 
on the computer which its much larger screen and other 
features, it can make such editing easier. Which is why the 
RS7000 includes Windows ACID for loop-tooling on the CD, I'm 
guessing :) Continue to use SoundForge since you seem to be 
comfortable with it.

Or, a tool like Recycle... because it is pretty good at detecting and 
locking to amplitudes and that's how you can get a loop down. 
I'm not very knowledgeable with this but that's the general idea :) 
If you have your RS7000 interfaced with your computer through 
SCSI or through a card reader it will be a lot easier and not time 
consuming, especially if you offload several loops at a time for 
cleanly looping!

Best, Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mike stokes" wrote:
> > 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > Hi all.
> > I have been loading loops into my RS, then EQing them or 
adding 
> other 
> > effects. Then, I resamle the loop so I can use the effected
> > version. I do this by using the record measure type when 
> resampling. I 
> > specify which measures I want resampled, and the RS grabs 
it
> > and sends it to a pad.
> > The problem is...now the loop is not a tight loop anymore, it 
lags 
> as if the 
> > start and end point are not exactly right. So, that kind of 
sucks
> > (it would be nice if the RS did this better), so I go to edit the 
> start and 
> > end points in the RS, and what a pain. It is difficult to get 
> right. I
> > have no problem doing this in Soundforge, but in the RS it 
seems it 
> takes 
> > forever to move your loop points, and I couldn't get it right.
> > Does anyone have any suggestions on how I can do this 
better in the 
> RS 
> > (either in the resample stage or the sample edit stage)?
> > Thanks.
> > Mike
> 
> 
> 
> Hey Mike
> It's probably because i'm used to editting on a pc, but i still use 
> the pc to edit a loop to perfection and then import it in the RS. Is 
> a lot better and faster.
> 
> Arv
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| 6597|6597|2002-08-16 18:12:44|sellingsecrets|Phrase Sampler *Help*|
Can these samplers record from a line out or a vocal out? the su200 
or the Boss Dr. Sample and be recorded on the sampler unit itself?

--john
| 6598|6597|2002-08-16 18:47:57|michelle_alisa|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
Sorry John, I don't quite understand the question. Could you 
please re-phrase it :)? (Sorry for the pun.)

If you do check the technical specifications of the SU200, it will 
tell you what you need to know. Samplers almost always have 
standard line-in 1/4" connections for sampling, other cables can 
be used if you have a plug-on adapter. As for vocals, the RS7000 
has a mic switch to boost input, I'm not sure about the SU200 
but you should check yamahasynth.com (and rolandus.com for 
the Boss) to make sure.

best, Michelle
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--- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> Can these samplers record from a line out or a vocal out? the 
su200 
> or the Boss Dr. Sample and be recorded on the sampler unit 
itself?
> 
> --john

| 6599|6579|2002-08-16 18:50:55|michelle_alisa|Re: resampling a measure|
Thanks Ronald. I didn't understand some of what you wrote... 
what kind of 6-in-one card reader do you use, exactly? I was 
reading some reviews at pcworld.com but I am most interested 
in fellow RS7000 owners' opinions here as to what they prefer, 
so don't be afraid to speak up ;)!

The cost is not much different in Canada (seems to be about 
$50 Cdn. or so) but the issue here is that I'm not sure if I would 
need to read all those card formats in the future.

Thanks,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "Ronald Leeuwangh" 
wrote:

> Just buy the one that can read all six, i don't think it's much 

more expensive, is it !? we use one that can read different cards 
thru USB. it works really good to edit on the computer (also with 
loads of VST FX in Wavelab) 

> 
> for us it is also very easy there are more type of cards 

supported because we also use sony memsticks and 
smartmedia for our photo and video aquipment. never had any 
loss of files or anything like that, so it works really nice !

> 
> it's also easy to take the USB reader to a friend to use it as a 

floppy if you don't want to burn a cd for some reason. it can be 
used for any file type so not only photo's and music files but also 
any other file type !

> 
> grtz. Ronald (DAN DEREND)
> 
> 
> From: michelle_alisa 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Friday, August 16, 2002 11:04 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: resampling a measure
> 
> 
> I also find from my personal experience that when you can 

edit 

> on the computer which its much larger screen and other 
> features, it can make such editing easier. Which is why the 
> RS7000 includes Windows ACID for loop-tooling on the CD, 

I'm 

> guessing :) Continue to use SoundForge since you seem to 

be 

> comfortable with it.
> 
> Or, a tool like Recycle... because it is pretty good at detecting 

and 

> locking to amplitudes and that's how you can get a loop down. 
> I'm not very knowledgeable with this but that's the general 

idea :) 



> If you have your RS7000 interfaced with your computer 

through 

> SCSI or through a card reader it will be a lot easier and not 

time 

> consuming, especially if you offload several loops at a time 

for 

> cleanly looping!
> 
> Best, Michelle
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "mike stokes" 

wrote:

> > > 
> > > Hi all.
> > > I have been loading loops into my RS, then EQing them or 
> adding 
> > other 
> > > effects. Then, I resamle the loop so I can use the effected
> > > version. I do this by using the record measure type when 
> > resampling. I 
> > > specify which measures I want resampled, and the RS 

grabs 

> it
> > > and sends it to a pad.
> > > The problem is...now the loop is not a tight loop anymore, 

it 

> lags 
> > as if the 
> > > start and end point are not exactly right. So, that kind of 
> sucks
> > > (it would be nice if the RS did this better), so I go to edit 

the 

> > start and 
> > > end points in the RS, and what a pain. It is difficult to get 
> > right. I
> > > have no problem doing this in Soundforge, but in the RS it 
> seems it 
> > takes 
> > > forever to move your loop points, and I couldn't get it right.
> > > Does anyone have any suggestions on how I can do this 
> better in the 
> > RS 
> > > (either in the resample stage or the sample edit stage)?
> > > Thanks.
> > > Mike
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Hey Mike
> > It's probably because i'm used to editting on a pc, but i still 

use 

> > the pc to edit a loop to perfection and then import it in the 

RS. Is 

> > a lot better and faster.
> > 
> > Arv
> 
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| 6600|6581|2002-08-16 19:34:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: Yamaha SU200 Question|

> -----Original Message-----
> From: sellingsecrets [mailto:sellingsecrets@yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Friday, August 16, 2002 1:15 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha SU200 Question
> 
> 
> I am looking at the SU200 but am totally new to sampling. can I 
> record from a external source and place it on the su200? like from a 
> synth module or a guitar riff?
> 
> --john

Yes. But you do have to understand there is limited sampling memory
(therefore time) for that sampling. That, and being the cheap bottom
end model the polyphony and effects are quite low compared to the SU700,
RS7000, or A3k/4k/5k samplers.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6601|6581|2002-08-16 20:35:55|Keith Luk|QY 700 vs S7000|
Hi All, 

I play keyboard and sound module and I start learning song composing. I am thinking of the Yamaha QY700 and RS 7000, however, I am new to this field and don't know
which one to choose. Could anyone tell me what's the main difference between these two machines? Please kindly give me some advices on the selection. 

Thx 

Keith 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6602|6581|2002-08-16 21:18:09|michelle_alisa|Re: QY 700 vs S7000|
Basically, go to yamahasynth.com and read up, the official 
source will tell ya all the specific differences in the tech. info 
sections. have a look at the pictures too, their designs are quite 
different but they do of course share a number of the same 
features.

Really... this is a generalization but the Rs7000 is geared 
towards techno/electronic/dance/remix/urban/r&b/etc. artists and 
the QY700 is more for general purpose songwriting (i.e. it does 
have riffs for techno but doesn't have a lot of the whacked out 
effects features and groove handling and soforth, is older, has 
less onboard sounds and not as good memory management). 
So you decide!

Hope this helps, Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "Keith Luk" wrote:
> Hi All,
> 
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> I play keyboard and sound module and I start learning song 
composing. I am thinking of the Yamaha QY700 and RS 7000, 
however, I am new to this field and don't know which one to 
choose. Could anyone tell me what's the main difference 
between these two machines? Please kindly give me some 
advices on the selection.
> 
> Thx
> 
> Keith 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6603|6582|2002-08-17 00:20:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY 700 or RS 7000|
On Friday 16 August 2002 08:06, keithlukpk wrote:

> Hi All,
>
> I am thinking of choosing the QY 700 or RS 7000, can
> anyone give me some advices or guideline. Actually, I
> play keyboard myself but I just want to start playing
> music composing ?

Depends very much on what you're looking for, as they're 
very different machines.

- Robert
| 6604|6582|2002-08-17 00:33:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY 700 or RS 7000|
On Saturday 17 August 2002 08:20, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Depends very much on what you're looking for, as they're
> very different machines.

I used to have a QY700 btw, so if you have a more specific 
question you can ask me by private email.

- Robert
| 6605|6597|2002-08-17 19:05:24|sellingsecrets|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
Thanx Michelle. I will re-phrase ;-)

Since I am totally new to the sample thing I dont know anything. 
Basically, can i use a sampler as a pattern sequencer. Thats what i 
want to use it as, but I am not sure how to load or record 
new 'samples' or just a piece of music done on my syth to record it 
onto the sampler, thus it will them loop it , correct? but if I 
cannot record on it, it is useless to me of course.

--john

--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:
> Sorry John, I don't quite understand the question. Could you 
> please re-phrase it :)? (Sorry for the pun.)
> 
> If you do check the technical specifications of the SU200, it will 
> tell you what you need to know. Samplers almost always have 
> standard line-in 1/4" connections for sampling, other cables can 
> be used if you have a plug-on adapter. As for vocals, the RS7000 
> has a mic switch to boost input, I'm not sure about the SU200 
> but you should check yamahasynth.com (and rolandus.com for 
> the Boss) to make sure.
> 
> best, Michelle
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> > Can these samplers record from a line out or a vocal out? the 
> su200 
> > or the Boss Dr. Sample and be recorded on the sampler unit 
> itself?
> > 
> > --john

| 6606|6606|2002-08-17 23:56:28|eq127|RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?|
hi list, just got my hands on a 7disk SCSI CD changer, and i was 
wondering if i stand a good chance of getting the RS to read/load 
samples off the CDs in the changer if i do a direct SCSI connection. 



if not i won't bother trying to set it up...

what do you guys think? has anyone tried this?

see what i'm trying to do is to have the RS load the samples off the 
CD changer, process them however i please then save to a SCSI hard 
disk array... should i try hooking it up to the CD changer, load the 
samples, then unplug the scsi cable from the CD changer and plug it 
into the disk array to save them? or try chaining the three devices 
together with respective SCSI IDs? something tells me the former is 
not going to work

thanks,

K.
| 6607|6606|2002-08-18 00:20:13|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?|

> -----Original Message-----
> From: eq127 [mailto:eq127@goatrance.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2002 1:56 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?
> 
> 
> hi list, just got my hands on a 7disk SCSI CD changer, and i was 
> wondering if i stand a good chance of getting the RS to read/load 
> samples off the CDs in the changer if i do a direct SCSI connection. 
> if not i won't bother trying to set it up...
> 
> what do you guys think? has anyone tried this?
> 
> see what i'm trying to do is to have the RS load the samples off the 
> CD changer, process them however i please then save to a SCSI hard 
> disk array... should i try hooking it up to the CD changer, load the 
> samples, then unplug the scsi cable from the CD changer and plug it 
> into the disk array to save them? or try chaining the three devices 
> together with respective SCSI IDs? something tells me the former is 
> not going to work
> 
> thanks,
> 
> K.

Whatever you do, don't unplug SCSI devices while live (turned on, hot).
Doing so could fry the machine(s) involved, or at least the SCSI
controllers on those machines. What you might want to do (if you can,
depending on the connectors available) is daisy chain the CDROM changer
and HD and give each device a unique ID. Though with a changer I'm not
sure how the device ID's are gonna fit into the picture. One for the
whole changer or one ID for each drive in the changer. If the latter,
the 7 CD drives are gonna eat all your SCSI ID#s and you wont have any
left over for other SCSI devices since the RS7k can only assign up to 7
unique SCSI ID's. Good luck!!!

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6608|6606|2002-08-18 00:29:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?|
On Sunday 18 August 2002 07:56, eq127 wrote:

> hi list, just got my hands on a 7disk SCSI CD changer,
> and i was wondering if i stand a good chance of getting
> the RS to read/load samples off the CDs in the changer if
> i do a direct SCSI connection. if not i won't bother
> trying to set it up...
>
> what do you guys think? has anyone tried this?

Never heard of it. If the CD changer needs special SCSI 
commands to select on of the CDs, it will most likely not 
work. If, however, the CD changer emulates the presence of 
7 cdrom drives, each on their own SCSI ID, it *may* work, 
but I don't know if the RS will wait long enough for the CD 
to be changed when selecting another emulated drive.

>
> see what i'm trying to do is to have the RS load the
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> samples off the CD changer, process them however i please
> then save to a SCSI hard disk array... 

If the changer indeed emulated 7 SCSI drives, there's no 
more room on the SCSI chain for the hard drives to be 
connected. All of the SCSI ID's are used by the CD changer. 
But maybe you can disable a few to make room for other 
devices.

> should i try
> hooking it up to the CD changer, load the samples, then
> unplug the scsi cable from the CD changer and plug it
> into the disk array to save them? 

NO!!!! SCSI gear *must* be switched off before 
(dis)connected, and that includes the RS. Not doing so can 
cause damage to your gear.

> or try chaining the
> three devices together with respective SCSI IDs?
> something tells me the former is not going to work

See above.

- Robert
| 6609|6597|2002-08-18 01:40:35|michelle_alisa|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
OK John! Thanks for rephrasing... well like I said before, it's good 
practice to read up on the Net to learn more about the machines 
you are interested in. Phrase samplers like the SU200 you 
mentioned might have limited pattern sequencing, but for 
serious pattern sequencing of your samples you will need 
something like the RS7000 (which has a fully integrated 
sequencer built in, it can be quite elaborate if you need it to).

To answer your other questions, samples can be loaded in, in a 
number of ways... you can record them live through the LINE INs 
using a source like a CD Player or a synth keyboard or even a 
mic plugged in. Or you can import the samples as WAVEs or 
AIFFs etc. from a CD-ROM, SmartMedia card, SCSI disc, etc.

One of the main points of a sampler, of course ,is to *sample* 
(record new sounds). So YES the RS7000 can do this, and so 
can the SU200. So, go to yamahasynth.com -- learn more about 
what you're interested in :)!

Best,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> Thanx Michelle. I will re-phrase ;-)
> 
> 
> Since I am totally new to the sample thing I dont know anything. 
> Basically, can i use a sampler as a pattern sequencer. Thats 
what i 
> want to use it as, but I am not sure how to load or record 
> new 'samples' or just a piece of music done on my syth to 
record it 
> onto the sampler, thus it will them loop it , correct? but if I 
> cannot record on it, it is useless to me of course.
> 
> --john

| 6610|6610|2002-08-18 03:45:47|tonfana|sus and sos again|
Hello Guys,
Thanks for the sugestions re sos and sus. It I tried just using 
the rs7 alone, not midi-ed up to anything, recording from the rs7 
keyboard, and the messages still appear, always a measure 2.000 in 
the loop. They are recorded as cc message 64 and 65. This is a new 
problem. Ive had the rs about 11 months without any problems. Its a 
big pain constanty having to delete approx 60 recorded messages from 
every track at each recording pass. I cant leave them in as it ruins 



the timing. I've a feeling this started after my upgrade to 1.14. 
Maybe. Any further sugestion before I box it up and send it back? I 
really dont want to do this as it will seriously interupt my ongoing 
work, probably for a long time if I know Yamaha. 
Thanks, Skeffer.
| 6611|6610|2002-08-18 03:55:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sus and sos again|
Do you have a foot switch connected to the RS?
Setting the FOOT SWITCH parameter to SUSTAIN in the first 
System page, and by hitting the connected foot switch, I 
managed to get a couple of SUS messages in my midi 
sequence.

What's the value of your FOOT SWITCH parameter?

How do you record a phrase? What record mode?

- Robert

On Sunday 18 August 2002 11:45, tonfana wrote:
> Hello Guys,
> Thanks for the sugestions re sos and sus. It I tried
> just using the rs7 alone, not midi-ed up to anything,
> recording from the rs7 keyboard, and the messages still
> appear, always a measure 2.000 in the loop. They are
> recorded as cc message 64 and 65. This is a new problem.
> Ive had the rs about 11 months without any problems. Its
> a big pain constanty having to delete approx 60 recorded
> messages from every track at each recording pass. I cant
> leave them in as it ruins the timing. I've a feeling this
> started after my upgrade to 1.14. Maybe. Any further
> sugestion before I box it up and send it back? I really
> dont want to do this as it will seriously interupt my
> ongoing work, probably for a long time if I know Yamaha.
> Thanks, Skeffer.
>
>
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>
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| 6612|6610|2002-08-18 03:56:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sus and sos again|
One other suggestion: do a factory reset and see if the 
problems is still there.

- Robert
| 6613|6610|2002-08-18 13:31:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: sus and sos again|

--- In RS7000@y..., "tonfana" wrote:
recording from the rs7 
> keyboard, and the messages still appear, always a measure 2.000 in 
> the loop. They are recorded as cc message 64 and 65. 

????????
Sorry, but i really don't understand your problem. I have 1.14 
myself and i am constantly using my AN1x for sequencing without 
having any problems. I suggest you upload the RS-pattern that is 
making you headaches to the groups file-section, so that we can 
download it for further analyze.

Cheers, Tom

| 6614|6597|2002-08-18 14:14:09|sellingsecrets|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
thanks Michelle. I have already started reading on the Boss Dr. 
Sample, the ZOOM sampletrack and the yamaha su200 and the su200 seems 
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to fall short on its capabilites compared to the others. so much to 
read still. yes the sequencer is a main point for me. in fact if I 
can get my roland synth to work with the Roland D2 groove box, i may 
not need the sampler at all, since the D2 has a pattern sequencer, 
but it is confusing to me, its all about midi channels. I am trying 
this of course before I buy a sampler. maybe I should possibly hold 
off anf save up and get a better sampler too, more to read and learn 
of course =-)

so what kind of music are u into? I'm actually soft rock, but like 
tears for fears, depeche, etc.

--john

In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> OK John! Thanks for rephrasing... well like I said before, it's 

good 

> practice to read up on the Net to learn more about the machines 
> you are interested in. Phrase samplers like the SU200 you 
> mentioned might have limited pattern sequencing, but for 
> serious pattern sequencing of your samples you will need 
> something like the RS7000 (which has a fully integrated 
> sequencer built in, it can be quite elaborate if you need it to).
> 
> To answer your other questions, samples can be loaded in, in a 
> number of ways... you can record them live through the LINE INs 
> using a source like a CD Player or a synth keyboard or even a 
> mic plugged in. Or you can import the samples as WAVEs or 
> AIFFs etc. from a CD-ROM, SmartMedia card, SCSI disc, etc.
> 
> One of the main points of a sampler, of course ,is to *sample* 
> (record new sounds). So YES the RS7000 can do this, and so 
> can the SU200. So, go to yamahasynth.com -- learn more about 
> what you're interested in :)!
> 
> Best,
> 
> 
> Michelle
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> > Thanx Michelle. I will re-phrase ;-)
> > 
> > 
> > Since I am totally new to the sample thing I dont know anything. 
> > Basically, can i use a sampler as a pattern sequencer. Thats 
> what i 
> > want to use it as, but I am not sure how to load or record 
> > new 'samples' or just a piece of music done on my syth to 
> record it 
> > onto the sampler, thus it will them loop it , correct? but if I 
> > cannot record on it, it is useless to me of course.
> > 
> > --john

| 6615|6597|2002-08-18 15:38:32|raverjett|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:

> thanks Michelle. I have already started reading on the Boss Dr. 
> Sample, the ZOOM sampletrack and the yamaha su200 and the su200 

seems 

> to fall short on its capabilites compared to the others. so much 

to 

> read still. yes the sequencer is a main point for me. in fact if 

I 

> can get my roland synth to work with the Roland D2 groove box, i 

may 

> not need the sampler at all, since the D2 has a pattern sequencer, 
> but it is confusing to me, its all about midi channels. I am 



trying 

> this of course before I buy a sampler. maybe I should possibly 

hold 

> off anf save up and get a better sampler too, more to read and 

learn 

> of course =-)
> 
> so what kind of music are u into? I'm actually soft rock, but like 
> tears for fears, depeche, etc.
> 
> --john
> 
> 
> 
> In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:
> > OK John! Thanks for rephrasing... well like I said before, it's 
> good 
> > practice to read up on the Net to learn more about the machines 
> > you are interested in. Phrase samplers like the SU200 you 
> > mentioned might have limited pattern sequencing, but for 
> > serious pattern sequencing of your samples you will need 
> > something like the RS7000 (which has a fully integrated 
> > sequencer built in, it can be quite elaborate if you need it to).
> > 
> > To answer your other questions, samples can be loaded in, in a 
> > number of ways... you can record them live through the LINE INs 
> > using a source like a CD Player or a synth keyboard or even a 
> > mic plugged in. Or you can import the samples as WAVEs or 
> > AIFFs etc. from a CD-ROM, SmartMedia card, SCSI disc, etc.
> > 
> > One of the main points of a sampler, of course ,is to *sample* 
> > (record new sounds). So YES the RS7000 can do this, and so 
> > can the SU200. So, go to yamahasynth.com -- learn more about 
> > what you're interested in :)!
> > 
> > Best,
> > 
> > 
> > Michelle
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> > > Thanx Michelle. I will re-phrase ;-)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Since I am totally new to the sample thing I dont know 

anything. 

> > > Basically, can i use a sampler as a pattern sequencer. Thats 
> > what i 
> > > want to use it as, but I am not sure how to load or record 
> > > new 'samples' or just a piece of music done on my syth to 
> > record it 
> > > onto the sampler, thus it will them loop it , correct? but if 

I 

> > > cannot record on it, it is useless to me of course.
> > > 
> > > --john

I just bought a Yamaha SU700 from Guitar Center for $299 brand new. 
They are discontinued and therefore very inexpensive but are also 
very cool. It was my second one to buy. This probably isnt much 
more than an SU200.
| 6616|6606|2002-08-18 20:15:19|eq127|Re: RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?|
OK, i tried it out today, and this (what i left below) is what i did, 
with partial success. i tried it with my triton since i need to use 
both with it right now (had run out of channels for all my tracks on 
the RS since its so much better for drums ;) and the setup i have is 
the SCSI going out of the triton, into one of the disks in the SCSI 
array (the other disk goes to my RS, hence why i can work it both 
ways quite easily if i can get this to work), and then chained to the 
ultra-wide SCSI of the cd changer - during the process i'm going from 



50 pin, to 68 pin, then to ultra-wide. 

luckily enough, once i had everything set up and turned everything 
on, i was able to get my triton to read the CD changer (through the 
array), but not the array itself! i tried switching SCSI ID's on the 
CD changer, but it only moved its position on the SCSI ID select list 
down the list! i can't figure out why i can't read my array, 
especially since i'm reading the CD changer through it! the array 
have fixed IDs of 1 for one drive and 2 for the other (the triton's 
going through 2), and since the triton read the CD changer both 
times, it can't logically be a SCSI ID number problem, since one of 
the two times they would have to be all different IDs!

any ideas how to get the full chain going?
a solution to this would be a total gig-saver right now :)

Kieran

> > or try chaining the
> > three devices together with respective SCSI IDs?
> > something tells me the former is not going to work
> 
> See above.
> 
> - Robert

| 6617|6606|2002-08-19 03:37:12|sod6969|Re: RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?|
Sometimes it's a cable length problem to get them all running in one 
chain. Ever tried other cable length?

sod

--- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> OK, i tried it out today, and this (what i left below) is what i 
did, 
> with partial success. i tried it with my triton since i need to use 
> both with it right now (had run out of channels for all my tracks 
on 
> the RS since its so much better for drums ;) and the setup i have 
is 
> the SCSI going out of the triton, into one of the disks in the SCSI 
> array (the other disk goes to my RS, hence why i can work it both 
> ways quite easily if i can get this to work), and then chained to 
the 
> ultra-wide SCSI of the cd changer - during the process i'm going 
from 
> 50 pin, to 68 pin, then to ultra-wide. 
> 
> luckily enough, once i had everything set up and turned everything 
> on, i was able to get my triton to read the CD changer (through the 
> array), but not the array itself! i tried switching SCSI ID's on 
the 
> CD changer, but it only moved its position on the SCSI ID select 
list 
> down the list! i can't figure out why i can't read my array, 
> especially since i'm reading the CD changer through it! the array 
> have fixed IDs of 1 for one drive and 2 for the other (the triton's 
> going through 2), and since the triton read the CD changer both 
> times, it can't logically be a SCSI ID number problem, since one of 
> the two times they would have to be all different IDs!
> 
> any ideas how to get the full chain going?
> a solution to this would be a total gig-saver right now :)
> 
> Kieran
> 
> > > or try chaining the
> > > three devices together with respective SCSI IDs?
> > > something tells me the former is not going to work
> > 
> > See above.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 6618|6590|2002-08-19 03:43:12|a_lepusa|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
hey there,
recently bought a SmartMediaCard-reader from SanDisk,
works very fine with PC/Mac; drivers are within the 
package; it then appears like a volume on your desktop
and you may drag your stuff simply onto the icon.



hit load 2 times on the RS (= import)and get the stuff
into your RS7K - easy does it...
my maximum capacity used is 64MB and i don´t see the need
to feed it with 128MB or even more.

ah and was it you who asked about the drumkits with 
filters?
here it goes (crosspost form motifator.com >>RS7000)

Anonymous
Unregistered
(08/14/02 11:35 AM)

Drum Kits (rsList)
----------------------------------------------------------------------

> Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets with 
> programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter selectable 
> other then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to me why this is 
> so?

Hmmm, i remember we had a discussion here about it as soon as the 
first RS were available...the outcome was that if you look through 
the drumkit's lists, Page 295 in the manual (here german one) you 
see that it tells you the kit-type. There you have the 
"Full-Editing" kits, which are mostly the category-kits like BD-Kit 
or HH&Cymbal kit and at those all the filter should work. Then you 
have the "Trigger" types and the "Note on/off" (noticable by the "N" 
behind the name) types, which i guess are not full editable. I don't 
know why Yamaha did it this way, maybe the ones are mono-samples, or 
one layer samples or some are more compressed than the other ones. I 
have no idea. 

Indeed we should ask Mr. Mister from Yamaha US about 
it...

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Bad_Mister
Experienced
Posts: 90

(08/15/02 06:41 AM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: Drum Kits (rsList)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
You can edit any of the kits. The Filter that is initially applied 
to a kit was really just the programmer's decision. A LPF for sweeps 
mostly. You can change that and it is stored when you save. 

The term FULL-EDIT is at the core of the RM1x/RS7000 concept. Here's 
what I mean. A lot of the real time control that you have in these 
products utilizes standard MIDI control messages. Because you cannot 
go inside a kit and select just the snare drum and mess around with 
it - for example you select ANALOG KIT 1 - you cannot tune the snare 
drum of this kit without tuning the entire kit. PB is a channel wide 
message. You cannot sweep the filter on that snare without sweeping 
it on all the drums in the analog kit. 

Because the RM1x/RS7000 are built around the concept of using MIDI 
channel messages you have scenario where the different instrument 
sounds of the drum kit were isolated on a track. The kicks were 
placed on tracks 1 and 2, the snares and handclaps are placed on 
tracks 3 and 4, the hihats and cymbals to 5 and 6, the others 
(toms/percussion) to 7 and 8. 

This way you have individual FULL editing control of each component 
of the kit. Two tracks for each because many styles of music use 2 
kicks and 2 snares etc. And you may want to edit each differently 

A FULL EDITING kit refers to the fact that it contains ALL ONE KIND 
OF DRUM. All Kicks, all snares, etc. When you place the ALL BASS DRUM 



kit on a track you can FULLY EDIT your kicks. get it. All knob 
controls effect that track - which will have nothing but kicks on it. 
You can bring the full power of MIDI channel messages to bare on that 
track. When you pitch bend it - your snare on track 3 or 4 is not 
effected. 

It certainly has nothing to do with other kits not being editable but 
it has to do with - a Kit full of Bass drums every kick in the 
machine is accessible . This allows someone that wants to use an 
Analog kick on a track and the Break kit snare on another, and be 
able to tune and edit them independently. 

hope this helps you out,
regards
-flimflam
| 6619|6590|2002-08-19 05:18:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "a_lepusa" wrote:

> Anonymous
> Unregistered
> (08/14/02 11:35 AM)

Hehe...that was actually me answering. :) Somehow or another i can´t 
get my account to work and i am too lazy to set up a new one.
| 6620|6590|2002-08-19 07:02:07|art75@free.fr|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|

> -I don't think more Smartmedia yet but I am thinking of getting 
> more in the near future. Do you think, because of the growing 
> popularity of these kind of cards, that the price will drop 
> substantially even more soon?

It should. Smartmedia will be obsolete in few month, a new standard is coming.
A new kind of mediacard (don't remember the name :( which can deal with 
gigabytes... I know that some of the latest digital camera to be released in 
september will use it. 
BUT I'm not suggesting SM won't be available anymore. It seems it will remain 
available for years, but with decreasing prices.

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 6621|6590|2002-08-19 12:17:24|michelle_alisa|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
Thanks guys for your advice on this! I didn't know SmartMedia 
cards were going to go obsolete. By the way if anyone is in 
Canada like me, nationwide-CompuSmart is selling FUJIFILM 
(is that a good brand?) cards for:

64 MEG CARD: $54.99 - $25 rebate = $29.99
128 MEG CARD: $119.99 - $50 rebate = $69.99

All prices in Canadian dollars, offer expires in about a week from 
today (Aug 19).. go to CompuSmart.com for more details.

And I just got a SanDisk reader, Mr. Flim Flam, it's the dual one + 
compactflash because I might be needing that with a digi cam. 
Thanks.

I still think all filters should be available for all drum kits - it only 
increases their utilities and even if in your music, you only want a 
"LPF" for the non-FULL (all snare, all bass drum, etc.), the choice 
is still available to you. Plus, I've heard quite a few dance tracks 
in recent times do a HPF on the whole drum track to thin out the 
bass and then bring it back in suddenly on the start of the next 
bar or something like that. I suppose you could do this with 
"Master effects" but that would affect your Trk 9-16 instruments 
too, which may or may not be wanted.

Anyway... my gratitude is yours!

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "a_lepusa" wrote:
> hey there,
> recently bought a SmartMediaCard-reader from SanDisk,
> works very fine with PC/Mac; drivers are within the 

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/


> package; it then appears like a volume on your desktop
> and you may drag your stuff simply onto the icon.
> hit load 2 times on the RS (= import)and get the stuff
> into your RS7K - easy does it...
> my maximum capacity used is 64MB and i don´t see the need
> to feed it with 128MB or even more.
> 
> ah and was it you who asked about the drumkits with 
> filters?
> here it goes (crosspost form motifator.com >>RS7000)
> 
> 
> 
> Anonymous
> Unregistered
> (08/14/02 11:35 AM)
> 
> Drum Kits (rsList)
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------
> > Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets with 
> > programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter selectable 
> > other then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to me 
why this is 
> > so?
> 
> Hmmm, i remember we had a discussion here about it as 
soon as the 
> first RS were available...the outcome was that if you look 
through 
> the drumkit's lists, Page 295 in the manual (here german one) 
you 
> see that it tells you the kit-type. There you have the 
> "Full-Editing" kits, which are mostly the category-kits like BD-Kit 
> or HH&Cymbal kit and at those all the filter should work. Then 
you 
> have the "Trigger" types and the "Note on/off" (noticable by the 
"N" 
> behind the name) types, which i guess are not full editable. I 
don't 
> know why Yamaha did it this way, maybe the ones are 
mono-samples, or 
> one layer samples or some are more compressed than the 
other ones. I 
> have no idea. 
> 
> Indeed we should ask Mr. Mister from Yamaha US about 
> it...
> 
> 
> 
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------
> 
> Bad_Mister
> Experienced
> Posts: 90
> 
> 
> 
> (08/15/02 06:41 AM)
> 
> Edit - Reply 
> Re: Drum Kits (rsList)
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------
> You can edit any of the kits. The Filter that is initially applied 
> to a kit was really just the programmer's decision. A LPF for 
sweeps 
> mostly. You can change that and it is stored when you save. 
> 
> The term FULL-EDIT is at the core of the RM1x/RS7000 
concept. Here's 
> what I mean. A lot of the real time control that you have in these 
> products utilizes standard MIDI control messages. Because 
you cannot 
> go inside a kit and select just the snare drum and mess 
around with 
> it - for example you select ANALOG KIT 1 - you cannot tune the 
snare 
> drum of this kit without tuning the entire kit. PB is a channel 
wide 
> message. You cannot sweep the filter on that snare without 



sweeping 
> it on all the drums in the analog kit. 
> 
> Because the RM1x/RS7000 are built around the concept of 
using MIDI 
> channel messages you have scenario where the different 
instrument 
> sounds of the drum kit were isolated on a track. The kicks were 
> placed on tracks 1 and 2, the snares and handclaps are 
placed on 
> tracks 3 and 4, the hihats and cymbals to 5 and 6, the others 
> (toms/percussion) to 7 and 8. 
> 
> This way you have individual FULL editing control of each 
component 
> of the kit. Two tracks for each because many styles of music 
use 2 
> kicks and 2 snares etc. And you may want to edit each 
differently 
> 
> A FULL EDITING kit refers to the fact that it contains ALL ONE 
KIND 
> OF DRUM. All Kicks, all snares, etc. When you place the ALL 
BASS DRUM 
> kit on a track you can FULLY EDIT your kicks. get it. All knob 
> controls effect that track - which will have nothing but kicks on 
it. 
> You can bring the full power of MIDI channel messages to bare 
on that 
> track. When you pitch bend it - your snare on track 3 or 4 is not 
> effected. 
> 
> It certainly has nothing to do with other kits not being editable 
but 
> it has to do with - a Kit full of Bass drums every kick in the 
> machine is accessible . This allows someone that wants to 
use an 
> Analog kick on a track and the Break kit snare on another, and 
be 
> able to tune and edit them independently. 
> 
> hope this helps you out,
> regards
> -flimflam

| 6622|6597|2002-08-19 12:25:47|michelle_alisa|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
You're welcome, John :) Basically I'm sure you know this but you 
always want to keep in mind, a few hundred more dollars for a 
piece of higher-end is often well worth it because it will make a 
wiser long term investment and you won't "outgrow" it or be 
frustrated with its capabilities etc.

I want to try a D2! I haven't yet... zzounds.com has them on the 
cheap but they only ship to USA (i'm in Canada). Oh well. MIDI 
channels are best dealt with thru a sequencer, of course. The 
Roland D2 has one but the RS7000's is massive. But like 
Raverjett said, you might want to look into possibly considering a 
Yamaha SU700 if the price is right. I don't know about it 
personally but I do know the RS7000 makes MIDI channels 
easy, they are kind of like different tracks on a multi-track tape 
recorder (with the digital versatility).

Finally.... I hate to sound too openminded but I like a little 
something from just about all genres of music. From 
"experimental" techno to Top 40. If it moves and grooves me, it's 
all good ;)

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> thanks Michelle. I have already started reading on the Boss Dr. 
> Sample, the ZOOM sampletrack and the yamaha su200 and 
the su200 seems 
> to fall short on its capabilites compared to the others. so much 
to 
> read still. yes the sequencer is a main point for me. in fact if I 
> can get my roland synth to work with the Roland D2 groove box, 
i may 



> not need the sampler at all, since the D2 has a pattern 
sequencer, 
> but it is confusing to me, its all about midi channels. I am 
trying 
> this of course before I buy a sampler. maybe I should possibly 
hold 
> off anf save up and get a better sampler too, more to read and 
learn 
> of course =-)
> 
> so what kind of music are u into? I'm actually soft rock, but like 
> tears for fears, depeche, etc.
> 
> --john
> 
> 
> 
> In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" 
wrote:
> > OK John! Thanks for rephrasing... well like I said before, it's 
> good 
> > practice to read up on the Net to learn more about the 
machines 
> > you are interested in. Phrase samplers like the SU200 you 
> > mentioned might have limited pattern sequencing, but for 
> > serious pattern sequencing of your samples you will need 
> > something like the RS7000 (which has a fully integrated 
> > sequencer built in, it can be quite elaborate if you need it to).
> > 
> > To answer your other questions, samples can be loaded in, 
in a 
> > number of ways... you can record them live through the LINE 
INs 
> > using a source like a CD Player or a synth keyboard or even 
a 
> > mic plugged in. Or you can import the samples as WAVEs or 
> > AIFFs etc. from a CD-ROM, SmartMedia card, SCSI disc, etc.
> > 
> > One of the main points of a sampler, of course ,is to 
*sample* 
> > (record new sounds). So YES the RS7000 can do this, and 
so 
> > can the SU200. So, go to yamahasynth.com -- learn more 
about 
> > what you're interested in :)!
> > 
> > Best,
> > 
> > 
> > Michelle
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" 
wrote:
> > > Thanx Michelle. I will re-phrase ;-)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Since I am totally new to the sample thing I dont know 
anything. 
> > > Basically, can i use a sampler as a pattern sequencer. 
Thats 
> > what i 
> > > want to use it as, but I am not sure how to load or record 
> > > new 'samples' or just a piece of music done on my syth to 
> > record it 
> > > onto the sampler, thus it will them loop it , correct? but if I 
> > > cannot record on it, it is useless to me of course.
> > > 
> > > --john

| 6623|6623|2002-08-19 12:31:30|michelle_alisa|Flanging in "master effects", anybody?|
I've often heard a flange effect be applied to the whole section of 
a DJ mix in recent times, and I really like the sound of it. The 
RS7000 has handy master effects but there is no "Flange" off of 
the bat. I've tried mucking around with various settings (like 
recipes) but haven't come up with anything promising yet. I came 
somewhat close with something in CTRL DELAY but not the 
same. Although oddly enough most of the other popular "DJ 
effects" are indeed in the Master Effects section.

has anyone come up with a good flange effect from the Master 



section? I suppose I could turn all "CHORUS/FLANGE" on all 
tracks to a value of 127 or something to that effect and save 
those CC changes but I am looking for something on/off 
spontaneous. So, flanging anybody?

Thanks!

Michelle
| 6624|6610|2002-08-19 12:45:26|michelle_alisa|Re: sus and sos again|
This is a very strange problem... very strange. Hmmm

Just curious... have you tried this:

in the MIDI FILTER section of UTIL, have you tried disabling 
CONTROL CHANGE, and then recording a track and see if it still 
records those CC messages? This is a wild guess.

Make sure you don't have anything plugged into the foot switch 
jack too! Disconnect everything except for audio out (or 
headphones as the case may be). And... if you get really 
frustrated try a Factory Reset (PAGE 25 OF THE MANUAL... and 
make sure to save your data beforehand!) and see if the problem 
still occurs.

Best,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "tonfana" wrote:
> Hello Guys,
> Thanks for the sugestions re sos and sus. It I tried just using 
> the rs7 alone, not midi-ed up to anything, recording from the 
rs7 
> keyboard, and the messages still appear, always a measure 
2.000 in 
> the loop. They are recorded as cc message 64 and 65. This is 
a new 
> problem. Ive had the rs about 11 months without any 
problems. Its a 
> big pain constanty having to delete approx 60 recorded 
messages from 
> every track at each recording pass. I cant leave them in as it 
ruins 
> the timing. I've a feeling this started after my upgrade to 1.14. 
> Maybe. Any further sugestion before I box it up and send it 
back? I 
> really dont want to do this as it will seriously interupt my 
ongoing 
> work, probably for a long time if I know Yamaha. 
> Thanks, Skeffer.

| 6625|6590|2002-08-19 13:15:01|jusfive|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
Well if you have a sams warehouse card im in new orleans and they run 
50 dollars for 128mb!!!!(49.99 plus tax!) so i now have 3 for alittle 
over the price of one overpriced one!
mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:
> Thanks guys for your advice on this! I didn't know SmartMedia 
> cards were going to go obsolete. By the way if anyone is in 
> Canada like me, nationwide-CompuSmart is selling FUJIFILM 
> (is that a good brand?) cards for:
> 
> 64 MEG CARD: $54.99 - $25 rebate = $29.99
> 128 MEG CARD: $119.99 - $50 rebate = $69.99
> 
> All prices in Canadian dollars, offer expires in about a week from 
> today (Aug 19).. go to CompuSmart.com for more details.
> 
> And I just got a SanDisk reader, Mr. Flim Flam, it's the dual one + 
> compactflash because I might be needing that with a digi cam. 
> Thanks.
> 
> I still think all filters should be available for all drum kits - 
it only 



> increases their utilities and even if in your music, you only want 
a 
> "LPF" for the non-FULL (all snare, all bass drum, etc.), the choice 
> is still available to you. Plus, I've heard quite a few dance 
tracks 
> in recent times do a HPF on the whole drum track to thin out the 
> bass and then bring it back in suddenly on the start of the next 
> bar or something like that. I suppose you could do this with 
> "Master effects" but that would affect your Trk 9-16 instruments 
> too, which may or may not be wanted.
> 
> Anyway... my gratitude is yours!
> 
> 
> Michelle
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "a_lepusa" wrote:
> > hey there,
> > recently bought a SmartMediaCard-reader from SanDisk,
> > works very fine with PC/Mac; drivers are within the 
> > package; it then appears like a volume on your desktop
> > and you may drag your stuff simply onto the icon.
> > hit load 2 times on the RS (= import)and get the stuff
> > into your RS7K - easy does it...
> > my maximum capacity used is 64MB and i don´t see the need
> > to feed it with 128MB or even more.
> > 
> > ah and was it you who asked about the drumkits with 
> > filters?
> > here it goes (crosspost form motifator.com >>RS7000)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Anonymous
> > Unregistered
> > (08/14/02 11:35 AM)
> > 
> > Drum Kits (rsList)
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> > > Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets with 
> > > programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter selectable 
> > > other then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to me 
> why this is 
> > > so?
> > 
> > Hmmm, i remember we had a discussion here about it as 
> soon as the 
> > first RS were available...the outcome was that if you look 
> through 
> > the drumkit's lists, Page 295 in the manual (here german one) 
> you 
> > see that it tells you the kit-type. There you have the 
> > "Full-Editing" kits, which are mostly the category-kits like BD-
Kit 
> > or HH&Cymbal kit and at those all the filter should work. Then 
> you 
> > have the "Trigger" types and the "Note on/off" (noticable by the 
> "N" 
> > behind the name) types, which i guess are not full editable. I 
> don't 
> > know why Yamaha did it this way, maybe the ones are 
> mono-samples, or 
> > one layer samples or some are more compressed than the 
> other ones. I 
> > have no idea. 
> > 
> > Indeed we should ask Mr. Mister from Yamaha US about 
> > it...
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> > 
> > Bad_Mister
> > Experienced
> > Posts: 90



> > 
> > 
> > 
> > (08/15/02 06:41 AM)
> > 
> > Edit - Reply 
> > Re: Drum Kits (rsList)
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> > You can edit any of the kits. The Filter that is initially 
applied 
> > to a kit was really just the programmer's decision. A LPF for 
> sweeps 
> > mostly. You can change that and it is stored when you save. 
> > 
> > The term FULL-EDIT is at the core of the RM1x/RS7000 
> concept. Here's 
> > what I mean. A lot of the real time control that you have in 
these 
> > products utilizes standard MIDI control messages. Because 
> you cannot 
> > go inside a kit and select just the snare drum and mess 
> around with 
> > it - for example you select ANALOG KIT 1 - you cannot tune the 
> snare 
> > drum of this kit without tuning the entire kit. PB is a channel 
> wide 
> > message. You cannot sweep the filter on that snare without 
> sweeping 
> > it on all the drums in the analog kit. 
> > 
> > Because the RM1x/RS7000 are built around the concept of 
> using MIDI 
> > channel messages you have scenario where the different 
> instrument 
> > sounds of the drum kit were isolated on a track. The kicks were 
> > placed on tracks 1 and 2, the snares and handclaps are 
> placed on 
> > tracks 3 and 4, the hihats and cymbals to 5 and 6, the others 
> > (toms/percussion) to 7 and 8. 
> > 
> > This way you have individual FULL editing control of each 
> component 
> > of the kit. Two tracks for each because many styles of music 
> use 2 
> > kicks and 2 snares etc. And you may want to edit each 
> differently 
> > 
> > A FULL EDITING kit refers to the fact that it contains ALL ONE 
> KIND 
> > OF DRUM. All Kicks, all snares, etc. When you place the ALL 
> BASS DRUM 
> > kit on a track you can FULLY EDIT your kicks. get it. All knob 
> > controls effect that track - which will have nothing but kicks on 
> it. 
> > You can bring the full power of MIDI channel messages to bare 
> on that 
> > track. When you pitch bend it - your snare on track 3 or 4 is not 
> > effected. 
> > 
> > It certainly has nothing to do with other kits not being editable 
> but 
> > it has to do with - a Kit full of Bass drums every kick in the 
> > machine is accessible . This allows someone that wants to 
> use an 
> > Analog kick on a track and the Break kit snare on another, and 
> be 
> > able to tune and edit them independently. 
> > 
> > hope this helps you out,
> > regards
> > -flimflam

| 6626|6590|2002-08-19 13:41:44|michelle_alisa|Re: Recommended Smart Media card readers and prices?|
But that's in US dollars, isn't it?

Michelle



--- In RS7000@y..., "jusfive" wrote:
> Well if you have a sams warehouse card im in new orleans 
and they run 
> 50 dollars for 128mb!!!!(49.99 plus tax!) so i now have 3 for 
alittle 
> over the price of one overpriced one!
> mike
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" 
wrote:
> > Thanks guys for your advice on this! I didn't know SmartMedia 
> > cards were going to go obsolete. By the way if anyone is in 
> > Canada like me, nationwide-CompuSmart is selling 
FUJIFILM 
> > (is that a good brand?) cards for:
> > 
> > 64 MEG CARD: $54.99 - $25 rebate = $29.99
> > 128 MEG CARD: $119.99 - $50 rebate = $69.99
> > 
> > All prices in Canadian dollars, offer expires in about a week 
from 
> > today (Aug 19).. go to CompuSmart.com for more details.
> > 
> > And I just got a SanDisk reader, Mr. Flim Flam, it's the dual 
one + 
> > compactflash because I might be needing that with a digi 
cam. 
> > Thanks.
> > 
> > I still think all filters should be available for all drum kits - 
> it only 
> > increases their utilities and even if in your music, you only 
want 
> a 
> > "LPF" for the non-FULL (all snare, all bass drum, etc.), the 
choice 
> > is still available to you. Plus, I've heard quite a few dance 
> tracks 
> > in recent times do a HPF on the whole drum track to thin out 
the 
> > bass and then bring it back in suddenly on the start of the 
next 
> > bar or something like that. I suppose you could do this with 
> > "Master effects" but that would affect your Trk 9-16 
instruments 
> > too, which may or may not be wanted.
> > 
> > Anyway... my gratitude is yours!
> > 
> > 
> > Michelle
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "a_lepusa" wrote:
> > > hey there,
> > > recently bought a SmartMediaCard-reader from SanDisk,
> > > works very fine with PC/Mac; drivers are within the 
> > > package; it then appears like a volume on your desktop
> > > and you may drag your stuff simply onto the icon.
> > > hit load 2 times on the RS (= import)and get the stuff
> > > into your RS7K - easy does it...
> > > my maximum capacity used is 64MB and i don´t see the 
need
> > > to feed it with 128MB or even more.
> > > 
> > > ah and was it you who asked about the drumkits with 
> > > filters?
> > > here it goes (crosspost form motifator.com >>RS7000)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Anonymous
> > > Unregistered
> > > (08/14/02 11:35 AM)
> > > 
> > > Drum Kits (rsList)
> > > ------------------------------------------------------------------
> ----
> > > > Hmm, somebody pointed me to the fact that drumsets 



with 
> > > > programnumbers below 21 there is no other filter 
selectable 
> > > > other then the lowpass one. Can somebody explain to 
me 
> > why this is 
> > > > so?
> > > 
> > > Hmmm, i remember we had a discussion here about it as 
> > soon as the 
> > > first RS were available...the outcome was that if you look 
> > through 
> > > the drumkit's lists, Page 295 in the manual (here german 
one) 
> > you 
> > > see that it tells you the kit-type. There you have the 
> > > "Full-Editing" kits, which are mostly the category-kits like 
BD-
> Kit 
> > > or HH&Cymbal kit and at those all the filter should work. 
Then 
> > you 
> > > have the "Trigger" types and the "Note on/off" (noticable by 
the 
> > "N" 
> > > behind the name) types, which i guess are not full editable. 
I 
> > don't 
> > > know why Yamaha did it this way, maybe the ones are 
> > mono-samples, or 
> > > one layer samples or some are more compressed than 
the 
> > other ones. I 
> > > have no idea. 
> > > 
> > > Indeed we should ask Mr. Mister from Yamaha US about 
> > > it...
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ------------------------------------------------------------------
> ----
> > > ------------------------------------------------------------------
> ----
> > > 
> > > Bad_Mister
> > > Experienced
> > > Posts: 90
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > (08/15/02 06:41 AM)
> > > 
> > > Edit - Reply 
> > > Re: Drum Kits (rsList)
> > > ------------------------------------------------------------------
> ----
> > > You can edit any of the kits. The Filter that is initially 
> applied 
> > > to a kit was really just the programmer's decision. A LPF for 
> > sweeps 
> > > mostly. You can change that and it is stored when you 
save. 
> > > 
> > > The term FULL-EDIT is at the core of the RM1x/RS7000 
> > concept. Here's 
> > > what I mean. A lot of the real time control that you have in 
> these 
> > > products utilizes standard MIDI control messages. 
Because 
> > you cannot 
> > > go inside a kit and select just the snare drum and mess 
> > around with 
> > > it - for example you select ANALOG KIT 1 - you cannot tune 
the 
> > snare 
> > > drum of this kit without tuning the entire kit. PB is a channel 
> > wide 
> > > message. You cannot sweep the filter on that snare without 
> > sweeping 
> > > it on all the drums in the analog kit. 



> > > 
> > > Because the RM1x/RS7000 are built around the concept of 
> > using MIDI 
> > > channel messages you have scenario where the different 
> > instrument 
> > > sounds of the drum kit were isolated on a track. The kicks 
were 
> > > placed on tracks 1 and 2, the snares and handclaps are 
> > placed on 
> > > tracks 3 and 4, the hihats and cymbals to 5 and 6, the 
others 
> > > (toms/percussion) to 7 and 8. 
> > > 
> > > This way you have individual FULL editing control of each 
> > component 
> > > of the kit. Two tracks for each because many styles of 
music 
> > use 2 
> > > kicks and 2 snares etc. And you may want to edit each 
> > differently 
> > > 
> > > A FULL EDITING kit refers to the fact that it contains ALL 
ONE 
> > KIND 
> > > OF DRUM. All Kicks, all snares, etc. When you place the 
ALL 
> > BASS DRUM 
> > > kit on a track you can FULLY EDIT your kicks. get it. All knob 
> > > controls effect that track - which will have nothing but kicks 
on 
> > it. 
> > > You can bring the full power of MIDI channel messages to 
bare 
> > on that 
> > > track. When you pitch bend it - your snare on track 3 or 4 is 
not 
> > > effected. 
> > > 
> > > It certainly has nothing to do with other kits not being 
editable 
> > but 
> > > it has to do with - a Kit full of Bass drums every kick in the 
> > > machine is accessible . This allows someone that wants 
to 
> > use an 
> > > Analog kick on a track and the Break kit snare on another, 
and 
> > be 
> > > able to tune and edit them independently. 
> > > 
> > > hope this helps you out,
> > > regards
> > > -flimflam

| 6627|6606|2002-08-19 13:49:30|eq127|Re: RS to 7disk SCSI CD changer?|
Well i know its not that either, because, as i mentionned in my 
earlier post -> the RS7000 or Triton can both read the CD changer 
*through* the SCSI array, meaning that the signal is going through 
both cable lengths to get there. Another thing i forgot to mention is 
that when i take the CD changer off the chain and put a terminator on 
the array, both the triton and RS can read the array fine. As soon as 
i continue the chain, i can't read the array any more, only 
whatever's after it. Thats why i'm so confused! Thats also why i had 
the initial idea to turn on all 3 instruments chained to load 
samples, turn the array and CD changer off after i was done loading, 
unplug the CD changer from the chain, put the terminator back on the 
array, and turn it on to save.... i can see this getting rather 
tedious, i was hoping someone here had alot of experience with SCSI 
rigs.

thanks,

eq

> Sometimes it's a cable length problem to get them all running in 

one 

> chain. Ever tried other cable length?
> 
> sod



> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "eq127" wrote:
> > OK, i tried it out today, and this (what i left below) is what i 
> did, 
> > with partial success. i tried it with my triton since i need to 

use 

> > both with it right now (had run out of channels for all my tracks 
> on 
> > the RS since its so much better for drums ;) and the setup i have 
> is 
> > the SCSI going out of the triton, into one of the disks in the 

SCSI 

> > array (the other disk goes to my RS, hence why i can work it both 
> > ways quite easily if i can get this to work), and then chained to 
> the 
> > ultra-wide SCSI of the cd changer - during the process i'm going 
> from 
> > 50 pin, to 68 pin, then to ultra-wide. 
> > 
> > luckily enough, once i had everything set up and turned 

everything 

> > on, i was able to get my triton to read the CD changer (through 

the 

> > array), but not the array itself! i tried switching SCSI ID's on 
> the 
> > CD changer, but it only moved its position on the SCSI ID select 
> list 
> > down the list! i can't figure out why i can't read my array, 
> > especially since i'm reading the CD changer through it! the array 
> > have fixed IDs of 1 for one drive and 2 for the other (the 

triton's 

> > going through 2), and since the triton read the CD changer both 
> > times, it can't logically be a SCSI ID number problem, since one 

of 

> > the two times they would have to be all different IDs!
> > 
> > any ideas how to get the full chain going?
> > a solution to this would be a total gig-saver right now :)
> > 
> > Kieran
> > 
> > > > or try chaining the
> > > > three devices together with respective SCSI IDs?
> > > > something tells me the former is not going to work
> > > 
> > > See above.
> > > 
> > > - Robert

| 6628|6628|2002-08-19 14:45:42|zoroabq13|rs 7000 screen problem?|
curious using latest OS
is anyone out there experiencing...screen problem with there rs 7000?
i'm very careful with the unit...when I'm not using it I turn it off.
I had it on for about 6 hrs the other day
i noticed in pattern mode, while I was placing a phrase onto a new 
track that the bottom part of the screen looked dithered
only half of the words on the bottom of the screen would show?
i can adjust it slightly from the back [little knob on back of unit]
but it's not like it was...is this a hardware problem?...a known 
problem ?...i still can use the machine ...just wondering how soon the 
entire screen will go...a real drag thanks z
| 6629|6628|2002-08-19 15:14:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs 7000 screen problem?|
Was it very warm in the room? 

- Robert

On Monday 19 August 2002 22:45, zoroabq13 wrote:
> curious using latest OS
> is anyone out there experiencing...screen problem with



> there rs 7000? i'm very careful with the unit...when I'm
> not using it I turn it off. I had it on for about 6 hrs
> the other day
> i noticed in pattern mode, while I was placing a phrase
> onto a new track that the bottom part of the screen
> looked dithered only half of the words on the bottom of
> the screen would show? i can adjust it slightly from the
> back [little knob on back of unit] but it's not like it
> was...is this a hardware problem?...a known problem ?...i
> still can use the machine ...just wondering how soon the
> entire screen will go...a real drag thanks z
>
>
>
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| 6630|6597|2002-08-19 16:45:33|sellingsecrets|Re: Phrase Sampler *Help*|
Thank you for mentioning the su700. i will look into it if it sells 
for $300, thats what the su200 is at actually as well, or $270. 

Thanks for the feedback too Michelle. yes the D2 is really nice, it 
only has 2 rca outs tho, no 1/4 inch, but it is great at $270 or 300, 
believe me nothing in the price range has this. I paid $500 when it 
first came out so I am upset when i found out 8 month later they 
dropped it $200, the orange look isnt the best, but roland synth 
sounds are very nice. and guess what...it has a arpeggiator. 
shhhhh! ;-) 

--john

-- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" wrote:

> You're welcome, John :) Basically I'm sure you know this but you 
> always want to keep in mind, a few hundred more dollars for a 
> piece of higher-end is often well worth it because it will make a 
> wiser long term investment and you won't "outgrow" it or be 
> frustrated with its capabilities etc.
> 
> I want to try a D2! I haven't yet... zzounds.com has them on the 
> cheap but they only ship to USA (i'm in Canada). Oh well. MIDI 
> channels are best dealt with thru a sequencer, of course. The 
> Roland D2 has one but the RS7000's is massive. But like 
> Raverjett said, you might want to look into possibly considering a 
> Yamaha SU700 if the price is right. I don't know about it 
> personally but I do know the RS7000 makes MIDI channels 
> easy, they are kind of like different tracks on a multi-track tape 
> recorder (with the digital versatility).
> 
> Finally.... I hate to sound too openminded but I like a little 
> something from just about all genres of music. From 
> "experimental" techno to Top 40. If it moves and grooves me, it's 
> all good ;)
> 
> 
> Michelle
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" wrote:
> > thanks Michelle. I have already started reading on the Boss Dr. 
> > Sample, the ZOOM sampletrack and the yamaha su200 and 
> the su200 seems 

http://us.click.yahoo.com/pt6YBB/NXiEAA/Ey.GAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> > to fall short on its capabilites compared to the others. so much 
> to 
> > read still. yes the sequencer is a main point for me. in fact if 

I 

> > can get my roland synth to work with the Roland D2 groove box, 
> i may 
> > not need the sampler at all, since the D2 has a pattern 
> sequencer, 
> > but it is confusing to me, its all about midi channels. I am 
> trying 
> > this of course before I buy a sampler. maybe I should possibly 
> hold 
> > off anf save up and get a better sampler too, more to read and 
> learn 
> > of course =-)
> > 
> > so what kind of music are u into? I'm actually soft rock, but 

like 

> > tears for fears, depeche, etc.
> > 
> > --john
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" 
> wrote:
> > > OK John! Thanks for rephrasing... well like I said before, it's 
> > good 
> > > practice to read up on the Net to learn more about the 
> machines 
> > > you are interested in. Phrase samplers like the SU200 you 
> > > mentioned might have limited pattern sequencing, but for 
> > > serious pattern sequencing of your samples you will need 
> > > something like the RS7000 (which has a fully integrated 
> > > sequencer built in, it can be quite elaborate if you need it 

to).

> > > 
> > > To answer your other questions, samples can be loaded in, 
> in a 
> > > number of ways... you can record them live through the LINE 
> INs 
> > > using a source like a CD Player or a synth keyboard or even 
> a 
> > > mic plugged in. Or you can import the samples as WAVEs or 
> > > AIFFs etc. from a CD-ROM, SmartMedia card, SCSI disc, etc.
> > > 
> > > One of the main points of a sampler, of course ,is to 
> *sample* 
> > > (record new sounds). So YES the RS7000 can do this, and 
> so 
> > > can the SU200. So, go to yamahasynth.com -- learn more 
> about 
> > > what you're interested in :)!
> > > 
> > > Best,
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Michelle
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "sellingsecrets" 
> wrote:
> > > > Thanx Michelle. I will re-phrase ;-)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Since I am totally new to the sample thing I dont know 
> anything. 
> > > > Basically, can i use a sampler as a pattern sequencer. 
> Thats 
> > > what i 
> > > > want to use it as, but I am not sure how to load or record 
> > > > new 'samples' or just a piece of music done on my syth to 
> > > record it 
> > > > onto the sampler, thus it will them loop it , correct? but if 

I 



> > > > cannot record on it, it is useless to me of course.
> > > > 
> > > > --john

| 6631|6628|2002-08-19 17:54:14|Alexander zacklin|Re: rs 7000 screen problem?|
that's an excellent question
i had a fan on...but it was warm...
do u think the damage is permanent?
thanks for the response
z

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 6632|6632|2002-08-19 21:09:16|Mike Taylor|FS RS7000 $1000usd|
Hello,

FS RS7000 in mint shape with manual and power supply. I believe it has 32mb 
of ram, but I am not sure because I do not know how to check(I know it is in 
the faq... ;)

It is a good unit, but I need to buy a guitar and amp for a new project. I 
bought the RS a few weeks ago and I really like it. I already have an MPC 
and I can only afford to keep one sampling drum machine. I think the RS 
beats the MPC as far as features and power go, but I already know the MPC OS 
and I do not have time to get around the learning curve of the RS.

I would like $1000 and shipping. I will have the unit professionally 
packaged and shipped via UPS. I am located in Southeastern Michigan. If you 
have any questions, feel free to drop me a line.

Take care,
Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6633|6628|2002-08-20 02:34:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs 7000 screen problem?|
On Tuesday 20 August 2002 01:54, Alexander zacklin wrote:

> that's an excellent question
> i had a fan on...but it was warm...
> do u think the damage is permanent?

I'm not a hardware guy, so I wouldn't know really. But I do 
know that LCD displays can go nuts when its too hot. That's 
why we have the knob at the back of the machine, even small 
changes in temperature change the bahavior of the Liquid 
Crystals.

My guess is that your screen will be normal again once the 
temp drops to acceptable.

- Robert
| 6634|6632|2002-08-20 03:36:55|flesk_bruno|Re: FS RS7000 $1000usd|
If you're not sure it has 32mb of RAM because you don't know how to 
check than that means it has 4mb of RAM.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Mike Taylor" wrote:
> Hello,
> 
> FS RS7000 in mint shape with manual and power supply. I believe it 
has 32mb 
> of ram, but I am not sure because I do not know how to check(I know 
it is in 
> the faq... ;)
> 
> It is a good unit, but I need to buy a guitar and amp for a new 
project. I 
> bought the RS a few weeks ago and I really like it. I already have 
an MPC 
> and I can only afford to keep one sampling drum machine. I think 
the RS 
> beats the MPC as far as features and power go, but I already know 
the MPC OS 
> and I do not have time to get around the learning curve of the RS.
> 
> I would like $1000 and shipping. I will have the unit 
professionally 
> packaged and shipped via UPS. I am located in Southeastern 
Michigan. If you 

http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
http://messenger.msn.com/


> have any questions, feel free to drop me a line.
> 
> Take care,
> Mike
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.com

| 6635|6628|2002-08-20 07:17:57|Alexander zacklin|Re: rs 7000 screen problem?|
I'm hoping...that's the case
I can still use the unit
thanks again for the response
z

_________________________________________________________________
Join the world�s largest e-mail service with MSN Hotmail. 
http://www.hotmail.com
| 6636|6632|2002-08-20 21:13:35|Mike Taylor|Re: FS RS7000 $1000usd|
Hello,

I believe it has 32mb of ram because the sampling display says I have 213 
seconds of stereo sample time available. The rule of thumb regarding 44.1khz 
stereo audio is 10mb per minute.

213 seconds / 60 seconds per minute = 3.55 minutes of sampling time

3.55 minutes of sampling time / 10mb per minute = about 32mb of ram

The reason I am not sure if it has 32mb is that there is more than 32mb's 
worth of sample time available. I do not know if the built in sample 4mb of 
ram on the Motherboard is active or not.

I do not know precisely how much ram it has because I bought the unit second 
hand about a month ago and I do not know which menu to check in order to 
find out exactly. I know for a fact that it has at least 32mb.

In the future, before you publicly accuse somebody of shady business 
dealings, you should know what you are talking about.

Take care,
Mike

>From: "flesk_bruno" <bruno.carlos@algarve.org>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: FS RS7000 $1000usd
>Date: Tue, 20 Aug 2002 09:36:50 -0000
>
>If you're not sure it has 32mb of RAM because you don't know how to
>check than that means it has 4mb of RAM.
>

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6637|6632|2002-08-20 21:26:09|wasted/su700fan|Re: FS RS7000 $1000usd|

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Mike Taylor [mailto:current313@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2002 11:14 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FS RS7000 $1000usd
> 
> 
> Hello,
> 
> I believe it has 32mb of ram because the sampling display 
> says I have 213 
> seconds of stereo sample time available. The rule of thumb 
> regarding 44.1khz 
> stereo audio is 10mb per minute.
> 
> 213 seconds / 60 seconds per minute = 3.55 minutes of sampling time
> 
> 3.55 minutes of sampling time / 10mb per minute = about 32mb of ram
> 
> The reason I am not sure if it has 32mb is that there is more 
> than 32mb's 
> worth of sample time available. I do not know if the built in 
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> sample 4mb of 
> ram on the Motherboard is active or not.
> 
> I do not know precisely how much ram it has because I bought 
> the unit second 
> hand about a month ago and I do not know which menu to check 
> in order to 
> find out exactly. I know for a fact that it has at least 32mb.
> 
> In the future, before you publicly accuse somebody of shady business 
> dealings, you should know what you are talking about.
> 
> Take care,
> Mike

To find out the amount of KB of RAM available: hold down the SHIFT &
UTILITY buttons. A window will appear in the display giving the
available Sampling memory. It's in the manual. :) Note: if less than
the maximum (2 x 32MB SIMMS) expansion RAM is installed then the
internal 4MB is also usable as sample RAM. What you might have is 2 x
16MB SIMMS + 4MB Internal = 36MB RAM.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
Some of my tracks at:
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6638|6638|2002-08-20 23:55:56|wasabi_bukkake|changing volume of patterns|
Hey,

The other night I recorded some mad patterns in a wicked pattern 
creation frenzy. The problem is that during one of them I must've got 
a little carried away and was twisting knobs faster than Asia Carrera 
in a Shanghai barbershop. Consequently, when I playback one of the 
patterns, it has stored volume changes in the pattern. i.e. in the 
mixer screen, during playback the volume slider automatically moves 
up and down at a rapid rate. I want to regulate the volume of that 
pattern so it's one volume throughout the pattern. Hmmmm, how? Tried 
re-recording it and just changing the volume but that only brings the 
volume down... it still moves around throughout the pattern... Any 
suggestions?

On a less frustrating note, just got a cool little package in the 
mail with 2 x 32Mb sims.... oh yeah... no sleep tonight :)
| 6639|6638|2002-08-21 03:47:23|Ian Vine|Re: changing volume of patterns|
Check the erase event job. You can delete specific
continuous controllers (e.g. volume). I think the RS
records them as a controllers. 

If not you can go into edit and hide all note info
using the event filter and delete the volume data

IanV

--- wasabi_bukkake wrote:

Hey,

The other night I recorded some mad patterns in a
wicked pattern 

creation frenzy. The problem is that during one of
them I must've got 

a little carried away and was twisting knobs faster
than Asia Carrera 

in a Shanghai barbershop. Consequently, when I
playback one of the 

patterns, it has stored volume changes in the pattern.
i.e. in the 

mixer screen, during playback the volume slider
automatically moves 
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up and down at a rapid rate. I want to regulate the
volume of that 

pattern so it's one volume throughout the pattern.
Hmmmm, how? Tried 

re-recording it and just changing the volume but that
only brings the 

volume down... it still moves around throughout the
pattern... Any 

suggestions?

On a less frustrating note, just got a cool little
package in the 

mail with 2 x 32Mb sims.... oh yeah... no sleep
tonight :)
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| 6640|6638|2002-08-21 04:34:10|a_lepusa|Re: changing volume of patterns|
this is easy...
try going into rec-mode "overdub" hit play and press the shift button 
while tweaking the volume-poti (or filter, or whatever you dislike)
and you will erase the recorded motion.
regards,
-flimflam
| 6641|6641|2002-08-21 10:05:01|jmbac74|Push your music in Tokyo|
Hi,
Apologies if this is the wrong forum for such an posting but ...

We are a new label in Tokyo with a quarterly compilation release 
schedule for interesting new music seeking promotion. As a happy 
rs7000 user myself I thought there might be readers of this group 
interested in this.

The CD includes full credit and whatever information you want to 
supply in the sleeve. We are doing this as an offshoot from a popular 
bar we run that has a great clientele who appreciate hearing new and 
interesting sounds.

If you think you could benefit and your music deserves airing and 
promotion, please get in touch. 

If anyone is interested in being released in Tokyo, presented in a 
nice package, please send your contact details and any sounds you 
want to share to jmbac74@yahoo.com. 

mokomo, tokyo.
| 6642|6641|2002-08-21 10:10:52|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Push your music in Tokyo|
wow, this is weird... ...I've just finished assembling my demo cds this
morning (no joke!)... ...maybe karma is on my side...?!

....I really should try and do something work related before mr. karma finds
out I've been goofing off at work! ;)

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: jmbac74 [mailto:jmbac74@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2002 12:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Push your music in Tokyo

Hi,
Apologies if this is the wrong forum for such an posting but ...

We are a new label in Tokyo with a quarterly compilation release 
schedule for interesting new music seeking promotion. As a happy 
rs7000 user myself I thought there might be readers of this group 
interested in this.

The CD includes full credit and whatever information you want to 
supply in the sleeve. We are doing this as an offshoot from a popular 
bar we run that has a great clientele who appreciate hearing new and 
interesting sounds.

If you think you could benefit and your music deserves airing and 
promotion, please get in touch. 

If anyone is interested in being released in Tokyo, presented in a 
nice package, please send your contact details and any sounds you 
want to share to jmbac74@yahoo.com. 

mokomo, tokyo.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6643|6632|2002-08-21 13:41:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: FS RS7000 $1000usd|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Mike Taylor" wrote:

> The reason I am not sure if it has 32mb is that there is more than 

32mb's 

> worth of sample time available. I do not know if the built in 

sample 4mb of 

> ram on the Motherboard is active or not.

Oh the 4MB are active, so you have 36MB of sampling Ram and your 3,55 
minutes of sampling fits that.

Only when you plug in the full 64MB, the RS sets the internal 4MB 
inactive. (I guess because of adress problems...)
| 6644|6644|2002-08-21 13:41:47|keninverse|Sample Gain|
What up Everyone?
first I want to thank everyone for an invaluable resource for this 
monster. I recently acquired one of these bad boys to do some 
ambient work but I have one main problem with this box. It seems 
that evertime I import .wav files into my machine and play them back 
in a sequence there is a huge drop in gain. I have to go into the eq 
section and change the parameter to db boost. This is fine...I don't 
mind it but then I lose the eq funtion completely to the boost. OK 
my question is am I doing something wrong when recording these sounds 
or importing the sounds? some of these samples are pretty hot and 
I'm always coming up with the same result even while I'm resampling. 
Is this just an inherent problem with this machine or should I just 
blow it of and eq my samples on my computer prior to exporting 
to .wav. I guess another option is to preamp the whole box and 
sequence the internal soundsets at low volume. But this is more 
stuff I have to buy and the pre's may not that transparent. Thanks 
for any help...

ken.inverse
| 6646|6646|2002-08-21 23:58:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New Pics Here.. SPAM!|
On Thursday 22 August 2002 00:52, igze6g4i wrote:

> http://hjurisja.tripod.com/index.html

Found this message in at least three other yahoo groups.

- Robert
| 6647|6546|2002-08-22 00:03:41|jeffdaddy2000|Re: Memory allocation error Need advice|
Can some one tell me the exact type of simms they are using? Or the 
exact product number on OEMPC.com? I have purchased a number of 
*pairs* of Simms from a local computer show. All were 72 pin 60ns 
simms with 4, 8, chips on them. I really think my RS is bad. I 
have been using my RS for 11 months with no problem and now i'm 
having huge problems with my ram. All of the ram work. I've put 
each of the matched pairs into and old amd k6 I have laying around 
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my house. The guys at Yammy keep telling me it's the ram. 
I guess i'm just pissed I have 3 gigs coming up in the beginning of 
September and the RS just dies on me. I would think that if the 
simms I have been using weren't the right type, I wouldn't have been 
able to use them for the past 11 months. doesn't that seem logical?
Let me stop bitchin
JeffD
| 6648|6546|2002-08-22 00:13:17|Tony Petersen|Re: Memory allocation error Need advice|
i just got some simms from oempc.com... followed the link from their
sampler matrix. They arrived (in Australia) 4 days later (yahooo!)
installed em and the RS cant find any extra memory. Damn. I've contacted
Oempc via email today so will see what they come back with...

expecting more grief...

>>> Jeffdaddy2000@hotmail.com 08/22/02 04:03pm >>>

Can some one tell me the exact type of simms they are using? Or the 
exact product number on OEMPC.com? I have purchased a number of 
*pairs* of Simms from a local computer show. All were 72 pin 60ns 
simms with 4, 8, chips on them. I really think my RS is bad. I 
have been using my RS for 11 months with no problem and now i'm 
having huge problems with my ram. All of the ram work. I've put 
each of the matched pairs into and old amd k6 I have laying around 
my house. The guys at Yammy keep telling me it's the ram. 
I guess i'm just pissed I have 3 gigs coming up in the beginning of 
September and the RS just dies on me. I would think that if the 
simms I have been using weren't the right type, I wouldn't have been 
able to use them for the past 11 months. doesn't that seem logical?
Let me stop bitchin
JeffD 
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| 6649|6546|2002-08-22 00:48:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory allocation error Need advice|
On Thursday 22 August 2002 08:03, jeffdaddy2000 wrote:

> Can some one tell me the exact type of simms they are
> using? Or the exact product number on OEMPC.com? 

Its in the faq, entry 3.3:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html#3.3.SampleRAMSpecsoutline

> I have
> purchased a number of *pairs* of Simms from a local
> computer show. All were 72 pin 60ns simms with 4, 8,
> chips on them. I really think my RS is bad. I have been
> using my RS for 11 months with no problem and now i'm
> having huge problems with my ram. All of the ram work. 
> I've put each of the matched pairs into and old amd k6 I
> have laying around my house. The guys at Yammy keep
> telling me it's the ram. 

For the moment I agree with Yamaha. Of course your RS 
*could* be bad, but it's much more likely that one of your 
SIMMs went bad. The fact that the new pairs of SIMMs do
work in your PC and not in the RS is of no importance. The 
RS is *really* picky about RAM (just like many other music
gear), and the guys at oempcworld.com (among some other
companies) know about this. 

> I guess i'm just pissed I have 3
> gigs coming up in the beginning of September and the RS
> just dies on me. I would think that if the simms I have
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> been using weren't the right type, I wouldn't have been
> able to use them for the past 11 months. doesn't that
> seem logical? 

Okay let's me logical. Something got bad, right? Or else
you couldn't have been working for 11 month with the 
combination of RS + SIMMs. Why can't you accept that
one of the SIMMs went bad, instead of the RS?

Again, the RS *could* be broken, but guess (and hope)
it's just one of the SIMMs.

- Robert
| 6650|6546|2002-08-22 00:53:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory allocation error Need advice|
On Thursday 22 August 2002 08:12, Tony Petersen wrote:

> i just got some simms from oempc.com... followed the link
> from their sampler matrix. They arrived (in Australia) 4
> days later (yahooo!) installed em and the RS cant find
> any extra memory. Damn. I've contacted Oempc via email
> today so will see what they come back with...
>
> expecting more grief...

At least try the factory reset after you installed the 
SIMMs. Nothing to loose. ;)

- Robert
| 6651|6644|2002-08-22 01:16:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample Gain|
On Wednesday 21 August 2002 21:41, keninverse wrote:

> What up Everyone?
> first I want to thank everyone for an invaluable resource
> for this monster. I recently acquired one of these bad
> boys to do some ambient work but I have one main problem
> with this box. It seems that evertime I import .wav
> files into my machine and play them back in a sequence
> there is a huge drop in gain. I have to go into the eq
> section and change the parameter to db boost. This is
> fine...I don't mind it but then I lose the eq funtion
> completely to the boost. OK my question is am I doing
> something wrong when recording these sounds or importing
> the sounds? some of these samples are pretty hot and I'm
> always coming up with the same result even while I'm
> resampling. Is this just an inherent problem with this
> machine or should I just blow it of and eq my samples on
> my computer prior to exporting to .wav. I guess another
> option is to preamp the whole box and sequence the
> internal soundsets at low volume. But this is more stuff
> I have to buy and the pre's may not that transparent. 
> Thanks for any help...

There are several mechanisms at play here.

The most important fact you have to keep in mind here is 
that the RS is a 16 channel machine, ready to play 62 
voices simulatenously, without overloading the mixer bus.
To get this done, the RS has to maintain enough headroom, 
and this headroom is created by playing back the tracks at 
a reduced level, hoping that in an average mix they wil sum 
nicely to a near unity-gain level.

So if you play only a single voice on the RS, obviously, 
there's a reduced level. This can indeed be fixed with the 
boost option in the EQ section. The loss of EQ could be 
fixed with a filter (to remove frequencies), the variation 
fx (isn't there an eq algo?), or the master EQ.

Btw, did you check the track's volume level using the TRACK 
VOLUME knob? Make sure it is maxed.

Then there is the resampling 'problem'. Again, headroom is 
the reason why resampling yields a low level sample. When 
resampling the output of the RS, it must be able to sample 
the full output (of max 62 voices) without overloading. So 
when only a few voices are resampled (e.g. from a single 
track) you get a relatively low volume. It would have been 
nice (or actually essential) that a record level knob) was 
make available in the resampling process, allowing you to 



control the amount of headroom that must be reserved (my 
Emu does this). Maybe in a next release, but I doubt it. 

The low level sample can be cranked up using the NORMALIZE 
sample job, but this is not the same as resampling at good 
levels.

- Robert
| 6652|6644|2002-08-22 07:34:45|keninverse|Re: Sample Gain|

> The most important fact you have to keep in mind here is 
> that the RS is a 16 channel machine, ready to play 62 
> voices simulatenously, without overloading the mixer bus.
> To get this done, the RS has to maintain enough headroom, 
> and this headroom is created by playing back the tracks at 
> a reduced level, hoping that in an average mix they wil sum 
> nicely to a near unity-gain level.

This is precisely what I thought was happening but the fact that the 
TG sounds are still much louder than the sampled material kind of 
pisses me off. So would it help to play some sampled beats in 
unison...I just thought of this. 

> (isn't there an eq algo?)

I think there is but I'll have to check.

> Btw, did you check the track's volume level using the TRACK 
> VOLUME knob? 

I pegged the signal and when you db boost the track you can get some 
cool artifacts but I still want to be able to play a clean sound.
Resampling isn't much of a problem for me I sometimes go directly to 
1/2" tape and then back to the computer(EQd) and then to the RS. 
Thanks for the help Robert and if you can think of anything else 
please post. 

ken.inverse
| 6653|6653|2002-08-22 08:39:08|zoroabq13|rs 7000 sync with 788|
first things first
u guys are real informative and real cool. i'm glad u guys are here
secondly i'm embarrassed to ask such simple questions
but i reviewed 2 manuals i feel like i'm reading
another language that i can barely grasp
all this technology is super exciting but so new to me
any who - been using the RS as a stand alone unit,
building patterns then i chain em up and jam along with my bass
works great. I recently purchased a tascam 788, so that i could add 
analogue stuff to my songs vocals, and bass lines particularly
so...i'm having a bear of a time getting these units to
synch - the manuals pretty much confuse me [including tascams]
i wrote to tascam - (not very friendly)
Should the the 788 be the master and do I have to converts all of my 
patterns on the rs 
into a song before they will synch up?
what's the best approach? 
does anyone have any suggetions for me
or basic setup ideas...much appreciated - i know this question
is real 101...but it's rocket science to me thank u
z
| 6654|6653|2002-08-22 08:46:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs 7000 sync with 788|
When using Pattern mode of the RS, I would make the RS the 
master and have the tascam slave to midi clock. The RS 
cannot generate MTC, so that's no option in this setup.
You will probably have to reset both machines to the start 
of the songs when starting to play, because in Pattern mode 
the RS probably does not generate any song position data.

If using the RS in Song mode, and if the Tascam can generate 
MTC, make the Tascam the master and have it generate MTC. 
The RS must slave to MTC then, and will (probably) follow 
the Tascam, wherever you start it in the song.

- Robert



On Thursday 22 August 2002 16:39, zoroabq13 wrote:
> first things first
> u guys are real informative and real cool. i'm glad u
> guys are here secondly i'm embarrassed to ask such simple
> questions but i reviewed 2 manuals i feel like i'm
> reading another language that i can barely grasp
> all this technology is super exciting but so new to me
> any who - been using the RS as a stand alone unit,
> building patterns then i chain em up and jam along with
> my bass works great. I recently purchased a tascam 788,
> so that i could add analogue stuff to my songs vocals,
> and bass lines particularly so...i'm having a bear of a
> time getting these units to synch - the manuals pretty
> much confuse me [including tascams] i wrote to tascam -
> (not very friendly)
> Should the the 788 be the master and do I have to
> converts all of my patterns on the rs
> into a song before they will synch up?
> what's the best approach?
> does anyone have any suggetions for me
> or basic setup ideas...much appreciated - i know this
> question is real 101...but it's rocket science to me
> thank u z
>
>
>
>
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| 6655|6653|2002-08-22 09:30:51|Alexander zacklin|Re: rs 7000 sync with 788|
thanks for the tip
do I when setting up the RS to b the master
under utility leave on the internal setting?
and how about the rec montr? setting

thanks z

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 6656|6653|2002-08-22 10:37:59|Ronald Leeuwangh|Re: rs 7000 sync with 788|
when the RS will be master of all slaves in the universe the timing should be set to internal ;-) haha :-)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alexander zacklin 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2002 5:30 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] rs 7000 sync with 788

thanks for the tip
do I when setting up the RS to b the master
under utility leave on the internal setting?
and how about the rec montr? setting

thanks z

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6657|6644|2002-08-22 12:50:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Sample Gain|
--- In RS7000@y..., "keninverse" wrote:

> It seems 
> that evertime I import .wav files into my machine and play them 

back 

> in a sequence there is a huge drop in gain

Like on every sampler, you have to "normalize" the samples. Try the 
Job-Menu for that...or was it the Sample-edit menu?

Anyhow...one of both.

Cheers, Tom
| 6658|6658|2002-08-22 12:52:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: New Pics Here..|
--- In RS7000@y..., "igze6g4i" wrote:

> http://hjurisja.tripod.com/index.html

Yup the spammers are back...i gotta have to restrict the membership 
again...what a shame... more work...
| 6659|6646|2002-08-22 12:53:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: New Pics Here.. SPAM!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 22 August 2002 00:52, igze6g4i wrote:
> > http://hjurisja.tripod.com/index.html
> 
> Found this message in at least three other yahoo groups.
> 
> - Robert

I figured that...guess those robots are still scanning every 
community they can find. I have to restrict the membership again.
| 6660|6644|2002-08-22 13:00:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: Sample Gain|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> The low level sample can be cranked up using the NORMALIZE 
> sample job, but this is not the same as resampling at good 
> levels.

So does it mean one has to feed the RS with a very hot signal for 
sampling?

I suggest also to create the samples with a computer, maximize the 
loudness and import them into the RS as wav/aiff.
| 6661|6644|2002-08-23 01:22:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample Gain|
On Thursday 22 August 2002 21:00, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> So does it mean one has to feed the RS with a very hot
> signal for sampling?

You should always try to sample at hot as possible, without 
overload (by looking at the VU bar). But a single good 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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sample will not be played load enough to fill the headroom 
that was reserverd for a max of 62 voices.

>
> I suggest also to create the samples with a computer,
> maximize the loudness and import them into the RS as
> wav/aiff.

See above.

- treboR
| 6662|6653|2002-08-23 01:27:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs 7000 sync with 788|
On Thursday 22 August 2002 17:30, Alexander zacklin wrote:

> thanks for the tip
> do I when setting up the RS to b the master
> under utility leave on the internal setting?

Yes, when RS is master you set the MIDI SYNC parameter to 
INTERNAL.

Also make sure to set the MIDI CLOCK OUT parameter (the next 
on) to one or both of the midi outputs. This clock will 
drive your Tascam.

The ECHO BACK parameter has no influence on synchronizing 
the two machines.

- Robert
| 6663|6663|2002-08-23 03:25:09|De Waele Patrick|RS7000 needed|
Hi all,

I'm looking for a used RS7000...I'm from Belgium so it should have to be
around here (Belgium/Netherlands/Germany/North of France)

Thanks,

Patrick

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6664|6663|2002-08-23 03:34:29|flatron7000|Re: RS7000 needed|
Wat is de prijs dat je er aan wilt geven?

Greetz 

Flatron
| 6665|6663|2002-08-23 04:13:22|flesk_bruno|Re: RS7000 needed|
Try www.synthplanet.com, they're from Belgium and you can get a new 
RS7000 for US$ 1272 and you'll get it the next day. If you still 
think that's too expensive than I guess you really have to get it 
second hand.

--- In RS7000@y..., De Waele Patrick wrote:
> Hi all,
> 
> I'm looking for a used RS7000...I'm from Belgium so it should have 
to be
> around here (Belgium/Netherlands/Germany/North of France)
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Patrick
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6666|6666|2002-08-23 07:54:47|sean mccarrick|For the Wishlist|
Hi,

I don't think I've seen this mentioned already.

But how about the ability to move up or down octaves
when in grid mode. 
i.e. when both the play and record buttons are lit up.
In other words when inputing notes.

It would be handy not to have to hit stop everytime



just to go up/down an octave to get the drumhit you
want.

Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6667|6666|2002-08-23 08:19:37|mmittner|Re: For the Wishlist|
6666 ... you've got it, man :-)

anyway: try to press shift + octave up/down in grid mode.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I don't think I've seen this mentioned already.
> 
> But how about the ability to move up or down octaves
> when in grid mode. 
> i.e. when both the play and record buttons are lit up.
> In other words when inputing notes.
> 
> It would be handy not to have to hit stop everytime
> just to go up/down an octave to get the drumhit you
> want.
> 
> Cheers
> -sean-
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
> http://finance.yahoo.com

| 6668|6666|2002-08-23 08:22:59|sean mccarrick|Re: For the Wishlist|
Ahh... now I see.
Cool.
Thanks ;o)
-sean-
--- mmittner <mmittner@vizrt.com> wrote:

> 6666 ... you've got it, man :-)
> 
> anyway: try to press shift + octave up/down in grid
> mode.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I don't think I've seen this mentioned already.
> > 
> > But how about the ability to move up or down
> octaves
> > when in grid mode. 
> > i.e. when both the play and record buttons are lit
> up.
> > In other words when inputing notes.
> > 
> > It would be handy not to have to hit stop
> everytime
> > just to go up/down an octave to get the drumhit
> you
> > want.
> > 
> > Cheers
> > -sean-
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
> > http://finance.yahoo.com
> 
> 

http://finance.yahoo.com/
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__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6669|6638|2002-08-23 10:12:11|r_s_7_k|Re: changing volume of patterns|
I understand your instructions, but what exactly does the shift button
do, won't it work with out pressing the shift button?
| 6670|6670|2002-08-23 14:23:18|arteghem|RS7000 and AKAI CdRom reading!!|
I'm looking for feedbacks from people using the RS7000 with SCSCI 
CdRom drive to load AKAI CD sample/program. 

How is the interface? Can you browse easily programs one after 
another wihtout going through 1000 menus? 

Is loading samples/prog loading speed acceptable? Does the speed of 
the CdRom drive matters? 

Thanks for your feedback. 
Keep it funky. 
Michon.
| 6671|6670|2002-08-23 15:50:47|Uwe Jülich|Re: RS7000 and AKAI CdRom reading!!|

> I'm looking for feedbacks from people using the RS7000 with SCSCI
> CdRom drive to load AKAI CD sample/program.
> How is the interface? Can you browse easily programs one after
> another wihtout going through 1000 menus?

If you want to load a sample, you'll have to press the load button two
times. If you want to change the partition you'll read samples from you'll
have to press it three times. One thing is very bad: to hear the sample, you
must exit from the load-menu, so you'll not have to go through 1000 menus,
but you will hit the load and exit button 1000 times if you seek a sample.

> Is loading samples/prog loading speed acceptable? Does the speed of
> the CdRom drive matters?

It's acceptable, but not fast if you load a longer sample. I dunno if it's
faster with a faster CD-Rom (I have an old 4x), but I think so.

Greetings from Cologne, Germany

Uwe Jülich
| 6672|6672|2002-08-25 01:25:30|okoyemaya|Does RS keep the samples in the memory|
Hi
I just got the SU 700 and do not like it. Seems you spend more time 
loading then working with music."Sloppy" disc is very unreliable 
medium too small capacity, too low speed. Is that part better in RS. 
To get break from the computer screen I got rm1x and that works 
great. I thought that SU700 must be great too but it does not seems 
so. We can do all on the computers but live the hardware stuff is 
reliable.
I do not want to waste money again. Just to have some sample I just 
undusted MS1 Roland with pcmcia card, nothing to load and wait and 
rm1x triggers it via midi.
So does RS7000 sucks like SU700 or is it my "dream machine". If it is 
just like rm1x plus I could use samples (without loading them 
everytime) without external toys that`s fine for me ( I know about 
other advantages over rm1x- eq! I do miss it).
Okoyemaya
| 6673|6672|2002-08-25 04:37:15|tompaulsen2002|Re: Does RS keep the samples in the memory|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> If it is 
> just like rm1x plus I could use samples (without loading them 
> everytime) without external toys that`s fine for me (

It is like RM1x and it is not like RM1x at all. You have to load the 
samples as well from SmartMedia Card or from ZIP/JAZ/HD/CD-ROM, like 
on every sampler. I don't know how slow the SU700 is with loading, 
so you ahve to check for yourself if the RS is too slow for you. For 
me it doesn't bother me to load samples and wait a few seconds 
before i can use them. But that's just me. IMHO, the loading on the 
RS is quite fast.

Tom

http://finance.yahoo.com/


| 6674|6674|2002-08-25 06:29:09|arveyman|Logic and RS7000 file transfer|
It has probably been discussed before, but i cannot find it with the 
search function...
My goal is to 'jam' on the RS7k and make some nice phrases on it with 
all the gadgets the RS offers, and then import the section into Logic 
and arrange it further (only large blocks). After this i want to put 
that arrangement back into the RS (song or pattern)
Exporting the patterns in the RS as SMF is ok, and importing into 
Logic as well. BUT then the trouble starts, i CANNOT get the file 
exported correctly in the RS again! Most of the settings are changed. 
I must be doing something wrong?!
Can somebody explain me please how to do this corrctly? It must be 
something to do with Logic i guess..

help!

Arv
| 6675|6672|2002-08-25 18:33:48|mmittner|Re: Does RS keep the samples in the memory|
i think if you love the rm and hate the su, the rs will probably be the dream machine for you. in my case it was - and i disliked the su too, the concept didn't fit to me, i
didn't like the interface and it really sucked to save samples on floppies, especially because there was not internal tg, so you really had to sample everything. and although
i combined it with the rm i still was very disappointed that it had no pattern mode (i can't imagine to work in song mode). the only really cool thing was that rubber field
(or how they called it) where you could scratch samples. at least give the rs a try, play around with it in a music store, it's worth that.

side note: last weekend i was in lower austria, jamming with a few musicians i came to know over the internet. we had my rs, a roland sp808 (the guy who owns it says it's
total crap since you even can't change the volume of a track in realtime - roland's somehow like sgi, i thing *g*), an mc-303, novation bass station, some korg and clavia
synths i couldn't explore because i was too involved making music and drinking beer all the time (korg something-2002, is that possible?), and the other guys wanted to
trade their whole equipment against my rs after i showed them the loop remix feature :-) i think that really demonstrates the power of that machine ... and, if you haven't
done that before: catch a few electronic musicians, gather your equipment in one room and jam around ... it's better than sex. ok, not in every case, but, well ... you got the
idea? :-)

-mike, drunken (a li'l bit)

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > If it is 
> > just like rm1x plus I could use samples (without loading them 
> > everytime) without external toys that`s fine for me (
> 
> It is like RM1x and it is not like RM1x at all. You have to load the 
> samples as well from SmartMedia Card or from ZIP/JAZ/HD/CD-ROM, like 
> on every sampler. I don't know how slow the SU700 is with loading, 
> so you ahve to check for yourself if the RS is too slow for you. For 
> me it doesn't bother me to load samples and wait a few seconds 
> before i can use them. But that's just me. IMHO, the loading on the 
> RS is quite fast.
> 
> Tom

| 6676|6676|2002-08-25 22:50:52|little_baby_tickles|trouble with user phrase|
i'm haveing trouble with the user phrases .for example i understand 
that you can have diffrent user phrases on the same track in diffrent 
sections,but lets say i was to have a delay effect on a track and 
switch sections,the track with the delay effect would continue to take 
place in the next section and interfering with my preset phrases and 
user phrases.also its not olny the delay effect its midi 
delay,reverb,pitch bend,exc.i know i'm doing something wrong so 
anybody with helpful info please respond.thxs 4 feedback!
| 6677|6676|2002-08-25 23:54:15|arveyman|Re: trouble with user phrase|
--- In RS7000@y..., "little_baby_tickles" 
wrote:

> i'm haveing trouble with the user phrases .for example i understand 
> that you can have diffrent user phrases on the same track in 

diffrent 

> sections,but lets say i was to have a delay effect on a track and 
> switch sections,the track with the delay effect would continue to 

take 

> place in the next section and interfering with my preset phrases 

and 

> user phrases.also its not olny the delay effect its midi 
> delay,reverb,pitch bend,exc.i know i'm doing something wrong so 
> anybody with helpful info please respond.thxs 4 feedback!



Well as far as i understand it it is only possible to change them if 
you use CC's in the phrases or use SCENES for this purpose. The 
preset phrases got internal codes for this..
Robert, am i right here?
| 6678|6676|2002-08-26 00:57:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: trouble with user phrase|
On Monday 26 August 2002 07:54, arveyman wrote:

> Well as far as i understand it it is only possible to
> change them if you use CC's in the phrases or use SCENES
> for this purpose. The preset phrases got internal codes
> for this..
> Robert, am i right here?

Yep, stuff like midi delay, fx, pitch bend, etc. work on the 
selected track, throughout all patterns of the style.

In other words: the same track of all patterns in the same 
style are affected by play fx, normal fx, pitch and other 
voice edit settings.

To change these settings somewhere in a user phrase within 
that style, you can:

- Insert CCs or sysex midi messages that manipulate one or 
more of these features. Btw, many of these CC's are 
inserted by simply recording knob movements.

- Use Scenes to quickly change from one setup to another.

- In case of voice settings, use the user phrase header to 
program a (preset) voice, so each phrase (even on the same 
track) will be given its own voice at the start of the 
section (= pattern).

- Robert
| 6679|6674|2002-08-26 01:06:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Logic and RS7000 file transfer|
On Sunday 25 August 2002 14:29, arveyman wrote:

> It has probably been discussed before, but i cannot find
> it with the search function...

It's in the main page, here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
This link can be found at the bottom of every emailed 
message.

> My goal is to 'jam' on the RS7k and make some nice
> phrases on it with all the gadgets the RS offers, and
> then import the section into Logic and arrange it further
> (only large blocks). After this i want to put that
> arrangement back into the RS (song or pattern) Exporting
> the patterns in the RS as SMF is ok, and importing into
> Logic as well. BUT then the trouble starts, i CANNOT get
> the file exported correctly in the RS again! Most of the
> settings are changed. I must be doing something wrong?!
> Can somebody explain me please how to do this corrctly?
> It must be something to do with Logic i guess..

These RS settings are most likely not stored in the MIDI 
file that was initially created by the RS, so keep the 
original RS .pat or .all file you created. Make a copy of 
that style and import the SMF exported by Logic.

Alternatively, you can import the SMF in another empty style 
and copy the MIDI notes events only into your working style 
using the COPY TRACK job.

And there's also the option of importing the SMF file into a 
RS Song and use the PHRASE GET job to copy parts of the 
song into your style.

- Robert
| 6680|6670|2002-08-26 01:07:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 and AKAI CdRom reading!!|
On Friday 23 August 2002 22:23, arteghem wrote:

> I'm looking for feedbacks from people using the RS7000
> with SCSCI CdRom drive to load AKAI CD sample/program.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


Afaik, the RS cannot read AKAI *programs*. Did anyone get 
this done?

- Robert
| 6681|6674|2002-08-26 08:02:07|arveyman|Re: Logic and RS7000 file transfer|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Sunday 25 August 2002 14:29, arveyman wrote:
> > It has probably been discussed before, but i cannot find
> > it with the search function...
> 
> It's in the main page, here:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
> This link can be found at the bottom of every emailed 
> message.
> 
> > My goal is to 'jam' on the RS7k and make some nice
> > phrases on it with all the gadgets the RS offers, and
> > then import the section into Logic and arrange it further
> > (only large blocks). After this i want to put that
> > arrangement back into the RS (song or pattern) Exporting
> > the patterns in the RS as SMF is ok, and importing into
> > Logic as well. BUT then the trouble starts, i CANNOT get
> > the file exported correctly in the RS again! Most of the
> > settings are changed. I must be doing something wrong?!
> > Can somebody explain me please how to do this corrctly?
> > It must be something to do with Logic i guess..
> 
> These RS settings are most likely not stored in the MIDI 
> file that was initially created by the RS, so keep the 
> original RS .pat or .all file you created. Make a copy of 
> that style and import the SMF exported by Logic.
> 
> Alternatively, you can import the SMF in another empty style 
> and copy the MIDI notes events only into your working style 
> using the COPY TRACK job.
> 
> And there's also the option of importing the SMF file into a 
> RS Song and use the PHRASE GET job to copy parts of the 
> song into your style.
> 
> - Robert

Thanx, i guess that does the trick. I will check it tonight!

Arv
| 6682|6682|2002-08-26 08:09:31|Uwe Jülich|RS 7000 & RAM|
Hallo everybody,

I'm new to the Yamaha RS 7000. I bought mine and now I want to upgrade the
memory. I ordered 2 x 32MB from ebay, but my RS shows only 32MB. In an old
Computer the RAM works perfectly, shown as 64MB. I tried two other 32 MB
sticks with the same result: 36863 KB free sample memory. Is my RS defect or
is it just the RAM? Which RAM should I use? The RAMs I use fit the jedec
standard and have 4 Chips each. But I need 64 MB because I want to put
complete vocals in the RS.

Keep groovin'

Uwe from cologne, germany
| 6683|6682|2002-08-26 08:16:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 & RAM|
On Monday 26 August 2002 16:10, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> Hallo everybody,
>
> I'm new to the Yamaha RS 7000. I bought mine and now I
> want to upgrade the memory. I ordered 2 x 32MB from ebay,
> but my RS shows only 32MB. In an old Computer the RAM
> works perfectly, shown as 64MB. I tried two other 32 MB
> sticks with the same result: 36863 KB free sample memory.
> Is my RS defect or is it just the RAM? Which RAM should I
> use? The RAMs I use fit the jedec standard and have 4
> Chips each. But I need 64 MB because I want to put
> complete vocals in the RS.

The RS is very picky about the type of RAM it is given. The 
fact that the RAM works in a PC does not guarantee it will 
work for the RS.

See the faq for the exacts RAM specs. There's also a dealer 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


listed there that knows about specific requirements of 
Yamaha gear (and other brands as well).

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 6684|6672|2002-08-26 12:07:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: Does RS keep the samples in the memory|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:

> catch a few electronic musicians, 

In the Jungle they are flying around i guess...:)))

> gather your equipment in one room and jam around ... 

I´m telling you...RS7000 in combination with Ableton 
Live...unbeatable!!!!

> it's better than sex.

yikes...i don´t think so...

ok, not in every case, but, well ... you got the idea? :-)

> 
> -mike, drunken (a li'l bit)

Drunken Master ;)

Bom
| 6685|6685|2002-08-26 12:59:25|fructo4|different questions!! please help! thanx alot|
hello, 

hello i´m new to this great forumand just learning this machine. 
i have some -maybe repost- questions. thanx alot for answers!!
1-) i can´t find a way to change the volume of the click while 
recording (it´s smashing my ears!)
2-) everytime when i want to switch between differnt sections (with the 
black keys) i´ have the problem, that the rs continues all the mutes 
from the previous sections. i can´t find the problem...

3-) why is the input level (especially while resampling) so low?

4-) can i name the different samples (for example: i want to create a 
bd set, with all my samples from the mpc 3000 in a sample kit. i can´t 
fínd a possibility to name them. AND BTW: is there a better way for me 
to create such banks?? and do i have to save this bank always as 
pattern??

5-)can i name my self created user-phrases ??
6-)how can i return to the sound i started with after modulating, lfo, 
filtering etc. this sound. is it really gone??

thank you and have a nice night
kosi
| 6686|6686|2002-08-26 13:00:06|little_baby_tickles|user phrase|
i'm haveing trouble with the user phrases ,i understand that you can 
use the same track with diffrent user phrases in diffrent sections but 
the thing is ,is that for example every time i put a user phrase with 
a delay effect that track wil be stuck with that delay effect through 
out the hole sections,and that would interfear with my presets and my 
users.also its not olny the delay effeect-reverb,pitch bend,exc.please 
anyone with helpful info is welcome.thxs
| 6687|6687|2002-08-26 13:55:53|jusfive|how to hook up scsi correctly|
i got a scsi cable and a computer im trying 2 load sound but how do i 
get it to work 2gether i got my styles cdrom that came with the rs 
but it wont recognize the rs it says no A3000 present????
i want some new sounds help!!!!
| 6688|6686|2002-08-26 15:19:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: user phrase|
On Monday 26 August 2002 21:00, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> i'm haveing trouble with the user phrases ,i understand
> that you can use the same track with diffrent user
> phrases in diffrent sections but the thing is ,is that
> for example every time i put a user phrase with a delay
> effect that track wil be stuck with that delay effect

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


> through out the hole sections,and that would interfear
> with my presets and my users.also its not olny the delay
> effeect-reverb,pitch bend,exc.please anyone with helpful
> info is welcome.thxs

Since you're repeating your question, I'll repeat my answer:

Stuff like midi delay, fx, pitch bend, etc. work on the 
selected track, throughout all patterns of the style.

In other words: the same track of all patterns in the same 
style are affected by play fx, normal fx, pitch and other 
voice edit settings.

To change these settings somewhere in a user phrase within 
that style, you can:

- Insert CCs or sysex midi messages that manipulate one or 
more of these features. Btw, many of these CC's are 
inserted by simply recording knob movements.

- Use Scenes to quickly change from one setup to another.

- In case of voice settings, use the user phrase header to 
program a (preset) voice, so each phrase (even on the same 
track) will be given its own voice at the start of the 
section (= pattern).

- Robert
| 6689|6687|2002-08-26 15:26:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to hook up scsi correctly|
On Monday 26 August 2002 21:55, jusfive wrote:

> i got a scsi cable and a computer im trying 2 load sound
> but how do i get it to work 2gether i got my styles cdrom
> that came with the rs but it wont recognize the rs it
> says no A3000 present???? i want some new sounds help!!!!

First read pages 280-281 of the (english) RS manual dealing 
with SCSI.

Next, try the faq that answers a number of SCSI related 
issues.

Can you say what your setup is? How did you connect your 
gear? Is the cdrom drive located in your PC? If so, it is 
probably an IDE drive and cannot be used by the RS, since 
you need a SCSI cdrom drive for that.

The audio editor that came with the RS (TinyEdit) can send 
*samples* from the computer to the RS (and the other way 
around), but nothing else.

So you either need a SCSI cdrom drive (e.g. directly 
connected to the RS) or a smartcard reader to move the 
files from your computer on the card.

- Robert
| 6690|6687|2002-08-26 15:36:10|mike hightower|Re: how to hook up scsi correctly|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Monday 26 August 2002 21:55, jusfive wrote:
> i got a scsi cable and a computer im trying 2 load sound
> but how do i get it to work 2gether i got my styles cdrom
> that came with the rs but it wont recognize the rs it
> says no A3000 present???? i want some new sounds help!!!!

First read pages 280-281 of the (english) RS manual dealing 
with SCSI.

Next, try the faq that answers a number of SCSI related 
issues.

Can you say what your setup is? How did you connect your 
gear? Is the cdrom drive located in your PC? If so, it is 
probably an IDE drive and cannot be used by the RS, since 
you need a SCSI cdrom drive for that.

The audio editor that came with the RS (TinyEdit) can send 
*samples* from the computer to the RS (and the other way 
around), but nothing else.



So you either need a SCSI cdrom drive (e.g. directly 
connected to the RS) or a smartcard reader to move the 
files from your computer on the card.

- Robert

thanks imma read up and get that cdrom and how do i move from the computer to my rs? but i also have a scsi card in my computer its hhoked up and when i
start up my computer on the black screen says yamaha RS7000 only when the rs is on
thanks
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| 6691|6685|2002-08-26 15:42:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: different questions!! please help! thanx alot|
On Monday 26 August 2002 20:59, fructo4 wrote:

> hello,
>
> hello i´m new to this great forumand just learning this
> machine. i have some -maybe repost- questions. thanx alot
> for answers!! 1-) i can´t find a way to change the volume
> of the click while recording (it´s smashing my ears!)

Afaik, there's no click volume option. Maybe lower the 
master volume of the RS and increase the volumes of the 
individual tracks if possible.

> 2-) everytime when i want to switch between differnt
> sections (with the black keys) i´ have the problem, that
> the rs continues all the mutes from the previous
> sections. i can´t find the problem...

That's because mutes are global within the current style. 
All 16 sections of the same style *share* the mute 
settings. To have mute changes per section (a la mpc) you 
have a number of options like using Mute Scenes or normal 
Scenes, or program the mutes in Pattern Chain mode. I 
prefer to simply remove the phrases I don't wanna hear.

>
> 3-) why is the input level (especially while resampling)
> so low?

Please check the archives. I recently answered that one. 
Search for 'resampling' and 'headroom'.

>
> 4-) can i name the different samples (for example: i want
> to create a bd set, with all my samples from the mpc 3000
> in a sample kit. i can´t fínd a possibility to name them.

You can name the kit, but not the individual voices.

> AND BTW: is there a better way for me to create such
> banks?? and do i have to save this bank always as
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> pattern??

You can save the bank in both .pat and .all files (and song 
files too), either as a local or global sample voice.

>
> 5-)can i name my self created user-phrases ??

Yes, use the PHRASE NAME job (#26).

> 6-)how can i return to the sound i started with after
> modulating, lfo, filtering etc. this sound. is it really
> gone??

You could start by saving a scene *before* you start 
experimenting and recall it to undo the work. Note the 
recalling a scene restores the settings of all tracks.

You could probably also use the COPY TRACK job and only copy 
the voice edit settings from an empty style to reset the 
track voice.

- Robert
| 6692|6546|2002-08-27 08:07:47|pseudo nexus|Re: Memory allocation error Need advice|
VERy interesting
i just ordered some memory from oempc and im from south australia. i couldnt find anyone hear that sells the right stuff - and oem say it should work. well - i guess well
see!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Tony Petersen 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2002 3:42 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Memory allocation error Need advice

i just got some simms from oempc.com... followed the link from their
sampler matrix. They arrived (in Australia) 4 days later (yahooo!)
installed em and the RS cant find any extra memory. Damn. I've contacted
Oempc via email today so will see what they come back with...

expecting more grief...

>>> Jeffdaddy2000@hotmail.com 08/22/02 04:03pm >>>
Can some one tell me the exact type of simms they are using? Or the 
exact product number on OEMPC.com? I have purchased a number of 
*pairs* of Simms from a local computer show. All were 72 pin 60ns 
simms with 4, 8, chips on them. I really think my RS is bad. I 
have been using my RS for 11 months with no problem and now i'm 
having huge problems with my ram. All of the ram work. I've put 
each of the matched pairs into and old amd k6 I have laying around 
my house. The guys at Yammy keep telling me it's the ram. 
I guess i'm just pissed I have 3 gigs coming up in the beginning of 
September and the RS just dies on me. I would think that if the 
simms I have been using weren't the right type, I wouldn't have been 
able to use them for the past 11 months. doesn't that seem logical?
Let me stop bitchin
JeffD 
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| 6693|6693|2002-08-27 13:58:09|michelle_alisa|related: A4k/A5k-sampler editing on Mac... help needed please :)|
This isn't concerning the RS7000 directly, but its sibling, the 
Yamaha A4000/5000 samplers. I've asked these things 
elsewhere but sadly no one has responded (yet, it's been 
awhile). But this group has always been really helpful and 
friendly :-)....... so here goes ...... First off, I was wondering if 
anyone else using an A5000 with their Mac to edit it (on the 
monitor) was experiencing this same problem as me:

I have noticed some glitchiness in the editor. The program is the 
A5000Editor version 1.00.19 . One of the glitches i noticed is... 
when I go to edit Effects blocks 4-6 and then make my settings 
and go to another edit screen (say to edit a program's filter or 
something..) and then come back to the effects, it does not save 
my settings for Effects 4-6 and i must be careful not to touch 
them in order to not mess up the settings I had before .Effects 
1-3 work fine though in terms of saving. Also.. is there any way to 
rename samples on the screen without having to use the 
A5000's knobs (very inconvenient)?

For that matter, are there any better Yamaha A-samplers editors 
on the Mac? I have spent the last little while searching on the Net 
for more info but not even yamaha's website displays anything 
new and I can't seem to find new versions of this old 1999 
A5000Editor or anything. I have heard good things about b.Zone 
but it is only for PC.

I'm completely lost here... Yamaha have sadly been 
unresponsive to my emails too, I tried to ask them about a new 
OS version beyond OS 1.50... will it ever happen?!? If anyone 
knows of better solutions to my current frustrations and 
problems, I would be so happy to hear about it! Thanks SO much 
for the help in advance and hope to hear from you soon.

Best,

Michelle
| 6694|6687|2002-08-27 15:24:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to hook up scsi correctly|
On Monday 26 August 2002 23:36, mike hightower wrote:

> thanks imma read up and get that cdrom and how do i move
> from the computer to my rs? 

What do you mean? What do you want to move from the computer 
to the RS?

> but i also have a scsi card
> in my computer its hhoked up and when i start up my
> computer on the black screen says yamaha RS7000 only when
> the rs is on thanks

Here as well I don't really understand the question.

Anyway, watch out when with shared drives when connection 
the RS to your computer with a SCSI cable. Sharing a 
read-only cdrom drive will probably work, but sharing a 
harddisk or zip or whatever (a read-write disk) will most 
likely result in a corrupted disk, where you loose all data 
on that disk.

- Robert
| 6695|6695|2002-08-27 19:58:51|blue2558|RS7000 FOR SALE|
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Hi,

I have had the pleasure to work with a RS7K for a year now, i 
love it and i think it's a great tool for producing all kind of musics. 
Unfortunaly, i have to sell it right now for financial reason. 
I'll get my hand on another one as soon as things get better.

It is as new and was used in a non-smoking environnement.
I still have everything that came with it: manual, 8Mb smartmedia, 
original box. It only has 4Mb of RAM cause i'm using the 64Mb for 
an old computer, but it only cost 14.95$ USD on EBAY.

I will let it go for 850.00$US or 1300.00$CAN ( I live in the 
Montreal area).

If you're interested or if you know someone, you can contact me 
at this adress:
Blue2558@hotmail.com

Thank you,
Samuel
| 6696|6695|2002-08-28 00:17:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 FOR SALE|
On Wednesday 28 August 2002 03:58, blue2558 wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have had the pleasure to work with a RS7K for a year
> now, i love it and i think it's a great tool for
> producing all kind of musics. Unfortunaly, i have to sell
> it right now for financial reason. I'll get my hand on
> another one as soon as things get better.
>
> It is as new and was used in a non-smoking environnement.
> I still have everything that came with it: manual, 8Mb
> smartmedia, original box. It only has 4Mb of RAM cause
> i'm using the 64Mb for an old computer, but it only cost
> 14.95$ USD on EBAY.

Make that USD 50+ at oempcworld because the sticks bought 
from ebay will probably not work.

- Robert
| 6697|6697|2002-08-28 03:47:46|tomasthil200|Import Sample|
Hello, I just like to know how RS7000 do when I import a pitched 
sample. What note is the original unpitched sample added to? Like if 
I have a basssample originaly sampled at A1 where at what key (note) 
will it be placed? and if it would be placed at wrong key how do I 
transpose the sample to the right key?

/tomas
| 6698|6697|2002-08-28 03:54:16|pseudo nexus|Re: Import Sample|
it will be defaulted to middle 60 (60)
and you just go into sample edit and change the pitch
or if your slicing it will give u the option to put it in whatever value you want
kt:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tomasthil200 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2002 7:17 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Import Sample

Hello, I just like to know how RS7000 do when I import a pitched 
sample. What note is the original unpitched sample added to? Like if 
I have a basssample originaly sampled at A1 where at what key (note) 
will it be placed? and if it would be placed at wrong key how do I 
transpose the sample to the right key?

/tomas
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| 6699|6697|2002-08-28 04:17:43|tomasthil200|Re: Import Sample|
Do you have any suggestion of slice type when it's a single sound 
(no) loop. If I use "Beat" you hear the sample chunked up in small 
pices. There is no way of add samples to right key when you import 
the samples?

/tomas

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> it will be defaulted to middle 60 (60)
> and you just go into sample edit and change the pitch
> or if your slicing it will give u the option to put it in whatever 
value you want
> kt:)
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: tomasthil200 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2002 7:17 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Import Sample
> 
> 
> Hello, I just like to know how RS7000 do when I import a pitched 
> sample. What note is the original unpitched sample added to? Like 
if 
> I have a basssample originaly sampled at A1 where at what key 
(note) 
> will it be placed? and if it would be placed at wrong key how do 
I 
> transpose the sample to the right key?
> 
> /tomas
> 
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| 6700|6700|2002-08-28 04:46:29|Pond, Quest|beginner questions|
Hi I've had my rs for about 4 days now and was wondering 2 things.

Is there anyway while in record mode to hear the sounds you are about to
record while recording without committing? Like a sort of audition?
For instance if im adding drum kit sounds and i have added a kick in
realtime overdub then need to find the snare on the kit without recording my
fumblings while looking the correct instrument and without stopping and
starting the recording? I would have guessed to hold down shift while
playing notes but this produces no sound.

Also im having trouble assigning the velocity pads to keys. ie in the drum
kit I hold pad-select the pad then the corresponding key but it doesn't
change the assigned note. Does this have to be done while not in/or in
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record mode maybe?

Quest
| 6701|6700|2002-08-28 06:01:05|bilterfucht|Re: beginner questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Pond, Quest" wrote:

> Hi I've had my rs for about 4 days now and was wondering 2 things.
> 
> Is there anyway while in record mode to hear the sounds you are 

about to

> record while recording without committing? Like a sort of audition?
> For instance if im adding drum kit sounds and i have added a kick in
> realtime overdub then need to find the snare on the kit without 

recording my

> fumblings while looking the correct instrument and without stopping 

and

> starting the recording? I would have guessed to hold down shift 

while

> playing notes but this produces no sound.

don't think so

> Also im having trouble assigning the velocity pads to keys. ie in 

the drum

> kit I hold pad-select the pad then the corresponding key but it 

doesn't

> change the assigned note. Does this have to be done while not in/or 

in

> record mode maybe?

You should hokd the TAP-key + desired key + velocity pad
| 6702|6697|2002-08-28 06:19:53|pseudo nexus|Re: Import Sample|
beat settings are for percusive, rythm type stuff with fast attack and short decay.
phase 1-4 are for sounds with long decay - which is what you want.
youll just have to try each variation of phrase if you want to be really picky
other wise set your master tempo to what ever tempo your sample is nativley in (try to make it a nice round one)
and just put a note at the start of each bar or your measures lenght depending how long it is.

kt:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tomasthil200 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2002 7:47 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Import Sample

Do you have any suggestion of slice type when it's a single sound 
(no) loop. If I use "Beat" you hear the sample chunked up in small 
pices. There is no way of add samples to right key when you import 
the samples?

/tomas

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> it will be defaulted to middle 60 (60)
> and you just go into sample edit and change the pitch
> or if your slicing it will give u the option to put it in whatever 
value you want
> kt:)
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: tomasthil200 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2002 7:17 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Import Sample
> 
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> 
> Hello, I just like to know how RS7000 do when I import a pitched 
> sample. What note is the original unpitched sample added to? Like 
if 
> I have a basssample originaly sampled at A1 where at what key 
(note) 
> will it be placed? and if it would be placed at wrong key how do 
I 
> transpose the sample to the right key?
> 
> /tomas
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| 6703|6546|2002-08-28 11:16:35|jeffdaddy2000|Re: Memory allocation error Need advice|
You guys are right! A man can admit when he's wrong. I recieved my 
new ram from Oempc. I purchased the ram that they recommended on 
the "sampler" page and it works. I have my full 65mb of memory. 
The RS is just soo picky when it comes to ram. So make sure when 
you look at the OEMPC website you only buy the specified ram on the 
sampler/Yamaha RS7000 page.
| 6704|6695|2002-08-28 11:47:02|blue2558|Re: RS7000 FOR SALE|
Please take a look at this:
http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=902354857

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 28 August 2002 03:58, blue2558 wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I have had the pleasure to work with a RS7K for a year
> > now, i love it and i think it's a great tool for
> > producing all kind of musics. Unfortunaly, i have to sell
> > it right now for financial reason. I'll get my hand on
> > another one as soon as things get better.
> >
> > It is as new and was used in a non-smoking environnement.
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> > I still have everything that came with it: manual, 8Mb
> > smartmedia, original box. It only has 4Mb of RAM cause
> > i'm using the 64Mb for an old computer, but it only cost
> > 14.95$ USD on EBAY.
> 
> Make that USD 50+ at oempcworld because the sticks bought 
> from ebay will probably not work.
> 
> - Robert

| 6705|6695|2002-08-28 11:55:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 FOR SALE|
On Wednesday 28 August 2002 19:46, blue2558 wrote:

> Please take a look at this:
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=9023548
>57

I read $10 + $40 for the 64MB of ram.

- Robert
| 6706|6695|2002-08-28 12:28:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 FOR SALE|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 28 August 2002 19:46, blue2558 wrote:
> > Please take a look at this:
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=9023548
> >57
> 
> I read $10 + $40 for the 64MB of ram.
> 

Me too...:

9.95 +$39.95 additional shipping, handling and testing charge for 
delivery of the 64-Megabyte Kit anywhere on planet Earth. 

Tom
| 6707|6670|2002-08-28 12:56:31|arteghem|Re: RS7000 and AKAI CdRom reading!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 23 August 2002 22:23, arteghem wrote:
> > I'm looking for feedbacks from people using the RS7000
> > with SCSCI CdRom drive to load AKAI CD sample/program.
> 
> Afaik, the RS cannot read AKAI *programs*. Did anyone get 
> this done?
> 
> - Robert

RS7k can't read multilayered AKAI programs, but should be able to 
read other AKAI program..

Does anyone can confirm you can load AKAI program from AKAI sample CD 
or is this just sample that you can load??

thanx.

- micheline
| 6708|6708|2002-08-28 17:42:20|tompaulsen2002|Another goodie crosspost about the "swinging" RS7000|
A crosspost from www.motifator.com:

(Rob...nice to add to the FAQ)

@bad mister: some questions
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
hi!

i'm wondering about grid groove and swing, and i have therefore 
gathered a few questions, and i hope you can give me some answers to 
them:

(1) if i turn the swing value up, how is a note affected that lies on 
1:1:360? is it shifted by the same amount than a note on 1:1:240, 
only half that amount or is there some calculation done? and what 
about a note on 1:1:120 or 1:1:320?

(2) the same question applies to grid mode: are all notes in between 
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1:1:240 and 1:1:359 affected the same way when i set a clock shift 
value on step 3?

(3) so finally: is there a difference between the way swing and grid 
groove work? and if not, what would be the equivalent setting in grid 
groove to get the exact same result that i get with the swing 
parameter?

i hope that i'm not too nasty with stupid questions, but this really 
puzzles me.

-mike 
Post Extras: 

Anomecron
Unregistered

(08/26/02 10:13 PM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: @bad mister: some questions
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Mike swing only shuffles forward evenly numered notes in a grid. IE: 
In a 16 step grid pattern only notes falling on 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16 
are actually shuffled either forwards or backward by a set number of 
clocks.
Grid groove will work on anynotes marked in a gird.
Gridgroove for me is better for dynamic variation.
For example pushing the hi-hats forward on a particular phrase or 
pulling them back on another too create a greater sense of urgency 
etc etc etc.. Remeber if you normalise the play effect that works for 
all phrases within an entire style on that track. However the grid 
groove can be used to shuffle ghost notes, repitch certain hits, 
apply various velocity accents etc etc etc and can be overdub 
recorded too any particular phrase within a style as well.
Grid groove is also the really powerhouse behind the creation of some 
excellent custom arps in the RS and shouldn't be overlooked as it's 
no slouch in this department either.
I'm sure Badmister will expand on this some what. I don't work for 
Yamaha and didin't help develop the unit, so I'm sure he'll have 
more "valauable insight's for you. 
Post Extras: 

Bad_Mister
Pro
Posts: 133

(08/27/02 01:17 AM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: @bad mister: some questions
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
anomecron is correct. Swing (for a machine) is based on shifting the 
weight (length) of every other timing division. For example, normally 
a quarter note is divided into two eighth notes 50% / 50%. A swing 
setting of 54% would lenghten the first eighth note so that it takes 
54% of the quarter note and the second eighth note gets 46%. 

if you are thinking 16th notes then every other 16th note is 
lengthened. Normally a quarter note is divided into four equally 
spaced 16th notes. The 16th notes are 
1:1:000 down beat - left unchanged
1:1:120 will be shifted by swing
1:1:240 up beat - left unchanged
1:1:360 will be shifted by swing
2:1:000 down beat measure 2 - left unchanged.
etc...

GRID divides ONE measure into 16 "time" slices. Any notes that occur 
during that time slice will be affected by the parameter you change. 
So you are correct: all notes between 240 and 359 are affected the 
same way.

To make the GRID behave like the Swing you would work on every other 



(the EVEN numbered) time divisions. Anomecron is correct. The GRID is 
a template that is then applied to each measure. Think of it as a 
programmable swing. You can be much more subtle with it and it does 
not have to be the same offset each time. Chick Corea wrote a tune 
about "falling behind and catching up" - this has more to do with 
what swings than a set fixed % amount.

Using the Swing in the Quantize Job can help as well. You can play 
your pattern in real time, and then use the STRENGTH to parameter set 
to something less than 100% to tighten the feel without making it too 
metronomic. If for example you set the Strength to 80% this means it 
will correct your playing 80% of the distance to the quantized value -
if you missed the downbeat by 20 clock ticks - a Strength setting of 
80% would move you to within 4 ticks of the downbeat- 80% of the 
distance to the strict quantize. This preserves some of the natural 
swing and will be less metronomic - (unless that is what you are 
going for). The other thing and I think Anomecron referred to this as 
well is a lot of what makes things swing is the velocity (loud/soft) 
and how it is used. Remember drummers really do try and play 
accurately in time. Sometimes what we feel as really swinging is 
really just the implied "feel" drummer give with ghost notes and very 
soft hits followed by dynamic smashes. Sometimes it is sitting back 
(always back please!!!!) on the beat. It is better to be a little 
behind the beat (hit the snare on the last clock tick that qualifies 
as a 2 and/or a 4) Try a straight groove and sit the snare drum on 2 
and 4 (that is time slices 5 and 13 on the Grid) about +10 ticks 
late. (it will vary with your selected tempo as to if this is enough 
or not enough behind the beat...)
Listen to any real groove master on drums - Bernard Purdie, Steve 
Gadd, etc., etc. We had a drum card for the RY30 drum machine about 
10 years ago where we used Dave Weckl to play some patterns. It was 
really "school's open" for anyone nearby. His selection of sounds, 
first off, was critical to the results -which were phenomenal. He had 
various ways of hitting the hihat for example, that gave different 
stresses to way he played. And even though the basic resolution of 
the RY30 was rather coarse by today's standard, that stuff swung like 
crazy. 

I have studied the data played by actual drummers on MIDI pads. 
Especially stuff that really has a "feel" and the first thing I 
noticed was that drummers hit drums with a wider dynamic range than a 
keyboard player trying to play drums from a keyboard. The softer hits 
would be way softer than most keyboard players would ever hit a key. 
The sound of every hit by a drummer is not always HEARD, they use 
some of them like a place holder that is FELT more than heard. 

One more thing that really helps - DON'T MAKE EVERY SNARE AND KICK 
127. LIKE THIS TYPING, RIGHT HERE, YOU HAVE NO WHERE TO GO WHEN YOU 
WANT TO STRESS SOMETHING.

If you make your normal snare like 96 and your normal kick the same, 
then when you need a PUNCH you can hit it with the 127 and it will be 
meaningful...

Hope that helps ...

Post Extras: 

mike
Newcomer
Posts: 7

(08/27/02 03:45 AM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: @bad mister: some questions
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
ah! thanks to both of you, i think it's clear now. and your 
suggestions for building beats are great, you have some really good 
ideas :-)

- mike 
Post Extras: 

Anomecron
Unregistered



(08/28/02 12:30 AM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: @bad mister: some questions
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
If I might just add further ....
To draw a parrallel between BadMisters use of velocity in drum 
programming remeber this. The Piano is technically a "percussive 
instrument" or too be more precise a tuned percussive instrument. No 
velocity ,sustain ,dampening etc are all very important in achieving 
even a moderately realistic sound from a sampled piano. Treat your 
drum's with equal importance. Learn too read drum tab's for and by 
professional drummers and use them as a basis for your own beat 
structures. once you've gotten the basics down it is very easy to 
improvise upon those given foundations. What you may find too is that 
in a common sixteenth drum pattern the hi-hats are often played in 
triplets (not sixteenths) which creates a very lazy jazz kinda swing 
especially with very subtle use of velocity and ADRS decay and 
release settings.
Also If I might just add experiment with various time signatures. A 
6/4 ,sixteen bar pattern with a 4/4 underlying polyrythmn can quite 
often never sound the same on any one passing and will give you some 
incredible organic grooves.
I can't believe how well the RS7000 creates organic grooves and 
very "unmachine like rythms". One more hint if you set midi-delay on 
a snare track too 30 ,feedback around 73 and repeats at around 1 or 2 
only . Set the feedback clock too say -10 for every repeat and mess 
about with feedback gate time and make sure the repeats have a 
negative feedback velocity/ you can get some great ghost notes 
happening around snare hits that are then easily shuffled and tweeked 
further by using the grid groove parameters as well.
By the way a great response BadMister and far more detailed than my 
reply was. Sometimes those technical little extras go a long way. 
ThanX for the input and help oh and good luck Mike.
| 6709|6709|2002-08-28 18:08:32|sean mccarrick|Sample sites|
Hi,

Can anyone recommend some good ones please.
Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6710|6710|2002-08-28 18:16:03|Tony Petersen|Need RAM?|
I just took delivery of 2 x 32Mb SIMMS from oempc.com, took about 4 days
to get to Australia. The first pair they sent me were wrong. I shot them
back an email and they sent me a second pair immediately, no charge, no
frieght charge, asked me to send the original set back and they would
pick up the postage. 

Absolutely THE BEST service I have ever encountered from an online
retailer. They were polite, efficient and totally customer focussed.

Buy from these guys, especially if you're not in the US. They totally
have their sh!t together. 

>>> tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de 08/29/02 04:28am >>>
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 28 August 2002 19:46, blue2558 wrote:
> > Please take a look at this:
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=9023548 
> >57
> 
> I read $10 + $40 for the 64MB of ram.
> 
Me too...:

9.95 +$39.95 additional shipping, handling and testing charge for 
delivery of the 64-Megabyte Kit anywhere on planet Earth. 

Tom

http://finance.yahoo.com/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=9023548
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| 6711|6711|2002-08-28 21:20:07|LUKE METHERALL|Re: Digest Number 559|
Hi there, was just wondering if some one could help with sampeling? ived sampled in to the rs7k and it seems that ive used up all the memory due to it saying wave
memory full. But when i go (shift) (utility) it tells me i still have 77% free storage. 
Whats going on?

Cheers in advance...
Luke.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6712|6712|2002-08-28 22:13:53|Oscar Finch|Re: Another goodie crosspost about the |
hahaha Tom you now how too pick em Anomecron=FaX=FaX-0-Matic ;).Actually BadMister's reply was mega detailed and quite the bomb when it came too explainingit
all in finer detail . Good post to pick as this will helps heaps of people here with there RS7000's.Oh and here's another little trick I worked out the other day. I had sampled
a 16 bar sequnce that triggered my 808EX'smonosynth 9sorta pluck gamelan like sound). Any way I set the pattern that triggered the sequunce too 200% beat
stretch.sampled the riff playing at half tempo (ie: 32 bars instead of 16 in Mono at 22khz). This was of course a Kit and note sample.I then copied the sample too a new
user location and time stretched the copy by 200% so now this was a sample at 4 by original tempo over 64 bars. I then copied the note trigger data from the original Kit+
Note sample on track 9 too track 16 and placed the timestretched monster on track 16. Now I by chance tweeked the pitch bend on track 16 too full and Oh my.It now
plays back in the same key, double the original pitch,overlayed over the sample on track 9 creating this amzing counterpoint melody. Strangly enough when the two of
them were used in combination it sounded bizzarely like a really mandolin being played :). Seem all the aliasing from the time stretching when pitch sounded remarably
organic and plucked "like". If you get my drift. Sorry for the rample but I actually found this quite cool. The track is progressing nicely and this has given it a semi-exotic
almost middle eatern flava to the track. it's amazing what a little experimentation will toss back at you sometimes. Cheers...OSCar aka FaX--- On Wed 08/28,
tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 28 Aug
2002 23:42:05 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Another goodie crosspost about the "swinging" RS7000A crosspost from www.motifator.com:(Rob...nice to add to the FAQ)@bad
mister: some questions--------------------------------------------------------------------------------hi!i'm wondering about grid groove and swing, and i have therefore gathered a
few questions, and i hope you can give me some answers to them:(1) if i turn the swing value up, how is a note affected that lies on 1:1:360? is it shifted by the same
amount than a note on 1:1:240, only half that amount or is there some calculation done? and what about a note on 1:1:120 or 1:1:320?(2) the same question applies to grid
mode: are all notes in between 1:1:240 and 1:1:359 affected the same way when i set a clock shift value on step 3?(3) so finally: is there a difference between the way
swing and grid groove work? and if not, what would be the equivalent setting in grid groove to get the exact same result that i get with the swing parameter?i hope that i'm
not too nasty with stupid questions, but this really puzzles me.-mike Post Extras: AnomecronUnregistered(08/26/02 10:13 PM)Edit - Reply Re: @bad mister: some
questions--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mike swing only shuffles forward evenly numered notes in a grid. IE: In a 16 step grid pattern
only notes falling on 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16 are actually shuffled either forwards or backward by a set number of clocks.Grid groove will work on anynotes marked in a
gird.Gridgroove for me is better for dynamic variation.For example pushing the hi-hats forward on a particular phrase or pulling them back on another too create a greater
sense of urgency etc etc etc.. Remeber if you normalise the play effect that works for all phrases within an entire style on that track. However the grid groove can be used
to shuffle ghost notes, repitch certain hits, apply various velocity accents etc etc etc and can be overdub recorded too any particular phrase within a style as well.Grid
groove is also the really powerhouse behind the creation of some excellent custom arps in the RS and shouldn't be overlooked as it's no slouch in this department
either.I'm sure Badmister will expand on this some what. I don't work for Yamaha and didin't help develop the unit, so I'm sure he'll have more "valauable insight's for
you. Post Extras: Bad_MisterProPosts: 133(08/27/02 01:17 AM)Edit - Reply Re: @bad mister: some questions-----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------anomecron is correct. Swing (for a machine) is based on shifting the weight (length) of every other timing division. For example, normally a quarter note is
divided into two eighth notes 50% / 50%. A swing setting of 54% would lenghten the first eighth note so that it takes 54% of the quarter note and the second eighth note
gets 46%. if you are thinking 16th notes then every other 16th note is lengthened. Normally a quarter note is divided into four equally spaced 16th notes. The 16th notes
are 1:1:000 down beat - left unchanged1:1:120 will be shifted by swing1:1:240 up beat - left unchanged1:1:360 will be shifted by swing2:1:000 down beat measure 2 -
left unchanged.etc...GRID divides ONE measure into 16 "time" slices. Any notes that occur during that time slice will be affected by the parameter you change. So you
are correct: all notes between 240 and 359 are affected the same way.To make the GRID behave like the Swing you would work on every other (the EVEN numbered)
time divisions. Anomecron is correct. The GRID is a template that is then applied to each measure. Think of it as a programmable swing. You can be much more subtle
with it and it does not have to be the same offset each time. Chick Corea wrote a tune about "falling behind and catching up" - this has more to do with what swings than a
set fixed % amount.Using the Swing in the Quantize Job can help as well. You can play your pattern in real time, and then use the STRENGTH to parameter set to
something less than 100% to tighten the feel without making it too metronomic. If for example you set the Strength to 80% this means it will correct your playing 80% of
the distance to the quantized value -if you missed the downbeat by 20 clock ticks - a Strength setting of 80% would move you to within 4 ticks of the downbeat- 80% of
the distance to the strict quantize. This preserves some of the natural swing and will be less metronomic - (unless that is what you are going for). The other thing and I
think Anomecron referred to this as well is a lot of what makes things swing is the velocity (loud/soft) and how it is used. Remember drummers really do try and play
accurately in time. Sometimes what we feel as really swinging is really just the implied "feel" drummer give with ghost notes and very soft hits followed by dynamic
smashes. Sometimes it is sitting back (always back please!!!!) on the beat. It is better to be a little behind the beat (hit the snare on the last clock tick that qualifies as a 2
and/or a 4) Try a straight groove and sit the snare drum on 2 and 4 (that is time slices 5 and 13 on the Grid) about +10 ticks late. (it will vary with your selected tempo as
to if this is enough or not enough behind the beat...)Listen to any real groove master on drums - Bernard Purdie, Steve Gadd, etc., etc. We had a drum card for the RY30
drum machine about 10 years ago where we used Dave Weckl to play some patterns. It was really "school's open" for anyone nearby. His selection of sounds, first off, was
critical to the results -which were phenomenal. He had various ways of hitting the hihat for example, that gave different stresses to way he played. And even though the
basic resolution of the RY30 was rather coarse by today's standard, that stuff swung like crazy. I have studied the data played by actual drummers on MIDI pads.
Especially stuff that really has a "feel" and the first thing I noticed was that drummers hit drums with a wider dynamic range than a keyboard player trying to play drums
from a keyboard. The softer hits would be way softer than most keyboard players would ever hit a key. The sound of every hit by a drummer is not always HEARD, they
use some of them like a place holder that is FELT more than heard. One more thing that really helps - DON'T MAKE EVERY SNARE AND KICK 127. LIKE THIS
TYPING, RIGHT HERE, YOU HAVE NO WHERE TO GO WHEN YOU WANT TO STRESS SOMETHING.If you make your normal snare like 96 and your normal
kick the same, then when you need a PUNCH you can hit it with the 127 and it will be meaningful...Hope that helps ...Post Extras: mikeNewcomerPosts: 7(08/27/02
03:45 AM)Edit - Reply Re: @bad mister: some questions--------------------------------------------------------------------------------ah! thanks to both of you, i think it's clear
now. and your suggestions for building beats are great, you have some really good ideas :-)- mike Post Extras: AnomecronUnregistered(08/28/02 12:30 AM)Edit - Reply
Re: @bad mister: some questions--------------------------------------------------------------------------------If I might just add further ....To draw a parrallel between BadMisters
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use of velocity in drum programming remeber this. The Piano is technically a "percussive instrument" or too be more precise a tuned percussive instrument. No velocity
,sustain ,dampening etc are all very important in achieving even a moderately realistic sound from a sampled piano. Treat your drum's with equal importance. Learn too
read drum tab's for and by professional drummers and use them as a basis for your own beat structures. once you've gotten the basics down it is very easy to improvise
upon those given foundations. What you may find too is that in a common sixteenth drum pattern the hi-hats are often played in triplets (not sixteenths) which creates a
very lazy jazz kinda swing especially with very subtle use of velocity and ADRS decay and release settings.Also If I might just add experiment with various time
signatures. A 6/4 ,sixteen bar pattern with a 4/4 underlying polyrythmn can quite often never sound the same on any one passing and will give you some incredible
organic grooves.I can't believe how well the RS7000 creates organic grooves and very "unmachine like rythms". One more hint if you set midi-delay on a snare track too
30 ,feedback around 73 and repeats at around 1 or 2 only . Set the feedback clock too say -10 for every repeat and mess about with feedback gate time and make sure the
repeats have a negative feedback velocity/ you can get some great ghost notes happening around snare hits that are then easily shuffled and tweeked further by using the
grid groove parameters as well.By the way a great response BadMister and far more detailed than my reply was. Sometimes those technical little extras go a long way.
ThanX for the input and help oh and good luck Mike. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6713|6709|2002-08-28 22:37:37|pseudo nexus|Re: Sample sites|
[Pseudo Nexus Vj and electro musician loop/sample disc library]
-
The Pseudo Nexus is building a sever and online distribution resource for visual artists, electronic musicians, and designers to share pics/samples/loops/video clips. Send
us $110 AUD and well send you back 10 cdrs of royalty free content. If you prefer to trade material, which we encourage, so as to grow our archive, mail us a cdr/dvdr of
your pics, vector files, VJ clips/loops, mixes, moving image recordings or audio samples, loops etc, and we will send back a 1:10 ratio of the user cdr's free. Full info is in
the 

email me for Submission Details .

----- Original Message ----- 
From: sean mccarrick 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2002 9:38 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Sample sites

Hi,

Can anyone recommend some good ones please.
Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
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Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6714|6709|2002-08-28 22:38:19|pseudo nexus|Re: Sample sites|
[Pseudo Nexus Vj and electro musician loop/sample disc library]
-
The Pseudo Nexus is building a sever and online distribution resource for visual artists, electronic musicians, and designers to share pics/samples/loops/video clips. Send
us $110 AUD and well send you back 10 cdrs of royalty free content. If you prefer to trade material, which we encourage, so as to grow our archive, mail us a cdr/dvdr of
your pics, vector files, VJ clips/loops, mixes, moving image recordings or audio samples, loops etc, and we will send back a 1:10 ratio of the user cdr's free. Full info is in
the 

email me for Submission Details .

pseudonexus@internode.on.net

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III 
Kristian Thomas :: digital artist+techie+coordinator ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 
http://pseudo.32k.org/ 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: sean mccarrick 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2002 9:38 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Sample sites

Hi,

Can anyone recommend some good ones please.
Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
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Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6715|6715|2002-08-28 22:38:52|Tony Petersen|Delay.... elay ... lay... lay... la|
Hey, anyone got any good tips on getting really long, dubby-type delays
happening on the RS. Mad Professor-type stuff... I've been through the
delay effects and can't seem to find anything that will do this. I want
a delay that keeps going in triplets, fading over about 2 bars...

thanks as always :)
| 6716|6709|2002-08-29 02:29:52|snejt|Re: Sample sites|

> Can anyone recommend some good ones please.
> Cheers
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> -sean-

Hi

In my opinion: www.primesounds.com

s
| 6717|6708|2002-08-29 03:36:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Another goodie crosspost about the "swinging" RS7000|
Added to to-be-faqqed list.

- Robert
| 6718|6715|2002-08-29 03:37:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Delay.... elay ... lay... lay... la|
On Thursday 29 August 2002 06:33, Tony Petersen wrote:

> Hey, anyone got any good tips on getting really long,
> dubby-type delays happening on the RS. Mad Professor-type
> stuff... I've been through the delay effects and can't
> seem to find anything that will do this. I want a delay
> that keeps going in triplets, fading over about 2 bars...

Maybe try the midi delay?

- Robert
| 6719|6711|2002-08-29 03:38:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 559|
On Thursday 29 August 2002 16:35, LUKE METHERALL wrote:

> Hi there, was just wondering if some one could help with
> sampeling? ived sampled in to the rs7k and it seems that
> ive used up all the memory due to it saying wave memory
> full. But when i go (shift) (utility) it tells me i still
> have 77% free storage. Whats going on?

Read carefully. You are probably referring to the *sequence* 
memory capacity. That's the stuff where midi data is 
stored.

- Robert
| 6720|6715|2002-08-29 03:57:21|Ian Vine|Re: Delay.... elay ... lay... lay... la|
Try the Tempo Cross Delay. You can set the delays to
triplet intervals. The feedback level will give you
the decay time of the delay. The important control is
the feedback high damp control, this reduces the high
frequency content of the signal as it gets feed back
into the delay. This may go some way to getting the
sound of an analogue delay. I'll have to have a mess
about with this myself

Big up the dub

IanV

--- Tony Petersen wrote:

Hey, anyone got any good tips on getting really long,
dubby-type delays

happening on the RS. Mad Professor-type stuff... I've
been through the

delay effects and can't seem to find anything that
will do this. I want

a delay that keeps going in triplets, fading over
about 2 bars...

thanks as always :)
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| 6721|6708|2002-08-29 08:52:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: Another goodie crosspost about the "swinging" RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Added to to-be-faqqed list.
> 
> - Robert

I am glad you know english so well...and didn´t write...fagged...B)
| 6722|6712|2002-08-29 09:20:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: Another goodie crosspost about the|
Rob, and again...another great one to get faqqed! :)

Thank you Oscar (your real name? OSCar...hehe) just messing with you.
I´m glad to have you on the list! Always rich and fantastic 
contributions to the list!!!

Yeah i am also get constantly astounded by what is really possible 
when you dig into the possibilities the RS offers. I´m still amazed 
how GOOD the RS internal sounds can sound, when you tweak´em. I don´t 
know what people, who criticise the RS soundquality, have with their 
ears, i always get something very fresh and new out of it. 

So folks...as you can see..be creative with what is there and be 
amazed!

Cheers, Tom



--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> hahaha Tom you now how too pick em Anomecron=FaX=FaX-0-
Matic ;).Actually BadMister's reply was mega detailed and quite the 
bomb when it came too explainingit all in finer detail . Good post to 
pick as this will helps heaps of people here with there RS7000's.Oh 
and here's another little trick I worked out the other day. I had 
sampled a 16 bar sequnce that triggered my 808EX'smonosynth 9sorta 
pluck gamelan like sound). Any way I set the pattern that triggered 
the sequunce too 200% beat stretch.sampled the riff playing at half 
tempo (ie: 32 bars instead of 16 in Mono at 22khz). This was of 
course a Kit and note sample.I then copied the sample too a new user 
location and time stretched the copy by 200% so now this was a sample 
at 4 by original tempo over 64 bars. I then copied the note trigger 
data from the original Kit+ Note sample on track 9 too track 16 and 
placed the timestretched monster on track 16. Now I by chance tweeked 
the pitch bend on track 16 too full and Oh my.It now plays back in 
the same key, double the original pitch,overlayed over the sample on 
track 9 creating this amzing counterpoint melody. Strangly enough 
when the two of them were used in combination it sounded bizzarely 
like a really mandolin being played :). Seem all the aliasing from 
the time stretching when pitch sounded remarably organic and 
plucked "like". If you get my drift. Sorry for the rample but I 
actually found this quite cool. The track is progressing nicely and 
this has given it a semi-exotic almost middle eatern flava to the 
track. it's amazing what a little experimentation will toss back at 
you sometimes. Cheers...OSCar aka FaX---

| 6723|6712|2002-08-29 12:22:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Another goodie crosspost about the|
This one has also been fuc^H^Haqqed.

Nice one. Try that on Emu hardware, you won't believe your 
ears. And indeed, the Yammie time stretch artifacts can be 
used artistically. ;)

- Robert
| 6724|6724|2002-08-29 17:41:40|taffy731|Interested in RS7000|
Hey folks, I am considering purchasing an RS7000 and have downloaded the 
manual, but I cannot determine if the RS is able to do mix "automation" - record 
midi volume changes, etc., to a mixer track for automated playback. I am 
looking for the best hardware sequencer to link patterns (sequences), play with 
loops, and combine with linear sequencing. I hate the complexities of using 
Logic Audio when I just want to develop songs and am hoping the RS will fit the 
bill. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.

Jim
| 6725|6724|2002-08-29 19:49:47|pseudo nexus|Re: Interested in RS7000|
mmmm i hate logi too in this respect....and what i do is use make sure i spilt everything up onto seperate phrases and sections as much as possible - so that when you
playback the sequencer you have a lot of scope to playback a heap of automations within one style. WHat you might be looking at doing is using song mode aswel - but i
never use it as it restricts live editing in the sense of pattern mode.
if you want to play with loops - i sugest you crank up the memory to 64mb if u already havnt. and get a 64mb or even 128 smart card or big fat scsi drive/burner.

i use to sync the rm1x to logics sequencer and automates its tone generator from there. but serously theres no point in doing this with the rs - it would be a waste of money
- its ment for live production mate!!!!!!

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III 
Kristian Thomas :: digital artist+techie+coordinator ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 
http://pseudo.32k.org/ 
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manual, but I cannot determine if the RS is able to do mix "automation" - record 
midi volume changes, etc., to a mixer track for automated playback. I am 
looking for the best hardware sequencer to link patterns (sequences), play with 
loops, and combine with linear sequencing. I hate the complexities of using 
Logic Audio when I just want to develop songs and am hoping the RS will fit the 
bill. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.

Jim
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| 6726|6724|2002-08-30 05:33:45|Ian Vine|Re: Interested in RS7000|
Nearly all front panel controls are recordable (the
master fx being the exception). Just overdub your
track with the automation you want. I don't know if it
will work for the knobs below the display, I think
not.

IanV
--- taffy731 wrote:

Hey folks, I am considering purchasing an RS7000 and
have downloaded the 

manual, but I cannot determine if the RS is able to do
mix "automation" - record 

midi volume changes, etc., to a mixer track for
automated playback. I am 

looking for the best hardware sequencer to link
patterns (sequences), play with 

loops, and combine with linear sequencing. I hate the
complexities of using 

Logic Audio when I just want to develop songs and am
hoping the RS will fit the 

bill.  Any help would be greatly
appreciated.   Thanks in advance.

   Jim
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| 6727|6672|2002-08-30 12:02:41|mmittner|Re: Does RS keep the samples in the memory|

> In the Jungle they are flying around i guess...:)))

haha - sure. you just need a faked rs7k case and some glue :-) this also re= 
veals the highly addictive potential of the rs ...

> I´m telling you...RS7000 in combination with Ableton 
> Live...unbeatable!!!!

yes, i'm buildign a live set with the rs and live, but i'm constantly tryin= 
g to apply the loop remix on the loops running in live :-)

did you already hear of steinberg's remix? they licensed live and stripped = 
it down to a music-maker-like un-thing for all those dj-x users out there (w= 
ithout rewire, audio recording or even midi). this will be interesting, i th= 
ink all those companies are currently working like hell on a sequencer with = 
the concept of live.

> yikes...i don´t think so...

erm ... admitted :-) of course best is to jam with some female electronic m= 
usicians and having sexing afterwards .. or maybe before, or in between. but= 
unfortunately i haven't seen a lot of them flying around (or maybe they wer= 
e just too clever to get trapped in my faked rs :-)

> Drunken Master ;)

oh, thanx :-)

> Bom

uh ... mo ;-)



| 6728|6724|2002-08-30 12:53:28|tompaulsen2002|Re: Interested in RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "taffy731" wrote:

> Hey folks, I am considering purchasing an RS7000 and have 

downloaded the 

> manual, but I cannot determine if the RS is able to do 

mix "automation" - record 

> midi volume changes, etc., to a mixer track for automated playback.

If i understood you correctly, yes the RS does this, it´s a MUST-
sequencer feature i would say.

I am 

> looking for the best hardware sequencer to link patterns 

(sequences), play with 

> loops, and combine with linear sequencing. I hate the complexities 

of using 

> Logic Audio when I just want to develop songs and am hoping the RS 

will fit the 

> bill. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.

Well, for sure the RS is besides the RM1x and the QY700 one of the 
best hardware sequencer. But since you mentioned that you also want 
linear sequencing also at the same time i guess (RS only offers this 
in song mode) take a closer look to the QY700.

Cheers, Tom
| 6729|6672|2002-08-30 13:09:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: Does RS keep the samples in the memory|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:

> did you already hear of steinberg's remix? they licensed live and 

stripped =

> it down to a music-maker-like un-thing for all those dj-x users out 

there (w=

> ithout rewire, audio recording or even midi). this will be 

interesting, i th=

> ink all those companies are currently working like hell on a 

sequencer with =

> the concept of live.

Without MIDI-syncable? That sucks...

Hey can all the DJ´s sync it then to their RS7000? 

Remember only a good DJ has a RS7000...hehehe ;)...seriously...DJ´s 
with a RS are not DJ´s anymore...they are RJ....or J.R.´s? ;)))
| 6730|6672|2002-08-30 16:20:11|wasted|Re: Does RS keep the samples in the memory|
Okoyemaya--

I don't think you understand the principle. All semi-professional & 
professional samplers require you to LOAD the samples everytime the 
machine is turned on. Only bare-bones, basic phrase samplers like the 
Yamaha SU10 and a couple other toy-like phrase samplers (maybe the Korg 
ES1; dunno) have all their samples stored in FLASH memory that is hard-
wired (built) into the machine and for which RAM cannot be expanded. 
And usually that sample storage memory is less than 1MB. There's no 
sampler on the market that when you turn it on will have all your 
samples ready to go without any loading time that I know of that isn't 
a toy-ish sampler like the SU10. Flash memory is expensive and 64MB or 
thereabouts that we can expand the RS7000/SU700, other semi-pro & pro 
level samplers is normal PC SIMMS or DIMM RAM and not FLASH RAM like 
what the SU10 has built into it that stores samples on power off.



Whether you load from floppy or SCSI ZIP/HD/MO like on the SU700, or 
SmartMedia cards/SCSI ZIP/HD/MO on the RS7000, or internal HD like on 
the Yamaha A3k/4k/5k or Akai, Emu, or other pro-samplers you still will 
be loading samples every time you turn your sampler on. There's no way 
around this (other than leaving your sampler on continuously so you 
don't have to reload). Depending on the model of sampler, some SCSI 
loading is faster than others. I.E. Yamaha improved SCSI loading on 
the RS7000 compared to the SU700. It is quite a bit faster loading via 
SCSI on the RS7000 (since it's a newer model with better SCSI 
implementation than the SU700/A3k). But other competitors' samplers 
supposedly have even faster loading times (i.e. Akai, Emu, etc.). 
Samplers ARE NOT hardware with built-in Tone Generators like the RM1x, 
etc. so you have to feed samplers the sounds you want to use each time 
they're turned on. Just wanted to clear up that misconception for you. 
Otherwise you'll keep looking and replacing one sampler for another not 
realizing what you want isn't achiveable with the current hardware on 
the market. What it all boils down to is this: how much are you 
willing to spend for which model with what features you need and how 
fast do you need those samples loaded.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130 

>--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
>> If it is 
>> just like rm1x plus I could use samples (without loading them 
>> everytime) without external toys that`s fine for me (
>
>It is like RM1x and it is not like RM1x at all. You have to load the 
>samples as well from SmartMedia Card or from ZIP/JAZ/HD/CD-ROM, like 
>on every sampler. I don't know how slow the SU700 is with loading, 
>so you ahve to check for yourself if the RS is too slow for you. For 
>me it doesn't bother me to load samples and wait a few seconds 
>before i can use them. But that's just me. IMHO, the loading on the 
>RS is quite fast.
>
>Tom

| 6731|6731|2002-08-30 23:51:30|tohibot|RS7000 for Sale|
I'm selling my RS7000 "only 4 months old" $900
| 6732|6732|2002-08-31 06:19:19|pmlost|digital OUT to digital IN loop ????????????????|
Hello,

I have an Echo Mia soundcard. I want to make hard disk recording 
inside my computer. I have a problem since all the recording 
application seem to recognize only phisical digital input. I've tried 
to connect digital out of my card to her digital in but then i can 
hear only something like beeeeeeeeeeeeeeee in my speakers.

I don't know how to do it since i don't have any external recording 
equipment and i haven't even planned to buy one.
Who knows how to manage digital recording (at least analoge one but 
inside the copmputer using one card - in this case Echo Mia).

for all suggestion Big Thanx

kind regards peter/pm'
| 6733|6733|2002-08-31 16:03:12|tiseven2002|Input Problems Through Yamaha Digital Guitar |
Hello Folks,

Thanks again for all of the great help. One more question: I bought a 
Yamaha MIDI guitar called the Yamaha EZ-EG (only sold in Japan) and 
the people at the store told me I could connect the midi into any 
synthesizer and use is as an alternate input. I tried this on the RS, 
but only the high E string and it's frets seem to make the RS7000's 
sounds (all strings are actually metal bars that are picked and the 
frets have button which are pushed to fret), while the other 5 
strings continue to make the EZ-EG's sounds. Does anyone know what 
might be happening here and how I might get all strings to play on 
the RS? 

Cordially,

Dave
| 6734|2320|2002-08-31 20:02:41|jhanner001@aol.com|RS 7000 for sale|

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


I'm selling my 5 month old RS7000 with all orig. box, manual and sound media 
card and 64mb (Max) of ram for $900.00 US dollars I'll also give a 100mb zip 
drive with it....It is also in mint condition...shipping is not part of 
price....
thanks
Jeffrey 
Phoenix, AZ 
USA

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6735|6733|2002-09-01 01:01:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Input Problems Through Yamaha Digital Guitar|
Check the manual of the EZ. Maybe each 'string' is 
transmitting over its own midi channel. If so, make sure 
that the RS is prepared for that by assigning the same 
voice settings to a number of tracks, or by assigning a 
bass sound to the track that receives the low E messages, 
etc.

As a quick test you could set the ECHO BACK parameter (in 
Utilities) to MON REC, to 'squeeze' all the incoming midi 
messages into the currently selected RS track.

- Robert
| 6736|6732|2002-09-01 01:09:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: digital OUT to digital IN loop ????????????????|
On Saturday 31 August 2002 14:19, pmlost wrote:

> Hello,
>
> I have an Echo Mia soundcard. I want to make hard disk
> recording inside my computer. I have a problem since all
> the recording application seem to recognize only phisical
> digital input. I've tried to connect digital out of my
> card to her digital in but then i can hear only something
> like beeeeeeeeeeeeeeee in my speakers.

What is the audio source you want to record? Some synth 
plugins I guess? 

In that case, you would normally 'print' every track to a 
normal audio track in your sequencer (Cubase, Logic, 
Sonar). That is you record everything that isn't already an 
audio track into its own audio track (think of external 
synths, or internal vsti plugins).

Next, you create a mixdown with the sequencer software. What 
happens is that the sequencer then sums all audio tracks, 
considering their programmed levels, into a single stereo 
.wav or .aif file. And that's the file you're after I 
assume.

That's basically it.

There are variations to this theme, depedending on the 
available hardware. Maybe the sequencer doesn't need the 
plugins to be printed into their own track before the 
mixdown.

- Robert
| 6737|6733|2002-09-01 01:29:06|David Hyre|Re: Input Problems Through Yamaha Digital Guitar|
Thanks Robert. You're a lifesaver. I tried the first solution and it worked. I will only be using a few additional tracks when I make music, so the 6 tracks on the same voice
should suffice. I have set a few up and saved them already.
Cordially,
Dave
Robert van der Kamp wrote:Check the manual of the EZ. Maybe each 'string' is 
transmitting over its own midi channel. If so, make sure 
that the RS is prepared for that by assigning the same 
voice settings to a number of tracks, or by assigning a 
bass sound to the track that receives the low E messages, 
etc.

As a quick test you could set the ECHO BACK parameter (in 
Utilities) to MON REC, to 'squeeze' all the incoming midi 
messages into the currently selected RS track.

- Robert
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| 6738|6738|2002-09-01 17:59:33|jeffmelee|synth sounds|
i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if i 
can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. so 
my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff
| 6739|6738|2002-09-01 19:19:36|michelle_alisa|Re: synth sounds|
Hi Jeff... well, it's subjective. I know that's obvious, but see if you can try before 
you buy, OK? I'll say this -- I personally am happy with most of the sounds 
onboard that don't try to emulate acoustic instruments (apart from the drums, 
the acoustic drums, in particular hand percussion, aren't bad at all, in fact a lot 
of it is "slamming" to use the lingo ;) )... but things like the onboard piano are 
downright unsatisfactory compared to, say, a Motif. Sounds like you are 
looking for artificial sounds however -- you can't go wrong getting a Virus C for 
your "virtual analogue" needs but ... since you have to make a decision, 
based on what you wrote, I'd say, go for the RS7000. It'll fill more of your 
needs until you can save up for a Virus. And if you need a keyboard controller 
to play the RS7000 more effectively, there are some affordable ones (i.e. 
Oxygen 8, the Evolution line).

I find, from a "techno" standpoint, that a lot of the RS7000 synth sounds sound 
kind of weak to begin with but spending time experimenting with the knobs 
will solve that in no time flat. I don't know how close it is to "virtual analog" but I 
have heard some very warm, classic sounds made from base tones like saw 
waves etc. Especially when you get the effects going, adjust them to add 
distortion or delay etc. as necessary, there are numerous ways to "fatten" up 
sound too, I don't know the technicalities but the filter section, just twisting and 
pressing buttons gives sounds an entirely new character. You can certainly 
customize sounds to a great extend, although there is no "user bank" per se 
as in other synths. This really isn't my area so hopefully someone else can 
explain this better to you.

The RS7000 is powerful alright... it's lacking in some areas and hopefully we'll 
get an OS upgrade soon :-) but a lot of music magazines (Future Music gave 
it a rare 10/10 from what I read, they have a review out on the Net, I forget the 
URL) and musicians themselves have given it high marks. Bang for the buck 
value is impressive too compared to, for example, the Akai MPC4000. I know I 
shouldn't make such generalizations, but see what works best for you! 
Remember try before you buy if you can.

best,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
> to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if i 
> can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. so 
> my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
> and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
> a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
> idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
> synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
> to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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| 6740|6738|2002-09-01 20:01:44|jeffmelee|Re: synth sounds|
hey Michelle thanks a lot for your advice. i've been having trouble 
finding time getting down to my local music store but i'll be going 
soon. - jeff

--- In RS7000@y..., "michelle_alisa" 
wrote:

> Hi Jeff... well, it's subjective. I know that's obvious, but see if 

you can try before 

> you buy, OK? I'll say this -- I personally am happy with most of 

the sounds 

> onboard that don't try to emulate acoustic instruments (apart 

from the drums, 

> the acoustic drums, in particular hand percussion, aren't bad 

at all, in fact a lot 

> of it is "slamming" to use the lingo ;) )... but things like the 

onboard piano are 

> downright unsatisfactory compared to, say, a Motif. Sounds like 

you are 

> looking for artificial sounds however -- you can't go wrong 

getting a Virus C for 

> your "virtual analogue" needs but ... since you have to make a 

decision, 

> based on what you wrote, I'd say, go for the RS7000. It'll fill 

more of your 

> needs until you can save up for a Virus. And if you need a 

keyboard controller 

> to play the RS7000 more effectively, there are some affordable 

ones (i.e. 

> Oxygen 8, the Evolution line).
> 
> I find, from a "techno" standpoint, that a lot of the RS7000 synth 

sounds sound 

> kind of weak to begin with but spending time experimenting 

with the knobs 

> will solve that in no time flat. I don't know how close it is to 

"virtual analog" but I 

> have heard some very warm, classic sounds made from base 

tones like saw 

> waves etc. Especially when you get the effects going, adjust 

them to add 

> distortion or delay etc. as necessary, there are numerous ways 

to "fatten" up 

> sound too, I don't know the technicalities but the filter section, 

just twisting and 

> pressing buttons gives sounds an entirely new character. You 



can certainly 

> customize sounds to a great extend, although there is no "user 

bank" per se 

> as in other synths. This really isn't my area so hopefully 

someone else can 

> explain this better to you.
> 
> The RS7000 is powerful alright... it's lacking in some areas 

and hopefully we'll 

> get an OS upgrade soon :-) but a lot of music magazines 

(Future Music gave 

> it a rare 10/10 from what I read, they have a review out on the 

Net, I forget the 

> URL) and musicians themselves have given it high marks. 

Bang for the buck 

> value is impressive too compared to, for example, the Akai 

MPC4000. I know I 

> shouldn't make such generalizations, but see what works best 

for you! 

> Remember try before you buy if you can.
> 
> best,
> 
> 
> Michelle
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> > i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 

compares 

> > to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but 

if i 

> > can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better.

so 

> > my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> > synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass 

time 

> > and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont 

want 

> > a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of 

an 

> > idea from users about the quality and power/potential power 

the 

> > synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the 

rs7000 

> > to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - 

jeff
| 6741|6738|2002-09-01 20:42:06|mmittner|Re: synth sounds / ableton live|
hi!

the rs is a sampler/rompler. it can come rather close to the sound of an analog synth if tweaked the right way, but there's always a difference between samples and



generated sound, imho. for me the rs' tg is like an electronic musician's swiss army knife - you can do almost everything with it, but a kitchen knife will perform better in
certain cases :-) it's nothing i would call very innovative, but it's really more than useful, the mix is very clear and transparent, it covers the whole frequency range quite
well, it can give you pressure and transparency, produces a wide range of sounds and has a sampler for everything it can't produce by itself (and never forget about the
per-track-eq and the multi band compressor!). it's not a va, of course, so you might be dissapointed if you want absolutely 100% analog sound. but in my opinion it's better
to buy the rs first and complement it later with a va.

@tom, t?m, bom, regarding live
yesterday i played in a club at a friend's birthday party, i had prepared 20 minutes, just to test how the combination of the rs and live works out 'in the field'. but after i was
finished, there suddenly was no dj around - so i had to continue. i played for about 1 1/2 hour with live's default samples (since my hd crashed last week and i have a
rather naked system right now) and no idea what to do, but to my surprise people like it :-) you're right, the rs and live is an unbeatable combination, it's the best from both
worlds, i guess. and now i'm even more hoping that 2.0 is released soon, think of recording phrases on the rs and sampling them in live without ever stopping the
sequencer bis uns der himmel auf den kopf f?llt ... ;-)

-mike

http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing

--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
> to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if i 
> can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. so 
> my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
> and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
> a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
> idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
> synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
> to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff

| 6742|6738|2002-09-02 01:12:28|jeffmelee|Re: synth sounds / ableton live|
thanks mmittner!!

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> hi!
> 
> the rs is a sampler/rompler. it can come rather close to the 
sound of an analog synth if tweaked the right way, but there's 
always a difference between samples and generated sound, 
imho. for me the rs' tg is like an electronic musician's swiss 
army knife - you can do almost everything with it, but a kitchen 
knife will perform better in certain cases :-) it's nothing i would 
call very innovative, but it's really more than useful, the mix is very 
clear and transparent, it covers the whole frequency range quite 
well, it can give you pressure and transparency, produces a wide 
range of sounds and has a sampler for everything it can't 
produce by itself (and never forget about the per-track-eq and 
the multi band compressor!). it's not a va, of course, so you 
might be dissapointed if you want absolutely 100% analog 
sound. but in my opinion it's better to buy the rs first and 
complement it later with a va.
> 
> @tom, t?m, bom, regarding live
> yesterday i played in a club at a friend's birthday party, i had 
prepared 20 minutes, just to test how the combination of the rs 
and live works out 'in the field'. but after i was finished, there 
suddenly was no dj around - so i had to continue. i played for 
about 1 1/2 hour with live's default samples (since my hd 
crashed last week and i have a rather naked system right now) 
and no idea what to do, but to my surprise people like it :-) you're 
right, the rs and live is an unbeatable combination, it's the best 
from both worlds, i guess. and now i'm even more hoping that 
2.0 is released soon, think of recording phrases on the rs and 
sampling them in live without ever stopping the sequencer bis 
uns der himmel auf den kopf f?llt ... ;-)
> 
> -mike
> 
> http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> > i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 
compares 
> > to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but 
if i 
> > can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. 
so 
> > my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> > synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass 
time 

http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing
http://fm4.orf.at/soundpark/t/tenzing


> > and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont 
want 
> > a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of 
an 
> > idea from users about the quality and power/potential power 
the 
> > synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the 
rs7000 
> > to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - 
jeff

| 6743|6738|2002-09-02 01:18:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: synth sounds / ableton live|

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
the rs and live is an unbeatable combination, it's the best from 
both worlds, i guess. and now i'm even more hoping that 2.0 is 
released soon, think of recording phrases on the rs and sampling 
them in live without ever stopping the sequencer bis uns der himmel 
auf den kopf f?llt ... ;-)

Ha! Beim Teutates!

;) Told you...it's §%&$%-great!

| 6744|6744|2002-09-02 14:22:13|mrshy33|Matching The Tempo on thr RS 7000 !!|
How can I match different tempo's on the RS 7000 ?
example: If the first tempo is 120 BPm. Track 1
The 2nd tempo is 130 BPM. Track 2
The 3rd tempo is 100 BPM. Track 3

I working with a sample CD for the record.
| 6745|6738|2002-09-02 18:36:44|michelle_alisa|Re: synth sounds|
You're totally welcome, Jeff. Just keep in mind that you have to spend some 
time with any new box to get comfortable with it, so don't let any salesman 
rush you and have time to try it out alone -- that's what I did! I just put on 
headphones and tried out the various capabilities. I don't think there's much 
room to go wrong with an RS7000 - most of the competition doesn't even 
stack up and the competition that does (in several ways, anyway), costs a lot 
more (Akai MPC4000.)

Best,

Michelle

> hey Michelle thanks a lot for your advice. i've been having trouble 
> finding time getting down to my local music store but i'll be going 
> soon. - jeff

| 6746|6744|2002-09-02 18:39:03|michelle_alisa|Re: Matching The Tempo on thr RS 7000 !!|
Well depends on the source material. If you're switching between STYLES 
then go to UTILITY (SYSTEM) , scroll to the right, set PATTERN BPM HOLD to 
OFF. Otherwise, if you're dealing with samples .. which it seems you are, use 
the built in time stretch/compress capabilities or to get higher quality process 
the samples in your computer, match them all to... about 115 since this about 
the average unless you want something else, and then send them to your 
RS7000. Good luck. check the manual also :)

-Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:
> How can I match different tempo's on the RS 7000 ?
> example: If the first tempo is 120 BPm. Track 1
> The 2nd tempo is 130 BPM. Track 2
> The 3rd tempo is 100 BPM. Track 3
> 
> I working with a sample CD for the record.

| 6747|6747|2002-09-02 18:42:50|michelle_alisa|Anyone know? Segmenting one big MIDI file to fill many PATTERNS?|
OK, I'm familiar with the Split JOB but what would be the best way for me to 
take a BIG MIDI file... it's 256 bars... and automatically break it up into many 
PATTERNS of a STYLE? I've already imported the SMF MIDI and it sounds 
fine. But i want to break it up now... I tried splitting it but this is way too slow, is 
there anything like the "Slice" for Audio where I can designate... OK, the first 
TRACK will be 8 bars, the second one will be 16 , the third will be 4, etc. and 
soforth? What would be the best, most orderly way to do this? Anyone please 
let me know>? This is getting too time consuming lol! 

...I know that in the Yamaha DJX, much lower end but just using this as an 



example, within one MIDI file there are simple little text markers used to 
indicate the "breaks". I found this out after importing data into my computer Is 
there something like this for the RS7000?

Thanks,

Michelle
| 6748|6748|2002-09-03 02:00:37|bilterfucht|Filter|
Is it possible to specify a range for the Cutoff. Right now you can 
turn this button from -64 up to 64. I want to be able to specify a 
range like -64 op to +32. Can this be done? If yes, how?
| 6749|6744|2002-09-03 03:26:31|Ian Vine|Re: Matching The Tempo on thr RS 7000 !!|
Why not have a try with the sample + slice. This lets
you take a sample loop of a known length (say 2 bars)
and slices it up so that it can play back at different
tempos. 

The results depend on your source material and the
slice method you use. Check out the manual for more
info

IanV

--- michelle_alisa wrote:

Well depends on the source material. If you're
switching between STYLES 

then go to UTILITY (SYSTEM) , scroll to the right, set
PATTERN BPM HOLD to 

OFF. Otherwise, if you're dealing with samples ..
which it seems you are, use 

the built in time stretch/compress capabilities or to
get higher quality process 

the samples in your computer, match them all to...
about 115 since this about 

the average unless you want something else, and then
send them to your 

RS7000. Good luck. check the manual also :)

-Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33"
wrote:

> How can I match different tempo's on the RS 7000

?

> example: If the first tempo is 120 BPm. Track

1

>                  

The 2nd tempo is 130 BPM.   Track 2

>                  

The  3rd tempo is 100 BPM.   Track
3

>                

> I working with a sample CD for the record.
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| 6750|6750|2002-09-03 05:14:27|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|a few questions.|
Hi all,

1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to the rs? I have a zip and
cd-rom attached with a chain to the rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom
drive. I'll try another drive first. I would also like to chain it up to the
computer how do you guys handel this.

2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some upgrading. I can buy an adat and
the 01V will have 8 in/out extra. Now if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have
1 out and 1 in digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board i get
eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo digital? Please help i
need to decide if i need to buy an analog expansion wich is much more
expensive.

TIA
| 6751|6750|2002-09-03 07:28:36|Pond, Quest|Re: a few questions.|



-----Original Message-----
From: jeffry.laan@syngenta.com [mailto:jeffry.laan@syngenta.com]
Sent: 03 September, 2002 21:14
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] a few questions.

Hi all,

1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to the rs? I have a zip and
cd-rom attached with a chain to the rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom
drive. I'll try another drive first. I would also like to chain it up to the
computer how do you guys handel this.

>Nup i have a scsi zip and a Jaz drive connected and no problem ( This is

despite the 1gig 

>jazz drive being supposedly incompatible with rs7000 pfff). You can specify

to use either 

>device in the scsi setup menu, try this.. Just make sure the termination is

on the end of the chain and 

>there is no scsi id conflict.

Quest Pond

2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some upgrading. I can buy an adat and
the 01V will have 8 in/out extra. Now if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have
1 out and 1 in digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board i get
eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo digital? Please help i
need to decide if i need to buy an analog expansion wich is much more
expensive.

TIA
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| 6752|6752|2002-09-03 11:55:08|Delobbo101|no sound from track 1... |
this is very weird. . volume is up.. track 2 is playing fine. track 
1 is analog kit... I checked all volume type settings, they all 
appear to be up. I checked the release, decay, and filter knobs to 
make sure one of those wasn't turned down, they seem to be ok. I hit 
the keyboard button, and I can't play anything on track 1. It is not 
muted. anything else I should check? thanks guys.

in the meantime, check out a very rough build of my latest 
track, "Violet"... I will have the completed version ready soon 
hopefully. it's 11MB, 8m01s..

http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/violet_v1.mp3

download speed may be a bit slow... its a personal webserver...

let me know what you think. it's a trance style track, and was done 
totally on the RS.

RRR aka delobbo
| 6753|6738|2002-09-03 12:44:46|Delobbo101|Re: synth sounds|
Hi, I have both an RS and a Virus kC. I have surprised myself with 
some of the sounds capable by the RS. The RS can generate sounds 
that rival the Virus, if tweaked right. There are still some sounds 
that the Virus can make that the RS can never make, but the fact is 
that I have played some of my tracks to people and had them ask 
whether a certain sound is coming from the RS or the Virus. That 
definitely says something about the RS, that it does have the 
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potential to make some Virus-esque sounds.

I personally think if you are making a decision to get either the RS 
OR a Virus, definitely get the RS first. You can do SO much just 
with the RS alone. But with the Virus alone, you will be pretty 
limited - no sequencer, no true drumkits. those are the biggest 
limitations. Hope that helps.

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
> to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if 
i 
> can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. 
so 
> my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
> and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
> a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
> idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
> synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
> to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff

| 6754|6752|2002-09-03 15:26:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: no sound from track 1...|
On Tuesday 03 September 2002 19:55, Delobbo101 wrote:

> this is very weird. . volume is up.. track 2 is playing
> fine. track 1 is analog kit... I checked all volume type
> settings, they all appear to be up. I checked the
> release, decay, and filter knobs to make sure one of
> those wasn't turned down, they seem to be ok. I hit the
> keyboard button, and I can't play anything on track 1. 
> It is not muted. anything else I should check? thanks
> guys.

Are you playing in the right midi range? Maybe your keyboard 
is transposed way beyond the playable range of the kit?

Or do you happen to have the AIEB2 installed and have that 
track routed to an separate output?

There are probably lots of other options that I can't think 
of.

Ah, one I recently learned the hard way: maybe you have the 
Velocity knob of that track turned down? If the velocity 
value is set to -127 you won't hear a thing. (I didn't even 
know the RS had a velocity knob until 2 days ago, really! 
;)

Mixer settings okay?

Track sent fully through the variation effect and that 
effect has a weird setting?

If nothing works, why don't you send me the style (PATT) 
file so I can check?

- Robert
| 6755|6750|2002-09-03 15:35:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a few questions.|
On Tuesday 03 September 2002 15:28, Pond, Quest wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> 1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to the
> rs? I have a zip and cd-rom attached with a chain to the
> rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom drive. I'll try
> another drive first. I would also like to chain it up to
> the computer how do you guys handel this.

You can mount several SCSI devices connected to the RS, but 
never more than one at a time, but I guess you know how to 
select the one you want to mount.

There a several reasons why the cdrom wouldn't mount.

First, in case you're not familiar with SCSI stuff, read 



pages 280-281 in the RS manual.

Make sure that the RS, ZIP and cdrom drive each have unique 
SCSI IDs.

Make sure that (only) the last SCSI device is terminated.

Use good SCSI cables. Repeat: use good SCSI cables. (Note 
the word 'SCSI' in that line.)

Experiment. Try with only the cdrom drive connected to the 
RS and see if it works.

Try different cdrom discs in the drive. Maybe you simply 
have a bad or non supported disc inserted.

> 2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some upgrading. I
> can buy an adat and the 01V will have 8 in/out extra. Now
> if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have 1 out and 1 in
> digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board i get
> eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo
> digital? Please help i need to decide if i need to buy an
> analog expansion wich is much more expensive.

I don't have the AIB2, but afaik it comes with six analog 
outputs, a stereo digital outputs (in both SPDIF and 
TOSLINK formats) and a stereo digital inputs (again in 
SPDIF and TOSLINK format). I don't remember an ADAT 
connector. Anyone?

- Robert
| 6756|6750|2002-09-03 15:38:30|Delobbo101|Re: a few questions.|
so - has it been found that you CAN use the Jaz 1GB drive with the 
RS? Cuz that's what I have. I read that its not compatible, I 
didn't want to risk trying it lest I mess something up on the RS?

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 03 September 2002 15:28, Pond, Quest wrote:
> > Hi all,
> >
> > 1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to the
> > rs? I have a zip and cd-rom attached with a chain to the
> > rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom drive. I'll try
> > another drive first. I would also like to chain it up to
> > the computer how do you guys handel this.
> 
> You can mount several SCSI devices connected to the RS, but 
> never more than one at a time, but I guess you know how to 
> select the one you want to mount.
> 
> There a several reasons why the cdrom wouldn't mount.
> 
> First, in case you're not familiar with SCSI stuff, read 
> pages 280-281 in the RS manual.
> 
> Make sure that the RS, ZIP and cdrom drive each have unique 
> SCSI IDs.
> 
> Make sure that (only) the last SCSI device is terminated.
> 
> Use good SCSI cables. Repeat: use good SCSI cables. (Note 
> the word 'SCSI' in that line.)
> 
> Experiment. Try with only the cdrom drive connected to the 
> RS and see if it works.
> 
> Try different cdrom discs in the drive. Maybe you simply 
> have a bad or non supported disc inserted.
> 
> 
> > 2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some upgrading. I
> > can buy an adat and the 01V will have 8 in/out extra. Now
> > if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have 1 out and 1 in
> > digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board i get
> > eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo



> > digital? Please help i need to decide if i need to buy an
> > analog expansion wich is much more expensive.
> 
> I don't have the AIB2, but afaik it comes with six analog 
> outputs, a stereo digital outputs (in both SPDIF and 
> TOSLINK formats) and a stereo digital inputs (again in 
> SPDIF and TOSLINK format). I don't remember an ADAT 
> connector. Anyone?
> 
> - Robert

| 6757|6750|2002-09-03 19:24:41|wasted|Re: a few questions.|

>I don't have the AIB2, but afaik it comes with six analog 
>outputs, a stereo digital outputs (in both SPDIF and 
>TOSLINK formats) and a stereo digital inputs (again in 
>SPDIF and TOSLINK format). I don't remember an ADAT 
>connector. Anyone?
>
>- Robert

You got it right Robert. Exactly as you described. No ADAT/other 
Multi-Channel digital Input/Output connectors. Both the RCA connector 
S/PDIF Digital In & Out and the TOSLink connector Optical In & Out are 
standard stereo connectors. No ADAT, TDIF, or other data throughput.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6758|6744|2002-09-03 20:56:53|mrshy33|Matching The Tempo on thr RS 7000 !!|
Thanks Ian Vine for your help.
I'll try that and I'm sure it will work.
| 6759|6738|2002-09-03 22:33:20|jeffmelee|Re: synth sounds|
yes that does help...i have actually been playing with the rs7000 
at my local music store for the past 2 days after work and i have 
decided to get one...if all goes well i will have one by the end of 
this weekend...very exciting...very exciting.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Delobbo101" wrote:
> Hi, I have both an RS and a Virus kC. I have surprised myself 
with 
> some of the sounds capable by the RS. The RS can generate 
sounds 
> that rival the Virus, if tweaked right. There are still some 
sounds 
> that the Virus can make that the RS can never make, but the 
fact is 
> that I have played some of my tracks to people and had them 
ask 
> whether a certain sound is coming from the RS or the Virus. 
That 
> definitely says something about the RS, that it does have the 
> potential to make some Virus-esque sounds.
> 
> I personally think if you are making a decision to get either the 
RS 
> OR a Virus, definitely get the RS first. You can do SO much just 
> with the RS alone. But with the Virus alone, you will be pretty 
> limited - no sequencer, no true drumkits. those are the biggest 
> limitations. Hope that helps.
> 
> delobbo
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> > i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 
compares 
> > to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but 
if 
> i 
> > can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. 
> so 
> > my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> > synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass 
time 
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> > and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont 
want 
> > a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of 
an 
> > idea from users about the quality and power/potential power 
the 
> > synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the 
rs7000 
> > to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - 
jeff

| 6760|6750|2002-09-03 23:42:00|Indrani Gupta|Re: a few questions.|
Hi!

I am writing on behalf of a musician in India (Gopal
Ray) who has purchased the rs7000 and is having a few
difficulties in comprehension. I noticed from the
activity in the group that you guys are really pros at
this stuff so I was wondering if you could help with
the following :

1. Are there any sites (in addition to
yamahasynth.com) where a beginner with this machine
could go for some basics - in terms of operations 
2. Any other info sources on this machine?
3. Specifically one question( Please excuse the fact
that I may sound technically incorrect since I'm not
the music pro here!) - what are the two pads at the
bottom right of the machine used for? 

I am collating all the group conversation to Gopal and
I'm sure this would help him. I'll be grateful if you
could help with any of this info. A special request to
Robert here since you seem to be the most knowledgable
on the issue!!

Thanks in advance.
Have a nice day.
Best regards
Indrani

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Tuesday 03 September 2002 15:28, Pond, Quest
> wrote:
> > Hi all,
> >
> > 1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to
> the
> > rs? I have a zip and cd-rom attached with a chain
> to the
> > rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom drive. I'll
> try
> > another drive first. I would also like to chain it
> up to
> > the computer how do you guys handel this.
> 
> You can mount several SCSI devices connected to the
> RS, but 
> never more than one at a time, but I guess you know
> how to 
> select the one you want to mount.
> 
> There a several reasons why the cdrom wouldn't
> mount.
> 
> First, in case you're not familiar with SCSI stuff,
> read 
> pages 280-281 in the RS manual.
> 
> Make sure that the RS, ZIP and cdrom drive each have
> unique 
> SCSI IDs.
> 
> Make sure that (only) the last SCSI device is
> terminated.
> 
> Use good SCSI cables. Repeat: use good SCSI cables.
> (Note 
> the word 'SCSI' in that line.)
> 
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> Experiment. Try with only the cdrom drive connected
> to the 
> RS and see if it works.
> 
> Try different cdrom discs in the drive. Maybe you
> simply 
> have a bad or non supported disc inserted.
> 
> 
> > 2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some
> upgrading. I
> > can buy an adat and the 01V will have 8 in/out
> extra. Now
> > if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have 1 out and 1
> in
> > digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board
> i get
> > eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo
> > digital? Please help i need to decide if i need to
> buy an
> > analog expansion wich is much more expensive.
> 
> I don't have the AIB2, but afaik it comes with six
> analog 
> outputs, a stereo digital outputs (in both SPDIF and
> 
> TOSLINK formats) and a stereo digital inputs (again
> in 
> SPDIF and TOSLINK format). I don't remember an ADAT 
> connector. Anyone?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6761|6761|2002-09-04 00:14:08|bilterfucht|bug report: Velocity|
i noticed this on two machines so i want to check if you guys notice 
the same thing. When turning the velocity-button down you cannot 
select -30. When turning the button you notice ..,-26, -28, 30 , -
32,... This surely is a bug.

Bilterfucht
| 6762|6761|2002-09-04 00:25:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bug report: Velocity|
On Wednesday 04 September 2002 08:14, bilterfucht wrote:

> i noticed this on two machines so i want to check if you
> guys notice the same thing. When turning the
> velocity-button down you cannot select -30. When turning
> the button you notice ..,-26, -28, 30 , - 32,... This
> surely is a bug.

That, or a simply scaling of a -127 <-> +127 range over a 
knob that only gives 128 increments total. Didn't check it, 
but if you get only even values, this might be the case.

- Robert
| 6763|6761|2002-09-04 00:33:52|bilterfucht|Re: bug report: Velocity|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 04 September 2002 08:14, bilterfucht wrote:
> > i noticed this on two machines so i want to check if you
> > guys notice the same thing. When turning the
> > velocity-button down you cannot select -30. When turning
> > the button you notice ..,-26, -28, 30 , - 32,... This
> > surely is a bug.
> 
> That, or a simply scaling of a -127 <-> +127 range over a 
> knob that only gives 128 increments total. Didn't check it, 
> but if you get only even values, this might be the case.
> 

The scaling is ok -127 <-> 127. Only the value -30 doesn't seem to 
work. It's not a big deal but it's a bug if it's the cas ewith your 
machines too. I'm trying a factory reset this evening to see if the 
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RS' behaviour changes.

Bilterfucht
| 6764|6761|2002-09-04 00:57:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bug report: Velocity|
On Wednesday 04 September 2002 08:33, bilterfucht wrote:

> The scaling is ok -127 <-> 127. Only the value -30
> doesn't seem to work. It's not a big deal but it's a bug
> if it's the cas ewith your machines too. I'm trying a
> factory reset this evening to see if the RS' behaviour
> changes.

I have -30, but many other values are skipped. I still think 
its a knob-scale versus controlled range scale issue. Most 
knobs only have to scan a range of 0-127, but in this case 
is twice that large.

- Robert
| 6765|6761|2002-09-04 01:06:52|bilterfucht|Re: bug report: Velocity|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 04 September 2002 08:33, bilterfucht wrote:
> > The scaling is ok -127 <-> 127. Only the value -30
> > doesn't seem to work. It's not a big deal but it's a bug
> > if it's the cas ewith your machines too. I'm trying a
> > factory reset this evening to see if the RS' behaviour
> > changes.
> 
> I have -30, but many other values are skipped. I still think 
> its a knob-scale versus controlled range scale issue. Most 
> knobs only have to scan a range of 0-127, but in this case 
> is twice that large.
> 

Weird, my RS doesn't show -30. A friend of mine's RS doesn't show -
30. I try to reset this evening.
| 6766|1220|2002-09-04 02:16:11|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /rs7000.zip 
Uploaded by : je0062002 <email.trash@caramail.com> 
Description : Tired to have to select track before beeing able to control it, the best way is to have addiitonal potentiometers, The Bitstream Pro MIDI controller adds 35
knobs and 8 sliders to your RS7000, these knobs & sliders can be configured to send any MIDI events, allowing you to fully control all of the 16 tracks of your RS7K
without having to select the part to control before tweaking the knobs ... check the Bitstream Pro at www.waveidea.com 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/rs7000.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

je0062002 <email.trash@caramail.com>
| 6767|6761|2002-09-04 03:46:58|mmittner|Re: bug report: Velocity|
yes, it's definitely a bug. probably the rs uses some internal data tables and the programmer forgot to type in the - sign.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 04 September 2002 08:33, bilterfucht wrote:
> > > The scaling is ok -127 <-> 127. Only the value -30
> > > doesn't seem to work. It's not a big deal but it's a bug
> > > if it's the cas ewith your machines too. I'm trying a
> > > factory reset this evening to see if the RS' behaviour
> > > changes.
> > 
> > I have -30, but many other values are skipped. I still think 
> > its a knob-scale versus controlled range scale issue. Most 
> > knobs only have to scan a range of 0-127, but in this case 
> > is twice that large.
> > 
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> Weird, my RS doesn't show -30. A friend of mine's RS doesn't show -
> 30. I try to reset this evening.

| 6768|6761|2002-09-04 05:04:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bug report: Velocity|
On Wednesday 04 September 2002 09:06, bilterfucht wrote:

> Weird, my RS doesn't show -30. A friend of mine's RS
> doesn't show - 30. I try to reset this evening.

Did another test and agree now. My RS jumps from -28 to +30 
to -32. So instead of -30 is shows +30 (without the plus 
sign, btw).

This is indeed a bug.

- Robert
| 6769|6769|2002-09-04 06:27:49|Pond, Quest|1gig jaz works|
I just went and found a 250 meg external zip drive, then i tryed the 1 gig
jaz connected after the zip in the scsi chain and to my surprise this worked
fine. I dint have the correct cable before.

Still i think i will go on using the zip because the jaz sounds like a jet
taking off. I haven't tryed extensive use of the Jaz but i did manage to
format and save and load files with no problems. 

As for risk to the rs7000 i cant see how this could happen, i haven't know
scsi devices to destroy a scsi controller before but who am i to say.

Regards,

Quest Pond

-----Original Message-----
From: Delobbo101 [mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com]
Sent: 04 September, 2002 7:38
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: a few questions.

so - has it been found that you CAN use the Jaz 1GB drive with the 
RS? Cuz that's what I have. I read that its not compatible, I 
didn't want to risk trying it lest I mess something up on the RS?

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 03 September 2002 15:28, Pond, Quest wrote:
> > Hi all,
> >
> > 1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to the
> > rs? I have a zip and cd-rom attached with a chain to the
> > rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom drive. I'll try
> > another drive first. I would also like to chain it up to
> > the computer how do you guys handel this.
> 
> You can mount several SCSI devices connected to the RS, but 
> never more than one at a time, but I guess you know how to 
> select the one you want to mount.
> 
> There a several reasons why the cdrom wouldn't mount.
> 
> First, in case you're not familiar with SCSI stuff, read 
> pages 280-281 in the RS manual.
> 
> Make sure that the RS, ZIP and cdrom drive each have unique 
> SCSI IDs.
> 
> Make sure that (only) the last SCSI device is terminated.
> 
> Use good SCSI cables. Repeat: use good SCSI cables. (Note 
> the word 'SCSI' in that line.)
> 
> Experiment. Try with only the cdrom drive connected to the 
> RS and see if it works.
> 
> Try different cdrom discs in the drive. Maybe you simply 
> have a bad or non supported disc inserted.
> 
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> 
> > 2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some upgrading. I
> > can buy an adat and the 01V will have 8 in/out extra. Now
> > if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have 1 out and 1 in
> > digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board i get
> > eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo
> > digital? Please help i need to decide if i need to buy an
> > analog expansion wich is much more expensive.
> 
> I don't have the AIB2, but afaik it comes with six analog 
> outputs, a stereo digital outputs (in both SPDIF and 
> TOSLINK formats) and a stereo digital inputs (again in 
> SPDIF and TOSLINK format). I don't remember an ADAT 
> connector. Anyone?
> 
> - Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6770|6770|2002-09-04 07:33:09|bilterfucht|Cut off range|
Is it possible to change the Cut off-range? I want to change the 
maximum to 32 instead of 64.
| 6771|6771|2002-09-04 09:21:16|flatron7000|Yamaha.de|
Question:
When update RS7000?

Answer:www.yamaha.de:

RS 7000 update is under discussion, we hope for another version 
hopefully end of
year, early 2003.
No details confirmed yet.

Best regards
| 6772|6769|2002-09-04 09:45:14|Delobbo101|Re: 1gig jaz works|
hey thanks for the user testimony, I just may have to hook it up and 
see!! Sure the Jaz sounds like a jet taking off, but once it spins 
up, its as fast as a hard drive, and holds a massive amount of 
data!! Can't say that about a Zip drive. :)

Well - I guess 250MB is DECENT.. ;) hehehehe..

RRR

--- In RS7000@y..., "Pond, Quest" wrote:
> I just went and found a 250 meg external zip drive, then i tryed 
the 1 gig
> jaz connected after the zip in the scsi chain and to my surprise 
this worked
> fine. I dint have the correct cable before.
> 
> Still i think i will go on using the zip because the jaz sounds 
like a jet
> taking off. I haven't tryed extensive use of the Jaz but i did 
manage to
> format and save and load files with no problems. 
> 
> As for risk to the rs7000 i cant see how this could happen, i 
haven't know
> scsi devices to destroy a scsi controller before but who am i to 
say.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Quest Pond
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> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Delobbo101 [mailto:delobbo101@y...]
> Sent: 04 September, 2002 7:38
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: a few questions.
> 
> 
> so - has it been found that you CAN use the Jaz 1GB drive with the 
> RS? Cuz that's what I have. I read that its not compatible, I 
> didn't want to risk trying it lest I mess something up on the RS?
> 
> delobbo
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 03 September 2002 15:28, Pond, Quest wrote:
> > > Hi all,
> > >
> > > 1. Is it only possible to mount one scsi device to the
> > > rs? I have a zip and cd-rom attached with a chain to the
> > > rs. I can't seem to mount the cdrom drive. I'll try
> > > another drive first. I would also like to chain it up to
> > > the computer how do you guys handel this.
> > 
> > You can mount several SCSI devices connected to the RS, but 
> > never more than one at a time, but I guess you know how to 
> > select the one you want to mount.
> > 
> > There a several reasons why the cdrom wouldn't mount.
> > 
> > First, in case you're not familiar with SCSI stuff, read 
> > pages 280-281 in the RS manual.
> > 
> > Make sure that the RS, ZIP and cdrom drive each have unique 
> > SCSI IDs.
> > 
> > Make sure that (only) the last SCSI device is terminated.
> > 
> > Use good SCSI cables. Repeat: use good SCSI cables. (Note 
> > the word 'SCSI' in that line.)
> > 
> > Experiment. Try with only the cdrom drive connected to the 
> > RS and see if it works.
> > 
> > Try different cdrom discs in the drive. Maybe you simply 
> > have a bad or non supported disc inserted.
> > 
> > 
> > > 2. i have a 01V and i would like to do some upgrading. I
> > > can buy an adat and the 01V will have 8 in/out extra. Now
> > > if i buy an aieb2 board do i only have 1 out and 1 in
> > > digitally? Or does it do the same as the 01V board i get
> > > eight outs? Or is it just 6 analog and one stereo
> > > digital? Please help i need to decide if i need to buy an
> > > analog expansion wich is much more expensive.
> > 
> > I don't have the AIB2, but afaik it comes with six analog 
> > outputs, a stereo digital outputs (in both SPDIF and 
> > TOSLINK formats) and a stereo digital inputs (again in 
> > SPDIF and TOSLINK format). I don't remember an ADAT 
> > connector. Anyone?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6773|6750|2002-09-04 15:26:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a few questions.|
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On Wednesday 04 September 2002 07:41, Indrani Gupta wrote:

> 1. Are there any sites (in addition to
> yamahasynth.com) where a beginner with this machine
> could go for some basics - in terms of operations

There is good RS7000 forum section on www.motifator.com, 
where a *very* knowledgable guy named BadMister (who works 
for Yamaha) gives many detailed answers.

On www.rs7000.org you'll find another good site with a 
forum.

> 2. Any other info sources on this machine?

Have a look at our faq (that is due for an update, btw) at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
You'll find the link at the bottom of each email message 
from this mail list.

In the faq you'll find a pointer to the RS power user's 
guide, written by Yamaha, a good read.

Use the archives of this and the sites mentioned above to 
find answers.

And finally, simply ask here! ;)

> 3. Specifically one question( Please excuse the fact
> that I may sound technically incorrect since I'm not
> the music pro here!) - what are the two pads at the
> bottom right of the machine used for?

Their main use is for triggering samples by programming them 
with a midi note. The pads are velocity sensitive. See page 
62 of the english manual, "The Velocity Pads".

- Robert
| 6774|6774|2002-09-04 15:47:38|mike stokes|OT: equipment for sale|
Hi all,
Here is some equipment I am selling because I am broke (of course I am 
keeping my RS7000!). Email me if interested, otherwise I will put them on 
ebay in a week or so.

1. Midiman Oxygen 8 MIDI controller (Mint) $110 obo
2. Native Instruments Dynamo (original w/box) $110 obo
3. Gadget Labs WavePro 496 digital recording interface (4 in,4 out,24 bit, 
PC and Mac drivers , compatible with 
Cubase,Logic,Cakewalk,SoundForge,Vegas,CoolEdit,SAW,Samplitude)$150 obo
4. Yamaha external SCSI CDRW 8x8x24 $110 obo
5. Adaptec 2920 SCSI card $35 obo
6. Macintosh G3 (blue tower) 350mhz, 192RAM, 9 gigabyte SCSI 
hardrive(internal), internal ZIP 100 drive, SCSI card, OS 8.6(?), w/Digital 
Performer software installed $600 obo
7. Ensoniq DP/4 effect processor $475 obo
8. PC: Pentium II 233 Mhz, 64RAM, 6gig hardrive,w/ 17 inch color monitor 
$395 obo

Thanks, Mike.
starethrough@hotmail.com

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx
| 6775|6761|2002-09-04 16:46:58|michelle_alisa|Re: bug report: Velocity|
Same thing here! bilterfucht, i can confirm this as well. "30" , without the 
proper - sign! We are all affected... can they fix this little niggle in the next OS 
;)?
| 6777|6770|2002-09-04 21:29:58|pseudo nexus|Re: Cut off range|
yes
all ya do silly is move ya envalope knobe to change the depth
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kt:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: bilterfucht 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2002 11:03 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Cut off range

Is it possible to change the Cut off-range? I want to change the 
maximum to 32 instead of 64. 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6778|6750|2002-09-04 23:02:20|Indrani Gupta|Re: a few questions.|
Thanks a lot Robert - appreciate the help!
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Wednesday 04 September 2002 07:41, Indrani Gupta
> wrote:
> > 1. Are there any sites (in addition to
> > yamahasynth.com) where a beginner with this
> machine
> > could go for some basics - in terms of operations
> 
> There is good RS7000 forum section on
> www.motifator.com, 
> where a *very* knowledgable guy named BadMister (who
> works 
> for Yamaha) gives many detailed answers.
> 
> On www.rs7000.org you'll find another good site with
> a 
> forum.
> 
> 
> > 2. Any other info sources on this machine?
> 
> Have a look at our faq (that is due for an update,
> btw) at:
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> You'll find the link at the bottom of each email
> message 
> from this mail list.
> 
> In the faq you'll find a pointer to the RS power
> user's 
> guide, written by Yamaha, a good read.
> 
> Use the archives of this and the sites mentioned
> above to 
> find answers.
> 
> And finally, simply ask here! ;)
> 
> 
> > 3. Specifically one question( Please excuse the
> fact
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> > that I may sound technically incorrect since I'm
> not
> > the music pro here!) - what are the two pads at
> the
> > bottom right of the machine used for?
> 
> Their main use is for triggering samples by
> programming them 
> with a midi note. The pads are velocity sensitive.
> See page 
> 62 of the english manual, "The Velocity Pads".
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6779|6750|2002-09-04 23:02:36|Indrani Gupta|Re: a few questions.|
Thanks a lot Robert - appreciate the help!
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Wednesday 04 September 2002 07:41, Indrani Gupta
> wrote:
> > 1. Are there any sites (in addition to
> > yamahasynth.com) where a beginner with this
> machine
> > could go for some basics - in terms of operations
> 
> There is good RS7000 forum section on
> www.motifator.com, 
> where a *very* knowledgable guy named BadMister (who
> works 
> for Yamaha) gives many detailed answers.
> 
> On www.rs7000.org you'll find another good site with
> a 
> forum.
> 
> 
> > 2. Any other info sources on this machine?
> 
> Have a look at our faq (that is due for an update,
> btw) at:
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> You'll find the link at the bottom of each email
> message 
> from this mail list.
> 
> In the faq you'll find a pointer to the RS power
> user's 
> guide, written by Yamaha, a good read.
> 
> Use the archives of this and the sites mentioned
> above to 
> find answers.
> 
> And finally, simply ask here! ;)
> 
> 
> > 3. Specifically one question( Please excuse the
> fact
> > that I may sound technically incorrect since I'm
> not
> > the music pro here!) - what are the two pads at
> the
> > bottom right of the machine used for?
> 
> Their main use is for triggering samples by
> programming them 
> with a midi note. The pads are velocity sensitive.
> See page 
> 62 of the english manual, "The Velocity Pads".
> 
> - Robert

http://finance.yahoo.com/
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> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6780|6761|2002-09-04 23:50:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bug report: Velocity|
On Thursday 05 September 2002 00:46, michelle_alisa wrote:

> Same thing here! bilterfucht, i can confirm this as well.
> "30" , without the proper - sign! We are all affected...
> can they fix this little niggle in the next OS ;)?

Are some of you running the latest OS (1.14)?
I'm still on 1.11 or something. ;)

- Robert
| 6781|6747|2002-09-05 00:28:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Anyone know? Segmenting one big MIDI file to fill many PATTERNS?|
Sorry, all I can up with is the Split Song To Pattern job, 
that copies a range of measures from the song into a given 
pattern. You'd have to repeat that for the needed patterns 
(say 10 times) to cover the whole song.

In Pattern mode you could use the GET PHRASE job, to copy 
part of a song's track into a single track's phrase. Even 
more work.

And then there's the option of splitting the song an your 
computer into a number of SMFs and import these in separate 
sections of a style.

- Robert
| 6782|6782|2002-09-05 02:18:12|mrshy33|DVD for the Rs 7000 !|
Do anyone know if yamaha has a training DVD for the RS 7000 
ann so,where can I get it ?
| 6783|6783|2002-09-05 05:57:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi friends!! See www.midifacildetocar.com.ar|
Well...and another member gone! >:)

--- In RS7000@y..., The Musician wrote:
> See http://www.midifacildetocar.com.ar (Midi easy to
> play from Argentina). With the possibility it gives us
> the utilization the MIDI system for print music (this
> system isn't necessary to know previously) they offer
> the best Virtual Scores in all the web for all
> musicians of the planet can play them, in whatever
> music instrument. Famous argentine (by example: Tango)
> and all the world music are represented in songs very
> easy to play, including for beginners. If you visit
> this site, can see and hear several free demos and
> download them to your PC. 
> 
> Vea http://www.midifacildetocar.com.ar Con la
> posibilidad que brinda aprovechar el sistema MIDI para
> imprimir música (sistema que no es necesario conocer
> previamente) se ofrecen las mejores Partituras
> Virtuales de toda la web para que las puedan tocar
> todos los músicos del planeta, en cualquier
> instrumento musical. Música famosa argentina (por
> ejemplo: Tango) y de todo el mundo representadas en
> canciones muy fáciles de ejecutar, inclusive para
> principiantes. Si visita este sitio, podrá ver, oir y
> bajar a su PC varios demos gratuitos. 
> 
> 
> Ahora podés usar Yahoo! Messenger desde tu celular. Aprendé cómo 
hacerlo en Yahoo! Móvil: http://ar.mobile.yahoo.com/sms.html

| 6784|6782|2002-09-05 06:07:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: DVD for the Rs 7000 !|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:

> Do anyone know if yamaha has a training DVD for the RS 7000 
> ann so,where can I get it ?

My o my...people got very demanding lately...a training DVD! Formerly 
people asked for a video... What happened to the good ol´ "read the 
manual" and "Read the FAQ"?

http://finance.yahoo.com/
http://www.midifacildetocar.com.ar/
http://www.midifacildetocar.com.ar/
http://ar.mobile.yahoo.com/sms.html


Sorry, nothing personal, i am just a bit astounded about the level of 
fastidiouness...

There is no training-video available for the RS. But there´s a FAQ in 
the file-section of this group and the RS-manual also offers an 
excellent first steps-tutorial.

Cheers,

Tom (List-Owner)
| 6785|6785|2002-09-05 09:56:03|Uwe Jülich|RS 7000 problems with samples...|
Hi,

I have 64MB Sample Ram, but the following problem occurs:

To test the Ram I made 12 Samples with each 5MB (=60MB). I want to load a
sample per track but if I load the 5th sample, the I hear only a click and I
can not load another sample. I tried it with a 60 MB song, it plays 1 or 2
minutes than it only sounds mono (stereo before). Is my RAM faulty? I bought
this:

http://www.dsp-memory.de/v1/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=1_21&products_id=
1650

Any help will be great...
| 6786|6786|2002-09-05 09:57:37|Uwe Jülich|RS 7000 problems with samples|
Sorry, here the link for the memory I use:

http://www.dsp-memory.de/v1/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=1650
| 6787|6782|2002-09-05 11:22:56|jeffrey shaver|Re: DVD for the Rs 7000 !|
--- tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "mrshy33" wrote:
> > Do anyone know if yamaha has a training DVD for
> the RS 7000 
> > ann so,where can I get it ?
> 
> My o my...people got very demanding lately...a
> training DVD! Formerly 
> people asked for a video... What happened to the
> good ol� "read the 
> manual" and "Read the FAQ"?
> 
> Sorry, nothing personal, i am just a bit astounded
> about the level of 
> fastidiouness...
> 
> There is no training-video available for the RS. But
> there�s a FAQ in 
> the file-section of this group and the RS-manual
> also offers an 
> excellent first steps-tutorial.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Tom (List-Owner)
> 

Hi again All.....
I had to comment , that I, have had the
Rs7000 for 5 months now and i learned most of it from
the Frequently Asked Questions list and Questions
raised in this room.
I think i know the Machine quite well and
attribute alot of the tricks and Tweaks to the folks
in this here place.

TY, Closeshavestubble

..and remember... Noise to some... Is music to
others...!! 

> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?

http://www.dsp-memory.de/v1/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=1_21&products_id=
http://www.dsp-memory.de/v1/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=1650
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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| 6788|6788|2002-09-05 12:10:26|rsmus7|Rs7 and cubase|
Hi...
I`m new to the musicproduction and still learning every day somthing 
new just by try and error. I hace a PC with cubase v.5.1 and the rs7.
So i would like to connect them, that i can play sounds on the 
midichannels of cubase from the pattern of the rs. But as i select a 
miditrack in cubase it plays more then one track of the rs. I 
selected for every track on the rs a different midi channel and put a 
vsti on the desired channel in cubase.
E.g. I have a lead on track 11 on the rs and alligned it to 
midichannel 11.Now I load a vsti in cubase and allign it to 
midichannel 11. But it plays also channel 12 and 13 if the tracks are 
loaded.
Can anyone help me how I have to configure cubase to work right ?
Thanks for your help
and keep on going with this great group, i learned already alot.

Rsmus7
| 6789|6789|2002-09-06 00:08:13|eq127|tricky SCSI chain problem|
hi again list, i mentionned part of this problem before but now i'm 
going to open it up for any ideas whatsoever, no matter how 
farfetched, and explain my exact problem and setup - because i have 
to find a working solution asap.

ok, so i have SCSI on both my triton and Rs7000. i have cables for 
both to send to 68-pin on the other side, a two drive SCSI hard disk 
array with 2 68-pin ports for each drive (standard input and chain), 
and a 7 CD disk changer with 2 ultra-wide ports (imput & chain), and 
one 68pin to ultrawide cable which was meant to extend the chain from 
the array to the CD changer. reading any device with any synth is not 
a problem, i have had success trying each of the combinations. so 
here's my problem.

the array is (almost) useless on its own. sure you can save samples 
and data to it, but the data/samples have to be loaded from somewhere 
first right? my drives are pretty much empty and i don't have a SCSI 
card on my PC right now to fill them up. also, the CD changer is 
useless on its own. sure you can load samples and data from it, but 
it has to get saved somewhere right? so what i ultimately want to do 
is be able to read both the array AND the CD changer from at least 
one of my two synths, or preferably both. i'm sure there is a way to 
do this, or at least a viable workaround, without costing too much (a 
SCSI switchbox is out of the question for example because they start 
at around 3K). i already explained the part of how if i try to read 
the array when its terminated at the chain port, thats no problem (on 
both synths). but if i continue the chain to the CD changer, i can 
only read the CD changer and not the array anymore (on both synths as 
well). I've eliminated the possibility that the CD changer uses all 
SCSI ID's because the dip switch panel on the back lets you pick only 
1... 1, 2, or 4. 

Now on the other hand, when you go to load mode on the RS, you can 
really only expect to see one device anyways because you only get to 
select card or SCSI, so right now i'm trying to find a working 
solution for the triton, which has every SCSI ID listed in disk mode 
with a selectable tab for any device on the chain assigned to that 
ID. As for the RS, i'm thinking my best bet is to forget about using 
the CD changer for good (unless you're supposed to be able to read 
more than one device?? - has anyone succesfully done this?) and buy a 
SCSI card for my PC, and fill up the drive dedicated to the RS and 
just load and save off of it. is this the best idea for the RS, in 
anyone else's opinion? this is pretty much my question for this 
particular list.

At this point i don't even know where to go for advice, so i'm open 
to just about any suggestions. 

Thanks in advance,

Kieran
| 6790|6790|2002-09-06 00:43:32|elcastigo|Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
I went to www.RS7000.org site to update the OS to 1.14 and I 
received an error message (using Quicktime on a Mac) saying 
that some software is missing and that the download is a no go.

Has this happened to anyone else? Any idea what this is about?

http://finance.yahoo.com/


Thanks in advance,
EC
| 6791|6790|2002-09-06 01:39:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
On Friday 06 September 2002 08:43, elcastigo wrote:

> I went to www.RS7000.org site to update the OS to 1.14
> and I received an error message (using Quicktime on a
> Mac) saying that some software is missing and that the
> download is a no go.

Try from our files section, here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/

- Robert
| 6792|6785|2002-09-06 03:27:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 problems with samples...|
On Thursday 05 September 2002 17:57, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have 64MB Sample Ram, but the following problem occurs:
>
> To test the Ram I made 12 Samples with each 5MB (=60MB).
> I want to load a sample per track but if I load the 5th
> sample, the I hear only a click and I can not load
> another sample. I tried it with a 60 MB song, it plays 1
> or 2 minutes than it only sounds mono (stereo before). Is
> my RAM faulty? I bought this:
>
> http://www.dsp-memory.de/v1/catalog/product_info.php?cPat
>h=1_21&products_id= 1650

This is *probably* due to incompatible or bad RAM. It is a 
fact that RAM that works on a PC/Mac will often not work on 
the RS, as the specs of the RS are way more restricted 
compared to computers.

Have a look in our faq (url at bottom of each email 
message). There you'll find the exact RAM specs, and a good 
internet shop (oempc.com) that sells the correct RAM.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 6793|6785|2002-09-06 03:28:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 problems with samples...|
One more thing, factory reset your RS and do the same test 
you did before. It may help.

- Robert
| 6794|6789|2002-09-06 03:37:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: tricky SCSI chain problem|
I can't say I understand the problems with your SCSI gear, 
but let me tell you that connecting the RS via SCSI to a 
PC, and accessing a drive on the PC may result in crashes 
and data loss on that drive.

Some people reported major problems using this setup, which 
is not surprising if you consider that two SCSI initiators 
(the PC and RS) are accessing the drive simulatenously, 
both unaware of the other party. The result is that both 
parties are not aware of any data changes caused by the 
other initiator.

You should at least close *all* apps on your PC that access 
the shared drive (including the explorer windows), before 
you let the RS access the drive. But even this trick is 
reported to result in crashes, again not surprisingly.

- Robert
| 6795|6790|2002-09-06 09:42:50|elcastigo|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
OK, I'll try it. I didn't know that the download was available 
here. Thanks for responding!

-EC

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 06 September 2002 08:43, elcastigo wrote:
> > I went to www.RS7000.org site to update the OS to 1.14
> > and I received an error message (using Quicktime on a
> > Mac) saying that some software is missing and that the

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/
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> > download is a no go.
> 
> Try from our files section, here:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/
> 
> - Robert

| 6796|6790|2002-09-06 10:13:40|elcastigo|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
Oh, one last question. Once I do get this update downloaded onto my 
computer, how do I transfer the information to the SmartMedia card? 
I've done an OS update to a Virus B where I simply drop the download 
into my computer sequencer (Digital Performer) and then transfer the 
info into the synth via midi. The update process for the RS7000 
seems a bit different. My feeling is that this question is fairly 
elementary, but I am a little lost. Hope I'm not taxing anyone's 
patience...

Thanks in advance.

-EC 

--- In RS7000@y..., "elcastigo" wrote:
> OK, I'll try it. I didn't know that the download was available 
> here. Thanks for responding!
> 
> -EC
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Friday 06 September 2002 08:43, elcastigo wrote:
> > > I went to www.RS7000.org site to update the OS to 1.14
> > > and I received an error message (using Quicktime on a
> > > Mac) saying that some software is missing and that the
> > > download is a no go.
> > 
> > Try from our files section, here:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/
> > 
> > - Robert

| 6797|6790|2002-09-06 10:42:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
On Friday 06 September 2002 18:13, elcastigo wrote:

> Oh, one last question. Once I do get this update
> downloaded onto my computer, how do I transfer the
> information to the SmartMedia card? 

The exact procedure, once the OS file is loaded on a 
smartcard, is described in the PDF file you'll find in the 
same folder of our files section.

To store the OS file on a smartcard, you will need a 
computer and a smartcard reader, which is normally a USB 
device that allows one to read and write files from and two 
a smartcard, similar to using a floppy disk. 

I believe some of the models were discussed here, so maybe 
check the archives.

- Robert
| 6798|6790|2002-09-06 10:50:53|elcastigo|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
Thanks again. I need to get the Smart card reader (the piece of the 
puzzle that I was missing).

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 06 September 2002 18:13, elcastigo wrote:
> > Oh, one last question. Once I do get this update
> > downloaded onto my computer, how do I transfer the
> > information to the SmartMedia card? 
> 
> The exact procedure, once the OS file is loaded on a 
> smartcard, is described in the PDF file you'll find in the 
> same folder of our files section.
> 
> To store the OS file on a smartcard, you will need a 
> computer and a smartcard reader, which is normally a USB 
> device that allows one to read and write files from and two 
> a smartcard, similar to using a floppy disk. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/
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> 
> I believe some of the models were discussed here, so maybe 
> check the archives.
> 
> - Robert

| 6799|6789|2002-09-06 11:20:46|eq127|Re: tricky SCSI chain problem|
OK well no worries then, i was planning on hooking up my SCSI array 
alone to the PC, filling it up with samples, then disconnecting and 
reconnecting it to the RS for load/save. I just want to be able to 
work with good quality samples so i have all the tools i need at my 
disposal in hardware form. I think this will be the easiest solution, 
since everytime i try to explain my SCSI problems i seem to be 
baffling everyone, including myself.

Kieran

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> I can't say I understand the problems with your SCSI gear, 
> but let me tell you that connecting the RS via SCSI to a 
> PC, and accessing a drive on the PC may result in crashes 
> and data loss on that drive.
> 
> Some people reported major problems using this setup, which 
> is not surprising if you consider that two SCSI initiators 
> (the PC and RS) are accessing the drive simulatenously, 
> both unaware of the other party. The result is that both 
> parties are not aware of any data changes caused by the 
> other initiator.
> 
> You should at least close *all* apps on your PC that access 
> the shared drive (including the explorer windows), before 
> you let the RS access the drive. But even this trick is 
> reported to result in crashes, again not surprisingly.
> 
> - Robert

| 6800|6789|2002-09-06 11:33:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: tricky SCSI chain problem|
On Friday 06 September 2002 19:20, eq127 wrote:

> OK well no worries then, i was planning on hooking up my
> SCSI array alone to the PC, filling it up with samples,
> then disconnecting and reconnecting it to the RS for
> load/save. I just want to be able to work with good
> quality samples so i have all the tools i need at my
> disposal in hardware form. I think this will be the
> easiest solution, since everytime i try to explain my
> SCSI problems i seem to be baffling everyone, including
> myself.

Okay, I gave it another read and if I understand correctly, 
the problem is that the CD changer does not allow another 
SCSI device (like your HD array) to work later in the 
chain.

Did you ever try to place the HDs *before* the changer in 
the chain?

Are you sure that the changer is no longer terminated in 
your original setup (HDs after changer)? Maybe there's a 
dip switch on the changer that terminates the SCSI output, 
even when the HDs are connected?

Are you sure the cable used between the changer and the HDs 
is okay?

Are you sure the total length of SCSI cable is not too long?

Anyway, if I were you I'd dump the changer, and get a normal 
SCSI cdrom drive that *does* allow the HDs on the chain as 
well (which is the expected thing) . That would solve all 
these problems, imo. 

- Robert
| 6801|6790|2002-09-06 11:36:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
On Friday 06 September 2002 18:50, elcastigo wrote:

> Thanks again. I need to get the Smart card reader (the
> piece of the puzzle that I was missing).



Yes, or a friend with a smartcard reader, or a friend with 
another device that has a smartcard slot and allows a file 
to be stored on the card, or a shop with a smartcard 
reader... ;)

- Robert
| 6802|6790|2002-09-06 11:51:03|elcastigo|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 06 September 2002 18:50, elcastigo wrote:
> > Thanks again. I need to get the Smart card reader (the
> > piece of the puzzle that I was missing).
> 
> Yes, or a friend with a smartcard reader, or a friend with 
> another device that has a smartcard slot and allows a file 
> to be stored on the card, or a shop with a smartcard 
> reader... ;)
> 
> - Robert

Friend? What's that? 

Will I need something to download that as well?

-EC
| 6803|6790|2002-09-06 11:58:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
On Friday 06 September 2002 19:50, elcastigo wrote:

> Friend? What's that?

That's a guy/girl you know who owns a smartcard reader. ;)

> Will I need something to download that as well?

Maybe you should switch of your computer for a minute or so 
and go out for a while. ;)

- Robert
| 6804|6790|2002-09-06 12:14:13|elcastigo|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 06 September 2002 19:50, elcastigo wrote:
> > Friend? What's that?
> 
> That's a guy/girl you know who owns a smartcard reader. ;)
> 
> > Will I need something to download that as well?
> 
> Maybe you should switch of your computer for a minute or so 
> and go out for a while. ;)
> 
> - Robert

Sounds scary, but I'll do it!

-EC
| 6805|6785|2002-09-06 12:33:51|Uwe Jülich|Re: RS 7000 problems with samples...|

> This is *probably* due to incompatible or bad RAM. It is a
> fact that RAM that works on a PC/Mac will often not work on
> the RS, as the specs of the RS are way more restricted
> compared to computers.
>
> Have a look in our faq (url at bottom of each email
> message). There you'll find the exact RAM specs, and a good
> internet shop (oempc.com) that sells the correct RAM.

Thanks for your answer. I did a factory reset, but nothing changed. Now I'll
order the RAM that is described in the faq. Hope this will change it to a
good end ;-)

greetings from cologne,

Uwe
| 6806|6785|2002-09-06 12:41:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 problems with samples...|
On Friday 06 September 2002 20:35, Uwe Jülich wrote:



> Thanks for your answer. I did a factory reset, but
> nothing changed. Now I'll order the RAM that is described
> in the faq. Hope this will change it to a good end ;-)

Hope so too. A number of list members have ordered their RAM 
from oempcworld with success, including moi.

Make you select the Yamaha section on their main page. You 
should see the RS7000 metioned there.

- Robert
| 6807|6785|2002-09-06 14:16:39|Uwe Jülich|Re: RS 7000 problems with samples...|

> Hope so too. A number of list members have ordered their RAM
> from oempcworld with success, including moi.
>
> Make you select the Yamaha section on their main page. You
> should see the RS7000 metioned there.
>
> - Robert

Thanks again, Robert. I ordered the Ram for RS 7000 and to my surprise it's
cheaper than here in germany. We have a big music-store here in cologne who
sells ram for rs for 110 Euro!!! I now pay (with shipping!) 44 Euro. That
was a nice tip...

keep groovin'

-Uwe
| 6808|6789|2002-09-07 00:49:31|eq127|RS7000 outputting noise|
Thats the insight i was looking for. I think they are getting less 
expensive these days as well so i'll look for a good external.

Now another problem i'd like to mention, is that when i'm listening 
to a loud headphone mix of the RS with compression on as the master 
effect, and the mid offset up a fair ways, i can hear this "churning" 
sound in my headphones, kind of goes along with the characters 
running down the left side of the screen, its pretty distracting.

any idea whats causing this?

thanks

> Anyway, if I were you I'd dump the changer, and get a normal 
> SCSI cdrom drive that *does* allow the HDs on the chain as 
> well (which is the expected thing) . That would solve all 
> these problems, imo. 
> 
> - Robert

| 6809|6789|2002-09-07 01:12:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 outputting noise|
On Saturday 07 September 2002 08:49, eq127 wrote:

> Thats the insight i was looking for. I think they are
> getting less expensive these days as well so i'll look
> for a good external.
>
> Now another problem i'd like to mention, is that when i'm
> listening to a loud headphone mix of the RS with
> compression on as the master effect, and the mid offset
> up a fair ways, i can hear this "churning" sound in my
> headphones, kind of goes along with the characters
> running down the left side of the screen, its pretty
> distracting.
>
> any idea whats causing this?

Interesting, didn't notice that yet, but I hardly listen to 
phones via the RS's headphones output.

Couple of checks:

- Do you also hear it when the phone output level is 
lowered? (That is, could the phone be distorting?)

- Do you also hear it if the RS is not playing?



- Do you only hear it only while seeing the running 
characters?

- Do you also hear it when monitoring the normal audio 
outputs?

Mostly the headphone output of a machine is of a lower 
quality (more noise for one thing), so its possible that 
you hearing some kind of distortion coming from the LCD 
screen.

You could consider to upgrade the OS to the latests 1.14 
version, where the running character problem is reported to 
be fixed.

- Robert
| 6810|6789|2002-09-07 15:20:46|su700fan|Re: RS7000 outputting noise|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 07 September 2002 08:49, eq127 wrote:
> > Thats the insight i was looking for. I think they are
> > getting less expensive these days as well so i'll look
> > for a good external.
> >
> > Now another problem i'd like to mention, is that when i'm
> > listening to a loud headphone mix of the RS with
> > compression on as the master effect, and the mid offset
> > up a fair ways, i can hear this "churning" sound in my
> > headphones, kind of goes along with the characters
> > running down the left side of the screen, its pretty
> > distracting.
> >
> > any idea whats causing this?

Another simple possibility: that "churning" sound you're hearing 
might just the the "pumping" effect that happens when you overdrive 
a compressor by having the levels of the compressor set too high. 
Lower your Mid Offset and see if it still happens. I bet that is 
what's happening. The simple causes are sometimes easily forgotten.

As far as the "screen noise", my guess is the output level is so 
strong it's interfering with the display. But, then again, the RS7k 
has no built in sound (i.e. speaker), so it shouldn't be getting 
vibrational distortion. That is, unless your RS7k is right by your 
speakers and that's shaking it up a bit.

--su700fan/wasted
| 6811|6789|2002-09-07 16:12:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 outputting noise|
On Saturday 07 September 2002 23:20, su700fan wrote:

> Another simple possibility: that "churning" sound you're
> hearing might just the the "pumping" effect that happens
> when you overdrive a compressor by having the levels of
> the compressor set too high. Lower your Mid Offset and
> see if it still happens. I bet that is what's happening.
> The simple causes are sometimes easily forgotten.

Nice one! ;)

- Robert
| 6812|6789|2002-09-07 23:07:50|wasted|Re: RS7000 outputting noise|

>On Saturday 07 September 2002 23:20, su700fan wrote:
>> Another simple possibility: that "churning" sound you're
>> hearing might just the the "pumping" effect that happens
>> when you overdrive a compressor by having the levels of
>> the compressor set too high. Lower your Mid Offset and
>> see if it still happens. I bet that is what's happening.
>> The simple causes are sometimes easily forgotten.
>
>Nice one! ;)
>
>- Robert

My pleasure. I always look for the easy solutions/ideas first, 
especially when I don't understand the more complicated stuff that 
well. Hopefully that was the cause. I still don't fully understand 
compression myself, but from the suggestions I've read on other lists 



only small ratios need to be applied to get a good effect from 
compression.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6813|6813|2002-09-09 02:04:39|Indrani Gupta|Which RAM to use for RS7000?|

> Greetings!
> 
> As advised by the group, logged on to oempcworld.com
> -
> for a non-pro, this looks like real confusing. I am
> doing this on behalf of someone else (who doesn't
> have
> access to the internet at present , so I'll
> appreciate
> it if some of you kind samaritans could guide me as
> to
> which RAM ot choose there (I'm totally zonked guys -
> the nearest thing to music I came to is when I
> played
> the harmonica!! This is too too!!! HELP!!)
> This site gives me so many choices, I don'e know
> what
> to order - don't wanta go wrong since I am the one
> who
> offered to help in the first place!!
> 
> If u cd please give me the specs or the make etc., I
> cd order the same.
> 
> Thanks in advance
> Regards,
> Indrani
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
> http://finance.yahoo.com
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6814|6814|2002-09-09 06:14:17|matrata.tribe@free.fr|HOW TO SAVE MY ADJUSTMENT ??|
Hello
When I save my pattern, RS7K doesn't keep my adjustement ??

For exemple, if on one track I adjust the cut off level or other and save ( 
save pattern ).
I stop the RS7K and when I open this pattern, the cut off level isn't the same 
that I had adjust.

What is the method I should use to keep my adjustment ?

Thanks

Matrata

PS: Sorry for my bad english, I'm french
| 6815|6815|2002-09-09 06:27:15|pseudo nexus|need a smart card?|
im selling a 8 meg smart card for $20 aud
comes in box,

if interested contact me on psp@internode.on.net

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6816|6815|2002-09-09 09:09:47|sod6969|Re: need a smart card?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:

> im selling a 8 meg smart card for $20 aud
> comes in box,
> 
> if interested contact me on psp@i...
> 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://finance.yahoo.com/
http://finance.yahoo.com/
mailto:psp@internode.on.net


> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

little bit expensive, or?
| 6817|6814|2002-09-09 11:39:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: HOW TO SAVE MY ADJUSTMENT ??|
Please explain in detailed steps what you do to conclude 
that your changes are not saved.

Btw, you *do* load the pattern again, don't you?

- Robert

On Monday 09 September 2002 14:14, matrata.tribe@free.fr 
wrote:

> Hello
> When I save my pattern, RS7K doesn't keep my adjustement
> ??
>
> For exemple, if on one track I adjust the cut off level
> or other and save ( save pattern ).
> I stop the RS7K and when I open this pattern, the cut off
> level isn't the same that I had adjust.
>
> What is the method I should use to keep my adjustment ?
>
> Thanks
>
> Matrata
>
> PS: Sorry for my bad english, I'm french
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Looking for a more powerful
> website? Try GeoCities for $8.95 per month. Register your
> domain name (http://your-name.com). More storage! No ads!
> http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/info
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/aHOo4D/KJoEAA/MVfIAA/QnLolB/TM
> ---------------------------------------------------------
>------------~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
>tml Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6818|6818|2002-09-09 13:09:31|patrick billard|rs7000 and ibook help!|
ok, how can i best interface my RS7000 with my ibook,
which only has usb and firewire ports?

i currently save all my songs on the RS with an older
scsi zip 250 drive. would a scsi/firewire converter do
the trick? 

if this does work, could i open my tracks and samples
in cubase or reason?

i'm new to this stuff, sorry!

thanks in advance...patrick/crazypoprock 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
http://finance.yahoo.com
| 6819|6819|2002-09-09 13:47:25|yhomefr|rs7000 in cubase SX|
hello,

I seek a file which makes it possible to install the rs7000 in 
cubase SX. (like that cubase know all the name of patch and name 
sound of the rs7000) if somebody can help me, it's cool :o) 

http://finance.yahoo.com/


thank you
| 6820|6819|2002-09-09 14:12:34|Uwe Jülich|Re: rs7000 in cubase SX|

> I seek a file which makes it possible to install the rs7000 in
> cubase SX. (like that cubase know all the name of patch and name
> sound of the rs7000) if somebody can help me, it's cool :o)

It's easy to do it by yourself. It's a lot of work, because you have to type
in the patch-names (and there are over 1000). If I had time I would do it,
but I'm waiting for this file...because I'm idle...
| 6821|6819|2002-09-09 15:35:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 in cubase SX|
Have a look in our files/misc folder for a file named 
patchlist.txt. It was donated by one of our members.
You'll proably have to edit it to use it in cubase.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/

- Robert
| 6822|6819|2002-09-09 15:41:38|yhomefr|Re: rs7000 in cubase SX|
--- In RS7000@y..., Uwe Jülich wrote:

> > I seek a file which makes it possible to install the rs7000 in
> > cubase SX. (like that cubase know all the name of patch and name
> > sound of the rs7000) if somebody can help me, it's cool :o)
> 
> It's easy to do it by yourself. It's a lot of work, because you 

have to type

> in the patch-names (and there are over 1000). If I had time I 

would do it,

> but I'm waiting for this file...because I'm idle...

ok, I want to make this file well, but I would need an explanation 
in French, you do not know or I can find that?
| 6823|6819|2002-09-09 16:48:42|yhomefr|Re: rs7000 in cubase SX|
--- In RS7000@y..., "yhomefr" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Uwe Jülich wrote:
> > > I seek a file which makes it possible to install the rs7000 in
> > > cubase SX. (like that cubase know all the name of patch and 

name

> > > sound of the rs7000) if somebody can help me, it's cool :o)
> > 
> > It's easy to do it by yourself. It's a lot of work, because you 
> have to type
> > in the patch-names (and there are over 1000). If I had time I 
> would do it,
> > but I'm waiting for this file...because I'm idle...
> 
> ok, I want to make this file well, but I would need an explanation 
> in French, you do not know or I can find that?

if you are interested, i find a txt file where all patchname, 
voices... are listed, but the scrit is not made
| 6824|6818|2002-09-09 19:10:33|Oscar Finch|Re: rs7000 and ibook help!|
Here's a few suggestions (or too put it more bluntly what I'd do)A) Invest in two 128meg SM cards (two will be sufficient for working and backing up)B) get a USB card
read/writerC) get an audio app drive for your firewire portD) go and get yourself a damn DIGDESIGN MBoX already and a midi interface (usb one will suffice for midi
clock sync-ing purposes only)F) this way you get a Pro END audio interface with 24 track digital recording , plug ins galore and one of the best audio/multitracking
interface around. What you could do with Pro-Tools LE and an RS7000 would be absolutely insane.Secondly the LE software is fully compatible witha full blown
$40,000 Pro-Tools editing mastering suite. So if you goto a mastering facility or production house at some stage all files are 100% cross compatible with the top pro-end
system.A real advantage in the mastering stakes let me tell you.G) might I also suggest getting Metasynth as this will mangle samples in the most amazing way and is a
superb sound design tool for Mac only. They used this software for all the sound effect design in The Matrix. Aphex used one quite extensively on the Window Licker CD
and on Come to Daddy and various other tracks. It's mega-complex but will expand your RS7000's sonic horizons no end for a mere $300.Oh by the way the Pro-tools
LE/MBOX bundle is about $475 (US) so for about $900 extra all up including Metasynth you'd have one kick ass sytem for composing and production.Just a few ideas
for ya too kick around.PeaceFaxFrom: patrick billard [mailto: crazypoprock@yahoo.com]To: rs7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 9 Sep 2002 12:09:29 -0700
(PDT)Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 and ibook help!ok, how can i best interface my RS7000 with my ibook,which only has usb and firewire ports?i currently save all my
songs on the RS with an olderscsi zip 250 drive. would a scsi/firewire converter dothe trick? if this does work, could i open my tracks and samplesin cubase or reason?i'm
new to this stuff, sorry!thanks in advance...patrick/crazypoprock __________________________________________________Do You Yahoo!?Yahoo! Finance - Get real-
time stock quoteshttp://finance.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6825|6752|2002-09-10 01:19:29|Jedro Delobbo|Re: no sound from track 1...|
well I figured out what the problem was here, I had midi out channel 
for track 1 set to OFF... changed it to 1, the sound was heard. :)

Just one of those simple things you miss....

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 03 September 2002 19:55, Delobbo101 wrote:
> > this is very weird. . volume is up.. track 2 is playing
> > fine. track 1 is analog kit... I checked all volume type
> > settings, they all appear to be up. I checked the
> > release, decay, and filter knobs to make sure one of
> > those wasn't turned down, they seem to be ok. I hit the
> > keyboard button, and I can't play anything on track 1. 
> > It is not muted. anything else I should check? thanks
> > guys.
> 
> Are you playing in the right midi range? Maybe your keyboard 
> is transposed way beyond the playable range of the kit?
> 
> Or do you happen to have the AIEB2 installed and have that 
> track routed to an separate output?
> 
> There are probably lots of other options that I can't think 
> of.
> 
> Ah, one I recently learned the hard way: maybe you have the 
> Velocity knob of that track turned down? If the velocity 
> value is set to -127 you won't hear a thing. (I didn't even 
> know the RS had a velocity knob until 2 days ago, really! 
> ;)
> 
> Mixer settings okay?
> 
> Track sent fully through the variation effect and that 
> effect has a weird setting?
> 
> If nothing works, why don't you send me the style (PATT) 
> file so I can check?
> 
> - Robert

| 6826|6826|2002-09-10 07:48:53|a_lepusa|Korg MS2K polyphony instructions 4 djboy|
hey man,
as i promised (took a lil longer than i thought)this is now the 
instruction to get out more than one program played on the MS2K- 
remember bassline and lead?

take your favourite patch, let´s say A01.
hit edit once and tell the synth to be a DUAL program.

now you should have 2 timbres (look on the timbre, try to switch 
between timbre 1 and timbre 2 -- beneath the MOD SEQ!!)

now you ought to copy the second timbre (e.g. D01) desired into your 
NEW second timbre of A01.
watch out to copy the new program in the correct timbre of A01!

hit edit again and choose the timbre you want to edit (by selecting 
the timbre with the switch beneath the MOD SEQ), then you have to 
select a MIDI channel for *each* timbre - let´s say timbre ONE will 
be on MIDI channel 2 and timbre TWO will be on MIDI channel 3.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha
http://www.motifator.comyamaha/
http://www.yamahasynth.comto/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


that´s it basically
remember you can edit the split of the 4 possible voices 1+3, 2+2, 3+1
so you can decide which of the two timbres will have which voice 
capacity...

hope that helps you out and you manage to get your bass and lead 
played -- have fun!!

-regards,
flimflam
| 6827|6815|2002-09-10 08:31:27|pseudo nexus|Re: need a smart card?|
yeah prob.
i bought it ages ago for $80 - they just keep coming down in price......
its prob only worth 10 - i dont really know???? ill prob end up keeping it.

i remember the rs site t first had t his thing going where you could send in your smart card full of samples and patterns.........is that still going?

kt:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: sod6969 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2002 12:39 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: need a smart card?

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> im selling a 8 meg smart card for $20 aud
> comes in box,
> 
> if interested contact me on psp@i...
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

little bit expensive, or?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6828|6815|2002-09-10 08:55:43|art75@free.fr|audio cable|
sorry for this question, not really RS related, but :)
I just bought a patchbay to connect my RS, Rm1x, FX, 01V, compressors etc and 
i'm looking for a good site to buy audio cables online. They are just too 
expensive in my local music shop..
Anyone knows a good url ?
thanx.

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 6829|6826|2002-09-10 18:21:42|djboy112st|Re: Korg MS2K polyphony instructions 4 djboy|
Flim-
Thanks for the info.. it'll definitely come in handy when I 
start churning out bowel-busting basslines, but for now I am so 
involved into drums on the RS that i forgot i even asked that 
question.. haha! =) but yeah, I am going to check that out tonigth 
when I go home.. I made a nice pattern using the ms2k for a lead 
sound.. i wanna see if i can get it to play the lead and the bassline 
at the same time.. thanks for the info!! rock on.
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/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "a_lepusa" wrote:
> hey man,
> as i promised (took a lil longer than i thought)this is now the 
> instruction to get out more than one program played on the MS2K- 
> remember bassline and lead?
> 
> [...]
> 
> that´s it basically
> remember you can edit the split of the 4 possible voices 1+3, 2+2, 
3+1
> so you can decide which of the two timbres will have which voice 
> capacity...
> 
> hope that helps you out and you manage to get your bass and lead 
> played -- have fun!!
> 
> 
> -regards,
> flimflam

| 6830|6815|2002-09-11 01:16:45|mr.flimflam@gmx.de|audio cable|

> Subject: audio cable
> 
> 
> sorry for this question, not really RS related, but :)
> I just bought a patchbay to connect my RS, Rm1x, FX, 01V, compressors etc
> a
> nd 
> i'm looking for a good site to buy audio cables online. They are just too 
> expensive in my local music shop..
> Anyone knows a good url ?
> thanx.
> 
> a:r:t
> 
> http://armadaelectro.free.fr/

try this one:
http://www.klotz-ais.de/indexuk.htm

regards
-flimflam

-- 
GMX - Die Kommunikationsplattform im Internet.
http://www.gmx.net
| 6831|6831|2002-09-11 03:49:42|daslemma|Beatstretch|
Hi!
I have a problem with the beatstretch function. Is anyone out there 
who can use this function with acceptable results? When i'm twisting 
the knob, the beat starts not at measure 1, its like a bad-set 
clockshift... only if i press the "back to measure 1" button, i can 
synchronize the track with the others...
is there a more "live-compatible" way?
thanx,
Lemma
| 6832|3567|2002-09-11 04:05:52|a_lepusa|Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding the internal e|
hey dudes,
i might be wrong but the work-around i found is to take the local or 
common sample bank with *no* audio-sample at all, just take your 
favourite phrase assign it to sample local or sample common and put 
it out to your external gear.
name the phrase "bassline micmod" or something like that and it will 
work out fine...

regards,
-flimflam
| 6833|6818|2002-09-11 04:35:35|a_lepusa|Re: rs7000 and ibook help!|
--- In RS7000@y..., patrick billard wrote:

> ok, how can i best interface my RS7000 with my ibook,
> which only has usb and firewire ports?
> 

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
http://www.klotz-ais.de/indexuk.htm
http://www.gmx.net/


patrick!
get yourself a midiman oxygen8 and your problems are solved:
it´s a MIDI-controller-keyboard with included MIDI/USB interface,
modulation wheels (pitchbend & modulation), besides you have 8 
control-potis which you may assign as *you* like...
i think this way you´ll kill two or even more birds with one stone!

http://www.midiman.co.uk/

regards,
-flimflam
| 6834|6831|2002-09-11 09:00:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Beatstretch|
On Wednesday 11 September 2002 11:49, daslemma wrote:

> Hi!
> I have a problem with the beatstretch function. Is anyone
> out there who can use this function with acceptable
> results? When i'm twisting the knob, the beat starts not
> at measure 1, its like a bad-set clockshift... only if i
> press the "back to measure 1" button, i can synchronize
> the track with the others...

That's how I deal with it as well. I doubt if this function 
support a live-compatible handling. It all depends on 
exactly *when* the beats are stretched, and it looks like 
this moment is not synced to the current BPM.

Maybe someone else found the trick around this?

- Robert
| 6835|1220|2002-09-11 12:08:17|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /studio-photos/Klaus Paulsen - Dusty Gear/tom_0023.jpg 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : RS7000 and AN1x back 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/studio-photos/Klaus%20Paulsen%20-%20Dusty%20Gear/tom_0023.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 6836|1220|2002-09-11 12:11:33|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /studio-photos/Klaus Paulsen - Dusty Gear/mix_0001.jpg 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : My new Behringer 1604 Desk and my new uQ 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/studio-photos/Klaus%20Paulsen%20-%20Dusty%20Gear/mix_0001.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 6837|3567|2002-09-11 12:47:42|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding |
Or you can go to the setup page, and set the desired channel midi output
only to
midi out A or B, and turn of the internal generator.

regards,

http://www.midiman.co.uk/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/studio-photos/Klaus%20Paulsen%20-%20Dusty%20Gear/mix_0001.jpg
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mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: a_lepusa [mailto:mr.flimflam@gmx.de]
> Enviada em: quarta-feira, 11 de setembro de 2002 07:06
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: [RS7000] Re: how to sequence external stuff (without sounding
> the internal engine)
>
>
> hey dudes,
> i might be wrong but the work-around i found is to take the local or
> common sample bank with *no* audio-sample at all, just take your
> favourite phrase assign it to sample local or sample common and put
> it out to your external gear.
> name the phrase "bassline micmod" or something like that and it will
> work out fine...
>
> regards,
> -flimflam
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 6838|6818|2002-09-11 13:56:07|crazypoprock|Re: rs7000 and ibook help!|
sorry, i don't need a midi interface, nor a soundcard really.
i just need to be able to open my rs files on my ibook! 
i save them to a zip drive but i don't have a zip drive yet for my 
ibook. 

maybe i should just buy a smart media reader...

ah, i'm yearning for the old days of floppy discs...

thanks for the tips guys!

patrick 

--- In RS7000@y..., "a_lepusa" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., patrick billard wrote:
> > ok, how can i best interface my RS7000 with my ibook,
> > which only has usb and firewire ports?
> > 
> patrick!
> get yourself a midiman oxygen8 and your problems are solved:
> it´s a MIDI-controller-keyboard with included MIDI/USB 
interface,
> modulation wheels (pitchbend & modulation), besides you 
have 8 
> control-potis which you may assign as *you* like...
> i think this way you´ll kill two or even more birds with one stone!
> 
> http://www.midiman.co.uk/
> 
> regards,
> -flimflam

| 6839|6790|2002-09-11 15:48:18|zensufikabala|Re: Trouble w/ OS update 1.14 download|
--- In RS7000@y..., "elcastigo" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Friday 06 September 2002 19:50, elcastigo wrote:
> > > Friend? What's that?
> > 
> > That's a guy/girl you know who owns a smartcard reader. ;)
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> > 
> > > Will I need something to download that as well?
> > 
> > Maybe you should switch of your computer for a minute or so 
> > and go out for a while. ;)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Sounds scary, but I'll do it!
> 
> -EC

Oh, for the day I can download a Britney...

zsk
| 6840|6738|2002-09-11 16:00:57|zensufikabala|Re: synth sounds|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:

> i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
> to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if 

i 

> can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. 

so 

> my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
> and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
> a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
> idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
> synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
> to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff

Have you compared to rs7k to the emu command stations? I'm leaning 
toward those at the moment...sounds are richer...better filters 
imho...although i'm waiting for the new rs7k os to hit the 
street...my goal is to sample xl/mp-7 seqs on the rs7k...best of both 
worlds (note too that command stations are now about $700US...yamaha 
needs to catch up in this area too!!!!!)

zsk
| 6841|6738|2002-09-11 17:16:59|tompaulsen2002|Re: synth sounds|

--- In RS7000@y..., "zensufikabala" wrote:
(note too that command stations are now about $700US...yamaha 
> needs to catch up in this area too!!!!!)

Note too that Command Stations in Europe are still 1250Euro, RS 1345 
Euro...so Y. doesn´t need to catch up at all.

| 6842|6842|2002-09-11 22:14:34|dbbrown012000|cubase sx midi device files|
Has anyone got the device files for the rs? db
| 6843|6831|2002-09-11 23:58:44|pseudo nexus|Re: Beatstretch|
i use beat stretch a lot, ever since i had the rm1x....and found the best way is to just work with it - dont get all worried its not going to fall on the beat - make ups some
minimal wierd shit, hit play and fuck with beat streatch as much as u can - automated - see what you can come up with

long live glitch music!

kristian thomas:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2002 12:30 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Beatstretch

On Wednesday 11 September 2002 11:49, daslemma wrote:
> Hi!
> I have a problem with the beatstretch function. Is anyone
> out there who can use this function with acceptable
> results? When i'm twisting the knob, the beat starts not
> at measure 1, its like a bad-set clockshift... only if i
> press the "back to measure 1" button, i can synchronize
> the track with the others...

That's how I deal with it as well. I doubt if this function 
support a live-compatible handling. It all depends on 
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exactly *when* the beats are stretched, and it looks like 
this moment is not synced to the current BPM.

Maybe someone else found the trick around this?

- Robert
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| 6844|6831|2002-09-12 02:01:19|djboy112st|Scene Memory ,=¿?¿=`|
Hey guys..
I am working on some patterns and I like to save my different 
knob twists, but when i do a save "all" on my media card, it doesnt 
seem like the knob tweaks get saved.. Now this is what I don't 
understand about the scene memories: are there five scene memories 
per STYLE (eg sytles 1 - 40), or are there five scene memories per 
SECTION (eg style 1, sections A-J each have five scene memories), are 
are there five scene memories TOTAL over the entire machine? I 
wouldn't expect to have five per section, but five per STYLE would 
make sense.. that's only a possible maximum of 200 scene memories, 
which is certainly more useful that just five for 40 different 
styles.. Anyone know?

/[ one30six ]\
| 6845|6831|2002-09-12 02:19:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Scene Memory ,=¿?¿=`|
You get 5 scene and 5 mute memories per *style*.
See page 62 of the english manual.

- Robert

On Thursday 12 September 2002 10:01, djboy112st wrote:
> Hey guys..
> I am working on some patterns and I like to save my
> different knob twists, but when i do a save "all" on my
> media card, it doesnt seem like the knob tweaks get
> saved.. Now this is what I don't understand about the
> scene memories: are there five scene memories per STYLE
> (eg sytles 1 - 40), or are there five scene memories per
> SECTION (eg style 1, sections A-J each have five scene
> memories), are are there five scene memories TOTAL over
> the entire machine? I wouldn't expect to have five per
> section, but five per STYLE would make sense.. that's
> only a possible maximum of 200 scene memories, which is
> certainly more useful that just five for 40 different
> styles.. Anyone know?
>
> /[ one30six ]\
>
>
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> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
>tml Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 6846|6831|2002-09-12 02:29:22|blue2558|Re: Beatstretch|
I use the shift button to change the beatstrech, let's say from 
100% to 200%, and when i'm ready to make the change i just 
move the knob a little beat on the start of the measure and it 
usually works. Only did this a few times though but it worked. 
Hope this help.

Samuel

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 11 September 2002 11:49, daslemma wrote:
> > Hi!
> > I have a problem with the beatstretch function. Is anyone
> > out there who can use this function with acceptable
> > results? When i'm twisting the knob, the beat starts not
> > at measure 1, its like a bad-set clockshift... only if i
> > press the "back to measure 1" button, i can synchronize
> > the track with the others...
> 
> That's how I deal with it as well. I doubt if this function 
> support a live-compatible handling. It all depends on 
> exactly *when* the beats are stretched, and it looks like 
> this moment is not synced to the current BPM.
> 
> Maybe someone else found the trick around this?
> 
> - Robert

| 6847|6847|2002-09-12 09:28:12|wasted su700fan|EMU Command Stations/RS7k. was Re: [RS7000] Re: synth sounds|
Also note that the Command Stations are NOT SAMPLERS and are just 
TG/Sequencers. The RS7k has a sampler along with the TG, and I would 
think many here would say a more powerful sequencer than the Command 
Stations. Although many might say the Command Stations have better 
sounds in their TG (which are also expandable via the EMU add-on ROM 
Sound Cards). All subjective.

Just remember, you get what you pay for. The reason the RS7k hasn't 
dropped like a bomb in price after one year like the Command Stations 
have. When released, the command stations were like $1400 US MSRP. 
Now only 1/2 price. Think about it.

--su700fan/wasted

----- Original Message -----
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2002 7:16 pm
Subject: [RS7000] Re: synth sounds

> --- In RS7000@y..., "zensufikabala" wrote:
> (note too that command stations are now about $700US...yamaha 
> > needs to catch up in this area too!!!!!)
> 
> Note too that Command Stations in Europe are still 1250Euro, RS 
> 1345 
> Euro...so Y. doesn´t need to catch up at all.

| 6848|6848|2002-09-12 11:55:50|mike stokes|Sending sysex from RS000...?|
Hi!
My question is about sending sysex data (in hex format) to another synth. I 
have a Roland MKS-7 and I really like the sound of it. The voices can be 
edited and changed, but not saved (no internal RAM) when I turn it off. I 
want to save the patches I make for a song in the RS7000 in sysex hex format 
if possible. The voice parameters can be edited with hex data in a sysex 
string (for example: "F0 41 32 00 03 40 F7" where 03 represents a certain 
parameter to be changed (for example VCF resonance).
Basically, I want to be able to send patch changes to the MKS and save 
them in a track on the RS7000 if this is possible. I read in the manual 
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that the RS7000 can deal with sysex, but how would I send it/save it in the 
RS? Even better, would it be possible to assign certain hex data parameters 
to a knob, so I could tweak my MKS voices with the RS knobs??? And if so, 
how?
Any help is appreciated. Thanks,
Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Chat with friends online, try MSN Messenger: http://messenger.msn.com
| 6849|6831|2002-09-12 13:34:16|djboy112st|Re: Scene Memory ,=¿?¿=`|
Robert- 
Thanks for the info. I temporarily lost my menuual.. Did one of 
those spring cleaning kinda things here recently and the manuual 
ended up in the closet underneath a pile of my college texts.. I was 
freaking out for a good fifteen minutes looking for it, but page 62 
confirms what you have said! Thanks. Looks like I don't have to 
download the PDF version of the manual after all. heh. =P

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> You get 5 scene and 5 mute memories per *style*.
> See page 62 of the english manual.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Thursday 12 September 2002 10:01, djboy112st wrote:
> > Hey guys..
> > I am working on some patterns and I like to save my
> > different knob twists, but when i do a save "all" on my
> > media card, it doesnt seem like the knob tweaks get
> > saved.. Now this is what I don't understand about the
> > scene memories: are there five scene memories per STYLE

| 6850|6848|2002-09-12 16:10:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sending sysex from RS000...?|
The RS can indeed handle sysex data just fine.
The easiest way to get sysex from the MKS into the RS is by 
simply recording the MKS into a track while it is 
transmitting the sysex data for a given patch (or anything 
else).

Using Edit mode on the track, the sysex data can be edited.

To create a sysex string from scratch, again select Edit 
mode, hit F3 (INSERT), dial knob 1 all the way to the right 
to select the sysex type of midi data, and edit your 
string. 

Afaik, you can't use the knobs to modifiy (part of) a sysex 
string dynamically.

- Robert
| 6851|6851|2002-09-12 16:40:30|Simon|RS7000 for sale on EBAY|
Only 3 months old:
http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=906361257
| 6852|6852|2002-09-12 21:35:20|pseudo nexus|saving summary info in wav's|
does anyone know how to save summary/ edit summary info in wavs so that when you burn them to a audio disc (cda) the artist and track name etc comes up in any media
playback device.

i tryed using soundforge, the program i use to record, and i put it all in, re save the file, go back in to nero, make up a session, burn it, and it dosnt work.

what other programs are there?

kristian thomas:)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6853|6852|2002-09-13 02:34:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: saving summary info in wav's|
Sorry but this is waaaay Off Topic...and if you have to post Off 
Topic mark them at least with "OT" in the subject, so people can 
avoid reading it.

Tom (moderator)

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> does anyone know how to save summary/ edit summary info in wavs so 
that when you burn them to a audio disc (cda) the artist and track 
name etc comes up in any media playback device.

http://messenger.msn.com/
http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=906361257


> 
> i tryed using soundforge, the program i use to record, and i put it 
all in, re save the file, go back in to nero, make up a session, burn 
it, and it dosnt work.
> 
> what other programs are there?
> 
> kristian thomas:)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6854|6854|2002-09-13 03:18:52|r_s_7_k|Can the RS7000 Pattern Data Be Converted into A Midi File ???|
I have like all of you many rs7000 patterns saved on smartmedia cards
my question is are these patterns just common midifiles already?,
and if not is there some way that I can just convert them to midi 
files, without loading them one by one into the rs and converting from
there.
| 6855|6854|2002-09-13 03:48:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Can the RS7000 Pattern Data Be Converted into A Midi File ???|
On Friday 13 September 2002 11:18, r_s_7_k wrote:

> I have like all of you many rs7000 patterns saved on
> smartmedia cards my question is are these patterns just
> common midifiles already?, 

Nope, the PAT files are native RS files, uncompatible with 
the rest of the world.

> and if not is there some way
> that I can just convert them to midi files, without
> loading them one by one into the rs and converting from
> there.

I know of no converter software, which only leaves you with 
loading the PAT files in the RS and convert them to midi 
files there.

- Robert
| 6856|6856|2002-09-13 07:40:47|jo_plaete|Help to connect synth to rs7000|
Hello,

I'm working now for 4 months with a yamaha rs7000.

Yesterday, i've bougt me a synth (waldorf microQ)

Now, my question:

How or what do I have to connect my rs7000 to my new synth in a way 
that i should be able to give each of my (16) tracks on the rs7000 
another sound from the synth. (or give some tracks a sound from da 
synth and give other tracks a sound of the rs7000 internal bank) ?

I've tried a few connections but it failed, i always got in each 
track the same sound.

So, first off all, do you understand what I want to do ?
and is it possible ? so yes, ?HOW? (midi connections & settings (if 
poss. those from rs7000 & microQ)) ???

Thanks a lot,
jo
| 6857|6856|2002-09-13 09:07:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: Help to connect synth to rs7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "jo_plaete" wrote:

> So, first off all, do you understand what I want to do ?
> and is it possible ? so yes, ?HOW? (midi connections & settings 

(if 

> poss. those from rs7000 & microQ)) ???
> 
> Thanks a lot,
> jo

This question has already be asked and answered a couple of 
times...if you search the archive you will find plenty of answers 
to work with.



What you basically have to do is...i guess you have also a 
MIDI-keyboard...

Keyboard MIDIout -----> MIDIin RS7000
RS7000 MIDIout -----> MIDIin uQ
Now all you have to do is set the correct MIDI-channels in all 
three instruments. Which means, if you want to play a sound on 
MIDI-channel 5, you have to set the MIDIout channel on the 
keyboard to five, and the MIDIout channel (A or B whatever MIDI 
connect you use) on the RS7000 through the MIDIsetup menu to 5 as 
well..and don't forget to turn TG off...and set Monitor to Rec. 
Note that it doesn't matter what track you use...since each track 
can access MIDIchannel 1-16.

Ok? The manual and the FAQ should help you further.

Cheers, Tom
| 6858|6858|2002-09-13 11:33:17|elcastigo|Smartmedia reader compatibility|
Hello All,

I bought a Smartmedia reader and a card to perform the OS update 
(version 1.14). After formatting the card on the RS7000, and going 
through all the necessary steps (Smartmedia software download, etc., 
OS download), I have found that my Mac does not "read" my card. I 
tried the same procedure with a friend's PC, and I am sorry to say 
that I still couldn't make it work. I suspect that I have bought a 
defective product (ie., a defective Smartmedia reader and/or 
software). 

To make a long story short, I emailed Yamaha to see if I could 
obtain a card with the update already loaded. I was referred to the 
Motifator site. It seems that they provide a loaded card for the 
Motif, but not the RS. I don't believe the system update for the 
Motif will work for the RS (and it doesn't surprise me that the 
Yamaha rep is clueless about his company's products). 

So, can anyone recommend a Smartmedia reader that will work with a 
Mac G4, OS 9.2 or, alternatively, a place where I can get an already 
loaded card for the RS? I have researched other threads, but found 
nothing specific. I'm kind of at the end of my rope here. Any help 
would be appreciated.

Thanks,
EC
| 6859|6858|2002-09-13 11:55:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Smartmedia reader compatibility|
On Friday 13 September 2002 19:33, elcastigo wrote:

> So, can anyone recommend a Smartmedia reader that will
> work with a Mac G4, OS 9.2 or, alternatively, a place
> where I can get an already loaded card for the RS? I
> have researched other threads, but found nothing
> specific. I'm kind of at the end of my rope here. Any
> help would be appreciated.

Alternatively, maybe someone in your area could write the OS 
file on your card and return it to you by snail mail.

- Robert
| 6861|6861|2002-09-14 00:59:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: just found a new website! ( = SPAM )|| 6862|6771|2002-09-14 11:11:08|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Yamaha.de|
what enrages me with large companies is "under discussion". same as with roland. new mpc 4000 still can´t edit while play. list continues.
They should have a look at access and waldorf.
Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: flatron7000 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2002 5:21 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha.de

Question:
When update RS7000?

Answer:www.yamaha.de:

RS 7000 update is under discussion, we hope for another version 
hopefully end of
year, early 2003.
No details confirmed yet.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Best regards
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| 6863|6771|2002-09-14 12:48:39|Thomas|Re: Yamaha.de|
Another Source, Yamaha US already reported on www.motifator.com 
that the R&D department in Japan is already working on the 
OS-update. That was in July. So end of this year, beginning of 
2003 is the time i would have estimated as well.

Good to hear that actually out of the mouth of Yamaha. It means, 
there will be definately an update.

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> what enrages me with large companies is "under discussion". 
same as with roland. new mpc 4000 still can´t edit while play. 
list continues.
> They should have a look at access and waldorf.
> Greetings, WThor
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: flatron7000 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2002 5:21 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha.de
> 
> 
> Question:
> When update RS7000?
> 
> 
> Answer:www.yamaha.de:
> 
> RS 7000 update is under discussion, we hope for another 
version 
> hopefully end of
> year, early 2003.
> No details confirmed yet.
> 
> Best regards
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6864|6858|2002-09-14 17:11:26|Michelle|Re: Smartmedia reader compatibility|
Hey! I'm in the same boat... Smartmedia readers are really affordable and 
make it SO easy to load stuff like new MIDI data and samples, and yes, OS 
UPDATES into your RS7000 in the long term. Highly recommended.

I got a Sandisk dual Smartmedia/Compactflash, it works great. I didn't really 
get help here on which one I should get specifically because I think most 
people are on PC but I asked around on some Mac forums and that did the 
trick. You should be able to download the 1.14 update (so the card becomes 
"loaded"), drag and drop it and load it on your RS7000. Simple as snap.

Good luck!

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "elcastigo" wrote:
> Hello All,
> 
> I bought a Smartmedia reader and a card to perform the OS update 
> (version 1.14). After formatting the card on the RS7000, and going 
> through all the necessary steps (Smartmedia software download, etc., 
> OS download), I have found that my Mac does not "read" my card. I 
> tried the same procedure with a friend's PC, and I am sorry to say 
> that I still couldn't make it work. I suspect that I have bought a 
> defective product (ie., a defective Smartmedia reader and/or 
> software). 
> 
> To make a long story short, I emailed Yamaha to see if I could 
> obtain a card with the update already loaded. I was referred to the 
> Motifator site. It seems that they provide a loaded card for the 
> Motif, but not the RS. I don't believe the system update for the 
> Motif will work for the RS (and it doesn't surprise me that the 
> Yamaha rep is clueless about his company's products). 
> 
> So, can anyone recommend a Smartmedia reader that will work with a 
> Mac G4, OS 9.2 or, alternatively, a place where I can get an already 
> loaded card for the RS? I have researched other threads, but found 
> nothing specific. I'm kind of at the end of my rope here. Any help 
> would be appreciated.
> 
> Thanks,
> EC

| 6865|6865|2002-09-14 19:25:30|r_s_7_k|What Good Is the TWE software|
I'm assuming it won't let me convert multiple rs pattern files into 
midi files will it?
so what good is it, whats it really for and are any of you using it?

thanks peace
| 6866|6865|2002-09-14 22:57:07|wasted|Re: What Good Is the TWE software|

>I'm assuming it won't let me convert multiple rs pattern files into 
>midi files will it?
>so what good is it, whats it really for and are any of you using it?
>
>thanks peace 

TWE does basically what it's acronym means: Tiny Wave Editor. It is a 
wave editing program that allows you to transfer wave files (samples) 
to/from your A3k/4k/5k/RS7k (and the Motif line I would imagine). It's 
not an RS7k editor like you're assuming it is. Doesn't do anything 
with MIDI at all, just the samples. Sorta like a stripped down ReCycle 
or SoundForge.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6867|6738|2002-09-15 00:53:37|kelly644|Re: synth sounds|
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Other than the reverb, probably the lowest point in the RS is the 
built in synth sounds... the sequencer is good, drums are good, 
filters are good (HPF is awsome), but the synths are mostly bland 
sounding and it's not entirely flexible. My suggestion would be to 
get the RS and if you can afford it, a nice cheap synth with it.

A Matrix 1000 would do fine. Great sounding synth, real analog after 
signal path after the DCOs, and flexible - 200 bucks.

However, considering that you could buy a motif6 for 200-300 bucks 
more after this, you might want to weigh your options. (Built in 
sounds in motif sound good by the way... drum kits on that sucker are 
awsome).

- Kelly

--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
> to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if 
i 
> can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. 
so 
> my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
> and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
> a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
> idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
> synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
> to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff

| 6868|6865|2002-09-15 01:59:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What Good Is the TWE software|
On Sunday 15 September 2002 03:25, r_s_7_k wrote:

> I'm assuming it won't let me convert multiple rs pattern
> files into midi files will it?
> so what good is it, whats it really for and are any of
> you using it?

Do a Google search on "Tiny Wave Editor". You'll find lots 
of info.

- Robert
| 6869|6738|2002-09-15 02:02:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: synth sounds|
On Sunday 15 September 2002 08:53, kelly644 wrote:

> However, considering that you could buy a motif6 for
> 200-300 bucks more after this, you might want to weigh
> your options. (Built in sounds in motif sound good by the
> way... drum kits on that sucker are awsome).

A Motif6 for USD 500? Wow, that's cheap. Where would one 
find one for that price? Ebay?

- Robert
| 6870|6771|2002-09-15 09:34:16|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Yamaha.de|
That sounds mucho better :)
Isup Yamaha germany just didn´t know shit and were to lazy checking it out.
Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Thomas 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, September 14, 2002 8:48 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha.de

Another Source, Yamaha US already reported on www.motifator.com 
that the R&D department in Japan is already working on the 
OS-update. That was in July. So end of this year, beginning of 
2003 is the time i would have estimated as well.

Good to hear that actually out of the mouth of Yamaha. It means, 
there will be definately an update.

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> what enrages me with large companies is "under discussion". 
same as with roland. new mpc 4000 still can´t edit while play. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


list continues.
> They should have a look at access and waldorf.
> Greetings, WThor
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: flatron7000 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2002 5:21 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha.de
> 
> 
> Question:
> When update RS7000?
> 
> 
> Answer:www.yamaha.de:
> 
> RS 7000 update is under discussion, we hope for another 
version 
> hopefully end of
> year, early 2003.
> No details confirmed yet.
> 
> Best regards
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6871|6871|2002-09-15 10:37:28|Latif|smart card corruption by pc...|
Hi, i just bought a smartcard 128mb for my rs7k
all seems to work fine within the rs7k, but as soon as i put it in 
the card reader (sandisk) of my pc and add files to it, and put it 
back into the rs7k it seems to be corrupted...?

pc runs on win xp, tried procedure both from ntfs drive and fat 32 
drive

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


procedure :
write to card in rs7k
turn off rs7k
put card in reader pc (card recognized as RS7000 disk)
add files (samples/midi files)
eject smartcard from pc card-reader(right click select eject)
put card in rs7k (card seems empty .. corrupt)

then i have to format it again in the rs7k, to make it use'able.
does anyone have this problem, and what is the best solution??

cause for now, i backup what ever was on the card as soon as i put it 
into the pc-card reader.. and if the card gets corrupted... i 
reformat it in the rs7k and put back what was on it true the pc-
reader (wich then seems to be working fine... very odd)

anyway, this method of exchanging files to rs7k from computer is very 
unreliable... wich is a pain in the *ss... cause i'm really on a go 
now with transfering my Reason (propheads) creation both midi and 
wavs to the RS7K ... and that is really a blast!!! woohaaa!
| 6872|6871|2002-09-15 10:57:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
Could be that the Sandisk reader does not accept the card. 
I've heard rumours about Sandisk readers that only accept 
their own brand of card.

Did you use the card reader before with another card of 
different brand/size?

- Robert
| 6873|6871|2002-09-15 14:54:18|Michelle|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
Robert,

This would be interesting if in fact true. I've never heard this rumor myself but I 
can only say I've used both Sandisk brand cards and reader with my 
RS7000... no problems. The reader does work fine with the included 8MB 
card from Yamaha, however (I tucked it away somewhere so I forget what 
brand that was). But all of these are supposed to be 3.3V standard 
Smartmedia cards aren't they, all compliant?

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Could be that the Sandisk reader does not accept the card. 
> I've heard rumours about Sandisk readers that only accept 
> their own brand of card.
> 
> Did you use the card reader before with another card of 
> different brand/size?
> 
> - Robert

| 6874|6871|2002-09-15 15:29:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
On Sunday 15 September 2002 22:54, Michelle wrote:

> Robert,
>
> This would be interesting if in fact true. I've never
> heard this rumor myself but I can only say I've used both
> Sandisk brand cards and reader with my RS7000... no
> problems. The reader does work fine with the included 8MB
> card from Yamaha, however (I tucked it away somewhere so
> I forget what brand that was). But all of these are
> supposed to be 3.3V standard Smartmedia cards aren't
> they, all compliant?

That's what I thought as well.
I'll try to find the source of that rumour and, if found, 
report it here.

- Robert
| 6875|6871|2002-09-15 16:15:22|Latif|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
the kaart was a package deal that came together with the reader it's 
from sandisk themselfs, it's not that it doesn't work...
but it's a bit frustrating and scary to put it into the rs7k and 
realize it won't be read by rs7k until after reformat..

HOWEVER (hihihihi) just a moment ago i transferred a midi file from 
the pc to the card (wich was allready containing rs7k data)



and put the card back into rs7k, and it worked. 
so you see ,this is the most odd part.. it works and then again it 
doesn't..
but hey..the fun of playing with the pc-created sequences afterwards, 
makes up for it anyway!
thanks for sharing thoughts!

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Could be that the Sandisk reader does not accept the card. 
> I've heard rumours about Sandisk readers that only accept 
> their own brand of card.
> 
> Did you use the card reader before with another card of 
> different brand/size?
> 
> - Robert

| 6876|6871|2002-09-15 16:23:51|djboy112st|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
If one card works fine and the other doesn't, it's probably a 
corrupted media.. If all cards were having problems, you would be 
looking at either a bad reader device or a botched driver install 
(although XP natively supports smartmedia card readers).. The fact 
tha one card works eliminates two variables from the equation - it is 
not a bad reader driver, and it is not your rs7k.. something is up 
with that card..

/[ one30six ]\
(-Dell Technical Support-)

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 15 September 2002 22:54, Michelle wrote:
> > Robert,
> >
> > This would be interesting if in fact true. I've never
> > heard this rumor myself but I can only say I've used both
> > Sandisk brand cards and reader with my RS7000... no
> > problems. The reader does work fine with the included 8MB

| 6877|6877|2002-09-15 22:28:36|Jedro Delobbo|copying mixer settings??|
greetings all,

is it possible to copy the mixer settings from one track to another? 
I've just copied the PATTERN data from track 1 to track 16. But the 
mixer settings are lost?

any help appreciated... thanks...

delobbo
| 6878|6871|2002-09-16 00:37:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
On Monday 16 September 2002 00:15, Latif wrote:

> HOWEVER (hihihihi) just a moment ago i transferred a midi
> file from the pc to the card (wich was allready
> containing rs7k data) and put the card back into rs7k,
> and it worked.
> so you see ,this is the most odd part.. it works and then
> again it doesn't..
> but hey..the fun of playing with the pc-created sequences
> afterwards, makes up for it anyway!

Maybe the the Windows write cash is enabled for that card, 
causing the card contents to be invalid the moment you 
eject it because not all data has been written to it yet. 
Wild guess.

- Robert
| 6879|6877|2002-09-16 00:39:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: copying mixer settings??|
On Monday 16 September 2002 06:28, Jedro Delobbo wrote:

> greetings all,
>
> is it possible to copy the mixer settings from one track
> to another? I've just copied the PATTERN data from track
> 1 to track 16. But the mixer settings are lost?

Use the TRACK-COPY job for that. Not how you can 
enable/disable the copying of various track related 



properties. By default, the copy includes your mixer 
settings.

- Robert
| 6880|6877|2002-09-16 00:41:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: copying mixer settings??|
On Monday 16 September 2002 08:39, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Use the TRACK-COPY job for that. Not how you can

Make that:

> Use the TRACK-COPY job for that. Note how you can

- Robert (not yet awake)
| 6881|6881|2002-09-16 08:27:57|fionnmcgrath@hotmail.com|scene/mute memory/ writing cd's/ mastereffects|
Hello everybody!

had this box for a week and think its the real deal,got my head round 
most of it 
just needed a guide on a few small issues if anybodys listenning...

scene/mute memory i get what its for but havent been able to utilise it 
yet
can anyone talk me through recording and recalling the mute and scenes (
like what mode
you do it in etc)

also whats the best way to record the master effects into your song so 
they are permanent?.

and is anybody recording there songs onto cd if so is a sound card/
minidisc the only option

appreciate any response 

gooday Fionn

--
| 6882|6881|2002-09-16 12:42:05|djboy112st|Re: scene/mute memory/ writing cd's/ mastereffects|
Welcome aboard. You got yourself a great box. It's not the best 
thing next to heaven - you will have to do some tedious work here and 
there - but it's damn near. Master effects are just that - master 
effects - they effect all tracks internal to the RS at once in real 
time.. I believe the only way you can store master effects into your 
song so they are permanent is to insert the appropriate sysex 
messages at the appropriate time (ex. inserting the sysex message to 
turn the master effects ON without having to actually physically 
press the button).

assuming you can control master effects with programmed sysex 
messages, it's still not that easy. i have been curious about sysex 
but havent figured it out yet... it would probably be easier to 
record your use of master effects into wavelab and reinsert the 
effects sections of the track in the final mixdown.. now.. if you 
are using master effects to warp a single sound and turn a TG voice 
into a sample, then you can bypass wavelab altogether and just 
resample the voice into the RS' internal sampler. there are so many 
ways this can be done it's mindboggling. I hope my explanation made 
some sense..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., fionnmcgrath@h... wrote:
> also whats the best way to record the master effects into your song 
so 
> they are permanent?.
> 
> appreciate any response

| 6883|6883|2002-09-16 16:09:33|Latif|metronome volume?|
hey whaassup people,
does anyone know if the new OS allows to set the metronome's volume?
i haven't upgraded the OS yet and couldn't find a setting for it 
anywhere, so whenever i need the metronome, the loudness of the beep 
is killing my ears :(

peace!
| 6884|1220|2002-09-16 17:20:49|Bruno Carlos|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|



Sorry, completely off-topic but what do you think of the Behringer 
1604? any good?

--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /studio-photos/Klaus Paulsen - Dusty 
Gear/mix_0001.jpg 
> Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 
> Description : My new Behringer 1604 Desk and my new uQ 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/studio-photos/Klaus%
20Paulsen%20-%20Dusty%20Gear/mix_0001.jpg 
> 
> To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit
> 
> http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
> 
> Regards,
> 
> tompaulsen2002

| 6885|6885|2002-09-16 19:08:54|mmittner|off topic: cheops pyramid|
in approx. 1/2 an hour the live transmission from the cheops pyramid starts= 
in zdf (germany/austria). they will try to open a closing stone in one of t= 
he mysterious 'air shafts' found in the pyramid - live on air, with a specia= 
lly designed robot you can see under http://www.robertbauval.com/latestnews/= 
gantenbrink1.html

so if you can't sleep and need a break from the rs, take a look at this, i = 
guess this will be very interesting.

und geschlafen wird morgen im büro ;-)

-mike
| 6886|6886|2002-09-17 13:48:37|mike stokes|Another RS7000 Sysex question...|
Hi, I have another question about the RS7000 sending sysex to another 
synth. In the edit screen, when you are entering hex data,
some of the parameters I need to enter go from 0-127 . In other words, I 
may need to enter a value with three digits (ex. 124), but it
seems the RS7000 only allows two digits. Does anyone know how I could enter 
a three digit (or a value that represent the same
number) value? Do the letters A-F have anything to do with this? I do not 
have the manual for my synth (Roland MKS-7), so I'm not
sure if it is synth specific or a question of sysex basics. Thanks! 
...Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
| 6887|6887|2002-09-17 16:22:17|Riki Hunter|a little lost|
Hi, i've just got my rs7k and am trying to work out
the grid record functions, how does it work?, it
doesn't seem to work like a normal grid funct. 
i can only get samples from the pre-sets to work with
the grid function. I want to use my own sounds. 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 6888|6888|2002-09-17 18:47:40|jeffmelee|tomorrows my birthday!|
tomorrows my birthday...which one of you is buying me an 
rs7000?
| 6889|6889|2002-09-17 23:43:52|LUKE METHERALL|Controller Keyboard|
Hey there,
Had my RS7k for about a month or two and am finding out that I really do need a Keyboard. Anyone know of where I can get a Good (cheap) priced/second-hand one
from? im in Sydney.

Cheers in advance
Luke

http://www.robertbauval.com/latestnews/=
http://mobile.msn.com/
http://uk.my.yahoo.com/


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6890|6890|2002-09-18 01:07:39|jhanner001@aol.com|(no subject)|
No sorry, but I will sell you one in mint condition for $900.00
with 64mb ram,100mb zip,extra 128mb media card, and orig. sound card, manual and orig. box...

Jeff
| 6891|6889|2002-09-18 02:03:27|Michelle|Re: Controller Keyboard|
Hey Luke.. I hate to state the obvious but is eBay or even the local classifieds 
(online or in the papers) or pawn shops an option for you in Sydney? granted 
it may be harder to find stuff online, with the shipping and all, but good luck!

Michelle

-- In RS7000@y..., "LUKE METHERALL" wrote:

> Hey there,
> Had my RS7k for about a month or two and am finding out that I really do 

need a Keyboard. Anyone know of where I can get a Good (cheap) priced/
second-hand one from? im in Sydney.

> 
> Cheers in advance
> Luke
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6892|6883|2002-09-18 02:04:57|Michelle|Re: metronome volume?|
Hi Latif -

I agree, kills my ears too, and I wish that I could choose a different metronome 
sound (i.e. one of the good rim hits from one of the drum kits!). You're not the 
first one to mention this suggestion, I've seen it a number of times before.

So ... it's not in OS 1.14. But hopefully in the NEXT OS? Anyone know??

:)

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> hey whaassup people,
> does anyone know if the new OS allows to set the metronome's volume?
> i haven't upgraded the OS yet and couldn't find a setting for it 
> anywhere, so whenever i need the metronome, the loudness of the beep 
> is killing my ears :(
> 
> peace!

| 6893|6886|2002-09-18 02:07:42|Michelle|Re: Another RS7000 Sysex question...|
Mike,

This is a question of sysex basics. I'm not a sysex expert.. but for example if 
you look in the back of the RS7000 manual, you'll read more about its sysex 
specs. Sysex in hex is always in two digit blocks I think. So a number like 
"124" would have to be converted into its equivalent hex.. there are 
conversion tables on the Net I think but check your synth's specific 
implementation, and maybe even get the synth to send something to the 
RS7000 so you can see what you should be sending back (if that makes 
sense).

Good luck,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "mike stokes" wrote:
> 
> 
> Hi, I have another question about the RS7000 sending sysex to another 
> synth. In the edit screen, when you are entering hex data,
> some of the parameters I need to enter go from 0-127 . In other words, I 
> may need to enter a value with three digits (ex. 124), but it
> seems the RS7000 only allows two digits. Does anyone know how I could 



enter 
> a three digit (or a value that represent the same
> number) value? Do the letters A-F have anything to do with this? I do not 
> have the manual for my synth (Roland MKS-7), so I'm not
> sure if it is synth specific or a question of sysex basics. Thanks! 
> ...Mike
> 
> 
____________________________________________________________
_____
> Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com

| 6894|6738|2002-09-18 02:19:45|Michelle|Re: synth sounds|
And they say that the Motif series includes some (or most?) of the drums from 
the RS7000... interesting how sounds are repackaged ;).

I have no qualms with the Yamaha reverb, the "algorithms" as they say seem 
to be the quality same to me as in other Yamaha products like the A-series 
samplers and even older models like the MU-series. But of course, a matter of 
personal taste.

It's always a good idea to expand. I'm not an expert at this.. However, I've 
found the onboard synth sounds, for all intents and purposes, after fidgeting 
with the ADSR and filters and polishing with effects, to be quite good. Even 
some "random knob tweaking" can inspire :) This is definitely not a box for 
good acoustic emulations -- like you said, get the Motif for that! -- but a lot of 
the classic electronic music sounds (and even hip-hop/r&b uses a lot of these) 
are included in one way or another. As a friend showed me, you can easily 
turn the simple onboard sine wave into a killer lead by adding some distortion 
and delay effect with a touch of reverb to give it its space, boost the 
portamento for that smooth glide, and adjust the cutoff/res in realtime and 
record to a track as necessary.

(In fact, I've found the blandness of most of the raw ROM sounds can be 
eliminated by adding a pleasing amount of grit - the stale stock organ 
samples and electric pianos in particular for me.)

:-)

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "kelly644" wrote:
> Other than the reverb, probably the lowest point in the RS is the 
> built in synth sounds... the sequencer is good, drums are good, 
> filters are good (HPF is awsome), but the synths are mostly bland 
> sounding and it's not entirely flexible. My suggestion would be to 
> get the RS and if you can afford it, a nice cheap synth with it.
> 
> A Matrix 1000 would do fine. Great sounding synth, real analog after 
> signal path after the DCOs, and flexible - 200 bucks.
> 
> However, considering that you could buy a motif6 for 200-300 bucks 
> more after this, you might want to weigh your options. (Built in 
> sounds in motif sound good by the way... drum kits on that sucker are 
> awsome).
> 
> - Kelly
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> > i was wondering how the synth portion of the rs7000 compares 
> > to other synths on the market. i was saving for a virus kc but if 
> i 
> > can have some sort of synth until i get a kc then all the better. 
> so 
> > my problem is this: i can get an rs7000 now and have a 
> > synth/seq/sampler and no kc...or...i could wait a long ass time 
> > and get the kc but have no rs7000 to sequence it on (i dont want 
> > a software sequencer). so, i basically just want some sort of an 
> > idea from users about the quality and power/potential power the 
> > synth in the rs7000. if you guys could also compare the rs7000 
> > to other synths that would be great too...thanks in advance - jeff

| 6895|6738|2002-09-18 02:22:52|Michelle|Re: synth sounds|
Oh Robert, I believe Kelly was referring to the Motif costing a few hundred$ 
more than the RS7000... as a quick search at zzounds.com, 
musiciansfriend.com, sweet water sound and soforth will confirm. It'd be a 
REAl bang for the buck tho ;)!

http://mobile.msn.com/


Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 15 September 2002 08:53, kelly644 wrote:
> > However, considering that you could buy a motif6 for
> > 200-300 bucks more after this, you might want to weigh
> > your options. (Built in sounds in motif sound good by the
> > way... drum kits on that sucker are awsome).
> 
> A Motif6 for USD 500? Wow, that's cheap. Where would one 
> find one for that price? Ebay?
> 
> - Robert

| 6896|6883|2002-09-18 03:04:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: metronome volume?|
On Tuesday 17 September 2002 00:09, Latif wrote:

> hey whaassup people,
> does anyone know if the new OS allows to set the
> metronome's volume? i haven't upgraded the OS yet and
> couldn't find a setting for it anywhere, so whenever i
> need the metronome, the loudness of the beep is killing
> my ears :(

There's no metronome volume parameter. :(

If the metronome click is very loud, maybe that's an 
indication that the volumes of the tracks are relatively 
low. Having higher tracks volumes will also increase the 
sound quality (as on all digital gear), unless the stuff 
starts clipping of course.

Alternatively, you could dedicate a track for the metronome 
function using a pleasing sound/level, but that doesn't 
give you a precount, I know.

- Robert
| 6897|6889|2002-09-18 03:06:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controller Keyboard|
On Tuesday 17 September 2002 14:14, LUKE METHERALL wrote:

> Hey there,
> Had my RS7k for about a month or two and am finding out
> that I really do need a Keyboard. Anyone know of where I
> can get a Good (cheap) priced/second-hand one from? im in
> Sydney.

I'm using the Roland PC-180A master keyboard. Four octaves 
with velocity, but no aftertouch. Plastic, very light (easy 
to move away). Like it.

- Robert
| 6898|6889|2002-09-18 03:33:37|Indrani Gupta|Re: How to change the pitch of only one instrument in a set?|
Hi,

Could any of you suggest the method of changing the
pitch of only one instrument in the kit/set/group in
the RS7000? Currently, if we change the pitch fo rsay
the cymbals (oops - excuse the examples please - I am
only the conduit!) - then correspondingly the
pitch/tone of all the other instruments in the set
changes - how to isolate just one instrument so that
on changing the pitch, of say, the cymbals, the other
instruments in the same set continue as before?

Would appreciate a response.

Thanks and regards
Indrani

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! News - Today's headlines
http://news.yahoo.com
| 6899|6889|2002-09-18 03:55:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to change the pitch of only one instrument in a set?|
- Select the track involved.
- Hit the Sample Edit button twice.

http://news.yahoo.com/


- On the RS keyboard, hit the note involved to select the
kit voice sample.
- Turn knob 1 (original key).

Let me know if I'm wrong (didn't test it).

- Robert
| 6900|6900|2002-09-18 04:03:27|jhanner001@aol.com|(no subject)|
I LIVE IN PHOENIX,AZ USA AND YES IM SERIOUS.
WERE DO YOU LIVE?
ALSO MY RS7K IS ONLY 5-6 MONTHS OLD.
THE REASON FOR SELLING IS I HAVE NOT AND DON'T HAVE THE TIME TO REALLY LEARN HOW TO USE IT TO IT'S FULLEST. I WOULD RATHER
SELL IT TO SOMEBODY WHO WILL ENJOY MORE AND SAVE SOME MONEY.
I PICKED IT UP FOR $1295.00.
BUT IF I DON'T SELL IT NOW OR IN THE NEAR FUTURE IT'S NOT A BIG DEAL BECAUSE IT IS A GREAT BOX!!! 
IT ALSO READS RXM1 FILES! {REALLY COOL STUFF}
I'm also having a hard time with your email address so i have to go back to this message...sorry
Jeff
| 6901|6886|2002-09-18 06:00:57|Ian Vine|Re: Another RS7000 Sysex question...|
Hi Mike,

the two digit numbers are in hexadecimal which uses
numbers 0 to 9 and letters A to F. 

00 = 000
0A = 010
0F = 015
10 = 016
.
.
FF = 255

I think there is a conversion table in the back of the
rs manual

--- mike stokes wrote:

Hi,     I have another question
about the RS7000 sending sysex to another 

synth.  In the edit screen, when you are entering
hex data,

some of the parameters I need to enter go from 0-127
.  In other words, I 

may need to enter a value with three digits (ex. 124),
but it

seems the RS7000 only allows two digits.  Does
anyone know how I could enter 

a three digit (or a value that represent the same

number) value?  Do the letters A-F have anything
to do with this?  I do not 

have the manual for my synth (Roland MKS-7), so I'm
not

sure if it is synth specific or a question of sysex
basics.  Thanks!     

...Mike

_________________________________________________________________
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Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! News - Today's headlines
http://news.yahoo.com
| 6902|6887|2002-09-18 06:11:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: a little lost|
On Wednesday 18 September 2002 00:22, Riki Hunter wrote:

> Hi, i've just got my rs7k and am trying to work out
> the grid record functions, how does it work?, it
> doesn't seem to work like a normal grid funct.

Please explain, what did you expect to find?

> i can only get samples from the pre-sets to work with
> the grid function. I want to use my own sounds.

What do you mean by 'own sounds'? Synth sounds or samples?

- Robert
| 6903|6887|2002-09-18 06:48:22|seikopat|Bag|



Hi all,

Does anyone know how to get a hold on the RS7000 bag in Belgium ?
It seems you can have it via yamaha.uk but they do not ship to 
Belgium.

Another little question which until now I could not figure out 
myself : how do you select all the drumparts and/or all the 
synthparts (for example to filter all drumparts at the same time)... 
I see ALL, 1-8 and 9-16 underneath the first three black keys but I 
don't find how to use this.

Another one : is it possible to change the volume of the metronome ?

Thanks,

Patrick
| 6904|5353|2002-09-18 08:02:00|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Bag|
Try www.musicstorekoeln.de it is german but the ship to all af the world. I
believe they have bags.

If you buy one then lemme know if it is a good and firm one. I am thinking
of buying one too.

Cheers,

Jef

Message: 14
Date: Wed, 18 Sep 2002 12:48:19 -0000
From: "seikopat" <patrick.dewaele@cosmosworldwide.com>
Subject: Bag

Hi all,

Does anyone know how to get a hold on the RS7000 bag in Belgium ?
It seems you can have it via yamaha.uk but they do not ship to 
Belgium.

Another little question which until now I could not figure out 
myself : how do you select all the drumparts and/or all the 
synthparts (for example to filter all drumparts at the same time)... 
I see ALL, 1-8 and 9-16 underneath the first three black keys but I 
don't find how to use this.

Another one : is it possible to change the volume of the metronome ?

Thanks,

Patrick

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 6905|5353|2002-09-18 09:08:56|mr.flimflam@gmx.de|Re: Bag|
bon jour!

>> is it possible to change the volume of the metronome ?

metronome volume is NOT adjustable as you can 
read some threads before.

>>hold on the RS7000 bag in Belgium 

for purchasing a bag i´d recommend www.thomann.de,
i´m pretty sure they´ll deliver abroad.

regards,
-flimflam

mailto:patrick.dewaele@cosmosworldwide.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


-- 
GMX - Die Kommunikationsplattform im Internet.
http://www.gmx.net
| 6906|6889|2002-09-18 12:53:58|Michelle|Re: Controller Keyboard|
Additionally, I'd like to add that if you get a chance, you should check out the 
Evolution MK-line, particularly the MK-249C (also available in 25 key and 61 
key versions soon). Some have complained that they are cheap or flimsy, but 
they are certainly light on your wallet and even watch the nice silver of the 
RS7000. The MK-249C has 12 knobs, not that you'd need them since the 
RS7000 has so many, but, a nice extra if you're controlling soft synths or 
anything else as well.

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 17 September 2002 14:14, LUKE METHERALL wrote:
> > Hey there,
> > Had my RS7k for about a month or two and am finding out
> > that I really do need a Keyboard. Anyone know of where I
> > can get a Good (cheap) priced/second-hand one from? im in
> > Sydney.
> 
> I'm using the Roland PC-180A master keyboard. Four octaves 
> with velocity, but no aftertouch. Plastic, very light (easy 
> to move away). Like it.
> 
> - Robert

| 6907|6883|2002-09-18 12:55:39|Michelle|Re: metronome volume?|
My personal problem with the metronome sound is that it's more of an 
abrasive beep (not unlike the monitor you'd find in a hospital...) than a musical 
click, and can get in the way of trying to record something softer and delicate 
(i.e. ambient music). It shouldn't be too hard to give other options... i.e. even 
select one of the sounds from a drum kit like I suggested earlier.

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 17 September 2002 00:09, Latif wrote:
> > hey whaassup people,
> > does anyone know if the new OS allows to set the
> > metronome's volume? i haven't upgraded the OS yet and
> > couldn't find a setting for it anywhere, so whenever i
> > need the metronome, the loudness of the beep is killing
> > my ears :(
> 
> There's no metronome volume parameter. :(
> 
> If the metronome click is very loud, maybe that's an 
> indication that the volumes of the tracks are relatively 
> low. Having higher tracks volumes will also increase the 
> sound quality (as on all digital gear), unless the stuff 
> starts clipping of course.
> 
> Alternatively, you could dedicate a track for the metronome 
> function using a pleasing sound/level, but that doesn't 
> give you a precount, I know.
> 
> - Robert

| 6908|6871|2002-09-18 13:28:49|wthor@gmx.de|Re: smart card corruption by pc...|
Well, I´d like to mention that WinXP does support the media readers natively, but not always correctly.
Until HAMA brought out XP drivers at last, it´d be BSODs here connecting the drive.

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: djboy112st 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2002 12:23 AM

http://www.gmx.net/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Subject: [RS7000] Re: smart card corruption by pc...

If one card works fine and the other doesn't, it's probably a 
corrupted media.. If all cards were having problems, you would be 
looking at either a bad reader device or a botched driver install 
(although XP natively supports smartmedia card readers).. The fact 
tha one card works eliminates two variables from the equation - it is 
not a bad reader driver, and it is not your rs7k.. something is up 
with that card..

/[ one30six ]\
(-Dell Technical Support-)

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 15 September 2002 22:54, Michelle wrote:
> > Robert,
> >
> > This would be interesting if in fact true. I've never
> > heard this rumor myself but I can only say I've used both
> > Sandisk brand cards and reader with my RS7000... no
> > problems. The reader does work fine with the included 8MB
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| 6909|6909|2002-09-19 02:51:43|sonemotif|pattern chain convert problem|
bueno estenti!

is anyone else getting an error when you convert a pattern chain to a 
song - one of my tracks (a customised keyboard voice)just comes out 
as bad constant noise isnt this thing meant to transpose exactly as
in the pattern?

any help appreciated -fionn
| 6910|6910|2002-09-19 04:05:19|heuvelhoofdig|step monitoring, how to put a rest|
hey,

I've recently bought a rs7000 but have some problems.

1) Is it possible to monitor a note or drumsound before you place 
it in the beat graph of the step record mode?

2) I've recorded an 8measure user phrase wich contain samples, if I 
set the pattern lenght to 9, the user phrase contains also data for 
measure 9. How can I put in a silent measure?

thanks, 
Thomas
| 6911|6911|2002-09-19 05:47:12|Latif|SIMM memory modules for dutch RS7K users!|
Hey peeps, this is for all.. but logicaly suits Dutch users best, 
hence the company is based in Holland.
You can buy 2x32mb simm modules together 40 euro (+3.50 maildelivery)
from this Dutch company:
http://www.ece-it.nl/
the simms comply to JEDEC standard (brand Kingston) and work perfect, 
just got em installed and tested full sample time.. no crackle's or 
other artifacts!!

peace :-)
| 6912|6912|2002-09-19 12:29:22|djflash_g|loose mids when sampling|
i just got this unit today and when i sample i seem to be loosing 
some of the sound quality,like all of the mids
| 6913|6913|2002-09-19 12:29:22|John G|(no subject)|
djflash
33
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pc user
just got rs7000

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! News - Today's headlines
http://news.yahoo.com
| 6914|6914|2002-09-19 12:29:22|Andrew Smith|Please, no need to stand.|
Really, I'm kidding.

Greetings to all.

Just joined the group and thought I'd say 'Hi'. I'm Andrew and you'll
see me here as ontiK. I'm from Melbourne, Australia and I'm a PC
programmer by trade. I should be able to offer advice/participate in
debates, regarding PC based DAW's straight away. 

So far all I've read has been encouraging, its appears the group is
pretty communal and helpful with no apparent flaming. (maybe I haven't
been around long enough yet :-) )

I haven't even had my RS7K a week yet so I still have a lot to learn but
I love it and want to get the best out of it. I'll start asking
questions after I've finished working through the manual.

Quick history, I'm a bit backward. I started making music on PC about 4
years ago now and have started adding external kit over the lsat 12
months. (rather than starting with a hardware studio and scaling back
to PC). Not much, a basic Behringer mixer (just for mic in and anything
else I care to rig up. Everything else hangs off the PC), Korg MS2000
and Korg EM1. The EM1 is what made me realise I love working with stuff
hands on and that I wanted more power in this area. Hence my reasons for
buying the RS7000, I love its beats, effects (especially that
distortion! OMG!!), and phat farty synthetic parts. Shear grunt!!

As you can see this is the most serious single piece of kit I have
bought thus far apart from my current PC which is built around 2
Creamware soundcards (working as one). Which may I say are absolutely
astounding and for my purposes, without limits. Software-wise I use
Cubase (for sequencing and recording) and Reason, and Recycle mostly and
soft-synths courtesy of the Creamware Cards. DSP based synths, most of
which kill VSTi's for sound quality and character and do it all 3ms
latency (what latency?). All mixing (up to 96 mono channels), effects
and mastering are done on the card. Feel free to ask questions.

My first question is this: There seems to be a lot said regarding
Sysex level control with this box. Personally I've never encountered a
need to go to such levels of control. I plug my device into my, PC
record the midi out, then play it back to the device. 

What are you guys acheiving that I might be missing out on??

Look forward to participating.

Cyah!!
ontiK.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6915|6914|2002-09-19 12:37:31|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Please, no need to stand.|
...just say'n 'howdy' and welcome.

B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: Andrew Smith [mailto:mr.smith@bigpond.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2002 8:10 PM
To: RS7000 Group
Subject: [RS7000] Please, no need to stand.

Really, I'm kidding.

Greetings to all.

Just joined the group and thought I'd say 'Hi'. I'm Andrew and you'll
see me here as ontiK. I'm from Melbourne, Australia and I'm a PC
programmer by trade. I should be able to offer advice/participate in

http://news.yahoo.com/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:mr.smith@bigpond.com


debates, regarding PC based DAW's straight away. 

So far all I've read has been encouraging, its appears the group is
pretty communal and helpful with no apparent flaming. (maybe I haven't
been around long enough yet :-) )

I haven't even had my RS7K a week yet so I still have a lot to learn but
I love it and want to get the best out of it. I'll start asking
questions after I've finished working through the manual.

Quick history, I'm a bit backward. I started making music on PC about 4
years ago now and have started adding external kit over the lsat 12
months. (rather than starting with a hardware studio and scaling back
to PC). Not much, a basic Behringer mixer (just for mic in and anything
else I care to rig up. Everything else hangs off the PC), Korg MS2000
and Korg EM1. The EM1 is what made me realise I love working with stuff
hands on and that I wanted more power in this area. Hence my reasons for
buying the RS7000, I love its beats, effects (especially that
distortion! OMG!!), and phat farty synthetic parts. Shear grunt!!

As you can see this is the most serious single piece of kit I have
bought thus far apart from my current PC which is built around 2
Creamware soundcards (working as one). Which may I say are absolutely
astounding and for my purposes, without limits. Software-wise I use
Cubase (for sequencing and recording) and Reason, and Recycle mostly and
soft-synths courtesy of the Creamware Cards. DSP based synths, most of
which kill VSTi's for sound quality and character and do it all 3ms
latency (what latency?). All mixing (up to 96 mono channels), effects
and mastering are done on the card. Feel free to ask questions.

My first question is this: There seems to be a lot said regarding
Sysex level control with this box. Personally I've never encountered a
need to go to such levels of control. I plug my device into my, PC
record the midi out, then play it back to the device. 

What are you guys acheiving that I might be missing out on??

Look forward to participating.

Cyah!!
ontiK.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 6916|6914|2002-09-20 00:52:43|Slami DPA division|Re: Please, no need to stand.|
Hi, Andrew!
Hi ppl!
SysEx is for deep midi control. Do you really need it? Do you relize, No
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way? but SysEx to get some tricks you want from your gear?
Keep away from sysEx & be happy :))
Phil mix2r@

>
> Really, I'm kidding.
>
> Greetings to all.
>
> Just joined the group and thought I'd say 'Hi'. I'm Andrew and you'll
> see me here as ontiK. I'm from Melbourne, Australia and I'm a PC
> programmer by trade. I should be able to offer advice/participate in
> debates, regarding PC based DAW's straight away.
>
> So far all I've read has been encouraging, its appears the group is
> pretty communal and helpful with no apparent flaming. (maybe I haven't
> been around long enough yet :-) )
>
> I haven't even had my RS7K a week yet so I still have a lot to learn but
> I love it and want to get the best out of it. I'll start asking
> questions after I've finished working through the manual.
>
> Quick history, I'm a bit backward. I started making music on PC about 4
> years ago now and have started adding external kit over the lsat 12
> months. (rather than starting with a hardware studio and scaling back
> to PC). Not much, a basic Behringer mixer (just for mic in and anything
> else I care to rig up. Everything else hangs off the PC), Korg MS2000
> and Korg EM1. The EM1 is what made me realise I love working with stuff
> hands on and that I wanted more power in this area. Hence my reasons for
> buying the RS7000, I love its beats, effects (especially that
> distortion! OMG!!), and phat farty synthetic parts. Shear grunt!!
>
> As you can see this is the most serious single piece of kit I have
> bought thus far apart from my current PC which is built around 2
> Creamware soundcards (working as one). Which may I say are absolutely
> astounding and for my purposes, without limits. Software-wise I use
> Cubase (for sequencing and recording) and Reason, and Recycle mostly and
> soft-synths courtesy of the Creamware Cards. DSP based synths, most of
> which kill VSTi's for sound quality and character and do it all 3ms
> latency (what latency?). All mixing (up to 96 mono channels), effects
> and mastering are done on the card. Feel free to ask questions.
>
> My first question is this: There seems to be a lot said regarding
> Sysex level control with this box. Personally I've never encountered a
> need to go to such levels of control. I plug my device into my, PC
> record the midi out, then play it back to the device.
>
> What are you guys acheiving that I might be missing out on??
>
> Look forward to participating.
>
> Cyah!!
> ontiK.
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
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| 6917|6912|2002-09-20 01:28:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: loose mids when sampling|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djflash_g" wrote:

> i just got this unit today and when i sample i seem to be loosing 
> some of the sound quality,like all of the mids
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??? Never heard of that before. People reported problems with not 
enough high volume. Maybe the EQ on the track and pattern you are 
using is not set proberly, or you had the master-effect on? And did 
you "normalize" the sample right after sampling? What about the 
source of the material? Maybe you were listening it through your 
mixer and had the source EQed with your mixer and connected then 
the "unEQed" source to your RS for sampling?

Tom
| 6918|6918|2002-09-20 08:33:19|Latif|RS7K gets a new competitor|
Hi peeps, whassup..
I'm about to buy a second RS7K unit, cause i'm very very satisfied 
with it's capabilities... compared to my MC505 and SP808ex 
together... which have been collecting dust since i ever bought the 
RM1X almost 4 years ago i think.
Until someone pointed me out the news of newzzzzes: Roland is about 
to strike back..
check diz out: the new MC909

http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf

hehehehe, wonder what this baby has got in store, it even has USB 
connection :P

I actually always been fond of Roland products, until they ever 
released the MC505 (too soon on the market), that had a very good 
synth+drum generator, but a very lousy sequencer, with major midi-
clock problems... so i really hope they solved these issues.

anywayzz.. thought i share this with RS7K peeps!
Laterrrrr :P
| 6919|6918|2002-09-20 08:53:26|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7K gets a new competitor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> check diz out: the new MC909
> 
> http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf

I really want to kick the webdesigner from Roland into their butt. 
Where´s the info on this §$%§"%site about the MC909? It´s just 
playing some stupid sounds, flashing left and right and make me very 
aggressive...>:D

Anyhow, from my experience do Roland Groovebox usually have a very 
bad userinterface...so it can have zillions of functions more than 
the RS until it´s not well packed in a good intuitive interface with 
a big LCD like our RS it can have three USB-ports and still suck.

Plus Roland gear, like Akai, is always overpriced...IMHO. E.g. it´s 
ridiculous that the JP8080 still cost as much as a Waldorf uQ-Key 
nowadays...

Just my 2 cents.

Tom
| 6920|6918|2002-09-20 08:57:10|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7K gets a new competitor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > check diz out: the new MC909

And by the way...you sure you don´t mean the MC09????
| 6921|6909|2002-09-20 09:39:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern chain convert problem|
On Thursday 19 September 2002 10:51, sonemotif wrote:

> bueno estenti!
>
> is anyone else getting an error when you convert a
> pattern chain to a song - one of my tracks (a customised
> keyboard voice)just comes out as bad constant noise isnt
> this thing meant to transpose exactly as in the pattern?

Problems like these have been reported before.
Try this: 
1. Create a scene in your pattern that holds the initial 
sounds. 
2. Recall this scene in the pattern chain.

http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf
http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf


3. Convert the chain to song.

- Robert
| 6922|6910|2002-09-20 09:46:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: step monitoring, how to put a rest|
On Thursday 19 September 2002 12:05, heuvelhoofdig wrote:

> hey,
>
> I've recently bought a rs7000 but have some problems.
>
> 1) Is it possible to monitor a note or drumsound before
> you place it in the beat graph of the step record mode?
>
> 2) I've recorded an 8measure user phrase wich contain
> samples, if I set the pattern lenght to 9, the user
> phrase contains also data for measure 9. How can I put in
> a silent measure?

Since the pattern is now 9 bars long and the phrase only 8, 
you hear the first bar of the repeating phrase at the end 
of your pattern. So you have to extend the length of the 
phrase to 9 bars as well. Use the Append Phrase job for 
this, by appending an empty 1-bar phrase to the end of your 
8-bar phrase. Page 146 of the english manual. 

- Robert
| 6923|6913|2002-09-20 09:47:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Wednesday 18 September 2002 23:19, John G wrote:

> djflash
> 33
> pc user
> just got rs7000

Well done. ;)

- Robert
| 6924|6887|2002-09-20 09:51:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Bag|
On Wednesday 18 September 2002 14:48, seikopat wrote:

> Another little question which until now I could not
> figure out myself : how do you select all the drumparts
> and/or all the synthparts (for example to filter all
> drumparts at the same time)... I see ALL, 1-8 and 9-16
> underneath the first three black keys but I don't find
> how to use this.

Errr, track-select + ALL? Never tried it, actually.

>
> Another one : is it possible to change the volume of the
> metronome ?

Nope, but you're not alone. ;)

- Robert
| 6925|6918|2002-09-20 11:10:15|Michelle|Re: RS7K gets a new competitor|
Hi Tom,

Thanks for your help again. Latif did mean the MC-*9*09, the MC-09 is the 
phraselab one already out i believe but this is supposed to be the successo= 
r 
to the MC-505 and other grooveboxes Roland's put out, and it's supposed to = 

inspire fear, because of the numbers 909 or something ;). Roland high-end 
gear tends to be overpriced, I don't know why the JP-8080 is still selling = 
for so 
much.

But some Akai gear has dropped in price dramatically as of late... have you= 

checked out the latest prices for the Z8 Sampler? It's only like $1,600 U.S= 
. and 
that includes 256 (or is it 272 in some places?) megs of RAM and a 60 gig 
hard drive.. maybe they weren't selling earlier or something. Of course, th= 
at's 
not such a good deal when you compare it to software samplers which are 



gaining in popularity. But even E-mu's site has their E4 Ultra Platinum for= 
like 
$2,000 but that's a used model. Soft synths/samplers would be beneficial to= 

even those of us who use them because they'd help lower the prices on 
hardware anyway (even though it's true the prices of some software products= 

rival hardware ones, i.e. Melodyne).
Best,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > check diz out: the new MC909
> > 
> > http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf
> 
> I really want to kick the webdesigner from Roland into their butt. 
> Where´s the info on this §$%§"%site about the MC909? It´s just 
> playing some stupid sounds, flashing left and right and make me very 
> aggressive...>:D
> 
> Anyhow, from my experience do Roland Groovebox usually have a very 
> bad userinterface...so it can have zillions of functions more than 
> the RS until it´s not well packed in a good intuitive interface with 
> a big LCD like our RS it can have three USB-ports and still suck.
> 
> Plus Roland gear, like Akai, is always overpriced...IMHO. E.g. it´s 
> ridiculous that the JP8080 still cost as much as a Waldorf uQ-Key 
> nowadays...
> 
> Just my 2 cents.
> 
> Tom

| 6926|6918|2002-09-20 11:22:47|Latif|no it's really MC909 :P|
Hi Michelle and group

no it's really a new groovebox called MC909
it will be presented as of 5 october
this fellow here programmed patches and sequences
http://www.ethnicrobot.com

and yes there is indeed a new phrase thingy alled like that the MC09
but the MC909 is that new, that there's not much to see of it yet 
accept the link i mentioned before.

http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf

but anywayzzz.. like i said, it can be new a funk enough, but if they 
haven't fixed the former midi-clock problems ( that evolved day by 
day in the 505) then it will be a flop again, that thing (505) really 
let me down many times on stage!!! boohooo hahahaha

--- In RS7000@y..., "Michelle" wrote:
Latif did mean the MC-*9*09, the MC-09 is the 
> phraselab one already out i believe but this is supposed to be the 
successo=
> r 
> to the MC-505 and other grooveboxes Roland's put out, and it's 
supposed to =
> 
> inspire fear, because of the numbers 909 or something ;). Roland 
high-end 
> gear tends to be overpriced, I don't know why the JP-8080 is still 
selling =
> for so 
> much.
> 
> But some Akai gear has dropped in price dramatically as of late... 
have you=
> 
> checked out the latest prices for the Z8 Sampler? It's only like 
$1,600 U.S=

http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf
http://www.ethnicrobot.com/
http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf


> . and 
> that includes 256 (or is it 272 in some places?) megs of RAM and a 
60 gig 
> hard drive.. maybe they weren't selling earlier or something. Of 
course, th=
> at's 
> not such a good deal when you compare it to software samplers which 
are 
> gaining in popularity. But even E-mu's site has their E4 Ultra 
Platinum for=
> like 
> $2,000 but that's a used model. Soft synths/samplers would be 
beneficial to=
> 
> even those of us who use them because they'd help lower the prices 
on 
> hardware anyway (even though it's true the prices of some software 
products=
> 
> rival hardware ones, i.e. Melodyne).
> Best,
> 
> 
> Michelle

| 6927|6927|2002-09-20 11:25:51|Latif|track-select + ALL (for seikopat)|
Hi, about filtering all tracks at ones.
it does work indeed...
normally the print ALL 1-8 9-16 ,ment as a guide for the mutes
but if you press track select and ALL and keep them pressed, you can 
filter all tracks at ones 
heheheh :P
have fun!

Latif
| 6928|6928|2002-09-20 11:29:49|Latif|errr forgot some|
'normally the print ALL 1-8 9-16 ,ment as a guide for the mutes'

on the RM1X that is ghehehe
anywayz

laterrrr
| 6929|6918|2002-09-20 11:35:13|Uwe Jülich|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|
Hallo,

the best thing of the Roland-boxes was: the synth engine! Full editing, even
on the D2. I had the MC 307 (which has the same sounds like the 505) and the
D2, their synth engine was really great. I had never some Midi-timing
problems on this, and believe me, I torched them to the limit! But the
sequencer was a pain! This let me sell the groovebox line and switched me to
Yamaha. If I had a better synth engine on my RS 7000, I would love it
more...I'm experimenting with some samples at the moment...but if it comes
to pitched voices it's dissapointing...I'm looking forward to the 909, and I
will give it a chance...If the sequencer is better than on the older
machines, perhaps my RS7000 is for sale...

Greetings...

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2002 7:22 PM
Subject: [RS7000] no it's really MC909 :P

> Hi Michelle and group
>
> no it's really a new groovebox called MC909
> it will be presented as of 5 october
> this fellow here programmed patches and sequences
> http://www.ethnicrobot.com
>
> and yes there is indeed a new phrase thingy alled like that the MC09
> but the MC909 is that new, that there's not much to see of it yet
> accept the link i mentioned before.
>
> http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.ethnicrobot.com/
http://www.roland.co.uk/gr10/mc/base.swf


>
> but anywayzzz.. like i said, it can be new a funk enough, but if they
> haven't fixed the former midi-clock problems ( that evolved day by
> day in the 505) then it will be a flop again, that thing (505) really
> let me down many times on stage!!! boohooo hahahaha
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Michelle" wrote:
> Latif did mean the MC-*9*09, the MC-09 is the
> > phraselab one already out i believe but this is supposed to be the
> successo=
> > r
> > to the MC-505 and other grooveboxes Roland's put out, and it's
> supposed to =
> >
> > inspire fear, because of the numbers 909 or something ;). Roland
> high-end
> > gear tends to be overpriced, I don't know why the JP-8080 is still
> selling =
> > for so
> > much.
> >
> > But some Akai gear has dropped in price dramatically as of late...
> have you=
> >
> > checked out the latest prices for the Z8 Sampler? It's only like
> $1,600 U.S=
> > . and
> > that includes 256 (or is it 272 in some places?) megs of RAM and a
> 60 gig
> > hard drive.. maybe they weren't selling earlier or something. Of
> course, th=
> > at's
> > not such a good deal when you compare it to software samplers which
> are
> > gaining in popularity. But even E-mu's site has their E4 Ultra
> Platinum for=
> > like
> > $2,000 but that's a used model. Soft synths/samplers would be
> beneficial to=
> >
> > even those of us who use them because they'd help lower the prices
> on
> > hardware anyway (even though it's true the prices of some software
> products=
> >
> > rival hardware ones, i.e. Melodyne).
> > Best,
> >
> >
> > Michelle
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 6930|6918|2002-09-20 12:13:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7K gets a new competitor|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > 
> > > check diz out: the new MC909

And for all who might think now...uuuuh new toy better than RS? 
Listen (Quicktime movies) to Tom Middleton (UK producer) how he 
tweaks the heck out of the RS...and he didn´t even started about all 
the features of the sequencer...:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/dance_production/index.asp
| 6931|6918|2002-09-20 12:39:45|Bruno Carlos|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|
There you go, some pictures of the beast (or not):
http://www.the-abc.de/
| 6932|6918|2002-09-20 13:03:04|wasted|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|

>There you go, some pictures of the beast (or not):
>http://www.the-abc.de/

Wow, Roland FINALLY learned how to add a REAL SIZED screen to it's 
grooveboxes. Sorry, but a 3 character LED (ala MC303) or a 3 character 
LED and 1 or 2 line 14 character LCD (ala MC505) are not good enough to 
get deep enough into the boxes for serious power using, no matter how 
good the sounds are. That's why I've always went with Yamaha so far. 
Even though the big 3 music manufacturers customer service all leave 
something to be desired, at least Yamaha knows how to maximize user 
interface issues for the most part. While I probably would agree that 
Roland has the edge on phatter internal sounds, their interface has 
always seemed to be simplistic, even going all the way back to the 
original TR808/909, TB303. Great sounds, but I've always had a thing 
for Yamaha's larger, more info oriented displays on it's devices. But 
to each their own. I'm just happy to see Roland having a real-sized 
screen for a music creation (read: Groove) box, and not only on it's VS 
HD recorder line of products. All just my $.02.

Nice pictures by the way. Wonder how much it'll cost. Not that I'll 
buy it (I need to use what I already have), but am curious.

--wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 6933|6918|2002-09-20 13:11:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Bruno Carlos" wrote:

> There you go, some pictures of the beast (or not):
> http://www.the-abc.de/

hey, you were quicker...:)

Looks like a mix of 505 and Fantom and MC09. 

IMHO even if the sequencer is better than on the old 505, the whole 
thing won´t still be able to beat the RS sequencer-wise. And i would 
guess teh sampler is jsut a simple phrase sampler. Again listen to 
Tom Middleton ( i posted the link earlier) praise about the RS and 
consider that Roland takes 50% more for their gear than Yamaha and 
offers usually 50% less.
If the synth engine is what people will pull to the 909...then why 
bother buying a 909...by a XV2020 for much less money...:'))

IMHO the new MC is a competitor for the RS, but one that can´t beat 
the RS. So far the RS is deep, very very deep and versatile 
sequencer, synth and sampler. Hard to beat that. Even Akai didn´t 
made it with their new MPC.

It was to be expected though that the prices for hardware-sampler 
would drop, since software sampler can do so much for much less money.
Still i would always go hardware and when i have the need for 
something more sampling power than the RS offers me right now, i am 
sure i will check the s/h market for a Emu. I think a few weeks ago i 
saw a EMU 6400 fully expanded on eBay for 1200 Euro...

Tom
| 6934|6918|2002-09-20 13:21:20|Uwe Jülich|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|
-IMHO even if the sequencer is better than on the old 505, the whole
-thing won´t still be able to beat the RS sequencer-wise.

How can you know this? We have to wait for some serious test.

-guess teh sampler is jsut a simple phrase sampler.

You can see this on the pic?

-If the synth engine is what people will pull to the 909...then why -
-bother buying a 909...by a XV2020 for much less money...:'))

I want a "all-in-one" box

http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/dance_production/index.asp
http://www.the-abc.de/
http://www.the-abc.de/
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://www.the-abc.de/


-IMHO the new MC is a competitor for the RS, but one that can´t beat
-the RS. So far the RS is deep, very very deep and versatile
-sequencer, synth and sampler. Hard to beat that. Even Akai didn´t
-made it with their new MPC.

you haven't seen the box, but you can say : the rs is
better.....mmmmmmmmhhhhhhhh
to mpc: this thing sounds much better than the rs, but the price is higher
than I can pay

peace and greetings from cologne,

uwe
| 6935|6918|2002-09-20 13:28:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:

> Wonder how much it'll cost. Not that I'll 
> buy it (I need to use what I already have), but am curious.

Well, considering the price, the 505 costs right now (1300Euro (the 
RS 1350Euro) i would say...app. 2500Euro list price. and probably 
2100 street price.
| 6936|6918|2002-09-20 13:37:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: no it's really MC909 :P|
--- In RS7000@y..., Uwe Jülich wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> -IMHO even if the sequencer is better than on the old 505, the whole
> -thing won´t still be able to beat the RS sequencer-wise.
> 
> How can you know this? We have to wait for some serious test.

I guess they ripped the one out of the Fantom.

> 
> -guess teh sampler is jsut a simple phrase sampler.
> 
> You can see this on the pic?

I said i guess...and on one of the closeup shots you can see the 
sampling section, doesn´t look too complicated to me. Question is 
what that thing is hidding in the menu-structure.
And not to mention, Roland has since the VP9000 not done any "real" 
sampler so this would be the first time after a couple of years.

> 
> -If the synth engine is what people will pull to the 909...then 

why -

> -bother buying a 909...by a XV2020 for much less money...:'))
> 
> I want a "all-in-one" box

Ok, but i said, if the synth engine ONLY is attracting people to the 
909, they can also get a XV.

> -IMHO the new MC is a competitor for the RS, but one that can´t beat
> -the RS. So far the RS is deep, very very deep and versatile
> -sequencer, synth and sampler. Hard to beat that. Even Akai didn´t
> -made it with their new MPC.
> 
> you haven't seen the box, but you can say : the rs is
> better.....mmmmmmmmhhhhhhhh

Well...i said IMHO (In My Humble Opinion) and i would like to add, as 
far as my experiences go with Roland products. You dont´need to agree.
And sure i haven´t seen the box. But that´s my opinion now. Doesn´t 
mean i wouldn´t change it later on.

> to mpc: this thing sounds much better than the rs, but the price is 

higher

> than I can pay



Sounds just as good as the material you put in :) 

> peace and greetings from cologne,

have a good weekend and greetings from Hamburg,

Tom
| 6937|6937|2002-09-20 13:47:28|tompaulsen2002|SM-RS7-03 Electronic Beatz Pattern Presets for purchase here:|
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/thoiw2_artikel-156464.html
| 6938|6918|2002-09-21 00:21:48|r_s_7_k|Actually the Truth is ...|
that Roland usually has better quality for less money in the 
groovebox market, look at the sp-808, and the sp-505 is a fuckin steal
at that price for what it does and for anybody needing a drum machine 
or phrase sampler that can do more than just phrase sampling, an 
excellent value, so the mc-909 is probably going to blow the top off 
when it comes to price, roland is very good at that.

that said

It will have to be a monster for me to trade my RS for one, But I'm 
definitely thinking about adding one to my Rs, if the rumored features
about it are true- 16 tracks, large smartmedia storage/use like ram
with all that controll that it looks like it has, anybody looking to 
get a second RS would be a fool not to check it out.
times are very good arent they boys, we've got software co competing 
against each other like crazy and hardware co competing against 
software, and winxp and mac osx. what a wonderful time to be a fuckin 
musician.

peace everybody and good music to you
| 6939|6918|2002-09-21 00:33:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Actually the Truth is ...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> that Roland usually has better quality for less money in the 
> groovebox market, 

I wouldn't dare and call it "truth" it's more your personal 
opinion and i don't agree with you.

>look at the sp-808, and the sp-505 is a fuckin steal
> at that price for what it does and for anybody needing a drum 

machine 

> or phrase sampler that can do more than just phrase sampling, 

an 

> excellent value, 

Well it depends on what you are after. You can't compare teh 
SP808 or SP505 with the RS. The concept of those units is 
different. If you want to compare take the MC505. And that thing 
is overpriced! Just like the JP80x0 compared to other VA's.

> so the mc-909 is probably going to blow the top off 
> when it comes to price, roland is very good at that.

In your opinion.

> that said
> 
> It will have to be a monster for me to trade my RS for one, But 

I'm 

> definitely thinking about adding one to my Rs, if the rumored 

features

> about it are true- 16 tracks, large smartmedia storage/use 

like ram

> with all that controll that it looks like it has, anybody 

looking to 

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/thoiw2_artikel-156464.html


> get a second RS would be a fool not to check it out.

Or consider for the same amount the MC909 will cost the 
MPC4k...or....get a Notebook with Logic...;)

> times are very good arent they boys, we've got software co 

competing 

> against each other like crazy and hardware co competing against 
> software, and winxp and mac osx. what a wonderful time to be a 

fuckin 

> musician.

I'll can not more than agree with you here. 

> peace everybody and good music to you

And have a good weekend!

Tom
| 6940|6918|2002-09-21 02:40:02|Michelle|Re: Actually the Truth is ...|
In my of course very humble opinion, Roland's price is often too high or too 
low depending on what product you are looking at. the MC-505 was quite 
overpriced for some time (being $1000 U.S. for a number of years without a 
drop - compare that to the Emu "grooveboxes" which are down to $700 
already!) ,and prolly still is. But some of their synths, i.e. Xp-30, are a great 
buy. The problem with them, often, is that they tend to leave essential features 
out to "cripple" (sorry if this is a harsh word choice) their technology. They'll 
often add in something enticing and new or leave something out.. and what's 
with that Fantom and the floppy drive? I know, I know, backwards 
compatibility, but just plain *backwards* to me.

The JP-80x0 is overpriced, I would agree. If you want a cheap, easy Roland 
groovebox, I hear it's hard to go wrong with the D2 for 200-something dollars 
right now as long as you program the grooves from within your computer and 
export them ;).

I would agree with Tom that the MC-909, even at this tentative point, would 
seem to be a good complimentary unit to the RS7000. If you want to mix 
between the two like turntables (forgive my crude terminology) instead of 
having the redundancy of an extra RS7000 if in fact you want to try something 
new. I know I'm curious about the MC-909! ( The annoying skipping between 
switching styles on the RS7000 bugs me, I know nothing can really be done 
about this so... yeah.)

Best,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> > that Roland usually has better quality for less money in the 
> > groovebox market, 
> I wouldn't dare and call it "truth" it's more your personal 
> opinion and i don't agree with you.
> 
> >look at the sp-808, and the sp-505 is a fuckin steal
> > at that price for what it does and for anybody needing a drum 
> machine 
> > or phrase sampler that can do more than just phrase sampling, 
> an 
> > excellent value, 
> 
> Well it depends on what you are after. You can't compare teh 
> SP808 or SP505 with the RS. The concept of those units is 
> different. If you want to compare take the MC505. And that thing 
> is overpriced! Just like the JP80x0 compared to other VA's.
> 
> > so the mc-909 is probably going to blow the top off 
> > when it comes to price, roland is very good at that.
> In your opinion.
> 



> 
> > that said
> > 
> > It will have to be a monster for me to trade my RS for one, But 
> I'm 
> > definitely thinking about adding one to my Rs, if the rumored 
> features
> > about it are true- 16 tracks, large smartmedia storage/use 
> like ram
> > with all that controll that it looks like it has, anybody 
> looking to 
> > get a second RS would be a fool not to check it out.
> 
> Or consider for the same amount the MC909 will cost the 
> MPC4k...or....get a Notebook with Logic...;)
> 
> > times are very good arent they boys, we've got software co 
> competing 
> > against each other like crazy and hardware co competing against 
> > software, and winxp and mac osx. what a wonderful time to be a 
> fuckin 
> > musician.
> 
> I'll can not more than agree with you here. 
> 
> > peace everybody and good music to you
> 
> And have a good weekend!
> 
> Tom

| 6941|6941|2002-09-21 03:30:07|sod6969|lost filter settings while converting to song|
Hi :-)

I've got one problem while converting a pattern chain to a song.
For example track 2 has a high pass filter in pattern chain mode and 
after converting the chain to a song all filter settings are set to 
the default values. hmmm..
Any solutions?

Thanks in advance.
sod
| 6942|6941|2002-09-21 04:10:41|sod6969|Re: lost filter settings while converting to song|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sod6969" wrote:

> Hi :-)
> 
> I've got one problem while converting a pattern chain to a song.
> For example track 2 has a high pass filter in pattern chain mode 

and 

> after converting the chain to a song all filter settings are set to 
> the default values. hmmm..
> Any solutions?
> 
> Thanks in advance.
> sod

So I decided to send some sysex data to set the filter type.
This also doesn't work. Filter type is set to high pass by sysex data 
and then immediately back to the default settings.
Whats wrong?

sod
| 6943|6918|2002-09-21 06:56:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: Actually the Truth is ...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Michelle" wrote:

> buy. The problem with them, often, is that they tend to leave 

essential features 

> out to "cripple" (sorry if this is a harsh word choice) their 

technology.

Not too harsh, when e.g. like someone already pointed out, the MIDI-
timing is not stable. And the interface of Roland gear always tend to 
be too complicated.



> with that Fantom and the floppy drive? I know, I know, backwards 
> compatibility, but just plain *backwards* to me.

True, a ZIP drive would have been more actual, but since the Fantom 
doesn´t has a sampler, i guess it´s enough to save MIDI files.

> The JP-80x0 is overpriced, I would agree. If you want a cheap, easy 

Roland 

> groovebox, I hear it's hard to go wrong with the D2 for 200-

something dollars 

> right now as long as you program the grooves from within your 

computer and 

> export them ;).

And it really has the full JV synth-engine? Can you fully program it 
from an software editor?

> I would agree with Tom that the MC-909, even at this tentative 

Oops, i didn´t say this...

>( The annoying skipping between 
> switching styles on the RS7000 bugs me, I know nothing can really 

be done 

> about this so... yeah.)

Well, if i am right and they put the Fantom sequencer in the MC909 
without any changes, there won´t be any pattern or somethign too 
loop. But i guess they will mix that sequencer with the pattern based 
sequencer from the MC505. If it´s done properly and the MIDI-timing 
is stable, for sure i agree it might a nice addition to the RS, 
depending also how they implement the sampler, and what features the 
sampler has, and if it´s going to be a "pitch"-sampler like the RS 
one or just a phrase sampler, like in the MC09. Also IMHO it would be 
great, since they provide it with USB port if you can edit samples 
directly with a software and load them into the 909. That would 
indeed be something good and new. But i agree with you Michelle, 
quite often Roland does make a good synth but leaves out something 
that would make it even better. But hey...Yamaha is not better when 
it comes to this. And actually i don´t know any gear that is perfect 
(except a NL3 ;)

La Tom
| 6944|6927|2002-09-21 16:20:22|djboy112st|Re: track-select + ALL (for seikopat)|
Cool beans, man. I learn something new every day.. This is probably 
in the manual, but I still think it would be a good idea for someone 
(perhaps even myself, but i am pretty new to this so i dont really 
trust myself to get it right) to come up with a FAQ-type list of all 
the hot-keys and key-combination functions and "tricks" for quick 
reference..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Hi, about filtering all tracks at ones.
> it does work indeed...
> normally the print ALL 1-8 9-16 ,ment as a guide for the mutes
> but if you press track select and ALL and keep them pressed, you 
can 
> filter all tracks at ones 
> heheheh :P
> have fun!
> 
> Latif

| 6945|6918|2002-09-22 03:11:13|Michelle|Re: Actually the Truth is ...|



> > with that Fantom and the floppy drive? I know, I know, backwards 
> > compatibility, but just plain *backwards* to me.
> True, a ZIP drive would have been more actual, but since the Fantom 
> doesn´t has a sampler, i guess it´s enough to save MIDI files.

Zip used to be hot but after the click of death and all, and lately, it's j= 
ust really 
gone downhill. Memory cards ... ah... not perfect, but clearly gaining in 
popularity thanks to their consumer availability in digicams etc.

> > I would agree with Tom that the MC-909, even at this tentative 
> 
> Oops, i didn´t say this...

My apologies, I ran on a sentence.

> Well, if i am right and they put the Fantom sequencer in the MC909 
> without any changes, there won´t be any pattern or somethign too 
> loop. But i guess they will mix that sequencer with the pattern based 
> sequencer from the MC505. If it´s done properly and the MIDI-timing 
> is stable, for sure i agree it might a nice addition to the RS, 
> depending also how they implement the sampler, and what features the 
> sampler has, and if it´s going to be a "pitch"-sampler like the RS 
> one or just a phrase sampler, like in the MC09. Also IMHO it would be 
> great, since they provide it with USB port if you can edit samples 
> directly with a software and load them into the 909. That would 
> indeed be something good and new. But i agree with you Michelle, 
> quite often Roland does make a good synth but leaves out something 
> that would make it even better. But hey...Yamaha is not better when 
> it comes to this. And actually i don´t know any gear that is perfect 
> (except a NL3 ;)

NL3 would be even better with... Novation independent full-on effects (with= 

perhaps more quality on the reverb as some have pointed out ;) ). A killer = 

onboard verb, if it didn't cost too much extra, per PART, would be a benefi= 
t.

In any case, let's wait and see... or hear as the case may be. Regarding th= 
e 
D2 I do not believe it is a full Super Jv synth engine, something scaled do= 
wn 
but it is a good bargain for the price (a "precious toy" one might say).

Best,

Michelle
| 6946|6918|2002-09-22 03:15:13|Uwe Jülich|Re: Actually the Truth is ...|
down

I had the D2 for 4 weeks. The Synth engine is exactly the same as in mc505.
But you can only program it
with an editor for the 505.

greetings, Uwe
| 6947|6941|2002-09-22 06:45:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lost filter settings while converting to song|
On Saturday 21 September 2002 11:30, sod6969 wrote:

> Hi :-)
>
> I've got one problem while converting a pattern chain to
> a song. For example track 2 has a high pass filter in
> pattern chain mode and after converting the chain to a
> song all filter settings are set to the default values.
> hmmm..
> Any solutions?

I ansewered to a similar question a couple of messages ago. 
Try to use a Scene memory that defines the initial voice 
settings. Recall this scene at the start of your pattern 
chain, and then convert to song.

Let us know if this worked for you.

- Robert



| 6948|6941|2002-09-22 06:53:08|sod6969|Re: lost filter settings while converting to song|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 21 September 2002 11:30, sod6969 wrote:
> > Hi :-)
> >
> > I've got one problem while converting a pattern chain to
> > a song. For example track 2 has a high pass filter in
> > pattern chain mode and after converting the chain to a
> > song all filter settings are set to the default values.
> > hmmm..
> > Any solutions?
> 
> I ansewered to a similar question a couple of messages ago. 
> Try to use a Scene memory that defines the initial voice 
> settings. Recall this scene at the start of your pattern 
> chain, and then convert to song.
> 
> Let us know if this worked for you.
> 
> - Robert

Thanks for your response.
I did read it and I checked it but it doesn't work!

I tried some more solutions and I found this one:
Remove all programm changes from your song and it will work.
It looks like that a pc command will reset the voice settings.

sod
| 6949|6941|2002-09-22 07:22:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lost filter settings while converting to song|
On Sunday 22 September 2002 14:53, sod6969 wrote:

> Thanks for your response.
> I did read it and I checked it but it doesn't work!
>
> I tried some more solutions and I found this one:
> Remove all programm changes from your song and it will
> work. It looks like that a pc command will reset the
> voice settings.

Thanks for letting us know.
- Robert
| 6950|1220|2002-09-22 08:17:59|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /misc/RS7k.patchscript.Cubase.1.00.rar 
Uploaded by : wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de> 
Description : Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/RS7k.patchscript.Cubase.1.00.rar 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de>
| 6951|6951|2002-09-22 08:23:51|wthor@gmx.de|Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
Hi everyone,
I just finished and uploaded the patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX.

Have fun using it and let me know if something doesn´t work.

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6952|6951|2002-09-22 09:14:53|Uwe Jülich|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|

Lot of work, wasn't it?

mailto:wthor@gmx.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/RS7k.patchscript.Cubase.1.00.rar
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:wthor@gmx.de


Works fine here. Just missed the ability to select the sample-bank...easy to
add by myself.
Anyway, great work! Thanks very much!

greetings from cologne and keep groovin' ;-))

Uwe
| 6953|1220|2002-09-22 10:05:03|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /misc/RS7k.patchscript.Cubase.1.1.rar 
Uploaded by : wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de> 
Description : Patchscript 1.1 for Cubase 5.x / SX 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/RS7k.patchscript.Cubase.1.1.rar 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de>
| 6954|6951|2002-09-22 10:11:54|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
Whoops, I´ve forgotten about that.
However, Version 1.1 uploaded to file section.

1.1 Improvements:
local and global Sample Voices added.

Everyone feel free to customize it, you can copy the original RS7000.txt to RS7k-personal.txt for example then edit (For example for entering your personal global
Samples if you´ve a permanent setup)

Greetings from Karlsruhe, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Uwe Jülich 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2002 5:14 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX

Lot of work, wasn't it?

Works fine here. Just missed the ability to select the sample-bank...easy to
add by myself.
Anyway, great work! Thanks very much!

greetings from cologne and keep groovin' ;-))

Uwe
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6955|6951|2002-09-22 11:13:00|Uwe Jülich|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|

<1.1 Improvements:

hehe, you should work for microsoft...then they can see what service is ;-))
Thanks again !
| 6956|6956|2002-09-22 11:24:02|Uwe Jülich|rs patchscript|
Hallo WThor,

can I give the file to the Cubase VST / SX - Mailinglist?
The script works fine...

Uwe
| 6957|6951|2002-09-22 11:24:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
On Sunday 22 September 2002 19:13, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> hehe, you should work for microsoft...then they can see
> what service is ;-)) Thanks again !

Mention that M word once more and you'll be removed from 
this list.

- Robert (kidding)
| 6958|6951|2002-09-22 11:29:10|Uwe Jülich|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|

> Mention that M word once more and you'll be removed from 
> this list.

M*******t will make the next OS-Update for the RS7000...is this a rumor?

Uwe (kidding too)
| 6959|6951|2002-09-22 11:31:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
On Sunday 22 September 2002 19:29, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> > Mention that M word once more and you'll be removed
> > from this list.
>
> M*******t will make the next OS-Update for the
> RS7000...is this a rumor?

If you expect an *update* instead of a *downgrade*, this 
must be a lie.

- Robert
| 6960|6960|2002-09-22 13:25:52|battterias|(no subject)|
Does anyone have the cubase patchlist BUT with the DRUM KEYS named 
so you can use the drum editor???
| 6961|1104|2002-09-22 14:26:55|wthor@gmx.de|Re: (unknown)|
I should´ve known...

You see, no one can own what doesn´t exist. Yamaha for unknown reasons is not able to do that simple task (don´t they know the use of practica ?)
So, if someone might post a .txt file we could have a look at this. Where on Yamaha might those .txts be ?

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: battterias 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2002 9:25 PM
Subject: [RS7000] (unknown)

Does anyone have the cubase patchlist BUT with the DRUM KEYS named 
so you can use the drum editor???
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6962|1220|2002-09-22 20:50:10|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /misc/Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 
Uploaded by : wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de> 
Description : Customized Cubase SX template plus patchscript 1.1 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de>
| 6963|1220|2002-09-22 21:10:44|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /misc/Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 
Uploaded by : wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de> 
Description : Cubase Template plus patchscript 1.1 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

wthor23 <wthor@gmx.de>
| 6964|6956|2002-09-22 21:15:26|wthor@gmx.de|Re: rs patchscript|
Saw the announcement - news spread fast these days ;)

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Uwe Jülich 
To: _RS7000 Yahoo-Group 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2002 7:24 PM
Subject: [RS7000] rs patchscript

Hallo WThor,

can I give the file to the Cubase VST / SX - Mailinglist?
The script works fine...

Uwe
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6965|6965|2002-09-22 21:23:21|wthor@gmx.de|"Hybridizer" pack for RS7k.Cubase.SX|
I just did a custom template for Cubase SX which fits well with the patchscript - isup.

Q: What is it ?
A: A Template which is usefull for my way of working - RS7k in Pattern mode, SX for the song structure.
But maybe usefull for others too (?)

Explanation:
If you don´t switch between Styles within one song, this might be for you.
I´s the concept of letting the RS 7000 run in pattern mode, which is the mode I most like :) and "simulating"/realizing pattern chain/song mode in Cubase SX.
This might only make sense if you want that kind of Hybrid System I do of course, my target is - playing live I use Pattern Mode anyway - combining the positive features
of both Sequencers for -non-live work.
Cubase lacks of cool Pattern mode features, so this is the RS7k part of the game. The overall-organization is a cubase domain imho, so I want access to the arrangement
on Cubase basis.

The track "RS7k Sections" acts as library for the actual RS7k Section chain. Just copy the parts from the library one bar BEFORE the wanted change.

The RS7k mixer folder is basically containing 16 empty Midi Tracks routed to RS7k. But you can now use Cubases´ mixer to remote the TG mixer and even use the
automation features of Cubase.

If you want to record record your knob movements, decide if it´s pattern wise (go to RS) or song wise (for example overlapping several patterns) -> Record parts into the
RS7kmixer folder tracks.

Hope this isn´t too confusing after all, explaining things in english may not be my best skill ;)

Feedback welcome.

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6966|6966|2002-09-22 21:38:00|wthor@gmx.de|On that Drum map issue|
For a RS7k.DrumMap.for.Cubase.SX the first step would be getting hands on the list of the drum voices (yes the one that´s in the manual) as a file.
Unfortunately you can´t copy/paste it out of the Manual PDF (protected - against useful usage). 

Anyone able to deliver it ?

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6967|6966|2002-09-23 05:06:00|mmittner|Re: On that Drum map issue|
does that also work under nuendo? can't try it out cause i'm in the office = 
right now.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> For a RS7k.DrumMap.for.Cubase.SX the first step would be getting hands on= 
the list of the drum voices (yes the one that´s in the manual) as a file.
> Unfortunately you can´t copy/paste it out of the Manual PDF (protected - = 
against useful usage). 
> 
> Anyone able to deliver it ?
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6968|6968|2002-09-23 07:19:05|Stefan|Section change question|
hi folks,

just bought my rs7000 today! :-)
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did the tutorial in the manual. :-)

got one question (for now): in the shop where I played a little with 
that nice machine it was setup in a way that when I changed the 
section in pattern playback mode the new section won't start 
immediately but on the start of the next bar.
*my* rs7000 now plays the new section I select with the 2nd knob (or 
one of the black keys of the keyboard) immediately which is not what 
I want right now.
I didn't find anything in the manual about how to change this 
behaviour. Can somebody help out, pleeeeze??

Thanx,
Stefan (from Germany)
| 6969|6968|2002-09-23 09:05:27|Matt Fountain|Re: Section change question|
Hi Stefan

In the Utility screen you'll find a parameter called PATTERN QUANTIZE.
Change it to value 1 (for one measure). (quoted from the RS7000 faq page for
this user group)

check out this link:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

it has all the tips & tricks you need :-)

Matt

-----Original Message-----
From: Stefan [mailto:alcuin@gmx.net]
Sent: 21 September 2002 23:17
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Section change question

hi folks,

just bought my rs7000 today! :-)

did the tutorial in the manual. :-)

got one question (for now): in the shop where I played a little with
that nice machine it was setup in a way that when I changed the
section in pattern playback mode the new section won't start
immediately but on the start of the next bar.
*my* rs7000 now plays the new section I select with the 2nd knob (or
one of the black keys of the keyboard) immediately which is not what
I want right now.
I didn't find anything in the manual about how to change this
behaviour. Can somebody help out, pleeeeze??

Thanx,
Stefan (from Germany)
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| 6970|6968|2002-09-23 09:06:48|Uwe Jülich|Re: Section change question|
Hallo,

press the "Utility" button and the set "Pattern Quantize"to 1, this will do
it...
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greetings from cologne,

Uwe

----- Original Message -----
From: "Stefan" <alcuin@gmx.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2002 12:17 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Section change question

> hi folks,
>
> just bought my rs7000 today! :-)
>
> did the tutorial in the manual. :-)
>
> got one question (for now): in the shop where I played a little with
> that nice machine it was setup in a way that when I changed the
> section in pattern playback mode the new section won't start
> immediately but on the start of the next bar.
> *my* rs7000 now plays the new section I select with the 2nd knob (or
> one of the black keys of the keyboard) immediately which is not what
> I want right now.
> I didn't find anything in the manual about how to change this
> behaviour. Can somebody help out, pleeeeze??
>
> Thanx,
> Stefan (from Germany)
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 6971|6971|2002-09-23 09:50:46|S.A.S.|groove\quantise etc|
alrighty..

i may have missed something but does the RS have a function where you 
can apply 'groove' or 'feel' to a WHOLE pattern. like the way Rolands 
Groovebox did it?

at the moment i have to set 'swing' and 'groove' parameters 
individualy for each track which is tediuos..

cheers for any help..

Steve
| 6972|6972|2002-09-23 10:28:11|tompaulsen2002|OT: About US american politics|
Sorry for the OT. I thought it might be interesting for the US-
americans among us.

http://www.notinourname.net/events.html
| 6973|6971|2002-09-23 15:01:28|Latif|Re: groove\quantise etc|
Hi,
all realtime controllers can be applied to all tracks at once, track 
1 to 8 or 9 to 16.

just press track select+ section change A/B or C
keep them pressed and start tweaking...
but you might wanna set, a default scene memory first, so you can 
return to default mode at once.... like discribed in power users 
guide.

mailto:alcuin@gmx.net
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Have fun :-)
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "S.A.S." wrote:
> alrighty..
> 
> i may have missed something but does the RS have a function where 
you 
> can apply 'groove' or 'feel' to a WHOLE pattern. like the way 
Rolands 
> Groovebox did it?
> 
> at the moment i have to set 'swing' and 'groove' parameters 
> individualy for each track which is tediuos..
> 
> cheers for any help..
> 
> Steve

| 6974|6974|2002-09-23 16:00:06|arteghem|multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
Hi,
does the RS let you import multisamples AKAI programs? I understand 
that the RS does not support multi-layered programs but what about 
programs where for instance an instrument is sampled at every octave 
and mapped trough the keyboard.

If this is not possible, is there any alternatives??
thanks!
ol.
| 6975|6951|2002-09-23 16:29:47|djboy112st|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
Thank you. This file is extremely useful, and it was very nice of 
you to share it with all of us. I will definitely be using CUBASE a 
lot more often now that I have all the patchnames easily accessible 
with the click of a button.. Ahh.. hybrid production.. the greatest 
thing since the invention of the shortcut. heh =)

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> Hi everyone,
> I just finished and uploaded the patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX.
> 
> Have fun using it and let me know if something doesn´t work.

| 6976|6974|2002-09-23 16:44:47|djboy112st|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
If you're using a PC in kahootz with your RS, you can run battery and 
trigger those types of samples with the RS by assigning Battery to 
one of the output channels of the RS (eg track 14 of midi-out A) the 
good thing about battery is that it will run as a standalone 
application, it doesnt necessitate a software sequencer like cubase 
to run it. You can get very specific with the way samples are 
triggered when you're running battery, since that's all it's designed 
for.. 

I'd say the RS sampler is very nice, but if Yammie had made it 
perfect and feature-packed, the sales of their other gear would 
slide.. i mean, look at the price of this beast - pretty inexpensive 
for what it's capable of.

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> Hi,
> does the RS let you import multisamples AKAI programs? I understand 
> that the RS does not support multi-layered programs but what about 
> programs where for instance an instrument is sampled at every 
octave 
> and mapped trough the keyboard.
> 
> If this is not possible, is there any alternatives??
> thanks!
> ol.

| 6977|6971|2002-09-23 17:05:11|djboy112st|Re: groove\quantise etc|
Latif -
You just made my day by saying that.. haha.. you don't even 
know.. I've been tweaking around in cubase and on the RS at the same 



time and cubase tends to change the sounds ever so slightly when you 
play with the midi plugin options.. I got a piano sound in the rs to 
sound like bells from hell by messing with cubase, but after while it 
got annoying and i couldnt figure out how to get my sounds back to 
their "default" values.. Scene memory has just found its place in my 
pseudo-studio!! Right on!

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Hi,
> all realtime controllers can be applied to all tracks at once, 
track 
> 1 to 8 or 9 to 16.
> 
> just press track select+ section change A/B or C
> keep them pressed and start tweaking...
> but you might wanna set, a default scene memory first, so you can 
> return to default mode at once.... like discribed in power users 
> guide.
> 
> Have fun :-)
> Latif
> 
>

| 6978|6951|2002-09-24 08:54:26|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
Two useful infos for the patchscript:

1) If Cubase doesn´t recognize the patchscript, check if the file extension is .txt not .TXT because SX only recognizes .txt.
I don´t know how or why it has changed between me and his PC, but might be useful to know.

2) You need WinRar 3.x to decompress, 2.x won´t work.
Maybe next time it´ll be zipped for that reason.

I´ll make a little FAQ for the patch script and Hybrid Pack when I´ve time.
Hybrid Pack 1.1 is also about to come soon (sorry for updating so often)*g*

Same for the Drum map, thanx to the uploaded drum list (muchos gracias btw.), I´ll do it, when I´ve spare time.
But if anyone has time now, I won´t stop him ;) Just tell the list about it, not that 5 people are doing the same stupid work at the same time...

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 6979|6974|2002-09-24 09:01:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:

> Hi,
> does the RS let you import multisamples AKAI programs? I 

understand 

> that the RS does not support multi-layered programs but what 

about 

> programs where for instance an instrument is sampled at every 

octave 

> and mapped trough the keyboard.

I fear the RS simply can't read AKAI-programs. But can read the AKAI 
format. So you would have make your own programs.

> 
> If this is not possible, is there any alternatives??

As someone already said, Use the RS to trigger an external sampler. 
Battery, Gigasampler are the software alternatives, or any hardware 
sampler would do it as well (Akai S2000??? ;)

> thanks!
> ol.

| 6980|6951|2002-09-24 09:02:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> Two useful infos for the patchscript:
>



> Greetings, WThor
>

Thank you WThor for the work you invested! Good job. Glad to hvae 
you on this list!

Cheers, Tom (Moderator)
| 6981|6951|2002-09-24 12:11:02|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
Thanks in return for moderating this list - isup without it I would´ve sold this box, cause I wouldn´t have gotten into it.
And I still have some really stupid questions in my repertoire, believe me about that :=).

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2002 5:02 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> Two useful infos for the patchscript:
>
> Greetings, WThor
>

Thank you WThor for the work you invested! Good job. Glad to hvae 
you on this list!

Cheers, Tom (Moderator)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 6982|6951|2002-09-24 12:18:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Patchscript for Cubase 5.x / SX|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> Thanks in return for moderating this list - isup without it I 

would´ve sold this box, cause I wouldn´t have gotten into it.

> And I still have some really stupid questions in my repertoire, 

believe me about that :=).

Thank you for the flowers. This community is just so good because of 
all the positive input which is coming constantly in from the 
community itself. :)

Go ahead with your questions. 

Yours, Tom
| 6983|6974|2002-09-24 16:04:45|arteghem|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > does the RS let you import multisamples AKAI programs? I 
> understand 
> > that the RS does not support multi-layered programs but what 
> about 
> > programs where for instance an instrument is sampled at every 
> octave 
> > and mapped trough the keyboard.
> 
> I fear the RS simply can't read AKAI-programs. But can read the 

AKAI 

> format. So you would have make your own programs.

Any idea of the motif serie has a better support of AKAI programs?
| 6984|6974|2002-09-24 19:53:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:

> 
> Any idea of the motif serie has a better support of AKAI programs?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Dunno...i am sure on www.motifator.com they can tell...
| 6985|6985|2002-09-24 23:15:47|djboy112st|The RS7000 Internally Mounted SCSI HD Project|
I was reading the forums over there at www.motifator.com after Tom 
posted the site in his last message and found this:

http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl

Weird web address, but it DOES work. Check out the idea that this 
guy has to get an internal hdd mounted inside the RS7K.. If he can 
get this to work and actually manufacture an aftermarket modification 
kit, I would *definitely* take advantage of that.. Sounds like a 
grand idea.

/[ one30six ]\
| 6986|6986|2002-09-25 01:50:02|sod6969|first song made with my rs7000|
It's a dnb song:
http://195.145.33.140/crystal_gloss.mp3

sod
| 6987|6985|2002-09-25 07:55:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: The RS7000 Internally Mounted SCSI HD Project|
--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:

> I was reading the forums over there at www.motifator.com after Tom 
> posted the site in his last message and found this:
> 
> http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl

Very, very interesting! Thanks for the link!

Tom
| 6988|6988|2002-09-25 12:14:36|seikopat|Recycle to RS|
Hi all,

I have a problem trying to do the following :

For some types of loops I like chop them up in Recycle (instead of 
using the RS7000 slice job).
After chopping up I can save all the bits together with a midifile to 
play them.

But if I load the midifile in the RS it seems to overwrite some 
tracks on the RS7000; I would think that if for example I select 
track 15 before loading the midifile, the loaded midifile would be 
loaded as a user phrase in track 15 (the RS puts it in track one !?)

Then I want to import the soundbits in beginning from note C1 
onwards .

But if I play back the midifile it doesn't exactly play back the loop 
I chopped, only some bits of it.

It seems I'm doing something wrong somewhere.

My experience is that the RS slices very well loops with well defined 
beats, but for other types of loops I would rather do it with 
Recycle...hope someone can help me out on this.

Thanks,

Patrick

PS: for all those still sequencing in Cubase & Co and are afraid of 
going the hardware way with something like an RS7000 : I had the same 
fear for years (thought softsequencers were easier because everything 
was better visualized)...since I made the jump to the RS as sequencer 
I hardly use my computer for it anymore and I wish I had done this 
step long ago. What a relief to be able to make music without having 
to put my computer on ! I only use my computer for the final mixdown 
and to prepare my loops ; at which -due to the large screen- it beats 
every hardware sampler in editing facilities and useability. Just my 
opinion off course.
| 6989|6988|2002-09-25 14:58:18|Latif|Re: Recycle to RS|
Hi Patrick, you could try to load the midi file into an empty pattern 
first then fix the track properly.. then perform 'copy track' from 
job menu.
(ofcourse copy track from test pattern to work pattern)

but one other thing, even if you do all of this.. i don't think you 

http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl/
http://195.145.33.140/crystal_gloss.mp3
http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl/


will be able to load all slices into one track (at least not in the 
old RS7K OS), as soon as you import a sample (slice) it will be used 
as a pitched sample all over the track.

This is why you will have to use the slice function of the RS7K, 
unless they come up with the brilliant idea of allowing import of rex 
files in the next 2.0 update for RS7K :-))

This is also very anoing for the fact that one can slice within the 
RS7K but not save the sliced parts as a kit (only as individual 
samples) ,which makes it impossible to re-import your slices for use 
on a different track even when created within the RS7K.. very silly.

goodluck

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "seikopat" wrote:
> Hi all,
> 
> I have a problem trying to do the following :
> 
> For some types of loops I like chop them up in Recycle (instead of 
> using the RS7000 slice job).
> After chopping up I can save all the bits together with a midifile 
to 
> play them.
> 
> But if I load the midifile in the RS it seems to overwrite some 
> tracks on the RS7000; I would think that if for example I select 
> track 15 before loading the midifile, the loaded midifile would be 
> loaded as a user phrase in track 15 (the RS puts it in track one !?)
> 
> Then I want to import the soundbits in beginning from note C1 
> onwards .
> 
> But if I play back the midifile it doesn't exactly play back the 
loop 
> I chopped, only some bits of it.
> 
> It seems I'm doing something wrong somewhere.
> 
> My experience is that the RS slices very well loops with well 
defined 
> beats, but for other types of loops I would rather do it with 
> Recycle...hope someone can help me out on this.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Patrick
> 
> 
> PS: for all those still sequencing in Cubase & Co and are afraid of 
> going the hardware way with something like an RS7000 : I had the 
same 
> fear for years (thought softsequencers were easier because 
everything 
> was better visualized)...since I made the jump to the RS as 
sequencer 
> I hardly use my computer for it anymore and I wish I had done this 
> step long ago. What a relief to be able to make music without 
having 
> to put my computer on ! I only use my computer for the final 
mixdown 
> and to prepare my loops ; at which -due to the large screen- it 
beats 
> every hardware sampler in editing facilities and useability. Just 
my 
> opinion off course.

| 6990|6988|2002-09-25 15:02:48|ripe ....|Re: Recycle to RS|
I have been working with Yamaha Japan to write a Recycle<->RS7000 conversion 
utility.

Work hasn't started yet, but I will post more as I have it.

cheers
ripe



>From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Recycle to RS
>Date: Wed, 25 Sep 2002 20:58:15 -0000
>
>Hi Patrick, you could try to load the midi file into an empty pattern
>first then fix the track properly.. then perform 'copy track' from
>job menu.
>(ofcourse copy track from test pattern to work pattern)
>
>but one other thing, even if you do all of this.. i don't think you
>will be able to load all slices into one track (at least not in the
>old RS7K OS), as soon as you import a sample (slice) it will be used
>as a pitched sample all over the track.
>

_________________________________________________________________
Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: http://mobile.msn.com
| 6991|6988|2002-09-25 15:11:53|seikopat|Re: Recycle to RS|
Thanks for all the (quick) responses !
It seems I can't do what I had in mind.
Not being able to load different samples on the same track is a 
serious downside of this machine.

I love it anyway ;-)
| 6992|6988|2002-09-26 01:50:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recycle to RS|
On Wednesday 25 September 2002 22:58, Latif wrote:

> but one other thing, even if you do all of this.. i don't
> think you will be able to load all slices into one track
> (at least not in the old RS7K OS), as soon as you import
> a sample (slice) it will be used as a pitched sample all
> over the track.

That's incorrect. Simply turn knob 4 in the WAVE import 
screan to change the target from a Pitched to a Kit sample 
voice. That same knob specifies the note slot where you 
want the sample to land.

Not that I've ever tried it, but imo the import of sample 
slices and midi data from recycle is quite possible.

- Robert
| 6993|6988|2002-09-26 02:23:00|seikopat|Re: Recycle to RS|
I wish this was true Robert but that's the way I've been trying it 
all the time, importing my sampleslices in different notes...it 
really seems that you can not import different samples on the same 
track (for example for building a drumkit of my own) or to be 
correct, you can import different samples but you can only play one 
of them ...allthough it is still impossible for me to believe this 
machine cannot do this I'm not succeeding to do it (what is the use 
of being able to import a sample at a specific note if it's the only 
sample you can use on that track ???)
Feels like I'm missing something but I've spend some hours allready 
trying to figure this out but with no luck.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 25 September 2002 22:58, Latif wrote:
> > but one other thing, even if you do all of this.. i don't
> > think you will be able to load all slices into one track
> > (at least not in the old RS7K OS), as soon as you import
> > a sample (slice) it will be used as a pitched sample all
> > over the track.
> 
> That's incorrect. Simply turn knob 4 in the WAVE import 
> screan to change the target from a Pitched to a Kit sample 
> voice. That same knob specifies the note slot where you 
> want the sample to land.
> 
> Not that I've ever tried it, but imo the import of sample 
> slices and midi data from recycle is quite possible.
> 
> - Robert

| 6994|6986|2002-09-26 02:27:39|Tony Petersen|Re: first song made with my rs7000|
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nice work buster i enjoyed your track... well done and keep at it. 

>>> sod6969@yahoo.de 09/25/02 05:49pm >>>

It's a dnb song:
http://195.145.33.140/crystal_gloss.mp3 

sod
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| 6995|6988|2002-09-26 02:46:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recycle to RS|
On Thursday 26 September 2002 10:22, seikopat wrote:

> I wish this was true Robert but that's the way I've been
> trying it all the time, importing my sampleslices in
> different notes...it really seems that you can not import
> different samples on the same track (for example for
> building a drumkit of my own) or to be correct, you can
> import different samples but you can only play one of
> them ...allthough it is still impossible for me to
> believe this machine cannot do this I'm not succeeding to
> do it (what is the use of being able to import a sample
> at a specific note if it's the only sample you can use on
> that track ???)
> Feels like I'm missing something but I've spend some
> hours allready trying to figure this out but with no
> luck.

It works, really.
Turn knob 4 (repeat knob 4) to change the PTCH text into a 
note number. That's all you missed.

- Robert
| 6996|6988|2002-09-26 02:48:44|Latif|Re: Recycle to RS|
Yes, correction, it is possible to load different samples into one 
track. (yes this would also mean that you can rebuild a rex midi-file 
on a track with it's slices, just build it in a empty pattern then 
copy track to pattern of choice)

I also should mention that i've updated my RS just lastnight, so i 
can not confirm if this works with the old OS too.

for those who haven't updated yet, please do so (the rightway 
ofcourse), cause your sampler will work better also.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 25 September 2002 22:58, Latif wrote:
> > but one other thing, even if you do all of this.. i don't
> > think you will be able to load all slices into one track
> > (at least not in the old RS7K OS), as soon as you import
> > a sample (slice) it will be used as a pitched sample all
> > over the track.
> 
> That's incorrect. Simply turn knob 4 in the WAVE import 
> screan to change the target from a Pitched to a Kit sample 
> voice. That same knob specifies the note slot where you 
> want the sample to land.
> 
> Not that I've ever tried it, but imo the import of sample 
> slices and midi data from recycle is quite possible.
> 
> - Robert
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| 6997|6997|2002-09-26 02:56:15|Latif|ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
Hi, here's a strange one.
ever since i installed the expansionboard AIEB2 (2 weeks now), my 
analog inputs have been disabled.. meaning i can only sample digital 
in or stereo out resample.
what ever i tried, there's just no signal input on the analog inputs.
this is not a problem for sampling, which in my setup can be done 
digital anyway, but for those who have no digital source it will be a 
problem.
further more this also disables live input to be mixed with RS 
internals.

Has anyone else that installed AIEB2 noticed this, or is it just my 
box that has this prob?

Latif
| 6998|6988|2002-09-26 03:03:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recycle to RS|
On Thursday 26 September 2002 10:48, Latif wrote:

> I also should mention that i've updated my RS just
> lastnight, so i can not confirm if this works with the
> old OS too.

I can, I still work with a dino version. ;)

- Robert
| 6999|6997|2002-09-26 03:04:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
Did you factory-reset the RS after you installed the AIEB2?

- Robert

On Thursday 26 September 2002 10:56, Latif wrote:
> Hi, here's a strange one.
> ever since i installed the expansionboard AIEB2 (2 weeks
> now), my analog inputs have been disabled.. meaning i can
> only sample digital in or stereo out resample.
> what ever i tried, there's just no signal input on the
> analog inputs. this is not a problem for sampling, which
> in my setup can be done digital anyway, but for those who
> have no digital source it will be a problem.
> further more this also disables live input to be mixed
> with RS internals.
>
> Has anyone else that installed AIEB2 noticed this, or is
> it just my box that has this prob?
>
> Latif
>
>
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>
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>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 7000|6997|2002-09-26 03:47:57|Latif|Re: ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
No i have not Rob, it didn't say so in the manual or the AIEB2 
installation note.. :(
but i did factory reset lastnight after os upgrade..

but since there's no factory reset mentioned in the procedure guide 
for AIEB2 installation, i doubt if that's the prob.



Hope to hear from someone else having the AIEB2 installed, if the 
analog inputs are still available... (do you have it installed 
Robert?).

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Did you factory-reset the RS after you installed the AIEB2?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> On Thursday 26 September 2002 10:56, Latif wrote:
> > Hi, here's a strange one.
> > ever since i installed the expansionboard AIEB2 (2 weeks
> > now), my analog inputs have been disabled.. meaning i can
> > only sample digital in or stereo out resample.
> > what ever i tried, there's just no signal input on the
> > analog inputs. this is not a problem for sampling, which
> > in my setup can be done digital anyway, but for those who
> > have no digital source it will be a problem.
> > further more this also disables live input to be mixed
> > with RS internals.
> >
> > Has anyone else that installed AIEB2 noticed this, or is
> > it just my box that has this prob?
> >
> > Latif
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ---------------------~--> Looking for a more powerful
> > website? Try GeoCities for $8.95 per month. Register your
> > domain name (http://your-name.com). More storage! No ads!
> > http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/info
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/aHOo4D/KJoEAA/MVfIAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ---------------------------------------------------------
> >------------~->
> >
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> >
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> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 7001|6997|2002-09-26 04:26:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
On Thursday 26 September 2002 11:47, Latif wrote:

> No i have not Rob, it didn't say so in the manual or the
> AIEB2 installation note.. :(
> but i did factory reset lastnight after os upgrade..

Okay, so that didn't help. ;)
I assumed you know about the sample SOURCE parameter, 
described on page 231 of the english manual. That's where 
you specify the sample source signal, analog or digital.

I don't have an AIEB2 installed, yet.

- Robert
| 7002|6997|2002-09-26 04:29:42|mmittner|Re: ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
i have it installed, analog input still works (with os1.14). can't imagine why it doesn't work on your machine.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 26 September 2002 11:47, Latif wrote:
> > No i have not Rob, it didn't say so in the manual or the
> > AIEB2 installation note.. :(
> > but i did factory reset lastnight after os upgrade..



> 
> Okay, so that didn't help. ;)
> I assumed you know about the sample SOURCE parameter, 
> described on page 231 of the english manual. That's where 
> you specify the sample source signal, analog or digital.
> 
> I don't have an AIEB2 installed, yet.
> 
> - Robert

| 7003|6997|2002-09-26 05:09:36|Latif|Re: ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
Yes sure, i know about the source selector Robert thanks, but for now 
only digital in has input (tested only coaxial up till now). 

So when i set input to analog and select line-in (setup screen2) 
nothing comes in, and when i select mic i can hear the analog input 
very softly (near to nill) and distorted (ofcourse).

Bummer, this really seems like a problem in my box.
Gonna open it later to make sure the internal switch on the AIEB2 
board is set to mode2 (which i'm sure it is) but you never know.
Actually i hope it's not, and that it would solve the problem... 
otherwise i'm gonna cry out load instead of LOL

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> i have it installed, analog input still works (with os1.14). can't 
imagine why it doesn't work on your machine.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Thursday 26 September 2002 11:47, Latif wrote:
> > > No i have not Rob, it didn't say so in the manual or the
> > > AIEB2 installation note.. :(
> > > but i did factory reset lastnight after os upgrade..
> > 
> > Okay, so that didn't help. ;)
> > I assumed you know about the sample SOURCE parameter, 
> > described on page 231 of the english manual. That's where 
> > you specify the sample source signal, analog or digital.
> > 
> > I don't have an AIEB2 installed, yet.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 7004|6997|2002-09-26 05:14:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ANALOG in disabled by AIEB2|
Also check the connectors of the flatcables you installed. 
Maybe they need some more pressure for a tight fit.

- Robert

On Thursday 26 September 2002 13:09, Latif wrote:
> Yes sure, i know about the source selector Robert thanks,
> but for now only digital in has input (tested only
> coaxial up till now).
>
> So when i set input to analog and select line-in (setup
> screen2) nothing comes in, and when i select mic i can
> hear the analog input very softly (near to nill) and
> distorted (ofcourse).
>
> Bummer, this really seems like a problem in my box.
> Gonna open it later to make sure the internal switch on
> the AIEB2 board is set to mode2 (which i'm sure it is)
> but you never know. Actually i hope it's not, and that it
> would solve the problem... otherwise i'm gonna cry out
> load instead of LOL
>
> Latif
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> > i have it installed, analog input still works (with
> > os1.14). can't
>
> imagine why it doesn't work on your machine.
>



> > -mike
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:
> > > On Thursday 26 September 2002 11:47, Latif wrote:
> > > > No i have not Rob, it didn't say so in the manual
> > > > or the AIEB2 installation note.. :(
> > > > but i did factory reset lastnight after os
> > > > upgrade..
> > >
> > > Okay, so that didn't help. ;)
> > > I assumed you know about the sample SOURCE parameter,
> > > described on page 231 of the english manual. That's
> > > where you specify the sample source signal, analog or
> > > digital.
> > >
> > > I don't have an AIEB2 installed, yet.
> > >
> > > - Robert
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Sell a Home for Top $
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/RrPZMC/jTmEAA/MVfIAA/QnLolB/TM
> ---------------------------------------------------------
>------------~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
>tml Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 7005|7005|2002-09-26 07:34:13|faxorgy|Just a quick post for all you / us RS7000 users out there (yeah inc|
Guys I'm posting this here cause some of you may not realise that 
http://www.rs7000.org has just had a MAJOR revamp. I don't operate 
the site but I know a handful of you have posted on it in the past.
Darren has quite obviously worked very hard too get this up and 
running at such a "pro" levvel as it appears to be now.
This group is fantastic :P but I think us RS7000/RM1X/Motif users 
could really benefit from getting it of the ground again (after major 
restructuring) and showing our support. The more resources we have 
and the more willingness we show too support one another as an RS7000 
community the better of we all are IMHO.
So do yourself a favour and pop on down , sign up and login.
This site looks way better the RM1X.co.uk does and covers broader 
topics with room too discuss production, midi problems , hard disk 
recording, record deals, the MO and RM1X and all fab things RS7000.
I hope too see you there as well as here.
PS: I only posted this because I've been so impressed with the site 
overhaul that I thought Darren needed our support.
Thanks
Oscar
aka FaX/Fax-O-Matic/Anomecron/Aubergine etc etc etc
| 7006|7005|2002-09-26 07:57:38|Latif|Re: Just a quick post for all you / us RS7000 users out there (yeah|
yes allready visited Darren.. and posted some future suggestions for 
RS7K in the wish list hehehehe :P
his site is back and looks perfect!
together with this forum, the best places for yammie users and more!!

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> Guys I'm posting this here cause some of you may not realise that 
> http://www.rs7000.org has just had a MAJOR revamp. I don't operate 
> the site but I know a handful of you have posted on it in the past.
> Darren has quite obviously worked very hard too get this up and 
> running at such a "pro" levvel as it appears to be now.
> This group is fantastic :P but I think us RS7000/RM1X/Motif users 
> could really benefit from getting it of the ground again (after 
major 
> restructuring) and showing our support. The more resources we have 
> and the more willingness we show too support one another as an 

http://us.click.yahoo.com/RrPZMC/jTmEAA/MVfIAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.rs7000.org/
http://www.rs7000.org/


RS7000 
> community the better of we all are IMHO.
> So do yourself a favour and pop on down , sign up and login.
> This site looks way better the RM1X.co.uk does and covers broader 
> topics with room too discuss production, midi problems , hard disk 
> recording, record deals, the MO and RM1X and all fab things RS7000.
> I hope too see you there as well as here.
> PS: I only posted this because I've been so impressed with the site 
> overhaul that I thought Darren needed our support.
> Thanks
> Oscar
> aka FaX/Fax-O-Matic/Anomecron/Aubergine etc etc etc

| 7007|6974|2002-09-26 09:02:28|arteghem|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> 
> > 
> > Any idea of the motif serie has a better support of AKAI programs?
> 
> Dunno...i am sure on www.motifator.com they can tell...

Just checked on motifator : Motif serie indeed supports AKAI programs 
and key mapping.. So I think yamaha could do the same for the RS, 
they probably limited it on purpose.
Let's hope the coming MC-909 will have them make the new 3.0 OS with 
that feature. 2.0 is coming for the christmas apparently. Thank you 
Santa Claus..
| 7008|6974|2002-09-26 09:06:29|arteghem|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
Thanks for the idea! I can indeed have the RS7000 control NI Kontakt 
on my PC. Just a question though : what about soundcard latency? How 
to you solve this problem?

--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:
> If you're using a PC in kahootz with your RS, you can run battery 
and 
> trigger those types of samples with the RS by assigning Battery to 
> one of the output channels of the RS (eg track 14 of midi-out A) 
the 
> good thing about battery is that it will run as a standalone 
> application, it doesnt necessitate a software sequencer like cubase 
> to run it. You can get very specific with the way samples are 
> triggered when you're running battery, since that's all it's 
designed 
> for.. 
> 
> I'd say the RS sampler is very nice, but if Yammie had made it 
> perfect and feature-packed, the sales of their other gear would 
> slide.. i mean, look at the price of this beast - pretty 
inexpensive 
> for what it's capable of.
> 
> /[ one30six ]\
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > does the RS let you import multisamples AKAI programs? I 
understand 
> > that the RS does not support multi-layered programs but what 
about 
> > programs where for instance an instrument is sampled at every 
> octave 
> > and mapped trough the keyboard.
> > 
> > If this is not possible, is there any alternatives??
> > thanks!
> > ol.

| 7009|6974|2002-09-26 09:13:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: multisamples AKAI program : any alternative??|
On Thursday 26 September 2002 17:04, arteghem wrote:

> Thanks for the idea! I can indeed have the RS7000 control
> NI Kontakt on my PC. Just a question though : what about
> soundcard latency? How to you solve this problem?

Very wild thought (didn't try it):
For the RS tracks that send midi data into Kontakt (or any 



other low latency device), select the Grid Groove page, 
select all 16 slots and dial in a *negative* clock shift.

- Robert
| 7010|7010|2002-09-26 09:25:31|Jedro Delobbo|external MULTICOMP effect...|
I like the sound I get for hard trance tracks when I turn on the 
MULTICOMP effect in the "DJ-style" master effects bank, and set all 
the controls to about the middle... it just gives such a punch to the 
kick, and makes everything sound tight. Now, the one thing is that 
it can produce some distortion, and I actually don't want to apply it 
to ALL the tracks all the time.

I want an effects box that makes a compression effect just like 
this. Does anybody know what box can do this? I have a TC Triple-C, 
can it do it? If it can, I just don't know how. I have fiddled with 
all the settings and just can't get the sound of the RS7K's 
Multicomp. I also have a TC M-One XL (that has Comp on it too) and a 
Samson Stereo-C. But the Multicomp on the RS7K is just wicked and I 
would love to have this available as a separate FX box...

delobbo
| 7011|7010|2002-09-26 09:30:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|
On Thursday 26 September 2002 17:25, Jedro Delobbo wrote:

> I like the sound I get for hard trance tracks when I turn
> on the MULTICOMP effect in the "DJ-style" master effects
> bank, and set all the controls to about the middle... it
> just gives such a punch to the kick, and makes everything
> sound tight. Now, the one thing is that it can produce
> some distortion, and I actually don't want to apply it to
> ALL the tracks all the time.

I can't recommend you a box that does this (maybe Yamaha 
makes one?), but the multicomp effect is also available for 
the Variation effect block, allowing you to send only a 
selected set of tracks through the compressor. 

- Robert
| 7012|7010|2002-09-26 10:01:21|Jedro Delobbo|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I can't recommend you a box that does this (maybe Yamaha 
> makes one?), but the multicomp effect is also available for 
> the Variation effect block, allowing you to send only a 
> selected set of tracks through the compressor. 
> 
> - Robert

Robert,

Thanks - I've actually tried that Multicomp in the variation effect, 
but it just doesn't sound the same as the Multicomp master effect. 
Do you think its possible to get the same sound? Maybe I just need 
to adjust it more?

thanks again.

ps. Re: RS7000.org site - it's a great site, I wish it was used more 
often, it doesn't seem like its at even close to its potential. I 
will be uploading some tracks to it soon, just need to trim some down 
so they fit the 4MB requirement. I'll let you guys know when they're 
up.

delobbo
| 7013|7010|2002-09-26 10:14:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|
On Thursday 26 September 2002 18:01, Jedro Delobbo wrote:

> Thanks - I've actually tried that Multicomp in the
> variation effect, but it just doesn't sound the same as
> the Multicomp master effect. Do you think its possible to
> get the same sound? Maybe I just need to adjust it more?

Make sure that all tracks sent trough the variation effect 
block have a zero DRY LEVEL. Press the Mixer button three 
times to find the effect send levels for a given track. 
That should do the trick imo.

- Robert
| 7014|7010|2002-09-26 10:42:54|Jedro Delobbo|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|



--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Make sure that all tracks sent trough the variation effect 
> block have a zero DRY LEVEL. Press the Mixer button three 
> times to find the effect send levels for a given track. 
> That should do the trick imo.
> 
> - Robert

Thanks Robert, I'll try that out. In the meantime, you can download 
the following rough track of mine (I'm still working on it) to hear 
what I mean by the "punch" of the Multicomp. The whole track has the 
Multicomp on.

http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/violet_v1.mp3

Server is at my house so download speeds may be slower than typical 
broadband, depending on how many users we have...

check it out, let me know what you think.

delobbo
| 7015|7015|2002-09-26 12:13:49|kusser smith|Rex|
Rex file support would be awesome.
would they have to pay some kind of licensing fee to
Proppellerhead(Recycle makers)?

=====
http://www.kussermusic.com

IndependentElectronicMusic
http://www.AnalogAether.com/kusser

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New DSL Internet Access from SBC & Yahoo!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 7016|7016|2002-09-26 15:27:08|LUKE METHERALL|Groove|
Hey all, 
when I set a groove for a Section, in lets say part A, the same groove is set for part B,C,D etc... And if I change the groove settings for part C,D,E etc.... the same will
effect A, the original. What's going on? How can I just change the tracks within a Section separately so the other Sections don't change as well???

Cheers in advance!

Luke. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7017|7016|2002-09-26 15:42:51|Latif|Re: Groove|
The groove can be normalized to a phrase in a specific track just as 
the other playfx, so just normalize the tracks that you aplied groove 
to.. that way it's contained in the phrase instead of the track 
setting.

and in another section use a copy of that phrase , that hasn't got 
the groove normalized in it :-)

peace!

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "LUKE METHERALL" wrote:
> Hey all, 
> when I set a groove for a Section, in lets say part A, the same 
groove is set for part B,C,D etc... And if I change the groove 
settings for part C,D,E etc.... the same will effect A, the original. 
What's going on? How can I just change the tracks within a Section 
separately so the other Sections don't change as well???
> 
> Cheers in advance!
> 
> Luke. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7018|7016|2002-09-26 22:29:49|faxorgy|Re: Groove (some more ideas)|

http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/violet_v1.mp3
http://www.kussermusic.com/
http://www.analogaether.com/kusser
http://sbc.yahoo.com/


Actually Groove effects etc.. are normalised per-track so they will 
as stated appear across every section in that specified track.
What a lot of people don't realise is that any grid groove/midi-
delay/harmoniser settings etc can actually be overdub recorded too 
any specific phrase. What I will quite often do is create a phrase 
(make 3 or 4 copies with new phrase numbers) and set different play 
effects for each and over dub record the results. This way you can 
also over dub more than one tempo of midi delay :) add extra groove 
elements on seperate beats etc etc etc... Then once overdubbed mess 
around with realtime loop remix. Get some new phrases and then go 
into step record and edit out notes here and there, add step sequnced 
CC's on certain bar's like volume gate's ,pseudo S&H step templates 
and all bizzare kind's of step seunced delay and insert effect sends.
Pretty flexible really. Try doin' that on an MPC2000 NOT LMAO.
Hope that helps some
Cheers,
FaX
| 7019|7010|2002-09-26 22:36:48|faxorgy|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|
if I just might add.... Work hard at your eq's, filters, stereo 
panning and track levels first. I have found using a combination of 
filters (or filters as eq's) the paremetric, three band and boost 
function that you can get a hugely dynamic mix. Infact in some 
instances I can switch the master -multiband compressor on an hear 
only a negligable difference in dynamics. I would suggest recording 
with all dynamics processing off first. Get the mix right and then 
add compression if and when needed. I like tracks with LOTS of 
headroom and this is definately something compression can kill of if 
you're not carefull. I would have preferred the Master Effcts section 
to be hardwired too the tracks as an insert with variable wet dry 
send for optimum results. That would just be greedy though now 
wouldn't it ;)......... oh well i can dream can't I LOL........
| 7020|7020|2002-09-27 00:24:44|Zeek Duff|QY700 or QY100|
Hi folks, I just joined this group because I'm looking for some 
advice on what might be the best device for my purpose. What 
I'm looking for is an easy to use composer's tool, but I'll sacrifice 
ease/learning curve for usability. At first glance, it looks to me 
like the QY100 is a bit more useful than say a Boss JS-5 
Jamstation, which I own and have exhausted it's useful patterns, 
etc. Rather than write stuff from scratch, I started looking to see 
what else was available, perhaps higher-end and get what the 
JS-5 really COULD be, if it had a bit more editing capabilty and 
more "styles." But, I'm torn between the complexity of the QY700 
and relative simplicity of the QY100. I've looked at other stuff,
the much touted Emu "Phatt" stuff, and Roland equivalents, and 
nothing looks to be exactly right. So, if I understand what I'm 
reading in the .pdf owners manual, looks like the QY700 is worth 
the bump up in cost and learning curve to get a virtually unlimited 
back-up band, and/or composer's aid. Let me add I'm no novice, 
been using MIDI and both hardware and software sequencers 
for over 10 years, and basically, I'm just looking to save time in 
creating bass & drum grooves. So, am I correct that the 700 
would be more than adequate or would the 100 do the trick, or is 
there something even better..? Keep in mind I'm looking for the 
most patterns and the ability to mix and match styles and 
patterns within one tune. :)

Thanks in advance!

Regards,
...z

The only person who cares if you can't dance is you...

-- Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 7021|7020|2002-09-27 00:28:46|Thomas|Re: QY700 or QY100|
Rob, here comes your part. If i understood it right, Zeek is playing 
Jazz Guitar...i would say QY700 might fit better...what do you think?

Tom

--- In RS7000@y..., "Zeek Duff" wrote:
> Hi folks, I just joined this group because I'm looking for some 
> advice on what might be the best device for my purpose. What 
> I'm looking for is an easy to use composer's tool, but I'll 
sacrifice 
> ease/learning curve for usability. At first glance, it looks to me 
> like the QY100 is a bit more useful than say a Boss JS-5 

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html


> Jamstation, which I own and have exhausted it's useful patterns, 
> etc. Rather than write stuff from scratch, I started looking to 
see 
> what else was available, perhaps higher-end and get what the 
> JS-5 really COULD be, if it had a bit more editing capabilty and 
> more "styles." But, I'm torn between the complexity of the QY700 
> and relative simplicity of the QY100. I've looked at other stuff,
> the much touted Emu "Phatt" stuff, and Roland equivalents, and 
> nothing looks to be exactly right. So, if I understand what I'm 
> reading in the .pdf owners manual, looks like the QY700 is worth 
> the bump up in cost and learning curve to get a virtually unlimited 
> back-up band, and/or composer's aid. Let me add I'm no novice, 
> been using MIDI and both hardware and software sequencers 
> for over 10 years, and basically, I'm just looking to save time in 
> creating bass & drum grooves. So, am I correct that the 700 
> would be more than adequate or would the 100 do the trick, or is 
> there something even better..? Keep in mind I'm looking for the 
> most patterns and the ability to mix and match styles and 
> patterns within one tune. :)
> 
> Thanks in advance!
> 
> Regards,
> ...z
> 
> 
> The only person who cares if you can't dance is you...
> 
> -- Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
> -> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
> -> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

| 7022|7020|2002-09-27 02:57:49|okoyemaya|Re: QY700 or QY100|
QY 700 is better choice but it all dpend how far you want to go. RM1x 
or better rs7000 if you are into more dance, acid jazz, oriented 
stuff. You can get used QY700 really cheap. Belive me very easy to 
learn and use. I do not use it anymore but I have done a lot of work 
with it.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Zeek Duff" wrote:
> Hi folks, I just joined this group because I'm looking for some 
> advice on what might be the best device for my purpose. What 
> I'm looking for is an easy to use composer's tool, but I'll 
sacrifice 
> ease/learning curve for usability. At first glance, it looks to me 
> like the QY100 is a bit more useful than say a Boss JS-5 
> Jamstation, which I own and have exhausted it's useful patterns, 
> etc. Rather than write stuff from scratch, I started looking to 
see 
> what else was available, perhaps higher-end and get what the 
> JS-5 really COULD be, if it had a bit more editing capabilty and 
> more "styles." But, I'm torn between the complexity of the QY700 
> and relative simplicity of the QY100. I've looked at other stuff,
> the much touted Emu "Phatt" stuff, and Roland equivalents, and 
> nothing looks to be exactly right. So, if I understand what I'm 
> reading in the .pdf owners manual, looks like the QY700 is worth 
> the bump up in cost and learning curve to get a virtually unlimited 
> back-up band, and/or composer's aid. Let me add I'm no novice, 
> been using MIDI and both hardware and software sequencers 
> for over 10 years, and basically, I'm just looking to save time in 
> creating bass & drum grooves. So, am I correct that the 700 
> would be more than adequate or would the 100 do the trick, or is 
> there something even better..? Keep in mind I'm looking for the 
> most patterns and the ability to mix and match styles and 
> patterns within one tune. :)
> 
> Thanks in advance!
> 
> Regards,
> ...z
> 
> 
> The only person who cares if you can't dance is you...
> 
> -- Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
> -> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
> -> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

| 7023|7020|2002-09-27 08:32:07|rdunlap2002|Re: QY700 or QY100|

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html


I've got a QY700 for sale if anyone is interested...I'll sell it 
cheap, you pay shipping. The device is in excellent shape, rarely 
used. Send me an email off line if interested. Thanks, rjd
| 7024|7020|2002-09-27 08:42:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or QY100|
I once tried the QY70 and after playing with it for a while 
decided to go for the QY700. Loved every minute of use with 
this machine (finally replaced it with the RS7K).

Afaik, the QY100 and QY700 are not *that* far apart, 
featurewise, so don't expect the QY100 to be *that* much 
simpler than the QY700. 

If size and money are no problem, I'd always go for the 
QY700, becuase of the lovely big screen and quality knobs 
it has.

You didn't mention the sound quality of the built-in synth, 
which is imo the weakest point of the QY700. Can't comment 
on the 100 as I've never tried it.

- Robert
| 7025|7010|2002-09-27 10:38:47|Jedro Delobbo|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|
I agree the RS has many options in the EQ and MIX departments. Only 
thing I am weary of is distortion. It seems too easy to introduce 
distortion to the mix. I would say that is one shortcoming of the 
RS. One of the few. I am hesitant to use the Boost settings, 
because they can introduce even more distortion than the Dual-EQ I 
normally use. I normally run Dual-EQ with low set to 20 Hz and +12 
or so and high set to 503 KHz (not sure on those units) and around 
+12 there too. Sometimes I'll boost an entire track like crazy high, 
and then notice a lot of distortion in quiet parts, and then I go 
into the EQ section of every track and lower each one by say, 4-6. 
That has worked out well for me.

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> if I just might add.... Work hard at your eq's, filters, stereo 
> panning and track levels first. I have found using a combination of 
> filters (or filters as eq's) the paremetric, three band and boost 
> function that you can get a hugely dynamic mix. Infact in some 
> instances I can switch the master -multiband compressor on an hear 
> only a negligable difference in dynamics. I would suggest recording 
> with all dynamics processing off first. Get the mix right and then 
> add compression if and when needed. I like tracks with LOTS of 
> headroom and this is definately something compression can kill of 
if 
> you're not carefull. I would have preferred the Master Effcts 
section 
> to be hardwired too the tracks as an insert with variable wet dry 
> send for optimum results. That would just be greedy though now 
> wouldn't it ;)......... oh well i can dream can't I LOL........

| 7026|7026|2002-09-27 13:49:44|aredubbya|New owner but a little lost?|
Hello to all, 

Just jumped in the deep end even further and bought the RS7k. Friend 
of mine has the QY700, couldn't believe the ease of use (is that a 
yamaha thing?) and couldn't stop myself from getting one however now 
that I am ready to start midi sequencing/sampling etc what other 
machines do I/should I connect up to it? 

One goal of using the RS is to create dance/techno/trance tracks and 
start doing live sets hopefeully in the future. I have a Roland 
XV5050 synth and RD700 hoooked up to a vs2480 for end line 
mixing/mastering, but is that similiar to what all you guys have in 
your set ups? 

Could some of of share what your set up consists of to get an idea 
of what other hardware is/can be used with it? 

Also if you were to do a live set would you only need the rs, a synth 
keyboard/sound module? 

Does anyone know of what the set up of bands sat like Underground 
might use when the play live? 

All help and opoinions are appreciated. This a great source of info, 
everyones posts are a almost/if not more useful than the manual. 



Have a good one
| 7027|7026|2002-09-27 14:04:47|Jedro Delobbo|Re: New owner but a little lost?|
Hey aredubbya, how is it going, congrats on a fine purchase. :) You 
know, I like to do "live" performance with this RS too, it's just so 
fun and easy to do compared to song sequencing or pattern-chain mode, 
to me. So I have it hooked up to my computer through a Midiman 4x4 
USB midi interface, and I record on Cakewalk Sonar XL (but I'm going 
to switch to Cubase or Logic or something, the timing on Cakewalk is 
not syncing correctly, the beat gradually goes off.. I wonder if 
maybe I'm just doing something wrong?) anyways - it works great 
because I can record a "live" session into Cakewalk (using all 16 
tracks of the RS if I want), and then if I make any mistakes while 
playing live I can just edit them out in Cakewalk. It really works 
great, this is how I have done my last two remixes and I was 
ultimately pleased with the results. Also I am going to be getting 
the AEIB2 expansion card, mainly for the additional outputs, I would 
recommend that too because it would be great to be able to tweak just 
the kick drum or bassline sounds on mixer channels of their own, as 
opposed to doing all the mixing of those on the RS itself... hope 
that makes sense.

RRR aka delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "aredubbya" wrote:
> Hello to all, 
> 
> Just jumped in the deep end even further and bought the RS7k. 
Friend 
> of mine has the QY700, couldn't believe the ease of use (is that a 
> yamaha thing?) and couldn't stop myself from getting one however 
now 
> that I am ready to start midi sequencing/sampling etc what other 
> machines do I/should I connect up to it? 
> 
> One goal of using the RS is to create dance/techno/trance tracks 
and 
> start doing live sets hopefeully in the future. I have a Roland 
> XV5050 synth and RD700 hoooked up to a vs2480 for end line 
> mixing/mastering, but is that similiar to what all you guys have in 
> your set ups? 
> 
> Could some of of share what your set up consists of to get an idea 
> of what other hardware is/can be used with it? 
> 
> Also if you were to do a live set would you only need the rs, a 
synth 
> keyboard/sound module? 
> 
> Does anyone know of what the set up of bands sat like Underground 
> might use when the play live? 
> 
> All help and opoinions are appreciated. This a great source of 
info, 
> everyones posts are a almost/if not more useful than the manual. 
> 
> Have a good one

| 7028|7026|2002-09-27 14:32:42|mmittner|Re: New owner but a little lost?|
hi!

studio: rs, roland pc-180 keyboard, doepfer a-100, emu orbit, lexicon mpx-100, pc with ableton live (and a few other pieces of software i officially don't own ;-), behringer
mx1804x mixer, tannoy reveal monitors.

live: rs and ableton live. but, well, actually i'm quite happy that i didn't play in front of bigger audiences up to now (well, my carreer has just begun! :-) since my live sets
have always been very experimental, regarding the technical side, it never worked out that good. last time i had the rs and ableton live and nothing else, and that was
quite promising, since i had 1/2 hour prepared, just as a test, and ended up playing 2 hours (we couldn't find the dj anymore ;-) without the audience complaining about it.
so i think i'll keep that combo. and i can use the rs' inputs for the pc, so i even don't need a mixer on stage :-)

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "aredubbya" wrote:
> Hello to all, 
> 
> Just jumped in the deep end even further and bought the RS7k. Friend 
> of mine has the QY700, couldn't believe the ease of use (is that a 
> yamaha thing?) and couldn't stop myself from getting one however now 
> that I am ready to start midi sequencing/sampling etc what other 



> machines do I/should I connect up to it? 
> 
> One goal of using the RS is to create dance/techno/trance tracks and 
> start doing live sets hopefeully in the future. I have a Roland 
> XV5050 synth and RD700 hoooked up to a vs2480 for end line 
> mixing/mastering, but is that similiar to what all you guys have in 
> your set ups? 
> 
> Could some of of share what your set up consists of to get an idea 
> of what other hardware is/can be used with it? 
> 
> Also if you were to do a live set would you only need the rs, a synth 
> keyboard/sound module? 
> 
> Does anyone know of what the set up of bands sat like Underground 
> might use when the play live? 
> 
> All help and opoinions are appreciated. This a great source of info, 
> everyones posts are a almost/if not more useful than the manual. 
> 
> Have a good one

| 7029|7029|2002-09-27 14:55:19|jtoutant212|sample slice|
i have a one bar break, all drums that i'm trying to slice. i 
notice two strange things after slicing. sometimes, the slices are 
panned all funky, going left and right and centered randomly. at 
other times, the slices have wierd pops and crackles throughout. 
has anyone else noticed this? I have been using the beat slice type 
as well as the quick type.

J
| 7030|7020|2002-09-27 15:42:58|Zeek Duff|Re: QY700 or QY100|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> QY 700 is better choice but it all dpend how far you want to go. 

RM1x 

> or better rs7000 if you are into more dance, acid jazz, oriented 
> stuff. You can get used QY700 really cheap. Belive me very 

easy to 

> learn and use. I do not use it anymore but I have done a lot of 

work 

> with it.

Thanks for your response, Oko... Okay, I guess I need to be 
more specific. I use Logic Audio Platinum for sequence editing 
and audio looping/time stretching/recording/mixing. I have a 
Roland XP-80 for the "main" MIDI controller/sound generator and 
a few other things for sounds, as well. So, that isn't even a 
remote consideration, time saving original grooves where I can 
program chord changes and find a "style" template that fits the 
tune is what I need. What I was doing is using the JS-5 
JamStation to get the basic idea, then copy that sequence into 
Logic and use the XP and/or JS for sounds. I also have an Akai 
S5000 I don't even use, which I got mainly for drums, but it's 
more work than creating drums in the XP as I have the 
Bass&Drums expansion card, which rocks. But, getting the right 
"feel" is a pain, a good selection of grooves AND fills I can take 
apart and combine in the same machine whilst sitting in my 
easy chair is the idea. Good bass lines would also be nice. A 
JS-5 on steroids, if you will. :) 

I'm not doing pop dance stuff, mostly funk, latin, some R&B 
groove music, some almost ambient with an easy groove, 
probably afro/latin. I need to be assured the QY will offer enough 
choices. I can copy all the grooves from the JS before I dump it, 
and combine them with the QY's stuff if it's capable of doing that. 
Lotsa possibilities is what I'm looking for, and time saving. I'll 
have my cake and eat it too, thank you. :)

Regards,
...z

Everyone has a photographic memory. Some don't have film...



> > -- Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
> > -> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
> > -> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

| 7031|7020|2002-09-27 15:42:58|Zeek Duff|Re: QY700 or QY100|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I once tried the QY70 and after playing with it for a while
> decided to go for the QY700. Loved every minute of use with
> this machine (finally replaced it with the RS7K).

Hi Robert,
Why did you decide to replace it? More sequencer power and/or 
the audio looping? If so, that isn't a problem for me, as I 
mentioned to others, with an XP-80 and Logic Audio, I have 
sequencing and recording covered 9 ways from Sunday. ;) I 
need groove templates, mostly for bass & drums, 
jazz/funk/afro/latin for everything from serious sambas to 
eaaaasy R&B lover's grooves, ambient, flowing, but funky... At 
least a good starting point. :) The Boss JS-5 was very useful in 
that respect, the whole CD I have on mp3.com was compiled 
starting with stuff that machine produces. BUT, it's very limited 
and one cannot combine styles or step edit anything note-wise 
without moving the project into another sequencer.

>
> Afaik, the QY100 and QY700 are not *that* far apart,
> featurewise, so don't expect the QY100 to be *that* much
> simpler than the QY700.

Simple isn't the main issue, numbers of templates, or patterns 
and styles, IS. Logic Audio has a 3" thick "bible" so after that,
nuttin' scares me. ;)

>
> If size and money are no problem, I'd always go for the
> QY700, becuase of the lovely big screen and quality knobs
> it has.

Yes, the screen setup looks dandy. Price isn't as important as 
having the correct features. As long as it fits on my lap...

>
> You didn't mention the sound quality of the built-in synth,
> which is imo the weakest point of the QY700. Can't comment
> on the 100 as I've never tried it.

Not an issue, I have plenty of sounds, too many, actually. ;) I
just want a lot of groove possibilities, jazz/funk oriented and the
ability to combine and edit them by bar and by note. I need to be 
able to put in "odd" bars, and tempo changes, too. Not much. ;)

Regards,
...z

On the other hand, you have different fingers...

-- Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 7032|7020|2002-09-27 15:45:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: QY700 or QY100|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 
> You didn't mention the sound quality of the built-in synth, 
> which is imo the weakest point of the QY700. Can't comment 
> on the 100 as I've never tried it.
> 
> - Robert

Sounds and soundset in the QY is always teh same since the DB50/MU 
series of tone generators.
| 7033|7029|2002-09-28 02:01:10|Latif|Re: sample slice|
Hi, clicks and pops 'might' happen.. to avoid that you have to 
experiment with the different settings beat and sensetivity, and be 
sure you have a 'perfect' loop.

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html


panning doesn't happen with slicing, are you sure random panning is 
off in the mixer settings for that specific track?

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "jtoutant212" wrote:
> i have a one bar break, all drums that i'm trying to slice. i 
> notice two strange things after slicing. sometimes, the slices are 
> panned all funky, going left and right and centered randomly. at 
> other times, the slices have wierd pops and crackles throughout. 
> has anyone else noticed this? I have been using the beat slice 
type 
> as well as the quick type.
> 
> J

| 7034|7010|2002-09-28 03:02:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: external MULTICOMP effect...|
On Friday 27 September 2002 18:37, Jedro Delobbo wrote:

> I agree the RS has many options in the EQ and MIX
> departments. Only thing I am weary of is distortion. It
> seems too easy to introduce distortion to the mix. I
> would say that is one shortcoming of the RS. 

Welcome to the digital world. The RS mixes in the digital 
domain, like most gear currently does. Overloading the 
digital mix bus is very easy. Simply reduce the overal 
levels a bit, because having all levels maxed out, and on 
top of that some boosts will surely result in ugly digital 
clipping. Analog mixers will also distort, but they do it 
in a more pleasing way.

- Robert
| 7035|7020|2002-09-28 03:18:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or QY100|
On Friday 27 September 2002 20:32, Zeek Duff wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 

wrote:

> > I once tried the QY70 and after playing with it for a
> > while decided to go for the QY700. Loved every minute
> > of use with this machine (finally replaced it with the
> > RS7K).
>
> Hi Robert,
> Why did you decide to replace it? More sequencer power
> and/or the audio looping? 

Initially I didn't replace it but just added the RS to my 
setup, with the plan to use both together as a 32-track 
pattern-based sequencer. But that plan failed due to the 
complexity of the midi setup (both devices need midi input, 
but one of them should shut up while I'm working with the 
other one) and composition management (if I insert a bart 
on one machine, I also have to do it on the other).

Midi-wise, the QY700 is *way* more powerfull than the RS. 
The QY700 has 16 pattern tracks and 32 linear tracks 
simultaneously. In Pattern mode, the QY allows multiple 
phrases to be placed anywhere on a track. It supports rests 
as well. And all of that on that lovely big screen. The QY 
also has a backup battery, so simply switch it off (no need 
to save anything) and continue tomorrow. Imo, the QY700 is 
one of the best (if not THE best) hardware sequencer, 
although it has its flaws:

- I wish it had more pattern tracks, like 64.
- The tone generator is weak.
- It cannot generate MTC (but can listen to it).
- There's a bug that causes it to drop out for a short while 
when looping in song mode (but this never bothered me).
- It lacks fast selection keys for track selection.
- Like the RS and RM1x, jumping patterns between styles 
produces a short gap while the fx processor is 
re-initialized. 



Anyway, I have since moved to Logic as my main sequencer.

> If so, that isn't a problem
> for me, as I mentioned to others, with an XP-80 and Logic
> Audio, I have sequencing and recording covered 9 ways
> from Sunday. ;) I need groove templates, mostly for
> bass & drums,

Check the drum sounds from the QY700, as they're not very 
expressive when compared to the RS or even the QY100. 
Afaik, the drum sets are not identical among the QY series 
and even the QY70 got an improved set. 

>
> Not an issue, I have plenty of sounds, too many,
> actually. ;) I just want a lot of groove
> possibilities, jazz/funk oriented and the ability to
> combine and edit them by bar and by note. I need to be
> able to put in "odd" bars, and tempo changes, too. Not
> much. ;)

Well, if your sound engine is external, you might certainly 
want to try the QY700, since it's a powerfull midi 
sequencer. The built-in sound engine is mainly there for 
sketching out a composition that is later 'expanded' to 
external gear (which can be driven by the QY700).

- Robert
| 7036|7026|2002-09-28 03:21:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New owner but a little lost?|
On Friday 27 September 2002 22:04, Jedro Delobbo wrote:

> Hey aredubbya, how is it going, congrats on a fine
> purchase. :) You know, I like to do "live" performance
> with this RS too, it's just so fun and easy to do
> compared to song sequencing or pattern-chain mode, to me.
> So I have it hooked up to my computer through a Midiman
> 4x4 USB midi interface, and I record on Cakewalk Sonar XL
> (but I'm going to switch to Cubase or Logic or something,
> the timing on Cakewalk is not syncing correctly, the beat
> gradually goes off.. I wonder if maybe I'm just doing
> something wrong?)

Looks like you're not synchronizing the RS and Sonar. 
Without sync, *any* sequencer will go off sooner or later.

- Robert
| 7037|7016|2002-09-28 14:27:30|arveyman|Re: Groove (some more ideas)|
Great ideas! I believe the power of the RS lies in it's users for 
sure. It has so many way's of use and not to mention the totally 
different sound between only using the sampler and only the internal 
sounds!

a great machine! (i keep on sayin over and over and over...)

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> Actually Groove effects etc.. are normalised per-track so they will 
> as stated appear across every section in that specified track.
> What a lot of people don't realise is that any grid groove/midi-
> delay/harmoniser settings etc can actually be overdub recorded too 
> any specific phrase. What I will quite often do is create a phrase 
> (make 3 or 4 copies with new phrase numbers) and set different play 
> effects for each and over dub record the results. This way you can 
> also over dub more than one tempo of midi delay :) add extra groove 
> elements on seperate beats etc etc etc... Then once overdubbed mess 
> around with realtime loop remix. Get some new phrases and then go 
> into step record and edit out notes here and there, add step 
sequnced 
> CC's on certain bar's like volume gate's ,pseudo S&H step templates 
> and all bizzare kind's of step seunced delay and insert effect 
sends.
> Pretty flexible really. Try doin' that on an MPC2000 NOT LMAO.
> Hope that helps some



> Cheers,
> FaX

| 7038|7038|2002-09-28 17:31:52|Latif|ANALOG in totally disabled.|
Bummer folks, i checked the installation of my AIEB2.. and all seems 
fine.. there's not much you can do wrong anyway... 3 screws and 3 
cables that fit only in the places designed for.

But analog-in has been disabled entirely... even after removing the 
expansionboard it still has no analog input.... only digital-in 
responds.
And before the installation of the AIEB2 all worked just fine.

So there's defenatly something wrong with my box or the card made it 
malfunction...
Just when i have a gig coming up 5th October.. where i actually 
wanted to connect RM1X to analog-in live input.
So i guess this box is going to Yammie for inspection after 5th 
October :(

Latif
| 7039|7038|2002-09-29 03:15:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ANALOG in totally disabled.|
Sorry to hear this.
You *did* of course crank up the REC VOLUME knob, didn't 
you? Yes, it's a stupid remark, but anyway. ;)

- Robert
| 7040|7038|2002-09-29 06:22:41|Latif|Re: ANALOG in totally disabled.|
errr, my head is turning red rightnow, and i'm sticking it deep way 
into the ground.... thanks for the BRIGHT remark Robert... from the 
couple of things to check that's the most obvious one and I forgot 
totally about that knob man.
shame on me hehehe :P
ok problem solved.

peace!
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Sorry to hear this.
> You *did* of course crank up the REC VOLUME knob, didn't 
> you? Yes, it's a stupid remark, but anyway. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 7041|7020|2002-09-29 06:26:05|okoyemaya|Re: QY700 or QY100|
QY 700 is right for your music, I am just listening to. Now when I 
know what you do ( very enjoyable on Sunday morning)it is easier to 
advise. Rs 7K, Rm1x are for other types of work. The QY70, 100 and 
future versions of the kind ?... any laptop will be much better for 
the "on the move" sketches (since you can have audio along with 
midi). I may get one for myself too, if hooked with good "engine" it 
may be better solution then any "all-in-one" box.
Your mp3.com- Good sound, good musicanship!

--- In RS7000@y..., "Zeek Duff" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > I once tried the QY70 and after playing with it for a while
> > decided to go for the QY700. Loved every minute of use with
> > this machine (finally replaced it with the RS7K).
> 
> Hi Robert,
> Why did you decide to replace it? More sequencer power and/or 
> the audio looping? If so, that isn't a problem for me, as I 
> mentioned to others, with an XP-80 and Logic Audio, I have 
> sequencing and recording covered 9 ways from Sunday. ;) I 
> need groove templates, mostly for bass & drums, 
> jazz/funk/afro/latin for everything from serious sambas to 
> eaaaasy R&B lover's grooves, ambient, flowing, but funky... At 
> least a good starting point. :) The Boss JS-5 was very useful in 
> that respect, the whole CD I have on mp3.com was compiled 
> starting with stuff that machine produces. BUT, it's very limited 
> and one cannot combine styles or step edit anything note-wise 
> without moving the project into another sequencer.
> >
> > Afaik, the QY100 and QY700 are not *that* far apart,
> > featurewise, so don't expect the QY100 to be *that* much
> > simpler than the QY700.
> 



> Simple isn't the main issue, numbers of templates, or patterns 
> and styles, IS. Logic Audio has a 3" thick "bible" so after that,
> nuttin' scares me. ;)
> >
> > If size and money are no problem, I'd always go for the
> > QY700, becuase of the lovely big screen and quality knobs
> > it has.
> 
> Yes, the screen setup looks dandy. Price isn't as important as 
> having the correct features. As long as it fits on my lap...
> >
> > You didn't mention the sound quality of the built-in synth,
> > which is imo the weakest point of the QY700. Can't comment
> > on the 100 as I've never tried it.
> 
> Not an issue, I have plenty of sounds, too many, actually. ;) I
> just want a lot of groove possibilities, jazz/funk oriented and the
> ability to combine and edit them by bar and by note. I need to be 
> able to put in "odd" bars, and tempo changes, too. Not much. ;)
> 
> Regards,
> ...z
> 
> 
> On the other hand, you have different fingers...
> 
> -- Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
> -> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
> -> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

| 7042|7038|2002-09-29 06:36:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ANALOG in totally disabled.|
On Sunday 29 September 2002 14:22, Latif wrote:

> errr, my head is turning red rightnow, and i'm sticking
> it deep way into the ground.... thanks for the BRIGHT
> remark Robert... from the couple of things to check
> that's the most obvious one and I forgot totally about
> that knob man.
> shame on me hehehe :P
> ok problem solved.

No kidding! :)
Glad I mentioned it anyway.

- Robert
| 7043|7043|2002-09-29 08:58:20|mmittner|ot: new track online|
if you like to hear:

http://talk.orf.at/fm4/soundpark/mp3/tenzing_schmetterling_52936.mp3

it was made completely on the rs, using only internal sounds (except the vocal samples - and yes, that's my voice). equalized and limited in cool edit.

hope you enjoy it

-mike
| 7044|7044|2002-09-29 09:22:26|Latif|analog-in|
really glad you did mention it Robert, in my frustration i totally 
forgot about that knob.
happy my setup will workout for next saturday, only thing that bugs 
me is that both machines rm1x and rs7k transmit pattern change over 
midi.. hope they enable an option where one can select whether they 
want that or not in a next OS release.. 
i've seen it's allready mentioned in the groups wish list.

you can read more about the festival i'm playing at (if you like) on 
this url:
http://www.madrettor.org

i'm scheduled on the fifth day, special event (QU13T 4RT1ST), to be 
held in a historical church.. no need for reverb there i guess 
hehehe :)

Latif
| 7045|7045|2002-09-30 05:25:19|tempotanken|no data !?!|
I´ve got a problem with a " no data " message...

Ex: 

track 1-8 loaded with my own drumsamples, 
I record or program new phrases and the machine is playing 
happily.

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
http://talk.orf.at/fm4/soundpark/mp3/tenzing_schmetterling_52936.mp3
http://www.madrettor.org/


Then, when I try do do a JOB like quantize / append or split, I get 
the message : " NO DATA "

When I enter Edit mode, I can clearly see and edit the data...

Another problem sometimes happens when the machine is 
loaded with a lot of samples and I try to load some more...
The machine loads the new sample, but I cant see or hear it !
I´ve checked all mixer / filter / tracksettings...
The only fix is a factory reset....

Strange and very frustrating.

please help

Hanz H
| 7046|7045|2002-09-30 05:36:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: no data !?!|
On Monday 30 September 2002 13:25, tempotanken wrote:

> I´ve got a problem with a " no data " message...
>
> Ex:
>
> track 1-8 loaded with my own drumsamples,
> I record or program new phrases and the machine is
> playing happily.
> Then, when I try do do a JOB like quantize / append or
> split, I get the message : " NO DATA "

Did you by any chance use Grid record?
There's a known bug where grid record physically adds bars 
to a phrase without updating the length field of the phrase 
header. So the recorded phrase physically has e.g. 4 bars, 
while the header suggests it only has 3 bars. This confuses 
a couple of edit jobs, you'll understand.

Maybe you could try to reproduce the error and explain it 
step by step to us here.

- Robert
| 7047|7047|2002-09-30 05:57:12|snejt|rs7k + softsynths|
This might be off-topic, so please have me excused...

I´m currently trying to figure out what will be the easiest way to 
extend the sonic palette using softsynths on a macintosh. The 
obvious answer is of course using software that works in 
standalone mode, but that is perhaps a bit limiting (NI only ??) I 
just tried out a demo of a vsti host 
(http://www.defectiverecords.com/vstihost/index.html) that 
crashed when i tried to load the free version of Sampletank, so I 
guess this particular host has ruled itself out.
So my question is simple: What is the best solution for this, 
tanking into account that I don´t need a full scale software seq. ?

rgds

s
| 7048|7045|2002-09-30 06:10:57|tempotanken|Re: no data !?!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 30 September 2002 13:25, tempotanken wrote:
> > I´ve got a problem with a " no data " message...
> >
> > Ex:
> >
> > track 1-8 loaded with my own drumsamples,
> > I record or program new phrases and the machine is
> > playing happily.
> > Then, when I try do do a JOB like quantize / append or
> > split, I get the message : " NO DATA "
> 
> Did you by any chance use Grid record?

-no ....

> Maybe you could try to reproduce the error and explain it 
> step by step to us here.

http://www.defectiverecords.com/vstihost/index.html)


#1: I load common drumsamples into track 1-8

#2: I record phrases " on the fly" using the replace record mode.

#3: everything play as it should

#4: Edit mode = I can see and edit data

#5: Job = get the message " no data "

Strange !

Could it be a ram issue ?

Hanz
| 7049|7045|2002-09-30 06:33:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: no data !?!|
On Monday 30 September 2002 14:10, tempotanken wrote:

> > Maybe you could try to reproduce the error and explain
> > it step by step to us here.
>
> #1: I load common drumsamples into track 1-8
>
> #2: I record phrases " on the fly" using the replace
> record mode.
>
> #3: everything play as it should
>
> #4: Edit mode = I can see and edit data
>
> #5: Job = get the message " no data "

I'm afraid this is not detailed enough.
Try to get the exact details, for example:

- I load common drumsamples into track 1-8.
- I select track 4, holding a phrase of 4 bars.
- I use replace record to change the phrase on this track.
- Still having track 4 selected, I apply Job xxxx on this 
phrase, and as a result I get the "no data" error.

With a situation described as the above we can go into 
details and find out what is going on.

Normally to "no data" message is shown when you apply a job 
on an empty track, or on a phrase that is not long enough. 
So user errors (e.g. wrong track selected) are a possible 
source of the problem.

- Robert
| 7050|7043|2002-09-30 06:47:37|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: ot: new track online|
On Sun, 29 Sep 2002, mmittner wrote:

> if you like to hear:
>
> http://talk.orf.at/fm4/soundpark/mp3/tenzing_schmetterling_52936.mp3
>
> it was made completely on the rs, using only internal sounds (except the vocal samples - and yes, that's my voice). equalized and limited in cool edit.
>
> hope you enjoy it

Very nice, I like it very much !!!
In which mode did you made it (pattern/song) ?

Arnauld
| 7051|7045|2002-09-30 08:25:01|tempotanken|Re: no data !?!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 30 September 2002 14:10, tempotanken wrote:
> > > Maybe you could try to reproduce the error and explain
> > > it step by step to us here.
> >
> > #1: I load common drumsamples into track 1-8
> >
> > #2: I record phrases " on the fly" using the replace
> > record mode.
> >
> > #3: everything play as it should
> >

http://talk.orf.at/fm4/soundpark/mp3/tenzing_schmetterling_52936.mp3


> > #4: Edit mode = I can see and edit data
> >
> > #5: Job = get the message " no data "
> 
> I'm afraid this is not detailed enough.
> Try to get the exact details, for example:
> 
> - I load common drumsamples into track 1-8.
> - I select track 4, holding a phrase of 4 bars.
> - I use replace record to change the phrase on this track.
> - Still having track 4 selected, I apply Job xxxx on this 
> phrase, and as a result I get the "no data" error.
> 
> With a situation described as the above we can go into 
> details and find out what is going on.
> 
> Normally to "no data" message is shown when you apply a job 
> on an empty track, or on a phrase that is not long enough. 
> So user errors (e.g. wrong track selected) are a possible 
> source of the problem.
> 
> - Robert

Ok : -)

I´ve found out that it also happens with the internal sounds...

-I turn the RS on without a smart card
-I select track 1, 
-I press "mixer", = phrase / 001 Grandpno
-I press "pattern " = style 01 , Section A , meas 001, Length 004, 
bpm 120
-I press "rec" = rec loop on, replace, no Q or swing
-I record a 4 bar piano phrase
-I press "play", everything sounds right
-I press "pattern" = it shows user phrase 001 on track 01, meas 
001/004
-I press "job", select quantise
-it shows: phrs 001 M 001 : 1 : 000 ? M 257 : 1 :000
-I press DO and get the message " no data "

However :

The Job will work if I name the phrase...

Can it be true that U have to give every phrase a name ?

thanx for the help

Hanz
| 7052|7052|2002-09-30 10:50:48|zhel_id|check this out!|
I think i'll go mental.When I used copy track in order to change the 
drumkit in a new section I still changed the sounds in the "source" 
section.I tried few times, locked them, but ..same story.I wasn't 
copying phrase but the whole track..so what am I doing wrong?
Any help? I'll give you 100£...:-)))) joking.
| 7053|7053|2002-09-30 11:19:51|r_s_7_k|Whats The Best That Software Emulates The RS7000's Loop Remix Feat|
that does it better? anyone got any suggestions?
| 7054|7053|2002-09-30 12:20:22|simon leclerc|Re: Whats The Best That Software Emulates The RS7000's Loop Remix |
I don't know if it's the best but i know
that Reason does it. You have to load REX files (Recycle)
in to REason and you can alter the loop, live.

on 9/30/02 1:19 PM, r_s_7_k at po_box333@hotmail.com wrote:

that does it better? anyone got any suggestions?
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7055|7052|2002-09-30 12:49:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this out!|

> Any help? I'll give you 100£.

Hey, that's nice! :)

What drumkit are you referring to?
Internal kit, global sample kit voice?

Some more detail would be nice.

- Robert
| 7056|7045|2002-09-30 12:50:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: no data !?!|
I'll give this a try the moment my RS is free. ;)

- Robert
| 7057|7043|2002-09-30 13:04:36|mmittner|Re: ot: new track online|

> Very nice, I like it very much !!!

thanks :-)

> In which mode did you made it (pattern/song) ?

it's made in pattern mode. i tried song mode a few times, but i don't like it that much. i mostly use pattern mode, it's much more fun to mute and unmute tracks when
recording the song.

-mike
| 7058|7045|2002-09-30 13:38:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: no data !?!|
On Monday 30 September 2002 16:24, tempotanken wrote:

> I´ve found out that it also happens with the internal
> sounds...
>
> -I turn the RS on without a smart card
> -I select track 1,
> -I press "mixer", = phrase / 001 Grandpno
> -I press "pattern " = style 01 , Section A , meas 001,
> Length 004, bpm 120
> -I press "rec" = rec loop on, replace, no Q or swing
> -I record a 4 bar piano phrase
> -I press "play", everything sounds right
> -I press "pattern" = it shows user phrase 001 on track
> 01, meas 001/004
> -I press "job", select quantise
> -it shows: phrs 001 M 001 : 1 : 000 ? M 257 : 1 :000
> -I press DO and get the message " no data "

Okay, that's a good description, which I followed exactly. I 
don't get the "no data" error however, it simply works.
I vaguely remember someone reporting similar problems, where 
naming the phrase fixed his problem as well. I also 
remember that factory-resetting the RS did the job, but I 
may be wrong here.

What OS version are you using?

Anyway, do a factory-reset and try again please.

- Robert
| 7059|7045|2002-09-30 15:02:05|mmittner|Re: no data !?!|
i did the exact same thing and it worked. os 1.14

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 30 September 2002 16:24, tempotanken wrote:
> > I´ve found out that it also happens with the internal
> > sounds...
> >
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> > -I turn the RS on without a smart card
> > -I select track 1,
> > -I press "mixer", = phrase / 001 Grandpno
> > -I press "pattern " = style 01 , Section A , meas 001,
> > Length 004, bpm 120
> > -I press "rec" = rec loop on, replace, no Q or swing
> > -I record a 4 bar piano phrase
> > -I press "play", everything sounds right
> > -I press "pattern" = it shows user phrase 001 on track
> > 01, meas 001/004
> > -I press "job", select quantise
> > -it shows: phrs 001 M 001 : 1 : 000 ? M 257 : 1 :000
> > -I press DO and get the message " no data "
> 
> Okay, that's a good description, which I followed exactly. I 
> don't get the "no data" error however, it simply works.
> I vaguely remember someone reporting similar problems, where 
> naming the phrase fixed his problem as well. I also 
> remember that factory-resetting the RS did the job, but I 
> may be wrong here.
> 
> What OS version are you using?
> 
> Anyway, do a factory-reset and try again please.
> 
> - Robert

| 7060|7045|2002-09-30 15:42:53|tempotanken|Re: no data !?!|

> I vaguely remember someone reporting similar problems, 

where 

> naming the phrase fixed his problem as well. I also 
> remember that factory-resetting the RS did the job, but I 
> may be wrong here.
> 
> What OS version are you using?
> 
> Anyway, do a factory-reset and try again please.
> 
> - Robert

First : thank you for your time & advice !

I´m using OS 1.14, fully expanded ram & output card.

A factory reset helps, but after a while I get the same problem...
I have a deadline coming up, and will try to examine the problem 
further when I have finished the tracks I´m working at....until then 
I will name the phrases....

I´ll post a conclusion if I get to one ! 
Any ideas is still very welcome !!!

best 

Hanz H
| 7061|7052|2002-09-30 19:16:13|zhel_id|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > Any help? I'll give you 100£.
> 
> Hey, that's nice! :)
> 
> What drumkit are you referring to?
> Internal kit, global sample kit voice?
> 
> Some more detail would be nice.
> 
> - Robert

thanx for your quick reponse,
Here we go..

I'm referring to the internal kit and gl. sample kit voice
for exampl. I was actually jamming.took a hiphop kit from track one 
and played a sequence (kick snare and hi-hats) then sampled a bass on 
channel 2 (pitched), made a loop, saved some changes into scenes and 
that's it.Wanted to build a similar stuff on the section B but with a 



different flavour.I did "COPY TRACK" both to sect. B , pressed 
pattern , went to patch mode , pressed record and changed 
settings.Instead of displayed hiphop kit I put d'n'b one.Okay?..then 
I went back and tried to record a sequence.Everything went fine but 
when I switched to A section d'n'b kit started to play the "hiphop 
sequence".I pressed one of the scenes and probably recalled the old 
settings so hiphop kit went back, but again the same story happened 
when pressed section B.There , the hiphop kit played the d'n'b 
sequence.dead circle every time i tried.I checked the "patch" stuff 
again and noticed that I have definitely the different numered 
phrases ( I mean one for hip-hop kit inA and the other for d'nb in B) 
and when you press it said the right thing = hiphop on section A & 
D'n'B for section B.When I rotated the knobs while in patch mode to 
tried to "confirm" the settings and locked it; everything started to 
play all right for one section but when I changed it to another the 
sound stayed the same and vice versa.I actually found my hiphop kit 
playing on channel 9 on section B!!! along with d'n'b on 1.I'm pretty 
sure I didn't recorde it cause I tried this several times.....Anyway 
hopefuly you'll understand something out of my misch-masch letter. 
Excuse my english as well.
cheers
| 7062|7062|2002-10-01 02:30:58|r_s_7_k|Where to Buy Memory In Los Angeles, and what kind?|
I'd like to max out the Rs
| 7063|7045|2002-10-01 02:51:06|matrata.tribe@free.fr|Re: no data !?!|
Hello,

I have had the same problem and I solve it by given a name to the phrase.
This problem is certainly the same with other jobs, like mix phrase, copy 
phrase ....

Matrata

En réponse à Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

> On Monday 30 September 2002 16:24, tempotanken wrote:
> > I´ve found out that it also happens with the internal
> > sounds...
> >
> > -I turn the RS on without a smart card
> > -I select track 1,
> > -I press "mixer", = phrase / 001 Grandpno
> > -I press "pattern " = style 01 , Section A , meas 001,
> > Length 004, bpm 120
> > -I press "rec" = rec loop on, replace, no Q or swing
> > -I record a 4 bar piano phrase
> > -I press "play", everything sounds right
> > -I press "pattern" = it shows user phrase 001 on track
> > 01, meas 001/004
> > -I press "job", select quantise
> > -it shows: phrs 001 M 001 : 1 : 000 ? M 257 : 1 :000
> > -I press DO and get the message " no data "
> 
> Okay, that's a good description, which I followed exactly. I 
> don't get the "no data" error however, it simply works.
> I vaguely remember someone reporting similar problems, where 
> naming the phrase fixed his problem as well. I also 
> remember that factory-resetting the RS did the job, but I 
> may be wrong here.
> 
> What OS version are you using?
> 
> Anyway, do a factory-reset and try again please.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
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| 7064|7062|2002-10-01 05:45:27|Latif|Re: Where to Buy Memory In Los Angeles, and what kind?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> I'd like to max out the Rs

you could try here:
http://www.memoryx.net/rs7000sampler.html

but i think they are expensive, i paid halve of that price here in 
Holland...

goodluck

Latif
| 7065|7062|2002-10-01 05:50:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Where to Buy Memory In Los Angeles, and what kind?|
On Tuesday 01 October 2002 10:30, r_s_7_k wrote:

> I'd like to max out the Rs

Try http://www.oempcworld.com
They even know the RS7000 there.

- Robert
| 7066|7062|2002-10-01 08:58:18|taffy731|Re: Where to Buy Memory In Los Angeles, and what kind?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> I'd like to max out the Rs

I have had good luck with datamem.com - look under "Sampler Memory"
and order the DM34 006 chips listed for the Yamaha A5000. Those chips
work with the RS7000. They're only $11.99 each for 32 mb. I paid a total of
$29.98 for two plus shipping. I have purchased memory from them for my 
K2600Xand E5000 also, and can recommend their service.
| 7067|7052|2002-10-01 11:26:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
On Tuesday 01 October 2002 03:16, zhel_id wrote:

> I'm referring to the internal kit and gl. sample kit
> voice for exampl. I was actually jamming.took a hiphop
> kit from track one and played a sequence (kick snare and
> hi-hats) then sampled a bass on channel 2 (pitched), made
> a loop, saved some changes into scenes and that's
> it.Wanted to build a similar stuff on the section B but
> with a different flavour.I did "COPY TRACK" both to sect.
> B , pressed pattern , went to patch mode , pressed record
> and changed settings.Instead of displayed hiphop kit I
> put d'n'b one.Okay?

Ah, here's the problem.
All the tracks of all the sections (A, B, etc) of a given 
style *share* the voice (synth) settings. Or in other 
words: track 4 in section A shares the synth settings with 
track 4 in section B, and section C, and so on. That is, 
within one style.

This also applies for play fx stuff, fx sends, mixer 
settings. Its the *style* that stores these settings, not 
the section. 

Now suppose you want track 4 (to continue with the example 
above) of section B to have another voice/synth 
sound/play-fx/ect? Several options are available:

1) Record the changes as CC (or sysex) messages in the 
phrase. For example, record filter changes in the phrase.

2) Use scene memories to store global snapshots of all the 
settings and recall them at strategic moments. For example, 
recall a scene when section B is started.

3) Set the voice selection of a given track to "Phrase" in 
the mixer and store the voice in the phrase header. This 
allows for a different voice per phrase, meaning that track 
4 on section B can have a new voice, and track 4 on section 
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C yet another voice, and so on.

Alternatively, you could simply allocate another track for 
the variation in section B and only use that track in 
section B.

Hope this helps.
- Robert
| 7068|7045|2002-10-01 11:27:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: no data !?!|
On Tuesday 01 October 2002 10:51, matrata.tribe@free.fr 
wrote:

> Hello,
>
> I have had the same problem and I solve it by given a
> name to the phrase. This problem is certainly the same
> with other jobs, like mix phrase, copy phrase ....

Wonder why some of us have these problems, while others 
don't. It isn't the OS version, so it must be the way we 
work with the RS.

- Robert
| 7069|7069|2002-10-01 15:33:33|r_s_7_k|How Do You Guys/Gals Cope With the Sample Processing Time???|
It's driving me crazy, sitting there watching those numbers go up and 
up, it takes forever, and is definitely a vibe killer, how do you 
cats cope with it, is there a way to speed up the functions, is this 
something that can be implemented in the notorious up coming os 
upgrade?
I know that we are all RS7000 owners here, so I am not trying to bash 
the machine, but I'm just wondering if my thinking that buying a 
machine of this caliber in this day in age should not come with 
sample functions that take forever like this. What if you are a person
who uses sampling heavely, it seems like slicing up your tracks could 
be a nightmare. I'm trying to delve whole heartedly into phrase 
sampling with this machine , first i play drums,bass, and guitar, then
lay those instruments down and change into nothing but samples mode 
but the rs is giving me grey hairs for every single function, I guess 
what i'm asking is is it just me or is this the slowest sampler on 
the planet, and is there anything I can do about it? and for those of 
you who are mainly samplist do you have any suggestions or tehniques 
that you'd be willing to share.

peace
| 7070|7052|2002-10-01 17:41:00|zhel_id|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|

> Ah, here's the problem.
> All the tracks of all the sections (A, B, etc) of a given 
> style *share* the voice (synth) settings. Or in other 
> words: track 4 in section A shares the synth settings with 
> track 4 in section B, and section C, and so on. That is, 
> within one style.
> 
> This also applies for play fx stuff, fx sends, mixer 
> settings. Its the *style* that stores these settings, not 
> the section. 
> 
> Now suppose you want track 4 (to continue with the example 
> above) of section B to have another voice/synth 
> sound/play-fx/ect? Several options are available:
> 
> 1) Record the changes as CC (or sysex) messages in the 
> phrase. For example, record filter changes in the phrase.
> 
> 2) Use scene memories to store global snapshots of all the 
> settings and recall them at strategic moments. For example, 
> recall a scene when section B is started.
> 
> 3) Set the voice selection of a given track to "Phrase" in 
> the mixer and store the voice in the phrase header. This 
> allows for a different voice per phrase, meaning that track 
> 4 on section B can have a new voice, and track 4 on section 
> C yet another voice, and so on.
> 
> Alternatively, you could simply allocate another track for 
> the variation in section B and only use that track in 
> section B.

Thanx Robert,
This helps a lot in away that I'm not going to mess about it that 
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much anyway. The only way I can do it is to select a kick drum on 
track 1 (from the kicks program) snare on track 2 (from snares 
program) hi-hat on track 3...and so on.That's the only way I can 
change the actual sound of the kick on section B cause I'll be 
playing just different phrase Imean different key on the same "kick" 
program which in that case is the different kick.Am I right? One 
little question more..if I may, If I play for exampl. the whole kit 
just on track 1 real time and like it..how can I copy or export snare 
on track2, hi-hat on 3 and so on.Is it possible to do that? I tried 
once , but I didn't have a control over the destination tracks 
afaik.Is there any workaround at all? Anyway, Many Thanx- you've been 
very helpfuuuull!
cheers

> 
> Hope this helps.
> - Robert

| 7071|7071|2002-10-02 00:05:55|Rasidel Slika|another demo track using MULTICOMP|
for this one, I used MULTICOMP for the Variation effect, AND turned 
on MULTICOMP master effect.. :) and then I was playing around with 
the settings a little..... towards the end I turn off the master 
effect, you can tell the big difference.... this is 100% RS7000.. 
straight out into my computer, no external processing/mastering..

Delobbo - Untitled_10
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/demo_100102.mp3

delobbo
| 7072|7020|2002-10-02 03:06:18|Zeek Duff|Re: QY700 or QY100|
RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

>Original Message: 
> Date: Sat, 28 Sep 2002 11:18:05 +0200
> From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Subject: Re: Re: QY700 or QY100
>
>On Friday 27 September 2002 20:32, Zeek Duff wrote:
> 
>
>>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 
>>
>wrote:
> 
>
>>>I once tried the QY70 and after playing with it for a
>>>while decided to go for the QY700. Loved every minute
>>>of use with this machine (finally replaced it with the
>>>RS7K).
>>> 
>>>
>>Hi Robert,
>>Why did you decide to replace it? More sequencer power
>>and/or the audio looping? 
>> 
>>
>
>Initially I didn't replace it but just added the RS to my 
>setup, with the plan to use both together as a 32-track 
>pattern-based sequencer. But that plan failed due to the 
>complexity of the midi setup (both devices need midi input, 
>but one of them should shut up while I'm working with the 
>other one) and composition management (if I insert a bart 
>on one machine, I also have to do it on the other).
>

Hi Robert,
That's always a problem to consider when using two or more sequencers, 
but only absolutely necessary if you're going to run 32 or more MIDI 
tracks. I haven't had a need for that, rarely use more than 10, but 
even if I wanted to drive two MIDI sets, I'd probably get the entire 
song format done before starting on the 2nd sequencer's tracks. But, 
yes. Any other way would be a major pain. :)

>
>Midi-wise, the QY700 is *way* more powerfull than the RS. 
>The QY700 has 16 pattern tracks and 32 linear tracks 
>simultaneously. In Pattern mode, the QY allows multiple 
>phrases to be placed anywhere on a track. It supports rests 
>as well. And all of that on that lovely big screen. The QY 
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>also has a backup battery, so simply switch it off (no need 
>to save anything) and continue tomorrow. Imo, the QY700 is 
>one of the best (if not THE best) hardware sequencer, 
>although it has its flaws:
>
>- I wish it had more pattern tracks, like 64.
>

An ideal settup might be the QY700, AND an RS7000. If it comes to that, 
I won't hesitate. Much. ;)

>- The tone generator is weak.
>

Not a problem.

>- It cannot generate MTC (but can listen to it).
>

Logic Audio insists on being the "master clock," so that isn't a 
problem, either.

>- There's a bug that causes it to drop out for a short while 
>when looping in song mode (but this never bothered me).
>

Hmm... I wonder if there's an OS update for that..?

>- It lacks fast selection keys for track selection.
>

AHA! In perusiing the manual, it appears it should have sub menus that 
"automatically" assigns function keys for this when you're on the right 
page. Is there no "jump" feature to get there quickly?

>- Like the RS and RM1x, jumping patterns between styles 
>produces a short gap while the fx processor is 
>re-initialized. 
>

How about when the FX are off? I record dry tracks for the most part 
and add FX in the mixdown in Logic.

>
>Anyway, I have since moved to Logic as my main sequencer.
>

Logic Audio is the best, although I miss a certain ease of editing found 
in my old Kawai Q-80. That's part of my desire to get back to a 
hardware piece for the basics, at least. The Roland XP-80 has a 
powerful sequencer, but being mounted on a pull-out tray under my desk 
makes it difficult to see to use and I don't care for the way Roland 
laid it out, anyway, (You can see pix of this setup on my mp3.com site 
by clicking on "Images.") Logic's audio editing is the real sell, there 
are things doable that are just amazing to "save" a take that has only a 
few flaws and punching in or redoing it would be more of a hassle than 
using one of the many ways to "fix" it. However, the sequencer editing 
is buggy, the Score edit often doesn't see duplicate notes, and moving 
notes and/or cutting and pasting in changes can get painfully tedious. 
Matrix edit often "jumps" to the wrong values. So, overall I give 
Logic's sequencer editing a C-. I've also used Mastertracks, Cakewalk, 
and DP, and they're not even as good. The best thing is being able to 
copy loops (motifs) within tracks quickly and of course, the gigantic 
(by comparison) displays. :\

>
> 
>
>>If so, that isn't a problem
>>for me, as I mentioned to others, with an XP-80 and Logic
>>Audio, I have sequencing and recording covered 9 ways
>>from Sunday. ;) I need groove templates, mostly for
>>bass & drums,
>> 
>>
>



>Check the drum sounds from the QY700, as they're not very 
>expressive when compared to the RS or even the QY100. 
>Afaik, the drum sets are not identical among the QY series 
>and even the QY70 got an improved set. 
>

Okay, do you mean the patterns aren't expressive or just the drum sounds 
themselves? Is the QY100 a later machine and did it get different drum 
"kits" or did it get different "template phrases" or both? I don't care 
what the drum "sounds" are like, I'd use the Roland sounds from the 
Drums & Bass expansion card to at least double them, anyway. BUT, the 
patterns and fills are very important. They must feel "natural" and be 
things a "real" good drummer would play. I have a slew of loops, but 
messing with them is a bona fide pain and so time consuming, I often 
forget what I was going for before I get there... Hence, the desire for 
a lot of "drum machine" type patterns and grooves, and of course, 
appropriate bass lines & grooves. :)

>
> 
>
>>Not an issue, I have plenty of sounds, too many,
>>actually. ;) I just want a lot of groove
>>possibilities, jazz/funk oriented and the ability to
>>combine and edit them by bar and by note. I need to be
>>able to put in "odd" bars, and tempo changes, too. Not
>>much. ;)
>> 
>>
>
>Well, if your sound engine is external, you might certainly 
>want to try the QY700, since it's a powerfull midi 
>sequencer. The built-in sound engine is mainly there for 
>sketching out a composition that is later 'expanded' to 
>external gear (which can be driven by the QY700).
>
>
> 
>

I have one on the line, thanks to the advice given here, and it may be 
just a week away. The first project will be to load in all of the 
useful stuff from my JS-5 and save it floppy and to the computer. If 
the QY700 has the capabilities I think it does, I should be able to use 
any part of those patterns along with any part of the QY's repertoire. 
I'm also looking for the ability to just program in chord changes from 
lead sheets, fake books, etc., and it looks like the QY covers that 
best, offering more chord types than any other machine out there, too. 

All RIGHT, thanks a lot to everyone, so far! I really appreciate the 
advice and suggestions from everyone, and if you'd answer the above 
questions Robert, I'll appreciate that, as well. :)

This will be going on for a while, so I'll be here. ;)

Best regards,
...z

Those who hear not the music think the dancers mad...

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7073|7073|2002-10-02 03:06:19|missiaen2005|yamaha RS 7000 OR roland mc909|
Can anyone tell me difference and what is the best YAMAHA RS 7000 OR 
rOLAND mc909
| 7074|7020|2002-10-02 03:06:19|Zeek Duff|Re: QY700 or QY100|
RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

>Original Message: 
> Date: Sun, 29 Sep 2002 12:26:01 -0000
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
>Subject: Re: QY700 or QY100
>
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>QY 700 is right for your music, I am just listening to. Now when I 
>know what you do ( very enjoyable on Sunday morning)it is easier to 
>advise. Rs 7K, Rm1x are for other types of work. The QY70, 100 and 
>future versions of the kind ?... any laptop will be much better for 
>the "on the move" sketches (since you can have audio along with 
>midi). I may get one for myself too, if hooked with good "engine" it 
>may be better solution then any "all-in-one" box.
>Your mp3.com- Good sound, good musicanship!
>
> 
>

Hi Oko,
Thank you! Well, I've already made the decision to get one, have a bid 
on one @ eBay.com, and just got an email from Bob Dunlap (of this group) 
about his unit for sale, an email that I wish would have come before I 
started bidding on eBay. He must only check and do email from work, 
Mon-Fri... Anyway, if I get outbid on eBay, I'll see about getting 
Bob's. But, thanks for taking the time to listen to what I'm doing and 
realizing/confirming the QY700 is most likely the best device for me at 
this point. :)

Best regards,
...z

"The magic of listening brings us closer to the central core of the 
universe. 
To begin to comprehend... Life, it is not sufficient to touch and see."
--Yehudi Menuhin

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7075|7047|2002-10-02 03:06:19|Andrew Smith|Re: rs7k + softsynths|
Check out NI's Absynth. Runs standalone and I'm quite sure you'll be
fairly impressed. 

OR

Sim Synth is a fairly inexpensive Item with one of the richest sound as
far as software goes. Bit trick to work at first but worth effort.....

-----Original Message-----
From: snejt [mailto:jpe-thul@online.no] 
Sent: Monday, 30 September 2002 9:57 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] rs7k + softsynths

This might be off-topic, so please have me excused...

I´m currently trying to figure out what will be the easiest way to 
extend the sonic palette using softsynths on a macintosh. The 
obvious answer is of course using software that works in 
standalone mode, but that is perhaps a bit limiting (NI only ??) I 
just tried out a demo of a vsti host 
(http://www.defectiverecords.com/vstihost/index.html) that 
crashed when i tried to load the free version of Sampletank, so I 
guess this particular host has ruled itself out.
So my question is simple: What is the best solution for this, 
tanking into account that I don´t need a full scale software seq. ?

rgds

s

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7076|7076|2002-10-02 03:06:20|silverfox63usa|New Roland MC-909 ?|
Has anybody found a price for the new MC-909 yet ?

Synthplanet.com do not mention it. Only some pictures ...
http://www.synthplanet.com/newspage.lasso

Please let me know when you find anything.

Thank You !
| 7077|7077|2002-10-02 03:06:21|sas_bybow|Basics Basics where do I start |
Hi , just managed to pickup the RS7000 pipe dream and maybe I have 
been whooed by the salesman or some quick finger operating nerd , but 
I cant seem to do a damn thing.

So rather than me spend another four hours in vain or convince myself 
I am really stupid , I hope I dont insult too many people with my 
lack of knowledge.

I have never owned a sampler/sequencer/groovebox synth , I have 
played with fruity loops and thats it.

I dont wnat to play with the preset styles or demos , I want to go in 
from scratch , I have read the first 100 or so pages of the book , 
which I havent found easy and I want to just simply set my RS up so 
that I can record my first track , section and build from there.

I dont seem to be able to select a track and play a simple drum beat 
or base line in and then add each instrument as I choose.

So without boring the pants of anyone , could anyone point me to a 
good getting started guide to making tracks , even if its not RS 
specific that might give me a better understanding of the structure. 
I will play with effects etc later , along with the sampler.

Another simple question is , is this machine far more easier to work 
with a realsynth or midi keyboard plugged in , should I have invested 
in that up front or should or keep going toggling modes?

Thanks , maybe I am just impatient , but it sounds like there must be 
some cheats in the world of knowledge in this group.
| 7078|7078|2002-10-02 03:06:21|thebeatslicer|scuzzy|
i am trying to import/export files between the rs and my pc can 
anyone help
| 7079|7052|2002-10-02 03:06:22|andynoctor|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
Robert, I also have a problem geting my head around this ...
The demo smartmedia tracks have some very nice `sections' - it all
looks very simple until you try to make it work!

Could I ask you to give a simple demo re ...

> 1) Record the changes as CC (or sysex) messages in the 
> phrase. For example, record filter changes in the phrase.

? GULP!

> 2) Use scene memories to store global snapshots of all the 
> settings and recall them at strategic moments. For example, 
> recall a scene when section B is started.

Yup, can do that! ;-)

> 3) Set the voice selection of a given track to "Phrase" in 
> the mixer and store the voice in the phrase header. This 
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> allows for a different voice per phrase, meaning that track 
> 4 on section B can have a new voice, and track 4 on section 
> C yet another voice, and so on.
> 

Gulp again ... Phrase header?

Cheers

AndyN.
| 7080|7080|2002-10-02 03:06:24|Zeek Duff|Did it.|
Hi group,
This is kind of a test, I've sent several replies to people on the list 
that didn't appear in the digest or on the web page. :\ Anyway, thanks 
to everyone for all the great advice and I've got a QY700 on the way or 
at least I've told someone to go ahead and send it to me. I'll be 
around, and let you all know how it works out.

Thanks again for the help and to Okoyemaya, thanks for the help AND the 
compliments. :)

Best regards,
...z

"Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes.
Art is knowing which ones to keep."
-Scott Adams

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 7081|7073|2002-10-02 03:08:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: yamaha RS 7000 OR roland mc909|
On Monday 30 September 2002 09:51, missiaen2005 wrote:

> Can anyone tell me difference and what is the best YAMAHA
> RS 7000 OR rOLAND mc909

It's a bit early for that discussion, don't you think? ;)

- Robert
| 7082|7080|2002-10-02 03:12:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Did it.|
On Wednesday 02 October 2002 06:56, Zeek Duff wrote:

> Hi group,
> This is kind of a test, I've sent several replies to
> people on the list that didn't appear in the digest or on
> the web page. :\ 

Well, here they are. ;)

Sorry for the delay in handling your first-message approvals 
guys.

- Robert
| 7083|7069|2002-10-02 03:46:53|arveyman|Re: How Do You Guys/Gals Cope With the Sample Processing Time???|
Yeah, slicing takes a bit, true. But it also heavily depends on the 
settings for slicing and on the length of the sample! 

I usually do not use large samples to slice. Most of the time it is 
only one bar, 4 bars max!

Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> It's driving me crazy, sitting there watching those numbers go up 
and 
> up, it takes forever, and is definitely a vibe killer, how do you 
> cats cope with it, is there a way to speed up the functions, is 
this 
> something that can be implemented in the notorious up coming os 
> upgrade?
> I know that we are all RS7000 owners here, so I am not trying to 
bash 
> the machine, but I'm just wondering if my thinking that buying a 
> machine of this caliber in this day in age should not come with 
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> sample functions that take forever like this. What if you are a 
person
> who uses sampling heavely, it seems like slicing up your tracks 
could 
> be a nightmare. I'm trying to delve whole heartedly into phrase 
> sampling with this machine , first i play drums,bass, and guitar, 
then
> lay those instruments down and change into nothing but samples mode 
> but the rs is giving me grey hairs for every single function, I 
guess 
> what i'm asking is is it just me or is this the slowest sampler on 
> the planet, and is there anything I can do about it? and for those 
of 
> you who are mainly samplist do you have any suggestions or 
tehniques 
> that you'd be willing to share.
> 
> peace

| 7084|7084|2002-10-02 08:28:41|Zeek Duff|[Fwd: Did it.]|
Resent 10/1 @ 8:19AM MDT

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Did it.
Date: Tue, 01 Oct 2002 22:56:27 -0600
From: Zeek Duff <zduff@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: zeek@theduffs.org
Organization: WHAT!Productions!
To: RS7000 <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>

Hi group,
This is kind of a test, I've sent several replies to people on the list 
that didn't appear in the digest or on the web page. :\ Anyway, thanks 
to everyone for all the great advice and I've got a QY700 on the way or 
at least I've told someone to go ahead and send it to me. I'll be 
around, and let you all know how it works out.

Thanks again for the help, esp Robt vdK and to Okoyemaya, thanks for the help AND the 
compliments. :)

Best regards,
...z

"Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes.
Art is knowing which ones to keep."
-Scott Adams

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 7085|7069|2002-10-02 10:18:48|Latif|Re: How Do You Guys/Gals Cope With the Sample Processing Time???|
Yes, i agree with Arv.. and i procces longer samples in the computer, 
and re-import them through the smart-media.
it's also very important to chop off unwanted data from your samples 
then extract the wanted sample-data, and clear out the RAM memory 
before saving to smart-media.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> Yeah, slicing takes a bit, true. But it also heavily depends on the 
> settings for slicing and on the length of the sample! 
> 
> I usually do not use large samples to slice. Most of the time it is 
> only one bar, 4 bars max!
> 
> Arv
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> > It's driving me crazy, sitting there watching those numbers go up 
> and 
> > up, it takes forever, and is definitely a vibe killer, how do you 
> > cats cope with it, is there a way to speed up the functions, is 
> this 
> > something that can be implemented in the notorious up coming os 
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> > upgrade?
> > I know that we are all RS7000 owners here, so I am not trying to 
> bash 
> > the machine, but I'm just wondering if my thinking that buying a 
> > machine of this caliber in this day in age should not come with 
> > sample functions that take forever like this. What if you are a 
> person
> > who uses sampling heavely, it seems like slicing up your tracks 
> could 
> > be a nightmare. I'm trying to delve whole heartedly into phrase 
> > sampling with this machine , first i play drums,bass, and guitar, 
> then
> > lay those instruments down and change into nothing but samples 
mode 
> > but the rs is giving me grey hairs for every single function, I 
> guess 
> > what i'm asking is is it just me or is this the slowest sampler 
on 
> > the planet, and is there anything I can do about it? and for 
those 
> of 
> > you who are mainly samplist do you have any suggestions or 
> tehniques 
> > that you'd be willing to share.
> > 
> > peace

| 7086|7071|2002-10-02 10:21:24|Rasidel Slika|Re: another demo track using MULTICOMP|
woops.... try this..

http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/demo_100103.mp3 (12MB)

delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "Rasidel Slika" wrote:
> for this one, I used MULTICOMP for the Variation effect, AND turned 
> on MULTICOMP master effect.. :) and then I was playing around with 
> the settings a little..... towards the end I turn off the master 
> effect, you can tell the big difference.... this is 100% RS7000.. 
> 
> Delobbo - Untitled_10
> http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/demo_100102.mp3
> 
> delobbo

| 7087|7078|2002-10-02 10:26:52|buckmoy|Re: scuzzy|
The way I've done it (there may be others but apart from actually re-
sampling I doubt it) is to get a SCSI card for my PC - you can then 
use the TWE software that should have come with your Yam to transfer 
nice chopped up wavs to the Yam. Or backwards and forwards, whatever. 
You can even transfer word documents and read them on the LCD.

--- In RS7000@y..., "thebeatslicer" wrote:
> i am trying to import/export files between the rs and my pc can 
> anyone help

| 7088|7088|2002-10-02 10:35:13|aredubbya|Trouble getting started with new RS|
Need some help please, I don't know where my signal is coming from. 
(I'm vey new to midi sequencing/recording, but this is not a problem 
about channels etc, I think???) My apologies for such a basic 
question...

First my setup

Roland RD700 keyboard, with MIDI out going into MIDI in, in the RS.

RS7k MIDI out A, hooked up to Roland XV 5050 synth MIDI in

from there the ouput pases thru my VS2480 mixer, then on to the 

speakers. 

My problem is I want to use only the sounds in my synth and not the 
internal ones 8for the time being), it being an external generator, 
like the manuals says, I followed the MIDI setup as the manual says 
pg 260 
Midi sync INTERNAL, Midi clock MIDI A, Midi control OUT A, Echo back 
is REC monitor A ( i want midi data from my keyboard sent onto the 
XV), TG param out is OUT A, voice set up to TG is ON and MTC start 
offset doesn't afffect me i think? 
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The synth is set to receive midi messages, what i don't understand is 
i choose strings on my keyboard (with no intention of actually 
hearing that sound) and i play one key, hear a acoustic piano the 
midi IN, OUT A & B lights on the RS flas simultaneuosly, i turn off 
the power to the synth no change, press keyboard on the RS play the 
keyboard pad hear the same acoustic piano sound with in Midi A light 
flashing on the RS. 

Stop, something happened i don't know how but i have selected a drum 
kit and i think it is the RS one, only i there is nothing on the 
phrase, i had been selecting the sounds form the SECTIONS a-p, so 
sounds are coming from the Rs but how do you disable the internal 
sounds? Does work only after track assigning?
| 7089|7052|2002-10-02 11:12:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
On Tuesday 01 October 2002 19:41, andynoctor wrote:

> Robert, I also have a problem geting my head around this
> ... The demo smartmedia tracks have some very nice
> `sections' - it all looks very simple until you try to
> make it work!
>
> Could I ask you to give a simple demo re ...
>
> > 1) Record the changes as CC (or sysex) messages in the
> > phrase. For example, record filter changes in the
> > phrase.
>
> ? GULP!

Peanuts. Select the track, start record replace and turn the 
filter (or other) knob. Stop. Enjoy. ;)

> > 3) Set the voice selection of a given track to "Phrase"
> > in the mixer and store the voice in the phrase header.
> > This allows for a different voice per phrase, meaning
> > that track 4 on section B can have a new voice, and
> > track 4 on section C yet another voice, and so on.
>
> Gulp again ... Phrase header?

Yep, that's a (for most) secret compartment of a phrase 
where the used to playback the phrase is stored. This is 
the secret of the preset phrases. Never wondered how a bass 
sound is autmagically selected with a bass preset phrase?

Okay, to programm the phrase header do this:

1. Select the section and track.

2. In the mixer, set the voice to 'Phrase'. This way, the 
phrase itself is in charge of the voice, and not the mixer. 

3. Press the Rec button to enter record-standby mode.

4. Press the Pattern button to get the screen with the 16 
phrase number sections (not the main screen).

5. Turn knobs 1 and 2 to select the phrase voice.

6. Press Stop. That's it, you just programmed the phrase 
header.

Not that this trick allows for a different voice for the 
same track in each section. 

- Robert
| 7090|7052|2002-10-02 11:21:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
On Wednesday 02 October 2002 01:40, zhel_id wrote:

> One little question more..if I may, If I play for
> exampl. the whole kit just on track 1 real time and like
> it..how can I copy or export snare on track2, hi-hat on 3
> and so on.Is it possible to do that? I tried once , but I
> didn't have a control over the destination tracks
> afaik.Is there any workaround at all? 



You used the Divide Drum Track job (#31, page 150).
It will take a track number, and split the note events it 
finds in the phrase played by that track number into 8 
*new* user phrases. Finally, it will place those new 
phrases in tracks 1-8.

It's a kind of wild job indeed, but you could handle it by 
copying the section (pattern) to an empty style and do the 
work there. Then check for usefull phrases it created and 
copy them over into your working style.

Alternatively, you could use the Extract Event job, 
described on page 142 to extract a given event (range) from 
a source phrase and move it to a target phrase.

- Robert
| 7091|7077|2002-10-02 11:42:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Basics Basics where do I start|
On Tuesday 01 October 2002 11:57, sas_bybow wrote:

> I dont seem to be able to select a track and play a
> simple drum beat or base line in and then add each
> instrument as I choose.

That should be possible right now:

1) Boot the RS without the smartcard inserted (just to be 
sure it doesn't load a preset style). The RS should now be 
in Pattern mode, and you're looking at an empty style. You 
should see a 120 BPM count in the red display.

2) Make sure the Master Volume knob (top right) is set at 12 
o'clock (well make sure it is not fully turned down).

3) Select the first track by pressing the Track Select 
button, and while keeping it pressed down, press the
1 button from the row of 16 grey/white knobs. Now release 
the Track Select button again.

4) Press the Keyboard button so that the green led lights 
up. This enables the RS mini keyboard for playing.

5) Press the Mixer button once to produce the Voice Select 
page. If you can't find that page, press the Exit button 
until you get the main Pattern screen and try again.

6) Turn knobs 1 and 3 to select a bank and voice you want to 
hear. Note that knob 1 can be turned backwards beyond the 
point it started. Play the mini keyboard to hear the 
voices.

7) Press Exit to return to the main screen.

8) Press Rec and Play to start recording. Wait for the 
precount to complete and enter some notes from the mini 
keyboard.

9) Press Stop when you're done. Press play to hear your 
track.

To add another track, go to point 3) and select another 
track.

> Another simple question is , is this machine far more
> easier to work with a realsynth or midi keyboard plugged
> in , should I have invested in that up front or should or
> keep going toggling modes?

A midi master keyboard is a good addition if you want to 
record keyboard input, the mini keyboard is fun, but it's 
not very useful. 

An external synth engine may be needed if you don't like the 
internal synth sounds of the RS, but better wait with that 
until you're more familiar with the RS. The filters do a 
pretty nice job on the internal voices, so there's a chance 
you're happy with it.

- Robert



P.S. Did you read our faq?
| 7092|7088|2002-10-02 12:06:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble getting started with new RS|
On Wednesday 02 October 2002 18:34, aredubbya wrote:

> My problem is I want to use only the sounds in my synth
> and not the internal ones 8for the time being), it being
> an external generator, like the manuals says, I followed
> the MIDI setup as the manual says pg 260
> Midi sync INTERNAL, Midi clock MIDI A, Midi control OUT
> A, Echo back is REC monitor A ( i want midi data from my
> keyboard sent onto the XV), TG param out is OUT A,
> voice set up to TG is ON and MTC start offset doesn't
> afffect me i think?

Looks okay so far.

> Stop, something happened i don't know how but i have
> selected a drum kit and i think it is the RS one, only i
> there is nothing on the phrase, i had been selecting the
> sounds form the SECTIONS a-p, so sounds are coming from
> the Rs but how do you disable the internal sounds? Does
> work only after track assigning?

From the main screen, press the Setup sub mode button 4 
times to produce the Out Channel page. This is where you 
control - per track - if the internal TG must play, and 
what channels are used for midi outputs A and B. Use the 
normal track select procedure to... err... select a track 
and play with knobs 3 and 4 to control the track's 
behavior.

Hope this does the trick.

- Robert
| 7093|7052|2002-10-02 12:13:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|

> Yep, that's a (for most) secret compartment of a phrase
> where the used to playback the phrase is stored. 

Make that:

Yep, that's a (for most) secret compartment of a phrase
where the *voice number* used to playback the phrase is 
stored. 

- Robert
| 7094|7094|2002-10-02 14:27:24|jezjacksonuk|still having SX blues with Rs7k|
Bloody Computers I hate 'em,

All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that the Rs is 
the slave

Then record the performance as midi without the flippin' thing blue 
screening on me with a process_has_locked_pages error

can anyone who is using this configuration please (pretty!!) post 
their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can eliminate this problem 

At least I will know if it's me or a driver issue

Many hopefull and loveable thanks in advance 

Jez

p.s. I have no hair left
| 7095|7094|2002-10-02 15:35:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|
On Wednesday 02 October 2002 22:27, jezjacksonuk wrote:

> Bloody Computers I hate 'em,
>
> All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that
> the Rs is the slave
>
> Then record the performance as midi without the flippin'



> thing blue screening on me with a
> process_has_locked_pages error
>
> can anyone who is using this configuration please
> (pretty!!) post their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can
> eliminate this problem

Don't have SX, but make sure it is sending out Midi Clock to 
the midi port the the RS is connected to.

On the RS, press Utility twice and set the Midi Sync 
parameter to MIDI.

Can't help you with the process_has_locked_pages error, but 
it sounds like a software (SX) or driver error to me.

- Robert
| 7096|7096|2002-10-02 16:08:48|sean mccarrick|Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
Hi,

I've started using pattern chain mode again for the
first time in ages. Everytime I record scene memories,
ie mute/unmutes in the chain it works fine.
But as soon as I go off that chain page into another
chain or pattern mode. All the scene stuff disappears
like I never did it!
Maybe someone has come across this before.
Thanks in advance
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New DSL Internet Access from SBC & Yahoo!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 7097|7088|2002-10-02 16:57:17|aredubbya|Re: Trouble getting started with new RS|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 02 October 2002 18:34, aredubbya wrote:
> 
> > My problem is I want to use only the sounds in my synth
> > and not the internal ones 8for the time being), it being
> > an external generator, like the manuals says, I followed
> > the MIDI setup as the manual says pg 260
> > Midi sync INTERNAL, Midi clock MIDI A, Midi control OUT
> > A, Echo back is REC monitor A ( i want midi data from my
> > keyboard sent onto the XV), TG param out is OUT A,
> > voice set up to TG is ON and MTC start offset doesn't
> > afffect me i think?
> 
> Looks okay so far.
> 
> > Stop, something happened i don't know how but i have
> > selected a drum kit and i think it is the RS one, only i
> > there is nothing on the phrase, i had been selecting the
> > sounds form the SECTIONS a-p, so sounds are coming from
> > the Rs but how do you disable the internal sounds? Does
> > work only after track assigning?
> 
> From the main screen, press the Setup sub mode button 4 
> times to produce the Out Channel page. This is where you 
> control - per track - if the internal TG must play, and 
> what channels are used for midi outputs A and B. Use the 
> normal track select procedure to... err... select a track 
> and play with knobs 3 and 4 to control the track's 
> behavior.
> 
> Hope this does the trick.
> 
> - Robert

Thanks tried above and still am getting the drum kit sound. But

Correct me if I am wrong. A friend of mine has a QY700 and it is 
hooked up to a Roalnd sc8850 sound canvas. He can only hear the 
internal QY sounds when he connects a monitor speake directlt to the 
QY. The QY can't reprdice it's own internal sounds via MIDI. Assuming 
the RS is the same???? the sounds I am hearing are coming from the 
roland XV I just don't know which channel has be assigned the sound 
and what sound is selected? I think it is a channels assigning prob!
| 7098|7094|2002-10-02 17:05:47|mmittner|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|

http://sbc.yahoo.com/


> Bloody Computers I hate 'em,

yeah, me too ... 

> All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that the Rs is 
> the slave
> 
> Then record the performance as midi without the flippin' thing blue 
> screening on me with a process_has_locked_pages error
> 
> can anyone who is using this configuration please (pretty!!) post 
> their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can eliminate this problem 
> 
> At least I will know if it's me or a driver issue

that sounds to me like a problem with memory management. make sure you have no unneccessary apps running - like instant messengers, web browsers and stuff like that.
don't even start those apps before starting sx, they might not cleanly clear up the memory when they're closed. don't connect to the net, close fire walls, virus protection,
winamp agent, whatever, make sure that ONLY sx is running. best is to make a partition exclusively for the os, sx and your audio driver and install nothing else on that
partition. boot from your audio partition when you want to make some tracks, boot from your other partition when you want to read emails. keep your registry clean if
using software from the evil m-company ;-) other things you can do: check your ram, check for device conflicts and stuff like that. go through your bios settings, probably
you have activated a feature that causes sx to crash, or go through your driver settings ... unfortunately there's virtually an infinite number of possible error sources. best
is of course: keep your system clean.

-mike
| 7099|7076|2002-10-02 17:14:29|Dave Jumpers|Re: New Roland MC-909 ?|
Why don't you go ask a music store salesman??

silverfox63usa wrote:

>Has anybody found a price for the new MC-909 yet ?
>
>Synthplanet.com do not mention it. Only some pictures ...
>http://www.synthplanet.com/newspage.lasso
>
>Please let me know when you find anything.
>
>Thank You !
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
> 
>

-- 

____ ___ __ 
David Bonilla + /\ _`\ /'___\/\ \__ 
NWD ST2 Product Engineer + \ \ \/\ \ __ /\ \__/\ \ ,_\ 
+ \ \ \ \ \ /'__`\ \ ,__\\ \ \/ 
Phone: (506) 298-6559 + \ \ \_\ \/\ __/\ \ \_/ \ \ \_
Pager: (506) 296-5656 + \ \____/\ \____\\ \_\ \ \__\
+ \/___/ \/____/ \/_/ \/__/

dbonilla-mobl.cr.intel.com
| 7100|7052|2002-10-02 17:25:51|zhel_id|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
Thanx Robert
everything you wrote was very helpful..man.
Does anybody know what to expect from the new os update (december, 
january)
I mean what is realistic to expect?
take care
| 7101|7094|2002-10-02 23:59:50|Jez|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|

http://www.synthplanet.com/newspage.lasso
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Thanks for the input Robert

But unfortunatly, these things I have tried.

If anyone else has any further ideas please post

I will post my findings when I have cracked this
with a full blow by blow account of the settings and procedures

Jez

p.s
I'm on my third bottle of valium today

pps
where's that blooming whiskey gone!!!

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2002 10:35 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] still having SX blues with Rs7k

> On Wednesday 02 October 2002 22:27, jezjacksonuk wrote:
> > Bloody Computers I hate 'em,
> >
> > All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that
> > the Rs is the slave
> >
> > Then record the performance as midi without the flippin'
> > thing blue screening on me with a
> > process_has_locked_pages error
> >
> > can anyone who is using this configuration please
> > (pretty!!) post their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can
> > eliminate this problem
>
> Don't have SX, but make sure it is sending out Midi Clock to
> the midi port the the RS is connected to.
>
> On the RS, press Utility twice and set the Midi Sync
> parameter to MIDI.
>
> Can't help you with the process_has_locked_pages error, but
> it sounds like a software (SX) or driver error to me.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7102|7094|2002-10-03 00:40:33|cornel|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|
I don't know to what extent what I have to say applies to you but here it is
anyway.

I don't have the Cubase SX , I'm forced to stay with Cubase 5.0 on Win98 SE
since my MIDI interface (MOTU 8x8 SERIAL MTP-AV) drivers are practically
impossible to make work with W2k.

I would suggest when you slave the RS7000 make sure the RS 7000 does not
transmit MIDI time code ( to be safe you might want to disable RS7000 MIDI
Through at least for testing purposes).
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Another trick I use which seems to give me fewer PC problems (since the sync
from the computer does not seem as solid as I would like it - I attribute
this to the MIDI interface drivers once again ), I set RS7000 Midi Sync to
the mixed mode (I believe the one setting before the MIDI). Both, computer
and RS7000 should have the exact same BPM settings, this way RS7000 keeps
it's own timing but transport controls are triggered by the computer. Just
for recording a simple 8 bar phrase this should work.

What MIDI interface are you using?

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2002 2:35 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] still having SX blues with Rs7k

> On Wednesday 02 October 2002 22:27, jezjacksonuk wrote:
> > Bloody Computers I hate 'em,
> >
> > All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that
> > the Rs is the slave
> >
> > Then record the performance as midi without the flippin'
> > thing blue screening on me with a
> > process_has_locked_pages error
> >
> > can anyone who is using this configuration please
> > (pretty!!) post their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can
> > eliminate this problem
>
> Don't have SX, but make sure it is sending out Midi Clock to
> the midi port the the RS is connected to.
>
> On the RS, press Utility twice and set the Midi Sync
> parameter to MIDI.
>
> Can't help you with the process_has_locked_pages error, but
> it sounds like a software (SX) or driver error to me.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7103|7052|2002-10-03 00:40:48|andynoctor|Re: check this out!(to R.V.D.Kemp)|
Robert, thanks for that, most excellent!

Cheers
Andy.

> Okay, to programm the phrase header do this:
> 
> 1. Select the section and track.
> 
> 2. In the mixer, set the voice to 'Phrase'. This way, the 
> phrase itself is in charge of the voice, and not the mixer. 
> 
> 3. Press the Rec button to enter record-standby mode.
> 
> 4. Press the Pattern button to get the screen with the 16 
> phrase number sections (not the main screen).
> 
> 5. Turn knobs 1 and 2 to select the phrase voice.
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> 
> 6. Press Stop. That's it, you just programmed the phrase 
> header.
> 
> Not that this trick allows for a different voice for the 
> same track in each section. 
> 
> - Robert

| 7104|7077|2002-10-03 00:41:18|sas_bybow|Re: Basics Basics where do I start|
Thanks Robert

I will try taking the card out , my machine was the demo from the 
shop and who knows how its setup.

I will give it a try
| 7105|7077|2002-10-03 00:41:29|Andrew Smith|Re: Basics Basics where do I start|
FEAR NOT!!!!

Read the manual (yawn) AND the FAQ pages hear for the fastest results.
Don't wast your time just trying to 'nut it out' on your own. It does
too much for that.

I have only had mine for around three weeks now and in the first week I
was starting to think the same as you. I found it to be very different
to anything I had used before and it seemed rather convoluted. I
thought I had bought a bit of a good sounding lemon that would frustrate
me BUT THEN..... after much time spent with my face in the manual,
Voila!!!! This thing rocks and I love it. I am sleeping about 2hrs per
day LESS!!

I was used to using Korg gear and PC based tools. The big difference is
that each Hardware/Software manufacturer has its own way or allowing
you to program your music . IE. Almost like they each have there own
language. The fundamentals are the same but the language must be learnt
be for you can program effectively. (because thats what we do really -
'program')

Using a hardware sequencer IS a different game but really worth the
learning because when you combine it with the hands on power of this
beasty thats where the fun really begins.

Press on. It will be worth it.

Regs
Andrew

-----Original Message-----
From: sas_bybow [mailto:bybow@pobox.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 October 2002 7:57 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Basics Basics where do I start

Hi , just managed to pickup the RS7000 pipe dream and maybe I have 
been whooed by the salesman or some quick finger operating nerd , but 
I cant seem to do a damn thing.

So rather than me spend another four hours in vain or convince myself 
I am really stupid , I hope I dont insult too many people with my 
lack of knowledge.

I have never owned a sampler/sequencer/groovebox synth , I have 
played with fruity loops and thats it.

I dont wnat to play with the preset styles or demos , I want to go in 
from scratch , I have read the first 100 or so pages of the book , 
which I havent found easy and I want to just simply set my RS up so 
that I can record my first track , section and build from there.

I dont seem to be able to select a track and play a simple drum beat 
or base line in and then add each instrument as I choose.

So without boring the pants of anyone , could anyone point me to a 
good getting started guide to making tracks , even if its not RS 
specific that might give me a better understanding of the structure. 
I will play with effects etc later , along with the sampler.

Another simple question is , is this machine far more easier to work 
with a realsynth or midi keyboard plugged in , should I have invested 
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in that up front or should or keep going toggling modes?

Thanks , maybe I am just impatient , but it sounds like there must be 
some cheats in the world of knowledge in this group.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7106|7077|2002-10-03 00:49:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Basics Basics where do I start|
On Thursday 03 October 2002 02:12, sas_bybow wrote:

> Thanks Robert
>
> I will try taking the card out , my machine was the demo
> from the shop and who knows how its setup.

In that case maybe you should also give it a factory reset.
Page 25 of english manual.

- Robert
| 7107|7088|2002-10-03 01:02:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble getting started with new RS|
On Thursday 03 October 2002 00:57, aredubbya wrote:

> Correct me if I am wrong. A friend of mine has a QY700
> and it is hooked up to a Roalnd sc8850 sound canvas. He
> can only hear the internal QY sounds when he connects a
> monitor speake directlt to the QY. The QY can't reprdice
> it's own internal sounds via MIDI. Assuming the RS is the
> same???? the sounds I am hearing are coming from the
> roland XV I just don't know which channel has be assigned
> the sound and what sound is selected? I think it is a
> channels assigning prob!

Looks like you're mixing up MIDI and audio signals.
MIDI ports (generally) don't carry audio signals. I say 
generally because there's a protocol to send samples over a 
midi cable, but that's not in real time.

So the audio outputs of the QY700 will only produce the QY's 
internal sounds. And the audio outputs of the SC8850 will 
only produce the SC's own sounds. If you want to hear both 
(depending on the song), you will have to add both sets of 
outputs in an audio mixer.

The RS is no different. The RS's internal tone generator 
sounds will only output through the RS audio outputs. And 
if the RS is connected to some external synth through MIDI, 
that synth own sounds *won't* show up on the RS audio 
outputs. 

Hope that's clear: MIDI doesn't carry an audio signal (in 
real time).
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Now to complicate matters, the RS does have its audio sample 
inputs and these can be used as a mini mixer (when you're 
not sampling). 

- Robert
| 7108|7096|2002-10-03 01:25:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
On Thursday 03 October 2002 00:08, sean mccarrick wrote:

> I've started using pattern chain mode again for the
> first time in ages. Everytime I record scene memories,
> ie mute/unmutes in the chain it works fine.
> But as soon as I go off that chain page into another
> chain or pattern mode. All the scene stuff disappears
> like I never did it!

Maybe I don't understand, but anyway.

You get (I believe) 20 pattern chains. Stuff programmed in 
chain 1 is not available when selecting any other chain, 
like stuff programmed in style 1 is not available in any of 
the other styles.

Also, the mutes, pattern and scene changes programmed in a 
pattern chain are not available in pattern mode. So if you 
program a pattern chain, the chain (including your 
programmed changes) can only be played in Pattern Chain 
mode. 

There's however a job available that converts the chain into 
a song, so you can also listen to your work in Song mode.

- Robert
| 7109|7109|2002-10-03 03:34:36|Uwe Jülich|German RS_7000 Forum|
Hallo,

if you are interested in speaking german, look at this:

http://www.boardy.de/forumdisplay.php3?forumid=80561

This will be no competition to this group, this will be a supplemantation.

Have a fine day,

Uwe
| 7110|7110|2002-10-03 06:07:44|buckmoy|RS and Cubase|
Hya group - I have two questions..

Firstly: I just downloaded the RS7K patchlist for Cubase, but am not 
really sure why this might be handy. How would you use Cubase with 
the Yam? Can you record Yam sessions in midi onto a Cubase 
arrangement? (I am also having trouble with installing my RS as a 
MIDI device - the txt file with the patchlist says "use the midi 
device manager" - is this in Cubase or with my soundcard? If the 
latter, do I install as a General Midi device, or find a new *.idf 
file?)

Secondly: If anyone has the time - some thoughts on how to integrate 
Cubase 5 VST, A Yamaha RS7000 and A Novation Supernova 2 keyboard 
would be great - I am currently using the Yam to piss around on - its 
midi clock and control is driving the novation, my PC is not in the 
loop at all, only a SCSI link to the YAm for uploading cleaned wavs 
etc.). 

As a result I don't save or record much work! Can't get beyond 
messing around..

Oh - a third question - if both the keyboard and the YAM are 
connected to the PC in a midi loop am I restricted to 16 channels to 
share between them? Or can they have 16 each. 

Thanks for your help - its nice to see a healthy active group.
| 7111|7096|2002-10-03 08:48:54|sean mccarrick|Re: Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
Thanks for the reply, I probably did not explain clear
enough.
I understand/know what you mean about the different
chains.

I am just using chain one.

http://www.boardy.de/forumdisplay.php3?forumid=80561


I can put scene/mute changes in edit mode in chain 1
and they stay there if I switch to another mode/page.
Put if I put the mute/scene changes in real
time/replace mode in chain 1 they appear after I
finish recording but then disappear when I switch page
or mode.
ie all tracks are unmuted from measure 1 to the last
measure.

Thanks again
-sean

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Thursday 03 October 2002 00:08, sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > I've started using pattern chain mode again for
> the
> > first time in ages. Everytime I record scene
> memories,
> > ie mute/unmutes in the chain it works fine.
> > But as soon as I go off that chain page into
> another
> > chain or pattern mode. All the scene stuff
> disappears
> > like I never did it!
> 
> Maybe I don't understand, but anyway.
> 
> You get (I believe) 20 pattern chains. Stuff
> programmed in 
> chain 1 is not available when selecting any other
> chain, 
> like stuff programmed in style 1 is not available in
> any of 
> the other styles.
> 
> Also, the mutes, pattern and scene changes
> programmed in a 
> pattern chain are not available in pattern mode. So
> if you 
> program a pattern chain, the chain (including your 
> programmed changes) can only be played in Pattern
> Chain 
> mode. 
> 
> There's however a job available that converts the
> chain into 
> a song, so you can also listen to your work in Song
> mode.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New DSL Internet Access from SBC & Yahoo!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 7112|7112|2002-10-03 08:57:01|Patrick Piens|Re: Digest Number 594|
unsubscribe remove
| 7113|7096|2002-10-03 09:00:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
On Thursday 03 October 2002 16:48, sean mccarrick wrote:

> I am just using chain one.
> I can put scene/mute changes in edit mode in chain 1
> and they stay there if I switch to another mode/page.

Okay.

> But if I put the mute/scene changes in real
> time/replace mode in chain 1 they appear after I
> finish recording but then disappear when I switch page
> or mode.
> ie all tracks are unmuted from measure 1 to the last
> measure.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
http://sbc.yahoo.com/


Weird. Haven't tried it yet (use Edit mode all the time), 
but did you select the Scene track before recording these 
mutes?

- Robert
| 7114|7073|2002-10-03 09:17:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: yamaha RS 7000 OR roland mc909|
--- In RS7000@y..., "missiaen2005" wrote:

> Can anyone tell me difference and what is the best YAMAHA RS 7000 

OR 

> rOLAND mc909

Ask this question again, when the MC909 is available in a couple of 
months.
| 7115|7096|2002-10-03 10:46:38|sean mccarrick|Re: Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
Yeah, I did that. Its like you can't record scene/mute
changes in real time.
The manual says different though! ;o)
Cheers
-sean

> Weird. Haven't tried it yet (use Edit mode all the
> time), 
> but did you select the Scene track before recording
> these 
> mutes?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New DSL Internet Access from SBC & Yahoo!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 7116|7096|2002-10-03 10:53:33|sean mccarrick|Re: Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
Yeah, I did that. Its like you can't record scene/mute
changes in real time.
The manual says different though! ;o)
Cheers
-sean

> Weird. Haven't tried it yet (use Edit mode all the
> time), 
> but did you select the Scene track before recording
> these 
> mutes?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New DSL Internet Access from SBC & Yahoo!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 7117|7094|2002-10-03 12:27:34|Jez|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|
Thanks Cornel,

Not had chance to try your advice yet but I am using a midisport 4x4 with
the latest drivers

Hope you can help

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "cornel" <505@midinet.net>

http://sbc.yahoo.com/
http://sbc.yahoo.com/
mailto:505@midinet.net


To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2002 11:37 PM
Subject: Re:[RS7000] still having SX blues with Rs7k

> I don't know to what extent what I have to say applies to you but here it
is
> anyway.
>
> I don't have the Cubase SX , I'm forced to stay with Cubase 5.0 on Win98
SE
> since my MIDI interface (MOTU 8x8 SERIAL MTP-AV) drivers are practically
> impossible to make work with W2k.
>
> I would suggest when you slave the RS7000 make sure the RS 7000 does not
> transmit MIDI time code ( to be safe you might want to disable RS7000 MIDI
> Through at least for testing purposes).
>
> Another trick I use which seems to give me fewer PC problems (since the
sync
> from the computer does not seem as solid as I would like it - I attribute
> this to the MIDI interface drivers once again ), I set RS7000 Midi Sync to
> the mixed mode (I believe the one setting before the MIDI). Both, computer
> and RS7000 should have the exact same BPM settings, this way RS7000 keeps
> it's own timing but transport controls are triggered by the computer. Just
> for recording a simple 8 bar phrase this should work.
>
> What MIDI interface are you using?
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2002 2:35 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] still having SX blues with Rs7k
>
>
> > On Wednesday 02 October 2002 22:27, jezjacksonuk wrote:
> > > Bloody Computers I hate 'em,
> > >
> > > All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that
> > > the Rs is the slave
> > >
> > > Then record the performance as midi without the flippin'
> > > thing blue screening on me with a
> > > process_has_locked_pages error
> > >
> > > can anyone who is using this configuration please
> > > (pretty!!) post their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can
> > > eliminate this problem
> >
> > Don't have SX, but make sure it is sending out Midi Clock to
> > the midi port the the RS is connected to.
> >
> > On the RS, press Utility twice and set the Midi Sync
> > parameter to MIDI.
> >
> > Can't help you with the process_has_locked_pages error, but
> > it sounds like a software (SX) or driver error to me.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >
>
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 7118|7118|2002-10-03 13:31:13|thedragonb|I just got an Yamaha SU200 Phrase Sampler HELP!|
O.k. someone please enlighten me....

I have need of a phrase sampler to trigger hits and sound effects with
a Roland Octapad II connected via MIDI (for effects and snares,
claps, and snaps and such) for added effect with a drum set. 

Originally I was using my friends 5 to 6 year old Akai S20 that
allowed me to trigger the samples with continuous hits without the
sample cutting off and restarting again. This is required for a snare
sample to sound more natural. IF you got a nice snare with reverb you
don't want to do a snare role with the sample gate cutting off as it's
retriggered. The S20 worked perfectly for this. Can the SU200 to do
this as I just got it today and from the first hour playing with it
and looking over the manual. It cant.

I picked up the Zoom Sampletrak ST-224 originally and it couldn't do
it as well. It has a retrigger/gate mode, but it gates off the
triggered sample and restarts it from the beginning. 
These units are so far more advanced than the antiquated Akai S20 that
I'm shocked Yamaha and Zoom would leave out such a simple feature in
order to use this as a sound module in a drum set up? Or let alone as
a sample drum machine sound module.

Any thoughts, anyone?

Thanks
bren
| 7119|7119|2002-10-04 02:11:42|taffy731|External hard drive|
Is anyone using an external hard drive with their RS7000? If so which one, and 
would you have any suggestions as to appropriate drives to use? Are there any 
limits on hard drive size that the RS can access, or any common problems with 
using an external HD with the RS? Thanks for any information.
| 7120|7120|2002-10-04 07:56:27|Rasidel Slika|new delobbo track, "Luxotic", 8m23s of 139 bpm trance|
this is the completed version of that track I sent a demo of the 
other day.... "luxotic"

http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=204767

download it above at acidplanet.. for best results play LOUD! :D 

the 2nd half also serves as an experiment with the RS's SFX 
soundbank..... :)

delobbo
| 7121|7121|2002-10-04 08:21:38|Bryan Rodgers|Music: A few new D-Rays tracks|
http://www.muzie.co.jp/cgi-bin/artist.cgi?id=a004160 

Haven't posted anything for a long while, but for those of you that like to
know what others are up to around here:

E01 - Electro-Trance type Techno
Schwing - Progressive House
Saturday - House 
Fresh - Tech-House, Tech-Trance

Gear used:
RS7k
MicroQ
Fizmo Rack
bunch-o-effects...

Lately, I've been building patterns using the RS7k, then dumping it down to
Cubase SX via SMF, and arranging it in there...

Any and all comments welcome.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=204767
http://www.muzie.co.jp/cgi-bin/artist.cgi?id=a004160


Thanks for listening,
B
http://www.digitalrays.ca
| 7122|7122|2002-10-04 13:25:15|okoyemaya|Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?|
I just got some cash but not enough to keep the rm1x, I know that I 
got sampling and some eq, but what are other features really worth 
trading rm1x? Are the internal sounds really better? Other option 
would be to get A5000 and use it as an engine for rm1x. So what 7k 
fans will tell me?
Okoyemaya
| 7123|7122|2002-10-04 13:35:13|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?|
" Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?"

hell yes!

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2002 3:25 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?

I just got some cash but not enough to keep the rm1x, I know that I 
got sampling and some eq, but what are other features really worth 
trading rm1x? Are the internal sounds really better? Other option 
would be to get A5000 and use it as an engine for rm1x. So what 7k 
fans will tell me?
Okoyemaya
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7124|7094|2002-10-04 14:46:47|:Special Coral|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|
First of all midi clock is THE WORST sync possible. It really doesnt keep a steady beat. Second, I've battled with the same problem, your best bet "trust me on this" is to
save your patterns as SMF and bring them into cubase the control the rs from cubase. You are getting the blue screen cuz of the way midi gets sent to the rs and the rs
sends to cubase which in turn sends back to the rs who sends it back to cubase and it never stops so the system glitches. This is because of the rs's structure, kinda like the
way it only sends out clocks and receives pointers in "song mode". Setup cubase like this...>under /midi/system/enable inputs
and set enable the midi thru (ch=off) then set sync all to cubase and turn off timecode and midi clocks.

:Special

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Jez 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2002 1:59 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] still having SX blues with Rs7k

Thanks for the input Robert

But unfortunatly, these things I have tried.
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If anyone else has any further ideas please post

I will post my findings when I have cracked this
with a full blow by blow account of the settings and procedures

Jez

p.s
I'm on my third bottle of valium today

pps
where's that blooming whiskey gone!!!

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2002 10:35 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] still having SX blues with Rs7k

> On Wednesday 02 October 2002 22:27, jezjacksonuk wrote:
> > Bloody Computers I hate 'em,
> >
> > All i'm trying to do is sync Cubase SX to the Rs so that
> > the Rs is the slave
> >
> > Then record the performance as midi without the flippin'
> > thing blue screening on me with a
> > process_has_locked_pages error
> >
> > can anyone who is using this configuration please
> > (pretty!!) post their cubase SX and Rs settings so I can
> > eliminate this problem
>
> Don't have SX, but make sure it is sending out Midi Clock to
> the midi port the the RS is connected to.
>
> On the RS, press Utility twice and set the Midi Sync
> parameter to MIDI.
>
> Can't help you with the process_has_locked_pages error, but
> it sounds like a software (SX) or driver error to me.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7125|7122|2002-10-04 14:49:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I just got some cash but not enough to keep the rm1x, I know that I 
> got sampling and some eq, but what are other features really worth 
> trading rm1x?

Two instead of only one MIDI-out. Two rubber-pads, more knobs, 
fantastic Loop Remix function and when the new OS udpate will be out, 
you can hear other tracks in Grid mode and switch between record/play 
without stopping the sequencer.

> Are the internal sounds really better? 

Absolutely! The drums are much more punching and thicker. Pads and 
the raw waves are of higher quality. The new filter sounds even 
better than the one on my AN1x. The interface is also more intuitive, 
IMHO.

>Other option 
> would be to get A5000 and use it as an engine for rm1x.

Well, i would say it depends on what oyu want and need. If your main 
focus is to get a better hardware sequencer than the RM1x, that has 
better sounds, more features and also a basic sampler built-in, go 
ahead. But if you want and need more a real sampler, like a A5000, 
and are satisfied with what the RM1x offers to you, then go and get 
the A5k. 

If you ask me...i would take the RS and combinate it with an Emu 
E5000 and VA´s like the uQ and NL3...;)

Cheers, Tom
| 7126|7122|2002-10-04 15:06:18|Uwe Jülich|Re: Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?|

>and when the new OS udpate will be out,
>you can hear other tracks in Grid mode and switch between record/play
>without stopping the sequencer.

Hallo Tom,

is this definetive sure? This would be great! Since the RM1x grid-mode was
usefless for me, if that changes the sequencer will be much better...

greeting to hamburg,

Uwe
| 7127|7094|2002-10-04 16:47:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: still having SX blues with Rs7k|
On Friday 04 October 2002 22:47, :Special Coral wrote:

> First of all midi clock is THE WORST sync possible. It
> really doesnt keep a steady beat. 

The RS has a rock steady sync behavior from midi clock.
So you probably mean 'Cubase has the worst sync possible'.
And that doesn't surprise me a bit. For a steady midi timing 
you'll probably need some hardware support. But a couple of 
months ago I read about midi timing problems in SX. Don't 
know if its true and whether they have been fixed.

> Second, I've battled
> with the same problem, your best bet "trust me on this"
> is to save your patterns as SMF and bring them into
> cubase the control the rs from cubase. You are getting
> the blue screen cuz of the way midi gets sent to the rs
> and the rs sends to cubase which in turn sends back to
> the rs who sends it back to cubase and it never stops so
> the system glitches. This is because of the rs's
> structure, kinda like the way it only sends out clocks



> and receives pointers in "song mode". 

Experiment with Midi Clock Out parameter in the Utility 
page to fix that. I can't believe that midi loop is 
impossible to fix.

- Robert
| 7128|7122|2002-10-05 04:16:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: Is it worth to upgrade from RM1X to RS7k?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Uwe Jülich wrote:

> >and when the new OS udpate will be out,
> >you can hear other tracks in Grid mode and switch between 

record/play

> >without stopping the sequencer.
> 
> Hallo Tom,
> 
> is this definetive sure? 

If my sources didn't lie to me, it is definately sure that those 
things will be fixed, plus that you can access K - P directly (i 
guess by pressing shift or something). The OS update should be 
either way lay then under our xmas-tree or be available around 
beginning '03. But don't nail me on that. ;)

This would be great! Since the RM1x grid-mode was

> usefless for me, if that changes the sequencer will be much 

better...

Not that we missunderstood us...they will fix it for the RS...i 
hope for the RM1x user they will bring an update also for their 
machines...i am sure that will push the number of sold RM1x even 
higher and give both hardware sequencer the cult-status, which 
they IMHO already deserve.

Greetings Tom

> 
> greeting to hamburg,
> 
> Uwe

| 7129|7129|2002-10-05 04:58:27|tompaulsen2002|OT:more info about the MC909|
http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-Token.orderid=13365620&-response=/news2.lasso&-layout=inputscreen&id=1083&-search
| 7130|7129|2002-10-05 06:35:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT:more info about the MC909|
On Saturday 05 October 2002 12:58, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=content
>.fm5&-Token.orderid=13365620&-response=/news2.lasso&-layou
>t=inputscreen&id=1083&-search

No luck with that site. What does it say?

- Robert
| 7131|7129|2002-10-05 08:49:52|Uwe Jülich|Re: OT:more info about the MC909|

> No luck with that site. What does it say?

There are some audiosamples and this text:

De nieuwe MC-909 GrooveBox
The MC-909 Sampling Groovebox is an entirely new type of professional
music workstation. With expandable synthesis including new ROM waveforms and
professional sampling, the worlds of audio and MIDI are fused together in an
ultra-intuitive environment. Factor in a pro-level sequencer and
effects-plus a USB port for exchanging samples and sequences with a PC-and
the MC-909 has everything producers need to complete their musical vision.

* Professional 64-voice workstation with new-generation XV synthesis,
sampling, 16-track sequencer, effects and oversized graphic LCD
* 16MB sample memory expandable up to 272MB using optional DIMMS, and
SmartMediaT storage for sample data
* Hundreds of new high-quality patterns, sounds and rhythm sets;

http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-Token.orderid=13365620&-response=/news2.lasso&-layout=inputscreen&id=1083&-search
http://www.synthplanet.com/action.lasso?-database=content


expandable via SRX-Series wave expansion board
* Studio-quality effects including 24-bit reverb, 2 multi-effects
processors, compression/EQ and mastering effects
* Built-in USB port for sample/Standard MIDI File transfer and User
data backup
* S/PDIF digital I/O, six analog outputs and stereo analog inputs
* Dual D Beams, Turntable Emulation and velocity-sensitive pads--plus
front-panel knobs, buttons and sliders to modify sounds and patterns
* New V-LINK function for integrating audio and video in performance
| 7132|7132|2002-10-05 09:55:14|synthe. labo|prrr|
hello everyone, Robert, Thomazz
i'm back

:))

marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto online: 
http://photos.msn.it
| 7133|7133|2002-10-05 11:55:11|snejt|Mc 909 stuff|
hello

for those interested, I guess this is the place:
http://www.mc-909.com/
/s
| 7134|7096|2002-10-05 12:02:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Chain Scene Disappears?|
On Thursday 03 October 2002 18:47, sean mccarrick wrote:

> Yeah, I did that. Its like you can't record scene/mute
> changes in real time.
> The manual says different though! ;o)

I just tried it and it works!
Booted the RS, created a single phrase on track 1 of section 
A. Created 3 different scenes that I could clearly 
identify.

Then went to Pattern Chain mode, selected the section 1A as 
initial pattern, entered Record mode for the Scene track 
and real-time recorded a number of scene changes. 

Stopped the recording, played back and the scenes changes 
were there. 

Entered Edit mode and the scenes were there.

Selected another chain, went back to the original chain 
again and the scene changes were still there.

Went to Pattern mode and then Back to Pattern Chain mode, 
the scene changes were there and I couldn't hear 
anything... Huh?! Ah, the initial section needed defined 
again (hadn't recorded a PATT track). After fixing that, 
the scene changes worked fine.

- Robert
| 7135|7132|2002-10-05 12:47:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: prrr|
Hey, where have you been? On tour`? With the RS?

Tom

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> hello everyone, Robert, Thomazz
> i'm back
> 
> :))
> 
> marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto 
online: 
> http://photos.msn.it

| 7136|7133|2002-10-05 13:03:03|Dave Jumpers|Re: Mc 909 stuff|

http://photos.msn.it/
http://www.mc-909.com/
http://photos.msn.it/


Oh sh1t,

Dual D-Beam controllers and Turntable slider Emulation?
Up to 272MB of wave Memory?
Damn dude!

Too bad Roland is worse than Yamaha fixing bugs and providing updates.
Is the price for that shoe box out yet?

Wouldn't be nice if the RS7000 had a jogwheel like those on the 
CD-players so that one could beatmatch the RS to records?
Like an external device or something.
That would be cool.

-Dave-

snejt wrote:

>hello
>
>for those interested, I guess this is the place:
>http://www.mc-909.com/
>/s
>
> 
>

| 7137|7132|2002-10-05 13:03:42|Dave Jumpers|Re: prrr|
any pics?
-Dave-

tompaulsen2002 wrote:

>Hey, where have you been? On tour`? With the RS?
>
>Tom
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
>
>>
>>hello everyone, Robert, Thomazz
>>i'm back
>>
>>:))
>>
>>marco
>>
>>_________________________________________________________________
>>MSN Foto è il sistema più facile per condividere e stampare foto 
>> 
>>
>online: 
> 
>
>>http://photos.msn.it
>> 
>>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
> 
>

-- 
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regards,
____ ___ __ 
*David Bonilla* + /\ _`\ /'___\/\ \__ 
NWD ST2 Product Engineer + \ \ \/\ \ __ /\ \__/\ \ ,_\ 
+ \ \ \ \ \ /'__`\ \ ,__\\ \ \/ 
Phone: (506) 298-6559 + \ \ \_\ \/\ __/\ \ \_/ \ \ \_
Pager: (506) 283-2626 + \ \____/\ \____\\ \_\ \ \__\
iNET : 8 - 256-6559 + \/___/ \/____/ \/_/ \/__/

dbonilla.cr.intel.com
| 7138|7133|2002-10-05 13:36:59|mmittner|Re: Mc 909 stuff|
no realtime loop remix ... but the v-link sounds very interesting, and i like the idea of having a compressor as an extra unit.

(and there i start dreaming of 16 per track insert effects with comp, dist, amp sim, touch wah, etc. in the rs9000 :-) or at least a few assignable insert effects, this would be
very, very helpful.)

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., Dave Jumpers wrote:
> Oh sh1t,
> 
> Dual D-Beam controllers and Turntable slider Emulation?
> Up to 272MB of wave Memory?
> Damn dude!
> 
> Too bad Roland is worse than Yamaha fixing bugs and providing updates.
> Is the price for that shoe box out yet?
> 
> Wouldn't be nice if the RS7000 had a jogwheel like those on the 
> CD-players so that one could beatmatch the RS to records?
> Like an external device or something.
> That would be cool.
> 
> -Dave-
> 
> snejt wrote:
> 
> >hello
> >
> >for those interested, I guess this is the place:
> >http://www.mc-909.com/
> >/s
> >
> > 
> >

| 7141|7141|2002-10-05 14:41:24|tompaulsen2002|OT: AW16G vs. Mc 909 stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:

Honestly when i think about it...i want rather a AW16G instead of 
(another) hardware sequencer with integrated sampler. For sure 
the new MC is a big competition for Yamaha now. Now we know why they 
are working like crazy on the OS-update for the RS...;)

p.s.http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html
| 7142|7141|2002-10-05 15:17:32|Dave Jumpers|Re: OT: AW16G vs. Mc 909 stuff|
Word to that.

But I want the AW-4416 or the Roland V-Studio :P~ * drools *

tompaulsen2002 wrote:

>--- In RS7000@y..., "Thomas" wrote:
> 
>
>>--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
>> 
>>
>
>Honestly when i think about it...i want rather a AW16G instead of 
>(another) hardware sequencer with integrated sampler. For sure 
>the new MC is a big competition for Yamaha now. Now we know why they 
>are working like crazy on the OS-update for the RS...;)
>
>
>p.s.http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html

http://www.mc-909.com/
http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html
http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html


>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 7143|7141|2002-10-05 15:20:28|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: AW16G vs. Mc 909 stuff|
--- In RS7000@y..., Dave Jumpers wrote:

> Word to that.
> 
> But I want the AW-4416 or the Roland V-Studio :P~ * drools *

Hey the Akai's DPS ones, Tascam 788 and Korg D1600/D12 are not bad 
either...

So and now for closing this RS vs. MC909 stuff...who wants to know 
more about the MC909 click the link:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MC-909/

Cheers, Tom
| 7144|7132|2002-10-05 19:09:54|synthe. labo|Re: prrr|

>Hey, where have you been? On tour`? With the RS?
>
>Tom

no no
this e-mail address just crashed down cause i've been away too much and to 
have a big memory storage on hotmail now you have to pay (!), so i got my 
mail full of every immaginable bullshit :)

i made 3 live sets, 1 with rs7k + electribeS + nordmod; the other rs7k + 
electribe + microq; the last only Pc running fruity loops, traktor and some 
wavs on acid.

so, only now this yahoo group re-started to function.

hey, what's this story of rs9000?????
is it true or what?
really interested in that!

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 7145|7132|2002-10-05 19:12:58|synthe. labo|Re: prrr|

>any pics?
>-Dave-

no :)
no tour, no pics
(no martini, no party :))

actually i'm working on a little antiwar network at syncprodz: the site is:
http://www.syncprodz.net/nowariniraq/
you can see also my name.
it's a project where people can send demo wavs and everything will be 
accepted because the important thing is the cause.
it's no profit, and it's referred to the imminet war against Iraq.

ok, ciao

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://www.syncprodz.net/nowariniraq/


marco

_________________________________________________________________
Specisci e ricevi le tue email Hotmail dal tuo cellulare con: 
http://mobile.msn.it
| 7146|7119|2002-10-06 01:56:33|wax_on99|Re: External hard drive|
--- In RS7000@y..., "taffy731" wrote:

> Is anyone using an external hard drive with their RS7000? If so 

which one, and 

> would you have any suggestions as to appropriate drives to use? Are 

there any 

> limits on hard drive size that the RS can access, or any common 

problems with 

> using an external HD with the RS? Thanks for any information.

I'm using the Orb 2.2 gb removable hard disk.
The limit (I think) for rs7k is 2 gig so all is fine with this one.
Very fast and reliable too I might add.

Wax
| 7147|6770|2002-10-06 01:56:45|wax_on99|Re: Cut off range (Peavey pc1600x)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "bilterfucht" wrote:

> Is it possible to change the Cut off-range? I want to change the 
> maximum to 32 instead of 64.

I use a very cool external midi controller that lets you program your 
upper & lower values.

Peavey pc1600x midi controller

Really opens up the hood on usability with realtime toys like rm1x, 
rs7k etc.

Wax
| 7148|7129|2002-10-06 02:03:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT:more info about the MC909|
On Saturday 05 October 2002 16:48, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> > No luck with that site. What does it say?
>
> There are some audiosamples and this text:

Thanks for that.

- Robert
| 7149|7149|2002-10-06 06:31:19|wax_on99|rs7k faq|
Can anyone help with this one. I found this in the faq but can't find 
the mentioned "tips page" anywhere.
I'm interested to learn more about this use of the variation effect.

Wax

(copied from faq)
11 Effects

11.1 How can I use more than one variation effect in a pattern ? 
Per pattern or song you only have one variation, one chorus and one 
reverb effect. The variation patterns are the more interesting but 
you can still only use one. There is however a way round this and 
there is a full explanation of this on the tips page.
| 7150|7149|2002-10-06 06:41:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7k faq|
On Sunday 06 October 2002 14:24, wax_on99 wrote:

> 11.1 How can I use more than one variation effect in a
> pattern ? Per pattern or song you only have one
> variation, one chorus and one reverb effect. The
> variation patterns are the more interesting but you can

http://mobile.msn.it/


> still only use one. There is however a way round this and
> there is a full explanation of this on the tips page.

Probably the long URL mentioned in section 2.4 of that same 
faq.

- Robert
| 7151|1220|2002-10-06 13:52:34|Peter Sawa|read about MC-909|
http://www.piens.be/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-response=/welcome-db2.lasso&-layout=inputscreen&id=1083&-search

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 7152|7152|2002-10-06 13:53:02|r_s_7_k|Would Some One Confirm This For Me|
I thought that only the local samples got saved with the patterns, 
including the settings for a pattern.

but I loaded some drum kits as common samples, and then I didn't save 
them as an all file but just a regualar patt file and when i reloaded 
the pattern the drums loaded also. so is their no difference between 
the common and local?
| 7153|7153|2002-10-06 14:06:40|mmittner|about posting long urls|
please take a look at http://tinyurl.com

;-)

-mike
| 7154|1220|2002-10-06 14:15:58|mmittner|Re: read about MC-909|
http://tinyurl.com/1tiu

please use tinyurl for such long urls, it's really not that much work.

i'm just going through the sound samples, and actually i'm a bit disappointed. it sounds a bit weak altogether. but probably it's just because yamaha has better demo
programmers, i don't know.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., Peter Sawa wrote:
> http://www.piens.be/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-response=/welcome-db2.lasso&-layout=inputscreen&id=1083&-search
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Everything you'll ever need on one web page
> from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
> http://uk.my.yahoo.com

| 7155|7152|2002-10-06 14:22:27|mmittner|Re: Would Some One Confirm This For Me|
afaik local AND common samples are saved together, no matter if you save a single style or song or an all file. the difference is that you can access the common samples
from every style/songs currently loaded in the rs, the local samples can only be accessed from one style or song.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> I thought that only the local samples got saved with the patterns, 
> including the settings for a pattern.
> 
> but I loaded some drum kits as common samples, and then I didn't save 
> them as an all file but just a regualar patt file and when i reloaded 
> the pattern the drums loaded also. so is their no difference between 
> the common and local?

| 7156|7156|2002-10-06 15:20:44|blackwoodtebo|New RS7K Owner!|
Hey guys, I just won a RS7K on ebay and I am really psyched! I 
haven't gotten it yet, so if you don't mind I'd like to ask some 
questions before i recieve it. First of all, I was wondering how 
friendly the RS7K is to live sampling on the fly? Ideally, I would 
like to take beats I have been making on My computer for some time, 
dump them into the RS7k, and then be able to sample mY bass and 
synthesizers live while playing along with the beats. Is this a 
possible goal? Also in regards to the slicer, I was wondering if I 
could take say a sample of a snare and slice it up into very fine 
slices and with the turn of a knob create a drill/roll like sound ie. 
Squarepusher. I have seen that the electribe will do this, so I just 
assumed that the RS7K could too. Thanks

Marc
| 7157|7156|2002-10-06 18:26:51|djboy112st|Re: New RS7K Owner!|

http://www.piens.be/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-response=/welcome-db2.lasso&-layout=inputscreen&id=1083&-search
http://uk.my.yahoo.com/
http://tinyurl.com/
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It would probably be better to play your external synthesizer along 
side the RS and have the RS simply record the midi data rather than 
the actual audio being produced by the synthesizer.. for a few 
reasons.. midi can be edited, truncated, elongated, changed, 
quantized, remixed, etc, whereas audio would have to be processed 
(and could take longer to manipulate into a satisfactory state).. 
additionally, remember that all those knobs and sliders on your synth 
have control changes associated with them (eg. CC #10 for PAN), and 
can be recorded by the RS or edited into a pattern manually.. The 
machine you have purchased is a monster, and its near infinite 
possibilities will probably frustrate you for a little while as you 
learn the machine's soul..

technically, yes you can do what you are asking.. but recording and 
manipulating midi data into a perfect pattern PRIOR to sampling the 
audio into the RS is probably a "work smarter, not harder" approach..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> Hey guys, I just won a RS7K on ebay and I am really psyched! I 
> haven't gotten it yet, so if you don't mind I'd like to ask some 
> questions before i recieve it. First of all, I was wondering how 
> friendly the RS7K is to live sampling on the fly? Ideally, I would 
> [...]

| 7158|7158|2002-10-07 00:36:26|wax_on99|give me sysex|
Greets rs7k geeks. 

Can anyone help with this one : 

I want to know if it's possible to control play effects (midi delay, 
swing etc.) remotely via midi (sysex) ? 
I do recall reading an rm1x post a couple of years ago describing 
some sysex to remotely control rm1x mutes as well.

I use 2x (Peavey) pc1600x midi controllers for a variety of purposes, 
very powerful I might add. They really open up the hood on any midi 
contollable device. 

Cheers, 

Wax
| 7159|7159|2002-10-07 00:56:37|Rasidel Slika|another new track, "Violet", 8:04 142 bpm|
You can download it here at Acidplanet:
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=205569

OR

you can download it from my webserver, which may only give you 30-
40kbps.....
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Violet.mp3

"the choice is yours...."

delobbo
| 7160|7160|2002-10-07 08:07:38|aredubbya|Editing chords|
A basic question i'm sure but what is the deal with the rs and 
chords. I record a chord progression, plays it fine but if you make 
a mistake and try to find the note where you messed up it's like 
looking for a needle in a haystack, impossible almost to find where 
one starts and the next finishes. 

Are all sequencers designed for single notation only? If i want to 
make a dance track with a fast chord progression, is there an easier 
way to edit those chords? 

rob
| 7161|7161|2002-10-07 08:33:37|sensualemporer|Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
Over the weekend, I was using a Roland Octapad to trigger the RS-
7000. I built myself a kit as follows....

Pad#1->RS7000 track1 = Channel 1 = SD Kit note #50
Pad#2->RS7000 track2 = Channel 2 = Tom Kit note #55
Pad#3->RS7000 track3 = Channel 3 = Tom Kit note #56
Pad#4->RS7000 track4 = Channel 4 = SFX2 Kit note #75
Pad#5->RS7000 track5 = Channel 5 = HH Kit note #70
Pad#6->RS7000 track6 = Channel 6 = SFX Kit note #50

http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=205569
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Violet.mp3


Pad#7->RS7000 track7 = Channel 7 = SFX Kit note #90
Pad#8->RS7000 track8 = Channel 8 = BD Kit note #90
(exact note numbers are guessed for this example)

The kit sounded great and by putting each pad on its own 
track/channel, we were able to easily adjust the relative volumes of 
all sounds AND use sounds from different RS7000 kits. I was happy, 
until I started to record it....

The RS-7000 forced all notes onto whichever track was currently 
selected. This is not what I want. Cant the RS-7000 record onto all 
16 tracks simultaneously depending on what channel the midi note is 
coming in on? If I were forced to change and I set up my kit to be 
on one track only, then I cant intermix sounds from BD kit and SFX 
kit and HH kit and SD kit, etc.

thx,
frenchy
| 7162|7162|2002-10-07 09:55:20|Dave Jumpers|the RS9000 link!|
http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm
| 7163|7163|2002-10-07 10:10:11|traizorus|Sysex: Section change|
Does anyone know the sysex string for this command? I find the manual 
rather vague about this.

Thanks, TraiZor.
| 7164|7158|2002-10-07 10:12:33|traizorus|Re: give me sysex|
Hi Wax

I'm sorry that I cant answer your question, but did you say that you 
know the sysex string for muting a track? I'd be glad to have it :)

Regards, TraiZor

--- In RS7000@y..., "wax_on99" wrote:
> Greets rs7k geeks. 
> 
> Can anyone help with this one : 
> 
> I want to know if it's possible to control play effects (midi 
delay, 
> swing etc.) remotely via midi (sysex) ? 
> I do recall reading an rm1x post a couple of years ago describing 
> some sysex to remotely control rm1x mutes as well.
> 
> I use 2x (Peavey) pc1600x midi controllers for a variety of 
purposes, 
> very powerful I might add. They really open up the hood on any midi 
> contollable device. 
> 
> 
> Cheers, 
> 
> 
> Wax

| 7165|7162|2002-10-07 10:33:12|Uwe Jülich|Re: the RS9000 link!|

> http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm

wow, the rs_9000...it's real...
| 7166|393|2002-10-07 10:40:45|synthe. labo|?|

>From: Uwe Jülich <uwejuelich@netcologne.de>

hey, Julich, do you work for Uncivilizedworld?
...i see Uwe...
let me know
:)

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger: 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 7167|7162|2002-10-07 11:01:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: the RS9000 link!|
On Monday 07 October 2002 18:55, Dave Jumpers wrote:

> http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm

http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm
http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm
mailto:uwejuelich@netcologne.de
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm


Wow, I want one.

- Robert
| 7168|7162|2002-10-07 11:02:11|mmittner|Re: the RS9000 link!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Uwe Jülich wrote:

> > http://www.gorancho.com/faq/rs9000.stm
> 
> wow, the rs_9000...it's real...

and there even exists an rs5000 ...
| 7169|7162|2002-10-07 11:06:18|Uwe Jülich|Re: the RS9000 link!|
and there even exists an rs5000 ...

some years ago I owned a RS_2.0 (Ford Escort)!
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| 7170|7170|2002-10-07 11:06:33|traizorus|clear groove grid|
Hi,

Is there a way to clear the groove grid? When it's filled up there 
must be a handier way to clear it than selecting each part and 
removing the edits by trial and error..
And shift-gridgroove doesn't always work..

Anyone?

Thanks, TraiZor.
| 7171|7170|2002-10-07 13:07:46|mmittner|Re: clear groove grid|
don't know if this really helps, but you could try to copy the play fx settings from an empty track with copy track and disabling everything but the play fx/groove/midi delay
option.

what does shift+groove do?

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "traizorus" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> Is there a way to clear the groove grid? When it's filled up there 
> must be a handier way to clear it than selecting each part and 
> removing the edits by trial and error..
> And shift-gridgroove doesn't always work..
> 
> Anyone?
> 
> Thanks, TraiZor.

| 7172|7162|2002-10-07 13:08:56|mmittner|Re: the RS9000 link!|

> some years ago I owned a RS_2.0 (Ford Escort)!

rs 2.0? hey, that's what we're waiting for ... ford - die tun was :-)

-mike
| 7173|7162|2002-10-07 14:44:20|Bryan Rodgers|Re: the RS9000 link!|
the mc-909 conversations were more interesting than this on-going thread...

-B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7174|7174|2002-10-07 14:56:18|jo_plaete|mute/scene//live|
Hello,

first, what's the difference between mute and scene , i work 
frequently with the mute but what does the scene ? is it saving 
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filtersettings, volumesettings, ... ?

And also, is it so that you can only use 5 mutes in 1 style ? because 
the mute changes alle seections ? 
isn't there a way to make (in 1 style) different mute-settings for 
different settings ??

at last, I have to perform live with the rs7k this week-end, it the 
first time I do it for more then 3000 peoples. What ways do you rs7k-
performers use performing live ? I'll use the pattern mode but i 
still have a little 'noise-problems' on changing style. Any 
suggestions or idees?

Thanks, 
jo
| 7175|1220|2002-10-07 14:59:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: read about MC-909|
--- In RS7000@y..., Peter Sawa wrote:

> http://www.piens.be/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-

response=/welcome-db2.lasso&-layout=inputscreen&id=1083&-search

> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Everything you'll ever need on one web page
> from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
> http://uk.my.yahoo.com

The link doesn´t link. ;)

What is it saying on the site?

For all other´s just go to www.mc909.com

Btw...interesting that TB303 etc. is in the "Groove"history on that 
site...TB303 a Groovebox? Before some freakin DJ decided to tweak a 
little bit on the good ol´ TB, Roland didn´t even KNOW that their box 
is capable of that. 

Well...they are still trying to squeeze that cult-object till 
now...with success.

Have a good night. I´ll stick with my hardware-sequencer RS7000.

Tom
| 7176|7161|2002-10-07 15:05:15|tompaulsen2002|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sensualemporer" wrote:

> The RS-7000 forced all notes onto whichever track was currently 
> selected. This is not what I want. Cant the RS-7000 record onto 

all 

> 16 tracks simultaneously depending on what channel the midi note is 
> coming in on? 

Hmmm, i am sure it can´t be done in patternmode...did you try it with 
the song mode?
| 7177|7162|2002-10-07 15:11:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: the RS9000 link!|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> the mc-909 conversations were more interesting than this on-going 

thread...

> 
> -B
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

I agree...keep it out of the list please and mark it at least as OT.
| 7178|7178|2002-10-07 15:30:29|tompaulsen2002|OT: RS7k vs MC909|
Ok, let´s do it official...everything you want to post about RS vs 
MC909 post it in this thread.

Let me start with a crosspost from sonicstate.com:

http://www.piens.be/action.lasso?-database=content.fm5&-
http://uk.my.yahoo.com/


http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
type=messages&thread_id=48733�

I don't know what or how you're sampling but my RS7000 is very very 
transparent when it comes too sampling. Infact the DA converters are 
far superior to the ones on the 808EX by a LONG shot. 

The sounds are naturally dynamically flat on the RS why the hell do 
you think you can step sequence at any gate ratio some 96 types of 
ControlData and use all the roll ,velocity and other goodies in 
there. I guarantee you I could do a mix on the RS using nothing else 
that sounded as dynamic as anyother module I've heard or used. To 
make a point I play BASS give me any bass and I can play it 
dynamically flat. It's what you put into the performance that gives 
it life. Visa Vis Piano ,Guitar etc etc etc etc..... 

It's not the sound source nine times out of ten but the outboard and 
dynamics processing you use. The MC-505 can sound damn muddy without 
ALT OUT routing and some good external dynamics processing too. 

I know some people who have a big record deal going on at the moment 
and have nearly finished their first deal for a major . They were 
pleasantly suprised by the results you can get from the RS7000 and 
these guys own E5000's ,PPG's ,Fairlights etc.... and couldn't see 
why people rag on the sound set so much either. 

For me Kelly I could use just the RS7000 , Coagula , Granulab , ER-0 
and some nice but cheap outbard ie: TC300 / DP2 / KaossPad2 / Mo-
FX /Warp Factory and a couple of RNC's and an enhancer/expander gate 
the RS output expander board and an AW16G and pump out some serious 
shit that would give a few "pro-end" keyboards a run for there money. 

This is infact all I will be using in a few more weeks. Shock horror. 
Yep the rest can go. 

I'll say it and stand by it and any die hard supporter of a MC-505 
will vouch for me on this. 

IT ISN"T WHAT YOU USE IT"S HOW YOU USE IT. Doesn't matter how good 
your gear is if you're tuneage is shit it's plain shit ... (and note 
that was not a reference too you but just a general observation over 
the years). 

If someone can get by with just a 909 well then more power too them . 
I mean look at what DJ shadow can do with an MPC and the RS is pretty 
featured on a spec level comparison too a 2000XL/3000. 

HELIOTROPE
| 7179|7179|2002-10-07 17:19:46|faxorgy|OT RS7K VS MC909|
You just love to keep pasting my posts from all over the web here 
don't you dude . ROFLMAO ;)

I think I use the net a little bit too much :O
| 7180|1220|2002-10-07 22:17:14|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /phrases/oizoish.rar 
Uploaded by : djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net> 
Description : mr oizo flat beat style break house 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/oizoish.rar 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net>
| 7181|7178|2002-10-07 22:46:11|djboy112st|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
On the outside, it looks really nice. On the specs sheet, it looks 
really nice. My questions are simple: 1) how big is the learning 
curve, 2) does the sound engine (not the actual SOUNDS) stack up to 
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the RS and 3) will construction of patterns take longer or shorter to 
come up with, as far as the amount of procedures one has to perform 
to get the desired results..

..but..

As someone stated earlier, I don't really think any of us have a 
soapbox to stand on, as the kit isn't even available in the 
marketplace yet. Once someone gets their fingerprints on a few of 
the 909's buttons, then I think the debates can begin.. Until and 
even after that, you'll find me hittin buttons and twistin knobs 
happily on my RS7K. 

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> Ok, let´s do it official...everything you want to post about RS vs 
> MC909 post it in this thread.
> 
> Let me start with a crosspost from sonicstate.com:
> 
> http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
> type=messages&thread_id=48733�
> 
>

| 7182|6889|2002-10-08 01:48:25|Indrani Gupta|Re: How to change the pitch of only one instrument in a set?|
Hi Robert,

I guess this didn't work. All the instruments are
changing pitch correspondingly with this as well. 

Is there any other way that the pitch/tone of a single
instrument can be changed in a set?

Would await your advice as always.

Take care and keep :) 
Regards, Indrani
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> - Select the track involved.
> - Hit the Sample Edit button twice.
> - On the RS keyboard, hit the note involved to
> select the
> kit voice sample.
> - Turn knob 1 (original key).
> 
> Let me know if I'm wrong (didn't test it).
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Faith Hill - Exclusive Performances, Videos & More
http://faith.yahoo.com
| 7183|7179|2002-10-08 05:40:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT RS7K VS MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> You just love to keep pasting my posts from all over the web here 
> don't you dude . ROFLMAO ;)
> 
> I think I use the net a little bit too much :O

Sorry mate, but you always seem to hit the nail on the head. :)
And always providing good info about the RS, Musicmaking and 
technology.

Glad to have you on teh web so much. :)
| 7184|7184|2002-10-08 06:39:48|faxorgy|Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
That I found the prospective Jap/Euro price for the MC-909 and in 
direct conversion it looks set to be around 2100 EURO's .
Damn expensive if you ask me.
AW16G here I come yeah baby :D
I'm gonna strip my gear list back too
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Korg ER-1 ,MS2000R , Micro-Mod , RS7000 ,EPS16+ KB and the AW16G 
methinks. More than enough kit anyway really. And you'd have too chop 
my testicles off before I'd even consider selling my RS7000 for an MC-
909 and even then I think the RS would be worth my prescious nut 
sack's weight in gold ROFLMAO .....

Ohhhh that was a bit gross now wasn't it.
Ok back too the music.
CYA's later
FaX
| 7185|7185|2002-10-08 07:31:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ..... .|
stole this off the MC909 list :)
****************************************************************************
****************************

>>On 10/7/02 5:58 AM, "Tomonori Matsumura" <

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MC-909/post?protectID=21014719411812108502421
8072026229208108144166241077130188227172072120> iz58291@m...> wrote:

> Finally I got it.
> 
>

<http://www.ikebe-gakki.com/shoppage/ikebukuro/kew_pa_dtm_mtr/kew_dtm_ets.ht
m>
http://www.ikebe-gakki.com/shoppage/ikebukuro/kew_pa_dtm_mtr/kew_dtm_ets.htm

> 
> 
> This shop would start selling it from end of this month.
> The price is 159,800 yen. (about 1300-1350 US$)
> Uh.... that's reasonable cosidering rs7000 is around 140.000 yen here,
> and MC-909 is more powerful in many aspects.
> 
> So, I guess US price would be around $1500 to $1600, or probably some

shops

> price $1,800.
> I know many of US shops price steep to favorite gears.
> How could it possible that MC-505 is sold by $1,100 at many shops while
> Japanese price was around $700 here??
> 
> Tomonori Matsumura
> 

Great spy-work Tomonori! Looks like Roland has slotted the MC-909 price to
be competitive with the RS7000. RS7000 are now selling here in the USA for
around $1,000 so hopefully there will be a lot of downward price pressure on
the MC909 to get close to this price. All, of course, after the first rush
to buy one has subsided.

I have not priced an MC505 for some time here so I do not know what the real
price is. Catalog prices can sometimes be quite a distortion of reality. I
do know that I have seen used MC505's selling for under $500 in some cases.
Armed with that knowledge I know I would pursue a price on a new Mc505 for a
lot less than the $1100 ask price.

BTW, are any of your sources indicated when we should expect delivery of the
first MC909 units?<<
****************************************************************************
*****************************
"...and MC-909 is more powerful in many aspects"

heh heh heh,
-B

-----Original Message-----
From: faxorgy [mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2002 8:40 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......

That I found the prospective Jap/Euro price for the MC-909 and in 
direct conversion it looks set to be around 2100 EURO's .
Damn expensive if you ask me.
AW16G here I come yeah baby :D
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I'm gonna strip my gear list back too
Korg ER-1 ,MS2000R , Micro-Mod , RS7000 ,EPS16+ KB and the AW16G 
methinks. More than enough kit anyway really. And you'd have too chop 
my testicles off before I'd even consider selling my RS7000 for an MC-
909 and even then I think the RS would be worth my prescious nut 
sack's weight in gold ROFLMAO .....

Ohhhh that was a bit gross now wasn't it.
Ok back too the music.
CYA's later
FaX
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7186|7184|2002-10-08 07:42:24|Bruno Carlos|Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
Would you consider AW16G to be a better companion to RS7000 than a 
Yamaha 01v mixer? I mean, for someone that works with a computer to 
record it's probably better the 01v but the AW16G is the only way to 
go for someone without a PC, I guess, at least in the $1200 price 
range.

What's your opinion(s).

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> That I found the prospective Jap/Euro price for the MC-909 and in 
> direct conversion it looks set to be around 2100 EURO's .
> Damn expensive if you ask me.
> AW16G here I come yeah baby :D
> I'm gonna strip my gear list back too
> Korg ER-1 ,MS2000R , Micro-Mod , RS7000 ,EPS16+ KB and the AW16G 
> methinks. More than enough kit anyway really. And you'd have too 
chop 
> my testicles off before I'd even consider selling my RS7000 for an 
MC-
> 909 and even then I think the RS would be worth my prescious nut 
> sack's weight in gold ROFLMAO .....
> 
> 
> Ohhhh that was a bit gross now wasn't it.
> Ok back too the music.
> CYA's later
> FaX

| 7187|7184|2002-10-08 09:52:27|faxorgy|Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
1. "Bruno Carlos" wrote:

Would you consider AW16G to be a better companion to RS7000 than a 
Yamaha 01v mixer? I mean, for someone that works with a computer to 
record it's probably better the 01v but the AW16G is the only way to 
go for someone without a PC, I guess, at least in the $1200 price 
range.

.............What's your opinion(s)?

Well firstly the AW16G gives you two effects processors.
Independant 4 band parametric eq and Compression per track.
You get digital I/O & SPDIF , two XLR inputs and 6 mic/line with one 
HiZ input for DI of Guitar & Bass.
You also get 8 track simultaneous record.
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16 tracks of uncompressed digital audio.
24 bit AD / DA converters
32 bit internal processing
2 extra Mixdown tracks with full mastering effects.
20 gig HD
CDR can burn audio or be used as data back up.
Any or all tracks (user specifiable) can be ripped as .wav files for 
PC editing (very tasty) . So a whole track can be shunted too PC as 
a .wav and easily compressed too MP3 for site uploading.
You get a nice 8 channel mixer.
Some good amp simulation effects a large selection of modulation and 
delay effects as well as the usual suspects LOL ....
Also full track bounce / merge / cut / copy / move / paste / insert / 
erase etc etc audio functions.
4 phrase clip pads up to 40 seconds sample time with the RS's slice 
feature for laying in drum loops on your tracks for verse , 
chorus ,bridge ,fill etc... these are independent from the standard 
recording tracks.
With a 20 gig drive and full sync compatibilty with the RS the 64 meg 
memory limit really isn't an issue when you multi-track either.
16 tracks worth of RS sequnced sample data layer after layer sounds 
bloody tasty too me especially with all the editing functions
Read the manual coz it's fucken extensive.
The Faders can be configured as midi/ pc data controllers for sound 
modules ,sequncers , v.synths etc etc and whilst mixes aren't fully 
automated , you get scenes , 8 virtual tracks per track and the 
ability to record fader movements over midi etc.
I'd say it's quite viable even with a PC.
I'm selling my SP808EX and getting this cause I can do alot more with 
it the RS output board and some really nice outboard gear and not 
much else.
Seems like a bloody good option to me . And Sound On Sound gave it a 
pretty amazing review in the last edition I might add.
No contest for me . AW16G all the way.
Screw all this MC909 shite talk the RS and this will be the shit bomb 
I'm tellin ya all ......;)
Ya heard it here first LMAO
Cheers
FaX
| 7188|7184|2002-10-08 10:31:41|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
ahhh man, now I want one...!!!!!

;)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: faxorgy [mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2002 11:52 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......

1. "Bruno Carlos" wrote:

Would you consider AW16G to be a better companion to RS7000 than a 
Yamaha 01v mixer? I mean, for someone that works with a computer to 
record it's probably better the 01v but the AW16G is the only way to 
go for someone without a PC, I guess, at least in the $1200 price 
range.

.............What's your opinion(s)?

Well firstly the AW16G gives you two effects processors.
Independant 4 band parametric eq and Compression per track.
You get digital I/O & SPDIF , two XLR inputs and 6 mic/line with one 
HiZ input for DI of Guitar & Bass.
You also get 8 track simultaneous record.
16 tracks of uncompressed digital audio.
24 bit AD / DA converters
32 bit internal processing
2 extra Mixdown tracks with full mastering effects.
20 gig HD
CDR can burn audio or be used as data back up.
Any or all tracks (user specifiable) can be ripped as .wav files for 
PC editing (very tasty) . So a whole track can be shunted too PC as 
a .wav and easily compressed too MP3 for site uploading.
You get a nice 8 channel mixer.
Some good amp simulation effects a large selection of modulation and 
delay effects as well as the usual suspects LOL ....
Also full track bounce / merge / cut / copy / move / paste / insert / 
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erase etc etc audio functions.
4 phrase clip pads up to 40 seconds sample time with the RS's slice 
feature for laying in drum loops on your tracks for verse , 
chorus ,bridge ,fill etc... these are independent from the standard 
recording tracks.
With a 20 gig drive and full sync compatibilty with the RS the 64 meg 
memory limit really isn't an issue when you multi-track either.
16 tracks worth of RS sequnced sample data layer after layer sounds 
bloody tasty too me especially with all the editing functions
Read the manual coz it's fucken extensive.
The Faders can be configured as midi/ pc data controllers for sound 
modules ,sequncers , v.synths etc etc and whilst mixes aren't fully 
automated , you get scenes , 8 virtual tracks per track and the 
ability to record fader movements over midi etc.
I'd say it's quite viable even with a PC.
I'm selling my SP808EX and getting this cause I can do alot more with 
it the RS output board and some really nice outboard gear and not 
much else.
Seems like a bloody good option to me . And Sound On Sound gave it a 
pretty amazing review in the last edition I might add.
No contest for me . AW16G all the way.
Screw all this MC909 shite talk the RS and this will be the shit bomb 
I'm tellin ya all ......;)
Ya heard it here first LMAO
Cheers
FaX
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7189|7189|2002-10-08 11:16:30|faxorgy|Go to the Yamaha AW4416 web site.....|
They have the AW16G page there now too.
And unlike ROLAND a the FULL PDF manual is already on line :D.
It makes for some interesting reading let me tell you.
Oh and it will time stretch regioned in/out areas for you as well :).
| 7190|7174|2002-10-08 12:55:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: mute/scene//live|
On Monday 07 October 2002 22:56, jo_plaete wrote:

> Hello,
>
> first, what's the difference between mute and scene , i
> work frequently with the mute but what does the scene ?
> is it saving filtersettings, volumesettings, ... ?

A Mute takes a snapshot of the current mute settings and 
allows you to recall that.
A Scene takes a snapshot of almost every parameter (voice, 
mutes, mixer, playfx) and allows you to recall that.

>
> And also, is it so that you can only use 5 mutes in 1
> style ? because the mute changes alle seections ?
> isn't there a way to make (in 1 style) different
> mute-settings for different settings ??
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You only get 5 Mutes and 5 Scenes per style. Not too much 
indeed. There are several ways to have different mutes per 
section:

- Use the Mutes or Scenes as discussed above.

- In Pattern Chain mode, record track mute actions in 
real-time or in Edit mode. This allows you to have zillions 
of different mute variations. (You can also record Mute and 
Scene recalls there.)

- Copy a section and simply remove the phrases (empty the 
tracks) you don't want in that copy.

Robert
| 7191|7163|2002-10-08 12:57:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sysex: Section change|
On Monday 07 October 2002 18:10, traizorus wrote:

> Does anyone know the sysex string for this command? I
> find the manual rather vague about this.

This is described on the Yammie RS Tips site, url in section 
2.4 of our faq. 

How's that for an indirect answer? ;)
I'm too busy right now to look it up for you. I do know that 
it works, btw, since I used it for a song where I 
controlled the RS section selection in Logic.

- Robert
| 7192|7185|2002-10-08 12:57:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ..... .|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

>> > So, I guess US price would be around $1500 to $1600, or 

probably some

> shops
> > price $1,800.

Yup that's the US price, which means for us Europeans we would have 
to pay at least 2200 - 2300 Euro. Considering that the price for the 
RS is in the US 1000$ it is here 1350 - 1450 Euro...

Btw....AW16G (incl.CD-Recorder) goes here for 1288Euro...not bad for 
a 24Bit HD recorder that works internally even with 32Bit....I think 
a good match for the RS...damn good price...it's on my shopping 
list...but i am a bit worried about possible bugs in the OS...the 
first AW4416 and AW2816 user had bad experiences with it...but 
Yamaha already delivered a new OS for them...still i wonder if you 
still can't listen to tracks, while in "edit" mode...like on the 
AW4416...
| 7193|7158|2002-10-08 13:03:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: give me sysex|
On Monday 07 October 2002 18:12, traizorus wrote:

> Hi Wax
>
> I'm sorry that I cant answer your question, but did you
> say that you know the sysex string for muting a track?
> I'd be glad to have it :)

CC #11 (I believe), expression. Simply zap it between zero 
and 127.

- Robert
| 7194|7160|2002-10-08 13:04:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Editing chords|
On Monday 07 October 2002 16:07, aredubbya wrote:

> A basic question i'm sure but what is the deal with the
> rs and chords. I record a chord progression, plays it
> fine but if you make a mistake and try to find the note
> where you messed up it's like looking for a needle in a
> haystack, impossible almost to find where one starts and
> the next finishes.

On the RS I simply remember where I messed up (roughly), and 
then enter Edit mode. Then I turn knob1 to locate that 
area. Every click with knob1 plays back the midi note and 



the moment I hit the wrong one I change it or delete it.

>
> Are all sequencers designed for single notation only? If
> i want to make a dance track with a fast chord
> progression, is there an easier way to edit those chords?

Most hw sequencers have this piano roll of edit screen, and 
many only show 2 or 3 lines. The QY700 showed a very nice 
screen. The MPC4000 will do nice as well, I guess. Most PC 
sequencers have nice large screens in different display 
modes to show the midi data, including musical notation.

- Robert
| 7195|7184|2002-10-08 13:04:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Bruno Carlos" wrote:

> Would you consider AW16G to be a better companion to RS7000 than a 
> Yamaha 01v mixer? I mean, for someone that works with a computer 

to 

> record it's probably better the 01v but the AW16G is the only way 

to 

> go for someone without a PC, I guess, at least in the $1200 price 
> range.

Or take a O2r which is inside the AW4416...

But that's way beyond the 1200...I would prefer a multitracker like 
the AW in combination with a good old analogue mixing desk from 
Mackie...instead of a computer.
| 7196|7184|2002-10-08 13:07:00|Dave Jumpers|Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
Yeah but then you're gonna have to take the computer with you everywhere 
you wanna go record a live set.

Bruno Carlos wrote:

>Would you consider AW16G to be a better companion to RS7000 than a 
>Yamaha 01v mixer? I mean, for someone that works with a computer to 
>record it's probably better the 01v but the AW16G is the only way to 
>go for someone without a PC, I guess, at least in the $1200 price 
>range.
>
>What's your opinion(s).
>
>Bruno Carlos
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> 
>
>>That I found the prospective Jap/Euro price for the MC-909 and in 
>>direct conversion it looks set to be around 2100 EURO's .
>>Damn expensive if you ask me.
>>AW16G here I come yeah baby :D
>>I'm gonna strip my gear list back too
>>Korg ER-1 ,MS2000R , Micro-Mod , RS7000 ,EPS16+ KB and the AW16G 
>>methinks. More than enough kit anyway really. And you'd have too 
>> 
>>
>chop 
> 
>
>>my testicles off before I'd even consider selling my RS7000 for an 
>> 
>>
>MC-
> 
>
>>909 and even then I think the RS would be worth my prescious nut 
>>sack's weight in gold ROFLMAO .....
>>
>>
>>Ohhhh that was a bit gross now wasn't it.
>>Ok back too the music.



>>CYA's later
>>FaX
>> 
>>

| 7197|7197|2002-10-08 13:10:01|tompaulsen2002|OT: FYI...FAQ about the new plans from the music industry, MS and o|
That will be my last OT for a while. The following FAQ should be 
interesting for everyone who is using a computer and especially for 
us musicians:

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/tcpa-faq.html

If you want, mail me your comments by private mail.

Yours, Tom (moderator)
| 7198|7184|2002-10-08 13:10:07|Dave Jumpers|Re: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ......|
My opinion is that the Roland V-Studio is surround capable, and it's 24/96.
You can hookup a VGA monitor and shit.
About the same price of a AW4416 that is 24/48

Not in the $1200 price range though, but I can't afford either so who cares.

-Dave-

faxorgy wrote:

>1. "Bruno Carlos" wrote:
>
> Would you consider AW16G to be a better companion to RS7000 than a 
> Yamaha 01v mixer? I mean, for someone that works with a computer to 
> record it's probably better the 01v but the AW16G is the only way to 
> go for someone without a PC, I guess, at least in the $1200 price 
> range.
> 
>.............What's your opinion(s)?
>
>Well firstly the AW16G gives you two effects processors.
>Independant 4 band parametric eq and Compression per track.
>You get digital I/O & SPDIF , two XLR inputs and 6 mic/line with one 
>HiZ input for DI of Guitar & Bass.
>You also get 8 track simultaneous record.
>16 tracks of uncompressed digital audio.
>24 bit AD / DA converters
>32 bit internal processing
>2 extra Mixdown tracks with full mastering effects.
>20 gig HD
>CDR can burn audio or be used as data back up.
>Any or all tracks (user specifiable) can be ripped as .wav files for 
>PC editing (very tasty) . So a whole track can be shunted too PC as 
>a .wav and easily compressed too MP3 for site uploading.
>You get a nice 8 channel mixer.
>Some good amp simulation effects a large selection of modulation and 
>delay effects as well as the usual suspects LOL ....
>Also full track bounce / merge / cut / copy / move / paste / insert / 
>erase etc etc audio functions.
>4 phrase clip pads up to 40 seconds sample time with the RS's slice 
>feature for laying in drum loops on your tracks for verse , 
>chorus ,bridge ,fill etc... these are independent from the standard 
>recording tracks.
>With a 20 gig drive and full sync compatibilty with the RS the 64 meg 
>memory limit really isn't an issue when you multi-track either.
>16 tracks worth of RS sequnced sample data layer after layer sounds 
>bloody tasty too me especially with all the editing functions
>Read the manual coz it's fucken extensive.
>The Faders can be configured as midi/ pc data controllers for sound 
>modules ,sequncers , v.synths etc etc and whilst mixes aren't fully 
>automated , you get scenes , 8 virtual tracks per track and the 
>ability to record fader movements over midi etc.
>I'd say it's quite viable even with a PC.
>I'm selling my SP808EX and getting this cause I can do alot more with 
>it the RS output board and some really nice outboard gear and not 
>much else.
>Seems like a bloody good option to me . And Sound On Sound gave it a 
>pretty amazing review in the last edition I might add.
>No contest for me . AW16G all the way.
>Screw all this MC909 shite talk the RS and this will be the shit bomb 
>I'm tellin ya all ......;)
>Ya heard it here first LMAO
>Cheers

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/tcpa-faq.html


>FaX
> 
>

| 7199|7185|2002-10-08 13:13:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ..... .|
On Tuesday 08 October 2002 20:57, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> still i wonder if you still can't listen to
> tracks, while in "edit" mode...like on the AW4416...

Haven't tried v2 of the AW4416 OS, but v1.x was really 
terrible. The machine had two modes:
1) Recorder/player
2) Edit

To get from 1) to 2) you press the Edit button and wait a 
loooong time (edit app being loaded?). When the machine is 
finally in edit mode there is no way you can hear your 
stuff! For that you have to return to 1). Yes, another 
loooong wait (player app being loaded?).

And btw, edit mode was terrible. You could only edit one 
track at a time.

A very user unfriendly machine. So please check the that new 
recorder before you buy.

- Robert
| 7200|7189|2002-10-08 13:15:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: Go to the Yamaha AW4416 web site.....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> They have the AW16G page there now too.
> And unlike ROLAND a the FULL PDF manual is already on line :D.
> It makes for some interesting reading let me tell you.
> Oh and it will time stretch regioned in/out areas for you as well 

:).

...and the AD/DA converter are working 24Bit and internally with 
32Bit...;)
| 7201|7160|2002-10-08 13:22:10|tompaulsen2002|Re: Editing chords|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 07 October 2002 16:07, aredubbya wrote:
> > Are all sequencers designed for single notation only? If
> > i want to make a dance track with a fast chord
> > progression, is there an easier way to edit those chords?

LOL...actually the RS-edit mode reminds me a lot of one of those 
AMIGA-mod-tracker, e.g. like Screamtracker. I guess if someone used 
to work with those, he will love the RS. I can imagine someone in 
the R&D department from Yamaha was using an AMIGA for making music a 
lot...

For more info about those tracker (nowadays they even have MIDI and 
can run on low-cost DOS-notebooks...):

http://www.united-trackers.org/
| 7202|7185|2002-10-08 13:33:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ..... .|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> And btw, edit mode was terrible. You could only edit one 
> track at a time.

Hmm, i remember you told me that already some time ago. Oscar what 
did it say in the SOS review about that?

Tom
| 7203|7178|2002-10-09 05:05:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> Ok, let´s do it official...everything you want to post about RS vs 
> MC909 post it in this thread.
> 
> Let me start with a crosspost from sonicstate.com:

And let me continue with a crosspost from the MC909 Yahoo Group:Okay 
guys, here's what I found out. I make no guarantee that this 

http://www.united-trackers.org/


information
is correct; it's possible we missed something, I misunderstood 
something, or
that the final model shipped will differ from the prototype.

(First of all, thanks to Doug Hanson of Roland for getting me a pass 
to the
convention, and to Jim Norman and Vince La Duca for putting up with a 
barrage
of questions from me. Jim says he really wants to support the users 
of the 909
and will listen to suggestions, is arranging for pros like BT and 
Sasha to
program new stuff to download, is working on improving the website 
and so
forth, and wants to make sure users don't feel like Roland doesn't 
care about
them once it has their money. He and Vince are good guys.)

- The MC-909 is big, bigger than I expected. The screen is nice and 
the
velocity pads have a good feel to them. The faders are smooth and 
chunky too.

- The guys stressed that this was NOT just an SP-808 plus an MC-505; 
they
specifically told Roland NOT to do this.

- It has onboard RAM for patches and patterns, and will remember and
automatically load samples you have saved to user slots if there's an 
SM card
inserted. The RAM is Flash RAM; Jim says he hasn't noticed any speed 
problems
(says it's pretty fast, actually).

- USB works with either PC or Mac; basically the 909 acts just like a 
hard
drive and dragging samples back and forth between either SM card or 
sample RAM
is very straightforward. There is no dedicated software and no plans 
for any at
the moment (with the large screen and graphic editing it's pretty 
unnecessary).

- There is no multisampling; samples are treated as tones for the 
synthesis
engine (the S-760 emulation mode from the XV is not on the 909). You 
can map
several samples across the keyboard using the drum kits, however.

- You can put a drumkit on every track if you like.

- It will do velocity layering between tones.

- There's no downsample, but you can use bit reduction effects and 
resample the
result.

- Stereo samples do use up 2 voices. Keep in mind that with 
resampling the
polyphony and number of effects on this thing aren't as limiting as 
you might
think.

- It will do realtime timestretching of sample loops (for example, 
vocals), and
the algorithm sounds pretty good. Better than Acid, in my opinion.

- Sample loop chop can work automatically (finding the beats) or the 
slice
points can be set manually. The 909 will then ask if you want it to 
convert the
sliced beats to a drum kit (instant rhythm set). Each drum gets its 
own
envelope and filter settings. This is pretty cool.

- Samples have multiple trigger modes to choose from (drum, gate, 
latch).

- Samples are assigned to notes and then entered in tracks as note-on 
events.



Because the samples are elements in the synth engine they get filters,
envelopes, LFOs and so on. The envelopes don't sync to MIDI, 
apparently, but
there is an Auto Sync feature that will keep your sample loops locked 
to the
tempo.

- You can do graphic waveform editing in the LCD, including both 
vertical and
horizontal zoom for finding zero crossings.

- The audio ins can be passed through the effects (including the 
Mastering
Compressor), so you can mix other instruments or your voice through 
the effects
live. The whole mix can be resampled at the outputs.

- Biggest difference in synth engine - other than polyphony and 
sampling - is
the way drum kits are handled. This is why the non-909 SRX expansion 
boards
aren't 100% patch compatible.

- The XV chip in the 909 is actually faster than the ones used in the 
Fantom
and XVs.

- If you mute sample layers it will do a volume mute, i.e. you can do 
gating
effects. Samples are triggered by note events, so muting will not 
retrigger the
sample loop.

- There are no mute groups for drums, etc. Jim had mixed feelings 
about this
but felt that having a full 16 tracks was probably better.

- There is a Song Mode and it will record mutes separately from the 
patterns.
They weren't sure about controller sweeps, but you can always use a 
long
pattern for this.

- The Arpeggiator is very cool; it's fully programmable and 
polyphonic, a big
improvement on the 505's arpeggiator. Programming it is very easy. I 
believe
there's still only one, but I'm not positive. You should be able to 
record it
to a track though, like on the 505.

- Chord Memory is a handy addition for composition (or easier 
performance).

- There is no Megamix. Jim argued for this but Roland Japan felt it 
was a
necessary tradeoff for having 16 tracks. The Mixer can control Level, 
Pan,
Keyshift or Reverb (and apparently some of the effects parameters, 
like the
Step Filter).

- RPS does not seem to transmit MIDI; there was no parameter for 
this. With
sampling this is less of an issue but it's still disappointing.

- RPS does not generate recordable events; the RPS parts are separate 
from the
sequencer.

- Pattern Call seems to be local only. There is a Remote Keyboard 
mode but
neither the preliminary manual nor the MIDI implementation chart make 
any
mention of remote pattern switching that we could find; it's possible 
that the
remote keyboard can be used for Pattern Call but there was no way to 
test this
and the 505's remote keyboard mode did not do Pattern Call. The guys 
are going
to investigate this further.



- It will transmit Program Changes and other setup data, but it 
apparently does
not transmit Pattern Changes for recording on an external sequencer.

- It will record and play sysex. You can also choose to transmit 
parameter
changes as CC's.

- The sequencer is faster than the 505's, and it is possible to use 1-
bar
patterns, but I noticed that pattern switching between 1-bar patterns 
was
sporadic at best, whether I was using a dial or Pattern Call. You can 
also
advance to the previous or next pattern using the cursor buttons, but 
this
switches immediately rather than queuing.

- The sequencer gives you the option of changing tempo from pattern 
to pattern
or retaining tempo from one pattern to the next.

- It is possible to copy tracks or a range of bars from pattern to 
pattern and
track to track.

- It will record from multiple MIDI channels at once.

- It is not possible to switch in and out of record mode during 
playback.

- It is not possible to activate TR-record (X0X style grid edit) 
during
playback. While in TR-record mode there is no way to select a note to 
edit
without auditioning that note (scrolling through the notes plays them 
out
loud). Being able to see the notes on a grid is nice, but it's not 
useable in a
live performance situation.

- The Groove Quantize (now in the menus) sounds much better than the 
505 thanks
to the higher sequencer resolution.

- The Back button in the transport controls will reset the beat clock 
to zero
for rapid stuttering effects.

- The Turntable fader can be assigned a CC number for controlling 
external
synths, as can the D-Beams.

- The dedicated (not Mastering) compressor does include an EQ (three 
band?).

- The screen has a screensaver and you can import your own jpeg's to 
customize
this.

- Sound quality seemed fine but was hard to judge in a loud tradeshow
environment.

- The manual was a prototype (a printout, actually) so there may be 
features
and functions we were unable to find. Jim has been pressuring Roland 
to put
their manuals online for download. I guess they're concerned about 
the "grey
market." (Jim was also tempted to put a fake link online just to 
tease people
and was tickled that Nina had deconstructed the Flash movie.)

- MSRP is $1795. It should start turning up in early December 
sometime (the
port lockdown may affect the actual date in the States).

In summary: you'll have to decide for yourself whether this meets 
your needs,
obviously. Some will be disappointed that the sampler is not a full-on



descendant of the S-760, but it's much more than a phrase sampler and 
seems
like it would work quite well for most people's purposes (certainly 
my own).
The effects are cool (it has the step filter from the EF-303) and with
resampling you can really make the most of them. Soundwise it's a 
very powerful
box. I'm much more concerned about the limitations of the sequencer:
internal-only RPS, no remote Pattern Call, awkward single-bar pattern
switching, no record-on-the-fly, no TR-909 style performance mode, 
and no
Megamix. The arpeggiator, graphic interface, and higher track count 
are all
welcome improvements, but otherwise the sequencer feels like a step 
back in
several respects, so unfortunately it looks like the MC-909 is 
probably not
going to work for me. Jim and Vince were very open to constructive 
feedback so
they may be able to convince Roland to release an OS update, and it's 
still
possible that the final model will differ from the prototype (or that 
I missed
something obvious). But if your needs are different from mine - for 
instance,
if you're looking for a solid studio tool - this might be just what 
you're
looking for. Hope this helps.

(If I missed a question that anyone's dying to know the answer to, or 
if I got
anything just plain wrong, I apologize. I'm sure Jim and Vince would 
be happy
to provide more information.)

Source:http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MC-909/message/333
| 7204|7178|2002-10-09 05:47:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > Ok, let´s do it official...everything you want to post about RS 

vs 

> > MC909 post it in this thread.
> > 
> > Let me start with a crosspost from sonicstate.com:
> 
> And let me continue with a crosspost from the MC909 Yahoo Group:

- It is not possible to switch in and out of record mode during 
playback.

- It is not possible to activate TR-record (X0X style grid edit) 
during
playback. 

If they don´t change that in the serial models...the RS has a big 
advantage over the MC909 with the new OS 2.0....
| 7205|7178|2002-10-09 06:40:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
Nice box, inspired by the RS no doubt. Too bad the sequencer 
is weak (as expected). Wonder if the v2.0 update for the RS 
will make people choose for the RS due to the real-time 
record feature that v2 will offer than. Otherwise, the RS 
will probably loose potential buyers if they only watch the 
specs on paper.

- Robert
| 7206|7178|2002-10-09 07:30:42|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
well, if there's one thing I thought the MC909 would've had over the RS, it
would have been this... ...so, what's the attraction now?!

...still love that screen though

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2002 7:47 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > Ok, let´s do it official...everything you want to post about RS 
vs 
> > MC909 post it in this thread.
> > 
> > Let me start with a crosspost from sonicstate.com:
> 
> And let me continue with a crosspost from the MC909 Yahoo Group:

- It is not possible to switch in and out of record mode during 
playback.

- It is not possible to activate TR-record (X0X style grid edit) 
during
playback. 

If they don´t change that in the serial models...the RS has a big 
advantage over the MC909 with the new OS 2.0....
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| 7207|7178|2002-10-09 07:41:37|synthe. labo|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|

>well, if there's one thing I thought the MC909 would've had over the RS, it
>would have been this... ...so, what's the attraction now?!

maybe the possibility of so much ram, that is good...
but no scsi, all smart media...mmmm...not so professional for §1800
and, from that news, i thought the sequencer sucks respect the monster of 
rs7k

really with the new OS 2.0 it will be possible on RS7k to do all those 
realtime recordings and changing the sequencing while playing????

ciao . marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo� cosa aspetti a farti un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it
| 7208|7178|2002-10-09 07:45:52|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
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more pics:
<http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_02.jpg>
http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_02.jpg

<http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_03.jpg>
http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_03.jpg

<http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_04.jpg>
http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_04.jpg

<http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73.htm>
http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73.htm

-B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7209|7178|2002-10-09 07:47:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
On Wednesday 09 October 2002 15:41, synthe. labo wrote:

> really with the new OS 2.0 it will be possible on RS7k to
> do all those realtime recordings and changing the
> sequencing while playing????

If I remember correctly, yamaha US told us that *if* v2 
would be created, the realtime record feature would be high 
on the priority list. 

Someone correct me if I'm wrong.
- Robert
| 7210|7178|2002-10-09 07:56:48|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
but, on the plus side it does have USB... ...if there was a manual, maybe we
could see if it would recognize a USB external drive...?

ram. hmm. still don't understand why everyone is so hung up on that. 64MB is
tons more than most will ever need(used properly)... ...and if you need
more, chances are you're using a computer for music ;)

as for 2.0... ...it's still based on a 'wish list', so who knows what
they'll deliver...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2002 9:42 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909

>well, if there's one thing I thought the MC909 would've had over the RS, it
>would have been this... ...so, what's the attraction now?!

maybe the possibility of so much ram, that is good...
but no scsi, all smart media...mmmm...not so professional for §1800
and, from that news, i thought the sequencer sucks respect the monster of 
rs7k

really with the new OS 2.0 it will be possible on RS7k to do all those 
realtime recordings and changing the sequencing while playing????

ciao . marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo... cosa aspetti a farti
un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it <http://www.hotmail.it> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7211|7178|2002-10-09 08:15:49|Latif|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
There's even a bigger downer for the MC909 that no one seems to get 
yet, this box like it's former the 505 cannot play differen't lenghts 
phrases within the same pattern..
Like you can in ur RS7K and as introduced in the RM1X (maybe earlier)
IE. 128 on track 1/ 4 on track 2/ 64 on track 12 ... and so, and all 
of this within the same style (pattern)
So this really is one of the weakest issues of the Roland grooveboxes 
(for me) cause i use this feature alot.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> but, on the plus side it does have USB... ...if there was a manual, 
maybe we
> could see if it would recognize a USB external drive...?
> 
> ram. hmm. still don't understand why everyone is so hung up on 
that. 64MB is
> tons more than most will ever need(used properly)... ...and if you 
need
> more, chances are you're using a computer for music ;)
> 
> as for 2.0... ...it's still based on a 'wish list', so who knows 
what
> they'll deliver...
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: synthe. labo [mailto:synthelabo@h...] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2002 9:42 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >well, if there's one thing I thought the MC909 would've had over 
the RS, it
> >would have been this... ...so, what's the attraction now?!
> 
> maybe the possibility of so much ram, that is good...
> but no scsi, all smart media...mmmm...not so professional for §1800
> and, from that news, i thought the sequencer sucks respect the 
monster of 
> rs7k
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> 
> really with the new OS 2.0 it will be possible on RS7k to do all 
those 
> realtime recordings and changing the sequencing while playing????
> 
> ciao . marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo... cosa aspetti 
a farti
> un 
> account? http://www.hotmail.it <http://www.hotmail.it> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=212804.2460941.3878106.2225242/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 
44:HM/A=810373/R=0/*http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/info?.refer=blrecs>
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=212804.2460941.3878106.2225242/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 
44:HM/A=810373/R=1/*http://geocities.yahoo.com/ps/info?.refer=blrecs> 

> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=212804.2460941.3878106.2225242/D=egroupmai
> l/S=:HM/A=810373/rand=827204523> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7212|7178|2002-10-09 08:17:46|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
are we anti-Roland?

I mean, personally, I still own a JD800, RE201... ...and had an MC303 before
the RM1x... ....but I haven't really been interested in anything they've
done in about 4-5 years...

...have we become jaded?

-B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7213|7178|2002-10-09 08:39:19|synthe. labo|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|

>There's even a bigger downer for the MC909 that no one seems to get
>yet, this box like it's former the 505 cannot play differen't lenghts
>phrases within the same pattern..
>Like you can in ur RS7K and as introduced in the RM1X (maybe earlier)
>IE. 128 on track 1/ 4 on track 2/ 64 on track 12 ... and so, and all
>of this within the same style (pattern)
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>So this really is one of the weakest issues of the Roland grooveboxes
>(for me) cause i use this feature alot.

you are right man!!!!
every single pattern i made on rs7k has different lenght each channel....
forgot this basic important point, thanks to have remembered this!

marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo� cosa aspetti a farti un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it
| 7214|7178|2002-10-09 08:43:51|synthe. labo|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|

>are we anti-Roland?

me not!

>I mean, personally, I still own a JD800, RE201... ...and had an MC303 
>before
>the RM1x... ....but I haven't really been interested in anything they've
>done in about 4-5 years...

the same for me...
i owned an mc-303 and after a 505, but with the rm1-x i trow away every 
roland groovebox stuff.
i used sometimes a jp8080 and it's really good; i owned an sp-808 in the 
past.
the vp-9000 for me has no sense, i mean 4 voices and that monster price...

and, for the ram, yes, you're right....it's that when you see big number you 
want it :)), but it's not so necessary, 64 mg are just good.

ciao - marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Hotmail è il provider email più grande al mondo� cosa aspetti a farti un 
account? http://www.hotmail.it
| 7215|7178|2002-10-09 08:47:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
On Wednesday 09 October 2002 16:15, Latif wrote:

> There's even a bigger downer for the MC909 that no one
> seems to get yet, this box like it's former the 505
> cannot play differen't lenghts phrases within the same
> pattern..
> Like you can in ur RS7K and as introduced in the RM1X
> (maybe earlier) IE. 128 on track 1/ 4 on track 2/ 64 on
> track 12 ... and so, and all of this within the same
> style (pattern)
> So this really is one of the weakest issues of the Roland
> grooveboxes (for me) cause i use this feature alot.

This is *exactly* the reason why I use Yamaha hw sequencers. 
This phrase trick was introduced in the QY line, if I'm not 
mistaken, and I LOVE it. It's one of the most powerfull 
features of their sequencers, imo, and not found on Roland 
and Akai gear.

- Robert
| 7216|7178|2002-10-09 08:50:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
On Wednesday 09 October 2002 16:17, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> are we anti-Roland?
>
> I mean, personally, I still own a JD800, RE201... ...and
> had an MC303 before the RM1x... ....but I haven't really
> been interested in anything they've done in about 4-5
> years...
>
> ...have we become jaded?

Nope, *they* have. 
What was the last time they introduced an innovative synth 
product, like the Jupiter 6/8, or de Juno60, or the JD990 

http://www.hotmail.it/
http://www.hotmail.it/


(owned and loved those last two). All they do now is make 
variation xxxxx of that same rompler technology. And 
they're doing that for many years now.

- Robert
| 7217|7160|2002-10-09 10:32:17|Jez|Re: Editing chords|
Yup,

I was thinking the same thing Tom,

I started out using Octamed on the Amiga and it took me a long while to get
my head around
normal sequencing software like cubase.

I just couldn't understand why it was so much harder to input beats n
samples!!

then the RS came along.........ahhhhh........back to the old days

Jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2002 8:22 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Editing chords

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Monday 07 October 2002 16:07, aredubbya wrote:
> > > Are all sequencers designed for single notation only? If
> > > i want to make a dance track with a fast chord
> > > progression, is there an easier way to edit those chords?
>
> LOL...actually the RS-edit mode reminds me a lot of one of those
> AMIGA-mod-tracker, e.g. like Screamtracker. I guess if someone used
> to work with those, he will love the RS. I can imagine someone in
> the R&D department from Yamaha was using an AMIGA for making music a
> lot...
>
> For more info about those tracker (nowadays they even have MIDI and
> can run on low-cost DOS-notebooks...):
>
> http://www.united-trackers.org/
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 7218|7178|2002-10-09 12:26:07|djboy112st|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|

>"- The Turntable fader can be assigned a CC number for controlling 
>external synths, as can the D-Beams

That's pretty cool for recording an analog synth getting tweaked 
pretty crazy.. not precise control, but i am sure you can some up 
wiuth some interesting stuff

>- The screen has a screensaver and you can import your own jpeg's to 
>customize this.
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Hmm.. Does anyone else think that one of the white-coats in Japan 
has one of those badass in-dash sony car cd players with the 
customizable image sets, and drew inspiration from that? Is this 
really a necessary feature? Sounds more like a gimmick than anything.

>- MSRP is $1795. It should start turning up in early December 
>sometime (the port lockdown may affect the actual date in the 

States).

That will probably translate to the street price range of $1500-$1600 
brand new, retail.. Higher than the RS by at least $200 right from 
the get-go. The RS is still being sold for $1299.99 at Guitar 
Center, before tax.

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > Ok, let´s do it official...everything you want to post about RS 
vs 
> > MC909 post it in this thread.
> > 
> > Let me start with a crosspost from sonicstate.com:
> 
> And let me continue with a crosspost from the MC909 Yahoo 
Group:Okay 
> guys, here's what I found out. I make no guarantee that this 
> information
> [...]

| 7219|7160|2002-10-09 12:38:50|faxorgy|Re: MC VS RS7K|
Are we becoming jaded ?

Hell no just really spoilt with other and better options :D
(Realtime loop remix anyone LOL)

Secondly I can't state my source and this is a legitimate one.
They are the only Yamaha rep in Australia who works for Yammie R&D.
I sent him a shit load of up-grade ideas some of you would have seen
posted on Motifator.com.
Yamaha had an emergency 'crisis' meeting in France 2 weeks ago now
to flesh out ways of bringing the RS7000 up to a competitive spec
with the MC-909 . i do know my Ideas were thought valid enough to be
taken too the meeting.
I have NO confirmation of what happened and suspect the said person
will have to be very very tight lipped.
I also sent Yamaha some not very nice e.mails about the apparent 
representation of the Mo' as a 'pro-end' product and the way in 
which us RS7K uses are treated some what with contempt. After several
well articulated e.mails I finally got a reply.
So far the new OS has
1. Corrected the Grid Record problems we all loath
2. Allowed for direct front panel access of sections L to P.
3. Will allow you to enter and exit recording modes without having
to stop the sequncer so you can go from Grid Rec to Play or Over
dub record etc... etc.... without having too stop the sequencer.
4. My ideas involved a 'user pays' upgrade but trust me if they
did what I'd like you'd pay for it.
5. Rumour has it they're looking at a way of expanding the available
ram.
6. The MC-909 has done US ALL a big favour. Don't be suprised if this
OS upgrade takes longer than expected. Also don't be suprised if 
it's an A3000 V2.0 Job all over again.
7. The meeting I mentioned was specifically for discussion of 
RS7000 upgrade and or OS options. The person in question was
contacted and had too go over withing less than a weeks notice.
8. Yamaha have a golden opprtunity here and they now it !!!!!!!!!
People have ditched there MPC2000's in favour of this unit.
They now have the opprtunity to nail it to Roland big time if 
they're calculated and concise with what ever they do with 2.0.

I've just got a gut feeling we should all be cautiously optimistic on 
the whole upgrade front. That is just a gut feeling. I honestly 
believe Yamaha have been very very hush hush for good reason ........



PS: If I'm right you can all pucker up and kiss my big fat RS7000 ;)

LMAO
| 7220|7220|2002-10-09 12:49:00|blackwoodtebo|Can I use my AN1x as a trigger for the RS7k|
I'm still waiting on my RS7k to come. O boy I can't wait! I was 
wondering if i will be able to use my AN1x Synthesizer to trigger 
samples and patterns in the RS7k? Thanks
| 7221|7178|2002-10-09 12:52:05|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Nice box, inspired by the RS no doubt. Too bad the sequencer 
> is weak (as expected). Wonder if the v2.0 update for the RS 
> will make people choose for the RS due to the real-time 
> record feature that v2 will offer than. Otherwise, the RS 
> will probably loose potential buyers if they only watch the 
> specs on paper.
> 
> - Robert

I can imagine Roland will sell a lot just by the name. And the 
Zombies in the stores don't know anything about the RS, so they will 
tell people that the MC909 is better. If Yamaha doesn't do some 
advertisement and public relation work for the RS, the situation 
will stay like this. I hope they will do something when they bring 
the new OS. I think with the right engagement from Yamaha it could 
push the sales of the RS again a lot. Other than that, the RS has 
already lost.
| 7222|7222|2002-10-09 12:54:38|Zeek Duff|Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ...|
RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

>Original Message:
> Date: Tue, 08 Oct 2002 18:57:16 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Subject: Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ..... .
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> 
>
>>>>So, I guess US price would be around $1500 to $1600, or 
>>>> 
>>>>
>probably some
> 
>
>>shops
>> 
>>
>>>price $1,800.
>>> 
>>>
>
>Yup that's the US price, which means for us Europeans we would have 
>to pay at least 2200 - 2300 Euro. Considering that the price for the 
>RS is in the US 1000$ it is here 1350 - 1450 Euro...
>

Axshully, the price at musiciansbuy.com will be $1349US+shipping (maybe 
free shipping in the US). They expect them in mid November.

>Original Message: 
> Date: Tue, 08 Oct 2002 19:33:40 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Subject: Re: OT: MC909: Just thought I'd let ya's all know ..... .
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
>
>>And btw, edit mode was terrible. You could only edit one 
>>track at a time.
>> 
>>
>
>Hmm, i remember you told me that already some time ago. Oscar what 
>did it say in the SOS review about that?
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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I've never liked Roland's sequencers since the '80s; they've always 
seemed "user UNfriendly," and I still haven't figured out or used 
(haven't bothered with) the one on my Roland XP-80 (no need with Logic 
Audio in da house, anyway). The thing Roland has over Yamaha (or anyone 
else, for that matter) is the quality of their sounds. The XP was the 
best when I got it 4 years ago, and the XV series is even better, and 
I'll be getting one (haven't made up my mind WHICH one, yet) to 
supplement the QY700 (which is on it's way to me as we speak, BTW), not 
only to take ALL my music portable, but because I know I won't be happy 
with the limited Yamaha sounds. And, finally Roland has organized the 
patches by type and implemented a "patch finder" that makes it a snap to 
find something specific you're looking for amongst the thousands 
available (over 1,500 on the XV-5050 & 5080 without expansion cards). 
It's about friggin' time! ;)

Regards,
...z

Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day.
Teach him how to fish, and he will sit in a boat
and drink beer all day...

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7223|7178|2002-10-09 13:03:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> well, if there's one thing I thought the MC909 would've had over 

the RS, it

> would have been this... ...so, what's the attraction now?!

Erm...that you bought a REAL GROOVEBOX! ;)
| 7224|7178|2002-10-09 13:03:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> really with the new OS 2.0 it will be possible on RS7k to do all 

those 

> realtime recordings and changing the sequencing while playing????

The answer is a fat large: YES!!!! ;)
| 7225|7178|2002-10-09 13:12:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> more pics:
> <http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_02.jpg>
> http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_02.jpg
> 
> <http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_03.jpg>
> http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_03.jpg
> 
> <http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_04.jpg>
> http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73_04.jpg
> 
> <http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73.htm>
> http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/av/docs/20021007/dal73.htm
>

Hehe, i like the sample-edit screen...but i guess no CC controlled 
Start/End of Samples either...;)
| 7226|7178|2002-10-09 13:19:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> are we anti-Roland?
> 
> I mean, personally, I still own a JD800, RE201... ...and had an 

MC303 before

> the RM1x... ....but I haven't really been interested in 
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anything they've

> done in about 4-5 years...
> 
> ...have we become jaded?

I had a MC303 as well. I don't think we are anti-Roland. It's just 
that they are using the same technology over and over and over again 
now for ten years. I see no innovation. They could have made with a 
few slightly improvements a RS-killer, but they failed...
| 7227|7160|2002-10-09 13:23:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: Editing chords|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Jez" wrote:

> Yup,
> 
> I was thinking the same thing Tom,
> 
> I started out using Octamed on the Amiga and it took me a long 

while to get

> my head around
> normal sequencing software like cubase.
> 
> I just couldn't understand why it was so much harder to input 

beats n

> samples!!
> 
> then the RS came along.........ahhhhh........back to the old days

Yup and on the RS it's even easier, since you don't need to use 
"QWERTY" to record your song...and can use only black and white keys 
;))
| 7228|7160|2002-10-09 13:32:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: MC VS RS7K|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> 3. Will allow you to enter and exit recording modes without 

having

> to stop the sequncer so you can go from Grid Rec to Play or 

Over

> dub record etc... etc.... without having too stop the 

sequencer.

I've already said, and i am saying it again, that is it what 
pushes the RS for me over the edge of being a CULT-machine, like 
the TR808.

> 4. My ideas involved a 'user pays' upgrade but trust me if they
> did what I'd like you'd pay for it.

No problem, as long as the above three fixes will be for free.

Maybe the upgrade will be called RS9000...;))))

> 5. Rumour has it they're looking at a way of expanding the 

available

> ram.

For those who needs it.

> 6. The MC-909 has done US ALL a big favour. Don't be suprised 

if this

> OS upgrade takes longer than expected. Also don't be 



suprised if 

> it's an A3000 V2.0 Job all over again.
> 7. The meeting I mentioned was specifically for discussion of 
> RS7000 upgrade and or OS options. The person in question was
> contacted and had too go over withing less than a weeks 

notice.

I remember you wrote something about a "PLG-in" expansion for the 
RS, like Kenton did...

> 8. Yamaha have a golden opprtunity here and they now it 

!!!!!!!!!

They knew it, but certain people didn't...since the MC909 they 
all know it for sure.

> People have ditched there MPC2000's in favour of this unit.
> They now have the opprtunity to nail it to Roland big time 

if 

> they're calculated and concise with what ever they do with 

2.0.

Absolutely!

> 
> I've just got a gut feeling we should all be cautiously 

optimistic on 

> the whole upgrade front. That is just a gut feeling. I honestly 
> believe Yamaha have been very very hush hush for good reason 

........

Well...who knows...

> 
> PS: If I'm right you can all pucker up and kiss my big fat 

RS7000 ;)

No thank you, i already had dinner...LOL ;)))

Love you Oscar! :p

Tom
| 7229|7220|2002-10-09 13:34:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: Can I use my AN1x as a trigger for the RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., "blackwoodtebo" wrote:

> I'm still waiting on my RS7k to come. O boy I can't wait! I 

was 

> wondering if i will be able to use my AN1x Synthesizer to 

trigger 

> samples and patterns in the RS7k? Thanks

You can't trigger patterns (it's not a MC505 where you cna do that) 
but for sure you can trigger samples. The AN1x makes a fantastic 
controller for the RS. I use the same combination. Soundwise they 
add each other very well.
| 7230|6889|2002-10-09 14:02:09|arveyman|Re: How to change the pitch of only one instrument in a set?|
Hi, i don't know if i understand you correctly, but when i load a set 
of individual samples, i can change their pitch individually (JOB). 
It's not realtime though..

or am i wrong?



Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., Indrani Gupta wrote:
> Hi Robert,
> 
> I guess this didn't work. All the instruments are
> changing pitch correspondingly with this as well. 
> 
> Is there any other way that the pitch/tone of a single
> instrument can be changed in a set?
> 
> Would await your advice as always.
> 
> Take care and keep :) 
> Regards, Indrani
> --- Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > - Select the track involved.
> > - Hit the Sample Edit button twice.
> > - On the RS keyboard, hit the note involved to
> > select the
> > kit voice sample.
> > - Turn knob 1 (original key).
> > 
> > Let me know if I'm wrong (didn't test it).
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Faith Hill - Exclusive Performances, Videos & More
> http://faith.yahoo.com

| 7231|7231|2002-10-09 14:12:38|arveyman|CC's 'sync' with notes in track?|
I'll try to explain something i'm trying to obtain..

When i have a track/phrase with some notes, i want to (4 freaky 
patterns) automate the CC knob movements in time/sync with the notes. 
So that note A gets value 10, note E get's 25 and D gets 40 
etc..etc.. I want to do that in STEP record, for easy programming. 
This is okay for easy patterns but a nightmare for tricky parts..! Is 
there a way to copy notes (positions) from a phrase/event to the CC 
STEP record edit sreen? It's hard to explain what i mean, but i hope 
you'll understand..

Arv
| 7232|7231|2002-10-09 15:01:17|faxorgy|Re: CC's 'sync' with notes in track?|
I do this all the time but I'm a masochist and do it in step mode 
anyway cause I can control the amount of gate time send too any CC on 
any given note. dead insane on a Combo of Insert and Delay EFX send 
let me tell you :D.
If you want the easy way out go into the edit window.
Lowest right function Matrix button.
You know the one that looks like a tracker window and just scroll 
down to the appropriate notes and INSERT the CC data and level amount 
at the specified notation events.
And yes you made perfect sense LOL ;).

> I'll try to explain something i'm trying to obtain..
> 
> When i have a track/phrase with some notes, i want to (4 freaky 
> patterns) automate the CC knob movements in time/sync with the 

notes. 

> So that note A gets value 10, note E get's 25 and D gets 40 
> etc..etc.. I want to do that in STEP record, for easy programming. 
> This is okay for easy patterns but a nightmare for tricky parts..! 

Is 

> there a way to copy notes (positions) from a phrase/event to the CC 
> STEP record edit sreen? It's hard to explain what i mean, but i 

http://faith.yahoo.com/


hope 

> you'll understand..
> 
> 
> Arv

| 7233|7161|2002-10-09 21:45:37|wasted|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|

>Over the weekend, I was using a Roland Octapad to trigger the RS-
>7000. I built myself a kit as follows....
>
>Pad#1->RS7000 track1 = Channel 1 = SD Kit note #50
>Pad#2->RS7000 track2 = Channel 2 = Tom Kit note #55
>Pad#3->RS7000 track3 = Channel 3 = Tom Kit note #56
>Pad#4->RS7000 track4 = Channel 4 = SFX2 Kit note #75
>Pad#5->RS7000 track5 = Channel 5 = HH Kit note #70
>Pad#6->RS7000 track6 = Channel 6 = SFX Kit note #50
>Pad#7->RS7000 track7 = Channel 7 = SFX Kit note #90
>Pad#8->RS7000 track8 = Channel 8 = BD Kit note #90
>(exact note numbers are guessed for this example)
>
>The kit sounded great and by putting each pad on its own 
>track/channel, we were able to easily adjust the relative volumes of 
>all sounds AND use sounds from different RS7000 kits. I was happy, 
>until I started to record it....
>
>The RS-7000 forced all notes onto whichever track was currently 
>selected. This is not what I want. Cant the RS-7000 record onto all 
>16 tracks simultaneously depending on what channel the midi note is 
>coming in on? If I were forced to change and I set up my kit to be 
>on one track only, then I cant intermix sounds from BD kit and SFX 
>kit and HH kit and SD kit, etc.
>
>thx,
>frenchy

Frenchy--

Since it appears nobody's answered this for you yet I'll take a stab at 
it. You can record across multiple tracks/channels on the RM1x or 
RS7000 in SONG mode only, not Pattern (correct me if I'm wrong Robert 
or Tom, but I'm pretty sure this is the case). That is what Song Mode 
is meant to be used as: a multitrack recording environment similar to a 
software sequencer. Though if you want to make multi-track/channel 
recordings of small drum-loops or phrases like you plan to you want to 
string together as different Pattern/Style sections you have some work 
cut out for you. First use the Song mode to get your multi-channel 
recording done then use the Jobs to split those sections of the song 
you just recorded that you want to keep into Phrases for your Pattern/
Style mode.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 7234|7078|2002-10-09 22:48:16|pseudo nexus|Re: scuzzy|
someone told me to use recycle or wave lab - as they are set up to talk via many instriments via scuzzie through some protocol thing that starts with a m or s or something

----- Original Message ----- 
From: buckmoy 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2002 1:52 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: scuzzy

The way I've done it (there may be others but apart from actually re-
sampling I doubt it) is to get a SCSI card for my PC - you can then 
use the TWE software that should have come with your Yam to transfer 
nice chopped up wavs to the Yam. Or backwards and forwards, whatever. 
You can even transfer word documents and read them on the LCD.

--- In RS7000@y..., "thebeatslicer" wrote:
> i am trying to import/export files between the rs and my pc can 
> anyone help
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| 7235|7220|2002-10-10 00:23:17|Scott Kellogg|Pattern Switch Question|
Hello. I've been lurking for a bit and watching the hype about the MC-909.
I used to have an RM1X, which was a sweet sequencer with crappy sounds.
The RS7000 looks like what I want to do an 'all-in-one' live show, with a
minimum of setup time and hassle. I plan on generating samples in Reason
and Csound, as well as tweaking the RS onboard sounds beyond recognition.

I've heard talk of there being some audio glitch when switching between
patterns on the RS. Is this true? Is it a show-stopper for live work? I
live to improvise while playing live. 

Opinions?

/Scott

Here are some old, moldy tunes, as penance: http://raza.suso.org
-- 
I never drink ... wine.
| 7236|7161|2002-10-10 00:30:44|Oscar Finch|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
The easiest solution to me is this.Lets take your Kit/Track/Note assignments as gospel in this case ......If you are just using the Octapad in this instance for midi sequencing
purposes just assign the Octapad to midi channel 1 only (keep your note assignments identical but the midi output channels on 1).Once you've recorded the pattern do a
divide drum job and then apply the designated kits too the appropriate tracks.This would also allow you too realtime loop remix just the snare part or roll the hi-hats in a
fill , variation ,breakdown etc etc etc..If doing this live I would suggest creating your won custom sample kits for the Common sample section and triggering them off one
midi channel as well. That way you could have multiple kits with different percussion voices that were all quite different but had there key sounds all mapped to the same
Octapad Note numbers.Hope I made some sense there ?????CheersFaXFrom: wasted [mailto: su700fan@comcast.net]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 09 Oct
2002 23:47:38 -0400 (EDT)Subject: Re: [RS7000] Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....>Over the weekend, I was using a Roland Octapad to trigger the
RS->7000. I built myself a kit as follows....>>Pad#1->RS7000 track1 = Channel 1 = SD Kit note #50>Pad#2->RS7000 track2 = Channel 2 = Tom Kit note #55>Pad#3-
>RS7000 track3 = Channel 3 = Tom Kit note #56>Pad#4->RS7000 track4 = Channel 4 = SFX2 Kit note #75>Pad#5->RS7000 track5 = Channel 5 = HH Kit note
#70>Pad#6->RS7000 track6 = Channel 6 = SFX Kit note #50>Pad#7->RS7000 track7 = Channel 7 = SFX Kit note #90>Pad#8->RS7000 track8 = Channel 8 = BD Kit
note #90>(exact note numbers are guessed for this example)>>The kit sounded great and by putting each pad on its own >track/channel, we were able to easily adjust
the relative volumes of >all sounds AND use sounds from different RS7000 kits. I was happy, >until I started to record it....>>The RS-7000 forced all notes onto
whichever track was currently >selected. This is not what I want. Cant the RS-7000 record onto all >16 tracks simultaneously depending on what channel the midi note is
>coming in on? If I were forced to change and I set up my kit to be >on one track only, then I cant intermix sounds from BD kit and SFX >kit and HH kit and SD kit,
etc.>>thx,>frenchyFrenchy--Since it appears nobody's answered this for you yet I'll take a stab at it. You can record across multiple tracks/channels on the RM1x or
RS7000 in SONG mode only, not Pattern (correct me if I'm wrong Robert or Tom, but I'm pretty sure this is the case). That is what Song Mode is meant to be used as: a
multitrack recording environment similar to a software sequencer. Though if you want to make multi-track/channel recordings of small drum-loops or phrases like you
plan to you want to string together as different Pattern/Style sections you have some work cut out for you. First use the Song mode to get your multi-channel recording
done then use the Jobs to split those sections of the song you just recorded that you want to keep into Phrases for your Pattern/Style mode.-- wasted/su700fan
(su700fan@yahoo.com) The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 Some of my tracks at: http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?
num=3&a_id=130 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7237|7220|2002-10-10 03:08:07|mmittner|Re: Pattern Switch Question|

> I've heard talk of there being some audio glitch when switching between
> patterns on the RS. Is this true? Is it a show-stopper for live work? I
> live to improvise while playing live. 
> 
> Opinions?

not between patterns, between styles. just like on the rm1x.

-mike
| 7238|7238|2002-10-10 03:09:10|pseudo nexus|audio thru???|
is there a audio thru switch somewhere....i cant find a way of passing a audio signal thru the rs in play mode.

how do you do it?

or if you cant - if you yamaha guys are reading this - make sure you implement this in the new os!!!!!!!!

kt:)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7239|7238|2002-10-10 03:13:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: audio thru???|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 11:08, pseudo nexus wrote:

> is there a audio thru switch somewhere....i cant find a
> way of passing a audio signal thru the rs in play mode.
>
> how do you do it?

See entry 11.4 of our faq.

- Robert
| 7240|7240|2002-10-10 06:53:25|okoyemaya|RAM extension, can`t find FAQ ?|
I am getting RS 7000 on Friday, what is exactly the RAM for the RS?
Any 32MB PS2 72pin will do?
Ray
| 7241|7220|2002-10-10 07:02:10|Scott Kellogg|Re: Pattern Switch Question|

> not between patterns, between styles. just like on the rm1x.

Ug, it's been a couple of years since I had the rm1x. So when you switch
between P01 and P02 (for example), there is some gapping? Does anyone have
experience overcoming this live who would like to share with the class?

/Scott
-- 
I never drink ... wine.
| 7242|7078|2002-10-10 07:07:15|buckmoy|Re: scuzzy|
That might work - I haven't really gone beyond the TWE software thats 
bundled with the RS7000, cos it works fine, so I don't know what 
protocol you might be talking about.

I reckon that regardless of what software you use, your PC will still 
need to be able to talk to the Yam, which is a SCSI device.

I did this by getting a SCSI card (about 30 quid) which slots in a 
PCI slot (the wide slots that graphic cards etc. live in). I think 
you may be able to get a USB/SCSI interface..not sure. Either way, 
thats what you plug the Yam into so it can talk to your PC. 

Then you can use TWE or whatever other bit of software takes your 
fancy.

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> someone told me to use recycle or wave lab - as they are set up to 
talk via many instriments via scuzzie through some protocol thing 
that starts with a m or s or something
> 

http://www.excite.com/


> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: buckmoy 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2002 1:52 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scuzzy
> 
> 
> The way I've done it (there may be others but apart from actually 
re-
> sampling I doubt it) is to get a SCSI card for my PC - you can 
then 
> use the TWE software that should have come with your Yam to 
transfer 
> nice chopped up wavs to the Yam. Or backwards and forwards, 
whatever. 
> You can even transfer word documents and read them on the LCD.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "thebeatslicer" wrote:
> > i am trying to import/export files between the rs and my pc can 
> > anyone help
> 
> 
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| 7243|7243|2002-10-10 07:18:59|Brigman, Corley|'zeroing' out tweaks?|
hello, still sorta new on my rs7000.
wanted to ask if there was a convenient
way to zero out the knobs? right now, it looks like
if i do some tweaking on section A, then switch
to section B, my tweaking is still there. i can
see a reason for this, but a quick way to 'zero' the
knobs would be nice too.

also, is it too late to make OS requests? i was thinking
of using mine as a sorta 'super-mmt8' for external gear,
but the output channel etc. doesn't appear to be attached
to the phrase. this isn't too bad but it is a little 
limiting; it would be nice if for example i could write
a phrase for my polaris (midi A, channel 9) and then
just be able to drop it on any track whenever i wanted
and have the output come out the right place. or can you
do this now? it will change the patch for you it looks like.

corley brigman
ia64 mtt
| 7244|7240|2002-10-10 07:23:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RAM extension, can`t find FAQ ?|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 14:53, okoyemaya wrote:

> I am getting RS 7000 on Friday, what is exactly the RAM
> for the RS? Any 32MB PS2 72pin will do?

No, the RS is very picky about RAM.
The best you can do is to go to http://www.oempcworld.com 
and locate the special RS7000 entry there (select Yamaha 
from the main screen). To max out the RS you need two 32MB 
sticks.

Here's the link to our faq where this and other stuff is 
described:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.oempcworld.com/
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- Robert
| 7245|7243|2002-10-10 09:37:26|Latif|Re: 'zeroing' out tweaks?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Brigman, Corley" wrote:

> hello, still sorta new on my rs7000.
> wanted to ask if there was a convenient
> way to zero out the knobs? right now, it looks like
> if i do some tweaking on section A, then switch
> to section B, my tweaking is still there. i can
> see a reason for this, but a quick way to 'zero' the
> knobs would be nice too.

you 'could' do this with scene memory, but it still would require you 
to press the scene you want to activate with the section.

> also, is it too late to make OS requests? i was thinking
> of using mine as a sorta 'super-mmt8' for external gear,
> but the output channel etc. doesn't appear to be attached
> to the phrase. this isn't too bad but it is a little 
> limiting; it would be nice if for example i could write
> a phrase for my polaris (midi A, channel 9) and then
> just be able to drop it on any track whenever i wanted
> and have the output come out the right place. or can you
> do this now? it will change the patch for you it looks like.

all routings to external midi sources are track-settings only as far 
as i know, maybe there's a way of inserting sysex in the phrase that 
outputs to midi channel of choice.. but you still would have to 
disable the RS Tone Generator for that channel.

Latif
| 7246|7161|2002-10-10 10:27:15|sensualemporer|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
thx for your response. Since I've never used song mode, I indeed 
have some work cut out for me. Your explanation makes sense and I 
will try it.

frenchy
| 7247|7161|2002-10-10 11:03:16|sensualemporer|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> Hmmm, i am sure it can´t be done in patternmode...did you try it 

with 

> the song mode?

No, I have never even used song mode yet. I always create patterns 
in pattern mode and then switch sections using sysex. I will try 
this. thx, frenchy
| 7248|7161|2002-10-10 11:08:23|sensualemporer|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> The easiest solution to me is this.Lets take your Kit/Track/Note 

assignments as gospel in this case ......If you are just using the 
Octapad in this instance for midi sequencing purposes just assign the 
Octapad to midi channel 1 only (keep your note assignments identical 
but the midi output channels on 1).Once you've recorded the pattern 
do a divide drum job and then apply the designated kits too the 
appropriate tracks.This would also allow you too realtime loop remix 
just the snare part or roll the hi-hats in a fill , 
variation ,breakdown etc etc etc..If doing this live I would suggest 
creating your won custom sample kits for the Common sample section 
and triggering them off one midi channel as well. That way you could 
have multiple kits with different percussion voices that were all 
quite different but had there key sounds all mapped to the same 
ctapad Note numbers.Hope I made some sense there ?????
************************************************************
But if I have the octapad output on channel 1 only, then every single 
octapad pad will trigger from the snare drum kit(track1=ch1=SD kit). 
This will make recording the actual drum groove impossible, because 
it would be like playing a drum kit with all snares (no cymbals, no 
toms, no bassdrums...just snares).

I think you are right about just making a custom kit though. I 
havent done that yet either. That sounds like the ticket in this 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


case. Then the single channel thing would work great. I prolly need 
to do that.

thx,
frenchy
| 7249|7158|2002-10-10 13:17:37|traizorus|Re: give me sysex|
Alright, but the tracks won't blink (which I need for live usage), 
and will still send out midi.. maybe something for the update? Looks 
like a simple change to me.

Regards, TraiZor

> 
> CC #11 (I believe), expression. Simply zap it between zero 
> and 127.
> 
> - Robert

| 7250|7163|2002-10-10 13:22:39|traizorus|Re: Sysex: Section change|
Ok, thanks. The reason why I asked this was because I didn't find the 
FAQ and thought it was dead, but I found it :)

Anyway, it doesn't work the way I want to: I want to switch from 
pattern P automatically to A, thus switch internally (adding the 
sysex string to a phrase which changes the section), without usage of 
external sequencers. Bad luck.

Maybe something for the update? Looks like a simple change to me..

Regards, TraiZor

PS: the sysex string is: F0 43 7E 00 ss F7 7F

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> This is described on the Yammie RS Tips site, url in section 
> 2.4 of our faq. 
> 
> How's that for an indirect answer? ;)
> I'm too busy right now to look it up for you. I do know that 
> it works, btw, since I used it for a song where I 
> controlled the RS section selection in Logic.
> 
> - Robert

| 7251|7251|2002-10-10 16:43:18|Bruno Carlos|Mixer Companion for RS7000|
A bit OT but I'm looking for a mixer companion to rs7000, CS6x and 
future Virus C but want a digital mixer with basic stuff (8 analog 
ins, compressor, digital in/out), something around $500.

I really can't find a decent digital mixer for this price. There's 
EZBus but it's kind of overpriced, there's 01v and that's even more 
expensive. Now there's AW16G but it has hard disk and CD-R something 
I really don't need since I'll be recording to the computer.

I know about Roland 3000 something but it's discontinued, at least 
here in Europe I can't find it for a decent price. Any other ideas?
| 7252|7251|2002-10-10 18:24:03|faxorgy|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
Bruno I don't think you're going to find a digital mixer in 
the "cheap" end of the market.
Seriuosly though if you have a pro-end sound card with a decent 
breakout box and DA converters a Mackie 1202VLZ PRO will give you a 
mega clean signal even driven at high volume. They really are very 
transparent and exceptionally good value for the price Mackie charge 
for them.
Maybe I just believe the whole signal path need not be digital to get 
a great sounding mix at the end of the day.
The only other option is the new Behringer Digital desk. And don't 
let the brand name fool you because it is truly an excellent desk 
with alot of routing and effects options built in with an uber clean 
output and a very nice analog control surface.
My little 0.2 cents worth anyway.
| 7253|7178|2002-10-10 20:34:52|Muralidheran|OT: RS7k vs MC909|
Hey Tom,

Thanks very much for the valuable info on the 909. I've been wondering about trading up from my 505, although that proposition doesn't look so appealing anymore.

One question: Does the 909 accept bulk dumps from the 505 (Sorta like the RS accepting RM1x files)?



Moo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7254|7251|2002-10-11 03:18:43|tompaulsen2002|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> Bruno I don't think you're going to find a digital mixer in 
> the "cheap" end of the market.

Yup...i agree absolutely with Oscar. Mackie Analogue Desk (i would 
suggest a 1604 VLZpro though...to take advantage of all outputs on 
your CS6x, RS and Virus) or new Behinger Digital Desk
| 7255|7078|2002-10-11 03:32:11|Muralidheran|scuzzy|
Hi,

I posted info on this issue ages ago on this list after testing with Wavelab and Sound Forge. Unfortunately I no longer remember any details other than it is definitely
possible from one of the two. Do a search in the archives. i think the msg is titled "SCSI transfer is definitely possible" or something like that...

Moo

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 10 Oct 2002 13:07:13 -0000
From: "buckmoy" <buckmoy@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: scuzzy

That might work - I haven't really gone beyond the TWE software thats 
bundled with the RS7000, cos it works fine, so I don't know what 
protocol you might be talking about.

I reckon that regardless of what software you use, your PC will still 
need to be able to talk to the Yam, which is a SCSI device.

I did this by getting a SCSI card (about 30 quid) which slots in a 
PCI slot (the wide slots that graphic cards etc. live in). I think 
you may be able to get a USB/SCSI interface..not sure. Either way, 
thats what you plug the Yam into so it can talk to your PC. 

Then you can use TWE or whatever other bit of software takes your 
fancy.

--- In RS7000@y..., "pseudo nexus" wrote:
> someone told me to use recycle or wave lab - as they are set up to 
talk via many instriments via scuzzie through some protocol thing 
that starts with a m or s or something
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: buckmoy 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2002 1:52 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scuzzy
> 
> 
> The way I've done it (there may be others but apart from actually 
re-
> sampling I doubt it) is to get a SCSI card for my PC - you can 
then 
> use the TWE software that should have come with your Yam to 
transfer 
> nice chopped up wavs to the Yam. Or backwards and forwards, 
whatever. 
> You can even transfer word documents and read them on the LCD.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "thebeatslicer" wrote:
> > i am trying to import/export files between the rs and my pc can 
> > anyone help

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

mailto:buckmoy@hotmail.com


| 7256|2449|2002-10-11 03:38:25|daslemma|Sample Slice|
Hi!
I have got a problem with Samples: I have got a voice-sample and I 
would like to divide it into small slices, which do not have to be 
rhythmical. FatboySlim uses this often. Best example: 
Westbam's "Beatbox Rocker" (It sounds like: Bi-bi-bo-bo-bi-bi-bo-bo 
etc. :))
Till now I have only found a rhythmical slicing of my samples.
May I just set various splitpoints and the RS7k returns to me a 
Sample-Kit with parts of the sample?

This would make things easier...

Thank's for your help,

Lemma
| 7257|7231|2002-10-11 03:53:42|arveyman|Re: CC's 'sync' with notes in track?|
Thanx man! I will try both options tonight..

Inset and Delay CC's in step mode eh? Hmm.. i'll try that tooo!

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> I do this all the time but I'm a masochist and do it in step mode 
> anyway cause I can control the amount of gate time send too any CC 
on 
> any given note. dead insane on a Combo of Insert and Delay EFX send 
> let me tell you :D.
> If you want the easy way out go into the edit window.
> Lowest right function Matrix button.
> You know the one that looks like a tracker window and just scroll 
> down to the appropriate notes and INSERT the CC data and level 
amount 
> at the specified notation events.
> And yes you made perfect sense LOL ;).
> 
> > I'll try to explain something i'm trying to obtain..
> > 
> > When i have a track/phrase with some notes, i want to (4 freaky 
> > patterns) automate the CC knob movements in time/sync with the 
> notes. 
> > So that note A gets value 10, note E get's 25 and D gets 40 
> > etc..etc.. I want to do that in STEP record, for easy 
programming. 
> > This is okay for easy patterns but a nightmare for tricky 
parts..! 
> Is 
> > there a way to copy notes (positions) from a phrase/event to the 
CC 
> > STEP record edit sreen? It's hard to explain what i mean, but i 
> hope 
> > you'll understand..
> > 
> > 
> > Arv

| 7258|7243|2002-10-11 03:56:25|arveyman|Re: 'zeroing' out tweaks?|
Yep, it's just the internal architecture of the RS... Nothing you can 
do about it..

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Brigman, Corley" wrote:
> > hello, still sorta new on my rs7000.
> > wanted to ask if there was a convenient
> > way to zero out the knobs? right now, it looks like
> > if i do some tweaking on section A, then switch
> > to section B, my tweaking is still there. i can
> > see a reason for this, but a quick way to 'zero' the
> > knobs would be nice too.
> 
> you 'could' do this with scene memory, but it still would require 
you 
> to press the scene you want to activate with the section.
> 
> > also, is it too late to make OS requests? i was thinking
> > of using mine as a sorta 'super-mmt8' for external gear,



> > but the output channel etc. doesn't appear to be attached
> > to the phrase. this isn't too bad but it is a little 
> > limiting; it would be nice if for example i could write
> > a phrase for my polaris (midi A, channel 9) and then
> > just be able to drop it on any track whenever i wanted
> > and have the output come out the right place. or can you
> > do this now? it will change the patch for you it looks like.
> 
> all routings to external midi sources are track-settings only as 
far 
> as i know, maybe there's a way of inserting sysex in the phrase 
that 
> outputs to midi channel of choice.. but you still would have to 
> disable the RS Tone Generator for that channel.
> 
> Latif

| 7259|2449|2002-10-11 03:58:49|arveyman|Re: Sample Slice|
You mean like in Recycle? Where you can alter the points manually? 
Now, i do not think this option is available on the RS7000..

Robert?

gr.
Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "daslemma" wrote:
> Hi!
> I have got a problem with Samples: I have got a voice-sample and I 
> would like to divide it into small slices, which do not have to be 
> rhythmical. FatboySlim uses this often. Best example: 
> Westbam's "Beatbox Rocker" (It sounds like: Bi-bi-bo-bo-bi-bi-bo-bo 
> etc. :))
> Till now I have only found a rhythmical slicing of my samples.
> May I just set various splitpoints and the RS7k returns to me a 
> Sample-Kit with parts of the sample?
> 
> This would make things easier...
> 
> Thank's for your help,
> 
> Lemma

| 7260|7178|2002-10-11 04:02:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Muralidheran" wrote:

> One question: Does the 909 accept bulk dumps from the 505 (Sorta 

like the RS accepting RM1x files)?

Honestly? I don´t know. Maybe someone on the MC909 Yahoo group does.

I would guess it doesn´t, since the MC505 doesn´t accept bulk dumps 
from the MC303. And the synth architecture and sequencer architecture 
is quite different.
| 7261|7251|2002-10-11 07:37:58|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
I'm still pretty happy with my Promix01. sure it's getting dated now, but it
still functions 100%, and I think it sounds amazing (zero noise). I got mine
used for $850cdn($530usd) 2 years ago. Gave it a good cleaning, and threw it
in a SKB pop-up case for live use. specs still stand up even today.

http://www.yamaha.com/cgi-win/webcgi.exe/DsplyModel/?gRMC00008PROMIX01
<http://www.yamaha.com/cgi-win/webcgi.exe/DsplyModel/?gRMC00008PROMIX01> 

http://www.skbcases.com/product/pro_audio/mixer/skb19-p12u.html
<http://www.skbcases.com/product/pro_audio/mixer/skb19-p12u.html> 

-B
http://www.digitalrays.ca <http://www.digitalrays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: Bruno Carlos [mailto:bruno.carlos@algarve.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2002 6:43 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Mixer Companion for RS7000

A bit OT but I'm looking for a mixer companion to rs7000, CS6x and 
future Virus C but want a digital mixer with basic stuff (8 analog 
ins, compressor, digital in/out), something around $500.

http://www.yamaha.com/cgi-win/webcgi.exe/DsplyModel/?gRMC00008PROMIX01
http://www.yamaha.com/cgi-win/webcgi.exe/DsplyModel/?gRMC00008PROMIX01
http://www.skbcases.com/product/pro_audio/mixer/skb19-p12u.html
http://www.skbcases.com/product/pro_audio/mixer/skb19-p12u.html
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:bruno.carlos@algarve.org
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I really can't find a decent digital mixer for this price. There's 
EZBus but it's kind of overpriced, there's 01v and that's even more 
expensive. Now there's AW16G but it has hard disk and CD-R something 
I really don't need since I'll be recording to the computer.

I know about Roland 3000 something but it's discontinued, at least 
here in Europe I can't find it for a decent price. Any other ideas?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7262|7251|2002-10-11 08:43:43|Bruno Carlos|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
The only problem with that is I would loose compression (analog or 
digital) on the mixer since I don't want to have an extra compression 
unit or even do it in the PC. I just want the signal to go for PC 
recording to be the final.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> > Bruno I don't think you're going to find a digital mixer in 
> > the "cheap" end of the market.
> 
> Yup...i agree absolutely with Oscar. Mackie Analogue Desk (i would 
> suggest a 1604 VLZpro though...to take advantage of all outputs on 
> your CS6x, RS and Virus) or new Behinger Digital Desk

| 7263|7251|2002-10-11 09:43:01|Jeremy P Caulfield|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
I have to agree with Oscar, I'm using a Mackie 1604 with my RS7000. I record
on my G4 through an Edirol UA5 : no problems and the signal and clarity of
sound is great. The Mackie with the sweepable mid eQ is also great for
pumping up a bit of the sound that can be lost in sampling with the RS
I assign all my outs to be +6 DB from the RS to match the strength in
signal from a lot of my analogue stuff. I've found no distortion..
I also find the Mackie exceptionally clean for getting sound into the RS.
This to me is one of the most important aspects . The RS inputs are clean
and very sensitive and will pick up anything. Especially if you have to
normalize the sample. The Mackie coupled with the RS inputs has a nice high
headroom that lets you push the volume of instruments you want to sample way
up without hiss. In fact I often don't have to have to normalize..
My 0.2 cents .. Too..

Sorry for the off topic nature but a RS7000 alone doesn't do much good. Not
to me at least.
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Jeremy 

On 10/10/02 8:23 PM, "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> wrote:

> Bruno I don't think you're going to find a digital mixer in
> the "cheap" end of the market.
> Seriuosly though if you have a pro-end sound card with a decent
> breakout box and DA converters a Mackie 1202VLZ PRO will give you a
> mega clean signal even driven at high volume. They really are very
> transparent and exceptionally good value for the price Mackie charge
> for them.
> Maybe I just believe the whole signal path need not be digital to get
> a great sounding mix at the end of the day.
> The only other option is the new Behringer Digital desk. And don't
> let the brand name fool you because it is truly an excellent desk
> with alot of routing and effects options built in with an uber clean
> output and a very nice analog control surface.
> My little 0.2 cents worth anyway.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
>

| 7264|2449|2002-10-11 11:44:35|djboy112st|Re: Sample Slice|
Daslemma-

This can be done, but it would be less tedious to chop the sample up 
using a PC and a wave editor first.. All you would have to do is 
take your source sample of the vocal "BeatBox Rocker" and record that 
whole vocal snippet one time to one wav file. Then Load the wav into 
the RS **NOT** as a pitched voice, but as a kit voice, and load the 
same sample to a few different keys, to fill a small range.. 

Lets say you load the source sample to keys C3, D3, E3, and F3. If 
you load the sample to these keys, you can then go into the sample 
edit screen and manunally edit the samples' start and end points, so 
that when you hit C3, all you hear is "Beat", when you press D3 all 
you hear is "Box", E3 is "Ro", and F3 is "cker". With a LOW amp 
release time, you can hit those keys quickly to stutter the words, 
like you would hear samples being used on breaks records, eg "be be 
bo ro bo be be cker".. If you set the amp release time high, when 
you press the keys, the whole word will be 
played "beat" "box" "ro" "cker". 

What also might be cool is if you load the same samples to even more 
keys than you need, but play the extra samples in reverse, so you 
have the same little snippets but you're altering between forward and 
backward running samples.. That'll make things spicy! Does this help 
you?

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> You mean like in Recycle? Where you can alter the points manually? 
> Now, i do not think this option is available on the RS7000..
> 
> Robert?
> 
> gr.
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "daslemma" wrote:
> > Hi!
> > I have got a problem with Samples: I have got a voice-sample and 
I 
> > would like to divide it into small slices, which do not have to 

mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


be 
> > rhythmical. FatboySlim uses this often. Best example: 
> > Westbam's "Beatbox Rocker" (It sounds like: Bi-bi-bo-bo-bi-bi-bo-b

| 7265|7251|2002-10-11 12:05:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
I also use a Mackie and love it. Btw, the beauty of an 
analog mixer is that is doesn't get outdated like 16-bit 
digital gear. If it sounds fine right now, it probably will 
work equally well in 10 years.

- Robert
| 7266|2449|2002-10-11 12:05:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sample Slice|
On Friday 11 October 2002 11:38, daslemma wrote:

> Hi!
> I have got a problem with Samples: I have got a
> voice-sample and I would like to divide it into small
> slices, which do not have to be rhythmical. FatboySlim
> uses this often. Best example: Westbam's "Beatbox Rocker"
> (It sounds like: Bi-bi-bo-bo-bi-bi-bo-bo etc. :))
> Till now I have only found a rhythmical slicing of my
> samples. May I just set various splitpoints and the RS7k
> returns to me a Sample-Kit with parts of the sample?

You can't define the slice points yourself, but the RS 
offers two different approaches towards slicing:

1) Stupid division of the sample into N parts of equal 
length. This is the QUICK setting.

2) Intelligent division of the sample by using different 
algorithms that scan the sample on energy flow. With some 
practice, these modes work fairly well. The faq mentions 
the power user's guide that describes the slicing procedure 
in detail.

Not that mr. Slim probably uses the variable sample 
startpoint feature of his sampler(s) to get this trick 
done.

- Robert
| 7267|6889|2002-10-11 12:05:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to change the pitch of only one instrument in a set?|
Well I tried it now and it really works as described.
Here are the steps again:

- Select the track involved.
- Hit the Sample Edit button twice.
- On the RS keyboard, hit the note involved to
select the kit voice sample.
- Turn knob 1 (original key).

Looks like you're working on a Pitch sample voice and not a 
Kit sample voice.

- Robert
| 7268|7158|2002-10-11 12:05:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: give me sysex|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 21:17, traizorus wrote:

> Alright, but the tracks won't blink (which I need for
> live usage), and will still send out midi.. 

True. If was thinking audio only.

> maybe something for the update? Looks like a simple change 
> to me.

I agree. Wonder if the sysex command isn't already 
implemented...

- Robert
| 7269|7161|2002-10-11 12:05:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 18:24, sensualemporer wrote:

> No, I have never even used song mode yet. I always
> create patterns in pattern mode and then switch sections
> using sysex. I will try this. thx, frenchy



Yep, Song mode has a MULTI record mode. Just turn knob 1 
clockwise when in record-ready mode.

- Robert
| 7270|7163|2002-10-11 12:05:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sysex: Section change|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 21:22, traizorus wrote:

> Ok, thanks. The reason why I asked this was because I
> didn't find the FAQ and thought it was dead, but I found
> it :)
>
> Anyway, it doesn't work the way I want to: I want to
> switch from pattern P automatically to A, thus switch
> internally (adding the sysex string to a phrase which
> changes the section), without usage of external
> sequencers. Bad luck.
>
> Maybe something for the update? Looks like a simple
> change to me..

This is a feature that is implemented in the QY series of 
sequencers.

Did you try it? Wonder if it works. Insert the sysex string 
to switch to pattern A at the end of a phrase in pattern P.

- Robert
| 7271|7161|2002-10-11 12:05:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 05:47, wasted wrote:

> Since it appears nobody's answered this for you yet I'll
> take a stab at it. You can record across multiple
> tracks/channels on the RM1x or RS7000 in SONG mode only,
> not Pattern (correct me if I'm wrong Robert or Tom, but
> I'm pretty sure this is the case). 

Correct, imo.

> That is what Song
> Mode is meant to be used as: a multitrack recording
> environment similar to a software sequencer. Though if
> you want to make multi-track/channel recordings of small
> drum-loops or phrases like you plan to you want to string
> together as different Pattern/Style sections you have
> some work cut out for you. First use the Song mode to
> get your multi-channel recording done then use the Jobs
> to split those sections of the song you just recorded
> that you want to keep into Phrases for your Pattern/
> Style mode.

Try the GET job in Pattern mode that copies a chunk of song 
into a pattern.

- Robert
| 7272|7161|2002-10-11 12:05:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording on multiple midi channels/tracks at once....|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 18:35, sensualemporer wrote:

>*** But if I have the octapad output on channel 1 only,
> then every single octapad pad will trigger from the snare
> drum kit(track1=ch1=SD kit). This will make recording the
> actual drum groove impossible, because it would be like
> playing a drum kit with all snares (no cymbals, no toms,
> no bassdrums...just snares).

Huh!?
You *do* know that you can assign *any* kit to track 1 in 
the RS, don't you? Just use the Mixer to select one. You 
get all kinds of kits, some with only snares, or only 
kicks, but you also have mixed kits, will all of the 
different sounds available in one kit (and thus in one 
track).

- Robert
| 7273|7243|2002-10-11 12:05:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 'zeroing' out tweaks?|
On Thursday 10 October 2002 15:18, Brigman, Corley wrote:



> hello, still sorta new on my rs7000.
> wanted to ask if there was a convenient
> way to zero out the knobs? right now, it looks like
> if i do some tweaking on section A, then switch
> to section B, my tweaking is still there. i can
> see a reason for this, but a quick way to 'zero' the
> knobs would be nice too.

To zero out your knobs, store a Scene before you start 
turning, and recall that scene to undo the changes.

You should note that all sections within one style *share* 
the voice, fx, playfx, etc. settings. These settings are 
stored in the style, and not is each of the sections.

- Robert
| 7274|7251|2002-10-11 12:27:01|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
ahem, I'm hoping that wasn't a strike against my ProMix01! ;) 

...which is 20bit, I'll have you know!!!

....okay...here we go...if your CDs are 44khz/16bit, does that mean you'll
have to throw them out, because they'll sound like crap 10 years from now??
(stupid digital debate, hee hee, hee)

Had a Mackie 1202VLZ before the digital, and had a Behringer before that.
There were noticeably better EQs on the Mackie, and zero cross-talk which I
got with the crap Behringer. Got pulled to digital mostly for live use. I'll
probably never go back. Scene memory, 3 compressors, 2 FX units...in one
box. Big deal for me.

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2002 1:36 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000

I also use a Mackie and love it. Btw, the beauty of an 
analog mixer is that is doesn't get outdated like 16-bit 
digital gear. If it sounds fine right now, it probably will 
work equally well in 10 years.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7275|7251|2002-10-11 15:25:34|505|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
I love Mackie mixers in general, I had Micro Series 1202 for over 7 years it
has always been there for me.

BTW, I would argue that it is our expectation of the digital gear which gets
quickly outdated, not the sound itself. 10 years later, your exiting digital
gear will sound/operate the same (as good or as crappy) as the day you first
bought it.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2002 10:35 AM
Subject: SPAM: Re: [RS7000] Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000

> I also use a Mackie and love it. Btw, the beauty of an
> analog mixer is that is doesn't get outdated like 16-bit
> digital gear. If it sounds fine right now, it probably will
> work equally well in 10 years.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7276|7276|2002-10-11 15:27:29|zensufikabala|now things heat up|
so now it's the rs7000, emu command stations, and the mc909 under $2K 
US and serious...at $649US the emu command stations would seem to be 
real serious competition to the other boxes for those with outboard 
samplers...i routinely play with the rs7k and the command 
stations...i think there are big blunders on both, so i'm waiting to 
see how the 909 pans out...

now, when's the rs7000 os 2.0 due out (and is yamaha willing to 
continue to improve upon it)? when will yamaha lower the cost of the 
rs7k below $900US?

zsk
| 7277|7251|2002-10-11 15:30:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
On Friday 11 October 2002 20:26, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> ahem, I'm hoping that wasn't a strike against my
> ProMix01! ;)
>
> ...which is 20bit, I'll have you know!!!

Ah, in that case consider I never said it. ;)

I see the advantages of digital mixers of course. Used to 
have the 03D. Impressive piece of gear, but in the end 
hated it for being too complex (what does this fader do 
*right now*?). And I prefer the sound of the Mackie after 
all, less...err...digital. ;P

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


- Robert
| 7278|7251|2002-10-11 15:40:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
On Friday 11 October 2002 21:44, 505 wrote:

> I love Mackie mixers in general, I had Micro Series 1202
> for over 7 years it has always been there for me.
>
> BTW, I would argue that it is our expectation of the
> digital gear which gets quickly outdated, not the sound
> itself. 10 years later, your exiting digital gear will
> sound/operate the same (as good or as crappy) as the day
> you first bought it.

Nope, their digital interfaces will reduce the quality from 
64-bits to a lowly 24-bit, and the sample rate from 192+ to 
that terrible 48. Their AD converters have specs that noone 
dares to mention by then. One will be forced to move on, 
since everything around that mixer is changing quickly. 

That's the problem with digital mixers, but also with 
software synths (and software in general), PCI cards (PCI? 
Ahhh, that old computer bus crap?), etc.

Having an (all) digital studio is a trend, and we're paying 
big time to stay up to date. And I still believe that a 
good analog mixer sounds *way* better than a good digital 
one (in the same price category).

- Robert
| 7279|2449|2002-10-11 15:55:43|daslemma|Re: Sample Slice|
Thanx!

> This can be done, but it would be less tedious to chop the sample 

up 

> using a PC and a wave editor first.. All you would have to do is 
> take your source sample of the vocal "BeatBox Rocker" and record 

that 

> whole vocal snippet one time to one wav file. Then Load the wav 

into 

> the RS **NOT** as a pitched voice, but as a kit voice, and load the 
> same sample to a few different keys, to fill a small range.

i think it's a good idea to slice the samples with a pc and transfer 
them to the rs.
Till now i splitted the samples manually and loaded them to different 
keys - that was a lot of work.... *puh*

> What also might be cool is if you load the same samples to even 

more 

> keys than you need, but play the extra samples in reverse, so you 
> have the same little snippets but you're altering between forward 

and 

> backward running samples.. That'll make things spicy! Does this 

help 

> you?

Thanks for this Hint! I have to try this asap!! You sound like using 
this function often for yourself?! :)

Sorry for my bad english, i'm german and do not have the possibility 
to practise it! :-(

Bye, Lemma
| 7280|7251|2002-10-12 04:32:38|505|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|



help me understand the relationship:

> Nope, their digital interfaces will reduce the quality from
> 64-bits to a lowly 24-bit, and the sample rate from 192+ to
> that terrible 48. Their AD converters have specs that noone
> dares to mention by then. One will be forced to move on,
> since everything around that mixer is changing quickly.

If I have a digital mixer in the studio right now and let's say I use it to
record the Style #1 demo from RS7000.

Am I to understand that in 10 years from now if I use the same digital mixer
to record the same Style #1 demo from RS7000 what I'll get is a worse
sounding mix?

I know this sounds silly but I do want to understand the time vs. quality
aspect you brought up.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2002 2:40 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000

> On Friday 11 October 2002 21:44, 505 wrote:
> > I love Mackie mixers in general, I had Micro Series 1202
> > for over 7 years it has always been there for me.
> >
> > BTW, I would argue that it is our expectation of the
> > digital gear which gets quickly outdated, not the sound
> > itself. 10 years later, your exiting digital gear will
> > sound/operate the same (as good or as crappy) as the day
> > you first bought it.
>
> Nope, their digital interfaces will reduce the quality from
> 64-bits to a lowly 24-bit, and the sample rate from 192+ to
> that terrible 48. Their AD converters have specs that noone
> dares to mention by then. One will be forced to move on,
> since everything around that mixer is changing quickly.
>
> That's the problem with digital mixers, but also with
> software synths (and software in general), PCI cards (PCI?
> Ahhh, that old computer bus crap?), etc.
>
> Having an (all) digital studio is a trend, and we're paying
> big time to stay up to date. And I still believe that a
> good analog mixer sounds *way* better than a good digital
> one (in the same price category).
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


| 7281|7251|2002-10-12 04:40:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
On Saturday 12 October 2002 04:22, 505 wrote:

> help me understand the relationship:
> > Nope, their digital interfaces will reduce the quality
> > from 64-bits to a lowly 24-bit, and the sample rate
> > from 192+ to that terrible 48. Their AD converters have
> > specs that noone dares to mention by then. One will be
> > forced to move on, since everything around that mixer
> > is changing quickly.
>
> If I have a digital mixer in the studio right now and
> let's say I use it to record the Style #1 demo from
> RS7000.
>
> Am I to understand that in 10 years from now if I use the
> same digital mixer to record the same Style #1 demo from
> RS7000 what I'll get is a worse sounding mix?

No, of course not. Sorry for confusing you. 

What I meant that in 10 years the digital technology has 
advanced so much that, by then, using a digital mixer with 
specs a la today is 'unacceptable' and the trend will push 
most of us to dumping aged gear and get new modern stuff.

It's like fashion, or cars, etc.

>
> I know this sounds silly but I do want to understand the
> time vs. quality aspect you brought up.

Hope this explains it. If not, ask me again.

- Robert
| 7282|7282|2002-10-12 07:30:39|Latif|OT: new technology's|
in addition to the idea of technology changing with time..
i just can't wait until mLan get's implemented in all new music 
creation machines..
seriously , i even don't understand why Yammie (who's so fond of this 
technology mLan) still haven't introduced it in there boxes as a 
standard output.
While EMU allready has taken the lead with mLan, standard in there 
latest... ehh what are they... drum machine's i think.
Can you imagine what it would be like to have your RS connected to 
your computer through firewire and 8 channels of digital audio 
blasting straight into your favorite program :)
Or connected to your digital mixer's mLan extension... wow man!

Latif
| 7283|7163|2002-10-12 08:39:11|traizorus|Re: Sysex: Section change|

> Did you try it? Wonder if it works. Insert the sysex string 
> to switch to pattern A at the end of a phrase in pattern P.

Yup, I tried it and it doesn't work. However, when I plug a midi 
cable from midi out to midi in it *does* work, but that's a stupid 
work around.. ;p

Regards, TraiZor
| 7284|7251|2002-10-12 10:54:29|Bruno Carlos|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
What about the Roland VM-3100 Pro? It's digital and in the $500 price 
range though it's discontinued but still selling.
| 7285|7251|2002-10-12 11:41:22|kemar@ltcgroup.de|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|

> What about the Roland VM-3100 Pro? It's digital and in the $500 price
> range though it's discontinued but still selling.

I use a 3100pro with my RS for live and recording in conjunction with the
rpc-1 pci rbus card, 8 channels in/out

pro's for me are
* 3band EQ Isolator with Filter as master-effect selectable,
kills realy the sound, good feature for live, so i can use the
master effect on the RS for other things, I know its overdressed
* cool amp sim effects like the RS, distorting lead sounds :)
* direct connection to the PC, record direct from the 8busses



from the mixer
* display shows the level of the other channels, so I SEE whats
on the channel
* 2 stereo chinch ins
* digital in optical and coaxial

contra's for me are
* no motor faders like the yamahs 01v :(
* pci interface doesnt work well on non intel boards :(
* EQ per channel 12db +/- only,

cja
kEMAr
| 7286|7251|2002-10-12 11:43:56|kemar@ltcgroup.de|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|

>> What about the Roland VM-3100 Pro? It's digital and in the $500 price
>> range though it's discontinued but still selling.

sorry, I forgot, he is small, so for me perfect for live, I can put
the mixer in a little bag, if I see the 01V, uuuh, big one :)
| 7287|7163|2002-10-12 11:48:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sysex: Section change|
On Saturday 12 October 2002 16:39, traizorus wrote:

> > Did you try it? Wonder if it works. Insert the sysex
> > string to switch to pattern A at the end of a phrase in
> > pattern P.
>
> Yup, I tried it and it doesn't work. However, when I plug
> a midi cable from midi out to midi in it *does* work, but
> that's a stupid work around.. ;p

Hi hi, nice one! :)
Well, to be honest, if that would do the trick for me, who 
cares? I won't tell anyone. ;)

- Robert
| 7288|7251|2002-10-12 13:45:35|Bruno Carlos|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
Sorry for keeping this OT thread about mixers, but I guess they're 
important to any RS7000 owner.

The VM-3100 Pro costs $400 in zzounds.com, but they don't ship to 
Europe, and even if they did it would get taxed and would probably 
increase its price a lot.

I just can't find it anywhere in Europe at a decent price. Anyone 
knows any european online store that would give a good deal? I 
usually buy from synthplanet.com but they sell it for $900.

Thanks,

--- In RS7000@y..., kemar@l... wrote:
> > What about the Roland VM-3100 Pro? It's digital and in the $500 
price
> > range though it's discontinued but still selling.
> 
> I use a 3100pro with my RS for live and recording in conjunction 
with the
> rpc-1 pci rbus card, 8 channels in/out
> 
> pro's for me are
> * 3band EQ Isolator with Filter as master-effect selectable,
> kills realy the sound, good feature for live, so i can use the
> master effect on the RS for other things, I know its overdressed
> * cool amp sim effects like the RS, distorting lead sounds :)
> * direct connection to the PC, record direct from the 8busses
> from the mixer
> * display shows the level of the other channels, so I SEE whats
> on the channel
> * 2 stereo chinch ins
> * digital in optical and coaxial
> 
> contra's for me are
> * no motor faders like the yamahs 01v :(
> * pci interface doesnt work well on non intel boards :(
> * EQ per channel 12db +/- only,
> 
> cja
> kEMAr



| 7289|7251|2002-10-12 14:52:26|okoyemaya|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
I check "cheap" German shops 1399, 1056 means double or triple the 
price, that`s obscene. 400$ I would consider getting it myself, let`s 
know if you find the cheap solution.
okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@y..., "Bruno Carlos" wrote:
> Sorry for keeping this OT thread about mixers, but I guess they're 
> important to any RS7000 owner.
> 
> The VM-3100 Pro costs $400 in zzounds.com, but they don't ship to 
> Europe, and even if they did it would get taxed and would probably 
> increase its price a lot.
> 
> I just can't find it anywhere in Europe at a decent price. Anyone 
> knows any european online store that would give a good deal? I 
> usually buy from synthplanet.com but they sell it for $900.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., kemar@l... wrote:
> > > What about the Roland VM-3100 Pro? It's digital and in the $500 
> price
> > > range though it's discontinued but still selling.
> > 
> > I use a 3100pro with my RS for live and recording in conjunction 
> with the
> > rpc-1 pci rbus card, 8 channels in/out
> > 
> > pro's for me are
> > * 3band EQ Isolator with Filter as master-effect selectable,
> > kills realy the sound, good feature for live, so i can use the
> > master effect on the RS for other things, I know its 
overdressed
> > * cool amp sim effects like the RS, distorting lead sounds :)
> > * direct connection to the PC, record direct from the 8busses
> > from the mixer
> > * display shows the level of the other channels, so I SEE whats
> > on the channel
> > * 2 stereo chinch ins
> > * digital in optical and coaxial
> > 
> > contra's for me are
> > * no motor faders like the yamahs 01v :(
> > * pci interface doesnt work well on non intel boards :(
> > * EQ per channel 12db +/- only,
> > 
> > cja
> > kEMAr

| 7290|7290|2002-10-13 04:28:21|kniggaz|I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
I am left helpless with my QY700 I need to know wat i have to do when 
the Unit gets stuck right at the intro screen nothing I have tried 
helps and there is nothing on the net PLEASE help me
| 7291|7290|2002-10-13 04:36:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
On Sunday 13 October 2002 06:49, kniggaz wrote:

> I am left helpless with my QY700 I need to know wat i
> have to do when the Unit gets stuck right at the intro
> screen nothing I have tried helps and there is nothing on
> the net PLEASE help me

I no longer have the 700, nor do I have the manual anymore. 
This problem never happened to me, but what may help is to 
start the machine with a clean memory. 

I can't remember the exact button set, but if you switch on 
the QY with (I believe) the first three of the upper mini 
keyboard keys depressed (oct down, oct up and the next 
one), it should boot clean. 

Note: wverything that was stored in there previously is gone 
after this startup.

Hope this helps,
Robert
| 7292|7292|2002-10-13 06:31:08|Luuk|system version|
Hello all,

Wich buttons should i press to get information about the operating 
system i am running on my RS7000?



Luuk
| 7293|7292|2002-10-13 06:48:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: system version|
On Sunday 13 October 2002 14:31, Luuk wrote:

> Hello all,
>
> Wich buttons should i press to get information about the
> operating system i am running on my RS7000?

From the faq:

2.2 What OS version is used in my RS7k?

With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT 
CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should 
now be in the RS7000 test screen, next to the heading MAIN 
ROM is the OS version number. 

- Robert
| 7294|7251|2002-10-13 08:26:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000|
heh heh, 10 years fromm now -> I'm forseeing there will be those people
looking for those '90s 'low-fi' digital 20bit mixers, to get that
"crusty" early-digital sound.

Sure there will always be people wanting the 'latest-greatest', and then
there's the other side who are for example still trying to find a nice
DX100, MS20, Fairlight...

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 12/10/02 6:40 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Mixer Companion for RS7000

On Saturday 12 October 2002 04:22, 505 wrote:
> help me understand the relationship:
> > Nope, their digital interfaces will reduce the quality
> > from 64-bits to a lowly 24-bit, and the sample rate
> > from 192+ to that terrible 48. Their AD converters have
> > specs that noone dares to mention by then. One will be
> > forced to move on, since everything around that mixer
> > is changing quickly.
>
> If I have a digital mixer in the studio right now and
> let's say I use it to record the Style #1 demo from
> RS7000.
>
> Am I to understand that in 10 years from now if I use the
> same digital mixer to record the same Style #1 demo from
> RS7000 what I'll get is a worse sounding mix?

No, of course not. Sorry for confusing you. 

What I meant that in 10 years the digital technology has 
advanced so much that, by then, using a digital mixer with 
specs a la today is 'unacceptable' and the trend will push 
most of us to dumping aged gear and get new modern stuff.

It's like fashion, or cars, etc.

>
> I know this sounds silly but I do want to understand the
> time vs. quality aspect you brought up.

Hope this explains it. If not, ask me again.

- Robert
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| 7295|7163|2002-10-13 12:02:58|traizorus|Re: Sysex: Section change|

> Hi hi, nice one! :)
> Well, to be honest, if that would do the trick for me, who 
> cares? I won't tell anyone. ;)
> 
> - Robert

Well, the problem is that I get double notes, so I have to change 
both the midi filter inside the RS and the echo back mode to prevent 
this..

I'm thinking of making a midi-cable with built-in midi filter which 
filters everything except that sysex-string. That would solve the 
problem for me. :)

Regards, TraiZor
| 7296|7296|2002-10-13 21:22:11|Muralidheran|RS7k vs MC909|
Thanks, Tom. I'll check over there . . .

Moo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subject: Re: OT: RS7k vs MC909

--- In RS7000@y..., "Muralidheran" wrote:
> One question: Does the 909 accept bulk dumps from the 505 (Sorta 
like the RS accepting RM1x files)?

Honestly? I don´t know. Maybe someone on the MC909 Yahoo group does.

I would guess it doesn´t, since the MC505 doesn´t accept bulk dumps 
from the MC303. And the synth architecture and sequencer architecture 
is quite different. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7297|7297|2002-10-14 03:46:47|djboy112st|i love it..|
my ears hurt. the rs7000 is so sexy to my ears, it calls me like a 
siren and i just listen and tinker, then listen summore and more. 
until my ears hurt. just thought i'd let you know. i'm addicted. 
are you?

/[ one30six ]\
| 7298|7298|2002-10-14 04:32:59|Steve Shadforth|Changing voices|
Hi all

dumb question, I'm using all 16 tracks on my Motif, but want to change
a Piano into a Sax for a few bars, then back to Piano again..How??
Steve
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| 7299|7161|2002-10-14 08:34:53|art75@free.fr|(no subject)|
Does anyone knows if it's possible to switch from a "style" to an other by midi 
? By sysex maybe ?
Cheers

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
| 7300|7161|2002-10-14 13:16:53|Latif|(No subject)|
should be possible, since both rm1x and rs7k transmit and receive 
style change from eachother.
but i don't know the sysex string for that, you could try to record a 
style change in a program like cubase and check the sysex string that 
has been recorded.
(or some other midi-monitoring program)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:
> 
> Does anyone knows if it's possible to switch from a "style" to an 
other by midi 
> ? By sysex maybe ?
> Cheers
> 
> a:r:t
> 
> http://armadaelectro.free.fr/

| 7301|7161|2002-10-14 13:36:57|wthor@gmx.de|Re: (No subject)|
It´s mentioned in one RS 7000 FAQ by Yamahe that contains ONLY this question.
Unfortunately I don´t remember where, but it should be in the manual or in this list´s faq too.
If no one remembers, I could research.

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 9:16 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re:(No subject)

should be possible, since both rm1x and rs7k transmit and receive 
style change from eachother.
but i don't know the sysex string for that, you could try to record a 
style change in a program like cubase and check the sysex string that 
has been recorded.
(or some other midi-monitoring program)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:
> 
> Does anyone knows if it's possible to switch from a "style" to an 
other by midi 
> ? By sysex maybe ?
> Cheers
> 
> a:r:t
> 
> http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7302|7161|2002-10-14 15:42:55|505|Re: (No subject)|
If it is possible, then I would use a program like MIDI-OX
(http://www.hitsquad.com/smm/programs/MIDI-OX/) to monitor the SYSEX while
you change the Style.

You should see the SYSEX displayed if there is one transmitted.

You got me curious, I'll try this as soon as I get a chance.

BTY, I personally find MIDI-OX to be an excellent tool to have around
especially if you are trying to determine what your synth is transmitting
over MIDI.

Maybe someone else here can suggest better MIDI data monitoring tools.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 12:16 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re:(No subject)

> should be possible, since both rm1x and rs7k transmit and receive
> style change from eachother.
> but i don't know the sysex string for that, you could try to record a
> style change in a program like cubase and check the sysex string that
> has been recorded.
> (or some other midi-monitoring program)
>
> Latif
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., art75@f... wrote:
> >
> > Does anyone knows if it's possible to switch from a "style" to an
> other by midi
> > ? By sysex maybe ?
> > Cheers
> >
> > a:r:t
> >
> > http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
>
>
>
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| 7303|7161|2002-10-14 15:49:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (No subject)|
On Monday 14 October 2002 21:37, wthor@gmx.de wrote:

> It´s mentioned in one RS 7000 FAQ by Yamahe that contains
> ONLY this question. Unfortunately I don´t remember where,
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> but it should be in the manual or in this list´s faq too.
> If no one remembers, I could research.

You mean this one?
http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738&Modsel=

It only deals with the section number. But maybe 
the '00' just before the 'ss' is the style number, if
non-zero. Haven't tried it.

- Robert
| 7304|7304|2002-10-14 16:32:31|battterias|Voice edit problems|
Whenever I play a track on cubase the voice edit parameters get 
reseted, like the lfo bpm synch turns off, and so forth.
I've tried turning off all the chase events but to no avail. 
This is a problem cuzi need the lfo synch on for the track, and 
later on i'll probably need the other parameters which are getting 
reseted as well.

However knows the answer to this is a rudeboy.

:Special Coral
| 7305|7304|2002-10-14 17:01:49|mmittner|Re: Voice edit problems|
maybe i am :-)

are you sending pc messages from cubase to your rs? probably you need to set the hold parameter (in the mixer screen) to on. i don't know if this is the same as selecting
voices via midi, but when selecting voices from the mixer screen and hold is off you lose all your lfo, adsr etc. settings. hope this helps.

-mike

--- In RS7000@y..., "battterias" wrote:
> Whenever I play a track on cubase the voice edit parameters get 
> reseted, like the lfo bpm synch turns off, and so forth.
> I've tried turning off all the chase events but to no avail. 
> This is a problem cuzi need the lfo synch on for the track, and 
> later on i'll probably need the other parameters which are getting 
> reseted as well.
> 
> However knows the answer to this is a rudeboy.
> 
> :Special Coral

| 7306|7161|2002-10-14 18:16:58|wthor@gmx.de|Re: (No subject)|
That´s the one, neither tried, but I guessed about that 00s like you said.
(Thought I´ve read it somewhere else too).

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 11:48 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re:(No subject)

On Monday 14 October 2002 21:37, wthor@gmx.de wrote:
> It´s mentioned in one RS 7000 FAQ by Yamahe that contains
> ONLY this question. Unfortunately I don´t remember where,
> but it should be in the manual or in this list´s faq too.
> If no one remembers, I could research.

You mean this one?
http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest
=020359377465738&Modsel=

It only deals with the section number. But maybe
the '00' just before the 'ss' is the style number, if
non-zero. Haven't tried it.

- Robert

| 7307|7304|2002-10-14 23:25:24|battterias|Re: Voice edit problems|

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
You're the fucking man! I usually figure this "midi stuff" out 
pretty easily but today its been problem after problem. It got to 
the point where I was going to insert sys ex messages so it would 
stop. You're officially "sans stupid", aka Rudeboy.

http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020359377465738&Modsel=
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Let me know if you ever wana hear some of my shit.

:Special Coral
que_berga@hotmail.com

> maybe i am :-)
> 
> are you sending pc messages from cubase to your rs? probably you 
need to set the hold parameter (in the mixer screen) to on. i don't 
know if this is the same as selecting voices via midi, but when 
selecting voices from the mixer screen and hold is off you lose all 
your lfo, adsr etc. settings. hope this helps.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "battterias" wrote:
> > Whenever I play a track on cubase the voice edit parameters 
get 
> > reseted, like the lfo bpm synch turns off, and so forth.
> > I've tried turning off all the chase events but to no avail. 
> > This is a problem cuzi need the lfo synch on for the track, and 
> > later on i'll probably need the other parameters which are 
getting 
> > reseted as well.
> > 
> > However knows the answer to this is a rudeboy.
> > 
> > :Special Coral

| 7308|7308|2002-10-15 00:44:13|battterias|cubase keeps reseting my parameters|
This is the last of the problems for a while I'm hoping... Whenever 
I'm in cubase and I'm working with this song I get to a certain part 
in it and the volume of one of the track increases even though i have 
set the track volume below it and also my hihats start playing on the 
right speaker even though its not setup like that on either the 
RS7000 or cubase I've tried examininmg it in list edit, controller 
edit, I've also put hold ON in the RS's mixer. I dont understand 
what message is being sent to change that bussiness. In the mean 
time I'll work on another song until someone can help me with this!

:Special Coral
| 7309|7309|2002-10-15 00:52:08|blackwoodtebo|Just Got my RS7K!|
I finally recieved my RS7k and already i've made some nice beats i 
think. I can already tell that this machine is gonna be great after 
half an hour of messing with it. Well I'm back to the RS
| 7310|7161|2002-10-15 02:29:44|art75@free.fr|Re: change style by sysex|
thanx to all of you for the answers.
I will try to modify the "section change" sysex as you suggest, maybe it will 
do it.
I have previously record the output of the RS (with Cubase) when changing style 
but I only found Program change and few Control changes in the recording.
And when Cubase plays again this recording, it doesn't produce the original 
style changes in the RS..

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/

> 
> You mean this one?
> 

http://solutionsnetwork.yamaha.com/knowledge/kpvmain.asp?Origin=YSNpage&Dest=020
359377465738&Modsel=

> 
> It only deals with the section number. But maybe 
> the '00' just before the 'ss' is the style number, if
> non-zero. Haven't tried it.
> 
> - Robert

mailto:que_berga@hotmail.com
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| 7311|7161|2002-10-15 03:01:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: change style by sysex|
On Tuesday 15 October 2002 10:29, art75@free.fr wrote:

> thanx to all of you for the answers.
> I will try to modify the "section change" sysex as you
> suggest, maybe it will do it.
> I have previously record the output of the RS (with
> Cubase) when changing style but I only found Program
> change and few Control changes in the recording. And when
> Cubase plays again this recording, it doesn't produce the
> original style changes in the RS..

Most likely, the record-sysex filter setting was switch off 
in Cubase.

- Robert
| 7312|7290|2002-10-15 03:02:58|Ian Vine|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
Does the qy700 have a backup battery ? My old qy20
used to freak out in a similar way when the battery
needed replacing. 

Try the factory reset as Robert suggests and it should
start ok even if the battery is dead and you should
see a warning about low internal battery level.

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:

On Sunday 13 October 2002 06:49, kniggaz wrote:

> I am left helpless with my QY700 I need to know

wat i

> have to do when the Unit gets stuck right at the

intro

> screen nothing I have tried helps and there is

nothing on

> the net PLEASE help me

I no longer have the 700, nor do I have the manual
anymore. 

This problem never happened to me, but what may help
is to 

start the machine with a clean memory. 
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I can't remember the exact button set, but if you
switch on 

the QY with (I believe) the first three of the upper
mini 

keyboard keys depressed (oct down, oct up and the next

one), it should boot clean. 

Note: wverything that was stored in there previously
is gone 

after this startup.

Hope this helps,

Robert
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| 7313|7290|2002-10-15 06:52:52|john doe|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
THe thing is the unit has nto been used in a wile I
just got it from a friend so am tryn to help diagnos
Is there anyway to test how weak the battery is or
more less where exactly the battery is located 

--- Ian Vine wrote:

> 
> Does the qy700 have a backup battery ? My old qy20
> used to freak out in a similar way when the battery
> needed replacing. 
> 
> Try the factory reset as Robert suggests and it
> should
> start ok even if the battery is dead and you should
> see a warning about low internal battery level.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> --- Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
>

> 
> 
> 
> 
> On Sunday 13 October 2002 06:49, kniggaz wrote:

> > I am left helpless with my QY700 I need to know
> wat i

> > have to do when the Unit gets stuck right at
> the
> intro

> > screen nothing I have tried helps and there is
> nothing on

> > the net PLEASE help me

> 

> I no longer have the 700, nor do I have the manual
> anymore. 

> This problem never happened to me, but what may help
> is to 

> start the machine with a clean memory. 

> 

> I can't remember the exact button set, but if you
> switch on 

> the QY with (I believe) the first three of the upper
> mini 

> keyboard keys depressed (oct down, oct up and the
> next
> 

> one), it should boot clean. 



> 

> Note: wverything that was stored in there previously
> is gone 

> after this startup.

> 

> Hope this helps,

> Robert

> 

> 
> 
> 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

>
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Faith Hill - Exclusive Performances, Videos & More
http://faith.yahoo.com
| 7314|7290|2002-10-15 07:00:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
On Tuesday 15 October 2002 14:49, john doe wrote:

> THe thing is the unit has nto been used in a wile I
> just got it from a friend so am tryn to help diagnos
> Is there anyway to test how weak the battery is or
> more less where exactly the battery is located

Check the manual. If it has a battery and must be replaced 
by the user, it should be documented.

- Robert
| 7315|7290|2002-10-15 12:50:01|Latif|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
The specs say there's a battery in there, if the unit hasn't been 
used for a while... then you should defenatly replace the battery.
I don't think it's hard to find it inside, since it's a lithium one.
They are easy to replace too, unless it's solderd, then it takes 
precaution.

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/spec1.html

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 15 October 2002 14:49, john doe wrote:
> > THe thing is the unit has nto been used in a wile I
> > just got it from a friend so am tryn to help diagnos
> > Is there anyway to test how weak the battery is or
> > more less where exactly the battery is located
> 
> Check the manual. If it has a battery and must be replaced 
> by the user, it should be documented.
> 
> - Robert

| 7316|7316|2002-10-15 14:49:26|Latif|new o.s newsflash :-)|

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/qy700/spec1.html


here's latest news from Darren's site:

14/10/02 NEWS OS RELEASE IMMINENT
After much speculation and many hours of discussion at last we can 
confirm that the rumors are true as we announce the pending release 
of the new O.S. (Operating System) update for the RS7000. As yet 
nobody at Yamaha can commit to a date because the new release is 
still in the final stages of debugging and post development but will 
be available to download from rs7000.org as soon as it goes public.

yihooooo heheheh

Latif
| 7317|7316|2002-10-15 15:23:27|Bryan Rodgers|Re: new o.s newsflash :-)|
made my day! :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2002 4:49 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] new o.s newsflash :-)

here's latest news from Darren's site:

14/10/02 NEWS OS RELEASE IMMINENT
After much speculation and many hours of discussion at last we can 
confirm that the rumors are true as we announce the pending release 
of the new O.S. (Operating System) update for the RS7000. As yet 
nobody at Yamaha can commit to a date because the new release is 
still in the final stages of debugging and post development but will 
be available to download from rs7000.org as soon as it goes public.

yihooooo heheheh

Latif
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7318|7316|2002-10-15 15:25:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new o.s newsflash :-)|
Great news! :))

- Robert

On Tuesday 15 October 2002 22:49, Latif wrote:
> here's latest news from Darren's site:
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>
> 14/10/02 NEWS OS RELEASE IMMINENT
> After much speculation and many hours of discussion at
> last we can confirm that the rumors are true as we
> announce the pending release of the new O.S. (Operating
> System) update for the RS7000. As yet nobody at Yamaha
> can commit to a date because the new release is still in
> the final stages of debugging and post development but
> will be available to download from rs7000.org as soon as
> it goes public.
>
>
> yihooooo heheheh
>
> Latif
>
>
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> http://us.click.yahoo.com/RrPZMC/jTmEAA/jd3IAA/QnLolB/TM
> ---------------------------------------------------------
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>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
>tml Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 7319|7316|2002-10-15 17:50:10|Dave Jumpers|Re: new o.s newsflash :-)|
Booooo!

Or something different like that. :)
-Dave-

Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>Great news! :))
>
>- Robert
>
>
>On Tuesday 15 October 2002 22:49, Latif wrote:
> 
>
>>here's latest news from Darren's site:
>>
>>14/10/02 NEWS OS RELEASE IMMINENT
>>After much speculation and many hours of discussion at
>>last we can confirm that the rumors are true as we
>>announce the pending release of the new O.S. (Operating
>>System) update for the RS7000. As yet nobody at Yamaha
>>can commit to a date because the new release is still in
>>the final stages of debugging and post development but
>>will be available to download from rs7000.org as soon as
>>it goes public.
>>
>>
>>yihooooo heheheh
>>
>>Latif
>> 
>>

| 7320|7320|2002-10-15 21:20:32|Rasidel Slika|NEW delobbo track, "Sauntering", 8:13 of 137bpm trance...|
Available for webserver download (slower):

Delobbo - Sauntering 11.2MB
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3

or from Acidplanet:
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164

http://us.click.yahoo.com/RrPZMC/jTmEAA/jd3IAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164


the basic structure is RS7000... the weird sounds you hear are Virus.

play it LOUD!!!!!!!! :D comments welcome... :)

delobbo
| 7321|7320|2002-10-15 23:16:31|Latif|Re: NEW delobbo track, "Sauntering", 8:13 of 137bpm trance...|
Nice! not my favorite genre, but it would do well in the trance scene.
(don't mind me i, guess i don't like flat kicks ;-) )

You can hear a track of mine that's posted at Darrens site for a 
while now.
http://www.rs7000.org
it's on my profile: Latif

peace, keep up the goodwork.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "Rasidel Slika" wrote:
> Available for webserver download (slower):
> 
> Delobbo - Sauntering 11.2MB
> http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3
> 
> or from Acidplanet:
> http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164
> 
> the basic structure is RS7000... the weird sounds you hear are 
Virus.
> 
> play it LOUD!!!!!!!! :D comments welcome... :)
> 
> delobbo

| 7322|7322|2002-10-16 00:04:13|Andrew Smith|OS upgrading Q?|
I'm quite sure it must be written somewhere so if someone would care to
point me to an explanation on how to upgrade the OS??

I have searched through the manual and FAQ without finding it. Which of
course does not mean it aint there.

Regs
Mr. Smith.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7323|7320|2002-10-16 00:25:25|Rasidel Slika|Re: NEW delobbo track, "Sauntering", 8:13 of 137bpm trance...|
Hey, thanks for listening. You got a nice track there!! I assume it 
was your intention for it to sound as muddy as it does, that would be 
my only criticism, but that's because generally I prefer a "clean" 
sound.. but not always. But other than that, it's a pretty cool 
groove. You got an mp3.com site or anything?

delobbo
http://mp3.com/delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Nice! not my favorite genre, but it would do well in the trance 
scene.
> (don't mind me i, guess i don't like flat kicks ;-) )
> 
> You can hear a track of mine that's posted at Darrens site for a 
> while now.
> http://www.rs7000.org
> it's on my profile: Latif
> 
> peace, keep up the goodwork.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Rasidel Slika" wrote:
> > Available for webserver download (slower):
> > 
> > Delobbo - Sauntering 11.2MB
> > http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3
> > 

http://www.rs7000.org/
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164
http://mp3.com/delobbo
http://www.rs7000.org/
http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3


> > or from Acidplanet:
> > http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164
> > 
> > the basic structure is RS7000... the weird sounds you hear are 
> Virus.
> > 
> > play it LOUD!!!!!!!! :D comments welcome... :)
> > 
> > delobbo

| 7324|7324|2002-10-16 00:26:18|Tony Petersen|anyone running an ibook?|
hey, it's time for a new laptop and I have had so many issues with audio
and my PC (one of the reasons I bought the RS in the first place) that
I'm seriously considering an iBook. 

Anyone own one and running it with their RS? Any
stories/advice/issues?

cheers,
| 7325|7322|2002-10-16 01:12:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS upgrading Q?|
On Wednesday 16 October 2002 05:30, Andrew Smith wrote:

> I'm quite sure it must be written somewhere so if someone
> would care to point me to an explanation on how to
> upgrade the OS??
>
> I have searched through the manual and FAQ without
> finding it. Which of course does not mean it aint there.

Try the pdf in our files section:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/

- Robert
| 7326|7308|2002-10-16 01:16:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: cubase keeps reseting my parameters|
On Tuesday 15 October 2002 08:44, battterias wrote:

> This is the last of the problems for a while I'm
> hoping... Whenever I'm in cubase and I'm working with
> this song I get to a certain part in it and the volume of
> one of the track increases even though i have set the
> track volume below it and also my hihats start playing on
> the right speaker even though its not setup like that on
> either the RS7000 or cubase I've tried examininmg it in
> list edit, controller edit, I've also put hold ON in the
> RS's mixer. I dont understand what message is being sent
> to change that bussiness. In the mean time I'll work on
> another song until someone can help me with this!

Must be that Cubase is sending midi messages (probably CCs) 
to the RS. If you know where in the song this happens, the 
easiest way to find the Cubase track(s) that are 
responsible for this is my muting them all (in Cubase) and 
play that section again and again, unmuting one track after 
the other until the RS starts acting weird again. You could 
use a scene memory to restore the RS to its original 
setting.

- Robert
| 7327|7304|2002-10-16 01:18:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Voice edit problems|
On Tuesday 15 October 2002 00:32, battterias wrote:

> Whenever I play a track on cubase the voice edit
> parameters get reseted, like the lfo bpm synch turns off,
> and so forth. I've tried turning off all the chase events
> but to no avail. This is a problem cuzi need the lfo
> synch on for the track, and later on i'll probably need
> the other parameters which are getting reseted as well.

Afaik, Cubase sends a number of CC messages through each of 
its midi tracks when you stop playback. Maybe these cause 
this. You'll find them in a Midi setup dialog in Cubase.

Alternatively, you may simply be sending recorded CCs to the 
RS that cause this. Checks your Cubase tracks.

- Robert
| 7328|7298|2002-10-16 01:20:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing voices|
On Monday 14 October 2002 12:00, Steve Shadforth wrote:

http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/


> Hi all
>
> dumb question, I'm using all 16 tracks on my Motif, but
> want to change a Piano into a Sax for a few bars, then
> back to Piano again..How?? Steve

Haven't tried it but you could insert a PC midi event in 
your phrase, in Edit mode. Don't know if this controls the 
internal TG as well.

- Robert
| 7329|7290|2002-10-16 03:43:15|Ian Vine|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
Well if the QY20 is anything to go be the damn thing
is soldered in and a nightmare to get out (on the plus
side it means the battery will never fall out). The
Qy70 (that's 70 not 700) mentions a battery but I've
yet to replace it and the manual has it as a Yamaha
service centre job.

I always used to get problems with the qy20 battery
when it had been unused for a long time, I think I
replaced 3 batteries in all.

You may be lucky and it might be in a socket.

IanV

--- Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

The specs say there's a battery in there, if the unit
hasn't been 

used for a while... Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp
wrote:

> On Tuesday 15 October 2002 14:49, john doe

wrote:

> > THe thing is the unit has nto been used in a

wile I

> > just got it from a friend so am tryn to help

diagnos

> > 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Faith Hill - Exclusive Performances, Videos & More
http://faith.yahoo.com
| 7330|7316|2002-10-16 03:45:43|Ian Vine|Re: new o.s newsflash :-)|
--- Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

Maybe christmas is going to be a little early this
year. 

IanV

here's latest news from Darren's site:

14/10/02 NEWS OS RELEASE IMMINENT

After much speculation and many hours of discussion at
last we can 

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
http://faith.yahoo.com/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com


confirm that the rumors are true as we announce the
pending release 

of the new O.S. (Operating System) update for the
RS7000. 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Faith Hill - Exclusive Performances, Videos & More
http://faith.yahoo.com
| 7331|7290|2002-10-16 04:02:42|iavine|Re: I NEED DESPERATE HELP WITH MY QY700|
You maybe in luck. The qy70 (one 0) which is a few years after the 
700 uses a battery socket and it looks like a standard lithium type, 
not the wierd solder in thing in the qy20. Hopefully yamaha saw sense 
and used a socket for the qy700

IanV

--- In RS7000@y..., "kniggaz" wrote:
> I am left helpless with my QY700 I need to know wat i have to do 
when 
> the Unit gets stuck right at the intro screen nothing I have tried 
> helps and there is nothing on the net PLEASE help me

| 7332|7320|2002-10-16 06:06:59|505|Re: NEW delobbo track, "Sauntering", 8:13 of 137bpm trance...|
Cool trancy tunes, I like'm...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Rasidel Slika" <delobbo101@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2002 11:25 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: NEW delobbo track, "Sauntering", 8:13 of 137bpm
trance...

> Hey, thanks for listening. You got a nice track there!! I assume it
> was your intention for it to sound as muddy as it does, that would be
> my only criticism, but that's because generally I prefer a "clean"
> sound.. but not always. But other than that, it's a pretty cool
> groove. You got an mp3.com site or anything?
>
> delobbo
> http://mp3.com/delobbo
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > Nice! not my favorite genre, but it would do well in the trance
> scene.
> > (don't mind me i, guess i don't like flat kicks ;-) )
> >
> > You can hear a track of mine that's posted at Darrens site for a
> > while now.
> > http://www.rs7000.org
> > it's on my profile: Latif
> >
> > peace, keep up the goodwork.
> >
> > Latif
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Rasidel Slika" wrote:
> > > Available for webserver download (slower):
> > >
> > > Delobbo - Sauntering 11.2MB
> > > http://64.34.77.237/delobbo/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering.mp3
> > >
> > > or from Acidplanet:
> > > http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/Detail.asp?PID=208164
> > >
> > > the basic structure is RS7000... the weird sounds you hear are
> > Virus.
> > >
> > > play it LOUD!!!!!!!! :D comments welcome... :)
> > >
> > > delobbo
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7333|7324|2002-10-16 07:20:08|Bryan Rodgers|Re: anyone running an ibook?|
Toshiba Tecra 9000 over here. 1GHz, 512MB RAM, CD-RW/DVD, Firewire, USB.
WinXP Pro. M-Audio Quattro. Stable as a rock.

The iBooks are nice too :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Tony Petersen [mailto:tpetersen@hutchison.com.au] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2002 2:21 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] anyone running an ibook?

hey, it's time for a new laptop and I have had so many issues with audio
and my PC (one of the reasons I bought the RS in the first place) that
I'm seriously considering an iBook. 

Anyone own one and running it with their RS? Any
stories/advice/issues?

cheers,

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7334|7334|2002-10-16 09:11:44|Alexander zacklin|ibook aren't so hot|
I run an i book and own a RS 7000
haven't really sussed out an easy way to get them to jive
u will have to invest into some software and hardware

***note ibooks don't have audio in's just outs and a condenser mic
I have taken wav files from my rs and messed with them using a various 
freeware
such as SPARK ME(on the apple site) using snart media card adapters

but frankly and this is coming from an apple geek
i think the i books are over priced and not very reliable
within the first I had to send it back - and just recently
the CPU went nuts and had to reinstall everything
i am actually considering buying a PC - more bang for the buck and nore 
software
something to think about
z

_________________________________________________________________
Protect your PC - get McAfee.com VirusScan Online 
http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963
| 7335|7335|2002-10-16 10:23:51|Bryan Rodgers|RS7000 Internal Hard Drive|
Who's done it already?

-B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7336|7336|2002-10-16 13:09:07|arteghem|effect on audio in?|
got my rs7k yesterday.. I am wondering : is this possible to apply 
effects on audio in?? which ones?
thanks.
micheline.
| 7337|7336|2002-10-16 13:28:52|djboy112st|Re: effect on audio in?|
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Micheline-

Welcome to the group. It's nice to have you. I am sure that if you 
keep reading the messages in this message board, and apply what you 
learn to the way you use your RS, you will fall in love with the 
machine in no time. I was very intimidated when I first got the box -
it has a ton of features and possibilities just waiting to be found.

Yes, the audio-in can be effected, in more than one way. First, you 
can treat the audio in as you would any other individual track on the 
RS - you can apply the variation, delay, and reverb effects. To do 
this, just press the SETUP (6) button TWICE. This will take you to 
the A/D Setup page, which has three subsections. WHen you get here, 
you will notice that the fourth button underneath the LCD is LIT.. 
Press the fourth LCD button to access page 2, which allows you to set 
the reverb, delay, variation, and pan levels for the audio-in track. 

The audio-in can also be effected by the master effects (which 
affects ALL tracks being played by the RS simultaneously); just turn 
the master effects on, and start tweaking the knobs. 

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> got my rs7k yesterday.. I am wondering : is this possible to apply 
> effects on audio in?? which ones?
> thanks.
> micheline.

| 7338|7336|2002-10-16 13:30:15|Latif|Re: effect on audio in?|
sure, same fx as you would use on your tracks. (setup screen 2)
you might wanna turn up the rec volume knob. ( i forgot that ones 
ghehehe)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> got my rs7k yesterday.. I am wondering : is this possible to apply 
> effects on audio in?? which ones?
> thanks.
> micheline.

| 7339|7336|2002-10-16 16:51:12|arteghem|Re: effect on audio in?|
excellent! I can get rid of my effect processor.. $$$ eheh
thanks for the answer.
micheline.

--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:
> Micheline-
> 
> Welcome to the group. It's nice to have you. I am sure that if 
you 
> keep reading the messages in this message board, and apply what you 
> learn to the way you use your RS, you will fall in love with the 
> machine in no time. I was very intimidated when I first got the 
box -
> it has a ton of features and possibilities just waiting to be 
found.
> 
> Yes, the audio-in can be effected, in more than one way. First, 
you 
> can treat the audio in as you would any other individual track on 
the 
> RS - you can apply the variation, delay, and reverb effects. To do 
> this, just press the SETUP (6) button TWICE. This will take you to 
> the A/D Setup page, which has three subsections. WHen you get 
here, 
> you will notice that the fourth button underneath the LCD is LIT.. 
> Press the fourth LCD button to access page 2, which allows you to 
set 
> the reverb, delay, variation, and pan levels for the audio-in 
track. 
> 
> The audio-in can also be effected by the master effects (which 
> affects ALL tracks being played by the RS simultaneously); just 
turn 
> the master effects on, and start tweaking the knobs. 
> 
> /[ one30six ]\
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "arteghem" wrote:
> > got my rs7k yesterday.. I am wondering : is this possible to 
apply 
> > effects on audio in?? which ones?
> > thanks.
> > micheline.

| 7340|7308|2002-10-16 23:57:19|battterias|Re: cubase keeps reseting my parameters|
Well Robert, I do know exacly what track and roughly at what meassure 
its happening but I go into list edit and controller edit and dont 



find any data that would be doing it (just note data).... I mean its 
not supposed to do it but.....

:Special

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 15 October 2002 08:44, battterias wrote:
> > This is the last of the problems for a while I'm
> > hoping... Whenever I'm in cubase and I'm working with
> > this song I get to a certain part in it and the volume of
> > one of the track increases even though i have set the
> > track volume below it and also my hihats start playing on
> > the right speaker even though its not setup like that on
> > either the RS7000 or cubase I've tried examininmg it in
> > list edit, controller edit, I've also put hold ON in the
> > RS's mixer. I dont understand what message is being sent
> > to change that bussiness. In the mean time I'll work on
> > another song until someone can help me with this!
> 
> Must be that Cubase is sending midi messages (probably CCs) 
> to the RS. If you know where in the song this happens, the 
> easiest way to find the Cubase track(s) that are 
> responsible for this is my muting them all (in Cubase) and 
> play that section again and again, unmuting one track after 
> the other until the RS starts acting weird again. You could 
> use a scene memory to restore the RS to its original 
> setting.
> 
> - Robert

| 7341|7304|2002-10-17 00:01:47|battterias|Re: Voice edit problems|
I have unchecked all the items under the midi setup dialog and also 
looked in ths list and controller editors but to no avail.
What i do know is the tracks that it happens in and roughly the 
measure.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 15 October 2002 00:32, battterias wrote:
> > Whenever I play a track on cubase the voice edit
> > parameters get reseted, like the lfo bpm synch turns off,
> > and so forth. I've tried turning off all the chase events
> > but to no avail. This is a problem cuzi need the lfo
> > synch on for the track, and later on i'll probably need
> > the other parameters which are getting reseted as well.
> 
> Afaik, Cubase sends a number of CC messages through each of 
> its midi tracks when you stop playback. Maybe these cause 
> this. You'll find them in a Midi setup dialog in Cubase.
> 
> Alternatively, you may simply be sending recorded CCs to the 
> RS that cause this. Checks your Cubase tracks.
> 
> - Robert

| 7342|7308|2002-10-17 00:45:21|Latif|Re: cubase keeps reseting my parameters|
Don't know which version cubase your using, but it might be coming 
from your 'part' settings, eachtime when you come across a specifiq 
part in your cubase arrangement, that part triggers a change/reset.
So it doesn't necessarily have to be controller data, see if your 
parts have different settings, or glue the whole length of the track 
that's having problems together, to make sure that track has one and 
the same setting.
Further more you can check in your cubase prefs, if any settings is 
checked that says 'reset on part end' or something like that.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "battterias" wrote:
> Well Robert, I do know exacly what track and roughly at what 
meassure 
> its happening but I go into list edit and controller edit and dont 
> find any data that would be doing it (just note data).... I mean 
its 
> not supposed to do it but.....
> 
> 
> :Special
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 15 October 2002 08:44, battterias wrote:
> > > This is the last of the problems for a while I'm
> > > hoping... Whenever I'm in cubase and I'm working with
> > > this song I get to a certain part in it and the volume of
> > > one of the track increases even though i have set the
> > > track volume below it and also my hihats start playing on
> > > the right speaker even though its not setup like that on
> > > either the RS7000 or cubase I've tried examininmg it in
> > > list edit, controller edit, I've also put hold ON in the
> > > RS's mixer. I dont understand what message is being sent
> > > to change that bussiness. In the mean time I'll work on
> > > another song until someone can help me with this!
> > 
> > Must be that Cubase is sending midi messages (probably CCs) 
> > to the RS. If you know where in the song this happens, the 



> > easiest way to find the Cubase track(s) that are 
> > responsible for this is my muting them all (in Cubase) and 
> > play that section again and again, unmuting one track after 
> > the other until the RS starts acting weird again. You could 
> > use a scene memory to restore the RS to its original 
> > setting.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 7343|7324|2002-10-17 00:47:06|Andrew Smith|Re: anyone running an ibook?|
One big problem with any portable PC/MAC.... Soundcards. There's no
really effective way to fit any of the good ones.

Tell me about your PC. maybe it ain't that bad. And Mac users have just
as many troubles when you compare user levels of experience. In fact
it's possible to make PC's more stable if you know what your doing.
Apple proprietary aspect presents a few limitation. I'm not Apple
bashing here cos they a great machines and I do love 'em. This is just
and IT techies perspective..

-----Original Message-----
From: Tony Petersen [mailto:tpetersen@hutchison.com.au] 
Sent: Wednesday, 16 October 2002 4:21 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] anyone running an ibook?

hey, it's time for a new laptop and I have had so many issues with audio
and my PC (one of the reasons I bought the RS in the first place) that
I'm seriously considering an iBook. 

Anyone own one and running it with their RS? Any
stories/advice/issues?

cheers,
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7344|7308|2002-10-17 00:56:25|Latif|Re: cubase keeps reseting my parameters|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> to make sure that track has one and 
> the same setting.

'part setting' that is ;-)

you can see these settings by touching the part, and examining the 
part-inspector

btw. is your RS running together with your cubase arrangement?
is your RS hooked up to your computer with RS midi-out===> Cubase in?
and if yes, is your RS by any chance switched midi true in the 
utility setup? 
(which would basicly cause a feedbackloop unless you switch off true 
in Cubase)

just trying to understand your problem better, cause i had 
this 'patch reset' once long ago with my mc505... and i can remember 
it was coming from a part setting.

goodluck.
Latif
| 7346|7346|2002-10-17 03:26:11|r_s_7_k|How Do You Change Local Sample Kit into Common sample Kit|
I made a master drumkit and forgot to change the mixer to common, so 
i mistakenly loaded the kit into local slot. please advise.

thanks
| 7347|7347|2002-10-17 14:18:26|djboy112st|RS7K Spotted|
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Hey all..

I was just checking out some pics of my local Las Vegas club scene 
and stumbled upon a pic of somebody using an RS7K in a live pa / dj 
gig at one of our big local clubs, Utopia.. Look in the bottom right 
corner of the pic.. cooooool.

http://www.coolvegas.com/images/pics/utopia2/utopia655.jpg
| 7348|7348|2002-10-17 14:24:10|loco koko|cheating?|
Here's a question for the artists out there. What do
you think about the loop remix function? Do you think
it's cheating? Do you use it in your live sets? Do
you use it on recordings? Tell me what you think.

thanx, G*

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Faith Hill - Exclusive Performances, Videos & More
http://faith.yahoo.com
| 7349|7347|2002-10-17 14:26:03|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7K Spotted|
nice hat buddy

;)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: djboy112st [mailto:lysene@thcnet.net] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2002 4:18 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K Spotted

Hey all..

I was just checking out some pics of my local Las Vegas club scene 
and stumbled upon a pic of somebody using an RS7K in a live pa / dj 
gig at one of our big local clubs, Utopia.. Look in the bottom right 
corner of the pic.. cooooool.

http://www.coolvegas.com/images/pics/utopia2/utopia655.jpg
<http://www.coolvegas.com/images/pics/utopia2/utopia655.jpg> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7350|7348|2002-10-17 15:18:41|Christian Wiesner|Re: cheating?|
Hi,

> Here's a question for the artists out there. What do
> you think about the loop remix function? Do you think
> it's cheating? Do you use it in your live sets? Do
> you use it on recordings? Tell me what you think.

I love it. It is one of the best features of the RS, esp. because you can
use it in a live situation. If you need a short break, just remix and
press EXIT before the end of the bar.

I also would not call it cheating. Cheating is making music with Music
Maker. Using presets only on synthesizers is cheating, just like making a
song with the RS and only factory phrases.
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My humble opinion.. ;)

Christian
| 7351|7351|2002-10-17 16:38:39|raverjett|Changing Track|
I just hooked up an old Yamaha DX27 synth to my RS. As soon as i 
hooked it up it was recieving note on messages like i want so thats 
good but i have one question. How can i change tracks on the RS and 
use the keyboard to control the new track? I keep getting the sounds 
from track 1 on the RS.
| 7352|7351|2002-10-17 18:43:05|Latif|Re: Changing Track|
--- In RS7000@y..., "raverjett" wrote:

> I just hooked up an old Yamaha DX27 synth to my RS. As soon as i 
> hooked it up it was recieving note on messages like i want so thats 
> good but i have one question. How can i change tracks on the RS and 
> use the keyboard to control the new track? I keep getting the 

sounds 

> from track 1 on the RS.

if i understand correct you want to play the rs from the dx keyboard?
if you want to play on a different track on the rs from the dx 
keyboard, you have to select the corresponding midi-channel on the dx 
keyboard.

Latif
| 7353|7351|2002-10-17 23:31:16|raverjett|Re: Changing Track|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "raverjett" 

Thanks for the help about the track change, Jett.
| 7354|7354|2002-10-17 23:45:17|blackwoodtebo|Akai Midi Pads|
Can you use the akai midi pads with the RS7000? I assume that you 
can.
| 7355|7354|2002-10-18 02:02:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Akai Midi Pads|
On Friday 18 October 2002 05:35, blackwoodtebo wrote:

> Can you use the akai midi pads with the RS7000? I assume
> that you can.

If it's standard MIDI, I don't see why not.

- Robert
| 7356|7351|2002-10-18 02:04:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Track|
On Friday 18 October 2002 00:38, raverjett wrote:

> I just hooked up an old Yamaha DX27 synth to my RS. As
> soon as i hooked it up it was recieving note on messages
> like i want so thats good but i have one question. How
> can i change tracks on the RS and use the keyboard to
> control the new track? I keep getting the sounds from
> track 1 on the RS.

Set the ECHO BACK utitlity parameter to REC MONITOR.
This way, the incoming midi messages from your external 
keyboard will automatically be re-channelized to the midi 
channel that belongs to the currently selected RS track, 
without changing anything on the keyboard.

- Robert
| 7357|7346|2002-10-18 02:22:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How Do You Change Local Sample Kit into Common sample Kit|
On Thursday 17 October 2002 11:26, r_s_7_k wrote:

> I made a master drumkit and forgot to change the mixer to
> common, so i mistakenly loaded the kit into local slot.
> please advise.

This worked for me:

- Set the mixer on the target track to the correct sample 
bank (in you case to common).

- Select the Copy Track job and copy from your source track 
with the sample bank in the local bank to the new target 
track. Only enable the 'Sample' switch.

- Robert
| 7358|7348|2002-10-18 04:27:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: cheating?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Christian Wiesner" wrote:

> I love it. It is one of the best features of the RS, esp. because 

you can

> use it in a live situation. If you need a short break, just remix 

and

> press EXIT before the end of the bar.



Yup, it´s a fantastic feature, works on all kinds of MIDI-events...;)

> 
> I also would not call it cheating. Cheating is making music with 

Music

> Maker. 

...if you only use commercial Sample-CD´s...

>Using presets only on synthesizers is cheating,

No...you still have to play a melody...that´s like saying...using 
only presets on a piano is cheating....;)

> just like making a
> song with the RS and only factory phrases.

Or just like making a song with the MC303/505/909, Emu Commandstation 
using only factory patterns....heard this already a few times...

> My humble opinion.. ;)

Mine too.

Later Tom
| 7359|7359|2002-10-18 09:45:25|buckmoy|OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (News in Sound On Sound)|
For those of you interested in this thread - the following news item 
was in Sound on Sound online (http://www.sospubs.co.uk/) yesterday.

After running a teaser ad campaign on their UK web site for several 
weeks, Roland finally announced the latest in their line of MC-series 
Grooveboxes at the recent AES show in Los Angeles. A groovebox and 
sampling workstation, the MC909 is a combination of sampler, 
synthesizer and sequencer, covered in a host of dedicated knobs, 
sliders and buttons, and featuring a goodly sized LCD screen. The 
unit boasts six analogue outs, stereo analogue in, MIDI in and out, 
digital in and out (optical and co-axial), and a USB port. 

Samples can be recorded from the analogue or the digital inputs, or 
imported directly via the USB buss (provided they are in WAV or AIFF 
format) and then trimmed, timestretched, resampled and even used as 
synth waveforms. The synthesizer section consists of a stereo four-
Tone synthesis engine, with 800 patches and 64 rhythm sets. An 
optional SRX-series wave expansion board allows new sounds to be 
added. 

Samples can be synchronised and sequenced alongside MIDI tracks, with 
a maximum pattern length of 998 measures and up to 64 voice 
polyphony. In addition to the preset patterns, MIDI files can be 
imported and exported via the USB connection. 

The MC909 is equipped with a 24-bit reverb processor, a dedicated 
compressor and two multi-effects processors, as well a mastering 
processor with three-band compression. Also included are two D-Beam 
controllers and a turntable emulation slider, which manipulates pitch 
and tempo. Roland are marketing the MC909, available in the new year, 
as a complete dance music production station in a box, capable of 
turning out finished tracks. Who says hardware is dead?
| 7360|7360|2002-10-18 14:51:49|okoyemaya|RS7K k.o.|
I thought you people are all a bit nuts about this piece of gear. 
Real fanatics,over emotional about it, but that was also the reason I 
decided to get it, thinking there perhaps there is something special. 
Well, thanks to advice of many of you I knew there is much stuff that 
I missed in rm1x, eq, better sounds, sampler, better ways of storing 
etc. I did not get it on Ebay, if anyone sells it it goes less then 
10% under the price of new. The price in Germany moved up so I rushed 
to a shop that still had old stock. And... shit, I am k.o., in few 
hours I could see and hear it has all what you guys promised me and 
tons more. I think in 20 years no other piece of electronic 
equipement impressed me so much. What it really can do, what I can do 
is still to discover. Maybe there are better things coming( which I 
doubt, already the idea of screensaver on music gear put big question 
mark if it is serious) does not matter. The point it if, I (or anyone 
else) cannot come up with some good music using this then , it is not 
Yamaha`s fault. Some people there did a great job, wow! increadible, 
I swear I am a bit dizy, it is too much. I am as crazy as all of you 
and perhaps a bit more.
Thanks to all who helped me with great advice.
Okoyemaya
| 7361|7360|2002-10-18 17:17:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K k.o.|
Enjoy!

- Robert
| 7362|1220|2002-10-18 18:03:26|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /phrases/LK_SURRE.rar 

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/)


Uploaded by : real_latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
Description : Latif mix SURREAL, continued where Robert left off 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/LK_SURRE.rar 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

real_latif <eurikon@hotmail.com>
| 7363|7363|2002-10-18 19:08:17|loco koko|troubles with wavelab.|
hey everyone, I'm trying to hook up my RS to my PC so
I can use wavelab 4.0. I have a scsi card and the
comp. see's the RS. I'm running windows 2000. 
Wavelab doesn't have any pre settings for yamaha and
it's not seeing the RS. Does anyone have any
experience with this? Do I have to run 98? Or is
there another slammin program out there for editing
samples that works well with the RS?
Any help would be greatly appreciated!
thanx, G*

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Y! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your web site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
| 7364|7363|2002-10-19 02:24:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: troubles with wavelab.|
On Saturday 19 October 2002 03:08, loco koko wrote:

> hey everyone, I'm trying to hook up my RS to my PC so
> I can use wavelab 4.0. I have a scsi card and the
> comp. see's the RS. I'm running windows 2000.
> Wavelab doesn't have any pre settings for yamaha and
> it's not seeing the RS. Does anyone have any
> experience with this? Do I have to run 98? Or is
> there another slammin program out there for editing
> samples that works well with the RS?
> Any help would be greatly appreciated!
> thanx, G*

You have the RS set in the SCSI comm. page? (press Load 4 
times). Afaik, the RS only commicates over the SCSI bus in 
that page.

If that doesn't help, I guess wavelab needs a bit of tuning. 
I don't know that app, but it should be possible if it 
supports sample-over-scsi dumps.

- Robert
| 7365|7351|2002-10-19 11:56:48|raverjett|Re: Changing Track|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Friday 18 October 2002 00:38, raverjett wrote:
> > I just hooked up an old Yamaha DX27 synth to my RS. As
> > soon as i hooked it up it was recieving note on messages
> > like i want so thats good but i have one question. How
> > can i change tracks on the RS and use the keyboard to
> > control the new track? I keep getting the sounds from
> > track 1 on the RS.
> 
> Set the ECHO BACK utitlity parameter to REC MONITOR.
> This way, the incoming midi messages from your external 
> keyboard will automatically be re-channelized to the midi 
> channel that belongs to the currently selected RS track, 
> without changing anything on the keyboard.
> 
> - Robert

Thanks alot Robert, that makes things a lot easier
| 7366|1220|2002-10-19 14:33:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:

> 
> 
> File : /phrases/LK_SURRE.rar 
> Uploaded by : real_latif 
> Description : Latif mix SURREAL, continued where Robert left off 
>

COOL! I didn't think that anyone would pick it up again...i just 
downloaded the .rar...and about to upload it into my RS...

Later, Tom
| 7367|7359|2002-10-19 14:40:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (News in Sound On Sound)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "buckmoy" wrote:

> For those of you interested in this thread - the following news 

item 
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> was in Sound on Sound online (http://www.sospubs.co.uk/) 

That's all already known. It's just the official press release from 
Roland. PR-blabla.

Until someone has already actually tested it for longer than an 
evening, we just have to wait for the outcome...meanwhile...i am 
sure everyone will have lots of fun with the new soon coming 
OS-update for the RS, that will make it the best hardware sequencer 
Yamaha has made so far.

Tom
| 7368|1220|2002-10-19 14:47:41|Latif|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
:-) i didn't add that much, left tracks open for others to fill in.
so... who's next out there heheh.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., RS7000@y... wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > File : /phrases/LK_SURRE.rar 
> > Uploaded by : real_latif 
> > Description : Latif mix SURREAL, continued where Robert left 
off 
> >
> 
> COOL! I didn't think that anyone would pick it up again...i just 
> downloaded the .rar...and about to upload it into my RS...
> 
> 
> Later, Tom

| 7369|7369|2002-10-19 16:44:59|okoyemaya|How to let finish the measurein patt mode?|
In play pattern mode,How let the pattern part change on the one of 
the next measure not on button push immediate. I remember changing it 
on rm1x once and for all but cannot find it in manual, I do not 
remember either how it was done on rm1x. Other question is what 
exactly can be imported from SU700 format. Song, means volume? Can I 
worked SU700 song on RS? Or the only thing are the samples, which I 
have anyway the original on PC. 
Sorry I do study the manual ( and will do intenslyfor next weeks) but 
these question I couldnt solve.
Okoyemaya 
PS.I a day I am completly set up to max with my new RS-all Ebay, USB 
reader 9 Euro, Smart card 64MB 25 Euro, same for 64MB RAM. If USB and 
screensaver are the stuff that RS does not have and 909 does I can 
live without it. The media card work excellent, faster then plugging 
usb cable. With my old iomega JAZ as stand by, it is like "backup 
paradise"
| 7370|1220|2002-10-19 17:22:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
I gave it a listen...

Hehe, you did a great job on it, pushes the whole pattern into a 
new more electronic direction. I like the little tingly synthi on 
track 10 together with the delays you throw in on the other 
tracks as well...dubtastic! ;)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> :-) i didn't add that much, left tracks open for others to 
fill in.

Sometimes less is more!

> so... who's next out there heheh.
> 

Yup, go for it group...it's worth it! If we get 12 different 
versions together we can make a 12" out of it and try to release 
it on Elektrolux as the "RS7000 Yahoo Group All Stars" ;)

| 7371|7369|2002-10-19 18:24:23|Latif|Re: How to let finish the measurein patt mode?|
I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking for pattern 
quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 1, makes 
change to next pattern after 1 measure.

As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never had that 
machine.
But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K patterns, 
all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X format 
patterns.

Hope this helps.
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> In play pattern mode,How let the pattern part change on the one of 
> the next measure not on button push immediate. I remember changing 
it 
> on rm1x once and for all but cannot find it in manual, I do not 
> remember either how it was done on rm1x. Other question is what 
> exactly can be imported from SU700 format. Song, means volume? Can 

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/)


I 
> worked SU700 song on RS? Or the only thing are the samples, which 
I 
> have anyway the original on PC. 
> Sorry I do study the manual ( and will do intenslyfor next weeks) 
but 
> these question I couldnt solve.
> Okoyemaya 
> PS.I a day I am completly set up to max with my new RS-all Ebay, 
USB 
> reader 9 Euro, Smart card 64MB 25 Euro, same for 64MB RAM. If USB 
and 
> screensaver are the stuff that RS does not have and 909 does I can 
> live without it. The media card work excellent, faster then 
plugging 
> usb cable. With my old iomega JAZ as stand by, it is like "backup 
> paradise"

| 7372|1220|2002-10-19 18:26:16|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /phrases/KPv2surr.zip 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : KPv2_Surr Germanic Stomp Mix of Latif-Mix 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/KPv2surr.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 7373|1220|2002-10-19 18:31:14|tompaulsen2002|K.P. Remix of Latif Remix of R.v.d.K. Remix of K.P. pattern|
Sorry i couldn´t resist to throw in some germanoid stomp beats...;)

Have a good night!

blblbl

Tom

> File : /phrases/KPv2surr.zip 
> Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 
> Description : KPv2_Surr Germanic Stomp Mix of Latif-Mix 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/KPv2surr.zip

| 7374|1220|2002-10-19 19:18:17|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /phrases/KPgerman.zip 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : Germanoid the minimal version of KPv2Surr...Hommage to Autechre.. 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/KPgerman.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 7375|1220|2002-10-19 19:23:59|tompaulsen2002|noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix pattern |
Ok, it´s faster, more noise, straight beat, minimalistic, autistic?

blblbl

Time to go to bed for me...

Tom

p.s. RS-pads sounds so so sweeeet...i´m in love. ;)

> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/KPgerman.zip

| 7376|7369|2002-10-19 22:26:08|wasted|Re: How to let finish the measurein patt mode?|
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>I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking for pattern 
>quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 1, makes 
>change to next pattern after 1 measure.
>
>As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never had that 
>machine.
>But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K patterns, 
>all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X format 
>patterns.
>
>Hope this helps.
>Latif

The RS7000 imports SU700 samples from volumes that have been saved onto 
ZIP, HD, etc. by the SU700. It also imports samples from Yamaha A3000, 
A4000, A5000 volumes, either via A3k sample CD or other SCSI media 
(ZIP, HD, etc.). The RS7000 doesn't import the sequence data from the 
SU700 as they are 2 totally different types of sequencers.
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 7377|7369|2002-10-20 01:49:56|okoyemaya|Re: How to let finish the measurein patt mode?|
Thanx
I quess won`t miss rm1x really but SU 700 ( I sold both to get RS)is 
a different story isn`t it? it is a strange gadget, I do miss it, 
very original concept, makes you think in a different way as all 
other sequenzers, and while thinking of second unit to have on stage 
definitely more interesting then rm1x - having rm2x (RS/k) as main 
O.

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:
> >I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking for 
pattern 
> >quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 1, makes 
> >change to next pattern after 1 measure.
> >
> >As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never had that 
> >machine.
> >But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K 
patterns, 
> >all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X format 
> >patterns.
> >
> >Hope this helps.
> >Latif
> 
> The RS7000 imports SU700 samples from volumes that have been saved 
onto 
> ZIP, HD, etc. by the SU700. It also imports samples from Yamaha 
A3000, 
> A4000, A5000 volumes, either via A3k sample CD or other SCSI media 
> (ZIP, HD, etc.). The RS7000 doesn't import the sequence data from 
the 
> SU700 as they are 2 totally different types of sequencers.
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 7378|1220|2002-10-20 02:19:19|Latif|Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix pattern|
it's getting more of a industrial twist now :-)
also funny how the buzzbas on track 10 starts to produce weird lo-fi 
noisy kinda sound, due to the higher pitch setting.
must be some of the resonance harmonics sqeeuking through HPF filter.

anywayz, time for breakfast heheh.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> Ok, it´s faster, more noise, straight beat, minimalistic, autistic?
> 
> blblbl
> 
> Time to go to bed for me...
> 
> 
> Tom
> 
> 
> p.s. RS-pads sounds so so sweeeet...i´m in love. ;)
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/KPgerman.zip

| 7379|7369|2002-10-20 02:26:35|Latif|Re: How to let finish the measurein patt mode?|
Well i wouldn't miss my rm1x either, at the moment i'm trying to get 
rid of it together with a mc505 and sp808.
and for sure i wouldn't miss these machine's, but certain elements in 
them... as for me each machine has it own charmes and always 
something special in there.
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The RS is one of the best i ever bought, and i think you will find 
that out by yourself too.
It really is a monster on stage, was thinking about getting a second 
one, but for now i have plans for the AW16G harddisk recorder.
Planning to get that machine and use it as a second RS with dozens of 
extra's ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Thanx
> I quess won`t miss rm1x really but SU 700 ( I sold both to get RS)
is 
> a different story isn`t it? it is a strange gadget, I do miss it, 
> very original concept, makes you think in a different way as all 
> other sequenzers, and while thinking of second unit to have on 
stage 
> definitely more interesting then rm1x - having rm2x (RS/k) as main 
> O.
> --- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:
> > >I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking for 
> pattern 
> > >quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 1, 
makes 
> > >change to next pattern after 1 measure.
> > >
> > >As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never had that 
> > >machine.
> > >But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K 
> patterns, 
> > >all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X format 
> > >patterns.
> > >
> > >Hope this helps.
> > >Latif
> > 
> > The RS7000 imports SU700 samples from volumes that have been 
saved 
> onto 
> > ZIP, HD, etc. by the SU700. It also imports samples from Yamaha 
> A3000, 
> > A4000, A5000 volumes, either via A3k sample CD or other SCSI 
media 
> > (ZIP, HD, etc.). The RS7000 doesn't import the sequence data 
from 
> the 
> > SU700 as they are 2 totally different types of sequencers.
> > -- 
> > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> > Some of my tracks at: 
> > http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 7380|7369|2002-10-20 03:50:09|okoyemaya|Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?|
Whta do you mean? 
It is more then a mixer with CDR drive ?

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Well i wouldn't miss my rm1x either, at the moment i'm trying to 
get e?
> rid of it together with a mc505 and sp808.
> and for sure i wouldn't miss these machine's, but certain elements 
in 
> them... as for me each machine has it own charmes and always 
> something special in there.
> The RS is one of the best i ever bought, and i think you will find 
> that out by yourself too.
> It really is a monster on stage, was thinking about getting a 
second 
> one, but for now i have plans for the AW16G harddisk recorder.
> Planning to get that machine and use it as a second RS with dozens 
of 
> extra's ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Thanx
> > I quess won`t miss rm1x really but SU 700 ( I sold both to get 
RS)
> is 
> > a different story isn`t it? it is a strange gadget, I do miss it, 
> > very original concept, makes you think in a different way as all 
> > other sequenzers, and while thinking of second unit to have on 
> stage 
> > definitely more interesting then rm1x - having rm2x (RS/k) as 
main 
> > O.
> > --- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:
> > > >I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking for 
> > pattern 
> > > >quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 1, 
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> makes 
> > > >change to next pattern after 1 measure.
> > > >
> > > >As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never had 
that 
> > > >machine.
> > > >But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K 
> > patterns, 
> > > >all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X format 
> > > >patterns.
> > > >
> > > >Hope this helps.
> > > >Latif
> > > 
> > > The RS7000 imports SU700 samples from volumes that have been 
> saved 
> > onto 
> > > ZIP, HD, etc. by the SU700. It also imports samples from 
Yamaha 
> > A3000, 
> > > A4000, A5000 volumes, either via A3k sample CD or other SCSI 
> media 
> > > (ZIP, HD, etc.). The RS7000 doesn't import the sequence data 
> from 
> > the 
> > > SU700 as they are 2 totally different types of sequencers.
> > > -- 
> > > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > > http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> > > Some of my tracks at: 
> > > http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 7381|7381|2002-10-20 04:18:49|Ian Barclay-Jones|-Preset Sounds|
Some of the RS700 preset patterns are wicked-but how do you know which
souund is being used by the preset pattern? The reason I am asking is I
would like to trigger the sound using a different pattern from my software
sequencer.

Cheers
| 7382|7381|2002-10-20 04:25:41|Uwe Jülich|Re: -Preset Sounds|

> Some of the RS700 preset patterns are wicked-but how do you know which
> souund is being used by the preset pattern? The reason I am asking is I
> would like to trigger the sound using a different pattern from my software
> sequencer.

Select the pattern where the sound is located, press mixer-button once. Then
you see the sound, the press the voice edit-button and look if the sound is
tweaked.

...or: tweak the sound by yourself!

greets,

Uwe
| 7383|1220|2002-10-20 04:31:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix pattern|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> it's getting more of a industrial twist now :-)
> also funny how the buzzbas on track 10 starts to produce weird 

lo-fi 

> noisy kinda sound, due to the higher pitch setting.

And because of the Loop Remix i sliced it through...(roll roll 
roll your loop...gently down the stream...;)

> must be some of the resonance harmonics sqeeuking through HPF 

filter.

That too...nice and squeaky...;)

> 
> anywayz, time for breakfast heheh.

Yup...

l8er, Töm
| 7384|7369|2002-10-20 04:36:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Whta do you mean? 
> It is more then a mixer with CDR drive ?

It's a Harddisk Multitrack Recorder with digital mixer (motor fader 
and mix automation...YUMM), 2 FX units, and also Yamaha threw in 
those nice Sample-Pads from the big AW4416, so that you can fire 
some sample-phrases on a button press. 

http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html
| 7385|1220|2002-10-20 05:03:10|Latif|Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix pattern|
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hmmm rolls it is then hehehe ;-) no wonder it's all going bezurko, 
cool trick mate!

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > it's getting more of a industrial twist now :-)
> > also funny how the buzzbas on track 10 starts to produce weird 
> lo-fi 
> > noisy kinda sound, due to the higher pitch setting.
> 
> And because of the Loop Remix i sliced it through...(roll roll 
> roll your loop...gently down the stream...;)
> 
> 
> > must be some of the resonance harmonics sqeeuking through HPF 
> filter.
> 
> That too...nice and squeaky...;)
> > 
> > anywayz, time for breakfast heheh.
> Yup...
> 
> l8er, Töm

| 7386|7369|2002-10-20 05:13:16|Latif|Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?|
oops sorry , didn't mean to confuse ya :)
but it's all just in the creative mind... see it like this.
you program phrases in your RS sequencer right? suppose you program 
16 phrases and finalize them in the RS, then record the phrases to 
the AW16G (just the phrases not full song lenght tracks),and build up 
a suitable arrangement. finalize to the level that would suit what 
your trying to accomplish... then add another 16 midi tracks from the 
RS in the live mix.
Now you have 16 mutable tracks on your RS
and 8 mutable mono's + 4 mutable stereo's on the AW16g... (plus 4 
sample pads that i would use to make a nice switch from style to next 
style for instances.
These tracks that are playing on the AW16G are recorded tracks but 
never the less can be played as if they are sequencer tracks.
It's all up to your creativity actually... and yes ofcourse there are 
multiple other good uses for the AW16G.. but in my setup i would use 
it for that... i even ain't gonna bother upgrading it with a cd-
recorder.
Cause i have a ADAT card in my computer, so i can always transfer 
what's in the AW digital to the computer.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Whta do you mean? 
> It is more then a mixer with CDR drive ?
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > Well i wouldn't miss my rm1x either, at the moment i'm trying to 
> get e?
> > rid of it together with a mc505 and sp808.
> > and for sure i wouldn't miss these machine's, but certain 
elements 
> in 
> > them... as for me each machine has it own charmes and always 
> > something special in there.
> > The RS is one of the best i ever bought, and i think you will 
find 
> > that out by yourself too.
> > It really is a monster on stage, was thinking about getting a 
> second 
> > one, but for now i have plans for the AW16G harddisk recorder.
> > Planning to get that machine and use it as a second RS with 
dozens 
> of 
> > extra's ;)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > Thanx
> > > I quess won`t miss rm1x really but SU 700 ( I sold both to get 
> RS)
> > is 
> > > a different story isn`t it? it is a strange gadget, I do miss 
it, 
> > > very original concept, makes you think in a different way as 
all 
> > > other sequenzers, and while thinking of second unit to have on 
> > stage 
> > > definitely more interesting then rm1x - having rm2x (RS/k) as 
> main 
> > > O.
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:
> > > > >I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking 
for 
> > > pattern 
> > > > >quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 1, 



> > makes 
> > > > >change to next pattern after 1 measure.
> > > > >
> > > > >As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never had 
> that 
> > > > >machine.
> > > > >But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K 
> > > patterns, 
> > > > >all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X 
format 
> > > > >patterns.
> > > > >
> > > > >Hope this helps.
> > > > >Latif
> > > > 
> > > > The RS7000 imports SU700 samples from volumes that have been 
> > saved 
> > > onto 
> > > > ZIP, HD, etc. by the SU700. It also imports samples from 
> Yamaha 
> > > A3000, 
> > > > A4000, A5000 volumes, either via A3k sample CD or other SCSI 
> > media 
> > > > (ZIP, HD, etc.). The RS7000 doesn't import the sequence data 
> > from 
> > > the 
> > > > SU700 as they are 2 totally different types of sequencers.
> > > > -- 
> > > > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> > > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > > > http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> > > > Some of my tracks at: 
> > > > http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 7387|7369|2002-10-20 05:37:03|Latif|Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?|
I don't think the AW16G has motorized faders, theire not mentioned in 
specs... not that it really matters , cause you can write away mixer 
movements in midi anyway. 
:P

Latif
| 7388|7369|2002-10-20 05:47:26|okoyemaya|Re: Convinced me ... I want it too|
now i must get my ass to work to finish all the songs I did in last 
months ( I did much stuff on rm1x, now it will take some time to 
perfect them on RS with all these new possiblities) then sell the 
shit, get some cash to get ext board for RS and the AW, oh man, you 
are spreading all "bad" ideas.

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> oops sorry , didn't mean to confuse ya :)
> but it's all just in the creative mind... see it like this.
> you program phrases in your RS sequencer right? suppose you program 
> 16 phrases and finalize them in the RS, then record the phrases to 
> the AW16G (just the phrases not full song lenght tracks),and build 
up 
> a suitable arrangement. finalize to the level that would suit what 
> your trying to accomplish... then add another 16 midi tracks from 
the 
> RS in the live mix.
> Now you have 16 mutable tracks on your RS
> and 8 mutable mono's + 4 mutable stereo's on the AW16g... (plus 4 
> sample pads that i would use to make a nice switch from style to 
next 
> style for instances.
> These tracks that are playing on the AW16G are recorded tracks but 
> never the less can be played as if they are sequencer tracks.
> It's all up to your creativity actually... and yes ofcourse there 
are 
> multiple other good uses for the AW16G.. but in my setup i would 
use 
> it for that... i even ain't gonna bother upgrading it with a cd-
> recorder.
> Cause i have a ADAT card in my computer, so i can always transfer 
> what's in the AW digital to the computer.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Whta do you mean? 
> > It is more then a mixer with CDR drive ?
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > > Well i wouldn't miss my rm1x either, at the moment i'm trying 
to 
> > get e?
> > > rid of it together with a mc505 and sp808.
> > > and for sure i wouldn't miss these machine's, but certain 
> elements 
> > in 
> > > them... as for me each machine has it own charmes and always 
> > > something special in there.
> > > The RS is one of the best i ever bought, and i think you will 
> find 
> > > that out by yourself too.
> > > It really is a monster on stage, was thinking about getting a 
> > second 
> > > one, but for now i have plans for the AW16G harddisk recorder.
> > > Planning to get that machine and use it as a second RS with 
> dozens 
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> > of 
> > > extra's ;)
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > > Thanx
> > > > I quess won`t miss rm1x really but SU 700 ( I sold both to 
get 
> > RS)
> > > is 
> > > > a different story isn`t it? it is a strange gadget, I do miss 
> it, 
> > > > very original concept, makes you think in a different way as 
> all 
> > > > other sequenzers, and while thinking of second unit to have 
on 
> > > stage 
> > > > definitely more interesting then rm1x - having rm2x (RS/k) as 
> > main 
> > > > O.
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:
> > > > > >I'm not sure if you mean this, but i think you're looking 
> for 
> > > > pattern 
> > > > > >quantize.. utility screen... setting pattern quantize to 
1, 
> > > makes 
> > > > > >change to next pattern after 1 measure.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >As for importing SU700 format, i can't tell you.. never 
had 
> > that 
> > > > > >machine.
> > > > > >But i can tell you that the RS7K (afaiks), only loads RS7K 
> > > > patterns, 
> > > > > >all files... and imports midi files/wave files and RM1X 
> format 
> > > > > >patterns.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >Hope this helps.
> > > > > >Latif
> > > > > 
> > > > > The RS7000 imports SU700 samples from volumes that have 
been 
> > > saved 
> > > > onto 
> > > > > ZIP, HD, etc. by the SU700. It also imports samples from 
> > Yamaha 
> > > > A3000, 
> > > > > A4000, A5000 volumes, either via A3k sample CD or other 
SCSI 
> > > media 
> > > > > (ZIP, HD, etc.). The RS7000 doesn't import the sequence 
data 
> > > from 
> > > > the 
> > > > > SU700 as they are 2 totally different types of sequencers.
> > > > > -- 
> > > > > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> > > > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > > > > http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> > > > > Some of my tracks at: 
> > > > > http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130

| 7389|1220|2002-10-20 11:50:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix pattern|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> hmmm rolls it is then hehehe ;-) no wonder it's all going bezurko, 
> cool trick mate!

Yeah...nice eh? ...not to mention the little Lo-Fi FX i also add to 
track 10...;)
| 7390|7369|2002-10-20 11:54:21|tompaulsen2002|Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> I don't think the AW16G has motorized faders, theire not 

mentioned in 

> specs... 

Hm...true...but at least it got four sample-phrase pads...the AW2816 
has none...but it has motorized fader...;)

I still haven't decided if i want that one or another 
HD-multitracker....so just ordered a M-Audio Audiophile 2496 with a 
copy from Waldorf Attack...

not that it really matters , cause you can write away mixer 

> movements in midi anyway. 
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Right...and use the AW to control Logic/Cubase as a hardware 
interface...

Tom
| 7391|7369|2002-10-20 11:56:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: Convinced me ... I want it too|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> now i must get my ass to work to finish all the songs I did in 

last 

> months ( I did much stuff on rm1x, now it will take some time to 
> perfect them on RS with all these new possiblities) then sell the 
> shit, get some cash to get ext board for RS and the AW, oh man, 

you 

> are spreading all "bad" ideas.

Hehe...then i won't tell you that a friend of mine and i are 
currently working on a Live-set with the RS and a Notebook with 
Ableton Live...where we can work in a similar way...
| 7392|7369|2002-10-20 14:17:56|Latif|Re: Convinced me ... I want it too|
Yo Tom, i don't know if you or your mate are into 'do it yourself' 
hardware, but you wanna check these guys out:
http://www.ucapps.de/index.html

checkout the Midibox64 ,perfect controller for software :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > now i must get my ass to work to finish all the songs I did in 
> last 
> > months ( I did much stuff on rm1x, now it will take some time to 
> > perfect them on RS with all these new possiblities) then sell the 
> > shit, get some cash to get ext board for RS and the AW, oh man, 
> you 
> > are spreading all "bad" ideas.
> 
> 
> Hehe...then i won't tell you that a friend of mine and i are 
> currently working on a Live-set with the RS and a Notebook with 
> Ableton Live...where we can work in a similar way...

| 7393|7369|2002-10-20 15:20:14|505|Re: Convinced me ... I want it too|
That's what I like about this user group, you do have a good sense of humor.

Since you brought up MIDI hardware (great site BTW) maybe you can suggest a
good MIDI controller interface for PC with Win2K and XP with Cubase 5.x.

I currently have a MOTU MTP AV parallel - with great effort I made it work
under Win 98 SE. No luck with Win2K or XP (not sure why MOTU claims the
drivers work, they suck on the PC). The software interface is smart and I
like it but it doesn't help me if the drivers don't work.

I'd like to move forward to using WinXP, but I have not found a MIDI
interface which I like and trust (timing, glitch free drivers, etc...).

Any ideas?

Thanks
Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2002 1:17 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Convinced me ... I want it too

> Yo Tom, i don't know if you or your mate are into 'do it yourself'
> hardware, but you wanna check these guys out:
> http://www.ucapps.de/index.html
>
> checkout the Midibox64 ,perfect controller for software :-)
>
> Latif
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > now i must get my ass to work to finish all the songs I did in
> > last

http://www.ucapps.de/index.html
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.ucapps.de/index.html


> > > months ( I did much stuff on rm1x, now it will take some time to
> > > perfect them on RS with all these new possiblities) then sell the
> > > shit, get some cash to get ext board for RS and the AW, oh man,
> > you
> > > are spreading all "bad" ideas.
> >
> >
> > Hehe...then i won't tell you that a friend of mine and i are
> > currently working on a Live-set with the RS and a Notebook with
> > Ableton Live...where we can work in a similar way...
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7394|7369|2002-10-20 15:54:39|okoyemaya|Re: What about the Ableton|
Can you say something about Ableton, I had a look on it last week, 
got good impression, also the company homepage is really nice, some 
interesting people. We can expect some great stuff from them, 
Steinberg and Emagic became so huge, Ableton seems like ... fresh.
I have to use my notebook since I got only RS now. I like the Live 
more then Reason but these are very superficial first impressions.
Is there any forum or other links for more information?

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > now i must get my ass to work to finish all the songs I did in 
> last 
> > months ( I did much stuff on rm1x, now it will take some time to 
> > perfect them on RS with all these new possiblities) then sell the 
> > shit, get some cash to get ext board for RS and the AW, oh man, 
> you 
> > are spreading all "bad" ideas.
> 
> 
> Hehe...then i won't tell you that a friend of mine and i are 
> currently working on a Live-set with the RS and a Notebook with 
> Ableton Live...where we can work in a similar way...

| 7395|7369|2002-10-20 16:04:05|Latif|Controllers|
Hi, you might wanna checkout this page:
http://www.synthzone.com/ctrlr.htm

is a good start to search for a controller, that woulde suitable in 
your setup.
Cause there are quit many out there actually, so i don't know what 
wouldbe best for your needs/budget.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> That's what I like about this user group, you do have a good sense 
of humor.
> 
> Since you brought up MIDI hardware (great site BTW) maybe you can 
suggest a
> good MIDI controller interface for PC with Win2K and XP with Cubase 
5.x.
> 
> I currently have a MOTU MTP AV parallel - with great effort I made 
it work
> under Win 98 SE. No luck with Win2K or XP (not sure why MOTU claims 
the
> drivers work, they suck on the PC). The software interface is smart 
and I
> like it but it doesn't help me if the drivers don't work.
> 
> I'd like to move forward to using WinXP, but I have not found a MIDI
> interface which I like and trust (timing, glitch free drivers, 
etc...).
> 
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> Thanks
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://www.synthzone.com/ctrlr.htm


| 7396|7396|2002-10-20 16:24:28|synthe. labo|sonicstate bastards!|
hello guys,
i'm not on Sonicstate.com everytime, but i noticed only now that they 
stopped (!) the rating on MPC4000, locking it at 4.4/5 ; i don't really 
understand this thing....i also seen some mail of people that gave 1 on 5 
that has been removed in the past (!)...
this sounds like they are Akai payed bastards.

if you know this thing in other terms please explain me.
by now, i probably never go again on sonicstate, and search my infos in a 
more professional site like harmony-central.

ciao - marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 7397|7369|2002-10-20 16:50:12|snejt|Re: What about the Ableton|
.

> Is there any forum or other links for more information?

hi

There is a user forum (quite active) on the Ableton homepage. 
Go check it out: there is a lot of knowlegeable people there. I´ve 
only played with the demo, but it´s on top of my short list..... 
RS7K+Ableton Live=True

s
| 7398|7396|2002-10-20 17:38:47|Latif|Re: sonicstate bastards!|
sick people hihihi

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> hello guys,
> i'm not on Sonicstate.com everytime, but i noticed only now that 
they 
> stopped (!) the rating on MPC4000, locking it at 4.4/5 ; i don't 
really 
> understand this thing....i also seen some mail of people that gave 
1 on 5 
> that has been removed in the past (!)...
> this sounds like they are Akai payed bastards.
> 
> if you know this thing in other terms please explain me.
> by now, i probably never go again on sonicstate, and search my 
infos in a 
> more professional site like harmony-central.
> 
> ciao - marco
> http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
> http://messenger.msn.it

| 7399|7399|2002-10-20 23:42:52|Muralidheran|troubles with wavelab|
Tried it in Wavelab 3.03 but couldn't get it to work. Look for Yamaha A3000
format in sampler setup. That's the comm protocol for the RS. I can tell you
this definitely works in Sound Forge though!

Moo

-------------------------------------------------------
Subject: Re: troubles with wavelab.

On Saturday 19 October 2002 03:08, loco koko wrote:
> hey everyone, I'm trying to hook up my RS to my PC so
> I can use wavelab 4.0. I have a scsi card and the
> comp. see's the RS. I'm running windows 2000.
> Wavelab doesn't have any pre settings for yamaha and
> it's not seeing the RS. Does anyone have any
> experience with this? Do I have to run 98? Or is
> there another slammin program out there for editing
> samples that works well with the RS?
> Any help would be greatly appreciated!
> thanx, G*

You have the RS set in the SCSI comm. page? (press Load 4
times). Afaik, the RS only commicates over the SCSI bus in
that page.

If that doesn't help, I guess wavelab needs a bit of tuning.

http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://messenger.msn.it/


I don't know that app, but it should be possible if it
supports sample-over-scsi dumps.

- Robert

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 7400|7369|2002-10-21 00:41:32|505|Re: Controllers|
I was wondering if some of you had first hand experience with a MIDI
controller and you felt like praising it.

Kind of like with RS7000, you know you like it and why.

BTW, thanks for the link, it I'll check it out.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2002 3:04 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Controllers

> Hi, you might wanna checkout this page:
> http://www.synthzone.com/ctrlr.htm
>
> is a good start to search for a controller, that woulde suitable in
> your setup.
> Cause there are quit many out there actually, so i don't know what
> wouldbe best for your needs/budget.
>
> Latif
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > That's what I like about this user group, you do have a good sense
> of humor.
> >
> > Since you brought up MIDI hardware (great site BTW) maybe you can
> suggest a
> > good MIDI controller interface for PC with Win2K and XP with Cubase
> 5.x.
> >
> > I currently have a MOTU MTP AV parallel - with great effort I made
> it work
> > under Win 98 SE. No luck with Win2K or XP (not sure why MOTU claims
> the
> > drivers work, they suck on the PC). The software interface is smart
> and I
> > like it but it doesn't help me if the drivers don't work.
> >
> > I'd like to move forward to using WinXP, but I have not found a MIDI
> > interface which I like and trust (timing, glitch free drivers,
> etc...).
> >
> >
> > Any ideas?
> >
> > Thanks
> > Cornel
> > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.synthzone.com/ctrlr.htm
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


>
>

| 7401|7396|2002-10-21 03:33:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: sonicstate bastards!|

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
but i noticed only now that they 
> stopped (!) the rating on MPC4000, locking it at 4.4/5 ; i don't 
really 
> understand this thing....i also seen some mail of people that gave 
1 on 5 
> that has been removed in the past (!)...

I know and the RS7000 preview site is a mess as well, since they keep 
shitty comments like "RS sucks" giving 1 of 5 and if you post a good 
review they remove it. They are very much biased.

I already complained to Nick (Webmaster from SonicState) about it, 
but he says that this happens because they have to play back in 
sometimes a backup tape from a or two day before. Yeah right!

The RS used to have a 4.7 rating and now because of some stupid 
idiots it´s down to 4.4.

Well, i wouldn´t rely on only one website either but to me the host 
should be objective and they are not.

Anyhow...back to work

Tom

| 7402|7369|2002-10-21 04:11:12|tompaulsen2002|Re: Controllers|
--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> I was wondering if some of you had first hand experience with a MIDI
> controller and you felt like praising it.
> 
> Kind of like with RS7000, you know you like it and why.

I´ve heard some good stuff about the MIDIman Oxygen.
| 7403|7396|2002-10-21 04:20:27|Kraken|Re: sonicstate bastards!|
Salud!

Why do you mind? Just enjoy your RS! It will be none the worst by anyone
comments.

BTW, hello everybody. Tomorrow I receive mine to back up my electro-goth
band live. On paper, it's an incredible machine. I know it will be even
better hands on.

K!

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2002 11:33 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sonicstate bastards!

--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
but i noticed only now that they
> stopped (!) the rating on MPC4000, locking it at 4.4/5 ; i don't
really
> understand this thing....i also seen some mail of people that gave
1 on 5
> that has been removed in the past (!)...

I know and the RS7000 preview site is a mess as well, since they keep
shitty comments like "RS sucks" giving 1 of 5 and if you post a good
review they remove it. They are very much biased.

I already complained to Nick (Webmaster from SonicState) about it,
but he says that this happens because they have to play back in
sometimes a backup tape from a or two day before. Yeah right!

The RS used to have a 4.7 rating and now because of some stupid
idiots it´s down to 4.4.

Well, i wouldn´t rely on only one website either but to me the host
should be objective and they are not.

Anyhow...back to work

Tom

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
ADVERTISEMENT
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 7404|7396|2002-10-21 05:21:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: sonicstate bastards!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Kraken" wrote:

> Why do you mind? 

Because i care. 

>Tomorrow I receive mine to back up my electro-goth
> band live. 

Alright! Would be great if you could post some pictures and links to 
MP3´s if you use it live.

Tom
| 7405|7369|2002-10-21 05:22:49|Ian Vine|Re: Controllers|
I've got the Kenton Control Freak 8 slider version.
Solid construction, very programmable (not just CC
messages). Only downside is it takes a couple of
seconds to save changes, I've heard the 16 slider
version doesn't have this problem. There is a PC based
editor for it.

IanV

--- tompaulsen2002 wrote:

--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...>
wrote:

> I was wondering if some of you had first hand

experience with a MIDI

> controller and you felt like praising it.

> 

> Kind of like with RS7000, you know you like it

and why.

I�ve heard some good stuff about the MIDIman
Oxygen.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================

Home: href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

FAQ:  href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

Yamaha Official: href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com

Yamaha Official: href="http://www.yamahasynth.com">http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 

My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the href="http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/">Yahoo! Terms
of Service.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Y! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your web site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
| 7406|7369|2002-10-21 05:32:57|okoyemaya|Re: Controllers|
I have one but since it is the only kb I have I started to feel 
limited by the 2 octaves, will get whatever with at least 4 o. or 
more. I dont use the knobs really ( I am midi idiot) neither usb, so 
all these extra functions are not of much use to me, so I would be 
ready to sell or trade it for some more octaves.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > I was wondering if some of you had first hand experience with a 
MIDI
> > controller and you felt like praising it.
> > 
> > Kind of like with RS7000, you know you like it and why.
> 
> I´ve heard some good stuff about the MIDIman Oxygen.

| 7407|7369|2002-10-21 06:42:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: Controllers|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> ( I am midi idiot )

A Midiot so to say...;)

I´ve heard the Roland Controller Keyboards are not so bad either. And 
MIDIman has some other ones in their program also. Otherwise i would 
say get an AN1x or any other Y. synht, like CS1x, CS2x, S03 etc.pp.
| 7408|7369|2002-10-21 07:05:08|okoyemaya|Goog kb? DX 100 that`s funky|
I just need midi, good keys and bend wheel. Some old stuff that real 
kb players do not want because the sounds are not "up to date".
I heard lots good about DX 100, it definitely looks funky. Heard Sly 
Dunbar uses it a lot. I am checking this kind of stuff on Ebay. What 
about Raven or Ensoniq ? I am sure one can find at least one good 
lead sound in those older kbs.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > ( I am midi idiot )
> 
> A Midiot so to say...;)
> 
> I´ve heard the Roland Controller Keyboards are not so bad either. 
And 
> MIDIman has some other ones in their program also. Otherwise i 
would 
> say get an AN1x or any other Y. synht, like CS1x, CS2x, S03 etc.pp.



| 7409|7409|2002-10-21 07:24:08|Dj Kid Liquid|Re: Digest Number 618|
REMOVE FROM LIST PLEASE.........

--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> There are 23 messages in this issue.
> 
> Topics in this digest:
> 
> 1. -Preset Sounds
> From: "Ian Barclay-Jones"
> <info@seven-sounds.com>
> 2. Re: -Preset Sounds
> From: Uwe J�lich
> <uwejuelich@netcologne.de>
> 3. Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 4. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 5. Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 6. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 7. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 8. Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
> 9. Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 10. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 11. Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 12. Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 13. Re: Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
> 14. Re: What about the Ableton
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
> 15. Controllers
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 16. sonicstate bastards!
> From: "synthe. labo"
> <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
> 17. Re: What about the Ableton
> From: "snejt" <jpe-thul@online.no>
> 18. Re: sonicstate bastards!
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 19. troubles with wavelab
> From: "Muralidheran" <moo@gamebrains.com>
> 20. Re: Controllers
> From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
> 21. Re: sonicstate bastards!
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 22. Re: Controllers
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 23. Re: Re: sonicstate bastards!
> From: "Kraken" <kraken@kaos.es>
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________
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> 
> Message: 1
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 11:16:53 +0100
> From: "Ian Barclay-Jones" <info@seven-sounds.com>
> Subject: -Preset Sounds
> 
> 
> 
> Some of the RS700 preset patterns are wicked-but how
> do you know which
> souund is being used by the preset pattern? The
> reason I am asking is I
> would like to trigger the sound using a different
> pattern from my software
> sequencer.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 2
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 12:25:53 +0200
> From: Uwe J�lich <uwejuelich@netcologne.de>
> Subject: Re: -Preset Sounds
> 
> > Some of the RS700 preset patterns are wicked-but
> how do you know which
> > souund is being used by the preset pattern? The
> reason I am asking is I
> > would like to trigger the sound using a different
> pattern from my software
> > sequencer.
> 
> Select the pattern where the sound is located, press
> mixer-button once. Then
> you see the sound, the press the voice edit-button
> and look if the sound is
> tweaked.
> 
> ...or: tweak the sound by yourself!
> 
> greets,
> 
> Uwe
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 3
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 10:31:29 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> Subject: Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > it's getting more of a industrial twist now :-)
> > also funny how the buzzbas on track 10 starts to
> produce weird 
> lo-fi 
> > noisy kinda sound, due to the higher pitch
> setting.
> 
> And because of the Loop Remix i sliced it
> through...(roll roll 
> roll your loop...gently down the stream...;)
> 
> 
> > must be some of the resonance harmonics sqeeuking
> through HPF 
> filter.
> 
> That too...nice and squeaky...;)
> > 
> > anywayz, time for breakfast heheh.
> Yup...
> 
> l8er, T�m
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 4
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 10:35:58 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> Subject: Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" 
> wrote:
> > Whta do you mean? 
> > It is more then a mixer with CDR drive ?
> 
> It's a Harddisk Multitrack Recorder with digital
> mixer (motor fader 
> and mix automation...YUMM), 2 FX units, and also
> Yamaha threw in 
> those nice Sample-Pads from the big AW4416, so that
> you can fire 
> some sample-phrases on a button press. 
> 
> http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Y! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your web site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
| 7410|7409|2002-10-21 08:16:09|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Digest Number 618|
"To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at
the RS7K Yahoo account."

duh!

-----Original Message-----
From: Dj Kid Liquid [mailto:djkidliquid1@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2002 9:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Digest Number 618

REMOVE FROM LIST PLEASE.........

--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section 
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> There are 23 messages in this issue.
> 
> Topics in this digest:
> 
> 1. -Preset Sounds
> From: "Ian Barclay-Jones"
> <info@seven-sounds.com>
> 2. Re: -Preset Sounds
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> From: Uwe Jülich
> <uwejuelich@netcologne.de>
> 3. Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 4. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 5. Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 6. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 7. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 8. Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
> 9. Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 10. Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 11. Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 12. Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 13. Re: Re: Convinced me ... I want it too
> From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
> 14. Re: What about the Ableton
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
> 15. Controllers
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 16. sonicstate bastards!
> From: "synthe. labo"
> <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
> 17. Re: What about the Ableton
> From: "snejt" <jpe-thul@online.no>
> 18. Re: sonicstate bastards!
> From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> 19. troubles with wavelab
> From: "Muralidheran" <moo@gamebrains.com>
> 20. Re: Controllers
> From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
> 21. Re: sonicstate bastards!
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 22. Re: Controllers
> From: "tompaulsen2002"
> <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> 23. Re: Re: sonicstate bastards!
> From: "Kraken" <kraken@kaos.es>
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 1
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 11:16:53 +0100
> From: "Ian Barclay-Jones" <info@seven-sounds.com>
> Subject: -Preset Sounds
> 
> 
> 
> Some of the RS700 preset patterns are wicked-but how
> do you know which
> souund is being used by the preset pattern? The
> reason I am asking is I
> would like to trigger the sound using a different
> pattern from my software
> sequencer.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 2
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 12:25:53 +0200
> From: Uwe Jülich <uwejuelich@netcologne.de>
> Subject: Re: -Preset Sounds
> 
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> > Some of the RS700 preset patterns are wicked-but
> how do you know which
> > souund is being used by the preset pattern? The
> reason I am asking is I
> > would like to trigger the sound using a different
> pattern from my software
> > sequencer.
> 
> Select the pattern where the sound is located, press mixer-button 
> once. Then you see the sound, the press the voice edit-button
> and look if the sound is
> tweaked.
> 
> ...or: tweak the sound by yourself!
> 
> greets,
> 
> Uwe
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 3
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 10:31:29 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> Subject: Re: noisy noidnoidquiiiietsch Surre Remix
> pattern
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > it's getting more of a industrial twist now :-)
> > also funny how the buzzbas on track 10 starts to
> produce weird
> lo-fi 
> > noisy kinda sound, due to the higher pitch
> setting.
> 
> And because of the Loop Remix i sliced it
> through...(roll roll
> roll your loop...gently down the stream...;)
> 
> 
> > must be some of the resonance harmonics sqeeuking
> through HPF
> filter.
> 
> That too...nice and squeaky...;)
> > 
> > anywayz, time for breakfast heheh.
> Yup...
> 
> l8er, Töm
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 4
> Date: Sun, 20 Oct 2002 10:35:58 -0000
> From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> Subject: Re: How to ...AW16G as second RS?
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" 
> wrote:
> > Whta do you mean?
> > It is more then a mixer with CDR drive ?
> 
> It's a Harddisk Multitrack Recorder with digital
> mixer (motor fader
> and mix automation...YUMM), 2 FX units, and also
> Yamaha threw in 
> those nice Sample-Pads from the big AW4416, so that
> you can fire 
> some sample-phrases on a button press. 
> 
> http://www.aw4416.com/e/16g/index.html
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________
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>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Y! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your web site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 7411|7369|2002-10-21 09:20:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: Goog kb? DX 100 that`s funky|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I just need midi, good keys and bend wheel. 

DX100...isn´t that the one with the small keys?

Take a closer look also to Doepfer Keyboard and Fatar Keyboards. Both 
come without a TG and are quite good. Access and Waldorf built Fatar 
into their synths.

Also for a good keyboard see if you can find a Yamaha QS300. Decent 
keyboard.
| 7412|7369|2002-10-21 09:30:32|Brigman, Corley|Re: Goog kb? DX 100 that`s funky|

>I just need midi, good keys and bend wheel. Some old stuff that real 
>kb players do not want because the sounds are not "up to date".

how big? i love the keyboard on my old dss-1, they seem to go
really cheap, and you can pull some very cool sounds
of them too. but they're pretty big and heavy...

corley brigman
ia64 mtt
| 7413|7369|2002-10-21 11:51:50|Rasidel Slika|Re: Convinced me ... I want it too|
--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> I'd like to move forward to using WinXP, but I have not found a MIDI
> interface which I like and trust (timing, glitch free drivers, 

etc...).

> 

I have had zero problems with my Midiman Midisport 4x4 USB midi 
interface... timing is perfect (as far as I can tell hehehe), no 
issues. I am running W2K advanced server with full WDM enabled 
(through the Delta-66).

delobbo
| 7414|7369|2002-10-21 11:55:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Convinced me ... I want it too|
I use a Midiman Quattro with my laptop...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Rasidel Slika [mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2002 1:52 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Convinced me ... I want it too

--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> I'd like to move forward to using WinXP, but I have not found a MIDI
> interface which I like and trust (timing, glitch free drivers, 
etc...).
> 

I have had zero problems with my Midiman Midisport 4x4 USB midi 
interface... timing is perfect (as far as I can tell hehehe), no 
issues. I am running W2K advanced server with full WDM enabled 
(through the Delta-66).

delobbo
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7415|7360|2002-10-21 12:48:38|Dave Jumpers|Re: RS7K k.o.|
Dude, just wait. One day we will have our OS updates and we'll hold 
hands and sing together of happines * wipes tear*
-Dave-

okoyemaya wrote:

>I think in 20 years no other piece of electronic 
>equipement impressed me so much. What it really can do, what I can do 
>is still to discover. 
>Thanks to all who helped me with great advice.
>Okoyemaya
>
> 
>

| 7416|7416|2002-10-21 13:13:13|r_s_7_k|RS7000 vs. Motif 6 (Sampler and Sequencer Only) Details if you hav|
I posted this question on rs7.org and got no response, but alot of 
views. I'm very curious about the comparison between the two. 
Obviously one is a keyboard and one is not, i'm not concerned with 
that. Just a feature for feature comparison of the sampler and 
sequencer so if anybodys got good info i'd appreciate it.

thanks
peace
| 7417|7417|2002-10-21 16:15:40|tompaulsen2002|OT: Live PA (Live-Set) Site|
http://www.livepa.org/
| 7418|7418|2002-10-22 05:39:57|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|RS7000 vs. Motif 6|
Maybe you should be more patient. I think verry few people have a motif and
a rs so a comparrision for real is hard to make. My advice if you wiish too
know go to your local dealer and try them both out before buying.

regards,

Twin-x
moderator at www.rs7000.org
Founder of www.synthforum.nl

Date: Mon, 21 Oct 2002 19:13:11 -0000
From: "r_s_7_k" <po_box333@hotmail.com>
Subject: RS7000 vs. Motif 6 (Sampler and Sequencer Only) Details if you
have THem

I posted this question on rs7.org and got no response, but alot of 
views. I'm very curious about the comparison between the two. 
Obviously one is a keyboard and one is not, i'm not concerned with 
that. Just a feature for feature comparison of the sampler and 
sequencer so if anybodys got good info i'd appreciate it.

thanks
peace
| 7419|7416|2002-10-22 05:51:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 vs. Motif 6 (Sampler and Sequencer Only) Details if you|
On Monday 21 October 2002 21:13, r_s_7_k wrote:

> I posted this question on rs7.org and got no response,
> but alot of views. I'm very curious about the comparison
> between the two. Obviously one is a keyboard and one is
> not, i'm not concerned with that. Just a feature for
> feature comparison of the sampler and sequencer so if
> anybodys got good info i'd appreciate it.
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Entry 14.4 in our faq slightly touches this subject.

- Robert
| 7420|7420|2002-10-22 06:26:49|Latif|ot: yamaha newsletter play|
hey, has anyone got this newsletter to work yet?
http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/play/htmlemail/index.html
it's been online for a while now, but i get no response from it
and email that i sent to adress returned by unkown mail demon.

Latif
| 7421|7308|2002-10-22 12:04:56|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: cubase keeps reseting my parameters|
I pretty much use cubase as a master seq. and enabled midi thru chn. off on 
cubase. I also leave the rs on ch1 and dont use that chn in cubase so i 
dont have to change channels every time I want to change the filter, lfo, 
etc, because the rs doesnt have a local control switch off option. Any 
suggestions?

Thanks,

:Special

>From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: cubase keeps reseting my parameters
>Date: Thu, 17 Oct 2002 06:56:22 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > to make sure that track has one and
> > the same setting.
>
>'part setting' that is ;-)
>
>you can see these settings by touching the part, and examining the
>part-inspector
>
>
>btw. is your RS running together with your cubase arrangement?
>is your RS hooked up to your computer with RS midi-out===> Cubase in?
>and if yes, is your RS by any chance switched midi true in the
>utility setup?
>(which would basicly cause a feedbackloop unless you switch off true
>in Cubase)
>
>just trying to understand your problem better, cause i had
>this 'patch reset' once long ago with my mc505... and i can remember
>it was coming from a part setting.
>
>goodluck.
>Latif
>

_________________________________________________________________
Unlimited Internet access for only $21.95/month.� Try MSN! 
http://resourcecenter.msn.com/access/plans/2monthsfree.asp
| 7422|7422|2002-10-22 14:59:01|Thomas|OT: Gadgets for the RS|
Gadgets that might enhance your RS also...:

http://www.anyware-instruments.de/

That Megapole filter is also available as an internal board...for 
you to built in your synth, drummachine, sampler etc....circuit-bend 
fans to the front!
| 7423|7423|2002-10-23 04:43:49|Latif|envelope on lfo|
for those who might be looking for a way 
to achieve envelope on the lfo. i just found out
that it actually can be done with the phase switch 
inside the lfo section... some of you might allready know this.
but there might be others still looking for a way to do this.

and please understand correct, i don't mean envelopes that can be 
aplied to amp/filter/pitch.
i mean the attack time before the lfo itself kicks in.
:)

Latif
| 7424|7423|2002-10-23 05:04:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: envelope on lfo|
On Wednesday 23 October 2002 12:43, Latif wrote:

> for those who might be looking for a way
> to achieve envelope on the lfo. i just found out
> that it actually can be done with the phase switch
> inside the lfo section... some of you might allready know
> this. but there might be others still looking for a way
> to do this.

Haven't checked it, so how does it work?
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- Robert
| 7425|7423|2002-10-23 05:21:46|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 23 October 2002 12:43, Latif wrote:
> > for those who might be looking for a way
> > to achieve envelope on the lfo. i just found out
> > that it actually can be done with the phase switch
> > inside the lfo section... some of you might allready know
> > this. but there might be others still looking for a way
> > to do this.
> 
> Haven't checked it, so how does it work?
> 
> - Robert

just select a 4th. quantize lfo on the filter of 
a particular sound (key reset off) and set the lfo phase to a higher 
value.
i think you will notice best on longer notes, thus try it with a 
string first.
In my case it was on a vocal sample that wasn't tempo matched, so the 
synced lfo filter didn't workout at first, until i started to raise 
the 'lfo phase' value and noticed the lfo was starting later.

latif
| 7426|7423|2002-10-23 05:25:42|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo|
make that 'key reset each-one'

ps. you won't hear this well on fast sequences
Latif
| 7427|7423|2002-10-23 05:33:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: envelope on lfo|
On Wednesday 23 October 2002 13:21, Latif wrote:

> just select a 4th. quantize lfo on the filter of
> a particular sound (key reset off) and set the lfo phase
> to a higher value.
> i think you will notice best on longer notes, thus try it
> with a string first.
> In my case it was on a vocal sample that wasn't tempo
> matched, so the synced lfo filter didn't workout at
> first, until i started to raise the 'lfo phase' value and
> noticed the lfo was starting later.

But will this allow for multiple lfo cycles during the 
upramp of the envelope. Afaik, the only thing you control 
with Phase is the start point in the lfo cycle. In other 
words, you wouldn't be able to have a slowly rising 
envelope over mutiple cycles of the lfo.

Guess I have to try this one. ;)

- Robert
| 7428|7423|2002-10-23 06:02:50|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 23 October 2002 13:21, Latif wrote:
> > just select a 4th. quantize lfo on the filter of
> > a particular sound (key reset off) and set the lfo phase
> > to a higher value.
> > i think you will notice best on longer notes, thus try it
> > with a string first.
> > In my case it was on a vocal sample that wasn't tempo
> > matched, so the synced lfo filter didn't workout at
> > first, until i started to raise the 'lfo phase' value and
> > noticed the lfo was starting later.
> 
> But will this allow for multiple lfo cycles during the 
> upramp of the envelope. Afaik, the only thing you control 
> with Phase is the start point in the lfo cycle. In other 
> words, you wouldn't be able to have a slowly rising 
> envelope over mutiple cycles of the lfo.
> 
> Guess I have to try this one. ;)
> 
> - Robert

No don't confuse this with a real envelope, it's indeed changing the 
start point of the phase... but if you put all theoretical aspects of 
what it's ment for a side.
And hear it in practise you will notice that it has a envelope kinda 
result.

So i say again, it defenatly doesn't work on all sorts of sequences 
and sure is not like a real 'envelope->lfo' like is used to have in 
an old emu sampler :)

But right because it's making the phase shift, it 'can' produce an 
envelope kinda result... depending on the nature of the sound it's 
aplied to.

Latif
| 7429|7423|2002-10-23 06:06:12|arveyman|Re: envelope on lfo|
IMO the LFO is not what i've hoped for.. I think it would be pretty 
nice if the lfo could also do ultra slow cycles! AND a sinus as LFO 



would be damn handy too.. Okay, i'm just nagging here ;-)

Arv

> 
> But will this allow for multiple lfo cycles during the 
> upramp of the envelope. Afaik, the only thing you control 
> with Phase is the start point in the lfo cycle. In other 
> words, you wouldn't be able to have a slowly rising 
> envelope over mutiple cycles of the lfo.
> 
> Guess I have to try this one. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 7430|7423|2002-10-23 06:14:49|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> But will this allow for multiple lfo cycles during the 
> upramp of the envelope. Afaik, the only thing you control 
> with Phase is the start point in the lfo cycle. In other 
> words, you wouldn't be able to have a slowly rising 
> envelope over mutiple cycles of the lfo.
> 
> Guess I have to try this one. ;)
> 
> - Robert

btw. multiple cycles of lfo will only occure when you have key reset 
switched of.. so then it wouldn't make any sense indeed.
so this 'workaround' i'm pointing to will only have effect when key 
reset is set to: each-on and maybe 1st-on

Latif
| 7431|7423|2002-10-23 07:18:23|mmittner|Re: envelope on lfo|

> So i say again, it defenatly doesn't work on all sorts of sequences 
> and sure is not like a real 'envelope->lfo' like is used to have in 
> an old emu sampler :)

yeah, the routing matrix from the emu would be great, with independent lfos and egs. but i think when you record modulation depth (amp: cc16, filter:
cc17, pitch: cc77) or lfo speed (cc76) changes you could get similar results.

-mike
| 7432|7423|2002-10-23 07:48:10|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo|
--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:

> > So i say again, it defenatly doesn't work on all sorts of 

sequences 

> > and sure is not like a real 'envelope->lfo' like is used to have 

in 

> > an old emu sampler :)
> 
> yeah, the routing matrix from the emu would be great, with 

independent lfos and egs. but i think when you record modulation 
depth (amp: cc16, filter: cc17, pitch: cc77) or lfo speed (cc76) 
changes you could get similar results.

> 
> -mike

sure, you can record/write all sorts of cc stuff.
but like i stated in the forum of rs7k.org, i really don't like to 
record or write away too much cc info, cause for me that takes away 
too much of the randomization 'feel'.
i find that kinda operation only usefull when i want to have 
something happen on a pre-designated moment.
and sure there are ways to workaround that too, for instance creating 
phrases with un even lengths brings back some sort of 'random feel'.

but anyway, back to some music making :P
experimenting with the groove editor now, man that thing can consume 
hours of variation hehehe

Latif
| 7433|7423|2002-10-23 09:16:21|Oscar Finch|Re: envelope on lfo|
Or you can do what I do :)Say you have an eight bar string sequence that you want the lfo to sweep up on from bars 4 to 6 reaching a full depth value of
say 90 from bar 6 to 8 and then no LFO for the first 4 bars.OK AmpMod LFO depth = CC016 FilterMod LFO depth = CC017 and Pitch Mod LFO depth = CC077.Now
for string vibrato use the vibrato CC as this free's up the LFO for either Filter or LFOFirstly decide on the LFO sync rate and Phase and wether or not
it will note on trigger or free run from initial triggering.Now go into step record for CC017 (filter lfo in this case) and set the LFO to a SQ wave at
16th note intervals.On step one grid one gate time 1/8 th set a value of 000 .Then exit step record go to the job page create continuos data. Assign the
same CC and have it go from 4:1:000 to 6:4:379 set the step interval for increase and the ratio curve for the data .Hit DO. and exit the job menu.Now
play back your String sound. You will get a simulated Sq LFO Ramping Filter modulation that sounds like it is controlled by an envelope sweeping the
filter depth up too the desired level and sustaining it till the phrase end and resetting at the pattern start loop point and repeating. If I were to do
this with the amp I can get some mega cool gated audio fade ins and outs on vocals , glitchy loop and even very clever PWM style effects by step
sequencing an LFO depth Mod at various levels of subtlty whilst creating continuos data for LFO rate etc etc etc.....Mind you I can spen hours just



sequencing up controller data in this manner. It's not fast but the results are incredibly modular like and can bring even the stalest internal ROM sound
screaming into life.HINT : Step sequnce Delay send with Lo-fi effect for specific note gate intervals on certain notes of a bass riff for example for
some truly twisted results. Set up the Scene memeories to acces the LP HP BP BE filters and step through the scene memories as the sequnce plays and
resample it. All sorts of cool stuff like that really show what the RS was meant for.PeaceOscar:)PS: I haven't proof read this so I hope it makes sense
LMAO--- On Wed 10/23, Latif < eurikon@hotmail.com > wrote:From: Latif [mailto: eurikon@hotmail.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 23 Oct 2002
11:25:40 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: envelope on lfomake that 'key reset each-one'ps. you won't hear this well on fast sequencesLatif
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7434|7434|2002-10-23 10:54:19|Chris Dooley|OT for recording sound|
ok guys, this has been mentioned before more than likely.
i am using the delta 66 soundcard and was wondering how to record the sounds that one hears out of the monitors?

without connecting the direct outputs to inputs of the physical soundcard or using the software called total recorder?

i have a copy of wavelab4 and currently own and have installed soundforge 6 on the pc.
is there a way to tweak those programs to do this?
the 

any tips?

windows 98se (yes, old, but has the most compatibility presently with software) is the os.

peace

d
| 7435|7434|2002-10-23 11:29:20|Latif|Re: OT for recording sound|
in the recording screen of wavelab4 you see a input selection
with only 2 options, 1 that says 'record input' and one that
says 'playback output' you can use the playback output option, 
without the need for external wiring.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "Chris Dooley" wrote:
> ok guys, this has been mentioned before more than likely.
> i am using the delta 66 soundcard and was wondering how to record 
the sounds that one hears out of the monitors?
> 
> without connecting the direct outputs to inputs of the physical 
soundcard or using the software called total recorder?
> 
> i have a copy of wavelab4 and currently own and have installed 
soundforge 6 on the pc.
> is there a way to tweak those programs to do this?
> the 
> 
> any tips?
> 
> windows 98se (yes, old, but has the most compatibility presently 
with software) is the os.
> 
> peace
> 
> d

| 7436|7423|2002-10-23 11:54:20|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo|
Sure Oscar, it makes sense.
your description is the more detailed version of how to program 
what's in y'r mind ;)
i was just pointing out a way of how to use one function that's ment 
for something else, and by coincidental 'behaviour' achieve something 
else.
what i like more in your aproach is actually the last part..

>Step sequnce Delay send with Lo-fi effect for specific note gate 

intervals on certain notes of a bass riff for example for some truly 
twisted results. Set up the Scene memeories to acces the LP HP BP BE 
filters and step through the scene memories as the sequnce plays and 
resample it. All sorts of cool stuff like that really show what the 
RS was meant for.
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These things i would defenatly do with step sequencing.. i used to do 
that sort of stuf in my sp808 with the stepsequencer in it... that 
could also be routed to all sorts of fx parameters. :)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Or you can do what I do :)Say you have an eight bar string 
sequence that you want the lfo to sweep up on from bars 4 to 6 
reaching a full depth value of say 90 from bar 6 to 8 and then no LFO 
for the first 4 bars.OK AmpMod LFO depth = CC016 FilterMod LFO 
depth = CC017 and Pitch Mod LFO depth = CC077.Now for string vibrato 
use the vibrato CC as this free's up the LFO for either Filter or 
LFOFirstly decide on the LFO sync rate and Phase and wether or not it 
will note on trigger or free run from initial triggering.Now go into 
step record for CC017 (filter lfo in this case) and set the LFO to a 
SQ wave at 16th note intervals.On step one grid one gate time 1/8 th 
set a value of 000 .Then exit step record go to the job page create 
continuos data. Assign the same CC and have it go from 4:1:000 to 
6:4:379 set the step interval for increase and the ratio curve for 
the data .Hit DO. and exit the job menu.Now play back your String 
sound. You will get a simulated Sq LFO Ramping Filter modulation that 
sounds like it is controlled by an envelope sweeping the filter depth 
up too the desired level and sustaining it till the phrase end and 
resetting at the pattern start loop point and repeating. If I were to 
do this with the amp I can get some mega cool gated audio fade ins 
and outs on vocals , glitchy loop and even very clever PWM style 
effects by step sequencing an LFO depth Mod at various levels of 
subtlty whilst creating continuos data for LFO rate etc etc 
etc.....Mind you I can spen hours just sequencing up controller data 
in this manner. It's not fast but the results are incredibly modular 
like and can bring even the stalest internal ROM sound screaming into 
life.HINT : Step sequnce Delay send with Lo-fi effect for specific 
note gate intervals on certain notes of a bass riff for example for 
some truly twisted results. Set up the Scene memeories to acces the 
LP HP BP BE filters and step through the scene memories as the 
sequnce plays and resample it. All sorts of cool stuff like that 
really show what the RS was meant for.PeaceOscar:)PS: I haven't proof 
read this so I hope it makes sense LMAO--- On Wed 10/23, Latif < 
eurikon@h... > wrote:From: Latif [mailto: eurikon@h...]To: 
RS7000@y...: Wed, 23 Oct 2002 11:25:40 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: 
envelope on lfomake that 'key reset each-one'ps. you won't hear this 
well on fast sequencesLatif
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| 7437|7437|2002-10-23 16:01:52|okoyemaya|Good solo voice|
I wonder what would be the best software to use for little soloing 
instrument using laptop and oxygen. Since I cannot get the huge and 
expensive Korg or Motif. Perhaps I do not need them, my ideal would 
be couple of voices that I would sample and customise for me. Since I 
do not have second unit ( I sold rm1x andSU700 to get 7k) I could use 
laptop for some fill ups while changing songs, loading etc.
Any suggestions, Live will probably do for the fillups etc but the 
solo synth?
Okoyemaya
| 7438|7423|2002-10-23 22:04:10|faxorgy|Re: envelope on lfo (not related to LFO but handy anyway)|
If I just might add here with regards too the effects processor.
When using a nice internal string/pad sound I might suggest people 
use the BEF filter carve out a frequency notch using it on that sound.
Then use the Parametric EQ to cut out another frequency band so you 
have two negatively set frequency notches in the lower mids and upper 
higher mid range of the pad sound. Put a nice slow attack on the AMP 
and the Filter ADSR and modulate the filter via up SAW LFO at a very 
very slow rate and record a continuos data sweep of the cut-off from 
about 75%open to about 40% closed. ON the rigth sounds you get a 
really really subtle but rich "phaser" type effect which gives the 
sound alot more movement and stereo width . You'd swear you'd used an 
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effects block in the patch somewhere but you haven't ;) and it free's 
up the effects processor for other duties as well.
Also do not underestimate the full worth of midi delay and the 
harmonise functions either. You can get some really beautiful Eno-
esque ambiences with just the internal ROM set this way as well.
I'm actually finding (partly due to clock resolution) that most of 
the sounds in this unit are ideal for IDM and glitchy type stuff when 
not used in the context they were meant to be. Some really good 
basslines can be had by HP filtering some of the PercEFX in the 
effect 2 bank and some clever use of detuning and midi-delay etc...
God I love this Machine :D
Simply awesome box of tricks that will take forever too unearth.
Take care all
regards
Oscar aka FaX
| 7439|7437|2002-10-24 00:08:12|Latif|Re: Good solo voice|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I wonder what would be the best software to use for little soloing 
> instrument using laptop and oxygen. Since I cannot get the huge and 
> expensive Korg or Motif. Perhaps I do not need them, my ideal would 
> be couple of voices that I would sample and customise for me. Since 

I 

> do not have second unit ( I sold rm1x andSU700 to get 7k) I could 

use 

> laptop for some fill ups while changing songs, loading etc.
> Any suggestions, Live will probably do for the fillups etc but the 
> solo synth?
> Okoyemaya

if you really want to use software for that, then i do recomend 
Reason.
You can choose out of dozens of instruments to solo with.
Even real nice Rhodes piano's.
But you will need a decent soundcard for that, to cope with latency 
problems.
I read that RME has made a soundcard for the laptop too now.. and in 
my experience they made the best soundcards ever.

Latif
| 7440|7423|2002-10-24 00:29:04|Latif|Re: envelope on lfo (not related to LFO but handy anyway)|
hehehe yep those are the tricks.
in dutch we call it :'kantel frequenties'
(regarding to the first part)
it's basicly like this, when you use the method described by Fax here 
below.
the sound starts to 'flange' during the slow sweep accros a subtle 
frequeny area, this because of the harmonics of the sound source 
itself and the harmonics created by the cutt-off/resonance settings.
Giving your string a very unique 'crying' kinda sound.
i usually do that to make strings sound richer 'fatter' on all 
machines i had, it does indeed spare you the use of fx's.

:-)
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
1)

> If I just might add here with regards too the effects processor.
> When using a nice internal string/pad sound I might suggest people 
> use the BEF filter carve out a frequency notch using it on that 
sound.
> Then use the Parametric EQ to cut out another frequency band so you 
> have two negatively set frequency notches in the lower mids and 
upper 
> higher mid range of the pad sound. Put a nice slow attack on the 
AMP 
> and the Filter ADSR and modulate the filter via up SAW LFO at a 
very 
> very slow rate and record a continuos data sweep of the cut-off 
from 
> about 75%open to about 40% closed. ON the rigth sounds you get a 
> really really subtle but rich "phaser" type effect which gives the 
> sound alot more movement and stereo width . You'd swear you'd used 
an 
> effects block in the patch somewhere but you haven't ;) and it 
free's 
> up the effects processor for other duties as well.

2)
> Also do not underestimate the full worth of midi delay and the 
> harmonise functions either. You can get some really beautiful Eno-
> esque ambiences with just the internal ROM set this way as well.
> I'm actually finding (partly due to clock resolution) that most of 
> the sounds in this unit are ideal for IDM and glitchy type stuff 
when 
> not used in the context they were meant to be. Some really good 
> basslines can be had by HP filtering some of the PercEFX in the 
> effect 2 bank and some clever use of detuning and midi-delay etc...
> God I love this Machine :D



> Simply awesome box of tricks that will take forever too unearth.
> Take care all
> regards
> Oscar aka FaX

| 7441|7437|2002-10-24 00:56:00|Andrew Smith|Re: Good solo voice|
I noticed Latif suggested Reason, if you have NO need to actually
record audio into the program then this is ok because reason has NO
recording functionality at all. But the rest of it is to be fallen in
love with........

That said. Reason operates just fine on a laptop. But he is right
about the Latency issue. I order to get around this you would want to
get you hands on a USB midi interface if memory serves, this should get
you around the issue using just the standard soundcard.

Ask me again next week as I wil have one and will be able to test it for
you. 

BTW with just my Laptops original soundcard and selectin the ASIO Direct
X Full duplex driver in reason it runs at 46 ms latency.

Mr. Smith

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Thursday, 24 October 2002 8:02 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Good solo voice

I wonder what would be the best software to use for little soloing 
instrument using laptop and oxygen. Since I cannot get the huge and 
expensive Korg or Motif. Perhaps I do not need them, my ideal would 
be couple of voices that I would sample and customise for me. Since I 
do not have second unit ( I sold rm1x andSU700 to get 7k) I could use 
laptop for some fill ups while changing songs, loading etc.
Any suggestions, Live will probably do for the fillups etc but the 
solo synth?
Okoyemaya
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7442|7442|2002-10-24 05:23:36|pasipelkonen|Good monitors!|
Wassup?
I´ve been hunting for good monitors and now asking you guys...
Can´t afford to buy pricy mackies but what do you think of
Alesis powered M1:s or Tannoy reveal actives?
At that price range there is always Behringer truth also..
Can you give me any hints(your own reviews if you have any of those I 
mentioned or some review websites)
There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy 
Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....

Pasi.:-)
| 7443|7442|2002-10-24 05:33:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Good monitors!|
On Thursday 24 October 2002 13:23, pasipelkonen wrote:

> Wassup?
> I´ve been hunting for good monitors and now asking you
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> guys... Can´t afford to buy pricy mackies but what do you
> think of Alesis powered M1:s or Tannoy reveal actives?
> At that price range there is always Behringer truth
> also.. Can you give me any hints(your own reviews if you
> have any of those I mentioned or some review websites)
> There is always a possibility to save a bit more and
> maybe buy Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....

While I was saving for the passive Dynaudio BM15s I used the 
Tannoy Reveals for a while. They have great mids, okay 
highs, and no (as in none) lows. So if you're depending on 
low frequencies in your mix (I guess you do), the Reveals 
are not going to reveal them. Result: surprise mix when 
playing on other speakers.

I now use the Dyns and they are outstanding. 
Note that the active Dyns are relatively expensive. It's 
often cheaper to get the passive ones plus a decent monitor 
amp. I also heared rumours that the amps built into the 
BM6a are to light for the speakers.

Anyway, if you can afford the BM6p's you should seriously 
try them and compare them with speakers in the same price 
category.

When comparing the BM6 with the BM15s, I noticed much better 
bass performance in the latter, which is no surprise of 
course.

- Robert
| 7444|7442|2002-10-24 07:16:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: Good monitors!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "pasipelkonen" wrote:

> There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy 
> Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....

They are for sure topnotch.

Also of a very good quality in the lower price segment:

M-Audio Studiophile SP-5B Active. They go in pair for 499.-DM. 
Together with the matching subwoofer they are great. 

Depending on how fast you want monitor speakers...i´d say...wait a 
little more and go for the Dynaudio.
| 7445|7442|2002-10-24 08:28:05|505|Re: Good monitors!|
I've been using Alesis Monitor One for long time paid about 300$ few years
back, nothing spectacular there, but clean enough sound (no surprises in the
mix). They require external power amp.

The real secret for me is to get the bass to sound right. Need to find a
good sounding subwoofer, it makes all the difference in the world.

The irony, woofer sound I like the best comes from a little Yamaha YST MSW
10. I picked it up about seven or eight years ago - low power (25 W) only
150 $. I don't believe Yamaha manufactures this model anymore (but they
should) and all other cousins don't even come close. This sub was intended
to compliment computer speakers, but I fell in love with it the minute I've
heard it. I still use it today for near field as 25 watts of bass does not
take you very far.

Then again, I'm just an amateur, who likes to improvise.

Price / Quality ratio still stands when comes to speakers, if you're willing
to spend 2000$ then you can probably find something that will make happy
even a deaf person.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2002 6:16 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Good monitors!

> --- In RS7000@y..., "pasipelkonen" wrote:
>
> > There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy
> > Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....
>
> They are for sure topnotch.
>
> Also of a very good quality in the lower price segment:
>
> M-Audio Studiophile SP-5B Active. They go in pair for 499.-DM.

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Together with the matching subwoofer they are great.
>
> Depending on how fast you want monitor speakers...i´d say...wait a
> little more and go for the Dynaudio.
>
>
>
>
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| 7446|7442|2002-10-24 08:32:28|Latif|Re: Good monitors!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "pasipelkonen" wrote:
> 
> > There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy 
> > Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....
> 
> They are for sure topnotch.
> 
> Also of a very good quality in the lower price segment:
> 
> M-Audio Studiophile SP-5B Active. They go in pair for 499.-DM. 
> Together with the matching subwoofer they are great. 
> 
> Depending on how fast you want monitor speakers...i´d say...wait a 
> little more and go for the Dynaudio.

I bought the Behringer Truth monitors, one year ago.
Can't say much abouth the other brands, i do know they are not that 
good as Mackie's... since they don't reach the 20hz sublow.
But i can say i'm very pleased with these 'budget' monitors, and 
wouldn't ever wanna go back to passive+amplifier combination.

Latif
| 7447|7447|2002-10-24 09:02:03|okoyemaya|Sub or not sub ?|
The music made with RS7 you need subwoofer, can be switchable but you 
need one. I know what I am talking cause I got one just recently, so 
I know the difference. 
Of course if I would have to make a jingle or some regular 
documentary film, I wouldnt use it. But if it is dance stuff 
subwoofer is a must. You cannot go with every mix to a club!
True sound what it really is? There is no neutral speaker, headphone 
it is all different. It is personal, though world most popular 
Yamahas NS 10 I dont like there are too hard somehow. All that stuff 
is extremly personal. For example I love Sennheiser headphones but I 
hate their mics, I like Electrovoice speakers for the live sound but 
I wouldnt use in a studio. Years ago Frank Zappa recorded and mixed 
for very specfic JBL speakers that were popular those days. That is 
probably as close as anyone coild get.
The cheapest solution JBL Media (the One type) powered monitors 
possibly with sub (discontinued). I have a pair that for using with 
laptop, it visited couple of continents with me, served to watch 
movies, parties, seductions... well they are not pro stuff but for 
200 Euro what could you get. 
Related theme, theme I would like to hear from you the headphones.
Me? As I said Sennheiser, Sony is OK, AKG too, I like Beyers for the 
isolation, I must get a pair for them drummers ( otherwise you have 
click all over).
What about you?
Okoyem
| 7448|7447|2002-10-24 09:17:57|Oscar Finch|Re: Sub or not sub ?|
I'll be brutally honest here . A Sub is nice but not a necessity. Many a good mix has been done on NS10's that hold up well and they aren't exactly bass
heavy. As long as you can get monitors that go down below the 50hz region of the frequency spectrum you shouldn't have too many troubles. Great Monitors
DO NOT = a GREAT MIX.The one thing many people overlook when buying monitors is A) how too they sound too you and is it's a representation of the
material you like appealing. What is more important is speaker familiarity. Play loads of CD's through your monitor set up of many different styles and
genres. Get a feeling for how they sound and then mix accordingly. I use (due too limited space) Alesis Point 7's which only go down too about 70hz but
up to 50+ khz and with the bass ports plugged have a very detailed mid to upper mid and top end. I have learnt through 5 years of use that a trebly ,bass
light mix with a sweet mid spot and slightly brittle top end (on these monitors) will translate well too a good mix on pretty much anything I play it
on.I can always tell if there's excess bass anyway buy the 5 inch cone movement on the speaker driver (they shouldn't be flabbing about all over the
place). In the end it isn't the monitors but your understanding of the perceived image field they project in the context of your studio recording
environment. Familiarity as I said is the key here.People can get great mixes out of titally shite speakers if they have an intimate knowledge of there
inherent strengths and weaknesses.That said I'm doing a Latif soon and getting some Behringer Truths beacuase I won't need an amp anymore :) and they are
by FAR the best budget monitors I have heard yet. In Australia gear is not cheap and these are a good $500 less than some Tannoy Reveal Actives. That
said if I had the cash the only monitors I'd use are Tannoy RED's dual concentric actives but I don't have $4000 to chuck around. I prefer the sound of a
dual concentric speaker and Tannoy do them well. That said I can live with the Truths as they're a big step up from my point seven's whih have done me
well over the last 4 years or so.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 7449|7442|2002-10-24 12:38:25|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Good monitors!|
I got a set of these over the summer, and I'm happy:
http://www.m-audio.com/products/m-audio/studiophileSP8B.php

I'm sure the Dynaudio are better, but at what I paid for the above
(cost+shipping), I ain't complaining. I'd still have to say I'm 'learning'
them, and they're not 'optimally' setup in the studio right now, but if
you'd like to see/hear how it all translates, feel free to listen to a few
mixes, and judge for yourself :)

-B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: pasipelkonen [mailto:pasipelkonen@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2002 7:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Good monitors!

Wassup?
I´ve been hunting for good monitors and now asking you guys...
Can´t afford to buy pricy mackies but what do you think of
Alesis powered M1:s or Tannoy reveal actives?
At that price range there is always Behringer truth also..
Can you give me any hints(your own reviews if you have any of those I 
mentioned or some review websites)
There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy 
Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....

Pasi.:-)
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| 7450|7442|2002-10-24 16:08:35|505|Re: Good monitors!|
There could be a number of things, the mixes seem a bit low end strong. This
could just be the encoding that's skewing things up. I mention it just
because I had the reduce the bass on the playback (nothing a sub knob
adjustment would not fix).

Not having enough base in the monitors makes me compensate by pushing more
bass in the mix, which is undesirable.

Mixes can be pretty hard to get right, listen to something long enough you
loose perspective just by liking it the way it sounds. Unless it is
completely flawed is not a bad thing after all, builds sound "character".
Monitors can only take you so far, the rest is your taste for the mix and
what you hear in it.

Overall pretty clean, I love Fifths - :), has smooth deep bass, the kind of
mood I like.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2002 11:38 AM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Good monitors!

> I got a set of these over the summer, and I'm happy:
> http://www.m-audio.com/products/m-audio/studiophileSP8B.php
>
> I'm sure the Dynaudio are better, but at what I paid for the above
> (cost+shipping), I ain't complaining. I'd still have to say I'm 'learning'
> them, and they're not 'optimally' setup in the studio right now, but if
> you'd like to see/hear how it all translates, feel free to listen to a few
> mixes, and judge for yourself :)
>
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> -B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: pasipelkonen [mailto:pasipelkonen@hotmail.com]
> Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2002 7:24 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Good monitors!
>
>
> Wassup?
> I´ve been hunting for good monitors and now asking you guys...
> Can´t afford to buy pricy mackies but what do you think of
> Alesis powered M1:s or Tannoy reveal actives?
> At that price range there is always Behringer truth also..
> Can you give me any hints(your own reviews if you have any of those I
> mentioned or some review websites)
> There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy
> Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....
>
>
> Pasi.:-)

| 7451|7442|2002-10-24 18:14:11|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Good monitors!|
yeah, doesn't help I'm a bit of a bass-head too :) Funny thing is Fifths
was done through a set of headphones!, but after a year, I got to know those
pretty well.

But you're right, converting them to mp3 or .ra , something does get lost in
there...

...and I honestly am still learning the monitors.

enough excuses!

-B
p.s. chances are, I -am- going to get a sub to keep things under control (me
mostly)

-----Original Message-----
From: 505
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: 24/10/02 6:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Good monitors!

There could be a number of things, the mixes seem a bit low end strong.
This
could just be the encoding that's skewing things up. I mention it just
because I had the reduce the bass on the playback (nothing a sub knob
adjustment would not fix).

Not having enough base in the monitors makes me compensate by pushing
more
bass in the mix, which is undesirable.

Mixes can be pretty hard to get right, listen to something long enough
you
loose perspective just by liking it the way it sounds. Unless it is
completely flawed is not a bad thing after all, builds sound
"character".
Monitors can only take you so far, the rest is your taste for the mix
and
what you hear in it.

Overall pretty clean, I love Fifths - :), has smooth deep bass, the kind
of
mood I like.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2002 11:38 AM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Good monitors!

> I got a set of these over the summer, and I'm happy:
> http://www.m-audio.com/products/m-audio/studiophileSP8B.php
<http://www.m-audio.com/products/m-audio/studiophileSP8B.php> 
>
> I'm sure the Dynaudio are better, but at what I paid for the above
> (cost+shipping), I ain't complaining. I'd still have to say I'm
'learning'
> them, and they're not 'optimally' setup in the studio right now, but
if
> you'd like to see/hear how it all translates, feel free to listen to a
few
> mixes, and judge for yourself :)

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:pasipelkonen@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>
> -B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: pasipelkonen [mailto:pasipelkonen@hotmail.com]
> Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2002 7:24 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Good monitors!
>
>
> Wassup?
> I´ve been hunting for good monitors and now asking you guys...
> Can´t afford to buy pricy mackies but what do you think of
> Alesis powered M1:s or Tannoy reveal actives?
> At that price range there is always Behringer truth also..
> Can you give me any hints(your own reviews if you have any of those I
> mentioned or some review websites)
> There is always a possibility to save a bit more and maybe buy
> Dynaudio BM6a:s for 1000 euros....
>
>
> Pasi.:-)
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| 7452|7452|2002-10-25 02:02:37|sonemotif|using the RS with other gear|
Ok heres a quick question for all you helpful people :)

i use this Babey for a band and full on dance tunes so please
dont look down on me!

i need to sync a drum machine (with about 15 songs)already written
on it to my RS so that when i hit play they both start at the same
time and any keyboard notes ive recorded will play at the appropriate
verse/chorus etc
im thiking map out the song on the RS so its the same length etc as 
my drum machine patterns 
am i looking at this the wrong way? should i be sampling the drum 
machine and not trying to sync it at all?
if im going to map it out on the RS what settings do i need to 
make sure they play in sync?

ever grateful for this site Fionn.
| 7453|7452|2002-10-25 02:36:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: using the RS with other gear|
On Friday 25 October 2002 10:02, sonemotif wrote:

> Ok heres a quick question for all you helpful people :)
>
> i use this Babey for a band and full on dance tunes so
> please dont look down on me!
>
> i need to sync a drum machine (with about 15
> songs)already written on it to my RS so that when i hit
> play they both start at the same time and any keyboard
> notes ive recorded will play at the appropriate
> verse/chorus etc
> im thiking map out the song on the RS so its the same
> length etc as my drum machine patterns
> am i looking at this the wrong way? should i be sampling
> the drum machine and not trying to sync it at all?
> if im going to map it out on the RS what settings do i
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> need to make sure they play in sync?

Syncing the two machines should be easy.

Make sure the drummachine slaves to MIDI Clock, as the RS 
can only transmit midi clock. We assume that the 
drummachine is connected to the RS via midi out A of the 
RS. We also assume the the RS is the master from which 
start/stop commands are transmitted.

In the Utilities mode of the RS, set the following 
parameters:

- MIDI SYNC to internal 
This makes the RS the master.

- MIDI CLOCK OUT to MIDI A. 
This feeds your drummachine with the midi clock signal.

- MIDI CONTROL to OUT A.
This sends start/stop commands to your drummachine.

- Robert
| 7454|7454|2002-10-25 03:17:50|pasipelkonen|Good Monitors again.|
Thanks guys for your opinions and answers!!!
now I think I have to go with monitors at price range 500-700 euros.
(pair)
So that rules Dynaudios out :-( a bit too pricey...)
Anyone using those Alesis M1 actives?
and Robert!! Is Thomann the cheapest store in Germany? 

Pasi.
| 7455|7454|2002-10-25 04:44:58|okoyemaya|Re: Good Monitors again.|
Sorry you did not ask me but I may have good answer for you. I dont 
think Thomann is the cheapest. I found the cheapest RS in www.music-
service.de (Aschaffenburg) but I missed the last stock and the price 
moved 150 up, still they have very low prices. I got my RS from 
www.music-schmidt.de (Frankfurt). On first impression fancy, downtown 
location, and burguois look but surprisingly low prices. Its middle 
class appearence is confusing, you think it is a typical german shop 
for rich kids. But lots of musicians recommended it. I got RS for 
1399 which nobody offers in Germany. I was checking yesterday their 
website for monitors, you must check Köln they have also 2 shops with 
low prices.
good luck
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "pasipelkonen" wrote:
> Thanks guys for your opinions and answers!!!
> now I think I have to go with monitors at price range 500-700 euros.
> (pair)
> So that rules Dynaudios out :-( a bit too pricey...)
> Anyone using those Alesis M1 actives?
> and Robert!! Is Thomann the cheapest store in Germany? 
> 
> Pasi.

| 7456|7456|2002-10-25 05:51:35|one-zero|good monitors|
If you can find them. Spirit : Absolute Zero's. I fell in love with them the
first time I heard them. Thankfully guitar center blew em out for about $250
a pair a couple years ago. There are a couple of other version they
have(powered). The price is right and they sound way better then alesis and
tannoys( in the price range) bass response is damn good for their size.
http://www.soundcraft.com/products/products.html
| 7457|7452|2002-10-25 07:11:26|sonemotif|Re: using the RS with other gear|
thanks for your speedy response robert.

is this the best way to acheive what i want though?
i cant think of any others...
its just time consuming having to map out all the songs.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 25 October 2002 10:02, sonemotif wrote:
> > Ok heres a quick question for all you helpful people :)
> >
> > i use this Babey for a band and full on dance tunes so
> > please dont look down on me!
> >
> > i need to sync a drum machine (with about 15
> > songs)already written on it to my RS so that when i hit
> > play they both start at the same time and any keyboard
> > notes ive recorded will play at the appropriate
> > verse/chorus etc
> > im thiking map out the song on the RS so its the same
> > length etc as my drum machine patterns
> > am i looking at this the wrong way? should i be sampling
> > the drum machine and not trying to sync it at all?
> > if im going to map it out on the RS what settings do i

http://www.soundcraft.com/products/products.html


> > need to make sure they play in sync?
> 
> Syncing the two machines should be easy.
> 
> Make sure the drummachine slaves to MIDI Clock, as the RS 
> can only transmit midi clock. We assume that the 
> drummachine is connected to the RS via midi out A of the 
> RS. We also assume the the RS is the master from which 
> start/stop commands are transmitted.
> 
> In the Utilities mode of the RS, set the following 
> parameters:
> 
> - MIDI SYNC to internal 
> This makes the RS the master.
> 
> - MIDI CLOCK OUT to MIDI A. 
> This feeds your drummachine with the midi clock signal.
> 
> - MIDI CONTROL to OUT A.
> This sends start/stop commands to your drummachine.
> 
> - Robert

| 7458|7452|2002-10-25 07:16:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: using the RS with other gear|
On Friday 25 October 2002 15:11, sonemotif wrote:

> thanks for your speedy response robert.
>
> is this the best way to acheive what i want though?
> i cant think of any others...

Well, you could slave the RS and make your drum machine the 
master. 

> its just time consuming having to map out all the songs.

What exactly do you mean by 'mapping out songs'?

The general idea is that you set boht the drummachine and 
the RS to song X and then hit play on the RS, assuming both 
machines have a song X of course.

If the RS only has a couple of live patterns, you could 
simply hit play on the RS and change patterns in real time. 
This will (or at least should) not influence the lock 
between the two machines.

- Robert
| 7459|7359|2002-10-25 10:02:55|digital_rays|Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)|
These are nice, I must admit:
http://www.mc-909.com/pictures.html

-B
http://DigitalRays.ca
| 7460|7456|2002-10-25 10:04:52|Latif|Re: good monitors|
--- In RS7000@y..., "one-zero" wrote:

> If you can find them. Spirit : Absolute Zero's. I fell in love with 

them the

> first time I heard them. Thankfully guitar center blew em out for 

about $250

> a pair a couple years ago. There are a couple of other version they
> have(powered). The price is right and they sound way better then 

alesis and

> tannoys( in the price range) bass response is damn good for their 

size.

> http://www.soundcraft.com/products/products.html

sorry to say so mate, but in my experience absolute zero's suck.
i had them for half a year, but those speakers generate too much 
sublow, even if there's no sub in your mix.
might be handy for others, but for good reference that sucks.

Latif
| 7461|7359|2002-10-25 10:09:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)|
oops. wrong link!

http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/ <http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/> 

sorry.

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: digital_rays [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca] 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2002 12:03 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/
mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca
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Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)

These are nice, I must admit:
http://www.mc-909.com/pictures.html <http://www.mc-909.com/pictures.html> 

-B
http://DigitalRays.ca <http://DigitalRays.ca> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7462|7359|2002-10-25 11:40:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> oops. wrong link!
> 
> http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/ <http://users.pandora.be/rs7000/> 
> 
> sorry.

Looks nice indeed...a bit like Windows CE inside...hehe ;)
| 7463|7456|2002-10-25 12:29:07|Bryan Rodgers|Re: good monitors|
oooh, harsh man. :)

I honestly do believe you have to listen to monitors with the type of music
you like to produce. Take me for example (ok, bad example, because I never
listened to mine before I bought them!), but I did pop into Long&McQuade and
Steves Music to listen to what it was they had. I soon learned that anything
with a 5-6.5" woofer just wasn't going to cut it for me, because I knew that
all my mixes would come out wayyy too bass heavy. I needed an 8"+. I was
actually leaning toward the Event 20/20s before I got the M-Audio, because I
heard they do tend to 'exaggerate' the bottom end slightly, and I did like
the way they sounded. ...as I right this, I 'm just remembering, my bud
Austin who has the 20/20s was thinking about selling them for a set of the
SP-8Bs!

Anyhoo, buy what sound right to you, with the type of music you do, is all
I'm suggesting. If you're all over the map, perhaps you should consider a
set of those crap NS10s as well ;)

IMHO(whatever that's worth these days...): If you're doing prog-rock you can
probably get away with 5-6.5" drivers, but if you're more in the
House-Techno-Electro-Trance area, get something with an accurate bottom-end.

I've played my own stuff out in clubs, and it's sounds crazy-wicked. I love
rattling the bass-bins, heh heh.

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2002 12:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: re:good monitors

--- In RS7000@y..., "one-zero" wrote:
> If you can find them. Spirit : Absolute Zero's. I fell in love with 
them the
> first time I heard them. Thankfully guitar center blew em out for 
about $250
> a pair a couple years ago. There are a couple of other version they
> have(powered). The price is right and they sound way better then 
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alesis and
> tannoys( in the price range) bass response is damn good for their 
size.
> http://www.soundcraft.com/products/products.html
<http://www.soundcraft.com/products/products.html> 

sorry to say so mate, but in my experience absolute zero's suck.
i had them for half a year, but those speakers generate too much 
sublow, even if there's no sub in your mix.
might be handy for others, but for good reference that sucks.

Latif
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7464|7359|2002-10-25 13:32:34|Bruno Carlos|Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)|
Cool, the microscope and T-rec look like a normal sequencer. Really 
nice those screenshots of the screen itself. Now if it had touch 
sensitive screen... :)

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@y..., "digital_rays" wrote:
> These are nice, I must admit:
> http://www.mc-909.com/pictures.html
> 
> -B
> http://DigitalRays.ca

| 7465|7359|2002-10-25 14:28:38|505|Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)|
For the Roland rep who's ears are stuck in here... :)
Yeah, loose the useless D Beam controller (useless for my anyway) and add
touch sensitive screen...

How about that Bruno :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bruno Carlos" <bruno.carlos@algarve.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2002 12:32 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: MC909 vs RS7000 (screen shots)

> Cool, the microscope and T-rec look like a normal sequencer. Really
> nice those screenshots of the screen itself. Now if it had touch
> sensitive screen... :)
>
> Bruno Carlos
>

| 7466|7466|2002-10-25 16:34:37|okoyemaya|Any serious use RS>PC via scsi?|
Is it worth to get pcmcia adaptor to connect directly to laptop?
I am satisfied with the media card, to move samples and whatever 
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files. Is there anything more then simple transfers?
okoyem
| 7467|7467|2002-10-26 14:30:11|r_s_7_k|DJ Dave.........About that Os upgrade, Hasn't "Anyday" Past Alread|
ok ok be patient I know but man,is anyday turning into next month or 
what?, might be nice to check with your contact.

peace
| 7468|7467|2002-10-26 14:55:47|Thomas|Re: DJ Dave.........About that Os upgrade, Hasn't "Anyday" Past Al|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> ok ok be patient I know but man,is anyday turning into next month 

or 

> what?, might be nice to check with your contact.
> 
> peace

I am guessing from what i got told that the OS won´t come out before 
end of december, beginning 2003. I guess it will be announced on the 
Winter NAMM, which is AFAIR always in Jan/Feb...
| 7469|7469|2002-10-26 22:48:30|Oscar Finch|Re: DJ Dave.........About that Os upgrade, Hasn't |
I would back Tom up 100% on this one. I was informed of the Paris "crisis" meeting last month where someof my ideas work taken to R&D to be looked at and
they were discussing which direction to take the RS7000 withthe imminent release of the MC-909.Now my contact is about talkative as a blind deaf mute.
He's been told to be very hush hush hush !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!All I could get was the OS is coming late Dec possibly very early 2003.Code does take a
while to write and debug ya know :)That said if it had been the simple "bug" fixes Yamaha US mentioned and the sequencer grid mode that was they workedon
I would kinda think we'd have the update by now.Now if they do wait to release the OS until Winter Namm I'll be smiling from arsehole too breakfast
myself.That would imply too me some major major changes in certain areas and an overhaul of the internal structure ala A3000 V2.0.This is speculation but
the "wait" is actually making feel very intrigued and curiousWE KNOW it's comming so there's no sweat there.What it will really be when it arrives if
anyones guess at the moment.I'm starting too feel cautiously optimistic.Get this right and the MC-909 will be up for some very stiff competition.Here's
hoping anyway ;)CheersOscar aka FaX--- On Sat 10/26, Thomas < tomfinegan@yahoo.com > wrote:From: Thomas [mailto: tomfinegan@yahoo.com]To:
RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Sat, 26 Oct 2002 20:55:43 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: DJ Dave.........About that Os upgrade, Hasn't "Anyday" Past Already!!---
In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:> ok ok be patient I know but man,is anyday turning into next month or > what?, might be nice to check with your
contact.> > peaceI am guessing from what i got told that the OS won�t come out before end of december, beginning 2003. I guess it will be announced on
the Winter NAMM, which is AFAIR always in Jan/Feb...
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7470|7469|2002-10-26 23:57:27|faxorgy|Re: DJ Dave.........About that Os upgrade, Hasn't|
Apologies for all the bad grammar and crappy typo's in there ;( .
I had a rather late night making music and was pretty tired when I 
initially typed this.
Cheers
FaX
| 7471|7471|2002-10-27 01:51:16|orangy123456|Need help on SCSI drive Problem |
I recently purchased a 2GB Jaz external drive and when I tried 
formating the 2GB disk it always says unsupported disk type but when 
I formatted it in FAT16 format using MS-DOS, the RS7K seems to 
recognize it and it seems to work fine in loading samples inside the 
RS7K but everytime I save a wav file or a pattern file it produces 
an error and doesn't allow me to save any file type at all, it only 
works when I load samples in the RS7K. 

Is there a setting that I might be missing out here? How do I get 
the RS7K to format the 2GB Jaz disk properly I tried logical and 
physical formats and none seem to work, and could you tell me how to 
display the OS version of my unit where can I see it?? 

Any help would be much appreciated.
| 7472|7471|2002-10-27 01:51:40|orangy123456|Need help on SCSI drive Problem |
I recently purchased a 2GB Jaz external drive and when I tried 
formating the 2GB disk it always says unsupported disk type but when 
I formatted it in FAT16 format using MS-DOS, the RS7K seems to 
recognize it and it seems to work fine in loading samples inside the 
RS7K but everytime I save a wav file or a pattern file it produces 
an error and doesn't allow me to save any file type at all, it only 
works when I load samples in the RS7K. 

Is there a setting that I might be missing out here? How do I get 
the RS7K to format the 2GB Jaz disk properly I tried logical and 
physical formats and none seem to work, and could you tell me how to 
display the OS version of my unit where can I see it?? 

Any help would be much appreciated.
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| 7473|7471|2002-10-27 04:32:06|okoyemaya|Re: Need help on SCSI drive Problem|
pattern+pattchain+utility while power on
I struggled yesterday with 1G JAZ, tried to format it without result, 
the drive works, I tested in on Roland VS HD. It may be messed up in 
my case, I used that thing few times in few years with Roland, nad 
Iomega has quality problems ( since they pay 1$ a day to Asians na 
sellthe units for 500$). I though getting other unit from ebay, but 
now reading about you problem I may just get scsi adaptor and use 
computer for 2nd backup and forgret iomega

--- In RS7000@y..., "orangy123456" wrote:
> I recently purchased a 2GB Jaz external drive and when I tried 
> formating the 2GB disk it always says unsupported disk type but 
when 
> I formatted it in FAT16 format using MS-DOS, the RS7K seems to 
> recognize it and it seems to work fine in loading samples inside 
the 
> RS7K but everytime I save a wav file or a pattern file it produces 
> an error and doesn't allow me to save any file type at all, it only 
> works when I load samples in the RS7K. 
> 
> Is there a setting that I might be missing out here? How do I get 
> the RS7K to format the 2GB Jaz disk properly I tried logical and 
> physical formats and none seem to work, and could you tell me how 
to 
> display the OS version of my unit where can I see it?? 
> 
> Any help would be much appreciated.

| 7474|7474|2002-10-27 06:48:17|okoyemaya|Bonotron GM-3 midi controller, anybody heard of?|
Looks like something very exotic, swedish I suppose, pickup+convertor 
for guitar. Anyone knows anything about it? 
okoyem
| 7475|7471|2002-10-27 19:15:22|megons|Re: Need help on SCSI drive Problem|
According to Yamaha, the RS7000 is *not* compatible with 1G Jaz 
drives. It will work with 2G Jaz drives.

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> pattern+pattchain+utility while power on
> I struggled yesterday with 1G JAZ, tried to format it without 
result, 
> the drive works, I tested in on Roland VS HD. It may be messed up 
in 
> my case, I used that thing few times in few years with Roland, nad 
> Iomega has quality problems ( since they pay 1$ a day to Asians na 
> sellthe units for 500$). I though getting other unit from ebay, but 
> now reading about you problem I may just get scsi adaptor and use 
> computer for 2nd backup and forgret iomega

| 7476|7471|2002-10-28 00:34:56|orangy123456|Re: Need help on SCSI drive Problem|
I have a 2GB Jaz drive and it seems to work fine when I load samples 
but it doesn't allow me to save any file type at all. 

I just formatted the disk in windows using FAT16 format, I never got 
to format it using the RS7K cause everytime I try to format it says 
unsupported disk type could this be the reason why it doesn't allow 
me save files, but it does allow me to load though, how could this 
be possible? memory protect settings seems to be off? is there a 
system setting that I might be missing out there??

--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> According to Yamaha, the RS7000 is *not* compatible with 1G Jaz 
> drives. It will work with 2G Jaz drives.
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > pattern+pattchain+utility while power on
> > I struggled yesterday with 1G JAZ, tried to format it without 
> result, 
> > the drive works, I tested in on Roland VS HD. It may be messed 
up 
> in 
> > my case, I used that thing few times in few years with Roland, 
nad 
> > Iomega has quality problems ( since they pay 1$ a day to Asians 
na 
> > sellthe units for 500$). I though getting other unit from ebay, 
but 
> > now reading about you problem I may just get scsi adaptor and 
use 
> > computer for 2nd backup and forgret iomega

| 7477|7471|2002-10-28 01:30:28|Latif|Re: Need help on SCSI drive Problem|
if you have used the disk (loaded, formatted or just looked at)in a 
windows enviroment, it might be possible that when you eject the disk 
it's automaticly set to read-only.
the RS cannot change that.
this is not a defenate answer, but a possibilitie.

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
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Latif.

--- In RS7000@y..., "orangy123456" wrote:
> I have a 2GB Jaz drive and it seems to work fine when I load 
samples 
> but it doesn't allow me to save any file type at all. 
> 
> I just formatted the disk in windows using FAT16 format, I never 
got 
> to format it using the RS7K cause everytime I try to format it says 
> unsupported disk type could this be the reason why it doesn't allow 
> me save files, but it does allow me to load though, how could this 
> be possible? memory protect settings seems to be off? is there a 
> system setting that I might be missing out there??
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> > According to Yamaha, the RS7000 is *not* compatible with 1G Jaz 
> > drives. It will work with 2G Jaz drives.
> > 
> > michel (sneak-thief)
> > http://www.sneak-thief.com
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > pattern+pattchain+utility while power on
> > > I struggled yesterday with 1G JAZ, tried to format it without 
> > result, 
> > > the drive works, I tested in on Roland VS HD. It may be messed 
> up 
> > in 
> > > my case, I used that thing few times in few years with Roland, 
> nad 
> > > Iomega has quality problems ( since they pay 1$ a day to Asians 
> na 
> > > sellthe units for 500$). I though getting other unit from ebay, 
> but 
> > > now reading about you problem I may just get scsi adaptor and 
> use 
> > > computer for 2nd backup and forgret iomega

| 7478|7452|2002-10-28 10:25:44|sonemotif|Re: using the RS with other gear|
Thats great rob that'll do the trick nice one.

mapping out songs = making sure the rs has identical patterns
ie verse chorus breaks as the drum machine.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 25 October 2002 15:11, sonemotif wrote:
> > thanks for your speedy response robert.
> >
> > is this the best way to acheive what i want though?
> > i cant think of any others...
> 
> Well, you could slave the RS and make your drum machine the 
> master. 
> 
> > its just time consuming having to map out all the songs.
> 
> What exactly do you mean by 'mapping out songs'?
> 
> The general idea is that you set boht the drummachine and 
> the RS to song X and then hit play on the RS, assuming both 
> machines have a song X of course.
> 
> If the RS only has a couple of live patterns, you could 
> simply hit play on the RS and change patterns in real time. 
> This will (or at least should) not influence the lock 
> between the two machines.
> 
> - Robert

| 7479|7479|2002-10-28 10:49:12|heuvelhoofdig|resampling problems|
hi,

I want to build my own resampled drum kits, how can I do this. Cos I 
don't get the resample issue. The manual says almost nothing about 
this.

thanks,
thomas
| 7480|7480|2002-10-28 13:09:51|Dave Jumpers|MTC sync Software sequencer and RS7K|
This was all made in song mode:

So I tried to sync the RS against Sonar XL, Cubase and N-track

http://www.sneak-thief.com/


Cubase and N-track work fine. They even send the Time position for a 
song, which is cool when recording into a computer.
But the problem is with the Synth sounds that are mostly LFOness. Like 
an FX2 lfosync32 for example.
Everything is on sync but those. Is that a known bug? or am I missing 
something.
I tried mostly every combination posible.
I setup the SW sequencers as as MMC sending midi clock out, etc, and 
everything syncs to the clocks expect teh LFO driven synth sounds.

Could anyone else try this?

Or how do you guys sequence your RS to a SW sequencer?

thanks
-Dave-
| 7481|7481|2002-10-28 15:17:54|Iv�n Priego|question about the QY700!!!!|
Hello all!!!

I've been looking around for comments of the QY700 sequencer because I have 
a terrible problem!! I had the QY70 and The N5 of korg. But when I changed 
the volume of one track in the QY70, it did not affect the N5 and making the 
other way around made no effect either...
So, I want to buy a Qy700 because I cannot stand computer sequencers.... but 
I'm terribly bother abut this maybe silly question...
So, The volume can be changed in the Qy700 and the change be reflected in 
the sintesizer???? It is a question of midi clock or something similar???
please, forgive me about my ignorance but this only question made me buy or 
not the QY700.

THANK YOU!!!!! :)

_________________________________________________________________
Internet access plans that fit your lifestyle -- join MSN. 
http://resourcecenter.msn.com/access/plans/default.asp
| 7482|7479|2002-10-28 15:30:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampling problems|
On Monday 28 October 2002 18:49, heuvelhoofdig wrote:

> hi,
>
> I want to build my own resampled drum kits, how can I do
> this. Cos I don't get the resample issue. The manual says
> almost nothing about this.

Resampling is exactly like normal sampling. Only make sure 
you sample from the RS main outputs, instead of from the 
sample inputs. This can be set in the sample page.

Oh, and select an empty (or non-important) track to store 
the result (as in normal sampling).

- Robert
| 7483|7466|2002-10-28 15:36:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Any serious use RS>PC via scsi?|
On Saturday 26 October 2002 00:34, okoyemaya wrote:

> Is it worth to get pcmcia adaptor to connect directly to
> laptop? I am satisfied with the media card, to move
> samples and whatever files. Is there anything more then
> simple transfers? okoyem

Afaik, the SCSI link will only allow you to transfer samples 
back and forth. 

Sharing a SCSI disk (installed in the PC) is also possible 
through the SCSI link, but that mostly results in crashes 
and loss of data.

I would say, continue with the media card.

- Robert
| 7484|7484|2002-10-28 16:08:29|okoyemaya|Does 2G iomega read 1G?|
So RS cannot read /write 1G JAZ but it does 2G, right? Then since my 
1G drive is noisy like a truck engine (though still reading-writing) 
I may just get new one,2G drive, will it read my old 1G discs? Or all 
this is just unreliable and buying any JAZ is a waste of money? 
Honestly, it really works so easy with media card, maybe I am looking 
how to complicate my work.
In fact all is great with RS, one week and though the manual is not 
Yamaha`s best , I am having fun and able to start some work.
Only problem are my RM1x files. I tried import rm1x and SMF formats 
but both patterns and songs are really messed up. I have them all 
saved to waves but some of them would be nice to use live (I sold 
rm1x and dont think will ever get one again, only thing I miss till 
date is the shift+pattern reset to default, does RS have this short 
cut? ) with RS. But I suppose there is no other way, just writtng it 
all almost new. 
okoyem
| 7485|7484|2002-10-29 00:52:11|Anthony|Re: Does 2G iomega read 1G?|
Why don't you start looking around for some other storage 
alternatives? Every day I'm hearing reports of escalating reliability 
issues with all the Iomega stuff.
There's a great product I've been using: 2.2 gig Orb drive. It's 
similar to Jazz, is in fact a removable cartridge style hard disc. 

http://resourcecenter.msn.com/access/plans/default.asp


Much more reliable, robust & fast. Check it out.

http://www.castlewood.com/

Wax 

"okoyemaya" wrote:

> So RS cannot read /write 1G JAZ but it does 2G, right? Then since 

my 

> 1G drive is noisy like a truck engine (though still reading-

writing) 

> I may just get new one,2G drive, will it read my old 1G discs? Or 

all 

> . . . . . . . .

| 7486|7486|2002-10-29 00:52:11|arveyman|Hihat grouping|
I don't know if it has been asked before, but if not..
I want to make a group of hihat samples so that the closed hihat cuts 
of the open hihat in a given sequence. Now i can only get this effect 
when i use one of the built in drumkits (<20) but i want to perform 
it on my own sampled drumkits.. Is there a way? I know one option but 
that doesn't satisfy me yet and that is setting the specific track to 
mono in stead of poly.. But does anyone have another option?

thnx
Arv
| 7487|7484|2002-10-29 00:55:26|Latif|Re: Does 2G iomega read 1G?|

> Only problem are my RM1x files. I tried import rm1x and SMF formats 
> but both patterns and songs are really messed up. 

I imported several patterns that i made in my rm1x, and remixed them 
in the RS, they will sound a bit different... cause the RS tone 
generator differs from the rm1x TG.
and so do the filters.
you just have to take your time.... and don't try to get the exact 
sound.. just remix it.
I like my tracks even better then before now.

Latif
| 7488|7486|2002-10-29 00:57:59|Latif|Re: Hihat grouping|
yes it's a shame, there are no mute groups for samples.. really too 
bad, cause i would love to see that feature too.
not only for hihats, but for different kinda sounds too.
sometime's i sample licks from my bassguitar, there i would love to 
create mute groups too, but no go..

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "arveyman" wrote:
> I don't know if it has been asked before, but if not..
> I want to make a group of hihat samples so that the closed hihat 
cuts 
> of the open hihat in a given sequence. Now i can only get this 
effect 
> when i use one of the built in drumkits (<20) but i want to perform 
> it on my own sampled drumkits.. Is there a way? I know one option 
but 
> that doesn't satisfy me yet and that is setting the specific track 
to 
> mono in stead of poly.. But does anyone have another option?
> 
> thnx
> Arv

| 7615|7602|2002-11-06 10:16:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: problems with samples/styles/ram ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "hanzhanzen" wrote:

> So 
> > the described problems can indeed be caused by faulty RAM, 
> where the 
> > RS uses RAM to save runtime-variables, like phrase-names.
> > 
> > Tom
> 
> Bingo !
> 
> That could explain the different behaviour from day to day...
> -the feeling that the machine is alive...
> Monday = phrase
> Tuesday=no phrase

Absolutely, the RS acts different along the runtime with faulty 
memory-bits or not faulty ones. Sometimes the parity check it NG, 
sometimes it might be alright. 

> 
> So the solution is new ( uuaargh ) Ram ?

http://www.castlewood.com/


Unfortunately yes. But first of all, try to use the RS without the 
SIMMs and see if you still have the same problems. If so, then the RS 
EEPROM´s with the OS might be faulty, or the mainboard as a problem 
or something...hey it could even be, that the Hitachi-DSP inside your 
RS has a temperature or electricity problem.
If the RS works fine without the SIMMs, you indeed need new ones.

Sorry,

Tom
| 7616|7602|2002-11-06 10:23:37|hanzhanzen|Re: problems / ram ?|
Thanx to all of you !
This forum is the best !!!!

I´ll try to remove the additional 64MB RAM and monitor the 
behaviour....maybe even a couple of days..

I´ll let u know what the result is

best

Hans H
| 7617|7617|2002-11-06 10:28:21|hanzhanzen|64MB RAM for sale|
-mint condition ( almost )
| 7618|7617|2002-11-06 10:50:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: 64MB RAM for sale|
--- In RS7000@y..., "hanzhanzen" wrote:

> -mint condition ( almost )

LOL :))
| 7619|7577|2002-11-06 19:59:13|Randy Pence|phrases|
the manual isnt being helpful, but is it possible to
import a phrase from a differnt style?

Say I built a song using one style and likedone part
so much that I wanted to incorporate it in another-
possible?

or jsut a wish?

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7620|7620|2002-11-06 20:07:40|audiovisualguru|RS7000 FOR SALE IN CALI|
800 or best offer conrad_j@sbcglobal.net
| 7621|7621|2002-11-07 01:05:43|doug b.|greetings! i think this is pretty basic...|
im new to the group so whats up! i purchased an rs7000
about 2 months ago...i currently reside in east
lansing, michigan where i am attending school...ive
been dj'ing for a little over 4 years (vinyl only!)
and i play drum and bass, techno, and downtempo/trip
hop...i am currently working on producing techno...im
not very far! big up to anyone who can assisst me in
any way...here's my current problem:

i cant edit sections seperately...

lets say i have a few patterns in style 1 (section A
with section B being a copy of section A) if i want to
make a variation on section B, i cant seem to do it
without also editing section A and visa versa. i am
running into the same problem when using copy/paste
functions...(i cant only edit 1 section without
editing the whole style) please help! i have to get
these ideas out of my head and into this machine! =]
thanks in advance...
peace
doug

=====
**when a given norm is changed in the face of the unchanging, the remaining contradictions become parallel to truth**

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
HotJobs - Search new jobs daily now
http://hotjobs.yahoo.com/
| 7622|7577|2002-11-07 01:12:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: phrases|
On Thursday 07 November 2002 03:59, Randy Pence wrote:

> the manual isnt being helpful, but is it possible to
> import a phrase from a differnt style?
>
> Say I built a song using one style and likedone part
> so much that I wanted to incorporate it in another-
> possible?

Yes, no problem.
Use the COPY PHRASE job, described on page 144, or the COPY 
TRACK job (page 148).

- Robert
| 7623|7621|2002-11-07 01:57:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: greetings! i think this is pretty basic...|
On Thursday 07 November 2002 01:32, doug b. wrote:

http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
mailto:conrad_j@sbcglobal.net
http://hotjobs.yahoo.com/


> lets say i have a few patterns in style 1 (section A
> with section B being a copy of section A) if i want to
> make a variation on section B, i cant seem to do it
> without also editing section A and visa versa. i am
> running into the same problem when using copy/paste
> functions...(i cant only edit 1 section without
> editing the whole style) please help! i have to get
> these ideas out of my head and into this machine! =]
> thanks in advance...

Hi Doug, welcome to our RS list.
You may want to read our RS faq, located here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

Could you please explain what kind of variations you are 
trying to make? Voice wise or midi wise? I guess its the 
latter. 

Watch the phrase numbers you created in section A. You get 
256 of these 'user phrases' per style. These phrases are 
*shared* among sections that belong to the same style. This 
allows you to re-use a piece of midi data in another 
section of the same style, simply by selecting it. 

When you copied the data of section A to section B, you 
didn't create new phrases. Watch the phrase numbers again 
in section B, they are identical to those in section A. 
That's your problem now.

After creating a copy of a section, you should create unique 
new phrases of those that you want to be changed in the new 
section, without changing anything in the old section. This 
can be done with the COPY PHRASE job, that copies a given 
phrase to a new (or existing!) one. Then select the new 
phrase in section B and start editing.

Alternatively, you could also use the COPY TRACK job for 
each track in section A you want to copy to section B. COPY 
TRACK already creates a new phrase for you.

If I remember correctly, there's a chapter dedicated to this 
in the Yamaha power users guide. You'll find the url in our 
faq.

- Robert
| 7624|7621|2002-11-07 03:04:09|tompaulsen2002|Re: greetings! i think this is pretty basic...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> If I remember correctly, there's a chapter dedicated to this 
> in the Yamaha power users guide. You'll find the url in our 
> faq.

Or you download the power-guides from our file-section:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

;)
| 7625|7621|2002-11-07 03:11:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: greetings! i think this is pretty basic...|
On Thursday 07 November 2002 11:04, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 

wrote:

> > If I remember correctly, there's a chapter dedicated to
> > this in the Yamaha power users guide. You'll find the
> > url in our faq.
>
> Or you download the power-guides from our file-section:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
>
> ;)

Cool, didn't know. :)
Oh what the heck, I'm only a moderator....

- Robert
| 7626|7621|2002-11-07 03:19:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: greetings! i think this is pretty basic...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Cool, didn't know. :)
> Oh what the heck, I'm only a moderator....

One more word...and you are an owner...;)))

Töm
| 7627|7577|2002-11-07 04:15:46|Robert van der Kamp by way of Robert va|Re: A query...|
On Monday 04 November 2002 20:47, Zeek Duff wrote:

> Well, the guy I sold mine to is doing about the same
> thing I did, which is check it out, if it isn't what he
> expected, he'll be selling it. So, I'll tell him I know
> of someone who is looking for one and if he decides to

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files


> sell, he can let me know, and I'll put the two of you in
> contact with each other. He should have it by Wednesday,
> I shipped it to him on Friday 3 day Select UPS, but they
> don't count the weekend. Give him a week or so, since he
> works another job unlike myself, who did nothing but work
> with the unit for 2 days solid, about 12 hours/day.

Thanks for the help. I just got one from ebay. I'll get the
other one next month. Btw, I'm in holland, so shipping a QY
accross the big lake will probably make it too expensive.

> >The RS does not support chord input, chord edit and
> > chord tracks. So based on this fact, I think the RS is
> > not for you. Compared to the QY700, the RS sequencer
> > part is rather simplified.
>
> Okay, I downloaded an owners manual from yamahasynth.com
> last night and got far enough into it to see there is a
> way to edit/transpose "phrases," which is apparently what
> Yamaha is calling the simplest part or starting point in
> building a song. That much is the same as the QY. It's
> too bad there is no way to simply enter chords like in
> the QY, but I see there is a way to build a song, if in
> no other way but setting out a groove in x bar length
> with "fill" grooves at appropriate measures then go back
> once all that is done and transpose and/or event edit to
> get the chord changes for the tune correct. So, in that
> sense, it CAN be done in "pattern mode,"

All of this (and more) could also be done in the QY700.
I don't see why the RS is better for you in this respect.

> Okay, in the QY you know ahead of time what your chord
> changes are going to be, where they're going to be, and
> simply enter them in a pattern track(s) then choose the
> style(s), either once at the top or throughout, etc.

Maybe this isn't clear to you, maybe it is, but let me
explain how the chord stuff works on the QY, since you
*don't* have to know in advance what the chord changes will
be:

In Pattern mode you build sections of 16 tracks each. You
place phrases on each of the tracks. These phrases hold the
midi data, along with some other stuff. You either use the
QY's preset phrases or you record your own preset phrases.

Apart from the midi data, a phrase holds the *key* of the
midi data it contained. When you record your own user
phrase, and if you want to use the real-time chord change
feature, you should correctly specify what key the recorded
midi data is in. This has already been done for the preset
phrases of course.

Now here comes the big trick. While you're playing midi
data on the QY, it actually knows the key of each of the
phrases it is playing. When you specifiy a new key
(chord), the QY caculates how it should translate the midi
data from the original key (as stored in the phrase) to
the requested chord. All of this is done in REAL TIME! You
can modify the key to whatever you like, while playing.
You can change major riffs into minor riffs, etc, whithout
planning any of this in advance.

> The way I see the
> RS is almost the reverse, you choose the groove (style)
> and assemble the bar length (and if you know what you're
> doing, you'll put fills in the right places for
> turnarounds, etc.) and then when all that's done, you
> then go into one of the edit modes to change the key, and
> transpose/edit for changes, chord voicing(s), etc. You
> aren't just "stuck" with whatever is there, and you can
> just play in other parts as with any ol' sequencer. From
> that standpoint, it might not be too bad, and certainly
> one could "play in" chord changes as an entire sequence
> from something like Band-In-A-Box via MIDI and simply fit
> sounds to the parts, and take bits and pieces from RS
> drum & bass "phrases," MIDI or sample loops, transposed
> to fit and add 'em into the mix.

Afaik, all of this is possible on the QY as well. The RS's
sequencer part is a simplified version of the QY sequencer.

> The way I understand the architecture of the RS7k is that
> you have phrases that are recorded into pattern tracks
> and the pattern tracks are then assembled into songs. At
> any point in the "construction" the user can "edit" the
> phrases the "fit" chord changes. Same as the QY, but a
> somewhat "different" way of getting the phrases into
> place, not using a chord change translator. It appears
> that like the QY however, if you choose to edit a factory



> phrase, you must first move it to a user phrase area and
> then edit and rename it. What isn't clear, is it as I
> suspect, like the QY that once you've done an entire
> piece, it still comes out as two separate sequences, one
> the setup (list) of phrases as pattern tracks, seen only
> as that information, and another as your common ol'
> garden variety sequencer tracks, with nothing in them
> until you play something in or record it in via MIDI..?

On both machines you build songs in the same way. Both
machine offer Song mode (for classic linear recording) and
Pattern mode. In Pattern mode you create sections. Each
sections comprises 16 tracks. A section can have any
length. The 16 tracks play phrases. On the QY a single
track can hold any number of phrases, placed anywhere on
the track. On the RS, a track plays a single phrase, always
placed at the start of the track.

Having created a section, you copy it to a new section and
change it. Alternatively, you can create new sections from
scratch.

Having created all needed sections you build a pattern
chain. This is how you chain the different sections you
created into a song.

Finally, if you want to, you can convert this pattern chain
into a linear song. Once converted to a song, you can make
addition edits accross the original section borders, add
solos, etc.

There are some differences between the QY and RS. The RS
has more sections per style and more phrases per style.
The QY however allows multiple phrases per track, rests on
tracks (to mute a phrase), and the dynamic chord stuff I
explained above.

- Robert
| 7628|7628|2002-11-07 05:53:52|Stephen Nixon|I'm new!|
Hi everybody, I've only just bought an RS7000 (two weeks ago) and I'm eager
to start creating music, however I'm not good at learning by reading
manuals! Does anyone know of any books/websites/magazines or whatever that
actually tell you how to do even really basic things. For example I can't
even use the keyboard to play piano sounds! How are these sort of really
simple things done. Also, does there have to be a memory stick inserted
before powering up the rs7000 if I want to create my own patches from
"scratch"? Any help will be gratefully accepted.
| 7629|7532|2002-11-07 09:18:57|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Too stupid too slice ?|
He, I´ve got NG at test 18-19 (Ram+RamFull), too, that makes me think...
I´ll do that 4mb test now. Oh, dear, all that screws again.
Did anyone test that zip yet ?

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wthor@gmx.de 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2002 3:17 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Too stupid too slice ?

This may sound stupid but have you created a pattern long enough for 
your sliced sample to be assigned to when it comes out of the oven? 
Make it longer than you need to test this out. (e.g. 8 
measures/bars). Also, sub-divide only works on certain types of 
slice.
I know this too. Thnx anyway.

Robert:

-Please first read the power user's guide on slicing, if yu haven't yet, url in faq.
Of course I did

- Also try slicing with the (dumb) QUICK method. This one doesn't check the source material, and just starts chopping right away. That one
should place the midi notes at the expected places.

As mentioned, I did

- If this doesn't work out as expected, you my have to factory reset the RS (you never know) and try again.

I did now, no better, tested the ram in the test mode, ok.

- Let us know.

http://www.wthor.com/help.zip

I´ve done 2 All Files, start and result, and a text what I did into that zip. 
Could some helpfull souls please check that out ?

Thank you, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

mailto:wthor@gmx.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.wthor.com/help.zip
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| 7630|7577|2002-11-07 10:23:40|Randy Pence|Re: phrases|
This won't erase what is in the pattern, only the
specific track?

> 
> Yes, no problem.
> Use the COPY PHRASE job, described on page 144, or
> the COPY 
> TRACK job (page 148).
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7631|7564|2002-11-07 11:17:54|arveyman|Re: RE : ES-1 and RS7000 in sync ............|
Well I'll be... ;-) Why didn't i come up with that! Damn, realy true 
it is a handy work method! I will us it for my next song and try to 
use the ES-1 in that manner ' cause i haven't been using the ES for a 
while now.

Thanx a bunch Oscar!

gr
'happy' Arv

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Actually Arveyman I'd beg too differ.The ES-1 can have it's 
individual sample pads assigned to anymidi note you choose.Say you 
have a slice + seq or a kit and note sample on Track 7 .Assign the 
Midi setup for internal and EXT Midi A Assign the ES-1 to have midi 
note triggers that do NOT overlap the keyranges of the Slice+Seq or 
Kit+Note sample and you can sequnce the ES-1 from exactly the same 
Midi Track and channel having the RS play the internal slice data and 
the ES-1 all at the same time without loosinga single extra 
Track/Midi channel in the process.The ES-1 will simply ignore any of 
the note on triggers that don't fall within it's specified key 
ranges.Also in the Utility Menu if you set mute to AUDIO and not MIDI 
you can mute out the RS7000 Slice+Seq Audio on that track but still 
have the ES-1 Pattern in the upper keyranges keep playing.Now adapt 
this mode of working to an external Rack Sampler with cleverly Mapped 
key Zoning and you can pull off a very huge sequence with some 
complex muting options if you forward plan and get a little 
clever.CheersOscar (aka FaX)--- On Mon 11/04, arveyman < 
ramonvink@h... > wrote:From: arveyman [mailto: ramonvink@h...]To: 
RS7000@y...: Mon, 04 Nov 2002 09:52:06 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: 
RE : ES-1 and RS7000 in sync ............Yep i know what you mean 
guys, but i feel that by using the two sequencers seperate, it 
actually gives you more tracks/channels to use for sounds. If you 
controll the ES-1 from the RS you'll have only 8-10 tracks left for 
the RS to use..?Arv
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7632|7632|2002-11-07 11:45:26|arveyman|FX send order|
I was figuring out how the RS efx sends are handled inside the 
machine. I want to try out if i can get a phaser to phase a signal 
that has already got a delay fx applied to it. Up till now i only can 
get the fx to FIRST phaser the signal and AFTER that apply the 
delay.. In the settings for phaser fx there is a page that says: 
send VAR to delay. But i want it the other way round! I want to send 
delay to VAR.. But looking in the delay settings page there is NO 
send delay to VAR, only send delay to reverb.. Damn, does this mean 
the 3 fx units are 'hard wired' so to speek and cannot be assigned in 
other directions? Can somebody help me on this please?

I would love this effect for getting a organ riff for a reggae tune 
right...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
http://www.excite.com/


gr
Arv
| 7633|7577|2002-11-07 13:01:10|Zeek Duff|Re: A query...|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>On Monday 04 November 2002 20:47, Zeek Duff wrote:
> 
>
>>Well, the guy I sold mine to is doing about the same
>>thing I did, which is check it out, if it isn't what he
>>expected, he'll be selling it. So, I'll tell him I know
>>of someone who is looking for one and if he decides to
>>sell, he can let me know, and I'll put the two of you in
>>contact with each other. He should have it by Wednesday,
>>I shipped it to him on Friday 3 day Select UPS, but they
>>don't count the weekend. Give him a week or so, since he
>>works another job unlike myself, who did nothing but work
>>with the unit for 2 days solid, about 12 hours/day.
>> 
>>
>
>Thanks for the help. I just got one from ebay. I'll get the 
>other one next month. Btw, I'm in holland, so shipping a QY 
>accross the big lake will probably make it too expensive.
>

Ah, I thought I detected a slight Dutch accent, but your English is 
really quite good. ;;;) 

>>>The RS does not support chord input, chord edit and
>>>chord tracks. So based on this fact, I think the RS is
>>>not for you. Compared to the QY700, the RS sequencer
>>>part is rather simplified.
>>> 
>>>
>>Okay, I downloaded an owners manual from yamahasynth.com
>>last night and got far enough into it to see there is a
>>way to edit/transpose "phrases," which is apparently what
>>Yamaha is calling the simplest part or starting point in
>>building a song. That much is the same as the QY. It's
>>too bad there is no way to simply enter chords like in
>>the QY, but I see there is a way to build a song, if in
>>no other way but setting out a groove in x bar length
>>with "fill" grooves at appropriate measures then go back
>>once all that is done and transpose and/or event edit to
>>get the chord changes for the tune correct. So, in that
>>sense, it CAN be done in "pattern mode,"
>> 
>>
>
>All of this (and more) could also be done in the QY700.
>I don't see why the RS is better for you in this respect.
>

More choices. :)

>>Okay, in the QY you know ahead of time what your chord
>>changes are going to be, where they're going to be, and
>>simply enter them in a pattern track(s) then choose the
>>style(s), either once at the top or throughout, etc. 
>> 
>>
>
>Maybe this isn't clear to you, maybe it is, but let me 
>explain how the chord stuff works on the QY, since you 
>*don't* have to know in advance what the chord changes will 
>be:
>
>In Pattern mode you build sections of 16 tracks each. You 
>place phrases on each of the tracks. These phrases hold the 
>midi data, along with some other stuff. You either use the 
>QY's preset phrases or you record your own preset phrases.
>
>Apart from the midi data, a phrase holds the *key* of the 
>midi data it contained. When you record your own user 
>phrase, and if you want to use the real-time chord change 
>feature, you should correctly specify what key the recorded 
>midi data is in. This has already been done for the preset 
>phrases of course.
>
>Now here comes the big trick. While you're playing midi data 
>on the QY, it actually knows the key of each of the phrases 
>it is playing. When you specifiy a new key (chord), the QY 
>caculates how it should translate the midi data from the 
>original key (as stored in the phrase) to the requested 
>chord. All of this is done in REAL TIME! You can modify the 
>key to whatever you like, while playing. You can change 
>major riffs into minor riffs, etc, whithout planning any of 
>this in advance.
>

Aha! No, I didn't get that last bit from the QY. There, it seems it's 
a matter of entering in a set of chord changes at the "correct" bar 
locations, then you go into pattern mode and choose a style and phrases 



from that style. You can change styles and phrases at any bar, but 
can't mix them within a bar. I saw no ability to change a chord root in 
real time during playback, although I didn't look for that, 
specifically. But, my interest is more in building songs with relative 
ease, changing the final product via event edit to add my own uniqueness 
to the phrases or "rifs." 

>> The way I see the
>>RS is almost the reverse, you choose the groove (style)
>>and assemble the bar length (and if you know what you're
>>doing, you'll put fills in the right places for
>>turnarounds, etc.) and then when all that's done, you
>>then go into one of the edit modes to change the key, and
>>transpose/edit for changes, chord voicing(s), etc. You
>>aren't just "stuck" with whatever is there, and you can
>>just play in other parts as with any ol' sequencer. From
>>that standpoint, it might not be too bad, and certainly
>>one could "play in" chord changes as an entire sequence
>>from something like Band-In-A-Box via MIDI and simply fit
>>sounds to the parts, and take bits and pieces from RS
>>drum & bass "phrases," MIDI or sample loops, transposed
>>to fit and add 'em into the mix.
>> 
>>
>
>Afaik, all of this is possible on the QY as well. The RS's 
>sequencer part is a simplified version of the QY sequencer. 
>

See, the difference I see is that the QY allows you to put in actual 
chord changes, building on a root as chosen by the chord "type," and of 
course, changing the bass note(s) by using the "on bass" function. The 
way I see the RS (and also the MC Roland series) is that you assemble 
everything from phrases/rifs that are based on a 'C' root, and tranpose 
them to the desired "key," and build your song that way, selecting each 
part as you go, rather than have the machine use predetermined patterns 
consisting of bass, drums, and several keyboard parts, and automatically 
"forcing" them into the chosen chord voicing. (Which isn't altogether 
"great," there's no way to get a 6b5 chord, for example.) In the RS/MC 
machnes, you must choose what parts/instruments are played, one "rif" at 
a time and transpose them manually. However, it's beginning to look 
like anything created in either of those types of machines in going to 
have the appearence of a sequence of pattern/track data, rather than a 
series of MIDI events as in a sequence recorded into it from a keyboard 
played "live" or reocrded in "real time" from another sequencer. This 
is the part that seems to be eluding both of our understanding. Perhaps 
I'm not expressing what I mean clearly, but I don't know how else to 
describe it. Therefore, I get the impression of them being TWO 
sequencers in one machine. One for linear pattern memory (new), a 
separate one for single MIDI event memory in linear form (old).

>>The way I understand the architecture of the RS7k is that
>>you have phrases that are recorded into pattern tracks
>>and the pattern tracks are then assembled into songs. At
>>any point in the "construction" the user can "edit" the
>>phrases the "fit" chord changes. Same as the QY, but a
>>somewhat "different" way of getting the phrases into
>>place, not using a chord change translator. It appears
>>that like the QY however, if you choose to edit a factory
>>phrase, you must first move it to a user phrase area and
>>then edit and rename it. What isn't clear, is it as I
>>suspect, like the QY that once you've done an entire
>>piece, it still comes out as two separate sequences, one
>>the setup (list) of phrases as pattern tracks, seen only
>>as that information, and another as your common ol'
>>garden variety sequencer tracks, with nothing in them
>>until you play something in or record it in via MIDI..?
>> 
>>
>
>On both machines you build songs in the same way. Both 
>machine offer Song mode (for classic linear recording) and 
>Pattern mode. In Pattern mode you create sections. Each 
>sections comprises 16 tracks. A section can have any 
>length. The 16 tracks play phrases. On the QY a single 
>track can hold any number of phrases, placed anywhere on 
>the track. On the RS, a track plays a single phrase, always 
>placed at the start of the track. 
>
>Having created a section, you copy it to a new section and 
>change it. Alternatively, you can create new sections from 
>scratch.
>
>Having created all needed sections you build a pattern 
>chain. This is how you chain the different sections you 
>created into a song.
>
>Finally, if you want to, you can convert this pattern chain 
>into a linear song. Once converted to a song, you can make 
>addition edits accross the original section borders, add 
>solos, etc.
>

Okay, but the "linear song" is still a list of patterns, not individual 
MIDI events, *IF* that's what you've done to create the song, NOT 
playing it in from a keyboard or outboard sequencer. Correct? In order 



to edit that linear song, you must either go back into the patterns, 
edit the phrases, rename them, save them, then replace them in the 
pattern memory where the "old" ones occured that you wish changed (or 
record it into another sequencer). Correct? It's not seen as a linear 
sequence that can be edited from event edit until you record it into 
another sequencer in "real time," and edit it there or move it back to 
the QY/RS the same way. Correct?

>There are some differences between the QY and RS. The RS has 
>more sections per style and more phrases per style. The QY 
>however allows multiple phrases per track, rests on tracks 
>(to mute a phrase), and the dynamic chord stuff I explained 
>above.
>

So, the RS does not have the "chord translator" of the QY, but rather 
the ability to enter each phrase in pattern memory as an individual 
instrument. Edits to phrases (loops) are done the same way, by moving 
the preset phrase to a user area, edit, rename, and save it, then use it 
just like a preset phrase would have been used. Correct?

I believe I understand these machines now, perhaps I'm not expressing it 
well, but I think I have a handle on it. Since I was able to get one 
first and cheaply, I'm going to try out the MC-505, which is about like 
the RS but MIDI only (no sample playback ability) just to see *IF* I can 
work within this type of framework. If so, then I'll probably get an 
RS, as well. :)

Many thanks for all your help Robert, I really do appreciate it, I know 
it's time consuming. MANY thanks. :)

Best regards,
...z

People are not greedier than they were in the past.
There are just so many more avenues to express it now.
-Alan Greenspan

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7634|7634|2002-11-07 13:01:19|doug b.|Re: Digest Number 636|
well i havent had an opportunity to try these
suggestions but thanks so much in advance for all the
help...good hospitality fo sho...ill let yall know
what happens...
peace
doug

=====
**when a given norm is changed in the face of the unchanging, the remaining contradictions become parallel to truth**

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7635|7628|2002-11-07 13:08:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: I'm new!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Stephen Nixon" wrote:

> Hi everybody, I've only just bought an RS7000 (two weeks ago) and 

I'm eager

> to start creating music, however I'm not good at learning by reading
> manuals! Does anyone know of any books/websites/magazines or 

whatever that

> actually tell you how to do even really basic things. 

> For example I can't
> even use the keyboard to play piano sounds! How are these sort of 

really

> simple things done. 

You are kidding...aren´t you?

Also, does there have to be a memory stick inserted

> before powering up the rs7000 if I want to create my own patches 

from

> "scratch"? Any help will be gratefully accepted.

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2


Well those questions gets very good answered already in the tutorial 
section of the RS7k-manual. If you don´t have the manual, you can 
download an electronic copy of it, from our file-section: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

Also i suggest to read the FAQ and the Tips´n´Tricks guide from our 
file-section. Furthermore do a research on Google with the 
words: "MIDI, Music, Piano, How To, FAQ" I am sure with those links 
you get delivered you´ll be busy for quite a while.

Welcome to the list.
| 7636|7577|2002-11-07 17:05:33|sean mccarrick|Re: A query...|
Hi,

If this dynamic chord feature is on the QY700 which
sounds like it has very similar architecture to the
RS.
Could this then be done on the RS also. 
Like in an os update. Sounds like something for the
wishlist, maybe.

Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7637|7577|2002-11-07 17:07:03|sean mccarrick|Re: A query...|
Hi,

If this dynamic chord feature is on the QY700 which
sounds like it has very similar architecture to the
RS.
Could this then be done on the RS also. 
Like in an OS update. 
Sounds like something for the wishlist, maybe.

Cheers
-sean-

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7638|7577|2002-11-07 17:16:39|wasted|Re: A query...|

>>On Monday 04 November 2002 20:47, Zeek Duff wrote:

>Okay, but the "linear song" is still a list of patterns, not 

individual 

>MIDI events, *IF* that's what you've done to create the song, NOT 
>playing it in from a keyboard or outboard sequencer. Correct? In 

order 

>to edit that linear song, you must either go back into the patterns, 
>edit the phrases, rename them, save them, then replace them in the 
>pattern memory where the "old" ones occured that you wish changed (or 
>record it into another sequencer). Correct? It's not seen as a 

linear 

>sequence that can be edited from event edit until you record it into 
>another sequencer in "real time," and edit it there or move it back to 
>the QY/RS the same way. Correct?

Just interjecting from this long message thread with an answer to this 
paragraph:

Your interpretation at this point is a little bit off (as far as the 
RS7000 [& RM1x] works). The Style/Pattern Sequencer section and the 
Song Sequencer section are 2 TOTALLY DIFFERENT, independent ways of 
composing music. Once you've went through creating all your Sections 
in Pattern mode, converted it to a Pattern Chain (& tweaked in Pattern 
Chain mode if you desire), the finally convert the Pattern Chain to a 
Song via the Jobs it is a totally unique entity from the original Style
/Pattern. Each Track in Song mode is one LONG stream of MIDI data, 
notes, etc. that have NOTHING at all to do with the respective Style/
Pattern Phrases they originally were composed from. You do not work 
with Phrases in Song mode (although you can use the Get/Put Phrase jobs 
to take snippets from a track and copy them over to Style/Pattern 
mode).

You view the Pattern/Style form of sequencing and the Song form of 
sequencing as 2 intertwined views of the same sequencer. They are not. 
Each one is it's own independent form of sequencing that only uses the 
Pattern Chain mode as a conversion mechanism. Much easier to 
understand when you see it that way. Look it as a bank that converts 
money from one format to another (i.e. US Dollars to Euros): Similar in 
use (somewhat), but totally different forms in themselves.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2


Hope this explanation clears things up a bit for you and helps you to 
make a better informed decision.
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
| 7639|7532|2002-11-07 17:18:16|trapstate|Re: Too stupid too slice ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> He, I´ve got NG at test 18-19 (Ram+RamFull), too, that makes me 

think...

> I´ll do that 4mb test now. Oh, dear, all that screws again.
> Did anyone test that zip yet ?

Hi WThor,

Just tested it, I was kinda curious after the other possible memory 
problem. I quick sliced (2measures, quarter notes) your start pattern 
and it works perfectly, midi notes as they should be. When I load 
your result pattern, the notes are misplaced as you described in your 
txt file. Sorry, but I think it's time you unscrew your RS. Be 
gentile :) 

let us know if it worked

Paul
| 7640|7577|2002-11-08 01:07:04|a_lepusa|Re: phrases|
--- In RS7000@y..., Randy Pence wrote:

> This won't erase what is in the pattern, only the
> specific track?
> 
> > 
> > Yes, no problem.
> > Use the COPY PHRASE job, described on page 144, or
> > the COPY 
> > TRACK job (page 148).
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 

it will copy the stuff *and* create a new phrase on the lowest 
possible and free userphrase number.
have a look at the power user manual, it´s described very fine.

-flim
| 7641|7577|2002-11-08 01:32:08|Zeek Duff|Re: A query...|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:

> >>On Monday 04 November 2002 20:47, Zeek Duff wrote:
> 
> >Okay, but the "linear song" is still a list of patterns, not 
> individual 
> >MIDI events, *IF* that's what you've done to create the song, NOT 
> >playing it in from a keyboard or outboard sequencer. Correct? In 
> order 
> >to edit that linear song, you must either go back into the patterns, 
> >edit the phrases, rename them, save them, then replace them in the 
> >pattern memory where the "old" ones occured that you wish changed (or 
> >record it into another sequencer). Correct? It's not seen as a 
> linear 
> >sequence that can be edited from event edit until you record it into 
> >another sequencer in "real time," and edit it there or move it back to 
> >the QY/RS the same way. Correct?
> 
> Just interjecting from this long message thread with an answer to this 
> paragraph:

NOT easy to explain this in just one paragraph, is it? ;)

> 
> Your interpretation at this point is a little bit off (as far as the 
> RS7000 [& RM1x] works). The Style/Pattern Sequencer section and the 
> Song Sequencer section are 2 TOTALLY DIFFERENT, independent ways of 
> composing music. Once you've went through creating all your Sections 
> in Pattern mode, converted it to a Pattern Chain (& tweaked in Pattern 
> Chain mode if you desire), the finally convert the Pattern Chain to a 
> Song via the Jobs it is a totally unique entity from the original Style
> /Pattern. Each Track in Song mode is one LONG stream of MIDI data, 
> notes, etc. that have NOTHING at all to do with the respective Style/
> Pattern Phrases they originally were composed from. You do not work 
> with Phrases in Song mode (although you can use the Get/Put Phrase jobs 
> to take snippets from a track and copy them over to Style/Pattern 
> mode).
> 
> You view the Pattern/Style form of sequencing and the Song form of 
> sequencing as 2 intertwined views of the same sequencer. They are

not. 

> Each one is it's own independent form of sequencing that only uses the 
> Pattern Chain mode as a conversion mechanism. Much easier to 
> understand when you see it that way. Look it as a bank that converts 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


> money from one format to another (i.e. US Dollars to Euros): Similar in 
> use (somewhat), but totally different forms in themselves.
> 
> Hope this explanation clears things up a bit for you and helps you to 
> make a better informed decision.
> -- 

AHA! Thankyou! The ONE concept I was missing is the "job" conversion
of the pattern tracks into a sequenced SONG. I take it THAT is then
seen simply as a linear sequence that can be edited independently of
the phrases/patterns. And, dammit, *if* the QY700 has THAT capbility,
I freaking missed it. :( I might have kept it. Well, I STILL may
get an RS AND a QY, nothing is etched in stone. :)

But, thanks for the tip. I got the idea of the two ways of composing,
just not the "job conversion to song," which makes it appear to have
the song editing capability I believed was lacking, without a lot of
hassle. But, at least NOW I know the RS does that. Cool. :) 
Onward, and thanks again. :)

Best regards,
...z

"Problems cannot be solved at the same level of awareness that created
them."
-Albert Einstein

-- 
Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
-> http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html
-> Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 7642|7632|2002-11-08 02:27:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FX send order|
On Thursday 07 November 2002 19:45, arveyman wrote:

> I was figuring out how the RS efx sends are handled
> inside the machine. I want to try out if i can get a
> phaser to phase a signal that has already got a delay fx
> applied to it. Up till now i only can get the fx to FIRST
> phaser the signal and AFTER that apply the delay.. In the
> settings for phaser fx there is a page that says: send
> VAR to delay. But i want it the other way round! I want
> to send delay to VAR.. But looking in the delay settings
> page there is NO send delay to VAR, only send delay to
> reverb.. Damn, does this mean the 3 fx units are 'hard
> wired' so to speek and cannot be assigned in other
> directions? Can somebody help me on this please?
>
> I would love this effect for getting a organ riff for a
> reggae tune right...

Resample the delayed sound and send it through the phaser 
fx?

Or use MIDI-delay and send that through the phaser fx?

- Robert
| 7643|7643|2002-11-08 04:05:19|lecolier2000|SCSI => RS7000 => It works !|
Damn...

I have read so many shits about PC to RS7000 communication through 
SCSI.

I decided to have a look my seld.
so i cfg RS7000 correctly, my PC correctly shutdown both.
but a SCSI cable between them.
power up RS7000, then power up my PC, then go under w98 i see RS7000, 
i can send any file very easy to the RS7000

so what all this msg about scsi problem ?
| 7644|7643|2002-11-08 04:23:03|trapstate|Re: SCSI => RS7000 => It works !|
--- In RS7000@y..., "lecolier2000" wrote:

> Damn...
> 
> I have read so many shits about PC to RS7000 communication through 
> SCSI.
> 
> I decided to have a look my seld.
> so i cfg RS7000 correctly, my PC correctly shutdown both.
> but a SCSI cable between them.
> power up RS7000, then power up my PC, then go under w98 i see 

RS7000, 

> i can send any file very easy to the RS7000

Do you mean by up/down loading to the RS with TWE or Wavelab, or by 
sharing a SCSI disk with PC and RS?

If it works for you, than are lucky! TWE doesn't see my RS and 
Soundforge does, but when I want to send a sample it get the 
message "sampler is not SMDI compatible" I've managed to share a SCSI 
disk with my PC and RS (knock on wood), I hope my RS won't freeze 
anymore.

http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/305/zeek_duff.html


Anyway, those SCSI problems are very specific. In the manual they're 
also quite vague about it. I would really love to have both 
functions: share a disk and upload/download from Soundforge. The 
first is an undefined situation (2 scsi controllers) and the second 
doesn't work for me (yet?)

Maybe it's the RS, but it could well be the combination of my SCSI 
card and the RS. I hope the Yammie techs have a look at it for the 
new OS :)

Paul
| 7645|7645|2002-11-08 04:59:08|okoyemaya|Scsi /RS/laptop does it work?|
Is there anybody who has this combination working ? If yes, some 
details please, from the variety of msgs I suppose it depend on the 
pc side.
okoyem
| 7646|7645|2002-11-08 07:30:16|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Scsi /RS/laptop does it work?|
Do you use scsi with an pcmcia card?
If so which Brand? Even with normal usage pcmcia and scsi is a no go loads
of problems.

Jeffry

http://synthforum.com
http://data.rs7000.org/forums

Date: Fri, 08 Nov 2002 11:59:08 -0000
From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
Subject: Scsi /RS/laptop does it work?

Is there anybody who has this combination working ? If yes, some 
details please, from the variety of msgs I suppose it depend on the 
pc side.
okoyem
| 7647|7577|2002-11-08 08:26:08|wasted su700fan|Re: A query...|

----- Original Message -----
From: Zeek Duff <zduff@earthlink.net>
Date: Friday, November 8, 2002 2:44 am
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A query...

differences>

> AHA! Thankyou! The ONE concept I was missing is the "job" conversion
> of the pattern tracks into a sequenced SONG. I take it THAT is then
> seen simply as a linear sequence that can be edited independently of
> the phrases/patterns. And, dammit, *if* the QY700 has THAT capbility,
> I freaking missed it. :( I might have kept it. Well, I STILL may
> get an RS AND a QY, nothing is etched in stone. :)

Right. Once the Pattern Chain that you created in PATTERN CHAIN mode 
(from Patterns/Styles originally composed in PATTERN/STYLE mode) is 
converted to a Song using the Job it is a new entity unto itself, 
totally unrelated to where it originally came from.

Along with doing this 3 step process to create a Song (Style->Pattern 
Chain->Song conversion), you could if you like, just start right away 
in SONG mode itself and use the RM1x/RS7k as a 16 track linear 
sequencer. This is also the only mode of the RM1x/RS7k that lets you 
record data to multiple MIDI tracks at the same time. But it is 
completely linear and not a collection of phrases being put together 
like PATTERN mode is. Although, like I said before, you can use the 
PUT PHRASE/GET PHRASE jobs if you want to add your embellishments and 
copy these phrases afterwards for multiple measures.

One last thing, you can mix various Styles when composing the Pattern 
Chain in PATTERN CHAIN mode. Although if they are too different (i.e. 
EFFECTS/sounds) you will hear the TG hiccup for a second as settings 
are changed internally. Makes for great mixed-variety songs. [This is 
correct right Robert vdK/Tom, right? I know it used to be the case 
with the RM1x but haven't actually tried the feature yet with the RS7k.]

> But, thanks for the tip. I got the idea of the two ways of composing,
> just not the "job conversion to song," which makes it appear to have
> the song editing capability I believed was lacking, without a lot of
> hassle. But, at least NOW I know the RS does that. Cool. :) 
> Onward, and thanks again. :)
> 
> Best regards,
> ...z

No problem. My pleasure. Glad to be of service. Helps me to better 
understand how the machine works if I write it out so it benefits me 
also.

--wasted/su700fan

| 7648|7532|2002-11-08 09:21:06|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Too stupid too slice ?|
Thanx a lot, so now I know that it´s it not me, seems like buying new ram,
I´ll report when I tested that.

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: trapstate 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 

http://synthforum.com/
http://data.rs7000.org/forums
mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in
mailto:zduff@earthlink.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Sent: Friday, November 08, 2002 1:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Too stupid too slice ?

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> He, I´ve got NG at test 18-19 (Ram+RamFull), too, that makes me 
think...
> I´ll do that 4mb test now. Oh, dear, all that screws again.
> Did anyone test that zip yet ?

Hi WThor,

Just tested it, I was kinda curious after the other possible memory 
problem. I quick sliced (2measures, quarter notes) your start pattern 
and it works perfectly, midi notes as they should be. When I load 
your result pattern, the notes are misplaced as you described in your 
txt file. Sorry, but I think it's time you unscrew your RS. Be 
gentile :) 

let us know if it worked

Paul

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7649|7645|2002-11-08 09:49:28|okoyemaya|Re: Scsi /RS/laptop does it work?|
Before throwing away money want to know, as far as my laptop goes i 
have ext 30G HD, more then enough for me. from somebody who actually 
use it and is happy with it. I would choose brand that works but 
first I wanted to hearSo using scsi: JAZ or Zip would be for the RS 
related stuff. There are quite few things I need to buy so I have to 
choose what I really need. If I understood you scsi/pcmcia sucks so 
with RS can only expect problems. I like RS exactly for the reason 
that it is no problem (no Bill Gates!) unit and I can concentrate on 
music. Since I have RS I didnt even open Cubase once and do not miss 
it.
Thanx
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., jeffry.laan@s... wrote:
> Do you use scsi with an pcmcia card?
> If so which Brand? Even with normal usage pcmcia and scsi is a no 
go loads
> of problems.
> 
> Jeffry
> 
> http://synthforum.com
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums
> 
> 
> Date: Fri, 08 Nov 2002 11:59:08 -0000
> From: "okoyemaya" 
> Subject: Scsi /RS/laptop does it work?
> 
> Is there anybody who has this combination working ? If yes, some 
> details please, from the variety of msgs I suppose it depend on the 
> pc side.
> okoyem

| 7650|7643|2002-11-08 10:00:49|Dave Jumpers|Re: SCSI => RS7000 => It works !|
Hey dude, could you describe the following for reference:

Your computer setup? (As detailed as posible)
Your computer OS ( w98 right?)

Do you share a disk between RS and PC?
or Do you use TWE to send samples to the RS?

And then whoever mantains the FAQ, can update it with your shit!

thank you, man.
-Dave-

lecolier2000 wrote:

>Damn...
>
>I have read so many shits about PC to RS7000 communication through 
>SCSI.
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>
>I decided to have a look my seld.
>so i cfg RS7000 correctly, my PC correctly shutdown both.
>but a SCSI cable between them.
>power up RS7000, then power up my PC, then go under w98 i see RS7000, 
>i can send any file very easy to the RS7000
>
>so what all this msg about scsi problem ?
>
> 
>

| 7651|7620|2002-11-08 23:44:26|audiovisualguru|RS7000 FOR SALE IN CALI|
800 for my rs7000 conrad_j@sbcglobal.net
| 7652|7652|2002-11-09 04:56:53|tompaulsen2002|Crosspost: About RS7k AIEB2|
I did some search on Motifator.com, where the RS7k-forum had some 
downfall because of a troll, but i found another brilliant 
"Bad-Mister" reply about the AIEB2 expansion board of the RS.

Enjoy, Tom

Anonymous
Unregistered
(09/09/02 11:51 AM)
Edit - Reply
AIEB2 question
Just ordered the board....Will this give me a total of 8 analog 
outs now, or will I just be limited to the six analog, and will 
the effects work for those extra outs?
Thanks in advance!
A New Yorker 

Post Extras: 

DNA
Unregistered
(09/10/02 12:37 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
Plug it in ! If the normal/mix outputs work then you've got 8 
outputs in total. I know the master effects won't be sent through 
the 6 individual outputs but maybe the other 3 send effects might.
DNA
Artist Page:
http://mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=4818
Post Extras: 

wasted
Unregistered
(09/11/02 09:56 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
No FX are sent out any of the Assignable Outs (1-6). Only sent 
via Main 1/4" on-board RS7k Outs (L&R), S/PDIF Digital Out, and 
TOSLink Optical out on AIEB2. It's designed that way so you can 
send individual channels to the assignable outs to be effected, 
eq'ed by external gear. 

Post Extras: 

Anthony
Unregistered
(09/12/02 09:13 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
HUH, no effects---like reverb, and delay....I would understand no 
master effects, but do you mean no effects at all--so now we have 
to (completely) re - mix everything in the studio?
Anthony 

Post Extras: 

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 517
(09/13/02 06:13 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
Forgive me, but this is a common misconception: that you could 
have individual outs that maintain isolation and system effects.
The purpose of individual outs is so that you can effect them 
elsewhere. If the SYSTEM effect's output were returned to the 
individual outputs you would not be happy. Here's why. The System 
effect return represents a composite signal. It contains your 
snare, a bit of your hi-hat, that keyboard sound you added reverb 
to, that sound FX etc. It is a ghostly image of all the sounds 
you feed to the effect. There is no way to isolate just the snare 
reverb in an individual out assigned the snare, the signal is 
always a composite signal.

mailto:conrad_j@sbcglobal.net
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If you want to transfer some data with "the effects" individually 
you would do it via the normal stereo outputs but just MUTE the 
other tracks.
It is the norm that individual outputs are DRY. 

Post Extras: 

Anonymous
Unregistered
(09/17/02 05:37 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
what about the Eq and filters?
Cheers
Phantom 

Post Extras: 

Brooklynkid
Unregistered
(09/18/02 10:24 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
Can someone please answer this question
Thanks 

Post Extras: 

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 517
(09/19/02 11:29 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: AIEB2 question
EQ and Filters are per part and therefore go out via the 
individual outputs. Only the EFFECTS and MASTER EQ do not go to 
the individual outputs. Individual part EQ and filters (although 
used as effects) are not technically effects. Each PART has its 
own EQ and its own filter settings. 

Post Extras:
| 7653|7653|2002-11-09 05:10:03|okoyemaya|What`s your favorite headphone?|
I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users prefere.
Myself I use Sennheiser 25 for recording acoustic stuff but I dont 
like it so much for mastering or working with RS. I guess consumer 
high end headphone might be better, I used to use Senhs Ovation, 
meanwhile there must be even better ones. I think electronic music 
has its own requirments different then acoustic. I think it is 
interesting to exchange experience. 
I do not mean mastering only with the headphones ( that is not good 
idea) but they are useful to hear the sonic details, fine effects, 
ornaments, work on samples etc.
okoyem
| 7654|7653|2002-11-09 05:54:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
On Saturday 09 November 2002 13:10, okoyemaya wrote:

> I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users
> prefere. Myself I use Sennheiser 25 for recording
> acoustic stuff but I dont like it so much for mastering
> or working with RS. I guess consumer high end headphone
> might be better, I used to use Senhs Ovation, meanwhile
> there must be even better ones. I think electronic music
> has its own requirments different then acoustic. I think
> it is interesting to exchange experience.
> I do not mean mastering only with the headphones ( that
> is not good idea) but they are useful to hear the sonic
> details, fine effects, ornaments, work on samples etc.
> okoyem

I use a Beyerdynamic DT911. Great set of cans. They go very 
deep, can play load and have a great sound, imo.

But you can't use headphones for mastering. The sound I get 
over the phones is totally different, for a number of 
reasons. One of them is that using phones gives you a 
totally seperate sound for the left and right channels, 
while using speakers, the left and right channel's audio is 
mixed and bounced by walls and stuff, before they reach 
your ears. Also, using phones, you're sitting on top of the 
speakers, and you hear *everything* very clear, but when 
using monitors, a number of details get burried in the mix.

It's okay to use cans during the creative phase of making 
music, but if possible, use a good set of monitor speakers 
for the mix/mastering process.

- Robert
| 7655|7655|2002-11-09 06:40:47|Qburn|RS7K Second hand prices ?|
hi folks,



i want to buy a secondhand RS7K.

wat does a REALISTIC sec.hand price range look like? 
something about 1000 Euros/ 1000 $ ?

the latest offer i got, was 650 Euros for a 11 month old RS7K with full RAM...

thought that was a MUSTBUY...!

waht do you thing?

peace,

Q

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7656|7655|2002-11-09 06:50:06|Uwe Jülich|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ?|

> wat does a REALISTIC sec.hand price range look like?
> something about 1000 Euros/ 1000 $ ?

I paid 1025 Euro for a 3 month old RS_7000, I think this was cheap.

> the latest offer i got, was 650 Euros for a 11 month old RS7K with full

RAM...

If the RS_7000 is allright and looks good this is VERY cheap.

best regards,

Uwe
| 7657|7653|2002-11-09 08:26:52|okoyemaya|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
Oh, no I wouldn`t mix with headphone only. But it is always good to 
do checkup for flaws, it is like zooming. If I can afford it I take 
few days to listen the mix in so many ways I can, home, friends home, 
my car, other car, walkman, other studios whatever. Taking notes is 
very useful. Good mix... is like some mythical god, isn`t it?
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 09 November 2002 13:10, okoyemaya wrote:
> > I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users
> > prefere. Myself I use Sennheiser 25 for recording
> > acoustic stuff but I dont like it so much for mastering
> > or working with RS. I guess consumer high end headphone
> > might be better, I used to use Senhs Ovation, meanwhile
> > there must be even better ones. I think electronic music
> > has its own requirments different then acoustic. I think
> > it is interesting to exchange experience.
> > I do not mean mastering only with the headphones ( that
> > is not good idea) but they are useful to hear the sonic
> > details, fine effects, ornaments, work on samples etc.
> > okoyem
> 
> I use a Beyerdynamic DT911. Great set of cans. They go very 
> deep, can play load and have a great sound, imo.
> 
> But you can't use headphones for mastering. The sound I get 
> over the phones is totally different, for a number of 
> reasons. One of them is that using phones gives you a 
> totally seperate sound for the left and right channels, 
> while using speakers, the left and right channel's audio is 
> mixed and bounced by walls and stuff, before they reach 
> your ears. Also, using phones, you're sitting on top of the 
> speakers, and you hear *everything* very clear, but when 
> using monitors, a number of details get burried in the mix.
> 
> It's okay to use cans during the creative phase of making 
> music, but if possible, use a good set of monitor speakers 
> for the mix/mastering process.
> 
> - Robert

| 7658|7655|2002-11-09 08:31:36|okoyemaya|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ?|
Was it hot?
I would get it for myself as second unit. Chasing for over a month I 
finally got new one, in last 2 months I have not come across anything 
less then 1100 Euro. Though I got carried away on Ebay up to 1180 
actually I do not think it is worth to pay more then 1000 if you 
think of benefits of 100% quarantee and possible 16% VAT refund.
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:
> hi folks,
> 
> i want to buy a secondhand RS7K.
> 
> wat does a REALISTIC sec.hand price range look like? 
> something about 1000 Euros/ 1000 $ ?
> 
> the latest offer i got, was 650 Euros for a 11 month old RS7K with 
full RAM...
> 
> thought that was a MUSTBUY...!



> 
> waht do you thing?
> 
> peace,
> 
> Q
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7659|7653|2002-11-09 08:43:32|Christian Wiesner|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
Hi,

>I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users prefere.

I prefer my Sony MDR-V 700. Thats the silver one you can see in 
nearly every advertising if something should look yong and fresh and 
hip and stuff ;)

The sound is rather "clublike", a lot of bass and very loud. But it 
fits to the music I make. It was a decision between Sony, Technics 
1210, Sennheiser HD25 and Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro. Technics and 
Sennheiser were just lying on the ear, I didn't like that. 
Beyerdynamic was very fluffy and comfy, but sounded *too* nice.

Christian
| 7660|7532|2002-11-09 10:27:15|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Too stupid too slice ?|
Ladies and Gentleman,
I´m proud to report:
It´s a RAM issue.

I´m sure I bought ones that fulfill the Yamaha specs on the paper (unfortunately I can´t find out the brand to set it on a not-working list), maybe the
testing procedure could be updated in the FAQ with the NG issue ?

I´d like to thank everyone for the big help.

With greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wthor@gmx.de 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2002 5:22 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Too stupid too slice ?

Thanx a lot, so now I know that it´s it not me, seems like buying new ram,
I´ll report when I tested that.

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: trapstate 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2002 1:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Too stupid too slice ?

--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> He, I´ve got NG at test 18-19 (Ram+RamFull), too, that makes me 
think...
> I´ll do that 4mb test now. Oh, dear, all that screws again.
> Did anyone test that zip yet ?

Hi WThor,

Just tested it, I was kinda curious after the other possible memory 
problem. I quick sliced (2measures, quarter notes) your start pattern 
and it works perfectly, midi notes as they should be. When I load 
your result pattern, the notes are misplaced as you described in your 
txt file. Sorry, but I think it's time you unscrew your RS. Be 
gentile :) 

let us know if it worked

Paul
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7661|7532|2002-11-09 10:41:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Too stupid too slice ?|
On Saturday 09 November 2002 18:29, wthor@gmx.de wrote:

> Ladies and Gentleman,
> I´m proud to report:
> It´s a RAM issue.
>
> I´m sure I bought ones that fulfill the Yamaha specs on
> the paper (unfortunately I can´t find out the brand to
> set it on a not-working list), maybe the testing
> procedure could be updated in the FAQ with the NG issue ?

Will do.

- Robert
| 7662|7653|2002-11-09 11:21:26|tompaulsen2002|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Oh, no I wouldn`t mix with headphone only. But it is always good to 
> do checkup for flaws, it is like zooming. If I can afford it I take 
> few days to listen the mix in so many ways I can, home, friends 

home, 

> my car, other car, walkman, other studios whatever. Taking notes is 
> very useful. Good mix... is like some mythical god, isn`t it?
> okoyem

Indeed, takes some time to find the right one. 

As i already said in an earlier thread about headphones, i am using 
AKG K240 Studio. They are lower priced but excellent. They miss some 
in the bottom frequencies, but great to "zoom" and very transparent.
You can also wear them comfortably for hours without hurting.

Tom
| 7663|7655|2002-11-09 11:24:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Was it hot?
> I would get it for myself as second unit. Chasing for over a month 

I 

> finally got new one, in last 2 months I have not come across 

anything 

> less then 1100 Euro. Though I got carried away on Ebay up to 1180 
> actually I do not think it is worth to pay more then 1000 if you 
> think of benefits of 100% quarantee and possible 16% VAT refund.
> okoyem

650 Euro was indeed a super-price. It seems, since the RS goes for 
almost the new price that it is a wanted machine...i guess our silver-
box has become a cult-classic-machine finally! All it needs now is 
that new OS-update and the s/h price will probably just as high as 
buying it new...or higher, like TB303...
| 7664|7664|2002-11-09 11:34:08|wthor@gmx.de|Working RAM ?|
May I ask those who´ve got working RAM (no NG in test) what brands they have, how many modules are there per stick (mine has 16).
It seems that nearly any RAM I can find fullfills the Yammy specs, but this time I want to make sure...
oempcworld unfortunately are some thousand kilometers too far away to order from.

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2002 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Too stupid too slice ?

On Saturday 09 November 2002 18:29, wthor@gmx.de wrote:
> Ladies and Gentleman,
> I´m proud to report:
> It´s a RAM issue.
>
> I´m sure I bought ones that fulfill the Yamaha specs on
> the paper (unfortunately I can´t find out the brand to
> set it on a not-working list), maybe the testing
> procedure could be updated in the FAQ with the NG issue ?
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Will do.

- Robert
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| 7665|7655|2002-11-09 12:23:05|Qburn|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ?|

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Uwe Jülich 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2002 2:50 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7K Second hand prices ?

> wat does a REALISTIC sec.hand price range look like?
> something about 1000 Euros/ 1000 $ ?

I paid 1025 Euro for a 3 month old RS_7000, I think this was cheap.

> the latest offer i got, was 650 Euros for a 11 month old RS7K with full
RAM...

If the RS_7000 is allright and looks good this is VERY cheap.

best regards,

Uwe
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| 7666|7666|2002-11-09 12:31:56|Qburn|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ? SORRY... AGAIN|
Folks! I m not shure if i am really able to belief it!

650 Euros was just the first price the seller told me...
I talked back to the guy and now the price is:

(Fasten your seat belts please!)

600 Euros for the following / INCLUDING the following:

- the RS7K
- ... extended to 64 MB Ram
- the 8 MB SMCarde + a 64 MB SMCard
- a SMCard-Reader (USB)

that seems cheap... ; )

peace,

Q

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Uwe Jülich 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2002 2:50 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7K Second hand prices ?

> wat does a REALISTIC sec.hand price range look like?
> something about 1000 Euros/ 1000 $ ?

I paid 1025 Euro for a 3 month old RS_7000, I think this was cheap.
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> the latest offer i got, was 650 Euros for a 11 month old RS7K with full
RAM...

If the RS_7000 is allright and looks good this is VERY cheap.

best regards,

Uwe
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| 7667|7666|2002-11-09 12:40:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ? SORRY... AGAIN|
On Saturday 09 November 2002 20:32, Qburn wrote:

> Folks! I m not shure if i am really able to belief it!
>
> 650 Euros was just the first price the seller told me...
> I talked back to the guy and now the price is:
>
> (Fasten your seat belts please!)
>
> 600 Euros for the following / INCLUDING the following:
>
> - the RS7K
> - ... extended to 64 MB Ram
> - the 8 MB SMCarde + a 64 MB SMCard
> - a SMCard-Reader (USB)
>
> that seems cheap... ; )

Ask for the original receipt please...

- Robert
| 7668|7666|2002-11-09 12:58:42|Uwe Jülich|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ? SORRY... AGAIN|

>600 Euros for the following / INCLUDING the following:

>- the RS7K
>- ... extended to 64 MB Ram
>- the 8 MB SMCarde + a 64 MB SMCard
>- a SMCard-Reader (USB)

>that seems cheap... ; )

Yes, it is cheap...Seems something is shady about it...
| 7669|7666|2002-11-09 15:24:05|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ? SORRY... AGAIN|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:

> Folks! I m not shure if i am really able to belief it!
> 
> 650 Euros was just the first price the seller told me...
> I talked back to the guy and now the price is:
> 
> (Fasten your seat belts please!)
> 
> 600 Euros for the following / INCLUDING the following:
> 
> - the RS7K
> - ... extended to 64 MB Ram
> - the 8 MB SMCarde + a 64 MB SMCard
> - a SMCard-Reader (USB)
> 
> that seems cheap... ; )
> 
> peace,
> 
> Q

Hmmmm...you should try the machine before you buy 
it...otherwise...don´t wait any longer and GET it!

> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Uwe Jülich 
> To: RS7000@y... 
> Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2002 2:50 PM
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> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7K Second hand prices ?
> 
> 
> > wat does a REALISTIC sec.hand price range look like?
> > something about 1000 Euros/ 1000 $ ?
> 
> I paid 1025 Euro for a 3 month old RS_7000, I think this was 

cheap.

> 
> > the latest offer i got, was 650 Euros for a 11 month old RS7K 

with full

> RAM...
> 
> If the RS_7000 is allright and looks good this is VERY cheap.
> 
> best regards,
> 
> Uwe
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7670|7666|2002-11-09 15:26:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7K Second hand prices ? SORRY... AGAIN|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Saturday 09 November 2002 20:32, Qburn wrote:

> > 600 Euros for the following / INCLUDING the following:
> >
> 
> Ask for the original receipt please...
> 
> - Robert

Rob and Uwe are right...looks like a not very clean business...
| 7671|7671|2002-11-09 16:08:21|jeffmelee|recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
i'm having a problem with my current setup and was wondering if you 
knowledgable people would guide me in the right direction. what i'm 
doing is triggering my acoustic drum set using my alesis dmpro and 
want to record the trigger information to the rs. so when i play my 
kick drum on my acoustic set i trigger the kick drum sound from 
within the dmpro (its note A1). i then want that midi info passed on 
to the rs so i can record it (so now i dont need drum mics). ok, so, 
i have the midi out on the dmpro to the midi in on the rs. and i 
have the dmpro sending the kick on midi ch 1 and the rs recording 
midi ch 1 on track 1. when i record in overdub or replace modes, 
what i just recorded only sounds like quick clicks. it almost sounds 
like its being heavily gated but i have the gate up to 200%. i know 
i must be close if can at least record my kick drum and hear it 
played back, but i just cant hear the entire length of the note. 
does anyone have a solution? thanks people! - jeff
| 7672|7671|2002-11-09 16:43:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
On Sunday 10 November 2002 00:08, jeffmelee wrote:

> i'm having a problem with my current setup and was
> wondering if you knowledgable people would guide me in
> the right direction. what i'm doing is triggering my
> acoustic drum set using my alesis dmpro and want to
> record the trigger information to the rs. so when i play
> my kick drum on my acoustic set i trigger the kick drum
> sound from within the dmpro (its note A1). i then want
> that midi info passed on to the rs so i can record it (so
> now i dont need drum mics). ok, so, i have the midi out
> on the dmpro to the midi in on the rs. and i have the
> dmpro sending the kick on midi ch 1 and the rs recording
> midi ch 1 on track 1. when i record in overdub or
> replace modes, what i just recorded only sounds like
> quick clicks. it almost sounds like its being heavily
> gated but i have the gate up to 200%. i know i must be
> close if can at least record my kick drum and hear it
> played back, but i just cant hear the entire length of
> the note. does anyone have a solution? thanks people! -
> jeff

Looks like the midi note produced by the dmpro is just a 
short gate signal (a short spike) that triggers the drum 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


synth. This is not uncommon for drum machines. I don't 
think the RS is the problem here, it simply records and 
reproduces the singal it was given (unless you did some 
midi editing, which I doubt).

The problem is that the dmpro can't seem to deal with the 
signal it created itself. We have two options:

1. Check the dmpro for an option that allows a drum sound to 
to complete with only a short gate signal. That is, fix the 
problem in the dmpro. 

2. Change the length of the midi notes that were recorded in 
the RS. There's the play-fx Gatetime knob and the Modify 
Gate Time job (page 137) to do that.

Option one is preferred.

- Robert
| 7673|7671|2002-11-09 16:50:23|jeffmelee|Re: recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
cool thanks Robert! I'll try both and see what happens.

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 10 November 2002 00:08, jeffmelee wrote:
> > i'm having a problem with my current setup and was
> > wondering if you knowledgable people would guide me in
> > the right direction. what i'm doing is triggering my
> > acoustic drum set using my alesis dmpro and want to
> > record the trigger information to the rs. so when i play
> > my kick drum on my acoustic set i trigger the kick drum
> > sound from within the dmpro (its note A1). i then want
> > that midi info passed on to the rs so i can record it (so
> > now i dont need drum mics). ok, so, i have the midi out
> > on the dmpro to the midi in on the rs. and i have the
> > dmpro sending the kick on midi ch 1 and the rs recording
> > midi ch 1 on track 1. when i record in overdub or
> > replace modes, what i just recorded only sounds like
> > quick clicks. it almost sounds like its being heavily
> > gated but i have the gate up to 200%. i know i must be
> > close if can at least record my kick drum and hear it
> > played back, but i just cant hear the entire length of
> > the note. does anyone have a solution? thanks people! -
> > jeff
> 
> Looks like the midi note produced by the dmpro is just a 
> short gate signal (a short spike) that triggers the drum 
> synth. This is not uncommon for drum machines. I don't 
> think the RS is the problem here, it simply records and 
> reproduces the singal it was given (unless you did some 
> midi editing, which I doubt).
> 
> The problem is that the dmpro can't seem to deal with the 
> signal it created itself. We have two options:
> 
> 1. Check the dmpro for an option that allows a drum sound to 
> to complete with only a short gate signal. That is, fix the 
> problem in the dmpro. 
> 
> 2. Change the length of the midi notes that were recorded in 
> the RS. There's the play-fx Gatetime knob and the Modify 
> Gate Time job (page 137) to do that.
> 
> Option one is preferred.
> 
> - Robert

| 7674|7674|2002-11-09 17:46:48|ev3nly|Wait for the OS update or...|
I am trying to decide if I should wait for the new OS update or get a a 3000 or a4000 or maybe an emu. Is yamaha likely to include something like that on
the OS update? Or should I just wait? What kind of samplers do you guys use with your rs7k?
Cheers,
Brent
| 7675|7675|2002-11-09 17:59:36|retrobeats|Are the Styles OK to use in a production piece? (licensing)|
Does anyone know?

If the style can be used in production music pieces?

thanks.
| 7676|7653|2002-11-09 20:49:12|daniel hall|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
I like my AKG's but recently got a pair of wireless
advent phones. I allways seem to step on the cord....
--- okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

> I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS
> users prefere.
> Myself I use Sennheiser 25 for recording acoustic
> stuff but I dont 
> like it so much for mastering or working with RS. I
> guess consumer 
> high end headphone might be better, I used to use
> Senhs Ovation, 
> meanwhile there must be even better ones. I think
> electronic music 
> has its own requirments different then acoustic. I
> think it is 
> interesting to exchange experience. 
> I do not mean mastering only with the headphones (

mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in


> that is not good 
> idea) but they are useful to hear the sonic details,
> fine effects, 
> ornaments, work on samples etc.
> okoyem
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7677|7677|2002-11-10 00:23:16|Stephen Syms|RS7K 4SALE IN SYDNEY|
RS7K � As new , no live gigs only used at home

No modifications , original purchase receipt available

Very Good Condition AUD$2700 ONO

Or bid in Ebay Auction www.ebay.com.au <http://www.ebay.com.au/> under
professional audio

To view your item, click here: 
http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem
<http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1396404444&ssPage
Name=ADME:B:LC:AU:1> &item=1396404444&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:AU:1

Thanks

Steve

Email me at bybow@pobox.com

Will ship buyer pays

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7678|7674|2002-11-10 04:10:37|trapstate|Re: Wait for the OS update or...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ev3nly" wrote:

> I am trying to decide if I should wait for the new OS update or get 

a a 3000 or a4000 or maybe an emu. Is yamaha likely to include 
something like that on the OS update? Or should I just wait? What 
kind of samplers do you guys use with your rs7k?

> Cheers,
> Brent

I definately have hope for some A3000 features on the RS. The MOTIF 
already can load multisample programs, right? I've worked a little 
with an A3000. Great sampler with nice multi-fx, but a big setback is 
the slow scsi loading speed. I don't think the A4000 is much quicker, 
but I'm not sure. 

With the rise of software samplers, prices of hardware samplers have 
drastically dropped. If you really need more ram and sampler features 
than go for another unit (a4000/a5000, sounds better than Akai imo), 
if it's just the loading of programs and new formats than you could 
wait (if you're patient enough). Have a look on the requested 
features faq to see if you want is already there.

Paul
| 7679|7674|2002-11-10 05:11:08|faxorgy|Re: Wait for the OS update or...|
Many people make a huge mistake with the a series.
I don't own one but in the system configuration widow there is a Load 
whilst Play function which defaults to ON.
By turning this OFF you can load a full system into an A series much 
much faster. The time goes from some 18 to 20 mins down to about 2.5 
to 4 minutes max. Though I suggest using an internal HD and or Zip 
drive and not going the SCSI route on it.
If you live in the US go to Motifator.com and log on to the MotifMart.
Bottom left link is for specials. If you buy the 4 CDROM set some 2 
gigs worth of sounds from vintage synths, to drums ,abient 
scapes ,strings ,pianos etc for $799.00 US (yes it seem like a lot) 
they'll throw in an A4000 sampler for absolutely FREE.
Yes I kid you not.
Great deal.
You should check it out pronto.
I've run in to a possible A3000 V2.0 for $700 AUS (no ram exp etc but 
with original receipts that I'm sorely tempted to purchase myself ;).
Even if they do upgrade those features the A series would make a very 
very cool extra voicing unit for all sorts of acoustic and surreal 
sound manipulations so it's hardly dead money now is it.
I still think if they could get the RS up to similar to Mo' spec 
they'd sell em by the truckload myself.
just gotta wait and see.

PS: TOM if you read this your Fooleycore coment on Motifator was a 
classic. You beat me too the punch but I controlled myself :P.
I think I'll pretend Fooleycore is Dutch and the English translation 
is Fullywhored. Either one is pretty appropriate LMAO .
(sorry for the off topic jibe guys ;).

http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
http://www.ebay.com.au/
http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1396404444&ssPage
mailto:bybow@pobox.com


Now Back to the RS7000 :D
| 7680|7674|2002-11-10 05:16:46|faxorgy|Re: Wait for the OS update or...|
Excuse the really shitty typo's in there.
It's true it's all down hill once you turn 34 LMAO ;).
Oh and I've just picked up a Kawai K4R for $150 (AUS) great digital 
resonant filters in series or parallel and nice AM possibilites.
You can hear that synth all over Chemical Brothers "Exit Planet Dust" 
and some early MeatBeatManifesto and late Throbbing Gristle.
Digital noise anyone.
Should sound dead tasty with the RS7000 anyways'
Cheers guys and have a great day :).
| 7681|7681|2002-11-10 12:46:24|blackwoodtebo|Count In|
Is it possible to make the count in for recording actually make a 
sound like a metronmome? Right now my count in just makes the green 
light above the play button "blink" the time. It would seem that 
there would be some way to make the count in actually make a sound 
for it to be useful.
| 7682|7674|2002-11-10 15:10:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: Wait for the OS update or...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ev3nly" wrote:

> I am trying to decide if I should wait for the new OS update or 

get a a 3000 or a4000 or maybe an emu. Is yamaha likely to 
include something like that on the OS update? Or should I just 
wait? What kind of samplers do you guys use with your rs7k?

> Cheers,
> Brent

It seems to me, you are asking here for a decision between apples 
and oranges. The RS is a hardware sequencer and even after the OS 
update won't be able to do what a sampler like A4000 or Emu can do, 
which is having a more complex synthengine, multilayered samples. 
The RS is built for multiusage...which is sampling, Tone Generator 
and most important for sequencing and controling external equipment. 
The OS update will fix a few major flaws about the sequencer.

So rather asking should i wait for the OS update, you should ask 
yourself, do i want a hardware sequencer, or do i need a sampler?
| 7683|7675|2002-11-10 15:14:12|tompaulsen2002|Re: Are the Styles OK to use in a production piece? (licensing)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:

> Does anyone know?
> 
> If the style can be used in production music pieces?
> 
> thanks.

??? That's like using a Vinyl...well you paid for the RS and it's 
Demostyles, so i guess you also could use them in production music 
pieces, which would be, in my humble opinion be really lame and to 
be honest a waste of money. Mostly because you use the RS then as a 
preset-machine...a handfull of good Vinyl are much cheaper...and 
easier to handle... But that's just me and my opinion..
| 7684|7681|2002-11-10 15:28:06|djboy112st|Re: Count In|
black-
you must have the metronome "click" turned off.. to turn it on, 
press the UTILITY button, then press the F4 button (the last button 
under the lcd), and you will see on the left side of the screen, the 
first parameter is called CLICK MODE. turn the knob to set the click 
mode to REC, then exit back out and try recording again.. 

you should hear a very loud, ear piercing annoying click that is your 
metronome. the thing I hate about this is that you have no control 
over the volume of that click.. it's just plain LOUD..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@y..., "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> Is it possible to make the count in for recording actually make a 
> sound like a metronmome? Right now my count in just makes the 
green 
> light above the play button "blink" the time. It would seem that 
> there would be some way to make the count in actually make a sound 
> for it to be useful.

| 7685|7671|2002-11-10 18:20:03|jeffmelee|Re: recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
but wait...if i actually get the rs to record the entire note length, 
when i play back the sequence it will send info to midi out A right? 
so then wouldnt i need to have midi out on dmpro to midi in on rs, 
AND, midi out rs to midi in on the dmpro for the dmpro to play the 
notes back? either way i'm still having trouble getting the dmpro(or 
rs) to play the entire note lengths. - jeff

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 10 November 2002 00:08, jeffmelee wrote:
> > i'm having a problem with my current setup and was
> > wondering if you knowledgable people would guide me in
> > the right direction. what i'm doing is triggering my
> > acoustic drum set using my alesis dmpro and want to
> > record the trigger information to the rs. so when i play
> > my kick drum on my acoustic set i trigger the kick drum



> > sound from within the dmpro (its note A1). i then want
> > that midi info passed on to the rs so i can record it (so
> > now i dont need drum mics). ok, so, i have the midi out
> > on the dmpro to the midi in on the rs. and i have the
> > dmpro sending the kick on midi ch 1 and the rs recording
> > midi ch 1 on track 1. when i record in overdub or
> > replace modes, what i just recorded only sounds like
> > quick clicks. it almost sounds like its being heavily
> > gated but i have the gate up to 200%. i know i must be
> > close if can at least record my kick drum and hear it
> > played back, but i just cant hear the entire length of
> > the note. does anyone have a solution? thanks people! -
> > jeff
> 
>
>
> Looks like the midi note produced by the dmpro is just a 
> short gate signal (a short spike) that triggers the drum 
> synth. This is not uncommon for drum machines. I don't 
> think the RS is the problem here, it simply records and 
> reproduces the singal it was given (unless you did some 
> midi editing, which I doubt).
> 
> The problem is that the dmpro can't seem to deal with the 
> signal it created itself. We have two options:
> 
> 1. Check the dmpro for an option that allows a drum sound to 
> to complete with only a short gate signal. That is, fix the 
> problem in the dmpro. 
> 
> 2. Change the length of the midi notes that were recorded in 
> the RS. There's the play-fx Gatetime knob and the Modify 
> Gate Time job (page 137) to do that.
> 
> Option one is preferred.
> 
> - Robert

| 7686|7671|2002-11-10 19:27:03|jeffmelee|Re: recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
ok well at least i know why the sound was getting cut off. dont you 
hate when its something very simple. all i had to do was turn the 
play fx gate time knob back to 100 (it was turned hard left). so now 
that the entire note gets played finally, (and i know this was asked 
before but i couldn't find it in the archives or the manual) how do i 
turn off the tone generator for that track. its playing the kick 
drum sound from the dmpro, note A1, AND the note A1 from the rs at 
the same time. thanks again!! - jeff

--- In RS7000@y..., "jeffmelee" wrote:
> but wait...if i actually get the rs to record the entire note 
length, 
> when i play back the sequence it will send info to midi out A 
right? 
> so then wouldnt i need to have midi out on dmpro to midi in on rs, 
> AND, midi out rs to midi in on the dmpro for the dmpro to play the 
> notes back? either way i'm still having trouble getting the dmpro
(or 
> rs) to play the entire note lengths. - jeff
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Sunday 10 November 2002 00:08, jeffmelee wrote:
> > > i'm having a problem with my current setup and was
> > > wondering if you knowledgable people would guide me in
> > > the right direction. what i'm doing is triggering my
> > > acoustic drum set using my alesis dmpro and want to
> > > record the trigger information to the rs. so when i play
> > > my kick drum on my acoustic set i trigger the kick drum
> > > sound from within the dmpro (its note A1). i then want
> > > that midi info passed on to the rs so i can record it (so
> > > now i dont need drum mics). ok, so, i have the midi out
> > > on the dmpro to the midi in on the rs. and i have the
> > > dmpro sending the kick on midi ch 1 and the rs recording
> > > midi ch 1 on track 1. when i record in overdub or
> > > replace modes, what i just recorded only sounds like
> > > quick clicks. it almost sounds like its being heavily
> > > gated but i have the gate up to 200%. i know i must be
> > > close if can at least record my kick drum and hear it
> > > played back, but i just cant hear the entire length of
> > > the note. does anyone have a solution? thanks people! -
> > > jeff
> > 
> >
> >
> > Looks like the midi note produced by the dmpro is just a 
> > short gate signal (a short spike) that triggers the drum 
> > synth. This is not uncommon for drum machines. I don't 
> > think the RS is the problem here, it simply records and 
> > reproduces the singal it was given (unless you did some 
> > midi editing, which I doubt).
> > 
> > The problem is that the dmpro can't seem to deal with the 
> > signal it created itself. We have two options:
> > 
> > 1. Check the dmpro for an option that allows a drum sound to 



> > to complete with only a short gate signal. That is, fix the 
> > problem in the dmpro. 
> > 
> > 2. Change the length of the midi notes that were recorded in 
> > the RS. There's the play-fx Gatetime knob and the Modify 
> > Gate Time job (page 137) to do that.
> > 
> > Option one is preferred.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 7687|7643|2002-11-11 00:15:43|lecolier2000|Re: SCSI => RS7000 => It works !|
--- In RS7000@y..., "trapstate" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "lecolier2000" wrote:
> > Damn...
> > 
> > I have read so many shits about PC to RS7000 communication 

through 

> > SCSI.
> > 
> > I decided to have a look my seld.
> > so i cfg RS7000 correctly, my PC correctly shutdown both.
> > but a SCSI cable between them.
> > power up RS7000, then power up my PC, then go under w98 i see 
> RS7000, 
> > i can send any file very easy to the RS7000
> 
> Do you mean by up/down loading to the RS with TWE or Wavelab, or by 
> sharing a SCSI disk with PC and RS?
> 
> If it works for you, than are lucky! TWE doesn't see my RS and 
> Soundforge does, but when I want to send a sample it get the 
> message "sampler is not SMDI compatible" I've managed to share a 

SCSI 

> disk with my PC and RS (knock on wood), I hope my RS won't freeze 
> anymore.
> 
> Anyway, those SCSI problems are very specific. In the manual 

they're 

> also quite vague about it. I would really love to have both 
> functions: share a disk and upload/download from Soundforge. The 
> first is an undefined situation (2 scsi controllers) and the second 
> doesn't work for me (yet?)
> 
> Maybe it's the RS, but it could well be the combination of my SCSI 
> card and the RS. I hope the Yammie techs have a look at it for the 
> new OS :)
> 
> Paul

Hi Paul,
Yes i can UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD sample to the RS7K through TWE,
i can also share a SCSI disk

so far i ve not try to access SCSI HD at the same time the RS7k 
access it, i'm very afraid of a bad problem to occurs...
but anyway, otherwise, it works very well, fast and convenient.
only problem is when you have several r2a on a smart card, you have 
to load each after each other, before save them on HD, you cannot 
load the whole card, or transfer whole card to HD.

so i planned to buy a smart card ready anywya, so i can backup those 
very easy.
| 7688|7681|2002-11-11 00:15:58|blackwoodtebo|Re: Count In|
Ah Thanks so Much djboy. All sorted now!

--- In RS7000@y..., "djboy112st" wrote:
> black-
> you must have the metronome "click" turned off.. to turn it 
on, 
> press the UTILITY button, then press the F4 button (the last button 
> under the lcd), and you will see on the left side of the screen, 
the 
> first parameter is called CLICK MODE. turn the knob to set the 
click 
> mode to REC, then exit back out and try recording again.. 
> 
> you should hear a very loud, ear piercing annoying click that is 
your 
> metronome. the thing I hate about this is that you have no control 
> over the volume of that click.. it's just plain LOUD..
> 
> /[ one30six ]\
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> > Is it possible to make the count in for recording actually make a 
> > sound like a metronmome? Right now my count in just makes the 
> green 
> > light above the play button "blink" the time. It would seem that 



> > there would be some way to make the count in actually make a 
sound 
> > for it to be useful.

| 7689|7671|2002-11-11 00:19:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
On Monday 11 November 2002 03:26, jeffmelee wrote:

> ok well at least i know why the sound was getting cut
> off. dont you hate when its something very simple. all
> i had to do was turn the play fx gate time knob back to
> 100 (it was turned hard left). so now that the entire
> note gets played finally, (and i know this was asked
> before but i couldn't find it in the archives or the
> manual) how do i turn off the tone generator for that
> track. its playing the kick drum sound from the dmpro,
> note A1, AND the note A1 from the rs at the same time. 
> thanks again!! - jeff

Ah, so you *did* do some midi editing. Shame on you! ;)

To switch off the internal TG for a given track, press Setup 
4 times to produce the Out Channel page. Select the track 
in the standard way, make sure knob 3 says TG and knob 4 
says OFF.

- Robert
| 7690|7675|2002-11-11 02:24:54|okoyemaya|Re: Are the Styles OK to use in a production piece? (licensing)|
No this is not the same. You can use the sample CD`s int his case 
Whatever you have on the RS CD samples, patterns. You do have right 
to use it for production, it is included in RS packet. Same with all 
Best Service type CDs. What you cannot do is to use it for samples CD 
production or MIDI patterns production ( for further use). To use 
vinyl or whatever music you need written permission of the copyright 
owner, of course it is like using crack software, nobody will bother 
if it is for your own use but who knows you may hit the jackpot get 
the hit and then find out that the money has to go to someone else. 
That is the whole idea of paying so much for the sample CDs you buy 
the rights. for 100 Euro or $ you can have bass phrases played by 
world s top musicians. For that money you will not be able to pay the 
cheapest lousy bass player. 
Please note that the Yamaha styles are just the way of organising, 
storing the phrases never realy meant to make songs out of it. So I 
agree that it would be rather lifeless to put together song out of 
it. You may need so much work to bring it alive that it could be 
easier and faster to start from a scratch.
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:
> > Does anyone know?
> > 
> > If the style can be used in production music pieces?
> > 
> > thanks.
> 
> ??? That's like using a Vinyl...well you paid for the RS and it's 
> Demostyles, so i guess you also could use them in production music 
> pieces, which would be, in my humble opinion be really lame and to 
> be honest a waste of money. Mostly because you use the RS then as a 
> preset-machine...a handfull of good Vinyl are much cheaper...and 
> easier to handle... But that's just me and my opinion..

| 7691|7653|2002-11-11 11:52:15|wasted|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|

>--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
>> Oh, no I wouldn`t mix with headphone only. But it is always good to 
>> do checkup for flaws, it is like zooming. If I can afford it I take 
>> few days to listen the mix in so many ways I can, home, friends 
>home, 
>> my car, other car, walkman, other studios whatever. Taking notes is 
>> very useful. Good mix... is like some mythical god, isn`t it?
>> okoyem
>
>Indeed, takes some time to find the right one. 
>
>As i already said in an earlier thread about headphones, i am using 
>AKG K240 Studio. They are lower priced but excellent. They miss some 
>in the bottom frequencies, but great to "zoom" and very transparent.
>You can also wear them comfortably for hours without hurting.
>
>Tom

I've got the exact same model Tom. These are THE STUDIO REFERENCE 
model headphones. At least that's what they're promoted as by the 
company and various studios/users. They are the most neutral/clean 
sounding headphones I've ever used. They don't overcompensate/
undercompensate, various frequencies (bass/treble) like normal consumer 
headphones do, or color your mix. If you want a true sounding mix 
through headphones, this is a good pair to work with. Although like 
others have said, final mix with a pair or more of speakers.

If interested, see a side view of the AKG's on my studio pics in the 
3rd link listed in my .sig below. Warning: 2 pics on that site, and 
each is about 500-600Kb, so that one page that loads is about 1.2MB.

Also one point to note: they are high-impedance headphones, so some 



gear's headphone outputs might not be enough to drive them at a 
significant level. The RS7k sounds ok via the headphones out socket, 
but my DX200 can be cranked up 100% volume and it's still nowhere near 
loud enough for me. You may need to connect the AKG K240s to a mixer 
along with your gear in order to turn up the volume loud enough.
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 7692|7653|2002-11-11 12:34:54|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
There is 2 ways fo listening. Listening as a producer or a consumer. 1>If 
you're making a track to be played somewhere else, recorded etc.
2>Or, if you're just having fun with the thing.

MDR's are good for number 2 but for any professional applications I use Sony 
7506's. They have a PERFECT sound period. MDR's dont even come close. Try 
them out you'll see.

>From: Christian Wiesner <skwit@ltcgroup.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?
>Date: Sat, 9 Nov 2002 16:42:33 +0100
>
>Hi,
>
> >I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users prefere.
>
>I prefer my Sony MDR-V 700. Thats the silver one you can see in
>nearly every advertising if something should look yong and fresh and
>hip and stuff ;)
>
>The sound is rather "clublike", a lot of bass and very loud. But it
>fits to the music I make. It was a decision between Sony, Technics
>1210, Sennheiser HD25 and Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro. Technics and
>Sennheiser were just lying on the ear, I didn't like that.
>Beyerdynamic was very fluffy and comfy, but sounded *too* nice.
>
>Christian
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 7693|7653|2002-11-11 15:08:55|505|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
You mean MDR-V 700's don't even come close to MDR-7506 I assume?

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral" <que_berga@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2002 11:34 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?

>
>
>
>
> There is 2 ways fo listening. Listening as a producer or a consumer.
1>If
> you're making a track to be played somewhere else, recorded etc.
> 2>Or, if you're just having fun with the thing.
>
> MDR's are good for number 2 but for any professional applications I use
Sony
> 7506's. They have a PERFECT sound period. MDR's dont even come close.
Try
> them out you'll see.
>
>
> >From: Christian Wiesner <skwit@ltcgroup.de>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?
> >Date: Sat, 9 Nov 2002 16:42:33 +0100
> >
> >Hi,
> >
> > >I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users prefere.
> >
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http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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> >I prefer my Sony MDR-V 700. Thats the silver one you can see in
> >nearly every advertising if something should look yong and fresh and
> >hip and stuff ;)
> >
> >The sound is rather "clublike", a lot of bass and very loud. But it
> >fits to the music I make. It was a decision between Sony, Technics
> >1210, Sennheiser HD25 and Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro. Technics and
> >Sennheiser were just lying on the ear, I didn't like that.
> >Beyerdynamic was very fluffy and comfy, but sounded *too* nice.
> >
> >Christian
> >
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*.
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7694|7671|2002-11-12 00:14:33|jeffmelee|Re: recording MIDI from Alesis DMPro|
thanks Robert...everything works great now. - Jeff

> Ah, so you *did* do some midi editing. Shame on you! ;)
> 
> To switch off the internal TG for a given track, press Setup 
> 4 times to produce the Out Channel page. Select the track 
> in the standard way, make sure knob 3 says TG and knob 4 
> says OFF.
> 
> - Robert

| 7695|7695|2002-11-12 01:10:56|faxorgy|Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
I finally got some tracks encoded by a good mate of mine.
The first one "Dusk Till Dawn" is an old RM1X track and utilises the 
RM sound set (drums) plus the ER-1 ,ES-1 ,EA-1 a DX7IIFDE and a 
filter factory.
My latest track "In the Mouth of Madness" uses 95% all internal 
RS7000 sounds , the droning BUZZ Pad is actually a TG33 the lead is 
the SP808EX V.synth the rest is 100% all RS7000 in it's unadulterated 
glory.
Both tracks where multi-tracked to the 808EX using it like a 4 track 
stereo recorder/DAW . No other external processing/effects units were 
used on either.
I wanna rework the "Dusk till Dawn" cause the RS has a way better rom 
set with more tweekage but as you know we all gotta make do with what 
we've got LOL .......

You can check them out at.....

http://www.mp3.com.au/ZionMainframe

Two other tracks "Technology (1+2) (Gorgonzola Edit)" and "White 
Rabbit (Alice Insanity Mix)" will be up in a few weeks.

please bare in mind that these are a)only 128 MP3 codec I did do them 
in 192 and 320 but the site will not accept them. b) I have uses no 
sample CD's in any of these tracks all beats ,sounds compositional 
parts are all programmed from a blank slate up.
c)In the Mouth of Madness has some monster BASS at around the 4:00 
mark so do yourself a fovour and don't play it cheap PC speakers if 
at all possible.

Any feedback much appreciated. Oh yeah "Mouth of Madness" was the 
first track I ever completed on my RS7000 when I got it. It was 
pretty cool to erase the SM card preset phrases and just see what I 
could come up with straight out of the box so to speak.

So please ENJOY all.
Tom & Robert if this is viewed as spam you may kindly delete the 
post. This is not the intention .I just thought some of you would 
like to here the RS7000 on (mouth of madness) doin' somethin' a 
little bit different to the norm.

PS : I LOVE MY RS7000 - symbiotic relationship confirmed. I think I'm 
becoming Psyberkinetic LMAO
| 7696|7695|2002-11-12 01:30:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
On Tuesday 12 November 2002 09:10, faxorgy wrote:

> So please ENJOY all.
> Tom & Robert if this is viewed as spam you may kindly
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http://www.mp3.com.au/ZionMainframe


> delete the post. This is not the intention .I just
> thought some of you would like to here the RS7000 on
> (mouth of madness) doin' somethin' a little bit different
> to the norm.

No, no, I really encourage you all to post links to your 
songs, as long as they have RS7000 content. Nothing beats 
the stimulating effect of listening to a great track that 
was done with the gear you have at your disposal.

So let'm come.

- Robert
| 7697|7695|2002-11-12 01:48:17|Oscar Finch|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
ThanX Robert ......please please please let me know what you think of "In the Mouth of Madness" it's atleast 95% RS7000 internal sounds, Samples sourced
from my other synths and 100% RS7000 output. No sample loops all step sequnced drums etc etc etc......Great drum sounds in thr RS7000 BTW ;).--- On Tue
11/12, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Tue, 12 Nov 2002 09:30:49 +0100Subject: Re: [RS7000] Hi all just a quick
message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!On Tuesday 12 November 2002 09:10, faxorgy wrote:> So please ENJOY all.> Tom & Robert if this is viewed as spam
you may kindly> delete the post. This is not the intention .I just> thought some of you would like to here the RS7000 on> (mouth of madness) doin'
somethin' a little bit different> to the norm.No, no, I really encourage you all to post links to your songs, as long as they have RS7000 content.
Nothing beats the stimulating effect of listening to a great track that was done with the gear you have at your disposal.So let'm come.-
Robert===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo
unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of
Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7698|7695|2002-11-12 01:51:01|Oscar Finch|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
It's funny LOL ...when I send from my inbox it say's Oscar Finch :D when I post from inside the group it say Faxorgy :confused: .Oh well ya all know me
by now anyway :P.ThanX for that prompt reply Robert.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7699|7584|2002-11-12 04:22:26|gvg2010|Re: tuning different samples in one kit|
Robert, thanks for your reply,

in sample edit mode you can only tune the samples in whole and half 
notes...
i mean finetuning the samples! is there a way to do this? you can 
finetune a whole track with MHZ, but not individual samples in the 
same track, i think?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 04 November 2002 12:32, gvg2010 wrote:
> > is it possible to tune individual samples in one kit on
> > one track?
> 
> Yes, it is possible. Make sure you use a Kit sample voice. 
> You can tune the individual voices in Sample Edit mode, 
> using knob1 if I remember correctly.
> 
> Let me know if you can't find it.
> 
> - Robert

| 7700|7584|2002-11-12 04:43:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: tuning different samples in one kit|
On Tuesday 12 November 2002 12:22, gvg2010 wrote:

> Robert, thanks for your reply,
>
> in sample edit mode you can only tune the samples in
> whole and half notes...
> i mean finetuning the samples! is there a way to do this?
> you can finetune a whole track with MHZ, but not
> individual samples in the same track, i think?

You can use the Pitch Convert sample job if you need fine 
tuning.

- Robert
| 7701|7695|2002-11-12 04:43:47|Benno Bartels|Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
hi
just heard your track... i really like it! 
there is no sound in it that reminds me of the bad pcm-waveforms of the rs7k. 

cool.
greets MoPot.de
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: faxorgy 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2002 9:10 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I finally got some tracks encoded by a good mate of mine.
The first one "Dusk Till Dawn" is an old RM1X track and utilises the 
RM sound set (drums) plus the ER-1 ,ES-1 ,EA-1 a DX7IIFDE and a 
filter factory.
My latest track "In the Mouth of Madness" uses 95% all internal 
RS7000 sounds , the droning BUZZ Pad is actually a TG33 the lead is 
the SP808EX V.synth the rest is 100% all RS7000 in it's unadulterated 
glory.
Both tracks where multi-tracked to the 808EX using it like a 4 track 
stereo recorder/DAW . No other external processing/effects units were 
used on either.
I wanna rework the "Dusk till Dawn" cause the RS has a way better rom 
set with more tweekage but as you know we all gotta make do with what 
we've got LOL .......

You can check them out at.....

http://www.mp3.com.au/ZionMainframe

Two other tracks "Technology (1+2) (Gorgonzola Edit)" and "White 
Rabbit (Alice Insanity Mix)" will be up in a few weeks.

please bare in mind that these are a)only 128 MP3 codec I did do them 
in 192 and 320 but the site will not accept them. b) I have uses no 
sample CD's in any of these tracks all beats ,sounds compositional 
parts are all programmed from a blank slate up.
c)In the Mouth of Madness has some monster BASS at around the 4:00 
mark so do yourself a fovour and don't play it cheap PC speakers if 
at all possible.

Any feedback much appreciated. Oh yeah "Mouth of Madness" was the 
first track I ever completed on my RS7000 when I got it. It was 
pretty cool to erase the SM card preset phrases and just see what I 
could come up with straight out of the box so to speak.

So please ENJOY all.
Tom & Robert if this is viewed as spam you may kindly delete the 
post. This is not the intention .I just thought some of you would 
like to here the RS7000 on (mouth of madness) doin' somethin' a 
little bit different to the norm.

PS : I LOVE MY RS7000 - symbiotic relationship confirmed. I think I'm 
becoming Psyberkinetic LMAO 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7702|7695|2002-11-12 06:58:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
On Tuesday 12 November 2002 09:48, Oscar Finch wrote:

> ThanX Robert ......please please please let me know what
> you think of "In the Mouth of Madness" it's atleast 95%
> RS7000 internal sounds, Samples sourced from my other
> synths and 100% RS7000 output. No sample loops all step
> sequnced drums etc etc etc......Great drum sounds in thr
> RS7000 BTW ;).

Cool! :)
Like it very much (I'm a sucker for weird/experimental 
stuff). The mix sounds good to my ears as well (for what 
its worth ;).

Could you give us a description of the work involved? Sounds 
like a lot of work.

- Robert
| 7703|7695|2002-11-12 07:29:30|Anthony|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Awesome work . . . 
This is great electronica.
Top stuff mate.

Wax
| 7704|7695|2002-11-12 07:32:53|Latif|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Great stuff Oscar!
I like 'In the Mouth of Madness' more, it got more insanity :P
but theire both great tracks!
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keepup the goodwork yo!

ps. soundz great on the B2031 Truth ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 12 November 2002 09:48, Oscar Finch wrote:
> > ThanX Robert ......please please please let me know what
> > you think of "In the Mouth of Madness" it's atleast 95%
> > RS7000 internal sounds, Samples sourced from my other
> > synths and 100% RS7000 output. No sample loops all step
> > sequnced drums etc etc etc......Great drum sounds in thr
> > RS7000 BTW ;).
> 
> Cool! :)
> Like it very much (I'm a sucker for weird/experimental 
> stuff). The mix sounds good to my ears as well (for what 
> its worth ;).
> 
> Could you give us a description of the work involved? Sounds 
> like a lot of work.
> 
> - Robert

| 7705|7674|2002-11-12 13:20:14|Thomas|Re: Wait for the OS update or...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

>
> PS: TOM if you read this your Fooleycore coment on Motifator was a 
> classic. You beat me too the punch but I controlled myself :P.
> I think I'll pretend Fooleycore is Dutch and the English 

translation 

> is Fullywhored. Either one is pretty appropriate LMAO .
> (sorry for the off topic jibe guys ;).

LOL...yeah was a good one, hm? For everyone...Fooleycore is a troll 
on Motifator.com RS7000-forum who kept complaining over and over 
again what bad business Yamaha is doing with the RS and blablabla. I 
simply asked him, if he wants some cheese to all that whine...

Hey did i mention how GOOD the RS can sound when you tweak the 
sounds some? ;)
| 7706|7695|2002-11-12 13:47:53|Thomas|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> Tom & Robert if this is viewed as spam 

lol...not at all Oscar! First of all, everyone who is producing 
Tracks on the RS and wants to share with the group can feel free to 
post it here. Second, you have been a great member for this group, 
always producing some great tips for the RS and music in general. So 
you have a credibility, other people who just come here to post real 
Spam don't have.

I am glad that you are here and i am sure the other 850+ people 
think so as well! ;)

Btw....you are still using MP3.com?

Täm
| 7707|7653|2002-11-12 13:54:53|Thomas|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
--- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:

> If interested, see a side view of the AKG's on my studio pics 

in the 

> 3rd link listed in my .sig below. Warning: 2 pics on that 

site, and 

> each is about 500-600Kb, so that one page that loads is about 

1.2MB.

>

That's a very cute nice setup! I had a DX200 as well, but due to 
the fact that you can't access every parameter i turned it in and 
got later on a TG33 and a uQ. Still i am thinking about getting 
one again, simply it was dead easy to tweak some weird freaky 
sequence with it and let the RS play along with it. Especially 
since i know that the DX/AN200 cost only 200 $ in the 
US...doesn't the Electribes also cost only 200 $??? Yumm! Hey and 
Alesis seems to make a 4 - 8 voice rack version of their 
Andro...YUMM!

I know...i am a gear whore...beat me!



:D

Töm
| 7708|7695|2002-11-12 15:27:33|faxorgy|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Yeah so you all know . MP3.COM.AU will support Overseas users and is 
still 1000% free of charge service unlike MP3.CON ;) .
So it's still a good way of getting tunes out.
So what did you think of 'In the Mouth of Madness" anyway Tom.
I'd appreciate your opinion.

> lol...not at all Oscar! First of all, everyone who is producing 
> Tracks on the RS and wants to share with the group can feel free to 
> post it here. Second, you have been a great member for this group, 
> always producing some great tips for the RS and music in general. 

So 

> you have a credibility, other people who just come here to post 

real 

> Spam don't have.
> 
> I am glad that you are here and i am sure the other 850+ people 
> think so as well! ;)
> 
> Btw....you are still using MP3.com?
> 
> Täm

| 7709|7675|2002-11-12 15:42:47|Robert Blue|Re: Are the Styles OK to use in a production piece? (licensing)..Ye|
What? This makes no sense its "lame" to sample a styles CD but ok to sample records? Get off whatever your smokin and get with the times.
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:--- In RS7000@y..., "retrobeats" wrote:

> Does anyone know?
> 
> If the style can be used in production music pieces?
> 
> thanks.

??? That's like using a Vinyl...well you paid for the RS and it's 
Demostyles, so i guess you also could use them in production music 
pieces, which would be, in my humble opinion be really lame and to 
be honest a waste of money. Mostly because you use the RS then as a 
preset-machine...a handfull of good Vinyl are much cheaper...and 
easier to handle... But that's just me and my opinion..
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7710|7653|2002-11-12 16:27:57|simon leclerc|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
Headphones: i have the DT250 from
BeyerDynamic, great HP for mixing, really
confortable.

on 11/12/02 4:54 PM, Thomas at tomfinegan@yahoo.com wrote:

--- In RS7000@y..., wasted wrote:

> If interested, see a side view of the AKG's on my studio pics
in the 
> 3rd link listed in my .sig below. Warning: 2 pics on that
site, and 
> each is about 500-600Kb, so that one page that loads is about
1.2MB.
>

That's a very cute nice setup! I had a DX200 as well, but due to
the fact that you can't access every parameter i turned it in and
got later on a TG33 and a uQ. Still i am thinking about getting
one again, simply it was dead easy to tweak some weird freaky
sequence with it and let the RS play along with it. Especially
since i know that the DX/AN200 cost only 200 $ in the
US...doesn't the Electribes also cost only 200 $??? Yumm! Hey and
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Alesis seems to make a 4 - 8 voice rack version of their
Andro...YUMM!

I know...i am a gear whore...beat me!

:D

Töm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7711|7695|2002-11-12 16:32:30|synthe. labo|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
uaaaaaa!!!!
sorry for the late response....your track 'In the Mouth of Madness' 
rocks!!!i still don't recognize what synth sounds come from rs7k and what 
are from the TG33, but great track, riffs and production, audio quality...
how did you record it?
on pc?
the last thing: i noticed in about 3 points that there are some instant 
loops of some synth riffs etc, it's not echo, or, it doesn't sounds like a 
normal echo cause it seems really a loop sample like my echoplex.....how did 
you do that?

ok, thanx

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

>I finally got some tracks encoded by a good mate of mine.
>The first one "Dusk Till Dawn" is an old RM1X track and utilises the
>RM sound set (drums) plus the ER-1 ,ES-1 ,EA-1 a DX7IIFDE and a
>filter factory.
>My latest track "In the Mouth of Madness" uses 95% all internal
>RS7000 sounds , the droning BUZZ Pad is actually a TG33 the lead is
>the SP808EX V.synth the rest is 100% all RS7000 in it's unadulterated
>glory.
>Both tracks where multi-tracked to the 808EX using it like a 4 track
>stereo recorder/DAW . No other external processing/effects units were
>used on either.
>I wanna rework the "Dusk till Dawn" cause the RS has a way better rom
>set with more tweekage but as you know we all gotta make do with what
>we've got LOL .......
>
>You can check them out at.....
>
>http://www.mp3.com.au/ZionMainframe
>
>Two other tracks "Technology (1+2) (Gorgonzola Edit)" and "White
>Rabbit (Alice Insanity Mix)" will be up in a few weeks.
>
>please bare in mind that these are a)only 128 MP3 codec I did do them
>in 192 and 320 but the site will not accept them. b) I have uses no
>sample CD's in any of these tracks all beats ,sounds compositional
>parts are all programmed from a blank slate up.
>c)In the Mouth of Madness has some monster BASS at around the 4:00
>mark so do yourself a fovour and don't play it cheap PC speakers if
>at all possible.
>
>Any feedback much appreciated. Oh yeah "Mouth of Madness" was the
>first track I ever completed on my RS7000 when I got it. It was
>pretty cool to erase the SM card preset phrases and just see what I
>could come up with straight out of the box so to speak.
>
>So please ENJOY all.
>Tom & Robert if this is viewed as spam you may kindly delete the
>post. This is not the intention .I just thought some of you would
>like to here the RS7000 on (mouth of madness) doin' somethin' a
>little bit different to the norm.
>
>PS : I LOVE MY RS7000 - symbiotic relationship confirmed. I think I'm
>becoming Psyberkinetic LMAO
>

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: smart spam protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 7712|7712|2002-11-12 17:58:01|sean mccarrick|Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
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Hi everyone,

I'm after looking in the archives with no joy and I
was wondering could someone help me with this please.
I have not really used any softsequencers with my RS
much yet since I got the RS but wanted to try it out.

I'm using Cubase vst 5, midisport 2x2 and a
soundblaster Live.

What I'm doing is exporting my patterns into Cubase as
smf's and then dividing them into individual tracks so
I can get Cubase to play them back on the RS.

I got this working before and earlier when I tried but
now it does not work.

The midi out light meter flashes in the transport bar
and the midi tracks in Cubase show activation!?
But nothing happens in the RS.

I think it could be the midi system settings, the only
things that show up for input and output are the
midisport ports and the Live ports. 
I think what I had when it worked previously was the
midisport inputs/outputs mapped to the Live ports and
then in the Cubase miditracks I set them to midisport
out and this seemed to work. 
Now it doesn't.

I've also tried loading Cubase first then the RS and
vice versa. I thought this could be it because I
always had to load Reakor first then the RS or it
crashed or the midi would not work! 

Any help much appreciated.

peace
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7713|7712|2002-11-13 00:18:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
On Wednesday 13 November 2002 01:57, sean mccarrick wrote:

> Hi everyone,
>
> I'm after looking in the archives with no joy and I
> was wondering could someone help me with this please.
> I have not really used any softsequencers with my RS
> much yet since I got the RS but wanted to try it out.
>
> I'm using Cubase vst 5, midisport 2x2 and a
> soundblaster Live.
>
> What I'm doing is exporting my patterns into Cubase as
> smf's and then dividing them into individual tracks so
> I can get Cubase to play them back on the RS.
>
> I got this working before and earlier when I tried but
> now it does not work.
>
> The midi out light meter flashes in the transport bar
> and the midi tracks in Cubase show activation!?
> But nothing happens in the RS.
>
> I think it could be the midi system settings, the only
> things that show up for input and output are the
> midisport ports and the Live ports.
> I think what I had when it worked previously was the
> midisport inputs/outputs mapped to the Live ports and
> then in the Cubase miditracks I set them to midisport
> out and this seemed to work.
> Now it doesn't.

There's probably a problem in the midi setup. The boot order 
of Cubase and the RS should not be important. The virtual 
Live midi ports can also be ignored, afaik (never used 
Live, or virtual midi ports for that matter).

First a simple test:
- Start Cubase and switch on the RS. 
- Connect the midisport midi output 1 to the RS's midi 
input. 
-In the RS Utitlities page, set ECHO BACK to OFF (this one 
may be the key player).
- Select a midi track in Cubase. Set it to send the midi 
data to the midisport output 1, channel 1.
- Play on your midi keyboard (connected to one of the midi 
inputs of the midisport).

Do you hear the RS? This should work now.

- Robert
| 7714|7714|2002-11-13 00:46:51|Robert van der Kamp|Message from moderator, please READ|

http://launch.yahoo.com/u2


Hi all,

looks like Yahoo is spying on us. Read the following Yahoo 
article, and use the 'opt out' option if you like. 

http://privacy.yahoo.com/privacy/us/pixels/details.html

- Robert
| 7715|7695|2002-11-13 00:48:44|505|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
VERY COOL,
Both tracks KICK ars, definitely you worked out some magic there.

I'm sure RS is part of the equation, it is your taste for sound selection
and experimentation which makes the music really unique.

I'm definitely impressed...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2002 2:27 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

>
> Yeah so you all know . MP3.COM.AU will support Overseas users and is
> still 1000% free of charge service unlike MP3.CON ;) .
> So it's still a good way of getting tunes out.
> So what did you think of 'In the Mouth of Madness" anyway Tom.
> I'd appreciate your opinion.
>
>
>
>
> > lol...not at all Oscar! First of all, everyone who is producing
> > Tracks on the RS and wants to share with the group can feel free to
> > post it here. Second, you have been a great member for this group,
> > always producing some great tips for the RS and music in general.
> So
> > you have a credibility, other people who just come here to post
> real
> > Spam don't have.
> >
> > I am glad that you are here and i am sure the other 850+ people
> > think so as well! ;)
> >
> > Btw....you are still using MP3.com?
> >
> > Täm
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7716|7716|2002-11-13 03:57:02|okoyemaya|Getting most of RS 7K and QY 100 pair|
Anybody with experience using both ? Just started to work with 
excellent musician who is not really intelectual type. Excellent, 
trumpetist, percussionist, arranger but his MIDI knowledge is less 
then mine ( and I am Midiot , almost). Since we live in different 
towns we cannot work more often then once, twice a week. So I am 
looking for a way to optimise our cooperation. He got this 88 keys, 
excellent Yamaha piano and QY 100 ( I wish it was 700). I know we can 
use SMF format to exchange data through mediaCard. But I wonder what 
more, some better ways of RS7/QY coop. what can you do on/with QY 
100. I have mixed impression, it is not cheap and comes with 
absolutely unreadable display( no light!) but it has tons of powerful 
functions doesn`t it ? If he could trade for rm1x could be better 
perhaps but QY100 is much for him. As we split our work, I do the 
rhythm , bass lines, linear stuff, pads, atmos, his part is Latin 
stuff ( he is Cuban) tumbaos ( salsa piano), brass, latin perc. While 
I am linear guy, his forte is harmony ( all them Cuban pro musicians 
are really well educated in that stuff, most of Salsa has wicked, 
sophisticated arragements) both in melodic as well as polirythmic 
sense.

http://privacy.yahoo.com/privacy/us/pixels/details.html
mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


So any QY100 fan to give tips how to get best out of it?
Okoyem
| 7717|7675|2002-11-13 06:22:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: Are the Styles OK to use in a production piece? (licensing)..Ye|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert Blue wrote:

> 
> What? This makes no sense its "lame" to sample a styles CD but ok 

to sample records? 

I wasn´t saying SAMPLING records. I meant instead of buying a RS for 
1400 Euro, and just use preset-styles, he could buy 140 records a 
10Euro and have the same result.

> Get off whatever your smokin and get with the times.

Glad i am not smokin´ at all. ;)

And that was just MY opinion, doesn´t mean you have to agree.

Tom (The Mean Moderator)
| 7718|7718|2002-11-13 06:28:09|faxorgy|How I made the track .....|
Seeing as a few people asked about production , an RS7000 technique.
I just thought I'd quickly stae for those who are interested that I 
will post a detailed reply on Friday . I'm pretty much tied up till 
then but have the full day off and can give a fairly detailed 
response and pay the post the attention it needs.
Thankyou all for the interest.
The feedback has been GREAT :D.
Much respect to you all and 3 cheers for the RS7000 ;)
Take care
Oscar (aka FaX)
| 7719|7718|2002-11-13 06:31:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How I made the track .....|
On Wednesday 13 November 2002 14:28, faxorgy wrote:

> Seeing as a few people asked about production , an RS7000
> technique. I just thought I'd quickly stae for those who
> are interested that I will post a detailed reply on
> Friday . I'm pretty much tied up till then but have the
> full day off and can give a fairly detailed response and
> pay the post the attention it needs. Thankyou all for the
> interest.

IF you do a good job, it just MIGHT end up in the faq 
v1.0....

Other howto entries are welcome too, of course.

- Robert
| 7720|7653|2002-11-13 10:35:32|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
To be perfectly honest not a chance. But they're more for accuracy, like I 
mean, you'll hear EVERY single crack and pop, specially good for sampling 
and customizing your your filters.

>From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?
>Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2002 13:40:35 -0800
>
>You mean MDR-V 700's don't even come close to MDR-7506 I assume?
>
>Cornel
>\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
>/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
>
>
>
>
>----- Original Message -----
>From: "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral" <que_berga@hotmail.com>
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Sent: Monday, November 11, 2002 11:34 AM
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?
>
>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > There is 2 ways fo listening. Listening as a producer or a consumer.
>1>If
> > you're making a track to be played somewhere else, recorded etc.
> > 2>Or, if you're just having fun with the thing.
> >
> > MDR's are good for number 2 but for any professional applications I use
>Sony

mailto:505@midinet.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > 7506's. They have a PERFECT sound period. MDR's dont even come close.
>Try
> > them out you'll see.
> >
> >
> > >From: Christian Wiesner <skwit@ltcgroup.de>
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?
> > >Date: Sat, 9 Nov 2002 16:42:33 +0100
> > >
> > >Hi,
> > >
> > > >I`d like to know what kind of headphones the RS users prefere.
> > >
> > >I prefer my Sony MDR-V 700. Thats the silver one you can see in
> > >nearly every advertising if something should look yong and fresh and
> > >hip and stuff ;)
> > >
> > >The sound is rather "clublike", a lot of bass and very loud. But it
> > >fits to the music I make. It was a decision between Sony, Technics
> > >1210, Sennheiser HD25 and Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro. Technics and
> > >Sennheiser were just lying on the ear, I didn't like that.
> > >Beyerdynamic was very fluffy and comfy, but sounded *too* nice.
> > >
> > >Christian
> > >
> >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*.
> > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >
>

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 7721|7721|2002-11-13 11:46:42|zhel_id|New OS/please|
Firstly,now when it's been confirmed that new os will be ready to 
launch anytime soon ,but probably january..I'm wondering..what's all 
this secrecy about it?Will it be better for yamaha to explain on what 
they're working on?..what are the major improvement etc.I think 
people would buy more rs7k if the have more informations about 
upcoming os...i think.Secondly,Do they really need so much time just 
to improve grid mode & recording on the fly? Thirdly, story about 
roland mc-909
has more features + 512mb expandability and it comes with a better 
sound engine..etc.it's actually true..so I'm thinking why on earth 
rs7k didn't come out with the some of the motiff sound engine instead 
of the improved rm1x sounds at the first place?Don't get me wrong I 
like my rs7k, but I think they'll loose a market battle with the 
roland big style inda near future.Fourthly,somebody asked about 
sampler improvements and I've read the response that we shouldn't 
expect any improvement in that area which is and will be probably 
true.Yamaha is wellknown for not making big OS improvements on their 
machines anyway.They'll be more likely to make rs9000 2004 or 
somethink as they did with rs7000 and su700 for example.I owned su700 
2,5 years ago and dunno if anyone here remember su700 forum.new 
os..blahblah..same story...They've never improved anything on an 
interesting machine of the time.Just fixed some bugs.So don't expect 
much this time either.Lastly,also would like to be completely wrong 
with this post.Gotta have some hope.Cheers
| 7722|7722|2002-11-13 11:50:29|reuben/zebra|asr x pro/mpc question|
wats up yall?
im trying to decide what to get an ensoniq asrx-pro or an akai 
mpc2000/3000???
i have an rm1x and what i want to do really is..
download/sample beats from discs/online/computer and sync my rm1x 
with the beats. or just sequence in thje beats through midi??
i heard the asrx pro quantize/sequencer might suck??
so which way do i swing guys and why??
mp3.com/blacklightzebras

many thanx.
zebra
| 7723|7722|2002-11-13 12:11:35|okoyemaya|Re: asr x pro/mpc question|
You should try SU 700 before buying, spent sometime watching someone 
using it. It is very innovative product, with lots of shortcomings 
but also features like no other gear. I made 2 tunes, with it, sold 
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it to get RS7K but may get SU again sometime. It is a world of its 
own, you have to think completly different, but once hooked to it... 
I know some fellows who use SUs exclusivly and do some great stuff 
with it. 
Check it out.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "reuben/zebra" wrote:
> wats up yall?
> im trying to decide what to get an ensoniq asrx-pro or an akai 
> mpc2000/3000???
> i have an rm1x and what i want to do really is..
> download/sample beats from discs/online/computer and sync my rm1x 
> with the beats. or just sequence in thje beats through midi??
> i heard the asrx pro quantize/sequencer might suck??
> so which way do i swing guys and why??
> mp3.com/blacklightzebras
> 
> many thanx.
> zebra

| 7724|7695|2002-11-13 15:30:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi all just a quick message mmmmmmmkay :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> 
> Yeah so you all know . MP3.COM.AU will support Overseas users and 

is 

> still 1000% free of charge service unlike MP3.CON ;) .
> So it's still a good way of getting tunes out.
> So what did you think of 'In the Mouth of Madness" anyway Tom.
> I'd appreciate your opinion.

In the Mouth of Madness is just great! Very much like Autechre. As 
Latif already said, you have some serious electronic going on here!

I like the way you play with the filter and the percussions. I guess 
the more digital chillyness of the RS´-TG matches very well with your 
style.
Great work, Oscar! So you are also not only a great poster but also a 
gifted musician! Keep ´em coming!

About the site...it sucks that they use so extensively .asp. I wasn´t 
able to download anything under Linux, had to switch to 
Windoofs....but i know what you mean...mp3.com sucks ass...:D

Toem (thoe oether half oef OE)
| 7725|7721|2002-11-13 15:58:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: New OS/please|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> Firstly,now when it's been confirmed that new os will be ready to 
> launch anytime soon ,but probably january..I'm wondering..what's 

all 

> this secrecy about it?Will it be better for yamaha to explain on 

what 

> they're working on?

Y. has never made a big deal about new OS updates, before release. 
It´s simply not their policy.

>..what are the major improvement etc.I think 
> people would buy more rs7k if the have more informations about 
> upcoming os...i think.

They probably would, and they probably would be even more 
disappointed if the OS comes out and those people didn´t find the 
features, Y. announced.

Secondly,Do they really need so much time just 

> to improve grid mode & recording on the fly? 

Who knows what else they are doing with this OS update? And also 
debugging takes a lot of time as well...

Thirdly, story about 

> roland mc-909
> has more features + 512mb expandability and it comes with a better 
> sound engine..etc.it's actually true..

so I'm thinking why on earth 

> rs7k didn't come out with the some of the motiff sound engine 

instead 

> of the improved rm1x sounds at the first place?

Well, i suggest you go throught the recent posts from Fax-O-Matic 
(OSCar Finch) and download his song "In the Mouth of Madness". That 



one is 95% RS7000. Listen to it and then tell us again if that are 
the "improved RM1x sounds"...

About the MC909 being better...so what? In a year or two years or 
three years another company will come up with something that is a 
competition for the MC909, with probably one 1Gig of sample-Ram, two 
USB-ports, mouse and XGA connector, 120GB HDD, lots of knobs, 
sliders, built-in Espressomachine and lighter. So what?
That´s called technical evolution. There will always be a newer 
better looking model. Doesn´t mean that the Mercedes that you have 
right now, doesn´t ride you anymore comfortably and safe whereever 
you want to go. It´s still a Mercedes.

Same with the RS...despite the MC909 looking better on the paper, YOU 
are still the same person and if you don´t know how to make good 
music on the RS, you won´t do better music on the MC909 either.

The RS is simply an amazing very deep tool. Fax-O-Matics tracks just 
shows how really deep the internal sounds can be edited to sound 
great. And if you download some of the Remix pattern Robert, Okoyome, 
me and a lot of other guys uploaded into the group-file-section, i am 
sure you get an idea that the RS is despite it´s limitations already 
a powerfull tool, that just needs to be handled well.
It may sound mean, but if you are not able to make a good track on 
the RS...you won´t make a good one on any other gear either.

Don't get me wrong I 

> like my rs7k, but I think they'll loose a market battle with the 
> roland big style inda near future.

Maybe, but that´s how it the world is spinning. It´s all just about 
money. Stinks, hm? But why do you care? You already have your RS. To 
gain back bits and pieces, Y. will come up with something new. 

> Fourthly,somebody asked about 
> sampler improvements and I've read the response that we shouldn't 
> expect any improvement in that area which is and will be probably 
> true.Yamaha is wellknown for not making big OS improvements on 

their 

> machines anyway.They'll be more likely to make rs9000 2004 or 
> somethink as they did with rs7000 and su700 for example.I owned 

su700 

> 2,5 years ago and dunno if anyone here remember su700 forum.new 
> os..blahblah..same story...They've never improved anything on an 
> interesting machine of the time.Just fixed some bugs.So don't 

expect 

> much this time either.

Right.

Lastly,also would like to be completely wrong 

> with this post.Gotta have some hope.Cheers

Later

T-m
| 7726|7712|2002-11-13 16:30:17|sean mccarrick|Re: Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
Thanks for the reply. Yes it worked. The midi system
settings do not seem to make any difference if they
are set to the soundcard or midi out. The only
different thing I did from last time was just had midi
out of the midisport connected to midi in on the rs
and no midi out from rs to midi in on midisport.

> 
> There's probably a problem in the midi setup. The
> boot order 
> of Cubase and the RS should not be important. The
> virtual 
> Live midi ports can also be ignored, afaik (never
> used 
> Live, or virtual midi ports for that matter).
> 
> First a simple test:
> - Start Cubase and switch on the RS. 
> - Connect the midisport midi output 1 to the RS's
> midi 
> input. 
> -In the RS Utitlities page, set ECHO BACK to OFF
> (this one 
> may be the key player).
> - Select a midi track in Cubase. Set it to send the
> midi 
> data to the midisport output 1, channel 1.
> - Play on your midi keyboard (connected to one of
> the midi 



> inputs of the midisport).

You mean a seperate midi keyboard, yeah?
Yeah i did that also and could see the midi light
flashing but no sound getting triggered.

Thanks again
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7727|7714|2002-11-13 23:32:58|Gino Cartier|User Group In Chicago Ready To Be Formed|
I want to start a RS-7000 user group in Chicago.
Pass this along, Robert.

Thanks,
Don Emiel

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
U2 on LAUNCH - Exclusive greatest hits videos
http://launch.yahoo.com/u2
| 7728|7728|2002-11-13 23:33:45|Fierce Fish|OS update whingers.|
I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS like its going to be some "holy grail" that they can pin all their hopes upon. First and
foremost the RS is a fantastic machine that like everything else on this planet has some flaws in some aspect of its design. Well NEWSFLASH, so will the
MC-909, even now ppl are moaning that Roland put smartmedia instead of Compact flash, every time a new product comes out people always wish for more.

Another thing is that specs alone often never tell the whole story, for example I own a MC-505 (which I purchased after my RS) which is a very good
machine, JV1080 type synth engine - 4 tones per sound, lots of editing for patches blah blah blah, yet to my ear the RS sounds a lot better for many (not
all) sounds, yet it is only 1 tone per sound. The reason is that I prefer the basic waveforms of the RS to the 505 immensly, the TB303 sounds on the
MC505 sound like no TB303 I have ever heard!! Yet the RS TB303 type waveforms sound great to my ear (TB303 owner for many years).

Many people have become accustomed to this new phenomenom of "the upgrade path" which is very sad, for example I know a guy who was thinking of getting a
PC, but he was always looking to the future and waiting for the next generation CPU/Mobo/OS etc, to the point where he never got one for about 3 years,
in the meantime he has missed out on 3 years of owning a PC and all the fun that goes with it, so now all his friends are pretty PC literate but he's
like a newbie constantly asking questions and missing out on a lot of stuff.

My advice to the whingers is learn to use the RS, learn its strengths and weaknesses, become its master and it will serve you well, because if you don't
then your music hobby will either become very expensive or very short lived, because every six months when a new box comes out you will be selling your
kit at a loss and buying the new thing at top dollar.

Plus the RS has numerous advantages over the MC909 which for me are way more important than a big LCD and USB. Things like 2 Midi outs, the ability to
have tracks of differing lengths within a pattern and better raw waveforms and filters. The RS sounds far more "ghetto" than the MC, and I buy gear on
the basis of the sounds I can make with it and not features that won't be heard in the music (screen, usb, etc).

Anyone who disagrees with me, fine, I wish you luck.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7729|7677|2002-11-14 00:16:31|Andrew Smith|Re: RS7K 4SALE IN SYDNEY|
Hate to say this and I'm not tryin to be a smartarse about it either but
I picked up mine just 2mths ago in Melbourne brand new for $3K. The
ticket price was $4K but I didn't have to argue the point at all to get
it for $3K.

Good luck.

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephen Syms [mailto:bybow@pobox.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11 November 2002 4:07 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K 4SALE IN SYDNEY

RS7K - As new , no live gigs only used at home

No modifications , original purchase receipt available

Very Good Condition AUD$2700 ONO

Or bid in Ebay Auction www.ebay.com.au <http://www.ebay.com.au/> under
professional audio

To view your item, click here: 
http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem
<http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1396404444&ssPage
Name=ADME:B:LC:AU:1> &item=1396404444&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:AU:1

Thanks

Steve

Email me at bybow@pobox.com

Will ship buyer pays

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 7730|7728|2002-11-14 00:16:37|Andrew Smith|Re: OS update whingers.|
HERE HERE!!!!!

If there's one thing that shits me it is what you have described below.
Honestly if you can't do f***in amazing things with your RS then sell it
and give up. Go was dishes or something cos DAMN! including every single
fault it has its just a sick, phatt box.

Another forum I'm a part of (Creamware soundcards) is exactly the same.
And so is Cubase. And it is all just a bunch of BS excuses for not being
motivated enough to make music. 

The equation is simple if you have a problem and you wanna make music
bad enough, you will find a solution/workaround anything that works to
make it happen no matter how hard. If your not truly motivated enough
then that's fine, just don't start makin out like there is a magic fix
for all you woes just around the corner cos if you can't do it now you
never will.

Can you imagine how hard it must have been 15-20 yrs ago?? Some of you
may actually know and I don't understand how you/they did it. But it
was just to hard for me then and I can't imagine blaming a manufacturer
for the fact that it was all too hard for me.

Put up or shut up.

But Peace too ;o)

.

-----Original Message-----
From: Fierce Fish [mailto:fiercefish@blueyonder.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, 14 November 2002 10:35 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] OS update whingers.

I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS like its
going to be some "holy grail" that they can pin all their hopes upon.
First and foremost the RS is a fantastic machine that like everything
else on this planet has some flaws in some aspect of its design. Well
NEWSFLASH, so will the MC-909, even now ppl are moaning that Roland put
smartmedia instead of Compact flash, every time a new product comes out
people always wish for more.

Another thing is that specs alone often never tell the whole story, for
example I own a MC-505 (which I purchased after my RS) which is a very
good machine, JV1080 type synth engine - 4 tones per sound, lots of
editing for patches blah blah blah, yet to my ear the RS sounds a lot
better for many (not all) sounds, yet it is only 1 tone per sound. The
reason is that I prefer the basic waveforms of the RS to the 505
immensly, the TB303 sounds on the MC505 sound like no TB303 I have ever
heard!! Yet the RS TB303 type waveforms sound great to my ear (TB303
owner for many years).

Many people have become accustomed to this new phenomenom of "the
upgrade path" which is very sad, for example I know a guy who was
thinking of getting a PC, but he was always looking to the future and
waiting for the next generation CPU/Mobo/OS etc, to the point where he
never got one for about 3 years, in the meantime he has missed out on 3
years of owning a PC and all the fun that goes with it, so now all his
friends are pretty PC literate but he's like a newbie constantly asking
questions and missing out on a lot of stuff.

My advice to the whingers is learn to use the RS, learn its strengths
and weaknesses, become its master and it will serve you well, because if
you don't then your music hobby will either become very expensive or
very short lived, because every six months when a new box comes out you
will be selling your kit at a loss and buying the new thing at top
dollar.

Plus the RS has numerous advantages over the MC909 which for me are way
more important than a big LCD and USB. Things like 2 Midi outs, the
ability to have tracks of differing lengths within a pattern and better
raw waveforms and filters. The RS sounds far more "ghetto" than the MC,
and I buy gear on the basis of the sounds I can make with it and not
features that won't be heard in the music (screen, usb, etc).

Anyone who disagrees with me, fine, I wish you luck.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7731|7712|2002-11-14 00:26:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
On Thursday 14 November 2002 00:30, sean mccarrick wrote:

> You mean a seperate midi keyboard, yeah?
> Yeah i did that also and could see the midi light
> flashing but no sound getting triggered.

Okay, resuming. 

You have the RS connectected to the midisport using a single 
midi cable running from the midisport's output to the RS's 
input, right?

When playing the external midi keyboard via Cubase on a 
track that outputs to the RS (via a midisport 
port/channel), you see the red midi input light on the RS 
triggering, right?

But you can hear no sound coming from the RS, right?

Okay then, perform the following steps:

1. Switch on the RS, do not load any song/pattern.
2. Make sure the RSA master volume is not closed.
3. Make sure the Cubase track transmits to midi channel 1 
(for this test).
4. Select track 1 on the RS.
5. Press Setup 4 times on the RS to produce the Out Channel 
page. Make sure knob 3 says TG and knob 4 says 01.

Playing the keyboard via Cubase now should produce some 
sound.

- Robert
| 7732|7716|2002-11-14 00:37:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Getting most of RS 7K and QY 100 pair|
On Wednesday 13 November 2002 11:57, okoyemaya wrote:

> So any QY100 fan to give tips how to get best out of it?

If the two of you want's to play the same song on either the 
RS or QY100, I think exchanging the song as a SMF seems the 
best option. The QY100 doesn't take smartcards, does it?

An alternate way to exchange midi data could be done by 
recording the QY's midi data by the RS, or the other way 
around. That's a little more complex (sync and stuff), but 
it can probably be done.

Another aproach could be that the both of you stick with 
your own devices and only sync them while you're together. 
So he keeps his stuff on his QY, and you only use the RS 
for your parts. When together, you sync them and start 
playing.

- Robert
| 7733|7728|2002-11-14 02:48:35|okoyemaya|Re: OS update whingers.|
Yes, I agree, there are tones of stuff I did not discover yet on RS 
so I imagine it will be a year or 2 till I get bored with it and 
think of some upgrade ( like other tone generator)maybe I will never 
get bored and instead of getting new sounds on the plate I will dig 
more to get something exciting from RS I am still on the surface 
which is anyway asskicking. You may see may subject related comment 
on the http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=116
I am real time musician first, just recently got to pure electronic 
music, so I go by ear, I like the sound or I dont. There are guitars 
made of rarest woods, with great finish and they sound worse then 
some factory made ones. I dont think it is so different in 
electronics. I met Zoom guys at Frankfurt Music Fair some 10 years 
ago, they were fresh "defectors" from Korg or Yamaha, smart fellows 
and after 10 years they could not get they shit together. And I am 
sure they are not stupid. Yet they can`t get even decent reverb sound 
on any machine ( well, I am bit critical being since years hooked on 
Lexicon).
RS sounds good to me, the other part is what you do with it. You can 
hear beggers in a train in India grooving with just 2 stones or 
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spoons.
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "Fierce Fish" wrote:
> I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS like 
its going to be some "holy grail" that they can pin all their hopes 
upon. First and foremost the RS is a fantastic machine that like 
everything else on this planet has some flaws in some aspect of its 
design. Well NEWSFLASH, so will the MC-909, even now ppl are moaning 
that Roland put smartmedia instead of Compact flash, every time a new 
product comes out people always wish for more.
> 
> Another thing is that specs alone often never tell the whole story, 
for example I own a MC-505 (which I purchased after my RS) which is a 
very good machine, JV1080 type synth engine - 4 tones per sound, lots 
of editing for patches blah blah blah, yet to my ear the RS sounds a 
lot better for many (not all) sounds, yet it is only 1 tone per 
sound. The reason is that I prefer the basic waveforms of the RS to 
the 505 immensly, the TB303 sounds on the MC505 sound like no TB303 I 
have ever heard!! Yet the RS TB303 type waveforms sound great to my 
ear (TB303 owner for many years).
> 
> Many people have become accustomed to this new phenomenom of "the 
upgrade path" which is very sad, for example I know a guy who was 
thinking of getting a PC, but he was always looking to the future and 
waiting for the next generation CPU/Mobo/OS etc, to the point where 
he never got one for about 3 years, in the meantime he has missed out 
on 3 years of owning a PC and all the fun that goes with it, so now 
all his friends are pretty PC literate but he's like a newbie 
constantly asking questions and missing out on a lot of stuff.
> 
> My advice to the whingers is learn to use the RS, learn its 
strengths and weaknesses, become its master and it will serve you 
well, because if you don't then your music hobby will either become 
very expensive or very short lived, because every six months when a 
new box comes out you will be selling your kit at a loss and buying 
the new thing at top dollar.
> 
> Plus the RS has numerous advantages over the MC909 which for me are 
way more important than a big LCD and USB. Things like 2 Midi outs, 
the ability to have tracks of differing lengths within a pattern and 
better raw waveforms and filters. The RS sounds far more "ghetto" 
than the MC, and I buy gear on the basis of the sounds I can make 
with it and not features that won't be heard in the music (screen, 
usb, etc).
> 
> Anyone who disagrees with me, fine, I wish you luck.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7734|7653|2002-11-14 03:40:30|Peter Sawa pm*|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
I've just order Audio Techcina ITM-30 I dunno them,
but despite many recommendation of MDR and AKG, i
choose this one.
I've heard that they reproduce very detailed sounds
and have fine flat characteristrics. And other thing
they cost only 59 euro.

regards
pm'
--- "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral"
<que_berga@hotmail.com> wrote: > To be perfectly
honest not a chance. But they're

> more for accuracy, like I 
> mean, you'll hear EVERY single crack and pop,
> specially good for sampling 
> and customizing your your filters.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite
> headphone?
> >Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2002 13:40:35 -0800
> >
> >You mean MDR-V 700's don't even come close to
> MDR-7506 I assume?
> >
> >Cornel
> >\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> >/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >----- Original Message -----
> >From: "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral"
> <que_berga@hotmail.com>
> >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
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> >Sent: Monday, November 11, 2002 11:34 AM
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite
> headphone?
> >
> >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > There is 2 ways fo listening. Listening as a
> producer or a consumer.
> >1>If
> > > you're making a track to be played somewhere
> else, recorded etc.
> > > 2>Or, if you're just having fun with the thing.
> > >
> > > MDR's are good for number 2 but for any
> professional applications I use
> >Sony
> > > 7506's. They have a PERFECT sound period. 
> MDR's dont even come close.
> >Try
> > > them out you'll see.
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: Christian Wiesner <skwit@ltcgroup.de>
> > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > > >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite
> headphone?
> > > >Date: Sat, 9 Nov 2002 16:42:33 +0100
> > > >
> > > >Hi,
> > > >
> > > > >I`d like to know what kind of headphones the
> RS users prefere.
> > > >
> > > >I prefer my Sony MDR-V 700. Thats the silver
> one you can see in
> > > >nearly every advertising if something should
> look yong and fresh and
> > > >hip and stuff ;)
> > > >
> > > >The sound is rather "clublike", a lot of bass
> and very loud. But it
> > > >fits to the music I make. It was a decision
> between Sony, Technics
> > > >1210, Sennheiser HD25 and Beyerdynamic DT990
> Pro. Technics and
> > > >Sennheiser were just lying on the ear, I didn't
> like that.
> > > >Beyerdynamic was very fluffy and comfy, but
> sounded *too* nice.
> > > >
> > > >Christian
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
>

_________________________________________________________________

> > > Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2
> months FREE*.
> > > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> >http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
>

_________________________________________________________________

> STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months
> FREE* 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
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> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 7735|7716|2002-11-14 03:47:45|okoyemaya|Re: Getting most of RS 7K and QY 100 pair|
Thanx for your response,
I just want to know how to get the best of QY100 (thanx God it takes 
the card). To know what are its forte ( I think every single gadget 
hat its own hot, unique great features). There must be some QY100 
freaks out there in the www.
For working together I just let him midi in my RS to put his parts, 
live we will use his Yamaha EP 80 just as it is -piano no need to 
sync. I just though that he could work on the music at home, and 
transfer SMF with smart media and the other way round I would give 
him my sketches to work on. Is it better to use GM and then adjust 
the sounds on RS or use XG headers ? With no backlight I dont think 
QY100 could be used live, no direct access to functions, small 
buttons... . Perhaps as stand by in case RS catches fire or something 
( with everything backed on mediacard).
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 13 November 2002 11:57, okoyemaya wrote:
> > So any QY100 fan to give tips how to get best out of it?
> 
> If the two of you want's to play the same song on either the 
> RS or QY100, I think exchanging the song as a SMF seems the 
> best option. The QY100 doesn't take smartcards, does it?
> 
> An alternate way to exchange midi data could be done by 
> recording the QY's midi data by the RS, or the other way 
> around. That's a little more complex (sync and stuff), but 
> it can probably be done.
> 
> Another aproach could be that the both of you stick with 
> your own devices and only sync them while you're together. 
> So he keeps his stuff on his QY, and you only use the RS 
> for your parts. When together, you sync them and start 
> playing.
> 
> - Robert

| 7736|7728|2002-11-14 03:50:38|Oscar Finch|Re: OS update whingers.|
Ah yes the old more is better syndrome LMAO.Seriuosly though OS2.0 IS NOT going to be some mega music making messiah :sighs: .............I find it funny
how the supposition is to claim that more editability ,more ram and a bigger screen equate to a higher qualityof music making . To put it simply RUBBISH
!!!!!!!!Talent is what infuses any music with style and substance.I will find a link for you on the making of the original Doctor Who theme. It wasn't
even done with synthesizers.They used Htz tone boxes played back at various rate for pitch using basic and very early phasing ,and equalization
controls.They then recorded these parts to Reel to Reel tape .Syncronised up 6 tape machines.Cut and pasted the tape back together insegments to create
melodies and the like. Basically they GOT REALLY CREATIVE.If you have good monitors do yourself a favour.Use the raw waveform bank in the RS. Turn off
all effects and boost by +6 or +12 db and use midi delay's / unison or copy the same phrase to a seperate track. Detune the second track by a few
semitones. Use a Saw or SQ wave patch in each.Set one to a HP filter the other to a LP 24 db filter. Now use different LFO settings on the pattern for
both tracks. Say one modulating filter at one rate the other modulating pitch or amp. Turn on your Master MultiComp and resample it using
Kit+Note.Normalize at say 100%. Erase the two Phrase tracks using the internal sounds and now add some subtle delay or phasing and some insert effect of
choice. You'd be suprised how analog the patch will sound trust me. Use the resampling as a form of resynthesis. Think laterally. Use the machine in ways
you shouldn't or normally wouldn't. This machine can pull off some amazing icy / cold / warm /spikey edgy noises let me tell you and that's just using
the internal TG. You must think of all the CC parameter control as part of the synthesis engine and not part of the sequencer and you're half way there
to realising just what an RS7000 CAN DO.I disagree with Okemaya on one thing. It will take me more than 2 years to ever fully conceive what this
instrument is capable of. I've played bass for 12 years and a humble bass guitar can still amaze me as my technique and ability to realise my sonic
imagery improves.I never use more than 4 peices of kit in any track I've ever made. I've never felt the need to.It's the RS7000 peeps who don't bitch and
whine but keep plugging at the units depths who will help create a "CULT" machine.The SP808EX is another such unit. On the surface quite basic but
capable of some amazingly complex results.I'd say the same of Yamaha's TG33 :)I've just picked up a kawai K4R for a steal $150 (AUS) and am plucking
sounds out of it that aren't a mile away from a Roland Juno/Jupiter and some really of the wall AM (PCM RING MOD) sounds that could have come right out
of a WARP records release.I'm reworking an old track at the moment and have pulled nearly all the sounds of AphexTwins "Come to Daddy" using nothing more
than the RS7000's internal TG and using the sampler as a resynthesis unit. Build up multi-oscillator phrases ,resample,refilter ,re-effect ,repeat add
nausium.I cut my teeth on a humble MMT8, then Atari 1040ST an old Emu EII , EPSR, Emax and a Matrix 6 and CS50.This unit is miles ahead in ease of use
and features. I think people do not realise how spoilt they are for choices these days.The price to features ratio of the RS7000 is amazing enough.I can
do things with it I only imagined in my head 10 years ago.Try using Kit+Note sampling on say 10 or 11 of your style tracks from a section all going at
once. Then trime it so it loops and slice it. Now time-stretch individual slices too bpm relevant ratio's. Repitch some parts ,sample rate convert
others,reverse other sections, apply different effects and resample certain slice segments. Do a divide drum job on the lot. Apply different panning ,
filters , LFO's ,eq's ,midi delays ,pitchbends and what not to seperate tracks. Then go in and resequence in step mode the seperate slices on each track
using different velocity settings , really drilly decaying flams. CC controlled chaos styled filter CC's at different clock/gate ratio's etc etc
etc...sculpt ,sculpt and then shape some more.Then come back and complain the RS is underspec'd compared to the competition and/or not capable of
much.Maybe it's beacuse I come from a print making / fine art / design background (old skool manual style) and I realise that a good work of art can take
weeks even months to complete and needs full and undivided attention that i don't see any of the RS7000's features as a problem. I don't wan't an INSTANT
BEAT or MUSIC box. I WANT an instrument that allows me to craft and REALISE my VISION. Maybe I veiw what I do more as art I dunno. I love the hard work ,
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I love the challenge ,I love having to learn to think like the machine. It challenges my preconceptions and notions of what music can and or should be.By
all means blame yourself for falling short of the mark. If you can't do it (and there is loads I can't do yet) then learn how to get the RS7000 to do it
(it won't do it for you BTW). This is by far the best thing to fall in my lap for ages.I for one am very grateful they even realised a machine of such
depth.Nothing in like is perfect and that's what I love about the RS7000. It's almost human like us in that it has its endearing qualities and always
tries to be good but is never always perfect. The Japanese have always understood the concept of the machine with a soul , and have probably quite
subconsciously portrayed this by producing a unit that is as beautiful and as fatally flawed as anyone of use here.So to sum it all up.Stop the bitching
and just get on with it.If you can't make the most of this then what makes you think you'll apply yourself enough with an MC-909 in your hands or a
better OS in the RS700 ????? PS: Living is not natural ,living is hard . LIFE on the other hand is Beautiful. You shouldn't careless Just keep on driving
, driving , hands to the wheel.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7737|7737|2002-11-14 04:06:21|De Waele Patrick|OT Final Scratch|
Hi all,

Just an off-topic question but maybe there are a few DJ's around who might
help me...
I'm just wandering if someone knows about a company preferrably in America
that sells the Stanton Final Scratch package and ships to Europe...much
cheaper to buy in America but it seems the musicianandfriends do not ship
outside America.
The cheapest price I saw in Europe is 699Euro's (so about the same in
dollars; in America I saw it sells for 500 dollars)

Thanks,

Patrick

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7738|7728|2002-11-14 04:07:14|505|Re: OS update whingers.|
Here we go, it's time to separate the boys from the girls :)...

Because I think I'm quickly becoming part of an "old school" which had to
work with some pretty Fing primitive equipment 10 years ago and lived to see
better.

I don't have the exact factoids but just from where the synthesizer
technology stood during 1971 - 1981 I like to think KRAFTWERK created
timeless electronica within that time period with equipment which does not
even come close to what we get these days within just two boxes like RS 7000
+ Virus Indigo.

As long as it does not hinder the creative process, I like the idea of being
efficient if the option is available to me (maybe an OS update fixing small
problems like ability to adjust click level, maybe a more intelligent piece
of equipment, etc..). Time is the one luxury I don't happen to have lately.

OS updates can actually be *bad* sometimes, in my case the MC505, after the
OS update I've lost all the cool effects I used to create due to exploiting
bugs in the original OS. It only took me 10 minutes with the new OS and I
reverted back quicker than you can say OUCH, THAT SUCKS...

Blow me off as much as you want on this, but I believe there is no
technology in the world which can make up for the lack of creativity and
smarts, NOT NOW, NOT EVER ( with the exception of absolutely and certainly
everyone on this user group list :) ).

This being said I'm looking forward to an RS7000 OS update, or the new MC
909 but I'm not banking my life on it...

Happy groovin boys and girls...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2002 1:48 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OS update whingers.

> Yes, I agree, there are tones of stuff I did not discover yet on RS
> so I imagine it will be a year or 2 till I get bored with it and
> think of some upgrade ( like other tone generator)maybe I will never
> get bored and instead of getting new sounds on the plate I will dig
> more to get something exciting from RS I am still on the surface
> which is anyway asskicking. You may see may subject related comment
> on the http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=116
> I am real time musician first, just recently got to pure electronic
> music, so I go by ear, I like the sound or I dont. There are guitars
> made of rarest woods, with great finish and they sound worse then
> some factory made ones. I dont think it is so different in
> electronics. I met Zoom guys at Frankfurt Music Fair some 10 years
> ago, they were fresh "defectors" from Korg or Yamaha, smart fellows
> and after 10 years they could not get they shit together. And I am
> sure they are not stupid. Yet they can`t get even decent reverb sound
> on any machine ( well, I am bit critical being since years hooked on

http://www.excite.com/
mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=116


> Lexicon).
> RS sounds good to me, the other part is what you do with it. You can
> hear beggers in a train in India grooving with just 2 stones or
> spoons.
> okoyem
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Fierce Fish" wrote:
> > I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS like
> its going to be some "holy grail" that they can pin all their hopes
> upon. First and foremost the RS is a fantastic machine that like
> everything else on this planet has some flaws in some aspect of its
> design. Well NEWSFLASH, so will the MC-909, even now ppl are moaning
> that Roland put smartmedia instead of Compact flash, every time a new
> product comes out people always wish for more.
> >
> > Another thing is that specs alone often never tell the whole story,
> for example I own a MC-505 (which I purchased after my RS) which is a
> very good machine, JV1080 type synth engine - 4 tones per sound, lots
> of editing for patches blah blah blah, yet to my ear the RS sounds a
> lot better for many (not all) sounds, yet it is only 1 tone per
> sound. The reason is that I prefer the basic waveforms of the RS to
> the 505 immensly, the TB303 sounds on the MC505 sound like no TB303 I
> have ever heard!! Yet the RS TB303 type waveforms sound great to my
> ear (TB303 owner for many years).
> >
> > Many people have become accustomed to this new phenomenom of "the
> upgrade path" which is very sad, for example I know a guy who was
> thinking of getting a PC, but he was always looking to the future and
> waiting for the next generation CPU/Mobo/OS etc, to the point where
> he never got one for about 3 years, in the meantime he has missed out
> on 3 years of owning a PC and all the fun that goes with it, so now
> all his friends are pretty PC literate but he's like a newbie
> constantly asking questions and missing out on a lot of stuff.
> >
> > My advice to the whingers is learn to use the RS, learn its
> strengths and weaknesses, become its master and it will serve you
> well, because if you don't then your music hobby will either become
> very expensive or very short lived, because every six months when a
> new box comes out you will be selling your kit at a loss and buying
> the new thing at top dollar.
> >
> > Plus the RS has numerous advantages over the MC909 which for me are
> way more important than a big LCD and USB. Things like 2 Midi outs,
> the ability to have tracks of differing lengths within a pattern and
> better raw waveforms and filters. The RS sounds far more "ghetto"
> than the MC, and I buy gear on the basis of the sounds I can make
> with it and not features that won't be heard in the music (screen,
> usb, etc).
> >
> > Anyone who disagrees with me, fine, I wish you luck.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7739|7739|2002-11-14 04:27:09|okoyemaya|We have our own RS7K Guru!|
Oscarito you are great. I saved your last post, to check the stuff 
out. Old Indian music wisdom splits playing into 2 aspects what you 
play and how you play. I like both aspects of you stuff but while the 
first is more subjective, the second , there is no doubt you dig 
deep. My respect for what I heard from you, my respect for what I 
read. Seems to me you could be a right person to write a book on/for 
RS 7k (including RM1x would probably make it more realistic to 
publish). Of course that takes time and your time is for your music 
first. If there would be enough of serious user interested even if 
everyone put 20-30 bucks it could maybe pay your time, and some of us 
could help looking for a publisher ( Frankfurter Musik Messe is a 
good hunting ground for that). I do not know if you live from music 
but for quality to me you are pro so you must be paid accordingly ( 
it will be always "underpaid" thinking of time and effort)
Man, you something, we all better "shut up and play our RS"
Okoyem
| 7740|7728|2002-11-14 06:09:18|faxorgy|Re: OS update whingers.|
505 W3RD :P ....... oh so true .
Very well put I might add.
I couldn't agree more either ;).

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> Here we go, it's time to separate the boys from the girls :)...
> 
> Because I think I'm quickly becoming part of an "old school" which 
had to
> work with some pretty Fing primitive equipment 10 years ago and 
lived to see
> better.
> 
> I don't have the exact factoids but just from where the synthesizer
> technology stood during 1971 - 1981 I like to think KRAFTWERK 
created
> timeless electronica within that time period with equipment which 
does not
> even come close to what we get these days within just two boxes 
like RS 7000
> + Virus Indigo.
> 
> As long as it does not hinder the creative process, I like the idea 
of being
> efficient if the option is available to me (maybe an OS update 
fixing small
> problems like ability to adjust click level, maybe a more 
intelligent piece
> of equipment, etc..). Time is the one luxury I don't happen to have 
lately.
> 
> OS updates can actually be *bad* sometimes, in my case the MC505, 
after the
> OS update I've lost all the cool effects I used to create due to 
exploiting
> bugs in the original OS. It only took me 10 minutes with the new OS 
and I
> reverted back quicker than you can say OUCH, THAT SUCKS...
> 
> Blow me off as much as you want on this, but I believe there is no
> technology in the world which can make up for the lack of 
creativity and
> smarts, NOT NOW, NOT EVER ( with the exception of absolutely and 
certainly
> everyone on this user group list :) ).
> 
> This being said I'm looking forward to an RS7000 OS update, or the 
new MC
> 909 but I'm not banking my life on it...
> 
> Happy groovin boys and girls...
> 
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'

| 7741|7728|2002-11-14 10:35:43|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS update whingers.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Fierce Fish" wrote:

> I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS 

Nothing more to add. I fully agree!

Töm

p.s. just one thing...the RS uses 2Element AWM2, not 1Element...
| 7742|7737|2002-11-14 12:28:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT Final Scratch|
--- In RS7000@y..., De Waele Patrick wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Just an off-topic question 

And to keep it Off-Topic and off the list, please reply to him 
directly.

Thank you.

Töm
| 7743|7743|2002-11-14 12:32:22|zhel_id|Lack of creativity???read this|
I mean guys....How many posts just to say that no machine can 
compensate lack of talent , creativity.etc.
I own rs7k....made dozens songs...gotta publishing & record deal in UK
so I'm probably at least half qualified..i think so..So please don't 
make this forum sounds like a division between "real" musician and 
kids with just another grovebox.All right? 
Off course you can do anything you want on rs7000 apart from serious 
multitrack recording obviously but rs7k is a sequencer ok.It's 
completely in the human nature that one wants to look the 
technical progress as well as one's own.That's why we all bought the 
rs7k and not a mandolin.(nothing against the mandolin player 
here!)..which help us to make new 
music...electronic but still organic in terms of real time &
programmable features.ok.So OS improvementsblahblah is just part of 
it.Wishlist (made by moderator and main the gurues of this forum)for 
the new os and everything you see on the left side of 
your screen didn't come as an idea being made cause of lack of 
creativity....just contrary..cause of wish to be better day in day 



out.Why did we all jump to add new wishes on that list?All our ideas 
help companies like yamaha to make better stuff, 
more improved machines which will help future musician to be even 
more creative and versatile.It's completely acceptable even from 
consumer point of view to suggest some changes and generally ask for 
better service from companies which make tones of money selling new 
machines every year.One cannot be accused of mourning and whinning 
for that matter.To end up being arrogant that would be like the 
Ferrari start accusing Michael Schumacher why he always wants better 
and better car.Why can't he win with the one from 1998 for god's sake?
And ....I didn't hear that his colegues ever accused him of not being 
creative driver at the same time.How's that possible?How many times 
did you guys hear well produced record and wanted to achieve the same 
or even overtake it in your own production? So Let's be honest 
here.People 
are here to push the limits, break the boundaries of the technology 
every day in each area of the life as well as music.That's why we 
debate today about 16 track sequncer, 64mb 
sampler and sound module in abox size of a turntable which can do 
everything.But we still want more..why? ..because of lack of 
creativity? think again.In the 2-3 years time most of us will be on 
another forum rs10k or something and you'll understand why.Lastly , 
offcourse if 
you're talented and creative you don't need anything...not even a 
rs7k or synths or guitars etc.You can just sing and bang on the dust 
bin.But we'll here want to be kinda cutting edge as well as 
creative.Why is that? read again and please don't mourn about 
mourning" for the new OS or new machines cause I'm not buying it.
| 7744|7743|2002-11-14 14:05:07|okoyemaya|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
Do not underestimate the "kids with a groovebox" They bring the 
profits not the pros. The sold pcs count for the companies like 
Yamaha. The real pros do not pay or are even on the payrolls. Come to 
NAMM or better Frankfurt, you will perhaps learn something about this 
industry . Nice to be sentimental but it is all about the money. What 
is wrong to make some of those "kids" happier with what he has while 
his had is being screwd by music industry salesman. I guess you pro 
and immune to all that bullshit but some less experienced fellows are 
not. So nothing wrong about clearing something out, inspiring 
somebody.
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> I mean guys....How many posts just to say that no machine can 
> compensate lack of talent , creativity.etc.
> I own rs7k....made dozens songs...gotta publishing & record deal in 
UK
> so I'm probably at least half qualified..i think so..So please 
don't 
> make this forum sounds like a division between "real" musician and 
> kids with just another grovebox.All right? 
> Off course you can do anything you want on rs7000 apart from 
serious 
> multitrack recording obviously but rs7k is a sequencer ok.It's 
> completely in the human nature that one wants to look the 
> technical progress as well as one's own.That's why we all bought 
the 
> rs7k and not a mandolin.(nothing against the mandolin player 
> here!)..which help us to make new 
> music...electronic but still organic in terms of real time &
> programmable features.ok.So OS improvementsblahblah is just part of 
> it.Wishlist (made by moderator and main the gurues of this forum)
for 
> the new os and everything you see on the left side of 
> your screen didn't come as an idea being made cause of lack of 
> creativity....just contrary..cause of wish to be better day in day 
> out.Why did we all jump to add new wishes on that list?All our 
ideas 
> help companies like yamaha to make better stuff, 
> more improved machines which will help future musician to be even 
> more creative and versatile.It's completely acceptable even from 
> consumer point of view to suggest some changes and generally ask 
for 
> better service from companies which make tones of money selling new 
> machines every year.One cannot be accused of mourning and whinning 
> for that matter.To end up being arrogant that would be like the 
> Ferrari start accusing Michael Schumacher why he always wants 
better 
> and better car.Why can't he win with the one from 1998 for god's 
sake?
> And ....I didn't hear that his colegues ever accused him of not 
being 
> creative driver at the same time.How's that possible?How many times 
> did you guys hear well produced record and wanted to achieve the 
same 
> or even overtake it in your own production? So Let's be honest 
> here.People 
> are here to push the limits, break the boundaries of the technology 
> every day in each area of the life as well as music.That's why we 
> debate today about 16 track sequncer, 64mb 
> sampler and sound module in abox size of a turntable which can do 
> everything.But we still want more..why? ..because of lack of 
> creativity? think again.In the 2-3 years time most of us will be on 
> another forum rs10k or something and you'll understand why.Lastly , 
> offcourse if 
> you're talented and creative you don't need anything...not even a 
> rs7k or synths or guitars etc.You can just sing and bang on the 
dust 
> bin.But we'll here want to be kinda cutting edge as well as 



> creative.Why is that? read again and please don't mourn about 
> mourning" for the new OS or new machines cause I'm not buying it.

| 7745|7743|2002-11-14 15:16:42|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

>You can just sing and bang on the dust 
> bin.

Yeah, but one day, the neighbour next door got a bigger, louder 
dust bin...;)

Seriously, what people are trying to say is, that ppl. should not 
depend their decision on buying a RS upon the OS-update, since 
the RS already has to offer a lot, as you can see in Oscars' 
posting. And they should not stop thinking about getting a RS, 
just because Mr."expensive" Roland released the MC909. Fact is, 
even without OS-update the RS is a serious and professional 
sequencer, as you already said.

Sure, you can say REAL talented people would use only their own 
voice and bang the bin, but hey...what's the point than in using 
a guitar, flute, piano, analog synth, digital synth and RS7000`?

In former times to create a wide spectrum of different sounds, 
you had to assemble a big bunch of musicians, playing as an 
orchester or at least as a band. Nowadays one, two, three people 
create on their fingertip still a whole (electronic) orchester. 
Is that the automation of music-creation? The music that comes 
out of that indeed sounds like it...empty, without soul...but 
sometimes...sometimes you hear something wonderful and heart, 
juice and energy is coming out of those electric impulses. I 
think that is it, what Oscar meant with that the RS is a machine 
with soul. Since it's created by humans, who have flaws, the RS 
has flaws as well...despite those flaws...humans are capable of 
creating the most wonderful things, by working around these 
flaws. The same you can do with the RS. Work with what the 
machine offers and the output might be wonderful, fat, juicy, 
lively, floating.

What you are questioning here, Zhel, is the meaning of 
technology. But see it this way...the RS is just another tool to 
craft, work out, form in a much less complicated way your music. 
It's the hammer and the stick in your hands, to cut out sounds 
and noises out of the essence of present time, that what we call 
music. 
The tools are developing, and a MC909-Hammer might look better, 
but doesn't mean you can lift it easier to sculpture your tune. 

Noone denies that the RS-Hammer, needs some streamlining, but 
what we are basically tired of hearing of (and it went on and on 
and on on motifator.com and sonicstate.com) is that whining that 
if the RS won't get an OS-update that it is a not a tool you can 
do something with it. And that is plain wrong. And people on this 
list are just tired, hearing it.

Or to use your example...if Micheal Schumacher would permanently 
complain that his excellent cars are useless, if the mechanics 
won't add that certain spoiler-thing, the mechanics would get 
tired of hearing his complaints also.

The RS needs to be streamlined in certain areas. But...we KNOW 
this already, and whining doesn't make it happen either. You want 
improvements on the RS? Write and complain to Yamaha, not to us. 
We did the same thing and we finally succeeded by getting our 
OS-update (which i believe mostly happens because of the 
MC909...thank you Roland!)

Well...just my 2 cents.

Tom
| 7746|7743|2002-11-14 15:19:52|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
Well , have to say-fully agree on this.Just to add -didn't try to 
underestimate "kids with the groove boxes"..hopefuly the rest will 
not pick on me cause of this ...just noticed this categorization in 
some earlier posts by "not diggin deep into the box" stuff wrote my 
some very deep digging pro rs7k users.You can make the great tune 
even by not diggin anywhere whatever someone says.that's the beauty 
and unpredictability of the music.
Anyway agree on everything else
| 7747|7743|2002-11-14 15:26:50|Mico Rowler|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
true, but if you don't have an ear for production, mastering, levels, and other technical aspects of making music on the RS (or any other synth) - your
music is gonna sound like crap. You pull an RS out of the box and play some sounds, it sounds like crap. You wonder why the hell did i buy this thing. a
dry uneffected drumkit sounds like crap. same goes for synth sounds. add the right amount of reverb, delay, some EQ, some compression, and bam you have a
killer sound. so I feel for the guys who just turn on the RS for the first time and make their "first song" and think they are the shit because they are
a producer now, even though their song sounds like total crap.
Mico R
zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:Well , have to say-fully agree on this.Just to add -didn't try to 
underestimate "kids with the groove boxes"..hopefuly the rest will 
not pick on me cause of this ...just noticed this categorization in 
some earlier posts by "not diggin deep into the box" stuff wrote my 
some very deep digging pro rs7k users.You can make the great tune 
even by not diggin anywhere whatever someone says.that's the beauty 
and unpredictability of the music.
Anyway agree on everything else
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7748|7743|2002-11-14 15:27:27|Mico Rowler|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
sorry - but that was a terrible reference (comparison) when you brought in Schumacher there. and I don't see how its applicable to your argument. An F1
driver has to be creative? since when? There is a given "best line" for any track. They follow that line, overtaking cars as needed. Where's the
creativity? They need endurance, yes... but creativity. just a terrible, terrible, inapplicable, incoherent example. Sure he wants new cars, but I still
don't see how you can compare that to having new synths.
mico r.
zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:I mean guys....How many posts just to say that no machine can 
compensate lack of talent , creativity.etc.
I own rs7k....made dozens songs...gotta publishing & record deal in UK
so I'm probably at least half qualified..i think so..So please don't 
make this forum sounds like a division between "real" musician and 
kids with just another grovebox.All right? 
Off course you can do anything you want on rs7000 apart from serious 
multitrack recording obviously but rs7k is a sequencer ok.It's 
completely in the human nature that one wants to look the 
technical progress as well as one's own.That's why we all bought the 
rs7k and not a mandolin.(nothing against the mandolin player 
here!)..which help us to make new 
music...electronic but still organic in terms of real time &
programmable features.ok.So OS improvementsblahblah is just part of 
it.Wishlist (made by moderator and main the gurues of this forum)for 
the new os and everything you see on the left side of 
your screen didn't come as an idea being made cause of lack of 
creativity....just contrary..cause of wish to be better day in day 
out.Why did we all jump to add new wishes on that list?All our ideas 
help companies like yamaha to make better stuff, 
more improved machines which will help future musician to be even 
more creative and versatile.It's completely acceptable even from 
consumer point of view to suggest some changes and generally ask for 
better service from companies which make tones of money selling new 
machines every year.One cannot be accused of mourning and whinning 
for that matter.To end up being arrogant that would be like the 
Ferrari start accusing Michael Schumacher why he always wants better 
and better car.Why can't he win with the one from 1998 for god's sake?
And ....I didn't hear that his colegues ever accused him of not being 
creative driver at the same time.How's that possible?How many times 
did you guys hear well produced record and wanted to achieve the same 
or even overtake it in your own production? So Let's be honest 
here.People 
are here to push the limits, break the boundaries of the technology 
every day in each area of the life as well as music.That's why we 
debate today about 16 track sequncer, 64mb 
sampler and sound module in abox size of a turntable which can do 
everything.But we still want more..why? ..because of lack of 
creativity? think again.In the 2-3 years time most of us will be on 
another forum rs10k or something and you'll understand why.Lastly , 
offcourse if 
you're talented and creative you don't need anything...not even a 
rs7k or synths or guitars etc.You can just sing and bang on the dust 
bin.But we'll here want to be kinda cutting edge as well as 
creative.Why is that? read again and please don't mourn about 
mourning" for the new OS or new machines cause I'm not buying it.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7749|7743|2002-11-14 15:29:46|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/4TOM|
Yeah...agree with you on everything.I haven't been around for some 
time here inda forum so it's probably just my bad(read late) timing 
of this particular post on the old subject.Anyway like the 
intervention about the neighbour's bigger dustbin though :)
That probably happend way back in the history....stone age artists:)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


and development of the tribal music...
Anyway I like that we cleared the misunderstending.

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> >You can just sing and bang on the dust 
> > bin.
> 
> Yeah, but one day, the neighbour next door got a bigger, louder 
> dust bin...;)
> 
> Seriously, what people are trying to say is, that ppl. should not 
> depend their decision on buying a RS upon the OS-update, since 
> the RS already has to offer a lot, as you can see in Oscars' 
> posting. And they should not stop thinking about getting a RS, 
> just because Mr."expensive" Roland released the MC909. Fact is, 
> even without OS-update the RS is a serious and professional 
> sequencer, as you already said.
> 
> Sure, you can say REAL talented people would use only their own 
> voice and bang the bin, but hey...what's the point than in using 
> a guitar, flute, piano, analog synth, digital synth and RS7000`?
> 
> In former times to create a wide spectrum of different sounds, 
> you had to assemble a big bunch of musicians, playing as an 
> orchester or at least as a band. Nowadays one, two, three people 
> create on their fingertip still a whole (electronic) orchester. 
> Is that the automation of music-creation? The music that comes 
> out of that indeed sounds like it...empty, without soul...but 
> sometimes...sometimes you hear something wonderful and heart, 
> juice and energy is coming out of those electric impulses. I 
> think that is it, what Oscar meant with that the RS is a machine 
> with soul. Since it's created by humans, who have flaws, the RS 
> has flaws as well...despite those flaws...humans are capable of 
> creating the most wonderful things, by working around these 
> flaws. The same you can do with the RS. Work with what the 
> machine offers and the output might be wonderful, fat, juicy, 
> lively, floating.
> 
> What you are questioning here, Zhel, is the meaning of 
> technology. But see it this way...the RS is just another tool to 
> craft, work out, form in a much less complicated way your music. 
> It's the hammer and the stick in your hands, to cut out sounds 
> and noises out of the essence of present time, that what we call 
> music. 
> The tools are developing, and a MC909-Hammer might look better, 
> but doesn't mean you can lift it easier to sculpture your tune. 
> 
> Noone denies that the RS-Hammer, needs some streamlining, but 
> what we are basically tired of hearing of (and it went on and on 
> and on on motifator.com and sonicstate.com) is that whining that 
> if the RS won't get an OS-update that it is a not a tool you can 
> do something with it. And that is plain wrong. And people on this 
> list are just tired, hearing it.
> 
> Or to use your example...if Micheal Schumacher would permanently 
> complain that his excellent cars are useless, if the mechanics 
> won't add that certain spoiler-thing, the mechanics would get 
> tired of hearing his complaints also.
> 
> The RS needs to be streamlined in certain areas. But...we KNOW 
> this already, and whining doesn't make it happen either. You want 
> improvements on the RS? Write and complain to Yamaha, not to us. 
> We did the same thing and we finally succeeded by getting our 
> OS-update (which i believe mostly happens because of the 
> MC909...thank you Roland!)
> 
> Well...just my 2 cents.
> 
> Tom

| 7750|7743|2002-11-14 15:33:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
--- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:

> 
> true, but if you don't have an ear for production, mastering, 

levels, and other technical aspects of making music on the RS (or 
any other synth) - your music is gonna sound like crap. 

>

When you first rode a bike, you fell on the ground...ergo...you 
have to LEARN those things. And you can learn to have an ear for 
production. Of course you also need talent for music. And if it's 
that where your music lacks, you still can compensate that with 
technics, but you may never sound as good as the talented 
musician. Just listen to those top ten bands...technically they 
can sing...but can they really SING?

And the RS is for sure not for the beginner to start with, it's 
too expensive for that group anyway. You want to start making 



music? Get a Y. or Casio keyboard, or heck even one of the 
Electribes will do teach them a lot and help them to find out of 
they have talent or not.

Tom
| 7751|7743|2002-11-14 15:37:07|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this4MICO|
-Agree on that as well but that can be another topic.you see.Don't 
get me wrong I do all that stuff offcourse but I've seen some "kids"
so called producing stuff which sounded crap as you pointed out 
becuse they used not effected sounds but went to the studio and with 
alittle help of the producer or aud.eng. came out with a great tracks 
cause the original track had a very nice idea, developing , catchy, 
hooky phrases whatever....I mean this type of work is not my cup of 
tea but I've seen it happens.talking about creativity only mentioned 
so much in the earlier posts. 

-- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:

> 
> true, but if you don't have an ear for production, mastering, 

levels, and other technical aspects of making music on the RS (or any 
other synth) - your music is gonna sound like crap. You pull an RS 
out of the box and play some sounds, it sounds like crap. You wonder 
why the hell did i buy this thing. a dry uneffected drumkit sounds 
like crap. same goes for synth sounds. add the right amount of 
reverb, delay, some EQ, some compression, and bam you have a killer 
sound. so I feel for the guys who just turn on the RS for the first 
time and make their "first song" and think they are the shit because 
they are a producer now, even though their song sounds like total 
crap.

> Mico R
> zhel_id wrote:Well , have to say-fully agree on 

this.Just to add -didn't try to 

> underestimate "kids with the groove boxes"..hopefuly the rest will 
> not pick on me cause of this ...just noticed this categorization in 
> some earlier posts by "not diggin deep into the box" stuff wrote my 
> some very deep digging pro rs7k users.You can make the great tune 
> even by not diggin anywhere whatever someone says.that's the beauty 
> and unpredictability of the music.
> Anyway agree on everything else
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7752|7743|2002-11-14 15:38:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
--- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:

> 
> sorry - but that was a terrible reference (comparison) when you 

brought in Schumacher there. 

Well, that's only your opinion. I understood Zhel perfectly fine. 
How do you know a F1-Driver is NOT creative? You ever were a 
F1-driver?

But that si starting to get way OT...;)

Tom (the MEAN moderator)
| 7753|7743|2002-11-14 15:45:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/4TOM|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> Yeah...agree with you on everything.I haven't been around for 

some 

> time here inda forum so it's probably just my bad(read late) 

timing 

> of this particular post on the old subject.Anyway like the 
> intervention about the neighbour's bigger dustbin though :)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> That probably happend way back in the history....stone age 

artists:)

> and development of the tribal music...
>

Actually the similarities between modern "dance" music and tribal 
music are very astounding...a pounding grooving beat, some 
noises...holla and we can dance around the fire, dressed like 
savages...hehe...in former times they called it 
rain-dance...nowadays we call it.....Love Parade ;)

Interesting point though is that the RS, because of the different 
phrase length it can has (btw. the only hardware sequencer 
besides the RM1x and QY700 that has this), you can create phrases 
with 7/8 length of a section...and african rythms are quite often 
7/8 or 9/16....so does it mean the RS was originally designed for 
tribal rythms? An explanation might be that it was designed for 
dance-music...and where does the modern dance-music has it's root?

Tom
| 7754|7743|2002-11-14 15:46:56|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this4MICO/2|
Well if you think it was a terrible reference to M. Schumaher and 
since when the f1 had to be creative..you are missing not the point 
but some knowledge mate.Ever heard of Ayrton Senna for example?Taking 
the risks...not listening his crew etc etc..overtaking when he 
wanted..That's why he was the greatest.if you want Creativity can be 
linked to taking risks as well which I would strongly apply to music 
as well.So if that's all true what you wrote here my grandfather can 
drive a ferrari instead of Schumi right.You'll say .no you need a 
high skill as well....and we'll slowly come to the point of my 
reference.

.All right? 

> Off course you can do anything you want on rs7000 apart from 

serious 

> multitrack recording obviously but rs7k is a sequencer ok.It's 
> completely in the human nature that one wants to look the 
> technical progress as well as one's own.That's why we all bought 

the 

> rs7k and not a mandolin.(nothing against the mandolin player 
> here!)..which help us to make new 
> music...electronic but still organic in terms of real time &
> programmable features.ok.So OS improvementsblahblah is just part of 
> it.Wishlist (made by moderator and main the gurues of this forum)

for 

> the new os and everything you see on the left side of 
> your screen didn't come as an idea being made cause of lack of 
> creativity....just contrary..cause of wish to be better day in day 
> out.Why did we all jump to add new wishes on that list?All our 

ideas 

> help companies like yamaha to make better stuff, 
> more improved machines which will help future musician to be even 
> more creative and versatile.It's completely acceptable even from 
> consumer point of view to suggest some changes and generally ask 

for 

> better service from companies which make tones of money selling new 
> machines every year.One cannot be accused of mourning and whinning 
> for that matter.To end up being arrogant that would be like the 
> Ferrari start accusing Michael Schumacher why he always wants 

better 

> and better car.Why can't he win with the one from 1998 for god's 

sake?

> And ....I didn't hear that his colegues ever accused him of not 

being 

> creative driver at the same time.How's that possible?How many times 
> did you guys hear well produced record and wanted to achieve the 

same 

> or even overtake it in your own production? So Let's be honest 
> here.People 
> are here to push the limits, break the boundaries of the technology 
> every day in each area of the life as well as music.That's why we 
> debate today about 16 track sequncer, 64mb 
> sampler and sound module in abox size of a turntable which can do 
> everything.But we still want more..why? ..because of lack of 
> creativity? think again.In the 2-3 years time most of us will be on 
> another forum rs10k or something and you'll understand why.Lastly , 
> offcourse if 



> you're talented and creative you don't need anything...not even a 
> rs7k or synths or guitars etc.You can just sing and bang on the 

dust 

> bin.But we'll here want to be kinda cutting edge as well as 
> creative.Why is that? read again and please don't mourn about 
> mourning" for the new OS or new machines cause I'm not buying it.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7755|7743|2002-11-14 15:49:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this4MICO|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> -Agree on that as well but that can be another topic.you see.Don't 
> get me wrong I do all that stuff offcourse but I've seen some 

"kids"

> so called producing stuff which sounded crap as you pointed out 
> becuse they used not effected sounds but went to the studio and 

with 

> alittle help of the producer or aud.eng. came out with a great 

tracks 

> cause the original track had a very nice idea, developing , 

catchy, 

> hooky phrases whatever...

See...that's what i meant...those "kids" didn't learned to use their 
tool so good, but they had creativity AND talent. Yes they needed 
some help to tone it out but hey...if real talent is there...not 
knowing how to use a tool can end in great results...wasn't that how 
they found out that the TB303 can scream like you don't know what?

Tom
| 7756|7743|2002-11-14 15:52:46|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/4TOM|
That's 100% the case.Does it mean we're on the end of a cycle???Music 
did it's circle and somehow went back and forth?
hope not.But it'll be intersting to see and possibly hear (if i don't 
go deaf before:-)where it'll all go in the future....what was before 
tribal music?..:-)

-- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> > Yeah...agree with you on everything.I haven't been around for 
> some 
> > time here inda forum so it's probably just my bad(read late) 
> timing 
> > of this particular post on the old subject.Anyway like the 
> > intervention about the neighbour's bigger dustbin though :)
> > That probably happend way back in the history....stone age 
> artists:)
> > and development of the tribal music...
> >
> Actually the similarities between modern "dance" music and tribal 
> music are very astounding...a pounding grooving beat, some 
> noises...holla and we can dance around the fire, dressed like 
> savages...hehe...in former times they called it 
> rain-dance...nowadays we call it.....Love Parade ;)
> 
> Interesting point though is that the RS, because of the different 
> phrase length it can has (btw. the only hardware sequencer 
> besides the RM1x and QY700 that has this), you can create phrases 
> with 7/8 length of a section...and african rythms are quite often 
> 7/8 or 9/16....so does it mean the RS was originally designed for 
> tribal rythms? An explanation might be that it was designed for 
> dance-music...and where does the modern dance-music has it's root?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> 
> Tom

| 7757|7743|2002-11-14 16:03:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/4TOM|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> That's 100% the case.Does it mean we're on the end of a 

cycle???Music 

> did it's circle and somehow went back and forth?
> hope not.But it'll be intersting to see and possibly hear (if i 

don't 

> go deaf before:-)where it'll all go in the future....what was 

before 

> tribal music?..:-)

Apes cracking each others knuckles...? :p

Seriously...our "western"styled music seems to have no progression 
anymore. The last big thing was electronic music and Hip Hop, and 
that is already 20 years ago. What will be next? The same with any 
other art. Painting, sculptures...the only thing that is still 
progressing are our own evil cruelties we do to our own kind. The 
possibilities how to kill or torture people are still developing in 
big steps...but hey...isn't the RS not also a weapon?
| 7758|7743|2002-11-14 16:05:15|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this4MICO|
It's been proven that new music and ideas were usually created by 
mistake..beacuse when making a mistake you "approach" things on not 
so logical level which is your style and habit to arrange tracks on a 
certain way...I even remember reading that the beatles(old example 
obviously but it works) when they wanted to make something new and 
fresh would pick instruments they didn't know how to play in order to 
create that fresh feel towards everything you don't know how it works.
This can SOMETIMES create good result.I mean you know that people who 
are extremly skilled on a particular instruments always tend to 
overdo stuff play some freaky wanking solo and can't finish song 
without 18 chords , progression,bridges..etc.Why is that? I think 
because people so skilled, so technical can miss the point much much 
easier than others cause they know too much and are obssesed by it so 
in the end loose that childish innocence so important to make 
anything intersting.Agree?

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> > -Agree on that as well but that can be another topic.you 
see.Don't 
> > get me wrong I do all that stuff offcourse but I've seen some 
> "kids"
> > so called producing stuff which sounded crap as you pointed out 
> > becuse they used not effected sounds but went to the studio and 
> with 
> > alittle help of the producer or aud.eng. came out with a great 
> tracks 
> > cause the original track had a very nice idea, developing , 
> catchy, 
> > hooky phrases whatever...
> 
> See...that's what i meant...those "kids" didn't learned to use 
their 
> tool so good, but they had creativity AND talent. Yes they needed 
> some help to tone it out but hey...if real talent is there...not 
> knowing how to use a tool can end in great results...wasn't that 
how 
> they found out that the TB303 can scream like you don't know what?
> 
> Tom

| 7759|7743|2002-11-14 16:09:32|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/4TOM|
Whoaa that's great brain storming.like that.rs7k's got lethal 
possibilities ...so yes.it is the weapon.The weapon of mass 
DISTRACTION!

-- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> > That's 100% the case.Does it mean we're on the end of a 
> cycle???Music 
> > did it's circle and somehow went back and forth?
> > hope not.But it'll be intersting to see and possibly hear (if i 
> don't 
> > go deaf before:-)where it'll all go in the future....what was 
> before 
> > tribal music?..:-)
> 
> Apes cracking each others knuckles...? :p
> 
> Seriously...our "western"styled music seems to have no progression 
> anymore. The last big thing was electronic music and Hip Hop, and 



> that is already 20 years ago. What will be next? The same with any 
> other art. Painting, sculptures...the only thing that is still 
> progressing are our own evil cruelties we do to our own kind. The 
> possibilities how to kill or torture people are still developing in 
> big steps...but hey...isn't the RS not also a weapon?

| 7760|7743|2002-11-14 17:07:52|tompaulsen2002|RS7k....a machine with soul|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> Why is that? I think 
> because people so skilled, so technical can miss the point much 

much 

> easier than others cause they know too much and are obssesed by 

it so 

> in the end loose that childish innocence so important to make 
> anything intersting.Agree?
>

Oh absolutely. That just underlines your F1-argument. No risk to 
untie the power of chaos, might lead to boring results...that's 
why Phil Collins in 2002 sounds like Phil Collins twenty years 
ago and that's why Prince, the genius, produces so so much of 
which 80% is not so great but the 20% more than brilliant.
A friend of mine, who is already a bit older (74) told me about 
Mozarts best piece of music. I forgot the name of it, but he said 
that despite other, happy sounding compositions from Mozart, that 
his last piece of work sounded very deep and dark, almost 
threatening, like showing the world "Look i also have those two 
sides in me...that light and the dark one". The symphony despites 
the dark ending though ends again in a almost too much happily 
triumph, like saying "Look, but i also choose the good side, 
which at the end will always win!". 
It's a masterpiece, because Mozart went new ways, he risked 
something. He opened himself and let the listener see what's also 
there in his musical universe.

Another example...Vangelis...he created his masterpiece with the 
filmscore to Blade Runner. Strange music, EBM definately never 
heard before and with those marvelous great fantastic CS80 
Vangelis horns...everything what he composed after that, sounded 
rather uninspired and flat, since he tried harder to become even 
better than that.
But how can you be better than perfect? IMHO once i reached a 
perfection like Vangelis did with Blade Runner Score, i would 
stop making music and do either way a different music style, or 
simply stop making music at all and do a different art like 
painting or photography.
But to go back to your posting...it's very important to behold 
that innocence. So not to know how to really produce a top notch 
mix, might help to create something unique. So maybe the approach 
towards the RS should be for a very talented person just to know 
the basic rules of MIDI-handling and the interface and then just 
let it flow. Or just use the RS, as the tool of choice, to work 
for you. 

And that's what i actually feel when i work with the RS. It's 
like the ideas in my head are getting shaped out, when i use the 
RS automatically. It just happens in teh moment i use it. So i 
can absolutely understand when Oscar says that the japanese 
mentality of "machine with soul" subconsciously influenced them, 
when they designed the RS (RM1x and formerly QY700). Africa is 
the cradle of humankind...did the first 7/8 beats traveled with 
the wandering first humans, set into our genome with them? What 
is it that let us move our head, tip our foot, shake our booty, 
when we hear one groove? For sure, no other creature on this 
planet can do it. Some say our language is dividing us from 
animals...i'd say it's our ability to dance and sing and beat the 
dustbin in rythms. Creativity and recognizing ourselves as a 
self...unfortunately it goes hand in hand with selfishness and 
egocentric...sick minds go extreme. What exactly is music? The RS 
produces sounds, noises, working through a timeline, we gave him, 
we can see it, but only hear it for the short, but sometimes 
endless moment of sudden. Music, sonicwaves, vibrating Hertz, 
carried by oxygen/hydrogen molecules are reaching our inner ear, 
shaking the eardrum, moving the hammer and so forth, reaching the 
flimmerhair...getting turned back into electric impulses in the 
nerve cells, getting turned into chemicals, back into electric 
impules to finally reach the nervecells in our brain, where we 
"hear"...but interesting...electric signals of the RS are turning 
into...electricity...nto anymore in 24Bit rather 
quantum-bites...weirdness...

Nope i didn't smoke anything....but i worked too much this 
week...;)

Tom
| 7761|7743|2002-11-14 17:11:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/4TOM|
--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:

> Whoaa that's great brain storming.like that.rs7k's got lethal 
> possibilities ...so yes.it is the weapon.The weapon of mass 
> DISTRACTION!
>



LOL...are you trying to say that the RS is a POLITICAL weapon to 
lullaby the masses? Bread and Games for the masses...already Romans 
used it...nowadays they refer to the US as being the new Roman 
Empire...for sure immorality and cultural destruction is increasing 
day by day...watch MTV and you know what i mean...:(
| 7762|7743|2002-11-14 20:17:14|ev3nly|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
So the new OS is going to make the RS7k better than the Mc-909 right?
;-0
I had to say it. The only reason I asked about the sampling feature improvement was so that I could save some money. It had nothing to do with crying
about the machine. I love it. It loves me. Hell I sleep with it sometimes. 
About the tools we use though... If we use better tools we are obviously going to have a better product quicker. Sure you could carve a statue with a
nail, but if you had a selection of chisels, a drill and whatever rock beaters think are the cats meow -- it would be easier and faster (maybe they might
have time to make more carvings or bust up some more rocks.) Almost all artisians I know use tools because they like the feel of their tools. I like the
feel of the RS. 

One more time... With feeling.
Cheers,
ev3nly
| 7763|7743|2002-11-14 20:52:12|faxorgy|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
My God this thread has become a monster :( .
Ever get the feeling everyones arguing over two sides of the same 
coin. I don't feel the RS was actually designed for any particular 
style of music. It is primarily first and foremost a sequencer.
I do how ever feel that if electronic music is to have a fruitfull 
and rewarding future it seriously needs to get it's arse out of booty 
camp and start going for a long walk through the woods (metaphorically
speaking of course). There seems to be a plague of over "sameness" in 
many electronic sub-genres. Techno has become a dirty word , people 
think if it's trance it must cheezemungous snare rolls , kick on the 
on beat bass on the off bit etc etc etc... How much two step / d'n'b 
has become kick on 1 & 11 snare on 5 & 13 w/ sixteenth triplet shaker 
percussion , some triangle bass bombs and drawn out pads with ambient 
drones thrown in for ggod measure. Go to Sonicstate as an example and 
you'll always see what synths do I need to sound like XX or YY artist.
Or you NEED a VA and some Analog gear in your set up or it's 
shit ..... we've all seen these threads.
My point is this why not make music that sounds like YOU.
It doesn't have to be great , or earth shatteringly brilliant.
It just needs to come from your heart and soul.
I write my stuff 100% for me (that may make me a selfish cunt) but at 
the end of the day I'm the one that's gotta live with it. Peer 
approval is always nice but it isn't everything. If something you 
create connects with another listener then that's just all the 
better. It isn't everything though is it ?
I got into electronic music around 89' to 90 well writing it anyway.
Why ? Because i didn't connect with alot of what I heard and the 
situation seems to be getting worse. There are artists out there like 
BOC , MuM , Mouse On Mars , Juno Reaktor , Plaid , Sigour 
Ros ,Goldfrapp ,Bjork ,Richard H.Kirk ,Square Pusher, Autechre, Meat 
Beat manifesto , Two Lone Swordsmen etc etc etc who do push the 
envelope. Hell RadioHead prove that pushing convention can still be a 
viable option. The problem I feel is more the clash between Art and 
Commerce. It's easier to make the money if ditch more of the art and 
add more of the commerce. All you end up doing at the end of the day 
is whoring a fine art form to the point of disease and decay (just 
look at the current state of the recording industry). Is there really 
a lack of creativity or are people (in general) just to afraid to 
break from the norm and innovate innovate innovate. I think you'll 
find as always the pendulum must swing both ways. It just feels like 
it's taking along time to even get back to the centre let only 
anywhere near left of centre. really it's in our own hands . Do we 
want to part of a process of musical devolution or revolution.
We've all got the tools , all got the resources; I say counter too 
ColdCuts old claim of 'Fuck Art lets Dance' that we need to say 'Fuck 
Dance lets Art' cause it's about time the industry was reminded that 
(at least altruisticly) this is an Artform & not a business.
| 7764|7743|2002-11-15 00:50:06|Mico Rowler|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
veru true. you can learn how to do those things. it really is a big package that all comes together. if you dont have all the pieces, you can still do
it, but it might take you longer.
mico
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:--- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:

> 
> true, but if you don't have an ear for production, mastering, 

levels, and other technical aspects of making music on the RS (or 
any other synth) - your music is gonna sound like crap. 

>

When you first rode a bike, you fell on the ground...ergo...you 
have to LEARN those things. And you can learn to have an ear for 
production. Of course you also need talent for music. And if it's 
that where your music lacks, you still can compensate that with 
technics, but you may never sound as good as the talented 
musician. Just listen to those top ten bands...technically they 
can sing...but can they really SING?

And the RS is for sure not for the beginner to start with, it's 
too expensive for that group anyway. You want to start making 
music? Get a Y. or Casio keyboard, or heck even one of the 
Electribes will do teach them a lot and help them to find out of 
they have talent or not.

Tom 

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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| 7765|7743|2002-11-15 00:50:11|Mico Rowler|Re: Lack of creativity???read this4MICO|
yes I agree, i think i came off too harshly than i wanted. theres a lot of music out there, the most important thing is that you have fun making it.
mico
zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:-Agree on that as well but that can be another topic.you see.Don't 
get me wrong I do all that stuff offcourse but I've seen some "kids"
so called producing stuff which sounded crap as you pointed out 
becuse they used not effected sounds but went to the studio and with 
alittle help of the producer or aud.eng. came out with a great tracks 
cause the original track had a very nice idea, developing , catchy, 
hooky phrases whatever....I mean this type of work is not my cup of 
tea but I've seen it happens.talking about creativity only mentioned 
so much in the earlier posts. 

-- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:

> 
> true, but if you don't have an ear for production, mastering, 

levels, and other technical aspects of making music on the RS (or any 
other synth) - your music is gonna sound like crap. You pull an RS 
out of the box and play some sounds, it sounds like crap. You wonder 
why the hell did i buy this thing. a dry uneffected drumkit sounds 
like crap. same goes for synth sounds. add the right amount of 
reverb, delay, some EQ, some compression, and bam you have a killer 
sound. so I feel for the guys who just turn on the RS for the first 
time and make their "first song" and think they are the shit because 
they are a producer now, even though their song sounds like total 
crap.

> Mico R
> zhel_id wrote:Well , have to say-fully agree on 

this.Just to add -didn't try to 

> underestimate "kids with the groove boxes"..hopefuly the rest will 
> not pick on me cause of this ...just noticed this categorization in 
> some earlier posts by "not diggin deep into the box" stuff wrote my 
> some very deep digging pro rs7k users.You can make the great tune 
> even by not diggin anywhere whatever someone says.that's the beauty 
> and unpredictability of the music.
> Anyway agree on everything else
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
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Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7766|7743|2002-11-15 00:50:17|Mico Rowler|Re: Lack of creativity???read this4MICO/2|
of course, i am sorry for the reference, i could see what you mean.
mico
zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:Well if you think it was a terrible reference to M. Schumaher and 
since when the f1 had to be creative..you are missing not the point 
but some knowledge mate.Ever heard of Ayrton Senna for example?Taking 
the risks...not listening his crew etc etc..overtaking when he 
wanted..That's why he was the greatest.if you want Creativity can be 
linked to taking risks as well which I would strongly apply to music 
as well.So if that's all true what you wrote here my grandfather can 
drive a ferrari instead of Schumi right.You'll say .no you need a 
high skill as well....and we'll slowly come to the point of my 
reference.

.All right? 

> Off course you can do anything you want on rs7000 apart from 

serious 

> multitrack recording obviously but rs7k is a sequencer ok.It's 
> completely in the human nature that one wants to look the 
> technical progress as well as one's own.That's why we all bought 

the 

> rs7k and not a mandolin.(nothing against the mandolin player 
> here!)..which help us to make new 
> music...electronic but still organic in terms of real time &
> programmable features.ok.So OS improvementsblahblah is just part of 
> it.Wishlist (made by moderator and main the gurues of this forum)

for 

> the new os and everything you see on the left side of 
> your screen didn't come as an idea being made cause of lack of 
> creativity....just contrary..cause of wish to be better day in day 
> out.Why did we all jump to add new wishes on that list?All our 

ideas 

> help companies like yamaha to make better stuff, 
> more improved machines which will help future musician to be even 
> more creative and versatile.It's completely acceptable even from 
> consumer point of view to suggest some changes and generally ask 

for 

> better service from companies which make tones of money selling new 
> machines every year.One cannot be accused of mourning and whinning 
> for that matter.To end up being arrogant that would be like the 
> Ferrari start accusing Michael Schumacher why he always wants 

better 

> and better car.Why can't he win with the one from 1998 for god's 

sake?

> And ....I didn't hear that his colegues ever accused him of not 

being 

> creative driver at the same time.How's that possible?How many times 
> did you guys hear well produced record and wanted to achieve the 

same 

> or even overtake it in your own production? So Let's be honest 
> here.People 
> are here to push the limits, break the boundaries of the technology 
> every day in each area of the life as well as music.That's why we 
> debate today about 16 track sequncer, 64mb 
> sampler and sound module in abox size of a turntable which can do 
> everything.But we still want more..why? ..because of lack of 
> creativity? think again.In the 2-3 years time most of us will be on 
> another forum rs10k or something and you'll understand why.Lastly , 
> offcourse if 
> you're talented and creative you don't need anything...not even a 
> rs7k or synths or guitars etc.You can just sing and bang on the 

dust 

> bin.But we'll here want to be kinda cutting edge as well as 
> creative.Why is that? read again and please don't mourn about 
> mourning" for the new OS or new machines cause I'm not buying it.
> 

mailto:zhel_id@yahoo.com


> 
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Service. 

> 
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7767|7743|2002-11-15 00:50:21|Mico Rowler|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
ok im sorry, i dont know if an F1 driver is creative or not, it was wrong for me to post those things.
mico
tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:--- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:

> 
> sorry - but that was a terrible reference (comparison) when you 

brought in Schumacher there. 

Well, that's only your opinion. I understood Zhel perfectly fine. 
How do you know a F1-Driver is NOT creative? You ever were a 
F1-driver?

But that si starting to get way OT...;)

Tom (the MEAN moderator)
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| 7768|7768|2002-11-15 02:54:33|okoyemaya|RS 7K Artist Cafe?|
Wow, what a discussion ? Pandora box was opened ? Instead of 
finishing Website (today is the deadline?) I am reading these 
postings.
Overall very interesting make me think of those legendery Cafes in 
Paris where the poets, musicians , choreographers etc, were hanging 
out and some of the last centuries greatest creations were born. We 
are so spread out over the globe but here we have the 21 century 
possibility to exchange the ideas. Great. The most amusing part is 
that everyone is right!
That composition of Mozart is Requiem, bad m.. f... . If anybody gets 
a chance to hear it live, it is worth ( once I heard it in a church 
with some great orchestra - you won`t need any additional high). 
Someone not too familiar with classical music will never think it is 
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Mozart. For me it is one of the greatest stuff ever written from 
Mozart or anybody else.
okoyem
| 7769|7768|2002-11-15 05:02:43|a_lepusa|Re: RS 7K Artist Cafe?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Wow, what a discussion ? Pandora box was opened ? Instead of 
> finishing Website (today is the deadline?) I am reading these 
> postings.
> Overall very interesting make me think of those legendery Cafes in 
> Paris where the poets, musicians , choreographers etc, were 

hanging 

> out and some of the last centuries greatest creations were born. We 
> are so spread out over the globe but here we have the 21 century 
> possibility to exchange the ideas. Great. The most amusing part is 
> that everyone is right!
> That composition of Mozart is Requiem, bad m.. f... . If anybody 

gets 

> a chance to hear it live, it is worth ( once I heard it in a church 
> with some great orchestra - you won`t need any additional high). 
> Someone not too familiar with classical music will never think it 

is 

> Mozart. For me it is one of the greatest stuff ever written from 
> Mozart or anybody else.
> okoyem

agree!
yeah the requiem in a church-gives me creeps man!!
i often wondered what mozart, bach, schuhman or mahler would sound 
like...today with all those possibilities.
amusing thought with this "bohemian-artist-cafe", but it´s true.
imagine fax-o-matic would have to send letters by post from australia.
we would read it perhaps in like 2 or 3 months if at all.
really amusing, have to grin.

-flimflam
| 7770|7743|2002-11-15 05:55:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
--- In RS7000@y..., "ev3nly" wrote:

> So the new OS is going to make the RS7k better than the Mc-909 

right?

No, because the RS IS already better...IMHO...;)

> I love it. It loves me. Hell I sleep with it sometimes. 

Pervert! ;p
| 7772|7768|2002-11-15 06:16:54|505|Re: RS 7K Artist Cafe?|
Now that is a really cool idea, a virtual online café where "Artists" join
for a virtual cup of coffee and some virtual music talk. Maybe some virtual
music performances, virtual audience, virtual Renaissance etc... (Of course
all this will involve a non virtual RS7000 though)

Yeah, I think they are called "chat rooms" and "users groups" :)

How true and amazing that is, spread all over the globe. Since I don't
really know much about anyone else's coordinates I'll say hi to ya all from
Seattle at 5:00 AM (wherever you are I hope you're not getting rained as
much as I do :) ).

RS is keeping me up pretty late MR MEAN Moderator, so I don't feel
responsible for any of the useless babble coming out of me... :)

Cheers

Cornel

\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
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----- Original Message -----
From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2002 1:54 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS 7K Artist Cafe?
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> Wow, what a discussion ? Pandora box was opened ? Instead of
> finishing Website (today is the deadline?) I am reading these
> postings.
> Overall very interesting make me think of those legendery Cafes in
> Paris where the poets, musicians , choreographers etc, were hanging
> out and some of the last centuries greatest creations were born. We
> are so spread out over the globe but here we have the 21 century
> possibility to exchange the ideas. Great. The most amusing part is
> that everyone is right!
> That composition of Mozart is Requiem, bad m.. f... . If anybody gets
> a chance to hear it live, it is worth ( once I heard it in a church
> with some great orchestra - you won`t need any additional high).
> Someone not too familiar with classical music will never think it is
> Mozart. For me it is one of the greatest stuff ever written from
> Mozart or anybody else.
> okoyem
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7773|7768|2002-11-15 06:19:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS 7K Artist Cafe?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> How true and amazing that is, spread all over the globe. Since I 

don't

> really know much about anyone else's coordinates I'll say hi to ya 

all from

> Seattle at 5:00 AM (wherever you are I hope you're not getting 

rained as

> much as I do :) ).

Hehe, Hamburg, Germany, 2:00 PM (CET+1) here right now.
And it´s already getting dark again...

> 
> 
> RS is keeping me up pretty late MR MEAN Moderator, so I don't feel
> responsible for any of the useless babble coming out of me... :)

Ha! For you Sir, i am Mr. VERY MEAN moderator! ;))

Töm
| 7774|7768|2002-11-15 07:00:42|Oscar Finch|Re: RS 7K Artist Cafe?|
Tom Tom the Mean Moderator OneBought an RS7000 just to have some funWhen he's had no sleep he's not much funCause he gets cold hearted & grumpyThen rags
on everyone LMAO - yes it's late here too. Hmmm bed now what's that.Actually I must download those files and give them a bash.Should be bit of fun but
I'm to busy being ummm errrm "creative" ROFLMAO (we won't go there again hehehehehehe)As they say .......Q: How many DaDa-ists does take you change a
light globe ?A: Fish Speaking of the MC-909 an artist cafe's . If he were alive today he could do a Cubist Pictographic instructional manual of the 909
for Roland.The sad thing is we all know which one would make more sense.May I add three cheers for Kandynski , Klee , Klimpt , Rauchenberg, Mondrian
,Picasso ,Miro , ManRay ,Dali etc etc.. for giving us all there great art.I know I'm of topic but who gives a fuck it's late I'm in the artists cafe and
I've got my cigarettes and caffein for company.Espresso anyone ;) PS: Who pasted my post in here under the title The Real FaX-O-Matic at Sonicstate.Com
Come on fess up cause you've all got me wondering now ???? It's making me feel slightly omnipotent being in all these places at once. Unless I sleep post
or something ;) Thankgod this Cafe ain't in Amsterdam ;) otherwise we'd (or should that say weed) be too fuckin' lazy to make anymusic. PPS: FaX-O-Matic
does not condone the use of illicit substances , caffein and cigarettes do not apply. Hell I don't even drink alcohol let alone anything else. I must be
boring then LOLtake care all.Who's shout is it for the next cup of coffee.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7775|7743|2002-11-15 07:26:06|synthe. labo|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|

>I love it. It loves me. Hell I sleep with it sometimes.

AHAHAHAHA :))))))))))))))))

....mmmm....i have to try this....rs7k sex......mmmmmmm......
mybe i'll have better results.....tsc tsc tsc.....

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto: condividi, ritocca e stampa le tue foto online 
http://photos.msn.it
| 7776|7743|2002-11-15 07:43:56|faxorgy|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
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Yes someone needs to tell him its the RS7000 not the RS Sex 000 LOL.
Or the abridged ancient Latin grrove box the RS6000 (well sex is 6 in 
latin you know) ;).
As long as he doesn't have sticky expander ports It's all good.
It is a free world after all.
Makes ya wonder what a realtime loop remixed 69 is like doesn't it !!!
Ahhhem clears throat ....yes I think you'll all agree i need some 
sleep real bad LOL.
| 7777|7743|2002-11-15 08:20:17|synthe. labo|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
mmmmm.....input....output....input.....output.......

:)

this thing remembers me when Thomas said....i pressed the master effect 
'isolator' and...damnit...where are all of you????!!!!!!

...this thread degenerated...

_________________________________________________________________
Solo posta desiderata. Solo promozioni mozzafiato. MSN Offerte Speciali 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 7778|7728|2002-11-15 09:08:25|digitaldouglasc|Re: OS update whingers.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Fierce Fish" wrote:
> > I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS 
> 
> Nothing more to add. I fully agree!
> 
> Töm
> 
> p.s. just one thing...the RS uses 2Element AWM2, not 1Element...

Hey wait a second, I would like to add just one more thing (for the 
betterment of all that is and I promise it won't be my opinion ;D ).

What a great debate (but that's all it is/was). More time could 
have been spent on providing factual information (in "my opinion" - 
ok I lied ;D ). IF the original complaint had been rephrased as a 
question, "How can I make the RS7000 sound better, sample better, 
master better, be better in bed... Ok that was a joke. But remember 
I didn't say that I slept w/my RS7000 ;D ).

For the sake of making this thread worth its weight in gold, I would 
personally like to ask those who contributed (and for those who 
didn't) the ultimate question. Being that I am pretty new to this 
list (but have owned the RS7000 for about 6 months and I assure you 
that this question is not out of sheer lethargy), I want to know if 
there are any videos, reading materials or repository of hints, 
tips, tricks or how to examples that "reveal" the hidden 
possibilities of the RS7000 (much like the previous response with an 
assortment of tips)?

My purpose for purchasing the RS7000 was for its potential. 
However, I don't have the 2 years (ROI - that's why ;D ) to try and 
learn ALL aspects of the RS7000. Short of going through the 7,000 
some odd posts to try and disect these tips, is there a repository 
or cummulation of of information that exists today?

BTW, for the record, I have the upmost respect for those who did 
spend sleepless nights delving into the RS7000 and diligently fought 
the battle. Having said that, I am not opposed to paying for this 
type of information either (whether it be published or not)!

Regards,

Douglas
| 7779|7743|2002-11-15 09:48:29|Rasidel Slika|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
Actually, I understood that reference pretty well and I thought it 
was a good one... people always like "newer" things - and if they're 
also better, well hey, all the more reason to like em.... ;)

RRR aka delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., Mico Rowler wrote:
> 
> sorry - but that was a terrible reference (comparison) when you 
brought in Schumacher there. and I don't see how its applicable to 
your argument. An F1 driver has to be creative? since when? There 
is a given "best line" for any track. They follow that line, 
overtaking cars as needed. Where's the creativity? They need 
endurance, yes... but creativity. just a terrible, terrible, 
inapplicable, incoherent example. Sure he wants new cars, but I 
still don't see how you can compare that to having new synths.
> mico r.
> zhel_id wrote:I mean guys....How many posts just 
to say that no machine can 
> compensate lack of talent , creativity.etc.

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/


> I own rs7k....made dozens songs...gotta publishing & record deal 
in UK
> so I'm probably at least half qualified..i think so..So please 
don't 
> make this forum sounds like a division between "real" musician and 
> kids with just another grovebox.All right? 
> Off course you can do anything you want on rs7000 apart from 
serious 
> multitrack recording obviously but rs7k is a sequencer ok.It's 
> completely in the human nature that one wants to look the 
> technical progress as well as one's own.That's why we all bought 
the 
> rs7k and not a mandolin.(nothing against the mandolin player 
> here!)..which help us to make new 
> music...electronic but still organic in terms of real time &
> programmable features.ok.So OS improvementsblahblah is just part 
of 
> it.Wishlist (made by moderator and main the gurues of this forum)
for 
> the new os and everything you see on the left side of 
> your screen didn't come as an idea being made cause of lack of 
> creativity....just contrary..cause of wish to be better day in day 
> out.Why did we all jump to add new wishes on that list?All our 
ideas 
> help companies like yamaha to make better stuff, 
> more improved machines which will help future musician to be even 
> more creative and versatile.It's completely acceptable even from 
> consumer point of view to suggest some changes and generally ask 
for 
> better service from companies which make tones of money selling 
new 
> machines every year.One cannot be accused of mourning and whinning 
> for that matter.To end up being arrogant that would be like the 
> Ferrari start accusing Michael Schumacher why he always wants 
better 
> and better car.Why can't he win with the one from 1998 for god's 
sake?
> And ....I didn't hear that his colegues ever accused him of not 
being 
> creative driver at the same time.How's that possible?How many 
times 
> did you guys hear well produced record and wanted to achieve the 
same 
> or even overtake it in your own production? So Let's be honest 
> here.People 
> are here to push the limits, break the boundaries of the 
technology 
> every day in each area of the life as well as music.That's why we 
> debate today about 16 track sequncer, 64mb 
> sampler and sound module in abox size of a turntable which can do 
> everything.But we still want more..why? ..because of lack of 
> creativity? think again.In the 2-3 years time most of us will be 
on 
> another forum rs10k or something and you'll understand 
why.Lastly , 
> offcourse if 
> you're talented and creative you don't need anything...not even a 
> rs7k or synths or guitars etc.You can just sing and bang on the 
dust 
> bin.But we'll here want to be kinda cutting edge as well as 
> creative.Why is that? read again and please don't mourn about 
> mourning" for the new OS or new machines cause I'm not buying it.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7780|7743|2002-11-15 11:20:19|Dave Jumpers|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
I don't know dude, is your dick small enough to fit into the smartmedia 
slot?

HEHEHEHEHE
-Dave-

synthe. labo wrote:

>>I love it. It loves me. Hell I sleep with it sometimes.
>> 
>>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


>
>AHAHAHAHA :))))))))))))))))
>
>....mmmm....i have to try this....rs7k sex......mmmmmmm......
>mybe i'll have better results.....tsc tsc tsc.....
> 
>

| 7781|7781|2002-11-15 12:56:47|r_s_7_k|Fax (oscaR) I know you Play Bass, Question about Sampling |
How do you sample your bass playing into the RS, IE: what samplerate, 
and sample mode do you use. after sampling do you quantize, and do 
you ever use the slice function or do you find it not to good for 
that sort of thing, and if you do use slice what settings do you use?

damn thats alot of questions, no rush, when you got the time my man.
| 7782|7743|2002-11-15 12:57:01|zhel_id|Re: Lack of creativity???read this/the end|
I kinda liked where the last night debate ended.....sex.Everything 
always end upt here.maybe we can suggest to yamaha to upgrade the 
hardware..to actually make an additional ribbon "controler" for rs7k 
in a shape of a tube with a "wide enough-long enough" hole
around 8 inches long which react on the d-beam principle or similar 
so one can FEEEEEEL IT! as well as hear it...:)...Why I'm thinking 
that the end of the song would end up being over processed? :)
| 7783|7743|2002-11-15 18:01:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
--- In RS7000@y..., Dave Jumpers wrote:

> I don't know dude, is your dick small enough to fit into the 

smartmedia 

> slot?

Not small...

flat!!...;)))
| 7784|7728|2002-11-15 18:07:11|tompaulsen2002|The new FAQ later on (was: Re: OS update whingers.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "digitaldouglasc" wrote:

> -is there a repository 
> or cummulation of of information that exists today?
> 
> Douglas

I guess you are talking about those special tips, that Oscar e.g. was 
giving a few posts ago....actually it is planned something like this 
in the RS FAQ1.0. That one will be released around the time when the 
new OS is out as well, to have on there the new features explained as 
well. Am i right, Robert?

Pöm
| 7785|7743|2002-11-15 19:31:02|synthe. labo|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|

> > I don't know dude, is your dick small enough to fit into the
>smartmedia
> > slot?
>
>Not small...
>
>flat!!...;)))

hey yo huh mhammhamm....

show respect for my 'diccky'...small...falt...hu??!!!

:))))

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 7786|7728|2002-11-16 00:13:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: The new FAQ later on (was: Re: OS update whingers.|
On Saturday 16 November 2002 02:07, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

>
> I guess you are talking about those special tips, that
> Oscar e.g. was giving a few posts ago....actually it is
> planned something like this in the RS FAQ1.0. That one
> will be released around the time when the new OS is out
> as well, to have on there the new features explained as
> well. Am i right, Robert?

Yep, I wanna wait with the new faq release until the new OS 
is out.

And I'd like to add a chapter with sections, each section 
having a link to a RS made mp3, and and some text 
explaining how it was done. 

- Robert
| 7787|7728|2002-11-16 07:11:40|faxorgy|The new FAQ .|
Apologies to all for not posting up about how the whole track was 
assembled yet .... I want to get it all down right in a coherent way 
before I post anything up here. Secondly I have a few personal 
sequencing tricks and such that I don't really want to the let out 
the bag for obvious reasons.
My last big post about sampling multiple tracks at once and then 

http://messenger.msn.it/


slicing them would be a big bgi hint.
Another was a post I made to NezzyIddy at RS7000.ORG.
Perhaps I'm taking a personal approach here. The key is really to 
experiment and try out all those what if's etc...some will sound like 
complete shite others will yeild great results.
I just feel that if we all plumb the depths of all things RS7000 
we'll all develop our own little personal styles that will make each 
of our RS7000's more unique and less of the homogenous beatbox it is 
out of the package it came in.
I'd gladly submit bit's and peices to a new faq though .
On the OS 2.0 upgrade bit. I really don't think it will rear it's 
head until NAMM 2003 which may in itself be a good thing. IF the O.S. 
is a major overhaul (and I do mean IF) it would make sense to hold 
off previewing the enhancements until NAMM when Roland official 
unveil the MC-909. Well it would be a great marketing strategy 
especially if they implement some sort of multi-sampling etc etc 
which the MC does not have.
I'm not holding my breath but I'm feeling cautiously optimistic if I 
may say so myself.
Cheers
Oscar (aka FaX)
| 7788|7728|2002-11-16 07:42:11|faxorgy|Re: The new FAQ . Oh and another hint or two|
Tempo synced @ lfo modulated cross modulated delay.
Also 7/4 , 5/4 , 4/4 combined.
Severely re-edited loop remixed parts (ie: whole bar segments erased, 
beats removed new ones written in and hours of obsessive CC and step 
editing)
Polyrythms cut and slice pasted in the 808EX then resampled.
Heavily edited Compression & Eq .
Time strecthing for effect and copying the results to pitch sample 
locations for melody construction.
First mellow attacky bass is actually a percussion kit sound 
resampled and used this way.
Second bass the big monster one is actually the RS7000 VinAcid4 bass 
but I'm not tellin' how I got it so huge sounding (sorry).
Midi vectors done with CC's for panning and crossfades.
Step sequnced pitchbends etc etc as well.
2 months of listening and stripping back anding EQ here or carving 
out parametric frequency notches there. Also use your filters as eq's.
Sending patches through a customised SP808 filter bank patch and back 
into the RS7000. To cut it short it ringmodulates the input against a 
PWM wave that is inturn crossmodulating a Tri wave. The sounds is 
feed through an inverted BP filter at 12db per octave slope , with 
tempo synced lfo mod and a step modulated (to tempo variable pulse 
width control with filter sweep).Then feed back into the RS7000 and 
sampled through a certain Master effects. This was how that 
fluid ,liquidy percussion sweep was achieved feeding a simple kick hi-
hat pattern through this patch ;).
95% of drums are step sequenced without the use of loop remixing also.
First percussive bass was played live with minimal quantising.
I used no swing on any track.
Some subtle midi delay.
Only delay's ,reverb (used sparingly) and the enhancer were used in 
the 3 effects blocks.
The rest well I'll keep you guessing LOL.
| 7789|7728|2002-11-17 01:38:05|digitaldouglasc|Re: The new FAQ . Oh and another hint or two|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

>...
> Some subtle midi delay.
> Only delay's ,reverb (used sparingly) and the enhancer were used in 
> the 3 effects blocks.
> The rest well I'll keep you guessing LOL.

Guys (sorry) I'm coming in halfway through this "demo" conversation and 
didn't get where I could hear this track. Can someone offer some guidance 
please?

Douglas
| 7790|7728|2002-11-17 01:38:10|digitaldouglasc|The new FAQ later on (was: Re: OS update whingers.|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> 
> I guess you are talking about those special tips, that Oscar e.g. was 
> giving a few posts ago....actually it is planned something like this 
> in the RS FAQ1.0. That one will be released around the time when the 
> new OS is out as well, to have on there the new features explained as 
> well. Am i right, Robert?
> 
> Pöm

Yep, them be the ones! Actually does anyone know of any published RS7000 
books and/or videos (or even unpublished)?

Douglas
| 7791|7728|2002-11-17 01:53:36|Oscar Finch|Re: The new FAQ . Oh and another hint or two|
Sure thing Douglas .The track is titled "In the Mouth of Madness"http://www.mp3.com.au/ZionMainframeEnjoy ! ;)PS: Try to listen to it through good
speakers with nice bottom end and high definition detail if possible.--- On Sat 11/16, digitaldouglasc < dcavanaugh@stny.rr.com > wrote:From:
digitaldouglasc [mailto: dcavanaugh@stny.rr.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Sun, 17 Nov 2002 01:43:32 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: The new FAQ . Oh and
another hint or two--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:>...> Some subtle midi delay.> Only delay's ,reverb (used sparingly) and the enhancer were used in
> the 3 effects blocks.> The rest well I'll keep you guessing LOL.Guys (sorry) I'm coming in halfway through this "demo" conversation and didn't get
where I could hear this track. Can someone offer some guidance please?Douglas===================RS7000 GROUP================Home:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha
Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at
the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7792|7792|2002-11-17 14:47:25|okoyemaya|How to change a voice?|
How to change (permanently) the voice of a phrase, when I change on 
the mixer it stays for the whole track. I tried to erase all events 
but note but it wont help, can`t find it in the manual, yes I know I 
am midiot. By the way I tried the midi delay, hm save the effects 
section but this m..f... steals voices! I thought it is something 
else then realised it was the midi delay.
What happens ? Nobody writes about OS and/or 909? Just kidding but I 
am glad you all got tired I thought I am getting OSitis.
Okoyem
| 7793|7793|2002-11-17 14:48:43|okoyemaya|Of course user phrase!|| 7794|7792|2002-11-17 17:52:35|Latif|Re: How to change a voice?|
You can change the voice that's assigned to a phrase you are working 
on, at anytime you wish into another 'permanent' voice, without 
entering it as cc data or erasing or creating a new phrase.

just press record only, while machine is standby in the track you 
like to change the voice of.
Then before you start record-play, press pattern knob... there you 
will see PGM, now select the new 'permanent' voice.
Start record-play to make the change permanent.

Latif

ps. i'm not sure if this is what you meant, but i have feeling that's 
what you're looking for.

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> How to change (permanently) the voice of a phrase, when I change on 
> the mixer it stays for the whole track. I tried to erase all events 
> but note but it wont help, can`t find it in the manual, yes I know 
I 
> am midiot. By the way I tried the midi delay, hm save the effects 
> section but this m..f... steals voices! I thought it is something 
> else then realised it was the midi delay.
> What happens ? Nobody writes about OS and/or 909? Just kidding but 
I 
> am glad you all got tired I thought I am getting OSitis.
> Okoyem

| 7795|7653|2002-11-17 21:50:30|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: What`s your favorite headphone?|
Its funny... I used to have those same joints, they're actually not bad. 
You will notice that they have a lot of bass (for a monitor headphone) and 
the mids are not as precise, BUT sometimes when the mids are all up in your 
face it can be tiresome to the ear.

>From: Peter Sawa pm* <pmlost@yahoo.co.uk>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite headphone?
>Date: Thu, 14 Nov 2002 10:40:29 +0000 (GMT)
>
>I've just order Audio Techcina ITM-30 I dunno them,
>but despite many recommendation of MDR and AKG, i
>choose this one.
>I've heard that they reproduce very detailed sounds
>and have fine flat characteristrics. And other thing
>they cost only 59 euro.
>
>regards
>pm'
> --- "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral"
><que_berga@hotmail.com> wrote: > To be perfectly
>honest not a chance. But they're
> > more for accuracy, like I
> > mean, you'll hear EVERY single crack and pop,
> > specially good for sampling
> > and customizing your your filters.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > >From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite
> > headphone?
> > >Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2002 13:40:35 -0800
> > >
> > >You mean MDR-V 700's don't even come close to
> > MDR-7506 I assume?
> > >
> > >Cornel
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> > >\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > >/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > > `\__`U_/'
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >----- Original Message -----
> > >From: "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral"
> > <que_berga@hotmail.com>
> > >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > >Sent: Monday, November 11, 2002 11:34 AM
> > >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite
> > headphone?
> > >
> > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > There is 2 ways fo listening. Listening as a
> > producer or a consumer.
> > >1>If
> > > > you're making a track to be played somewhere
> > else, recorded etc.
> > > > 2>Or, if you're just having fun with the thing.
> > > >
> > > > MDR's are good for number 2 but for any
> > professional applications I use
> > >Sony
> > > > 7506's. They have a PERFECT sound period.
> > MDR's dont even come close.
> > >Try
> > > > them out you'll see.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > >From: Christian Wiesner <skwit@ltcgroup.de>
> > > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > >Subject: Re: [RS7000] What`s your favorite
> > headphone?
> > > > >Date: Sat, 9 Nov 2002 16:42:33 +0100
> > > > >
> > > > >Hi,
> > > > >
> > > > > >I`d like to know what kind of headphones the
> > RS users prefere.
> > > > >
> > > > >I prefer my Sony MDR-V 700. Thats the silver
> > one you can see in
> > > > >nearly every advertising if something should
> > look yong and fresh and
> > > > >hip and stuff ;)
> > > > >
> > > > >The sound is rather "clublike", a lot of bass
> > and very loud. But it
> > > > >fits to the music I make. It was a decision
> > between Sony, Technics
> > > > >1210, Sennheiser HD25 and Beyerdynamic DT990
> > Pro. Technics and
> > > > >Sennheiser were just lying on the ear, I didn't
> > like that.
> > > > >Beyerdynamic was very fluffy and comfy, but
> > sounded *too* nice.
> > > > >
> > > > >Christian
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> >
>_________________________________________________________________
> > > > Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2
> > months FREE*.
> > > > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> >
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > >http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
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> >
> >
>_________________________________________________________________
> > STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months
> > FREE*
> > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> >
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do You Yahoo!?
>Everything you'll ever need on one web page
>from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
>http://uk.my.yahoo.com

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 7796|7728|2002-11-17 21:59:09|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: OS update whingers.|
People are just trying to get their money's worth thats all. AND adding 
implementation to that sampler would not hurt and it would benefit all of us 
including you(s). So, to be polite, if you think there is winning going on 
in the forums... we are the people that buy the shit and a lot of the 
desicions made are cuz of "whining" people like the ones on this forum. And 
by the way, c'mon, if you put A3000 style or Akai style sample transfering 
implementation the box would rock. Load up your sample libraries through 
scsi from your pc all in one shot.

... Put it this, if they dont implement that, I will be very disapointed. 
For the amount of time one spends choosing your shit and then puing it into 
place, 300 ideas come and go and you can loose your chain of "musical" 
thought. Know what I mean?

>From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: OS update whingers.
>Date: Thu, 14 Nov 2002 17:35:41 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "Fierce Fish" wrote:
> > I'm getting fairly tired of people whining about the new OS
>
>Nothing more to add. I fully agree!
>
>T�m
>
>p.s. just one thing...the RS uses 2Element AWM2, not 1Element...
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 7797|7743|2002-11-17 22:01:20|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: Lack of creativity???read this|
See when you say stuff like that you make alot more sense.

Everything you said here is true, I almost lost faith in you.

Wicked.

Keep it up

:Special
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>From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Lack of creativity???read this
>Date: Thu, 14 Nov 2002 22:16:40 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "zhel_id" wrote:
> >You can just sing and bang on the dust
> > bin.
>
>Yeah, but one day, the neighbour next door got a bigger, louder
>dust bin...;)
>
>Seriously, what people are trying to say is, that ppl. should not
>depend their decision on buying a RS upon the OS-update, since
>the RS already has to offer a lot, as you can see in Oscars'
>posting. And they should not stop thinking about getting a RS,
>just because Mr."expensive" Roland released the MC909. Fact is,
>even without OS-update the RS is a serious and professional
>sequencer, as you already said.
>
>Sure, you can say REAL talented people would use only their own
>voice and bang the bin, but hey...what's the point than in using
>a guitar, flute, piano, analog synth, digital synth and RS7000`?
>
>In former times to create a wide spectrum of different sounds,
>you had to assemble a big bunch of musicians, playing as an
>orchester or at least as a band. Nowadays one, two, three people
>create on their fingertip still a whole (electronic) orchester.
>Is that the automation of music-creation? The music that comes
>out of that indeed sounds like it...empty, without soul...but
>sometimes...sometimes you hear something wonderful and heart,
>juice and energy is coming out of those electric impulses. I
>think that is it, what Oscar meant with that the RS is a machine
>with soul. Since it's created by humans, who have flaws, the RS
>has flaws as well...despite those flaws...humans are capable of
>creating the most wonderful things, by working around these
>flaws. The same you can do with the RS. Work with what the
>machine offers and the output might be wonderful, fat, juicy,
>lively, floating.
>
>What you are questioning here, Zhel, is the meaning of
>technology. But see it this way...the RS is just another tool to
>craft, work out, form in a much less complicated way your music.
>It's the hammer and the stick in your hands, to cut out sounds
>and noises out of the essence of present time, that what we call
>music.
>The tools are developing, and a MC909-Hammer might look better,
>but doesn't mean you can lift it easier to sculpture your tune.
>
>Noone denies that the RS-Hammer, needs some streamlining, but
>what we are basically tired of hearing of (and it went on and on
>and on on motifator.com and sonicstate.com) is that whining that
>if the RS won't get an OS-update that it is a not a tool you can
>do something with it. And that is plain wrong. And people on this
>list are just tired, hearing it.
>
>Or to use your example...if Micheal Schumacher would permanently
>complain that his excellent cars are useless, if the mechanics
>won't add that certain spoiler-thing, the mechanics would get
>tired of hearing his complaints also.
>
>The RS needs to be streamlined in certain areas. But...we KNOW
>this already, and whining doesn't make it happen either. You want
>improvements on the RS? Write and complain to Yamaha, not to us.
>We did the same thing and we finally succeeded by getting our
>OS-update (which i believe mostly happens because of the
>MC909...thank you Roland!)
>
>Well...just my 2 cents.
>
>Tom
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 7798|7798|2002-11-18 02:21:03|saik0@pandora.be|Re: Digest Number 648|
<Oscar_Finch@excite.com>:

>PS: Try to listen to it through good speakers with nice bottom end and high

definition detail if >possible.---

Wanna hide some loose post-/prod. skills? Tracks should stand without the
'loudness' feature active on man's 'Bass Reflex Broadcast 25W Lidl Surround
Enhanced Ghettoblaster'..
;-)

Sai.k.0
| 7799|7798|2002-11-18 02:39:32|faxorgy|Re: Digest Number 648|
LOL
Loose production skills ummm no. :)
128 kb MP3's are very prone to frequency lost firstly.
Secondly do you think you actually get great bass response from a 3 
inch bass driver do you ROFLMAO.

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
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My mixes are checked on my Alesis Monitors , Tannoy Reds (dual 
concentric), two sepreate hi-fi systems a JBL pa rig with subwoofer 
and a pair of Mackies and the car stereo system.
All hold up amazingly well. The crappy JBL monitor mounted peewees on 
my PC do not handle bass well at all (IMHO).
Logically better speakers will result in a superior frequency 
response.
Now stop taking the piss LMAO and let me get back to monitoring on my 
RadioShack outdoor patio speakers OK :D .

> :
> >PS: Try to listen to it through good speakers with nice bottom end 

and high

> definition detail if >possible.---
> 
> Wanna hide some loose post-/prod. skills? Tracks should stand 

without the

> 'loudness' feature active on man's 'Bass Reflex Broadcast 25W Lidl 

Surround

> Enhanced Ghettoblaster'..
> ;-)
> 
> Sai.k.0

| 7800|7798|2002-11-18 03:28:57|sedarka|Re: Digest Number 648|

> My mixes are checked on my Alesis Monitors , Tannoy Reds (dual 
> concentric), two sepreate hi-fi systems a JBL pa rig with subwoofer 
> and a pair of Mackies and the car stereo system.

K!
Now let us discuss Monitors and such: Genelec or Tannoy? hmm
Anyway, car stereo's and PA systems are cool to boost your ego when a 
track's finished but don't add any single/objective view on ye audio..
I'm still stuck to my Yoko Mono Clock Radio: Nobody beats the Biz!
Tip01: Check ye levels in Mono-Mode, .. do they still stand the 
Stereo-Mix?
Tip02: Ever compared the RS Variation FX in Mono-Mode too? Cool FX, 
Cheap Processors..Phasing galore! Damn pity.

Jus' wonderin'

s
| 7801|7798|2002-11-18 04:29:39|Oscar Finch|Re: Digest Number 648|
Better a Yoko Mono radio than a Yoko Ono effects patch.Damn that would make all my sequencer tracks split up LOL.Actually I quite like cheapo effects.But
I've gotta bet me some TC300's for those nice lush clean reverbs ahhhh tasty.I actually used to own a pair of Tannoy Reds 15" dual concentrics. Best damn
speakers I ever heard ;).I got burgled and wasn' insured back in 93'Had stolen 1 CS60 , 1 Matrix 6 , 2 emax SE racks ,1 Prophet 2002+ and a Kawai K4R.My
atari was smashed to peices , the monitors were all kicked in (literally) , 3 wardrobes were smashed , clothing was either a)stolen b)burnt or c)ripped
into a million pieces and my lounges were slashed up and glass cabinets all smashed.I had just lost a job had a death in the family and my two best
friends die 3 weeks apart.wasn't a good time.Needless to say I didn't touch a musical instrument for nearly 6.5 to 7 years.Finally got that spirit back
and where not talking Absolutes here either (sorry bad monitor punn).Such things make us stronger than a KRoK LMAO ;)PS: All of the above statements are
all true yes even the bad monitor puns ;)Oh and I always compose in mono then work out stereo pannings later BTW ;)For the very obvious reasons you
mentioned.PPS: Dude your sense of humour is warped LOL me likey very much .......--- On Mon 11/18, sedarka < saik0@pandora.be > wrote:From: sedarka
[mailto: saik0@pandora.be]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 18 Nov 2002 10:28:55 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Digest Number 648> My mixes are checked on
my Alesis Monitors , Tannoy Reds (dual > concentric), two sepreate hi-fi systems a JBL pa rig with subwoofer > and a pair of Mackies and the car stereo
system.K!Now let us discuss Monitors and such: Genelec or Tannoy? hmmAnyway, car stereo's and PA systems are cool to boost your ego when a track's
finished but don't add any single/objective view on ye audio..I'm still stuck to my Yoko Mono Clock Radio: Nobody beats the Biz!Tip01: Check ye levels in
Mono-Mode, .. do they still stand the Stereo-Mix?Tip02: Ever compared the RS Variation FX in Mono-Mode too? Cool FX, Cheap Processors..Phasing galore!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7802|7798|2002-11-18 06:45:54|sedarka|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> I got burgled***stolen*1***1 ***2***,1***and a ***.***** was 

smashed *****, *****were all kicked ***** , ****** were smashed , 
******* a)stolen b)burnt or c)ripped into ******* were slashed up 
and****** all smashed.I*****just lost ******a death in the ******my 
****** friends die****.

*****good time.
---

Yeah, your tracks must have a real emotional value to your human fans 
i guess. pity i'm a robot. lucky i'm still a robot.
| 7803|7798|2002-11-18 06:50:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sedarka" wrote:
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> lucky i'm still a robot.

Not if you have Data´s emotion-chip....;)
| 7804|7798|2002-11-18 06:51:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 648|

--- In RS7000@y..., "sedarka" wrote:
tracks must have a real emotional value to your human fans 

...or alien fans?

Sed, let us hear some of your stuff, please...

| 7805|7798|2002-11-18 08:07:46|sedarka|Re: Digest Number 648|

> Sed, let us hear some of your stuff, please...

I hope to come up with new tracks very soon..
In the meantime; Here's a sneaky preview:
http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/please!someSedstuff.mp3
Enjoy my Hucklebuck Jamboree. if ye mind!

FS: 1x CS60, 1x Matrix 6, 2x Emax SE Rack, 1x Prophet 2002, 1x Kawai 
K4R. Please contact me offlist. :-]
| 7806|7798|2002-11-18 08:16:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 648|
On Monday 18 November 2002 16:07, sedarka wrote:

> FS: 1x CS60, 1x Matrix 6, 2x Emax SE Rack, 1x Prophet
> 2002, 1x Kawai K4R. Please contact me offlist. :-]

LOL!

- Robert
| 7807|7798|2002-11-18 08:21:56|Uwe Jülich|Re: Digest Number 648|

----- Original Message -----
From: "sedarka" <saik0@pandora.be>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2002 4:07 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Digest Number 648

> > Sed, let us hear some of your stuff, please...
>
> I hope to come up with new tracks very soon..
> In the meantime; Here's a sneaky preview:
> http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/please!someSedstuff.mp3
> Enjoy my Hucklebuck Jamboree. if ye mind!
>
> FS: 1x CS60, 1x Matrix 6, 2x Emax SE Rack, 1x Prophet 2002, 1x Kawai
> K4R. Please contact me offlist. :-]

WOW! What a song, my neighbours began ringin on my door when I herad it the
100th time!
Go on with those beautiful stuff!

:-))

Best regards,

Uwe

| 7808|7792|2002-11-18 08:51:18|okoyemaya|Re: How to change a voice?|
Yes thanks Latif Bhai,
It worked, I was changing on the mixer instead of there where you 
said.
Anybody experienced with piano sounds, I am not happy with choices on 
current song. I need good Salsa sound cutting through the percusion, 
we working on some wild combination with my Cuban buddy. First ever 
Indian Salsa ! I will let you guys let preview it, I am still 
scratching on the surface of RS but that does not stop me from 
working on songs. Hard to find something for the brass, I was 
surprise to hear nice winds from QY100, what a shame that Yamaha 
f...ed it up (no backlight) I would get one , nice scratch pad and 
good extra modul.
Okoyem 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> You can change the voice that's assigned to a phrase you are 
working 
> on, at anytime you wish into another 'permanent' voice, without 
> entering it as cc data or erasing or creating a new phrase.
> 
> just press record only, while machine is standby in the track you 
> like to change the voice of.
> Then before you start record-play, press pattern knob... there you 
> will see PGM, now select the new 'permanent' voice.
> Start record-play to make the change permanent.
> 
> Latif
> 
> ps. i'm not sure if this is what you meant, but i have feeling 
that's 
> what you're looking for.
> 

http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/please!
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> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > How to change (permanently) the voice of a phrase, when I change 
on 
> > the mixer it stays for the whole track. I tried to erase all 
events 
> > but note but it wont help, can`t find it in the manual, yes I 
know 
> I 
> > am midiot. By the way I tried the midi delay, hm save the effects 
> > section but this m..f... steals voices! I thought it is something 
> > else then realised it was the midi delay.
> > What happens ? Nobody writes about OS and/or 909? Just kidding 
but 
> I 
> > am glad you all got tired I thought I am getting OSitis.
> > Okoyem

| 7809|7792|2002-11-18 09:03:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to change a voice?|
On Monday 18 November 2002 16:51, okoyemaya wrote:

> I was surprise to hear nice winds from QY100, what
> a shame that Yamaha f...ed it up (no backlight) I would
> get one , nice scratch pad and good extra modul.

An external snake light pointing at the LCD?

- Robert
| 7810|7810|2002-11-18 09:28:11|Terry|RS7000 and Novation kit for sale|
A purchase of some more kit forces me to free up some rack space so 
I am looking to sell my Novation A-Station and Yamaha RS7000.

I am looking for £250 plus P&P for the A-Station
and £650 ono for the RS7000 plus P&P

Terry

http://www.dynamic-drums.co.uk
| 7811|7798|2002-11-18 10:37:17|Oscar Finch|Re: Digest Number 648|
Sed you're lucky I have a pretty warped sense of humour cause the 4 sale bit at the bottom there wasn't very funny :( .....Brings back bad bad bad
memories dude.I know ya meant well though.--- On Mon 11/18, sedarka < saik0@pandora.be > wrote:From: sedarka [mailto: saik0@pandora.be]To:
RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 18 Nov 2002 15:07:41 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Digest Number 648> Sed, let us hear some of your stuff, please...I hope
to come up with new tracks very soon..In the meantime; Here's a sneaky preview:http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/please!someSedstuff.mp3Enjoy my Hucklebuck
Jamboree. if ye mind!FS: 1x CS60, 1x Matrix 6, 2x Emax SE Rack, 1x Prophet 2002, 1x Kawai K4R. Please contact me offlist. :-] 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7812|7798|2002-11-18 10:41:56|Oscar Finch|Re: Digest Number 648|
Dude I just listened to your sound bite sounds like a Sidstation performing phalatio on a Gameboy Nanoloop ;) ..... 
And my family reckon I write music for aliens LOL......... 
PS: Don't let every one know we're both from the same planet in a different solar system please LOL :P. 

And before anyone one asks NO IT'S NOT URANUS ok !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ROFLMAO

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7813|7813|2002-11-18 12:18:03|okoyemaya|Anybody knows Carmen Rizzo, you better do|
I just saw a movie "Liberty Stands still". Interesting film but the 
soundtrack is excellent electronic music. Sounded like lots of Yamaha 
perhaps RS too. Now looking in internet - he works with 02, there is 
something on Yamaha site about it ( so I do have Yamaha sensitive 
ears) Big time guy, his list of production is amazing but even more 
the SOUND. Definitely knows about compression. Shit, real Yamaha 
guru, looking for some more information, I loved that soundtrack, the 
whole sound design but we all could learn lots from this man. I must 
hear more. And recommend you RS buddies to check it out. I am new to 
this genre so forgive me being ignorant about this master producer.
He is somebody Yamaha should make demo videos. I would be the first 
to buy such a video ( the Yamaha digital mixer No1 on my shopping 
list anyway)
okoyem
| 7814|7798|2002-11-18 12:46:24|Latif|Re: Digest Number 648|
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> And before anyone one asks NO IT'S NOT URANUS 

ok !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ROFLMAO

> 

MWAHAHAHAHA LOL
:p

Latif
| 7815|7815|2002-11-18 13:53:53|Bryan Rodgers|Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new home for my RS7k :)|
All my dreams are about to come true... ...I'm moving from a 'bedroom
studio', on up, to a...uh...'spare-bedroom/studio'!

Here's the diddy: we bought a house(yay!), and in this house there are 3
bedrooms, one of them (the bigger spare) I've been given permission [wink,
wink] to turn in to my personal studio, on the condition that the pull-out
sofa goes in the same room (which is totally cool, because me buds needs a
place to sit, you know!? :))

So here's the room:
http://www.digitalrays.ca/images/studio.jpg

I'm basically starting from scratch and was going to make my own studio
furniture to fit (me's handy that way).

What I'm looking for from some of you chaps, is some input, fresh ideas, or
just plain personal experience in setting up your own studios. I've had lots
of variations on the 'bedroom studio', usually involving me cramming it into
the smallest corner I could find... ...but now I find myself with a
dedicated room, and not sure where to start!(well, I have an idea, but want
to see if yours are better)

The gear:
Yamaha RS7000(my main machine, my 'center-piece')

12U pop-up case 1:
Yamaha ProMix O1

12U pop-up case 2:
Ensoniq Fizmo Rack
Waldorf Micro Q
Electrix Filter Factory
Electrix Mo-Fx
Neutrik Patchbay

'Other' gear:
Alesis NanoCompressor
Alesis NanoSynth
Alesis NanoVerb
Anatek SMP-7 Midi Patchbay
Boss Distortion
Boss Super Phaser
Dimention Beam
Korg KAOSS
Korg Poly 800 MkII
Niche Automation Station
Novation BassStation KB
Oberheim Cyclone
M-Audio Oxygen 8
M-Audio Quattro
M-Audio SP-8B Monitors
Roland JD800
Roland Octopad
Roland RE-201 Space Echo
couple of X stands, a 3-tier A-Frame, and a 6U case

Any assistance would be grand.

Thanks fellas, I look forward to your replies :)
-B
| 7816|7798|2002-11-18 14:21:15|S.A.S.|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> 
> 
> Dude I just listened to your sound bite sounds like a Sidstation 

performing phalatio on a Gameboy Nanoloop ;) .....

Theres a guy here in dublin who plays live using two gameboys and his 
laptop. His shit is amazing... so whats the deal with this Gameboy 
buzz? Does anyone know?

Cheers
S/
| 7817|7798|2002-11-18 16:07:59|trapstate|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "S.A.S." wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > Dude I just listened to your sound bite sounds like a Sidstation 
> performing phalatio on a Gameboy Nanoloop ;) .....
> 
> Theres a guy here in dublin who plays live using two gameboys and 

http://www.digitalrays.ca/images/studio.jpg


his 

> laptop. His shit is amazing... so whats the deal with this Gameboy 
> buzz? Does anyone know?
> 
> Cheers
> S/

Yeah. A gameboy with a nanoloop cartridge. Basically your gameboy 
becomes a simple step sequencer and sound generator. Makes those 
oldschool bleeps, very nice for techno/electronica when sampled and 
sliced into the RS with it's filters. But I can't wait till my SID 
synthesizer is finished :D

Paul
| 7818|7818|2002-11-19 00:21:25|505|Save Chain Patern|
Obviously the chain information does not get saved when saving the pattern,
but how about when saving All?

I'm probably naive into making assumptions and since I don't have the manual
in front of me I'm going to ask (the easy way out), how do you save a Chain
Pattern so it's available next time I turn on the RS 7000?

Yeah it's probably something simple I'm overlooking.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 7819|7819|2002-11-19 00:21:31|505|world ambient groove|
Last night, since I got wrapped in technicalities saving the RS7000 chain
pattern mode, I could not resist anymore. Yep, I took the easy way out and I
mixed the track using Acid so I can finally have a song to listen in the car
on my way to work.

( MP3 PLAYER ) http://www.midinet.net/ftp/Ambient_cmp.mp3 ( 8.6 MG )

Most of these are Acid loops starters manipulated in RS then exported and
remixed to my own taste.

Reminds me of Loop Guru, Meat Beat Manifesto and Talving Singh, the rest is
anybodies guess.

Now that I consumed that creative fire I can focus on the 100% RS warped
mixes (and believe me they are coming your way :) ) once I figure out how to
save the damn chain patterns.

Hopefully you will not totally hate my for using Acid to mix this track ( at
least I'm honest about it :) ).

Cheers
Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 7820|7820|2002-11-19 00:21:49|Andrew Smith|Mixermaps|
I've just run a search over the group and come up wid nuttin.

I have the patchlist file and I'm very grateful for that. May I confess
right now that I have never seen a mixermap but have been told that they
are very useful once you've created one for various controlling
activities when using Cubase. Friends have configured/created them for
the their various rack synths etc. and swear by 'em. Now, for all I
know a patchlist and a mixermap may be one in the same, but my poorly
educated guess suggests that they are probably different things. Please
feel free to educate me further. 

So my questions are:

1.) - Has anyone ever created a Mixermap for the RS

2.) - If not, why not? Is it that it can't be done for the RS and if so
how come? Or is because its just too damn hard cos the RS does so
goddamn much?

Any info on this will be caressed gently and taken for a cosy warm
shower before a lingering night of passion and seduction. I'll even
bring out the satin sheets ;-)

If it can be done and no-ones done it then I'd like to have a crack doin
it. I have a tech bible for Cube and I program for a living so I'm not
scared and it'd make for a fair challenge I'm guessing. I figure it
would be a worthy contribution to the group too if anyone could come up
with it.

Thanks in advance.
ontiK

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7821|7818|2002-11-19 01:19:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Save Chain Patern|
On Tuesday 19 November 2002 00:45, 505 wrote:

http://www.midinet.net/ftp/Ambient_cmp.mp3


> Obviously the chain information does not get saved when
> saving the pattern, but how about when saving All?
>
> I'm probably naive into making assumptions and since I
> don't have the manual in front of me I'm going to ask
> (the easy way out), how do you save a Chain Pattern so
> it's available next time I turn on the RS 7000?

Save the stuff as an All file. Do it every time.

- Robert
| 7822|7820|2002-11-19 01:43:47|Latif|Re: Mixermaps|
Mixermaps are afaiks something from the past or usefull only when you
have a module that has no controllers on it's interface.
And they were very much used on atari cubase, i even made some for a 
couple of module i had back then.
But for the RS it just doesn't make sense, the machine itself is your 
mixermap and mega controller.
Further, from VST 5 and up all controllers that you would make a 
mixermap for are easy reachable on the cubase arrangement window 
itself.
Especially in SX where you can 'draw' CC as keyframe data :)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "Andrew Smith" wrote:
> 
> I've just run a search over the group and come up wid nuttin.
> 
> I have the patchlist file and I'm very grateful for that. May I 
confess
> right now that I have never seen a mixermap but have been told that 
they
> are very useful once you've created one for various controlling
> activities when using Cubase. Friends have configured/created them 
for
> the their various rack synths etc. and swear by 'em. Now, for all I
> know a patchlist and a mixermap may be one in the same, but my 
poorly
> educated guess suggests that they are probably different things. 
Please
> feel free to educate me further. 
> 
> So my questions are:
> 
> 1.) - Has anyone ever created a Mixermap for the RS
> 
> 2.) - If not, why not? Is it that it can't be done for the RS and 
if so
> how come? Or is because its just too damn hard cos the RS does so
> goddamn much?
> 
> Any info on this will be caressed gently and taken for a cosy warm
> shower before a lingering night of passion and seduction. I'll even
> bring out the satin sheets ;-)
> 
> If it can be done and no-ones done it then I'd like to have a crack 
doin
> it. I have a tech bible for Cube and I program for a living so I'm 
not
> scared and it'd make for a fair challenge I'm guessing. I figure it
> would be a worthy contribution to the group too if anyone could 
come up
> with it.
> 
> Thanks in advance.
> ontiK
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7823|7823|2002-11-19 01:45:42|Oscar Finch|Good News|
New Australian MP3 chart was released today. 
I am at N0.12 in the all inclusive chart 
I am No.1 (Mouth of Madness) and No.5 (Dusk Till Dawn) in the Dance/Electronic Chart 
And I hit No.1 & No.2 positions on the Experimental electronica chart :). 
I'm quite pleased if I may be so bold. 
Thankyou everyone here for your support . You are a truly great community . 
Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou 
And a big THREE CHEERS for the RS7000 .... 
I honestly couldn't have done it without it and all of you here. 
Have a great day guys/ 
I know it's not m,uch but it's a start. 
New track Picasso's Fingers is well underway and in the process of being written at the moment. 
Cheers and much Respect always 
Oscar (aka FaX)

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7824|7823|2002-11-19 01:53:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Good News|

http://www.excite.com/


On Tuesday 19 November 2002 09:45, Oscar Finch wrote:

> New Australian MP3 chart was released today.
>
> I am at N0.12 in the all inclusive chart
>
> I am No.1 (Mouth of Madness) and No.5 (Dusk Till Dawn) in
> the Dance/Electronic Chart
>
> And I hit No.1 & No.2 positions on the Experimental
> electronica chart :).

Congrats! Very cool. I'll send you by bank account number. 
;)

- Robert
| 7825|7825|2002-11-19 02:02:54|fuzzandskoot|Multiple Voices In One Phrase..... Not layered|
Was wondering if there was a way to get mulitple voices on one 
phrase.. Not layered on top of each other....

But used in succession. For example if I have a 4 measure phrase. 
I'd like measure 1 in piano, measure 2 in strings, measeure 3 etc.

I know that I can use various mutes when recording a pattern chain, 
but would hope that there would be a slicker way....
| 7826|7823|2002-11-19 02:15:31|Latif|Re: Good News|
Well deserved! ;)

Latif 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 19 November 2002 09:45, Oscar Finch wrote:
> > New Australian MP3 chart was released today.
> >
> > I am at N0.12 in the all inclusive chart
> >
> > I am No.1 (Mouth of Madness) and No.5 (Dusk Till Dawn) in
> > the Dance/Electronic Chart
> >
> > And I hit No.1 & No.2 positions on the Experimental
> > electronica chart :).
> 
> Congrats! Very cool. I'll send you by bank account number. 
> ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 7827|7825|2002-11-19 02:22:37|Latif|Re: Multiple Voices In One Phrase..... Not layered|
edit screen -> insert -> progam change....

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "fuzzandskoot" wrote:
> Was wondering if there was a way to get mulitple voices on one 
> phrase.. Not layered on top of each other....
> 
> But used in succession. For example if I have a 4 measure phrase. 
> I'd like measure 1 in piano, measure 2 in strings, measeure 3 etc.
> 
> I know that I can use various mutes when recording a pattern chain, 
> but would hope that there would be a slicker way....

| 7828|7818|2002-11-19 02:28:30|505|Re: Save Chain Patern|
I could swear I tried this before, I'm definitely losing it...
Thanks Robert, it worked.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 12:19 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Save Chain Patern

> On Tuesday 19 November 2002 00:45, 505 wrote:
> > Obviously the chain information does not get saved when
> > saving the pattern, but how about when saving All?
> >
> > I'm probably naive into making assumptions and since I
> > don't have the manual in front of me I'm going to ask
> > (the easy way out), how do you save a Chain Pattern so
> > it's available next time I turn on the RS 7000?
>
> Save the stuff as an All file. Do it every time.
>

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7829|7818|2002-11-19 02:31:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Save Chain Patern|
On Tuesday 19 November 2002 10:16, 505 wrote:

> I could swear I tried this before, I'm definitely losing
> it... Thanks Robert, it worked.

Well I had the same experience...twice. Haven't really got 
into it, but I *suspect* there's a bug in the Save ALL 
code. Maybe when invoked from pattern chain mode. Dunno, 
maybe I'm loosing it too...

Btw, I'm on an old OS (the one with the running numbers), so 
maybe I should upgrade.

- Robert
| 7830|7823|2002-11-19 02:38:56|505|Re: Good News|
Very cool Oscar, looking forward to hear the new stuff.
:)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Oscar Finch" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 12:45 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Good News

>
>
> New Australian MP3 chart was released today.
> I am at N0.12 in the all inclusive chart
> I am No.1 (Mouth of Madness) and No.5 (Dusk Till Dawn) in the
Dance/Electronic Chart
> And I hit No.1 & No.2 positions on the Experimental electronica chart
:).
> I'm quite pleased if I may be so bold.
> Thankyou everyone here for your support . You are a truly great community
.
> Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou
> And a big THREE CHEERS for the RS7000 ....
> I honestly couldn't have done it without it and all of you here.
> Have a great day guys/
> I know it's not m,uch but it's a start.
> New track Picasso's Fingers is well underway and in the process of being
written at the moment.
> Cheers and much Respect always
> Oscar (aka FaX)
>
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.excite.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


>
>

| 7831|7818|2002-11-19 02:51:17|505|Re: Save Chain Patern|
Don't know what to say about the old OS since I recently got the RS and I
upgraded it right away to avoid trying to write any songs exploiting OS bugs
:)

I usually prefer the upgrade path if does not ruin a good thing.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 1:31 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Save Chain Patern

> On Tuesday 19 November 2002 10:16, 505 wrote:
> > I could swear I tried this before, I'm definitely losing
> > it... Thanks Robert, it worked.
>
> Well I had the same experience...twice. Haven't really got
> into it, but I *suspect* there's a bug in the Save ALL
> code. Maybe when invoked from pattern chain mode. Dunno,
> maybe I'm loosing it too...
>
> Btw, I'm on an old OS (the one with the running numbers), so
> maybe I should upgrade.
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7832|7798|2002-11-19 05:01:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "sedarka" wrote:

> FS: 1x CS60, 1x Matrix 6, 2x Emax SE Rack, 1x Prophet 2002, 1x 

Kawai 

> K4R. Please contact me offlist. :-]

Hehehe :)))
| 7833|7798|2002-11-19 05:04:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> And before anyone one asks NO IT'S NOT URANUS 

ok !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ROFLMAO

I thought you are, just like Robert and me 
from "Throatwobblermangrove"....
| 7834|7813|2002-11-19 05:08:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: Anybody knows Carmen Rizzo, you better do|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I just saw a movie "Liberty Stands still". Interesting film but the 
> soundtrack is excellent electronic music. 

I would be the first 

> to buy such a video ( the Yamaha digital mixer No1 on my shopping 
> list anyway)

Or get a AW4416 from Y. it has a O2r inside and cost only a third of 
the price...

You have a link to the composer´s site?

Tom
| 7835|7813|2002-11-19 05:18:54|okoyemaya|Re: Anybody knows Carmen Rizzo, you better do|

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


The composer of the soundtrack is some other guy Michael Compertino 
or something like that I am not on my computer now. That guy got 
already Oscar for some other films. It was lo budget stuff so Weslay 
Snipes and the composer did it as a favour of sorts. I think that is 
the reason the music is so good. The director and producer were 
thrilled to have a star composer so unlike in normal Hollywood 
sitation the musicians could do whatever they wanted without 
instructions of some old stupid show biz farts.
Check on Google Carmen Rizzo that is how I found the stuff.
Video ? This subject would be good to bring up on the Musik Messe, 
that is good chance to talk to Yamaha.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > I just saw a movie "Liberty Stands still". Interesting film but 
the 
> > soundtrack is excellent electronic music. 
> 
> I would be the first 
> > to buy such a video ( the Yamaha digital mixer No1 on my shopping 
> > list anyway)
> 
> Or get a AW4416 from Y. it has a O2r inside and cost only a third 
of 
> the price...
> 
> You have a link to the composer´s site?
> 
> Tom

| 7836|7815|2002-11-19 06:17:19|tompaulsen2002|Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new home for my RS7k |
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Anatek SMP-7 Midi Patchbay

See, Rob...other people use a MIDI patchbay and NO computer as well...

> Dimention Beam

> Niche Automation Station

Hey, what are those?

Täm
| 7837|7798|2002-11-19 06:18:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 648|
--- In RS7000@y..., "S.A.S." wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > Dude I just listened to your sound bite sounds like a Sidstation 
> performing phalatio on a Gameboy Nanoloop ;) .....
> 
> Theres a guy here in dublin who plays live using two gameboys and 

his 

> laptop. His shit is amazing... so whats the deal with this Gameboy 
> buzz? Does anyone know?
> 
> Cheers
> S/

:) I have Nanoloop as well...it´s cool...but for me the interface is 
a bit fiddly...but here we go: http://www.nanoloop.de
| 7838|7819|2002-11-19 06:26:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: world ambient groove|
--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> Hopefully you will not totally hate my for using Acid to mix this 

track 

??? why would we? The RS comes with an Acid OEM version...
| 7839|7815|2002-11-19 06:27:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new home for my RS7k |
On Tuesday 19 November 2002 14:17, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > Anatek SMP-7 Midi Patchbay
>
> See, Rob...other people use a MIDI patchbay and NO
> computer as well...

Got it. Anatek? Have to check that one out.

- Robert (RS + QY700 + ???)
| 7840|7820|2002-11-19 06:33:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: Mixermaps|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Andrew Smith" wrote:

> 1.) - Has anyone ever created a Mixermap for the RS

If there is one, it should be 
here...http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/

http://www.nanoloop.de/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/


Don´t forget that Logic and Cubase have different Mixermaps...

> Any info on this will be caressed gently and taken for a cosy warm
> shower before a lingering night of passion and seduction. I'll even
> bring out the satin sheets ;-)

Ooooh kay....(yikes) ;) if you would like Naomi Campbell,we could 
talk about it...;)))

> If it can be done and no-ones done it then I'd like to have a crack 

doin

> it. I have a tech bible for Cube and I program for a living so I'm 

not

> scared and it'd make for a fair challenge I'm guessing. I figure it
> would be a worthy contribution to the group too if anyone could 

come up

> with it.

Sure, go ahead! Feel free to upload it. But you are not getting any 
rewards, other than a dry TCP-handshake...;)

Töm
| 7841|7819|2002-11-19 06:34:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: world ambient groove|
On Tuesday 19 November 2002 14:26, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > Hopefully you will not totally hate my for using Acid
> > to mix this
>
> track
>
> ??? why would we? The RS comes with an Acid OEM
> version...

Good you mentioned this Tom. I was about to remove this guy 
from our list. ;)

- Robert
| 7842|7823|2002-11-19 06:35:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: Good News|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> You are a truly great community .
> Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou
> And a big THREE CHEERS for the RS7000 ....

Congratulations! And you´re welcome!
| 7843|7819|2002-11-19 06:44:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: world ambient groove|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Good you mentioned this Tom. I was about to remove this guy 
> from our list. ;)

You meant by buzzing him with an electron-beam coming out of his 
monitor?

But i think i was wrong, he must use a PC, since he had the MIDIman 
Quattro on the list...
| 7844|7819|2002-11-19 06:56:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: world ambient groove|
On Tuesday 19 November 2002 14:44, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 

wrote:

> > Good you mentioned this Tom. I was about to remove this
> > guy from our list. ;)
>
> You meant by buzzing him with an electron-beam coming out
> of his monitor?

Yep, as you know, Yahoo list moderators have that option 
available. :))

>
> But i think i was wrong, he must use a PC, since he had
> the MIDIman Quattro on the list...

A quattro? Another reason to 'spare' him. Damn I'm in a good 
mood today! He he.

- Robert
| 7845|7845|2002-11-19 07:40:34|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new ho me for my RS7k|
Yeah, ditched the computer a while ago... ...but the laptop has made it back
in for HD recording and Cubase SX (sneaky bastard!) ;P ...still 90% RS7k in
studio... ...100% RS7k when live.



Re: the Dimension Beam - it was the original D-Beam before Roland bought the
technology and dropped it into their Grooveboxes... ...here's the manual.
http://home.pacbell.net/itcoil/db_manual_1.1.pdf
<http://home.pacbell.net/itcoil/db_manual_1.1.pdf> 

and what's left of the website:
http://home.pacbell.net/itcoil/ <http://home.pacbell.net/itcoil/> 

Re: Niche Automation Station - Audiomidi.com was clearing them out for $149,
so I grabbed one... ...you can never have to many midi controllers! I
basically use it to control the RS7ks mixer...
http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm
<http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm> 

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 8:17 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new home for
my RS7k :)

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> Anatek SMP-7 Midi Patchbay

See, Rob...other people use a MIDI patchbay and NO computer as well...

> Dimention Beam

> Niche Automation Station

Hey, what are those?

Täm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7846|7845|2002-11-19 07:47:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new ho me for my RS7k|
On Tuesday 19 November 2002 15:40, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Yeah, ditched the computer a while ago... ...but the
> laptop has made it back in for HD recording and Cubase SX
> (sneaky bastard!) ;P 

Ah! Tom, you hear that?

> ...still 90% RS7k in studio...
> ...100% RS7k when live.

Yeah, yeah. ;)

- Robert
| 7847|7845|2002-11-19 09:53:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new ho me for my RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Yeah, ditched the computer a while ago... ...but the laptop has 

made it back

> in for HD recording and Cubase SX (sneaky bastard!) ;P ...still 90% 

RS7k in

> studio... ...100% RS7k when live.
> 
> Re: the Dimension Beam - it was the original D-Beam before Roland 

bought the

> technology and dropped it into their Grooveboxes... 

http://home.pacbell.net/itcoil/db_manual_1.1.pdf
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For real? Man what a bummer...so the Alesis AirSynth/FX use the same 
technology?

> Re: Niche Automation Station - Audiomidi.com was clearing them out 

for $149,

> so I grabbed one... ...you can never have to many midi controllers! 

I

> basically use it to control the RS7ks mixer...
> http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm
> <http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm> 

Oh i see...nice one!

Tom
| 7848|7848|2002-11-19 10:04:39|Latif|OT: i got one!! :P|
AW16G in the house :)))) what a beautyfull piece of equipment!
squse my drewling all over the place hehehe.
i just still can't believe the cdrw comes with it for that price.

Latif
| 7849|7845|2002-11-19 13:22:31|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Trading Spaces/Changing Rooms: building a new ho me for my RS7k|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> Yeah, ditched the computer a while ago... ...but the laptop has 

made it back

> in for HD recording and Cubase SX (sneaky bastard!) ;P ...still 90% 

RS7k in

> studio... ...100% RS7k when live.
> 
> Re: the Dimension Beam - it was the original D-Beam before Roland 

bought the

> technology and dropped it into their Grooveboxes... 

For real? 

>>yeah, here's some more info:

http://www.harmony-central.com/Newp/WNAMM98/Roland/Dimension-Beam.html
<http://www.harmony-central.com/Newp/WNAMM98/Roland/Dimension-Beam.html> 

Man what a bummer...so the Alesis AirSynth/FX use the same 
technology? 

>>similar, I think...not sure though...you'd have to ask Mike Peake ;) 

> Re: Niche Automation Station - Audiomidi.com was clearing them out 

for $149,

> so I grabbed one... ...you can never have to many midi controllers! 

I

> basically use it to control the RS7ks mixer...
> http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm

<http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm> 

> <http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm

<http://www.midi-classics.com/h/h4125.htm> > 
Oh i see...nice one! 

>>yeah, it's pretty sweet being able to fade things in/out as I please...

...mute buttons also work. 

B 
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7850|7848|2002-11-19 14:00:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: i got one!! :P|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> AW16G in the house :)))) what a beautyfull piece of equipment!
> squse my drewling all over the place hehehe.
> i just still can't believe the cdrw comes with it for that price.
> 
> Latif

Cuul, keep us informed how it is going together with the RS. How´s 
the soundquality? Since it is only 16Bit recording resolution i 
expect some lower soundquality...
| 7851|7819|2002-11-19 15:51:02|505|Re: world ambient groove|
Duno why I thought I might offend somebody for using the software,
but you are correct RS comes with Acid OEM version...

I take that part back :O

What was I thinking???...

You all very kind :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 5:26 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: world ambient groove

> --- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
>
> > Hopefully you will not totally hate my for using Acid to mix this
> track
>
> ??? why would we? The RS comes with an Acid OEM version...
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7852|7819|2002-11-19 15:51:22|505|Re: world ambient groove|
To Robert the MEAN REMOVE-ORATOR *PPPFFBT!* _,.-=~'`^`

:)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 5:34 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: world ambient groove

> On Tuesday 19 November 2002 14:26, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > Hopefully you will not totally hate my for using Acid
> > > to mix this
> >
> > track
> >
> > ??? why would we? The RS comes with an Acid OEM
> > version...
>
> Good you mentioned this Tom. I was about to remove this guy

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> from our list. ;)
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7853|7819|2002-11-19 15:57:04|505|Re: world ambient groove|

>>with an electron-beam coming out of his monitor<<

That would not work, got positron force field in place, ha...

>>But i think i was wrong, he must use a PC, since he had the MIDIman

Quattro on the list...
<<

I use PC but no MIDIman Quattro, what list?

Are you confusing me with my evil twin?

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 5:44 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: world ambient groove

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
>
> > Good you mentioned this Tom. I was about to remove this guy
> > from our list. ;)
> You meant by buzzing him with an electron-beam coming out of his
> monitor?
>
> But i think i was wrong, he must use a PC, since he had the MIDIman
> Quattro on the list...
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7854|7854|2002-11-19 20:29:07|r_s_7_k|Are Most Of You Creating Large Master DrumKits or Small 5-10 Piece |
you know are you just piling on the drum samples or making smaller 
kits, how are you organizing the kits, are you using blank patterns 
with kits loaded or whats your technique?
| 7855|7855|2002-11-20 00:08:58|nrosa|Want to buy a Used Yamaha RS 7000 |
Hi guys :)
I want to join the RS2k Club :)
if anyone knows where i can buy a secound hand RS 
or if anyone here has a RS for sale and can ship
it to Europe !

Please email me 

Kind Regards 

Nuno
| 7856|7854|2002-11-20 00:13:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Are Most Of You Creating Large Master DrumKits or Small 5-10 Pi|
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On Wednesday 20 November 2002 04:29, r_s_7_k wrote:

> you know are you just piling on the drum samples or
> making smaller kits, how are you organizing the kits, are
> you using blank patterns with kits loaded or whats your
> technique?

I'm creating small kits, just what I need for a track. When 
I copy a phrase to another track it simple have that track 
refer to the same kit. If I need a track with some other 
samples, I create a new kit for that track. This works for 
me because I don't use same kit every time.

- Robert
| 7857|7848|2002-11-20 01:24:23|faxorgy|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
I'll scan the SOS review and whack it in the file section tommorow :P
I will hopefully have mine soon too.
Just so you know though Tom the system has been configured for 
optimum sound quality and head room at 16 bit.
It records at 16 bit 44.1khz
The AD/DA converters are 24 bit .
All internal processing is done at 30 bit .
They state that the sound results are indeed excellent and far better 
than anything else in it's price range meaning Tascam 788 etc etc 
etc....

> Cuul, keep us informed how it is going together with the RS. How´s 
> the soundquality? Since it is only 16Bit recording resolution i 
> expect some lower soundquality...

| 7858|7854|2002-11-20 01:57:08|trapstate|Re: Are Most Of You Creating Large Master DrumKits or Small 5-10 Pi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> you know are you just piling on the drum samples or making smaller 
> kits, how are you organizing the kits, are you using blank patterns 
> with kits loaded or whats your technique?

I use large drumkits from a default pattern I load, simply because I 
don't know wich samples I will use. I do have several kits (acoustic, 
electronic, orchestral). It would be nice to have a "clear all unused 
samples" job for a track, where the job analyses the used notes in 
the phrase(s) of that kit and clears the unused samples.

Paul
| 7859|7854|2002-11-20 01:59:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Are Most Of You Creating Large Master DrumKits or Small 5-10 Pi|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 09:57, trapstate wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> > you know are you just piling on the drum samples or
> > making smaller kits, how are you organizing the kits,
> > are you using blank patterns with kits loaded or whats
> > your technique?
>
> I use large drumkits from a default pattern I load,
> simply because I don't know wich samples I will use. I do
> have several kits (acoustic, electronic, orchestral). It
> would be nice to have a "clear all unused samples" job
> for a track, where the job analyses the used notes in the
> phrase(s) of that kit and clears the unused samples.

Agreed, would be nice. Added to wishlist of faq.

- Robert
| 7860|7848|2002-11-20 03:19:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:

> I'll scan the SOS review and whack it in the file section 

tommorow :P

> I will hopefully have mine soon too.
> Just so you know though Tom the system has been configured for 
> optimum sound quality and head room at 16 bit.
> It records at 16 bit 44.1khz
> The AD/DA converters are 24 bit .
> All internal processing is done at 30 bit .

I know, but i would assume that dithering the recording down to 16Bit 
would mean a loss of soundquality. Would be nice to have a comparison 
then between a true 24Bit recording and a 16Bit one, done with the 
AW16G.

> They state that the sound results are indeed excellent and far 

better 

> than anything else in it's price range meaning Tascam 788 etc etc 
> etc....

How´s the interface? Can you hear your track while in edit-mode? The 
AWxx16 lacks of that...

Tom



| 7861|7854|2002-11-20 03:45:40|Oscar Finch|Re: Are Most Of You Creating Large Master DrumKits or Small 5-10 Pi|
Or do what I do.Simply copy the drum samples to a new kit with the same / corresponding note numbers.Then erase the full kit from memory and free up your
sample ram for other stuff.Doesn't actually take very long to do either. ;P--- On Wed 11/20, trapstate < trapstate@hotmail.com > wrote:From: trapstate
[mailto: trapstate@hotmail.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 20 Nov 2002 08:57:05 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Are Most Of You Creating Large Master
DrumKits or Small 5-10 Piece DrumKits--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:> you know are you just piling on the drum samples or making smaller > kits, how
are you organizing the kits, are you using blank patterns > with kits loaded or whats your technique?I use large drumkits from a default pattern I load,
simply because I don't know wich samples I will use. I do have several kits (acoustic, electronic, orchestral). It would be nice to have a "clear all
unused samples" job for a track, where the job analyses the used notes in the phrase(s) of that kit and clears the unused samples.Paul
===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7862|7854|2002-11-20 04:46:25|trapstate|Re: Are Most Of You Creating Large Master DrumKits or Small 5-10 Pi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> Or do what I do.Simply copy the drum samples to a new kit with the 

same / corresponding note numbers.Then erase the full kit from memory 
and free up your sample ram for other stuff.Doesn't actually take 
very long to do either.

How do you know wich samples/notes to copy? Do you write down the 
samples/notes you used from the event list? I can use quite a lot of 
different drums in one piece.. Or when I sliced a loop I mostly don't 
use all slices. 

Paul
| 7863|7863|2002-11-20 06:05:58|Scott Kellogg|iBook setup|
Hello, everyone. A former Rm1x owner, I think I'm going to take the plunge
into the RS7k. I just got finished doing sound design and music for a 
three-week theater run, and I'm ready for some hardware. In the theater, I
used a 700Mhz iBook running OS 9.2.2 and Reason. Since I didn't need to
produce a continuous flow of sound, that worked well. I bought Live about
a month ago, thinking I might use it for the play. Live is fantastic
software, but if I'm going to perform in front of a crowd, I don't want to
point and click. I've got a recording project that the upcoming Live 2
will be perfect for, though. Also, if I had to fly somewhere and wanted to
go something sort of DJ-oriented, mixing and tweaking finished tracks, I'd
use Live rather than having to get hardware through baggage check. 

Anyway. 

Here's the plan for my new performance platform:
RS7k
Access Virus C
a mixer (need suggestions here - I have a 1202vlz, but I want real faders)

I need to be able to transfer samples from the iBook to the RS7k. I've
looked into USB-SCSI converters. Will Recycle transfer to the unit? Does
Recycle think the RS is an A3000? Does the USB-SCSI converter cause
problems? If anyone has info, or a better idea, I'm all ears. Also, I'll
need to transfer samples from Peak. I'm thinking that a SCSI drive (CD-RW
as mentioned in the FAQ?) is the way to go. I plan on doing some
preproduction and sound design in Reason and Live on the iBook while at the
bookstore or at coffeeshop, and then dump the stuff into the RS for further
tweaking. 

Regarding the mixer, I'd like something that can handle three stereo pairs
from the Virus, as well as expanded outputs from the RS, plus a few extra
channels for the Quattro hanging off my iBook. Is Behringer stuff any
good? It's cheaper than Mackie. Maybe too cheap. 

I appreciate any suggestions ... my old company just cashed out my 401(k),
so I've got a little money to get some hardware. It's not very fun to
improvise with a mouse and keyboard, especially after I've already put in 9
hours on a computer at work. I had to sell my Nord Modular in 2001 to
help defray moving costs, so I'm really happy to have the chance to get
some gear.

Peace,
Scott 
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7864|7855|2002-11-20 06:23:34|a_lepusa|Re: Want to buy a Used Yamaha RS 7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "nrosa" wrote:

> Hi guys :)
> I want to join the RS2k Club :)
> if anyone knows where i can buy a secound hand RS 
> or if anyone here has a RS for sale and can ship
> it to Europe !
> 
> Please email me 
> 
> Kind Regards 
> 
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> Nuno

have a look at

http://www.rs7000.abraxas-webdesign.com/index2.htm
there´s a guy selling one. bought 4 months ago, i.e.
1 1/2 years warranty, all the stuff included (tutorials, cd...)
fully blown RAM.

-flimflam
| 7865|7863|2002-11-20 06:36:29|okoyemaya|Re: iBook setup|
I would get one of the Yamaha`s digital mixer ( which one depending 
on the budget)to go with RS 7000, would have laptop as standby mainly 
or limited to save "responsibilities" ( from experience I mistrust 
computers, if used on stage then "independently" means the show can 
go on without it). Since I have RS ( over a month) I did not even 
open Cubase once. I upgraded from RM1x and have no reason for Reason. 
The sounds of RS are either very good or you can make them better, 
then there is lots RAM for samples. If the work is real big you could 
have 2 RS7. You must try it yourself- working with RS, I guess for 
many it is just so intuitive, quick, and expressive. Music with 
mouse? Not very different then drawing with mouse. But it is a 
personal preference there must be people doing some great stuff with 
computers.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> Hello, everyone. A former Rm1x owner, I think I'm going to take 
the plunge
> into the RS7k. I just got finished doing sound design and music 
for a 
> three-week theater run, and I'm ready for some hardware. In the 
theater, I
> used a 700Mhz iBook running OS 9.2.2 and Reason. Since I didn't 
need to
> produce a continuous flow of sound, that worked well. I bought 
Live about
> a month ago, thinking I might use it for the play. Live is 
fantastic
> software, but if I'm going to perform in front of a crowd, I don't 
want to
> point and click. I've got a recording project that the upcoming 
Live 2
> will be perfect for, though. Also, if I had to fly somewhere and 
wanted to
> go something sort of DJ-oriented, mixing and tweaking finished 
tracks, I'd
> use Live rather than having to get hardware through baggage check. 
> 
> Anyway. 
> 
> Here's the plan for my new performance platform:
> RS7k
> Access Virus C
> a mixer (need suggestions here - I have a 1202vlz, but I want real 
faders)
> 
> I need to be able to transfer samples from the iBook to the RS7k. 
I've
> looked into USB-SCSI converters. Will Recycle transfer to the 
unit? Does
> Recycle think the RS is an A3000? Does the USB-SCSI converter cause
> problems? If anyone has info, or a better idea, I'm all ears. 
Also, I'll
> need to transfer samples from Peak. I'm thinking that a SCSI drive 
(CD-RW
> as mentioned in the FAQ?) is the way to go. I plan on doing some
> preproduction and sound design in Reason and Live on the iBook 
while at the
> bookstore or at coffeeshop, and then dump the stuff into the RS for 
further
> tweaking. 
> 
> Regarding the mixer, I'd like something that can handle three 
stereo pairs
> from the Virus, as well as expanded outputs from the RS, plus a few 
extra
> channels for the Quattro hanging off my iBook. Is Behringer stuff 
any
> good? It's cheaper than Mackie. Maybe too cheap. 
> 
> I appreciate any suggestions ... my old company just cashed out my 
401(k),
> so I've got a little money to get some hardware. It's not very fun 
to
> improvise with a mouse and keyboard, especially after I've already 
put in 9
> hours on a computer at work. I had to sell my Nord Modular in 2001 
to
> help defray moving costs, so I'm really happy to have the chance to 
get
> some gear.
> 
> Peace,
> Scott 
> -- 
> :Scott Kellogg :

http://www.rs7000.abraxas-webdesign.com/index2.htm


> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :http://www.glaive.org :::

| 7866|7848|2002-11-20 06:38:07|Latif|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> > I'll scan the SOS review and whack it in the file section 
> tommorow :P
> > I will hopefully have mine soon too.
> > Just so you know though Tom the system has been configured for 
> > optimum sound quality and head room at 16 bit.
> > It records at 16 bit 44.1khz
> > The AD/DA converters are 24 bit .
> > All internal processing is done at 30 bit .
> I know, but i would assume that dithering the recording down to 

16Bit 

> would mean a loss of soundquality. Would be nice to have a 

comparison 

> then between a true 24Bit recording and a 16Bit one, done with the 
> AW16G.
> 
> > They state that the sound results are indeed excellent and far 
> better 
> > than anything else in it's price range meaning Tascam 788 etc etc 
> > etc....
> 
> How´s the interface? Can you hear your track while in edit-mode? 

The 

> AWxx16 lacks of that...
> 
> Tom

Ok, for now no recording done yet.
Listened to the demo-song did some JOG-scratching with it and 
formatted the drive hehehe :P

Just got through the surface, interface is quick an intuitive.
Slightly confusing in the beginning, but got the hang of it in about 
3 to 4 hours.
The mixer is great, sounds really crisp and healthy.
It's like this Tom, you won't notice a real difference on the sound 
of the RS, i mean the RS is 16 bit, usually connected to a analog 
mixer you would still be hearing 16 bit sound :)
Now it's connected through 24bit converters and processed on seperate 
channels with some bad ass dynamics control, and real eq. it actually 
gains in sound quallity

quote from FAQ: 'The AW16G uses 32-bit processing in general, 
however, 54-bit processing is used for the EQ. This provides adequate 
headroom to prevent data overflow when boosting the EQ or adding 
effects'

if above quote doesn't ring a bell, try it on the RS, put some 
overdone eq on some sounds (preferable mid or high) and start putting 
those sounds through the delay, add some eq to the delay, and you 
will notice that the sound starts to dropout in the RS compressor, 
just as if your starting to loose voices... but it's actually a 
overflow in the headroom killing your sound.

config for now, RS7K digi-out -> AWdigi-in
RS7K analog 6 out -> AW analog 6 in

The headroom in digital domain is way totally differen't from analog 
enviroment, you will notice a 6db volume missing right away.
But i was aware of that on my other mixer too (and my computer 
enviroment).
It just takes a differen't aproach anyway... very important to work 
your way up in levels throughout the entire song creation process, 
and post processing like mastering compression and loudness 
maximizing (adjusting) are essential afterwards.

RS7K midi-synchronisation with AW will only work if you created a 
song on the RS and put it in song mode. other than that the RS and AW 
will not synchronise. (due to the fact that RS doesn't send MTC)
But it's normal actually, cause there's no use to synchronise the AW 
unless your going to record. (or play)

enough jibberish for now, gonna do some recording later and report 
back.
Oh yeah one more thing.
Please stop comparing Digital equipment to Analog equipment (if 
anyone did), cause it has no use to compare these technologies to 
eachother.
They both require a totally differen't way of working and THINKING.
and in the end it all comes down to taste, experience and 
compromissing. ;)

Peace yo!
Latif
| 7867|7863|2002-11-20 06:50:30|Scott Kellogg|Re: iBook setup|

http://www.bemc.net/
http://www.glaive.org/


> mouse? Not very different then drawing with mouse. But it is a 
> personal preference there must be people doing some great stuff with 
> computers.

Different artists have different working habits, and that's cool. 

Just to be clear, I don't plan on using the iBook onstage, except maybe to
record the set in Peak.

The more I think about the virus C, the more I want a Future-Retro 777.
It's a lot cheaper, is real analog, and will be a great source of samples
for the RS. Plus, it's utterly kick ass.

I'll look into that mixer. I'm trying to keep costs down while still
getting a great rig, so I'm doing a lot of research.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7868|7848|2002-11-20 06:53:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 14:38, Latif wrote:

> RS7K midi-synchronisation with AW will only work if you
> created a song on the RS and put it in song mode. other
> than that the RS and AW will not synchronise. (due to the
> fact that RS doesn't send MTC) But it's normal actually,
> cause there's no use to synchronise the AW unless your
> going to record. (or play)

Huh? Won't your AW sync to MIDI clock?
And the other way around? Make the AW the master sending 
midi clock? That will drive the RS in pattern mode.

- Robert
| 7869|7863|2002-11-20 06:56:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: iBook setup|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 14:40, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> The more I think about the virus C, the more I want a
> Future-Retro 777. It's a lot cheaper, is real analog, and
> will be a great source of samples for the RS. Plus, it's
> utterly kick ass.

I've said it before, so let's do it again: ;)
I don't see why the Virus line of synths is so popular. Just 
remove that filter sweep for a moment (that's on almost 
every sound in the preset patches so it seems) and *listen* 
to what you get: a thin, dead oscilator sound.

Just my opinion of course.

- Robert
| 7870|7863|2002-11-20 07:07:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: iBook setup|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 13:58, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> Here's the plan for my new performance platform:
> RS7k
> Access Virus C
> a mixer (need suggestions here - I have a 1202vlz, but I
> want real faders)

If you want good sound and easy access, go for a larger 
Mackie, one of the VLZ-PRO thingies like the 16xx models.
If you want scene recall, I guess you have to go digital 
(juck).

> I need to be able to transfer samples from the iBook to
> the RS7k. I've looked into USB-SCSI converters. Will
> Recycle transfer to the unit? Does Recycle think the RS
> is an A3000? Does the USB-SCSI converter cause problems?
> If anyone has info, or a better idea, I'm all ears. 

I can't help you here, but let us know what you learn about 
this. I'm very interested in the Mac + RS combo.

> Also, I'll need to transfer samples from Peak. I'm
> thinking that a SCSI drive (CD-RW as mentioned in the
> FAQ?) is the way to go. I plan on doing some
> preproduction and sound design in Reason and Live on the
> iBook while at the bookstore or at coffeeshop, and then
> dump the stuff into the RS for further tweaking.

I'm using a 640 MB SCSI MO drive and it works great. It all 
depends however on how well the USB<>SCSI or 
FireWire<->SCSI converter works. I hear Adaptec makes one. 

http://www.bemc.net/
http://www.glaive.org/


> Regarding the mixer, I'd like something that can handle
> three stereo pairs from the Virus, as well as expanded
> outputs from the RS, plus a few extra channels for the
> Quattro hanging off my iBook. Is Behringer stuff any
> good? It's cheaper than Mackie. Maybe too cheap.

I've worked with a large Behringer table and that one was 
crap. Almost all switches were broken in some way. It all 
depends on what you're after. If its good sound for studio 
use, go for quality. If it's for live use only, a digital 
mixer with scene recall will do.

> I appreciate any suggestions ... my old company just
> cashed out my 401(k), so I've got a little money to get
> some hardware. It's not very fun to improvise with a
> mouse and keyboard, especially after I've already put in
> 9 hours on a computer at work. 

Same here.

> I had to sell my Nord
> Modular in 2001 to help defray moving costs, 

Same here, but I managed to get another one. 

> so I'm
> really happy to have the chance to get some gear.

You'll probably love the RS (most do). And I agree with the 
previous poster that, once you have it, you should try to 
work with the RS only for a while. You'll notice that it 
can do almost anything you need, without any additional 
gear. 

You may want to buy a USB smartcard (or multi-card) reader 
for the iBook and one or two large smartcards. This is a 
nice (though not so fast) way to move samples between the 
RS and iBook, and also allows you to make backups on the 
iBook.

- Robert
| 7871|7863|2002-11-20 07:11:23|Scott Kellogg|Re: iBook setup|

> I don't see why the Virus line of synths is so popular. Just 
> remove that filter sweep for a moment (that's on almost 
> every sound in the preset patches so it seems) and *listen* 
> to what you get: a thin, dead oscilator sound.
> 
> Just my opinion of course.

All I've heard is the mp3 demos, which don't say the whole story. I'm
ready for some read analog buttery, aggressive, twisted sh*t. My Modular
was an incredible instrument, but I always thought that it lacked a little
warmth.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7872|7863|2002-11-20 07:18:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: iBook setup|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 15:05, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> > I don't see why the Virus line of synths is so popular.
> > Just remove that filter sweep for a moment (that's on
> > almost every sound in the preset patches so it seems)
> > and *listen* to what you get: a thin, dead oscilator
> > sound.
> >
> > Just my opinion of course.
>
> All I've heard is the mp3 demos, which don't say the
> whole story. I'm ready for some read analog buttery,
> aggressive, twisted sh*t. My Modular was an incredible
> instrument, but I always thought that it lacked a little
> warmth.

Agreed, the Nords sound a bit cool. However, a couple of 
months ago NM guru Rob Hordijk introduced the Warmth 
Filter, a construction of a few modules that you insert 
before the output. That helps a lot, imo.

As to the Virus, I listened to both the A and the C in the 
shop and found them surprisingly identical in character: 
boring. And I really wanted to like the C. But that's me. 
Lots of people love this machine. Simply go listen to one, 
and take your time.

- Robert
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| 7873|7863|2002-11-20 07:18:06|Scott Kellogg|Re: iBook setup|

> If you want good sound and easy access, go for a larger 
> Mackie, one of the VLZ-PRO thingies like the 16xx models.
> If you want scene recall, I guess you have to go digital 
> (juck).

Yeah, the 1604vlz mixers are cheap on Ebay.

> I can't help you here, but let us know what you learn about 
> this. I'm very interested in the Mac + RS combo.

It *ought* to work ...

> I've worked with a large Behringer table and that one was 
> crap. Almost all switches were broken in some way. It all 
> depends on what you're after. If its good sound for studio 
> use, go for quality. If it's for live use only, a digital 
> mixer with scene recall will do.

*shrug* I don't need scene recall.

> Same here, but I managed to get another one. 

I'm thinking about getting another one... even though it doesn't bubble and
squeak like analog, it's still pretty damn cool.

> You'll probably love the RS (most do). And I agree with the 
> previous poster that, once you have it, you should try to 
> work with the RS only for a while. You'll notice that it 
> can do almost anything you need, without any additional 
> gear. 

Sounds like a fine plan. Good way to save a little money, too. How are
the internal sounds?

> You may want to buy a USB smartcard (or multi-card) reader 
> for the iBook and one or two large smartcards. This is a 
> nice (though not so fast) way to move samples between the 
> RS and iBook, and also allows you to make backups on the 
> iBook.

Well, I've still got a card from the Electribe ES-1, I used to have, so
I'll just pick up a reader. That's easy enough.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7874|7863|2002-11-20 07:22:11|Scott Kellogg|Re: iBook setup|

> Agreed, the Nords sound a bit cool. However, a couple of 
> months ago NM guru Rob Hordijk introduced the Warmth 
> Filter, a construction of a few modules that you insert 
> before the output. That helps a lot, imo.

Man, Rob is genius. 

I really, really like tweaking an acid line in realtime, which I why I'm
toying about picking up an FR-777.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7875|7848|2002-11-20 07:43:13|Oscar Finch|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
Actually Robert is correct here. the RS7000 will work with standard Midi Clock as sync with the Aw16G.It will also work with MMC in song mode. it was
designed to operate this way for users of the Mo who prefered pattern mode operation.Go to Motifator.com in the AW16G forum they have tutorial links
there two explaining everything.And dont worry that forum is a Foley Core free zone so you know you're safe ;).--- On Wed 11/20, Robert van der Kamp <
robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 20 Nov 2002 14:53:45 +0100Subject: Re:
[RS7000] Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)Huh? Won't your AW sync to MIDI clock?And the other way around? Make the AW the master sending midi clock? That
will drive the RS in pattern mode.- Robert===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo
unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of
Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7876|7863|2002-11-20 07:48:21|Oscar Finch|Re: iBook setup|
Just wait until you here my Kawai K4R (I got a new one) with the amplitude modulated patches I've made on it in my next track"Picasso's Fingers". I've
also pulled some deadset straight out of a Juno Pads from it also. Not to mention some dead cool percussive sounds that sound wicked in the RS7000. My
next purchase an A3000 V2.0 with 128meg of Ram. Move over MC-909 here the multi-sampling hell I come. Of course what good will it be without a
NordMicroModular I ask LOL :P.This new track has one of the sickest rythmn sections I've ever been stupid enough to try and programme. :D--- On Wed
11/20, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 20 Nov 2002
14:56:12 +0100Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: iBook setupOn Wednesday 20 November 2002 14:40, Scott Kellogg wrote:> The more I think about the virus C, the
more I want a> Future-Retro 777. It's a lot cheaper, is real analog, and> will be a great source of samples for the RS. Plus, it's> utterly kick ass.I've
said it before, so let's do it again: ;)I don't see why the Virus line of synths is so popular. Just remove that filter sweep for a moment (that's on
almost every sound in the preset patches so it seems) and *listen* to what you get: a thin, dead oscilator sound.Just my opinion of course.-
Robert===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo
unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of
Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7877|7863|2002-11-20 07:59:00|Scott Kellogg|Re: iBook setup|
Do you have links to your tracks? I have tracks from 2000-2001 here:
http://raza.suso.org/mp3. It's a grab bag of stuff. Try "greener grass"
and "someday we'll get drunk."

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7878|7878|2002-11-20 08:22:25|S.A.S.|note velocity|
Howareyiz...

note velocity..

As we allready know, having all your drum notes at the same velocity 
leads to extremely
shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is that i cant find a way 
to edit my velocities efficiently
with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that I hate having to 
move the knob for velocity up and down
like a whores knickers when entering notes in step mode. Is there no 
way to specify what
value you want to use for low,mid.high velocities and build from 
there?

I'd happily use grid groove to set velocities for say hihats but the 
bloody thing repeats
itself after only 1 bar so its useless if your pattern is more that 
that. (please tell me i can chage this)

I'd also love to be able to mess about with panning in the same way 
but never mind...

Anyway.. was well impressed by the few tunes that have been floating 
about on the list recently. :)

Cheers for any help.
Steve
| 7879|7878|2002-11-20 08:28:14|sean mccarrick|Re: note velocity|
Hi Steve,

Have you tried changing the velocities in edit mode.
Maybe not exactly what your looking for but I find
this way fast for drums and you hear the changes in
real time.

-sean 

--- "S.A.S." <massplanck@hotmail.com> wrote:

> Howareyiz...
> 
> note velocity..
> 
> As we allready know, having all your drum notes at
> the same velocity 
> leads to extremely
> shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is that
> i cant find a way 
> to edit my velocities efficiently
> with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that I
> hate having to 
> move the knob for velocity up and down
> like a whores knickers when entering notes in step
> mode. Is there no 
> way to specify what
> value you want to use for low,mid.high velocities
> and build from 
> there?
> 
> I'd happily use grid groove to set velocities for
> say hihats but the 
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> bloody thing repeats
> itself after only 1 bar so its useless if your
> pattern is more that 
> that. (please tell me i can chage this)
> 
> I'd also love to be able to mess about with panning
> in the same way 
> but never mind...
> 
> Anyway.. was well impressed by the few tunes that
> have been floating 
> about on the list recently. :)
> 
> Cheers for any help.
> Steve
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com
| 7880|7863|2002-11-20 08:28:42|keninverse|Re: iBook setup|

> 
> I really, really like tweaking an acid line in realtime, which I 

why I'm

> toying about picking up an FR-777.

:::

If you're loooking to get a Fr777 check out Tony Oakley's TB 
clone...beautiful sounds. The new suboctave circuit has a choice of 
two waveforms. www.oakley.co.uk These are kits but he'll build one 
for you.

keninverse
| 7881|7863|2002-11-20 08:35:16|keninverse|Re: iBook setup|
Forgot to mention also if your lookinf for a mackie vlz you may want 
to opt for the older cr-series. To my ears the eq's are a little 
more musical. SNR not as good but you can up-grade some of the op-
amps to something like op-275s or the NE equivalents and it will 
sound kick-ass. Alternately, you can go for the newer allen&heath 
(mixwiz) those are cooool.

keninverse
| 7882|7878|2002-11-20 08:35:53|S.A.S.|Re: note velocity|
Yeah, i usually use it but i never tried doing it realtime!!! I didnt 
think it would work... its still time consuming

would be nice to have somthing similar to how the 909/505 handles 
velocities.

Lets hope we beat the shit outtta Greece tonight... :)

--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi Steve,
> 
> Have you tried changing the velocities in edit mode.
> Maybe not exactly what your looking for but I find
> this way fast for drums and you hear the changes in
> real time.
> 
> -sean 
> 
> --- "S.A.S." wrote:
> > Howareyiz...
> > 
> > note velocity..
> > 
> > As we allready know, having all your drum notes at
> > the same velocity 
> > leads to extremely
> > shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is that
> > i cant find a way 
> > to edit my velocities efficiently
> > with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that I
> > hate having to 
> > move the knob for velocity up and down
> > like a whores knickers when entering notes in step
> > mode. Is there no 
> > way to specify what
> > value you want to use for low,mid.high velocities
> > and build from 
> > there?
> > 
> > I'd happily use grid groove to set velocities for
> > say hihats but the 
> > bloody thing repeats
> > itself after only 1 bar so its useless if your
> > pattern is more that 
> > that. (please tell me i can chage this)
> > 

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/


> > I'd also love to be able to mess about with panning
> > in the same way 
> > but never mind...
> > 
> > Anyway.. was well impressed by the few tunes that
> > have been floating 
> > about on the list recently. :)
> > 
> > Cheers for any help.
> > Steve
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> http://webhosting.yahoo.com

| 7883|7863|2002-11-20 08:40:37|Scott Kellogg|Re: iBook setup|

> If you're loooking to get a Fr777 check out Tony Oakley's TB 
> clone...beautiful sounds. The new suboctave circuit has a choice of 
> two waveforms. www.oakley.co.uk These are kits but he'll build one 
> for you.

Cool, I'll check it. I'm not looking for a clone, though, but an
evolution. I think that I'm going to stick with just an RS for a few
months a see how it goes. I can make some killer sounds in Reason for use
on the RS. It just takes like 10-15 modules to get one sound that has the
X-factor.

-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7884|7878|2002-11-20 08:49:43|sean mccarrick|Re: note velocity|
Well, sort of real time. 
You have to execute the change with the do button.
Or if you're changing the gate, velocity values etc.
use the numeric keyboard rather than the dials. This
is faster once you get used to it IMO.
Also the keys can be changed to in pseudo-realtime
;o)via the keyboard.

--- "S.A.S." <massplanck@hotmail.com> wrote:

> Yeah, i usually use it but i never tried doing it
> realtime!!! I didnt 
> think it would work... its still time consuming
> 
> would be nice to have somthing similar to how the
> 909/505 handles 
> velocities.
> 
> Lets hope we beat the shit outtta Greece tonight...
> :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > Hi Steve,
> > 
> > Have you tried changing the velocities in edit
> mode.
> > Maybe not exactly what your looking for but I find
> > this way fast for drums and you hear the changes
> in
> > real time.
> > 
> > -sean 
> > 
> > --- "S.A.S." wrote:
> > > Howareyiz...
> > > 
> > > note velocity..
> > > 
> > > As we allready know, having all your drum notes
> at
> > > the same velocity 
> > > leads to extremely
> > > shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is
> that
> > > i cant find a way 
> > > to edit my velocities efficiently
> > > with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that
> I
> > > hate having to 
> > > move the knob for velocity up and down
> > > like a whores knickers when entering notes in
> step
> > > mode. Is there no 
> > > way to specify what
> > > value you want to use for low,mid.high
> velocities
> > > and build from 
> > > there?
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> > > 
> > > I'd happily use grid groove to set velocities
> for
> > > say hihats but the 
> > > bloody thing repeats
> > > itself after only 1 bar so its useless if your
> > > pattern is more that 
> > > that. (please tell me i can chage this)
> > > 
> > > I'd also love to be able to mess about with
> panning
> > > in the same way 
> > > but never mind...
> > > 
> > > Anyway.. was well impressed by the few tunes
> that
> > > have been floating 
> > > about on the list recently. :)
> > > 
> > > Cheers for any help.
> > > Steve
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com
| 7885|7848|2002-11-20 09:18:33|Latif|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
Yes Robert your right, RS will sync in pattern mode to AW
making the RS a slave component.. which in a live set is not really 
an option i can use hihihi :P

Rising a new wish for the RS: Remote sync feature (as found in MC505)
Remote sync will allow the component to be triggered by external 
sync, but also run on it's own clock when neccesary.
(verry esential during a live gig, where you wanna have the RS keep 
on running while midi chain get's stopped or broken)

but that's not a problem for now anyway.

ok, back to recording.
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Actually Robert is correct here. the RS7000 will work with 
standard Midi Clock as sync with the Aw16G.It will also work with MMC 
in song mode. it was designed to operate this way for users of the Mo 
who prefered pattern mode operation.Go to Motifator.com in the AW16G 
forum they have tutorial links there two explaining everything.And 
dont worry that forum is a Foley Core free zone so you know you're 
safe ;).--- On Wed 11/20, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@w... > 
wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@w...]To: RS7000@y...: 
Wed, 20 Nov 2002 14:53:45 +0100Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: OT: i got 
one!! :P (AW16G)Huh? Won't your AW sync to MIDI clock?And the other 
way around? Make the AW the master sending midi clock? That will 
drive the RS in pattern mode.- Robert===================RS7000 
GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to:RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your My Preferences section at the 
RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7886|7848|2002-11-20 09:34:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 17:18, Latif wrote:

> Rising a new wish for the RS: Remote sync feature (as
> found in MC505) Remote sync will allow the component to
> be triggered by external sync, but also run on it's own
> clock when neccesary. (verry esential during a live gig,
> where you wanna have the RS keep on running while midi
> chain get's stopped or broken)

Ah, you mean 'auto sync' mode? Slave when there's midi clock 
signal available, or else continue with the last received 
tempo on the internal clock.

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
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I'll add that one to the wish list.

- Robert
| 7887|7878|2002-11-20 09:43:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: note velocity|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 16:22, S.A.S. wrote:

> Howareyiz...
>
> note velocity..
>
> As we allready know, having all your drum notes at the
> same velocity leads to extremely
> shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is that i
> cant find a way to edit my velocities efficiently
> with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that I hate
> having to move the knob for velocity up and down
> like a whores knickers when entering notes in step mode.
> Is there no way to specify what
> value you want to use for low,mid.high velocities and
> build from there?

I just tried to use the pads and it works. Hard taps -> 
higher velo. You can change the note triggered by the pads 
*while* in step record mode (press tap + note + pad).

- Robert
| 7888|7878|2002-11-20 09:58:45|trapstate|Re: note velocity|
--- In RS7000@y..., "S.A.S." wrote:

> Howareyiz...
> 
> note velocity..
> 
> As we allready know, having all your drum notes at the same 

velocity 

> leads to extremely
> shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is that i cant find a 

way 

> to edit my velocities efficiently
> with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that I hate having to 
> move the knob for velocity up and down
> like a whores knickers when entering notes in step mode. Is there 

no 

> way to specify what
> value you want to use for low,mid.high velocities and build from 
> there?
> 
> I'd happily use grid groove to set velocities for say hihats but 

the 

> bloody thing repeats
> itself after only 1 bar so its useless if your pattern is more that 
> that. (please tell me i can chage this)
> 
> I'd also love to be able to mess about with panning in the same way 
> but never mind...
> 
> Anyway.. was well impressed by the few tunes that have been 

floating 

> about on the list recently. :)
> 
> Cheers for any help.
> Steve

Is a keyboard with a good velocity response no good for you? I prefer 
this to the pads.

Paul
| 7889|7712|2002-11-20 10:13:30|sean mccarrick|Re: Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
Cheers again for replying. only had time to check this
now but a couple more clues ;o)

> You have the RS connectected to the midisport using
> a single 
> midi cable running from the midisport's output to
> the RS's 
> input, right?
> 
> When playing the external midi keyboard via Cubase
> on a 
> track that outputs to the RS (via a midisport 
> port/channel), you see the red midi input light on
> the RS 
> triggering, right?
> 
> But you can hear no sound coming from the RS, right?
> 



> 
> 
> Okay then, perform the following steps:
> 
> 1. Switch on the RS, do not load any song/pattern.
> 2. Make sure the RSA master volume is not closed.
> 3. Make sure the Cubase track transmits to midi
> channel 1 
> (for this test).
> 4. Select track 1 on the RS.
> 5. Press Setup 4 times on the RS to produce the Out
> Channel 
> page. Make sure knob 3 says TG and knob 4 says 01.
> 
> Playing the keyboard via Cubase now should produce
> some 
> sound.

Did all this even the first time.

Firstly when using the midisport without the RS when
cubase is loading.
I can hear the soundblaster live sounds when hitting
notes on the keyboard.
When cubase does load I can hear nothing.

So then I tried using the midi connection that goes
from my midikeyboard direct to the soundcard and not
the midisport. You know the one that powers the
keyboard also.

This then worked fine and both midi in and out lights
flash in cubase and I can hear either the sounds from
the RS or the Live card.

It works fine but the midi is not routed through the
rs which is what I want.
For using the mutes etc which I think you yourself
mentioned in a previous mail.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com
| 7890|7848|2002-11-20 10:16:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
Bad Mister about the AW16G:

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 559

(10/28/02 10:46 PM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: AW16 vs others
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Just to clarify a few points... 
The inputs (A/D) and outputs (D/A) on the AW16G are 24-bit. The 
recording is stored at 16-bit, 44.1kHz - that is what they all become 
when you burn a CD. By definition a CD is always 16-bit 44.1kHz. Even 
the AW2816 and AW4416, which can store data in 24-bit format, dither 
down to 16-bit to burn CDs. ALL CDs are 16-bit 44.1kHz that's what a 
CD is, always, doesn't matter who makes it CD-DA is what it is. The 
internal effect processing in Yamaha's AWs is all 32-bit. No data 
compression... 

The processing muscle on the AWs can't be beat. 4-band fully 
parametric EQ on each input (8), each track channel (16), each Stereo 
Sample Pad (4), and the Stereo Out. You get Dynamics processors on 
every input, every track channel, every Sample Pad and the stereo 
out. The Dynamic processor can be a compressor, limiter, gate, 
expander, compander or ducker when necessary. (The competition gives 
you dynamics but they are only a part of the Effects processors - 
means if you want 8 compressors you have no effects). The AW16G has 
two 32-bit effect processors in addition to the dynamic processors - 
all internal processing is 32-bit. 

36 channels at mixdown. Your 8 inputs are live at mixdown along with 
16 recorder channels, 8 channels Pad (stereo x 4), 4 internal effect 
return channels (stereo x 2) 

The case of the AW16G is steel, not plastic. You'll love it cause you 
can take it with you without worrying about cracking the plastic 
case. 8 track simultaneous record, digital optical in/out. And as to 
moving files to computer...you own a Motif - ever try to move wave 
files via USB- not recommended....where's the coffee!!! The AW16G can 
burn tracks as .wav files to CD - It is soooooo much faster than 
watching grass grow as USB transfers your wave data. 

Libraries - let you store/recall EQ, Dynamics setups, Effects, Input 
routing, Channel setups, Mastering setups and a 250MB Sample library. 

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/


Plus the AW16G can act as a front-end Remote control surface for your 
sequencer. End rant...off soap box...
| 7891|7878|2002-11-20 11:02:27|okoyemaya|Re: note velocity|
I mostly play my drums, keyboards are not that good for that. The 
pads are not easy you really have to hit it in the center, my trick- 
assign 2 pads to the same sound. I think ideal would be Korgs wave 
drum or something like that. Are the Akai pads any good?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "S.A.S." wrote:
> > Howareyiz...
> > 
> > note velocity..
> > 
> > As we allready know, having all your drum notes at the same 
> velocity 
> > leads to extremely
> > shit and ear-tiring songs. My ickle problem is that i cant find a 
> way 
> > to edit my velocities efficiently
> > with the RS. What i mean by 'effciently' is that I hate having to 
> > move the knob for velocity up and down
> > like a whores knickers when entering notes in step mode. Is there 
> no 
> > way to specify what
> > value you want to use for low,mid.high velocities and build from 
> > there?
> > 
> > I'd happily use grid groove to set velocities for say hihats but 
> the 
> > bloody thing repeats
> > itself after only 1 bar so its useless if your pattern is more 
that 
> > that. (please tell me i can chage this)
> > 
> > I'd also love to be able to mess about with panning in the same 
way 
> > but never mind...
> > 
> > Anyway.. was well impressed by the few tunes that have been 
> floating 
> > about on the list recently. :)
> > 
> > Cheers for any help.
> > Steve
> 
> Is a keyboard with a good velocity response no good for you? I 
prefer 
> this to the pads.
> 
> Paul

| 7892|7878|2002-11-20 11:10:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: note velocity|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 17:58, trapstate wrote:

>
> Is a keyboard with a good velocity response no good for
> you? I prefer this to the pads.
>

I assumed he didn't have a keyboard.
Btw, I always use a midi keyboard, and never use step record 
mode. I simply play the notes and quantize them afterwards.

- Robert
| 7893|7848|2002-11-20 14:05:51|Latif|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
Well that pretty much says all of it in words...

although i do not fully agree with 'bad mister guru' on the next part:

> Just to clarify a few points... 
> The inputs (A/D) and outputs (D/A) on the AW16G are 24-bit. The 
> recording is stored at 16-bit, 44.1kHz - that is what they all 

become 

> when you burn a CD. By definition a CD is always 16-bit 44.1kHz. 

Even 

> the AW2816 and AW4416, which can store data in 24-bit format, 

dither 

> down to 16-bit to burn CDs. ALL CDs are 16-bit 44.1kHz that's what 

a 

> CD is, always, doesn't matter who makes it CD-DA is what it is. The 
> internal effect processing in Yamaha's AWs is all 32-bit. No data 
> compression... 

sure technicaly speaking this is all true, and if you're producing 
music for cd distibution only .. hey no problem!
But... there's no VINYL pressing company in the world that will or 



can accept a cd-rom (44khz) as master pfgheheheh...

So there's where the long discussed issue pops-up, all Vinyl masters 
must be at least 48khz preferable on DAT tape (glad i never sold my 
ZonY, cause till today i still swear by DAT).
All Vinyl pressers will convert your 44khz master to either 48khz or 
in some rare occasions to 96khz (some that i seen on Ampex DAT tapes)
Why? because the machine that burns the grooves into the records 
simply can't read any masters below 48khz.. at least i haven't heard 
of any yet.

Which brings us to the issue of theire discussion.. records are out.. 
cd's are in! mwahahahaha.
Why bother raising the freq. clock or leaving the option for 48khz 
output, when all the geeks play the music on theire computers and in 
the car stereo anyway?! sad but true.

Anyway, like i said.. for cd distribution or demo purpose of just for 
fun.. cd will do fine.
But for mass production or vinyl.. i will still remaster the finall 
output of the AW through my Korg straight to DAT.
:)

Ok, back to recording.. almost done guys.
just recorded one half of the song that was made in the rmx1
and now to the other half that's coming from the RS.
config:
pc- cubase sx (MTC/MMC master) running full midi arrangement.
rm1x (module) recorded on AW channel pairs 9/10 11/12 13/14 15/16
rs (module) will occupy the rest of AW

peace!
Latif
| 7894|7894|2002-11-20 14:20:42|keninverse|RS7K and Modulars|
Anyone here have any experience firing up a modular synth with a 
RS7K? I just started building my synth and I'm going to purchase an 
Midi-CV pretty soon. I'm just trying to feel out compatibility 
issues. Right now I think the Kenton stuff looks pretty good but 
maybe I should hold out for MOTM's midicv...I just don't want an 
expressionist because of the cost. would greatly appreciate any 
input.

ken.inverse
| 7895|7878|2002-11-20 15:06:49|S.A.S.|Re: note velocity|
Cheers everyone..

I do have a midi keyboard,and i usually play the notes live with the 
velocity pads and quantise, but it would be nice to have a presest 
for 'low' 'med' and 'high' when editing the ould velocities. I'm 
basically just looking for ways to cut corners... :) My songs are 
circular though, and circles dont look like circles when they have 
their corners cuttoff do they?

Aha but I never thought of knocking in the values with the number 
keypad which should sort things out for me..

I made a song last night and the freaking thing ran out of sequencer 
space :( I use a lot of automation though.. so how does the thinning 
out function work? I assumed that it would smooth out the values and 
maybe sort of 'quantise' all the CC changes but it doesnt sound that 
nice at all... it thins it out a bit too much. 

I suppose i'm a whinger now? ;-)

PS: Anyone else on the list making The Hacker/Vitalic/Oxia/Johanness 
Heil type stuff? or electro like drexyia/dopplereffekt/rother/etc..???

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 20 November 2002 17:58, trapstate wrote:
> >
> > Is a keyboard with a good velocity response no good for
> > you? I prefer this to the pads.
> >
> 
> I assumed he didn't have a keyboard.
> Btw, I always use a midi keyboard, and never use step record 
> mode. I simply play the notes and quantize them afterwards.
> 
> - Robert

| 7896|7878|2002-11-20 15:23:12|sean mccarrick|Re: note velocity|

> 
> PS: Anyone else on the list making The
> Hacker/Vitalic/Oxia/Johanness 
> Heil type stuff? or electro like
> drexyia/dopplereffekt/rother/etc..???

Yep me too. I'm very much into making this sort of
electro as well as techno and a bit of electronica
too.

BTW that "mouths of madness" trak is ridiculous, 
in a good way of course.



Cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com
| 7897|7894|2002-11-20 15:25:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K and Modulars|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 22:20, keninverse wrote:

> Anyone here have any experience firing up a modular synth
> with a RS7K? I just started building my synth and I'm
> going to purchase an Midi-CV pretty soon. I'm just
> trying to feel out compatibility issues. Right now I
> think the Kenton stuff looks pretty good but maybe I
> should hold out for MOTM's midicv...I just don't want an
> expressionist because of the cost. would greatly
> appreciate any input.

I'm waiting for the MOTM midi->cv converter as well. Don't 
have any modules yet, btw. Theoretically, shouldn't have 
any problems. A midi to cv converter accepts standard MIDI 
messages and converts them to the requested control 
voltages. The RS can record/reproduce standard MIDI 
messages, so I don't expect any special problems in this 
domain.

- Robert
| 7898|7894|2002-11-20 15:39:47|keninverse|Re: RS7K and Modulars|

>A midi to cv converter accepts standard MIDI 
> messages and converts them to the requested control 
> voltages. The RS can record/reproduce standard MIDI 
> messages, so I don't expect any special problems in this 
> domain.
> 
> - Robert

Yeah I guess you're right. I've never really used an electronic 
sequencer in the place of an analog seq so I'm just a little weary of 
making the jump. Have you thought of anything else besides MOTM?

ken.inverse
| 7899|7899|2002-11-20 15:48:17|sean mccarrick|TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
This might be of some help to some people as I got
both software programs exporting/importing samples
from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
the SCSI drive.

I just did the following.
-Boot PC then boot RS
-Go to the windows device manager and scan by
connection and refresh
-For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
-In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
and the sampler to RS.

Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
card you could use that for your patterns and songs
and use SCSI for samples. 
I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
SCSI drives off the same card.

cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
http://webhosting.yahoo.com
| 7900|7894|2002-11-20 15:50:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K and Modulars|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 23:39, keninverse wrote:

> >A midi to cv converter accepts standard MIDI
> > messages and converts them to the requested control
> > voltages. The RS can record/reproduce standard MIDI
> > messages, so I don't expect any special problems in
> > this domain.
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Yeah I guess you're right. I've never really used an
> electronic sequencer in the place of an analog seq so I'm
> just a little weary of making the jump. Have you thought
> of anything else besides MOTM?

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/


Well, be sure to try before you invest in anything, or 
arrange for a return option. All I can say is that the RS 
is very complete at the sequencer level. And feeding a 
modular through a midi-to-cv converter comes down to 
generating midi note events (for pitch cv) and optionally 
control change events for additional control voltages. All 
very basic stuff for a midi sequencer. You use a keyboard 
(of course) for the midi notes, and you can use one or more 
of the RS assignable knobs to generate the control change 
events (also in real-time).

As to my choice of modulars, I've looked around for a while 
and decided that MOTM was the way to go for me. The build 
and sound quality, combined with the available number of 
filters made it easy for me. Next year will be MOTM year 
for me. :)

- Robert
| 7901|7894|2002-11-20 16:00:02|keninverse|Re: RS7K and Modulars|

> 
> As to my choice of modulars, I've looked around for a while 
> and decided that MOTM was the way to go for me. The build 
> and sound quality, combined with the available number of 
> filters made it easy for me. Next year will be MOTM year 
> for me. :)
> 
> - Robert

I like no LOVE paul's stuff but you have to get some oakley gear. 
His little LFO is an essential...3LFOs in a 2u space...coolness. His 
filters are pretty cool also and of course the envelope pre-amp 
module is a must for running external sounds. The beautiful thing 
about modular synthesis are the endless possiblities. I designed and 
had my EFM synth module panels made through schaeffer and they accept 
the MOTM power supply (star grounded). By doing this I can have all 
my modules look like an MOTM and retain that functionality.

ken.inverse
| 7902|7848|2002-11-20 16:14:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> 
> But... there's no VINYL pressing company in the world that will or 
> can accept a cd-rom (44khz) as master pfgheheheh...
> 
> So there's where the long discussed issue pops-up, all Vinyl 

masters 

> must be at least 48khz preferable on DAT tape (glad i never sold my 
> ZonY, cause till today i still swear by DAT).
> All Vinyl pressers will convert your 44khz master to either 48khz 

or 

> in some rare occasions to 96khz 

Ooops! Didn´t know that! Glad i preordered the M-Audio USB-
Audiophile, which AD/DA converter are capable of 24/96...

http://www.m-audio.de/usbap.htm

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158035.html?
ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D&WAEHRUNG=DM&PRL=
| 7903|7848|2002-11-20 19:07:32|megons|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> But... there's no VINYL pressing company in the world that will or 
> can accept a cd-rom (44khz) as master pfgheheheh...
> 

Hi Latif,

This is not true at all. I have mastered my last two 12" records 
using regular audio cd's as the source material. No professional 
mastering house will refuse 44KHz/16bit cd's - you want to know why? 
Because all professional lathes use an audio analog input... in fact, 
most lathes in use today were manufactured in the 60's and 70's.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 7904|7848|2002-11-20 19:56:09|Latif|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
Hi michel, 
boy i must start to get outdated then heheh :)

about 7 years ago or something like that, this guy at a Sony pressing 
company here in Holland, didn't want to accept cd-rom as master 
source.
They had an unussual attitude there anyway, but he was also nice 
enough to show us around..
There he showed me some kind of impressive DAT machine next to such a 
lathe, and gave us a long technically story about frequency response
Why this ,why that.
So that's why i been always walking around with that idea.

http://www.m-audio.de/usbap.htm
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158035.html?
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


So you say there's no conversion done for the cdrom?
The analog inputs on the lathe don't convert the signal into higher 
khz rates (48 or 96)?

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > But... there's no VINYL pressing company in the world that will 
or 
> > can accept a cd-rom (44khz) as master pfgheheheh...
> > 
> 
> 
> Hi Latif,
> 
> This is not true at all. I have mastered my last two 12" records 
> using regular audio cd's as the source material. No professional 
> mastering house will refuse 44KHz/16bit cd's - you want to know 
why? 
> Because all professional lathes use an audio analog input... in 
fact, 
> most lathes in use today were manufactured in the 60's and 70's.
> 
> michel
> http://www.sneak-thief.com

| 7905|7848|2002-11-21 00:25:53|okoyemaya|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
Interesting topic. Analog inputs right, so good reason not to 
unnecessary reduce the sound to CD format. Though I got DAT from the 
day one I hate them because they are the most unreliable as archive 
but the fact is that even non pros can hear the difference between 41 
and 48. Having choice I would stay with 48. I think it is just like 
with converting photos to jpg, you do it always as the last step 
after finishing in higher formats. 
I am new to this genre and am looking forward to have my music 
released on vinyl. I am so glad the music cassette is dead and will 
celebrate CD death, but it will take sometime for the new formats to 
become popular, till then vinyl is good alternative. 
Okoyem 

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Hi michel, 
> boy i must start to get outdated then heheh :)
> 
> about 7 years ago or something like that, this guy at a Sony 
pressing 
> company here in Holland, didn't want to accept cd-rom as master 
> source.
> They had an unussual attitude there anyway, but he was also nice 
> enough to show us around..
> There he showed me some kind of impressive DAT machine next to such 
a 
> lathe, and gave us a long technically story about frequency response
> Why this ,why that.
> So that's why i been always walking around with that idea.
> 
> So you say there's no conversion done for the cdrom?
> The analog inputs on the lathe don't convert the signal into higher 
> khz rates (48 or 96)?
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "megons" wrote:
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > > But... there's no VINYL pressing company in the world that will 
> or 
> > > can accept a cd-rom (44khz) as master pfgheheheh...
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > Hi Latif,
> > 
> > This is not true at all. I have mastered my last two 12" records 
> > using regular audio cd's as the source material. No professional 
> > mastering house will refuse 44KHz/16bit cd's - you want to know 
> why? 
> > Because all professional lathes use an audio analog input... in 
> fact, 
> > most lathes in use today were manufactured in the 60's and 70's.
> > 
> > michel
> > http://www.sneak-thief.com

| 7906|7848|2002-11-21 00:26:36|505|Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)|
The M-Audio USB- Audiophile looks like a very slick A/D converter.

I did not get the chance to research more on the subject, for now I'll take
you word for it.

I hope they sell it in US cause I would like to upgrade ( especially if I
can use it with the laptop).

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://www.sneak-thief.com/
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----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2002 3:14 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: i got one!! :P (AW16G)

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
>
> But... there's no VINYL pressing company in the world that will or
> can accept a cd-rom (44khz) as master pfgheheheh...
>
> So there's where the long discussed issue pops-up, all Vinyl
masters
> must be at least 48khz preferable on DAT tape (glad i never sold my
> ZonY, cause till today i still swear by DAT).
> All Vinyl pressers will convert your 44khz master to either 48khz
or
> in some rare occasions to 96khz

Ooops! Didn´t know that! Glad i preordered the M-Audio USB-
Audiophile, which AD/DA converter are capable of 24/96...

http://www.m-audio.de/usbap.htm

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158035.html?
ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D&WAEHRUNG=DM&PRL=
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| 7907|7894|2002-11-21 01:24:18|trapstate|Re: RS7K and Modulars|
--- In RS7000@y..., "keninverse" wrote:

> Anyone here have any experience firing up a modular synth with a 
> RS7K? I just started building my synth and I'm going to purchase 

an 

> Midi-CV pretty soon. I'm just trying to feel out compatibility 
> issues. Right now I think the Kenton stuff looks pretty good but 
> maybe I should hold out for MOTM's midicv...I just don't want an 
> expressionist because of the cost. would greatly appreciate any 
> input.
> 
> ken.inverse

Hehe, some time ago I also started to build my own modular synth but 
I don't have time for this :( I still have a DIY 16channel MIDI-CV 
converter and some other stuff lying around. I could provide the 
schematics if needed. I liked the design of the Bergfortron a lot, 
it's also well documentated. I think it's also largely compatible 
with the A-100 system. I haven't really looked into MOTM, but I'll 
check it out. Maybe some day..

Paul
| 7908|7899|2002-11-21 02:41:54|buckmoy|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's 
method below. Perhaps not as good.

I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC 
drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs 
master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for 
further break work etc - especially the feature to create a new .wav 
from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.

Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I switch 
on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and install 
what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use 
the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import" options 
enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu before 
selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever that 
is.

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.m-audio.de/usbap.htm
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158035.html?
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just 
get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB card 
to chuck things to/from the RS?

Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do you 
use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than 
tranfer files?

Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI 
relationship seems quite random.

--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> This might be of some help to some people as I got
> both software programs exporting/importing samples
> from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> the SCSI drive.
> 
> I just did the following.
> -Boot PC then boot RS
> -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> connection and refresh
> -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> and the sampler to RS.
> 
> Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> and use SCSI for samples. 
> I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> SCSI drives off the same card.
> 
> cheers
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> http://webhosting.yahoo.com

| 7909|7899|2002-11-21 03:05:57|505|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|

> Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do you
> use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> tranfer files?

For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics world, you
have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can crop
seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working with
individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound files.

Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, clean the loop
start end points add some processing if needed and send it right back to RS
for playback.

My opinion of course.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "buckmoy" <buckmoy@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)

> This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's
> method below. Perhaps not as good.
>
> I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC
> drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs
> master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for
> further break work etc - especially the feature to create a new .wav
> from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
>
> Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I switch
> on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and install
> what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use
> the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import" options
> enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu before
> selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever that
> is.

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
mailto:buckmoy@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>
> Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just
> get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB card
> to chuck things to/from the RS?
>
> Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do you
> use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> tranfer files?
>
> Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> relationship seems quite random.
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > the SCSI drive.
> >
> > I just did the following.
> > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > connection and refresh
> > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > and the sampler to RS.
> >
> > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > and use SCSI for samples.
> > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > SCSI drives off the same card.
> >
> > cheers
> > -sean
> >
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7910|7899|2002-11-21 05:00:13|trapstate|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:

> This might be of some help to some people as I got
> both software programs exporting/importing samples
> from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> the SCSI drive.
> 
> I just did the following.
> -Boot PC then boot RS
> -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> connection and refresh
> -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> and the sampler to RS.
> 
> Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> excrutiatingly slow 

Ok, another update from my trial and error experiences :P 

TWE doesn't work for me in win2k and win98, scsi rescan doesn't help. 
Soundforge does work in win98, but also extremely slow. Maybe because 
it thinks it's an a3000? In win2k I get message: sampler is not SMDI 
compatible (or something like that). I don't have the CDROm that came 
with the RS but TWE 2.31 is the latest version, right?

Another thing: when the PC is booted and I switch on the RS it (the 
RS) becomes real slow. When I switch it on and off again it's normal 
again and I can see all drives. I guess it has something to do with 
SCSI control.

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


I now have my SCSI hard drive in external housing and this works 
great. So now I'm going to test the SCSI transfer in Soundforge and 
TWE again without the HD connected. 

Paul
| 7911|7899|2002-11-21 05:07:49|buckmoy|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
Absolutely - I agree with you regarding Sound Forge as a means to 
polishing samples and working magic on them - I couldn't have lived 
without it, and other similar apps over the last few years. (Cool 
Edit 96 was my fav for a long time - before that it was a calculator 
and some dodgy Windows 3.11 bundled wav editor). 

I was just wondering if theres any advantage in using Sound Forge in 
the transfer process, as opposed to using TWE. And in fact you have 
cited one main advantage - which is that opening a second program to 
transfer is a pain in the eggs - you should be able to use one 
program for everything.

What would have been really good would have been a PC /Mac based 
element to the RS's actual operating system. So you get to do things 
to the RS in real time - using a big monitor and a mouse instead of 
an LCD screen and some dials, or a pesky file transfer process. I'm 
sure a USB or even firewire API type thing could have achieved this. 
Perhaps even SCSI and MIdi. While I'm at it (!) I wish the RS could 
generate MTC. 

I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. Sorry :)

Cheers though. And as you said, this is just my humble and possibly 
muy ignorante opinion.

B

--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do 
you
> > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > tranfer files?
> 
> For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics 
world, you
> have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can 
crop
> seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working with
> individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound files.
> 
> Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, clean 
the loop
> start end points add some processing if needed and send it right 
back to RS
> for playback.
> 
> 
> My opinion of course.
> 
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "buckmoy" 
> To: 
> Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> 
> 
> > This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's
> > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> >
> > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC
> > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs
> > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for
> > further break work etc - especially the feature to create a 
new .wav
> > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> >
> > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I 
switch
> > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and 
install
> > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use
> > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import" 
options
> > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu 
before
> > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever 
that
> > is.
> >
> > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just
> > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB 
card
> > to chuck things to/from the RS?



> >
> > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do 
you
> > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > tranfer files?
> >
> > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> > relationship seems quite random.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > > the SCSI drive.
> > >
> > > I just did the following.
> > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > connection and refresh
> > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > > and the sampler to RS.
> > >
> > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > > and use SCSI for samples.
> > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > >
> > > cheers
> > > -sean
> > >
> > > __________________________________________________
> > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >

| 7912|7912|2002-11-21 08:22:52|Anthony|OT: A very complete digital audio faq|
I found this by mistake.
Hope it's useful in clearing up some grey areas.

http://www.24bitfaq.org/

Cheers,

Aj
| 7913|7899|2002-11-21 08:23:01|505|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|

> I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. Sorry :)

Well, Let them tekkies shake their heads :),
as long as the right people get wind of some of these suggestions.

I don't particularly find computers friendly to writing music. Cubase is a
good sequencing software but somehow I have a hard configuring it every
single time. I'm more inclined to directly record using the RS and avoid the
PC all together.

There are some definite advantages that come with using the PC to perform
some of the exhausting tasks like trimming 20 - 30 wave files sampled using
RS. Maybe I lack the knowledge on how to do this right but exporting the wav
files to the Smart Media or SCSI seems like a very time consuming task (more
grunt work).

A good solution would definitely be to have bullet proof SCSI transfer to
directly get the WAV files from RS to PC and vice versa.

Here is a question, from the RS tools CD I installed a FileUtility app
(YAMAHA OPT Tools - not the TWE). I can't seem to figure out how to make
this app work. I'm not even sure if it suppose to work with RS, I assume so

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.24bitfaq.org/


cause it's part of the package. Did anyone get the FileUtility to work with
RS?
How useful is this for you?

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "buckmoy" <buckmoy@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 4:07 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)

> Absolutely - I agree with you regarding Sound Forge as a means to
> polishing samples and working magic on them - I couldn't have lived
> without it, and other similar apps over the last few years. (Cool
> Edit 96 was my fav for a long time - before that it was a calculator
> and some dodgy Windows 3.11 bundled wav editor).
>
> I was just wondering if theres any advantage in using Sound Forge in
> the transfer process, as opposed to using TWE. And in fact you have
> cited one main advantage - which is that opening a second program to
> transfer is a pain in the eggs - you should be able to use one
> program for everything.
>
> What would have been really good would have been a PC /Mac based
> element to the RS's actual operating system. So you get to do things
> to the RS in real time - using a big monitor and a mouse instead of
> an LCD screen and some dials, or a pesky file transfer process. I'm
> sure a USB or even firewire API type thing could have achieved this.
> Perhaps even SCSI and MIdi. While I'm at it (!) I wish the RS could
> generate MTC.
>
> I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. Sorry :)
>
> Cheers though. And as you said, this is just my humble and possibly
> muy ignorante opinion.
>
> B
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
> you
> > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > tranfer files?
> >
> > For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics
> world, you
> > have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can
> crop
> > seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working with
> > individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound files.
> >
> > Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, clean
> the loop
> > start end points add some processing if needed and send it right
> back to RS
> > for playback.
> >
> >
> > My opinion of course.
> >
> > Cornel
> > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
> >
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "buckmoy" 
> > To: 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> >
> >
> > > This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's
> > > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> > >
> > > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC
> > > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs
> > > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for
> > > further break work etc - especially the feature to create a
> new .wav
> > > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> > >
> > > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I
> switch
> > > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and

mailto:buckmoy@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> install
> > > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use
> > > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import"
> options
> > > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu
> before
> > > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever
> that
> > > is.
> > >
> > > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just
> > > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB
> card
> > > to chuck things to/from the RS?
> > >
> > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
> you
> > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > tranfer files?
> > >
> > > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> > > relationship seems quite random.
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> > > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > > > the SCSI drive.
> > > >
> > > > I just did the following.
> > > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > > connection and refresh
> > > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > > > and the sampler to RS.
> > > >
> > > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > > > and use SCSI for samples.
> > > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > > >
> > > > cheers
> > > > -sean
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________________________
> > > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > >
> > >
> > >
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7914|7914|2002-11-21 08:23:08|Scott Kellogg|Live Mix question|
Here's one that I'm having trouble getting an answer on:

Is it possible, with a single RS7000, to perform a continous set *without
playback gapping* while changing styles. If not, is there a workaround
that allows for continous playback. 
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


I'd like to gig on the RS by itself ... anyone doing this?

TIA,
Scott
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7915|7914|2002-11-21 08:32:51|trapstate|Re: Live Mix question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:

> Here's one that I'm having trouble getting an answer on:
> 
> Is it possible, with a single RS7000, to perform a continous set 

*without

> playback gapping* while changing styles. 

No, not really. RS has to load a lot of settings, takes some time.

>If not, is there a workaround
> that allows for continous playback. 
> 

Play from external sequencer/sampler or play some chords on a synth.

> I'd like to gig on the RS by itself ... anyone doing this?
> 
> TIA,
> Scott

Just the RS? I've seen it, but it was kinda boring techno..

Paul
| 7916|7914|2002-11-21 08:58:20|Scott Kellogg|Re: Live Mix question|

> Play from external sequencer/sampler or play some chords on a synth.

Does the RS still spit out steady clock? If I had an arp running on a
synth, it would hide the gapping, right?

> Just the RS? I've seen it, but it was kinda boring techno..

That seems like a reflection on the performer rather than the machine.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7917|7914|2002-11-21 09:09:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: Live Mix question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:

> > Play from external sequencer/sampler or play some chords on a 

synth.

> 
> Does the RS still spit out steady clock? 

No at the moment (the new OS will fix that) you have to stop the 
sequencer and so the clock will stop as well, if you don´t slave the 
RS to another device.

> If I had an arp running on a
> synth, it would hide the gapping, right?

If that synth acts as clock-master, yes.

> > Just the RS? I've seen it, but it was kinda boring techno..
> 
> That seems like a reflection on the performer rather than the 

machine.

Indeed.

Töm
| 7918|7914|2002-11-21 09:23:00|trapstate|Re: Live Mix question|
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:

> > Play from external sequencer/sampler or play some chords on a 

synth.

> 
> Does the RS still spit out steady clock? If I had an arp running 

http://www.bemc.net/
http://www.glaive.org/
http://www.bemc.net/
http://www.glaive.org/


on a

> synth, it would hide the gapping, right?
> 
> > Just the RS? I've seen it, but it was kinda boring techno..
> 
> That seems like a reflection on the performer rather than the 
>machine.

True, the performer was not original/inspiring at all for me. But IMO 
every synth has it's own characteristic sound, even with samples I 
would still miss something with just a RS. And just standing behind 
your RS all the time isn't really spectacular (but still better than 
a laptop), but this is about show and not music.

Paul
| 7919|7899|2002-11-21 09:24:01|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
Forget Soundforge, thats more for Video scoring, try using wavelab 4.0.
I used to be soundforge all the way but... believe.

>From: "buckmoy" <buckmoy@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
>Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:07:48 -0000
>
>Absolutely - I agree with you regarding Sound Forge as a means to
>polishing samples and working magic on them - I couldn't have lived
>without it, and other similar apps over the last few years. (Cool
>Edit 96 was my fav for a long time - before that it was a calculator
>and some dodgy Windows 3.11 bundled wav editor).
>
>I was just wondering if theres any advantage in using Sound Forge in
>the transfer process, as opposed to using TWE. And in fact you have
>cited one main advantage - which is that opening a second program to
>transfer is a pain in the eggs - you should be able to use one
>program for everything.
>
>What would have been really good would have been a PC /Mac based
>element to the RS's actual operating system. So you get to do things
>to the RS in real time - using a big monitor and a mouse instead of
>an LCD screen and some dials, or a pesky file transfer process. I'm
>sure a USB or even firewire API type thing could have achieved this.
>Perhaps even SCSI and MIdi. While I'm at it (!) I wish the RS could
>generate MTC.
>
>I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. Sorry :)
>
>Cheers though. And as you said, this is just my humble and possibly
>muy ignorante opinion.
>
>B
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
>you
> > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > tranfer files?
> >
> > For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics
>world, you
> > have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can
>crop
> > seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working with
> > individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound files.
> >
> > Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, clean
>the loop
> > start end points add some processing if needed and send it right
>back to RS
> > for playback.
> >
> >
> > My opinion of course.
> >
> > Cornel
> > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
> >
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "buckmoy" 
> > To: 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> >
> >
> > > This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's

mailto:buckmoy@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> > >
> > > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC
> > > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs
> > > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for
> > > further break work etc - especially the feature to create a
>new .wav
> > > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> > >
> > > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I
>switch
> > > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and
>install
> > > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use
> > > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import"
>options
> > > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu
>before
> > > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever
>that
> > > is.
> > >
> > > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just
> > > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB
>card
> > > to chuck things to/from the RS?
> > >
> > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
>you
> > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > tranfer files?
> > >
> > > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> > > relationship seems quite random.
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> > > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > > > the SCSI drive.
> > > >
> > > > I just did the following.
> > > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > > connection and refresh
> > > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > > > and the sampler to RS.
> > > >
> > > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > > > and use SCSI for samples.
> > > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > > >
> > > > cheers
> > > > -sean
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________________________
> > > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > >
> > >
> > >
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 7920|7914|2002-11-21 09:33:00|Scott Kellogg|Re: Live Mix question|

> > If I had an arp running on a
> > synth, it would hide the gapping, right?
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> If that synth acts as clock-master, yes.

Until the new OS comes out, at least.

I'm looking for a good companion for the RS ... I've been interested in the
Microwave XT for a long time. Anyone here got one?

A big part of me saying f*ck this, get another Rm1x and drive Reason with
it... Arg, gear decisions are always a beeeyatch. I don't want to blow
cash on stuff I don't really want.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7921|7894|2002-11-21 09:50:37|Slami DPA division|Re: RS7K and Modulars|
I use RS7k & Nord Modular keyboard together/
No trix - only MIDI
b.r. Phil mix2r@

> On Wednesday 20 November 2002 22:20, keninverse wrote:
> > Anyone here have any experience firing up a modular synth
> > with a RS7K? I just started building my synth and I'm
> > going to purchase an Midi-CV pretty soon. I'm just
> > trying to feel out compatibility issues. Right now I
> > think the Kenton stuff looks pretty good but maybe I
> > should hold out for MOTM's midicv...I just don't want an
> > expressionist because of the cost. would greatly
> > appreciate any input.
>
> I'm waiting for the MOTM midi->cv converter as well. Don't
> have any modules yet, btw. Theoretically, shouldn't have
> any problems. A midi to cv converter accepts standard MIDI
> messages and converts them to the requested control
> voltages. The RS can record/reproduce standard MIDI
> messages, so I don't expect any special problems in this
> domain.
>
> - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 7922|7922|2002-11-21 10:09:02|S.A.S.|Is this a bug?|
Hi guys.. i've recently stopped using my RS as an expensive loop 
making making for Abelton Live and have started sequencing 'properly' 
hence the recent flurry of questions ;)

Last night i made a simple pattern 4 bars long, appended one of the 
phrases in it (to make it 8 bars long ), pressed record in step mode 
and discovered that the RS still think the phrases is only 4 bars 
long. It only 'thinks' this in step record mode... whats going on?

Cheers
Steve
| 7923|7899|2002-11-21 10:18:53|okoyemaya|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
I was reading all the stuff about Soundforge thinking I should try it 
then. I use Wavelab since few years, so what not worth even checking 
out? I started using Cooledit while having SU 700 because Su wouldnt 
take Wavlab Aiffs. It is also good, easy to edit samples. But I do 
all my mastering with Wavlab. 
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@y..., "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral" 
wrote:

> Forget Soundforge, thats more for Video scoring, try using wavelab 

4.0.

> I used to be soundforge all the way but... believe.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "buckmoy" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@y...
> >To: RS7000@y...
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> >Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:07:48 -0000
> >

http://www.bemc.net/
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> >Absolutely - I agree with you regarding Sound Forge as a means to
> >polishing samples and working magic on them - I couldn't have lived
> >without it, and other similar apps over the last few years. (Cool
> >Edit 96 was my fav for a long time - before that it was a 

calculator

> >and some dodgy Windows 3.11 bundled wav editor).
> >
> >I was just wondering if theres any advantage in using Sound Forge 

in

> >the transfer process, as opposed to using TWE. And in fact you have
> >cited one main advantage - which is that opening a second program 

to

> >transfer is a pain in the eggs - you should be able to use one
> >program for everything.
> >
> >What would have been really good would have been a PC /Mac based
> >element to the RS's actual operating system. So you get to do 

things

> >to the RS in real time - using a big monitor and a mouse instead of
> >an LCD screen and some dials, or a pesky file transfer process. I'm
> >sure a USB or even firewire API type thing could have achieved 

this.

> >Perhaps even SCSI and MIdi. While I'm at it (!) I wish the RS could
> >generate MTC.
> >
> >I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. 

Sorry :)

> >
> >Cheers though. And as you said, this is just my humble and possibly
> >muy ignorante opinion.
> >
> >B
> >
> >--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but 

what do

> >you
> > > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more 

than

> > > > tranfer files?
> > >
> > > For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics
> >world, you
> > > have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can
> >crop
> > > seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working 

with

> > > individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound 

files.

> > >
> > > Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, 

clean

> >the loop
> > > start end points add some processing if needed and send it right
> >back to RS
> > > for playback.
> > >
> > >
> > > My opinion of course.
> > >
> > > Cornel
> > > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > > `\__`U_/'
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: "buckmoy" 
> > > To: 
> > > Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> > >
> > >
> > > > This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to 

Sean's



> > > > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> > > >
> > > > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount 

the PC

> > > > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my 

PCs

> > > > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID 

for

> > > > further break work etc - especially the feature to create a
> >new .wav
> > > > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> > > >
> > > > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I
> >switch
> > > > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and
> >install
> > > > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean 

said, use

> > > > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import"
> >options
> > > > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu
> >before
> > > > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. 

Whatever

> >that
> > > > is.
> > > >
> > > > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could 

just

> > > > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 

64MB

> >card
> > > > to chuck things to/from the RS?
> > > >
> > > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but 

what do

> >you
> > > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more 

than

> > > > tranfer files?
> > > >
> > > > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> > > > relationship seems quite random.
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick 

wrote:

> > > > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > > > > the SCSI drive.
> > > > >
> > > > > I just did the following.
> > > > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > > > connection and refresh
> > > > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > > > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > > > > and the sampler to RS.
> > > > >
> > > > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > > > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > > > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > > > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > > > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > > > > and use SCSI for samples.
> > > > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > > > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > > > >
> > > > > cheers
> > > > > -sean
> > > > >
> > > > > __________________________________________________
> > > > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> > > >

http://webhosting.yahoo.com/


> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> >http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail

| 7924|7914|2002-11-21 11:49:44|Scott Kellogg|Re: Live Mix question|

> True, the performer was not original/inspiring at all for me. But IMO 
> every synth has it's own characteristic sound, even with samples I 
> would still miss something with just a RS. And just standing behind 
> your RS all the time isn't really spectacular (but still better than 
> a laptop), but this is about show and not music.

There is a raging discussion about this issue over at Ableton. 

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:http://www.glaive.org :::
| 7925|7912|2002-11-21 11:50:02|okoyemaya|Re: OT: A very complete digital audio faq|
Please some more mistakes like that this is fantastic stuff!
Thanks 
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@y..., "Anthony" wrote:
> I found this by mistake.
> Hope it's useful in clearing up some grey areas.
> 
> 
> http://www.24bitfaq.org/
> 
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Aj

| 7926|7922|2002-11-21 11:54:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this a bug?|
On Thursday 21 November 2002 18:09, S.A.S. wrote:

> Hi guys.. i've recently stopped using my RS as an
> expensive loop making making for Abelton Live and have
> started sequencing 'properly' hence the recent flurry of
> questions ;)
>
> Last night i made a simple pattern 4 bars long, appended
> one of the phrases in it (to make it 8 bars long ),
> pressed record in step mode and discovered that the RS
> still think the phrases is only 4 bars long. It only
> 'thinks' this in step record mode... whats going on?

The RS will record no more bars than the length of the 
current section. So if the length of the sections is still 
4 bars, it will record no more than 4 bars, even if your 
phrase has an 8 bar length. Simply change the section 
length before you start recording.

- Robert
| 7927|7899|2002-11-21 13:18:21|sean mccarrick|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
Is your master drive IDE, I thought only SCSI drives
will work?

Oh yeah.. ahem.. ;o) my method below is next to
useless cos when I loaded up all my files that I had
saved on my scsi drive
after scsi loading samples the patterns then all came
up as illegal files from the data loss I presume.
So I lost a few hours work ;o(
Is anyone out there using two scsi drives.
One for the twe software/soundforge and one for the
samples.
I reckon this could get you bullet proof scsi

Cheers
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-sean

--- buckmoy <buckmoy@hotmail.com> wrote:

> This might be of some help also - just as an
> alternative to Sean's 
> method below. Perhaps not as good.
> 
> I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and
> mount the PC 
> drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig)
> are on my PCs 
> master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and
> mashing, ACID for 
> further break work etc - especially the feature to
> create a new .wav 
> from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> 
> Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS
> is TWE. I switch 
> on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows
> to try and install 
> what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As
> Sean said, use 
> the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export /
> Import" options 
> enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI
> recieve menu before 
> selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error
> occurs. Whatever that 
> is.
> 
> Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI
> card could just 
> get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop,
> and use a 64MB card 
> to chuck things to/from the RS?
> 
> Just a question, I'm probably missing something
> here, but what do you 
> use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it
> do more than 
> tranfer files?
> 
> Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS /
> PC / SCSI 
> relationship seems quite random.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > inside the PC with all samples and both programs
> on
> > the SCSI drive.
> > 
> > I just did the following.
> > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > connection and refresh
> > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the
> RS.
> > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your
> card
> > and the sampler to RS.
> > 
> > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal
> when
> > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when
> the RS
> > and PC simultaneously access the same disk
> resulting
> > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > card you could use that for your patterns and
> songs
> > and use SCSI for samples. 
> > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need
> 2
> > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > 
> > cheers
> > -sean
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> 
> 

mailto:buckmoy@hotmail.com
http://webhosting.yahoo.com/


__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 7928|7912|2002-11-21 15:37:09|505|Re: OT: A very complete digital audio faq|
Excelent stuff.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Anthony" <ajacks@bigpond.net.au>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 3:22 AM
Subject: [RS7000] OT: A very complete digital audio faq

> I found this by mistake.
> Hope it's useful in clearing up some grey areas.
>
>
> http://www.24bitfaq.org/
>
>
>
> Cheers,
>
> Aj
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7929|7899|2002-11-21 15:37:26|505|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
I'll have to check this out sometimes, I never worked with wavelab and it is
not every day I hear about people switching from Sound Forge.
In short, what is the feature which makes you like wavelab 4.0 best?

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral" <que_berga@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 8:24 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)

> Forget Soundforge, thats more for Video scoring, try using wavelab 4.0.
> I used to be soundforge all the way but... believe.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> >From: "buckmoy" <buckmoy@hotmail.com>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> >Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:07:48 -0000
> >
> >Absolutely - I agree with you regarding Sound Forge as a means to
> >polishing samples and working magic on them - I couldn't have lived
> >without it, and other similar apps over the last few years. (Cool
> >Edit 96 was my fav for a long time - before that it was a calculator
> >and some dodgy Windows 3.11 bundled wav editor).
> >
> >I was just wondering if theres any advantage in using Sound Forge in
> >the transfer process, as opposed to using TWE. And in fact you have
> >cited one main advantage - which is that opening a second program to
> >transfer is a pain in the eggs - you should be able to use one
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> >program for everything.
> >
> >What would have been really good would have been a PC /Mac based
> >element to the RS's actual operating system. So you get to do things
> >to the RS in real time - using a big monitor and a mouse instead of
> >an LCD screen and some dials, or a pesky file transfer process. I'm
> >sure a USB or even firewire API type thing could have achieved this.
> >Perhaps even SCSI and MIdi. While I'm at it (!) I wish the RS could
> >generate MTC.
> >
> >I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. Sorry :)
> >
> >Cheers though. And as you said, this is just my humble and possibly
> >muy ignorante opinion.
> >
> >B
> >
> >--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
> >you
> > > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > > tranfer files?
> > >
> > > For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics
> >world, you
> > > have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can
> >crop
> > > seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working with
> > > individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound files.
> > >
> > > Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, clean
> >the loop
> > > start end points add some processing if needed and send it right
> >back to RS
> > > for playback.
> > >
> > >
> > > My opinion of course.
> > >
> > > Cornel
> > > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > > `\__`U_/'
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: "buckmoy" 
> > > To: 
> > > Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> > >
> > >
> > > > This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's
> > > > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> > > >
> > > > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC
> > > > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs
> > > > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for
> > > > further break work etc - especially the feature to create a
> >new .wav
> > > > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> > > >
> > > > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I
> >switch
> > > > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and
> >install
> > > > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use
> > > > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import"
> >options
> > > > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu
> >before
> > > > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever
> >that
> > > > is.
> > > >
> > > > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just
> > > > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB
> >card
> > > > to chuck things to/from the RS?
> > > >
> > > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
> >you
> > > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > > tranfer files?
> > > >
> > > > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> > > > relationship seems quite random.
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> > > > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > > > > the SCSI drive.
> > > > >



> > > > > I just did the following.
> > > > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > > > connection and refresh
> > > > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > > > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > > > > and the sampler to RS.
> > > > >
> > > > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > > > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > > > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > > > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > > > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > > > > and use SCSI for samples.
> > > > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > > > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > > > >
> > > > > cheers
> > > > > -sean
> > > > >
> > > > > __________________________________________________
> > > > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> >http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> >
>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*.
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7930|7930|2002-11-21 15:57:33|aster_city|new user needs help!!!|
Hello, 

I've just got my RS7000. I was waiting for it 3 months.

This is my first music equipment actually. 

i didn;t go throgh instructin yest because i've got it yesterday but 
i can't play demo or any factory patterns saved in RS.

I dopn't now how to do it...

please help - it will be good for the begginning...

by the way - do you think that the isntruction is clearly wrtten for 
the completely beginner ???

cheers
pio
| 7931|7930|2002-11-21 16:16:19|okoyemaya|Re: new user needs help!!!|
My first serious (?) sequenzer other then drum machine, was Yamaha 
QY10 10 0r more years ago. I was not able to do anything sensible, I 
thought to be too stupid for it . Then someone, not even pro musician 
but pro programmer told me liftime lesson, take the machine, manual 
start from the page 1 it may be hard at first but go sentence after 
sentence page after page. it worked and works till today with any 
equipement. On the side you are learning Japanese English which is 
sometimes big fun and may be of use if you go to tour Japan. I wonder 
if some crazy musician ever put collection of the best expression ( 
for me nothing can beat the one seen in Japanese car parts shop -
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"ironic power" -it was sticker on a light metal wheel!)
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "aster_city" wrote:
> Hello, 
> 
> I've just got my RS7000. I was waiting for it 3 months.
> 
> This is my first music equipment actually. 
> 
> i didn;t go throgh instructin yest because i've got it yesterday 
but 
> i can't play demo or any factory patterns saved in RS.
> 
> I dopn't now how to do it...
> 
> 
> please help - it will be good for the begginning...
> 
> by the way - do you think that the isntruction is clearly wrtten 
for 
> the completely beginner ???
> 
> cheers
> pio

| 7932|7930|2002-11-21 16:39:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: new user needs help!!!|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Then someone, not even pro musician 
> but pro programmer told me liftime lesson, take the machine, manual 
> start from the page 1 it may be hard at first but go sentence after 
> sentence page after page. it worked and works till today with any 
> equipement. 

LOL...you are something! I love you man!

:))

Töm
| 7933|7914|2002-11-21 21:22:47|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Live Mix question|
Hi Scott,

Altough we use other equipments in our presententions, I did some
experiences on how to
make a continuos live using only the RS. I posted the results from this
experiences here
on the list some time ago:

"I´ve been tryng to find the best way to do a live "non-stop" presentation,
and for me
the solution that worked best is that:

1- Work on pattern mode
2- Organize the musics in the order I want to play them.
3- Resample the phrases of the music I want to mix with the previous one
(the intro part)
3- copy this sample to the previous music (or record it on the commom
samples).
4- Start playng music 1, and at the end of it open the channel where I set
the sample from the second
music and slowly start to increase the volume.
5- When both musics are playing (music 1 and sample from music 2) and is
time to cut music 1, I simply
change to music 2.

That way I can do a Live mix insted of just jumping from one music to
another. Using the resample also has the
advantage that all the effects and setting are recorded on the sample, so I
don´t need to match them on the
previous music.

That´s it."

Best,

Emiliano
TECHNOPOLIS
www.technopolis.art.br

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@kiva.net]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 21 de novembro de 2002 12:37
> Para: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: [RS7000] Live Mix question
>
>
> Here's one that I'm having trouble getting an answer on:
>
> Is it possible, with a single RS7000, to perform a continous set *without
> playback gapping* while changing styles. If not, is there a workaround
> that allows for continous playback.
>
> I'd like to gig on the RS by itself ... anyone doing this?
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>
> TIA,
> Scott
> --
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :http://www.glaive.org :::
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 7934|7899|2002-11-22 00:40:54|Anthony|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I was reading all the stuff about Soundforge thinking I should try 

it 

> then. I use Wavelab since few years, so what not worth even 

checking 

> out? I started using Cooledit while having SU 700 because Su 

wouldnt 

> take Wavlab Aiffs. It is also good, easy to edit samples. But I do 
> all my mastering with Wavlab. 
> Okoyem

Yes I use Cooledit too, for basic editing (very intuitive & fast) & 
Wavelab/soundforge for all the "other stuff".

Aj
| 7935|7922|2002-11-22 01:34:45|mmittner|Re: Is this a bug? yes.|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 21 November 2002 18:09, S.A.S. wrote:
> > Hi guys.. i've recently stopped using my RS as an
> > expensive loop making making for Abelton Live and have
> > started sequencing 'properly' hence the recent flurry of
> > questions ;)
> >
> > Last night i made a simple pattern 4 bars long, appended
> > one of the phrases in it (to make it 8 bars long ),
> > pressed record in step mode and discovered that the RS
> > still think the phrases is only 4 bars long. It only
> > 'thinks' this in step record mode... whats going on?
> 
> The RS will record no more bars than the length of the 
> current section. So if the length of the sections is still 
> 4 bars, it will record no more than 4 bars, even if your 
> phrase has an 8 bar length. Simply change the section 
> length before you start recording.
> 
> - Robert

this is a bug. the rs should automatically set the section length to the length of the currently edited phrase, like it was done on the rm1x. if you e.g.
have a 1 bar phrase and edit it in grid mode, while having section length set to 4 bars, the rs' data management gets messed up somehow. on the rm1x the
section length is set to 1 automatically when you edit a 1 bar phrase and it works without problems. that's a pain in the ass, i hope this will be fixed
in 2.0, since i'm working with different phrase lengths all the time. the other bug that bugs me is that the effect send values inside the effect section
(e.g. var to delay) are not updated when a style is loaded.

-mike
| 7936|7922|2002-11-22 02:53:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is this a bug? yes.|
On Friday 22 November 2002 09:34, mmittner wrote:

> this is a bug. the rs should automatically set the
> section length to the length of the currently edited
> phrase, like it was done on the rm1x. if you e.g. have a
> 1 bar phrase and edit it in grid mode, while having
> section length set to 4 bars, the rs' data management
> gets messed up somehow. on the rm1x the section length is
> set to 1 automatically when you edit a 1 bar phrase and
> it works without problems. that's a pain in the ass, i
> hope this will be fixed in 2.0, since i'm working with
> different phrase lengths all the time. the other bug that
> bugs me is that the effect send values inside the effect
> section (e.g. var to delay) are not updated when a style
> is loaded.
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Both my RS and QY700 do not automatically change the section 
length depending on the currently selected phrase. Don't 
know if I would like that feature. Don't think this is a 
bug.

The problem you describe in grid mode *IS* a bug for sure.

- Robert
| 7937|7899|2002-11-22 03:34:16|buckmoy|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
A little bit of knowledge can be a dangerous thing - and I have 
definately only got a little bit! - so read on with care, this is my 
understanding of it and may be incorrect :(

My PCs master drive is IDE. I use a PCI SCSI card 
(www.dabs.com/products/prod-info3-info.asp?&m=y&quicklinx=KMV)in the 
PC so that other SCSI devices can read / write to this IDE drive - in 
other words the SCSI card provides non IDE devices (in my case the 
RS) with an interface to my PC. This is fine for TWE wav transfer 
etc, and enables the TWE program to see the RS as a device to export 
to / import from. 

What I am NOT doing, which I think would knacker my IDE drive, is 
trying to mount it from within the RS (like you could do with a 
dedicated standalone SCSI drive for the RS, for file storage etc.). 
If I try to do this there will be problems with data loss etc. on my 
PC. So the RS does not consider my PC's master IDE drive as another 
place for it to leave data - its just something that comes along 
occasionally and gives it stuff / takes stuff.

Works v. well for me anyway - I have gigs of samples on my PC, am 
exporting / importing all the time between RS and TWE (yet to try 
soundforge...getting back to the thread a bit..).

Have obtained a copy of wavelab 4.0 and may post an OT thread later 
re: what I find of it, if anyone's interested.

Good luck anyway!

B

--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> Is your master drive IDE, I thought only SCSI drives
> will work?
> 
> Oh yeah.. ahem.. ;o) my method below is next to
> useless cos when I loaded up all my files that I had
> saved on my scsi drive
> after scsi loading samples the patterns then all came
> up as illegal files from the data loss I presume.
> So I lost a few hours work ;o(
> Is anyone out there using two scsi drives.
> One for the twe software/soundforge and one for the
> samples.
> I reckon this could get you bullet proof scsi
> 
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> 
> --- buckmoy wrote:
> > This might be of some help also - just as an
> > alternative to Sean's 
> > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> > 
> > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and
> > mount the PC 
> > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig)
> > are on my PCs 
> > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and
> > mashing, ACID for 
> > further break work etc - especially the feature to
> > create a new .wav 
> > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> > 
> > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS
> > is TWE. I switch 
> > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows
> > to try and install 
> > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As
> > Sean said, use 
> > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export /
> > Import" options 
> > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI
> > recieve menu before 
> > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error
> > occurs. Whatever that 
> > is.
> > 
> > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI
> > card could just 
> > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop,
> > and use a 64MB card 
> > to chuck things to/from the RS?
> > 
> > Just a question, I'm probably missing something
> > here, but what do you 



> > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it
> > do more than 
> > tranfer files?
> > 
> > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS /
> > PC / SCSI 
> > relationship seems quite random.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
> > wrote:
> > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs
> > on
> > > the SCSI drive.
> > > 
> > > I just did the following.
> > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > connection and refresh
> > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the
> > RS.
> > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your
> > card
> > > and the sampler to RS.
> > > 
> > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal
> > when
> > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when
> > the RS
> > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk
> > resulting
> > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > card you could use that for your patterns and
> > songs
> > > and use SCSI for samples. 
> > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need
> > 2
> > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > > 
> > > cheers
> > > -sean
> > > 
> > > __________________________________________________
> > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com

| 7938|7922|2002-11-22 04:15:53|mmittner|Re: Is this a bug? yes.|

> Both my RS and QY700 do not automatically change the section 
> length depending on the currently selected phrase. Don't 
> know if I would like that feature. Don't think this is a 
> bug.
> 
> The problem you describe in grid mode *IS* a bug for sure.
> 
> - Robert

sure, i too think the section length should not be changed when selecting another track/phrase. i mean .. no, that would be no good idea. but when
pressing the record button it should change - like on the rm1x (don't know the qy series). that's what i meant, i think i didn't say that clearly.

-mike
| 7939|7939|2002-11-22 06:48:04|sean mccarrick|LFO waveform|
Hi,
Does anyone know:
How I can change the waveform of an LFO halfway
through a measure.

For example sawup from measure 1 to 2 and then sawdown
from measure 3-4.

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 7940|7939|2002-11-22 08:21:41|trapstate|Re: LFO waveform|
--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:

> Hi,
> Does anyone know:
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> How I can change the waveform of an LFO halfway
> through a measure.
> 
> For example sawup from measure 1 to 2 and then sawdown
> from measure 3-4.
> 
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com

Insert LFO wave select sysex at beginning and after 2 measures, check 
page 330 

Paul
| 7941|7939|2002-11-22 08:39:58|sean mccarrick|Re: LFO waveform|
Thought it might be something like that.
I have been avoiding sysex so far.
Ah well no better time than now to get my hands dirty
;o)
Cheers
-sean

--- trapstate <trapstate@hotmail.com> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > Hi,
> > Does anyone know:
> > How I can change the waveform of an LFO halfway
> > through a measure.
> > 
> > For example sawup from measure 1 to 2 and then
> sawdown
> > from measure 3-4.
> > 
> > Cheers
> > -sean
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up
> now.
> > http://mailplus.yahoo.com
> 
> Insert LFO wave select sysex at beginning and after
> 2 measures, check 
> page 330 
> 
> Paul
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 7942|7899|2002-11-22 10:49:49|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)|
You can make and burn a mix cd (audio montage) all in the program.

>From: "505" <505@midinet.net>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
>Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 13:27:25 -0800
>
>I'll have to check this out sometimes, I never worked with wavelab and it 
>is
>not every day I hear about people switching from Sound Forge.
>In short, what is the feature which makes you like wavelab 4.0 best?
>
>Cornel
>\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
>/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
>
>
>
>
>----- Original Message -----
>From: "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral" <que_berga@hotmail.com>
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
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>Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 8:24 AM
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
>
>
> > Forget Soundforge, thats more for Video scoring, try using wavelab 4.0.
> > I used to be soundforge all the way but... believe.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > >From: "buckmoy" <buckmoy@hotmail.com>
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> > >Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:07:48 -0000
> > >
> > >Absolutely - I agree with you regarding Sound Forge as a means to
> > >polishing samples and working magic on them - I couldn't have lived
> > >without it, and other similar apps over the last few years. (Cool
> > >Edit 96 was my fav for a long time - before that it was a calculator
> > >and some dodgy Windows 3.11 bundled wav editor).
> > >
> > >I was just wondering if theres any advantage in using Sound Forge in
> > >the transfer process, as opposed to using TWE. And in fact you have
> > >cited one main advantage - which is that opening a second program to
> > >transfer is a pain in the eggs - you should be able to use one
> > >program for everything.
> > >
> > >What would have been really good would have been a PC /Mac based
> > >element to the RS's actual operating system. So you get to do things
> > >to the RS in real time - using a big monitor and a mouse instead of
> > >an LCD screen and some dials, or a pesky file transfer process. I'm
> > >sure a USB or even firewire API type thing could have achieved this.
> > >Perhaps even SCSI and MIdi. While I'm at it (!) I wish the RS could
> > >generate MTC.
> > >
> > >I'm sure there are lots of tekkies shaking their heads now. Sorry :)
> > >
> > >Cheers though. And as you said, this is just my humble and possibly
> > >muy ignorante opinion.
> > >
> > >B
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
> > >you
> > > > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > > > tranfer files?
> > > >
> > > > For me SoundForge is the equivalent of Photoshop in the graphics
> > >world, you
> > > > have to have it. It is a very versatile sound editing app. I can
> > >crop
> > > > seamless loops within matter of seconds. Excellent for working with
> > > > individual sounds but not intended for mixing multiple sound files.
> > > >
> > > > Ideally I would like to seamlessly extract the WAV from RS, clean
> > >the loop
> > > > start end points add some processing if needed and send it right
> > >back to RS
> > > > for playback.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > My opinion of course.
> > > >
> > > > Cornel
> > > > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > > > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > > > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > > > `\__`U_/'
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > From: "buckmoy" 
> > > > To: 
> > > > Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:41 AM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: TWE/Soundforge/SCSI working (sort of ;o)
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > > This might be of some help also - just as an alternative to Sean's
> > > > > method below. Perhaps not as good.
> > > > >
> > > > > I use a SCSI card, but no SCSI drive. (Never try and mount the PC
> > > > > drive from the RS) All my samples etc (a few gig) are on my PCs
> > > > > master hard drive. Sound Forge for sampling and mashing, ACID for
> > > > > further break work etc - especially the feature to create a
> > >new .wav
> > > > > from multiple ACID tracks at a defined BPM.
> > > > >
> > > > > Then, the only program I use for transfer to the RS is TWE. I
> > >switch
> > > > > on RS before PC, canceling any attempts by Windows to try and
> > >install
> > > > > what it can detect on the end of the SCSI cable. As Sean said, use
> > > > > the "rescan SCSI" option in TWE to get the "Export / Import"
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> > >options
> > > > > enabled, then ensure that the RS is in its SCSI recieve menu
> > >before
> > > > > selecting "Export" from TWE, or an A3000 error occurs. Whatever
> > >that
> > > > > is.
> > > > >
> > > > > Perhaps anyone who can't get their hands on a SCSI card could just
> > > > > get a USB smart card reader from any camera shop, and use a 64MB
> > >card
> > > > > to chuck things to/from the RS?
> > > > >
> > > > > Just a question, I'm probably missing something here, but what do
> > >you
> > > > > use Sound Forge for, when linked to the RS? Can it do more than
> > > > > tranfer files?
> > > > >
> > > > > Good luck , from the other messages here, the RS / PC / SCSI
> > > > > relationship seems quite random.
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:
> > > > > > This might be of some help to some people as I got
> > > > > > both software programs exporting/importing samples
> > > > > > from PC to RS earlier for the first time.
> > > > > > My SCSI setup is one SCSI card and one SCSI drive
> > > > > > inside the PC with all samples and both programs on
> > > > > > the SCSI drive.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I just did the following.
> > > > > > -Boot PC then boot RS
> > > > > > -Go to the windows device manager and scan by
> > > > > > connection and refresh
> > > > > > -For TWE then rescan SCSI and you should see the RS.
> > > > > > -In soundforge configure the sampler host to your card
> > > > > > and the sampler to RS.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Actually it didn't work perfectly. Soundforge was
> > > > > > excrutiatingly slow and when I saved my file after
> > > > > > using TWE after transfer it was declared illegal when
> > > > > > I loaded it up again. This seems to happen when the RS
> > > > > > and PC simultaneously access the same disk resulting
> > > > > > in data loss. I suppose if you have a large memory
> > > > > > card you could use that for your patterns and songs
> > > > > > and use SCSI for samples.
> > > > > > I'd imagine to get this working perfectly you need 2
> > > > > > SCSI drives off the same card.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > cheers
> > > > > > -sean
> > > > > >
> > > > > > __________________________________________________
> > > > > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > > > > Yahoo! Web Hosting - Let the expert host your site
> > > > > > http://webhosting.yahoo.com
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > >http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*.
> > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >
>
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_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 7943|7943|2002-11-22 18:40:25|synthe. labo|intonation...how can i do it?|
hello guys

just cause i'm sampling more and more synth sounds (from my hardware synths 
and also soft ones) on rs7k in the 'pitch' mode, with loop or non loop 
fuction, i was wondering HOW can i have a right intonation of the 
sample.....

i mean, i have to assign my sample to a note of the keyboard, and this 
sample could be higher or lower respect all the other internal sound 
intonation, or respect other samples....is there a function that 
'understands' the intonation (pitch) of my sample to assign it to the right 
note when i sample first???

hope i'm clear, sorry for my broken english.

i make you a practical simple example: i sample a bass sound, short, but not 
just a shot, sample it in the 'pitch' mode and loop it, cause i wanna use it 
as a bass sound, so i wanna do notes (pitch mode is so necessary).
then i create a melody etc, then i wanna add on another channel a string 
internal RS7K sound, so i go there, and i see that the previous riff is not 
intonated with the 'normal' intonation of internal sounds, cause the first 
sample had to be a little bit higher or lower......
so, if i'll sample another synth sound, this could be not intonated again 
with internal sounds, and ALSO to the first sampled synth sound....
...don't know if i've been clear...

anyway, if anyone knows a bit more about this thing, please tell me, cause i 
don't find nothing about this on the manual.

thanx,
marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi ricevere fantastiche offerte promozionali via email? 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 7944|7944|2002-11-23 00:46:39|george hill|using rs7000 for hiphop|
I'm thinking about buying the rs7000, is it good for hiphop production.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7945|7943|2002-11-23 00:47:11|Chris|Re: intonation...how can i do it?|

> and also soft ones) on rs7k in the 'pitch' mode, with loop or non 

loop 

> fuction, i was wondering HOW can i have a right intonation of the 
> sample.....

One way I've found that is pretty quick and easy way to tune up my 
samples is to take another phrase written with one of the internal 
sounds of the RS and copy to another track, then change the 
instrument of the new track to the sample you just made. Then press 
the Voice Edit button three times and just twist the coarse tune 
knob until it sounds right, then finish off with detune if you want.

-c
| 7946|7939|2002-11-23 01:03:19|Oscar Finch|Re: LFO waveform|
Ummm the sysex will choke up the midi stream a bit too.Remeber the scene-memories hold more info than you think, ie: seperate filters , LFO's panning
,effects etc etc... so you could you those to call up some radically different configurations as well.Or you could do this.Example 8 bar bass riff.Go
into step entry set the gate time to quaver. (ie: 8ths)Use CC 74 for cut-off (to simulate a S&H for 4 bars)At each step enter a CC value (somewhat random
of say 40 60 80 70 90 100 85 95 64 45 50 40 etc etc till you're at the begining of bar five).At bar five change the clock resolution to say 40 pulses and
enter a continuos data amount of 30 32 34 36 38 40 43 44 46 48 etc etc etc for every quater note interval and at every quater note interval reset the
data to the initial step value in this case 30)This will simulate an up saw filter mod of 1/4 note timing .You could then if you so chose use a SQ LFO at
16th modulating the AMP (for gating effects) and step sequence the CC016 for fad in's or fade outs of the Sq wave LFO modulating the the amp.Record real
time tweaks of the AMP EG / Filter envelope depth etc etc...The CC method is more labour intensive but all that data will respond perfectly to any
swing/groove or clock of set functions as well as requantisation and beatstretching as well. The results can be dead wicked with alot of practice. You
start to be able to visualise the end result after a while and pretty much get a feel for what top program where.Experiment using the CC's 094 (variation
send) 093 (delay send) and 091 (reverb send) for BPM synced reverd ,lo-fi ,phasing,panning ,delay effects and all sorts of fun stuff.Don't go overboard
though as sometimes just a hint of bpm synced (step sequenced effect modulation is that's need to pull some really tasty stuff out of the RS7000's TG).
OT: I'm currently listen to the AFX track Ageispolis (cool) I reckon I could pull this off on the RS quite easily using some of those tricks.......... :P
Oh yeah and I hope I made some sense there. ;) --- On Fri 11/22, trapstate < trapstate@hotmail.com > wrote:From: trapstate [mailto:
trapstate@hotmail.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 15:21:38 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: LFO waveform--- In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick
wrote:> Hi,> Does anyone know:> How I can change the waveform of an LFO halfway> through a measure.> > For example sawup from measure 1 to 2 and then
sawdown> from measure 3-4.> > Cheers> -sean> > > __________________________________________________> Do you Yahoo!?> Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful.
Affordable. Sign up now.> http://mailplus.yahoo.comInsert LFO wave select sysex at beginning and after 2 measures, check page 330 Paul 
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===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7947|7947|2002-11-23 04:30:03|Bram meindersma|Antw: [RS7000] using rs7000 for hiphop|
The rs is definitely suited for hiphop-production
----------
Van: george hill <maddog200200@yahoo.com>
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: [RS7000] using rs7000 for hiphop
Datum: zat, 23 nov 2002 02:27

I'm thinking about buying the rs7000, is it good for hiphop production.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 7948|7943|2002-11-23 04:51:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: intonation...how can i do it?|
On Saturday 23 November 2002 02:40, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello guys
>
> anyway, if anyone knows a bit more about this thing,
> please tell me, cause i don't find nothing about this on
> the manual.

The simple anwer: why not use tune and finetune? I may still 
not understand the problem though.

A more complex anser: when building very short sample loops 
you are actually controlling the frequency of the signal. 
When your loop doesn't contain an exact *whole* number of 
wave cycles you're a changing the frequency to something 
that is different from the originally sampled material. A 
few samples off can already cause this to happen. I 
remember a very detailed document from Emu about this 
subject, I can try to locate it if you want.

- Robert
| 7949|7949|2002-11-23 09:15:09|Steve Roitstein|Re: Live Mix question - RS7000|
Scott, I noticed you've been asking about the RS7000 "pattern change 
hiccup/glitch" for at least a month...

I was also hoping to be able to go straight from one pattern to 
another "on the fly" using the RS7000 in a live mix. I want to 
improvise one continuous set for about an hour. Some of the 
workarounds that have been mentioned in this forum may not always be 
practical for me, but thanks to ya'll anyway! I'm currently looking 
into other ways to deal with this limitation.

This is a basic ability that the RS7000 *should* possess. I hereby 
officially request this to be addressed on a future OS update. :)

For now I'll probably be copying the different patterns as sections 
within a style. This has some obvious drawbacks and probably others I 
haven't encountered yet.

Any observations are welcome.

Thanks!

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com
http://www.riotmusic.com/
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>
>Message: 3
> Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 09:37:00 -0500
> From: Scott Kellogg <scott@kiva.net>
>Subject: Live Mix question
>
>Here's one that I'm having trouble getting an answer on:
>
>Is it possible, with a single RS7000, to perform a continous set *without
>playback gapping* while changing styles. If not, is there a workaround
>that allows for continous playback.
>
>I'd like to gig on the RS by itself ... anyone doing this?
>
>TIA,
>Scott
>--
>:Scott Kellogg :
>:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
>:http://www.bemc.net ::
>:http://www.glaive.org :::
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 4
> Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 15:32:49 -0000
> From: "trapstate" <trapstate@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: Live Mix question
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > Here's one that I'm having trouble getting an answer on:
> >
> > Is it possible, with a single RS7000, to perform a continous set
>*without
> > playback gapping* while changing styles.
>
>No, not really. RS has to load a lot of settings, takes some time.
>
> >If not, is there a workaround
> > that allows for continous playback.
> >
>
>Play from external sequencer/sampler or play some chords on a synth.
>
> > I'd like to gig on the RS by itself ... anyone doing this?
> >
> > TIA,
> > Scott
>
>Just the RS? I've seen it, but it was kinda boring techno..
>
>Paul

| 7950|6250|2002-11-23 09:53:34|velocityconvulsion|Re: FX send on inputs |
[Hi!]

ok, I understood, you can change the send amounts on A/D-Input 
signals for right and left input - apart form the master effects.

But i wonder if/how you can adress tweaks to these effects e.g. 
choosing "room2" for reverb,etc..
How is the layout of the RS7K? You have a complete effect section for 
each of the 16 "tracks". Is there a 17. effect section for A/D input 
(or even 17. for left input and 18. for right input?)?

thanx

[Vel]

--- In RS7000@y..., Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> 

> > -Is there any way to process a live voice or
> other input signal 

> with

> > the onboard reverb, chorus, or variation effects?
> 

> 
> Sure is. Go to the A/D setup page (press setup twice).
> On the second page you can set the send amounts for
> the 3 fx
> 
> IanV
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> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Health - Feel better, live better
> http://health.yahoo.com

| 7951|7939|2002-11-23 11:52:23|sean mccarrick|Re: LFO waveform|
Cheers Oscar,
Thats very informative, I've kept all your other
similarly long posts so far too ;o)

Ageispolis. Thats on SAW1, yeah. A true classic Thats
my favourite afx album along with polygon window. 
I would love to hear an RS version of that.
Do you think you'll give it ago.

Nice one
-sean

--- Oscar Finch <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> wrote:

> Ummm the sysex will choke up the midi stream a bit
> too.Remeber the scene-memories hold more info than
> you think, ie: seperate filters , LFO's panning
> ,effects etc etc... so you could you those to call
> up some radically different configurations as
> well.Or you could do this.Example 8 bar bass riff.Go
> into step entry set the gate time to quaver. (ie:
> 8ths)Use CC 74 for cut-off (to simulate a S&H
> for 4 bars)At each step enter a CC value (somewhat
> random of say 40 60 80 70 90 100 85 95 64 45 50 40
> etc etc till you're at the begining of bar five).At
> bar five change the clock resolution to say 40
> pulses and enter a continuos data amount of 30 32 34
> 36 38 40 43 44 46 48 etc etc etc for every quater
> note interval and at every quater note interval
> reset the data to the initial step value in this
> case 30)This will simulate an up saw filter mod of
> 1/4 note timing .You could then if you so chose use
> a SQ LFO at 16th modulating the AMP (for gating
> effects) and step sequence the CC016 for fad in's or
> fade outs of the Sq wave LFO modulating the the
> amp.Record real time tweaks of the AMP EG / Filter
> envelope depth etc etc...The CC method is more
> labour intensive but all that data will respond
> perfectly to any swing/groove or clock of set
> functions as well as requantisation and
> beatstretching as well. The results can be dead
> wicked with alot of practice. You start to be able
> to visualise the end result after a while and pretty
> much get a feel for what top program
> where.Experiment using the CC's 094 (variation send)
> 093 (delay send) and 091 (reverb send) for BPM
> synced reverd ,lo-fi ,phasing,panning ,delay effects
> and all sorts of fun stuff.Don't go overboard though
> as sometimes just a hint of bpm synced (step
> sequenced effect modulation is that's need to pull
> some really tasty stuff out of the RS7000's TG). OT:
> I'm currently listen to the AFX track Ageispolis
> (cool) I reckon I could pull this off on the RS
> quite easily using some of those tricks.......... :P
> Oh yeah and I hope I made some sense there. ;) ---
> On Fri 11/22, trapstate < trapstate@hotmail.com
> > wrote:From: trapstate [mailto:
> trapstate@hotmail.com]To:
> RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 22 Nov 2002
> 15:21:38 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: LFO waveform---
> In RS7000@y..., sean mccarrick wrote:> Hi,>
> Does anyone know:> How I can change the waveform
> of an LFO halfway> through a measure.> >
> For example sawup from measure 1 to 2 and then
> sawdown> from measure 3-4.> > Cheers>
> -sean> > >
>

__________________________________________________>

> Do you Yahoo!?> Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful.
> Affordable. Sign up now.>
> http://mailplus.yahoo.comInsert LFO wave select
> sysex at beginning and after 2 measures, check page
> 330 Paul
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> Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official:
> http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K,
> send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K
> Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject
> to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
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> removed]
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 7952|7952|2002-11-23 12:57:53|Qburn|Live Mix RS7000 - collection of former discussion|
hi folks,
for everybody interested in the recent discussion about live mixing with the RS7K
i put together some older postings concerning the topic, which i found very helpfull...

peace,

Q

btw - does anybody put together similar "topicwise collections" for other helpfull technical dicussions? perhaps we might collect a kinda "collection of
the collections"... understandable as an extended FAQ version or so... what do you think?

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

> WHAT I WANT IS:
>
> 16 sample-Loops running parallel in one *section* (and mute/unmute
> them)

Okay, no problem here.

>
> then (more or less) *seamlessly* switchin to another section with
> again ...
>
> 16 *different" loops running (and mute/unmute them)
>
> and so on...

Yes, I think this works, even seamless with hopping between sections 
of the same style.

To prove this to myself I just did the following:

1) Booted the RS to an empty style and selected section (pattern) A.
2) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key C3 for track 1.
3) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key D3 for track 2.
4) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key E3 for track 3.
5) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 1, key F3 for track 4.

So I had 4 tracks playing samples from the save kit voice. I save 
that the RS already programmed the user phrases (I used Kit+Voice 
sampling) with the program number I selected in the mixer before I 
started the sample process.

6) Selected section B.

http://www.motifator.comyamaha/
http://www.yamahasynth.comto/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.excite.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/


7) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key C3 for track 1.
8) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key D3 for track 2.
9) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key E3 for track 3.
10) Sampled a kit sample voice on local program 2, key F3 for track 4.

11) The mixer was overruling the phase voice settings, so for each 
track I switched the mixer voice setting to 'Phrase'.

12) Selected section A and started playing. Okay I hear my first set 
of samples.
13) Selection section B (drum roll...) YES! Another set of samples on 
section B. 
14) Back to section A, and yes, the first set of samples are played 
again.

So yes, you can program the phrase headers with your own samples.
I'm currently too lazy to try with 16 different tracks, and anyway, 
please don't buy the RS only because I said it worked. Try this out 
in the shop yourself please. One of the factors that can spoil this 
setup is the amount of sample memory. There may be not enough to get 
all your loops loaded.

- Robert

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

On Monday 24 June 2002 23:15, Emiliano wrote:
> Hi Robert!
>
> I read your answer to this question and have some new questions...
>
> When you say:
> > Yes, you can switch styles without stopping the RS. When
> > switching styles the RS is changing voice and effect patchtes, so
> > a short delay is taking place during the switch. This delay can
> > btw be suppresed by telling the RS you don't want voice/fx
> > changes during a style switch.
>
> How do you do that? I mean, how you can tell the RS that you don´t
> want foice/fx
> changes during a style switch?

Have a look at the VOICE SETUP TO TG Utility mode parameter, page 261 
in the english manual.

>
> and
>
> > It is possible to give each phrase its own voice. This is how the
> > preset phrases are programmed, but you can do that for user
> > phrases as well. The trick is *not* to override the phrase voice
> > setting in the mixer. Doing that forces each phrase on the same
> > track (within the same style) to the same voice, as set in the
> > mixer page.
>
> Well, I managed to have different voices set to the same phrase on
> different sections, but it´s possible to have different, for
> example, filter settings? I mean, I recorded a mute bass on phrase
> 9, section A and an rezo bass on phrase
> 9, section b, but if I change the filter cut off on section b, it
> changes also the
> filter cut off on section a. It´s a way to avoid that and have
> different settings?

Afaik, no. You could program a couple of scenes and change those 
along with the section changes. Haven't experimented with this 
though, so I could easily be wrong here.

>
> Just one more question...
>
> When changing styles, A to B, is there a way to tell the RS no to
> go to the beggining of the phrase?. I mean, if I am playng live and
> the meas counter shows
> 002:003 and I change the style, the RS goes back to 001:001. Is
> there a way to avoid
> that??

You mean you want the song to continue at the same position, but only 
using a different style? I haven't found a way to do that. Again, 
using scenes may the closest emulation of this.

- Robert

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

On Tuesday 25 June 2002 09:02, arveyman wrote:
> I also think you have to use scenes to change the settings (filters
> etc..) when you switch sections using the same voice. But you can
> also implement (CC?) messages in the phrase to change filters



> (knobs). Carefull with these though!
> Correct me if i'm wrong Robert.

Imo you're not wrong, so I won't correct you. ;)
Good addition, so obvious I forgot to mention it.

- Robert

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

On Tuesday 25 June 2002 09:02, arveyman wrote:
> I also think you have to use scenes to change the settings (filters
> etc..) when you switch sections using the same voice. But you can
> also implement (CC?) messages in the phrase to change filters
> (knobs). Carefull with these though!
> Correct me if i'm wrong Robert.

Imo you're not wrong, so I won't correct you. ;)
Good addition, so obvious I forgot to mention it.

- Robert
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

On Tuesday 25 June 2002 21:57, Emiliano wrote:
> Sorry Robert, I made a little confusion, there is so many
> names...:-)
>
> What I want to do is to change SECTIONs without the RS reestarting
> the sequence agains. Like the example below, I want to change from
> section A to B, while playng and with the RS mantaining the exact
> position it
> was on section A, without going to the beggining of the phrase.
> It´s possible to
> do that??

Afaik, no. Would be cool though, but also problematic, as the jump in 
the middle of the target section would need event chasing to get a 
good idea of the CC's and other stuff recorded in the phrase before 
the point you start it. That would cause a small delay again.

Maybe there's a trick to get this done, but I currently can't think 
of anyone.

- Robert

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 7953|7953|2002-11-23 13:33:50|jim|rs7000 for sale|
see url for info
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=924645781&rd=1
| 7954|7954|2002-11-23 15:40:36|okoyemaya|Live solutions|
I think the best is to have more stuff on stage then one RS. Laptop 
with Reason and/or Live, though I do not trust them computers too 
much. 
I would get Motif of some other sampling keyboard like Korg but the 
list of what I miss is long (first is 16G ! ), so thinking of 
gettting something from Ebay like Kurzweil. Anybody used Rolands DJ 
70 it is not too big, but is it usable? What I use now to filling up, 
while changing stuff on RS is the MS1 Roland. I just got it out after 
years, It is small, has some pads, primitive sequenzer but 5 MB (with 
a card) so enough to pre program some stuff. It was some 500 Euro 
years ago but I guess you can find one for under 100. It is probably 
the only sampler that does not loose the samples. I switched it on 
after 3 years and everything was there, so good emergency tool, if 
the power was cut it does not boot, 1 sec and ready to go
Okoyem
| 7955|6250|2002-11-23 15:55:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FX send on inputs|
On Saturday 23 November 2002 17:53, velocityconvulsion 
wrote:

> [Hi!]
>
> ok, I understood, you can change the send amounts on
> A/D-Input signals for right and left input - apart form
> the master effects.

If the AD input is configured as 2xmono, yes, you get fx 
sends per mono channel. Very nice, imo.

> But i wonder if/how you can adress tweaks to these
> effects e.g. choosing "room2" for reverb,etc..

It will need a midi sysex command, if supported at all. 
Check the manual's sysex documentation.

> How is the layout of the RS7K? You have a complete effect
> section for each of the 16 "tracks". Is there a 17.
> effect section for A/D input (or even 17. for left input

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=924645781&rd=1


> and 18. for right input?)?

Check out chapter 11 of our faq.
Let me know if you need more info after reading it.

- Robert
| 7956|7956|2002-11-24 01:03:49|Marco|qy70|
Greetings,

somedbody can help me to know where I can find in internet songs, 
patterns for my qy 70 ?
Thanks/Marco
| 7957|7957|2002-11-24 10:40:22|okoyemaya|Clock shift|
The clock shift affects the track ( so all A-J parts), how can I do 
it in a phrase. I got midi file from a pianist, converted it to 
patterns but one of the phrases rushes, it sounds perfect with the 
adjustment on the clock shift pot but I just want to correct this one 
phrase, not all.
Okoyem
| 7958|7957|2002-11-24 11:05:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Clock shift|
On Sunday 24 November 2002 18:40, okoyemaya wrote:

> The clock shift affects the track ( so all A-J parts),
> how can I do it in a phrase. I got midi file from a
> pianist, converted it to patterns but one of the phrases
> rushes, it sounds perfect with the adjustment on the
> clock shift pot but I just want to correct this one
> phrase, not all.

Try job #10 Shift Clock, page 140 of english manual.

- Robert
| 7959|7957|2002-11-24 12:38:29|okoyemaya|Re: Clock shift|
So there is no way to do it while listening? Means the knob could be 
used to find out the value and then enter it through the job function?
Till your post came I just used another track. Of course this kind of 
jobs is probably better to do on pc, just like trimming samples.
Thanks
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Sunday 24 November 2002 18:40, okoyemaya wrote:
> > The clock shift affects the track ( so all A-J parts),
> > how can I do it in a phrase. I got midi file from a
> > pianist, converted it to patterns but one of the phrases
> > rushes, it sounds perfect with the adjustment on the
> > clock shift pot but I just want to correct this one
> > phrase, not all.
> 
> Try job #10 Shift Clock, page 140 of english manual.
> 
> - Robert

| 7960|7957|2002-11-24 13:07:45|Latif|Re: Clock shift|
Okoye what do you mean exactly? 

if you are in track 10 and you twist clockshift or swing, you twist 
it in track 10 while listening.

If you want to keep it after the twist in the phrase only that is in 
playing in track 10 without affecting other sections.
you can do like Robert says, or you can press record once (overdub, 
no quantize), then set the clockshift/swing to desired level and rec-
play the loop once to make change permament.

is that what you looking for?
:)

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> So there is no way to do it while listening? Means the knob could 
be 
> used to find out the value and then enter it through the job 
function?
> Till your post came I just used another track. Of course this kind 
of 
> jobs is probably better to do on pc, just like trimming samples.
> Thanks
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Sunday 24 November 2002 18:40, okoyemaya wrote:
> > > The clock shift affects the track ( so all A-J parts),
> > > how can I do it in a phrase. I got midi file from a
> > > pianist, converted it to patterns but one of the phrases
> > > rushes, it sounds perfect with the adjustment on the
> > > clock shift pot but I just want to correct this one
> > > phrase, not all.
> > 
> > Try job #10 Shift Clock, page 140 of english manual.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 7961|7957|2002-11-24 13:48:45|okoyemaya|Re: Clock shift|



Yes, that what i want, will check it out right now. So my day wasnt 
useless I learned something!
Thanks
How is the honeymoon with 16G ? The recent discussion made me think a 
lot about the 24 bit, getting equipement that wont become obsolete to 
fast. I think the quality step up will be there. The big industry 
must invent new consumers products to make people spent. But perhaps 
it will be something else then 24 bit. What will replace CD standard. 
Sony tried so hard promoting MD, they never though the consumers can 
hear too. They sell but it never became as big as they wanted and 
probably will be killed by mp3 players. Listening to soundtrack 
of "liberty stands still" made me think that Dolby Digital is 
interesting for electronic music, much more then traditional genres.
I am curious about your judgment of 16G.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Okoye what do you mean exactly? 
> 
> if you are in track 10 and you twist clockshift or swing, you twist 
> it in track 10 while listening.
> 
> If you want to keep it after the twist in the phrase only that is 
in 
> playing in track 10 without affecting other sections.
> you can do like Robert says, or you can press record once 
(overdub, 
> no quantize), then set the clockshift/swing to desired level and 
rec-
> play the loop once to make change permament.
> 
> is that what you looking for?
> :)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > So there is no way to do it while listening? Means the knob could 
> be 
> > used to find out the value and then enter it through the job 
> function?
> > Till your post came I just used another track. Of course this 
kind 
> of 
> > jobs is probably better to do on pc, just like trimming samples.
> > Thanks
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > On Sunday 24 November 2002 18:40, okoyemaya wrote:
> > > > The clock shift affects the track ( so all A-J parts),
> > > > how can I do it in a phrase. I got midi file from a
> > > > pianist, converted it to patterns but one of the phrases
> > > > rushes, it sounds perfect with the adjustment on the
> > > > clock shift pot but I just want to correct this one
> > > > phrase, not all.
> > > 
> > > Try job #10 Shift Clock, page 140 of english manual.
> > > 
> > > - Robert

| 7962|7957|2002-11-24 15:07:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Clock shift|
On Sunday 24 November 2002 21:07, Latif wrote:

> Okoye what do you mean exactly?
>
> if you are in track 10 and you twist clockshift or swing,
> you twist it in track 10 while listening.
>
> If you want to keep it after the twist in the phrase only
> that is in playing in track 10 without affecting other
> sections. you can do like Robert says, or you can press
> record once (overdub, no quantize), then set the
> clockshift/swing to desired level and rec- play the loop
> once to make change permament.
>
> is that what you looking for?

I understood that only one phrase of the track needed 
fixing, not all phrases of that track (in all sections). 
Whatever was needed, remember that the Record trick:

1. Carves *all* currently activated play-fx, groove and midi 
delay settings for that track in stone, and

2. Does that for all phrases (i.e. of all sections) for that 
track.

- Robert
| 7963|7957|2002-11-24 15:11:49|Latif|Clock shift back to 24 bit discussion / AW etc...|
Honeymoon is coming on just fine hehehe :P
About the sound quality.. it's not bad at all, 
For those who like to compare .. it doesn't sound like mackie analog 
table, it doesn't sound like soundcraft spirit, or bigtime studio 
SSL, it sounds Yammie 01V to me.. and i can live with that.

But still i will use my other mixer and DAT for differen't mixdown 



suitable for vinyl.

Even tho Michel said earlier that they accept also cd's for master at 
a record plant, i strongly believe that the source you bring for a 
record to be cut is eventually most important of all.
And there's a big audible difference between 44khz and 48khz
let alone the headroom available on DAT.

But then again , everyone he's own slice of the pie hihihi.

Anyway, it's a great machine i love it , and don't regret buying it 
for a second :)
I'll post the song i'm mixing now, on rs7000.org as soon as i 
finished it.

Here are 2 interesting links for your enjoyment:
http://www.mixmachines.com/products/kingston.html

http://vinyljunk.tripod.com/other.html

peace 
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Yes, that what i want, will check it out right now. So my day wasnt 
> useless I learned something!
> Thanks
> How is the honeymoon with 16G ? The recent discussion made me think 
a 
> lot about the 24 bit, getting equipement that wont become obsolete 
to 
> fast. I think the quality step up will be there. The big industry 
> must invent new consumers products to make people spent. But 
perhaps 
> it will be something else then 24 bit. What will replace CD 
standard. 
> Sony tried so hard promoting MD, they never though the consumers 
can 
> hear too. They sell but it never became as big as they wanted and 
> probably will be killed by mp3 players. Listening to soundtrack 
> of "liberty stands still" made me think that Dolby Digital is 
> interesting for electronic music, much more then traditional genres.
> I am curious about your judgment of 16G.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > Okoye what do you mean exactly? 
> > 
> > if you are in track 10 and you twist clockshift or swing, you 
twist 
> > it in track 10 while listening.
> > 
> > If you want to keep it after the twist in the phrase only that is 
> in 
> > playing in track 10 without affecting other sections.
> > you can do like Robert says, or you can press record once 
> (overdub, 
> > no quantize), then set the clockshift/swing to desired level and 
> rec-
> > play the loop once to make change permament.
> > 
> > is that what you looking for?
> > :)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > So there is no way to do it while listening? Means the knob 
could 
> > be 
> > > used to find out the value and then enter it through the job 
> > function?
> > > Till your post came I just used another track. Of course this 
> kind 
> > of 
> > > jobs is probably better to do on pc, just like trimming samples.
> > > Thanks
> > > Okoyem
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > > On Sunday 24 November 2002 18:40, okoyemaya wrote:
> > > > > The clock shift affects the track ( so all A-J parts),
> > > > > how can I do it in a phrase. I got midi file from a
> > > > > pianist, converted it to patterns but one of the phrases
> > > > > rushes, it sounds perfect with the adjustment on the
> > > > > clock shift pot but I just want to correct this one
> > > > > phrase, not all.
> > > > 
> > > > Try job #10 Shift Clock, page 140 of english manual.
> > > > 
> > > > - Robert

| 7964|7957|2002-11-24 15:17:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Clock shift|
On Sunday 24 November 2002 23:07, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

http://www.mixmachines.com/products/kingston.html
http://vinyljunk.tripod.com/other.html


> I understood that only one phrase of the track needed
> fixing, not all phrases of that track (in all sections).
> Whatever was needed, remember that the Record trick:
>
> 1. Carves *all* currently activated play-fx, groove and
> midi delay settings for that track in stone, and
>
> 2. Does that for all phrases (i.e. of all sections) for
> that track.

Correction: point two above is true for the job alternative 
of the Record-carve-in-stone technique (job #30, Normalize 
Play Effect), but NOT for the Record alternative. My wrong.

Note however that both the job and Record techniques reset 
the play effect, groove and midi delay settings afterwards, 
meaning that although they were only recorded into a single 
phrase using the record method, the reset involves all 
phrases of the given track. That is, you loose these 
settings for the other phrases (in the other sections) in 
that track.

- Robert
| 7965|7956|2002-11-24 15:25:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: qy70|
On Sunday 24 November 2002 04:35, Marco wrote:

> Greetings,
>
> somedbody can help me to know where I can find in
> internet songs, patterns for my qy 70 ?
> Thanks/Marco

Try synth zone:
http://www.synthzone.com/yamaha.htm

- Robert
| 7966|7949|2002-11-24 15:29:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Live Mix question - RS7000|
On Saturday 23 November 2002 17:15, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> Scott, I noticed you've been asking about the RS7000
> "pattern change hiccup/glitch" for at least a month...
>
> I was also hoping to be able to go straight from one
> pattern to another "on the fly" using the RS7000 in a
> live mix.

You can, on the condition that both patterns (sections) 
belong to the same style. No glitches there.

When crossing style borders however (that is, when switching 
between patterns of different styles), the RS inserts a 
small gap, during which style level stuff is updated 
(mostly effect and voice settings). 

This gap can be eliminated by telling the RS it should not 
update the effect and voice settings when crossing style 
borders.

- Robert
| 7967|7957|2002-11-24 15:39:46|Latif|Re: Clock shift|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Sunday 24 November 2002 23:07, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> > I understood that only one phrase of the track needed
> > fixing, not all phrases of that track (in all sections).
> > Whatever was needed, remember that the Record trick:
> >
> > 1. Carves *all* currently activated play-fx, groove and
> > midi delay settings for that track in stone, and
> >
> > 2. Does that for all phrases (i.e. of all sections) for
> > that track.
> 
> Correction: point two above is true for the job alternative 
> of the Record-carve-in-stone technique (job #30, Normalize 
> Play Effect), but NOT for the Record alternative. My wrong.
> 
> Note however that both the job and Record techniques reset 
> the play effect, groove and midi delay settings afterwards, 
> meaning that although they were only recorded into a single 
> phrase using the record method, the reset involves all 
> phrases of the given track. That is, you loose these 
> settings for the other phrases (in the other sections) in 
> that track.
> 
> - Robert

Yes exactly!
But you could see the reset as a 'bypass' on the effects like you 
would render a wave in wavelab with chosen effects, the master 
section will go on bypass so you won't hear the result going through 

http://www.synthzone.com/yamaha.htm


the same effects again.

So if you don't like the result you can always peform undo job, 
before you do any other editing again.

Anyway, clockshift and swing are really not that hard to understand 
actually.
Aslong as you understand the resolution of this machine is 480 clicks 
in one measure (counting from 0 to 479).

Divide that by 4 (4/4 measure) makes 120, divide 120 by 4 makes 30
Now a usual 2step swing/shift is around 22 clicks delayed (all taste 
depent ofcourse)
So if you understand these shifts and click counts, you can insert 
swing/shift at any position where you like manually in a phrase :)

Ofcourse this is no use and would take ages if you have a phrase 
filled with a gazillion notes, hahahah
But is easy do'able in rythm phrases.

Latif
| 7968|7968|2002-11-24 23:47:38|Latif|ot: about the motifator forum|
I think some of you might be insterested in this small conversation i 
had with a nice fellow at Keyfax:

----- Original Message -----

From: "L.K." xxxx@xxxxxx.org
To: xxxx@xxxxx.com
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 5:48 PM
Subject: some advice concerning motifator forum

Hi,
I just registered at motifator.com specially for the Motif Studio 
part to discuss and share idea's about th AW16G and RS combination.
I own a RS7K and not a Motif (sowwy heheh)
Anyway, i think you folks should really really do something about
the forum in general, registration, use policy, ip registration,
and so on.
Cause it's sad to see how one person can screw up an entire part
of the forum that's meant for devoted RS users.
Anyone can come up the forum use other folks names and start 
spreading nonsens.. it's gotta stop...

Well hope you fokls or the peeps at Keyfax Newmedia
will do something about this soon.... or at least have moderators
watch the sites forum.
Cause this is also totally no good towards Yamaha, or newspaper/ music
magazine people that come to visit the site or forum to write a
review about motifator.com

Think about it, and react quickly please.

regards and peace!
Latif

----- Original Message -----

From: "Julian Colbeck" xxxxx@xxxxx.com
To: xxxxx@xxxxxx.org
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2002 3:19 AM
Subject: The motifator forum

Hello there,

I note with concern your feelings about the Motiforum. I'd be 
grateful if you can be a little more specific about what you 
find offensive or troublesome.

We tread a very difficult line between letting the forums
being 'free and open', and rendering them useless because,
being free and open, a small minority of people use them for 
offensive or simply annoying purposes.

We are considering making them less open because you are not alone in 
finding some people's behaviour anti-social. However to do so will 
undoubtedly reduce the amount of traffic on the forums and close 
them off to people who simply want to drop in from time to time, 
and this would be very sad.

It is, at the end of the day, the same problem so many people have 
these days between freedom and a certain amount of unsavory 
behaviour, or control and 'civilisation.'

As I say, if you have some more specific thoughts on this it would 
help in our current thoughts I'm sure.
Kind regards,

Julian Colbeck, KEYFAX NewMedia.

----------------------------

Hi Julian,

yes your right, excuse me for being not specific in the first mail.
i read again and i can see waht you mean... i wrote to fast in my
frustration i guess hehehe.

mailto:xxxx@xxxxxx.org
mailto:xxxx@xxxxx.com
mailto:xxxxx@xxxxx.com
mailto:xxxxx@xxxxxx.org


Anyway, the problem is mostly in RS7000 forum, where one person
has lowered the value of that forum really low.
By just dropping nonsens subjects in there and harrasing other users
(verbaly ofcourse)
It's really sad to see and read that stuff... and i also noticed that 
anyone can come up the forum and start posting messages under 
the name of someone else.
(ofcourse this wouldn't happen if all users that are participating 
register in the first place, i understand)

I understand your point about the freedom for participation, and 
freedom in general.. but if one should have to register before they 
can post, it would make it less atractive to post nonsens.
Specially if you lett them know that, ip is registered due to policy 
abuse.
I know it sounds harse, but any sain person would understand.

And i'm sure that devoted yamaha users (and enthousiasts) will 
have no problem registering to post messages.
Ofcourse reading can stay open to any guest.
I hope this helps you a bit more.

I'm a regular user of both RS7000 group at yahoo-groups and 
www.rs7000.org. 
Both these sites have a real nice atmosphere for and by the users, 
also abusers are not tolerated there which makes it a nice place 
for devoted and serious users to share idea's.

Don't get me wrong, i'm not saying motifator.com isn't serious or 
any like that, i just like to point out that it's a bit too open, 
and sensitive to abuse.

Kind regards

Latif

------------------------

Hi Latif,

Thanks very much for taking the time to reply on this.

I think we do not monitor the RS7000 forum nearly as much as we 
should, this forum was started when we launched motifator.com 
because the two instruments came out at the same time. 
But our main focus is obviously on the Motif forums and I 
think part of the problem you mention is that we do not spend 
enough time looking for or taking out stupid posts.

We'll keep a close eye on RS7000 forum this week and see if this at 
least makes the environment a little more 'sane.'

I certainly know what you mean. We hear you!

Kind regards,

Julian @ KEYFAX
_____________________

:P
complaining helps

Latif

| 7969|7969|2002-11-25 01:54:04|junkfoodlover2000|A case for my new QY100 ?|
I was just wondering if anyone knows if there is an official carrying 
case or anything else like it for the QY100 ?
Thanks.
| 7970|7957|2002-11-25 07:11:32|Anthony|Re: Clock shift|

> Yes exactly!
> But you could see the reset as a 'bypass' on the effects like you 
> would render a wave in wavelab with chosen effects, the master 
> section will go on bypass so you won't hear the result going 

through 

> the same effects again.
> 
> So if you don't like the result you can always peform undo job, 
> before you do any other editing again.
> 
> Anyway, clockshift and swing are really not that hard to understand 
> actually.
> Aslong as you understand the resolution of this machine is 480 

clicks 

> in one measure (counting from 0 to 479).
> 
> Divide that by 4 (4/4 measure) makes 120, divide 120 by 4 makes 30
> Now a usual 2step swing/shift is around 22 clicks delayed (all 

taste 

> depent ofcourse)
> So if you understand these shifts and click counts, you can insert 



> swing/shift at any position where you like manually in a phrase :)
> 

Afaik it's 480 pulses per quater note resolution, which equals 1920 
beautiful little pulses per measure.

Aj
| 7971|7968|2002-11-25 08:18:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: ot: about the motifator forum|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> I think some of you might be insterested in this small conversation 

i 

> had with a nice fellow at Keyfax:

Well...then you should also read this:
***********************************************************

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
Cat=1,2,4&Board=RS7000&Number=12930&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpar
t=1

MrMotif
Major Dude
Posts: 24

(11/24/02 03:19 PM)

Edit - Reply 
The future of this forum
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
OK folks, time to take stock:

Can I first explain a bit about how and why the RS7000 forum came 
into existance, and then whether it has, or should have, any future 
here on Motifator.com.

We added an RS7000 forum to the 'Motif' site right at the outset of 
Motifator.com because the RS7000 came out at the same time as Motif, 
and has some related technology.

However, this is fundamentally a 'Motif' site, and as time has moved 
along we have absolutely not given RS7000 users much to cheer about, 
and have absolutely not kept as close an eye on this forum as we 
should.

The result of this is that the continued existance of an RS7000 forum 
kind of implies a level of RS7000 support here, and, put simply, we 
have not have the resources to be able to offer that. Secondly, 
through not keeping an eye on this forum, the forum itself has been 
hijacked by a few complete idiots hell bent on spoiling other 
people's time, enjoyment, and interests. Which is extremely pathetic, 
and extremely sad.

If the people who are doing this bother to read this post, can I 
please ask them to rain on someone else's parade, sell their RS7000, 
take up golf... do something else at any rate. Your presence here is 
not appreciated.

Please understand that Keyfax, the company who runs Motifator.com, is 
a completely independent company who is in the 'business' of 
providing independent web support for the Motif that's paid for 
simply by running an accessories store. We don't sell banner 
advertising, we have no venture capital, we are not owned by Yamaha, 
we don't even sell Motifs, let alone RS7000s! Anything here the 
relates to RS7000 is purely a side-issue. 

That's not to say RS7000 *shouldn't* have its own 'motifator.com' 
style site or anything. Just that this is not what Motifator.com has 
been set up to do. (There are other RS7000 sites and newsgroups, plus 
there's nothing stopping anyone else from doing what we've done with 
Motif.)

Even so, I think that even RS7000 users have still gotten way more 
that they've paid for here.... 

...because *anything* they have learned or gained from this 
site/forum hasn't cost them a single penny! 

Reading the succession of stupid and unproductive posts my first 
inclination was simply to close down the RS7000 forum first thing 
Monday morning. Which, believe me, I can still do. I personally write 
the checks around here.

However, let's see if we can produce something a little more positive 
out of all this before we throw in the towel.

Although, forgive the repetition, this is Motifator.com, a website 
dedicated to Motif, if we can make some reasonable improvement in the 
lives of (serious) RS7000 users then I'd still like to look at how 

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?


this could be achieved.

Over the next week can people can make some sensible requests about 
what they need?

as in:

RS7000 tutorials?
RS7000 content?
RS7000 upgrades/software?
Etc etc

Simultaneously, if the idiots who have been ruining the forum can 
either try to grow up or manage to move on, then we will respond.

On behalf of Keyfax I do accept that RS7000 users have had a slim 
deal compared to Motif users. This is not because of some deep-seated 
slur on behalf of RS customers, but simply that this is, and never 
was, an "RS" type of environment. However, it is entirely Keyfax's 
fault that the RS7000 forum situation has been allowed to get into 
its current mess, though. We goofed up. What can I say? 

Well, I can say that if you guys give us some simple, hard 
suggestions as to what you need, we will see what we can do about it.

If we all try to make this work I'm sure we can succeed.

With apologies from and hope for the future.

MM

Post Extras: 

Tom
Unregistered

(11/24/02 04:12 PM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: The future of this forum
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
I suggest you set up a permanent link here to the two 
main "uinderground" sites: 

http://www.rs7000.org

and 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000

Both sides have already all teh content you are asking for, plus they 
are very well moderated. (of course you need to sign up for them).

Other than that, i suggest you shut down the RS-forum here on 
Motifator.com, esp. since you already declared that this is supposed 
to be a site for the Motif.

Though i hope that Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US will post on either 
one of the above mentioned sites.

Big thank you to Keyfax for hosting this forum here for such a long 
time. And yes it is a shame that some idiots brought this forum down 
to a not existing level.

Just my 2 cents.

Thank you.

Tom (moderator and owner of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list on 
Yahoo Group). 
Post Extras: 

dayv
Regular
Posts: 16

(11/24/02 08:07 PM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: The future of this forum
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
MrMotif & Tom ..

Agreed. Sad though it is, this area of the Motif site has become 
unmanageable, and users are disappearing.

HOWEVER, motifator has been the one (and only) spot on the web where 

http://www.rs7000.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


communication with Yamaha was possible. I would like to back-up Tom 
here by asking (nicely) if the Yamaha reps that frequent this site 
could now focus some of their attention on both the above-mentioned 
sites.

If this were possible, I doubt whether many RS users would mind the 
removal of this RS forum on motifator.

Cheers,
dayv

Post Extras: 

Anomecron9
Regular
Posts: 11

(11/24/02 08:50 PM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: The future of this forum
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
I too will back up Tom and Dayv. Some of us absolutely love the 
RS7000. Unfortunately I've had 2 monikers hijacked and slur attempts 
pasted on this and several other well known forums. Unfortunately we 
only get YAMAHA input from this forum. I too would suggest pulling 
the plug on the RS7000 froum here. It has gotten way out of hand a 
grossly counterproductive to the purpose it was set out to achieve.
As stated both RS7000.ORG and Yahoo's RS7000 users group are highly 
organised ,intelligent , congenial and well moderated forums.
May I also stress we need Yamaha looking in on these two forums for 
assistance. If Keyfax decides to produce a range of products that 
directly support the RS7000 I am 100% confident that Tom and Robert 
(Yahoo Groups) and Darren Round (RS7000.ORG) would be more than happy 
to support you in such marketing endeavours. Well I know I would 
anyway.
May I thankyou for atleast giving us the effort and much needed 
support when the RS7000 first emerged. A very very special thankyou 
to BadMister as well and all the fellow forumites who came here for 
the true benefit of all things RS7000 related.
I don't blame you for wanting to pull the plug on this forum.
It seems to have become an almost necessary evil due to certain 
elements and the nature of their input.
Once again a big THANKS for your efforts.
I'd be lying if I said I wasn't sad to see it go .
Deep down I feel it would probably be for the better.
Kindest regards,
Anom/FaX/OSCar - some who cares about the RS community greatly.
To everyone else (you know who you are) ...Much respect as always.
| 7972|7712|2002-11-25 09:02:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
On Wednesday 20 November 2002 18:13, sean mccarrick wrote:

> Did all this even the first time.
>
> Firstly when using the midisport without the RS when
> cubase is loading.
> I can hear the soundblaster live sounds when hitting
> notes on the keyboard.
> When cubase does load I can hear nothing.

Are you familiar with Cubase? I used to use it, but can't 
remember everything. Anyway, I remember you have to enable 
the midi inputs you want to use with Cubase. Make sure the 
midisport inputs are among these. 

Having done that, when playing notes on the keyboard 
connected to one of the midisport inputs, make sure the 
selected track on Cubase is a MIDI track. The midi output 
of that track must be the midisport output the RS is 
connected with.

- Robert
| 7973|7957|2002-11-25 09:36:31|Latif|Re: Clock shift|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Anthony" wrote:

> 
> > Yes exactly!
> > But you could see the reset as a 'bypass' on the effects like you 
> > would render a wave in wavelab with chosen effects, the master 
> > section will go on bypass so you won't hear the result going 
> through 
> > the same effects again.
> > 
> > So if you don't like the result you can always peform undo job, 
> > before you do any other editing again.
> > 
> > Anyway, clockshift and swing are really not that hard to 

understand 

> > actually.
> > Aslong as you understand the resolution of this machine is 480 
> clicks 



> > in one measure (counting from 0 to 479).
> > 
> > Divide that by 4 (4/4 measure) makes 120, divide 120 by 4 makes 30
> > Now a usual 2step swing/shift is around 22 clicks delayed (all 
> taste 
> > depent ofcourse)
> > So if you understand these shifts and click counts, you can 

insert 

> > swing/shift at any position where you like manually in a phrase :)
> > 
> 
> 
> Afaik it's 480 pulses per quater note resolution, which equals 1920 
> beautiful little pulses per measure.
>
> Aj

yes your absolutly right.

Latif
| 7974|7968|2002-11-25 10:06:10|Latif|Re: ot: about the motifator forum|
Well yes, if closing down that part of that forum is the best 
solution then so be it.. pretty sad tho, cause it started of 
very nice.
Would be nice if in that case, bad_mister , could join here or at 
Darren's site... great to have his input around.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > I think some of you might be insterested in this small 
conversation 
> i 
> > had with a nice fellow at Keyfax:
> 
> 
> Well...then you should also read this:
> ***********************************************************
> 
> http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
> 
Cat=1,2,4&Board=RS7000&Number=12930&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpar
> t=1
> 
> MrMotif
> Major Dude
> Posts: 24
> 
> 
> 
> (11/24/02 03:19 PM)
> 
> Edit - Reply 
> The future of this forum
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> OK folks, time to take stock:
> 
> Can I first explain a bit about how and why the RS7000 forum came 
> into existance, and then whether it has, or should have, any future 
> here on Motifator.com.
> 
> We added an RS7000 forum to the 'Motif' site right at the outset of 
> Motifator.com because the RS7000 came out at the same time as 
Motif, 
> and has some related technology.
> 
> However, this is fundamentally a 'Motif' site, and as time has 
moved 
> along we have absolutely not given RS7000 users much to cheer 
about, 
> and have absolutely not kept as close an eye on this forum as we 
> should.
> 
> The result of this is that the continued existance of an RS7000 
forum 
> kind of implies a level of RS7000 support here, and, put simply, we 
> have not have the resources to be able to offer that. Secondly, 
> through not keeping an eye on this forum, the forum itself has been 
> hijacked by a few complete idiots hell bent on spoiling other 
> people's time, enjoyment, and interests. Which is extremely 
pathetic, 
> and extremely sad.
> 
> If the people who are doing this bother to read this post, can I 
> please ask them to rain on someone else's parade, sell their 
RS7000, 
> take up golf... do something else at any rate. Your presence here 
is 
> not appreciated.

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?


> 
> Please understand that Keyfax, the company who runs Motifator.com, 
is 
> a completely independent company who is in the 'business' of 
> providing independent web support for the Motif that's paid for 
> simply by running an accessories store. We don't sell banner 
> advertising, we have no venture capital, we are not owned by 
Yamaha, 
> we don't even sell Motifs, let alone RS7000s! Anything here the 
> relates to RS7000 is purely a side-issue. 
> 
> That's not to say RS7000 *shouldn't* have its own 'motifator.com' 
> style site or anything. Just that this is not what Motifator.com 
has 
> been set up to do. (There are other RS7000 sites and newsgroups, 
plus 
> there's nothing stopping anyone else from doing what we've done 
with 
> Motif.)
> 
> Even so, I think that even RS7000 users have still gotten way more 
> that they've paid for here.... 
> 
> ...because *anything* they have learned or gained from this 
> site/forum hasn't cost them a single penny! 
> 
> Reading the succession of stupid and unproductive posts my first 
> inclination was simply to close down the RS7000 forum first thing 
> Monday morning. Which, believe me, I can still do. I personally 
write 
> the checks around here.
> 
> However, let's see if we can produce something a little more 
positive 
> out of all this before we throw in the towel.
> 
> Although, forgive the repetition, this is Motifator.com, a website 
> dedicated to Motif, if we can make some reasonable improvement in 
the 
> lives of (serious) RS7000 users then I'd still like to look at how 
> this could be achieved.
> 
> Over the next week can people can make some sensible requests about 
> what they need?
> 
> as in:
> 
> RS7000 tutorials?
> RS7000 content?
> RS7000 upgrades/software?
> Etc etc
> 
> Simultaneously, if the idiots who have been ruining the forum can 
> either try to grow up or manage to move on, then we will respond.
> 
> On behalf of Keyfax I do accept that RS7000 users have had a slim 
> deal compared to Motif users. This is not because of some deep-
seated 
> slur on behalf of RS customers, but simply that this is, and never 
> was, an "RS" type of environment. However, it is entirely Keyfax's 
> fault that the RS7000 forum situation has been allowed to get into 
> its current mess, though. We goofed up. What can I say? 
> 
> Well, I can say that if you guys give us some simple, hard 
> suggestions as to what you need, we will see what we can do about 
it.
> 
> If we all try to make this work I'm sure we can succeed.
> 
> With apologies from and hope for the future.
> 
> MM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Post Extras: 
> 
> Tom
> Unregistered
> 
> 
> 
> 
> (11/24/02 04:12 PM)
> 
> Edit - Reply 
> Re: The future of this forum
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> I suggest you set up a permanent link here to the two 
> main "uinderground" sites: 
> 
> http://www.rs7000.org
> 
> and 

http://www.rs7000.org/


> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
> 
> Both sides have already all teh content you are asking for, plus 
they 
> are very well moderated. (of course you need to sign up for them).
> 
> Other than that, i suggest you shut down the RS-forum here on 
> Motifator.com, esp. since you already declared that this is 
supposed 
> to be a site for the Motif.
> 
> Though i hope that Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US will post on either 
> one of the above mentioned sites.
> 
> Big thank you to Keyfax for hosting this forum here for such a long 
> time. And yes it is a shame that some idiots brought this forum 
down 
> to a not existing level.
> 
> Just my 2 cents.
> 
> Thank you.
> 
> Tom (moderator and owner of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list on 
> Yahoo Group). 
> Post Extras: 
> 
> dayv
> Regular
> Posts: 16
> 
> 
> 
> (11/24/02 08:07 PM)
> 
> Edit - Reply 
> Re: The future of this forum
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> MrMotif & Tom ..
> 
> Agreed. Sad though it is, this area of the Motif site has become 
> unmanageable, and users are disappearing.
> 
> HOWEVER, motifator has been the one (and only) spot on the web 
where 
> communication with Yamaha was possible. I would like to back-up Tom 
> here by asking (nicely) if the Yamaha reps that frequent this site 
> could now focus some of their attention on both the above-mentioned 
> sites.
> 
> If this were possible, I doubt whether many RS users would mind the 
> removal of this RS forum on motifator.
> 
> Cheers,
> dayv
> 
> Post Extras: 
> 
> Anomecron9
> Regular
> Posts: 11
> 
> 
> 
> (11/24/02 08:50 PM)
> 
> Edit - Reply 
> Re: The future of this forum
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> ----------
> I too will back up Tom and Dayv. Some of us absolutely love the 
> RS7000. Unfortunately I've had 2 monikers hijacked and slur 
attempts 
> pasted on this and several other well known forums. Unfortunately 
we 
> only get YAMAHA input from this forum. I too would suggest pulling 
> the plug on the RS7000 froum here. It has gotten way out of hand a 
> grossly counterproductive to the purpose it was set out to achieve.
> As stated both RS7000.ORG and Yahoo's RS7000 users group are highly 
> organised ,intelligent , congenial and well moderated forums.
> May I also stress we need Yamaha looking in on these two forums for 
> assistance. If Keyfax decides to produce a range of products that 
> directly support the RS7000 I am 100% confident that Tom and Robert 
> (Yahoo Groups) and Darren Round (RS7000.ORG) would be more than 
happy 
> to support you in such marketing endeavours. Well I know I would 
> anyway.
> May I thankyou for atleast giving us the effort and much needed 
> support when the RS7000 first emerged. A very very special thankyou 
> to BadMister as well and all the fellow forumites who came here for 
> the true benefit of all things RS7000 related.
> I don't blame you for wanting to pull the plug on this forum.
> It seems to have become an almost necessary evil due to certain 
> elements and the nature of their input.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


> Once again a big THANKS for your efforts.
> I'd be lying if I said I wasn't sad to see it go .
> Deep down I feel it would probably be for the better.
> Kindest regards,
> Anom/FaX/OSCar - some who cares about the RS community greatly.
> To everyone else (you know who you are) ...Much respect as always.

| 7975|7975|2002-11-25 10:47:10|closeshavestubble|Changing Patterns and release|
Hi all,
With the New Year approaching.. Hope all Are well and 
Healthy..
i had my rs7000 set up, so, when i mute a voice, such as a 
string, with a long sustain,it will carry over to the next pattern
and 
fade out gradualy.
After some long projects, i restarted with factory
settings 
and forgot how i did this.(this being , the carry over to the next 
track)
Anotherwards...i have a string sound i want to bring in and 
then mute.......whilst going to a new pattern with no string 
voice.and then I would like it to fade out.. instead.. now it cuts
out 
suddenly., which it should.. but i want it to not cut out, but to 
gradually end.
how do you do this, as i have done it in the past.
I cant figure out what do adjust in Utilities or
whatever.. 
Thank You Very Much
Closeshavestubble

Remember... Noise to Some .. is Music to Others...
| 7976|7975|2002-11-25 10:52:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Patterns and release|
On Monday 25 November 2002 18:47, closeshavestubble wrote:

> Hi all,
> With the New Year approaching.. Hope all Are well
> and Healthy..
> i had my rs7000 set up, so, when i mute a voice,
> such as a string, with a long sustain,it will carry over
> to the next pattern and
> fade out gradualy.
> After some long projects, i restarted with
> factory settings
> and forgot how i did this.(this being , the carry over to
> the next track)

Its done with the Mute Mode parameter in Utilities, either 
Audio (direct cutoff) or Midi (the one you're after, I 
recon).

> Anotherwards...i have a string sound i want to
> bring in and then mute.......whilst going to a new
> pattern with no string voice.and then I would like it to
> fade out.. instead.. now it cuts out
> suddenly., which it should.. but i want it to not cut
> out, but to gradually end.
> how do you do this, as i have done it in the past.
> I cant figure out what do adjust in Utilities
> or whatever..

A longer Amp/Filter ADSR Release value for that sound? 
Can't try it out now, but lemme know if that helped. 

- Robert
| 7977|7977|2002-11-25 11:20:46|closeshavestubble|Audio and Midi utilities|
Hi again, Group.
Thank You Robert. That Was it Exactly. I had it set to Audio 
and Not Midi. I thought it would be a question of a utilitie.. But 
Which one.. I didnt Know.. Thanks Again and a n Early New year 
greeting to all.
Closeshavestubble
Ps.. I was wondering, i use my rs7000....maybe 10, 12 
hours daily..lol.....True!!.. some daye more
i havnt been using a Midi Controller, So the Finish on my
rs 
is actually wearing out from using the mini keys. 
Cosmetically speaking.. it looks older then it is.. I was 
Curious if anyone else has a faded finish on the bottom near the 
keys....maybe its the hair gunk werin em out.. gotta look kool...lol

seriously, Once Again.. TY robert
| 7978|7949|2002-11-25 12:07:23|Steve Roitstein|Re: Live Mix question - RS7000|

>Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> says:

>On Saturday 23 November 2002 17:15, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > Scott, I noticed you've been asking about the RS7000
> > "pattern change hiccup/glitch" for at least a month...
> >
> > I was also hoping to be able to go straight from one
> > pattern to another "on the fly" using the RS7000 in a
> > live mix.

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


>
>You can, on the condition that both patterns (sections)
>belong to the same style. No glitches there.

True. This seems to be the way I'll go.

>When crossing style borders however (that is, when switching
>between patterns of different styles), the RS inserts a
>small gap, during which style level stuff is updated
>(mostly effect and voice settings).
>
>This gap can be eliminated by telling the RS it should not
>update the effect and voice settings when crossing style
>borders.

Thanks for this info. I've tried this already and for my uses it 
creates more problems than it solves since I need the voice changes 
etc. I wish that Yamaha could find a way to eliminate the gap, maybe 
by making the updated info take effect (slowly?) after the pattern 
change is requested rather than waiting for the pattern to change. Or 
even stealing a note from the end of the previous pattern before 
changing. Almost anything is better than a glitch in the time.

Thanks!

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com
http://www.riotmusic.com/
| 7979|7949|2002-11-25 12:17:05|Scott Kellogg|Re: Live Mix question - RS7000|

> Thanks for this info. I've tried this already and for my uses it 
> creates more problems than it solves since I need the voice changes 
> etc. I wish that Yamaha could find a way to eliminate the gap, maybe 
> by making the updated info take effect (slowly?) after the pattern 
> change is requested rather than waiting for the pattern to change. Or 
> even stealing a note from the end of the previous pattern before 
> changing. Almost anything is better than a glitch in the time.

The Nord Modular does the same thing when you select a new patch. It just
takes a little while for the DSP to recalibrate. I don't know enough about
the technical issues to say more than that.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 7980|7949|2002-11-25 12:20:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Live Mix question - RS7000|
On Monday 25 November 2002 20:13, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> > Thanks for this info. I've tried this already and for
> > my uses it creates more problems than it solves since I
> > need the voice changes etc. I wish that Yamaha could
> > find a way to eliminate the gap, maybe by making the
> > updated info take effect (slowly?) after the pattern
> > change is requested rather than waiting for the pattern
> > to change. Or even stealing a note from the end of the
> > previous pattern before changing. Almost anything is
> > better than a glitch in the time.
>
> The Nord Modular does the same thing when you select a
> new patch. It just takes a little while for the DSP to
> recalibrate. I don't know enough about the technical
> issues to say more than that.

Almost every (if not all) synth does it, the moment you 
change patches. It takes the fx and voice hardware some 
time to change to the new settings. Changing styles on the 
RS is exactly like changing patches on a synth.

- Robert
| 7981|7712|2002-11-25 12:30:53|sean mccarrick|Re: Problems getting Cubase to play RS|
Yeah I did all that.
I'm getting cubase sx on thursday.
So I'm not going to try anything until then.
Thanks again
-sean

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Wednesday 20 November 2002 18:13, sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> 
> > Did all this even the first time.
> >
> > Firstly when using the midisport without the RS
> when
> > cubase is loading.
> > I can hear the soundblaster live sounds when
> hitting

mailto:steve@riotmusic.com
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> > notes on the keyboard.
> > When cubase does load I can hear nothing.
> 
> Are you familiar with Cubase? I used to use it, but
> can't 
> remember everything. Anyway, I remember you have to
> enable 
> the midi inputs you want to use with Cubase. Make
> sure the 
> midisport inputs are among these. 
> 
> Having done that, when playing notes on the keyboard
> 
> connected to one of the midisport inputs, make sure
> the 
> selected track on Cubase is a MIDI track. The midi
> output 
> of that track must be the midisport output the RS is
> 
> connected with.
> 
> - Robert
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus � Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 7982|7982|2002-11-25 14:27:03|S.A.S.|arpeggiator|
Alrighty..

anyone know if if the RS can sync your arpeggios when playing live ?

Cheers
Steve
| 7983|7968|2002-11-26 04:39:39|505|Re: ot: about the motifator forum|
I now do feel fortunate to have found this user group from the first trial.

cheers from the rain city of Seattle :p

My way of saying thanks, because I've learned (and still learning) a lot
from reading the discussions posted here, weather I directly participate or
not.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 9:06 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: ot: about the motifator forum

> Well yes, if closing down that part of that forum is the best
> solution then so be it.. pretty sad tho, cause it started of
> very nice.
> Would be nice if in that case, bad_mister , could join here or at
> Darren's site... great to have his input around.
>
> Latif
>
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> > > I think some of you might be insterested in this small
> conversation
> > i
> > > had with a nice fellow at Keyfax:
> >
> >
> > Well...then you should also read this:
> > ***********************************************************
> >
> > http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
> >
> Cat=1,2,4&Board=RS7000&Number=12930&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpar
> > t=1
> >
> > MrMotif
> > Major Dude
> > Posts: 24
> >
> >
> >
> > (11/24/02 03:19 PM)
> >
> > Edit - Reply
> > The future of this forum
> > --------------------------------------------------------------------

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?


> --
> > ----------
> > OK folks, time to take stock:
> >
> > Can I first explain a bit about how and why the RS7000 forum came
> > into existance, and then whether it has, or should have, any future
> > here on Motifator.com.
> >
> > We added an RS7000 forum to the 'Motif' site right at the outset of
> > Motifator.com because the RS7000 came out at the same time as
> Motif,
> > and has some related technology.
> >
> > However, this is fundamentally a 'Motif' site, and as time has
> moved
> > along we have absolutely not given RS7000 users much to cheer
> about,
> > and have absolutely not kept as close an eye on this forum as we
> > should.
> >
> > The result of this is that the continued existance of an RS7000
> forum
> > kind of implies a level of RS7000 support here, and, put simply, we
> > have not have the resources to be able to offer that. Secondly,
> > through not keeping an eye on this forum, the forum itself has been
> > hijacked by a few complete idiots hell bent on spoiling other
> > people's time, enjoyment, and interests. Which is extremely
> pathetic,
> > and extremely sad.
> >
> > If the people who are doing this bother to read this post, can I
> > please ask them to rain on someone else's parade, sell their
> RS7000,
> > take up golf... do something else at any rate. Your presence here
> is
> > not appreciated.
> >
> > Please understand that Keyfax, the company who runs Motifator.com,
> is
> > a completely independent company who is in the 'business' of
> > providing independent web support for the Motif that's paid for
> > simply by running an accessories store. We don't sell banner
> > advertising, we have no venture capital, we are not owned by
> Yamaha,
> > we don't even sell Motifs, let alone RS7000s! Anything here the
> > relates to RS7000 is purely a side-issue.
> >
> > That's not to say RS7000 *shouldn't* have its own 'motifator.com'
> > style site or anything. Just that this is not what Motifator.com
> has
> > been set up to do. (There are other RS7000 sites and newsgroups,
> plus
> > there's nothing stopping anyone else from doing what we've done
> with
> > Motif.)
> >
> > Even so, I think that even RS7000 users have still gotten way more
> > that they've paid for here....
> >
> > ...because *anything* they have learned or gained from this
> > site/forum hasn't cost them a single penny!
> >
> > Reading the succession of stupid and unproductive posts my first
> > inclination was simply to close down the RS7000 forum first thing
> > Monday morning. Which, believe me, I can still do. I personally
> write
> > the checks around here.
> >
> > However, let's see if we can produce something a little more
> positive
> > out of all this before we throw in the towel.
> >
> > Although, forgive the repetition, this is Motifator.com, a website
> > dedicated to Motif, if we can make some reasonable improvement in
> the
> > lives of (serious) RS7000 users then I'd still like to look at how
> > this could be achieved.
> >
> > Over the next week can people can make some sensible requests about
> > what they need?
> >
> > as in:
> >
> > RS7000 tutorials?
> > RS7000 content?
> > RS7000 upgrades/software?
> > Etc etc
> >
> > Simultaneously, if the idiots who have been ruining the forum can
> > either try to grow up or manage to move on, then we will respond.
> >
> > On behalf of Keyfax I do accept that RS7000 users have had a slim
> > deal compared to Motif users. This is not because of some deep-
> seated
> > slur on behalf of RS customers, but simply that this is, and never
> > was, an "RS" type of environment. However, it is entirely Keyfax's
> > fault that the RS7000 forum situation has been allowed to get into
> > its current mess, though. We goofed up. What can I say?



> >
> > Well, I can say that if you guys give us some simple, hard
> > suggestions as to what you need, we will see what we can do about
> it.
> >
> > If we all try to make this work I'm sure we can succeed.
> >
> > With apologies from and hope for the future.
> >
> > MM
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Post Extras:
> >
> > Tom
> > Unregistered
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > (11/24/02 04:12 PM)
> >
> > Edit - Reply
> > Re: The future of this forum
> > --------------------------------------------------------------------
> --
> > ----------
> > I suggest you set up a permanent link here to the two
> > main "uinderground" sites:
> >
> > http://www.rs7000.org
> >
> > and
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
> >
> > Both sides have already all teh content you are asking for, plus
> they
> > are very well moderated. (of course you need to sign up for them).
> >
> > Other than that, i suggest you shut down the RS-forum here on
> > Motifator.com, esp. since you already declared that this is
> supposed
> > to be a site for the Motif.
> >
> > Though i hope that Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US will post on either
> > one of the above mentioned sites.
> >
> > Big thank you to Keyfax for hosting this forum here for such a long
> > time. And yes it is a shame that some idiots brought this forum
> down
> > to a not existing level.
> >
> > Just my 2 cents.
> >
> > Thank you.
> >
> > Tom (moderator and owner of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list on
> > Yahoo Group).
> > Post Extras:
> >
> > dayv
> > Regular
> > Posts: 16
> >
> >
> >
> > (11/24/02 08:07 PM)
> >
> > Edit - Reply
> > Re: The future of this forum
> > --------------------------------------------------------------------
> --
> > ----------
> > MrMotif & Tom ..
> >
> > Agreed. Sad though it is, this area of the Motif site has become
> > unmanageable, and users are disappearing.
> >
> > HOWEVER, motifator has been the one (and only) spot on the web
> where
> > communication with Yamaha was possible. I would like to back-up Tom
> > here by asking (nicely) if the Yamaha reps that frequent this site
> > could now focus some of their attention on both the above-mentioned
> > sites.
> >
> > If this were possible, I doubt whether many RS users would mind the
> > removal of this RS forum on motifator.
> >
> > Cheers,
> > dayv
> >
> > Post Extras:
> >
> > Anomecron9

http://www.rs7000.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000


> > Regular
> > Posts: 11
> >
> >
> >
> > (11/24/02 08:50 PM)
> >
> > Edit - Reply
> > Re: The future of this forum
> > --------------------------------------------------------------------
> --
> > ----------
> > I too will back up Tom and Dayv. Some of us absolutely love the
> > RS7000. Unfortunately I've had 2 monikers hijacked and slur
> attempts
> > pasted on this and several other well known forums. Unfortunately
> we
> > only get YAMAHA input from this forum. I too would suggest pulling
> > the plug on the RS7000 froum here. It has gotten way out of hand a
> > grossly counterproductive to the purpose it was set out to achieve.
> > As stated both RS7000.ORG and Yahoo's RS7000 users group are highly
> > organised ,intelligent , congenial and well moderated forums.
> > May I also stress we need Yamaha looking in on these two forums for
> > assistance. If Keyfax decides to produce a range of products that
> > directly support the RS7000 I am 100% confident that Tom and Robert
> > (Yahoo Groups) and Darren Round (RS7000.ORG) would be more than
> happy
> > to support you in such marketing endeavours. Well I know I would
> > anyway.
> > May I thankyou for atleast giving us the effort and much needed
> > support when the RS7000 first emerged. A very very special thankyou
> > to BadMister as well and all the fellow forumites who came here for
> > the true benefit of all things RS7000 related.
> > I don't blame you for wanting to pull the plug on this forum.
> > It seems to have become an almost necessary evil due to certain
> > elements and the nature of their input.
> > Once again a big THANKS for your efforts.
> > I'd be lying if I said I wasn't sad to see it go .
> > Deep down I feel it would probably be for the better.
> > Kindest regards,
> > Anom/FaX/OSCar - some who cares about the RS community greatly.
> > To everyone else (you know who you are) ...Much respect as always.
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 7984|7984|2002-11-26 05:00:32|505|- YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility |
This application comes with RS 7000 Tools CD - any of you tried using it
with RS and succeeded?

Thanks

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 7985|7985|2002-11-26 05:07:27|buckmoy|Transmit MTC from RS?|
Hello group, 

I've left my manual in Spain, downloaded the one in the files 
section...its in French! So please, someone help..

I'm sure I remember reading in the manual that the RS doesn't 
generate MTC. Sure, it generates midi clock, and control messages 
(play, stop, continue) - but not MTC.

Is this right?

Thanks

PS (and totally OT) - if you ever wanted a good reason NOT to take 
GHB, read on here: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/2504081.stm
| 7986|7985|2002-11-26 05:23:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Transmit MTC from RS?|
On Tuesday 26 November 2002 13:07, buckmoy wrote:

> Hello group,
>
> I've left my manual in Spain, downloaded the one in the
> files section...its in French! So please, someone help..
>
> I'm sure I remember reading in the manual that the RS
> doesn't generate MTC. Sure, it generates midi clock, and
> control messages (play, stop, continue) - but not MTC.
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/2504081.stm


> Is this right?

Yes, correct, the RS does not generate MTC (page 260 of 
english manual). It can slave to MTC in Song mode.

- Robert
| 7987|7985|2002-11-26 05:44:41|buckmoy|Re: Transmit MTC from RS?|
Thanks Robert - cleared that up for me!

Is this a feature you would like to see?

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 26 November 2002 13:07, buckmoy wrote:
> > Hello group,
> >
> > I've left my manual in Spain, downloaded the one in the
> > files section...its in French! So please, someone help..
> >
> > I'm sure I remember reading in the manual that the RS
> > doesn't generate MTC. Sure, it generates midi clock, and
> > control messages (play, stop, continue) - but not MTC.
> >
> > Is this right?
> 
> Yes, correct, the RS does not generate MTC (page 260 of 
> english manual). It can slave to MTC in Song mode.
> 
> - Robert

| 7988|7984|2002-11-26 14:06:11|Latif|Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility|
--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> This application comes with RS 7000 Tools CD - any of you tried 

using it

> with RS and succeeded?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'

Hi,

What File utility are you refering to?
I have only 3 folders on my cd:
Acroread
Styles
TWE (Tiny Wave Editor)

Latif
| 7989|7989|2002-11-26 16:15:49|Rasidel Slika|Just finished this 138 bpm 5:55 vocal track....|
...for the side-project I am in, Endora (http://www.endpop.com). I 
know a lot of you are into vocals, well this one has em. They might 
take some getting used to, its similar to the style of Depeche Mode, 
Anything Box, groups like that.. well anyhow I think you'll notice 
that this track features a predominant influence from my solo project 
delobbo, with good reason, since I made it with that in mind. :) 
The track is predominantly RS7000, with additional pieces from Virus 
C.

Check it out if you get a chance.

Endora - Thoughts 138 bpm . 5:55
http://alienredplanet.com/mp3/endora_thoughts.mp3

Thanks to my friend KW for hosting the track... check out his site 
while you're at it. ;)
http://alienredplanet.com

rasidel aka delobbo
http://mp3.com/delobbo
| 7990|7990|2002-11-26 18:08:04|Latif|about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt leng|
You might have noticed that when you create a phrase in let's say 
grid/rec , and after a while you change the pattern length of the 
style from let's say 4 measures to 16 measures,
you decide to do some more editing in grid/rec in that phrase.. and 
after you listen to that phrase you will hear it play measures that 
are not in there or cannot be cut out (illegal measure thing)

Incase this wasn't posted before, here's how to fix that phrase.
simple append that phrase one time, then split it again to to it's 
original length... fixed.

Latif
| 7991|7991|2002-11-26 18:31:37|Scott Kellogg|WTB RS7000|
Okay, I've got cash in hand. I'd like to buy an RS7k.

Anyone got one they are willing to part with? I'm willing to buy new if I
can get a lower price than $1395, which seems to be the going rate.



Thanks!

/Scott
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 7992|7991|2002-11-27 00:09:50|Scott Kellogg|Re: WTB RS7000|
Anyone ever dealt with musicansbuy.com? They have a good deal going.

/S

On Tue, Nov 26, 2002 at 06:05:20PM -0500, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> Okay, I've got cash in hand. I'd like to buy an RS7k.
> 
> Anyone got one they are willing to part with? I'm willing to buy new if I
> can get a lower price than $1395, which seems to be the going rate.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> /Scott
> -- 
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 

-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::

| 7993|7989|2002-11-27 00:25:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Just finished this 138 bpm 5:55 vocal track....|
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 00:15, Rasidel Slika wrote:

> ...for the side-project I am in, Endora
> (http://www.endpop.com). I know a lot of you are into
> vocals, well this one has em. They might take some
> getting used to, its similar to the style of Depeche
> Mode, Anything Box, groups like that.. well anyhow I
> think you'll notice that this track features a
> predominant influence from my solo project delobbo, with
> good reason, since I made it with that in mind. :) The
> track is predominantly RS7000, with additional pieces
> from Virus C.

Okay, I'm not familiar with this style of music, but it 
sounds like a good, solid pop production, ready to hit the 
charts. I *do* recognize the Depeche Mode influence in the 
vox, however. ;)

You didn't record the vox in the RS as well, did you?

Anyway, good contribution!
Keep these mp3's coming guys!

- Robert
| 7994|7990|2002-11-27 00:26:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt |
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 02:08, Latif wrote:

> You might have noticed that when you create a phrase in
> let's say grid/rec , and after a while you change the
> pattern length of the style from let's say 4 measures to
> 16 measures,
> you decide to do some more editing in grid/rec in that
> phrase.. and after you listen to that phrase you will
> hear it play measures that are not in there or cannot be
> cut out (illegal measure thing)
>
> Incase this wasn't posted before, here's how to fix that
> phrase. simple append that phrase one time, then split it
> again to to it's original length... fixed.

Thanks for the tip. This one goes straight into the faq.

- Robert
| 7995|7990|2002-11-27 00:29:53|mmittner|Re: about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt |
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--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:

> You might have noticed that when you create a phrase in let's say 
> grid/rec , and after a while you change the pattern length of the 
> style from let's say 4 measures to 16 measures,
> you decide to do some more editing in grid/rec in that phrase.. and 
> after you listen to that phrase you will hear it play measures that 
> are not in there or cannot be cut out (illegal measure thing)
> 
> Incase this wasn't posted before, here's how to fix that phrase.
> simple append that phrase one time, then split it again to to it's 
> original length... fixed.
> 
> Latif

hi!

i too hope this will be fixed, cause it's really a pain in the ass (at least for me, since i'm working with different phrase lengths all the time).
that's my #1 complaint about the rs (#2 is that it doesn't update the effect send values inside the fx section), and i can't understand how this could
pass beta testing. could it really be that no single beta tester encountered this? on the rm1x it worked.

-mike
| 7996|7990|2002-11-27 00:47:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt |
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 08:29, mmittner wrote:

> i too hope this will be fixed, cause it's really a pain
> in the ass (at least for me, since i'm working with
> different phrase lengths all the time). that's my #1
> complaint about the rs (#2 is that it doesn't update the
> effect send values inside the fx section)

Explain that one please. The fx send values aren't 
*visually* updated you mean?

- Robert
| 7997|7990|2002-11-27 00:52:37|mmittner|Re: about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt |

> Explain that one please. The fx send values aren't 
> *visually* updated you mean?

i think i posted this some time ago: when you load/switch styles the fx send values inside the fx section (not inside the track mixer! i mean var->delay,
var->reverb and delay->reverb) are only updated in the display, but it seems like they're not sent to the fx processor. you see the values but you don't
hear them.

-mike
| 7998|7990|2002-11-27 00:59:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt |
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 08:52, mmittner wrote:

> > Explain that one please. The fx send values aren't
> > *visually* updated you mean?
>
> i think i posted this some time ago: when you load/switch
> styles the fx send values inside the fx section (not
> inside the track mixer! i mean var->delay, var->reverb
> and delay->reverb) are only updated in the display, but
> it seems like they're not sent to the fx processor. you
> see the values but you don't hear them.

Thanks for explaining.

- Robert
| 7999|7990|2002-11-27 03:17:45|okoyemaya|Re: about the bug caused by grid rec in phrase after changing patt |
I have the same experience
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "mmittner" wrote:
> > Explain that one please. The fx send values aren't 
> > *visually* updated you mean?
> 
> i think i posted this some time ago: when you load/switch styles 
the fx send values inside the fx section (not inside the track mixer! 
i mean var->delay, var->reverb and delay->reverb) are only updated in 
the display, but it seems like they're not sent to the fx processor. 
you see the values but you don't hear them.
> 
> -mike

|



8000|7991|2002-11-27 03:48:37|Alex Bazan|Re: WTB RS7000|
wow $1280!!
has anyone found this kind of deals on european shops?
why is there such a difference in the price tag overseas?
none of the u.s. shops will deliver yamaha internationally.
this sucks, the best deal i found on an european shop goes around 
1680 euro (the same more or less in $)?

alex.

--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> Anyone ever dealt with musicansbuy.com? They have a good deal 
going.
> 
> /S

| 8001|7991|2002-11-27 04:34:38|Thiaudiere Yan|Re: WTB RS7000|
ola,
i paid 1372 euros for mine (no RAM, no nothing), a month ago
toulouse, france

Alex Bazan wrote:

> wow $1280!!
> has anyone found this kind of deals on european shops?
> why is there such a difference in the price tag overseas?
> none of the u.s. shops will deliver yamaha internationally.
> this sucks, the best deal i found on an european shop goes around 
> 1680 euro (the same more or less in $)?
> 
> alex.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> 
>>Anyone ever dealt with musicansbuy.com? They have a good deal 
>>
> going.
> 
>>/S
>>
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 8002|8002|2002-11-27 06:07:16|pmlost|WHERE TO BUY RAM FOR RS7000 IN EUROPE?|
Hello,

i'm looking for the place where i can find 32 simms for my RS7000 for 
a good place?

i'm looking for something in Europe but offcxourse if you know about 
something else in other parts of the worlds, please advice me.

i know oempcworld.com whichj is checked bu maybe you know another 
places also

regards
pm'
| 8003|7991|2002-11-27 06:08:23|Alex Bazan|Re: WTB RS7000|
do they have an e-shop?
though a trip to france to save 300E does not seem a bad idea at 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


all.. =) =)
merci beaucoup
alex.

--- In RS7000@y..., Thiaudiere Yan wrote:
> ola,
> i paid 1372 euros for mine (no RAM, no nothing), a month ago
> toulouse, france
> 
>

| 8004|8004|2002-11-27 06:12:55|synthe. labo|we don't need to multiply|
hello there
if you're interested in some harsh sperimental hard stuff, i've finished 2 
new songs and uploaded
these are both RS7K and pc things like Acid and Fruity Loops (only external 
samples).

'pork popularity'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900098.html
broken electronic, tons of synth sounds, many nord mod sounds

'we dont need to multiply'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900115.html
fast broken hardjungle, many stops and go, psycotic breaks

all from http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

feedback appreciated

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8005|7991|2002-11-27 06:31:44|Thiaudiere Yan|Re: WTB RS7000|
yep,

www.music-action.com
the site looks rather bad, but you can print a form to order by mail (no 
e-mail), or e-mail for information
also don't forget to ask for RAM, so they will send the RS full loaded
(it seems hard to find the good SIMMS out there)

a+

Alex Bazan wrote:

> do they have an e-shop?
> though a trip to france to save 300E does not seem a bad idea at 
> all.. =) =)
> merci beaucoup
> alex.
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Thiaudiere Yan wrote:
> 
>>ola,
>>i paid 1372 euros for mine (no RAM, no nothing), a month ago
>>toulouse, france
>>
>>
>>
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900098.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900115.html
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> 
> 
>

| 8006|8002|2002-11-27 07:36:03|Uwe Jülich|Re: WHERE TO BUY RAM FOR RS7000 IN EUROPE?|

> i know oempcworld.com whichj is checked bu maybe you know another
> places also

Why check another places? I live in cologne/gemany and I ordered my ram at
oempcworld. I ordered and 8 days later the ram was sent, fantastic price
(~48 euro) incl. shipping.

greets,

Uwe
| 8007|8007|2002-11-27 08:53:09|Scott Kellogg|Soft Carry Case|
Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? Yamaha UK is out of
stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems like this topic has not been
discussed. Is there another commercial case that fits the RS?

Thanks!
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 8008|8008|2002-11-27 11:54:49|okoyemaya|Fade out,-decrescendo ???? Help!|
I messed up! Wanted to make end (with fade out) so copied 
intended "I" to "K" and used "create continues data" -volume, but it 
affected the original track as well, and in fact everything sounds a 
bit messed up in the volume sense. Sorry I am such a midiot, now how 
to get back? The song was almost ready the last save was few hours 
ago so would be waste to throw that time doing all the work again.
Okoyem
| 8009|8009|2002-11-27 12:29:49|pawelmr|Is something wrong ... when I |
Is something wrong ... when goras power down and up again all 
patterns are not longer avaible I have to load it again .THNX PEACE
| 8010|8010|2002-11-27 12:29:53|pawelmr|Why patterns disapear when power when down I have load it again |
Why patterns disapear when power when down I have load it again is 
this normal or something wrong with my rs THNX peace to humans
| 8011|8011|2002-11-27 12:32:03|pawelmr|Pattern storing Problem ... help pls|
Pattern storing Problem , when I shot down and power up all 
petterns load are gone why?
| 8012|8009|2002-11-27 12:49:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is something wrong ... when I|
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 19:26, pawelmr wrote:

> Is something wrong ... when goras power down and up again
> all patterns are not longer avaible I have to load it
> again .THNX PEACE

You have to SAVE your work before powering down, either as 
Pattern or as All file. Check out pages 36/37, or page 114 
of the english manual.

- Robert
| 8013|8008|2002-11-27 12:50:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Fade out,-decrescendo ???? Help!|
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 19:54, okoyemaya wrote:

> I messed up! Wanted to make end (with fade out) so copied
> intended "I" to "K" and used "create continues data"
> -volume, but it affected the original track as well, and
> in fact everything sounds a bit messed up in the volume
> sense. Sorry I am such a midiot, now how to get back? The
> song was almost ready the last save was few hours ago so
> would be waste to throw that time doing all the work

At least try to UNDO that last edit action. Maybe that does 
the job (doubt it though).

- Robert
| 8014|8008|2002-11-27 13:11:01|okoyemaya|Re: Fade out,-decrescendo ???? Help!|
Oh, I acted like a monkey, doing something without really knowing 
what it is. Undo cannot do because I already tried hundred other 
things, I have this decrescendo in all sort of places. The manual is 
not of much help... Certainly I read it before doing the operation 
but i thought that that was the function - decreasing volume on a 
phrase or track. I guess it belongs to general midi knowledge which I 
do not have. Sooner or later it is a must to learn but while i did 

http://www.bemc.net/


find some very general midi information, details like that have no 
clue. Well, I wish there was default saving like in Photoshop that 
you can fix so when you forget yourself in the work you do not loose 
so much. I will wait a bit maybe somebody will respond otherwise just 
load new and at least use my brain memory to restore what I have done 
tonite. Thanks Gods of music I made some notes on the paper.
Cheap advice to everyone-save, save, save......
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 27 November 2002 19:54, okoyemaya wrote:
> > I messed up! Wanted to make end (with fade out) so copied
> > intended "I" to "K" and used "create continues data"
> > -volume, but it affected the original track as well, and
> > in fact everything sounds a bit messed up in the volume
> > sense. Sorry I am such a midiot, now how to get back? The
> > song was almost ready the last save was few hours ago so
> > would be waste to throw that time doing all the work
> 
> At least try to UNDO that last edit action. Maybe that does 
> the job (doubt it though).
> 
> - Robert

| 8015|8009|2002-11-27 13:23:05|pawelmr|THANK YOU ROBERT Re: Is something wrong ... when I|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 27 November 2002 19:26, pawelmr wrote:
> > Is something wrong ... when goras power down and up again
> > all patterns are not longer avaible I have to load it
> > again .THNX PEACE
> 
> You have to SAVE your work before powering down, either as 
> Pattern or as All file. Check out pages 36/37, or page 114 
> of the english manual.
> 
> - Robert

| 8016|7989|2002-11-27 14:01:03|Rasidel Slika|Re: Just finished this 138 bpm 5:55 vocal track....|
Hey Robert, thanks for taking a listen. No I didn't record the vox 
on the RS. Just straight through - and unfortunately they didn't 
come out as well as I would have liked. Vox is the most challenging 
part for me, I've still yet to find the right balance to get 
that "pro" sound.. I'm running hardware compression on it, I don't 
know what else to do.. I will have to keep playing with it until I 
get the sound I want.

RRR aka delobbo

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> Okay, I'm not familiar with this style of music, but it 
> sounds like a good, solid pop production, ready to hit the 
> charts. I *do* recognize the Depeche Mode influence in the 
> vox, however. ;)
> 
> You didn't record the vox in the RS as well, did you?
> 
> Anyway, good contribution!
> Keep these mp3's coming guys!
> 
> - Robert

| 8017|7991|2002-11-27 14:40:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: WTB RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Alex Bazan" wrote:

> the best deal i found on an european shop goes 

around 

> 1680 euro (the same more or less in $)?

Whoa! 1680? That's more than i payed for it...check out 
www.thomann.de they have the RS for 1444.-Euro (1425 for Germans).

Btw. they also have in program two of the preset-pattern Style-cards 
from Yamaha.
| 8018|7991|2002-11-27 14:44:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: WTB RS7000|



--- In RS7000@y..., "Alex Bazan" wrote:

> 
> why is there such a difference in the price tag overseas?

Usually that doesn't bother me so much, but when i hear that you can 
buy a AN/DX200 or one of the Electribes over in the US for 
200US$...i am really getting jealous! Here in Germany...400Euro for 
each or more...
| 8019|8007|2002-11-27 14:58:09|tompaulsen2002|Re: Soft Carry Case|
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:

> Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? Yamaha UK is 

out of

> stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems like this topic 

has not been

> discussed. Is there another commercial case that fits the RS?

> 
> Thanks!

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/thoiw2_artikel-153119.html 

69Euro
| 8020|8020|2002-11-27 15:26:21|pawelmr|Sequence Memory Full - if I will add more memory that will help?|
Sequence Memory Full - if I will add more memory that will help?
| 8021|8020|2002-11-27 15:30:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sequence Memory Full - if I will add more memory that will hel|
On Wednesday 27 November 2002 22:42, pawelmr wrote:

> Sequence Memory Full - if I will add more memory that
> will help?

No, that won't help. The added memory is used for samples 
only.

Did you record lots of continuous data, like knob movements 
or other CC messages? Than try the thin-out job (on a copy 
of your song and see if that helps). Use Shift-Utility to 
check.

- Robert
| 8022|8022|2002-11-27 16:20:05|Tony Petersen|pattern chain: does it save track mute settings|
Hey, when you record a pattern chain, how do you save the track mute settings in that chain? Do you have to turn the pattern chain into a song before you can save these?
Thanks, just started playing with pattern chains last night and having a bit of drama sorting this... cheers, Tony,
| 8023|8022|2002-11-27 17:11:14|sean mccarrick|Re: pattern chain: does it save track mute settings|
Hi,
You have to go into edit mode to save mutes.
Hit record in patternchain mode. Then use the left
dial under the lcd to go to scene. Then go into edit
mode.

You should be able to do this with replace or overdub
mode but I could never get it to work.
According to the manuel it does tho'.
Strange that.

-sean

--- Tony Petersen <tpetersen@hutchison.com.au> wrote:

> Hey, when you record a pattern chain, how do you
> save the track mute settings in that chain? Do you
> have to turn the pattern chain into a song before
> you can save these? Thanks, just started playing
> with pattern chains last night and having a bit of
> drama sorting this... cheers, Tony,
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8024|8024|2002-11-27 21:26:54|faxorgy|Re: Decrescendo and fixing the track ;) Easy peasy.|

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/thoiw2_artikel-153119.html
mailto:tpetersen@hutchison.com.au
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/


Go to job No.12 Erase event.
The crescendo job works on volume or velocity data CC's I can't 
remember off hand.
Check the pattern in edit mode and see which CC is used in the 
decrsecendo.
Enter job No.12 as mentioned.
Set the erase to be CC only and specifiy that CC for the duration of 
the decrescendo event ie Beat:Bar:PPQN to Beat:Bar:PPQN and hit erase.
Now that will get you pattern back to normal.
Go back to your original pattern/section and copy the intended 
phrases to a new user loacation ie: new number so if one of them was 
Phrase No. 16 change it to the next highest available phrase nuber in 
memory.
Do this to all the tracks you wish to apply the decrescendo to.
Then place the "New" copied phrases with "NEW" phrase numbers to the 
appropriate tracks in the new section. Perform the decrescendo's as 
required and hey presto problem solved. :) .
| 8025|8020|2002-11-28 00:40:57|pawelmr|All fun is recording knobs movment .. so ..Re: Sequence Memory Full|
Yep All fun is recording knobs movment .. so what should I do buy 
scsi drive ? THNX again Robert !!! 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 27 November 2002 22:42, pawelmr wrote:
> > Sequence Memory Full - if I will add more memory that
> > will help?
> 
> No, that won't help. The added memory is used for samples 
> only.
> 
> Did you record lots of continuous data, like knob movements 
> or other CC messages? Than try the thin-out job (on a copy 
> of your song and see if that helps). Use Shift-Utility to 
> check.
> 
> - Robert

| 8026|7984|2002-11-28 00:41:04|505|Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility|
Sorry to have confused you all, I'm making a complete ass of myself.
I honestly believed I installed it from the Tools CD ( old age :)
syndrome ), but obviously not and I now feel bad for not cheking before I
posted the question.

I no longer have a clue how I acquired this app, probably a download from
Yamaha website but I can't seem to retrace the steps to get to it.

Just so you don't think I'm completely crazy, here is a screen shot of what
I'm referring to.
http://www.midinet.net/ftp/FileUtility.jpg

I quote from the manual:

"
What is the File Utility?
File Utility is a convenient and versatile program that lets you use a
computer to access and organize data
stored on compatible Yamaha instruments, including various synthesizers and
Clavinovas. With File Utility,
you can transmit data from the computer directly to storage devices
installed or connected to your particular
MIDI instrument (as listed below). You can also save data contained on the
relevant storage device to your
computer.
"

Maybe this was intended for Motif like synths and I'm just stretching my
hope a little too much...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2002 1:05 PM

http://www.midinet.net/ftp/FileUtility.jpg
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Subject: [RS7000] Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility

--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> This application comes with RS 7000 Tools CD - any of you tried
using it
> with RS and succeeded?
>
> Thanks
>
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'

Hi,

What File utility are you refering to?
I have only 3 folders on my cd:
Acroread
Styles
TWE (Tiny Wave Editor)

Latif

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 8027|7991|2002-11-28 00:41:11|505|Re: WTB RS7000|
If you're in US you should lookup http://www.musiciansfriend.com , search
for RS7000 and request a quote, they instantly email one to you. I picked up
new RS (no additional memory) for 1199 + 8.1 % tax from Guitar Center after
showing them the printed quote from musiciansfriend site.

Funny you feel that way Tom, if there is any consolation I don't believe US
is the most fertile ground for arts, I feel you have the upper hand by
living in EU.
So you can see, I'm a little jealous too! :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 1:44 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: WTB RS7000

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Alex Bazan" wrote:
> >
> > why is there such a difference in the price tag overseas?
>
> Usually that doesn't bother me so much, but when i hear that you can
> buy a AN/DX200 or one of the Electribes over in the US for
> 200US$...i am really getting jealous! Here in Germany...400Euro for
> each or more...
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8028|7984|2002-11-28 00:45:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility|
On Thursday 28 November 2002 06:42, 505 wrote:

> I quote from the manual:
>
> "
> What is the File Utility?
> File Utility is a convenient and versatile program that
> lets you use a computer to access and organize data
> stored on compatible Yamaha instruments, including
> various synthesizers and Clavinovas. With File Utility,
> you can transmit data from the computer directly to
> storage devices installed or connected to your particular
> MIDI instrument (as listed below). You can also save data
> contained on the relevant storage device to your
> computer.
> "

I hear that some Yamaha synths with SmartCard drives can be 
connected to the computer and be used as a SmartCard drive. 
My music shop once tried to put an RS update on a card this 
way. I guess this is the software that does that.

- Robert
| 8029|8020|2002-11-28 00:58:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: All fun is recording knobs movment .. so ..Re: Sequence Memory |
On Thursday 28 November 2002 01:34, pawelmr wrote:

> Yep All fun is recording knobs movment .. so what should
> I do buy scsi drive ? THNX again Robert !!!

That won't help either. The Sequence Memory area is a fixed 
part of the RS memory where the MIDI data is stored. You 
cannot expand it by adding a drive or sample memory. You've 
simply hit the boundary of the RS's MIDI capacity (which 
cetainly isn't shabby for a hw sequencer).

The only possible way to add midi data to this large song is 
by removing other data. That's why I suggested to maybe 
THIN OUT (that's an edit job) some of the CC data generated 
by recording knob movements. Although this *may* cause 
audible changes, the RS will nontheless love you for doing 
that, since the processor can really choke on too much CC 
data.

Please first make a backup copy before you try this.

- Robert
| 8030|8022|2002-11-28 01:02:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: pattern chain: does it save track mute settings|
On Thursday 28 November 2002 00:19, Tony Petersen wrote:

> Hey, when you record a pattern chain, how do you save the
> track mute settings in that chain? Do you have to turn
> the pattern chain into a song before you can save these?
> Thanks, just started playing with pattern chains last
> night and having a bit of drama sorting this... cheers,
> Tony,

I normally first record the mutes live in the SCENE track 
and then edit them afterwards in Edit mode.

To record track mutes live, select the pattern chain, press 
Rec and turn knob 1 to select the SCENE track. Next hit 
Play to start recording. Simply hit the mute buttons during 
the record process. Press Stop to stop recording (clever 
huh? ;)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


To select a track for editing, also use the Rec + knob 1 
procedure described above, and then hit Edit. In edit mode 
you can edit the individual mutes, or delete/insert a new 
track mute event (as well as other type of events).

- Robert
| 8031|8020|2002-11-28 01:09:35|pawelmr|Now I got Your point I will do like You advise ..Re: Sequence Memor|
THNX AGAIN You Are GREAT PERSON !!!!

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 28 November 2002 01:34, pawelmr wrote:
> > Yep All fun is recording knobs movment .. so what should
> > I do buy scsi drive ? THNX again Robert !!!
> 
> That won't help either. The Sequence Memory area is a fixed 
> part of the RS memory where the MIDI data is stored. You 
> cannot expand it by adding a drive or sample memory. You've 
> simply hit the boundary of the RS's MIDI capacity (which 
> cetainly isn't shabby for a hw sequencer).
> 
> The only possible way to add midi data to this large song is 
> by removing other data. That's why I suggested to maybe 
> THIN OUT (that's an edit job) some of the CC data generated 
> by recording knob movements. Although this *may* cause 
> audible changes, the RS will nontheless love you for doing 
> that, since the processor can really choke on too much CC 
> data.
> 
> Please first make a backup copy before you try this.
> 
> - Robert

| 8032|7984|2002-11-28 01:28:41|505|Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility|
I was hopping I could pull this off for RS7000, it kind of fits the bill.
Then again, wishful thinking ...
:)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 11:45 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility

> On Thursday 28 November 2002 06:42, 505 wrote:
> > I quote from the manual:
> >
> > "
> > What is the File Utility?
> > File Utility is a convenient and versatile program that
> > lets you use a computer to access and organize data
> > stored on compatible Yamaha instruments, including
> > various synthesizers and Clavinovas. With File Utility,
> > you can transmit data from the computer directly to
> > storage devices installed or connected to your particular
> > MIDI instrument (as listed below). You can also save data
> > contained on the relevant storage device to your
> > computer.
> > "
>
> I hear that some Yamaha synths with SmartCard drives can be
> connected to the computer and be used as a SmartCard drive.
> My music shop once tried to put an RS update on a card this
> way. I guess this is the software that does that.
>
> - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8033|7984|2002-11-28 01:43:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: - YAMAHA OPT Tools - File Utility|
On Thursday 28 November 2002 09:26, 505 wrote:

> I was hopping I could pull this off for RS7000, it kind
> of fits the bill. Then again, wishful thinking ...

Maybe these synths have a USB connection.

- Robert
| 8034|8007|2002-11-28 02:22:53|Peter Sawa pm*|Re: Soft Carry Case|
you can try also:

www.musicstorekoeln.de

/pm'

--- tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote: >
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg 

> wrote:
> > Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? 
> Yamaha UK is 
> out of
> > stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems
> like this topic 
> has not been
> > discussed. Is there another commercial case that
> fits the RS?
> 
> > 
> > Thanks!
> 
>

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/thoiw2_artikel-153119.html

> 
> 
> 69Euro
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 8035|8004|2002-11-28 02:25:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: we don't need to multiply|
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On Wednesday 27 November 2002 14:12, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello there
> if you're interested in some harsh sperimental hard
> stuff, i've finished 2 new songs and uploaded
> these are both RS7K and pc things like Acid and Fruity
> Loops (only external samples).
>
> 'pork popularity'
> http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900098.html
> broken electronic, tons of synth sounds, many nord mod
> sounds
>
> 'we dont need to multiply'
> http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900115.html
> fast broken hardjungle, many stops and go, psycotic
> breaks
>

Ah, pure Warp style IDM! I've listened to both. The synth 
sounds in 'Pork' are great, but I personally prefer 
'Multiply' because the song has a better flow to it. Both 
songs sound like a lot of work again.

You're getting better at it with each song, imho, both songs 
sound mature. Did you contact Warp records, btw? They 
should at least give this stuff a listen.

Anyway Marco, would you like to explain to the list how you 
created 'We dont need to multiply'? I would like to add a 
link to the song + your comments to the forthcoming 'How I 
did it' section in the faq. 

- Robert
| 8036|8004|2002-11-28 02:47:50|Oscar Finch|Re: we don't need to multiply|
Funny I actually prefered "Pork" myself . We don't need to multiply is mildly psychotic to say the least :P . 
Great use of sounds and a fine attention to detail on both tracks though I might add. 
Definately very WARP in stylings. 
Great use of fruity and acid in there two ;). 
It's been great hearing all this other RS stuff here lately. And really inspiring to see how everybody comes up with so many stylings from the one great box. 
I would cart it of to WARP in a flash to. 
My next track is kinda Electro meet AphexTwin with my own twist. 
Still programmin' away like an idiot. 
You've got a great feel for what you do and show it the love and attention it deserves. 
Keep them coming. 

PS: We RS users Do Need To Multiply . 
Time to get the silver box the attention it deserves. 
There's alot of talent on this site. 
I can feel and RS7K compilation CD coming on :D 
Hint Hint Hint everyone ;) ................

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8037|8024|2002-11-28 03:25:13|okoyemaya|Re: Decrescendo and fixing the track ;) Easy peasy.|
Thanks, I stored this page and will exercise as exercise, meanwhile( 
yesterday night) I just redone the stuff, in fact using my notes (non 
virtual paper)it took half an hour. The whole idea was not so good. 
There is proper de/and crescendo funtion in the song mode anyway. 
Still I will follow the procedure for educative reasons.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "faxorgy" wrote:
> Go to job No.12 Erase event.
> The crescendo job works on volume or velocity data CC's I can't 
> remember off hand.
> Check the pattern in edit mode and see which CC is used in the 
> decrsecendo.
> Enter job No.12 as mentioned.
> Set the erase to be CC only and specifiy that CC for the duration 
of 
> the decrescendo event ie Beat:Bar:PPQN to Beat:Bar:PPQN and hit 
erase.
> Now that will get you pattern back to normal.
> Go back to your original pattern/section and copy the intended 
> phrases to a new user loacation ie: new number so if one of them 
was 

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900098.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900115.html
http://www.excite.com/


> Phrase No. 16 change it to the next highest available phrase nuber 
in 
> memory.
> Do this to all the tracks you wish to apply the decrescendo to.
> Then place the "New" copied phrases with "NEW" phrase numbers to 
the 
> appropriate tracks in the new section. Perform the decrescendo's as 
> required and hey presto problem solved. :) .

| 8038|8038|2002-11-28 04:51:13|okoyemaya|What is really livepa?|
Not exactly technical question though possibly applying to most of 
us. Either we do it or want to do it. I put the question on the 
livepa. org but a lot of bla, bla but nobody could give a definition. 
Before I am going to use that expression on my "service offer" would 
love to know what a hell is it. What P. what A. stand for, power 
amp?, personal appearence? It looks like a fashionable way to 
describe any of us with RS and some other stuff on stage, not just 
playing saved, precomposed tunes but doing something live. Where does 
it come from, which part of the world. I do not want to be one of the 
ignorants using a word without really knowing what does it mean. Or 
switching off the brain through excessive use of artifical or natural 
means is the basic condition of doing livepa ? I mean it is simple to 
define what is techno or reggea, jazz, garage, electro, etc- where, 
when, how ...Why nobody on livepa.org can`t define the livepa?
Okoyem
| 8039|8038|2002-11-28 05:01:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: What is really livepa?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> What P. what A. stand for, power 
> amp?, personal appearence? 

Live-p.a. abbreviation for Live-P.erformA.nce:

http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm
| 8040|7991|2002-11-28 05:07:36|tompaulsen2002|Re: WTB RS7000|
--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:

> 
> Funny you feel that way Tom, if there is any consolation I don't 

believe US

> is the most fertile ground for arts, I feel you have the upper hand 

by

> living in EU.
> So you can see, I'm a little jealous too! :)

Hehe. I think it depends on where you live in the US. I am sure up in 
Paunxatony i wouldn´t be much creative either...but living in or at 
least around bigger places, like NY, Washington D.C., Detroit, LA, SF 
might help...
EU is not all inspiring either. 

But the advantage of living in Germany for sure is, that we get the 
Waldorf und Jomox gear for a better price....:))
| 8041|8020|2002-11-28 05:10:11|tompaulsen2002|All fun is recording knobs movment .. so ..Re: Sequence Memory Full|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>
> The only possible way to add midi data to this large song is 
> by removing other data. That's why I suggested to maybe 
> THIN OUT (that's an edit job) some of the CC data generated 
> by recording knob movements. Although this *may* cause 
> audible changes, the RS will nontheless love you for doing 
> that, since the processor can really choke on too much CC 
> data.

Absolutely, another solution would be to resample all the tracks with 
the wild knob-movements and erase them afterwards. In this way you 
have still the resampled track, and also freed up sequencer memory.
| 8042|7991|2002-11-28 05:13:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: WTB RS7000|
On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:07, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Hehe. I think it depends on where you live in the US. I
> am sure up in Paunxatony i wouldn´t be much creative
> either...but living in or at least around bigger places,
> like NY, Washington D.C., Detroit, LA, SF might help...

http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm


> EU is not all inspiring either.

HEY! What about Dieren, The Netherlands? Now *that's* 
culture! We have errr ... well... a computer shop. How's 
that? ;)

>
> But the advantage of living in Germany for sure is, that
> we get the Waldorf und Jomox gear for a better
> price....:))

Yeah, but you pay a BIG price... you're German! ;P

- Robert, Dutch :(
| 8043|8020|2002-11-28 05:14:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: All fun is recording knobs movment .. so ..Re: Sequence Memory |
On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:10, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Absolutely, another solution would be to resample all the
> tracks with the wild knob-movements and erase them
> afterwards. In this way you have still the resampled
> track, and also freed up sequencer memory.

Yep, good one!

- Robert
| 8044|8038|2002-11-28 05:34:58|okoyemaya|Re: What is really livepa?|
Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the P.erformA.nce. You think 
so ? Actually personal appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be 
more logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > What P. what A. stand for, power 
> > amp?, personal appearence? 
> 
> Live-p.a. abbreviation for Live-P.erformA.nce:
> 
> http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm

| 8045|8038|2002-11-28 05:52:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What is really livepa?|
On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:

> Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.

Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.

- Robert
| 8046|8038|2002-11-28 05:59:30|Latif|Re: What is really livepa?|
Hi,
on the site livepa.org ,they use the word 'livepa' as a defenition 
for live-set, live gig, live performance, live-act.

but to my knowledge P.A. means Powered Amps as in Sound System.
I also never heard anyone here in Holland call a live performance
'livepa' 
I mean you either perform live or you fool your audience semi-live,
and this would usualy be on a P.A. system..

P.A. systems are called Sound Systems by a large number of people in
the Dutch ad UK techno scene. 
This fellow here has some nice documented info on setting up a 
P.A. system:
http://www.spydee.com/members/bassist/index.htm

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the P.erformA.nce. You 
think 
> so ? Actually personal appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would 
be 
> more logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.

http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm
http://www.spydee.com/members/bassist/index.htm


> okoyem
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > What P. what A. stand for, power 
> > > amp?, personal appearence? 
> > 
> > Live-p.a. abbreviation for Live-P.erformA.nce:
> > 
> > http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm

| 8047|8038|2002-11-28 07:17:14|okoyemaya|Re: What is really livepa?|
So here we are the Europeans using their brains! Does not hurt to 
know history, origins, if you have them - Americanos. Everybody 
juggling with the expression but when asked nobody really knows what 
does it mean. So with our European brain strom we getting closer. 
Public Address is the origin behind any sound amplification system 
and it includes power amps that are confusingly also called p.a.. My 
first idea when I heard the expression was Sound Systems something I 
would associate with the Jamaican stuff. Seems that mad professor is 
considered livepa by the people of the livepa.org.So it gives me some 
idea as i saw him. In Germany it is still unknown term those who know 
english will associate it with p.a. for rent or something not really 
with the live performance of electronic music. Well, why not using 
that, we do something else then a band, it is different then DJ, so 
it could be useful to use it. So now the next question. How widely is 
the expression really spread worldwide, we heard about Holland, 
Germany how is it down under? and UK ?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "Latif" wrote:
> Hi,
> on the site livepa.org ,they use the word 'livepa' as a defenition 
> for live-set, live gig, live performance, live-act.
> 
> but to my knowledge P.A. means Powered Amps as in Sound System.
> I also never heard anyone here in Holland call a live performance
> 'livepa' 
> I mean you either perform live or you fool your audience semi-live,
> and this would usualy be on a P.A. system..
> 
> P.A. systems are called Sound Systems by a large number of people in
> the Dutch ad UK techno scene. 
> This fellow here has some nice documented info on setting up a 
> P.A. system:
> http://www.spydee.com/members/bassist/index.htm
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the P.erformA.nce. You 
> think 
> > so ? Actually personal appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would 
> be 
> > more logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
> > okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > > What P. what A. stand for, power 
> > > > amp?, personal appearence? 
> > > 
> > > Live-p.a. abbreviation for Live-P.erformA.nce:
> > > 
> > > http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm

| 8048|8038|2002-11-28 07:44:10|Bryan Rodgers|Re: What is really livepa?|
yup

P.A. = Public Address

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?

On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal

http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm
http://www.spydee.com/members/bassist/index.htm
http://www.freep.com/entertainment/music/dwhat19_20020519.htm
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.

Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8049|8007|2002-11-28 07:47:41|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Soft Carry Case|
I use a hard turntable case. got it off ebay (cheap). looks slick. would
recommend it over a soft case... ...the thing really gets bashed around on
the way to gigs, friends places... ...couldn't imagine it in a soft case!

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@kiva.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 10:52 AM
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case

Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? Yamaha UK is out of
stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems like this topic has not been
discussed. Is there another commercial case that fits the RS?

Thanks!
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net <http://www.bemc.net> ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8050|8007|2002-11-28 07:55:01|Scott Kellogg|Re: Soft Carry Case|
How is the fit? Did you need to use a lot of padding? I'd think that
putting the RS on top of the case would be pretty slick for gigging.

/S

On Thu, Nov 28, 2002 at 09:47:30AM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I use a hard turntable case. got it off ebay (cheap). looks slick. would
> recommend it over a soft case... ...the thing really gets bashed around on
> the way to gigs, friends places... ...couldn't imagine it in a soft case!
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@kiva.net] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 10:52 AM
> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case
> 
> 
> Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? Yamaha UK is out of
> stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems like this topic has not been
> discussed. Is there another commercial case that fits the RS?
> 
> Thanks!
> -- 
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net <http://www.bemc.net> ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> <http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
> 44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?http://
> www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
> l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=216911763> 
> 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
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> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 

-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::

| 8051|8007|2002-11-28 08:08:10|Latif|Re: Soft Carry Case|
i seen a RS fitted in a technics sl1200 turntable case 
at the musicstore where i bought mine.
it fits perfect :)

--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> How is the fit? Did you need to use a lot of padding? I'd think 
that
> putting the RS on top of the case would be pretty slick for gigging.
> 
> /S
> 
> 
> On Thu, Nov 28, 2002 at 09:47:30AM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > I use a hard turntable case. got it off ebay (cheap). looks 
slick. would
> > recommend it over a soft case... ...the thing really gets bashed 
around on
> > the way to gigs, friends places... ...couldn't imagine it in a 
soft case!
> > 
> > -B
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@k...] 
> > Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 10:52 AM
> > To: rs7000@y...
> > Subject: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case
> > 
> > 
> > Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? Yamaha UK is 
out of
> > stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems like this topic 
has not been
> > discussed. Is there another commercial case that fits the RS?
> > 
> > Thanks!
> > -- 
> > :Scott Kellogg :
> > :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> > :http://www.bemc.net <http://www.bemc.net> ::
> > :ICQ #1556301 :::
> > 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
> > 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> > 
44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?
http://
> > www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> > 
> > <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
> > l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=216911763> 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> 
> -- 
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::

| 8052|8052|2002-11-28 08:24:30|Scott Kellogg|USB SCSI converter|
I asked about this a little while ago, but didn't find anything conclusive.
Is it possible to transfer files from a Mac OS X 10.2 machine via a USB
cable fitted with a SCSI adapter to the RS? "A3000" shows up in the Peak
Sampler menu.

I'd like to see if anyone is doing this before I buy the adapter, which
will probably not be refundable.

Thanks!

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 8053|8007|2002-11-28 09:23:35|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Soft Carry Case|
it's a great setup. the top comes off, and you can toss it underneath to
raise the RS another 3" or so. the fit is also perfect (did Yamaha designers
do this on purpose??), it the same dimensions as a turntable. I did have to
take out the top pad in the case (a big foam circle) and replace it with
some of that triangle foam, but that's all...(room to spare for a few
cables, and manual)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@kiva.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 9:51 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case

How is the fit? Did you need to use a lot of padding? I'd think that
putting the RS on top of the case would be pretty slick for gigging.

/S
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On Thu, Nov 28, 2002 at 09:47:30AM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I use a hard turntable case. got it off ebay (cheap). looks slick. would
> recommend it over a soft case... ...the thing really gets bashed around on
> the way to gigs, friends places... ...couldn't imagine it in a soft case!
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@kiva.net] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 10:52 AM
> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case
> 
> 
> Does anyone know where to get a soft carry case? Yamaha UK is out of
> stock. I looked in the archives, but it seems like this topic has not
been
> discussed. Is there another commercial case that fits the RS?
> 
> Thanks!
> -- 
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net <http://www.bemc.net> <http://www.bemc.net
<http://www.bemc.net> > ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
> 
>
44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?http://
<http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?http://> 
> www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> 
>
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
> 
> l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=216911763> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> > 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> > 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
<http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> > 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com>
<http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> > 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> > .

> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
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> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> 
> 

-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net <http://www.bemc.net> ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17050321
44:HM/A=1327986/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870027;7586687;a?http://
www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
l/S=:HM/A=1327986/rand=669967858> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8054|8038|2002-11-28 10:43:30|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?|
Well, in Brazil we use P.A. for both definitions.

When talking about equipmentes, P.A. means power amplifier.
When talking about artists, Live P.A. means Live Performance Act.

best,

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 28 de novembro de 2002 12:44
> Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> 
> 
> yup
> 
> P.A. = Public Address
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> 
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> 
> On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> > P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> > appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> > logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
> 
> Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> <http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/
> S=17050321
> 44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687
> ;x?http://
> www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D

=egroupmai
l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=121614140> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 8055|8007|2002-11-28 10:50:11|Scott Kellogg|Re: Soft Carry Case|

> it's a great setup. the top comes off, and you can toss it underneath to
> raise the RS another 3" or so. the fit is also perfect (did Yamaha designers
> do this on purpose??), it the same dimensions as a turntable. I did have to

Maybe it *is* on purpose. You never know.

Are you saying that you keep the RS in the case while you perform? Is
there room for the cables in the back?

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 8056|8038|2002-11-28 10:50:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: What is really livepa?|
I think we were asking about the origination of P.A....weren't we?? We all
pretty much know what it means now, or has morphed into various meanings
worldwide... ...but P.A.(public address) has been around since the dawn of
audio amplification equipment...has it not?
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...ahhh whatever :) - PA to me means NO DAT!

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Emiliano [mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 12:43 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RES: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?

Well, in Brazil we use P.A. for both definitions.

When talking about equipmentes, P.A. means power amplifier.
When talking about artists, Live P.A. means Live Performance Act.

best,

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 28 de novembro de 2002 12:44
> Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> 
> 
> yup
> 
> P.A. = Public Address
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> 
> 
> On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> > P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> > appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> > logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
> 
> Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
>

> S=17050321
> 44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687

> ;x?http:// 
> www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> 
>

=egroupmai
l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=121614140> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> 



Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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| 8057|8007|2002-11-28 11:00:08|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Soft Carry Case|
"Are you saying that you keep the RS in the case while you perform?"

you bet! (http://www.DigitalRays.ca middle pic, under Photos...it's a bit
dark, but there ya go!) when you're standing, your average table sits a bit
low, with the case, it brings it up a bit higher. easier on the back, arms,
and eyes(display is closer).

"Is there room for the cables in the back?"

I prop it back and up out of the case (if that makes sense...), so its
angles at me, and the back of the RS is resting on top of the back of the
case... ...all cables in/out no prob. Display and knobs are at an easier
angle for tweak'n and such...

...I better stop giving away all my LivePA secrets ;P

http://www.digitalrays.ca/


-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Scott Kellogg [mailto:scott@kiva.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 11:34 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case

> it's a great setup. the top comes off, and you can toss it underneath to
> raise the RS another 3" or so. the fit is also perfect (did Yamaha

designers

> do this on purpose??), it the same dimensions as a turntable. I did have

to

Maybe it *is* on purpose. You never know.

Are you saying that you keep the RS in the case while you perform? Is
there room for the cables in the back?

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
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| 8058|8038|2002-11-28 11:01:59|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?|
I really don´t have a clue where it originated. I was answering
to:
"So now the next question. How widely is
the expression really spread worldwide, we heard about Holland,
Germany how is it down under? and UK ?"

Altough we speak portuguese in Brazil, the expression is official for
define eletronic music live presentations (only) or equipments.

best,

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 28 de novembro de 2002 15:50
> Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
>
>
> I think we were asking about the origination of P.A....weren't we?? We all
> pretty much know what it means now, or has morphed into various meanings
> worldwide... ...but P.A.(public address) has been around since the dawn of
> audio amplification equipment...has it not?
>
> ...ahhh whatever :) - PA to me means NO DAT!
>
> -B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Emiliano [mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br]
> Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 12:43 PM

mailto:scott@kiva.net
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: RES: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
>
>
> Well, in Brazil we use P.A. for both definitions.
>
> When talking about equipmentes, P.A. means power amplifier.
> When talking about artists, Live P.A. means Live Performance Act.
>
> best,
>
> Emiliano
>
> > -----Mensagem original-----
> > De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca]
> > Enviada em: quinta-feira, 28 de novembro de 2002 12:44
> > Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> > Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> >
> >
> > yup
> >
> > P.A. = Public Address
> >
> > -B
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> > Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> >
> >
> > On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> > > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> > > P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> > > appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> > > logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
> >
> > Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> > > 
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> >
> > > 
> =egroupmai
> l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=121614140>
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> 
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> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
> >
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
> >
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > .
>
>
>
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| 8059|8038|2002-11-28 11:17:41|Bryan Rodgers|Re: What is really livepa?|
ah. my apologies to you and the group for any disrespect... ...it's what
happens when you scan new emails at work, rather than read :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Emiliano [mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 1:02 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RES: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?



I really don´t have a clue where it originated. I was answering
to:
"So now the next question. How widely is
the expression really spread worldwide, we heard about Holland,
Germany how is it down under? and UK ?"

Altough we speak portuguese in Brazil, the expression is official for
define eletronic music live presentations (only) or equipments.

best,

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 28 de novembro de 2002 15:50
> Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
>
>
> I think we were asking about the origination of P.A....weren't we?? We all
> pretty much know what it means now, or has morphed into various meanings
> worldwide... ...but P.A.(public address) has been around since the dawn of
> audio amplification equipment...has it not?
>
> ...ahhh whatever :) - PA to me means NO DAT!
>
> -B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Emiliano [mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br]
> Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 12:43 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: RES: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
>
>
> Well, in Brazil we use P.A. for both definitions.
>
> When talking about equipmentes, P.A. means power amplifier.
> When talking about artists, Live P.A. means Live Performance Act.
>
> best,
>
> Emiliano
>
> > -----Mensagem original-----
> > De: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca]
> > Enviada em: quinta-feira, 28 de novembro de 2002 12:44
> > Para: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> > Assunto: RE: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> >
> >
> > yup
> >
> > P.A. = Public Address
> >
> > -B
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> > Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> >
> >
> > On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> > > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> > > P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> > > appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> > > logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
> >
> > Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8060|8004|2002-11-28 11:21:15|synthe. labo|Re: we don't need to multiply|

> > 'pork popularity'
> > http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900098.html
> > broken electronic, tons of synth sounds, many nord mod
> > sounds
> >
> > 'we dont need to multiply'
> > http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900115.html
> > fast broken hardjungle, many stops and go, psycotic
> > breaks
> >
>
>Ah, pure Warp style IDM! I've listened to both. The synth
>sounds in 'Pork' are great, but I personally prefer
>'Multiply' because the song has a better flow to it. Both
>songs sound like a lot of work again.

thank you! :)
pure Warp style...? well,i didn't think so, it sound harder and harsher 
respect warp idm, it's more industrial and broken stuff....

>You're getting better at it with each song, imho, both songs
>sound mature. Did you contact Warp records, btw? They
>should at least give this stuff a listen.

well, i don't think these are right for Warp....
i'll have some tracks into the next Idroscalo record ( 
http://idroscalo.widerstand.org ) and Hydrophonic one ( 
http://www.hydrophonicrecords.com )
i'll see

>Anyway Marco, would you like to explain to the list how you
>created 'We dont need to multiply'? I would like to add a
>link to the song + your comments to the forthcoming 'How I
>did it' section in the faq.

ok, i explain a bit both of them.
as usually, i use RS7K as masterpiece for the creation of riffs, sample 
sounds and write midi notes.
i did it for 'pork popuilarity'.
i did many patterns with samples put in kit mode (the way i work more), then 
i recorded them on pc, on Soundforge, and looped in a good way (cutting a 
bit the beginning and the end).
i made a little kick+snare pattern with an hip hop kit, then i used the 
master V-Dist and the cutoff/resonace so i recorded the ditorted pattern in 
audio on Soundforge and again cutted it.
made the same with an internal synth sound.
i did 3 sequences on Nord Modular from RS7K, i drove Nord Mod and recorded 
his synth sounds separately on Soundforge (in different moments).
so, in the end, i had *many* loops on my pc, all the same tempo, a lot from 
samples into RS7K, a lot from Nord Modular driven by RS7K.
i imported all of them into Fruity Loops 3.5, i setted the tempo as the one 
i used on all pattern on RS7K (and i can say that Fruity goes at the same 
tempo without midi), i added a pair of Fruity patterns i made with internal 
Fruity sounds, then i wrote the *song* in the playlist of Fruity Loops, so i 
used it as a mega multitracker.
that's all.
song finished, i enhanced a bit hight frequencies on Soundforge and did a 
little 'time straching' in the end of the song, but it's not so important.

the same 'idea' for 'we dont need to multiply':
i made some pattern with internal sounds into RS7K; i did an arpeggio with 
an internal saw synth sound, then i resampled it with Lo-Fi global effect, 
so that synth sound you can hear it's a RS7K one, so robotic and metallic 
thanks to Lo-Fi mast fx (i can't do these sounds on v-analogue 
stuff...eheh);
i sampled my voice (!!!) in pitch mode and made a mini pattern with notes 
that are so low that you can hear a sort of burp....it's me :)
so, again, recorded all on Soundforge in audio.
this time i put all in Acid 2.0
i multitracked the song with Acid.
i added that classic jungle loop i took from internet.
all that mega blowing mind psycotic breaks are obtained working hard on 

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900098.html
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2900/2900115.html
http://idroscalo.widerstand.org/
http://www.hydrophonicrecords.com/


Acid.
that's all.

if you want to hear a completely, totally RS7K song (i used also Fruity 
Loops, but this is all sampled and all from RS7K and contains also a lot of 
internal sounds), please check this out:

'petit teuffeur'
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2498/2498936.html

ok, ciao

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi chattare e scambiare canzoni e foto con gli amici? 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8061|8004|2002-11-28 11:23:27|synthe. labo|Re: we don't need to multiply|

> Funny I actually prefered "Pork" myself . We don't need to multiply is 
>mildly psychotic to say the least :P .
>Great use of sounds and a fine attention to detail on both tracks though I 
>might add.
>Definately very WARP in stylings.

thanks also to you :)
again with....Warp...!!

>Great use of fruity and acid in there two ;).
>It's been great hearing all this other RS stuff here lately. And really 
>inspiring to see how everybody comes up with so many stylings from the one 
>great box.
>I would cart it of to WARP in a flash to.
>My next track is kinda Electro meet AphexTwin with my own twist.
>Still programmin' away like an idiot.
>You've got a great feel for what you do and show it the love and attention 
>it deserves.
>Keep them coming.

thanks again

>PS: We RS users Do Need To Multiply .
>Time to get the silver box the attention it deserves.
>There's alot of talent on this site.
>I can feel and RS7K compilation CD coming on :D
>Hint Hint Hint everyone ;) ................

yes, RS7K is a *GREAT* instrument, really inspiring, i love it!

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica in un �altra dimensione con MSN Extra Storage! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/
| 8062|8062|2002-11-28 12:20:09|okoyemaya|lifepa research|
Thanks to all contributors, it is fascinating, getting all these 
answers. The practical side is I already know what to write while 
trying to get to perform in Brasil ( I cooperate with singer from 
Rio, quite a intercultural mix with (East)Indian, Brasilian and Afro 
Cuban elements- initially with rm1x now with RS). It is good to have 
a simple expression to describe what we do. Another interesting point 
it is how open, absorbing to new trends, ideas some cultures/ 
countries are - in Americas Brasil ( these people take all kind of 
sounds, newest stuff from all over the world and in no time make it 
their own) in Europe Holland. Still would be nice to know the history 
when and where it started to be used.
Okoyemaya
| 8063|8062|2002-11-28 16:38:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: lifepa research|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Still would be nice to know the history 
> when and where it started to be used.

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/2498/2498936.html
http://messenger.msn.it/
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/


> Okoyemaya

True, i wouldn't mind to learn that as well. One thing i can tell 
you for sure, in Germany we don't use the term Live p.a.. We say 
Live-Gig, or just Gig, or "Live-Auftritt" or "Session". I heard the 
first time the word live-pa on this board.

Töm (the germanoid)
| 8064|8064|2002-11-29 03:09:48|okoyemaya|German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
I will do some enquieries in Frankfurt, how far is it with livepa. 
What you write Tom means we do not have any term for that. Gig or 
session really describe something else, gig being very general and 
applies more to the individual getting paid and session as short for 
jam session or studio session which are altogether different animals. 
You know it is like with fashion what they wear in London today we 
will see in Deutschland in 2004. So I find it OK to use the "livepa" 
unless we invent something kooler and hipper in German and introduce 
to the world. The are some German expressions that are 
internationally used for the certain quality of the language 
example "Zeitgeist" (from Hegel i think) or "schleppen" ( most of 
Germans do not even that it is so widely used, you "schleppe your RS 
to a gig" this one comes from NYC music scene ( I quess adopted from 
Yiddish).
So let us livepa Germany
Okoyem
| 8065|8064|2002-11-29 05:02:26|tompaulsen2002|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> The are some German expressions that are 
> internationally used for the certain quality of the language 
> example "Zeitgeist" (from Hegel i think) or "schleppen" ( most of 
> Germans do not even that it is so widely used, you "schleppe your 

RS 

> to a gig" this one comes from NYC music scene ( I quess adopted 

from 

> Yiddish).

Hmmm, i didn´t know that either. I know that Americans, Lordknowswhy, 
LOVE Germans! So a couple of words, like Kindergarten, Gesundheit, 
Fahrvergnügen (introduced by guess who....;) Yup...Volkswagen!) is 
used often. Didn´t know that Zeitgeist and schleppen are used also.
Hmmmm interesting...

So we all have a good Gesundheit, if we let some kids out of the 
Kindergarten let schleppen the live-p.a. ;) to our livepa, so that we 
can have more Fahrvergnügen in our Volkswagen Jetta without having it 
stuffed with gear...hehe

> So let us livepa Germany

Oh absolutely...i´m working on a livepa with a friend of 
mine...RS+synths+Notebook with Ableton Live(pa). We call the 
project "Freunde von Carlotta" and if it all works out we gonna make 
a mix of ambient+technoid electronica on Sunday mornings...an 
electronic "Sonntakt"-Matinee, so to say...hehehe
But we need to practice still quite a lot before it´s time to 
livepa...aiming for beginning of 2003. If it goes well, i´ll put a 
link to a live-recording of the livepa on a Vitaminic.de account, 
plus analyze how we did it (esp. for you Rob :).

Happy RS-livepa-ing!

Töm
| 8066|8064|2002-11-29 05:51:04|okoyemaya|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
BMW not VW, in US specially in California to have "european car" ( 
that means really German-BMW, Porsche, Benz no VW, Peugot,or 
Renault) - means you made it. 
Back to livepa, perhaps we can invent better word but otherwise, let 
us livepa. I am almost ready to roll. Still want to have more 
repertoire to cover D&B, chillout, and some funky garage or whatever 
it would be called, means 3 packets with 7-9 songs each. Basicly the 
3 groups are 3 tempo groups, slow, +/- 120 and +/-160. All my stuff 
has Indian/Afro Cuban flavour. What you guys think about the 
name "Tropical Groove", I look for something describing these 
flavours, that really are my style. I thought first "Electropical" 



but seems there is a DJ in Canada who has album titled like that.
I also want to give some tunes for you to examine, where should I put 
it? mp3.com ? I know it sucks but is there better address?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > The are some German expressions that are 
> > internationally used for the certain quality of the language 
> > example "Zeitgeist" (from Hegel i think) or "schleppen" ( most of 
> > Germans do not even that it is so widely used, you "schleppe your 
> RS 
> > to a gig" this one comes from NYC music scene ( I quess adopted 
> from 
> > Yiddish).
> 
> Hmmm, i didn´t know that either. I know that Americans, 
Lordknowswhy, 
> LOVE Germans! So a couple of words, like Kindergarten, Gesundheit, 
> Fahrvergnügen (introduced by guess who....;) Yup...Volkswagen!) is 
> used often. Didn´t know that Zeitgeist and schleppen are used also.
> Hmmmm interesting...
> 
> So we all have a good Gesundheit, if we let some kids out of the 
> Kindergarten let schleppen the live-p.a. ;) to our livepa, so that 
we 
> can have more Fahrvergnügen in our Volkswagen Jetta without having 
it 
> stuffed with gear...hehe
> 
> > So let us livepa Germany
> Oh absolutely...i´m working on a livepa with a friend of 
> mine...RS+synths+Notebook with Ableton Live(pa). We call the 
> project "Freunde von Carlotta" and if it all works out we gonna 
make 
> a mix of ambient+technoid electronica on Sunday mornings...an 
> electronic "Sonntakt"-Matinee, so to say...hehehe
> But we need to practice still quite a lot before it´s time to 
> livepa...aiming for beginning of 2003. If it goes well, i´ll put a 
> link to a live-recording of the livepa on a Vitaminic.de account, 
> plus analyze how we did it (esp. for you Rob :).
> 
> Happy RS-livepa-ing!
> 
> Töm

| 8067|8064|2002-11-29 06:02:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I thought first "Electropical" 

How about "Europical"??? ;)

> where should I put 
> it? mp3.com ? I know it sucks but is there better address?

http://www.vitaminic.de

Töm
| 8068|8064|2002-11-29 06:49:17|okoyemaya|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
Good name maybe for you, really sounds good but you would definitely 
have to heavy eurobeat stuff, do you ? The people involved and the 
music have that in common- tropic, i am Angloindian, mypartner is 
Cuban and we have Brasilian singer. I tried to registrate with 
vitaminic, comes"fehler?" Anyway it looks like regular record 
contract. Since it is new project I do not mind but what is the way 
out of it? I couldnt find it on the page. I mean if I get some other 
offer it is definitely important. Am I acceptable being GEMA slave, I 
mean member, I remember that german mp3 refused me on that ground.
I wrote it already on rs.org, considered finding a club to do RS7k 
jamsession during Musik Messe. just like what they try to do in UK. 
usually people just look for places to hang out nights, I guess 
yamaha could provide die hardware. Would be good to know app. how 
many RSman would show up.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > I thought first "Electropical" 

http://www.vitaminic.de/


> How about "Europical"??? ;)
> 
> > where should I put 
> > it? mp3.com ? I know it sucks but is there better address?
> 
> http://www.vitaminic.de
> 
> 
> Töm

| 8069|8064|2002-11-29 13:27:22|tompaulsen2002|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Good name maybe for you, really sounds good but you would 

definitely 

> have to heavy eurobeat stuff, do you ?

Hm, not really, but people might associate that...how 
about "Tripical" i know...a bit cheesy, just an idea. 
:)

The people involved and the 

> music have that in common- tropic, i am Angloindian, mypartner is 
> Cuban and we have Brasilian singer. 

Boy, you have a "bunt zusammengewürfelte" group there. "Alphabetical" 
for sure...A=Angloindian, B=Brasilian, C=Cuban...can you 
say...Alphatropical? ...how about 
Alphanoids....Trophip...:D...Tropological...Trop...why not a cuban, 
brasilian, angloindian fantasy-name?

I know, i know...i can go on and one with those associations.

I tried to registrate with 

> vitaminic, comes"fehler?" 

Hmmm...then try vitaminic.com or any other one of them they have lots 
of different sites around the world. I think even mp3.com.au (nothing 
to do with mp3.com!) wasn´t so bad.
Any other suggestion, which site to use to host some MP3´s?

Anyway it looks like regular record 

> contract. Since it is new project I do not mind but what is the way 
> out of it? I couldnt find it on the page. I mean if I get some 

other 

> offer it is definitely important. Am I acceptable being GEMA slave, 

I 

> mean member, I remember that german mp3 refused me on that ground.

> I wrote it already on rs.org, considered finding a club to do RS7k 
> jamsession during Musik Messe. just like what they try to do in UK. 
> usually people just look for places to hang out nights, I guess 
> yamaha could provide die hardware. Would be good to know app. how 
> many RSman would show up.

Hmmm Messe is in March, right? Not much Germans here, maybe you can 
post this on the forum of www.keyboards.de. 

l8er 

> Okoyem

| 8070|8064|2002-11-29 13:51:03|okoyemaya|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
Who says germans have no sense of humor, you made me laugh to tears 
with your word game see "bunt zusammengewürfelte" that stuff work in 
German only with you permission I will use it for a song name. That`s 
it I cant write (laughing, seeing your name suggestions) Have you 
tried comedy as profession, you are definitely talented.
Regarding Musik Messe I used to meet people from all over Europe and 
other continents ( before I moved to Frankfurt we were starting our 
European tours with the Messe every year). Perhaps I just book 

http://www.vitaminic.de/


something for the "Tropical groove" then after one set keep the 
situation open. 

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Good name maybe for you, really sounds good but you would 
> definitely 
> > have to heavy eurobeat stuff, do you ?
> Hm, not really, but people might associate that...how 
> about "Tripical" i know...a bit cheesy, just an idea. 
> :)
> 
> The people involved and the 
> > music have that in common- tropic, i am Angloindian, mypartner is 
> > Cuban and we have Brasilian singer. 
> 
> Boy, you have a "bunt zusammengewürfelte" group 
there. "Alphabetical" 
> for sure...A=Angloindian, B=Brasilian, C=Cuban...can you 
> say...Alphatropical? ...how about 
> Alphanoids....Trophip...:D...Tropological...Trop...why not a cuban, 
> brasilian, angloindian fantasy-name?
> 
> I know, i know...i can go on and one with those associations.
> 
> I tried to registrate with 
> > vitaminic, comes"fehler?" 
> Hmmm...then try vitaminic.com or any other one of them they have 
lots 
> of different sites around the world. I think even mp3.com.au 
(nothing 
> to do with mp3.com!) wasn´t so bad.
> Any other suggestion, which site to use to host some MP3´s?
> 
> 
> Anyway it looks like regular record 
> > contract. Since it is new project I do not mind but what is the 
way 
> > out of it? I couldnt find it on the page. I mean if I get some 
> other 
> > offer it is definitely important. Am I acceptable being GEMA 
slave, 
> I 
> > mean member, I remember that german mp3 refused me on that ground.
> 
> > I wrote it already on rs.org, considered finding a club to do 
RS7k 
> > jamsession during Musik Messe. just like what they try to do in 
UK. 
> > usually people just look for places to hang out nights, I guess 
> > yamaha could provide die hardware. Would be good to know app. how 
> > many RSman would show up.
> Hmmm Messe is in March, right? Not much Germans here, maybe you can 
> post this on the forum of www.keyboards.de. 
> 
> l8er 
> > Okoyem

| 8071|8064|2002-11-29 14:07:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Who says germans have no sense of humor, you made me laugh to tears 
> with your word game see "bunt zusammengewürfelte" that stuff work 

in 

> German only with you permission I will use it for a song name. 

lol...Go ahead, i dont´have a copyright for that 
word...;)...yet...hehe

But i tell you a secret...i am not a German....i am a 
Germanoid...from the planet "Throatwobblermangroove"...and if you can 
sing that name three times in a row, without swallowing your own 
tongue, you must be from this planet as well...hihi. ;)

That`s 

> it I cant write (laughing, seeing your name suggestions) Have you 
> tried comedy as profession, you are definitely talented.



Actually my profession is system administration...in other words...i 
am computer nerd...and oyu know...those have sometimes weird 
humour...ever wondered what GNU means? 

"GNU is not Unix"....a recursive joke, only computernerds can invent 
something funnily unfunny. 

Or that one...: There are only 10 people on this planet...the ones 
that understand binary, and the ones that don´t....

> Regarding Musik Messe I used to meet people from all over Europe 

and 

> other continents ( before I moved to Frankfurt we were starting our 
> European tours with the Messe every year). Perhaps I just book 
> something for the "Tropical groove" then after one set keep the 
> situation open. 

Did you try to contact Yamaha Germany (in Hamburg) for some support? 
Or maybe you can ask one of those big music stores AND Yamaha for 
support...Like Musik-Produktiv or Thomann...

I can imagine that Yamaha, once the OS2.0 is out for the RS, that 
they might like to promote the RS a bit more again.

Tom (a.k.a. the Germanatormoderator)
| 8072|8072|2002-11-29 14:10:10|tompaulsen2002|HOWto LIVEPA with the RS7000|
http://www.monday-rec.com/rs7000/

or in the file-section.
| 8073|1220|2002-11-29 14:12:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /manuals, tips, howtos/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : LivePA howto, written by Timo Hummel 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/manuals%2C%20tips%2C%20howtos/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 8074|8064|2002-11-29 16:12:46|Latif|Re: German Aufgabe- new expression live pa|
MWAHAHAHAHA.. hehehe :))
besides sharing and learning around here, this forum is great 
for taking a break and have a good laugh man!!

>planet "Throatwobblermangroove" ??!!

Tom cut it out man!
LMAO ( i choked myself laughing on a sip of redbull)

:))
Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Who says germans have no sense of humor, you made me laugh to 
tears 
> > with your word game see "bunt zusammengewürfelte" that stuff work 
> in 
> > German only with you permission I will use it for a song name. 
> 
> lol...Go ahead, i dont´have a copyright for that 
> word...;)...yet...hehe

http://www.monday-rec.com/rs7000/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/manuals%2C%20tips%2C%20howtos/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de


> 
> But i tell you a secret...i am not a German....i am a 
> Germanoid...from the planet "Throatwobblermangroove"...and if you 
can 
> sing that name three times in a row, without swallowing your own 
> tongue, you must be from this planet as well...hihi. ;)
> 
> 
> That`s 
> > it I cant write (laughing, seeing your name suggestions) Have you 
> > tried comedy as profession, you are definitely talented.
> 
> Actually my profession is system administration...in other 
words...i 
> am computer nerd...and oyu know...those have sometimes weird 
> humour...ever wondered what GNU means? 
> 
> "GNU is not Unix"....a recursive joke, only computernerds can 
invent 
> something funnily unfunny. 
> 
> Or that one...: There are only 10 people on this planet...the ones 
> that understand binary, and the ones that don´t....
> 
> > Regarding Musik Messe I used to meet people from all over Europe 
> and 
> > other continents ( before I moved to Frankfurt we were starting 
our 
> > European tours with the Messe every year). Perhaps I just book 
> > something for the "Tropical groove" then after one set keep the 
> > situation open. 
> Did you try to contact Yamaha Germany (in Hamburg) for some 
support? 
> Or maybe you can ask one of those big music stores AND Yamaha for 
> support...Like Musik-Produktiv or Thomann...
> 
> I can imagine that Yamaha, once the OS2.0 is out for the RS, that 
> they might like to promote the RS a bit more again.
> 
> Tom (a.k.a. the Germanatormoderator)

| 8075|7991|2002-11-30 00:40:53|505|Re: WTB RS7000|
Sorry, been busy eating turkey, now I'm back...

Yeah right! Paunxatony or Seattle, can anyone point out the difference?
For now I'm forced to grow fungus (and duck feet) while living in Seattle.
:)

I agree the big cities are whole different story (I would exclude Washington
D.C - too much politics in that town to foster anything else :) ),

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 4:07 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: WTB RS7000

--- In RS7000@y..., "505" <505@m...> wrote:
>
> Funny you feel that way Tom, if there is any consolation I don't
believe US
> is the most fertile ground for arts, I feel you have the upper hand
by
> living in EU.
> So you can see, I'm a little jealous too! :)

Hehe. I think it depends on where you live in the US. I am sure up in
Paunxatony i wouldn´t be much creative either...but living in or at
least around bigger places, like NY, Washington D.C., Detroit, LA, SF
might help...
EU is not all inspiring either.

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


But the advantage of living in Germany for sure is, that we get the
Waldorf und Jomox gear for a better price....:))

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 8076|8052|2002-11-30 00:41:00|505|Re: USB SCSI converter|
Just look at the positive side, you'll be the first to give a conclusive
answer to the USB to SCSI converter.
:)

I have it in my plans to try it out at some point but I'm not quite there
yet. I would also have on the list to try a PCMCIA SCSI card and see what
result I can get from connecting the RS to a laptop.

In my case I would expect this to be money I'm ready to loose. On the other
hand if this worked, wouldn't the accomplishment be worth the risk?

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Scott Kellogg" <scott@kiva.net>
To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:21 AM
Subject: [RS7000] USB SCSI converter

> I asked about this a little while ago, but didn't find anything
conclusive.
> Is it possible to transfer files from a Mac OS X 10.2 machine via a USB
> cable fitted with a SCSI adapter to the RS? "A3000" shows up in the Peak
> Sampler menu.
>
> I'd like to see if anyone is doing this before I buy the adapter, which
> will probably not be refundable.
>
> Thanks!
>
> /S
> --
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8077|8004|2002-11-30 02:20:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: we don't need to multiply|
On Thursday 28 November 2002 19:21, synthe. labo wrote:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:scott@kiva.net
mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.bemc.net/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


> thank you! :)
> pure Warp style...? well,i didn't think so, it sound
> harder and harsher respect warp idm, it's more industrial
> and broken stuff....

You could be right, I'm not a specialist. ;)

> >You're getting better at it with each song, imho, both
> > songs sound mature. Did you contact Warp records, btw?
> > They should at least give this stuff a listen.
>
> well, i don't think these are right for Warp....
> i'll have some tracks into the next Idroscalo record (
> http://idroscalo.widerstand.org ) and Hydrophonic one (
> http://www.hydrophonicrecords.com )

Ah, I'll check these out.

> >Anyway Marco, would you like to explain to the list how
> > you created 'We dont need to multiply'? I would like to
> > add a link to the song + your comments to the
> > forthcoming 'How I did it' section in the faq.
>
> ok, i explain a bit both of them.

Thanks! 
I'll add these comment with the links to the mp3s to the new 
FAQ section.

- Robert
| 8078|8078|2002-11-30 10:50:04|tompaulsen2002|Faxomatic again ;) MOTIF rack with 8 inserts and 2 plg-in slots...|
FaX-O- Matic
RS Member
Registered: Sep 2002
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Posts: 77
Attention All Rs7000 Users
Post #1
This maybe the expansion module we've all been waiting for.
MOTIF RACK - no sampling facility (so cheaper price)
- 128 Note Polyhony
- 96 meg wave Rom
- fully programmable AWM2 synthesis engine
- 2 by PLG slot in boards
- 20 Reverb types
- 20 delay types
- 8 insert effects available simultaneously in groups of 2
( ie: effects are configured Reverb / Delay / 4 insert EFX
with sends to 2 seperate inserts per-patch per insert)
- 2 rack units high
- no sequencer or sampler as already stated.
- release date Jan 2003 suggested price some 650 pounds
or just under $1000 (US)
Midi that up to your RS7000 and the MC-909 could put crack in 
it's pipe and smoke it .
Imagine the synth engine with a DX and AN PLG board the RS7000's 
sampler , slice and seq.functions and sequencer all rolled into 
one......
Droooooooools .....very very damn tasty option.
Chuck in an A3000 V2.0 and you'd have one killer little set-up 
with a good PC or HW based DAW. 
__________________
Living is not natural living is hard.....LIFE on the other hand 
is beautiful 
Report this post to a moderator | IP: Logged
29-11- 2002 05:27 AM

dopamine
Newbie Member
Registered: Sep 2002
Location: Ina dark place under the stairs, dont disturb
Posts: 20
Post #2
Looks very cool Fax!
I just got myself a Roland XV-3080 though(cheap!), so i'm fine 

http://idroscalo.widerstand.org/
http://www.hydrophonicrecords.com/


for a while.
__________________
www.djdopamine.com
http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/ArtistDetail.asp?ArtistID=116279
Report this post to a moderator | IP: Logged
29-11- 2002 07:01 AM

latif
RS Member
Registered: Sep 2002
Location: Netherlands
Posts: 44

Post #3
WOW
that's awesome news man!
have you seen any pics yet?
couldn't find any subject returning from google search.
i'm gonna check yamaha site now.
thanks for the tip mate.
that's does sound like a great investmend indeed.
Latif
Report this post to a moderator | IP: Logged
30-11- 2002 12:23 AM

JCBeats
Newbie Member
Registered: Oct 2002
Location:
Posts: 9
Post #4
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg
__________________
www.mp3.com/jcbeats
Report this post to a moderator | IP: Logged
30-11- 2002 10:26 AM

klauspaulsen
RS Member
Registered: Oct 2002
Location:
Posts: 59
Re: Attention All Rs7000 Users
Post #5
quote:
Originally posted by FaX-O-Matic
- 8 insert effects available simultaneously in groups of 2
( ie: effects are configured Reverb / Delay / 4 insert EFX
with sends to 2 seperate inserts per-patch per insert) 
WHOA! EIGHT inserts!!! That's just plain fantastic! If they add a 
Formant-FX, like the TC Fireworx has, it will rock the TG world!
Yamaha, despite Roland, seems to be still innovative and is now 
constantly coming up with something great. I'll add that to my 
gear- shopping list...
Add also a FS1r and another VA to the list you mentioned above 
you and you'll have the most versatile and best hardware setup to 
produce killing sounds. The MOTIF sounds are just plain 
WONDERFULL! 
Go for it Yamaha!!!
| 8079|8078|2002-11-30 10:59:54|tompaulsen2002|Re: Faxomatic again ;) MOTIF rack with 8 inserts and 2 plg-in slot|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> 
> - 2 rack units high

> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg

Hmmm that are not 2HE...that's only 1HE...
| 8080|8078|2002-11-30 11:33:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: Faxomatic again ;) MOTIF rack with 8 inserts and 2 plg-in slot|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 

wrote:

http://www.acidplanet.com/Lounge/ArtistDetail.asp?ArtistID=116279
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg


> > 
> > - 2 rack units high
> 
> > http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg
> 
> 
> Hmmm that are not 2HE...that's only 1HE...

And on this site:http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/02112801.html

It says MusikMesse 2002...hmmmm...noone reported about it...so maybe 
this one is only for the japanese market...
| 8081|8078|2002-11-30 11:43:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: Faxomatic again ;) MOTIF rack with 8 inserts and 2 plg-in slot|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 

wrote:

> > --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" 
> wrote:
> > > 
> > > - 2 rack units high
> > 
> > > http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg
> > 
> > 
> > Hmmm that are not 2HE...that's only 1HE...
> 
> 
> And on this site:http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/02112801.html
> 
> It says MusikMesse 2002...hmmmm...noone reported about it...so 

maybe 

> this one is only for the japanese market...

Okay...translation of the link i posted, can be find here:

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?Cat=1,2,4&Board=MoLounge&Numbe= 
r=13463&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=1

And the text says:

Antonio
Unregistered
(11/28/02 11:53 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: MOTIF RACK
...and specs.....
Yamaha tone generator ' MOTIF-RACK '
125,000 Yen in manufacturer desired retail price (classified by 
tax) January of 2003 sale schedule
November 28 of 2002 day
---------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
-----
Yamaha corporation (Shizuoka prefecture Hamamatsu city Nakazawa 
Cho 10-1, president: Itoh Osamu two), tone generator ' MOTIF-RACK 
', we sell from January of 2003 as a new product of the digital 
musical instrument.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
-----
< Price and sale day >
Item name Item turn Price (classified by tax) Sale day 
Tone generator MOTIF-RACK 125,000 Yen January of 2003 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
-----
Summary > of < product
Tone generator ' MOTIF-RACK ', it is the flagship model of this 
corporation make synthesizer, it is ' rack-mounted type tone 
generator module of the MOTIF ' series.
It is the synthesizer of the keyboard attaching which ' the MOTIF 
' selling in June of 2001, is extolled later and and in the world 
continues the long cellar. High grade sound it loads the work 
station function which is complete, it acquires the support from 
the wide prayer / chestnut thornback tar in addition to the top 
artist in the world. It is called " 
グラミー prize of the musical instrument 

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/02112801.html
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/photo/0211280101.jpg
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/news/2002/02112801.html
http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?Cat=1,2,4&Board=MoLounge&Numbe=


", the musical instrument show ' Musikmesse 2002 which March of 
2002 is held in Germany ' in, high grade the timbre the music 
production function which excels is praised in the entire world 
e.g., ' the MIPA ' (the Musikmesse International Press Award) you 
are awarded most best prize in work station section. In addition, 
we obtained the appraisal whose ' the MOTIF ' high grade sound is 
higher than sale beginning especially, the demand where the user 
which seeks the release of rack type tone generator module is hot 
being many moved aside, we were defeated.
This each time it sells ' MOTIF-RACK ', ' the MOTIF ' it is the 
tone generator module which condenses the sound source to 1u 
rack-mounted size. At one time it actualizes the 
ハイクオリティサウ�= 
2531;ド 
which is not the reverberation of sound source Lsi adoption and 
new algorithm of new development, with loading the active 
insertion effect to maximum of 8 systems. In addition, as 
multiple tin bar performance is strengthened, it corresponds to 
also PC based production environment softly. The function where 
only the rack sound source is new it pursues the interface which 
it is easy to use, the top artist / it corresponds to the use 
where to the DTM user is wide from the chestnut thornback tar 
thoroughly. In addition, it is optimum the user which ' the MOTIF 
' has already been regularly used as an extended sound source.
This corporation is defeated appealing strongly ' MOTIF-RACK ' 
with release, potential " of the MOTIF which continues to evolve 
" destined for the user.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
-----
< ' MOTIF-RACK ' main merit >
* " The MOTIF sound where you adopt the sound source Lsi of new 
development, is new completely and evolved " full load
It mounts the AWM2 synthesis engine which adopts the sound source 
Lsi of new development. Sound quality of the worldwide highest 
peak is actualized just as a tone generator module of 
professional use. **time-out** pre-set sound variation actual to 
abundant be, real simulation system timbre from To ream D 
シンセ system timbre, multiple part performance 
time such as to participate do drum / percussion system timbre to 
complete thoroughly contain. ' The MOTIF ' with 640 voices which 
reproduce popular pre-setting sound, ' MOTIF-RACK ' with only it 
is not obtained and " the MOTIF sound which administered the 
completely new ボイシング where 
evolved " 256 voices is pre-set. ' The MOTIF ' the professional 
artist who has been regularly used builds in programmed the " 
pre-setting voice from MOTIF artist ". As for these enormous 
pre-setting sounds from stage to studio use the true professional 
quality which is required from the scene which is diversified is 
actualized, imagination of the prayer / chestnut thornback tar is 
stimulated. Furthermore, ' MOTIF-RACK ' because ' the MOTIF ' 
with timbre compatibility is supported, ' the MOTIF ' with ' 
MOTIF- RACK ' to it transfers the original voice which was drawn 
up, utilizes that way, it is anew the 
ボイシング also possible to do.
* High grade the reverberation and the maximum of 4 parts (8 
systems) active insertion et cetera the effect which is complete 
loading
Freely used this corporation individual up-to-date DSP 
アルゴリスム " the 
reverberation " (20 types), " the chorus " (44 types), fine sound 
field revision is possible, it loads " 5 bandmaster EQ ". 
Especially, ' " the reverberation " the MOTIF ' actualizes the 
quality which is exceeded, that thickness and the rich 
reverberation effect have obtained the preponderant material 
feeling and the appearance impression of the extent which is a 
match to the single unit reverberation of top class. Furthermore, 
the colorful " insertion effect " which can add the effect effect 
which is optimum to only the part of specification (107 types) 2 
systematic loading. Furthermore, when ' MOTIF-RACK ' you used, as 
the multiple tin bar sound source " insertion effect " the 
regular 4 parts (8 systems) to it is possible to use 
simultaneously. In addition, because it equips as much as 3 band 
part EQ collectively, the precision and the dynamic sound make-up 
every of part are supported powerfully.
* Also efficiency as a multiple sound source maximum of 128 
sounds such as poly-, 16 parts is preeminent
Largest simultaneous pronunciation several = 128 sounds poly- it 
actualizes, it reproduces full orchestration of large formation, 
also the music of the complicated ensemble such as the phrase 



which uses the suspension theine of the piano and the tune which 
elaborated to the drum / percussion part with room. The optional 
plug inboard ' PLG series ' by installing, also expansion of the 
number of simultaneous pronunciations is possible. It is thorough 
pursues basic efficiency and ease of use, as a multiple tin bar 
sound source actualizes high-level performance ability. In 
addition, volume every of part / the pan / effect / the timbre 
set " multiple library " which programs the setting of 3 band 
part EQ and the like beforehand 124 type built- in. Timbre set, 
in combination with timbre set and the like for the live 
performance which begins the layer / the split et cetera which, 
fits to the production of ensemble tune to music category because 
it is taxonomic, the timbre set which it is possible, conform to 
your own image with minimum editing operation to start calling 
the intended " multiple library " instantaneously, can be drawn 
up.
* To correspond to < Modular Synthesis Plug-in System >, the 
colorful " sound source system " and high grade " sound " 
open-ended
Optional plug inboard ' PLG series ' installing slot 2 equipment. 
Be able to install simultaneously up to 2 the sound source 
circuit of the 
アナログシンセ 
completely the AN sound source which the modeling is done 
(PLG150-AN) the FM sound source of 6 operators who evolved the 
/DX7 (PLG150-DX) / ultimate wind instrument sound and the VA 
sound source which creates hypothetical musical instrument sound 
(PLG150-VL) and, the 
ドラムスプラグイン�= 
2508;ード 
which adopts the AWM2 sound source (PLG150-DR) / percussion plug 
inboard (PLG150-PC) / piano plug inboard (PLG150-PF) and the 
like, in compliance with needs with digital technology, it is 
possible also at the time of the multiple tin bar to increase the 
part of the board timbre. Furthermore in addition to the fact 
that also the number of simultaneous of plug inboard itself 
pronunciations is added, it corresponds to also the expansion of 
the number of simultaneous pronunciations by the fact that plural 
you install the same board. Additions of the mere wave and the 
quantity of the timbre the softness and the high-level 
expandability where dimension differs completely are actualized.
* Digital out of 2 types and the 
アサイナブルアウト 
et cetera of 4 systems, the output terminal which is complete 
equipment
Optical / it equips the digital out of 2 types of 
コアキシャル. ' MOTIF-RACK ' 
high grade sound it is possible in the digital mixer and the MD 
recorder et cetera outside to forward to direct with while it is 
digital without deterioration of the sound quality. In addition, 
also analog out is complete. The 
アサイナブルアウト 
of 4 systems is equipped in addition to stereo out, analog output 
of 6 system of the total is possible.
* USB terminal equipment and the sequence software with bundled 
even with PC based music production environment participating
The personal computer of USB terminal equipment and the USB 
terminal which can be connected to direct with optional USB cable 
1 (USB-MIDI interface) it equips. With simple setting, ' 
MOTIF-RACK ' it can control unrestrictedly on the PC. The CD- ROM 
which recorded the colorful software attachment. The MIDI 
sequence which is complete / freely using audio function, from 
data entry to the compilation * mixing MOTIF-RACK ' the timbre 
and effect finely full the private timbre editor ' Voice Editor 
for MOTIF-RACK which can be edited ' (the for Windows / the for 
Macintosh) et cetera the bundle is done the sequence software ' 
SQ01 which can make composition / the arrangement whose degree of 
freedom is high smooth ' (the for Windows ) in addition to, '.
* To equip the LCD and the rotary encoder whose visibility is 
good, also user interface is comfortable
To understand easily is indicated high density of the 160×64 dot 
which the graphic LCD (the back light to attach colorful 
information) it equips. Preeminent visibility is shown even at 
stage and the studio. It equipped also the rotary encoder which 
can make the selection of the timbre and the modification of 
various parameters smooth. In addition, grouping doing the timbre 
whose use frequency is high and the timbre which is liked, you 
use and you adopt the user interface where the selfishness is 
good for everywhere e.g., the 



フェイバリットカテ�= 
2468;リー 
function which it can start calling instantaneously, the private 
button one it just pushes it loads also the audition function 
which can monitor the timbre which presently is in the midst of 
selecting.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
-----
< ' MOTIF-RACK ' specification >
Sound source system
AWM2 (Modular Synthesis Plug-in System correspondence)
Maximum simultaneous pronunciation number
Maximum simultaneous pronunciation number of 128 sound + plug 
inboard
Corrugated memory
84MB (16bit linear conversion)
Voice
Pre-setting = 640 normal voice + 48 drum kits
GM = 128 normal voice + 1 drum kits
User = 256 normal voice + 32 drum kits
Plug invoice number
PLG150-AN / DX / PF / DR / PC pre-setting = each 64 timbre
The pre-setting = the PLG150-VL 192 timbre
Every user = plug in slot 64 timbre
Multiple number
User = 128
Multiple library
Performance = 59, multiple = 65
Effect
Reverberation ×20 type, chorus ×44 type and insertion ×107 type 
(at the time of multiple mode at the time of = 8 systems / voice 
mode = 2 systems), 3 band part EQ and 5 bandmaster EQ
アルペジエーター
Pre-setting 1×128 type and pre-setting 2×128 type
Display
160×64 dot graphic LCD (back light attaching)
Extended slot
Plug inboard ' PLG series ' addition slot ×2
Connected terminal
Output (L / MONO and R), 
アサイナブルアウト 
×4, digital out ×2 
(コアキシャル and optical), 
head phone, USB (* only MIDI data sending and receiving), MIDI 
IN-OUT-THRU and DC in
Size * weight
480W×44h×372.4dmm * 4.1kg
Accessory
Power source adapter (PA300), instruction manual, CD-ROM (' SQ01 
' for Windows , ' Voice Editor for MOTIF-RACK ' for Windows /for 
Macintosh , ' Editors for Modular Synthesis Plug-in System ' for 
Windows /for Macintosh , Demo Song (SOL/ SQ01 format), Audio 
Demo Song of Modular Synthesis Plug-in System)
| 8082|8052|2002-11-30 12:07:36|Scott Kellogg|Re: USB SCSI converter|

> In my case I would expect this to be money I'm ready to loose. On the other
> hand if this worked, wouldn't the accomplishment be worth the risk?

Heh. I'll buy one and report to the list. ;)

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 8083|8052|2002-11-30 15:19:05|okoyemaya|Re: USB SCSI converter|
USB is lame, too slow, and not any cheaper then pcmcia. I just bought 
one from Ebay, so in few days can write if it works, good catch 44 
Euro with scsi Sony walkman that I need for loading the samples so in 
worst case I will have scsi drive to wipe my tears ( the drive only I 
could get for 5 but if I do not try will never know)

--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > In my case I would expect this to be money I'm ready to loose. On 
the other
> > hand if this worked, wouldn't the accomplishment be worth the 
risk?

http://www.bemc.net/


> 
> Heh. I'll buy one and report to the list. ;)
> 
> /S
> -- 
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::

| 8084|8052|2002-11-30 15:44:15|Scott Kellogg|Re: USB SCSI converter|
It occurred to me that a Firewire to SCSI converter might be a better route
to take. Please let me know your results.

/S

On Sat, Nov 30, 2002 at 10:19:02PM -0000, okoyemaya wrote:
> USB is lame, too slow, and not any cheaper then pcmcia. I just bought 
> one from Ebay, so in few days can write if it works, good catch 44 
> Euro with scsi Sony walkman that I need for loading the samples so in 
> worst case I will have scsi drive to wipe my tears ( the drive only I 
> could get for 5 but if I do not try will never know)
> --- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > > In my case I would expect this to be money I'm ready to loose. On 
> the other
> > > hand if this worked, wouldn't the accomplishment be worth the 
> risk?
> > 
> > Heh. I'll buy one and report to the list. ;)
> > 
> > /S
> > -- 
> > :Scott Kellogg :
> > :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> > :http://www.bemc.net ::
> > :ICQ #1556301 :::
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 

-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::

| 8085|8052|2002-12-01 02:15:33|505|Re: USB SCSI converter|
Duh, what was thinking! Of course Firewire to SCSI is the better choice.

There are plenty of links out there relating to the subject, here are a few
links which looked interesting to me.

http://catalog.belkin.com/IWCatProductPage.process?Merchant_Id=1&Product_Id=
100393

http://www.scmmicro.com/connectivity/firescsi.html

http://fastware.net/bridgeit/bridgeit.html

http://www.nextag.com/Ratoc_FIREWIRE_ULTRA_SCSI~2477874z0znzzz1zzfirewire_to
_scsizmainz2-htm

As far as purchasing online I would think this is where I would go the get
one (only works for US and Canada).
Never bough from these guys before but I've seen products from this company
in store so I expect them to be legit.
http://catalog.belkin.com/IWCatProductPage.process?Merchant_Id=1&Product_Id=
100393

http://www.bemc.net/
http://www.bemc.net/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.bemc.net/
http://catalog.belkin.com/IWCatProductPage.process?Merchant_Id=1&Product_Id=
http://www.scmmicro.com/connectivity/firescsi.html
http://fastware.net/bridgeit/bridgeit.html
http://www.nextag.com/Ratoc_FIREWIRE_ULTRA_SCSI~2477874z0znzzz1zzfirewire_to
http://catalog.belkin.com/IWCatProductPage.process?Merchant_Id=1&Product_Id=


If you have a place where you previously bought stuff online and sells these
converters please let me know. For online purchases I prefer to use
recommendations (too many scams these days).

PS
Almost ordered one, but I'm not on a secure connection right now.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Scott Kellogg" <scott@kiva.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 30, 2002 2:22 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: USB SCSI converter

> It occurred to me that a Firewire to SCSI converter might be a better
route
> to take. Please let me know your results.
>
> /S
>
>
> On Sat, Nov 30, 2002 at 10:19:02PM -0000, okoyemaya wrote:
> > USB is lame, too slow, and not any cheaper then pcmcia. I just bought
> > one from Ebay, so in few days can write if it works, good catch 44
> > Euro with scsi Sony walkman that I need for loading the samples so in
> > worst case I will have scsi drive to wipe my tears ( the drive only I
> > could get for 5 but if I do not try will never know)
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > > > In my case I would expect this to be money I'm ready to loose. On
> > the other
> > > > hand if this worked, wouldn't the accomplishment be worth the
> > risk?
> > >
> > > Heh. I'll buy one and report to the list. ;)
> > >
> > > /S
> > > --
> > > :Scott Kellogg :
> > > :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> > > :http://www.bemc.net ::
> > > :ICQ #1556301 :::
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
>
> --
> :Scott Kellogg :
> :Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
> :http://www.bemc.net ::
> :ICQ #1556301 :::
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

mailto:scott@kiva.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.bemc.net/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.bemc.net/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8086|8086|2002-12-01 03:21:37|Robert van der Kamp|Pattern length change at record|
Remember the dicussion some time ago about the RS not 
changing the pattern length to the current phrase length 
the moment Record is enabled? A feature that *is* present 
on the RM1x?

Wel, its also available on the RS. I just found out, on the 
late side, I admit. ;)

- Robert
| 8087|8052|2002-12-01 08:32:36|Scott Kellogg|Re: USB SCSI converter|
I'll see if I can find one in a local electronics shop. If I can't, I'll
probably go with the Belkin piece. What kind of SCSI mass storage are
people using? I'd like to get a regular SCSI HDD, rather than Zip-style
disks. Orb disks look pretty cool, though.

Recommendations? The FAQ only has a little bit of info about this.

/S
-- 
:Scott Kellogg :
:Bloomington Electronic Music Coalition:
:http://www.bemc.net ::
:ICQ #1556301 :::
| 8088|8088|2002-12-02 15:27:10|r_s_7_k|ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Might|
I played with an mc-909 2days ago at sam ash in hollywood, someone 
from the mc-909 mailing list had gotten one their, anyway it is a 
fantastic machine, I think the RS7000 and the Mc-909 are the only 
machines that can really compete with a computer, not including the 
mpc4000 which is a damn computer, and a ripp off.
the workflow with the mc909 seems very fluid, and quick, most people 
will be comparing it to the motif, and not the rs7000, it is that good
it lends itself very very very very well to doing everything it can 
to help you make patches, and the editing is just sickly detailed for 
a groove box. my main thing is sampling and the Mc-909 goes up and 
beyond the call of duty when it comes to sampling. I'm not selling my 
RS7000 I think they will be perfect for each other, and after the new 
os comes out we will definitely be having some very good times.
| 8089|8088|2002-12-02 16:37:43|Bryan Rodgers|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|
I'm keeping my eye on it...

...we'll see what happens with OS2.0 for the RS...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: r_s_7_k [mailto:po_box333@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2002 5:27 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think
I Might

I played with an mc-909 2days ago at sam ash in hollywood, someone 
from the mc-909 mailing list had gotten one their, anyway it is a 
fantastic machine, I think the RS7000 and the Mc-909 are the only 
machines that can really compete with a computer, not including the 
mpc4000 which is a damn computer, and a ripp off.
the workflow with the mc909 seems very fluid, and quick, most people 
will be comparing it to the motif, and not the rs7000, it is that good
it lends itself very very very very well to doing everything it can 
to help you make patches, and the editing is just sickly detailed for 
a groove box. my main thing is sampling and the Mc-909 goes up and 
beyond the call of duty when it comes to sampling. I'm not selling my 
RS7000 I think they will be perfect for each other, and after the new 
os comes out we will definitely be having some very good times.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8090|8088|2002-12-02 18:10:20|synthe. labo|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|

>I played with an mc-909 2days ago at sam ash in hollywood, someone
>from the mc-909 mailing list had gotten one their, anyway it is a
>fantastic machine, I think the RS7000 and the Mc-909 are the only
>machines that can really compete with a computer, not including the
>mpc4000 which is a damn computer, and a ripp off.
>the workflow with the mc909 seems very fluid, and quick, most people
>will be comparing it to the motif, and not the rs7000, it is that good
>it lends itself very very very very well to doing everything it can
>to help you make patches, and the editing is just sickly detailed for
>a groove box. my main thing is sampling and the Mc-909 goes up and
>beyond the call of duty when it comes to sampling. I'm not selling my
>RS7000 I think they will be perfect for each other, and after the new
>os comes out we will definitely be having some very good times.

everything is ok and good....
BUT:

-->> will the MC-909 permit you to build riffs (on channels) of different 
measures and metrature on the same pattern?
cause this is my BIG point.......
if not, well, we have a machine with pattern locked to an unique lenght and 
an unique metrature time....not for me, i wanna be able to build a rythm 
patt 4 measures, and 2 synth patts one 16 measures, the other 32....ex

i mean, if MC-909 will be maybe the highest point reached into 
'grooveboxes', it won't even compete as an hardware sequencer (i say IF 
because i don't know the specific features of the sequencer)

the main reason why i love rm1-x and rs7k is the name of the first:

--> will the MC-909 have the possibility to switch between play mode into 
record mode and return while playing?
this will be in the new RS7K OS, i really hope, and THIS will be a 
revolution (almost for me).

the thing i like more on MC-909 are the 270 (or what) MB of RAMmax....
i would really like to have more ram on rs7k to use more the slice+seq 
function, but it's fine also as it is now.

so good luck, i'm straight on RS7K, Nord Mod, MicroQ, ES-1 and now Reason 
02, Acid, Fruity, Dynamo/Reaktor and many many other softs i work with.
if i'vd have money to spend, i would like to take somethng like an Alesis 
Andromeda, or the new Minimoog Vojager, or an MS-20, or Roland JP-800, i 
love synths.

ciao-marco
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
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MSN Extra Storage! Hotmail all'ennesima potenza. Provalo! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/
| 8091|8088|2002-12-03 00:43:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|
On Monday 02 December 2002 23:27, r_s_7_k wrote:

> I played with an mc-909 2days ago at sam ash in
> hollywood, someone from the mc-909 mailing list had
> gotten one their, anyway it is a fantastic machine, I
> think the RS7000 and the Mc-909 are the only machines
> that can really compete with a computer, not including
> the mpc4000 which is a damn computer, and a ripp off. the
> workflow with the mc909 seems very fluid, and quick, most
> people will be comparing it to the motif, and not the
> rs7000, it is that good it lends itself very very very
> very well to doing everything it can to help you make
> patches, and the editing is just sickly detailed for a
> groove box. my main thing is sampling and the Mc-909 goes
> up and beyond the call of duty when it comes to sampling.
> I'm not selling my RS7000 I think they will be perfect
> for each other, and after the new os comes out we will
> definitely be having some very good times.

Thought about it, and haven't listened to the 909 yet. I 
agree with Marco here, if the 909 has a fixed phrase length 
on each track (very likely) I'm not interested. I love the 
RS and QY700 sequencers (have them both now) for the fact 
that I can mix phrases of differently lengths (4, 17, 80, 
etc) in the *same* pattern. That's VERY importatant for me.

- Robert
| 8092|8088|2002-12-03 02:37:32|faxorgy|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|
The thought had crossed my mind but at $4400 (AUS) FORGET IT .
$799 (AUS) for an SRX board about $190 AUS for RAM , and I'd need a 
USB port for my PC which isn't used for music at all anyway. Adds up 
to some $5400 (AUS). I'm gonna bide my time grab a Motif Rack , a 
multisampling rack unit and an AW16g and keep my Sp808EX , TG-
33 ,Kawai K-4R , ER-1 ,ES-1 and EPS16+ . I don't really beleive in 
selling gear to aquire more. I know how to use what I've got well.
The 64 meg isn't a big issue for me anyway (coming from old skool 
sampling). I tend to sample all drums and loops in mono (so slicing 
uses much less ram) . I also use multiple sample rates yes even 5khz 
for old skool and lo-fi vibe withoout tying up the effects processor.
Have yet to use all 64 meg in any track yet and I love the sound 
quality. I do however need to invest in some TC300 reverb units and 
some nice external insert compressors and maybe a few guitar stomp 
boxes and a KaossPad II .
Roland have not pumped out anything that is "sonically fresh" for a 
very long time. I get great sample mangling in the EPS , excellent 
cut and paste editting in the SP808EX, great recycle sampling 
duties,superb time-stretching artifacts,immense sequencing power and 
an uber crisp TG with the RS7000 with handles basic chromatic 
pitching and phrase sampling admirably. I don't really feel it would 
add much to my set up myself. Had an MC-505 very muddy and needed 
lots of dynamics processing to sound clean (well my kind of clean 
anyway). My brain locks in well with "Yamaha Logic" . I personally 
feel the RS7000 is the most logical unit I've ever used LOL. I've 
barely scanned the manual and have found it an easy and vastly 
improved transition from the RM1X. 
Secondly the RS7000 was not designed as an "all in one box" and the 
sequencer and vast array of controller functions and midi 
implementation pretty much indicate this. I still feel a rack sampler 
and a decent expander synth will do way more than an MC-909 which is 
designed for all in one production. The RS is a unit than can grow 
with a newbies needs in mind and expand itself quite comfortably as 
the "midi-brain" of a pro-end hardware setup. I don't feel the MC909 
designers took these factors into account when designing the unit.
MPC's where designed with the same "midi brain" studio controller 
mind set which goes along way towards making a piece of equipment 
less redundant in a very short space of time.
Sorry for the rant. Just thought I'd share my perspective on 
things :).
| 8093|8088|2002-12-03 04:10:00|Latif|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|
Been thinking about it, but naahhhh..i said it a while ago, and i'm 
very sure of it: MC909 is pattern length based, just like all other
Roland gear... and that just sucks
I do agree on the fact that you got a nice 'synth' editor in there
and the drumkits are also much better controlable then yamaha's
But for me sequencer is far more important then those 2 things.

I've been having so much fun 

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/


with the RS7K and RM1X, and recently ditched the mc505/sp808 and 
rm1x for the AW16G and the fun only got better.

I think halfway next year gonna get me a second RS7K :-))
and if all goes well i think i'll go for that motif rack or an EX5R
yamaha.
For now the mc505/sp808 and rm1x are sold but i still have them 
around,
until my buddy finishes his new studio place that he's building.

So for now i can suck the crap out of these machines before they 
really leave my place.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:
> I played with an mc-909 2days ago at sam ash in hollywood, someone 
> from the mc-909 mailing list had gotten one their, anyway it is a 
> fantastic machine, I think the RS7000 and the Mc-909 are the only 
> machines that can really compete with a computer, not including the 
> mpc4000 which is a damn computer, and a ripp off.
> the workflow with the mc909 seems very fluid, and quick, most 
people 
> will be comparing it to the motif, and not the rs7000, it is that 
good
> it lends itself very very very very well to doing everything it can 
> to help you make patches, and the editing is just sickly detailed 
for 
> a groove box. my main thing is sampling and the Mc-909 goes up and 
> beyond the call of duty when it comes to sampling. I'm not selling 
my 
> RS7000 I think they will be perfect for each other, and after the 
new 
> os comes out we will definitely be having some very good times.

| 8094|8088|2002-12-03 04:44:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> -->> will the MC-909 permit you to build riffs (on channels) of 

different 

> measures and metrature on the same pattern?

Nope!

> --> will the MC-909 have the possibility to switch between play 

mode into 

> record mode and return while playing?

Not at all!
| 8095|8095|2002-12-03 04:45:40|steffen909|rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs rs70|
Ive been trying to play my RS with logic at a friends and It seems 
you can only play one midi track in realtime at one time (from the 
RS), whilst in reson you can control whatever synths and drums at any 
one time. (16track)

now Im thinking of buying a P4 laptop 2,4ghz and what I want to do is 
control lots of VST synths at the same time from the rs7000. 

..what is the best alternative? With reason it seems to work well, 
but I want to use more synths(I now I can use VST FXs with 
reason+ableton)than reaon has. FM7/attack etc etc..

whats the best sequncer to do this?
I want realtime RScontrol over 16tracks, and later export SMF to the 
seqencer for more editing. Its no fun just using one VSTsynth at a 
time:(

hope someone here does something similar..

PS: Ive also got an MS2000,SH32 and CS6x controlled by MIDIportA
want to use my laptop from MIDIportB



THANKS for any help..
SteffenV
| 8096|8095|2002-12-03 04:57:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
On Tuesday 03 December 2002 12:00, steffen909 wrote:

> Ive been trying to play my RS with logic at a friends and
> It seems you can only play one midi track in realtime at
> one time (from the RS), whilst in reson you can control
> whatever synths and drums at any one time. (16track)

You're mistaken. The RS can be used as a 16-part multi 
timbral synth engine. You probanbly have the ECHO BACK 
parameter (in Utility) set to MONITOR (REC). That option 
redirects any incoming midi data to the currently selected 
RS track. That's great when using the RS as the main unit, 
but in this case set it to OFF.

> now Im thinking of buying a P4 laptop 2,4ghz and what I
> want to do is control lots of VST synths at the same time
> from the rs7000.

Have you considered the latency introduced by the VST 
system? Depending on hardware and driver, prepare to get 
between 4 and 12 ms of latency (at best). This delay is 
normally dealth with by the host system (like Logic or 
Cubase), meaning that the midi tracks are automatically 
delayed. The RS does not know that of course.

- Robert
| 8097|8095|2002-12-03 06:42:20|steffen909|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
thanks for the fast reply Robert..

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Tuesday 03 December 2002 12:00, steffen909 wrote:
> > Ive been trying to play my RS with logic at a friends and
> > It seems you can only play one midi track in realtime at
> > one time (from the RS), whilst in reson you can control
> > whatever synths and drums at any one time. (16track)
> 
> You're mistaken. The RS can be used as a 16-part multi 
> timbral synth engine. You probanbly have the ECHO BACK 
> parameter (in Utility) set to MONITOR (REC). That option 
> redirects any incoming midi data to the currently selected 
> RS track. That's great when using the RS as the main unit, 
> but in this case set it to OFF.

I know, I use it as that with reason an my hardsynths, But no matter 
what MIDI channel I selected for the synths in logic, it still only 
played one, thought maybe logic had some "one channel at a time" 
record mode.

> Have you considered the latency introduced by the VST 
> system? Depending on hardware and driver, prepare to get 
> between 4 and 12 ms of latency (at best). This delay is 
> normally dealth with by the host system (like Logic or 
> Cubase), meaning that the midi tracks are automatically 
> delayed. The RS does not know that of course.
> 
I use a soundcard with my current setup with about 12ms latency, but 
reason still seems pretty slopy beatwise (even with just a 
4/4kickdrum playong)(!) could this be due to me using a cheap 
joystick MIDI port? and logic goes from 128-132(continously choosing 
new BPM) when the RS is at 130 (!!)

IM thinking of buying an USB audio/midi device for my new laptop.
will diz give me a more rocksolid beat with RS->logic/Reason?

I want to use those softsynths.....

Thanks again
steffenV

| 8098|8088|2002-12-03 07:07:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > 



> > -->> will the MC-909 permit you to build riffs (on channels) of 
> different 
> > measures and metrature on the same pattern?
> 
> Nope!
> 
> > --> will the MC-909 have the possibility to switch between play 
> mode into 
> > record mode and return while playing?
> 
> Not at all!

And let me add...Roland makes good "groove"-gear...that sounds 
cool...for a little while, until you realize the big downs...

For 1900.-Euro there are other more interesting toys, i would like to 
purchase...NordLead 3, TC Fireworx, Mackie VLZPro, Dynaudio Monitors, 
FS1r, MOTIF rack (maybe), MFB Synth Kult, PerFourmer, etc. pp....
| 8099|8095|2002-12-03 07:07:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
On Tuesday 03 December 2002 14:20, steffen909 wrote:

> > You're mistaken. The RS can be used as a 16-part multi
> > timbral synth engine. You probanbly have the ECHO BACK
> > parameter (in Utility) set to MONITOR (REC). That
> > option redirects any incoming midi data to the
> > currently selected RS track. That's great when using
> > the RS as the main unit, but in this case set it to
> > OFF.
>
> I know, I use it as that with reason an my hardsynths,
> But no matter what MIDI channel I selected for the synths
> in logic, it still only played one, thought maybe logic
> had some "one channel at a time" record mode.

Hey, I though we were talking about *playback*, not record. 
You want to record multiple midi tracks in Logic and hear 
all them on the RS? That should be possible, lookup multi 
record in the Logic manual. Try Shift-rec or Alt-rec on 
each of these tracks to enable more than one for record.

- Robert
| 8100|8095|2002-12-03 07:09:33|Scott Kellogg|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |

> IM thinking of buying an USB audio/midi device for my new laptop.
> will diz give me a more rocksolid beat with RS->logic/Reason?
> 
> I want to use those softsynths.....

My RS7000 should be delivered tomorrow. One of the first things I will do
is slave Reason to the RS7k's clock. I'll be using an iBook and an
M-Audio Quattro. I'll let you know how it goes.

/S
| 8101|8095|2002-12-03 07:17:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:

> > IM thinking of buying an USB audio/midi device for my new laptop.
> > will diz give me a more rocksolid beat with RS->logic/Reason?
> > 
> > I want to use those softsynths.....
> 
> My RS7000 should be delivered tomorrow. One of the first things I 

will do

> is slave Reason to the RS7k's clock. I'll be using an iBook and an
> M-Audio Quattro. I'll let you know how it goes.
> 
> /S

It should work just fine. With a friend we slaved his Sony Notebook 
running Ableton Live, with a M-Audio USB-Midi-port without any 
problems to the RS. Perfect timing.
| 8102|8095|2002-12-03 07:29:49|steffen909|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
-- had some "one channel at a time" record mode.

> 
> Hey, I though we were talking about *playback*, not record. 



> You want to record multiple midi tracks in Logic and hear 
> all them on the RS? That should be possible, lookup multi 
> record in the Logic manual. Try Shift-rec or Alt-rec on 
> each of these tracks to enable more than one for record.

no, more like sequencing several tracks on the rs, and hearing them 
all in logic (on logic and vst synths..)
| 8103|8095|2002-12-03 07:29:58|Scott Kellogg|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |

> It should work just fine. With a friend we slaved his Sony Notebook 
> running Ableton Live, with a M-Audio USB-Midi-port without any 
> problems to the RS. Perfect timing.

I expect so, as there's no reason why it wouldn't. Live is a bit shaky on
OS X, though. Hopefully updates to both Live and OS X coming this month
will fix things. I'm happy to be back in the hardware realm again.
Sometimes making music on a computer screen is so ... abstract. In a way,
you have too much power. Hardware seems to suggest creative approaches
that a computer doesn't.

/S
| 8104|8088|2002-12-03 07:39:21|synthe. labo|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I think I Mi|

> > > -->> will the MC-909 permit you to build riffs (on channels) of
> > different
> > > measures and metrature on the same pattern?
> >
> > Nope!
> >
> > > --> will the MC-909 have the possibility to switch between play
> > mode into
> > > record mode and return while playing?
> >
> > Not at all!
>
>And let me add...Roland makes good "groove"-gear...that sounds
>cool...for a little while, until you realize the big downs...
>
>For 1900.-Euro there are other more interesting toys, i would like to
>purchase...NordLead 3, TC Fireworx, Mackie VLZPro, Dynaudio Monitors,
>FS1r, MOTIF rack (maybe), MFB Synth Kult, PerFourmer, etc. pp....

FS1R, you said it!!!!(...why i sold it...damn me!!!)

anyway, i don't wanna be against Roland, they have so many good gear around 
(maybe the old things);
only, i have the feeling that the mc-909 won't sound so good as an XL-7, and 
in this way of thinking, i don't wanna spend so much money to have a mainly 
groovebox + sampler where i'll use 80% sampler and the rest of internal 
sounds....
i'vd prefer my rs7k + an XL-7 if i want a real good sounding groovy machine.

last thing: for me the 'real time loop remix' on RS7K is NOT an option, i 
use it *a lot* to compose, to record on pc short loops etc etc, so this 
won't be substituted by the d-beam bullshit.
don't want to offend anyone, just my opinion.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi ricevere fantastiche offerte promozionali via email? 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 8105|8105|2002-12-03 07:45:03|Bryan Rodgers|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
who was it that said John Aquaviva (I think that was him) just sold ALL his
gear and replaced it with an MC909??

[not that I would believe such silly rumors... ...I just think it's funny
:)]

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 9:07 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I
think I Might

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > 
> > -->> will the MC-909 permit you to build riffs (on channels) of 
> different 
> > measures and metrature on the same pattern?
> 
> Nope!
> 
> > --> will the MC-909 have the possibility to switch between play 
> mode into 
> > record mode and return while playing?
> 
> Not at all!

And let me add...Roland makes good "groove"-gear...that sounds 
cool...for a little while, until you realize the big downs...

For 1900.-Euro there are other more interesting toys, i would like to 
purchase...NordLead 3, TC Fireworx, Mackie VLZPro, Dynaudio Monitors, 
FS1r, MOTIF rack (maybe), MFB Synth Kult, PerFourmer, etc. pp....
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| 8106|8105|2002-12-03 07:57:47|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> who was it that said John Aquaviva (I think that was him) just sold 

ALL his

> gear and replaced it with an MC909??
> 
> [not that I would believe such silly rumors... ...I just think it's 

funny

> :)]

Who is John Aquaviva...

;)
| 8107|8105|2002-12-03 08:01:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > who was it that said John Aquaviva (I think that was him) just 
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sold 

> ALL his
> > gear and replaced it with an MC909??

Actually it is true that he is selling some gear...but i doubt ALL 
and just to replace it with a MC909:

http://www.john-acquaviva.com/main.php?c=news
| 8108|8105|2002-12-03 08:18:35|Bryan Rodgers|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
yeah, it was probably a tasteless joke. he's got some choice stuff... ...but
man, I remember those dayz with a ton of gear... ...and never getting to
fully use any of it...

Maybe this person should get an MC909:
http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages
<http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages&thread_id=49956>
&thread_id=49956&

;)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 10:02 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I
think I Might

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > who was it that said John Aquaviva (I think that was him) just 
sold 
> ALL his
> > gear and replaced it with an MC909??

Actually it is true that he is selling some gear...but i doubt ALL 
and just to replace it with a MC909:

http://www.john-acquaviva.com/main.php?c=news
<http://www.john-acquaviva.com/main.php?c=news> 
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<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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I bought my RS used and I could really use the TWE wave editing 
program and I can't find it anywhere. 

I also was wondering about when I import an RM1X pattern file 6 of 
the pattern sections get cut. The RM1X has 16 sections and the RS7000 
has 10. Where do they go?
| 8110|8105|2002-12-03 08:42:24|Latif|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
Sceeeeeeraips!! this woman is loaded :-)
why on earth would one need so much gear, and duplicates??
looks like she's compensating for something muhehehehe

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> yeah, it was probably a tasteless joke. he's got some choice 
stuff... ...but
> man, I remember those dayz with a ton of gear... ...and never 
getting to
> fully use any of it...
> 
> Maybe this person should get an MC909:
> http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages
> <http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
type=messages&thread_id=49956>
> &thread_id=49956&
> 
> ;)
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@y...] 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 10:02 AM
> To: RS7000@y...
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their 
RS700 0, I
> think I Might
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > > who was it that said John Aquaviva (I think that was him) just 
> sold 
> > ALL his
> > > gear and replaced it with an MC909??
> 
> Actually it is true that he is selling some gear...but i doubt ALL 
> and just to replace it with a MC909:
> 
> http://www.john-acquaviva.com/main.php?c=news
> <http://www.john-acquaviva.com/main.php?c=news> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321
> 
44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?
http://
> www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
> l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=536290793> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
<http://www.motifator.com> 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8111|8109|2002-12-03 08:46:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Does any one have the TWE program|
On Tuesday 03 December 2002 16:32, phoen1x909 wrote:

> I bought my RS used and I could really use the TWE wave
> editing program and I can't find it anywhere.

It should be on the cdrom that came with the RS. You can 
also find it on the net with google. Search for 'TWE 
Yamaha'.

> I also was wondering about when I import an RM1X pattern
> file 6 of the pattern sections get cut. The RM1X has 16
> sections and the RS7000 has 10. Where do they go?

The RS also has 16 sections, but only 10 direct select 
buttons. The other six sections are still there, and you 
can use knob 2 in the main screen to select these sections. 

Hopefully an additional 6 direct selection buttons will be 
supported in the forthcoming v2.0 OS update.

Did you try our FAQ btw?
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 8112|8109|2002-12-03 08:48:05|Latif|Re: Does any one have the TWE program|
tiny wave editor

http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/twe/index.html

as for the sections being cut out.. i doubt that it really happens.
but i can't say for sure .. never made more then 4 sections in one 
pat.
you know that you can scroll through the sections in your RS right?

goodluck
and enjoy your RS.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "phoen1x909" wrote:
> I bought my RS used and I could really use the TWE wave editing 
> program and I can't find it anywhere. 
> 
> I also was wondering about when I import an RM1X pattern file 6 of 
> the pattern sections get cut. The RM1X has 16 sections and the 
RS7000 
> has 10. Where do they go?

| 8113|8105|2002-12-03 08:56:26|Scott Kellogg|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|

> Sceeeeeeraips!! this woman is loaded :-)
> why on earth would one need so much gear, and duplicates??
> looks like she's compensating for something muhehehehe

www.redmoon-music.com has a Max app, and that's it ...

/S
| 8114|8105|2002-12-03 09:08:22|synthe. labo|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|

>yeah, it was probably a tasteless joke. he's got some choice stuff... 
>...but

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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>man, I remember those dayz with a ton of gear... ...and never getting to
>fully use any of it...
>
>Maybe this person should get an MC909:
>http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages
><http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages&thread_id=49956>
>&thread_id=49956&

AHAHAHAHAHA :))))))))))))

jesus christ, how much gear has she???!!!!
i think i wouldn't able to do nothing with such an amount of gear, sure!!

c-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8115|8105|2002-12-03 09:36:43|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|

> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > Maybe this person should get an MC909:
> > http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages
> > <http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
> type=messages&thread_id=49956>

Ah, Cikira. Yup, she has tons of Synths and Aibos. Well, some people 
collect Ferraris...Cikira collects VA´s. I am sure she will get a 
MC909 and add it to the whole collection.

Imagine how high her electricity bill must be...nope...i am not 
jeleaous. Maybe a little, because of her collection of NordLeads...:)
| 8116|8105|2002-12-03 09:54:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> > --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > > Maybe this person should get an MC909:
> > > http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?type=messages
> > > <http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
> > type=messages&thread_id=49956>

Better link: http://www.cikira.com/gear/index.html

The most interesting thing is not the amount of gear but what she 
uses for sequencing and recording. She uses a G3 Mac with Opcode for 
MIDI-sequencing synced with a battery of Roland VS for Audio. 
Additionally she uses her own software for composing: 
http://www.redmoon-music.com/products/maxWerk/

Interesting way of approaching music. RS is great for hardware 
sequencing, but i wonder if it doesn´t press one into a certain form 
of making a certain form of music...like computer based sequencer 
allowed one to create very complex sounding "Sonic-sculptures".
| 8117|8105|2002-12-03 09:56:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS700 0, I think I M|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

>
> Interesting way of approaching music. RS is great for hardware 
> sequencing, but i wonder if it doesn´t press one into a certain 

form 

> of making a certain form of music...like computer based sequencer 
> allowed one to create very complex sounding "Sonic-sculptures".

In other words, how would Mozart had sounded like when he would have 
used the RS`? Feel free to post example-patterns into the file-
section...:)
| 8118|8118|2002-12-03 13:30:48|keninverse|Scenes for Gating tracks|
Ok. I have several tracks dedicated as a drum track and I want to 
heavily gate all the tracks at the beginning of a song. Now is it 
possible to save this gating as a scene. Presently, I'm just using 
the groove function to gate the tracks but I was wondering if there 
is some other way to do it. I just want to hit a button to cut off 
all the gates and return to the original section.

ken.inverse
| 8119|8118|2002-12-03 15:36:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Scenes for Gating tracks|
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On Tuesday 03 December 2002 21:30, keninverse wrote:

> Ok. I have several tracks dedicated as a drum track and
> I want to heavily gate all the tracks at the beginning of
> a song. Now is it possible to save this gating as a
> scene. Presently, I'm just using the groove function to
> gate the tracks but I was wondering if there is some
> other way to do it. I just want to hit a button to cut
> off all the gates and return to the original section.

What do you mean by 'gating'? Muting or something else, like 
the Phil Collins kind of gating on drums?

- Robert
| 8121|8095|2002-12-03 16:30:28|ev3nly|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
What I have done for the soft-synths is turn the clock shift back a bit if the notes are coming out of the RS. That seems to fix any problems.

Cheers,
Ev3nly

--- In RS7000@y..., "steffen909" wrote:
> thanks for the fast reply Robert..
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Tuesday 03 December 2002 12:00, steffen909 wrote:
> > > Ive been trying to play my RS with logic at a friends and
> > > It seems you can only play one midi track in realtime at
> > > one time (from the RS), whilst in reson you can control
> > > whatever synths and drums at any one time. (16track)
> > 
> > You're mistaken. The RS can be used as a 16-part multi 
> > timbral synth engine. You probanbly have the ECHO BACK 
> > parameter (in Utility) set to MONITOR (REC). That option 
> > redirects any incoming midi data to the currently selected 
> > RS track. That's great when using the RS as the main unit, 
> > but in this case set it to OFF.
> 
> I know, I use it as that with reason an my hardsynths, But no matter 
> what MIDI channel I selected for the synths in logic, it still only 
> played one, thought maybe logic had some "one channel at a time" 
> record mode.
> 
> > Have you considered the latency introduced by the VST 
> > system? Depending on hardware and driver, prepare to get 
> > between 4 and 12 ms of latency (at best). This delay is 
> > normally dealth with by the host system (like Logic or 
> > Cubase), meaning that the midi tracks are automatically 
> > delayed. The RS does not know that of course.
> > 
> I use a soundcard with my current setup with about 12ms latency, but 
> reason still seems pretty slopy beatwise (even with just a 
> 4/4kickdrum playong)(!) could this be due to me using a cheap 
> joystick MIDI port? and logic goes from 128-132(continously choosing 
> new BPM) when the RS is at 130 (!!)
> 
> IM thinking of buying an USB audio/midi device for my new laptop.
> will diz give me a more rocksolid beat with RS->logic/Reason?
> 
> I want to use those softsynths.....
> 
> Thanks again
> steffenV

| 8122|8122|2002-12-03 18:04:42|r_s_7_k|Wow What a Response, I Guess I'll Be the Only One Then|
to have both an RS7000 and Mc-909, I remember when alot of people 
talked down to me for getting an RS, alot of people still talk badly 
about the RS, but those People that I personaly know still like my 
tracks so I know they are full of it, anyway the 909 doesn't do 
patterns of diff lengths but copy paste is an easy remedy for such a 
thing. I just can't believe that i'm the only one who thinks that they
would make a great team, right now i've got my sp-808 paired up with 
the RS, but the 909 will take the sp808's place. more tracks, more ram
more editing, and over all functionality. I think the mc-909 is a 
pretty tight piece of kit, especially for its first release. I think 
the RS and MC weaknesses and strengths really compliment each other 
in a perfect way, the mc invites you to create from scratch and the 
RS has those esoteric abilities that no other machine can f_ck with. 
I think the best thing is that I will get a wider range of flavors, 
I'm going to add the korgmicro and korg kaosspad djmixer and I will 
stop purchasing HARDWARE gear forever.



peace
| 8123|8122|2002-12-03 23:41:22|Andrew Smith|Re: Wow What a Response, I Guess I'll Be the Only One Then|
I love groove boxes in general and I'm sorry to say I'm not necessarily
'Brand Loyal' but with good reason. I think it is good practise to mix
brands for one simple reason. It stops you sounding like demo tracks.
I would pick up an MC in moments given the surplus cash.

AND I would argue to death the abilities and sounds of the RS. At this
point in time it is by far my fave sound tool. (IE Not mixing mastering
etc.)

-----Original Message-----
From: r_s_7_k [mailto:po_box333@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4 December 2002 12:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Wow What a Response, I Guess I'll Be the Only One Then

to have both an RS7000 and Mc-909, I remember when alot of people 
talked down to me for getting an RS, alot of people still talk badly 
about the RS, but those People that I personaly know still like my 
tracks so I know they are full of it, anyway the 909 doesn't do 
patterns of diff lengths but copy paste is an easy remedy for such a 
thing. I just can't believe that i'm the only one who thinks that they
would make a great team, right now i've got my sp-808 paired up with 
the RS, but the 909 will take the sp808's place. more tracks, more ram
more editing, and over all functionality. I think the mc-909 is a 
pretty tight piece of kit, especially for its first release. I think 
the RS and MC weaknesses and strengths really compliment each other 
in a perfect way, the mc invites you to create from scratch and the 
RS has those esoteric abilities that no other machine can f_ck with. 
I think the best thing is that I will get a wider range of flavors, 
I'm going to add the korgmicro and korg kaosspad djmixer and I will 
stop purchasing HARDWARE gear forever.

peace
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| 8124|8122|2002-12-03 23:47:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Wow What a Response, I Guess I'll Be the Only One Then|
On Wednesday 04 December 2002 02:04, r_s_7_k wrote:

> to have both an RS7000 and Mc-909, I remember when alot
> of people talked down to me for getting an RS, alot of
> people still talk badly about the RS, but those People
> that I personaly know still like my tracks so I know they
> are full of it, anyway the 909 doesn't do patterns of
> diff lengths but copy paste is an easy remedy for such a
> thing. I just can't believe that i'm the only one who
> thinks that they would make a great team, right now i've
> got my sp-808 paired up with the RS, but the 909 will
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> take the sp808's place. more tracks, more ram more
> editing, and over all functionality. I think the mc-909
> is a pretty tight piece of kit, especially for its first
> release. I think the RS and MC weaknesses and strengths
> really compliment each other in a perfect way, the mc
> invites you to create from scratch and the RS has those
> esoteric abilities that no other machine can f_ck with. I
> think the best thing is that I will get a wider range of
> flavors,

Glad you like it. If it wasn't for the sequencer's fixed 
track length I would certainly have tried the combo of RS 
and 909. Using two different machines must make an 
interesting mix in character.

> I'm going to add the korgmicro and korg kaosspad
> djmixer and I will stop purchasing HARDWARE gear forever.

You know that's NOT going to happen. ;)

- Robert
| 8125|8095|2002-12-04 01:26:23|Ian Vine|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
I'm in the process of setting this up. In fact I put
the order in for a second time this morning as I
cancelled it last week 'cause it looked like the
company were never going to get any stock.

I have seen a few post regarding soft synth latency.
As long as your audio system latency is low ( less
than 20ms ) this shouldn't give you any audible
effect. All midi driven hardware synth's have a
comparable latency (time from midi data arriving to
sound coming out), some old synths are much worse.

I'm intending to use an Edirol (Roland) usb audio
interface, probably the UA-20 which has a midi in/out.
I've exchanged a few emails with people using the
Edirol UA-30 and they've mamanged a reliable 7ms
latency.

If you want to use VST effects as well you'll need a
VST host application (Cubasis, Cubase, Logic etc).
Cubasis is the least expensive ( or even free ) but is
limited to (I think) 4 VSTi's and 4 send effects. 

IanV

--- steffen909 wrote:

Ive been trying to play my RS with logic at a friends
and It seems 

you can only play one midi track in realtime at one
time (from the 

RS), whilst in reson you can control whatever synths
and drums at any 

one time. (16track)

now Im thinking of buying a P4 laptop 2,4ghz and what
I want to do is 

control lots of VST synths at the same time from the
rs7000. 

..what is the best alternative? With reason it seems
to work well, 

but I want to use more synths(I now I can use VST FXs
with 



reason+ableton)than reaon has. FM7/attack etc
etc..

whats the best sequncer to do this?

I want realtime RScontrol over 16tracks, and later
export SMF to the 

seqencer for more editing. Its no fun just using one
VSTsynth at a 

time:(

hope someone here does something similar..

PS: Ive also got an MS2000,SH32 and CS6x controlled by
MIDIportA

want to use my laptop from MIDIportB

THANKS for any help..

SteffenV
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| 8126|8095|2002-12-04 01:45:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
On Wednesday 04 December 2002 09:26, Ian Vine wrote:

> I'm in the process of setting this up. In fact I put
> the order in for a second time this morning as I
> cancelled it last week 'cause it looked like the
> company were never going to get any stock.
>
> I have seen a few post regarding soft synth latency.
> As long as your audio system latency is low ( less
> than 20ms ) this shouldn't give you any audible
> effect. 

20 ms for percussion sounds is terrible! And also for other 
sounds, that kind of delay destroys the feel of the tune. 
You *have* to compensate for the latency for a serious 
sound/song.

> All midi driven hardware synth's have a
> comparable latency (time from midi data arriving to
> sound coming out), some old synths are much worse.

Never measured it, but I guess the average midi synth has a 
few millisecs of latency, at most.

> I'm intending to use an Edirol (Roland) usb audio
> interface, probably the UA-20 which has a midi in/out.
> I've exchanged a few emails with people using the
> Edirol UA-30 and they've mamanged a reliable 7ms
> latency.

7 ms in what setup? Everything under 8ms or so becomes 
acceptable, sort of. 

- Robert
| 8127|8095|2002-12-04 03:06:41|Ian Vine|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
Hi Robert,

If there was 20ms between each note that would should
nice and flanged :). Not what is usually required. As
long as everything is around about 20 ms late (ncy)
then you don't get the problem. I guess if the rs7k
was sequencing vsti's and the rs7k audio was mixed in,
some way of offseting would be needed. I guess I could
always pipe the rs7k output through the laptop and get
everything in sync that way. Anyone ever tried this ?

The 7ms latency for the ua-30 was under win98se.

Talking on percussion. I often find myself using a
kick made up of several samples, and it always better
to create a new sample from the originals than trigger
several samples via midi.

I think the really bad midi module was the roland mt32
(going back a few years and I might be wrong). It had
a midi note to audio delay of 8 to 40 ms depending on
how many notes it was trying to play. 

IanV

--- Robert van der Kamp wrote:



On Wednesday 04 December 2002 09:26, Ian Vine
wrote:

> I'm in the process of setting this up. In fact I

put

> the order in for a second time this morning as

I

> cancelled it last week 'cause it looked like

the

> company were never going to get any stock.

>

> I have seen a few post regarding soft synth

latency.

> As long as your audio system latency is low (

less

> than 20ms ) this shouldn't give you any

audible

> effect. 

20 ms for percussion sounds is terrible! And also for
other 

sounds, that kind of delay destroys the feel of the
tune. 

You *have* to compensate for the latency for a serious

sound/song.

> All midi driven hardware synth's have a

> comparable latency (time from midi data arriving

to

> sound coming out), some old synths are much

worse.

Never measured it, but I guess the average midi synth
has a 

few millisecs of latency, at most.

> I'm intending to use an Edirol (Roland) usb

audio

> interface, probably the UA-20 which has a midi

in/out.

> I've exchanged a few emails with people using

the

> Edirol UA-30 and they've mamanged a reliable

7ms



> latency.

7 ms in what setup? Everything under 8ms or so becomes

acceptable, sort of. 

- Robert
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| 8128|8122|2002-12-04 03:22:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: Wow What a Response, I Guess I'll Be the Only One Then|
--- In RS7000@y..., "r_s_7_k" wrote:

> 
> I think the best thing is that I will get a wider range of flavors, 
> I'm going to add the korgmicro and korg kaosspad djmixer and I will 



> stop purchasing HARDWARE gear forever.

Exactly, the best thing you can do is pick the gear that YOU want and 
not what the hype tells.
| 8129|8129|2002-12-04 03:58:13|okoyemaya|Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ? |
Wow, what a bizarre webpage, the tons of gear, glitzy mini skirts, 
sado maso outfits, who is she ? Genius ? Electonica Mozart ? or 
exotic dancer with lots of cash to spend ? Escort service mama ? 
I really want to hear her productions but couldnt find anywhere, I 
wouldnt like to see a video, might be too much for me.
Okoyem
| 8130|8129|2002-12-04 05:31:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Wow, what a bizarre webpage, the tons of gear, glitzy mini skirts, 
> sado maso outfits, who is she ? Genius ? Electonica Mozart ? or 
> exotic dancer with lots of cash to spend ? Escort service mama ? 
> I really want to hear her productions but couldnt find anywhere, I 
> wouldnt like to see a video, might be too much for me.
> Okoyem

http://www.cikira.com
| 8131|8129|2002-12-04 05:51:11|okoyemaya|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
of course I saw it but the music ? where is it?
how they say in German "Hammer" of a website ( with all the money she 
has why not let sombody make pro website ?) and this "gear museum", 
the page is a trip, isn`t it ? It seems like it is an active studio 
so not just one of those who invest money in classic instruments, I 
doubt anyway that 303, or miniMoog to hit prices of Gibson Flying Vs 
or fifties Strats. So just curious what she ever made with all 
thaaaaaaaat
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Wow, what a bizarre webpage, the tons of gear, glitzy mini 
skirts, 
> > sado maso outfits, who is she ? Genius ? Electonica Mozart ? or 
> > exotic dancer with lots of cash to spend ? Escort service mama ? 
> > I really want to hear her productions but couldnt find anywhere, 
I 
> > wouldnt like to see a video, might be too much for me.
> > Okoyem
> 
> http://www.cikira.com

| 8132|8129|2002-12-04 06:29:38|tompaulsen2002|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
Why are you so shy? Go ahead and ask her. ;)

--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> So just curious what she ever made with all 
> thaaaaaaaat
> Okoyem

| 8133|8129|2002-12-04 07:02:41|okoyemaya|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
What a pity she`s married, imagine divorcing and getting half of that 
gear. But, yes you are right I will mail and ask for the music, good 
idea.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> Why are you so shy? Go ahead and ask her. ;)
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > So just curious what she ever made with all 
> > thaaaaaaaat
> > Okoyem

| 8134|8118|2002-12-04 07:47:13|keninverse|Re: Scenes for Gating tracks|
Gate Offset in grid groove. I want to cut the decay times of samples 
really short with a push of a couple of buttons without having to 
resample. Is this possible. Phil Collins? Phil Collins needs to 
give it up. 

> What do you mean by 'gating'? Muting or something else, like 
> the Phil Collins kind of gating on drums?

http://www.cikira.com/
http://www.cikira.com/


> 
> - Robert

| 8135|8129|2002-12-04 08:21:32|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
uh, i don't think she's married anymore... ...so make your move there big
guy ;)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2002 9:03 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?

What a pity she`s married, imagine divorcing and getting half of that 
gear. But, yes you are right I will mail and ask for the music, good 
idea.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> Why are you so shy? Go ahead and ask her. ;)
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > So just curious what she ever made with all 
> > thaaaaaaaat
> > Okoyem
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| 8136|8129|2002-12-04 09:58:09|tompaulsen2002|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> uh, i don't think she's married anymore... ...so make your move 

there big

> guy ;)

She´s OLD! :)
| 8137|8137|2002-12-04 12:22:01|Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral|If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
Is everybody fucking deaf??? Have you guys even heard the mc 909??? it 
sounds like a chepy synth (pcm sounds). Did anybody have an Adlib soundcard 
growing up??? Thats exacly what it sounds like, just like the 505. Its not 
about the features, its about the SOUND.
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>From: Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: "'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their 
>RS7000, I think I Might
>Date: Tue, 3 Dec 2002 09:44:53 -0500
>
>who was it that said John Aquaviva (I think that was him) just sold ALL his
>gear and replaced it with an MC909??
>
>[not that I would believe such silly rumors... ...I just think it's funny
>:)]
>
>-B
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]
>Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 9:07 AM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: ANyBody Planning To Add an Mc-909 to their RS7000, I
>think I Might
>
>
>--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > >
> > > -->> will the MC-909 permit you to build riffs (on channels) of
> > different
> > > measures and metrature on the same pattern?
> >
> > Nope!
> >
> > > --> will the MC-909 have the possibility to switch between play
> > mode into
> > > record mode and return while playing?
> >
> > Not at all!
>
>And let me add...Roland makes good "groove"-gear...that sounds
>cool...for a little while, until you realize the big downs...
>
>For 1900.-Euro there are other more interesting toys, i would like to
>purchase...NordLead 3, TC Fireworx, Mackie VLZPro, Dynaudio Monitors,
>FS1r, MOTIF rack (maybe), MFB Synth Kult, PerFourmer, etc. pp....
>
>
>
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| 8138|8129|2002-12-04 12:47:18|okoyemaya|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
She wrote back! There is no music online neither CDs but she is 
finishing her software to offer it as freeware,.... 
yeah, that`s all... for real. You know, my whole class was amazed 
watching that page, everybody saying I am just envious for the gear. 
No way, honestly not at all, I hate too much gear, missing flights, 
fighting with the airline stuff, worring that something would be 
lost, setting it up, searching for whatever fault. My ideal would be 
to use just RS, master keyboard (that could be hired) and some 
multipercussion pad. Laptop with mixer/multifunction board but this I 
do not believe will ever happen, even with 10 G or whatever speed ( I 
did start Cubase few times since I got RS, and in no time it gets on 
my nerves, my computer is now just for mastering and editing samples, 
as far as the music is concerned). Actually if RS becomes common 
enough it may work just having a wallet with media cards. The smooth 
livepa ? Having 2 of them.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > uh, i don't think she's married anymore... ...so make your move 
> there big
> > guy ;)
> 
> She´s OLD! :)

| 8139|8137|2002-12-04 12:54:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Daniel Carrillo aka :Special Coral" 
wrote:

> Is everybody fucking deaf??? 

Excuse me! Watch your language buddy!!

Have you guys even heard the mc 909??? it 

> sounds like a chepy synth (pcm sounds). Did anybody have an Adlib 

soundcard 

> growing up??? Thats exacly what it sounds like, just like the 505. 

Its not 

> about the features, its about the SOUND.

Know that you have inside the MC909 a full blown XV-synthengine that 
let´s one create own sounds, just like on the old JV-series. And the 
sound is really not bad! But hey...that is also a question of taste 
and one can´t argue about taste, right?

I didn´t find the sound btw. too exciting as well. Sounds like a 
better JV2080. Typical Roland clinic-clean sound. Some like it, some 
don´t.
| 8140|8129|2002-12-04 13:17:26|tompaulsen2002|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> She wrote back! There is no music online neither CDs but she is 
> finishing her software to offer it as freeware,.... 

If everybody wants to know what our friend is talking about:

http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
type=normal&thread_id=49980&lastdays=5&
| 8141|8141|2002-12-04 13:55:41|okoyemaya|Are you all RS infatuated?|
People, you get so emotional about RS ? it is amusing, even sweet. 
Verbal fighting 909, RS......Finally you will make me go and try that 
909 just to know what is all about. Maybe it is a beauty though 
personally I have serious problem to take it seriously, that info 
about the screensaver ( what a f... for?) man it bothers me like lack 
of the front tooth , the girl may be pretty but everytime she opens 
her mouth... that is all you notice, the tooth that is not there. 
Well, that may be the least of 909 schöncheitsfehlers.
Ok, I am not any better, sitting here, taking email break, will be 

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?


spending some more hours, searching for better mix, with my feet 
getting cold while in the other room my chocolatico waits for me in 
the warm bed. We are all nuts!
Okoyem
| 8142|8141|2002-12-04 14:46:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: Are you all RS infatuated?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> We are all nuts!
> Okoyem

AND confused...as Robert and i already stated quite often on this 
board...:)
| 8143|8129|2002-12-04 15:24:25|Scott Kellogg|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|

> She´s OLD! :)

Did you check the photo with her in the leather dom outfit? Too much ....

/S>
| 8144|8144|2002-12-04 15:24:53|Scott Kellogg|ICQ|
I sometimes get crushingly bored at work and would be up for some
time-passing ICQ. Also, I've Reason installed at work, so if you
wanted to trade loops and stuff I'd be into that.

My ICQ number is 1556301.

/Scott
| 8145|8095|2002-12-04 15:24:57|steffen909|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
Im thinking of the edirol Ua-20 too.. have only heard good thinks 
about it.. (unlike the M-audio USB things..)
but does RAM and processor also influence the latency?

> I'm intending to use an Edirol (Roland) usb audio
> interface, probably the UA-20 which has a midi in/out.
> I've exchanged a few emails with people using the
> Edirol UA-30 and they've mamanged a reliable 7ms
> latency.
>

| 8146|8137|2002-12-04 15:39:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
On Wednesday 04 December 2002 20:22, Daniel Carrillo aka 
:Special Coral wrote:

> Is everybody fucking deaf??? Have you guys even heard the
> mc 909??? it sounds like a chepy synth (pcm sounds). Did
> anybody have an Adlib soundcard growing up??? Thats
> exacly what it sounds like, just like the 505. Its not
> about the features, its about the SOUND.

Haven't heard it yet. The demo's weren't very promising. But 
that could also be said of the RS demo's. ;)

- Robert
| 8147|8137|2002-12-04 15:41:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
On Wednesday 04 December 2002 20:54, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Know that you have inside the MC909 a full blown
> XV-synthengine that let´s one create own sounds, just
> like on the old JV-series. And the sound is really not
> bad! But hey...that is also a question of taste and one
> can´t argue about taste, right?
>
> I didn´t find the sound btw. too exciting as well. Sounds
> like a better JV2080. Typical Roland clinic-clean sound.
> Some like it, some don´t.

I once owned a 2080, for two months. Boring!! And nothing 
has changed since then, afaik. Still the same rompler 
engine.

- Robert
| 8148|8141|2002-12-04 15:42:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Are you all RS infatuated?|
On Wednesday 04 December 2002 22:46, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > We are all nuts!
> > Okoyem



>
> AND confused...as Robert and i already stated quite often
> on this board...:)

Huh? Ah!
| 8149|8129|2002-12-04 16:06:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Scott Kellogg wrote:

> > She´s OLD! :)
> 
> Did you check the photo with her in the leather dom outfit? Too 

much ....

> 
> /S>

Yeah all that teeth...don´t want to mess with that...:)))

No seriously...i think she´s a very sweet person...and Mark and 
her...shame it didn´t work out...

But enough of her, i´m married! Back to topic!
| 8150|8095|2002-12-04 16:15:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs7000 and a laptop running a sequencer(logic/cubaseSX etc) vs |
--- In RS7000@y..., "steffen909" wrote:

> Im thinking of the edirol Ua-20 too.. have only heard good thinks 
> about it.. (unlike the M-audio USB things..)
> but does RAM and processor also influence the latency?

I would say yes. Nowadays both is very inexpensive...so i would say 
at least PIII class w. 500Mhz and at least 256MB of Ram. And turn 
that FX off on Windows, as well as the Windows soundsets and don´t 
install anything else than your Music software. And don´t use it for 
Internet surfing either.

More Info about Optimizing Windows for Music: 
http://www.staudio.de/kb/english/2000xp/index.html
| 8151|8137|2002-12-04 16:20:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> 
> Haven't heard it yet. The demo's weren't very promising. But 
> that could also be said of the RS demo's. ;)
> 

Rob, though usually in order of my mental dysfunctionally confusion, 
i am agreeing with you mostly, i have to disagree here. The MC909 
Demos, though of better soundquality as the strange format of the RS 
demos, sounded just average and boring. But the RS demos...i found 
them rather thrilling and excellent! Especially the one housy-jazzy-
R´n´B one with the female singers! I couldn´t believe that one box 
could do it just by itself without using a big load of samples...and 
surprise surprise...the RS CAN do it without a big load of samples...

So the demos of the RS were much better and much more showing the 
potential of the RS than the MC909 demos...but hey...AFAIR, Roland 
demos always sucked...
| 8152|8137|2002-12-04 16:21:43|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> I once owned a 2080, for two months. Boring!! And nothing 
> has changed since then, afaik. Still the same rompler 
> engine.

Actually i like the JV pads and i always wanted one until i found out 
that i can do the same thing with TG33.
| 8153|8141|2002-12-04 16:22:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: Are you all RS infatuated?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 04 December 2002 22:46, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > We are all nuts!
> > > Okoyem
> >
> > AND confused...as Robert and i already stated quite often
> > on this board...:)
> 

http://www.staudio.de/kb/english/2000xp/index.html


> Huh? Ah!

Erm...well...you know me...i´m a sucker for pads...:)
| 8154|8129|2002-12-04 16:23:52|tompaulsen2002|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:

> 
> But enough of her, i´m married!

Let me add...happily!

Back to topic!
| 8155|8141|2002-12-05 01:01:17|Andrew Smith|Re: Are you all RS infatuated?|
Yes I am to a point but certainly not to a level that prohibits me from
looking at other equipment. I love playing with new stuff and expanding
my kit. And Toms point in and earlier post is spot on and quite simply
all there is to say on the issue. "You buy what YOU like".

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Thursday, 5 December 2002 7:56 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Are you all RS infatuated?

People, you get so emotional about RS ? it is amusing, even sweet. 
Verbal fighting 909, RS......Finally you will make me go and try that 
909 just to know what is all about. Maybe it is a beauty though 
personally I have serious problem to take it seriously, that info 
about the screensaver ( what a f... for?) man it bothers me like lack 
of the front tooth , the girl may be pretty but everytime she opens 
her mouth... that is all you notice, the tooth that is not there. 
Well, that may be the least of 909 schöncheitsfehlers.
Ok, I am not any better, sitting here, taking email break, will be 
spending some more hours, searching for better mix, with my feet 
getting cold while in the other room my chocolatico waits for me in 
the warm bed. We are all nuts!
Okoyem
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8156|8137|2002-12-05 01:35:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 00:20, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 

wrote:

> > Haven't heard it yet. The demo's weren't very
> > promising. But that could also be said of the RS
> > demo's. ;)
>
> Rob, though usually in order of my mental dysfunctionally
> confusion, i am agreeing with you mostly, i have to
> disagree here. The MC909 Demos, though of better
> soundquality as the strange format of the RS demos,
> sounded just average and boring. But the RS demos...i
> found them rather thrilling and excellent! Especially the
> one housy-jazzy- R´n´B one with the female singers! I
> couldn´t believe that one box could do it just by itself
> without using a big load of samples...and surprise
> surprise...the RS CAN do it without a big load of
> samples...
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>
> So the demos of the RS were much better and much more
> showing the potential of the RS than the MC909
> demos...but hey...AFAIR, Roland demos always sucked...

Too bad we disagree here Tom.
We better quit doing this list together now, and stop the Oe 
project. It had to happen at one point. Oh well...

- Robert
| 8157|8137|2002-12-05 01:58:25|Peter Sawa pm*|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
siema,

i have MC505 for about 2/3 years, just bought yamaha
rsk7 2 weeks ago - so still getting know what inside.

getting back to the topics, i don't know mc909 but i
think that you can create quite interesting and good
sounding samples in MC505. Comparing to RS which have
warmer sound engine MC505 still in good position.
MC505 is more like retro machine. I hope MC505 and
Rs7k will make nice set up and i'll be happy to use
both of the machines euqualy.

btw: i'm interested what do you prefer in the point of
visual view. for me MC505 looks far more professional.
and the mC909 ,wow!

pm'

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote: > On
Thursday 05 December 2002 00:20, tompaulsen2002

> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp
> 
> wrote:
> > > Haven't heard it yet. The demo's weren't very
> > > promising. But that could also be said of the RS
> > > demo's. ;)
> >
> > Rob, though usually in order of my mental
> dysfunctionally
> > confusion, i am agreeing with you mostly, i have
> to
> > disagree here. The MC909 Demos, though of better
> > soundquality as the strange format of the RS
> demos,
> > sounded just average and boring. But the RS
> demos...i
> > found them rather thrilling and excellent!
> Especially the
> > one housy-jazzy- R´n´B one with the female
> singers! I
> > couldn´t believe that one box could do it just by
> itself
> > without using a big load of samples...and surprise
> > surprise...the RS CAN do it without a big load of
> > samples...
> >
> > So the demos of the RS were much better and much
> more
> > showing the potential of the RS than the MC909
> > demos...but hey...AFAIR, Roland demos always
> sucked...
> 
> Too bad we disagree here Tom.
> We better quit doing this list together now, and
> stop the Oe 
> project. It had to happen at one point. Oh well...
> 
> - Robert
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 8158|8137|2002-12-05 02:08:53|Oscar Finch|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
What the HELL is happening in here , Moderators mourning their differences of opinion , people suffering RS7000 "infatuation" ,Scott giving out his ICQ number ,
people exchanging links and website's and talking about personal interfacing problems.Is this the "055 69 RS 7000 - Call me ...Call me now . I want you" - Adult chat-line
dude.If I wasn't a sane man I'd think I was in the wrong group ROFLMAO ........ And just to clarify my RS7000 loves Me more than I love Her but we're both old enough
too know the difference between infatuation and true Love ......... Besides she's only 2 years old and I won't get locked up (ewwwwwww did I just say that)!!!! PS:
Someone should get the RS7000 screen saver on a laptop and go around all the music stores that stock the MC-909 and install it as a screensaver on power up whilst no
one is watching LMAO...... see the screen saver feature is ggod for somethingon an MC-909 (pictures of an RS7000) ;).

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8159|8137|2002-12-05 02:56:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 10:08, Oscar Finch wrote:

> What the HELL is happening in here , Moderators mourning
> their differences of opinion 

Ih hope you understood I was joking there.

But I agree that the amount of off-topic posts got way out 
of hand.

- Robert
| 8160|8137|2002-12-05 03:24:59|Oscar Finch|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
Said in best possible Beavis and Butthead impersonation ...."Beavis""What Butthead""He said joke or something " a he a hererererr"Yeah and Out a hand" in the one
sentence herrherrherrherrr"Anything in or out of your hand is a joke Buthead" whacks over head."Anyway Beavis is an RS7000 some kinda cyber hooker on Broadstreet"
herrrheeerrrherhehrhehr and the off Topic rant continues LMAO ...... PS: Are you implying I have NO SENSE OF HUMOUR grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr......... :P Judging by this
post I know you're gonna say yes :), --- On Thu 12/05, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To:
RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 5 Dec 2002 10:56:14 +0100Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...On Thursday 05 December 2002
10:08, Oscar Finch wrote:> What the HELL is happening in here , Moderators mourning> their differences of opinion Ih hope you understood I was joking there.But I
agree that the amount of off-topic posts got way out of hand.- Robert===================RS7000 GROUP================Home:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official:
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K
Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8161|8129|2002-12-05 03:33:15|Slami DPA division|Re: Who is Cikira? Where can we hear her ?|
No music - nothin' 2 talkabout, but^
I see nice stand under Virus-Indigo on the photo from cikira.com.
Help me, please, what model|manufacturer & is this stand good enought for
RS7000?
Thank you

> Wow, what a bizarre webpage, the tons of gear, glitzy mini skirts,
> sado maso outfits, who is she ? Genius ? Electonica Mozart ? or
> exotic dancer with lots of cash to spend ? Escort service mama ?
> I really want to hear her productions but couldnt find anywhere, I
> wouldnt like to see a video, might be too much for me.
> Okoyem
>
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>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8162|8129|2002-12-05 03:53:40|Latif|OT: quicklock equipment stands|

> Help me, please, what model|manufacturer & is this stand good 

enought for

> RS7000?
> Thank you

quiklok stands, have stands in all categories

http://www.quiklok.com/search_list.taf?
_function=detail&Layout_0_uid1=33123

;)

Latif
| 8163|8163|2002-12-05 04:58:20|alex|rs7k newbie questions|
hi all, here's some absolute newbie questions.
i'm considering in buying a rs7k in a few months time (if economy is fine =) )... (now i'm on that anxious stage where i have downloaded the manual, and 
drooling every time i watch the yamaha site)
i would use it to make my electronic songs (mainly will be electro and d&b) and for using it with my band on rehersals & live performances.
with my band i will use the rs to lay atmospheric sondscapes and there will be no drum sounds as we have a human drummer, and i know it would be a pain 
matching the tempo on the rs.

ok... this will be my first sampler/sequencer, i've used at home trackers & fruityloops & cakewalk etc, but i feel that using the mouse limits my capacity of 
expression & improvisation... also the fact that i cannot bring the computer to rehersals and the fear of a big crash on a gig made me decide to go hardware. 
my first thought was on a su700 but as it can't play pitched samples (you must pitch them first and them aply them to diffrnt patches), i was sent forward to 
the rs7k. but as i never used a harware sampler, and as i can't find any shop here in barcelona that stocks a rs7k for a demo, i've got some little (lame) 
questions to ask you all.

-is the keyboard good enough to play simple melodies with stringed type of samples?
-can i use the keyboard for playing along and improvise over a pre-sequenced pattern?
-can i alter the effects of a background sound while playing on the keyboard another patch?
-can i tap tempo in the middle of the song... i.e. i've got a melody running and my drummer has gone out of tempo... can i use tap tempo to match it again?
-imagine i have a totally new improvised ambient stuff going on, and i have a background pattern playing. if i change to another pattern, i will loose all the 
improvisation because these new samples are no included in the pre-programmed pattern or rs will continue playing them until i don't mute them or delete 
them or i change patches?

in another aspect, a friend who works at the uni, has just disemboweled some retired computers and has some simms... can i try them directly on the rs if they 
work, or a bad simm can damage the rs?

probably this things are going to be more easy when i actually have the machine, but are points that i would like to know previously before buying anything.
thanx... and, sorry for the extension....

alex.
| 8164|8137|2002-12-05 05:03:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Too bad we disagree here Tom.
> We better quit doing this list together now, and stop the Oe 
> project. It had to happen at one point. Oh well...

Ok, and you can also take your wife and your three children back, 
that i promised to take care of for you during that project...and i 
want my NL3 plus my Qrack, the Mackie mixer and the Espresso Machine 
back, i got you for last Xmas...
| 8165|8137|2002-12-05 05:07:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Peter Sawa pm* wrote:

> i'm interested what do you prefer in the point of
> visual view. for me MC505 looks far more professional.
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Sorry, but in my opinion this is very shallow and gay. 

That´s like saying...i need to buy all my gear in silver, since my 
Technics are silver...and those match so well with my grey 
eyes...which matches my grey Gucci-Shirt so incredibly sexy.
| 8166|8137|2002-12-05 05:10:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 05 December 2002 10:08, Oscar Finch wrote:
> > What the HELL is happening in here , Moderators mourning
> > their differences of opinion 
> 
> Ih hope you understood I was joking there.
> 
> But I agree that the amount of off-topic posts got way out 
> of hand.

Not my fault! I tried to bring that "IsCikiramarried"thread back by 
asking some intellectual pointed questions about how the RS7000 might 
streamline your way of working into a certain form, just like 
software sequencer seems to do...i never got an answer so far.

But Rob is right, it got a bit out of hand. 

Mea culpa, mea maxima culpa!

Guilty, Töm
| 8167|8137|2002-12-05 05:26:24|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr......... 

Oscar! Bad dog! Sit!
| 8168|8129|2002-12-05 05:32:28|wthor@gmx.de|Re: OT: quicklock equipment stands|
For "only" the RS 7000, I´d have a look at the Quiklok QL-400

Greetings, WThor

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2002 11:53 AM
Subject: [RS7000] OT: quicklock equipment stands

> Help me, please, what model|manufacturer & is this stand good 
enought for
> RS7000?
> Thank you

quiklok stands, have stands in all categories

http://www.quiklok.com/search_list.taf?
_function=detail&Layout_0_uid1=33123

;)

Latif
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| 8169|8163|2002-12-05 05:35:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs7k newbie questions|
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--- In RS7000@y..., "alex" wrote:

> -is the keyboard good enough to play simple melodies with stringed 

type of samples?

Erm...i would say yes, but don´t expect too much of that. They pretty 
much just triggers a note...no velocity, no aftertouch...and they are 
kinda small, but enough for holding a chord.

> -can i use the keyboard for playing along and improvise over a pre-

sequenced pattern?

Yes.

> -can i alter the effects of a background sound while playing on the 

keyboard another patch?

No.

> -can i tap tempo in the middle of the song... i.e. i've got a 

melody running and my drummer has gone out of tempo... can i use tap 
tempo to match it again?

Yes, but i would rather just change the tempo with the tempo-knob 
until the beat matches again (like a DJ is matching the tempo of two 
turntables).

> -imagine i have a totally new improvised ambient stuff going on, 

and i have a background pattern playing. if i change to another 
pattern, i will loose all the 

> improvisation because these new samples are no included in the pre-

programmed pattern or rs will continue playing them until i don't 
mute them or delete 

> them or i change patches?

Hmmmm the pattern/style concept works a bit different. You won´t 
loose your new pattern, until you overwrite it with a new pattern, or 
you turn the RS off without saving. I suggest you take a look at our 
FAQ in the file-section for further details.

> in another aspect, a friend who works at the uni, has just 

disemboweled some retired computers and has some simms... can i try 
them directly on the rs if they 

> work, or a bad simm can damage the rs?

You can try them out, but make sure they match the spec as defined in 
the manual (or look in our FAQ).

> 
> probably this things are going to be more easy when i actually have 

the machine, but are points that i would like to know previously 
before buying anything.

> thanx... and, sorry for the extension....

No problem, new RS-owners are always welcome.

Töm (Moderator)
| 8170|8129|2002-12-05 05:38:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: quicklock equipment stands|
--- In RS7000@y..., wrote:

> For "only" the RS 7000, I´d have a look at the Quiklok QL-400



Hmmm i don´t want a stand, i would like have a desk that can take the 
RS as a centerpiece, but doesn´t lift the RS up so that i have to 
stand up again to see the screen properly. I need something like 
those computer-desks, which have specially lowered space for the 
keyboard. Unfortunately the RS is too big for those...any 
alternatives? Any suggestions?

Töm
| 8171|8163|2002-12-05 05:42:57|wthor@gmx.de|Re: rs7k newbie questions|

>and i know it would be a pain matching the tempo on the rs.

If you´ve a good drummer, you better match the drummer to the rs by giving him a click sound on his monitoring. Works fine here.

-is the keyboard good enough to play simple melodies with stringed type of samples?

String Pads ok, but I wouldn´t try a violin Solo.
There are nice tiny masterkeyboards out there, maybe midiman or evolution.

-can i use the keyboard for playing along and improvise over a pre-sequenced pattern?

yes you can

-can i alter the effects of a background sound while playing on the keyboard another patch?
afaik not, at least not fast and easily, an external keyboard would make you able to do that

-can i tap tempo in the middle of the song... i.e. i've got a melody running and my drummer has gone out of tempo... can i use tap tempo to match it again?
yes. but in real life I´ve had better experience with the method described above

-imagine i have a totally new improvised ambient stuff going on, and i have a background pattern playing. if i change to another pattern, i will loose all the 
improvisation because these new samples are no included in the pre-programmed pattern or rs will continue playing them until i don't mute them or delete 
them or i change patches?

sorry, don´t get it, maybe you visit the file section, there´s a nice pdf about the pattern/style/etc. structure of the rs

-in another aspect, a friend who works at the uni, has just disemboweled some retired computers and has some simms... can i try them directly on the rs if they 
work, or a bad simm can damage the rs?

if the fill the specs, they won´t damage it, there´re some ram testing procedures in the machine you should use, because the rs won´t do with any even if they fulfill the
specs

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8172|8129|2002-12-05 05:43:33|Latif|Re: OT: quicklock equipment stands|
Yeah, check out the WS-500 computer stand at quiklok, a bit pricy
but man does that look awesome :-))

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., wrote:
> > For "only" the RS 7000, I´d have a look at the Quiklok QL-400
> 
> Hmmm i don´t want a stand, i would like have a desk that can take 
the 
> RS as a centerpiece, but doesn´t lift the RS up so that i have to 
> stand up again to see the screen properly. I need something like 
> those computer-desks, which have specially lowered space for the 
> keyboard. Unfortunately the RS is too big for those...any 
> alternatives? Any suggestions?
> 
> Töm

| 8173|8163|2002-12-05 05:48:57|mmittner|Re: rs7k newbie questions|
hi!

just some short answers:

> -is the keyboard good enough to play simple melodies with stringed

type of samples?

well, that depends on how complex your melodies are. for some simple
pads it works quite well, for pianos and stuff better get an external



midi controller.

> -can i use the keyboard for playing along and improvise over a

pre-sequenced pattern?

yes, but as i said within some restrictions. it's not a real
keyboard, just some midi note triggers.

> -can i alter the effects of a background sound while playing on the

keyboard another patch?

you can always change the parameters of the effect section while
playing notes with the mini keyboard. you can as well play notes on
one track and change the per-track-parameters of another track at the
same time (to do that you need to setup the control knobs first!).
i'd suggest you to get yourself a midi controller anyway (like roland
pc-180 for example) in addition to the rs, you can then send your
midi notes to a certain track while working on another track with the
rs' interface.

> -can i tap tempo in the middle of the song... i.e. i've got a

melody running and my drummer has gone out of tempo... can i use tap
tempo to match it again?

theoretically yes. practically no. this just doesn't work out, i
tried it. better get the aieb2 board and some in-ear-monitors for
your drummer, you can then make a tempo track, route it to one of the
extra outs and let the drummer play along this.

> -imagine i have a totally new improvised ambient stuff going on,

and i have a background pattern playing. if i change to another
pattern, i will loose all the 

> improvisation because these new samples are no included in the

pre-programmed pattern or rs will continue playing them until i don't
mute them or delete 

> them or i change patches?

as long as you don't change styles you won't lose your sounds. the 16
patterns inside one style share the same local samples, mixer and
effect settings and (mostly) voice settings. but: currently you need
to stop the sequencer before you can record new material, so there's
not much to do about new improvisational stuff anyway, as long as
it's not tweaking knobs or misusing the grid groove feature. we hope
that this is fixed with the new os 2.0 release, which should be
available in a few weeks.

> in another aspect, a friend who works at the uni, has just

disemboweled some retired computers and has some simms... can i try
them directly on the rs if they 

> work, or a bad simm can damage the rs?

hmm, i can't imagine bad simms could damage the rs, as long as they
don't short-circuit anything.

-mike
| 8174|8163|2002-12-05 05:50:35|Latif|Re: rs7k newbie questions|
Yes like Wthor says you can have the drummer play to the sync 
of your RS, this could be a hi-hat sequence
or just a tick that you play through
one of the extra outputs (once you've upgraded the RS)

Or, you can attach the RS to this device:
http://www.redsound.com/products/msync/index.htm

and sync up to the basskick of your bands drummer.

I hear someone syncs up his RS to recordplayers with it

http://www.redsound.com/products/msync/index.htm


and it works well.

So pick a choice ;)

Latif
| 8175|8175|2002-12-05 05:54:43|okoyemaya|Stage setup|
Since so many ask about the stands, is there any other solution then 
table ? the keyboard stands are too big, I wouldnt trust mic or 
speaker stand since Rs is too heavy. Anybody uses rack, like for the 
electric drums, with various extensions ? Actually I like what the 
have in some stores, where the RS is fixed with a clam ( not a bad 
idea for all gear), wont fall or get stolen.
Sorry for actively participating in the "gearmaniacfemale" 
diversion. At least more entertaining then endless 
909 "Idontknowwhat" ( I am slowly getting allergic, must be 909nitis)
okoyem
| 8176|8137|2002-12-05 05:56:50|Slami DPA division|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
Roland ??-909 has 272 mb of dinamic non flash RAM for samples & loads its
via SM-port?!
What time it takes 2 load 512 mb via SM-port?
It seemed 2 me that smth about half an hour, am I wrong?
No SCSI? No, Thanx!
Phil mix2r@

> --- In RS7000@y..., "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> > grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr.........
>
> Oscar! Bad dog! Sit!
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8177|8137|2002-12-05 06:19:20|tompaulsen2002|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
--- In RS7000@y..., "Slami DPA division" wrote:

> Roland ??-909 has 272 mb of dinamic non flash RAM for samples & 

loads its

> via SM-port?!
> What time it takes 2 load 512 mb via SM-port?
> It seemed 2 me that smth about half an hour, am I wrong?
> No SCSI? No, Thanx!
> Phil mix2r@

You can upload those 512MB of samples through USB...but...you need a 
computer for that...don´t you?
| 8178|8137|2002-12-05 06:31:41|Scott Kellogg|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
Since my intent was to swap samples for use in the RS over ICQ, my comment
was OT, so you can FO ;)

> What the HELL is happening in here , Moderators mourning their differences of opinion , people suffering RS7000 "infatuation" ,Scott giving out his ICQ
number , people exchanging links and website's and talking about personal interfacing problems.Is this the "055 69 RS 7000 - Call me ...Call me now . I want
you" - Adult chat-line dude.If I wasn't a sane man I'd think I was in the wrong group ROFLMAO ........ And just to clarify my RS7000 loves Me more than I
love Her but we're both old enough too know the difference between infatuation and true Love ......... Besides she's only 2 years old and I won't get locked up
(ewwwwwww did I just say that)!!!! PS: Someone should get the RS7000 screen saver on a laptop and go around all the music stores that stock the MC-909
and install it as a screensaver on power up whilst no one is watching LMAO...... see the screen saveo.

> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.excite.com/


> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 8179|8137|2002-12-05 06:40:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 13:03, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp 

wrote:

> > Too bad we disagree here Tom.
> > We better quit doing this list together now, and stop
> > the Oe project. It had to happen at one point. Oh
> > well...
>
> Ok, and you can also take your wife and your three
> children back, that i promised to take care of for you
> during that project...and i want my NL3 plus my Qrack,
> the Mackie mixer and the Espresso Machine back, i got you
> for last Xmas...

Okay, that's settled then.

- Robert
| 8180|8137|2002-12-05 07:02:20|Slami DPA division|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
They say nothing about save|load mc909 via USB.
Is it possible 2 use USB-drives, not computer?
Must a take a computer 2 a gig to boot mc909?
If I have to plan half an hour to boot my station,
This meens, that I have 2 have UPS onstage.
Am I wrong? welcome back into 80's slow boot hell?
Phil mix2r@

> via SM-port?!
> What time it takes 2 load 512 mb via SM-port?
> It seemed 2 me that smth about half an hour, am I wrong?
> No SCSI? No, Thanx!
> Phil mix2r@

You can upload those 512MB of samples through USB...but...you need a
computer for that...don´t you?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 8181|8181|2002-12-05 07:06:44|dodeca02|RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Okee. Haven't had this problem before, but I just upgrded my RS OS 
to whatever the latest version in the files section was.

For some reason, after recording either step or realtime, my RS likes 
to clip/ignore the occasional piece of note data put on the first 
measure of a bar. It generally occurs on the first tick of the first 
bar in a phrase, but has done it other places, too.

I have tried mucking with the gate, velocity, etc... to no avail. 
Anyone else have/know about this glitch?
| 8182|8137|2002-12-05 07:08:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 15:05, Slami DPA division 
wrote:
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> They say nothing about save|load mc909 via USB.
> Is it possible 2 use USB-drives, not computer?
> Must a take a computer 2 a gig to boot mc909?
> If I have to plan half an hour to boot my station,
> This meens, that I have 2 have UPS onstage.
> Am I wrong? welcome back into 80's slow boot hell?
> Phil mix2r@
>
> > via SM-port?!
> > What time it takes 2 load 512 mb via SM-port?
> > It seemed 2 me that smth about half an hour, am I
> > wrong? No SCSI? No, Thanx!
> > Phil mix2r@
>
> You can upload those 512MB of samples through
> USB...but...you need a computer for that...don´t you?

Guys, please take this kind of technical MC909 questions to 
a 909 list. As much as I'm personally interested in this 
thing, this is not the place for that kind of detail.

- Robert
| 8183|8137|2002-12-05 07:16:59|Oscar Finch|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
Since my intent was to swap samples for use in the RS over ICQ, my commentwas OT, so you can FO ;) .....hmmmmm and FO means ???????????? 
Freak OUT ? 
Final Overture ? 
Factory Original ? 
Flamingly Obvious ? 
Futile Overexaggeration ? 
Fat & Ostentatious ? 
Fantastic Oscar ? 
Freaky Orgasm ? 
Feature Open ? 

Pray do tell please ????? ROFLMAO ;)

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8184|8181|2002-12-05 07:35:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 15:06, dodeca02 wrote:

> Okee. Haven't had this problem before, but I just
> upgrded my RS OS to whatever the latest version in the
> files section was.
>
> For some reason, after recording either step or realtime,
> my RS likes to clip/ignore the occasional piece of note
> data put on the first measure of a bar. It generally
> occurs on the first tick of the first bar in a phrase,
> but has done it other places, too.
>
> I have tried mucking with the gate, velocity, etc... to
> no avail. Anyone else have/know about this glitch?

First step, did you factory reset the RS after the upgrade?

- Robert
| 8185|8137|2002-12-05 07:49:00|Scott Kellogg|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|

> Final Overture ?
> Factory Original ?
> Flamingly Obvious ?
> Futile Overexaggeration ?
> Fat & Ostentatious ?
> Fantastic Oscar ?
> Freaky Orgasm ?
> Feature Open ?

In fact, it's all those things and MORE. A riddle wrapped in an enigma,
swaddled in the cloth of mystery.

/S
| 8186|8181|2002-12-05 07:57:48|Latif|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Haven't heard this problem yet.
And actually can't imagine it happen in step mode.

http://www.excite.com/


maybe in overdub yes but step mode, that's rather odd.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "dodeca02" wrote:
> 
> Okee. Haven't had this problem before, but I just upgrded my RS OS 
> to whatever the latest version in the files section was.
> 
> For some reason, after recording either step or realtime, my RS 
likes 
> to clip/ignore the occasional piece of note data put on the first 
> measure of a bar. It generally occurs on the first tick of the 
first 
> bar in a phrase, but has done it other places, too.
> 
> I have tried mucking with the gate, velocity, etc... to no avail. 
> Anyone else have/know about this glitch?

| 8187|8181|2002-12-05 08:06:19|dodeca02|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Yeah, I thought it might be a realtime record problem, so I redid the 
lines in step... same thing still happens.

...

And I thought the RS did the factory reset automatically after the OS 
was upgraded?
| 8188|8181|2002-12-05 08:10:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 16:06, dodeca02 wrote:

> Yeah, I thought it might be a realtime record problem, so
> I redid the lines in step... same thing still happens.
>
> ...
>
> And I thought the RS did the factory reset automatically
> after the OS was upgraded?

Well, just do it and see if the problem goes away.

- Robert
| 8189|8163|2002-12-05 08:23:15|alex|Re: rs7k newbie questions|
wow! thanks all for all that bunch of replies. =) =) =)

so i've seen that if i want to get some quality from pitched samples i will need an external keyborad so the rs gets additional information apart from the pitch 
value. such as aftertouch, velocity and pitch bending etc... (am i right?)

regarding aftertouch... can't i define these areas on a sample?? 

begining loop area aftertouch
-----------------|------------------|---------------

(hope this is sent correctly)

the idea is when you press the keyboard the sample sounds till it reaches the end of the loop area, then it loops while you have the button pressed, and 
when you release it, it goes to the aftertouch area.

buying a keyboard is a rise of the price, so i think i that the rs alone will do by now and i will eventually get one.

sorry if some answers for the questions are on the faqs but, i've read a bunch of them and the live-howto by idontrememberwho, and also i've began reading 
the rs manual. the deal is that asimilating all this information is kinda hard.

alex.
| 8190|8190|2002-12-05 08:29:28|Bryan Rodgers|anyone else getting these posts all out of order?|
trying to follow a conversation is all over the map... ...anyone else
experiencing the same?

-B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8191|8181|2002-12-05 08:37:56|dodeca02|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Ack! I'm an idiot... been up all night writing tracks and can't 
find out how a factory reset is done, anywhere!

So, uh... how do you do it?
| 8192|8181|2002-12-05 08:39:41|Slami DPA division|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
It's midi pain, imho. Check util|event chase event



> Yeah, I thought it might be a realtime record problem, so I redid the
> lines in step... same thing still happens.
>
> ...
>
> And I thought the RS did the factory reset automatically after the OS
> was upgraded?
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8193|8181|2002-12-05 08:56:39|dodeca02|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Event chase is off...

--- In RS7000@y..., "Slami DPA division" wrote:
> It's midi pain, imho. Check util|event chase event

| 8194|8181|2002-12-05 09:03:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 16:37, dodeca02 wrote:

> Ack! I'm an idiot... been up all night writing tracks
> and can't find out how a factory reset is done, anywhere!
>
> So, uh... how do you do it?

Page 25 of english manual.
Turn power on with OCT-DOWN, OCT-UP and STORE held down.

- Robert
| 8195|8163|2002-12-05 09:04:26|alex|Re: rs7k newbie questions|

>regarding aftertouch... can't i define these areas on a sample?? 

ok, i've completly missed the point of what actually aftertouch means.. =)
| 8196|8181|2002-12-05 09:12:44|dodeca02|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Naw, still no dice.

I turned the mute mode from audio to midi, and that helped for about 
two passes, then it starts doing the same thing.

I'll have a drum loop sample running, and it runs fine for an 8 bar 
pass. Then it'll start screwing up. Sometimes it doesn't play 
altogether, or I'll get a short hit every two bars when its 
triggered... Other times it'll cut out on measures 1 and 5, playing 
two beats only, but picks up again in bars 3 and 7.

It's so odd, I have no idea. 

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 05 December 2002 16:37, dodeca02 wrote:
> > Ack! I'm an idiot... been up all night writing tracks
> > and can't find out how a factory reset is done, anywhere!
> >
> > So, uh... how do you do it?
> 
> Page 25 of english manual.
> Turn power on with OCT-DOWN, OCT-UP and STORE held down.
> 
> - Robert

| 8197|8137|2002-12-05 09:19:38|Slami DPA division|Re: If I hear anybody bigging up the 909...|
I have no mc909 & I'm not sure a want it.
I also have RS7000 & I love it (her?)
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So I explain why.
It's enough 2 me that RS7k much more live-gig-ready,
than mc909.
I guess mc909 is (may be) dj-ready.
am I wrong?
Phil mix2r@

> On Thursday 05 December 2002 15:05, Slami DPA division
> wrote:
> > They say nothing about save|load mc909 via USB.
> > Is it possible 2 use USB-drives, not computer?
> > Must a take a computer 2 a gig to boot mc909?
> > If I have to plan half an hour to boot my station,
> > This meens, that I have 2 have UPS onstage.
> > Am I wrong? welcome back into 80's slow boot hell?
> > Phil mix2r@
> >
> > > via SM-port?!
> > > What time it takes 2 load 512 mb via SM-port?
> > > It seemed 2 me that smth about half an hour, am I
> > > wrong? No SCSI? No, Thanx!
> > > Phil mix2r@
> >
> > You can upload those 512MB of samples through
> > USB...but...you need a computer for that...don´t you?
>
> Guys, please take this kind of technical MC909 questions to
> a 909 list. As much as I'm personally interested in this
> thing, this is not the place for that kind of detail.
>
> - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8198|8181|2002-12-05 09:26:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 17:12, dodeca02 wrote:

> Naw, still no dice.
>
> I turned the mute mode from audio to midi, and that
> helped for about two passes, then it starts doing the
> same thing.
>
> I'll have a drum loop sample running, and it runs fine
> for an 8 bar pass. Then it'll start screwing up. 
> Sometimes it doesn't play altogether, or I'll get a short
> hit every two bars when its triggered... Other times
> it'll cut out on measures 1 and 5, playing two beats
> only, but picks up again in bars 3 and 7.
>
> It's so odd, I have no idea.

Very weird. Does the phrase contain anything else but midi 
note events? 

Does that track do some random LFO or other stuff? You could 
try the same phrase on a cleared track.

Maybe the downloaded OS image was broken? You could try 
again, use another OS image or downgrade to an older OS 
version.

- Robert
| 8199|8137|2002-12-05 09:47:07|Scott Kellogg|BIG|

> I also have RS7000 & I love it (her?)
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I got mine yesterday. My first impression was that it is BIG. So I
started calling her Bertha. It's an impressive piece of gear. Tonight
I'll get in a lot of time, learning the basics.

/S
| 8200|8137|2002-12-05 09:53:44|Uwe Jülich|Re: BIG|

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Scott Kellogg" <scott@kiva.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2002 5:30 PM
Subject: [RS7000] BIG

> > I also have RS7000 & I love it (her?)
> 
> I got mine yesterday. My first impression was that it is BIG. So I
> started calling her Bertha. It's an impressive piece of gear. Tonight

Mine is called Frida...

| 8201|8137|2002-12-05 10:05:06|Scott Kellogg|Re: BIG|

> Mine is called Frida...

And even though this is a frivolous topic, it's still apropos to the list
;)

/S
| 8202|8175|2002-12-05 10:47:50|Slami DPA division|Re: Stage setup|
I use RS7k + Modular keys live too.
so i think about custoem carriin' box-transformer for both 2 instruments.
I learn possibility of usiin' 1 or 2 QL 400 mixerstands for instruments &
gigmixer? perhaps.
That's all.

> Since so many ask about the stands, is there any other solution then
> table ? the keyboard stands are too big, I wouldnt trust mic or
> speaker stand since Rs is too heavy. Anybody uses rack, like for the
> electric drums, with various extensions ? Actually I like what the
> have in some stores, where the RS is fixed with a clam ( not a bad
> idea for all gear), wont fall or get stolen.
> Sorry for actively participating in the "gearmaniacfemale"
> diversion. At least more entertaining then endless
> 909 "Idontknowwhat" ( I am slowly getting allergic, must be 909nitis)
> okoyem
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8203|8163|2002-12-05 10:52:41|Slami DPA division|Re: rs7k newbie questions|
What did you name "aftertouch area"?
Is it release loop?

> wow! thanks all for all that bunch of replies. =) =) =)
>
> so i've seen that if i want to get some quality from pitched samples i

will need an external keyborad so the rs gets additional information apart
from the pitch

> value. such as aftertouch, velocity and pitch bending etc... (am i right?)
>
> regarding aftertouch... can't i define these areas on a sample??
>
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> begining loop area aftertouch
> -----------------|------------------|---------------
>
> (hope this is sent correctly)
>
> the idea is when you press the keyboard the sample sounds till it reaches

the end of the loop area, then it loops while you have the button pressed,
and

> when you release it, it goes to the aftertouch area.
>
> buying a keyboard is a rise of the price, so i think i that the rs alone

will do by now and i will eventually get one.

>
> sorry if some answers for the questions are on the faqs but, i've read a

bunch of them and the live-howto by idontrememberwho, and also i've began
reading

> the rs manual. the deal is that asimilating all this information is kinda

hard.

>
> alex.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8204|8163|2002-12-05 11:06:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: rs7k newbie questions|
--- In RS7000@y..., "alex" wrote:

> >regarding aftertouch... can't i define these areas on a sample?? 
> 
> ok, i've completly missed the point of what actually aftertouch 

means.. =)

Aftertouch....after touching the key...acutally it´s more after 
releasing a key the last phase...the aftertouch phase sets in. The RS 
keypads simply don´t deliver that. A MIDI-keyboard like the Osygene 8 
from M-Audio might be just great for you. The increase of price is 
just 130 Euro. I recently found a s/h one for 80 Euro...
| 8205|8190|2002-12-05 11:07:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: anyone else getting these posts all out of order?|
--- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> trying to follow a conversation is all over the map... ...anyone 

else

> experiencing the same?
> 
> -B
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

If you go to the group site, you can sort all messages by thread.
| 8206|8190|2002-12-05 11:52:48|digital_rays|Re: anyone else getting these posts all out of order?|
in theory, I should be getting them as they're sent to the board...

!
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-B

--- In RS7000@y..., "tompaulsen2002" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@y..., Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > trying to follow a conversation is all over the map... ...anyone 
> else
> > experiencing the same?
> > 
> > -B
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> If you go to the group site, you can sort all messages by thread.

| 8207|8181|2002-12-05 13:33:37|dodeca02|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
No, just pitchshift; although I've tried it without it.

I'm ruling out the operating system as we have two RS7ks here. We 
upgraded the OS at the same time, and the sister machine has no 
problems at all.

I dunno. I'm going to troubleshoot it from scratch again, and see 
what I turn up. It's just freakin' frustrating! ;)

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 05 December 2002 17:12, dodeca02 wrote:
> > Naw, still no dice.
> >
> > I turned the mute mode from audio to midi, and that
> > helped for about two passes, then it starts doing the
> > same thing.
> >
> > I'll have a drum loop sample running, and it runs fine
> > for an 8 bar pass. Then it'll start screwing up. 
> > Sometimes it doesn't play altogether, or I'll get a short
> > hit every two bars when its triggered... Other times
> > it'll cut out on measures 1 and 5, playing two beats
> > only, but picks up again in bars 3 and 7.
> >
> > It's so odd, I have no idea.
> 
> Very weird. Does the phrase contain anything else but midi 
> note events? 
> 
> Does that track do some random LFO or other stuff? You could 
> try the same phrase on a cleared track.
> 
> Maybe the downloaded OS image was broken? You could try 
> again, use another OS image or downgrade to an older OS 
> version.
> 
> - Robert

| 8208|8181|2002-12-05 13:40:12|dodeca02|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
Although is it possible that I'm exceeding maximum polyphony, if the 
track is entirely comprised of samples?

--- In RS7000@y..., "dodeca02" wrote:
> No, just pitchshift; although I've tried it without it.
> 
> I'm ruling out the operating system as we have two RS7ks here. We 
> upgraded the OS at the same time, and the sister machine has no 
> problems at all.
> 
> I dunno. I'm going to troubleshoot it from scratch again, and see 
> what I turn up. It's just freakin' frustrating! ;)
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:



> > On Thursday 05 December 2002 17:12, dodeca02 wrote:
> > > Naw, still no dice.
> > >
> > > I turned the mute mode from audio to midi, and that
> > > helped for about two passes, then it starts doing the
> > > same thing.
> > >
> > > I'll have a drum loop sample running, and it runs fine
> > > for an 8 bar pass. Then it'll start screwing up. 
> > > Sometimes it doesn't play altogether, or I'll get a short
> > > hit every two bars when its triggered... Other times
> > > it'll cut out on measures 1 and 5, playing two beats
> > > only, but picks up again in bars 3 and 7.
> > >
> > > It's so odd, I have no idea.
> > 
> > Very weird. Does the phrase contain anything else but midi 
> > note events? 
> > 
> > Does that track do some random LFO or other stuff? You could 
> > try the same phrase on a cleared track.
> > 
> > Maybe the downloaded OS image was broken? You could try 
> > again, use another OS image or downgrade to an older OS 
> > version.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 8209|8209|2002-12-05 14:29:40|arteghem|problems with midi..|
1) when I assign a track to midiA out and play a pattern, everything 
is fine (i.e my midi device receive key on/off events) BUT when I 
play the keyboard outside play mode on the track, my midi device 
doesn't receive key on/off events. Is this normal?

2) if I tweak the parameters (example : filter) of voice but am not 
satisfied with the result, is there a way to "reset to default" the 
voice parameters??

Thanks in advance!

micheline.
| 8210|8175|2002-12-05 15:01:46|mail668|Re: Stage setup|
--- In RS7000@y..., "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Since so many ask about the stands, is there any other solution 

then 

> table ? the keyboard stands are too big, I wouldnt trust mic or 
> speaker stand since Rs is too heavy. Anybody uses rack, like for 

the 

> electric drums, with various extensions ? Actually I like what the 
> have in some stores, where the RS is fixed with a clam ( not a bad 
> idea for all gear), wont fall or get stolen.
> Sorry for actively participating in the "gearmaniacfemale" 
> diversion. At least more entertaining then endless 
> 909 "Idontknowwhat" ( I am slowly getting allergic, must be 

909nitis)

> okoyem

I use a snare drum stand, and find it to be very stable no matter how 
hard I kick my RS7k around. It may require modification depending on 
how high you want your RS to sit.

-SMS
| 8211|8181|2002-12-05 15:08:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS F#$KING PAIN - Help...?|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 21:40, dodeca02 wrote:

> Although is it possible that I'm exceeding maximum
> polyphony, if the track is entirely comprised of samples?

Sure, samples eat voices just like the internal synth 
sounds. But your other RS doesn't have these problems, you 
told us. I assume you tried the *same* song on that 
machine? 



Anyway, try to reduce the amp release time and see if that 
helps. If so, you could be right about max polyphony. 

- Robert
| 8212|8175|2002-12-05 15:16:59|okoyemaya|Re: Stage setup|
That`s great idea, I dont think I have snare stand but the cymbal 
stand should do ( I have some drum hardware left by my drummers) I 
mean the bottom part. So you just fix Rs on that spider like thing ?
That`s great idea , thanks, I will go and check it. I may use it even 
at home, RS on the tesk it is too high,bad angle to see the display, 
so mostly I end up standing.
So simple, snare stand why didnt I think of it before
okoyem

> I use a snare drum stand, and find it to be very stable no matter 

how 

> hard I kick my RS7k around. It may require modification depending 

on 

> how high you want your RS to sit.
> 
> -SMS

| 8213|8209|2002-12-05 15:22:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: problems with midi..|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 22:29, arteghem wrote:

> 1) when I assign a track to midiA out and play a pattern,
> everything is fine (i.e my midi device receive key on/off
> events) BUT when I play the keyboard outside play mode on
> the track, my midi device doesn't receive key on/off
> events. Is this normal?

You mean the RS's own little keyboard? That should work and 
send midi events to your synth, as expected (just tried 
it). Do you have the correct track selected when playing 
the keyboard? It only sends midi events into the selected 
track.

>
> 2) if I tweak the parameters (example : filter) of voice
> but am not satisfied with the result, is there a way to
> "reset to default" the voice parameters??

There are several ways. The easiest thing to do is to store 
the settings of all tracks into one of the 5 Scenes, and to 
recall that scene as an undo operation. Note that this 
undoes all the voice/mixer/play-fx changes on all the 
tracks.

Then there's the Clear Track job that allows you to reset a 
track to the system's defaults. You are given the choice to 
reset only certain parameter sections of the track.

Then there's the Copy Track job. You could create a copy of 
a track (possibly into another style) before you start 
editing and (partially) copy it back as the undo operation.

- Robert
| 8214|8214|2002-12-05 15:35:41|Qburn|Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
hi folks,

does anybody know how long it will take to load 
a full set of 64 MB of samples into the ram of the RS7K?

a) via SmartMedia Card ?

b) via SCSI Zip-Drive(250)?

Does someone know how long the different loading times exactly are?

I mean... If i have 1 song(style) using all the ram of 64MB in a live act
... how long does it take to load the next song (assuming it will also use a full set of samples of 64MB) ?

So, will I need to use an additional machine to play whilst the loading gap? 
Or will it need only a few seconds?



peace,

Q

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8215|8214|2002-12-05 15:42:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
On Thursday 05 December 2002 21:31, Qburn wrote:

> hi folks,
>
> does anybody know how long it will take to load
> a full set of 64 MB of samples into the ram of the RS7K?
>
> a) via SmartMedia Card ?
>
> b) via SCSI Zip-Drive(250)?
>
> Does someone know how long the different loading times
> exactly are?

At http://www.motifator.com select section Behind The 
Manual, and then the SCSI Speed Comparison Chart. These are 
figures for the RS's sister product Motif, but it should 
give you an indication of what to expect.

- Robert
| 8216|8214|2002-12-05 19:54:49|Latif|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
I can't tell you exactly how long it takes for both media's,
but i can tell you that i will take too long during a live set..

and you will defenatly need a extra machine to switch over 
during loading a new song, cause the RS can't load while playing
So you will have to stop it in order to get in the load-menu.

if i remember well my last gig was about 42mb and that took
at least 5 minits to load(from smart card), but that was my 
entire set.. so i didn't have to stop for loading again.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., "Qburn" wrote:
> hi folks,
> 
> does anybody know how long it will take to load 
> a full set of 64 MB of samples into the ram of the RS7K?
> 
> a) via SmartMedia Card ?
> 
> b) via SCSI Zip-Drive(250)?
> 
> Does someone know how long the different loading times exactly are?
> 
> I mean... If i have 1 song(style) using all the ram of 64MB in a 
live act
> ... how long does it take to load the next song (assuming it will 
also use a full set of samples of 64MB) ?
> 
> So, will I need to use an additional machine to play whilst the 
loading gap? 
> Or will it need only a few seconds?
> 
> 
> peace,
> 
> Q
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8217|8214|2002-12-06 01:44:19|Slami DPA division|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|

http://www.motifator.com/


64 mb of native stuff RS7k loads ~6.5 minutes
via SM-port it loads much much more time

> hi folks,
>
> does anybody know how long it will take to load
> a full set of 64 MB of samples into the ram of the RS7K?
>
> a) via SmartMedia Card ?
>
> b) via SCSI Zip-Drive(250)?
>
> Does someone know how long the different loading times exactly are?
>
> I mean... If i have 1 song(style) using all the ram of 64MB in a live act
> ... how long does it take to load the next song (assuming it will also use

a full set of samples of 64MB) ?

>
> So, will I need to use an additional machine to play whilst the loading

gap?

> Or will it need only a few seconds?
>
>
> peace,
>
> Q
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8218|8214|2002-12-06 01:49:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
On Friday 06 December 2002 09:47, Slami DPA division wrote:

> 64 mb of native stuff RS7k loads ~6.5 minutes

From a SCSI device? That's very slow, imo.
Maybe I should do a test here. Getting curious.

- Robert
| 8219|8214|2002-12-06 02:14:22|Slami DPA division|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
Just wanna to correct my details:
I use a SCSI chaine of 100mb SCSI Zip drive & stanalone SCSI CD-RW and a pc
for TWE.
The full 64 mb RS7k file loads ~6 min 30 sec.
More samples - more time.
Less samples (if they larger) - less time.
the loading from CD-RW usially is twice slower

> On Friday 06 December 2002 09:47, Slami DPA division wrote:
> > 64 mb of native stuff RS7k loads ~6.5 minutes
>
> >From a SCSI device? That's very slow, imo.
> Maybe I should do a test here. Getting curious.
>
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> - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8220|8214|2002-12-06 03:16:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
On Friday 06 December 2002 10:17, Slami DPA division wrote:

> Just wanna to correct my details:
> I use a SCSI chaine of 100mb SCSI Zip drive & stanalone
> SCSI CD-RW and a pc for TWE.
> The full 64 mb RS7k file loads ~6 min 30 sec.
> More samples - more time.
> Less samples (if they larger) - less time.
> the loading from CD-RW usially is twice slower

Alright, just loaded a 64MB All file from a SCSI MO drive 
(not the fastest in the world), and this took 1 minute and 
5 secs.

- Robert
| 8221|8214|2002-12-06 03:27:26|okoyemaya|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
So if I look for fast loading JAZ and ZIP 250 would be the best 
choice?
Okoyema

--- In RS7000@y..., "Slami DPA division" wrote:
> Just wanna to correct my details:
> I use a SCSI chaine of 100mb SCSI Zip drive & stanalone SCSI CD-RW 
and a pc
> for TWE.
> The full 64 mb RS7k file loads ~6 min 30 sec.
> More samples - more time.
> Less samples (if they larger) - less time.
> the loading from CD-RW usially is twice slower
> 
> 
> > On Friday 06 December 2002 09:47, Slami DPA division wrote:
> > > 64 mb of native stuff RS7k loads ~6.5 minutes
> >
> > >From a SCSI device? That's very slow, imo.
> > Maybe I should do a test here. Getting curious.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@y... or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >

| 8222|8214|2002-12-06 03:33:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
On Friday 06 December 2002 11:27, okoyemaya wrote:

> So if I look for fast loading JAZ and ZIP 250 would be
> the best choice?

Ik have no idea how fast a JAZ or ZIP250 reads. Maybe the 
specs are available somewhere. But those 6 minutes you have 
are dino age specs, from the A3000 v1.0 days. ;)
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Maybe look for something from another brand, dunno.

Anyone?

- Robert
| 8223|8214|2002-12-06 04:13:00|okoyemaya|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
That is what I could find out on that motif webpage, just curious if 
anybody using these stuff could confirm
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 06 December 2002 11:27, okoyemaya wrote:
> > So if I look for fast loading JAZ and ZIP 250 would be
> > the best choice?
> 
> Ik have no idea how fast a JAZ or ZIP250 reads. Maybe the 
> specs are available somewhere. But those 6 minutes you have 
> are dino age specs, from the A3000 v1.0 days. ;)
> 
> Maybe look for something from another brand, dunno.
> 
> Anyone?
> 
> - Robert

| 8224|8224|2002-12-06 04:16:37|ev3nly|Got the PCMCIA card for scsi.|
And guess what I can't get the damn thing to take any samples from either soundforge or TWE. I am using the SlimSCSI from adaptec. I am by no means new to
computers, but I am to SCSI. Has anyone else got this combo to work? XP recognized the card right away without any addtional drivers, I am going to have to get a hard
drive to see how it works with an external scsi hard drive...
Cheers,
Ev3nly
| 8225|8209|2002-12-06 04:47:46|Slami DPA division|Re: problems with midi..|
Hi RS-ers!
can you help me, please, what structure of mididata has:
- phrase
- scene
- track
Let's assume: What kind of RS7000's MIDI data is hold in what parameter?
Can I write _any_ mididata (read - snapshot) for externale midisynth into a
scene?
What parameters are transmited in what moment?
What data playes while I change section?
What data playes while I change scene?
Is it possible make data play only 1 at looped phrase?
If I use ext. synth, can I make programme change for it only one at phrase,
not "repeated"
I just want to make RS7000 to control 03d via midi, not only scene exchange,
but more parameters...
Thanx
sorry for my poor english
Phil mix2r@
| 8226|8214|2002-12-06 05:47:15|Qburn|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
thx for the info so far.
i will come up with the next "loading" question when i checked it all out... ; )

peace 
Q

----- Original Message ----- 
From: okoyemaya 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2002 12:13 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?

That is what I could find out on that motif webpage, just curious if 
anybody using these stuff could confirm
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 06 December 2002 11:27, okoyemaya wrote:
> > So if I look for fast loading JAZ and ZIP 250 would be
> > the best choice?
> 
> Ik have no idea how fast a JAZ or ZIP250 reads. Maybe the 
> specs are available somewhere. But those 6 minutes you have 
> are dino age specs, from the A3000 v1.0 days. ;)
> 
> Maybe look for something from another brand, dunno.
> 
> Anyone?
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> - Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8227|8227|2002-12-06 06:53:36|Scott Kellogg|Complete Production|
Hello.

I have the opportunity to produce an album with a singer-songwriter. She
likes electronic music, and is open to a loop-based approach. I am curious
if anyone here has made complete tracks, including vocals, on the RS.

I could supplement the production with my iBook running Live 2, but I'd
like to keep most the action in the RS.

Thanks!

/S
| 8228|8227|2002-12-06 07:07:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Complete Production|
On Friday 06 December 2002 14:50, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> Hello.
>
> I have the opportunity to produce an album with a
> singer-songwriter. She likes electronic music, and is
> open to a loop-based approach. I am curious if anyone
> here has made complete tracks, including vocals, on the
> RS.

It could be done, but the 64MB of sample ram may not be 
enough to store all of the high quality vocals, esp. if 
there are a lot of variations (which is likely to happen). 
In that case you could record the vocals in your iBook, and 
have them triggered by the RS through MIDI. Does Live allow 
samples to be triggered from an external midi source?

- Robert
| 8229|8227|2002-12-06 07:37:04|Latif|Re: Complete Production|
Yes sure that would be possible, you can choose to trigger 
the vocal samples in live.. or lay them out in the arrangement
window.

You can also split tasks, have 70% vocals in Live, and 30% with 
a different flava in the RS.

There are many ways and creativities.

Latif

--- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Friday 06 December 2002 14:50, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > Hello.
> >
> > I have the opportunity to produce an album with a
> > singer-songwriter. She likes electronic music, and is
> > open to a loop-based approach. I am curious if anyone
> > here has made complete tracks, including vocals, on the
> > RS.
> 
> It could be done, but the 64MB of sample ram may not be 
> enough to store all of the high quality vocals, esp. if 
> there are a lot of variations (which is likely to happen). 
> In that case you could record the vocals in your iBook, and 
> have them triggered by the RS through MIDI. Does Live allow 
> samples to be triggered from an external midi source?
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> 
> - Robert

| 8230|8227|2002-12-06 08:06:11|Scott Kellogg|Re: Complete Production|

> Yes sure that would be possible, you can choose to trigger 
> the vocal samples in live.. or lay them out in the arrangement
> window.

Since the RS only has 2 inputs, and I'll need to have 4 mics on the drums,
I was thinking that much of the audio can get recorded into Live. I can
trim the samples into loops and such on the computer, and then transfer
them to the RS. I'm not sure at which point my iBook will start to
complain about streaming too many things off the hard drive.

> You can also split tasks, have 70% vocals in Live, and 30% with 
> a different flava in the RS.

Yes, exactly. The RS has a very nice sound. The FX are particularly
sweet.

> There are many ways and creativities.

I'm looking for ways of producing the project that might not have occurred
to me.

/S
| 8231|8231|2002-12-06 12:16:55|kusser smith|Re: Digest Number 676|
yea. i've done whole trks sequenced on the RS. i
record vocals or samples onto my sp808 and have them
triggered via midi from the RS. i also have my
Kstation synth plugged into it midi wise, so the RS
tells the Kstation what to play also. So basically:

RS tells the Kstation what to play thru channel 16
midi port A and sends the vocal cue to the sp808 on
channel 8 thru midi port B. 

Leaves the hands free to scrath on the wheels of
steel, twist knobs on the RS/kstation and spice things
up with the loop remix function live.

BTW, i hope they include in the OS upgrade the ability
to designate what part of a pattern you want remixed
using the loop remix function.

dont die
-K- 

Message: 12
Date: Fri, 6 Dec 2002 08:50:32 -0500
From: Scott Kellogg <scott@kiva.net>
Subject: Complete Production

Hello.

I have the opportunity to produce an album with a
singer-songwriter. 
She
likes electronic music, and is open to a loop-based
approach. I am 
curious
if anyone here has made complete tracks, including
vocals, on the RS.

I could supplement the production with my iBook
running Live 2, but I'd
like to keep most the action in the RS.

Thanks!

/S

mailto:scott@kiva.net


=====
http://www.kussermusic.com

IndependentElectronicMusic
http://www.AnalogAether.com/kusser

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8232|8227|2002-12-06 13:27:04|Scott Kellogg|Re: Complete Production|

> It could be done, but the 64MB of sample ram may not be 
> enough to store all of the high quality vocals, esp. if 
> there are a lot of variations (which is likely to happen). 
> In that case you could record the vocals in your iBook, and 
> have them triggered by the RS through MIDI. Does Live allow 
> samples to be triggered from an external midi source?

Yes.

I was planning on recording the audio sources into Live, offloading as much
playback work as possible onto the RS to keep CPU use down. Anything that
can be looped will be stuffed into the sampler, whereas long phrases like
vocals and guitar/sax/whatever leads will stay in Live. I might be able to
do final mixdown in Live, but we'll see. The public beta of Live 2 comes
out tonight.

/S
| 8233|8233|2002-12-06 15:53:13|tompaulsen2002|MOTIF rack info in english|
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/30_tonegenerators/10_tonegenerators/10_no_series/Motif_Rack/

I looked at the specs...128 polyphony (plus PLG-card polyphony), 896 
voices, OPTICAL OUT, USB-port...5 band master-EQ, 3 band 
voice-EQ...! ;)
| 8234|8214|2002-12-07 02:06:27|505|Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|

> Alright, just loaded a 64MB All file from a SCSI MO drive
> (not the fastest in the world), and this took 1 minute and
> 5 secs.
>

This comes in line with my observation where 20 Mb takes roughly 20 sec to
load.
I'm using a relatively old SCSI 2Gb external drive (I doubt a newer one
would make a big difference).

Zip drives might not be as fast though.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 8235|8214|2002-12-07 17:16:08|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Loading Time for 64 MB ?|
I tried to load an about 11 MB ALL file from SmartMedia...that took 
about 35 seconds to load.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > Alright, just loaded a 64MB All file from a SCSI MO drive
> > (not the fastest in the world), and this took 1 minute and
> > 5 secs.

| 8236|8236|2002-12-09 01:03:00|Slami DPA division|3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?
| 8237|8236|2002-12-09 02:30:20|Latif |Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Slami DPA division" 
wrote:

> 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?

winter hybernation ;)

Latif

http://www.kussermusic.com/
http://www.analogaether.com/kusser
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/10_musical_instruments/70_synthesizer/30_tonegenerators/10_tonegenerators/10_no_series/Motif_Rack/
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| 8238|8236|2002-12-09 05:56:40|Anthony |Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Slami DPA division" 
> wrote:
> > 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?
> 
> winter hybernation ;)
> 
> Latif

Summer celebration!
| 8239|8236|2002-12-09 11:23:38|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Slami DPA division" 
wrote:

> 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?

Nothing. Maybe you just did select "only web" for the option how you 
want to read new messages.
| 8240|8236|2002-12-09 11:24:51|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Slami DPA division" 

> > wrote:
> > > 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?
> > 
> > winter hybernation ;)
> > 
> > Latif
> 
> Summer celebration!

Xmas preparations...:)
| 8241|8236|2002-12-09 11:41:25|okoyemaya |Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
Xactly ! I am just sequenzing "Jungle Bells", and "Oh, Tannandbass"
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony " 
> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Slami DPA division" 
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > > 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?
> > > 
> > > winter hybernation ;)
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > 
> > Summer celebration!
> 
> Xmas preparations...:)

| 8242|8236|2002-12-09 11:57:40|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Xactly ! I am just sequenzing "Jungle Bells", and "Oh, Tannandbass"
> Okoyem

LOL..:))))

And i was working on "Robert, the red nosed moderator...":))))
| 8243|8236|2002-12-09 14:26:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 3 days without mails from RS7000, what is wrong with list?|
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On Monday 09 December 2002 19:57, "tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya
> "
>
> wrote:
> > Xactly ! I am just sequenzing "Jungle Bells", and "Oh,
> > Tannandbass" Okoyem
>
> LOL..:))))
>
> And i was working on "Robert, the red nosed
> moderator...":))))

Watch it, buddy.

- Robert
| 8244|8244|2002-12-09 14:39:58|ev3nly |OT kinda: What should I look for in a sampler?|
I hope to acquire some wisdom from you guys. As a complement to the RS7K what would be important for me to look for in sampler? I was looking at the new Z8's and
Z4's for akai. What I like about them is that they support .wav format. I was also looking at the the A5000 but there are not as many already made sample CD's for it. One
thing that I think is a step in the right direction is getting away from scsi. I bought a s2000 on ebay thinking I was getting a deal and it didn't come with anything (extra
outputs, filter board, and fx board) only after i bought the s2000 did I realize how much I would have to put into s2000 to get it to do what I wanted. It all very confusing
for me. It's hard to identify what is important.

Thoughts? Suggestions? 
Ev3nly
| 8245|8245|2002-12-09 15:33:11|blackwoodtebo |Off Topic Mixer Question|
I was gonna buy a Mackie VLZ 1202 Microseries Mixer for recording 
into the RS7K. Are the pre-amps on this mixer good? I know the pro 
is supposed to be better but its a little out of my price range. Do 
you think i will get good results with the Micro?
| 8246|8244|2002-12-09 16:00:20|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT kinda: What should I look for in a sampler?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ev3nly " 
wrote:

> I hope to acquire some wisdom from you guys. As a complement 

to the RS7K what would be important for me to look for in 
sampler? 

> Thoughts? Suggestions? 
> Ev3nly

Well, first thing i would do, is to sit down and think about for 
what purpose do i want the sampler and what am i trying to achieve 
with it? Sounddesign, usage of many Sample-CD's, etc.pp. And then 
what should the sampler have? And of course, how money am i willing 
to invest. Then you can look which model, and know that there's also 
the possibility now to get great software sampler that do the same 
thing, sometimes even better than hardware with some limitations 
(knobs! Live usage!).

Töm
| 8247|8245|2002-12-09 16:00:52|Scott Kellogg|Re: Off Topic Mixer Question|

> into the RS7K. Are the pre-amps on this mixer good? I know the pro 
> is supposed to be better but its a little out of my price range. Do 
> you think i will get good results with the Micro?

I've got a 1202vlz, and I think it rocks. You'll be fine.

/S
| 8248|8245|2002-12-09 16:01:49|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Off Topic Mixer Question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
wrote:

> I was gonna buy a Mackie VLZ 1202 Microseries Mixer for 

recording 

> into the RS7K. Are the pre-amps on this mixer good? 

Mackies are great!
| 8249|8245|2002-12-09 19:41:05|Oscar Finch|Re: Off Topic Mixer Question|
Mackies are great ..... I find them OVERPRICED here in Australia $3000 or a 1604VLZPro I mean (w.t.f).I personally have a beef with them at the Mo' . I bought a
Mackie 1202VLZ 4 years ago for $1799 (way to much money fora 12 channel desk I might add), never gigged with it EVER . It has remained rack up in the one spot for
4 years.Well what can I say , dry circuit in channel twelve caused the master stereo out to fry , the left channel of input 7 is gone altogether , channel 12 just doesn't work
anymore and there is more noise than a room full of Banshee's on all the mic' pres.I don't particulrly find the EQ musical either. For the money I payed and the
circumstances this has been used under I should not have had these problems. I've checked the top end UB (behringer signature series). The mic pres are very discreet
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(new design) the faders are actually fairly rugged and the sound is a vast improvement on their earlier models. So I know what I'll getnext. My suggestion would be check
out the Spirit Folio (an up) range of mixers. Great sounding eq, and a good to great feature set (very British sounding board) , the eq's are nice and warm and their desks
have great overall tone. Faders feel a littlecheap though.I'm not meaning to slate Mackie here at all. In OZ they are overpriced and need a specialist repair centre to fix
them .Mine has been quoted at some $560 to fix. Quite frankly I'd prefer a new board. Would a get another Mackie ? Well in all honesty NO because the price ratio here is
and absolute joke and I'm not paying $1799 for a 1202VLZ Pro when they should be selling for at least $800 less and I need more channel inputs anyway. That said when
the Mackie works the sound is mega mega clean very US kinda sound. A bit bright (to my ears) but exceptionally good for recording purposes.--- On Mon 12/09,
tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 09 Dec
2002 23:01:44 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Off Topic Mixer Question--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " wrote:> I was gonna buy a Mackie VLZ 1202
Microseries Mixer for recording > into the RS7K. Are the pre-amps on this mixer good? Mackies are great!===================RS7000
GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official:
http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8250|8245|2002-12-10 00:23:00|505|Re: Off Topic Mixer Question|
I like Mackie mixers myself. I use a Micro Series 1202 mostly for live
performance.
For recording, not as quiet and flexible as upper scale versions but I like
it's the warm sound.

I'm not good with the numbers but I believe VLZ 1202 is higher up on the
food chain.

>Are the pre-amps on this mixer good?

Depends on your taste, I probably don't have enough expertise to judge.

And to finish with a completely useless note, Mackie are from within Seattle
neighborhood :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2002 3:01 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Off Topic Mixer Question

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo "
> wrote:
> > I was gonna buy a Mackie VLZ 1202 Microseries Mixer for
> recording
> > into the RS7K. Are the pre-amps on this mixer good?
>
> Mackies are great!
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8251|8244|2002-12-10 03:45:37|Latif |Re: OT kinda: What should I look for in a sampler?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ev3nly " 
wrote:
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> I hope to acquire some wisdom from you guys. As a complement to 

the RS7K what would be important for me to look for in sampler? I was 
looking at the new Z8's and Z4's for akai. What I like about them is 
that they support .wav format. I was also looking at the the A5000 
but there are not as many already made sample CD's for it. One thing 
that I think is a step in the right direction is getting away from 
scsi. I bought a s2000 on ebay thinking I was getting a deal and it 
didn't come with anything (extra outputs, filter board, and fx board) 
only after i bought the s2000 did I realize how much I would have to 
put into s2000 to get it to do what I wanted. It all very confusing 
for me. It's hard to identify what is important.

> 
> Thoughts? Suggestions? 
> Ev3nly

If your just looking for a mixer to sample into the RS
i would suggest Spirit Folio Lite (not the notepad)
It sounds very clear and can be extremly loud.
Very descent iron design, and no fancy stuff that wouldn't be
usefull in your case anyway.
No faders that collect dust, just simple knobs.
I had mine for 8 years, and i took t everywhere...had it build 
in a suitcase together with my gear, and it never let me down 
on a live-set... that's what i used it for most actually..

Mackie is just too expensive and only usefull if you buy the pro
serie for mixdown and recording of your total studio setup

Latif
| 8252|8252|2002-12-10 03:47:21|Latif |My last post is for off topic mixer question|
hmmm just woke up... 

where's that coffee hahaha

L
| 8253|8245|2002-12-10 09:09:19|blackwoodtebo |Re: Off Topic Mixer Question|
Thanks For all the replies. Ok, so what i am gathering here is the 
Pro will have Cleaner, quieter Pre-amps for recording. I want to use 
this board for live applications also, but it would be nice if the 
quality of the pre's was good enuff for studio applications as well. 
I guess this might not be the case with the Microseries. Don't get 
me wrong, I have a very nice audio interface with very nice built-in 
pre-amps for my Computer-based recording. I was just hoping to be 
able to record quality into My RS7K which i have found hard to do 
just going directly into it. But, at least if the pre-amps aren't 
good enuff for recording, i can use the board to hook up my 2 
synthesizers, the RS7k and a few other instruments when i play live. 
The Microseries is elling for about $150-$200 on ebay used. The pro 
is going for $200(if your lucky as hell)-$350. So I might still have 
a chance at getting that Pro! Well thanks again for your replies. 
It helps.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> I like Mackie mixers myself. I use a Micro Series 1202 mostly for 
live
> performance.
> For recording, not as quiet and flexible as upper scale versions 
but I like
> it's the warm sound.
> 
> I'm not good with the numbers but I believe VLZ 1202 is higher up 
on the
> food chain.
> 
> >Are the pre-amps on this mixer good?
> Depends on your taste, I probably don't have enough expertise to 
judge.
> 
> And to finish with a completely useless note, Mackie are from 
within Seattle
> neighborhood :)
> 
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
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> `\__`U_/'
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, December 09, 2002 3:01 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Off Topic Mixer Question
> 
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo "
> > wrote:
> > > I was gonna buy a Mackie VLZ 1202 Microseries Mixer for
> > recording
> > > into the RS7K. Are the pre-amps on this mixer good?
> >
> > Mackies are great!
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >

| 8254|8254|2002-12-10 09:37:09|blackwoodtebo |DNB Sample CD for RS7K|
What dnb sample CD do you recommend for the RS? I am looking for 
professional drum hits mostly. Breaks are ok but not necessary. 
Don't really need basses or synths tho, but its ok if they are 
included.
| 8255|8254|2002-12-10 11:00:22|Scott Kellogg|Re: DNB Sample CD for RS7K|

> professional drum hits mostly. Breaks are ok but not necessary. 
> Don't really need basses or synths tho, but its ok if they are 
> included.

I'm sure you could find what you need on the Web or on old vinyl. The
internal sound of the RS are good, too, especially after tweaking and
resampling. 

/S
| 8256|8256|2002-12-10 14:22:22|okoyemaya |Warning!?|
Something weird happened while saving autoload on media card. Saving, 
and saving forever, when I hit exit it started exiting forever. 
Finally I just cut it off. So I lost some chains and some other 
stuff. Now, I saved everything from card on computer hd, and ext hd. 
It is very first time I got problem with RS. It is nothing really on 
pc it happens few times a day these kind if things. 
Maybe because first I tried to save on the other card and there was 
not space, I changed the card and perhaps made the RS freaked out. 
Anyway no big loses. I just wonder if it happened to anyone that it 
saves forever, power off could damage the card is not so? I was lucky 
then.
Okoyem
| 8257|8256|2002-12-10 14:55:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Warning!?|
On Tuesday 10 December 2002 22:22, "okoyemaya wrote:

> Something weird happened while saving autoload on media
> card. Saving, and saving forever, when I hit exit it
> started exiting forever. Finally I just cut it off. So I
> lost some chains and some other stuff. Now, I saved
> everything from card on computer hd, and ext hd. It is
> very first time I got problem with RS. It is nothing
> really on pc it happens few times a day these kind if
> things. Maybe because first I tried to save on the other
> card and there was not space, I changed the card and
> perhaps made the RS freaked out. 
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That's a nice explanation. Could well be that the RS, in its 
panic, forgot to update to the new card you inserted after 
the disk-full error.

> Anyway no big loses. I
> just wonder if it happened to anyone that it saves
> forever, power off could damage the card is not so? I was
> lucky then.

Have seen a couple of disk-full warnings. Took the card out, 
removed some stuff using a PC and took the (same) card back 
in. No problems so far.

- Robert
| 8258|8258|2002-12-11 12:32:14|r_s_7_k |The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
oh shit , I'm gonna dl it right now, oh shit again!
| 8259|8258|2002-12-11 12:38:24|simon leclerc|Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
Wow...and 12 new filters !!!

on 11/12/02 2:32 PM, r_s_7_k <po_box333@hotmail.com> at
po_box333@hotmail.com wrote:

oh shit , I'm gonna dl it right now, oh shit again!

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8260|8258|2002-12-11 12:41:24|simon leclerc|Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
New Yamaha product, looks awsome:

http://www.yamahapkclub.com/tyros/index.html

on 11/12/02 2:38 PM, simon leclerc at bontrip@videotron.ca wrote:

Wow...and 12 new filters !!!

on 11/12/02 2:32 PM, r_s_7_k <po_box333@hotmail.com> at
po_box333@hotmail.com wrote:

oh shit , I'm gonna dl it right now, oh shit again!

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8261|8261|2002-12-11 12:47:32|r_s_7_k |Am I Correct In That there Is NO Improvement In Sampling Features??|
if that pdf is correct, then I will def have to add something to my Rs
to get the type of sampling interface I need.
| 8262|8258|2002-12-11 12:57:52|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> oh shit , I'm gonna dl it right now, oh shit again!

hmmm i tried to download it...the file is not there...:(

But DAMN...the best Xmas gift! The promised three fixed "features" 
PLUS 12 NEW FILTER! HOLYMACCORONI! :))))
| 8263|8258|2002-12-11 13:00:17|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, simon leclerc wrote:

> New Yamaha product, looks awsome:
> 
> http://www.yamahapkclub.com/tyros/index.html
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Oh..that one...old news. It's basically a PSR9000 with extra 
features.
| 8264|8258|2002-12-11 13:03:50|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 

> hmmm i tried to download it...the file is not there...:(
>

Oh, Darren posted also that it might be available by today or 
tomorrow...sheesh...:)

I will open the file-section of the group for members to upload. 
Sooo....if someone downloads it...be so kind and share...and upload 
it into the OS folder of the filesection, please: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

Thank you!

Töm
| 8265|8265|2002-12-11 13:05:27|tompaulsen2002 |Crosspost: LoopRemix on Vocals|
Crosspost from www.motifator.com (Foleycore-free) ;)

monchai
Unregistered
(12/10/02 08:51 PM)
Edit - Reply
Loop remix 101
I've tried to use the loop remix function on my RS and I'm very 
much enjoy it. but most of the loops or sounds I use for this 
function are drums and instruments sounds. I've tried with vocal, 
u know, a phrase of human singing and remix it. The results 
didn't come out right. I wondered if there's any trick with 
effects or anything else I can do with it. Has anyone tried this 
successfully. 

Post Extras: 

___
Unregistered
(12/10/02 09:51 PM)
Edit - Reply
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Re: Loop remix 101
Yep get a clean loop on the vocal passage .
Then do a QUICK no frills slice job at whatever notation/division 
interval you want.
Once done the use the Realtime loop remix function.
I will quite often then go in to step record mode and edit out 
segments or adjust sections here and there to customise the 
results to something more to my liking . 

Post Extras: 

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 698
(12/10/02 10:38 PM)
Edit - Reply
Re: Loop remix 101
monchai,
Loop remix and vocals can be a hit or miss thing because you want 
the lyrics to still make sense. In the Variation effect are all 
the same algorithms that are in the MASTER EFFECT section. There 
is an effect called SLICE Variation #091 (not to be confused with 
sample Slice). If you use the SLICE in the MASTER EFFECT, of 
course, it affects all tracks. But by setting the Variation to 
this effect type it lets you musically chop up the sound in 
quarter notes, 1/8th notes or 16th notes - it also can pan the 
results rhythmically. Check it out. 

Post Extras: 

Latif
Regular
Posts: 14
Loc: Netherlands
(12/11/02 01:00 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: Loop remix 101
If the order of the sentence isn't that important, in other
words if you don't mind the words getting 'shaked' up
then try the 'loop remix' inside the 'Sample Edit' functions.
You can get some very intresting stuttering & reverse effects
on the vocal (or drum) loop there... which afterwards you can
always slice-up to track.
What's also very intresting about this, is that the loop
actually doesn't get chopped... it gets shaken in it's entire.
Now i have seen and used many software programs in my live
but yet till today, i haven't seen one program that does that.
check it out sometime 

Post Extras: 

Phonelinesdown
Unregistered
(12/11/02 02:07 AM)
Edit - Reply
Re: Loop remix 101
Yeah Bad Mister I understand.
If you use quick divide though and cut it into sixteenths for 
argument sake. You can then repitch ,time stretch and perform 
fade in and out jobs on samples, oh and sample downsize for 
lovely lo-fi effects .
Apply divide drum job ,you get seperate filters and envelopes, 
LFO modulation , beatstretch features, the ability to use the 
loop remix jobs or if the need arises step sequncing with 
variable gate and velocity for drills and all sorts CC sequenced
pitch bends ,effects sends and so on an so forth.
If I wanted to do what you suggested I'd simply use TEMPO synced 
SQ LFO on the amp with depth set to +64 and either use a tempo 
cross delay or the random pan in the mixer (preferable) and free 
up my 3 effects blocks for something else altogther. Which in the 
long run i'd say is the more economical solution if you're a 
power user .
Some of us like stoccatto non sensical vocals you now .
Besides the RS really shines in intricate IDM styled 
glitch/clicks and cuts stuff as well as really off the wall 



syncopated time sigs and all sorts of other fab stuff us musical 
weirdo's out there like to write. And trust me some of us know 
the RS pretty darn well....
PS: Hi Latif Mate ......guess who
| 8266|8258|2002-12-11 13:06:04|Uwe Jülich|Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|

----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2002 8:57 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k "
> wrote:
> > oh shit , I'm gonna dl it right now, oh shit again!
>
> hmmm i tried to download it...the file is not there...:(
>
> But DAMN...the best Xmas gift! The promised three fixed "features"
> PLUS 12 NEW FILTER! HOLYMACCORONI! :))))

I'm reading the pdf again and again...The 12 new filters seems to be very interesting. And, I find one of the most awaited features,
the grid-mode with some nice specials. It'll become a long night waiting for the OS.

Happy XMas Today!

Uwe

| 8267|8258|2002-12-11 13:08:32|simon leclerc|Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
Oupss, sorry about that...:)

on 11/12/02 2:59 PM, tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> at
tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, simon leclerc wrote:
> New Yamaha product, looks awsome:
> 
> http://www.yamahapkclub.com/tyros/index.html
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Oh..that one...old news. It's basically a PSR9000 with extra
features.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8268|8258|2002-12-11 13:21:18|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> I'm reading the pdf again and again...The 12 new filters seems to 

be very interesting. And, I find one of the most awaited features,

> the grid-mode with some nice specials. It'll become a long night 

waiting for the OS.

What is even more interesting, i think, is the way they numbered 
that OS-update...v1.2....not v2.0...i wonder if there will be then a 
RS7000 v2...as paroli to the MC909...
| 8269|1220|2002-12-11 13:24:57|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,
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This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /os/rs7000v12etechdoc.pdf 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : RS7000 Technical Doc for OS v1.2 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/rs7000v12etechdoc.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 8270|8258|2002-12-11 13:25:25|Uwe Jülich|Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|

----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2002 9:21 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> I'm reading the pdf again and again...The 12 new filters seems to
be very interesting. And, I find one of the most awaited features,
> the grid-mode with some nice specials. It'll become a long night
waiting for the OS.

>What is even more interesting, i think, is the way they numbered
>that OS-update...v1.2....not v2.0...i wonder if there will be then a
>RS7000 v2...as paroli to the MC909...

You mean new hardware? I hope not...

| 8271|1220|2002-12-11 13:26:01|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /os/rs7000v12einstr.pdf 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : RS7k Installation Instructions for OS v1.2 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/rs7000v12einstr.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 8272|8258|2002-12-11 13:28:34|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
>
> >RS7000 v2...as paroli to the MC909...
> 
> You mean new hardware? I hope not...

Well, i wouldn't mind hardware...as long as they make the new 
features available also for the RS7000 v1 in form of an expansion 
board and a new OS...:)
| 8273|8258|2002-12-11 13:31:42|Uwe Jülich|Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|

----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
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To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2002 9:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
>
> >RS7000 v2...as paroli to the MC909...
>
> You mean new hardware? I hope not...

Well, i wouldn't mind hardware...as long as they make the new
features available also for the RS7000 v1 in form of an expansion
board and a new OS...:)

Yes, that would be great! But-the RS7000 was an amazing machine before the OS-Update and now it's more amazing (thank god -I mean
the yamaha programmers).
Waiting for download now, but I have to work tomorrow...

| 8274|8258|2002-12-11 13:40:06|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> Well, i wouldn't mind hardware...as long as they make the new
> features available also for the RS7000 v1 in form of an 

expansion

> board and a new OS...:)
> 
> 
> Yes, that would be great! But-the RS7000 was an amazing machine 

before the OS-Update and now it's more amazing (thank god -I mean

> the yamaha programmers).
> Waiting for download now, but I have to work tomorrow...

Oh i absolutely agree. I checked looked through the tech-doc and 
they not only did what we requested...they also streamlined the 
interface even more...added a couple of blips and blops here and 
there and then those 12 new filter...oh man...FANTASTIC work!

Roland...MC909 my ass! :)))

I have to work tomorrow as well, and unfortunately i have no time 
to look for the new OS and upload it before 18:00 CET +1.

Happy X-Mas to everyone! Isn't that a great gift from Yamaha?

RS7000 RULES!
| 8275|8258|2002-12-11 14:00:07|Bruno Carlos |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
Really, really nice.

They even added direct access to sections K-P which was a minor 
request. 

As for the new recording features, it's everything we asked for. You 
can even move between measures without stopping recording now.

I wonder if they fixed the measure bug discussed in 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6207
| 8276|8276|2002-12-11 14:21:07|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|b|
where can i find the new os 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8277|8277|2002-12-11 14:26:17|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|v|
is the 1.14 the last os

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8278|8278|2002-12-11 14:34:28|synthe. labo|The New Os --||QUESTION||--|
hello there
well, just because i won't able to upload the new OS into rs7k in a week (i 
need a functionant smart media reader), i would ask to the guys who will 
upload it to test a little thing for me:
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just the play/record simultaneous thing:
use a random pattern that you have (or just that you have created), and 
press record while you're in playback mode, use the record in the mode 
'replace' or overdub', then (when you are in the channel you want to record 
into) press some notes with the pads, and just re-press the record again to 
stop recording, all while playing, so without stopping the machine.
then hear if the notes appear a bit quantized, or just as you put them into, 
or just if they appear (sound!): in overdub if they are overdubbed; in 
replace, if they replaced the riff that was before.

if yes, well, for me it's the big HURRAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH :)))

thanx

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Extra Storage! Hotmail all'ennesima potenza. Provalo! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/
| 8279|8276|2002-12-11 14:36:00|tompaulsen2002 |where can i find the new os (was: Re: b)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Reason325719081@A... wrote:

> where can i find the new os 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Supposingly tonight or tomorrow from either way the file-section of 
this group or from http://www.rs7000.org
| 8280|8277|2002-12-11 14:36:48|tompaulsen2002 |Re: v|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Reason325719081@A... wrote:

> is the 1.14 the last os
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

OS 1.2 will be the latest one. Have a little more patience.
| 8281|8258|2002-12-11 14:46:30|tompaulsen2002 |Re: The New Os is Available check out RS7000.org|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos " 
wrote:

> Really, really nice.
> 
> They even added direct access to sections K-P which was a minor 
> request. 
> 
> As for the new recording features, it's everything we asked 

for. You 

> can even move between measures without stopping recording now.

Yes, they implemented a bunch of nice little features, like that you 
can temporarily suppress recording, when in recording mode...to 
practice some chords or something.

> 
> I wonder if they fixed the measure bug discussed in 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/6207

We'll see tomorrow.
| 8282|1220|2002-12-11 15:39:08|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /os/RS7000 NEW OS v1.2 LINK 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : Link to download the latest OS v1.2 for the RS 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/RS7000%20NEW%20OS%20v1.2%20LINK 
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To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 8283|8283|2002-12-11 15:43:07|tompaulsen2002 |The new OS available here!!!|
Ladies and Gentlemen!

The moderators of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list proudly 
present...the link to download (finally and for real) the brandnew 
and fresh OS v1.2.

http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm

Out of juristical reasons, we won't post the zipped OS file, until 
we have an ok from Yamaha.

Yours, the moderator-team
| 8284|8283|2002-12-11 15:56:34|Latif |Re: The new OS available here!!!|
Nice one Tom ;-)))

Jeeeehooooooooooooooooooo!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> Ladies and Gentlemen!
> 
> The moderators of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list proudly 
> present...the link to download (finally and for real) the brandnew 
> and fresh OS v1.2.
> 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm
> 
> 
> Out of juristical reasons, we won't post the zipped OS file, until 
> we have an ok from Yamaha.
> 
> Yours, the moderator-team

| 8285|8285|2002-12-11 16:25:43|Fierce Fish|Re: The new OS available here!!! IMPORTANT READ!!!!!|
First 2 attemps did not work when trying to load, I got a message saying PGM file not found or something, so I looked at the file and noticed that the filename uses lower
case eg - 0532os_.PGM this will not load, so I checked the older OS filename and it is all in upper case so you have to change it to 0532OS_.PGM then it works, all seems
fine so far!!!!!!

FF

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2002 10:42 PM
Subject: [RS7000] The new OS available here!!!

Ladies and Gentlemen!

The moderators of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list proudly 
present...the link to download (finally and for real) the brandnew 
and fresh OS v1.2.

http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm

Out of juristical reasons, we won't post the zipped OS file, until 
we have an ok from Yamaha.

Yours, the moderator-team
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8286|8285|2002-12-11 17:14:40|dayv5000 |Re: The new OS available here!!! IMPORTANT READ!!!!!|
Mine worked... I'm now is 1.2 land! The new 'blips and blabs' are 
awesome! No more searching for where those notes are!

Thanks to everyone hard work and patience.

Special thanks to Yamaha!!!!!!!!

d.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Fierce Fish" wrote:
> First 2 attemps did not work when trying to load, I got a message 
saying PGM file not found or something, so I looked at the file and 
noticed that the filename uses lower case eg - 0532os_.PGM this will 
not load, so I checked the older OS filename and it is all in upper 
case so you have to change it to 0532OS_.PGM then it works, all 
seems fine so far!!!!!!
> 
> 
> FF
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: tompaulsen2002 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2002 10:42 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] The new OS available here!!!
> 
> 
> Ladies and Gentlemen!
> 
> The moderators of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list proudly 
> present...the link to download (finally and for real) the 
brandnew 
> and fresh OS v1.2.
> 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm
> 
> 
> Out of juristical reasons, we won't post the zipped OS file, 
until 
> we have an ok from Yamaha.
> 
> Yours, the moderator-team
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8287|8287|2002-12-11 19:23:18|okoyemaya |wow!|
Yamaha did a good job, now I can REALLY program some riddims. I do 
not even want to hear the words like cubase no more.I just checked 
out a bit, will really speed up working, specially editing and above 
all rhythmical experiments. Lots of thanx to Yamaha`s developers.
okoyem
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| 8288|8288|2002-12-11 20:17:50|r_s_7_k |WoULd SomeOne Tell Me if there were Any Improvements In Sampling Fe|
couldn't download the os at the time and am at work right now, dont 
know how well they documented if any in the info file, could someone 
try to sample or something and take a look at the file structure, 
this is the first and biggest complaint/request for the RS from the 
beginning along with the grid, which I know they did implement.

but what about the sampling file structuring, sampling auditioning, 
or did they not even do anything about it.
| 8289|8289|2002-12-11 22:04:59|r_s_7_k |What About SAMPLING, WHERE are the new sample File Structure Featur|
Where Where Wherer?????????????????
| 8290|8283|2002-12-12 00:11:47|Fierce Fish|Re: The new OS available here!!!|
Jump in and out of record is cool, as is using shift to erase bum notes, filters rock! Cool!

FF

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2002 10:42 PM
Subject: [RS7000] The new OS available here!!!

Ladies and Gentlemen!

The moderators of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list proudly 
present...the link to download (finally and for real) the brandnew 
and fresh OS v1.2.

http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm

Out of juristical reasons, we won't post the zipped OS file, until 
we have an ok from Yamaha.

Yours, the moderator-team

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8291|1874|2002-12-12 01:07:26|kussersmith |New OS|
i took the advice of the earlier post that said to change the "os" 
to "OS" in the file name. The update happened with no problems. 
excellent!

The LED display of what key is being played is awesome, especially 
while using the arppeggiator.

The new filters sound great. Tinkering around with them, i had a 
question: 

Anyone know how to access the new filters by using the filter TYPE 
button instead of going into the VOICE EDIT section? 

I tried TYPE + SHIFT , but that didnt seem to work 

Thanks

-K-

(assigning DISTANCE to a knob and tweakin that bad boy is pretty 
sweet too)
| 8292|8292|2002-12-12 01:55:44|Robert van der Kamp|OS1.2 Comments please for FAQ|
Hi all,
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I just loaded OS v1.2 into my RS, and it worked the first 
time. Please don't forget to do the FACTORY RESET as 
instructed in the readme PDF file. I won't be done 
automatically!

Since we didn't get a list of fixed bugs, please let me know 
about any changes you found in v1.2. I'll add a special 
section to the FAQ dedicated to this OS, with a list of new 
features and fixed bugs.

Thanks,
Robert
| 8293|8289|2002-12-12 02:01:23|tompaulsen2002 |Re: What About SAMPLING, WHERE are the new sample File Structure Fe|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> Where Where Wherer?????????????????

There aren't. Sorry, pal.
| 8294|8294|2002-12-12 02:07:14|Latif |happy happy happy joy joy joy :-)))))|
FANTASTIC!!!!

goodmorning fellow happy dudes :-)
finally rehearsel mode in overdub and replace COOL!!

and the measure hold in grid, is really cool for live use too.
| 8295|8289|2002-12-12 02:12:39|Latif |Re: What About SAMPLING, WHERE are the new sample File Structure Fe|
It has been stated for a while in earlier posts 
that they would only fix edit and record modes... as these were
the primary and most important needs.. sure i would love to have 
seen some other improvments..

But hell they even gave us a coupe of extra filter
combinations as a gift!

And there's this Dutch saying about a 'horse' and his mouth. ghehehe

so i for one am extremely happy, cause the workflow has
just doubled in speed.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> Where Where Wherer?????????????????

| 8296|8288|2002-12-12 02:14:16|tompaulsen2002 |Re: WoULd SomeOne Tell Me if there were Any Improvements In Samplin|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> couldn't download the os at the time and am at work right now, 

dont 

> know how well they documented if any in the info file, could 

someone 

> try to sample or something and take a look at the file 

structure, 

> this is the first and biggest complaint/request for the RS from 

the 

> beginning along with the grid, which I know they did implement.
> 
> but what about the sampling file structuring, sampling 

auditioning, 

> or did they not even do anything about it.

Hm, i fear the biggest complains were those other three main 
"features" they fixed. I'm sorry to say, but there is no 
improvement in the file structuring or sampling auditioning. 
Sample audition is not possible anyway because of how the RS was 
constructed. The RS simply can't stream audio-data from a storage 
media.
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But check out the technical documentation in our file-section. It 
gives a great overlook what's new in OS v1.2
| 8297|1874|2002-12-12 02:23:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New OS|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 07:14, "kussersmith wrote:

> i took the advice of the earlier post that said to change
> the "os" to "OS" in the file name. The update happened
> with no problems. excellent!
>
> The LED display of what key is being played is awesome,
> especially while using the arppeggiator.
>
> The new filters sound great. Tinkering around with them,
> i had a question:
>
> Anyone know how to access the new filters by using the
> filter TYPE button instead of going into the VOICE EDIT
> section?
>
> I tried TYPE + SHIFT , but that didnt seem to work

Looks like they want you to use voice edit to access the new 
types. The could have browsed through the whole set using 
the type button, but there's no way of telling which type 
you actually selected, of course. The filter type leds have 
become less informative now.

- Robert
| 8298|8278|2002-12-12 03:54:12|Latif |Re: The New Os --||QUESTION||--|
Hi Marco,

answer to your question... overdub and replace modes are not 
enhanced in the same manner as step/grid and edit.

overdub and replace remain the same, except for the fact that
now you can go into rehearsel mode while recording.

Latif

> just the play/record simultaneous thing:
> use a random pattern that you have (or just that you have created), 

and 

> press record while you're in playback mode, use the record in the 

mode 

> 'replace' or overdub', then (when you are in the channel you want 

to record 

> into) press some notes with the pads, and just re-press the record 

again to 

> stop recording, all while playing, so without stopping the machine.
> then hear if the notes appear a bit quantized, or just as you put 

them into, 

> or just if they appear (sound!): in overdub if they are overdubbed; 

in 

> replace, if they replaced the riff that was before.
> 
> if yes, well, for me it's the big HURRAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH :)))
> 
> thanx
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Extra Storage! Hotmail all'ennesima potenza. Provalo! 
> http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/

| 8299|8299|2002-12-12 04:15:40|Latif |phrase length bug is fixed!|

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/


Hi,

before there was a bug that occured when, original phrase 
length let's say wouldbe 2 measures
and you changed the STYLE length to let's say 8 measures
and started recording into that same phrase.. the phrase
would get screwed up.

it would show you the original 2 measure but actually contain 
more data, that you couldn't erase (except with the trick i posted
earlier).

Now there's no such bug anymore, as soon as you press record
the screen shows the original phrase length, regardles the STYLE's
measures length.

Latif
| 8300|8299|2002-12-12 04:33:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: phrase length bug is fixed!|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 12:15, "Latif wrote:

> Hi,
>
> before there was a bug that occured when, original phrase
> length let's say wouldbe 2 measures
> and you changed the STYLE length to let's say 8 measures
> and started recording into that same phrase.. the phrase
> would get screwed up.
>
> it would show you the original 2 measure but actually
> contain more data, that you couldn't erase (except with
> the trick i posted earlier).
>
> Now there's no such bug anymore, as soon as you press
> record the screen shows the original phrase length,
> regardles the STYLE's measures length.

Thanks. One down.

- Robert
| 8301|8299|2002-12-12 05:10:29|mmittner |Re: phrase length bug is fixed!|
yeeeeesss, finally - and i have to sit here for 6 more hours in the office, reading all those posts about how wonderful the new os is ...

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 12 December 2002 12:15, "Latif wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > before there was a bug that occured when, original phrase
> > length let's say wouldbe 2 measures
> > and you changed the STYLE length to let's say 8 measures
> > and started recording into that same phrase.. the phrase
> > would get screwed up.
> >
> > it would show you the original 2 measure but actually
> > contain more data, that you couldn't erase (except with
> > the trick i posted earlier).
> >
> > Now there's no such bug anymore, as soon as you press
> > record the screen shows the original phrase length,
> > regardles the STYLE's measures length.
> 
> Thanks. One down.
> 
> - Robert

| 8302|8283|2002-12-12 06:24:56|Slami DPA division|Re: The new OS available here!!!|
This is the greatest new!
I'm really happy now.
What about the list of new possibilities?

> Ladies and Gentlemen!
>
> The moderators of the unofficial RS7000 mailing list proudly
> present...the link to download (finally and for real) the brandnew
> and fresh OS v1.2.
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> http://www.yamahasynth.com/down/RS7000/RS7000.htm
>
>
> Out of juristical reasons, we won't post the zipped OS file, until
> we have an ok from Yamaha.
>
> Yours, the moderator-team
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8303|8283|2002-12-12 06:31:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: The new OS available here!!!|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 14:28, Slami DPA division 
wrote:

> This is the greatest new!
> I'm really happy now.
> What about the list of new possibilities?

There's a pdf that goes with the update that lists the new 
stuff.

- Robert
| 8304|8304|2002-12-12 06:54:49|Oscar Finch|System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
Is it just me or has anyone else noticed this. 
I've been messing around with all the new filter configurations. 
Firstly I'd like to say that they make a MASSIVE difference to the SynthMaterial Bank (particularly dual LP/HP with offset), the bass sounds are much rounder the
Laddered 18db filter is very very 'analog' sounding and the LPF24A does monster things to the bass patches. 
It literally sounds like a new machine. Not only is it "Yamaha crisp" but it is dare I say it very "Roland warm" in an equal measure of both parts. That said has anybody
else noticed the delays and reverbs sound far more refined and smooth with a clarity and class I'd swear they never had before. The insert effects seem to have more bite
using these filters , try the Ring/TalkMod EFX and the distortions are smoother and more detailed. 
I thought it was just my imagination so I reloaded Mouth of Madness and altered some of the filter configurations too new ones and was like OMFG !!! this sounds so
much richer,plumper fully bodied. The RS7000 is starting to mature nicely indeed. Even the Plate reverbs I had used in the track and the delays had better prescence
without swamping the mix at all ...more "pro" sounding if you will. Maybe it's my imagination but I have a pretty sharp ear for subtle nuance and fine detail in a mix. 
Strings and Pads now sound UBER LUSH ;) really warm and dare I say it phat (as much as I hate the word). The 303 waves sound killer thorugh the new filters, infact
lots of the EthnicBanck is way more useable too. Overall I am really impressed. It is definately now IMHO sonically on par with other units in it's price range. I'm still
curious as to wether or not there was some system/effects algo tweek they're not mentioning because I cant see the filters making this much of a difference. massive sound
palette potential now too. Ohhhhh and what they do to samples. 
The OS refinements are excellent and useful. I can piss of my electribes now cause this grid mode with variable step amounts and track monitoring is da bomb shit I tell
you. 
This is really more than I could have hoped for really. I'm very happy Yamaha have given us this level of support and gone the extra yard with a few "added" suprises I
wasn't expecting. 
So what do you all think are the EFX sounding cleaner and more pro-end or am I just suffering from a "post OS upgrade" euphoric aural high. 
Either way I'm stoked. id be interested to see if anyone else has noticed the same thing ???? 

PS: Curiouser and Curiouser said Alice ;) 
Have a great OS 1.2 Christmas guys. God 2003 is gonna be a great year. 
Respect as always 
Oscar (aka FaX) 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8305|8304|2002-12-12 07:17:22|okoyemaya |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
I thought I am halucinating,or too tired, I checked it at 3am, but 
exactly that was my impression lots stuff sounded different, better, 
tonite I will spend some more time I didnot even have a "hear" into 
the filters. Man, RS7K money well spent. 
okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
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> Is it just me or has anyone else noticed this.
> I've been messing around with all the new filter configurations.
> Firstly I'd like to say that they make a MASSIVE difference to the 
SynthMaterial Bank (particularly dual LP/HP with offset), the bass 
sounds are much rounder the Laddered 18db filter is very 
very 'analog' sounding and the LPF24A does monster things to the bass 
patches.
> It literally sounds like a new machine. Not only is it "Yamaha 
crisp" but it is dare I say it very "Roland warm" in an equal measure 
of both parts. That said has anybody else noticed the delays and 
reverbs sound far more refined and smooth with a clarity and class 
I'd swear they never had before. The insert effects seem to have more 
bite using these filters , try the Ring/TalkMod EFX and the 
distortions are smoother and more detailed.
> I thought it was just my imagination so I reloaded Mouth of Madness 
and altered some of the filter configurations too new ones and was 
like OMFG !!! this sounds so much richer,plumper fully bodied. The 
RS7000 is starting to mature nicely indeed. Even the Plate reverbs I 
had used in the track and the delays had better prescence without 
swamping the mix at all ...more "pro" sounding if you will. Maybe 
it's my imagination but I have a pretty sharp ear for subtle nuance 
and fine detail in a mix.
> Strings and Pads now sound UBER LUSH ;) really warm and dare I say 
it phat (as much as I hate the word). The 303 waves sound killer 
thorugh the new filters, infact lots of the EthnicBanck is way more 
useable too. Overall I am really impressed. It is definately now IMHO 
sonically on par with other units in it's price range. I'm still 
curious as to wether or not there was some system/effects algo tweek 
they're not mentioning because I cant see the filters making this 
much of a difference. massive sound palette potential now too. Ohhhhh 
and what they do to samples.
> The OS refinements are excellent and useful. I can piss of my 
electribes now cause this grid mode with variable step amounts and 
track monitoring is da bomb shit I tell you.
> This is really more than I could have hoped for really. I'm very 
happy Yamaha have given us this level of support and gone the extra 
yard with a few "added" suprises I wasn't expecting.
> So what do you all think are the EFX sounding cleaner and more pro-
end or am I just suffering from a "post OS upgrade" euphoric aural 
high.
> Either way I'm stoked. id be interested to see if anyone else has 
noticed the same thing ????
> 
> PS: Curiouser and Curiouser said Alice ;)
> Have a great OS 1.2 Christmas guys. God 2003 is gonna be a great 
year.
> Respect as always 
> Oscar (aka FaX)
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8306|8306|2002-12-12 07:27:46|Bruno Carlos |First Impressions|
After messing around it with up to 7am I get the following 
conclusions:

* GRID Mode:
For those who do mostly GRID mode they're in heaven, this area has 
really improved.

- Note Scan is really a surprise, it really speeds up production. No 
more time wasted looking for notes.

- Play other tracks while recording was long waited and it's here.

- Move to a different measure during recording is something else that 
really speeds up production. Before you had to stop, switch measure 
and play again.

- Track Selection. Oh, yes, no more stopping to change tracks.

- Grid Resolution was another big surprise. Damn, I can now easily do 
more complex patterns instead of the traditional 16th note, and all 
this without stopping, again...

- Measure Hold. A "could be better feature", you can choose whether 

http://www.excite.com/


to loop all the track, or just the current measure. The problem is 
when you're in Measure Hold Off you have to listen to the full track 
and there's no shortcut to jump to other measures. You can't also 
jump from Hold Off to On while playing, you have to stop.

* REPLACE/OVERDUB mode:

- Real Time Record: The only feature added to REPLACE/OVERDUB modes. 
Now you can be in recording mode and temporarely play without notes 
being recorded, then switch back to record without stopping.

- Switch to Record mode: A "not implemented feature". There's no way 
to switch to REPLACE/OVERDUB mode if you're in play mode.

* GENERAL

- Play/Record. The only quirks I found is not being able to choose 
record mode when playing. You can only choose record mode in standby. 
This means that if you're playing and have record mode set to REPLACE 
or OVERDUB then you have to stop, switch to GRID or STEP mode and 
start playing again.

At some point I thought it went crazy because I couldn't switch to 
record mode, just to find out I had it set to REPLACE.

It would be interesting if at least it would switch to some mode 
available like GRID or STEP or if we could just choose it without 
stopping.

Besides this, I can't really complain. Well, I can't complain about 
anything really, this bios update is a GIFT, and you don't complain 
about gifts, do you? :)
| 8307|8304|2002-12-12 07:54:28|mmittner |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
probably anybody who has still 1.14 on his/her rs could sample some simple phrases with some fx before and after the update, to see if there is any difference. well, i
could do that and report my impressions tomorrow (don't have internet access at home yet), since i'm very curious about this. any suggestions?

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> Is it just me or has anyone else noticed this.
> I've been messing around with all the new filter configurations.
> Firstly I'd like to say that they make a MASSIVE difference to the SynthMaterial Bank (particularly dual LP/HP with offset), the bass sounds are much
rounder the Laddered 18db filter is very very 'analog' sounding and the LPF24A does monster things to the bass patches.
> It literally sounds like a new machine. Not only is it "Yamaha crisp" but it is dare I say it very "Roland warm" in an equal measure of both parts. That said
has anybody else noticed the delays and reverbs sound far more refined and smooth with a clarity and class I'd swear they never had before. The insert effects
seem to have more bite using these filters , try the Ring/TalkMod EFX and the distortions are smoother and more detailed.
> I thought it was just my imagination so I reloaded Mouth of Madness and altered some of the filter configurations too new ones and was like OMFG !!! this
sounds so much richer,plumper fully bodied. The RS7000 is starting to mature nicely indeed. Even the Plate reverbs I had used in the track and the delays had
better prescence without swamping the mix at all ...more "pro" sounding if you will. Maybe it's my imagination but I have a pretty sharp ear for subtle nuance
and fine detail in a mix.
> Strings and Pads now sound UBER LUSH ;) really warm and dare I say it phat (as much as I hate the word). The 303 waves sound killer thorugh the new
filters, infact lots of the EthnicBanck is way more useable too. Overall I am really impressed. It is definately now IMHO sonically on par with other units in
it's price range. I'm still curious as to wether or not there was some system/effects algo tweek they're not mentioning because I cant see the filters making this
much of a difference. massive sound palette potential now too. Ohhhhh and what they do to samples.
> The OS refinements are excellent and useful. I can piss of my electribes now cause this grid mode with variable step amounts and track monitoring is da
bomb shit I tell you.
> This is really more than I could have hoped for really. I'm very happy Yamaha have given us this level of support and gone the extra yard with a few
"added" suprises I wasn't expecting.
> So what do you all think are the EFX sounding cleaner and more pro-end or am I just suffering from a "post OS upgrade" euphoric aural high.
> Either way I'm stoked. id be interested to see if anyone else has noticed the same thing ????
> 
> PS: Curiouser and Curiouser said Alice ;)
> Have a great OS 1.2 Christmas guys. God 2003 is gonna be a great year.
> Respect as always 
> Oscar (aka FaX)
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8308|8304|2002-12-12 08:08:06|Latif |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
There's something about the reverb yes, 
i don't know for sure but the crashes 
and snares sound more 'live' through the 
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verb then before.

i guess only a test between both OS's can
really prove that.

But for now, i'm totally in grid heaven man!
you should see the :-)))))))) on my face.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> probably anybody who has still 1.14 on his/her rs could sample some 

simple phrases with some fx before and after the update, to see if 
there is any difference. well, i could do that and report my 
impressions tomorrow (don't have internet access at home yet), since 
i'm very curious about this. any suggestions?

> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" 

wrote:

> > 
> > 
> > Is it just me or has anyone else noticed this.
> > I've been messing around with all the new filter configurations.
> > Firstly I'd like to say that they make a MASSIVE difference to 

the SynthMaterial Bank (particularly dual LP/HP with offset), the 
bass sounds are much rounder the Laddered 18db filter is very 
very 'analog' sounding and the LPF24A does monster things to the bass 
patches.

> > It literally sounds like a new machine. Not only is it "Yamaha 

crisp" but it is dare I say it very "Roland warm" in an equal measure 
of both parts. That said has anybody else noticed the delays and 
reverbs sound far more refined and smooth with a clarity and class 
I'd swear they never had before. The insert effects seem to have more 
bite using these filters , try the Ring/TalkMod EFX and the 
distortions are smoother and more detailed.

> > I thought it was just my imagination so I reloaded Mouth of 

Madness and altered some of the filter configurations too new ones 
and was like OMFG !!! this sounds so much richer,plumper fully 
bodied. The RS7000 is starting to mature nicely indeed. Even the 
Plate reverbs I had used in the track and the delays had better 
prescence without swamping the mix at all ...more "pro" sounding if 
you will. Maybe it's my imagination but I have a pretty sharp ear for 
subtle nuance and fine detail in a mix.

> > Strings and Pads now sound UBER LUSH ;) really warm and dare I 

say it phat (as much as I hate the word). The 303 waves sound killer 
thorugh the new filters, infact lots of the EthnicBanck is way more 
useable too. Overall I am really impressed. It is definately now IMHO 
sonically on par with other units in it's price range. I'm still 
curious as to wether or not there was some system/effects algo tweek 
they're not mentioning because I cant see the filters making this 
much of a difference. massive sound palette potential now too. Ohhhhh 
and what they do to samples.

> > The OS refinements are excellent and useful. I can piss of my 

electribes now cause this grid mode with variable step amounts and 
track monitoring is da bomb shit I tell you.

> > This is really more than I could have hoped for really. I'm very 

happy Yamaha have given us this level of support and gone the extra 
yard with a few "added" suprises I wasn't expecting.

> > So what do you all think are the EFX sounding cleaner and more 

pro-end or am I just suffering from a "post OS upgrade" euphoric 
aural high.
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> > Either way I'm stoked. id be interested to see if anyone else has 

noticed the same thing ????

> > 
> > PS: Curiouser and Curiouser said Alice ;)
> > Have a great OS 1.2 Christmas guys. God 2003 is gonna be a great 

year.

> > Respect as always 
> > Oscar (aka FaX)
> > 
> > 
> > _______________________________________________
> > Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> > The most personalized portal on the Web!
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8309|8306|2002-12-12 08:43:29|Scott Kellogg|Re: First Impressions|

> Besides this, I can't really complain. Well, I can't complain about 
> anything really, this bios update is a GIFT, and you don't complain 
> about gifts, do you? :)

I've only had my RS for a week, but I've been following its development
since my Rm1x days. Even without the OS update, the machine is incredible.
But the new OS brings the RS into the stratosphere ... real xOx sequencing
is a huge plus for me, and the sonic potential of the machine is
astounding.

I hope the Yamaha developers are on this list, because I'd like to give a
big THANK YOU to everyone on the team, as well as a shout out to the
rs7000.org crew and the Yahoo list crew for keeping everyone updated with
latebreaking news.

THANK YOU!

/Scott
| 8310|8299|2002-12-12 08:45:04|a_lepusa |Yupiiyayey!!|

> yeeeeesss, finally - and i have to sit here for 6 more hours in the 

office, reading all those posts about how wonderful the new os is ...

> 
> -mike

ARGGGGHHHHHH!!!
me too, the problem is i´ve no card reader around (umpf) so i have to 
go home first, get the reader and a card, rush to the office again 
then run home as fast as possible...
so curious!!

best,
-flim
| 8311|8299|2002-12-12 09:17:07|mmittner |Re: Yupiiyayey!!|
i've burnt it onto cd, together with the beta of ableton live 2.0. i have a= 
card reader here, but no card, so, well, i had no other choice :-)

and since i have gleitzeit i'm off to feed my rs, i'll post something about= 
the improved tg/fx tomorrow. cu!

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " ...> wrote:

> > yeeeeesss, finally - and i have to sit here for 6 more hours in the 
> office, reading all those posts about how wonderful the new os is ...
> > 
> > -mike
> 
> ARGGGGHHHHHH!!!
> me too, the problem is i´ve no card reader around (umpf) so i have to 
> go home first, get the reader and a card, rush to the office again 
> then run home as fast as possible...
> so curious!!
> 

http://www.excite.com/
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> best,
> -flim

| 8312|8312|2002-12-12 09:24:37|Robert van der Kamp|OS v1.2 f****d up my song :(|
Hi all,

I'm currently playing my latest tune on the RS running v1.2.

I got a number of midi glitches, which need further 
investigation. Sound like serious timing errors, suggesting 
that v1.2 doesn't run as efficiently as my former OS (v1.02 
I believe). This also happens in parts where almost nothing 
is happening (just a few tracks playing).

Looks like I have to downgrade the RS to get this song 
played (or debug the current problems).

As to the reverb quality, I noticed it sounded 'different' 
this morning when I tried the filters. The hall was more 
'thick' or less 'thin'. Don't know if I like it, have to 
try a bit more.

My biggest gripe though is that v1.2 changed my song in a 
way that it cannot be played. Weird...

- Robert
| 8313|8299|2002-12-12 09:24:44|Scott Kellogg|Re: Yupiiyayey!!|

> i've burnt it onto cd, together with the beta of ableton live 2.0. i have a= 
> card reader here, but no card, so, well, i had no other choice :-)

It's going to be a great circular workflow between Live, Reason, and the
RS.

I'm under the impression that I can transfer samples directly to the RS's
RAM via SCSI using Sound Forge. Is this the case? My plan is to leave my
Smart Media card in the RS all the time, and save the samples to it.

/S
| 8314|8312|2002-12-12 09:39:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS v1.2 f****d up my song --- SOLVED!!|
My mistake!! 

Mute mode was back to default Audio (factory reset), while I 
need it to be at Midi mode. Gives me a whole different 
song. ;)

Sorry for this mess, it suddenly dawned on me that mute mode 
may be the reason. The song is now playing the way I 
created it. :)

- Robert
| 8315|8315|2002-12-12 10:45:44|Payvand|. is the RS7000 really good?|
Hi,

I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000. 
Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
buy good things to say about it.

Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that great,
or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do people have
bad things to say about the machine? There are so many on
sale on ebay--are there reasons why people are selling them
left and right?

I would also like to congratulate everyone that does have
the machine on getting the OS upgrade--it sounds cool. I
do dislike the fact that the sample time limit (on loop bpm
matchin) is still less than one minute!

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8316|1874|2002-12-12 10:48:55|djboy112st |Re: New OS|

> Looks like they want you to use voice edit to access the new 
> types. The could have browsed through the whole set using 
> the type button, but there's no way of telling which type 
> you actually selected, of course. The filter type leds have 

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/


> become less informative now.
> 
> - Robert

yeah, pressing the filter type button to access the new filters would 
be nice...but there would be no knob for the cutoff distance 
parameter.. in order to get to the distance parameter, you probably 
would have to go to the voice edit screen anyways, unless they made 
it possible for the distancee parameter to be one of the six 
assignable knobs.. haha.. look at this.. one day after the OS is 
released, already thinking about how improvements can be made on 
it.. no worries.. this is GREAT!!

/[ one30six ]\
| 8317|1874|2002-12-12 10:53:52|Latif |Re: New OS|

> but there would be no knob for the cutoff distance 
> parameter.. in order to get to the distance parameter, you 

probably 

> would have to go to the voice edit screen anyways, unless they made 
> it possible for the distancee parameter to be one of the six 
> assignable knobs.. 

I allready routed the distance parameter to the portamento time 
knob since i don't use portamento changes in realtime from the 
interface knobs.. ;-))))

Latif
| 8318|8292|2002-12-12 10:54:25|djboy112st |Re: OS1.2 Comments please for FAQ|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> I just loaded OS v1.2 into my RS, and it worked the first 
> time. Please don't forget to do the FACTORY RESET as 
> instructed in the readme PDF file. I won't be done 
> automatically!
> 
> Since we didn't get a list of fixed bugs, please let me know 
> about any changes you found in v1.2. I'll add a special 
> section to the FAQ dedicated to this OS, with a list of new 
> features and fixed bugs.
> 
> Thanks,
> Robert

it took me three tries, with two seperate smartmedia cards.. first i 
tried to use my 32mb card that i use for most of my normal patterns, 
but i got a checksum error after the RS read block 1 of 2.. so i 
(finally) formatted the Yamaha supplied media card with the factory 
patterns, re-copied the file and tried again, nogo.. went back to 
the 32mb card, and for some reason it took it that time.. third 
time's a charm i guess..

now.. while your OS was being updated, was anyone else standing 
there crossing their fingers saying "God please dont have a power 
outage right now.. please no power outage...." =)

/[ one30six ]\
| 8319|8315|2002-12-12 10:57:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 18:37, Payvand wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000.
> Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
> buy good things to say about it.

Yes. :)

>
> Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
> concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
> Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that
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> great, or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do
> people have bad things to say about the machine? There
> are so many on sale on ebay--are there reasons why people
> are selling them left and right?

Well, for starters, the RS is not for everyone. Don't get me 
wrong, I think the RS is easy to use, one you understand 
what's going on in that box. You get LOT of functionality, 
and Yamaha managed to squeeze all of that behind a working 
and fast user interface. I think some buyers simply don't 
manage to read the manual and 'break through'.

Another possibility could be that buyers misunderstood the 
functionality of the RS. Maybe there were looking for a 
full sampler, with velocity crossfades and muliti-layered 
sample playback. The sampler is cool, but it ain an Emu or 
Akai.

Then some people may simply not like the sound of the 
built-in synth. Maybe they expexted an XV engine with 
pianos, strings, etc, while the RS voices are geared 
towards dance music. But I do all kinds of stuff with it. 
The filters sound great and can really change a preset 
voice into something special, with a good snappy tone. You 
just have to sit down and tweak it!

Finally, some may be confused by the Yamaha midi sequencer 
structure. It's a bit different, more intelligent (imo) and 
powerfull. I love the RS mostly for its super cool 
sequencer abilities. 

Okay, I'm biased. ;)

Simply download the manual and start reading. See if you 
like the features. Ask whatever you don't understand. Try 
it out in the shop.

-Robert
| 8320|8315|2002-12-12 10:58:31|synthe. labo|Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|

>Hi,
>
>I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000.
>Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
>buy good things to say about it.
>
>Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
>concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
>Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that great,
>or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do people have
>bad things to say about the machine? There are so many on
>sale on ebay--are there reasons why people are selling them
>left and right?
>
>I would also like to congratulate everyone that does have
>the machine on getting the OS upgrade--it sounds cool. I
>do dislike the fact that the sample time limit (on loop bpm
>matchin) is still less than one minute!

the things i dislike more:
-> the RAM, i would have more, like 128 or 256 better, to have a real mega 
hardisk at 1 time, everytime i play, so i could load mega samples etc etc, 
but 64 is just good if you use them in the right way;

-> a 'loked-on-tempo' beat strech function: this one is great cause it 
alters the midi timing, but it goes out of tempo if you perform it while 
playing so you have to turn to the beginning of the pattern (as on rm1-x); 
if this could be done, well, it would be a great step on;

-> a completely free structure as an electribe S and an easier way of 
treating samples in the way of 'archiving' them, so i could switch between a 
sample to another (on the same riff) in a fast way during playing, without 
loosing myself.

-> a completely free structure between record and playbeck modes; this step 
is just half done with this new OS, but i would like more free structure, 
exactly like an electribe: i play notes at random on pads and this are 
IMMEDIATELY reproduced as a riff.

anyway, the rs7k is a great tool, professional hardware sequencer + new 



filters for samples and sounds.
the big point of this machine are the independent part of the same pattern 
(pro-sequencer), and the monster resampling that permits you incredible 
things.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi ricevere fantastiche offerte promozionali via email? 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 8321|8292|2002-12-12 11:02:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS1.2 Comments please for FAQ|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 18:54, "djboy112st wrote:

> it took me three tries, with two seperate smartmedia
> cards.. first i tried to use my 32mb card that i use for
> most of my normal patterns, but i got a checksum error
> after the RS read block 1 of 2.. so i (finally)
> formatted the Yamaha supplied media card with the factory
> patterns, re-copied the file and tried again, nogo.. 
> went back to the 32mb card, and for some reason it took
> it that time.. third time's a charm i guess..

You should clean the magnetic heads of your USB smartcard 
reader. (kidding)

>
> now.. while your OS was being updated, was anyone else
> standing there crossing their fingers saying "God please
> dont have a power outage right now.. please no power
> outage...." =)

Yes. ;)

- Robert
| 8322|8312|2002-12-12 11:09:08|djboy112st |Re: OS v1.2 f****d up my song --- SOLVED!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> My mistake!! 
> 
> Mute mode was back to default Audio (factory reset), while I 
> need it to be at Midi mode. Gives me a whole different 
> song. ;)
> 
> Sorry for this mess, it suddenly dawned on me that mute mode 
> may be the reason. The song is now playing the way I 
> created it. :)
> 
> - Robert

Yeah Robert, you're a techie guru, but you pulled a stoopy and forgot 
that since the OS was upgraded and the old OS and settings were 
eliminated in the process, all of your system settings were changed 
back to factory values.. Took me a bit to figure that out, but the 
biggest giveaway for me was the red bpm display led's.. i like to 
have it set to show which measure is playing rather than just show me 
the BPM all the time.. giddy excitement over the "big stuff" always 
makes me forget the little things too.. heh

/[ one30six ]\
| 8323|1874|2002-12-12 11:12:04|djboy112st |Re: New OS|

> > would have to go to the voice edit screen anyways, unless they 

made 

> > it possible for the distancee parameter to be one of the six 
> > assignable knobs.. 
> 
> I allready routed the distance parameter to the portamento time 
> knob since i don't use portamento changes in realtime from the 
> interface knobs.. ;-))))
> 
> Latif

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
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that's GREAT!! tell me, is there an actual CC number for the cutoff 
distance parameter? that'd be a nice addition to the FAQ for the new 
OS..

/[ one30six ]\
| 8324|1874|2002-12-12 11:33:01|Latif |Re: New OS distance parameter|
flip into setup screen 3 and you will find it
at #CC079
it's also mentioned in the pdf files at the bottom ;)

Latif 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st " 
wrote:

> 
> > > would have to go to the voice edit screen anyways, unless they 
> made 
> > > it possible for the distancee parameter to be one of the six 
> > > assignable knobs.. 
> > 
> > I allready routed the distance parameter to the portamento time 
> > knob since i don't use portamento changes in realtime from the 
> > interface knobs.. ;-))))
> > 
> > Latif
> 
> that's GREAT!! tell me, is there an actual CC number for the 

cutoff 

> distance parameter? that'd be a nice addition to the FAQ for the 

new 

> OS..
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

| 8325|8312|2002-12-12 11:44:29|kussersmith |Re: OS v1.2 f****d up my song --- SOLVED!!|
i think i got around the "factory reset fuckin up my settings" 
problem by loading a "ALL + SYSTEM" file right off the bat.
seemed to do the trick.

enjoy

-K-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > My mistake!! 
> > 
> > Mute mode was back to default Audio (factory reset), while I 
> > need it to be at Midi mode. Gives me a whole different 
> > song. ;)
> > 
> > Sorry for this mess, it suddenly dawned on me that mute mode 
> > may be the reason. The song is now playing the way I 
> > created it. :)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Yeah Robert, you're a techie guru, but you pulled a stoopy and 

forgot 

> that since the OS was upgraded and the old OS and settings were 
> eliminated in the process, all of your system settings were changed 
> back to factory values.. Took me a bit to figure that out, but the 
> biggest giveaway for me was the red bpm display led's.. i like to 
> have it set to show which measure is playing rather than just show 

me 

> the BPM all the time.. giddy excitement over the "big stuff" 

always 
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> makes me forget the little things too.. heh
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

| 8326|1874|2002-12-12 11:54:13|kussersmith |Re: New OS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> 
> > but there would be no knob for the cutoff distance 
> > parameter.. in order to get to the distance parameter, you 
> probably 
> > would have to go to the voice edit screen anyways, unless they 

made 

> > it possible for the distancee parameter to be one of the six 
> > assignable knobs.. 
> 
> I allready routed the distance parameter to the portamento time 
> knob since i don't use portamento changes in realtime from the 
> interface knobs.. ;-))))
> 
> Latif

hahaha thats what i did first also. i guess there is no CC message or 
ability to assign filter type to a knob instead of the TYPE button.
but hell, i'm just happy they threw in the new filter types in the 
first place.....

rock on

-K-
| 8327|8312|2002-12-12 11:55:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS v1.2 f****d up my song --- SOLVED!!|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 19:44, "kussersmith wrote:

> i think i got around the "factory reset fuckin up my
> settings" problem by loading a "ALL + SYSTEM" file right
> off the bat. seemed to do the trick.

I thought about that, but this action *may* cause illegal 
system settings. 

Think about it, the RS saves the system settings with each 
songs. If you simply load the All file, the saved system 
image is ignored. If you load the All+Sys file, the saved 
system image is copied into the system area.

Now how would Yamaha have implemented this?

1. The stupid way: save and restore the system settings as a 
binary blop. Fast, easy, but disregarding the current 
format.

2. The intelligent way. Save the system settings as a list 
of individual settings and restore these by updating the 
system individually for each of these stored settings. 

Option 1 is very crude, as it would overwrite the new v1.2 
format of the system parameters with an old image of the 
v1.0x settings. This could cause crashes and other weird 
behavior. Option 2 would work fine, but option 1 is *much* 
easier to implement....

- Robert
| 8328|1874|2002-12-12 11:55:40|djboy112st |Re: New OS distance parameter|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> flip into setup screen 3 and you will find it
> at #CC079
> it's also mentioned in the pdf files at the bottom ;)
> 
> Latif 
> 
> 

ahhh.. one of those RTFM things, eh? hahaha.. thanks.
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/[ one30six ]\
| 8329|8329|2002-12-12 12:05:13|Latif |notes have become visual lightshow :)|
notes playing have become visual by iluminating 
the corresponding keys LED, in all modes rec and play.
really handy dandy when editing :)

L
| 8330|8312|2002-12-12 12:25:05|kussersmith |Re: OS v1.2 f****d up my song --- SOLVED!!|

> I thought about that, but this action *may* cause illegal 
> system settings. 
> 
> Think about it, the RS saves the system settings with each 
> songs. If you simply load the All file, the saved system 
> image is ignored. If you load the All+Sys file, the saved 
> system image is copied into the system area.
> 
> Now how would Yamaha have implemented this?
> 
> 1. The stupid way: save and restore the system settings as a 
> binary blop. Fast, easy, but disregarding the current 
> format.
> 
> 2. The intelligent way. Save the system settings as a list 
> of individual settings and restore these by updating the 
> system individually for each of these stored settings. 
> 
> Option 1 is very crude, as it would overwrite the new v1.2 
> format of the system parameters with an old image of the 
> v1.0x settings. This could cause crashes and other weird 
> behavior. Option 2 would work fine, but option 1 is *much* 
> easier to implement....
> 
> - Robert

yea i worried about that too, but i figured i'd give them the benefit 
of the doubt that they would ensure full backward compatability. And 
if anything would have gotten really messed-up, i'd just do a OS 
reinstall or Factory Reset. But so far, evertyhing has werked like a 
champ

I am interested to hear anybody's findings on if they improved the 
effects algorithms. that would just be the cherry on top....

-K-
| 8331|8312|2002-12-12 12:59:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS v1.2 f****d up my song --- SOLVED!!|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 20:25, "kussersmith wrote:

> yea i worried about that too, but i figured i'd give them
> the benefit of the doubt that they would ensure full
> backward compatability. And if anything would have gotten
> really messed-up, i'd just do a OS reinstall or Factory
> Reset. But so far, evertyhing has werked like a champ

Okay, looks like they gave this a good thought. :)
Btw, in case of problems, a factory reset should fix the 
problems.

- Robert
| 8332|1874|2002-12-12 13:26:48|kussersmith |Re: New OS|

> I allready routed the distance parameter to the portamento time 
> knob since i don't use portamento changes in realtime from the 
> interface knobs.. ;-))))
> 
> Latif

hahahha. thats the first thing i did too (cc0079 in the SETUP 
section).

i wish filter type could be assigned to a knob from the SETUP 
section, but i guess they thought that would be redundant with the 
TYPE button

-K-
| 8333|8304|2002-12-12 14:56:28|tompaulsen2002 |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:
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> I thought I am halucinating,or too tired, I checked it at 3am, but 
> exactly that was my impression lots stuff sounded different, 

better, 

Yup, that´s my impression as well. 

Rob, check out D2c with it...crisper, warmer...

:)
| 8334|8292|2002-12-12 15:12:09|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OS1.2 Comments please for FAQ|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st " 

> it took me three tries, with two seperate smartmedia cards.. first 

Hmmm, i didn´t had any problems at all.

> 
> now.. while your OS was being updated, was anyone else standing 
> there crossing their fingers saying "God please dont have a power 
> outage right now.. please no power outage...." =)

LOL...YES ME TOO! ;)))
| 8335|8315|2002-12-12 15:14:44|tompaulsen2002 |Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
A great summarize about the minus/plus of the RS...added to the 
FAQ1.0? :)

Tömdöpe

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 12 December 2002 18:37, Payvand wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000.
> > Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
> > buy good things to say about it.
> 
> Yes. :)
> 
> >
> > Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
> > concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
> > Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that
> > great, or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do
> > people have bad things to say about the machine? There
> > are so many on sale on ebay--are there reasons why people
> > are selling them left and right?
> 
> Well, for starters, the RS is not for everyone. Don't get me 
> wrong, I think the RS is easy to use, one you understand 
> what's going on in that box. You get LOT of functionality, 
> and Yamaha managed to squeeze all of that behind a working 
> and fast user interface. I think some buyers simply don't 
> manage to read the manual and 'break through'.
> 
> Another possibility could be that buyers misunderstood the 
> functionality of the RS. Maybe there were looking for a 
> full sampler, with velocity crossfades and muliti-layered 
> sample playback. The sampler is cool, but it ain an Emu or 
> Akai.
> 
> Then some people may simply not like the sound of the 
> built-in synth. Maybe they expexted an XV engine with 
> pianos, strings, etc, while the RS voices are geared 
> towards dance music. But I do all kinds of stuff with it. 
> The filters sound great and can really change a preset 
> voice into something special, with a good snappy tone. You 
> just have to sit down and tweak it!
> 
> Finally, some may be confused by the Yamaha midi sequencer 
> structure. It's a bit different, more intelligent (imo) and 
> powerfull. I love the RS mostly for its super cool 
> sequencer abilities. 
> 
> Okay, I'm biased. ;)
> 
> Simply download the manual and start reading. See if you 
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> like the features. Ask whatever you don't understand. Try 
> it out in the shop.
> 
> -Robert

| 8336|8336|2002-12-12 15:41:22|tompaulsen2002 |OT: for the last time...MC909 review link|
Ok, i don´t want to span this talkings about the MC909 any longer, 
just for everyone, who is interesting about the REAL story behind 
this groovebox...check out the link and post your comments there.

Cheers, Tom

http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
type=normal&thread_id=50093&lastdays=10&

p.s. you maybe need to cut´n´paste the link
| 8337|8337|2002-12-13 00:46:10|dkemp247 |like new rs7000 for sale|
I hurt my arms and hands badly before I could use my RS7000 and they 
are not healing right so I'll probably never be able to use it. Paid 
$1300+ June 2001 and will include extra 64mg memory card. Still in 
box, plastic view-screen protector intact. $700 + shipping.
davidkemp247@mail.com or 336-254-6077. North Carolina
| 8338|8338|2002-12-13 00:46:18|blackwoodtebo |Do you have to change File name?|
Do you have to change the file name to capital OS for it work? I 
haven't tried yet, but i thought i read that.
| 8339|8339|2002-12-13 00:46:23|pawelmr |Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one and ...|
Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one,I found that on smart 
card there is no any factory patterns I would like to listen them Can 
any one post factory smarmedia files so I can try PLEASE 
THANK YOU n PEACE
| 8340|8315|2002-12-13 00:46:31|pawelmr |Re: . is the RS7000 really good? ROBERT what's super cool about RS |

> I love the RS mostly for its super cool 
> sequencer abilities. 
> 
> Okay, I'm biased. ;)
> 
> Simply download the manual and start reading. See if you 
> like the features. Ask whatever you don't understand. Try 
> it out in the shop.
> 
> -Robert

| 8341|1874|2002-12-13 00:50:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New OS|
On Thursday 12 December 2002 18:48, "djboy112st wrote:

> yeah, pressing the filter type button to access the new
> filters would be nice...but there would be no knob for
> the cutoff distance parameter.. in order to get to the
> distance parameter, you probably would have to go to the
> voice edit screen anyways, unless they made it possible
> for the distancee parameter to be one of the six
> assignable knobs.. haha.. look at this.. one day after
> the OS is released, already thinking about how
> improvements can be made on it.. no worries.. this is
> GREAT!!

The cutoff distance parameter can be assigned to one of the 
knobs.

- Robert
| 8342|8315|2002-12-13 00:58:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: . is the RS7000 really good? ROBERT what's super cool about RS |
On Friday 13 December 2002 08:35, "pawelmr wrote:

> > I love the RS mostly for its super cool
> > sequencer abilities.

The sequencer is super cool because:

1. It uses the Yamaha phrase structure, where each track in 
a pattern plays a phrase. Its the phrase that contains the 
midi data (as well as some other stuff). The BIG trick is 
that the phrase can have any length, it doesn't have to be 
the same length as the track. For example, a pattern of say 
8 bars in length has 16 tracks (always of the same lenght 
as the pattern length). Track 1 can play a phrase of 8 
bars, while track 2 plays a pattern of 12 bars and track3 
plays a pattern of 3 bars. The beauty of this is that the 
sequencer loops the phrases around their own length, until 
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the pattern is stopped or another pattern is selected. As 
if you had 16 midi loopers running together. The core of my 
compositions. ;)

2. The sequencer is very tight, rock solid.

3. Its has a high resolution: 480 ppqn. Other companies are 
now following this in their hw sequencers.

4. Its very complete, it handles sysex, RPN, NRPN, CC, the 
works.

5. Despite the relatively small screen it's easy to operate.

Probably more stuff that I forgot right now.

- Robert
| 8343|8338|2002-12-13 00:59:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Do you have to change File name?|
On Friday 13 December 2002 07:09, "blackwoodtebo wrote:

> Do you have to change the file name to capital OS for it
> work? I haven't tried yet, but i thought i read that.

Yes, that was reported here. If it doesn't load, try the 
rename trick first.

- Robert
| 8344|8339|2002-12-13 02:08:37|a_lepusa |Re: Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one and ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pawelmr " 
wrote:

> Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one,I found that on 

smart 

> card there is no any factory patterns I would like to listen them 

Can 

> any one post factory smarmedia files so I can try PLEASE 
> THANK YOU n PEACE

have a look at www.RS7000.org
you can find and download new styles there.
or you enter the yamaha site, there´s a download 
section with all factory presets.
| 8345|8315|2002-12-13 02:35:20|okoyemaya |Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
I searched at least 2 months on ebay and elswhere to find RS, I never 
seen any for less then 100-150 under shops price that is why I bought 
a new one. So I do not know where do they sell it left and right, I 
wont mind to get second one so let me know.
Okoyem--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Payvand <_5ht@y...> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000. 
> Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
> buy good things to say about it.
> 
> Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
> concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
> Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that great,
> or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do people have
> bad things to say about the machine? There are so many on
> sale on ebay--are there reasons why people are selling them
> left and right?
> 
> I would also like to congratulate everyone that does have
> the machine on getting the OS upgrade--it sounds cool. I
> do dislike the fact that the sample time limit (on loop bpm
> matchin) is still less than one minute!
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com

| 8346|8315|2002-12-13 02:54:57|Oscar Finch|Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
Is the RS really good ???? LMAONO NOT AT ALL ;)It's Utterly Fantastic and don't ask me why unless you wan't a novel posted in this forum.I love it , OS 1.2 will
really give a new user that WOW factor we all so dearly missed :P.This baby gets better all the time and thanks to Yamaha I feel like I've got a whole new sonic box and
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haven't spent a single cent in the process.This is a really deep box that will grow with your musical/programming abilities and skills and expand to control a plethora of
other amazing midi synths ,samplers and devices.As you can tell I'm one of the RS7000 devout.Join the club cause the weather's damn around these parts ;)

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8347|8315|2002-12-13 02:59:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
On Friday 13 December 2002 10:54, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Is the RS really good ???? LMAONO NOT AT ALL ;)It's
> Utterly Fantastic and don't ask me why unless you wan't
> a novel posted in this forum.I love it , OS 1.2 will
> really give a new user that WOW factor we all so dearly
> missed :P.This baby gets better all the time and thanks
> to Yamaha I feel like I've got a whole new sonic box and
> haven't spent a single cent in the process.This is a
> really deep box that will grow with your
> musical/programming abilities and skills and expand to
> control a plethora of other amazing midi synths ,samplers
> and devices.As you can tell I'm one of the RS7000
> devout.Join the club cause the weather's damn around
> these parts ;)

I think Yamaha should pay us. ;)

- Robert
| 8348|8304|2002-12-13 03:19:23|mmittner |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
i did that sampling comparison yesterday, with a few notes playing over som= 
e fx, i sampled it first with 1.14 and then with 1.2. my impression after co= 
mparing the result was: hmm, doesn't really sound better. then i loaded one = 
of my songs, played it and ... whoah! really sounds like a new machine! espe= 
cially reverbs and delays sound that much more present to me, subtle sounds = 
sit better in the mix, drums sound more dynamic, bass has more punch. so my = 
guess is they didn't improve the fx but the mixing. probably increased bit d= 
epth or the like.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " aulsen2002@y...> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > I thought I am halucinating,or too tired, I checked it at 3am, but 
> > exactly that was my impression lots stuff sounded different, 
> better, 
> 
> 
> Yup, that´s my impression as well. 
> 
> Rob, check out D2c with it...crisper, warmer...
> 
> :)

| 8349|8336|2002-12-13 03:27:38|mmittner |Re: OT: for the last time...MC909 review link|
for posting long urls http://tinyurl.com/ may be helpful :-)

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " aulsen2002@y...> wrote:

> Ok, i don´t want to span this talkings about the MC909 any longer, 
> just for everyone, who is interesting about the REAL story behind 
> this groovebox...check out the link and post your comments there.
> 
> Cheers, Tom
> 
> http://www.the-gas-station.com/messages.cfm?
> type=normal&thread_id=50093&lastdays=10&
> 
> 
> p.s. you maybe need to cut´n´paste the link

| 8350|8339|2002-12-13 03:28:38|pasipelkonen |Can´t find those styles!!|
I´m missing those styles too...
Can you post a link for those preset patterns am SM card?
Can´t find anywhere.......:(
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Thanks.

> > Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one,I found that on 
> smart 
> > card there is no any factory patterns I would like to listen them 
> Can 
> > any one post factory smarmedia files so I can try PLEASE 
> > THANK YOU n PEACE
> 
> have a look at www.RS7000.org
> you can find and download new styles there.
> or you enter the yamaha site, there´s a download 
> section with all factory presets.

| 8351|8304|2002-12-13 03:29:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
On Friday 13 December 2002 11:19, "mmittner wrote:

> i did that sampling comparison yesterday, with a few
> notes playing over som= e fx, i sampled it first with
> 1.14 and then with 1.2. my impression after co= mparing
> the result was: hmm, doesn't really sound better. then i
> loaded one = of my songs, played it and ... whoah! really
> sounds like a new machine! espe= cially reverbs and
> delays sound that much more present to me, subtle sounds
> = sit better in the mix, drums sound more dynamic, bass
> has more punch. so my = guess is they didn't improve the
> fx but the mixing. probably increased bit d= epth or the
> like.

I'm also not really sure what changed. Maybe the mix levels, 
though subtle. Looks like the reverb is less present in the 
mix. Maybe because the character of the hall reverbs 
changed into something less 'thin' or 'metalic'. The reverb 
seems less bright and thus less present in the mix. Could 
be that the reverb *level* was only changed. Whatever it 
is, something has changed, imo.

- Robert
| 8352|8304|2002-12-13 03:41:03|Fierce Fish|Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
Yes I have noticed that the fx sound clearer as well more presence and clarity I would say, also as a side note it seems that Yamaha "pulled a homer" (Simpsons fans know
what this means) because as well as improving the OS it seems that they optimized the code because the filesize for 1.2 is smaller than 1.14 (3.45meg instead of
3.57meg!) How did they manage that? Unless the new OS sits atop the old or uses most of the old routines and adds others? IIRC the RS has 8meg flash rom so maybe
the 3.45meg is in addition to the 3.57meg, could be. I can't see how they added loads of features and made a smaller filesize, my understanding is that a new OS will
completely overwite a previous version, hmm. Anyone?

FF 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2002 10:29 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????

On Friday 13 December 2002 11:19, "mmittner wrote:
> i did that sampling comparison yesterday, with a few
> notes playing over som= e fx, i sampled it first with
> 1.14 and then with 1.2. my impression after co= mparing
> the result was: hmm, doesn't really sound better. then i
> loaded one = of my songs, played it and ... whoah! really
> sounds like a new machine! espe= cially reverbs and
> delays sound that much more present to me, subtle sounds
> = sit better in the mix, drums sound more dynamic, bass
> has more punch. so my = guess is they didn't improve the
> fx but the mixing. probably increased bit d= epth or the
> like.

I'm also not really sure what changed. Maybe the mix levels, 
though subtle. Looks like the reverb is less present in the 
mix. Maybe because the character of the hall reverbs 
changed into something less 'thin' or 'metalic'. The reverb 
seems less bright and thus less present in the mix. Could 
be that the reverb *level* was only changed. Whatever it 
is, something has changed, imo.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8353|8353|2002-12-13 03:42:03|jezjacksonuk |Rs wont update new o/s ?|
Hi chaps,

Can't update o/s, getting error message 

PGM file not found

formatted smartmedia 8m card
changed filename to 0532OS_.PGM (changed to uppercase as mentioned 
elsewhere)

any clues ?

Jez
| 8354|8353|2002-12-13 03:44:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?|
On Friday 13 December 2002 11:42, "jezjacksonuk wrote:

> Hi chaps,
>
> Can't update o/s, getting error message
>
> PGM file not found
>
> formatted smartmedia 8m card
> changed filename to 0532OS_.PGM (changed to uppercase as
> mentioned elsewhere)
>
>
> any clues ?

Make sure the PGM file is stored in the *root* directory of 
the smartcard. 

- Robert
| 8355|8353|2002-12-13 03:51:10|Fierce Fish|Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?|
Try formatting the card in the RS not the PC then copy the file again.

FF

----- Original Message ----- 
From: jezjacksonuk <jezjackson@btinternet.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2002 10:42 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Rs wont update new o/s ?

Hi chaps,

Can't update o/s, getting error message 

PGM file not found

formatted smartmedia 8m card
changed filename to 0532OS_.PGM (changed to uppercase as mentioned 
elsewhere)

any clues ?

Jez
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8356|8353|2002-12-13 03:54:46|Latif |Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?|
format your card in the RS if you haven't done so
also only the update should be on the card 
(obviously if you formatted it)

and there really is no need to change or alter the
original file name in any way.

i unzipped it and saved it like it is on the 
original smartcard that came with the RS, 
after i formatted the card first in the RS.

If you bootup and the RS doesn't read the card, try again
for a couple of times. maybe your card is starting to malfunction.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 13 December 2002 11:42, "jezjacksonuk wrote:
> > Hi chaps,
> >
> > Can't update o/s, getting error message
> >
> > PGM file not found
> >
> > formatted smartmedia 8m card
> > changed filename to 0532OS_.PGM (changed to uppercase as
> > mentioned elsewhere)
> >
> >
> > any clues ?
> 
> Make sure the PGM file is stored in the *root* directory of 
> the smartcard. 
> 
> - Robert

| 8357|8304|2002-12-13 04:12:09|Oscar Finch|Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
I also think the resolution of the new filters are much finer. They really give a HUGE bottom end presence and a great feeling of warmth to everything. Try the LP/BP
combination on some of the shakahuchi and previously cheesy Ethnic sounds and now they're like OMG is this the same machine. They definately enhance the bit depth
of the original samples. You can pull off some pretty authentic 303 noodlings with good use of CC's and the 18db ladder filter too. The LPFA has superbly wet resonance
with the Filter Env set to a negative amount. I also tried some fun things with the SynthMaterial Bank. In essence you program a simple sustained four bar note for this
exercise. Copy the phrase to three new tracks. Use the Dual LP the Dual High Pass and the BandpassWide on each respective now have track 1 ramping up in Volume via
CC to bar1 end and fade out to bar 2 .Have the thrid track BPw do the same but from bar 2 too bar four. Then sweep the Distance on track 2 LowPass with some soft LFO
mod on the filter or amp. Insert a PB command for a small micro-tonal detune on 2 of them like oscillators and experiment with beatstretch on any of the tracks. Sounds
almost like a PPG or Prophet VS. I am gonna start programming some complex midi vector templates and start using this trick on these filters. Mix the volume levels
,effects send for each so they blend etc too. Really lush is an understatement. i don't know exactly what they've done but whatever it is it sounds quite beautiful. I honestly
feel like I have a new tone generator without having had to shell out any extra $$$$$. Very clever programming if you ask me. Tasty hmmmmm hell yeah. Now I can get
cold and frosty (old filters) and lush and warm (new filters). I would say some of these are VA quality filters . Damn nicest digital resonant filters I've heard this side of an
Emu actually . :PHope I made sense as I'm pretty fuggin' tired :( .--- On Fri 12/13, Fierce Fish < fiercefish@blueyonder.co.uk > wrote:From: Fierce Fish [mailto:
fiercefish@blueyonder.co.uk]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 13 Dec 2002 10:38:50 -0000Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or
just the new filters ?????Yes I have noticed that the fx sound clearer as well more presence and clarity I would say, also as a side note it seems that Yamaha "pulled a
homer" (Simpsons fans know what this means) because as well as improving the OS it seems that they optimized the code because the filesize for 1.2 is smaller than 1.14
(3.45meg instead of 3.57meg!) How did they manage that? Unless the new OS sits atop the old or uses most of the old routines and adds others? IIRC the RS has 8meg
flash rom so maybe the 3.45meg is in addition to the 3.57meg, could be. I can't see how they added loads of features and made a smaller filesize, my understanding is that
a new OS will completely overwite a previous version, hmm. Anyone?FF ----- Original Message ----- From: Robert van der Kamp To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com Sent:
Friday, December 13, 2002 10:29 AM Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ????? On Friday 13 December 2002 11:19,
"mmittner wrote: > i did that sampling comparison yesterday, with a few > notes playing over som= e fx, i sampled it first with > 1.14 and then with 1.2. my impression
after co= mparing > the result was: hmm, doesn't really sound better. then i > loaded one = of my songs, played it and ... whoah! really > sounds like a new machine!
espe= cially reverbs and > delays sound that much more present to me, subtle sounds > = sit better in the mix, drums sound more dynamic, bass > has more punch. so my
= guess is they didn't improve the > fx but the mixing. probably increased bit d= epth or the > like. I'm also not really sure what changed. Maybe the mix levels, though
subtle. Looks like the reverb is less present in the mix. Maybe because the character of the hall reverbs changed into something less 'thin' or 'metalic'. The reverb seems
less bright and thus less present in the mix. Could be that the reverb *level* was only changed. Whatever it is, something has changed, imo. - Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8358|8353|2002-12-13 04:13:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?|
On Friday 13 December 2002 11:54, "Latif wrote:

> format your card in the RS if you haven't done so
> also only the update should be on the card
> (obviously if you formatted it)

Nah, that's not needed. I used my songs cards and it had 
lots of other stuff on it when I upgraded.

>
> and there really is no need to change or alter the
> original file name in any way.

The original filename is probably okay, but Windows changes 
its *looks* to lowercase.

- Robert
| 8359|8304|2002-12-13 04:32:04|Latif |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
yeah indeed Oscar!

Also filter LFO's in combination with the 
new filter types, brought a whole new meaning
to most of the soundbanks... really crazy sonic variatons :-))

cool man, just atta cool!!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> I also think the resolution of the new filters are much finer. 
They really give a HUGE bottom end presence and a great feeling of 
warmth to everything. Try the LP/BP combination on some of the 
shakahuchi and previously cheesy Ethnic sounds and now they're like 
OMG is this the same machine. They definately enhance the bit depth 
of the original samples. You can pull off some pretty authentic 303 
noodlings with good use of CC's and the 18db ladder filter too. The 
LPFA has superbly wet resonance with the Filter Env set to a negative 
amount. I also tried some fun things with the SynthMaterial Bank. In 
essence you program a simple sustained four bar note for this 
exercise. Copy the phrase to three new tracks. Use the Dual LP the 
Dual High Pass and the BandpassWide on each respective now have track 
1 ramping up in Volume via CC to bar1 end and fade out to bar 2 .Have 
the thrid track BPw do the same but from bar 2 too bar four. Then 
sweep the Distance on track 2 LowPass with some soft LFO mod on the 
filter or amp. Insert a PB command for a small micro-tonal detune on 
2 of them like oscillators and experiment with beatstretch on any of 
the tracks. Sounds almost like a PPG or Prophet VS. I am gonna start 
programming some complex midi vector templates and start using this 
trick on these filters. Mix the volume levels ,effects send for each 
so they blend etc too. Really lush is an understatement. i don't know 
exactly what they've done but whatever it is it sounds quite 
beautiful. I honestly feel like I have a new tone generator without 
having had to shell out any extra $$$$$. Very clever programming if 
you ask me. Tasty hmmmmm hell yeah. Now I can get cold and frosty 
(old filters) and lush and warm (new filters). I would say some of 
these are VA quality filters . Damn nicest digital resonant filters 
I've heard this side of an Emu actually . :PHope I made sense as I'm 
pretty fuggin' tired :( .--- On Fri 12/13, Fierce Fish < 
fiercefish@b... > wrote:From: Fierce Fish [mailto: fiercefish@b...]
To: RS7000@y...: Fri, 13 Dec 2002 10:38:50 -0000Subject: Re: [RS7000] 
Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????
Yes I have noticed that the fx sound clearer as well more presence 
and clarity I would say, also as a side note it seems that 
Yamaha "pulled a homer" (Simpsons fans know what this means) because 
as well as improving the OS it seems that they optimized the code 
because the filesize for 1.2 is smaller than 1.14 (3.45meg instead of 
3.57meg!) How did they manage that? Unless the new OS sits atop the 
old or uses most of the old routines and adds others? IIRC the RS has 
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8meg flash rom so maybe the 3.45meg is in addition to the 3.57meg, 
could be. I can't see how they added loads of features and made a 
smaller filesize, my understanding is that a new OS will completely 
overwite a previous version, hmm. Anyone?FF ----- Original Message -
---- From: Robert van der Kamp To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com Sent: 
Friday, December 13, 2002 10:29 AM Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: System 
Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ????? On Friday 
13 December 2002 11:19, "mmittner wrote: > i did that sampling 
comparison yesterday, with a few > notes playing over som= e fx, 
i sampled it first with > 1.14 and then with 1.2. my impression 
after co= mparing > the result was: hmm, doesn't really sound 
better. then i > loaded one = of my songs, played it and ... 
whoah! really > sounds like a new machine! espe= cially reverbs 
and > delays sound that much more present to me, subtle sounds 
> = sit better in the mix, drums sound more dynamic, bass > 
has more punch. so my = guess is they didn't improve the > fx but 
the mixing. probably increased bit d= epth or the > like. I'm 
also not really sure what changed. Maybe the mix levels, though 
subtle. Looks like the reverb is less present in the mix. Maybe 
because the character of the hall reverbs changed into something 
less 'thin' or 'metalic'. The reverb seems less bright and thus 
less present in the mix. Could be that the reverb *level* was only 
changed. Whatever it is, something has changed, imo. - Robert 
===================RS7000 GROUP================ Home: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html Yamaha 
Official: http://www.motifator.com Yamaha Official: 
http://www.yamahasynth.com To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to: RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. [Non-text portions of this 
message have been removed]===================RS7000 
GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8360|8360|2002-12-13 05:41:12|okoyemaya |Uploaded2 new- exclusively RS7K tunes on Aussie mp3|
www.mp3.com.au/Salsasutra , just uploaded 2 tunes Bhangra Cuban, the 
name says it all, Afro Cuban East Indian mixture and more meditative 
Indian Awo Yemaya. Used still old OS RS7, all sounds from RS, live 
played , percussion with the RS pads the rest through masterkeyboard.
Okoyem
| 8361|8353|2002-12-13 06:11:02|Jez|Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?|
Thanks chaps

re-formatted in the RS and it worked ok

thanks again

jez

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2002 11:13 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?

> On Friday 13 December 2002 11:54, "Latif wrote:
> > format your card in the RS if you haven't done so
> > also only the update should be on the card
> > (obviously if you formatted it)
>
> Nah, that's not needed. I used my songs cards and it had
> lots of other stuff on it when I upgraded.
>
> >
> > and there really is no need to change or alter the
> > original file name in any way.
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>
> The original filename is probably okay, but Windows changes
> its *looks* to lowercase.
>
> - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8362|8339|2002-12-13 06:26:06|a_lepusa |Re: Can´t find those styles!!|
http://www.rs7000.org/prestyle.php
this is the one with the new user styles.
don´t know where the other for the shipped 
styles link was, sorry!
| 8363|8339|2002-12-13 06:33:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one and ...|
On Friday 13 December 2002 08:32, "pawelmr wrote:

> Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one,I found
> that on smart card there is no any factory patterns I
> would like to listen them Can any one post factory
> smarmedia files so I can try PLEASE THANK YOU n PEACE

I can mail them to you private email address. It's 4 files, 
6 MB total. Can your email account handle that kind of 
data?

- Robert
| 8364|8364|2002-12-13 06:51:39|Latif |screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
i noticed that the screen has a problem
refreshing it's info, when you press/scroll
it quickly through parameters/fx menu's.

leaving some alien gibberish from time 
to time heheheh.

i have a style running at the moment
that contains 6 tracks, 3 rythm
1 bass/ 1 solo and 1 string with lfo

so no overdone polyphony, no play fx.

Latif
| 8365|8315|2002-12-13 07:09:04|Slami DPA division|Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
It's seemed 2 me, I'll by another one RS7000 next week :)).

> Hi,
>
> I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000.
> Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
> buy good things to say about it.
>
> Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
> concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
> Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that great,
> or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do people have
> bad things to say about the machine? There are so many on
> sale on ebay--are there reasons why people are selling them
> left and right?
>
> I would also like to congratulate everyone that does have
> the machine on getting the OS upgrade--it sounds cool. I
> do dislike the fact that the sample time limit (on loop bpm
> matchin) is still less than one minute!
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
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> http://mailplus.yahoo.com
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8366|8364|2002-12-13 09:08:57|zhel_id |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
I've experienced the same problem.screen refresh is slower than 1.14 
os definitely when you press quickly, but hey...I always press 
quickly.It does that delaykinda no matter what you've got loaded.I 
dunno is it a bug or what ...Also when I wanted to save ..couldn't 
switch to scsi option instead of smartmedia .quickly. More 
opinions????

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> i noticed that the screen has a problem
> refreshing it's info, when you press/scroll
> it quickly through parameters/fx menu's.
> 
> leaving some alien gibberish from time 
> to time heheheh.
> 
> i have a style running at the moment
> that contains 6 tracks, 3 rythm
> 1 bass/ 1 solo and 1 string with lfo
> 
> so no overdone polyphony, no play fx.
> 
> Latif

| 8367|8364|2002-12-13 09:29:33|Latif |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
Not neccesarly a bug, just seems that
this new OS has driven the dsp to it's 
max... 

or some new routines have 'stolen'
priority within system operations.
leaving the screen refresh on a lower 
priority level.

And i noticed not only a delay in screen switching
but also letters getting mixed up with letters
from past screens that are being switched through. 
(alien stuff :P)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id " 
wrote:

> I've experienced the same problem.screen refresh is slower than 

1.14 

> os definitely when you press quickly, but hey...I always press 
> quickly.It does that delaykinda no matter what you've got loaded.I 
> dunno is it a bug or what ...Also when I wanted to save ..couldn't 
> switch to scsi option instead of smartmedia .quickly. More 
> opinions????
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > i noticed that the screen has a problem
> > refreshing it's info, when you press/scroll
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> > it quickly through parameters/fx menu's.
> > 
> > leaving some alien gibberish from time 
> > to time heheheh.
> > 
> > i have a style running at the moment
> > that contains 6 tracks, 3 rythm
> > 1 bass/ 1 solo and 1 string with lfo
> > 
> > so no overdone polyphony, no play fx.
> > 
> > Latif

| 8368|8364|2002-12-13 09:40:00|mmittner |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
well, i wouldn't mind that much ... it's the rs, not photoshop :-D

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " wrote:
> Not neccesarly a bug, just seems that
> this new OS has driven the dsp to it's 
> max... 
> 
> or some new routines have 'stolen'
> priority within system operations.
> leaving the screen refresh on a lower 
> priority level.
> 
> And i noticed not only a delay in screen switching
> but also letters getting mixed up with letters
> from past screens that are being switched through. 
> (alien stuff :P)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id " 
> wrote:
> > I've experienced the same problem.screen refresh is slower than 
> 1.14 
> > os definitely when you press quickly, but hey...I always press 
> > quickly.It does that delaykinda no matter what you've got loaded.I 
> > dunno is it a bug or what ...Also when I wanted to save ..couldn't 
> > switch to scsi option instead of smartmedia .quickly. More 
> > opinions????
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > i noticed that the screen has a problem
> > > refreshing it's info, when you press/scroll
> > > it quickly through parameters/fx menu's.
> > > 
> > > leaving some alien gibberish from time 
> > > to time heheheh.
> > > 
> > > i have a style running at the moment
> > > that contains 6 tracks, 3 rythm
> > > 1 bass/ 1 solo and 1 string with lfo
> > > 
> > > so no overdone polyphony, no play fx.
> > > 
> > > Latif

| 8369|8364|2002-12-13 09:48:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
On Friday 13 December 2002 14:51, "Latif wrote:

> i noticed that the screen has a problem
> refreshing it's info, when you press/scroll
> it quickly through parameters/fx menu's.
>
> leaving some alien gibberish from time
> to time heheheh.

You mean that the gibberish *stays* on the screen? Or does 
it go away automatically, but now it takes longer to do 
that?

- Robert
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| 8370|8304|2002-12-13 09:54:02|zhel_id |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
I think filters are great.and you can really change the nature of 
somecheesy internal sounds and make them usable big style.I think 
that's the biggest improvement...also think that yamaha couldn't 
upgrade the sampling capabilities(too expensive) and some other stuff 
from a wishlist so they came out with those great filters.I think 
that's fair.Though ,I don't think they did anything to improve 
effects or mixing section.Don't you think that yamaha would've 
pointed out big time( about effects and mixing section) if that's the 
case.One day my mix can sounds thin ..the other day fat.That's the 
nature of sound in the changing enviroment.(changing I mean...all 
kind of changes ...wheather changes...mood changes...haha..etc..as 
well as you're own changing perception day-in day-out)
Actually if I roll a spliff now the sampling features will change 
too.it'll become more kinda 24bit with a bit of filtering...:)
Got my point?I think it sounds the same.So what.Write to 
yamaha...they'll tell you they didn't touch those features.Anyway , 
I'm happy with the OS even though they should've come out with it 
2yers ago.I mean what was the point of having the pattern sections 
you couldn't access in the real time? Grid mode looks pro now...have 
to say..even though I didn't use it that much but, I will now.Some 
guys expected more some less but all together I'm happy with 
OS1.2.Once I spoke with a guy from korg uk and he told me that 
there's no company who wants to built a ultimate machine even though 
they can because they want you to buy new products.That said yamaha 
could've implement motiff engine in it as well as A3000-5000 sampler 
in the first place ,but then who would buy those machines separately?
RS7000 does the job and it does it well.if you wanna great meaty 
analog sounds, great sampling features you gotta spend more 
dosh.That's it/always been. 

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> yeah indeed Oscar!
> 
> Also filter LFO's in combination with the 
> new filter types, brought a whole new meaning
> to most of the soundbanks... really crazy sonic variatons :-))
> 
> cool man, just atta cool!!
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" 

wrote:

> > I also think the resolution of the new filters are much finer. 
> They really give a HUGE bottom end presence and a great feeling of 
> warmth to everything. Try the LP/BP combination on some of the 
> shakahuchi and previously cheesy Ethnic sounds and now they're like 
> OMG is this the same machine. They definately enhance the bit depth 
> of the original samples. You can pull off some pretty authentic 303 
> noodlings with good use of CC's and the 18db ladder filter too. The 
> LPFA has superbly wet resonance with the Filter Env set to a 

negative 

> amount. I also tried some fun things with the SynthMaterial Bank. 

In 

> essence you program a simple sustained four bar note for this 
> exercise. Copy the phrase to three new tracks. Use the Dual LP the 
> Dual High Pass and the BandpassWide on each respective now have 

track 

> 1 ramping up in Volume via CC to bar1 end and fade out to bar 

2 .Have 

> the thrid track BPw do the same but from bar 2 too bar four. Then 
> sweep the Distance on track 2 LowPass with some soft LFO mod on the 
> filter or amp. Insert a PB command for a small micro-tonal detune 

on 

> 2 of them like oscillators and experiment with beatstretch on any 

of 

> the tracks. Sounds almost like a PPG or Prophet VS. I am gonna 
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start 

> programming some complex midi vector templates and start using this 
> trick on these filters. Mix the volume levels ,effects send for 

each 

> so they blend etc too. Really lush is an understatement. i don't 

know 

> exactly what they've done but whatever it is it sounds quite 
> beautiful. I honestly feel like I have a new tone generator without 
> having had to shell out any extra $$$$$. Very clever programming if 
> you ask me. Tasty hmmmmm hell yeah. Now I can get cold and frosty 
> (old filters) and lush and warm (new filters). I would say some of 
> these are VA quality filters . Damn nicest digital resonant filters 
> I've heard this side of an Emu actually . :PHope I made sense as 

I'm 

> pretty fuggin' tired :( .--- On Fri 12/13, Fierce Fish < 
> fiercefish@b... > wrote:From: Fierce Fish [mailto: 

fiercefish@b...]

> To: RS7000@y...: Fri, 13 Dec 2002 10:38:50 -0000Subject: Re: 

[RS7000] 

> Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????
> Yes I have noticed that the fx sound clearer as well more presence 
> and clarity I would say, also as a side note it seems that 
> Yamaha "pulled a homer" (Simpsons fans know what this means) 

because 

> as well as improving the OS it seems that they optimized the code 
> because the filesize for 1.2 is smaller than 1.14 (3.45meg instead 

of 

> 3.57meg!) How did they manage that? Unless the new OS sits atop the 
> old or uses most of the old routines and adds others? IIRC the RS 

has 

> 8meg flash rom so maybe the 3.45meg is in addition to the 3.57meg, 
> could be. I can't see how they added loads of features and made a 
> smaller filesize, my understanding is that a new OS will completely 
> overwite a previous version, hmm. Anyone?FF ----- Original 

Message -

> ---- From: Robert van der Kamp To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 

Sent: 

> Friday, December 13, 2002 10:29 AM Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: 

System 

> Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ????? On Friday 
> 13 December 2002 11:19, "mmittner wrote: > i did that sampling 
> comparison yesterday, with a few > notes playing over som= e 

fx, 

> i sampled it first with > 1.14 and then with 1.2. my impression 
> after co= mparing > the result was: hmm, doesn't really sound 
> better. then i > loaded one = of my songs, played it and ... 
> whoah! really > sounds like a new machine! espe= cially reverbs 
> and > delays sound that much more present to me, subtle sounds 
> > = sit better in the mix, drums sound more dynamic, bass > 
> has more punch. so my = guess is they didn't improve the > fx 

but 

> the mixing. probably increased bit d= epth or the > like. I'm 
> also not really sure what changed. Maybe the mix levels, though 
> subtle. Looks like the reverb is less present in the mix. Maybe 
> because the character of the hall reverbs changed into something 
> less 'thin' or 'metalic'. The reverb seems less bright and thus 
> less present in the mix. Could be that the reverb *level* was 
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only 

> changed. Whatever it is, something has changed, imo. - Robert 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================ Home: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 

Yamaha 

> Official: http://www.motifator.com Yamaha Official: 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
> to: RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My 

Preferences 

> section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
> subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. [Non-text portions of this 
> message have been removed]===================RS7000 
> GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
> http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
> to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
> section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
> subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > _______________________________________________
> > Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> > The most personalized portal on the Web!
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8371|8364|2002-12-13 09:56:45|Latif |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
It stayed, unless i flipped through to 
the next screen.
don't know if it would refresh after last 
measure of style, i usually have the style 
running in long measure length 32 or 64.
I'll keep an eye on that when it happens again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 13 December 2002 14:51, "Latif wrote:
> > i noticed that the screen has a problem
> > refreshing it's info, when you press/scroll
> > it quickly through parameters/fx menu's.
> >
> > leaving some alien gibberish from time
> > to time heheheh.
> 
> You mean that the gibberish *stays* on the screen? Or does 
> it go away automatically, but now it takes longer to do 
> that?
> 
> - Robert

| 8372|8364|2002-12-13 10:19:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
On Friday 13 December 2002 17:56, "Latif wrote:

> It stayed, unless i flipped through to
> the next screen.

That's a bug then. Can you reproduce this with an just 
booted (empty) RS?

> don't know if it would refresh after last
> measure of style, i usually have the style
> running in long measure length 32 or 64.
> I'll keep an eye on that when it happens again.

Okay, thanks.
- Robert
| 8373|8304|2002-12-13 10:23:41|tompaulsen2002 |Re: System Tweek On Delay and Reverbs or just the new filters ?????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> I would say some of these are VA quality filters . 
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AFAIK they ripped the filter algorithms out of the EX5 (which were 
already better than the ones on the AN1x!) and put them on the CS6x/r 
and the new Sxx synthline as well as on the MOTIF and RS7000. The 
recent released S90 had already those new filter models, they added 
now. I guess the synthengine-programmers were able to optimize the 
code and improve it on the old rusty Hitachi DSP, so that we got the 
benefit of those filter as well. And without any doubts...the old RS 
filter were already great...and now? It can´t be better. There are 
VA´s on the market, who have worse filter...can you say...the RS is a 
bomb now? Yup.
| 8374|8339|2002-12-13 10:26:30|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Can´t find those styles!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
wrote:

> http://www.rs7000.org/prestyle.php
> this is the one with the new user styles.
> don´t know where the other for the shipped 
> styles link was, sorry!

AFAIK there´s no link for the original styles...but the styles should 
be on the CD, the RS is delivered with...

The only thing i know of is that you can download the Demo styles 
as "VQ" format from http://www.yamahasynth.com
| 8375|8364|2002-12-13 10:28:53|tompaulsen2002 |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> well, i wouldn't mind that much ... it's the rs, not photoshop :-D

Or MC909 screensaver....:)))
| 8376|8364|2002-12-13 10:35:22|mmittner |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
haha ... it seems like that screesaver's becoming a running gag *lol*

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
> wrote:
> > well, i wouldn't mind that much ... it's the rs, not photoshop :-D
> 
> Or MC909 screensaver....:)))

| 8377|8364|2002-12-13 10:42:28|synthe. labo|Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|

> > well, i wouldn't mind that much ... it's the rs, not photoshop :-D
>
>Or MC909 screensaver....:)))

AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA :))))))

you ************!

:)

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi chattare e scambiare canzoni e foto con gli amici? 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8378|8353|2002-12-13 11:54:37|Mike Mitchell|Re: Rs wont update new o/s ?|
make sure your media card is 3v not id.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Fierce Fish 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2002 10:44 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Rs wont update new o/s ?

Try formatting the card in the RS not the PC then copy the file again.

FF
----- Original Message ----- 
From: jezjacksonuk <jezjackson@btinternet.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2002 10:42 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Rs wont update new o/s ?
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Hi chaps,

Can't update o/s, getting error message 

PGM file not found

formatted smartmedia 8m card
changed filename to 0532OS_.PGM (changed to uppercase as mentioned 
elsewhere)

any clues ?

Jez
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| 8379|8364|2002-12-13 12:58:42|tompaulsen2002 |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> haha ... it seems like that screesaver's becoming a running gag 

*lol*

> 

lol...just like those Roland Grooveboxes....>:)
| 8380|8364|2002-12-13 13:06:45|Latif |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
> wrote:
> > haha ... it seems like that screesaver's becoming a running gag 
> *lol*
> > 
> 
> lol...just like those Roland Grooveboxes....>:)

hmmm that's not funny Tom, i still have 
my old 505 here can't even turn the d*mn 
thing off for about 2 hours, or it boots up 
with the screen looking like a alien dashboard 
:P

Latif
| 8381|8381|2002-12-13 13:09:30|pawelmr |I would like to THANKs all of You for quick helps the best group rs7|
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I would like to THANKs all of You for quick helps the best group rs7
PEACE
| 8382|8315|2002-12-13 13:09:39|pawelmr |Re: . is the RS7000 really good? ROBERT what's super cool about RS |
WOW man Your are great , where can I find more info about phrases, 
styles and gluing all this together for You is so easy for me is huge 
black hole , any exaples You can email me , so I can listen this 
phrases loops or patterns on my new BABY rs7 :), maby a same drawing 
how to glue all parts toghether ( is rs7 is simular to Akai mpcs in 
araging whole songs?)one more SORRY for my englis :( iI'm tring my 
best :( thnx again
my email : p.mroczek@attbi.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 13 December 2002 08:35, "pawelmr wrote:
> > > I love the RS mostly for its super cool
> > > sequencer abilities.
> 
> The sequencer is super cool because:
> 
> 1. It uses the Yamaha phrase structure, where each track in 
> a pattern plays a phrase. Its the phrase that contains the 
> midi data (as well as some other stuff). The BIG trick is 
> that the phrase can have any length, it doesn't have to be 
> the same length as the track. For example, a pattern of say 
> 8 bars in length has 16 tracks (always of the same lenght 
> as the pattern length). Track 1 can play a phrase of 8 
> bars, while track 2 plays a pattern of 12 bars and track3 
> plays a pattern of 3 bars. The beauty of this is that the 
> sequencer loops the phrases around their own length, until 
> the pattern is stopped or another pattern is selected. As 
> if you had 16 midi loopers running together. The core of my 
> compositions. ;)
> 
> 2. The sequencer is very tight, rock solid.
> 
> 3. Its has a high resolution: 480 ppqn. Other companies are 
> now following this in their hw sequencers.
> 
> 4. Its very complete, it handles sysex, RPN, NRPN, CC, the 
> works.
> 
> 5. Despite the relatively small screen it's easy to operate.
> 
> Probably more stuff that I forgot right now.
> 
> - Robert

| 8383|8339|2002-12-13 13:09:46|pawelmr |Re: Can´t find those styles!! ME TOO, I hope Robert will email me |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pasipelkonen " 
wrote:

> I´m missing those styles too...
> Can you post a link for those preset patterns am SM card?
> Can´t find anywhere.......:(
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> > > Hi to all, I just bought this monster used one,I found that on 
> > smart 
> > > card there is no any factory patterns I would like to listen 

them 

> > Can 
> > > any one post factory smarmedia files so I can try PLEASE 
> > > THANK YOU n PEACE
> > 
> > have a look at www.RS7000.org
> > you can find and download new styles there.
> > or you enter the yamaha site, there´s a download 
> > section with all factory presets.

| 8384|8384|2002-12-13 13:13:44|s&m|Cubase SX and RS|
Hi,

I now have no difficulties getting rs and cubase
working now that I've upgraded to SX.
I must say, I'm very impressed with SX, its like the
way cubase should have been done in the first place.
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Anyway I've got two little niggly problems.
The first is that on one of my projects cubase seems
to reset the scene memory on my rs pattern(this does
not happen on another project though). The other
problem is that cubase seems to ignore the rs midi
settings like midi delay etc on the rs. I would have
thought this midi data would be transmitted in the
smf file that I import into cubase from the rs!?

Any help much appreciated.

Now to get my hands on a smartcardreader ;o)

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8385|8385|2002-12-13 13:17:35|r_s_7_k |OK, I Give Up About The Sampling File Structure Issue But What Abou|
the loud metronome, was that promise broken too, or can you now 
adjust the vollume.

I love my RS already without the upgrade so i'm sure I'll be as happy 
as you all.
| 8386|8384|2002-12-13 13:23:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cubase SX and RS|
On Friday 13 December 2002 21:13, s&m wrote:

> Anyway I've got two little niggly problems.
> The first is that on one of my projects cubase seems
> to reset the scene memory on my rs pattern(this does
> not happen on another project though). 

What exactly do you mean?

Anyway, check for CC stuff cubase is sending when you 
stop/start it. In my old Cubase days there was a Midi 
preferences dialog where a list of CC commands was given. 
These were the commands sent to all connected devices when 
pressing stop in Cubase. These CC commands may be 
understood by the RS as something completely different. So 
check what Cubase is transmitting (e.g. record it in an 
empty style).

> The other
> problem is that cubase seems to ignore the rs midi
> settings like midi delay etc on the rs. I would have
> thought this midi data would be transmitted in the
> smf file that I import into cubase from the rs!?

I had a similar problem. Looks like the RS is only giving 
the *internal* sequencer the play-fx and midi-delay 
treatment. Have to check that to be sure though.

> Now to get my hands on a smartcardreader ;o)

A great help really.

- Robert
| 8387|8385|2002-12-13 13:26:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OK, I Give Up About The Sampling File Structure Issue But What |
On Friday 13 December 2002 21:17, "r_s_7_k wrote:

> the loud metronome, was that promise broken too, or can
> you now adjust the vollume.

Nope, still nice and LOUD! ;)

- Robert
| 8388|8384|2002-12-13 13:27:38|Latif |Re: Cubase SX and RS|
Hi Sean,
I use SX and RS most of the times when i'm ready to
arrange my song.
You should be aware that cubase transmits song 
settings as soon as you load your SX arrangement.
To avoid your settings inside the rs get screwed up,

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/


you must set al the proper settings in your cubase song.
like midi/mixer levels, panning, etc etc. 
ones you setup that for the song your working on, 
eachtime you load that arrangement into SX it will 
send the proper settings to the RS.. 
unless you decided halfway through arranging, that you 
do some extra mixer tweaking on the RS itself, 
then you have set the same mixer setting inside your cubase
arrangement too.

As for the play FX on the RS, before you save the RS style to 
disk as midi file you MUST perform normalize play fx on the tracks 
that you whish to have play fx in cubase too... this is a big mis 
understanding with a lot of folks that think this is written 
automaticly...

And yes, SX is for me the most brutal software ever :-))
been using cubase since it ever came out on the Atari
and it took a long hard road to become what it is now.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I now have no difficulties getting rs and cubase
> working now that I've upgraded to SX.
> I must say, I'm very impressed with SX, its like the
> way cubase should have been done in the first place.
> 
> Anyway I've got two little niggly problems.
> The first is that on one of my projects cubase seems
> to reset the scene memory on my rs pattern(this does
> not happen on another project though). The other
> problem is that cubase seems to ignore the rs midi
> settings like midi delay etc on the rs. I would have
> thought this midi data would be transmitted in the
> smf file that I import into cubase from the rs!?
> 
> Any help much appreciated.
> 
> Now to get my hands on a smartcardreader ;o)
> 
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com

| 8389|8364|2002-12-13 13:27:44|tompaulsen2002 |Re: screen refresh seems a bit buggy from time to time|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> hmmm that's not funny Tom, i still have 
> my old 505 here can't even turn the d*mn 
> thing off for about 2 hours, or it boots up 
> with the screen looking like a alien dashboard 
> :P
> 
> Latif

LOL...did i mention that i once had a MC303...:)

I liked the drums, very clean and warm...and they had this one 
choir-pad on it...and you know....i am a sucker for pads...but after 
i got my TG33 i discovered that Roland seemed to have sampled it 
from the TG33 preset patches...
| 8390|8315|2002-12-13 13:30:09|tompaulsen2002 |Re: . is the RS7000 really good? ROBERT what's super cool about RS |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pawelmr " 
wrote:

> 
> WOW man Your are great , where can I find more info about phrases, 
> styles and gluing all this together 
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The FAQ in the file-section has a very nice explanation how the 
phrase concept works...guess who wrote that? ;)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
| 8391|8315|2002-12-13 13:30:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: . is the RS7000 really good? ROBERT what's super cool about RS |
On Friday 13 December 2002 20:58, "pawelmr wrote:

> WOW man Your are great , where can I find more info about
> phrases, styles and gluing all this together for You is
> so easy for me is huge black hole , any exaples You can
> email me , so I can listen this phrases loops or patterns
> on my new BABY rs7 :), maby a same drawing how to glue
> all parts toghether ( is rs7 is simular to Akai mpcs in
> araging whole songs?)one more SORRY for my englis :( iI'm
> tring my best :( thnx again

The best way to understand the RS sequencer is by reading 
the manual. You should really do this, and the RS will love 
you for that. ;) There's also a tutorial section in the 
manual.

We also have a FAQ that may help:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 8392|8385|2002-12-13 13:31:46|Latif |Re: OK, I Give Up About The Sampling File Structure Issue But What |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 13 December 2002 21:17, "r_s_7_k wrote:
> > the loud metronome, was that promise broken too, or can
> > you now adjust the vollume.
> 
> Nope, still nice and LOUD! ;)
> 
> - Robert

mwehehehe.. lol

No mate, it's still too loud,hate it as much as you do, 
but they never promised to fix that.
it was a whish from most of us that use the 
metronome, and yes it's a small thing they could 
have fixed for us with a attenuator function.
But who knows maybe in the future.

Latif
| 8393|8385|2002-12-13 13:32:39|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OK, I Give Up About The Sampling File Structure Issue But What |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> the loud metronome, was that promise broken too, or can you now 
> adjust the vollume.
> 

No you can't. And note that nothing was promised from Yamaha's side.

> I love my RS already without the upgrade so i'm sure I'll be as 

happy 

> as you all.

Well, after the upgrade you will marry your RS, i'm sure. :)
| 8394|8384|2002-12-13 13:34:29|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Cubase SX and RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp w

> > problem is that cubase seems to ignore the rs midi
> > settings like midi delay etc on the rs. I would have
> > thought this midi data would be transmitted in the
> > smf file that I import into cubase from the rs!?
> 
> I had a similar problem. Looks like the RS is only giving 
> the *internal* sequencer the play-fx and midi-delay 
> treatment. Have to check that to be sure though.
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> 

Would a workaround for that be, to make a "song" out of the whole 
thing and then save as SMF?
| 8395|8384|2002-12-13 13:37:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cubase SX and RS|
On Friday 13 December 2002 21:34, "tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> w
>
> > > problem is that cubase seems to ignore the rs midi
> > > settings like midi delay etc on the rs. I would have
> > > thought this midi data would be transmitted in the
> > > smf file that I import into cubase from the rs!?
> >
> > I had a similar problem. Looks like the RS is only
> > giving the *internal* sequencer the play-fx and
> > midi-delay treatment. Have to check that to be sure
> > though.
>
> Would a workaround for that be, to make a "song" out of
> the whole thing and then save as SMF?

Hmmm. What would work is to Normalize (that's a job) each 
track, so that the play effects are 'hard coded' into the 
midi data. *Then* export the midi data to Cubase. 

But I should still check if its possible to apply play fx on 
incoming midi data....

- Robert
| 8396|8384|2002-12-13 13:37:19|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Cubase SX and RS|
BOING! Another good tip for the FAQ!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Hi Sean,
> I use SX and RS most of the times when i'm ready to
> arrange my song.
> You should be aware that cubase transmits song 
> settings as soon as you load your SX arrangement.
> To avoid your settings inside the rs get screwed up,
> you must set al the proper settings in your cubase song.
> like midi/mixer levels, panning, etc etc. 
> ones you setup that for the song your working on, 
> eachtime you load that arrangement into SX it will 
> send the proper settings to the RS.. 
> unless you decided halfway through arranging, that you 
> do some extra mixer tweaking on the RS itself, 
> then you have set the same mixer setting inside your cubase
> arrangement too.
> 
> As for the play FX on the RS, before you save the RS style to 
> disk as midi file you MUST perform normalize play fx on the 

tracks 

> that you whish to have play fx in cubase too... this is a big 

mis 

> understanding with a lot of folks that think this is written 
> automaticly...
>

| 8397|8397|2002-12-13 15:40:07|pawelmr |Any one GOA PSY patterns? and if please email me PLEASE|
Any one GOA PSY AMBIENT patterns? So I can start with something TO 
WORK please email me :
p.mroczek@attbi.com
| 8398|8398|2002-12-13 21:48:27|wasted|Re: OK, I Give Up About The Sampling File Structure Issue ButWhat A|

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
>> On Friday 13 December 2002 21:17, "r_s_7_k wrote:
>> > the loud metronome, was that promise broken too, or can
>> > you now adjust the vollume.
>> 
>> Nope, still nice and LOUD! ;)
>> 
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>> - Robert
>
>
>mwehehehe.. lol
>
>No mate, it's still too loud,hate it as much as you do, 
>but they never promised to fix that.
>it was a whish from most of us that use the 
>metronome, and yes it's a small thing they could 
>have fixed for us with a attenuator function.
>But who knows maybe in the future.
>
>Latif

Or another way they could've fixed it (but they must've not noticed my 
request way back when): Just allow you to assign the Metronome to one 
of the Assignable Outs on the Expansion Board. The SU700 can do that. 
I don't understand why they would take out such a simple option when 
the RS7000 was being designed. Oh well, maybe next OS update (if that 
ever happens).
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 8399|8384|2002-12-14 01:24:10|Anthony Jackson|Re: Cubase SX and RS|
One thing I think is similar to the rm1x, play effects are *not* transmitted as midi controller data.
They are internalised & recorded but not transmitted or received as midi.

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: s&m 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, December 14, 2002 7:13 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS

Hi,

I now have no difficulties getting rs and cubase
working now that I've upgraded to SX.
I must say, I'm very impressed with SX, its like the
way cubase should have been done in the first place.

Anyway I've got two little niggly problems.
The first is that on one of my projects cubase seems
to reset the scene memory on my rs pattern(this does
not happen on another project though). The other
problem is that cubase seems to ignore the rs midi
settings like midi delay etc on the rs. I would have
thought this midi data would be transmitted in the
smf file that I import into cubase from the rs!?

Any help much appreciated.

Now to get my hands on a smartcardreader ;o)

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
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Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8400|8400|2002-12-14 04:44:23|Latif |(no subject)|
Töm
Unregistered

(12/13/02 08:51 PM)

Edit - Reply 
Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about v1.2

@Bad Mister and Yamaha US,

currently we are discussing on the RS mailing list, if there had been 
done an approvement on the FX algorithms, or if you were just taking 
the reverb and hall FX a little more subtle. Also some people said 
that their "old" v1.14 songs suddenly sound much better now. Maybe 
you increased also the bit-resolution? What exactly has been done 
about that?

Also the new filter are FANTASTIC! The old ones were already 
excellent, but these ones are even better.

I wish my AN1x had those filter...:) 

----------------------------------------------------

Post Extras: 

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 719

(12/14/02 03:19 AM)

Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about

Yeah, I read all that chatter on the list about new effects, and 
things sounding better. I don't know what to tell you other than, if 
we had improved the Effects I think we would be making a big deal 
about it. 

Those experiencing strange characters (sic) or other anomalies need 
to do a factory reset - which is recommended after all updates. 
OCT UP + OCT DOWN + STORE while powering up. 
After a Factory reset - you may need to re-establish SCSI 
communication with any drives you've been working with because all 
setting return to 'factory'. 

Thank you for asking.

BTW-
The filter algorithms were first developed for the A-series samplers 
(A3000 version 2.0) and are used in the Motif/S90 so they did not 
exist when the AN1x was being developed. (There was no 'evil plot' to 
keep them from AN1x owners :-)
-----------------------------------------

Post Extras: 

Latif
Regular
Posts: 20
Loc: Netherlands

(12/14/02 11:34 AM)

Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about

factory reset is standard procedure as always, even on 
my other brand machines.

so obviously i did that 

but the screen refresh problem is really there, 
it cannot be produced at will, it happens from time to time.
and i'm not talking about screen switching being delayed,



but about characters on screen getting mixed up.

not the entire screen, but for instance one time 
i switched fast from voice edit screen : LFO to PITCH
the coarse tune showed up as: EACH+^||0
pitch bend range showed up as: +th

So please don't deny this with a factory reset as cure, 
it really is a screen refresh problem occuring when 
switching fast through parameter screens.

other then this the update works fine.
Latif
| 8401|8401|2002-12-14 04:45:13|Latif |message below is a crosspost from motiforum|| 8402|8400|2002-12-14 05:11:01|tompaulsen2002 |(no subject)|

> Bad_Mister
> Guru
> Posts: 719
> 
> (12/14/02 03:19 AM)
> 
> Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about
> 
> Yeah, I read all that chatter on the list about new effects, 

and 

> things sounding better.

AHA! So he IS reading here...

I don't know what to tell you other than, if 

> we had improved the Effects I think we would be making a big 

deal 

> about it. 

I still believe they did something about the 
sound-quality...maybe there was a bug they fixed...

> The filter algorithms were first developed for the A-series 

samplers 

> (A3000 version 2.0) and are used in the Motif/S90 

Interesting!

Töm
| 8403|8403|2002-12-14 05:24:03|tompaulsen2002 |External USB/SCSI drive with 2.2GB for RS|
BVogel posted this link on motifator.com...and i think it's a nice
alternative for an Iomega Jaz, since it's a combi-drive...USB AND 
SCSI...:

http://www.castlewood.com/usbexternal_drive.htm
| 8404|8384|2002-12-14 10:58:34|s&m|Re: Cubase SX and RS|
Hi Latif,

Cheers for your reply and everyone elses

> I use SX and RS most of the times when i'm ready to
> arrange my song.
> You should be aware that cubase transmits song 
> settings as soon as you load your SX arrangement.
> To avoid your settings inside the rs get screwed up,
> you must set al the proper settings in your cubase
> song.
> like midi/mixer levels, panning, etc etc. 
> ones you setup that for the song your working on, 
> eachtime you load that arrangement into SX it will 
> send the proper settings to the RS.. 
> unless you decided halfway through arranging, that
> you 
> do some extra mixer tweaking on the RS itself, 
> then you have set the same mixer setting inside your

http://www.castlewood.com/usbexternal_drive.htm


> cubase
> arrangement too.

I know what your saying but its nice to be able to
mess around with the scene memories also.
Pity you cant record these into cubase or can you?

> 
> As for the play FX on the RS, before you save the RS
> style to 
> disk as midi file you MUST perform normalize play fx
> on the tracks 
> that you whish to have play fx in cubase too... this
> is a big mis 
> understanding with a lot of folks that think this is
> written 
> automaticly...

Yeah forgot about that one. That makes sense ;o)
Cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8405|8384|2002-12-14 11:04:32|s&m|Re: Cubase SX and RS|
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Friday 13 December 2002 21:13, s&m wrote:
> > Anyway I've got two little niggly problems.
> > The first is that on one of my projects cubase
> seems
> > to reset the scene memory on my rs pattern(this
> does
> > not happen on another project though). 
> 
> What exactly do you mean?

Hi Robert,
What I mean is that I usually set up all my mixer
settings levels, efx with say scene memory 1 and then
cubase seems to go back to all the settings before
that scene memory.

> 
> Anyway, check for CC stuff cubase is sending when
> you 
> stop/start it. In my old Cubase days there was a
> Midi 
> preferences dialog where a list of CC commands was
> given.

I actually did mess around with these already and it
seemed to make no difference.
Then again, I was not really sure what I was doing,
just experimenting ;o) 

> These were the commands sent to all connected
> devices when 
> pressing stop in Cubase. These CC commands may be 
> understood by the RS as something completely
> different. So 
> check what Cubase is transmitting (e.g. record it in
> an 
> empty style).

Good idea. I'll try that.
Thanx again
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8406|8406|2002-12-14 12:19:04|s&m|Rex Loop Import Work Around|
This is not the ideal way to get rex loops into the RS
as the RS does not support the file type.
But it works.

In theory I always thought this could be done but only
tried it out the other day.

Slice up your loop in recycle as normal.
Then export each slice from left to right in turn and
number(name) each slice in sequence as you go. So if
you have eight slices you will export eight wavs
numbered 1-8.

Export the loop as a midi groove file also.
Import this midi file into an empty section in the rs
Import your wav slices onto this track in the rs,
putting the first slice on the first key.
You can check this in edit mode.
Recycle seems to use keys in sequnce also in the
groove midi file which is convenient.
So if the first key is c3, slice 1 goes here, slice 2
onto c#3 and so on.
Make sure the sample is selected in the mixer page for
that track otherwise you'll have the groove midi file
from recycle playing something else.

Press play and you now have your rex loop ;o)

Before anyone says why not use the rs slice job.
I would try that first but if that does not work then
maybe use this method.
Also I think recycle is maybe easier for non
percussion slice jobs.
I was forced to use this method the other day when I
resampled a drum loop from the rs and on playback the
sample did not loop right.
I played around with the sample end point and it did
loop properly but then the slice job would not work,
probably because I moved the original end point !?

Obviously if the recycle will only slice the loop into
many slices it becomes a slow way of doing things.
Of course scsi/twe/wavelap etc. helps.

-sean 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8407|8339|2002-12-14 15:16:07|Ibrahim Paksoy|Re: _Can´t_find_those_styles!!|
Hi Guys,

I have got a very funny problem in accessing to the
download page for the new style section at
www.rs7000.org. There is a message saying that the
serial number I input is not in correct format. I
write down the number which is on the back panel. It
is composed of 2 leters and 5 numbers. I have tried
every possible combination with those letters but
still it is not possible to enter to download area.
Could you please help me sort out the problem.

Thanks 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8408|8406|2002-12-14 16:15:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rex Loop Import Work Around|
On Saturday 14 December 2002 20:19, s&m wrote:

> This is not the ideal way to get rex loops into the RS
> as the RS does not support the file type.
> But it works.

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/


[Snip]

Thanks for posting.
How does Rex handle the crossfades between the slices? If I 
lower the BPM on the RS running an imported Rex 
file+samples, do I get gaps or is there extra sample data 
available to cover this?

- Robert
| 8409|8409|2002-12-14 21:08:44|Bruno Carlos |Now Yamaha has to update their page|
Well, now they have to update their website:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/index.html

FILTER 6 types (24dB / 18dB /12dB Low-pass, Hi-pass,Band-pass, Band 
eliminate) 

Not sure about the weight:

WEIGHT 7 kg (15.43 lbs) 

Can anyone confirm if the weight changed after the upgrade to v1.2? I 
mean, is it heavier or what? On features that is... :)
| 8410|8409|2002-12-15 01:53:55|okoyemaya |Re: Now Yamaha has to update their page|
It shines more, became more luminous, the silver finish got more 
lustre and depth after upgrade, I may have to use shades while 
working
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos " 
wrote:

> Well, now they have to update their website:
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/index.html
> 
> 
> FILTER 6 types (24dB / 18dB /12dB Low-pass, Hi-pass,Band-pass, Band 
> eliminate) 
> 
> 
> Not sure about the weight:
> 
> 
> WEIGHT 7 kg (15.43 lbs) 
> 
> 
> Can anyone confirm if the weight changed after the upgrade to v1.2? 

I 

> mean, is it heavier or what? On features that is... :)

| 8411|8409|2002-12-15 03:17:16|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Now Yamaha has to update their page|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> It shines more, became more luminous, the silver finish got more 
> lustre and depth after upgrade, I may have to use shades while 
> working
> Okoyem
>s it heavier or what? On features that is... :)

Hey you were supposed to upgrade the OS in your RS...not the OS of 
your celebral cortex...;)
| 8412|8412|2002-12-15 03:17:45|pawelmr |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
Start by creating sufficient MIDI trucks in SX to accommodate all the 
RS7000 sequencer parts . Set the MULTIRECORDS in(Option Menu) mode to 
CHANNEL SPLIT and select ACTIVE to allow multichannel MIDI 
recording.Assign each MIDI truck's input to its corresponding CHANNEL 
in RS7000 . HIT RECORD in SX and the midi notes accros all channels 
will be simultaneusly transfered to cubase from your RS7k :) PEACE
email any trance goa or psy trucks 
p.mroczek@attbi.com
| 8413|8413|2002-12-15 03:18:12|pawelmr |Did any one tried one of this :USB to SCSI (MD50) Cable Adapters ?|
here is a link : 
http://www.cdw.com/shop/products/default.asp?edc=175421
let me know thnx
| 8414|8412|2002-12-15 03:54:40|Latif |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
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First of all there's no such thing as a option
menu in SX, what you just discribed is the old method
from older versions VST.

The way you do it in SX is simply, set one midi track to
midi channel ANY, start recording your RS total midi output
into that track.... when finished select in cubase SX
from menu MIDI/DISOLVE PART (or right click the part in 
arranger window)... there you choose whether
you want to disolve in seperate midi channels or seperate 
pitch... no multirecord or sucj things.

Same method after importing your RS midi file into
SX, simply right click the part in the arrange window
and select midi/disolve part.

easy does it.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pawelmr " 
wrote:

> Start by creating sufficient MIDI trucks in SX to accommodate all 

the 

> RS7000 sequencer parts . Set the MULTIRECORDS in(Option Menu) mode 

to 

> CHANNEL SPLIT and select ACTIVE to allow multichannel MIDI 
> recording.Assign each MIDI truck's input to its corresponding 

CHANNEL 

> in RS7000 . HIT RECORD in SX and the midi notes accros all channels 
> will be simultaneusly transfered to cubase from your RS7k :) PEACE
> email any trance goa or psy trucks 
> p.mroczek@a...

| 8415|8384|2002-12-15 04:13:02|Latif |Re: Cubase SX and RS|
Hi Sean,

No you can't record the scene-memories into 
external gear, these are memories that reside between
the interface and the RS for fast live usages
and do not output... how ever they do set internals of the RS
to corresponding CC values.. so it is too bad that they don't
send out through midi. (in pattern mode, don't know about song mode)

But anyway, the way i work, they are not needed once i
choose to continue in SX, because that's what the 
SX sequencer is al about... 

All settings in the scene-memories can be set on 
specific location within your song in SX manually
once set there, they will always trigger on that spot.
Just turn on read/write on the midi mixer and
set the changes at the spots where as needed.
Either by drawing, numerical input/ or by using the
RS as controller for that purpose.

But do everything one step at a time, first compose, then
arrange, then midi-master, after all is done switch of write
on the midi mixer.

Make sure you set chase events ON in the SX preference 
settings and if you whish, filter the events out that 
you do not want to be followed.

-Yes but my scene get's messed up when i return to start point-

Ofcourse it does, just make sure your SX arrangement 
starts with the proper settings at the beginning of the song, 
as set in your RS scene memorie 1 (i guess all 
rs Styles start in scene 1 do they?)
As you would like to have your song beging with.

Further more make sure, that in File/Preferences/Midi
the following are unchecked: reset on record stop/ 
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reset on part end/ reset on stop.

I hope this all makes a bit sence to you...
as i said before i use cubase all the time
for many years now, and have no probs actually
it's just a different way of working... 
but in the end it all means the same ;)

Goodluck
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> Hi Latif,
> 
> Cheers for your reply and everyone elses
> 
> > I use SX and RS most of the times when i'm ready to
> > arrange my song.
> > You should be aware that cubase transmits song 
> > settings as soon as you load your SX arrangement.
> > To avoid your settings inside the rs get screwed up,
> > you must set al the proper settings in your cubase
> > song.
> > like midi/mixer levels, panning, etc etc. 
> > ones you setup that for the song your working on, 
> > eachtime you load that arrangement into SX it will 
> > send the proper settings to the RS.. 
> > unless you decided halfway through arranging, that
> > you 
> > do some extra mixer tweaking on the RS itself, 
> > then you have set the same mixer setting inside your
> > cubase
> > arrangement too.
> 
> 
> I know what your saying but its nice to be able to
> mess around with the scene memories also.
> Pity you cant record these into cubase or can you?
> 
> > 
> > As for the play FX on the RS, before you save the RS
> > style to 
> > disk as midi file you MUST perform normalize play fx
> > on the tracks 
> > that you whish to have play fx in cubase too... this
> > is a big mis 
> > understanding with a lot of folks that think this is
> > written 
> > automaticly...
> 
> Yeah forgot about that one. That makes sense ;o)
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com

| 8416|8412|2002-12-15 04:25:59|okoyemaya |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
What do you with Cubase and RS ? Do you structure a song, record 
tracks etc and then export to RS ? Or you export to Cubase stuff from 
RS ? In what way cubase could be used sensibly ?
Since i have RS, almost 3 months, i used Cubase only for one 
production of acoustic music somebody ordered in that format. For my 
ownnew project, that is electronic I stay in RS. The reason is the 
unique sounds, instruments, eq etc. Actually I am not composing midi 
songs ( yes, they are theoreticaly but they wouldnt work on other 
midi instrument), I make music with electronic multinstrument-RS. My 
way is
1.doing the parts in pattern format
2.experimenting in chain with the general structure,
3.rehearsing with live musicians or singers,
4. Structuring song (usually 2 version, 1 promo type around 4 minutes 
and regular one- whatever music calls for)
5.Convert 2 versions to song, fine tuning, adding some solos, extra 
perc, whatever.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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5 A. Recording acoustic tracks on synced HD (I have some RS only 
tunes too)
6. Mixing to stereo
7.Transfering to computer, mastering etc.
I am always open to do things better, but till now did not come with 
any idea where I could use Cubase in the process. I quess there could 
be some alternative way of creating, I am interested to know how 
others proceed.
Okoyem
| 8417|8339|2002-12-15 06:21:36|beleevah |Re:_Can´t_find_those_styles!!|
Serial number should be 1 letter and six numbers without spaces. If 
you have a zero, make sure you haven't entered letter 'O'.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ibrahim Paksoy 
wrote:

> 
> Hi Guys,
> 
> I have got a very funny problem in accessing to the
> download page for the new style section at
> www.rs7000.org. There is a message saying that the
> serial number I input is not in correct format. I
> write down the number which is on the back panel. It
> is composed of 2 leters and 5 numbers. I have tried
> every possible combination with those letters but
> still it is not possible to enter to download area.
> Could you please help me sort out the problem.
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com

| 8418|8412|2002-12-15 06:27:18|Latif |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
Okoye,

cubase is a midi notation program
you can use it to compose/arrange and produce your song.
just like you would from pattern=>chain=>song on the RS
you can do this either in midi or in score
what ever yo like best.

Further more audio is fully integrated, so you
can eventually do all sorts of stuff with audio too... if needed.

It's a bit to much to explain, what you can do with Cubase.
but simply put, you can make music with is ;)

I mainly use it to produce my arrangements in midi.
To finish a song.

You can start with an idea that you made in the RS in 
pattern mode, or you can start from scratch, simply
by hitting record... just as you would on the RS.

Hitting record and starting to play the keyboard, is comparable
with overdub on the RS.
Opening a part and writing notes with the mouse, is comparable
to step/grid mode on the RS.

I see no benefit in starting to work in SX and transfering
that midi-loop to the RS, cause creating a midi-loop
in the RS is way much faster.
And eventually i end up finishing my song inside Cubase, so there
for ,for me it wouldn't make sense.

Anyway, there are loads of websites that are dedicated to
cubase and how it works.
www.cubase.net is one of them.

Latif

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> What do you with Cubase and RS ? Do you structure a song, record 
> tracks etc and then export to RS ? Or you export to Cubase stuff 

from 

> RS ? In what way cubase could be used sensibly ?
> Since i have RS, almost 3 months, i used Cubase only for one 
> production of acoustic music somebody ordered in that format. For 

my 

> ownnew project, that is electronic I stay in RS. The reason is the 
> unique sounds, instruments, eq etc. Actually I am not composing 

midi 

> songs ( yes, they are theoreticaly but they wouldnt work on other 
> midi instrument), I make music with electronic multinstrument-RS. 

My 

> way is
> 1.doing the parts in pattern format
> 2.experimenting in chain with the general structure,
> 3.rehearsing with live musicians or singers,
> 4. Structuring song (usually 2 version, 1 promo type around 4 

minutes 

> and regular one- whatever music calls for)
> 5.Convert 2 versions to song, fine tuning, adding some solos, extra 
> perc, whatever.
> 5 A. Recording acoustic tracks on synced HD (I have some RS only 
> tunes too)
> 6. Mixing to stereo
> 7.Transfering to computer, mastering etc.
> I am always open to do things better, but till now did not come 

with 

> any idea where I could use Cubase in the process. I quess there 

could 

> be some alternative way of creating, I am interested to know how 
> others proceed.
> Okoyem

| 8419|8412|2002-12-15 07:19:37|okoyemaya |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
Sorry, you misunderstood me, I know what can be done with Cubase in 
general, and I used to use it too, I described my present working 
routine which is RS based. It is really effective, what I missed to 
mention is that pattern stuff has dual purpose converted to song for 
publishing and as it is for live. I prefere working with RS also for 
keeping it more real, music with mouse... you know what I mean. So my 
question was very specific to use RS with Cubase ( or anyother of the 
type). So you keep RS hooked as Cubases engine this way the sounds 
and everything is same, just you have the visual part. Like a visual 
extension to RS ? If so that is interesting, to work on the song. RS 
slaved to Cubase, or Cubase to RS ? Can I use all the RS knobs etc? 
I do not have the SX, I cloudnt install it since I use 98 ( my 
soundcard does not work with XP and I dont want XP anyway), mine is 
5.something. 
So i can do all that stuff, "see" RS on the monitor ? That sounds 
worth trying 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Okoye,
> 
> cubase is a midi notation program
> you can use it to compose/arrange and produce your song.
> just like you would from pattern=>chain=>song on the RS
> you can do this either in midi or in score
> what ever yo like best.
> 
> Further more audio is fully integrated, so you
> can eventually do all sorts of stuff with audio too... if needed.
> 
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> It's a bit to much to explain, what you can do with Cubase.
> but simply put, you can make music with is ;)
> 
> I mainly use it to produce my arrangements in midi.
> To finish a song.
> 
> You can start with an idea that you made in the RS in 
> pattern mode, or you can start from scratch, simply
> by hitting record... just as you would on the RS.
> 
> Hitting record and starting to play the keyboard, is comparable
> with overdub on the RS.
> Opening a part and writing notes with the mouse, is comparable
> to step/grid mode on the RS.
> 
> I see no benefit in starting to work in SX and transfering
> that midi-loop to the RS, cause creating a midi-loop
> in the RS is way much faster.
> And eventually i end up finishing my song inside Cubase, so there
> for ,for me it wouldn't make sense.
> 
> Anyway, there are loads of websites that are dedicated to
> cubase and how it works.
> www.cubase.net is one of them.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > What do you with Cubase and RS ? Do you structure a song, record 
> > tracks etc and then export to RS ? Or you export to Cubase stuff 
> from 
> > RS ? In what way cubase could be used sensibly ?
> > Since i have RS, almost 3 months, i used Cubase only for one 
> > production of acoustic music somebody ordered in that format. For 
> my 
> > ownnew project, that is electronic I stay in RS. The reason is 

the 

> > unique sounds, instruments, eq etc. Actually I am not composing 
> midi 
> > songs ( yes, they are theoreticaly but they wouldnt work on other 
> > midi instrument), I make music with electronic multinstrument-RS. 
> My 
> > way is
> > 1.doing the parts in pattern format
> > 2.experimenting in chain with the general structure,
> > 3.rehearsing with live musicians or singers,
> > 4. Structuring song (usually 2 version, 1 promo type around 4 
> minutes 
> > and regular one- whatever music calls for)
> > 5.Convert 2 versions to song, fine tuning, adding some solos, 

extra 

> > perc, whatever.
> > 5 A. Recording acoustic tracks on synced HD (I have some RS only 
> > tunes too)
> > 6. Mixing to stereo
> > 7.Transfering to computer, mastering etc.
> > I am always open to do things better, but till now did not come 
> with 
> > any idea where I could use Cubase in the process. I quess there 
> could 
> > be some alternative way of creating, I am interested to know how 
> > others proceed.
> > Okoyem

| 8420|8412|2002-12-15 10:08:45|Latif |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
Ok i see your point, but that's totally not 
the way i see or used any cubase version.
for me it's defenatly not an extension to my gear,
i see and use it as a professional notation program.

As the mouse is only for detailed editing, i simply 
press record and start to play on my midi-keyboard.
Either for rythmical input or melodies.
So for me, that is far more 'real' then playing on 
my gear... 
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we all know what it's like to work from within
limitations and have been doing that for very long, 
but come on man, this is 2002 almost 2003
there simply is no need for limitation anymore.

besides some stuff like arranging and producing
i like to do in a less time consuming manner.
that's why working on screen has a huge benefit in the STUDIO :)
(do understand the difference between arranging, producing 
and composing please)

I don't slave the RS or Cubase to eachother, simply no
need for that.
Neither do i slave my other devices, they don't run 
as sequencers when working in cubase, no need for that either.
Everything is set to it's own clock, unless there was
a situation where sync really is needed.

As for using the RS interface as a controller, sure
i don't see why not, but for that kinda use you wouldbe
allready arranging your song inside cubase and writing the
knobs information into your tracks in Cubase.

What i don't understand is your conception of 'seeing'
the RS on screen in a program like cubase?
I mean the only way to approach and benefit from a 
program like cubase is when you understand the fact that
your in a arranger to work on your song.

But anyway, each what works best for them ;-)
Aslong as you can make your songs and finish them
i don't mind even if you do it standing on your head :)

But do make a picture of it then, and post it up here.
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Sorry, you misunderstood me, I know what can be done with Cubase in 
> general, and I used to use it too, I described my present working 
> routine which is RS based. It is really effective, what I missed to 
> mention is that pattern stuff has dual purpose converted to song 

for 

> publishing and as it is for live. I prefere working with RS also 

for 

> keeping it more real, music with mouse... you know what I mean. So 

my 

> question was very specific to use RS with Cubase ( or anyother of 

the 

> type). So you keep RS hooked as Cubases engine this way the sounds 
> and everything is same, just you have the visual part. Like a 

visual 

> extension to RS ? If so that is interesting, to work on the song. 

RS 

> slaved to Cubase, or Cubase to RS ? Can I use all the RS knobs etc? 
> I do not have the SX, I cloudnt install it since I use 98 ( my 
> soundcard does not work with XP and I dont want XP anyway), mine is 
> 5.something. 
> So i can do all that stuff, "see" RS on the monitor ? That sounds 
> worth trying 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > Okoye,
> > 
> > cubase is a midi notation program
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> > you can use it to compose/arrange and produce your song.
> > just like you would from pattern=>chain=>song on the RS
> > you can do this either in midi or in score
> > what ever yo like best.
> > 
> > Further more audio is fully integrated, so you
> > can eventually do all sorts of stuff with audio too... if needed.
> > 
> > It's a bit to much to explain, what you can do with Cubase.
> > but simply put, you can make music with is ;)
> > 
> > I mainly use it to produce my arrangements in midi.
> > To finish a song.
> > 
> > You can start with an idea that you made in the RS in 
> > pattern mode, or you can start from scratch, simply
> > by hitting record... just as you would on the RS.
> > 
> > Hitting record and starting to play the keyboard, is comparable
> > with overdub on the RS.
> > Opening a part and writing notes with the mouse, is comparable
> > to step/grid mode on the RS.
> > 
> > I see no benefit in starting to work in SX and transfering
> > that midi-loop to the RS, cause creating a midi-loop
> > in the RS is way much faster.
> > And eventually i end up finishing my song inside Cubase, so there
> > for ,for me it wouldn't make sense.
> > 
> > Anyway, there are loads of websites that are dedicated to
> > cubase and how it works.
> > www.cubase.net is one of them.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > wrote:
> > > What do you with Cubase and RS ? Do you structure a song, 

record 

> > > tracks etc and then export to RS ? Or you export to Cubase 

stuff 

> > from 
> > > RS ? In what way cubase could be used sensibly ?
> > > Since i have RS, almost 3 months, i used Cubase only for one 
> > > production of acoustic music somebody ordered in that format. 

For 

> > my 
> > > ownnew project, that is electronic I stay in RS. The reason is 
> the 
> > > unique sounds, instruments, eq etc. Actually I am not composing 
> > midi 
> > > songs ( yes, they are theoreticaly but they wouldnt work on 

other 

> > > midi instrument), I make music with electronic multinstrument-

RS. 

> > My 
> > > way is
> > > 1.doing the parts in pattern format
> > > 2.experimenting in chain with the general structure,
> > > 3.rehearsing with live musicians or singers,
> > > 4. Structuring song (usually 2 version, 1 promo type around 4 
> > minutes 
> > > and regular one- whatever music calls for)
> > > 5.Convert 2 versions to song, fine tuning, adding some solos, 
> extra 
> > > perc, whatever.
> > > 5 A. Recording acoustic tracks on synced HD (I have some RS 

only 
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> > > tunes too)
> > > 6. Mixing to stereo
> > > 7.Transfering to computer, mastering etc.
> > > I am always open to do things better, but till now did not come 
> > with 
> > > any idea where I could use Cubase in the process. I quess there 
> > could 
> > > be some alternative way of creating, I am interested to know 

how 

> > > others proceed.
> > > Okoyem

| 8421|8421|2002-12-15 12:18:18|pmlost |software update constrains ?!?!?!?|
do you know how to make an update using another type of media ex. 
SCSI drive ?

i'm also interested where it is poss9ible to buy 8MB smartmedia cards 
with software ready to update.....

pm'
| 8422|8412|2002-12-15 12:24:08|okoyemaya |Re: Cubase SX .. here is setings You have to do ...|
"Seeing" RS was not meant physicaly, that would call for some 
software like I remember people had for Roland HDs. I absolutely 
agree about advantages of Cubase or Logic for many things. Specially 
writting directly the score or playing live and doing corrections on 
the score, audio recording, 24 bit etc, etc. I was curious about the 
relation to RS. So you say no sync, no slaving, very interesting. So 
what you save the song as SMF and move it to RS ? I do stand on my 
feet often, just to feel und sometimes move when the "timba" gets me. 
But standing on your head is highly recommended for the breaks, 
better then coffee, refreshes the brain, but I would suggest to learn 
it with a qualified Yoga teacher.
Sorry to be so inquisitiv, though I use them out of necessity I am 
not such fan of these music softwares, I wish they- Emagic and 
Steinberg had developers like Adobe or Macromedia have, there is 
no "Photoshop" for music. Webdesign is my hobby, using those 
programms I always wish we had such great stuff for music. Probably 
the money is the main factor, they mostly cost double of their music 
sisters, and also the market is better, press, advertising and all 
that.
Thanks for extensive info Senor "Cubehead"

okoyem
| 8423|8421|2002-12-15 12:26:41|okoyemaya |Re: software update constrains ?!?!?!?|
You do not have to buy, your RS dealer should do it for free ( I 
asked mine before buying RS, didnt know it is so easy to upgrade).
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost " 
wrote:

> do you know how to make an update using another type of media ex. 
> SCSI drive ?
> 
> i'm also interested where it is poss9ible to buy 8MB smartmedia 

cards 

> with software ready to update.....
> 
> 
> pm'

| 8424|8421|2002-12-15 13:17:29|pm'|Re: software update constrains ?!?!?!?|
the problem is, that i bouth my RS in another country
and i don't know if my dealer will accept to upgrade
the soft for my RS...

--- "okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>"
<okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> wrote: > You do not have to
buy, your RS dealer should do it

> for free ( I 
> asked mine before buying RS, didnt know it is so
> easy to upgrade).
> okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost
> " 
> wrote:
> > do you know how to make an update using another
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> type of media ex. 
> > SCSI drive ?
> > 
> > i'm also interested where it is poss9ible to buy
> 8MB smartmedia 
> cards 
> > with software ready to update.....
> > 
> > 
> > pm'
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 8425|8412|2002-12-15 14:04:00|Latif |Re: Cubase SX .. |
Depends on how i start Okoye
If i start in the RS i create a pattern 
with all possible variation phrases,
(within 1 section, i always use only 1 section)
phrases count up to at least 32 measures or up to 64
style will be running up to 32 or 64 measures too.

After i have a perfect style that would do it for sure 
at a live gig in pattern mode, 
i save that style as a midi file to disk
then import it into cubase to finish it as a song.

Once inside cubase becoming a song, there's no more
room for constant improvisation on the arrangement itself.
It becomes a song with permanent arrangement structure.

It really is the exact way you would do in the order of
pattern => chain => song , only this way works way faster 
for me and more clear.... 
cause i actually can 'see' the songs structure in my mind
when i'm composing in pattern mode on the RS, so for me it's
the most easiest way to jump into cubase with a pattern length
of 64 measures... that way i allready created heaps of work 
ready to be split up into structure.

If i start the other way around in cubase, 
which usually would only occur if i decide to do some 
funky/jazzy or reggae kinda tune these need alot of key playing,
That song becomes a studio creation immediatly and is not
imported into the RS for live usage at all.
Or maybe later i sample a small loop from my own song
and remix that into a dance version inside the RS :-))

If anyone should decide to use a cubase creation in the RS
it's very simple, just create a loop in cubase with the 
locators at 64 measures long, so you can build up enough 
variation.
nice thing about SX is you can set the total song length too,
so you set it to 64 measures also.
(so when you import the smf into RS, it won't count 
up to total available style measures in the RS and show up 
weird that you have to cut it and stuff)
Then you program your 16 tracks of music, export as midi from 
cubase, save to smartcard, import into RS.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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Now here comes the deal, then you cutup what ever tracks 
you want to cut, into shorter phrases that would suit you.

Why not import the whole song of longer length then 64 
into the RS i hear you say ;)
Well simply because the economical way of working with the RS
is you create phrases inside the RS that you either, repeat 
or copy in a different variation to build up the chain
Therefor importing a let's say 7 minits midifile into 
the RS would be just too much useless event data, that's 
filling up the sequencers memory.
Which wouldn't occure if you created it inside the RS.

Taking note of this last thing i said, shows you why it's 
useless to start in cubase if you want to use your song 
in the RS for live gigs anyway.
You wouldbe better off starting in the RS, if you want 
to use the song for a live gig... or if you don't like 
notation programs like cubase ;)

Sure there are many folks that create stuff on cubase and use it 
live either with cubase or in one of their favorite sequencers.
But that's not the way i work, i use everything i got for what 
it's best at.
So for me Cubase is what Photoshop is for you, you just need time
to grow into it or understand it.

Hope this info will turn you into a Qhead too someday ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> "Seeing" RS was not meant physicaly, that would call for some 
> software like I remember people had for Roland HDs. I absolutely 
> agree about advantages of Cubase or Logic for many things. 

Specially 

> writting directly the score or playing live and doing corrections 

on 

> the score, audio recording, 24 bit etc, etc. I was curious about 

the 

> relation to RS. So you say no sync, no slaving, very interesting. 

So 

> what you save the song as SMF and move it to RS ? I do stand on my 
> feet often, just to feel und sometimes move when the "timba" gets 

me. 

> But standing on your head is highly recommended for the breaks, 
> better then coffee, refreshes the brain, but I would suggest to 

learn 

> it with a qualified Yoga teacher.
> Sorry to be so inquisitiv, though I use them out of necessity I am 
> not such fan of these music softwares, I wish they- Emagic and 
> Steinberg had developers like Adobe or Macromedia have, there is 
> no "Photoshop" for music. Webdesign is my hobby, using those 
> programms I always wish we had such great stuff for music. Probably 
> the money is the main factor, they mostly cost double of their 

music 

> sisters, and also the market is better, press, advertising and all 
> that.
> Thanks for extensive info Senor "Cubehead"
> 
> okoyem

| 8426|8421|2002-12-15 14:05:48|Latif |Re: software update constrains ?!?!?!?|
That shouldn't matter mate, all certified Yamaha dealers
must help a Yamaha customer, if they don't like it
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buy a patch cable from them ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, pm' wrote:
> the problem is, that i bouth my RS in another country
> and i don't know if my dealer will accept to upgrade
> the soft for my RS...
> 
> --- "okoyemaya "
> wrote: > You do not have to
> buy, your RS dealer should do it
> > for free ( I 
> > asked mine before buying RS, didnt know it is so
> > easy to upgrade).
> > okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost
> > " 
> > wrote:
> > > do you know how to make an update using another
> > type of media ex. 
> > > SCSI drive ?
> > > 
> > > i'm also interested where it is poss9ible to buy
> > 8MB smartmedia 
> > cards 
> > > with software ready to update.....
> > > 
> > > 
> > > pm'
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> > 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Everything you'll ever need on one web page
> from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
> http://uk.my.yahoo.com

| 8427|8412|2002-12-15 15:57:35|okoyemaya |Re: Cubase SX ..|
Finally I squeezed it out of you! You answered my original question. 
Interesting and sort of what I thought. 64 measures!!! and i thought 
I make long phrases. So you have something like in between pattern 
and song,I understand some of the advantages. Good idea, will use 
longer phrases, yes, I like it, like use 64 measures for percussion 
solo, and for live makes even more sense.Maybe I will even "weld" 
some of my existing ones! Thanks for some good ideas. 
Regarding comparison, Cubase or Logic are more like Corel Draw then 
Photoshop, I use them for I dont have nothing better but they do not 
have "Wow" factor of some computer programms, that inspire you to 
study more ( Even Wavelab makes better impression). It is not 
just "what it can" do but "how it does" . Maybe the problem is the 
market domination of Logic and Cubase ( like there would be only 
Mercedes and BMW on the car market),now even worse since logic 
abandoned PC. 
I am not overcritical, just too bad their progress is so slow ( well 
could be worse-every 5 years I check the situation with midi guitars 
just to find out it is almost same like 20 years before, I will 
probably die before playing one that tracks well.)
Judging from the web page the Ableton seems very promising, I like 
the vibe of that company, waiting for the Live 2 to really check it 
out.
Maybe it is all my self deception , being too lazy to learn Cubase 
properly ( and get rid of pc, getting Mac)
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Okoyem 
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Depends on how i start Okoye
> If i start in the RS i create a pattern 
> with all possible variation phrases,
> (within 1 section, i always use only 1 section)
> phrases count up to at least 32 measures or up to 64
> style will be running up to 32 or 64 measures too.
> 
> After i have a perfect style that would do it for sure 
> at a live gig in pattern mode, 
> i save that style as a midi file to disk
> then import it into cubase to finish it as a song.
> 
> Once inside cubase becoming a song, there's no more
> room for constant improvisation on the arrangement itself.
> It becomes a song with permanent arrangement structure.
> 
> It really is the exact way you would do in the order of
> pattern => chain => song , only this way works way faster 
> for me and more clear.... 
> cause i actually can 'see' the songs structure in my mind
> when i'm composing in pattern mode on the RS, so for me it's
> the most easiest way to jump into cubase with a pattern length
> of 64 measures... that way i allready created heaps of work 
> ready to be split up into structure.
> 
> If i start the other way around in cubase, 
> which usually would only occur if i decide to do some 
> funky/jazzy or reggae kinda tune these need alot of key playing,
> That song becomes a studio creation immediatly and is not
> imported into the RS for live usage at all.
> Or maybe later i sample a small loop from my own song
> and remix that into a dance version inside the RS :-))
> 
> If anyone should decide to use a cubase creation in the RS
> it's very simple, just create a loop in cubase with the 
> locators at 64 measures long, so you can build up enough 
> variation.
> nice thing about SX is you can set the total song length too,
> so you set it to 64 measures also.
> (so when you import the smf into RS, it won't count 
> up to total available style measures in the RS and show up 
> weird that you have to cut it and stuff)
> Then you program your 16 tracks of music, export as midi from 
> cubase, save to smartcard, import into RS.
> 
> Now here comes the deal, then you cutup what ever tracks 
> you want to cut, into shorter phrases that would suit you.
> 
> Why not import the whole song of longer length then 64 
> into the RS i hear you say ;)
> Well simply because the economical way of working with the RS
> is you create phrases inside the RS that you either, repeat 
> or copy in a different variation to build up the chain
> Therefor importing a let's say 7 minits midifile into 
> the RS would be just too much useless event data, that's 
> filling up the sequencers memory.
> Which wouldn't occure if you created it inside the RS.
> 
> Taking note of this last thing i said, shows you why it's 
> useless to start in cubase if you want to use your song 
> in the RS for live gigs anyway.
> You wouldbe better off starting in the RS, if you want 
> to use the song for a live gig... or if you don't like 
> notation programs like cubase ;)
> 
> Sure there are many folks that create stuff on cubase and use it 
> live either with cubase or in one of their favorite sequencers.
> But that's not the way i work, i use everything i got for what 
> it's best at.
> So for me Cubase is what Photoshop is for you, you just need time
> to grow into it or understand it.
> 
> Hope this info will turn you into a Qhead too someday ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > "Seeing" RS was not meant physicaly, that would call for some 
> > software like I remember people had for Roland HDs. I absolutely 
> > agree about advantages of Cubase or Logic for many things. 
> Specially 
> > writting directly the score or playing live and doing corrections 
> on 
> > the score, audio recording, 24 bit etc, etc. I was curious about 
> the 
> > relation to RS. So you say no sync, no slaving, very interesting. 
> So 
> > what you save the song as SMF and move it to RS ? I do stand on 

my 

> > feet often, just to feel und sometimes move when the "timba" gets 
> me. 
> > But standing on your head is highly recommended for the breaks, 
> > better then coffee, refreshes the brain, but I would suggest to 
> learn 
> > it with a qualified Yoga teacher.
> > Sorry to be so inquisitiv, though I use them out of necessity I 

am 

> > not such fan of these music softwares, I wish they- Emagic and 
> > Steinberg had developers like Adobe or Macromedia have, there is 
> > no "Photoshop" for music. Webdesign is my hobby, using those 
> > programms I always wish we had such great stuff for music. 

Probably 

> > the money is the main factor, they mostly cost double of their 
> music 
> > sisters, and also the market is better, press, advertising and 

all 

> > that.
> > Thanks for extensive info Senor "Cubehead"
> > 
> > okoyem

| 8428|8412|2002-12-16 03:20:48|Latif |Re: Cubase SX ..|
Well, let me tell you this.
if one hasn't grown into a program, one can never
truely see the progress of such program.
I mean i remember when i used to stick a floppy disk
in my Atari at least 10 years ago, that contained cubase :)

and now, a modest plugin resides on 3 to 6 cd's muhahahahah
talking about some progression.
If i start my old Atari and load up Cubase, and load
SX next to it on the PC, i defenatly go WOOOHAAA
POOWOWOWOWOWOW :-)))))

I never bothered myself with the market domination
of cubase or logic, i don't like logic so i simply
don't fill my mind with it.
it has always been like that from most people i know,
you either use logic or you use cubase.
some rare people use both :-)

As for Ableton... well, first of all i don't like sample loop
based programs Ableton Live is actually one of them.
What i do like about Ableton Live, is the way they
made audio quantification such a fun thing to play with
and Ableton Live is the only program i know off
that can change audio QUANTIZATION POINTS within
a portion of sound in realtime with no problem at all.
Thats WHOAAAA POWOWOWOWOW :-)

But then still for me it's not the right notation enviroment
to proffesionaly work on my midi-arrangement,
Live is like the name says it, nice for constant live
improvisation on audio loops... sure it works with midi too.
But it's best at going crazy with audio-loops.

Anyway, time for some more coffee :P
Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Finally I squeezed it out of you! You answered my original 

question. 

> Interesting and sort of what I thought. 64 measures!!! and i 

thought 

> I make long phrases. So you have something like in between pattern 
> and song,I understand some of the advantages. Good idea, will use 
> longer phrases, yes, I like it, like use 64 measures for percussion 
> solo, and for live makes even more sense.Maybe I will even "weld" 
> some of my existing ones! Thanks for some good ideas. 
> Regarding comparison, Cubase or Logic are more like Corel Draw then 
> Photoshop, I use them for I dont have nothing better but they do 

not 

> have "Wow" factor of some computer programms, that inspire you to 
> study more ( Even Wavelab makes better impression). It is not 
> just "what it can" do but "how it does" . Maybe the problem is the 
> market domination of Logic and Cubase ( like there would be only 
> Mercedes and BMW on the car market),now even worse since logic 
> abandoned PC. 
> I am not overcritical, just too bad their progress is so slow ( 

well 

> could be worse-every 5 years I check the situation with midi 

guitars 

> just to find out it is almost same like 20 years before, I will 
> probably die before playing one that tracks well.)
> Judging from the web page the Ableton seems very promising, I like 
> the vibe of that company, waiting for the Live 2 to really check it 
> out.
> Maybe it is all my self deception , being too lazy to learn Cubase 
> properly ( and get rid of pc, getting Mac)
> Okoyem 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > Depends on how i start Okoye
> > If i start in the RS i create a pattern 
> > with all possible variation phrases,
> > (within 1 section, i always use only 1 section)
> > phrases count up to at least 32 measures or up to 64
> > style will be running up to 32 or 64 measures too.
> > 
> > After i have a perfect style that would do it for sure 
> > at a live gig in pattern mode, 
> > i save that style as a midi file to disk
> > then import it into cubase to finish it as a song.
> > 
> > Once inside cubase becoming a song, there's no more
> > room for constant improvisation on the arrangement itself.
> > It becomes a song with permanent arrangement structure.
> > 
> > It really is the exact way you would do in the order of
> > pattern => chain => song , only this way works way faster 
> > for me and more clear.... 
> > cause i actually can 'see' the songs structure in my mind
> > when i'm composing in pattern mode on the RS, so for me it's
> > the most easiest way to jump into cubase with a pattern length
> > of 64 measures... that way i allready created heaps of work 
> > ready to be split up into structure.
> > 
> > If i start the other way around in cubase, 
> > which usually would only occur if i decide to do some 
> > funky/jazzy or reggae kinda tune these need alot of key playing,
> > That song becomes a studio creation immediatly and is not
> > imported into the RS for live usage at all.
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> > Or maybe later i sample a small loop from my own song
> > and remix that into a dance version inside the RS :-))
> > 
> > If anyone should decide to use a cubase creation in the RS
> > it's very simple, just create a loop in cubase with the 
> > locators at 64 measures long, so you can build up enough 
> > variation.
> > nice thing about SX is you can set the total song length too,
> > so you set it to 64 measures also.
> > (so when you import the smf into RS, it won't count 
> > up to total available style measures in the RS and show up 
> > weird that you have to cut it and stuff)
> > Then you program your 16 tracks of music, export as midi from 
> > cubase, save to smartcard, import into RS.
> > 
> > Now here comes the deal, then you cutup what ever tracks 
> > you want to cut, into shorter phrases that would suit you.
> > 
> > Why not import the whole song of longer length then 64 
> > into the RS i hear you say ;)
> > Well simply because the economical way of working with the RS
> > is you create phrases inside the RS that you either, repeat 
> > or copy in a different variation to build up the chain
> > Therefor importing a let's say 7 minits midifile into 
> > the RS would be just too much useless event data, that's 
> > filling up the sequencers memory.
> > Which wouldn't occure if you created it inside the RS.
> > 
> > Taking note of this last thing i said, shows you why it's 
> > useless to start in cubase if you want to use your song 
> > in the RS for live gigs anyway.
> > You wouldbe better off starting in the RS, if you want 
> > to use the song for a live gig... or if you don't like 
> > notation programs like cubase ;)
> > 
> > Sure there are many folks that create stuff on cubase and use it 
> > live either with cubase or in one of their favorite sequencers.
> > But that's not the way i work, i use everything i got for what 
> > it's best at.
> > So for me Cubase is what Photoshop is for you, you just need time
> > to grow into it or understand it.
> > 
> > Hope this info will turn you into a Qhead too someday ;)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > wrote:
> > > "Seeing" RS was not meant physicaly, that would call for some 
> > > software like I remember people had for Roland HDs. I 

absolutely 

> > > agree about advantages of Cubase or Logic for many things. 
> > Specially 
> > > writting directly the score or playing live and doing 

corrections 

> > on 
> > > the score, audio recording, 24 bit etc, etc. I was curious 

about 

> > the 
> > > relation to RS. So you say no sync, no slaving, very 

interesting. 

> > So 
> > > what you save the song as SMF and move it to RS ? I do stand on 
> my 
> > > feet often, just to feel und sometimes move when the "timba" 

gets 

> > me. 
> > > But standing on your head is highly recommended for the breaks, 
> > > better then coffee, refreshes the brain, but I would suggest to 
> > learn 
> > > it with a qualified Yoga teacher.
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> > > Sorry to be so inquisitiv, though I use them out of necessity I 
> am 
> > > not such fan of these music softwares, I wish they- Emagic and 
> > > Steinberg had developers like Adobe or Macromedia have, there 

is 

> > > no "Photoshop" for music. Webdesign is my hobby, using those 
> > > programms I always wish we had such great stuff for music. 
> Probably 
> > > the money is the main factor, they mostly cost double of their 
> > music 
> > > sisters, and also the market is better, press, advertising and 
> all 
> > > that.
> > > Thanks for extensive info Senor "Cubehead"
> > > 
> > > okoyem

| 8429|8409|2002-12-16 03:59:57|mmittner |Re: Now Yamaha has to update their page|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > It shines more, became more luminous, the silver finish got more 
> > lustre and depth after upgrade, I may have to use shades while 
> > working
> > Okoyem
> >s it heavier or what? On features that is... :)
> 
> Hey you were supposed to upgrade the OS in your RS...not the OS of 
> your celebral cortex...;)

probably that explains why the rs does sound better after the upgrade ;-)
| 8430|8430|2002-12-16 04:14:15|Latif |Tempo adjustable during realtime|
WOWIE, this wasn't possible before but is now.
you can dial the bpm tempo
while your in realtime record.
very handy dandy when your recording some 
impossible solo from your keyboard.
just dial down the tempo, record your solo
and dial bpm up again
without leaving rec-mode :-)))))))))))))

cool!
Latif
| 8431|8430|2002-12-16 05:42:38|okoyemaya |Re: Tempo adjustable during realtime|
I was using this before upgrade too, so it is nothing new. Mostly to 
get faster to the part I want to overdub ( I too have some long 
phrases). Regarding Live, I agree it is not yet for all round stuff, 
but they made good start, I am looking forward to meet these guys on 
the Musik Messe. 
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> WOWIE, this wasn't possible before but is now.
> you can dial the bpm tempo
> while your in realtime record.
> very handy dandy when your recording some 
> impossible solo from your keyboard.
> just dial down the tempo, record your solo
> and dial bpm up again
> without leaving rec-mode :-)))))))))))))
> 
> cool!
> Latif

| 8432|8430|2002-12-16 06:01:53|Latif |Re: Tempo adjustable during realtime|
Sorry but before the upgrade you could NOT
change tempo in realtime overdub, while the sequencer 
was running. 
so this defenatly is new.

I was irritated by that many times, that had to stop 
recording to change tempo.. so i do remember this well.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:
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> I was using this before upgrade too, so it is nothing new. Mostly 

to 

> get faster to the part I want to overdub ( I too have some long 
> phrases). Regarding Live, I agree it is not yet for all round 

stuff, 

> but they made good start, I am looking forward to meet these guys 

on 

> the Musik Messe. 
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > WOWIE, this wasn't possible before but is now.
> > you can dial the bpm tempo
> > while your in realtime record.
> > very handy dandy when your recording some 
> > impossible solo from your keyboard.
> > just dial down the tempo, record your solo
> > and dial bpm up again
> > without leaving rec-mode :-)))))))))))))
> > 
> > cool!
> > Latif

| 8433|8433|2002-12-16 06:21:19|Latif |motif rack demo's|
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/p/tonesamp/motif-r/demo.html
| 8434|8430|2002-12-16 06:51:00|okoyemaya |Re: Tempo adjustable during realtime|
I was doing it all the time that is how I know, I got my RS in 
October so perhaps we had different OS. For the song that I just 
uploaded to mp3 australia-"Awo Yemaya" had perc on 30-32 measure in 
intro , means patt"A". Since it always jumped to 1 measure when 
recording I was speeding up and the slowing just not to wait 29 
measures. Is there punch in on RS in pattern? 
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Sorry but before the upgrade you could NOT
> change tempo in realtime overdub, while the sequencer 
> was running. 
> so this defenatly is new.
> 
> I was irritated by that many times, that had to stop 
> recording to change tempo.. so i do remember this well.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > I was using this before upgrade too, so it is nothing new. Mostly 
> to 
> > get faster to the part I want to overdub ( I too have some long 
> > phrases). Regarding Live, I agree it is not yet for all round 
> stuff, 
> > but they made good start, I am looking forward to meet these guys 
> on 
> > the Musik Messe. 
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > WOWIE, this wasn't possible before but is now.
> > > you can dial the bpm tempo
> > > while your in realtime record.
> > > very handy dandy when your recording some 
> > > impossible solo from your keyboard.
> > > just dial down the tempo, record your solo
> > > and dial bpm up again
> > > without leaving rec-mode :-)))))))))))))
> > > 
> > > cool!
> > > Latif

| 8435|8435|2002-12-16 06:58:43|okoyemaya |2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|
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So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya" both 
done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont bash 
me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already 
uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff is 
done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet, Vajra 
vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them 
labels neither care too much.

http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra 
Okoyem
| 8436|8435|2002-12-16 07:43:26|Latif |Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|
I like the 'Awo Yemaya' very nice very relaxing!
nice to hear a great ethnical sounding track 
coming from the RS for a change.
(they should consult you for the ethnical
demo track for yamaha gear!)

Nice song Rikhy!

Hearing this and reading about your work on 
your website, i actually think you would benefit
from a program like cubase very much... if you only
give it some time.
Longtime ago there were 4 blue books for cubase
they explained most about how to use it, in a very
easy to understand way.
Don't know if they're still around.

but anyway
keep up the goodwork!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya" 

both 

> done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont 

bash 

> me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already 
> uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff 

is 

> done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet, Vajra 
> vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them 
> labels neither care too much.
> 
> http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
> www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra 
> Okoyem

| 8437|8435|2002-12-16 08:01:26|Bryan Rodgers|Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|
any chance you'd want to post the RS files for a little remix contest? ;)

(I'm in)

-B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2002 8:58 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded

So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya" both 
done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont bash 
me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already 
uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff is 
done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet, Vajra 
vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them 
labels neither care too much.
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http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
<http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043> 
www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra 
Okoyem

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8438|8438|2002-12-16 08:28:07|Bryan Rodgers|Change pattern length in REC grid mode?|
is it possible to switch the pattern length without exiting REC in grid mode
for different parts?

eg. part1(kick)=4bars, part2(snare)=2bars, part3(hihat)=1bar

(with the new OS.... ...which I'm LOVING by the way!)

-B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8439|8438|2002-12-16 08:34:28|Latif |Re: Change pattern length in REC grid mode?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> is it possible to switch the pattern length without exiting REC in 

grid mode

> for different parts?

Nope

> eg. part1(kick)=4bars, part2(snare)=2bars, part3(hihat)=1bar
> 
> (with the new OS.... ...which I'm LOVING by the way!)

Yep :))

L
| 8440|8438|2002-12-16 08:37:33|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Change pattern length in REC grid mode?|
aw shucks....

that woulda been neat too.

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2002 10:34 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Change pattern length in REC grid mode?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> is it possible to switch the pattern length without exiting REC in 
grid mode
> for different parts?

Nope

> eg. part1(kick)=4bars, part2(snare)=2bars, part3(hihat)=1bar
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> 
> (with the new OS.... ...which I'm LOVING by the way!)

Yep :))

L

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8441|8397|2002-12-16 09:38:39|Dave Jumpers|Re: Any one GOA PSY patterns? and if please email me PLEASE|
What if you send me your RS7000 as an early Xmas present so I can make 
them for you?

pfffff

pawelmr wrote:

>Any one GOA PSY AMBIENT patterns? So I can start with something TO 
>WORK please email me :
>p.mroczek@attbi.com
> 
>

| 8442|8435|2002-12-16 11:03:19|okoyemaya |Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|
My "to study" list is big, but good books? It is always out of 
hundred there would be few good ones, and one smashing. I have one 
reference Cubase 5, it is useful when you get stuck with something ( 
I mean me rather then you). 
Now with new OS I started studying a book that was pain to do on 
Cubase ( mechanical reasons, clicking right place on the grid), but 
it is a breeze and fun on RS grid. I got few books from Amazon when I 
started few months ago. "Electronica dance music programming secrets" 
theautors are columnist of Mix and Future music-Roger Brown and 
Martin Griese the founder of Newtronic, it is second edition I wonder 
if anybody has first. For somebody to come from other music planet it 
is great intoduction.Every few days I programm some stuff from it it 
is fun.So I am still looking for the right Cubase book, in 2-3 months 
when I am hopefully ready with my RS repertoire I will take some time 
to study. I think lack of serious midi knowledge is very limiting, I 
wish I could do all these "Faxie`S" tricks. With these new filters I 
better learn more about synthesis, I dont want to miss all these new 
sounds. Already the "monkey" twisting the knobs sounds great, I 
imagine what happens knowing what you do.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> I like the 'Awo Yemaya' very nice very relaxing!
> nice to hear a great ethnical sounding track 
> coming from the RS for a change.
> (they should consult you for the ethnical
> demo track for yamaha gear!)
> 
> Nice song Rikhy!
> 
> Hearing this and reading about your work on 
> your website, i actually think you would benefit
> from a program like cubase very much... if you only
> give it some time.
> Longtime ago there were 4 blue books for cubase
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> they explained most about how to use it, in a very
> easy to understand way.
> Don't know if they're still around.
> 
> but anyway
> keep up the goodwork!
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya" 
> both 
> > done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont 
> bash 
> > me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already 
> > uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff 
> is 
> > done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet, 

Vajra 

> > vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them 
> > labels neither care too much.
> > 
> > http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
> > www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra 
> > Okoyem

| 8443|8406|2002-12-16 12:47:11|s&m|Re: Rex Loop Import Work Around|

> Thanks for posting.
> How does Rex handle the crossfades between the
> slices? If I 
> lower the BPM on the RS running an imported Rex 
> file+samples, do I get gaps or is there extra sample
> data 
> available to cover this?

I'm not really sure about the crossfade stuff. I
tested the loop at different bpms, slower and faster
and it seemed to work/sound fine.
If you have not used recycle before: 
It works by slicing the loop based on the wave
amplitute peaks. There is a sensitivity setting which
determines the amount of slices. The more slices, the
more accurate the rex loop I think.
AFAIK, there is n0 extra sample data put in.

-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8444|8435|2002-12-16 23:50:12|505|Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|

> I am new to RS so dont bash me for bad mix.

I bash you, BAD MIX - BAD MIX - BAD MIX - OK
:)

pretty cool stuff, I love world beat electronica. Just from the two songs
I'd say you are very song flow oriented. If that is the case you might find
it easier to use a program like Cubase to arrange your songs (though Cubase
can be a little unfriendly until you figure it out).

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2002 5:58 AM
Subject: [RS7000] 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded
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> So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya" both
> done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont bash
> me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already
> uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff is
> done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet, Vajra
> vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them
> labels neither care too much.
>
> http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
> www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra
> Okoyem
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8445|8445|2002-12-17 02:18:25|alex|Getting noise out of rs7k|
Hi, just a thing i came over last night while watching death in vegas live. =)
Is it possible to bring a sample to feedback using effects or modulating it on the rs7k?
is it dangerous for the rs?

alex.
| 8446|8435|2002-12-17 03:00:40|okoyemaya |Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|
Thanks, though I promise to get seriuos about Cubase, I find RS very, 
very easy to work with, quick, and the pattern=>chain=>song very 
pragmatic. The visual side for the last stage would be good, I will 
get to it sometime. Usefull for the chain stage is a little Excel 
measure No., Pattern name, special notes like instruments or whatever 
etc, that I made for myself when still using RM1X, is good to keep 
track of what you doing, and reconstruct the chain if lost.
Other excuse of not using Cubase is my setup with Wamibox, Since 3 
years Egoysys cannot really get it together with the driver so my 
midi does not work flowless and then having RS that does all I want 
without any complications, quickly... why bother? . So given certain 
time limitations (I still go to webdesign school till Feb) I rather 
use it efficiently, thanks to Yamaha.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > I am new to RS so dont bash me for bad mix.
> I bash you, BAD MIX - BAD MIX - BAD MIX - OK
> :)
> 
> pretty cool stuff, I love world beat electronica. Just from the two 
songs
> I'd say you are very song flow oriented. If that is the case you 
might find
> it easier to use a program like Cubase to arrange your songs 
(though Cubase
> can be a little unfriendly until you figure it out).
> 
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, December 16, 2002 5:58 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded
> 
> 
> > So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya" 
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both
> > done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont 
bash
> > me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already
> > uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff 
is
> > done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet, 
Vajra
> > vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them
> > labels neither care too much.
> >
> > http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
> > www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra
> > Okoyem
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >

| 8447|8447|2002-12-17 05:40:03|Latif |here's another change|
before if you had lets say
a phrase 2 measure and roght before you
perform loop remix you would set the 
style length to 8 measure so the new 
loop remixed phrase would have 8 measures.
that doesn't happen no more.
all new loop remixed phrases will have the 
same length as the original... too bad actually
i don't like it.,, hmmmzzzz

Latif
| 8448|8447|2002-12-17 05:47:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: here's another change|
On Tuesday 17 December 2002 13:40, "Latif wrote:

> before if you had lets say
> a phrase 2 measure and roght before you
> perform loop remix you would set the
> style length to 8 measure so the new
> loop remixed phrase would have 8 measures.

Would these added 6 measures be unique material or just 3 
copies of the first 2 measures?

> that doesn't happen no more.
> all new loop remixed phrases will have the
> same length as the original... too bad actually
> i don't like it.,, hmmmzzzz

Whether I like it depends on your anser to the question 
above. ;)

Btw, how's the current state of the 'BPM change feature 
while recording' discussion going? Is it a new feature or 
not? Damn, I need two RS's, one *just* to check the old OS.
Yamaha, please??? 

[hey, I can always try, can't I?]

- Robert
| 8449|8435|2002-12-17 06:18:37|505|Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded|
I will agree to one thing, I'm not very trilled with computer sequencers
anymore. Seems like I have to jump too many configuration ropes, drivers,
etc... to set things straight (If I don't do anything for a month I forget
the configuration steps and I have to start all over). It's just too easy to
screw up with software configurations, all it takes is a simple patch or
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update and your system gets hosed.

I prefer hardware based seq, I know that once I've become very familiar with
the RS, all actions will become second nature and I won't have to think
twice the steps. I somehow never seem to get the same confidence from
software, there is always some debugging I have to do to, and frankly I'm
tired of debugging software applications when I simply want to get lost into
creating music.

With all that, some people seem to have mastered Cubase pretty well. I truly
believe Cubase can do a lot of amazing stuff, but I find myself using it
less and less because I'm too impatient. With RS I know exactly what I get
when I press the power button.

Technically I'm coming around full circle with Yamaha, my fist sequencer
ever was the "Gray Matter" which was optionally installed in DX7 Fd (my fist
synth).

For me, hardware sequencers seem to have personality, I somehow never get
that from software.

BTW, the OS update is pretty sleek, got me looking closer to Step and Grid
recording.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2002 2:00 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded

> Thanks, though I promise to get seriuos about Cubase, I find RS very,
> very easy to work with, quick, and the pattern=>chain=>song very
> pragmatic. The visual side for the last stage would be good, I will
> get to it sometime. Usefull for the chain stage is a little Excel
> measure No., Pattern name, special notes like instruments or whatever
> etc, that I made for myself when still using RM1X, is good to keep
> track of what you doing, and reconstruct the chain if lost.
> Other excuse of not using Cubase is my setup with Wamibox, Since 3
> years Egoysys cannot really get it together with the driver so my
> midi does not work flowless and then having RS that does all I want
> without any complications, quickly... why bother? . So given certain
> time limitations (I still go to webdesign school till Feb) I rather
> use it efficiently, thanks to Yamaha.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > > I am new to RS so dont bash me for bad mix.
> > I bash you, BAD MIX - BAD MIX - BAD MIX - OK
> > :)
> >
> > pretty cool stuff, I love world beat electronica. Just from the two
> songs
> > I'd say you are very song flow oriented. If that is the case you
> might find
> > it easier to use a program like Cubase to arrange your songs
> (though Cubase
> > can be a little unfriendly until you figure it out).
> >
> > Cornel
> > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
> >
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: 
> > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Monday, December 16, 2002 5:58 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] 2 exclusively RS songs uploaded
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> >
> >
> > > So I test uploaded 2 RS tunes "Bhangra Cubana" and "Awo Yemaya"
> both
> > > done completly on RS, mostly played live. I am new to RS so dont
> bash
> > > me for bad mix. There will come some more stuff there I already
> > > uploaded but it takes 2-3 days to be checked by them. Other stuff
> is
> > > done on RM1x and have some audio tracks too, voices, trumpet,
> Vajra
> > > vina, Ebowed guitar, D&B, Garage ...I do not know much about them
> > > labels neither care too much.
> > >
> > > http://www.mp3.com.au/artist.asp?id=10043
> > > www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra
> > > Okoyem
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > >
> > >
> > >
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8450|8447|2002-12-17 06:44:25|Latif |Re: here's another change|
They were copies, but it was the 
easy way for appending a loop remixed
phrase, catch my drift ;-)

the 'BPM change in rec-mode while 
sequencer is running' is defenatly 
new for me, because that bugged me 
many times before.. damn, i think 
i'm going to feedback store 2 morrow, 
see if they have a unit in store 
with the older OS to check it out 
hihih :P

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 17 December 2002 13:40, "Latif wrote:
> > before if you had lets say
> > a phrase 2 measure and roght before you
> > perform loop remix you would set the
> > style length to 8 measure so the new
> > loop remixed phrase would have 8 measures.
> 
> Would these added 6 measures be unique material or just 3 
> copies of the first 2 measures?
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> 
> > that doesn't happen no more.
> > all new loop remixed phrases will have the
> > same length as the original... too bad actually
> > i don't like it.,, hmmmzzzz
> 
> Whether I like it depends on your anser to the question 
> above. ;)
> 
> 
> Btw, how's the current state of the 'BPM change feature 
> while recording' discussion going? Is it a new feature or 
> not? Damn, I need two RS's, one *just* to check the old OS.
> Yamaha, please??? 
> 
> [hey, I can always try, can't I?]
> 
> - Robert

| 8451|8447|2002-12-17 06:46:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: here's another change|
On Tuesday 17 December 2002 14:44, "Latif wrote:

> They were copies, but it was the
> easy way for appending a loop remixed
> phrase, catch my drift ;-)

Yep. ;)

>
> the 'BPM change in rec-mode while
> sequencer is running' is defenatly
> new for me, because that bugged me
> many times before.. damn, i think
> i'm going to feedback store 2 morrow,
> see if they have a unit in store
> with the older OS to check it out
> hihih :P

Please let me know.

Thanks for posting,
Robert
| 8452|8447|2002-12-17 10:38:28|okoyemaya |Re: here's another change|
Hey Latif why you bother,the most important it works, but I swear I 
used it on the old OS. That slow tune Awo Yemaya, on aussie mp3, 
there is the little tabla and ghatam on from 29 measure till patt end 
that was 32. Since using RS pads is real pain- you cant play fast on 
one, I assign same sound to 2 and that means a lot of overdubbing. 
Since there is no punch in on pattern waiting 28 measures makes you 
look for a solution so I was speeding it up to max, with a shift 
pressed then slowing around 25 measure. That`s it.
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> They were copies, but it was the 
> easy way for appending a loop remixed
> phrase, catch my drift ;-)
> 
> the 'BPM change in rec-mode while 
> sequencer is running' is defenatly 
> new for me, because that bugged me 
> many times before.. damn, i think 
> i'm going to feedback store 2 morrow, 
> see if they have a unit in store 
> with the older OS to check it out 
> hihih :P
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Tuesday 17 December 2002 13:40, "Latif wrote:
> > > before if you had lets say
> > > a phrase 2 measure and roght before you
> > > perform loop remix you would set the
> > > style length to 8 measure so the new
> > > loop remixed phrase would have 8 measures.
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> > 
> > Would these added 6 measures be unique material or just 3 
> > copies of the first 2 measures?
> > 
> > > that doesn't happen no more.
> > > all new loop remixed phrases will have the
> > > same length as the original... too bad actually
> > > i don't like it.,, hmmmzzzz
> > 
> > Whether I like it depends on your anser to the question 
> > above. ;)
> > 
> > 
> > Btw, how's the current state of the 'BPM change feature 
> > while recording' discussion going? Is it a new feature or 
> > not? Damn, I need two RS's, one *just* to check the old OS.
> > Yamaha, please??? 
> > 
> > [hey, I can always try, can't I?]
> > 
> > - Robert

| 8453|8453|2002-12-17 11:15:34|eq127 |RS & Logic|
hey list, haven't been on here for awhile, i've just set up my RS 
(and other gear) with logic over a midisport interface, and i am 
curious on what is the best way to use Logic with the RS in a 
specific fashion. I saw a recent article in Future Music involving a 
similar scenario with the RS and Cubase, where the user wants to not 
sequence all the RS parts in Cubase (the RS pattern mode is great), 
but to simply trigger playback of respective patterns assigned to 
midi channels... i want to do the same thing... that way any work 
already done setting up tracks in pattern mode doesn't have to be 
redone all over again in Logic. 

i would stick with the RS's internal sequencing but i can't be 
troubled with putting everything through pattern chain to song mode 
(i haven't done it more than once) because i much prefer linear 
sequencing like in Logic or in the Triton's sequencer. also this way 
i don't have to deal with scenes and mutes because i can simply mute 
by not having the pattern in place for a segment of the track, and 
scenes seem to be more trouble than they're worth... and finally 
because i love to do live tweaking during playback when i gig out.

so has anyone done this before who can offer me some insight? 

thanks
Kieran
| 8454|8412|2002-12-17 15:22:01|pawelmr |Re: Cubase SX .. was simple THNX for advise !!!!!! Latif !!!!!!|
was simple, quick and effective. THA'S WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR THNX MAN
!!!!!! Latif !!!!!!
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> First of all there's no such thing as a option
> menu in SX, what you just discribed is the old method
> from older versions VST.
> 
> The way you do it in SX is simply, set one midi track to
> midi channel ANY, start recording your RS total midi output
> into that track.... when finished select in cubase SX
> from menu MIDI/DISOLVE PART (or right click the part in 
> arranger window)... there you choose whether
> you want to disolve in seperate midi channels or seperate 
> pitch... no multirecord or sucj things.
> 
> Same method after importing your RS midi file into
> SX, simply right click the part in the arrange window
> and select midi/disolve part.
> 
> easy does it.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pawelmr " 
> wrote:
> > Start by creating sufficient MIDI trucks in SX to accommodate all 
> the 
> > RS7000 sequencer parts . Set the MULTIRECORDS in(Option Menu) 

mode 
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> to 
> > CHANNEL SPLIT and select ACTIVE to allow multichannel MIDI 
> > recording.Assign each MIDI truck's input to its corresponding 
> CHANNEL 
> > in RS7000 . HIT RECORD in SX and the midi notes accros all 

channels 

> > will be simultaneusly transfered to cubase from your RS7k :) PEACE
> > email any trance goa or psy trucks 
> > p.mroczek@a...

| 8455|8455|2002-12-18 00:58:02|spleenless|rs7000 on-the-fly|
Hey guys, I just joined the list to get a better idea of rs7000. I'm
thinking of purchasing one to fill a certain nitch. I'm looking for a
relatively simple and intuitive step programmable step seq and sampler
mostly for drum beats. I want something that is tweakable and flexible
for live application.
Here are my questions.
can it record and play on the fly?
How easy is the step programming? (here lies my true interest...)
Are the preset 808 & 909 sounds decent, with punch?
How do most people transfer sounds to from computer (scsi or is there
some OSlink software)?
Does it seem like Yamaha will continue improving OS like EMU?
(Basically does it have a supported future?)

Any insight would be great. I imagine you all like the machine, so
feel free to convince me. thanks. jc
| 8456|8455|2002-12-18 04:17:22|okoyemaya |Re: rs7000 on-the-fly|
There is new OS since a week and with this one the rhythm programming 
is the easiest, fastest and most enjoyable. Your questions are 
exactly about the stuff that RS is at it best. There is some swedish 
drum machine that seems really good for old skool programming but it 
wont have RS goodies.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, spleenless wrote:
> Hey guys, I just joined the list to get a better idea of rs7000. I'm
> thinking of purchasing one to fill a certain nitch. I'm looking for 
a
> relatively simple and intuitive step programmable step seq and 
sampler
> mostly for drum beats. I want something that is tweakable and 
flexible
> for live application.
> Here are my questions.
> can it record and play on the fly?
> How easy is the step programming? (here lies my true interest...)
> Are the preset 808 & 909 sounds decent, with punch?
> How do most people transfer sounds to from computer (scsi or is 
there
> some OSlink software)?
> Does it seem like Yamaha will continue improving OS like EMU?
> (Basically does it have a supported future?)
> 
> Any insight would be great. I imagine you all like the machine, so
> feel free to convince me. thanks. jc

| 8457|8455|2002-12-18 05:13:58|Thomas |Re: rs7000 on-the-fly|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, spleenless wrote:

> Hey guys, I just joined the list to get a better idea of rs7000. I'm
> thinking of purchasing one to fill a certain nitch. I'm looking for 

a

> relatively simple and intuitive step programmable step seq and 

sampler

> mostly for drum beats. I want something that is tweakable and 

flexible

> for live application.
> Here are my questions.
> can it record and play on the fly?

Yes.

> How easy is the step programming? (here lies my true interest...)
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Easypeasy!

> Are the preset 808 & 909 sounds decent, with punch?

IMHO the sounds are punchy, fat and very decent! If you don´t like 
them, you can always use samples.

> How do most people transfer sounds to from computer (scsi or is 

there

> some OSlink software)?

SCSI or SmartMedia card.

> Does it seem like Yamaha will continue improving OS like EMU?
> (Basically does it have a supported future?)

We hope for it, but honestly...the way the OS is right now (v1.2) the 
RS can´t become even better. It´s a definately cult-machine now with 
the new OS. 

> Any insight would be great. I imagine you all like the machine, so
> feel free to convince me. thanks. jc

About the sequencer read also here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/8342
| 8458|8447|2002-12-18 06:15:46|Latif |Re: here's another change|
Hey guys, i think i was suffering post
update hallucinations heheh.
Went to the store, but the unit there 
was allready updated to 1.2
So got back home, degraded my own unit
to 1.14 to check some things out.

BPM change while recorder running in rec-mode 
was indeed possible.. my mistake there Okoye, 
i think what really bugged me was the rehearsel 
mode which wasn't available...

As for the new phrases remixed in loop-remix getting
same length as original, regardless style length
this was allready like that too in former OS 1.14
Defenatly been hallucinating on this one :P

Okoye, to answer your question , why i do bother about this,
is simply to get my thoughts clear about it and so there 
doesn't get any incorrect information into the FAQ.

So Robert, forget these 2 last 'new things'

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 17 December 2002 14:44, "Latif wrote:
> > They were copies, but it was the
> > easy way for appending a loop remixed
> > phrase, catch my drift ;-)
> 
> Yep. ;)
> 
> >
> > the 'BPM change in rec-mode while
> > sequencer is running' is defenatly
> > new for me, because that bugged me
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> > many times before.. damn, i think
> > i'm going to feedback store 2 morrow,
> > see if they have a unit in store
> > with the older OS to check it out
> > hihih :P
> 
> Please let me know.
> 
> Thanks for posting,
> Robert

| 8459|8447|2002-12-18 06:31:38|mmittner |Re: here's another change|
couldn't any lucky guy who has two units compare the sound quality between 1.14 and 1.2? even with my sampled test pattern from 1.14 i'm not really sure. and i'm still
very curios about that and i really want to know if it's really a better sound coming out of the rs or just some new ingredients they put into those gauloises since last week
;-)

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " wrote:
> Hey guys, i think i was suffering post
> update hallucinations heheh.
> Went to the store, but the unit there 
> was allready updated to 1.2
> So got back home, degraded my own unit
> to 1.14 to check some things out.
> 
> BPM change while recorder running in rec-mode 
> was indeed possible.. my mistake there Okoye, 
> i think what really bugged me was the rehearsel 
> mode which wasn't available...
> 
> As for the new phrases remixed in loop-remix getting
> same length as original, regardless style length
> this was allready like that too in former OS 1.14
> Defenatly been hallucinating on this one :P
> 
> 
> Okoye, to answer your question , why i do bother about this,
> is simply to get my thoughts clear about it and so there 
> doesn't get any incorrect information into the FAQ.
> 
> So Robert, forget these 2 last 'new things'
> 
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Tuesday 17 December 2002 14:44, "Latif wrote:
> > > They were copies, but it was the
> > > easy way for appending a loop remixed
> > > phrase, catch my drift ;-)
> > 
> > Yep. ;)
> > 
> > >
> > > the 'BPM change in rec-mode while
> > > sequencer is running' is defenatly
> > > new for me, because that bugged me
> > > many times before.. damn, i think
> > > i'm going to feedback store 2 morrow,
> > > see if they have a unit in store
> > > with the older OS to check it out
> > > hihih :P
> > 
> > Please let me know.
> > 
> > Thanks for posting,
> > Robert

| 8460|8447|2002-12-18 06:33:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: here's another change|
On Wednesday 18 December 2002 14:15, "Latif wrote:

> Okoye, to answer your question , why i do bother about
> this, is simply to get my thoughts clear about it and so
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> there doesn't get any incorrect information into the FAQ.
>
> So Robert, forget these 2 last 'new things'

Thanks for checking this out Latif, much appreciated.

I'll remove these two from the new faq material and remove 
you from the list for spreading false rumours. I'm sure 
you'll understand.

- Robert :P
| 8461|8447|2002-12-18 06:50:14|Latif |Re: here's another change|
LOL... merry christmass to you too ;-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 18 December 2002 14:15, "Latif wrote:
> 
> > Okoye, to answer your question , why i do bother about
> > this, is simply to get my thoughts clear about it and so
> > there doesn't get any incorrect information into the FAQ.
> >
> > So Robert, forget these 2 last 'new things'
> 
> Thanks for checking this out Latif, much appreciated.
> 
> I'll remove these two from the new faq material and remove 
> you from the list for spreading false rumours. I'm sure 
> you'll understand.
> 
> 
> - Robert :P

| 8462|8445|2002-12-18 07:33:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
On Tuesday 17 December 2002 10:19, alex wrote:

> Hi, just a thing i came over last night while watching
> death in vegas live. =) Is it possible to bring a sample
> to feedback using effects or modulating it on the rs7k?
> is it dangerous for the rs?

I don't understand. What exactly do you mean by bringing a 
sample to feedback?

- Robert
| 8463|8445|2002-12-18 08:35:58|alex|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
well, just like if you get a guitar and put it in front of the amplifier, the pickups get the sound from the amplifier + strings vibrating and it makes noise. i'm not 
sure now if it's called feedback.

With fruityloops i've found that twisting the TS404 synth you can get tons of feedback (i think that's when i twist full the gate knob).

alex.

--Original Message Text---
From: Robert van der Kamp
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 2002 15:33:25 +0100

On Tuesday 17 December 2002 10:19, alex wrote:
> Hi, just a thing i came over last night while watching
> death in vegas live. =) Is it possible to bring a sample
> to feedback using effects or modulating it on the rs7k?
> is it dangerous for the rs?

I don't understand. What exactly do you mean by bringing a 
sample to feedback?

- Robert
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| 8464|8445|2002-12-18 08:41:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
On Wednesday 18 December 2002 16:32, alex wrote:

> well, just like if you get a guitar and put it in front
> of the amplifier, the pickups get the sound from the
> amplifier + strings vibrating and it makes noise. i'm not
> sure now if it's called feedback.

Yep, that's feedback alright.

>
> With fruityloops i've found that twisting the TS404 synth
> you can get tons of feedback (i think that's when i twist
> full the gate knob).

Here is where you're loosing me. ;)
I'm not a fruityloops user, so I have NO clue what you're 
referring to. Sorry. 

- Robert
| 8465|8453|2002-12-18 09:05:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS & Logic|
I have worked with Logic + RS, where Logic was the master 
and the RS slaved via midi clock. The RS was running in 
Pattern mode, playing it's own stuff. The actual section 
the RS was playing was controlled by Logic. I also 
controlled the RS track mutes from Logic.

- Robert
| 8466|8445|2002-12-18 09:05:35|Latif |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
Yes i can create a feedbackloop
here, 

because i don't use the analog 
master-out, but the digital, 
i simply stick a patchcabel
into the unused analog master out 
and put that back into the RS line-in 
and by putting some delay on the line 
input you can get some very intresting 
nasty noise effects... almost oldskool 
dubb delays.

Ps. 
Wouldn't recommend this to anyone, unless you know 
what you are doing.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 18 December 2002 16:32, alex wrote:
> > well, just like if you get a guitar and put it in front
> > of the amplifier, the pickups get the sound from the
> > amplifier + strings vibrating and it makes noise. i'm not
> > sure now if it's called feedback.
> 
> Yep, that's feedback alright.
> 
> >
> > With fruityloops i've found that twisting the TS404 synth
> > you can get tons of feedback (i think that's when i twist
> > full the gate knob).
> 
> Here is where you're loosing me. ;)
> I'm not a fruityloops user, so I have NO clue what you're 
> referring to. Sorry. 
> 
> - Robert

| 8467|8445|2002-12-18 09:09:29|mmittner |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
erm ... connect the output to the input and turn up the record and master volume knob? but honestly feedback in the rs' synth engine doesn't make sense at all ... it's a
rompler/sampler, not a va. and you can sample the output from fruity loops into the rs anyway.
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-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 18 December 2002 16:32, alex wrote:
> > well, just like if you get a guitar and put it in front
> > of the amplifier, the pickups get the sound from the
> > amplifier + strings vibrating and it makes noise. i'm not
> > sure now if it's called feedback.
> 
> Yep, that's feedback alright.
> 
> >
> > With fruityloops i've found that twisting the TS404 synth
> > you can get tons of feedback (i think that's when i twist
> > full the gate knob).
> 
> Here is where you're loosing me. ;)
> I'm not a fruityloops user, so I have NO clue what you're 
> referring to. Sorry. 
> 
> - Robert

| 8468|8445|2002-12-18 09:10:39|alex|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|

>Here is where you're loosing me. ;)
>I'm not a fruityloops user, so I have NO clue what you're 
>referring to. Sorry. 

problably i'm just asking a stooopid question =) =) the one that's got no clue it's me as i am the nos-rs user =) =) =)
probably if i want to get a sound like feedback i should use something like a high pitched-looped-sine wave and probably adding up some delay.
searching feedback on the pdf manual i've dwladed. it appears on the effect parameter list on effects like reverbs, delays, flangers or phasers. but i think it 
won't have any relation in what i'm looking for.
| 8469|8445|2002-12-18 09:23:48|Latif |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
Nope, not stupid
Infact many user of old analog gear
like Korg MS20/MS10 always 'complain'
or search for feedback feature's on 
all these new machine's.

It's managable on the RS, but it defenatly 
doesn't sound the same as analog feedback, 
since digital will clip way faster and 
more in a deadly fashion ;P

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alex" wrote:
> >Here is where you're loosing me. ;)
> >I'm not a fruityloops user, so I have NO clue what you're 
> >referring to. Sorry. 
> 
> problably i'm just asking a stooopid question =) =) the one that's 
got no clue it's me as i am the nos-rs user =) =) =)
> probably if i want to get a sound like feedback i should use 
something like a high pitched-looped-sine wave and probably adding up 
some delay.
> searching feedback on the pdf manual i've dwladed. it appears on 
the effect parameter list on effects like reverbs, delays, flangers 
or phasers. but i think it 
> won't have any relation in what i'm looking for.

| 8470|8445|2002-12-18 09:27:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
On Wednesday 18 December 2002 17:23, "Latif wrote:

> Nope, not stupid
> Infact many user of old analog gear
> like Korg MS20/MS10 always 'complain'
> or search for feedback feature's on
> all these new machine's.
>
> It's managable on the RS, but it defenatly
> doesn't sound the same as analog feedback,
> since digital will clip way faster and
> more in a deadly fashion ;P

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Maybe he should get the Evolver, nice hybrid thing, *with* 
feedback feature. Still not sure if that's what he's after 
though...

- Robert
| 8471|8445|2002-12-18 09:29:27|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 18 December 2002 17:23, "Latif wrote:
> > Nope, not stupid
> > Infact many user of old analog gear
> > like Korg MS20/MS10 always 'complain'
> > or search for feedback feature's on
> > all these new machine's.
> >
> > It's managable on the RS, but it defenatly
> > doesn't sound the same as analog feedback,
> > since digital will clip way faster and
> > more in a deadly fashion ;P
> 
> Maybe he should get the Evolver, nice hybrid thing, *with* 
> feedback feature. Still not sure if that's what he's after 
> though...
> 
> - Robert

The Yamaha AN1x has "feedback"...boooy...can make some mean things 
with it! :) Same feature on the AN200 and 150AN-PLG-IN board...
| 8472|8472|2002-12-18 09:30:26|Dave Jumpers|Re: RS & Logic yo!|
What is the Future Music issue number you saw that article?
Was it the one with the RS7000 Demos on the CD?

So why would you be troubled to do pattern chain and then song mode?

If you like linear, what you need to do is:

1) Create your patterns
2) Put them in some sort of order in pattern chain mode
3) Convert to song
4) Do linear editing in song mode. 
4.1) Enter edit mode and erase or add whatever you want.
4.2) Erase, mute while overdubbing change track volume or velocity or 
fileters, etc, while overdubbing.

that's one way. The other way is:

1) Create your patterns
2) Put them in some sort of order in pattern chain mode
3) Convert to song
4) Export song as an SMF file
5) Open the SMF midi file with Logic, Cubase or Sonar
5.1) Edit what you want to edit in Logic
6) Play the SMF midi file to the RS. ( RS Midi in connected to Logic 
Midi out )
7) Mute parts on a pattern if you're having Locig playing back the RS, 
for live gigs. ( which they aren't really live since you have Logic 
play for you...)
7.1) Twist Filter knobs, Play FX, etc.

Personally, the idea of having an RS7K was so that I wouldn't have to 
bring a computer to stage, cause:

1) Carrying computers and it's devices is a pain in the ass.
2) Just a laptop on stage is lame.
3) Laptop doesn't have knobs unless you hook up a bunch of knobing 
aparatus, which takes us back to point 1.
4) Having Logic play back prearranged music on stage is not "live 
giging" or "live pa". You may as well just pop a CD-R and pretend you 
actually play live.

I hope that enlightents a few things for you
Best Regards,
-David-

eq127 wrote:
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>hey list, haven't been on here for awhile, i've just set up my RS 
>(and other gear) with logic over a midisport interface, and i am 
>curious on what is the best way to use Logic with the RS in a 
>specific fashion. I saw a recent article in Future Music involving a 
>similar scenario with the RS and Cubase, where the user wants to not 
>sequence all the RS parts in Cubase (the RS pattern mode is great), 
>but to simply trigger playback of respective patterns assigned to 
>midi channels... i want to do the same thing... that way any work 
>already done setting up tracks in pattern mode doesn't have to be 
>redone all over again in Logic. 
>
>i would stick with the RS's internal sequencing but i can't be 
>troubled with putting everything through pattern chain to song mode 
>(i haven't done it more than once) because i much prefer linear 
>sequencing like in Logic or in the Triton's sequencer. also this way 
>i don't have to deal with scenes and mutes because i can simply mute 
>by not having the pattern in place for a segment of the track, and 
>scenes seem to be more trouble than they're worth... and finally 
>because i love to do live tweaking during playback when i gig out.
>
>so has anyone done this before who can offer me some insight? 
>
>thanks
>Kieran
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
> 
>

| 8473|8445|2002-12-18 09:37:36|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alex" wrote:

> 
> searching feedback on the pdf manual i've dwladed. it appears on 

the effect parameter list on effects like reverbs, delays, flangers 
or phasers. but i think it 

> won't have any relation in what i'm looking for.

And you are right, the feedback that is described there is not the 
Feedback FX that you mean, where the signals gets feed back into the 
OSC´s. The feedback on those FX, simply feeds the signal back into 
the FX-signal path, which can of course also create some very 
interesting loops when used on delay...:)
| 8474|8445|2002-12-18 09:43:33|Latif |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Wednesday 18 December 2002 17:23, "Latif wrote:
> > > Nope, not stupid
> > > Infact many user of old analog gear
> > > like Korg MS20/MS10 always 'complain'
> > > or search for feedback feature's on
> > > all these new machine's.
> > >
> > > It's managable on the RS, but it defenatly
> > > doesn't sound the same as analog feedback,
> > > since digital will clip way faster and
> > > more in a deadly fashion ;P
> > 
> > Maybe he should get the Evolver, nice hybrid thing, *with* 
> > feedback feature. Still not sure if that's what he's after 
> > though...
> > 
> > - Robert

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> 
> The Yamaha AN1x has "feedback"...boooy...can make some mean things 
> with it! :) Same feature on the AN200 and 150AN-PLG-IN board...

Yep, that's it.. it will work within 
the digital domain, but it has to be an option
in the machine allready.. 
like you folks say the AN1x or Evolver is a carzy one too.
I know the Roland JP8000 has something like that
and surely the new Korg MS2000.
It's a huge benfit when inside the machine, cause it will
allow all rompler sounds or analog input become
mega FAT and crazy noises.

Latif
| 8475|8445|2002-12-18 09:47:25|alex|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
don't get me wrong... i'm after a full featured sampler (with sequencer, with mini keyboard able to play pitched samples and onboard effects)... something i can 
make my electro and d&b stuff, and also use it as a sampler with my band where i play bass. something more reliable that a laptop and more hands-on. i think i 
will LOVE the rs when i get it =)
not just that i'm looking after rs just to make noises =) ... i can make them also with my bass =) =)

alex.

--Original Message Text---
From: Robert van der Kamp
Date: Wed, 18 Dec 2002 17:27:03 +0100

Maybe he should get the Evolver, nice hybrid thing, *with* 
feedback feature. Still not sure if that's what he's after 
though...

- Robert
| 8476|8445|2002-12-18 09:47:30|alex|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|

>The Yamaha AN1x has "feedback"...boooy...can make some mean things 
>with it! :) Same feature on the AN200 and 150AN-PLG-IN board...

good to know. thanx! =)

alex.
| 8477|8477|2002-12-18 10:56:55|arveyman |Change not mentioned yet? goody!|
Well i got to install the latest OS as well (which by the way wasn't 
as easy as i hoped 'cause i got a "checksum error" message after 
loading, so i formatted the SM card again and worked out fine) and my 
first impression is that the filters ROCK MORE TIME! So yeah, my 
songs actually DO sound better (sonically that is ;-))!! Also the 
hoppin' in and out of REC mode is a bliss.. The STEP REC function now 
works very nice and.. and.. and.. 
But, hey!! I found a nice new feature! I can't see why nobody else 
noticed it before! In normal running mode just press one of the 
buttons (now representing trax)... See? (well, hear) The RS plays the 
BLOODY phrase! This is handy, because you don't have to press play 
and mute the lot to hear what you actually programmed on the specific 
track.

All in all, the rs just seems refurbished and looked through by a 
medic or somthin'.. very cool

I'm (again) a happy RS7000 owner!

Arv
| 8478|8445|2002-12-18 11:33:25|synthe. labo|Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|

>Yep, that's it.. it will work within
>the digital domain, but it has to be an option
>in the machine allready..
>like you folks say the AN1x or Evolver is a carzy one too.
>I know the Roland JP8000 has something like that
>and surely the new Korg MS2000.
>It's a huge benfit when inside the machine, cause it will
>allow all rompler sounds or analog input become
>mega FAT and crazy noises.

sorry, but did i understand well?

you mean to use the RS master outputs as normal outputs into your mixer, and 
then use one of the 6 individual outs plugged INTO one of the 2 inputs and 
then work with the rec/volume knob to obtain noises?



...but how these acn be applied to delays etc etc...

maybe i didn't understand....

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8479|8477|2002-12-18 11:34:51|Latif |Re: Change not mentioned yet? goody!|
Nah, that was like that allready
before even on the RM1X. 
you can hear any phrase that's
programmed to a track simply by
pressing the tracks key when not
in mute mode (solo).

watch out buddy, it's easy to get
infected with the post os update 
trauma's.
I recently just recovered from one ;-)
lol

After this recovery i doubt there's
anything else new, then the stuff
mentioned in the OS release pdf files.

Have fun with the new Ossssss
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
wrote:

> Well i got to install the latest OS as well (which by the way 

wasn't 

> as easy as i hoped 'cause i got a "checksum error" message after 
> loading, so i formatted the SM card again and worked out fine) and 

my 

> first impression is that the filters ROCK MORE TIME! So yeah, my 
> songs actually DO sound better (sonically that is ;-))!! Also the 
> hoppin' in and out of REC mode is a bliss.. The STEP REC function 

now 

> works very nice and.. and.. and.. 
> But, hey!! I found a nice new feature! I can't see why nobody else 
> noticed it before! In normal running mode just press one of the 
> buttons (now representing trax)... See? (well, hear) The RS plays 

the 

> BLOODY phrase! This is handy, because you don't have to press play 
> and mute the lot to hear what you actually programmed on the 

specific 

> track.
> 
> All in all, the rs just seems refurbished and looked through by a 
> medic or somthin'.. very cool
> 
> 
> I'm (again) a happy RS7000 owner!
> 
> Arv

| 8480|8445|2002-12-18 11:51:09|Latif |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
Nope, 
what i said was this:

I don't use the analog 
master-out, but the digital,
for my total output to mixer. 

So i simply stick a patchcabel
into the UNUSED analog 
MASTER out 

http://messenger.msn.it/
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and put that back into the RS 
LINE-IN 
and by putting some delay on the line 
input you can get some very intresting 
nasty noise effects... almost oldskool 
dubb delays.
crunchy digital artifacts.

So i didn't mention any of the other outputs.

If you use the other outputs you'll be 
bypassing the loop, there for no feedback 
can be created like that.

Latif

> sorry, but did i understand well?
> 
> you mean to use the RS master outputs as normal outputs into your 

mixer, and 

> then use one of the 6 individual outs plugged INTO one of the 2 

inputs and 

> then work with the rec/volume knob to obtain noises?
> ...but how these acn be applied to delays etc etc...
> 
> maybe i didn't understand....
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
> http://messenger.msn.it

| 8481|8477|2002-12-18 12:04:41|okoyemaya |Re: Change not mentioned yet? goody!|
was there before
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
wrote:

> Well i got to install the latest OS as well (which by the way 

wasn't 

> as easy as i hoped 'cause i got a "checksum error" message after 
> loading, so i formatted the SM card again and worked out fine) and 

my 

> first impression is that the filters ROCK MORE TIME! So yeah, my 
> songs actually DO sound better (sonically that is ;-))!! Also the 
> hoppin' in and out of REC mode is a bliss.. The STEP REC function 

now 

> works very nice and.. and.. and.. 
> But, hey!! I found a nice new feature! I can't see why nobody else 
> noticed it before! In normal running mode just press one of the 
> buttons (now representing trax)... See? (well, hear) The RS plays 

the 

> BLOODY phrase! This is handy, because you don't have to press play 
> and mute the lot to hear what you actually programmed on the 

specific 

> track.
> 
> All in all, the rs just seems refurbished and looked through by a 
> medic or somthin'.. very cool
> 
> 
> I'm (again) a happy RS7000 owner!
> 
> Arv

http://messenger.msn.it/
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| 8482|8445|2002-12-18 12:08:49|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> the new Korg MS2000.

Erm.....you mean the new MicroKorg...
| 8483|8445|2002-12-18 12:12:18|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alex" wrote:

> don't get me wrong... i'm after a full featured sampler 

See...and that is what the RS isn´t...it´s not full featured. You 
don´t have e.g. multi-layer samples, and you can´t load Akai Programs.

For a full featured sampler, you need a full featured 
sampler...ahem...like Emu E5000, Yamaha A4/5000, Akai Z4/8.

The sampler inide the RS is a basic sampler, usefull for sure, but 
not fully featured. But the sequencer is very full featured.
| 8484|8445|2002-12-18 12:32:16|Latif |Re: Getting noise out of rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> > the new Korg MS2000.
> 
> Erm.....you mean the new MicroKorg...

nope, i mean new MS2000 as in new to MS20!

;)
| 8485|8485|2002-12-18 12:57:48|Latif |AW16G + RS7K|
http://qa.dmusic.com/

The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'

This song has been created on the RS7000
only, arranged in cubase and recorded 
straight into the AW.
3 samples: one from yahoo chatrooms (hint hint), 
one from a speech engine (Talk It), 
and one is me humming to the song 
and proccesed through some vocoders 
on the pc then proccesed again in the 
RS with 2 different FX. 

There's a lot of step pitching on the rythm 
which almost makes it sound like vocoders too 
in the beat, but that's just pitching. 
Also many sounds in the song sound like 
instrument, but they're actually percussions 
and hi-hats :-)

The other song 'Snipit' is old work (2000), 
that contains MC505 only and some 
live electric bass.

Latif
| 8486|8485|2002-12-18 14:01:17|okoyemaya |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Wicked sounds, the melody at the beginning sounds like some oriental 
violin. I cant hear it properly just the streaming, and on the 
laptop!!!??? I am just listening now, I love that solo voice what a 
f... ist it ? Sounds like Zawinul`s sound ( this means the max in my 
world)
Fun
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> http://qa.dmusic.com/
> 
> The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
> 
> This song has been created on the RS7000
> only, arranged in cubase and recorded 
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> straight into the AW.
> 3 samples: one from yahoo chatrooms (hint hint), 
> one from a speech engine (Talk It), 
> and one is me humming to the song 
> and proccesed through some vocoders 
> on the pc then proccesed again in the 
> RS with 2 different FX. 
> 
> There's a lot of step pitching on the rythm 
> which almost makes it sound like vocoders too 
> in the beat, but that's just pitching. 
> Also many sounds in the song sound like 
> instrument, but they're actually percussions 
> and hi-hats :-)
> 
> 
> The other song 'Snipit' is old work (2000), 
> that contains MC505 only and some 
> live electric bass.
> 
> Latif

| 8487|8487|2002-12-18 15:08:40|Payvand|. The text display problem|
Hi,

A few days ago some messages appeared on this forum
regarding the display of the RS7000 and how it was
displaying charcters in an unusual way. My understanding
was that this had happened after the latest OS upgrade was
installed. Some were referring to it as alien text and
such.

How drastic is this problem? Does it happen often? Is it
a matter of waiting a second and the display correcting
itself or are we looking at something more involved than
that? I am still deciding whether to buy this machine and
I am almost there. If anyone could please describe this
display issue in more detail and give their impression of
it I would be very thankful. 

Also, do you guys think the RS7000 will decrease in price
in the next 6 months to a year? As far as on ebay and the
like. Are they rugged machines or is it a bad idea to buy
one used? A friend says he can get me a discount on a new
model but the price would still be higher than one that is used.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8488|8487|2002-12-18 15:20:14|Bryan Rodgers|Re: . The text display problem|
I noticed no such problem with the OS upgrade...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Payvand [mailto:_5ht@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2002 3:32 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] . The text display problem

Hi,

A few days ago some messages appeared on this forum
regarding the display of the RS7000 and how it was
displaying charcters in an unusual way. My understanding
was that this had happened after the latest OS upgrade was
installed. Some were referring to it as alien text and
such.

How drastic is this problem? Does it happen often? Is it
a matter of waiting a second and the display correcting
itself or are we looking at something more involved than
that? I am still deciding whether to buy this machine and
I am almost there. If anyone could please describe this
display issue in more detail and give their impression of
it I would be very thankful. 

Also, do you guys think the RS7000 will decrease in price
in the next 6 months to a year? As far as on ebay and the

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
mailto:_5ht@yahoo.com
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like. Are they rugged machines or is it a bad idea to buy
one used? A friend says he can get me a discount on a new
model but the price would still be higher than one that is used.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com <http://mailplus.yahoo.com> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8489|8485|2002-12-18 15:38:02|Thomas |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> http://qa.dmusic.com/
> 
> The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
> 
> This song has been created on the RS7000
> only

Very nice! Love it! I can imagine that this will works just great in 
club!

Love those little weird pitched persussion sounds.

Töm
| 8490|8487|2002-12-18 15:50:06|Thomas |Re: . The text display problem|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> I noticed no such problem with the OS upgrade...
> 
> -B

Me either.

Töm

> How drastic is this problem? Does it happen often? Is it
> a matter of waiting a second and the display correcting
> itself or are we looking at something more involved than
> that? 

I don´t think that this is an issue that will you bother much. 
Someone reported, when you browse fast through pages that single 
characters look strange...i browse quite fast as well with the new OS 
and didn´t experienced anything noticeable...might be that i didn´t 
pay enough attention also. But for sure nothing to worry about.

> Also, do you guys think the RS7000 will decrease in price
> in the next 6 months to a year? 

The RS started out at app. 1700Euro. And in the following time it was 
down to 1350 (during the summer 2002) but now it´s back to 
1499Euro...so no, i don´t think the price will get any lower soon. If 
you can find one for 1100 or 1200 Euro brandnew, consider yourself 
very lucky and GET IT.
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As far as on ebay and the

> like. Are they rugged machines or is it a bad idea to buy
> one used? 

Depends on each owner. If the owner treated it bad, it is a rugged 
machine. If he treated it good, it´s a good machine, like with 
everything you buy on eBay.

A friend says he can get me a discount on a new

> model but the price would still be higher than one that is used.

How much would it cost with the discount?
| 8491|8477|2002-12-19 01:26:44|arveyman |Re: Change not mentioned yet? goody!|
Woops, sorry guys! :-) Indeed, i am still drugged by the new OS...

Arv

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> was there before
> okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
> wrote:
> > Well i got to install the latest OS as well (which by the way 
> wasn't 
> > as easy as i hoped 'cause i got a "checksum error" message after 
> > loading, so i formatted the SM card again and worked out fine) 

and 

> my 
> > first impression is that the filters ROCK MORE TIME! So yeah, my 
> > songs actually DO sound better (sonically that is ;-))!! Also the 
> > hoppin' in and out of REC mode is a bliss.. The STEP REC function 
> now 
> > works very nice and.. and.. and.. 
> > But, hey!! I found a nice new feature! I can't see why nobody 

else 

> > noticed it before! In normal running mode just press one of the 
> > buttons (now representing trax)... See? (well, hear) The RS plays 
> the 
> > BLOODY phrase! This is handy, because you don't have to press 

play 

> > and mute the lot to hear what you actually programmed on the 
> specific 
> > track.
> > 
> > All in all, the rs just seems refurbished and looked through by a 
> > medic or somthin'.. very cool
> > 
> > 
> > I'm (again) a happy RS7000 owner!
> > 
> > Arv

| 8492|8485|2002-12-19 02:06:53|Latif |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Thanks mates, that solo 'violin' voice
in the beginning and end, is me
humming to the song.
recorded through a cheap ass 2 euro mic
on purpose, into the computer.
then proccesed in 3 different brands
vocoder plugs... then cutt in pieces
loaded the pieces into a RS track
played it in a different order that 
suited the song better, then resampled that
together with a 2 measure sample of the songs 
rythm that i stretched the living crap out off it.

that gave the voice a dark detuned pad kinda 
thing in it, then proccesed the new sample 
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with either tech-mod fx or talk-mod, don't 
remember anymore then resampled that again, 
and resampled it again with ensemble fx 
and finally played the resulting
sample mixed together with the original 
samples that i started with only slightly 
detuned from eachother to make them flange 
in and out of eachother.
in the background you here the rise pad.

that litle voice that goes 'oooeehhh'
with lot's of delay on it, is actually the 
sound 'doorsqeek' pitched up and down.

the scratching kinda sounds, are hihats
step-pitched and reversed in many variations.

the lo-fi perc sounds in the beginning and throughout
the song are hi-hats only, ringing through hpf and 
pitched up and down... 

lot's of step programmed delay and reverb
in almost every track.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Wicked sounds, the melody at the beginning sounds like some 

oriental 

> violin. I cant hear it properly just the streaming, and on the 
> laptop!!!??? I am just listening now, I love that solo voice what a 
> f... ist it ? Sounds like Zawinul`s sound ( this means the max in 

my 

> world)
> Fun
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > http://qa.dmusic.com/
> > 
> > The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
> > 
> > This song has been created on the RS7000
> > only, arranged in cubase and recorded 
> > straight into the AW.
> > 3 samples: one from yahoo chatrooms (hint hint), 
> > one from a speech engine (Talk It), 
> > and one is me humming to the song 
> > and proccesed through some vocoders 
> > on the pc then proccesed again in the 
> > RS with 2 different FX. 
> > 
> > There's a lot of step pitching on the rythm 
> > which almost makes it sound like vocoders too 
> > in the beat, but that's just pitching. 
> > Also many sounds in the song sound like 
> > instrument, but they're actually percussions 
> > and hi-hats :-)
> > 
> > 
> > The other song 'Snipit' is old work (2000), 
> > that contains MC505 only and some 
> > live electric bass.
> > 
> > Latif

| 8493|8485|2002-12-19 03:08:28|okoyemaya |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Thanx, for simple idea, "don`t like solo voices- make your own", I 
have to proceed with that.
Okoyem
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Thanks mates, that solo 'violin' voice
> in the beginning and end, is me
> humming to the song.
> recorded through a cheap ass 2 euro mic
> on purpose, into the computer.
> then proccesed in 3 different brands
> vocoder plugs... then cutt in pieces
> loaded the pieces into a RS track
> played it in a different order that 
> suited the song better, then resampled that
> together with a 2 measure sample of the songs 
> rythm that i stretched the living crap out off it.
> 
> that gave the voice a dark detuned pad kinda 
> thing in it, then proccesed the new sample 
> with either tech-mod fx or talk-mod, don't 
> remember anymore then resampled that again, 
> and resampled it again with ensemble fx 
> and finally played the resulting
> sample mixed together with the original 
> samples that i started with only slightly 
> detuned from eachother to make them flange 
> in and out of eachother.
> in the background you here the rise pad.
> 
> that litle voice that goes 'oooeehhh'
> with lot's of delay on it, is actually the 
> sound 'doorsqeek' pitched up and down.
> 
> the scratching kinda sounds, are hihats
> step-pitched and reversed in many variations.
> 
> the lo-fi perc sounds in the beginning and throughout
> the song are hi-hats only, ringing through hpf and 
> pitched up and down... 
> 
> lot's of step programmed delay and reverb
> in almost every track.
> 
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > Wicked sounds, the melody at the beginning sounds like some 
> oriental 
> > violin. I cant hear it properly just the streaming, and on the 
> > laptop!!!??? I am just listening now, I love that solo voice what 

a 

> > f... ist it ? Sounds like Zawinul`s sound ( this means the max in 
> my 
> > world)
> > Fun
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > http://qa.dmusic.com/
> > > 
> > > The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
> > > 
> > > This song has been created on the RS7000
> > > only, arranged in cubase and recorded 
> > > straight into the AW.
> > > 3 samples: one from yahoo chatrooms (hint hint), 
> > > one from a speech engine (Talk It), 
> > > and one is me humming to the song 
> > > and proccesed through some vocoders 
> > > on the pc then proccesed again in the 
> > > RS with 2 different FX. 
> > > 
> > > There's a lot of step pitching on the rythm 
> > > which almost makes it sound like vocoders too 
> > > in the beat, but that's just pitching. 
> > > Also many sounds in the song sound like 
> > > instrument, but they're actually percussions 
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> > > and hi-hats :-)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > The other song 'Snipit' is old work (2000), 
> > > that contains MC505 only and some 
> > > live electric bass.
> > > 
> > > Latif

| 8494|8494|2002-12-19 03:47:33|Atkinson, Daniel|US RS7K|
hi guys,

does anyone kow if the US model of RS is different to the european model, or
is there a single model that supports both voltages? i.e. if I buy a US
model can I use it in europe or will I need a step-down transformer? 

dan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8495|8494|2002-12-19 05:40:42|tompaulsen2002 |Re: US RS7K|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Atkinson, Daniel" if 
I buy a US

> model can I use it in europe or will I need a step-down 

transformer? 

Yup! ;)
| 8496|8494|2002-12-19 05:44:54|tompaulsen2002 |Re: US RS7K|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Atkinson, Daniel" 

if 

> I buy a US
> > model can I use it in europe or will I need a step-down 
> transformer? 
> 
> Yup! ;)

Hehe...what i mean is...yes you can use it in europe and yes you need 
a transformer....i mean what´s the alternative...use it in europe or 
get a transformer and not use it in europe????

SCNR...i´m working too much...
| 8497|8485|2002-12-19 07:12:46|faxorgy |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Just goes to show you how MUCH TALENT there is on this board :).
Absolutely loved it Latif.
Great programming skills ,excellent mix , nice strong style I'm way 
impressed.
From Robert to Tom to Okeyem and Nezzy on RS7000.ORG. And the many 
others I've listened to (sorry I'm tired but ya know who you are :P).
The versatility of the RS7000 really shines through.
Where as the MPC seems to be the non-stop hiphop box all the RS users 
I listen to create a vast array of styles form glitch ,to 
noise ,ambient ,dub ,IDM ,trance ,techno ,jungle/breaks you name it.
Really really good stuff.
I'd seriously buy a CD of material like this LATIF.
Great work.
Keep em ... coming.
PS: I'll have more stuff up in a month or two once my medical 
problems (pancreatic) have cleared up and I can focus more clearly on 
my tunes.
Thanks for the link mate.
Cheers
Oscar
| 8498|8498|2002-12-19 08:58:45|irislondon |outputs don't put out|
RS7000
I have had the expanded board put in that gives me more outputs 
but I can't get anything out of them. 

I have been routing the output through the MIXER menu, is this 
right? This menu gives me the option to route a track to any 
output but only L/R seems to send a signal.

Is there some other dude switch I need to engage???

Confused of London
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M
| 8499|8494|2002-12-19 09:26:32|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: US RS7K|
ok, thanks tom. I got offered a US model quite cheap, but think i'll give it
a miss - them transformers are HEAVY!

dan

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
[mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: 19 December 2002 12:45
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: US RS7K

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Atkinson, Daniel" 

if 

> I buy a US
> > model can I use it in europe or will I need a step-down 
> transformer? 
> 
> Yup! ;)

Hehe...what i mean is...yes you can use it in europe and yes you need 
a transformer....i mean what´s the alternative...use it in europe or 
get a transformer and not use it in europe????

SCNR...i´m working too much...

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8500|8498|2002-12-19 09:46:51|mmittner |Re: outputs don't put out|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irislondon " wrote:

> RS7000
> I have had the expanded board put in that gives me more outputs 
> but I can't get anything out of them. 
> 
> I have been routing the output through the MIXER menu, is this 
> right? This menu gives me the option to route a track to any 
> output but only L/R seems to send a signal.
> 
> Is there some other dude switch I need to engage???
> 
> Confused of London
> 
> M

have you done a factory reset after installing the expansion board?

-mike
| 8501|8498|2002-12-19 10:16:09|Latif |Re: outputs don't put out|
As with adding memory or 
installing the outboard or scsi, 
no factory reset is needed.
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Consult your manual and you 
will read so.

Factory reset is only neccesary after
a SOFTWARE update or a serious problem.

What's more important, is to check 
and make sure that the switch on your
new installed outboard is set to mode2 
and that you flipped the cable that came 
connected to the outboard as shown in the
instructions.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irislondon " 
wrote:

> RS7000
> I have had the expanded board put in that gives me more outputs 
> but I can't get anything out of them. 
> 
> I have been routing the output through the MIXER menu, is this 
> right? This menu gives me the option to route a track to any 
> output but only L/R seems to send a signal.
> 
> Is there some other dude switch I need to engage???
> 
> Confused of London
> 
> M

| 8502|8485|2002-12-19 10:29:19|Latif |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Thanks mate! and i'm sure
there are many more of us here
that create very strong and original
stuff on theire machine(s)
maybe in the future we can all put 
together a cult RS7K compilation cd!
:-)

Hey, wish you strength and getting well!
didn't hear of that 'Pancreas' stuff before :(

peace man!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Just goes to show you how MUCH TALENT there is on this board :).
> Absolutely loved it Latif.
> Great programming skills ,excellent mix , nice strong style I'm way 
> impressed.
> From Robert to Tom to Okeyem and Nezzy on RS7000.ORG. And the many 
> others I've listened to (sorry I'm tired but ya know who you 

are :P).

> The versatility of the RS7000 really shines through.
> Where as the MPC seems to be the non-stop hiphop box all the RS 

users 

> I listen to create a vast array of styles form glitch ,to 
> noise ,ambient ,dub ,IDM ,trance ,techno ,jungle/breaks you name it.
> Really really good stuff.
> I'd seriously buy a CD of material like this LATIF.
> Great work.
> Keep em ... coming.
> PS: I'll have more stuff up in a month or two once my medical 
> problems (pancreatic) have cleared up and I can focus more clearly 

on 

> my tunes.
> Thanks for the link mate.
> Cheers
> Oscar
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| 8503|8503|2002-12-19 10:58:42|indylcs150
Seems like the two .rar patchfiles on the site dont work. I have 
tried to download and extract them many times, but get checksum 
errors. Anyone else have this problem.

Bernie McDonald
| 8504|8447|2002-12-19 11:14:14|leon schafhausen-dun|Re: STOP! YOU SHIT|
STOP SENDING ME FUCKING E-MAILS PLEASE ITS GETTING ON MY NERVSSSS!!!!!! 

---------------------------------
With Yahoo! Mail you can get a bigger mailbox -- choose a size that fits your needs

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8505|8447|2002-12-19 11:17:50|Bryan Rodgers|Re: STOP! YOU SHIT|
why don't you try unsubbing from the list?

-----Original Message-----
From: leon schafhausen-dun [mailto:leon982uk@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2002 12:53 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: STOP! YOU SHIT

STOP SENDING ME FUCKING E-MAILS PLEASE ITS GETTING ON MY NERVSSSS!!!!!! 

---------------------------------
With Yahoo! Mail you can get a bigger mailbox -- choose a size that fits
your needs

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8506|8503|2002-12-19 11:35:05|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] .Rar Patch Files crc error|
I tried to download the patchscript for cubase a couple of times, but
had the same problem.

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: indylcs150 <bernard.mcdonald2@btopenworld.com>
> [mailto:bernard.mcdonald2@btopenworld.com]
> Enviada em: quinta-feira, 19 de dezembro de 2002 15:48
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: [RS7000] .Rar Patch Files crc error
>
>
> Seems like the two .rar patchfiles on the site dont work. I have
> tried to download and extract them many times, but get checksum
> errors. Anyone else have this problem.
>
> Bernie McDonald
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 8507|8503|2002-12-19 11:54:53|Latif |Re: .Rar Patch Files crc error|
upgrade your winrar to winrar 3

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "indylcs150 " 
wrote:

> Seems like the two .rar patchfiles on the site dont work. I have 
> tried to download and extract them many times, but get checksum 
> errors. Anyone else have this problem.
> 
> Bernie McDonald

| 8508|8503|2002-12-19 12:04:15|Latif |Re: RES: [RS7000] .Rar Patch Files crc error|
just downloaded both wthor's rar
files, no problems here.
make sure you have winrar 3

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Emiliano" wrote:
> I tried to download the patchscript for cubase a couple of times, 
but
> had the same problem.
> 
> Emiliano
> 
> > -----Mensagem original-----
> > De: indylcs150 
> > [mailto:bernard.mcdonald2@b...]
> > Enviada em: quinta-feira, 19 de dezembro de 2002 15:48
> > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Assunto: [RS7000] .Rar Patch Files crc error
> >
> >
> > Seems like the two .rar patchfiles on the site dont work. I have
> > tried to download and extract them many times, but get checksum
> > errors. Anyone else have this problem.
> >
> > Bernie McDonald
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >

| 8509|8498|2002-12-19 12:16:34|wasted su700fan|Re: outputs don't put out|

----- Original Message -----
From: "irislondon <irislondon@yahoo.co.uk>" <irislondon@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Thursday, December 19, 2002 10:58 am
Subject: [RS7000] outputs don't put out

> RS7000
> I have had the expanded board put in that gives me more outputs 
> but I can't get anything out of them. 
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> 
> I have been routing the output through the MIXER menu, is this 
> right? This menu gives me the option to route a track to any 
> output but only L/R seems to send a signal.
> 
> Is there some other dude switch I need to engage???
> 
> Confused of London
> 
> M

Have you actually connected a 1/4" output cable from one of the 
assignable outs to your mixer or other listening device? I know this 
sounds blatantly obvious, but hey, all of us sometimes forget the 
obvious. :)

Are you choosing Assignable Out 1 (or 2, or 3, or 4, or 5, or 6) for a 
mono output signal, or choosing Assignable Outs 1+2 (or 3+4 or 5+6) for 
stereo output signals? And have the appropriate outs have cables 
coming out of them?

When you assign an track to an assignable output you will NOT hear it 
via the main outputs L&R (also the digital/optical outs). The tracks 
you assign to an assignable out via the MIXER page will only go to 
those outs you assign it to and will completely bypass the Effects 
sections.

One more thing to check: under Utility, check the Assignable Outs Level 
setting. Might need to be raised if too low for your sounds. As your 
main mixer/volume levels for those tracks set to the Assignable Outs.

I know most of this is obvious, but just trying to help by jogging your 
memory. Good Luck.

One last thing. There is a dipswitch on the AIEB2 board itself that 
can be used to make it act like an AIEB1 board (so that it can work in 
the SU700/A3k). Maybe you didn't set that switch properly before 
installing into the RS7k?

--
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com, su700fan@comcast.net) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 8510|8510|2002-12-19 13:51:04|zhel_id |Moderator!!!|
Moderator please ...do we really have to read all that "stop-you shit-
you stop-no you stop shit" wisdom on this forum?
| 8511|8477|2002-12-19 13:56:03|zhel_id |Re: Change not mentioned yet? goody!|
This feature was present in the first Os.I know cause I used it quite 
a lot :-O

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> was there before
> okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
> wrote:
> > Well i got to install the latest OS as well (which by the way 
> wasn't 
> > as easy as i hoped 'cause i got a "checksum error" message after 
> > loading, so i formatted the SM card again and worked out fine) 

and 

> my 
> > first impression is that the filters ROCK MORE TIME! So yeah, my 
> > songs actually DO sound better (sonically that is ;-))!! Also the 
> > hoppin' in and out of REC mode is a bliss.. The STEP REC function 
> now 
> > works very nice and.. and.. and.. 
> > But, hey!! I found a nice new feature! I can't see why nobody 

else 

> > noticed it before! In normal running mode just press one of the 
> > buttons (now representing trax)... See? (well, hear) The RS plays 
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> the 
> > BLOODY phrase! This is handy, because you don't have to press 

play 

> > and mute the lot to hear what you actually programmed on the 
> specific 
> > track.
> > 
> > All in all, the rs just seems refurbished and looked through by a 
> > medic or somthin'.. very cool
> > 
> > 
> > I'm (again) a happy RS7000 owner!
> > 
> > Arv

| 8512|8510|2002-12-19 15:23:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Moderator!!!|
On Thursday 19 December 2002 21:51, "zhel_id wrote:

> Moderator please ...do we really have to read all that
> "stop-you shit- you stop-no you stop shit" wisdom on this
> forum?

I already removed him from the list, a couple of hours ago.
I only saw two messages with the shitty subject, the 
original I reacted on, and a reply, so in my book that's 
hardly any damage. ;)

- Robert
| 8513|8485|2002-12-19 17:01:21|tompaulsen2002 |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Thanks mate! and i'm sure
> there are many more of us here
> that create very strong and original
> stuff on theire machine(s)
> maybe in the future we can all put 
> together a cult RS7K compilation cd!
> :-)
>

Well...for everyone...the remix-patterns are still waiting in the 
file-section....can't you hear'em? They scream "Remix meeee!" ;)

Or...upload your own patterns for remixing...
| 8514|8487|2002-12-20 00:20:10|505|Re: . The text display problem|
Same here ( no display issues )

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2002 2:20 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] . The text display problem

> I noticed no such problem with the OS upgrade...
>
> -B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Payvand [mailto:_5ht@yahoo.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2002 3:32 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] . The text display problem
>
>
> Hi,
>
> A few days ago some messages appeared on this forum
> regarding the display of the RS7000 and how it was
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> displaying charcters in an unusual way. My understanding
> was that this had happened after the latest OS upgrade was
> installed. Some were referring to it as alien text and
> such.
>
> How drastic is this problem? Does it happen often? Is it
> a matter of waiting a second and the display correcting
> itself or are we looking at something more involved than
> that? I am still deciding whether to buy this machine and
> I am almost there. If anyone could please describe this
> display issue in more detail and give their impression of
> it I would be very thankful.
>
> Also, do you guys think the RS7000 will decrease in price
> in the next 6 months to a year? As far as on ebay and the
> like. Are they rugged machines or is it a bad idea to buy
> one used? A friend says he can get me a discount on a new
> model but the price would still be higher than one that is used.
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com <http://mailplus.yahoo.com>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com>
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8515|8485|2002-12-20 00:36:41|505|Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Stuck Stront -- very skillful - I'd have to say the sequencing on this is
about one of the best I've heard in a long time. Awesome SFX acupuncture.

ambient - groovy - smooth - kewl ...

My wording doesn't do the justice but you get the idea.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <eurikon@hotmail.com>
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To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2002 11:57 AM
Subject: [RS7000] AW16G + RS7K

> http://qa.dmusic.com/
>
> The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
>
> This song has been created on the RS7000
> only, arranged in cubase and recorded
> straight into the AW.
> 3 samples: one from yahoo chatrooms (hint hint),
> one from a speech engine (Talk It),
> and one is me humming to the song
> and proccesed through some vocoders
> on the pc then proccesed again in the
> RS with 2 different FX.
>
> There's a lot of step pitching on the rythm
> which almost makes it sound like vocoders too
> in the beat, but that's just pitching.
> Also many sounds in the song sound like
> instrument, but they're actually percussions
> and hi-hats :-)
>
>
> The other song 'Snipit' is old work (2000),
> that contains MC505 only and some
> live electric bass.
>
> Latif
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 8516|8485|2002-12-20 01:14:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AW16G + RS7K|
On Wednesday 18 December 2002 20:57, "Latif wrote:

> http://qa.dmusic.com/
>
> The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'

Very nice! Smooth RS programming shown here.

I'd like to add this one to the new 'song examples' section 
of the faq, complete with some how-I-did-it info. So if you 
have anything else to spare about this song, send it this 
way.

- Robert
| 8517|8485|2002-12-20 03:27:06|Gert Van Rillaer|Re: AW16G + RS7K|

> On Wednesday 18 December 2002 20:57, "Latif wrote:
> > http://qa.dmusic.com/
> >
> > The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
> 
> Very nice! Smooth RS programming shown here.
> 
> I'd like to add this one to the new 'song examples' section 
> of the faq, complete with some how-I-did-it info. So if you 
> have anything else to spare about this song, send it this 
> way.
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Maybe you can explain what inspired you to name this piece 'Stuk Stront' :)

GvR
| 8518|8485|2002-12-20 06:58:02|Latif |Re: AW16G + RS7K|
Thanks folks! 
all reply's appreciated very much!!

The title 'Stuk Stront' is inspired by the sample
'get ur ass outha here, you piece of shit!'
it actually means 'piece a shit' in Dutch :P

The sample is a pakistani guy i recorded 
a conversation of, in one of the yahoo
audio chatrooms... very interesting
if you're looking for just some sort
of vocal sample... there's hundreds of 
audio chats to choose from (hint hint)
prrrrretty inspiring stuff.

that sample actually came in the composition after 
i read all those sad posts by 'fooly'core
at motiforum, shit ass..
you either have heart for music and machine's, 
or you better become a carpenter or 
something that suits you better.
(no offense to carpenter's that make music :-D )

what's also very inspiring,
is what FaX (Oz) allready pointed out earlier, 
if you get kinda stuck and don't have inspi 
to get started, just take a 2 or 4 
(or what ever) measures of rythm that you 
sampled, and stretch the freaking shit out of 
that, until it becomes a weirdo pad... 
and i can assure you will have something very 
inspiring to work with from there.

Actually i have been using this method lot's of times
:-)) it's really fun, even when you're not stuck
but just need something special.

I will post or send you a detailed Howto 
for this song robert, i'll try to make it 
understandble.. since most stuff i do are
tricks based on uhhmm years of experience
but i'll be glad to explain some of it.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Gert Van Rillaer" wrote:
> > On Wednesday 18 December 2002 20:57, "Latif wrote:
> > > http://qa.dmusic.com/
> > >
> > > The one called 'Stuk Stront [everyday mix]'
> > 
> > Very nice! Smooth RS programming shown here.
> > 
> > I'd like to add this one to the new 'song examples' section 
> > of the faq, complete with some how-I-did-it info. So if you 
> > have anything else to spare about this song, send it this 
> > way.
> 
> Maybe you can explain what inspired you to name this piece 'Stuk 
Stront' :)
> 
> GvR

| 8519|8487|2002-12-20 07:10:01|Anthony Jackson|Re: . The text display problem|
Well I too remember someone having something to say about slower screen refresh rates etc. after new os upgrade.

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: 505 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2002 6:02 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] . The text display problem
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Same here ( no display issues )

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2002 2:20 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] . The text display problem

> I noticed no such problem with the OS upgrade...
>
> -B
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Payvand [mailto:_5ht@yahoo.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2002 3:32 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] . The text display problem
>
>
> Hi,
>
> A few days ago some messages appeared on this forum
> regarding the display of the RS7000 and how it was
> displaying charcters in an unusual way. My understanding
> was that this had happened after the latest OS upgrade was
> installed. Some were referring to it as alien text and
> such.
>
> How drastic is this problem? Does it happen often? Is it
> a matter of waiting a second and the display correcting
> itself or are we looking at something more involved than
> that? I am still deciding whether to buy this machine and
> I am almost there. If anyone could please describe this
> display issue in more detail and give their impression of
> it I would be very thankful.
>
> Also, do you guys think the RS7000 will decrease in price
> in the next 6 months to a year? As far as on ebay and the
> like. Are they rugged machines or is it a bad idea to buy
> one used? A friend says he can get me a discount on a new
> model but the price would still be higher than one that is used.
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com <http://mailplus.yahoo.com>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com>
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com>
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8520|8487|2002-12-20 07:57:04|Latif |Re: . The text display problem|
This is all to be said about 
it for now.. crosspost from 
motiforum:

Töm
Unregistered

(12/13/02 08:51 PM)

Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about v1.2

currently we are discussing on the RS mailing list, if there had been 
done an approvement on the FX algorithms, or if you were just taking 
the reverb and hall FX a little more subtle. Also some people said 
that their "old" v1.14 songs suddenly sound much better now. Maybe 
you increased also the bit-resolution? What exactly has been done 
about that?

Also the new filter are FANTASTIC! The old ones were already 
excellent, but these ones are even better.

I wish my AN1x had those filter...:) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
Post Extras: 

Bad_Mister
Guru

(12/14/02 03:19 AM)

Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about

Yeah, I read all that chatter on the list about new effects, and 
things sounding better. I don't know what to tell you other than, if 
we had improved the Effects I think we would be making a big deal 
about it. 

Those experiencing strange characters (sic) or other anomalies need 
to do a factory reset - which is recommended after all updates. 
OCT UP + OCT DOWN + STORE while powering up. 
After a Factory reset - you may need to re-establish SCSI 
communication with any drives you've been working with because all 
setting return to 'factory'. 

Thank you for asking.

BTW-
The filter algorithms were first developed for the A-series samplers 
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(A3000 version 2.0) and are used in the Motif/S90 so they did not 
exist when the AN1x was being developed. (There was no 'evil plot' to 
keep them from AN1x owners :-)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

Post Extras: 

Latif
Regular

(12/14/02 11:34 AM)

Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about

factory reset is standard procedure as always, even on 
my other brand machines. 

so obviously i did that 

but the screen refresh problem is really there, 
it cannot be produced at will, it happens from time to time. 
and i'm not talking about screen switching being delayed, 
but about characters on screen getting mixed up. 

not the entire screen, but for instance one time 
i switched fast from voice edit screen : LFO to PITCH 
the coarse tune showed up as: EACH+^||0 
pitch bend range showed up as: +th 

So please don't deny this with a factory reset as cure, 
it really is a screen refresh problem occuring when 
switching fast through parameter screens. 

other then this the update works fine. 
Latif 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

Post Extras: 

Töm
Unregistered

(12/14/02 12:14 PM)

Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about

Thank you Bad Mister. 

I still believe that something subtle was done on the engine that 
improves the soundquality...:)

I know it wasn't an evil plot to not use the A3k filter on the 
AN1x...but tell us, what filter did you use for the DX/AN200? Same as 
for the AN1x?

@Latif, i haven't experienced any problems since i updated, but i 
will keep watching. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

Post Extras: 

PhoneLinesDown
Unregistered

(12/14/02 12:47 PM)

Re: Question 4 Bad Mister and Mr. Yamaha US about

Actually Latif my RS did that before I did the OS upgrade LOL ...go 



figure . 

________________________________________________
So for the person started this thread again, 
because he want's to know about this before 
he buys the unit..... 
the screen characters refresh problem i 'have'
is something that happens from time to time
or not at all.

Have you ever seen the screen of a MC505???
a two digits high display!!!!
i worked on that machine for 5 or 6 years
and if you want to see real alien letters
all the time, try to work on that machine 
hahahaha

Latif
| 8521|8485|2002-12-20 08:03:34|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: AW16G + RS7K|
latif, i think your track is excellent. i am so impressed with the talent on
this list! (oscar, the track you posted recently was brilliant too!)

i am getting a new rs7k in a few weeks time (i sold my last one when times
were hard) so can't wait to get back into it.

the conversations on this list (particularly contributions from latif,
oscar, robert and tom) have really inspired me to try a new approach to
music. I was so stuck into trying to clone my favourite tunes but not
concentrating on the programming skills - you've really opened my mind with
talk of resampling, clever use of filters, pitching etc. Latif i _love_ the
mail you wrote about how you hummed along to the tune and processed the
results to get an amazing sound into your RS.

happy christmas and new year to you all!

dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8522|8510|2002-12-20 09:07:44|zhel_id |Re: Moderator!!!|
good job..I thought it will continue, but you're faaast dude:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 19 December 2002 21:51, "zhel_id wrote:
> > Moderator please ...do we really have to read all that
> > "stop-you shit- you stop-no you stop shit" wisdom on this
> > forum?
> 
> I already removed him from the list, a couple of hours ago.
> I only saw two messages with the shitty subject, the 
> original I reacted on, and a reply, so in my book that's 
> hardly any damage. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 8523|8523|2002-12-20 15:04:51|Gonzalo Ramirez |IDE - SCSI converter|
There's a company called "Addonics" which sells what we might just 
need.

It's really small and as far as the tech-specs go, it should work 
with the RS. And it's just $99 USD

More info can be found here:
http://www.addonics.com/products/host_controller/ide_scsi.asp

maybe someone with cash can get one and test it for us :)
| 8524|8523|2002-12-20 15:29:51|Latif |Re: IDE - SCSI converter|
yeah i been reading about that print a
couple a weeks ago, it's a cheap solution 
if someone can figure out how to feed
enough power currency to both the drive 
and theprint.

But you know what really gets me thinking
is this all worth the trouble??
I mean most drives now are lotsa lotsa gigabytes
RS can handle only 2 gig right?
to find a 2gig ide drive is a bit silly not?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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i mean a second hand ide 2 gig is unreliable
being used and damaged clusters and all that crap,
and a brandnew 2gig ide drive will probably cost
as much as a 20gig drive ,if you can find a 
brandnew 2 gig drive. (i think)

So what are we talking about here?
:-)

There is one thing, if it's possible to
partition a 20gig drive into 10 times 2 gig partitions
i don't know if the RS drive managment can do that..
but if it would accept a dos partitioned drive
then you could basicly attach a 20gig drive with 10 partitions,
then this trick could work with a large ide drive?!

anyone suggestions?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Gonzalo Ramirez " 
wrote:

> There's a company called "Addonics" which sells what we might just 
> need.
> 
> It's really small and as far as the tech-specs go, it should work 
> with the RS. And it's just $99 USD
> 
> More info can be found here:
> http://www.addonics.com/products/host_controller/ide_scsi.asp
> 
> maybe someone with cash can get one and test it for us :)

| 8525|8523|2002-12-21 00:57:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: IDE - SCSI converter|
On Friday 20 December 2002 23:04, "Gonzalo Ramirez wrote:

> There's a company called "Addonics" which sells what we
> might just need.
>
> It's really small and as far as the tech-specs go, it
> should work with the RS. And it's just $99 USD
>
> More info can be found here:
> http://www.addonics.com/products/host_controller/ide_scsi
>.asp
>
> maybe someone with cash can get one and test it for us :)

Someone already did. Here's review:

http://www.linuxhardware.org/article.pl?sid=02/12/19/145230&mode=thread

- Robert
| 8526|8526|2002-12-21 21:44:24|megons |lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
i installed 1.2 with no problems, did a factory reset.

now tracks are randomly panning hard left (L64), pitchbend is 
randomly going to -8124, and when i load saved files, patches which 
say one thing in the mixer menu are actually totally different. also 
filter settings are changing randomly when copying sections.

there are no midi devices connected to my machine.

all of these problems are occurring on a random basis, at least one 
weird thing per hour. i can upload an r2p file somewhere if anybody 
wants to see what i mean.

i tried taking out the ram but it still did this with the built-in 
4mb.

anyone else encountering stuff like this?

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 8527|8526|2002-12-22 01:20:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
On Sunday 22 December 2002 05:43, "megons wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.addonics.com/products/host_controller/ide_scsi.asp
http://www.addonics.com/products/host_controller/ide_scsi
http://www.linuxhardware.org/article.pl?sid=02/12/19/145230&mode=thread
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


> anyone else encountering stuff like this?

Very weird. You did the factory reset, to that cannot be the 
reason. Could be that the OS image that was installed in 
your RS got damaged somewhere in the path. So maybe you 
should download it again (maybe it got currupted during the 
download), and do another OS install.

Let us know if that fixed it (or not).

- Robert
| 8528|8528|2002-12-22 09:54:04|singularity692000
I have some patches recorded in 3/4 and later change the track to 
7/8. Now I cannot edit the patches, since I get a 'Meter error'. Is 
it possible to change the meter settings in the patches after they 
have been created? The manual states noting about it.

Sincerely
Thomas W / Selectricity
| 8529|8526|2002-12-22 11:21:45|megons |Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
Hi Robert,

there's no way that the OS would work if it was corrupted - it 
wouldn't pass the CRC checksum. anyhow, i re-installed it and it's 
still acting funny. 

i had started from scratch on this track i was working on using OS 
1.2. 

i hope that i'm the only one experiencing this and that it's an 
isolated incident. 

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 22 December 2002 05:43, "megons wrote:
> > anyone else encountering stuff like this?
> 
> Very weird. You did the factory reset, to that cannot be the 
> reason. Could be that the OS image that was installed in 
> your RS got damaged somewhere in the path. So maybe you 
> should download it again (maybe it got currupted during the 
> download), and do another OS install.
> 
> Let us know if that fixed it (or not).
> 
> - Robert

| 8530|8526|2002-12-22 11:22:12|Latif |Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
Have you tried re-installing
the 1.2 OS, and if that doesn't fix it
try regrading back to the former OS 1.14
see if it plays normal then?

hope you get it fixed mate.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons " 
wrote:

> i installed 1.2 with no problems, did a factory reset.
> 
> now tracks are randomly panning hard left (L64), pitchbend is 
> randomly going to -8124, and when i load saved files, patches which 
> say one thing in the mixer menu are actually totally different. 

also 

> filter settings are changing randomly when copying sections.
> 
> there are no midi devices connected to my machine.
> 
> all of these problems are occurring on a random basis, at least one 
> weird thing per hour. i can upload an r2p file somewhere if anybody 
> wants to see what i mean.
> 

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> i tried taking out the ram but it still did this with the built-in 
> 4mb.
> 
> anyone else encountering stuff like this?
> 
> michel
> http://www.sneak-thief.com

| 8531|8531|2002-12-22 11:24:24|Latif |OT: motif rack pre-order price|
crosspost moriforum

natlusy
Newcomer
Posts: 5

(12/21/02 09:29 AM)

Mo Rack pre order
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
http://www.8thstreet.com/product.asp?
ProductCode=6080&Category=Synthesizers

$999,- dollars
| 8532|8526|2002-12-22 11:27:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
On Sunday 22 December 2002 19:21, "megons wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>
> there's no way that the OS would work if it was corrupted
> - it wouldn't pass the CRC checksum. anyhow, i
> re-installed it and it's still acting funny.

It *is* possible to get a good CRC checksum on a corrupted 
file, it's only less likely to happen. Too bad the 
re-install didn't help. You *did* get a new OS image from 
the net, didn't you? 

> i had started from scratch on this track i was working on
> using OS 1.2.

When you boot your RS, is it auto-loading a song perhaps?
If so, do a factory reset and start from scratch.

Did you load a song as All+Sys? If so, do a factory reset 
and start from scratch.

- Robert
| 8533|8526|2002-12-22 11:45:58|Oscar Finch|Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
Might I add to .....I am assuming you loaded up the OS using all the correct prompts.Powered down ,removed the SM card from the RS and then powered back up with a
factory reset and no card in the machine.I am also assuming you did the OS update on a freshly formated SM card (formated in the RS) with nothing but the OS on it.I am
also assuming you have erased the OS from the SM card altogether and do not have it on there still with other sequncer/sample files whilst performing an AutoLoad ,Sys
all Load or any other sort of file loading procedure.Could you be more specific on the steps you took whilst installing the OS.Did the screen tell you after updating to
power down and perform a factory reset ????Just curious to know cause everyone elses units seem to work fine mate.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8534|8526|2002-12-22 12:15:38|megons |Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
I did everything according to the instructions:

-blank 8mb card
-copied OS from zip file from yamaha
-loaded OS
-the rs7k told me that the OS loaded correctly
-did a factory reset
-i use a 128mb card for my tracks that has no OS file on it

i saved a pattern with a single phrase in it. it's supposed to be 
playing a bass kick sound. in the mixer menu, it says BD kit. when i 
play this pattern, it plays a clap from the analog1 kit instead. if i 
go to the mixer menu, i can switch it from BD kit to something else, 
then when i switch it back again to BD kit - the kick plays fine. 

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://www.8thstreet.com/product.asp?
http://www.excite.com/


however, as soon as i switch to pattern mode, or to another style, 
then back to this style, it starts playing the clap again (even 
though the mixer menu says BD kit). and all of my filter settings for 
that track get reset every time it does this.

let me know if this file does this for you guys:
http://www.sneak-thief.com/rs7k/SCREWY.R2P
http://www.sneak-thief.com/rs7k/SCREWY.R3P

like i said before, i hope this is just a problem with my machine. it 
only started doing this after installing OS 1.2

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Might I add to .....I am assuming you loaded up the OS using all 
the correct prompts.Powered down ,removed the SM card from the RS and 
then powered back up with a factory reset and no card in the 
machine.I am also assuming you did the OS update on a freshly 
formated SM card (formated in the RS) with nothing but the OS on it.I 
am also assuming you have erased the OS from the SM card altogether 
and do not have it on there still with other sequncer/sample files 
whilst performing an AutoLoad ,Sys all Load or any other sort of file 
loading procedure.Could you be more specific on the steps you took 
whilst installing the OS.Did the screen tell you after updating to 
power down and perform a factory reset ????Just curious to know cause 
everyone elses units seem to work fine mate.
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8535|8526|2002-12-22 12:36:18|Oscar Finch|Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
Nope the patterns funny on my unit to. I redid the TG header right and it was fine but when I change styles and go back it goes back to what you said too ?????????
Strange . Thankfully all my files are working fine.Couldn't see any data in the edit window either .I haven't had a single problem like this myself but whatever it is is
embedded in that pattern somewhere.--- On Sun 12/22, megons < michel@chromaticon.com > wrote:From: megons [mailto: michel@chromaticon.com]To:
RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Sun, 22 Dec 2002 19:15:06 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2I did everything according to the instructions:-
blank 8mb card-copied OS from zip file from yamaha-loaded OS-the rs7k told me that the OS loaded correctly-did a factory reset-i use a 128mb card for my tracks that
has no OS file on iti saved a pattern with a single phrase in it. it's supposed to be playing a bass kick sound. in the mixer menu, it says BD kit. when i play this pattern, it
plays a clap from the analog1 kit instead. if i go to the mixer menu, i can switch it from BD kit to something else, then when i switch it back again to BD kit - the kick
plays fine. however, as soon as i switch to pattern mode, or to another style, then back to this style, it starts playing the clap again (even though the mixer menu says BD
kit). and all of my filter settings for that track get reset every time it does this.let me know if this file does this for you guys:http://www.sneak-
thief.com/rs7k/SCREWY.R2Phttp://www.sneak-thief.com/rs7k/SCREWY.R3Plike i said before, i hope this is just a problem with my machine. it only started doing this
after installing OS 1.2michelhttp://www.sneak-thief.com--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:> Might I add to .....I am assuming you loaded up the OS
using all the correct prompts.Powered down ,removed the SM card from the RS and then powered back up with a factory reset and no card in the machine.I am also
assuming you did the OS update on a freshly formated SM card (formated in the RS) with nothing but the OS on it.I am also assuming you have erased the OS from the
SM card altogether and do not have it on there still with other sequncer/sample files whilst performing an AutoLoad ,Sys all Load or any other sort of file loading
procedure.Could you be more specific on the steps you took whilst installing the OS.Did the screen tell you after updating to power down and perform a factory reset ????
Just curious to know cause everyone elses units seem to work fine mate.> > _______________________________________________> Join Excite! -
http://www.excite.com> The most personalized portal on the Web!> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]===================RS7000
GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official:
http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8536|8536|2002-12-22 12:44:23|megons |weird problems continued...|
well, i loaded os 1.4 and it did the same thing. it appears that my 
patterns are corrupted.

i guess i have to rebuild this track from scratch.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 8537|8536|2002-12-22 12:48:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: weird problems continued...|
On Sunday 22 December 2002 20:44, "megons wrote:

> well, i loaded os 1.4 and it did the same thing. it
> appears that my patterns are corrupted.
>

http://www.sneak-thief.com/rs7k/SCREWY.R2P
http://www.sneak-thief.com/rs7k/SCREWY.R3P
http://www.sneak-thief.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.excite.com/
http://www.sneak-thief.com/


> i guess i have to rebuild this track from scratch.

This I don't understand. Didn't you write you already 
started from scratch after installing v1.2?

What is the history of that song?

- Robert
| 8538|8526|2002-12-22 12:52:57|Oscar Finch|Re: lots of weird bugs with os 1.2|
Ok I did a factory reset and programed the same pattern myself in grid mode w/ V1.2 on my RS with the same kit and note nuber assignment etc and It works fine . 
There is something screwy with the pattern on the card though. 
Do a factory reset. Don't instal the card and perform the same procedure I did. 
Reprogram the thing in grid mode fresh and switch styles and sections. If it works fine then your OS 1.2 and RS7000 are fine. Save it to the SM card new file name and
reload it. If the problem occurs again I'd say there's some form of corruption on the SM card itself and not the RS7000. 
Give it a try and let me know. 
Curious ??????

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8539|8536|2002-12-22 12:57:58|faxorgy |Re: weird problems continued...|
As I stated my deduction is either the file is corrupted or your card 
is duff and is corrupting the files upon saving. What you sent us is 
evident of this. As stated my RS works fine when I program save 
reload and switch styles/sections and back again not using your data.
| 8540|8536|2002-12-22 15:00:37|megons |Re: weird problems continued... my solution|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 22 December 2002 20:44, "megons wrote:
> > well, i loaded os 1.4 and it did the same thing. it
> > appears that my patterns are corrupted.
> >
> > i guess i have to rebuild this track from scratch.
> 
> This I don't understand. Didn't you write you already 
> started from scratch after installing v1.2?
> 
> What is the history of that song?
> 
> - Robert

I installed OS 1.2 last week, wrote the song, then things started to 
go screwy.

So I reinstalled 1.2, had same problem when I loaded the R2P - 
installed 1.14, same problem again with the R2P. 

Here's what I did to solve it -

-I loaded the corrupt R2P into Style 2
-I loaded just the samples from the corrupt R2P into a blank style 
(Style 1)
-I copied all of the individual phrases from Style 2 to Style 1 
using "Copy Phrase"
-I copied all of the voice and f/x settings by hand from Style 2 to 
Style 1 (this was quite time consuming as you might imagine)

Everything works fine now.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 8541|8541|2002-12-22 15:17:39|TabascoTV|RS8000?|
I'm a new member of this group and I'm also new in the RS7000 world. As a DJ
of the (alternative) radiostation 'RADIO CENTRAAL' in Antwerp, I am very
much interested in all kinds of experimental and mutated music. Next month I
want to buy 'something' to make my own music, after looking around I think
the RS7000 is the best I can get for 1500,00 EUR. Only one question...

I only know the RS7000 for two weeks, do I have to be afraid that there will
be a RS8000 in the next months or year. (I know, the RS7000 is good enough,
but usually you get more for less money and I can wait a few months)

Best Regards, TabascoTv
RADIO CENTRAAL - http://www.radiocentraal.be/
| 8542|8536|2002-12-22 15:21:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: weird problems continued... my solution|
On Sunday 22 December 2002 23:00, "megons wrote:

http://www.excite.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://www.radiocentraal.be/


> I installed OS 1.2 last week, wrote the song, then things
> started to go screwy.
>
> So I reinstalled 1.2, had same problem when I loaded the
> R2P - installed 1.14, same problem again with the R2P.
>
> Here's what I did to solve it -
>
> -I loaded the corrupt R2P into Style 2
> -I loaded just the samples from the corrupt R2P into a
> blank style (Style 1)
> -I copied all of the individual phrases from Style 2 to
> Style 1 using "Copy Phrase"
> -I copied all of the voice and f/x settings by hand from
> Style 2 to Style 1 (this was quite time consuming as you
> might imagine)
>
> Everything works fine now.

Glad you fixed it. But we still don't know what happened, of 
course. Did you use an unusual large amount of sample 
memory perhaps when you last saved the song? Or an unusual 
amount of MIDI data? Maybe your RS has bad memory and your 
song happened to touch the hot spot.

- Robert
| 8543|8536|2002-12-22 15:48:24|Latif |Re: weird problems continued... my solution|
I think everyone should stay aware
of the fact that smartmedia cards
are ok to use but unreliable, let me explain..
the cards have a basicly short life span 
when compared with other descent data media's
the gold tips (data area) gets worn out
especialy after a lot of in-out sliding from
slot.
i had sort of same weird experiences longtime ago
on the mc505, with songs i had saved to cards
one time it went so bad that the mc505 totally 
flipped out from the card and halve of my songs 
on the card got corrupted.

backup your work on computer when ever you can, 
and have a couple of other cards as reserve in case.

i have 2 of 128mb/ 1 of 64 and of 8
when i'm going to do a gig i always have both 128mb and the
8mb with a lighter set with me, just in case.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 22 December 2002 23:00, "megons wrote:
> > I installed OS 1.2 last week, wrote the song, then things
> > started to go screwy.
> >
> > So I reinstalled 1.2, had same problem when I loaded the
> > R2P - installed 1.14, same problem again with the R2P.
> >
> > Here's what I did to solve it -
> >
> > -I loaded the corrupt R2P into Style 2
> > -I loaded just the samples from the corrupt R2P into a
> > blank style (Style 1)
> > -I copied all of the individual phrases from Style 2 to
> > Style 1 using "Copy Phrase"
> > -I copied all of the voice and f/x settings by hand from
> > Style 2 to Style 1 (this was quite time consuming as you
> > might imagine)
> >
> > Everything works fine now.
> 
> Glad you fixed it. But we still don't know what happened, of 
> course. Did you use an unusual large amount of sample 
> memory perhaps when you last saved the song? Or an unusual 
> amount of MIDI data? Maybe your RS has bad memory and your 
> song happened to touch the hot spot.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> - Robert

| 8544|8541|2002-12-22 15:52:43|Latif |Re: RS8000?|
you could wait to see if any new stuff 
get's presented at the NAMM 2003.
But i don't expect a new all in one sequencer yet.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TabascoTV" wrote:
> I'm a new member of this group and I'm also new in the RS7000 
world. As a DJ
> of the (alternative) radiostation 'RADIO CENTRAAL' in Antwerp, I am 
very
> much interested in all kinds of experimental and mutated music. 
Next month I
> want to buy 'something' to make my own music, after looking around 
I think
> the RS7000 is the best I can get for 1500,00 EUR. Only one 
question...
> 
> I only know the RS7000 for two weeks, do I have to be afraid that 
there will
> be a RS8000 in the next months or year. (I know, the RS7000 is good 
enough,
> but usually you get more for less money and I can wait a few months)
> 
> Best Regards, TabascoTv
> RADIO CENTRAAL - http://www.radiocentraal.be/

| 8545|8536|2002-12-22 16:39:18|tompaulsen2002 |Re: weird problems continued...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> As I stated my deduction is either the file is corrupted or 

your card 

> is duff and is corrupting the files upon saving. What you sent 

us is 

> evident of this. As stated my RS works fine when I program save 
> reload and switch styles/sections and back again not using your 

data.

I would like to add that Megons could also try to send this file to 
Yamaha Support for further analyze. I am sure they can pull it apart 
and tell what went wrong. On motifator.com you can now also attach a 
file to a posting. I am sure Bad Mister can help here.

Weird thing.
| 8546|8536|2002-12-22 16:42:50|tompaulsen2002 |Re: weird problems continued... my solution|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> I think everyone should stay aware
> of the fact that smartmedia cards
> are ok to use but unreliable, 
>

Sounds like the same problem as with Floppy Disks and Zip and Jaz 
Drives. Oh well...nothing lasts forever.
| 8547|8541|2002-12-22 16:46:21|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS8000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> you could wait to see if any new stuff 
> get's presented at the NAMM 2003.
> But i don't expect a new all in one sequencer yet.
> 
> Latif

The thing with "waiting until a new model is out" is that you might 
wind up waiting forever...since every so much months/years new 
models will come out, and is already outdated when it's in the 
stores...the MC909...i am sure Roland is already working on the 
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MC10010. As far as it goes with the RS...I've heard rumours that Y. 
won't make another hardware sequencer...
| 8548|8536|2002-12-23 01:32:06|505|Re: weird problems continued... my solution|
I'm with you on this, had some of the same happen with MC505 and I had to
completely throw away what was on the card and start fresh.

The one thing I'm not convinced is that was card's fault, the MC505 os could
have easily corrupted the image file (and I think it did) as the MC505 OS is
nowhere near perfect.

Sometimes coincidence of events can lead to impression of a problem being
caused by a totally unrelated set factors.

I'm yet to see a bad card yet, but if the card was bad I would expect it to
behave differently, more like can't read from it all together rather than
causing a pattern to act strangely. Also the fact the some of you loaded the
pattern and reproduced the problem it might suggest to me the issue is
embedded in the pattern file itself.

I have a hard time imaging corruptions landing such nice consistent
behavior, but i could be wrong.

As a side note, it is always a very good idea to have backups no matter
what, loosing your work it is very painful. I would not trust drives, they
go bad just like everything else. If you hear that sharp screeching sound
it already too late probably :)

Burn your samples to a CD and store them in a nice cool place :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2002 2:48 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: weird problems continued... my solution

> I think everyone should stay aware
> of the fact that smartmedia cards
> are ok to use but unreliable, let me explain..
> the cards have a basicly short life span
> when compared with other descent data media's
> the gold tips (data area) gets worn out
> especialy after a lot of in-out sliding from
> slot.
> i had sort of same weird experiences longtime ago
> on the mc505, with songs i had saved to cards
> one time it went so bad that the mc505 totally
> flipped out from the card and halve of my songs
> on the card got corrupted.
>
> backup your work on computer when ever you can,
> and have a couple of other cards as reserve in case.
>
> i have 2 of 128mb/ 1 of 64 and of 8
> when i'm going to do a gig i always have both 128mb and the
> 8mb with a lighter set with me, just in case.
>
> Latif
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Sunday 22 December 2002 23:00, "megons wrote:
> > > I installed OS 1.2 last week, wrote the song, then things
> > > started to go screwy.
> > >
> > > So I reinstalled 1.2, had same problem when I loaded the
> > > R2P - installed 1.14, same problem again with the R2P.
> > >
> > > Here's what I did to solve it -
> > >
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> > > -I loaded the corrupt R2P into Style 2
> > > -I loaded just the samples from the corrupt R2P into a
> > > blank style (Style 1)
> > > -I copied all of the individual phrases from Style 2 to
> > > Style 1 using "Copy Phrase"
> > > -I copied all of the voice and f/x settings by hand from
> > > Style 2 to Style 1 (this was quite time consuming as you
> > > might imagine)
> > >
> > > Everything works fine now.
> >
> > Glad you fixed it. But we still don't know what happened, of
> > course. Did you use an unusual large amount of sample
> > memory perhaps when you last saved the song? Or an unusual
> > amount of MIDI data? Maybe your RS has bad memory and your
> > song happened to touch the hot spot.
> >
> > - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8549|8549|2002-12-23 10:34:21|goodald |64 meg Smartmedia cards 19 bucks and a question|
At compusa. 64 meg media cards, the type the rs7000 takes.. so if 
anyone needs one, this is a pretty good price for a retail store.. 
the price is good till the end of today (it was a sat/sun/monday 
deal)... good edo memory is hard to come by though, so I'd still 
recommend 1stchoicememory or crucial.com for that.. you can get it 
cheaper than those places but for a couple extra bucks you get some 
nice chips...

BTW...

What kind of MIXER do you guys use with your RS.. I recently bought a 
mackie DFX12.. it's pretty nice, but I plan on doing some live work 
with the RS and not sure if it's a good choice for that. I currently 
use the rs, a dx200 and plan on using my laptop with KONTAKT or other 
sampler running on it.. would a true DJ mixer be more flexible? I'd 
actually like to be able to audition each machine without introducing 
it into the house, which the mackie does not allow.. maybe i can hook 
up a second small mixer to all the phono outputs and use that..

just doesnt seem very graceful to me....

comments please! :)
| 8550|8550|2002-12-23 11:38:36|Latif |about the loopremix|
has anyone of you folks
noticed that in the screen of
the loopremix, left upercorner
it always shows the voice number/
name of the last sample you choosen
to edit in the sample editor??

now that's really weird, this was allready
like this in 1.14 ,i didn't report this earlier
cause it doesn't really bother me.

but i think it's a bit weird that they didn't 
fix this, and it should be only normal that the
voice should read out the voice of the track 
that you are loopremixing.

you can check it out, by selecting a track in
let's say style 1 that contains a sample, then press
sample edit, now exit the sample edit menu
and go to style 2, select a track with sequence in it
and press loopremix.
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it will show the name of the sample of style 1 
weirdo stuff :-))))

anywayzzz

Latif
| 8551|8549|2002-12-23 13:48:01|Rasidel Slika |using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
Hey all, I recently installed an AIEB2. Is there any way to apply 
the RS's effects to the additional outputs? I notice when I switch a 
track to a different output, the signal is dry.

I have to comment on something else, I was under the impression that 
with the AIEB2, each output would be completely independent of the 
others, including the main L/R outputs. This does not seem to be the 
case. Namely, I observed that if I set the first effect to 
Multicompressor, and use this effect for any number of tracks, it 
will affect the level of the additional outputs... does anyone know 
about this? i.e. if you turn up the main volume of the RS, the 
volumes of the additional outputs will decrease. (for my application 
I am running the kick drums to the first output on the AIEB2, and the 
bassline to the 2nd output... everything else (hats, snares, synths, 
claps, etc) goes to the main L/R outs.)

Also this talk about probs with the new OS disturbs me. Do you think 
there may be an additional OS update to this update, coming down the 
pipe?

Thanks for your help.

RRR aka delobbo
| 8552|8549|2002-12-23 13:56:34|Rasidel Slika |Re: 64 meg Smartmedia cards 19 bucks and a question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 
wrote:

> What kind of MIXER do you guys use with your RS..

I use a Mackie 1604VLZPRO - I know there is a way to monitor the outs 
before sending them to the mains.. you would need some monitors that 
receive feeds from either the direct outs or the sub outs, and then 
assign those to not get routed to the main outs (or use the control 
room outs and adjust the output mixer section accordingly). I don't 
have mine hooked up that way though. It does work nicely with the 
AIEB2 though, the RS takes up 8 of the 16 channels itself! My other 
synths take up the rest, and a mic, guitar, and bass guitar also for 
certain applications. But right now I have not used all 6 of the 
AIEB2's outputs, only 2 - but its nice to have that flexibility if I 
ever do need it.

Anyways, I have some pics if you want to see how I have the wires 
routed... if you want to see em shoot me an email.

RRR aka delobbo
delobbo101@yahoo.com
| 8553|8549|2002-12-23 14:15:57|Latif |Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
Hey RRR :D

longtime no hear,
congrats with your expansion!

all signals are by default routed dry
straight from the track level to the outputs,
no way to have them running through the fx
unless you want to loopback through line-in 
but that has totally no use, i'm sure you understand.

let me see if i understand this correct:

>I observed that if I set the first effect to 
> Multicompressor, and use this effect for any number of tracks, it 
> will affect the level of the additional outputs... does anyone know 
> about this? i.e. if you turn up the main volume of the RS, the 
> volumes of the additional outputs will decrease.

i just placed a 4x4 kick on track 1
a 4x4 hihat on track 3 and a bassline on 9

i loaded multicomp in variation FX

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:delobbo101@yahoo.com


and turned track 1 and 3 fully into variation
no dry signal, otherwise the multicomp has no use.
so certainly these tracks will sound louder then
the bassline that i routed to output AS4
cause they are routed fully through the compression fx.
this didn't change anything to the level of the bassline itself.

The main out will by default be louder if
1/ master fx is in use 2/tracks are routed through variation fx
3/ stereo out in utility mode is set anything higher then 0db

Besides, i don't get it, all independent outs are going to
the mixer for external proccesing, so that means you could raise them 
with at least 12db if neccesary on your mixers track inputs (gain)

But if levels are bothering you, and you
want to boost them up before leaving the RS
you can boost up the signal of AS1&2 right there
also in the utility mode screen.. check it out!

Further, there are no real problems
in the new OS to worry about.
The posts you have been reading here explain 
themselfs if you read all of them well.

Enjoy your board mate!

Latif
| 8554|8549|2002-12-23 15:12:00|Rasidel Slika |Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> The main out will by default be louder if
> 1/ master fx is in use 2/tracks are routed through variation fx
> 3/ stereo out in utility mode is set anything higher then 0db
> 
> Besides, i don't get it, all independent outs are going to
> the mixer for external proccesing, so that means you could raise 

them 

> with at least 12db if neccesary on your mixers track inputs (gain)
> 
> But if levels are bothering you, and you
> want to boost them up before leaving the RS
> you can boost up the signal of AS1&2 right there
> also in the utility mode screen.. check it out!
> 
> Further, there are no real problems
> in the new OS to worry about.
> The posts you have been reading here explain 
> themselfs if you read all of them well.

Hey good hearing from you, and thanks for your input and advise... 
the phenomena I have observed is that raising the RS volume causes 
the bass volume of the kick and bass to go down. Now, I can adjust 
the volume on the mixer, yes, but shouldn't the volume of those 
tracks remain constant? Why would it change, according to the main 
volume of the RS? That's what I don't get. I'm still looking at it 
to see any other reason why its happening, I run the output signal 
through a triple-C compressor, I have to also see if there's anything 
going on at that end... also I will check the utility screen for 
additional AS signal boosting.. I hadn't thought of that.

Good to hear the new OS is ok... I just hope my files are 
compatible... I will surely have to make backups!

delobbo
| 8555|8555|2002-12-23 19:04:36|Latif |ATTENTION|
Mindwarp
Newbie Member

Registered: Nov 2002
Location: Brighton
Posts: 3
to crash........ Post #1 

hit the loop remix button (whilst in patt mode) then hit the patt 
chain button and voila the RS crashes. Be careful as you will lose 
any unsaved stuff.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


24-12-2002 02:56 AM 

latif
Pro RS Member

Registered: Sep 2002
Location: Netherlands
Posts: 105
Post #2 

Hey mindwarp, 

thanks for letting us now, your right it crashes BIGTIME 

i will crosspost your message at rs7000 group and motiforum 
to see if Yamaha's will respond to this. 

peace yo
| 8556|8549|2002-12-23 20:13:51|Oscar Finch|Re: 64 meg Smartmedia cards 19 bucks and a question|
The Mackie CFX and DFX range are actually designed for live sound reinforcement use.Actually they are an ideal LIVE console and better suited to such use and not
delegated to the studio.The VLZPro's are cleaner with better mic Pre's and slightly smoother EQ hence there applicable use in the studio.A DFX would be perfectly fine
live. You could even get the rack ears and rack it up for space saving ability on stage.--- On Mon 12/23, goodald < datek@raverkids.com > wrote:From: goodald [mailto:
datek@raverkids.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 23 Dec 2002 17:31:34 -0000Subject: [RS7000] 64 meg Smartmedia cards 19 bucks and a questionAt
compusa. 64 meg media cards, the type the rs7000 takes.. so if anyone needs one, this is a pretty good price for a retail store.. the price is good till the end of today (it was
a sat/sun/monday deal)... good edo memory is hard to come by though, so I'd still recommend 1stchoicememory or crucial.com for that.. you can get it cheaper than those
places but for a couple extra bucks you get some nice chips...BTW...What kind of MIXER do you guys use with your RS.. I recently bought a mackie DFX12.. it's pretty
nice, but I plan on doing some live work with the RS and not sure if it's a good choice for that. I currently use the rs, a dx200 and plan on using my laptop with
KONTAKT or other sampler running on it.. would a true DJ mixer be more flexible? I'd actually like to be able to audition each machine without introducing it into the
house, which the mackie does not allow.. maybe i can hook up a second small mixer to all the phono outputs and use that..just doesnt seem very graceful to
me....comments please! :)===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe
from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8557|8557|2002-12-24 03:24:37|fuentes925 |Question about ...an200/dx200?|
Hello rs7000 user

I am not sure if this is the right group to ask but here goes.
Can the an/dx200 synths be used as a sequencer for external gear? 
What I want to do is just use it to make simple sequences on my juno 
106 and record those sequences into Ableton Live for further 
tweeking. I also hear the an/dx200 have great sounds and they are so 
cheap. Or should I consider a rm1x which most people say the sounds 
suck. I see it like this, I could get both the an200 and dx200 to 
sequence and have great sounds or get a rm1x with sucky sounds at 
almost the same price. so it seems the an/dx combo may be a better 
deal. would like to hear about any bugs or great features on these 
machines, and what you would recommend.
Thanks for any info..
Miguel
| 8558|8315|2002-12-24 04:33:01|Steve Roitstein|Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
Hey,

The rah rah nature of this forum is attributable to the machine being 
good. It's not a perfect machine for all uses though.

The biggest limitation I've found has been that switching styles in 
real time causes a slight "hiccup" or "time delay" or "' in the 
playback. I've yet to install the new OS so perhaps it's fixed but I 
doubt it, as it was explained to me that the hiccup was caused by the 
mixer and synth program changes and such. The workarounds suggested 
were not practical for me. I like to work long, uninterrupted sets. 
So I guess I'll keep on coming up with stuff to fill the time in 
while I change styles...

That said, there might not be any other box that can do what this one 
does for me. I use a lot of sample loops and the way the rs7k handles 
them is killer.
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Steve

At 10:14 PM +0000 12/12/02, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

>Message: 5
> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 2002 09:37:41 -0800 (PST)
> From: Payvand <_5ht@yahoo.com>
>Subject: . is the RS7000 really good?
>
>Hi,
>
>I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000.
>Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
>buy good things to say about it.
>
>Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
>concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
>Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that great,
>or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do people have
>bad things to say about the machine? There are so many on
>sale on ebay--are there reasons why people are selling them
>left and right?
>
>I would also like to congratulate everyone that does have
>the machine on getting the OS upgrade--it sounds cool. I
>do dislike the fact that the sample time limit (on loop bpm
>matchin) is still less than one minute!
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do you Yahoo!?
>Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
>http://mailplus.yahoo.com

| 8559|8557|2002-12-24 05:59:13|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Question about ...an200/dx200?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fuentes925 " could get both the an200 and dx200 to 

> sequence and have great sounds or get a rm1x with sucky sounds at 
> almost the same price. so it seems the an/dx combo may be a better 
> deal. would like to hear about any bugs or great features on these 
> machines, and what you would recommend.
> Thanks for any info..
> Miguel

AN/DX200 are full blown synthesizer...inside hidden are half a AN1x 
and a full DX7. The sequencer part on the other hand is very basic. 
If you just want to create short little sequences, the sequencer 
might be enough for you, if you want more complex sequences i 
suggest the RM1x, which some sounds are not as great, but it is 
almost as good as the RS sequencer and highly usable.

So it depends on now, what you need...the AN/DX sound with basic 
sequencing features(which lets you lets you play also sequences on 
other synths) or a good hardware sequencer?
| 8560|8560|2002-12-24 07:57:35|pmlost |instruments defintions... where to find?|
anybody knows where i can find instruments definitions for RS??

i use cakewalk for sequencing...

merry christmas
pm'
| 8561|8555|2002-12-24 09:40:36|Fierce Fish|Re: ATTENTION|
I tried it but mine doesn't crash? Try and be more specific, ie how many tracks, sample length etc.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, December 24, 2002 2:04 AM
Subject: [RS7000] ATTENTION

Mindwarp
Newbie Member

Registered: Nov 2002
Location: Brighton
Posts: 3
to crash........ Post #1 

hit the loop remix button (whilst in patt mode) then hit the patt 
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chain button and voila the RS crashes. Be careful as you will lose 
any unsaved stuff.

24-12-2002 02:56 AM 

latif
Pro RS Member

Registered: Sep 2002
Location: Netherlands
Posts: 105
Post #2 

Hey mindwarp, 

thanks for letting us now, your right it crashes BIGTIME 

i will crosspost your message at rs7000 group and motiforum 
to see if Yamaha's will respond to this. 

peace yo

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8562|8555|2002-12-24 10:07:00|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
just press play on your sequencer
then loopremix then patt chain

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Fierce Fish" wrote:
> I tried it but mine doesn't crash? Try and be more specific, ie how 
many tracks, sample length etc.
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 24, 2002 2:04 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] ATTENTION
> 
> 
> Mindwarp
> Newbie Member
> 
> Registered: Nov 2002
> Location: Brighton
> Posts: 3
> to crash........ Post #1 
> 
> hit the loop remix button (whilst in patt mode) then hit the patt 
> chain button and voila the RS crashes. Be careful as you will 
lose 
> any unsaved stuff.
> 
> 
> 
> 24-12-2002 02:56 AM 
> 
> 
> 
> latif
> Pro RS Member
> 
> Registered: Sep 2002
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> Location: Netherlands
> Posts: 105
> Post #2 
> 
> Hey mindwarp, 
> 
> thanks for letting us now, your right it crashes BIGTIME 
> 
> i will crosspost your message at rs7000 group and motiforum 
> to see if Yamaha's will respond to this. 
> 
> peace yo
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8563|8563|2002-12-24 16:53:47|megons |the track that corrupted my rs7000|
well, i finished the damn track despite having to rebuild it!

this song will kick your ass:

sneak-thief - Arrakis Rising
http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_arrakis_rising.mp3

enjoy!

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 8564|8315|2002-12-24 17:20:28|Drew Derr|Re: Glitches when switching Styles in realtime|
Hi there,
You probably have necessary reasons why you need to switch pattern styles in realtime. Maybe it is unavoidable for your purposes in building a long set. However, felt it
might be helpful to point out some specific info from Yamaha on the subject, for those not familiar (Power User: Music Production and Performance with the RS7000 --
document which comes with the RS)...
...The author states that you should expect audio glitches when switching between pattern styles, because each style has its own discrete setup of MIDI parameters
(routing, effects, EQ etc.).
"The RS7000 is designed so that you can work within a single pattern style. If you recall sections from more than one Pattern Style you will have to deal with potential
glitches in timing when entire mixes, effect routing, and MIDI setups are switched. Don't go there if you can avoid it."
CHeers drew
Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com> wrote:Hey,

The rah rah nature of this forum is attributable to the machine being 
good. It's not a perfect machine for all uses though.

The biggest limitation I've found has been that switching styles in 
real time causes a slight "hiccup" or "time delay" or "' in the 
playback. I've yet to install the new OS so perhaps it's fixed but I 
doubt it, as it was explained to me that the hiccup was caused by the 
mixer and synth program changes and such. The workarounds suggested 
were not practical for me. I like to work long, uninterrupted sets. 
So I guess I'll keep on coming up with stuff to fill the time in 
while I change styles...

That said, there might not be any other box that can do what this one 
does for me. I use a lot of sample loops and the way the rs7k handles 
them is killer.

Steve

At 10:14 PM +0000 12/12/02, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

>Message: 5
> Date: Thu, 12 Dec 2002 09:37:41 -0800 (PST)
> From: Payvand <_5ht@yahoo.com>
>Subject: . is the RS7000 really good?
>
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>Hi,
>
>I read this list to gather user info on the RS7000.
>Everyone seems to really love the machine and has nothing
>buy good things to say about it.
>
>Every comment is a rave review and this has begun to
>concern me a little. Without being insulting (I love
>Yamaha gear) I want to see if the RS really is that great,
>or whether y'all are just blindly in love. Do people have
>bad things to say about the machine? There are so many on
>sale on ebay--are there reasons why people are selling them
>left and right?
>
>I would also like to congratulate everyone that does have
>the machine on getting the OS upgrade--it sounds cool. I
>do dislike the fact that the sample time limit (on loop bpm
>matchin) is still less than one minute!
>
>__________________________________________________
>Do you Yahoo!?
>Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
>http://mailplus.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8565|8563|2002-12-24 19:12:15|synthe. labo|Re: the track that corrupted my rs7000|

>well, i finished the damn track despite having to rebuild it!
>
>this song will kick your ass:
>
>sneak-thief - Arrakis Rising
>http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_arrakis_rising.mp3
>
>enjoy!

this is a GREAT track!!!!
i like it!!!

hey, please, explain us (or at least me...) how did you this track, how much 
internal rs7k sounds are involved, efx, if you used many samples...how you 
recorded it etc etc etc

hey, Merry Christmas to everyone here :)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8566|8563|2002-12-24 20:17:33|megons |Re: the track that corrupted my rs7000|
hi marco,

thanks for the props! this is the first track for an EP that will be 
released on Intuit-Solar Records in Detroit.
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this track was 90% rs7k, and 10% fs1r. i sampled all of the 
percussive sounds and sound f/x from old video games (except for the 
kick). i used the autowah+distortion on the drums to get them extra 
punchy/crunchy. there's tons of tempo-delay on everything, as well as 
some midi delay.

the lead melody lines are square waves from the Synth Material banks 
on the rs7k. the first bass line is from the fs1r. the guitar sound 
is from the square wave being sent 100% wet through the 
autowah+distortion.

having a defined song structure is important to me, so i spend a lot 
of time making transitions and hooks to go between sections. when i'm 
done, i assemble the song in pattern mode. i never have enough 
sections for a whole track so i use a lot of track mutes in the 
pattern chain mode. 

i put it through a bit of reverb on my tc fireworx then recorded into 
DAT. i dumped the DAT to my pc and mastered it in wavelab using only 
steinberg magneto and waves ultramaximizer. that helps get the 
highest volume level - which is extremely important if you're 
mastering for vinyl.

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> >well, i finished the damn track despite having to rebuild it!
> >
> >this song will kick your ass:
> >
> >sneak-thief - Arrakis Rising
> >http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_arrakis_rising.mp3
> >
> >enjoy!
> 
> this is a GREAT track!!!!
> i like it!!!
> 
> hey, please, explain us (or at least me...) how did you this track, 
how much 
> internal rs7k sounds are involved, efx, if you used many 
samples...how you 
> recorded it etc etc etc
> 
> hey, Merry Christmas to everyone here :)
> 
> ciao-marco
>

| 8567|8567|2002-12-25 02:27:59|purplevelvetyellowgold
I am trying to send signals from trks. 9 - 16 through the optical out 
to the Yamaha AW4416 board. The board indicates that it is not 
receiving the signal. How do I assign those trks to the optical 
out? The only options I see in the mixer settings are L&R, AS 1-6, 
and the stereo options.
| 8568|8568|2002-12-25 03:59:14|zhel_id |MERRY CHRISTMAS TO RS7K COMMUNITY!!!!|
have a nice productive one!
| 8569|8567|2002-12-25 05:24:23|Latif |Re: optical out|
Hi,
the digital out is not ment for that,
the digital out is exact the same output
as the master out.
so therefor if you wish to output
9-16 through digital, you have to finish them first
so you can record them into the AW.

I use the digital out as master out to 
inputs 1&2 on the AW then i record what ever i 
want to record independent from the rest through digital.

that way i can still use the digital out for RS master out
and create more tracks to play through AS outputs.

season greetings!
Latif

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purplevelvetyellowgold 
" wrote:

> I am trying to send signals from trks. 9 - 16 through the optical 

out 

> to the Yamaha AW4416 board. The board indicates that it is not 
> receiving the signal. How do I assign those trks to the optical 
> out? The only options I see in the mixer settings are L&R, AS 1-6, 
> and the stereo options.

| 8570|8568|2002-12-25 05:25:04|Latif |Re: MERRY CHRISTMAS TO RS7K COMMUNITY!!!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id " 
wrote:

> have a nice productive one!

word!

peace yo
| 8571|8571|2002-12-25 16:38:00|raverjett |TWE wave editor |
I just got a scsi cable to connect my RS and Computer. TWE isn't 
recognizing the RS and the Rs isn't recognizing the computer. What 
should i do? Also how can i transfer samples using sound forge 6. 
Thanks, Jett.
| 8572|8571|2002-12-26 02:32:34|torstenzeiler |Re: TWE wave editor|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raverjett " 
wrote:

> I just got a scsi cable to connect my RS and Computer. TWE isn't 
> recognizing the RS and the Rs isn't recognizing the computer. What 
> should i do? Also how can i transfer samples using sound forge 6. 
> Thanks, Jett.
>Hello I don´t talk english well,so I try to Tell you as well as I 
>can!You go to the Rs Button,,LOAD" on the last Page,Then you open 
>the TWE (or Sound Forge) Create or Open the Sample,and go to page 
>connect SCSI drive,and now you can go to the send to sampler(it 
>shows you Yamaha 3000or 8000bitton.Now the RS starts to load the 
>sample!
>PS.: the RS must be taken on before the Cumputer will be started!!
>CU TDA

| 8573|8528|2002-12-26 04:08:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Change of meter in patches|
On Sunday 22 December 2002 17:54, "singularity692000 wrote:

> I have some patches recorded in 3/4 and later change the
> track to 7/8. Now I cannot edit the patches, since I get
> a 'Meter error'. Is it possible to change the meter
> settings in the patches after they have been created? The
> manual states noting about it.

I just tried it and it works fine here.
Recorded a new phrase with 3/4 meter. Then changed the 
section meter to 7/8 and pressed Edit, which worked. 
Interestingly, in the top of the Edit screen, the old meter 
value (3/4) was shown. Selecting another track in the Edit 
screen showed the new meter (7/8). So it looks like the 
meter value is stored in the phrase header.

- Robert
| 8574|8549|2002-12-26 04:08:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
On Monday 23 December 2002 23:11, "Rasidel Slika wrote:

> Hey good hearing from you, and thanks for your input and
> advise... the phenomena I have observed is that raising
> the RS volume causes the bass volume of the kick and bass
> to go down. Now, I can adjust the volume on the mixer,
> yes, but shouldn't the volume of those tracks remain
> constant? Why would it change, according to the main
> volume of the RS? That's what I don't get. I'm still
> looking at it to see any other reason why its happening,
> I run the output signal through a triple-C compressor, I
> have to also see if there's anything going on at that
> end... also I will check the utility screen for
> additional AS signal boosting.. I hadn't thought of
> that.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Are you sending the RS main outputs *and* the assignable 
outputs *together* through a compressor? That would 
certainly explain the dependent volume changes between 
these two groups.

- Robert
| 8575|8549|2002-12-26 04:08:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 64 meg Smartmedia cards 19 bucks and a question|
On Monday 23 December 2002 18:31, "goodald wrote:

> What kind of MIXER do you guys use with your RS.. I
> recently bought a mackie DFX12.. it's pretty nice, but I
> plan on doing some live work with the RS and not sure if
> it's a good choice for that. I currently use the rs, a
> dx200 and plan on using my laptop with KONTAKT or other
> sampler running on it.. would a true DJ mixer be more
> flexible? I'd actually like to be able to audition each
> machine without introducing it into the house, which the
> mackie does not allow.. maybe i can hook up a second
> small mixer to all the phono outputs and use that..

Any mixer with a SOLO option that sends the solo's sound to 
the control room outputs (that can be monitored with a pair 
of headphones) should do. Afaik, the 1642 and 1604 Mackie 
mixers do this, and no doubt a lot of other mixers as well.

- Robert
| 8576|8555|2002-12-26 04:08:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ATTENTION|
On Tuesday 24 December 2002 18:06, "Latif wrote:

> just press play on your sequencer
> then loopremix then patt chain

I tried this, but still no luck. ;)
Could you try this on a freshly booted RS?

I booted the RS, recorded some stuff in a phrase on track 1. 
Then set it to play, selected Loop Remix, then selected 
Pattern Chain mode. No crash, the RS keeps running. Of 
course, my pattern chain is empty.

- Robert
| 8577|8563|2002-12-26 04:32:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: the track that corrupted my rs7000|
On Wednesday 25 December 2002 00:53, "megons wrote:

> well, i finished the damn track despite having to rebuild
> it!
>
> this song will kick your ass:
>
> sneak-thief - Arrakis Rising
> http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_arrakis_rising.mp3
>
> enjoy!

Very refreshing use of samples. :)

I added this song + explanation (in next post) to the 
forthcoming faq. The download took ages though (and I'm on 
cable).

- Robert
| 8578|8555|2002-12-26 08:16:48|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
Wow, this extremely weird then
it also cleares out that it is indeed
a bug, the problem is now to pinpoint it
exactly.
Cause i rebooted my RS took a empty
style, placed a preset phrase on 1
and tried to crash it, and surprisingly
it didn't crash.
This means that the crash occurs with a certain
combination of tracks and track settings
Then i loaded a 6 tracks occupied pattern with
4 samples, no crashing.
Then i loaded an all file containing
5 styles tried one light style, it didn't crash
the selected a 12 track style, did it, and it crashed

then i rebooted, loaded that style only,

http://www.sneak-thief.com/sneak-thief_arrakis_rising.mp3


and voila crash after crash. performing the trick.

the style contains 12 tracks
4 samples 8 midi
1 preset kick 11 user phrases, no master fx
lo-fi fx
1-8 occupied
9/10 12/13 occupied

nothing strange, no weird midi programing
no no extensive cc data

try it out mate, make a more filled
pattern and try it again please.

Maybe we can try to pinpoint it
together.

Thanks
Latif

If you can't get it to crash, let me know
i'll send you the style ok?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 24 December 2002 18:06, "Latif wrote:
> > just press play on your sequencer
> > then loopremix then patt chain
> 
> I tried this, but still no luck. ;)
> Could you try this on a freshly booted RS?
> 
> I booted the RS, recorded some stuff in a phrase on track 1. 
> Then set it to play, selected Loop Remix, then selected 
> Pattern Chain mode. No crash, the RS keeps running. Of 
> course, my pattern chain is empty.
> 
> - Robert

| 8579|8555|2002-12-26 10:09:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ATTENTION|
On Thursday 26 December 2002 16:16, "Latif wrote:

> then i rebooted, loaded that style only,
> and voila crash after crash. performing the trick.
>
> the style contains 12 tracks
> 4 samples 8 midi
> 1 preset kick 11 user phrases, no master fx
> lo-fi fx
> 1-8 occupied
> 9/10 12/13 occupied
>
> nothing strange, no weird midi programing
> no no extensive cc data

So you loaded an All file with 5 styles, and one of them 
causes a crash using the magic procedure, right?

Do you have a pattern chain defined in that All file? Any 
other non-default Pattern Chain settings maybe?

When you remove all other styles (or isolate the bad style), 
does the problem still occur?

>
> try it out mate, make a more filled
> pattern and try it again please.
>
> Maybe we can try to pinpoint it
> together.
>
> Thanks
> Latif
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> If you can't get it to crash, let me know
> i'll send you the style ok?

That's a good idea. It may be easier to find the problem my 
eliminating stuff from your All file.

- Robert
| 8580|8580|2002-12-26 12:45:41|synthe. labo|midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
hello guys
so here i am with my important question that maybe i've just done in the 
past, but not so detailed.

i have 2 synths, Nord Modular and MicroQ (this is not important for my 
question), and i would be able to use them also live during live sets etc, 
not only home use that is just fine.

i need to know how could i configure my RS7000 to be able to memorize the 
patches to play on both synths (ex.: 4 parts on nord mod, 4 parts on microQ, 
or less) everytime i load and play a pattern or similar....
i mean, my problem is that if i always set manually 'that sound' driven by 
'that channel', is ok, but i CAN'T manage this on live....

--->>>i have to switch on my rs7k and my synths, and when i play a pattern 
the synth has to receive some MIDI MESSAGES that tells him WHAT PATCH TO 
PLAY , DRIVEN BY A DETERMINATE MIDI CHANNELL.....<<<---

obviously i would do this 'midi recording' at home, i would set up my rs7k 
to play "that patch from that midi channel", but i would know HOW, cause i'm 
a sort of cavemen of teknology, i make everything in audio at home just 
cause i hate midi and don't know most of the tricks....
so, i hape i've been clear, if someone knows this (i don't know the name of 
this midi messages i'm talking about, but you'll understand), please tell 
me.
i would setup my machine, and only switch on rs7k and 2 synth and have the 
channel i choose to play the patches i choose from both synth; and when i 
change a STYLE obviously the synth will have to remember a new configuration 
that, again, i prepared before [my changes of sounds of external synth will 
be style to style, not patterns, but i think that this is not the point].

thanx very much to everyone who can help me, i really need to know this.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Solo posta desiderata. Solo promozioni mozzafiato. MSN Offerte Speciali 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 8581|8555|2002-12-26 12:48:28|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
No i don't have pattern chains
programmed Robert.
I never create or use those.

It's pure a certain combination
of tracks and track parameters
that produce this crash when jumping
out of loop-remix into patt chain mode
while the sequencer is running.

so it will be very difficult
to pinpoint it exactly.

let me remind you, that i reacted to this
problem cause it was notifed by someone
else, therefor all boxes will have this
problem i'm almost 100% sure of it

please take one of your filled patterns at least
12 or 14 tracks and try it out ok?

Latif

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 26 December 2002 16:16, "Latif wrote:
> > then i rebooted, loaded that style only,
> > and voila crash after crash. performing the trick.
> >
> > the style contains 12 tracks
> > 4 samples 8 midi
> > 1 preset kick 11 user phrases, no master fx
> > lo-fi fx
> > 1-8 occupied
> > 9/10 12/13 occupied
> >
> > nothing strange, no weird midi programing
> > no no extensive cc data
> 
> So you loaded an All file with 5 styles, and one of them 
> causes a crash using the magic procedure, right?
> 
> Do you have a pattern chain defined in that All file? Any 
> other non-default Pattern Chain settings maybe?
> 
> When you remove all other styles (or isolate the bad style), 
> does the problem still occur?
> 
> 
> >
> > try it out mate, make a more filled
> > pattern and try it again please.
> >
> > Maybe we can try to pinpoint it
> > together.
> >
> > Thanks
> > Latif
> >
> > If you can't get it to crash, let me know
> > i'll send you the style ok?
> 
> That's a good idea. It may be easier to find the problem my 
> eliminating stuff from your All file.
> 
> - Robert

| 8582|8582|2002-12-26 12:54:09|Gonzalo Ramirez |Anyone heard of this one??|
Looking at some pages I came through this:

http://www.tursa.franken.de/MijkVanDijk_discog.html#RisingSons

It seems Yamaha released this month a vinyl promoting the RS7000 with 
tracks from Mijk Van Dijk, Ramon Zenker, The Green Man and Toby Izui, 
all tracks have been created using only the RS.

12": 2002 (Yamaha; WCRS7000VINYL) ^ [picture disc - promo]

06:13 Mijk van Dijk: Rising Sons (Live at Loop Heaven) [A1]
04:58 Ramon Zenker: Kaluza-Klein-Theory [A2]
05:53 TGM (The Green man): Your Device [B1]
07:01 Toby Izui: Song For R3 [B2]

Anyone's able to get his hands on this one?? It'd be really really 
nice to listen to those tracks...
| 8583|8555|2002-12-26 14:05:38|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
btw. Robert

you can download the style
i use to produce the crash
from the motiforum rs7000 section

attached to my last post there
'attention yamaha please'

to see what it does in your machine
simply position in track 9, jump into
lopp-remix from there jump into patt chain
while the sequencer is running

i'm also gonna leave this subject now
for what it is, cause peeps allready seem to 
think it's a corrupted style, but i simply 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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won't except that as answer to the bug.

the style plays perfectly and consists of clean data.

anywayz, back to relaxing the turkye in my belly :P

Latersss

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> No i don't have pattern chains
> programmed Robert.
> I never create or use those.
> 
> It's pure a certain combination
> of tracks and track parameters
> that produce this crash when jumping
> out of loop-remix into patt chain mode
> while the sequencer is running.
> 
> so it will be very difficult
> to pinpoint it exactly.
> 
> let me remind you, that i reacted to this
> problem cause it was notifed by someone
> else, therefor all boxes will have this
> problem i'm almost 100% sure of it
> 
> please take one of your filled patterns at least
> 12 or 14 tracks and try it out ok?
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Thursday 26 December 2002 16:16, "Latif wrote:
> > > then i rebooted, loaded that style only,
> > > and voila crash after crash. performing the trick.
> > >
> > > the style contains 12 tracks
> > > 4 samples 8 midi
> > > 1 preset kick 11 user phrases, no master fx
> > > lo-fi fx
> > > 1-8 occupied
> > > 9/10 12/13 occupied
> > >
> > > nothing strange, no weird midi programing
> > > no no extensive cc data
> > 
> > So you loaded an All file with 5 styles, and one of them 
> > causes a crash using the magic procedure, right?
> > 
> > Do you have a pattern chain defined in that All file? Any 
> > other non-default Pattern Chain settings maybe?
> > 
> > When you remove all other styles (or isolate the bad style), 
> > does the problem still occur?
> > 
> > 
> > >
> > > try it out mate, make a more filled
> > > pattern and try it again please.
> > >
> > > Maybe we can try to pinpoint it
> > > together.
> > >
> > > Thanks
> > > Latif
> > >
> > > If you can't get it to crash, let me know
> > > i'll send you the style ok?
> > 
> > That's a good idea. It may be easier to find the problem my 
> > eliminating stuff from your All file.
> > 
> > - Robert

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 8584|8315|2002-12-26 14:32:11|Rasidel Slika |Re: . is the RS7000 really good?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> The biggest limitation I've found has been that switching styles in 
> real time causes a slight "hiccup" or "time delay" or "' in the 
> playback. I've yet to install the new OS so perhaps it's fixed but 

I 

> doubt it, as it was explained to me that the hiccup was caused by 

the 

> mixer and synth program changes and such. The workarounds suggested 
> were not practical for me. I like to work long, uninterrupted sets. 
> So I guess I'll keep on coming up with stuff to fill the time in 
> while I change styles...

Good luck in your quest to find a machine that can change the tracks, 
programs, and paramaters for 16 tracks without causing any 
interruption in realtime output. I imagine that a cache of some 
kind, allowing pre-loading of data, would have to be devised in order 
for anything like this to become possible. Maybe its already 
available? Let us know if you find a machine that can do this.

thanks in advance,
delobbo
| 8585|8549|2002-12-26 14:40:30|Rasidel Slika |Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> 
> Are you sending the RS main outputs *and* the assignable 
> outputs *together* through a compressor? That would 
> certainly explain the dependent volume changes between 
> these two groups.
> 
> - Robert

Hmmm.. I am running both through the compressor.. but I'm pretty 
sure I set the threshold so high that it would not limit anything.. 
so I don't think the compressor is doing anything to the signal, at 
all. However, I shall have to double check to be sure... thanks for 
the suggestion.

delobbo
| 8586|8555|2002-12-26 14:55:15|wasted su700fan|Re: ATTENTION|
Pardon my ignorance on this issue. I haven't played with the latest OS 
(1.2) for the RS7k much. From what I remember on the RM1x & the older 
version of the RS7k, the Pattern, Pattern Chain, and Song modes of 
composing were 3 entirely SEPERATE entities. And to switch from one to 
another before you HAD to STOP the sequencer. I've got a feeling that 
with the new updates that Yamaha did to make it so the sequencer didn't 
have to be stopped via recording punching in & out that it opened up a 
can of worms by possibly allowing you to switch from Pattern to Pattern 
Chain mode while the sequencer was still running. Therefore causing 
the crash. Just my speculation on the issue. My suggestion: stop the 
sequencer when switching between the various modes of Pattern, Pattern 
Chain, and Song.

--
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com, su700fan@comcast.net) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 8587|8555|2002-12-26 18:13:56|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
there's a intresting discussion going
on at motiforum where more users are 
confirming the bug,, you should check it out ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted su700fan wrote:
> Pardon my ignorance on this issue. I haven't played with the 
latest OS 
> (1.2) for the RS7k much. From what I remember on the RM1x & the 
older 
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> version of the RS7k, the Pattern, Pattern Chain, and Song modes of 
> composing were 3 entirely SEPERATE entities. And to switch from 
one to 
> another before you HAD to STOP the sequencer. I've got a feeling 
that 
> with the new updates that Yamaha did to make it so the sequencer 
didn't 
> have to be stopped via recording punching in & out that it opened 
up a 
> can of worms by possibly allowing you to switch from Pattern to 
Pattern 
> Chain mode while the sequencer was still running. Therefore 
causing 
> the crash. Just my speculation on the issue. My suggestion: stop 
the 
> sequencer when switching between the various modes of Pattern, 
Pattern 
> Chain, and Song.
> 
> --
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y..., su700fan@c...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 8588|8555|2002-12-26 20:46:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: ATTENTION|

>there's a intresting discussion going
>on at motiforum where more users are
>confirming the bug,, you should check it out ;)

I'm not so sure I think it's a bug in the traditional sense. If you read my last
message, in the old version of the OS & in the RM1x's OS, you have to
STOP the sequencer to switch between Pattern, Pattern Chain, & Song
Modes. Now that Yamaha have "fixed" the recording issues so that we
can record & playback at same time this issue is more visible. Before,
IIRC, you just couldn't switch AT ALL without stopping the sequencer
(between modes that is). So now what Yamaha needs to do is issue a
slight bugfix (i.e. 1.21) that will lock-out the ability to switch between
Pattern, Pattern Chain, and Song modes during either playback,
recording, or playback/recording. That will fix the problem. And maybe
have the Display say when a button is hit by accident (like you mention
could happen during live use), have a display message window pop-up
saying "Incapable of switching modes. Stop sequencer to change." or
some other similar message. That's all that's need to be done to fix
this Quote "bug" Unquote.

P.S. I wish if they would do such a bugfix that they would do 2 more
minor (IMO minor anyways) small additions/changes to the OS. These
have been asked by me and other RS7k'ers prior to the 1.2 update ever
being confirmed:

1) Make the Rec/Play Metronome click possible to send to an Assignable
Out instead of just defaulting to Main Outs. The SU700 has this; and it's
a backwards progression not to have it on the RS7k since the RS7k is
it's (SU700's) progeny. If not that, at least make a Volume setting
available for the click sound. Both would be preferred, since not every
RS7k user owns the AIEB2 I/O board.
2) Allow the 2 drum pads to have a Velocity Curve setting. My first ever
piece of gear, the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm Programmer (drum machine)
from 1994 had this capability as a curve of 4 settings. Makes it much
easier so we don't have to Pound/Slam our 2 velocity sensitive pads
into submission.

These would probably take very little time & lines of code to implement,
are very useful to all users, and could be bunded in with another minor
bugfix like mentioned above. I really don't think I'm asking for anything
major for a programmer project here. 1 Programmer could probably
pound it together in several dozen lines of code or less in about an
hour or two.

Latif/whoever: feel free to crosspost this to Motifator's RS7000 forum
if you wish.

--wasted/su700fan
| 8589|8555|2002-12-26 22:10:39|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
Hi mate, there are a couple of 
posts there of other users

http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
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that state this problem has been 
in the earlier OS also.. so that's not the point.

I agree on what you say about on display warnings

I have a MMT-8 sequencer by Alesis, that thingy is
from 1988... it actually displays: 'Bummer Dude'
when you perform an illegal operation.. :-)

So wheter it's a illegal operation, or a bug
caused by some settings in combination with the
switch of dead ;)
The machine shouldn't have to crash like that.

about the wishes

1/ click level: yes numerous users including me have asked for this 
allready, but they simply neglected it..
My Boss DR660 (1992) has it, older machines have it, hell even the
AW16g i bought .. theire latest product.. has click level knob.
in my opinion a must have on a professional machine... nough said.

2/pads velocity curve: would come in very handy indeed.

but somehow it seems that certain wishes/needs 
are of no or less value to be conciderd important...
so i'm starting to give up on that kind of support.

Anywayzzz, have a blasting new-year :-)

Latif 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >there's a intresting discussion going
> >on at motiforum where more users are
> >confirming the bug,, you should check it out ;)
> 
> I'm not so sure I think it's a bug in the traditional sense. If 
you read my last
> message, in the old version of the OS & in the RM1x's OS, you have 
to
> STOP the sequencer to switch between Pattern, Pattern Chain, & Song
> Modes. Now that Yamaha have "fixed" the recording issues so that we
> can record & playback at same time this issue is more visible. 
Before,
> IIRC, you just couldn't switch AT ALL without stopping the sequencer
> (between modes that is). So now what Yamaha needs to do is issue a
> slight bugfix (i.e. 1.21) that will lock-out the ability to switch 
between
> Pattern, Pattern Chain, and Song modes during either playback,
> recording, or playback/recording. That will fix the problem. And 
maybe
> have the Display say when a button is hit by accident (like you 
mention
> could happen during live use), have a display message window pop-up
> saying "Incapable of switching modes. Stop sequencer to change." or
> some other similar message. That's all that's need to be done to 
fix
> this Quote "bug" Unquote.
> 
> P.S. I wish if they would do such a bugfix that they would do 2 
more
> minor (IMO minor anyways) small additions/changes to the OS. These
> have been asked by me and other RS7k'ers prior to the 1.2 update 
ever
> being confirmed:
> 
> 1) Make the Rec/Play Metronome click possible to send to an 
Assignable
> Out instead of just defaulting to Main Outs. The SU700 has this; 
and it's
> a backwards progression not to have it on the RS7k since the RS7k is
> it's (SU700's) progeny. If not that, at least make a Volume setting
> available for the click sound. Both would be preferred, since not 
every
> RS7k user owns the AIEB2 I/O board.
> 2) Allow the 2 drum pads to have a Velocity Curve setting. My 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


first ever
> piece of gear, the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm Programmer (drum machine)
> from 1994 had this capability as a curve of 4 settings. Makes it 
much
> easier so we don't have to Pound/Slam our 2 velocity sensitive pads
> into submission.
> 
> These would probably take very little time & lines of code to 
implement,
> are very useful to all users, and could be bunded in with another 
minor
> bugfix like mentioned above. I really don't think I'm asking for 
anything
> major for a programmer project here. 1 Programmer could probably
> pound it together in several dozen lines of code or less in about an
> hour or two.
> 
> Latif/whoever: feel free to crosspost this to Motifator's RS7000 
forum
> if you wish.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan

| 8590|8580|2002-12-27 01:47:37|505|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
I'm in the process of configuring my RS to work with a`Virus Indigo and
Novation Nova in what I think is a similar fashion to what you are trying to
do, this might help some.

I guess the idea is to have to RS control exactly what sounds are loaded
when a style or a phrase is loaded.

There are many ways to skin this cat but here is the version I'm testing
right now.

I started by creating a template pattern which has the proper MIDI layout:
1 - 8 RS - TG (only)
9 - 12 VIRUS - MIDI A (only)
13 - 16 NOVATION - MIDI B (only)

This gives me full midi separation and there is no overlap between RS sounds
and other two synths.

To work on new song I start with this template style.

I opted to not change the MULTI performance for VIRUS or NOVATION for this
scenario.

To control VIRUS Track # 9 sound:
TRACK # 9 - Edit and insert 2 SYSEX messages:
- at 1:000:009 | 1st controls Bank #
- at 1:000:009 | 2nd controls Patch #.
Note( SysEx message is specific to Virus)

To control NOVATION Track # 13 sound:
TRACK # 13 - Edit and insert PC messages:
at 1:000:013 | inserted program change
Note( PC message is specific to Novation)

To finalize, I actually create a phrase ( 1 bar long ) to contain and
combine all the SYSEX messages, program changes, etc from all tracks (9 -
16). Now have this phrase play only once before starting a new song (in song
mode this should be no trouble at all) to ensures that proper sounds are
loaded in Virus and Novation before actually playing back MIDI notes to
those synths.

In your case you will have to find out what are the exact SysEx/PC messages
required to change banks and patches for Nord Modular and MicroQ.

Each manufacturer should have this information made available in the manual
somewhere. When the manual does not seem to help I use MIDI-OX for
monitoring MIDI messages transmitted when making a simple bank or patch
change in real time.

I think it's worth taking the time to figure this out as it will give you
great ammount of control over your synths.

Hope this helped some.

Cornel
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----- Original Message -----
From: "synthe. labo" <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2002 11:45 AM
Subject: [RS7000] midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)

>
> hello guys
> so here i am with my important question that maybe i've just done in the
> past, but not so detailed.
>
> i have 2 synths, Nord Modular and MicroQ (this is not important for my
> question), and i would be able to use them also live during live sets etc,
> not only home use that is just fine.
>
> i need to know how could i configure my RS7000 to be able to memorize the
> patches to play on both synths (ex.: 4 parts on nord mod, 4 parts on
microQ,
> or less) everytime i load and play a pattern or similar....
> i mean, my problem is that if i always set manually 'that sound' driven by
> 'that channel', is ok, but i CAN'T manage this on live....
>
> --->>>i have to switch on my rs7k and my synths, and when i play a pattern
> the synth has to receive some MIDI MESSAGES that tells him WHAT PATCH TO
> PLAY , DRIVEN BY A DETERMINATE MIDI CHANNELL.....<<<---
>
> obviously i would do this 'midi recording' at home, i would set up my rs7k
> to play "that patch from that midi channel", but i would know HOW, cause
i'm
> a sort of cavemen of teknology, i make everything in audio at home just
> cause i hate midi and don't know most of the tricks....
> so, i hape i've been clear, if someone knows this (i don't know the name
of
> this midi messages i'm talking about, but you'll understand), please tell
> me.
> i would setup my machine, and only switch on rs7k and 2 synth and have the
> channel i choose to play the patches i choose from both synth; and when i
> change a STYLE obviously the synth will have to remember a new
configuration
> that, again, i prepared before [my changes of sounds of external synth
will
> be style to style, not patterns, but i think that this is not the point].
>
> thanx very much to everyone who can help me, i really need to know this.
>
> ciao-marco
>

| 8591|8591|2002-12-27 01:47:41|Anthony |Shortening phrases|
This might be a really simple one, but can anyone help . . .

After deleting events in a 6 measure phrase I wish to shorten the 
phrase to only 4 measures.

How can this be done?

Thanks in advance.

Wax
| 8592|8592|2002-12-27 01:47:45|Mohamad Ridwan Indrayasa
I was trying to update using 0532os_.PGM. here what i've got:

* include 2 block of os
block #1 ---> 100%
* erasing flash rom block #1 (done)
* writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%
* writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%

but then i got 'ERROR: Check sum error.'

The update stopped, and what i see now is only a blank screen 
everytime i switch on my rs.

mailto:synthelabo@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


What i've done so far:
1. updating with 8mb card
2. trying with 16mb
3. copying the os into demo card (after moving demo files to my pc)
4. re-download the os from a yamahasynth.com

thanks,
mohamad.
| 8593|8592|2002-12-27 01:47:53|Mohamad Ridwan Indrayasa
I was trying to update using 0532os_.PGM. here what i've got:

* include 2 block of os
block #1 ---> 100%
* erasing flash rom block #1 (done)
* writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%
* writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%

but then i got 'ERROR: Check sum error.'

The update stopped, and what i see now is only a blank screen 
everytime i switch on my rs.

What i've done so far:
1. updating with 8mb card
2. trying with 16mb
3. copying the os into demo card (after moving demo files to my pc)
4. re-download the os from a yamahasynth.com

thanks,
mohamad.
| 8594|8555|2002-12-27 02:01:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ATTENTION|
On Friday 27 December 2002 04:46, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> I'm not so sure I think it's a bug in the traditional
> sense. 

If the RS can be crashed by switching to Pattern Chain mode 
while in play, we're defininitely talking about a good old 
bug.

> If you read my last message, in the old version
> of the OS & in the RM1x's OS, you have to STOP the
> sequencer to switch between Pattern, Pattern Chain, &
> Song Modes. Now that Yamaha have "fixed" the recording
> issues so that we can record & playback at same time this
> issue is more visible. Before, IIRC, you just couldn't
> switch AT ALL without stopping the sequencer (between
> modes that is). So now what Yamaha needs to do is issue
> a slight bugfix (i.e. 1.21) that will lock-out the
> ability to switch between Pattern, Pattern Chain, and
> Song modes during either playback, recording, or
> playback/recording. That will fix the problem. And
> maybe have the Display say when a button is hit by
> accident (like you mention could happen during live use),
> have a display message window pop-up saying "Incapable of
> switching modes. Stop sequencer to change." or some
> other similar message. That's all that's need to be done
> to fix this Quote "bug" Unquote.

I don't see why you don't want to call this a bug. It 
crashes the machine! Bug, bug, bug!! ;)

Of course the fix isn't dramatic, but that doesn't mean this 
is a serious problem. If I loose hours of work due to the 
crash, I'm really not happy.

>
> P.S. I wish if they would do such a bugfix that they
> would do 2 more minor (IMO minor anyways) small
> additions/changes to the OS. These have been asked by me
> and other RS7k'ers prior to the 1.2 update ever being
> confirmed:
>
> 1) Make the Rec/Play Metronome click possible to send to
> an Assignable Out instead of just defaulting to Main
> Outs. The SU700 has this; and it's a backwards



> progression not to have it on the RS7k since the RS7k is
> it's (SU700's) progeny. If not that, at least make a
> Volume setting available for the click sound. Both would
> be preferred, since not every RS7k user owns the AIEB2
> I/O board.

Agreed. That click is deafening.

> 2) Allow the 2 drum pads to have a Velocity Curve
> setting. My first ever piece of gear, the Yamaha RY20
> Rhythm Programmer (drum machine) from 1994 had this
> capability as a curve of 4 settings. Makes it much
> easier so we don't have to Pound/Slam our 2 velocity
> sensitive pads into submission.

Not on the top of my list, I never use the pads. Maybe I 
should. ;)

- Robert
| 8595|8591|2002-12-27 02:03:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Shortening phrases|
On Friday 27 December 2002 05:25, "Anthony wrote:

> This might be a really simple one, but can anyone help .
> . .
>
> After deleting events in a 6 measure phrase I wish to
> shorten the phrase to only 4 measures.
>
> How can this be done?

Use job #22, SPLIT PHRASE and simply sent the right half to 
the bit bucket. See page 146 of the english manual.

- Robert
| 8596|8592|2002-12-27 02:06:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: os 1.2 update error, please help...|
On Friday 27 December 2002 07:41, "Mohamad Ridwan Indrayasa 
wrote:

> I was trying to update using 0532os_.PGM. here what i've
> got:
>
> * include 2 block of os
> block #1 ---> 100%
> * erasing flash rom block #1 (done)
> * writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%
> * writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%
>
> but then i got 'ERROR: Check sum error.'
>
> The update stopped, and what i see now is only a blank
> screen everytime i switch on my rs.

You now have a incompletely flashed RS, so it cannot 
function properly (hence the blank screen). Hopefully (and 
most likely) it will allow you to repeat the flash 
procedure.

The *problem* is most likely a bad OS image. It corrupted 
during the download, so DOWNLOAD IT AGAIN. The one you have 
is corrupted.

Once you downloaded a new version of the OS image simply 
repeat the flash procedure.

Keep us posted.

- Robert
| 8597|8580|2002-12-27 02:18:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
On Thursday 26 December 2002 20:45, synthe. labo wrote:

> i need to know how could i configure my RS7000 to be able
> to memorize the patches to play on both synths (ex.: 4
> parts on nord mod, 4 parts on microQ, or less) everytime
> i load and play a pattern or similar.... i mean, my
> problem is that if i always set manually 'that sound'
> driven by 'that channel', is ok, but i CAN'T manage this



> on live....

Hey Marco,

it's actually quite easy. Most synths simply react on a 
special MIDI message called Program Change (PC). The RS of 
course supports this.

So in the track that controls for example the NordMod, go 
into edit mode, insert a PC message at the start of the 
phrase and fill in the blanks. You have to specify a bank 
number (controlling the group of patches) and program 
number (controlling the patch within the bank). Find out by 
trial and error. 

When this works you get to another challenge, you don't 
wanna send the PC messages every time the phrase loops, 
because that causes a delay in the synths. So you should 
dedicate a short section (e.g. P) for only controlling the 
synths just before the song is started. You could also use 
another style for that.

- Robert
| 8598|8549|2002-12-27 02:19:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
On Thursday 26 December 2002 22:40, "Rasidel Slika wrote:

> Hmmm.. I am running both through the compressor.. but
> I'm pretty sure I set the threshold so high that it would
> not limit anything.. so I don't think the compressor is
> doing anything to the signal, at all. However, I shall
> have to double check to be sure... thanks for the
> suggestion.

Please do. Simply switch it off (or into bypass) and check 
again.

- Robert
| 8599|8555|2002-12-27 02:20:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ATTENTION|
On Thursday 26 December 2002 20:48, "Latif wrote:

> let me remind you, that i reacted to this
> problem cause it was notifed by someone
> else, therefor all boxes will have this
> problem i'm almost 100% sure of it

I don't doubt that.

> please take one of your filled patterns at least
> 12 or 14 tracks and try it out ok?

I will.

- Robert
| 8600|8555|2002-12-27 03:13:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ATTENTION|
On Thursday 26 December 2002 20:48, "Latif wrote:

> please take one of your filled patterns at least
> 12 or 14 tracks and try it out ok?

Bingo! Tried it with a song with 16 tracks. The play, loop 
remix, pattern chain procedure crashed my RS indeed.

I've got a '8' showing in the BPM display and that's it.

- Robert
| 8601|8571|2002-12-27 08:17:17|s&m|Re: TWE wave editor|

> >PS.: the RS must be taken on before the Cumputer
> will be started!!

Not entirely true. You can go to mycomputer->right
click to device manager->view devices by connection.
Hit refresh and the RS should appear along with the
other devices.



BTW I found soundforge to be sh*t slow, wavelab seems
to be just as fast as TWE though.

-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8602|8580|2002-12-27 08:20:45|synthe. labo|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
thank you very much!
i'll try as soon as possible, and also i'll go to find the OPC messages 
needed for my synths!

:)

>I'm in the process of configuring my RS to work with a`Virus Indigo and
>Novation Nova in what I think is a similar fashion to what you are trying 
>to
>do, this might help some.
>
>I guess the idea is to have to RS control exactly what sounds are loaded
>when a style or a phrase is loaded.
>
>There are many ways to skin this cat but here is the version I'm testing
>right now.
>
>I started by creating a template pattern which has the proper MIDI layout:
> 1 - 8 RS - TG (only)
> 9 - 12 VIRUS - MIDI A (only)
> 13 - 16 NOVATION - MIDI B (only)
>
>This gives me full midi separation and there is no overlap between RS 
>sounds
>and other two synths.
>
>To work on new song I start with this template style.
>
>I opted to not change the MULTI performance for VIRUS or NOVATION for this
>scenario.
>
>To control VIRUS Track # 9 sound:
> TRACK # 9 - Edit and insert 2 SYSEX messages:
> - at 1:000:009 | 1st controls Bank #
> - at 1:000:009 | 2nd controls Patch #.
> Note( SysEx message is specific to Virus)
>
>
>To control NOVATION Track # 13 sound:
> TRACK # 13 - Edit and insert PC messages:
> at 1:000:013 | inserted program change
>Note( PC message is specific to Novation)
>
>
>To finalize, I actually create a phrase ( 1 bar long ) to contain and
>combine all the SYSEX messages, program changes, etc from all tracks (9 -
>16). Now have this phrase play only once before starting a new song (in 
>song
>mode this should be no trouble at all) to ensures that proper sounds are
>loaded in Virus and Novation before actually playing back MIDI notes to
>those synths.
>
>In your case you will have to find out what are the exact SysEx/PC messages
>required to change banks and patches for Nord Modular and MicroQ.
>
>Each manufacturer should have this information made available in the manual
>somewhere. When the manual does not seem to help I use MIDI-OX for
>monitoring MIDI messages transmitted when making a simple bank or patch
>change in real time.
>
>I think it's worth taking the time to figure this out as it will give you
>great ammount of control over your synths.
>
>Hope this helped some.
>
>Cornel

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
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Solo posta desiderata. Solo promozioni mozzafiato. MSN Offerte Speciali 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 8603|8580|2002-12-27 08:22:57|synthe. labo|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
Robert! :)
thank you too

the only thing i don't understand is when you say:
""So you should
dedicate a short section (e.g. P) for only controlling the
synths just before the song is started"" about the delay on synths etc 
etc....

ok, thanx ciao

>Hey Marco,
>
>it's actually quite easy. Most synths simply react on a
>special MIDI message called Program Change (PC). The RS of
>course supports this.
>
>So in the track that controls for example the NordMod, go
>into edit mode, insert a PC message at the start of the
>phrase and fill in the blanks. You have to specify a bank
>number (controlling the group of patches) and program
>number (controlling the patch within the bank). Find out by
>trial and error.
>
>When this works you get to another challenge, you don't
>wanna send the PC messages every time the phrase loops,
>because that causes a delay in the synths. So you should
>dedicate a short section (e.g. P) for only controlling the
>synths just before the song is started. You could also use
>another style for that.

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi chattare e scambiare canzoni e foto con gli amici? 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8604|8555|2002-12-27 09:34:35|wasted su700fan|Re: ATTENTION|

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Date: Friday, December 27, 2002 4:01 am
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: ATTENTION

> On Friday 27 December 2002 04:46, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> 
> > I'm not so sure I think it's a bug in the traditional
> > sense. 
> 
> If the RS can be crashed by switching to Pattern Chain mode 
> while in play, we're defininitely talking about a good old 
> bug.
> I don't see why you don't want to call this a bug. It 
> crashes the machine! Bug, bug, bug!! ;)

"Bug", "user error", "programmer error", whatever you want to
call it. :) Poor programming is what it really is. The RS7000's
OS should NOT allow you to switch modes (Patttern, Chain, Song)
while in playback or record mode. What's happening is the OS
is choking because those are 3 totally different forms or 
sequences & playback. In the end all they need to do is add
a couple lines of code to the OS and make sure it doesn't switch
modes without stopping the sequencer first. That would solve the
problem. Simple problem, simple solution I say. :D

The reason this is happening is that the Loop Remix is an
intermediary step between switching from Pattern to Pattern
Chain mode. Obviously it (switching modes) must've been overlooked
as far as sub-modes (i.e. Loop Remix) being accessed first is
concerned. All sub-modes (Loop Remix, Edit, Grid Groove, whatever)
should probably have the capability to switch betwen various Modes

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
http://messenger.msn.it/
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locked out. This would help to prevent future crashes.

> Of course the fix isn't dramatic, but that doesn't mean this 
> is a serious problem. If I loose hours of work due to the 
> crash, I'm really not happy.

Agreed. I wouldn't want to lose hours (even just minutes) of work.
Sometimes your inspiration for the "perfect beat" is lost that way.
Lesson to be learned though: save often and save on various media.

> > 2) Allow the 2 drum pads to have a Velocity Curve
> > setting. My first ever piece of gear, the Yamaha RY20
> > Rhythm Programmer (drum machine) from 1994 had this
> > capability as a curve of 4 settings. Makes it much
> > easier so we don't have to Pound/Slam our 2 velocity
> > sensitive pads into submission.
> 
> Not on the top of my list, I never use the pads. Maybe I 
> should. ;)

I don't really use them much myself. I use a controller keyboard
for the velocity sensitivity stuff. But it is a "Very Basic" function
that should be implemented. The RY20's 4 velocity curves were these:

1) No curve/curve off = all hits are max velocity (127).
2) Linear curve = no adjustment of pressure to velocity (this is
probably the way the RS7k's curve is now) Hard hit = high velocity,
Light hit = low velocity.
3) Light pressure curve = so you don't have to Pound the pads into
submission to get louder velocities. A more forgiving curve.
4) Heavy pressure curve = Hard pressure needs to be applied to get
louder velocities.

This would be more than acceptable to me.

> - Robert

Just a couple suggestions. It's nice to have this discourse. It's
also nice that Yamaha at least listened to us somewhat in their OS
update, which I do appreciate. Nice that they implemented Flash ROM
so that we can flash our OS'es, unlike the SU700/RM1x with its chip
pulling OS updates, which were only for Major Bugfixes. Yamaha is
slowly improving their after-purchase support. Which is A Good Thing.

--wasted/su700fan

| 8605|8605|2002-12-27 09:47:22|wasted su700fan|RS7k & other gear's Patch Dumps|
Expounding upon Robert's and 505's suggestions:

Most synths offer a "patch dump" feature to send to required Program
Change or SysEx info that the patches you want to recall in the future
contain. What you can do (in Song mode it's easier since it will only
replay once) is record at the Very Beginning of the song your Patch
Dumps from you synths via the MIDI In of the RS7k from the MIDI Outs
of the gear your RS7k is sequencing. You'll have to either swap the
MIDI plugs from their normal setting (RS7k's MIDI Outs A&B to the MIDI
Ins of your other gear), or use a MIDI Merge box and some MIDI patching
wizardry.

This "Patch Dump" feature saves you the effort of having to figure out
all the Program Change (PC) numbers that you need to put in via Edit
mode otherwise. After you have recorded this Patch Dump info at the
beginning of the Song (the first 2 measures or so, you can use Edit
mode afterwards to tweak the Measure:Beat:Clock settings so as to take 
up less timing), start your song's note info., etc. a couple measures
in (i.e. Measure 3 or 5).

I know the Virus B offers Patch Dumps (and Arrangement Dumps for entire
Multi Programs), so I would gather your Nords should also.
--
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com, su700fan@comcast.net) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 8606|8555|2002-12-27 09:54:17|Latif |Re: ATTENTION|
The crash issue has been acknowledged
by mr. Phil and is being forwarded to 
Yamaha....

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted su700fan wrote:
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp 
> Date: Friday, December 27, 2002 4:01 am
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: ATTENTION
> 
> > On Friday 27 December 2002 04:46, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > 
> > > I'm not so sure I think it's a bug in the traditional
> > > sense. 
> > 
> > If the RS can be crashed by switching to Pattern Chain mode 
> > while in play, we're defininitely talking about a good old 
> > bug.
> > I don't see why you don't want to call this a bug. It 
> > crashes the machine! Bug, bug, bug!! ;)
> 
> "Bug", "user error", "programmer error", whatever you want to
> call it. :) Poor programming is what it really is. The RS7000's
> OS should NOT allow you to switch modes (Patttern, Chain, Song)
> while in playback or record mode. What's happening is the OS
> is choking because those are 3 totally different forms or 
> sequences & playback. In the end all they need to do is add
> a couple lines of code to the OS and make sure it doesn't switch
> modes without stopping the sequencer first. That would solve the
> problem. Simple problem, simple solution I say. :D
> 
> The reason this is happening is that the Loop Remix is an
> intermediary step between switching from Pattern to Pattern
> Chain mode. Obviously it (switching modes) must've been overlooked
> as far as sub-modes (i.e. Loop Remix) being accessed first is
> concerned. All sub-modes (Loop Remix, Edit, Grid Groove, whatever)
> should probably have the capability to switch betwen various Modes
> locked out. This would help to prevent future crashes.
> 
> > Of course the fix isn't dramatic, but that doesn't mean this 
> > is a serious problem. If I loose hours of work due to the 
> > crash, I'm really not happy.
> 
> Agreed. I wouldn't want to lose hours (even just minutes) of work.
> Sometimes your inspiration for the "perfect beat" is lost that way.
> Lesson to be learned though: save often and save on various media.
> 
> > > 2) Allow the 2 drum pads to have a Velocity Curve
> > > setting. My first ever piece of gear, the Yamaha RY20
> > > Rhythm Programmer (drum machine) from 1994 had this
> > > capability as a curve of 4 settings. Makes it much
> > > easier so we don't have to Pound/Slam our 2 velocity
> > > sensitive pads into submission.
> > 
> > Not on the top of my list, I never use the pads. Maybe I 
> > should. ;)
> 
> I don't really use them much myself. I use a controller keyboard
> for the velocity sensitivity stuff. But it is a "Very Basic" 
function
> that should be implemented. The RY20's 4 velocity curves were 
these:
> 
> 1) No curve/curve off = all hits are max velocity (127).
> 2) Linear curve = no adjustment of pressure to velocity (this is
> probably the way the RS7k's curve is now) Hard hit = high velocity,
> Light hit = low velocity.
> 3) Light pressure curve = so you don't have to Pound the pads into
> submission to get louder velocities. A more forgiving curve.
> 4) Heavy pressure curve = Hard pressure needs to be applied to get
> louder velocities.
> 
> This would be more than acceptable to me.
> 
> > - Robert
> 
> Just a couple suggestions. It's nice to have this discourse. It's
> also nice that Yamaha at least listened to us somewhat in their OS
> update, which I do appreciate. Nice that they implemented Flash ROM
> so that we can flash our OS'es, unlike the SU700/RM1x with its chip
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> pulling OS updates, which were only for Major Bugfixes. Yamaha is
> slowly improving their after-purchase support. Which is A Good 
Thing.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan

| 8607|8555|2002-12-27 09:57:48|wasted su700fan|Re: ATTENTION|

----- Original Message -----
From: "Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com>" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
Date: Friday, December 27, 2002 11:54 am
Subject: [RS7000] Re: ATTENTION

> The crash issue has been acknowledged
> by mr. Phil and is being forwarded to 
> Yamaha....
> ;o)
> 
> Latif

Yahooo!!! Thanks for pouring on the pressure Latif. Maybe we'll
get a minor bugfix with this locked out/figured out. And maybe
(dreaming) they'll implement one or both of my previous suggestions.
It's nice to have Phil Clendennin (Bad Mister) on that forum.

--wasted/su700fan

| 8608|8571|2002-12-27 10:08:08|Scott Kellogg|Re: TWE wave editor|
I haven't gotten my PC back home yet, so I haven't tried this out. As I
understand it, I will able able to dump samples straight to the RS7k's RAM
from Wavelab or Sound Forge. Does it dump into the selected track, or into
a sample pool that then needs to be assigned?

/Scott

> Not entirely true. You can go to mycomputer->right
> click to device manager->view devices by connection.
> Hit refresh and the RS should appear along with the
> other devices.
>

| 8609|8592|2002-12-27 10:09:07|Mohamad Ridwan Indrayasa
You're right, it could be the OS was corrupted during the previous 
download. It's completely working now. Thanks for saving my weekend...

Regards,
Mohamad.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 27 December 2002 07:41, "Mohamad Ridwan Indrayasa 
> wrote:
> > I was trying to update using 0532os_.PGM. here what i've
> > got:
> >
> > * include 2 block of os
> > block #1 ---> 100%
> > * erasing flash rom block #1 (done)
> > * writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%
> > * writing os into flash rom block #1 --->100%
> >
> > but then i got 'ERROR: Check sum error.'
> >
> > The update stopped, and what i see now is only a blank
> > screen everytime i switch on my rs.
> 
> You now have a incompletely flashed RS, so it cannot 
> function properly (hence the blank screen). Hopefully (and 
> most likely) it will allow you to repeat the flash 
> procedure.
> 
> The *problem* is most likely a bad OS image. It corrupted 
> during the download, so DOWNLOAD IT AGAIN. The one you have 
> is corrupted.
> 
> Once you downloaded a new version of the OS image simply 
> repeat the flash procedure.
> 
> Keep us posted.
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> 
> - Robert

| 8610|8580|2002-12-27 10:25:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
On Friday 27 December 2002 16:22, synthe. labo wrote:

> Robert! :)
> thank you too
>
> the only thing i don't understand is when you say:
> ""So you should
> dedicate a short section (e.g. P) for only controlling
> the synths just before the song is started"" about the
> delay on synths etc etc....

Well, you know what happens when you send a Program Change 
message to your beloved NordMod? Same as selecting a patch 
on the machine. It drops out several seconds to rebuilld a 
new DSP image for the selected patch.

Now suppose this PC message is inserted in a phrase on the 
RS, and that phrase loops, as is usual in pattern mode. 
Everytime the phrase loops and sends out the inserted PC 
message to the NM, your synth will choke for a couple of 
seconds.

You like that?

a) Yes. Okay, goodby then. ;)
b) No. Good, read on then.

To prevent the NM (or any other synth) to receive the PC 
messages over and over, you only want to send it *once* for 
the entire song. 

The obvious way to get this done is to dedicate a short 
phrase (say 2 bars, long enough to cover the dropout period 
of the synth) to the PC message only. That phrase, and 
similar phrases for your other gear, could then be placed 
in a section (pattern) that is only played at the start of 
the song, and never again. That section could e.g. be 
section P, but of course any other section will do.

You even could play these phrases with the correct PC 
messages inserted from another style. For example, the song 
is in style #1, but to set up the external gear you select 
style #2 and play section A with the prepped phrases.

Hope this helps.
- Robert
| 8611|8580|2002-12-27 11:58:10|synthe. labo|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|

>Well, you know what happens when you send a Program Change
>message to your beloved NordMod? Same as selecting a patch
>on the machine. It drops out several seconds to rebuilld a
>new DSP image for the selected patch.
>
>Now suppose this PC message is inserted in a phrase on the
>RS, and that phrase loops, as is usual in pattern mode.
>Everytime the phrase loops and sends out the inserted PC
>message to the NM, your synth will choke for a couple of
>seconds.
>
>You like that?
>
>a) Yes. Okay, goodby then. ;)

yes!
epppsss....no...sorry.....:)))

>b) No. Good, read on then.

ok :/

>To prevent the NM (or any other synth) to receive the PC
>messages over and over, you only want to send it *once* for
>the entire song.



>
>The obvious way to get this done is to dedicate a short
>phrase (say 2 bars, long enough to cover the dropout period
>of the synth) to the PC message only. That phrase, and
>similar phrases for your other gear, could then be placed
>in a section (pattern) that is only played at the start of
>the song, and never again. That section could e.g. be
>section P, but of course any other section will do.

so, tell me if i understood:
i choose a section (doesn't matter what it is) with no notes or also notes 
(again it doesn't matter), but this section is just made to record all the 
program changes of my style.
when i'll go into this style i'll have to perform once this first section to 
fix all the program changes.

so, in this way, --->>> it won't be necessary to make the job of the program 
changes to every phrase in every pattern of my style, cause these will be 
remebered only by that section that i build appositely for the PC <<<---
i make the 'jobs' of the PC 'ONLY' in that section, then all the other 
section of my style won't need again nad again the PC jobs on the phrases i 
want fixed.....right?
(..hope yes....:)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8612|8571|2002-12-27 16:14:01|s&m|Re: TWE wave editor|
It dumps to the selected track and note if its a kit
sample.
You'll this in the scsi comm page. Press load 4 times.
-sean

--- Scott Kellogg <scott@kiva.net> wrote:

> I haven't gotten my PC back home yet, so I haven't
> tried this out. As I
> understand it, I will able able to dump samples
> straight to the RS7k's RAM
> from Wavelab or Sound Forge. Does it dump into the
> selected track, or into
> a sample pool that then needs to be assigned?
> 
> /Scott
> 
> > Not entirely true. You can go to mycomputer->right
> > click to device manager->view devices by
> connection.
> > Hit refresh and the RS should appear along with
> the
> > other devices.
> > 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8613|8555|2002-12-28 01:09:42|D. A. Carrillo|Re: ATTENTION|
that just happened to me for the first time... at was working on a track, 
nothing crazy, and then everything fucking froze no matter what button i 
pressed. I had to reboot. Its like a pc. wtf??? never had those probs with 
the last os... could it be the os??? 1.2?

>From: "Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com>" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: ATTENTION
>Date: Thu, 26 Dec 2002 15:16:43 -0000
>

http://messenger.msn.it/
mailto:scott@kiva.net
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
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>Wow, this extremely weird then
>it also cleares out that it is indeed
>a bug, the problem is now to pinpoint it
>exactly.
>Cause i rebooted my RS took a empty
>style, placed a preset phrase on 1
>and tried to crash it, and surprisingly
>it didn't crash.
>This means that the crash occurs with a certain
>combination of tracks and track settings
>Then i loaded a 6 tracks occupied pattern with
>4 samples, no crashing.
>Then i loaded an all file containing
>5 styles tried one light style, it didn't crash
>the selected a 12 track style, did it, and it crashed
>
>then i rebooted, loaded that style only,
>and voila crash after crash. performing the trick.
>
>the style contains 12 tracks
>4 samples 8 midi
>1 preset kick 11 user phrases, no master fx
>lo-fi fx
>1-8 occupied
>9/10 12/13 occupied
>
>nothing strange, no weird midi programing
>no no extensive cc data
>
>try it out mate, make a more filled
>pattern and try it again please.
>
>Maybe we can try to pinpoint it
>together.
>
>Thanks
>Latif
>
>If you can't get it to crash, let me know
>i'll send you the style ok?
>
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
> > On Tuesday 24 December 2002 18:06, "Latif wrote:
> > > just press play on your sequencer
> > > then loopremix then patt chain
> >
> > I tried this, but still no luck. ;)
> > Could you try this on a freshly booted RS?
> >
> > I booted the RS, recorded some stuff in a phrase on track 1.
> > Then set it to play, selected Loop Remix, then selected
> > Pattern Chain mode. No crash, the RS keeps running. Of
> > course, my pattern chain is empty.
> >
> > - Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 3 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus&xAPID=42&PS=47575&PI=7324&DI=7474&SU= 
http://www.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/getmsg&HL=1216hotmailtaglines_eliminateviruses_3mf
| 8614|8555|2002-12-28 02:21:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ATTENTION|
On Saturday 28 December 2002 09:09, D. A. Carrillo wrote:

> that just happened to me for the first time... at was
> working on a track, nothing crazy, and then everything
> fucking froze no matter what button i pressed. I had to
> reboot. Its like a pc. wtf??? never had those probs with
> the last os... could it be the os??? 1.2?

Yes, it's most likely due to OS v1.2.

- Robert
| 8615|8580|2002-12-28 02:28:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus&xAPID=42&PS=47575&PI=7324&DI=7474&SU=
http://www.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/getmsg&HL=1216hotmailtaglines_eliminateviruses_3mf


On Friday 27 December 2002 19:58, synthe. labo wrote:

> so, tell me if i understood:
> i choose a section (doesn't matter what it is) with no
> notes or also notes (again it doesn't matter), but this
> section is just made to record all the program changes of
> my style.

Yes.

> when i'll go into this style i'll have to perform once
> this first section to fix all the program changes.

Right. Just play that section once for the whole song.
Your synths will be set to the correct bank/program then, 
and won't change until you send them another PC message (in 
the next song).

> so, in this way, --->>> it won't be necessary to make the
> job of the program changes to every phrase in every
> pattern of my style, cause these will be remebered only
> by that section that i build appositely for the PC <<<---

Exactly.

> i make the 'jobs' of the PC 'ONLY' in that section, then
> all the other section of my style won't need again nad
> again the PC jobs on the phrases i want fixed.....right?
> (..hope yes....:)

Errr, that was too italian for me, sorry, couldn't 
understand. ;)

But it comes down to this:

1. You only need PC changes for external synths. The 
internal RS TG can be controlled with the Mixer pages.

2. You only need to send the PC changes once per song, by 
playing a phrase that has the correct MIDI PC message 
inserted. 

3. So for each external synth you create a phrase and give 
it the PC message, by inserting it in Edit mode. These 
phrases are then played in a section that you don't use for 
the rest of the song. That section could even exist in 
another style.

- Roberto
| 8616|8616|2002-12-28 03:41:44|r_s_7_k |I Will Buy Everybody Lunch If You Email Yamaha And Ask Them To...|
Make it possible to change the vollume of that damn METRONOME CLICK
and create a new file structure system for the samples so that we 
don't have to use common and local sample work arounds.

please
| 8617|8571|2002-12-28 08:49:46|trapstate |Re: TWE wave editor|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:

> It dumps to the selected track and note if its a kit
> sample.
> You'll this in the scsi comm page. Press load 4 times.
> -sean
> 

Has anybody got TWE working in Win2K? Soundforge only works in win98, 
TWE not at all.

Paul
| 8618|8580|2002-12-28 10:01:15|synthe. labo|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|

> > i make the 'jobs' of the PC 'ONLY' in that section, then
> > all the other section of my style won't need again nad
> > again the PC jobs on the phrases i want fixed.....right?
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> > (..hope yes....:)
>
>Errr, that was too italian for me, sorry, couldn't
>understand. ;)

well, now that i read it again i don't understand me too what i 
wrote.......:))))

>But it comes down to this:
>
>1. You only need PC changes for external synths. The
>internal RS TG can be controlled with the Mixer pages.
>
>2. You only need to send the PC changes once per song, by
>playing a phrase that has the correct MIDI PC message
>inserted.

anyway, this can be a little weird cause when i jump from a style to another 
i have to play this section first, and this section will be mute or 
similar....

>3. So for each external synth you create a phrase and give
>it the PC message, by inserting it in Edit mode. These
>phrases are then played in a section that you don't use for
>the rest of the song. That section could even exist in
>another style.

>- Roberto

- Marx

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi chattare e scambiare canzoni e foto con gli amici? 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8619|8580|2002-12-28 11:12:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi messages - DEFINITELY - HELP!!! :)|
On Saturday 28 December 2002 18:01, synthe. labo wrote:

> anyway, this can be a little weird cause when i jump from
> a style to another i have to play this section first, and
> this section will be mute or similar....

The track mute state is saved *per style*, so when you 
switch to another style, the mute states of each track will 
be reset to what was programmed for *that* style.

- Robert
| 8620|8616|2002-12-28 14:18:22|okoyemaya |Re: I Will Buy Everybody Lunch If You Email Yamaha And Ask Them To.|
And bottle of Cuban Rum from me
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> Make it possible to change the vollume of that damn METRONOME CLICK
> and create a new file structure system for the samples so that we 
> don't have to use common and local sample work arounds.
> 
> please

| 8621|8621|2002-12-28 17:16:20|mrdorren |can it change phrases via midi?|
Hi Guys,
I've had a rm1x for years and have finally gotten to the point where 
i want to get an rs7000. The problem i've had with the rm1x is that 
i haven't been able to set up a library of grooves that can be 
triggered with a bank/program change in my main sequencer, Sonar.

Can you tell me if any of you use your rs7000s for this purpose? The 
manual DOES make reference to a sequencer midi spec in the back with 
bank and PCs. Is this in fact what I'm looking for?

In a perfect world, I would want to be able to call up patterns and 
even do muting of tracks via midi from sonar.

Thanks... Hoping to be a proud rs7k owner very soon.
| 8622|8621|2002-12-28 18:20:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can it change phrases via midi?|
On Saturday 28 December 2002 21:30, "mrdorren wrote:
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> Hi Guys,
> I've had a rm1x for years and have finally gotten to the
> point where i want to get an rs7000. The problem i've
> had with the rm1x is that i haven't been able to set up a
> library of grooves that can be triggered with a
> bank/program change in my main sequencer, Sonar.
>
> Can you tell me if any of you use your rs7000s for this
> purpose? The manual DOES make reference to a sequencer
> midi spec in the back with bank and PCs. Is this in fact
> what I'm looking for?
>
> In a perfect world, I would want to be able to call up
> patterns and even do muting of tracks via midi from
> sonar.

I've done both with Logic. The patterns (within the current 
style) can be selected using sysex commands. See entry 15.6 
of our faq.
Tracks can be muted and unmuted using CC #11 (expression). 
It's actually a sub-volume that fades between silence and 
the current volume level. Use value 0 for mute and 127 for 
unmute.

- Robert
| 8623|8623|2002-12-29 03:56:40|pmlost |new software features ?????|
most of you probably just updated new 1.2 OS, i will be able to do it 
next year

anyway i wonder what things offer new yamaha OS, please share your 
experiences about that.

pm'
| 8624|8624|2002-12-29 04:56:27|okoyemaya |Something wrong when synced to HD|
I just slaved RS to HD recorder (MTC). I get some other sounds out in 
the first measures- like bass string instead of cymbal . I do not 
know what`s wrong ( who I do know , me -midiot)
okoyem
| 8625|8624|2002-12-29 05:46:32|okoyemaya |Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
Trying with midi clock, RS does not react, I checked it now with the 
song I did on RM1X - that worked with the midi clock- Rs does not 
respond. Looked in the manual but there is not much on the subject. I 
did not bother too much while recording but now when I want to mix 
it, got a serious problem. When set to internal, everything sounds OK 
again. Obviously something is send from HD that confuses Senorita RS.
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> I just slaved RS to HD recorder (MTC). I get some other sounds out 

in 

> the first measures- like bass string instead of cymbal . I do not 
> know what`s wrong ( who I do know , me -midiot)
> okoyem

| 8626|8624|2002-12-29 07:14:31|beleevah |Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
How have you got your UTILITY/MIDI Setup/MIDI Control configured?
Make sure you have 'IN' enabled for MIDI Sync.
Make sure you have 'IN/OUT *' enabled for MTC where '*' is the MIDI 
Out port you are using to connect to your HD machine. This sends out 
MIDI Machine Control (MMC) commands so that Start/Stop/Locate on the 
RS remote controls your recorder.
Also, of course, check that MIDI or MTC sync output is switched on 
for your HD machine.
Finally, switch off MIDI Clock Out on the same UTILITY mode page 
because you won't be needing it.

That should do it.
| 8627|8624|2002-12-29 07:44:23|okoyemaya |Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
MTC works a bit better but still misses the first cymbal ?! If I set 
it to MIDI clock it works without problems. Well, I can work but it 
is interesting to know why this delay ( I think ) receiving 
information while in MTC mode.
Thanks
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beleevah " 
wrote:
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> How have you got your UTILITY/MIDI Setup/MIDI Control configured?
> Make sure you have 'IN' enabled for MIDI Sync.
> Make sure you have 'IN/OUT *' enabled for MTC where '*' is the MIDI 
> Out port you are using to connect to your HD machine. This sends 

out 

> MIDI Machine Control (MMC) commands so that Start/Stop/Locate on 

the 

> RS remote controls your recorder.
> Also, of course, check that MIDI or MTC sync output is switched on 
> for your HD machine.
> Finally, switch off MIDI Clock Out on the same UTILITY mode page 
> because you won't be needing it.
> 
> That should do it.

| 8628|8624|2002-12-29 07:51:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
On Sunday 29 December 2002 15:44, "okoyemaya wrote:

> MTC works a bit better but still misses the first cymbal
> ?! If I set it to MIDI clock it works without problems.
> Well, I can work but it is interesting to know why this
> delay ( I think ) receiving information while in MTC
> mode.

Could be that the RS needs some time to slave to the 
master's position. Insert 1 or 2 measures of blank space at 
the start of the song (on both machines) and try again.

- Robert
| 8629|8624|2002-12-29 08:37:56|okoyemaya |Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
Yes, it works this way. What is the advantage of using MTC ? Why not 
just MIDI clock ?The 2 empty measures is no problem for studio use 
but live ? waiting for go?
I solved the practical problem, even with 2 working options but it is 
good to learn/ know more. My question here what is better MTC or MIDI 
clock is not general but RS specific, though I will use external 
synth/sampler but sync may not be so important live, it is just for 
solos, having standby for emergency and to fillup transitions. For 
the recording it is OK but in real life RS is the main engine so I 
wouldnt slave it to nothing. Since, say 80% of the music comes from 
RS, the rest is just ornamental.
Here another observation, why I am even getting more convinced to 
keep RS as the main engine.
I was recording some strings and perc tracks to my elder material 
(mainly RM1X) and the RS ones. My real tablas and ghatam 
sound "worse" then those RS`s internal played with the pads. I would 
even say they sound more artificial then the internal of RS. I am 
much happier with the RS only tunes. I noticed that also with a tune 
I have done on SU 700, I spent so many hours to make it better but 
except for educational benefit, it was wasted time. It is interesting 
that SU tune was all samples so it should blend well with additional 
acoustic instruments but it wasnt the case ( if I still had SU I 
would sample my phrases rather then recording real track, I am sure 
it would be better). 
Somehow when everything goes through the same circuits it blends much 
better. I suppose there is much what we cannot exactly hear, and nail 
it, but in the end we can feel the difference. What I mean is not so 
mystical, could be probably explained scientificaly if anybody would 
bother too. The other (human) factor is getting tuned to the way 
particular equipement works and getting the best out of it.
okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 29 December 2002 15:44, "okoyemaya wrote:
> > MTC works a bit better but still misses the first cymbal
> > ?! If I set it to MIDI clock it works without problems.
> > Well, I can work but it is interesting to know why this
> > delay ( I think ) receiving information while in MTC
> > mode.
> 
> Could be that the RS needs some time to slave to the 
> master's position. Insert 1 or 2 measures of blank space at 
> the start of the song (on both machines) and try again.
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> 
> - Robert

| 8630|8624|2002-12-29 09:30:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
On Sunday 29 December 2002 16:37, "okoyemaya wrote:

> Yes, it works this way. What is the advantage of using
> MTC ? Why not just MIDI clock ?The 2 empty measures is no
> problem for studio use but live ? waiting for go?

See faq entry 7.12 about MTC versus MIDI clock.

Using MTC, the master and slave machine(s) use the playback 
*time* (as in hours, minutes, seconds and frames) to keep 
in sync with eachother. MTC is mostly used by professionals 
to sync video and audio equipment. This kind of gear mostly 
doesn't have a clue about the current BPM value (e.g. a 
tape recorder).

Using MIDI clock, the master and slave machines use the 
current *bar* position, as 24 MIDI clock pulses are sent 
per quarter note. This is ideal for stuff like sequencers, 
drum machines, synths with clocked LFOs and delays, etc.

With MIDI clock, the *tempo* values of the master and slave 
devices are locked, but not the actual playback position. 
That is done with another MIDI message, the Song Position 
Pointer, that is sent to the slave device when playback is 
started. The SPS can be ignored by the slave though, 
causing the slave to play in the correct tempo but at a 
totally different position (e.g drum machines or pattern 
based sequencers).

When used as a slave, the ideal sync system is MIDI clock.
When slaved to MTC, the RS must use the internal tempo track 
to convert the incoming Midi Time Code to the current bar 
position, which takes time.

- Robert
| 8631|8624|2002-12-29 10:24:16|okoyemaya |Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
Thanks, wonderful, more then I could expect for an answer
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 29 December 2002 16:37, "okoyemaya wrote:
> > Yes, it works this way. What is the advantage of using
> > MTC ? Why not just MIDI clock ?The 2 empty measures is no
> > problem for studio use but live ? waiting for go?
> 
> See faq entry 7.12 about MTC versus MIDI clock.
> 
> Using MTC, the master and slave machine(s) use the playback 
> *time* (as in hours, minutes, seconds and frames) to keep 
> in sync with eachother. MTC is mostly used by professionals 
> to sync video and audio equipment. This kind of gear mostly 
> doesn't have a clue about the current BPM value (e.g. a 
> tape recorder).
> 
> Using MIDI clock, the master and slave machines use the 
> current *bar* position, as 24 MIDI clock pulses are sent 
> per quarter note. This is ideal for stuff like sequencers, 
> drum machines, synths with clocked LFOs and delays, etc.
> 
> With MIDI clock, the *tempo* values of the master and slave 
> devices are locked, but not the actual playback position. 
> That is done with another MIDI message, the Song Position 
> Pointer, that is sent to the slave device when playback is 
> started. The SPS can be ignored by the slave though, 
> causing the slave to play in the correct tempo but at a 
> totally different position (e.g drum machines or pattern 
> based sequencers).
> 
> When used as a slave, the ideal sync system is MIDI clock.
> When slaved to MTC, the RS must use the internal tempo track 
> to convert the incoming Midi Time Code to the current bar 
> position, which takes time.
> 
> - Robert

| 8632|8624|2002-12-29 11:29:50|Oscar Finch|Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
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I was going to say the same thing but Robert beat me to it :PYou should as a rule always use what is known a chase code to lock the sync together of a slaved unit.This is
usually done by inserting a blank to bar pattern at the beginning for the slave machine to lock to.MTC has some specific apllications ,syncing to video being the most
obvious.The other is when used in conjunction with a DAW.Why?Well the slave unit will auto lock to any specific MTC frame anywhere in a time line so if you need to
pucnch in and out1/6 of the way in to a recorded track at the 58th measure your sequncers song/position pointers will be in exactly the same location as the HD's audio
time line sequnce :).PS: Okeyema go to RS7000.ORG and check out a reply I gave to a bloke on multiple time signatures. It's a fairly fresh post.I have put some tips in for
use of beatstretch as a JOB function in pattern/phrase mode that your style of music would greatly benefit from. Of course if anyone else want's another UBER TIP for
doin' warped things to slice+seq material have a read too.Robert you may wan't to add this tip to the new faq . Sorry I'm to lazy to retype it here (sorry) and I don't know
how to paste the thread either.Glad you got it all working.CheersOSCar ;)

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8633|8633|2002-12-29 16:56:46|Michelle |A/D Setup bug still present in newest OS :( Disappointment!|
Hi all,

Can anyone else please help me confirm this? Awhile ago I believe I 
posted about this... this was with OS 1.14 and the BUG is still 
present with OS 1.2, it disappoints me greatly that Yamaha has still 
not fixed this:

What happens is this. I just turn on the machine and plug in a mic 
(or other unit for processing or whatever) and I change the A/D 
settings accordingly (i.e. input changed from LINE to MIC) and 
adjust the effects settings... and then I go to Save (it affects 
Load) my setup... and when I come back, EVERYTHING is reset back to 
the stock settings :( Argh! Very frustrating.

Does this happen for anyone else as well? Could someone please check 
this for me and let me know if this happens to you too? I wish there 
was a way to save A/D Setup for songs, especially ones in live 
performance that require the mic to be set right and all. :(

Thanks a lot and hope to hear from someone soon!

Michelle
| 8634|8634|2002-12-30 00:05:13|Rasidel Slika |need help with Sonar XL sequencing....|
I have the note data for 14 tracks recorded into Sonar XL... Now, I 
want to go in, and record knob movements. I have it set to overdub, 
so it should retain the note data, and just record the knob 
movements on top of it... but what its doing is recording the knob 
movement, and creating copies of all the notes, that are 
getting "stacked" on top of the existing notes! So I get this weird 
flanging effect on all the notes, because they are all playing twice 
now? Does anyone know what's going on here? How to get it to ONLY 
record the knob movements? thanks in advance..

delobbo
| 8635|8624|2002-12-30 03:52:48|beleevah |Re: Something wrong when synced to HD|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> MTC works a bit better but still misses the first cymbal ?! If I 

set 

> it to MIDI clock it works without problems. Well, I can work but it 
> is interesting to know why this delay ( I think ) receiving 
> information while in MTC mode.
> Thanks
> Okoyem

The main advantage of MTC for me is being able to remotely control 
the transport of my HD machines, as they are at the other end of the 
studio. But I'm still a big fan of good old MIDI Clock/Song Position 
Pointers (also works well in Pattern Chain mode).
| 8636|8633|2002-12-30 03:52:54|beleevah |Re: A/D Setup bug still present in newest OS :( Disappointment!|
The RS won't save any data like A/D Setup in a Pattern or Song unless 
the Pattern/Song 'exists'. Simply naming an empty Pattern/Song will 
do the trick. If you call it "SETUP", and also customise any other 
settings you always use in other pages, you will have a template of 
your own 'default' setup to start off with. Save as an Autoload 
(ALL) file and it will load up for you every time you switch on. 
Anything for an easy life! I hope this helps.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle " 
wrote:

http://www.excite.com/
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> Hi all,
> 
> Can anyone else please help me confirm this? Awhile ago I believe I 
> posted about this... this was with OS 1.14 and the BUG is still 
> present with OS 1.2, it disappoints me greatly that Yamaha has 

still 

> not fixed this:
> 
> What happens is this. I just turn on the machine and plug in a mic 
> (or other unit for processing or whatever) and I change the A/D 
> settings accordingly (i.e. input changed from LINE to MIC) and 
> adjust the effects settings... and then I go to Save (it affects 
> Load) my setup... and when I come back, EVERYTHING is reset back to 
> the stock settings :( Argh! Very frustrating.
> 
> Does this happen for anyone else as well? Could someone please 

check 

> this for me and let me know if this happens to you too? I wish 

there 

> was a way to save A/D Setup for songs, especially ones in live 
> performance that require the mic to be set right and all. :(
> 
> Thanks a lot and hope to hear from someone soon!
> 
> 
> Michelle

| 8637|8634|2002-12-30 03:53:02|505|Re: need help with Sonar XL sequencing....|
The first thing I would do is ensure that MIDI notes are not echoed from the
RS to Sonar. Check MIDI Through (somewhere in the RS Utility menu) and turn
it off. This should enable MIDI notes received from Sonar to be played on RS
and not pass through Out A or Out B while any changes like knob movements,
keyboard strokes, etc... should be transmitted to Out A or Out B.

I'm nowhere near RS to be more specific.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <delobbo101@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 29, 2002 11:05 PM
Subject: [RS7000] need help with Sonar XL sequencing....

> I have the note data for 14 tracks recorded into Sonar XL... Now, I
> want to go in, and record knob movements. I have it set to overdub,
> so it should retain the note data, and just record the knob
> movements on top of it... but what its doing is recording the knob
> movement, and creating copies of all the notes, that are
> getting "stacked" on top of the existing notes! So I get this weird
> flanging effect on all the notes, because they are all playing twice
> now? Does anyone know what's going on here? How to get it to ONLY
> record the knob movements? thanks in advance..
>
> delobbo
>

| 8638|8638|2002-12-30 09:05:11|synthe. labo|a sort of demo song|
hello guys

for synths freaks like me, i really suggest you to download this song from 
Somatic Responses that features MicroQ and NordModular:

http://c8.ameth.org/somatic%20responses/wilt.mp3

they explained me in details how they did this track:
it's an ESI2000 sampler for all rythm sounds, but 80% of the rythm sounds 
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are just tweaked Waldorf Q and Nord Mod sounds; all through Zoom rfx2000 
multi fx.
All the synths lines till 4' 06" are Waldorf Q, and this is a sort of great 
demo.
at 4' 06" the Nord Modualr lines becomes, and its dinstinctive sound come 
up, and till the end it's Nord Mod mixed with Waldorf Q.

great track.

enjoy

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica in un �altra dimensione con MSN Extra Storage! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/
| 8639|8639|2002-12-31 03:14:42|faxorgy |HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE ............|
Well it's 9:10pm Tuesday 31st of December so let the count down 
begin.....
HappyNewYear everyone. And thanks to Tom, Robert and the whole RS7000 
crew who make this site the absolutely brilliant resource that it is.
Thanx for the tips , the humour ,the funny and some insanely offtopic 
posts . Also a big UP to all who shared their RS7000 musical 
creations with us. May 2003 be simply fantastic :)
Much Peace Love Unity Goodwill Respect and Bestwishes to everybody 
here from all over the Planet.
May we all rock on strong in 2003.
See you all next year LOL 
Cheers
OSCar (aka FaX)

May New Years Eve be the craziest Loop-Remix you've ever had.

Over'n'Out
| 8640|8640|2002-12-31 04:56:00|rsmus7 |Happy new year to everyone|
Hello everyone,

So far I´ve been a silent member of this group, but I´m really
thankfull 
for the help and good support I get from you just through being part 
of that group.
I´m totally new to making music and started with the RS7K and
I´m 
still learning and trying to understand what I´m doing and how I
can 
do what I want. Your messages are a great help for me. 
So I wish you all a good and happy and healthy and grooving 
boombastic 2003.

Music is vibration as everything that there is

RSmus7
| 8641|8641|2002-12-31 16:26:26|okoyemaya |Happy New Year|
Felicidades to everybody
New Year question, how do I save voice settings, like changes of the 
filters. I tried to get to record but it does not save automaticaly.
It returns to the original.
Okoyem
| 8642|8639|2002-12-31 19:51:13|Latif |Re: HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE ............|
HAPPY FLAPPY NEW YEARRRRRR :-)))))
too each and everyone one of us all
may all our wishes come true and lot's
fun,laughter, agreements, disagreements
make our souls and knowledge grow
with confidence!!!!!!!!!

PEACE FOLKS,

now where's that loop-remix button hehehe
Latif
:P

http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Well it's 9:10pm Tuesday 31st of December so let the count down 
> begin.....
> HappyNewYear everyone. And thanks to Tom, Robert and the whole 

RS7000 

> crew who make this site the absolutely brilliant resource that it 

is.

> Thanx for the tips , the humour ,the funny and some insanely 

offtopic 

> posts . Also a big UP to all who shared their RS7000 musical 
> creations with us. May 2003 be simply fantastic :)
> Much Peace Love Unity Goodwill Respect and Bestwishes to everybody 
> here from all over the Planet.
> May we all rock on strong in 2003.
> See you all next year LOL 
> Cheers
> OSCar (aka FaX)
> 
> 
> May New Years Eve be the craziest Loop-Remix you've ever had.
> 
> 
> Over'n'Out

| 8643|8643|2003-01-01 05:24:44|Robert van der Kamp|Happy New Year!|
Happy new year folks!

May all your (good) wishes come true. ;)

- Robert (barely remembering his name)
| 8644|8633|2003-01-01 12:09:36|Michelle |Re: A/D Setup bug still present in newest OS :( Disappointment!|
Thanks a lot Beleevah, I wasn't aware of this. I'll give it a try :)!

Happy New Year,

Michelle

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beleevah " 
wrote:

> The RS won't save any data like A/D Setup in a Pattern or Song 

unless 

> the Pattern/Song 'exists'. Simply naming an empty Pattern/Song 

will 

> do the trick. If you call it "SETUP", and also customise any 

other 

> settings you always use in other pages, you will have a template 

of 

> your own 'default' setup to start off with. Save as an Autoload 
> (ALL) file and it will load up for you every time you switch on. 
> Anything for an easy life! I hope this helps.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle " 
> wrote:
> > Hi all,
> > 
> > Can anyone else please help me confirm this? Awhile ago I 

believe I 

> > posted about this... this was with OS 1.14 and the BUG is still 
> > present with OS 1.2, it disappoints me greatly that Yamaha has 
> still 
> > not fixed this:
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> > 
> > What happens is this. I just turn on the machine and plug in a 

mic 

> > (or other unit for processing or whatever) and I change the A/D 
> > settings accordingly (i.e. input changed from LINE to MIC) and 
> > adjust the effects settings... and then I go to Save (it affects 
> > Load) my setup... and when I come back, EVERYTHING is reset back 

to 

> > the stock settings :( Argh! Very frustrating.
> > 
> > Does this happen for anyone else as well? Could someone please 
> check 
> > this for me and let me know if this happens to you too? I wish 
> there 
> > was a way to save A/D Setup for songs, especially ones in live 
> > performance that require the mic to be set right and all. :(
> > 
> > Thanks a lot and hope to hear from someone soon!
> > 
> > 
> > Michelle

| 8645|8645|2003-01-02 00:16:02|Anthony Jackson|resetting patches|
Greets & happy new year!

This is a q. regarding synth or drum sounds.

When modifying synth or drum sounds on a track, how do I return to the original patch sound?

Is it like the shift+pattern on the rm1x ?

Cheers,

Wax_on 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8646|8621|2003-01-02 00:16:29|mrdorren |Re: can it change phrases via midi?|
Thanks Robert! That does it.... I'm getting one! Now.... does 
anyone know of a used one for reasonable (800 or less)?

Marty
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Saturday 28 December 2002 21:30, "mrdorren wrote:
> > Hi Guys,
> > I've had a rm1x for years and have finally gotten to the
> > point where i want to get an rs7000. The problem i've
> > had with the rm1x is that i haven't been able to set up a
> > library of grooves that can be triggered with a
> > bank/program change in my main sequencer, Sonar.
> >
> > Can you tell me if any of you use your rs7000s for this
> > purpose? The manual DOES make reference to a sequencer
> > midi spec in the back with bank and PCs. Is this in fact
> > what I'm looking for?
> >
> > In a perfect world, I would want to be able to call up
> > patterns and even do muting of tracks via midi from
> > sonar.
> 
> I've done both with Logic. The patterns (within the current 
> style) can be selected using sysex commands. See entry 15.6 
> of our faq.
> Tracks can be muted and unmuted using CC #11 (expression). 
> It's actually a sub-volume that fades between silence and 
> the current volume level. Use value 0 for mute and 127 for 
> unmute.
> 
> - Robert

| 8647|8633|2003-01-02 01:04:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A/D Setup bug still present in newest OS :( Disappointment!|
On Monday 30 December 2002 00:56, "Michelle wrote:

> Hi all,
>
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> Can anyone else please help me confirm this? Awhile ago I
> believe I posted about this... this was with OS 1.14 and
> the BUG is still present with OS 1.2, it disappoints me
> greatly that Yamaha has still not fixed this:
>
> What happens is this. I just turn on the machine and plug
> in a mic (or other unit for processing or whatever) and I
> change the A/D settings accordingly (i.e. input changed
> from LINE to MIC) and adjust the effects settings... and
> then I go to Save (it affects Load) my setup... and when
> I come back, EVERYTHING is reset back to the stock
> settings :( Argh! Very frustrating.
>
> Does this happen for anyone else as well? Could someone
> please check this for me and let me know if this happens
> to you too? I wish there was a way to save A/D Setup for
> songs, especially ones in live performance that require
> the mic to be set right and all. :(
>
> Thanks a lot and hope to hear from someone soon!

I checked it with the latest OS and the bug is still there, 
at least visually (didn't listen to it). 

I noticed that the AD Setup parameters are reset to default 
as soon as you save the RS to an ALL file. You don't have 
to load, saving is enough to reset them.

Also, to moment you select a style and return to the 
original one, the AD stuff is reset. Weird, as setup 
parameters are documented as style data.

And I fond that it also got reset the moment I added the 
first phrase, but I have to check that again. 

There's good news, however. You can save and load the AD 
setup params to a PATT file. Tried it, and visually it 
seemed to work.

- Robert
| 8648|8648|2003-01-02 01:16:42|subsound2003 |RS7000 4 Sale in the UK|
RS7000 for sale (£800).....rarely used.....comes with full 64MB memory
AIEB2 expansion board and hard case .......my problem is I sit at my 
computer all day and play with Propellerhead Reason........ :¬)
| 8649|8645|2003-01-02 01:55:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resetting patches|
On Thursday 02 January 2003 02:55, Anthony Jackson wrote:

> Greets & happy new year!
>
> This is a q. regarding synth or drum sounds.
>
> When modifying synth or drum sounds on a track, how do I
> return to the original patch sound?

Before you start changing stuff, write the current settings 
(of *all* tracks at once) into one of the 5 scene memories.
Then recall the scene when you want to go back to that 
point. Note that this restores the settings of all tracks, 
and not only the voice settings.

Alternatively you could copy the current style (with the 
Copy Pattern job) to another backup style before you start 
changing stuff, and use the Copy Track job to recall the 
mixer/voice edit settings of a single track. This approach 
has a lot of disadvantages though (your samples also get 
copied and you Copy Track - when not carefully used - can 
overwrite your midi data).

You could also only copy the current track to some other 
place before you start editing and use Copy Track to recall 
the mixer/voice edit settings.

- Robert
| 8650|8634|2003-01-02 04:31:59|Drew Derr|Re: need help with Sonar XL sequencing....|
Hi, one solution within Sonar might be to try turning off recording of note data.
Sonar allows you to select/deselect the kinds of midi data you would like to capture while recording, including notes, key aftertouch, patch changes, sysex, etc. Check out
the Options\Global\MIDI menu.
"Rasidel Slika <delobbo101@yahoo.com>" <delobbo101@yahoo.com> wrote:I have the note data for 14 tracks recorded into Sonar XL... Now, I 
want to go in, and record knob movements. I have it set to overdub, 
so it should retain the note data, and just record the knob 
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movements on top of it... but what its doing is recording the knob 
movement, and creating copies of all the notes, that are 
getting "stacked" on top of the existing notes! So I get this weird 
flanging effect on all the notes, because they are all playing twice 
now? Does anyone know what's going on here? How to get it to ONLY 
record the knob movements? thanks in advance..

delobbo
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8651|8651|2003-01-02 21:14:40|k_eve_l |output expander|
It's time...where is the best place to pick up a new output expander
for the rs? (I live in detroit)

Thanks,

Kevin Reynolds
k_eve_l@yahoo.com
| 8652|8651|2003-01-03 08:39:03|wasted su700fan|Re: output expander|

----- Original Message -----
From: "k_eve_l <k_eve_l@yahoo.com>" <k_eve_l@yahoo.com>
Date: Thursday, January 2, 2003 11:14 pm
Subject: [RS7000] output expander

> It's time...where is the best place to pick up a new output expander
> for the rs? (I live in detroit)
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@yahoo.com

Kev--

I live in the Metro Detroit area also. I actually ordered one online 
from www.8thstreet.com last Spring for about $218 US because none of 
the 3 local Guitar Centers had them in stock. I would've had to put 
down the $ up front and have Guitar Center special order me one, wait 
about 2-3 weeks, and then pick it up from the shop. So I took the 
plunge and bought it online. Came in about 3-4 days via FedEx or UPS. 
Ordering online might be the quickest way for you, unless you can be 
lucky enough to find one at Guitar Center Canton, Southfield, or 
Roseville/Detroit. Good luck finding it at a non-GC store in our area.

Back when I owned the SU700 I ordered the AIEB1 I/O board via Guitar 
Center and it did take about 2-3 weeks to come in. But the service was 
ok. I just think you'll get it quicker online if you don't find one in 
stock at a local music supplier. Good Luck!

--
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 8653|8653|2003-01-03 09:01:50|tompaulsen2002 |Happy New Year, Frohes Neues Jahr, Gut nuieve Jahr|
Hey 
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i am on vacation with my wife and kids...just wanted to say happy new 
year to everyone and happy musicmaking in 2003.

Your list moderator Tom
| 8654|8653|2003-01-03 11:42:46|Randy Pence|o1v, rs midi issues|
arghhhhhhhhhhhhh

Alrite, here's the deal: I want to map my o1v fader t
osend control change data so i can adjust the track
volume w/ dedicated faders instead of having ot select
each channel on the rs7k. I know the o1v can do this
as one of my friends has his set up to do the same for
cubase. He's been mia for a while so asking him is a
lil difficult.

What I've been able to do is have the o1v channel
fader 7 adjust the volume of rs7k track 1 and fader 10
adjust rs7k track 1 panning. cc7 is indeed volume and
cc10 is panpot. That's great except I'd liek the
remote fader settings of the o1v to control teh
corresponding channel on the rs7k. Perhaps once i
learn midi a lil better I could try to implement the
panning of the remote o1v options to control the
panning of the rs.

why did track 1 get adjusted? I haven't done any
Rx/Tx settings to midi channel 1.

The only midi accomplishment I've achieved is have my
synth and rs7k talk to each otehr for note recording
and playback.

been flipping through all the related pages in both
o1v and midi manuals and seemingly tried all the
combos in the menus.

anyone use both these products and have any advice?

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8655|8653|2003-01-03 14:02:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: o1v, rs midi issues|
On Friday 03 January 2003 19:42, Randy Pence wrote:

> anyone use both these products and have any advice?

To control the volume of each of the 16 RS tracks, make sure 
that the 01v faders send CC7 for midi channels 1 through 
16. So 01v fader 1 should send CC7 on midi channel 1. Fader 
2 should send CC7 on midi channel 2. And so on.

- Robert
| 8656|8656|2003-01-03 23:49:12|battterias |scsi sampler|
Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 card 
works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound forge 
with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and TWE 
doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried rescaning the 
scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 2000 
pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too... 
question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I get twe 
working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or do i 
have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... c'mon

thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even fn 
need (just yet) like dual filters....
| 8657|8633|2003-01-04 04:19:52|beleevah |Re: A/D Setup bug still present in newest OS :( Disappointment!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle " 
wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Can anyone else please help me confirm this? Awhile ago I believe I 
> posted about this... this was with OS 1.14 and the BUG is still 
> present with OS 1.2, it disappoints me greatly that Yamaha has 

still 

> not fixed this:
> 

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
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> What happens is this. I just turn on the machine and plug in a mic 
> (or other unit for processing or whatever) and I change the A/D 
> settings accordingly (i.e. input changed from LINE to MIC) and 
> adjust the effects settings... and then I go to Save (it affects 
> Load) my setup... and when I come back, EVERYTHING is reset back to 
> the stock settings :( Argh! Very frustrating.
> 
> Does this happen for anyone else as well? Could someone please 

check 

> this for me and let me know if this happens to you too? I wish 

there 

> was a way to save A/D Setup for songs, especially ones in live 
> performance that require the mic to be set right and all. :(
> 
> Thanks a lot and hope to hear from someone soon!
> 
> 
> Michelle

If you're talking about saving an empty Pattern/Song with the A/D 
Setup on it, you have to give the Save function something to bite 
on. Simply name your Pattern/Song something like 'Setup' and the 
name itself provides enough data for the save to work. Autoload it 
for convenience when you want to start something new. A/D Setup 
changes with non-empty Patterns/Songs always work on my RS. Good 
Luck!
| 8658|8658|2003-01-04 04:54:56|akwnrw@wtal.de|Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
Sorry, i have no idea about your problem with the scsi transfers.

Even if i had any idea I would not tell it to anyone who is even complaining about things that have been given him as a gift.

Think about it.

Andy

----- Original Message ----- 
From: battterias <que_berga@hotmail.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2003 7:49 AM
Subject: [RS7000] scsi sampler

Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 card 
works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound forge 
with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and TWE 
doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried rescaning the 
scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 2000 
pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too... 
question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I get twe 
working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or do i 
have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... c'mon

thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even fn 
need (just yet) like dual filters.... 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8659|8656|2003-01-04 04:55:32|trapstate |Re: scsi sampler|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias " 
wrote:

> Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 card 
> works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound 

forge 

> with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and TWE 
> doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried rescaning 

the 

> scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 2000 
> pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too... 
> question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I get 

twe 

> working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or do i 
> have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... c'mon
> 
> thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even fn 
> need (just yet) like dual filters....

I've experimented quite a lot and had similar results. Soundforge 
works, but slow. TWE doesn't work at all. I also tried Wavelab with 
the general SCSI protocol and other protocols(it doesn't list a3000)
but nada. So AFAIK the answer to question 1&2 is you can't get them 
to work if they don't work right away. Somewhere in the combination 
of you Windows OS, SCSI card and the RS SCSI controller something is 
wrong. 

You can experiment with another scsi card and another OS (win98 
worked better IMO), but I've given up and connected an external HD to 
the RS. Check that you RS is in the SCSI communication page and that 
your SCSI chain is terminated on the other side

As for question 3: I think that each sample has to be sent at a time, 
but I'm not sure. 

good luck and happy new year everyone,

Paul
| 8660|8660|2003-01-04 09:00:13|arveyman |RS controlling SX|
Hi all, i'm trying to get this to work: using the knobs on the RS7000 
to control some softsynths/VSTi's in Cubase! I've tried using a 
new 'generic midi control' in the device setup, but no response yet.. 
When i record some cc data from the RS though, data does show up in 
the track ans SX call's them "Ext Eff." in the list..

Robert? Anyone ? Can someone explain a bit for me?

gr
Arv
| 8661|8660|2003-01-04 11:25:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS controlling SX|
On Saturday 04 January 2003 17:00, "arveyman wrote:

> Hi all, i'm trying to get this to work: using the knobs
> on the RS7000 to control some softsynths/VSTi's in
> Cubase! I've tried using a new 'generic midi control' in
> the device setup, but no response yet.. When i record
> some cc data from the RS though, data does show up in the
> track ans SX call's them "Ext Eff." in the list..
>
> Robert? Anyone ? Can someone explain a bit for me?

Sorry, I don't know anything about SX.

My *guess* is that a softsynth in SX can be tuned to react 
on incoming MIDI CC messages on a given midi channel. You 
will have to study the synth/vsti to find out on which CCs 
it will react.

To try out, make sure that the RS knobs used to control SX 
transmit the same MIDI channel and CC number. If you select 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


the track in SX that holds the softsynth the midi channel 
used by the RS may not be important (as it is 
re-channelized by SX into the currently selected track), 
but the CC# certainly is important. Turning an RS knob 
should give immediate result in the softsynth, once the CC 
number matches.

But that's all guesswork.

- Robert
| 8662|8660|2003-01-04 15:29:16|Latif |Re: RS controlling SX|
Hi Arv,
Could you try to be more specific on what 
knobs you would like to you use to control which VSTi?
If i load for instance FM7 i don't have to make any
special settings, or choose a 'generic controller' template.

As the FM7 is made that it reacts to all standard CC controllers
ie. When i turn the knob track volume on the 
RS track that is outputting to FM7 it will send CC volume data
and FM7 responds to that.

The controllers in the key-editor of SX show only the controllers
that you have choosen to be seen, you can edit the controller list
by selecting setup from the controller list within the key-editor

All knobs on the RS send CC according to the CC list
that you can see in the setup screen 3 in your RS

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
wrote:

> Hi all, i'm trying to get this to work: using the knobs on the 

RS7000 

> to control some softsynths/VSTi's in Cubase! I've tried using a 
> new 'generic midi control' in the device setup, but no response 

yet.. 

> When i record some cc data from the RS though, data does show up in 
> the track ans SX call's them "Ext Eff." in the list..
> 
> Robert? Anyone ? Can someone explain a bit for me?
> 
> gr
> Arv

| 8663|8660|2003-01-04 15:34:26|Latif |Re: RS controlling SX|
one more thing,
the track selected in SX should have 
midi output set to the loaded or choosen VSTi
and the monitor button enabled(button next to record enable).

goodluck or should i say have fun ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
wrote:

> Hi all, i'm trying to get this to work: using the knobs on the 

RS7000 

> to control some softsynths/VSTi's in Cubase! I've tried using a 
> new 'generic midi control' in the device setup, but no response 

yet.. 

> When i record some cc data from the RS though, data does show up in 
> the track ans SX call's them "Ext Eff." in the list..
> 
> Robert? Anyone ? Can someone explain a bit for me?
> 
> gr
> Arv
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| 8664|8660|2003-01-04 16:35:15|arveyman |Re: RS controlling SX|
Okay thanx guys, i will try it out now.. It must be more easy then i 
thought!

Arv

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> one more thing,
> the track selected in SX should have 
> midi output set to the loaded or choosen VSTi
> and the monitor button enabled(button next to record enable).
> 
> goodluck or should i say have fun ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman " 
> wrote:
> > Hi all, i'm trying to get this to work: using the knobs on the 
> RS7000 
> > to control some softsynths/VSTi's in Cubase! I've tried using a 
> > new 'generic midi control' in the device setup, but no response 
> yet.. 
> > When i record some cc data from the RS though, data does show up 

in 

> > the track ans SX call's them "Ext Eff." in the list..
> > 
> > Robert? Anyone ? Can someone explain a bit for me?
> > 
> > gr
> > Arv

| 8665|8651|2003-01-04 17:06:56|k_eve_l |Re: output expander|
Cool, checked out 8th Street ($209+ship) and found it on Zzounds.com
for $199+ship (but out of stock till the 23rd) and B&H Photo Video.com
had it for $209+ship. I had a great experience with Zzounds.com last
time, they even followed up with a customer report email? Just need
it sooner. Looks like some are spelled differently (AEIB2/AIEB2) sure
it's just misprint. 

Yeah, will have to pass on waiting for Guitar Center, nice guys
working there just some gear can be ate by the sharks in the
water...once waited over 5 weeks for Output Expander for MPC2000.

Thanks again for the look out.

-Kev 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted su700fan wrote:
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "k_eve_l " 
> Date: Thursday, January 2, 2003 11:14 pm
> Subject: [RS7000] output expander
> 
> > It's time...where is the best place to pick up a new output expander
> > for the rs? (I live in detroit)
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > 
> > Kevin Reynolds
> > k_eve_l@y...
> 
> Kev--
> 
> I live in the Metro Detroit area also. I actually ordered one online 
> from www.8thstreet.com last Spring for about $218 US because none of 
> the 3 local Guitar Centers had them in stock. I would've had to put 
> down the $ up front and have Guitar Center special order me one, wait 
> about 2-3 weeks, and then pick it up from the shop. So I took the 
> plunge and bought it online. Came in about 3-4 days via FedEx or UPS. 
> Ordering online might be the quickest way for you, unless you can be 
> lucky enough to find one at Guitar Center Canton, Southfield, or 
> Roseville/Detroit. Good luck finding it at a non-GC store in our area.
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Back when I owned the SU700 I ordered the AIEB1 I/O board via Guitar 
> Center and it did take about 2-3 weeks to come in. But the service was 
> ok. I just think you'll get it quicker online if you don't find one in 
> stock at a local music supplier. Good Luck!
> 
> --
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 8666|8651|2003-01-05 14:24:37|djboy112st |Re: output expander|
well my experience has been different.. 8thstreet.com has given me 
the WORST service i have ever received buying anything online. I 
ordered the AIEB2 on November 18, 2002, and I STILL DON'T HAVE IT. i 
have called them at least three times trying to correspond about what 
might be going on with the order, but they have an answering machine 
running and must have a policy of just listening to the messages and 
not doing anything about it, cuz i still havent gotten a call back. 
a month and a half, and three phone calls, still no board.. i am 
afraid to order it from anywhere else because i fear that the second 
i do order from somewhere else, 8thstreet is going to get off their 
asses and send out my device.. the MAIN reason i wanted to get it 
was because of the $50 rebate from Yammie that expired on December 
20.. so long for my $50 rebate.. i think it should come out of the 
pocket of the dingleshits over at 8thstreet.. i'm about to fly to 
Philadelphia just so i can walk in there and beat some ass..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l " 
wrote:

> Cool, checked out 8th Street ($209+ship) and found it on Zzounds.com
> for $199+ship (but out of stock till the 23rd) and B&H Photo 

Video.com

> had it for $209+ship. I had a great experience with Zzounds.com 

last

> time, they even followed up with a customer report email? Just need
> it sooner. Looks like some are spelled differently (AEIB2/AIEB2) 

sure

> it's just misprint. 
> 
> Yeah, will have to pass on waiting for Guitar Center, nice guys
> working there just some gear can be ate by the sharks in the
> water...once waited over 5 weeks for Output Expander for MPC2000.
> 
> Thanks again for the look out.
> 
> -Kev 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted su700fan 

wrote:

> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "k_eve_l " 
> > Date: Thursday, January 2, 2003 11:14 pm
> > Subject: [RS7000] output expander
> > 
> > > It's time...where is the best place to pick up a new output 

expander

> > > for the rs? (I live in detroit)
> > > 
> > > Thanks,
> > > 
> > > Kevin Reynolds
> > > k_eve_l@y...
> > 
> > Kev--
> > 
> > I live in the Metro Detroit area also. I actually ordered one 
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online 

> > from www.8thstreet.com last Spring for about $218 US because none 

of 

> > the 3 local Guitar Centers had them in stock. I would've had to 

put 

> > down the $ up front and have Guitar Center special order me one, 

wait 

> > about 2-3 weeks, and then pick it up from the shop. So I took 

the 

> > plunge and bought it online. Came in about 3-4 days via FedEx or 

UPS. 

> > Ordering online might be the quickest way for you, unless you can 

be 

> > lucky enough to find one at Guitar Center Canton, Southfield, or 
> > Roseville/Detroit. Good luck finding it at a non-GC store in our 

area.

> > 
> > Back when I owned the SU700 I ordered the AIEB1 I/O board via 

Guitar 

> > Center and it did take about 2-3 weeks to come in. But the 

service was 

> > ok. I just think you'll get it quicker online if you don't find 

one in 

> > stock at a local music supplier. Good Luck!
> > 
> > --
> > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@y...) 
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> > Some of my tracks at: 
> > http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> > Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> > http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 8667|8651|2003-01-05 15:24:04|Oscillator505|Re: output expander|
I hope that 8thstreet.com is not just some online shop which only takes the money and never delivers, there are plenty of scams out there like that.
I know this is not what you want to hear. I honestly hope I'm totally wrong about this.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/' 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2003 1:24 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: output expander

well my experience has been different.. 8thstreet.com has given me 
the WORST service i have ever received buying anything online. I 
ordered the AIEB2 on November 18, 2002, and I STILL DON'T HAVE IT. i 
have called them at least three times trying to correspond about what 
might be going on with the order, but they have an answering machine 
running and must have a policy of just listening to the messages and 
not doing anything about it, cuz i still havent gotten a call back. 
a month and a half, and three phone calls, still no board.. i am 
afraid to order it from anywhere else because i fear that the second 
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i do order from somewhere else, 8thstreet is going to get off their 
asses and send out my device.. the MAIN reason i wanted to get it 
was because of the $50 rebate from Yammie that expired on December 
20.. so long for my $50 rebate.. i think it should come out of the 
pocket of the dingleshits over at 8thstreet.. i'm about to fly to 
Philadelphia just so i can walk in there and beat some ass..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8668|8651|2003-01-05 17:49:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: output expander|

>I hope that 8thstreet.com is not just some online shop which only takes the 
>money and never delivers, there are plenty of scams out there like that.
>I know this is not what you want to hear. I honestly hope I'm totally wrong 
>about this. 
>Cornel
>\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
>/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/' 
>
>
>
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2003 1:24 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: output expander
>
>
> well my experience has been different.. 8thstreet.com has given me 
> the WORST service i have ever received buying anything online. I 
> ordered the AIEB2 on November 18, 2002, and I STILL DON'T HAVE IT. i 
> have called them at least three times trying to correspond about what 
> might be going on with the order, but they have an answering machine 
> running and must have a policy of just listening to the messages and 
> not doing anything about it, cuz i still havent gotten a call back. 
> a month and a half, and three phone calls, still no board.. i am 
> afraid to order it from anywhere else because i fear that the second 
> i do order from somewhere else, 8thstreet is going to get off their 
> asses and send out my device.. the MAIN reason i wanted to get it 
> was because of the $50 rebate from Yammie that expired on December 
> 20.. so long for my $50 rebate.. i think it should come out of the 
> pocket of the dingleshits over at 8thstreet.. i'm about to fly to 
> Philadelphia just so i can walk in there and beat some ass..

Sorry to hear you had a bad experience with www.8thstreet.com. I'm a
paranoid man myself, especially when ordering online, so I called them
(8thStreet) personally after I saw the info & price that the AIEB2 was
available at $209 before I ordered. While I talked to the staff member
on the phone who did verify that it actually was IN STOCK, I had him
take my order and it was shipped out the next day. I never trust the
status updates of websites saying they have stuff IN STOCK, etc.
Many times they'll not be up-to-the-minute status updates, or the
company might outright lie on their website to try and get your business.
Better safe than sorry.

Good luck. Hope you get your board soon.
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 8669|8669|2003-01-05 20:09:33|ev3nly |wouldn't it be nice...|
to have something like this built into the rs7k?

http://www.plugzilla.com

I think I am going to pee my pants.
| 8670|8669|2003-01-05 22:27:30|Latif |Re: wouldn't it be nice...|
wowie that's cool stuff!!!!
not as builtin in the RS heheh
but great to have as standalone on a gig
next to the RS... bye bye computer latency probs
i like it, i like it very much :P
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you see like with Reaktor you can build your own
modules and use them as plugs, and there are
several programs (very easy to use)
like this one http://www.synthedit.com/
that allow you to build your own vst plug.

this way with the plugzilla thing, you could have
a new piece of equipment every time you take it
with you!! awesome stuff!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ev3nly " 
wrote:

> to have something like this built into the rs7k?
> 
> http://www.plugzilla.com
> 
> I think I am going to pee my pants.

| 8671|8671|2003-01-06 04:38:08|flatron7000 |question about ...|
is it true That Korg come with a synth/Seq/Sampler a la RS7000/MC909?

Pics? link?

THX
| 8672|8672|2003-01-06 07:30:29|Payvand|8thstreetmusic|
Hi,

My experience with 8thstreet has been good. I have ordered
a few things from them and I usually get them pretty
quickly, but that's probably because I'm on the east coast.
Customer service (800 line) has always been live and
friendly. I even did a return which went pretty smoothly. 
I had to pay shipping, and they took $5 off the order (for
the initial shipping), but all in all, pretty good. Other
than Amazon, I usually don't count on easy retuns from an
online place.

Guitar center is kinda lame in the sense that if they don't
have something, they'll special order it for you and you
have to pay ahead of time AND you can't return it. I will
say that GC is good for getting stuff and testing out to
see if you really like. Then go buy it used or from
8thstreet because they don't have tax, and they don't have
shipping charges.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8673|8673|2003-01-06 09:58:43|buzzard2uk |sampling and playing seq at same time?|
Hi,

Just about to buy a rs7000, just wondering if you can play back 
the sequencer and sample at the the same time, like playing 
back sequenced data from my waldorf and sampling its output at 
the same time.

Thanks.
| 8674|8673|2003-01-06 10:22:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling and playing seq at same time?|
On Monday 06 January 2003 17:58, "buzzard2uk wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Just about to buy a rs7000, just wondering if you can
> play back the sequencer and sample at the the same time,
> like playing back sequenced data from my waldorf and
> sampling its output at the same time.

Yes, resampling is supported by the RS, where the output of 
the playback is internally redirected to the sampler's 
input, including the applied effect sounds.

This feature allows one to create complex stereo mixdowns of 
several tracks into a single track, freeing the original 
tracks for other stuff, or freeing the effect units for 
other algos.

- Robert
| 8675|8673|2003-01-06 11:04:39|Latif |Re: sampling and playing seq at same time?|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 06 January 2003 17:58, "buzzard2uk wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > Just about to buy a rs7000, just wondering if you can
> > play back the sequencer and sample at the the same time,
> > like playing back sequenced data from my waldorf and
> > sampling its output at the same time.
> 
> Yes, resampling is supported by the RS, where the output of 
> the playback is internally redirected to the sampler's 
> input, including the applied effect sounds.
> 
> This feature allows one to create complex stereo mixdowns of 
> several tracks into a single track, freeing the original 
> tracks for other stuff, or freeing the effect units for 
> other algos.
> 
> - Robert

Yes, and also your Waldorf while being triggered from the RS ;)

Latif
| 8676|8673|2003-01-06 11:13:39|buzzard2uk |Re: sampling and playing seq at same time?|
Thanks Robert, but thats not exactly what i mean, i mean the RS 
is sequencing (sending midi data to) the waldorf Q and 
sampling the waldorf at the same time. problably a stupid 
question but i'd like to make sure it does this before i buy it. 
cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 06 January 2003 17:58, "buzzard2uk wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > Just about to buy a rs7000, just wondering if you can
> > play back the sequencer and sample at the the same time,
> > like playing back sequenced data from my waldorf and
> > sampling its output at the same time.
> 
> Yes, resampling is supported by the RS, where the output of 
> the playback is internally redirected to the sampler's 
> input, including the applied effect sounds.
> 
> This feature allows one to create complex stereo mixdowns of 
> several tracks into a single track, freeing the original 
> tracks for other stuff, or freeing the effect units for 
> other algos.
> 
> - Robert

| 8677|8673|2003-01-06 11:15:11|buzzard2uk |Re: sampling and playing seq at same time?|
Thanks Latif, thats what i need to know. I guess we were posting 
at the same time :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> wrote:
> > On Monday 06 January 2003 17:58, "buzzard2uk wrote:
> > > Hi,
> > >
> > > Just about to buy a rs7000, just wondering if you can
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> > > play back the sequencer and sample at the the same time,
> > > like playing back sequenced data from my waldorf and
> > > sampling its output at the same time.
> > 
> > Yes, resampling is supported by the RS, where the output of 
> > the playback is internally redirected to the sampler's 
> > input, including the applied effect sounds.
> > 
> > This feature allows one to create complex stereo mixdowns 

of 

> > several tracks into a single track, freeing the original 
> > tracks for other stuff, or freeing the effect units for 
> > other algos.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> Yes, and also your Waldorf while being triggered from the RS ;)
> 
> Latif

| 8678|8623|2003-01-06 11:27:08|tompaulsen2002 |Re: new software features ?????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost " 
wrote:

> most of you probably just updated new 1.2 OS, i will be able to do 

it 

> next year
> 
> anyway i wonder what things offer new yamaha OS, please share your 
> experiences about that.
> 
> 
> pm'

Happy new year PM, check out the TechSpec. sheet from Yamaha about 
the new features. You can find it in the filesection of this group.

Cheers, Tom
| 8679|8679|2003-01-06 12:20:49|thefl4sh |Using the RS7000 with the AW4416|
I've had an AW4416 for some time and recorded beats off my keyboard. 
I have never used a drum machine for recording before and am new to 
midi clocks, master/slave relationships, etc. I just got the RS7000 
and would like to program the rythme on the it, 
sync it with the AW4416, and record Guitar, vocals, etc on the AW4416 
and be able to change parts of the rythme while keeping the two units 
sync'ed, then master everything to the AW4416. I have midi cables 
connecting the machines, but I am looking for step-by-step 
instructions on how to best use the units together. The manuals have 
been useless. Can someone please help?!?!
| 8680|8679|2003-01-06 13:54:57|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Using the RS7000 with the AW4416|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thefl4sh " 
wrote:

> I have midi cables 
> connecting the machines, but I am looking for step-by-step 
> instructions on how to best use the units together. The manuals 

have 

> been useless. Can someone please help?!?!

Since i don´t own a AW i won´t be able to give you a step by step 
instruction, but AFAIK on the RS site, you can slave the RS to the AW 
by using MTC. Or you slave the AW to the RS using Midi Clock sync. 
See RS manual page 260 for details.

Latif has a AW16G and might be able to give more tips.

Cheers, Tom
| 8681|8658|2003-01-06 14:02:19|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
what the fuck... if you dont know the answer... STOP WASTING BANDWITH..

Gift???? I can see you're intelligence is substandard, I apologize for any 
inconvenience... BUT... I work with proffessional equipment and thought 
yamaha would bump up the rs7000 to "proffessional" status.
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Please dont reply unless u know what or who your speaking to.
(an intelligent person)

>From: <akwnrw@wtal.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler
>Date: Sat, 4 Jan 2003 12:54:20 +0100
>
>Sorry, i have no idea about your problem with the scsi transfers.
>
>Even if i had any idea I would not tell it to anyone who is even 
>complaining about things that have been given him as a gift.
>
>Think about it.
>
>Andy
>
>----- Original Message -----
>From: battterias <que_berga@hotmail.com>
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2003 7:49 AM
>Subject: [RS7000] scsi sampler
>
>
>Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 card
>works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound forge
>with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and TWE
>doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried rescaning the
>scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 2000
>pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too...
>question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I get twe
>working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or do i
>have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... c'mon
>
>thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even fn
>need (just yet) like dual filters....
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
| 8682|8658|2003-01-06 14:11:52|okoyemaya |Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
Amigos tranquillo por favor! And on the "onda de Frank Zappa" "Shut 
up and play ya RS!" Why you guys so jumpy? life is great and 
equipment is for us not we for equipment, be happy with what you got, 
and chill
Okoyem
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> what the fuck... if you dont know the answer... STOP WASTING 

BANDWITH..

> 
> Gift???? I can see you're intelligence is substandard, I apologize 

for any 

> inconvenience... BUT... I work with proffessional equipment and 

thought 

> yamaha would bump up the rs7000 to "proffessional" status.
> 
> Please dont reply unless u know what or who your speaking to.
> (an intelligent person)
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >From: 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >Subject: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler
> >Date: Sat, 4 Jan 2003 12:54:20 +0100
> >
> >Sorry, i have no idea about your problem with the scsi transfers.
> >
> >Even if i had any idea I would not tell it to anyone who is even 
> >complaining about things that have been given him as a gift.
> >
> >Think about it.
> >
> >Andy
> >
> >----- Original Message -----
> >From: battterias 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2003 7:49 AM
> >Subject: [RS7000] scsi sampler
> >
> >
> >Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 card
> >works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound 

forge

> >with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and TWE
> >doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried rescaning 

the

> >scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 2000
> >pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too...
> >question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I get 

twe

> >working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or do i
> >have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... c'mon
> >
> >thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even fn
> >need (just yet) like dual filters....
> >
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
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> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service.

> >
> >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE* 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus

| 8683|8658|2003-01-06 15:38:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
On Monday 06 January 2003 22:02, D. A. Carrillo wrote:

> what the fuck... if you dont know the answer... STOP
> WASTING BANDWITH..
>
> Gift???? I can see you're intelligence is substandard, I
> apologize for any inconvenience... BUT... I work with
> proffessional equipment and thought yamaha would bump up
> the rs7000 to "proffessional" status.
>
> Please dont reply unless u know what or who your speaking
> to. (an intelligent person)

Guys, COOL DOWN!

I don't accept this kind of language here.

- Robert (moderator)
| 8684|8658|2003-01-06 20:19:37|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
metete la lengua al culo cabron.

>From: "okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler
>Date: Mon, 06 Jan 2003 21:10:36 -0000
>
>Amigos tranquillo por favor! And on the "onda de Frank Zappa" "Shut
>up and play ya RS!" Why you guys so jumpy? life is great and
>equipment is for us not we for equipment, be happy with what you got,
>and chill
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
>wrote:
> > what the fuck... if you dont know the answer... STOP WASTING
>BANDWITH..
> >
> > Gift???? I can see you're intelligence is substandard, I apologize
>for any
> > inconvenience... BUT... I work with proffessional equipment and
>thought
> > yamaha would bump up the rs7000 to "proffessional" status.
> >
> > Please dont reply unless u know what or who your speaking to.
> > (an intelligent person)
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > >From: 
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > >Subject: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler
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> > >Date: Sat, 4 Jan 2003 12:54:20 +0100
> > >
> > >Sorry, i have no idea about your problem with the scsi transfers.
> > >
> > >Even if i had any idea I would not tell it to anyone who is even
> > >complaining about things that have been given him as a gift.
> > >
> > >Think about it.
> > >
> > >Andy
> > >
> > >----- Original Message -----
> > >From: battterias 
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2003 7:49 AM
> > >Subject: [RS7000] scsi sampler
> > >
> > >
> > >Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 card
> > >works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound
>forge
> > >with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and TWE
> > >doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried rescaning
>the
> > >scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 2000
> > >pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too...
> > >question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I get
>twe
> > >working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or do i
> > >have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... c'mon
> > >
> > >thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even fn
> > >need (just yet) like dual filters....
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > ADVERTISEMENT
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
>Service.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE*
> > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
>

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 8685|8679|2003-01-07 03:15:35|Latif |Re: Using the RS7000 with the AW4416|
Hi Eric,
there's a power users guide here:
http://www.motifator.com/download/MotifStudio1.pdf
that discusses how to setup a motif and a AW16G
but the basics count for almost any 
HD recorder and midi sequencer combination.

Once you have setup and cabled the two units according 
to the guide mentioned above, there are basicly
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2 ways of working, one is where you set the 
RS in pattern mode after you programmed all your 
midi tracks in the RS.
In this mode the RS will wait for the MMC trigger (MMC slave),
after you arm the RS in playback standby.
ie. set your RS to sync-in midi and press play on the RS
then press play on the AW. 
(rewinding the RS is done with the |< button)

The other mode is where you set the RS in songmode, with
sync-in MTC (MTC slave).
In this mode you can start and control both units
from the RS transport controls.

I assume you do understand that in patternmode you will
have to arrange your song while you are recording, and 
in songmode you have allready arranged your song in the RS.

Let me know if you get things going, allright.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thefl4sh " 
wrote:

> I've had an AW4416 for some time and recorded beats off my 

keyboard. 

> I have never used a drum machine for recording before and am new to 
> midi clocks, master/slave relationships, etc. I just got the 

RS7000 

> and would like to program the rythme on the it, 
> sync it with the AW4416, and record Guitar, vocals, etc on the 

AW4416 

> and be able to change parts of the rythme while keeping the two 

units 

> sync'ed, then master everything to the AW4416. I have midi cables 
> connecting the machines, but I am looking for step-by-step 
> instructions on how to best use the units together. The manuals 

have 

> been useless. Can someone please help?!?!

| 8686|8658|2003-01-07 03:17:36|okoyemaya |Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
Hi moderator 
I tried to chill that man in his own language but he suggest that I 
put it in my ass " metete la lengua en culo". I do not think we need 
this type of uncivilized language and attitudes. 
Is it reincarnation of foley ? 
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> metete la lengua al culo cabron.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "okoyemaya " 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler
> >Date: Mon, 06 Jan 2003 21:10:36 -0000
> >
> >Amigos tranquillo por favor! And on the "onda de Frank Zappa" "Shut
> >up and play ya RS!" Why you guys so jumpy? life is great and
> >equipment is for us not we for equipment, be happy with what you 

got,

> >and chill
> >Okoyem
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> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
> >wrote:
> > > what the fuck... if you dont know the answer... STOP WASTING
> >BANDWITH..
> > >
> > > Gift???? I can see you're intelligence is substandard, I 

apologize

> >for any
> > > inconvenience... BUT... I work with proffessional equipment and
> >thought
> > > yamaha would bump up the rs7000 to "proffessional" status.
> > >
> > > Please dont reply unless u know what or who your speaking to.
> > > (an intelligent person)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: 
> > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > > >Subject: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler
> > > >Date: Sat, 4 Jan 2003 12:54:20 +0100
> > > >
> > > >Sorry, i have no idea about your problem with the scsi 

transfers.

> > > >
> > > >Even if i had any idea I would not tell it to anyone who is 

even

> > > >complaining about things that have been given him as a gift.
> > > >
> > > >Think about it.
> > > >
> > > >Andy
> > > >
> > > >----- Original Message -----
> > > >From: battterias 
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2003 7:49 AM
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] scsi sampler
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Ok... lets get straight to the point... I have a tekran scsi 2 

card

> > > >works perfectly... i can send the samples to the rs using sound
> >forge
> > > >with the yamaha a3000 protocol... but it takes forever... and 

TWE

> > > >doesnt, for some bizarre reason, doesnt work. I tried 

rescaning

> >the
> > > >scsi and all that but i cant import or export... WTF? windows 

2000

> > > >pro picks it up fine... and like i said sound forge does too...
> > > >question # 1 can you do it through wave lab???, # 2 how do I 

get

> >twe
> > > >working, #3 how do i assign the samples like in the akai, or 

do i

> > > >have to individualy send each fn sample one at a time..... 

c'mon
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> > > >
> > > >thanx yamaha for the new os and implementing shit we dont even 

fn

> > > >need (just yet) like dual filters....
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > > ADVERTISEMENT
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> >Service.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > 

_________________________________________________________________

> > > MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE*
> > > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
> >
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

| 8687|8687|2003-01-07 04:04:55|okoyemaya |interesting stuff on livepa|
I am not one of those obssesed with 909 complex but it seems there is 
some serious problem with quality of samples, those interested should 
look at livepa.org in 909 review section. Looks like there is some 
mysterious compression applied on samples.
Good, it is not my problem
okoyem
| 8688|8658|2003-01-07 04:09:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
On Tuesday 07 January 2003 11:17, "okoyemaya wrote:

> Hi moderator
> I tried to chill that man in his own language but he
> suggest that I put it in my ass " metete la lengua en
> culo". I do not think we need this type of uncivilized
> language and attitudes. Is it reincarnation of foley ?

Ah, thanks for the translation, that surely helps.
Please don't try to react in the same aggressive way, it 
doesn't help. And if you must, please do it privately.

As to mr. Carillo, the next time he uses agressive language 
he'll be removed from the list.

- Robert (moderator)
| 8689|8658|2003-01-07 04:15:40|okoyemaya |Re: Fw: [RS7000] scsi sampler|
Oh, my original message was not meant as aggresive, I just sort of 
quoted Frank Zappa`s title. Since I never use chat rooms I am not 
used to these bizzare stuff that I heard people do a lot. The only 
weird stuff I ever came across was the motif forum that made me 
removed it from my favorites. Who has time for such silly stuff. To 
hear, read peoples psychological problems I would expect to be paid, 
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and real well for that matter. Sorry if that Zappa`s stuff sounded 
aggresive.
okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 07 January 2003 11:17, "okoyemaya wrote:
> > Hi moderator
> > I tried to chill that man in his own language but he
> > suggest that I put it in my ass " metete la lengua en
> > culo". I do not think we need this type of uncivilized
> > language and attitudes. Is it reincarnation of foley ?
> 
> Ah, thanks for the translation, that surely helps.
> Please don't try to react in the same aggressive way, it 
> doesn't help. And if you must, please do it privately.
> 
> As to mr. Carillo, the next time he uses agressive language 
> he'll be removed from the list.
> 
> - Robert (moderator)

| 8690|8687|2003-01-07 04:30:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: interesting stuff on livepa|
On Tuesday 07 January 2003 12:04, "okoyemaya wrote:

> I am not one of those obssesed with 909 complex but it
> seems there is some serious problem with quality of
> samples, those interested should look at livepa.org in
> 909 review section. Looks like there is some mysterious
> compression applied on samples.
> Good, it is not my problem

Though off topic, this is my first impression of the 909, 
while I listened to it in the shop through a good pair of 
headphones: terrible sound!

I remember someone else reported the same. I managed to 
switch off the master fx (a compressor) and still no good.

It sounded as if a master EQ was still active that removed 
all mid tones. The result was a bassy and agressive, rather 
empty sound.

I really hope for Roland that I missed something (and I 
assume I did). 

- Robert
| 8691|8679|2003-01-07 06:03:57|Thewes, Eric|Re: Using the RS7000 with the AW4416|
Thanks a ton!

Eric 

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2003 5:15 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Using the RS7000 with the AW4416

Hi Eric,
there's a power users guide here:
http://www.motifator.com/download/MotifStudio1.pdf
<http://www.motifator.com/download/MotifStudio1.pdf> 
that discusses how to setup a motif and a AW16G
but the basics count for almost any 
HD recorder and midi sequencer combination.

Once you have setup and cabled the two units according 
to the guide mentioned above, there are basicly
2 ways of working, one is where you set the 
RS in pattern mode after you programmed all your 
midi tracks in the RS.
In this mode the RS will wait for the MMC trigger (MMC slave),
after you arm the RS in playback standby.
ie. set your RS to sync-in midi and press play on the RS
then press play on the AW. 
(rewinding the RS is done with the |< button)

The other mode is where you set the RS in songmode, with
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sync-in MTC (MTC slave).
In this mode you can start and control both units
from the RS transport controls.

I assume you do understand that in patternmode you will
have to arrange your song while you are recording, and 
in songmode you have allready arranged your song in the RS.

Let me know if you get things going, allright.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thefl4sh " 
wrote:

> I've had an AW4416 for some time and recorded beats off my 

keyboard. 

> I have never used a drum machine for recording before and am new to 
> midi clocks, master/slave relationships, etc. I just got the 

RS7000 

> and would like to program the rythme on the it, 
> sync it with the AW4416, and record Guitar, vocals, etc on the 

AW4416 

> and be able to change parts of the rythme while keeping the two 

units 

> sync'ed, then master everything to the AW4416. I have midi cables 
> connecting the machines, but I am looking for step-by-step 
> instructions on how to best use the units together. The manuals 

have 

> been useless. Can someone please help?!?!

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT
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44:HM/A=1394046/R=0/*http://www.hgtv.com/hgtv/pac_ctnt/text/0,,HGTV_3936_580
2,FF.html> HGTV Dream Home Giveaway 
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| 8692|8692|2003-01-07 07:35:56|mad1967mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nrosa" wrote:
Hi guys :)
I want to join the RS2k Club :)
if anyone knows where i can buy a secound hand RS 
or if anyone here has a RS for sale and can ship
it to Europe !

Please email me 

Kind Regards 

Nuno
--- End forwarded message ---
yup i have a rs for sale very cheap ?

| 8693|8693|2003-01-07 09:15:19|goodald |Cymbals and Hihats, Bed Knobs and Broom Sticks|
I love my RS.. I love it.. I'm finally getting to a point were I'm 
becoming creative with it and my perceptions of Music are becoming 
easier to "render" on this wonderfull little machine.

When I first wanted to make music I thought i wanted to avoid cymbals 
and hi hats and all that "noise". I thought I could avoid those 
generic "claps" and "cymbal crashes" that make a song sound too 
upfront and generic. I have started to see how these elements, if 
used correctly, can help carry the groove of your song. My exposure 
to percussion, however, is limited and I don't really know how to put 
together a nice rolling beat that includes cymbals and such (or hi 
hats.. i really don't know the difference). Many of the drum kits 
include various hit and clashing noises that, when I put them 
together, sounds like grandma took a spill in the kitchen.

well.. i'll give myself some credit.. it doesn't sound that bad, but 
it doesn't compare to the Light/Airy/Flowing sound I'm really looking 
for.

I'll post a song with a cymbal/hi hat thing in it that I really like. 
It's by Ozy (not Ozy ozy, another ozy..)

http://www.raverkids.com click on the japanese guy. 

(let me know if the link doesn't work, i can't test it because i'm at 
work behind a firewall that hates mp3s.. :)

In this song, at 1:05 and at 3:15 you'll hear it gently fade in.. 
very dreamy (to me anyway.. i'm not a big fan of in your face claps 
and cymbals)

does anyone have any good links or other suggestions that might help 
me understand how to make good use of the upper end of the percussion 
spectrum?

BTW: RS works great with Ableton Live if anyone hasn't tried it yet.. 
great way to give yourself access to an infinite world of samples :) 
And for those of you thinking of buying a DX200... It is sweet. I 
bought a lot of this stuff at the same time so am trying to force 
myself to stick to just the RS for now. The DX is fantastic though, I 
was actually worried that the RS would already be capable of many of 
the DX's sounds. I was MISTAKEN. It's a lot of fun to build a crazy 
polyphonic track in the rs, then pipe it out to the DX to play and go 
nuts with the knobs and unleash my fury.. loads of fun :)
| 8694|8694|2003-01-07 09:20:53|Latif |sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
hey folks,
does anyone happen to know 
which system exclusive command
should be entered to change chorus 
feedback level?
there's a table on page 328 of the manual
that shows some exclusive commands for the 
delay/chorus parameters but i can't seem 
to dig it

any sys exclusive commands whizkid in here? :)

Latif
| 8695|8694|2003-01-07 10:01:01|Brigman, Corley|Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
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>there's a table on page 328 of the manual
>that shows some exclusive commands for the 
>delay/chorus parameters but i can't seem 
>to dig it

the basic strings are on page 325 (also in section 3-5-3 on 324)
the effects string is
F0 43 1n 6A aa aa aa dd dd dd F7

F0 = sysex begin
43 = yamaha ID 
1n = n = device ID, use 0 (RS7000 receives any value, but always transmits 0,
it would have been nice if they had supported more but i guess
it wouldn't get you much and it makes it impossible to screw up)
6A = RS7000 model ID

aa aa aa = H M L address.
dd dd dd = data values.

to get H M L, those are the tables starting on page 328.
for chorus feedback, it depends on the chorus type, as they're
indexed by parameter number. those tables start on page 313.

let's use chorus 3 (effect 025). looking in that table (p317)
we see that feedback level is parameter 3 in this effect, and it 
goes from -63 to 63 (the 0 is at 64). back to page 328, we see
that parameter 3 has the address H M L of 01 01 06 (01 01 the
same for all, 06 corresponds to parameter 3). it's size
2, split by 6 bits. 64 = 0x40 hex = 0100 0000. bottom 6
bits = 00 0000 = 00 LSB, top 6 bits are 0000 01 = 00 0001 = 01 MSB.
those are the two data bytes that go with it.

the whole message for this (setting it to 0) would be:
F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 00 F7

i don't have a way to test this right now but it looks right :)

all sysex messages should look vaguely like this, just use the charts
to get the proper address (H M L) and figure the data.

i assume 0-15 in the multiparts correspond to tracks 1-16 but not sure.

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com

speaking for me, not for intel.
| 8696|8694|2003-01-07 10:03:46|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
hey thanks man!!!!
i'm gonna chew on this info with a cup of coffee
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brigman, Corley" 
wrote:

> >there's a table on page 328 of the manual
> >that shows some exclusive commands for the 
> >delay/chorus parameters but i can't seem 
> >to dig it
> 
> the basic strings are on page 325 (also in section 3-5-3 on 324)
> the effects string is
> F0 43 1n 6A aa aa aa dd dd dd F7
> 
> F0 = sysex begin
> 43 = yamaha ID 
> 1n = n = device ID, use 0 (RS7000 receives any value, but always 

transmits 0,

> it would have been nice if they had supported more but i guess
> it wouldn't get you much and it makes it impossible to screw 

up)

> 6A = RS7000 model ID
> 
> aa aa aa = H M L address.
> dd dd dd = data values.
> 
> to get H M L, those are the tables starting on page 328.
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> for chorus feedback, it depends on the chorus type, as they're
> indexed by parameter number. those tables start on page 313.
> 
> let's use chorus 3 (effect 025). looking in that table (p317)
> we see that feedback level is parameter 3 in this effect, and it 
> goes from -63 to 63 (the 0 is at 64). back to page 328, we see
> that parameter 3 has the address H M L of 01 01 06 (01 01 the
> same for all, 06 corresponds to parameter 3). it's size
> 2, split by 6 bits. 64 = 0x40 hex = 0100 0000. bottom 6
> bits = 00 0000 = 00 LSB, top 6 bits are 0000 01 = 00 0001 = 01 MSB.
> those are the two data bytes that go with it.
> 
> the whole message for this (setting it to 0) would be:
> F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 00 F7
> 
> i don't have a way to test this right now but it looks right :)
> 
> all sysex messages should look vaguely like this, just use the 

charts

> to get the proper address (H M L) and figure the data.
> 
> i assume 0-15 in the multiparts correspond to tracks 1-16 but not 

sure.

> 
> corley brigman
> intel corp.
> corley.brigman@i...
> 
> speaking for me, not for intel.

| 8697|8697|2003-01-07 10:33:16|goodald |So what is everyone's real job?|
Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time producer.

I work as a business analyst in human resources at a financial 
services company. I'm actually going to school full time again as 
well (tough schedule) and have had this feeling for the last couple 
years that I'm meant to produce music. Between work and school it's 
hard to really get into the RS and my other "toys" but every time I 
soldier it out for a couple hours I feel like i've learned something 
new. Unfortunately It's usually really late by then and I'm in a mad 
rush to get to work the next day :)

Opportunity cost in action eh?
| 8698|8697|2003-01-07 10:41:57|tompaulsen2002 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 
wrote:

> Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time 

producer.

Yup. I am working full-time in the system administration (project 
leader for their monitoring system) for the world's largest mail 
order service in Hamburg, Germany. That gives me sometimes a lot of 
extra hours of work, so that i have to squeeze in working together 
with Robert on our electronic project as well as working with 
another friend on a hopefully soon live-set (Ableton Live and RS7k).

Oh and within the next few months i am planning to move to Florida, 
USA...anyone here from that place?

Töm (list-moderator)
| 8699|8694|2003-01-07 11:01:09|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|

> let's use chorus 3 (effect 025). looking in that table (p317)
> we see that feedback level is parameter 3 in this effect, and it 
> goes from -63 to 63 (the 0 is at 64). back to page 328, we see
> that parameter 3 has the address H M L of 01 01 06 (01 01 the
> same for all, 06 corresponds to parameter 3). it's size
> 2, split by 6 bits. 64 = 0x40 hex = 0100 0000. bottom 6
> bits = 00 0000 = 00 LSB, top 6 bits are 0000 01 = 00 0001 = 01 MSB.
> those are the two data bytes that go with it.
> 
> the whole message for this (setting it to 0) would be:
> F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 00 F7
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Ok, Corley

I've been reading through your explanation
and the manual together for a couple of times.

i understand now that the first part uptil 6A
is the same for all commands

H M seems to be the same too for all 01
and the parameter i want to change is 3 which equals 6 in the table.

now the next part is where i get lost actually :-/
on page 313 i see in the table for Flanger type 1 the one that 
i'm working on.

MSB=06 and LSB=00

so would the message that i want to create look like this:
F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 06 00 F7 
(where F7 equals 64 or does F7 equal 127)?

Latif *scratching the back of my skull*
| 8700|8697|2003-01-07 11:09:16|Latif |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 
wrote:

> Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time 

producer.

> 
> I work as a business analyst in human resources at a financial 
> services company. I'm actually going to school full time again as 
> well (tough schedule) and have had this feeling for the last couple 
> years that I'm meant to produce music. Between work and school it's 
> hard to really get into the RS and my other "toys" but every time I 
> soldier it out for a couple hours I feel like i've learned 

something 

> new. Unfortunately It's usually really late by then and I'm in a 

mad 

> rush to get to work the next day :)
> 
> Opportunity cost in action eh?

I gave up on working in firms owned by others longtime ago,
been pushed around for too long and when the time comes
they throw you out like garbage...
Since 2 years i got officialy registered at the tax office
as self-employed.
i work here in my studio most of the time on my music
but since i don't make any money yet with it to 
live on, i search for payed opurtunities from time to time 
usually in the multi-media enviroment.
I either help and assist on computer setups or sometimes
teach at workshops about multimedia audio/video/graphics/i-net
for kids.
As for music, the most money i made uptill now with that
were actually live-gigs.

Latif
| 8701|8701|2003-01-07 11:09:22|raverjett |TWE still not working|
TWE is still not working with my RS7000. I've tried it all that i 
know of. My computer even recognizes the RS7000 and tells me to put 
the install disc in if it came with one. I put in the "tools and 
styles" cd thinking it might do the trick but no. It must be in the 
RS. In the Load-SCSI setup page all of the mount id's have astericks 
under the number. No device is shown under the mount id block. I 
have even changed the id of the RS itself. Do i have to terminate 
the scsi card on my computer. How do i find the id of the scsi card 
on my computer. When in the TWE program everything works except 
import from sampler and export to sampler. Does it matter that i 
have both a scsi card and drive on my computer. Please help me. It 
is such a pain sampling on the rs to remix a loop just to put it 
back on my su700, when i could transfer the sample through a cable 
instead. Finally could there be something wrong with my RS(i doubt 
it). Its never done any other weird stuff before.
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| 8702|8697|2003-01-07 11:57:45|Randy Pence|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- "Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com>"
<eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald
> " 
> wrote:
> > Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a
> full-time 
> producer.
> > 

I'm a sound engineer, setting up systems for clubs and
parties. Work is extremely slow right now so I've
been able t osurf hte web a lot more and play with my toys.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8703|8697|2003-01-07 12:03:55|Scott Kellogg|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

> Oh and within the next few months i am planning to move to Florida, 
> USA...anyone here from that place?

My parents live in Naples, Florida. I am thinking about moving down there.

I'm a full-time Web developer, currently using the .NET platform and the C#
language.

/Scott
| 8704|8697|2003-01-07 12:04:59|goodald |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

> I gave up on working in firms owned by others longtime ago,
> been pushed around for too long and when the time comes
> they throw you out like garbage...
> Since 2 years i got officialy registered at the tax office
> as self-employed.
> i work here in my studio most of the time on my music
> but since i don't make any money yet with it to 
> live on, i search for payed opurtunities from time to time 
> usually in the multi-media enviroment.
> I either help and assist on computer setups or sometimes
> teach at workshops about multimedia audio/video/graphics/i-net
> for kids.
> As for music, the most money i made uptill now with that
> were actually live-gigs.

I know what you mean.. I need to keep working at my employer for now, 
at least so i can get my tuition re-imbursements and build up some 
employment history.. Ideally I want to do some live work with the RS, 
too busy and in-experienced at this point to proceed right now 
though :)
| 8705|8697|2003-01-07 12:26:11|dj Dave Jumpers |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I'm a test and product engineer and I write programs to test the 
microprocessors that are inside most computers and servers, before 
they're shipped out from the factory.

My plan is to later on go bold ,grow a pony tail and make a living 
out of recording and ripping off untalented SKA bands; so that I can 
afford to buy more gear and make electronica.

-Dave-
| 8706|8694|2003-01-07 12:30:43|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> > let's use chorus 3 (effect 025). looking in that table (p317)
> > we see that feedback level is parameter 3 in this effect, and it 
> > goes from -63 to 63 (the 0 is at 64). back to page 328, we see
> > that parameter 3 has the address H M L of 01 01 06 (01 01 the
> > same for all, 06 corresponds to parameter 3). it's size
> > 2, split by 6 bits. 64 = 0x40 hex = 0100 0000. bottom 6
> > bits = 00 0000 = 00 LSB, top 6 bits are 0000 01 = 00 0001 = 01 

MSB.

> > those are the two data bytes that go with it.
> > 
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> > the whole message for this (setting it to 0) would be:
> > F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 00 F7
> 
> Ok, Corley
> 
> I've been reading through your explanation
> and the manual together for a couple of times.
> 
> i understand now that the first part uptil 6A
> is the same for all commands
> 
> H M seems to be the same too for all 01
> and the parameter i want to change is 3 which equals 6 in the table.
> 
> now the next part is where i get lost actually :-/
> on page 313 i see in the table for Flanger type 1 the one that 
> i'm working on.
> 
> MSB=06 and LSB=00
> 
> so would the message that i want to create look like this:
> F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 06 00 F7 
> (where F7 equals 64 or does F7 equal 127)?
> 
> Latif *scratching the back of my skull*

hmmm, i just tried to input that value
but the RS gave a warning that the data should end with F7

so if i understand correct F7 is the ending of the message actually.

then i must have misunderstood the part about
MSB and LSB that you tried to explain.

i converted the value's i want to use in a hex converter
that came up with 

B : for +48 on LED screen in fx setting = 111 
7F : for +64 on LED screen in fx setting = 127

so that's what i want to do go up and down from 
111 to 127 in step sequence.
just don't get where i should put those value's

is it in the MSB part or the LSB part?
:-|

Latif
| 8707|8697|2003-01-07 12:30:53|Bryan Rodgers|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
IT/IS Manager & Support, Webmaster...overall 'computer guy' in "Arms-length"
Government office dealing in Film, TV, Interactive Digital Media, Magazine,
Book...and Music. They do Tax Credits, Assistance, Development, etc, etc...
...sounds somewhat interesting, but I don't get into the hands on stuff.
(open bar at the parties are okay though ;))

...don't be all too surprised to see me opening a VW/Audi performance shop,
spring 2004.

-B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca <http://www.DigitalRays.ca> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8708|8697|2003-01-07 12:40:22|tompaulsen2002 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj Dave Jumpers " 

> My plan is to later on go bold ,grow a pony tail and make a living 
> out of recording and ripping off untalented SKA bands; so that I 

can 

> afford to buy more gear and make electronica.

LOL...SKA bands...:)))

And when i am grown, i want to have a SoundBlaster implanted so that 
i can run Reason and Ableton Live on my wetware...and control my RS 
directly with that cerebral interface. Problem might be to spin the 
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sample-CD´s fast enough on my finger to read the data fast enough...

Bleeep, 

Happy RS-playing everyone.

p.s. anyone a good suggestion where to find a good fair priced 
notebook in Europe/USA for HD Recording? At least 700Mhz, 256Mb Ram, 
20Gb HDD, USB, LAN, CD-recorder should be inside already.
| 8709|8709|2003-01-07 13:25:45|olafmol2002 |some questions|
Hello peeps,

after OS 1.2 the RS7000 looks interesting to me again..... also 
because of some requests for live performances and the need for a 
mobile/standalone setup to sketch out ideas without the need of 
running to the studio....

so, some questions to make my decision somewhat easier:

* is the resample in measures fixed in OS 1.2? ie in the old OS the 
RS7000 didn't correctly resample the right amount of measures....this 
way loops were not cut right.... 

* how do most of you take care of sample management? smartcards? scsi-
drives? i want to have a library of often used samples (mainly 
drumkits, loops and some sounds) available to quickly start working...

* how easy is it to cut loops from pre-recorded music? i guess there 
is still no snap to zero crossing in OS 1.2 so it's 
handwork...remember i don't have a computer around when using the 
RS7000 so all editing has to be done by eyes/ears...

thanks!

Olaf
| 8710|8697|2003-01-07 13:42:19|Bruno Carlos |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I own a web hosting company and work 16 hours a day... so not much 
time to play with RS7000, every once a month I guess.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj Dave Jumpers " 
> > My plan is to later on go bold ,grow a pony tail and make a 

living 

> > out of recording and ripping off untalented SKA bands; so that I 
> can 
> > afford to buy more gear and make electronica.
> 
> LOL...SKA bands...:)))
> 
> And when i am grown, i want to have a SoundBlaster implanted so 

that 

> i can run Reason and Ableton Live on my wetware...and control my RS 
> directly with that cerebral interface. Problem might be to spin the 
> sample-CD´s fast enough on my finger to read the data fast enough...
> 
> Bleeep, 
> 
> Happy RS-playing everyone.
> 
> 
> p.s. anyone a good suggestion where to find a good fair priced 
> notebook in Europe/USA for HD Recording? At least 700Mhz, 256Mb 

Ram, 

> 20Gb HDD, USB, LAN, CD-recorder should be inside already.

| 8711|8697|2003-01-07 13:43:44|Scott Kellogg|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

> p.s. anyone a good suggestion where to find a good fair priced 
> notebook in Europe/USA for HD Recording? At least 700Mhz, 256Mb Ram, 
> 20Gb HDD, USB, LAN, CD-recorder should be inside already.
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Apple iBook running MacOS 9.2.2 and Live 2.01. Works great for me.

/Scott
| 8712|8701|2003-01-07 13:43:53|goodald |Re: TWE still not working|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raverjett " 
wrote:

> TWE is still not working with my RS7000. I've tried it all that i 
> know of. 

I haven't tried the Rs with scsi yet, but am going to put in my scsi 
card this weekend and give it a go. I'll let you know about my 
success with it..

I actually haven'y used the sampling capabilities in the rs at all 
yet, but am dying for some good "steve lawler" jungle drum sounds.. 
anyone find some drumkit "hand drum" type sound that sounds good? i'm 
looking for a nice deep tone.. I may get my friend to play his and 
record it for a bit.. hmm..
| 8713|8694|2003-01-07 14:27:04|Brigman, Corley|Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|

>H M seems to be the same too for all 01
>and the parameter i want to change is 3 which equals 6 in the table.

only for all delay/chorus effects are they the same.

>on page 313 i see in the table for Flanger type 1 the one that 
>i'm working on.
>MSB=06 and LSB=00
>so would the message that i want to create look like this:
>F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 06 00 F7 

F0 43 10 6A aa aa aa dd dd F7

yes, if that's the data you want to send.
F7 = 127. hex to decimal conversion table here:
http://www.jaworski.com/htmlbook/dec-hex.htm

hex to binary converter here:
0 = 0000 1 = 0001 2 = 0010 3 = 0011
4 = 0100 5 = 0101 6 = 0110 7 = 0111
8 = 1000 9 = 1001 A = 1010 B = 1011
C = 1100 D = 1101 E = 1110 F = 1111

the message is F0 43 10 6A aa aa aa dd dd F7. F7 is just
the 'end-of-sysex' signal, it's part of all sysex strings.

i think the value you chose (MSB = 06 LSB = 00) is out of
range though :) (it equals 01 1000 0000 = 384)
if you need i can do a short example on
exploding/joining the bits to get the values you want...
what value did you want to set it to?

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com

speaking for me, not for intel.
| 8714|8697|2003-01-07 15:25:04|Oscillator505|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
For the most part programming ( when I'm not reading user groups :) email )
else I write custom tools for a variety of purposes.

I come from the web growth boom, but I also had an active interest in
programming languages like C, C++ so I managed to stay busy.

Currently interested in game programming (taking some classes on the
subject), turns out to be a lot of fun, but an incredible amount of work
required.

I'm dipping my fingers into some MIDI programming (is not as easy as you
might think). I'm interested in taking the game development skills and
applying them towards music visuals.

Very hard to make a living just with music in general, even worse with
electronic music in Seattle area, ouch...

Cornel
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\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <datek@raverkids.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2003 9:26 AM
Subject: [RS7000] So what is everyone's real job?

> Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time producer.
>
> I work as a business analyst in human resources at a financial
> services company. I'm actually going to school full time again as
> well (tough schedule) and have had this feeling for the last couple
> years that I'm meant to produce music. Between work and school it's
> hard to really get into the RS and my other "toys" but every time I
> soldier it out for a couple hours I feel like i've learned something
> new. Unfortunately It's usually really late by then and I'm in a mad
> rush to get to work the next day :)
>
> Opportunity cost in action eh?
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8715|8694|2003-01-07 15:25:30|Oscillator505|Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
This is a trick I use a lot ( works with any sysex type message ).
I record in real time a small snippet of the control movement (let's say a
full turn of the knob ). Start with a completely empty track this way you
don't need to worry about looking at note events.

In "Edit" mode you can see how RS interprets and writes the message then you
should be able to generate your own duplicate message to reproduce the
desired effect (in most cases - with external synths might be a little
different ).

( reverse engineering 100 :) )

BTW
If this is still unresolved, tonight, when I make it back home I can send
you the exact sysex message. I think I've already applied it to one of the
loops I've be working on the past few days, might save you some time :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 8716|8694|2003-01-07 15:38:02|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
Sure mate, but that trick doesn't work on
knobs that don't get recorded by the sequencer
or send cc data to output.
such as secondairy fx parameters like feedback.
so much for 'reverse engineering'
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:
> This is a trick I use a lot ( works with any sysex type message ).
> I record in real time a small snippet of the control movement 
(let's say a
> full turn of the knob ). Start with a completely empty track this 
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way you
> don't need to worry about looking at note events.
> 
> In "Edit" mode you can see how RS interprets and writes the message 
then you
> should be able to generate your own duplicate message to reproduce 
the
> desired effect (in most cases - with external synths might be a 
little
> different ).
> 
> ( reverse engineering 100 :) )
> 
> BTW
> If this is still unresolved, tonight, when I make it back home I 
can send
> you the exact sysex message. I think I've already applied it to one 
of the
> loops I've be working on the past few days, might save you some 
time :)
> 
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'

| 8717|8694|2003-01-07 15:50:35|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brigman, Corley" 

wrote:

> >H M seems to be the same too for all 01
> >and the parameter i want to change is 3 which equals 6 in the 

table.

> 
> only for all delay/chorus effects are they the same.
> 
> >on page 313 i see in the table for Flanger type 1 the one that 
> >i'm working on.
> >MSB=06 and LSB=00
> >so would the message that i want to create look like this:
> >F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 06 00 F7 
> F0 43 10 6A aa aa aa dd dd F7
> 
> yes, if that's the data you want to send.
> F7 = 127. hex to decimal conversion table here:
> http://www.jaworski.com/htmlbook/dec-hex.htm
> 
> hex to binary converter here:
> 0 = 0000 1 = 0001 2 = 0010 3 = 0011
> 4 = 0100 5 = 0101 6 = 0110 7 = 0111
> 8 = 1000 9 = 1001 A = 1010 B = 1011
> C = 1100 D = 1101 E = 1110 F = 1111
> 
> the message is F0 43 10 6A aa aa aa dd dd F7. F7 is just
> the 'end-of-sysex' signal, it's part of all sysex strings.
> 
> i think the value you chose (MSB = 06 LSB = 00) is out of
> range though :) (it equals 01 1000 0000 = 384)
> if you need i can do a short example on
> exploding/joining the bits to get the values you want...
> what value did you want to set it to?
> 
> corley brigman
> intel corp.
> corley.brigman@i...
> 
> speaking for me, not for intel.

Hi Corley,

i posted this meassage earlier:
__________________________________________________________

hmmm, i just tried to input that value
but the RS gave a warning that the data 
should end with F7

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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so if i understand correct F7 is the ending of 
the message actually.

then i must have misunderstood the part about
MSB and LSB that you tried to explain.

i converted the value's i want to use in a hex 
converter that came up with 

B : for +48 on LED screen in fx setting = 111 
7F : for +64 on LED screen in fx setting = 127

so that's what i want to do go up and down from 
111 to 127 in step sequence.
just don't get where i should put those value's

is it in the MSB part or the LSB part?
:-|
______________________________________________

so if you could do a short example with the
value 111

i think that would be great!

Latif
| 8718|8694|2003-01-07 17:27:45|Oscillator505|Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
True, forgot about those options and also I did not realize you were looking
for the secondary level effects parameters.

I'm just throwing ideas, would it be possible to reassign a knob to control
this particular effect parameter? Just for testing purposes so you can try
recording it then view it in edit mode.

If the manual claims the value can be changed by sysex than I'll try it when
I go home tonight. If I have any luck you'll be the first to know.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2003 2:37 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?

> Sure mate, but that trick doesn't work on
> knobs that don't get recorded by the sequencer
> or send cc data to output.
> such as secondairy fx parameters like feedback.
> so much for 'reverse engineering'
> ;)
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > This is a trick I use a lot ( works with any sysex type message ).
> > I record in real time a small snippet of the control movement
> (let's say a
> > full turn of the knob ). Start with a completely empty track this
> way you
> > don't need to worry about looking at note events.
> >
> > In "Edit" mode you can see how RS interprets and writes the message
> then you
> > should be able to generate your own duplicate message to reproduce
> the
> > desired effect (in most cases - with external synths might be a
> little
> > different ).
> >
> > ( reverse engineering 100 :) )
> >
> > BTW
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> > If this is still unresolved, tonight, when I make it back home I
> can send
> > you the exact sysex message. I think I've already applied it to one
> of the
> > loops I've be working on the past few days, might save you some
> time :)
> >
> > Cornel
> > \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> > /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8719|8694|2003-01-07 17:38:29|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
Hi Corley,
i got your relpy through email
this the last part of it:
_________________________________________________________
the lower 6 bits are bits 5:0 above, or 10 1111. 
the upper 6 bits are what's left, or 01. we don't have 6 bits, so 
that's like
0's in front of it: 0000 01.

10 1111 = 2F. that is the LSB
0000 01 = 01 :) that is the MSB. the MSB goes first.

F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 2F F7
SYX YAM DV0 RS7 aaH aaM aaL MSB LSB EOX

that would be 111. 127 would be the same, except it would be 3F 
instead of 2F.

make sense? i don't mind answering questions if this is still 
confusion.
if you have used hex and binary before, it's pretty straightforward,
but if you haven't, the first time can be confusing :)
__________________________________________________________

I think i start to understand it a 'bit' now :-)

so the original data value is first converted to HEX
then convert the HEX to BIN so it can be split up,
and then convert each split back into HEX
uhhmm , i tell you if one never did this before (like me), 
it's VERY confusing heheheh

so if the upperbits end in (0)1
then i actually don't have to convert that back into HEX
it's simply 01 right?

ok, i understand this part now.

what i don't understand
is i have a 2 measure phrase 
where i inserted the string:
F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 3F F7
at 001:3:240

and string:
F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 2F F7
at 001:4:470

this should make the feedback go from +64 to +48
but uhhmm nothing happend *scratching my head again*
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i checked the filter setup, everything is on.

aarrrggg i'm gonna get some sleep now hehehe ;-)

Latif
| 8720|8697|2003-01-07 18:44:47|Jeff |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I'm an actor. You can currently see me in a few commercials. I 
have a Miller Lite with Busta Rhymes. An ace hardware and a Fannie 
Mae Foundation. I just did a commercial for NBC's Arena Football 
league. I live in L.A. and I LOVE my RS!!!!!
| 8721|8694|2003-01-07 20:02:50|Brigman, Corley|Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|

>F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 2F F7
>at 001:4:470

the string looks OK, but it didn't work for me either.
tomorrow, when i can get it hooked up to the PC,
i'll try sending it from outside and see if that works.
maybe there's no loop to get sysex where it needs to go
for global parameters like that from inside... 

corley brigman
ia64 mtt
| 8722|8722|2003-01-07 23:19:43|Dimah |RS7K stops recording after the first couple of phrases are recorded|
Hey all.

I am having a wierd problem. After i record couple of phrases,i am no 
longer being able to record in grid/overdub/replace modes... e.g i 
can programn the grid and it willn play but as soon as i exit grid 
record mode everything i entered disappears..

Any thoughts?

Thanks,
Dima
| 8723|8697|2003-01-08 00:53:15|okoyemaya |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I am musician,"real time" acoustic, string instruments, percussion 
did some producing for couple of years ( using QY 700 extensively).
Now I took sabbatical to study webdesign, just to get better with 
computers ( I thought to have it as a second profession but ... the 
IT market is not too good now, finally as musician I can at least 
work and I am hooked on it). RS is my main tool to cross to new (for 
me) types of music and way of working. Let me say it, hell of a tool.
Okoyem
| 8724|8697|2003-01-08 02:49:09|adamcowleyuk |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I Know what you're saying....I have just bought my RS7000 this 
christmas, man I'm so chuffed with it! I batted the idea around of 
getting an MPC and a sequencer and an 808, but my very good friend 
and sound engineer(after a fashion) took me through his RS and I 
couldn't believe what it could do! 
I am just starting to get a slight handle on it though....I'm sure 
I'm gonna need all the tips I can get! I am an Architect by 
profession, and I also lecture in Architecture, so time is always 
tight, as well as being an emcee in my other life. Have had a few 
releases out, but with my partner doing all the production......only 
small runs of 500 units. Now I'm looking forward to creating my own 
sound....
Really pleased I found this group!
Adam.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 
wrote:

> Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time 

producer.

> 
> I work as a business analyst in human resources at a financial 
> services company. I'm actually going to school full time again as 
> well (tough schedule) and have had this feeling for the last couple 
> years that I'm meant to produce music. Between work and school it's 
> hard to really get into the RS and my other "toys" but every time I 
> soldier it out for a couple hours I feel like i've learned 

something 

> new. Unfortunately It's usually really late by then and I'm in a 

mad 
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> rush to get to work the next day :)
> 
> Opportunity cost in action eh?

| 8725|8697|2003-01-08 03:13:35|mmittner |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
hehe ... funny that most people here are somehow working in the it business :-) i'm working as software developer, we're doing realtime 3d visualisation for broadcasting,
virtual studios and stuff like that, with c++ and tcl/tk. and the money i earn goes directly into my studio ... and hopefully once i'll get some money back out of it *sigh*

-mike
| 8726|8726|2003-01-08 03:20:36|mmittner |mini keyboard|
is it possible to screw those little keys out to clean them? i was djing on a private new year party and had my rs with me to do a small performance and someone (possibly
me? i can't remember ... well, all that beer and prosecco that night ..) has poured something over the section e key, so i need to clean that somehow.

-mike
| 8727|8697|2003-01-08 03:31:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I'm a designer and developer of audio related, real-time and 
embedded applications in C++ for the last 12 years or so.

Great job. :)

- Robert
| 8728|8709|2003-01-08 03:58:46|trapstate |Re: some questions|
Hello Olaf

> so, some questions to make my decision somewhat easier:
> 
> * is the resample in measures fixed in OS 1.2? ie in the old OS the 
> RS7000 didn't correctly resample the right amount of 

measures....this 

> way loops were not cut right.... 

I don't know what you mean, resample works OK for me. I also didn't 
find anything in the archive, can you be more specific?

> * how do most of you take care of sample management? smartcards? 

scsi-

> drives? i want to have a library of often used samples (mainly 
> drumkits, loops and some sounds) available to quickly start 

working...

I have an external HD connected to the RS, and I use smartmedia to 
transfer samples from/to PC. On the HD I save default patterns with 
my favourite drumkits and the largers song patterns. Best thing would 
be a HD connected to PC and RS, but this doesn't work for most.

> * how easy is it to cut loops from pre-recorded music? i guess 

there 

> is still no snap to zero crossing in OS 1.2 so it's 
> handwork...remember i don't have a computer around when using the 
> RS7000 so all editing has to be done by eyes/ears...
> 

No there is is no snap to zero, you can zoom in on the sample and the 
rest has to be done with your ears. Can be tricky, be it doesn't take 
that much time. Go to a shop and give it a try!

My setup is also PC-free, IMO it's the most usefull sequenser/sampler 
combo yet.

Paul
| 8729|8697|2003-01-08 04:04:10|trapstate |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> I'm a designer and developer of audio related, real-time and 
> embedded applications in C++ for the last 12 years or so.
> 
> Great job. :)
> 
> - Robert
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I'm student in electronic engineering. Right now I make money by 
working for telecom company and small electronic projects, mostly in 
the artistic/multimedia section so it doesn't pay a lot :( 

Paul
| 8730|8697|2003-01-08 04:16:20|Oscar Finch|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
You guy's live far to glamourous a life LOL....... 
Me. Well what can I say. 
I do music. 
I clean a gymnasium to do music. 
I do music 
I clean the and oil the gym equipment ,maintain the spa ,scrub the floors ,clean toilets ,stock the health bar ,clean the sauna's ,bleach and scrub the shower tiles and..... 
I do music. 
I've worked as a waiter ,barman ,public ammenities cleaner (ie:public toilets for the council),worked in factories, 
cleaned industrial kitchens. 
Why? Because I do music. 
In my private life I write , I paint ,I draw ,I read I DO MUSIC. 
I also live with a lifethreatening medical condition (no more information disclosed). 
Between ,cleaning ,scrubbing showers and MUSIC I spent 3 months in hospital . 
Music is my muse ,it keeps me sane ,it is my catharsis,without it I would not be ME :) 
I also do all these shit jobs and have an IQ of 148 (go figure?) 
Maybe one day I'll get a lucky break with my Music. 
At least I own my own home have a great family and some dead honest friends , my dogs and a pretty humble life. 
Ya know I'm usually a pretty happy bloke. 
After reading all your replies I feel slightly depressed. 
Time to take it out on my RS7000. ;) 
Don't even know why I replied but what the heck everyone else did. 
So now you know more about me than I probably should have ever devuldged. 
Goodluck all in your pursuits. 
Oscar (aka FaX)

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8731|8709|2003-01-08 04:46:30|olafmol2002 |Re: some questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate " 
wrote:

> Hello Olaf
> 
> > so, some questions to make my decision somewhat easier:
> > 
> > * is the resample in measures fixed in OS 1.2? ie in the old OS 

the 

> > RS7000 didn't correctly resample the right amount of 
> measures....this 
> > way loops were not cut right.... 
> 
> I don't know what you mean, resample works OK for me. I also didn't 
> find anything in the archive, can you be more specific?
> 

thanx for the reply..... i mean: when i make f.e. a 4bar loop and 
select resample for 4 bars, the sample that is created is not exactly 
4 bars, which means i have to edit and recut the sample again to make 
it fit.... at least this was the case in OS 1..

Olaf
| 8732|8697|2003-01-08 04:47:09|okoyemaya |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
Glamour ? OK I enjoyed people calling me to see a Sunday paper with 
a story on me, I liked to see my video ( and myself) on MTV, not 
having to queue in the airport because somebody knows my name from a 
soundtrack. But then try to live without all that ... . I relocated 
to Europe thinking of doing something musically new, and gone is my 
studio and house 300 yards from the Indian Ocean. No MTV, no any TV ( 
just the one I can see not the one to be seen), live in a country 
where you can`t get decent musician ( here we go -the secret why I 
love RS, I do not have to teach hopelessly for hours, she is like a 
musician better then me, makes me streach) to get a band together. I 
used to tour this place every year , festivals and good stuff. Now, 
live here and it is even hard to get jobs playing guantanamera on a 
birthday party. So I also did my share of weird jobs- anyway any job 
is better then playing with lousy musicians just because they pay.
So at least you have a house while I lost everything. But man, that 
stuff you do and you know !!!!! F...k all the rest, you are a 
Maestro, that music nobody can take away from you. I pray , along 
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with all of us who learned so much from you, that you get a good 
record deal, and more people will be able to hear your stuff ( and 
you wont get f..d by record company too much,- I always got ... one 
way of other, but it is still better then no deal).
The greatest about the internet is that people like you can be heard.
For myself with all that silly glamour, that is seductive and 
enjoyable lies and nonsense from record companies executives and 
brainless (and pretty ) ladies. For me as an artist the greatest is 
getting opinions of fellow musicians - like means that responds 
exactly to the stuff you know is your best. This is the greatest high 
I know, that is why I never took any drugs. 
Oscarito , we are lucky music addicts
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> You guy's live far to glamourous a life LOL.......
> Me. Well what can I say.
> I do music.
> I clean a gymnasium to do music.
> I do music
> I clean the and oil the gym equipment ,maintain the spa ,scrub the 
floors ,clean toilets ,stock the health bar ,clean the 
sauna's ,bleach and scrub the shower tiles and.....
> I do music.
> I've worked as a waiter ,barman ,public ammenities cleaner 
(ie:public toilets for the council),worked in factories,
> cleaned industrial kitchens.
> Why? Because I do music.
> In my private life I write , I paint ,I draw ,I read I DO MUSIC.
> I also live with a lifethreatening medical condition (no more 
information disclosed).
> Between ,cleaning ,scrubbing showers and MUSIC I spent 3 months in 
hospital .
> Music is my muse ,it keeps me sane ,it is my catharsis,without it I 
would not be ME :)
> I also do all these shit jobs and have an IQ of 148 (go figure?)
> Maybe one day I'll get a lucky break with my Music.
> At least I own my own home have a great family and some dead honest 
friends , my dogs and a pretty humble life.
> Ya know I'm usually a pretty happy bloke.
> After reading all your replies I feel slightly depressed.
> Time to take it out on my RS7000. ;)
> Don't even know why I replied but what the heck everyone else did.
> So now you know more about me than I probably should have ever 
devuldged.
> Goodluck all in your pursuits.
> Oscar (aka FaX)
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8733|8733|2003-01-08 05:16:28|erik kneyber|changing filter type with midi|
Dear group,

I just joined this group and have a question. I have some problems with the 
filters in some songs.
- At the start of the song on the selected track I choose the
instrument as a control change.
- When the sequence starts the right instrument plays, but with it's
default filter settings. Is there a CC or SysEx than can change the
filter from one type to another? I really need this change to be
programmed cuz I need to play some songs live.

Thanx in advance,
Erik Kneyber

_________________________________________________________________
Chatten met je online vrienden via MSN Messenger. http://messenger.msn.nl/
| 8734|8697|2003-01-08 05:16:33|Anthony Jackson|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I'm a Record shop owner in Melbourne, Aussie.

Cheers,

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.excite.com/
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Aj 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: goodald <datek@raverkids.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 4:26 AM
Subject: [RS7000] So what is everyone's real job?

Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time producer.

I work as a business analyst in human resources at a financial 
services company. I'm actually going to school full time again as 
well (tough schedule) and have had this feeling for the last couple 
years that I'm meant to produce music. Between work and school it's 
hard to really get into the RS and my other "toys" but every time I 
soldier it out for a couple hours I feel like i've learned something 
new. Unfortunately It's usually really late by then and I'm in a mad 
rush to get to work the next day :)

Opportunity cost in action eh?
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| 8735|8697|2003-01-08 05:24:21|r_s_7_k |Fuck All That Oscar|
You Are one talented M/F,!!! everybody knows this, you don't even 
need a record deal all you need is marketing and promotion, and after
enough people hear your shit you won't need the marketing. You have an
un-fuckin-canny understanding of music and machines nobody can fuck 
with your abilities. Alot of people have knowledge but couldn't right 
a tune you'd want to hear to save their lives, but that is not you, 
don't take your talent lightly my man, there isn't anybody on this 
board who wouldn't want to work with you for free. On top of all of 
this you've got the nerve to be as humble as you are talented, fuck 
that when your cd drops you've got my money full price and you better 
believe it.
Don't let anybody walk on you or use you because they are definitely 
going to try and there is no shame in what I am going to say next.
YOU SHOULD BE RUNNING YOUR SHIT, NOBODY ELSE. YOU HAVE THE SKILLS, YOU
DESERVE TOTAL CONTROL OF WHAT EVER YOU DO MUSICALY.
start your own website man not an mp3 site, use those just for 
exposure, you've got more than what it takes to have a cult following.
| 8736|8697|2003-01-08 05:49:49|Oscar Finch|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
Hey Anthony or should I say Mr.Record shop Owner dude ;) ......I would SO kill to work in a record shop.I have loads of service industry skill's (retail ,hospitality etc etc
etc...)Hell I'd even clean the shop for you LMAO :PI've got a pretty extensive knowledge and very diverse taste's in music .And I LIVE in MELBOURNE.Feel like giving
me an interview ;). (hint hint) PS: To everyone else thanx for the props. Sometimes it just gets me down (I'm only human) I'm actually getting my own web site this year.
Will finally have my studio set up. Will have enough material for a CD And will probably distribute from my own web page too. On a side note I've been asked to submit a
demo CD to a major Melbourne Theatre Company as they're interested in thepossibility of me doin' the music/sound design for a rather controversial piece on racial
profiling and asylum seekers.Keep your fingers crossed for me people cause' the play has been Government funded and I actually get paid and get exposure to boot. ART
+ MUSIC = THE PERFECT MARRIAGE . (Well I gotta admit the message is WAY more important than the money) peace allOscar aka FaXFrom: Anthony Jackson
[mailto: ajacks@bigpond.net.au]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 8 Jan 2003 23:11:02 +1100Subject: Re: [RS7000] So what is everyone's real job?I'm a
Record shop owner in Melbourne, Aussie.Cheers,Aj ----- Original Message ----- From: goodald To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 4:26
AM Subject: [RS7000] So what is everyone's real job? Kind of curious as I'm sure not everyone here is a full-time producer. I work as a business analyst in human
resources at a financial services company. I'm actually going to school full time again as well (tough schedule) and have had this feeling for the last couple years that I'm
meant to produce music. Between work and school it's hard to really get into the RS and my other "toys" but every time I soldier it out for a couple hours I feel like i've
learned something new. Unfortunately It's usually really late by then and I'm in a mad rush to get to work the next day :) Opportunity cost in action eh? Yahoo! Groups
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subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8737|8697|2003-01-08 05:53:48|synthe. labo|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

>I'm a Record shop owner in Melbourne, Aussie.
>
>Cheers,

this is a GREAT job, i would do it!

i worked a pair of years in a software house programming (learning most...) 
in Visual Basic, Centura (Gupta), and doing some graphic works.
then 3 months in a renting room for bands, and now i'm unemployed, but i 
planned to do a course of multimedia starting in the end of Genuary, with a 
stage etc etc

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica in un �altra dimensione con MSN Extra Storage! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/
| 8738|8722|2003-01-08 06:31:00|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS7K stops recording after the first couple of phrases are reco|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dimah " 
wrote:

> Hey all.
> 
> I am having a wierd problem. After i record couple of phrases,i am 

no 

> longer being able to record in grid/overdub/replace modes... e.g i 
> can programn the grid and it willn play but as soon as i exit grid 
> record mode everything i entered disappears..
> 

Is this problem reproducable? What OS version do you use? Do you have 
the Ram expanded?
| 8739|8697|2003-01-08 06:48:28|tompaulsen2002 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " as an artist the greatest is 

> getting opinions of fellow musicians - like means that responds 
> exactly to the stuff you know is your best. This is the greatest 

high 

> I know, that is why I never took any drugs. 
> Oscarito , we are lucky music addicts
> Okoyem

Yup, full ACK. I did similar to what Oscarito did, cleaning busses, 
toilets, showers, working in a factory and all that stuff, but one 
day i decided that i am tired of having always only small money in my 
pocket, so i got some education and now i am making some good money 
which allows me not only to buy more good stuff for the studio but 
also to not have to worry to much anymore about what i am gonna eat 
tomorrow.
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A glamorous life might be appealing to some, but not for me. If my 
music will ever make it into the big spotlight...i will do it just 
like Milli Vanilli...hire someone else who represents me in public, 
so that i can still walk and live without getting too much attention.
Music, art, the result should be more interesting than what the 
artist had for breakfast, or with who did he spent the night with.

And yes on this list is more talent collected together than on teh 
Billboard chart represented.

Happy RSequencing!
| 8740|8697|2003-01-08 06:53:17|tompaulsen2002 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> and I actually get paid and get exposure to boot. ART + MUSIC = 

THE PERFECT MARRIAGE .

Sounds all very good! I will double cross my fingers and toes for 
you. :)

(Well I gotta admit the message is WAY more important than the 
money) 

True...but message doesn´t pay your bread...it´s a thin line...
| 8741|8697|2003-01-08 07:28:00|Oscar Finch|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
That's true dude but I bake my own bread and grow my own vegies ;)I'm a pretty resourceful guy who can make alot go along way.Just wait till you start hearing what I
churn out this year.I'll be using The RS7000 ,A3000 V2.0 w/128meg ram ,MicroQ ,KawaiK4R ,TG-33 ,MS-2000 and an AW16G.I've done stuff for so long on next to
nothing that I know this lot will be the shit bomb for ME :D.Scrubbing toilets does have it's virtues.At least I know I own all I've got ;) and I worked fuggin' hard for it.And
at the end of the day what a sheer blissful escape my RS7000 is .I've spoken to GOD and he's told me heaven is like an RS7000 with unlimited RAM multi-sampling FM
,VECTOR,Wavetable synthesis and a NordModular style 32 voice Vsynth. So I know the afterlife will be pretty darn cool (just kidding) ROFLMAO.I did study graphic
design but I'm a far superior painter/printmaker.Design was like being a hooker for art. I just couldn't bear the thought of whoring myself artistically.Altruistic hell yeah
!!!At the end of the day you gotta be true to yourself :).I'll be doing all my own sleeve work and design mind you.And my first disc will be a audio-visual experience . A
mate gonna do a DVD job for me.All artsy fartsy and what not but I get total control over visual content too and I have a gazillion ideas in my head.Man I'm gonna be
busy this year :).As you can tell I'm reeved up for a creative onslaught.I'm current reworking old tracks "ICE-BERG" , "WHITERABBIT" and GENOME (Subdivision
1+2) at the moment.Though my new materials getting very unintentionally weird but strangely quite listenable.Go figure LOL.PS: I don't owe MR.BankManager anything
on the house either.I'm feeling better now :)Nothin' like havin' UncleTom to cheer me UP :).--- On Wed 01/08, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de >
wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 08 Jan 2003 13:53:15 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: So
what is everyone's real job?--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:> and I actually get paid and get exposure to boot. ART + MUSIC = THE PERFECT
MARRIAGE .Sounds all very good! I will double cross my fingers and toes for you. :)(Well I gotta admit the message is WAY more important than the money) True...but
message doesn�t pay your bread...it�s a thin line... 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8742|8697|2003-01-08 08:28:51|rsmus7 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
Well, I´m a fulltime social worker and started to produce music just 
a year ago with my PC and Cubase and some VSTi`s. Then about haf a 
year ago I wanted to buy my first hardware Synth, and my dealer 
showed me the RS7k and I loved it from the first moment. Now I´m 
spendind most of my free time with making music. I like to make 
meditative music and experimantal electronic and techno as well, 
which I can all do with the Rs7k.

Happy times to everyone

Stephan
| 8743|8697|2003-01-08 08:33:46|keninverse |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I'm a mineralogist specializing in analytical x-ray diffraction. I 
started out as a regular geologist/sedimentologist and that got 
boring very quickly. So now I sit and analyze x-ray diffraction 
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patterns all day long. I was a full-time session guitarist for about 
2 years and I made some decent cash. I found that it really wasn't 
what I wanted to do so I started writing most of my own music and 
working as an engineer. Well, that sucked because I wanted to be on-
stage not behind the stage so I gave that up went to school and found 
something else...rest is history.

ken.inverse
| 8744|8697|2003-01-08 09:10:52|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
oscar, i would trade my well paid job, BMW car, nice london home and even
perhaps my girlfriend to be blessed with your musical talent.

dan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8745|8697|2003-01-08 11:03:12|bilterfucht |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
I'm working as an administrative clerk for the Flemish Government. 
There's not much i like about it, but hey, it gives me the cash i 
need to live and to be able to buy some equipment (currently: Roland 
TR-505, RS7000, Yamaha SU200, Yamaha SY-77, MicroKorg). Probably i 
will end this job in six months. The other half of this year i want 
to focus on my music (electro and experimental electronics). 

Ciao,

Wim
| 8746|8697|2003-01-08 11:31:04|Uwe Jülich|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

----- Original Message ----- 
From: <wim_heymans@advalvas.be>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 7:03 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: So what is everyone's real job?

> I'm working as an administrative clerk for the Flemish Government. 
> There's not much i like about it, but hey, it gives me the cash i 
> need to live and to be able to buy some equipment (currently: Roland 
> TR-505, RS7000, Yamaha SU200, Yamaha SY-77, MicroKorg). Probably i 

Hallo,

can you tell of your experiences with the MicroKorg? I'm interested in this little retro-box ;-)

greetings,

Uwe

| 8747|8722|2003-01-08 12:42:54|Dimah |Re: RS7K stops recording after the first couple of phrases are reco|
RAM is not expanded - would that make a difference? OS - is the 
latest version, but don't think it is OS, as same thing was 
happenning before - RAM, eh?
It is reproducible - yes.
-
-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dimah " 
> wrote:
> > Hey all.
> > 
> > I am having a wierd problem. After i record couple of phrases,i 

am 

> no 
> > longer being able to record in grid/overdub/replace modes... e.g 

i 

> > can programn the grid and it willn play but as soon as i exit 

grid 

> > record mode everything i entered disappears..
> > 
> Is this problem reproducable? What OS version do you use? Do you 

have 

> the Ram expanded?
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| 8748|8748|2003-01-08 15:29:03|goodald |For anyone interested - link re: drumming|
http://www.stevehass.net/hassbeats.htm

some NYC drummer guy who's had experience with all sorts of music 
styles.. i've never had any real drumming experience and am trying to 
learn how hi-hats/cymbals go together to form musical grooves.. 
mainly jazz etc on the site but speed it up and it may apply to my 
musical styles :)
| 8749|8749|2003-01-08 15:29:06|subsound2003 |RS7000 for sale...............|
RS7000 for sale (£800).....rarely used.....comes with full 64MB memory
AIEB2 expansion board and hard case .......my problem is I sit at my 
computer all day and play with Propellerhead Reason........ :¬)
| 8750|8697|2003-01-08 16:39:35|tompaulsen2002 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 7:03 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: So what is everyone's real job?
> 
> 
> > I'm working as an administrative clerk for the Flemish 

Government. 

> > There's not much i like about it, but hey, it gives me the cash i 
> > need to live and to be able to buy some equipment (currently: 

Roland 

> > TR-505, RS7000, Yamaha SU200, Yamaha SY-77, MicroKorg). Probably 

i 

> 
> Hallo,
> 
> can you tell of your experiences with the MicroKorg? I'm interested 

in this little retro-box ;-)

> 
> greetings,
> 

Yup, how well does it complement with the RS7000 and are there 
sonically big differences towards the MS2000r (that is at the moment 
on sale in Germany for only 111Euro more...).

Töm
| 8751|8722|2003-01-08 16:43:54|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS7K stops recording after the first couple of phrases are reco|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dimah " 
wrote:

> RAM is not expanded - would that make a difference? OS - is the 
> latest version, but don't think it is OS, as same thing was 
> happenning before - RAM, eh?

Could be that you reached the max RAM capacity, depends on if you 
have reached the 200.000 notes capacity...i am not sure if this might 
be the problem. Can you save the whole thing that shows the problem 
as SYS+ALL file and share it with me or someone else to see if we 
have the same problem? Maybe you have a corrupt datafile?
| 8752|8697|2003-01-09 00:33:44|Mr.Smith|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
The Micro has a scaled down version of the MS2000 engine and a few less
features IE 16 step Sequencer and Virtual Patch

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
[mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Thursday, 9 January 2003 10:40 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: So what is everyone's real job?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: 
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> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 7:03 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: So what is everyone's real job?
> 
> 
> > I'm working as an administrative clerk for the Flemish 
Government. 
> > There's not much i like about it, but hey, it gives me the cash i 
> > need to live and to be able to buy some equipment (currently: 
Roland 
> > TR-505, RS7000, Yamaha SU200, Yamaha SY-77, MicroKorg). Probably 
i 
> 
> Hallo,
> 
> can you tell of your experiences with the MicroKorg? I'm interested 
in this little retro-box ;-)
> 
> greetings,
> 
Yup, how well does it complement with the RS7000 and are there 
sonically big differences towards the MS2000r (that is at the moment 
on sale in Germany for only 111Euro more...).

Töm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8753|8697|2003-01-09 00:33:50|Oscillator505|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
Which can only mean one thing, you must have worked on something I might be
using now and not even know about it... but you would never tell because you
don't want to be asked too many questions :)

I envy you :)
Cheers
Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 2:31 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] So what is everyone's real job?

> I'm a designer and developer of audio related, real-time and
> embedded applications in C++ for the last 12 years or so.
>
> Great job. :)
>
> - Robert
>

| 8754|8697|2003-01-09 00:33:56|Oscillator505|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

> Oh and within the next few months i am planning to move to Florida,
> USA...anyone here from that place?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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I wish, so I envy you too :)

I've been to Florida, Miami, South Beach for the first time last summer,
loved it (as a tourist ), loved the hot climate, hot ocean
water,ahaaaaaaa...

Great night life, good for clubbing, excellent for electronica (I think).
Since you are already a foreigner just speak English with heavy German
accent mention techno a lot :) and you'll be adored by all club owners as
out of town German Electronic Music Wiz Kidzz :)

BTW I have to admit I did not experienced the hurricane season while
there...
Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 8755|8697|2003-01-09 00:34:04|Oscillator505|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|

> oscar, i would trade my well paid job, BMW car, nice london home and even
> perhaps my girlfriend to be blessed with your musical talent.
>
> dan.

My first name contains an "o" and "r", I can bless you with my musical
talent just for the girlfriend :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 8756|8756|2003-01-09 00:53:24|bilterfucht |MicroKorg and RS7k|
I bought the MicroKorg some four weeks ago and i must say that i 
really love it. It is really easy to work with and you can get some 
pretty f***ing fat sounds out of it. 

In the past, when i bought an SY-77, i had some problems concerning 
knob movements on the RS to control the SY. With the MicroKorg, this 
problem does not exist, the Micro automatically responds to the RS 
knob movements and vice versa. 

I cannot really compare it to the MS2000r. I heard the sounds of both 
in a shop and they were very alike (read: the same). The Micro does 
not have a sequencer but hey, we have an RS.

I use the Micro for making basslines and for the Vocoder part. With 
two oscillators (+ noise) and four virtual patches you can come up 
with some very 'moving' sounds.

The only thing that's rather negative is the fact that you can only 
use one sound at a time.
| 8757|8697|2003-01-09 01:03:34|Randy Pence|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
Unfortunately there is almost zero techno in florida. 
Breaks (dj Icey), trance (not sure about psychedlic
trance tho), and house are hte hitters. I worked at
the winter music conference last year and there were a
whopping 2 parties that showcased techno.

im a lil biased tho. If you are into the more
accessible versions of edm florida is prolly a great
place (aside from places like orlando where the gov't
killed hte party scene).

ah hell, jsut go to miami, the women are gorgeous!

--- Oscillator505 <505@midinet.net> wrote:

> 
> > Oh and within the next few months i am planning to
> move to Florida,
> > USA...anyone here from that place?
> 
> I wish, so I envy you too :)
> 
> I've been to Florida, Miami, South Beach for the
> first time last summer,
> loved it (as a tourist ), loved the hot climate, hot
> ocean

mailto:505@midinet.net


> water,ahaaaaaaa...
> 
> Great night life, good for clubbing, excellent for
> electronica (I think).
> Since you are already a foreigner just speak English
> with heavy German
> accent mention techno a lot :) and you'll be adored
> by all club owners as
> out of town German Electronic Music Wiz Kidzz :)
> 
> 
> BTW I have to admit I did not experienced the
> hurricane season while
> there...
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8758|8697|2003-01-09 01:17:20|Oscar Finch|Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
Ahh yes but the ladies are mighty fine in Australia too ;)Melbourne has a thriving and hugely diverse electronic scene.Still mad for their Techno down Under.Some
excellent Drum'n'Bass collectivesA swag of very very good artists such asVoitekHoneySmackLittle NobodyB-iFtekAntideluvian RockinghorsePnauPsy-
HarmonicsSnogSomaFunk-TvoidSobriquetGirlingItchy And ScratchyGroove Terminatoretc etc etc.....Infact many of them are better known in Germany and the like than
over here (sad but true).Not bad for a rather HUGE Islan with a 20 million populace.Good weather ,great lifestyle ,SHIT government (well there had to be a catch).Just
skip Sydney and come on down to Melbourne .Vancouver would be analogous to Melbourne as a city "vibe wise" with a strong "fringe/undergorund" arts element as well.
:PAs you can tell I love it.Only place I've lived that feels like HOME.So for me it's all good.Rant over.Gotta get back to my RS (she's feelin' neglected) LOLCheers allHave
a good one.--- On Thu 01/09, Randy Pence < randyremote@yahoo.com > wrote:From: Randy Pence [mailto: randyremote@yahoo.com]To:
RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 9 Jan 2003 00:03:33 -0800 (PST)Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: So what is everyone's real job?Unfortunately there is almost zero
techno in florida. Breaks (dj Icey), trance (not sure about psychedlictrance tho), and house are hte hitters. I worked atthe winter music conference last year and there were
awhopping 2 parties that showcased techno.im a lil biased tho. If you are into the moreaccessible versions of edm florida is prolly a greatplace (aside from places like
orlando where the gov'tkilled hte party scene).ah hell, jsut go to miami, the women are gorgeous!--- Oscillator505 <505@midinet.net> wrote:> > > Oh and within the
next few months i am planning to> move to Florida,> > USA...anyone here from that place?> > I wish, so I envy you too :)> > I've been to Florida, Miami, South Beach
for the> first time last summer,> loved it (as a tourist ), loved the hot climate, hot> ocean> water,ahaaaaaaa...> > Great night life, good for clubbing, excellent for>
electronica (I think).> Since you are already a foreigner just speak English> with heavy German> accent mention techno a lot :) and you'll be adored> by all club
owners as> out of town German Electronic Music Wiz Kidzz :)> > > BTW I have to admit I did not experienced the> hurricane season while> there...> Cornel> |/ )___)
|/ _,.-=~'`^`> @~./'O o`.~@> /__( ___/ )__ *PPPFFBT!*> `__`U_/'> > > __________________________________________________Do you Yahoo!?Yahoo! Mail
Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.http://mailplus.yahoo.com===================RS7000 GROUP================Home:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official:
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K
Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8759|8759|2003-01-09 03:05:25|Oscillator505|Re: MicroKorg and RS7000 |
A good friend of mine stopped by this weekend and we *connected* our synths,
he brought over an MS2000. I got him MIDI synched to RS7000 , I jumped on
Virus and the next thing you know 5 hours passed just like that. The RS
pattern hopping is so sweet for improvisational sessions and that was my #1
"must by me" factor.
He's jaws dropped seeing how easily is to flow with the RS.

I was impressed with the sounds he pulled out of the MS2000, I don't know
exactly what he did but I also don't care, sounded very good, that's all it
mattered. I tried the MS2000 vocoder, not bad all, it sounded different than
the Virus vocoder and beats the Nova vocoder by a lot.

RS, Virus, Nova, MS2000 seem to compliment sonically and they take very
little space and easy to setup. With four piece set like this one can build
a 2 hour set effortlessly. It does really help to have another musician by
your side.

Ranting, not lots of technical stuff, can't help sharing the excitement
felt, hope you all experience this in your own ways, very rewarding :) ...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`

http://mailplus.yahoo.com/


@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <wim_heymans@advalvas.be>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2003 11:53 PM
Subject: [RS7000] MicroKorg and RS7k

> I bought the MicroKorg some four weeks ago and i must say that i
> really love it. It is really easy to work with and you can get some
> pretty f***ing fat sounds out of it.
>
> In the past, when i bought an SY-77, i had some problems concerning
> knob movements on the RS to control the SY. With the MicroKorg, this
> problem does not exist, the Micro automatically responds to the RS
> knob movements and vice versa.
>
> I cannot really compare it to the MS2000r. I heard the sounds of both
> in a shop and they were very alike (read: the same). The Micro does
> not have a sequencer but hey, we have an RS.
>
> I use the Micro for making basslines and for the Vocoder part. With
> two oscillators (+ noise) and four virtual patches you can come up
> with some very 'moving' sounds.
>
> The only thing that's rather negative is the fact that you can only
> use one sound at a time.
>

| 8760|8760|2003-01-09 03:35:23|steffen V torset|Subject: MicroKorg and RS7k|

>I cannot really compare it to the MS2000r. I heard the sounds of both in a 
>shop and they were very alike (read: the same). The Micro does not have a 
>sequencer but hey, we have an RS.

I have an MS2000r and love it!
I use the "sequencer" all the time in conjunction with the RS.
Its great for creative sounds.
You have 3parameters, that can be set too different values in 16 steps(you 
even have 1knob per step so its easy and fast 2 use), and this is then 
looped and synced to midi clock.
This can be used to make very cool rythmic loops and sounds..
(plus U got all those knobs to twiddle 2)
love that little keyboard on the micro though..

>The only thing that's rather negative is the fact that you can only use one 
>sound at a time.

The MS2000 can have 2 sounds on the same MIDI channel. Either split 
half/half on the keyboard, or as a double sound.. still only 4polyfony all 
in all though:(

hustlepunch

_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
| 8761|8697|2003-01-09 03:38:34|saik0@pandora.be|So what is everyone's real job?|
Day: music, design
Night: escort, spraypaint

hugs 'n kisses,
saik0
| 8762|8760|2003-01-09 03:57:09|tompaulsen2002 |Subject: MicroKorg and RS7k|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "steffen V torset" > The MS2000 can 
have 2 sounds on the same MIDI channel. Either split 

> half/half on the keyboard, or as a double sound.. still only 

4polyfony all 

> in all though:(
> 

For real? 4 polyphony? And the MicroKorg is monophon? Sorry..but 
that is waaaay overpriced then. 

MicroQ is now available for the same price and you get up to 25 
voices polyphony, 3 Osc + 2 Sub osc, combfilter, vocoder, wavetables 
and lots and lots of other good stuff...

I played with the MS2k in the store for a little while. Didn't like 
the presets (too commercial dancytrancy) and even tweaking the heck 
out of it, didn't convinced me about the sound. I hoped the 
MicroKorg would sound different. Oh well...i will keep on saving for 
a NordLead3...(which reminds me...ever tried to run your RS through 
a Nord Micro Modular? It rocks!...;)
| 8763|8697|2003-01-09 03:58:53|tompaulsen2002 |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

> Night: escort, spraypaint

Oooh kaaaaay...

I am sure you will get now lots of emails...;)
| 8764|8760|2003-01-09 04:22:25|bilterfucht |Subject: MicroKorg and RS7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "steffen V torset" > The MS2000 can 
> have 2 sounds on the same MIDI channel. Either split 
> > half/half on the keyboard, or as a double sound.. still only 
> 4polyfony all 
> > in all though:(
> > 
> For real? 4 polyphony? And the MicroKorg is monophon? 

No, it is polyphonic. didn't find a way to split the keyboard. maybe 
it's ther and am i just missing something

Sorry..but 

> that is waaaay overpriced then. 
> 
> MicroQ is now available for the same price and you get up to 25 
> voices polyphony, 3 Osc + 2 Sub osc, combfilter, vocoder, 

wavetables 

> and lots and lots of other good stuff...
> 
> I played with the MS2k in the store for a little while. Didn't like 
> the presets (too commercial dancytrancy) and even tweaking the heck 
> out of it, didn't convinced me about the sound. I hoped the 
> MicroKorg would sound different. Oh well...i will keep on saving 

for 

> a NordLead3...(which reminds me...ever tried to run your RS through 
> a Nord Micro Modular? It rocks!...;)

A Nord modular will be the next thing i buy
| 8765|8760|2003-01-09 05:11:26|tompaulsen2002 |Subject: MicroKorg and RS7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht " <

> A Nord modular will be the next thing i buy

Wait a little. Clavia announced on christmas that they have stopped 
all development on the v4 Editor for the NordMod, and will 
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concentrate on othert things. Maybe a NordMod v2? Maybe a NL4? Let´s 
see...
| 8766|8766|2003-01-09 06:38:34|erik kneyber|no reply :-(|
Hi there ppl,

Posted a question the other day, didn't get any replies.... That's ok, luv u 
guys anyway ;-)

Someone asked about experiences with the microKorg:
I just bought the microkorg a few weeks ago and I gotta say I luv the 
sounds, but the programming is kind of awkward.
The programming is kind of awkward b-cuz you have only 7 knobs which can 
control the data. 2 Knobs are for selecting which data to modify, and the 
other 5 are for actually changing the parameters, which makes experimenting 
with the sounds a bit tricky.
But for a budget synth this one gives you a lot of control. It has two 
oscillators, two LFO's and a simple ADSR (for specs c the korg site dammit 
:-). You can layer the sounds, so in a way you have 4 oscs and 4 LFO's per 
sounds. The LFO's, modwheel etc. can be set to many parameters.
The effects on the microKORG arent that good, you should get an effect box 
(if you don't allready have one). The parameters on the distortion cant be 
changed, so that isn't that cool either. (the parameters of the flanger and 
phaser can be changed though).
And then there's the vocoder... I'm not too big a fan of vocoders, allthough 
I love daft punk. Have no experience with other vocoders so can't really say 
if this is a really good one, but I think it does the trick.
All with all, i like this synth. Cuz it has enough programming 
abilities(allthough a bit awkward) and the sounds are phat. Too bad you can 
use only one sound a time...

Later,
Erik

_________________________________________________________________
Chatten met je online vrienden via MSN Messenger. http://messenger.msn.nl/
| 8767|8697|2003-01-09 06:41:24|a_lepusa |Re: So what is everyone's real job?|
happy new year to ALL of you dudes!!

maybe i´m a lil late for response but i left before xmas 
for a 2 week holiday on small island near split/croatia.
WOW- haven´t seen such beauty for a looong while.
impressed me very much. had my RS with me to explore some and did so.

i´m similar with tom.
just did alot of jobs until i realized the need 
of a good paid, nice job. so i started some mm-school
and with my former photosop and xpress knowledge i managed
to get a job releasing and creating print-ads for some computer 
magazines - no more cleaning bars, making house moves for other 
people, garden -jobs, cleaning bins or anything else like this.
now i work like 14 days a month, get nice paid and can afford the 
instruments i want/like and still have the time to make some musik.
work as a freelancer too and want to give flash a REAL try. 
(did some flash work before but not very deep).

btw.
me and a friend are considering to start a little "every-year 
festival of electronic music" on this island where spent my holidays.
croatia is a virgin about techno/electronic kind of music and 
i freaked out almost while thinking about this idea of a 2-3 day 
festival in spring or autumn.
i am croatian origin and i would LOOOVE to bring electronic music to 
my home country and fellow croatians. it´s like you read a super
book or you see a cool film and recommend it to your friend to share 
thoughts and feelings...

do you remember YOUR strong feelings on you first techno party 
realizing the revolutiong going round the hole world????
croatia is almost like a white spot on the worlwide techno-map.

i´d have to check out circumstances first, talk to the mayor and
some administrations to get the permission for that kind of thing, 
include maybe the croatian radio to help me with organization and 
logistics and it would be hell lot of work, but kind of a dream.
there´s a castell for a possible location. it´s some hundred
years old and faces the adratic sea in direction italy to the 
neighbour-island where marco polo was born. the whole region looks 
like if a BIG hand had thrown some stones into the sea...

what do you guys think about that if i may ask you?
now there´s NOTHING like techno parties or live PA´s but the

http://messenger.msn.nl/


people had that glimpse in the eyes on the newyear´s bash, which 
was/is one of the rare possibilities for them down there to start 
something like a techno-party....

if i can get this thing happening i would LOVE to see some of you 
performing there. can´t pay big money but would try to take the
travelling costs and logis for the duration of the festival.

this is the RAW-concept of what i had in mind.
let me please know what you think, cos you´re true enthusiasts...

all the best for 2003, regards and respect to the group

-flim
| 8768|8768|2003-01-09 07:56:56|mopotbo |www.rs700.de und rs700.com - sites|
(english "translation" below)

Eben war ich mal wieder auf www.rs7000.DE / .COM und bin genervt!
was soll sowas? offensichtlich ist von der anfaenglichen euphorie der 
initiatoren nichts mehr uebrig geblieben, und so vegitiert die schöne 
domain nun mehr oder weniger dahin und wird absolut nicht 
weitergeplegt. 
wenn man sich schon www.rs700.com UND .de holt dann hat man doch 
eine gewisse verantwortung meine ich. 
genuegend zukuenftige rs-user gehen vor dem kauf warscheinlich auf 
diese seiten... wenn da dann eine "...more soon to come!" -seite 
auftaucht ist das ja wohl nur noch peinlich, gerade in anbetracht der 
tatsache, dass HIER im forum ja einiges geht und die user (sicherlich 
auch einige deutschsprachige) ja duchaus aktiv sind. 
mit der seite könnte man sicher so einiges machen, die ansätze (rs-
7000 user group usw.) waren ja recht gut. 
vielleicht ließt das ja auch einer der "macher" der seite...
das wichtigste wäre glaube ich erstmal links zu dieser yahoo-group, zur 
faq und zur www.rs7000.org zu setzen.... und dann nach und nach 
gemeinsam was hochziehen. ideen und wünsche könnte man ja hier 
sammeln.... 

gruss, 
bo

i just visited the www.rs7000.com / www.rs7000.de and it really got on 
my nerves whats happening with whose nice domains. i think every 
future user of the rs would check out how active the users are on 
forums and websites. "...more soon to come!" is what he gets... 
www.rs7000.com is the first adress for rs-issues, because not every 
newbie knows http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ i think. 
perhaps one of the owners of those domains is on this forum to justify 
himself ... 
the first thing should be to put big links to www.rs7000.org, the faq and 
this yahoo-group to show new users that the rs-community is alive.
perhaps we can start here to collect ideas for a relounched rs7000.com 

greets from berlin
bo
| 8769|8733|2003-01-09 07:58:50|Latif |Re: changing filter type with midi|
hey eric
do you mean you programmed a song, as in song-mode?
or do you call your pattern a song?

filter settings are stored in a track and the phrase itself,
if your filter still changes you can select 'HOLD - ON' for that
track (mixer screen 1), which should be enough in pattern mode,
so i don't know if that counts for song-mode also, or if it gets 
converted aswell during chain-convert.

if this still doesn't help, then browse back in the messages here
there you will find a question of mine recently posted a week ago, 
asking for sysex comand for chorus feedback, you will find an 
explanation on how to create sysex strings yourself, and in the manual
you can find the parameters for all the filters (except the new ones)

now maybe it works for you, but i just discovered that i couldn't
reach a certain chorus parameter with a sysex command, maybe
this is because sysex commands have to be triggered from an external 
sequencer like cubase, or maybe they don't work in pattern-mode
haven't figured it out yet.

goodluck, you bastard ;-)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/


Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "erik kneyber" wrote:
> 
> Dear group,
> 
> I just joined this group and have a question. I have some problems 
with the 
> filters in some songs.
> - At the start of the song on the selected track I choose the
> instrument as a control change.
> - When the sequence starts the right instrument plays, but with it's
> default filter settings. Is there a CC or SysEx than can change 
the
> filter from one type to another? I really need this change to be
> programmed cuz I need to play some songs live.
> 
> Thanx in advance,
> Erik Kneyber
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Chatten met je online vrienden via MSN Messenger. 
http://messenger.msn.nl/

| 8770|8768|2003-01-09 08:13:34|Latif |Re: www.rs700.de und rs700.com - sites|
nahh don't worry, when i bought the RS or maybe just one 
week before i got it in november 2001
i wasn't eating or sleeping... oh that's not what i wanted to say

i was allready searching for resources on the net and i stumbled 
on darren's site and right after that i found this group.

i also visited the dot com link at that time, which i didn't 
like at all so i stayed away from there, and not so long ago
someone here mentioned that the dialogue's in that forum of 
the abraxas thing was really poor and low.

so what i mean is, those really intrested in this/theire box
RS7K and looking for the better info ;) ,will search the net 
and eventually endup here and at .org

i guess that's why this is 'The RS7000 community underground' 

:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " wrote:
> (english "translation" below)
> 
> Eben war ich mal wieder auf www.rs7000.DE / .COM und bin genervt!
> was soll sowas? offensichtlich ist von der anfaenglichen euphorie 
der 
> initiatoren nichts mehr uebrig geblieben, und so vegitiert die 
schöne 
> domain nun mehr oder weniger dahin und wird absolut nicht 
> weitergeplegt. 
> wenn man sich schon www.rs700.com UND .de holt dann hat man doch 
> eine gewisse verantwortung meine ich. 
> genuegend zukuenftige rs-user gehen vor dem kauf warscheinlich auf 
> diese seiten... wenn da dann eine "...more soon to come!" -seite 
> auftaucht ist das ja wohl nur noch peinlich, gerade in anbetracht 
der 
> tatsache, dass HIER im forum ja einiges geht und die user 
(sicherlich 
> auch einige deutschsprachige) ja duchaus aktiv sind. 
> mit der seite könnte man sicher so einiges machen, die ansätze (rs-
> 7000 user group usw.) waren ja recht gut. 
> vielleicht ließt das ja auch einer der "macher" der seite...
> das wichtigste wäre glaube ich erstmal links zu dieser yahoo-group, 
zur 
> faq und zur www.rs7000.org zu setzen.... und dann nach und nach 
> gemeinsam was hochziehen. ideen und wünsche könnte man ja hier 
> sammeln.... 
> 
> gruss, 
> bo
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> 
> 
> 
> i just visited the www.rs7000.com / www.rs7000.de and it really got 
on 
> my nerves whats happening with whose nice domains. i think every 
> future user of the rs would check out how active the users are on 
> forums and websites. "...more soon to come!" is what he gets... 
> www.rs7000.com is the first adress for rs-issues, because not every 
> newbie knows http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ i think. 
> perhaps one of the owners of those domains is on this forum to 
justify 
> himself ... 
> the first thing should be to put big links to www.rs7000.org, the 
faq and 
> this yahoo-group to show new users that the rs-community is alive.
> perhaps we can start here to collect ideas for a relounched 
rs7000.com 
> 
> greets from berlin
> bo

| 8771|8771|2003-01-09 08:30:01|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: Croatia - Rocks :)|
My family is from there. We spent 2 weeks in Pula this past summer, and a
few days inland, in a town called Ogulin (mom's home town)

Yeah, it's beautiful on the coast...and cheap! I highly recommend it to
everyone :)

I would have to say that, personally, things felt a little uneasy inland.
Lots of remnants from the war...bad blood...that sorta thing. I was very
happy to leave for Köln, Germany! ahhhh, stability. Good ol'Germans :P

Something on the coast would rock. In Pula there's and old Coliseum that
actually still has live concerts (we missed Jamiroquai by one day)

anyway, food for thought.

My next live shows are gonna be RS7k only....trying to slim down the LivePA
rig...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: a_lepusa <a_lepusa@yahoo.de> [mailto:a_lepusa@yahoo.de] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2003 8:41 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: So what is everyone's real job?

happy new year to ALL of you dudes!!

maybe i´m a lil late for response but i left before xmas 
for a 2 week holiday on small island near split/croatia.
WOW- haven´t seen such beauty for a looong while.
impressed me very much. had my RS with me to explore some and did so.

i´m similar with tom.
just did alot of jobs until i realized the need 
of a good paid, nice job. so i started some mm-school
and with my former photosop and xpress knowledge i managed
to get a job releasing and creating print-ads for some computer 
magazines - no more cleaning bars, making house moves for other 
people, garden -jobs, cleaning bins or anything else like this.
now i work like 14 days a month, get nice paid and can afford the 
instruments i want/like and still have the time to make some musik.
work as a freelancer too and want to give flash a REAL try. 
(did some flash work before but not very deep).

btw.
me and a friend are considering to start a little "every-year 
festival of electronic music" on this island where spent my holidays.
croatia is a virgin about techno/electronic kind of music and 
i freaked out almost while thinking about this idea of a 2-3 day 
festival in spring or autumn.
i am croatian origin and i would LOOOVE to bring electronic music to 
my home country and fellow croatians. it´s like you read a super
book or you see a cool film and recommend it to your friend to share 
thoughts and feelings...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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do you remember YOUR strong feelings on you first techno party 
realizing the revolutiong going round the hole world????
croatia is almost like a white spot on the worlwide techno-map.

i´d have to check out circumstances first, talk to the mayor and
some administrations to get the permission for that kind of thing, 
include maybe the croatian radio to help me with organization and 
logistics and it would be hell lot of work, but kind of a dream.
there´s a castell for a possible location. it´s some hundred
years old and faces the adratic sea in direction italy to the 
neighbour-island where marco polo was born. the whole region looks 
like if a BIG hand had thrown some stones into the sea...

what do you guys think about that if i may ask you?
now there´s NOTHING like techno parties or live PA´s but the
people had that glimpse in the eyes on the newyear´s bash, which 
was/is one of the rare possibilities for them down there to start 
something like a techno-party....

if i can get this thing happening i would LOVE to see some of you 
performing there. can´t pay big money but would try to take the
travelling costs and logis for the duration of the festival.

this is the RAW-concept of what i had in mind.
let me please know what you think, cos you´re true enthusiasts...

all the best for 2003, regards and respect to the group

-flim

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
| 8772|8697|2003-01-09 08:30:30|Latif |Re: Tek festival in Croatia|

> happy new year to ALL of you dudes!!

same same :-)

> do you remember YOUR strong feelings on you first techno party 
> realizing the revolutiong going round the hole world????

uhhmm yes :-)

> croatia is almost like a white spot on the worlwide techno-map.

MUHAHAHAHAHAH, that was funny rofl! :P

> there´s a castell for a possible location. it´s some hundred
> years old and faces the adratic sea in direction italy to the 
> neighbour-island where marco polo was born. the whole region looks 
> like if a BIG hand had thrown some stones into the sea...

Those are the nice spots full of inspiration yes!

> if i can get this thing happening i would LOVE to see some of you 
> performing there. can´t pay big money but would try to take the
> travelling costs and logis for the duration of the festival.

i can live with that, i need a break anyway!
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> this is the RAW-concept of what i had in mind.
> let me please know what you think, cos you´re true enthusiasts...

i would love that to happen, and hope more RS/music freaks join also
i done many many many, hardcore techno sets in the underground
techno nomads scene, at all sorts of different locations, some inside,
some outside in the midle of fugging nowhere :-)

But i will spare you and not call them, as they would defenatly turn 
up there with many waggons and soundsystems, and turn the pretty 
litle peacefull beautyfull island into a techno drome on drugs 
hehehehe

Latif
| 8773|8697|2003-01-09 08:36:16|mopotbo |Re: OT: Croatia - Rocks :)|

> what do you guys think about that if i may ask you?

when an where ? great idea! do you think it is realistic to menage this
already this summer?
i´m with you! tell me how i can suppot that!

greets
bo
(breakbeat liveact, www.mopot.de)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
wrote:

> happy new year to ALL of you dudes!!
> 
> maybe i´m a lil late for response but i left before xmas 
> for a 2 week holiday on small island near split/croatia.
> WOW- haven´t seen such beauty for a looong while.
> impressed me very much. had my RS with me to explore some and 

did so.

> 
> i´m similar with tom.
> just did alot of jobs until i realized the need 
> of a good paid, nice job. so i started some mm-school
> and with my former photosop and xpress knowledge i managed
> to get a job releasing and creating print-ads for some computer 
> magazines - no more cleaning bars, making house moves for other 
> people, garden -jobs, cleaning bins or anything else like this.
> now i work like 14 days a month, get nice paid and can afford the 
> instruments i want/like and still have the time to make some musik.
> work as a freelancer too and want to give flash a REAL try. 
> (did some flash work before but not very deep).
> 
> btw.
> me and a friend are considering to start a little "every-year 
> festival of electronic music" on this island where spent my holidays.
> croatia is a virgin about techno/electronic kind of music and 
> i freaked out almost while thinking about this idea of a 2-3 day 
> festival in spring or autumn.
> i am croatian origin and i would LOOOVE to bring electronic music to 
> my home country and fellow croatians. it´s like you read a super
> book or you see a cool film and recommend it to your friend to share 
> thoughts and feelings...
> 
> do you remember YOUR strong feelings on you first techno party 
> realizing the revolutiong going round the hole world????
> croatia is almost like a white spot on the worlwide techno-map.
> 
> i´d have to check out circumstances first, talk to the mayor and
> some administrations to get the permission for that kind of thing, 
> include maybe the croatian radio to help me with organization and 
> logistics and it would be hell lot of work, but kind of a dream.
> there´s a castell for a possible location. it´s some hundred
> years old and faces the adratic sea in direction italy to the 
> neighbour-island where marco polo was born. the whole region looks 
> like if a BIG hand had thrown some stones into the sea...
> 
> what do you guys think about that if i may ask you?
> now there´s NOTHING like techno parties or live PA´s but the
> people had that glimpse in the eyes on the newyear´s bash, which 
> was/is one of the rare possibilities for them down there to start 
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> something like a techno-party....
> 
> if i can get this thing happening i would LOVE to see some of you 
> performing there. can´t pay big money but would try to take the
> travelling costs and logis for the duration of the festival.
> 
> this is the RAW-concept of what i had in mind.
> let me please know what you think, cos you´re true enthusiasts...
> 
> all the best for 2003, regards and respect to the group
> 
> -flim

| 8774|8722|2003-01-09 08:52:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K stops recording after the first couple of phrases are reco|
On Wednesday 08 January 2003 07:19, "Dimah wrote:

> Hey all.
>
> I am having a wierd problem. After i record couple of
> phrases,i am no longer being able to record in
> grid/overdub/replace modes... e.g i can programn the grid
> and it willn play but as soon as i exit grid record mode
> everything i entered disappears..

Very weird indeed. 

This only happened with one specific song or with several 
songs? You stated that is also happened with a previous OS?

How large is this song?

As Tom suggested, maybe send the song to Tom or me privately 
so that we can test it on our hardware.

- Robert
| 8776|8733|2003-01-09 09:27:52|tompaulsen2002 |Re: changing filter type with midi|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "erik kneyber" 
wrote:

> 
> Dear group,
> 
> I just joined this group and have a question. I have some 

problems with the 

> filters in some songs.
> - At the start of the song on the selected track I choose the
> instrument as a control change.
> - When the sequence starts the right instrument plays, but with 

it's

> default filter settings. Is there a CC or SysEx than can 

change the

> filter from one type to another? I really need this change to 

be

> programmed cuz I need to play some songs live.

Hmmm, i don't know if this helps but the manual has all necessary 
SysEx and CC's for all paramter, like filter settings etc.
Are you working in songmode oder patternmode?
Usually filtersettings are stored within a pattern.
I suggest also to take a deeper look into the RS in our 
filesection.

Hope it helps.

Töm
| 8779|8768|2003-01-09 09:40:13|tompaulsen2002 |Re: www.rs700.de und rs700.com - sites|
Lieber Bo, 

wenn's dich so sehr stört, steht es Dir frei an dieser Situation 
etwas zu ändern. Robert und ich sind leider schon vollauf mit 
dieser Mailing List und unserem Projekt beschäftigt, um uns auch 
noch darum zu kümmern. Aber wenn Du willst, bist du herzlich 
eingeladen, wie gesagt, an der rs7000.de und rs7000.com Situation 
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etwas zu ändern. Kontakt dürfte wohl, wenn man dem Link folgt, 
Abraxas Webdesign sein.

Viel Erfolg und halte uns auf dem laufenden.

Gruß, Töm

Dear Bo,

if it gets so much on your nerves, you are free to change 
something about this situation. Robert and i unfortunately are 
already quite busy with this mailing list and our project to take 
care of that also. But if you want, you are heartly invited, as 
said above, to change something about the rs7000.de and 
rs7000.com situation. Contact seems to be, if you follow the 
link, Abraxas Webdesign.

Good luck and keep us informed, please.

Cheers, Töm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 
wrote:

> (english "translation" below)
> 
> Eben war ich mal wieder auf www.rs7000.DE / .COM und bin 

genervt!

> was soll sowas? offensichtlich ist von der anfaenglichen 

euphorie der 

> initiatoren nichts mehr uebrig geblieben, und so vegitiert die 

schöne 

> domain nun mehr oder weniger dahin und wird absolut nicht 
> weitergeplegt. 
> wenn man sich schon www.rs700.com UND .de holt dann hat man 

doch 

> eine gewisse verantwortung meine ich. 
> genuegend zukuenftige rs-user gehen vor dem kauf warscheinlich 

auf 

> diese seiten... wenn da dann eine "...more soon to come!" 

-seite 

> auftaucht ist das ja wohl nur noch peinlich, gerade in 

anbetracht der 

> tatsache, dass HIER im forum ja einiges geht und die user 

(sicherlich 

> auch einige deutschsprachige) ja duchaus aktiv sind. 
> mit der seite könnte man sicher so einiges machen, die ansätze 

(rs-

> 7000 user group usw.) waren ja recht gut. 
> vielleicht ließt das ja auch einer der "macher" der seite...
> das wichtigste wäre glaube ich erstmal links zu dieser 

yahoo-group, zur 

> faq und zur www.rs7000.org zu setzen.... und dann nach und nach 
> gemeinsam was hochziehen. ideen und wünsche könnte man ja hier 
> sammeln.... 
> 
> gruss, 
> bo
> 
> 
> 
> i just visited the www.rs7000.com / www.rs7000.de and it really 
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got on 

> my nerves whats happening with whose nice domains. i think 

every 

> future user of the rs would check out how active the users are 

on 

> forums and websites. "...more soon to come!" is what he gets... 

> www.rs7000.com is the first adress for rs-issues, because not 

every 

> newbie knows http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ i think. 
> perhaps one of the owners of those domains is on this forum to 

justify 

> himself ... 
> the first thing should be to put big links to www.rs7000.org, 

the faq and 

> this yahoo-group to show new users that the rs-community is 

alive.

> perhaps we can start here to collect ideas for a relounched 

rs7000.com 

> 
> greets from berlin
> bo

| 8781|8697|2003-01-09 10:57:41|goodald |Re: Tek festival in Croatia|
they got 110 or 220 volts in croatia? :)
| 8782|8697|2003-01-09 11:00:30|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Tek festival in Croatia|
I thought the RS worked on both?!

:)

-----Original Message-----
From: goodald <datek@raverkids.com> [mailto:datek@raverkids.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2003 12:32 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Tek festival in Croatia

they got 110 or 220 volts in croatia? :)

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com <http://www.motifator.com> 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8783|8693|2003-01-09 11:03:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cymbals and Hihats, Bed Knobs and Broom Sticks|
On Tuesday 07 January 2003 17:09, "goodald wrote:

> does anyone have any good links or other suggestions that
> might help me understand how to make good use of the
> upper end of the percussion spectrum?
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I have only once suggestion at the moment:

Listen, listen, listen and then try, try, try. Then repeat.

- Robert
| 8784|8733|2003-01-09 11:40:55|Oscar Finch|Re: changing filter type with midi|
My suggestion is avoid sysex like the plague LOL.Ok when doing a pattern chain to song convert and/or working in song mode select the filter type you want.Turn
Parameter HOLD ON ;)Go thru the menu's and edit LFO's ADSR's ,Filter Envelopes etc... This is how you get what you want.Any variable effects sends ADSR /LFO
depth modulations ,pitchbends ,audio gates etc etc can then all be added as general controller data via the step sequencer.Scenes will store everything as a snap shot on
board.IE: Different filter configurations , effects , play effects setting etc etc etc...Use these 5 store slots wisely so you could go LP to HP to Dual BP/LP filters on a single
track using scene memories.Ditto for mute memories.Insert all these SCENE / MUTES / CC / CH AFTERTOUCH etc etc wherever needed for effect along the songs time
line.Don't overlook the PUT PHRASE function in song mode either that allows you to paste phrases at any bar location (much like cut and paste editing) with any phrase
on any track too.If you must use SYSEX I've tried this and it works.I borrowed my fathers MMT8 and tweeked the Master effects and other system exclusive paramters
with the two units slaved together. The MMT8 was more than happy to act as a sysex recording midi device for playback purposes with the RS.Handy for some dead
amazing resampling tricks too ;).Hope that helps.If not come back and we'll all laugh at you (just kidding) LOL :PGood luck.FaX--- On Thu 01/09, tompaulsen2002 <
tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 09 Jan 2003 16:27:48
-0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: changing filter type with midi--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "erik kneyber" wrote:> > Dear group,> > I just joined this group and have
a question. I have some problems with the > filters in some songs.> - At the start of the song on the selected track I choose the> instrument as a control change.> - When
the sequence starts the right instrument plays, but with it's> default filter settings. Is there a CC or SysEx than can change the> filter from one type to another? I really
need this change to be> programmed cuz I need to play some songs live.Hmmm, i don't know if this helps but the manual has all necessary SysEx and CC's for all
paramter, like filter settings etc.Are you working in songmode oder patternmode?Usually filtersettings are stored within a pattern.I suggest also to take a deeper look into
the RS in our filesection.Hope it helps.T�m===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo
unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo!
Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8785|8768|2003-01-09 12:16:17|mopotbo |Re: www.rs700.de und rs700.com - sites|
Hi Töm
Missverständniss: ich meinte nicht die die initiatoren des forums (als= 
o 
dich und robert), sondern ich meinte die die initiatoren der 
rs7000.de/.com seite (also abraxas-leute)! an die ging diese message. 
ich werde mich besser mal direkt mit denen in verbindung setzen.

machs gut, 
bo

PS: danke, dass ihr das mit dem forum hier so managed, das hier ist 
eine geniale einrichtung!

hi tom 
this is a misundersanding: i didn´t mean you but i thougt about the 
initiators of the rs7000.de/.com site

greets
bo

ps: thanks for this forum!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 
" wrote:

> Lieber Bo, 
> 
> wenn's dich so sehr stört, steht es Dir frei an dieser Situation 
> etwas zu ändern. Robert und ich sind leider schon vollauf mit 
> dieser Mailing List und unserem Projekt beschäftigt, um uns auch 
> noch darum zu kümmern. Aber wenn Du willst, bist du herzlich 
> eingeladen, wie gesagt, an der rs7000.de und rs7000.com Situation 
> etwas zu ändern. Kontakt dürfte wohl, wenn man dem Link folgt, 
> Abraxas Webdesign sein.
> 
> Viel Erfolg und halte uns auf dem laufenden.
> 
> Gruß, Töm
> 
> Dear Bo,
> 
> if it gets so much on your nerves, you are free to change 
> something about this situation. Robert and i unfortunately are 
> already quite busy with this mailing list and our project to take 
> care of that also. But if you want, you are heartly invited, as 
> said above, to change something about the rs7000.de and 
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> rs7000.com situation. Contact seems to be, if you follow the 
> link, Abraxas Webdesign.
> 
> Good luck and keep us informed, please.
> 
> Cheers, Töm
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 
> wrote:
> > (english "translation" below)
> > 
> > Eben war ich mal wieder auf www.rs7000.DE / .COM und bin 
> genervt!
> > was soll sowas? offensichtlich ist von der anfaenglichen 
> euphorie der 
> > initiatoren nichts mehr uebrig geblieben, und so vegitiert die 
> schöne 
> > domain nun mehr oder weniger dahin und wird absolut nicht 
> > weitergeplegt. 
> > wenn man sich schon www.rs700.com UND .de holt dann hat man 
> doch 
> > eine gewisse verantwortung meine ich. 
> > genuegend zukuenftige rs-user gehen vor dem kauf warscheinlich 
> auf 
> > diese seiten... wenn da dann eine "...more soon to come!" 
> -seite 
> > auftaucht ist das ja wohl nur noch peinlich, gerade in 
> anbetracht der 
> > tatsache, dass HIER im forum ja einiges geht und die user 
> (sicherlich 
> > auch einige deutschsprachige) ja duchaus aktiv sind. 
> > mit der seite könnte man sicher so einiges machen, die ansätze 
> (rs-
> > 7000 user group usw.) waren ja recht gut. 
> > vielleicht ließt das ja auch einer der "macher" der seite...
> > das wichtigste wäre glaube ich erstmal links zu dieser 
> yahoo-group, zur 
> > faq und zur www.rs7000.org zu setzen.... und dann nach und nach 
> > gemeinsam was hochziehen. ideen und wünsche könnte man ja 

hier 

> > sammeln.... 
> > 
> > gruss, 
> > bo
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > i just visited the www.rs7000.com / www.rs7000.de and it really 
> got on 
> > my nerves whats happening with whose nice domains. i think 
> every 
> > future user of the rs would check out how active the users are 
> on 
> > forums and websites. "...more soon to come!" is what he gets... 
> 
> > www.rs7000.com is the first adress for rs-issues, because not 
> every 
> > newbie knows http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ i think. 
> > perhaps one of the owners of those domains is on this forum to 
> justify 
> > himself ... 
> > the first thing should be to put big links to www.rs7000.org, 
> the faq and 
> > this yahoo-group to show new users that the rs-community is 
> alive.
> > perhaps we can start here to collect ideas for a relounched 
> rs7000.com 
> > 
> > greets from berlin
> > bo

| 8786|8697|2003-01-09 14:30:15|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Tek festival in Croatia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> I thought the RS worked on both?!
> 
> :)
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Mine works on 220 - 240V...:) German model...
| 8787|8768|2003-01-09 14:35:30|tompaulsen2002 |Re: www.rs700.de und rs700.com - sites|
I know, i understood you quite well. Thank you for the flowers. :) We 
love you too!

I think the Abraxas people are just gone with the wind. Guess someone 
wanted to lift off with it, but forgot to keep the site updated, 
probably didn´t had anytime for it anymore and so long rs7000.de.
Though you are right it´s a shame they don´t give this URL free for 
better usage.

Töm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " wrote:
> Hi Töm
> Missverständniss: ich meinte nicht die die initiatoren des 
forums (als=
> o 
> dich und robert), sondern ich meinte die die initiatoren der 
> rs7000.de/.com seite (also abraxas-leute)! an die ging diese 
message. 
> ich werde mich besser mal direkt mit denen in verbindung setzen.
> 
> machs gut, 
> bo
> 
> PS: danke, dass ihr das mit dem forum hier so managed, das hier ist 
> eine geniale einrichtung!
> 
> 
> hi tom 
> this is a misundersanding: i didn´t mean you but i thougt 
about the 
> initiators of the rs7000.de/.com site
> 
> greets
> bo
> 
> ps: thanks for this forum!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 
> " wrote:
> > Lieber Bo, 
> > 
> > wenn's dich so sehr stört, steht es Dir frei an dieser Situation 
> > etwas zu ändern. Robert und ich sind leider schon vollauf mit 
> > dieser Mailing List und unserem Projekt beschäftigt, um uns auch 
> > noch darum zu kümmern. Aber wenn Du willst, bist du herzlich 
> > eingeladen, wie gesagt, an der rs7000.de und rs7000.com Situation 
> > etwas zu ändern. Kontakt dürfte wohl, wenn man dem Link folgt, 
> > Abraxas Webdesign sein.
> > 
> > Viel Erfolg und halte uns auf dem laufenden.
> > 
> > Gruß, Töm
> > 
> > Dear Bo,
> > 
> > if it gets so much on your nerves, you are free to change 
> > something about this situation. Robert and i unfortunately are 
> > already quite busy with this mailing list and our project to take 
> > care of that also. But if you want, you are heartly invited, as 
> > said above, to change something about the rs7000.de and 
> > rs7000.com situation. Contact seems to be, if you follow the 
> > link, Abraxas Webdesign.
> > 
> > Good luck and keep us informed, please.
> > 
> > Cheers, Töm
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 
> > wrote:
> > > (english "translation" below)
> > > 
> > > Eben war ich mal wieder auf www.rs7000.DE / .COM und bin 
> > genervt!
> > > was soll sowas? offensichtlich ist von der anfaenglichen 
> > euphorie der 
> > > initiatoren nichts mehr uebrig geblieben, und so vegitiert die 
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> > schöne 
> > > domain nun mehr oder weniger dahin und wird absolut nicht 
> > > weitergeplegt. 
> > > wenn man sich schon www.rs700.com UND .de holt dann hat man 
> > doch 
> > > eine gewisse verantwortung meine ich. 
> > > genuegend zukuenftige rs-user gehen vor dem kauf warscheinlich 
> > auf 
> > > diese seiten... wenn da dann eine "...more soon to come!" 
> > -seite 
> > > auftaucht ist das ja wohl nur noch peinlich, gerade in 
> > anbetracht der 
> > > tatsache, dass HIER im forum ja einiges geht und die user 
> > (sicherlich 
> > > auch einige deutschsprachige) ja duchaus aktiv sind. 
> > > mit der seite könnte man sicher so einiges machen, die ansätze 
> > (rs-
> > > 7000 user group usw.) waren ja recht gut. 
> > > vielleicht ließt das ja auch einer der "macher" der seite...
> > > das wichtigste wäre glaube ich erstmal links zu dieser 
> > yahoo-group, zur 
> > > faq und zur www.rs7000.org zu setzen.... und dann nach und nach 
> > > gemeinsam was hochziehen. ideen und wünsche könnte man ja 
> hier 
> > > sammeln.... 
> > > 
> > > gruss, 
> > > bo
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > i just visited the www.rs7000.com / www.rs7000.de and it really 
> > got on 
> > > my nerves whats happening with whose nice domains. i think 
> > every 
> > > future user of the rs would check out how active the users are 
> > on 
> > > forums and websites. "...more soon to come!" is what he gets... 
> > 
> > > www.rs7000.com is the first adress for rs-issues, because not 
> > every 
> > > newbie knows http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ i think. 
> > > perhaps one of the owners of those domains is on this forum to 
> > justify 
> > > himself ... 
> > > the first thing should be to put big links to www.rs7000.org, 
> > the faq and 
> > > this yahoo-group to show new users that the rs-community is 
> > alive.
> > > perhaps we can start here to collect ideas for a relounched 
> > rs7000.com 
> > > 
> > > greets from berlin
> > > bo

| 8788|8756|2003-01-09 15:18:41|Mr.Smith|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k|
Just getting back to this topic for a moment. I have an MS2000 and the
RS. The Micro has the MS's engine and basically IS and MS just scaled
down and is minus just a couple of features.

Interestingly someone made the comment that the MS sound commercial then
referenced the NL3 as an option. Very interesting considering the MS
has has the 'grittier' sound of the 2. Its a must for the breaks/D&B
producers. Also the fact that the MS is overpriced. I know 2 other guys
who have them too and none of us payed more than $700 US for them new
(In Australia). Thats never the ticket price, you just wait for the
sales. 

At that price I think one has to be kinda nuts not to 'chuck one into
your kit' given the capabilities of the unit. Granted it seems limited
against other devices on factors like polyphony but then it's less than
half the price and has its own character that is extremely usable.

What I haven't done yet is sequence it off my RS. I've had my RS for
about 3 mths now and I'm really using it as a big sound module
controlled by cubase HOWEVER, What I have noticed is that sequences
controlled by the RS seem to have some kinda 'drive' and character that
I just don't seem to be able to create with cubase. This said I am now
thinking that I will have to start sequencing and controlling from the
RS for core sounds and triggering cubase for VSTi's/Reason 2. I am also
in the fortunate position to Creamware sound cards that run amazing
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Plugins on Sharc DSP chips with no latency, Perhaps 4 or 5 synths (it
even has a mind blowing modular w/over 140 modules :) ) at once with
effects.

I kind feel like this will be doing things a little backward compared to
what I'm used (all devices hard and soft can be controlled from my
cubase window) to but I've got to bring that RS drive into my mixes
somehow. 

Is this something that tends to be time consuming regardless of your
knowledge of the unit or once your learning curve is overcome, can be
worked like I might use cubase now??

ontiK.

-----Original Message-----
From: bilterfucht <wim_heymans@advalvas.be>
[mailto:wim_heymans@advalvas.be] 
Sent: Thursday, 9 January 2003 6:53 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] MicroKorg and RS7k

I bought the MicroKorg some four weeks ago and i must say that i 
really love it. It is really easy to work with and you can get some 
pretty f***ing fat sounds out of it. 

In the past, when i bought an SY-77, i had some problems concerning 
knob movements on the RS to control the SY. With the MicroKorg, this 
problem does not exist, the Micro automatically responds to the RS 
knob movements and vice versa. 

I cannot really compare it to the MS2000r. I heard the sounds of both 
in a shop and they were very alike (read: the same). The Micro does 
not have a sequencer but hey, we have an RS.

I use the Micro for making basslines and for the Vocoder part. With 
two oscillators (+ noise) and four virtual patches you can come up 
with some very 'moving' sounds.

The only thing that's rather negative is the fact that you can only 
use one sound at a time. 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8789|8756|2003-01-09 15:28:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k|
On Thursday 09 January 2003 22:56, Mr.Smith wrote:

> I kind feel like this will be doing things a little
> backward compared to what I'm used (all devices hard and
> soft can be controlled from my cubase window) to but I've
> got to bring that RS drive into my mixes somehow.
>
> Is this something that tends to be time consuming
> regardless of your knowledge of the unit or once your
> learning curve is overcome, can be worked like I might
> use cubase now??

The 'drive' you mention may the rock steady timing of the 
RS, something I never found in Cubase (or Logic). Both need 
their dedicated hardware MIDI boxes (like the AMT8 for 
Logic) to fix the MIDI timing issues. So that's your first 
option: get the dedicated Steinberg MIDI hardware box and 
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continue your current way of working.

Another explanation for the RS 'drive' may be that the RS, 
when played from its internel sequencer has play fx 
features (like grid groove, midi delay) that are not 
available when triggered from an external sequencer. At 
least that's the current point of view, still haven't 
tested it thoroughly. So here's another option: use the 
RS's built in sequencer and slave it to Cubase (using that 
hardware midi box). This is a nice in-between option, as 
you can still use Cubase, and at the same time max out the 
RS.

- Robert
| 8790|8756|2003-01-09 15:40:40|tompaulsen2002 |Re: MicroKorg and RS7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr.Smith" wrote:

> Interestingly someone made the comment that the MS sound commercial 

then

> referenced the NL3 as an option. 

Well, wrong. I said the preset sound commercial on the MS2k and i 
didn´t make any reference to the NL3, i said i will keep on saving 
for a NL3. Which is quite expensive also, but lordy...that interface! 
Synthesists heaven!!

But the sound is always taste and you can´t argue about taste, right?

>lso the fact that the MS is overpriced.

compared with a Micro-Q that goes for the same price, but has triple 
times amount of features plus the better sound (IMHO) yes it is 
overpriced.

>Granted it seems limited
> against other devices on factors like polyphony but then it's less 

than

> half the price and has its own character that is extremely usable.

Not true...as i already said...Micro Q costs the same and offers much 
more bang for the money.

> What I haven't done yet is sequence it off my RS. I've had my RS 

for

> about 3 mths now and I'm really using it as a big sound module
> controlled by cubase HOWEVER, What I have noticed is that sequences
> controlled by the RS seem to have some kinda 'drive' and character 

that

> I just don't seem to be able to create with cubase. 

You can say i am nuts, but i still believe, doesn´t matter how many 
Gigahertz a PC can have...it will never ever be able to produce tight 
MIDIclock. That´s why so many people are still using Atari ST´s or 
all kinds of other hardware sequencer like the RM1x, RS7000. 
Or...they use external MIDI clock units, like the AMT8...
| 8791|8791|2003-01-09 15:48:48|tompaulsen2002 |OT: new AW16g site|
Off Topic but i wanted to share this with you, since i know that a 
couple of people here (huhu Oscar, Latif) have a AW16G...there´s a 
new site (up since 13th Dec. 2002) for it with a nice forum, some 
FAQ´s and articles to download:

http://www.aw16g.com
| 8792|8792|2003-01-09 16:34:00|synthe. labo|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k MORE ON MS2000r|

>Just getting back to this topic for a moment. I have an MS2000 and the
>RS. The Micro has the MS's engine and basically IS and MS just scaled
>down and is minus just a couple of features.
>
>Interestingly someone made the comment that the MS sound commercial then
>referenced the NL3 as an option. Very interesting considering the MS
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>has has the 'grittier' sound of the 2. Its a must for the breaks/D&B
>producers.

uaaaa
this IS interesting, please tell me more
is it used by a lot of breaks and d&bass producers for the BASSESS it can 
make?
does it makes great basses?
i could be really interested in it....
maybe i could sell my MicroQ that sometimes i love and sometimes i hate....

please, tell me more :)

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Solo posta desiderata. Solo promozioni mozzafiato. MSN Offerte Speciali 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/so/
| 8793|8792|2003-01-09 18:06:22|tompaulsen2002 |Re: MicroKorg and RS7k MORE ON MS2000r|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:

> uaaaa
> this IS interesting, please tell me more
> is it used by a lot of breaks and d&bass producers for the BASSESS 

it can 

> make?
> does it makes great basses?
> i could be really interested in it....
> maybe i could sell my MicroQ that sometimes i love and sometimes i 

hate....

lol..Marco...that would be the third time you sold a MicroQ? And i 
see you are still searching for the holy bass-grail...my 
suggestion...forget about digital or VA synths for that matter...get 
a real analogue one:

Vermona M.A.R.S./PerFourmer (www.vermona.de)
Jomox Sunsyn (www.jomox.de)
Alesis Andromeda (www.alesis.com)
Moog Voyager
FutureRetro FR777 (www.future-retro.com)

And the best priced ones:

MFB Synth (http://www.mfberlin.de/Produkte/Musikelektronik/MFB-
SYNTH/mfb-synth.html)
MAM MB33II/Taurus (http://www.mam-germany.de)

:)
| 8794|8792|2003-01-09 18:07:28|tompaulsen2002 |Re: MicroKorg and RS7k MORE ON MS2000r|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:

> does it makes great basses?

I forgot one...Waldorf Pulse or...spice up what you already have with 
an analogue filterbox, like the Vermona DAF1
| 8795|8756|2003-01-09 18:20:07|Mr.Smith|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k|
I see what you're getting at and yeah I have actually slaved the RS and
had sequences stored within in it at that time. Can I use RS Sequences
to control the MS2000 and still have it slave of Cubase rather than use
Cubase to sequence the MS?? I know what you mean about the grid groove
and its one of my favourite features of the RS

Oh and the other thing. My Cubase is actually attached to the Creamware
clock and that's a bullet-proof item too. But ultimately it is Cubase
sending the note on/note off and that just seems a bit lifeless to me.

I'm really interested in driving the MS with the RS so I think is going
to be my next point of study. Thanks for your help.

Cheers
ontiK.
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-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Friday, 10 January 2003 9:29 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] MicroKorg and RS7k

On Thursday 09 January 2003 22:56, Mr.Smith wrote:
> I kind feel like this will be doing things a little
> backward compared to what I'm used (all devices hard and
> soft can be controlled from my cubase window) to but I've
> got to bring that RS drive into my mixes somehow.
>
> Is this something that tends to be time consuming
> regardless of your knowledge of the unit or once your
> learning curve is overcome, can be worked like I might
> use cubase now??

The 'drive' you mention may the rock steady timing of the 
RS, something I never found in Cubase (or Logic). Both need 
their dedicated hardware MIDI boxes (like the AMT8 for 
Logic) to fix the MIDI timing issues. So that's your first 
option: get the dedicated Steinberg MIDI hardware box and 
continue your current way of working.

Another explanation for the RS 'drive' may be that the RS, 
when played from its internel sequencer has play fx 
features (like grid groove, midi delay) that are not 
available when triggered from an external sequencer. At 
least that's the current point of view, still haven't 
tested it thoroughly. So here's another option: use the 
RS's built in sequencer and slave it to Cubase (using that 
hardware midi box). This is a nice in-between option, as 
you can still use Cubase, and at the same time max out the 
RS.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8796|8756|2003-01-09 18:21:46|Mr.Smith|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k|
HI Tom

I agree totally. The NL3 is on my shopping list too and yeah that
interface is the business. It is how a synths interface should be.
Personally I've found the NL's sound 'fluffier' than the MS but again
this is all just taste and I do try and produce all sorts of styles so
this is where I see an NL fitting in.

Also my PC slaves to my CW sound card and it clock IS as tight as any
hardware. it operates as a separate entity within the box. IE when
Windows crashes the cards still works!?!?! Problem is that bloody
Cubase still handles the note on/note off and that is where the
limitation lies unfortunately. All CW card owners wish for a sequencer
that works ON the card so we can get to capitalise on the cards
abilities but alas we don't have it so other means are sort.... The PC
dream? Ableton's Live & a CW Sequencer. Oh My!

ontiK.

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
[mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
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Sent: Friday, 10 January 2003 9:40 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: MicroKorg and RS7k

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr.Smith" wrote:
> Interestingly someone made the comment that the MS sound commercial 
then
> referenced the NL3 as an option. 
Well, wrong. I said the preset sound commercial on the MS2k and i 
didn´t make any reference to the NL3, i said i will keep on saving 
for a NL3. Which is quite expensive also, but lordy...that interface! 
Synthesists heaven!!

But the sound is always taste and you can´t argue about taste, right?

>lso the fact that the MS is overpriced.

compared with a Micro-Q that goes for the same price, but has triple 
times amount of features plus the better sound (IMHO) yes it is 
overpriced.
>Granted it seems limited
> against other devices on factors like polyphony but then it's less 
than
> half the price and has its own character that is extremely usable.
Not true...as i already said...Micro Q costs the same and offers much 
more bang for the money.

> What I haven't done yet is sequence it off my RS. I've had my RS 
for
> about 3 mths now and I'm really using it as a big sound module
> controlled by cubase HOWEVER, What I have noticed is that sequences
> controlled by the RS seem to have some kinda 'drive' and character 
that
> I just don't seem to be able to create with cubase. 

You can say i am nuts, but i still believe, doesn´t matter how many 
Gigahertz a PC can have...it will never ever be able to produce tight 
MIDIclock. That´s why so many people are still using Atari ST´s or 
all kinds of other hardware sequencer like the RM1x, RS7000. 
Or...they use external MIDI clock units, like the AMT8...
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8797|8797|2003-01-09 18:21:57|phoen1x909 |TWE?|
I'm running Win98se, my PC detects my RS7000 no problem. But why does 
the TWE program think I have a A3000. It says A3000 not present. Any 
one have this problem. If so How do you get this to work.
| 8798|8792|2003-01-09 18:41:43|Oscar Finch|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k MORE ON MS2000r|
Yep I've seen MicroWave I and II models for as little as $500 AUS and the MicrowaveII is exactly the same synth engine as the famed Waldorf XT. I'm pretty tempted on
the Microwave - hmmm analog and like a PPG in a rack.The MS2000 does weird VERY well. You have to be prepared to dig deep and ring the most out of the 3 * 16step
parallel mod sequencer and 4* virtual patch bay. As a lead and bass machine & or weird sound effects unit is is very good value.The Oberheim Matrix6R - DCO's but
analog filter's . Not the snappiest envelopes in the universe (so some mmog type basses etc are a no go) but the modulation matrix is BRILLIANT and gives you a lot of
modular patching ability and a huge sonic pallette. Yamaha SY77/TG77(rack)-overlook beauty w/ classic sounds and probably the best hibrid implementation of FM yet
with resonant filters too.I'll get bagged for this but hey ..Redsound Elevata - minimal to no effects internally w/ an excellent UI , sounds very very very dirty nasty and
downright obnoxious. An unusual slant on VA sonically , not clean and refined and kinda farts ,burps and rumbles like an old Korg MS20 (well it's the closest thing I'd
compare it to sonically). Not everyones cup of tea but greatly overlooked and the fact that it's not so "lusted" after means A) cheap prices and B)more unique sounds for
you ;).If I just might add if you dont have the output expander get one .........Before buying anything else I'd suggest a DAW of sorts. Seperate outs and some good quality
outboard gear.I'd suggest POD - Filter Pro the POD - Modulation Pro - Pod Delay Pro with one TC and one Lexicon effects unit and say either a Mutronics Mutator or
Sherman Filterbank. I'd say you'd get most sounds commonly heard today (and then some)just using the RS7000 with those a mixer and a decent patchbay.Hope that adds
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to the honey pot somewhat.All I'm using right now is a K4R , TG-33 ,RS7000 ,EPS16+ ,ER-1 and SP808EX which is not much but it does go along way when used
effectively.--- On Thu 01/09, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To:
RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 10 Jan 2003 01:07:26 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: MicroKorg and RS7k MORE ON MS2000r--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com,
"synthe. labo" wrote:> does it makes great basses?I forgot one...Waldorf Pulse or...spice up what you already have with an analogue filterbox, like the Vermona
DAF1===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe
from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8799|8733|2003-01-09 21:20:02|Latif |Re: changing filter type with midi|
OSCAR!!!!

>.If you must use SYSEX I've tried this and it works.I borrowed my 

fathers MMT8 and tweeked the Master effects and other system 
exclusive paramters with the two units slaved together. The MMT8 was 
more than happy to act as a sysex recording midi device for playback 
purposes with the RS.Handy for some dead amazing resampling tricks 
too ;).<

did you use the MMT for sysex with the RS in patern-mode?? :)
cause if that worked then i should pick up my MMT today
I have it stashed some where at a friends house :)

i really need to be able to trigger some fx parameters
in step mode for some uber cool weird shit, like the chorus feedback
and if it works then i finally be able to write crazy sequences for 
the AM synth fx that's in the RS.

all and al, i really still don't understand, why the RS itself
doesn't trigger the parameters with the sysex command without
the need of a external sequencer.. :-\
what use is the sysex input in the editor screen then??
is only for sending sysex to midi-output then

hmmmm, coffeeeeeeee :P

Latif
| 8800|8791|2003-01-09 21:33:49|Latif |Re: OT: new AW16g site|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> Off Topic but i wanted to share this with you, since i know that a 
> couple of people here (huhu Oscar, Latif) have a AW16G...there´s a 
> new site (up since 13th Dec. 2002) for it with a nice forum, some 
> FAQ´s and articles to download:
> 
> http://www.aw16g.com

yes Tom i am aware of it, it's in my bookmarks ;)
it's way better initiative then awinspire, which is actually a
mirror for aw16g section of motiforum.com.
anyway thanks!
:P
| 8801|8580|2003-01-09 23:00:56|k_eve_l |Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|
Hey I have this problem too...

I play live with the sections (A-P) looping live (usually 1-8 bars
long). Then when I run out of sections (i.e. at the end of P), I go
into the next Style. What I love about this is that I have unlimited
Sequences...The whole reason I sold the MPC(you only get 99 seqs) to
buy the RS.

So let's say I'm using only one synth, dx200, that only has one timbre
(the other 3 timbres are drums the rs already has) and I need to
switch the patch to another sound (edit>program change) I get that
delay that synthlabo is talking about. 

I follow Robert's and the guy I called from Yamaha last year
directions to the letter. But when I flip it to a new Style...and
then change the Program Change to a new patch on the DX200 I run into
the same prob again of the pause at the begining of the pattern when
it loops. I'm aware that once the Program Change message is sent from
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RS to DX that it won't change untill I send another but I'm going to
need to send at least 6-10 Program Changes to the DX200 or I'm not
bringing it to the DX to the gig. Will just fly solo with the RS and
808 but I love that DX sound.

I cannot just stop after each and every Style and do a "blank pattern"
to set Program Changes. My audience will walk away.

Help. Again I love this group and always look to the ideas!

Thanks,

Kevin Reynolds
breathing in detroit

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> >Well, you know what happens when you send a Program Change
> >message to your beloved NordMod? Same as selecting a patch
> >on the machine. It drops out several seconds to rebuilld a
> >new DSP image for the selected patch.
> >
> >Now suppose this PC message is inserted in a phrase on the
> >RS, and that phrase loops, as is usual in pattern mode.
> >Everytime the phrase loops and sends out the inserted PC
> >message to the NM, your synth will choke for a couple of
> >seconds.

| 8802|8802|2003-01-10 01:02:38|jason |where can i find oscar's music?|
I have read all the praise of this guy's talent; I would like to check 
his stuff out. Where can I find some of his tunes? 

thanks,

jas
| 8803|8802|2003-01-10 02:59:59|faxorgy |Re: where can i find oscar's music?|
I shall reluctantly and embarassingly reply :O .....
Ummm dude I'm nuttin' special and have a long way to go artistically 
to reach my musical vision but .........
OK Trk 1: Mouth Of Madness was done using the RS7000 , one SP808EX 
vsynth patch and one Yamaha TG33 patch . The external patches are 
sampled into the RS7000 so what your hearing is 100% output from the 
RS7000. I don't own a DAW yet so I had to use my crappy 808EX as a 
basic stereo 4 track and then burn't the whole thing to domestic CDR 
Audio (JVC recorder). This is more indicative of my current style.

Trk 2: Dusk Till Dawn - is an old RM1X track (personally I feel the 
sounds suffer for it). It was done using the RM1X an ER-1 and EA-1 
(nothing else) and recorded live to CDR audio again. I'm not totally 
happy with it in hindsight (easily said) but it is over 2 years old.

You improve alot in 2 years.

Basically Mouth of Madness was a reaction to all the knockers of the 
RS7000. I just wanted to show people what it was capable of. My newer 
material will be using a K4R , A3000 V2.0, Micro Q , MS2000R ,RS7000 
and AW16G - finally saved enough to get serious :P .
I'll have my own web site up later this year and hopefully some 
CD/CD's for sale from the site......
It's gonna be a busy one.

Anyway the link is http://www.mp3.com.au/ZionMainframe

Listen to in the Mouth of Madness first though as I'm happier with it 
as an overall peice. Not for everyones tastes but if you enjoy it or 
otherwise it's all good ;)

Thanks for asking but god that was embarassing to read 
(sorry) :confused: .....

Over'n'Out
FaX
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jason " 
wrote:

> I have read all the praise of this guy's talent; I would like to 

check 

> his stuff out. Where can I find some of his tunes? 
> 
> thanks,
> 
> jas

| 8804|8697|2003-01-10 05:25:26|a_lepusa |Re: Tek festival in Croatia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > I thought the RS worked on both?!
> > 
> > :)
> 
> Mine works on 220 - 240V...:) German model...

in croatia it´s 220V, had mine with me, worked without probs...
-flim
| 8805|8805|2003-01-10 06:13:26|a_lepusa |tek-festival in croatia|
ok guys, thank you for your responses first!

to make things a little more transparent:
these were my first thoughts about something like this...

first event would possibly be in spring or autumn
2004, cos its waaaay to late for this year, think of 
the organization, booking of artists and so on.
next point is, i live in munich, so it would take me 
some trips down there to check places and have talks
with responsible people. can´t manage it for this year!!

spring or autmun would be perfect, cos it´s pre-/post
touristic season and the hotels and private rooms are all 
empty, i´d have to talk to a lokal travelling bureau and all
stuff like that. besides weather would´nt be as hot as in summer. 

first i wanted to have some feedback from the group, to hear 
if the ass full of work would be worthwhile the effort.
well it seems to, right now.
my plan was to envolve croatian radio stations and maybe even
talk to the government (ministry of culture/education)if they 
would support something like my really mad plan...

core of my plan was to get 3 big acts, each for one evening to
be the header and "fill" the rest of the time with deejays and 
smaller, unknown live acts.

my favourite headers would be HIA(Higher Intelligence Agency)
Der Dritte Raum (know them personally) and let´s say Orbital; 
that would be fantastic. 

have to contact my croatian friend and as soon as i know more 
i´ll keep you up to date.

thanks again guys, later
-flim
| 8806|8792|2003-01-10 06:17:09|mopotbo |Re: MicroKorg and ... OT: dnb/breaks Basses|

> uaaaa
> this IS interesting, please tell me more
> is it used by a lot of breaks and d&bass producers for the BASSESS 

it can 

> make?
> does it makes great basses?
> i could be really interested in it....
> maybe i could sell my MicroQ that sometimes i love and sometimes i 

hate....

> 
> please, tell me more :)
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> 
> ciao-marco
> 

hi marco 
i think selling your miroQ and getting a korg wouldn´t make you 
happier. for good dnb/breakbeat basses it is not tooooooooooooo 
important wich synth you have. the point is how you manipulate the 
sound. take your miroQ with a bassy 3-osc detuned sound, sample it, 
compress it, fiter it, resample it, take one the new double-filters 
of OS1.2, resample it ...aso. 

greets bo
| 8807|8805|2003-01-10 06:41:03|Alex Bazan |Re: tek-festival in croatia|
if you want more things beyond techno, electronica. i play bass on a 
slowcore (low, hood) band....
also when i have my rs7k (hopefully in few months time) and i begin 
to master it, i will begin a parallel electronica project. i'm 
interested mainly on electro, d&b, and indietronica (múm, lali 
puna...) depends on who i'll find, the direction i'll take =) =) or 
probably i'll get on my own... but the idea is to find someone and 
jam with machines. (*drool* i'm anxious about it)

alex.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
wrote:

> ok guys, thank you for your responses first!
> 
> to make things a little more transparent:
> these were my first thoughts about something like this...

| 8808|8805|2003-01-10 06:59:11|a_lepusa |Re: tek-festival in croatia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Bazan " 
wrote:

> if you want more things beyond techno, electronica. i play bass on 

a 

> slowcore (low, hood) band....
> also when i have my rs7k (hopefully in few months time) and i begin 
> to master it, i will begin a parallel electronica project. i'm 
> interested mainly on electro, d&b, and indietronica (múm, lali 
> puna...) depends on who i'll find, the direction i'll take =) =) or 
> probably i'll get on my own... but the idea is to find someone and 
> jam with machines. (*drool* i'm anxious about it)
> 
> alex.

did i say techno? no!!

should be a festival of ELECTRONIC MUZIQ, 
i.e House, D´n´B, Electronica, IDM, Ambient...
like ALL those children of big mama "techno". 
EVERY sort of tech/elektronik muziq would be most welcome.

later, 
-flim
| 8809|8809|2003-01-10 07:19:27|Ronald|Re: Subject: Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|

>I cannot just stop after each and every Style and do a "blank pattern"
>to set Program Changes. My audience will walk away.
>
>Help. Again I love this group and always look to the ideas!
>
>Thanks,
>
>Kevin Reynolds
>breathing in detroit

Maybe a little obvious but i will tell you my way of linking styles live.
I use a second (small) sequnecer - a Korg ES1 - and sync it with the RS.
I use for every theme just one style with only a few sections.
I load the styles in the same order as the programs on the ES-1 (and DX200)
When i want to change styles i turn (slowly) the main volume of the RS and
let the last playing loops fade away while the ES-1 is still going strong.
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Than i have all the time to let the style and program changes switch and
than i fade in the RS with one or two loops unmuted.
At a given time i mute the ES-1 => no more beats and unmute (after a
measure or two) some heavy (break)beat tracks on the RS, when done right it
can give a very huge boost.
This way your songs/themes will flow very smooth into each other and will
keep the people dancing.

I also own a DX200 but untill now i sample it to reduce the lice set.
Oh and i use a KAOSS pad II to spice things up.

Grtz. Roonan
| 8810|8810|2003-01-10 07:19:29|Ronald|Re: Cubase vs RS sequencing by ontiK.|

> I kind feel like this will be doing things a little backward compared to
> what I'm used (all devices hard and soft can be controlled from my
> cubase window) to but I've got to bring that RS drive into my mixes
> somehow.

> Is this something that tends to be time consuming regardless of your
> knowledge of the unit or once your learning curve is overcome, can be
> worked like I might use cubase now??

>ontiK.

I know what you mean;
I've been a very big fan of logic with a lot of plugin's and a lot of
hardware.
But my songs always sounded very static.
Then i bought an ES-1 and fell in love with the easy of sequencing hardware
and sequencing with your ears and not your eyes (and mouse).
After that i made a couple of mixes live (ES-1 and MC-505) sequences and i
never had so much fun making music......

Than i sold almost all my hardware and bought the RS7000 wich by my opinion
is a cult machine with no comparison.
The real power lies in it's sequencer/sampler/rompler combination.
So i never understand people who only use it as a soundmodule/sampler,
that's a terrible waste of such raw power!

Yes, it is hard work to master the machine but it will pay back more than
you can ever imagine.............
Most important is that you develop your own way of working and make it
second nature, this way at the end you will be able to make music without
thinking, just pure expression, like it should be.
You will never achieve this with Cubase or Logic because there are to much
possibillities, it's better to excel in simplicity.
So my advise: Reduce your set and make the sequences with the RS, a smile on
your face guaranteed.

Grtz. Roonan
| 8811|8811|2003-01-10 08:29:22|Eric2s |How do I get stuff from Pattern to Song mode?|
Can someone help? I would like to get grooves I create in the 
pattern mode into the Song mode. In otherwords, I have a number of 
patterns created that I can link in the Pattern Chain Mode, but I 
would like to 'mix' them into a final version in the song mode so 
that I can then sync the final version with my AW4416.

Thanks in advance!

tompaulsen - thanks for the help syncing my RS7000 with my AW4416 -- 
TOTALY SWEEEET!

Oh, for my day job I'm a Testing Analyst at a large software develop 
company. Recording is a passion, but more of a hobby. I don't think 
the world is ready for the stuff that I produce. Or they were ready 
but that was 20 years ago. Who knows?

theFLASH
| 8812|8811|2003-01-10 09:11:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do I get stuff from Pattern to Song mode?|
On Friday 10 January 2003 16:11, "Eric2s wrote:

> Can someone help? I would like to get grooves I create
> in the pattern mode into the Song mode. In otherwords, I
> have a number of patterns created that I can link in the
> Pattern Chain Mode, but I would like to 'mix' them into a
> final version in the song mode so that I can then sync
> the final version with my AW4416.



In Pattern Chain mode, use job #5 Convert to Song.

- Robert
| 8813|8580|2003-01-10 10:43:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|
On Friday 10 January 2003 07:00, "k_eve_l wrote:

> Hey I have this problem too...
>
> I play live with the sections (A-P) looping live (usually
> 1-8 bars long). Then when I run out of sections (i.e. at
> the end of P), I go into the next Style. What I love
> about this is that I have unlimited Sequences...The whole
> reason I sold the MPC(you only get 99 seqs) to buy the
> RS.

Okay, but the moment you cross the style border you will get 
this short delay because the RS (like most other synths) 
has to update the hardware based on the new style 
parameters (effects, play-fx, etc).

To prevent the RS from doing this, try to set the Utility 
parameter Voice Setup To TG to off. I used this on the 
QY700 with success, but have yet to try it on the RS.

This of course means that the RS won't update the hardware 
to new settings that were programmed for the style you 
jumped to.

>
> So let's say I'm using only one synth, dx200, that only
> has one timbre (the other 3 timbres are drums the rs
> already has) and I need to switch the patch to another
> sound (edit>program change) I get that delay that
> synthlabo is talking about.

No, the conditions for the delay on the RS are described 
above. Sending a PC message to an external synth will 
probably cause a delay in that synth, but will not affect 
the RS in any way.

>
> I follow Robert's and the guy I called from Yamaha last
> year directions to the letter. But when I flip it to a
> new Style...and then change the Program Change to a new
> patch on the DX200 I run into the same prob again of the
> pause at the begining of the pattern when it loops. I'm
> aware that once the Program Change message is sent from
> RS to DX that it won't change untill I send another but
> I'm going to need to send at least 6-10 Program Changes
> to the DX200 or I'm not bringing it to the DX to the gig.
> Will just fly solo with the RS and 808 but I love that
> DX sound.
>
> I cannot just stop after each and every Style and do a
> "blank pattern" to set Program Changes. My audience will
> walk away.

I hope that the delay issue is clearly described above. 
To program your synth without inserting a blank space, 
simply insert these PC midi events in the beginning of a 
phrase with note data, or at the end of a phrase just 
preceding it. 

The scenario I described was to illustrate how an external 
synth can be controlled from the RS. But that phrase does 
not have to be empty. An sending a PC message from the RS 
does not cause a delay in the RS. Style changes do that.

- Robert
| 8814|8756|2003-01-10 10:53:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MicroKorg and RS7k|
On Thursday 09 January 2003 23:38, Mr.Smith wrote:

> I see what you're getting at and yeah I have actually
> slaved the RS and had sequences stored within in it at
> that time. Can I use RS Sequences to control the MS2000
> and still have it slave of Cubase rather than use Cubase
> to sequence the MS?? I know what you mean about the grid



> groove and its one of my favourite features of the RS

Sure you can. Simply slave the RS to an external midi 
source, *and* connect the MS to one of the RS midi outputs. 
The RS tempo will then be controlled by the external midi 
clock, but the RS will still behave as expected.

> Oh and the other thing. My Cubase is actually attached
> to the Creamware clock and that's a bullet-proof item
> too. But ultimately it is Cubase sending the note
> on/note off and that just seems a bit lifeless to me.

The tightness of the midi output of programs like Cubase, 
Logic, Cakewalk etc has been reduced to pulp over the last 
couple of years, due to added audio and other features. 
Also, Windows was not designed for real-time functions like 
MIDI. 

To fix that problem, both Steinberg and Emagic have released 
dedicated hardware used to transmit midi data. This is done 
by timestamping the outgoing midi events in Cubase/Logic 
and sending bulks of stamped midi data *ehead of time* to 
that hardware device. The device, not bothered by 
gui/audio/windows problems, now sends each midi event to 
its destination once the hardware clock matches the even't 
timestamp.

Simply try one for a while and see if it changes the quality 
of the midi output. Btw, you can't exchange these devices 
since each company uses its own protocal for timestamping.

- Robert
| 8815|8805|2003-01-10 16:12:00|Oscillator505|Re: tek-festival in croatia|

> my favourite headers would be HIA(Higher Intelligence Agency)
> Der Dritte Raum (know them personally) and let´s say Orbital;
> that would be fantastic.

If you can pull this off I'll come down for a vacation just to see Orbital
:) and I live in Seattle (usa) - my girlfriend is from Macedonia (hopefully
I'm not instigating any hatred feelings here :) )

You're talking big time project, lots of coordination with people all over
the world , I respect your ambition :)... and hopefully Giorgio Bushio will
not drop bombs there just because we decide to have a party :)...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <a_lepusa@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2003 5:08 AM
Subject: [RS7000] tek-festival in croatia

> ok guys, thank you for your responses first!
>
> to make things a little more transparent:
> these were my first thoughts about something like this...
>
> first event would possibly be in spring or autumn
> 2004, cos its waaaay to late for this year, think of
> the organization, booking of artists and so on.
> next point is, i live in munich, so it would take me
> some trips down there to check places and have talks
> with responsible people. can´t manage it for this year!!
>
> spring or autmun would be perfect, cos it´s pre-/post
> touristic season and the hotels and private rooms are all
> empty, i´d have to talk to a lokal travelling bureau and all
> stuff like that. besides weather would´nt be as hot as in summer.
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>
> first i wanted to have some feedback from the group, to hear
> if the ass full of work would be worthwhile the effort.
> well it seems to, right now.
> my plan was to envolve croatian radio stations and maybe even
> talk to the government (ministry of culture/education)if they
> would support something like my really mad plan...
>
> core of my plan was to get 3 big acts, each for one evening to
> be the header and "fill" the rest of the time with deejays and
> smaller, unknown live acts.
>
> my favourite headers would be HIA(Higher Intelligence Agency)
> Der Dritte Raum (know them personally) and let´s say Orbital;
> that would be fantastic.
>
> have to contact my croatian friend and as soon as i know more
> i´ll keep you up to date.
>
> thanks again guys, later
> -flim
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8816|8694|2003-01-10 16:22:48|Latif |Re: sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?|
Hey Corley, 
i got it working 
with some help from Phil (Bad Mister)

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 939

(01/10/03 07:49 PM)

Re: a urgent question about sysex, Phil? :-)
----------------------------------------------------------------------

>>> Like for instance the chorus Flanger 1 (type 12), feedback level. 

<<<<

Latif,
First, the range of the Delay/Chorus processor's Flanger 1 FEEDBACK 
level is -63 through +63. So you have to adjust your thinking about 
the hex numbers. That is: 
01(hex) = -63
40(hex) = 0
7F(hex) = +63

And this is the correct hex string:

F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 00 xx F7

where xx is your value -63 through +63, 

so a value of +48 would be: F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 00 70 F7 

--------------------------------------------------------------

so i think i had a wrong MSB value Corley
it should be 00 instead of 01
still don't get why, but anyway i'm freaking out here
with this shit, this is coooooooooooool

:-))))))
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Laterrrrr

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brigman, Corley" 
wrote:

> >F0 43 10 6A 01 01 06 01 2F F7
> >at 001:4:470
> 
> the string looks OK, but it didn't work for me either.
> tomorrow, when i can get it hooked up to the PC,
> i'll try sending it from outside and see if that works.
> maybe there's no loop to get sysex where it needs to go
> for global parameters like that from inside... 
> 
> corley brigman
> ia64 mtt

| 8817|8810|2003-01-11 01:47:10|Oscillator505|Re: Cubase vs RS sequencing by ontiK.|
I'm with you on all the points you outlined Roland, RS7000 is an exquisitely
creative tool, my desire for using Cubase for sequencing has diminished
considerably in just few short months (with all it's advantages, etc...).
Many of the aspects of RS sequencing just don't map to Cubase.

The only thing I would prefer to do in Cubase right now would be song layout
from patterns, as it would be easier to visually arrange the tracks. But
I'll get the song routines down in RS and then I'll unsubscribe from Cubase
user list :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Ronald" <Roonan@planet.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2003 5:52 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Cubase vs RS sequencing by ontiK.

>
> > I kind feel like this will be doing things a little backward compared to
> > what I'm used (all devices hard and soft can be controlled from my
> > cubase window) to but I've got to bring that RS drive into my mixes
> > somehow.
>
> > Is this something that tends to be time consuming regardless of your
> > knowledge of the unit or once your learning curve is overcome, can be
> > worked like I might use cubase now??
>
> >ontiK.
>
> I know what you mean;
> I've been a very big fan of logic with a lot of plugin's and a lot of
> hardware.
> But my songs always sounded very static.
> Then i bought an ES-1 and fell in love with the easy of sequencing
hardware
> and sequencing with your ears and not your eyes (and mouse).
> After that i made a couple of mixes live (ES-1 and MC-505) sequences and i
> never had so much fun making music......
>
> Than i sold almost all my hardware and bought the RS7000 wich by my
opinion
> is a cult machine with no comparison.
> The real power lies in it's sequencer/sampler/rompler combination.
> So i never understand people who only use it as a soundmodule/sampler,
> that's a terrible waste of such raw power!
>
> Yes, it is hard work to master the machine but it will pay back more than
> you can ever imagine.............
> Most important is that you develop your own way of working and make it
> second nature, this way at the end you will be able to make music without
> thinking, just pure expression, like it should be.
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> You will never achieve this with Cubase or Logic because there are to much
> possibillities, it's better to excel in simplicity.
> So my advise: Reduce your set and make the sequences with the RS, a smile
on
> your face guaranteed.
>
> Grtz. Roonan

| 8818|8818|2003-01-11 06:45:45|okoyemaya |Akai CD problem|
I just got SCSI CD ROM so I could check a CD I couldnt open since 3 
months. PC couldnt open the CD, now RS does it but is there a way of 
auditioning such AKAI CD? Or volume import ? I just imported each 
sample but it is realy time wasting job. What you people use CD ROM 
for ( since I got one I wonder what could be the use other the 
hearing this one AKAI disc) ? I thought maybe good for fixed final 
version of the tunes and storing the samples. Having a CD with 
everything for a live show as standby in case Card freaks out? I have 
very good impression how the scsi works, it is faster then smart 
media isn`t it? 
Okoyem
| 8819|8819|2003-01-11 15:17:48|goodald |Feature request - section "activate"|
you what i would really like..

When in pattern patch, as it takes time sometimes to find the phrase 
you want to play on a specific track (and i like to do this live as 
16 sections may not be long enough on a long set), would be the 
ability to scroll through and browse the phrases untill i find what i 
want (instead of having to beat the section's cycle time), then hit a 
button or maybe use the footpedal port on the back to have the RS 
finally drop it in for playing.. 

I think that would be cool.. unless anyone knows of a way to do this. 
I've been using LONG measures (at least 8 usually up to 32 or so) and 
just starting that particular section over again. Pretty much lets me 
do what I want but can be difficult if i need to restart a couple 
times if the section is one of the ones i have to use shirt then 
section to restart.

ARGH!! i forgot to get to my school by 2 to buy my books (bookstore 
is now closed).. played around too long on the rs.. heh..
| 8820|8819|2003-01-11 16:28:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Feature request - section "activate"|
On Saturday 11 January 2003 20:55, "goodald wrote:

> you what i would really like..
>
> When in pattern patch, as it takes time sometimes to find
> the phrase you want to play on a specific track (and i
> like to do this live as 16 sections may not be long
> enough on a long set), would be the ability to scroll
> through and browse the phrases untill i find what i want
> (instead of having to beat the section's cycle time),
> then hit a button or maybe use the footpedal port on the
> back to have the RS finally drop it in for playing..
>
> I think that would be cool.. unless anyone knows of a way
> to do this. 

What about using the mute button for that track?

- Robert
| 8821|8580|2003-01-11 16:50:02|k_eve_l |Re: Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > I play live with the sections (A-P) looping live (usually
> > 1-8 bars long). Then when I run out of sections (i.e. at
> > the end of P), I go into the next Style. What I love
> > about this is that I have unlimited Sequences...The whole
> > reason I sold the MPC(you only get 99 seqs) to buy the
> > RS.
> 
> Okay, but the moment you cross the style border you will get 
> this short delay because the RS (like most other synths) 
> has to update the hardware based on the new style 
> parameters (effects, play-fx, etc).
> 

Gotcha...now it starts to make sense, it's reconfiguring everthing so
takes a half a second.
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> To prevent the RS from doing this, try to set the Utility 
> parameter Voice Setup To TG to off. I used this on the 
> QY700 with success, but have yet to try it on the RS.
> 
> This of course means that the RS won't update the hardware 
> to new settings that were programmed for the style you 
> jumped to.

Damn, too many changes in my set to leave it alone, thanks for the tip!

> > So let's say I'm using only one synth, dx200, that only
> > has one timbre (the other 3 timbres are drums the rs
> > already has) and I need to switch the patch to another
> > sound (edit>program change) I get that delay that
> > synthlabo is talking about.
> 
> No, the conditions for the delay on the RS are described 
> above. Sending a PC message to an external synth will 
> probably cause a delay in that synth, but will not affect 
> the RS in any way.

Yes, yes you are right, the delay is in the synth, not rs, should have
been more clear.

> > I follow Robert's and the guy I called from Yamaha last
> > year directions to the letter. But when I flip it to a
> > new Style...and then change the Program Change to a new
> > patch on the DX200 I run into the same prob again of the
> > pause at the begining of the pattern when it loops. I'm
> > aware that once the Program Change message is sent from
> > RS to DX that it won't change untill I send another but
> > I'm going to need to send at least 6-10 Program Changes
> > to the DX200 or I'm not bringing it to the DX to the gig.
> > Will just fly solo with the RS and 808 but I love that
> > DX sound.
> >
> > I cannot just stop after each and every Style and do a
> > "blank pattern" to set Program Changes. My audience will
> > walk away.
> 
> I hope that the delay issue is clearly described above. 
> To program your synth without inserting a blank space, 
> simply insert these PC midi events in the beginning of a 
> phrase with note data, or at the end of a phrase just 
> preceding it. 

Defiantly explained thanks, but when the phrase loops I will instantly
get that delay on the synth. I will try and put the message to at the
end of phrase and see what happens, will let you know.

> The scenario I described was to illustrate how an external 
> synth can be controlled from the RS. But that phrase does 
> not have to be empty. An sending a PC message from the RS 
> does not cause a delay in the RS. Style changes do that.

OK, what you just said just brought up an idea. Maybe I should make a
blank phrase with only the Prog Change in a Section that I don't use
the External Synth, then the patch on the synth will be changed to new
patch and then I can use the sound of the external synth in the next
Section without any Prog Changes, sort of prep the DX to be ready? 
Does this sound fesiable?

Thanks again Robert!

-Kevin
| 8822|8809|2003-01-11 17:05:41|k_eve_l |Re: Subject: Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ronald" wrote:

>Maybe a little obvious but i will tell you my way of linking styles
>live. I use a second (small) sequnecer - a Korg ES1 - and sync it

with >the RS. I use for every theme just one style with only a few
sections. >I load the styles in the same order as the programs on the
ES-1 (and >DX200) When i want to change styles i turn (slowly) the
main volume of >the RS and let the last playing loops fade away while
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the ES-1 is still >going strong. Than i have all the time to let the
style and program >changes switch and than i fade in the RS with one
or two loops unmuted. >At a given time i mute the ES-1 => no more
beats and unmute (after a >measure or two) some heavy (break)beat
tracks on the RS, when done right >it can give a very huge boost. 
This way your songs/themes will flow >very smooth into each other and
will keep the people dancing.

>
>I also own a DX200 but untill now i sample it to reduce the lice set.
>Oh and i use a KAOSS pad II to spice things up.
>
>Grtz. Roonan

Hey Roonan,

That sounds like a good solution, I totally forgot that a couple of
years ago I use to do same thing on a ER1. I had a old sampler with
only 1MB (ensoniq eps16+) and to stretch out my performance while I
loaded a new disk/track I would midilessly crank up the vol on the ER1
and "subsitute" it while I was loading. Then when the Ensoniq was
ready, I would match the tempo (130-130) on both machines (no midi)
and bang, manually stop the ER1 and slam the Ensoniq play button at
the same time or pause for dramatic results...I can't belive I forgot
about that.

Thanks for reminding of other ways. The fade way sounds alot more
solid especially utilizing midi to sync.

I also said to Robert that maybe I should do this: After my external
synth is done playing it's part, I make the next Section with no
external synth sounds coming out (no midi notes) but make a phrase
with that Program Change in that Section, in a way "Prep" the external
synth to be ready when it's time to play the next Section. That way I
get no delay on the external synth cause that Prog Change.

Thanks again for letting me think outside the box!

Kevin
| 8823|8810|2003-01-12 02:33:37|marcos sawosky|Re: better late than never.|
I just got a mine today.
I am having a blast with it, it's so easy to use!
I got it new and paid prime $ for it ($1250), I just prefer to buy new gear.
I could have gone for the Roland mc909, but I had 3 things against it.
I have an XV machine, I had ordered a Roland sp505, and didn't like the way
the sampler worked, thought it was akward to my way of working, so I sent it
back about 3 months ago. I forget the third but I can also say that Roland
tech-support is downright nasty. I wish that the rs7k would have some midi
user memory though.

There is also a personal advantage for me buying the yamaha over roland, I
have already a EX5 so in some ways it seems easier to program the rs7k.

What do most users here have connected to the scsi?
At first I was thinking of a 250zip drive but how does the external HD work
for you?
Does the HD need to be 2GB?
Can you use a bigger HD?

I'm quite happy with this purchase.

marcos

PS: where should I buy the internal ram? I'm in the US.

peace
| 8824|8810|2003-01-12 04:46:32|beleevah |Re: better late than never.|
Re. RAM, go to:

http://www.oempcworld.com/

They have the right RAM for the RS at a very good price and it's 
guaranteed to work for you. Check their 'sampler' page and click 
on 'RS7000'.
I've not used an external SCSI drive myself, but I have heard that 
the Zip drives and the 2GB (NOT 1GB) Jaz drive are good. There is 
apparently a 2GB limit on the size of removable drives. The limit on 
the maximum size of fixed drive is probably the same as the A-series 
samplers - I think that's 9GB but I'm not sure. Get a second opinion 
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from someone who has tried this before committing yourself to a 
purchase though unless the store will let you experiment with 
different sizes on your RS.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcos sawosky wrote:
> I just got a mine today.
> I am having a blast with it, it's so easy to use!
> I got it new and paid prime $ for it ($1250), I just prefer to buy 
new gear.
> I could have gone for the Roland mc909, but I had 3 things against 
it.
> I have an XV machine, I had ordered a Roland sp505, and didn't like 
the way
> the sampler worked, thought it was akward to my way of working, so 
I sent it
> back about 3 months ago. I forget the third but I can also say 
that Roland
> tech-support is downright nasty. I wish that the rs7k would have 
some midi
> user memory though.
> 
> There is also a personal advantage for me buying the yamaha over 
roland, I
> have already a EX5 so in some ways it seems easier to program the 
rs7k.
> 
> What do most users here have connected to the scsi?
> At first I was thinking of a 250zip drive but how does the external 
HD work
> for you?
> Does the HD need to be 2GB?
> Can you use a bigger HD?
> 
> I'm quite happy with this purchase.
> 
> marcos
> 
> 
> PS: where should I buy the internal ram? I'm in the US.
> 
> peace

| 8825|8818|2003-01-12 04:57:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Akai CD problem|
On Saturday 11 January 2003 14:45, "okoyemaya wrote:

> I just got SCSI CD ROM so I could check a CD I couldnt
> open since 3 months. PC couldnt open the CD, now RS does
> it but is there a way of auditioning such AKAI CD? 

Afaik, you cannot audition samples on the RS before loading 
them.

> Or
> volume import ? I just imported each sample but it is
> realy time wasting job. 

That's how I do it as well. Couldn't get the RS to import a 
whole volume (but haven't tried it yet on the lastest OS).

> What you people use CD ROM for (
> since I got one I wonder what could be the use other the
> hearing this one AKAI disc) ? 

I use my SCSI cdrom drive for both my Emu sampler and the 
RS. On the RS I import samples from Akai and Yamaha A 
series sample CDs.

> I thought maybe good for
> fixed final version of the tunes and storing the samples.
> Having a CD with everything for a live show as standby in
> case Card freaks out? 
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That could work, but I don't know if your drive and/or the 
RS accept a CD-W or CD-RW disc.

> I have very good impression how the
> scsi works, it is faster then smart media isn`t it?

Using a relatively fast cdrom drive, yes, it's definitely 
faster than the smart media card.

- Robert
| 8826|8580|2003-01-12 05:01:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|
On Sunday 12 January 2003 00:49, "k_eve_l wrote:

> OK, what you just said just brought up an idea. Maybe I
> should make a blank phrase with only the Prog Change in a
> Section that I don't use the External Synth, then the
> patch on the synth will be changed to new patch and then
> I can use the sound of the external synth in the next
> Section without any Prog Changes, sort of prep the DX to
> be ready? Does this sound fesiable?

Yes, that will work just fine.

- Robert
| 8827|8810|2003-01-12 14:31:27|goodald |Re: better late than never.|
Crucial has a good deal on some 50ns memory. Hard to find any faster 
than 60ns recently. They also include free 2nd day shipping.
I actually put a page up with the appropriate part numbers for a 
friend of mine who just bought an rs,
it's at

http://www.raverkids.com/rs7000

the free 2nd days shipping applies to all orders i believe, and there 
is a 10% discount for ordering online. crucial IMHO makes the best 
memory out there (that will fit in a sampler anyway, i can't include 
Mushkin as they dont make the right memory).

have a great weekend!

wrote:

> Re. RAM, go to:
> 
> http://www.oempcworld.com/
> 
> They have the right RAM for the RS at a very good price and it's 
> guaranteed to work for you. Check their 'sampler' page and click 
> on 'RS7000'.
> I've not used an external SCSI drive myself, but I have heard that 
> the Zip drives and the 2GB (NOT 1GB) Jaz drive are good. There is 
> apparently a 2GB limit on the size of removable drives. The limit 

on 

> the maximum size of fixed drive is probably the same as the A-

series 

> samplers - I think that's 9GB but I'm not sure. Get a second 

opinion 

> from someone who has tried this before committing yourself to a 
> purchase though unless the store will let you experiment with 
> different sizes on your RS.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcos sawosky 

wrote:

> > I just got a mine today.
> > I am having a blast with it, it's so easy to use!
> > I got it new and paid prime $ for it ($1250), I just prefer to 

buy 

http://www.raverkids.com/rs7000
http://www.oempcworld.com/
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> new gear.
> > I could have gone for the Roland mc909, but I had 3 things 

against 

> it.
> > I have an XV machine, I had ordered a Roland sp505, and didn't 

like 

> the way
> > the sampler worked, thought it was akward to my way of working, 

so 

> I sent it
> > back about 3 months ago. I forget the third but I can also say 
> that Roland
> > tech-support is downright nasty. I wish that the rs7k would have 
> some midi
> > user memory though.
> > 
> > There is also a personal advantage for me buying the yamaha over 
> roland, I
> > have already a EX5 so in some ways it seems easier to program the 
> rs7k.
> > 
> > What do most users here have connected to the scsi?
> > At first I was thinking of a 250zip drive but how does the 

external 

> HD work
> > for you?
> > Does the HD need to be 2GB?
> > Can you use a bigger HD?
> > 
> > I'm quite happy with this purchase.
> > 
> > marcos
> > 
> > 
> > PS: where should I buy the internal ram? I'm in the US.
> > 
> > peace

| 8828|8828|2003-01-12 14:31:45|goodald |two funny links..|
http://www.netlaughter.com/kittyhiphop/kittyhiphop.cfm

and this one.. if you dont like "bad language" though i recommend 
skipping..

http://www.limmy.com/playthings/xylophone/
(turn your speakers down if you're at work)
| 8829|8819|2003-01-13 00:57:05|goodald |Re: Feature request - section "activate"|

> On Saturday 11 January 2003 20:55, "goodald wrote:
> > you what i would really like..
> >
> > When in pattern patch, as it takes time sometimes to find
> > the phrase you want to play on a specific track (and i
> > like to do this live as 16 sections may not be long
> > enough on a long set), would be the ability to scroll
> > through and browse the phrases untill i find what i want
> > (instead of having to beat the section's cycle time),
> > then hit a button or maybe use the footpedal port on the
> > back to have the RS finally drop it in for playing..
> >
> > I think that would be cool.. unless anyone knows of a way
> > to do this. 
> 
> What about using the mute button for that track?
> 
> - Robert

good idea :)

i'd still like my idea but the mute idea's growing on me as i type :)
| 8830|8797|2003-01-13 06:00:46|bcsap |Re: TWE?|
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Hi, try this and let me know if it works. It worked for me.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/4390

Cheers,

Hervé

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "phoen1x909 " 
wrote:

> I'm running Win98se, my PC detects my RS7000 no problem. But why 

does 

> the TWE program think I have a A3000. It says A3000 not present. 

Any 

> one have this problem. If so How do you get this to work.

| 8831|8831|2003-01-13 08:54:22|trapstate |Recording volume A/D|
Hello people, again I hope to make use of your eternal wisdom!

I want to sample a sequence from my modular into the RS. Now I'm 
having problems with the volume when sampling. My micromod is 
directly connected to the analog inputs of the RS. Lets say I do this:

1 factory reset (clean start)
2 I mute TG for a track and play the modular (it sounds ok)
3 I go into sampling setup, now the volume is about 3dB less 

What am I doing wrong? does A/D setup make a difference? It would 
affect both normal play analog input *and* sampling analog input, 
right? Anyway if I play the sample afterwards it not so loud as when 
I play the sequence direct. The volume for that track is max (127)

For the record: no further changes in setup after factory reset and 
no master effects. I hope you can help me out, probably something 
stupid :)

Paul
| 8832|8831|2003-01-13 09:11:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording volume A/D|
On Monday 13 January 2003 16:54, "trapstate wrote:

> Hello people, again I hope to make use of your eternal
> wisdom!
>
> I want to sample a sequence from my modular into the RS.
> Now I'm having problems with the volume when sampling. My
> micromod is directly connected to the analog inputs of
> the RS. Lets say I do this:
>
> 1 factory reset (clean start)
> 2 I mute TG for a track and play the modular (it sounds
> ok) 3 I go into sampling setup, now the volume is about
> 3dB less

For the moment forget about the lower volume after you 
sampled the micromod, and concentrate on the sampling 
procedure.

To sample from an external source, watch the VU meters in 
the sampling page and turn up the Rec Volume knob so that 
the VU bars reach the point just below the overload state 
(0 dB). Overloading with digital gear means ugly 
distortion, and this is (mostly) unwanted. If the level is 
okay, make your sample. When done, turn down the Rec Volume 
knob again (it adds noise).

Now back to playback level. When your sample is played from 
a track you'll notice a decreased volume. Why? Because the 
RS has *16* tracks that can play simultaneously, and all of 
that without overloading the RS main output. For that 
reason, the output level of each track is reduced, and 
that's what your hear if you play a single track, or only a 
few amount of tracks. This can be fixed by using one of the 
6, 12 or 18 dB boosters in the mixer page, replacing the EQ 
for that track.

- Robert
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| 8833|8831|2003-01-13 09:44:04|trapstate |Re: Recording volume A/D|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 13 January 2003 16:54, "trapstate wrote:
> > Hello people, again I hope to make use of your eternal
> > wisdom!
> >
> > I want to sample a sequence from my modular into the RS.
> > Now I'm having problems with the volume when sampling. My
> > micromod is directly connected to the analog inputs of
> > the RS. Lets say I do this:
> >
> > 1 factory reset (clean start)
> > 2 I mute TG for a track and play the modular (it sounds
> > ok) 3 I go into sampling setup, now the volume is about
> > 3dB less
> 
> For the moment forget about the lower volume after you 
> sampled the micromod, and concentrate on the sampling 
> procedure.

Thanks for the reply Robert. The patch on the modular is 
quite 'soft', so even if I turn the record knop all the way up it's 
no way near clipping. Ofcourse I want to sample it as loud as 
possible, for the opitmal S/N ratio. It would make sense for the Rs 
to attenuate it's 16 voices, but why is the analog volume already 
attenuated when I sample it? After all I have the REC-volume to 
adjust this... 

So your solution does do the trick, but the whole thing is not 
optimal and logical. I could change the modular patch to be louder or 
change a/d setup to MIC (this has other EQ, doesn't it?). Attenuation 
when playing the sample is OK, but it's still not logical why the 
volume should be less when sampling. 

Maybe I'm complaining too much, luckily it's only relevant when 
sampling sound with a really low volume...

Paul
| 8834|8831|2003-01-13 09:50:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Recording volume A/D|
On Monday 13 January 2003 17:43, "trapstate wrote:

> Thanks for the reply Robert. The patch on the modular is
> quite 'soft', so even if I turn the record knop all the
> way up it's no way near clipping. Ofcourse I want to
> sample it as loud as possible, for the opitmal S/N ratio.
> It would make sense for the Rs to attenuate it's 16
> voices, but why is the analog volume already attenuated
> when I sample it? After all I have the REC-volume to
> adjust this...
>
> So your solution does do the trick, but the whole thing
> is not optimal and logical. I could change the modular
> patch to be louder or change a/d setup to MIC (this has
> other EQ, doesn't it?). Attenuation when playing the
> sample is OK, but it's still not logical why the volume
> should be less when sampling.

Why is the monitoring volume on the RS *during* sampling 
important for you? Imo, the most important fact is that the 
sample quality is good.

Btw, you should really try to boost the output level of the 
micromod patch. That's where the problem starts.

I'm using the RS with a mixer, and I mostly monitor the 
source being sampled on the mixer (muting the RS output). 

- Robert
| 8835|8831|2003-01-13 10:01:12|beleevah |Re: Recording volume A/D|
Also remember to up the velocity to max to trigger the sample as loud 
as possible from the sequencer.
The rest is down to what they call gain structure. For a given level 
such as 0db=digital max=100% bit usage, the sound can only be as loud 
as the highest peak allows. That's why compression/limiting can 
raise the subjective level - it irons out the peaks that are holding 
down the overall level. Also, if there's a lot of bass for instance, 
that will restrict the level again. Even subsonics you can't hear 
can upset the levels. Soft sounds are always going to need boosting 
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after sampling because they do not contain as much 2nd order 
distortion as harder sounds. Try sampling a sine wave!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Monday 13 January 2003 16:54, "trapstate wrote:
> > > Hello people, again I hope to make use of your eternal
> > > wisdom!
> > >
> > > I want to sample a sequence from my modular into the RS.
> > > Now I'm having problems with the volume when sampling. My
> > > micromod is directly connected to the analog inputs of
> > > the RS. Lets say I do this:
> > >
> > > 1 factory reset (clean start)
> > > 2 I mute TG for a track and play the modular (it sounds
> > > ok) 3 I go into sampling setup, now the volume is about
> > > 3dB less
> > 
> > For the moment forget about the lower volume after you 
> > sampled the micromod, and concentrate on the sampling 
> > procedure.
> 
> Thanks for the reply Robert. The patch on the modular is 
> quite 'soft', so even if I turn the record knop all the way up it's 
> no way near clipping. Ofcourse I want to sample it as loud as 
> possible, for the opitmal S/N ratio. It would make sense for the Rs 
> to attenuate it's 16 voices, but why is the analog volume already 
> attenuated when I sample it? After all I have the REC-volume to 
> adjust this... 
> 
> So your solution does do the trick, but the whole thing is not 
> optimal and logical. I could change the modular patch to be louder 

or 

> change a/d setup to MIC (this has other EQ, doesn't it?). 

Attenuation 

> when playing the sample is OK, but it's still not logical why the 
> volume should be less when sampling. 
> 
> Maybe I'm complaining too much, luckily it's only relevant when 
> sampling sound with a really low volume...
> 
> Paul

| 8836|8811|2003-01-13 10:36:17|Eric2s |Re: How do I get stuff from Pattern to Song mode?|
Gracias!

tF
| 8837|8831|2003-01-13 13:50:40|Latif |Re: Recording volume A/D|
Paul,
like the others allready said
it's always important to have your source signal
coming in as loud as possible before clipping at the input
of the RS.
I never have to turn the the rec level that high up, since
that would only mean recording more unwanted noise, that
wouldn't be there if the source signal was loud enough.

And as beleevah said, check your key velocity
cause that one is always left in the velocity level
of the last recording.

Once all that is ok, you can revise your total mix with 
help of the mixer settings and the compressor.

;)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Monday 13 January 2003 16:54, "trapstate wrote:
> > > Hello people, again I hope to make use of your eternal
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> > > wisdom!
> > >
> > > I want to sample a sequence from my modular into the RS.
> > > Now I'm having problems with the volume when sampling. My
> > > micromod is directly connected to the analog inputs of
> > > the RS. Lets say I do this:
> > >
> > > 1 factory reset (clean start)
> > > 2 I mute TG for a track and play the modular (it sounds
> > > ok) 3 I go into sampling setup, now the volume is about
> > > 3dB less
> > 
> > For the moment forget about the lower volume after you 
> > sampled the micromod, and concentrate on the sampling 
> > procedure.
> 
> Thanks for the reply Robert. The patch on the modular is 
> quite 'soft', so even if I turn the record knop all the way up it's 
> no way near clipping. Ofcourse I want to sample it as loud as 
> possible, for the opitmal S/N ratio. It would make sense for the Rs 
> to attenuate it's 16 voices, but why is the analog volume already 
> attenuated when I sample it? After all I have the REC-volume to 
> adjust this... 
> 
> So your solution does do the trick, but the whole thing is not 
> optimal and logical. I could change the modular patch to be louder 

or 

> change a/d setup to MIC (this has other EQ, doesn't it?). 

Attenuation 

> when playing the sample is OK, but it's still not logical why the 
> volume should be less when sampling. 
> 
> Maybe I'm complaining too much, luckily it's only relevant when 
> sampling sound with a really low volume...
> 
> Paul

| 8838|8831|2003-01-13 17:09:09|trapstate |Re: Recording volume A/D|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 13 January 2003 17:43, "trapstate wrote:
> > Thanks for the reply Robert. The patch on the modular is
> > quite 'soft', so even if I turn the record knop all the
> > way up it's no way near clipping. Ofcourse I want to
> > sample it as loud as possible, for the opitmal S/N ratio.
> > It would make sense for the Rs to attenuate it's 16
> > voices, but why is the analog volume already attenuated
> > when I sample it? After all I have the REC-volume to
> > adjust this...
> >
> > So your solution does do the trick, but the whole thing
> > is not optimal and logical. I could change the modular
> > patch to be louder or change a/d setup to MIC (this has
> > other EQ, doesn't it?). Attenuation when playing the
> > sample is OK, but it's still not logical why the volume
> > should be less when sampling.
> 
> Why is the monitoring volume on the RS *during* sampling 
> important for you? Imo, the most important fact is that the 
> sample quality is good.

The *monitoring* volume is not so important, but I suspect the analog 
input itself being attenuated during sampling. I've calibrated the RS 
to 0dB in normal mode on my mixer (soundcraft spirit f1 16/2, no eq) 
and the RS VU with record knop to 0dB. The volume is a lot less when 
I play it back the sample (recorded and played at volume 127). But I 
cannot tell for sure it's the sample because you indicate that the RS 
plays the sample at a lower level and i don't know how much dB this 
is.

> Btw, you should really try to boost the output level of the 
> micromod patch. That's where the problem starts.
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True, if the output is really to low. But I thing it's just high 
enough, connecting my modular directly to the mixer with unity gain 
and faders to 0dB confirms this. Most of the time you will not have 
to turn the rec volume knob all the way up, so than it's not so 
relevant.

> I'm using the RS with a mixer, and I mostly monitor the 
> source being sampled on the mixer (muting the RS output). 

Than you use the RS inputs as effect send or you link them trough? 
Normally I have the Modular outputs in the RS inputs, and I connect 
the modular inputs to the effect send of my mixer. Than I can route 
my an1x trough the modular and than into the RS, or give the RS 
little feeback trough the modular. Quite wicked.

Thanks for your thoughts, but unless I know the default attenuation I 
guess I cannot find out :)

Paul
| 8839|8831|2003-01-13 17:15:13|trapstate |Re: Recording volume A/D|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Paul,
> like the others allready said
> it's always important to have your source signal
> coming in as loud as possible before clipping at the input
> of the RS.

This is excactly what I want to reach: optimal S/N ratio, like I 
stated before.

> I never have to turn the the rec level that high up, since
> that would only mean recording more unwanted noise, that
> wouldn't be there if the source signal was loud enough.

True, the softer the sound the more noise.

> And as beleevah said, check your key velocity
> cause that one is always left in the velocity level
> of the last recording.

This is recorded and played at 127

> Once all that is ok, you can revise your total mix with 
> help of the mixer settings and the compressor.
> 

It's not a big problem :) I was just wondering and asked if people 
had similar experiences..

Paul
|
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8840|8580|2003-01-13 20:30:57|k_eve_l |Re: Program Changes (Robert/Synthlabo)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Sunday 12 January 2003 00:49, "k_eve_l wrote:
> > OK, what you just said just brought up an idea. Maybe I
> > should make a blank phrase with only the Prog Change in a
> > Section that I don't use the External Synth, then the
> > patch on the synth will be changed to new patch and then
> > I can use the sound of the external synth in the next
> > Section without any Prog Changes, sort of prep the DX to
> > be ready? Does this sound fesiable?
> 
> Yes, that will work just fine.
> 
> - Robert

Hey Robert,

Works extremely fine...A breath of fresh air in the motor city, don't
know where you're from but you get honorary props from the D...also a
tip to DX200 users, to kill the delay in the DX when using the RS as
Master, go to Midi Control setting, Hold Shift, Press Midi Setup until
"N.CtL" appears, switch to "in" or "oFF". This kills the wacky
patterns that want to play over you're music.

Also love the new OS update in the RS, simple thing, I can press shift
and have access to K-P patterns via Section buttons BEAUTIFUL!!!!! 
Great for my live show, as I really hated using that knob before
(ooopps skipped a section).

Kevin
| 8842|2|2003-01-14 12:46:31|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

After updating your RS with the OS v1.2 
do you think the RS7000 is now a cult-
sequencer for studio and live and you 
would recommend it to anyone, who is 
looking for a hardware sequencer? And 
you think it�s now the best on the 
market 

o Abosof**klutely! 
o Yes, almost perfect 
o Yes it�s fine now, though a few things could be better 
o It�s ok, some things are better solved by other companies 
o I will sell mine. 

To vote, please visit the following web page:
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=1024838 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 8843|8843|2003-01-14 12:47:45|phoen1x909 |TWE???|
Has anyone gotten TWE to work? Is there an *.INF file anywhere. I 
went through all the RS7000 group posts and tried everything. Does 
it work with a midi conection also, like the Roland DJ-70MKII. I 
have a 6 disk SCSI cd changer, A SCSI hard drive, and a 100 Meg. Zip, 
they all work. Why does TWE think I have a A3000? I know about the 
SCSI rescan option in TWE and I know to use the SCSI comm page on the 
RS7000. My RS7000 SCSI ID is different then my SCSI PC card, I have 
Win98SE. So what's wrong with my -Small- -Computer- -Serial- -
Interface-
| 8844|8844|2003-01-14 15:10:08|s&m|Resampling|
One of my favourite things on the rs is the filter.

This sometimes stops me resampling though as the
filters do not seem to work as good on samples as the
original voice.

A small annoyance sometimes when you want to use the
resampling to free up the efx.

Any thoughts/ideas around this?

-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8845|1220|2003-01-15 02:58:02|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /misc/RS7kCakewlkdef.zip 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : Cakewalk Instrument Definition File for RS7000 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/RS7kCakewlkdef.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=1024838
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
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http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files


Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 8846|8846|2003-01-16 00:26:11|jason |BPM calculator?|
This isn't exactly an rs question, but there are some resourceful 
people in this group so maybe someone can help.

Does anybody know of software that can calculte bpms of a wave.
I would like to be able to give the software a .wav and calculate its 
bpm. ???

thanks,
jas
| 8847|8847|2003-01-16 00:26:18|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: : TWE??? |

>Date: Tue, 14 Jan 2003 19:37:25 -0000 
>From: "phoen1x909 <phoen1x9@netzero.com>" <phoen1x9@netzero.com> 
>Subject: TWE??? 

>Has anyone gotten TWE to work? Is there an *.INF file anywhere. I 
>went through all the RS7000 group posts and tried everything. Does 
>it work with a midi conection also, like the Roland DJ-70MKII. I 
>have a 6 disk SCSI cd changer, A SCSI hard drive, and a 100 Meg. Zip, 
>they all work. Why does TWE think I have a A3000? I know about the 
>SCSI rescan option in TWE and I know to use the SCSI comm page on the 
>RS7000. My RS7000 SCSI ID is different then my SCSI PC card, I have 
>Win98SE. So what's wrong with my -Small- -Computer- -Serial- - 
>Interface- 

I've got it working with Win98Se, with XP it didn't work.
As far as i know the RS is always displayed as an A3000. (like mine)
It's important to read the TWE manual to the letter, if the RS is not in the right (menu-)page it won't work.
I'm at work now so i can't give you details.....

Grtz. Roonan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8848|8846|2003-01-16 02:14:10|alex|Re: BPM calculator?|
http://www.pyramidedata.dk/autobpm.html
this one counts bpm's from the source selected for recording ... so if you have a wave file, go to the mixer, open
the options -> recording and check you have the right source selected.

--Original Message Text---
From: "jason" 
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2003 03:06:48 -0000

This isn't exactly an rs question, but there are some resourceful 
people in this group so maybe someone can help.

Does anybody know of software that can calculte bpms of a wave.
I would like to be able to give the software a .wav and calculate its 

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:phoen1x9@netzero.com
mailto:phoen1x9@netzero.com
http://www.pyramidedata.dk/autobpm.html


bpm. ???

thanks,
jas 
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| 8849|8849|2003-01-16 04:28:56|r_s_7_k |REsampling Problem|
when I resample my patterns in the rs they always are clipping and 
distorting. I'll get the tracks and pattern to sound good, everything 
is fine, then I use kit+note and punch-in measure mode, and then 
resample, the sample meters always go into the red where the xx's 
appear and the resampled sample comes out distorted.

anybody have a cure for this?

I'd appreciate any help.
| 8850|8849|2003-01-16 04:56:33|trapstate |Re: REsampling Problem|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k "
wrote:

> when I resample my patterns in the rs they always are clipping and 
> distorting. I'll get the tracks and pattern to sound good,

everything 

> is fine, then I use kit+note and punch-in measure mode, and then 
> resample, the sample meters always go into the red where the xx's 
> appear and the resampled sample comes out distorted.
> 
> anybody have a cure for this?
> 
> I'd appreciate any help.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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Have you tried turning the track volume (of the track you wish to
resample) down before resampling? Did you turn down effects and
resonance/filter when you play the sample?

Paul
| 8851|8849|2003-01-16 15:07:03|beleevah |Re: REsampling Problem|
The best way is to lower your mix levels, sample and then normalize 
if it's too quiet. 

In order to lower the level of all your tracks while keeping the 
relationship between them intact, press TRACK SELECT+ALL together 
while turning Knob 1 in MIXER page 2. You still have your mix 
intact. If you turn the Volume knob on the top right panel instead, 
all your levels will be made the same which is a bad move. Same goes 
for most other parameters as well - don't use the panel knobs with 
TRACK+ALL/1-8/9-16 or you make all tracks the same. Use Knobs 1-4. 

Handy to know that sometimes.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "r_s_7_k " 
wrote:

> when I resample my patterns in the rs they always are clipping and 
> distorting. I'll get the tracks and pattern to sound good, 

everything 

> is fine, then I use kit+note and punch-in measure mode, and then 
> resample, the sample meters always go into the red where the xx's 
> appear and the resampled sample comes out distorted.
> 
> anybody have a cure for this?
> 
> I'd appreciate any help.

| 8852|8849|2003-01-16 21:16:08|r_s_7_k |beleevah comes through again, thanks alot man you are always very
H|
just wanted you to know that your help has always been appreciated.
| 8853|8853|2003-01-17 01:30:25|pasipelkonen |I starded new groups for finnish RS7000 users! Hyvä Suomi!|
Hyvä Suomi! Jos teitä on siellä jossain. niin liittykää 
suomenkieliselle RS7000 ryhmään!
Saadaan olla omissa oloissa eikä häiritä muita :)
Ja voidaan keskustella omalla kielellä!

eli ryhmä on RS7000 Finland
| 8854|8854|2003-01-17 05:56:28|mmittner |ot: hardware? software?|
http://www.opnlabs.com/products.php
| 8855|8854|2003-01-17 07:06:56|tompaulsen2002 |Re: ot: hardware? software?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> http://www.opnlabs.com/products.php
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Interesting, they delivered with XP or Linux...:)

It´s hardware. Basically a hardware-controller, like the MIDIman 
Oxygen8 (just bigger) with a built in PC (Micro ATX board) and 
specially developed software.
Competitors would be Creamware Noah, or the new Wersi Homeorgan line 
(www.wersi.net), they call their concept OpenArt.

I guess we will happen to see those kind of all in one workstations 
more 2003 and 2004. I am sure Waldorf and other known companies will 
jump on that train as well.
| 8856|8854|2003-01-17 12:32:38|Latif |Re: ot: hardware? software?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> http://www.opnlabs.com/products.php

great stuff, would also be a killer as desktop-model
without the keys... a tilted screen woohaaa POWOWOWOWOW
;)
| 8857|8857|2003-01-17 12:59:37|blackwoodtebo |extracting samples|
If I want to dump samples that i have taken on my RS7k to my 
computer, do I actually have to record them into my sequencer on my 
computer one by one, or is there some way to extract the samples as 
they exist in the file? Not sure if this makes sense to you or not, 
but it would be helpful to me. Thanks

-marc
| 8858|8858|2003-01-17 15:31:11|alpha_peak |How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
I just purchased a 2gig jazz drive and a 2gig disk. When I try to 
save it says Card/Disk Not Ready.

Thx
| 8859|8858|2003-01-17 15:40:03|alpha_peak |Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
BTW I get the Card/Disk Not Ready when I try to format with 
logical and physical.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak 
" wrote:

> I just purchased a 2gig jazz drive and a 2gig disk. When I try to 
> save it says Card/Disk Not Ready.
> 
> Thx

| 8860|8857|2003-01-17 16:29:24|Latif |Re: extracting samples|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
wrote:

> If I want to dump samples that i have taken on my RS7k to my 
> computer, do I actually have to record them into my sequencer on my 
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> computer one by one, or is there some way to extract the samples as 
> they exist in the file? Not sure if this makes sense to you or 

not, 

> but it would be helpful to me. Thanks
> 
> 
> -marc

Hey Marc,

That depends on how you want them,
do you want them dry or with the fix?
If dry is sufficient simply press the save
button twice , then on screen select sample 
of choice to be saved.
If you want them with the fix, resample the
sample to a new track and then press the save
button twice, on screen select the new sample to 
be saved (exported)

Latif
| 8861|8861|2003-01-17 16:59:06|Eric2s |Starting a new song|
Can someone tell me how I can open a new blank song without turning 
the RS off and then on? 

Thanks!!!
| 8862|8862|2003-01-17 16:59:13|subsound2003 |RS7000 with AIEB2 and Xtraz ......for sale in UK|
All the following are in mint condition,all rarely used (if ever)

RS7000
AIEB2 Expansion Board (fitted)
Full 64MB Sample Memory
Hard Case
Behringer 2004A Eurodeck Mixer

First Offer Of £750.00 ......P&P Extra .......(U Pay Postage)
| 8863|8863|2003-01-17 16:59:56|subsound2003 |RS7000 with AIEB2 And Xtras .......UK Sale|
All Mint Condition Rarely Used 

RS7000 with AIEB2 Expansion Board Fitted
Full 64MB Sample Memory
Hard Case
Behringer 2004a Eurodesk Mixer

£750 or (£700 without mixer)...... plus U pay your own postage-
packaging..........

First Offer Secures.....
| 8864|8858|2003-01-17 17:00:00|blackwoodtebo |Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|



I don't know the answer to your question, but i was wondering how 
much that all cost?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak " 
wrote:

> BTW I get the Card/Disk Not Ready when I try to format with 
> logical and physical.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak 
> " wrote:
> > I just purchased a 2gig jazz drive and a 2gig disk. When I try 

to 

> > save it says Card/Disk Not Ready.
> > 
> > Thx

| 8865|8857|2003-01-17 17:00:07|blackwoodtebo |Re: extracting samples|
Thanks So much. I couldn't figure out what i was missing and i kept 
looking in the manual with no luck. That makes things alot easier 
now.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
> wrote:
> > If I want to dump samples that i have taken on my RS7k to my 
> > computer, do I actually have to record them into my sequencer on 

my 

> > computer one by one, or is there some way to extract the samples 

as 

> > they exist in the file? Not sure if this makes sense to you or 
> not, 
> > but it would be helpful to me. Thanks
> > 
> > 
> > -marc
> 
> Hey Marc,
> 
> That depends on how you want them,
> do you want them dry or with the fix?
> If dry is sufficient simply press the save
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> button twice , then on screen select sample 
> of choice to be saved.
> If you want them with the fix, resample the
> sample to a new track and then press the save
> button twice, on screen select the new sample to 
> be saved (exported)
> 
> Latif

| 8866|8858|2003-01-17 17:46:55|alpha_peak |Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
$100
| 8867|8858|2003-01-18 02:26:53|Oscillator505|Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
Don't know about 2Gb version but I have a 1 Gb Zip and I could not make it
work with RS. Reverted to using a plain old external 2GB SCSI drive (a
friend of mine was about to throw it away).

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <basscount@comcast.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2003 3:48 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?

> I don't know the answer to your question, but i was wondering how
> much that all cost?
>
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak "
> wrote:
> > BTW I get the Card/Disk Not Ready when I try to format with
> > logical and physical.
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak
> > " wrote:
> > > I just purchased a 2gig jazz drive and a 2gig disk. When I try
> to
> > > save it says Card/Disk Not Ready.
> > >
> > > Thx
>

| 8868|8868|2003-01-18 02:27:11|Scott Kellogg|One More Device|
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I've had my RS for about a month, and I'm finally getting into a serious
project. I'm finding that the instrument is deep enough to keep me busy
for a long time. I'd like to get the output expander and route through my
mixer for some hands-on control of individual channels without having to
select tracks.

In order to cover for the gap in changing styles, I am looking for a
suggestion for an additional device to add to the RS. Since I want to
route through a mixer, I was thinking that something like a Kaoss Pad 2
might work, since I can trap delays in it while I am changing styles. The
affordable gadget that has really caught my eye, though, is the Evolver
synth (www.davesmithinstruments.com). It would cover the gap, and it's a
sequencer and synth in its own right.

I appreciate any feedback this post generates. I am trying to keep my
costs down, and add something really unique to the kit that will do the
job.

Thanks!

/Scott
http://www.glaive.org
| 8869|8869|2003-01-18 03:43:33|lazorface
anyone have any guess of when the rs7000 will drop in price? based 
on previous boxes or something.. is this even something to expect, 
or will it be quite a while at the same price? i cant afford it. :(
| 8870|8869|2003-01-18 03:50:59|tompaulsen2002 |Re: price drop|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lazorface 
" wrote:

> anyone have any guess of when the rs7000 will drop in price? 

based 

> on previous boxes or something.. is this even something to expect, 
> or will it be quite a while at the same price? i cant afford 

it. :(

The price won´t drop any soon. It has already dropped by about 15% 
once it came out. Look on the second hand market. Sometimes you 
might be able to make a good catch and grab one for 900 Euro.
| 8871|8858|2003-01-18 03:54:43|tompaulsen2002 |Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak " 
wrote:

> I just purchased a 2gig jazz drive and a 2gig disk. When I try to 
> save it says Card/Disk Not Ready.
> 
> Thx

I don´t remember, but in the FAQ we have a special ZIP/JAZ/storage 
section. IIRC Jaz doesn´t work well with RS.
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
| 8872|8861|2003-01-18 03:55:52|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Starting a new song|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Eric2s " 
wrote:

> Can someone tell me how I can open a new blank song without 

turning 

> the RS off and then on? 
> 
> Thanks!!!

Load a template-ALL file you created, that is empty. That´s how i do 
it.
| 8873|8862|2003-01-18 03:56:42|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS7000 with AIEB2 and Xtraz ......for sale in UK|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "subsound2003 " 
wrote:

> All the following are in mint condition,all rarely used (if ever)
> 
> RS7000
> AIEB2 Expansion Board (fitted)
> Full 64MB Sample Memory
> Hard Case
> Behringer 2004A Eurodeck Mixer
> 
> 
> First Offer Of £750.00 ......P&P Extra .......(U Pay Postage)

That´s a DAMN good offer!
| 8874|8861|2003-01-18 05:10:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Starting a new song|
On Friday 17 January 2003 22:54, "Eric2s wrote:

> Can someone tell me how I can open a new blank song
> without turning the RS off and then on?

Use the Clear Song job or simply select another one (you can 
have 20 songs in memory).

- Robert
| 8875|8846|2003-01-18 11:56:00|blackwoodtebo |Re: BPM calculator?|
Hey Jas, I use Beatcreator. Beatcreator also allows you to slice 
loops and save the slices individually, as well as many other things.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jason " 
wrote:

> This isn't exactly an rs question, but there are some resourceful 
> people in this group so maybe someone can help.
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> 
> Does anybody know of software that can calculte bpms of a wave.
> I would like to be able to give the software a .wav and calculate 

its 

> bpm. ???
> 
> thanks,
> jas

| 8876|8876|2003-01-18 11:56:06|blackwoodtebo |SCSI Question|
I am still debating getting a SCSI device to use with the RS7K. I 
have never used SCSI devices before so this is probably a real silly 
question. My question is, Do i need to buy a SCSI card to be able to 
hook the device up to my computer and store the info from the disk, 
or does the SCSI device usually come with a SCSI card? If not, are 
SCSI cards expensive? Basically, I am trying to figure out whether i 
should just stick with 128 Smart Media cards at about $50 a pop, or 
whether i can afford to get something like a 2gig Jaz drive. Thanks

-marc
| 8877|8861|2003-01-18 12:51:46|bilterfucht |Re: Starting a new song|
JOB-menu, Style, Clear

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Eric2s " 
wrote:

> Can someone tell me how I can open a new blank song without turning 
> the RS off and then on? 
> 
> Thanks!!!

| 8878|8868|2003-01-18 15:02:02|tompaulsen2002 |Re: One More Device|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> The
> affordable gadget that has really caught my eye, though, is the 

Evolver

> synth (www.davesmithinstruments.com). It would cover the gap, and 

it's a

> sequencer and synth in its own right.
> 
> I appreciate any feedback this post generates. I am trying to 

keep my

> costs down, and add something really unique to the kit that will 

do the
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> job.

Go for the Evolver. I just ordered mine today, after reading your 
post and after checking out the site and reading some other previews 
and listening to some MP3´s...:) 

For 500$ (probably about 490 Euro...) you won´t find anything else 
that offers so much for so less. And...it´s from DAVE SMITH! The 
creator of the Prophet 5! One of the inventors of MIDI!

Together with the RS you have a real weapon there, to rock the crowd.
| 8879|8846|2003-01-18 15:09:44|k_eve_l |Re: BPM calculator?|
I read in Sound On Sound that in Peak 3.1 (Mac OSX), can calculate BPM.

-Kevin

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo "
wrote:

> Hey Jas, I use Beatcreator. Beatcreator also allows you to slice 
> loops and save the slices individually, as well as many other things.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jason " 
> wrote:
> > This isn't exactly an rs question, but there are some resourceful 
> > people in this group so maybe someone can help.
> > 
> > Does anybody know of software that can calculte bpms of a wave.
> > I would like to be able to give the software a .wav and calculate 
> its 
> > bpm. ???
> > 
> > thanks,
> > jas

| 8880|8858|2003-01-18 15:47:29|alpha_peak |Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
A person from yamaha called me up and told me that the most 
popular scsi storage device for the RS was the 2gig jazz 
drives...thats why I got.
| 8881|8858|2003-01-18 16:00:20|tompaulsen2002 |Re: How do I get started with my 2gig Jazz drive?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alpha_peak " 
wrote:

> A person from yamaha called me up and told me that the most 
> popular scsi storage device for the RS was the 2gig jazz 
> drives...thats why I got.

Oh kay. Check the FAQ, mate.
| 8882|8882|2003-01-18 16:02:02|tompaulsen2002 |OT:NAMM 2k3|
Off Topic but i guess for everyone interesting:

Namm 2003 news can be found here:
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http://www.e-trinity.org/index2.html (lots of pictures and nice 
relaxed music from e:trinity)

http://www.sonicstate.com

http://www.harmony-central.com
| 8883|8868|2003-01-18 16:40:32|Scott Kellogg|Re: One More Device|

> Together with the RS you have a real weapon there, to rock the crowd.

Or, in my case, 'chill out the crowd' ;)

/S
| 8884|8868|2003-01-19 01:47:22|darkseeds666 |Re: One More Device|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:

>I can trap delays in it while I am changing styles. The
> affordable gadget that has really caught my eye, though, is the 

Evolver

> synth (www.davesmithinstruments.com). It would cover the gap, and 

it's a

> sequencer and synth in its own right.

The Evolver is most tasty... Excellent analog sounds as well as 
screaming digital mayhem... Very good choice, IMHO...

G
| 8885|8885|2003-01-19 05:38:44|basscadets |RS7000 / A3000 sampler|
Hi all,

I currently own a RM1x and love it - very productive compared to 
software for me. I am looking to get an RS7000, especially because of 
the recent upgrades to the OS.

I used to own an A3000 and I am wondering how close the sampler 
engine in the RS7000 is to this?

I remember the effects + filters being fantastic, especially for 
dance music which is what I do.

There were certain things about the A3k I didn't like however, and I 
abandoned it in favour of an EMU E6400.

The first thing was that the MIDI timing wasn't good, especially when 
layering samples. I would assume the MIDI timing would be good on the 
RS with everything being inbuilt - but does it ever become a problem 
when layering voices? For example in my EMU I can layer several 
different bass drums and everytime the preset is triggered it will 
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sound identical. The A3k timing would slip up and the sound would 
randomly phase when I did this.

The other problem was when doing SCSI transfers of samples from my PC 
to the A3k. The A3k didn't accept sample nos and would just place the 
sample in the next available space. This might seem minor, but it was 
a problem for me as I like to be able to overwrite samples in a voice 
without loosing the voices settings, which is good for auditioning 
different samples. Does this happen with the RS?

Hope this makes sense.

-b.
| 8886|8876|2003-01-19 06:18:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SCSI Question|
On Saturday 18 January 2003 18:20, "blackwoodtebo wrote:

> I am still debating getting a SCSI device to use with the
> RS7K. I have never used SCSI devices before so this is
> probably a real silly question. My question is, Do i
> need to buy a SCSI card to be able to hook the device up
> to my computer and store the info from the disk, or does
> the SCSI device usually come with a SCSI card? 

Most of the times you'll need to buy a card for your PC.
Note however that you cannot use the SCSI card do directly 
load/save RS data from/to a disk on your PC, for several 
different reasons. 

First, the disk in your PC is an IDE disk, and the SCSI card 
cannot communicate with IDE disks. So you woul'd have to 
buy an additional SCSI disk.

Second, even if you had SCSI disks mounted in your PC, the 
'fight' between your PC and the RS to claim the disk for 
access mostly results in data corruption on that disk, with 
a good chance to lose all data on disk.

The SCSI card *can* be used to send samples between a sample 
editor (like TWE) and the RS.

> If not,
> are SCSI cards expensive? 

You really don't need a very expensive card. Haven't bought 
one for a long time but I guess that you should be able to 
get one for 50-100 USD. Ebay could help here.

> Basically, I am trying to
> figure out whether i should just stick with 128 Smart
> Media cards at about $50 a pop, or whether i can afford



> to get something like a 2gig Jaz drive. Thanks

When you get a SCSI drive you can connect it directly to the 
RS, without the need for a PC!

- Robert
| 8887|8885|2003-01-19 06:23:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 / A3000 sampler|
On Sunday 19 January 2003 13:33, "basscadets wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> I currently own a RM1x and love it - very productive
> compared to software for me. I am looking to get an
> RS7000, especially because of the recent upgrades to the
> OS.
>
> I used to own an A3000 and I am wondering how close the
> sampler engine in the RS7000 is to this?
>
> I remember the effects + filters being fantastic,
> especially for dance music which is what I do.

The effects are more or less the same, the filters in the RS 
are better, imo.

> There were certain things about the A3k I didn't like
> however, and I abandoned it in favour of an EMU E6400.
>
> The first thing was that the MIDI timing wasn't good,
> especially when layering samples. I would assume the MIDI
> timing would be good on the RS with everything being
> inbuilt - but does it ever become a problem when layering
> voices? 

The RS sampler engine is extremely simple when compared to 
the A series of samplers. No layering, no velocity xfades, 
no spreading of multiple samples over the keyboard. You get 
two types of sample voices:
1. Pitches sample voice, where 1 (one) sample is spread over 
the keyboard, and
2. Kit sample voice, where each key of the keyboard is 
assigned a single sample, up to a maximum of 128 mono or 64 
stereo samples.

Timing on the RS is fine, btw.

> The other problem was when doing SCSI transfers of
> samples from my PC to the A3k. The A3k didn't accept
> sample nos and would just place the sample in the next
> available space. This might seem minor, but it was a



> problem for me as I like to be able to overwrite samples
> in a voice without loosing the voices settings, which is
> good for auditioning different samples. Does this happen
> with the RS?

Don't know, never tried it.

- Robert
| 8888|8868|2003-01-19 10:40:28|Scott Kellogg|Re: One More Device|
Has anyone got traxx up featuring the Evolver? I'd love to check them out.

/S

On Sun, Jan 19, 2003 at 03:55:56AM -0000, darkseeds666 <darkseed@darkseeds.com> wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> >I can trap delays in it while I am changing styles. The
> > affordable gadget that has really caught my eye, though, is the 
> Evolver
> > synth (www.davesmithinstruments.com). It would cover the gap, and 
> it's a
> > sequencer and synth in its own right.
> 
> The Evolver is most tasty... Excellent analog sounds as well as 
> screaming digital mayhem... Very good choice, IMHO...
> 
> G
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 8889|8868|2003-01-19 11:29:05|tompaulsen2002 |Re: One More Device|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> Has anyone got traxx up featuring the Evolver? I'd love to check 

them out.

>

I just ordered mine yesterday...there are some MP3´s on the 
davesmithinstruments.com but what sold me to the Evolver were these 
ones:
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http://www.saulstokes.com/evolver/
| 8890|8868|2003-01-20 00:02:04|dodeca02 |Re: One More Device|
Scott,

I focus mainly on the live performance applications of the RS,
building "sets" rather than tracks from the ground up.

I do this with a DJ-style setup, with an RS7000 and a Roland MC505
between a DJ style mixer. This allows me to seamlessly mix between
the two sources with a great deal of flexibility and control. If
you're looking to carry a live mix solely with groove-style gear, you
need another beefy sequenced source, since there's only so much that
can be done with the RS's 16 tracks. Getting two sources into your
mixer, then a Kaoss pad on an aux send would be an excellent option.

For however much Roland's "grooveboxes" are knocked, the amount of
flexibility in the sound synthesis on the MC505 is staggering. It's
based on the JP style, letting you build complex 4-waveform sounds
from the ground up (warning -- the presets suck on it). In actuality,
the creative flexibility in building sounds is more advanced than that
of the RS. In my opinion, though, the 505 is the only useable
workstation of the line... the MC303 is too primitive, and the MC307
loses too much of the interface in its simplicity.

My ideal setup, which will be completed after this summer, will
incorporate the new MC909 into the mix... offering a Cubase-esque
sequencer interface, USB connectivity, and the ability to build
patches/voices from your own samples through XV-class synthesis is
going to offer a lot to my setup.

The dream also incorporates an Access Virus or Triton, a Mac
Powerbook, and an Allen & Heath XZone mixer... although as
mentionned, those are only dreams. ;)

Anyway. A 505 can be picked up for around $800 (Canadian) the last
time I checked.

Take care,
Andrew :: Dodeca -//-- Shadowdance Studios

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> I've had my RS for about a month, and I'm finally getting into a serious
> project. I'm finding that the instrument is deep enough to keep me busy
> for a long time. I'd like to get the output expander and route
through my
> mixer for some hands-on control of individual channels without having to
> select tracks.
> 
> In order to cover for the gap in changing styles, I am looking for a
> suggestion for an additional device to add to the RS. Since I want to
> route through a mixer, I was thinking that something like a Kaoss Pad 2
> might work, since I can trap delays in it while I am changing
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styles. The
> affordable gadget that has really caught my eye, though, is the Evolver
> synth (www.davesmithinstruments.com). It would cover the gap, and
it's a
> sequencer and synth in its own right.
> 
> I appreciate any feedback this post generates. I am trying to keep my
> costs down, and add something really unique to the kit that will do the
> job.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> /Scott
> http://www.glaive.org

| 8891|8891|2003-01-20 00:07:54|Hermann|Looking for RS7000|
Hello,

My name is Hermann from Novi Sad, Yugoslavia and I'm in house music waters; my tools are mainly my
yamaha sy85 synth, and amd 1900+ computer. Now I'm looking for live performance tool and I think the rs7000
is very good for that purpose (unless I wait for openlabs eko, my recomandation for everybody on the web to se
that monster www.opnlabs.com). So if anybody knows a best price for rs7000 please contact me
hermann@yahoo.com

Thanks

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8892|8854|2003-01-20 00:07:59|Mr.Smith|Re: ot: hardware? software?|
We'll yeah, Basically the Creamware gear is just the concept of taking
they existing soundcards that use SHARC DSP's (which a found in a
variety of hardware items on the market) and fit it to a hardware item.
Whilst maintaining the soundcards felxibilty, they supply simplicity and
live usability.

Really at this level the internal sound component are much of a
muchness, it all comes down to the quality of the software and these
devices just supply a more usable updating and modifying engine to the
RS.

This concept of building the PC into the Synth is new one though. I
think the only reason Linux is offered is 'cos they can'. If its running
PC internals then you could probably run BEos if you wanted. Not that I
can imagine why you'd use Linux.

An interesting development nonetheless...

ontiK.

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
[mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
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Sent: Saturday, 18 January 2003 1:07 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: ot: hardware? software?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> http://www.opnlabs.com/products.php

Interesting, they delivered with XP or Linux...:)

It´s hardware. Basically a hardware-controller, like the MIDIman 
Oxygen8 (just bigger) with a built in PC (Micro ATX board) and 
specially developed software.
Competitors would be Creamware Noah, or the new Wersi Homeorgan line 
(www.wersi.net), they call their concept OpenArt.

I guess we will happen to see those kind of all in one workstations 
more 2003 and 2004. I am sure Waldorf and other known companies will 
jump on that train as well.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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Hello,

My name is Hermann from Novi Sad , Yugoslavia and I'm in house music 
waters. I'm looking for instrument for live gigs and I think the 
rs7000 will be the best chois (whait for eco from open labs 
www.opnlabs.com). Can you help me to locate the best offer for RS7000?

Thanks
| 8894|8894|2003-01-20 00:08:11|goodald |argh! dumb media memory cards|
i hate smart media.. i have lost my data so many times..

I just cut up a wav for sampling and saved the parts to my smartmedia 
using my computer.. used the eject option (as i've lost my work 
before) and put it in the rs.. started up the rs.. odd.. no samples.. 
turn it off.. put it back in my computer..

the disk is not formatted.. format now?

has anyone had problems with this.. this happens 1 in maybe 5 times 
moving between computer and rs which means i dont even get a chance 
to make a backup in most cases...

most frustrated.. i hate smart media.. so flimsy too.. why can't 
they have used compact flash, or memory stick.. the rs is pretty 
big.. no need to use something so damn crappy...

and with my compact flash if it does mess up i might lose one file, 
not EVERYTHING... EVERYTHING...

damn it..
| 8895|8869|2003-01-20 03:15:53|Mike Mitchell|Re: price drop|
i have a rs7000 for sale £600 includes deliver 2 months old never been used .if you want further information
please e-mail me . Hope to hear from you.
MIke

----- Original Message ----- 
From: lazorface <laserfacedreamscape@hotmail.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 18, 2003 10:28 AM
Subject: [RS7000] price drop

anyone have any guess of when the rs7000 will drop in price? based 
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on previous boxes or something.. is this even something to expect, 
or will it be quite a while at the same price? i cant afford it. :(
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| 8896|8893|2003-01-20 03:17:37|Mike Mitchell|Re: looking for RS7000|
i have one for sale £600 2 months old never used includes posting.Mike

----- Original Message ----- 
From: hermanng8 <hermann@eunet.yu> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, January 19, 2003 11:18 PM
Subject: [RS7000] looking for RS7000

Hello,

My name is Hermann from Novi Sad , Yugoslavia and I'm in house music 
waters. I'm looking for instrument for live gigs and I think the 
rs7000 will be the best chois (whait for eco from open labs 
www.opnlabs.com). Can you help me to locate the best offer for RS7000?

Thanks
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8897|8894|2003-01-20 03:28:41|Latif |Re: argh! dumb media memory cards|
here's what i wrote to someone at rs7000.org about that.

sod
Newbie Member

Registered: Nov 2002
Location: 
Posts: 2
formatting smart media cards Post #1 

hi all! 

I've got some problems with my smart media cards. 
They worked perfectly till now. 
If I want to format a card in my rs there comes up the write 
protected error message. But the card is definitly not write 
protected. 
It's still possible to format and access the card with my computer 
connected card reader. All works fine. 
But there is no chance to access it in the rs. No formatting and no 
files are shown on the load/delete or whatever page. 

So whats the problem? The card cannot be broken because it works 
perfect with my computer. 

Thanks in advance.

latif
Pro RS Member

Registered: Sep 2002
Location: Netherlands
Posts: 145

Yes i had this before, replikant was almost right.. what i found out 
is on a xp machine after having your card in the pc reader, do not 
select : eject-card from mouse right click menu, this seems to lock 
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the card. 
since i found that out, i don't use the eject-card function anymore, 
neither do i delete files from the card while it sits in the pc card 
reader 
and i don't move files around on the card when it's in the pc reader 
also. 
what you can do now, is re-format the card in the pc, then close all 
operation when done, wait for the card reader (pc) to stop flashing, 
take your card out, and re-format it again in the RS, i'm sure it 
will work then. 

in future steps, taking your card out of the pc card reader (xp 
situation only) don't use eject-card, just close all explorer windows 
that are showing the cards content, and wait for the reader to stop 
the obvious flashing, then take the card out... works fine for me 
________________________________________________________________

so goodald, simply put do not delete,move or alter files on the card
while it's in the pc reader, simply send your wav files through 
mouse right-click to RS7000 disk and do all deleting ,renaming and 
such when it's backin the RS or prior to saving files to the card...
do not ask me why, i just experienced it works better that way.

and one more thing mate, as soon as the card sits in the reader and 
is available in your pc: BACKUP YOUR WORK!!!
;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 
wrote:

> i hate smart media.. i have lost my data so many times..
> 
> I just cut up a wav for sampling and saved the parts to my 

smartmedia 

> using my computer.. used the eject option (as i've lost my work 
> before) and put it in the rs.. started up the rs.. odd.. no 

samples.. 

> turn it off.. put it back in my computer..
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> the disk is not formatted.. format now?
> 
> 
> 
> has anyone had problems with this.. this happens 1 in maybe 5 times 
> moving between computer and rs which means i dont even get a chance 
> to make a backup in most cases...
> 
> 
> 
> most frustrated.. i hate smart media.. so flimsy too.. why can't 
> they have used compact flash, or memory stick.. the rs is pretty 
> big.. no need to use something so damn crappy...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> and with my compact flash if it does mess up i might lose one file, 
> not EVERYTHING... EVERYTHING...
> 
> 
> damn it..

| 8898|8894|2003-01-20 03:32:32|tompaulsen2002 |Re: argh! dumb media memory cards|
Thank you Latif....that´s a good one for the FAQ 1.0...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> here's what i wrote to someone at rs7000.org about that.
> 
> sod
> Newbie Member
> 
> Registered: Nov 2002
> Location: 
> Posts: 2
> formatting smart media cards Post #1 
> 
> hi all! 
> 
> I've got some problems with my smart media cards. 
> They worked perfectly till now. 
> If I want to format a card in my rs there comes up the write 
> protected error message. But the card is definitly not write 
> protected. 
> It's still possible to format and access the card with my computer 
> connected card reader. All works fine. 
> But there is no chance to access it in the rs. No formatting and no 
> files are shown on the load/delete or whatever page. 
> 
> So whats the problem? The card cannot be broken because it works 
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> perfect with my computer. 
> 
> Thanks in advance.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> latif
> Pro RS Member
> 
> Registered: Sep 2002
> Location: Netherlands
> Posts: 145
> 
> 
> Yes i had this before, replikant was almost right.. what i found 

out 

> is on a xp machine after having your card in the pc reader, do not 
> select : eject-card from mouse right click menu, this seems to lock 
> the card. 
> since i found that out, i don't use the eject-card function 

anymore, 

> neither do i delete files from the card while it sits in the pc 

card 

> reader 
> and i don't move files around on the card when it's in the pc 

reader 

> also. 
> what you can do now, is re-format the card in the pc, then close 

all 

> operation when done, wait for the card reader (pc) to stop 

flashing, 

> take your card out, and re-format it again in the RS, i'm sure it 
> will work then. 
> 
> 
> in future steps, taking your card out of the pc card reader (xp 
> situation only) don't use eject-card, just close all explorer 

windows 

> that are showing the cards content, and wait for the reader to stop 
> the obvious flashing, then take the card out... works fine for me 
> ________________________________________________________________



> 
> 
> so goodald, simply put do not delete,move or alter files on the card
> while it's in the pc reader, simply send your wav files through 
> mouse right-click to RS7000 disk and do all deleting ,renaming and 
> such when it's backin the RS or prior to saving files to the card...
> do not ask me why, i just experienced it works better that way.
> 
> and one more thing mate, as soon as the card sits in the reader and 
> is available in your pc: BACKUP YOUR WORK!!!
> ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 
> wrote:
> > i hate smart media.. i have lost my data so many times..
> > 
> > I just cut up a wav for sampling and saved the parts to my 
> smartmedia 
> > using my computer.. used the eject option (as i've lost my work 
> > before) and put it in the rs.. started up the rs.. odd.. no 
> samples.. 
> > turn it off.. put it back in my computer..
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > the disk is not formatted.. format now?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > has anyone had problems with this.. this happens 1 in maybe 5 

times 

> > moving between computer and rs which means i dont even get a 

chance 

> > to make a backup in most cases...
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > most frustrated.. i hate smart media.. so flimsy too.. why can't 
> > they have used compact flash, or memory stick.. the rs is pretty 
> > big.. no need to use something so damn crappy...
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > and with my compact flash if it does mess up i might lose one 

file, 

> > not EVERYTHING... EVERYTHING...
> > 
> > 
> > damn it..

| 8899|8899|2003-01-20 05:05:01|Qburn|How to get importet Wavs PLAYING|
Hi Folks,

Could somebody give me a short explanation of how to 
*import* say 2 wav loop samples to 2 different tracks (easy) and get them in fact *running* (difficult) 

i tried it, but i can t manage it. seems like the *Sample & Kit* function is only available when you *record* a
sample - not when you *import it from disk. err?

what i want to know ist the exacts operational steps to get 2 loops running parallel opn two different tracks
... including especially infos about the settinmgs concerning VOICE, KIT, NOTE, BANK, PHRASE and things!

as for all i have read, the infos in the manual are a bit thin about this topic of practice.

i ve to admit, im kinda in the beginning with this machine... but perhaps could somebody help

peace,

Q

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
|



8900|8894|2003-01-20 06:21:49|Anthony Jackson|Re: argh! dumb media memory cards|
This exact same thing has happened once, a few weeks ago.
I've had my Rs for 5 weeks now.

Cheers,

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: goodald <datek@raverkids.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 3:03 PM
Subject: [RS7000] argh! dumb media memory cards

i hate smart media.. i have lost my data so many times..

I just cut up a wav for sampling and saved the parts to my smartmedia 
using my computer.. used the eject option (as i've lost my work 
before) and put it in the rs.. started up the rs.. odd.. no samples.. 
turn it off.. put it back in my computer..

the disk is not formatted.. format now?

has anyone had problems with this.. this happens 1 in maybe 5 times 
moving between computer and rs which means i dont even get a chance 
to make a backup in most cases...

most frustrated.. i hate smart media.. so flimsy too.. why can't 
they have used compact flash, or memory stick.. the rs is pretty 
big.. no need to use something so damn crappy...

and with my compact flash if it does mess up i might lose one file, 
not EVERYTHING... EVERYTHING...

damn it..
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8901|8868|2003-01-20 06:24:28|Scott Kellogg|Re: One More Device|

> http://www.saulstokes.com/evolver/

Ahh, these are really nice.

/S
| 8902|8868|2003-01-20 06:53:05|Scott Kellogg|Re: One More Device|

> Anyway. A 505 can be picked up for around $800 (Canadian) the last
> time I checked.

I have considered your idea. If I chose to go that route, I think that I
would get a second RS, rather than a different device. I've been thinking
about the matter, and it occurs to me that I do not necessarily need to
keep up a continous mix. I think that we are conditioned from the DJ world
to think that we have to. If you are doing a club set, and that's what's
expected, I can see doing it, but what I am doing is not bound by club 
convention. Even Hardfloor stopped between songs, and nobody seemed to
mind that. It just gave them a chance to jump up and down and yell
"woohoo" at the top of their lungs.

Anyway, the synths on my wish list are the Microwave XT and the Evolver.
We'll see what I end up with.

/S
| 8903|8903|2003-01-20 07:19:02|Anthony Jackson|Multi track record|
Just a quick Q. . . 

Can I do Multitrack recording or only one at a time?

Cheers,

Aj

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8904|6099|2003-01-20 07:38:47|synthe. labo|2 new tracks|
hello guys
i uploaded 2 new tracks to my old Vitaminic site
1 is hip hop, the other is electronic stuff Squarepusher stylee

'oblong face'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429982
i used 50 sounds from Dynamo/reaktor

'give respect'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429977
99% pure RS7000 work, i only added a couple works on Soundforge after, but 
it's really all sampled on rs7k.

everything from
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
tracks:
-> oblong face
-> give respect

if you listen , feedback really appreciated!

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8905|8903|2003-01-20 07:41:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Multi track record|
On Monday 20 January 2003 15:21, Anthony Jackson wrote:

> Just a quick Q. . .
>
> Can I do Multitrack recording or only one at a time?

Multitrack record is supported in Song Mode only.

- Robert
| 8906|8894|2003-01-20 07:56:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: argh! dumb media memory cards|
I'm pretty sure all of this is caused by ejecting the card 
too early, that is, while Windows is still writing the 
card, or worse, still *needs* to write to the card. 

Make sure your card writer device no longer indicates that 
any writing is busy on the card. It's similar to using 
floppies, these can also be ejected too early.

- Robert
| 8907|8894|2003-01-20 08:50:24|goodald |Re: argh! dumb media memory cards + scsi question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429982
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429977
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> I'm pretty sure all of this is caused by ejecting the card 
> too early, that is, while Windows is still writing the 
> card, or worse, still *needs* to write to the card. 
> 
> Make sure your card writer device no longer indicates that 
> any writing is busy on the card. It's similar to using 
> floppies, these can also be ejected too early.
> 

Well activity had definately stopped on the card and I had used 
the "eject" function which is supposed to clear out the write cache..

does anyone have a smartmedia reader that has an option to disable 
write behind in win 2000? i haven't found a way to do this and the 
SANDISK website actually states this is a problem and is why they 
recommend using the eject function.....

i will try as Latif mentioned and not use eject.. just wait a while 
and cross my fingers...

SCSI QUESTION:
Is this possible?
Can i have an external scsi drive (HD or maybe a castlewood orb) 
hooked to both the RS and my computer.. quite a few cheap ext scsi 
drives on ebay.. just wish the cases were smaller.. i'd love to see a 
tiny little 2.5hd drive.. maybe effecient enough to run off of the 
scsi ports power? :) sure we wont see that anywhere but that would 
rock... anyhow..

i was acutally thinking of buying the ORB with the scsi and USB 
interface. Although my computer already has a scsi interface as well. 
i could use the usb if i needed to take it on the road with me and 
use a laptop etc... I believe i read on castlewoods site that using 
both usb and scsi connection was fine.. Anyone try this?
| 8908|8908|2003-01-20 08:55:33|Alvaro|Introducing myself|
Hi!

My name is Alvaro, i'm new in the group. I'm from Spain. I'm
gonna get my RS7000 next week so i would like to now some tips
and stuff about how to use it. I Like all kinda electronci
music, from ambient/new wave to the deepest drum& bass and
house.

Hope to meet nice pals here!
See you

___________________________________________________



Yahoo! Móviles
Personaliza tu móvil con tu logo y melodía favorito 
en http://moviles.yahoo.es
| 8909|8894|2003-01-20 08:57:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: argh! dumb media memory cards + scsi question|
On Monday 20 January 2003 16:45, "goodald wrote:

>
> Well activity had definately stopped on the card and I
> had used the "eject" function which is supposed to clear
> out the write cache..

The the device drive responsible for the smartcard reader is 
probably buggy, or Windows itself.

>
> does anyone have a smartmedia reader that has an option
> to disable write behind in win 2000? i haven't found a
> way to do this and the SANDISK website actually states
> this is a problem and is why they recommend using the
> eject function.....

What type of smartcard reader do you use? Did it come with 
its own driver? Does the manufacturer provide its own, 
updated driver perhaps?

>
> i will try as Latif mentioned and not use eject.. just
> wait a while and cross my fingers...

Very fragile solution, but maybe the only one available. :(

- Robert
| 8910|8908|2003-01-20 09:00:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Introducing myself|
On Monday 20 January 2003 16:51, Alvaro wrote:

> Hi!
>
>
> My name is Alvaro, i'm new in the group. I'm from Spain.
> I'm gonna get my RS7000 next week so i would like to now
> some tips and stuff about how to use it. I Like all kinda
> electronci music, from ambient/new wave to the deepest
> drum& bass and house.
>

Hi Alvaro, welcome to the group and congrats with your new 
RS! You made a smart move. ;)

I suggest to read the RS manual and our faq, which can be 

http://moviles.yahoo.es/


found here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 8911|8899|2003-01-20 09:11:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to get importet Wavs PLAYING|
On Monday 20 January 2003 12:56, Qburn wrote:

> what i want to know ist the exacts operational steps to
> get 2 loops running parallel opn two different tracks ...
> including especially infos about the settinmgs concerning
> VOICE, KIT, NOTE, BANK, PHRASE and things!
>

Let's first start with importing the WAV files, that are 
available on your smartcard I assume.

1. Select a track on the RS.
2. Press the Load button twice to produce the Import page.

The default SAMPLE file type is the one you need.

3. Press button 4, OK to proceed to the next page.
4. Use knob 1 to locate the wave file.
5. Use knob 4 to select the kit voice key slot where the 
imported sample must be place. Select key C1 (but anything 
will do).

Note the default text PTCH in the right box, indicating that 
a Pitched sample voice will be created. Turning knob 4 
however changes the target sample voice type into a Kit 
sample voice.

6. Hit button 4 to start the import procedure.

Repeat all of this for other tracks.

Let me know if this works for you. We'll do the phrase stuff 
next.

- Robert
| 8912|8908|2003-01-20 09:11:14|alex|Re: Introducing myself|
bienvenido al grupo!!!
yo soy de barcelona y tb tengo pensado pillarme el rs7000 en breve!!!

welcome to the group!!!
i'm from barcelona and i also have in mind getting an rs7000 asap!!

alex.

--Original Message Text---
From: Alvaro
Date: Mon, 20 Jan 2003 16:51:22 +0100 (CET)
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Hi!

My name is Alvaro, i'm new in the group. I'm from Spain. I'm
gonna get my RS7000 next week so i would like to now some tips
and stuff about how to use it. I Like all kinda electronci
music, from ambient/new wave to the deepest drum& bass and
house.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8913|8913|2003-01-20 09:19:59|Thewes, Eric|Question about copying Pattern Chain to Song|
I just learned how to convert a Pattern Chain to Song and this is really
frustrating me! 

I'm trying to put a click track down on my recorder so that I don't have to
work to the crappy metronome on my 16 track. I figured that I would create
a simple 1 measure pattern in the pattern mode, link it for the length of
the song in the pattern chain mode, convert it to the song mode (Job 5 in
Pattern Chain Mode), and then record it synced through MTC to my 16 track.

The problem is that when I go to Song Mode to listen to the click track to
make sure it converted over for the full length of the song, I find that it
only converted over sections. For instance, the last time I tried it, the
song contained the pattern in measures 1-4, 9-13 and 81-84.

I can work around this issue but I am concerned that if I spend a lot of
time developing real patterns and can't get them to the Song mode, I'll be
screwed.

Thanks for any help!!!

By the way, this group is awesome!!! I am using my RS 100X more since I
joined!

The contents of this e-mail are intended for the named addressee only. It
contains information that may be confidential. Unless you are the named
addressee or an authorized designee, you may not copy or use it, or disclose
it to anyone else. If you received it in error please notify us immediately
and then destroy it. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8914|8913|2003-01-20 09:30:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question about copying Pattern Chain to Song|
On Monday 20 January 2003 17:11, Thewes, Eric wrote:



> The problem is that when I go to Song Mode to listen to
> the click track to make sure it converted over for the
> full length of the song, I find that it only converted
> over sections. For instance, the last time I tried it,
> the song contained the pattern in measures 1-4, 9-13 and
> 81-84.

This suggest that your pattern chain only refers to your 
metronome pattern (section) in those areas. Did you create 
the pattern chain from scratch? There's the Clear Chain job 
to clear a chain.

Maybe you used an exting chain? Check the PATT track to see 
if other sections are used in the chain.

- Robert
| 8915|8915|2003-01-20 09:45:26|phatnround |What scsi card has been successful for you?|
I'm trying to transfer samples from my pc to my rs7000. I have 
purchased an old tekram DC-390U2W SCSI card. I'm running winxp on my 
system. What types of SCSI cards have had success with transferring 
files from pc-to rs7000. I have searched the messages but can't find 
what brand or type of SCSI cards has been successful in doing this. 
Thank you for any replies.
| 8916|8915|2003-01-20 09:50:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What scsi card has been successful for you?|
On Monday 20 January 2003 17:42, "phatnround wrote:

> I'm trying to transfer samples from my pc to my rs7000. I
> have purchased an old tekram DC-390U2W SCSI card. I'm
> running winxp on my system. What types of SCSI cards have
> had success with transferring files from pc-to rs7000. I
> have searched the messages but can't find what brand or
> type of SCSI cards has been successful in doing this.
> Thank you for any replies.

I *guess* most cards should simply work. Does winxp 
recognize the card? If so, how did you try to transfer the 
sample to the RS?

- Robert
| 8917|8894|2003-01-20 10:03:28|goodald |Re: argh! dumb media memory cards + scsi question|

> The the device drive responsible for the smartcard reader is 
> probably buggy, or Windows itself.

I'm a driver hunting nut and usually won't even consider using the 
supplied drivers unless the web has nothing more up to date.. I will 
entertain this tought though, as Sandisk does not stamp a model 
number on the reader for some reason which (as i recall) made it hard 
for me to identify the driver.. perhaps i have installed an 
incorrecto one but i'm 99% sure I ended up with the right one as i 
downloaded them all and read through each one... would be nice if 
they would just write a number on it though.. ugly little reader too..



> > i will try as Latif mentioned and not use eject.. just
> > wait a while and cross my fingers...
> 
> Very fragile solution, but maybe the only one available. :(

yes.. i will spend some time to see if i can disable write behind 
on specific drives. i haven't really gotten used to the "lack" of 
menus and options that i've been able to uncover so far in 2000.. 
perhaps i need to get one of those TweakUI software type packages.. 
some allow more in depth changes that usually would take a registry 
hack to complete...

If I find out i'll post some info as I've heard other people come 
across this problem.. disabling write behind should EASILY fix this 
issue. man.. one of the reasons i ended up getting the rs over the 
rmx1 was because i wanted to use smartmedia over floppy.. i have 
horrible luck with floppy drives. .probably cause i use them so 
infrequently.. leaving the same disk in em for a year or more can be 
bad too.. hmpf.. thanks for all the feedback everybody!
-Dan
| 8918|6099|2003-01-20 12:38:23|trapstate |Re: 2 new tracks|

> if you listen , feedback really appreciated!
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
> http://messenger.msn.it

Nice work Marco! Good use of effects and nice variation of beats.

tell me did you only used sounds of the RS on that second 99% RS
track, or did you sample other synths as well? I still find it hard to
get good sounds out of the RS synth.

Paul
| 8919|6099|2003-01-20 12:51:01|synthe. labo|Re: 2 new tracks|

>Nice work Marco! Good use of effects and nice variation of beats.
>
>tell me did you only used sounds of the RS on that second 99% RS
>track, or did you sample other synths as well? I still find it hard to
>get good sounds out of the RS synth.

thanx!
yes, in the second track 'give respect' i used a bass and a lead internal 
sound.

http://messenger.msn.it/


they're very tweaked, the bass into the delay, the lead is twisted in the 
filters and has flanger on; i also added an overdub recording to fix the 
motion on the filter so you listen to that 'acid' moving twisting.
i sampled 1 snare and a big kick sound, then i used also some internal 
sounds from hip-hop kits.
it's a pretty simple track, i worked in the slice+sequence method for the 
vocals, i loop-remixed one of them with a pitch phrase.
then mutes, play, mutes, play...eheh

ciao-marco
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8920|6099|2003-01-20 12:52:40|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 2 new tracks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" 
wrote:

> 
> 
> hello guys
> i uploaded 2 new tracks to my old Vitaminic site
> 1 is hip hop, the other is electronic stuff Squarepusher stylee
> 
> 'oblong face'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429982
> i used 50 sounds from Dynamo/reaktor

Wild!
:)

> 
> 'give respect'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429977
> 99% pure RS7000 work, i only added a couple works on Soundforge 

after, but 

> it's really all sampled on rs7k.

...Is that Eminem? Sounds almost like him...very nice ElectripHop :)
Like it!

Did you use the new filters on the samples? Great buzzy sounds.
| 8921|6099|2003-01-20 12:55:50|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 2 new tracks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" 

> vocals, i loop-remixed one of them with a pitch phrase.
> then mutes, play, mutes, play...eheh

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
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Hot stuff, pal...EletripHop...know wot i´m sayin? ;)
| 8922|6099|2003-01-20 14:11:29|Latif |Re: 2 new tracks|
Hey Marco,

'give respect' very creative hiphop/triphop kinda thing
I like what you done with the vocals!

'oblong face' yep, this i like very much!!!!
this machine and lot of it users defenatly represent 
IDM in a solid way ;)

keep it going!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> 
> hello guys
> i uploaded 2 new tracks to my old Vitaminic site
> 1 is hip hop, the other is electronic stuff Squarepusher stylee
> 
> 'oblong face'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429982
> i used 50 sounds from Dynamo/reaktor
> 
> 'give respect'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429977
> 99% pure RS7000 work, i only added a couple works on Soundforge 
after, but 
> it's really all sampled on rs7k.
> 
> everything from
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> tracks:
> -> oblong face
> -> give respect
> 
> if you listen , feedback really appreciated!
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
> http://messenger.msn.it

| 8923|8915|2003-01-20 14:48:17|Christopher holt|Re: What scsi card has been successful for you?|
Hi there, I've using 2 cards, ADAPTEC AIC 7850 AND ADAPTEC AVA 1505 and both work OK.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: phatnround <phatnround@yahoo.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2003 3:42 AM

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429982
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429977
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
http://messenger.msn.it/
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Subject: [RS7000] What scsi card has been successful for you?

I'm trying to transfer samples from my pc to my rs7000. I have 
purchased an old tekram DC-390U2W SCSI card. I'm running winxp on my 
system. What types of SCSI cards have had success with transferring 
files from pc-to rs7000. I have searched the messages but can't find 
what brand or type of SCSI cards has been successful in doing this. 
Thank you for any replies.
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| 8924|8924|2003-01-20 15:22:29|tompaulsen2002 |OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here|
http://www.funkyrabbit.com/NAMM/StartPage.html

Check out the Jomox MBase01...and the Alesis Ion...very stylish...
| 8925|8913|2003-01-20 16:09:26|Thewes, Eric|Re: Question about copying Pattern Chain to Song|
Thanks. I'll check that out!
-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 11:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Question about copying Pattern Chain to Song

On Monday 20 January 2003 17:11, Thewes, Eric wrote:
> The problem is that when I go to Song Mode to listen to
> the click track to make sure it converted over for the
> full length of the song, I find that it only converted
> over sections. For instance, the last time I tried it,
> the song contained the pattern in measures 1-4, 9-13 and
> 81-84.
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This suggest that your pattern chain only refers to your 
metronome pattern (section) in those areas. Did you create 
the pattern chain from scratch? There's the Clear Chain job 
to clear a chain.

Maybe you used an exting chain? Check the PATT track to see 
if other sections are used in the chain.

- Robert
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| 8926|8915|2003-01-20 16:09:33|phatnround |Re: What scsi card has been successful for you? maybe?|
I know the SCSI card is functional; I can transfer samples smidi to 
my emu esi 2000. Under device manager there is a question mark for 
rs7000 SCSI adapter, I don't know what that is. I have searched for 
drivers, but I do not believe from reading all posts that one exists, 
it just seems to work for some and not for others. That's why I was 
thinking it was a SCSI card issue. Programs I have tried are TWE, no 
good and sound forge. Sound forge comes up with this sampler is not 
smidi capable. TWE is just grayed out for export/import sample. 
Various issues could be at cause. Xp or SCSI card. Any more help 
would be greatly appreciated. Thanks.Ed.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 20 January 2003 17:42, "phatnround wrote:
> > I'm trying to transfer samples from my pc to my rs7000. I
> > have purchased an old tekram DC-390U2W SCSI card. I'm
> > running winxp on my system. What types of SCSI cards have
> > had success with transferring files from pc-to rs7000. I
> > have searched the messages but can't find what brand or
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> > type of SCSI cards has been successful in doing this.
> > Thank you for any replies.
> 
> I *guess* most cards should simply work. Does winxp 
> recognize the card? If so, how did you try to transfer the 
> sample to the RS?
> 
> - Robert

| 8927|6099|2003-01-20 16:17:47|synthe. labo|Re: 2 new tracks|

>...Is that Eminem? Sounds almost like him...very nice ElectripHop :)
>Like it!

no no, it's Camu Tao, an acappella track; i sampled some parts.
i'm really into that sort of "indie-hip hop" made by artist under DefJux 
label,
i love most of them, El-P, Camu Tao, RJD2, Company Flow, Cannibal Ox...
and other stuff more electronic but also into hip hop, ex.:
Tekno Animal, made also by Justin Brodrik, ex Godflesh (!!! i love them!!!), 
DHR stuff....

>Did you use the new filters on the samples? Great buzzy sounds.

no, i haven't uploaded the new OS yet

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8928|6099|2003-01-20 16:19:45|synthe. labo|Re: 2 new tracks|

>Hey Marco,
>
>'give respect' very creative hiphop/triphop kinda thing
>I like what you done with the vocals!

thanx
it has been really spontaneus, i didn't thought a lot of what to do...

>'oblong face' yep, this i like very much!!!!
>this machine and lot of it users defenatly represent
>IDM in a solid way ;)

yes, well, i admit that this last track is most computer based, it's pretty 
impossible to do that only with rs7000, too much editing on audio.

http://messenger.msn.it/


ok, ciao
marco

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi chattare e scambiare canzoni e foto con gli amici? 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8929|8915|2003-01-20 17:16:41|Christopher holt|Re: What scsi card has been successful for you? maybe?|
Hi there Phatnround, I also get the question marks in device manager,but can transfer wav files using sound
forge. As the RS isn't listed in sound forge sampler list, I click on to the Peavey SP and it works fine. To get
everything to work OK I have to turn everything on in a set order,starting from the last device in the chain and
ending with the PC. i.e. RS,then Zip drive then Peavey SP then the PC.
hope this helps, took me ages to get scsi to work!!!
Chris

----- Original Message ----- 
From: phatnround <phatnround@yahoo.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2003 8:14 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What scsi card has been successful for you? maybe?

I know the SCSI card is functional; I can transfer samples smidi to 
my emu esi 2000. Under device manager there is a question mark for 
rs7000 SCSI adapter, I don't know what that is. I have searched for 
drivers, but I do not believe from reading all posts that one exists, 
it just seems to work for some and not for others. That's why I was 
thinking it was a SCSI card issue. Programs I have tried are TWE, no 
good and sound forge. Sound forge comes up with this sampler is not 
smidi capable. TWE is just grayed out for export/import sample. 
Various issues could be at cause. Xp or SCSI card. Any more help 
would be greatly appreciated. Thanks.Ed.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:
> On Monday 20 January 2003 17:42, "phatnround wrote:
> > I'm trying to transfer samples from my pc to my rs7000. I
> > have purchased an old tekram DC-390U2W SCSI card. I'm
> > running winxp on my system. What types of SCSI cards have
> > had success with transferring files from pc-to rs7000. I
> > have searched the messages but can't find what brand or
> > type of SCSI cards has been successful in doing this.
> > Thank you for any replies.
> 
> I *guess* most cards should simply work. Does winxp 
> recognize the card? If so, how did you try to transfer the 
> sample to the RS?
> 
> - Robert
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| 8930|8924|2003-01-20 23:45:34|Oscillator505|Re: OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here|
Very cool pics, even a blond or two... :)

Couldn't help notice, lots of DJ equipment.

Ah.... nice close-ups for the Evolver :)

Thanks
Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 2:22 PM
Subject: [RS7000] OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here

> http://www.funkyrabbit.com/NAMM/StartPage.html
>
> Check out the Jomox MBase01...and the Alesis Ion...very stylish...
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 8931|8931|2003-01-20 23:45:42|guitarboy_02451
I'm a guitarist, starting to record my 2nd cd (using a Roland vs-
1880). I'm looking for good rock drums only... 

What is your take? Worth the $500.00? How do the drums sound? The 
only samples I can find are hip-hop sounding drums.... Would be nice 
to hear some kicking rock drums... 

Does anyone have any mp3's??? 

Thanks!!

gb
| 8932|8915|2003-01-21 00:27:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What scsi card has been successful for you? maybe?|
On Monday 20 January 2003 22:14, "phatnround wrote:

> I know the SCSI card is functional; I can transfer
> samples smidi to my emu esi 2000. Under device manager
> there is a question mark for rs7000 SCSI adapter, I don't
> know what that is. 

That's okay, afaik. The RS doesn't need a driver to be able 
to use it.

> I have searched for drivers, but I do
> not believe from reading all posts that one exists, it
> just seems to work for some and not for others. That's
> why I was thinking it was a SCSI card issue. Programs I
> have tried are TWE, no good and sound forge. Sound forge
> comes up with this sampler is not smidi capable. TWE is
> just grayed out for export/import sample. Various issues
> could be at cause. Xp or SCSI card. Any more help would
> be greatly appreciated. Thanks.Ed.

Did you put the RS in SCSI communication mode? (Press load 4 
times). Only *then* will it communicate over SCSI.

Did you give the RS a unique SCSI ID? 

- Robert
| 8933|6099|2003-01-21 01:07:43|Oscillator505|Re: 2 new tracks|

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


wild, wild, wild :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "synthe. labo" <synthelabo@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 6:38 AM
Subject: [RS7000] 2 new tracks

>
>
> hello guys
> i uploaded 2 new tracks to my old Vitaminic site
> 1 is hip hop, the other is electronic stuff Squarepusher stylee
>
> 'oblong face'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429982
> i used 50 sounds from Dynamo/reaktor
>
> 'give respect'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=429977
> 99% pure RS7000 work, i only added a couple works on Soundforge after, but
> it's really all sampled on rs7k.
>
> everything from
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> tracks:
> -> oblong face
> -> give respect
>
> if you listen , feedback really appreciated!
>
> ciao-marco

| 8934|8934|2003-01-21 04:47:31|lazorface
dont i wish i had my money now.. unfortunately, i must wait until my 
birthday at the end of march. check it out, rs7k for $600us.. nice :)

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&item=2502683371&category=1287

-lazorface
| 8935|8924|2003-01-21 05:12:28|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here|
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Yup...and even pictures from Herbie Hancock and Bootsy Collins and 
his girlfriend/wife...:) and lots of other people...

Did you also see that Alesis Ion? It might be VA, but boy...NICE 
design!
The Moog Voyager also looked great...

Oh and did you see that Jomox MBase01...very interesting...

Töm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:
> 
> Very cool pics, even a blond or two... :)
> 
> Couldn't help notice, lots of DJ equipment.
> 
> Ah.... nice close-ups for the Evolver :)
> 
> Thanks
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 2:22 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here
> 
> 
> > http://www.funkyrabbit.com/NAMM/StartPage.html
> >
> > Check out the Jomox MBase01...and the Alesis Ion...very stylish...
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
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> >
> >

| 8936|8899|2003-01-21 05:24:27|Qburn|Re: How to get importet Wavs PLAYING|
hi robert!
Thank you.
now, let s beginn with the phrase stuff ; )

peace 
Q

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 5:10 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] How to get importet Wavs PLAYING

On Monday 20 January 2003 12:56, Qburn wrote:
> what i want to know ist the exacts operational steps to
> get 2 loops running parallel opn two different tracks ...
> including especially infos about the settinmgs concerning
> VOICE, KIT, NOTE, BANK, PHRASE and things!
>

Let's first start with importing the WAV files, that are 
available on your smartcard I assume.

1. Select a track on the RS.
2. Press the Load button twice to produce the Import page.

The default SAMPLE file type is the one you need.

3. Press button 4, OK to proceed to the next page.
4. Use knob 1 to locate the wave file.
5. Use knob 4 to select the kit voice key slot where the 
imported sample must be place. Select key C1 (but anything 
will do).

Note the default text PTCH in the right box, indicating that 
a Pitched sample voice will be created. Turning knob 4 
however changes the target sample voice type into a Kit 
sample voice.

6. Hit button 4 to start the import procedure.

Repeat all of this for other tracks.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Let me know if this works for you. We'll do the phrase stuff 
next.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8937|8899|2003-01-21 11:22:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to get importet Wavs PLAYING|
On Tuesday 21 January 2003 13:23, Qburn wrote:

> hi robert!
> Thank you.
> now, let s beginn with the phrase stuff ; )

Okay, let's continue now to create a phrase that triggers 
the imported samples. It is assumed that you followed the 
instructions of my previous message, starting with a new 
song.

1. Select the track holding the imported sample.
2. Select the Pattern Patch screen (the second 'main' screen 
in Patch mode).
3. Turn knob 1 to select the User phrase category. It should 
say 'US'.
4. Turn knob 2 to select a free user phrase. In our example 
the first user phrase is free, so there's no need to do 
this step.

We now have an empty user phrase selected for our track. Now 
we need to insert a MIDI note event in the phrase, that 
triggers the sample.

5. Press the Edit knob.
6. Press F3 (INSERT). 
7. Use knob1 to select the NOTE event type, which is the 
default value, so no use to perform this step.

8. Use knob2 to move over the data fields, and knob4 to 
change the values. 

The first three fields are the event's start position, and 
the default 001:1:000 (start of phrase) is good for this 
example. Don't change them now.

9. Move the cursor (with knob2) to the note number field. It 
says C3 now, and change it to C1 (or whatever you specified 
when you imported the sample).

10. Move the cursor to the Gate time fields and change it to 
016:000. That's 16 full beats (4 bars of 4 quarter notes).



11. Change the value of the next Velo field to 127 to play 
the sample at full volume.

12. Hit F3 (DO) once (!) to insert the MIDI note as shown on 
screen.

13. Hit Exit to leave Insert mode. Back in the main Edit 
mode screen, you should see your MIDI note event.

14. Hit Exit once again to leave Edit mode.

15. Hit Play and enjoy.

Note that I didn't touch the Mixer settings yet. The RS 
defaults will do for now.

- Robert
| 8938|8931|2003-01-21 21:38:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: qy100 or not???|

>I'm a guitarist, starting to record my 2nd cd (using a Roland vs-
>1880). I'm looking for good rock drums only... 
>
>What is your take? Worth the $500.00? How do the drums sound? The 
>only samples I can find are hip-hop sounding drums.... Would be nice 
>to hear some kicking rock drums... 
>
>Does anyone have any mp3's??? 
>
>Thanks!!
>
>gb

Doesn't look like anybody's answered this yet so I'll take a stab at it.
I don't have any experience with the QY100 and its sounds, but my
first EVER piece of gear (the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm Programmer)
has quite a few decent - great Rock, Metal, and Orchestra kits in it.
I wish I hadn't sold it, since every piece of gear I've bought since then
(RM1x, RS7k, others) only has electronic & hip hop style drumsets
mostly.

You might want to see if you can find an RY20 drummachine used
nearby you to see if the sounds tickle your fancy or look for a used
one online. They run around $150 or so used (last I checked), and
originally retailed for $400 US.

Other than that, if you have a sampler or other sequencing software,
look for a set of rock drumkit samples off the Internet or buy a drum
kit sample CD and use that. Good Luck. Lemme know if you find any
good sources of Rock/Metal drum kits. I'll probably just end up creating
a sample kit in my RS7k once I get around to some samples. What I'd
love to do is have set of the RY20's 3 or 4 Rock-based drum kits as
sample kits, ideally.



Anyone else on this list have a source for good, acoustic rock/metal
style drum kits?

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 8939|8924|2003-01-21 22:15:35|Oscillator505|Re: OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here|
Yep, I made a note on those as well, very nice (the synths, the girls too
:) ).

Once you have gotten your Evolver and played with it for a while you'll have
to share your thoughts, ok you can make that optional :)...

I'm curios to know how you intend to integrate it with the RS sequencing.
Sound wise it should compliment it very nicely.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2003 4:12 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here

Yup...and even pictures from Herbie Hancock and Bootsy Collins and
his girlfriend/wife...:) and lots of other people...

Did you also see that Alesis Ion? It might be VA, but boy...NICE
design!
The Moog Voyager also looked great...

Oh and did you see that Jomox MBase01...very interesting...

Töm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:
>
> Very cool pics, even a blond or two... :)
>
> Couldn't help notice, lots of DJ equipment.
>
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> Ah.... nice close-ups for the Evolver :)
>
> Thanks
> Cornel
> \|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
> /__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
>
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, January 20, 2003 2:22 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here
>
>
> > http://www.funkyrabbit.com/NAMM/StartPage.html
> >
> > Check out the Jomox MBase01...and the Alesis Ion...very stylish...
> >
> >

| 8940|8940|2003-01-21 22:19:07|blackwoodtebo |CD-RW|
Do any of you use a CD-RW with the RS7K. If so, which one do you 
have and how much are they? I am think that a CD-RW would be better 
to have than a Zip or Jaz drive.
| 8941|8941|2003-01-21 22:19:18|Mr.Smith|Anyone selling an AIEB2?|
He asks expecting the answer 'No'.

Guess I'll just have to fork out....

ontiK

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8942|8940|2003-01-21 22:19:56|blackwoodtebo |CD-RW|
Do any of you use a CD-RW with the RS7k? I am considering geting one 
and wanna know what most people use and how much they run. Thanks
| 8943|8931|2003-01-21 22:19:56|Mr.Smith|Re: qy100 or not???|
Although not precisely 'rock' kits I have a sample CD called Total Funk
that has sampled real drum kits that is really comprehensive and I can
really recommend it. All sorts of kicks, snares, hats, toms and cymbals
and all natural. Contains some other great samples & loops too.

Have a look.

ontiK.

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net] 
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Sent: Wednesday, 22 January 2003 3:41 PM
To: RS7000 List
Subject: RE: [RS7000] qy100 or not???

>I'm a guitarist, starting to record my 2nd cd (using a Roland vs-
>1880). I'm looking for good rock drums only... 
>
>What is your take? Worth the $500.00? How do the drums sound? The 
>only samples I can find are hip-hop sounding drums.... Would be nice 
>to hear some kicking rock drums... 
>
>Does anyone have any mp3's??? 
>
>Thanks!!
>
>gb

Doesn't look like anybody's answered this yet so I'll take a stab at it.
I don't have any experience with the QY100 and its sounds, but my
first EVER piece of gear (the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm Programmer)
has quite a few decent - great Rock, Metal, and Orchestra kits in it.
I wish I hadn't sold it, since every piece of gear I've bought since
then
(RM1x, RS7k, others) only has electronic & hip hop style drumsets
mostly.

You might want to see if you can find an RY20 drummachine used
nearby you to see if the sounds tickle your fancy or look for a used
one online. They run around $150 or so used (last I checked), and
originally retailed for $400 US.

Other than that, if you have a sampler or other sequencing software,
look for a set of rock drumkit samples off the Internet or buy a drum
kit sample CD and use that. Good Luck. Lemme know if you find any
good sources of Rock/Metal drum kits. I'll probably just end up
creating
a sample kit in my RS7k once I get around to some samples. What I'd
love to do is have set of the RY20's 3 or 4 Rock-based drum kits as
sample kits, ideally.

Anyone else on this list have a source for good, acoustic rock/metal
style drum kits?

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3
<http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130> &a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130


http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8944|8940|2003-01-21 22:22:35|tompaulsen2002 |Re: CD-RW|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
wrote:

> Do any of you use a CD-RW with the RS7k? I am considering geting 

one 

> and wanna know what most people use and how much they run. Thanks

CD-RW works only as read-only. The RS OS doesn´t support burning 
CD´s. for that you need either way a DAW like a Yamaha AW16G and its 
sibblings or a PC.
| 8945|8924|2003-01-21 22:26:39|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT:Namm 2k3 lots of pics here|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:

> Once you have gotten your Evolver and played with it for a while 

you'll have

> to share your thoughts, ok you can make that optional :)...

Sure i will. :)

> I'm curios to know how you intend to integrate it with the RS 

sequencing.

> Sound wise it should compliment it very nicely.

http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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Actually i always found that Yamaha gear in general always 
compliments very nicely with other gear.
| 8946|8931|2003-01-21 23:28:18|wasted/su700fan|Re: qy100 or not???|

> 
>Although not precisely 'rock' kits I have a sample CD called Total Funk
>that has sampled real drum kits that is really comprehensive and I can
>really recommend it. All sorts of kicks, snares, hats, toms and cymbals
>and all natural. Contains some other great samples & loops too.
> 
>Have a look.
> 
>ontiK.

Thanks ontiK. Will check out. Can build a kit from that for the RS7k.
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 8947|8931|2003-01-22 00:49:03|Mr.Smith|Re: qy100 or not???|
Yeah I forgot about that.

You would have to build your kits but fortunately there are all there in
both .wav files and standard CD audio too. Using the wavs will be about
as easy as it gets.

Good luck.

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 22 January 2003 5:27 PM
To: RS7000 List
Subject: RE: [RS7000] qy100 or not???

> 
>Although not precisely 'rock' kits I have a sample CD called Total Funk
>that has sampled real drum kits that is really comprehensive and I can
>really recommend it. All sorts of kicks, snares, hats, toms and cymbals
>and all natural. Contains some other great samples & loops too.
> 
>Have a look.
> 
>ontiK.

Thanks ontiK. Will check out. Can build a kit from that for the RS7k.
-- 

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
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wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3
<http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130> &a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8948|8940|2003-01-22 03:11:04|blackwoodtebo |Re: CD-RW|
Oh, so I couldn't use the CD-RW to store pattern files or wav samples 
eh? Thats too bad. So, I guess the best SCSI device would be a Jaz 
drive for storing files?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
> wrote:
> > Do any of you use a CD-RW with the RS7k? I am considering geting 
> one 
> > and wanna know what most people use and how much they run. Thanks
> 
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> CD-RW works only as read-only. The RS OS doesn´t support burning 
> CD´s. for that you need either way a DAW like a Yamaha AW16G and 

its 

> sibblings or a PC.

| 8949|8940|2003-01-22 04:26:57|tompaulsen2002 |Re: CD-RW|
Or an external SCSI HDD. I am using a SCSI Zip 100 and SmartMedia 
cards.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
wrote:

> Oh, so I couldn't use the CD-RW to store pattern files or wav 

samples 

> eh? Thats too bad. So, I guess the best SCSI device would be a 

Jaz 

> drive for storing files?

| 8950|8950|2003-01-22 04:29:11|love_su_re_soulmyheart
hi, i am an "old" su700 user-fan, and own now since 4 days his bigger brother.
i love and hate it - like the super su!
now a few questions i cant find the answers in the manual:
.) to save the master-settings with the pattern on card seems impossible (just 
"all+system"
.) the most of the drumkits lost all of the filters - just 24lp is active, and the lfos are 
gone too...very poor!
.) the scenes doesnt save effects and their settings anymore, like good old su.
the scenes are generally very dangerous, becouse they wont make difference 
between the sections. ...

thanks for every hint, and enjoy this superb instrument - stefan
| 8951|8950|2003-01-22 04:48:13|tompaulsen2002 |Re: love to yamaha BUT..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart 

> .) the most of the drumkits lost all of the filters - just 24lp is 

active, and the lfos are 

> gone too...very poor!

??? The LFOs are there...

If you check the manual for the drumkits you can notice that there 
are three types of kits. Two of them indeed only accept 24lp...but 
the last type of kits, which are basically the Bassdrum-kit, snare-
kit, hihat-kit, percussion-kit, fx-kit etc. can be modified with all 
12 filter models. More postings about this topic in the archive of 
this group. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Also i suggest to you to download the new OS1.2. as well as the FAQ 
from our file section.

Cheers, Töm (möderatör...dem moderatör ist nix zu schwör...)
| 8952|8950|2003-01-22 05:00:58|faxorgy |Re: love to yamaha BUT..|
Ahem shouldn't that read ALL 18 FILTER MODELS (remember 6 plus 12 
new) ;). Also don't under estimate the power of the noise waveforms 
in the percussive bank with your own programmed Attack/Decay amp 
envelopes some EQ and a nice use of filters and effects . You can use 
LFO's etc on these and get some cracking analog style snares etc etc.
Tri waves make great kicks . You can create toms using other synth 
sounds too etc etc etc.. Just don't look at the drum bank for kit 
sounds or you're really selling the RS7000 short.
On a side note I got my Micro Q :D...
Ooooh this thing is a pure digital orgasm when combined with the 
RS7000 and I can programme crap loads of drum sounds on it (seriously 
who needs a Rack Attack?) and the TG33 fed though the MicroQ and 
vocoded is truly something else altogether ;).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart 
> > .) the most of the drumkits lost all of the filters - just 24lp 

is 

> active, and the lfos are 
> > gone too...very poor!
> 
> ??? The LFOs are there...
> 
> If you check the manual for the drumkits you can notice that there 
> are three types of kits. Two of them indeed only accept 24lp...but 
> the last type of kits, which are basically the Bassdrum-kit, snare-
> kit, hihat-kit, percussion-kit, fx-kit etc. can be modified with 

all 

> 12 filter models. More postings about this topic in the archive of 
> this group. 
> Also i suggest to you to download the new OS1.2. as well as the FAQ 
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> from our file section.
> 
> Cheers, Töm (möderatör...dem moderatör ist nix zu schwör...)

| 8953|8940|2003-01-22 05:15:24|Anthony Jackson|Re: CD-RW|
Yamaha make a really nice external scsi rewritable drive. . .

Are you sure this wouldn't work?

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2003 10:26 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: CD-RW

Or an external SCSI HDD. I am using a SCSI Zip 100 and SmartMedia 
cards.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
wrote:
> Oh, so I couldn't use the CD-RW to store pattern files or wav 
samples 
> eh? Thats too bad. So, I guess the best SCSI device would be a 
Jaz 
> drive for storing files?
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| 8954|8950|2003-01-22 05:32:54|tompaulsen2002 |Re: love to yamaha BUT..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> 
> Ahem shouldn't that read ALL 18 FILTER MODELS (remember 6 plus 12 
> new) ;). 

Ooops...you´re right...i missed the already built-in ones...;)

> On a side note I got my Micro Q :D...
> Ooooh this thing is a pure digital orgasm when combined with the 
> RS7000 and I can programme crap loads of drum sounds on it 

(seriously 

> who needs a Rack Attack?)

Exactly my point...that´s why i still have my uQ as well...though i 
hardly use it at the moment...

and the TG33 fed though the MicroQ and 

> vocoded is truly something else altogether ;).

Really? I have to try that...

I just got this morning my DSI Evolver....can´t say so much, since i 
had to go to work...but the few sounds and knob tweaking i was able 
to do...VERY nice!!!!! 
If this is not going to be a cult-synth, á la MiniMoog...i will not 
understand the world anymore...hey wait a second...i already don´t 
understand the world anymore...hmmmm

Töm (cönfüsed)
| 8955|8940|2003-01-22 05:34:56|tompaulsen2002 |Re: CD-RW|
Yamaha makes VERY nice ReWritables. But as i already said...the RS OS 
doesn´t support burning a CD. And i am positive.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony Jackson" wrote:
> Yamaha make a really nice external scsi rewritable drive. . .
> 
> Are you sure this wouldn't work?

| 8956|8956|2003-01-22 06:23:41|tompaulsen2002 |OT:Short look on Evolver|
It looks smaller than expected...but nice...nice blue synth. The case 
is full metal, like the Nord Micro Modular, the knobs, endless rotary 
ones feel sturdy, the whole contruction looks very stable. The knobs 
have a rubberlike surface, so that they won´t slip between your 
finger. Also they move in steps (like the RS function knobs under the 
display)
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First thing i miss...where´s the on/off button?...

Then...i listened to the first preset, singing out of my 
Evolver...Serial #00277...

It sounds...different...strange, new, fresh! Ah, wonderfull...there 
is a patch with a filter sweep (the only one so far)...nice...i 
remember, filter only selfoscillate on the Evolver, when 24dB is 
used...and then there are those drum sequences and oooh cool those 
little weird ticker loops...love it! Hey when the Nord sings along 
with it, that would be the start for a nice track...well...so far 
about the sound i can say...it´s definately, as someone already said, 
a analogue/digital hybrid synth...where the analogue part always 
makes the digital part sound less cold, indeed adds this kind of 
warmth that some VA´s miss.

And...it´s one of the few synths that sounds even good without FX...

The interface...hmmmm, seems quite easy to operate, though i don´t 
understand a few things right out of the box...for sure...to tweak 
the engine, i have to turn off the "sequencer" button. To access the 
second row of the 16 steps, i need to press shift, when in sequencer 
mode...cool...very analogue style step sequencer...i can edit every 
parameter for every step individually. Reminds of that drumsynth/step 
sequencer in Reaktor/Dynamo...but...just with real knobs...

The manual is quite thin and on the first look seems to be good 
enough to present all the necessary info in compact form. I liked the 
clear design of the MIDI implementation table in the back. Yamaha 
should take that as an example.

I just played a few sounds from the Bank 1 and tweaked the sounds a 
bit to get a feel for this instrument.

One thing is for sure...it is a deeeeep synth, that can produce a 
wide range of sounds. So far i heard C64 Game music as well as Moog 
like basses with a tip of digital ice, or industrial digital 
drumlines with analogue warmth, as well as lots of weird noisy loops.

Is the name Evolver an exaggeration? Not at all...it does produce 
evolving ORGANIC sounds!
I would call it Revolver! I am sure in the right hands...it´s a 
weapon...:O)
Or how about Evolvernator!

Haven´t tried it though in the mix. But as mentioned above, i can 
imagine that it will work nice with the Nord (any), and the RS.

Maybe later more.

Töm
| 8957|8956|2003-01-22 07:22:34|Oscar Finch|Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|
Hey Tom , you should try sampling some of the weird blippy rythmic effects loops and slicing them and using
some of the loopremix jobs on the results. Could be pretty promising ;) .I've been doin' this with the MicroQ's



arp and step editor today with some suprisingly awe-inspiring results.Been sample rate reducing ,time
strectching ,pitching ,reversing ,and doin digital fade in's and outs on individual time slices and messing about
with the step sequencer with all these little mangled audio snippets.Makes for a great basis of new compositional
ideas :P. --- On Wed 01/22, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002
[mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 22 Jan 2003 13:23:36
-0000Subject: [RS7000] OT:Short look on EvolverIt looks smaller than expected...but nice...nice blue synth. The
case is full metal, like the Nord Micro Modular, the knobs, endless rotary ones feel sturdy, the whole contruction
looks very stable. The knobs have a rubberlike surface, so that they won�t slip between your finger. Also they
move in steps (like the RS function knobs under the display)First thing i miss...where�s the on/off
button?...Then...i listened to the first preset, singing out of my Evolver...Serial #00277...It
sounds...different...strange, new, fresh! Ah, wonderfull...there is a patch with a filter sweep (the only one so
far)...nice...i remember, filter only selfoscillate on the Evolver, when 24dB is used...and then there are those
drum sequences and oooh cool those little weird ticker loops...love it! Hey when the Nord sings along with it,
that would be the start for a nice track...well...so far about the sound i can say...it�s definately, as someone
already said, a analogue/digital hybrid synth...where the analogue part always makes the digital part sound less
cold, indeed adds this kind of warmth that some VA�s miss.And...it�s one of the few synths that sounds even
good without FX...The interface...hmmmm, seems quite easy to operate, though i don�t understand a few
things right out of the box...for sure...to tweak the engine, i have to turn off the "sequencer" button. To access the
second row of the 16 steps, i need to press shift, when in sequencer mode...cool...very analogue style step
sequencer...i can edit every parameter for every step individually. Reminds of that drumsynth/step sequencer in
Reaktor/Dynamo...but...just with real knobs...The manual is quite thin and on the first look seems to be good
enough to present all the necessary info in compact form. I liked the clear design of the MIDI implementation
table in the back. Yamaha should take that as an example.I just played a few sounds from the Bank 1 and
tweaked the sounds a bit to get a feel for this instrument.One thing is for sure...it is a deeeeep synth, that can
produce a wide range of sounds. So far i heard C64 Game music as well as Moog like basses with a tip of digital
ice, or industrial digital drumlines with analogue warmth, as well as lots of weird noisy loops.Is the name
Evolver an exaggeration? Not at all...it does produce evolving ORGANIC sounds!I would call it Revolver! I am
sure in the right hands...it�s a weapon...:O)Or how about Evolvernator!Haven�t tried it though in the mix. But
as mentioned above, i can imagine that it will work nice with the Nord (any), and the RS.Maybe later
more.T�m 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8958|8931|2003-01-22 08:00:34|GuitarBoy|Re: qy100 or not???|
Thanks!!!
--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> >I'm a guitarist, starting to record my 2nd cd
> (using a Roland vs-
> >1880). I'm looking for good rock drums only... 
> >
> >What is your take? Worth the $500.00? How do the
> drums sound? The 
> >only samples I can find are hip-hop sounding
> drums.... Would be nice 
> >to hear some kicking rock drums... 
> >
> >Does anyone have any mp3's??? 
> >
> >Thanks!!
> >
> >gb
> 
> Doesn't look like anybody's answered this yet so
> I'll take a stab at it.
> I don't have any experience with the QY100 and its
> sounds, but my
> first EVER piece of gear (the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm
> Programmer)
> has quite a few decent - great Rock, Metal, and
> Orchestra kits in it.
> I wish I hadn't sold it, since every piece of gear
> I've bought since then
> (RM1x, RS7k, others) only has electronic & hip hop
> style drumsets
> mostly.
> 
> You might want to see if you can find an RY20
> drummachine used
> nearby you to see if the sounds tickle your fancy or
> look for a used
> one online. They run around $150 or so used (last I
> checked), and
> originally retailed for $400 US.
> 
> Other than that, if you have a sampler or other
> sequencing software,
> look for a set of rock drumkit samples off the
> Internet or buy a drum
> kit sample CD and use that. Good Luck. Lemme know
> if you find any
> good sources of Rock/Metal drum kits. I'll probably
> just end up creating
> a sample kit in my RS7k once I get around to some
> samples. What I'd
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> love to do is have set of the RY20's 3 or 4
> Rock-based drum kits as
> sample kits, ideally.
> 
> Anyone else on this list have a source for good,
> acoustic rock/metal
> style drum kits?
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks)
> at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
> 
> 

=====
-guitarboy

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8959|8931|2003-01-22 09:35:10|brandon|Re: qy100 or not???|
You may also want to check out the RY-30. You can get them for around 
120 bucks on ebay. They sold some great add on "signature series" data 
cards for them in a number of different styles. (famous drummers 
included dave weckl (yeech) peter erskine, tommy aldridge...)

This may or may not be the kinda rock you're looking for...

-Brandon

On Wednesday, January 22, 2003, at 09:57 AM, GuitarBoy wrote:

> Thanks!!!
> --- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>>> I'm a guitarist, starting to record my 2nd cd
>> (using a Roland vs-
>>> 1880). I'm looking for good rock drums only...
>>>
>>> What is your take? Worth the $500.00? How do the
>> drums sound? The
>>> only samples I can find are hip-hop sounding
>> drums.... Would be nice

mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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>>> to hear some kicking rock drums...
>>>
>>> Does anyone have any mp3's???
>>>
>>> Thanks!!
>>>
>>> gb
>>
>> Doesn't look like anybody's answered this yet so
>> I'll take a stab at it.
>> I don't have any experience with the QY100 and its
>> sounds, but my
>> first EVER piece of gear (the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm
>> Programmer)
>> has quite a few decent - great Rock, Metal, and
>> Orchestra kits in it.
>> I wish I hadn't sold it, since every piece of gear
>> I've bought since then
>> (RM1x, RS7k, others) only has electronic & hip hop
>> style drumsets
>> mostly.
>>
>> You might want to see if you can find an RY20
>> drummachine used
>> nearby you to see if the sounds tickle your fancy or
>> look for a used
>> one online. They run around $150 or so used (last I
>> checked), and
>> originally retailed for $400 US.
>>
>> Other than that, if you have a sampler or other
>> sequencing software,
>> look for a set of rock drumkit samples off the
>> Internet or buy a drum
>> kit sample CD and use that. Good Luck. Lemme know
>> if you find any
>> good sources of Rock/Metal drum kits. I'll probably
>> just end up creating
>> a sample kit in my RS7k once I get around to some
>> samples. What I'd
>> love to do is have set of the RY20's 3 or 4
>> Rock-based drum kits as
>> sample kits, ideally.
>>
>> Anyone else on this list have a source for good,
>> acoustic rock/metal
>> style drum kits?
>>
>> -- 
>> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
>> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
>> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
>> Some of my tracks at:
>> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
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>> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks)
>> at:
>> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
>>
>>
>
>
> =====
> -guitarboy
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 8960|8956|2003-01-22 09:56:22|trapstate |Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|

> 
> Is the name Evolver an exaggeration? Not at all...it does produce 
> evolving ORGANIC sounds!
> I would call it Revolver! I am sure in the right hands...it´s a 
> weapon...:O)
> Or how about Evolvernator!
> 
> Haven´t tried it though in the mix. But as mentioned above, i can 
> imagine that it will work nice with the Nord (any), and the RS.
> 
> Maybe later more.
> 
> Töm

Thanks for the review Tom. Really sounds like a beautifull synth, I
like the design concept: freedom to place analog before or after the
digital part. Indeed the samples I heard sound warmer than any VA I
heard before, but than again it *is* half analog. First I'm gonna
finish my hardware SID (c64), maybe than save for this baby. The TG33

http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
http://mailplus.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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is also a nice vectorsynth, hope to find one cheap one day :)

Paul
| 8961|8956|2003-01-22 10:06:38|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate " 

> Thanks for the review Tom. Really sounds like a beautifull synth, I
> like the design concept: freedom to place analog before or after the
> digital part. Indeed the samples I heard sound warmer than any VA I
> heard before, but than again it *is* half analog. 

Well. you don´t need to use the digital part...
Which means standard 2 OSC instead of 4...

First I'm gonna

> finish my hardware SID (c64), maybe than save for this baby. The 

TG33

> is also a nice vectorsynth, hope to find one cheap one day :)

TG33 goes now for very low money on eBay. I got mine for 120 Euro...
| 8962|8956|2003-01-22 10:21:36|alex|Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|
I've read on loads of places that is not suitable for a live environment?? (think i read it on harmony-central
reviews)
is this true? does the rs help in this way?
it's the next thing i'll be looking after i get rs.
know you have this evil box only some hours, so take your time to answer =) =)
alex.

--Original Message Text---
From: "tompaulsen2002" 
Date: Wed, 22 Jan 2003 13:23:36 -0000

It looks smaller than expected...but nice...nice blue synth.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8963|8931|2003-01-22 11:29:47|GuitarBoy|Re: qy100 or not???|
Thanks for the advise.. all the mentioned drummers are
awesome!
--- brandon <brandon@baseten.net> wrote:

> You may also want to check out the RY-30. You can
> get them for around 
> 120 bucks on ebay. They sold some great add on
> "signature series" data 
> cards for them in a number of different styles.
> (famous drummers 
> included dave weckl (yeech) peter erskine, tommy
> aldridge...)
> 
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> This may or may not be the kinda rock you're looking
> for...
> 
> -Brandon
> 
> 
> 
> On Wednesday, January 22, 2003, at 09:57 AM,
> GuitarBoy wrote:
> 
> > Thanks!!!
> > --- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
> >>> I'm a guitarist, starting to record my 2nd cd
> >> (using a Roland vs-
> >>> 1880). I'm looking for good rock drums only...
> >>>
> >>> What is your take? Worth the $500.00? How do
> the
> >> drums sound? The
> >>> only samples I can find are hip-hop sounding
> >> drums.... Would be nice
> >>> to hear some kicking rock drums...
> >>>
> >>> Does anyone have any mp3's???
> >>>
> >>> Thanks!!
> >>>
> >>> gb
> >>
> >> Doesn't look like anybody's answered this yet so
> >> I'll take a stab at it.
> >> I don't have any experience with the QY100 and
> its
> >> sounds, but my
> >> first EVER piece of gear (the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm
> >> Programmer)
> >> has quite a few decent - great Rock, Metal, and
> >> Orchestra kits in it.
> >> I wish I hadn't sold it, since every piece of
> gear
> >> I've bought since then
> >> (RM1x, RS7k, others) only has electronic & hip
> hop
> >> style drumsets
> >> mostly.
> >>
> >> You might want to see if you can find an RY20
> >> drummachine used
> >> nearby you to see if the sounds tickle your fancy
> or
> >> look for a used
> >> one online. They run around $150 or so used
> (last I
> >> checked), and
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> >> originally retailed for $400 US.
> >>
> >> Other than that, if you have a sampler or other
> >> sequencing software,
> >> look for a set of rock drumkit samples off the
> >> Internet or buy a drum
> >> kit sample CD and use that. Good Luck. Lemme
> know
> >> if you find any
> >> good sources of Rock/Metal drum kits. I'll
> probably
> >> just end up creating
> >> a sample kit in my RS7k once I get around to some
> >> samples. What I'd
> >> love to do is have set of the RY20's 3 or 4
> >> Rock-based drum kits as
> >> sample kits, ideally.
> >>
> >> Anyone else on this list have a source for good,
> >> acoustic rock/metal
> >> style drum kits?
> >>
> >> -- 
> >> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com)
> >> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> >> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700
> >> Some of my tracks at:
> >>
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> >> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks)
> >> at:
> >> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
> >>
> >>
> >
> >
> > =====
> > -guitarboy
> >
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up
> now.
> > http://mailplus.yahoo.com
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> 

=====
-guitarboy

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
| 8964|8956|2003-01-22 14:39:44|kussersmith |Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|
cool! i'm glad someone on this list got one.

does it sound like its capable of getting deep, deep basses ala the 
Juno 106? 

i borrowed one from a mate and i loved the way it could rattle my air-
conditioning vents (that how i measure my 'bass').

i'd love to use it as an extra layer/modulator for my K-station along 
with its(evolver) standalone bass capablities. the mp3 samples sound 
like it would be able to do some Funckarma-esque bass modulations. i 
want to get a nifty sound creation/modulation device instead of a 
boring, but neccessary, piece like a compressor.

i know they are all different kinds of animals but here are the ones 
i'm considering:

1. Evolver 
2. the Adrenalinn
3.redsound's Federation Pro - (cant find any sound sampples or get my 
hands on one to try out. not too excited about the RCA outs)
4. Kaos pad2 - crazy modulations, but might be too much of a "toy" 
and those pesky RCA ins/outs again

as you can see, modulation and midi/bpm sync are big pluses for me.

comments?
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-K-

> 
> > 
> > Is the name Evolver an exaggeration? Not at all...it does produce 
> > evolving ORGANIC sounds!
> > I would call it Revolver! I am sure in the right hands...it´s a 
> > weapon...:O)
> > Or how about Evolvernator!
> > 
> > Haven´t tried it though in the mix. But as mentioned above, i can 
> > imagine that it will work nice with the Nord (any), and the RS.
> > 
> > Maybe later more.
> > 
> > Töm
> 
> Thanks for the review Tom. Really sounds like a beautifull synth, I
> like the design concept: freedom to place analog before or after the
> digital part. Indeed the samples I heard sound warmer than any VA I
> heard before, but than again it *is* half analog. First I'm gonna
> finish my hardware SID (c64), maybe than save for this baby. The 

TG33

> is also a nice vectorsynth, hope to find one cheap one day :)
> 
> Paul

| 8965|8965|2003-01-22 14:53:03|synthe. labo|RS7K & XL-7 midi clock problems!!!|
hello guys
i have a good friend of mine that got the rs7000 (ehehe, i do a lot of 
publicity of this beast!) but have problem about syncing it to an EMU 
XL-7....
ok, it can seen dumb as a problem, but i never even tried an XL-7 and he's 
really talented etc, so i think there something that we both are ignoring or 
just there is something to do, 'act' to make these 2 to go in perfect midi 
clock sync.
please, if you have any suggestion of any type, mail it to me or on this 
board.
if you USE an XL-7 toghether with rs7k it could be excellent.

i forward you what he wrote me; it could be useful also for other people!
:
""ok, i'm not really feeling that stupid, honestly, you turn sync to midi 
clock, you set the other to transmit midi clock , and every time in my life 
there IS midi clock. where did it go this time? they refuse to co-operate...
now what do i do? So the workaround is i left both machines to master 
(internal sync), LUCKILY the xl-7 can take a midi click / clock/ blip blip 
signal even when its set to internal mode, and use the rs7k to start: its 
ever so funny really, being able to send one
machine totally off the rails and snap it back into time using the rs7k's 



reset button ( what happens when that breaks?) but then if i stop and start 
again ( i do this a lot during a set now i have the green pedal echoplexing, 
specially towards the end when i'm out of patterns and there's nobody 
queueing up for the dex) if i'm not in a completely straight frame of mind, 
they'll start out of tempo ( what happens when the xl-7 pattern is at a 
different tempo? i got the horrible task of setting (( possibly even 
writing!!!yeuk))everything at the same speed)""

thanx a lot

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica le tue emozioni in tempo reale con MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 8966|8965|2003-01-22 16:01:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7K & XL-7 midi clock problems!!!|
On Wednesday 22 January 2003 22:53, synthe. labo wrote:

> ""ok, i'm not really feeling that stupid, honestly, you
> turn sync to midi clock, you set the other to transmit
> midi clock , and every time in my life there IS midi
> clock. where did it go this time? they refuse to
> co-operate... now what do i do? So the workaround is i
> left both machines to master (internal sync), 

Okay the rest of the story is not of any use, as the owner 
has set both machines to internal clock, allowing both to 
run free once they agreed to start playing.

The problem is that midi clock is not recognized by the 
slave machine. Since I don't know the XL-7 I can't say 
anything about it, so I concentrate on the RS being set as 
a slave device, meaning that the XL-7 must transmit midi 
clock and Song Start/Stop messages.

To set the RS to slave to midi clock do this in the Midi 
Setup page of Utility mode:
- Set MIDI SYNC to MIDI.
- Set MIDI CLOCK OUT to OFF.
- Set MIDI CONTROL to IN.
- Set ECHO BACK to OFF (for the moment).

Now connect a midi cable from the XL-7 midi output to the RS 
midi input. Set the RS in Pattern mode. Press Play on the 
XL-7 to start both. If that doesn't help (no Song Start 
command received), set the RS in Play beforehand. It will 
wait for the XL-7 to start playing.

- Robert
| 8967|8956|2003-01-22 16:44:14|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alex" wrote:
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> I've read on loads of places that is not suitable for a live 

environment?? (think i read it on harmony-central reviews)

erm...there are only two reviews...but well...it really depends on 
how you built your live-set...for sure the sequencer is not as comfy 
as an Eletribe ER1, but you can always set on the element of 
accident and just tweak the heck out of it in a live situation.
Basically, i wanted a synth for creating inspiring fresh little 
loops. For sure i will slice them up in Ableton Live and the RS (as 
Oscar suggests...thank you) or just let the Evolver evolve along the 
other equipment and just tweak it from time to time...add a 
note...change the sound...
I would say...it´s suitable for a live environment like any other 
monophonic synth with a step sequencer. Well preparations are 
necesary of course...like with any other instrument.

> is this true? 

As i said...depends on how you built your live-pa.

> does the rs help in this way?

Of course it does...you can use the Rs to sequence the Evolver and 
use it as a TG, where the PC´s come from the RS. Btw...PC on the 
Evolver goes very quickly, thanks to the fact that it has no 
internal FX.

> it's the next thing i'll be looking after i get rs.

Oh you will love it. It´s a great box! I also like the fact that i 
can use it as a FX unit. 

The only two gripes i have about it, is that is doesn´t has a power-
switch and that the sequencer doesn´t transmit MIDI. But Dave 
mentioned something on his site, that he might implement this in a 
future OS update.

> know you have this evil box only some hours, so take your time to 

answer =) =)
hehe...not much time to play with it though...lots of work to do at 
my job...

Bedtime for me...

Good night world.

zzzzzz Töm (Evölver...:)
| 8968|8956|2003-01-22 16:53:55|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith " 
wrote:

> cool! i'm glad someone on this list got one.
> 
> 
> 
> does it sound like its capable of getting deep, deep basses ala 

the 

> Juno 106? 

Hmmmm i don´t know those Juno 106 basses, but i stumbled across the 
presets over a few heavy basses...including a very convincing 303...
I can imagine that you can get some very decent Bass sounds out of 
it, thanks to the analog OSC and filter. I can´t judge so well, 
since i was just listening to it, through my AKG K240 headphones, 
which are usually very precise but lack a bit on the bass site.
I would guess it can shake the ground...

> i borrowed one from a mate and i loved the way it could rattle my 

air-

> conditioning vents (that how i measure my 'bass').

you mean you borrowed the Juno...

> i'd love to use it as an extra layer/modulator for my K-station 

along 

> with its(evolver) standalone bass capablities. the mp3 samples 

sound 

> like it would be able to do some Funckarma-esque bass modulations. 

i 

> want to get a nifty sound creation/modulation device instead of a 
> boring, but neccessary, piece like a compressor.

Well the evolver doesn´t save you to get a compressor...

> i know they are all different kinds of animals but here are the 

ones 
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> i'm considering:
> 
> 1. Evolver 
> 2. the Adrenalinn
> 3.redsound's Federation Pro - (cant find any sound sampples or get 

my 

> hands on one to try out. not too excited about the RCA outs)
> 4. Kaos pad2 - crazy modulations, but might be too much of a "toy" 
> and those pesky RCA ins/outs again
> 
> as you can see, modulation and midi/bpm sync are big pluses for me.
> 
> comments?

1 and 2 are for sure some weapons you won´t find so often on stage...

NighTömzzzzzzz
| 8969|8956|2003-01-22 22:20:01|simon leclerc|Re: OT:Short look on Evolver|
REVOLVER !
HEHEHE ! Great man, we were calling it
Revolver too the other nite.

The Evolver lord is my shot gun...

on 22/01/03 4:39 PM, kussersmith <kussersmith@yahoo.com> at
kussersmith@yahoo.com wrote:

cool! i'm glad someone on this list got one.

does it sound like its capable of getting deep, deep basses ala the
Juno 106? 

i borrowed one from a mate and i loved the way it could rattle my air-
conditioning vents (that how i measure my 'bass').

i'd love to use it as an extra layer/modulator for my K-station along
with its(evolver) standalone bass capablities. the mp3 samples sound
like it would be able to do some Funckarma-esque bass modulations. i
want to get a nifty sound creation/modulation device instead of a
boring, but neccessary, piece like a compressor.

i know they are all different kinds of animals but here are the ones
i'm considering:

1. Evolver 
2. the Adrenalinn
3.redsound's Federation Pro - (cant find any sound sampples or get my
hands on one to try out. not too excited about the RCA outs)
4. Kaos pad2 - crazy modulations, but might be too much of a "toy"
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and those pesky RCA ins/outs again

as you can see, modulation and midi/bpm sync are big pluses for me.

comments?

-K-

> 
> > 
> > Is the name Evolver an exaggeration? Not at all...it does produce
> > evolving ORGANIC sounds!
> > I would call it Revolver! I am sure in the right hands...it´s a
> > weapon...:O)
> > Or how about Evolvernator!
> > 
> > Haven´t tried it though in the mix. But as mentioned above, i can
> > imagine that it will work nice with the Nord (any), and the RS.
> > 
> > Maybe later more.
> > 
> > Töm
> 
> Thanks for the review Tom. Really sounds like a beautifull synth, I
> like the design concept: freedom to place analog before or after the
> digital part. Indeed the samples I heard sound warmer than any VA I
> heard before, but than again it *is* half analog. First I'm gonna
> finish my hardware SID (c64), maybe than save for this baby. The

TG33

> is also a nice vectorsynth, hope to find one cheap one day :)
> 
> Paul
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8970|8899|2003-01-23 07:10:57|Qburn|Re: How to get importet Wavs PLAYING|
hi rob,
it works so far.
thanks!
anything else worth to mention?

best,

Q

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2003 7:22 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] How to get importet Wavs PLAYING

On Tuesday 21 January 2003 13:23, Qburn wrote:
> hi robert!
> Thank you.
> now, let s beginn with the phrase stuff ; )

Okay, let's continue now to create a phrase that triggers 
the imported samples. It is assumed that you followed the 
instructions of my previous message, starting with a new 
song.

1. Select the track holding the imported sample.
2. Select the Pattern Patch screen (the second 'main' screen 
in Patch mode).
3. Turn knob 1 to select the User phrase category. It should 
say 'US'.
4. Turn knob 2 to select a free user phrase. In our example 
the first user phrase is free, so there's no need to do 
this step.

We now have an empty user phrase selected for our track. Now 
we need to insert a MIDI note event in the phrase, that 
triggers the sample.

5. Press the Edit knob.
6. Press F3 (INSERT). 
7. Use knob1 to select the NOTE event type, which is the 
default value, so no use to perform this step.

8. Use knob2 to move over the data fields, and knob4 to 
change the values. 

The first three fields are the event's start position, and 
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the default 001:1:000 (start of phrase) is good for this 
example. Don't change them now.

9. Move the cursor (with knob2) to the note number field. It 
says C3 now, and change it to C1 (or whatever you specified 
when you imported the sample).

10. Move the cursor to the Gate time fields and change it to 
016:000. That's 16 full beats (4 bars of 4 quarter notes).

11. Change the value of the next Velo field to 127 to play 
the sample at full volume.

12. Hit F3 (DO) once (!) to insert the MIDI note as shown on 
screen.

13. Hit Exit to leave Insert mode. Back in the main Edit 
mode screen, you should see your MIDI note event.

14. Hit Exit once again to leave Edit mode.

15. Hit Play and enjoy.

Note that I didn't touch the Mixer settings yet. The RS 
defaults will do for now.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8971|8940|2003-01-23 10:13:44|sonemotif |Re: CD-RW|
You can audio burn cd's of tunes though right using the phono jack
or is this another ploy buy turn key to bleed me dry!!

Is anyone out there doing this whats the sound quality like?
or are you using a Pc? whats the best software to convert rs songs to
"CD audio Format" if you are i wanna know everything and i wanna know 
it now!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> Yamaha makes VERY nice ReWritables. But as i already said...the RS 
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OS 

> doesn´t support burning a CD. And i am positive.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony Jackson" 

wrote:

> > Yamaha make a really nice external scsi rewritable drive. . .
> > 
> > Are you sure this wouldn't work?

| 8972|8549|2003-01-23 10:23:37|sonemotif |Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
Latif you sound like you know your shit

could you take time out of your busy sched to explain to a 2 month
old user whats the best way to use different variation effects
on different tracks in the same pattern/song,ready to fuck things up 
a bit more now and totally dumb on syex strings (even where to go to 
write them .is this the only option what does the expansion board let 
you acheive?

many happy returns - Fionn
| 8973|8549|2003-01-23 13:28:23|Latif |Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif " 
wrote:

> Latif you sound like you know your shit
> 
> could you take time out of your busy sched to explain to a 2 month
> old user whats the best way to use different variation effects
> on different tracks in the same pattern/song,ready to fuck things 

up 

> a bit more now and totally dumb on syex strings (even where to go 

to 

> write them .is this the only option what does the expansion board 

let 

> you acheive?
> 
> many happy returns - Fionn

Hey Fionn,

As you mentioned yourself the extra outs are meant for
external proccesing yes, which includes effects and more 
'dynamics' control on your mix.
As for using more then one variaton effect in 1 pattern/song
in a realtime manner, i wouldn't advise that, not even with sysex.
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However it can be accomplished with sysex, but still it would require
you to layout your song in 'scene's ' not scene's as on the surface 
of the RS but scene's as in let's say a movie, so you would calculate 
and program where in your song you want to perform a fx change.
This is just too much too explain to someone that 
doesn't 'understand' on how to work that way... nothing personal, i 
don't work like that constantly either even though i understand most 
of it now.

My best and simplest advice to you, is simply resample what ever it 
is that you want to 'fuck up' with all possible 'fucked up' fx 
variation that you would like on that particular sound, and create as 
many variations of phrases to reach the same kind of variation that 
you like from working with realtime methods.

Now don't go and start to sample in 44khz and get confused cause your 
memory won't hold-up, on the contrairy sample lo-fi mono as much as 
possible, and experiment with samples, short snips of sounds taken 
from another sound can make crazy cool instruments that you could 
only dream of..take advantage of attack+loop.... don't go for what's 
not there, but take full advantage of what's easy managable, so 
you'll have more time to be creative instead of getting confused on 
solutions normally can be managed easy in a pc enviroment.

Your extra outputs , it's just normal that the signal coming out of 
there is dry, it has always been like that, and is pretty logical.
It's just in these days and the future that we 'might' see new models 
of gear, presented with the abillity of extra outs routed through fx-
block first, but don't be fooled by that, that's simply marketing 
strategy to sell machine's.

I hope i don't get you stuck with this story, just go on and start 
investing more time in re-sampling methods, you'll be amazed what you 
can achive with that ;)
Sysex will come later, if you really feel the need to know more about 
sysex, just delve into the last sections of the manual, read a bit, 
let it sink in your mind, do some reading here:
http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm
also checkout the pages about controllers and rpn/nrpn
and after reading just forget about it....for now.

And later when you really feel the urge of the 'nerd' knocking inside 
your brain, simply read chapter 7 of the RS manual, there's is 
explained how to input certain data like in sysex mode...
after that digg up the thread in this group called 
'sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?'
there you will find a perfect explanation and example of how to insert
a value change for a certain variation type.
partly explained by Corley and Phil in a rather easy way to 
understand.
But first you must understand the other ways of working (re-
sampling), too manage stuff like sysex and such programming tricks.

http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm


Have fun , doing it ;-)
Latif
| 8974|8940|2003-01-23 17:37:34|tompaulsen2002 |Re: CD-RW|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif " whats 
the best software to convert rs songs to

> "CD audio Format" work?

Sorry, but you can´t save RS songs in CD Audio format. The RS is not 
a Multitrack-Recorder like the Roland VS series, or the Yamaha AW 
series, or Korg Dxxxx, or Akai DSPxx or Fostex or Tascam line of 
Digital Audio Workstations/Multitracker.

The RS is a MIDI-hardware sequencer, with a basic sampler and a AWM2 
synthesis engine. You can save songs in the RS own format, or export 
them as SMF (Standard Midi File), which you can load back into a 
software sequencer and use then the RS as a tone-generator, to play 
those MIDI-files. To get your songs on CD, you need a device, like a 
Multitracker, PC, MiniDisc Recorder, DAT-Recorder, Tape Recorder to 
record the Audio-output of the RS. If you record directly into your 
PC, and save those songs in .wav format, you can use a software like 
Nero CD Burning Rom to create a Audio-CD out of those .wav files.

For more info, search the archive of the group, and do a search on 
Google.

Hope this helps,

cheers, Töm
| 8975|8549|2003-01-24 02:34:39|sonemotif |Re: using effects on AIEB2 outputs?|
much appreciated Latif thanks for the advice-fionn

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif " 
> wrote:
> > Latif you sound like you know your shit
> > 
> > could you take time out of your busy sched to explain to a 2 month
> > old user whats the best way to use different variation effects
> > on different tracks in the same pattern/song,ready to fuck things 
> up 
> > a bit more now and totally dumb on syex strings (even where to go 
> to 
> > write them .is this the only option what does the expansion board 
> let 
> > you acheive?
> > 
> > many happy returns - Fionn
> 
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> Hey Fionn,
> 
> As you mentioned yourself the extra outs are meant for
> external proccesing yes, which includes effects and more 
> 'dynamics' control on your mix.
> As for using more then one variaton effect in 1 pattern/song
> in a realtime manner, i wouldn't advise that, not even with sysex.
> However it can be accomplished with sysex, but still it would 

require

> you to layout your song in 'scene's ' not scene's as on the surface 
> of the RS but scene's as in let's say a movie, so you would 

calculate 

> and program where in your song you want to perform a fx change.
> This is just too much too explain to someone that 
> doesn't 'understand' on how to work that way... nothing personal, i 
> don't work like that constantly either even though i understand 

most 

> of it now.
> 
> My best and simplest advice to you, is simply resample what ever it 
> is that you want to 'fuck up' with all possible 'fucked up' fx 
> variation that you would like on that particular sound, and create 

as 

> many variations of phrases to reach the same kind of variation that 
> you like from working with realtime methods.
> 
> Now don't go and start to sample in 44khz and get confused cause 

your 

> memory won't hold-up, on the contrairy sample lo-fi mono as much as 
> possible, and experiment with samples, short snips of sounds taken 
> from another sound can make crazy cool instruments that you could 
> only dream of..take advantage of attack+loop.... don't go for 

what's 

> not there, but take full advantage of what's easy managable, so 
> you'll have more time to be creative instead of getting confused on 
> solutions normally can be managed easy in a pc enviroment.
> 
> Your extra outputs , it's just normal that the signal coming out of 
> there is dry, it has always been like that, and is pretty logical.
> It's just in these days and the future that we 'might' see new 

models 

> of gear, presented with the abillity of extra outs routed through 



fx-

> block first, but don't be fooled by that, that's simply marketing 
> strategy to sell machine's.
> 
> I hope i don't get you stuck with this story, just go on and start 
> investing more time in re-sampling methods, you'll be amazed what 

you 

> can achive with that ;)
> Sysex will come later, if you really feel the need to know more 

about 

> sysex, just delve into the last sections of the manual, read a bit, 
> let it sink in your mind, do some reading here:
> http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm
> also checkout the pages about controllers and rpn/nrpn
> and after reading just forget about it....for now.
> 
> And later when you really feel the urge of the 'nerd' knocking 

inside 

> your brain, simply read chapter 7 of the RS manual, there's is 
> explained how to input certain data like in sysex mode...
> after that digg up the thread in this group called 
> 'sys exclusive for chorus feedback level?'
> there you will find a perfect explanation and example of how to 

insert

> a value change for a certain variation type.
> partly explained by Corley and Phil in a rather easy way to 
> understand.
> But first you must understand the other ways of working (re-
> sampling), too manage stuff like sysex and such programming tricks.
> 
> Have fun , doing it ;-)
> Latif

| 8976|8940|2003-01-24 02:42:55|sonemotif |Re: CD-RW|
Cheers Tom yes ive been using my mini disc but want to start
sending demo's out in cd Format and was told that "audio cd burner's"
were capable of writing cd's from the RS.thanks for the advice -Fionn

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif " 

whats 
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> the best software to convert rs songs to
> > "CD audio Format" work?
> 
> Sorry, but you can´t save RS songs in CD Audio format. The RS is 

not 

> a Multitrack-Recorder like the Roland VS series, or the Yamaha AW 
> series, or Korg Dxxxx, or Akai DSPxx or Fostex or Tascam line of 
> Digital Audio Workstations/Multitracker.
> 
> The RS is a MIDI-hardware sequencer, with a basic sampler and a 

AWM2 

> synthesis engine. You can save songs in the RS own format, or 

export 

> them as SMF (Standard Midi File), which you can load back into a 
> software sequencer and use then the RS as a tone-generator, to play 
> those MIDI-files. To get your songs on CD, you need a device, like 

a 

> Multitracker, PC, MiniDisc Recorder, DAT-Recorder, Tape Recorder to 
> record the Audio-output of the RS. If you record directly into your 
> PC, and save those songs in .wav format, you can use a software 

like 

> Nero CD Burning Rom to create a Audio-CD out of those .wav files.
> 
> For more info, search the archive of the group, and do a search on 
> Google.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> 
> cheers, Töm

| 8977|8977|2003-01-24 04:59:00|Anthony Jackson|A simple one I'm sure|
Ok RS addicts, here's one that's bugging me:

When connecting my keyboard (an1x) up to rs (tx channel 1, local mode off) how do I stop the synth block in
the Rs from responding?

Cheers,

Aj

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 8978|8940|2003-01-24 05:04:53|tompaulsen2002 |Re: CD-RW|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif " 
wrote:
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> Cheers Tom yes ive been using my mini disc but want to start
> sending demo's out in cd Format and was told that "audio cd 

burner's"

> were capable of writing cd's from the RS.thanks for the advice -

Fionn

I don´t know how those standalone Audio-CD Burner works. 

There are several solutions what you can do, to burn a CD. Though I 
can imagine that an A&R Manager wouldn´t mind a MiniDisc, would they?

You can use your PC to record as .wav the Audio-Outs of your RS and 
burn then with the PC your CD´s (if you have a CD-recorder for it). 
Or you could copy your music from MiniDisc to the PC, via either way 
SP/DIF or normal Audio out connection to your soundcard, or you can 
buy a Multitracker e.g. like the Yamaha AW16G, that has a CD-recorder 
built in, which also let´s you export your recordings as .wav for 
further editing on the PC...for mastering etc.pp.

Try to find what fits your needs best and what you think works best 
for you.

For further info...:

http://homerecording.com/

This is a GREAT site with all kinds of usefull tips about the how and 
what and if of recording.

Hope it helps,

Cheers, 

Töm
| 8979|8977|2003-01-24 05:07:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A simple one I'm sure|
On Friday 24 January 2003 13:00, Anthony Jackson wrote:

> Ok RS addicts, here's one that's bugging me:
>
> When connecting my keyboard (an1x) up to rs (tx channel
> 1, local mode off) how do I stop the synth block in the
> Rs from responding?

1. Select track.
2. Press Setup 108 times (but 4 will do as well).
3. Make sure knob3 says TG.
4. Turn knob4 to say OFF.
5. Send me money.

- Robert
| 8980|8977|2003-01-24 06:15:48|tompaulsen2002 |Re: A simple one I'm sure|

http://homerecording.com/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony Jackson" wrote:

> Ok RS addicts, here's one that's bugging me:
> 
> When connecting my keyboard (an1x) up to rs (tx channel 1, local 

mode off) how do I stop the synth block in the Rs from responding?

Simply set in the setup (button) page TG to OFF. And in Utility page 
Rec/MIDI.
| 8981|8940|2003-01-24 06:17:11|okoyemaya |Re: CD-RW|
You can record through audio out directly to CD with the "home user" 
CD recorder, I know computerless people using that stuff, the problem 
is that you cannot use ordinary CDRs only those marked Audio ( at 
least in Germany) it is a scam of course, I know people use some 
tricks to do it with the regular CDRoms. I guess it is cheaper to buy 
second hand pc with burner then these consumer rubbish, the choice is 
yours. If you have no pc get one now,..... how do you get to this 
forum without computer ?
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif " 
> wrote:
> > Cheers Tom yes ive been using my mini disc but want to start
> > sending demo's out in cd Format and was told that "audio cd 
> burner's"
> > were capable of writing cd's from the RS.thanks for the advice -
> Fionn
> 
> I don´t know how those standalone Audio-CD Burner works. 
> 
> There are several solutions what you can do, to burn a CD. Though I 
> can imagine that an A&R Manager wouldn´t mind a MiniDisc, would 

they?

> 
> You can use your PC to record as .wav the Audio-Outs of your RS and 
> burn then with the PC your CD´s (if you have a CD-recorder for it). 
> Or you could copy your music from MiniDisc to the PC, via either 

way 

> SP/DIF or normal Audio out connection to your soundcard, or you can 
> buy a Multitracker e.g. like the Yamaha AW16G, that has a CD-

recorder 

> built in, which also let´s you export your recordings as .wav for 
> further editing on the PC...for mastering etc.pp.
> 
> Try to find what fits your needs best and what you think works best 
> for you.
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> 
> For further info...:
> 
> http://homerecording.com/
> 
> This is a GREAT site with all kinds of usefull tips about the how 

and 

> what and if of recording.
> 
> Hope it helps,
> 
> Cheers, 
> 
> Töm

| 8982|8977|2003-01-24 06:20:17|Anthony Jackson|Re: A simple one I'm sure|
Thanks Robert but before I send you Aussie dollars I still have the problem.
I've turned Tg off for all channels & synth still sounds when I play my An1x, this also used to happen with the
Rm1x.

Any ideas?

Cheers,

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2003 11:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] A simple one I'm sure

On Friday 24 January 2003 13:00, Anthony Jackson wrote:
> Ok RS addicts, here's one that's bugging me:
>
> When connecting my keyboard (an1x) up to rs (tx channel
> 1, local mode off) how do I stop the synth block in the
> Rs from responding?

1. Select track.
2. Press Setup 108 times (but 4 will do as well).
3. Make sure knob3 says TG.
4. Turn knob4 to say OFF.
5. Send me money.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8983|8977|2003-01-24 06:41:06|Anthony Jackson|Re: A simple one I'm sure|
Well I must apologise, all seems to be working fine now, maybe I just needed to switch to rec. mon. as well.

Robert I hope you accept mastercard. . .

Cheers,

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 25, 2003 12:15 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A simple one I'm sure

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony Jackson" wrote:
> Ok RS addicts, here's one that's bugging me:
> 
> When connecting my keyboard (an1x) up to rs (tx channel 1, local 
mode off) how do I stop the synth block in the Rs from responding?

Simply set in the setup (button) page TG to OFF. And in Utility page 
Rec/MIDI.
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 8984|8977|2003-01-24 06:54:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A simple one I'm sure|
On Friday 24 January 2003 14:43, Anthony Jackson wrote:

> Well I must apologise, all seems to be working fine now,
> maybe I just needed to switch to rec. mon. as well.
>
> Robert I hope you accept mastercard. . .

Sorry, mastercard not supported. I currently only accept 
Evolvers. Heh. ;)

- Robert
| 8985|8977|2003-01-24 06:57:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A simple one I'm sure|
On Friday 24 January 2003 14:43, Anthony Jackson wrote:

> Well I must apologise, all seems to be working fine now,
> maybe I just needed to switch to rec. mon. as well.

The Record Monitor option rechanelizes the incoming MIDI 
data sent by your keyboard to the currently selected RS 
track. Having arranged the TG not to sound for that track 
you get the expected silent TG.

Without the Rec Mon switch enabled, the MIDI data you 
transmit from your MIDI keyboard is sent to the RS track 
that corresponds with the MIDI channel set in your 
keyboard. Most likely, *that* RS track was *not* set up to 
have a silent TG.

- Robert
| 8986|8977|2003-01-24 10:50:23|seikopat
Hi all,

I have a smaal question. I was trying to arrange some tracks today, 
recording midi in Cubase and using the RS as a soundmodule. Then I 
wanted to export the midi files to import the in the RS. I saved them 
in format 0. When imported, it seemed that all tracks only begun 
after the 2nd measure, before it , there were only blanks, no notes!
In cubase the one bar loop definitely begun at the 'zero' position 
so. I set -before importing the midifile in the RS- the loop length 
to one but still the same result.

Anyone a hint at what I might be doing wrong ?
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Thanks,

Patrick
| 8987|8977|2003-01-24 11:14:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cubase midifile export|
On Friday 24 January 2003 18:50, "seikopat wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> I have a smaal question. I was trying to arrange some
> tracks today, recording midi in Cubase and using the RS
> as a soundmodule. Then I wanted to export the midi files
> to import the in the RS. I saved them in format 0. When
> imported, it seemed that all tracks only begun after the
> 2nd measure, before it , there were only blanks, no
> notes! In cubase the one bar loop definitely begun at the
> 'zero' position so. I set -before importing the midifile
> in the RS- the loop length to one but still the same
> result.
>
> Anyone a hint at what I might be doing wrong ?

Did you import the SMF in Song mode on the RS?
You can use the Delete Measure job in Song mode to globally 
cut away those first measures.

To check where it went wrong, why don't you import that SMF 
in Cubase? See if you get the same extra space.

- Robert
| 8988|8988|2003-01-26 01:55:13|ridszero |Is RS 7000 a loop based sampler or ASR-X type?|
Hi, I just joined the group. I have a RM1X, which I love, and someone 
as of late is convincing me to get the RS 7000. I'm not sure if I 
will anytime soon being that I've just bought a lot of gear, but 
possibly I would sell my RM1X to get this. 

I was wondering how the sampler compares to like a Ensoniq ASR-X Pro, 
which I have? On the ASR X you can key map, which is cool and the 
resample is great along with the effects. How many midi tracks can 
you get on the RS 7000? What price would I expect to pay for a RS 
7000? 

Nick
| 8989|8989|2003-01-26 01:55:14|lazorface
'lo
was just reading in the SOS review of the rs7k that you are not able 
to create a new voice from scratch, only edit preset ones. is this 
much of a problem for anyone, or do you find it just as easy to 
modify a preset voice? i dont really have a big problem that you 
cant save a voice with a song, im sure the sampler makes up for that, 
but it just seems kinda odd that you cant create your own voice.

thanks



-lazorface
| 8990|8989|2003-01-26 02:32:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new voice from scratch|
On Sunday 26 January 2003 01:54, "lazorface wrote:

> 'lo
> was just reading in the SOS review of the rs7k

Ah! What's their verdict?

> that you
> are not able to create a new voice from scratch, only
> edit preset ones. 

Yep.

> is this much of a problem for anyone,
> or do you find it just as easy to modify a preset voice? 

I find it very easy to work with, and I'm also used to 
'free' synths. The synth engine basically plays samples, 
either from ROM (the synth voices) or sampled yourself. So 
you don't have the concept of oscillators. However, you get 
LOTS of built in synth voices, including a back of 'raw' 
tones (saws, series of pulses, etc) to roll your own voice. 
Add the great filters and weird fx/play fx stuff and you're 
set. You can change LFO and envelopes, just like you'll 
find on a synth. I don't feel restricted, anyway. Try one 
out in a shop to find out.

- Robert
| 8991|8988|2003-01-26 02:37:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Is RS 7000 a loop based sampler or ASR-X type?|
On Saturday 25 January 2003 22:50, "ridszero wrote:

> Hi, I just joined the group. I have a RM1X, which I love,
> and someone as of late is convincing me to get the RS
> 7000. I'm not sure if I will anytime soon being that I've
> just bought a lot of gear, but possibly I would sell my
> RM1X to get this.

You won't regret that. ;)

>
> I was wondering how the sampler compares to like a
> Ensoniq ASR-X Pro, which I have? On the ASR X you can key
> map, which is cool and the resample is great along with
> the effects. 



I don't know the ASR, but the RS sampler is a *phrase* 
sampler, not a full blown Akai/Emu like sampler. You get to 
types of sample voices:

1. Pitch sample voices, where a single sample is spread over 
the whole keyboard, each key playing the sample at another 
pitch. No sample layering, no velocity crossfades, no 
ranges.

2. Kit sample voices, where you can place up to 128 mono 
samples (or 64 stereo samples) in one voice, each key 
playing a different sample at a specified pitch. This one 
is nice for drum kits, a group of weird blips, etc.

> How many midi tracks can you get on the RS
> 7000? 

16 midi tracks. A track plays either a built-in synth voice 
or a sample voice.

> What price would I expect to pay for a RS 7000?

Dunno. Tom?

- Robert
| 8992|8989|2003-01-26 07:14:36|tompaulsen2002 |Re: new voice from scratch|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lazorface 
" wrote:

> 'lo
> was just reading in the SOS review of the rs7k that you are not 

able 

> to create a new voice from scratch, only edit preset ones. 

Know, that you can´t do that with every sample based tone 
generator...but what you can do is load a sample and change that the 
way you want...so basically you can create a new voice from 
scratch...
You do save a voice with a phrase, pattern, style.

And btw. creating a voice from scratch is more a domain of analog 
synths, more modular synths.
| 8993|8988|2003-01-26 07:16:47|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Is RS 7000 a loop based sampler or ASR-X type?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> > What price would I expect to pay for a RS 7000?
> 
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> Dunno. Tom?

App. 1399 Euro brandnew, s/h between 800 - 1200 Euro.
| 8994|8994|2003-01-26 20:08:43|moomoozyx |Voice editing|
Hi guys,

Has anyone figured out how to create a 2 voice patch. The manual says 
it's possible but I can't for the life of me figure out how . . .

Warmest Regards,
Moo
| 8995|8995|2003-01-27 01:22:12|ridszero |How to put RM1X songs into RS 7000|
Well, this is my final question before I make a jump from my 
RM1X and selling it to get the RS 7000. Is it easy to save/transfer 
my songs and patterns to the RS 7000 from my RM1X? Is it as easy as 
making a midi dump? Someone told me I would need to do it through a 
computer possibly. 

Nick
| 8996|8995|2003-01-27 01:42:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to put RM1X songs into RS 7000|
On Monday 27 January 2003 09:19, "ridszero wrote:

> Well, this is my final question before I make a jump
> from my RM1X and selling it to get the RS 7000. Is it
> easy to save/transfer my songs and patterns to the RS
> 7000 from my RM1X? Is it as easy as making a midi dump?
> Someone told me I would need to do it through a computer
> possibly.

In Song mode, the RS allows one to import an RM1x song.
In Pattern mode, the RS allows one to import an RM1x 
pattern. So that should be easy when the song/pattern is 
available on smartcard or SCSI disk. (I've never done 
this.)

Note though that the internal sounds of the RS differ from 
those built into the RM1x. So your RM1x material that 
builds on internal sounds will sound different in the RS. 
You will need to tweek the sounds. My guess is that other 
stuff, like the mix, will also need some tweaking.

- Robert
| 8997|8994|2003-01-27 01:42:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Voice editing|
On Monday 27 January 2003 04:08, "moomoozyx wrote:

> Hi guys,
>
> Has anyone figured out how to create a 2 voice patch. The
> manual says it's possible but I can't for the life of me
> figure out how . . .



What do you mean with a 2 voice patch? Can you tell me what 
page of the manual you're referring to?

- Robert
| 8998|8995|2003-01-27 02:12:30|faxorgy |Re: How to put RM1X songs into RS 7000|
Ok get all your RM1X material.
Put the floppies in your PC and save the R1P (pattern) and or R1S 
(song) files to a new folder.
You will need a SM card read/writer for your PC.
Format the card in the RS7000.
Insert the card into your PC SM drive.
Transfer the desired R1P or R1S file to the RS7000 formated SM card.
Remove and place in the RS7000.
In the load mwnu there is an option for RM1X (song or pattern files)
They will always only everload into the first memory location.
IE: Style O1 or Song O1.
Delete the R1P/R1S file from the card and resave the file you have 
loaded into the RS7000.
It will now be saved as an RS7000 R2P or R2S file :).
Repeat procedure as required.
Now mixer panning and volume settings will be saved as per the 
original RM1X settings.
All effects ,filter settings etc etc will need to be reworked , as 
will the LFO's and full ADSR settings for amp/filter/pitch etc....
By the way you'll be truly gobsmacked by how good they sound in the 
RS.
Turn the Multi-Band compressor on ;) hit play and be duly impressed.
Dead easy transfer. No midi dumps necessary.
Hope that helps you some .....

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> 
> Well, this is my final question before I make a jump from my 
> RM1X and selling it to get the RS 7000. Is it easy to save/transfer 
> my songs and patterns to the RS 7000 from my RM1X? Is it as easy as 
> making a midi dump? Someone told me I would need to do it through a 
> computer possibly. 
> 
> Nick

| 8999|8899|2003-01-27 04:23:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How to get importet Wavs PLAYING|
On Thursday 23 January 2003 12:04, Qburn wrote:

> hi rob,
> it works so far.
> thanks!
> anything else worth to mention?
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Yes, voice management using the mixer.
To control which sample voice is used for a track, go to the 
Mixer pages and select a local or global sample voice 
*before* you start the import process. 

This way, you can have two or more tracks that use the same 
sample voice. For example, multiple tracks could import 
into the same kit sample voice, but at different key slots.

- Robert
| 9000|8940|2003-01-27 04:51:34|steffen V torset|Re: CD-RW|
I Use a phillips CDR/RW "home user" CDrecorder with the outputs of my Yamaha 
01vmixer, and its quick and easy. press record, play song, finalize. dont 
like having my noisy computer going in the background when I make music..
guess im just oldschool...

CDR-audio discs are a bit more expensive, but it aint gonna make you bust...

hustlepunch

>You can record through audio out directly to CD with the "home user" CD 
>recorder, I know computerless people using that stuff, the problem is that 
>you cannot use ordinary CDRs only those marked Audio ( at least in Germany) 
>it is a scam of course, I know people use some tricks to do it with the 
>regular CDRoms. I guess it is cheaper to buy second hand pc with burner 
>then these consumer rubbish, the choice is yours. If you have no pc get one 
>now,..... how do you get to this forum without computer ?
>Okoyem

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger - Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner
| 9001|8940|2003-01-27 06:45:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: CD-RW|
On Monday 27 January 2003 12:30, steffen V torset wrote:

> guess im just oldschool...

That and/or just smart. ;)
Man do I hate my music computer.

- Robert
| 9002|9002|2003-01-28 00:57:42|brandon|Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker?|
Hello,

I'm a complete n00b here on the list have some burning questions about 
the RS7000

What i'm hoping for in the rs7000 is a replacement for the venerable 
MMT-8 sequencer, among other things. Really I'm looking to use the RS 
primarily as a live performance sequencer.

http://www.msn.no/messenger


Yeah i know the RS has a million groovy whiz-bang features that make me 
all hot and bothered just thinkin' about em, but so far every whiz-bang 
box out there has fallen WAY short compared to the simple sequencing 
functionality of the MMT-8, which really can't be beaten in a live 
performance situation (aside from its occasional temper tantrum and its 
inherent limitations for backup :)

My big question, having not touched a rs7000 myself in the store yet, 
is how easy is it to setup in something like a pattern mode for live 
performance, and will it let me mute and unmute individual channels or 
tracks? (like on the afore mentioned mmt-8 which has 8 buttons across 
the front of it that allow you to turn on/ off 8 separate midi channels)

How do you use the RS in a live continuously mixed performance 
situation (i.e. music does not stop between "songs" it keeps going like 
a dj mix)

Example of our method... say i'm playing pattern #2 and things are 
happening on midi channel 1 & 4 and 5 and i want to mute channel 4 for 
the last measure of a 16 measure pattern before switching to the next 
pattern in the sequence. Can i manipulate the RS on the fly to channel 
4 back in with the push of a button or the turn of a knob? can i skip 
pattern 3 and jump to pattern 6?

I'm not looking for this functionality in a song mode that would play a 
pattern for a given number of measures and then automatically go to the 
next, i mean if i want to play the same cheezy casiotone + breakbeat 
for 10 minutes straight, i want to be able to do that... not that i 
would do that of course, hopefully someone would smack me upside my 
head before that could happen, but still.. you see what i'm getting at 
i hope...

Another example: If i'm cycling through a 16 bar pattern and i select 
the next pattern in the series half way through playing pattern 14, 
will the RS in some kind of performance or pattern mode play to the end 
of pattern 14 and immediately start into #15 seamlessly? (like on any 
drum machine) ??? are samples and midi stuff all handled in the same 
fashion in pattern mode? Also can the RS control other devices via midi 
in the same sequence ?

I'm sure these are fairly silly questions for most of you, and I may be 
asking too much, but i havn't found anything in the archives addressing 
these specific issues, and i'd love it yall could turn me onto how this 
beast could adapt to a live continuously mixed situation.

Thanks!
-Brandon
| 9003|9002|2003-01-28 02:13:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker?|
On Monday 27 January 2003 22:19, brandon wrote:

> My big question, having not touched a rs7000 myself in
> the store yet, is how easy is it to setup in something
> like a pattern mode for live performance, and will it let



> me mute and unmute individual channels or tracks? (like
> on the afore mentioned mmt-8 which has 8 buttons across
> the front of it that allow you to turn on/ off 8 separate
> midi channels)

That's easy. When running a pattern in Pattern mode, you get 
16 dedicated buttons to mute/unmute the 16 tracks. The 
mini-keyboard at the bottom of the RS is used for that when 
in mute mode. 

Note that mute states are global for all patterns that 
belong to the same style (a group of 16 patterns with 
voice/fx/mixer settings). 

>
> How do you use the RS in a live continuously mixed
> performance situation (i.e. music does not stop between
> "songs" it keeps going like a dj mix)

When selecting a pattern of the same style, you get seamless 
jumps. When selecting a pattern of another style, you get a 
short gap, caused by the hardware when it changes fx and 
voice settings (like a synth changing patchtes). 

If, however, the RS internal sounds are of no interest to 
you (e.g. when using the RS as a pure sequencer for 
external gear), you can tell it not to update the sound/fx 
when jumping styles, removing the gap. 

>
> Example of our method... say i'm playing pattern #2 and
> things are happening on midi channel 1 & 4 and 5 and i
> want to mute channel 4 for the last measure of a 16
> measure pattern before switching to the next pattern in
> the sequence. Can i manipulate the RS on the fly to
> channel 4 back in with the push of a button or the turn
> of a knob? can i skip pattern 3 and jump to pattern 6?

Yes. You can mute track 4 in the last measure of pattern #2 
with the grey and white buttons of the mini keyboard, then 
select the next pattern with the black buttons of the 
keyboard. When the next pattern is started, you can unmute 
track 4 again. Btw, with the latest OS, you can select the 
upper 6 patterns K-P with a shift-blackbutton combo.

> Another example: If i'm cycling through a 16 bar pattern
> and i select the next pattern in the series half way
> through playing pattern 14, will the RS in some kind of
> performance or pattern mode play to the end of pattern 14



> and immediately start into #15 seamlessly? (like on any
> drum machine) ??? 

That's controled with the Pattern Quantize feature in the RS 
and can be set between 1/16th and 1 bar. For example, when 
set to 1 bar, the RS will start the selected pattern at the 
next bar. You can't tell it to wait for the end of the 
current pattern.

> are samples and midi stuff all handled
> in the same fashion in pattern mode? 

Yes, both are represented as voices that you select in the 
mixer page associated with a track. Sample voices have 
different features though.

> Also can the RS
> control other devices via midi in the same sequence ?

You can control any number of external MIDI devices from the 
RS within the same pattern. You'll be limited by the 16 
tracks and 2x16 midi output channels.

>
> I'm sure these are fairly silly questions for most of
> you, and I may be asking too much, but i havn't found
> anything in the archives addressing these specific
> issues, and i'd love it yall could turn me onto how this
> beast could adapt to a live continuously mixed situation.

I think these were perfectly good questions.
Also try our faq: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 9004|8940|2003-01-28 02:40:16|sonemotif |Re: converting pattern chain scenes to song scenes|
Hello everybody--is anyone else having problems recalling scenes
correctly after converting to a song from pattern chain.

scenario- ive chained two patterns together (one pattern with two 
sections A and D for a break)all have scenes and relevant mutes
contained in these scenes. ive mapped out about 3 minutes of tune
with all the "pattern parts" and "scene parts" in the 
"pattern chain mode" and it plays fine 
from start to finish,I convert it to a song and it does'nt bring
over the scenes correctly one of them works but as for the others

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


?*!! any ideas? 
grateful for any help
| 9005|9002|2003-01-28 03:49:22|toomii77 |Re: Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker?|

>>> If, however, the RS internal sounds are of no interest to

you (e.g. when using the RS as a pure sequencer for
external gear), you can tell it not to update the sound/fx
when jumping styles, removing the gap.

Short question: How can I tell the RS not to update the sound/fx?
Switch off the TG? Does that work with progam-changes also?
Thanx,
Thomas.
| 9006|9002|2003-01-28 04:32:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker?|
On Tuesday 28 January 2003 11:49, "toomii77 wrote:

> >>> If, however, the RS internal sounds are of no
> >>> interest to
>
> you (e.g. when using the RS as a pure sequencer for
> external gear), you can tell it not to update the
> sound/fx when jumping styles, removing the gap.
>
> Short question: How can I tell the RS not to update the
> sound/fx? Switch off the TG? 

Utility param VOICE SETUP TO TG controls that. When switched 
off, jumping style borders will not update certain style 
settings. I noticed that phrases with voice selection in 
the phrase header still work. :)

> Does that work with progam-changes also? 

Err, what do you mean? 

- Robert
| 9007|9007|2003-01-28 07:46:23|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker? |
Brandon,

The RS can do a lot but what it can't do is smooth transitions between Patterns (called styles on the RS btw)
Also you can only switch styles after a maximum of 1 bar/measure, not when it completes a cycle or loop.
There are different solutions to overcome this problem:
1. (this i do myself) have another sequencer synced up and fade between the two.
I use a Korg ES-1 through a Kaoss pad to fill in the mix when i switch styles.
It also gives the mix a more depth.
2. Another option is to use phrase selection on every track like the megamix function on a MC505. (There is a
PDF wich explains this proccess in detail,
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/manuals%2C%20tips%2C%20howtos/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf )

Muting is a breeze, works very fast and reliable.(big easy knobs, one for every channel)
U also got Mute memories and scene memories, for total control.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/manuals%2C%20tips%2C%20howtos/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf


And u got sections to make a rough build up of your songs.

You can afcourse use the sections as Patterns, section changes are very smooth but you will have to do with
general settings for EFX for instance (wich can be altered on the fly afcourse).

I also hesitated because i use it only Live in pattern mode but this machine will give you so much inspiration and
rock solid grooves that you will forget the (few) downsides.

Grtz. Roonan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9008|8940|2003-01-28 12:50:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: converting pattern chain scenes to song scenes|
On Tuesday 28 January 2003 10:40, "sonemotif wrote:

> Hello everybody--is anyone else having problems recalling
> scenes correctly after converting to a song from pattern
> chain.
>
> scenario- ive chained two patterns together (one pattern
> with two sections A and D for a break)all have scenes and
> relevant mutes contained in these scenes. ive mapped out
> about 3 minutes of tune with all the "pattern parts" and
> "scene parts" in the "pattern chain mode" and it plays
> fine
> from start to finish,I convert it to a song and it
> does'nt bring over the scenes correctly one of them works
> but as for the others ?*!! any ideas?

From your private mail you sent me I understand that you 
created two pattern chains with scene recalls, each of them 
operating in a different style, joined the chains to one 
big chain, and finally converted that chain to a song. 
Then, recalling the scenes in the song doesn't work.

Correct so far? Are you really using different *styles* or 
do we have a misunderstanding here. A style houses 16 
patterns (aka sections). Each pattern (or section) holds 16 
tracks, each track optionally holding a phrase. That kind 
of style, yes?

In that case, I can imagine stuff goes wrong. You only have 
5 scenes available per style or song. Your joined chain 
probably uses more than 5 (taken from different styles). 
These simply cannot be converted to a song without loosing 
some. There's no place for them. In a situation like this 
the conversion from chain to song could convert scene 
recalls to sysex events directly placed in the song, but 
that would not be very flexible. That's one possible 
explanation.

Another problem may be that the Song simply doesn't like to 



have scenes that came from different styles, even if you 
have less than 5. Dunno, never tried this myself.

The obvious goal would be to stay within one style for your 
chain. Do you use more than 16 patterns in your song? Or in 
other words, why do you use 2 styles for this song?

- Robert
| 9009|9009|2003-01-28 13:23:42|ridszero |Any difference: Motif and RS 7000|
I was trying to ask the guys at Guitar Center yesterday and they 
didn't seem too sure as to how these two differ. They were telling me 
that I could look at it to see if I noticed differences. - they 
didn't know too much.

Anyways, Is it just the keyboard difference or is there more to it, 
in the sounds, sampler, sequencer? 

Nick
| 9010|9009|2003-01-28 13:37:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Any difference: Motif and RS 7000|
On Tuesday 28 January 2003 21:16, "ridszero wrote:

> I was trying to ask the guys at Guitar Center yesterday
> and they didn't seem too sure as to how these two differ.
> They were telling me that I could look at it to see if I
> noticed differences. - they didn't know too much.
>
> Anyways, Is it just the keyboard difference or is there
> more to it, in the sounds, sampler, sequencer?

See entry 14.4 or our faq:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 9011|9011|2003-01-29 02:13:41|pmlost |is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
I wonder what are the biggest differences between those 2 units in 
all the below categories ?

1. functionality
2. possibilities of sound design
3. possibilities of sampler
4. quality of the sound
5. efx quality
6. play live options
7. overall process of creating things

i have an MC505 and it is very initutive in controlling and i very 
happy with this unit...

another thing: I know i can go among diffrent styles of music cause 
MC505 has variety of different sounds.

I don't know how it is with RS, is it strickly to create only techno 
music?

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


cheers
pm'
| 9012|8940|2003-01-29 02:38:53|sonemotif |Re: converting pattern chain scenes to song scenes|
Ah of course to many scenes per song is defo the answer
for some reason when it worked in pattern chain i couldnt understand
it...dum.

i did use two styles(styles each containing sections a-j is it im not 
at home)ill just have to keep it in one stlye in the future 
i think im using up all my scenes as changes in my tune instead of
recording the changes individually in song mode maybe where would 
you if your writing a tune make all your mute changes you know
intro and breaks etc for individual tracks.

ill work it out now i know they want you to stay in one
stlye per tune/song cheers mate.

fionn
| 9013|9011|2003-01-29 02:53:56|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost " 

> I don't know how it is with RS, is it strickly to create only 

techno 

> music?

Why would it be only for Techno? Since the RS has not preset-pattern 
like the MCx0x series, you are free to do with this hardware 
sequencer whatever you want. Of course when you limit yourself to 
only the internal TG, the variety of styles is limited as well, but 
hook up some other soundsources and you can create whatever you want.
| 9014|9011|2003-01-29 03:04:43|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost " 
wrote:

> I wonder what are the biggest differences between those 2 units in 
> all the below categories ?

I don´t know the MC909, so i can only tell you about the RS.

> 1. functionality

Mainly the RS is a hardware sequencer, with all functions you need to 
sequence external TG´s plus all kinds of extra goodies, like Loop 
Remix.

> 2. possibilities of sound design

Thanks to the Seq+Slice sampling feature and the Resampling 
capabilities, plus the 12 excellent filter-models, you have enough to 
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twist internal sounds or your own samples in some very creative ways.

> 3. possibilities of sampler

Except the Seq+Slice feature (like Recycle, just in Stereo), and the 
resampling features (resample in 12 bit...:)
the sampler is pretty basic but enough in beginning, if you don´t own 
one.

> 4. quality of the sound

Excellent. As always... what you put in, comes out...

> 5. efx quality

Average to excellent.

> 6. play live options

Since OS v1.2 marvellous.

> 7. overall process of creating things

Once you understood how Yamahas pattern/phrase concept is working, 
it´s a very the creativity process supporting tool.

The 909 has the bigger specs, but IMHO limiting also to it´s own 
MC909 world. And you can´t hook up an external SCSI drive...
| 9015|9011|2003-01-29 04:29:19|Oscillator505|Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
I will only add a few small things - I believe the new RS OS added 6 extra
filters, to complete a total of 18.

I also have an MC505 (had it for a long time now). When I tried RS7000 in
the store I was still heavily using the 505. The first thing that attracted
my attention to RS was it's ease of use in real-time, muting tracks, pattern
hopping, filtering, sampler, 505 on tons of steroids. To me seemed as if RS
added all the cool functions I wanted from 505.

Don't expect much in terms of arpegiator, pretty simplistic in comparison to
505, but makes in so many other ways.

Sorry I'm not comparing to 909 since I have not tried it out yet. The fact
is RS has been keeping me occupied and happy well enough, I have not felt
the need to try another groovebox type sampler.

Another reason I lack enthusiasms for 909 is the fact I already have the 808
sampler, I need other than Roland kind of fiber in my sound diet.

I find the RS intriguingly interesting instrument, if you managed to write
music with 505 :) RS will seem like a very nice BIG step up. Personally, I



have not heard anybody touting any new ground breaking 909 features that
would make me run to the store to try it.

Of course all this is just my extremely biased opinion :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
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----- Original Message -----
From: <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2003 2:04 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pmlost " 
wrote:
> I wonder what are the biggest differences between those 2 units in
> all the below categories ?
I don´t know the MC909, so i can only tell you about the RS.

> 1. functionality
Mainly the RS is a hardware sequencer, with all functions you need to
sequence external TG´s plus all kinds of extra goodies, like Loop
Remix.

> 2. possibilities of sound design
Thanks to the Seq+Slice sampling feature and the Resampling
capabilities, plus the 12 excellent filter-models, you have enough to
twist internal sounds or your own samples in some very creative ways.

> 3. possibilities of sampler
Except the Seq+Slice feature (like Recycle, just in Stereo), and the
resampling features (resample in 12 bit...:)
the sampler is pretty basic but enough in beginning, if you don´t own
one.

> 4. quality of the sound
Excellent. As always... what you put in, comes out...

> 5. efx quality
Average to excellent.

> 6. play live options
Since OS v1.2 marvellous.
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> 7. overall process of creating things
Once you understood how Yamahas pattern/phrase concept is working,
it´s a very the creativity process supporting tool.

The 909 has the bigger specs, but IMHO limiting also to it´s own
MC909 world. And you can´t hook up an external SCSI drive...
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| 9016|9011|2003-01-29 04:40:57|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:

> I will only add a few small things - I believe the new RS OS added 

6 extra

> filters, to complete a total of 18.

Dang...i always mess up with that...yes it´s 18...extremely good 
ones, btw. Better than on my AN1x...
| 9017|9011|2003-01-29 05:35:00|okoyemaya |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
How is the AN1x? I saw one or to on Ebay and consider getting it. I 
am stil keyboardless (Oxygene is a toy only)I am hunting on Ebay but 
I lost the game for DJ70 and EPS+ too, both gone for 1 or 2 more then 
my offer. Kurzweils and Korgs are just too expensive there isensoniqs 
dry period. With my shitty midiman can`t play even proper bass line.
mainly I need master keyboard but why not something with some goo 
solo voices or pads as my RS extension, anyone have sugesstions ( I 
am not interested in the budget keyboards new or old)
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 
" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:
> > I will only add a few small things - I believe the new RS OS 

added 

> 6 extra
> > filters, to complete a total of 18.
> 
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> Dang...i always mess up with that...yes it´s 18...extremely good 
> ones, btw. Better than on my AN1x...

| 9018|9002|2003-01-29 05:51:06|toomii77 |Re: Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker?|

> Does that work with progam-changes also?

Err, what do you mean?

Thanks for your answer, Robert.
The program-change-question was a stupid one! My fault. I meant the
time-delay, when changing instruments of an external synthesizer by
the RS-sequencer (with program-change-commands) ? but that is a
problem of the external synthesizer, I think.
Thomas.
| 9019|9002|2003-01-29 06:22:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Mode - Is it a deal breaker?|
On Wednesday 29 January 2003 13:44, "toomii77 wrote:

> > Does that work with progam-changes also?
>
> Err, what do you mean?
>
> Thanks for your answer, Robert.
> The program-change-question was a stupid one! My fault. I
> meant the time-delay, when changing instruments of an
> external synthesizer by the RS-sequencer (with
> program-change-commands) ? but that is a problem of the
> external synthesizer, I think.

Correct.

- Robert
| 9020|9011|2003-01-29 06:42:07|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> How is the AN1x? 

It´s like the Nordlead1/2 a trial of revival the Prophet 5. And for 
the price you can get one now, it´s a fantastic synth and surely also 
usable as masterkeyboard, since you can assign the eight knobs to 
whatever you want. It also has a step-sequencer and a great software 
editor (AN1xEdit by Gary Gregson). The filter are not as good as in 
the RS, but good enough for some self-oscillation and some very lush 
pads and stuff. Sonically it covers a broad variety of sounds, from 
mean 303 sounds (thanks to the feedback feature), to stomping basses, 
to lush out of the world pads...there´s even a soundset that emulates 
the Roland JP8000...
Sounds like a Prophet 5, Roland JP, Yamaha AN1x...:)

It has 10 voices polyphony, two Oscillator, LFO, FM (of course...it´s 
a Yamaha...), and four...what Yamaha calles Free EG...which can be 
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assigned to any kind of destination and lets one create very organic 
moving sounds. 1000+ patches are already available on the net for 
download for it.

Goes very well along with the RS. I still use it for that extra VA 
sounds, that i am not getting out of the RS.

For further info: http://groups.yahoo.com/goup/AN1x-list
| 9021|9011|2003-01-29 11:32:37|okoyemaya |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
Thanx, sounds interesting, it is not Yamahas cheapy ? What was the 
price you paid ? Any idea how much for a used one, I mean what is it 
worth to pay max. ?
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > How is the AN1x? 
> 
> It´s like the Nordlead1/2 a trial of revival the Prophet 5. And for 
> the price you can get one now, it´s a fantastic synth and surely 

also 

> usable as masterkeyboard, since you can assign the eight knobs to 
> whatever you want. It also has a step-sequencer and a great 

software 

> editor (AN1xEdit by Gary Gregson). The filter are not as good as in 
> the RS, but good enough for some self-oscillation and some very 

lush 

> pads and stuff. Sonically it covers a broad variety of sounds, from 
> mean 303 sounds (thanks to the feedback feature), to stomping 

basses, 

> to lush out of the world pads...there´s even a soundset that 

emulates 

> the Roland JP8000...
> Sounds like a Prophet 5, Roland JP, Yamaha AN1x...:)
> 
> It has 10 voices polyphony, two Oscillator, LFO, FM (of 

course...it´s 

> a Yamaha...), and four...what Yamaha calles Free EG...which can be 
> assigned to any kind of destination and lets one create very 

organic 
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> moving sounds. 1000+ patches are already available on the net for 
> download for it.
> 
> Goes very well along with the RS. I still use it for that extra VA 
> sounds, that i am not getting out of the RS.
> 
> For further info: http://groups.yahoo.com/goup/AN1x-list

| 9022|9022|2003-01-29 13:26:08|synthe. labo|common samples??|
hello people

just now i realized i want to use some global samples or turn some locals 
into common...but....i can only get everything on local sample mode...

i mean, if i sample directly it's always local; when i have my local samples 
they're not global.

so: 1) -how can i sample in common samples mode the first time?
and: 2) - how can i turn a local sample into a common one?

sorry for this basic questions, it's 1 year that i have my beast and i never 
had the need to do this operation, and i can't find a clear chapter on the 
manual.

please, if this this has just been discussed in the forum or FAQ, can 
someone copy and paste it HERE in mail mode (or copy it to my private e-mail 
address), cause i can't access to yahoogroups (i know, but this is an 
endless problems)

thanx very much to everyone in advance

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Extra Storage! Hotmail all'ennesima potenza. Provalo! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/extra_storage_tag/
| 9023|9022|2003-01-29 14:04:54|Latif |Re: common samples??|

> so: 1) -how can i sample in common samples mode the first time?

select a empty 'common sample location' prior to sampling or 
importing

> and: 2) - how can i turn a local sample into a common one?

my guess is to copy the wanted sample to desired common or local 
location

Latif
| 9024|9022|2003-01-29 17:07:57|synthe. labo|Re: common samples??|
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> > so: 1) -how can i sample in common samples mode the first time?
>
>select a empty prior to sampling or
>importing

what is an empty 'common sample location'? :)
i press the 'track select' button AND the pad corresponding to the channell 
i want so sample on, then i start sampling, and no common or local type 
appears, just i can sample, and it's always LOCAL...

do i have to make a JOB before sampling....?
what i have to do...: select the track i wanna sample on ..AND...?
cause if i act in this way, as i told you, it's always local samples...

>
> > and: 2) - how can i turn a local sample into a common one?
>
>my guess is to copy the wanted sample to desired common or local
>location

again ,as before

mmmmmm.....

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Search: la risposta alle tue ricerche online http://search.msn.it/
| 9025|9025|2003-01-29 19:45:45|Chris Dooley|smart card|
what kind of card readers do you all use for the smart cards in case of transferring samples/rs os'?
is a smart card reader AND writer needed to load up the new os onto the the rs?

i saw a couple last night at comp usa but wanted to get the correct kind, as i havent used the smart card transfers
before.

thanks

d
| 9026|9011|2003-01-29 20:58:40|Oscar Finch|Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
And just to clarify ALL it is 12 new FILTERS w/OS1.2 + the 8 regular stock ones .My thoughts on the
909.Ergonomically very nice.A crapload of presets that truly sound like crud (yep I had to rip the headphones
off)The sound engines VERY ROLAND ,if you like the stock 808,909,606,727,Juno/AlphaJuno style sounds
with that TYPICAL Roland sonic flava it's all good. It sounds great even but doesn't actually sound any better
than an MC-307(and yes I A/B tested the 2 through a pair of Genelecs. The bottom end is not as detailed as on
the RS7000 and sounds slightly muddy in the upper mids like the MC-505.No seperate boost ,parametric or 2
band eq per track as on the RS7000. You must use up an MFX unit for EQ and assign it as an insert per part. The
same goes for the more exotic filter models. They are programmed as MFX/COSM effects as well.Only
REVERB is tweekable from the front panel I mean WTF ?You can apply or assign MFX1 or MFX2 to parameter
control knobs they are hardwired in the function 2 subpage 4 screen of the EFX configurations and send/
wet+dry levels are set there.Everything thing that comes out of the unit sounds generically similar on a sonic
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level.In patter mode all the tracks are locked to exactly the same meter length and time signature per pattern (or
what we'd call a section in the RS7000)That said they would probably compliment each other very well.The
sales rep I spoke too (and they are a registered Roland dealer) said if he had just one unit to use for a gig the RS
would win out on flexibility and ease of use. He felt you'd be hard pressed to pull it all of with the MC-909.Also
the MC is 64 note poly and so is the sequncer :( .The RS7000 is 64 note poly TG but the sequencer will handle
128 note poly with external modules.Only 16 samples maximum per-track in a pattern on the MC-909 (not so on
the RS7000).3 band master multiband compressor on the MC and thats it.The RS has 3 effects blocks + 4 band
multi-compression and a swag of other effects as well.Drums have more PUNCH on the RS7000.MC909 does
have superb graphic waveform editing though.My verdict was the you could get an RS7K a Rack sampler and a
say XV rack for less and get more mileage.USB on the MC only works on Windows ME or XP ?????? (go
figure) and it won't recognise USB storage devices directly.So you're still kind of married to your computer for
everything - a BIG MINUS in my books.The MC definately has the look at me wow factor but lacks some real
substance where it counts.IE: No midi effects , alot of esoteric midi editing functions found in the RS you won't
find here. No multiple time signatures or pattern lengths within a pattern over several tracks.It is easy to
sequence on but I managed to get the store model to actually lock up on 3 occassions trying out some uber
drill'n'bass type sequences and a lot of modulation.In a nut shell good but not great though many many newbies
will love it I'm quite sure.--- On Wed 01/29, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From:
tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 29 Jan 2003
11:40:53 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?--- In
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscillator505" <505@m...> wrote:> I will only add a few small things - I believe
the new RS OS added 6 extra> filters, to complete a total of 18.Dang...i always mess up with that...yes it�s
18...extremely good ones, btw. Better than on my AN1x... 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9027|9022|2003-01-29 21:28:41|Latif |Re: common samples??|
1 select a empty track, 
2 press mixerscreen so you see the patchname
3 turn F1 rotate knob for track 1`8 first one step right 
then back to left to desired local/common location.

or
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3 turn F1 rotate knob for track 9`16 almost all the way 
to the right to desired local/common location.

if you want to write this info into the phrase header
cause you allready have a idea of a dedicated phrase patch

simply proceed as step 1
at step 2 instead of pressing the mixerscreen, 
press record, then press pattern knob, 
then turn F1 again to desired patch location.

ssshhhh, don't tell anyone i told you this ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> > > so: 1) -how can i sample in common samples mode the first time?
> >
> >select a empty prior to sampling or
> >importing
> 
> what is an empty 'common sample location'? :)
> i press the 'track select' button AND the pad corresponding to the 
channell 
> i want so sample on, then i start sampling, and no common or local 
type 
> appears, just i can sample, and it's always LOCAL...
> 
> do i have to make a JOB before sampling....?
> what i have to do...: select the track i wanna sample on ..AND...?
> cause if i act in this way, as i told you, it's always local 
samples...
> 
> >
> > > and: 2) - how can i turn a local sample into a common one?
> >
> >my guess is to copy the wanted sample to desired common or local
> >location
> 
> again ,as before
> 
> mmmmmm.....
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Search: la risposta alle tue ricerche online 
http://search.msn.it/

| 9028|9025|2003-01-29 21:35:38|Latif |Re: smart card|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Chris Dooley" wrote:
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> what kind of card readers do you all use for the smart cards in 

case of transferring samples/rs os'?

> is a smart card reader AND writer needed to load up the new os onto 

the the rs?

> 
> i saw a couple last night at comp usa but wanted to get the correct 

kind, as i havent used the smart card transfers before.

> 
> thanks
> 
> d

any brand will do fine aslong as it's
suitable for smartcard media 3.3 volt (3volt)
| 9029|9029|2003-01-29 22:05:54|zekwence |Changing instruments while in record mode?|
Hello.. I have a question regarding the Grid Step record mode 
specifically, but the question relates to any mode of recording on 
the RS. 

Me and a friend generally come up with new music in one way. the RS7 
is the master, controlling his instruments via midi. I usually will 
go into a record mode, hit play, and then all of the instruments will 
be going and we can add sounds as needed. 

My question pertains to what abilities I have while in recording 
mode. I would ideally like to be able to change the instrument I am 
currently trying to RECORD, while still playing. That way I can go 
back and forth between adding/removing/changing different sounds all 
while still in PLAY so that mine and my partners instruments are 
going. Is there a way to do this at all? 

Any information would be greatly appreciated. Thank you!!
| 9030|9011|2003-01-29 22:14:44|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Thanx, sounds interesting, it is not Yamahas cheapy ?

The AN200, which is based upon the PLG150AN (which is bascially a 
AN1x with half the polyphony) is Yamaha´s cheapy. Goes in the USA 
for 200$....

What was the 

> price you paid ? 

I bought two...one back in 1997 for 1800 German Marks (app 950 
Euro)...sold it...got a C-Stock then in 2000 for 900 German Marks 
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(app. 470Euro)...one of my best buys...

Any idea how much for a used one, I mean what is it 

> worth to pay max. ?

Nowadays the second hand price is back around 600Euro. Which i think 
is a fair price for a classic one like this. Make sure the display 
works and that it doesn´t produce any noises when you turn it on. If 
it does, it needs the OS-update,which you can only get from Yamaha 
(on EEPROM).

> > For further info: http://groups.yahoo.com/goup/AN1x-list

| 9031|9011|2003-01-29 22:20:42|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" The 
bottom end is not as detailed as on the RS7000 and sounds slightly 
muddy in the upper mids like the MC-505.

That is very interesting that you say this. I heard through the 
grape wine that Roland is using only a compressed 32kHz/16Bit Output 
signal, instead of like the RS 44.1kHz/16Bit. I can imagine that his 
is coloring the results immensly...but i wonder WHY? The MC909 can 
have 512MB of Ram...why would one need to reduce the output 
frequency...other than to hide that the output does not sound as 
good in 44.1....and yes ma´am one can hear the difference between 32 
and 44.1....
| 9032|9022|2003-01-30 01:20:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: common samples??|
On Thursday 30 January 2003 01:07, synthe. labo wrote:

> > > so: 1) -how can i sample in common samples mode the
> > > first time?
> >
> >select a empty prior to sampling or
> >importing
>
> what is an empty 'common sample location'? :)
> i press the 'track select' button AND the pad
> corresponding to the channell i want so sample on, then i
> start sampling, and no common or local type appears, just
> i can sample, and it's always LOCAL...
>
> do i have to make a JOB before sampling....?
> what i have to do...: select the track i wanna sample on
> ..AND...? cause if i act in this way, as i told you, it's
> always local samples...

Select the track.
Select the Mixer page.
Dial in a voice from the common sample bank.
Then start sampling.

- Robert
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| 9033|9025|2003-01-30 01:48:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: smart card|
On Thursday 30 January 2003 03:42, Chris Dooley wrote:

> what kind of card readers do you all use for the smart
> cards in case of transferring samples/rs os'? is a smart
> card reader AND writer needed to load up the new os onto
> the the rs?
>
> i saw a couple last night at comp usa but wanted to get
> the correct kind, as i havent used the smart card
> transfers before.

I use a Sitecom reader and it works fine. Btw, all readers 
are also writers, afaik.

You need a reader(/writer) to write the new OS onto a 
smartcard. 

- Robert
| 9034|9011|2003-01-30 02:56:56|Oscar Finch|Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
Correction the MC-909 can have 278 meg RAM Maximum .....Only 128 meg cards are supported on the unit
also.What Roland have done is use ARDAC compression on the internal waverom so whilst the sounds are
recorded at 44.1 they have a frequency playback rate of somewhere between 32 and 44.1 khz bandwidth.The
ARDAC compression is VERY cleverly utilised and sounds remarkably like tape saturated compression.It also
leaves everything with that samey Rolandy sound that pumps out of the machine.--- On Thu 01/30,
tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:
tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 30 Jan 2003 05:20:37 -0000Subject:
[RS7000] Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch"
The bottom end is not as detailed as on the RS7000 and sounds slightly muddy in the upper mids like the MC-
505.That is very interesting that you say this. I heard through the grape wine that Roland is using only a
compressed 32kHz/16Bit Output signal, instead of like the RS 44.1kHz/16Bit. I can imagine that his is coloring
the results immensly...but i wonder WHY? The MC909 can have 512MB of Ram...why would one need to
reduce the output frequency...other than to hide that the output does not sound as good in 44.1....and yes ma�am
one can hear the difference between 32 and 44.1.... 
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Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9035|9022|2003-01-30 03:06:57|Oscar Finch|Re: common samples??|
Robert is 100% correct on this :P .The manual clearly states that you follow a given procedure.1)Track
select2)Sample bank (common/local) and empty sample number3)enter sample page4)configure kit / kit+not /
slice+seq / pitch as sample type etc etc etc..5)sampleJust stick pretty much to that routine and you'll be fine.I
also have an A3 printed sheet on my studio wall of the standard kick,drum,snare,hat,cymbal,perc,efx mappings
of all the internal RS7000 drum sounds to Midi Note assignments. So that when I do a variety of Common
Sample kits I can program using the internal soundsets and then switch to a Common sample kit and know that
all the drum sounds and relative hits etc etc are commonly shared between custom and internal drum kits ;).---
On Thu 01/30, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:
robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 30 Jan 2003 09:20:11 +0100Subject: Re: [RS7000]
Re: common samples??On Thursday 30 January 2003 01:07, synthe. labo wrote:> > > so: 1) -how can i sample
in common samples mode the> > > first time?> >> >select a empty prior to sampling or> >importing>> what is
an empty 'common sample location'? :)> i press the 'track select' button AND the pad> corresponding to the
channell i want so sample on, then i> start sampling, and no common or local type appears, just> i can sample,
and it's always LOCAL...>> do i have to make a JOB before sampling....?> what i have to do...: select the track i
wanna sample on> ..AND...? cause if i act in this way, as i told you, it's> always local samples...Select the
track.Select the Mixer page.Dial in a voice from the common sample bank.Then start sampling.-
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section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9036|9011|2003-01-30 03:30:18|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> Correction the MC-909 can have 278 meg RAM Maximum .....Only 128 

meg cards are supported on the unit also.

And no SCSI? Ridiculous...unless the USB port can take a USB-Jaz...

What Roland have done is use ARDAC compression on the internal 
waverom so whilst the sounds are recorded at 44.1 they have a 
frequency playback rate of somewhere between 32 and 44.1 khz 
bandwidth.The ARDAC compression is VERY cleverly utilised and sounds 
remarkably like tape saturated compression.It also leaves everything 
with that samey Rolandy sound that pumps out of the machine

I see...thanks for the info
| 9037|9011|2003-01-30 03:34:49|okoyemaya |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|

http://www.excite.com/
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I think it is called "verarschung" in German, too bad, means it was 
good move to get RS instead of waiting for 909. I hate these 
compressions, the rubbish that Sony or whatever specialists say 
about things we do not hear. i do have MD but I rearely use it, the 
idea of mp3 is great checking things out that you cannot get in the 
country you live. But I do not even store 128 mp3, it is irrtating 
sound for me. Better the music more irritating it is . So Yamaha is 
better with that stuff ? I had SU 700 for sometime, just 2 songs made 
with it but when I hear it ( everybody notice it) the sound is great, 
there were good samples and the outcome stayed good. I am still 
learning RS and I do not have much experience with the sample side of 
it. I hope it is like SU700s.
Okoyemaya
-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> Correction the MC-909 can have 278 meg RAM Maximum .....Only 128 

meg cards are supported on the unit also.What Roland have done is use 
ARDAC compression on the internal waverom so whilst the sounds are 
recorded at 44.1 they have a frequency playback rate of somewhere 
between 32 and 44.1 khz bandwidth.The ARDAC compression is VERY 
cleverly utilised and sounds remarkably like tape saturated 
compression.It also leaves everything with that samey Rolandy sound 
that pumps out of the machine.--- On Thu 01/30, tompaulsen2002 < 
tompaulsen2002@y... > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: 
tompaulsen2002@y...]To: RS7000@y...: Thu, 30 Jan 2003 05:20:37 -
0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat 
MC909 ?--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" The bottom end 
is not as detailed as on the RS7000 and sounds slightly muddy in the 
upper mids like the MC-505.That is very interesting that you say 
this. I heard through the grape wine that Roland is using only a 
compressed 32kHz/16Bit Output signal, instead of like the RS 
44.1kHz/16Bit. I can imagine that his is coloring the results 
immensly...but i wonder WHY? The MC909 can have 512MB of Ram...why 
would one need to reduce the output frequency...other than to hide 
that the output does not sound as good in 44.1....and yes ma´am one 
can hear the difference between 32 and 44.1....

> 
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> 
> 
> 
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Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
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http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9038|9011|2003-01-30 03:53:21|Oscar Finch|Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
Just to add insult to injury the MC-909's USB hub only works with windows ME or XP or Mac OS9.2 and
DOES NOT SUPPORTany form of USB storage device what so ever :(.Really how totally fucking stupid
??????????Sad but very very very true .......What the hell were they thinking anyway !!!!! 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo
unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9039|9011|2003-01-30 05:12:01|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> I think it is called "verarschung" in German, too bad, means it was 
> good move to get RS instead of waiting for 909. I hate these 
> compressions, the rubbish that Sony or whatever specialists say 
> about things we do not hear. i do have MD but I rearely use it, the 
> idea of mp3 is great checking things out that you cannot get in the 
> country you live. But I do not even store 128 mp3, it is irrtating 
> sound for me. Better the music more irritating it is . So Yamaha is 
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> better with that stuff ? 

For sure Roland is "verarschen" his customers now for a long 
time...even this V-Synth is just old technology repackaged in a new 
box. Instead of making something really new, they stick to their old 
stuff. 

But every ROMpler TG is using compression. Yamaha uses that too...the 
RS internal sounds are compressed as well, but internally the RS also 
works with 24Bit...for sure the compression is on the RS internal 
sounds stronger than on the MOTIF series, but the drumkits e.g. are 
exactly the same good sounding ones. Some people though say that the 
drumkits have been sampled into the RS already compressed, which 
could be, but still i think a lot of the internal sounds of the RS 
are very good sounding and highly usable. They also don´t sound 
as "samey" as Roland ones and work very well in a mix.
Basically...since the EX5/CS6x/S80/MOTIF you can say Yamaha sounds 
just as good as any other ROMpler, like Emu´s Proteus-"Verarsch" 
series or Korg´s Trinity/Triton-"Verarsche", with the difference that 
Y. always adds lots of FX, EQ´s, and additional synthesis engines to 
spice the whole thing even more up.

Some say Y. sounds more cold and digital...well...depends on what you 
can hear and how you tweak the sound. It CAN sound digital cold, but 
also you can make Y. gear sound warm like Roland gear always is.
| 9040|9011|2003-01-30 05:17:18|tompaulsen2002 |Re: is there sth in which RS7000 can beat MC909 ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:

> Just to add insult to injury the MC-909's USB hub only works with 

windows ME or XP or Mac OS9.2 

What? Not even OSX?

Lol...someone must have had some really good...ahem...with M$...in 
order to mess it up like that...

Hey...but it has a screensaver...uuuuuh...:)))))...the OS behind it 
might be Windows CE then...
| 9041|9041|2003-01-30 06:05:18|tompaulsen2002 |OT: Dave Smith about Hardware vs. Software and others...|
Hello Group, 

i thought i´d share this crosspost from another group with you. It´s 
a little report what Dave Smith said on the AES about his new Evolver 
and what he thinks about the "hardware vs. software" 
things...something that very much fit also about the RS vs. software 
sequencer, i would say.

Cheers, Töm

From: "Jeffrey D. McEachin" 
Date: Wed Jan 29, 2003 7:18 pm

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Subject: FWD: AES Meeting - Evolver

ADVERTISEMENT

I got this on another list, thought you'd enjoy:

>From: Tim Parkhurst 
>To: synth-diy@d...
>Subject: [sdiy] AES Meeting - Evolver
>Date: Wed, 29 Jan 2003 09:34:11 -0800

>Hello All,
>
>Please forgive me for the rather long post, but last night's AES 

meeting

>with Dave Smith was VERY entertaining and VERY informative. The 

Evolver is

>nothing short of revolutionary (IMHO) and learning more about it's 

innards

>was incredibly inspirational. 
>
>Dave gave an informal, but very entertaining talk that covered 

several

>subjects including his new company, synthesizers in general, the 

design

>philosophy and genesis of the Evolver, and some guesses as to the 

future.

>Although I'll try not to waste bandwidth with all of my notes, here 

are what

>I thought were the highlights:
>
>*****Dave Smith Instruments:
>"I love being a one-man company. I work out of my house, I don't 

have a big

>office to pay for, and I don't have to argue with someone or go to 



marketing

>if I want to change something or add a feature."
>
>"The drawback of being a one-man shop is that it's lonely (laughs). 

That's

>why I call Roger (Linn) all the time to bounce ideas off him."
>
>"I really like feedback and things that are a little out of control."
>
>http://www.davesmithinstruments.com
>
>
>*****The synth industry:
>"25 years ago, one guy could do everything. Things were 

more 'hardware'

>oriented. Along came the DX7 and that era, and all of the sudden you 

needed

>very large investments in custom chips and lots of software. Now, 

things are

>coming back to the point where a one-man operation can work. I do web
>searches for parts and price quotes, download part spec sheets, I 

outsource

>the manufacturing, and all the PCB layout and software writing is 

done with

>relatively cheap tools that run on a fast, cheap PC." 
>
>"I didn't want to do another retro analog synth. I wanted something 

with a

>LOT of personality. I didn't want to do another software synthesizer 

either.

>All the software synthesizers now seem to have a certain 'sameness' 

to them.

>Software is definitely the wave of the future, but it's just not the 

same. I

>wanted a neat little box to hold. I see a lot of room in the future 

http://www.davesmithinstruments.com/


to

>explore the combination of analog and digital hardware."
>
>"There are several problems with making a software synthesizer. For 

one, for

>every soft synth you sell, you give away ten (referring to piracy). 

Also,

>anyone who graduates from college can write a software 

synthesizer...and

>half of them are! And the biggest problem is the OS. You spend half 

your

>time porting to this OS and then that OS and this driver and that 

driver. A

>lot of times, software has problems that are completely out of your 

control.

>PCs crash, Macs crash, they all crash. (Holds up Evolver) This 

doesn't

>crash. It runs all the time, and it'll still run five or ten or 

twenty years

>from now." 
>
>"There is NO way you could get everyone to agree on what should be 

included

>in a MIDI 2.0 spec. I don't think it will ever happen."
>
>*****Evolver:
>Notes: Dave uses Eagle for PCB layout, 18 series PIC micros 

(programmed in

>C), Analog Devices 2191 DSP programmed in fixed-point mode ("If I 

had it to

>do over again, I'd do it in floating-point," said Dave).
>
>"I was amazed by how easy it was to get into all this. So many 



manufacturers

>help you with application notes and things. Like the switcher. I had 

to

>design a switching power supply, all I did was copy stuff from ap 

notes.

>They say 'do this, use this part, lay out the board like this, and 

it'll

>work.' So I did that, and it worked!"
>
>The 48kHz coming off the CODEC was the biggest emission problem when 

doing

>FCC and CE testing. The Evolver had to go through twice, which ended 

up

>costing about six thousand dollars.
>
>The Evolver uses a wall wart for AC conversion. The benefits of this 

are 

>1) It's very easy to use the unit overseas. The wall wart works from 

100VAC

>to 240VAC and includes three different plug adaptors. Dave has 

shipped to

>over twenty countries. About 40% of Evolvers are shipped overseas.
>2) You don't have to apply for UL certification if you use a pre-

approved

>wall wart. Apparently this is the main reason for their popularity.
>
>Simple wave sequencing can be done with the two digital oscillators. 

Dave

>used the waves from the VS. New waves can be downloaded through 

SysEx,

>although there is currently no editor/converter program available.
>
>There are four sixteen-step sequencers that can run simultaneously. 



Each one

>can control the pitch of a different oscillator! Unfortunately, the
>sequencers cannot control external equipment. Dave said he really 

didn't

>think anyone would want to use such a simple sequencer to control 

other

>stuff, but he's been surprised by how many people have asked for this
>capability. This will probably be added in the near future, as the 

firmware

>can be upgraded through SysEx.
>
>The sound chain goes DSP -> D/A -> Analog (VCO, VCF, VCA) -> A/D 
>There are two feedback loops (with a tunable delay) that go from the 

A/D

>back to the D/A. These loops can also act as oscillators (great for
>Karplus-Strong stuff). Check the signal path at
>
>http://www.davesmithinstruments.com/downloads/signal_flow.pdf
>
>There are two ICs labled "Marion" in the Evolver. Apparently, these 

were

>designed by Doug Curtis for a Tom Oberheim project that never got 

off the

>ground! Dave says he has a source to fab new chips when these units 

run out

>(in about a year and a half). He also mentioned briefly that Doug 

may be

>producing and reissuing some of the old Curtis chips again.
>
>There are NO TRIMMERS on the Evolver PCB! All analog trimming and 

tuning is

>done digitally. It is a VERY clean layout, and amazingly compact for 

what it

>includes. There is a picture on the Dave Smith Instruments web site 

http://www.davesmithinstruments.com/downloads/signal_flow.pdf


for

>those who want to see.
>
>********************************************
>All in all, it was a very entertaining evening. The Evolver sounds 

AMAZING!

>Dave did demos with a single Evolver sitting on a desk. No keyboard, 

no

>outboard effects, nothing. It was hard to believe that all that 

sound was

>coming out of a single monophonic synth! 
>
>One quote from Roger Linn that I thought was interesting. "I try not 

to use

>any components that I can't get out of the Digi-Key catalog. They 

have a lot

>of stuff in stock, you can get it in a day or two if you need it, 

and a lot

>of times they can beat the price of the big distributors." All in 

all, I

>think we live in a GREAT time to be a Synth DIY geek!
>
>Tim Servo
>"Imagination is more important than knowledge." - Albert Einstein

| 9042|9041|2003-01-30 07:08:45|joerg piringer|internal hdd|
i found a posting in the archive about fitting an
internal scsi hdd inside the rs7000.
too bad the link doesn't work anymore. and also
nothing with google.
anybody tried a similar thing?
shouldn't be too hard.
is there enough room for a hdd with and/or without the
output extension mounted?

joerg

---
http://joerg.piringer.net
iftaf: http://www.iftaf.org
gemuese: http://www.gemueseorchester.org

http://joerg.piringer.net/
http://www.iftaf.org/
http://www.gemueseorchester.org/


| 9043|9043|2003-01-30 08:26:48|obailu58 |RS 7000 cd burner through scsi|
I am interested in buying an RS 7000 from a musician that uses his 
with his computer. However, I don't have a computer with a burner, 
will I be able to use a Cd burner directly hooked up to the RS's scsi 
port.

Thank you in advance for any messages sent. 

Respects,
Obailu

PS I just joined this group and am still trying to figure out how to 
navigate through this site, so have patience please.
| 9044|9043|2003-01-30 08:26:54|obailu58 |RS 7000 cd burner through scsi|
I am interested in buying an RS 7000 from a musician that uses his 
with his computer. However, I don't have a computer with a burner, 
will I be able to use a Cd burner directly hooked up to the RS's scsi 
port.

Thank you in advance for any messages sent. 

Respects,
Obailu

PS I just joined this group and am still trying to figure out how to 
navigate through this site, so have patience please.
| 9045|9043|2003-01-30 08:36:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS 7000 cd burner through scsi|
On Thursday 30 January 2003 16:23, "obailu58 wrote:

> I am interested in buying an RS 7000 from a musician that
> uses his with his computer. However, I don't have a
> computer with a burner, will I be able to use a Cd burner
> directly hooked up to the RS's scsi port.

No. The RS does not support burning of CDs.

- Robert
| 9046|9046|2003-01-30 09:06:16|obailu58 |Introduction|
Hello group,

My name is Obailu, aka Giles Smith. I reside in San Juan, Puerto 
Rico. I've been here for 5 years know. Before here I lived in San 
Francisco where I really got into Afro-Cuban and Afro-Brasilian 
drumming. I decided to move to Puerto Rico to learn Spanish hoping 
someday to eventually go to Cuba to study there for a while. 

Well I've been here for much longer than I thought I would, I did 
have the opportunity to study with some Cuban percussionist who visit 
the island via Miami, play in a Batucada (Brasilian percussion 



troupe) and work on a project with a friend who happens to own an 
ru700 and rm1x. So I was pretty hooked. 

I've never worked with any sequencers or drum machines before this 
project. But after a few weeks working with my friend in his studio. 
I asked him to let me take the rm1x home for a week. The next week I 
came back with some pretty basic patterns that we actually 
incorporated to some of our "songs." Anyway, I loved that machine and 
have an oportunity to purchase an rs7000. And from what I understand, 
it seems to rock. 

Through my older brothers, I grew up listening to Chic, Parliment 
Funkadelic, Kraftwerk, Kiss and then through my own experiences got 
turned to Skinny Puppy, Pop Will Eat Itself, Cabaret Voltaire, Art of 
Noise, and as I said earlier now I'm into heavily rhythmic afro-based 
music. 

I'm looking for something that will enable me to put all these 
influences together and pump out some awesome songs. 

A pleasure to joing the group. I look forward to sharing with you.

Alafia,(good tidings)
Obailu
Obailu@coqui.net
| 9047|9022|2003-01-30 10:05:34|synthe. labo|Re: common samples??|
hua, thanks Latif, Robert and Oscar!

sorry for the dumb question......

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Extra Storage! Hotmail all'ennesima potenza. Provalo! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/extra_storage_tag/
| 9048|9046|2003-01-30 10:16:59|okoyemaya |Re: Introduction|
Que bola Obailu?
Welcome , Rs is great indeed, I did not do much of bata on it but 
check my "Awo Yemaya" on www.mp3.com.au/salsasutra. There is 
also "Voodu house" done on SU700 with samples from Benin.In next 
months I will do some bata programming, got to get good samples. Can 
check some more of my Yoruba fusion with "Clave y Guaguanco" and 
Martha Galarraga of Havana, Cuba on www.mp3.com/omiaralaye. RS is 
good for programming, and play/recording rhythms.
Ache
Okoyemaya (really Omiaralaye- omo OrishaOko y Yemaya)
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "obailu58 " 
wrote:

> Hello group,
> 
> My name is Obailu, aka Giles Smith. I reside in San Juan, Puerto 

mailto:Obailu@coqui.net
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/extra_storage_tag/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Rico. I've been here for 5 years know. Before here I lived in San 
> Francisco where I really got into Afro-Cuban and Afro-Brasilian 
> drumming. I decided to move to Puerto Rico to learn Spanish hoping 
> someday to eventually go to Cuba to study there for a while. 
> 
> Well I've been here for much longer than I thought I would, I did 
> have the opportunity to study with some Cuban percussionist who 

visit 

> the island via Miami, play in a Batucada (Brasilian percussion 
> troupe) and work on a project with a friend who happens to own an 
> ru700 and rm1x. So I was pretty hooked. 
> 
> I've never worked with any sequencers or drum machines before this 
> project. But after a few weeks working with my friend in his 

studio. 

> I asked him to let me take the rm1x home for a week. The next week 

I 

> came back with some pretty basic patterns that we actually 
> incorporated to some of our "songs." Anyway, I loved that machine 

and 

> have an oportunity to purchase an rs7000. And from what I 

understand, 

> it seems to rock. 
> 
> Through my older brothers, I grew up listening to Chic, Parliment 
> Funkadelic, Kraftwerk, Kiss and then through my own experiences got 
> turned to Skinny Puppy, Pop Will Eat Itself, Cabaret Voltaire, Art 

of 

> Noise, and as I said earlier now I'm into heavily rhythmic afro-

based 

> music. 
> 
> I'm looking for something that will enable me to put all these 
> influences together and pump out some awesome songs. 
> 
> A pleasure to joing the group. I look forward to sharing with you.
> 
> Alafia,(good tidings)
> Obailu
> Obailu@c...

| 9049|9022|2003-01-30 11:19:11|synthe. labo|Re: common samples??|



huh...wait wait.....

no i mean recording them in the 1st place: do i select common sample 001- 
empty for example , THEN try to record on it?

i can do local sample.but i want to do common.

ALSO: they say 128 local / common samples: i found out if i do a kit
/ slice- seq it dosen't break them down into separate samples, for ex, 10 
vocal samples in a kit sample counts as one of the 128 local / common
samples???????????

really?

thanx again!

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Vuoi chattare e scambiare canzoni e foto con gli amici? 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 9050|9050|2003-01-30 12:20:47|pmlost |mpc pads to play drum machine software |
anybody knows if there is a machine that looks like akai pads on 
MPC2000XL's and can be used to play sotare drum machines like battery 
or similar. Ofcourse pads should be velocity and pressure sensitive.

anybody??

could be better tnat buy MPC2000XL...

....

pm'
| 9051|9050|2003-01-30 12:38:22|joerg piringer|Re: mpc pads to play drum machine software|
these pads arer available as a midi controller without sampling etc.
http://www.akaipro.com/jp/global/mpd16/mpd16fs.html

joerg

At 19:20 30.01.2003 +0000, you wrote:

>anybody knows if there is a machine that looks like akai pads on
>MPC2000XL's and can be used to play sotare drum machines like battery
>or similar. Ofcourse pads should be velocity and pressure sensitive.
>
>anybody??
>
>could be better tnat buy MPC2000XL...
>
>....
>
>pm'
>
>

http://messenger.msn.it/
http://www.akaipro.com/jp/global/mpd16/mpd16fs.html
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---
http://joerg.piringer.net
iftaf: http://www.iftaf.org
gemuese: http://www.gemueseorchester.org
| 9052|9022|2003-01-30 13:29:09|Latif |Re: common samples??|

> no i mean recording them in the 1st place: do i select common 

sample 001- 

> empty for example , THEN try to record on it?

yes...

> i can do local sample.but i want to do common.

just follow the steps i told you, then start recording.

> ALSO: they say 128 local / common samples: i found out if i do a kit
> / slice- seq it dosen't break them down into separate samples, for 

ex, 10 

> vocal samples in a kit sample counts as one of the 128 local / 

common

> samples???????????
> 
> really?

yes, and all samples playing at once, count as TG voices 
and midi note polyphony.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://joerg.piringer.net/
http://www.iftaf.org/
http://www.gemueseorchester.org/


so 1 STEREO sample assigned to 1 patch location, sliced up in let's 
say 10 slices (10 sample snips), will consume 1 midi note per slice 
per played key and 2 TG voices per sounding slice while playing and 
decaying in AMP envelope.

;)
| 9053|9022|2003-01-30 13:49:28|synthe. labo|Re: common samples??|

> > ALSO: they say 128 local / common samples: i found out if i do a kit
> > / slice- seq it dosen't break them down into separate samples, for
>ex, 10
> > vocal samples in a kit sample counts as one of the 128 local /
>common
> > samples???????????
> >
> > really?
>
>yes, and all samples playing at once, count as TG voices
>and midi note polyphony.

yes, ok
but i don't mean poliphony, i mean the capacity of hosting 256 max samples.
if all the samples in 1 kit are just 1 UNIQUE sample (and alto the same 
thing as acting in slice+sequence mode and having all my slices) in this way 
of thinking, you can have 5 kits with about 20 samples each one and it will 
be 5 SAMPLES, not 100......am i right?

;)

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera con gli amici online, prova MSN Messenger! 
http://messenger.msn.it
| 9054|9054|2003-01-30 14:35:04|Ronald|Re: RS vs 909|

>That is very interesting that you say this. I heard through the
>grape wine that Roland is using only a compressed 32kHz/16Bit Output
>signal, instead of like the RS 44.1kHz/16Bit. I can imagine that his
>is coloring the results immensly...but i wonder WHY? The MC909 can
>have 512MB of Ram...why would one need to reduce the output
>frequency...other than to hide that the output does not sound as
>good in 44.1....and yes ma´am one can hear the difference between 32
>and 44.1....

My guess is the Variphrase feature.
It is quite heavy to proccess so the lower the sample rate the higher the
poliphony on samples can be.

Btw i already ordered the MC-909 but i had to wait till January.
While waiting i take a good look at the RS and bought it instead of the 909,
i really love this machine!

http://messenger.msn.it/


GrtzZzz. Roonan.

PS. For Dutch readers : I'm performing at GPZH - 22 march 2003 -
Waterfront/Rotterdam
| 9055|9055|2003-01-30 14:35:13|stevejhacker |Intro|
Hello...Just joined the group. Just got a QY100, and 
don't know what the heck to do with it! Is there anyone in this group 
who will be able to answer QY100 questions from a music technology 
idiot? Thanks, Steve
| 9056|9022|2003-01-30 14:43:56|Latif |Re: common samples??|

> yes, ok
> but i don't mean poliphony, i mean the capacity of hosting 256 max 

samples.

> if all the samples in 1 kit are just 1 UNIQUE sample (and alto the 

same 

> thing as acting in slice+sequence mode and having all my slices) in 

this way 

> of thinking, you can have 5 kits with about 20 samples each one and 

it will 

> be 5 SAMPLES, not 100......am i right?
> 
> ;)

Nope, hihihi
in one kit, you can have as much as the entire keyboard range
of UNIQUE samples, all playing within that same track, patch and 
phrase ofcourse.

for instance, you can load a basskick on C1 and a entirely different
snaredrum sample on C#1 cc-hihat on D1 oh-hihat on Eb1 maybe a 
complete bassriff on E1
these are 5 individual UNIQUE samples loaded (imported) into 1 patch, 
to be considered as 1 kit.
With this kit you can make a drummer and bass player, playing a funky 
break phrase
together, and then have them coming out of the filter from -63 to 00
That would sound just like you sampled a piece out of an old funk 
record. (let's say MOJO hehehe)

;)
| 9057|9022|2003-01-30 14:45:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: common samples??|
On Thursday 30 January 2003 19:19, synthe. labo wrote:



> huh...wait wait.....
>
> no i mean recording them in the 1st place: do i select
> common sample 001- empty for example , THEN try to record
> on it?

Right.

If you want control over where the sample will end up, 
define the sample voice in the mixer phrase (or phrase 
header) *before* you start sampling.

Btw, you don't need to select an *empty* sample voice. You 
can assign an already used sample voice to a track (e.g. a 
kit sample voice) to add samples to it.

>
> i can do local sample.but i want to do common.
>
> ALSO: they say 128 local / common samples: i found out if
> i do a kit / slice- seq it dosen't break them down into
> separate samples, for ex, 10 vocal samples in a kit
> sample counts as one of the 128 local / common
> samples???????????
>

You don't get 128 local and 128 common *samples*. You get 
128 local and 128 common sample *voices*. And sample voices 
come in two flavors:

1. Pitch sample voice: one sample spread over the whole 
keyboard range.

2. Kit sample voice: one voice holds a max of 128 mono or 64 
stereo samples, each sample given it's own key on the 
keyboard.

So in total you can have (128 + 128) * 128 mono samples, 
provided sample memory doesn't run out.

- Robert
| 9058|9055|2003-01-30 14:48:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Intro|
On Thursday 30 January 2003 22:29, "stevejhacker wrote:

> Hello...Just joined the group. Just got a QY100, and
> don't know what the heck to do with it! Is there anyone
> in this group who will be able to answer QY100 questions
> from a music technology idiot? Thanks, Steve

Although we are mainly focused on the RS7000, I do own a 
QY700. So give it a try.



- Robert
| 9059|9029|2003-01-30 14:51:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing instruments while in record mode?|
On Thursday 30 January 2003 02:22, "zekwence wrote:

> Hello.. I have a question regarding the Grid Step record
> mode specifically, but the question relates to any mode
> of recording on the RS.
>
> Me and a friend generally come up with new music in one
> way. the RS7 is the master, controlling his instruments
> via midi. I usually will go into a record mode, hit play,
> and then all of the instruments will be going and we can
> add sounds as needed.
>
> My question pertains to what abilities I have while in
> recording mode. I would ideally like to be able to change
> the instrument I am currently trying to RECORD, while
> still playing. 

While in record mode, you can change tracks using the 
standard track select mechanism. Give it a try.

- Robert
| 9060|9060|2003-01-30 17:02:03|saik0@pandora.be|Re: Digest Number 741|
]for instance, you can load a basskick on C1 and a entirely different
]snaredrum sample on C#1 cc-hihat on D1 oh-hihat on Eb1 maybe a
]complete bassriff on E1
]these are 5 individual UNIQUE samples loaded (imported) into 1 patch,
]to be considered as 1 kit.
]With this kit you can make a drummer and bass player, playing a funky
]break phrase
]together, and then have them coming out of the filter from -63 to 00
]That would sound just like you sampled a piece out of an old funk
]record. (let's say MOJO hehehe)

Word! Doing this all the time..like having 16 blaxploited full range
funkateers jamming a wildstyle sun-ra session..
\m/ [O.o] \m/ pff
| 9061|9061|2003-01-30 19:16:14|ev3nly |How to make samples filter better.|
I have sampled some things into the rs7k and the filters don't work 
quite as well on them as the TG sounds. Any thoughts or sugestions?
| 9062|9061|2003-01-31 01:34:30|polyf0nken |Re: How to make samples filter better.|
i suppose the TG sound are much claner than most sampled sounds (and 
have their filter settings tailored for them by the lab-coated folks 
at yamaha) so the filters should work for them better.

anyway this seems to work for me:
first, turn the filter envelope to zero. then, with slight resonance 
and the filter you like (lpf 24a seems to be a favourite) start 
looking for the "sweet spot" - a frequency where the filter sounds 
like honey's gonna start dripping out of your ears soon. then you can 
start playing with the envelope, lfo or different filter types. if 



all else fails, add a little distortion to the sound and you can't go 
wrong. ;)

t. /polyfonken

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ev3nly " 
wrote:

> I have sampled some things into the rs7k and the filters don't work 
> quite as well on them as the TG sounds. Any thoughts or sugestions?

| 9063|9050|2003-01-31 01:57:20|pm'|Re: mpc pads to play drum machine software|
you think it is neccesary to buy MPC2000XL instead
only the pads module?

check up whats andrew wrote......

To: "pmlost <pmlost@yahoo.co.uk>"
<pmlost@yahoo.co.uk>, mc505@yahoogroups.com 
From: "ahorton" <ahorton@vt.edu> | This is Spam | Add
to Address Book 
Date: Thu, 30 Jan 2003 14:36:47 -0500 
Subject: RE: [mc505] mpc pads to play software drum
machine 

Of course. The Akai MPD-16 is literally just the pads
from the MPC 
series and 
a data-slider. 
http://www.akaipro.com/consumersite/productpage2.asp?id=146%c2%a7ion=

Combined with battery and Cubase SX, it's like having
an MPC 4-billion.

andrew

me and my friend have MC505 and RS7000 and want to use
software for music creating like: synths, drum
machines , sequencer...

do you think it is better to get MPC2000XL, and that
only pads are not enough?

regards
pm'

--- joerg piringer <joerg@piringer.net> wrote: >
these pads arer available as a midi controller

> without sampling etc.
> http://www.akaipro.com/jp/global/mpd16/mpd16fs.html
> 
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> joerg
> 
> At 19:20 30.01.2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >anybody knows if there is a machine that looks like
> akai pads on
> >MPC2000XL's and can be used to play sotare drum
> machines like battery
> >or similar. Ofcourse pads should be velocity and
> pressure sensitive.
> >
> >anybody??
> >
> >could be better tnat buy MPC2000XL...
> >
> >....
> >
> >pm'
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 
> ---
> http://joerg.piringer.net
> iftaf: http://www.iftaf.org
> gemuese: http://www.gemueseorchester.org
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://joerg.piringer.net/
http://www.iftaf.org/
http://www.gemueseorchester.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Everything you'll ever need on one web page
from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
http://uk.my.yahoo.com
| 9064|9050|2003-01-31 02:43:06|okoyemaya |Re: mpc pads to play drum machine software|
Since you can get the second hand MPC for 1-2 hundred more why not 
to have some extras ? Amyway I think that the only proper pad is the 
hand perc from Roland ( more expensive), let me know if anyone heard 
of something better.
Okoyemaya 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, pm' wrote:
> you think it is neccesary to buy MPC2000XL instead
> only the pads module?
> 
> check up whats andrew wrote......
> 
> To: "pmlost "
> , mc505@yahoogroups.com 
> From: "ahorton" | This is Spam | Add
> to Address Book 
> Date: Thu, 30 Jan 2003 14:36:47 -0500 
> Subject: RE: [mc505] mpc pads to play software drum
> machine 
> 
> 
> Of course. The Akai MPD-16 is literally just the pads
> from the MPC 
> series and 
> a data-slider. 
> http://www.akaipro.com/consumersite/productpage2.asp?id=146%c2%a7ion=
> 
> Combined with battery and Cubase SX, it's like having
> an MPC 4-billion.
> 
> andrew
> 
> 
> me and my friend have MC505 and RS7000 and want to use
> software for music creating like: synths, drum
> machines , sequencer...
> 
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> do you think it is better to get MPC2000XL, and that
> only pads are not enough?
> 
> regards
> pm'
> 
> --- joerg piringer wrote: >
> these pads arer available as a midi controller
> > without sampling etc.
> > http://www.akaipro.com/jp/global/mpd16/mpd16fs.html
> > 
> > joerg
> > 
> > At 19:20 30.01.2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >anybody knows if there is a machine that looks like
> > akai pads on
> > >MPC2000XL's and can be used to play sotare drum
> > machines like battery
> > >or similar. Ofcourse pads should be velocity and
> > pressure sensitive.
> > >
> > >anybody??
> > >
> > >could be better tnat buy MPC2000XL...
> > >
> > >....
> > >
> > >pm'
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >FAQ: 
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > 
> > 
> > ---
> > http://joerg.piringer.net
> > iftaf: http://www.iftaf.org
> > gemuese: http://www.gemueseorchester.org
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> > 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Everything you'll ever need on one web page
> from News and Sport to Email and Music Charts
> http://uk.my.yahoo.com

| 9065|9050|2003-01-31 05:57:54|tompaulsen2002 |OT:Re: mpc pads to play drum machine software|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, pm' wrote:

> you think it is neccesary to buy MPC2000XL instead
> only the pads module?

> The Akai MPD-16 is literally just the pads
> from the MPC 
> series and 
> a data-slider. 
> http://www.akaipro.com/consumersite/productpage2.asp?id=146%c2%a7ion=
> 
> Combined with battery and Cubase SX, it's like having
> an MPC 4-billion.
> 
> andrew

You see...it´s not necessary. But why don´t you guys talk about the 
MPC on a MPC forum?

Off Topic end.

Töm (moderatör)
| 9066|9061|2003-01-31 06:10:32|tompaulsen2002 |Re: How to make samples filter better.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ev3nly " 
wrote:
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> I have sampled some things into the rs7k and the filters don't work 
> quite as well on them as the TG sounds. Any thoughts or sugestions?

Depends on your sample...and you have 18 filter to choose from...if 
you updated your RS...also...EQ works wonders too.
| 9067|9061|2003-01-31 06:17:24|tompaulsen2002 |Re: How to make samples filter better.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "polyf0nken " wrote:

> i suppose the TG sound are much claner than most sampled sounds 

I don´t think so. It really depends on your source. I am using a 
909like bassdrum sample coming from Reaktor, that IMHO sounds better 
and fatter than the one inside the RS. With the 24a LPF filter, it 
sounds really really warm and just great. For sure, the internal TG 
has some clean samples, but if you feed the RS with good material, 
the output will be just as good.

If you are all kind and nice, i might post an example into the 
filesection...;) (plus some little Evolver-loop...;:)

Töm
| 9068|9061|2003-01-31 06:30:24|polyf0nken |Re: How to make samples filter better.|

> > i suppose the TG sound are much claner than most sampled sounds 
> 
> I don´t think so. It really depends on your source. I am using a 
> 909like bassdrum sample coming from Reaktor, that IMHO sounds 
> better and fatter than the one inside the RS. 

clean, imho, has nothing to do with better and fatter. usually it's 
the other way around - the reason why i almost never use yammy sounds 
is just because they are so clean and a bit thin. but filtering clean 
sounds requires less expertise since there are no extra peaks or 
glitches.

go on and post those bassdrums, man. the sample library in the 
filesection needs some fat. :)

t.
| 9069|9061|2003-01-31 06:51:20|tompaulsen2002 |Re: How to make samples filter better.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "polyf0nken " wrote:

> > > i suppose the TG sound are much claner than most sampled sounds 

the reason why i almost never use yammy sounds 

> is just because they are so clean and a bit thin. 

Interesting, some of the internal sounds are indeed thin, but not all 
of them. You can get some pretty fat ones, like on every Yamaha gear. 
Basically the programmed presets are not so great, but when you dig a 
bit the synthesis engine, Y. gear always rewards with a great sound.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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but filtering clean 

> sounds requires less expertise since there are no extra peaks or 
> glitches.

I see what you mean, but this just supports what i just said. It all 
depends on your source.

> 
> go on and post those bassdrums, man. the sample library in the 
> filesection needs some fat. :)

Hehe, so you can make a tophit with MY kickdrum, hm?

:)))
| 9070|9070|2003-01-31 16:48:27|wildemar|Hi! I'm new|
Hello there!
Just joined your group, and thought I'd let you all know, as this is very important :-b

I bought the RS used about 3 month ago, and I'm struggling to get used to it. Not that its a bad machine, it's a
real 
powertool, just ... well you'll find out later.

I'm from Germany, quite the north of it, quite boring, quite quiet (which I actually quite like). Quite too much
'quite's. 
Quite right. :-p
Just in case you wanna know: I also use a Quasimidi Sirius (rather stoopid Dance/Trance synth, but thats my
budget), 
a Roland S760 Sampler, a 7-String Ibanez Guitar and a 5-String Bass Collection BassGuitar. Enough with the
bragging 
:-)

I enjoy Tool-type music. Anything Rock with a progressive attitude, that is. So my music, should it come to the
day 
when I actually really start producing, will sound somewhat NIN like. Y'know Rock and Electro, Industrial if
you will. I 
don't even know myself ...

All right, now you're rich with information about someone you'll never hear anything else about :-/ .
If you like you could visit www.theytoilnot.de.vu but as of yet, you'll be disappointed.

So long, see you folks, hope we get something going :-)

C.U.
Wildemar
| 9071|9071|2003-01-31 16:48:38|wildemar|Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
... thats too harsh and has a negative connotation to it.

Hi there. Lets talk business right away:
How far has it come with the 'reverse engineering' of the OS? I understand some folks round here have been
trying to 
do this, but I havent found anything substancial in the archives.



My plan is to jazz up the song mode in a way that would render it the main composing mode on the RS (It's the
more 
natural way of composing, at least to me ;-), and also the perfect live performance mode.

Anything accomplished yet? I mean is there a decompiler for the Hitachi SuperH-3 (the RS7000's processor)
software. 
AFAIK Hitachi has a free develloper's kit on their website, but thats of little use if you don't have the source
code of the 
OS, right? I don't know anything about software after it's compiled, meaning I can write code in a problem-
oriented 
language like C++, but when it gets to hardware scripting (Assembler or machine code) I'm out.

Anyone knows where or how or who or if or so? Thx for any help!

BTW: If this topic is unwanted here in the group, I'll apologize and shut up on that. Just let me know.

C.U.
Wildemar
| 9072|9071|2003-02-01 09:02:23|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> ... thats too harsh and has a negative connotation to it.
> 
> Hi there. Lets talk business right away:
> How far has it come with the 'reverse engineering' of the OS? I 

understand some folks round here have been trying to 

> do this, 

No they didn´t. The only thing someone was trying, was to fit a HDD 
into the RS. But AFAIK this project is dead.

The OS-update that came shortly before christmas has lowered the 
will to reverse engineer the RS-OS a lot also.

Just check it out in our file-section. The 12 new filter rock!
| 9073|9071|2003-02-01 12:06:37|wildemar|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> Datum: Sat, 01 Feb 2003 16:02:18 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > ... thats too harsh and has a negative connotation to it.
> >
> > Hi there. Lets talk business right away:
> > How far has it come with the 'reverse engineering' of the OS? I
> understand some folks round here have been trying to
> > do this,
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>
> No they didn´t. The only thing someone was trying, was to fit a HDD
> into the RS. But AFAIK this project is dead.
>
> The OS-update that came shortly before christmas has lowered the
> will to reverse engineer the RS-OS a lot also.
>
> Just check it out in our file-section. The 12 new filter rock!

Yes, I know about the update, and I love it.
But.
The way the Pattern mode worx, doesnt work for me. I'm a 'linear' guy, not a 'stepper', if you know what I mean.
The 
patter style of working is great for Dance or HipHop type music (in fact, because of the whole idea of pattern
based 
song architecture Techno/Dance is the way we know it today), but I just can't get used to it. I mean if there were
a way 
to change the Time signature within a given Pattern, I could live with that. But as its not I thought maybe I'd
change the 
RS a little (really just a little, no changes to the system or anything).

Thats my point, so I'll desperatly ask again: Is there a Decompiler for the Super-H3 progs? or even a decompiled
version of the Code?

You'd make a very happy man out of me if you (whoever you are :-) had any hint on that. THX in advance

Wildemar
| 9074|9071|2003-02-01 12:51:13|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> The way the Pattern mode worx, doesnt work for me. I'm a 'linear' 

guy, not a 'stepper', if you know what I mean. The 

> patter style of working is great for Dance or HipHop type music 

(in fact, because of the whole idea of pattern based 

> song architecture Techno/Dance is the way we know it today),

Hmmm, i think it also works great on all kinds of other things. If 
you want linear sequencing, you should either way work in songmode, 
or see if maybe the QY700 offers more sequencing features too you.

> You'd make a very happy man out of me if you (whoever you are :-) 

had any hint on that. 

Sorry, i am not able to help you with any information. Did you try 
to contact Hitachi directly? Also i am sure there might be some 
information on certain...you know...russian webserver...;)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Tschüß, Töm
| 9075|9071|2003-02-01 17:23:54|Latif |Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
have you tried here?

http://www.hmse.com/products/hew/toolchains/shc.htm

goodluck cracking the code h4ck3r hehehehe :P

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "tompaulsen2002 " 

> > Datum: Sat, 01 Feb 2003 16:02:18 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' 
but ...
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > ... thats too harsh and has a negative connotation to it.
> > >
> > > Hi there. Lets talk business right away:
> > > How far has it come with the 'reverse engineering' of the OS? I
> > understand some folks round here have been trying to
> > > do this,
> >
> > No they didn´t. The only thing someone was trying, was to fit a 
HDD
> > into the RS. But AFAIK this project is dead.
> >
> > The OS-update that came shortly before christmas has lowered the
> > will to reverse engineer the RS-OS a lot also.
> >
> > Just check it out in our file-section. The 12 new filter rock!
> 
> 
> Yes, I know about the update, and I love it.
> But.
> The way the Pattern mode worx, doesnt work for me. I'm a 'linear' 
guy, not a 'stepper', if you know what I mean. The 
> patter style of working is great for Dance or HipHop type music (in 
fact, because of the whole idea of pattern based 
> song architecture Techno/Dance is the way we know it today), but I 
just can't get used to it. I mean if there were a way 
> to change the Time signature within a given Pattern, I could live 
with that. But as its not I thought maybe I'd change the 
> RS a little (really just a little, no changes to the system or 
anything).
> 

http://www.hmse.com/products/hew/toolchains/shc.htm
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> Thats my point, so I'll desperatly ask again: Is there a Decompiler 
for the Super-H3 progs? or even a decompiled 
> version of the Code?
> 
> You'd make a very happy man out of me if you (whoever you are :-) 
had any hint on that. THX in advance
> 
> Wildemar

| 9076|9071|2003-02-01 17:28:55|Latif |Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
And you might wanna read this too gnignigni

http://www.hitachi-eu.com/hel/ecg/products/micro/pdf/sh7700p.pdf

:P

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "tompaulsen2002 " 

> > Datum: Sat, 01 Feb 2003 16:02:18 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' 
but ...
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > ... thats too harsh and has a negative connotation to it.
> > >
> > > Hi there. Lets talk business right away:
> > > How far has it come with the 'reverse engineering' of the OS? I
> > understand some folks round here have been trying to
> > > do this,
> >
> > No they didn´t. The only thing someone was trying, was to fit a 
HDD
> > into the RS. But AFAIK this project is dead.
> >
> > The OS-update that came shortly before christmas has lowered the
> > will to reverse engineer the RS-OS a lot also.
> >
> > Just check it out in our file-section. The 12 new filter rock!
> 
> 
> Yes, I know about the update, and I love it.
> But.
> The way the Pattern mode worx, doesnt work for me. I'm a 'linear' 
guy, not a 'stepper', if you know what I mean. The 
> patter style of working is great for Dance or HipHop type music (in 
fact, because of the whole idea of pattern based 
> song architecture Techno/Dance is the way we know it today), but I 

http://www.hitachi-eu.com/hel/ecg/products/micro/pdf/sh7700p.pdf
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just can't get used to it. I mean if there were a way 
> to change the Time signature within a given Pattern, I could live 
with that. But as its not I thought maybe I'd change the 
> RS a little (really just a little, no changes to the system or 
anything).
> 
> Thats my point, so I'll desperatly ask again: Is there a Decompiler 
for the Super-H3 progs? or even a decompiled 
> version of the Code?
> 
> You'd make a very happy man out of me if you (whoever you are :-) 
had any hint on that. THX in advance
> 
> Wildemar

| 9077|9071|2003-02-01 17:59:26|ripe|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
I am currently in the process of reverse engineering the OS of a different
sequencer (doepfer schaltwerk) and unless you are really motivated (or
crazy) I wouldn't recommend it! I have spent ~500 hours on it already and I
still have quite a bit to go... and the processor is much easier to work
with (8051). Either way good luck!

cheers
ripe

----- Original Message -----
From: <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2003 6:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...

And you might wanna read this too gnignigni

http://www.hitachi-eu.com/hel/ecg/products/micro/pdf/sh7700p.pdf

:P

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "tompaulsen2002 "

> > Datum: Sat, 01 Feb 2003 16:02:18 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking'
but ...
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > ... thats too harsh and has a negative connotation to it.
> > >

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
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> > > Hi there. Lets talk business right away:
> > > How far has it come with the 'reverse engineering' of the OS? I
> > understand some folks round here have been trying to
> > > do this,
> >
> > No they didn´t. The only thing someone was trying, was to fit a
HDD
> > into the RS. But AFAIK this project is dead.
> >
> > The OS-update that came shortly before christmas has lowered the
> > will to reverse engineer the RS-OS a lot also.
> >
> > Just check it out in our file-section. The 12 new filter rock!
>
>
> Yes, I know about the update, and I love it.
> But.
> The way the Pattern mode worx, doesnt work for me. I'm a 'linear'
guy, not a 'stepper', if you know what I mean. The
> patter style of working is great for Dance or HipHop type music (in
fact, because of the whole idea of pattern based
> song architecture Techno/Dance is the way we know it today), but I
just can't get used to it. I mean if there were a way
> to change the Time signature within a given Pattern, I could live
with that. But as its not I thought maybe I'd change the
> RS a little (really just a little, no changes to the system or
anything).
>
> Thats my point, so I'll desperatly ask again: Is there a Decompiler
for the Super-H3 progs? or even a decompiled
> version of the Code?
>
> You'd make a very happy man out of me if you (whoever you are :-)
had any hint on that. THX in advance
>
> Wildemar
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> I am currently in the process of reverse engineering the
> OS of a different sequencer (doepfer schaltwerk) and
> unless you are really motivated (or crazy) I wouldn't
> recommend it! I have spent ~500 hours on it already and
> I still have quite a bit to go... and the processor is
> much easier to work with (8051). Either way good luck!

I wouldn't event *think* about reverse engineering the RS 
OS. Way too complex, even without the DSP code.

- Robert
| 9079|9079|2003-02-02 14:41:57|SampleJockey Groover |changing sections by sysex in phrase|
hellow, 

today i found out something weird. Let me explain.

I tend to use sysex in my Styles for all kinds of things.
for example i use sysex in section F (climax) to set the multiband 
compressor in a way it gives the sound an slightly extra boost and 
the other sections ro take it a little easier. this works perfect for 
me.. also with mastervolume fades etc.

ok here it comes. today i wanted to make an outro in section P. so i 
put some already excisting phrases in section P. now i wanted to 
create a silence on the end, because its the end :) what i could do 
is duplicate all the phrases and add 16 measures silence to the end 
and the problem is fixed for 16 measures.... but offcource this is a 
waste of sequence memory as i play nothing new... so i thought hey 
lets use section O which is empty anyways... so i just time it good 
and no problem... it enters section O and keeps on looping... but now 
here comes the real thing.. i wanted to take it one step further.. i 
wanted to change to section O without needing to puch the button but 
by adding just 1 phrase in section P with only one sysex F0 43 7E 00 
0E 7F F7 att the last beat. so it would jump to section O 
automaticly. BUT... it doesn't work :( why i don't get... and it gets 
even more strange.. when i send this command from my other rs7000 or 
PC to this one it works , also when i put a midi cable between midi-
out and midi-in (sending to itself) it works perfect.. so there's 
nothing wrong with the sysex itself... it seems its only accepted 
when its delivered at the midi-in port!! why do other sysex work 
perfect when used in a phrase.. but this one not?! weird...

So this is another update request from me.
"yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex (F0 43 
7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"

it would give the pattern mode an extra dimension.. one could 
automate the section switching by putting the sysex on 1.4.0 BUT 
keeping the possibility to overrule it by pressing the section within 
the last beat... its great!!!! this already works as i explained.. 
but at what a cost.. u have to give up your midi-in and 1 midi-out... 
and in my live setup i can't do that.. even with midi-mergers and 
thru's it will not work as i will also send these messages to other 



rs7000 and rm1x units and they will respond to it as well.. even if i 
then set a sysex filter it will not work as then the trick only will 
work for the master...

summary:
1. "Yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex (F0 
43 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
2. "Anyone something to say to all this?"
3. in the latest OS it is possible to access the last 6 sections 
directly, right? ... if so. please update the FAQ. (good FAQ BTW;)"

warm greetingz,
Pman
| 9080|9079|2003-02-02 14:55:35|Latif |Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
Hey PMan,
yeah it works only when received from midi in. 
:S
seems Yamaha made the assumption that if you want it
from the box you should use the realtime knob....
read this reply to Michel from a while ago on motiforum:
---------------------------------------------------------
Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 1089
(01/12/03 12:48 AM)

Re: a urgent question about sysex, Phil? :-)
---------------------------------------------------------

Michel,

>>>This string changes sections in pattern mode when sent to the 

RS7000 from an external sequencer:
F0 43 7E 00 ss F7 7F
How come it doesn't work if you insert this into a phrase?<<<<

I don't think so. The string should be F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7 you have 
the end of sysex command "F7" in the wrong spot (typo I presume). 
Where ss is the Section and dd is either 7F = ON or 00 = OFF. 
According to the manual it receives this message via MIDI IN. 

------------
conclusion:
------------

It was decided in this box "real time" change was in the interest of 
the target customer. Pattern Quantize lets you set how soon after 
hitting the button it changes. 

And Pattern Chain is the way that you can predetermine (or automate) 
which Section goes next. What is it you want to do that you cannot 
do? 



If you want hands-free changing of Sections, the RS7000 can receive 
Section Change SYSEX commands from the Yamaha MIDI Foot Controller 
(MFC10). 

BTW- a precursor to the RS7000/RM1x .... blablablabla

-----------------------------------------------------

so yes, i think it would be a nice addition too
for a future OS, aswell as phrase changes through 
sysex within the RS.

Latif

>In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SampleJockey Groover " 
> wrote:
> hellow, 
> 
> today i found out something weird. Let me explain.
> 
> I tend to use sysex in my Styles for all kinds of things.
> for example i use sysex in section F (climax) to set the multiband 
> compressor in a way it gives the sound an slightly extra boost and 
> the other sections ro take it a little easier. this works perfect 

for 

> me.. also with mastervolume fades etc.
> 
> ok here it comes. today i wanted to make an outro in section P. so 

i 

> put some already excisting phrases in section P. now i wanted to 
> create a silence on the end, because its the end :) what i could do 
> is duplicate all the phrases and add 16 measures silence to the end 
> and the problem is fixed for 16 measures.... but offcource this is 

a 

> waste of sequence memory as i play nothing new... so i thought hey 
> lets use section O which is empty anyways... so i just time it good 
> and no problem... it enters section O and keeps on looping... but 

now 

> here comes the real thing.. i wanted to take it one step further.. 

i 
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> wanted to change to section O without needing to puch the button 

but 

> by adding just 1 phrase in section P with only one sysex F0 43 7E 

00 

> 0E 7F F7 att the last beat. so it would jump to section O 
> automaticly. BUT... it doesn't work :( why i don't get... and it 

gets 

> even more strange.. when i send this command from my other rs7000 

or 

> PC to this one it works , also when i put a midi cable between midi-
> out and midi-in (sending to itself) it works perfect.. so there's 
> nothing wrong with the sysex itself... it seems its only accepted 
> when its delivered at the midi-in port!! why do other sysex work 
> perfect when used in a phrase.. but this one not?! weird...
> 
> So this is another update request from me.
> "yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex (F0 

43 

> 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
> 
> it would give the pattern mode an extra dimension.. one could 
> automate the section switching by putting the sysex on 1.4.0 BUT 
> keeping the possibility to overrule it by pressing the section 

within 

> the last beat... its great!!!! this already works as i explained.. 
> but at what a cost.. u have to give up your midi-in and 1 midi-

out... 

> and in my live setup i can't do that.. even with midi-mergers and 
> thru's it will not work as i will also send these messages to other 
> rs7000 and rm1x units and they will respond to it as well.. even if 

i 

> then set a sysex filter it will not work as then the trick only 

will 

> work for the master...
> 
> summary:
> 1. "Yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex 



(F0 

> 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
> 2. "Anyone something to say to all this?"
> 3. in the latest OS it is possible to access the last 6 sections 
> directly, right? ... if so. please update the FAQ. (good FAQ BTW;)"
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

| 9081|9081|2003-02-02 15:45:06|pmlost |can't update the os|
finally i have a new os on 8mb smartmedia, but still can't update it

when i turn on RS with "STOP" "REC" buttons i have the screen RS7000 
OS Updater - system sais that i have to press enter to update (the 
same is in the os update manual)

but where is enter on the RS panel

on this step i end up becuase i can't do anything else, can't 
innitiate the update

how to do it?

pm;'
| 9082|9081|2003-02-02 15:48:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: can't update the os|
On Sunday 02 February 2003 22:46, "pmlost wrote:

> finally i have a new os on 8mb smartmedia, but still
> can't update it
>
> when i turn on RS with "STOP" "REC" buttons i have the
> screen RS7000 OS Updater - system sais that i have to
> press enter to update (the same is in the os update
> manual)
>
> but where is enter on the RS panel

It's the Edit knob. 

- Robert
| 9083|9079|2003-02-02 16:51:21|SampleJockey Groover |Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
thanx for the responce,

so its a confirmed thing...weird why would they disable this sysex.. 
what is gained by disable-ing it. the only 2 things i can think of 
are:
1. it makes the chain mode look more stupid ;?
2. they want to sell more own external switch boxes(MFC10).

but as is said before. i would like it to be supported. and i think 
its no big problem to do. I'm a programmer .. i programm in many 
languages (also assembly) it's just a matter changing a few words in 



the source as all the code is already there.
* sending/receiving sysex for changing section is there 
* other sysex are taken care of correctly when put in phrases.
it's just a matter of enable-ing it. its not a hard or heavy job.. 
so pleaeaease...

so moderator could you please add it into the update requests and 
mail it to yamaha again?! maybe the update request needs an update 
itself.. some things are fixed already right?. I'm willing to update 
the list... just let me know.

thanx in advance and warm greetingz,
Pman

*******************
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Hey PMan,
> yeah it works only when received from midi in. 
> :S
> seems Yamaha made the assumption that if you want it
> from the box you should use the realtime knob....
> read this reply to Michel from a while ago on motiforum:
> ---------------------------------------------------------
> Bad_Mister
> Guru
> Posts: 1089
> (01/12/03 12:48 AM)
> 
> Re: a urgent question about sysex, Phil? :-)
> ---------------------------------------------------------
> 
> Michel,
> >>>This string changes sections in pattern mode when sent to the 
> RS7000 from an external sequencer:
> F0 43 7E 00 ss F7 7F
> How come it doesn't work if you insert this into a phrase?<<<<
> 
> I don't think so. The string should be F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7 you 

have 

> the end of sysex command "F7" in the wrong spot (typo I presume). 
> Where ss is the Section and dd is either 7F = ON or 00 = OFF. 
> According to the manual it receives this message via MIDI IN. 
> 
> ------------
> conclusion:
> ------------
> 
> It was decided in this box "real time" change was in the interest 
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of 

> the target customer. Pattern Quantize lets you set how soon after 
> hitting the button it changes. 
> 
> And Pattern Chain is the way that you can predetermine (or 

automate) 

> which Section goes next. What is it you want to do that you cannot 
> do? 
> 
> If you want hands-free changing of Sections, the RS7000 can receive 
> Section Change SYSEX commands from the Yamaha MIDI Foot Controller 
> (MFC10). 
> 
> BTW- a precursor to the RS7000/RM1x .... blablablabla
> 
> -----------------------------------------------------
> 
> so yes, i think it would be a nice addition too
> for a future OS, aswell as phrase changes through 
> sysex within the RS.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SampleJockey Groover " 
> > wrote:
> > hellow, 
> > 
> > today i found out something weird. Let me explain.
> > 
> > I tend to use sysex in my Styles for all kinds of things.
> > for example i use sysex in section F (climax) to set the 

multiband 

> > compressor in a way it gives the sound an slightly extra boost 

and 

> > the other sections ro take it a little easier. this works perfect 
> for 
> > me.. also with mastervolume fades etc.
> > 
> > ok here it comes. today i wanted to make an outro in section P. 

so 

> i 
> > put some already excisting phrases in section P. now i wanted to 
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> > create a silence on the end, because its the end :) what i could 

do 

> > is duplicate all the phrases and add 16 measures silence to the 

end 

> > and the problem is fixed for 16 measures.... but offcource this 

is 

> a 
> > waste of sequence memory as i play nothing new... so i thought 

hey 

> > lets use section O which is empty anyways... so i just time it 

good 

> > and no problem... it enters section O and keeps on looping... but 
> now 
> > here comes the real thing.. i wanted to take it one step 

further.. 

> i 
> > wanted to change to section O without needing to puch the button 
> but 
> > by adding just 1 phrase in section P with only one sysex F0 43 7E 
> 00 
> > 0E 7F F7 att the last beat. so it would jump to section O 
> > automaticly. BUT... it doesn't work :( why i don't get... and it 
> gets 
> > even more strange.. when i send this command from my other rs7000 
> or 
> > PC to this one it works , also when i put a midi cable between 

midi-

> > out and midi-in (sending to itself) it works perfect.. so there's 
> > nothing wrong with the sysex itself... it seems its only accepted 
> > when its delivered at the midi-in port!! why do other sysex work 
> > perfect when used in a phrase.. but this one not?! weird...
> > 
> > So this is another update request from me.
> > "yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex 

(F0 

> 43 
> > 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
> > 
> > it would give the pattern mode an extra dimension.. one could 
> > automate the section switching by putting the sysex on 1.4.0 BUT 



> > keeping the possibility to overrule it by pressing the section 
> within 
> > the last beat... its great!!!! this already works as i 

explained.. 

> > but at what a cost.. u have to give up your midi-in and 1 midi-
> out... 
> > and in my live setup i can't do that.. even with midi-mergers and 
> > thru's it will not work as i will also send these messages to 

other 

> > rs7000 and rm1x units and they will respond to it as well.. even 

if 

> i 
> > then set a sysex filter it will not work as then the trick only 
> will 
> > work for the master...
> > 
> > summary:
> > 1. "Yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex 
> (F0 
> > 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within 

phrases"

> > 2. "Anyone something to say to all this?"
> > 3. in the latest OS it is possible to access the last 6 sections 
> > directly, right? ... if so. please update the FAQ. (good FAQ 

BTW;)"

> > 
> > warm greetingz,
> > Pman

| 9084|9079|2003-02-03 01:20:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
On Monday 03 February 2003 00:51, "SampleJockey Groover 

> so moderator could you please add it into the update
> requests and mail it to yamaha again?! maybe the update
> request needs an update itself.. some things are fixed
> already right?. I'm willing to update the list... just
> let me know.

I already added your request to the wishlist section of the 
next faq update. When Yamaha requests it, like it did for 
the last update, I'll send them this updated wishlist. 

Afaik, Yamaha do read this list, but that doesn't guarantee 
they'll notice your request.



- Robert
| 9085|9079|2003-02-03 01:45:27|Alex Bazan|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|

----- Original Message ----- 

but as is said before. i would like it to be supported. and i think 
its no big problem to do. I'm a programmer .. i programm in many 
languages (also assembly) it's just a matter changing a few words in 
the source as all the code is already there.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9086|9079|2003-02-03 01:56:18|Alex Bazan|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
Another request addition: OS should be open source. =) =)
Everybody would gain from it. Even Yamaha.

but as is said before. i would like it to be supported. and i think 
its no big problem to do. I'm a programmer .. i programm in many 
languages (also assembly) it's just a matter changing a few words in 
the source as all the code is already there.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9087|9079|2003-02-03 02:04:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
On Monday 03 February 2003 09:52, Alex Bazan wrote:

> Another request addition: OS should be open source. =) =)
> Everybody would gain from it. Even Yamaha.

You really think Y would gain from it?
The filter DSP algos would be open then.
Their tight midi sequencer code would be open then.

People would create their own versions of the RS (me 
included) and Y would no longer sell the RS.

- Robert
| 9088|9079|2003-02-03 02:28:13|Alex Bazan|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
Yes they would gain, people would continue improving the rs at cost 0. the machine would be more alive. And
by the fact that hardware can't be copied so easy, they would continue selling it ... and... who would want a
software version of the rs? there are millions of software sequencers competing already.

You really think Y would gain from it?
The filter DSP algos would be open then.
Their tight midi sequencer code would be open then.

People would create their own versions of the RS (me 
included) and Y would no longer sell the RS.

- Robert



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9089|9079|2003-02-03 02:41:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
On Monday 03 February 2003 10:29, Alex Bazan wrote:

> Yes they would gain, people would continue improving the
> rs at cost 0. the machine would be more alive. And by the
> fact that hardware can't be copied so easy, they would
> continue selling it ... and... who would want a software
> version of the rs? there are millions of software
> sequencers competing already.

You're forgetting that other *companies* would also get 
access to their secrets. Companies with money to build 
hardware. And I still think that a soft RS (even only the 
sequencer part) will threaten the sale of the hardware 
version. 

Nah, they should simply hire me. ;)

- Robert
| 9090|9079|2003-02-03 09:11:05|faxorgy |Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
No HOPE IN HELL you'll ever get the source code .
Why would they . I think they'd have more to loose than you think.
No other company would so what makes Yamaha any different.
I would suggest that MAYBE you could ask them to manufacture the 
first ever open source OS groove box sequencer , with bundled 
software for modular configuration and operation.
A very very cool idea , yet to see it happen though.
A bit like Reaktor , the Nord MOD etc etc etc all rolled into one 
software package with an amazing hardware interface to drive it all.
Sounds tasty .
I still think getting Yamaha to release the source code is a pipe 
dream to say the least.
You are also making the assumption that you could program better code 
than the Yamaha tech guys. If so why note approach some company with 
the idea to develop and open source DSP box of this nature.
Just thought ;).
| 9091|9079|2003-02-03 11:08:03|Latif |Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|

> I would suggest that MAYBE you could ask them to manufacture the 
> first ever open source OS groove box sequencer , with bundled 
> software for modular configuration and operation.
> A very very cool idea , yet to see it happen though.
> If so why note approach some company with 
> the idea to develop and open source DSP box of this nature.
> Just thought ;).

It's allready there:
http://trio.harmony-central.com/ramgen/WNAMM03/OpenLabs-eKo.rm

http://trio.harmony-central.com/ramgen/WNAMM03/OpenLabs-eKo.rm


need realplayer to watch it

you can have it custome made to fit your 
needs, that includes framework design
man this unit is fugging coool!!!
thinking of selling my computer at the end of this year
and having this machine.

Latif
| 9092|9092|2003-02-03 14:19:33|bilterfucht |Off Topic: Effect processor|
Some time ago someone posted a message about an effect processor 
that worked with VST-plugins. Can someone post the link again please.

ciao,

- wim
| 9093|9092|2003-02-03 15:32:52|Latif |Re: Off Topic: Effect processor|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht " 
wrote:

> Some time ago someone posted a message about an effect processor 
> that worked with VST-plugins. Can someone post the link again 

please.

> 
> ciao,
> 
> - wim

yes it's the Plugzilla from Manifolds
but with the new eKo synth coming out
the pugzilla becomes useless..
specially if you compare prices/specs

plugzilla $3000,-
http://www.plugzilla.com

eKo synth $2000,- (start price)
http://www.openlabs.com

Latif
| 9094|9094|2003-02-03 17:10:10|Latif |earlier reported bug really needs a fix!!!|
This bug has been reported allready
a couple of times as i can recall 
from earlier messages 
(i think the last one who reported it 
was michel-sneakthief way before the 
OS upgrade), and since it really is a 
ugly bug, i actually don't
understand how they couldn't have taken
a look at it and fixed it at Yammie's

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.plugzilla.com/
http://www.openlabs.com/


ok what am i talking about?
style 1
you have your pattern nice and smooth
you open up some of the variation fx and route
the fx itself through the delay.
variation fx/one of the last screens/parameter called:
send var. to delay lets say 100

all nice and well, style sound all spiced up and jamming!

now when you switch to your next style, style 2 for instance
you will hear that the parameter send var. to delay
is still open, even though when you look it up
it shows 0000 (or what ever amount it was programmed to be)

it will keep on sounding the variation fx through the delay until 
you rotate the knob.
now suppose you turned it up and down to zero, while being in style 2

Go back to style 1, and you will hear that the fx routed through delay
that you programmed now doesn't sound, even though you just 
programmed it to be 100
what the f??????????????
in other words, the fx parameter called: send var. to delay
isn't reset to it's programmed value when switching styles.
( i haven't even checked the other parameters like send to 
verb,return level, and pan)

in the studio, you have all space and time to correct it
9even though it shouldn't be!!!) but man, in a live situation
this is just unacceptable and ugly as hell!!

It actually happend to me allready at my last gig 5 october 2002
but i didn't pay attention to it before, and blamed the guy who 
was mastering the PA on a O2R, i thought he put some fix on my signal.
can you believe this.

So Yamaha, next to the 
'I'm gonna crash on you if you accidentaly lean 
on pattchain while being in loopremix' bug!
And the other bug discribed above really need a fix soon!!!
as they are very anoying to the live performer, and can be 
as anoying in the studio too.

Latif
| 9095|9094|2003-02-03 18:33:08|mmittner |Re: earlier reported bug really needs a fix!!! / feature request|
yeah, i think i'm the guy who reported that first, and it annoys me every day, since 90% of my tracks live from
the routing of variation to delay (i'm a delay fetishist :-). actually i automatically go into fx setup after loading a
style and readjust the values, without even thinking about that anymore ..

another thing, actually it's another feature request: i don't think this is realistic for an os update for the rs, but
probably yamaha could build this into their next hw synth, i'd buy it right away if they do this: i'd like the
possibilty to use the sub outputs as fx sends. i have my lexicon connected to a1/a2 and it works nice, but when i



route a track to the lexicon i can't send this signal to the internal fx anymore, or am i doing something wrong
here? i even don't need returns, simply send busses routed to the sub outs and everything's fine for me. i think
one of yamaha's goals with the rs is to have an open workstation. midi-wise they did a good job, but audio-wise
it could be better, i think, mainly because when i route a channel to the sub outs i can't send it to internal fx
anymore. and that's not fine. i want to replace the internal reverb algos with my lexicon and still use the other
internal fx on the same track, so that's why i'm begging for aux sends inside the rs :-)

good night everybody

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " wrote:
> This bug has been reported allready
> a couple of times as i can recall 
> from earlier messages 
> (i think the last one who reported it 
> was michel-sneakthief way before the 
> OS upgrade), and since it really is a 
> ugly bug, i actually don't
> understand how they couldn't have taken
> a look at it and fixed it at Yammie's
> 
> ok what am i talking about?
> style 1
> you have your pattern nice and smooth
> you open up some of the variation fx and route
> the fx itself through the delay.
> variation fx/one of the last screens/parameter called:
> send var. to delay lets say 100
> 
> all nice and well, style sound all spiced up and jamming!
> 
> now when you switch to your next style, style 2 for instance
> you will hear that the parameter send var. to delay
> is still open, even though when you look it up
> it shows 0000 (or what ever amount it was programmed to be)
> 
> it will keep on sounding the variation fx through the delay until 
> you rotate the knob.
> now suppose you turned it up and down to zero, while being in style 2
> 
> Go back to style 1, and you will hear that the fx routed through delay
> that you programmed now doesn't sound, even though you just 
> programmed it to be 100
> what the f??????????????
> in other words, the fx parameter called: send var. to delay
> isn't reset to it's programmed value when switching styles.
> ( i haven't even checked the other parameters like send to 
> verb,return level, and pan)
> 
> in the studio, you have all space and time to correct it
> 9even though it shouldn't be!!!) but man, in a live situation
> this is just unacceptable and ugly as hell!!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> It actually happend to me allready at my last gig 5 october 2002
> but i didn't pay attention to it before, and blamed the guy who 
> was mastering the PA on a O2R, i thought he put some fix on my signal.
> can you believe this.
> 
> So Yamaha, next to the 
> 'I'm gonna crash on you if you accidentaly lean 
> on pattchain while being in loopremix' bug!
> And the other bug discribed above really need a fix soon!!!
> as they are very anoying to the live performer, and can be 
> as anoying in the studio too.
> 
> Latif

| 9096|9096|2003-02-03 21:17:54|megons |timing slop|
Problem: I've been getting some sloppy timing when too many events 
are triggered at the same time. The most audible evidence of this is 
when a snare and kick are triggered at the same time, but end up 
being staggered - sometimes by several milliseconds. This happens 
especially when chords and other notes are triggered at the same 
time. Contrary to popular belief, channels 1-8 don't seem to have any 
priority.

Solution: Delay the triggering of all chords and melodic elements by 
1ppq. You won't notice a delay, and the drum timing will improve 
significantly.

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 9097|9097|2003-02-04 01:00:38|wildemar|changing *timesig* by sysex in phrase ?|
As some of may have noticed, my goal (rather need) it is to be able to change the timesignature of a running
pattern.

This would enable me to have rythms like 3 x 3/4 then 1 x 4/4, or 4/4 and 5/4 alternating.

And that way I could FINALY play some of my older songs with the RS. You know how depressing it is to work
on a 
song for ages and then not beeing able to sequence it bcause your deq wont do timesig changes? Thats tough I
tell 
you!

Allright need to calm down ;-)

Then SampleJockey Groover gave me the idea: maybe its possible to accomplish that with SysEx commands. I
only 
know the very basics about MIDI, so I may be talking complete crap (as usual). But I feel that if you can control
FX 
parameters and stuff via SysEx, why not sequence data as well?

So if its possible, please let me know how. I'd also (even) be greatful for any hints on how to read and
thoroughly write 
'non-everyday' MIDI Code. Tutorials or so.

http://www.sneak-thief.com/


THX (wo)men
Wildemar
| 9098|9079|2003-02-04 01:00:45|wildemar|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|

> > I would suggest that MAYBE you could ask them to manufacture the
> > first ever open source OS groove box sequencer , with bundled
> > software for modular configuration and operation.
> > A very very cool idea , yet to see it happen though.
> > If so why note approach some company with
> > the idea to develop and open source DSP box of this nature.
> > Just thought ;).
>
> It's allready there:
> http://trio.harmony-central.com/ramgen/WNAMM03/OpenLabs-eKo.rm
>
> need realplayer to watch it
>
> you can have it custome made to fit your
> needs, that includes framework design
> man this unit is fugging coool!!!
> thinking of selling my computer at the end of this year
> and having this machine.
>
> Latif

WOW!

About time someone came up with this!

Someone has a good method against Pavlov-dog drooling?

Wildemablablabl
| 9099|9079|2003-02-04 01:31:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
On Tuesday 04 February 2003 00:30, wildemar wrote:

> WOW!
>
> About time someone came up with this!
>
> Someone has a good method against Pavlov-dog drooling?

Yeah, try Windows! ;)

- Robert
|

http://trio.harmony-central.com/ramgen/WNAMM03/OpenLabs-eKo.rm


9100|9071|2003-02-04 03:04:22|wildemar|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|

> I wouldn't event *think* about reverse engineering the RS
> OS. Way too complex, even without the DSP code.
>
> - Robert

So what *did* you think about in this post: http://server.scripthost.com/wwwboard?abraxas,display,254 ?
Or was that ure reverse engineering evil twin?

lol :-D
Sorry ;-)

Allright then, if even experienced programmers tell me its too hard ... screw it. :*-(

I'll have to try sumpn else ( = more posts to come)

C.U.
Wildemar
| 9101|9071|2003-02-04 03:09:06|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> > I wouldn't event *think* about reverse engineering the RS
> > OS. Way too complex, even without the DSP code.
> >
> > - Robert
> 
> So what *did* you think about in this post: 

http://server.scripthost.com/wwwboard?abraxas,display,254 ?

> Or was that ure reverse engineering evil twin?

Let me quote from the link...:

"[...]

Raymond. "

I think that says it all...Robert = Raymond? 

T-m
| 9102|9071|2003-02-04 03:17:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
On Tuesday 04 February 2003 11:09, "tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> I think that says it all...Robert = Raymond?

Nope, that's not me. 
Nice try though. ;)

- Ray^H^H^HRobert

http://server.scripthost.com/wwwboard?abraxas,display,254
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://server.scripthost.com/wwwboard?abraxas,display,254


| 9103|9096|2003-02-04 04:10:22|Arnauld Michelizza|drums & synth kit|
I'd like to make my own drum and synth kits but it is not very simple to
do that with rs7k. If I have several samples, I have to load them one
at once, that's very hard. One more serious problem with synth kit is that
there is no way to make a loop inside the sample (sustain area). So, my
question are :
- do I have to buy a sampler to do all these in a convenient way ?
- what about soft samplers ?

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 9104|9096|2003-02-04 07:35:34|tompaulsen2002 |Re: drums & synth kit|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> - do I have to buy a sampler to do all these in a convenient way ?

Yup.

> - what about soft samplers ?

Just as good, though because of the SVGA display and the mouse easier 
to do those operations, you named.
| 9105|9096|2003-02-04 07:46:11|Latif |Re: drums & synth kit|

> I'd like to make my own drum and synth kits but it is not very 

simple to

> do that with rs7k. If I have several samples, I have to load them 

one

> at once, that's very hard. 

I don't find that hard, you don't even have to 
leave the import screen to do that.
Aslong as your loading into the same kit.

>One more serious problem with synth kit is that
> there is no way to make a loop inside the sample (sustain area). 
>So, my

This i do simply with attack+loop
and sustain+release is the AMP envelope.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> question are :
> - do I have to buy a sampler to do all these in a convenient way ?
> - what about soft samplers ?

Nope, only if you want to do multisampling.

Latif
| 9106|9096|2003-02-04 08:15:15|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: drums & synth kit|

> >One more serious problem with synth kit is that
> > there is no way to make a loop inside the sample (sustain area).
> >So, my
>
> This i do simply with attack+loop
> and sustain+release is the AMP envelope.

^^^^^^^
That's exactly the problem.
We have that :

|
|||
||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||||||
--+-------+<================>+---
^ ^ ^
start loop_start end = loop_end

And I'd like that :

|
|||
||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||||||
--+-------+<=========>+------+---
^ ^ ^ ^
start loop_start loop_end end

So, I have to use a sampler, don't I ?

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 9107|9096|2003-02-04 08:46:35|Latif |Re: drums & synth kit|
You mean you want sustain inside
the loop region?
so that when you release the key
it plays what's left behind the loop?
Ifso, then yes the RS's sampler won't do stuff like that
cause it's not a cutting edge sampler with EMU tricks



and stuff, but that's well known and therefor you have to use
it for what it's best.
It's primairy function is to be a phrase sampler
with the ability of slice sequencing!!!!
But anyhow i get amazing cool results, just by using
attack+loop and AMP envelope
i managed to create many many wicked sounds from scratch
(read from one waveform cycle!!!)
that sound totally out of this world.
And i use the same method for repeating last end of
vocal sentences, creating a echo on a specific region of
of a vocal sentence... how's that for tricks ghehehe

|| Do not work against the box, make the box work with you ||

:-)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> 
> > >One more serious problem with synth kit is that
> > > there is no way to make a loop inside the sample (sustain area).
> > >So, my
> >
> > This i do simply with attack+loop
> > and sustain+release is the AMP envelope.
> ^^^^^^^
> That's exactly the problem.
> We have that :
> 
> |
> |||
> ||||||||||||||||||
> ||||||||||||||||||||||
> ||||||||||||||||||||||||||
> --+-------+<================>+---
> ^ ^ ^
> start loop_start end = loop_end
> 
> 
> And I'd like that :
> 
> |
> |||
> ||||||||||||||||||
> ||||||||||||||||||||||
> ||||||||||||||||||||||||||
> --+-------+<=========>+------+---
> ^ ^ ^ ^
> start loop_start loop_end end
> 
> So, I have to use a sampler, don't I ?
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> --
> Arnauld Michelizza

| 9108|9108|2003-02-04 12:53:20|twg_music |what is THIS thing??? please help|
Hi fans!

while browsing the photos I found one of these ultracool 
hardwaresequencer but don't know the name. 
Hope you could help me:
If you have a look at:
files -> studiophotos -> studio1.jpg (by "mengo" or so)

You'll see a grey UFO-like formed grey/black plastik thing in a big 
photo on the left (down).

WHAT IS THIS? I read about it a few years ago in the german KEYS 
Magazine (this explains my english *lol*) but I haven't got the 
magazine and want to know what it is and where to buy!!!!!

Thank you all for your help!

Thomas

T . W . G enjoy your ears
www.twgmusic.de
| 9109|9108|2003-02-04 13:11:54|tompaulsen2002 |Re: what is THIS thing??? please help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "twg_music " 

> files -> studiophotos -> studio1.jpg (by "mengo" or so)
> 
> You'll see a grey UFO-like formed grey/black plastik thing in a 

big 

> photo on the left (down).
> 
> WHAT IS THIS? 

It´s the Notron Sequencer by Latronic:

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/1997_articles/jun97/latronicnorton.html

AFAIK it´s no longer in production.
| 9110|9110|2003-02-04 13:12:38|tompaulsen2002 |RS7k Gig bag now availabe for our members in the US|
https://motifato-mach7.4ecommerce.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=RS7000Bag
| 9111|9111|2003-02-04 13:13:39|tompaulsen2002 |OT: Sequencer comparison chart|
Hey, for everyone, looking for another hardware sequencer:

http://lennart.regebro.nu/music/sequencer_chart/chart
| 9112|9111|2003-02-04 13:27:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Sequencer comparison chart|
On Tuesday 04 February 2003 21:13, "tompaulsen2002 wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/1997_articles/jun97/latronicnorton.html
https://motifato-mach7.4ecommerce.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?
http://lennart.regebro.nu/music/sequencer_chart/chart


> Hey, for everyone, looking for another hardware
> sequencer:

I'll take the RS9000.

- Robert
| 9113|9113|2003-02-04 16:06:54|mike stokes|808 kik gone...?|
Hi all,
I made some electro tracks on the RS7000. For the bass I used some detuned 
808 boom kiks. The tracks sound fine on my monitors (ie. the bass is 
definitely strong in the mix, with Maudio studiophile SP5B's.), but when I 
record the songs to CD, the 808 kik basses are almost unnoticible on regular 
stereo equipment.
My question is, are the low 808 kiks too low a frequency to be heard on 
regular stereo equipment? I doubt it, since I hear them all the time. I've 
tried the Waves Maxxbass plugin, and Freefilter, etc. but I haven't found 
the right combination of bass frequencies to be strong in the mix on stereo 
equipment. Does anyone know offhand what range of frequencies I should be 
boosting? Or any other hints?
Thanks!
Mike

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 9114|9113|2003-02-05 00:03:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 808 kik gone...?|
On Wednesday 05 February 2003 00:06, mike stokes wrote:

> Hi all,
> I made some electro tracks on the RS7000. For the bass I
> used some detuned 808 boom kiks. The tracks sound fine
> on my monitors (ie. the bass is definitely strong in the
> mix, with Maudio studiophile SP5B's.), but when I record
> the songs to CD, the 808 kik basses are almost
> unnoticible on regular stereo equipment.
> My question is, are the low 808 kiks too low a
> frequency to be heard on regular stereo equipment? I
> doubt it, since I hear them all the time. I've tried the
> Waves Maxxbass plugin, and Freefilter, etc. but I haven't
> found the right combination of bass frequencies to be
> strong in the mix on stereo equipment. Does anyone know
> offhand what range of frequencies I should be boosting? 
> Or any other hints?

How did you detune the kick sound? Did you lower it? In that 
case, you've probably moved the main energy of the kick 
sound below the lower threshold of your stereo speakers. 
The kick sound itself was probably already low.

Try boosting in the 80-150 Hz range, that's were regular 
bass lives. And if possible, cut everything below that area 

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail


(say everything below 50 Hz), because that's were your kick 
sound is rumbling your speakers to death. ;)

You could also tune up that sound again, of course.

- Robert
| 9115|9115|2003-02-05 00:08:34|Roonan@planet.nl|Bug in OS?????|
Hi,

For a while now i've noticed strange behaviour with Play fx in overdub REC mode.
When i switch to REC monitor/standby (REC light flashing, sequencer playing) and turn one of the play FX
parameters the events (=the changes in the parameters) are still recorded!
Very strange! everything else is just ignored as it should be.
I can undo it with (duh) undo and it's not a big problem for me but i wonder if it is as designed or if its a
bug........

GrtzZzz, Roonan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9116|9115|2003-02-05 02:34:48|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Bug in OS?????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> For a while now i've noticed strange behaviour with Play fx in 

overdub REC mode.

> When i switch to REC monitor/standby (REC light flashing, sequencer 

playing) and turn one of the play FX parameters the events (=the 
changes in the parameters) are still recorded!

> Very strange! everything else is just ignored as it should be.
> I can undo it with (duh) undo and it's not a big problem for me but 

i wonder if it is as designed or if its a bug........

Sounds like designed...
| 9117|9113|2003-02-05 04:51:47|James Kneen|Re: 808 kik gone...?|
Hi Mike,

Interesting post and one dear to my heart. I also make electro with an 
RS7000. 808 booms are a tricky business, and the Miami / Bass sound an 
artform in itself. I used to own an 808 and although the boomy kick could 
hardly be "heard" through my speakers, the room would come alive with my 
windows rattling etc. Nice ;-)

I think your problem is your hifi playback speakers.

Anyway, I'm going to forward your mail to my mate Phil Klein (Bass 
Junkie)who knows about such things (I'm sure you know of him, but if not you 
should visit www.bassjunkie.com)

Cheers mate,

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


J. Kneen,
UK.

>From: "mike stokes" <starethrough@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] 808 kik gone...?
>Date: Tue, 04 Feb 2003 23:06:52 +0000
>
>
>
>
>
>Hi all,
>I made some electro tracks on the RS7000. For the bass I used some detuned
>808 boom kiks. The tracks sound fine on my monitors (ie. the bass is
>definitely strong in the mix, with Maudio studiophile SP5B's.), but when I
>record the songs to CD, the 808 kik basses are almost unnoticible on 
>regular
>stereo equipment.
> My question is, are the low 808 kiks too low a frequency to be heard 
>on
>regular stereo equipment? I doubt it, since I hear them all the time. 
>I've
>tried the Waves Maxxbass plugin, and Freefilter, etc. but I haven't found
>the right combination of bass frequencies to be strong in the mix on stereo
>equipment. Does anyone know offhand what range of frequencies I should be
>boosting? Or any other hints?
>Thanks!
>Mike
>
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8.
>http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger - fast, easy and FREE! http://messenger.msn.co.uk
| 9118|9118|2003-02-05 04:51:49|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: Subject: 808 kik gone...? |
Mike,

Maybe not the case but have you checked the phase of your setup.
I once knew a guy wich left/right signals where out of phase and he didn't even know it.

mailto:starethrough@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
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During the mastering for the laquer (master record) the engineer noticed this.
Maybe your monitor signal path is ok but your recording signal path is twisted (self made cable's?)
Your bass will definetly be less or gone if left/right is out of phase....

GrtzZzz Roonan

>Hi all, 
>I made some electro tracks on the RS7000. For the bass I used some detuned 
>808 boom kiks. The tracks sound fine on my monitors (ie. the bass is 
>definitely strong in the mix, with Maudio studiophile SP5B's.), but when I 
>record the songs to CD, the 808 kik basses are almost unnoticible on regular 
>stereo equipment. 
>My question is, are the low 808 kiks too low a frequency to be heard on 
>regular stereo equipment? I doubt it, since I hear them all the time. I've 
>tried the Waves Maxxbass plugin, and Freefilter, etc. but I haven't found 
>the right combination of bass frequencies to be strong in the mix on stereo 
>equipment. Does anyone know offhand what range of frequencies I should be 
>boosting? Or any other hints? 
>Thanks! 
>Mike 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9119|9115|2003-02-05 06:25:48|Anthony Jackson|Re: Bug in OS?????|
Wow, I thought this was only happening to me!

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Roonan@planet.nl 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2003 6:06 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Bug in OS?????

Hi,

For a while now i've noticed strange behaviour with Play fx in overdub REC mode.
When i switch to REC monitor/standby (REC light flashing, sequencer playing) and turn one of the
play FX parameters the events (=the changes in the parameters) are still recorded!
Very strange! everything else is just ignored as it should be.
I can undo it with (duh) undo and it's not a big problem for me but i wonder if it is as designed or if
its a bug........

GrtzZzz, Roonan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9120|9120|2003-02-05 20:00:46|wasabi_bukkake
Hey, I bought an Evolver (what can i say... wicked machine, my 
neighbours love it too, just waiting for a knock on the door from the 
RSPCA) and have it running off my RS as a tone generator. Everythings 
cool, RS is the master midi clock, all sequencing as it should etc. 
This is a simple question... when I set up a track on the RS so I can 
sequence the Evolver from that track, how do i set it up so the RS's 
TG doesn't produce any sounds on that track? Arrrrggh probably really 
basic but I'm not sure where to find this in the manual...

OT, if anyone knows of any good resources that tell you how to use an 
analog step sequencer I would appreciate some links... don't have my 
head around the evolvers seq yet.
| 9121|9120|2003-02-05 21:06:48|Latif |Re: Turning TG off for a track|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasabi_bukkake " 
wrote:

> Hey, I bought an Evolver (what can i say... wicked machine, my 
> neighbours love it too, just waiting for a knock on the door from 

the 

> RSPCA) and have it running off my RS as a tone generator. 

Everythings 

> cool, RS is the master midi clock, all sequencing as it should etc. 
> This is a simple question... when I set up a track on the RS so I 

can 

> sequence the Evolver from that track, how do i set it up so the 

RS's 

> TG doesn't produce any sounds on that track? Arrrrggh probably 

really 

> basic but I'm not sure where to find this in the manual...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off

> OT, if anyone knows of any good resources that tell you how to use 

an 

> analog step sequencer I would appreciate some links... don't have 

my 

> head around the evolvers seq yet.

dunno exactly what it is that you need info about
try some of this maybe:

http://www.blacet.com/MSdata.html
http://www.doepfer.de/faq/main_faq.htm
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Studio/5821/midi.html
http://www.future-retro.com/products_mobius.html
http://www.muse-usa.com/midi_6.shtml
http://www.speakeasy.org/~ars/midi.html
http://www.iaekm.org/02_emmms.html
http://www.tweakheadz.com/how_to%20articles.html
http://emusician.com/ar/emusic_sequencing_style/
http://m.bareille.free.fr/mc628/mc628.html

I don't know if any of this is really
usefull to you, but it's nice reading material anyway
and maybe from these links you can endup into other
usefull resources.

have fun :)

Latif
| 9122|9120|2003-02-05 21:14:33|Latif |Re: Turning TG off for a track|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasabi_bukkake " 
wrote:

> OT, if anyone knows of any good resources that tell you how to use 

an 

> analog step sequencer I would appreciate some links... don't have 

my 

> head around the evolvers seq yet.

one more thing i just was looking at
a very true point:
-------------------------------------------
'The major advantage over an analogue sequencer 

http://www.blacet.com/MSdata.html
http://www.doepfer.de/faq/main_faq.htm
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Studio/5821/midi.html
http://www.future-retro.com/products_mobius.html
http://www.muse-usa.com/midi_6.shtml
http://www.speakeasy.org/~ars/midi.html
http://www.iaekm.org/02_emmms.html
http://www.tweakheadz.com/how_to%20articles.html
http://emusician.com/ar/emusic_sequencing_style/
http://m.bareille.free.fr/mc628/mc628.html
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compared to a MIDI/Digital sequencer are': 

You have direct access to each note pitch (CV) 
and note on/off (Gate) as there is a separate 
control for each step. Software sequencers do 
not offer this advantage, and very very few 
hardware MIDI sequencers do either. This makes 
analogue sequencers more immediate and hands on.
With this immediate hands on control, you can 
experiment by altering the controls as the 
sequence plays, to evolve and manipulate your 
patterns in real time. As the signals coming 
from the sequencer are analogue voltages, they 
can be added, inverted, slewed, or whatever, 
and can be used as audio or control signals to 
feed into other analogue devices.
---------------------------------------------
http://www.analogue.org/

;)
| 9123|9120|2003-02-05 21:18:57|Tony Petersen|Re: Turning TG off for a track|

>setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off

cheers but won't this turn off the TG on every track? Is it possible to have the TG=ON for every track except the
track I'm using to sequence Evolver?

>>> eurikon@hotmail.com 02/06/03 03:06pm >>>

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasabi_bukkake " 
wrote:

> Hey, I bought an Evolver (what can i say... wicked machine, my 
> neighbours love it too, just waiting for a knock on the door from 

the 

> RSPCA) and have it running off my RS as a tone generator. 

Everythings 

> cool, RS is the master midi clock, all sequencing as it should etc. 
> This is a simple question... when I set up a track on the RS so I 

can 

> sequence the Evolver from that track, how do i set it up so the 

RS's 

> TG doesn't produce any sounds on that track? Arrrrggh probably 

really 

http://www.analogue.org/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> basic but I'm not sure where to find this in the manual...

setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off

> OT, if anyone knows of any good resources that tell you how to use 

an 

> analog step sequencer I would appreciate some links... don't have 

my 

> head around the evolvers seq yet.

dunno exactly what it is that you need info about
try some of this maybe:

http://www.blacet.com/MSdata.html 
http://www.doepfer.de/faq/main_faq.htm 
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Studio/5821/midi.html 
http://www.future-retro.com/products_mobius.html 
http://www.muse-usa.com/midi_6.shtml 
http://www.speakeasy.org/~ars/midi.html 
http://www.iaekm.org/02_emmms.html 
http://www.tweakheadz.com/how_to%20articles.html 
http://emusician.com/ar/emusic_sequencing_style/ 
http://m.bareille.free.fr/mc628/mc628.html 

I don't know if any of this is really
usefull to you, but it's nice reading material anyway
and maybe from these links you can endup into other
usefull resources.

have fun :)

Latif

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
| 9124|9120|2003-02-06 02:58:04|Latif |Re: Turning TG off for a track|
did you go there mate?
what you were looking at, is a per track setting.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Tony Petersen" wrote:
> >setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off
> 
> cheers but won't this turn off the TG on every track? Is it 
possible to have the TG=ON for every track except the track I'm using 
to sequence Evolver?
> 
> >>> eurikon@h... 02/06/03 03:06pm >>>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasabi_bukkake " 
> wrote:
> > Hey, I bought an Evolver (what can i say... wicked machine, my 
> > neighbours love it too, just waiting for a knock on the door from 
> the 
> > RSPCA) and have it running off my RS as a tone generator. 
> Everythings 
> > cool, RS is the master midi clock, all sequencing as it should 
etc. 
> > This is a simple question... when I set up a track on the RS so I 
> can 
> > sequence the Evolver from that track, how do i set it up so the 
> RS's 
> > TG doesn't produce any sounds on that track? Arrrrggh probably 
> really 
> > basic but I'm not sure where to find this in the manual...
> 
> setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off
> 
> > OT, if anyone knows of any good resources that tell you how to 
use 
> an 
> > analog step sequencer I would appreciate some links... don't have 
> my 
> > head around the evolvers seq yet.
> 
> dunno exactly what it is that you need info about
> try some of this maybe:
> 
> http://www.blacet.com/MSdata.html 
> http://www.doepfer.de/faq/main_faq.htm 
> http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Studio/5821/midi.html 
> http://www.future-retro.com/products_mobius.html 
> http://www.muse-usa.com/midi_6.shtml 
> http://www.speakeasy.org/~ars/midi.html 
> http://www.iaekm.org/02_emmms.html 
> http://www.tweakheadz.com/how_to%20articles.html 
> http://emusician.com/ar/emusic_sequencing_style/ 
> http://m.bareille.free.fr/mc628/mc628.html 
> 
> I don't know if any of this is really
> usefull to you, but it's nice reading material anyway
> and maybe from these links you can endup into other
> usefull resources.
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> 
> have fun :)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 9125|9125|2003-02-06 04:46:38|steffen V torset|Program change nightmare...|
allo..
Ive just aquired a waldorf microQ, which I use on the MIDI-B output, Im 
using it on track9 and Im using midichannel 1 on it. BUT everytime I change 
the TGinstrument on track1, the microQ also changes! Even when MIDIa+b on 
track one is set to OFF. I also use an CS6x,ms2000 and sh32 with my RS, but 
have never had this problem.

Anyone know what the problem is?

-hustlepunch

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger - Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner
| 9127|9120|2003-02-06 15:19:11|Tony Petersen|Re: Turning TG off for a track|
sorry didn't have the RS with me yesterday. Tried it last night and it worked like a charm, thanks :)

>>> eurikon@hotmail.com 02/06/03 08:58pm >>>

did you go there mate?
what you were looking at, is a per track setting.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Tony Petersen" wrote:
> >setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off
> 
> cheers but won't this turn off the TG on every track? Is it 
possible to have the TG=ON for every track except the track I'm using 
to sequence Evolver?
> 
> >>> eurikon@h... 02/06/03 03:06pm >>>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasabi_bukkake " 
> wrote:
> > Hey, I bought an Evolver (what can i say... wicked machine, my 
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> > neighbours love it too, just waiting for a knock on the door from 
> the 
> > RSPCA) and have it running off my RS as a tone generator. 
> Everythings 
> > cool, RS is the master midi clock, all sequencing as it should 
etc. 
> > This is a simple question... when I set up a track on the RS so I 
> can 
> > sequence the Evolver from that track, how do i set it up so the 
> RS's 
> > TG doesn't produce any sounds on that track? Arrrrggh probably 
> really 
> > basic but I'm not sure where to find this in the manual...
> 
> setup screen 4, set out select : TG = off
> 
> > OT, if anyone knows of any good resources that tell you how to 
use 
> an 
> > analog step sequencer I would appreciate some links... don't have 
> my 
> > head around the evolvers seq yet.
> 
> dunno exactly what it is that you need info about
> try some of this maybe:
> 
> http://www.blacet.com/MSdata.html 
> http://www.doepfer.de/faq/main_faq.htm 
> http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Studio/5821/midi.html 
> http://www.future-retro.com/products_mobius.html 
> http://www.muse-usa.com/midi_6.shtml 
> http://www.speakeasy.org/~ars/midi.html 
> http://www.iaekm.org/02_emmms.html 
> http://www.tweakheadz.com/how_to%20articles.html 
> http://emusician.com/ar/emusic_sequencing_style/ 
> http://m.bareille.free.fr/mc628/mc628.html 
> 
> I don't know if any of this is really
> usefull to you, but it's nice reading material anyway
> and maybe from these links you can endup into other
> usefull resources.
> 
> have fun :)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 9128|9115|2003-02-07 00:19:29|wildemar|Re: Bug in OS?????|

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > For a while now i've noticed strange behaviour with Play fx in
> overdub REC mode.
> > When i switch to REC monitor/standby (REC light flashing, sequencer
> playing) and turn one of the play FX parameters the events (=the
> changes in the parameters) are still recorded!
> > Very strange! everything else is just ignored as it should be.
> > I can undo it with (duh) undo and it's not a big problem for me but
> i wonder if it is as designed or if its a bug........
>
> Sounds like designed...

It does? Why would anyone design it like this? The rec standby is meant for trying out new stuff *before*
actually 
recording it, right? So this recording parameter thing seemz to be an oversight by the Yammie fellas who made
the 
update.

just my 2 cents

Wildemar
| 9129|9129|2003-02-07 00:19:39|wildemar|How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-Pattern?|
I certainly do (as you shurely can tell by my short lived quest to rewrite the RS's OS)

This doesnt seem 2 b a very popular feature to be wished for, but still I think thats something many people
would enjoy 
as it would make complex rythm structures A LOT more comfortable to work with. And as those brogen rythms
have 
become a part of modern (exp-) music, a modern seq should be capable of this right?

So, anyone?
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| 9130|9071|2003-02-07 00:19:46|wildemar|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|

> On Tuesday 04 February 2003 11:09, "tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > I think that says it all...Robert = Raymond?
>
> Nope, that's not me.
> Nice try though. ;)
>
> - Ray^H^H^HRobert

Outch ... turned red in front of my screen ... I'm so dumb ...
luckily noone here knows who I am, I wouldnt dare to go out of my house anymore ...
| 9131|9131|2003-02-07 00:19:56|wildemar|OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?|
I just got a Quasimidi Polymorph and which is a desktop synth. Thus no keyboard.

So its time for me to get a decent masterkeyboard. What I want is sumpn like this:

'musts':
- aftertouch (channel, not key)
- a pitch/modulation lewer - correct word? just guessed ... I mean a 4-way stick that controls pitch by going
up/down 
and mod by going left/right - those wheels dont quite cut it for me
- about 61 keys
- transpose

'shoulds':
- (light) weighted keys
- program change

'coulds':
- splitting and/or layering
- maybe some additional MIDI controls (buttons, knobs, faders etc.)

I've been looking around, and the Roland A-37 comes pretty close but isnt completely there. Yes I'm picky.
Sorry :-)

so?

THX for any reply

C.U.
Wildemar
| 9132|9071|2003-02-07 00:29:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|
On Wednesday 05 February 2003 00:19, wildemar wrote:

> > On Tuesday 04 February 2003 11:09, "tompaulsen2002 

wrote:

> > > I think that says it all...Robert = Raymond?
> >
> > Nope, that's not me.
> > Nice try though. ;)
> >



> > - Ray^H^H^HRobert
>
> Outch ... turned red in front of my screen ... I'm so
> dumb ... luckily noone here knows who I am, I wouldnt
> dare to go out of my house anymore ...

Hi hi, you *still* think I am Raymond?
Well, I am NOT. ;)

- Robert
| 9133|9129|2003-02-07 01:38:34|SampleJockey Groover |Re: How many of you would like too change timesig
in mid-Pattern?|
i vote in favour!!!
a new sysex could be used.

warm greetingz,
Pman

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> I certainly do (as you shurely can tell by my short lived quest to 
rewrite the RS's OS)
> 
> This doesnt seem 2 b a very popular feature to be wished for, but 
still I think thats something many people would enjoy 
> as it would make complex rythm structures A LOT more comfortable to 
work with. And as those brogen rythms have 
> become a part of modern (exp-) music, a modern seq should be 
capable of this right?
> 
> So, anyone?

| 9134|9131|2003-02-07 03:23:36|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> I just got a Quasimidi Polymorph and which is a desktop synth. Thus 

no keyboard.

> 
> So its time for me to get a decent masterkeyboard. 

M-Audio has excellent controller keyboards. A friend of mine recently 
got a M-Audio Oxygene and is now looking into the new Ozone...

http://www.m-audio.de/radium.htm

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158038.html?
ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D&WAEHRUNG=DM&PRL=

Also:
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158038.html?


http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/evolution_mk361c_usb_prodinfo.html

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/fatar_sl161_prodinfo.html

And of course...the A37 is nice also, but doesn´t has those nice 
knobs like a Radium.
| 9135|9129|2003-02-07 03:24:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in
mid-Pattern?|
On Thursday 06 February 2003 23:31, wildemar wrote:

> This doesnt seem 2 b a very popular feature to be wished
> for, but still I think thats something many people would
> enjoy as it would make complex rythm structures A LOT
> more comfortable to work with. And as those brogen rythms
> have become a part of modern (exp-) music, a modern seq
> should be capable of this right?

Curious, how would you use this? Why not change to a new 
section with another timesig instead?

- Robert
| 9136|9131|2003-02-07 03:50:53|Alex Bazan|Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?|
which are best m-audios controllers or edirol? i'm looking for an oxygene or a edirol pcr-30... edirol's seem to
have more features. but the low cost of oxygene is very convincing.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: mailto:tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2003 11:23 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> I just got a Quasimidi Polymorph and which is a desktop synth. Thus 
no keyboard.
> 
> So its time for me to get a decent masterkeyboard. 

M-Audio has excellent controller keyboards. A friend of mine recently 
got a M-Audio Oxygene and is now looking into the new Ozone...

http://www.m-audio.de/radium.htm

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158038.html?
ARTTEXTSPRACHE=D&WAEHRUNG=DM&PRL=

Also:

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/evolution_mk361c_usb_prodinfo.html

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/evolution_mk361c_usb_prodinfo.html
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/fatar_sl161_prodinfo.html
mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.m-audio.de/radium.htm
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/artikel-158038.html?
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/evolution_mk361c_usb_prodinfo.html


http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/fatar_sl161_prodinfo.html

And of course...the A37 is nice also, but doesn´t has those nice 
knobs like a Radium.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9137|9137|2003-02-07 04:29:01|Oddbods Finger
Anyone know where to buy cheap simm memory in the UK?
.....or am I just better off ordering through www.oempcworld.com
| 9138|9131|2003-02-07 04:53:24|tompaulsen2002 |Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Bazan" wrote:

> which are best m-audios controllers or edirol? 

Take M-Audio. My friend is very satisfied with his. Good built, good 
software support. Works great with e.g. Ableton Live.
| 9139|9131|2003-02-07 05:11:11|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a
masterkeyboard?|
There´s also one from M-Audio (think it´s Midicontrol 2) that has
endless knobs which makes it my favourite.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
[mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Gesendet: Freitag, 7. Februar 2003 12:53
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Bazan" wrote:
> which are best m-audios controllers or edirol? 

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/fatar_sl161_prodinfo.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Take M-Audio. My friend is very satisfied with his. Good built, good 
software support. Works great with e.g. Ableton Live.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9140|9125|2003-02-07 07:12:54|steffen V torset|Re: Program change nightmare...|
Im using it in multimode.. but why is the RS sending out programchanges when 
I havnt selected that MIDI channel?

>Sorry, I'm slightly confused by the description of your set up.
>Are you using the Q in Multi or Single mode?
>What Global channel setting is the Q on?
>I'm at work now but I think in Multimode and Single mode, you can switch 
>incoming PC's off.

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger - Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner
| 9141|9129|2003-02-07 07:45:21|Brigman, Corley|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-
Pattern?|
On Thursday 06 February 2003 23:31, wildemar wrote:

> This doesnt seem 2 b a very popular feature to be wished
> for, but still I think thats something many people would
> enjoy as it would make complex rythm structures A LOT
> more comfortable to work with. And as those brogen rythms
> have become a part of modern (exp-) music, a modern seq
> should be capable of this right?

how is this different from just using two different patterns
with different timesigs (the rs supports this right? my
old q80 did...) 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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or, can't you just use the 'bigger' time sigs creatively?
like, a 7/4 bar would be the same as a 4/4 bar then a 3/4 bar,
i think (and, this i am less sure about, but i believe 7/8
can be used the same way, with different note lengths but
'equivalent' - so a 15/16 bar would be like half a 4/4 bar
then half a 7/8 bar... err, i think... )

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com
| 9142|9125|2003-02-07 07:46:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Program change nightmare...|
On Thursday 06 February 2003 12:36, steffen V torset wrote:

> allo..
> Ive just aquired a waldorf microQ, which I use on the
> MIDI-B output, Im using it on track9 and Im using
> midichannel 1 on it. BUT everytime I change the
> TGinstrument on track1, the microQ also changes! Even
> when MIDIa+b on track one is set to OFF. I also use an
> CS6x,ms2000 and sh32 with my RS, but have never had this
> problem.

Are there any other RS tracks that transmit to midi channel 
1?

- Robert
| 9143|9129|2003-02-07 08:22:36|polyf0nken |Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-
Pattern?|

> or, can't you just use the 'bigger' time sigs creatively?
> like, a 7/4 bar would be the same as a 4/4 bar then a 3/4 bar,
> i think (and, this i am less sure about, but i believe 7/8
> can be used the same way, with different note lengths but
> 'equivalent' - so a 15/16 bar would be like half a 4/4 bar
> then half a 7/8 bar... err, i think... )

my thoughts exactly. as long as we are able to count 1-2-3-4-5--etc 
we're free to use whatever time signatures we feel. after all it 
doesn't really matter what the time sig display says. of course some 
combinations of the more exotic time sigs might not divide evenly but 
even then we can just make the sequences a bit too long and switch 
between the phrases live (with 1/8 or 1/8 quantisation instead of 
whole bar) before the sequence hits an empty spot. 
that's how i used to do it on rm1x at least.

t. /polyfonken
| 9144|9129|2003-02-07 16:28:41|wildemar|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-Pattern?
|

>On Thursday 06 February 2003 23:31, wildemar wrote:
>> This doesnt seem 2 b a very popular feature to be wished
>> for, but still I think thats something many people would
>> enjoy as it would make complex rythm structures A LOT

mailto:corley.brigman@intel.com


>> more comfortable to work with. And as those brogen rythms
>> have become a part of modern (exp-) music, a modern seq
>> should be capable of this right?
>
>Curious, how would you use this? Why not change to a new 
>section with another timesig instead?
>
>- Robert

Why? Well I tell you why:

Imagine a structure like the following: 5/4 - 4/4 - 7/4 - 3/4 (pretty breakneck but hey ...)

4 one-bar Patterns? Do this four times and you're boned. Even using one 9/16 and one 10/16 pattern wouldnt do
the 
trick all that satisfactorily.

Plus, try jamming to these four bars. How would you repeat them? In PatChain you'd have to copy this structure
about a 
gillion times, then when you're done jamming erase everything, go on building the song, and if you wanna jam
again ...

No sir, too much diddling, too little rockin'. just doesnt work.

Thats why I wouldnt wanna do it like u suggested Raym-(Dangit!! :-D) Robert.

Needn't even be a regular knob feature. Pman wrote:

>i vote in favour!!!
>a new sysex could be used.
>
>warm greetingz,
>Pman

would be perfectly ok!

Even if you (I'm talking to everyone here) wouldnt need that feature that much it would still be cool to have.
Would give 
the RS a big advantage over the other hardseqs. So please support this. Do me (us, yourselves) a favor.

C.(onvinced) U. ?
Wildemar
| 9145|9071|2003-02-07 16:28:56|wildemar|Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...|

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> Datum: Fri, 7 Feb 2003 08:29:20 +0100
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: Fideling on the OS? U could say 'hacking' but ...
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>
>
> On Wednesday 05 February 2003 00:19, wildemar wrote:
> > > On Tuesday 04 February 2003 11:09, "tompaulsen2002
> wrote:
> > > > I think that says it all...Robert = Raymond?
> > >
> > > Nope, that's not me.
> > > Nice try though. ;)
> > >
> > > - Ray^H^H^HRobert
> >
> > Outch ... turned red in front of my screen ... I'm so
> > dumb ... luckily noone here knows who I am, I wouldnt
> > dare to go out of my house anymore ...
>
> Hi hi, you *still* think I am Raymond?
> Well, I am NOT. ;)
>
> - Robert

I was beeing serious: I *did* turn red in front of my screen, though I was completely alone. I'm just a fool
sometimes, 
thats my tragedy. lets forget about this, k? :-o
| 9146|9131|2003-02-07 16:29:07|wildemar|Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a
masterkeyboard?|

> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: <wthor@gmx.de>
> Datum: Fri, 7 Feb 2003 13:10:10 +0100
> Betreff:AW: [RS7000] Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?
>
>
>
> There´s also one from M-Audio (think it´s Midicontrol 2) that has
> endless knobs which makes it my favourite.
>
> Greetings, WThor
>
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
> [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]
> Gesendet: Freitag, 7. Februar 2003 12:53
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Bazan" wrote:
> > which are best m-audios controllers or edirol?
>
> Take M-Audio. My friend is very satisfied with his. Good built, good
> software support. Works great with e.g. Ableton Live.
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Hello? Did anyone even *read* what my initial problem was? I dont want a toy to diddle things into a PC
(laptop). I want 
a good masterkeyboard for my MIDI eqip. But thanks.

Wildemar

no sore feelings tho
| 9147|9129|2003-02-07 16:41:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in
mid-Pattern?|
On Saturday 08 February 2003 00:07, wildemar wrote:

> C.(onvinced) U. ?
> Wildemar

Yes, I understand now. With lots of timesig changes you're 
running out of sections, and using more than one section 
for a single (multi sig) phrase isn't practical.

I doubt however if a sysex call can fix this. Somehow I 
guess there's more then just runtime behavior to this. 
Might be that the RS get really confused if the timesig 
would change in the middle of a phrase...

- Robert
| 9148|9148|2003-02-08 06:10:06|pseudo nexus|real-time - not quite|
i was so exicited to get the os update and have the adjustments made to recording.

but

yamaha should make it so you can go into job menu with the sequencer still play back.
i noticed you can go into edit...which is handy
i would like to be able to go into jobs and copy phrase, or quantaise someting, or copy a pattern....so i can keep
going and just move section and malnipulate via all the knobs etc...and rec/automate
WITHOUT EVER PRESSING STOP.

and also...make it so if you start the sequencer in play mode, without hitting rec first then play-then rec again to
keep it going and not rec until u feel like it - you can always hit rec after.
but you have press stop, and do it the other way.

take a look at the korg es1 electrtribe in this sense yamahsa - u will get what i mean!

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III IIIIIIIIIII
Kristian Thomas :: audiovisual artist + events coordinator and wizard ::
Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 ::
http://www.pseudo.32k.org/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9149|9149|2003-02-08 08:56:40|Klaus |I love the new OS!!|

http://www.pseudo.32k.org/


after not doing anything with my RS for a while (my new Tyros-baby was
stealing my time ;-) I'm now producing some new tracks for my new
live-program for this summer. This is the first time I do some real
work with the new OS and I love it! The grid mode is now what one
would expect from it. Entering and leaving grid record on the fly even
while performing is just perfect for me. Direct acces to all 16
sections is another really big improvement. And of course the new
filters are another great new feature. It was a long way to go but
finally Yamaha did a really great job! Thanks for that!

Klaus
| 9150|9131|2003-02-08 15:22:09|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] OT: Can anyone help me find a
masterkeyboard?|
Actually you´re right, strange, I must have read a follow up and thought
it was the origin.

AFAIK Roland is the only manufacturer of mastekeyboards at all that uses
a joystick. 

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: wildemar [mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 6. Februar 2003 23:41
An: RS7000 Group
Betreff: [RS7000] OT: Can anyone help me find a masterkeyboard?

I just got a Quasimidi Polymorph and which is a desktop synth. Thus no
keyboard.

So its time for me to get a decent masterkeyboard. What I want is sumpn
like this:

'musts':
- aftertouch (channel, not key)
- a pitch/modulation lewer - correct word? just guessed ... I mean a
4-way stick that controls pitch by going up/down 
and mod by going left/right - those wheels dont quite cut it for me
- about 61 keys
- transpose

'shoulds':
- (light) weighted keys
- program change

'coulds':
- splitting and/or layering
- maybe some additional MIDI controls (buttons, knobs, faders etc.)

I've been looking around, and the Roland A-37 comes pretty close but
isnt completely there. Yes I'm picky. Sorry :-)

mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de


so?

THX for any reply

C.U.
Wildemar
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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| 9151|9129|2003-02-09 06:49:28|SampleJockey Groover |Re: How many of you would like too change timesig
in mid-Pattern?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> I doubt however if a sysex call can fix this. Somehow I 
> guess there's more then just runtime behavior to this. 
> Might be that the RS get really confused if the timesig 
> would change in the middle of a phrase...
> - Robert

As a programmer my guess is also it's very hard to implement as 
yamaha has to change the phrase engine on which all the other source 
is relying.. so it would involve a very long reprogramming and 
testing time ... but it would offcource be great!!
| 9152|9079|2003-02-09 07:38:43|SampleJockey Groover |Re: changing sections by sysex in phrase|
hi,

remember my quoted email below..it was about:

***
"yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex (F0 43 
7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
*** 

i'm hoping it will be implemented one day.. but now i came up with 
little less elegant but workable solutions for creating an automated 
endless silence at the end of section P without needing to press 
buttons and/or make copy's of phrases and wasting seq-RAM.
(note: these solutions do not give the user the possibility to switch 
sections automaticly from within pattern mode) 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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instead of putting a sysex to change sections .. the job also can be 
done if all tracks are mutted automaticly.. this could be done by:

1. control changes, track volume=0 this would involve 16 control 
changes but it doesn't solve the problem as you would have to place 
them in all tracks and thus need to make copy's of the phrases and 
that was the problem i wanted to solve in the first place. (or is it 
possible to set the track volume from track 1 from whithin a phrase 
in track 16?)

2. sysex, mastervolume=0 does the job... and it does work but it is 
not handy as now the mastervolume stays down to 0 untill it receives 
a different value..(unlike control changes, mastervolume isn't saved 
in scene-mem/styles) so that means every section of every style will 
have to have a sysex to put it to max again and that will not make it 
a handy solution...

3. Sysex, mute tracks, simply muting tracks by sysex would be the 
perfect alternative workable solution to the problem!! so again a 
sysex question.. is it possible to mute tracks by sysex? I couldn't 
find it in the manual.. but perhaps somebody knows... or maybe 
somebody has a complete list of rs7000 sysex commands?!

ps. yeah i know my questions always seem a little over the edge..
it was the same when i proposed that all 16 sections should be 
accessable by press buttons.. the first reactions where like... why 
not simply rotate the knob...blabla... now everybody is glad with the 
new possibilty in the latest OS.. so please take the time to think 
about the stuff I mention and solutions i propose... I'm not just a 
pain in the ass but also a guy who wants to help make the rs7000 a 
better machine by requesting a few small extra features that each 
open dozens of possibilities... just like programming.. give a 
programmer two extra commands he can use in his source and his 
programming possiblities will grow endlessly ...

warm greetingz,
Pman

****************************************************************
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SampleJockey Groover " 
wrote:

> hellow, 
> 
> today i found out something weird. Let me explain.
> 
> I tend to use sysex in my Styles for all kinds of things.
> for example i use sysex in section F (climax) to set the multiband 
> compressor in a way it gives the sound an slightly extra boost and 
> the other sections ro take it a little easier. this works perfect 

for 
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> me.. also with mastervolume fades etc.
> 
> ok here it comes. today i wanted to make an outro in section P. so 

i 

> put some already excisting phrases in section P. now i wanted to 
> create a silence on the end, because its the end :) what i could do 
> is duplicate all the phrases and add 16 measures silence to the end 
> and the problem is fixed for 16 measures.... but offcource this is 

a 

> waste of sequence memory as i play nothing new... so i thought hey 
> lets use section O which is empty anyways... so i just time it good 
> and no problem... it enters section O and keeps on looping... but 

now 

> here comes the real thing.. i wanted to take it one step further.. 

i 

> wanted to change to section O without needing to puch the button 

but 

> by adding just 1 phrase in section P with only one sysex F0 43 7E 

00 

> 0E 7F F7 att the last beat. so it would jump to section O 
> automaticly. BUT... it doesn't work :( why i don't get... and it 

gets 

> even more strange.. when i send this command from my other rs7000 

or 

> PC to this one it works , also when i put a midi cable between midi-
> out and midi-in (sending to itself) it works perfect.. so there's 
> nothing wrong with the sysex itself... it seems its only accepted 
> when its delivered at the midi-in port!! why do other sysex work 
> perfect when used in a phrase.. but this one not?! weird...
> 
> So this is another update request from me.
> "yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex (F0 

43 

> 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
> 
> it would give the pattern mode an extra dimension.. one could 
> automate the section switching by putting the sysex on 1.4.0 BUT 
> keeping the possibility to overrule it by pressing the section 



within 

> the last beat... its great!!!! this already works as i explained.. 
> but at what a cost.. u have to give up your midi-in and 1 midi-

out... 

> and in my live setup i can't do that.. even with midi-mergers and 
> thru's it will not work as i will also send these messages to other 
> rs7000 and rm1x units and they will respond to it as well.. even if 

i 

> then set a sysex filter it will not work as then the trick only 

will 

> work for the master...
> 
> summary:
> 1. "Yamaha please make it possible to use section change by sysex 

(F0 

> 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7) not only by midi-in but also from within phrases"
> 2. "Anyone something to say to all this?"
> 3. in the latest OS it is possible to access the last 6 sections 
> directly, right? ... if so. please update the FAQ. (good FAQ BTW;)"
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Pman

| 9153|9148|2003-02-09 07:52:46|SampleJockey Groover |to pseudonexus|
yow pseudonexus,

i checked your website and i like it.. your doing the same kind of 
stuff I and my friends are doing... if you ever make a tour in 
Europe.. write me an email and i can arrange a gig for you and your 
crew in Holland...then mail me at.

mail "AT" sj-groover "DOT" com

warm greetingz,
Sample Jockey

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pseudo nexus" 

> Kristian Thomas :: audiovisual artist + events coordinator and 

wizard ::

> Pseudo Space :: 188 Sturt St Adelaide South Australia 5000 ::
> http://www.pseudo.32k.org/

| 9154|9129|2003-02-09 08:10:51|faxorgy |Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-Pattern?|
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Of course one can use the step sequencer at differnt clock 
resolutions to similar effect ;).
Dont forget beat stretch as a JOB ; great for double time /half time 
time signature phrases withing a track in a section which can yield 
very interesting results too.
| 9155|9129|2003-02-09 15:15:52|wildemar|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-Pattern?
|

>On Saturday 08 February 2003 00:07, wildemar wrote:
>> C.(onvinced) U. ?
>> Wildemar
>
>Yes, I understand now. With lots of timesig changes you're 
>running out of sections, and using more than one section 
>for a single (multi sig) phrase isn't practical.
>
>I doubt however if a sysex call can fix this. Somehow I 
>guess there's more then just runtime behavior to this. 
>Might be that the RS get really confused if the timesig 
>would change in the middle of a phrase...
>
>- Robert

Oh now c'mon! What Kind of nay sayer collective is this? :-(

Well shure I understand what u mean Robert but my thinking goes like this:

I dont think Yammie designed a native file format for Patterns, I believe they just used the usual MIDI specs and
added 
some RS/rmx specific data. So basically a Pattern is nothing (that is: not much) more than a short and simple
MIDI file.
And in my understanding a MIDI file has a master track that controls tempo and timesig. If I'm right I see no
prob that the 
RS could handle timesig (and BPM) changes in a pattern.
And after all: Isnt Song mode referred to as "one big pattern". All this stuff is possible there.

Well, i hope Yammie take up on this. Might help if ppl simply REPLIED TO THIS THREAD (for God sakes)
;-)

Wildemar
| 9156|9129|2003-02-09 15:22:56|wildemar|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-Pattern?
|

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > I doubt however if a sysex call can fix this. Somehow I
> > guess there's more then just runtime behavior to this.
> > Might be that the RS get really confused if the timesig
> > would change in the middle of a phrase...
> > - Robert
>
> As a programmer my guess is also it's very hard to implement as
> yamaha has to change the phrase engine on which all the other source
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> is relying.. so it would involve a very long reprogramming and
> testing time ... but it would offcource be great!!

Well, a phrase doesnt hold any valluable timesig data in it, does it. I mean it does but thats not used for
determination of 
the pattern. you can very well have a 6/8 phrase in a 5/4 pattern without a problem.
So who cares what the phrase has as a timesig. Phrases created are allways as long as the holding patterns are.

At least thats how I see it ...

hey Yammie folks, maybe a comment on this?

C.U.
Wildemar
| 9157|9129|2003-02-09 15:27:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in
mid-Pattern?|
On Sunday 09 February 2003 22:30, wildemar wrote:

> Oh now c'mon! What Kind of nay sayer collective is this?
> :-(

I said that because I suspect that implementing a mid 
pattern timesig change will involve tweaking the pattern 
data structure. Its guessing, but I think it's not just 
runtime behaviour, like a simple sysex call that changes 
the timesig value.

- Robert
| 9158|9158|2003-02-10 00:31:50|mopotbo |RS - crashmaschine|
Hi
too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really love and 
squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he menages 
to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to create.. 10 
minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be hard to 
create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.

randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.

someone else got that bedroom-problem?

benno
| 9159|9159|2003-02-10 00:31:52|goodald |Argh! what do i do? recorded knob movements too crazy|
ok.. i LOVE that we can go to record and back to play in realtime 
now, way cool.. but i keep running into this problem.

i forget i'm in record (not just play) and, for example, tweak the 
lfo knob, or lfo depth.. maybe i'll do this for a minute or two, 
trying to find settings i like.. anyway.. suddenly i notice my 
instruments sounds like cr*p and fading in and out like crazy.. oh 
no.. i'm still in record and it's been recording my lfo changes for 



the past couple minutes.. watching the voice edit screen i see the 
lfo settings swinging around wildly.. 

i try using record overdub and turning the knob slightly hoping it 
will (take over) and leave me with a single setting.. no luck.. it 
keeps going nuts..

is there a job or easy way to tell the rs to ignore the recorded lfo 
changes and listen to me? i think i've been doing alot but only 
just noticed why my sounds get all crazy.. i've scrapped a few tracks 
i started on cause i was really beginning to think i was mad..

which i may be, but at least i can blame it ON something now.. anyone 
have a solution?
| 9160|9158|2003-02-10 00:46:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS - crashmaschine|
On Monday 10 February 2003 00:22, "mopotbo wrote:

> someone else got that bedroom-problem?

Not *this* one, heh. ;)
How much memory do you have installed in your .. partner?
And when you start the slice procedure, how much of that is 
free? Slicing, especially on larger samples (and also 
depending on the selected slicing algorithm) can take a LOT 
of memory. And if it isn't available, some reported the RS 
to behave this way. Kind of a headache thing I guess.

- Robert
| 9161|9159|2003-02-10 01:13:15|Oscar Finch|Re: Argh! what do i do? recorded knob movements too crazy|
Use the ERASE EVENT JOB :P . Make sure you are woeking on the correct Phrase No. first.Then select From
M001:01:000 to destination end measure M008:04:479 (this is just and example for an 8 bar phrase ok).Use the
F2 and F4 function knobs . Change ALL to CC:Control Change and in this case specify the CC for LFO speed
(CC076). Then if you've modulated the Filters via the LFO select (CC016) or (CC017) for AMP mod depth and
(CC077) for Pitch Mod depth. This will erase all the realted CC events and not touch any other data what so ever
within that specified phrase No.My suggestion is to make up a chart of all visible CC data numbers and attach it
to the wall near your RS so you have a quick reference guide for erasing unwanted CC , Sysex ,Aftertouch
,Velocity and other such settings from phrases wihout destroying the original notation data. You can if you so
choose erase all CC's only for that phrase and start again which in this case could be a lot easier for you to do.
My advice as I've stated time and time again is to use the step sequncer for CC data control. You can be more
specific on bar/beat and gate resolution , program in LFO fade in's and outs etc etc that stay in perfect sync even
after using the PLAY EFFECT jobs like beat stretch etc etc etc.... Just think of the step sequncer as an extended
linear modulation sequencer and learn all those CC's and you'll start to understand why I praise this feature so
highly. Loads and loads of sonic options to be explored here that can really give the RS7000 TG a serious WOW
factor and expressive control that brings the unit to life ;). --- On Sun 02/09, goodald < datek@raverkids.com >
wrote:From: goodald [mailto: datek@raverkids.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 10 Feb 2003
04:56:16 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Argh! what do i do? recorded knob movements too crazyok.. i LOVE that we
can go to record and back to play in realtime now, way cool.. but i keep running into this problem.i forget i'm in
record (not just play) and, for example, tweak the lfo knob, or lfo depth.. maybe i'll do this for a minute or two,
trying to find settings i like.. anyway.. suddenly i notice my instruments sounds like cr*p and fading in and out
like crazy.. oh no.. i'm still in record and it's been recording my lfo changes for the past couple minutes..
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watching the voice edit screen i see the lfo settings swinging around wildly.. i try using record overdub and
turning the knob slightly hoping it will (take over) and leave me with a single setting.. no luck.. it keeps going
nuts..is there a job or easy way to tell the rs to ignore the recorded lfo changes and listen to me? i think i've been
doing alot but only just noticed why my sounds get all crazy.. i've scrapped a few tracks i started on cause i was
really beginning to think i was mad..which i may be, but at least i can blame it ON something now.. anyone have
a solution?===================RS7000 GROUP================Home:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo
unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9162|9162|2003-02-10 04:40:58|steffen V torset|Re: Digest Number 750|
no.. only that one track.. strange..

>Are there any other RS tracks that transmit to midi channel 1?

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger - Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner
| 9163|9158|2003-02-10 06:30:53|BennoBartels|Re: RS - crashmaschine|

>How much memory do you have installed in your .. partner?

my babe has everything it needs, 64 mb...
but i think you´re right, perhaps there was not enough FREE memory.
but to crash is a very -zickig- behavour, isn´t it...?
they should fix it... like they should fix so much..
but i think they will built a super RS9000XXL or sth..

benno
| 9164|9159|2003-02-10 11:29:56|goodald |Re: Argh! what do i do? recorded knob movements too crazy|
Thanks Oscar! I will give this a try. I'm really starting to enjoy 
myself. I've also tried changing some of the ways I try to make 
music. I have a hard time getting the right "sound" and find myself 
spending a long time on a single track. So after an hour I might have 
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2 or 3 tracks that sound good but hard to get inspired about. I am 
now trying to hammer out a couple tracks at a time, then going back 
to change effect and voice settings... seems to be working better 
for me and I'm getting more accomplished. I really need to start 
marking down the voices/kit sounds i like cause i spend a long time 
just trying to find an appropriate instrument. 

Plus.. a lot of kit sounds are the same.. hit a key in one kit and 
the same key in another can be identical (or VERY close).. 

guess tahts why we have the sampler though :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Use the ERASE EVENT JOB :P . Make sure you are woeking on the 
correct Phrase No. first.Then select From M001:01:000 to destination 
end measure M008:04:479 (this is just and example for an 8 bar phrase 
ok).Use the F2 and F4 function knobs . Change ALL to CC:Control 
Change and in this case specify the CC for LFO speed (CC076). Then if 
you've modulated the Filters via the LFO select (CC016) or (CC017) 
for AMP mod depth and (CC077) for Pitch Mod depth. This will erase 
all the realted CC events and not touch any other data what so ever 
within that specified phrase No.My suggestion is to make up a chart 
of all visible CC data numbers and attach it to the wall near your RS 
so you have a quick reference guide for erasing unwanted CC , 
Sysex ,Aftertouch ,Velocity and other such settings from phrases 
wihout destroying the original notation data. You can if you so 
choose erase all CC's only for that phrase and start again which in 
this case could be a lot easier for you to do. My advice as I've 
stated time and time again is to use the step sequncer for CC data 
control. You can be more specific on bar/beat and gate resolution , 
program in LFO fade in's and outs etc etc that stay in perfect sync 
even after using the PLAY EFFECT jobs like beat stretch etc etc 
etc.... Just think of the step sequncer as an extended linear 
modulation sequencer and learn all those CC's and you'll start to 
understand why I praise this feature so highly. Loads and loads of 
sonic options to be explored here that can really give the RS7000 TG 
a serious WOW factor and expressive control that brings the unit to 
life ;). --- On Sun 02/09, goodald < datek@r... > 
wrote:From: goodald [mailto: datek@r...]To: RS7000@y...: Mon, 10 Feb 
2003 04:56:16 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Argh! what do i do? recorded 
knob movements too crazyok.. i LOVE that we can go to record and back 
to play in realtime now, way cool.. but i keep running into this 
problem.i forget i'm in record (not just play) and, for example, 
tweak the lfo knob, or lfo depth.. maybe i'll do this for a minute or 
two, trying to find settings i like.. anyway.. suddenly i notice my 
instruments sounds like cr*p and fading in and out like crazy.. oh 
no.. i'm still in record and it's been recording my lfo changes for 
the past couple minutes.. watching the voice edit screen i see the 
lfo settings swinging around wildly.. i try using record overdub and 
turning the knob slightly hoping it will (take over) and leave me 
with a single setting.. no luck.. it keeps going nuts..is there a job 
or easy way to tell the rs to ignore the recorded lfo changes and 
listen to me? i think i've been doing alot but only just noticed 
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why my sounds get all crazy.. i've scrapped a few tracks i started on 
cause i was really beginning to think i was mad..which i may be, but 
at least i can blame it ON something now.. anyone have a solution?
===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha 
Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9165|9158|2003-02-10 15:37:13|tabascotv |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
Is this normal RS7000 behaviour, a crash every week? 

TTV

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BennoBartels" wrote:
> 
> >How much memory do you have installed in your .. partner?
> 
> my babe has everything it needs, 64 mb...
> but i think you´re right, perhaps there was not enough FREE memory.
> but to crash is a very -zickig- behavour, isn´t it...?
> they should fix it... like they should fix so much..
> but i think they will built a super RS9000XXL or sth..
> 
> benno

| 9166|9158|2003-02-10 15:41:18|wildemar|Re: RS - crashmaschine|

> but to crash is a very -zickig- behavour, isn´t it...?
> ...
> benno

'Zickig' ey?
Sounds funny in an English post. next time u might wanna use *bitchy*.

I'm such a wiseass ;-)
Wildemar
| 9167|9167|2003-02-11 00:37:50|BennoBartels|Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!|
oh sorry, i really didn´t want to frighten someone. in my anger i exaggerated. ( ´cause it was so *bitchy* ..
[thanks you Wildemar])
actually my rs crached about 5 times in one year, and i use it nearly every day and night, in the studio as a
sampler/drummodule, on the train and in my bed to make musical snapshots, on stage to make the people
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dance... and so on...
Is this normal RS7000 behaviour, a crash every week? 

TTV

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9168|9158|2003-02-11 01:33:10|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tabascotv " 
wrote:

> Is this normal RS7000 behaviour, a crash every week? 

I have mine now for so many months...it never crashed on me.
| 9169|9158|2003-02-11 01:34:27|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> 
> I'm such a wiseass ;-)

No, but a smartass, know-it-all, smart aleck

:)
| 9170|9167|2003-02-11 01:36:27|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BennoBartels" wrote:
[...]i use it nearly every [...] night [...] in my bed 

PERVERT! Get a girlfriend!

| 9171|9171|2003-02-11 03:13:15|basicchannel9092001
try it!

for PC
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.zip

for MAC
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.hqx
| 9172|9167|2003-02-11 04:03:38|BennoBartels|Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!|
my girlfriend doesn´t worry about that, she likes my rs, too.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BennoBartels" wrote:
[...]i use it nearly every [...] night [...] in my bed 

PERVERT! Get a girlfriend!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9173|9171|2003-02-11 04:20:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
On Tuesday 11 February 2003 11:13, "basicchannel9092001 
wrote:

> try it!
>
> for PC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.z
>ip
>
> for MAC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.h
>qx

That's a nice surprise! V1.21? Wow.
I can't read japanese, so both the readme.txt and the pdf 
file are gibberish for me. The pdf seems to be the v1.2 
file. The readme file could be interesting... :(

I guess they fixed that bug that caused the RS to crash when 
jumping from Loop Remix mode to Pattern Chain mode while 
playing.

- Robert
| 9174|9171|2003-02-11 05:41:54|Latif |Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
hmmmm, interesting ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "basicchannel9092001 " 
wrote:

> try it!
> 
> for PC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.zip
> 
> for MAC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.hqx

| 9175|9171|2003-02-11 05:56:32|Latif |Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
just upgraded my unit, seems they fixed it.
when sequencer is running, you can't jump 
out of loop-remix into patt-chain or song mode anymore.. 
gooooood!!
:-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "basicchannel9092001 " 
wrote:

> try it!
> 
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> for PC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.zip
> 
> for MAC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.hqx

| 9176|9171|2003-02-11 06:16:02|BennoBartels|Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
did anyone tried it yet?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2003 12:20 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!

On Tuesday 11 February 2003 11:13, "basicchannel9092001 
wrote:
> try it!
>
> for PC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.z
>ip
>
> for MAC
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/soft/rs7121up.h
>qx

That's a nice surprise! V1.21? Wow.
I can't read japanese, so both the readme.txt and the pdf 
file are gibberish for me. The pdf seems to be the v1.2 
file. The readme file could be interesting... :(

I guess they fixed that bug that caused the RS to crash when 
jumping from Loop Remix mode to Pattern Chain mode while 
playing.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 9177|9171|2003-02-11 06:25:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
On Tuesday 11 February 2003 13:56, "Latif wrote:

> just upgraded my unit, seems they fixed it.
> when sequencer is running, you can't jump
> out of loop-remix into patt-chain or song mode anymore..
> gooooood!!

Great! I'm surprised they picked it up.
Did we get 18 more filters? ;)

- Robert
| 9178|9171|2003-02-11 06:31:02|basicchannel9092001

>The readme file could be interesting... :(

The description about the bug fix currently written 
in the Read Me file as follows

< V1. 20�¨ V1. 21 > 
* the trouble which returns to the top when 
STEP REC ends in SONG mode was fixed.
* some bug fixed

btw,I really want to know what [some bug] is! :-)
sorry for my stupid english.
| 9179|9171|2003-02-11 06:45:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
On Tuesday 11 February 2003 14:30, "basicchannel9092001 
wrote:

> >The readme file could be interesting... :(
>
> The description about the bug fix currently written
> in the Read Me file as follows
>
> < V1. 20�¨ V1. 21 >
> * the trouble which returns to the top when
> STEP REC ends in SONG mode was fixed.
> * some bug fixed
>
> btw,I really want to know what [some bug] is! :-)

Me too! :) I guess its the Loop Remix bug.

> sorry for my stupid english.

Thank you!

- Robert
| 9180|9171|2003-02-11 07:26:59|Latif |Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 11 February 2003 13:56, "Latif wrote:
> > just upgraded my unit, seems they fixed it.
> > when sequencer is running, you can't jump
> > out of loop-remix into patt-chain or song mode anymore..
> > gooooood!!
> 
> Great! I'm surprised they picked it up.
> Did we get 18 more filters? ;)
> 
> - Robert

gnignignigni yes it even sings now
:P
| 9181|9167|2003-02-11 07:35:16|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BennoBartels" wrote:

> 
> my girlfriend doesn´t worry about that, she likes my rs, too.

LOL...RS = RieSen??? :))))
| 9182|1220|2003-02-11 07:37:29|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /os/OS v1.21 for PC 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : New OS v1.21 for PC 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/OS%20v1.21%20for%20PC 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 9183|1220|2003-02-11 07:39:00|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.
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File : /os/OS v1.21 for MAC 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : New OS v1.21 for MAC 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/OS%20v1.21%20for%20MAC 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 9184|9167|2003-02-11 07:46:06|BennoBartels|Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!|
nerd

----- Original Message ----- 
From: mailto:tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2003 3:35 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BennoBartels" wrote:
> 
> my girlfriend doesn´t worry about that, she likes my rs, too.

LOL...RS = RieSen??? :))))

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9185|9167|2003-02-11 07:52:23|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine... not really!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BennoBartels" wrote:

> nerd
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For you...MISTER Nerd!!!

;)
| 9186|9158|2003-02-11 12:04:52|dodeca02 |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
F#$KING ARGH!

Yeah, I just experienced this problem yesterday, although in a 
different way. I had just finished resampling and slicing a bassline 
a couple of different times to get it just so, and then about five 
mins later, the RS locked up on me... losing three hours of work.

I was, uh, slightly pissed to say the least. ;)

Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? I figured 
they were just waiting until the 909 came out, although I'm starting 
to get ansy as I'd like to see the less intuitive parts of the 
machine well, intuitive. ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " wrote:
> Hi
> too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really love and 
> squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he 
menages 
> to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to create.. 
10 
> minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be hard to 
> create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.
> 
> randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.
> 
> someone else got that bedroom-problem?
> 
> 
> benno

| 9187|9158|2003-02-11 19:25:59|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dodeca02 " 

> Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? 

Try the new OSv1.21...link is in the file section.
| 9188|9158|2003-02-12 02:52:42|okoyemaya |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
Have you tried ? And?.... What is the proceedure, just like with 
1.2 ? Transfer to the card ? Please le us know, before I mess up well 
working system.
Okoyem 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dodeca02 " 
> > Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? 
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> 
> Try the new OSv1.21...link is in the file section.

| 9189|9171|2003-02-12 03:08:49|bilterfucht |Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
Why is it i cannot find anything about an OS-upgrade on the official 
Yamaha-website?
| 9190|9171|2003-02-12 03:26:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
On Wednesday 12 February 2003 11:08, "bilterfucht wrote:

> Why is it i cannot find anything about an OS-upgrade on
> the official Yamaha-website?

Because it has not yet been officially anounced?

- Robert
| 9191|9158|2003-02-12 07:29:33|tompaulsen2002 |Re: RS - crashmaschine|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Have you tried ? And?.... What is the proceedure, just like with 
> 1.2 ? Transfer to the card ? 

I haven´t tried yet, but i am very sure, procedure is the same.
| 9192|9171|2003-02-12 13:33:42|djboy112st |Re: Some Bug Fixed? OS v1.21 OUT NOW!|
And possibly because the files are in Japanese instead of English.. 
Perhaps they're just waiting on someone to finish the english 
versions of the PDF files that go in the Zip.. For a minute thre I 
was afraid that if I upgraded the OS, all of the text on the LCD 
would change to Japanese.. but it Didnt.. i'm on 1.21 and in full 
english. =)

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 12 February 2003 11:08, "bilterfucht wrote:
> > Why is it i cannot find anything about an OS-upgrade on
> > the official Yamaha-website?
> 
> Because it has not yet been officially anounced?
> 
> - Robert

| 9193|9193|2003-02-12 13:44:53|djboy112st |interesting OS upgrade trend..|
The last two times Yammie has released OS upgrades, I have had to 
perform "special functions" in order to get them to work.. Both for 
the upgrade from 1.14 to 1.2 and from 1.2 to 1.21.. This is really 
no big deal, but might be something some of you find interesting.

I have two smartmedia cards. One is the 8mb card Yammie provided 
with the RS and the other is a 32mb card I bought a few days after 
getting the RS. When doing an OS upgrade, they recommend that you 
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delete all the files off the card and have ONLY the OS's .PGM file on 
the card. Ok.. So i go into windows explorer and delete all my RS 
patterns off the card after copying them to my harddrive.. Then put 
the PGM file onto the card as the only file.. When I go to do the OS 
update, it will get thru block 1 of 2 and then tell me there is a 
checksum error and it cannot continue.. So what I did was put the SM 
card back into my PC and do a FORMAT on the card, replace the PGM 
file and try again - no go, still got the checksum error.. 

So after this i put the smartmedia card into the RS and let the RS 
format the card, then once again transfer the .PGM file onto the card 
from the computer.. This way, the OS update worked without a 
problem.. And this was the second time in a row that I have had to 
do it that way; it didnt matter which of the two cards I used; they 
both had to be formatted by the RS before the RS would accept the OS 
update file.. So for the FAQ, we might want to add a "sure-fire OS 
upgrade technique" as follows:

1 - Remove SM card from RS, and copy all pattern and sample files to 
Computer harddrive for backup purposes.

2 - Place SM card back into RS and press SAVE x 4 (format) and let 
the RS format the SM card.

3 - Place freshly RS-formatted SM card back into computer's SM reader 
and transfer ONLY the .PGM file onto the card.

4 - Proceed with OS upgrade by turning on RS while holding down REC 
and STOP, follow onscreen instructions.

...Just a thought.. has anyone else had this issue when doing an OS 
update??

/[ one30six ]\
| 9194|9193|2003-02-12 15:20:10|mmittner |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
strange ... i haven't deleted any files on my card, i even still had the old pgm file from the 1.2 update on it so the
rs told me that i need to insert a card with only ONE pgm file :-) i had no problems at all. and this card wasn't
formatted with the rs.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st " wrote:
> The last two times Yammie has released OS upgrades, I have had to 
> perform "special functions" in order to get them to work.. Both for 
> the upgrade from 1.14 to 1.2 and from 1.2 to 1.21.. This is really 
> no big deal, but might be something some of you find interesting.
> 
> I have two smartmedia cards. One is the 8mb card Yammie provided 
> with the RS and the other is a 32mb card I bought a few days after 
> getting the RS. When doing an OS upgrade, they recommend that you 
> delete all the files off the card and have ONLY the OS's .PGM file on 
> the card. Ok.. So i go into windows explorer and delete all my RS 
> patterns off the card after copying them to my harddrive.. Then put 
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> the PGM file onto the card as the only file.. When I go to do the OS 
> update, it will get thru block 1 of 2 and then tell me there is a 
> checksum error and it cannot continue.. So what I did was put the SM 
> card back into my PC and do a FORMAT on the card, replace the PGM 
> file and try again - no go, still got the checksum error.. 
> 
> So after this i put the smartmedia card into the RS and let the RS 
> format the card, then once again transfer the .PGM file onto the card 
> from the computer.. This way, the OS update worked without a 
> problem.. And this was the second time in a row that I have had to 
> do it that way; it didnt matter which of the two cards I used; they 
> both had to be formatted by the RS before the RS would accept the OS 
> update file.. So for the FAQ, we might want to add a "sure-fire OS 
> upgrade technique" as follows:
> 
> 1 - Remove SM card from RS, and copy all pattern and sample files to 
> Computer harddrive for backup purposes.
> 
> 2 - Place SM card back into RS and press SAVE x 4 (format) and let 
> the RS format the SM card.
> 
> 3 - Place freshly RS-formatted SM card back into computer's SM reader 
> and transfer ONLY the .PGM file onto the card.
> 
> 4 - Proceed with OS upgrade by turning on RS while holding down REC 
> and STOP, follow onscreen instructions.
> 
> ...Just a thought.. has anyone else had this issue when doing an OS 
> update??
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

| 9195|9158|2003-02-12 17:34:18|pseudo nexus|Re: RS - crashmaschine|
dont do or press anything while your slicing.
thats what i found to aviod this problem.
kt

----- Original Message ----- 
From: dodeca02 <aphex99@hotmail.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 5:34 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine

F#$KING ARGH!

Yeah, I just experienced this problem yesterday, although in a 
different way. I had just finished resampling and slicing a bassline 
a couple of different times to get it just so, and then about five 
mins later, the RS locked up on me... losing three hours of work.

I was, uh, slightly pissed to say the least. ;)

Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? I figured 
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they were just waiting until the 909 came out, although I'm starting 
to get ansy as I'd like to see the less intuitive parts of the 
machine well, intuitive. ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " wrote:
> Hi
> too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really love and 
> squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he 
menages 
> to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to create.. 
10 
> minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be hard to 
> create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.
> 
> randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.
> 
> someone else got that bedroom-problem?
> 
> 
> benno

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9196|9193|2003-02-13 00:45:40|tompaulsen2002 |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
I never experienced this problem. I guess it also depends on maybe 
which kind of cardreader and what kind of OS on the computer you 
work with. The last time when i put the .pgm file on the card-reader 
i was doing it under Windows 98SE...now for v1.21 i have a fresh new 
computer with Windows XP SP1 installed...i can imagine i might get 
the same problem...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st " 
wrote:

> ...Just a thought.. has anyone else had this issue when doing an 

OS 
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> update??
> 
> /[ one30six ]\

| 9197|9193|2003-02-13 00:46:20|tompaulsen2002 |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> strange ... i haven't deleted any files on my card, i even still 

had the old pgm file from the 1.2 update on it so the rs told me 
that i need to insert a card with only ONE pgm file :-) i had no 
problems at all. and this card wasn't formatted with the rs.

What OS do you have on your computer?
| 9198|9198|2003-02-13 00:56:45|phoen1x909 |OSv1.21|
Works great, I tried it. I loaded it the same way as v1.2
| 9199|9193|2003-02-13 00:57:04|Mr.Smith|Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
Can I just state for the record that I have performed my upgrade without
having to remove song files from my smart media card. IE Having enough
space on my SM card I just copied the .PGM file to the Card and uploaded
it to the RS with the songfiles still resident on the card. Worked
first time withiout incident. The only point of consideration on this
is that every song was within its own directory and not on the root of
the card.

Not even two cents worth but y'know.......

-----Original Message-----
From: djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net> [mailto:lysene@thcnet.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 13 February 2003 7:45 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] interesting OS upgrade trend..

The last two times Yammie has released OS upgrades, I have had to 
perform "special functions" in order to get them to work.. Both for 
the upgrade from 1.14 to 1.2 and from 1.2 to 1.21.. This is really 
no big deal, but might be something some of you find interesting.

I have two smartmedia cards. One is the 8mb card Yammie provided 
with the RS and the other is a 32mb card I bought a few days after 
getting the RS. When doing an OS upgrade, they recommend that you 
delete all the files off the card and have ONLY the OS's .PGM file on 
the card. Ok.. So i go into windows explorer and delete all my RS 
patterns off the card after copying them to my harddrive.. Then put 
the PGM file onto the card as the only file.. When I go to do the OS 
update, it will get thru block 1 of 2 and then tell me there is a 
checksum error and it cannot continue.. So what I did was put the SM 
card back into my PC and do a FORMAT on the card, replace the PGM 
file and try again - no go, still got the checksum error.. 
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So after this i put the smartmedia card into the RS and let the RS 
format the card, then once again transfer the .PGM file onto the card 
from the computer.. This way, the OS update worked without a 
problem.. And this was the second time in a row that I have had to 
do it that way; it didnt matter which of the two cards I used; they 
both had to be formatted by the RS before the RS would accept the OS 
update file.. So for the FAQ, we might want to add a "sure-fire OS 
upgrade technique" as follows:

1 - Remove SM card from RS, and copy all pattern and sample files to 
Computer harddrive for backup purposes.

2 - Place SM card back into RS and press SAVE x 4 (format) and let 
the RS format the SM card.

3 - Place freshly RS-formatted SM card back into computer's SM reader 
and transfer ONLY the .PGM file onto the card.

4 - Proceed with OS upgrade by turning on RS while holding down REC 
and STOP, follow onscreen instructions.

...Just a thought.. has anyone else had this issue when doing an OS 
update??

/[ one30six ]\

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9200|9193|2003-02-13 00:57:39|wildemar|Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|

> 1 - Remove SM card from RS, and copy all pattern and sample files to
> Computer harddrive for backup purposes.
>
> 2 - Place SM card back into RS and press SAVE x 4 (format) and let
> the RS format the SM card.
>
> 3 - Place freshly RS-formatted SM card back into computer's SM reader
> and transfer ONLY the .PGM file onto the card.
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>
> 4 - Proceed with OS upgrade by turning on RS while holding down REC
> and STOP, follow onscreen instructions.
>
> ...Just a thought.. has anyone else had this issue when doing an OS
> update??
>
> /[ one30six ]\

Well, the manual states (if I recall correctly ...) The smartcards are formated in the DOS filesystem, which would
be FAT. 
(Thats the technical term, not a joke :-)
Windows 95 and up (which I suppose you use) however format Disks in FAT32, which creates smaller "sectors"
on the 
disc. So the amount of "sectors" taken by the pgm file is different. If this amount is used to create the checksum,
it just 
*has* to be different on A FAT32 Disc.

So maybe you should format the disk in DOS or get a format prog that lets you choose FAT. Well, or let the RS
do the 
formatting ... :-)

Just a guess, and I'm not a pro.
| 9201|9129|2003-02-13 00:58:23|wildemar|Re: How many of you would like too change timesig in mid-Pattern?
|
I'M SUCH A MORON!

:-D

Its so damn obvious, I never realized it. And as far as I can tell noone else did either.

On Friday 07 February 2003, Brigman wrote:
>or, can't you just use the 'bigger' time sigs creatively?

Yea, or why don't I just use as many 1/4 bars as I need? Why didnt I think of this earlier?

So the solution to my 5/4 - 4/4 - 7/4 - 3/4 problem is ... ?
Right, 19 x 1/4 !

Y'know what that means? I can finally start RS'ing my old songs. Whiieepiee!! :*-D

some things are so easy. Yet most of those escape me ...

C.U.
Wildemar

| 9202|9193|2003-02-13 00:58:40|beleevah |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
The thing is that the RS uses DOS for formatting and other data 
storage functions. That means strictly 'hard core' MS-DOS - eight 
character file names and no upper case/lower case distinction. If 
you format in Windows, you allow longer file names, both upper case 



and lower case and spaces, etc.

That is why you are recommended to use the RS for formatting cards 
and disks in the manual I presume.
| 9203|9203|2003-02-13 00:58:50|beleevah |New Firmware v1.21|
The new firmware seems to work very well.

But can anyone who still uses v1.20 tell me whether their display 
shows 'REC STANDBY' on the top left of the screen when actually 
recording in Overdub or Replace modes (SONG or PATTERN)?
| 9204|9193|2003-02-13 00:59:56|tompaulsen2002 |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Well, the manual states (if I recall correctly ...) The smartcards 

are formated in the DOS filesystem, which would be FAT. 

That´s it! you got it! :)
| 9205|9193|2003-02-13 04:11:07|mmittner |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|

> What OS do you have on your computer?

win98se

-mike
| 9206|9193|2003-02-13 04:17:23|tompaulsen2002 |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
wrote:

> > What OS do you have on your computer?
> 
> win98se

I agree with Wildemar...it´s that FAT/FAT32 problem.
| 9207|9193|2003-02-13 04:51:31|mmittner |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " aulsen2002@y...> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
> wrote:
> > > What OS do you have on your computer?
> > 
> > win98se
> 
> I agree with Wildemar...it´s that FAT/FAT32 problem.

i guess that's true, i never formatted one of my cards with the pc, they we= 
re all preformatted (and i think since they were produced for digicams which= 
use fat16).

so then we have another feature request? fat32 and ntfs in the rs? and prob= 
ably a reiserfs implementation wouldn't do any harm either :-)
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-mike
| 9208|9193|2003-02-13 05:26:31|tompaulsen2002 |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 

> so then we have another feature request? fat32 and ntfs in the rs? 

and prob=

> ably a reiserfs implementation wouldn't do any harm either :-)

I´m for ext2/3 implementation...:)))
| 9209|9209|2003-02-13 08:40:59|Jo |build-in drumkits and filters|
hello all, 

Haven't been posting much but been keeping up on postings for about 1 
year . Now I have 1 unanswered issue. 

Why is that when I am using build-in drumkit samples, I only seem to 
be able to use one kind of filter????Its the first LP filter. If I 
change to another filter the yellow led changes but the sound remains 
the same. It's getting on my nerves. I know that it's not good 
practice to use a hi pass on a kicks and muffs but there are also 
snares, cymbals and other neet hi pitch percussions to play with. 

Thanks for your help. 

BTW what does sysex means?

Jo
| 9210|9209|2003-02-13 09:27:13|a_lepusa |Re: build-in drumkits and filters|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jo " 
wrote:

> hello all, 
> 
> Haven't been posting much but been keeping up on postings for about 

1 

> year . Now I have 1 unanswered issue. 
> 
> Why is that when I am using build-in drumkit samples, I only seem 

to 

> be able to use one kind of filter????Its the first LP filter. If I 
> change to another filter the yellow led changes but the sound 

remains 

> the same. It's getting on my nerves. I know that it's not good 
> practice to use a hi pass on a kicks and muffs but there are also 
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> snares, cymbals and other neet hi pitch percussions to play with. 
> 
> Thanks for your help. 
> 
> BTW what does sysex means?
> 
> 
> Jo

1/
try some other kits- think the ones with the N- then you´ll be
able to use the filters u want.

2/
sysex means "system exclusive".
this is some sort of language which allows you to control things like 
section changes or efx parameters etc. 
usually it´s hexadecimal-code. 
all the machines can be controlled via sysex, but it´s individual
to the different units by different brands. 
i.e. the RS will not understand sysex from a roland machine or a korg 
as far as i understood... 
you can look the sysex up in your manual, so you can find out what 
hex-queues you need to input for which function. to be honest i never 
dealt with em, but it´s only a question of time when i start
messing around with these. gives you deeper control possibilities.

my explanation is pretty poor have to tackle this one myself, i´m 
sorry but maybe this one clears the clouds a little bit for u

http://data.rs7000.org/midi.php?view=1950
http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
s=&threadid=271&highlight=sysex

best, flim
| 9211|9209|2003-02-13 09:48:10|Jo |Re: build-in drumkits and filters|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jo " 
> 

Hey thanks for the info, i'll go look it up. As for the drumkits, 
It's a pain in the a** but I make my own samples anyways. It's just 
that I use the drumkits for prelim composing.

Jo

> 1/
> try some other kits- think the ones with the N- then you´ll be

http://data.rs7000.org/midi.php?view=1950
http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> able to use the filters u want.
> 
> 2/
> sysex means "system exclusive".
> this is some sort of language which allows you to control things 

like 

> section changes or efx parameters etc. 
> usually it´s hexadecimal-code. 
> all the machines can be controlled via sysex, but it´s individual
> to the different units by different brands. 
> i.e. the RS will not understand sysex from a roland machine or a 

korg 

> as far as i understood... 
> you can look the sysex up in your manual, so you can find out what 
> hex-queues you need to input for which function. to be honest i 

never 

> dealt with em, but it´s only a question of time when i start
> messing around with these. gives you deeper control possibilities.
> 
> my explanation is pretty poor have to tackle this one myself, i´m 
> sorry but maybe this one clears the clouds a little bit for u
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/midi.php?view=1950
> http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
> s=&threadid=271&highlight=sysex
> 
> best, flim

| 9212|9203|2003-02-13 10:19:25|jayd009 |Re: New Firmware v1.21|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beleevah "
wrote:

> The new firmware seems to work very well.
> 
> But can anyone who still uses v1.20 tell me whether their display 
> shows 'REC STANDBY' on the top left of the screen when actually 
> recording in Overdub or Replace modes (SONG or PATTERN)?

I just looked. 'REC STANDBY' is located on the top right-hand side
of the screen on those recording modes (in both PATTERN and SONG
modes).
| 9213|9213|2003-02-13 11:11:04|Ronald|feature request for future update.|
Hi all,

I would like to see a feature implemented wich i think would be very nice to
have: (for pattern mode lovers)
- To be able to save a scene memory in a section with or without mutes,

http://data.rs7000.org/midi.php?view=1950
http://www.midisite.com/info/synth/SysEx.htm
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


just press store and than a section.

This way one could make subtle or big changes from section to section.
Your section wil always sound the way you intended.

Before i bought the RS i thought u could save all voice settings in a
section, but found out that the knob settings remain the same.(from section
to section)
Maybe there is already a workaround for this or i'm overlooking something?

GrtzZzz Roonan.
come and visit my new website: www.roonan.nl (almost finished)
| 9214|9193|2003-02-13 11:11:07|beleevah |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
FAT32 only works with WINDOWS 98 and upwards. The RS only uses FAT32 
with fixed hard drives 'over 260MB'. Using FAT32 with small drives 
and cards would be very inefficient as it is optimised for use with 
drives over 2GB. Its cluster size is double that of FAT16 for small 
drives/cards. Partition sizes below 512MB are not supported by 
FAT32. The file system in the RS uses basic MS-DOS and IMHO I think 
it does not agree with WINDOWS enhancements like long file names, 
upper and lower case characters and use of spaces, etc.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
> > so then we have another feature request? fat32 and ntfs in the 

rs? 

> and prob=
> > ably a reiserfs implementation wouldn't do any harm either :-)
> 
> I´m for ext2/3 implementation...:)))

| 9215|9215|2003-02-13 13:47:50|kaiserzwei |Run external audio through RS7000 mixer and/or effects?|
Hi guys,

perhaps you can help me w/ this one. Is it possible to use the
analog ins of the RS for anything else than during sampling? I mean, 
it would be nice to run the sound of my BassStation through the EQs and
effects of the RS, ideally simply as one of the channels in the mixer.
The manual gives no hints on how to do this - does anyone out there 
know whether it can be done? 

thanks a million,

K2
| 9216|9203|2003-02-13 13:57:21|beleevah |Re: New Firmware v1.21|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jayd009 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beleevah "
> wrote:
> > The new firmware seems to work very well.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > 
> > But can anyone who still uses v1.20 tell me whether their display 
> > shows 'REC STANDBY' on the top left of the screen when actually 
> > recording in Overdub or Replace modes (SONG or PATTERN)?
> 
> I just looked. 'REC STANDBY' is located on the top right-hand side
> of the screen on those recording modes (in both PATTERN and SONG
> modes).

Thanks a lot.

I had imagined that it should go from 'REC STANDBY' to 'RECORDING'. 
It probably did in v1.14 and earlier. The ability to switch in and 
out of record in v1.20/1.21 means the display would have to change 
during recording/playing. Maybe that would be a problem.
| 9217|9217|2003-02-13 13:57:35|saaibaa |I want my rs7k now!|
Just needed to say that... ordered one from thomann.de a couple of 
days ago... just hope to have it within next week... or someone have 
to get kicked hard somewhere.
| 9218|9209|2003-02-13 14:06:41|tompaulsen2002 |Re: build-in drumkits and filters|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 

> 1/
> try some other kits- think the ones with the N- then you´ll be
> able to use the filters u want.

When you check the manual it tells you that the RS has three 
different kinds of drumsets. The one where you can use all 18 filter 
are the ones with all kickdrums, all snares, all hihats and so on.

And of course, if you resample a drumloop you can use every filter 
also.
| 9219|9217|2003-02-13 15:05:55|BennoBartels|Re: I want my rs7k now!|
i know how you feel! i waited soooooo long for my ob-12 synthie. today i got it... oh happy day...

----- Original Message ----- 
From: mailto:saaibaa <leifcr@hekta.org 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2003 9:20 PM
Subject: [RS7000] I want my rs7k now!

Just needed to say that... ordered one from thomann.de a couple of 
days ago... just hope to have it within next week... or someone have 
to get kicked hard somewhere.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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mailto:leifcr@hekta.org
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/


Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9220|9215|2003-02-13 16:09:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Run external audio through RS7000 mixer and/or
effects?|
On Thursday 13 February 2003 21:47, "kaiserzwei wrote:

> Hi guys,
>
> perhaps you can help me w/ this one. Is it possible to
> use the analog ins of the RS for anything else than
> during sampling? I mean, it would be nice to run the
> sound of my BassStation through the EQs and effects of
> the RS, ideally simply as one of the channels in the
> mixer. The manual gives no hints on how to do this - does
> anyone out there know whether it can be done?

Yes this can be done. See entry 11.4 of our faq:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 9221|9221|2003-02-14 00:58:10|wildemar|Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
About time now I wrote down some ideas I had that would 'knock it up a notch'

Bamm!

One.
Why is it not possible to name Patterns? This would help alot getting a logigal structure into your song (if you
have 
logical structures, that is ;-). Those names could then be displayed on screen in Pattern and Pattern Chain modes.
Same line as the stylename, on the right hand side. Enough space there.

Two.
The Pattern Patch display shows the Phrase*numbers* in the tracktable and the Phrase*names* in the bottom
area. 
Wouldnt it make more sense the other way round. So you see all the phrases by name at the same time. They are
much 
easier to identify by their respective names than by their numbers.

Three.
Well , beeing able to directly mark and overwrite files while saving is nothing new to ask for. Just wanted to
remind you. 
Though I'm already pretty quick at writing AUTOLD_1 ;-D

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


Four.
Grid Rec. This goes a little deeper.
a)
You know how this one drum machine that everybody loves (some-909 or other) used to work. Tapping a step
once 
gives a normal beat, twice gives a harder one. Would be cool if the RS worked the same way (lit LED=normal
velocity, 
flashing=harder). Or by hitting the F3 button one could switch though several (user definable) velocity presets.
OR the 
keypads 1-9 could be used to select preset velocities (which I would prefer).
b)
I miss Humanize Job. I know its a cheat, but so is Quantize. Anyways in grid mode, wouldnt it be nice if you
could 
define a small range in which notes are randomly shifted from their regular positions?
So by, say a value of 6 every note is set at a random position within 6 ticks before or after the mathmatically
correct time 
postion. The value could be set by pressing F4 if this parameter is added to the Resolution box (just like the way
you set 
the Meter in Pattern mode).
Same thing with velocity in the Velocity box - in which case you would *have* to use the keypad for preset
selection 
(see 4a).
c)
Similar functions might be added to the Step Rec mode.

Five.
A general 'sloppy timing' setting could be introduced. As we all know, humans dont have perfect timing and will
play 
musical pieces with varying tempos (tempi?). Perhaps a per-style and and extra offset per-pattern parameter
could be 
used to simulate those imperfections.

Six.
AFAIK its not possible to freeze song progression in Pattern Chain mode. Its such an obvious feature, and its
simply 
missing! Just by hitting PLAY again the chain should keep jumping back to when the current pattern beginns. 
Meanwhile the PLAY LED could flash half time to indicate the looping. And when Play is hit again, the Chain
jumps to 
the start of the next section. There it would be useful to be able to choose if the Chain actually jumps right after
turning 
off the loop or if it plays on until the next section starts.
And then even more sophisticated Mark/Jump/Loop options would be thinkable but lets go easy on the Yammie
folks.
For now >:-)

Seven.
Why do I have to perform the extract job at all? Why can't I trim Samples directly on the Trim page? <:-\

Thinking of logigal structures again:
Eight.
An 'Arrange Pattern' Job would be very helpfull in organizing patterns. Sometimes you (well I at least) create a
pattern 
that you think might work earlier in the song.
Then imaginge you have about ten patterns already, how would you squeeze the new pattern 11 between 1 and 2,



making pat 11 pat 2, pat 2 pat 3, pat 3 pat 4, and so on.
You'd either forget about it and leave your patterns an unsorted mess, or go though the s-pain copying patterns
around 
until your head aches and you're out of energy OR you would use the 'Arrange Pattern' Job. I would.
And if this job would also make the appropriate changes to existing chains already using those patterns (like
adding the 
new pattern x times between the old ones and changing the following section calls accordingly).
Maybe a switch could also be implemented giving you the ability to swap two patterns instead of moving one
between 
others.

Nine.
A general macro function would be nice (Shift+Keypad).

Alotta wuoldashouldacoulda, right?

I have more, but somehow I think these ideas would justify developing an all new Seq, so lets stick with those
above 
for now.

What do you think? Questions? Comments?

C.U.
Wilmedar
| 9222|9217|2003-02-14 02:04:39|a_lepusa |Re: I want my rs7k now!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "saaibaa " 
wrote:

> Just needed to say that... ordered one from thomann.de a couple of 
> days ago... just hope to have it within next week... or someone 

have 

> to get kicked hard somewhere.

congrats!! i understand you well but just be a little patient - 
thomann is pretty quick.
anticipate approx 3-4 days and the mailman will ring on your door...
had to brace myself not to hug him, hehe.
best, flim
:))
| 9223|9221|2003-02-14 02:22:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
On Friday 14 February 2003 00:13, wildemar wrote:

> About time now I wrote down some ideas I had that would
> 'knock it up a notch'
>
> Bamm!
>
> One.
> Why is it not possible to name Patterns? This would help
> alot getting a logigal structure into your song (if you

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> have logical structures, that is ;-). Those names could
> then be displayed on screen in Pattern and Pattern Chain
> modes. Same line as the stylename, on the right hand
> side. Enough space there.

Agreed. I guess Y thought it wouldn't be used much, which 
could be true. I would use it, but not very often. Maybe 
after I've completed a song to document the patterns.

>
> Two.
> The Pattern Patch display shows the Phrase*numbers* in
> the tracktable and the Phrase*names* in the bottom area.
> Wouldnt it make more sense the other way round. So you
> see all the phrases by name at the same time. They are
> much easier to identify by their respective names than by
> their numbers.

Depends. When using prefab phrases, the shown number 
includes the phrase category, allowing you to get the 
general idea of what's going on on all tracks. Add to that 
that many users won't name their phrases (too much work) 
and I can understand the current approach. But it would be 
nice as an option yes.

>
> Three.
> Well , beeing able to directly mark and overwrite files
> while saving is nothing new to ask for. Just wanted to
> remind you. Though I'm already pretty quick at writing
> AUTOLD_1 ;-D

That would be so nice yes. I'm now using very short names 
like D1, D2, etc. 

>
> Four.
> Grid Rec. This goes a little deeper.
> a)
> You know how this one drum machine that everybody loves
> (some-909 or other) used to work. Tapping a step once
> gives a normal beat, twice gives a harder one. Would be
> cool if the RS worked the same way (lit LED=normal
> velocity, flashing=harder). Or by hitting the F3 button
> one could switch though several (user definable) velocity
> presets. OR the keypads 1-9 could be used to select
> preset velocities (which I would prefer). 



Sounds nice, but can't really comment on this one as I don't 
use grid record. Wasn't there a trick available with the 
two rubber pads?

b)

> I miss Humanize Job. I know its a cheat, but so is
> Quantize. Anyways in grid mode, wouldnt it be nice if you
> could define a small range in which notes are randomly
> shifted from their regular positions? So by, say a value
> of 6 every note is set at a random position within 6
> ticks before or after the mathmatically correct time
> postion. The value could be set by pressing F4 if this
> parameter is added to the Resolution box (just like the
> way you set the Meter in Pattern mode).
> Same thing with velocity in the Velocity box - in which
> case you would *have* to use the keypad for preset
> selection (see 4a).

All of this could also be implemented as a Randomize job. 
I'd like that.

> c)
> Similar functions might be added to the Step Rec mode.
>
> Five.
> A general 'sloppy timing' setting could be introduced. As
> we all know, humans dont have perfect timing and will
> play musical pieces with varying tempos (tempi?). Perhaps
> a per-style and and extra offset per-pattern parameter
> could be used to simulate those imperfections.
>
> Six.
> AFAIK its not possible to freeze song progression in
> Pattern Chain mode. Its such an obvious feature, and its
> simply missing! Just by hitting PLAY again the chain
> should keep jumping back to when the current pattern
> beginns. Meanwhile the PLAY LED could flash half time to
> indicate the looping. And when Play is hit again, the
> Chain jumps to the start of the next section. There it
> would be useful to be able to choose if the Chain
> actually jumps right after turning off the loop or if it
> plays on until the next section starts. And then even
> more sophisticated Mark/Jump/Loop options would be
> thinkable but lets go easy on the Yammie folks. For now
> >:-)

Nice one.



>
> Seven.
> Why do I have to perform the extract job at all? Why
> can't I trim Samples directly on the Trim page? <:-\

Trimming anf extracting are two different things. The latter 
actually removes the sample data before the start and after 
the end point. So once you did an extract, you no longe can 
change the trim points back to the start and end of the 
sample data.

>
> Thinking of logigal structures again:
> Eight.
> An 'Arrange Pattern' Job would be very helpfull in
> organizing patterns. Sometimes you (well I at least)
> create a pattern that you think might work earlier in the
> song.
> Then imaginge you have about ten patterns already, how
> would you squeeze the new pattern 11 between 1 and 2,
> making pat 11 pat 2, pat 2 pat 3, pat 3 pat 4, and so on.
> You'd either forget about it and leave your patterns an
> unsorted mess, or go though the s-pain copying patterns
> around until your head aches and you're out of energy OR
> you would use the 'Arrange Pattern' Job. I would. And if
> this job would also make the appropriate changes to
> existing chains already using those patterns (like adding
> the new pattern x times between the old ones and changing
> the following section calls accordingly). Maybe a switch
> could also be implemented giving you the ability to swap
> two patterns instead of moving one between others.

Nice, but this could also be done by copying the patterns in 
the wanted order into another style. It's not the same, but 
it should work. But the proposed rearrange job would be 
better yes.

I'll add these to the wishlist in the faq.

- Robert
| 9224|9193|2003-02-14 05:08:32|mmittner |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " aulsen2002@y...> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " 
> > so then we have another feature request? fat32 and ntfs in the rs? 
> and prob=
> > ably a reiserfs implementation wouldn't do any harm either :-)
> 
> I´m for ext2/3 implementation...:)))

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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hmm ... you make me thinking of telling yamaha about my wonderful mikefs, w= 
hich can save hundreds of terabytes on a single-sided 8" floppy disk (using = 
a new technology called "compression") and implements my proprietary aldi ("= 
amazing little dwarf inside") caching system which allows you to load files = 
before creating them .. but the problem is that i ran out of dwarfs recently= 
:-(

-mike
| 9225|9221|2003-02-14 05:49:42|okoyemaya |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
Don`t you want too much ? And what for ? These humanasers ???? Do 
what I do (and I am not the only one) play in real time ! Then 
humanise by hand in edit mode too. Epriment and learn. Interesting, 
when people from these forums heard some stuff of mine some 
smartasses immediately critisised these parts which were not done 
like that, they caught me... . I liked that, promise to work harder. 
Do not get misguided by TV "supergroups", "superstars", to make 
something good you have to study and give your time. There is no good 
instant coffee, want good coffe you need the coffe and good machine 
and someone who knows how to do it. I you do not hear, do not know 
what you want to hear no machine will help you. The best it can do is 
an imitation of something. Just like cheap synths, may sound like 
moog or prophet but only Zawinul can make real Zawinul`s sound.
Electonic music is even more demanding on creative human factor, the 
producer/musician brings life to the electronic.
Have patience, and I promise you it is also fun.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> About time now I wrote down some ideas I had that would 'knock it 
up a notch'
> 
> Bamm!
> 
> One.
> Why is it not possible to name Patterns? This would help alot 
getting a logigal structure into your song (if you have 
> logical structures, that is ;-). Those names could then be 
displayed on screen in Pattern and Pattern Chain modes. 
> Same line as the stylename, on the right hand side. Enough space 
there.
> 
> Two.
> The Pattern Patch display shows the Phrase*numbers* in the 
tracktable and the Phrase*names* in the bottom area. 
> Wouldnt it make more sense the other way round. So you see all the 
phrases by name at the same time. They are much 
> easier to identify by their respective names than by their numbers.
> 
> Three.
> Well , beeing able to directly mark and overwrite files while 
saving is nothing new to ask for. Just wanted to remind you. 
> Though I'm already pretty quick at writing AUTOLD_1 ;-D
> 
> Four.
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> Grid Rec. This goes a little deeper.
> a)
> You know how this one drum machine that everybody loves (some-909 
or other) used to work. Tapping a step once 
> gives a normal beat, twice gives a harder one. Would be cool if the 
RS worked the same way (lit LED=normal velocity, 
> flashing=harder). Or by hitting the F3 button one could switch 
though several (user definable) velocity presets. OR the 
> keypads 1-9 could be used to select preset velocities (which I 
would prefer).
> b)
> I miss Humanize Job. I know its a cheat, but so is Quantize. 
Anyways in grid mode, wouldnt it be nice if you could 
> define a small range in which notes are randomly shifted from their 
regular positions?
> So by, say a value of 6 every note is set at a random position 
within 6 ticks before or after the mathmatically correct time 
> postion. The value could be set by pressing F4 if this parameter is 
added to the Resolution box (just like the way you set 
> the Meter in Pattern mode).
> Same thing with velocity in the Velocity box - in which case you 
would *have* to use the keypad for preset selection 
> (see 4a).
> c)
> Similar functions might be added to the Step Rec mode.
> 
> Five.
> A general 'sloppy timing' setting could be introduced. As we all 
know, humans dont have perfect timing and will play 
> musical pieces with varying tempos (tempi?). Perhaps a per-style 
and and extra offset per-pattern parameter could be 
> used to simulate those imperfections.
> 
> Six.
> AFAIK its not possible to freeze song progression in Pattern Chain 
mode. Its such an obvious feature, and its simply 
> missing! Just by hitting PLAY again the chain should keep jumping 
back to when the current pattern beginns. 
> Meanwhile the PLAY LED could flash half time to indicate the 
looping. And when Play is hit again, the Chain jumps to 
> the start of the next section. There it would be useful to be able 
to choose if the Chain actually jumps right after turning 
> off the loop or if it plays on until the next section starts.
> And then even more sophisticated Mark/Jump/Loop options would be 
thinkable but lets go easy on the Yammie folks.
> For now >:-)
> 
> Seven.
> Why do I have to perform the extract job at all? Why can't I trim 
Samples directly on the Trim page? <:-\
> 
> Thinking of logigal structures again:
> Eight.
> An 'Arrange Pattern' Job would be very helpfull in organizing 



patterns. Sometimes you (well I at least) create a pattern 
> that you think might work earlier in the song.
> Then imaginge you have about ten patterns already, how would you 
squeeze the new pattern 11 between 1 and 2, 
> making pat 11 pat 2, pat 2 pat 3, pat 3 pat 4, and so on.
> You'd either forget about it and leave your patterns an unsorted 
mess, or go though the s-pain copying patterns around 
> until your head aches and you're out of energy OR you would use 
the 'Arrange Pattern' Job. I would.
> And if this job would also make the appropriate changes to existing 
chains already using those patterns (like adding the 
> new pattern x times between the old ones and changing the following 
section calls accordingly).
> Maybe a switch could also be implemented giving you the ability to 
swap two patterns instead of moving one between 
> others.
> 
> Nine.
> A general macro function would be nice (Shift+Keypad).
> 
> 
> Alotta wuoldashouldacoulda, right?
> 
> 
> I have more, but somehow I think these ideas would justify 
developing an all new Seq, so lets stick with those above 
> for now.
> 
> What do you think? Questions? Comments?
> 
> C.U.
> Wilmedar

| 9226|9193|2003-02-14 11:55:34|tompaulsen2002 |Re: interesting OS upgrade trend..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner " problem is that i ran out of dwarfs recently=

> :-(
> 
> -mike

Hmmm...i am sure you can order some from here:

http://www.gartenzwerge.biz/

:)
| 9227|9215|2003-02-14 14:17:34|kaiserzwei |Re: Run external audio through RS7000 mixer and/or effects?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Yes this can be done. See entry 11.4 of our faq:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Thanks Robert ... should have read the FAQ, not the manual ...

K2
| 9228|9221|2003-02-14 16:32:56|wildemar|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

> Don`t you want too much ? And what for ? These humanasers ???? Do
> what I do (and I am not the only one) play in real time ! Then
> humanise by hand in edit mode too. Epriment and learn. Interesting,
> when people from these forums heard some stuff of mine some
> smartasses immediately critisised these parts which were not done
> like that, they caught me... . I liked that, promise to work harder.
> Do not get misguided by TV "supergroups", "superstars", to make
> something good you have to study and give your time. There is no good
> instant coffee, want good coffe you need the coffe and good machine
> and someone who knows how to do it. I you do not hear, do not know
> what you want to hear no machine will help you. The best it can do is
> an imitation of something. Just like cheap synths, may sound like
> moog or prophet but only Zawinul can make real Zawinul`s sound.
> Electonic music is even more demanding on creative human factor, the
> producer/musician brings life to the electronic.
> Have patience, and I promise you it is also fun.
> Okoyemaya

Yea ok, lets just swallow everything we're fed with ...
Whenever did I suggest the RS is unusable? It works great, but why shouldnt we try to give Yammie some hints
to 
make it better. So if you wouldnt use this Humanize feature, so what? Dont use it then. But If I compare editing
a 
sequence in edit mode with having a built in function do the job for me ... well let me think ...

Wildemar
| 9229|746|2003-02-14 19:38:05|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|Poll results for RS7000 |
The following RS7000 poll is now closed. Here are the 
final results: 

POLL QUESTION: After updating your RS with the OS v1.2 
do you think the RS7000 is now a cult-
sequencer for studio and live and you 
would recommend it to anyone, who is 
looking for a hardware sequencer? And 
you think it�s now the best on the 
market 

CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Abosof**klutely!, 3 votes, 10.00% 
- Yes, almost perfect, 14 votes, 46.67% 
- Yes it�s fine now, though a few things could be better, 11 votes, 36.67% 
- It�s ok, some things are better solved by other companies, 1 votes, 3.33% 
- I will sell mine., 1 votes, 3.33% 



For more information about this group, please visit 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 

For help with Yahoo! Groups, please visit
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/
| 9230|9221|2003-02-15 01:25:48|okoyemaya |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
Misunderstanding, there is no job that can make music alive, human, 
groovy, funky or whatever you may call it. RS is suppose to serve 
professional or those with such an ambition. There is no f...g random 
in the world of art, random generated splashes of colors may generate 
a pattern but not a painting. It is all about intentionallity, but 
perhaps you do not aim that high and you are neither want to be 
artist. But in this case you should look for consumer gadget like 
some Casio or Roland that may have these "instant" functions. Still I 
would encourage you and others to try to be musicians, it is nice, 
and lots of fun though with a price tag a some work.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Don`t you want too much ? And what for ? These humanasers ???? Do
> > what I do (and I am not the only one) play in real time ! Then
> > humanise by hand in edit mode too. Epriment and learn. 
Interesting,
> > when people from these forums heard some stuff of mine some
> > smartasses immediately critisised these parts which were not done
> > like that, they caught me... . I liked that, promise to work 
harder.
> > Do not get misguided by TV "supergroups", "superstars", to make
> > something good you have to study and give your time. There is no 
good
> > instant coffee, want good coffe you need the coffe and good 
machine
> > and someone who knows how to do it. I you do not hear, do not 
know
> > what you want to hear no machine will help you. The best it can 
do is
> > an imitation of something. Just like cheap synths, may sound like
> > moog or prophet but only Zawinul can make real Zawinul`s sound.
> > Electonic music is even more demanding on creative human factor, 
the
> > producer/musician brings life to the electronic.
> > Have patience, and I promise you it is also fun.
> > Okoyemaya
> 
> 
> Yea ok, lets just swallow everything we're fed with ...
> Whenever did I suggest the RS is unusable? It works great, but why 
shouldnt we try to give Yammie some hints to 
> make it better. So if you wouldnt use this Humanize feature, so 
what? Dont use it then. But If I compare editing a 
> sequence in edit mode with having a built in function do the job 
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for me ... well let me think ...
> 
> Wildemar

| 9231|8709|2003-02-15 09:02:47|studio_6512 |some questions|
Greetings all,

I am new to the group, so please excuse my ignorance with Yamaha 
products. I have played with Yammie products in the past, in the 
stores, and borrowed from friends. Never owned, always purchased, 
Roland, E-mu, Alesis, Kawai, and Akai. I do like the sounds the 
Yammie's produce, but in the past I have had issues with polyphony 
limitations, ie not enough plyfny.

1st question, is this fixed now?

2nd question. I have played with the MC-909, OK sounds, nice 
sampler, and features. Looks nice as well. Is the RS7K easier to 
use than the MC-909. I saw a video off the web demoing the MC-909, 
is there one available for the RS7k, so that I can compare. It 
seems that the price is comprable, and I think the RS is expandable 
I hope someone can clarify that.

I used the the Yammie handheld sequencer, the 99 I think, I liked 
it, but then again it was a plyphony issue again. but the sounds 
were cool for the price. anyway, are there some die hard Yammie 
fans here that can tell me what kind of support groups are around 
that you would recommend, as I see so many of them. I am really 
starting to favor Yamaha, becuase of its support, compared the the 
Roland... 

thanks for your time...

DJ_vgrep
| 9232|9221|2003-02-15 14:29:02|wildemar|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

> Misunderstanding, there is no job that can make music alive, human,
> groovy, funky or whatever you may call it. RS is suppose to serve
> professional or those with such an ambition. There is no f...g random
> in the world of art, random generated splashes of colors may generate
> a pattern but not a painting. It is all about intentionallity, but
> perhaps you do not aim that high and you are neither want to be
> artist. But in this case you should look for consumer gadget like
> some Casio or Roland that may have these "instant" functions. Still I
> would encourage you and others to try to be musicians, it is nice,
> and lots of fun though with a price tag a some work.
> Okoyemaya

So basically what youre saying is that there's a difference between a human shifting note by six ticks or a
machine 
shifting a note by six ticks.
Well ...
There isnt.



And I wasn't talking about getting 'groove' into your music at all.
As you probably don't know: Humans playing Instruments always produce little variances because their muscles
don't 
always get the exact amount of substances (I don't know the English terms for them, like proteins) at the exact
musical 
times. The point is: These little variances are *completely random*. And there's no such thing as will in that.
The thing in 
musc we call the 'human factor' is nothing more than imperfection. Pure intention is unnatural and thus inhuman.
The 
way we deal with randomness creates art.

I was referring to this fact when asking for a randomize feature. I understand your view of this. I however use
the RS 
mainly to replace a Band - I'm a fan of handmade music myself. And a band, no matter how good, doesnt have a 
perfect 480ppqn timing.

oh and one more thing: please don't take yourself and your music making too seriously. At the end of the day
we're all 
just people piling up sounds and calling that music. We and our music are no more special than the water that
falls from 
the sky or the waste thats going down our toilets. Speciality is in us, not between us.

wildemar
| 9233|9221|2003-02-15 18:39:31|okoyemaya |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
Perhaps for you music and what you leave in the toilet is the same 
for me it is not. I am musician, perhaps even fanatical from your 
point of view. I did spent several years practising from 8 to 14 
hours daily so please do not explain me about human imperfection, 
humans can be much closer to perfection then any machine. 6 ticks 
maybe 6 ticks but an artist may take intentional- intellectual or 
intuitiv decision of doing 6 or 2 or 128. Well, I guess I write it 
for others not you my friend. Seems you belong to naive category of 
fellows who think that buying a sequenzer or pc and software will 
let you make music without knowing what music is, have fun but have 
mercy on those who you may force to listen to it. You miss some very 
basic principles of what art (of any kind ) is ? 
I do take music seriously, because it is worth, thanks to music I had 
some best experiences in my life, travelled, stayed in great hotels, 
met great people, had some increadible women.... . I am serious so 
much that I even write knowing you may not get it, yet wishing that 
unknown Mr Wildemar may discover something about the world, and 
himself. What else is worth to take seriously? Eating ? Shitting ? 
Going to Iraq ?
Choice is yours
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Misunderstanding, there is no job that can make music alive, 
human,
> > groovy, funky or whatever you may call it. RS is suppose to serve
> > professional or those with such an ambition. There is no f...g 
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random
> > in the world of art, random generated splashes of colors may 
generate
> > a pattern but not a painting. It is all about intentionallity, 
but
> > perhaps you do not aim that high and you are neither want to be
> > artist. But in this case you should look for consumer gadget like
> > some Casio or Roland that may have these "instant" functions. 
Still I
> > would encourage you and others to try to be musicians, it is 
nice,
> > and lots of fun though with a price tag a some work.
> > Okoyemaya
> 
> So basically what youre saying is that there's a difference between 
a human shifting note by six ticks or a machine 
> shifting a note by six ticks.
> Well ...
> There isnt.
> And I wasn't talking about getting 'groove' into your music at all.
> As you probably don't know: Humans playing Instruments always 
produce little variances because their muscles don't 
> always get the exact amount of substances (I don't know the English 
terms for them, like proteins) at the exact musical 
> times. The point is: These little variances are *completely 
random*. And there's no such thing as will in that. The thing in 
> musc we call the 'human factor' is nothing more than imperfection. 
Pure intention is unnatural and thus inhuman. The 
> way we deal with randomness creates art.
> 
> I was referring to this fact when asking for a randomize feature. I 
understand your view of this. I however use the RS 
> mainly to replace a Band - I'm a fan of handmade music myself. And 
a band, no matter how good, doesnt have a 
> perfect 480ppqn timing.
> 
> oh and one more thing: please don't take yourself and your music 
making too seriously. At the end of the day we're all 
> just people piling up sounds and calling that music. We and our 
music are no more special than the water that falls from 
> the sky or the waste thats going down our toilets. Speciality is in 
us, not between us.
> 
> wildemar

| 9234|9221|2003-02-16 03:34:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
On Sunday 16 February 2003 02:39, "okoyemaya wrote:

> Perhaps for you music and what you leave in the toilet is
> the same for me it is not. I am musician, perhaps even
> fanatical from your point of view. I did spent several
> years practising from 8 to 14 hours daily so please do
> not explain me about human imperfection, humans can be
> much closer to perfection then any machine. 6 ticks maybe



> 6 ticks but an artist may take intentional- intellectual
> or intuitiv decision of doing 6 or 2 or 128. Well, I
> guess I write it for others not you my friend. Seems you
> belong to naive category of fellows who think that buying
> a sequenzer or pc and software will let you make music
> without knowing what music is, have fun but have mercy on
> those who you may force to listen to it. You miss some
> very basic principles of what art (of any kind ) is ? I
> do take music seriously, because it is worth, thanks to
> music I had some best experiences in my life, travelled,
> stayed in great hotels, met great people, had some
> increadible women.... . I am serious so much that I even
> write knowing you may not get it, yet wishing that
> unknown Mr Wildemar may discover something about the
> world, and himself. What else is worth to take seriously?
> Eating ? Shitting ? Going to Iraq ?
> Choice is yours
> Okoyemaya

STOP THIS!!
These are personal attacks, and if you like to continue with 
this, please use private email (or a good fight), but don't 
do this here.

As a personal note, I don't think that using tools like 
randomizers or quantizers in a music production will 
degrade the art level of the production. It all depends on 
how these tools are used and in what context. There are 
music styles that are based on randomness. It all depends 
on what you're after, as a musician and listener. 

I have deep respect for the craftmanship of artists with 
many years of experience that make music I will never able 
to make. I have the same respect for people who create a 
beatiful piece of music, with hardly any experience. 

- Robert
| 9235|9221|2003-02-16 06:27:20|faxorgy |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

> One.
> Why is it not possible to name Patterns? This would help alot 

getting a logigal structure into your song (if you have 

> logical structures, that is ;-). Those names could then be 

displayed on screen in Pattern and Pattern Chain modes. 

> Same line as the stylename, on the right hand side. Enough space 

there.

One - well we already have the ability to name phrases within each 
section within a style . Which to me anyway is maore helpful than a 



section name within a style and far more specific when it comes to 
phrase handling.

> Two.
> The Pattern Patch display shows the Phrase*numbers* in the 

tracktable and the Phrase*names* in the bottom area. 

> Wouldnt it make more sense the other way round. So you see all the 

phrases by name at the same time. They are much 

> easier to identify by their respective names than by their numbers.

Two- As stated above if you name all your user phrases , keep 
paramater hold on and mixer set to "phrase" all the relevant 
information is clearly visible

> Three.
> Well , beeing able to directly mark and overwrite files while 

saving is nothing new to ask for. Just wanted to remind you. 

> Though I'm already pretty quick at writing AUTOLD_1 ;-D

Three - ggod suggestion but it would be quite easy to over-write a 
style set unintentionally. Sometimes it's best to keep saving 
different takes of a work in progress as several back-ups so if you 
edit to far you have a cross reference from say a week or 2 weeks 
prior.

> Four.
> Grid Rec. This goes a little deeper.
> a)

Four-

> You know how this one drum machine that everybody loves (some-909 

or other) used to work. Tapping a step once 

> gives a normal beat, twice gives a harder one. Would be cool if the 

RS worked the same way (lit LED=normal velocity, 

> flashing=harder). Or by hitting the F3 button one could switch 



though several (user definable) velocity presets. OR the 

> keypads 1-9 could be used to select preset velocities (which I 

would prefer).

A- velocity is assignable via function knob 3 in grid record per note 
(if you hold shift and scroll it goes through in values of 10 as 
opposed to increments of 1) you can also set velocity input to random 
in grid mode already so a moot point but I get your drift.
B&C

> b)
> I miss Humanize Job. I know its a cheat, but so is Quantize. 

Anyways in grid mode, wouldnt it be nice if you could 

> define a small range in which notes are randomly shifted from their 

regular positions?

> So by, say a value of 6 every note is set at a random position 

within 6 ticks before or after the mathmatically correct time 

> postion. The value could be set by pressing F4 if this parameter is 

added to the Resolution box (just like the way you set 

> the Meter in Pattern mode).
> Same thing with velocity in the Velocity box - in which case you 

would *have* to use the keypad for preset selection 

> (see 4a).
> c)
> Similar functions might be added to the Step Rec mode.

Ok you have quantize ,note shift , clock shift and grid groove all of 
which so pretty much the same things you wan't. You could set up 
clock shift templates for tracks in the scene memories and use these 
live too. So far most of these functions I can perfom already ;-)

> Five.
> A general 'sloppy timing' setting could be introduced. As we all 

know, humans dont have perfect timing and will play 

> musical pieces with varying tempos (tempi?). Perhaps a per-style 

and and extra offset per-pattern parameter could be 



> used to simulate those imperfections.

Five - CC and groove templates can be burned to empty tracks and 
those tracks assigned to the TG track of a pre-sequnced phrase part.
Muting or unmuting this empty notation track will perform the same 
task your after with a great deal more customisation by you. At the 
end of the day maximum control is very important . I rather build 
these features myself to taste per style than have preset templates 
supplied by Yamaha. Personal pereference I know but hey I like that 
level of editability. :-P

> Six.
> AFAIK its not possible to freeze song progression in Pattern Chain 

mode. Its such an obvious feature, and its simply 

> missing! Just by hitting PLAY again the chain should keep jumping 

back to when the current pattern beginns. 

> Meanwhile the PLAY LED could flash half time to indicate the 

looping. And when Play is hit again, the Chain jumps to 

> the start of the next section. There it would be useful to be able 

to choose if the Chain actually jumps right after turning 

> off the loop or if it plays on until the next section starts.
> And then even more sophisticated Mark/Jump/Loop options would be 

thinkable but lets go easy on the Yammie folks.

> For now >:-)

Six -
I agree pattern chain could be greatly improved IMHO and you raise 
some good points here. That said there are lots of "put phrase jobs" 
etc etc after pattern chain that allow for alot of virtual midi data 
cut and pasting. It's a trade off but once mastered is just and fast 
and flexible but I do think you have a point there .

> Seven.
> Why do I have to perform the extract job at all? Why can't I trim 

Samples directly on the Trim page? <:-\

Seven - 
Extract is actaully different to Triming samples. Extract is the 



Yammie equivalent of truncating. If you ever slice loops by hand ;-) 
or like to edit more later it is sometime nice to have more sample 
data to mess around with even though start and end loop points have 
been set already . Extract to free up sample memory and/or only when 
it's actually needed. If you ever copy samples you'll know why I dont 
always 'extract' the unwanted portions of certain samples ;). I won't 
go into detail but it's an important feature of some certain 
production tricks of mine. ;-)

> Thinking of logigal structures again:
> Eight.
> An 'Arrange Pattern' Job would be very helpfull in organizing 

patterns. Sometimes you (well I at least) create a pattern 

> that you think might work earlier in the song.
> Then imaginge you have about ten patterns already, how would you 

squeeze the new pattern 11 between 1 and 2, 

> making pat 11 pat 2, pat 2 pat 3, pat 3 pat 4, and so on.
> You'd either forget about it and leave your patterns an unsorted 

mess, or go though the s-pain copying patterns around 

> until your head aches and you're out of energy OR you would use 

the 'Arrange Pattern' Job. I would.

> And if this job would also make the appropriate changes to existing 

chains already using those patterns (like adding the 

> new pattern x times between the old ones and changing the following 

section calls accordingly).

> Maybe a switch could also be implemented giving you the ability to 

swap two patterns instead of moving one between 

> others.

Eight - sometimes it helps to get good house keeping practices in the 
studio from the get go. IE: naming phrases , burning TG headers 
having a working method of track and section assignment etc etc etc.
I'd rather do it myself. if I muff up it's my fault if the RS 
corrupted the data through built in functions I'd be pretty pissed.
Some fine ideas in there though.

> Nine.
> A general macro function would be nice (Shift+Keypad).



> 
> 
> Alotta wuoldashouldacoulda, right?

Nine - macro functions (you have heaps of them already dont you LOL :-
P..... 

> I have more, but somehow I think these ideas would justify 

developing an all new Seq, so lets stick with those above 

> for now.
> 
> What do you think? Questions? Comments?
> 
> C.U.
> Wilmedar

Some good point's Wilmedar but I can still perform most the functions 
you wish for already and very quickly. Unit's like this take a while 
to become second nature and as far as hardware sequencers go this is 
probably the most fun and intuitive unit I have yet to encounter.
I feel you wish for the machine to think like a person. When we must 
actually learn to think like the machine to get optimum results. 
Maybe I'm strange I like having my working methods challenged and 
finding new ways of articulating through experimenting with editing 
functions in an often hardcore (if not totally anal) manner. For me 
it only enriches the creative process as apposed to stifling it. I 
can only speak for myself here. you may find this kid of work flow a 
hinderence. i personally do not. And as for the RS she may not be 
perfect but the beauty is in the imperfection. To me the RS is more a 
technological work of art than a machine. funny i kno but I've grown 
to love her little quirks and have learnt to use them to my advantage.

Over and Out

oscar aka fax
| 9236|9221|2003-02-16 10:04:38|wasted/su700fan|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

>On Sunday 16 February 2003 02:39, "okoyemaya wrote:

>These are personal attacks, and if you like to continue with 
>this, please use private email (or a good fight), but don't 
>do this here.
>
>As a personal note, I don't think that using tools like 



>randomizers or quantizers in a music production will 
>degrade the art level of the production. It all depends on 
>how these tools are used and in what context. There are 
>music styles that are based on randomness. It all depends 
>on what you're after, as a musician and listener. 
>
>I have deep respect for the craftmanship of artists with 
>many years of experience that make music I will never able 
>to make. I have the same respect for people who create a 
>beatiful piece of music, with hardly any experience. 
>
>- Robert

Agreed Robert. This has gone far enough on this list.
And IMHO, FWIW, if you want the "human randomness"
timing in your sequences when using the RS7000, do it as
I do. Play your rhythms, basslines, whatever, manually
into the machine while in RECORD mode. Don't use GRID
or STEP RECORD mode all the time. Find out how much
fun and "humanising" it is to use OVERDUB or REPLACE
RECORD modes. That'll give you your humanising factor
you want that no sequencer can ever randomize as well
as a person could.

Try it, you might actually like it (and learn a new way of
operating your beloved RS7ks). And in the process
make your grooves that much more "groovy." One beat
might be 23 ticks early, another 45 late, the next right on
the beat, and the 4th 3 ticks wherever. Get the point.
Now that's what "humanising" is.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9237|9237|2003-02-17 00:41:44|jason |loading multiple patterns with same sample sets|
I have a complaint.... when I load a pattern that uses a sample voice 
and the sample is already loaded in the RS, 

I get this screen: (f2-skip all, f3-renumber). 

I am requesting that the option be: (f2-skip all, f3-renumber, f4- 
skip existing) 

This way the RS would detect which common samples are already loaded, 
skip them, but load common samples that arent already in the machine.

with only 64mb ram you cant afford to renumber existing samples and 
if you skip all, while not all samples are loaded your pattern uses 
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other sounds and sucks. 

I realize with some planning this all could be avoided, but I am 
constantly making new sample sets and importing them into the RS, and 
am a little unorganized in this respect, I love dealing with new 
sounds, integrating them with old samples, mixing, remixing, etc.

mc-909 has 270 something mb ram, how nice would that be; with as 
cheap and advanced as ram chips are I cant see why yamaha only made 
64mb, why so limiting in this age of technology, I want half gig of 
sample ram! hehe

other than these two things the new OS is rock solid, super phat. 
Truly a powerful machine. Not major complaints but in my opinion 
would improve the RS.

peace,

jas
| 9238|8709|2003-02-17 01:29:19|tompaulsen2002 |Re: some questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "studio_6512 " 

> 1st question, is this fixed now?

Really depends on how you use the RS. 62 voice polyphony is the max 
on the RS. If you use a lot of MIDI-delay it get´s eaten up quickly.
Nontheless you can always add external gear, since the RS is mainly 
a hardware sequencer, not a TG.

> 
> 2nd question. I have played with the MC-909, OK sounds, nice 
> sampler, and features. Looks nice as well. Is the RS7K easier to 
> use than the MC-909. 

I haven´t played much with the MC909, but from what i tried so far 
and heard from other people, the RS is just as good. The screen of 
course is smaller, and the "Micro Edit"mode is more like an Amiga 
Noisetracker style ;) but the interface offers more direct easier 
access to parameter. E.g. the FX can be all edited directly with a 
knob turn. Really intuitive. And for special FX twists, you also 
have a menu structure. I´d say certain things are better solved on 
the MC909, other things are better solved on the RS, which makes 
them equal.
The timing is on both groovy and tight.
My biggest complain on the RS would be that the sampler and the 
synthengine is not as advanced as it could have been. On the other 
hand the synthengine is just right the way it is now. 18 filter-
models, lots of FX, track EQ, master EQ, master FX routine etc.

My biggest complain about the MC909 would be that it doesn´t offer 
SCSI interface, 2nd MIDI-out ( both like the RS has), no direct 
access to the FX-parameter, no different lenghts of patterns, no 
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Loop Remix... 

I saw a video off the web demoing the MC-909, 

> is there one available for the RS7k, so that I can compare. 

Not really.
Best thing is, you check it out in a store.

> It 
> seems that the price is comprable, and I think the RS is 

expandable 

> I hope someone can clarify that.

RS is lower in price. 1399 Euro for the RS. The expansion board adds 
digital I/O´s and 6 analog Outs. 

> I used the the Yammie handheld sequencer, the 99 I think, I liked 
> it, but then again it was a plyphony issue again. but the sounds 
> were cool for the price. anyway, are there some die hard Yammie 
> fans here that can tell me what kind of support groups are around 
> that you would recommend, as I see so many of them. I am really 
> starting to favor Yamaha, becuase of its support, compared the the 
> Roland... 

Support groups for the RS7000...there is this mailing list here, 
which is already excellent (900+ members) (check out our file-
section, once you bought the RS, lots of good stuff in there), also 
there is:

http://www.motifator.com
http://www.rs7000.org

> 
> thanks for your time...

You´re welcome.

Töm
| 9239|9221|2003-02-17 01:37:39|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> I was referring to this fact when asking for a randomize feature. 

Interesting, that´s like my Evolver, which has a feature that can 
add a certain "slop" to one oscillators frequency, so that it shifts 
a bit, like some vintage synths.

Anyhow, i agree with Wildemar, that this would be indeed a nice and 

http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.rs7000.org/
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new feature, which for sure could produce some interesting results. 
But i also believe when you go into Edit mode and wildly change some 
notes you get the same result. More work for sure.
| 9240|9240|2003-02-17 01:39:27|Robert van der Kamp|Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
Hi all,

I'm working on the next release of the faq, and before I add 
any new articles, I want to *illustrate* it. I have already 
completely rewritten chap 4 with lots of pictures.

To focus the little spare time I have as much as possible on 
the right faq subjects, I'd like you to make a list of max 
5 subjects that you didn't understand right away from the 
manual and that could need some clarification in the form 
of pictures. 

For example, the pitch/drum sample voice structure could 
have a picture to explain the max number of available 
samples on the RS.

Once the next faq version is released, I'll try to update it 
on a regular basis by adding more pictures and articles. A 
cult machine like the RS deserves a good faq, imo.

So please send me your lists! 

- Robert
| 9241|9240|2003-02-17 01:42:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
On Monday 17 February 2003 09:39, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> So please send me your lists!

Btw, send them to this list, so others get inspired by 
reading them. ;)

- Robert
| 9242|9221|2003-02-17 01:42:40|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Perhaps for you music and what you leave in the toilet is the same 
> for me it is not. 

HEY! Tone it down! If you want to discuss something controversal, 
it´s ok when you get angry, but this personal attack was uncalled 
for. If you want to start a flame war, go to sonicstate.com or use 
PM.

We don´t tolerate bashing.

Töm (Moderator)
| 9243|9221|2003-02-17 01:51:32|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> STOP THIS!!
> These are personal attacks, and if you like to continue with 
> this, please use private email (or a good fight), but don't 
> do this here.

Ha, you were quicker than me.

> I have deep respect for the craftmanship 

Going by definition...what is music? Isn´t a musician nothing else 
than a mason? Shaping sculptures out of tone and time? Sure you can 
press Music into mathematical formulars, but that still doesn´t 
describe why it sounds good. A randomize or not randomize feature 
used to shape the sound at the end doesn´t matter, noone will notice 
if it sounds good. 

So in my opinion to argue about if you are a "real" musician when 
you don´t use those features or if you are not when you do is rather 
silly.
That´s like saying someone who only uses Lego-Bricks to built his 
sculpture is not creative.

The result is what counts, not the process and the tools used.

Just my 2 cents.
| 9244|9209|2003-02-17 06:48:24|Arnauld Michelizza|some feature request|
Rs7k is a great gear ! But here are some thing I'd like :

1) I love pattern mode, but the my problem is that there is no simple way
to make a song from a style. Here is the way I'd like to process :
- first recording a live play : turning knobs, muting tracks, changing
patterns, etc.
- then editing the recorded session to produce a clean song.

2) I'd like that muting/unmuting track is quantize (like pattern change).

3) when playing a sample, I'd like to see a little progress bar.

4) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
- to see the slices
- to modify some slices

Note : the improvment of grid mode (record on the fly, etc.)
is terrific ! Many thx for that :-))

--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 9245|9221|2003-02-17 07:55:58|okoyemaya |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Hi Töm,
Easy,this toilet stuff was a quotation from other guy`s post. I found 
it rather unpleasant, should have mention a quotation, now indeed it 
looks my expression, sorry for that. Neither intended to put him or 
anybody down, rather inspire to experiment, work some more for I 
believe it can give anyone more satisfaction and hopefully good 
results.
The basic idea is that like you wont find "red eye removal" button 
in "Photoshop" or "instant mix" in Logic or Cubase (you get these 
type of functions in consumers softwares not in pro ones). Same way I 
see RS 7000 as tool for professional use that is why I do not expect 
neither want "instant" functions. The only pro approach to 
that "groove" template matter was "DNA" who did it with Sly Dunbar 
and some other drummers but it never really worked, at least 
professionally as the company closed, and the products are impossible 
to buy anywhere. Entry level software can be found on Best 
Service "Elements" series Sample CDs. There are also hardware 
products designed for "instant" results cheaper and much easier to 
use like D2 from Roland.
If my post gave "bashing" impression , my apology specially to the 
person concerned, perhaps I am too sensitive about the subject, but 
music is my life.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > Perhaps for you music and what you leave in the toilet is the 

same 

> > for me it is not. 
> 
> HEY! Tone it down! If you want to discuss something controversal, 
> it´s ok when you get angry, but this personal attack was uncalled 
> for. If you want to start a flame war, go to sonicstate.com or use 
> PM.
> 
> We don´t tolerate bashing.
> 
> Töm (Moderator)

| 9246|9221|2003-02-17 11:43:09|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 

> If my post gave "bashing" impression , my apology specially to the 
> person concerned, 

Apology accepted. I understand your point of view. The red eye 
removal was a good analogy.

And i would say the RS has already all features to "humanize" your 
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sequences.
-----
Oscar Finch wrote:
" Ok you have quantize ,note shift , clock shift and grid groove all 
of which so pretty much the same things you wan't. You could set up 
clock shift templates for tracks in the scene memories and use these 
live too."
-----

Töm
| 9247|9240|2003-02-17 14:00:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|

>Hi all,
>
>I'm working on the next release of the faq, and before I add 
>any new articles, I want to *illustrate* it. I have already 
>completely rewritten chap 4 with lots of pictures.
>
>To focus the little spare time I have as much as possible on 
>the right faq subjects, I'd like you to make a list of max 
>5 subjects that you didn't understand right away from the 
>manual and that could need some clarification in the form 
>of pictures. 
>
>For example, the pitch/drum sample voice structure could 
>have a picture to explain the max number of available 
>samples on the RS.
>
>Once the next faq version is released, I'll try to update it 
>on a regular basis by adding more pictures and articles. A 
>cult machine like the RS deserves a good faq, imo.
>
>So please send me your lists! 
>
>- Robert

Robert--

Don't have any specific ideas right now, but if you'd like me
to be a proofreader/editor (like I mentioned way back when
about a year ago when I first got the RS7k last February
and joined this list), I'd be honored. Lemme know if you
are interested in me helping you edit the FAQ.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9248|9240|2003-02-18 00:48:02|Fierce Fish|Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
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1 Steptime/grid input of PB/CCs

2 Shortening/lengthening tracks/parts 

3 Loop remix

4 New step/grid functions

5 Resampling

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2003 8:39 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5

Hi all,

I'm working on the next release of the faq, and before I add 
any new articles, I want to *illustrate* it. I have already 
completely rewritten chap 4 with lots of pictures.

To focus the little spare time I have as much as possible on 
the right faq subjects, I'd like you to make a list of max 
5 subjects that you didn't understand right away from the 
manual and that could need some clarification in the form 
of pictures. 

For example, the pitch/drum sample voice structure could 
have a picture to explain the max number of available 
samples on the RS.

Once the next faq version is released, I'll try to update it 
on a regular basis by adding more pictures and articles. A 
cult machine like the RS deserves a good faq, imo.

So please send me your lists! 

- Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT
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Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9249|9240|2003-02-18 04:14:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
On Monday 17 February 2003 21:42, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Don't have any specific ideas right now, but if you'd
> like me to be a proofreader/editor (like I mentioned way
> back when about a year ago when I first got the RS7k last
> February and joined this list), I'd be honored. Lemme
> know if you are interested in me helping you edit the
> FAQ.

Okay, will do.

- Robert
| 9250|9240|2003-02-18 11:19:24|goodald |Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
how about, how to use a computer sequencer to build phrases in the 
rs? I've heard people mention doing this, and then recording into the 
rs, but a short walkthrough might be helpful, or recommendation of 
software sequencer, settings to use etc... I went to a hardware 
sequencer to help in live usage but some things are definately easier 
on the pc (for me anyway). I've never controlled external gear very 
well from a pc so a guide to this and how to best take advantage of 
it may be good

> I'm working on the next release of the faq, and before I add 
> any new articles, I want to *illustrate* it. I have already 
> completely rewritten chap 4 with lots of pictures.
> 
> To focus the little spare time I have as much as possible on 
> the right faq subjects, I'd like you to make a list of max 
> 5 subjects that you didn't understand right away from the 
> manual and that could need some clarification in the form 
> of pictures. 
> 
> For example, the pitch/drum sample voice structure could 
> have a picture to explain the max number of available 

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> samples on the RS.
> 
> Once the next faq version is released, I'll try to update it 
> on a regular basis by adding more pictures and articles. A 
> cult machine like the RS deserves a good faq, imo.
> 
> So please send me your lists! 
> 
> - Robert
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9251|9240|2003-02-18 12:34:01|djboy112st |Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
I would have to agree with Fierce Fish's number 5 suggestion, 
resampling.. This is one feature of the RS that I just cannot wrap 
my head around, no matter how much i read the manual. I just dont 
get it.. Now, I havent been in any dire need to use it, but I know 
that if I had a better understanding of how it worked, then I would 
definitely be utilizing it.. 

/[ one30six ]\

>> Fierce Fish Wrote.....
> [...]
>
> 5 Resampling
>
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> Subject: [RS7000] Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5
> 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> 
> Hi all,
> 
> I'm working on the next release of the faq, and before I add 
> any new articles, I want to *illustrate* it. I have already 
> completely rewritten chap 4 with lots of pictures.

| 9252|9221|2003-02-18 15:12:08|wildemar|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|

> Some good point's Wilmedar but I can still perform most the functions
> you wish for already and very quickly. Unit's like this take a while
> to become second nature and as far as hardware sequencers go this is
> probably the most fun and intuitive unit I have yet to encounter.
> I feel you wish for the machine to think like a person. When we must
> actually learn to think like the machine to get optimum results.
> Maybe I'm strange I like having my working methods challenged and
> finding new ways of articulating through experimenting with editing
> functions in an often hardcore (if not totally anal) manner. For me
> it only enriches the creative process as apposed to stifling it. I
> can only speak for myself here. you may find this kid of work flow a
> hinderence. i personally do not. And as for the RS she may not be
> perfect but the beauty is in the imperfection. To me the RS is more a
> technological work of art than a machine. funny i kno but I've grown
> to love her little quirks and have learnt to use them to my advantage.
>
> Over and Out
>
> oscar aka fax
>

Wow - THIS was a helpful post. And I'm serious here.
THX fax, those ideas/workarounds of yours are pretty cool, I'll try them.
And you're right, its far cooler (musicwise) to make advantages of imperfections - I just have the mind of an
inventor: 
dont like it? change it!

O and i think i simply messed up my vocabulary when asking for a direct 'trim' option in the trim menue. I was
in fact 
asking for a truncate function. Hope that clarifies it a bit.

much appreciated fax :-D
(I should dig out my english dictionary again - I think half of my posts are completely ehr ... hard to follow)

Wildemar
| 9253|9221|2003-02-18 16:43:13|wildemar|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
Ok, have been off for 3 days, but had planned to settle this with an apology and a sort of 'whatever-worx-for-u-
you-is-
fine-with-me' statement anyway. Well, I think that redundant now :-)
Still I feel the need to put some things straight:
1.
My mentioning of the 'waste' was simply a contrast of something pleasant (rain) and something unpleasant
(waste) as 
expressions of something bigger (earth/nature/life) - between and around all this being music and truck driving



and kids 
playing and wood burning and all the other simple stuff that makes our reality. There was no, but *no*
equalization at all 
of peoples individual music and waste. At least not a judging one; scientific or philosophical if any.

2.
Okoyem - your 'quote' however was a warping of that. Although I see, it would have been less misleading if I
had 
written 'one's toilet' instead of 'your toilet'. I wasn't referring to *anyones* toilet in particular. So you simply
seemed to 
have misunderstood my wording, I'm sorry for that.

3.
I don't have the impression there are no hard feelings left in you towards me. Calling me 'other guy' - thats
resonating 
disrespect as far as I can tell. If still have things to get off your chest on me, you are very welcome to mail me
privately, 
so we can settle this like the musical kind (which I've always found a little more sensible than, well than some
others).
I myself would really like to know what exactly upset you so much in my original post. If its been a
misunderstanding, I'm 
very eager to resolve it.

C.U.
Wildemar

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
> Datum: Mon, 17 Feb 2003 14:55:54 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...
>
>
>
> Hi Töm,
> Easy,this toilet stuff was a quotation from other guy`s post. I found
> it rather unpleasant, should have mention a quotation, now indeed it
> looks my expression, sorry for that. Neither intended to put him or
> anybody down, rather inspire to experiment, work some more for I
> believe it can give anyone more satisfaction and hopefully good
> results.
> The basic idea is that like you wont find "red eye removal" button
> in "Photoshop" or "instant mix" in Logic or Cubase (you get these
> type of functions in consumers softwares not in pro ones). Same way I
> see RS 7000 as tool for professional use that is why I do not expect
> neither want "instant" functions. The only pro approach to
> that "groove" template matter was "DNA" who did it with Sly Dunbar
> and some other drummers but it never really worked, at least
> professionally as the company closed, and the products are impossible
> to buy anywhere. Entry level software can be found on Best
> Service "Elements" series Sample CDs. There are also hardware
> products designed for "instant" results cheaper and much easier to
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> use like D2 from Roland.
> If my post gave "bashing" impression , my apology specially to the
> person concerned, perhaps I am too sensitive about the subject, but
> music is my life.
> Okoyem
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 "
> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya "
> > wrote:
> > > Perhaps for you music and what you leave in the toilet is the
> same
> > > for me it is not.
> >
> > HEY! Tone it down! If you want to discuss something controversal,
> > it´s ok when you get angry, but this personal attack was uncalled
> > for. If you want to start a flame war, go to sonicstate.com or use
> > PM.
> >
> > We don´t tolerate bashing.
> >
> > Töm (Moderator)
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT

| 9254|9221|2003-02-18 16:43:16|wildemar|Re: Some ideas to improve the RS's handling ...|
wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Try it, you might actually like it (and learn a new way of
> operating your beloved RS7ks). And in the process
> make your grooves that much more "groovy." One beat
> might be 23 ticks early, another 45 late, the next right on
> the beat, and the 4th 3 ticks wherever. Get the point.
> Now that's what "humanising" is.

I do use realtime record (with melodies and harmonies) - but I've come to love grid programming, its great fun!
After all 
thats one of the reasons I got the RS.
But then again - maybe I should go for 'form-follows-function' a little more. That is, 'human' parts played by me,
parts that 
require stiffnes programmed.

what can I say :-)
Wildemar
| 9255|9209|2003-02-18 17:27:53|wildemar|Re: some feature request|

> Von: Arnauld Michelizza <am@zehc.net>
> Datum: Mon, 17 Feb 2003 14:53:23 +0100 (CET)
> Betreff:[RS7000] some feature request
>
> Rs7k is a great gear ! But here are some thing I'd like :
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>
> 1) I love pattern mode, but the my problem is that there is no simple way
> to make a song from a style. Here is the way I'd like to process :
> - first recording a live play : turning knobs, muting tracks, changing
> patterns, etc.
> - then editing the recorded session to produce a clean song.

So if I understand correctly, you would need something like an 'all' track that records pattern, scene/mute, bpm,
and 
automation in chain mode? Great idea - another step to bring the RS closer to fluidity (neologism or not? :-).
If I might add one of my ideas here: how about an automation track to pattchain mode?

>
> 2) I'd like that muting/unmuting track is quantize (like pattern change).

Just tried it. if you were taling about the Scene/Mute Track in Pattchain mode - it seems like it does quantize 
scene/mute changes to 32th. If thats not good for you, maybe you wanna try editing them in edit mode.

>
> 3) when playing a sample, I'd like to see a little progress bar.

Ok, me too :-). But do you mean *every sample* played with the RS? Think of sliced drum beats - where would
you 
display all that info? for longer vocal or instrument samples however it would be cool.
No wait ... of what use would that be? I mean you can *hear* when a sample is going to end. Well you have your
reasons I guess, like we all do.

>
> 4) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
> - to see the slices
> - to modify some slices
>

The slices are all made into individual samples, stored from E0 upwards (I believe so at least). You can then edit
those 
little pieces like your normal samples - thats of course because they *are* normal samples.

>
> Note : the improvment of grid mode (record on the fly, etc.)
> is terrific ! Many thx for that :-))

Yep! :-D Same here

>
> --



> Arnauld Michelizza

Wildemar
| 9256|9256|2003-02-19 02:12:44|MIke MItchell|RS 7000 Cheap Sale|
Hi I Have a RS7000 For Sale £600, Four Months Old ,Never Used,The Price Includes Delivery, UK Only.

Mad Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9257|9209|2003-02-19 02:52:20|polyf0nken |Re: some feature request (son of)|
My top five would be (and correct me if these can already be done :)):

- auditioning samples (wav:s) in the loading screen
- rs remembering the current directory and pattern names so that you 
wouldn't have to navigate and name the bastards every time. :)
- either rendering the lfo:s as external controllers of my choice or 
the ability to assign them to any parameter. i know it'd be an 
unusual bonus but one that could be very useful... for an instance 
assigning the lfo to sample vca/vcf decay.
- sample editing while playing even if it came with glitches. you 
could have a toggle which switches sample selection off (like aX000 
samplers have).
- syncing the arpeggiator to the play-button and adding a user-
editable pattern (editing it could hidden under a submenu and as 
cryptic and unintuitive as in prophecy it wouldn't matter), i know 
that people would love it. and even i might find some use for the 
arpeggiator that way..

But these are just bonuses, the RS is quite perfect for me as it is. 
Hell, I used rm1x for an entire record and love it, how could I not 
love this..

t. /polyfonken
http://www.ghost-monkey.net
http://www.polyfonken.com
| 9258|9209|2003-02-19 08:32:15|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: some feature request|

> > 3) when playing a sample, I'd like to see a little progress bar.
>
> Ok, me too :-). But do you mean *every sample* played with the RS? Think of sliced drum beats
- where would you
> display all that info? for longer vocal or instrument samples however it would be cool.
> No wait ... of what use would that be? I mean you can *hear* when a sample is going to end. Well
you have your
> reasons I guess, like we all do.

In editing mode only. Because sometimes, I want to get a little
portion of a long phrase and a little progress bar help to locate that
portion in the sample.

http://www.ghost-monkey.net/
http://www.polyfonken.com/


--
Arnauld Michelizza
| 9259|9209|2003-02-19 08:35:49|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: some feature request|

> > 4) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
> > - to see the slices
> > - to modify some slices

Sorry, seems that I wasn't clear enough.
The slice function propose to listen how it has sliced the sample but it
would be convenient to modified, for each slice, where they start and end
and to slice the sample manually, like in Recycle. More clear ?

Arnauld
| 9260|9209|2003-02-19 08:48:54|BennoBartels|Re: some feature request|
4a) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
- the RS NOT TO CRASH sometimes, however it has 2, 4, 32 or 64 mb´s of RAM !!!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9261|9209|2003-02-19 09:56:09|iowands|Re: some feature request|
A little more synthpower:

-Connecting a realtime loopsection to a user-lfo or controler for
wavecycling. =stringpower=organic sound.
-A connection between parts for creating layers. It's already possible
but could be more easy.

Yves

My top five would be (and correct me if these can already be done :)):

- auditioning samples (wav:s) in the loading screen
- rs remembering the current directory and pattern names so that you 
wouldn't have to navigate and name the bastards every time. :)
- either rendering the lfo:s as external controllers of my choice or 
the ability to assign them to any parameter. i know it'd be an 
unusual bonus but one that could be very useful... for an instance 
assigning the lfo to sample vca/vcf decay.
- sample editing while playing even if it came with glitches. you 
could have a toggle which switches sample selection off (like aX000 
samplers have).
- syncing the arpeggiator to the play-button and adding a user-
editable pattern (editing it could hidden under a submenu and as 
cryptic and unintuitive as in prophecy it wouldn't matter), i know 
that people would love it. and even i might find some use for the 
arpeggiator that way..

But these are just bonuses, the RS is quite perfect for me as it is. 
Hell, I used rm1x for an entire record and love it, how could I not 



love this..

t. /polyfonken
http://www.ghost-monkey.net
http://www.polyfonken.com
| 9262|9262|2003-02-20 00:38:08|ridszero |My thoughts about my first RS 7000 test drive >|
Well, After thinking about selling my Rm1x to get this, I went to the 
music store to check this out. 

From hearing from everyone else, I thought the sounds were different 
and better than the Rm1x, but I didn't see a big difference in the 
sound. BUT when I played with the SFX sounds, those were damn cool! 
The Rm1x doesn't have those. Are those like SPECIAL sounds that are a 
certain technology or something? They should've put more of those 
sounds in. 

As for the interface, I find it easier to do stuff on the RS7000. 
Everything seems clearer than the Rm1x. But when I went to the tracks 
menu (shows 1-16 tracks) I wanted to use the arrows and cursors that 
the Rm1x has, but they aren't on the RS7000. How do you move up and 
down?

The effects seem to give new life to the internal sounds. Are there 
less patterns on the RS7000? I only saw A through J patterns. 

The only thing I didn't check much was the sampler, but I did tweak 
sounds out using the knobs. The sampler is pretty cool right?

I just have one question: Can you make tracks full of samples? Like 
track 1 and 6 be assigned to samples. And then you could sequence 
those right?

My conclusion: this thing is calling me. :)
| 9263|9262|2003-02-20 03:19:33|okoyemaya |Re: My thoughts about my first RS 7000 test drive >|
I wasnt impressed by shop testing, I think you need time to evaluate 
it. If you like rm1x you will adore RS7 can do all of RM1x just 
everything is better ( except cursors and the look, the color 
combination, contrast is not so good). You will love it, after 4 
months I did not even begin to work much with samples because I am 
able to get so much from it, so it is a unit for years of use. To 
become a RS monster like FAX the Guru of RS7000.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> 
> Well, After thinking about selling my Rm1x to get this, I went to 

http://www.ghost-monkey.net/
http://www.polyfonken.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


the 

> music store to check this out. 
> 
> 
> From hearing from everyone else, I thought the sounds were 

different 

> and better than the Rm1x, but I didn't see a big difference in the 
> sound. BUT when I played with the SFX sounds, those were damn cool! 
> The Rm1x doesn't have those. Are those like SPECIAL sounds that are 

a 

> certain technology or something? They should've put more of those 
> sounds in. 
> 
> 
> As for the interface, I find it easier to do stuff on the RS7000. 
> Everything seems clearer than the Rm1x. But when I went to the 

tracks 

> menu (shows 1-16 tracks) I wanted to use the arrows and cursors 

that 

> the Rm1x has, but they aren't on the RS7000. How do you move up and 
> down?
> 
> 
> The effects seem to give new life to the internal sounds. Are there 
> less patterns on the RS7000? I only saw A through J patterns. 
> 
> 
> The only thing I didn't check much was the sampler, but I did tweak 
> sounds out using the knobs. The sampler is pretty cool right?
> 
> 
> I just have one question: Can you make tracks full of samples? Like 
> track 1 and 6 be assigned to samples. And then you could sequence 
> those right?
> 
> 
> My conclusion: this thing is calling me. :)

| 9264|9264|2003-02-20 07:59:46|Roonan@planet.nl|Adding an URl to the links page.|
Question:

How can i add an URL to the links page.
In the Yahoo help they talk about an "add link button" but i can't find it.....
Or am i not allowed to do that since i'm just a 'normal' member.

I've got a new site (almost finished) and i'm a very big RS7000 fan so i want envite everyone who's interested in



the (techno) possibilities of the RS.
There are four tracks to download wich are made with a RS and a Korg ES-1.
(almost no samples are used so roughly everything is pure RS sounds/fx)

www.roonan.nl

Maybe someone can add it for me?

GrtzZzz. Ronald

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9265|9265|2003-02-20 11:11:38|Ronald|OT/PROMO: GPZH 2003 / Netherlands|
Hi,

I will be performing on 22 March in the Waterfront / Rotterdam / Netherlands at GPZH 2003 (live dance acts
contest)

The style wil be Progressive Techno.

Kit list:
- Yamaha RS7000 (what else?)
- Korg ES-1 (fine for wacky beats)
- Korg Kaosspad II (fine for wacky EFX)
- Spirit folio notepad (just to put it on 1 stereo pair, no EQ or FX used)

The event starts at 20:50 (a little early) and i'm last :) at 23:25.
There will be a totall of six acts for the region title. (4 regions in totall)
The winner will go to the final for the Grand Price of The Netherlands.

GrtzZzz. Roonan (Ronald)
more info: www.roonan.nl

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9266|9262|2003-02-20 12:05:21|tompaulsen2002 |Re: My thoughts about my first RS 7000 test drive >|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " Are those 
like SPECIAL sounds that are a 

> certain technology or something? They should've put more of those 
> sounds in. 

For sure with the new OS v1.2.1 that adds 12 whole new filter models 
and all those EQ´s, FX and raw waveforms...PLUS sampling and 
resampling, you can pretty much excuse my language fuck the RM1x...

> 
> 
> As for the interface, I find it easier to do stuff on the RS7000. 
> Everything seems clearer than the Rm1x. But when I went to the 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


tracks 

> menu (shows 1-16 tracks) I wanted to use the arrows and cursors 

that 

> the Rm1x has, but they aren't on the RS7000. How do you move up and 
> down?

With the function knobs. The left-out cursors was one of the first 
complains, but it seems, noone really misses them now.

> 
> The effects seem to give new life to the internal sounds. Are there 
> less patterns on the RS7000? I only saw A through J patterns. 

By pressing shift you can access K - P also. But only if the RS you 
are using is having the newest OS update.

> 
> 
> The only thing I didn't check much was the sampler, but I did tweak 
> sounds out using the knobs. The sampler is pretty cool right?

The sampler is basic, but good enough if you didn´t have one. I love 
it.

> 
> I just have one question: Can you make tracks full of samples? Like 
> track 1 and 6 be assigned to samples. And then you could sequence 
> those right?

Right.

> 
> 
> My conclusion: this thing is calling me. :)

Go for it! Recently i saw a posting here...someone in UK is selling 
his for 600 pounds...
| 9267|9267|2003-02-20 19:33:37|wasabi_bukkake
One for you midi gurus out there...

When I play a midi file (using GM sounds only) in mediaplayer and 
quicktime, both give a different "total time" for the file. 

Does anyone know how mediaplayer calculates the length of a midi 
file? I mean is the length (in time) stored in the actual midi file 
somewhere? Or does each player calculate this differently.



Appreciate any info or links to online resources :)

cheers,
| 9268|9268|2003-02-21 00:07:54|blackwoodtebo |2Gig Jaz drive|
You can use a 2 GB Jaz drive to save patterns and samples, right? 
Does it take longer or shorter to load and save from a 2 gig jaz 
drive compared to the smart media?
| 9269|9269|2003-02-21 00:47:26|Felix |rs7000 newbie|
hi.

I've had the rs7000 for a little over three months. I've got a few 
questions. 

after having made a few songs in patteren chain mode, and 
transfering them into song mode, I'm looking to overdub a few 
extra things. for example:

1. how can I get the rs (when in songmode playback), to play my 
transpose commands? is this something that is done in 
*scene*? I am unable to figure this out in the manual. 

2. I am also unable to get my cursor over to the mute or scene 
section for recording overdubs. how can I do this?

3. is it possible to use the effects (isolation, d-filter, ctrl
delay, 
multi compressor, ring mod, v-distort, etc) to effect only one 
track, while the others are unaffected/clean? 

4. even if the effects are global (all 16 tracks) how can I have the 
rs in song mode remember when to switch around to the 
disired effects settings. for instance, let say at measure 23 I 
want everything to go into a ring-mod effect. then a few 
measures down the line I want it to go back to normal. then back 
to another effect, say the *slice* effect, and again back to normal 
several measure down later?

5. can I connect the rs to my winXP laptop to transfer files back 
and forth? 

6. how can I save my midi from the rs into *standard midi file* so 
that I can transfer files back and fourth with my friends?

7. I do have a smartmedia writer attached to my laptop. how to I 
transfer an audio file/sample into the rs. and, what if the sample 
is not the correct bmp? how will I tell the rs to chop it up so that 
itll always match my tempo that I've tapped into the rs?

sorry about so many question. I hope you can help me out.
| 9271|9265|2003-02-21 10:05:06|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|OT/PROMO: GPZH 2003 / Netherlands|
Hi Roonan,

I wish you good luck.



Maybe i will compete too for the region Noord Holland. But hey maybe not i
really dislike the jury on region finals. (they do not seem to like techno
verry much.)

Grtz Twin-x

Message: 3
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2003 19:07:14 +0100
From: "Ronald" <Roonan@planet.nl>
Subject: OT/PROMO: GPZH 2003 / Netherlands

Hi,

I will be performing on 22 March in the Waterfront / Rotterdam / Netherlands
at GPZH 2003 (live dance acts contest)

The style wil be Progressive Techno.

Kit list:
- Yamaha RS7000 (what else?)
- Korg ES-1 (fine for wacky beats)
- Korg Kaosspad II (fine for wacky EFX)
- Spirit folio notepad (just to put it on 1 stereo pair, no EQ or FX used)

The event starts at 20:50 (a little early) and i'm last :) at 23:25.
There will be a totall of six acts for the region title. (4 regions in
totall)
The winner will go to the final for the Grand Price of The Netherlands.

GrtzZzz. Roonan (Ronald)
more info: www.roonan.nl
| 9272|9272|2003-02-21 11:09:14|catostrat |qy 100|
I would like to email users of the qy100
| 9273|9268|2003-02-22 00:36:05|goodald |Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
a mechanical hard drive is actually faster than the smartmedia. I was 
kind of surprised by this, but i suppose flash memory is many times 
slower than the memory the unit uses internally. 

I'm using an external hard drive now and it is a lot faster, 
especially if you have a lot of samples to load.. Make sure if you 
get a jazz you get the 2gb model. You can use the 1gb discs in it i 
believe, it's just that the 2gb is the only one that works with the 
rs correctly. Scsi Zip drives are a good deal as well, try and get 
the 250meg version though as it is significantly faster. The 100mb 
model will work fine though

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo " 
wrote:

> You can use a 2 GB Jaz drive to save patterns and samples, right? 
> Does it take longer or shorter to load and save from a 2 gig jaz 
> drive compared to the smart media?

| 9274|9269|2003-02-22 00:36:21|goodald |Re: rs7000 newbie|

mailto:Roonan@planet.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I'll quickly tackle two of your q's I'm pretty new myself but am 
trying to teach myself between school and my fulltime job.. and 
drinking :) I hope you're having a great time with your rs.. i still 
amaze myself everytime I spend time with it.. I get a little quicker 
everytime in generating that sound or rhythm that i think up in my 
head.. My biggest prob right now is after a couple minutes of 
messing around, I can't remember how I wanted it to sound to begin 
with. I suppose this is half the fun though, eh?

> 3. is it possible to use the effects (isolation, d-filter, ctrl
> delay, 
> multi compressor, ring mod, v-distort, etc) to effect only one 
> track, while the others are unaffected/clean? 

I do not believe this is possible with the master effects UNLESS you 
have the I/O expansion. All tracks you direct to the expansion outs 
are unaffected by the master effects section. 

What you might want to consider is using the variation/delay and 
reverb sends on your tracks to individually mix in various effects to 
specific tracks.. There are versions of the master effects available 
in the effects busses. I don't believe you can configure them as 
much, but this may work for you..

> 4. even if the effects are global (all 16 tracks) how can I have 

the 

> rs in song mode remember when to switch around to the 
> disired effects settings. for instance, let say at measure 23 I 
> want everything to go into a ring-mod effect. then a few 
> measures down the line I want it to go back to normal. then back 
> to another effect, say the *slice* effect, and again back to normal 
> several measure down later?

I believe this is possible with CC commands. I believe LATIF has some 
posts regarding this where he discusses the procedure to issue CC 
(command control, command change.. whatever that stands for) in 
patterns to change the rs's settings.. This will allow you to change 
the effects or 'wetness' of the effects as the phrase plays in an 
automated fashion. I know this is possible for the 
variation/delay/reverb controls, I'm not sure about the master effect 
section but i wouldn't doubt it. I mainly use the master effect's 
compression right now unless i'm using my dx200 at the same time. I 
like the other effects but I don't like the whole performance 
being 'sliced' or 'ring-modded'...



I recommend spending a couple nights just digging through old posts 
on this board.. theres a lot of great info. Even if you've read many 
of these posts before, reading them again after you've grown more 
acustomed(sp) to the machine is a great idea as many of the terms and 
processes people are talking about will actually make sense! :)
| 9275|9267|2003-02-22 00:36:32|goodald |Re: OT: midi files, length and mediaplayer|

> One for you midi gurus out there...
> 
> When I play a midi file (using GM sounds only) in mediaplayer and 
> quicktime, both give a different "total time" for the file. 
> 
> Does anyone know how mediaplayer calculates the length of a midi 
> file? I mean is the length (in time) stored in the actual midi file 
> somewhere? Or does each player calculate this differently.
> 
> Appreciate any info or links to online resources :)

More than you ever wanted to know about the midi/smf file formats

http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/tech/midifile.htm

This section might be the most relevant to your question

http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/tech/midifile/ppqn.htm

"
So why does the MIDI file format use "time per quarter note" instead 
of "quarter notes per time" to specify its tempo? Well, its easier to 
specify more precise tempos with the former. With BPM, sometimes you 
have to deal with fractional tempos (for example, 100.3 BPM) if you 
want to allow a finer resolution to the tempo. Using microseconds to 
express tempo offers plenty of resolution. 
"

Maybe the answer has something to do with the above quote? Some 
companies tend not to follow convention 
(cough..cough..microsoft..cough). It wouldn't surprise me if they 
follow some proprietary or non-standard method to calculate midi 
length. If you open the file in a true midi sequencer (cakewalk/logic 
etc) does the time there match either quicktime or ms. My guess is it 
may be closest or match quicktime's guess.

Another interesting quote:
"
The sequencer can save this flag byte in such a way that another 
sequencer can skip this byte without having to understand what that 
byte is for. In the future, the SMF format can also be extended to 
include new "official" chunks that all sequencer programs may elect 
to load and use. This can be done without making old data files 
obsolete, nor making old sequencers no longer able to load the new 

http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/tech/midifile.htm
http://www.borg.com/~jglatt/tech/midifile/ppqn.htm


files. So, the format is designed to be extensible in a backwardly 
compatible way. 
"

perhaps each player has different capabilities. As the midi/smf 
format is made to be backwards compatible, some features (maybe 
something that affects total playtime such as bpm change etc) may not 
be completely understood by each player. Playing your sample file in 
both players at the same time might yield interesting results in 
terms of timing and tempo?

it is also possible that one of the players actually plays the entire 
song at another tempo entirely, or rounds it to some predetermined 
whole nnumber set?

just some ideas :)
| 9276|9276|2003-02-22 00:37:31|goodald |Creation Process|
I live in Columbus Ohio where techno/dance music rarely sees the 
light of day, or even the darkness of night most of the time. It's 
pretty much a lot of rock and 80s music, which I dont really like 
much as I lived in holland till the early 90's and missed growing up 
on that stuff.. anyway...

I'm trying to make the most of my limited time that I spend with the 
RS.. I've already created much more than I ever have with my computer 
alone, as I would always get distracted. In fact, I think if I got 
rid of my internet connection my productivity would go nuts.. 
However, I'm trying to find a way to speed up my creation process and 
would love suggestions or ideas from fellow creators.

When I first started trying to make music, I'd get on the rs and 
spend f o r e v e r trying to find the perfect bass drum to start 
with, then the perfect lead etc... The problem is I would spend a 
long time doing this, adding effects, playing with the vcf/res etc, 
and would find myself 1/2 hours later with maybe 2 or 3 phrases. My 
first big problem is even if i saved it, the next time i started on 
it again, I'd dislike what i created and start over.. This cycle 
repeated for a looong time.

Anyway.. What I have started doing is being less picky about the 
sounds and instruments I'm using and just trying to get the meat of 
the music, phrases themselves, put together. I might turn on the 
compression and play a little with the vcf to darken or brighten the 
sound, but generally leave everything else as is, knowing that I can 
always change most of this later. This has been working quite well 
for me and I now also use midi-delay and some of the play effects 
(and overdub) to quickly add some harmonics or complexity to any 
stale or boring phrases. 

My upcoming goals>>
I really need to start doing is working more with samples. Not for 
drum sounds so much, but maybe more organic background noise/vocals, 
something that I can work with to build my beats and layers around. 



Hearing the same robotic drum beat playing as i play random notes 
trying to build a melody can get a little dull.

I'm also hoping that some interesting samples may allow me to build 
beats and leads that don't need to be as complex. Most of the techno 
I really like (richie hawtin, umm.. i draw a blank on the other names 
but hawtin has a style that really talks to me) aren't very complex, 
they eb and flow nicely and carry you along. I find myself making too 
many "leads" that, although nice, sound nuts when they all play 
together. They generally also tend to sound more like their own 
individual songs. My hope is that incorporating some samples will let 
me focus on the groove in the background and worry about leads and 
such at a later point, once I have already built a character for it 
to fit into.

Finding samples that i'd like to use is difficult. Theres a lot of 
sample cds out there but it seems many of them seem to be aimed at 
the acid crowd, and contain short loops and beats, that, while nice, 
don't do anything my all mighty rs can't. :)

Any ideas or comments would be appreciated. I'm glad I ran into this 
group as there a lot of people who contribute and i've learned a lot 
from each one of you. Having a sequencer is one thing, learning how 
to really use it can take a lifetime. 

I realise the the RS isn't perfect, theres a lot of things I'd like 
to see changed. But theres no magic bullet to making music. Sometimes 
it's the limitations that are imposed upon you that force you to use 
your imagination, and produce something you could never originally 
have envisioned. 

Thanks everybody! Have a great weekend, and for those in the states, 
let's hope this snowstorms are over (although it does give you an 
excuse to barricade yourself at home and produce :) ).
| 9277|1220|2003-02-22 00:51:30|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /Wavefiles_SPECIAL March/sh09.zip 
Uploaded by : tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
Description : RS-Kickdrum Fodder for you all 909/analog bassdrum fans out there. (Created by) Bj�rn
Fogelberg on Roland SH09 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/sh09.zip 

mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/sh09.zip


To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
| 9278|9278|2003-02-22 01:12:52|tompaulsen2002 |Wavefile Special March|
Holla members,

I decided to share a few of my drum samples that are laying unused 
around on my HDD. I plan to upload every month another set.

Because of memory limitations, i will leave a set only for one 
months in the file section...so you better go now and download it! ;)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/

For the month March, i picked a couple of 909-like and analogue 
styled kickdrums, made by Björn Fogelberg (on the Roland SH09) for 
the no longer existing website analoguesamples.com.

I added to the .zip also the asskicking kickdrum, i promised to 
upload a couple of postings ago. It´s called bumbas.wav and was 
created by my partner on NI Reaktor.

Have fun!

Töm (moderator)
| 9279|9276|2003-02-22 01:23:25|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Creation Process|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 

> Finding samples that i'd like to use is difficult. Theres a lot of 
> sample cds out there but it seems many of them seem to be aimed at 
> the acid crowd, and contain short loops and beats, that, while 

nice, 

> don't do anything my all mighty rs can't. :)

I always run into the same problem. The so called "dance/techno" 
sample CD´s are basically all more or less crap. E.g. a few years 
ago, when i was young and naive and owner of a MC303, i bought this 
Dance sample CD´s from Best Service...and whoa...super...it had 
MC303 presets-samples....:)))

I suggest you do an internet search with Google for samples. I 
already found incredible stuff there :)

Also if you want sample-CD´s than buy the ones that has nothing to 
do with your genre, in which you want to produce. E.g. on some 
Hiphop CD´s i found some nice drumloops, that, with some work on 

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
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them, made some nice drum´n´bass loops.

Also...take a portable MiniDisc Recorder, a mic and do some sample-
hunting yourself...or connect your TV to your HiFi system and record 
some TV tunes. Or listen to netradiostations...or what did someone 
recently told here?...he was recording some stuff from Yahoo webcam 
chatrooms. 
And hey and what is wrong with your own voice?

For the kickdrums...check out the filesection:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/

Enjoy,

Töm
| 9280|9268|2003-02-22 16:09:07|spark dogg|Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
and also you can use the jaz scsi 1gb harddrives , i have a zip 100 and a jaz 1gb hooked up together chained and
i use the zip for drum samples and the jaz for large groove wave samples..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9281|9281|2003-02-23 00:16:50|ridszero |Who's selling a RS 7000?|
I'm looking to buy a RS 7000. I have cash. Anyone selling one let me 
know. (I'm looking for the putput expansion too)

Nick
| 9284|9268|2003-02-23 00:18:01|ridszero |Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
Anyone selling a RS 7000? Sorry this is off topic, but every time I 
try to start a new post on my own it doesn't show up. Only when I 
reply. I don't understand it.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, spark dogg wrote:
> 
> 
> and also you can use the jaz scsi 1gb harddrives , i have a zip 100 
and a jaz 1gb hooked up together chained and i use the zip for drum 
samples and the jaz for large groove wave samples..
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9285|9268|2003-02-23 11:16:26|goodald |Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
Because the moderator has to approve the post.. please have a little 
patience...

wrote:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Anyone selling a RS 7000? Sorry this is off topic, but every time I 
> try to start a new post on my own it doesn't show up. Only when I 
> reply. I don't understand it.
> 
> Nick
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, spark dogg wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > and also you can use the jaz scsi 1gb harddrives , i have a zip 

100 

> and a jaz 1gb hooked up together chained and i use the zip for 

drum 

> samples and the jaz for large groove wave samples..
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9286|9286|2003-02-23 12:50:42|spark dogg|Re: Anyone selling a RS 7000?|
i'm selling mine for $950.00USD...nothing wrong with it...its just that i have a Motif keyboard and they have the
same sounds ..don't need both..i purchased mine from Guitar Center in Bakersfield, California..for $1,350 plus
tax...so its well worth my asking price..only serious inquiries please....it comes with the manual, cord,
smartmedia card.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9287|9268|2003-02-23 12:53:01|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> Anyone selling a RS 7000? Sorry this is off topic, but every time 

I 

> try to start a new post on my own it doesn't show up. Only when I 
> reply. I don't understand it.

It´s because you are a newbie´s...and newbie´s own "new posts" are 
under moderation. Nothing personal, we just want to prevent the 
group by getting flooded with SPAM.
| 9288|9281|2003-02-23 13:30:13|MIke MItchell|Re: Who's selling a RS 7000?|
im selling my rs 7000 for £600
MIke

----- Original Message ----- 
From: ridszero <ridszero@hotmail.com> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2003 2:50 AM

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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mailto:ridszero@hotmail.com
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Subject: [RS7000] Who's selling a RS 7000?

I'm looking to buy a RS 7000. I have cash. Anyone selling one let me 
know. (I'm looking for the putput expansion too)

Nick
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| 9289|9289|2003-02-23 13:44:08|om_audio |Sound examples of acoustic music on RS7000?|
Does anyone use and/or have sound files of "acoustic" music done on 
the RS7000? What I mean is live regular drum sounds etc like in pop, 
rock, alternative styles of music. I am considering and RS7000 
because it looks nice as shi* but I would't be using it for techno 
and overtly electronic music.

Thanks for any info- 

Om
| 9290|9268|2003-02-24 00:36:03|ridszero |Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
That's cool. I can deal with that.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
> wrote:
> > Anyone selling a RS 7000? Sorry this is off topic, but every time 
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> I 
> > try to start a new post on my own it doesn't show up. Only when I 
> > reply. I don't understand it.
> 
> It´s because you are a newbie´s...and newbie´s own "new posts" are 
> under moderation. Nothing personal, we just want to prevent the 
> group by getting flooded with SPAM.

| 9291|9291|2003-02-24 05:19:41|bencopt |Pattern List?|
Is there any document with a rs7k preset patttern list? I've tried to find it in a manual, but there is only a preset
voice list... 

thanks,
ben copt
| 9292|9209|2003-02-24 06:28:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request (son of)|
Nice list. Added to wishlist of forthcoming faq.

- Robert
| 9293|9209|2003-02-24 06:29:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request|
On Monday 17 February 2003 14:53, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> Rs7k is a great gear ! But here are some thing I'd like :
>
> 1) I love pattern mode, but the my problem is that there
> is no simple way to make a song from a style. Here is the
> way I'd like to process : - first recording a live play :
> turning knobs, muting tracks, changing patterns, etc.
> - then editing the recorded session to produce a clean
> song.

Are you aware of the Pattern Chain -> Song conversion job?

>
> 2) I'd like that muting/unmuting track is quantize (like
> pattern change).

That would be nice yes.

>
> 3) when playing a sample, I'd like to see a little
> progress bar.

You mean a position locator bar?

>
> 4) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
> - to see the slices



> - to modify some slices

Probably not possible due to interface problems. The small 
LCD screen is the main issue, I guess.

- Robert
| 9294|9209|2003-02-24 06:30:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request|
On Wednesday 19 February 2003 17:57, iowands wrote:

> A little more synthpower:
>
>
> -Connecting a realtime loopsection to a user-lfo or
> controler for wavecycling. =stringpower=organic sound.

Could you explain this one?
- Robert
| 9295|9209|2003-02-24 07:26:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request|
On Wednesday 19 February 2003 16:45, BennoBartels wrote:

> 4a) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
> - the RS NOT TO CRASH sometimes, however it has 2,
> 4, 32 or 64 mb´s of RAM !!!!

Yep, nasty bug.

- Robert
| 9296|9240|2003-02-24 07:26:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Moderator requests FAQ illustration top 5|
Thanks for the suggestions guys.
- Robert
| 9297|9264|2003-02-24 07:26:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Adding an URl to the links page.|
On Thursday 20 February 2003 15:45, Roonan@planet.nl wrote:

> Question:
>
> How can i add an URL to the links page.
> In the Yahoo help they talk about an "add link button" 
> but i can't find it..... Or am i not allowed to do that
> since i'm just a 'normal' member.
>
> I've got a new site (almost finished) and i'm a very big
> RS7000 fan so i want envite everyone who's interested in
> the (techno) possibilities of the RS. There are four
> tracks to download wich are made with a RS and a Korg
> ES-1. (almost no samples are used so roughly everything
> is pure RS sounds/fx)
>
> www.roonan.nl
>
> Maybe someone can add it for me?

mailto:Roonan@planet.nl


Did you try to add your link to the RS7000 MEMBERS PERSONAL 
MUSIC LINKS folder? It can be found in the Links section.

- Robert
| 9298|9289|2003-02-24 07:26:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sound examples of acoustic music on RS7000?|
On Sunday 23 February 2003 21:44, om_audio 
<clifsound@hotmail.com> wrote:

> Does anyone use and/or have sound files of "acoustic"
> music done on the RS7000? What I mean is live regular
> drum sounds etc like in pop, rock, alternative styles of
> music. I am considering and RS7000 because it looks nice
> as shi* but I would't be using it for techno and overtly
> electronic music.

The built-in drum kits are mainly dance oriented. For really 
good acoustic drum samples (with long release times for 
acoustic toms and cymbals) you probably need another 
module. All of the RS samples are relatively short. Afaik, 
Roland has an acoustic drum card for their current line of 
synths. You could also check out the Motif Rack, it has 
additional drumkits that are stereo sampled, if I remember 
correctly.

Note that you can still use the RS as your main sequencer 
then.

- Robert
| 9299|9268|2003-02-24 07:27:04|Anthony Jackson|Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
Sorry to be a pain Tom, there's no apostrophe needed for "Newbies"

Aj

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2003 6:53 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: 2Gig Jaz drive

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:
> Anyone selling a RS 7000? Sorry this is off topic, but every time 
I 
> try to start a new post on my own it doesn't show up. Only when I 
> reply. I don't understand it.

It´s because you are a newbie´s...and newbie´s own "new posts" are 
under moderation. Nothing personal, we just want to prevent the 
group by getting flooded with SPAM.
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9300|9289|2003-02-24 07:55:01|polyf0nken |Re: Sound examples of acoustic music on RS7000?|
i completely agree with Robert on the sample kits, the "acoustic" 
ones aren't really that convincing.

Of course, with the RS7000 being a perfectly good drum sampler that 
accepts wav-files there should be no problem finding good acoustic 
drum sounds for it. And it's the most flexible live tool i know of, 
short of actual musicians*. 

t.

* and constantly working with those can wreck your health.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 23 February 2003 21:44, om_audio 
> wrote:
> > Does anyone use and/or have sound files of "acoustic"
> > music done on the RS7000? What I mean is live regular
> > drum sounds etc like in pop, rock, alternative styles of
> > music. I am considering and RS7000 because it looks nice
> > as shi* but I would't be using it for techno and overtly
> > electronic music.
> 
> The built-in drum kits are mainly dance oriented. For really 
> good acoustic drum samples (with long release times for 
> acoustic toms and cymbals) you probably need another 
> module. All of the RS samples are relatively short. Afaik, 
> Roland has an acoustic drum card for their current line of 
> synths. You could also check out the Motif Rack, it has 
> additional drumkits that are stereo sampled, if I remember 
> correctly.
> 
> Note that you can still use the RS as your main sequencer 
> then.
> 
> - Robert

| 9301|9289|2003-02-24 07:58:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sound examples of acoustic music on RS7000?|
On Monday 24 February 2003 15:49, polyf0nken 
<t@polyfonken.com> wrote:

> i completely agree with Robert on the sample kits, the
> "acoustic" ones aren't really that convincing.
>
> Of course, with the RS7000 being a perfectly good drum
> sampler that accepts wav-files there should be no problem
> finding good acoustic drum sounds for it. And it's the
> most flexible live tool i know of, short of actual
> musicians*.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Note that for realistic acoustic drum samples you need 
multisampling with velocity switching or velocity 
crossfading. For example, the produce a convincing acoustic 
snaredrum, you may need 5-10 samples that reflect the 
timbre changes over increased velocity. 

The RS sampler engine does not support this. You get only 
one sample per midi note. So to emulate this with the RS, 
you would have to trigger different notes for the different 
timbres.

- Robert
| 9302|9268|2003-02-24 08:02:45|tompaulsen2002 |Re: 2Gig Jaz drive|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Anthony Jackson" wrote:

> Sorry to be a pain Tom, there's no apostrophe needed for "Newbies"

Me, sorrie, mei Inglisch is vary bat.
| 9303|9289|2003-02-24 08:16:26|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Sound examples of acoustic music on RS7000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp You 
could also check out the Motif Rack, it has 

> additional drumkits that are stereo sampled, if I remember 
> correctly.

AFAIK you can buy extra acoustic drum-kits plug in for the MOTIF rack 
(also Sxx line).
| 9304|9209|2003-02-24 09:44:19|iowands|Re: some feature request|
On Wednesday 19 February 2003 17:57, iowands wrote:

> A little more synthpower:
>
>
> -Connecting a realtime loopsection to a user-lfo or
> controler for wavecycling. =stringpower=organic sound.

Could you explain this one?
- Robert

Example: -buildup a wav-file with 10 identical sinus waves (10 equal
segments with a little equal
silence between them against a clicking sound).
-make a saw wave from the sinus 10.
-make a morph from sinus 1 to saw 10 (segment 2 to 9).

RS7K: -load the wav-file in RS7k 
-make a loop of sinus 1
-when you could move the loop(sample-start-end) realtime
by the length of sinus 1 in the wav-file with a
user-lfo you can buildup a long evolving sound
-endless possibilities with small(5Kbyte) wav-files.
-to recreate that sound on the rs7k now, you have to

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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load a very big file and would be
just a loop
-Yamaha will sell more boxes :)

Yves

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9305|9209|2003-02-24 09:55:27|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: some feature request|

> > 1) I love pattern mode, but the my problem is that there
> > is no simple way to make a song from a style. Here is the
> > way I'd like to process : - first recording a live play :
> > turning knobs, muting tracks, changing patterns, etc.
> > - then editing the recorded session to produce a clean
> > song.
>
> Are you aware of the Pattern Chain -> Song conversion job?

Yes, but I'd like to record directly into Song mode with all events
(mutes, bpm change, knobs, etc.).

> > 3) when playing a sample, I'd like to see a little
> > progress bar.
>
> You mean a position locator bar?

I mean while in Edit mode. It could be convenient to localise a
little slice I want to extract in a big sample.

> > 4) when slicing a sample, I'd like :
> > - to see the slices
> > - to modify some slices
>
> Probably not possible due to interface problems. The small
> LCD screen is the main issue, I guess.

RS slice function make the same job as Recycle. So, it would be cool to
see how it slice the samples and to modify the slices, just like in
Recycle. I agree that the LCD is small, but I guess it could be possible
with the zoom.

--
Arnauld Michelizza
01 41 66 47 19
| 9306|9276|2003-02-24 10:50:58|Hite, George|Re: Creation Process|



I would also suggest that you pick up copies of Future Music and Computer
Music Magazine. Each month they have hundreds of samples of all types on
the free cd that comes with the Magazine. They are all royalty free, I've
collected 30 or forty of these cd's and the average number of samples is
around 250 to 300 samples per disk. They are not all great but you can find
some gems. Anyway give it a shot if you can find the magazines I usually
get them at Barnes and Noble or Guitar Center. There English Magazines and
the content is really good. Covers software and hardware and the Electronic
music industry.. For the price of the magazine you get demo's software
plugin's, free samples tutorials etc Check it out. I figure the more samples
you have to choose from the better.

Dwizard1
Peace and Creativity

-----Original Message-----
From: tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
[mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2003 12:23 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Creation Process

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald " 

> Finding samples that i'd like to use is difficult. Theres a lot of 
> sample cds out there but it seems many of them seem to be aimed at 
> the acid crowd, and contain short loops and beats, that, while 

nice, 

> don't do anything my all mighty rs can't. :)

I always run into the same problem. The so called "dance/techno" 
sample CD´s are basically all more or less crap. E.g. a few years 
ago, when i was young and naive and owner of a MC303, i bought this 
Dance sample CD´s from Best Service...and whoa...super...it had 
MC303 presets-samples....:)))

I suggest you do an internet search with Google for samples. I 
already found incredible stuff there :)

Also if you want sample-CD´s than buy the ones that has nothing to 
do with your genre, in which you want to produce. E.g. on some 
Hiphop CD´s i found some nice drumloops, that, with some work on 
them, made some nice drum´n´bass loops.

Also...take a portable MiniDisc Recorder, a mic and do some sample-
hunting yourself...or connect your TV to your HiFi system and record 
some TV tunes. Or listen to netradiostations...or what did someone 
recently told here?...he was recording some stuff from Yahoo webcam 
chatrooms. 
And hey and what is wrong with your own voice?
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For the kickdrums...check out the filesection:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/> 

Enjoy,

Töm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9307|9209|2003-02-25 04:08:44|a_lepusa |Re: some feature request (son of)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Nice list. Added to wishlist of forthcoming faq.
> 
> - Robert

read it on rs7000.org:
velo curves or adjustable velocity for the pads would be nice.
now i feel like i need thor´s hammer for them to sound...

best, flim
| 9308|9209|2003-02-25 04:39:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request (son of)|
On Tuesday 25 February 2003 12:08, a_lepusa > read it on 
rs7000.org:

> velo curves or adjustable velocity for the pads would be
> nice. now i feel like i need thor´s hammer for them to
> sound...

You didn't get the hammer? It was included in the box. Says 
Yahammer on the shaft. Nice touch, imo.

- Robert
| 9309|9209|2003-02-25 06:20:09|a_lepusa |Re: some feature request (son of)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 25 February 2003 12:08, a_lepusa > read it on 
> rs7000.org:
> > velo curves or adjustable velocity for the pads would be
> > nice. now i feel like i need thor´s hammer for them to
> > sound...
> 
> You didn't get the hammer? It was included in the box. Says 
> Yahammer on the shaft. Nice touch, imo.
> 
> - Robert

LOL
ah, uhm- i wasn´t aware i could use the included one.
and i was wondering all the time what that yahammer was for :))
| 9310|9209|2003-02-25 06:28:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request (son of)|
On Tuesday 25 February 2003 14:20, a_lepusa 
<a_lepusa@yahoo.de> wrote:

> LOL
> ah, uhm- i wasn´t aware i could use the included one.
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> and i was wondering all the time what that yahammer was
> for :))

The manual said for BREAKbeats only. But I found that it can 
be used for other styles as well. Did you get the one with 
the blue head? I hear these do a better job. I've got the 
standard one, with the black head. It works, but would like 
to try the blue one.

- Robert
| 9311|9209|2003-02-25 06:33:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request|
On Monday 24 February 2003 17:45, iowands wrote:

> On Wednesday 19 February 2003 17:57, iowands wrote:
> > A little more synthpower:
> >
> >
> > -Connecting a realtime loopsection to a user-lfo or
> > controler for wavecycling. =stringpower=organic sound.
>
> Could you explain this one?
> - Robert
>
> Example: -buildup a wav-file with 10 identical sinus
> waves (10 equal segments with a little equal
> silence between them against a clicking sound).
> -make a saw wave from the sinus 10.
> -make a morph from sinus 1 to saw 10 (segment 2 to
> 9).
>
> RS7K: -load the wav-file in RS7k
> -make a loop of sinus 1
> -when you could move the loop(sample-start-end)
> realtime by the length of sinus 1 in the wav-file
> with a user-lfo you can buildup a long evolving sound
> -endless possibilities with small(5Kbyte) wav-files.
> -to recreate that sound on the rs7k now, you have to
> load a very big file and would be
> just a loop
> -Yamaha will sell more boxes :)
>

Ah, you're talking wave tables!
Nice idea, I'd like it, but I doubt Yamaha will fall for it, 
due to complexity of the procedure. It's not hard to 
implement, btw. 

Besides, I've got an XT for that. ;P

I'll add it to the wishlist anyway. ;)
- Robert
| 9312|9209|2003-02-25 06:36:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some feature request|



On Monday 24 February 2003 18:00, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> > > 1) I love pattern mode, but the my problem is that
> > > there is no simple way to make a song from a style.
> > > Here is the way I'd like to process : - first
> > > recording a live play : turning knobs, muting tracks,
> > > changing patterns, etc. - then editing the recorded
> > > session to produce a clean song.
> >
> > Are you aware of the Pattern Chain -> Song conversion
> > job?
>
> Yes, but I'd like to record directly into Song mode with
> all events (mutes, bpm change, knobs, etc.).

I see, and a good suggestion imo. Another record mode should 
be added, next to multi-record, that includes the BPM and 
Scene tracks. 

- Robert
| 9313|9269|2003-02-25 06:58:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 newbie|
On Friday 21 February 2003 08:42, Felix 
<phantom8bit@yahoo.com> wrote:

> hi.
>
> I've had the rs7000 for a little over three months. I've
> got a few questions.
>
> after having made a few songs in patteren chain mode, and
> transfering them into song mode, I'm looking to overdub a
> few extra things. for example:
>
> 1. how can I get the rs (when in songmode playback), to
> play my transpose commands? is this something that is
> done in *scene*? I am unable to figure this out in the
> manual.

What is it that you want from the RS here?

Anyway, to transpose the whole song, press and hold the 
transpose key and press one of the mini keyboard keys. 
Watch the top right corner of the Song mode screen.

>
> 2. I am also unable to get my cursor over to the mute or
> scene section for recording overdubs. how can I do this?

Turn knob1 to the left when in Record Ready mode. That is, 
press the Rec button and turn the knob.

mailto:phantom8bit@yahoo.com


>
> 3. is it possible to use the effects (isolation,
> d-filter, ctrl delay,
> multi compressor, ring mod, v-distort, etc) to effect
> only one track, while the others are unaffected/clean?

If you are referring to to the master fx block, no. If 
enabled, all tracks that are routed to the main outputs are 
effected. Note however that all of the master fx effects 
are also available with the variation fx block, and this 
one can be controlled on a per-track basis. Let me know if 
this needs more explanation.

>
> 4. even if the effects are global (all 16 tracks) how
> can I have the rs in song mode remember when to switch
> around to the disired effects settings. for instance,
> let say at measure 23 I want everything to go into a
> ring-mod effect. then a few measures down the line I
> want it to go back to normal. then back to another
> effect, say the *slice* effect, and again back to normal
> several measure down later?

Here are some options:
1. Use sysex midi commands to control the master fx section.
2. Use the variation fx block and program the fx send amount 
using CCs for each track.
3. Use resampling. 
4. Use different styles. Effect settings are stored in 
styles. The price is the inter-style gap, however. Not 
good.

Option 2 is the most normal way to give tracks partial fx 
treatment. You only have thee fx available though (verb, 
delay/chorus and variation). Option 3 is very good if you 
need many different effect in one song.

>
> 5. can I connect the rs to my winXP laptop to transfer
> files back and forth?

You can buy a card reader and read/write the RS files 
from/to the card. You can also transfer samples this way.

Alternatively you can buy a SCSI drive (like a ZIP for 
example) and use that to transfer files. You'll have to 
reconnect the drive between the PC and RS everytime, which 
means a shutdown every time you do this. Get 2 drives to 
get around this problem, and simply swap disks between the 



two drives.

Do NOT connect the RS to your computer using a SCSI cable 
and share a disk image between the two. Problems 
guaranteed.

>
> 6. how can I save my midi from the rs into *standard
> midi file* so that I can transfer files back and fourth
> with my friends?

In Song mode, press Save twice and turn knob 1 once. You're 
in the export SMF (standard midi file) page.

>
> 7. I do have a smartmedia writer attached to my laptop. 
> how to I transfer an audio file/sample into the rs. 
> and, what if the sample is not the correct bmp? how will
> I tell the rs to chop it up so that itll always match my
> tempo that I've tapped into the rs?

Write the WAVE or AIFF sample on the card, insert the card 
in the RS and press the Load button twice. You'll enter the 
Import page for samples and other stuff.

To change the BPM you have thee options, 
1) slicing 
2) time stretching
3) pitch change (works for some non-pitched samples)

Please read the manual and our faq for many more details.
The faq can be found here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 9314|9209|2003-02-25 07:08:55|a_lepusa |Re: some feature request (son of)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 25 February 2003 14:20, a_lepusa 
> wrote:
> 
> > LOL
> > ah, uhm- i wasn´t aware i could use the included one.
> > and i was wondering all the time what that yahammer was
> > for :))
> 
> The manual said for BREAKbeats only. But I found that it can 
> be used for other styles as well. Did you get the one with 
> the blue head? I hear these do a better job. I've got the 
> standard one, with the black head. It works, but would like 
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> to try the blue one.
> 
> - Robert

bwahhahaa!!
guess it´s the blue one -- 
due to my yellow glasses it always appears GREEN!!!
i´ll have to try breaking some beats with it- kinda curious...

best, flim
| 9315|9315|2003-02-25 09:09:30|Latif |usb to scsi �59,-|
anyone in Holland/Belgium
wants to try it out, these guys sell them cheap.. i gues:

http://www.blue-dogs.com/users/blue/index.html

Mini SubD 50 connector

:-)
| 9316|9316|2003-02-25 14:51:25|Steve Roitstein|Semi OT - Styles|
When I say "styles" I don't mean RS styles, I mean club dance music styles.

I'd like to ask you all the following:

1. what styles are hitting hard in clubs where you are now (please 
tell me where that is!)
2. what styles do you feel are "bubbling under" and about to be the 
"next big thing".

Please include a link of an example if possible.

This is for an advertising project. You may include your own music if 
you are proud of it.

If you prefer, reply privately.

Thanks!

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com
http://www.riotmusic.com/
| 9317|9316|2003-02-25 15:12:32|Scott Kellogg|Re: Semi OT - Styles|

> 1. what styles are hitting hard in clubs where you are now (please 
> tell me where that is!)

I live in Bloomington, IN, which does not have a whole lot going on. There
is one club, Bullwinkle's. Bull's plays straightahead dance music, which
is to say four-on-the-floor all night long. It's strictly DJs there, and

http://www.blue-dogs.com/users/blue/index.html
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they mix it up with mainstream-sounding trance, techno, and house.

> 2. what styles do you feel are "bubbling under" and about to be the 
> "next big thing".

Among whom? In the Midwest, there isn't much happening. Whereas in the
UK, as I understand it, there is enough interest to support many different
clubs.

> Please include a link of an example if possible.
> 
> This is for an advertising project. You may include your own music if 
> you are proud of it.
> 
> If you prefer, reply privately.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@riotmusic.com
> http://www.riotmusic.com/
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 9318|9316|2003-02-26 00:48:05|goodald |Re: Semi OT - Styles|
welll.. columbus ohio here:

mostly trance in the true techno/dance clubs.. we had a sweet place 
that had drum and bass but that's gone.. Best mix of music seems 
to be the gay/lesbia venues, if you can handle.. most of the busy-
long lasting places are mainstream trance though...

other than that.. a lot of r&b/hip hop.. esp with the latino market 
growing.. i expect to see more clubs with latino/hip hop nights in 
the near future.. i dont particularily like it 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> When I say "styles" I don't mean RS styles, I mean club dance music 
styles.
> 
> I'd like to ask you all the following:
> 
> 1. what styles are hitting hard in clubs where you are now (please 
> tell me where that is!)
> 2. what styles do you feel are "bubbling under" and about to be the 
> "next big thing".
> 
> Please include a link of an example if possible.
> 
> This is for an advertising project. You may include your own music 
if 
> you are proud of it.
> 
> If you prefer, reply privately.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@r...
> http://www.riotmusic.com/

| 9319|9269|2003-02-26 00:48:22|Minna No Tabo|Re: rs7000 newbie|
Thank you Robert for all he helpful information. I
have a follow up question to one of your questions.

> > 1. how can I get the rs (when in
> > songmode playback), to play my
> > transpose commands? is this something
> > that is done in *scene*? I am
> > unable to figure this out in the
> > manual.

> What is it that you want from the RS here?

For example:during playback of pattern-chain or song
mode, I will have the entire song transpose down two
semitones from middle 8. Then a couple of measures
later, I want the RS to transpose back up to middle 8.

Basically , how do I get the rs to remember my
transpose changes through out a song or patt-chain?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - forms, calculators, tips, more
http://taxes.yahoo.com/
| 9320|9320|2003-02-26 06:23:44|okoyemaya |Help Midiot|
I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen Midiman,cheap ? ) 
which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. But since it 
is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s wicked 
sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to get some nice 
solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I assign track 
to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems different and the 
result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set it to mono 
on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is like "do 
you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where I am in the 
midi world.
Okoyemaya
| 9321|9320|2003-02-26 07:50:33|a_lepusa |Re: Help Midiot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen 

Midiman,cheap ? ) 

> which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. But since it 
> is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s wicked 
> sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to get some 

nice 

> solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I assign 

track 

> to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems different and the 
> result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set it to mono 
> on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is like "do 
> you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where I am in 

the 

> midi world.
> Okoyemaya

closed MIDI chain?
RS out Wave in
Wave out RS in 
i assume...?

a. did you check the RecMonitor setting in the Utility Menue?
b. did you set your wavestation to "local off"

http://taxes.yahoo.com/
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c. check the SETUP (last page) to assign your MIDI/TG.

this would be my first thoughts about;
funny, had the same question on RS7K.org today...

good luck,
flim
| 9322|9269|2003-02-26 09:01:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 newbie|
On Wednesday 26 February 2003 08:04, Minna No Tabo wrote:

> Thank you Robert for all he helpful information. I
> have a follow up question to one of your questions.
>
> > > 1. how can I get the rs (when in
> > > songmode playback), to play my
> > > transpose commands? is this something
> > > that is done in *scene*? I am
> > > unable to figure this out in the
> > > manual.
> >
> > What is it that you want from the RS here?
>
> For example:during playback of pattern-chain or song
> mode, I will have the entire song transpose down two
> semitones from middle 8. Then a couple of measures
> later, I want the RS to transpose back up to middle 8.
>
>
> Basically , how do I get the rs to remember my
> transpose changes through out a song or patt-chain?

The transpose setting (set as explained in my previous post) 
is stored in scenes. So, to program transpose changes, 
store them in scenes and recall the right scene at 
strategic positions in the song.

- Robert
| 9323|9316|2003-02-26 11:15:58|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Semi OT - Styles|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> When I say "styles" I don't mean RS styles, I mean club dance music 

styles.

> 
> I'd like to ask you all the following:
> 
> 1. what styles are hitting hard in clubs where you are now (please 
> tell me where that is!)

Hamburg, Germany...

Depends on where you go. Schranz, Electro, Trance, Goa, IDM is still 
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running in the clubs, but mostly cheap "Dance-Trance-Chart-crap" 
stuff.

> 2. what styles do you feel are "bubbling under" and about to be the 
> "next big thing".

Anything goes.
| 9324|9320|2003-02-26 11:33:38|okoyemaya |Re: Help Midiot|
Thanx,
I got it going. Why didn`t I buy plain master keyboard, I thought, 
nice to get extra sounds but I got hooked on these Wavestation sounds 
and am complicating my life ! 
Is it workable to use the same wavestation as masterkeyboard and 
module, without setting and reseting all the time, kind of separate 
its keyboard and sound module ? I like to change sounds directly on 
the WS but it was also changing on RS, what is this command, can I 
off it permanently ? 
Thanks in advance
okoyemaya 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen 
> Midiman,cheap ? ) 
> > which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. But since 

it 

> > is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s wicked 
> > sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to get some 
> nice 
> > solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I assign 
> track 
> > to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems different and 

the 

> > result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set it to 

mono 

> > on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is 

like "do 

> > you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where I am in 
> the 
> > midi world.
> > Okoyemaya
> 
> closed MIDI chain?
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> RS out Wave in
> Wave out RS in 
> i assume...?
> 
> a. did you check the RecMonitor setting in the Utility Menue?
> b. did you set your wavestation to "local off"
> c. check the SETUP (last page) to assign your MIDI/TG.
> 
> this would be my first thoughts about;
> funny, had the same question on RS7K.org today...
> 
> good luck,
> flim

| 9325|9325|2003-02-26 12:29:23|Ronald|Re: some feature request (son of) |
What about the special trance edition of the RS7000?
I heard it came with a big saw instead of a hammer. (YASAW)
U can make nice fat strings with it. (especially with the new OS's filters)

GrtzZz Roonan
| 9326|9316|2003-02-26 15:58:43|dj Dave Jumpers |Re: Semi OT - Styles|
Get a suscription to the following magazines:

Mix Mag
Orb
Muzik Magazine
Ministry of Sound
Future Music

Then you'll know.
Every reply you'll get here, is not statistically representative,
plus, every response is biases to the prefered style of each person.

-Dave-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> When I say "styles" I don't mean RS styles, I mean club dance music
styles.
> 
> I'd like to ask you all the following:
> 
> 1. what styles are hitting hard in clubs where you are now (please 
> tell me where that is!)
> 2. what styles do you feel are "bubbling under" and about to be the 
> "next big thing".
> 
> Please include a link of an example if possible.
> 
> This is for an advertising project. You may include your own music if 
> you are proud of it.
> 
> If you prefer, reply privately.
> 
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> Thanks!
> 
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@r...
> http://www.riotmusic.com/

| 9327|9327|2003-02-26 19:13:02|synthe. labo|inplosion|
hello people

new track online
i called it 'inplosion'

http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/3102/3102401.html

or http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo searching for 'inplosion'

it's 90% MicroQ, and 10% RS7K

feedback really appreciated as always, it has been a hard work....:/

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Vinci la nuova Nissan Micra con MSN Messenger! http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 9328|9281|2003-02-27 00:20:27|Gino Cartier|Re: Who's selling a RS 7000?|
i am selling my rs 7000 for $500.00 US dollars.
DJ Ricco
--- "ridszero <ridszero@hotmail.com>"
<ridszero@hotmail.com> wrote:

> 
> 
> 
> I'm looking to buy a RS 7000. I have cash. Anyone
> selling one let me 
> know. (I'm looking for the putput expansion too)
> 
> Nick
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - forms, calculators, tips, more
http://taxes.yahoo.com/
| 9329|9320|2003-02-27 02:32:50|Latif |Re: Help Midiot|
Turn of PC Tx (program change transmit) 
some where in the midi setings of the WS.
And uncheck 'Program Change - IN' 
in the last screen of UTILITY of the RS.

http://www.riotmusic.com/
http://artists.mp3s.com/artist_song/3102/3102401.html
http://www.mp3.com/synthe_labo
http://www.msn.it/messenger/
mailto:ridszero@hotmail.com
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see if this helps also.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Thanx,
> I got it going. Why didn`t I buy plain master keyboard, I thought, 
> nice to get extra sounds but I got hooked on these Wavestation 

sounds 

> and am complicating my life ! 
> Is it workable to use the same wavestation as masterkeyboard and 
> module, without setting and reseting all the time, kind of separate 
> its keyboard and sound module ? I like to change sounds directly 

on 

> the WS but it was also changing on RS, what is this command, can I 
> off it permanently ? 
> Thanks in advance
> okoyemaya 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > wrote:
> > > I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen 
> > Midiman,cheap ? ) 
> > > which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. But 

since 

> it 
> > > is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s wicked 
> > > sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to get some 
> > nice 
> > > solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I assign 
> > track 
> > > to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems different and 
> the 
> > > result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set it to 
> mono 
> > > on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is 
> like "do 
> > > you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where I am 

in 

> > the 
> > > midi world.
> > > Okoyemaya
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> > 
> > closed MIDI chain?
> > RS out Wave in
> > Wave out RS in 
> > i assume...?
> > 
> > a. did you check the RecMonitor setting in the Utility Menue?
> > b. did you set your wavestation to "local off"
> > c. check the SETUP (last page) to assign your MIDI/TG.
> > 
> > this would be my first thoughts about;
> > funny, had the same question on RS7K.org today...
> > 
> > good luck,
> > flim

| 9330|9320|2003-02-27 02:53:08|okoyemaya |Re: Help Midiot|
Thanks, 
I got it last night. I wonder what will you advise me regarding my 
general question on the ".org". In search for solo voices.
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> Turn of PC Tx (program change transmit) 
> some where in the midi setings of the WS.
> And uncheck 'Program Change - IN' 
> in the last screen of UTILITY of the RS.
> 
> see if this helps also.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > Thanx,
> > I got it going. Why didn`t I buy plain master keyboard, I 

thought, 

> > nice to get extra sounds but I got hooked on these Wavestation 
> sounds 
> > and am complicating my life ! 
> > Is it workable to use the same wavestation as masterkeyboard and 
> > module, without setting and reseting all the time, kind of 

separate 

> > its keyboard and sound module ? I like to change sounds directly 
> on 
> > the WS but it was also changing on RS, what is this command, can 

I 
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> > off it permanently ? 
> > Thanks in advance
> > okoyemaya 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
> > wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > > wrote:
> > > > I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen 
> > > Midiman,cheap ? ) 
> > > > which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. But 
> since 
> > it 
> > > > is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s 

wicked 

> > > > sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to get 

some 

> > > nice 
> > > > solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I 

assign 

> > > track 
> > > > to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems different 

and 

> > the 
> > > > result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set it 

to 

> > mono 
> > > > on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is 
> > like "do 
> > > > you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where I am 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > midi world.
> > > > Okoyemaya
> > > 
> > > closed MIDI chain?
> > > RS out Wave in
> > > Wave out RS in 
> > > i assume...?
> > > 
> > > a. did you check the RecMonitor setting in the Utility Menue?
> > > b. did you set your wavestation to "local off"
> > > c. check the SETUP (last page) to assign your MIDI/TG.
> > > 
> > > this would be my first thoughts about;
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> > > funny, had the same question on RS7K.org today...
> > > 
> > > good luck,
> > > flim

| 9331|9209|2003-02-27 04:22:05|a_lepusa |Re: some feature request (son of)|
don´t know if there´s a workaround,
but it would be nice to control the measure quantising for the 
lovely stuttering effects, now you can´t jump into utility and 
change it while playing.
best, flim
| 9332|9320|2003-02-27 04:24:06|Latif |Re: Help Midiot|
There are many solutions and aproaches 
to that okoye, you can 'thicken' solo voices
by layering more than 1 and resampling them if desired.
you can adjust EQ and program LFO (step sequenced)
on the filter to achieve different flavor on the solo voices,
and/or use subtle distortion and flanging.
It's very taste dependent what you ask.
try to remember that since the RS doesn't 'allow'
editing the patches on waveform basis, you must use the
patches themselfs as waveforms 
(especialy those in SyMater1 ,but not restricted to only those)
to combine them and create new sounds, 
mainly by stacking (layering) them and/or resampling them
if neccesary, degrading them in quality also creates fine new sounds.
sometimes in post-creation like you mentioned, and sometimes
right away fom the beginning.... it's more important to know what
kinda sound that you want to create.
Just experiment alot, and now that you have a second synth (WS)
try to recreate the solo voices that you hear on the WS in the RS
just to learn more about the sound creation procces on the RS, it
doesn't matter if it takes up more than one sound in the RS... just 
experiment.
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Thanks, 
> I got it last night. I wonder what will you advise me regarding my 
> general question on the ".org". In search for solo voices.
> Okoyemaya
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 

> wrote:
> > Turn of PC Tx (program change transmit) 
> > some where in the midi setings of the WS.
> > And uncheck 'Program Change - IN' 
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> > in the last screen of UTILITY of the RS.
> > 
> > see if this helps also.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > wrote:
> > > Thanx,
> > > I got it going. Why didn`t I buy plain master keyboard, I 
> thought, 
> > > nice to get extra sounds but I got hooked on these Wavestation 
> > sounds 
> > > and am complicating my life ! 
> > > Is it workable to use the same wavestation as masterkeyboard 

and 

> > > module, without setting and reseting all the time, kind of 
> separate 
> > > its keyboard and sound module ? I like to change sounds 

directly 

> > on 
> > > the WS but it was also changing on RS, what is this command, 

can 

> I 
> > > off it permanently ? 
> > > Thanks in advance
> > > okoyemaya 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
> > > wrote:
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen 
> > > > Midiman,cheap ? ) 
> > > > > which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. But 
> > since 
> > > it 
> > > > > is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s 
> wicked 
> > > > > sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to get 
> some 
> > > > nice 
> > > > > solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I 
> assign 
> > > > track 
> > > > > to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems different 
> and 
> > > the 
> > > > > result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set it 
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> to 
> > > mono 
> > > > > on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is 
> > > like "do 
> > > > > you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where I 

am 

> > in 
> > > > the 
> > > > > midi world.
> > > > > Okoyemaya
> > > > 
> > > > closed MIDI chain?
> > > > RS out Wave in
> > > > Wave out RS in 
> > > > i assume...?
> > > > 
> > > > a. did you check the RecMonitor setting in the Utility Menue?
> > > > b. did you set your wavestation to "local off"
> > > > c. check the SETUP (last page) to assign your MIDI/TG.
> > > > 
> > > > this would be my first thoughts about;
> > > > funny, had the same question on RS7K.org today...
> > > > 
> > > > good luck,
> > > > flim

| 9333|9320|2003-02-27 04:29:12|okoyemaya |Re: Help Midiot|
Thanks, as I thought - the SynMatter- I going for it right now! 
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> There are many solutions and aproaches 
> to that okoye, you can 'thicken' solo voices
> by layering more than 1 and resampling them if desired.
> you can adjust EQ and program LFO (step sequenced)
> on the filter to achieve different flavor on the solo voices,
> and/or use subtle distortion and flanging.
> It's very taste dependent what you ask.
> try to remember that since the RS doesn't 'allow'
> editing the patches on waveform basis, you must use the
> patches themselfs as waveforms 
> (especialy those in SyMater1 ,but not restricted to only those)
> to combine them and create new sounds, 
> mainly by stacking (layering) them and/or resampling them
> if neccesary, degrading them in quality also creates fine new 

sounds.

> sometimes in post-creation like you mentioned, and sometimes
> right away fom the beginning.... it's more important to know what
> kinda sound that you want to create.
> Just experiment alot, and now that you have a second synth (WS)
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> try to recreate the solo voices that you hear on the WS in the RS
> just to learn more about the sound creation procces on the RS, it
> doesn't matter if it takes up more than one sound in the RS... just 
> experiment.
> :-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > Thanks, 
> > I got it last night. I wonder what will you advise me regarding 

my 

> > general question on the ".org". In search for solo voices.
> > Okoyemaya
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > Turn of PC Tx (program change transmit) 
> > > some where in the midi setings of the WS.
> > > And uncheck 'Program Change - IN' 
> > > in the last screen of UTILITY of the RS.
> > > 
> > > see if this helps also.
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > > wrote:
> > > > Thanx,
> > > > I got it going. Why didn`t I buy plain master keyboard, I 
> > thought, 
> > > > nice to get extra sounds but I got hooked on these 

Wavestation 

> > > sounds 
> > > > and am complicating my life ! 
> > > > Is it workable to use the same wavestation as masterkeyboard 
> and 
> > > > module, without setting and reseting all the time, kind of 
> > separate 
> > > > its keyboard and sound module ? I like to change sounds 
> directly 
> > > on 
> > > > the WS but it was also changing on RS, what is this command, 
> can 
> > I 
> > > > off it permanently ? 
> > > > Thanks in advance
> > > > okoyemaya 
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> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa " 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > I got myself master keyboard (anybody wants Oxygen 
> > > > > Midiman,cheap ? ) 
> > > > > > which as such I know how to hook up to RS, no problem. 

But 

> > > since 
> > > > it 
> > > > > > is Korg Wavestation I definitely would love to use it`s 
> > wicked 
> > > > > > sounds, seems like not only pads but it is possible to 

get 

> > some 
> > > > > nice 
> > > > > > solo voices ( lots to study for me midiot). So how do I 
> > assign 
> > > > > track 
> > > > > > to it, I used to do it on QY700 but on RS seeems 

different 

> > and 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > result is a mess, Wavestation playing everything ( I set 

it 

> > to 
> > > > mono 
> > > > > > on given channel). I am sorry the level of my question is 
> > > > like "do 
> > > > > > you use your mouth to play the trumpet" but that`s where 

I 

> am 
> > > in 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > midi world.
> > > > > > Okoyemaya
> > > > > 
> > > > > closed MIDI chain?
> > > > > RS out Wave in
> > > > > Wave out RS in 
> > > > > i assume...?
> > > > > 
> > > > > a. did you check the RecMonitor setting in the Utility 
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Menue?

> > > > > b. did you set your wavestation to "local off"
> > > > > c. check the SETUP (last page) to assign your MIDI/TG.
> > > > > 
> > > > > this would be my first thoughts about;
> > > > > funny, had the same question on RS7K.org today...
> > > > > 
> > > > > good luck,
> > > > > flim

| 9334|9320|2003-02-27 07:02:22|faxorgy |Re: Help Midiot|
Just a few more things to help you out ;) 
Ok - Saw waveforms - best used in the emulation of sythetic brass and
string instrument/pad type sounds.
Sq waveforms - ideal for abstractions of panflutes ,recorder etc
Tri waveforms - great for synthetic xlyphones, vibes and woodwind
such as clarinet etc etc
Sine waveforms - at different pitch tunings can empahsise certain
frequencies act as sub oscilators etc etc etc...

Now remember you have both unison and octaver functions in the play 
effect's but sometimes setting the patch to play with Harmonizer is 
more interesting ie: A solo line played with a 5th harmonic above the
fundamental will create some musical dissonance and really fatten a 
sound up.
As Latif stressed use the SynthWav bank and resample.
Set a phrase to 3 tracks (same phrase) use different waveforms or the 
same wave on three tracks , use different filters ,lfo sync 
divisions, you also have a course/fine detune setting to pitch them 
like you would an analog synth. Detune one by a few semitones and the 
sound fattens right up.
Simulate analog oscilator drift by using the pitch envelope very 
subtly on one track only ......(big hint here and great for phasing 
effects).
Use heavily detuned sine and tri waves like sub oscillators.
Feed some tracks a little delay , maybe some ringmod on another and 
some insane CC modulations on another. Resample the whole lot as a 
kit & note sample. Refilter it , reverse it , slice it ,LFO modulate 
it etc etc etc....
Seriously when you start working in this method you can pull some 
amazing sounds out of this baby.
Mix string samples in the orchestra bank with saw wave forms .
Sq waves with flutes , do insane CC panning and volume fade tricks.
Timestretch the bejesus out of some melodies pitch them up (using 
digtal repitch by and octave ;). Sample rate convert then time 
stretch back to the original sample/length. Then lay it next to the 
same melody being played by another voice in the Tone generator.
Also USE DRUM DIVIDE on MELODIC LINES and go totally (and I mean 
totally insane) then resample the whole lot ;).
This is where the RS7000 really shines. Use the TG ,CC's ,Midi 
Data ,Sampling ,Resampling ,Filters ,Envelopes and LFO's and master 
effects but use them as if they were one integrated synthesis engine.
Think of each track as an oscilator with it's own set of 



envelopes,lfo's,panning's,eq's ,modulations etc etc etc........
In other words take a lineated format and give it some lateral 
functionality and form.
Now Okeyem if you wanted to post say one bassline , one lead line and 
one string/pad sequnce in the file section (R2P format). I would 
gladly pull off a few tweeks (some really extreme ones) and resample 
them and post them back as a .wav zip file in the files section as a 
good example of what can be achieved with the RS TG and this working 
method alone. That way some of the newbies could here what I can pull 
out of this thing ;-) .
Any takers ????????????
| 9335|9209|2003-02-27 07:21:45|faxorgy |Re: some feature request (son of)|
No you can't but the beatretch job allows fine percentages of up to 
1% + or minus clever use of this JOB using mathematical formular and 
PPQN/BPM compliant subdivisions ,integers and exponentials of will 
give you very similar and rather oddball results :-P .
| 9336|9336|2003-02-27 07:37:17|faxorgy |How's everyone been anyway ........ :-)|
Blody e.mail has been softbouncing my yahoo messages on and of for a 
while so I've been a bit quiet here.
My Mackie Mixer finally fried :( so I got a UB1832FX-Pro to replace 
it the new discreet mic pre's are great. Don't know how it compares 
to a VLZPro but I A/B tested it with the old Mackie VLZ before she 
died and this unit actually sounds better and has more routing 
options.
Now my amp has just died , it's an old LUXMAN (processed DC 
integration amp w/ dual mono tranformers etc etc) was "pro-audio" way 
back when . So I'm just gonna get me some Truths for the time being 
as the amp will cost me 300 $$$ less to get fixed anyway and I don't 
like my Alesis Point 7's much they'll do a better job on the PC.
So I'm broke broke broke ,water rates ,council rates ,car reg etc etc 
etc ...thank God the house is payed off fully :-).
So I'll just have to use some headphones for the time being.
On a side note "Picasso's Fingers" is nearly finished clocking in at 
160bpms in a kinda D'n'B elctrojazz fusion sort of way.
It's got some very very tasty programming touches which I'm in the 
process of editing and refining as a type (well almost).
Both Picasso's Fingers and Madness Mouth will be on an Australian 
illbient,speedcore,d'n'b,idm,glitch compilation MALSANG-FROID at a 
later date this year. Web site is being designed for it at the moment 
but I'll hopefully have a couple more tunes knocked up into better 
shape by then too.
I'll whack em up as MP3's for y'all to listen too when I'm ready. See 
I told you I don't work fast (around 4 tracks every 5 months) got 
alot of very cool ideas filed on the HD for a rainy day as well.
One is titled "Is this last Pill my only hope?" which will be the 
next one to get Faxified in a fury LMAO .....
Hope everyone is well and thanks for the "eargasmic" review at 
mp3.com.au ;-P (yes you know who your are) lol . It was a pleasent 
suprise.
Take care all.
Keep them tunes comin'
Oscar (aka FaX)
| 9337|9320|2003-02-27 07:41:32|okoyemaya |Re: Help Midiot|



You are a monster ! Already tried some stuff Latif suggested, 
your "workshop" will take more time. Anyway this post should land in 
a file section.
Dont you make notes of all that ? You release a book, probably it 
would have better chances if it is not RS limited. Anyway I could 
check something out for you on the Music Fair in Frankfurt next week. 
If you have something that could be send as PDF I could show to some 
people, Kaman ( I am Ovatio endorsee) is hooked up with German Korg 
distributor, a buddy of mine is Roland`S endorsee (I dont give sh.. 
about Roland except perc pads), unfortunately I have no connection to 
Yamaha.
Anyway, just idea, otherwise perhaps next year, I will be more active 
on the Fair then, this year I am more of visitor. And you should get 
flown by Yamaha, to give RS7000 workshops. Is not Oscarito the 
uncrowned Rs world champion ?
Okoyemaya
You are great
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Just a few more things to help you out ;) 
> Ok - Saw waveforms - best used in the emulation of sythetic brass 

and

> string instrument/pad type sounds.
> Sq waveforms - ideal for abstractions of panflutes ,recorder 

etc

> Tri waveforms - great for synthetic xlyphones, vibes and 

woodwind

> such as clarinet etc etc
> Sine waveforms - at different pitch tunings can empahsise 

certain

> frequencies act as sub oscilators etc etc 

etc...

> 
> Now remember you have both unison and octaver functions in the play 
> effect's but sometimes setting the patch to play with Harmonizer is 
> more interesting ie: A solo line played with a 5th harmonic above 

the

> fundamental will create some musical dissonance and really fatten a 
> sound up.
> As Latif stressed use the SynthWav bank and resample.
> Set a phrase to 3 tracks (same phrase) use different waveforms or 

the 
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> same wave on three tracks , use different filters ,lfo sync 
> divisions, you also have a course/fine detune setting to pitch them 
> like you would an analog synth. Detune one by a few semitones and 

the 

> sound fattens right up.
> Simulate analog oscilator drift by using the pitch envelope very 
> subtly on one track only ......(big hint here and great for phasing 
> effects).
> Use heavily detuned sine and tri waves like sub oscillators.
> Feed some tracks a little delay , maybe some ringmod on another and 
> some insane CC modulations on another. Resample the whole lot as a 
> kit & note sample. Refilter it , reverse it , slice it ,LFO 

modulate 

> it etc etc etc....
> Seriously when you start working in this method you can pull some 
> amazing sounds out of this baby.
> Mix string samples in the orchestra bank with saw wave forms .
> Sq waves with flutes , do insane CC panning and volume fade tricks.
> Timestretch the bejesus out of some melodies pitch them up (using 
> digtal repitch by and octave ;). Sample rate convert then time 
> stretch back to the original sample/length. Then lay it next to the 
> same melody being played by another voice in the Tone generator.
> Also USE DRUM DIVIDE on MELODIC LINES and go totally (and I mean 
> totally insane) then resample the whole lot ;).
> This is where the RS7000 really shines. Use the TG ,CC's ,Midi 
> Data ,Sampling ,Resampling ,Filters ,Envelopes and LFO's and master 
> effects but use them as if they were one integrated synthesis 

engine.

> Think of each track as an oscilator with it's own set of 
> envelopes,lfo's,panning's,eq's ,modulations etc etc etc........
> In other words take a lineated format and give it some lateral 
> functionality and form.
> Now Okeyem if you wanted to post say one bassline , one lead line 

and 

> one string/pad sequnce in the file section (R2P format). I would 
> gladly pull off a few tweeks (some really extreme ones) and 

resample 

> them and post them back as a .wav zip file in the files section as 

a 

> good example of what can be achieved with the RS TG and this 

working 

> method alone. That way some of the newbies could here what I can 



pull 

> out of this thing ;-) .
> Any takers ????????????

| 9338|9336|2003-02-27 08:00:08|Latif |Re: How's everyone been anyway ........ :-)|
fine over here, a bit quit too
usually means i'm working on some music.
but also around this time of year, i'm breaking my head
over how to fillout the tax-form for last year.. :-<
Anyway, finishing some songs at the moment with vocals,
so that's very time consuming.
nice to read you're going for the thruth's
haven't checked lately if any new monitors have 
come out in the same price range, but i'm sure you'll like these.
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Blody e.mail has been softbouncing my yahoo messages on and of for 

a 

> while so I've been a bit quiet here.
> My Mackie Mixer finally fried :( so I got a UB1832FX-Pro to replace 
> it the new discreet mic pre's are great. Don't know how it compares 
> to a VLZPro but I A/B tested it with the old Mackie VLZ before she 
> died and this unit actually sounds better and has more routing 
> options.
> Now my amp has just died , it's an old LUXMAN (processed DC 
> integration amp w/ dual mono tranformers etc etc) was "pro-audio" 

way 

> back when . So I'm just gonna get me some Truths for the time being 
> as the amp will cost me 300 $$$ less to get fixed anyway and I 

don't 

> like my Alesis Point 7's much they'll do a better job on the PC.
> So I'm broke broke broke ,water rates ,council rates ,car reg etc 

etc 

> etc ...thank God the house is payed off fully :-).
> So I'll just have to use some headphones for the time being.
> On a side note "Picasso's Fingers" is nearly finished clocking in 

at 

> 160bpms in a kinda D'n'B elctrojazz fusion sort of way.
> It's got some very very tasty programming touches which I'm in the 
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> process of editing and refining as a type (well almost).
> Both Picasso's Fingers and Madness Mouth will be on an Australian 
> illbient,speedcore,d'n'b,idm,glitch compilation MALSANG-FROID at a 
> later date this year. Web site is being designed for it at the 

moment 

> but I'll hopefully have a couple more tunes knocked up into better 
> shape by then too.
> I'll whack em up as MP3's for y'all to listen too when I'm ready. 

See 

> I told you I don't work fast (around 4 tracks every 5 months) got 
> alot of very cool ideas filed on the HD for a rainy day as well.
> One is titled "Is this last Pill my only hope?" which will be the 
> next one to get Faxified in a fury LMAO .....
> Hope everyone is well and thanks for the "eargasmic" review at 
> mp3.com.au ;-P (yes you know who your are) lol . It was a pleasent 
> suprise.
> Take care all.
> Keep them tunes comin'
> Oscar (aka FaX)

| 9339|9339|2003-02-28 06:24:28|ridszero |Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
Hi, I'm looking at buying a RS7000 from a guy in Romania. He said he 
has an adapter that will work in the US. Do you think I need an 
adapter? Or can I just go buy a US power cord to use with it? (Or is 
there a voltage switch on it?)

I'm deciding on whether to do this deal for $450. He had it on ebay 
at $100 no reserve and then he took it off because he said a "bad 
jock" offered him money to buy it and end it early, then backed out. 
I wanted to use Escrow but he said Romania is not on Escrow list, so 
he wants me to send the money by Western Union. Do you think this is 
safe? I told him I want to call him to talk with him first.

Nick 

Here are some of his e-mails:

Dear sir 

the Yamaha it is in perfect shape ,no scratches ,no internal problems,
For payment i accept western union and my location it is romania ,if 
this is a problem for you i'm sorry for your time spent with me
I will wait your e-mail 

bye 

Dear sir 



i will pay for the delivery if you pay for the western union 
taxes,about the escrow please go and take a look at escrow page and 
you will see that romania it isn`t on their country list 
I must ask you to make this deal with me only if you consider me a 
honest seller ,if you have any doubts about my pesrson please don't e-
mail me
Thanks once again for the e-mails 

bye 

Dear sir 

only let the time decided if i'm a honest person ,i can give you my 
word but it probably mean nothing for you right now,if you agree on 
doing this deal with me you will convince your self what kind of 
person i'm 
Regarding the volts,i will provide you with an adaptor which convert 
the 110 volts(i think this is your voltage there in US?) in 220 volts
The Yamaha has 4-Mb of onboard sampling memory is expandable to 64MB 
Ok we will do the deal at 450$
Please replay me with your decision 

thanks
| 9340|9320|2003-02-28 06:29:03|okoyemaya |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
It is fun ! 
I have done some experiments on Wavestation and RS. Slowly getting 
better idea of synthesis. So if I understood you and Latif right I 
cannot really get into RS oscilators, waves, layers. So Faxes 
solution is doing it virtual way, is that right ? I think it was 
easier for me that I first did some WS programming that let me 
understand how synths work, get the idea of the sounds structures in 
my head. Then only I can do what Latif said, do as an exercise, 
reproduction of any given WS sound ( or any other) through the 
virtual procedure described by Fax ? Is it so ?
Compadres! You are opening a whole new world for me, love that sh... .
So RS sounds are multilayered or whatever it is called, but we cannot 
access them, what we can do with filters and similar is changing all 
of them at once isn`t it? Well, cannot have it all, but it makes it 
more clear for me what for I need to look while getting some more 
gear. How is it in Motif ? Which products have more extensive editing 
possibilities ? 
I am searching the web for more information, once I downloaded some 
stuff from Clavia about synthesis but I cannot find it anymore on my 
pc, neither in web, anybody have some links to synthesis info ?
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Just a few more things to help you out ;) 
> Ok - Saw waveforms - best used in the emulation of sythetic brass 

and
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> string instrument/pad type sounds.
> Sq waveforms - ideal for abstractions of panflutes ,recorder 

etc

> Tri waveforms - great for synthetic xlyphones, vibes and 

woodwind

> such as clarinet etc etc
> Sine waveforms - at different pitch tunings can empahsise 

certain

> frequencies act as sub oscilators etc etc 

etc...

> 
> Now remember you have both unison and octaver functions in the play 
> effect's but sometimes setting the patch to play with Harmonizer is 
> more interesting ie: A solo line played with a 5th harmonic above 

the

> fundamental will create some musical dissonance and really fatten a 
> sound up.
> As Latif stressed use the SynthWav bank and resample.
> Set a phrase to 3 tracks (same phrase) use different waveforms or 

the 

> same wave on three tracks , use different filters ,lfo sync 
> divisions, you also have a course/fine detune setting to pitch them 
> like you would an analog synth. Detune one by a few semitones and 

the 

> sound fattens right up.
> Simulate analog oscilator drift by using the pitch envelope very 
> subtly on one track only ......(big hint here and great for phasing 
> effects).
> Use heavily detuned sine and tri waves like sub oscillators.
> Feed some tracks a little delay , maybe some ringmod on another and 
> some insane CC modulations on another. Resample the whole lot as a 
> kit & note sample. Refilter it , reverse it , slice it ,LFO 

modulate 

> it etc etc etc....
> Seriously when you start working in this method you can pull some 
> amazing sounds out of this baby.
> Mix string samples in the orchestra bank with saw wave forms .
> Sq waves with flutes , do insane CC panning and volume fade tricks.
> Timestretch the bejesus out of some melodies pitch them up (using 
> digtal repitch by and octave ;). Sample rate convert then time 



> stretch back to the original sample/length. Then lay it next to the 
> same melody being played by another voice in the Tone generator.
> Also USE DRUM DIVIDE on MELODIC LINES and go totally (and I mean 
> totally insane) then resample the whole lot ;).
> This is where the RS7000 really shines. Use the TG ,CC's ,Midi 
> Data ,Sampling ,Resampling ,Filters ,Envelopes and LFO's and master 
> effects but use them as if they were one integrated synthesis 

engine.

> Think of each track as an oscilator with it's own set of 
> envelopes,lfo's,panning's,eq's ,modulations etc etc etc........
> In other words take a lineated format and give it some lateral 
> functionality and form.
> Now Okeyem if you wanted to post say one bassline , one lead line 

and 

> one string/pad sequnce in the file section (R2P format). I would 
> gladly pull off a few tweeks (some really extreme ones) and 

resample 

> them and post them back as a .wav zip file in the files section as 

a 

> good example of what can be achieved with the RS TG and this 

working 

> method alone. That way some of the newbies could here what I can 

pull 

> out of this thing ;-) .
> Any takers ????????????

| 9341|9339|2003-02-28 06:37:15|okoyemaya |Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
Adapter might be the easiest part, the price is too good to be truth, 
in Europe it is 1000- 1200 for a used one, Romania... nothing against 
it but actually that is where all illegal DVDs, software, and fake 
money comes from to Western Europe. Please, all Romanians and 
Bulgarians forgive me but these are the facts. Could be "hot" but 
that is the least problem for you isn`t it ? Or he is honest but does 
not know the value ? I wouldn`t do it.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> 
> Hi, I'm looking at buying a RS7000 from a guy in Romania. He said 

he 
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> has an adapter that will work in the US. Do you think I need an 
> adapter? Or can I just go buy a US power cord to use with it? (Or 

is 

> there a voltage switch on it?)
> 
> 
> I'm deciding on whether to do this deal for $450. He had it on ebay 
> at $100 no reserve and then he took it off because he said a "bad 
> jock" offered him money to buy it and end it early, then backed 

out. 

> I wanted to use Escrow but he said Romania is not on Escrow list, 

so 

> he wants me to send the money by Western Union. Do you think this 

is 

> safe? I told him I want to call him to talk with him first.
> 
> Nick 
> 
> 
> Here are some of his e-mails:
> 
> Dear sir 
> 
> the Yamaha it is in perfect shape ,no scratches ,no internal 

problems,

> For payment i accept western union and my location it is 

romania ,if 

> this is a problem for you i'm sorry for your time spent with me
> I will wait your e-mail 
> 
> bye 
> 
> 
> Dear sir 
> 
> i will pay for the delivery if you pay for the western union 
> taxes,about the escrow please go and take a look at escrow page and 
> you will see that romania it isn`t on their country list 
> I must ask you to make this deal with me only if you consider me a 
> honest seller ,if you have any doubts about my pesrson please don't 

e-



> mail me
> Thanks once again for the e-mails 
> 
> bye 
> 
> Dear sir 
> 
> only let the time decided if i'm a honest person ,i can give you my 
> word but it probably mean nothing for you right now,if you agree 

on 

> doing this deal with me you will convince your self what kind of 
> person i'm 
> Regarding the volts,i will provide you with an adaptor which 

convert 

> the 110 volts(i think this is your voltage there in US?) in 220 

volts

> The Yamaha has 4-Mb of onboard sampling memory is expandable to 

64MB 

> Ok we will do the deal at 450$
> Please replay me with your decision 
> 
> thanks

| 9342|9320|2003-02-28 06:57:07|Latif |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
I think du sprecht deutch right?
http://people.freenet.de/My_Homepage/synthese.htm
synthesizer prizipien... ;-) 
(don't know if it's really what you need, but anyway)

And yes, incase of building multilayered or 'phatter' sounds
you should treat each track (patch) as a oscilator
with all the extra benefits of the RS sequencer itself.
You see if for instance you buildup a sound out of
3 oscilators (patches)you could step sequence some 
of the charteristics of the 3 oscilators that make up 
the new sound, in a way you could not do on another machine.
That's basicly what FaX explains to you in the message.

:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> It is fun ! 
> I have done some experiments on Wavestation and RS. Slowly getting 

http://people.freenet.de/My_Homepage/synthese.htm
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> better idea of synthesis. So if I understood you and Latif right I 
> cannot really get into RS oscilators, waves, layers. So Faxes 
> solution is doing it virtual way, is that right ? I think it was 
> easier for me that I first did some WS programming that let me 
> understand how synths work, get the idea of the sounds structures 

in 

> my head. Then only I can do what Latif said, do as an exercise, 
> reproduction of any given WS sound ( or any other) through the 
> virtual procedure described by Fax ? Is it so ?
> Compadres! You are opening a whole new world for me, love that 

sh... .

> So RS sounds are multilayered or whatever it is called, but we 

cannot 

> access them, what we can do with filters and similar is changing 

all 

> of them at once isn`t it? Well, cannot have it all, but it makes it 
> more clear for me what for I need to look while getting some more 
> gear. How is it in Motif ? Which products have more extensive 

editing 

> possibilities ? 
> I am searching the web for more information, once I downloaded some 
> stuff from Clavia about synthesis but I cannot find it anymore on 

my 

> pc, neither in web, anybody have some links to synthesis info ?
> Okoyemaya
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
> wrote:
> > Just a few more things to help you out ;) 
> > Ok - Saw waveforms - best used in the emulation of sythetic brass 
> and
> > string instrument/pad type sounds.
> > Sq waveforms - ideal for abstractions of 

panflutes ,recorder 

> etc
> > Tri waveforms - great for synthetic xlyphones, vibes and 
> woodwind
> > such as clarinet etc etc
> > Sine waveforms - at different pitch tunings can empahsise 
> certain
> > frequencies act as sub oscilators etc etc 
> etc...
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> > 
> > Now remember you have both unison and octaver functions in the 

play 

> > effect's but sometimes setting the patch to play with Harmonizer 

is 

> > more interesting ie: A solo line played with a 5th harmonic above 
> the
> > fundamental will create some musical dissonance and really fatten 

a 

> > sound up.
> > As Latif stressed use the SynthWav bank and resample.
> > Set a phrase to 3 tracks (same phrase) use different waveforms or 
> the 
> > same wave on three tracks , use different filters ,lfo sync 
> > divisions, you also have a course/fine detune setting to pitch 

them 

> > like you would an analog synth. Detune one by a few semitones and 
> the 
> > sound fattens right up.
> > Simulate analog oscilator drift by using the pitch envelope very 
> > subtly on one track only ......(big hint here and great for 

phasing 

> > effects).
> > Use heavily detuned sine and tri waves like sub oscillators.
> > Feed some tracks a little delay , maybe some ringmod on another 

and 

> > some insane CC modulations on another. Resample the whole lot as 

a 

> > kit & note sample. Refilter it , reverse it , slice it ,LFO 
> modulate 
> > it etc etc etc....
> > Seriously when you start working in this method you can pull some 
> > amazing sounds out of this baby.
> > Mix string samples in the orchestra bank with saw wave forms .
> > Sq waves with flutes , do insane CC panning and volume fade 

tricks.

> > Timestretch the bejesus out of some melodies pitch them up (using 
> > digtal repitch by and octave ;). Sample rate convert then time 
> > stretch back to the original sample/length. Then lay it next to 



the 

> > same melody being played by another voice in the Tone generator.
> > Also USE DRUM DIVIDE on MELODIC LINES and go totally (and I mean 
> > totally insane) then resample the whole lot ;).
> > This is where the RS7000 really shines. Use the TG ,CC's ,Midi 
> > Data ,Sampling ,Resampling ,Filters ,Envelopes and LFO's and 

master 

> > effects but use them as if they were one integrated synthesis 
> engine.
> > Think of each track as an oscilator with it's own set of 
> > envelopes,lfo's,panning's,eq's ,modulations etc etc etc........
> > In other words take a lineated format and give it some lateral 
> > functionality and form.
> > Now Okeyem if you wanted to post say one bassline , one lead line 
> and 
> > one string/pad sequnce in the file section (R2P format). I would 
> > gladly pull off a few tweeks (some really extreme ones) and 
> resample 
> > them and post them back as a .wav zip file in the files section 

as 

> a 
> > good example of what can be achieved with the RS TG and this 
> working 
> > method alone. That way some of the newbies could here what I can 
> pull 
> > out of this thing ;-) .
> > Any takers ????????????

| 9343|9320|2003-02-28 07:06:04|okoyemaya |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
Thanks, that`s the stuff I need to feed my brain, my german is better 
then I thought, it is a question of motivation I suppose.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif " 
wrote:

> I think du sprecht deutch right?
> http://people.freenet.de/My_Homepage/synthese.htm
> synthesizer prizipien... ;-) 
> (don't know if it's really what you need, but anyway)
> 
> And yes, incase of building multilayered or 'phatter' sounds
> you should treat each track (patch) as a oscilator
> with all the extra benefits of the RS sequencer itself.
> You see if for instance you buildup a sound out of
> 3 oscilators (patches)you could step sequence some 
> of the charteristics of the 3 oscilators that make up 
> the new sound, in a way you could not do on another machine.
> That's basicly what FaX explains to you in the message.
> 
> :-)
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> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > It is fun ! 
> > I have done some experiments on Wavestation and RS. Slowly 

getting 

> > better idea of synthesis. So if I understood you and Latif right 

I 

> > cannot really get into RS oscilators, waves, layers. So Faxes 
> > solution is doing it virtual way, is that right ? I think it was 
> > easier for me that I first did some WS programming that let me 
> > understand how synths work, get the idea of the sounds structures 
> in 
> > my head. Then only I can do what Latif said, do as an exercise, 
> > reproduction of any given WS sound ( or any other) through the 
> > virtual procedure described by Fax ? Is it so ?
> > Compadres! You are opening a whole new world for me, love that 
> sh... .
> > So RS sounds are multilayered or whatever it is called, but we 
> cannot 
> > access them, what we can do with filters and similar is changing 
> all 
> > of them at once isn`t it? Well, cannot have it all, but it makes 

it 

> > more clear for me what for I need to look while getting some more 
> > gear. How is it in Motif ? Which products have more extensive 
> editing 
> > possibilities ? 
> > I am searching the web for more information, once I downloaded 

some 

> > stuff from Clavia about synthesis but I cannot find it anymore on 
> my 
> > pc, neither in web, anybody have some links to synthesis info ?
> > Okoyemaya
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
> > wrote:
> > > Just a few more things to help you out ;) 
> > > Ok - Saw waveforms - best used in the emulation of sythetic 

brass 

> > and
> > > string instrument/pad type sounds.
> > > Sq waveforms - ideal for abstractions of 
> panflutes ,recorder 
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> > etc
> > > Tri waveforms - great for synthetic xlyphones, vibes and 
> > woodwind
> > > such as clarinet etc etc
> > > Sine waveforms - at different pitch tunings can empahsise 
> > certain
> > > frequencies act as sub oscilators etc etc 
> > etc...
> > > 
> > > Now remember you have both unison and octaver functions in the 
> play 
> > > effect's but sometimes setting the patch to play with 

Harmonizer 

> is 
> > > more interesting ie: A solo line played with a 5th harmonic 

above 

> > the
> > > fundamental will create some musical dissonance and really 

fatten 

> a 
> > > sound up.
> > > As Latif stressed use the SynthWav bank and resample.
> > > Set a phrase to 3 tracks (same phrase) use different waveforms 

or 

> > the 
> > > same wave on three tracks , use different filters ,lfo sync 
> > > divisions, you also have a course/fine detune setting to pitch 
> them 
> > > like you would an analog synth. Detune one by a few semitones 

and 

> > the 
> > > sound fattens right up.
> > > Simulate analog oscilator drift by using the pitch envelope 

very 

> > > subtly on one track only ......(big hint here and great for 
> phasing 
> > > effects).
> > > Use heavily detuned sine and tri waves like sub oscillators.
> > > Feed some tracks a little delay , maybe some ringmod on another 
> and 
> > > some insane CC modulations on another. Resample the whole lot 

as 



> a 
> > > kit & note sample. Refilter it , reverse it , slice it ,LFO 
> > modulate 
> > > it etc etc etc....
> > > Seriously when you start working in this method you can pull 

some 

> > > amazing sounds out of this baby.
> > > Mix string samples in the orchestra bank with saw wave forms .
> > > Sq waves with flutes , do insane CC panning and volume fade 
> tricks.
> > > Timestretch the bejesus out of some melodies pitch them up 

(using 

> > > digtal repitch by and octave ;). Sample rate convert then time 
> > > stretch back to the original sample/length. Then lay it next to 
> the 
> > > same melody being played by another voice in the Tone generator.
> > > Also USE DRUM DIVIDE on MELODIC LINES and go totally (and I 

mean 

> > > totally insane) then resample the whole lot ;).
> > > This is where the RS7000 really shines. Use the TG ,CC's ,Midi 
> > > Data ,Sampling ,Resampling ,Filters ,Envelopes and LFO's and 
> master 
> > > effects but use them as if they were one integrated synthesis 
> > engine.
> > > Think of each track as an oscilator with it's own set of 
> > > envelopes,lfo's,panning's,eq's ,modulations etc etc etc........
> > > In other words take a lineated format and give it some lateral 
> > > functionality and form.
> > > Now Okeyem if you wanted to post say one bassline , one lead 

line 

> > and 
> > > one string/pad sequnce in the file section (R2P format). I 

would 

> > > gladly pull off a few tweeks (some really extreme ones) and 
> > resample 
> > > them and post them back as a .wav zip file in the files section 
> as 
> > a 
> > > good example of what can be achieved with the RS TG and this 
> > working 
> > > method alone. That way some of the newbies could here what I 

can 



> > pull 
> > > out of this thing ;-) .
> > > Any takers ????????????

| 9344|9344|2003-02-28 09:21:36|Bernie McDonald|Re: dodgy RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
Dont do it I am in the uk expect to pay £700 + second hand

bernie

----- Original Message ----- 
From: mailto:ridszero <ridszero@hotmail.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2003 6:05 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?

Hi, I'm looking at buying a RS7000 from a guy in Romania. He said he 
has an adapter that will work in the US. Do you think I need an 
adapter? Or can I just go buy a US power cord to use with it? (Or is 
there a voltage switch on it?)

I'm deciding on whether to do this deal for $450. He had it on ebay 
at $100 no reserve and then he took it off because he said a "bad 
jock" offered him money to buy it and end it early, then backed out. 
I wanted to use Escrow but he said Romania is not on Escrow list, so 
he wants me to send the money by Western Union. Do you think this is 
safe? I told him I want to call him to talk with him first.

Nick 

Here are some of his e-mails:

Dear sir 

the Yamaha it is in perfect shape ,no scratches ,no internal problems,
For payment i accept western union and my location it is romania ,if 
this is a problem for you i'm sorry for your time spent with me
I will wait your e-mail 

bye 

Dear sir 

i will pay for the delivery if you pay for the western union 
taxes,about the escrow please go and take a look at escrow page and 
you will see that romania it isn`t on their country list 
I must ask you to make this deal with me only if you consider me a 
honest seller ,if you have any doubts about my pesrson please don't e-
mail me

mailto:ridszero@hotmail.com
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Thanks once again for the e-mails 

bye 

Dear sir 

only let the time decided if i'm a honest person ,i can give you my 
word but it probably mean nothing for you right now,if you agree on 
doing this deal with me you will convince your self what kind of 
person i'm 
Regarding the volts,i will provide you with an adaptor which convert 
the 110 volts(i think this is your voltage there in US?) in 220 volts
The Yamaha has 4-Mb of onboard sampling memory is expandable to 64MB 
Ok we will do the deal at 450$
Please replay me with your decision 

thanks 
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| 9345|9339|2003-02-28 09:26:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
I don't trust this deal. Would stay away from it.

- Robert
| 9346|9339|2003-02-28 09:49:29|ridszero |Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
This is his latest e-mail to me today:Dear sir 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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This RS7000 belong to my brother ,he was a band player ,but now it is 
a business man and he don't have time for music ,so he gave it to me 
3 months ago,i don't know the real value of this yamaha ,but if we 
talked for 450 we would d o the deal at 450$,i sell it becouse i 
really don't have nothing to do with it ,i tried to play in a band 
but it looked like music it isn`t for me 

This evening i will go at party ,please call me arround 3.30am my 
time (any way if you have any questions please write them down ,i can 
answer to them more easily 

respectfuly

>>>>>

Maybe he doesn't know the value of it. What questions should I ask 
him tonight?

Nick
| 9347|9320|2003-02-28 09:49:34|faxorgy |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
Latif is right :D.
You can also program midi CC Vectors and get sounds not to dissimalr 
from a Prophet VS or Wavestation with multilayered tracks and multi-
zoned volume fades.
I'm gonna program some files tommorow night and upload them to the 
group for you to load into the RS7000 and you'll be able to see just 
exactly what I've done with CC data and sound patches.......
This will prbably get you a more comprehensive understanding of 
synthesis techniques.
If I were you Okeyem I'd hold out for a Motif Rack and get an AN and 
DX board fitted. You'd get A grade sounds plus full editability VIA 
USB and the host software Yamaha supply.
Also get some books on the basics of subtractive synthesis , FM 
synthesis etc etc as these will help you grasp these concepts better.
Cheers
Oscar (aka FaX)
| 9348|9339|2003-02-28 10:05:11|okoyemaya |Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
It is your money, the reality is that over there it is probably years 
income for most of people so nobody would pay even 400. but I would 
stay away from it. i fhe is a cheat what he wrote is what should be 
written to fool somebody. You may save 500 $ in theory and loose same 
in reality.
OKoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> 
> This is his latest e-mail to me today:Dear sir 
> 
> This RS7000 belong to my brother ,he was a band player ,but now it 
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is 

> a business man and he don't have time for music ,so he gave it to 

me 

> 3 months ago,i don't know the real value of this yamaha ,but if we 
> talked for 450 we would d o the deal at 450$,i sell it becouse i 
> really don't have nothing to do with it ,i tried to play in a band 
> but it looked like music it isn`t for me 
> 
> This evening i will go at party ,please call me arround 3.30am my 
> time (any way if you have any questions please write them down ,i 

can 

> answer to them more easily 
> 
> respectfuly
> 
> >>>>>
> 
> Maybe he doesn't know the value of it. What questions should I ask 
> him tonight?
> 
> Nick

| 9349|9320|2003-02-28 10:24:52|okoyemaya |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
Latif link was good, in fact German language seems perfect for the 
stuff, have no problems to understand, but I want to read more. I 
also tried the tricks you and Latif suggested. Works great, it is 
kind of round about way but the result is the same, it is just 
different, having "oscilators" on separate tracks leaves so much room 
for manipulation. It was good luck to get Wavestation I will use it 
to learn, that idea of recreating sound on RS is fantastic, great way 
to kknow your equipment. I love that, after few months I slowly 
understand you. Once you dig deeply so much can be done, this box is 
packed with stuff to discover. I truly got the electronica virus. 
Finally I also have time to spend whole day and night experimenting, 
I may take sabatical year of sorts to get into this electronic 
madness. 
I saw your post on Motif and I consider shifting to Motif perhaps, I 
just wonder if I could use my RS files without complicated process of 
midi files.
Since I still would have to get expansion board for RS perhaps better 
have everything in one box. What is less in Motif ? Knobs only ? I 
rarely use them. All these connection to computer sound tempting, the 
question is is it really RS with keys ? Otherwise the rack is another 
good idea, do you have it?
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Latif is right :D.
> You can also program midi CC Vectors and get sounds not to 
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dissimalr 

> from a Prophet VS or Wavestation with multilayered tracks and multi-
> zoned volume fades.
> I'm gonna program some files tommorow night and upload them to the 
> group for you to load into the RS7000 and you'll be able to see 

just 

> exactly what I've done with CC data and sound patches.......
> This will prbably get you a more comprehensive understanding of 
> synthesis techniques.
> If I were you Okeyem I'd hold out for a Motif Rack and get an AN 

and 

> DX board fitted. You'd get A grade sounds plus full editability VIA 
> USB and the host software Yamaha supply.
> Also get some books on the basics of subtractive synthesis , FM 
> synthesis etc etc as these will help you grasp these concepts 

better.

> Cheers
> Oscar (aka FaX)

| 9350|9320|2003-02-28 10:38:34|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Latif link was good, in fact German language seems perfect for the 
> stuff, have no problems to understand, but I want to read more

Try those documentations from Yamaha for the AN1x:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AN1x-list/files/Documentation/

The basics of substractive synthesis works well also for the RS.
| 9351|9320|2003-02-28 10:40:43|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> wrote:
> > Latif link was good, in fact German language seems perfect for 

the 

> > stuff, have no problems to understand, but I want to read more
> 

Also try this one:

http://www.clavia.com/nordmodular/Modularzone/index.html
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| 9352|9320|2003-02-28 11:13:23|Oliver Keller|Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
hi all,

<Oscar_Finch@excite.com> wrote:

>Also get some books on the basics of subtractive synthesis , FM 
>synthesis etc etc as these will help you grasp these concepts better.

i like this one : 

sound synthesis and sampling
martin russ
ISBN: 0240514297
Focal Press

although it�s a bit old (1996), it gives a very good walk thru the various 
forms of synthesis. but that�s just part of the story. the author does not 
only explain the various sorts of synthesis, but also groups and compares 
them (like what�s the difference between wavecycle and wavetable 
synthesis) and gives some examples i.e. references to synths.

the next good thing is, he also gives you ideas about how to use synthesis, 
i.e. arranging, stacking, layering etc. there are tons of hints to all matters 
involved, like timbrality, MIDI etc. 

chapters are : 

background
analogue synthesis (subtractive, additive, others)
hybrid synthesis (wavecycle, wavetable, dco)
samplers (analogue, digital)
digital synthesis (fm, waveshaping, physical modelling, granular, fof, etc)
using synthesis
controllers

Although I didn�t read (got it at a fair) when i got it, it now helps me big 
time to get back music - i paused for about two years, so a lot of things 
were lost in me brain :-)

Later,

Oliver
| 9353|9320|2003-02-28 11:18:55|okoyemaya |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
Thanks this is what I saw once and couldnt find again. Any books you 
could recommend, also in German, I am amazed how easy it was ( I 
really had hard time with Javascript and similar Zeug in German). 
I am fully on synthesis trip.
Okoyemaya
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 

" 

> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
> > wrote:
> > > Latif link was good, in fact German language seems perfect for 
> the 
> > > stuff, have no problems to understand, but I want to read more
> > 
> 
> Also try this one:
> 
> http://www.clavia.com/nordmodular/Modularzone/index.html

| 9354|9320|2003-02-28 13:43:56|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> Thanks this is what I saw once and couldnt find again. Any books 

you 

> could recommend, also in German,

I started to learn about substractive synthesis with this book:

http://www.wizoo.com/cgi-
bin/WebObjects/wizoo.woa/43/wo/i92RQG1JiN5W3QOJo2ZTcAgWmYK/2.0.16.7.5
.1.3.1.3

Very easy to read.
| 9355|9339|2003-02-28 14:12:01|ridszero |Re: other country - Voltage?|
Does anyone know about the Voltage. Will a RS7000 from Romania work 
in the US ok? Can I just buy a US power cord for it to work?

Ok, well I'm going to talk to him tonight and see what's up. 

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " <
okoyemaya@y...> wrote:

> It is your money, the reality is that over there it is probably 
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years 

> income for most of people so nobody would pay even 400. but I would 
> stay away from it. i fhe is a cheat what he wrote is what should be 
> written to fool somebody. You may save 500 $ in theory and loose 

same 

> in reality.
> OKoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
> wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > This is his latest e-mail to me today:Dear sir 
> > 
> > This RS7000 belong to my brother ,he was a band player ,but now 

it 

> is 
> > a business man and he don't have time for music ,so he gave it 

to 

> me 
> > 3 months ago,i don't know the real value of this yamaha ,but if 

we 

> > talked for 450 we would d o the deal at 450$,i sell it becouse i 
> > really don't have nothing to do with it ,i tried to play in a 

band 

> > but it looked like music it isn`t for me 
> > 
> > This evening i will go at party ,please call me arround 3.30am my 
> > time (any way if you have any questions please write them down ,i 
> can 
> > answer to them more easily 
> > 
> > respectfuly
> > 
> > >>>>>
> > 
> > Maybe he doesn't know the value of it. What questions should I 

ask 

> > him tonight?
> > 
> > Nick

| 9356|9320|2003-02-28 14:12:12|Oliver Keller|Re: Help no more such a Midiot // LINKS|
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hi there,

<okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

>Thanks this is what I saw once and couldnt find again. Any books you 
>could recommend, also in German, I am amazed how easy it was ( I 
>really had hard time with Javascript and similar Zeug in German). 

Don�t praise the Germans too much, remember, they�re in a boat with 
cuba and libya *LOL*

Back to topic, here are some useful links, German ones too, you asked for 
it :-)

http://www.synthetisch.de/
german + english site hosted by moogulator, it�s a little confusing, but if 
you take your time to klick thru it, there are treasures of information 
hidden, with a certain bias on waldorf synths and the andromeda. the 
forum is very informing !

http://www.vintagesynth.com/
in the top frame go to "tech pages", then in the main frame select 
"synthesizer tricks". although model specific, these give you a load of 
ideas. Theis site has a GREAT synth archive, I cross check from there to 
harmony central etc.

http://www.synrise.de/docs/fachwort/intro.htm
is a collection of german - english vocabulary in the synth context. the 
main site also has a huge archive of synth, don�t know if they have a tips 
and tricks page as well. 

http://tilt.largo.fl.us/faq/synthfaq.html 
is a FAQ for the beginner

http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Underground/2288/2ansynth.htm
some words on subtractive synthesis

http://www.synthzone.com/
you may find something here, too

http://www.synthesizer-lexikon.de/
german synthesizer site

hope this is something to start from :-)

Later,

mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in
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Oliver
| 9357|9357|2003-02-28 14:43:16|om_audio |Synth global?|
Hi all- 

I am about to buy an RS7000 brand new for $1000 (good deal?)
Can I have an analog synth sound available regardless of song or 
style? Or do all the tone generator sounds have to be set up in every 
style? Also- can someone break down the machine like- 16 sounds per 
style, 16 patterns per style, x amount of styles per song etc- just 
trying to get a decent overview- THANKS- 

Om
| 9358|9339|2003-02-28 16:24:03|Oscillator505|Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
I'm a little surprised a guy in Romania would sell an RS7000 so cheep,
please investigate well, make sure the RS you are buying is in working
condition, not stolen and most of all that you are guaranteed to receive the
goods, else you will just give away 450$.

By this I don't mean any disrespect to Romanians (as I am one), they are
nice people :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <ridszero@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2003 10:05 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?

>
>
> Hi, I'm looking at buying a RS7000 from a guy in Romania. He said he
> has an adapter that will work in the US. Do you think I need an
> adapter? Or can I just go buy a US power cord to use with it? (Or is
> there a voltage switch on it?)
>
>
> I'm deciding on whether to do this deal for $450. He had it on ebay
> at $100 no reserve and then he took it off because he said a "bad
> jock" offered him money to buy it and end it early, then backed out.
> I wanted to use Escrow but he said Romania is not on Escrow list, so
> he wants me to send the money by Western Union. Do you think this is
> safe? I told him I want to call him to talk with him first.
>

mailto:ridszero@hotmail.com
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> Nick
>
>
> Here are some of his e-mails:
>
> Dear sir
>
> the Yamaha it is in perfect shape ,no scratches ,no internal problems,
> For payment i accept western union and my location it is romania ,if
> this is a problem for you i'm sorry for your time spent with me
> I will wait your e-mail
>
> bye
>
>
> Dear sir
>
> i will pay for the delivery if you pay for the western union
> taxes,about the escrow please go and take a look at escrow page and
> you will see that romania it isn`t on their country list
> I must ask you to make this deal with me only if you consider me a
> honest seller ,if you have any doubts about my pesrson please don't e-
> mail me
> Thanks once again for the e-mails
>
> bye
>
> Dear sir
>
> only let the time decided if i'm a honest person ,i can give you my
> word but it probably mean nothing for you right now,if you agree on
> doing this deal with me you will convince your self what kind of
> person i'm
> Regarding the volts,i will provide you with an adaptor which convert
> the 110 volts(i think this is your voltage there in US?) in 220 volts
> The Yamaha has 4-Mb of onboard sampling memory is expandable to 64MB
> Ok we will do the deal at 450$
> Please replay me with your decision
>
> thanks
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 9359|9339|2003-02-28 16:29:37|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|Re: Buying RS7000 from other country -
Voltage?|
dont do it its a rip off i am from france dont trust him 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9360|9339|2003-03-01 01:13:33|Oscillator505|Re: other country - Voltage?|
Voltage is 220 in Romania - you will need an adapter in US, Radio Shack has
one for around 30$

Questions you might want to ask yourself in general.

Where did the brother buy it from?
How much the brother paid for?
What kind of business is the brother in?
How is going to ship the RS to you?
Who is going to pay for shipping? (Expensive from Romania to US)
How does he want to get paid?
How are you guaranteed you will get the goods?

I still think you're just about to donate 450$ to some Romanian who you will
never be able to ever find again, but its your money therefore good luck
with your purchase.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: <ridszero@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2003 11:37 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: other country - Voltage?

>
> Does anyone know about the Voltage. Will a RS7000 from Romania work
> in the US ok? Can I just buy a US power cord for it to work?
>

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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>
> Ok, well I'm going to talk to him tonight and see what's up.
>
> Nick
>
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " <
> okoyemaya@y...> wrote:
> > It is your money, the reality is that over there it is probably
> years
> > income for most of people so nobody would pay even 400. but I would
> > stay away from it. i fhe is a cheat what he wrote is what should be
> > written to fool somebody. You may save 500 $ in theory and loose
> same
> > in reality.
> > OKoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero "
> > wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > This is his latest e-mail to me today:Dear sir
> > >
> > > This RS7000 belong to my brother ,he was a band player ,but now
> it
> > is
> > > a business man and he don't have time for music ,so he gave it
> to
> > me
> > > 3 months ago,i don't know the real value of this yamaha ,but if
> we
> > > talked for 450 we would d o the deal at 450$,i sell it becouse i
> > > really don't have nothing to do with it ,i tried to play in a
> band
> > > but it looked like music it isn`t for me
> > >
> > > This evening i will go at party ,please call me arround 3.30am my
> > > time (any way if you have any questions please write them down ,i
> > can
> > > answer to them more easily
> > >
> > > respectfuly
> > >
> > > >>>>>
> > >
> > > Maybe he doesn't know the value of it. What questions should I
> ask
> > > him tonight?
> > >
> > > Nick
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 9361|9339|2003-03-01 01:13:47|ridszero |Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
I'm going to ask him to send me a picture of it first (Maybe of him 
too). What could I do to guarantee I'll get the goods? Right now I'm 
trying to compile a list of questions to ask him first. Any question 
suggestions? I still want to know about the Voltage thing. Do I need 
a adapter or just a US cord????

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Reason325719081@A... wrote:
> dont do it its a rip off i am from france dont trust him 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9362|9339|2003-03-01 01:16:04|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Buying RS7000 from other country - Voltage?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> I'm going to ask him to send me a picture of it first (Maybe of 

him 

> too). 

And then you have a picture of the RS and of him and still could 
wind up paid 500 for nothing.

And yes you need a power-converter. RS´ in europe run with 220 - 240 
voltage.
| 9363|9357|2003-03-01 01:17:31|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Synth global?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio " 
wrote:

> Hi all- 
> 
> I am about to buy an RS7000 brand new for $1000 (good deal?)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Can I have an analog synth sound available regardless of song or 
> style? Or do all the tone generator sounds have to be set up in 

every 

> style? Also- can someone break down the machine like- 16 sounds 

per 

> style, 16 patterns per style, x amount of styles per song etc- 

just 

> trying to get a decent overview- THANKS- 
> 
> Om

Take a close look to our FAQ. All your question will get answered 
there.

Cheers, Tom

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/
| 9364|9320|2003-03-01 01:23:00|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Help no more such a Midiot // LINKS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:

> Don´t praise the Germans too much, remember, they´re in a boat 

with 

> cuba and libya *LOL*

Yeah, the "axis of almost evil"...;)

Nice links Oliver...and to add the icing on top of the link-cake...

http://www.homerecording.com has a lot of nice tips around recording 
and mixing. 

Also http://www.musikmachen.net and http://www.amazonA.de offer lots 
of info (both more commercial, so don´t mind all the advertised 
stuff).

Nasdarovje,

Töm
| 9365|9339|2003-03-01 01:25:50|tompaulsen2002 |Re: other country - Voltage?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> Does anyone know about the Voltage. Will a RS7000 from Romania 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/
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work 

> in the US ok? 

No.

>Can I just buy a US power cord for it to work?

No. 

You need a power-converter that changes the 110 US voltage into 220 -
240 voltage that is needed for the romanian (i guess they have a 
german model) RS.
| 9366|9320|2003-03-01 01:41:29|faxorgy |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
Okeyem ... I would suggest the Mo'Rack over the Mo' . You dont have a 
grid mode on the Mo' for starters whilst the RS does. The sequencers 
are technically spec'd the same. However the Mo'Rack has improved 
reverb algorythms ,more insert effects ,128 voice polyphony and 2 PLG 
expansion slots so with an AN and DX board you get 148 voice 
polyphony :-P . You also get the control Knob surface of your RS7000 
to sequence it with the Mo keyboard only has 4 sliders :(. The 
Mo'Rack has 2 extra sound banks thrown in and special an/dx patches 
you can't use in the Mo' keyboard. It would kind of be like an uber 
Motif with a huge 18 knob controller surface (via the RS) with grid 
sequencing capabilities and a great drum/phrase sampler all bundled 
up together.
With the Wavestation Keyboard and the MoRack you'd have alot of power 
at your fingertips and that fantastic RS7000 controlling it all.
Besides which you'd have Sampling , FM , VA , Vector&Wavesequencing 
all covered which should pretty much cover all bases though you could 
get say a Waldorf Pulse for some juicy analog phatness and have 
most/all synthesis types (bar additive) covered.
DO NOT SELL THE RS7000 that's all I am saying I honestly feel that a 
Mo'Rack & RS7000 combo is a better deal than a Motif KB for all the 
above mentioned reasons. ;)
| 9367|9320|2003-03-01 02:24:53|okoyemaya |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
Yes, I know, had a look on the Mo`rack, 128 voices means 190 !!! with 
RS. What really made me interested in whatever Mo is the computer 
connection, I want it and in simple way, that it works. There maybe 
other products but Yamaha sells tons. It is bloody capitalism so 
having no money to trow away I will go for Yamaha cause of 
money/value ratio. So there is no grid rec in Motif ? Oh, that`s bad 
news. I do not care about the knobs but grid is fantastic. I hate 
geting blind staring at Cubase or Logic screen, getting tendinitis 
from the mouse aerobics. Since new OS I program (or play) rhythms 
only on RS. What I do not like is the rack`s price. I suppose it is 
because it is very new. 
Anyway next week I will see all kind of stuff and checl it all out, 
we have the music fair here.
Okoyem



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Okeyem ... I would suggest the Mo'Rack over the Mo' . You dont have 

a 

> grid mode on the Mo' for starters whilst the RS does. The 

sequencers 

> are technically spec'd the same. However the Mo'Rack has improved 
> reverb algorythms ,more insert effects ,128 voice polyphony and 2 

PLG 

> expansion slots so with an AN and DX board you get 148 voice 
> polyphony :-P . You also get the control Knob surface of your 

RS7000 

> to sequence it with the Mo keyboard only has 4 sliders :(. The 
> Mo'Rack has 2 extra sound banks thrown in and special an/dx patches 
> you can't use in the Mo' keyboard. It would kind of be like an uber 
> Motif with a huge 18 knob controller surface (via the RS) with grid 
> sequencing capabilities and a great drum/phrase sampler all bundled 
> up together.
> With the Wavestation Keyboard and the MoRack you'd have alot of 

power 

> at your fingertips and that fantastic RS7000 controlling it all.
> Besides which you'd have Sampling , FM , VA , Vector&Wavesequencing 
> all covered which should pretty much cover all bases though you 

could 

> get say a Waldorf Pulse for some juicy analog phatness and have 
> most/all synthesis types (bar additive) covered.
> DO NOT SELL THE RS7000 that's all I am saying I honestly feel that 

a 

> Mo'Rack & RS7000 combo is a better deal than a Motif KB for all 

the 

> above mentioned reasons. ;)

| 9368|9368|2003-03-01 04:31:02|okoyemaya |Thanks for study links|
Thanks everybody,
I found some interesting stuff http://www.obsolete.com/120_years/
okoyemaya
| 9369|9339|2003-03-02 01:37:59|ridszero |Re: other country - Voltage?|
I talked to him and I couldn't understand him very well. The voltage 
thing sucks. I don't think I'll do this deal. I want one that will 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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need no convertor. Who's knows if he's legit. anyway. 

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002 " 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
> wrote:
> > 
> > Does anyone know about the Voltage. Will a RS7000 from Romania 
> work 
> > in the US ok? 
> 
> No.
> 
> >Can I just buy a US power cord for it to work?
> 
> No. 
> 
> You need a power-converter that changes the 110 US voltage into 

220 -

> 240 voltage that is needed for the romanian (i guess they have a 
> german model) RS.

| 9370|9320|2003-03-02 14:57:09|tompaulsen2002 |Re: Help no more such a Midiot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " really made me interested in whatever Mo is the computer 

> connection, I want it and in simple way, that it works. 

The connection between the Mo´rack and a PC/Mac is very simple...by 
USB. And Yamaha delivers an editor software and drivers CD 
too...can´t be easier. And i don´t think that a street price of 
999Euro for that thing is too much..
| 9371|9339|2003-03-02 15:01:49|tompaulsen2002 |Re: other country - Voltage?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero " 
wrote:

> 
> I talked to him and I couldn't understand him very well. The 

voltage 

> thing sucks. I don't think I'll do this deal. I want one that will 
> need no convertor. Who's knows if he's legit. anyway. 

How about this one:

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
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ViewItem&item=2511559705&category=1288

740$ sounds like a good deal to me.
| 9372|9372|2003-03-03 02:13:17|okoyemaya |The phattest ?|
So what is is the phattest analog sound, "Fax" mentiones Pulse 
from "Waldorf" ( internet reviews are all praise) what about Clavia 
or Prophecy ? I need some solo voice, no fake acoustic or whatever, 
juicy, thick and rich, something you need a knife to cut, whatever I 
try it is hard to get out of RS. There is no room for compromise 
because that is what is heard in front, just like a singer. Obviously 
price is not everything, if I have to pay I have to pay but I got a 
monstrous Wavestation for peanuts, the newest and the most expensive 
does not have to be the best.
Okoyemaya
| 9373|9372|2003-03-03 02:27:32|ridszero |Re: The phattest ?|
I know the Pulse kicks. Listen to NIN 'Downward Spiral' and Gary 
Numans 'Purist'. It's all over those. I myself will be getting the 
Alesis Ion. Prophecy is always cool. A MKS 80 or Jupiter 8 will give 
you all the fat bass you need. I'll look around and see what other 
suggestions I can come up with.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya " 
wrote:

> So what is is the phattest analog sound, "Fax" mentiones Pulse 
> from "Waldorf" ( internet reviews are all praise) what about Clavia 
> or Prophecy ? I need some solo voice, no fake acoustic or whatever, 
> juicy, thick and rich, something you need a knife to cut, whatever 

I 

> try it is hard to get out of RS. There is no room for compromise 
> because that is what is heard in front, just like a singer. 

Obviously 

> price is not everything, if I have to pay I have to pay but I got a 
> monstrous Wavestation for peanuts, the newest and the most 

expensive 

> does not have to be the best.
> Okoyemaya

| 9374|9372|2003-03-03 04:14:56|faxorgy |Re: The phattest ?|
Ok
Waldorf Pulse - DCO oscilators with pure analog signal path
there after , nice snappy envelopes and a huge
modulation matrix (really a good buy IMHO)
Korg MicroKorg - the MS2000's baby brother doesn't have the mod
sequencer but seem to have a much hotter output
with a fat as all f@ck bottom end.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Korg Prophecy - another great unit but a dog of a programming 
interface and more than a one trick pony.
Yamaha DX series - not analog fat but the chuck out huge sub bass
and really aggresive industrial bass sounds.
Novation K Station - lovely leads ,great arps , sweet pads and a
really squelchy squelchy filter with some great
lower end bass enxtension
Nord Micro Mod / Lead 1 , 2 & 3 - well really need I say more.

Waldorf Micro Q - can do some great aggresive and deep sub bass tones
and anything your warped brain can come up with 
inbetween the land of lush pads and digital noise
chaoss
Sequential Circuits - Pro One great bass and lead monosynth with bite.

Oxford Sytems OSCar - cool name LMAO and a very very interesting synth
to boot used ALOT buy Underworld especially on
Dubnobasswithmyheadman.
Yamaha CS series analogs - rather unstable tuning I used to own a CS60
and the 64' pulse length setting on waveforms was
well lethal :P . I actually cracked the plaster in
the cealing and a window pane (true story) cranking
out a sub bass at a mates studio through a pair of
15" dual concentric Tannoy Reds at 3/4 amp volume.

Kawai K4R - laugh all you wan't she's a cheap old rompler but has some
real woofer shakin' bass tones (you'll here it in action 
on my next track "Picasso's Fingers) and a nasty nasty 
down right vile digital resonant filter that can screetch
like a million women being strangled at once :P LMAO.
Can be heard ALL OVER the Chemical Brother's Exit Planet
Dust album and definately does the bassline in Life is 
Sweet and alot of the acid like sirens and nasty screechin
bassline work in Fucked up beats etc etc etc.....

Anyone else wanna add a few suggestions. I just suggested the Pulse 
cause A) youl get a true analog signal path with the tuning 
stabilities of DCO's and B) cause the bass will rattle the fillings 
out of your neighbours teeth LOL. C) it's very very flexible and huge 
modulation possibilities that make it almost semi modular from 
a "patchable view point" D) you can get em..pretty cheap second hand 
and they sound great.
I missed one last week for $700(aus) by a few minutes :-(.

Also check out DaveSmith's EVOLVER for a little of the unusual too :)
| 9375|9372|2003-03-03 08:43:03|okoyemaya |Re: The phattest ?|
Thanks for information, I wish I could hear the Pulse somewhere. I am 
just back from music store, do not think about trading my RS for 
Motif anymore. I didnt like the keys too much and it`s surface has 
this same plastic uninviting "feeling" like all these workstations, 
these are more like tools for cover bands. RS calls you to do 
something creative, it`s hipper, space ship control board, seriously 



the fact is all these blinking leds help to navigate, specially when 
you do something live.
I liked the "analog" room of the store, surprised that there is so 
much of good stuff, developed mostly thanks to the techno boom, these 
instruments have increadible potential also for contemporary music. I 
liked clavia`s pitch bender,rich,clean sound, nice drums too. But 
then the salesman forced me to try newest Virus, I hate it.... ? 
because of it`s price, it`s makes J Lo`s a..s appear skinny. And once 
you start to twist the knobs ... , they may make it illegal !!! I 
must check that Evolver, and whatever new stuff on the Music Fair.
I am getting seriously into it, the synthesis, it is absolutely 
fascinating. Thanks to you all , the links, I learned lot over last 
few days. Now I know so much better what I need to go further. Both 
musically and I am seriously considering getting back to academic 
life and pick up my doctorate studies, but it would go in the 
direction of "therapeutic aspects of sound synthesis" ( I did my M.A. 
thesis on Yoga so thinking about combining my experience as 
musicianwith my long time given up academic career). Perhaps anyone 
knows some links to this kind of themes, also contemporary electronic 
music, I mean what German calls "ernste Musik".
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy " 
wrote:

> Ok
> Waldorf Pulse - DCO oscilators with pure analog signal path
> there after , nice snappy envelopes and a huge
> modulation matrix (really a good buy IMHO)
> Korg MicroKorg - the MS2000's baby brother doesn't have the mod
> sequencer but seem to have a much hotter output
> with a fat as all f@ck bottom end.
> Korg Prophecy - another great unit but a dog of a programming 
> interface and more than a one trick pony.
> Yamaha DX series - not analog fat but the chuck out huge sub bass
> and really aggresive industrial bass sounds.
> Novation K Station - lovely leads ,great arps , sweet pads and a
> really squelchy squelchy filter with some great
> lower end bass enxtension
> Nord Micro Mod / Lead 1 , 2 & 3 - well really need I say more.
> 
> Waldorf Micro Q - can do some great aggresive and deep sub bass 

tones

> and anything your warped brain can come up with 
> inbetween the land of lush pads and digital noise
> chaoss
> Sequential Circuits - Pro One great bass and lead monosynth with 

bite.

> 
> Oxford Sytems OSCar - cool name LMAO and a very very interesting 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


synth

> to boot used ALOT buy Underworld especially on
> Dubnobasswithmyheadman.
> Yamaha CS series analogs - rather unstable tuning I used to own a 

CS60

> and the 64' pulse length setting on waveforms was
> well lethal :P . I actually cracked the plaster 

in

> the cealing and a window pane (true story) 

cranking

> out a sub bass at a mates studio through a pair 

of

> 15" dual concentric Tannoy Reds at 3/4 amp 

volume.

> 
> Kawai K4R - laugh all you wan't she's a cheap old rompler but has 

some

> real woofer shakin' bass tones (you'll here it in 

action 

> on my next track "Picasso's Fingers) and a nasty nasty 
> down right vile digital resonant filter that can 

screetch

> like a million women being strangled at once :P LMAO.
> Can be heard ALL OVER the Chemical Brother's Exit Planet
> Dust album and definately does the bassline in Life is 
> Sweet and alot of the acid like sirens and nasty 

screechin

> bassline work in Fucked up beats etc etc etc.....
> 
> 
> Anyone else wanna add a few suggestions. I just suggested the Pulse 
> cause A) youl get a true analog signal path with the tuning 
> stabilities of DCO's and B) cause the bass will rattle the fillings 
> out of your neighbours teeth LOL. C) it's very very flexible and 

huge 



> modulation possibilities that make it almost semi modular from 
> a "patchable view point" D) you can get em..pretty cheap second 

hand 

> and they sound great.
> I missed one last week for $700(aus) by a few minutes :-(.
> 
> 
> Also check out DaveSmith's EVOLVER for a little of the unusual 

too :)
| 9376|9376|2003-03-04 04:13:11|Alex Bazan|today is the day|
today i'll begin looking in stores for the rs7000. :)
i hope i'll find it... and i wish at a good price.
at the moment the best price i've seen is in a french shop (music-action) @ 1372 euro. i'll try if any shop here in
barcelona can match it. if not i would consider buying it from them ... any experiences with them? i'm a bit
feared of ordering something so pricey by internet. i've seen they've got 3 methods of payment... any
recomendation?
if i bought it from the french shop, can i use my warranty rights in any yamaha distributor/costumer support in
barcelona??
alex.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9377|9377|2003-03-05 00:21:50|powerlebrato|Re: Digest Number 774|
Hello:

I donŽt speak english. This is translated with a on-line translator. I
live in Spain, I do not know this shop. You have made sure of that
the price includes the taxes?, it seems to be to me very cheap. The
guarantees are in the habit of being equal in all the European
countries, exeptuando someone in I make concrete. It looks in
http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
or
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
where they do good prices.
In these two sites I have bought without having any problem.
It observes that in Starland the price changes very much if you buy from
countries of out of the CEE (they remove the taxes)
I Expect it serves you.

No hablo inglés. Esto está traducido con un traductor on-line.
Vivo en España, no conozco esa tienda. ¿Te has cerciorado de que
el precio incluya los impuestos?, me parece muy barato. Las garantías
suelen ser iguales en todos los paises europeos, exeptuando alguno en
concreto. Mira en
http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
o
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
donde hacen buenos precios. En estos dos sitios he comprado sin
tener ningún problema.
Observa que en Starland el precio varía mucho si compras desde países
de fuera de la CEE (quitan los impuestos)

http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm


Espero te sirva.

Tuesday, March 4, 2003, 11:23:52 PM, you wrote:

Ryc> Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2003 11:37:06 +0100
Ryc> From: "Alex Bazan" <abazan@filnet.es>
Ryc> Subject: today is the day

Ryc> today i'll begin looking in stores for the rs7000. :)
Ryc> i hope i'll find it... and i wish at a good price.
Ryc> at the moment the best price i've seen is in a french shop (music-action)
Ryc> @ 1372 euro. i'll try if any shop here in barcelona can match it. if not i
Ryc> would consider buying it from them ... any
Ryc> experiences with them? i'm a bit feared of ordering something so pricey by
Ryc> internet. i've seen they've got 3 methods of payment... any recomendation?
Ryc> if i bought it from the french shop, can i use my warranty rights in any
Ryc> yamaha distributor/costumer support in barcelona??
Ryc> alex.

Ryc> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Ryc> ________________________________________________________________________
Ryc> ________________________________________________________________________

Ryc> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

-- 
Best regards,
powerlebrato mailto:powerlebrato@wanadoo.es
| 9378|9377|2003-03-05 02:07:27|okoyemaya|Re: Digest Number 774|
Hola
Busca en internet La empresa Thomann 
http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/index.html?
sn=136b2409dd7ccf8792cd33aeb368ab55
son muy barato, tambien www.musik-schmidt.de tiene RS 7000 1399 Euro. 
La machina es una maravilla. Escribe en espanol si necesitas mas 
ayuda.
Saludos
Okoyemaya
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, powerlebrato wrote:

> Hello:
> 
> I don´t speak english. This is translated with a on-line 
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translator. I

> live in Spain, I do not know this shop. You have made sure of that
> the price includes the taxes?, it seems to be to me very cheap. The
> guarantees are in the habit of being equal in all the European
> countries, exeptuando someone in I make concrete. It looks in
> http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
> or
> http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
> where they do good prices.
> In these two sites I have bought without having any problem.
> It observes that in Starland the price changes very much if you buy 

from

> countries of out of the CEE (they remove the taxes)
> I Expect it serves you.
> 
> No hablo inglés. Esto está traducido con un traductor on-line.
> Vivo en España, no conozco esa tienda. ¿Te has cerciorado de que
> el precio incluya los impuestos?, me parece muy barato. Las 

garantías

> suelen ser iguales en todos los paises europeos, exeptuando alguno 

en

> concreto. Mira en
> http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
> o
> http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
> donde hacen buenos precios. En estos dos sitios he comprado sin
> tener ningún problema.
> Observa que en Starland el precio varía mucho si compras desde 

países

> de fuera de la CEE (quitan los impuestos)
> Espero te sirva.
> 
> Tuesday, March 4, 2003, 11:23:52 PM, you wrote:
> 
> 
> Ryc> Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2003 11:37:06 +0100
> Ryc> From: "Alex Bazan" 
> Ryc> Subject: today is the day
> 
> Ryc> today i'll begin looking in stores for the rs7000. :)
> Ryc> i hope i'll find it... and i wish at a good price.
> Ryc> at the moment the best price i've seen is in a french shop 

(music-action)

> Ryc> @ 1372 euro. i'll try if any shop here in barcelona can match 

http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm


it. if not i

> Ryc> would consider buying it from them ... any
> Ryc> experiences with them? i'm a bit feared of ordering something 

so pricey by

> Ryc> internet. i've seen they've got 3 methods of payment... any 

recomendation?

> Ryc> if i bought it from the french shop, can i use my warranty 

rights in any

> Ryc> yamaha distributor/costumer support in barcelona??
> Ryc> alex.
> 
> 
> Ryc> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> Ryc> 

______________________________________________________________________
__

> Ryc> 

______________________________________________________________________
__

> 
> 
> 
> Ryc> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> Best regards,
> powerlebrato mailto:powerlebrato@w...

| 9379|9379|2003-03-05 02:20:52|MIke MItchell|RS 7000 For Sale|
I Have a RS 7000 for Sale £600. Four Months old never used.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9380|9376|2003-03-05 03:45:22|Latif|Re: today is the day|
Yes if you're buying musicgear within 
europe i would also recommend musicstore koeln

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
they give good prices good service and you can 
benefit from tax-deduct ;)

goodluck

Latif

>Hello:

>I don´t speak english. This is translated with a on-line translator. 

I

>live in Spain, I do not know this shop. You have made sure of that
>the price includes the taxes?, it seems to be to me very cheap. The
>guarantees are in the habit of being equal in all the European
>countries, exeptuando someone in I make concrete. It looks in
>http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
>or
>http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
>where they do good prices.
>In these two sites I have bought without having any problem.
>It observes that in Starland the price changes very much if you buy 
>from
>countries of out of the CEE (they remove the taxes)
>I Expect it serves you.

>No hablo inglés. Esto está traducido con un traductor on-line.
>Vivo en España, no conozco esa tienda. ¿Te has cerciorado de que
>el precio incluya los impuestos?, me parece muy barato. Las garantías
>suelen ser iguales en todos los paises europeos, exeptuando alguno en
>concreto. Mira en
>http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
>o
>http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
>donde hacen buenos precios. En estos dos sitios he comprado sin
>tener ningún problema.
>Observa que en Starland el precio varía mucho si compras desde países
>de fuera de la CEE (quitan los impuestos)
>Espero te sirva.

>Tuesday, March 4, 2003, 11:23:52 PM, you wrote:

> today i'll begin looking in stores for the rs7000. :)
> i hope i'll find it... and i wish at a good price.
> at the moment the best price i've seen is in a french shop (music-

action) @ 1372 euro. i'll try if any shop here in barcelona can match 
it. if not i would consider buying it from them ... any experiences 
with them? i'm a bit feared of ordering something so pricey by 

http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm


internet. i've seen they've got 3 methods of payment... any 
recomendation?

> if i bought it from the french shop, can i use my warranty rights 

in any yamaha distributor/costumer support in barcelona??

> alex.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9381|9381|2003-03-05 14:36:09|okoyemaya|Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
Very interesting, lots of new stuff, what will be coming at us in 
2003. It is too much, I walked today more then in the whole year, but 
it was fun. I missed the fair last year but otherwise I visited, 
played, worked there since over 10 years. So what are the 
tendencies ? Most more or less the same, guitar,drums, pianos, horns, 
percussion etc, nothing exciting . Obviously the fastest grow, is in 
software, recording and synthesis sectors ( well the stage 
technology, lights effects etc too). Tons of new plug ins, new 
programs, everybody says to you they are better then others, usual 
trade fair stuff.
Yamaha does well, it is clearly the most sucessful company and the 
biggest. They have entire hall , the fanciest one, having more sqare 
meters then Roland, Korg, Casio, Kurzweil and that multiplied. No 
much new stuff, Motif rack we all know, interesting is the 01X 
console 24/96 mLan, 28 channels, supports Mac and PC. 
I am interested in all 24/96 stuff because if I spend my money I want 
to invest in what has future. Protools have lovely DIGI 002, 8 analog 
inputs, 4 phantom powered mic ins, motorfaders etc,etc I wonder if I 
can afford it, cheap option (500 Euro) comes from Edirol UR 80, USB 
nice controls for both Mac and PC phantom powered inputs, as you 
know they are Roland really so it is like controls from Rolands 
harddisc recorders. Talking Roland HD recorder was the only 
interesting item there, I tested the 909 finally, I am sorry all the 
pre release discussions were waste of everybodies time. The talk in 
the insider circles, Roland just could not get that box right, you 
can`t sell something that does not sound good, not for this money. 
And by summer it will be killed, why ?, by whom ... let me save it 
for last.
Ableton Live had some nice sounding jamming but the chaps looked a 
bit funny with mice, well that could be fixed with the various 
control products that showed up, many companies introduce that stuff. 
Interesting one from M audio, I think that is company I knew 
as "midiman"
The makers of "Machinedrum"- Elektron released "monomachine" feat.37 
keys, 6 track synthesis and seq, 18 LFOs 24 voice poly, 24 track 
effects. 
Clavia has NordLead 2x, and the most interesting modular G2: 8 morph 
groups per patch, USB, 4 separate audio in, and xlr mic in, 4 outs, 
it comes with 3 octave keys, pitch stick and mod wheel. They are the 
only 24/96 guys. Waldorf/Acess people told me that having choice of 
higher quality and public demand for number of voices they go for 



number of voices, too bad even with what they do their machines sound 
excellent, well I will buy Clavia.
So what was the hottest I saw ? .......... Korg, first of all the 
a..s of one of their hostesse`s, clearly winner, but even phatter 
then that was their Electribe EMX 1. This sh...t sounds good, looks 
even better- silver aluminium with anodised blue top- why is it ? 
Because it gets hot! Literally, it has 2 tubes (valves) on the 
output, I though first it is a gimmick but it was shown to me ( I 
could hear it) it is not. You can hear it and use it, overdrive it 
too. What else, lots of controls, usefull ones, 256 patterns , anyway 
it uses SM card, audio in with beat detection, like 909 it has this 
DJ fader and also ribbon control. One of the developers ( I think it 
is same chap you can see on webpage video) demonstrated it to me, the 
combination of the 2, this is real live tool- can be operate with one 
hand while the other hand does the knobs and stuff. Maybe I do not 
really need it but it is great fun and will probably get it. Since it 
will be much cheaper the 909 once it comes out (in summer) it will 
kill poor Roland. They learned from Electribe success, got it into 
better box, better sounding, more flexibility, more control and SM 
card. It is not competitve to RS, not at all it is different, for 
live, you can kill any DJ with it. Since I don`t work at the fair 
this year I saw what I was interested to see, if I go again sometime 
this week it is to play this EMX 1 (well I can develop something 
further the Korg`s hostess too). 
To conclude ripp off of the Music Fair- MOOG, no not the 4000+ for 
Voyager, or 3369 for midid Theremin, though they redifined the 
meaning of the word kitsch with Moogs bluelight pitch bend wheels. 
The T shirts, ordinary quality ( probably made in my home country by 
a minor paid 1$ a day) with the word MOOG or Theremin for 25 Euro 
each!!!, sh..y 1$ mug -"Minimug" for 19$! and they have a stand in 
the size of 2 telephone booths. 
So visit the Frankfurt Music Fair, some nice instruments and nice 
ladies there definitely worth to see but get good walking shoes and 
ear plugs.
your frankfurter reporter
Okoyemaya
| 9382|9382|2003-03-05 15:14:27|personal_jeebus|help me out , im an idiot|
this is how it is,

ive had my rs for a year now and im quite shit at it, i can do some 
stuff like and its okay, but i dont know how to work it proper ye 
know. ive been trying to download the tips thing but i cant do it 
because i dont know what program to open it with. please can somebody 
help me out. and, would using a computer help at all ?

if anyone wants to help me id be well grateful
cheers
jeebo
| 9383|9381|2003-03-05 15:27:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
Nice review! 

- Robert
| 9384|9382|2003-03-05 15:27:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: help me out , im an idiot|
On Wednesday 05 March 2003 22:09, personal_jeebus wrote:



> this is how it is,
>
> ive had my rs for a year now and im quite shit at it, i
> can do some stuff like and its okay, but i dont know how
> to work it proper ye know. ive been trying to download
> the tips thing but i cant do it because i dont know what
> program to open it with. please can somebody help me out.
> and, would using a computer help at all ?

Did you read the manual?

Did you read our faq? It's available at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
The faq can be viewed with a normal webbrowser. You can also 
download it and read it offline from your computer's disk.

If that doesn't help, you will have to ask questions that 
are a little bit more to the point. ;)

- Robert
| 9385|9385|2003-03-06 00:25:09|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair |
Yes, thanks voor the review!
Is there anything on the net about Korg EMX1?
Sounds very interesting!

Grtz. Ronald.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9386|9385|2003-03-06 03:40:58|bencopt|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
for korg MX1 go to the:
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1041

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:
> Yes, thanks voor the review!
> Is there anything on the net about Korg EMX1?
> Sounds very interesting!
> 
> Grtz. Ronald.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9387|9385|2003-03-06 13:34:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bencopt" wrote:

> for korg MX1 go to the:
> http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1041

Whoa! Looks interesting...i like especially this part:

" The built-in VALVE FORCE vacuum tube circuitry gives the sound an 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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extra valve warmth with a drive control taking you right into full 
crunch mode."
| 9388|9381|2003-03-06 18:03:35|Klaus|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
I tried the MC909 too and I was also disappointed. You get a really
big box but that's it. It sounds.. hmm.. boring. It's not much more
than the MC505 plus some sampling capabilities. The only thing which
is really useful is the "part mixer" with 8 faders. I like using real
faders for mixing, but this does not make the box sound any better. 

News from the Frankfurt or all Virus owners: Access released 4 new
free soundsets and OS6.0. The main features of OS 6.0 are 24 new
arpeggiator patterns and "pure tuning", an automatic tuning correction
based on the played cords. Check out http://www.virus.info for more.

The biggest attraction at Yamaha was the Tyros, not really new but
very impressive. If you are doing other stuff besides electronic dance
music you should have a close look at it. I got mine 4 weeks ago and I
really love it. Playing on the Tyros is always big fun and inspiration
for me. Of course I control mine witht the RS7000 sequencer
synchronized to the internal one of the Tyros.

A personal highlight of my journey to Frankfurt was a short
conversation and shaking hands with one of the fathers of the RS, one
of the developers of the RS7000 and of the OS 1.2 from Yamaha Japan.
He was very happy to get some positive feedback on his work.
Hopefully this will be some motivation for him to continue is great
work and to give us OS 2.0 with another 32 new filter models and
thousands of new features :-)

Klaus
| 9389|9381|2003-03-06 21:06:19|faxorgy|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
I can live with the RS7000 as is bar two new features which I
would like to see implemented and then I'd be 100% satisfied OK....
In a V2.0 OS
1) independent LFO wave shape and tempo sync resolution for 
AMP /Filter /Pitch (so we could use 3 different LFO's simultaneously)
2) I can live with out multi-sampling the RS7000 pitch conversion is 
pretty solid but for the love of god can we have more looping options 
or more importantly a CrossFade loop which would make the creation of 
new "pitched" soundsets an absolute doddle ;) and possible a 
modulatable CC controlled loop point parameter.

Then I'd be pretty happy :D

Klaus get back in there and whisper in his ear for me.

PS: I'm gonna sell my ER-1/ES-1 and get the MX-1 for SURE :D
| 9390|9381|2003-03-06 22:32:13|Latif|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
yeah nice review Okoye, enjoyed reading it thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Very interesting, lots of new stuff, what will be coming at us in 

http://www.virus.info/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 2003. It is too much, I walked today more then in the whole year, 
but 
> it was fun. I missed the fair last year but otherwise I visited, 
> played, worked there since over 10 years. So what are the 
> tendencies ? Most more or less the same, guitar,drums, pianos, 
horns, 
> percussion etc, nothing exciting . Obviously the fastest grow, is 
in 
> software, recording and synthesis sectors ( well the stage 
> technology, lights effects etc too). Tons of new plug ins, new 
> programs, everybody says to you they are better then others, usual 
> trade fair stuff.
> Yamaha does well, it is clearly the most sucessful company and the 
> biggest. They have entire hall , the fanciest one, having more 
sqare 
> meters then Roland, Korg, Casio, Kurzweil and that multiplied. No 
> much new stuff, Motif rack we all know, interesting is the 01X 
> console 24/96 mLan, 28 channels, supports Mac and PC. 
> I am interested in all 24/96 stuff because if I spend my money I 
want 
> to invest in what has future. Protools have lovely DIGI 002, 8 
analog 
> inputs, 4 phantom powered mic ins, motorfaders etc,etc I wonder if 
I 
> can afford it, cheap option (500 Euro) comes from Edirol UR 80, USB 
> nice controls for both Mac and PC phantom powered inputs, as you 
> know they are Roland really so it is like controls from Rolands 
> harddisc recorders. Talking Roland HD recorder was the only 
> interesting item there, I tested the 909 finally, I am sorry all 
the 
> pre release discussions were waste of everybodies time. The talk in 
> the insider circles, Roland just could not get that box right, you 
> can`t sell something that does not sound good, not for this money. 
> And by summer it will be killed, why ?, by whom ... let me save it 
> for last.
> Ableton Live had some nice sounding jamming but the chaps looked a 
> bit funny with mice, well that could be fixed with the various 
> control products that showed up, many companies introduce that 
stuff. 
> Interesting one from M audio, I think that is company I knew 
> as "midiman"
> The makers of "Machinedrum"- Elektron released "monomachine" 
feat.37 
> keys, 6 track synthesis and seq, 18 LFOs 24 voice poly, 24 track 
> effects. 
> Clavia has NordLead 2x, and the most interesting modular G2: 8 
morph 
> groups per patch, USB, 4 separate audio in, and xlr mic in, 4 outs, 
> it comes with 3 octave keys, pitch stick and mod wheel. They are 
the 
> only 24/96 guys. Waldorf/Acess people told me that having choice of 
> higher quality and public demand for number of voices they go for 
> number of voices, too bad even with what they do their machines 
sound 



> excellent, well I will buy Clavia.
> So what was the hottest I saw ? .......... Korg, first of all the 
> a..s of one of their hostesse`s, clearly winner, but even phatter 
> then that was their Electribe EMX 1. This sh...t sounds good, looks 
> even better- silver aluminium with anodised blue top- why is it ? 
> Because it gets hot! Literally, it has 2 tubes (valves) on the 
> output, I though first it is a gimmick but it was shown to me ( I 
> could hear it) it is not. You can hear it and use it, overdrive it 
> too. What else, lots of controls, usefull ones, 256 patterns , 
anyway 
> it uses SM card, audio in with beat detection, like 909 it has this 
> DJ fader and also ribbon control. One of the developers ( I think 
it 
> is same chap you can see on webpage video) demonstrated it to me, 
the 
> combination of the 2, this is real live tool- can be operate with 
one 
> hand while the other hand does the knobs and stuff. Maybe I do not 
> really need it but it is great fun and will probably get it. Since 
it 
> will be much cheaper the 909 once it comes out (in summer) it will 
> kill poor Roland. They learned from Electribe success, got it into 
> better box, better sounding, more flexibility, more control and SM 
> card. It is not competitve to RS, not at all it is different, for 
> live, you can kill any DJ with it. Since I don`t work at the fair 
> this year I saw what I was interested to see, if I go again 
sometime 
> this week it is to play this EMX 1 (well I can develop something 
> further the Korg`s hostess too). 
> To conclude ripp off of the Music Fair- MOOG, no not the 4000+ for 
> Voyager, or 3369 for midid Theremin, though they redifined the 
> meaning of the word kitsch with Moogs bluelight pitch bend wheels. 
> The T shirts, ordinary quality ( probably made in my home country 
by 
> a minor paid 1$ a day) with the word MOOG or Theremin for 25 Euro 
> each!!!, sh..y 1$ mug -"Minimug" for 19$! and they have a stand in 
> the size of 2 telephone booths. 
> So visit the Frankfurt Music Fair, some nice instruments and nice 
> ladies there definitely worth to see but get good walking shoes and 
> ear plugs.
> your frankfurter reporter
> Okoyemaya

| 9391|9382|2003-03-07 00:54:08|personal_jeebus|Re: help me out , im an idiot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 05 March 2003 22:09, personal_jeebus wrote:
> > this is how it is,
> >
> > ive had my rs for a year now and im quite shit at it, i
> > can do some stuff like and its okay, but i dont know how
> > to work it proper ye know. ive been trying to download
> > the tips thing but i cant do it because i dont know what
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> > program to open it with. please can somebody help me out.
> > and, would using a computer help at all ?
> 
> Did you read the manual?
> 
> Did you read our faq? It's available at:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> The faq can be viewed with a normal webbrowser. You can also 
> download it and read it offline from your computer's disk.
> 
> If that doesn't help, you will have to ask questions that 
> are a little bit more to the point. ;)
> 
> - Robert

i have read the manual and the faq, well most of, but i still cant 
work out how to apply more than one variation effect per track. this 
is my main problem. in the faq it says there is a full explanation of 
how to do this in the tips and howto section but i cant open the 
fucker ! it always says that access to the specified path/file is 
denied for some reason or that the file is not a valid win32 
application. im not very knowledgable about computers so i dont know 
what to do.

please help!
jeebo
| 9392|9385|2003-03-07 00:59:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
On Thursday 06 March 2003 21:34, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bencopt" 

wrote:

> > for korg MX1 go to the:
> > http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1041
>
> Whoa! Looks interesting...i like especially this part:
>
> " The built-in VALVE FORCE vacuum tube circuitry gives
> the sound an extra valve warmth with a drive control
> taking you right into full crunch mode."

If the valve is a master fx, and all channels sent to the 
main outputs get this treatment, you also could get 
yourself a valve-based amp fx thingy, and treat *all* your 
gear with this thing.

But it's a nice idea for sure.

- Robert
| 9393|9382|2003-03-07 01:09:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: help me out , im an idiot|

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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On Thursday 06 March 2003 21:38, personal_jeebus wrote:

> i have read the manual and the faq, well most of, but i
> still cant work out how to apply more than one variation
> effect per track. this is my main problem. in the faq it
> says there is a full explanation of how to do this in the
> tips and howto section but i cant open the fucker ! it
> always says that access to the specified path/file is
> denied for some reason or that the file is not a valid
> win32 application. im not very knowledgable about
> computers so i dont know what to do.

Looks like the URL provided in the faq is broken.
Try this more general link and type 'RS7000' in the search box:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/SearchKnowledgeItemForm/

- Robert
| 9394|9385|2003-03-07 03:51:19|tompaulsen2002|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 06 March 2003 21:34, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bencopt" 
> wrote:
> > > for korg MX1 go to the:
> > > http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1041
> >
> > Whoa! Looks interesting...i like especially this part:
> >
> > " The built-in VALVE FORCE vacuum tube circuitry gives
> > the sound an extra valve warmth with a drive control
> > taking you right into full crunch mode."
> 
> If the valve is a master fx, and all channels sent to the 
> main outputs get this treatment, you also could get 
> yourself a valve-based amp fx thingy, and treat *all* your 
> gear with this thing.
> 
> But it's a nice idea for sure.
> 
> - Robert

Touché!

You are right, would indeed make more sense and save lots of ���
| 9395|9385|2003-03-07 04:46:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> ---> > If the valve is a master fx, and all channels sent to the 
> > main outputs get this treatment, you also could get 
> > yourself a valve-based amp fx thingy, and treat *all* your 

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/SearchKnowledgeItemForm/
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> > gear with this thing.
> > 
> > But it's a nice idea for sure.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Touché!
> 
> You are right, would indeed make more sense and save lots of ���

But on the other hand, you also get a machine with a "Z1-lite" 
synthesis engine (additive synthesis) plus you can use the audio-ins 
as FILTER....
| 9396|9385|2003-03-07 16:41:24|Latif|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
WAUW for those still into computer, check out this
litle beauty:
http://messe.harmony-central.com/Musikmesse03/Content/Yamaha/PR/01X-
lg.jpg

:-)))))
i think it's time to sell my optical-ADAT setup

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 

> wrote:
> > ---> > If the valve is a master fx, and all channels sent to the 
> > > main outputs get this treatment, you also could get 
> > > yourself a valve-based amp fx thingy, and treat *all* your 
> > > gear with this thing.
> > > 
> > > But it's a nice idea for sure.
> > > 
> > > - Robert
> > 
> > Touché!
> > 
> > You are right, would indeed make more sense and save lots of ���
> 
> But on the other hand, you also get a machine with a "Z1-lite" 
> synthesis engine (additive synthesis) plus you can use the audio-

ins 

> as FILTER....

| 9397|9385|2003-03-07 16:43:19|Latif|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|

http://messe.harmony-central.com/Musikmesse03/Content/Yamaha/PR/01X-
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sorry, here's the full link:
http://messe.harmony-
central.com/Musikmesse03/Content/Yamaha/PR/01X.html

and i meant '...into computer recording'

got a bit excited heheh
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> WAUW for those still into computer, check out this
> litle beauty:
> http://messe.harmony-central.com/Musikmesse03/Content/Yamaha/PR/01X-
> lg.jpg
> 
> :-)))))
> i think it's time to sell my optical-ADAT setup
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 

> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > ---> > If the valve is a master fx, and all channels sent to 
the 
> > > > main outputs get this treatment, you also could get 
> > > > yourself a valve-based amp fx thingy, and treat *all* your 
> > > > gear with this thing.
> > > > 
> > > > But it's a nice idea for sure.
> > > > 
> > > > - Robert
> > > 
> > > Touché!
> > > 
> > > You are right, would indeed make more sense and save lots of ���
> > 
> > But on the other hand, you also get a machine with a "Z1-lite" 
> > synthesis engine (additive synthesis) plus you can use the audio-
> ins 
> > as FILTER....

| 9398|9398|2003-03-09 00:19:01|Latif|ot: need cheap fx for your extra outs?|
do it yourself (DIY) stuff:
http://www.generalguitargadgets.com/

:-)
Latif
| 9399|9398|2003-03-09 03:41:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ot: need cheap fx for your extra outs?|
On Sunday 09 March 2003 08:19, Latif wrote:

http://www.generalguitargadgets.com/


> do it yourself (DIY) stuff:
> http://www.generalguitargadgets.com/

Nice one! :)

- Robert
| 9400|9381|2003-03-10 05:52:29|buckmoy|Re: Newest gear, direct from Frankfurt Music Fair|
Thanks for the review - I was hoping to go this year but my 
girlfriend had other ideas (Barcelona it is then..)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Very interesting, lots of new stuff, what will be coming at us in 
> 2003. It is too much, I walked today more then in the whole year, 
but 
> it was fun. I missed the fair last year but otherwise I visited, 
> played, worked there since over 10 years. So what are the 
> tendencies ? Most more or less the same, guitar,drums, pianos, 
horns, 
> percussion etc, nothing exciting . Obviously the fastest grow, is 
in 
> software, recording and synthesis sectors ( well the stage 
> technology, lights effects etc too). Tons of new plug ins, new 
> programs, everybody says to you they are better then others, usual 
> trade fair stuff.
> Yamaha does well, it is clearly the most sucessful company and the 
> biggest. They have entire hall , the fanciest one, having more 
sqare 
> meters then Roland, Korg, Casio, Kurzweil and that multiplied. No 
> much new stuff, Motif rack we all know, interesting is the 01X 
> console 24/96 mLan, 28 channels, supports Mac and PC. 
> I am interested in all 24/96 stuff because if I spend my money I 
want 
> to invest in what has future. Protools have lovely DIGI 002, 8 
analog 
> inputs, 4 phantom powered mic ins, motorfaders etc,etc I wonder if 
I 
> can afford it, cheap option (500 Euro) comes from Edirol UR 80, USB 
> nice controls for both Mac and PC phantom powered inputs, as you 
> know they are Roland really so it is like controls from Rolands 
> harddisc recorders. Talking Roland HD recorder was the only 
> interesting item there, I tested the 909 finally, I am sorry all 
the 
> pre release discussions were waste of everybodies time. The talk in 
> the insider circles, Roland just could not get that box right, you 
> can`t sell something that does not sound good, not for this money. 
> And by summer it will be killed, why ?, by whom ... let me save it 
> for last.
> Ableton Live had some nice sounding jamming but the chaps looked a 
> bit funny with mice, well that could be fixed with the various 
> control products that showed up, many companies introduce that 
stuff. 
> Interesting one from M audio, I think that is company I knew 
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> as "midiman"
> The makers of "Machinedrum"- Elektron released "monomachine" 
feat.37 
> keys, 6 track synthesis and seq, 18 LFOs 24 voice poly, 24 track 
> effects. 
> Clavia has NordLead 2x, and the most interesting modular G2: 8 
morph 
> groups per patch, USB, 4 separate audio in, and xlr mic in, 4 outs, 
> it comes with 3 octave keys, pitch stick and mod wheel. They are 
the 
> only 24/96 guys. Waldorf/Acess people told me that having choice of 
> higher quality and public demand for number of voices they go for 
> number of voices, too bad even with what they do their machines 
sound 
> excellent, well I will buy Clavia.
> So what was the hottest I saw ? .......... Korg, first of all the 
> a..s of one of their hostesse`s, clearly winner, but even phatter 
> then that was their Electribe EMX 1. This sh...t sounds good, looks 
> even better- silver aluminium with anodised blue top- why is it ? 
> Because it gets hot! Literally, it has 2 tubes (valves) on the 
> output, I though first it is a gimmick but it was shown to me ( I 
> could hear it) it is not. You can hear it and use it, overdrive it 
> too. What else, lots of controls, usefull ones, 256 patterns , 
anyway 
> it uses SM card, audio in with beat detection, like 909 it has this 
> DJ fader and also ribbon control. One of the developers ( I think 
it 
> is same chap you can see on webpage video) demonstrated it to me, 
the 
> combination of the 2, this is real live tool- can be operate with 
one 
> hand while the other hand does the knobs and stuff. Maybe I do not 
> really need it but it is great fun and will probably get it. Since 
it 
> will be much cheaper the 909 once it comes out (in summer) it will 
> kill poor Roland. They learned from Electribe success, got it into 
> better box, better sounding, more flexibility, more control and SM 
> card. It is not competitve to RS, not at all it is different, for 
> live, you can kill any DJ with it. Since I don`t work at the fair 
> this year I saw what I was interested to see, if I go again 
sometime 
> this week it is to play this EMX 1 (well I can develop something 
> further the Korg`s hostess too). 
> To conclude ripp off of the Music Fair- MOOG, no not the 4000+ for 
> Voyager, or 3369 for midid Theremin, though they redifined the 
> meaning of the word kitsch with Moogs bluelight pitch bend wheels. 
> The T shirts, ordinary quality ( probably made in my home country 
by 
> a minor paid 1$ a day) with the word MOOG or Theremin for 25 Euro 
> each!!!, sh..y 1$ mug -"Minimug" for 19$! and they have a stand in 
> the size of 2 telephone booths. 
> So visit the Frankfurt Music Fair, some nice instruments and nice 
> ladies there definitely worth to see but get good walking shoes and 
> ear plugs.



> your frankfurter reporter
> Okoyemaya

| 9401|9376|2003-03-10 07:35:45|saaibaa|Re: today is the day|
also check... www.thomannd.de

bought mine from them... 6 days shipping from germany to norway.. 
not bad, since norwegian customs are usually sloooooooooooooow.... 

Leif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Yes if you're buying musicgear within 
> europe i would also recommend musicstore koeln
> http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
> they give good prices good service and you can 
> benefit from tax-deduct ;)
> 
> 
> goodluck
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> >Hello:
> 
> >I don´t speak english. This is translated with a on-line 
translator. 
> I
> >live in Spain, I do not know this shop. You have made sure of that
> >the price includes the taxes?, it seems to be to me very cheap. 
The
> >guarantees are in the habit of being equal in all the European
> >countries, exeptuando someone in I make concrete. It looks in
> >http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
> >or
> >http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
> >where they do good prices.
> >In these two sites I have bought without having any problem.
> >It observes that in Starland the price changes very much if you 
buy 
> >from
> >countries of out of the CEE (they remove the taxes)
> >I Expect it serves you.
> 
> >No hablo inglés. Esto está traducido con un traductor on-line.
> >Vivo en España, no conozco esa tienda. ¿Te has cerciorado de que
> >el precio incluya los impuestos?, me parece muy barato. Las 
garantías
> >suelen ser iguales en todos los paises europeos, exeptuando 
alguno en
> >concreto. Mira en
> >http://www.starland.co.uk/pages/kd/s50.htm
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> >o
> >http://www.musicstorekoeln.de/englisch/index.htm
> >donde hacen buenos precios. En estos dos sitios he comprado sin
> >tener ningún problema.
> >Observa que en Starland el precio varía mucho si compras desde 
países
> >de fuera de la CEE (quitan los impuestos)
> >Espero te sirva.
> 
> >Tuesday, March 4, 2003, 11:23:52 PM, you wrote:
> 
> > today i'll begin looking in stores for the rs7000. :)
> > i hope i'll find it... and i wish at a good price.
> > at the moment the best price i've seen is in a french shop 
(music-
> action) @ 1372 euro. i'll try if any shop here in barcelona can 
match 
> it. if not i would consider buying it from them ... any 
experiences 
> with them? i'm a bit feared of ordering something so pricey by 
> internet. i've seen they've got 3 methods of payment... any 
> recomendation?
> > if i bought it from the french shop, can i use my warranty 
rights 
> in any yamaha distributor/costumer support in barcelona??
> > alex.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9402|9402|2003-03-10 13:24:29|Latif|new software from yamaha sometime soon|
singing software both as score
and vsti version:

http://www.kvr-vst.com/news.php?id=914

very exciting :-)
| 9403|9402|2003-03-10 13:43:55|Bryan Rodgers|Re: new software from yamaha sometime soon|
where's my Nord G2 type interface for my RS?! ;P

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2003 3:24 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] new software from yamaha sometime soon

singing software both as score
and vsti version:

http://www.kvr-vst.com/news.php?id=914
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very exciting :-)
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| 9404|9402|2003-03-10 14:06:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: new software from yamaha sometime soon|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> singing software both as score
> and vsti version:
> 
> http://www.kvr-vst.com/news.php?id=914
> 
> very exciting :-)

Cool! Reminds me though a bit of VariOS and Melodyne, but still cool!
| 9405|9405|2003-03-11 13:39:41|om_audio|New RS7000 crash- known issue?|
Hello- I have had a new RS7000 with latest OS for almost a week now- 

Last night I was working- I pressed Mixer 3x and noticed tracks 2-4 
had garbage in the display where the knobs should be but thought 
maybe there was a good reason- upon pressing track select and track 3 
the machine froze on 1 note that was playing- the led went blank- and 
I had to turn it off and lose the 2 hours of work I had done.

This really was a shitty thing to happen since 1 of the reasons I got 
this machine was to get away from computers and their unreliability.

Has anyone else experienced this? If others have I think Yamaha 
should know asap.

Thanks- 

Om
| 9406|9405|2003-03-12 01:22:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New RS7000 crash- known issue?|
On Tuesday 11 March 2003 21:39, om_audio wrote:

> Hello- I have had a new RS7000 with latest OS for almost
> a week now-
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What OS version is that?

>
> Last night I was working- I pressed Mixer 3x and noticed
> tracks 2-4 had garbage in the display where the knobs
> should be but thought maybe there was a good reason- upon
> pressing track select and track 3 the machine froze on 1
> note that was playing- the led went blank- and I had to
> turn it off and lose the 2 hours of work I had done.

What did you do with the RS before this happened?

>
> This really was a shitty thing to happen since 1 of the
> reasons I got this machine was to get away from computers
> and their unreliability.
>
> Has anyone else experienced this? If others have I think
> Yamaha should know asap.

The only crash we know about is when running a slice job at 
low sample memory conditions. Haven't seen anything else.

- Robert
| 9407|9405|2003-03-12 01:41:19|om_audio|Re: New RS7000 crash- known issue?|
OS 1.2 from the Yamaha synth site. I had been working on it for 
almost 2 hours- I had done a lot of things- hard to recall but so 
many steps prior. I was not working with any low bitrate samples 
though that much I know. Thanks- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 11 March 2003 21:39, om_audio wrote:
> > Hello- I have had a new RS7000 with latest OS for almost
> > a week now-
> 
> What OS version is that?
> 
> >
> > Last night I was working- I pressed Mixer 3x and noticed
> > tracks 2-4 had garbage in the display where the knobs
> > should be but thought maybe there was a good reason- upon
> > pressing track select and track 3 the machine froze on 1
> > note that was playing- the led went blank- and I had to
> > turn it off and lose the 2 hours of work I had done.
> 
> What did you do with the RS before this happened?
> 
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> >
> > This really was a shitty thing to happen since 1 of the
> > reasons I got this machine was to get away from computers
> > and their unreliability.
> >
> > Has anyone else experienced this? If others have I think
> > Yamaha should know asap.
> 
> The only crash we know about is when running a slice job at 
> low sample memory conditions. Haven't seen anything else.
> 
> - Robert

| 9408|9405|2003-03-12 01:58:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New RS7000 crash- known issue?|
On Wednesday 12 March 2003 09:41, om_audio wrote:

> OS 1.2 from the Yamaha synth site. I had been working on
> it for almost 2 hours- I had done a lot of things- hard
> to recall but so many steps prior. I was not working with
> any low bitrate samples though that much I know. 

No slicing at all (job or sample method)?

Problem is that if you can't reproduce the crash we hardly 
know what's going on. Could be an OS bug. There is an 
inofficial update available, v1.21 in our files section. 
That OS was grabbed from the Japan site, but has not yet 
been officially released by Yamaha US. It fixes a crash 
caused by pressing the Patt Chain button while loop 
remixing during play. Maybe it fixes some other problems as 
well, as V1.2 was a major update with lots of tricky code 
changes no doubt.

To clean the internal state of the RS you may want to 
perform a factory reset.

Another option is that your RS has some hardware problem, 
although I haven't heard of that very much (if at all).

- Robert
| 9409|9409|2003-03-12 03:09:55|filter_cutoff|External Gear Not Responding When Sequencer Plays|
Hi all,

I've had my RS for about 2 months now (after owning an RM1x) and am 
very impressed with it - especially the sampling capabilities.

I am having a few probs getting my external gear to make any sounds 
when I play-back what I've entered into the sequencer (I didn't have 
this problem with my RM1x.)

I use the RS (with OS 1.20) as my main bit of kit (using my CS1x 
synth to enter note-data) - MIDI OUT A to a MIDIMAN 1x4 (1x IN and 
4x THRU ports) which are then connected to a Virus, an A-Station and 



back into the Yamaha CS1x.

I use the 'Monitor Rec' function and, when in 'Record' mode, I can 
hear the sound of the external module as I enter the note data - but 
there's nothing when I press 'Play' to hear it back.

My guess is is something to do with Program Change info - but I'm 
reluctant to look into this too much without knowing it will sort the 
problem as I never experienced this with my RM1x (but I cannot recall 
using the 'Monitor Rec' function on the RM1x - this is not the 
problem as changing this setting doesn't make my external gear sing !)

I'm hoping this is simple to sort - many many thanks in advance for 
any constructive replies.

Regards,

~ Pils
| 9410|9409|2003-03-12 03:25:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: External Gear Not Responding When Sequencer
Plays|
On Wednesday 12 March 2003 10:54, filter_cutoff wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> I've had my RS for about 2 months now (after owning an
> RM1x) and am very impressed with it - especially the
> sampling capabilities.
>
> I am having a few probs getting my external gear to make
> any sounds when I play-back what I've entered into the
> sequencer (I didn't have this problem with my RM1x.)
>
> I use the RS (with OS 1.20) as my main bit of kit (using
> my CS1x synth to enter note-data) - MIDI OUT A to a
> MIDIMAN 1x4 (1x IN and 4x THRU ports) which are then
> connected to a Virus, an A-Station and back into the
> Yamaha CS1x.
>
> I use the 'Monitor Rec' function and, when in 'Record'
> mode, I can hear the sound of the external module as I
> enter the note data - but there's nothing when I press
> 'Play' to hear it back.

Did you actually *record* anything? Are there midi events 
stored in the phrase you recorded?

Did you set the CS1x to local off mode? If not, maybe you're 
hearing the CS while recording simply because it's being 
played by its own keyboard.

- Robert
| 9411|9405|2003-03-12 08:53:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: New RS7000 crash- known issue?|



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> I had to turn it off and lose the 2 hours of work I had done.

You didn´t save your song inbetween? First rule when you work with 
electronical gadgets...
| 9412|9412|2003-03-12 23:50:39|goodald|Rs7000 r2p software...|
Does anyone know if there are any software programs out there that 
make working with the rs's native file format easy? such as 
extracting patterns as midi, or allowing easy renaming/combinining of 
patterns from separate files?

i tend to have lots of interesting patterns but they're all in 
different songs and it gets a little difficult to bring them 
together... :) any ideas?
| 9413|9409|2003-03-13 05:19:06|filter_cutoff|Re: External Gear Not Responding When Sequencer Plays|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 12 March 2003 10:54, filter_cutoff wrote:
> > Hi all,
> >
> > I've had my RS for about 2 months now (after owning an
> > RM1x) and am very impressed with it - especially the
> > sampling capabilities.
> >
> > I am having a few probs getting my external gear to make
> > any sounds when I play-back what I've entered into the
> > sequencer (I didn't have this problem with my RM1x.)
> >
> > I use the RS (with OS 1.20) as my main bit of kit (using
> > my CS1x synth to enter note-data) - MIDI OUT A to a
> > MIDIMAN 1x4 (1x IN and 4x THRU ports) which are then
> > connected to a Virus, an A-Station and back into the
> > Yamaha CS1x.
> >
> > I use the 'Monitor Rec' function and, when in 'Record'
> > mode, I can hear the sound of the external module as I
> > enter the note data - but there's nothing when I press
> > 'Play' to hear it back.
> 
> Did you actually *record* anything? Are there midi events 
> stored in the phrase you recorded?
> 
> Did you set the CS1x to local off mode? If not, maybe you're 
> hearing the CS while recording simply because it's being 
> played by its own keyboard.
> 
> - Robert
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Hi Robert,

Thanks for replying.

If I go into 'Step' recording mode, I can see the note information I 
have just entered (large black dot) so the note information IS 
getting into the RS but just isn't playing back.

The CS1x is in Local 'Off' mode too - I can hear this and all other 
external kit when I am actually recording, it's just when I play back 
the pattern that I get no joy ( and I have made doubly sure that the 
tracks are not muted !)

If I can hear the CS1x, Virus etc when I'm recording into the RS box 
so I can't understand why it's not playing back.
Should I not be using the 'Rec Monitor' setting ? (I still get no 
joy using this - I can't hear the other boxes when I'm recording.)

All my cables work, and the MIDIMAN box I am using worked perfectly 
when I had the RM1x as my sequencer.

As I'm sure you can imagine, this is causing me a lot of frustration -
especially as I have a week off work and cannot get started on a new 
composition.

Best Regards,

~ Pils.
| 9414|9409|2003-03-13 05:30:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: External Gear Not Responding When Sequencer
Plays|
On Thursday 13 March 2003 11:20, filter_cutoff wrote:

> The CS1x is in Local 'Off' mode too - I can hear this and
> all other external kit when I am actually recording, it's
> just when I play back the pattern that I get no joy ( and
> I have made doubly sure that the tracks are not muted !)

Okay, let's run down the options.

1. On track 1, select preset phrase PC1/001 and start the 
RS. Does it trigger your external gear? If so, the recorded 
phrase is bad somehow.

2. Stilling running the preset phrase, press Setup 4 times 
to produce the Out Channel page. It Midi Output A enabled 
for this track? (Stop the RS and turn knob 3). If so, what 
midi channel is assigned to it? 

3. Assuming RS track 1 transmits over midi channel 1, does 
your external gear *listen* to that channel?

4. Press Utility 3 times to produce the MIDI FILTER page. 
Maybe you have MIDI OUT disabled? 



- Robert
| 9415|9409|2003-03-13 05:54:13|okoyemaya|Re: External Gear Not Responding When Sequencer Plays|
Robert is faster then me, just wanted to suggest all that, as I am 
turning from Midiot into Midoid. Get all these things working in the 
last days. If still problems :
No1. I would check the cables, there is always this strange 
tendencies to drive you mad, does not matter how expensive
2. Check the other end, for example yesterday I learned that when I 
convert Chain to Song RS writes some stuff I didnt ask for, so there 
was come confusion on the ext modul side. So better go through these 
routines on of ends
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 13 March 2003 11:20, filter_cutoff wrote:
> > The CS1x is in Local 'Off' mode too - I can hear this and
> > all other external kit when I am actually recording, it's
> > just when I play back the pattern that I get no joy ( and
> > I have made doubly sure that the tracks are not muted !)
> 
> Okay, let's run down the options.
> 
> 1. On track 1, select preset phrase PC1/001 and start the 
> RS. Does it trigger your external gear? If so, the recorded 
> phrase is bad somehow.
> 
> 2. Stilling running the preset phrase, press Setup 4 times 
> to produce the Out Channel page. It Midi Output A enabled 
> for this track? (Stop the RS and turn knob 3). If so, what 
> midi channel is assigned to it? 
> 
> 3. Assuming RS track 1 transmits over midi channel 1, does 
> your external gear *listen* to that channel?
> 
> 4. Press Utility 3 times to produce the MIDI FILTER page. 
> Maybe you have MIDI OUT disabled? 
> 
> - Robert

| 9416|9416|2003-03-14 01:13:11|dj4tfy|VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
AWRIGHT, I'M PLANNING ON GETTING EITHER AN MP-7, AND MC 909, OR THE 
RS 7000. THE THING IS, I DONT PLAN ON SPENDING MORE MONEY AND GETTIN 
AN EXTRA SYNTH OR SAMPLER FOR AT LEAST A YEAR OR MAYBE TWO. SO, DOES 
THE RS 7000 STAND UP TO ITS NAME? ANY GLITCHES, PROBLEMS WITH 
EXPANDABILITY, SYNTHS OR SOUNDS? DOES IT COME WITH GOOD PRESET DRUMS 
I CAN USE FOR DNB. NICE UP TO DATE SOUNDS? DOES THE SAMPLER WORK 
NICELY AND HOW FAR CAN YOU UPGRADE IT TO? I HAVE MANY QUESTIONS THAT 
STILL HAVEN'T BEEN ANSWERED. I REALLY LIKE THE RS 7000 SO FAR, BUT I 
CAN'T GET MY HANDS ON IT TO TEST IT OUT. SAME WITH THE MC 909 AND MP-
7. I'M LOOKING FOR HONEST OPINIONS HERE JUST TO GIVE ME A BETTER 
SENSE ON WHAT THE USERS THINK BOUT THEIR PRODUCTS. BASICALLY I NEED 
SOMETHING THAT WILL LAST AND THAT I WON'T NEED TO UPGRADE OR ADD 
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SOMETHING TO FOR AWHILE. MAKE NICE SONGS STRAIGHT OFF OF. OH YEAH 
AND I NEED SOMETHING VERY USER FRIENDLY AND COMPATABLE.
| 9417|9416|2003-03-14 04:48:56|faxorgy|Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
So my e.mail wasn't of any help then ????????
| 9418|9416|2003-03-14 10:31:53|dj4tfy|Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> So my e.mail wasn't of any help then ????????

im trying to get many peoples opinions on this topic. everyone's 
help i have received and will receive is appreciated and has and will 
help. though i still need more info from more people cause i really 
am stuck wetween the rs7000, mc 909, and mp-7.
| 9419|9419|2003-03-15 10:35:32|arkanoid@pandora.be|http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/preview.mp3|
hi all
Been lousy lately, Here's a sneak of what will be part of my new demo.
Next: F[ou/i]nding a label that will release such crap i guess.
I'm so lonely i wrote myself a letter no one replyed.

cheers[pin up club] are up

sdk.
[fB welcome]
| 9420|9419|2003-03-15 12:59:14|djboy112st|Re: http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/preview.mp3|
i dont get it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:
> 
> hi all
> Been lousy lately, Here's a sneak of what will be part of my new 
demo.
> Next: F[ou/i]nding a label that will release such crap i guess.
> I'm so lonely i wrote myself a letter no one replyed.
> 
> cheers[pin up club] are up
> 
> sdk.
> [fB welcome]

| 9421|9419|2003-03-15 16:33:36|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|Re: http://users.pandora.be/gom-
r/preview.mp3|
rs 7000 a vendre sur ebay france 1000 euro

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9422|9416|2003-03-15 16:34:12|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
rs 7000 for sale on e bay france 1000 euro

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9423|9423|2003-03-15 17:05:54|Ronald|Subject: Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
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Go for the RS7000.
I had the same choice, it took me a month because i really wanted to know
every little detail.
The RS is def. the winner if you're looking for a creative machine.
To me it seems the RS is capable of adding something extra to your
creativity wich no other machine can.
For instance: the play fx, loop remix, scene memory's, independent phrase
lenghth, etc......
If you will be using these features you will never want to switch to the
other machines.
Forget the MC909, it looks nice but sounds very flat!!!!

Grtz. Roonan
| 9424|9424|2003-03-15 20:51:14|synthe. labo|cut itself|
hello

i was wondering if its possible on RS7K to set something to make samples cut 
themselves....

i explain better: when i have some rythm samples or also vocal, synths, etc, 
if i record them in realtime mode, i play the pads so they play till il 
leave the pads, but if i record in step or grid mode, they play only a 
little sec of the beginning of the sample.
SO, i act on GATE TIME, and i have my samples that play all the lenght they 
have, BUT they dont cut themselves, so, if i make fast notes like 256 etc, i 
have the same sample that go over himself and make a lot of mess.
i search a simple feature that tell the samples to cut themselves, as into 
Electribe S, as in Fruity Loops or Cubase, a thing that will play the sample 
all its lenght and when a new note will come, it will stop the previous 
sound and play the new note from the beginning with no overdubs (obviously 
on the same sample)

thanx in advance if you can help me

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Comunica in un �altra dimensione con MSN Extra Storage! 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/?xAPID=534&DI=1044&SU=http://hotmail.it/&HL=HMTAGTX_Comunica
| 9425|9424|2003-03-16 00:10:41|Latif|Re: cut itself|
set the voice parameter MONO/POLY to MONO
for that sample, that should do the trick.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> hello
> 
> i was wondering if its possible on RS7K to set something to make 
samples cut 
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> themselves....
> 
> i explain better: when i have some rythm samples or also vocal, 
synths, etc, 
> if i record them in realtime mode, i play the pads so they play 
till il 
> leave the pads, but if i record in step or grid mode, they play 
only a 
> little sec of the beginning of the sample.
> SO, i act on GATE TIME, and i have my samples that play all the 
lenght they 
> have, BUT they dont cut themselves, so, if i make fast notes like 
256 etc, i 
> have the same sample that go over himself and make a lot of mess.
> i search a simple feature that tell the samples to cut themselves, 
as into 
> Electribe S, as in Fruity Loops or Cubase, a thing that will play 
the sample 
> all its lenght and when a new note will come, it will stop the 
previous 
> sound and play the new note from the beginning with no overdubs 
(obviously 
> on the same sample)
> 
> thanx in advance if you can help me
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Comunica in un 'altra dimensione con MSN Extra Storage! 
> http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/?
xAPID=534&DI=1044&SU=http://hotmail.it/&HL=HMTAGTX_Comunica

| 9426|9419|2003-03-16 01:00:54|bob_at_work_2000|Re: http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/preview.mp3|
I liked it. Can't say when I laughed harder listening to music 
(quite a pleasant experience). Then I watched "Spy Hard" with Leslie 
Nielsen, and that made me laugh about the same. So, it was funny and 
entertaining but not as long lasting. There must be some commercial 
use for it....

By the way, what's it like doing the final mix and editing on 
something like that?.....

Best wishes
Bob
Sherman Oaks, CA

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:
> 
> hi all
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> Been lousy lately, Here's a sneak of what will be part of my new 
demo.
> Next: F[ou/i]nding a label that will release such crap i guess.
> I'm so lonely i wrote myself a letter no one replyed.
> 
> cheers[pin up club] are up
> 
> sdk.
> [fB welcome]

| 9427|9423|2003-03-16 01:01:02|Mike Parvin|Re: Subject: Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
is the sampler nice? how many seconds can it sample when fully upgraded?

Ronald <Roonan@planet.nl> wrote:Go for the RS7000.
I had the same choice, it took me a month because i really wanted to know
every little detail.
The RS is def. the winner if you're looking for a creative machine.
To me it seems the RS is capable of adding something extra to your
creativity wich no other machine can.
For instance: the play fx, loop remix, scene memory's, independent phrase
lenghth, etc......
If you will be using these features you will never want to switch to the
other machines.
Forget the MC909, it looks nice but sounds very flat!!!!

Grtz. Roonan
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sell with any offers. The cosmetics are not important, but the board must be fully functional. I am a serious
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buyer and you can check ebay feedback under the name Tgrife. 

Thanks,
T
| 9429|9423|2003-03-16 01:49:23|faxorgy|Subject: Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
Sampler is very clean.
Approx 6 minutes 15 seconds stereo at 44.1 khz
12 minutes 30 seconds stereo at 22.0 khz 
25 minutes stereo at 11khz
50 minutes stereo at 5 khz.
All times are DOUBLED for mono samples. So I could fit 12:30 seconds 
worth of mono basslines ,loops , drum hits etc at 44.1 khz. Whicj 
isn't a problem cause if you're using lots of loops then mono samples 
with independent pan eq and effects settings will not clutter a mix 
to easily.
However when resampling I will use Stero samples (for obvious 
reasons).
All samples have the same synthesis parameters as the internal rom's 
ie : ADSR's for amp ,filter ,pitch and LFO's for each . Acces to all 
18 filters and 3 effects busses + Master effect. Samples have several 
digitally specific editing features like slice / time stretch /sample 
rate and pitch convert /fade in fade out etc etc etc.....
I tend to use all available sample rates for extra grain,grit and 
texture. Don't underestimate what resampling and extreme 
timestrecthing can do sonically with these filters & effects either.
The sampler can do ALOT more tha first impression's would indicate.
Play effects ,midi delay ,grid groove etc etc can be used on samples 
also.
I personally find 64 meg quite sufficient. But I come from the old 
skool of Akai S900's / S950's ,Ensoniq's and the like which would 
have anywhere from 250k to 2.5 meg max sample memory so I know how to 
get the most out of a SMALL amount of memory.
| 9430|9423|2003-03-16 10:00:27|DJ_vgrep|Re: Subject: Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??|
Dj4tfy,

Are you going to be getting both? If so, I have an MP-7 in my
studio, and when I am just playing around, I use it with my Numark TTX1
turntable, and CDJ-1000 to mix with, I use all three, for mixing. I have
been taking old school stuff, b rated music, and turning it into something
different, just by blending. you could say remixing the underground promo
stuff that the GP don't know, and it sounds pretty cool. So if you are
looking for some phat sounds the MP-7 is, let's say I really am enjoying
mine. as for the RS7000, and the MC-909, my friend and I took an MC-909
home for about a week, and it was alright, kind of light on some of the
sounds, to me Roland has a real electronic sound out of all of the manufact.
but that is just my opinion. I opted for a Korg Karma as my keyboard of
choice, just because of the Karma technology, which no-one has at the
moment. Look at www.karma-lab.com <http://www.karma-lab.com/> or
www.korg.com <http://www.korg.com/> under Karma. It is considered a
performance keyboard. I also like the Yamaha sounds, so my next major
purchase will be a Yamaha RS-7000. I will not probably get it until the
closer to the end of the year though, but that will give me some time to
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work on what I just picked up yesterday. I have had my MP-7 for about 2
months, and it is in my opinion really easy and as for sequencer, is one of
the most powerful for how easy it is.

Hope that this is not too much info..

DJ_vgrep

-----Original Message-----
From: faxorgy [mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2003 1:49 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Subject: Re: VERSATILITY AND QUALITY!!!!??

Sampler is very clean.
Approx 6 minutes 15 seconds stereo at 44.1 khz
12 minutes 30 seconds stereo at 22.0 khz 
25 minutes stereo at 11khz
50 minutes stereo at 5 khz.
All times are DOUBLED for mono samples. So I could fit 12:30 seconds 
worth of mono basslines ,loops , drum hits etc at 44.1 khz. Whicj 
isn't a problem cause if you're using lots of loops then mono samples 
with independent pan eq and effects settings will not clutter a mix 
to easily.
However when resampling I will use Stero samples (for obvious 
reasons).
All samples have the same synthesis parameters as the internal rom's 
ie : ADSR's for amp ,filter ,pitch and LFO's for each . Acces to all 
18 filters and 3 effects busses + Master effect. Samples have several 
digitally specific editing features like slice / time stretch /sample 
rate and pitch convert /fade in fade out etc etc etc.....
I tend to use all available sample rates for extra grain,grit and 
texture. Don't underestimate what resampling and extreme 
timestrecthing can do sonically with these filters & effects either.
The sampler can do ALOT more tha first impression's would indicate.
Play effects ,midi delay ,grid groove etc etc can be used on samples 
also.
I personally find 64 meg quite sufficient. But I come from the old 
skool of Akai S900's / S950's ,Ensoniq's and the like which would 
have anywhere from 250k to 2.5 meg max sample memory so I know how to 
get the most out of a SMALL amount of memory.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9431|9431|2003-03-16 11:53:37|philterform2003|funk|
my tribute to the eighties
| 9432|9432|2003-03-17 01:48:41|goodald|sonar/logic recording to RS|
hey hey hey happy st. paddys day!

Anyone have a preference between sonar or logic.. or any other decent 
sequencer in fact.. 

What I really want to do is make a lot of my initial phrases using my 
computer running a sequencer playing the sounds on my rs (so that I 
can re-use later by loading it back up).. Couple questions regarding 
this.

If i want to, say, save all knob settings being used on the rs into 
the midi file on the computer, do i need to plug in all the cc 
values? is there a way i can loop the data back? I'm just getting the 
hang of using multiple devices and i think this would be invaluable..

Another question I have is. As I really just want to create and save 
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midi files, is there a midi sequencer package out there that is 
*simple*. I dont really need vst/dx support or anything as I'm only 
going to work in midi. I just want to be able to save as many 
paramaters as possible. Sonar and Logic (last time I tried them) were 
complicated and I spent a lot of time configuring. In fact, the 
hassle of the software is the main reason I went Hardware with my rs.

Any tips/ideas? :)

remember your designated drivers!
| 9433|9419|2003-03-17 01:48:46|goodald|Re: http://users.pandora.be/gom-r/preview.mp3|
Entertaining :)

I'm listening to it right now.. trying to figure out if winamp's on 
repeat? nooo this parts different :) 

ok it's over now.. I can't say I'd buy it, however.. it almost has 
a Squarepusher-esque frantic-d&b quality to it, with an emphasis on 
the frantic part.

If that was all rs i'm impressed by the range of noise you got out of 
that thing :)

> 
> hi all
> Been lousy lately, Here's a sneak of what will be part of my new 

demo.

> Next: F[ou/i]nding a label that will release such crap i guess.
> I'm so lonely i wrote myself a letter no one replyed.
> 
> cheers[pin up club] are up
> 
> sdk.
> [fB welcome]

| 9434|9434|2003-03-17 03:25:20|MIke MItchell|RS 7000 For Sale!|
I have a RS 7000 for SALE £600.Four Months old rarely used excellent condition,Please let me know if you are
interested ,
Thanks Mike.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9435|9432|2003-03-17 03:36:45|Latif|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
I prefer cubase, but you might want to check out
this program, it seems pretty straight forward:

http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/tracktion/

http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/tracktion/


and ofcourse there are many others out there,
also good freeware you can try out like:
http://www.jazzware.com/cgi-bin/Zope.cgi/jazzware/

:-)
Latif

ps. the data is being loopedback if you setup your
connections properly.
ie. rs-out to pc-in/ pc-out to rs-in
rs echo back to OFF
when using the computer, i don't have the rs running or slaved
no need for it. (so yes, it's synced to it's own clock)
all knobs that are recorded into the pc midi tracks
will eventually be in the midi file presenting your phrases.
btw. the knobs recorded are essentially your track settings of the RS

have fun!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> hey hey hey happy st. paddys day!
> 
> Anyone have a preference between sonar or logic.. or any other 
decent 
> sequencer in fact.. 
> 
> What I really want to do is make a lot of my initial phrases using 
my 
> computer running a sequencer playing the sounds on my rs (so that I 
> can re-use later by loading it back up).. Couple questions 
regarding 
> this.
> 
> If i want to, say, save all knob settings being used on the rs into 
> the midi file on the computer, do i need to plug in all the cc 
> values? is there a way i can loop the data back? I'm just getting 
the 
> hang of using multiple devices and i think this would be 
invaluable..
> 
> 
> Another question I have is. As I really just want to create and 
save 
> midi files, is there a midi sequencer package out there that is 
> *simple*. I dont really need vst/dx support or anything as I'm only 
> going to work in midi. I just want to be able to save as many 
> paramaters as possible. Sonar and Logic (last time I tried them) 
were 
> complicated and I spent a lot of time configuring. In fact, the 
> hassle of the software is the main reason I went Hardware with my 
rs.
> 
> 

http://www.jazzware.com/cgi-bin/Zope.cgi/jazzware/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Any tips/ideas? :)
> 
> 
> 
> remember your designated drivers!

| 9436|9432|2003-03-17 06:11:08|okoyemaya|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
Hi Latif,
That seems the main problem - hooking up RS, the Cubase does not see 
it and I dont want to work with GM sounds ( Just importing song in 
SMF). After thinking about it I think it is good idea to use computer 
when the song is ready (like actually writting corrections on the 
score) through importing as SMF, but I want RS sounds, Rs as sound 
module not something else. At least with Logic it was communicating, 
but with Cubase the midi LEDs do not even react on RS. I remember 
having ".dev" file for RM1X- in this case RM1X can be entered as 
studio modul. I also use RS Roland HD recorder with perfect sync. But 
with Cubase I still couldnt get it going. I still think Cubase is the 
best- I used Cakewalk it is OK but not really that PRO, Sonar is the 
same think, then Logic is maybe not all that logical and anyway there 
is no sense to learn it if anyway they abandoned PC format.
So anybody out there who actually uses RS hooked to midi sequencer ?
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> I prefer cubase, but you might want to check out
> this program, it seems pretty straight forward:
> 
> http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/tracktion/
> 
> and ofcourse there are many others out there,
> also good freeware you can try out like:
> http://www.jazzware.com/cgi-bin/Zope.cgi/jazzware/
> 
> :-)
> Latif
> 
> ps. the data is being loopedback if you setup your
> connections properly.
> ie. rs-out to pc-in/ pc-out to rs-in
> rs echo back to OFF
> when using the computer, i don't have the rs running or slaved
> no need for it. (so yes, it's synced to it's own clock)
> all knobs that are recorded into the pc midi tracks
> will eventually be in the midi file presenting your phrases.
> btw. the knobs recorded are essentially your track settings of the 
RS
> 
> have fun!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> > hey hey hey happy st. paddys day!
> > 
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> > Anyone have a preference between sonar or logic.. or any other 
> decent 
> > sequencer in fact.. 
> > 
> > What I really want to do is make a lot of my initial phrases 
using 
> my 
> > computer running a sequencer playing the sounds on my rs (so that 
I 
> > can re-use later by loading it back up).. Couple questions 
> regarding 
> > this.
> > 
> > If i want to, say, save all knob settings being used on the rs 
into 
> > the midi file on the computer, do i need to plug in all the cc 
> > values? is there a way i can loop the data back? I'm just getting 
> the 
> > hang of using multiple devices and i think this would be 
> invaluable..
> > 
> > 
> > Another question I have is. As I really just want to create and 
> save 
> > midi files, is there a midi sequencer package out there that is 
> > *simple*. I dont really need vst/dx support or anything as I'm 
only 
> > going to work in midi. I just want to be able to save as many 
> > paramaters as possible. Sonar and Logic (last time I tried them) 
> were 
> > complicated and I spent a lot of time configuring. In fact, the 
> > hassle of the software is the main reason I went Hardware with my 
> rs.
> > 
> > 
> > Any tips/ideas? :)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > remember your designated drivers!

| 9437|9432|2003-03-17 07:25:51|D. A. Carrillo|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
I use it to take on the road but also as a studio module.... make sure cubASE IS setup properly and let me know
if you want a patch name list... it took me like 4 days BUT it has all the sounds arranged PERFECTLY.... also,
activate the thru option and always leave the rs on track 1 (since there is no local control off) do not use track
one... use 2-16 that way u dont have to keep on changing the track on the rs everytime.... the rs will send midi
info to cubase on channel one and cubase will route it on whatever track is selected in the program BACK to the
rs. 

PS. when u save a song as smf does it keep the arrangement, or does it just save the patterns and their channels?

PS



----- Original Message ----- 
From: okoyemaya 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2003 8:11 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sonar/logic recording to RS

Hi Latif,
That seems the main problem - hooking up RS, the Cubase does not see 
it and I dont want to work with GM sounds ( Just importing song in 
SMF). After thinking about it I think it is good idea to use computer 
when the song is ready (like actually writting corrections on the 
score) through importing as SMF, but I want RS sounds, Rs as sound 
module not something else. At least with Logic it was communicating, 
but with Cubase the midi LEDs do not even react on RS. I remember 
having ".dev" file for RM1X- in this case RM1X can be entered as 
studio modul. I also use RS Roland HD recorder with perfect sync. But 
with Cubase I still couldnt get it going. I still think Cubase is the 
best- I used Cakewalk it is OK but not really that PRO, Sonar is the 
same think, then Logic is maybe not all that logical and anyway there 
is no sense to learn it if anyway they abandoned PC format.
So anybody out there who actually uses RS hooked to midi sequencer ?
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> I prefer cubase, but you might want to check out
> this program, it seems pretty straight forward:
> 
> http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/tracktion/
> 
> and ofcourse there are many others out there,
> also good freeware you can try out like:
> http://www.jazzware.com/cgi-bin/Zope.cgi/jazzware/
> 
> :-)
> Latif
> 
> ps. the data is being loopedback if you setup your
> connections properly.
> ie. rs-out to pc-in/ pc-out to rs-in
> rs echo back to OFF
> when using the computer, i don't have the rs running or slaved
> no need for it. (so yes, it's synced to it's own clock)
> all knobs that are recorded into the pc midi tracks
> will eventually be in the midi file presenting your phrases.
> btw. the knobs recorded are essentially your track settings of the 
RS
> 
> have fun!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> > hey hey hey happy st. paddys day!
> > 
> > Anyone have a preference between sonar or logic.. or any other 
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> decent 
> > sequencer in fact.. 
> > 
> > What I really want to do is make a lot of my initial phrases 
using 
> my 
> > computer running a sequencer playing the sounds on my rs (so that 
I 
> > can re-use later by loading it back up).. Couple questions 
> regarding 
> > this.
> > 
> > If i want to, say, save all knob settings being used on the rs 
into 
> > the midi file on the computer, do i need to plug in all the cc 
> > values? is there a way i can loop the data back? I'm just getting 
> the 
> > hang of using multiple devices and i think this would be 
> invaluable..
> > 
> > 
> > Another question I have is. As I really just want to create and 
> save 
> > midi files, is there a midi sequencer package out there that is 
> > *simple*. I dont really need vst/dx support or anything as I'm 
only 
> > going to work in midi. I just want to be able to save as many 
> > paramaters as possible. Sonar and Logic (last time I tried them) 
> were 
> > complicated and I spent a lot of time configuring. In fact, the 
> > hassle of the software is the main reason I went Hardware with my 
> rs.
> > 
> > 
> > Any tips/ideas? :)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > remember your designated drivers!

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9438|9438|2003-03-17 10:13:07|kevpowell2000|logic|
i'm looking for alogic audio environment patch for the rs7000 if 
anybody can help
thanks
| 9439|9432|2003-03-17 16:03:30|okoyemaya|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
It keeps the arrangement, I will try but howcome till now I do not 
get eeven the midi leds blink. With Logic RS hooked up immediately. 
Cubase does not see it at all. Is there somewhere "RS7000.dev"?
I still hope to make it work
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> I use it to take on the road but also as a studio module.... make 

sure cubASE IS setup properly and let me know if you want a patch 
name list... it took me like 4 days BUT it has all the sounds 
arranged PERFECTLY.... also, activate the thru option and always 
leave the rs on track 1 (since there is no local control off) do not 
use track one... use 2-16 that way u dont have to keep on changing 
the track on the rs everytime.... the rs will send midi info to 
cubase on channel one and cubase will route it on whatever track is 
selected in the program BACK to the rs. 

> 
> PS. when u save a song as smf does it keep the arrangement, or does 

it just save the patterns and their channels?

> 
> 
> PS
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: okoyemaya 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, March 17, 2003 8:11 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: sonar/logic recording to RS
> 
> 
> Hi Latif,
> That seems the main problem - hooking up RS, the Cubase does not 

see 

> it and I dont want to work with GM sounds ( Just importing song 

in 
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> SMF). After thinking about it I think it is good idea to use 

computer 

> when the song is ready (like actually writting corrections on the 
> score) through importing as SMF, but I want RS sounds, Rs as 

sound 

> module not something else. At least with Logic it was 

communicating, 

> but with Cubase the midi LEDs do not even react on RS. I remember 
> having ".dev" file for RM1X- in this case RM1X can be entered as 
> studio modul. I also use RS Roland HD recorder with perfect sync. 

But 

> with Cubase I still couldnt get it going. I still think Cubase is 

the 

> best- I used Cakewalk it is OK but not really that PRO, Sonar is 

the 

> same think, then Logic is maybe not all that logical and anyway 

there 

> is no sense to learn it if anyway they abandoned PC format.
> So anybody out there who actually uses RS hooked to midi 

sequencer ?

> Okoyemaya
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > I prefer cubase, but you might want to check out
> > this program, it seems pretty straight forward:
> > 
> > http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/tracktion/
> > 
> > and ofcourse there are many others out there,
> > also good freeware you can try out like:
> > http://www.jazzware.com/cgi-bin/Zope.cgi/jazzware/
> > 
> > :-)
> > Latif
> > 
> > ps. the data is being loopedback if you setup your
> > connections properly.
> > ie. rs-out to pc-in/ pc-out to rs-in
> > rs echo back to OFF
> > when using the computer, i don't have the rs running or slaved
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> > no need for it. (so yes, it's synced to it's own clock)
> > all knobs that are recorded into the pc midi tracks
> > will eventually be in the midi file presenting your phrases.
> > btw. the knobs recorded are essentially your track settings of 

the 

> RS
> > 
> > have fun!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> > > hey hey hey happy st. paddys day!
> > > 
> > > Anyone have a preference between sonar or logic.. or any 

other 

> > decent 
> > > sequencer in fact.. 
> > > 
> > > What I really want to do is make a lot of my initial phrases 
> using 
> > my 
> > > computer running a sequencer playing the sounds on my rs (so 

that 

> I 
> > > can re-use later by loading it back up).. Couple questions 
> > regarding 
> > > this.
> > > 
> > > If i want to, say, save all knob settings being used on the 

rs 

> into 
> > > the midi file on the computer, do i need to plug in all the 

cc 

> > > values? is there a way i can loop the data back? I'm just 

getting 

> > the 
> > > hang of using multiple devices and i think this would be 
> > invaluable..
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Another question I have is. As I really just want to create 

and 
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> > save 
> > > midi files, is there a midi sequencer package out there that 

is 

> > > *simple*. I dont really need vst/dx support or anything as 

I'm 

> only 
> > > going to work in midi. I just want to be able to save as many 
> > > paramaters as possible. Sonar and Logic (last time I tried 

them) 

> > were 
> > > complicated and I spent a lot of time configuring. In fact, 

the 

> > > hassle of the software is the main reason I went Hardware 

with my 

> > rs.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Any tips/ideas? :)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > remember your designated drivers!
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> 
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9440|9432|2003-03-17 18:20:26|Latif|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
Okoye, before you spend too much time
on getting the patch list working.
Try to understand that you should be able
to control your RS from Cubase without the patchscript.
Cubase doesn't have to see the RS or any other machine for that
matter, it has to see your midi in- and outputs!
So it's important that you have cubase midi devices set up properly.
Once that is working correctly, then you could eventually
spend time on the patchscript thing.
here's a link to a snapshot, where you can see a song i'm working
on, where i use midisport USB input A for my masterkeyboard
and midisport USB output B to send midi data to the RS midi in.
I don't use the RS as controller in this case, so the only 
connections i have in this setup are:
computer USB midi interface output B to RS midi in
masterkeyboard midi out to computer USB midi interface input A
Where RS is setup as it's own master, so no sync is required
cause i don't run the RS, i use it as module in this case
and the LFO's seem to run better when the RS is syncing to it's own 
clock.
http://members.lycos.nl/thirthworld/mp3/songwindow.jpg

just keep digging in the settings of cubase, until you have it setup 
right ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> It keeps the arrangement, I will try but howcome till now I do not 
> get eeven the midi leds blink. With Logic RS hooked up immediately. 
> Cubase does not see it at all. Is there somewhere "RS7000.dev"?
> I still hope to make it work
> Okoyem
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
> wrote:
> > I use it to take on the road but also as a studio module.... make 
> sure cubASE IS setup properly and let me know if you want a patch 
> name list... it took me like 4 days BUT it has all the sounds 
> arranged PERFECTLY.... also, activate the thru option and always 
> leave the rs on track 1 (since there is no local control off) do 
not 
> use track one... use 2-16 that way u dont have to keep on changing 
> the track on the rs everytime.... the rs will send midi info to 
> cubase on channel one and cubase will route it on whatever track is 
> selected in the program BACK to the rs. 
> > 
> > PS. when u save a song as smf does it keep the arrangement, or 
does 
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> it just save the patterns and their channels?
> > 
> > 
> > PS
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: okoyemaya 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, March 17, 2003 8:11 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: sonar/logic recording to RS
> > 
> > 
> > Hi Latif,
> > That seems the main problem - hooking up RS, the Cubase does 
not 
> see 
> > it and I dont want to work with GM sounds ( Just importing song 
> in 
> > SMF). After thinking about it I think it is good idea to use 
> computer 
> > when the song is ready (like actually writting corrections on 
the 
> > score) through importing as SMF, but I want RS sounds, Rs as 
> sound 
> > module not something else. At least with Logic it was 
> communicating, 
> > but with Cubase the midi LEDs do not even react on RS. I 
remember 
> > having ".dev" file for RM1X- in this case RM1X can be entered 
as 
> > studio modul. I also use RS Roland HD recorder with perfect 
sync. 
> But 
> > with Cubase I still couldnt get it going. I still think Cubase 
is 
> the 
> > best- I used Cakewalk it is OK but not really that PRO, Sonar 
is 
> the 
> > same think, then Logic is maybe not all that logical and anyway 
> there 
> > is no sense to learn it if anyway they abandoned PC format.
> > So anybody out there who actually uses RS hooked to midi 
> sequencer ?
> > Okoyemaya
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > I prefer cubase, but you might want to check out
> > > this program, it seems pretty straight forward:
> > > 
> > > http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/tracktion/
> > > 
> > > and ofcourse there are many others out there,
> > > also good freeware you can try out like:
> > > http://www.jazzware.com/cgi-bin/Zope.cgi/jazzware/
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> > > 
> > > :-)
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > ps. the data is being loopedback if you setup your
> > > connections properly.
> > > ie. rs-out to pc-in/ pc-out to rs-in
> > > rs echo back to OFF
> > > when using the computer, i don't have the rs running or slaved
> > > no need for it. (so yes, it's synced to it's own clock)
> > > all knobs that are recorded into the pc midi tracks
> > > will eventually be in the midi file presenting your phrases.
> > > btw. the knobs recorded are essentially your track settings 
of 
> the 
> > RS
> > > 
> > > have fun!
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> > > > hey hey hey happy st. paddys day!
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone have a preference between sonar or logic.. or any 
> other 
> > > decent 
> > > > sequencer in fact.. 
> > > > 
> > > > What I really want to do is make a lot of my initial 
phrases 
> > using 
> > > my 
> > > > computer running a sequencer playing the sounds on my rs 
(so 
> that 
> > I 
> > > > can re-use later by loading it back up).. Couple questions 
> > > regarding 
> > > > this.
> > > > 
> > > > If i want to, say, save all knob settings being used on the 
> rs 
> > into 
> > > > the midi file on the computer, do i need to plug in all the 
> cc 
> > > > values? is there a way i can loop the data back? I'm just 
> getting 
> > > the 
> > > > hang of using multiple devices and i think this would be 
> > > invaluable..
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Another question I have is. As I really just want to create 
> and 
> > > save 
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> > > > midi files, is there a midi sequencer package out there 
that 
> is 
> > > > *simple*. I dont really need vst/dx support or anything as 
> I'm 
> > only 
> > > > going to work in midi. I just want to be able to save as 
many 
> > > > paramaters as possible. Sonar and Logic (last time I tried 
> them) 
> > > were 
> > > > complicated and I spent a lot of time configuring. In fact, 
> the 
> > > > hassle of the software is the main reason I went Hardware 
> with my 
> > > rs.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Any tips/ideas? :)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > remember your designated drivers!
> > 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9441|9432|2003-03-18 02:24:04|okoyemaya|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
Thanks, 
SX looks good, I will try to get 1.1 which supposedly works on Win98, 
meanwhile I will buy simple MIDI interface, and forget my external 
sound card which maybe just complicates everything. Since at the 
moment I just want do work with midi let me keep it simple. Still I 
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am going to give a try right now with my current setup.
Okoyemaya

> Cubase doesn't have to see the RS or any other machine for that
> matter, it has to see your midi in- and outputs!
> So it's important that you have cubase midi devices set up properly.
> Once that is working correctly, then you could eventually
> spend time on the patchscript thing.
> here's a link to a snapshot, where you can see a song i'm working
> on, where i use midisport USB input A for my masterkeyboard
> and midisport USB output B to send midi data to the RS midi in.
> I don't use the RS as controller in this case, so the only 
> connections i have in this setup are:
> computer USB midi interface output B to RS midi in
> masterkeyboard midi out to computer USB midi interface input A
> Where RS is setup as it's own master, so no sync is required
> cause i don't run the RS, i use it as module in this case
> and the LFO's seem to run better when the RS is syncing to it's own 
> clock.
>-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9442|9432|2003-03-18 03:11:41|okoyemaya|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
It works! I just want to know if there is some better way of 
saving/exporting the song into SMF. I get everything "exploded" 
and "special" that says any midi channel, what is it ?
Looks like sensible way of working. Do everything basic elements, 
parts,in RS which is very easy intuitive and quick- perfect setup for 
live but then to edit and fine tune demo or CD song from these 
elements makes lots of sense. Can see the parts, name them, solos 
whatever, looks like the best of both rs and pc worlds.
Definitely worth trying.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Thanks, 
> SX looks good, I will try to get 1.1 which supposedly works on 
Win98, 
> meanwhile I will buy simple MIDI interface, and forget my external 
> sound card which maybe just complicates everything. Since at the 
> moment I just want do work with midi let me keep it simple. Still I 
> am going to give a try right now with my current setup.
> Okoyemaya
> > Cubase doesn't have to see the RS or any other machine for that
> > matter, it has to see your midi in- and outputs!
> > So it's important that you have cubase midi devices set up 
properly.
> > Once that is working correctly, then you could eventually
> > spend time on the patchscript thing.
> > here's a link to a snapshot, where you can see a song i'm working
> > on, where i use midisport USB input A for my masterkeyboard
> > and midisport USB output B to send midi data to the RS midi in.
> > I don't use the RS as controller in this case, so the only 
> > connections i have in this setup are:
> > computer USB midi interface output B to RS midi in
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> > masterkeyboard midi out to computer USB midi interface input A
> > Where RS is setup as it's own master, so no sync is required
> > cause i don't run the RS, i use it as module in this case
> > and the LFO's seem to run better when the RS is syncing to it's 
own 
> > clock.
> >-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9443|9432|2003-03-18 03:17:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
On Tuesday 18 March 2003 11:11, okoyemaya wrote:

> It works! I just want to know if there is some better way
> of saving/exporting the song into SMF. I get everything
> "exploded" and "special" that says any midi channel, what
> is it ? Looks like sensible way of working. Do everything
> basic elements, parts,in RS which is very easy intuitive
> and quick- perfect setup for live but then to edit and
> fine tune demo or CD song from these elements makes lots
> of sense. Can see the parts, name them, solos whatever,
> looks like the best of both rs and pc worlds. Definitely
> worth trying.

Don't forget to NORMALIZE all RS tracks before exporting as 
SMF in order to get the play fx stuff included in the 
export. Play fx will not react on midi data coming from the 
MIDI IN port, it only plays with midi data from the 
internal sequencer.

- Robert
| 9444|9432|2003-03-18 10:20:31|Latif|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
good good, just keep on digging in there, 
you will be amazed how well both worlds combine ;)
and if you can get SX and get it working in win98
that wouldbe great.
Just like Robert said, it's very crucial not to forget
to normalize all play fx, that you consider neccesary.
also keep in mind, that you can create different sections
with different variation phrases !!LOOPREMIXED PHRASES!! for instance.
(16/64/256 or what ever measures :P),
which then you can export section by section, as individual 
midi files, that you then can import and add to the 
midi arrangement in cubase.

:-)
keep on rocking!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 18 March 2003 11:11, okoyemaya wrote:
> > It works! I just want to know if there is some better way
> > of saving/exporting the song into SMF. I get everything
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> > "exploded" and "special" that says any midi channel, what
> > is it ? Looks like sensible way of working. Do everything
> > basic elements, parts,in RS which is very easy intuitive
> > and quick- perfect setup for live but then to edit and
> > fine tune demo or CD song from these elements makes lots
> > of sense. Can see the parts, name them, solos whatever,
> > looks like the best of both rs and pc worlds. Definitely
> > worth trying.
> 
> Don't forget to NORMALIZE all RS tracks before exporting as 
> SMF in order to get the play fx stuff included in the 
> export. Play fx will not react on midi data coming from the 
> MIDI IN port, it only plays with midi data from the 
> internal sequencer.
> 
> - Robert

| 9445|9432|2003-03-18 10:26:29|Latif|Re: sonar/logic recording to RS|
oh and about exploded and special
your VST seemes to be configured that way for importing midi.
in SX it's a choice that you can make after importing
when the midi 0 or midi 1 (i always forget what kind it is)
sits in the arrangement window, then you can choose to explode
it.
So it's not a abnormal behaviour.
The any track probably contains controller data, for 
multiple channels... mute it and find out.
Don't know how the mdid file looks like when it's exported
from the RS in songmode, cause i don't use songmode
exporting midi from patternmode simply contains the 
section that's activated.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 18 March 2003 11:11, okoyemaya wrote:
> > It works! I just want to know if there is some better way
> > of saving/exporting the song into SMF. I get everything
> > "exploded" and "special" that says any midi channel, what
> > is it ? Looks like sensible way of working. Do everything
> > basic elements, parts,in RS which is very easy intuitive
> > and quick- perfect setup for live but then to edit and
> > fine tune demo or CD song from these elements makes lots
> > of sense. Can see the parts, name them, solos whatever,
> > looks like the best of both rs and pc worlds. Definitely
> > worth trying.
> 
> Don't forget to NORMALIZE all RS tracks before exporting as 
> SMF in order to get the play fx stuff included in the 
> export. Play fx will not react on midi data coming from the 
> MIDI IN port, it only plays with midi data from the 
> internal sequencer.
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> 
> - Robert

| 9446|9446|2003-03-18 23:17:57|Latif|more sysex magic|
From MotiForum:

Bad_Mister
Guru
Posts: 1452

----------------------------------------------------------------------
To change the filters on the RS7000 you need to input a System 
Exclusive message as follows: 

F0 43 10 6A 13 pp 41 dd F7 

translation: 
F0 Begin System Exclusive message 
43 Yamaha ID code 
10 Parameter Change message 
6A RS7000 ID code 
13 Multi PART Group 3 
pp = the PART number in hex 00= trk1; 01 = trk2; ...0F=trk16 
41 Filter type 
dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF 
F7 End of exclusive 

pp Part number 
Part1=00 
Part2=01 
Part3=02 
Part4=03 
Part5=04 
Part6=05 
Part7=06 
Part8=07 
Part9=08 
Part10=09 
Part11=0A 
Part12=0B 
Part13=0C 
Part14=0D 
Part15=0E 
Part16=0F 

dd data byte 
BYPASS=00 
LPF24D=01 
LPF18=02 
LPF12=03 
HPF24=04 
BPF12D=05 
BEF12=06 
LPF24A=07 



LPF18s=08 
LPF6=09 
HPF12=0A 
BPFw=0B 
BPF6=0C 
BEF6=0D 
Dual LPF=0E 
Dual HPF=0F 
Dual BPF=10 
Dual BEF=11 
LPF+BPF=12 

Therefore the message for LPF12 if for PART 1= 
F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 03 F7 

and to change it to a HPF12 on PART 1= 
F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 0A F7 

Because this is a "SYSTEM" messge you can place it on any track. The 
message itself defines which PART will be effected by the Parameter 
Change. This is outlined on pages 326 and 330 of the Owner's Manual 
(actually it is all there) I included the new filter types that you 
get with the new Version.
___________________________________________________________________

:-)
| 9447|9447|2003-03-19 03:29:44|ix_kool|new mp3|
Hello i've done a new mp3 :
http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165

I hope u'll like it.

See ya

K8L aka Le putois.
| 9448|9434|2003-03-19 03:52:03|nosikov13|Re: RS 7000 For Sale!|
Where do you live ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "MIke MItchell" wrote:

> I have a RS 7000 for SALE £600.Four Months old rarely used excellent 
condition,Please let me know if you are interested ,

http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
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> Thanks Mike.

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9449|9446|2003-03-19 03:52:51|mmittner|Re: more sysex magic|
that's great, i understand now why my experiments with sysex and track parameters didn't work, i wasn't aware
that you have to specify the track number in the command :-)

idea: if i place that sysex on a different track than the target track it isn't played when that track is muted (i've set
mute mode to midi anyway)? so i could say, for instance, change the filter only if the ride-track is playing. would
that work? that could be nice to make more interesting variations of a single pattern.

-mike
| 9450|9450|2003-03-19 05:56:09|MIke MItchell|Fw: [RS7000] Re: RS 7000 For Sale!|
i live in scotland in UK

----- Original Message ----- 
From: nosikov13 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2003 10:50 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS 7000 For Sale!

Where do you live ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "MIke MItchell" wrote:

> I have a RS 7000 for SALE £600.Four Months old rarely used excellent 
condition,Please let me know if you are interested ,

> Thanks Mike.

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 9451|9446|2003-03-19 06:04:20|Ian Vine|Re: more sysex magic|
Can't see any reason why it wouldn't work. Just
remember where the sysex strings are. I did something
similar in cubase and one late night session involved
me going nuts trying to figure out what the hell was
going on

IanV

--- mmittner <mmittner@vizrt.com> wrote:

---------------------------------
that's great, i understand now why my experiments with
sysex and track parameters didn't work, i wasn't aware
that you have to specify the track number in the
command :-)

idea: if i place that sysex on a different track than
the target track it isn't played when that track is
muted (i've set mute mode to midi anyway)? so i could
say, for instance, change the filter only if the
ride-track is playing. would that work? that could be
nice to make more interesting variations of a single
pattern.

-mike
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Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!
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| 9452|9452|2003-03-19 07:48:57|synthe. labo|suggestion....|
hello guys

i made the decision to change my MicroQ with another synth cause i dont have 
much time to program it and the Nord Mod is just difficult enoughts.
a guy proposed me to give me his AN200?
i'm really attracted by it; in this period i'm not into metla type of 
sounds, pure FM dont attract me and if i wanna something like that i have 
the nord mod that can do FM lika a motherfu**er, so what do you think?
another guy proposed me an SH101....a nother good thig...a real 
analogue.....now i'm more in to fat simple things

let me know what do you think

thanx

marco

_________________________________________________________________
Scambia le tue foto e le tue canzoni con gli amici! 
http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 9453|9447|2003-03-19 07:53:46|synthe. labo|Re: new mp3|

>Hello i've done a new mp3 :
>http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
>op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165
>
>I hope u'll like it.
>
>See ya
>
>K8L aka Le putois.
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this thing ROCKS!!!!!!

i sent you a private e-mail!

keep on making good musik.

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto: condividi, ritocca e stampa le tue foto online 
http://photos.msn.it
| 9454|9452|2003-03-19 08:57:27|tompaulsen2002|Re: suggestion....|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:

> 
> 
> hello guys
> 
> i made the decision to change my MicroQ with another synth cause i 

dont have 

> much time to program it and the Nord Mod is just difficult enoughts.
> a guy proposed me to give me his AN200?
> i'm really attracted by it; in this period i'm not into metla type 

of 

> sounds, pure FM dont attract me and if i wanna something like that 

i have 

> the nord mod that can do FM lika a motherfu**er, so what do you 

think?

AN200 is very nice, i have the bigger brother AN1x...the sound varies 
from ice-cold FM to warm fuzzy Prophet 5 (that´s what the AN1x was 
designed after, like the NordLead).
Check out also the AN1xEdit software with the AN200...very easy to 
use fantastic editor for the AN-synths.

> another guy proposed me an SH101....a nother good thig...a real 
> analogue.....now i'm more in to fat simple things

SH101...sure, why not, good for TB sounds and beyond.

> let me know what do you think

Check out also the Evolver from Dave Smith. Easy to use, great price 
and huge real analogue sound combined with digital Oscillators.

http://photos.msn.it/
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www.davesmithinstruments.com

Töm
| 9455|9447|2003-03-19 11:29:03|tompaulsen2002|Re: new mp3|
whoa! Crazy stuff! Aphex Twin style! ;) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ix_kool" wrote:
> Hello i've done a new mp3 :
> http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
> op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165
> 
> I hope u'll like it.
> 
> See ya
> 
> K8L aka Le putois.

| 9456|9447|2003-03-19 16:58:20|Latif|Re: new mp3|
dread wicked raw stuff!!
now i understand why overclocking can be dangerous
hehehe
keep it going man!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ix_kool" wrote:
> Hello i've done a new mp3 :
> http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
> op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165
> 
> I hope u'll like it.
> 
> See ya
> 
> K8L aka Le putois.

| 9457|9447|2003-03-19 17:03:44|Murali|new mp3|
Salut Le putois!

Excellent stuff ! Are you working with mainly samples or the internal sounds?

Keep it rollin'
Moo

>From: "ix_kool" <ix_kool@yahoo.fr>
>Subject: new mp3

>Hello i've done a new mp3 :
>http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
>op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165

>I hope u'll like it.
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>See ya

>K8L aka Le putois.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9458|9458|2003-03-20 00:33:15|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: Subject: new mp3 |
I think i have to buy new speakers now!
What a sonic mayhem!!!!
I like it a lot, it's ten times better than all the commercial crap lateley.......

Do you have more on the net?

Grtz. Roonan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9459|9447|2003-03-20 01:25:36|ix_kool|Re: new mp3|
Waw ! %))

Thanx everybody! :]

Well, in facts, it was a contest ("Open Bass Project" on 
www.speedbass.net). To be part of the contest, we had to give 2 
samples. There was about 8 contestants, so 16 samples. Then you have 
to use provided samples only. So I uploaded every samples in the rs7k 
then i tweaked them. 100% samples ! I use cubase, rs7k with AIEB2 and 
a Mackie CFX-12.

RS7k RULEZ !

Please note that being restricted in sounds can be a very interesting 
way of working.

See ya and thanx again !

Le putois aka K8L.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Murali" wrote:
> Salut Le putois!
> 
> Excellent stuff ! Are you working with mainly samples or the 
internal sounds?
> 
> Keep it rollin'
> Moo
> 
> >From: "ix_kool" 
> >Subject: new mp3
> 
> >Hello i've done a new mp3 :
> >http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
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> >op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165
> 
> >I hope u'll like it.
> 
> >See ya
> 
> >K8L aka Le putois.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9460|9460|2003-03-20 03:06:45|fuzzandskoot|Carrying Case for RS7000|
Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK Website 
never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK purchase?
| 9461|9447|2003-03-20 03:36:57|Oscillator505|Re: new mp3|
Nice to hear a different kind of *techno* :)...
Very intriguing song, reminiscent of early industrial but with a modern
touch, feel, and taste. Has enough odd sounds for me to simply love it. I
dig the style.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "ix_kool" <ix_kool@yahoo.fr>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:25 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: new mp3

> Waw ! %))
>
> Thanx everybody! :]
>
> Well, in facts, it was a contest ("Open Bass Project" on
> www.speedbass.net). To be part of the contest, we had to give 2
> samples. There was about 8 contestants, so 16 samples. Then you have
> to use provided samples only. So I uploaded every samples in the rs7k
> then i tweaked them. 100% samples ! I use cubase, rs7k with AIEB2 and
> a Mackie CFX-12.
>
> RS7k RULEZ !
>
> Please note that being restricted in sounds can be a very interesting
> way of working.
>
> See ya and thanx again !
>
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> Le putois aka K8L.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Murali" wrote:
> > Salut Le putois!
> >
> > Excellent stuff ! Are you working with mainly samples or the
> internal sounds?
> >
> > Keep it rollin'
> > Moo
> >
> > >From: "ix_kool" 
> > >Subject: new mp3
> >
> > >Hello i've done a new mp3 :
> > >http://www.speedbass.net/modules.php?
> > >op=modload&name=Downloads&file=index&req=getit&lid=165
> >
> > >I hope u'll like it.
> >
> > >See ya
> >
> > >K8L aka Le putois.
> >
> >

| 9462|9460|2003-03-20 07:00:16|Scott Kellogg|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it works great. It would be hard to get a case
that fit better.

/Scott

On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK Website 
> never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK purchase?
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 9463|9460|2003-03-20 07:29:40|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/messagesearch?query=carry%20case

the 'search' feature is nice ;)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: fuzzandskoot [mailto:FuzzAndSkoot@christianm.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 5:05 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Carrying Case for RS7000

Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK Website 
never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK purchase?
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| 9464|9464|2003-03-20 09:37:18|jeffkissinger|OS Update Question|
Did the New OS update address the ability to go into record mode w/o
stopping the sequencer? Thanks, Jeff
| 9465|9465|2003-03-20 09:46:27|Mr. Barry|RS7000 vs MC909|
Hello, I have a question that has been bugging the heck out of me for 
the last couple of days. I am looking to producing my own music. I 
was totally set up on purchasing a MC909 but while at the store, the 
Yamaha Rep was there giving a demo to an employee. I was blown away 
but still torn between the two. I don't like that the RS7000 doesn't 
have the ease of connection to a USB port and it seems that the RS7K 
doesn't have the memory expansion that the 909 has. Anyway does it 
make a huge difference if you are trying to produce smooth r&b groove 
and hiphop. Please let me know your feelings....thanks
| 9466|9460|2003-03-20 10:22:52|Chris|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it works 

great. It would be hard to get a case

> that fit better.
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I heard of someone doing this before (maybe it was you?) and I have 
been thinking about doing the same. I was wondering, does the case 
impede access to any of the connections, most importantly the scsi 
terminal at the back and the smart media slot? Maybe you could post 
a picture of your RS nestled securely into its home..:)

-cng

> 
> /Scott
> 
> On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> > Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK 

Website 

> > never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK 

purchase?

> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

> >

| 9467|9460|2003-03-20 10:46:14|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
the search, uuuusse the search....you will find all answers :)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/8057

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Chris [mailto:cng_303@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:20 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
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Subject: [RS7000] Re: Carrying Case for RS7000

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it works
great. It would be hard to get a case
> that fit better.

I heard of someone doing this before (maybe it was you?) and I have 
been thinking about doing the same. I was wondering, does the case 
impede access to any of the connections, most importantly the scsi 
terminal at the back and the smart media slot? Maybe you could post 
a picture of your RS nestled securely into its home..:)

-cng

> 
> /Scott
> 
> On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> > Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK
Website 
> > never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK
purchase?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
> > section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 9468|9460|2003-03-20 11:30:28|Scott Kellogg|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
Those pics make it hard to see the RS without knowing what you are looking for. Try these:
http://raza.suso.org/rs7kpics.htm

/Scott

On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 12:46:12PM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> the search, uuuusse the search....you will find all answers :)
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/8057
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Chris [mailto:cng_303@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:20 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Carrying Case for RS7000
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it works
> great. It would be hard to get a case
> > that fit better.
> 
> I heard of someone doing this before (maybe it was you?) and I have 
> been thinking about doing the same. I was wondering, does the case 
> impede access to any of the connections, most importantly the scsi 
> terminal at the back and the smart media slot? Maybe you could post 
> a picture of your RS nestled securely into its home..:)
> 
> -cng
> 
> 
> > 
> > /Scott
> > 
> > On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> > > Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK
> Website 
> > > never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK
> purchase?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://raza.suso.org/rs7kpics.htm
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> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
> > > section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > >
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 9469|9465|2003-03-20 15:12:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Barry" wrote:

> Hello, I have a question that has been bugging the heck out of me 

for 

> the last couple of days. I am looking to producing my own music. I 
> was totally set up on purchasing a MC909 but while at the store, 

the 
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> Yamaha Rep was there giving a demo to an employee. I was blown 

away 

> but still torn between the two. I don't like that the RS7000 

doesn't 

> have the ease of connection to a USB port and it seems that the 

RS7K 

> doesn't have the memory expansion that the 909 has. Anyway does it 
> make a huge difference if you are trying to produce smooth r&b 

groove 

> and hiphop. Please let me know your feelings....thanks

Honestly? I don´t miss the USB or the large memory of the MC at all.
| 9470|9464|2003-03-20 15:13:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS Update Question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jeffkissinger" 
wrote:

> Did the New OS update address the ability to go into record mode 

w/o

> stopping the sequencer? Thanks, Jeff

Jeff, on which planet have you been...haven´t seen anything from you 
in a long time. 

Yes the new OS update takes care of the record mode. Check out 
the .pdf in the File Section of the Yahoo Group.
| 9471|9465|2003-03-20 15:19:05|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 vs MC909|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Barry" wrote:

> I was blown away 
> but still torn between the two. 

Well...when in doubt...listen to this one 
here...http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/9447

Not Hiphop, but it gives you an idea what is possible with 16 
samples and the RS itself...
| 9472|9465|2003-03-20 15:47:57|okoyemaya|Re: RS7000 vs MC909|
Don`t really miss USB, the transfer via card is quick and easy, 
regarding hip hop, r&b- 909 does not have anything phat, the sounds 
are very weak, "nice" like the air hostess smile. I use RS internal 
sounds for basses , drums and percussion. There are some good "out of 
the box" but you can make your own with some experimenting. Have 
maxed RAM but hardly use much of it because I hate to wait while 
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saving or loading so use the samples only when there is no other way 
and mostly there is (with some effort),probably 32 would be enough 
for me. Anyway check the 909, put your attention to the sounds, 
honestly I was more then disappointed, rather amazed that they are so 
useless at least for me. But let your ear be judge. I considered 
getting it to use along with RS but I would not pay more then 300 $ 
for it. Instead I will get the new Korg EMX which is nasty little 
beast, that I cant wait to play with.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Barry" wrote:
> > Hello, I have a question that has been bugging the heck out of me 
> for 
> > the last couple of days. I am looking to producing my own music. 

I 

> > was totally set up on purchasing a MC909 but while at the store, 
> the 
> > Yamaha Rep was there giving a demo to an employee. I was blown 
> away 
> > but still torn between the two. I don't like that the RS7000 
> doesn't 
> > have the ease of connection to a USB port and it seems that the 
> RS7K 
> > doesn't have the memory expansion that the 909 has. Anyway does 

it 

> > make a huge difference if you are trying to produce smooth r&b 
> groove 
> > and hiphop. Please let me know your feelings....thanks
> 
> Honestly? I don´t miss the USB or the large memory of the MC at all.

| 9473|9460|2003-03-20 23:33:26|Oscillator505|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
Very nice pics, I now know I want a case for sure.

Thanks

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Scott Kellogg" <scott@kiva.net>
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To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 9:57 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Carrying Case for RS7000

> Those pics make it hard to see the RS without knowing what you are looking
for. Try these:
> http://raza.suso.org/rs7kpics.htm
>
> /Scott
>
> On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 12:46:12PM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > the search, uuuusse the search....you will find all answers :)
> >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/8057
> >
> > -B
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Chris [mailto:cng_303@hotmail.com]
> > Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:20 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Carrying Case for RS7000
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > > I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it works
> > great. It would be hard to get a case
> > > that fit better.
> >
> > I heard of someone doing this before (maybe it was you?) and I have
> > been thinking about doing the same. I was wondering, does the case
> > impede access to any of the connections, most importantly the scsi
> > terminal at the back and the smart media slot? Maybe you could post
> > a picture of your RS nestled securely into its home..:)
> >
> > -cng
> >
> >
> > >
> > > /Scott
> > >
> > > On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> > > > Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK
> > Website
> > > > never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK
> > purchase?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >

| 9474|9460|2003-03-20 23:34:23|Chris|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
Thanks alot for the pics, that looks like a great solution to the 
problem of portability. I think it is much wiser to put your RS into 
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a protective hardcase than a gigbag, after all while it may be well 
built it is still delicate electronic equipment and deserves as much 
protection as you can give it. 1 question: what kind of adhesive did 
you use to secure the foam onto the lid?

-c

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> Those pics make it hard to see the RS without knowing what you are 
looking for. Try these:
> http://raza.suso.org/rs7kpics.htm
> 
> /Scott
> 
> On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 12:46:12PM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > the search, uuuusse the search....you will find all answers :)
> > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/8057
> > 
> > -B
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Chris [mailto:cng_303@h...] 
> > Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:20 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Carrying Case for RS7000
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > > I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it 
works
> > great. It would be hard to get a case
> > > that fit better.
> > 
> > I heard of someone doing this before (maybe it was you?) and I 
have 
> > been thinking about doing the same. I was wondering, does the 
case 
> > impede access to any of the connections, most importantly the 
scsi 
> > terminal at the back and the smart media slot? Maybe you could 
post 
> > a picture of your RS nestled securely into its home..:)
> > 
> > -cng
> > 
> > 
> > > 
> > > /Scott
> > > 
> > > On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> > > > Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK
> > Website 
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> > > > never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK
> > purchase?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > 
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My 
Preferences 
> > > > section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > 
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >
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| 9475|9475|2003-03-20 23:56:23|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909 |
Here we go again:
Please forget the MC909, it simply sucks big time.(sound and features)
I've been in the same position u are.
Used a MC505 and loved the 909 at first sight.
But because i had to wait 2 month's before it was available i took a look at the RS7K.
After thorough comparing the two i decided to go for the RS7K.
After having it for 3 months now i can easily say this machine rocks!!!!!!!
Forget the downsides (u mentioned no USB) it makes up for it in way's you can't imagine.

Grtz. Ronald.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9476|9460|2003-03-21 02:41:23|art75@free.fr|(no subject)|
hello

is it possible to control the beatstretch function or the midi delay parameters 
with some midi external controllers ? If not, could it be possible with sysex ?
I can't find a clue in the manual.

thanks

a:r:t

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
http://fr.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000-france/
| 9477|9477|2003-03-21 04:16:49|okoyemaya|Cubase SX|
I just installed SX, really like it, they get rid of their ugly 
look,did they get they designer back from Emagic? Everything looks 
and works better. Latif, isn`t it the best Cubase of all times ? The 
jump seems much bigger then from 3 to 5. Seems much faster, how the 
menus open etc. Finally I see sequencing software that I like.
The only problem is importing my RS Midifiles. I get everything in 
one track. Since they changed the whole structure I cannot find (what 
I did in Cubase 5) the settings for importing. My big reference book 
wont help because it is for the 5.
Okoyemaya
| 9478|9477|2003-03-21 04:27:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Cubase SX|
On Friday 21 March 2003 12:16, okoyemaya wrote:

> I just installed SX, really like it, they get rid of
> their ugly look,did they get they designer back from
> Emagic? Everything looks and works better. Latif, isn`t
> it the best Cubase of all times ? The jump seems much
> bigger then from 3 to 5. Seems much faster, how the menus
> open etc. Finally I see sequencing software that I like.
> The only problem is importing my RS Midifiles. I get
> everything in one track. Since they changed the whole
> structure I cannot find (what I did in Cubase 5) the
> settings for importing. My big reference book wont help
> because it is for the 5.
> Okoyemaya

http://armadaelectro.free.fr/
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I don't use Cubase, but I remember there's a function that 
splits a track into multiple other tracks based on the 
event's midi channel. That's what you need, I guess.

- Robert
| 9479|9475|2003-03-21 04:28:34|DJ_vgrep|Re: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909|
Ronald,

Like what? I am researching which box to get for when I go and
dj a gig. I currently have an MP-7 and he lives in my studio, but after
playing around with it and incorporating it in my mixes, it is awesome for
what I need it for, that is for now. However I have always loved the way
Yamaha sounds, and that is only my opinion, so I definitely would consider
the RS7K over the MC909. Roland sounds are not as warm. however if you are
looking for thin sounds, so you can layer it with like let's say an effects
processor external to the one built in, or even the one on board, then do
the 909.

DJ_vgrep

-----Original Message-----
From: Roonan@planet.nl [mailto:Roonan@planet.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 11:43 PM
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909

Here we go again:
Please forget the MC909, it simply sucks big time.(sound and features)
I've been in the same position u are.
Used a MC505 and loved the 909 at first sight.
But because i had to wait 2 month's before it was available i took a look at
the RS7K.
After thorough comparing the two i decided to go for the RS7K.
After having it for 3 months now i can easily say this machine rocks!!!!!!!
Forget the downsides (u mentioned no USB) it makes up for it in way's you
can't imagine.

Grtz. Ronald.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9480|9460|2003-03-21 04:57:56|Scott Kellogg|Re: Carrying Case for RS7000|
Duct tape. It is the binding force that holds the world together.

On Fri, Mar 21, 2003 at 01:33:15AM -0000, Chris wrote:
> Thanks alot for the pics, that looks like a great solution to the 
> problem of portability. I think it is much wiser to put your RS into 
> a protective hardcase than a gigbag, after all while it may be well 
> built it is still delicate electronic equipment and deserves as much 
> protection as you can give it. 1 question: what kind of adhesive did 
> you use to secure the foam onto the lid?
> 
> -c
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > Those pics make it hard to see the RS without knowing what you are 
> looking for. Try these:
> > http://raza.suso.org/rs7kpics.htm
> > 
> > /Scott
> > 
> > On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 12:46:12PM -0500, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> > > the search, uuuusse the search....you will find all answers :)
> > > 
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> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/8057
> > > 
> > > -B
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: Chris [mailto:cng_303@h...] 
> > > Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:20 PM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Carrying Case for RS7000
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > > > I use a turntable case. I modified the foam inside, and it 
> works
> > > great. It would be hard to get a case
> > > > that fit better.
> > > 
> > > I heard of someone doing this before (maybe it was you?) and I 
> have 
> > > been thinking about doing the same. I was wondering, does the 
> case 
> > > impede access to any of the connections, most importantly the 
> scsi 
> > > terminal at the back and the smart media slot? Maybe you could 
> post 
> > > a picture of your RS nestled securely into its home..:)
> > > 
> > > -cng
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > > /Scott
> > > > 
> > > > On Thu, Mar 20, 2003 at 10:04:57AM -0000, fuzzandskoot wrote:
> > > > > Looking to buy the RS7000 Carrying case.... but the Yamaha UK
> > > Website 
> > > > > never has it in stock.... Any other suggestions for a UK
> > > purchase?
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > 
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My 
> Preferences 
> > > > > section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
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> > > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > >
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 9481|9477|2003-03-21 05:01:33|Franjo Butkovic|Re: Cubase SX|
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Hi!
Go to MIDI than Disolve part!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: okoyemaya 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2003 12:16 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Cubase SX

I just installed SX, really like it, they get rid of their ugly 
look,did they get they designer back from Emagic? Everything looks 
and works better. Latif, isn`t it the best Cubase of all times ? The 
jump seems much bigger then from 3 to 5. Seems much faster, how the 
menus open etc. Finally I see sequencing software that I like.
The only problem is importing my RS Midifiles. I get everything in 
one track. Since they changed the whole structure I cannot find (what 
I did in Cubase 5) the settings for importing. My big reference book 
wont help because it is for the 5.
Okoyemaya
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9482|9477|2003-03-21 05:06:44|Latif|Re: Cubase SX|
yes, okoye just right click the mouse
on that part, and select somewhere down from 
menu midi, DISOLVE part
(and obviously for tis matter, disove to channels)

have fun :-)
Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Franjo Butkovic" 
wrote:

> Hi!
> Go to MIDI than Disolve part!
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: okoyemaya 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Friday, March 21, 2003 12:16 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Cubase SX
> 
> 
> I just installed SX, really like it, they get rid of their ugly 
> look,did they get they designer back from Emagic? Everything 

looks 

> and works better. Latif, isn`t it the best Cubase of all times ? 

The 

> jump seems much bigger then from 3 to 5. Seems much faster, how 

the 

> menus open etc. Finally I see sequencing software that I like.
> The only problem is importing my RS Midifiles. I get everything 

in 

> one track. Since they changed the whole structure I cannot find 

(what 

> I did in Cubase 5) the settings for importing. My big reference 

book 

> wont help because it is for the 5.
> Okoyemaya
> 
> 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9483|9483|2003-03-21 05:41:07|mmittner|ot: weblog from bagdad|
have a look, i found it very interesting:

http://dear_raed.blogspot.com/
| 9484|9484|2003-03-21 06:29:06|Alex|guess what!|
today my rs7000 arrived this morning!!
finally i bought it from thomann, good service, though a bit slow responding emails.
i expect a great weekend driving nuts trying to understand the machine :) :) :) ... i hope all these months reading
this group, rs7k.org group, and the pdf manual will help me a bit. :) :)
thanks all for your help when looking for a store.

alex.

pd: just can wait to get home and put my hands on it! :) :)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9485|9484|2003-03-21 06:34:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: guess what!|
On Friday 21 March 2003 14:29, Alex wrote:

> today my rs7000 arrived this morning!!
> finally i bought it from thomann, good service, though a
> bit slow responding emails. i expect a great weekend
> driving nuts trying to understand the machine :) :) :) 
> ... i hope all these months reading this group, rs7k.org
> group, and the pdf manual will help me a bit. :) :)
> thanks all for your help when looking for a store.

Congrats!

In case you need it:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 9486|9484|2003-03-21 06:45:00|Alex|Re: guess what!|
thanks. i've already downloaded it in my computer.. hehe... and read it twice also.. :) :)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2003 2:34 PM
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Subject: Re: [RS7000] guess what!

Congrats!

In case you need it:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9487|9484|2003-03-21 06:49:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: guess what!|
On Friday 21 March 2003 14:40, Alex wrote:

> thanks. i've already downloaded it in my computer..
> hehe... and read it twice also.. :) :)

Good boy!
I'll send you a doggie cookie.

- Robert
| 9488|9484|2003-03-21 07:43:50|faxorgy|Re: guess what!|
A big CONGRATULATIONS on your purchase of the GunMetal Meanie ....
Trust me if you've read the posts , the PDF's etc ..alot of that will 
subconciously sink in whilst going though the manual.
Have FUN :-)~ .
Now you really are an Underground Community Group RS7000 USER.
Feels damn good doesn't it :)
Happy music making and remember the journey of learning and discovery 
is half the fun cause the RS well she's one very deep Mo'Fo LMAO ....
Cheers
FaX
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| 9489|9484|2003-03-21 09:06:27|okoyemaya|Re: guess what!|
Congrats, I read all the posts of all the RS forums, saved some of 
them it really helps a lot at start. pay special attention to this 
wicked fax chap, some of the stuf he writes is worth framing.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> A big CONGRATULATIONS on your purchase of the GunMetal Meanie ....
> Trust me if you've read the posts , the PDF's etc ..alot of that 
will 
> subconciously sink in whilst going though the manual.
> Have FUN :-)~ .
> Now you really are an Underground Community Group RS7000 USER.
> Feels damn good doesn't it :)
> Happy music making and remember the journey of learning and 
discovery 
> is half the fun cause the RS well she's one very deep Mo'Fo 
LMAO ....
> Cheers
> FaX

| 9490|9490|2003-03-21 09:09:40|s&m|(OT)Laptop/soundcard|
Hi,

I've been given a budget of st�3000/4500euro by my
employers to buy a laptop/pc or both.
I think I could get away with spending 300euro on a
soundcard for the laptop(which I'll be bringing home
obviously), but it has to be something subtle(for
"work use"), ie a pcmcia card rather than firewire to
breakbox etc.
Can anyone help?
Something that will complement the rs nicely, ie low
latency and 24bit sound.
Thanx in advance
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!
http://platinum.yahoo.com
| 9491|9490|2003-03-21 09:22:27|okoyemaya|Re: (OT)Laptop/soundcard|
Get the 16 inches displayed Sony Vaio, the best multimedia notebook 
there is. Do not get Wamibox ( I am sorry to have that) anything else 
will be better.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I've been given a budget of st£3000/4500euro by my
> employers to buy a laptop/pc or both.
> I think I could get away with spending 300euro on a
> soundcard for the laptop(which I'll be bringing home
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> obviously), but it has to be something subtle(for
> "work use"), ie a pcmcia card rather than firewire to
> breakbox etc.
> Can anyone help?
> Something that will complement the rs nicely, ie low
> latency and 24bit sound.
> Thanx in advance
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your 
desktop!
> http://platinum.yahoo.com

| 9492|9490|2003-03-21 09:33:48|Ian Vine|Re: (OT)Laptop/soundcard|
Echo have just bought out a pcmcia card, stereo out only though. I've heard a good things from the people who
use it. I'm considering getting one to add low latency monitoring for use with Ableton Live. 
My main audio in/out is an edirol ua20, low latency midi in out as well and 24bit but not 96khz.
The only other audio in/out pcmcia card I know of is the digigram vx pocket, which rocks in at 500 ukp.
IanV
s&m <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:Hi,

I've been given a budget of st�3000/4500euro by my
employers to buy a laptop/pc or both.
I think I could get away with spending 300euro on a
soundcard for the laptop(which I'll be bringing home
obviously), but it has to be something subtle(for
"work use"), ie a pcmcia card rather than firewire to
breakbox etc.
Can anyone help?
Something that will complement the rs nicely, ie low
latency and 24bit sound.
Thanx in advance
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!
http://platinum.yahoo.com
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---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9493|9490|2003-03-21 09:35:04|Bryan Rodgers|Re: (OT)Laptop/soundcard|
I use a Toshiba Terca 9100 1.8ghz, 1GB RAM, WinXP Pro, and a M-Audio Quattro...

-B
http://www.digitalrays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2003 11:22 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: (OT)Laptop/soundcard

Get the 16 inches displayed Sony Vaio, the best multimedia notebook 
there is. Do not get Wamibox ( I am sorry to have that) anything else 
will be better.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I've been given a budget of st£3000/4500euro by my
> employers to buy a laptop/pc or both.
> I think I could get away with spending 300euro on a
> soundcard for the laptop(which I'll be bringing home obviously), but 
> it has to be something subtle(for "work use"), ie a pcmcia card rather 
> than firewire to breakbox etc.
> Can anyone help?
> Something that will complement the rs nicely, ie low
> latency and 24bit sound.
> Thanx in advance
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your
desktop!
> http://platinum.yahoo.com

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~--> Make Money Online Auctions!
Make $500.00 or We Will Give You Thirty Dollars for Trying!
http://us.click.yahoo.com/yMx78A/fNtFAA/46VHAA/QnLolB/TM
---------------------------------------------------------------------~->
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| 9494|9490|2003-03-21 10:01:32|s&m|Re: (OT)Laptop/soundcard|
No inputs though!
Which means its useless with the rs ;o(
--- Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> 
> Echo have just bought out a pcmcia card, stereo out
> only though. I've heard a good things from the
> people who use it. I'm considering getting one to
> add low latency monitoring for use with Ableton
> Live. 
> My main audio in/out is an edirol ua20, low latency
> midi in out as well and 24bit but not 96khz.
> The only other audio in/out pcmcia card I know of is
> the digigram vx pocket, which rocks in at 500 ukp.
> IanV
> s&m <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:Hi,
> 
> I've been given a budget of st�3000/4500euro by my
> employers to buy a laptop/pc or both.
> I think I could get away with spending 300euro on a
> soundcard for the laptop(which I'll be bringing home
> obviously), but it has to be something subtle(for
> "work use"), ie a pcmcia card rather than firewire
> to
> breakbox etc.
> Can anyone help?
> Something that will complement the rs nicely, ie low
> latency and 24bit sound.
> Thanx in advance
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness,
> live on your desktop!
> http://platinum.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ:
>
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness,
> live on your desktop!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!
http://platinum.yahoo.com
| 9495|9465|2003-03-21 11:02:27|Mr. Barry|Re: RS7000 vs MC909 I bought the RS7K|
Just wanted to let you guys know that I purchased the RS7K...the 
sounds were deeper and more real than the MC909....I messed around 
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with it for hours on yesterday....I have acid pro 4.0 and I am 
looking to do some things but its so much to learn between the 
software and hardware...but it will be worth in the end...thanks for 
your input cause it was appreciated...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Barry" wrote:
> > I was blown away 
> > but still torn between the two. 
> 
> Well...when in doubt...listen to this one 
> here...http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/9447
> 
> Not Hiphop, but it gives you an idea what is possible with 16 
> samples and the RS itself...

| 9496|9464|2003-03-21 11:02:52|jeffkissinger|Re: OS Update Question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jeffkissinger" 
> wrote:
> > Did the New OS update address the ability to go into record mode 
> w/o
> > stopping the sequencer? Thanks, Jeff
> 
> Jeff, on which planet have you been...haven´t seen anything from you 
> in a long time. 
> 
> Yes the new OS update takes care of the record mode. Check out 
> the .pdf in the File Section of the Yahoo Group.

Thanks man, sorry, I just have been thinking about getting the rs7000
again, and the record thing was my major issue. Are the new filters
cool?
| 9497|9475|2003-03-21 11:03:04|Ronald|Re: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909|
Sorry DJ_vgrep,

I don't understand what you mean!
I'm giving some advise, not for asking it......?!
All i was saying is forget he 909, get the RS7K. (I' ve got one already :-))

Grtz Ronald.

>Original Message: 11
> Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2003 04:15:26 -0700
>. From: "DJ_vgrep" <studio6512@cinense.org>
>Subject: RE: RE: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909
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Ronald,

Like what? I am researching which box to get for when I go and
dj a gig. I currently have an MP-7 and he lives in my studio, but after
playing around with it and incorporating it in my mixes, it is awesome for
what I need it for, that is for now. However I have always loved the way
Yamaha sounds, and that is only my opinion, so I definitely would consider
the RS7K over the MC909. Roland sounds are not as warm. however if you are
looking for thin sounds, so you can layer it with like let's say an effects
processor external to the one built in, or even the one on board, then do
the 909.

DJ_vgrep
| 9498|9464|2003-03-21 11:04:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS Update Question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jeffkissinger" 
wrote:
Are the new filters

> cool?

Yes they rock!
| 9499|9475|2003-03-21 11:55:09|DJ_vgrep|Re: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909|
Ronald,

No need to apologize. I was wanting to know like what kind of
comparisons did you make. I value your opinion.

DJ_vgrep

-----Original Message-----
From: Ronald [mailto:Roonan@planet.nl] 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2003 10:20 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RE: RE: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909

Sorry DJ_vgrep,

I don't understand what you mean!
I'm giving some advise, not for asking it......?!
All i was saying is forget he 909, get the RS7K. (I' ve got one already :-))

Grtz Ronald.
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>Original Message: 11
> Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2003 04:15:26 -0700
>. From: "DJ_vgrep" <studio6512@cinense.org>
>Subject: RE: RE: Subject: RS7000 vs MC909

Ronald,

Like what? I am researching which box to get for when I go and
dj a gig. I currently have an MP-7 and he lives in my studio, but after
playing around with it and incorporating it in my mixes, it is awesome for
what I need it for, that is for now. However I have always loved the way
Yamaha sounds, and that is only my opinion, so I definitely would consider
the RS7K over the MC909. Roland sounds are not as warm. however if you are
looking for thin sounds, so you can layer it with like let's say an effects
processor external to the one built in, or even the one on board, then do
the 909.

DJ_vgrep
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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9500|9477|2003-03-21 15:31:13|okoyemaya|Re: Cubase SX|
Thanks,
I am absolutely impressed by SX, this is so different then all 
earlier versions, to me like a different programme altogether, they 
got so much stuff right, highly recommended to those like me who 
tried Cubase 1009 times and never really like it. I did have some 
problems, suspect that it is because of Win 98 ( someone told me that 
98 manages only up to 128RAM,so though I have 256 it is not in the 
full use, is it true ?) supposedly this 1.02 version should work with 
it. However I like the SX so much that I may go through the torture 
of installing Win 2000 and let everything work perfectly.
So my new working routine will be ;grooves to patterns to chain to 
song then Midifile and finish it in Cubase, master with Wavlab. 
Thank to all you Cubaseoids to let me get going
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> yes, okoye just right click the mouse
> on that part, and select somewhere down from 
> menu midi, DISOLVE part
> (and obviously for tis matter, disove to channels)
> 
> have fun :-)
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Franjo Butkovic" 
> wrote:
> > Hi!
> > Go to MIDI than Disolve part!
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: okoyemaya 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Friday, March 21, 2003 12:16 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Cubase SX
> > 
> > 
> > I just installed SX, really like it, they get rid of their ugly 
> > look,did they get they designer back from Emagic? Everything 
> looks 
> > and works better. Latif, isn`t it the best Cubase of all 
times ? 
> The 
> > jump seems much bigger then from 3 to 5. Seems much faster, how 
> the 
> > menus open etc. Finally I see sequencing software that I like.
> > The only problem is importing my RS Midifiles. I get everything 
> in 
> > one track. Since they changed the whole structure I cannot find 
> (what 
> > I did in Cubase 5) the settings for importing. My big reference 
> book 
> > wont help because it is for the 5.
> > Okoyemaya
> > 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9501|9490|2003-03-22 02:27:09|art75@free.fr|midi controllers|
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hello

maybe the answer to my question was a bit obvious..
anyway I really need to control some RS functions with my softsequencer and I 
wonder if it is possible or not to control beatstretch and midi delay with 
external midi control change.. or sysex..
Any help someone ?

a:r:t
| 9502|9490|2003-03-22 05:13:07|Latif|Re: midi controllers|
no, that's not possible
play fx are midi fx between the RS sequencer and it's TG
;-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, art75@f... wrote:
> 
> hello
> 
> maybe the answer to my question was a bit obvious..
> anyway I really need to control some RS functions with my 
softsequencer and I 
> wonder if it is possible or not to control beatstretch and midi 
delay with 
> external midi control change.. or sysex..
> Any help someone ?
> 
> a:r:t

| 9503|9503|2003-03-22 12:07:59|tonfana|OS update causing sync probs with cub sl.|
Hey everyone,
I upgraded last night and now the rs7 wont slave to cubase sl. 
This is how I move tracks from rs to sl for arrangment so I f###ed. 
Any one ese having the same probs. I did the factory reset and the 
reset the sync parameters manualy.
any ideas?
peace to all, 
skefferz.
| 9504|9504|2003-03-22 12:22:46|tonfana|smartdisk adapters|
hello guys'
when I transfer wavs from my pc, via a smartdisk floppy 
adapter, and subsequently try to save anything (eg a pattern) to the 
card, it comes up read/write error. This has happened with 2 cards 
now (getting expensive). re formatting the cards hasn't helped. any 
ideas?
skeff.
| 9505|9503|2003-03-22 14:27:23|Latif|Re: OS update causing sync probs with cub sl.|
i doubt that it has anything to do with the
os upgrade, which os did you upgrade too?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tonfana" wrote:
> Hey everyone,
> I upgraded last night and now the rs7 wont slave to cubase sl. 
> This is how I move tracks from rs to sl for arrangment so I f###ed. 
> Any one ese having the same probs. I did the factory reset and the 
> reset the sync parameters manualy.
> any ideas?
> peace to all, 
> skefferz.

| 9506|9504|2003-03-22 14:29:27|Latif|Re: smartdisk adapters|
get a descent USB reader/writer
the floppy adapters are a bit obsolete by now
and were actually designed for the older 5 volt smartcards

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tonfana" wrote:
> hello guys'
> when I transfer wavs from my pc, via a smartdisk floppy 
> adapter, and subsequently try to save anything (eg a pattern) to 
the 
> card, it comes up read/write error. This has happened with 2 cards 
> now (getting expensive). re formatting the cards hasn't helped. any 
> ideas?
> skeff.

| 9507|9503|2003-03-22 14:35:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS update causing sync probs with cub sl.|
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On Saturday 22 March 2003 20:07, tonfana wrote:

> Hey everyone,
> I upgraded last night and now the rs7 wont slave to
> cubase sl. This is how I move tracks from rs to sl for
> arrangment so I f###ed. Any one ese having the same
> probs. I did the factory reset and the reset the sync
> parameters manualy.

My guess is that one or more of the RS sync parameters are 
not correctly set. Or maybe SX isn't sending midi clock?

- Robert
| 9508|9508|2003-03-23 13:21:36|Luuk|load pattern chain into together with other pattern chains|
Hello all,

I made a nice patternchain and saved it (SAVE ALL)
I did another one and saved it too (SAVE ALL)

Who knows how to load them BOTH in my RS7000 so i wont have to load 
for 2 minutes on stage??

What do i do wrong??

Thks for your time.......

Luuk
| 9509|9508|2003-03-23 14:38:20|okoyemaya|Re: load pattern chain into together with other pattern chains|
Why dont you use convert to song function and have them named etc. 
For me patternchain is just for experimenting with structures, 
sometimes make various versions. The advantage is that the "hiccups" 
disappear once converted to song, you can also have extra backup in 
the form of midi file. I do not know any reason to use patternchain 
for anything else then sketch, though I am curious if anybody does 
something else then what I do with this function.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Luuk" wrote:
> Hello all,
> 
> I made a nice patternchain and saved it (SAVE ALL)
> I did another one and saved it too (SAVE ALL)
> 
> Who knows how to load them BOTH in my RS7000 so i wont have to load 
> for 2 minutes on stage??
> 
> What do i do wrong??
> 
> Thks for your time.......
> 
> Luuk

| 9510|9490|2003-03-24 00:19:16|goodald|Re: (OT)Laptop/soundcard|
couldn't you use the input that will be on your laptops built in 
sound card? but use the pcmia card's outs? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> No inputs though!
> Which means its useless with the rs ;o(
> --- Ian Vine wrote:
> > 
> > Echo have just bought out a pcmcia card, stereo out
> > only though. I've heard a good things from the
> > people who use it. I'm considering getting one to
> > add low latency monitoring for use with Ableton
> > Live. 
> > My main audio in/out is an edirol ua20, low latency
> > midi in out as well and 24bit but not 96khz.
> > The only other audio in/out pcmcia card I know of is
> > the digigram vx pocket, which rocks in at 500 ukp.
> > IanV
> > s&m wrote:Hi,
> > 
> > I've been given a budget of st£3000/4500euro by my
> > employers to buy a laptop/pc or both.
> > I think I could get away with spending 300euro on a
> > soundcard for the laptop(which I'll be bringing home
> > obviously), but it has to be something subtle(for
> > "work use"), ie a pcmcia card rather than firewire
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> > to
> > breakbox etc.
> > Can anyone help?
> > Something that will complement the rs nicely, ie low
> > latency and 24bit sound.
> > Thanx in advance
> > -sean
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness,
> > live on your desktop!
> > http://platinum.yahoo.com
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ:
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness,
> > live on your desktop!
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your 
desktop!
> http://platinum.yahoo.com

| 9511|9511|2003-03-24 00:19:21|zamisers7k|muteing channel on/off in song mode|
After creating a chain and converting it to a song I want to unmute 
channel 16 which has my vocals. When I do this, it re-mutes itself 
after the pattern chain starts over in a few measures. Anyone know 
how to keep them off?

Seems like it would be something simple I'm over looking, and I hope 
I don't have to re-record the pattern chain with a phantom note to 
keep the channel unmuted.

Thanks in advance.

Zam
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| 9512|9511|2003-03-24 00:35:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: muteing channel on/off in song mode|
On Monday 24 March 2003 08:05, zamisers7k wrote:

> After creating a chain and converting it to a song I want
> to unmute channel 16 which has my vocals. When I do
> this, it re-mutes itself after the pattern chain starts
> over in a few measures. Anyone know how to keep them
> off?

I don't understand. Are you playing the song or the chain?

And are you looping the song or chain? If so, the mutes in 
the start of the song/chain become active again.

- Robert
| 9513|9511|2003-03-24 01:04:59|zamisers7k|Re: muteing channel on/off in song mode|
I converted chain to a song. The chain is a 4 measure loop. When 
in song mode and playing the song, I turn the mute off, it goes back 
on after 4 measures. I want to keep it off, so I can hear my 
sampled vocals that are on track 16 without having to unmute it 
every four measures. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 24 March 2003 08:05, zamisers7k wrote:
> > After creating a chain and converting it to a song I want
> > to unmute channel 16 which has my vocals. When I do
> > this, it re-mutes itself after the pattern chain starts
> > over in a few measures. Anyone know how to keep them
> > off?
> 
> I don't understand. Are you playing the song or the chain?
> 
> And are you looping the song or chain? If so, the mutes in 
> the start of the song/chain become active again.
> 
> - Robert

| 9514|9511|2003-03-24 01:45:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: muteing channel on/off in song mode|
On Monday 24 March 2003 09:00, zamisers7k wrote:

> I converted chain to a song. The chain is a 4 measure
> loop. When in song mode and playing the song, I turn the
> mute off, it goes back on after 4 measures. I want to
> keep it off, so I can hear my sampled vocals that are on
> track 16 without having to unmute it every four measures.

So the song in only 4 bars long and you loop it? I still 
don't get it. 

Anyway, have a look in the SCENE track of the song. 
(Press record once, turn knob 1 to select it and hit Edit).

You'll probably find a track mute instruction repeating 
every 4 bars. Since I still don't understand how the song 
is constructed I can't tell you how to fix it. You either 
have to change this in the chain and generate the song 
again, or fix it right here in the song's SCENE track.

- Robert
| 9515|9515|2003-03-24 12:18:01|seb|Syncro cubase & RS7000|
Hy I'm a french newbie and I would like to know how to syncronize cubase SX and my RS7K...

Excuse my english please...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9516|9515|2003-03-24 12:47:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Syncro cubase & RS7000|
On Monday 24 March 2003 19:30, seb wrote:

> Hy I'm a french newbie and I would like to know how to
> syncronize cubase SX and my RS7K...
>
> Excuse my english please...
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Which of two should be the master?

- Robert
| 9517|9464|2003-03-24 13:03:39|jeffkissinger|Re: OS Update Question|
Cool, I just ordered another rs7000, this time for keeps. I think it
will be fun to use its amazing sequencer to play absynth and reaktor. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jeffkissinger" 
> wrote:
> Are the new filters
> > cool?
> 
> Yes they rock!

| 9518|9508|2003-03-24 15:20:27|kussersmith|Re: load pattern chain into together with other pattern chains|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
I do not know any reason to use patternchain 
> for anything else then sketch, though I am curious if anybody does 
> something else then what I do with this function.
> Okoyemaya

well the one advantage that i see in PatternChain Mode vs Song Mode; 
is that in the PatternChain Mode at the end of the 'chain' it repeats 
the last pattern over and over again. Which is good for live usage. 
Gives you a little more flexibility on when or if you are ready for 
the song to end. Its a real pain to try to get together my live set 
if my PatternChains are spread out over a bunch of different ALL 
files. The only real workaround to this i've found is to convert the 
patterens to Songs, but add a significant amount of last pattern 
padding to give my self ample room to get out of the song.

related question: i tried to take the next step of taking the whole 
song and converting to a Pattern, but my mutes/unmute/scene info 
never makes it in the conversion. i even tried to make sure that its 
going to an empty pattern because the manual says it wont work if its 
not to an empty pattern. even with an empty pattern it still doesnt 
work for me. Anyone else?

(the only reason besides a 'bug' for it not working could be that it 
counts Common samples across all Patterns and therefore none of the 
Patterns in that ALL file are 'empty')

-K-

| 9519|9511|2003-03-24 23:50:00|zamisers7k|Re: muteing channel on/off in song mode|
That was it, didn't know I could do that. Thanks so much!

It does sound like I'm only looping four measures, but no, sorry 
about the confusion. It was a 4 measure pattern on scene A that I 
looped over in a chain in chain mode and muted in and out phrases.

I really like how the mute feature works, diffrent than the 505 
which I got use to doing it the 505's way. Now that I see how to 
remove mutes in song mode on the rs7k, its definatly the the coolist 
thing by quite a margin over any other piece of gear. I just wish 
pattern scenes changes could wait to kick in after a loop instead of 
right away like how the QY70 works. Maybe they updated that in the 
newer OS on the rs7k?

Anyhow, thanks again!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 24 March 2003 09:00, zamisers7k wrote:
> > I converted chain to a song. The chain is a 4 measure
> > loop. When in song mode and playing the song, I turn the
> > mute off, it goes back on after 4 measures. I want to
> > keep it off, so I can hear my sampled vocals that are on
> > track 16 without having to unmute it every four measures.
> 
> So the song in only 4 bars long and you loop it? I still 
> don't get it. 
> 
> Anyway, have a look in the SCENE track of the song. 
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> (Press record once, turn knob 1 to select it and hit Edit).
> 
> You'll probably find a track mute instruction repeating 
> every 4 bars. Since I still don't understand how the song 
> is constructed I can't tell you how to fix it. You either 
> have to change this in the chain and generate the song 
> again, or fix it right here in the song's SCENE track.
> 
> - Robert

| 9520|9520|2003-03-24 23:50:03|zamisers7k|Off topic SB Extigy prob.|
I love my rs7k!

But, anyone else using an SB Extigy to record, and your master 
volume does nothing with the headphone output? That normal?

I have to turn off my extagy and plug headphones back into laptop to 
get a good volume level when playing back after recording, bums me 
out man.

Zam
| 9521|9520|2003-03-24 23:55:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Off topic SB Extigy prob.|
On Tuesday 25 March 2003 05:45, zamisers7k wrote:

> I love my rs7k!
>
> But, anyone else using an SB Extigy to record, and your
> master volume does nothing with the headphone output? 
> That normal?

On my RS the master volume knob also controls the level of 
my headphones.

- Robert
| 9522|9520|2003-03-25 00:53:37|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] Off topic SB Extigy prob.|
Don´t know the SB cards, but if there´s a "monitor out" too, the
headphone will usually be referred to that.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: zamisers7k [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com] 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 25. März 2003 05:46
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Off topic SB Extigy prob.

I love my rs7k!

But, anyone else using an SB Extigy to record, and your master 
volume does nothing with the headphone output? That normal?

I have to turn off my extagy and plug headphones back into laptop to 
get a good volume level when playing back after recording, bums me 
out man.

Zam
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9523|9520|2003-03-25 01:40:35|Latif|Re: Off topic SB Extigy prob.|
Are the tracks that you don't hear routed to Assignable Outputs?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 25 March 2003 05:45, zamisers7k wrote:
> > I love my rs7k!
> >
> > But, anyone else using an SB Extigy to record, and your
> > master volume does nothing with the headphone output? 
> > That normal?
> 
> On my RS the master volume knob also controls the level of 
> my headphones.
> 
> - Robert

| 9524|9524|2003-03-25 05:48:15|James Kneen|Quantise Bug?|
Hi folks,

I've got a problem with my 7000, and it's driving me up the wall...

I'm working within a 4 bar pattern. I'm trying to add a 2 bar rimshot phrase 
to track 8. I want to rec quantise at 16th notes, and so make the nessary 
settings in REC standby, and change the number of bars to 2 in pattern play 
standby.

When playing back the pattern, it plays firstly unquantised (bar 1 and 2) 
then repeats quantised correctly (bars 3 and 4).

When recording a 4 bar pattern, the first 2 bars are unquantised, and bars 
3 and 4 are quantised as they should be. WTF? All tracks 1-7 have quantised 
OK...

I'd be immensely grateful for any pointers, I'm sure I'm missing something 
obvious.

Many Thanks,
James Kneen,
UK.

_________________________________________________________________
Worried what your kids see online? Protect them better with MSN 8 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/parental&pgmarket=en-gb&XAPID=186&DI=1059
| 9525|9524|2003-03-25 06:20:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Quantise Bug?|
On Tuesday 25 March 2003 13:36, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi folks,
>
> I've got a problem with my 7000, and it's driving me up
> the wall...
>
> I'm working within a 4 bar pattern. I'm trying to add a 2
> bar rimshot phrase to track 8. I want to rec quantise at
> 16th notes, and so make the nessary settings in REC
> standby, and change the number of bars to 2 in pattern
> play standby.
>
> When playing back the pattern, it plays firstly
> unquantised (bar 1 and 2) then repeats quantised
> correctly (bars 3 and 4).
>
> When recording a 4 bar pattern, the first 2 bars are
> unquantised, and bars 3 and 4 are quantised as they
> should be. WTF? All tracks 1-7 have quantised OK...

Maybe you were dealing with a 4-bar phrase in a two-bar 
pattern? 

You know there's a Quantize job available? This allows for 
quantizing *after* the recording.

- Robert
| 9526|9526|2003-03-25 06:52:37|studio_6512|on the road...|
Just wanted to know if anyone is using this for like DJ work. I am 
looking into a groove type box that can be used in my Moblie DJ 
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setup. I also have a studio as well, and an MP-7 for my beats. In 
any case, I would like something that has a sampler, and is quick 
and easy to use as well as having some pre-prog'd beats and rhythms 
to blend in with music that is played to the crowd. All input and 
suggestions highly welcomed...

DJ_vgrep
| 9527|9524|2003-03-25 07:08:48|James Kneen|Re: Quantise Bug?|
Hi Robert,

Thanks for your reply.

I'm definitely working within a 4 bar pattern, and in the case of track 8, a 
2 bar phrase.

I've tried using the quantize job after recording, with the same results...

It's weird because I've been using the machine for about 4 months and have 
recorded loads of phrases. this is the first time this has happened, and 
it's only seems to be occuring within this pattern..

Regards,
James.

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Quantise Bug?
>Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2003 14:20:10 +0100
>
>On Tuesday 25 March 2003 13:36, James Kneen wrote:
> > Hi folks,
> >
> > I've got a problem with my 7000, and it's driving me up
> > the wall...
> >
> > I'm working within a 4 bar pattern. I'm trying to add a 2
> > bar rimshot phrase to track 8. I want to rec quantise at
> > 16th notes, and so make the nessary settings in REC
> > standby, and change the number of bars to 2 in pattern
> > play standby.
> >
> > When playing back the pattern, it plays firstly
> > unquantised (bar 1 and 2) then repeats quantised
> > correctly (bars 3 and 4).
> >
> > When recording a 4 bar pattern, the first 2 bars are
> > unquantised, and bars 3 and 4 are quantised as they
> > should be. WTF? All tracks 1-7 have quantised OK...
>
>Maybe you were dealing with a 4-bar phrase in a two-bar
>pattern?
>
>You know there's a Quantize job available? This allows for
>quantizing *after* the recording.
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Stay in touch with absent friends - get MSN Messenger 
http://messenger.msn.co.uk
| 9528|9524|2003-03-25 07:23:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Quantise Bug?|
On Tuesday 25 March 2003 15:05, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>
> Thanks for your reply.
>
> I'm definitely working within a 4 bar pattern, and in the
> case of track 8, a 2 bar phrase.
>
> I've tried using the quantize job after recording, with
> the same results...
>
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> It's weird because I've been using the machine for about
> 4 months and have recorded loads of phrases. this is the
> first time this has happened, and it's only seems to be
> occuring within this pattern..

Maybe this is the record record bug, where adding measures 
to a phrase in grid record mode were not correctly reported 
in the phrase header. The result is that the phrase is 
treated as a shorter one. 

When selecting the phrase in the second Pattern Mode screen, 
what's the phrase length reported at the bottom right of 
the screen?

What is exactly the result after quantizing? 

- Robert
| 9529|9524|2003-03-25 08:04:52|okoyemaya|Re: Quantise Bug?|
As Robert suggest perhaps something "extra" was written, or whatever. 
I am very practical with all things digital. When I get stuck with 
something weird on computer or other machine, instead of driving 
myself nuts I just do fresh start, in this case do the phrase or 
pattern new on free space. If it works OK- great, though it is good 
to know what went wrong, it is not worth spending hours stuck with 
some strange phenomena. Since everything worked fine for you till 
this case you could give it a try. For me the worst part of such 
problems is going off creative mood, so I would try to protect this 
first.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 25 March 2003 15:05, James Kneen wrote:
> > Hi Robert,
> >
> > Thanks for your reply.
> >
> > I'm definitely working within a 4 bar pattern, and in the
> > case of track 8, a 2 bar phrase.
> >
> > I've tried using the quantize job after recording, with
> > the same results...
> >
> > It's weird because I've been using the machine for about
> > 4 months and have recorded loads of phrases. this is the
> > first time this has happened, and it's only seems to be
> > occuring within this pattern..
> 
> Maybe this is the record record bug, where adding measures 
> to a phrase in grid record mode were not correctly reported 
> in the phrase header. The result is that the phrase is 
> treated as a shorter one. 
> 
> When selecting the phrase in the second Pattern Mode screen, 
> what's the phrase length reported at the bottom right of 
> the screen?
> 
> What is exactly the result after quantizing? 
> 
> - Robert

| 9530|9526|2003-03-25 08:22:17|a_lepusa|Re: on the road...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "studio_6512" wrote:

> Just wanted to know if anyone is using this for like DJ work. I am 
> looking into a groove type box that can be used in my Moblie DJ 
> setup. I also have a studio as well, and an MP-7 for my beats. In 
> any case, I would like something that has a sampler, and is quick 
> and easy to use as well as having some pre-prog'd beats and rhythms 
> to blend in with music that is played to the crowd. All input and 
> suggestions highly welcomed...
> 
> DJ_vgrep

think you´d be better off with an Korg Electribe ES-1.
it´s way smaller than RS and it´s a sampler-sequencer-drummie
you already have preprogrammed stuff; if not you can program patterns 
in seconds even LIVE.
so if you have preprogrammed stuff you can enter the tracks and add 
sequencing on the fly, when you switch it won´t memorize the stuff 
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you added (until you say write/but you have to stop the unit then)
it´s quick and EASY to use, you even have an audio input which
lets 
you sequence the external soundsource to ur music.
i think it´s got eleven global effects and a global delay with bpm 
sync if you wish.
then there is the mod sequencing, i.e. you can record an self made 
cutoff sweep, volume fade and similar things.
and it´s way cheaper than RS.
storage with smartmedia; handy controlling via MIDI/NRPN
uhm, i almost i forgot about the lovely slicing, which is very tasty 
too.

just my 2pesos...

best, flim
| 9531|9526|2003-03-25 14:47:15|zamisers7k|Re: on the road...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "studio_6512" wrote:

> Just wanted to know if anyone is using this for like DJ work. I 

am 

> looking into a groove type box that can be used in my Moblie DJ 
> setup. I also have a studio as well, and an MP-7 for my beats. 

In 

> any case, I would like something that has a sampler, and is quick 
> and easy to use as well as having some pre-prog'd beats and 

rhythms 

> to blend in with music that is played to the crowd. All input and 
> suggestions highly welcomed...
> 
> DJ_vgrep

I think it would do the trick if you got the cash. You can get 
better samplers, you can get better synths and seq, but cant do it 
all in one box as good as the RS IMHO.

Zam
| 9532|9526|2003-03-25 14:58:47|zamisers7k|Re: on the road...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "studio_6512" wrote:

> Just wanted to know if anyone is using this for like DJ work. I 

am 

> looking into a groove type box that can be used in my Moblie DJ 
> setup. I also have a studio as well, and an MP-7 for my beats. 

In 

> any case, I would like something that has a sampler, and is quick 
> and easy to use as well as having some pre-prog'd beats and 

rhythms 

> to blend in with music that is played to the crowd. All input and 
> suggestions highly welcomed...
> 
> DJ_vgrep

P.S. There arn't very many good canned beats for DJs, have to work 
more on original stuff.
| 9533|9526|2003-03-25 14:58:54|zamisers7k|Re: on the road...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "studio_6512" wrote:

> Just wanted to know if anyone is using this for like DJ work. I 

am 

> looking into a groove type box that can be used in my Moblie DJ 
> setup. I also have a studio as well, and an MP-7 for my beats. 

In 

> any case, I would like something that has a sampler, and is quick 
> and easy to use as well as having some pre-prog'd beats and 
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rhythms 

> to blend in with music that is played to the crowd. All input and 
> suggestions highly welcomed...
> 
> DJ_vgrep

P.S.S. There are some canned beats on smart card that comes with 
(not much good ones I think), can prob borrow from others relatively 
easy who've been on it a while. Making stuff from scratch I think 
is best on the RS.

Zam
| 9534|9515|2003-03-25 14:58:57|seb|Re: Syncro cubase & RS7000|
It doesn't matter it's just to record sequences from cubase in my RS7K .
but give me the two ways to syncro them (RS7K master and slave)please.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2003 8:47 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Syncro cubase & RS7000

On Monday 24 March 2003 19:30, seb wrote:
> Hy I'm a french newbie and I would like to know how to
> syncronize cubase SX and my RS7K...
>
> Excuse my english please...

Which of two should be the master?

- Robert
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| 9535|9526|2003-03-25 15:20:35|skefferz@thesinelab.fsnet.co.uk|Re: on the road...|

> Be perfect 4 what you want. It'll knock spots off your mp7 too (I used to have one). Just get one you wont regret it. Its my only live box now, and its just
about replaced my studio too. Just remember all most of the synth sounds need is a little tweak on the filter and effects section. Yamaha didn't make the most
of some of them. A couple of decks a pile of wax, an rs7 and some imagination and the sonic world's you oyster mate ;)

skefferz

> From: "studio_6512" <studio6512@cinense.org>
> Date: Tue 25/Mar/2003 13:51 GMT
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] on the road...
> 
> Just wanted to know if anyone is using this for like DJ work. I am 
> looking into a groove type box that can be used in my Moblie DJ 
> setup. I also have a studio as well, and an MP-7 for my beats. In 
> any case, I would like something that has a sampler, and is quick 
> and easy to use as well as having some pre-prog'd beats and rhythms 
> to blend in with music that is played to the crowd. All input and 
> suggestions highly welcomed...
> 
> DJ_vgrep
> 
> 
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> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________________________________
Join Freeserve http://www.freeserve.com/time/

Winner of the 2003 Internet Service Providers' Association awards for Best Unmetered ISP and Best Consumer Application.
| 9536|9536|2003-03-26 00:07:27|ui_groove|Hip Hop vs MPC|
Hey guys,

I am interested in creating gritty, grungy lo-fi hip hop, and am 
debating between going the MPC (2000XL/3000) route or RS7k 
route. I wanted to know a few things:

1. How does the sampling capability of the RS compare to the 
MPC?

2. Given what I want to do, is it possible to sample or resample 
at a lower bit-rate to create that classic lo-fi hop hop feel?

3. in terms of sound quality, how is the RS for this type of music?

4. Sequencing: I've read the manual and FAQ, but am still 
unclear about a few things:

a. Realtime drum programming: do I need to first assign 
individual drum samples to individual tracks, and then I can play 
in realtime? I guess I'm trying to understand how it works; on the 
MPC you just pick a track, then start playing. But at a store I went 
to recently, the demo guy played each part individually, which for 
techno seems to be OK, but not for hip hop because you lose 
that human feel programming that way. Is this possible on the 
RS? How does it work?

b. Is it true that you can only use one drum kit per track? What if I 
had another snare (for example) in another kit? Would I first have 
to copy it into the drum kit I'm using for a track? I guess what I'd 
like to do is as a track is playing, to be able to scroll through and 
listen to how different drums sound/feel, regardless of where the 
sample is. Any workarounds/methods for this?

5. Can anyone point me to any hip-hop tracks they've written or 
heard on the web? I've heard the sample tracks from Yamaha 
(Mad Hop or whatever) and wasn't impressed, but also don't 
believe that's the extent of the quality this machine is capable of 
for creating hip hop...

Thanks!

-a/.
| 9537|9537|2003-03-26 00:07:37|Roonan@planet.nl|Reaction on Live questions|
Hi,

I use only pattern mode for Live.
This is really the best way to go, use sections and scene memory's and an external controller for volume fades or multiple cutoff sweeps etc.. and an extra (groove)box for
the style switching (to fill the gaps)
You've got complete freedom over the material, works perfect!

The ES-1 surely is a very simple to use and powerfull box.(perfect for live)
If you want to do more than just adding some groove's the RS is much more!
(i've got both, that's even better!)
But (and it's a big one!) the ES-1 cannot be synced as slave!!!!! 
It's got a 15 ms timing lag (bug) wich isn't solved yet. 
You can use it as master but you can't switch of note/cc data so when you play it the notes will be send to the midi out wich can be a problem if you sync something else to
the ES-1.
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I use the ES-1 as master with the midi notes transposed outside the drum region of the RS (ES-1 on channel 8 and on the RS a drum voice on channel 8), this way i still
can use the channel 8 for drums on the RS.
Only downside is when i go to the next pattern on the ES-1 the voice on channel 8 (drumvoice) gets a program change. Didn't solve that one yet. A workaround was to use
scene memory to quickly restore the original voice.
Now i plan to use my (new) machinedrum instead of the ES-1 to make crossovers in my Live-set.

Last saturday did a Live performance with the RS7000 at a dance act/gear-jay contest.
Placed second but the best part was the sound of the RS, it blew everything away.
There were acts with (very) big mixing desks, synth's, computers, some even took their complete studio's with them.
Did it sound beter or even good? No way!!!
It is impossible to get a good sound check if you only have 20 minutes between acts.

I'm trying to get some material of this contest online somewhere (my webspace is to small) and let you know if it's available.

Grtz. Ronald.
www.roonan.nl

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9538|9536|2003-03-26 00:35:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hip Hop vs MPC|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ui_groove" wrote:

> Hey guys,
> 
> I am interested in creating gritty, grungy lo-fi hip hop, and am 
> debating between going the MPC (2000XL/3000) route or RS7k 
> route. I wanted to know a few things:
> 
> 1. How does the sampling capability of the RS compare to the 
> MPC?

Equal, with the extension that RS can also handle tonal scales. But 
you can´t read Akai sample programs.

> 
> 2. Given what I want to do, is it possible to sample or resample 
> at a lower bit-rate to create that classic lo-fi hop hop feel?

Absolutely.

> 3. in terms of sound quality, how is the RS for this type of music?

Best suited.

> 4. Sequencing: I've read the manual and FAQ, but am still 
> unclear about a few things:
> 
> a. Realtime drum programming: do I need to first assign 
> individual drum samples to individual tracks, and then I can play 
> in realtime? I guess I'm trying to understand how it works; on the 
> MPC you just pick a track, then start playing. But at a store I 

went 

> to recently, the demo guy played each part individually, which for 
> techno seems to be OK, but not for hip hop because you lose 
> that human feel programming that way. Is this possible on the 
> RS? How does it work?

You can create on one track your own drumkit. The single samples get 
assigned on that one to different keys. So you don´t waste any other 
tracks.

> b. Is it true that you can only use one drum kit per track? 

Yes. Which is not necessarily a bad thing. You can work with all-
bassdrum, all-snare-, all-hihat-drumkits per track which is a little 
workaround.

What if I 
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> had another snare (for example) in another kit? Would I first have 
> to copy it into the drum kit I'm using for a track?

No, you would have to use another track with that drumkit. As i said 
above...a workaround would be to create a"All-snares"-drumkit out of 
your samples.

I guess what I'd 

> like to do is as a track is playing, to be able to scroll through 

and 

> listen to how different drums sound/feel, regardless of where the 
> sample is. Any workarounds/methods for this?

See above

> 5. Can anyone point me to any hip-hop tracks they've written or 
> heard on the web? 

Uhh, if you scan the group archive for MP3´s URL´s...there are a 
couple of tracks with electronic music. So far i haven´t seen anyone 
posting Hiphop tracks. But i don´t no any reason, why you can´t 
produce Lo-Fi Hiphop with the RS.
| 9539|9537|2003-03-26 00:36:43|tompaulsen2002|Re: Reaction on Live questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:

>
> But (and it's a big one!) the ES-1 cannot be synced as slave!!!!! 
> It's got a 15 ms timing lag (bug) wich isn't solved yet. 
> 

Hmmm, i wonder if they solved that on the Electribe MX...
| 9540|9537|2003-03-26 02:23:39|a_lepusa|Re: Reaction on Live questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:
> >
> > But (and it's a big one!) the ES-1 cannot be synced as slave!!!!! 
> > It's got a 15 ms timing lag (bug) wich isn't solved yet. 
> > 
> 
> Hmmm, i wonder if they solved that on the Electribe MX...

akh, forgot about that one...
but it doesn´t appear if u use it as module only.
and my 1st thought was about being "on the road", so the
korgie is nicer to carry around than RS IMO.

-flim
| 9541|9537|2003-03-26 02:53:04|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Reaction on Live questions|
In a message dated 3/26/2003 12:10:21 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
Roonan@planet.nl writes:

> But (and it's a big one!) the ES-1 cannot be synced as slave!!!!!

Ran across this problem last weekend, what a bummer, no slave mode. We had 
it hooked up to a QY70, didn't notice any delay when tempo was set, did 
notice even in master tempo don't automatically sync, had to manually set the 
same. Seems like its not even a true master. It just sends the play and 
stop, and even that seemed a bit goofy.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9542|9536|2003-03-26 03:21:13|djboy112st|Re: Hip Hop vs MPC|
Hey man I am trying to do the same thing.. Only I am into house and 
hiphop and kinda teeter totter between the two, depending on what 
mood i am in.. 

I like to make girtty grimey beats, bangers, and more mellow head-bop 
stuff.. Example: I would like to create beats similar to what you 
hear from The Alchemist, DJ Premier, Mobb Deep, MOP, Erick Sermon, Wu-
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Tang, etc etc... (and I assume you're into the same stuff based on 
what you're saying in this post).. This machine is 100% capable of 
doing this.. Remember that in addition to the large inventory of 
internal sounds (which the MPC does NOT have), it is a sampler, and 
the sampler is powerful in this box. if the sound isnt in the box 
already, sample what you want, and you got it, or you can create it 
by resampling.. I have sequenced some pretty heavy sounding 4-bar 
pattern shit in less than 15 mins, and i get stuck because i am just 
groovin on the beat i just made.. not that it's gonna be on the next 
KaySlay tape, but the shit sounds good when i layer acapellas on top..

i dont know what everyone else's opinion on this is, but the loop 
remix feature **alone** is probably worth half the purchase price of 
this machine.. with it, you achieve insane creative possibilities. 
the rs7000 is going to go down as a classic piece of gear if only 
people get off the nuts of the MPC for a minute and take a look at 
what this machine can do.. just my 2 cents..

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ui_groove" wrote:
> Hey guys,
> 
> I am interested in creating gritty, grungy lo-fi hip hop, and am 
> debating between going the MPC (2000XL/3000) route or RS7k 
> route. I wanted to know a few things:
> 
> 1. How does the sampling capability of the RS compare to the 
> MPC?
> 
> 2. Given what I want to do, is it possible to sample or resample 
> at a lower bit-rate to create that classic lo-fi hop hop feel?
> [...]
>

| 9543|9524|2003-03-26 04:02:36|James Kneen|Re: Quantise Bug?|
Hi Okoyem & Robert,

Thanks for your time...much appreciated.

The phrase length on track 8 is showing as 2 bars (bottom left of screen). I 
also notice the pattern length is showing as 2 bars (top centre of screen). 
This is weird because I thought the pattern length was determined by the 
length of the longest phrase (all previous phrases 1-7 are 4 bars long). 
When I select one of the other tracks (1-7) the pattern length is still 
displayed as 2 bars..

Oh well, Okoyem, I'm going to take your advice, cut my losses and get get on 
with starting something new. Apart from this glitch, I reckon the RS is one 
sh*t hot machine.

Thanks again guys,
James.

>From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Quantise Bug?
>Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2003 15:04:49 -0000
>
>As Robert suggest perhaps something "extra" was written, or whatever.
>I am very practical with all things digital. When I get stuck with
>something weird on computer or other machine, instead of driving
>myself nuts I just do fresh start, in this case do the phrase or
>pattern new on free space. If it works OK- great, though it is good
>to know what went wrong, it is not worth spending hours stuck with
>some strange phenomena. Since everything worked fine for you till
>this case you could give it a try. For me the worst part of such
>problems is going off creative mood, so I would try to protect this
>first.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
> > On Tuesday 25 March 2003 15:05, James Kneen wrote:
> > > Hi Robert,
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> > >
> > > Thanks for your reply.
> > >
> > > I'm definitely working within a 4 bar pattern, and in the
> > > case of track 8, a 2 bar phrase.
> > >
> > > I've tried using the quantize job after recording, with
> > > the same results...
> > >
> > > It's weird because I've been using the machine for about
> > > 4 months and have recorded loads of phrases. this is the
> > > first time this has happened, and it's only seems to be
> > > occuring within this pattern..
> >
> > Maybe this is the record record bug, where adding measures
> > to a phrase in grid record mode were not correctly reported
> > in the phrase header. The result is that the phrase is
> > treated as a shorter one.
> >
> > When selecting the phrase in the second Pattern Mode screen,
> > what's the phrase length reported at the bottom right of
> > the screen?
> >
> > What is exactly the result after quantizing?
> >
> > - Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________
Surf together with new Shared Browsing 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/browse&pgmarket=en-gb&XAPID=74&DI=1059
| 9544|9537|2003-03-26 05:24:45|tompaulsen2002|Re: Reaction on Live questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa" wrote:

> akh, forgot about that one...
> but it doesn´t appear if u use it as module only.

Mmmh, but most of the fun of the Electribes is IMHO the dead easy to 
use sequencer....the sound itself is not really so outstanding, IMHO.
| 9545|9536|2003-03-26 05:32:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hip Hop vs MPC|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st" wrote:
I have sequenced some pretty heavy sounding 4-bar 
> pattern shit in less than 15 mins, and i get stuck because i am 
just 
> groovin on the beat i just made.. not that it's gonna be on the 
next 
> KaySlay tape, but the shit sounds good when i layer acapellas on 
top..

Cool, would you like to share with the group some of those patterns? 
You could upload them as RS ALL files to the filesection...or provide 
an URL, where people can download some of your stuff, how the RS 
sounds with acapellas layered on top...

That would be fab!

Cheers, Töm (Möderatör)

| 9546|9546|2003-03-26 05:34:59|sonemotif|midi|
allright guys and girls,

can anyone tell me is buying a midi sport really the only way
to get my tunes onto my laptop and ultimately onto cd will i have to 
buy q base .
do i have to use midi? heres a stupid question can my tunes be 
converted to wav? or how do i move my tunes from a mini disc to my 
laptop and if i can what format etc hows the quality?

a flustered fionn.

thanks in advance for any tips
| 9547|9546|2003-03-26 06:02:23|Latif|Re: midi|
seems you misunderstanding a couple of basics.
your tunes are ultimatly , created, played and stored in your RS
the only reason for you to want to work on
the midi file in computer enviroment, is if you want to 
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do further editing on the song structure, as in midi format.
for that you will need a smartcard reader to transfer the 
midi file to your computer the easy way, and a midi interface
for your computer will be neccesary to transfer midi data
from your favorite software sequencer to the RS so you can hear 
what you are working on.

if your intentions are not to do any editing on the 
songs structure in computer enviroment, but only recording and post
production on the master wave
the midi sport will do you no good as it's not ment for that.
you can simply hookup your RS audio output to your computers
audio input and record your song while it's playing.
once finished and you're happy with the results, you can burn that
wave to cd.

so there's no conversion, other then good old fashion recording
like you would record a cassette tape.
only now it's in the digital domain.... coming from analog or in
case from digital output it will be digital to digital if your
soundcard permits you so.

your minidisc is a soundsource aswell just as the RS,
you can connect the MD in 2 ways either analog or digital.
again it depends on what setup you have.
and record into your favorite wave editor.

quality depends on conversion done by the soundcard, but a descent
noise free soundcard will do fine.
I myself use optical ADAT so that a total different story,
but i read some people here are fond of the midiman delta soundcards 
or something like that.

eventually the format you will endup with for cd is wave 44khz/16bit

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:
> allright guys and girls,
> 
> can anyone tell me is buying a midi sport really the only way
> to get my tunes onto my laptop and ultimately onto cd will i have 
to 
> buy q base .
> do i have to use midi? heres a stupid question can my tunes be 
> converted to wav? or how do i move my tunes from a mini disc to my 
> laptop and if i can what format etc hows the quality?
> 
> a flustered fionn.
> 
> thanks in advance for any tips

| 9548|9548|2003-03-26 06:40:42|okoyemaya|Talking midisports|
Isn`t it the easiest and reliable to use midisport for midi only 
work ? I use Wmaibox that has only 1 in/out, I thought getting 2x2 
midisport will let me stay latencies/wami complicationsfree ( I will 
not connect wamibox at all, I use it mainly for its digital in and 
outs, transfering stuff for mastering etc). So is USB midisport the 
answer ?
Okoyemaya
| 9549|9549|2003-03-26 08:38:45|hotnessrecords|Need a RS7000|
Is anyone selling a rs7000 or know where I can buy one cheap?
| 9550|9549|2003-03-26 08:47:27|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|Re: Need a RS7000|
there are on the french ebay

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9551|9546|2003-03-26 10:05:42|sonemotif|midi|
ok thanks for the tip latif i was thinking along the lines of
recording the tunes via midi hence the sport idea i now realise
you can only listen to it like this and edit etc while the rs is 
plugged in. yay?

now i just need to find out 
how good my sound card is and how to record my rs tunes 
into it theres a mic line in any ideas what software i need
to record and test this card.its compaq standard sound max im not
holding my breathe.
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regards
| 9552|9546|2003-03-26 10:14:06|okoyemaya|Re: midi|
I usually record into Wavelab ( you can use similar programme like 
CoolEdit) then do whatever necessary and export to CD or whatever. 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:
> ok thanks for the tip latif i was thinking along the lines of
> recording the tunes via midi hence the sport idea i now realise
> you can only listen to it like this and edit etc while the rs is 
> plugged in. yay?
> 
> now i just need to find out 
> how good my sound card is and how to record my rs tunes 
> into it theres a mic line in any ideas what software i need
> to record and test this card.its compaq standard sound max im not
> holding my breathe.
> 
> regards

| 9553|9546|2003-03-26 10:26:29|sonemotif|Re: midi|
Thanks pal. have you ever tried saving songs in wav format and 
importing them? 
fionn

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> I usually record into Wavelab ( you can use similar programme like 
> CoolEdit) then do whatever necessary and export to CD or whatever. 
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 
wrote:
> > ok thanks for the tip latif i was thinking along the lines of
> > recording the tunes via midi hence the sport idea i now realise
> > you can only listen to it like this and edit etc while the rs is 
> > plugged in. yay?
> > 
> > now i just need to find out 
> > how good my sound card is and how to record my rs tunes 
> > into it theres a mic line in any ideas what software i need
> > to record and test this card.its compaq standard sound max im not
> > holding my breathe.
> > 
> > regards

| 9554|9536|2003-03-26 11:21:14|djboy112st|Re: Hip Hop vs MPC|
Tom-
These files get quite large easily.. i could create a beat and 
layer one verse and perhaps a chorus into a pattern, but that file 
would be about five or six megs (average hiphop acapella verse is a 
3.5mb wav file, and a chorus would ne about 1.5 - 2 megs).. Anyways, 
I dont have any personal storage space.. i've got a number of these 
patterns just laying around on the computer.. i'll try to find a 
free web space portal and post one up in the next few days.. but 
don't nobody rip off my remixes!! 

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> [...]
> 
> Cool, would you like to share with the group some of those 

patterns? 

> You could upload them as RS ALL files to the filesection...or 

provide 

> an URL, where people can download some of your stuff, how the RS 
> sounds with acapellas layered on top...
> 
> That would be fab!
> 
> Cheers, Töm (Möderatör)

| 9555|9546|2003-03-26 11:32:40|djboy112st|Re: midi|
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with an onboard soundcard, the input signal is not as clean as it 
would be on a higher level card (like an M-Audio card, for example), 
but I have made several DJ mixes using wavelab and the line-in port 
on my Dell Inspiron 3800 laptop. i then cleaned up my mix by setting 
proper levels, normalizing, and applying a light EQ to the whole mix, 
and the music sounds very good when it comes out on the cd.. a 
friend of mine is a resident DJ at one of the large clubs on the las 
vegas strip, and the club doubles as a restaurant before 11pm.. they 
play various mixes on the sound system while people are eating, one 
of which is mine, and it sounds fine, even on a big system like 
that. with that in mind, i think the soundmax card should be 
perfectly fine for recording the RS until you get serious about 
pressing your tracks to vinyl, if that's what you want to do.. of 
course a real audiophile will tell you that i'm an idiot for saying 
this.

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:
>
> now i just need to find out 
> how good my sound card is and how to record my rs tunes 
> into it theres a mic line in any ideas what software i need
> to record and test this card.its compaq standard sound max im not
> holding my breathe.
> 
> regards

| 9556|9546|2003-03-26 12:29:09|Latif|Re: midi|
hehehehe... well, won't say your an idiot :-)
but let's just repeat as you said, for testing 
and playing around until Fion understand more
better how to record and prepare cd/vinyl production
the onboard card is ok.
But if he really want's to get serious, he should consider a 
pro soundcard.

I think i read Fion asking Okoye if he tried to save
a song as wav format.
Fion if you ment that on the RS, that is not possible, 
in the way that is not how things work.
You save your song either as native RS format R2A or R2P
or export as midi format.
Technically speaking from a very very unlogical point of view
saving your song as wav inside the RS, would require you to
sample the entire song, as it's playing.. which would be ridiculous 
ofcourse... and then exporting that sample.
The RS is not like a softsequencer where you can export your song to 
wav, the extension wav is merely used for importing and exporting 
wave audio files to be used as samples.

btw. the midi interface for your computer (like midisport andso)
works both ways.. in and out... for midi only that is.
you can playback mididata from the software sequencer on the 
computer to trigger the RS, or you can record midi data into the 
computer triggered from a keyboard, or the RS.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st" wrote:
> with an onboard soundcard, the input signal is not as clean as it 
> would be on a higher level card (like an M-Audio card, for 
example), 
> but I have made several DJ mixes using wavelab and the line-in port 
> on my Dell Inspiron 3800 laptop. i then cleaned up my mix by 
setting 
> proper levels, normalizing, and applying a light EQ to the whole 
mix, 
> and the music sounds very good when it comes out on the cd.. a 
> friend of mine is a resident DJ at one of the large clubs on the 
las 
> vegas strip, and the club doubles as a restaurant before 11pm.. 
they 
> play various mixes on the sound system while people are eating, one 
> of which is mine, and it sounds fine, even on a big system like 
> that. with that in mind, i think the soundmax card should be 
> perfectly fine for recording the RS until you get serious about 
> pressing your tracks to vinyl, if that's what you want to do.. of 
> course a real audiophile will tell you that i'm an idiot for saying 
> this.
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> 
> /[ one30six ]\
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 
wrote:
> >
> > now i just need to find out 
> > how good my sound card is and how to record my rs tunes 
> > into it theres a mic line in any ideas what software i need
> > to record and test this card.its compaq standard sound max im not
> > holding my breathe.
> > 
> > regards

| 9557|9557|2003-03-26 13:03:23|Mike Mitchell|Fw: [RS7000] Need a RS7000|
Hello im selling a rs £600 4 months old rarely used ,mint condition ,extra memory card.contact.michael@mmitchell30.fsnet.co.uk

----- Original Message ----- 
From: hotnessrecords 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2003 3:32 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Need a RS7000

Is anyone selling a rs7000 or know where I can buy one cheap?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9558|9558|2003-03-26 15:17:02|jeffkissinger|wavye bit rate import|
Can the rs import wavs at any bit rate? I do not see this addressed
in the manual, I see you can sample all the way down to very low
rates, but nothing about import rates. Thanks.
| 9559|9546|2003-03-27 00:44:16|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: midi|

>Technically speaking from a very very unlogical point of view 
>saving your song as wav inside the RS, would require you to 
>sample the entire song, as it's playing.. which would be ridiculous 
>ofcourse... and then exporting that sample. 

If this is possible, why is it stupid? (assuming the sample time is sufficient)
You will get the best results this way since you do everything in the digital domain.
No PC card will make it sound better since the sound is converted (DA->AD) two times wich only can make it worse.
On the MC909 they even advertised that resampling a complete song and exporting to the pc was the way to go.

I have not tried it myself since i only work in pattern mode but if this works i would recommend it highly. (but! you must use the correct levels: not to low or you get
quantize errors (= kind of noise) and not above 0db or you get digital distortion)

Grtz. Ronald.
www.roonan.nl

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9560|9515|2003-03-27 01:03:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Syncro cubase & RS7000|
On Tuesday 25 March 2003 22:34, seb wrote:

> It doesn't matter it's just to record sequences from
> cubase in my RS7K . but give me the two ways to syncro
> them (RS7K master and slave)please.
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To make the RS the *slave* device:
- Press Utility twice.
- Set MIDI SYNC to MIDI.
- Set MIDI CLOCK OUT to OFF.
- Set MIDI CONTROL to IN.
- Make sure Cubase transmits MIDI clock and MIDI start/stop 
signals.

To make the RS the *master* device:
- Press Utility twice:
- Set MIDI SYNC to INTERNAL.
- Set MIDI CLOCK OUT to MIDI A or B.
- Set MIDI CONTROL to OUT A or B.
- Make sure Cubase syncs to MIDI clock and MIDI start/stop 
signals.

- Robert
| 9561|9524|2003-03-27 01:07:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Quantise Bug?|
On Wednesday 26 March 2003 12:00, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi Okoyem & Robert,
>
> Thanks for your time...much appreciated.
>
> The phrase length on track 8 is showing as 2 bars (bottom
> left of screen). I also notice the pattern length is
> showing as 2 bars (top centre of screen). This is weird
> because I thought the pattern length was determined by
> the length of the longest phrase (all previous phrases
> 1-7 are 4 bars long). When I select one of the other
> tracks (1-7) the pattern length is still displayed as 2
> bars..

The pattern length does *not* depend on the length of the 
phrases it containts. However, when starting to record a 
new phrase, the phrase will take the current pattern 
length.

So to freak out (in a good way) do this:
- Set pattern length to 4.
- Record a new phrase on track 1.
- Set pattern length to 5.
- Record a new phrase on track 2.
- Set pattern length to 7.
- Record a new phrase on track 3.

To demonstrate the pattern length can be set to anything:
- Set pattern length to 2.

Enjoy!
- Robert
| 9562|9546|2003-03-27 01:37:27|okoyemaya|Re: midi|
You can use digital output and stay digital all the way.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:
> >Technically speaking from a very very unlogical point of view 
> >saving your song as wav inside the RS, would require you to 
> >sample the entire song, as it's playing.. which would be 
ridiculous 
> >ofcourse... and then exporting that sample. 
> 
> If this is possible, why is it stupid? (assuming the sample time is 
sufficient)
> You will get the best results this way since you do everything in 
the digital domain.
> No PC card will make it sound better since the sound is converted 
(DA->AD) two times wich only can make it worse.
> On the MC909 they even advertised that resampling a complete song 
and exporting to the pc was the way to go.
> 
> I have not tried it myself since i only work in pattern mode but if 
this works i would recommend it highly. (but! you must use the 
correct levels: not to low or you get quantize errors (= kind of 
noise) and not above 0db or you get digital distortion)
> 
> Grtz. Ronald.
> www.roonan.nl
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 9563|9546|2003-03-27 02:32:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: midi|
my two cents:

RS maxes out at 63megs or so memoryfrom what I've seen. Aprox. six minute 
song sampled at decent quality. Doesn't make sense to do that way, but I see 
it posible.

Have plenty of smart cards if do it this way, it will take a couple mins to 
load too, unless Hard Drive installed, prob same time to load assumably.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9564|9564|2003-03-27 02:46:13|sonemotif|midi thanks to all|
Ok wave lab it is then ive been trying to down load it through winmx
cause fucked if im paying £500 for it.

the wav idea was a long shot thanks to you all for your replys 

-fionn-
| 9565|9565|2003-03-27 03:08:43|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: MIDI|
The top would be the ability of saving as a stream to the scsi (a few 
programs like buzz do so), it could be usefull not to need a pc or a 
digital recorder

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> my two cents:
>
> RS maxes out at 63megs or so memoryfrom what I've seen. Aprox. six 
> minute song sampled at decent quality. Doesn't make sense to do that 
> way, but I see it posible.
>
> Have plenty of smart cards if do it this way, it will take a couple 
> mins to load too, unless Hard Drive installed, prob same time to load 
> assumably.
>
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section 
> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
> 
>

| 9566|9566|2003-03-27 03:14:46|s&m|Soundcard to compliment RS|
My biggest priority is lowest latency and the card is
for a laptop so it must be usb/usb2/firewire/pcmcia.
Cheers
-sean

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!
http://platinum.yahoo.com
| 9567|9515|2003-03-27 03:26:15|Ian Vine|Re: Syncro cubase & RS7000|
Hi Robert,
one thing to watch for; Cubase SX/SL will not sync to Midi clock! 
I think it will sync to Midi time code (MTC) which the rs can also transmit
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IanV

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Tuesday 25 March 2003 22:34, seb wrote:

> It doesn't matter it's just to record sequences from
> cubase in my RS7K . but give me the two ways to syncro
> them (RS7K master and slave)please.

To make the RS the *slave* device:
- Press Utility twice.
- Set MIDI SYNC to MIDI.
- Set MIDI CLOCK OUT to OFF.
- Set MIDI CONTROL to IN.
- Make sure Cubase transmits MIDI clock and MIDI start/stop 
signals.

To make the RS the *master* device:
- Press Utility twice:
- Set MIDI SYNC to INTERNAL.
- Set MIDI CLOCK OUT to MIDI A or B.
- Set MIDI CONTROL to OUT A or B.
- Make sure Cubase syncs to MIDI clock and MIDI start/stop 
signals.

- Robert

Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9568|9515|2003-03-27 04:00:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Syncro cubase & RS7000|
On Thursday 27 March 2003 11:26, Ian Vine wrote:

> Hi Robert,
> one thing to watch for; Cubase SX/SL will not sync to
> Midi clock! I think it will sync to Midi time code (MTC)
> which the rs can also transmit

No kidding?
Good that I'm a Logic user. ;)

- Robert
| 9569|9537|2003-03-27 04:53:38|faxorgy|Re: Reaction on Live questions (both ON and OF topic) |
The Funny Thing Is ........
The EA-1 ,ER-1 ,EM-1 all sync fine to midi clock the ES-1 is the only 
unit that has this problem. :confused: 
I doubt the MX will suffer from the ES-1's time lag problems.
Speaking of which any Australian group members here ????
If so I have an ES-1 and ER-1 (mint condition ,never gigged w/ 
original manuals ,packaging etc etc for sale). I love the ER-1 but 
I've sampled the bejesus out of it so the RS more than compensates on 
that front and since getting the RS7000 I can't cope with the ES-1 at 
all (great for UBER grit and oddball stuuf IMHO).
The big strength in the Tribes is the live improvisational factor. 
The ease of interface and the stupendous motherfuggin' kicks you can 
get from an ER-1 (great sound source of gnarly sub bass when sampled 
to I might add).
So any Aussie peeps interested in an SP808EX-EmixStudio (candy raver 
model) LMAO ;-) , a Yamaha TG-33 vector synth or the Two E-tribes 
drop me a messsage and let me know OK . (All strictly studio use 
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only). Selling to upgrade and get an AW16G and some newer rack gear.
Ok I'll shut up now.
Cheers y'all .
FaX
| 9570|9570|2003-03-27 13:33:46|frederik_heringa|Saving Problems..|
HEy Guys,

I just got myself a Rs7000 and i already got a stupid question.
I think it's the kind of problem everybody had on using the Rs7000 
for the first time, so you ll all know what i ' m talking about. I 
Hope..

Here's my Problem:

I start the Rs7000, go into Pattern mode make a small song composed 
of multiple tracks. WHen i' m exhausted i save the pattern to 
Smartmedia (don't have SCSI devices yet.
When i afterwards power the Rs7000 On again and i want to load my 
song it has only recorded the most basic of midi settings. The sounds 
i had chosen, the effects i had used are all gone.
Somewhere i had read, that you had to give a name to the Track in 
order for the Rs7000 to have something to "hang on to".
I tried that ( in job mode) but it had no effect..

What am i doing wrong .

Please help !!! ;-(

Greetings,

Frederik.
| 9571|9570|2003-03-27 13:38:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: Saving Problems..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "frederik_heringa" 
wrote:

> HEy Guys,
> 
> I just got myself a Rs7000 

congratulation and welcome to the world of underground!

> When i afterwards power the Rs7000 On again and i want to load my 
> song it has only recorded the most basic of midi settings. The 

sounds 

> i had chosen, the effects i had used are all gone.

Read the manual page 107 and 116 following.
| 9572|9546|2003-03-28 00:14:57|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: midi|

>You can use digital output and stay digital all the way. 
>Okoyemaya 

Yes i forgot, that's even better, no time restrictions there.....
(but you have to buy the expansion board though)
And use good - not to long - digital cables, digital signal can suffer from jitter, a bit difficult to explain here shortly but remember that digital signal's can be degraded too.
Even read somewhere that optical data transfer suffers more from jitter than electrical.

>........Aprox. six minute 
>song sampled at decent quality..........

But keep in mind, the quality will never get better than resampling, whatever you do.

Grtz. Ronald.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9573|9546|2003-03-28 00:50:52|okoyemaya|Re: midi|
Maybe it is worth trying just as experiment but then it cannot be too 
long song and with no samples so 64MB would work. I may check it out 
out of curiosity. Just to know if there is difference the problem is 
I still didnt get the digital ext so could compare only to analog 
outs.
Okoyemaya
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-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Roonan@p... wrote:

> >You can use digital output and stay digital all the way. 
> >Okoyemaya 
> 
> Yes i forgot, that's even better, no time restrictions there.....
> (but you have to buy the expansion board though)
> And use good - not to long - digital cables, digital signal can 

suffer from jitter, a bit difficult to explain here shortly but 
remember that digital signal's can be degraded too.

> Even read somewhere that optical data transfer suffers more from 

jitter than electrical.

> 
> >........Aprox. six minute 
> >song sampled at decent quality..........
> 
> But keep in mind, the quality will never get better than 

resampling, whatever you do.

> 
> 
> Grtz. Ronald.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9574|9574|2003-03-29 00:10:05|Styles G. VonTastic|Glitches and weirdness|
Im just curious if anyone has found cool ways to get their rs7000 to 
Glitch. Ive had it totally freak out when my midi setup was all 
screwed up, it was getting massive loopback from other synths and 
started freaking out. Anyway, I got the rs7000 to create some really 
interesting and nasty sounds like this...at one point it actually 
sounded like someone eating and smacking their lips! Once it was 
going crazy I recorded away with the master effects and filter 
changes. So anyone else found cool ways to make their rs7000 go nutty?
| 9575|9575|2003-03-29 00:32:35|ridszero|Finally! I got the RS7000!|
Oh, I'm so happy that I finally got this thing. I had a Rm1x and 
other samplers, but I love having a all-in-one peice of kit. i can't 
wait to try out the sampler. I got a usb reader with it along with a 
128 SM card. Now I just have to convert all the songs over from Rm1x 
to my RS7000 and I'll be set.

I'm so glad. This thing seems like a breeze to use (being that I know 
the Rm1x). YES YES YES! I can't wait to dive in. Unfortuanately I 
start school on Monday.
| 9576|9576|2003-03-29 10:38:02|sonikwaves2002|Midifiles|
I want to buy some midifiles for my Yamaha RS7000,has anyone 
tried to load smf.1 files on the RS7000,do they work fine or do 
you need to do adjustments?
| 9577|9575|2003-03-29 12:12:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finally! I got the RS7000!|
On Saturday 29 March 2003 08:20, ridszero wrote:

> Oh, I'm so happy that I finally got this thing. I had a
> Rm1x and other samplers, but I love having a all-in-one
> peice of kit. i can't wait to try out the sampler. I got
> a usb reader with it along with a 128 SM card. Now I just
> have to convert all the songs over from Rm1x to my RS7000
> and I'll be set.
>
> I'm so glad. This thing seems like a breeze to use (being
> that I know the Rm1x). YES YES YES! I can't wait to dive
> in. Unfortuanately I start school on Monday.

Congrats!! You'll *love* it! :)

- Robert
| 9578|9575|2003-03-29 14:32:09|ridszero|Re: Finally! I got the RS7000!|

> 
> Congrats!! You'll *love* it! :)
> 
> - Robert
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Thanks. I'm transfering from community college to a university, so I 
know I'll have my hands full, but the RS7000 seems pretty easy for a 
Rm1x user. So I should be able make some cool stuff. I can't wait!

Nick
| 9579|9579|2003-03-30 07:44:24|tomassivertsen|Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
Hello, i dont know whats really wrong. Here is my setup.
aieb2 ~ hoontech dsp24 value soundcard. 7 m optical cable to pc.
Win xp service pack1, recording with soundforge.
Now, If sample directly from the rs7ks optical out, I get a very 
very low peak in soundforge. Adding +12 in utility doesnt affect it.
To get a decent sound I have to use MASTER EFFECTS>multi compressor 
and add like +5 on mid-high-low. However this changes the sound 
drastically. And even so i would have to normalize pretty intensive 
in soundforge to get a decent pre-master level.

So please let me know if you got any ideas.
Thank you
Tomas
| 9580|9579|2003-03-30 08:18:24|Latif|Re: Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
check out the settings of your card carefully
specially those concerning spdif and such
and see if there's a setting that boosts or limits incoming
spdif for the hoontech card.
I remember someone not so long ago on the rs7000.org board
with a hoontech card that was having such results also,
if i remember well he corrected it by reinstalling his card.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomassivertsen" wrote:
> Hello, i dont know whats really wrong. Here is my setup.
> aieb2 ~ hoontech dsp24 value soundcard. 7 m optical cable to pc.
> Win xp service pack1, recording with soundforge.
> Now, If sample directly from the rs7ks optical out, I get a very 
> very low peak in soundforge. Adding +12 in utility doesnt affect it.
> To get a decent sound I have to use MASTER EFFECTS>multi compressor 
> and add like +5 on mid-high-low. However this changes the sound 
> drastically. And even so i would have to normalize pretty intensive 
> in soundforge to get a decent pre-master level.
> 
> So please let me know if you got any ideas.
> Thank you
> Tomas

| 9581|9579|2003-03-30 08:18:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
On Sunday 30 March 2003 16:14, tomassivertsen wrote:

> Hello, i dont know whats really wrong. Here is my setup.
> aieb2 ~ hoontech dsp24 value soundcard. 7 m optical cable
> to pc. Win xp service pack1, recording with soundforge.
> Now, If sample directly from the rs7ks optical out, I get
> a very very low peak in soundforge. Adding +12 in utility
> doesnt affect it. To get a decent sound I have to use
> MASTER EFFECTS>multi compressor and add like +5 on
> mid-high-low. However this changes the sound drastically.
> And even so i would have to normalize pretty intensive in
> soundforge to get a decent pre-master level.
>
> So please let me know if you got any ideas.
> Thank you
> Tomas

- How many tracks are you playing?

- How loud is/are the track(s) that you are playing?

- Are you playing samples that may need Normalizing?

- Is the master volume fully cranked up? (Dunno if that 
changes thing for digi out).

- Did you tweak the Stereo Out Level in Utilities. The digi 
outs copy the main outputs, so this may help.

Rob
| 9582|9579|2003-03-30 09:45:43|tomassivertsen|Re: Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:
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> On Sunday 30 March 2003 16:14, tomassivertsen wrote:
> > Hello, i dont know whats really wrong. Here is my setup.
> > aieb2 ~ hoontech dsp24 value soundcard. 7 m optical cable
> > to pc. Win xp service pack1, recording with soundforge.
> > Now, If sample directly from the rs7ks optical out, I get
> > a very very low peak in soundforge. Adding +12 in utility
> > doesnt affect it. To get a decent sound I have to use
> > MASTER EFFECTS>multi compressor and add like +5 on
> > mid-high-low. However this changes the sound drastically.
> > And even so i would have to normalize pretty intensive in
> > soundforge to get a decent pre-master level.
> >
> > So please let me know if you got any ideas.
> > Thank you
> > Tomas
> 
> - How many tracks are you playing? 

playing all 16 tracks

> 
> - How loud is/are the track(s) that you are playing?

They are mostly at 110~127

> 
> - Are you playing samples that may need Normalizing?
> No, they are all right level and or normalized up.

> - Is the master volume fully cranked up? (Dunno if that 
> changes thing for digi out). That doesnt affect digi out
> 
> - Did you tweak the Stereo Out Level in Utilities. The digi 
> outs copy the main outputs, so this may help.

Havent tried this, i will though.
Thanks.

> 
> Rob

| 9583|9579|2003-03-30 09:45:50|tomassivertsen|Re: Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
Hey latif, its me samurai. I thought i corrected the problem on my 
last machine, however the soundcard got broken and repaired and im 
having problems.
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> check out the settings of your card carefully
> specially those concerning spdif and such
> and see if there's a setting that boosts or limits incoming
> spdif for the hoontech card.
> I remember someone not so long ago on the rs7000.org board
> with a hoontech card that was having such results also,
> if i remember well he corrected it by reinstalling his card.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomassivertsen" 
wrote:
> > Hello, i dont know whats really wrong. Here is my setup.
> > aieb2 ~ hoontech dsp24 value soundcard. 7 m optical cable to pc.
> > Win xp service pack1, recording with soundforge.
> > Now, If sample directly from the rs7ks optical out, I get a very 
> > very low peak in soundforge. Adding +12 in utility doesnt affect 
it.
> > To get a decent sound I have to use MASTER EFFECTS>multi 
compressor 
> > and add like +5 on mid-high-low. However this changes the sound 
> > drastically. And even so i would have to normalize pretty 
intensive 
> > in soundforge to get a decent pre-master level.
> > 
> > So please let me know if you got any ideas.
> > Thank you
> > Tomas

| 9584|9579|2003-03-30 10:02:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
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Since you're playing all tracks and good levels, I now also 
suspect that the problem lies with the soundcard.

- Rob
| 9585|9585|2003-03-30 10:31:11|sonemotif|Fruity Loops|
bueno estente!

had a little play on fruity loops today and was wondering what you
all thought of it, has anyone traded it in for an rs etc
i know this sort of stuff pretty much comes down to how you like
to work etc but id like to hear that my rs Fucks all over this 
software in every single way... or is there room for it in anyones
studio (with regards to effects,sequencing,and all round ease of use

answer's on a postcard if anyone's interested

regards Fionn 

ps one day when im wise and knowledgeable ill answer some questions.
| 9586|9585|2003-03-30 11:18:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: Fruity Loops|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:

> bueno estente!

Bueno noches,

Fruity Loops is software, RS is hardware. You can´t compare apples 
and oranges.

FL is a powerful software tool and some people here on the list 
acutally use it both in sync. So no competition, 
more "coalition"...just like a friend of mine and me...we use RS 
together with Ableton Live, which is a banging combination.
| 9587|9579|2003-03-30 13:12:19|Latif|Re: Optical out AIEB2 board, low volume|
hmmzzz :-)
don't understand why you have this trouble with
the hoontech card, usually pretty good card
specially if used for digital purpose only.
maybe your card is faulty mate.
anyway, there's no need spending too much time on
looking at the RS side of the story, the spdif output
is loud enough and i usually need no more then +6db 
attenuation boost when connected to the AW mixer.
if you have the possibility, take your RS with you to
a friends place that has a soundcard with spdif and 
do some objective testing there, to compare results.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomassivertsen" wrote:
> Hey latif, its me samurai. I thought i corrected the problem on my 
> last machine, however the soundcard got broken and repaired and im 
> having problems.
> :)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > check out the settings of your card carefully
> > specially those concerning spdif and such
> > and see if there's a setting that boosts or limits incoming
> > spdif for the hoontech card.
> > I remember someone not so long ago on the rs7000.org board
> > with a hoontech card that was having such results also,
> > if i remember well he corrected it by reinstalling his card.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomassivertsen" 
> wrote:
> > > Hello, i dont know whats really wrong. Here is my setup.
> > > aieb2 ~ hoontech dsp24 value soundcard. 7 m optical cable to pc.
> > > Win xp service pack1, recording with soundforge.
> > > Now, If sample directly from the rs7ks optical out, I get a 
very 
> > > very low peak in soundforge. Adding +12 in utility doesnt 
affect 
> it.
> > > To get a decent sound I have to use MASTER EFFECTS>multi 
> compressor 
> > > and add like +5 on mid-high-low. However this changes the sound 
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> > > drastically. And even so i would have to normalize pretty 
> intensive 
> > > in soundforge to get a decent pre-master level.
> > > 
> > > So please let me know if you got any ideas.
> > > Thank you
> > > Tomas

| 9588|9588|2003-03-30 15:26:30|ridszero|Idle Freeze?|
I just got my RS. But I had this freeze on me one time when I was 
placing it from a stand to a table and the other times I left it on 
for about 4 hours, came back and the screen was frozen (I had left 
the SM card in if that matters). Then I turned it off and back on and 
it was still frozen. I would think that once I turn it one it would 
be back to normal. Does anyone know what this is? I'm hoping I didn't 
just buy a messed RS. Could that be a OS update problem? I'm very 
concerned because I thought once I had this machine I would have no 
problem to take it anywhere. I was thinking this was a stable machine.

Nick
| 9589|9588|2003-03-30 15:34:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Idle Freeze?|
On Monday 31 March 2003 00:19, ridszero wrote:

> I just got my RS. But I had this freeze on me one time
> when I was placing it from a stand to a table and the
> other times I left it on for about 4 hours, came back and
> the screen was frozen (I had left the SM card in if that
> matters). Then I turned it off and back on and it was
> still frozen. I would think that once I turn it one it
> would be back to normal. Does anyone know what this is?
> I'm hoping I didn't just buy a messed RS. Could that be a
> OS update problem? I'm very concerned because I thought
> once I had this machine I would have no problem to take
> it anywhere. I was thinking this was a stable machine.

Sorry to hear this. 

Did you open it for extra RAM or the expansion board?
If so, maybe you should check if the SIMMS are still tightly 
fit in their sockets, or check the connections of the 
expansion board.

Looks like there's something loose inside the box. If you 
got it this way straight from the shop, and the shop is 
close, I'd say return it to the shop and let them find out 
what's wrong with it.

Haven't heard too many stories about freezing machines, btw. 

- Robert
| 9590|9588|2003-03-30 23:41:49|ridszero|Re: Idle Freeze?|
Also, I just made a pettern on the RS and saved it to SM card. 
Immediately after it froze. But one thing I notice is that the BPM 
lead goes out with most of the other red lights, while the screen and 
yellow lights stay on frozen.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 31 March 2003 00:19, ridszero wrote:
> > I just got my RS. But I had this freeze on me one time
> > when I was placing it from a stand to a table and the
> > other times I left it on for about 4 hours, came back and
> > the screen was frozen (I had left the SM card in if that
> > matters). Then I turned it off and back on and it was
> > still frozen. I would think that once I turn it one it
> > would be back to normal. Does anyone know what this is?
> > I'm hoping I didn't just buy a messed RS. Could that be a
> > OS update problem? I'm very concerned because I thought
> > once I had this machine I would have no problem to take
> > it anywhere. I was thinking this was a stable machine.
> 
> Sorry to hear this. 
> 
> Did you open it for extra RAM or the expansion board?
> If so, maybe you should check if the SIMMS are still tightly 
> fit in their sockets, or check the connections of the 
> expansion board.
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> 
> Looks like there's something loose inside the box. If you 
> got it this way straight from the shop, and the shop is 
> close, I'd say return it to the shop and let them find out 
> what's wrong with it.
> 
> Haven't heard too many stories about freezing machines, btw. 
> 
> - Robert

| 9591|9588|2003-03-30 23:41:54|ridszero|Re: Idle Freeze?|
Nothing has ever been installed in it. Actually I got it off ebay. I 
picked it up at the guys house (a really nice guy) and we checked it 
out together and it worked. He said that he didn't use it much. He 
bought it from Guitar Center. He might still have the receipt. Should 
I try to return it or try updating the OS?

The screen freezes on the current pattern or if I try to start it up 
soon after it freezes it will freeze at the Yamaha RS7000 intro.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 31 March 2003 00:19, ridszero wrote:
> > I just got my RS. But I had this freeze on me one time
> > when I was placing it from a stand to a table and the
> > other times I left it on for about 4 hours, came back and
> > the screen was frozen (I had left the SM card in if that
> > matters). Then I turned it off and back on and it was
> > still frozen. I would think that once I turn it one it
> > would be back to normal. Does anyone know what this is?
> > I'm hoping I didn't just buy a messed RS. Could that be a
> > OS update problem? I'm very concerned because I thought
> > once I had this machine I would have no problem to take
> > it anywhere. I was thinking this was a stable machine.
> 
> Sorry to hear this. 
> 
> Did you open it for extra RAM or the expansion board?
> If so, maybe you should check if the SIMMS are still tightly 
> fit in their sockets, or check the connections of the 
> expansion board.
> 
> Looks like there's something loose inside the box. If you 
> got it this way straight from the shop, and the shop is 
> close, I'd say return it to the shop and let them find out 
> what's wrong with it.
> 
> Haven't heard too many stories about freezing machines, btw. 
> 
> - Robert

| 9592|9588|2003-03-30 23:43:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Idle Freeze?|
Sounds to me like a bad piece of hardware, freezing is usually the result of 
something internal actually over heating in most gear. After it cools off it 
decides to work again. Cant say for sure, but mines never froze, had other 
stuff freeze up and thats usually what causes it, if keeps it up after a 
quick reboot. I'd try another unit.

Z 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9593|9588|2003-03-31 00:57:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Idle Freeze?|
On Monday 31 March 2003 06:43, ridszero wrote:

> The screen freezes on the current pattern or if I try to
> start it up soon after it freezes it will freeze at the
> Yamaha RS7000 intro.

Long shot: try a factory reset.

- Robert
| 9594|9585|2003-03-31 01:07:00|sonemotif|Re: Fruity Loops|
yeah i get the obvious difference's but im on about the end 
results is there any quality difference etc do pro's use it that
kind of stuff you know? does it have anything the rs doesnt?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


regards
| 9595|9585|2003-03-31 02:54:51|s&m|Re: Fruity Loops|
Hi Tom,
I was very impressed with ableton live. How do you use
it with the rs and how do you get around the latency
issue? Do you slave ableton the rs or vice versa.
Cheers
-sean

--- tompaulsen2002 <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif"
> wrote:
> > bueno estente!
> 
> Bueno noches,
> 
> Fruity Loops is software, RS is hardware. You can�t
> compare apples 
> and oranges.
> 
> FL is a powerful software tool and some people here
> on the list 
> acutally use it both in sync. So no competition, 
> more "coalition"...just like a friend of mine and
> me...we use RS 
> together with Ableton Live, which is a banging
> combination.
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Platinum - Watch CBS' NCAA March Madness, live on your desktop!
http://platinum.yahoo.com
| 9596|9596|2003-03-31 05:28:53|frederik_heringa|Rs7000 OS 1.21|
I have yet to install the new OS update but i have a simple question 
about it.

Someone somewhere on the internet said the OS, although without 
Yamaha's mentioning, improved the factory quality of the effects.
I was wondering if anybody else noted this as well? Or is this 
just " Propaganda " ?

If it's true i hope the Reverbs would be improved because if one 
thing really sucks ( for my part) about the RS7000, it must be the 
quality of the reverbs.

Waiting for your posts,

Cheers,

Fred.
| 9597|9515|2003-03-31 12:26:01|seikopat|recording midi messages in Cubase|
Hi all,

Just wondering if I could do the following :

I would like to record my section changes in Cubase : I want 
to "record" (midiwise) all the knobs I touch on my RS while playing 
in pattern-mode. All knobs send out midi-data , except for master fx 
and section-changes.

Is there any way to resolve this ?

I would like to record a live set with my RS but want to be able to 
do some additional editing on the recorded midi messages (for example 
to open a filter exactly on the moment I want it).

All help appreciated.

Thanks

Patrick
| 9598|9585|2003-03-31 12:48:13|tompaulsen2002|Re: Fruity Loops|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
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> Hi Tom,
> I was very impressed with ableton live. How do you use
> it with the rs and how do you get around the latency
> issue? Do you slave ableton the rs or vice versa.
>

Latency`? Never noticed that...and we are using a simple 700 Piii 
Sony Vaio Notebook with 256MB Ram....

The RS is master and Live slave. Works just fine! The RS usually 
delivers drums and one or another hookline, or some weirdo synth-fx. 
Sometimes also some pads. Ableton Live we use for additional 
percussions, bass and to fly in some vocal samples. Sometimes also 
for some short melody lines. On both machines we make heavy usage of 
the internal FX and other possibilities to föck up sounds. Along 
both we usually also play around with sequences coming from 
NordMicroMod, AN1x or from my newest toy, the Evolver. Sometimes we 
trigger the uQ drumkits to get more eletro-style sounds.
| 9599|9585|2003-03-31 12:49:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: Fruity Loops|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:

> yeah i get the obvious difference's but im on about the end 
> results is there any quality difference etc do pro's use it that
> kind of stuff you know? does it have anything the rs doesnt?
> 
> regards

Download a demo and you´ll see.
| 9600|9600|2003-03-31 12:53:25|Uwe Jülich|[OFF] Generic ASIO|
Hi All,

this might be interesting:
http://www.asio2ks.de/
Low latency with EVERY soundcard.

Greetings, 

Uwe
| 9601|9600|2003-03-31 13:50:59|Latif|Re: [OFF] Generic ASIO|
nice info, thanks Uwe

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Uwe Jülich wrote:
> Hi All,
> 
> this might be interesting:
> http://www.asio2ks.de/
> Low latency with EVERY soundcard.
> 
> Greetings, 
> 
> Uwe

| 9602|9602|2003-03-31 18:12:57|Latif|(ot) oasis of info|
don't you just love the net

http://www.studiocovers.com/

:-)
| 9603|9603|2003-03-31 18:19:56|fluobrown|FS rs7000|
If you know someone in Montreal, Canada interested by a rs7000
contact me at ninjabrun@hotmail.com

thx
| 9604|9602|2003-04-01 00:40:54|okoyemaya|Re: (ot) oasis of info|
How did you find it ? My God, we all really owe you, that`s one of 
the greatest internet founds in months!!!!!!!
Thnaks 
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> don't you just love the net
> 
> http://www.studiocovers.com/
> 
> :-)

| 9605|9605|2003-04-01 01:40:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Pitch Contol & stuff|
Has anyone messed with Pitch Control settings? Is it possible to reverse 
like on a 505? One of the few features I mis switching over to the RS from 
the 505. None of my yamaha gear has reversable pitch that I know. I know 
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there are work arounds for the RS, but reversable pitch is a quick and cool 
effect that it obviously don't do with default settings.

I also mis more extensive slicer effects and I wonder if it is possible to 
send slicer via midi, anyone try or know how to get or do better sliceing on 
it?

Missing better arps too, but not a major problem, but would of been nice.

Z

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9606|9605|2003-04-01 02:04:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pitch Contol & stuff|
On Tuesday 01 April 2003 10:22, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> Has anyone messed with Pitch Control settings? Is it
> possible to reverse like on a 505? One of the few
> features I mis switching over to the RS from the 505. 
> None of my yamaha gear has reversable pitch that I know.
> I know there are work arounds for the RS, but reversable
> pitch is a quick and cool effect that it obviously don't
> do with default settings.

Get a mirror! ;P

Try to set the PB range in voice edit to a negative value. 
Positive PB values now give a down-pitch effect.

>
> I also mis more extensive slicer effects and I wonder if
> it is possible to send slicer via midi, anyone try or
> know how to get or do better sliceing on it?

Like sex, try and try. 
There's a good article on slicing in the power users guide. 
URL can be found in the faq.

>
> Missing better arps too, but not a major problem, but
> would of been nice.

The arp is basic because the Yammie guys figured that that 
the play fx features can be use to build yourself a nice 
complex arp pattern. Think of shifts, grooves, midi delays, 
etc. Once you found a nice one, you could NORMALIZE it and 
have it printed into the phrase.

- Robert
| 9607|9602|2003-04-01 04:55:39|Latif|Re: (ot) oasis of info|
tip from another friend, who's actually a webhost
and stumbled on that site by accident.
i was amazed by the whelth of info there!!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> How did you find it ? My God, we all really owe you, that`s one of 
> the greatest internet founds in months!!!!!!!
> Thnaks 
> Okoyemaya
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > don't you just love the net
> > 
> > http://www.studiocovers.com/
> > 
> > :-)

| 9608|9605|2003-04-01 05:03:02|Latif|Re: Pitch Contol & stuff|

> I also mis more extensive slicer effects and I wonder if it is 

possible to 

> send slicer via midi, anyone try or know how to get or do better 
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sliceing on 

> it?

sure, the oldest slicing trick in midi world
GATE the VOLUME CC
and program the craziest slice fx you can think of....
combine that with gated FX CC and crazy panning, hell
even add some some GATED pitching!
Set the AMP attack a bit higher on the drums and there's
your 'reverse' simulation...
sure the reverse on the mc505 was nice, but i don't really miss it...

Latif
| 9609|9605|2003-04-01 05:29:59|joerg piringer|Re: Pitch Contol & stuff|
you could also use the freely programable user-lfo for slicing.

joerg

At 12:02 01.04.2003 +0000, you wrote:

> > I also mis more extensive slicer effects and I wonder if it is
>possible to
> > send slicer via midi, anyone try or know how to get or do better
>sliceing on
> > it?
>
>sure, the oldest slicing trick in midi world
>GATE the VOLUME CC
>and program the craziest slice fx you can think of....
>combine that with gated FX CC and crazy panning, hell
>even add some some GATED pitching!
>Set the AMP attack a bit higher on the drums and there's
>your 'reverse' simulation...
>sure the reverse on the mc505 was nice, but i don't really miss it...
>
>Latif
>
>
>
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| 9610|9610|2003-04-01 05:56:39|Christian Wiesner|Good and bad news concerning TWE|
Hi,

I gave TWE a last chance to work with my RS. I tried it with a 
friends computer, he has an ADAPTEC 2940 PCI Ultra SCSI Card and IT 
WORKED! I transferred a 5.7mb Sample, took about 2+ mins.

Encouraged by this I bought a used PCMCIA SCSI Card on Ebay (Adaptec 
1460 D, Fast SCSI), as you can guess by the topic it didn't work :( 
First I could not even click the "Transfer to/from Sampler" buttons 
in the Menu, after installing the official adaptec ASPI-Driver I 
could click these buttons but he responded with the same answer I got 
on my Davicontrol SCSI card: "Communication Error" followed by "A3000 
not found" :(( In both cases I had the SCSI-Comm Screen open on the 
RS.

The only idea I have left is, that it worked on UltraSCSI but not on 
FastSCSI. But U-SCSI is very expensive on PCMCIA (I own a Laptop 
only) so I won't buy one in the next time just for testing.
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hth,
Christian
| 9611|9610|2003-04-01 06:12:02|mmittner|Re: Good and bad news concerning TWE|
did you check the scsi ids? every scsi device must have a different id. also: usually you need a terminator at the end of the scsi cable.

-mike
| 9612|9610|2003-04-01 06:32:46|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: Good and bad news concerning TWE|
I dunno if it's the same on the rs but to use musical gear with scsi, I 
had to use a very standard scsi card (tekram) or it would'nt recognize 
my sampler (happened to me on an emu sampler but I heard that most 
musical gear need adaptec or tekram gear), tried with a cheap guillemot 
one and it didn't did the trick

Christian Wiesner wrote:

>Hi,
>
>
>I gave TWE a last chance to work with my RS. I tried it with a 
>friends computer, he has an ADAPTEC 2940 PCI Ultra SCSI Card and IT 
>WORKED! I transferred a 5.7mb Sample, took about 2+ mins.
>
>Encouraged by this I bought a used PCMCIA SCSI Card on Ebay (Adaptec 
>1460 D, Fast SCSI), as you can guess by the topic it didn't work :( 
>First I could not even click the "Transfer to/from Sampler" buttons 
>in the Menu, after installing the official adaptec ASPI-Driver I 
>could click these buttons but he responded with the same answer I got 
>on my Davicontrol SCSI card: "Communication Error" followed by "A3000 
>not found" :(( In both cases I had the SCSI-Comm Screen open on the 
>RS.
>
>The only idea I have left is, that it worked on UltraSCSI but not on 
>FastSCSI. But U-SCSI is very expensive on PCMCIA (I own a Laptop 
>only) so I won't buy one in the next time just for testing.
>
>hth,
>Christian
>
>
>
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| 9613|9610|2003-04-01 08:31:30|Christian Wiesner|Re: Good and bad news concerning TWE|
Hi,

>did you check the scsi ids? every scsi device must have a different
>id. also: usually you need a terminator at the end of the scsi 

cable.

Yes. The RS was set on ID 6, a SCSI Host Adapter usually has ID 7. 
Terminator was not possible, because the one end was terminated by 
the RS and the other one by the Host Adapter, so there was only one 
cable between RS and the Adaptec.

In another setup I had Adaptec -> Harddisk -> RS, didn't work either.

Christian
| 9614|9610|2003-04-01 08:35:22|Christian Wiesner|Re: Good and bad news concerning TWE|

>I dunno if it's the same on the rs but to use musical gear with
>scsi, I
>had to use a very standard scsi card (tekram) or it would'nt
>recognize
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I tried it with an Davicontrol PCI Fast SCSI Adapter when I still had 
my desktop computer, same problem (SCSI Comm error, A3000 missing..)

I also thought that a controller "with a name" like Adaptec would 
solve it, but no :(

BTW: An addendum to my first mail: The controller of my friend is not 
an Adaptec 2940, it is an Adaptec 29160, so I can give a go for TWE 
and this controller under WinXP

Christian
| 9615|9615|2003-04-01 11:33:17|starryblueye|midiclock thru???|
am I right in concluding after various attempted strategies that the
RS7000 doesn`t thru midiclock??????
if not,PLEASE in next os yammy
| 9616|9615|2003-04-02 01:06:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midiclock thru???|
On Tuesday 01 April 2003 19:28, starryblueye wrote:

> am I right in concluding after various attempted
> strategies that the RS7000 doesn`t thru midiclock??????
> if not,PLEASE in next os yammy

Never tried it. The MIDI CLOCK OUT parameter in Utilities 
didn't help, I guess?

Can't you try a midi plitter box (one in, multiple outs) to 
distribute the MIDI clock signal. These boxes come cheap.

- Robert
| 9617|9610|2003-04-02 03:20:09|Murali|Good and bad news concerning TWE|
I've tried a quite a few SCSI cards with the RS and found that cards with LSI controller chips on them seem to work every time, regardless of SCSI type. I'm currently
using (on two PCs) a U160 and a UW2 and they both work fine . . .

Moo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9618|9618|2003-04-02 07:09:58|okoyemaya|Mac files|
I received few songs from a singer for remixing. The CDs are original 
Logic files but Macintosh so I cannot open them on PC since there are 
no extensions. I intend to just use the audio tracks, voice , some 
acoustic instruments and do the rest with RS. I suppose in Logic 
itself or Cubase ( importing the audio and midi files- if there are 
any) or maybe entirely in RS cutting out some samples. So what is the 
easiest way ( the only I could think of would be copying everything 
to my pcs HD and add .aiff extensions, hoping something will work, 
primitive thinking isn`t it ) to open these MAc files ? 
Can it be done on MAC, burn new CD with programme that converts to 
PC format. I still have another CD in MAc format with some great 
stuff (Sly Dunbar) I never tried for same reason. Seems Macoids and 
PCoids stay in their own worlds and do not know of the other. But 
actually for normal musicians it is important to know about the OS 
crossings, getting from one studio to another. The rule of MACs is 
over, for good or bad so we should be prepared for this kind of 
situations. Anybody knowing good solution ?
Okoyem
| 9619|9618|2003-04-02 07:18:00|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Mac files|
you need a utility that will enable your pc to read the mac filesystem.

i.e. macopener from dataviz

http://www.dataviz.com/products/macopener/index.html
<http://www.dataviz.com/products/macopener/index.html> 

not tyring to promote them or anything, but I used macopener a year or two
ago and it worked great. there may be cheaper alternatives out there...

good luck!
dan.

-----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Sent: 02 April 2003 15:10
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Mac files

I received few songs from a singer for remixing. The CDs are original 
Logic files but Macintosh so I cannot open them on PC since there are 
no extensions. I intend to just use the audio tracks, voice , some 
acoustic instruments and do the rest with RS. I suppose in Logic 
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itself or Cubase ( importing the audio and midi files- if there are 
any) or maybe entirely in RS cutting out some samples. So what is the 
easiest way ( the only I could think of would be copying everything 
to my pcs HD and add .aiff extensions, hoping something will work, 
primitive thinking isn`t it ) to open these MAc files ? 
Can it be done on MAC, burn new CD with programme that converts to 
PC format. I still have another CD in MAc format with some great 
stuff (Sly Dunbar) I never tried for same reason. Seems Macoids and 
PCoids stay in their own worlds and do not know of the other. But 
actually for normal musicians it is important to know about the OS 
crossings, getting from one studio to another. The rule of MACs is 
over, for good or bad so we should be prepared for this kind of 
situations. Anybody knowing good solution ?
Okoyem
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9620|9620|2003-04-02 08:00:30|personal_jeebus|using MIDI controller keyboard with RS|
i ve recently got an evolutionMK 149 MIDI controller but i cant use 
the RS arpeggiator with it. ie. i turn the arpeggiator on but when i 
press a key it just plays a single note.

any suggestions?
| 9621|9610|2003-04-02 08:11:31|Arnauld Michelizza|SCSI, TWE, etc.|
*The* big problem with RS is communication with the computer via SCSI.
This is a real nightmare. RS7000 scsi doesn't work with every cards,
and we can download/upload only wav files.

Arnauld
| 9622|9622|2003-04-02 09:13:27|okoyemaya|(no subject)|
I think I saw Bad Mister writting somewhere that arpeggiator and 
octave up and down buttons control only RS internally.
Okoyem
| 9623|9623|2003-04-02 09:26:40|okoyemaya|Anybody made "regular" song ?|
Have to make 2-3 standards like Corcovado for a singers album, it is 
more like QY700 kind of job but I do not have that anymore. I wonder 
if anybody done regular music- songs, you know harmony, progressions 
etc with RS. Certainly I don`t want to make "hotel lobby" version, 
that is why I was asked - to do something modern, dubish, d&Bish, 
hiphopish. Still it should be recognisable ( so also as respect to 
the composer I want to keep the melody and harmony and experiment 
with everything else). Would it be better to do it in Cubase and then 
export to RS (chopping in patterns for live use). Is there emulation 
of that "chord track" of QY700 on any software like Cubase ? So I 
could put/fix the harmonic structure and then keep experimenting with 
everything else.
Okoyem
| 9624|9618|2003-04-02 09:56:32|Latif|Re: Mac files|
don't know what mac os your friend is running
but in mac osx you can burn 'hybrid' cd that
can be read both on mac and pc.
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in other case, try a program like iso buster
and extract the data from the cd.
maybe that will work.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> I received few songs from a singer for remixing. The CDs are 
original 
> Logic files but Macintosh so I cannot open them on PC since there 
are 
> no extensions. I intend to just use the audio tracks, voice , some 
> acoustic instruments and do the rest with RS. I suppose in Logic 
> itself or Cubase ( importing the audio and midi files- if there 
are 
> any) or maybe entirely in RS cutting out some samples. So what is 
the 
> easiest way ( the only I could think of would be copying everything 
> to my pcs HD and add .aiff extensions, hoping something will work, 
> primitive thinking isn`t it ) to open these MAc files ? 
> Can it be done on MAC, burn new CD with programme that converts to 
> PC format. I still have another CD in MAc format with some great 
> stuff (Sly Dunbar) I never tried for same reason. Seems Macoids and 
> PCoids stay in their own worlds and do not know of the other. But 
> actually for normal musicians it is important to know about the OS 
> crossings, getting from one studio to another. The rule of MACs is 
> over, for good or bad so we should be prepared for this kind of 
> situations. Anybody knowing good solution ?
> Okoyem

| 9625|9620|2003-04-02 09:59:37|Latif|Re: using MIDI controller keyboard with RS|
The arp is internally only...

:-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "personal_jeebus" 
wrote:

> i ve recently got an evolutionMK 149 MIDI controller but i cant use 
> the RS arpeggiator with it. ie. i turn the arpeggiator on but when 

i 

> press a key it just plays a single note.
> 
> any suggestions?

| 9626|9623|2003-04-02 10:03:55|Latif|Re: Anybody made "regular" song ?|
you'ld be better of doing that in cubase yes.
anyway the RS is a both a standalone and a great module too
meaning you can create any kind of song.. 'regulars' also.

take a close look at the trackinspector on the left,
inside the track inserts for midi tracks.
all sorts of chord manipulation thingys

;-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Have to make 2-3 standards like Corcovado for a singers album, it 
is 
> more like QY700 kind of job but I do not have that anymore. I 
wonder 
> if anybody done regular music- songs, you know harmony, 
progressions 
> etc with RS. Certainly I don`t want to make "hotel lobby" version, 
> that is why I was asked - to do something modern, dubish, d&Bish, 
> hiphopish. Still it should be recognisable ( so also as respect to 
> the composer I want to keep the melody and harmony and experiment 
> with everything else). Would it be better to do it in Cubase and 
then 
> export to RS (chopping in patterns for live use). Is there 
emulation 
> of that "chord track" of QY700 on any software like Cubase ? So I 
> could put/fix the harmonic structure and then keep experimenting 
with 
> everything else.
> Okoyem
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| 9627|9627|2003-04-02 10:16:08|okoyemaya|(no subject)|
I think it is a hybrid CD because I can see the files (though no 
extensions) I had the same with the photos someone send me on CD, I 
had to copy them on HD and add extendsio like .tiff . My Sly Dunbar 
Mac CD must be old it deos not open at all on PC.
Now I really want to know in general how that crosssystem work, say 
I want to give somebody entire Cubase song with all files included, 
ideal would be saving it in both PC and Window formats so the Song 
could be read in any studio. Is there way to export whole project 
with all details, so if for example I would go to Bombay to finish 
some track I would only order RS and whatever specific sound modules 
and fly only with CDs ( OK I would definitely take media cards as 
well). I like the idea how that brasilian singer got her stuff 
together - stayed with MAc/Logic and record in Germany, Cuba and 
Brasil just adding the stuff. Seems very convenient to me.
Okoyem
| 9628|9623|2003-04-02 10:26:10|okoyemaya|Re: Anybody made "regular" song ?|
Thank Latif,
I expected this answer, good reason to get more into Cubase. Using RS 
just as sound module is great, no sync complications or whatever. So 
the song will be done in Cubase with RS as sound module then what ? 
Convert to midi file, transfer to RS and slice into patterns (for the 
live use) ? That`s the way you do it ? 
Any trick details I should pay attention doing all these exports etc ?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> you'ld be better of doing that in cubase yes.
> anyway the RS is a both a standalone and a great module too
> meaning you can create any kind of song.. 'regulars' also.
> 
> take a close look at the trackinspector on the left,
> inside the track inserts for midi tracks.
> all sorts of chord manipulation thingys
> 
> ;-)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Have to make 2-3 standards like Corcovado for a singers album, it 
> is 
> > more like QY700 kind of job but I do not have that anymore. I 
> wonder 
> > if anybody done regular music- songs, you know harmony, 
> progressions 
> > etc with RS. Certainly I don`t want to make "hotel lobby" 
version, 
> > that is why I was asked - to do something modern, dubish, d&Bish, 
> > hiphopish. Still it should be recognisable ( so also as respect 
to 
> > the composer I want to keep the melody and harmony and experiment 
> > with everything else). Would it be better to do it in Cubase and 
> then 
> > export to RS (chopping in patterns for live use). Is there 
> emulation 
> > of that "chord track" of QY700 on any software like Cubase ? So I 
> > could put/fix the harmonic structure and then keep experimenting 
> with 
> > everything else.
> > Okoyem

| 9629|9623|2003-04-02 12:12:08|Latif|Re: Anybody made "regular" song ?|
If the songs consist of repeated sequences
then you have to figure out for yourself
which ones you want to export, in what order
yu could slice up the song in seperate parts
ie: intro, bridge,chor.. etc.. and import these
sections into the different sections of the RS.

If the songs consist of no or minimal repeated sequences
then you could import the entire song as midi file
into the RS song mode, and play it like any other midi-player

just pick a solutions that works best for you.
the only thing that you should be paying attention to, is what i 
mentioned a while ago in this cubase vs. rs discussion
is that the RS patternmode, repeats phrases so that you 
don't have to write them in linear mode like songmode, which 
eventually
doesn't need that much memory, like an entire midi-song.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Thank Latif,
> I expected this answer, good reason to get more into Cubase. Using 
RS 
> just as sound module is great, no sync complications or whatever. 
So 
> the song will be done in Cubase with RS as sound module then what ? 
> Convert to midi file, transfer to RS and slice into patterns (for 
the 
> live use) ? That`s the way you do it ? 
> Any trick details I should pay attention doing all these exports 
etc ?
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > you'ld be better of doing that in cubase yes.
> > anyway the RS is a both a standalone and a great module too
> > meaning you can create any kind of song.. 'regulars' also.
> > 
> > take a close look at the trackinspector on the left,
> > inside the track inserts for midi tracks.
> > all sorts of chord manipulation thingys
> > 
> > ;-)
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > Have to make 2-3 standards like Corcovado for a singers album, 
it 
> > is 
> > > more like QY700 kind of job but I do not have that anymore. I 
> > wonder 
> > > if anybody done regular music- songs, you know harmony, 
> > progressions 
> > > etc with RS. Certainly I don`t want to make "hotel lobby" 
> version, 
> > > that is why I was asked - to do something modern, dubish, 
d&Bish, 
> > > hiphopish. Still it should be recognisable ( so also as respect 
> to 
> > > the composer I want to keep the melody and harmony and 
experiment 
> > > with everything else). Would it be better to do it in Cubase 
and 
> > then 
> > > export to RS (chopping in patterns for live use). Is there 
> > emulation 
> > > of that "chord track" of QY700 on any software like Cubase ? So 
I 
> > > could put/fix the harmonic structure and then keep 
experimenting 
> > with 
> > > everything else.
> > > Okoyem

| 9630|9618|2003-04-02 12:19:09|Latif|Re: Mac files|
cubase SX will read with 
backward compatibility and i assume Logic also.

But keep in mind that VST won't read SX format.

You could compress a entire folder that holds the
song and all of its files audio and such, with alladin
compression utility or stuffit. 
so you can deliver your project as
an standard .sit file to then be unpacked on a mac desktop

http://www.stuffit.com/
http://www.aladdinsys.com/

:-)

From: "okoyemaya" 
Date: Wed Apr 2, 2003 5:16 pm
Subject: 

I think it is a hybrid CD because I can see the files (though no 
extensions) I had the same with the photos someone send me on CD, I 
had to copy them on HD and add extendsio like .tiff . My Sly Dunbar 
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Mac CD must be old it deos not open at all on PC.
Now I really want to know in general how that crosssystem work, say 
I want to give somebody entire Cubase song with all files included, 
ideal would be saving it in both PC and Window formats so the Song 
could be read in any studio. Is there way to export whole project 
with all details, so if for example I would go to Bombay to finish 
some track I would only order RS and whatever specific sound modules 
and fly only with CDs ( OK I would definitely take media cards as 
well). I like the idea how that brasilian singer got her stuff 
together - stayed with MAc/Logic and record in Germany, Cuba and 
Brasil just adding the stuff. Seems very convenient to me.
Okoyem
| 9631|9618|2003-04-02 23:22:00|Zeek Duff|Re: Mac files|
On 4/2/03 7:45 PM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

> Original Message:
> Date: Wed, 02 Apr 2003 14:09:49 -0000
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
> Subject: Mac files
> 
> I received few songs from a singer for remixing. The CDs are original
> Logic files but Macintosh so I cannot open them on PC since there are
> no extensions. I intend to just use the audio tracks, voice , some
> acoustic instruments and do the rest with RS. I suppose in Logic
> itself or Cubase ( importing the audio and midi files- if there are
> any) or maybe entirely in RS cutting out some samples. So what is the
> easiest way ( the only I could think of would be copying everything
> to my pcs HD and add .aiff extensions, hoping something will work,
> primitive thinking isn`t it ) to open these MAc files ?
> Can it be done on MAC, burn new CD with programme that converts to
> PC format. I still have another CD in MAc format with some great
> stuff (Sly Dunbar) I never tried for same reason. Seems Macoids and
> PCoids stay in their own worlds and do not know of the other. But
> actually for normal musicians it is important to know about the OS
> crossings, getting from one studio to another. The rule of MACs is
> over, for good or bad so we should be prepared for this kind of
> situations. Anybody knowing good solution ?

Check the Logic Users Group [LUG] also here on yahoogroups. It's a
cross-platform forum and depending on what 2 versions of Logic you're
dealing with (if you want to import to your own Logic version), you should
be able to import the files fairly easily. Try searching the archives for
"importing to a PC from Mac" or something similar. It's come up numerous
times over the years I've been in that group.

Otherwise, yes, you can easily change the audio filenames to something your
system understands and import the audio simply as sound files. You'll lose
environment and mix info that way, but from what you write, that isn't all
that important to you, is it? If the problem is that you can't see ANYTHING
on the Mac formatted CD, check around for shareware cross-platform disk read
utilities and/or disk copy utilities. Any of those would allow you to SEE
the audio files (they'll be in appropriately named folders *if* the person
that created them has a clue as to how to use Logic Audio), then just copy
them to your PC. The content will be the same regardless, and you'll only
need to add a suitable filename. :)

Hope that helps & good luck!

Best regards,
...z

"They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety." - Benjamin Franklin, 1755.

Zeek Duff's CDs and mp3 downloads
NEW! in progress <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 9632|9632|2003-04-02 23:22:27|tomassivertsen|Dang, Song mode problem. Continous data|
Hello, I am in song mode. I have some tracks i need to fade out and 
in etc. So you all know the deal is: If you have selected a track 
and press edit, then press insert, you get note,pb,pitch and cc 
right. If you are in scene, and edit>insert, you get mute memory, 
track mute etc. These things are called events. (the choices)

Now, I select track 8, do a continous data [job] on it, volume fade 
out.
I go back to song mode>scene (yes im certain) and want to insert 
another track mute. I press edit>insert (yes im in scene, and i see 
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my other mutes) NOW, im expecting the options for mute,unmute,mute 
memory etc; However I get the same EVENTS/choices as I would get if 
I was editing A TRACK.

Now this is also vice versa, i edit a track, and get the EVENTS for 
scene. Only way I can get out of this is to GOTO song 2, (im working 
in song 1) and choose scene, and do edit>insert. Now I go back to 
the song im working on, and its back to normal.
This is freaking me out good damn it, excuse my french.
If someone got some help or solution for me, plis let me know. I 
have upgraded my os.
Tomas
| 9633|9618|2003-04-02 23:40:16|Murali|Mac files|
Hi Okoyem,

I believe Logic files are cross platform. All you need to is manually add the .lso extension to the files after you've copied them to your PC, and MAYBE convert the audio
to .wav but I think .aiff's will open just fine. Don't have my Logic manual handy but this process is detailed in the manual . . .
Moo 

>From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
>Subject: Mac files

>I received few songs from a singer for remixing. The CDs are original 
>Logic files but Macintosh so I cannot open them on PC since there are >no extensions. I intend to just use the audio tracks, voice , some 
>acoustic instruments and do the rest with RS. I suppose in Logic 
>itself or Cubase ( importing the audio and midi files- if there are 
>any) or maybe entirely in RS cutting out some samples. So what is the 
>easiest way ( the only I could think of would be copying everything 
>to my pcs HD and add .aiff extensions, hoping something will work, 
>primitive thinking isn`t it ) to open these MAc files ? 
>Can it be done on MAC, burn new CD with programme that >converts to 
>PC format. I still have another CD in MAc format with some great 
>stuff (Sly Dunbar) I never tried for same reason. Seems Macoids and 
>PCoids stay in their own worlds and do not know of the other. But 
>actually for normal musicians it is important to know about the OS 
>crossings, getting from one studio to another. The rule of MACs is 
>over, for good or bad so we should be prepared for this kind of 
>situations. Anybody knowing good solution ?
>Okoyem

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9634|9632|2003-04-03 01:00:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Dang, Song mode problem. Continous data|
On Thursday 03 April 2003 00:53, tomassivertsen wrote:

> I have upgraded my os.

What OS version are you currently running?
- Robert
| 9635|9635|2003-04-03 02:06:10|Mark Hofland|Re: Digest Number 790 (Afwezig)|
Ik ben op vakantie van 21-03-2003 t/m 02-04-2003.

Voor vragen kunt u zich wenden tot:

Vincent Szabang, 020-522 6138
vincent.szabang@vanderhoop.nl

of

Reinier Hofland, 020-522 61 37
reinier.hofland@vanderhoop.nl

Mark Hofland
| 9636|9618|2003-04-03 05:00:13|okoyemaya|Re: Mac files|
Yes you are right, it is enough to find which one is ".lso" there is 
no necessity to rename the wav or aiff (whatever they may be) .lso 
opens it just by names/numbers.
Thanks to all of you for your answers. It is a shame that these 
companies cannot cooperate somehow. But if Yamaha cannot manage 
within its own products comptibility, even with Motif and RS that are 
almost like tweens, what can we expect.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Murali" wrote:
> Hi Okoyem,
> 
> I believe Logic files are cross platform. All you need to is 
manually add the .lso extension to the files after you've copied them 
to your PC, and MAYBE convert the audio to .wav but I think .aiff's 
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will open just fine. Don't have my Logic manual handy but this 
process is detailed in the manual . . .
> Moo 
> 
> >From: "okoyemaya" 
> >Subject: Mac files
> 
> >I received few songs from a singer for remixing. The CDs are 
original 
> >Logic files but Macintosh so I cannot open them on PC since there 
are >no extensions. I intend to just use the audio tracks, voice , 
some 
> >acoustic instruments and do the rest with RS. I suppose in Logic 
> >itself or Cubase ( importing the audio and midi files- if there 
are 
> >any) or maybe entirely in RS cutting out some samples. So what is 
the 
> >easiest way ( the only I could think of would be copying 
everything 
> >to my pcs HD and add .aiff extensions, hoping something will work, 
> >primitive thinking isn`t it ) to open these MAc files ? 
> >Can it be done on MAC, burn new CD with programme that >converts 
to 
> >PC format. I still have another CD in MAc format with some great 
> >stuff (Sly Dunbar) I never tried for same reason. Seems Macoids 
and 
> >PCoids stay in their own worlds and do not know of the other. But 
> >actually for normal musicians it is important to know about the OS 
> >crossings, getting from one studio to another. The rule of MACs is 
> >over, for good or bad so we should be prepared for this kind of 
> >situations. Anybody knowing good solution ?
> >Okoyem
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9637|9637|2003-04-03 05:19:47|angeksee|arpegio desde teclado externo|
pues eso, que si alguien sabe por que in the hell no funciona el 
arpegiator con un teclao.
| 9638|9637|2003-04-03 05:34:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: arpegio desde teclado externo|
On Thursday 03 April 2003 14:00, angeksee wrote:

> pues eso, que si alguien sabe por que in the hell no
> funciona el arpegiator con un teclao.

Guys, I let this one pass because I saw the word 
'arpegiator' mentioned. If it's spam, however, please let 
me know.

To the poster of the above, please write in english.

- Robert (möderøtor)
| 9639|9515|2003-04-03 05:45:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: recording midi messages in Cubase|
On Monday 31 March 2003 21:25, seikopat wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> Just wondering if I could do the following :
>
> I would like to record my section changes in Cubase : I
> want to "record" (midiwise) all the knobs I touch on my
> RS while playing in pattern-mode. All knobs send out
> midi-data , except for master fx and section-changes.
>
> Is there any way to resolve this ?

Don't think so. There are sysex commands available to 
control the master fx and section changes, but afaik these 
messages are not transmitted by the RS while changing them.

- Robert
| 9640|9635|2003-04-03 06:01:17|tompaulsen2002|Re: Digest Number 790 (Afwezig)|
Guys...if you want to get answers here...keep it in english...and 
second...don´t be a fool and stop posting your private phone number
on the Internet!

Töm (moderator)



-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Hofland" wrote:

> Ik ben op vakantie van 21-03-2003 t/m 02-04-2003.
> 
> Voor vragen kunt u zich wenden tot:
> 
> Vincent Szabang, 020-522 6138
> vincent.szabang@v...
> 
> of
> 
> Reinier Hofland, 020-522 61 37
> reinier.hofland@v...
> 
> Mark Hofland

| 9641|9637|2003-04-03 06:02:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: arpegio desde teclado externo|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "angeksee" wrote:

> pues eso, que si alguien sabe por que in the hell no funciona el 
> arpegiator con un teclao.

And another good one. If you want an answer use the international 
language English. I am sure you´ll get lots of more answers.

Töm (Moderator)
| 9642|9637|2003-04-03 06:03:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: arpegio desde teclado externo|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> To the poster of the above, please write in english.
> 
> - Robert (möderøtor)

Exactly...and "Niet rokke!"

Ajuus
| 9643|9637|2003-04-03 06:31:52|Alex|Re: arpegio desde teclado externo|
he's talking about arpegiator not working with an external keyboard. someting discussed recently.

Mírate estos mensajes:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/9620
por lo visto, parece que no, que el arpegiator este, es algo interno del rs. yo aún no lo he utilizado que apenas hace una semana que tengo el juguetito. :) :)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: angeksee 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2003 2:00 PM
Subject: [RS7000] arpegio desde teclado externo

pues eso, que si alguien sabe por que in the hell no funciona el 
arpegiator con un teclao.
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9644|9632|2003-04-03 07:39:20|tomassivertsen|Re: Dang, Song mode problem. Continous data|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 03 April 2003 00:53, tomassivertsen wrote:
> > I have upgraded my os.
> 
> What OS version are you currently running?
> - Robert

1.2
| 9645|9632|2003-04-03 07:50:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Dang, Song mode problem. Continous data|
On Thursday 03 April 2003 16:38, tomassivertsen wrote:

> 1.2

A tried it on my box (same OS), but get normal results.
Sorry for asking, but how do you select the SCENE track?

- Robert
| 9646|9637|2003-04-03 08:38:56|okoyemaya|Re: arpegio desde teclado externo|
He wants to know why the arpeggiator does not work from the keyboard. 
I do speak/write Spanish but do not use arpeggiator ???? What can I 
tell him ? I remember reading it, from Bad Mister that the octave 
buttons and arpeggiator button control only the RS. Anyway let me 
know it so again if somebody asks in Spanish, Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Bengali, Oriya or Swahili maybe I can help.
Okoyemaya
Compadre, aqui nadie entiende Espanol, y yo no entiendo de 
arpeggiator, (no uso). Recuerdo una information de Yamaha que este 
boton "Arpeggiator" controla solo RS ( equalito como botones de 
octava - no se puede cambiar octavas de Masterkeyboard). Vamos a ver 
si alguien sabe mejor. 
En futuro escribe Ingles por favor.
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "angeksee" wrote:
> > pues eso, que si alguien sabe por que in the hell no funciona el 
> > arpegiator con un teclao.
> 
> And another good one. If you want an answer use the international 
> language English. I am sure you´ll get lots of more answers.
> 
> Töm (Moderator)

| 9647|9637|2003-04-03 09:00:48|tompaulsen2002|Re: arpegio desde teclado externo|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> He wants to know why the arpeggiator does not work from the 

keyboard. 

> I do speak/write Spanish but do not use arpeggiator ???? What can 

I 

> tell him ? I remember reading it, from Bad Mister that the octave 
> buttons and arpeggiator button control only the RS. Anyway let me 
> know it so again if somebody asks in Spanish, Hindi, Sanskrit, 
> Bengali, Oriya or Swahili maybe I can help.

Whoa! My throatwobblermangooish is a bit rusty...;)

Please email him directly in spanish.

Töm
| 9648|9648|2003-04-04 00:02:35|Murali|Mac Files|
If only they would . . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9649|9649|2003-04-04 01:08:26|om_audio|Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
we are attempting to apply a midi delay normalize play effect to 
certain sections. for example, we have a simple drum riff going on 
section A. We copy section A to section B, and copy all tracks, so 
they are new user phrases.
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Now what we want to do is to apply some midi delay to get some cool 
effect, such as rolling the snare, but just on section B (track 2). 
When we get the right setting and apply it with the normalize play 
effects, we suddenly find that section A (track 2) is now effected. 
Why?

We take a look at the midi data in the edit screen, it is apparent 
that the normalize play effects have been applied. We undo to take 
away the normalize effects, and the midi data changes back to it's 
original state. However, we can still hear the midi delay (even 
though the play effects data screens are reading at 0 (initialized)0 -
what gives? Why is this happening? If the RS initializes the midi 
delay after applying normalize play effects, shouldn't everything 
just go back to normal once we have undone what we did?

The fact that any effect that we apply cascades to the following 
section, even though we have even made new user phrases has us 
scratching our heads...

Furthermore, when we undo, and the midi data is back to normal, but 
we still hear the midi delay and the play effects on section A even 
though the play fx are initialized back to zero.

We found we could fix this by adjusting the play fx settings away 
from default and back again- but only after an Undo operation.

This is a big fat bug- anyone else run into this?

Not to mention pattern creation being stifled by having to copy 
tracks to create new user phrases- where is the ALL setting like most 
operations have?
| 9650|9649|2003-04-04 01:20:56|mmittner|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
about normalize play fx: afair the normalize play fx affects all phrases on a certain track, in every section. if you want to apply play fx only to the phrase in the current
section, you need to overdub record it.

about initialization: never noticed that, but i know that there's at least another initialization issue in the fx section, which needs to be addressed with an os update (please,
yamaha, it's really getting on my nerves, and i KNOW that this is not much work to do).

-mike
| 9651|9649|2003-04-04 02:02:05|Oscar Finch|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
Ok ,Normalise Play effect if you read the manual normailises the play effect to a specific track in a style.Common across all sections.A misconception made by most users
is that it applies to a single phrase.All you have to do is set up the play effects for section B track 2 (you've already copied this phrase with a new number so I won't go
over this process again) ;-).Hit record and set loop mode to OFF - quantise value to OFF or whatever TICKLES YOUR FANCY;-).Set the RS7000 into overdub record
mode.Hit play.All Grid Groove ,Play Effects & Midi delay can be overdub recorded to a phrase or normailised as a common play effect per track.Personally I find the
overdub mode gives you more customiseable and variable options myself.Problem solved - no more head scratching.Lots of happy sequencing ahead :-)
.....CheersFaX.PS: Also do not use COPY TRACK use COPY PHRASE job instead - this will also solve your problem ;-) .--- On Fri 04/04, om_audio <
clifsound@hotmail.com > 
wrote:From: om_audio [mailto: clifsound@hotmail.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 04 Apr 2003 08:08:22 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Normalize Play FX
bug and track copy irritant.we are attempting to apply a midi delay normalize play effect to certain sections. for example, we have a simple drum riff going on section A.
We copy section A to section B, and copy all tracks, so they are new user phrases.Now what we want to do is to apply some midi delay to get some cool effect, such as
rolling the snare, but just on section B (track 2). When we get the right setting and apply it with the normalize play effects, we suddenly find that section A (track 2) is
now effected. Why?We take a look at the midi data in the edit screen, it is apparent that the normalize play effects have been applied. We undo to take away the normalize
effects, and the midi data changes back to it's original state. However, we can still hear the midi delay (even though the play effects data screens ar
e reading at 0 (initialized)0 -what gives? Why is this happening? If the RS initializes the midi delay after applying normalize play effects, shouldn't everything just go
back to normal once we have undone what we did?The fact that any effect that we apply cascades to the following section, even though we have even made new user
phrases has us scratching our heads...Furthermore, when we undo, and the midi data is back to normal, but we still hear the midi delay and the play effects on section A
even though the play fx are initialized back to zero.We found we could fix this by adjusting the play fx settings away from default and back again- but only after an Undo
operation.This is a big fat bug- anyone else run into this?Not to mention pattern creation being stifled by having to copy tracks to create new user phrases- where is the
ALL setting like most operations have? 
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>>Also do not use COPY TRACK use COPY PHRASE job instead - this will 
>>also solve your problem ;-) 

would you plz explain?
i thought the copy TR is better cos it duplicates the phrase and 
occupies the lowest free userphrase with the new phrase.

so what is the effort of copy phrase? did i miss sth?

thanks for all your valuable info, btw.

atila
| 9653|9649|2003-04-04 02:15:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
On Friday 04 April 2003 10:08, om_audio wrote:

> we are attempting to apply a midi delay normalize play
> effect to certain sections. for example, we have a
> simple drum riff going on section A. We copy section A
> to section B, and copy all tracks, so they are new user
> phrases.
>
> Now what we want to do is to apply some midi delay to get
> some cool effect, such as rolling the snare, but just on
> section B (track 2). When we get the right setting and
> apply it with the normalize play effects, we suddenly
> find that section A (track 2) is now effected. Why?

Because the section copy of A to B resulted in the *same* 
phrases being used in section B. Check the phrase numbers 
in both sections. So if you normalize phrase X in section 
B, that same phrase X played in section A will also be 
affected.

- Robert
| 9654|9649|2003-04-04 02:21:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
On Friday 04 April 2003 11:02, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Ok ,Normalise Play effect if you read the manual
> normailises the play effect to a specific track in a
> style.Common across all sections.A misconception made by
> most users is that it applies to a single phrase.

Indeed, I stand corrected. This is the second time I make 
this mistake. But I see the logic of it.

- Robert
| 9655|9649|2003-04-04 02:30:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
On Friday 04 April 2003 10:26, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Because the section copy of A to B resulted in the *same*
> phrases being used in section B. Check the phrase numbers
> in both sections. So if you normalize phrase X in section
> B, that same phrase X played in section A will also be
> affected.

Forget this, the problem is correctly described by Oscar.

- Robert
| 9656|9649|2003-04-04 03:04:54|faxorgy|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
Copy phrase can be handy because you can a) specify any free phrase 
number allocation you want b) you can assign the phrase freely to any 
track and reassign the TG header for each phrase.
So you could copy a kick drum phrase. Assign the phrase to track nine.
Assign a bass patch TG header , apply groove effects ,note shift etc 
and shift it's clock forward, create a bassline from the same phrase.
Have the same phrase with seperate controller data.
Loop remix variations of the same phrase and cut and paste seperate 
bar's of the loop remixed variants into the original ...etc etc etc
| 9657|9632|2003-04-04 03:35:24|tomassivertsen|Re: Dang, Song mode problem. Continous data|
You press RECORD and turn knob 1, then abort recording by pressing 
STOP.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 03 April 2003 16:38, tomassivertsen wrote:
> > 1.2
> 
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> A tried it on my box (same OS), but get normal results.
> Sorry for asking, but how do you select the SCENE track?
> 
> - Robert

| 9658|9632|2003-04-04 03:42:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Dang, Song mode problem. Continous data|
On Friday 04 April 2003 12:28, tomassivertsen wrote:

> You press RECORD and turn knob 1, then abort recording by
> pressing STOP.

Maybe it helps if you press EDIT directly, instead of STOP?
| 9659|9649|2003-04-04 03:44:05|a_lepusa|thanks FaX, mucho appreciated|
ok, thanks 4 the lesson.
oh, now i know what always went wrong when i tried to reassign the 
header of a copy track phrase...
dumb me!!

- atila

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Copy phrase can be handy because you can a) specify any free phrase 
> number allocation you want b) you can assign the phrase freely to 
any 
> track and reassign the TG header for each phrase.
> So you could copy a kick drum phrase. Assign the phrase to track 
nine.
> Assign a bass patch TG header , apply groove effects ,note shift 
etc 
> and shift it's clock forward, create a bassline from the same 
phrase.
> Have the same phrase with seperate controller data.
> Loop remix variations of the same phrase and cut and paste seperate 
> bar's of the loop remixed variants into the original ...etc etc etc

| 9660|9660|2003-04-04 05:17:24|mmittner|a bit ot: midi mixer|
i was looking for a midi merger in the local music store, but all they had was a midi mixer with 2 midi ins (and i'd actually need 3 ins). but i could live with the 2 ins, and
having 16 programmable midi faders wouldn't be that bad, i guess. so: 50 euros for a kawai mm16? good buy or not?

-mike
| 9661|9660|2003-04-04 09:45:54|okoyemaya|Re: a bit ot: midi mixer|
How many outs ?
Sounds interesting do they have more then one piece ?, maybe I should 
get it too. 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> i was looking for a midi merger in the local music store, but all 
they had was a midi mixer with 2 midi ins (and i'd actually need 3 
ins). but i could live with the 2 ins, and having 16 programmable 
midi faders wouldn't be that bad, i guess. so: 50 euros for a kawai 
mm16? good buy or not?
> 
> -mike

| 9662|9660|2003-04-04 11:30:29|mmittner|Re: a bit ot: midi mixer|
so, i've bought it now :-)

it has 2 in, 2 out, 2 thru.

usually the in data is merged and sent to both outputs, although i had to go into setup to make it work (i guess someone played with the settings and i haven't found a way
to factory reset it). after doing that i now have the midi clock from the multitracker and the notes from the master keyboard transmitted to the rs (it's still a bit odd since
midi clock only works on midi in 1, but at least everything works and so i'm fine). that's what i wanted and everything else is an extra :-)

now about that little bit extra: there are 16 faders and finally i managaged to get every 16 channels to transmit volume information to the rs. unfortunately i can't use the
rec. mon setting anymore (since the mm16 transmits on all 16 channels), but i can live with that. in addition there's a master volume fader. going into the rs' mixer page
and turning the master up and down on the mm16 looks very nice :-)

the faders can be reprogrammed to send other midi controllers as well (i think you can send any value including pitch bends, but i can't confirm that yet). and from what i
have seen in the manual you can configure it to send different ccs on one channel too, but i have to try that first.

but i think the most interesting feature is that you can send sysex data from the faders :-) so you can use it to tweak the fx section and so. very, very useful for live. there
are 64 slots to save fader presets.

it also has a panic button which sends note off on all channels, also a nice thing to have on stage.

first impression is very good, best purchase since the rs i'd say, since it does way more than i expected. it's the cheapest unit in my setup but i guess it will be one of the
most useful. it's small, light and black, the faders look a bit cheap, but overall it seems to be well built. it has external power supply and no, this was the only unit in the
shop (the shop's mainly for folk musicians). but i've seen one for 30 euros on ebay. thomann doesn't sell them, i guess they are not manufactured anymore.
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generally i'd say it's a great addition to the rs, i's recommend to buy if you can get it cheap, and, well, the 909 only has 8 faders :-)

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> How many outs ?
> Sounds interesting do they have more then one piece ?, maybe I should 
> get it too. 
> Okoyem

| 9663|9649|2003-04-04 14:04:21|om_audio|Re: Normalize Play FX bug and track copy irritant.|
I really appreciate all the responses- 

I can see I will have to try OD mode for recording the Play FX- but 
honestly in reading the manual it states to select the style and 
section before normalising which led me to believe the section 
mattered as it was section specific. Apparently I was mistaken.

As for copying phrases- the RS does not show you if you are going to 
overwrite a phrase that is in use- how do you handle this?

Also- I just used OD to rec Play FX to a track- I then copied the 
track to a new section and made sure to check the box to avoid 
copying the Play FX (I didn't normalise either) yet I still hear the 
play FX in the new section. The midi data is there as if it were 
normalised. Also- do you adjust the Play FX like you want then record-
or do you have to tweak them only during the recording process?

In any event- the RS seems to make it far more complicated than 
necessary to simply evolve a beat over sections- I have always worked 
that way on other machines- copy a beat- modify- do people here do 
the same and just go through all the extra steps?

Thanks again for your time and insight- most appreciated.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Ok ,Normalise Play effect if you read the manual normailises the 
play effect to a specific track in a style.Common across all 
sections.A misconception made by most users is that it applies to a 
single phrase.All you have to do is set up the play effects for 
section B track 2 (you've already copied this phrase with a new 
number so I won't go over this process again) ;-).Hit record and set 
loop mode to OFF - quantise value to OFF or whatever TICKLES YOUR 
FANCY;-).Set the RS7000 into overdub record mode.Hit play.All Grid 
Groove ,Play Effects & Midi delay can be overdub recorded to a 
phrase or normailised as a common play effect per track.Personally I 
find the overdub mode gives you more customiseable and variable 
options myself.Problem solved - no more head scratching.Lots of happy 
sequencing ahead :-) .....CheersFaX.PS: Also do not use COPY TRACK 
use COPY PHRASE job instead - this will also solve your problem ;-) 
have been removed]

| 9664|9660|2003-04-04 16:29:34|Latif|Re: a bit ot: midi mixer|
sending sysex sounds really interesting
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> so, i've bought it now :-)
> 
> it has 2 in, 2 out, 2 thru.
> 
> usually the in data is merged and sent to both outputs, although i 
had to go into setup to make it work (i guess someone played with the 
settings and i haven't found a way to factory reset it). after doing 
that i now have the midi clock from the multitracker and the notes 
from the master keyboard transmitted to the rs (it's still a bit odd 
since midi clock only works on midi in 1, but at least everything 
works and so i'm fine). that's what i wanted and everything else is 
an extra :-)
> 
> now about that little bit extra: there are 16 faders and finally i 
managaged to get every 16 channels to transmit volume information to 
the rs. unfortunately i can't use the rec. mon setting anymore (since 
the mm16 transmits on all 16 channels), but i can live with that. in 
addition there's a master volume fader. going into the rs' mixer page 
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and turning the master up and down on the mm16 looks very nice :-)
> 
> the faders can be reprogrammed to send other midi controllers as 
well (i think you can send any value including pitch bends, but i 
can't confirm that yet). and from what i have seen in the manual you 
can configure it to send different ccs on one channel too, but i have 
to try that first.
> 
> but i think the most interesting feature is that you can send sysex 
data from the faders :-) so you can use it to tweak the fx section 
and so. very, very useful for live. there are 64 slots to save fader 
presets.
> 
> it also has a panic button which sends note off on all channels, 
also a nice thing to have on stage.
> 
> first impression is very good, best purchase since the rs i'd say, 
since it does way more than i expected. it's the cheapest unit in my 
setup but i guess it will be one of the most useful. it's small, 
light and black, the faders look a bit cheap, but overall it seems to 
be well built. it has external power supply and no, this was the only 
unit in the shop (the shop's mainly for folk musicians). but i've 
seen one for 30 euros on ebay. thomann doesn't sell them, i guess 
they are not manufactured anymore.
> 
> generally i'd say it's a great addition to the rs, i's recommend to 
buy if you can get it cheap, and, well, the 909 only has 8 faders :-)
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > How many outs ?
> > Sounds interesting do they have more then one piece ?, maybe I 
should 
> > get it too. 
> > Okoyem

| 9665|9665|2003-04-06 01:51:28|battterias|Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc and 
cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer (even 
though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound Forge, 
but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win 
98...wtf? 
Is there out there that can once and for all tell me that they 
HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows 
2000/XP?

Thank you for your support.
| 9666|9666|2003-04-06 03:49:37|ridszero|How to step by step update OS|
Well, I was wondering if someone could help a brother out and 
possibly write directions for a OS update for dummies type of thing. 
Because, well, I don't know how to use my USB SM card writer and open 
the zip files (I just got my R7000 a week ago and I'm having bad 
freezing problems). Opening the zip files are what I need the main 
help on. But I was thinking others in the future wanting to know 
exactly how to update could always be referenced to this post when 
they ask this same question. Any help on that? I'm bad with computers.

Nick
| 9667|9665|2003-04-06 05:52:39|okoyemaya|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
Win 2000 is probably the most resonable solution at the moment, 
frankly I do not know any serious PC user that didnt desinstall XP in 
favour of 2000 or 98, specially those who use PC for music. 
My 98 runs as good as Microsofts product could do and only reason I 
will sometime change to 2000 is Cubase SX which is definitely best 
Cubase ever but does not run well on 98.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias" wrote:
> So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc and 
> cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer (even 
> though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound Forge, 
> but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win 
> 98...wtf? 
> Is there out there that can once and for all tell me that they 
> HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows 
> 2000/XP?
> 
> Thank you for your support.

| 9668|9665|2003-04-06 08:41:36|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
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??? You completely bypassed my question... i wasnt asking if i could run it 
on 2000 (because i couldnt either)

>From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE
>Date: Sun, 06 Apr 2003 11:52:38 -0000
>
>Win 2000 is probably the most resonable solution at the moment,
>frankly I do not know any serious PC user that didnt desinstall XP in
>favour of 2000 or 98, specially those who use PC for music.
>My 98 runs as good as Microsofts product could do and only reason I
>will sometime change to 2000 is Cubase SX which is definitely best
>Cubase ever but does not run well on 98.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias" wrote:
> > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc and
> > cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer (even
> > though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound Forge,
> > but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win
> > 98...wtf?
> > Is there anyone out there that can once and for all tell me that they
> > HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows
> > 2000/XP?
> >
> > Thank you for your support.
>

_________________________________________________________________
Protect your PC - get McAfee.com VirusScan Online 
http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963
| 9669|9665|2003-04-06 09:22:10|Latif|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE (winxp thingy)|
Noway Okoye hehehe
totally wrong misconception ;-)
XP is far more superior to win200
the trick is you have to fully understand how to
bring XP down to it's knee's that it becomes your 
slave, instead of you being 'Bill's' :-D
And that requires at least a bit of system operator and
network knowledge.
I wouldn't go back to win98/win200 for the world, and i 
have been using pc for music many many years now.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Win 2000 is probably the most resonable solution at the moment, 
> frankly I do not know any serious PC user that didnt desinstall XP 
in 
> favour of 2000 or 98, specially those who use PC for music. 
> My 98 runs as good as Microsofts product could do and only reason I 
> will sometime change to 2000 is Cubase SX which is definitely best 
> Cubase ever but does not run well on 98.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias" wrote:
> > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc and 
> > cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer (even 
> > though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound 
Forge, 
> > but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win 
> > 98...wtf? 
> > Is there out there that can once and for all tell me that they 
> > HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows 
> > 2000/XP?
> > 
> > Thank you for your support.

| 9670|9670|2003-04-06 10:03:22|synthe. labo|again and again....:/|
ok, please, DONT LAUGHT

...i'm selling my Waldorf MicroQ....
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it's a mixture of things; the first is that i have NO time to program it, i 
have just my Nord Modular that takes time, so i need another synth that must 
be more immediate.
also, i have a sorta love/hate/love with this thing...sometime i just love 
some sounds; other times i just hate that terrible digital edge.

i would ask to who own an EVOLVER:
is it worth?
i mean, can it go also into pads and ambient stuff or its all punch bass and 
noise?
do you get bored of the thing after a little time cause it goes always in 
the same sounds shapes etc etc?
cause these are my main probls.

the only synth i still love and i think will always love is Nord Mod (and 
Nord Lead) cause it can do pretty everything with class and an awesome 
character and sound....

my budget will be about of 550 Euros....
i thought also to save and sell both my Nord Mod and MicroQ to get the new 
Nord Modular G2 when it will go out, but i have to be SURE that it will be 
compatible with OS3.03 patches, and noone can tell me this...

ok, thanx for the help

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Invia messaggi istantanei gratuitamente! http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 9671|9671|2003-04-06 12:38:06|raverjett|TWE |
The only way i can get my RS and XP computer to transfer samples is 
through Sound Forge. TWE will not work. Also some scsi cards wont 
work. I've tried them. Get an Adaptec 2906. It works. The only thing 
is that i can transfer samples to my RS from my computer but not 
from the Rs to the computer. I mainly use this for the loop remix 
function. I have another sampler after the RS so i just sample the 
loop.

P.S. Is there a software program that remixes loops like the Loop 
remix function of the RS?
| 9672|9665|2003-04-06 12:49:20|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE (winxp thingy)|
You guys missed the whole point...holy Sh@#$.... I dont CARE which is better... the question was HAS ANYONE GOTTEN' TWE TO WORK UNDER WINDOWS
2000 OR WINDOWS XP? (transfering files through scsi that is)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, April 06, 2003 11:22 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE (winxp thingy)

Noway Okoye hehehe
totally wrong misconception ;-)
XP is far more superior to win200
the trick is you have to fully understand how to
bring XP down to it's knee's that it becomes your 
slave, instead of you being 'Bill's' :-D
And that requires at least a bit of system operator and
network knowledge.
I wouldn't go back to win98/win200 for the world, and i 
have been using pc for music many many years now.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Win 2000 is probably the most resonable solution at the moment, 
> frankly I do not know any serious PC user that didnt desinstall XP 
in 
> favour of 2000 or 98, specially those who use PC for music. 
> My 98 runs as good as Microsofts product could do and only reason I 
> will sometime change to 2000 is Cubase SX which is definitely best 
> Cubase ever but does not run well on 98.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias" wrote:
> > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc and 
> > cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer (even 
> > though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound 
Forge, 
> > but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win 
> > 98...wtf? 
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> > Is there out there that can once and for all tell me that they 
> > HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows 
> > 2000/XP?
> > 
> > Thank you for your support.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9673|9665|2003-04-06 14:57:10|okoyemaya|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE (winxp thingy)|
Could you be more specific Latif ? I have very practical attitude, 
saving myself stress and wasting of time and nerves. But I suppose 
meanwhile smart fellows, like you, found out ways how to get things 
work ( just couple of months back most of my friends had very 
frustrating experiences with XP, mainly with hardware that wouldnt 
work etc). I just thought it may take some more time. I know some 
good Win websites but they are more general, not music specific. I am 
back to Cubase 5 but as you know having tasted SX, I am more then 
ready to use it. So you would suggest to go directly for XP rather 
then upgrading to 2000 ?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Noway Okoye hehehe
> totally wrong misconception ;-)
> XP is far more superior to win200
> the trick is you have to fully understand how to
> bring XP down to it's knee's that it becomes your 
> slave, instead of you being 'Bill's' :-D
> And that requires at least a bit of system operator and
> network knowledge.
> I wouldn't go back to win98/win200 for the world, and i 
> have been using pc for music many many years now.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Win 2000 is probably the most resonable solution at the moment, 
> > frankly I do not know any serious PC user that didnt desinstall 
XP 
> in 
> > favour of 2000 or 98, specially those who use PC for music. 
> > My 98 runs as good as Microsofts product could do and only reason 
I 
> > will sometime change to 2000 is Cubase SX which is definitely 
best 
> > Cubase ever but does not run well on 98.
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias" 
wrote:
> > > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc 
and 
> > > cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer 
(even 
> > > though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound 
> Forge, 
> > > but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on 
win 
> > > 98...wtf? 
> > > Is there out there that can once and for all tell me that 
they 
> > > HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows 
> > > 2000/XP?
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> > > 
> > > Thank you for your support.

| 9674|9665|2003-04-07 05:25:35|s&m|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
Have you tried wavelab, this scuzzies the same speed
as twe and is comparable to soundforge for other
functions.
dont know if this works in 2000/xp, but I've got twe,
wavelab and soundforge all working in 98.
Worth a trying in 2000/xp anyway.
-sean

--- battterias <que_berga@hotmail.com> wrote:

> So let me get this stright... I run windows xp
> on my pc and 
> cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file
> transfer (even 
> though i could before with win98)...However, i can
> use Sound Forge, 
> but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe
> runing on win 
> 98...wtf? 
> Is there out there that can once and for all tell
> me that they 
> HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS
> in windows 
> 2000/XP?
> 
> Thank you for your support.
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online, calculators, forms, and more
http://tax.yahoo.com
| 9675|9665|2003-04-07 05:29:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
On Sunday 06 April 2003 10:51, battterias wrote:

> So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my
> pc and cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file
> transfer (even though i could before with
> win98)...However, i can use Sound Forge, but, it
> transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win
> 98...wtf?
> Is there out there that can once and for all tell me
> that they HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the
> RS in windows 2000/XP?

Maybe it helps if you run TWE in compatibility mode on XP?
Afaik, its available from a right mouse click on the TWE 
icon.

- Robert
| 9676|9665|2003-04-07 08:36:37|Latif|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE (winxp thingy)|
hahaha, sorry i know dude.
i was actually just replying to okoye
about win xp as o.s. ... ;-)
i can't tell you anything about TWE actually
cause i prefer smartmedia over scsi.
hope you get it working tho.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> You guys missed the whole point...holy Sh@#$.... I dont CARE which 

is better... the question was HAS ANYONE GOTTEN' TWE TO WORK UNDER 
WINDOWS 2000 OR WINDOWS XP? (transfering files through scsi that is)

> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
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> Sent: Sunday, April 06, 2003 11:22 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE (winxp thingy)
> 
> 
> Noway Okoye hehehe
> totally wrong misconception ;-)
> XP is far more superior to win200
> the trick is you have to fully understand how to
> bring XP down to it's knee's that it becomes your 
> slave, instead of you being 'Bill's' :-D
> And that requires at least a bit of system operator and
> network knowledge.
> I wouldn't go back to win98/win200 for the world, and i 
> have been using pc for music many many years now.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Win 2000 is probably the most resonable solution at the moment, 
> > frankly I do not know any serious PC user that didnt desinstall 

XP 

> in 
> > favour of 2000 or 98, specially those who use PC for music. 
> > My 98 runs as good as Microsofts product could do and only 

reason I 

> > will sometime change to 2000 is Cubase SX which is definitely 

best 

> > Cubase ever but does not run well on 98.
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "battterias" 

wrote:

> > > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my pc 

and 

> > > cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file transfer 

(even 

> > > though i could before with win98)...However, i can use Sound 
> Forge, 
> > > but, it transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on 

win 

> > > 98...wtf? 
> > > Is there out there that can once and for all tell me that 

they 

> > > HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the RS in windows 
> > > 2000/XP?
> > > 
> > > Thank you for your support.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 
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> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9677|9665|2003-04-07 12:51:29|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
Pretty good idea but, tried it and no go...anybody else has succesfully used 
scsi and twe under win2000 and up?

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Finally... SCSI Vs TWE
>Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2003 13:29:18 +0200
>
>On Sunday 06 April 2003 10:51, battterias wrote:
> > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my
> > pc and cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file
> > transfer (even though i could before with
> > win98)...However, i can use Sound Forge, but, it
> > transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win
> > 98...wtf?
> > Is there out there that can once and for all tell me
> > that they HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the
> > RS in windows 2000/XP?
>
>Maybe it helps if you run TWE in compatibility mode on XP?
>Afaik, its available from a right mouse click on the TWE
>icon.
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 9678|9665|2003-04-07 15:30:00|Randy Pence|crashes with new OS|
Owned the unit since the summer and installed the new
OS with no complications in december. The unit is a
US model, but I am living in germany now. I've
managed t oget the unit to freeze a few times, but I
can't figure out why. It has always been in a live
jamming session, each with unique sets of variables. 
Sequencer polyphony issue, tone generator? I don't
utilize the sampler so that known bug issue/fix is
irrelevent to my situation. I simply create and
manipualte new phrases in predefined phrase lengths.

I realize this is being very vague, but I'm wondering
if anyone has had any issues and found any potential
answers regarding quirky units or bugs.

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online, calculators, forms, and more
http://tax.yahoo.com
| 9679|9665|2003-04-08 02:07:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: crashes with new OS|
On Monday 07 April 2003 23:29, Randy Pence wrote:

> Owned the unit since the summer and installed the new
> OS with no complications in december. The unit is a
> US model, but I am living in germany now. I've
> managed t oget the unit to freeze a few times, but I
> can't figure out why. It has always been in a live
> jamming session, each with unique sets of variables.
> Sequencer polyphony issue, tone generator? I don't
> utilize the sampler so that known bug issue/fix is
> irrelevent to my situation. I simply create and
> manipualte new phrases in predefined phrase lengths.
>
> I realize this is being very vague, but I'm wondering
> if anyone has had any issues and found any potential
> answers regarding quirky units or bugs.
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It's a US model? Then maybe its a power problem. Maybe the 
220->110 converter isn't working correctly? 

You say the problems occur in live jamming sessions. This is 
during a live show in some joint with lights and stuff? 
Under these circumstances the power is known to be less 
than reliable. So maybe the power converter cannot handle a 
power source with spikes, or low voltages.

- Robert
| 9680|9665|2003-04-08 02:30:20|Randy Pence|Re: crashes with new OS|
Hmm, hopefully it is that simple. I'm basically using
the cheapest transformer one can buy. It is rated for
40 watts and the rs is well under that, but after a
session the transformer gets much warmer than I'd
expect.

Any recommended voltage convertors/regulators? The
last time I was jsut sitting in my room, albeit in
east berlin where the power may not be hte best. At
any rate, my other pieces of US gear will hopefully be
reunited and I will defeintely need a more robust
power supply.

> 
> It's a US model? Then maybe its a power problem.
> Maybe the 
> 220->110 converter isn't working correctly? 
> 
> You say the problems occur in live jamming sessions.
> This is 
> during a live show in some joint with lights and
> stuff? 
> Under these circumstances the power is known to be
> less 
> than reliable. So maybe the power converter cannot
> handle a 
> power source with spikes, or low voltages.
> 
> - Robert
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online, calculators, forms, and more
http://tax.yahoo.com
| 9681|9665|2003-04-08 03:23:02|ridszero|Re: crashes with new OS|
As I was posting earlier, my unit is freezing up on me as well. I 
have no idea why, it just freezes and I have to wiat a while before I 
can restart. The guy I bought it from told me to do a OS update. So I 
might give that a try. I have no idea why that happens on my machine 
and no one else seems to have the problem but you and me.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Randy Pence wrote:
> Hmm, hopefully it is that simple. I'm basically using
> the cheapest transformer one can buy. It is rated for
> 40 watts and the rs is well under that, but after a
> session the transformer gets much warmer than I'd
> expect.
> 
> Any recommended voltage convertors/regulators? The
> last time I was jsut sitting in my room, albeit in
> east berlin where the power may not be hte best. At
> any rate, my other pieces of US gear will hopefully be
> reunited and I will defeintely need a more robust
> power supply.
> 
> > 
> > It's a US model? Then maybe its a power problem.
> > Maybe the 
> > 220->110 converter isn't working correctly? 
> > 
> > You say the problems occur in live jamming sessions.

http://tax.yahoo.com/
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> > This is 
> > during a live show in some joint with lights and
> > stuff? 
> > Under these circumstances the power is known to be
> > less 
> > than reliable. So maybe the power converter cannot
> > handle a 
> > power source with spikes, or low voltages.
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - File online, calculators, forms, and more
> http://tax.yahoo.com

| 9682|9665|2003-04-08 03:43:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: crashes with new OS|
On Tuesday 08 April 2003 10:53, ridszero wrote:

> As I was posting earlier, my unit is freezing up on me as
> well. I have no idea why, it just freezes and I have to
> wiat a while before I can restart. The guy I bought it
> from told me to do a OS update. So I might give that a
> try. I have no idea why that happens on my machine and no
> one else seems to have the problem but you and me.

The both of you now have a freezing RS running the same OS?

- Robert
| 9683|9665|2003-04-08 04:46:56|okoyemaya|Re: crashes with new OS|
Better get the proper transformer, it is not worth the risk. Since 
the US Army was there , must be tons of that stuff in some second 
hand shops. I got mine from the Army shop , it is heavy but I can run 
all my US voltage stuff.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Randy Pence wrote:
> Hmm, hopefully it is that simple. I'm basically using
> the cheapest transformer one can buy. It is rated for
> 40 watts and the rs is well under that, but after a
> session the transformer gets much warmer than I'd
> expect.
> 
> Any recommended voltage convertors/regulators? The
> last time I was jsut sitting in my room, albeit in
> east berlin where the power may not be hte best. At
> any rate, my other pieces of US gear will hopefully be
> reunited and I will defeintely need a more robust
> power supply.
> 
> > 
> > It's a US model? Then maybe its a power problem.
> > Maybe the 
> > 220->110 converter isn't working correctly? 
> > 
> > You say the problems occur in live jamming sessions.
> > This is 
> > during a live show in some joint with lights and
> > stuff? 
> > Under these circumstances the power is known to be
> > less 
> > than reliable. So maybe the power converter cannot
> > handle a 
> > power source with spikes, or low voltages.
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - File online, calculators, forms, and more
> http://tax.yahoo.com

| 9684|9665|2003-04-08 05:04:22|a_lepusa|Re: crashes with new OS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:

> 
> As I was posting earlier, my unit is freezing up on me as well. I 
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> have no idea why, it just freezes and I have to wiat a while before 

I 

> can restart. The guy I bought it from told me to do a OS update. So 

I 

> might give that a try. I have no idea why that happens on my 

machine 

> and no one else seems to have the problem but you and me.
> 
> Nick

sorry for the dumb question, but who knows...

did you perform the system reset after updating?
a friend of mine had similar problems till we analyzed that he
forgot to perform the sys-reset.
even his salesman didn´t know about (sound&drumland berlin)and
he kept selling another 7 or 8 units with the OS update but without 
performing the reset -- duh, how embarrassing for a salesman... :o))

good luck,
atila
| 9685|9665|2003-04-08 05:06:43|a_lepusa|Re: crashes with new OS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:
> > 
> > As I was posting earlier, my unit is freezing up on me as well. I 
> > have no idea why, it just freezes and I have to wiat a while 

before 

> I 
> > can restart. The guy I bought it from told me to do a OS update. 

So 

> I 
> > might give that a try. I have no idea why that happens on my 
> machine 
> > and no one else seems to have the problem but you and me.
> > 
> > Nick
> 
> sorry for the dumb question, but who knows...
> 
> did you perform the system reset after updating?
> a friend of mine had similar problems till we analyzed that he
> forgot to perform the sys-reset.
> even his salesman didn´t know about (sound&drumland berlin)and
> he kept selling another 7 or 8 units with the OS update but without 
> performing the reset -- duh, how embarrassing for a salesman... :o))
> 
> good luck,
> atila

akh, i better should read close:
"The guy I bought it from told me to do a OS update"
but anyway, don´t forget to perform the reset after updating the OS...

good luck again
atila
| 9686|9665|2003-04-08 08:01:35|Randy Pence|Re: crashes with new OS|
I am running whichever OS came out in december. I
think it is 1.2, but I thought there was a slight bug
fix update that came out after.

If this was part of the instructions I am very certain
that I performed these last steps

"5 Remove the SmartMedia from the slot.

6 "Factory Set" is performed. 
Turn the power on with "OCT DOWN" button and "OCT UP"
button and "STORE" button pressed and held. The data
is set to the factory default settings. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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"

Would it hurt to attempt to perform all 6 steps again?
I have the os on a separate SM card anyway.

Last wed I was slaved to other midi gear and was not
using either midi outs. As my session went on I
starte to have more problems. Initially a freeze, but
after a reboot and more jamming the sequencer would
stop,, not freeze, but stop. Before that final error,
I was having an inability for my realtime grid
programming to "stick." I could enter and record a
new phrase, but upon exiting the note data was lost. 
Earlier in the session this was not a problem (and
found a really fun bassline :) ).

A few days ago I played in my room, which I would
consider t obe a more controlled setting. When the os
froze I was running perhaps 8 tracks, 3 or 4 with some
midi delay, and 4 or 5 going through the various
effects. I use the master effects here and htere,
often leaving engaged and simply keeping the setting
at fully dry. I don't yet dig deep into cc
programming while jamming, but as note and not pitch
bend is used in the groove fx (which doesnt help in
accenting in a drumset) I may enter that realm. The
only snafu ocurred while attempting to switch
instruments.

I could swear I managed to get it to freeze while back
in the states, but it might have been my outboard
synth with a stuck note or something. I have gigged
very lil with the unit, but it has flown (in a
turntable case in a suitcase, and in original box
overseas)

Getting a milspec converter seems like a good choice
regardless, but here is a bit more info for hte
troubleshooters.....

r

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Tuesday 08 April 2003 10:53, ridszero wrote:
> > As I was posting earlier, my unit is freezing up
> on me as
> > well. I have no idea why, it just freezes and I
> have to
> > wiat a while before I can restart. The guy I
> bought it
> > from told me to do a OS update. So I might give
> that a
> > try. I have no idea why that happens on my machine
> and no
> > one else seems to have the problem but you and me.
> 
> The both of you now have a freezing RS running the
> same OS?
> 
> - Robert
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online, calculators, forms, and more
http://tax.yahoo.com
| 9688|9665|2003-04-09 03:57:56|buckmoy|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
I share your frustration - I also had a seamless and easy SCSI / TWE 
thing happening in 98. I upgrade to XP, and despite my best efforts 
to bring XP "to its knee", it seems to be making me want to smash my 
own knees with a hammer..

I have to play a nice pad to calm down..

But, a question: When your RS is plugged in to your scsi card, 
switched on, and the PC is switched on, do you let XP try 
and "install" it?

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
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The way I got things worknig in 98 was to cancel out of any Windows 
requests to install what it found on the end of a scsi card. (the 
scsi card was already installed)

TWE was then able to detect something on "re-scan SCSI".

I have never let Windows install the RS as a SCSI hard drive (I think 
this is what it wants to do), I seem to rememeber someone telling me 
this would be dangerous and data would be lost.

Anyway - I'm interested as to your approach. 

-bm 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> Pretty good idea but, tried it and no go...anybody else has 

succesfully used 

> scsi and twe under win2000 and up?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >From: Robert van der Kamp 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] Finally... SCSI Vs TWE
> >Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2003 13:29:18 +0200
> >
> >On Sunday 06 April 2003 10:51, battterias wrote:
> > > So let me get this stright... I run windows xp on my
> > > pc and cannot get TWE communicating with the RS for file
> > > transfer (even though i could before with
> > > win98)...However, i can use Sound Forge, but, it
> > > transfers a LOT slower than when i had twe runing on win
> > > 98...wtf?
> > > Is there out there that can once and for all tell me
> > > that they HAVE gotten twe to communicate with scsi to the
> > > RS in windows 2000/XP?
> >
> >Maybe it helps if you run TWE in compatibility mode on XP?
> >Afaik, its available from a right mouse click on the TWE
> >icon.
> >
> >- Robert
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail

| 9689|9665|2003-04-09 06:46:43|Latif|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|

> But, a question: When your RS is plugged in to your scsi card, 
> switched on, and the PC is switched on, do you let XP try 
> and "install" it?
> 
> The way I got things worknig in 98 was to cancel out of any Windows 
> requests to install what it found on the end of a scsi card. (the 
> scsi card was already installed)
> 
> TWE was then able to detect something on "re-scan SCSI".
> 

yes, i remember reading something like this too
after plugin in y'r RS or booting, and winxp
claims to have found a new scsi device, and ask if you
want to install it, you cancel that.
and just start the program... in case of TWE i think y'r
supposed to scan for an A3000
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Latif
| 9690|9690|2003-04-09 09:56:02|rsmus7|Aieb I/O|
Hi ...

my question is: does anyone know the difference between the AIEB1 and 
AIEB2 expansionboard.
´cause I would like to upgrade and read on the yamaha page itb is the 
AIEB1.
But on the Thomann page is it the AIEB-2.
That confuses me!
Any help?

Thanks
Stephan
| 9691|9690|2003-04-09 12:18:00|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Aieb I/O|
AIEB1 will not work with the RS7000

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: rsmus7 [mailto:smuesch@web.de] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 11:55 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Aieb I/O

Hi ...

my question is: does anyone know the difference between the AIEB1 and 
AIEB2 expansionboard.
´cause I would like to upgrade and read on the yamaha page itb is the 
AIEB1.
But on the Thomann page is it the AIEB-2.
That confuses me!
Any help?

Thanks
Stephan
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| 9692|9665|2003-04-09 13:32:53|buckmoy|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
Yes, it shows up as an A3000 in other programs I think. 

Well anyway, I think this whole process should be thoroughly 
documented (at least) and maybe even supported by Yamaha. Its not - 
the manual helpfully says on page 132 "Connect the RS7000 to a 
personal computer via the SCSI connector". hmm..thats like 
saying "Get the thing working, by using the... thingy"

Actually, the responsibility of getting this working really falls in 
a grey area between the MS XP OS people, the SCSI card people, the 
TWE software people, the Yam RS7000 hardware people and the Yam 
RS7000 software (i.e. the OS) people.

However, my SCSI card works, my OS is pretty good at most other 
things, so that leaves the various Yama people.

I think I might try an contact them - franky if they're going to put 
a SCSI port on the back of their hardware, they should expect people 
to try and use it. Following the process they prescribe (or rather, 
neglect), they should also expect people, like me - a little f*cked 
off - to contact technical support. I want specific steps for my OS. 
Thats not too much to ask is it?

Wish me luck..or maybe just laugh and shake your head.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > But, a question: When your RS is plugged in to your scsi card, 
> > switched on, and the PC is switched on, do you let XP try 
> > and "install" it?
> > 
> > The way I got things worknig in 98 was to cancel out of any 
Windows 
> > requests to install what it found on the end of a scsi card. 
(the 
> > scsi card was already installed)
> > 
> > TWE was then able to detect something on "re-scan SCSI".
> > 
> 
> 
> yes, i remember reading something like this too
> after plugin in y'r RS or booting, and winxp
> claims to have found a new scsi device, and ask if you
> want to install it, you cancel that.
> and just start the program... in case of TWE i think y'r
> supposed to scan for an A3000
> 
> Latif

| 9693|9665|2003-04-09 15:31:43|goodald|Re: crashes with new OS|
You two that are experiencing crashes...

have you tried taking out any expansion memory and seeing if you 
still experience these problems? I know that a lot of gear is fussy 
with expansion memory so bought some nice 60ns sticks from crucial. 
Haven't run into any problems.

My demands on the unit probably aren't as great as yours, however. 
The enviroment it's running in is usually "ideal" as well.

I've had one lock up so far but I'm SURE it was a polyphony issue, or 
the RS was trying to make me go to bed... it was late ;)
| 9694|9690|2003-04-10 03:32:41|faxorgy|Re: Aieb I/O|
Not only as already stated will it NOT work with the RS7000 the AIEB1 
has outputs that hisssss like a cat in a packet of crisps.
The AIEB1 was made for the A3000 and SU700 samplers.
The later A4000/5000 models used the AIEB2. The analog outputs of 
which are much much cleaner with superior signal to noise ratio.....

> -----Original Message-----
> From: rsmus7 [mailto:smuesch@w...] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 11:55 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Aieb I/O
> 
> 
> Hi ...
> 
> my question is: does anyone know the difference between the AIEB1 

and 

> AIEB2 expansionboard.
> ´cause I would like to upgrade and read on the yamaha page itb is 

the 

> AIEB1.
> But on the Thomann page is it the AIEB-2.
> That confuses me!
> Any help?
> 
> Thanks
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> Stephan
> 
> 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-

unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 

> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 9695|9695|2003-04-10 04:06:39|buckmoy|TWE / SCSI / XP - Yamaha says....|
I have just got off the phone from Yamaha Technical support. Who 
answered the phone almost immediately - not what I was expecting...

Anyway, the official line is, sadly, that TWE is an old , old program 
and is not compatible with Windows XP. Yamaha don't have the cash or 
inclination to keep on updating it, and that decision was taken in 
light of the fact that OTS products such as WaveLab and SoundForge 
provide SCSI transfer functionality.

Thats what the guy told me anyway.

So forget tweaking XP / SCSI card settings in an attempt to get TWE 
to work, it won't. Try expensive / cracked wav editors instead.

Or go back to 98.

bm
| 9696|9696|2003-04-10 05:10:33|Murali|Playing one shot samples|
Hi Guys,

Can anybody tell me how I can set up the RS to play a sample as is i.e. one-shot mode for drum sounds. So far I've been doing it by turning up the release control, but this
tends to color the sound. you don't notice it too much on short samples, but I'm having hell with a snare sound that's got a long gated verb on it. Can't find a setting that
works without making the sample sound extended and unnatural. The tail of the verb doesn't taper off naturally at all . . .

Moo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9697|9697|2003-04-10 05:51:55|pk|Odp: [RS7000] Aieb I/O|
AIEB1 is for SU700, and 2 is for RS7k

----- Original Message ----- 
From: rsmus7 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 5:55 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Aieb I/O

Hi ...

my question is: does anyone know the difference between the AIEB1 and 
AIEB2 expansionboard.
´cause I would like to upgrade and read on the yamaha page itb is the 
AIEB1.
But on the Thomann page is it the AIEB-2.
That confuses me!
Any help?

Thanks
Stephan
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9698|9698|2003-04-11 01:05:14|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: Crashes|
Maybe not the case but still a little warning.
When in overdub record mode it's possible to put very high demands on the sequencer.
In record standby (LED flashing) play fx and arp. are still recorded! (bug)
So if you play alot with it over and over again the sequencer can get overloaded.
Also be carefull when recording knob movements, when you record a lot of movements over and over on severall tracks (esp. with midi delay) you can overload the
sequencer.

I haven't tried it myself but i can imagine that you can crash the RS when doing above mentioned things.

Grt. Roonan.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9699|9696|2003-04-11 01:52:04|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Playing one shot samples|
Why sample drums? great drum sets included /w RS. Helps to pitch snares down 
a hair and add some reverb. Prob not the answer your looking for, but why 
get an rs if your sampling drums that are already there, use your rs engine 
as much as possible thats why its the best, and save some time with sampling 
the really unique stuff.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9700|9700|2003-04-11 07:01:05|Robert Blue|Does the AIEB2 make any difference in sound recording?.....|
Im thinking of buying the AIEB@ I/O so (If Im thinking right) record 
digitaly through the optical in on my Audigy Box. Is it worth the 
money?
| 9701|9700|2003-04-11 08:55:32|Latif|Re: Does the AIEB2 make any difference in sound recording?.....|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Robert Blue" wrote:

> Im thinking of buying the AIEB@ I/O so (If Im thinking right) 

record 

> digitaly through the optical in on my Audigy Box. Is it worth the 
> money?

it sure was worth my money :-)
| 9702|9696|2003-04-11 09:39:50|wasted/su700fan|Re: Playing one shot samples|

>Why sample drums? great drum sets included /w RS. Helps to pitch 

snares down 

>a hair and add some reverb. Prob not the answer your looking for, but 

why 

>get an rs if your sampling drums that are already there, use your rs 

engine 

>as much as possible thats why its the best, and save some time with 

sampling 

>the really unique stuff.
>
>Zam
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For me, a couple reasons: While the drumsets included are of decent to 
great quality, they predominantly focus on electronic music genres. If 
you want other drumsets (i.e. REAL Drums) you have to sample them. My 
RY20 DrumMachine I used to own had several great Rock, Metal, Classical, 
etc. kits that I wish the RS7000 had. So in order to get a proper 
Rock/Metal drumset in my RS7k I have to sample a Rock Set from the web 
or sample CD in. 63 different kits in the RS7k, but NOT EVEN ONE Rock 
kit. Rather sad, but those are the times I guess. My former RY20 from 
1994 had only 20 factory kits, & 20 user built kits based on the factory 
sounds, but had a nice variety of classic genre kits (Funk, Rock, Metal, 
R&B, etc.). Too bad the sound designers for the RS7k only concentrated 
on modern electronic drum sets.

The other point, for ethnic kits. While the RS7k has some nice ethnic 
drumsounds in various kits, their is no specific ethnic kit for one 
group's drumsounds. I'm a fan of Bhangra music (Northern Indian: 
Punjabi), so I love the Dhol, Tabla, Dholak, & other Bhangra 
instruments. I plan on sampling in a kit based on the 2 Bhangra sample 
CDs I have so that I can have various express hits that aren't covered 
by the RS7k's simple drum set.

Just remember, not every makes the next 4/4 Techno/Trance Epic Mega 
Anthem! :D Actually, I'm more partial to 1980s ElectroFunk myself 
(Afrikka Bambaataa, Free Style, Newcleus, Twilight 22, Wreckin' Cru, 
Cybotron, etc.). That's what I'd rather compose, along with 
experimental music.

All just my $.25.
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9703|9696|2003-04-11 10:45:50|okoyemaya|Re: Playing one shot samples|
I agree, it is a pity that ethnic section was not extended it is same 
like RM1x, conga sounds, tabla, are incomplete, what RS includes es 
rather miserable and lots of variations of same kicks, toms, etc.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >Why sample drums? great drum sets included /w RS. Helps to pitch 
> snares down 
> >a hair and add some reverb. Prob not the answer your looking for, 
but 
> why 
> >get an rs if your sampling drums that are already there, use your 
rs 
> engine 
> >as much as possible thats why its the best, and save some time 
with 
> sampling 
> >the really unique stuff.
> >
> >Zam
> 
> For me, a couple reasons: While the drumsets included are of 
decent to 
> great quality, they predominantly focus on electronic music 
genres. If 
> you want other drumsets (i.e. REAL Drums) you have to sample them. 
My 
> RY20 DrumMachine I used to own had several great Rock, Metal, 
Classical, 
> etc. kits that I wish the RS7000 had. So in order to get a proper 
> Rock/Metal drumset in my RS7k I have to sample a Rock Set from the 
web 
> or sample CD in. 63 different kits in the RS7k, but NOT EVEN ONE 
Rock 
> kit. Rather sad, but those are the times I guess. My former RY20 
from 
> 1994 had only 20 factory kits, & 20 user built kits based on the 
factory 
> sounds, but had a nice variety of classic genre kits (Funk, Rock, 
Metal, 
> R&B, etc.). Too bad the sound designers for the RS7k only 
concentrated 
> on modern electronic drum sets.
> 
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> The other point, for ethnic kits. While the RS7k has some nice 
ethnic 
> drumsounds in various kits, their is no specific ethnic kit for one 
> group's drumsounds. I'm a fan of Bhangra music (Northern Indian: 
> Punjabi), so I love the Dhol, Tabla, Dholak, & other Bhangra 
> instruments. I plan on sampling in a kit based on the 2 Bhangra 
sample 
> CDs I have so that I can have various express hits that aren't 
covered 
> by the RS7k's simple drum set.
> 
> Just remember, not every makes the next 4/4 Techno/Trance Epic Mega 
> Anthem! :D Actually, I'm more partial to 1980s ElectroFunk myself 
> (Afrikka Bambaataa, Free Style, Newcleus, Twilight 22, Wreckin' 
Cru, 
> Cybotron, etc.). That's what I'd rather compose, along with 
> experimental music.
> 
> All just my $.25.
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> Some of my tracks at: 
> http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 9704|9665|2003-04-11 10:50:56|giles smith|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
No brother, I will not shake my head and laugh. I'm with you all the way. I've been trying to do the same thing and have spent about $200 dollars ( apparently unwisely,
assuming that connecting to the SCSI drive would be easy). I'm thinking of just dropping the whole scsi thing and buying a usb smart card reader. I'll be looking forward
to you future posts. I've tried contacting the tech support people at Yamaha US several times, and they never call at the time I specify I will be at home. As you, I'm also
quite fu....d off by this whole thing. 

It is good to know that someone else is having this problem. I was starting to think I was quite inept, but it appears that this is a serious shortcoming of our beloved box.

Stay up and much respects,

obailu

----- Original Message ----- 
From: buckmoy 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 3:31 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE

Yes, it shows up as an A3000 in other programs I think. 

Well anyway, I think this whole process should be thoroughly 
documented (at least) and maybe even supported by Yamaha. Its not - 
the manual helpfully says on page 132 "Connect the RS7000 to a 
personal computer via the SCSI connector". hmm..thats like 
saying "Get the thing working, by using the... thingy"

Actually, the responsibility of getting this working really falls in 
a grey area between the MS XP OS people, the SCSI card people, the 
TWE software people, the Yam RS7000 hardware people and the Yam 
RS7000 software (i.e. the OS) people.

However, my SCSI card works, my OS is pretty good at most other 
things, so that leaves the various Yama people.

I think I might try an contact them - franky if they're going to put 
a SCSI port on the back of their hardware, they should expect people 
to try and use it. Following the process they prescribe (or rather, 
neglect), they should also expect people, like me - a little f*cked 
off - to contact technical support. I want specific steps for my OS. 
Thats not too much to ask is it?

Wish me luck..or maybe just laugh and shake your head.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > But, a question: When your RS is plugged in to your scsi card, 
> > switched on, and the PC is switched on, do you let XP try 
> > and "install" it?
> > 
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> > The way I got things worknig in 98 was to cancel out of any 
Windows 
> > requests to install what it found on the end of a scsi card. 
(the 
> > scsi card was already installed)
> > 
> > TWE was then able to detect something on "re-scan SCSI".
> > 
> 
> 
> yes, i remember reading something like this too
> after plugin in y'r RS or booting, and winxp
> claims to have found a new scsi device, and ask if you
> want to install it, you cancel that.
> and just start the program... in case of TWE i think y'r
> supposed to scan for an A3000
> 
> Latif
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| 9705|9705|2003-04-11 12:51:27|Robert Blue|Looking for new sounds!!....|
Im looking for some new sound modules and would like anyones 
suggestion. I really like the pad sounds in Anime movies like ghost 
in the shell and whatever sounds the kats from konami used in Zone of 
the enders. Im trying to get an 80s synth feel with some new drum 
sounds.
| 9706|9665|2003-04-11 13:07:28|okoyemaya|Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE|
It is so easy and fast with the card that I wouldnt bother about 
anything else, bought scsi CDROM just to use with RS tried it and 
that was it, just collects dust. Easy to secure backups too, on at 
least 2 separate HDs, thought of buying JAZ but I ask myself what 
for. Got from Ebay 30G HD with external box so all my music and 
backups are there. It is good to have an option of scsi why not but 
even better that I dont have to use it.
Okoyemaya

RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "giles smith" wrote:

> No brother, I will not shake my head and laugh. I'm with you all 

the way. I've been trying to do the same thing and have spent about 
$200 dollars ( apparently unwisely, assuming that connecting to the 
SCSI drive would be easy). I'm thinking of just dropping the whole 
scsi thing and buying a usb smart card reader. I'll be looking 
forward to you future posts. I've tried contacting the tech support 
people at Yamaha US several times, and they never call at the time I 
specify I will be at home. As you, I'm also quite fu....d off by this 
whole thing. 

> 
> It is good to know that someone else is having this problem. I was 

starting to think I was quite inept, but it appears that this is a 
serious shortcoming of our beloved box.

> 
> Stay up and much respects,
> 
> obailu
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: buckmoy 
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> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 3:31 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Finally... SCSI Vs TWE
> 
> 
> Yes, it shows up as an A3000 in other programs I think. 
> 
> Well anyway, I think this whole process should be thoroughly 
> documented (at least) and maybe even supported by Yamaha. Its 

not - 

> the manual helpfully says on page 132 "Connect the RS7000 to a 
> personal computer via the SCSI connector". hmm..thats like 
> saying "Get the thing working, by using the... thingy"
> 
> Actually, the responsibility of getting this working really falls 

in 

> a grey area between the MS XP OS people, the SCSI card people, 

the 

> TWE software people, the Yam RS7000 hardware people and the Yam 
> RS7000 software (i.e. the OS) people.
> 
> However, my SCSI card works, my OS is pretty good at most other 
> things, so that leaves the various Yama people.
> 
> I think I might try an contact them - franky if they're going to 

put 

> a SCSI port on the back of their hardware, they should expect 

people 

> to try and use it. Following the process they prescribe (or 

rather, 

> neglect), they should also expect people, like me - a little 

f*cked 

> off - to contact technical support. I want specific steps for my 

OS. 

> Thats not too much to ask is it?
> 
> Wish me luck..or maybe just laugh and shake your head.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > 
> > > But, a question: When your RS is plugged in to your scsi 

card, 

> > > switched on, and the PC is switched on, do you let XP try 
> > > and "install" it?
> > > 
> > > The way I got things worknig in 98 was to cancel out of any 
> Windows 
> > > requests to install what it found on the end of a scsi card. 
> (the 
> > > scsi card was already installed)
> > > 
> > > TWE was then able to detect something on "re-scan SCSI".
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > yes, i remember reading something like this too
> > after plugin in y'r RS or booting, and winxp
> > claims to have found a new scsi device, and ask if you
> > want to install it, you cancel that.
> > and just start the program... in case of TWE i think y'r
> > supposed to scan for an A3000
> > 
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> > Latif
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9707|9707|2003-04-11 16:32:08|ad213357|Can The Knobs on a RS7000 control a Motif Rack Unit?|
Hello to all,

I just ordered a Motif Rack, which should arrive Tuesday, and was 
wondering if I could control its parameters with knobs on my RS7000 
thru midi. Anyone tried this?

Thanks,

Antoine
| 9708|9708|2003-04-12 16:39:43|eq127|quick SIMM installation question|
Hi list, haven't posted here in a long time!

Anyways, finally got around to thinking about a RAM upgrade (4megs is 
pretty slim!) and i just recently maxed my triton ram bank to 64, 
freeing up the 16 meg chip that came with it. AFAIK, The triton and 
RS7000 use the same kind of RAM, so it occured to me that i could pop 
the 16 in the rs and kill two birds with one stone.

The problem is, i checked the manual and it says you can only install 
SIMMs in pairs, and they have to be the same size. My question is, 
before i open it up and everything, can i just take out the 4 meg 
simm chip that comes with the RS and replace it with a 16? At least i 
could have a working amount of ram that way.

Or is the 4 megs fixed into place? I hope not.

Thanks
| 9709|9708|2003-04-12 16:42:35|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|Re: quick SIMM installation question|
no you cant if you put 2 16 it wil take you to 32 + 4 if you put to 32 it wil 
take you to 64 but you loose the 4

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9710|9710|2003-04-12 17:46:16|synthe. labo|SU700 & SpeedyJ|
hello

well, i remember a person said one time that Speedy J used 2 SU700 samplers 
on live...it's true, he says this in an interview for Native Instruments and 
also you can check out the new site:

http://www.speedyj.com

in the section 'archive', go into 'clr remix tour' and download the short 
movie:
you'll see his setup is: 1 MPC2000XL, 2 SU700, 1 Allen&Heath dj mixer and an 
ensoniqDP4 multi fx.
in that short video he plays a lot with pitch and filters on a loop of the 
SU700, great use of this sampler on live!

as for me...well...forget everything about MicroQ....:
i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i cant sell it, but i'vd have to find 
a better method to program it...maybe an editor...
does someone of you uses a pc editor for MicroQ patches?

ok ,ciao

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.speedyj.com/


marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Foto: condividi, ritocca e stampa le tue foto online 
http://photos.msn.it
| 9711|9708|2003-04-12 17:56:17|eq127|Re: quick SIMM installation question|
thanks.... looks like, to be economical, i'll have to grab another 16 
from somewhere... the 32's were cheap, 16's must be next to nothing!

the RS takes DRAM right?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Reason325719081@A... wrote:
> no you cant if you put 2 16 it wil take you to 32 + 4 if you put to 
32 it wil 
> take you to 64 but you loose the 4
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9712|9696|2003-04-12 21:37:20|Muralidheran|Playing one shot samples|
Hi Guys,

Thx for the replies on this topic, but seriously though, is there a way at
all to play samples in one shot mode? Can't believe it took me so long to
realise this doesn't seem possible . . . There are 4 modes of sample
playback and not one "one-shot" mode. Bizarre. It's the simplest one of all
. . . Any input Robert/Tom/Latif/ Marco/Anyone? Some kind of workaround
would be good . . .

Best,
Moo
| 9713|9710|2003-04-13 00:10:27|basicchannel9092001|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|

> i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i cant sell it, but i'vd 

have to find 

> a better method to program it...maybe an editor...
> does someone of you uses a pc editor for MicroQ patches?

did you try it?

http://sounds.mixedmodemusic.de/mqknobs/mQknobs_freeware_e.htm

sorry for my bad english.
| 9714|9696|2003-04-13 03:32:40|Oscar Finch|Re: Playing one shot samples|
Yes there is.It's called step record.Precise ,scalpel like control of velocity and gate time.Here's an example I have a 2 bar long drum loop set gate to 99%Now if I set the
input resolution to a crotchet I can trigger the sample for a 1/4 note only.Enter a crotchet and hit tie once the sample plays for half a bar.Hit tie 4 times it plays for a full
barHit etc etc etc.....This is far more flexible as it allows you use acombination off note length specific triggers on samples.It also allows you to enter CC specific volume
gates to chop in and out of long samples. (sounds like using a cut/erase function) in a cut and paste editor but with a full linear bpm specific time line. Allows for loads
and loads of control.DO NOT USE THE REALEASE ENVELOPE IN THE AMP SECTION.Why?Well a note on with large release is bad news for polyphony.A snare
sounds with a relase envelope (for example) that is actually 4 seconds long . You won't hear the full release portion but until that part of the 
amp cycle is over and the envelope is closed the RS TG assumes a voice is ussing up polyphony.Never ever use any more amp release than is actually needed per sound to
save TG voice drop outs etc etc etc...As stated use step record mode - trust me it will become your new best friend once you've mastered it and use specific note on/note
off gate time registers with no or minimal use of the amp envelope.Here's another hint.You can timestretch say a snare sound by 10 % and perform a digital fade out in the
sample edit window which will simulate a nice smooth amp decay without the need for envelope modulation as well ;) .Hope this helps you some anyway.It will help you
get maximum efficency out of the RS7000's sampler and TG . 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9715|9710|2003-04-13 05:24:46|Latif|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|
I know Jeroen Verhey (secret cinema)
did a lot on the su700

:-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 
> hello
> 
> well, i remember a person said one time that Speedy J used 2 SU700 
samplers 

http://photos.msn.it/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://sounds.mixedmodemusic.de/mqknobs/mQknobs_freeware_e.htm
http://www.excite.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> on live...it's true, he says this in an interview for Native 
Instruments and 
> also you can check out the new site:
> 
> http://www.speedyj.com
> 
> in the section 'archive', go into 'clr remix tour' and download the 
short 
> movie:
> you'll see his setup is: 1 MPC2000XL, 2 SU700, 1 Allen&Heath dj 
mixer and an 
> ensoniqDP4 multi fx.
> in that short video he plays a lot with pitch and filters on a loop 
of the 
> SU700, great use of this sampler on live!
> 
> as for me...well...forget everything about MicroQ....:
> i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i cant sell it, but i'vd 
have to find 
> a better method to program it...maybe an editor...
> does someone of you uses a pc editor for MicroQ patches?
> 
> ok ,ciao
> 
> marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Foto: condividi, ritocca e stampa le tue foto online 
> http://photos.msn.it

| 9716|9705|2003-04-13 06:25:20|Ronald|Re: Looking for new sounds!!....|
I had a short moment with an Evolver this weekend.
It sounds enormous!!!! (and it's very, VERY small)

If you're looking for something low budget try the DX200, it's got lotts of
potential for weird sounds and it's got the same midi controls as the RS so
it's very easy to integrate in your set.

Grtz. Roonan
| 9717|9696|2003-04-13 18:49:17|Muralidheran|Playing one shot samples|
Hi Oscar,

Thanks very much for the tip. Actually I usually use the gate time trick on my sounds, most often on snare sounds to create a sense of variation on snare rolls, flams, etc.
Worked absolutely fine until I encountered this one snare sample I'm using on a new track. For some weird reason, it doesn't play back the same way it does in my audio
editor. Even with all RS synth parameters off, when I hold down a key to listen to the sample, which technically ought to sound as if the gate time was the length of the
sample, the playback sounds as if it's compressed to the max, with the tail of the sample sounding as loud as the attack portion.Oh well, I'll use the fade out tip in the
meantime. . .

Anyways, I'll post some examples when I get back next week. Leaving tomorrow for a gig in Bali. I'll be in touch when I get back!! Thanks again! 

>From: "Oscar Finch" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>
>Subject: RE: Playing one shot samples

>Yes there is.It's called step record.Precise ,scalpel like >control of velocity and gate time.Here's an example >I .have a 2 bar long drum loop set gate to
99%Now if I >set the input resolution to a crotchet I can trigger the >sample for a 1/4 note only.Enter a crotchet and hit tie >once the sample plays for half a
bar.Hit tie 4 times it >plays for a full barHit etc etc etc.....This is far more >flexible as it allows you use acombination off note length >specific triggers on
samples.It also allows you to enter >CC specific volume gates to chop in and out of long >samples. (sounds like using a cut/erase function) in a cut >and
paste editor but with a full linear bpm specific time >line. Allows for loads and loads of control.DO >NOT .USE THE REALEASE ENVELOPE IN THE
>AMP SECTION.Why?Well a note on with large >release is bad news for polyphony.A snare sounds with >a relase envelope (for example) that is actually 4
>seconds long . You won't hear the full release portion >but until that part of the 
>amp cycle is over and the envelope is closed the RS TG >assumes a voice is ussing up polyphony.Never ever use >any more amp release than is actually
needed per sound >to save TG voice drop outs etc etc etc...As stated use >step record mode - trust me it will become your new >best friend once you've
mastered it and use specific note >on/note off gate time registers with no or minimal use of >the amp envelope.Here's another hint.You can >timestretch say a
snare sound by 10 % and perform a >digital fade out in the sample edit window which will >simulate a nice smooth amp decay without the need for
>envelope modulation as well ;) .Hope this helps you >some anyway.It will help you get maximum efficency out >of the RS7000's sampler and TG .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9718|9696|2003-04-14 00:07:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Playing one shot samples|
What exactly is a "one shot sample"? Snare drum sounds? or a method of 
sampling?

I still think there are plenty of drums, dance or not, that can be tweaked 
out built in to the RS.

I've been playing with the sampler more lately, and I have noticed that the 
note a sample is assigned to is signifcantly louder when auditioning and 
recording, than when hitting the note on the RS that the sample is assigned 
to play on. I've been kicking up the normalize like 200% or more on the 

http://www.speedyj.com/
http://photos.msn.it/
mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com


sample to get it to sound near its original volume level. Than, I have to do 
this for each note or sample, pain in da butt, having to scroll through 
assigned notes and editing them individually. Theres prob another way I'm 
missing too, but I'm going keep playing around with the sampler till I get it 
down pat.

As for changing a single snare sound during play, not in sample mode, I get 
some randomness by using phase effects, portamento, pitch, reverb, and even 
some delay and release changes.

Hope I helped some, but like usual, I probably created more confusion than 
good.

Good luck to you gaks/guys too on these sample issues.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9719|9696|2003-04-14 01:07:18|polyf0nken|Re: Playing one shot samples|
one shot sample is a sample that plays from start to the end 
regardless of how long you keep the key held. like setting the ADSR 
release to 100000000.

t.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> What exactly is a "one shot sample"? Snare drum sounds? or a 
method of 
> sampling?

| 9720|9720|2003-04-14 01:09:54|maho_nl|Original files on memory card|
Hi all,

I lost the original files on the memory card. Can someone put those 
files in the files section for downloading?

Thanks!!!

regards,

Mark Hofland
| 9721|9720|2003-04-14 02:59:00|Uwe Jülich|Re: Original files on memory card|
---- Original message ----

>Datum: Mon, 14 Apr 2003 07:09:52 -0000
>Von: "maho_nl" <mhofland@wirehub.nl> 
>Betreff: [RS7000] Original files on memory card 
>An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
>Hi all,
>
>I lost the original files on the memory card. Can someone 

put those 

>files in the files section for downloading?

You can download the original files at www.yamaha-europe.com

Uwe
| 9722|9720|2003-04-14 03:20:05|maho_nl|Re: Original files on memory card|

> You can download the original files at www.yamaha-europe.com
> 
> Uwe

Thanks a lot Uwe!!! I found them!!!

regards,

Mark Hofland
| 9723|9723|2003-04-14 09:18:16|kovladko|yo i just copped the rs7000|
this shit is mad complicated i have had it for 10 days and avent 
produced any good songs. i dont like any of the internal drum sounds 
for hip hop and even if i do like one of the sounds in the bass drum 
kit and want to use it with a snare in the snare drum kit it fucks my 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:mhofland@wirehub.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


timing up on two different tracks. plus i sampled a bangin drumloop 
in and i cant ever get it to loop right any thoughts,
| 9724|9723|2003-04-14 10:14:22|kovladko|Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|
cmon fellas help an original gangsta ass nigga out mothaFUCKAS, PLUS 
I THOUGHT THAT when i saved a sample to memory card that the next 
time i loaded it up the memory would be 4 mg not 2mg because of the 
sample
| 9725|3992|2003-04-14 11:13:48|AlAmAs anti6TM|Memory|
can somebody explain me exactly what is this 4 megz memory that can't be 
used when u have 64megz, does that mean that u can't use internal 
instruments when using 64 megz of ram? and if, as I understood, the 
internal sounds are on this memory, would'nt it be possible to change it 
to have another set of preset soundz?
| 9726|3992|2003-04-14 12:10:15|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] Memory|

> and if, as I understood, the 

internal sounds are on this memory,

understood wrong, it got nothing to do with that.
It´s just: below 64 have hit, put 64 in, have it not.

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9727|9723|2003-04-14 12:20:32|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|

> cmon fellas help an original gangsta ass nigga out mothaFUCKAS, 

because ?

> PLUS I THOUGHT THAT when i saved a sample to memory card that the next

time i loaded it up the memory would be 4 mg not 2mg because of the 
sample

thought wrong. ram is not smartdisk is not ram.

> this shit is mad complicated i have had it for 10 days and avent 

produced any good songs.

aha. tried to use the motherfucking "produce original gangster style"
button ?

greetings, mr. original non gangster 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9728|9723|2003-04-14 12:52:46|Latif|Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

> > cmon fellas help an original gangsta ass nigga out mothaFUCKAS, 
> because ?
> 
> 
> > PLUS I THOUGHT THAT when i saved a sample to memory card that the 

next

> 
> time i loaded it up the memory would be 4 mg not 2mg because of the 
> sample
> 
> thought wrong. ram is not smartdisk is not ram.
> 
> > this shit is mad complicated i have had it for 10 days and avent 
> produced any good songs.
> 
> aha. tried to use the motherfucking "produce original gangster 

style"

> button ?
> 
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> greetings, mr. original non gangster 
> 
> 
> 

muhahahahaha :-)))

i suggest you 'read the mofo manual' and browse through 
'the gangsta ass f.a.q (frequently asked questions)'
to get a better understanding of what this machine 
can do/can't do and how it works.
And when you really got some problems or 
interesting questions which answers are not mentioned,
people will gladly help you out.

As for this machine hasn't got any great sounds blablabla,
if you can't manage to get good sounds out of this box or any box
then you better start practising and learning and reading,
cause there's a long way to go for you probably.

easup on the attitude/language and SHOUTING cause that will
get you nowhere here (or anywhere else for that matter).
as there are no 'mofo gansta ass dudes' in here, only 
great talents and nice peeps that treat one another with 'R'.

peace - Latif
| 9729|9723|2003-04-14 15:33:26|kovladko|Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|
im sorry fellas i was just joking. i no you guys are alot smarter 
then me and to be honest i dont really expect to be producing tracks 
like im pete rock or dj premier or the rza in 10 days. and as a 
matter of fact i have thrown together some decent tracks in the 
pattern mode but that was more ouuta luck then anything and all it 
does is loop. and u have me mistaken latif i think the sounds on this 
machine are off the hook espically the pads which are dynamite for 
hip hop, the band instruments are tight to theres like 10 organs 
whick kick, . but why is there 128 gm drumkits that are all the same. 
the bangin sounds are why i copped this over the mpc2000xl but i wish 
i could assemble my own kit from the internal drums. and i know that 
u can make your own kit from samples but i havent got the time yet or 
the 64 mg simms. im just looking for some tips and i have read the 
manual and am pretty far along for ten days. but today i couldnt get 
this drum loop to loop right for 2 hours and i liteerly punched my 
self in the face. i tried to cut it off and then append the same 
pharse at the end but no sound came out. and why havent i been able 
to post yet at rs7000.org.
| 9730|9708|2003-04-14 15:34:53|goodald|Re: quick SIMM installation question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:

> thanks.... looks like, to be economical, i'll have to grab another 

16 

> from somewhere... the 32's were cheap, 16's must be next to nothing!
> 
> the RS takes DRAM right?

Problem is.. the chips must match... if you buy some random piece of 
16 meg memory it may not work correctly if the chips are too 
dissimilar..

16 meg chips are cheap right now. i'd say buy a pair.. probably 
looking at 20 for both, tops.. 

you want 72 pin SIMM chips.. 70ns or faster (see faq)
| 9731|3992|2003-04-14 15:34:58|goodald|Re: Memory|

> can somebody explain me exactly what is this 4 megz memory that 

can't be 

> used when u have 64megz, does that mean that u can't use internal 
> instruments when using 64 megz of ram? and if, as I understood, the 
> internal sounds are on this memory, would'nt it be possible to 

change it 

> to have another set of preset soundz?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


By default, The RS7000 has 4 meg's of internal memory. This memory is 
used to hold pattern/note data and samples. Off hand, you probably 
have 3.5-3.8 meg's free for samples.

If you add the maximum memory (2x32 meg sticks=64megs) The RS will 
turn off the internal memory and use the expansion memory only. The 
RS was built to address 64 megs of memory only. Everything else is 
ignored.

Preset's (such as the factory patterns/sounds) are built into the 
unit but do not occupy memory. However, your own creations 
(sounds/patterns) will.

The presets are also hard coded into the chips of the RS. I don't 
think the default presets are able to be changed, but go a little 
crazy with those knobs and i'm sure you'll find a sound you like.. if 
not.. thats why theres the samper! :)

BTW... I haven't used the XGworks application before. Can you 
actually change preset sounds with this? Does it allow changes in 
algorithms etc? My DX200 lets me generate some great minimalistic 
clicks and was hoping i could get the rs to do something similar..
| 9732|9732|2003-04-14 21:17:15|Robert Blue|Saw talk about hip hop sounds.....|
I make hip hop (as well as jazz,jungle, and techno beats) and I think 
you just got to take some time tweaking the sounds to get what you 
want. Maybe turn down the pitch, mess with the EG, add some dist,etc. 
I agree on the RS7000 its kinda hard to make traditional hip hop 
tracks (DJ premeir, Hi Tek, Rawkus type stuff) but I think thats good 
because Im forced to make my own type of sounds.
......Question? just why does the RS have 128 of the same GM sounds?
| 9733|9733|2003-04-14 21:19:16|Robert Blue|Does anyone actually use the chat area?...|
Just wondering everytime I go there nobodys on.
| 9734|9723|2003-04-15 03:10:18|Latif|Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|

> but why is there 128 gm drumkits that are all the same. 
> the bangin sounds are why i copped this over the mpc2000xl but i 

wish 

> i could assemble my own kit from the internal drums. and i know 

that 

as far as i can say, there's only 1 GM drumkit containing 128 sounds
and 20 'one shot' drumkits, 3fx kits, 27 'gateble kits', and about 13 
extra kits among them special Basskick,Snare,HiHat,Tom kits
that are specificly there for creating your own kits on seperate 
tracks.
If you can't program a tight break on seperate channels (which as 
easy as saying 1,2,3) you can program the break on 1 track and use job
31 to divide the drumtrack over seperate tracks, and re-assign new 
kits to the sequences (phrases)

> u can make your own kit from samples but i havent got the time yet 

or 

> the 64 mg simms. 

If you havent got time, then simply use the 'make bad ass hiphop 
style' button as mentioned before. :D
If you make time ,spare some money for the extra rams, all will get 
better in time.

>im just looking for some tips and i have read the 
> manual and am pretty far along for ten days. but today i couldnt 

get 

> this drum loop to loop right for 2 hours and i liteerly punched my 
> self in the face. i tried to cut it off and then append the same 
> pharse at the end but no sound came out. 



Well, all i can say about this is, a loop either loops good or it 
doesn't, make sure you are working at the correct tempo of the loop
that you are trying to sample, after sampling it at the correct BPM
you can then slice it and use it with a margin of at least +10/-10 BPM

> and why havent i been able 
> to post yet at rs7000.org.

This is the yahoogroup, questions about RS7000.org admin should be 
adressed to, darren@rs7000.org

Latif
| 9735|9732|2003-04-15 09:01:27|goodald|Re: Saw talk about hip hop sounds.....|
I'm guessing you're talking about the drum sounds... yes. I agree. 
Quite a lot of them sound the same.. I'll sometimes hit one key, then 
change drumkit, hit it again, sounds the same... Change again, the 
same.. I guess the way kits are established certain instruments are 
always certain keys. Maybe some kits don't normally include a 
specific percussive sound so a default is used..

BTW:Anyone find a good conga drum? one where you can almost hear the 
hand slap the leather? Or is that bongo? hmm.. I guess i can sample 
one i was just hoping to find one :)

Thanks!

> I make hip hop (as well as jazz,jungle, and techno beats) and I 

think 

> you just got to take some time tweaking the sounds to get what you 
> want. Maybe turn down the pitch, mess with the EG, add some 

dist,etc. 

> I agree on the RS7000 its kinda hard to make traditional hip hop 
> tracks (DJ premeir, Hi Tek, Rawkus type stuff) but I think thats 

good 

> because Im forced to make my own type of sounds.
> ......Question? just why does the RS have 128 of the same GM sounds?

| 9736|9732|2003-04-15 09:46:54|okoyemaya|Re: Saw talk about hip hop sounds.....|
I think the really usefull are these groups, bass drums, snares etc 
because you can customise the sounds the rest I agree lots of similar 
stuff. Perhaps it is too much of choice. But there are also other 
ways, using other sounds like I do, or layers. Though I hardly use 
samples I consider use some Nordlead samples for kick to save the 
Clavias voice. After all the percussion samples are tiny. ( I hate 
waiting in any aspect of life and cant stand the"loading....") Maybe 
I am wrong person, real world musician´, I am used to drummer having 
only one or 2 kicks, similar with other instruments like bass but I 
imagine the real electronica fellows see it different. I would 
prefere to have better conga sounds instead of 50 same bad conga 
sounds. Anyway I must go to Ebay now solving this whole problem by 
buying Ultraproteus, must rush.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> I'm guessing you're talking about the drum sounds... yes. I agree. 
> Quite a lot of them sound the same.. I'll sometimes hit one key, 
then 
> change drumkit, hit it again, sounds the same... Change again, the 
> same.. I guess the way kits are established certain instruments 
are 
> always certain keys. Maybe some kits don't normally include a 
> specific percussive sound so a default is used..
> 
> BTW:Anyone find a good conga drum? one where you can almost hear 
the 
> hand slap the leather? Or is that bongo? hmm.. I guess i can sample 
> one i was just hoping to find one :)
> 
> Thanks!
> 
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> 
> 
> > I make hip hop (as well as jazz,jungle, and techno beats) and I 
> think 
> > you just got to take some time tweaking the sounds to get what 
you 
> > want. Maybe turn down the pitch, mess with the EG, add some 
> dist,etc. 
> > I agree on the RS7000 its kinda hard to make traditional hip hop 
> > tracks (DJ premeir, Hi Tek, Rawkus type stuff) but I think thats 
> good 
> > because Im forced to make my own type of sounds.
> > ......Question? just why does the RS have 128 of the same GM 
sounds?

| 9737|9723|2003-04-15 09:53:04|James Kneen|Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|
Hey Kovladko,

The RS takes a bit of getting your head around, but keep with it mate..it's 
one amazing machine which frankly pisses over similar products.
To get your drumloop in time, use the slice function (check out the manual). 
It's important you have a perfect loop (trim page), and that you tell the RS 
how many bars your loop lasts for. Once your sample is sliced, you can alter 
the track's BPM to your hearts desire. And more..
You can create a phrase from scratch using these slices Also, check out the 
Loop Remix function which rearranges these slices to create new 
phrases...YES!
Seriously, learn to use the slice function and you'll be rocking.

James Kneen,
UK.

>From: "kovladko" <kovladko@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] yo i just copped the rs7000
>Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2003 15:12:55 -0000
>
>this shit is mad complicated i have had it for 10 days and avent
>produced any good songs. i dont like any of the internal drum sounds
>for hip hop and even if i do like one of the sounds in the bass drum
>kit and want to use it with a snare in the snare drum kit it fucks my
>timing up on two different tracks. plus i sampled a bangin drumloop
>in and i cant ever get it to loop right any thoughts,
>

_________________________________________________________________
Stay in touch with absent friends - get MSN Messenger 
http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger
| 9738|9738|2003-04-15 10:27:50|wildemar|Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
First up: Hello again :-)
Been off for way to long now, but one of my roommtes refused to pay his phone bill, so ... no phone, Bill.

Here's my question: Why don't my Drum rythms sound real?
Because its all synth sounds? Maybe. Because the timing is too tight? Yeah. But.
Everytime I listen to my drumtracks I hear myself saying: "A real drummer wouldnt have played it like that!"
Problem is I don't know *how* exactly a real drummer would play.

So anyone here a drummer? Willing to give general advice? I dont really know what I asking for really, as I dont know 
what drummers know.

I got the kick/snare thing down so far, as well as basic HH stuff (So 'OOOTS OOOTS OOOTS OOOTS' or 'Boptek 
Boptek Boptek Boptek' sort of beats is easy), but the whole rest ist quite right. some guiding questions:

1. General tips for HH.
2. How to use Toms effectively? They always sound unreal and forced to me.
3. Rides and crashes: same as 2.
4. Anything else: How to create 'melodic rythms'? I mean rythms as expressive as melodies?

So anything folks?
thx for your time. Good 2b back :-)

C.U.
Wildemar

mailto:kovladko@yahoo.com
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| 9739|9739|2003-04-15 10:40:25|Aldo Lopez|hola|
Hi everybody. I've had the Yamaha since nov '02. I'm in the Atlanta area and looking to team up w/ other Yamaha RS7000 users. likes: electronica, odd beats,
soundscapes, samba-stained audio explorations. Peace.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9740|9740|2003-04-15 10:42:38|Bryan Rodgers|Re: hola - Toronto|
any fello RS' in Toronto?

We're putting together some live gigs. House, Tech-House, Techno...

Drop me a line if you are interested.

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Aldo Lopez [mailto:aldiri1@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2003 12:30 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] hola

Hi everybody. I've had the Yamaha since nov '02. I'm in the Atlanta area
and looking to team up w/ other Yamaha RS7000 users. likes:
electronica, odd beats, soundscapes, samba-stained audio explorations.
Peace.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 9741|9738|2003-04-15 10:56:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
On Tuesday 15 April 2003 18:25, wildemar wrote:

> So anything folks?
> thx for your time. Good 2b back :-)

Apart from learning a good drum technique by listening to 
lots of records, you will need good multi-layered samples 
to mimic a real drum, something impossible with the RS 
sound engine.

For example, a real snare drum can create hundred of 
different sounds based on how hard, and where it is hit. A 
good drummer use these accents all the time. Same (but in a 
lesser extent) for toms, kick, hats and cymbals.

Good drum sample cdroms offer 4 to 8 different samples per 
intrument, and selected by how hard you hit the key.

- Robert
| 9742|9738|2003-04-15 12:12:03|goodald|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
I take no credit for this. I think someone else posted it:

http://www.hairthieves.com/tip/rec/drum.htm

You might find it useful.... Bang away!

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:aldiri1@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.hairthieves.com/tip/rec/drum.htm


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> First up: Hello again :-)
> Been off for way to long now, but one of my roommtes refused to pay 
his phone bill, so ... no phone, Bill.
> 
> Here's my question: Why don't my Drum rythms sound real?
> Because its all synth sounds? Maybe. Because the timing is too 
tight? Yeah. But.
> Everytime I listen to my drumtracks I hear myself saying: "A real 
drummer wouldnt have played it like that!"
> Problem is I don't know *how* exactly a real drummer would play.
> 
> So anyone here a drummer? Willing to give general advice? I dont 
really know what I asking for really, as I dont know 
> what drummers know.
> 
> I got the kick/snare thing down so far, as well as basic HH stuff 
(So 'OOOTS OOOTS OOOTS OOOTS' or 'Boptek 
> Boptek Boptek Boptek' sort of beats is easy), but the whole rest 
ist quite right. some guiding questions:
> 
> 1. General tips for HH.
> 2. How to use Toms effectively? They always sound unreal and forced 
to me.
> 3. Rides and crashes: same as 2.
> 4. Anything else: How to create 'melodic rythms'? I mean rythms as 
expressive as melodies?
> 
> So anything folks?
> thx for your time. Good 2b back :-)
> 
> C.U.
> Wildemar

| 9743|9738|2003-04-15 14:26:00|wildemar|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|

> Von: "goodald" <datek@raverkids.com>
> Datum: Tue, 15 Apr 2003 17:57:41 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:
>
>
>
> I take no credit for this. I think someone else posted it:
>
> http://www.hairthieves.com/tip/rec/drum.htm
>
> You might find it useful.... Bang away!

Pretty much what I was looking for! Thx alot :-)
| 9744|9744|2003-04-15 15:47:47|buckmoy|Midi Delay Tricks|
Apologies to all of you that read the forum posts as well - this is 
a duplicate.

Does anyone know how to keep the "wet" signal from Midi delay 
running whilst stopping the dry?

Eg: (not that you necessarily need one..) Select a short sample or 
HH track - Have the midi delay screen on, set delay time to 320, 
repeat times to 6, up the midi delay level and enjoy the delay - but 
wouldn't it be nice to keep that delay going, with the cluttering of 
new dry going in?

Muting the track in question (understandably) mutes the wet signal 
as well. I also tried maxing the amp attack time, but of course its 
MIDI delay so that max attack time affects the wet iterations as 
well..

I tried the TG Mute setting on audio and midi (kind of desperate no 
brainer) but it didn't work.

Maybe theres no way of doing this - I know I can achieve what I'm 
after using one of the effects blocks, but I'd like to save it.

Anyway - anyone got any ideas? Or am I barking up a dead tree. 

Thanks, bm
| 9745|9744|2003-04-15 16:01:05|Latif|Re: Midi Delay Tricks|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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copy the original phrase to a new one
apply the midi fx to the new phrase and normalize.
then edit the new phrase by taking out the 
original notes as you can see them in the original phrase.
ofcourse this will cost you 2 tracks, but if you got em USE them :-)
now you can even have different track settings on both tracks
and spice it up even more..

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "buckmoy" wrote:
> Apologies to all of you that read the forum posts as well - this is 
> a duplicate.
> 
> Does anyone know how to keep the "wet" signal from Midi delay 
> running whilst stopping the dry?
> 
> Eg: (not that you necessarily need one..) Select a short sample or 
> HH track - Have the midi delay screen on, set delay time to 320, 
> repeat times to 6, up the midi delay level and enjoy the delay - 
but 
> wouldn't it be nice to keep that delay going, with the cluttering 
of 
> new dry going in?
> 
> Muting the track in question (understandably) mutes the wet signal 
> as well. I also tried maxing the amp attack time, but of course its 
> MIDI delay so that max attack time affects the wet iterations as 
> well..
> 
> I tried the TG Mute setting on audio and midi (kind of desperate no 
> brainer) but it didn't work.
> 
> Maybe theres no way of doing this - I know I can achieve what I'm 
> after using one of the effects blocks, but I'd like to save it.
> 
> Anyway - anyone got any ideas? Or am I barking up a dead tree. 
> 
> Thanks, bm

| 9746|9738|2003-04-15 18:10:43|Oscar Finch|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
OK Robert you knew I'd take the bait ;) ..........Sample up a set of composit snare hits ,roughly similar but not quite the same.Use one as your "standard" kit snare .Use the
others in accordance with grid groove for flam and ghost notes.Use step/grid record and use various samples and different velocity input points - same result ;-PI say same
result for this reason all a sample layer does is allow you to dynamically allocate various samples to one key .Each sample is altered by key on velocity (ie: trigger for
seperate layer) so using a set of snares at various velocity points does in fact yeild the same results.Also what most people over look is if you mark your snare note
positions in the grid record mode and jot them down then go to step record at those same grid note on events add CC data for varuable decay and or attack , slight pitch
bend , small amount of flter cut-off etc etc etc....this will make a single hit within a ROM kit sound far more varied than one can be
led to believe.Lastly programming like a drummer helps.U know he's only got 2 hands and 2 feet so why do you have 9 percussive parts running at once.Shuffle is
important.Try programming hi-hats in triplet subdivisions as it is quite common for drummers to create a swing feel by playing standard 4/4 rythms with triplet Hi-Hats
.Don't forget Crash and Ride cymbals are there for a reason ;).Veer away from solid 4 on the floor kick patterns and get something that is more syncopated and plays off
both the bassline and the other rythmic elements.Use loops where needed to spruce up or loosen up a groove.Use velocity creatively and extensively.Learn to read drum
tabs ...I can't really emphasise this point enough.Learn to program the really intricate stuff in STEP and not Grid mode (particularly ghost notes ,rolls and flams).Loop
remix is your friend but be prepared to hack away afterwards and remove alot of data tht may not really be needed in the loop.Use grid groove to pull notes
back and forth of the grid.etc etc etc ...Ok rant over time for a shower ;) --- On Tue 04/15, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp
[mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Tue, 15 Apr 2003 18:46:11 +0200Subject: Re: [RS7000] Question to all the 'real' Drummers:On Tuesday
15 April 2003 18:25, wildemar wrote:> So anything folks?> thx for your time. Good 2b back :-)Apart from learning a good drum technique by listening to lots of records,
you will need good multi-layered samples to mimic a real drum, something impossible with the RS sound engine.For example, a real snare drum can create hundred of
different sounds based on how hard, and where it is hit. A good drummer use these accents all the time. Same (but in a lesser extent) for toms, kick, hats and
cymbals.Good drum sample cdroms offer 4 to 8 different samples per intrument, and selected by how hard you hit the key.- Robert------------------------ Yahoo! Group
s Sponsor ---------------------~-->Get a FREE REFINANCE QUOTE - click here!http://us.click.yahoo.com/2CXtTB/ca0FAA/i5gGAA/QnLolB/TM----------------------------
-----------------------------------------~->===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe
from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is
subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9747|9747|2003-04-16 00:56:15|wildemar|It's question *for* all the real drummers, right?|
sorry
| 9748|9738|2003-04-16 01:00:48|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
Seen this sight earlier on the RS forum and noticed a whole section on 
programing drums.

http://www.studiocovers.com/articles7.htm">http://www.studiocovers.com/articles7.htm>

3rd section down on this page playing, programing recording etc...
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Cool site! Props to orignal poster of link. I've only read a few and was 
thought it was pretty interesting, might help you too. Sorry if someone 
already posted, I aint kept up 100% on this thread.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9749|9740|2003-04-16 03:30:19|Chris|Re: hola - Toronto|
Hey, I am living in the toronto area, georgetown if you know where 
that is, just outside brampton. I am currently more into 
hiphop /jungle type stuff although in the 12 years I've been 
producing I've pretty much dabbled in all styles. I've done a bit of 
trance/house live sequenced on the RS for fun, could be cool to show 
off a bit for a crowd. anyways it would be nice to hook up with 
other RS7k users and spend a few hours dissing the MPC hehe.. 

-c

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> any fello RS' in Toronto?
> 
> We're putting together some live gigs. House, Tech-House, Techno...
> 
> Drop me a line if you are interested.
> 
> B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Aldo Lopez [mailto:aldiri1@y...] 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2003 12:30 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] hola
> 
> 
> Hi everybody. I've had the Yamaha since nov '02. I'm in the Atlanta 
area
> and looking to team up w/ other Yamaha RS7000 users. likes:
> electronica, odd beats, soundscapes, samba-stained audio 
explorations.
> Peace.
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 9750|9747|2003-04-16 03:56:57|faxorgy|Re: It's question *for* all the real drummers, right?|
Ummm and meaning what exactly ???
Or would you rather we all just shut up and not help you with some 
drum programming tips that may help you down the track .......

" SORRY " 

(yes I am being facetious) ;)
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> sorry

| 9751|9744|2003-04-16 04:04:03|polyf0nken|Re: Midi Delay Tricks|
For short delay times you could just delay (&gate &transpose) the 
track by the desired amount using the clock shift - for an instance 
clock shift by +360 ticks. then set the delay to 360 ticks and - ta 
dam - you got a midi delay without the original signal.

i'll draw an useless diagram to show what i mean.

original:
X 1 2 3 Y 1 2 3 Z 1 2 3

delayed (with original notes in - cluttered)
X X1 12 23 3Y Y1 12 23 3Z Z1 12 23 3

clock shift - essentially making the original into the first delay:
X 1 2 3 Y 1 2 3 Z 1 2 3

clock shift+ delay

X 1 2 3 etc 
x 1 2 etc..
(x)(1) etc...

t./polyfonken

last nights version: 
http://www.polyfonken.com/stash/heavy_air_over_the_hissing_desert.mp3

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> copy the original phrase to a new one
> apply the midi fx to the new phrase and normalize.
> then edit the new phrase by taking out the 
> original notes as you can see them in the original phrase.
> ofcourse this will cost you 2 tracks, but if you got em USE them :-)
> now you can even have different track settings on both tracks
> and spice it up even more..
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "buckmoy" wrote:
> > Apologies to all of you that read the forum posts as well - this 
is 
> > a duplicate.
> > 
> > Does anyone know how to keep the "wet" signal from Midi delay 
> > running whilst stopping the dry?
> > 
> > Eg: (not that you necessarily need one..) Select a short sample 
or 
> > HH track - Have the midi delay screen on, set delay time to 320, 
> > repeat times to 6, up the midi delay level and enjoy the delay - 
> but 
> > wouldn't it be nice to keep that delay going, with the cluttering 
> of 
> > new dry going in?
> > 
> > Muting the track in question (understandably) mutes the wet 
signal 
> > as well. I also tried maxing the amp attack time, but of course 
its 
> > MIDI delay so that max attack time affects the wet iterations as 
> > well..
> > 
> > I tried the TG Mute setting on audio and midi (kind of desperate 
no 
> > brainer) but it didn't work.
> > 
> > Maybe theres no way of doing this - I know I can achieve what I'm 
> > after using one of the effects blocks, but I'd like to save it.
> > 
> > Anyway - anyone got any ideas? Or am I barking up a dead tree. 
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> > 
> > Thanks, bm

| 9752|9738|2003-04-16 04:38:39|ANGEK@telefonica.net|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
----- Mensaje Original -----
De: wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de>
Fecha: Martes, Abril 15, 2003 6:25 pm
Asunto: [RS7000] Question to all the 'real' Drummers:

> First up: Hello again :-)
> Been off for way to long now, but one of my roommtes refused to 
> pay his phone bill, so ... no phone, Bill.
> 
> Here's my question: Why don't my Drum rythms sound real?
> Because its all synth sounds? Maybe. Because the timing is too 
> tight? Yeah. But.
> Everytime I listen to my drumtracks I hear myself saying: "A real 
> drummer wouldnt have played it like that!"
> Problem is I don't know *how* exactly a real drummer would play.
> 
> So anyone here a drummer? Willing to give general advice? I dont 
> really know what I asking for really, as I dont know 
> what drummers know.
> 
> I got the kick/snare thing down so far, as well as basic HH stuff 
> (So 'OOOTS OOOTS OOOTS OOOTS' or 'Boptek 
> Boptek Boptek Boptek' sort of beats is easy), but the whole rest 
> ist quite right. some guiding questions:
> 
> 1. General tips for HH.
> 2. How to use Toms effectively? They always sound unreal and 
> forced to me.
> 3. Rides and crashes: same as 2.
> 4. Anything else: How to create 'melodic rythms'? I mean rythms as 
> expressive as melodies?
> 
> So anything folks?
> thx for your time. Good 2b back :-)
> 
> C.U.
> Wildemar
> 

I know what you feel. I´ve got a Roland Octapad and since I buy it, all 
the troubles about the rythm feeling were out. i wasn´t a drummer but, 
because of it, today i am.

Of couse it depends of the music.
| 9753|9753|2003-04-16 06:39:53|reasonable_being2003|Greetings fellow Rs Owners|
Greetings all just wanted to say wat a dam fine unit the Rs is, i 
have owned mine now since september last year and have had no 
problems besides 1 or 2 lock ups only in pattern mode 
though.....other than that plain sailing standars 4MB is A bit 
annoying though seems small for such a technologically advanced 
sampler or am i just trippin?? also anyone know where To go 4 spoken 
word recordings??[[peace]] R.Being
| 9754|9738|2003-04-16 09:45:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|
On Wednesday 16 April 2003 02:10, Oscar Finch wrote:

> OK Robert you knew I'd take the bait ;)

Yup! ;)

> ..........Sample
> up a set of composit snare hits ,roughly similar but not
> quite the same.Use one as your "standard" kit snare .Use
> the others in accordance with grid groove for flam and
> ghost notes.Use step/grid record and use various samples
> and different velocity input points - same result ;-P

The expected alternative, yes. ;)

> I
> say same result for this reason all a sample layer does
> is allow you to dynamically allocate various samples to

mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de


> one key .Each sample is altered by key on velocity (ie:
> trigger for seperate layer) so using a set of snares at
> various velocity points does in fact yeild the same
> results.

Well I doubt that, if I may. Using velocity to select one of 
the drum hits is an intuitive, musical approach. Using 
step/grid record to simulate this will not result in the 
same music, way too brainy. And 'natural' sounding drums 
was the request. ;P

Another problem is that you might run out of keys and RAM to 
cover the whole drum kit, including the cymbals. The whole 
operation is rather tedious, imo, something so easily done 
by a standard (soft) sampler.

Technically, yes, multi layered sampling can be simulated on 
the RS, but I'd go straight to my Emu (or any other 
sampler) with a good professional drum kit cdrom to 
approach a natural sounding drum.

- Robert
| 9755|9723|2003-04-16 11:30:35|Jeff|Re: yo i just copped the rs7000|
kovladko,
Read the Faq. I wrote a section on how to use drum loops with the 
RS. quickly I can say the most important thing when using loops is 
the "pitch bend" knob next to the "protamento time" knob. ALsoread 
up on 
saving all files
sample edit
sample import
common samples

These things are most important I feel when using the RS for Hip hop.

Jeff
| 9756|9738|2003-04-16 13:03:22|wildemar|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Datum: Tue, 15 Apr 2003 23:36:45 EDT
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Question to all the 'real' Drummers:
>
>
>
> Seen this sight earlier on the RS forum and noticed a whole section on
> programing drums.
>
> http://www.studiocovers.com/articles7.htm">http://
> www.studiocovers.com/articles7.htm
>
> 3rd section down on this page playing, programing recording etc...
>
> Cool site! Props to orignal poster of link. I've only read a few and was
> thought it was pretty interesting, might help you too. Sorry if someone
> already posted, I aint kept up 100% on this thread.
>
> Zam

I love you man!! That is I love the person who orig posted it :-).
Thx a billion!

Wildemar
| 9757|9753|2003-04-16 13:05:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Greetings fellow Rs Owners|
On Wednesday 16 April 2003 14:35, reasonable_being2003 
wrote:

> Greetings all just wanted to say wat a dam fine unit the
> Rs is, i have owned mine now since september last year
> and have had no problems besides 1 or 2 lock ups only
> in pattern mode though.....

Were doing a slice job?

> other than that plain sailing
> standars 4MB is A bit annoying though seems small for
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> such a technologically advanced sampler or am i just
> trippin?? 

It *is* small! ;)
You're expected to add sample RAM yourself. Takes about 50 
USD to max it out. Search for the RS700 at 
http://www.oempcworld.com

- Robert
| 9758|9707|2003-04-16 13:10:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Can The Knobs on a RS7000 control a Motif Rack Unit?|
On Saturday 12 April 2003 00:32, ad213357 wrote:

> Hello to all,
>
> I just ordered a Motif Rack, which should arrive Tuesday,
> and was wondering if I could control its parameters with
> knobs on my RS7000 thru midi. Anyone tried this?

Sure! You can assign MIDI CCs to one or more of the knobs, 
for the current MIDI channel (depending on the selected 
track) or a given MIDI channel.

Press SETUP 3 times. This stuff is saved per style.

- Robert
| 9759|9710|2003-04-16 13:12:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|
On Sunday 13 April 2003 01:46, synthe. labo wrote:

> as for me...well...forget everything about MicroQ....:
> i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i cant sell it.

I'm about to sell both my Waldorfs... ;)

- Robert
| 9760|9696|2003-04-16 13:18:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Playing one shot samples|
On Monday 14 April 2003 02:43, Muralidheran wrote:

> Hi Oscar,
>
> Thanks very much for the tip. Actually I usually use the
> gate time trick on my sounds, most often on snare sounds
> to create a sense of variation on snare rolls, flams,
> etc. Worked absolutely fine until I encountered this one
> snare sample I'm using on a new track. For some weird
> reason, it doesn't play back the same way it does in my
> audio editor. Even with all RS synth parameters off, when
> I hold down a key to listen to the sample, which
> technically ought to sound as if the gate time was the
> length of the sample, the playback sounds as if it's
> compressed to the max, with the tail of the sample
> sounding as loud as the attack portion.

Are you using a compressor?

- Robert
| 9761|9696|2003-04-16 13:20:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Playing one shot samples|
On Sunday 13 April 2003 05:37, Muralidheran wrote:

> Hi Guys,
>
> Thx for the replies on this topic, but seriously though,
> is there a way at all to play samples in one shot mode?
> Can't believe it took me so long to realise this doesn't
> seem possible . . . There are 4 modes of sample playback
> and not one "one-shot" mode. Bizarre. It's the simplest
> one of all . . . Any input Robert/Tom/Latif/
> Marco/Anyone? Some kind of workaround would be good . . .

Btw, isn't this what the HOLD parameter in the mixer is 
supposed to do? Can't test right now, but I remember I 
handled this problem once to my content.

- Robert
| 9762|9696|2003-04-16 13:23:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Playing one shot samples|
On Sunday 13 April 2003 05:37, Muralidheran wrote:

http://www.oempcworld.com/


> Hi Guys,
>
> Thx for the replies on this topic, but seriously though,
> is there a way at all to play samples in one shot mode?
> Can't believe it took me so long to realise this doesn't
> seem possible . . . There are 4 modes of sample playback
> and not one "one-shot" mode. Bizarre. It's the simplest
> one of all . . . Any input Robert/Tom/Latif/
> Marco/Anyone? Some kind of workaround would be good . . .

You want these drums live or are the MIDI notes recorded in 
a phrase? In the latter case, simply make the gate time 
long enoug.

- Robert
| 9763|9747|2003-04-16 13:26:13|wildemar|Re: It's question *for* all the real drummers, right?|

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>
> Datum: Wed, 16 Apr 2003 09:56:53 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: It's question *for* all the real drummers, right?
>
>
>
> Ummm and meaning what exactly ???
> Or would you rather we all just shut up and not help you with some
> drum programming tips that may help you down the track .......
>
>
> " SORRY "
>
>
> (yes I am being facetious) ;)

It was sort of a vocabulary question, nothing more. 'Sorry' was intended to say that such a stupid post isnt of interest 
really ... i apologize for any confusion

Wildemar
| 9764|9740|2003-04-16 18:19:13|D. A. Carrillo|Re: hola - Toronto|
yo, i'm from pickering ... the mpc sounds like the 505, just as tiny and 
shitty!

>From: "Chris" <cng_303@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: hola - Toronto
>Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2003 09:27:45 -0000
>
>Hey, I am living in the toronto area, georgetown if you know where
>that is, just outside brampton. I am currently more into
>hiphop /jungle type stuff although in the 12 years I've been
>producing I've pretty much dabbled in all styles. I've done a bit of
>trance/house live sequenced on the RS for fun, could be cool to show
>off a bit for a crowd. anyways it would be nice to hook up with
>other RS7k users and spend a few hours dissing the MPC hehe..
>
>-c
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> > any fello RS' in Toronto?
> >
> > We're putting together some live gigs. House, Tech-House, Techno...
> >
> > Drop me a line if you are interested.
> >
> > B
> > http://www.DigitalRays.ca
> >
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Aldo Lopez [mailto:aldiri1@y...]
> > Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2003 12:30 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > Subject: [RS7000] hola
> >
> >
> > Hi everybody. I've had the Yamaha since nov '02. I'm in the Atlanta
>area
> > and looking to team up w/ other Yamaha RS7000 users. likes:
> > electronica, odd beats, soundscapes, samba-stained audio
>explorations.
> > Peace.
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 9765|9710|2003-04-16 18:47:12|synthe. labo|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|

>On Sunday 13 April 2003 01:46, synthe. labo wrote:
> > as for me...well...forget everything about MicroQ....:
> > i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i cant sell it.
>
>I'm about to sell both my Waldorfs... ;)
>
>- Robert

huaaaa!!!

why???

what do you want to buy???

marco :/

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Extra Storage: piena libertà di esprimersi e comunicare 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/?xAPID=534&DI=1044&SU=http://hotmail.it/&HL=HMTAGTX_MSN_Extra_Storage
| 9766|9766|2003-04-16 21:19:12|D. A. Carrillo|Scsi interfearence|
I finally got a zip drive hooked up to my pc and to the RS7000... got it 
working with some bugs but getting the hang of it... however, whenever i 
turn on the rs and the scsi is hooked up i get this cliking internference, 
also when i transfer files i get it as well.. it is very soft and i hear it 
when i turn up the volume... i think its interfering with my mixer but when 
i disconect the scsi the sound is gone...
??? anybody help?

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: smart spam protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 9767|9767|2003-04-17 00:19:24|djscum|ont canada near mint rm1x and emu e5000 ultra for your rs7000|
near mint e5000 ultra 32 megs internal 2gig scsi hard drive manual
and a near mint rm1x with manual box for your near mint rs7000

im in north bay ont canada 705-776-7987

djscum@yahoo.com
| 9768|9768|2003-04-17 00:19:35|djscum|ont canada emu e 5000 ultra for your near mint su700|
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near mint emu e5000 ultra 32 megs ram 2 gig scsi drive manual for 
your near mint su700
| 9769|9769|2003-04-17 00:19:39|goodald|Pattern Librarian|
I wish there was an easy midi sequencer for pcs I could use as a 
pattern librarian.... I find cubase very confusing and over the 
top when all i want to do is have the ability to send small patterns 
of midi back and forth from pc<->RS7000 so that I can name them and 
piece them together later... 

I think I've asked for this before but my eyes glaze over with cubase 
etc.. And don't get me started with logic.. i don't recall getting 
any sound out of that...

:)
| 9770|9766|2003-04-17 00:19:46|spark dogg|Re: Scsi interfearence|
thats normal scsi drive noise from the zip..if you used a jaz drive or a syquest the noise isn't there..i have them daisy chained and they work just fine..but that scsi noise
from the zip 100 is perfectly normal...and make sure when you load up your rs7000 that you dont have your smartmedia in it, because tha yama will read it first and not
the zip.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9771|9769|2003-04-17 00:26:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern Librarian|
On Thursday 17 April 2003 04:49, goodald wrote:

> I wish there was an easy midi sequencer for pcs I could
> use as a pattern librarian.... I find cubase very
> confusing and over the top when all i want to do is have
> the ability to send small patterns of midi back and forth
> from pc<->RS7000 so that I can name them and piece them
> together later...
>
>
> I think I've asked for this before but my eyes glaze over
> with cubase etc.. And don't get me started with logic.. i
> don't recall getting any sound out of that...

Why not save them on a smartcard?

- Robert
| 9772|9769|2003-04-17 00:49:31|goodald|Re: Pattern Librarian|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 17 April 2003 04:49, goodald wrote:
> > I wish there was an easy midi sequencer for pcs I could
> > use as a pattern librarian.... I find cubase very
> > confusing and over the top when all i want to do is have
> > the ability to send small patterns of midi back and forth
> > from pc<->RS7000 so that I can name them and piece them
> > together later...
> >
> >
> > I think I've asked for this before but my eyes glaze over
> > with cubase etc.. And don't get me started with logic.. i
> > don't recall getting any sound out of that...
> 
> Why not save them on a smartcard?

The patterns I've made will all be part of their own songs then.. 
yes? Maybe I don't understand how Yammy saves their files, but I've 
got like 30 different songs saved to my smart card, mostly crap, but 
i like a couple phrases from each one. I don't see how i can easily 
bring them together into one song unless i was to record each "fav 
phrase" to an external sequencer (so i can have a little library of 
phrases i like on my pc) then transfer them back over, in the order i 
want, when i want...

I might be making all of this to difficult of course ;)
| 9773|9769|2003-04-17 00:59:43|Latif|Re: Pattern Librarian|
first you got to be more specific 
about what structure you exactly mean
are you talking about songs as in SONG mode
or do you refer to a STYLE as in pattermode when you say song?
cause if it's pattermode, then you can easily swap phrases between
styles, when they are loaded...?
:)
Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Thursday 17 April 2003 04:49, goodald wrote:
> > > I wish there was an easy midi sequencer for pcs I could
> > > use as a pattern librarian.... I find cubase very
> > > confusing and over the top when all i want to do is have
> > > the ability to send small patterns of midi back and forth
> > > from pc<->RS7000 so that I can name them and piece them
> > > together later...
> > >
> > >
> > > I think I've asked for this before but my eyes glaze over
> > > with cubase etc.. And don't get me started with logic.. i
> > > don't recall getting any sound out of that...
> > 
> > Why not save them on a smartcard?
> 
> 
> The patterns I've made will all be part of their own songs then.. 
> yes? Maybe I don't understand how Yammy saves their files, but 
I've 
> got like 30 different songs saved to my smart card, mostly crap, 
but 
> i like a couple phrases from each one. I don't see how i can easily 
> bring them together into one song unless i was to record each "fav 
> phrase" to an external sequencer (so i can have a little library of 
> phrases i like on my pc) then transfer them back over, in the order 
i 
> want, when i want...
> 
> I might be making all of this to difficult of course ;)

| 9774|9769|2003-04-17 01:08:58|okoyemaya|Re: Pattern Librarian|
If I understood you right, make a new song called "library" and 
import all your fav phrases into it. 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Thursday 17 April 2003 04:49, goodald wrote:
> > > I wish there was an easy midi sequencer for pcs I could
> > > use as a pattern librarian.... I find cubase very
> > > confusing and over the top when all i want to do is have
> > > the ability to send small patterns of midi back and forth
> > > from pc<->RS7000 so that I can name them and piece them
> > > together later...
> > >
> > >
> > > I think I've asked for this before but my eyes glaze over
> > > with cubase etc.. And don't get me started with logic.. i
> > > don't recall getting any sound out of that...
> > 
> > Why not save them on a smartcard?
> 
> 
> The patterns I've made will all be part of their own songs then.. 
> yes? Maybe I don't understand how Yammy saves their files, but 
I've 
> got like 30 different songs saved to my smart card, mostly crap, 
but 
> i like a couple phrases from each one. I don't see how i can easily 
> bring them together into one song unless i was to record each "fav 
> phrase" to an external sequencer (so i can have a little library of 
> phrases i like on my pc) then transfer them back over, in the order 
i 
> want, when i want...
> 
> I might be making all of this to difficult of course ;)

| 9775|9710|2003-04-17 03:12:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|
On Thursday 17 April 2003 02:47, synthe. labo wrote:

> >On Sunday 13 April 2003 01:46, synthe. labo wrote:
> > > as for me...well...forget everything about
> > > MicroQ....: i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i
> > > cant sell it.
> >
> >I'm about to sell both my Waldorfs... ;)
> >
> >- Robert
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>
> huaaaa!!!
>
> why???

I don't like the Waldorf sound anymore, especially. after I 
heard an analog synth. I stick to the NordMod though, love 
it.

>
> what do you want to buy???

http://www.alesis.com/products/a6/index.html :)
| 9776|9710|2003-04-17 10:07:51|okoyemaya|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|
Have you read my Messe report ? I have nice converstaion with Waldorf 
and Access developers, I really like their sounds but I asked why 
they don do 24/96 resolution, the answer was , the chips are still 
expensive, so with whatever is used if there is choice - higher 
resolution or more voices it is the sells section, not the developers 
who decide...??? So Clavia is the only one that stays on the higher 
resolution. Coming from acoustic world I am rather demanding, but 
frankly all that I missed in RS get it from Nordlead ( just got 1, 
will sell it to get 2). The only one I like more is the original one 
and only MiniMoog.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 17 April 2003 02:47, synthe. labo wrote:
> > >On Sunday 13 April 2003 01:46, synthe. labo wrote:
> > > > as for me...well...forget everything about
> > > > MicroQ....: i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i
> > > > cant sell it.
> > >
> > >I'm about to sell both my Waldorfs... ;)
> > >
> > >- Robert
> >
> > huaaaa!!!
> >
> > why???
> 
> I don't like the Waldorf sound anymore, especially. after I 
> heard an analog synth. I stick to the NordMod though, love 
> it.
> 
> >
> > what do you want to buy???
> 
> http://www.alesis.com/products/a6/index.html :)

| 9777|8038|2003-04-17 15:42:00|goodald|Re: What is really livepa?|
hate to bring up an old topic :) but i was searching for something 
else and came across this post.. anyway..

I believe that LIVE P.A. stands for Live Performing Artist

> yup
> 
> P.A. = Public Address
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@w...] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> 
> 
> On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> > P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> > appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> > logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
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> 
> Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17
050321

> 

44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?
http://

> www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?

M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai

> l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=121614140> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 

<http://www.motifator.com> 

> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com> 

> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9778|9710|2003-04-17 15:42:32|wildemar|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> Datum: Thu, 17 Apr 2003 11:12:42 +0200
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] SU700 & SpeedyJ
>
> On Thursday 17 April 2003 02:47, synthe. labo wrote:
> > >On Sunday 13 April 2003 01:46, synthe. labo wrote:
> > > > as for me...well...forget everything about
> > > > MicroQ....: i love too much the sounds of Waldorf, i
> > > > cant sell it.
> > >
> > >I'm about to sell both my Waldorfs... ;)
> > >
> > >- Robert
> >
> > huaaaa!!!
> >
> > why???
>
> I don't like the Waldorf sound anymore, especially. after I
> heard an analog synth. I stick to the NordMod though, love
> it.
>
> >
> > what do you want to buy???
>
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> http://www.alesis.com/products/a6/index.html :)

DREAMSYNTH! Love that thing ... I'd already own it ... if only I wasn't so desperately poor :-\

Dream on big boy ...

Wildemar
| 9779|9738|2003-04-17 15:46:18|goodald|Re: Question to all the 'real' Drummers:|

> > I take no credit for this. I think someone else posted it:
> >
> > http://www.hairthieves.com/tip/rec/drum.htm
> >
> > You might find it useful.... Bang away!
> 
> Pretty much what I was looking for! Thx alot :-)

http://www.stevehass.net/hassbeats.htm

Might find that useful as well :)
| 9780|8038|2003-04-17 16:16:25|Latif|Re: What is really livepa?|
hehehe, nope, the correct answer was allready given before
by Robert ,true P.A. stands for Public Adress
i forgot about it first too, but lately i have been hearing
this term alot again from my reggae friends.
And if i might believe them it's also a term that
origins from Jamacai, live P.A's are a common thing.
as entertainment set for a whole neighbourhood
listening to reggae.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> hate to bring up an old topic :) but i was searching for something 
> else and came across this post.. anyway..
> 
> I believe that LIVE P.A. stands for Live Performing Artist
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > yup
> > 
> > P.A. = Public Address
> > 
> > -B
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@w...] 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2002 7:52 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What is really livepa?
> > 
> > 
> > On Thursday 28 November 2002 13:34, okoyemaya wrote:
> > > Thanks, interesting though I doubt about the
> > > P.erformA.nce. You think so ? Actually personal
> > > appearence, applying to DJ/ producer would be more
> > > logical. The link is a step ahead in my definiton search.
> > 
> > Afaik, PA stands for Public Address.
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
> > 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupweb/S=17
> 050321
> > 
> 
44:HM/A=1327985/R=0/*http://ad.doubleclick.net/clk;4870024;7586687;x?
> http://
> > www.ameriquestmortgage.com/welcome.html?ad=Yahoo01> 
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> > 
> > <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
> M=234081.2711418.4084139.1925585/D=egroupmai
> > l/S=:HM/A=1327985/rand=121614140> 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> 
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
> <http://www.motifator.com> 
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com> 
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9781|9781|2003-04-17 16:35:38|AlAmAs anti6TM|Effects & knobs|
hi all!

is it possible to assign effects parameters to the controller knobs of 
the rs?

seb
| 9782|9769|2003-04-18 00:14:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Pattern Librarian|
In a message dated 4/17/2003 1:43:16 AM Eastern Standard Time, datek@raverkids.com writes:

> > > I wish there was an easy midi sequencer for pcs I could
> > > use as a pattern librarian....

Would ModPlug flip the bill? Mod Tracking is respectable IMHO, and might do the trick.

Zam
| 9783|9783|2003-04-18 02:30:59|Richard|drum programming help|
Hi, OK heres my question. say I have a song thats.....100 measures. 
I have made a basic 2 measure drum beat. But, I want a fill on 
measure 8 or something. How can I expand the drum track into 100 
measures and edit it manually? I know you have to do something in 
song mode but I have no freakin idea how. Could someone help out? 
thanx for your time
Rip
| 9784|9783|2003-04-18 02:41:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: drum programming help|
On Friday 18 April 2003 10:30, Richard wrote:

> Hi, OK heres my question. say I have a song thats.....100
> measures. I have made a basic 2 measure drum beat. But, I
> want a fill on measure 8 or something. How can I expand
> the drum track into 100 measures and edit it manually? I
> know you have to do something in song mode but I have no
> freakin idea how. Could someone help out? thanx for your
> time

The Copy Event song job copies your 2-measure beat to fill 
your song, for one or all tracks.

Then select a track and hit Edit, to manually change the 
notes.

You could also consider using Pattern mode, and convert a 
pattern chain to a song.

- Robert
| 9785|9781|2003-04-18 04:18:03|Latif|Re: Effects & knobs|
the most common fx parameters
that use CC# can be assigned.
but secondary fx parameters as in the fx screens,
can only be programmed in sequence with sysex commands.
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:
> hi all!
> 
> is it possible to assign effects parameters to the controller knobs 
of 
> the rs?
> 
> seb

| 9786|9786|2003-04-18 12:23:21|Mr. Barry|Help in Phoenix|
I just purchased my RS and the manual is in my opinion useless. I 
was wondering if anyone is here in the Phoenix, AZ area that could 
help me with understanding this beast and getting it to do what I 
need it to....let me know
| 9787|9786|2003-04-18 12:27:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help in Phoenix|
On Friday 18 April 2003 19:20, Mr. Barry wrote:

> I just purchased my RS and the manual is in my opinion
> useless. I was wondering if anyone is here in the
> Phoenix, AZ area that could help me with understanding
> this beast and getting it to do what I need it to....let
> me know

You should nevertheless give it a secon try. There's a 
tutorial section, near the beginning, that gives a quick 
rundown of many of the features. That should get you 
started.

- Robert
| 9788|9788|2003-04-18 18:28:45|nochancenine|Change BPM mid-Song?|
Can you pre-program a song so that it changes BPM mid-song?

If not, is is possible to "attach" two songs together with different 
BPM settings so that the second one begins as soon and the first one 
ends, without user interaction, and has a different BPM?

Or any other way of achiving this?

Thanks
| 9789|9710|2003-04-18 22:12:55|synthe. labo|Re: SU700 & SpeedyJ|

> > >I'm about to sell both my Waldorfs... ;)
> > >
> > >- Robert
> >
> > huaaaa!!!
> >
> > why???
>
>I don't like the Waldorf sound anymore, especially. after I
>heard an analog synth. I stick to the NordMod though, love
>it.
>
> >
> > what do you want to buy???
>
>http://www.alesis.com/products/a6/index.html :)

ouch!!!
really expensive thought!!
i read some 'not so good' comments about that machine....some people saying 
that its great sounding but, in the end, it sounds always the same, i mean, 
not a *big* range of sounds....
i never tried it with my hands...i dont find also demos on the net...

aren't you attracted by the incoming new Nord Modular G2?

_________________________________________________________________
Invia messaggi istantanei gratuitamente! http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 9790|9788|2003-04-19 01:06:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Change BPM mid-Song?|
On Saturday 19 April 2003 02:28, nochancenine wrote:

> Can you pre-program a song so that it changes BPM
> mid-song?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.alesis.com/products/a6/index.html
http://www.msn.it/messenger/


Sure, simply edit the BPM song track:

In Song mode, hit Record, turn knob1 left, press Edit,
and insert a bmp change event.

- Robert.
| 9791|9786|2003-04-19 01:56:16|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Help in Phoenix|
it all also comes down to your personal imagination... dont just expect the 
beast is gonna sing your song

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help in Phoenix
>Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2003 20:27:04 +0200
>
>On Friday 18 April 2003 19:20, Mr. Barry wrote:
> > I just purchased my RS and the manual is in my opinion
> > useless. I was wondering if anyone is here in the
> > Phoenix, AZ area that could help me with understanding
> > this beast and getting it to do what I need it to....let
> > me know
>
>You should nevertheless give it a secon try. There's a
>tutorial section, near the beginning, that gives a quick
>rundown of many of the features. That should get you
>started.
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 9792|9792|2003-04-19 15:48:33|rsmus7|Q: Mixing Desk|
Hi Rs7k Friends

I would like to buy a mixing desk for the mixdown of my music.
So can someone give me a hand on this. I´m thinking about a 
soundcraft spirit folio sx or a mackie cfx20 or maybe one of the new 
yamaha mg16/6fx or is there someone that can say good about the 
Behringer desks, like the ub 2222fx?
I will use the desk for recording with my rs7k, a microQ, my PC and 
an AN1x and some more gear in the future. I have a Korg d12 to save 
the mixdown on 4 tracks simultanously.

So please share your experience.

Thanks

Stephan
| 9793|9793|2003-04-20 09:28:57|Ronald|Re: Mixing Desk|
Hi,

I just bought the Mackie 1202 VLZ pro.
It's simply the best small (portable) mixer available. (i plan to use it
also Live)
Maybe you need more EQ or built in FX, if not this is the one!

Grt. Ronald.
| 9794|9793|2003-04-20 21:17:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: Mixing Desk|

>Hi,
>
>I just bought the Mackie 1202 VLZ pro.
>It's simply the best small (portable) mixer available. (i plan to use 

it

>also Live)
>Maybe you need more EQ or built in FX, if not this is the one!
>
>Grt. Ronald.
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Another possibility: The Mackie DFX12 Mixer. Selling at Guitar Center 
for $249.99 (original price $450 mentioned in ad). I used to have a 
Mackie 1202 VLZ Pro (loved it) but I sold it last October (needed money: 
also sold a Virus B Desktop at the time), and just replaced it last week 
with the DFX12. Great mixer. Similar to/like the successor to the 1202 
VLZ Pro, but slightly bigger and has faders for channel levels instead 
of knobs. Also has 24 built in effects (delays, chorus, reverbs, 
phaser, flange, etc.), a couple extra XLR inputs (6 instead of 4), and a 
5 band Master EQ section. Only thing that I miss from the 1202 VLZ Pro 
that isn't on the DFX12 is having the ability when you mute channel 
strips to have them send the signal out to ALT 3/4. Worked great when 
wanting to send instruments on channels out a separate out from the main 
mix and sample into your sampler (i.e. RS7K) or send to an effects box 
(i.e. Vocoder, etc.) At $250 for 12 channels (4 Mono, 4 Stereo), it's a 
steal. Consider it!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9795|9793|2003-04-21 00:50:14|Robert Blue|Re: Mixing Desk|
Kinda of subject but,Where did you get your anime desktop pic at?

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:>Hi,

>
>I just bought the Mackie 1202 VLZ pro.
>It's simply the best small (portable) mixer available. (i plan to use 

it

>also Live)
>Maybe you need more EQ or built in FX, if not this is the one!
>
>Grt. Ronald.

Another possibility: The Mackie DFX12 Mixer. Selling at Guitar Center 
for $249.99 (original price $450 mentioned in ad). I used to have a 
Mackie 1202 VLZ Pro (loved it) but I sold it last October (needed money: 
also sold a Virus B Desktop at the time), and just replaced it last week 
with the DFX12. Great mixer. Similar to/like the successor to the 1202 
VLZ Pro, but slightly bigger and has faders for channel levels instead 
of knobs. Also has 24 built in effects (delays, chorus, reverbs, 
phaser, flange, etc.), a couple extra XLR inputs (6 instead of 4), and a 
5 band Master EQ section. Only thing that I miss from the 1202 VLZ Pro 
that isn't on the DFX12 is having the ability when you mute channel 
strips to have them send the signal out to ALT 3/4. Worked great when 
wanting to send instruments on channels out a separate out from the main 
mix and sample into your sampler (i.e. RS7K) or send to an effects box 
(i.e. Vocoder, etc.) At $250 for 12 channels (4 Mono, 4 Stereo), it's a 
steal. Consider it!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9796|9796|2003-04-21 08:04:24|faxorgy|Attention: Notice to all 900+ members of this forum please look in |
Hello all,
I have posted a thread ar RS7000.ORG pertaining to this subject 
already. So far Mike ,Ornate,Latif ,Filterform ,OddbodsFinger and CO..
have put in their say.
I have posted a thread at http://www.motifator.com/forums in the 
RS7000 forum in an attempt to get some further attention drawn to our 
needs for a few more RS7000 system tweeks.
As it stands there have been some 136 views and only 9 posts to this 
thread. Actions speak louder than words and we need voices people. 
Lots of them to make Yamaha realise the further commitment to the 
RS7000 community is both vital and valid.
9 replies does not a convincing arguement make ;) ...
So I please ask all of you here to drop by the Motifator forum and 
make a whole lotta noise so that Yamaha will stand up and take some 
notice again.
I love my RS7000 and could not imagine studio life without her ;-).
That said I'm not about to let Yamaha off that easily with one very 
good OS upgrade when a few more tweeks and refinements could 
turn "FANTASTIC" into something well simply "STELLA" :-).
I don't wish to sound like I'm evangilising or on some high horse/ 
crusade all I ask is that you pop in in and rack up another post 
count. We need enough so Yamaha US will stand up once again and take 
notice.
9 reples and 136 views will not do it. But 800 odd replies sure as 
hell will. We deserve the conviction and dedication from Yamaha that 
our fellow Motif users take for granted.
Lets all see if we can get them to overhaul the RS7000 at least one 
more time and give the talent and depth of knowledge on this forum 
the attention it deserves.
Thankyou all for your time. Sorry if I've ranted and raved somewhat.
As a community I honestly feel I can rely on you all to step in and 
have a say.
Best wishes and regards
respect to you all
Oscar (aka FaX) ............
| 9797|9797|2003-04-21 08:17:07|okoyemaya|Warning, - format card|
I used the card since 6 months without problems. Today I loaded some 
exercises that I do in programming but later couldnt save. Looked 
empty ? Checked on computer, wants to format it. I used this card 
only few days ago while programming otherwise once in December to do 
the update (this is not my "working card" but the Yamaha`s original 
8mb). Strange, in this case unimportant material so no big pain. I 
just wonder how could it happen ? The card was inside the RS slot 
while it lost its memory and I definitely did not do anything stupid 
or unusual. I never touch the surface and am very careful.
Conclusion, I will probably do backups more frequently then once a 
month or week. On other hand somebody wrote that it is not so good to 
pull/push the cards too often. What would be "too often" everyday, 
every hour or every 10 minutes or 10 days ?
Okoyemaya
| 9798|9796|2003-04-21 09:13:46|okoyemaya|Re: Attention: Notice to all 900+ members of this forum please look|
Ok I did it,contributed to Motiforum Sir FAX, you are right. Come on 
people lets move our lazy fingers and appeal. Let them fix the 
METRONOME VOLUME!!!before we are all deaf and sensitivity of the 
unsensitive/sensitive pads, before we have to send the RS for 
servicing.all the rest I will see as bonus but this 2 things scream 
fix me YammieMamie.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Hello all,
> I have posted a thread ar RS7000.ORG pertaining to this subject 
> already. So far Mike ,Ornate,Latif ,Filterform ,OddbodsFinger and 
CO..
> have put in their say.
> I have posted a thread at http://www.motifator.com/forums in the 
> RS7000 forum in an attempt to get some further attention drawn to 
our 
> needs for a few more RS7000 system tweeks.
> As it stands there have been some 136 views and only 9 posts to 
this 
> thread. Actions speak louder than words and we need voices people. 
> Lots of them to make Yamaha realise the further commitment to the 
> RS7000 community is both vital and valid.
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> 9 replies does not a convincing arguement make ;) ...
> So I please ask all of you here to drop by the Motifator forum and 
> make a whole lotta noise so that Yamaha will stand up and take some 
> notice again.
> I love my RS7000 and could not imagine studio life without her ;-).
> That said I'm not about to let Yamaha off that easily with one very 
> good OS upgrade when a few more tweeks and refinements could 
> turn "FANTASTIC" into something well simply "STELLA" :-).
> I don't wish to sound like I'm evangilising or on some high horse/ 
> crusade all I ask is that you pop in in and rack up another post 
> count. We need enough so Yamaha US will stand up once again and 
take 
> notice.
> 9 reples and 136 views will not do it. But 800 odd replies sure as 
> hell will. We deserve the conviction and dedication from Yamaha 
that 
> our fellow Motif users take for granted.
> Lets all see if we can get them to overhaul the RS7000 at least one 
> more time and give the talent and depth of knowledge on this forum 
> the attention it deserves.
> Thankyou all for your time. Sorry if I've ranted and raved somewhat.
> As a community I honestly feel I can rely on you all to step in and 
> have a say.
> Best wishes and regards
> respect to you all
> Oscar (aka FaX) ............

| 9799|9799|2003-04-21 09:13:50|wasted su700fan|Anime Pic was Re: [RS7000] Re: Mixing Desk|

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert Blue <djrobblue@yahoo.com>
Date: Monday, April 21, 2003 2:50 am
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Mixing Desk

> Kinda off subject but,Where did you get your anime desktop pic at?

Like the caption below it says (that is if you load up the whole 
gearpics.html page), it's a background that comes with one of the BeOS 
packaged updates (BeOS 5.04 Developers Edition I believe). I used BeOS 
5 for everything except online gaming, which I use Windows XP for. All 
my USENET, email, web browsing, etc. are done in BeOS. That way I can 
avoid MS for the most part & not have to worry about viruses or other 
bloatware.

FWIW, if you want a copy, let me know privately and I'll see if I still 
have a copy of that image in my Backgrounds directory. If I do, I'll 
attach it to an email to you if you want. Holler back at me privately 
if so.

--
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com, su700fan@comcast.net) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 9800|9796|2003-04-21 11:05:37|Latif|Re: Attention: Notice to all 900+ members of this forum please look|
AMEN!!
yeah please all do go and make your voice heard.
as oscar says, some finer tweaks would really contribute
to this machines OS, and give it just that extra
technical punch it DESERVES :-)
take a good look and read to the points oscar
mentions in his request there, and try to emphasise how
these would fit in your music/song creations,
as these are nice functions that can be found in 
many older machines, and really easy managable for 
yamaha to program into the RS7K (i guess hahaha)
let's have another great uhhh christmass surprise from yammie!

peace!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Hello all,
> I have posted a thread ar RS7000.ORG pertaining to this subject 
> already. So far Mike ,Ornate,Latif ,Filterform ,OddbodsFinger and 
CO..
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> have put in their say.
> I have posted a thread at http://www.motifator.com/forums in the 
> RS7000 forum in an attempt to get some further attention drawn to 
our 
> needs for a few more RS7000 system tweeks.
> As it stands there have been some 136 views and only 9 posts to 
this 
> thread. Actions speak louder than words and we need voices people. 
> Lots of them to make Yamaha realise the further commitment to the 
> RS7000 community is both vital and valid.
> 9 replies does not a convincing arguement make ;) ...
> So I please ask all of you here to drop by the Motifator forum and 
> make a whole lotta noise so that Yamaha will stand up and take some 
> notice again.
> I love my RS7000 and could not imagine studio life without her ;-).
> That said I'm not about to let Yamaha off that easily with one very 
> good OS upgrade when a few more tweeks and refinements could 
> turn "FANTASTIC" into something well simply "STELLA" :-).
> I don't wish to sound like I'm evangilising or on some high horse/ 
> crusade all I ask is that you pop in in and rack up another post 
> count. We need enough so Yamaha US will stand up once again and 
take 
> notice.
> 9 reples and 136 views will not do it. But 800 odd replies sure as 
> hell will. We deserve the conviction and dedication from Yamaha 
that 
> our fellow Motif users take for granted.
> Lets all see if we can get them to overhaul the RS7000 at least one 
> more time and give the talent and depth of knowledge on this forum 
> the attention it deserves.
> Thankyou all for your time. Sorry if I've ranted and raved somewhat.
> As a community I honestly feel I can rely on you all to step in and 
> have a say.
> Best wishes and regards
> respect to you all
> Oscar (aka FaX) ............

| 9801|9797|2003-04-21 11:10:48|Latif|Re: Warning, - format card|
sometimes when the crad showsup empty
a simple pull out and put back into the machine
shows it full again... don't ask me why hehe
and also take notice that when you put the card into the slot
all blinking red tracklights on the rs, will stop for a fraction 
of a second, while the card is being read, so don't push the card 
into the machine and try to acces it immediatly, give it a second or 2

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> I used the card since 6 months without problems. Today I loaded 
some 
> exercises that I do in programming but later couldnt save. Looked 
> empty ? Checked on computer, wants to format it. I used this card 
> only few days ago while programming otherwise once in December to 
do 
> the update (this is not my "working card" but the Yamaha`s original 
> 8mb). Strange, in this case unimportant material so no big pain. I 
> just wonder how could it happen ? The card was inside the RS slot 
> while it lost its memory and I definitely did not do anything 
stupid 
> or unusual. I never touch the surface and am very careful.
> Conclusion, I will probably do backups more frequently then once a 
> month or week. On other hand somebody wrote that it is not so good 
to 
> pull/push the cards too often. What would be "too often" everyday, 
> every hour or every 10 minutes or 10 days ?
> Okoyemaya

| 9802|9802|2003-04-22 01:02:13|Chris|New OS? you wish!|
Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed recently 
on this issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are 
happy with what we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz 
going about what new features are most desired, what most users are 
using the RS7000 for, and what features most users don't really 
hunger for. By homing in on what the users really want, we can 
communicate in a language that yamaha understands, ie if you tailor 
this machine for THIS audience that wants THESE features, all my 
friends will want it, and I'll love you forever! Maybe some kind of 
generalized poll would be good ie, Which area do you think is in most 
dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling engine/jobs, the 
sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects? or maybe something 
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else?

Power to the people!

-cng
| 9803|9802|2003-04-22 02:49:19|michael **********|Re: New OS? you wish!|
i really beleive that it could do with an upgrade in the fx department how 
about some kind of vocoder surely in this day and age

>From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
>Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 05:55:05 -0000
>
>Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed recently on this 
>issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy with what 
>we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about what new 
>features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000 for, and 
>what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on what the 
>users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha 
>understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that wants 
>THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you forever! 
>Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area do you 
>think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling 
>engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects? or maybe 
>something else?
>
>Power to the people!
>
>-cng
>

_________________________________________________________________
| 9804|9802|2003-04-22 02:49:22|michael **********|Re: New OS? you wish!|
your a real ideas man aint ya u got a good point but do they really care 
what we want in a box???

>From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
>Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 05:55:05 -0000
>
>Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed recently on this 
>issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy with what 
>we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about what new 
>features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000 for, and 
>what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on what the 
>users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha 
>understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that wants 
>THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you forever! 
>Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area do you 
>think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling 
>engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects? or maybe 
>something else?
>
>Power to the people!
>
>-cng
>

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9805|9802|2003-04-22 07:41:02|Chris|Re: New OS? you wish!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael **********" 
wrote:

> your a real ideas man aint ya u got a good point 

thanks :)

but do they really care 

> what we want in a box???

its hard to say for sure really, but we have nothing to lose by 
trying for a little something extra, and I'm starting to feel that 
they might be a little confused about what to do with the RS.. there 
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are so many features already, so there are also a ton of areas that 
could be improved. I can almost imagine a yamaha exec looking at 
awish list and just throwing up their hands in the air because the 
requests are all over the place, from little functionality fixes to 
straight up new features like a vocoder or crazy new scale 
capability. As a group, users need to come to some sort of consensus 
on what we really want most I think, just to simplify things a bit 
for the heads. just my two cents anyways man.

-c

> 
> 
> >From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To: 

RS7000@yahoogroups.com 

> >Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 

05:55:05 -0000

> >
> >Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed 

recently on this 

> >issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy 

with what 

> >we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about 

what new 

> >features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000 

for, and 

> >what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on 

what the 

> >users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha 
> >understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that 

wants 

> >THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you 

forever! 

> >Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area 

do you 

> >think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling 
> >engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects? 

or maybe 

> >something else?
> >
> >Power to the people!
> >
> >-cng
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
> http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp

| 9806|9802|2003-04-22 07:48:07|michael **********|Re: New OS? you wish!|
Im at the forum now , just dunno wat to write yet!!! i aint a big tech 
talker but i love my rs and agree totally that there could b some upgrades 
that will benefit us all ::mik
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>From: "Chris" <cng_303@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: New OS? you wish!
>Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 13:39:36 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael **********" 
>wrote:
> > your a real ideas man aint ya u got a good point
>
>thanks :)
>
>but do they really care
> > what we want in a box???
>
>its hard to say for sure really, but we have nothing to lose by
>trying for a little something extra, and I'm starting to feel that
>they might be a little confused about what to do with the RS.. there
>are so many features already, so there are also a ton of areas that
>could be improved. I can almost imagine a yamaha exec looking at
>awish list and just throwing up their hands in the air because the
>requests are all over the place, from little functionality fixes to
>straight up new features like a vocoder or crazy new scale
>capability. As a group, users need to come to some sort of consensus
>on what we really want most I think, just to simplify things a bit
>for the heads. just my two cents anyways man.
>
>-c
>
>
> >
> >
> > >From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To:
>RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003
>05:55:05 -0000
> > >
> > >Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed
>recently on this
> > >issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy
>with what
> > >we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about
>what new
> > >features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000
>for, and
> > >what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on
>what the
> > >users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha
> > >understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that
>wants
> > >THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you
>forever!
> > >Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area
>do you
> > >think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling
> > >engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects?
>or maybe
> > >something else?
> > >
> > >Power to the people!
> > >
> > >-cng
> > >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to
> > http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 9807|9802|2003-04-22 08:13:37|Joost Gransjean|Re: New OS? you wish!|
I would really like to have mute memory for every section

Does anyone know if Yamaha is planning to update the RS7000 or are they
developing a new RS?000 ?
-----Original Message-----
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From: michael ********** [mailto:doofdoof83@hotmail.com]
Sent: dinsdag 22 april 2003 10:42
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] New OS? you wish!

i really beleive that it could do with an upgrade in the fx department how
about some kind of vocoder surely in this day and age

>From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 05:55:05 -0000
>
>Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed recently on

this

>issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy with what
>we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about what new
>features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000 for, and
>what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on what

the

>users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha
>understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that wants
>THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you forever!
>Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area do you
>think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling
>engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects? or

maybe

>something else?
>
>Power to the people!
>
>-cng
>

_________________________________________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9808|9808|2003-04-22 10:20:02|goodald|pitching and drum kits|
I thought i read somewhere that using pitch changes on drumkits might 
change the instrument being played. So i never used pitch controls 
with my drums etc.. anyway.. it seems that i can use pitch changes as 
much as i want, it only affects the notes in the current track 
correct?....

i was worried my bd's would becomes claps or something. Doesn't the 
manual say this somewhere?

Also.. Latif.. I recall that you use the step record mode to input 
changes such as cutoff.. Can i just go into step, move to the point 
where i need a controller value to change, turn the knob, then 
continue to the next point? is this possible?
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Thanks! :)
| 9809|9809|2003-04-22 10:37:19|keninverse|Midi footpedal Controller|
what's up everyone?
A quick question...Is there any way to start/stop sequences remotely 
via something like a midiboard? Is there a CC# that I can employ 
(don't see it on the list)? I realize that I can use the footswitch 
jack but I need to use tap and start/stop on a floorboard sometimes. 
If this is possible how do I actually do it?

ken.inverse
| 9810|9808|2003-04-22 10:57:39|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: pitching and drum kits|
In a message dated 4/22/2003 11:00:22 AM Eastern Standard Time, datek@raverkids.com writes:

> pitch changes on drumkits might 
> change the instrument being played

You read wrong... Pitch lowers or highers the pitch of the tone of the note played, doesn't change instrament on drum kits or change note. I've been doing it for a long
time, never seen it or any other gear actually change notes on a pitch change. I use it all the time especially on drum kits, and vocal samples.

Zam
| 9811|9802|2003-04-22 21:22:47|D. A. Carrillo|Re: New OS? you wish!|
You can count me in aswell... lets start emailing yamaha ... if we all do it 
we can show them and possibly get farther.... please repply to this if 
you're in and lets try to figure out where we should start redirecting our 
emails

>From: "michael **********" <doofdoof83@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: New OS? you wish!
>Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 23:44:22 +1000
>
>Im at the forum now , just dunno wat to write yet!!! i aint a big tech
>talker but i love my rs and agree totally that there could b some upgrades
>that will benefit us all ::mik
>
>
>
>
>
>
> >From: "Chris" <cng_303@hotmail.com>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: New OS? you wish!
> >Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 13:39:36 -0000
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael **********" 
> >wrote:
> > > your a real ideas man aint ya u got a good point
> >
> >thanks :)
> >
> >but do they really care
> > > what we want in a box???
> >
> >its hard to say for sure really, but we have nothing to lose by
> >trying for a little something extra, and I'm starting to feel that
> >they might be a little confused about what to do with the RS.. there
> >are so many features already, so there are also a ton of areas that
> >could be improved. I can almost imagine a yamaha exec looking at
> >awish list and just throwing up their hands in the air because the
> >requests are all over the place, from little functionality fixes to
> >straight up new features like a vocoder or crazy new scale
> >capability. As a group, users need to come to some sort of consensus
> >on what we really want most I think, just to simplify things a bit
> >for the heads. just my two cents anyways man.
> >
> >-c
> >
> >
> > >
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> > >
> > > >From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To:
> >RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003
> >05:55:05 -0000
> > > >
> > > >Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed
> >recently on this
> > > >issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy
> >with what
> > > >we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about
> >what new
> > > >features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000
> >for, and
> > > >what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on
> >what the
> > > >users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha
> > > >understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that
> >wants
> > > >THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you
> >forever!
> > > >Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area
> >do you
> > > >think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling
> > > >engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects?
> >or maybe
> > > >something else?
> > > >
> > > >Power to the people!
> > > >
> > > >-cng
> > > >
> > >
> > > _________________________________________________________________
> > > Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to
> > > http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
> >
>
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to
>http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 9812|9802|2003-04-22 21:25:34|D. A. Carrillo|Re: New OS? you wish!|
i would like the scsi to work better and faster like it did under twe... the 
only way to transfer files is through sound forge and it is a quarter of the 
speed of twe

>From: "Joost Gransjean" <darkforce@wanadoo.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: RE: [RS7000] New OS? you wish!
>Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 16:01:12 +0200
>
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>I would really like to have mute memory for every section
>
>
>Does anyone know if Yamaha is planning to update the RS7000 or are they
>developing a new RS?000 ?
> -----Original Message-----
> From: michael ********** [mailto:doofdoof83@hotmail.com]
> Sent: dinsdag 22 april 2003 10:42
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] New OS? you wish!
>
>
> i really beleive that it could do with an upgrade in the fx department 
>how
> about some kind of vocoder surely in this day and age
>
>
> >From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To: 
>RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 05:55:05 
>-0000
> >
> >Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed recently on
>this
> >issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy with 
>what
> >we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about what 
>new
> >features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000 for, 
>and
> >what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on what
>the
> >users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha
> >understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that wants
> >THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you forever!
> >Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area do you
> >think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the sampling
> >engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth engine/effects? or
>maybe
> >something else?
> >
> >Power to the people!
> >
> >-cng
> >
>
> _________________________________________________________________
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 9813|9813|2003-04-23 01:42:03|raverjett|OS Wishlist!|
I'm down for sending Yamaha email. I would like to see better 
sampling power and better sequencing as well. I really bought the 
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machine for its sampling capabilities so i was kind of disappointed 
by it. To much waiting involved. Jett
| 9814|9802|2003-04-23 05:58:44|Wayne|Re: New OS? you wish!|
I think that a Vocoder would be a great addition 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael **********" 
wrote:

> i really beleive that it could do with an upgrade in the fx 

department how 

> about some kind of vocoder surely in this day and age
> 
> 
> >From: "Chris" Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com To: 

RS7000@yahoogroups.com 

> >Subject: [RS7000] New OS? you wish! Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 

05:55:05 -0000

> >
> >Seriously... I have to agree with the sentiments expressed 

recently on this 

> >issue, nothing will get done of yamaha thinks that we are happy 

with what 

> >we have. We need to get some kind of community buzz going about 

what new 

> >features are most desired, what most users are using the RS7000 

for, and 

> >what features most users don't really hunger for. By homing in on 

what the 

> >users really want, we can communicate in a language that yamaha 
> >understands, ie if you tailor this machine for THIS audience that 

wants 

> >THESE features, all my friends will want it, and I'll love you 

forever! 

> >Maybe some kind of generalized poll would be good ie, Which area 

do you 

> >think is in most dire need of new features on the RS, the 

sampling 

> >engine/jobs, the sequencing engine/jobs, the synth 

engine/effects? or maybe 

> >something else?
> >
> >Power to the people!
> >
> >-cng
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________

| 9815|9813|2003-04-23 07:29:20|Chris|Re: OS Wishlist!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raverjett" wrote:

> I'm down for sending Yamaha email. I would like to see better 
> sampling power and better sequencing as well. I really bought the 
> machine for its sampling capabilities so i was kind of disappointed 
> by it. To much waiting involved. Jett
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yeah I think maybe organizing some kind of chain letter to send to 
yamaha might be a good idea. Anyone know where we should send 
something like this?

-c
| 9816|9816|2003-04-23 07:42:08|therealroonan|[Tip] Scene memory use for Live |
Hi,

I used scene memories a lot Live to make easy dramatic changes in a 
theme. This way you can have a sudden break incl. mutes, instrument 
changes and parameter changes at one button press. 
What i just discovered is that the tempo is also stored in the 
scene's, I never noticed this because the RS was slave to an ES-1 and 
as slave the tempo doesn't change to scene memories.(ES-1 can't be 
slave due to syncing problems)
This means that normally - if you use the RS as master - the scene 
memories can be very tricky Live because the tempo can jump to 
another value.

My Tip: Use the RS as slave if possible and the scene memories become 
a very usable and powerfull tool for Live use, no worries about the 
tempo anymore.

Maybe old news but i thought it was worth to mention.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 9817|9809|2003-04-23 08:18:22|Ian Vine|Re: Midi footpedal Controller|
You need to use MMC (midi machine control) commands, Start, Stop and Continue. I don't know what the actually command data is, I use a Kenton Control Freak and it
has the commands already defined. You need to setup the rs7000 to respond to MMC (on the Midi setup page). IanV 

keninverse <keninverse@yahoo.com> wrote:what's up everyone?
A quick question...Is there any way to start/stop sequences remotely 
via something like a midiboard? Is there a CC# that I can employ 
(don't see it on the list)? I realize that I can use the footswitch 
jack but I need to use tap and start/stop on a floorboard sometimes. 
If this is possible how do I actually do it?

ken.inverse
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9818|9818|2003-04-23 12:25:17|Robert Blue|Argh so many choices so little money?!! :{|
Whats up yall, if anybody can give some advice or opinions to these 
that would be great!
1st: I cant decide if I want/should go to a digital mixer recorder 
setup like the Yamaha AW2816 or stick to my computer. Ive been 
recording tracks from my RS and yamaha keyboard to my audigy card 
with cubase or majix audio. Just sequencing everything with the RS 
and recording audio that way.But Ive came to problems like my 
computer hard drive going bad (Only 6mos old!?) programs acting up, 
and trying to find the right mixer, now that I want to expand my 
setup.On one hand Im thinking with a Digital recorder I have a all 
in one package meant for music, but on the other I see the price tag 
and Know I could buy lots of things for my computer and have money 
left for a new keyboard..

2nd: Has anybody checked out the E MU XK-6 Keyboard or XL-7 command 
station? And if so would you go for the keyboard or the command 
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Station?

Thanks!
| 9819|9816|2003-04-23 13:49:54|om_audio|Re: [Tip] Scene memory use for Live|
Thanks for the tip- 

Couldn't you just save the scenes with the song's tempo? Or are the 
scenes global and not saved within each Style?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "therealroonan" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I used scene memories a lot Live to make easy dramatic changes in a 
> theme. This way you can have a sudden break incl. mutes, instrument 
> changes and parameter changes at one button press. 
> What i just discovered is that the tempo is also stored in the 
> scene's, I never noticed this because the RS was slave to an ES-1 
and 
> as slave the tempo doesn't change to scene memories.(ES-1 can't be 
> slave due to syncing problems)
> This means that normally - if you use the RS as master - the scene 
> memories can be very tricky Live because the tempo can jump to 
> another value.
> 
> My Tip: Use the RS as slave if possible and the scene memories 
become 
> a very usable and powerfull tool for Live use, no worries about the 
> tempo anymore.
> 
> Maybe old news but i thought it was worth to mention.
> 
> Grtz. Ronald.

| 9820|9820|2003-04-23 15:00:14|BrnMcdn@aol.com|New Group Member|
Hi Group

My name is Bernie from Scotland UK. and have been using an RS7000 for 6 
months. I am a guitar player with an interest in all things electronic and a 
big fan of Minimal Techno, Ritchie Hawtin, Jeff Mills etc. Currently I am 
trying to produce a set of tunes for a friend in London. I have been reading 
the posts for quite some time now and love the site. But Ithought I would go 
through the manual thoroughly before asking stupid questions.

Cheers

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9821|9820|2003-04-23 15:09:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New Group Member|
On Wednesday 23 April 2003 22:49, BrnMcdn@aol.com wrote:

> Hi Group
>
> My name is Bernie from Scotland UK. and have been using
> an RS7000 for 6 months. I am a guitar player with an
> interest in all things electronic and a big fan of
> Minimal Techno, Ritchie Hawtin, Jeff Mills etc. Currently
> I am trying to produce a set of tunes for a friend in
> London. I have been reading the posts for quite some time
> now and love the site. But Ithought I would go through
> the manual thoroughly before asking stupid questions.
>
> Cheers

Welcome Bernie!

Good thing you're reading the manual. You could also try our 
faq.

- Robert
| 9822|9816|2003-04-23 15:09:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: [Tip] Scene memory use for Live|
On Wednesday 23 April 2003 21:49, om_audio wrote:

> Thanks for the tip-
>
> Couldn't you just save the scenes with the song's tempo?
> Or are the scenes global and not saved within each Style?
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Scenes are stored within each style.

- Robert
| 9823|9696|2003-04-23 21:27:49|Murali|Playing one shot samples|
Hi Robert,

Just got back from Indonesia, so I'm able to continue the thread . . .

In response to you questions:
1. No I'm not using a compressor
2. I think the HOLD parameter is only for maintaining synth engine settings while changing the voice element
3. Making the gate long enough is what I normally do, but doesn't work in this case. The sound is a snare sound with a long decay; the decay is exaggerated when played
back through the RS . . . sounds similar to the effect of heavy compression being applied.

Can you elaborate on the HOLD parameter thing you mentioned?

Murali 

On Sunday 13 April 2003 05:37, Muralidheran wrote:
> Hi Guys,
>
> Thx for the replies on this topic, but seriously though,
> is there a way at all to play samples in one shot mode?
> Can't believe it took me so long to realise this doesn't
> seem possible . . . There are 4 modes of sample playback
> and not one "one-shot" mode. Bizarre. It's the simplest
> one of all . . . Any input Robert/Tom/Latif/
> Marco/Anyone? Some kind of workaround would be good . . .

>You want these drums live or are the MIDI notes recorded in 
>a phrase? In the latter case, simply make the gate time 
>long enoug.

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9824|9816|2003-04-23 21:55:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: [Tip] Scene memory use for Live|
I noticed with the es-1 that it does not sync tempos to its slave, bad bad Korg bad IMHO. Rid your setup of the es-1 if possible. I think they sound good but thats about it.
Personally, I would get one of yamahas little analog modules instead, AN200 or 300 I think their called. Which ever the one that is beter than the other at same cost
whichever that one is. I've never had one to play much on, but I bet they sync tempos or except as slave so tempo changes can be programed. If I'm wrong, maybe
someone can correct me. But they are Yammah's so 8^)

Zam
| 9825|9820|2003-04-23 21:55:53|goodald|Re: New Group Member|

> > interest in all things electronic and a big fan of
> > Minimal Techno, Ritchie Hawtin, Jeff Mills etc. Currently

Richie Hawtin.... shudder.... :)

thats precisely the type of sound i want to make
| 9826|9696|2003-04-23 22:07:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Playing one shot samples|
On Thursday 24 April 2003 05:33, Murali wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>
> Just got back from Indonesia, so I'm able to continue the
> thread . . .

;)

>
> In response to you questions:
> 1. No I'm not using a compressor
> 2. I think the HOLD parameter is only for maintaining
> synth engine settings while changing the voice element 3.
> Making the gate long enough is what I normally do, but
> doesn't work in this case. The sound is a snare sound
> with a long decay; the decay is exaggerated when played
> back through the RS . . . sounds similar to the effect of
> heavy compression being applied.
>
> Can you elaborate on the HOLD parameter thing you



> mentioned?

You're probably right regarding the HOLD param. I'm 
rebuilding my little studio right now, so you'll have to 
wait a little. I once created two banks of MachineDrum 
samples and had the same wish, one shot behavior. I 
remember I fixed it, but maybe that's just imagination...

- Robert
| 9827|6988|2003-04-23 22:30:09|goodald|Re: Recycle to RS|
Any news re: this recyle conversion program? :) :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe ...." wrote:
> 
> I have been working with Yamaha Japan to write a Recycle<->RS7000 
conversion 
> utility.
> 
> Work hasn't started yet, but I will post more as I have it.
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> >From: "Latif" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Recycle to RS
> >Date: Wed, 25 Sep 2002 20:58:15 -0000
> >
> >Hi Patrick, you could try to load the midi file into an empty 
pattern
> >first then fix the track properly.. then perform 'copy track' from
> >job menu.
> >(ofcourse copy track from test pattern to work pattern)
> >
> >but one other thing, even if you do all of this.. i don't think you
> >will be able to load all slices into one track (at least not in the
> >old RS7K OS), as soon as you import a sample (slice) it will be 
used
> >as a pitched sample all over the track.
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Send and receive Hotmail on your mobile device: 
http://mobile.msn.com

| 9828|9816|2003-04-24 04:04:43|therealroonan|Re: [Tip] Scene memory use for Live|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> Rid your setup of the es-1 if possible. 
> Zam

I did, now i've the Elektron's Machinedrum wich sounds great!
I still like the ES-1 for it's ease of use though.

> Add. info on scene use

I work Live only in pattern mode and like to adjust tempo freely.
That's why i sometimes play a bit faster/slower than the original 
tempo so when i press the scene memory the tempo would jump and any 
synced equipment will lose it's sync.
I now solved this problem by setting the RS as slave.

Grt. Ronald.
www.roonan.nl
| 9829|6988|2003-04-24 04:09:55|therealroonan|Re: Recycle to RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:

> Any news re: this recyle conversion program? :) :)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe ...." wrote:
> > 
> > I have been working with Yamaha Japan to write a Recycle<->RS7000 
> conversion 
> > utility.
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Why would you need this??????
Isn't slice powerfull/easy enough?

Grtz. Ronald.
| 9830|6988|2003-04-24 05:33:17|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: Recycle to RS|
therealroonan wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> 
>
>>Any news re: this recyle conversion program? :) :)
>>
>>
>>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe ...." wrote:
>> 
>>
>>>I have been working with Yamaha Japan to write a Recycle<->RS7000 
>>> 
>>>
>>conversion 
>> 
>>
>>>utility.
>>> 
>>>
>
>
>Why would you need this??????
>Isn't slice powerfull/easy enough?
>
>Grtz. Ronald.
> 
>

You cannot control everything with the slice, with recycle u can

>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 9831|6988|2003-04-24 05:43:39|s&m|Re: Recycle to RS|
Check the archives, I put up a workaround for
importing loops cutup with recycle into the rs. It
works but Rex/recycle compatibility would be cool
though, a lot faster than my method.
-sean

--- uplAmAs anti6TM <alamas@wanadoo.fr> wrote:

> therealroonan wrote:
> 
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald"
> wrote:
> > 
> >
> >>Any news re: this recyle conversion program? :) :)
> >>
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> >>
> >>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe ...."
> wrote:
> >> 
> >>
> >>>I have been working with Yamaha Japan to write a
> Recycle<->RS7000 
> >>> 
> >>>
> >>conversion 
> >> 
> >>
> >>>utility.
> >>> 
> >>>
> >
> >
> >Why would you need this??????
> >Isn't slice powerfull/easy enough?
> >
> >Grtz. Ronald.
> > 
> >
> You cannot control everything with the slice, with
> recycle u can
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo
http://search.yahoo.com
| 9832|6988|2003-04-24 06:45:01|therealroonan|Re: Recycle to RS|

>
> You cannot control everything with the slice, with recycle u can
> 

Call me stupid but i still don't get it?!
What's so special about Recycle?

Envelopes? -> The RS can use custom LFO, BPM synced to create the 
same effect.
Transient envelopes? -> The RS got envelopes (2 more) wich can be 
used for the same effect.
EQ? -> track EQ is avavilable or use the filter.
Pitch or Time stretch maybe??? -> Can be done.
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The only thing i can image is the ability to see what is going to be 
sliced and set youre own slice points.
If i could send direct from recycle to the RS like i used to do with 
a S2000 and SCSI it would be nice but now i see it as a lot of fuss 
with little benefit.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 9833|6988|2003-04-24 10:35:59|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: Recycle to RS|

>The only thing i can image is the ability to see what is going to be 
>sliced and set youre own slice points.

it is just what I was talking about, it seems fundamental to me

therealroonan wrote:

>>You cannot control everything with the slice, with recycle u can
>>
>> 
>>
>
>Call me stupid but i still don't get it?!
>What's so special about Recycle?
>
>Envelopes? -> The RS can use custom LFO, BPM synced to create the 
>same effect.
>Transient envelopes? -> The RS got envelopes (2 more) wich can be 
>used for the same effect.
>EQ? -> track EQ is avavilable or use the filter.
>Pitch or Time stretch maybe??? -> Can be done.
>
>The only thing i can image is the ability to see what is going to be 
>sliced and set youre own slice points.
>If i could send direct from recycle to the RS like i used to do with 
>a S2000 and SCSI it would be nice but now i see it as a lot of fuss 
>with little benefit.
>
>Grtz. Ronald.
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 9834|6988|2003-04-24 10:36:02|goodald|Re: Recycle to RS|

> If i could send direct from recycle to the RS like i used to do 

with 

> a S2000 and SCSI it would be nice but now i see it as a lot of fuss 
> with little benefit.
> 
> Grtz. Ronald.

Is this not possible? I was trying to send via midi last night.. 
failed of course ;)

can you send samples via scsi to the rs from recycle? I actually 
just started using samples last night. I've had my RS for a while but 
haven't toyed with sampling much cause i've been so scared to take my 
smartmedia out (seems to end up blank alot).. i was really hoping to 
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find a way to transfer samples in a way that wouldn't wipe my work. 
I've actually been thinking of buying a castlewood ORB. They have a 
model with SCSI and USB.. Wouldn't even have to move cables around :)
| 9835|9835|2003-04-24 10:36:09|goodald|Hold On/off on mixer + Transpose|
i've always kept certain types of phrases on certain tracks (BD on 1 
and 9 etc).. last night i was messing with samples on tracks 1 on 
section a and b. i went kinda crazy with filters (i LOVE the dual 
BPF :) :) :) ).. then went back to section A and i'm pretty sure the 
filter had changed on that section as well. does the HOLD selection 
on the MIXER mean that whatever something is set to, it stays that 
way for that phrase in that specific phrase?

example..

if hold is on

section A-Track 1

i turn cutoff or decay hard left

Section B-Track 1 (different phrase though)

i turn cutoff or decay hard right

switch back.. cutoff and decay are hard left again (as i left it)

Also, finally found out why transpose wasn't working all the time. 
didn't notice that the pattern patch screen changes when you hit rec 
there (trspse on/off appears). had some fun with that. 
HOWEVER... is it just me or does transpositions continue to be 
recorded even when recording is on standby (flashing red)..

Sorry.. these are 2 probably very over discussed points.. I'm just 
excited cause every once in a while i get time to play with my toys 
and have a couple "breakthroughs"..
| 9836|9836|2003-04-24 10:36:09|pojabo|Hello Everyone|
Hello everyone, I am new to this forum and would like to tell a 
little about myself. Well I am into producing HipHop and R&B music. 
I have bought the MPC 2000XL and I am thinking about returning it 
for the RS 7000. Don't get me wrong I like the MPC but I think the 
RS 7000 is more of an all in one machine. I have researched alot of 
forums and there are more MPC users in the world of HipHop and R&B 
music.If anyone use the RS 7000 for HipHop/R&B can you please let me 
hear some tracks. Can you all also tell me what you think about my 
situation.
Any advice would be helpful
| 9837|9835|2003-04-24 11:11:35|Latif|Re: Hold On/off on mixer + Transpose|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:

> i've always kept certain types of phrases on certain tracks (BD on 

1 

> and 9 etc).. last night i was messing with samples on tracks 1 on 
> section a and b. i went kinda crazy with filters (i LOVE the dual 
> BPF :) :) :) ).. then went back to section A and i'm pretty sure 

the 

> filter had changed on that section as well. does the HOLD selection 
> on the MIXER mean that whatever something is set to, it stays that 
> way for that phrase in that specific phrase?
> 
> 
> example..
> 
> 
> if hold is on
> 
> section A-Track 1
> 
> i turn cutoff or decay hard left
> 
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> Section B-Track 1 (different phrase though)
> 
> i turn cutoff or decay hard right
> 

Track Hold is tracksetting specific, it holds the tracks 
setting throughout all sections for the track it's set on to ON
doesn't matter what phrase is loaded, if a differen't phrase 
is loaded into same track X in different section X
then the phrase will load the voice that's programmed into 
it's header but will retain the tracksettings as set in the track 
where you are editing at that specific moment.
did i confuse you? good :-) hehehe :P

> 
> 
> switch back.. cutoff and decay are hard left again (as i left it)
> 
> 
> 
> Also, finally found out why transpose wasn't working all the time. 
> didn't notice that the pattern patch screen changes when you hit 

rec 

> there (trspse on/off appears). had some fun with that. 

yes , that's how it works :P

> HOWEVER... is it just me or does transpositions continue to be 
> recorded even when recording is on standby (flashing red)..
> 

hmm don't know, haven't recorded transpositions in realtime yet.
but i read somewhere here or on .org before
that some parameters like cutt off and such, were still recorded
when in rec-overdub rehearsel mode.

> 
> 
> 
> Sorry.. these are 2 probably very over discussed points.. I'm just 
> excited cause every once in a while i get time to play with my toys 
> and have a couple "breakthroughs"..

keep breaking those barriers :P

Latif
| 9838|9838|2003-04-24 11:45:24|aldiri1|(no subject)|
What's up people !
Can someone pls tell me how to program the "pads"?
I have been getting a lot of good tips from this group,

long live the RS7K

peace.
| 9839|9838|2003-04-24 11:58:39|goodald|(no subject)|
As i recall.. just hold the tap button, hold the key you want the 
pad to play, then touch the pad you want to assign that key to..

then bang away.. you might want to get a hammer out as they need 
quite a whack to get some decent volume out of those things.

> What's up people !
> Can someone pls tell me how to program the "pads"?
> I have been getting a lot of good tips from this group,
> 
> long live the RS7K



> 
> peace.

| 9840|9838|2003-04-24 12:11:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: (unknown)|
On Thursday 24 April 2003 19:42, aldiri1 wrote:

> What's up people !
> Can someone pls tell me how to program the "pads"?

Did you know they only work for pad sounds?

- Robert (hehe)
| 9841|9836|2003-04-24 12:57:21|Scott Kellogg|Re: Hello Everyone|
I think that the MPC has a strong following in the hip-hop community 
because it has been around for a long time. People are still using 
early MPCs, as well as the 2000 series. I doubt many people are using 
the 4000, since it is so expensive. I'm not a hip-hop producer, but 
I'm sure people are making great hiphop tracks with the RS7000. The 
rs7k is a complex machine capable of producing tracks in any genre.

/Scott

On Thursday, April 24, 2003, at 11:24 AM, pojabo wrote:

> Hello everyone, I am new to this forum and would like to tell a
> little about myself. Well I am into producing HipHop and R&B music.
> I have bought the MPC 2000XL and I am thinking about returning it
> for the RS 7000. Don't get me wrong I like the MPC but I think the
> RS 7000 is more of an all in one machine. I have researched alot of
> forums and there are more MPC users in the world of HipHop and R&B
> music.If anyone use the RS 7000 for HipHop/R&B can you please let me
> hear some tracks. Can you all also tell me what you think about my
> situation.
> Any advice would be helpful
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ---------------------~-->
> Get A Free Psychic Reading! Your Online Answer To Life's Important 
> Questions.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Z_CBYA/vB5FAA/AG3JAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 9842|9842|2003-04-24 15:34:10|jeffkissinger|Conig Sample Voice Settings for Good Synth Sustaining Pad or lead|
I have tried, and failed to enter a sample that I can simply use for a
good infinite sustaining pad, what are the best voice settings for a
sample to play like this? Maybe a stoopid question, but thanks to
all that help.
| 9843|9836|2003-04-24 23:22:23|spark dogg|scott|
Hey Scott,

I am a hip hop, r&b, reggae producer and i love my rs7000, i have been involved in music production since 1977 and even before midi...i'm only 40 years old but well
seasoned since i am one of the westcoast rap originators, i have been producing with dr dre and pretty much every top named producer on the westcoastbut enough of my
history...i have had every mpc that akai has manufactured..the best one ever made was the 3000 by akai and roger linn...the 2000xl's are ok...i took mine back for my
rs7000

but now i am looking to trade my yammy for another mpc2000, because my 16 yearold son is makin beats now and he loves the clear quality sounds of the rs7000, but he
likes the simplicity and dirty sound of the mpc so if you wanna trade your mpc for my rs7000 let me know...i would just as soon go to guitar center and buy him an mpc
and keep my yammy, but the misses says if daddy gets anymore new music toys, then daddy has to move in and live at the music store..so thats my dilemma. *S*

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9844|9844|2003-04-24 23:22:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: New OS? you wish! Clicker|
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Hey cant you just make a quick click track, levels be whatever? Don't seem like a major wish, at least not for me.

Yamaha must have a support desk email. If anyone happens upon it maybe thats the best way, flood their support and they will have to log it. Anyone knowing an yamaha
rep with this kind of pull to the inside might be hard to find, but I'd be happy to forward my wish list to an email address. For now I posted mine on that motif forum.
| 9845|9835|2003-04-24 23:22:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hold On/off on mixer + Transpose|
In a message dated 4/24/2003 10:50:11 AM Eastern Standard Time, datek@raverkids.com writes:

> does the HOLD selection 
> on the MIXER mean that whatever something is set to, it 
> stays that 
> way for that phrase in that specific phrase?

If I'm getting what I think your saying, its yes.

Its like it goes to the first change then goes back and puts that change in before the change actually happens. This seems to happen for most settings and knobs.

They didn't do it the same in the past on the QY70, don't know about RM1x, but on the QY it would keep the last setting and not change it until that filter or effect event
actually came up in that phrase, therefore manual tweaks had to be reset right at the very begining of a difrent phrase to keep it from using the previous phrase's settings.
Worked fine for same phrase looping in same pattern, but switch a phrase or pattern and wierd things happend to cutoffs and res filters. The RS seemed to have fixed that
ugly problem, and I like it much better, I don't really know how exactly, but they did and I like it 99% of the time.

Sorry if this was way more of an answer than you were looking for or not even close. Anyways... I do like how the RS handels filters and settings between pattern and
phrase changes... we are spoiled now >8^)

Zam
| 9846|9846|2003-04-24 23:22:45|flamdiddle8|rm1x/rs7000 voice edit battle |
I've got a rm1x hooked up to a rs7000 and almost everything works 
fine. The strange thing is that if I tweak track 8 on the rs7000, 
track 8 on the rm1x changes as well if both tracks are selected. All 
midi send options on last utility page are off. Is this the way it is 
supposed to work or am I doing something wrong?
| 9847|9816|2003-04-24 23:22:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: [Tip] Scene memory use for Live|
In a message dated 4/24/2003 4:05:07 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
Roonan@planet.nl writes:

> now solved this problem by setting the RS as slave.
> 

Cool sounds like you got it the way you prob want it than.

Just an FYI here then, but there is one other way that we have been working 
on if one wants to keep it all synced and have the RS as master.

We've been atempting to record through midi out, from the module in question, 
into a channel on the RS, then play it back out through midi with that 
channel assigned to the module. It does take up a channel, and have to put 
volume down on one of them so the other can be heard, so that channel is 
dedicated to the module, therefore sort of redundent, but we are able to keep 
it all synced up with RS as master. Only other advantage is that we have the 
midi stored on RS incase the module is droped.

Good Luck, and RS is da master, just wrong to slave it :::whip sounds::: heh

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9848|6988|2003-04-25 00:06:08|therealroonan|Re: Recycle to RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:

> can you send samples via scsi to the rs from recycle

You can but with TWE or Soundforge as transport program.(and SCSI)
But than you still have to figure out how to export the midi part.

Like i said, a lot of work....

Grtz. Ronald.

PS. I use the smartmedia a lot for saving style's and importing 
samples and it works fine!
Just make a lot of backup copies to your PC and/or on a SCSI harddisk 
and you're resonably save.
| 9849|9849|2003-04-25 00:33:29|michael **********|slice or no slice??|
[[ SLICE OR NO SLICE ]]
hi everyone michael here just recently joined the group havent had much 
feedback in the forum bin injured, cant type real well but anywayz.. getn 
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better:) and there is one thing with the RS that i just keep coming back to 
and finding the same thing each time ........ that is that no matter how 
much i tweak the parameters of the master slice effect it seems that im 
either tone/slice deaf or that it just dont seem 2 slice that well... i have 
a few older boxes with slice fx and they seem 2 have ten fold on the slicing 
capabilities of the RS or so it seems am i the only 1 who is experienceing 
this problem sorry if this has been posted b4 but i been out of action..... 
any feedback on this subject ould b muchly appreciated
Regards Michael ;)

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9850|9836|2003-04-25 00:33:32|michael **********|Re: Hello Everyone|
HEY POJABO to me it seems that the rs is an excellent machine for producing 
music wateva your genre the preset r&b and hip hop patterns that i heard are 
pretty good and i make alot of hip hop type slower music on the rs and find 
it to be a very versatile and a very fun box 2 use in a live situation...... 
in saying that i have never used an mpc for that matter so i cant compare 
on the two of them but hope that helps you out man ....

>From: "pojabo" <pojabo@aol.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Hello Everyone
>Date: Thu, 24 Apr 2003 16:24:41 -0000
>
>Hello everyone, I am new to this forum and would like to tell a
>little about myself. Well I am into producing HipHop and R&B music.
>I have bought the MPC 2000XL and I am thinking about returning it
>for the RS 7000. Don't get me wrong I like the MPC but I think the
>RS 7000 is more of an all in one machine. I have researched alot of
>forums and there are more MPC users in the world of HipHop and R&B
>music.If anyone use the RS 7000 for HipHop/R&B can you please let me
>hear some tracks. Can you all also tell me what you think about my
>situation.
>Any advice would be helpful
>

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9851|9816|2003-04-25 00:49:54|therealroonan|Re: [Tip] Scene memory use for Live|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> We've been atempting to record through midi out, from the module in 

question, 

> into a channel on the RS, then play it back out through midi with 

that 

> channel assigned to the module> 
> Zam
> 
> 

Hey, that's funny!
I've been experimenting with this yesterday and came up with very 
good results even better the ones you mentioned.

I used channel 5,6,7,8 for the MD (=Machine Drum)
On Channel 5 I recorded the drums.(with velocity!)
The good thing is u can still use the mute's on the MD so you get 16 
channels extra. (and lose 4 on the RS)
Also you can now use longer parts than the MD's 16 or 32 steps and 
use building phrases by sections.
This works much better because you only have to worry about the mutes 
on the MD and do everything else on the RS.(pattern switching on the 
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MD can be very tricky Live when you have got a lot going on)

Than i started twisting the knobs on the MD and recorded the CC's on 
the corresponding channels on the RS.(1/4 -> 5, 5/8 -> 6 etc...)
Nice! Flowing parameter effects instead of jumping parameter locks!
Then i tested step recording with CC's, hey parameter locks from the
RS!
After that i pressed realtime record on the MD and the pattern was 
recorded (=transferred) in the MD without sounding double notes!
(seemed ext. midi data overrules the internal sounds if doubled)
Then i muted the RS beat channel (5) and the pattern on the MD 
continued making it possible to switch style and mix in the next 
style with the beat of the prev. style! Wow, that's all i ever wanted!
Then i pressed function + erase on the MD and the pattern was 
cleared, then unmute the RS's next style MD track (5) and BAM, 
instant mixing mayhem!

But, now the RS is master and i lose the use of the scene memory Live 
(wich i like so much) because of the earlier mentioned tempo jumping.

What i now want to test is to use the clock of the MD looped to the 
RS and then sync the RS and still use channels on the RS to play the 
MD. (must be possible as long as you don't create a midi loop)

When i've everything working as planned i'll give a complete setup 
plan if someone's interested.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 9852|9842|2003-04-25 01:43:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Conig Sample Voice Settings for Good Synth Sustaining Pad or le|
On Thursday 24 April 2003 22:01, jeffkissinger wrote:

> I have tried, and failed to enter a sample that I can
> simply use for a good infinite sustaining pad, what are
> the best voice settings for a sample to play like this? 
> Maybe a stoopid question, but thanks to all that help.

The easiest solution is to use one of the RS's built in pad 
sounds, which aren't bad at all.

If you still want to use your own samples, make sure your 
loop points are okay. Making a good loop in a sample can be 
tricky, especially if the sample simply *cannot* be looped 
without producing artifacts. For example, a sample of a 
piano sound, with decaying amplitude, will always produce a 
volume jump at the loop point.

Whatever you do, make sure your loop points are placed at 
zero crosspoints, where the sample value crosses the zero 
line.

You may also try to loop a very short piece of the sample 
(only a few waveforms long) and use the RS engine to add 
life to it (fx, lfo, envelope, filtering). Especially with 
short loops, make sure that you capture an exact amount of 
*whole* waveforms. Not doing so will change the pitch of 
the sample.

- Robert
| 9853|9835|2003-04-25 04:07:54|therealroonan|Re: Hold On/off on mixer + Transpose|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:

> 
> switch back.. cutoff and decay are hard left again (as i left it)
> 

Man, i thought that all knob settings were kept on the same track 
when switching sections even with different phrases. The hold setting 
is explained different in the manual and this behaviour is not what i 
expected.

That's why i kept using scene memories because i like to make instant 
jumps in filter, efx settings for more tracks at the same time to 
make sudden changes. (can be very rewarding Live)

I haven't tried it yet but if i understand i can have different 
settings switching sections? I would like to twist and try al lot of 
settings and then store these with a section. (lock in a phrase in a 
section i mean)

Grtz. Ronald.
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| 9854|9846|2003-04-25 04:31:29|buckmoy|Re: rm1x/rs7000 voice edit battle|
Is the Rm1X connected to Midi A?

Try selecting track 8 on the rs7000, and with the sequencer stopped, 
press the setup button until you are in voice setup. 

You'll see TG set to channel 8, twiddle the left knob until it 
displays "midi a", and that will probably be set to 8 as well. 
Twiddle the right knob until midi a is set to off.

I'm not with my Rs7000 at the moment, so forgive me if the 
terminology is not accurate.

The voice setup menu is v useful - eg: if you want something to not 
play rs7000 noises on a certain channel (turn the TG (tone generator) 
off for that channel), or if you have a sequence you want to play 
channel 5 on midi a and channel 7 on midi b..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "flamdiddle8" wrote:
> I've got a rm1x hooked up to a rs7000 and almost everything works 
> fine. The strange thing is that if I tweak track 8 on the rs7000, 
> track 8 on the rm1x changes as well if both tracks are selected. 
All 
> midi send options on last utility page are off. Is this the way it 
is 
> supposed to work or am I doing something wrong?

| 9855|9846|2003-04-25 05:39:30|flamdiddle8|Re: rm1x/rs7000 voice edit battle|
thanks, this works fine! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "buckmoy" wrote:
> Is the Rm1X connected to Midi A?
> 
> Try selecting track 8 on the rs7000, and with the sequencer 
stopped, 
> press the setup button until you are in voice setup. 
> 
> You'll see TG set to channel 8, twiddle the left knob until it 
> displays "midi a", and that will probably be set to 8 as well. 
> Twiddle the right knob until midi a is set to off.
> 
> I'm not with my Rs7000 at the moment, so forgive me if the 
> terminology is not accurate.
> 
> The voice setup menu is v useful - eg: if you want something to not 
> play rs7000 noises on a certain channel (turn the TG (tone 
generator) 
> off for that channel), or if you have a sequence you want to play 
> channel 5 on midi a and channel 7 on midi b..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "flamdiddle8" wrote:
> > I've got a rm1x hooked up to a rs7000 and almost everything works 
> > fine. The strange thing is that if I tweak track 8 on the rs7000, 
> > track 8 on the rm1x changes as well if both tracks are selected. 
> All 
> > midi send options on last utility page are off. Is this the way 
it 
> is 
> > supposed to work or am I doing something wrong?

| 9856|9836|2003-04-25 06:58:10|Scott Kellogg|Re: scott|

> but now i am looking to trade my yammy for another mpc2000, because my 
> 16 yearold son is makin beats now and he loves the clear quality 
> sounds of the rs7000, but he likes the simplicity and dirty sound of 
> the mpc so if you wanna trade your mpc for my

Also, the MPC has a history in the hiphop world. There are probably a 
lot of people out there to learn from, whereas the rs7k has a smaller 
following.
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> keep my yammy, but the misses says if daddy gets anymore new music 
> toys, then daddy has to move in and live at the music store..so thats 
> my dilemma. *S*

Hahaha. I have a Nord Modular that looks suspiciously like a stainless 
steel refrigerator.

/Scott

>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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| 9857|9857|2003-04-25 07:33:19|Sis|Motif rack|
Hi,
Does anyone have any information on the new Motif rack?....I am wondering what you all think about it. Tia.
Sis

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9858|9858|2003-04-25 07:43:16|Fierce Fish|RS7000 and RM1x sequencer differences?|
Having owned my RS7000 for a while now I am curious of the differences between the RS sequencer and the RM1x sequencer, anyone on the list who owns both care to
list the differences, I'm not talking about anything other than the sequencer because I would be interested to see how they compare, I understand that they are largely the
same and that the RM1x does'nt have things like jump in to grid mode whilst playing etc, but does it have any advantages or limitations. The reason for this is RM1x can
be found pretty cheap now and I wouldn't mind getting one for live use (won't take my RS out!!)

Cheers

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9859|9842|2003-04-25 08:50:00|jeffkissinger|Re: Conig Sample Voice Settings for Good Synth Sustaining Pad or le|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Thursday 24 April 2003 22:01, jeffkissinger wrote:
> > I have tried, and failed to enter a sample that I can
> > simply use for a good infinite sustaining pad, what are
> > the best voice settings for a sample to play like this? 
> > Maybe a stoopid question, but thanks to all that help.
> 
> The easiest solution is to use one of the RS's built in pad 
> sounds, which aren't bad at all.
> 
> If you still want to use your own samples, make sure your 
> loop points are okay. Making a good loop in a sample can be 
> tricky, especially if the sample simply *cannot* be looped 
> without producing artifacts. For example, a sample of a 
> piano sound, with decaying amplitude, will always produce a 
> volume jump at the loop point.
> 
> Whatever you do, make sure your loop points are placed at 
> zero crosspoints, where the sample value crosses the zero 
> line.
> 
> You may also try to loop a very short piece of the sample 
> (only a few waveforms long) and use the RS engine to add 
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> life to it (fx, lfo, envelope, filtering). Especially with 
> short loops, make sure that you capture an exact amount of 
> *whole* waveforms. Not doing so will change the pitch of 
> the sample.\

Cool, thanks Robert, I think I try the "few waveforms" method, that
sounds like the best possible option, and by tweaking with the rs, may
yield some interesting sounds. 

Jeff

> 
> - Robert

| 9860|9849|2003-04-25 12:51:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: slice or no slice??|
RS's slicer sucks, I hope they can improve it in next OS.

Zam
| 9861|9861|2003-04-26 01:14:46|goodald|Fun with samples|
I have to admit.. i love using the pitch knob with samples, 
especially vocal tracks :) minor pitch adjustments will, of course, 
change the pitch slightly. major knob twists will lead you to samples 
that are playing to slow or fast to seamlesly fill between each note 
of the measure. Pretty soon you end up in crazy world where you have 
to guess what the hell the 'words' are all about... I love it! :) 
I also am starting to see that if i use too many sliced samples, 
(lets say a couple 4 measure samples) i may eventually run out of 
notes to assign samples to.. (as each measure takes 4 notes of 
samples.. 4 measures = 16 notes used.

of course i'll probably run out of sample memory first.. And i do 
have ableton which i've not messed with in a while.

Anyone else like running into things that might be considered a 
limitation or flaw, then try and turn it into something unique and 
desirable?

Case in point, my dx200 (which i suck at programming btw.. i think 
i'll have to try those huge packs of voices you can dl). When you 
change patterns, any "unison" voice will skip the first note cause 
it's working too hard changing parameters or something.. I find for 
most of my patterns it gives them a more organic/differing 
experience. Most of what I've been working on is pretty robotic 
sounding so far. These little hiccups lend a touch of mystery to my 
creations.
| 9862|9861|2003-04-26 01:21:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Fun with samples|
On Saturday 26 April 2003 07:23, goodald wrote:

> Anyone else like running into things that might be
> considered a limitation or flaw, then try and turn it
> into something unique and desirable?

So far, my *brain* has always been my biggest limitation...

- Robert
| 9863|9861|2003-04-26 02:02:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Fun with samples|
In a message dated 4/26/2003 1:17:03 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
datek@raverkids.com writes:

> i love using the pitch knob with samples, 
> especially vocal tracks :)

I've been doing that a lot lately. I also use a KAOSS pad to do some other 
neato vocs between mic and input. KAOSS pad is Korg made, so small warning 
here, had to repair pad a couple times since bought over a year ago. Wish 
yammy made a KAOSS pad.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9864|9864|2003-04-26 02:02:49|therealroonan|Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
Hi,

I'm trying to get this working but no succes yet.
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I can lock in other voices in a phrase so when i switch sections the 
voices change nicely with it.
But i can't seem to lock the (other) parameters to a phrase/section, 
the hold on/off setting makes no difference.
I would like to have different filter,env. etc settings for some 
sections on the same track, how do i do that?
Am i forgetting something?

Grtz. Ronald.

PS. I've read the complete manual and all files on this group but i 
can't seem to find the answer myself :(
| 9865|9864|2003-04-26 02:13:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
On Saturday 26 April 2003 09:50, therealroonan wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I'm trying to get this working but no succes yet.
> I can lock in other voices in a phrase so when i switch
> sections the voices change nicely with it.
> But i can't seem to lock the (other) parameters to a
> phrase/section, the hold on/off setting makes no
> difference.
> I would like to have different filter,env. etc settings
> for some sections on the same track, how do i do that?
> Am i forgetting something?

You could store the different settings in a scene, and 
recall it at strategic places in the pattern chain (or by 
hand).

You could also store stuff like filter cutoff and other 
settings as CCs in a phrase.

- Robert
| 9866|9864|2003-04-26 02:17:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
On Saturday 26 April 2003 09:50, therealroonan wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I'm trying to get this working but no succes yet.
> I can lock in other voices in a phrase so when i switch
> sections the voices change nicely with it.
> But i can't seem to lock the (other) parameters to a
> phrase/section, the hold on/off setting makes no
> difference.
> I would like to have different filter,env. etc settings
> for some sections on the same track, how do i do that?
> Am i forgetting something?

You could also sample your phrase any way you like and 
trigger different versions of it.

- Robert
| 9867|9864|2003-04-26 03:46:08|Oscar Finch|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
Unless your a major sysex master I'd suggest using the scene memories for different filters and lfo wave shapes.Everything else can be done by inserting the appropriate
CC data with that phrase itself.Which is a very felxible and efficient way of doing things.As well as resampling the phrase etc etc etc and mangling the crap out of it and
using it in the next section of your current style.Remember with the TG header system the same Track in any section can have either tweeked rom sounds and/or samples
embedded in it. So track 1 sections A to D for example could go drum kit ,sample sample ,bassline etc etc etc......Takes a bit of preplanning but the end results are rather
impressive.--- On Sat 04/26, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote:From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate:
Sat, 26 Apr 2003 10:17:18 +0200Subject: Re: [RS7000] Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!On Saturday 26 April 2003 09:50, therealro
onan wrote:> Hi,>> I'm trying to get this working but no succes yet.> I can lock in other voices in a phrase so when i switch> sections the voices change nicely with it.>
But i can't seem to lock the (other) parameters to a> phrase/section, the hold on/off setting makes no> difference.> I would like to have different filter,env. etc settings>
for some sections on the same track, how do i do that?> Am i forgetting something?You could also sample your phrase any way you like and trigger different versions of
it.- Robert 
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The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9868|9857|2003-04-26 04:00:21|bencopt|Re: Motif rack|
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/motifrack/index.html

i guess it should be a pretty cool device. motif sounds are realy good and inspiring, and it's identical to keyboard versions. i plan in a future to expand my pc-vst
production with motifRack, maybe even with mLan center 01x (http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/01x/index.html).

have fun,
bencopt

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Sis" wrote:
> Hi,
> Does anyone have any information on the new Motif rack?....I am wondering what you all think about it. Tia.
> Sis
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9869|9864|2003-04-26 04:27:56|therealroonan|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
Thanx for the reply's but i already know/use those tricks.
What i was talking about is what Goodald wrote a couple of posts ago:

(Message 9835 )

>example..
>if hold is on
>section A-Track 1
>i turn cutoff or decay hard left
>Section B-Track 1 (different phrase though)
>i turn cutoff or decay hard right
>switch back.. cutoff and decay are hard left again (as i left it)

Seems to me the voice parameters are held within a section/phrase in 
his example and are changed to whatever settings he had in another 
section. I don't know how he did that, but i sure want to know!

Grtz. Ronald.
| 9870|9864|2003-04-26 10:20:41|Ronald|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
I think i've found the answer to my question: How did Goodald did that
trick.

As a workaround i found an easy way to lock in voice parameter settings in a
phrase:
I edit the voice (=turning knobs) the way i want it to sound for that phrase
when it's playing and remember wich knobs i moved.
Than i start realtime record en turn every (adjusted) knob just a little
forth and back so it generates a little CC.
After that i go to the edit page, set view filter to CC and delete all CC's
exept the last one for every parameter.
Than i change all the positions to 1.0.0 so all CC's begin at the start of
the phrase.
This must be done before you want to record realtime changes in that phrase
or otherwise these will be lost.
Looks like a lot of work but it's quite fast and it gives me exactly what i
wanted.

But now the answer:
The Hold function suddenly got a meaning when i used these CC embedded
phrases.
With HOLD ON a knob twist changes the voice and the change is kept when you
jump to another phrase (section) even if it has CC's in it.
All CC with the same number as the twisted knob is ignored for that track no
matter what phrase your playing untill you stop and start the sequencer
again.
This can be a good thing if you want to manually take over recorded CC and
keep it that way for that moment.

With HOLD OFF the phrases are alway's played the way you programmed them
with CC's except those without the corresponding CC's
these stay the same as you turn the knobs.
So my guess is that Goodald had CC's in the phrases somehow.

Maybe you all knew about this but for me it wasn't clear, now it is. :-)))

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/motifrack/index.html
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/01x/index.html)
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Grtz. Ronald.

PS. for those wondering CC = Control Change
| 9871|9864|2003-04-26 10:23:48|Latif|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
uhhmm, and did you also read what i wrote back
to that specific message?? :-)
i don't think so, otherwise you would have understood
that track hold, doesn't do such stuff
it simply holds the track settings for same track X
in all sections, until you change the tracksettings
in one of the sections for this track X, which will imeediatly
be applied on all coressponding track X in all sections...
what you want to do , as others allready answered:
scene memory/ resample/ or most flexible in realtime sequenced 
style.. program sysex into the phrases for the operations you require
just as you learned how to keep voices with use of phrase header 
system... most of the approach for using sysex
has been answered and explained in this forum and .org
digg em up and start practising :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "therealroonan" wrote:
> Thanx for the reply's but i already know/use those tricks.
> What i was talking about is what Goodald wrote a couple of posts 
ago:
> 
> (Message 9835 )
> 
> >example..
> >if hold is on
> >section A-Track 1
> >i turn cutoff or decay hard left
> >Section B-Track 1 (different phrase though)
> >i turn cutoff or decay hard right
> >switch back.. cutoff and decay are hard left again (as i left it)
> 
> Seems to me the voice parameters are held within a section/phrase 
in 
> his example and are changed to whatever settings he had in another 
> section. I don't know how he did that, but i sure want to know!
> 
> Grtz. Ronald.

| 9872|9864|2003-04-26 11:11:48|therealroonan|Re: Help please! Voice/phrase hold setting not working?!?!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> just as you learned how to keep voices with use of phrase header 
> system... most of the approach for using sysex
> has been answered and explained in this forum and .org
> digg em up and start practising :-)
> 
> Latif
> 

Guess I already found a way :-)))
Thanx anyway.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 9873|9873|2003-04-26 16:12:02|k_eve_l|Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|
Hey peoples,

Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples on one
instrument and 
wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to use in
a completely 
different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading each 
individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) but...

Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I missing
something here?

Robert, you out there?

Thanks!

Kevin Reynolds
k_eve_l@yahoo.com
| 9874|9873|2003-04-26 17:42:58|Latif|Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|
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use 'common' sample voice instead of local

funny how this issue keeps turning up, 
from one forum to another heheh :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> Hey peoples,
> 
> Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples on 
one
> instrument and 
> wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to use in
> a completely 
> different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading each 
> individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) but...
> 
> Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I missing
> something here?
> 
> Robert, you out there?
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@y...

| 9875|9875|2003-04-26 17:50:31|Latif|OT: native goes totally wacko this time :P|
for those interested, just played a litle
with native-instruments new 
released package: VOKATOR (fft super vocoder)

create smooth and silky lushy breaked-up vocodezzz
and morph from one sound to another TOTALLY MAD!!!!!
matrix route all sort of env. and stuff
it's just to crazy to name what you can do with it

these guys just keep on comming 
with crazy stuff man :P

www.ni-vokator.com

Latif
going wacko over here :-)))))))))))))
| 9876|9876|2003-04-27 01:58:42|Robert van der Kamp|Pattern chain mode for starters (part 1)|

> Yes they were made in pattern mode and each part is
> stored in sections A, B, C, etc...each part is 4
> measures a piece, it was just easier to do it that way
> since I was just starting out,

Okay, the way to go is to use Pattern Chain mode.
In this mode, you chain sections (aka patterns) of one or 
more styles together, in whatever order, to form a chain.

You can play the chain, and in return, it fires your 
sections in the order you programmed them. So it still uses 
the original sections you created in Pattern mode. This 
allows you to change things in your sections, and the 
change will also be heard in Pattern Chain mode.

As an optional last step, you can convert the pattern chain 
into a regular song, that must be played in Song mode. The 
produced song is new material, where the notes of all 
sections in the programmed order are glued together to form 
long tracks. The song no longer relates to the original 
sections. Changes made in one of the original sections will 
not show up in the Song, and vice versa.

Okay, let's get practical now. Load the style holding the 
sections of one of your song. Now select Pattern Chain 
mode. Select an empty chain with knob 1. The default chain 
# 01 will probably do.

Chain mode has 3 different tracks that you can program:
- the PATT track, to program section changes.
- the BPM track, to program tempo changes.
- the SCENE track, to program scene and mute changes.
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You can record a track in real time, or using the editor. 
This time we will focus on the PATT track using the editor, 
but before we do we have to fill in some fields in the main 
screen of Pattern Chain mode.

Using knob2, fill in the default (start) style number and 
section. That will probably be 1 A. Using knob 4, specify 
the default (start) tempo. Simply copy the tempo used in 
your style.

Okay, to edit the PATT track do the following:
- Press the Rec button.
- Turn knob 1 to select the PATT track (if needed).
- Hit the Edit button.

The PATT EDIT screen allows you to program section changes. 
With knob 1 a measure is located. With knob 2 either the 
STYLE or SECTION field is selected, and with knob 4 the 
style numbers and section names can be dialed in. For 
section names, you can also use the section keyboard 
buttons.

Note this: STAY AWAY FROM THE STYLE FIELD, unless you really 
have to. The default style has already been specified in 
the main screen, so unless you're using sections from 
different styles in your song, LEAVE THE STYLE FIELD BLANK. 
Not doing so will produce the infamous gap between sections 
that jump style border.

Still in the PATT EDIT screen, let's assume that your style 
has 3 sections (A, B, C), each 4 bars long, and that you 
want to play them in this order: A B B C. To get this in 
the chain, do the following:

- At measure 1, specify section A.
- At measure 5, specify section B.
- At measure 13, specify section C.

And if you want to stop the RS at the end of your song:

- At measure 17, specify special *style* value END (at the 
end of the range).

Now hit the Exit button (optional) and press Play to hear 
your chain. Enjoy. ;)

Note that there are edit jobs available to manipulate the 
pattern chain tracks. To access these, simply hit the Job 
button.

Give me a note if you need more.
- Robert
| 9877|9877|2003-04-27 06:13:34|michael|track dropping|
hey people look i know this has been posted before but i been 
searching the archives and speaking to yamaha direct about this 
freezeing problem.
i seem to be another one who is having this problem i am running the 
latest operating system, since speaking with yamaha again about this 
problem the issue that i may be doing something wrong whilst 
recording was raised.... now when i record my user phrases, i always 
use step or overdub record modes and havent really started 
programming anything to complicated just yet keeping it simple while 
i learn the ins and outs of beloved RS........
These are the symptons which i experience whilst in pattern mode 
playing a user pattern .....my basic pattern setup consists of these 
tracks for parts A-J
for example
track 1 bd 
track 2 sd
track 3 hh
track 4 perc
track 5 chh
track 8 bassline
track 9 lead
track 10 sfx
track 11 sfx
track 12 sample
track 13 sample



What happens is if i switch from say part A to part B tracks 1 to 4 
and 5 to 9 for eg seems to be random ... but they just dropout for 
a whole loop region then the tracks either drop back in.. or it all 
completely freezes and i have to clear the pattern alltogether COULD 
ALL THIS BE CAUSED FROM NOT HAVING UPGRADED MY MEMORY YET......i 
wouldnt have thought so but anywayz any info greatly appreciated on 
this subject
Regards Mike
| 9878|9877|2003-04-27 08:30:16|okoyemaya|Re: track dropping|
So, you have 4MB ? I wouldnt even think of using any samples in that 
case. I paid 25 Euro for the 64 MB incl. installation, since you 
spent much, I suppose, to get RS the extra MBs is not such big deal. 
I do not understand why RS is sold with 4MB. I got my RAM ext 
immediately because I didnt want even to start working and then 
getting stuck. But to be sure that it is RAM problem just do all 
these operations wihout samples and see what happens.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
> hey people look i know this has been posted before but i been 
> searching the archives and speaking to yamaha direct about this 
> freezeing problem.
> i seem to be another one who is having this problem i am running 
the 
> latest operating system, since speaking with yamaha again about 
this 
> problem the issue that i may be doing something wrong whilst 
> recording was raised.... now when i record my user phrases, i 
always 
> use step or overdub record modes and havent really started 
> programming anything to complicated just yet keeping it simple 
while 
> i learn the ins and outs of beloved RS........
> These are the symptons which i experience whilst in pattern mode 
> playing a user pattern .....my basic pattern setup consists of 
these 
> tracks for parts A-J
> for example
> track 1 bd 
> track 2 sd
> track 3 hh
> track 4 perc
> track 5 chh
> track 8 bassline
> track 9 lead
> track 10 sfx
> track 11 sfx
> track 12 sample
> track 13 sample
> 
> What happens is if i switch from say part A to part B tracks 1 to 
4 
> and 5 to 9 for eg seems to be random ... but they just dropout for 
> a whole loop region then the tracks either drop back in.. or it 
all 
> completely freezes and i have to clear the pattern alltogether 
COULD 
> ALL THIS BE CAUSED FROM NOT HAVING UPGRADED MY MEMORY YET......i 
> wouldnt have thought so but anywayz any info greatly appreciated on 
> this subject
> Regards Mike

| 9879|9879|2003-04-27 09:09:26|philipformby|anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
hi last night i managed to totally crash the rs7000,what i was doing 
at the time was looping a short sample (1/4 of a measure repeated) 
and i had the pitch lfo full on and synced to 1/4 then i used a 
random wave which was also 1/4 (step secuencer)long while pressing 
random a few times the sucker crashed,hope this makes sense, 
i use this way of working all the time these days to come up with 
fresh results,anyway anybody else crashed it this way
| 9880|9877|2003-04-27 09:35:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: track dropping|
On Sunday 27 April 2003 14:06, michael wrote:

> What happens is if i switch from say part A to part B
> tracks 1 to 4 and 5 to 9 for eg seems to be random ... 
> but they just dropout for a whole loop region then the
> tracks either drop back in.. or it all completely
> freezes and i have to clear the pattern alltogether COULD
> ALL THIS BE CAUSED FROM NOT HAVING UPGRADED MY MEMORY
> YET......i wouldnt have thought so but anywayz any info
> greatly appreciated on this subject
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I doubt that adding *sample* RAMP will fix this problem, as 
no samples are involved. After you upgraded the OS, did you 
do a factory reset?

- Robert
| 9881|9879|2003-04-27 09:42:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
On Sunday 27 April 2003 16:48, philipformby wrote:

> hi last night i managed to totally crash the rs7000,what
> i was doing at the time was looping a short sample (1/4
> of a measure repeated) and i had the pitch lfo full on
> and synced to 1/4 then i used a random wave which was
> also 1/4 (step secuencer)long while pressing random a few
> times the sucker crashed,hope this makes sense, i use
> this way of working all the time these days to come up
> with fresh results,anyway anybody else crashed it this
> way

What OS version are you using?
Could you make a small file for us (or me only) so that 
others can try it on their machines?

- Robert
| 9882|9882|2003-04-27 12:04:50|pojabo|Will new RS7000 come with upgraded Operating System|
Hello all, I am thinking about buying the RS7000 for hiphop and r&b. 
I see alot of people have trouble and have to upgrade their 
Operating System. I would like to know if I buy the RS7000 would the 
operating system already be updated/upgraded. I have never used the 
RS7000 and do not know how to upgrade the OS.
Thank You
| 9883|9879|2003-04-27 12:07:04|philipformby|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
the latest os 1.2
| 9884|9879|2003-04-27 12:12:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
On Sunday 27 April 2003 20:05, philipformby wrote:

> the latest os 1.2

Did you do the factory reset after updating?
As a test, you could downgrade back to the old OS and see if 
the problem still exists.

I get a lot of crash reports lately. Hmmmm.

- Robert
| 9885|9882|2003-04-27 12:21:14|philipformby|Re: Will new RS7000 come with upgraded Operating System|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pojabo" wrote:

> Hello all, I am thinking about buying the RS7000 for hiphop and 

r&b. 

> I see alot of people have trouble and have to upgrade their 
> Operating System. I would like to know if I buy the RS7000 would 

the 

> operating system already be updated/upgraded. I have never used 

the 

> RS7000 and do not know how to upgrade the OS.
> Thank You

i never noticed any trouble but to upgrade is pretty easy,as long as 
you can use the web,anyway all you do is buy a smartmedia card 
reader for your pc (im using a usb one,and it cost £12.00,cheap!)and 
download the new os from www.rs7000.org and read the pdf with it, 
thenntransfer that data to a smartmedia card,pretty simple. the rs 
is quite good for hip hop (which is mqainly sample based anyway) and 
r&b
| 9886|9882|2003-04-27 12:21:22|wildemar|Re: Will new RS7000 come with upgraded Operating System|

> Von: "pojabo" <pojabo@aol.com>
> Datum: Sun, 27 Apr 2003 18:02:34 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Will new RS7000 come with upgraded Operating System
>
>
>
> Hello all, I am thinking about buying the RS7000 for hiphop and r&b.
> I see alot of people have trouble and have to upgrade their
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> Operating System. I would like to know if I buy the RS7000 would the
> operating system already be updated/upgraded. I have never used the
> RS7000 and do not know how to upgrade the OS.
> Thank You

I doubt it. Depends on how long the particular unit has waited in the store ... locical isnt it? ;-)

Well if you're lucky you might get one with the new OS, but chances are you won't.
Don't wortry though, its really simple upgrading this unit. Don't recal the exact procedure, but its pretty clearly described 
in the download package. If you exp any probs, you'll still have this group :-)

Go for it, it'll be you best buy ever (exept you live in a country where its legal to buy women :-)

Sorry
Wildemar
| 9887|9879|2003-04-27 13:15:40|Joost Gransjean|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
My RS7000 freezes almost every time i hit the rewind button while playing.
It also freezes regularly while booting with a zipdrive attached to the
RS7000 and mij computer
-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: zondag 27 april 2003 20:12
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000

On Sunday 27 April 2003 20:05, philipformby wrote:
> the latest os 1.2

Did you do the factory reset after updating?
As a test, you could downgrade back to the old OS and see if
the problem still exists.

I get a lot of crash reports lately. Hmmmm.

- Robert
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| 9888|9849|2003-04-27 14:54:24|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: slice or no slice??|

> RS's slicer sucks, I hope they can improve it in next OS.

Sure. Slicer is horribly slow and we can't adjust the slices manually
:-(

Arnauld
| 9889|9861|2003-04-27 14:56:34|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: Fun with samples|

> So far, my *brain* has always been my biggest limitation...

Mine too ! Not enough memory, data loss, a lot of bugs and very low...

Arnauld
| 9890|9879|2003-04-27 15:09:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
On Sunday 27 April 2003 20:22, Joost Gransjean wrote:
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> My RS7000 freezes almost every time i hit the rewind
> button while playing. It also freezes regularly while
> booting with a zipdrive attached to the RS7000 and mij
> computer

Which OS are you running?
If you disconnect the RS from the ZIP drive, that is, if the 
RS is not connected to any SCSI device, does it still 
crash? 

(Remember that you must switch off all gear before you 
change the SCSI chain.)

- Robert
| 9891|9849|2003-04-27 16:58:40|Latif|Re: slice or no slice??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> 
> > RS's slicer sucks, I hope they can improve it in next OS.
> 
> Sure. Slicer is horribly slow and we can't adjust the slices 

manually

> :-(
> 
> Arnauld

slicing is fast enough if you perform it
on a suitable loop, not to mention that the rs has 
the smartcard not only for saving and loading your work
but defenatly also for exchanging waves (cuts, slices,midi)
between the RS and computer platform....
and what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?
i mean you can alter both midi note data, and the 
slice cut itself in the sample editor...!?
:-)
Latif
| 9892|9879|2003-04-27 23:43:21|Joost Gransjean|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
I installed 1.2
-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
Sent: zondag 27 april 2003 23:09
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000

On Sunday 27 April 2003 20:22, Joost Gransjean wrote:
> My RS7000 freezes almost every time i hit the rewind
> button while playing. It also freezes regularly while
> booting with a zipdrive attached to the RS7000 and mij
> computer

Which OS are you running?
If you disconnect the RS from the ZIP drive, that is, if the 
RS is not connected to any SCSI device, does it still 
crash? 

(Remember that you must switch off all gear before you 
change the SCSI chain.)

- Robert
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9893|9877|2003-04-27 23:43:26|MiK sTa|Re: track dropping|
hey robert yea i did all the steps involved and still it hasnt fixed i also 
thought the sample ram would not be the cause the samples i have used are so 
tiny....yamaha want me to send them some styles that i have programmed to 
see if i am inputing the data incorrectly but i am pretty sure i am doing 
this correctly.......always using overdub or step rec mode.....

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] track dropping
>Date: Sun, 27 Apr 2003 17:35:00 +0200
>
>On Sunday 27 April 2003 14:06, michael wrote:
> > What happens is if i switch from say part A to part B
> > tracks 1 to 4 and 5 to 9 for eg seems to be random ...
> > but they just dropout for a whole loop region then the
> > tracks either drop back in.. or it all completely
> > freezes and i have to clear the pattern alltogether COULD
> > ALL THIS BE CAUSED FROM NOT HAVING UPGRADED MY MEMORY
> > YET......i wouldnt have thought so but anywayz any info
> > greatly appreciated on this subject
>
>I doubt that adding *sample* RAMP will fix this problem, as
>no samples are involved. After you upgraded the OS, did you
>do a factory reset?
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9894|9849|2003-04-27 23:43:36|MiK sTa|Re: slice or no slice??|
im talking about the master slicer effect not the sample slice editor.... 
;)

>From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: slice or no slice??
>Date: Sun, 27 Apr 2003 22:58:38 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> >
> > > RS's slicer sucks, I hope they can improve it in next OS.
> >
> > Sure. Slicer is horribly slow and we can't adjust the slices
>manually
> > :-(
> >
> > Arnauld
>
>slicing is fast enough if you perform it
>on a suitable loop, not to mention that the rs has
>the smartcard not only for saving and loading your work
>but defenatly also for exchanging waves (cuts, slices,midi)
>between the RS and computer platform....
>and what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?
>i mean you can alter both midi note data, and the
>slice cut itself in the sample editor...!?
>:-)
>Latif
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>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 9895|9849|2003-04-27 23:43:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: slice or no slice??|
In a message dated 4/27/2003 4:59:54 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:

> what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?

Lots of stuff. My fav with a good slicer is that I can almost get an effect 
of strings being strumed if thats a word. Have to have had a good slicer to 
see the big difrence it can make. Sure we can easily do what the RS's slicer 
does manually by editing note data, but with a good slicer to manually edit 
what it does would be very time consuming.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9896|9879|2003-04-28 00:07:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: anybody managed to freeze up rs7000|
On Monday 28 April 2003 00:55, Joost Gransjean wrote:

> I installed 1.2

Okay, did you do a factory reset after completing the 
install operation?

If that doesn't work, could you try the sans-SCSI test?

- Robert
| 9897|9877|2003-04-28 00:11:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: track dropping|
On Monday 28 April 2003 01:13, MiK sTa wrote:

> hey robert yea i did all the steps involved and still it
> hasnt fixed i also thought the sample ram would not be
> the cause the samples i have used are so tiny....yamaha
> want me to send them some styles that i have programmed
> to see if i am inputing the data incorrectly but i am
> pretty sure i am doing this correctly.......always using
> overdub or step rec mode.....

Okay, some samples are involved, but no slicing on them I 
presume?

If Yamaha wants the styles, they probably want to see if the 
data structure in the style got corrupted somehow. You 
cannot be blamed for using the knobs and features, but 
maybe the new OS cannot handle them without going nuts.

I also have a problem with v1.2 and I'm thinking of going 
back to the previous OS...

- Robert
| 9898|9849|2003-04-28 02:03:57|Latif|Re: slice or no slice??|
well, if you are also talking about the slicer 
as in the master fx, that kinda stuff can easy be managed
with LFO on AMP is it not?
anyway, i can remember a time when there was no slicer
fx at all, and we simply programmed CC07 for that all the
time ;)
time consuming yes, but very rewarding, since you can 
create your own crazy templates and re-use them.
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> In a message dated 4/27/2003 4:59:54 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> eurikon@h... writes:
> 
> > what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?
> 
> Lots of stuff. My fav with a good slicer is that I can almost get 
an effect 
> of strings being strumed if thats a word. Have to have had a good 

http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
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slicer to 
> see the big difrence it can make. Sure we can easily do what the 
RS's slicer 
> does manually by editing note data, but with a good slicer to 
manually edit 
> what it does would be very time consuming.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9899|9877|2003-04-28 07:40:04|MiK sTa|Re: track dropping|
RE: TRACK DROPPING....
See the thing is Robert my unit was doing this well before i upgraded to the 
new op system & i dont think the data has been corrupted, well wouldnt it be 
logical my pattern is my original yeah... after i have converted the ptn 
files to all+sys files it dont happen.... is the RS not meant to played live 
in pattern mode???? i hear alot of people say that anything else than ptn 
mode takes the fun out of the realtime side of things that is where i 
experiment most and with this problem i cannot do this ......
with regards to the sample/samples i have used,when the problem first 
occured i was using a sequenced rom instrument kit of no more than 10 tracks 
only consisting of part "A ONLY" and i was
using two samples both 148 kb each no slice was performed on either of the 
samples............im baffled??? anyway my box is still under warranty so i 
might send it back to yAMAHA maybe i think and get them to sort this out 
because it basically renders my ptn mode unusable......

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9900|9849|2003-04-28 07:41:06|MiK sTa|Re: slice or no slice??|
Yes i think latif that i am not speaking the language of the RS fluently 
enough yet like yourself..........i am new to yamaha equipment and its takin 
a bit of gettn my head around but im halfway there i think !!! yeah look i 
guess i have made a bit of a comparison with another piece of older 
equipment not a fair call really but never the less ill keep plugging away 
and see what i can come up with thanks for ya feedback much appreciated..... 
;)

>From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: slice or no slice??
>Date: Mon, 28 Apr 2003 08:03:55 -0000
>
>well, if you are also talking about the slicer
>as in the master fx, that kinda stuff can easy be managed
>with LFO on AMP is it not?
>anyway, i can remember a time when there was no slicer
>fx at all, and we simply programmed CC07 for that all the
>time ;)
>time consuming yes, but very rewarding, since you can
>create your own crazy templates and re-use them.
>Latif
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > In a message dated 4/27/2003 4:59:54 PM Mountain Standard Time,
> > eurikon@h... writes:
> >
> > > what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?
> >
> > Lots of stuff. My fav with a good slicer is that I can almost get
>an effect
> > of strings being strumed if thats a word. Have to have had a good
>slicer to
> > see the big difrence it can make. Sure we can easily do what the
>RS's slicer
> > does manually by editing note data, but with a good slicer to
>manually edit
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> > what it does would be very time consuming.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 9901|9849|2003-04-28 07:49:56|MiK sTa|Re: slice or no slice??|
yeah what zam said!! toalyy agree i guess im just dissappointed a little 
with the slicer i have another slicer on another piece of gear and the 
comparison is very noticeable.... anyway thanks all for the feedback..... im 
done with this 1 now ;)

>From: Dbeam505@aol.com
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: slice or no slice??
>Date: Mon, 28 Apr 2003 01:18:12 EDT
>
>In a message dated 4/27/2003 4:59:54 PM Mountain Standard Time,
>eurikon@hotmail.com writes:
>
> > what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?
>
>Lots of stuff. My fav with a good slicer is that I can almost get an 
>effect
>of strings being strumed if thats a word. Have to have had a good slicer to
>see the big difrence it can make. Sure we can easily do what the RS's 
>slicer
>does manually by editing note data, but with a good slicer to manually edit
>what it does would be very time consuming.
>
>Zam
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 9902|9877|2003-04-28 08:13:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: track dropping|
On Monday 28 April 2003 15:31, MiK sTa wrote:

> RE: TRACK DROPPING....
> See the thing is Robert my unit was doing this well
> before i upgraded to the new op system 

Ah!

> & i dont think the
> data has been corrupted, well wouldnt it be logical my
> pattern is my original yeah... 

You mean that your pattern originates from the days *before* 
you did the update? Good.

> after i have converted the
> ptn files to all+sys files it dont happen.... 

Could you explain this in more detail? Are you saying that 
when the data is saved and loaded as an ALL+SYS file the 
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crash problem is gone?

> is the RS
> not meant to played live in pattern mode???? 

Sure!

> i hear alot
> of people say that anything else than ptn mode takes the
> fun out of the realtime side of things that is where i
> experiment most and with this problem i cannot do this

Well pattern mode should simply work. If not, you've either 
found a bug in the new OS, or your pattern file is 
corrupted and triggers the new OS, while the older OS 
ignores it. This could explain why rewriting the pattern as 
an ALL file fixes the problem. Does it help to rewrite the 
original pattern as a new PATT file?

Here are some requests to you:

1. Can you repeat the steps to produce a crashing RS on a 
new file? If so, could you carefully describe these steps 
so that some of us can try to produce the crash on their 
machines?

2. Would you like me to send you crashing pattern file 
privately, so that I can test it on my machine?

- Robert
| 9903|9849|2003-04-28 08:44:04|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: slice or no slice??|
On Sun, 27 Apr 2003, Latif wrote:

> slicing is fast enough if you perform it
> on a suitable loop [...]
> [...] and what is it exactly that you can not adjust on a slice?
> i mean you can alter both midi note data, and the
> slice cut itself in the sample editor...!?

What do you mean by "suitable loop" ? Try to slice a 4 bars drum loop with
complex break beat, and it will take about 2 minutes to do the job. I find
it a bit slow. It would be fine if the slices were perfect, but the
result of a slice is that you have a lot of them with just the release of
the sound just before. What I would expect is the possibility to adjust
*manually* the boundaries of the slices to correct them, just like in
Recycle. RS7K job is a bit rough. Actually, if I want to extract
clean sounds from a sample, I use Recycle.
But I agree with the fact that a very short drum loop with a basic
pattern, GM sounds and no effects is easily sliced :-)

> not to mention that the rs has
> the smartcard not only for saving and loading your work
> but defenatly also for exchanging waves (cuts, slices,midi)
> between the RS and computer platform....

I agree with you and that is the way I do. But it would be faster to use
the SCSI link and the SCSI link is not very useful (only waves... when it
works).

Arnauld
| 9904|9873|2003-04-28 10:08:28|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum |
hi all,
ehem, i´m missing something here too:
how do i get this common sample from one .all file into another one ?
stepping through load/save/import didn´t give me the ´click´ into my
brains...

greetings, wthor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 27. April 2003 01:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum
Kit)

use 'common' sample voice instead of local

funny how this issue keeps turning up, 
from one forum to another heheh :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> Hey peoples,
> 
> Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples on 
one
> instrument and 
> wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to use in
> a completely 
> different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading each 
> individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) but...
> 
> Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I missing
> something here?
> 
> Robert, you out there?
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@y...

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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9%3eM=247865.3003379.4507215.2595810/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=14823
87/R=1=1051400579%3eM=247865.3003379.4507215.2595810/D=egroupweb/S=17050
32144:HM/A=1482387/R=2> 
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| 9905|9873|2003-04-28 10:15:02|Joost Gransjean|Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|
You can select it in the mixer menu if the other pattern is allready loaded.
Or you can load ik thru load sample en than select the proper pattern,
select the sample et voila
-----Original Message-----
From: wthor@gmx.de [mailto:wthor@gmx.de]
Sent: maandag 28 april 2003 17:53
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: AW: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e.
Drum Kit)

hi all,
ehem, i´m missing something here too:
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how do i get this common sample from one .all file into another one ?
stepping through load/save/import didn´t give me the ´click´ into my
brains...

greetings, wthor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com]
Gesendet: Sonntag, 27. April 2003 01:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum
Kit)

use 'common' sample voice instead of local

funny how this issue keeps turning up,
from one forum to another heheh :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> Hey peoples,
>
> Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples on
one
> instrument and
> wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to use in
> a completely
> different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading each
> individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) but...
>
> Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I missing
> something here?
>
> Robert, you out there?
>
> Thanks!
>
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@y...
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032144:HM/A=1482387/R=0/*http://ads.x10.com/?bHlhaG9vaG0xLmRhd=105140057
9%3eM=247865.3003379.4507215.2595810/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=14823
87/R=1=1051400579%3eM=247865.3003379.4507215.2595810/D=egroupweb/S=17050
32144:HM/A=1482387/R=2>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9906|9873|2003-04-28 15:54:05|wthor@gmx.de|AW: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum |
´click´
Thank you, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Joost Gransjean [mailto:darkforce@wanadoo.nl] 
Gesendet: Montag, 28. April 2003 18:10
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: RE: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e.
Drum Kit)

You can select it in the mixer menu if the other pattern is allready
loaded.
Or you can load ik thru load sample en than select the proper pattern,
select the sample et voila
-----Original Message-----
From: wthor@gmx.de [mailto:wthor@gmx.de]
Sent: maandag 28 april 2003 17:53
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: AW: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e.
Drum Kit)

hi all,
ehem, i´m missing something here too:
how do i get this common sample from one .all file into another one ?
stepping through load/save/import didn´t give me the ´click´ into my
brains...

greetings, wthor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com]
Gesendet: Sonntag, 27. April 2003 01:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e.
Drum
Kit)

use 'common' sample voice instead of local

funny how this issue keeps turning up,
from one forum to another heheh :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> Hey peoples,
>
> Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples on
one
> instrument and
> wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to use in
> a completely
> different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading each
> individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) but...
>
> Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I missing
> something here?
>
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> Robert, you out there?
>
> Thanks!
>
> Kevin Reynolds
> k_eve_l@y...
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9%3eM=247865.3003379.4507215.2595810/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=14823

87/R=1=1051400579%3eM=247865.3003379.4507215.2595810/D=egroupweb/S=17050
32144:HM/A=1482387/R=2>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9907|9877|2003-04-28 16:04:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: track dropping|
Dude GET MORE RAM! Maxing at 64 megs aint even enough on the RS IMHO. Seems to take more than expected due to processing and wierd stuff it does. I learned
this the first week I had it.

Good Luck.

Zam
| 9908|9877|2003-04-28 22:50:48|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: track dropping|
yeah i know im just beein a tite ass but im already broke because of my love 
4 all things electronic.... but dun worry its comin real soon.... but it 
seems i have found out wat is the cause of the problem i was having will 
post to let all know the outcome real soon cheers zam....
take care

>From: Dbeam505@aol.com
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] track dropping
>Date: Mon, 28 Apr 2003 16:59:53 -0400
>
>Dude GET MORE RAM! Maxing at 64 megs aint even enough on the RS IMHO. 
>Seems to take more than expected due to processing and wierd stuff it does. 
> I learned this the first week I had it.
>
>Good Luck.
>
>Zam

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 9909|9877|2003-04-28 22:50:53|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: track dropping|
ok yes the original pattern i started having trouble with originated from 
the first o.p system, and yes after i have saved the data into an 
ALL+SYSTEM file the bug has seemingly dissappeared without a trace???? it 
generally happens after i perform a small roll between say part A to part b 
what i am meaning is holding the key down a little and then switching to the 
next part the RS is meant to be able to do this isnt it?? at least that i 
was led to beleive when buying it......It has also happened with new 
patterns that i have i made on the o.p system but same scenario after 
converting to ALL+SYSTEM file the crash problem is gone..... but still 
lurking in pattern mode somewhere......
WELL BUGGER ME ROBERT YOUR A GENIUS!!!! back shortly
think its fixed

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] track dropping
>Date: Mon, 28 Apr 2003 16:13:47 +0200
>
>On Monday 28 April 2003 15:31, MiK sTa wrote:
> > RE: TRACK DROPPING....
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> > See the thing is Robert my unit was doing this well
> > before i upgraded to the new op system
>
>Ah!
>
> > & i dont think the
> > data has been corrupted, well wouldnt it be logical my
> > pattern is my original yeah...
>
>You mean that your pattern originates from the days *before*
>you did the update? Good.
>
> > after i have converted the
> > ptn files to all+sys files it dont happen....
>
>Could you explain this in more detail? Are you saying that
>when the data is saved and loaded as an ALL+SYS file the
>crash problem is gone?
>
> > is the RS
> > not meant to played live in pattern mode????
>
>Sure!
>
> > i hear alot
> > of people say that anything else than ptn mode takes the
> > fun out of the realtime side of things that is where i
> > experiment most and with this problem i cannot do this
>
>Well pattern mode should simply work. If not, you've either
>found a bug in the new OS, or your pattern file is
>corrupted and triggers the new OS, while the older OS
>ignores it. This could explain why rewriting the pattern as
>an ALL file fixes the problem. Does it help to rewrite the
>original pattern as a new PATT file?
>
>Here are some requests to you:
>
>1. Can you repeat the steps to produce a crashing RS on a
>new file? If so, could you carefully describe these steps
>so that some of us can try to produce the crash on their
>machines?
>
>2. Would you like me to send you crashing pattern file
>privately, so that I can test it on my machine?
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9910|9910|2003-04-28 22:51:00|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: track dropping NO MORE ;)|
ok it seems that the crash has gone after i have saved the original pattern 
file again to a new pattern file so it seems that the daTA has been 
corrupted in some of my patterns would i be correct in sayin that?? how 
does this happen??? looks like i gotta go re save all my patterns..... so i 
been playing it now for about ten minutes at least swapping sections big 
rolls hard on the fx etc and it is running perfectly at least its fixed now 
I NO COMPLAIN!!! BIG thanks Robert 2 you and everyone else 4 the 
feedback.....much appreciated
taKe Care all :) ___1 Happy Camper!!

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] track dropping
>Date: Mon, 28 Apr 2003 16:13:47 +0200
>
>On Monday 28 April 2003 15:31, MiK sTa wrote:
> > RE: TRACK DROPPING....
> > See the thing is Robert my unit was doing this well
> > before i upgraded to the new op system
>
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>Ah!
>
> > & i dont think the
> > data has been corrupted, well wouldnt it be logical my
> > pattern is my original yeah...
>
>You mean that your pattern originates from the days *before*
>you did the update? Good.
>
> > after i have converted the
> > ptn files to all+sys files it dont happen....
>
>Could you explain this in more detail? Are you saying that
>when the data is saved and loaded as an ALL+SYS file the
>crash problem is gone?
>
> > is the RS
> > not meant to played live in pattern mode????
>
>Sure!
>
> > i hear alot
> > of people say that anything else than ptn mode takes the
> > fun out of the realtime side of things that is where i
> > experiment most and with this problem i cannot do this
>
>Well pattern mode should simply work. If not, you've either
>found a bug in the new OS, or your pattern file is
>corrupted and triggers the new OS, while the older OS
>ignores it. This could explain why rewriting the pattern as
>an ALL file fixes the problem. Does it help to rewrite the
>original pattern as a new PATT file?
>
>Here are some requests to you:
>
>1. Can you repeat the steps to produce a crashing RS on a
>new file? If so, could you carefully describe these steps
>so that some of us can try to produce the crash on their
>machines?
>
>2. Would you like me to send you crashing pattern file
>privately, so that I can test it on my machine?
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9911|9910|2003-04-29 09:43:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: track dropping NO MORE ;)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus" 
wrote:

> ok it seems that the crash has gone after i have saved the original 

pattern 

> file again to a new pattern file so it seems that the daTA has been 
> corrupted in some of my patterns would i be correct in sayin 

that?? 

Absolutely correct. But it also means that a RS with the new OS is 
not fully datafile-compatible downwards. So to work properly they 
need to be saved first again in the "new" format. I guess they added 
a few bytes here or there...hoping it wouldn´t affect anyone...
| 9912|9849|2003-04-29 17:19:48|wildemar|Re: slice or no slice??|

> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: Arnauld Michelizza <am@zehc.net>
> Datum: Sun, 27 Apr 2003 22:58:58 +0200 (CEST)
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] slice or no slice??
>
>
>
>
> > RS's slicer sucks, I hope they can improve it in next OS.
>
> Sure. Slicer is horribly slow and we can't adjust the slices manually
> :-(
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>
> Arnauld

Well, it's not perfect, that for shure. But does it really SUCK?
Hell no, its far from unusable, which would be the only reason I'd call it that. I mean it does its job, right?
And hey: be happy you have a slice feature at all. Lets not talk the RS worse than it is. :-)

Wildemar
| 9913|9873|2003-04-29 22:00:35|k_eve_l|Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|
Wait, now I'm super confused...I just want to load/save a whole kit
(no patterns or 
anything). My choices for saving are:

?Pattern
?All
?Wav
?SMF

So I make a drum kit in "SmpCmn" in the mixer page and then what do I
exactly do?

Thanks!

Kevin

> You can select it in the mixer menu if the other pattern is allready
> loaded.
> Or you can load ik thru load sample en than select the proper

pattern,

> select the sample et voila

> hi all,
> ehem, i´m missing something here too:
> how do i get this common sample from one .all file into another

one ?

> stepping through load/save/import didn´t give me the

´click´ into my

> brains...
> 
> greetings, wthor

> use 'common' sample voice instead of local
> 
> funny how this issue keeps turning up,
> from one forum to another heheh :-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> > Hey peoples,
> >
> > Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples

on

> one
> > instrument and
> > wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to

use in

> > a completely
> > different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading each
> > individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) but...
> >
> > Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I

missing

> > something here?
> >
> > Robert, you out there?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> >
> > Thanks!

| 9914|9914|2003-04-30 00:56:47|Kraken|RS7000 wanted|
Salud!

If you want to sell your mint RS7000 (boxed with english manuals), I'll take
it. I'm from Madrid, Spain. Extra cards, extra RAM, transport bag are all
welcome.

K!
| 9915|9876|2003-04-30 00:57:02|giles smith|Re: Pattern chain mode for starters (part 1)|
Robert, maybe you should help Yamaha completely revise the instruction manual for the RS 7000. Your explanation of chaining patterns is quite "user-friendly." I find the
manual frustrating sometimes as it only gives very limited explanations of the features and "how to" instruction. I like the way you gave the example of using different
sections. 

Obailu

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: Brian Barry 
Cc: Rs7000 
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2003 3:58 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Pattern chain mode for starters (part 1)

> Yes they were made in pattern mode and each part is
> stored in sections A, B, C, etc...each part is 4
> measures a piece, it was just easier to do it that way
> since I was just starting out,

Okay, the way to go is to use Pattern Chain mode.
In this mode, you chain sections (aka patterns) of one or 
more styles together, in whatever order, to form a chain.

You can play the chain, and in return, it fires your 
sections in the order you programmed them. So it still uses 
the original sections you created in Pattern mode. This 
allows you to change things in your sections, and the 
change will also be heard in Pattern Chain mode.

As an optional last step, you can convert the pattern chain 
into a regular song, that must be played in Song mode. The 
produced song is new material, where the notes of all 
sections in the programmed order are glued together to form 
long tracks. The song no longer relates to the original 
sections. Changes made in one of the original sections will 
not show up in the Song, and vice versa.

Okay, let's get practical now. Load the style holding the 
sections of one of your song. Now select Pattern Chain 
mode. Select an empty chain with knob 1. The default chain 
# 01 will probably do.

Chain mode has 3 different tracks that you can program:
- the PATT track, to program section changes.
- the BPM track, to program tempo changes.
- the SCENE track, to program scene and mute changes.

You can record a track in real time, or using the editor. 
This time we will focus on the PATT track using the editor, 
but before we do we have to fill in some fields in the main 
screen of Pattern Chain mode.

Using knob2, fill in the default (start) style number and 
section. That will probably be 1 A. Using knob 4, specify 
the default (start) tempo. Simply copy the tempo used in 
your style.

Okay, to edit the PATT track do the following:
- Press the Rec button.
- Turn knob 1 to select the PATT track (if needed).
- Hit the Edit button.

The PATT EDIT screen allows you to program section changes. 
With knob 1 a measure is located. With knob 2 either the 
STYLE or SECTION field is selected, and with knob 4 the 
style numbers and section names can be dialed in. For 
section names, you can also use the section keyboard 
buttons.



Note this: STAY AWAY FROM THE STYLE FIELD, unless you really 
have to. The default style has already been specified in 
the main screen, so unless you're using sections from 
different styles in your song, LEAVE THE STYLE FIELD BLANK. 
Not doing so will produce the infamous gap between sections 
that jump style border.

Still in the PATT EDIT screen, let's assume that your style 
has 3 sections (A, B, C), each 4 bars long, and that you 
want to play them in this order: A B B C. To get this in 
the chain, do the following:

- At measure 1, specify section A.
- At measure 5, specify section B.
- At measure 13, specify section C.

And if you want to stop the RS at the end of your song:

- At measure 17, specify special *style* value END (at the 
end of the range).

Now hit the Exit button (optional) and press Play to hear 
your chain. Enjoy. ;)

Note that there are edit jobs available to manipulate the 
pattern chain tracks. To access these, simply hit the Job 
button.

Give me a note if you need more.
- Robert

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9916|9849|2003-04-30 00:57:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: slice or no slice??|
In a message dated 4/29/2003 5:20:22 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
wildemar@freakmail.de writes:

> Well, it's not perfect, that for shure

Shure makes mics heh. I'm a bit peeved at them right now too. Not peeved at 
yammy for bad slicer. I love Yamaha!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9917|9849|2003-04-30 02:01:15|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: slice or no slice??|

> Well, it's not perfect, that for shure. But does it really SUCK?
> Hell no, its far from unusable, which would be the only reason I'd call
> it that. I mean it does its job, right?
> And hey: be happy you have a slice feature at all. Lets not talk the RS
> worse than it is. :-)

You're totally right.

Arnauld
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| 9918|9873|2003-04-30 03:53:01|Latif|Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|
you are confusing yourself cause you are talking
about loading and saving at the same time hehehe
anyway, a saved PATTERN will showup as a accesible
FOLDER when containing Common Samplevoices.

then simply as the other message allready explained:
- ....load it thru load sample en than select the proper
- pattern,
- select the sample et voila

shouldn't be to hard to understand this mate?
do take some time and read the MANUAL again, you'll 
be surprised of what you can still learn from the MANUAL
at this stage.... :P

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> Wait, now I'm super confused...I just want to load/save a whole kit
> (no patterns or 
> anything). My choices for saving are:
> 
> ?Pattern
> ?All
> ?Wav
> ?SMF
> 
> So I make a drum kit in "SmpCmn" in the mixer page and then what do 
I
> exactly do?
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> Kevin
> 
> 
> > You can select it in the mixer menu if the other pattern is 
allready
> > loaded.
> > Or you can load ik thru load sample en than select the proper
> pattern,
> > select the sample et voila
> 
> > hi all,
> > ehem, i´m missing something here too:
> > how do i get this common sample from one .all file into another
> one ?
> > stepping through load/save/import didn´t give me the
> ´click´ into my
> > brains...
> > 
> > greetings, wthor
> 
> 
> > use 'common' sample voice instead of local
> > 
> > funny how this issue keeps turning up,
> > from one forum to another heheh :-)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> > > Hey peoples,
> > >
> > > Ran into a problem the other day...I made a big kit of samples
> on
> > one
> > > instrument and
> > > wanted to save the kit and be able to load all the samples to
> use in
> > > a completely
> > > different song. I know I can do it the slow way of loading 
each
> > > individual sample into a kit (C1, C#1, D1, D#1 on and on) 
but...
> > >
> > > Was able to do this on my old samplers fairly easy, know I
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> missing
> > > something here?
> > >
> > > Robert, you out there?
> > >
> > > Thanks!

| 9919|9873|2003-04-30 03:58:24|Latif|Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|

> So I make a drum kit in "SmpCmn" in the mixer page and then what do 

I

> exactly do?

oh yes, the otherway around, simply save the patt 
containing this 'smpcmn drumkit', and next time it 
will be accesible in the original PATTERN that will 
showup as a folder.

get it?
:-)
| 9920|6099|2003-04-30 10:23:50|synthe. labo|2 new tracks|
hello

2 new tracks of mine are online on vitaminic:

'il pozzo e il pendolo'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=454963
breaks, many basses, dark moods, influenced by Scorn

'more caca'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=454969
really strange stuff, a mixture between ambient breaks and jungle, a mega 
monotone bass and tons of notes over

i used rs7000, nord mod, microQ and Soundforge + Fruity Loops

all at:
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

if you listen, feedback appreciated

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Search: la risposta alle tue ricerche online http://search.msn.it/
| 9921|6099|2003-04-30 12:51:59|Latif|Re: 2 new tracks|
it's neither drumbass or idm
it's marco from italy!! :D
love the way you manage to maintain order
with chaos in your compositions, really great!

visit this page, and send some of your stuff
to SOMAFM, make a proposal for their cliqhop & idm station 
if they like it they defenatly will air it, they support 
unsigned artists, and have a large international listeners group.

http://www.somafm.com/other/sendus.html

i think one of their dj's also play's on regular nights in a club in
san francisco.

keep it up :-)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> hello
> 
> 2 new tracks of mine are online on vitaminic:
> 
> 'il pozzo e il pendolo'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=454963
> breaks, many basses, dark moods, influenced by Scorn
> 
> 'more caca'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=454969
> really strange stuff, a mixture between ambient breaks and jungle, 
a mega 

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=454963
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> monotone bass and tons of notes over
> 
> i used rs7000, nord mod, microQ and Soundforge + Fruity Loops
> 
> all at:
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> 
> if you listen, feedback appreciated
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> MSN Search: la risposta alle tue ricerche online 
http://search.msn.it/

| 9922|9922|2003-04-30 16:20:03|philipformby|factory test help|
im doing a factory test of my rs 

and am on section 4 (panel switch test) ive pressed the effect button
( top left) ok 
next: isolator 
what button on the rs is called isolator because it is not there 

now me thinks (solo) but it isnt the case when you get it wrong NG 
which i presume is no good 

problem is when you press the wrong key you have to reboot and rerun 
the test 

this could turn into a long task or it could turn into an old atari 
game 

unless some kind person points me to the right button
| 9923|9922|2003-04-30 16:24:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: factory test help|
On Wednesday 30 April 2003 22:00, philipformby wrote:

> im doing a factory test of my rs
>
> and am on section 4 (panel switch test) ive pressed the
> effect button ( top left) ok
> next: isolator
> what button on the rs is called isolator because it is
> not there

Isn't that the master FX knob? They want you to select the 
given master fx, I guess?

- Robert
| 9924|9922|2003-04-30 16:45:04|Christian Wiesner|Re: factory test help|
Hi,

thanks for the little riddle before bedtime ;)

>what button on the rs is called isolator because it is not there

You have to move the Master-Effect-Selector to ISOLATOR. "Press" is 
really the wrong word.

Christian
| 9925|6099|2003-05-01 08:58:28|synthe. labo|Re: 2 new tracks|
hey!!!

>it's neither drumbass or idm
>it's marco from italy!! :D

wow.....ahah :)

>love the way you manage to maintain order
>with chaos in your compositions, really great!

YESSS! you just caught the MAILY point of ALL my stuff...thanx a lot , this 
is a great compliment for me!!!!
every single track i do, ambient, noise, d&bass, idm, even tekno and 
hardtekno, is always 'controlled chaos', always!
i like chaotic stuff, but i dont let the chaos to be total, so i control 
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it....it's not about synth sounds or genres, it's ALL about this point: 
controlled chaos!!!

>visit this page, and send some of your stuff
>to SOMAFM, make a proposal for their cliqhop & idm station
>if they like it they defenatly will air it, they support
>unsigned artists, and have a large international listeners group.
>
>http://www.somafm.com/other/sendus.html
>
>i think one of their dj's also play's on regular nights in a club in
>san francisco.

ok, i'll do it, thanx

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Chiacchiera in tempo reale solo con chi vuoi tu! 
http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 9926|9926|2003-05-01 16:44:27|wildemar|OT: This one's gonna get me in trouble ...|
Yo folks, me again. This one is a bit tricky and terribly OT and may very well get me some flame, but I hope u ppl 
understand my reasons.

I often find it very hard to get into this 'Mused Mood' that makes music this huge fullfilling experience its supposed to be 
... You know, that mood where everything you hear see smell etc. seems to match up wonderfully and make sense and 
mostly everything feels right. I guess u normally call it inspiration.
Technically its, as far as I know, that the right half of the brain (responsible for 'creativity' and the like) takes over and 
the left side (logic, iteration, etc.) steps back.

Well, I seem to be missing the key to that state of mind lately, maybe cause life doesnt want me to be inspired. Logic 
seems to be the all consuming beast. (I like logic - I'll study physics comming Oct. -, but not all the time)

So I thought, maybe ... ehr, well 'substances' could help me slip in and out of those moods. Dont get me wrong here, I 
dont want to become a druggy or anything! Don't any dealers dare contact me on this! I do not apreciate of taking 
(harmful) drugs!!!

Clearifying this: I want to find out more about substances that temporarily suppress the left brain or raise the activity of 
the right. It may be anything ... a tea, a cream, lotion, food, whatever. Most important here is that it doesnt do any harm 
to the organism and it wont persist in the body for long (like THC). It shouldn't affect the takers personality or sense of 
self and self-control - I dont wanna wake up some day naked, 500 kilometers from home, with my genitalia in a horses 
behind wondering why that yellow bear was talking in such a weird voice about my grandmothers lawmower (You get 
the idea).

Anyone who can help me in my search please cantact me privately under wildemar@freakmail.de (this is nothing for the 
public to know, its a totally private thing). Please dont just throw names at me but include info or links and other 
references of info, so I know what I'm dealing with. I dont want to get myself in more trouble than necessary.

And a closing note: Please do not reply to this topic, if you can avoid it. If you have strong feelings that you need to 
communicate to me, do so privately, as this is not a RS topic. And one more thing: I do not encourage anybody to do 
what I'm about to do! DON'T! This is my view and mine alone, and I recommend noone be like me. Sounds more 
dramatic than it is, but still ... I know what I am doing ... and what I dont know, I'll find out beforehand.

THX for your understanding
Wildemar
| 9927|9922|2003-05-01 17:05:20|philipformby|Re: factory test help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> thanks for the little riddle before bedtime ;)
> 
> >what button on the rs is called isolator because it is not there
> 
> You have to move the Master-Effect-Selector to ISOLATOR. "Press" 

is 

> really the wrong word.
> 
> Christian

yeh i figured it out! but the test is a button one and not a knob 
one,strange! thanks guys
| 9928|9928|2003-05-01 18:30:14|Murali|..what about the good ol' OS crash?|
BlankHeh! Sorry guys; wrong list! :-0
Moo
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9929|9928|2003-05-01 19:30:08|Murali|..what about the good ol' OS crash?|
BlankHi,

No problems driving my Nova and SNII via MIDI guitar (GR30 at home GR33 at work)Main thing is getting the guitar end of it set up right. Never had a crash with the
SNII; rare crashes with the Nova in the studio, more frequently live but this is primarily due to power conditions so use a power regulator and you should be ok . . 

Moo

>Date: Tue, 29 Apr 2003 11:37:34 -0000
>From: "t402_owner" <t402_owner@yahoo.co.uk>
>Subject: ..what about the good ol' OS crash?

>Hiya,

>I've been lurking a bit at the access-virus list and I'm quite amazed 
>about the number of posts on OS crashes! Bit of a put off!

>So crash-wise, how would you guys rate the snii? Reliability is 
>paramount as I plan to gig around with it.

>On a slightly different note (pun not intended...), has anyone tried 
>driving the snii via midi guitar converters (eg Roland GI20, Axon 
>AX100, Yamaha G50)?

>Again many thanks guys. 

t

>Pompey, UK

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9930|6099|2003-05-02 00:41:34|Roonan@planet.nl|Re: 2 new tracks|

>it's neither drumbass or idm 
>it's marco from italy!! :D 
>love the way you manage to maintain order 
>with chaos in your compositions, really great! 

The only order i can detect is that's got a beginning and an ending.
No seriously, this is refreshing music, i like this so much better than the usual commercial trance/techno etc...
It's a good example to show off the capabilities of the RS since you seem to manage to use all the features at once in one track ;-)
I'm assuming this is mostly RS7000? I do hear some FM type of synth too.
Can you tell us what gear you used for this tracks?

Grtz. Ronald.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9931|9931|2003-05-02 01:37:34|om_audio|Sampling bugs?|
Hello- 

When I go to sample 2 problems arise- 1 is that mono L or R show no 
metering although the sound is present- if I choose Mono L/R the 
metering works- it is not a signal volume issue.

2nd which does not happen all the time is that I have a sample that 
shows no wavform display although I can adjust loop points and edit 
it.

Anyone else?

I'm on OS 1.21 from Japan site-
| 9932|9931|2003-05-02 01:46:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling bugs?|
On Friday 02 May 2003 09:37, om_audio wrote:

> 2nd which does not happen all the time is that I have a
> sample that shows no wavform display although I can
> adjust loop points and edit it.
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This is probably because you sampled a flatliner (silence).

- Robert
| 9933|9931|2003-05-02 02:28:19|om_audio|Re: Sampling bugs?|
That is most certainly not the case. As I stated I can adjust the 
loop ponts and edit it- (I could have stated I can hear the recorded 
sample I suppose) and if I choose Mono L/R I get metering displayed 
and if I choose Stereo I get metering on the left channel. I also 
noticed if I converted the sample to mono it would then give me a 
wavform display.

Also- is there any way to have longer samples on tracks play 
immediately when un-muted? I assume it waits until the 1 to save 
voices.

Thanks- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 02 May 2003 09:37, om_audio wrote:
> > 2nd which does not happen all the time is that I have a
> > sample that shows no wavform display although I can
> > adjust loop points and edit it.
> 
> This is probably because you sampled a flatliner (silence).
> 
> - Robert

| 9934|9931|2003-05-02 02:44:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling bugs?|
On Friday 02 May 2003 10:28, om_audio wrote:

> That is most certainly not the case. As I stated I can
> adjust the loop ponts and edit it- 

Yes, that will still work if silence is sampled.

> (I could have stated I
> can hear the recorded sample I suppose) and if I choose
> Mono L/R I get metering displayed and if I choose Stereo
> I get metering on the left channel. I also noticed if I
> converted the sample to mono it would then give me a
> wavform display.

Weird. Maybe the left and right channel phase each other 
out? Have to think about this one. Too early for me right 
now. ;)

>
> Also- is there any way to have longer samples on tracks
> play immediately when un-muted? I assume it waits until
> the 1 to save voices.

Yes, change the Mute mode in Utilities.

- Robert
| 9935|9931|2003-05-02 03:26:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling bugs?|
On Friday 02 May 2003 09:37, om_audio wrote:

> Hello-
>
> When I go to sample 2 problems arise- 1 is that mono L or
> R show no metering although the sound is present- if I
> choose Mono L/R the metering works- it is not a signal
> volume issue.

A couple of checks:

- Did you check the connections? 

- Only connect a cable to the RS left input. What are the 
results?

- Now connect that same cable to the RS right input. What 
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are the results?

- Did you upgrade the RS to v1.21 yourself? If you, did you 
do a factory reset after the upgrade?

- If you upgraded recently, did you have these problems with 
the older OS?

Robert
| 9936|9931|2003-05-02 04:09:37|Oscar Finch|Re: Sampling bugs?|
If I might add ....1) a mono L/R sample switch to a stereo voice will only show a level display in the left channel (it is a mono sample after all)2) are you following the
exact procedure as stated in the manual ? a) select track for sample assignment b) select a blank sample number in the mixer section c) select the sample button d)choose
sample type ie: kit / kit+ note / pitch e)sample rate ie: 44.1khz ,22khz ,11khz , 5 khz etc f)specifiy wether the sample is left mono ,right mono , left right mono or
stereo.Also go into the set up window.Do you have Level set to Line and Mono/Stereo set to "Stereo" or "Mono*2".I have a feeling you have this arrangement at the
moment INPUT GAIN = LINEMONO/STEREO = MONO * 2VOLUME 1 = default at 90 (standard on stereo in config)VOLUME 2= "-----" (standard on stereo in
config) should be equal gain amount on MONO*2 .Check all these first , your audio cables , your mixer outputs to the RS7000 etc etc etc first.There have b
een NO input specific "bugs" of note on any of the RS7000 OS versions to date.I would speculate you have somthing configured incorrectly in either the SETUP menu or
the UTILITY or you have a faulty hardware cable link in the chain somewhere.If not your RS7000 is behaving in a incredibly strange manner as these are not anomalies I
can easily replicate either.Goodluck with the problem solvingCheersOSCar (aka FaX) 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9937|9937|2003-05-02 05:18:55|michael|Re: New Tracks up|
just writing to say what a fine job synthe.Labo has done on his 
tracks as someone has already said very refreshing and very welcome 
change like the darkness of your il pozzo track very nice 10/10
| 9938|9938|2003-05-02 05:19:12|michael|pc soundcards|
hi all look i am in the process of shopping for a new soundcard...
and am wondering if anyone has some reccomendations??? i have been 
looking at the delta range and the feedback i have been getting 
seems to be pretty good.... i have a pretty tight budget though so 
if anyone has any input on this topic it would be graetly appreciated
remembering "im on a budget"
cheers
| 9939|9938|2003-05-02 13:40:05|wildemar|Re: pc soundcards|
Well, You might wanna take a look at the Terratec DMX 6fire 24/96. Its sort of an Gamer/Musician Hybrid soundcard, 
but it sounds absolutely great, really HQ.
Cost about 200? I believe, and is well worth the money.

Wildemar

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "michael" <doofdoof83@hotmail.com>
> Datum: Fri, 02 May 2003 10:51:49 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] pc soundcards
>
>
>
> hi all look i am in the process of shopping for a new soundcard...
> and am wondering if anyone has some reccomendations??? i have been
> looking at the delta range and the feedback i have been getting
> seems to be pretty good.... i have a pretty tight budget though so
> if anyone has any input on this topic it would be graetly appreciated
> remembering "im on a budget"
> cheers

| 9940|9842|2003-05-02 16:33:22|jeffkissinger|Re: Conig Sample Voice Settings for Good Synth Sustaining Pad or le|
Robert, upon your advice, I i used soundforge to snap to zero 2 or
three waves of some cool sounds I made in Arturia's Moog Mod vst, put
them in as atk-loop in the rs, tweaked some envelope and lfo settings,
normalized , and it is great! It sounds perfect. Thanks Man. 

Jeff 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Thursday 24 April 2003 22:01, jeffkissinger wrote:
> > I have tried, and failed to enter a sample that I can
> > simply use for a good infinite sustaining pad, what are
> > the best voice settings for a sample to play like this? 
> > Maybe a stoopid question, but thanks to all that help.
> 
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> The easiest solution is to use one of the RS's built in pad 
> sounds, which aren't bad at all.
> 
> If you still want to use your own samples, make sure your 
> loop points are okay. Making a good loop in a sample can be 
> tricky, especially if the sample simply *cannot* be looped 
> without producing artifacts. For example, a sample of a 
> piano sound, with decaying amplitude, will always produce a 
> volume jump at the loop point.
> 
> Whatever you do, make sure your loop points are placed at 
> zero crosspoints, where the sample value crosses the zero 
> line.
> 
> You may also try to loop a very short piece of the sample 
> (only a few waveforms long) and use the RS engine to add 
> life to it (fx, lfo, envelope, filtering). Especially with 
> short loops, make sure that you capture an exact amount of 
> *whole* waveforms. Not doing so will change the pitch of 
> the sample.
> 
> - Robert

| 9941|9842|2003-05-02 16:46:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Conig Sample Voice Settings for Good Synth Sustaining Pad or le|
On Friday 02 May 2003 21:51, jeffkissinger wrote:

> Robert, upon your advice, I i used soundforge to snap to
> zero 2 or three waves of some cool sounds I made in
> Arturia's Moog Mod vst, put them in as atk-loop in the
> rs, tweaked some envelope and lfo settings, normalized ,
> and it is great! It sounds perfect. Thanks Man.

There it is, you're own synth waveforms!

Glad it worked out.
- Robert
| 9942|9876|2003-05-02 16:48:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pattern chain mode for starters (part 1)|
On Wednesday 30 April 2003 06:20, giles smith wrote:

> Robert, maybe you should help Yamaha completely revise
> the instruction manual for the RS 7000. Your explanation
> of chaining patterns is quite "user-friendly." I find the
> manual frustrating sometimes as it only gives very
> limited explanations of the features and "how to"
> instruction. I like the way you gave the example of using
> different sections.

I hope to expand the faq with stuff like this, and change it 
into some kind of faqqie-tutorial thingy. By the time it is 
completed, no one remembers the RS, sigh. ;)

- Robert
| 9943|9910|2003-05-02 16:53:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: track dropping NO MORE ;)|
On Tuesday 29 April 2003 01:13, Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus 
wrote:

> ok it seems that the crash has gone after i have saved
> the original pattern file again to a new pattern file so
> it seems that the daTA has been corrupted in some of my
> patterns would i be correct in sayin that?? 

I see two possible explanations here:

1. You're original pattern file was simple corrupted, and 
the new OS could not handle it. This is very possible, and 
the new OS cannot be blamed for this.

2. The new OS cannot handle some of the pattern files 
created by an older OS, that is, a bug. This too is 
possible, and if more people start reporting problems like 
yours, this is probably the cause.

Time will tell...

> how does this happen??? 



Storage media is not as reliable as one would think. Always 
make backups (on *other* media).

Good thing the problem is fixed.

- Robert
| 9944|9926|2003-05-02 16:56:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: This one's gonna get me in trouble ...|
The best thing that works for me is... a good night rest!

- Robert
| 9945|9873|2003-05-02 23:08:46|k_eve_l|Re: Saving/Loading Whole Sample Instrument (i.e. Drum Kit)|
Well bro...one needs to save in order to load...one needs to load in
order to save, thus 
the slash between the two. We are on a technical list talking about
technical 
things...please assume I've read the manual several times as I'm sure
that most 
people signed on the list have. Why do think we have these list? 
Simply because the 
manual may be difficult for people to understand due to the original
language it may 
have been written in. If the manual were perfect for all, I'd doubt
I'd see a list this 
good. I come from an older dozen that study on other machines, where
you load and 
save instruments seperate from sequences and patterns; Yamaha?s are
new to me. 
Some concepts are foriegn and new. But I truly appreciate the
technical answer that 
solves my problem, not the question directed at whether or not I did
my homework or 
are versed in the 384 pages. Simple as life should be, this is the
answer that I'm 
looking for...

"So I make a drum kit in "SmpCmn" in the mixer page and then what do
I exactly do?"
"oh yes, the otherway around, simply save the patt containing this
'smpcmn drumkit', 
and next time it will be accesible in the original PATTERN that will
showup as a folder"

Beautiful!

Peace,

Kevin

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> you are confusing yourself cause you are talking
> about loading and saving at the same time hehehe
> anyway, a saved PATTERN will showup as a accesible
> FOLDER when containing Common Samplevoices.
> 
> then simply as the other message allready explained:
> - ....load it thru load sample en than select the proper
> - pattern,
> - select the sample et voila
> 
> shouldn't be to hard to understand this mate?
> do take some time and read the MANUAL again, you'll 
> be surprised of what you can still learn from the MANUAL
> at this stage.... :P
> 
> Latif

| 9946|9910|2003-05-03 01:19:06|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: track dropping NO MORE ;)|
yeah it seems that is what has happened thanks for your help on the topic 
mate... fixed all my patterns now everything seems to be ok now
thanks again

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>Subject: Re: [RS7000] track dropping NO MORE ;)
>Date: Sat, 3 May 2003 00:53:24 +0200
>
>On Tuesday 29 April 2003 01:13, Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus
>wrote:
> > ok it seems that the crash has gone after i have saved
> > the original pattern file again to a new pattern file so
> > it seems that the daTA has been corrupted in some of my
> > patterns would i be correct in sayin that??
>
>I see two possible explanations here:
>
>1. You're original pattern file was simple corrupted, and
>the new OS could not handle it. This is very possible, and
>the new OS cannot be blamed for this.
>
>2. The new OS cannot handle some of the pattern files
>created by an older OS, that is, a bug. This too is
>possible, and if more people start reporting problems like
>yours, this is probably the cause.
>
>Time will tell...
>
>
> > how does this happen???
>
>Storage media is not as reliable as one would think. Always
>make backups (on *other* media).
>
>Good thing the problem is fixed.
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 9947|9938|2003-05-03 01:19:18|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: pc soundcards|
just a question regarding my computer you may not be able to answer but its 
worth askin ok when i go to the start menu and open run type regedit
then local machine, hten software i can open a folder entitled ASIO
now this folder contains all this stuff under ASIO PREFERENCES in seperate 
folders and they all contain one to four sets of inputs and outputs each in 
there own seperate folders
Roland U-8
Roland U-8/VSC 3.0
Diamond Monster Sound
Digital Audio LabsD
tERRATEC ews 64
Yamaha DS2416what the hell does all this stuff mean i have recently bought a 
hewlett packard and this is where i am reading all this from im new to 
computer recording need help before i waste my money!!!
the soundcard that seems to be in my computer is a
Soundmax Integrated Digital Audio card by Analog Devices any 1 heard of 
this is it any good !!!!! help appreciated

>From: wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] pc soundcards
>Date: Fri, 02 May 2003 20:13:26 +0200
>
>Well, You might wanna take a look at the Terratec DMX 6fire 24/96. Its sort 
>of an Gamer/Musician Hybrid soundcard,
>but it sounds absolutely great, really HQ.
>Cost about 200? I believe, and is well worth the money.
>
>Wildemar
>
>
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "michael" <doofdoof83@hotmail.com>
> > Datum: Fri, 02 May 2003 10:51:49 -0000
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> > Betreff:[RS7000] pc soundcards
> >
> >
> >
> > hi all look i am in the process of shopping for a new soundcard...
> > and am wondering if anyone has some reccomendations??? i have been
> > looking at the delta range and the feedback i have been getting
> > seems to be pretty good.... i have a pretty tight budget though so
> > if anyone has any input on this topic it would be graetly appreciated
> > remembering "im on a budget"
> > cheers
>
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 9948|6099|2003-05-03 01:51:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 2 new tracks|
On Wednesday 30 April 2003 17:05, synthe. labo wrote:

> hello
>
> 2 new tracks of mine are online on vitaminic:
>
> 'il pozzo e il pendolo'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
>454963 breaks, many basses, dark moods, influenced by
> Scorn
>
> 'more caca'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
>454969 really strange stuff, a mixture between ambient
> breaks and jungle, a mega monotone bass and tons of notes
> over
>
> i used rs7000, nord mod, microQ and Soundforge + Fruity
> Loops

Wow, impressive Marco! Lots and lots of work again. Before I 
know I'll be buying your records, he. ;)

I think I would have given 'il pozzo' a higher BPM. And I 
would have given both tracks an additional emotional 
background ingredient, something to balance the normally 
chilly IDM/techno mood. But that's very me. ;)

Good work!

- Robert
| 9949|6099|2003-05-03 10:46:27|synthe. labo|Re: 2 new tracks|
thank you all for the good response

for Ronald:

on 'il pozzo e il pendolo' i used rs7000 only for single samples; i still 
like to sample on an hardware sampler (well, not everytime but a lot of 
times);
i triggered the samples with pads or pc, then recorded them.
i recorded some Nord Modular bass sounds, i tried to use some 'very mine' 
bass sounds.
the dark mood is wanted; also the title of the song is an Allan Poe text

on 'more caca' i used more the rs7000: i resampled a loop made with internal 
sounds; i used a lot of loop remix, lo-fi efx, and sampled all the loops on 
pc.
i edited them a lot on Soundforge;
on rs7k i wrote all the fast notes and drove the MicroQ, and i used them 
also for an internal piano sound.
all the loops again recorded on pc and edited on Soundforge.
in the end i imported ALL the loops and sounds in Fruity Loops and i used it 
as a mega multi tracker, withouts its internal sound.

for Robert:
i mantained that structure on 'il pozzo e il pendolo' because i wanted the 
track to be MINIMAL, so i forced myself to mantain only those drum and mega 
basses, and some reversed loops sometimes.
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that's all

thanx

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Extra Storage: piena libertà di esprimersi e comunicare 
http://www.msn.it/msnservizi/es/?xAPID=534&DI=1044&SU=http://hotmail.it/&HL=HMTAGTX_MSN_Extra_Storage
| 9950|9950|2003-05-03 12:39:20|philipformby|sampling,samples & techniques|
hi,
im just womdering what type of samples you people use 
(funk,disco,beats,vocals,resampling,noise,radio etc)
and how you set out about disguising the original works
thanks
FOR LEGAL REASONS DO NOT NAME THE TUNES YOUR RIPPING!
| 9951|9926|2003-05-03 12:39:22|philipformby|Re: OT: This one's gonna get me in trouble ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> The best thing that works for me is... a good night rest!
> 
> - Robert

or in my case a good days rest and hit the studio at night to 
capture that clubtime vibes
| 9952|9931|2003-05-04 02:13:14|om_audio|Re: Sampling bugs?|
Hello- 

I really appreciate all the responses to my query. Oscar to answer 
you- I checked everything. I have it set to stereo input, not mono*2 
as you suspected. I tried line or mic level. Even if I had mono*2 
with 1 side at 0 input volume when I switched input in sampling to 
the other side I should see a signal.

I get signal present in either L or R mono input sampling mode(coming 
out of 1 speaker and completly adjustable via Rec vol knob- also you 
can set freq lower and hear the output change accordingly) even 
though the meter does not register. If I leave everything set and 
switch sampling input to monoL/R OR Stereo I get metering- of course 
in Stereo I only see 1 side metering.

I also just noticed if I have only L input connected, record sample 
using mono L/R mode- the resulting sample cannot be converted to 
mono. I get the "Illegal Input" error.

Now to answer Robert's questions:
I checked the connections well and tested using differnt cables and 
signal sources. Whether connected to L or R only I get same results.
I upgraded the OS myself- am very familiar with the process- have 
done it many times before with other gear- I definitely did a factory 
reset afterwards. I upgraded right away and have no experience with 
the RS using any other OS version.

Here is another thing I just noticed- 
If I have the R input connected and set to mono R- at sampling setup 
screen I get sound from R output. BUT- as soon as I hit OK and go to 
the metering screen the output switches to the L output! The same 
happens using opposite input.

Very strange indeed!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> If I might add ....1) a mono L/R sample switch to a stereo voice 
will only show a level display in the left channel (it is a mono 
sample after all)2) are you following the exact procedure as stated 
in the manual ? a) select track for sample assignment b) 
select a blank sample number in the mixer section c) select the 
sample button d)choose sample type ie: kit / kit+ note / pitch 
e)sample rate ie: 44.1khz ,22khz ,11khz , 5 khz etc f)specifiy 
wether the sample is left mono ,right mono , left right mono or 
stereo.Also go into the set up window.Do you have Level set to Line 
and Mono/Stereo set to "Stereo" or "Mono*2".I have a feeling you have 
this arrangement at the moment INPUT GAIN = LINEMONO/STEREO = MONO * 
2VOLUME 1 = default at 90 (standard on stereo in config)VOLUME 
2= "-----" (standard on stereo in config) should be equal gain 
amount on MONO*2 .Check all these first , your audio cables , your 
mixer outputs to the RS7000 etc etc etc first.There have b
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> een NO input specific "bugs" of note on any of the RS7000 OS 
versions to date.I would speculate you have somthing configured 
incorrectly in either the SETUP menu or the UTILITY or you have a 
faulty hardware cable link in the chain somewhere.If not your RS7000 
is behaving in a incredibly strange manner as these are not anomalies 
I can easily replicate either.Goodluck with the problem 
solvingCheersOSCar (aka FaX) 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9953|9950|2003-05-04 04:01:42|Oscar Finch|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
Hate to burst you bubble but some of us don't use illegal samples.I only ever sample myself , patches I've created ,sources I've mic'd up etc etc....Personally I just don't
think it's worth the hassle .I'm tellin ya , vacuum cleaner hosing,Hairdryers on dual speed (great rave like hoover there's) ,spray cans make killer hi-hats , flip a phone
book's pages sample and time stretch by 50% voila snare drum. Tepot lids , tooth brushes scraping , taking dictaphones out in public ,sampling frequency/static on
shortwave radio , CB radio ,answering machine maessages , boot brushes ,crushing cans etc etc...All these sorts of sound can be sampled ,filtered ,mangled and grid/step
sequenced into some incredibly musical results.Especially when combine with cheap and nasty efx ,gutair stomp boxes and the like.I'd rather use a licenced sample CD if
that's what I was after ColdCut's Bit's N Pieces is very good for example. At least I know then the material is royalty free I can mangle it how
ever I wan't and no breifcased lawer will come a tap tap tapping at the door later.Just my personal work ethic . I know it's fun to steal bit's from here and there and disguise
them but IF you do get caught (Fat Boy Slim learnt the hard way) then you can be in for alot of $$$$$ in settlement.I would suggest getting any source material cleared
first.I do however have a swag of 78's from the late 20's which have expired under copyright law and a loophole that was greatly exploited by Moby on the PLAY CD
which featured alot of samples from expired copyright material.Any one else wana throw in there 2 cents worth ????

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9954|9950|2003-05-04 04:45:24|Latif|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
sure, hookup a cheap ass clip-mic to minidisc, and
take a journey with the train to another city
record the train noises, people at coffeehouses 
sitting in terrases, ask a policedude the way for a 
place you allready been to a thousand times, but now
ask it in a foreign language hehehe :-))
record that stuff,and all the thingy's Oscar discribes
defenatly are worth your time and creativity!
go industrial protect your ears and smack a hamer into a 
piece of iron downpitch it and down stretch it, add
massive verb and some delay, maybe some AM modulation,
work on it with SCRUBBY PITCH FX (vst fx) voila ambient 
background.
sure i grab a vocal sample from time to time maybe from 
a movie or another song, but i don't use those for a final
product, more for filling up a gap, or for the time being,
as it gives me ideas for what i should put there.
In the end i always take out, what's not mine in the composition.
That said, i rather go all the way and make a remix
of an old song, that has potential and is easy to get cleared
by label owners, then stripping a small piece of it.
that way the original artists credit is still there, but mangled
into the way i hear it.
I do enjoy sampling my own stuff, like a loop out of
a song i allready have created and mask it into a entirely different
new song, you wouldbe amazed how many songs you can create out of
loops from one of your own song :-)
for me that really is magic.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Hate to burst you bubble but some of us don't use illegal 
samples.I only ever sample myself , patches I've created ,sources 
I've mic'd up etc etc....Personally I just don't think it's worth the 
hassle .I'm tellin ya , vacuum cleaner hosing,Hairdryers on dual 
speed (great rave like hoover there's) ,spray cans make killer hi-
hats , flip a phone book's pages sample and time stretch by 50% voila 
snare drum. Tepot lids , tooth brushes scraping , taking dictaphones 
out in public ,sampling frequency/static on shortwave radio , CB 
radio ,answering machine maessages , boot brushes ,crushing cans etc 
etc...All these sorts of sound can be sampled ,filtered ,mangled and 
grid/step sequenced into some incredibly musical results.Especially 
when combine with cheap and nasty efx ,gutair stomp boxes and the 
like.I'd rather use a licenced sample CD if that's what I was after 
ColdCut's Bit's N Pieces is very good for example. At least I know 
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then the material is royalty free I can mangle it how
> ever I wan't and no breifcased lawer will come a tap tap tapping 
at the door later.Just my personal work ethic . I know it's fun to 
steal bit's from here and there and disguise them but IF you do get 
caught (Fat Boy Slim learnt the hard way) then you can be in for alot 
of $$$$$ in settlement.I would suggest getting any source material 
cleared first.I do however have a swag of 78's from the late 20's 
which have expired under copyright law and a loophole that was 
greatly exploited by Moby on the PLAY CD which featured alot of 
samples from expired copyright material.Any one else wana throw in 
there 2 cents worth ????
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9955|9950|2003-05-04 04:57:38|om_audio|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
It rained here last night- I went out and recorded raindrops in 
puddles- rain against my umbrella- the lock on my door- processed in 
PC- transferred to RS- I got pads, beats, and more from sounds I 
would never have imagined would be these things- had a whole inspired 
evening. The other day I re-sampled the beat from the RS- Loop 
Remixed it and now it is a kick ass break on a new track.

(Thanks to Robert for his Mute Mode suggestion- set to Audio is 
awesome!)

BTW- I found that you can edit the little glitches created after Loop 
Remixing- set keyboard mode ON- open sample edit screen- use keyboard 
to find where the remixed loops are- each one you select on the 
keyboard appears in the sampling window and you can fine tune the 
ones with clicks until it is all smoooth as ice. Nice!

Is there a way to copy/move a loop after it has been remixed? I was 
bummed to find it seems to make only the tiny clices available to 
copy/move. (I'd like to move to "common samples" section sometimes)

Om
| 9956|9950|2003-05-04 09:09:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|

>It rained here last night- I went out and recorded raindrops in 
>puddles- rain against my umbrella- the lock on my door- processed in 
>PC- transferred to RS- I got pads, beats, and more from sounds I 
>would never have imagined would be these things- had a whole inspired 
>evening. The other day I re-sampled the beat from the RS- Loop 
>Remixed it and now it is a kick ass break on a new track.
>
>(Thanks to Robert for his Mute Mode suggestion- set to Audio is 
>awesome!)
>
>BTW- I found that you can edit the little glitches created after Loop 
>Remixing- set keyboard mode ON- open sample edit screen- use keyboard 
>to find where the remixed loops are- each one you select on the 
>keyboard appears in the sampling window and you can fine tune the 
>ones with clicks until it is all smoooth as ice. Nice!
>
>Is there a way to copy/move a loop after it has been remixed? I was 
>bummed to find it seems to make only the tiny clices available to 
>copy/move. (I'd like to move to "common samples" section sometimes)
>
>Om

Another suggestion to get some funky rythyms: sample your PC 
Defragmenting the Hard Drive. Especially if you're on a Windows OS 
below 2000/XP (i.e. Win95/98/Me). The rhythm of the HD reading/writing 
the data from one sector to another can get repetitive at times, but 
also can bust out into short breaks and other rhythmic journeys. Take 
these samples and extract the beat info from them via Loop Remix or a 
software beat extractor (ala ReCycle, WaveSurgeon), then replace the HD 
defragmenting sound with you own instruments (sample based or RS7000s TG 
sounds). Voila, instant breakbeats! Works best with heavily fragmented 
HDs (preferrably from your older PCs lying around with noisier HDs).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
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http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9957|9950|2003-05-04 10:32:07|Oscar Finch|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
Some cool ideas being suggested here for creative sampling.That said if only Yamaha would LISTEN grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I can as stated live without
multisampling.Give us loop is release , multiple/multistage looping, cc controlable loop modulators , crossfade ,bowtie crossfade and bidirectional loops .Independent
LFO wave shapes and clock resolutions for amp/pitch/filter AND .............. the RS7000 would be born a whole new beast all over again. God the drone gurgles ,belches ,
squelches ,glitch and chaoss you coud reak on the RS7K with those simple enhancements would be INCREDIBLE.Almost makes me regret selling my EPS16+ ..she
could make 2 meg of ram go a long long way with those sorts of looping options *sighs* .Keep the ideas flowin guys . That disk defrag one was way off the hook ;-P .
Great idea BTW :-) .Hmmmmm must try ! --- On Sun 05/04, wasted/su700fan < su700fan@comcast.net > wrote: 
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto: su700fan@comcast.net]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 

Another suggestion to get some funky rythyms: sample your PC Defragmenting the Hard Drive. Especially if you're on a Windows OS below 2000/XP (i.e.
Win95/98/Me). The rhythm of the HD reading/writing the data from one sector to another can get repetitive at times, but also can bust out into short breaks and other
rhythmic journeys. Take these samples and extract the beat info from them via Loop Remix or a software beat extractor (ala ReCycle, WaveSurgeon), then replace the HD
defragmenting sound with you own instruments (sample based or RS7000s TG sounds). Voila, instant breakbeats! Works best with heavily fragmented HDs (preferrably
from your older PCs lying around with noisier HDs).-- wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 Some of my tracks at: http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer
tracks) at:http://mywebpages.comc
ast.net/su700fan/ 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9958|9950|2003-05-04 14:09:47|philipformby|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
one of my personal faves is reversing a sample,add reverb with a 
long decay and resample,then when youve done that reverse the new 
one ,it will have a ghostly attack ,awesome,

some of you guys missed my point ,there are ways of totally 
disguising samples beyond recognition so even you cant tell where 
they came from so technically they are yours (like lp.filtering and 
running through distortion,resampling ,filtering,loopremix)thats the 
type of feedback i was after i know its not orthodox but there are 
no rules.if its not recognisable then its got to be legal !
| 9959|9959|2003-05-04 23:45:09|irrelevanceuk|Live performance howto pdf?|
I have an rm1x and will be upgrading to an rs7000 shortly 

I'm finding this really dificult to get my head around this tutorial 
(even it is well written) :(
Am i right in thinking that the author meant for each track 1-16 to 
hold all the phrases for each of his songs?(16 songs one on each 
track) 
He gives an example of having a bassdrum on track 1 phrase 1, and 
also a closed hihat on track 1 phrase 17. Can more than one phrase 
play back at a time? I cant see how else his songs would be 
structured if the rs doesn't allow for multiple phrase play (his 
songs would be made up of individual instruments...lol)
See i'm having hard time trying to understand.
I've tried the example on my rm1x having a BD on track 1 phrase 1 
and then recording another bd on track 1 phrase 4 but when i try and 
switch between (which is a fiddly job in itself) the secong bd only 
comes in at the measure it was recorded not at the time i want to 
bring it in at, am i making any sense?
Please help me out here.
| 9960|9959|2003-05-04 23:45:14|irrelevanceuk|Live performance howto pdf?|
I have an rm1x and will be upgrading to an rs7000 shortly 

I'm finding this really dificult to get my head around this tutorial 
(even it is well written) :(
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Am i right in thinking that the author meant for each track 1-16 to 
hold all the phrases for each of his songs?(16 songs one on each 
track) 
He gives an example of having a bassdrum on track 1 phrase 1, and 
also a closed hihat on track 1 phrase 17. Can more than one phrase 
play back at a time? I cant see how else his songs would be 
structured if the rs doesn't allow for multiple phrase play (his 
songs would be made up of individual instruments...lol)
See i'm having hard time trying to understand.
I've tried the example on my rm1x having a BD on track 1 phrase 1 
and then recording another bd on track 1 phrase 4 but when i try and 
switch between (which is a fiddly job in itself) the secong bd only 
comes in at the measure it was recorded not at the time i want to 
bring it in at, am i making any sense?
Please help me out here.
| 9961|9959|2003-05-05 00:12:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Live performance howto pdf?|
On Monday 05 May 2003 03:17, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> I have an rm1x and will be upgrading to an rs7000 shortly
>
> I'm finding this really dificult to get my head around
> this tutorial (even it is well written) :(
> Am i right in thinking that the author meant for each
> track 1-16 to hold all the phrases for each of his
> songs?(16 songs one on each track)
> He gives an example of having a bassdrum on track 1
> phrase 1, and also a closed hihat on track 1 phrase 17.

Where did you find this? What page?

> Can more than one phrase play back at a time? 

No. Within a single pattern (aka section), a single track 
plays no more than a single phrase. 

- Robert
| 9962|9959|2003-05-05 00:39:28|om_audio|Re: Live performance howto pdf?|
Yes it is a bit odd to get to understand at first but all makes 
unique sense. 

16 patterns (also called Sections) per "Style" 

Each pattern/section has 16 tracks. Each track can have a 
single "phrase" assigned/created on it. 

A Phrase can be just 1 drum sound or 20 drum sounds making a whole 
drum kit/beats. Often people place BD or snare on single track for 
greater sonic control- just be aware that a sound assigned to 1 track 
in a section is the sound for that track in ALL sections in the 
Style. 

So you have phrase 1 on track one in section A- when you go to 
section B track 1 will have the same sounds but you can record 
totally different phrase. So with 16 sections, 16 tracks each, and 1 
phrase per track per section you get a total of 256 different phrases 
per style.

Om
| 9963|9959|2003-05-05 02:30:23|Latif|Re: Live performance howto pdf?|
STYLE structure in the RS
works in the exact same way as the RM1X
(with the addition of a couple more sections)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Yes it is a bit odd to get to understand at first but all makes 
> unique sense. 
> 
> 16 patterns (also called Sections) per "Style" 
> 
> Each pattern/section has 16 tracks. Each track can have a 
> single "phrase" assigned/created on it. 
> 
> A Phrase can be just 1 drum sound or 20 drum sounds making a whole 
> drum kit/beats. Often people place BD or snare on single track for 
> greater sonic control- just be aware that a sound assigned to 1 
track 
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> in a section is the sound for that track in ALL sections in the 
> Style. 
> 
> So you have phrase 1 on track one in section A- when you go to 
> section B track 1 will have the same sounds but you can record 
> totally different phrase. So with 16 sections, 16 tracks each, and 
1 
> phrase per track per section you get a total of 256 different 
phrases 
> per style.
> 
> Om

| 9964|9959|2003-05-05 03:21:39|Belarbia, Reda|Re: Live performance howto pdf?|
Hello Latif,

Do you create arabic/middle east type of music?
I am orginally from Algeria and buying a Yamaha psrA1000 this week and also thinking about 
the RS7000 as well and wanted to know your tought about it.

Thanks

Reda Said

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com]
Sent: May 05, 2003 10:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Live performance howto pdf?

STYLE structure in the RS
works in the exact same way as the RM1X
(with the addition of a couple more sections)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Yes it is a bit odd to get to understand at first but all makes 
> unique sense. 
> 
> 16 patterns (also called Sections) per "Style" 
> 
> Each pattern/section has 16 tracks. Each track can have a 
> single "phrase" assigned/created on it. 
> 
> A Phrase can be just 1 drum sound or 20 drum sounds making a whole 
> drum kit/beats. Often people place BD or snare on single track for 
> greater sonic control- just be aware that a sound assigned to 1 
track 
> in a section is the sound for that track in ALL sections in the 
> Style. 
> 
> So you have phrase 1 on track one in section A- when you go to 
> section B track 1 will have the same sounds but you can record 
> totally different phrase. So with 16 sections, 16 tracks each, and 
1 
> phrase per track per section you get a total of 256 different 
phrases 
> per style.
> 
> Om
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9965|9959|2003-05-05 07:18:41|Latif|Re: Live performance howto pdf?|
Hi Reda,

no, i don't make that style of music
my style ranges more from techno to lounge
ambient/ funk and that sort of electronic stuff.
If you're into the arabic 'folks' music
then i suggest that you focus more on
a keyboard/synthesizer that specificly can handle
arabian types of note 'ladders' like some out there
that are known to.
unless you plan to use the RS for beats :-)
and it's sampler.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Belarbia, Reda" 
wrote:

> Hello Latif,
> 
> Do you create arabic/middle east type of music?
> I am orginally from Algeria and buying a Yamaha psrA1000 this week 

and also thinking about 

> the RS7000 as well and wanted to know your tought about it.
> 
> Thanks
> 
> 
> Reda Said
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@h...]
> Sent: May 05, 2003 10:30 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Live performance howto pdf?
> 
> 
> STYLE structure in the RS
> works in the exact same way as the RM1X
> (with the addition of a couple more sections)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Yes it is a bit odd to get to understand at first but all makes 
> > unique sense. 
> > 
> > 16 patterns (also called Sections) per "Style" 
> > 
> > Each pattern/section has 16 tracks. Each track can have a 
> > single "phrase" assigned/created on it. 
> > 
> > A Phrase can be just 1 drum sound or 20 drum sounds making a 

whole 

> > drum kit/beats. Often people place BD or snare on single track 

for 

> > greater sonic control- just be aware that a sound assigned to 1 
> track 
> > in a section is the sound for that track in ALL sections in the 
> > Style. 
> > 
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> > So you have phrase 1 on track one in section A- when you go to 
> > section B track 1 will have the same sounds but you can record 
> > totally different phrase. So with 16 sections, 16 tracks each, 

and 

> 1 
> > phrase per track per section you get a total of 256 different 
> phrases 
> > per style.
> > 
> > Om
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 

05032144:HM/A=1554465/R=0/*http://shop.store.yahoo.com/cgi-bin/clink?
proflowers2+shopping:dmad/M=231971.3069703.4522067.1261774/D=egroupweb
/S=1705032144:HM/A=1554465/R=1/1052123423+http://us.rmi.yahoo.com/rmi/
http://www.proflowers.com/rmi-unframed-
url/http://www.proflowers.com/freevase/index.cfm%
3FREF=FGVYahooEgroupsLRECgif> 

>

M=231971.3069703.4522067.1261774/D=egroupmail/S=:HM/A=1554465/rand=380
708745> 

> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service 

. 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9966|9966|2003-05-05 15:03:55|Steve Roitstein|Re: sampling,samples & techniques |

> From: "philipformby" <p.formby@btopenworld.com>
> Subject: Re: sampling,samples & techniques
>
> there are ways of totally
> disguising samples beyond recognition so even you cant tell where
> they came from so technically they are yours (like lp.filtering and
> running through distortion,resampling ,filtering,loopremix)thats the
> type of feedback i was after i know its not orthodox but there are
> no rules.if its not recognisable then its got to be legal !

Not according to US copyright law. Unrecognizable is one thing: 
obviously if no one knows a sample was used then you can never be sued. 
But "technically", a copyrighted sound recording is protected by law 
and must be licensed for any commercial uses.

Note: I'm not making any value judgments here, only telling the law as 
I understand it.
| 9967|9950|2003-05-05 15:09:19|wildemar|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
Am 04.05.2003 21:29:43, schrieb "philipformby" <p.formby@btopenworld.com>:

> no rules.if its not recognisable then its got to be legal !

Sure?
I once heard there are ways of (technically) inplementing a sort of subliminal signature in a sound, so that no matter how 
far you distort/rmx/filter/etc it, it will still be identifiable in analysis.

Thats a copyright holder's dream, of course, but then again I wonder to what extent this will actually work.

mailto:p.formby@btopenworld.com
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I might be wrong after all ... thats confidence for you :-D

Yet I'm pretty much a fan of sampling copyrighted material somewhat, even if not 'burnt beyond recognition'. I just like 
doing this as sort of a reference - very common in hiphop music. I'm not talking about stealing complete hooklines or so 
(sux!), just short bits to point to another song as a stylistic connection, to clearify your intention for people with the same 
musical background as you, for jokes ... stuff like that.

But I usually dont do it; for the known reasons. A shame, but I dont wanna pay on a fine 'till the end of my life just for 
one minute of thinly disguised inspiration. 

Wildemar
| 9968|9968|2003-05-05 17:06:07|zhel_id|Did anybody have this?|
Hi..after some time I'm back online...
one maybe unusual quests and rs7k observations,...
dunno if it's a bug or me just dead tired:)
I do sample quite a lot..did loads of stereo samples lately, but 
sometimes when i record something I end up with two tracks.For 
examp...I'm doing bass on 4 and end up with a bass on 4 and 10?!? If 
I wanna delete one i obviously loose both.That's one thing.Also I 
realize when rs7k reaches the memory max it has a tendency to behave 
a bit wierd.Sometimes I simply loose track ( with a sample usually)
and end up with a default one.Also plenty of internal sounds( mostly 
bass sounds) when played in low keys tend to gou out of tune a 
bit ..especially if played in unisone octave mode.
And lastly ..I was building a tune in a song mode and copied events 
and added measure back and forth..when I finished ...didn't like the 
snare and wanted to record it again.Couldn't do it.I mean I could if 
I wanted to play snare for five minutes.I couldn't play it for four 
bars and event copy it where I needed it.Even though I tried to copy 
let's say two bars of snare from 001-004 and copy it 50x from 
004 ..rs changed the pattern after 4th bar and few times in the song 
as well.I erased the event, clear the track..tried all over again, 
but same story happened.Is there something I'm doing wrong or this is 
some kind of a bug as well or..whatever...Anybody?
cheers 
Z
| 9969|9969|2003-05-05 18:34:43|raverjett|SU700|
How hard would it be to make the SU700 capable of jumping in and out 
of record while in play mode? Could an individual possibly do it or 
would it have to be Yamaha, or is there maybe a new o.s. for it. I 
have 1.14. The reason i ask is because it would be so much better 
for performing live. Thanks, Jett.
| 9970|9969|2003-05-05 19:02:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: SU700|

>How hard would it be to make the SU700 capable of jumping in and out 
>of record while in play mode? Could an individual possibly do it or 
>would it have to be Yamaha, or is there maybe a new o.s. for it. I 
>have 1.14. The reason i ask is because it would be so much better 
>for performing live. Thanks, Jett.

Hey Raverjett--

If you've seen the SU700 FAQ (see link in my .SIG below), you know that 
this is not possible right now without an external sequencer 
(unfortunately). That was one of our requests for the wishlist for an 
OS update to the SU700 which never happened. The SU700 is a 
discontinued product by Yamaha (has been for a year and a half or so). 
I seriously doubt if Yamaha will update the OS at this point. 
Booshtukka, me, and other members of the SU700 Support Group at Yahoo 
Groups compiled the wishlist back in 2000 I believe and he hand 
delivered it to the product guy at Yamaha UK who was supposed to pass it 
on to Yamaha Japan. Unfortunately Yamaha Japan never gave us an answer. 
Oh well. The RS7000 is the SU700/RM1x's successor in Yamaha's book.

If you know how to program low level Assembly Language for Motorola 
chips and DSP coding you might have a small possibility of rewriting the 
SU700s OS and burning it to a new EPROM to try out. But nobody on the 
SU700 lists have mentioned that ability. And even so it wouldn't be 
supported by Yamaha. But who cares since it's no longer a viable 
product in Yamaha's view anyways, being discontinued. Good Luck!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9971|9950|2003-05-05 23:34:26|philipformby|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am 04.05.2003 21:29:43, schrieb "philipformby" :
> 
> > no rules.if its not recognisable then its got to be legal !
> 
> Sure?
> I once heard there are ways of (technically) inplementing a sort 

of subliminal signature in a sound, so that no matter how 

> far you distort/rmx/filter/etc it, it will still be identifiable 

in analysis.

> 
> Thats a copyright holder's dream, of course, but then again I 

wonder to what extent this will actually work.

> I might be wrong after all ... thats confidence for you :-D
> 
> Yet I'm pretty much a fan of sampling copyrighted material 

somewhat, even if not 'burnt beyond recognition'. I just like 

> doing this as sort of a reference - very common in hiphop music. 

I'm not talking about stealing complete hooklines or so 

> (sux!), just short bits to point to another song as a stylistic 

connection, to clearify your intention for people with the same 

> musical background as you, for jokes ... stuff like that.
> 
> But I usually dont do it; for the known reasons. A shame, but I 

dont wanna pay on a fine 'till the end of my life just for 

> one minute of thinly disguised inspiration. 
> 
> Wildemar

thats cool

but whats the point of having a sample remix function ,because at 
the end of it you could only use it for beats(of a legit sample cd 
or resample internal)
anyway ill keep on doing what im doing because im not releasing 
tracks (for now) 

this is my philosophy of sorts ,i could take say a jazz,funk loop 
filter all the sound out using lp filtering to leave just the 
bass ,then distort ,resample ,loop remix , until you end up with 
something good but absolutely nothing like the original works,then 
the sample would be excellent for twisted techno or punk house 
i know technically this would make me a criminal ,but how many times 
can you say that small sample was of this tune,and this snare was of 
this tune,i could go on because as youve said im not taking 
wholesale loops and just laying a beat over it (hip hop springs to 
mind ) i mean going a lot more deeper ,at the end of the day the 
lawyers could turn round and copyright every key on your keyboard
and music would die overnight
peace
| 9972|9972|2003-05-05 23:34:36|djlonnie2003|I'm Selling my Yamaha RS 7000|
Any one interested in buying a Yamaha Rs 7000 expanded to 64mb
of ram.I used it for one Demo song.It's in excellent condition.

Email me if your interested.
| 9973|9973|2003-05-05 23:35:17|Robert Smith|Stop emails|
I want to be a member, but stop forward emails.
Thanks

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
http://search.yahoo.com
| 9974|9973|2003-05-06 00:14:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Stop emails|
On Tuesday 06 May 2003 06:26, Robert Smith wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://search.yahoo.com/


> I want to be a member, but stop forward emails.
> Thanks

You have to go to your Yahoo group account and change the 
type of membership to "no emails". I can't do that for you.

- Robert (möderøtor)
| 9975|9975|2003-05-06 01:25:07|Richard|Syncing to Pro Tools|
Can anyone help me out with this subject? I need to sync my rs7000 to 
pro tools..but I have no idea how. I would like to know the settings 
I need to make with both pro tools AND the RS. ....Do I have to be in 
song mode, also? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
THanks, Richard
| 9976|9972|2003-05-06 04:50:59|Margaret Micklethwaite|Re: I'm Selling my Yamaha RS 7000|
Hi, What price are you asking, and where are you ??
I am in the UK,
Sam

----- Original Message ----- 
From: djlonnie2003 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2003 10:55 PM
Subject: [RS7000] I'm Selling my Yamaha RS 7000

Any one interested in buying a Yamaha Rs 7000 expanded to 64mb
of ram.I used it for one Demo song.It's in excellent condition.

Email me if your interested.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9977|9950|2003-05-06 13:14:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
In a message dated 5/5/2003 4:32:10 PM Eastern Standard Time, p.formby@btopenworld.com writes:

> > I once heard there are ways of (technically) inplementing a sort 
> of subliminal signature in a sound, so that no matter how 
> > far you distort/rmx/filter/etc it, it will still be 
> identifiable 
> in analysis.

I think you have been watching too much CSI! I don't believe this to be true. Probably sort of based on something true, but more likely its something thats more related to
the non-technical showbiz side of reality.

Think about it...Any sound, even one that we know didn't originate from anything else, can be distorted or altered, the same way that is trying to be prevented, so in
essence the sound is catered and interpreted to sound like anything else that has a difrent origin, including this "subliminal signature sound", hence flawed.

I defiantly watch too much CSI, heh.

Zam
| 9978|9950|2003-05-06 15:49:35|wildemar|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
CSWhat? ... ;-)

I thought so too, but still there may be ways of coding a message that we dont know about (i mean, tell me right off your 
head how copy protection on a CD works ... ;-)
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It could be decoded perhaps in a signature Volume change unrecognizable to the Human ear; cant filter that too easilly 
..., a coded harmonic spread over multiple frequencies; so even if distorted still detectable, stuff like that. I'm sure some 
audio eggheads could come up with stuff like that.

But still: It's something I *believe* I've heard. Dont take my word for it.

Wildemar

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Datum: Tue, 06 May 2003 12:27:37 -0400
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: sampling,samples & techniques
>
>
>
>
> In a message dated 5/5/2003 4:32:10 PM Eastern Standard Time,
> p.formby@btopenworld.com writes:
>
> > > I once heard there are ways of (technically) inplementing a sort
> > of subliminal signature in a sound, so that no matter how
> > > far you distort/rmx/filter/etc it, it will still be
> > identifiable
> > in analysis.
>
> I think you have been watching too much CSI! I don't believe this to be
> true. Probably sort of based on something true, but more likely its
> something thats more related to the non-technical showbiz side of reality.
>
> Think about it...Any sound, even one that we know didn't originate from
> anything else, can be distorted or altered, the same way that is trying to
> be prevented, so in essence the sound is catered and interpreted to sound
> like anything else that has a difrent origin, including this "subliminal
> signature sound", hence flawed.
>
> I defiantly watch too much CSI, heh.
>
> Zam
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 9979|9969|2003-05-06 17:21:56|raverjett|Re: SU700|
So if i have an RS7000 as well then i should be able to?
| 9980|9969|2003-05-06 18:54:00|wasted/su700fan|Re: SU700|

>So if i have an RS7000 as well then i should be able to?

You could use the RS7000's (or RM1x's) sequencer to sequence the pads on 
the SU700. Each pad on the SU700 would require a separate Track & MIDI 
Channel # on the RM1x/RS7k, as Note On/Off info for each pad is not Note 
# specific when receiving info to the SU700. I previously used the RM1x 
to sequence the SU700's FREE pads, since they don't have Loop Lengths, 
although you could also sequence the Composed Loop or Loop pads 
externally if you wanted.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 9981|9981|2003-05-06 19:17:22|Richard|syncing to pro tools|
Can anyone help me out with this subject? I need to sync my rs7000 to 
pro tools..but I have no idea how. I would like to know the settings 
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I need to make with both pro tools AND the RS. ....Do I have to be in 
song mode, also? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
THanks, Richard
| 9982|9981|2003-05-06 20:42:54|Latif|Re: syncing to pro tools|
i don't use pro-toolzzz
but as with any software read the help file section
about midi sync and how to setup the software for that use.
depending on whether you want the software to be master or slave
or the RS vice-versa, that's what you should look at first.
if your using the RS as TG module without any sequences running
in it, then leave the RS synced to it's own clock, the LFO's
seem to sync better to the RS internal clock.
In thisa case there are no specific settings for the RS
other then 'TG mute mode midi'/'midi sync internal'/
'echo back off'/'TG parameter out off' & 'voice setup to TG on'

that's the way i work with it and cubase, can't decide for you.
read a bit about your software and learn ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard" wrote:
> Can anyone help me out with this subject? I need to sync my rs7000 
to 
> pro tools..but I have no idea how. I would like to know the 
settings 
> I need to make with both pro tools AND the RS. ....Do I have to be 
in 
> song mode, also? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
> THanks, Richard

| 9983|9983|2003-05-06 22:58:10|djlonnie2003|Yamaha RS7000 For sale !|
Any one interested in buying a Yamaha Rs 7000 expanded to 64mb
of ram.I used it for one Demo song.It's in excellent condition.

$885.00

Email me if your interested.
| 9984|9973|2003-05-06 22:58:24|Robert Smith|Re: Stop emails|
I have done that but they keep coming. I will try it
again. Thanks
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Tuesday 06 May 2003 06:26, Robert Smith wrote:
> > I want to be a member, but stop forward emails.
> > Thanks
> 
> You have to go to your Yahoo group account and
> change the 
> type of membership to "no emails". I can't do that
> for you.
> 
> - Robert (m�der�tor)
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
http://search.yahoo.com
| 9985|9950|2003-05-06 22:58:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|
In a message dated 5/6/2003 3:52:39 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
wildemar@freakmail.de writes:

> It could be decoded perhaps in a signature Volume change unrecognizable to 
> the Human ear; cant filter that too easilly 
> ..., a coded harmonic spread over multiple frequencies; so even if 
> distorted still detectable, stuff like that. I'm sure some 
> audio eggheads could come up with stuff like that.
> 
> But still: It's something I *believe* I've heard. Dont take my word for it.

Cool Edit has some Analizing software built into it. I beleive you can even 
get an audio's frequency signature as a visual display, grab certain noises 
you see in it, and filter it out. This is used mainly for noise reduction, 
clicks, pops, and hums, but knew of this signature and what to look for, one 
could remove it just like a click or pop I'd imagine. This is in theory, but 
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I'm sure it can be done the other way as well, to add things not necessarly 
heard by the human ear.

So do see your point, I just don't think anyone could come up with a unique 
signature that another with enough knowledge could also be removed thereby 
alowing any change to that sound be completley unique from the original.

Just my theory from,

Zam 8^)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 9986|9973|2003-05-06 23:37:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Stop emails|
On Wednesday 07 May 2003 01:30, Robert Smith wrote:

> I have done that but they keep coming. I will try it
> again. Thanks

Just checked it. Turns out that I *can* change the email 
delivery for each of you (cough cough). Anyway, you 
subscribtion was already set to "no email".

- Robert
| 9987|9972|2003-05-07 02:17:44|Mike Mitchell|Re: I'm Selling my Yamaha RS 7000|
i have a rs 7000 6 months old never used £650 . I live in scotland r u interested.It comes with a years guarantee .Please let me know if u r interested or not.
Thanks Mike

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Margaret Micklethwaite 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2003 11:04 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] I'm Selling my Yamaha RS 7000

Hi, What price are you asking, and where are you ??
I am in the UK,
Sam
----- Original Message ----- 
From: djlonnie2003 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2003 10:55 PM
Subject: [RS7000] I'm Selling my Yamaha RS 7000

Any one interested in buying a Yamaha Rs 7000 expanded to 64mb
of ram.I used it for one Demo song.It's in excellent condition.

Email me if your interested.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 9988|9950|2003-05-07 03:02:29|mmittner|Re: sampling,samples & techniques|

> I thought so too, but still there may be ways of coding a message that we dont know about (i mean, tell me right off your 
> head how copy protection on a CD works ... ;-)

erm .. cds that don't follow the red book standard (the red book is the paper which discribes how the cd data format works), cds with "errors" which trick cd-rom/cd-rw
drives into thinking the cd would be corrupt. things like you described are on the way, but not currently implemented, wait a few years until tcpa's here:

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/tcpa-faq.htm

meanwhile i'd say a digital signature wouldn't even survive sampling via the analog inputs. well, probably that's one of the reasons for that "communications security act"
i read about recently? ;-) who knows ...

-mike
| 9989|9989|2003-05-07 05:00:11|Oddbods Finger|anyone use a SCSI CD drive?|
Hi,
I have a Hewlett Packard (Ext) SCSI CDRW drive.
The RS7000 recognises the drive and I can load samples from Yamaha 
and Akai Format CD Roms into the RS7000.

The RS7000 manual appears to say that it cannot save to CD-R/CD-RW.
Is this right��it can't save to CD-RW under any circumstances?
I can't use it as a saving/loading device like Smart Media?

I'm just looking for some clarification here, because the FAQ lists 
several CD-RW drives under the `Recommended SCSI Devices'���but you 
can only use them for loading?

Thanks
| 9990|9989|2003-05-07 07:13:58|introvert_the|Re: anyone use a SCSI CD drive?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> Hi,
> I have a Hewlett Packard (Ext) SCSI CDRW drive.
> The RS7000 recognises the drive and I can load samples from Yamaha 
> and Akai Format CD Roms into the RS7000.
> 
> The RS7000 manual appears to say that it cannot save to CD-R/CD-RW.
> Is this right��it can't save to CD-RW under any circumstances?
> I can't use it as a saving/loading device like Smart Media?
> 

Thats right. They're only listed for completeness, since they can be 
used for loading data as well (unfortunately)

The Introvert - Electronica with passion
http://www.ampcast.com/TheIntrovert
| 9992|9989|2003-05-07 08:32:47|Oddbods Finger|Re: anyone use a SCSI CD drive?|

> Thats right. They're only listed for completeness, since they can 

be 

> used for loading data as well (unfortunately)
> 
> 
> The Introvert - Electronica with passion
> http://www.ampcast.com/TheIntrovert
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OK thanks
Pretty much as I figured then :(
| 9993|9993|2003-05-07 09:57:06|irrelevanceuk|hot swapping smart media?|
Can this be done or is it a power down job?
| 9994|9993|2003-05-07 13:53:45|om_audio|Re: hot swapping smart media?|
As long as the RS is not accessing the SM card at the moment you 
remove it is fine to remove it and insert another. I do it all the 
time to add samples to the card and bring them into the current 
project.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:
> Can this be done or is it a power down job?

| 9995|9993|2003-05-07 14:26:23|DK|Re: hot swapping smart media?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:

> Can this be done or is it a power down job?

This was the biggest annoying feature of the Boss SP-505. One very 
reason I traded up for the RS-7000 was this ability...so, yes, you 
can hot-swap. But, not while loading or saving (of course).
| 9996|9993|2003-05-07 14:40:40|bernie_macd|Re: hot swapping smart media?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:

> Can this be done or is it a power down job?

no problem

bernie
| 9997|9997|2003-05-07 18:31:11|mike stokes|loop points screwy when resampling loops|
Hi all.
I haven't posted in a while, but now school is out and I plan on working 
with the RS a lot more. One thing is bugging me:
When I resample a phrase/loop (i.e. a percussion loop, etc.) I make on the 
RS, it never comes out right. I use the measure resampling option, specify 
how many bars I want (usually one). Then I slice it and it is never a good 
loop. When I look at the sample in the display (even before I slice it), it 
looks like the loop points are not quite at the end, but adjusting them 
takes forever on the RS (just moving the loop points seems to take forever). 
So I always end up having to save the sample and export it to Sound Forge 
just to edit the loop points, save it, then bring it back to the RS. This 
process is tedious. Is there any way around it? I would love to just keep 
everything in the RS most of the time if this is possible. Is there a 
setting I am missing? Does anyone actually use the sample trimming option 
in the RS? Because to me, moving that little loop point by the individual 
sample frames takes so long it is almost disfuntional. Any tips?
Mike Stokes

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 9998|9997|2003-05-07 20:53:29|om_audio|Re: loop points screwy when resampling loops|
I noticed this too- but I find loop point editing on the RS is quick- 
use the "step" function to make the loop points move in 
greater/lesser increments- and be aware that zooming in eventually 
gets you to a split screen where you can see both the start and end 
points at the same time. This is the only way to view the end loop 
point as far as I know.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mike stokes" 
wrote:

> Hi all.
> I haven't posted in a while, but now school is out and I plan on 

working 

> with the RS a lot more. One thing is bugging me:
> When I resample a phrase/loop (i.e. a percussion loop, etc.) I make 

on the 

> RS, it never comes out right. I use the measure resampling option, 

specify 

> how many bars I want (usually one). Then I slice it and it is 
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never a good 

> loop. When I look at the sample in the display (even before I 

slice it), it 

> looks like the loop points are not quite at the end, but adjusting 

them 

> takes forever on the RS (just moving the loop points seems to take 

forever). 

> So I always end up having to save the sample and export it to 

Sound Forge 

> just to edit the loop points, save it, then bring it back to the 

RS. This 

> process is tedious. Is there any way around it? I would love to 

just keep 

> everything in the RS most of the time if this is possible. Is 

there a 

> setting I am missing? Does anyone actually use the sample trimming 

option 

> in the RS? Because to me, moving that little loop point by the 

individual 

> sample frames takes so long it is almost disfuntional. Any tips?
> Mike Stokes
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

| 9999|9997|2003-05-07 23:41:58|Latif|Re: loop points screwy when resampling loops|
try it this way, use kit+note
then after sampling, extract the exact loop
as it's sampled, (perform wave memory optimize)
then perform slice from the sample edit menu.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mike stokes" 
wrote:

> Hi all.
> I haven't posted in a while, but now school is out and I plan on 

working 

> with the RS a lot more. One thing is bugging me:
> When I resample a phrase/loop (i.e. a percussion loop, etc.) I make 

on the 

> RS, it never comes out right. I use the measure resampling option, 

specify 

> how many bars I want (usually one). Then I slice it and it is 

never a good 

> loop. When I look at the sample in the display (even before I 

slice it), it 

> looks like the loop points are not quite at the end, but adjusting 

them 

> takes forever on the RS (just moving the loop points seems to take 

forever). 
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> So I always end up having to save the sample and export it to 

Sound Forge 

> just to edit the loop points, save it, then bring it back to the 

RS. This 

> process is tedious. Is there any way around it? I would love to 

just keep 

> everything in the RS most of the time if this is possible. Is 

there a 

> setting I am missing? Does anyone actually use the sample trimming 

option 

> in the RS? Because to me, moving that little loop point by the 

individual 

> sample frames takes so long it is almost disfuntional. Any tips?
> Mike Stokes
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

|

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail


10000|9993|2003-05-08 00:19:40|irrelevanceuk|Re: hot swapping smart media?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> As long as the RS is not accessing the SM card at the moment you 
> remove it is fine to remove it and insert another. I do it all the 
> time to add samples to the card and bring them into the current 
> project.

Ahh, wasn't sure as i'd read that the mc909 wouldnt hot swap. So i 
wasn't sure if this was a limitation with the media or the product.

cheers.
| 10001|9993|2003-05-08 00:19:55|goodald|Re: hot swapping smart media?|

> Can this be done or is it a power down job?

Removing from the RS is no problem. I've had a couple problems 
removing the card from the pc reader i have, however. make sure to 
use the "eject" feature (right click on the smart media drive) as 
this should make sure you won't lose any work. 

I have still had 1 or 2 problems even when using eject so make 
backups if using a PC till you determine if swapping from that 
system/reader combo is safe..
| 10002|10002|2003-05-08 01:50:08|eq127|RAM upgrade question|
Hi guys, its been a little while, i hope the list is doing well (any 
big news in the past few months i missed???). Anyways, i got 2 32 meg 
chips of RAM from a friend to finally expand off the 4 included with 
the unit, and my problem is this :

after i installed the RAM, i checked to see if it was properly 
inserted with the Shift + Utility trick, and it says i have about 
half as much RAM as i should! in the FAQ, it says i should see 
65535KB of free memory for the max of 2 32 meg chips, but i only see 
35462!!

Do you think maybe these must really be 16 meg chips? Or maybe that 
one of the RAMs are seated wrong? I was thinking and it looks to me 
like its two 16 meg chips + the 4 included with the unit, because it 
rounds off to 36 megs, which is what it would be.

But that would also happen if there was a working 32 and a broken one 
right? Is there any way i can know for sure?

I know i won't max out 36 megs very quickly but this could be 
annoying down the road.

Thanks guys,

Kieran
| 10003|10003|2003-05-08 02:37:41|salzmann_24|Looking for German RS7000 Forum|
Hello
I´m looking for a German RS7000 Forum!!!
Thanks
Greetings from Austria
| 10005|10005|2003-05-08 06:15:09|michael|Ram Upgrade in Aus|
hi ppl just wondering if anyone from australia particulary sydney 
knows where to get cheap ram from??
| 10006|10006|2003-05-08 08:06:12|michael|scsi related Q?|
also i want to know has anyone out there used a PCI Bus SCSI Card 
in a PC??? if so how did it go.....
seems like a cheap option to me???
cheers
| 10007|10003|2003-05-08 11:28:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: Looking for German RS7000 Forum|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "salzmann_24" wrote:

> Hello
> I´m looking for a German RS7000 Forum!!!
> Thanks
> Greetings from Austria

There is none...except: http://www.rs7000.de

But hardly any visitors
| 10008|10008|2003-05-08 13:38:09|wildemar|Vocoder?|
Yo guys (gals too ... I wonder how many are there ... ehr, here I mean)
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anyways, business:

I dont know who it was but some person suggested yamaha make a Vocoder for the RS7000.

Somehow this doesnt leave my head as i totally LOVE Vocoders. How many of you like this Idea? All I'd bet.
But I dont think Yammie will go through the S-pain of writing such a complicated effect for the RS. However they made 
the new filters ... and a vocoder beeing nothing but filters ... aahhww heck, chances are they won't.

I'll be selling my QM Sirius soon so I'll stand without a Vocoder. Anyone has a suggestion on an affordable one? Dont 
have to be in a synth, can be stanalone. main thing is *not too expensive*.
As always ;-)

Wildemar
| 10009|10008|2003-05-08 14:56:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: Vocoder?|

>Yo guys (gals too ... I wonder how many are there ... ehr, here I mean)
>
>anyways, business:
>
>I dont know who it was but some person suggested yamaha make a Vocoder 

for the RS7000.

>
>Somehow this doesnt leave my head as i totally LOVE Vocoders. How many 

of you like this Idea? All I'd bet.

>But I dont think Yammie will go through the S-pain of writing such a 

complicated effect for the RS. However they made 

>the new filters ... and a vocoder beeing nothing but filters ... aahhww 

heck, chances are they won't.

>
>I'll be selling my QM Sirius soon so I'll stand without a Vocoder. 

Anyone has a suggestion on an affordable one? Dont 

>have to be in a synth, can be stanalone. main thing is *not too 

expensive*.

>As always ;-)
>
>Wildemar

I've got 2 vocoders right now: the Electrix Warp Factory and the vocoder 
built into the Korg microKorg Sythesizer/Vocoder. Love 'em both!

The Electrix Warp Factory has been discontinued (company went out of 
business blowing out all prior Electrix stock like the Warp Factory, 
Filter Factory, EQ Killer, et. al. at $99 a piece about a year ago in 
order to try and get the $$$ to finance their Repeater sampler). I paid 
$300 US when it first came out about 2 or 3 years ago. You might be 
able to find one still lying around in a music store (i.e Guitar 
Center), or online via Ebay for a fairly decent price.

The microKorg is running $399.99 at Guitar Center and most online shops 
right now. Got mine when they first came out in early November 2002 for 
that price. the microKorg comes with a cheap condensor mic so that you 
can noodle with it straight away and you can also plug in a mic via a 
1/4" line in jack for more professional use. Also, both the WF & 
microKorg have the capability of using an external signal instead of the 
built-in TG to use as the Carrier signal that is modulated by the 
Formant (your voice, etc.). 

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Some of my tracks at: 
http://www.ampfea.org/sln/browse.php?num=3&a_id=130
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10010|10008|2003-05-08 16:43:19|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Vocoder?|
imho, it seems every synth that's work something comes with a vocoder
anyway, so why have yammmy stick one in their sequencer...?

the Electrix stuff is really cool if you're looking for a stand-alone
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vocoder...or simply nice FX boxes(MoFX, Filter Factory)...

-B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: wildemar [mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de] 
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2003 3:38 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Vocoder?

Yo guys (gals too ... I wonder how many are there ... ehr, here I mean)

anyways, business:

I dont know who it was but some person suggested yamaha make a Vocoder
for the RS7000.

Somehow this doesnt leave my head as i totally LOVE Vocoders. How many
of you like this Idea? All I'd bet. But I dont think Yammie will go
through the S-pain of writing such a complicated effect for the RS.
However they made 
the new filters ... and a vocoder beeing nothing but filters ... aahhww
heck, chances are they won't.

I'll be selling my QM Sirius soon so I'll stand without a Vocoder.
Anyone has a suggestion on an affordable one? Dont 
have to be in a synth, can be stanalone. main thing is *not too
expensive*. As always ;-)

Wildemar
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| 10011|10008|2003-05-08 20:24:09|Oscar Finch|Re: Vocoder?|
Well you did ask .Vocoder in the RS7000 - FOR THE LOVE OF GOD HELL NO .No way known do I want a vocoder in the RS7000 (sorry I think vocoder I think
played out and overused cheese machine).Not many people use them creatively for starters. (ie: think vocal use only and fixed waveform modulators)Secondly I'd only
use one if the carrier and modulator could be independently set of each other so I could use 2 totally different field samples for example as carrier and modulator (not
gonna happen) .What next a goose neck mic ? Really WE NEED and I'll keep saying this Independent Tempo Synced LFO's w/ independent Waveshapes for
AMP/FILTER/PITCHExtensive - crossfade ,bowtie crossfade ,bi-directional ,loop in release and multiple breakpoint sample looping.Improved Reverb algorithms (and
how) :rollseyes: CC controllable sample start / end and loop point realtime modulators.And lastly a virtual patching Matrix for more extensive control of say filter to
velocity , pitch ADSR to AMP lfo 
speed/rate , LFO to LFO modulation an Amplitude Modulation feature and the like.Those 5 singular things alone would boost the RS7000's mangle power by at least a 10
fold exponential.Vocoders can be had fairly cheap these days - even Lexicon effects units come with them on board. You'd be better off with a standalone Vocoder/Plugin
for PC vocoder etc that has multiple bands (above twelve) because I couldn't see yamaha giving users the possability to just use the frequency bands for formant filtering
only which would in itself be very nice.I for one would buy a vocoder if I wanted one.Rant over .I'll shut up now ;) 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe
from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10012|10006|2003-05-08 23:50:47|goodald|Re: scsi related Q?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
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> also i want to know has anyone out there used a PCI Bus SCSI Card 
> in a PC??? if so how did it go.....
> seems like a cheap option to me???
> cheers

do you mean to send/receive files with the rs?

mixed results on that.. i recommend buying a good card, probably 
adaptec. i think TWE and Soundforge will do it ok... i'm getting 
pretty good with the smartmedia tho...
| 10013|10008|2003-05-09 01:02:44|okoyemaya|Re: Vocoder?|
Oh yes, absolutely right, cheesy megaoverused and there are 1000 
other more useful things Yamaha could do on RS. All in one packet 
cheap vocoder, keys etc- MicroKorg. If anyone really have to use 
vocoder software ones are much better anyway.
Okoyem
.--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" 
wrote:

> Well you did ask .Vocoder in the RS7000 - FOR THE LOVE OF GOD HELL 

NO .No way known do I want a vocoder in the RS7000 (sorry I think 
vocoder I think played out and overused cheese machine).Not many 
people use them creatively for starters. (ie: think vocal use only 
and fixed waveform modulators)Secondly I'd only use one if the 
carrier and modulator could be independently set of each other so I 
could use 2 totally different field samples for example as carrier 
and modulator (not gonna happen) .What next a goose neck mic ? Really 
WE NEED and I'll keep saying this Independent Tempo Synced LFO's w/ 
independent Waveshapes for AMP/FILTER/PITCHExtensive - 
crossfade ,bowtie crossfade ,bi-directional ,loop in release and 
multiple breakpoint sample looping.Improved Reverb algorithms (and 
how) :rollseyes: CC controllable sample start / end and loop point 
realtime modulators.And lastly a virtual patching Matrix for more 
extensive control of say filter to velocity , pitch ADSR to AMP lfo 

> speed/rate , LFO to LFO modulation an Amplitude Modulation feature 

and the like.Those 5 singular things alone would boost the RS7000's 
mangle power by at least a 10 fold exponential.Vocoders can be had 
fairly cheap these days - even Lexicon effects units come with them 
on board. You'd be better off with a standalone Vocoder/Plugin for PC 
vocoder etc that has multiple bands (above twelve) because I couldn't 
see yamaha giving users the possability to just use the frequency 
bands for formant filtering only which would in itself be very nice.I 
for one would buy a vocoder if I wanted one.Rant over .I'll shut up 
now ;)

> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha 
Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10014|10008|2003-05-09 01:32:24|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: Vocoder?|
yeah it was me id really love to see that happen who knows it could so be 
possible to do i think!!

>From: wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Vocoder?
>Date: Thu, 08 May 2003 21:38:04 +0200
>
>Yo guys (gals too ... I wonder how many are there ... ehr, here I mean)
>
>anyways, business:
>
>I dont know who it was but some person suggested yamaha make a Vocoder for 
>the RS7000.
>
>Somehow this doesnt leave my head as i totally LOVE Vocoders. How many of 
>you like this Idea? All I'd bet.
>But I dont think Yammie will go through the S-pain of writing such a 
>complicated effect for the RS. However they made
>the new filters ... and a vocoder beeing nothing but filters ... aahhww 
>heck, chances are they won't.
>
>I'll be selling my QM Sirius soon so I'll stand without a Vocoder. Anyone 
>has a suggestion on an affordable one? Dont
>have to be in a synth, can be stanalone. main thing is *not too expensive*.
>As always ;-)
>
>Wildemar
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail now available on Australian mobile phones. Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_mobile.asp
| 10015|10006|2003-05-09 01:32:38|Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus|Re: scsi related Q?|
yep 2 send receive samples etc to my Rs from a Pc.....
also i was reading up on old forum posts and it seems that scsi is somewhat 
dated...
i been using smartmedia via a card reader and it is very quick and easy i 
find..... is there some thing that im missing out on by not using scsi or 
will i be just wasting my money and time using a scsi card 2 pc.....
i have not used TWE yet, i just went straight to sound forge for some reason 
i guess because of its ease of use ...... might unpack twe and have a look 
at it

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Instant Messenger now available on Australian mobile phones.�Go to 
http://ninemsn.com.au/mobilecentral/hotmail_messenger.asp
| 10016|10008|2003-05-09 02:30:56|Latif|Re: Vocoder?|
one word: VOKATOR 
:-)

http://www.nativeinstruments.de/index.php?id=vokator_us

really has it all, and totally beats the
basic concept of a vocoder, allowing a whole new
way of creativity to explore vocoding in a new way.
sure it's software, but it's better then anything
(even hardware) that have seen/used uptill now.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Well you did ask .Vocoder in the RS7000 - FOR THE LOVE OF GOD HELL 
NO .No way known do I want a vocoder in the RS7000 (sorry I think 
vocoder I think played out and overused cheese machine).Not many 
people use them creatively for starters. (ie: think vocal use only 
and fixed waveform modulators)Secondly I'd only use one if the 
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carrier and modulator could be independently set of each other so I 
could use 2 totally different field samples for example as carrier 
and modulator (not gonna happen) .What next a goose neck mic ? Really 
WE NEED and I'll keep saying this Independent Tempo Synced LFO's w/ 
independent Waveshapes for AMP/FILTER/PITCHExtensive - 
crossfade ,bowtie crossfade ,bi-directional ,loop in release and 
multiple breakpoint sample looping.Improved Reverb algorithms (and 
how) :rollseyes: CC controllable sample start / end and loop point 
realtime modulators.And lastly a virtual patching Matrix for more 
extensive control of say filter to velocity , pitch ADSR to AMP lfo 
> speed/rate , LFO to LFO modulation an Amplitude Modulation feature 
and the like.Those 5 singular things alone would boost the RS7000's 
mangle power by at least a 10 fold exponential.Vocoders can be had 
fairly cheap these days - even Lexicon effects units come with them 
on board. You'd be better off with a standalone Vocoder/Plugin for PC 
vocoder etc that has multiple bands (above twelve) because I couldn't 
see yamaha giving users the possability to just use the frequency 
bands for formant filtering only which would in itself be very nice.I 
for one would buy a vocoder if I wanted one.Rant over .I'll shut up 
now ;)
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha 
Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: 
http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email 
to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is 
subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10017|10008|2003-05-09 05:58:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Vocoder?|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
Dont 
> have to be in a synth, can be stanalone. main thing is *not too 
expensive*.

Nord Micro Modular has some EXCELLENT Vocoder patches. And it´s quite 
low-priced at the moment.

| 10018|10018|2003-05-09 09:35:24|joe_doherty_sea|Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead|
Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead
| 10019|10018|2003-05-09 09:43:11|Oscar Finch|Re: Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead|
Robert this should go in official RS7000 FAQ under "FAQing stupid threads for the unitiated" And your POINT is WHAT exaclty ???????? --- On Fri 05/09,
joe_doherty_sea < joe_doherty_2000@hotmail.com > wrote:From: joe_doherty_sea [mailto: joe_doherty_2000@hotmail.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri,
09 May 2003 15:24:30 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickheadSean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead 
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| 10020|10018|2003-05-09 09:49:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead|
On Friday 09 May 2003 17:43, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Robert this should go in official RS7000 FAQ under
> "FAQing stupid threads for the unitiated" And your
> POINT is WHAT exaclty ???????? --- On Fri 05/09,
> joe_doherty_sea < joe_doherty_2000@hotmail.com >
> wrote:From: joe_doherty_sea [mailto:
> joe_doherty_2000@hotmail.com]To:
> RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 09 May 2003 15:24:30
> -0000Subject: [RS7000] Sean McCarrick is a fucking
> dickheadSean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead

Yup, I already saw it (of course) and posted a message, but 
it hasn't arrived yet. I let it pass for the remote chance 
that this was a joke. If it isn't, the guy is history on 
this list. I'll give him the chance to react.

- Robert
| 10021|10018|2003-05-09 09:50:16|s&m|Re: Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead|
Apologies but I have no idea who or what this muppet
is!
-sean

--- Oscar Finch <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> wrote:

> Robert this should go in official RS7000 FAQ under
> "FAQing stupid threads for the unitiated" And
> your POINT is WHAT exaclty ???????? --- On Fri
> 05/09, joe_doherty_sea <
> joe_doherty_2000@hotmail.com > wrote:From:
> joe_doherty_sea [mailto:
> joe_doherty_2000@hotmail.com]To:
> RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 09 May 2003
> 15:24:30 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Sean McCarrick is a
> fucking dickheadSean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================Home:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha

> Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official:
> http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K,
> send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K
> Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject
> to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
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> Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead

May I ask what this is all about?

- Robert (moderator)
| 10023|10008|2003-05-09 10:27:36|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: Vocoder?|
For people like me, who use more than one machine, I´d say yamaha should
concentrate on the main features, sequencing and sampling.
I don´t need an all-in-a-box-but-nothing-finished machine. I need a good
realtime sequencer and nice sampling features like the loop remix.
I´d be fine with those two features developed like hell. For the rest I
have Synthies and FX, but that´s just my setup...
Greetings, WThor 

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de] 
Gesendet: Freitag, 9. Mai 2003 13:53
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Vocoder?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
Dont 
> have to be in a synth, can be stanalone. main thing is *not too 
expensive*.

Nord Micro Modular has some EXCELLENT Vocoder patches. And it´s quite 
low-priced at the moment.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10024|10018|2003-05-09 10:36:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead|
On Friday 09 May 2003 17:50, s&m wrote:

> Apologies but I have no idea who or what this muppet
> is!

Looks like he unsubbed himself. Saves me the trouble. ;)

- Robert
| 10025|10018|2003-05-09 11:13:17|s&m|Re: Sean McCarrick is not a fucking dickhead|
Hi Robert,
I've no idea.
I've never heard of this guy before.
The subject is the same as the message so maybe its
some automated spam thing from his address book that I
somehow got onto?! 
Though that does not explain how it gone on to the
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list.
Anyway I sent him a mail earlier looking for an
explanation.

-sean

--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> On Friday 09 May 2003 17:24, joe_doherty_sea wrote:
> > Sean McCarrick is a fucking dickhead
> 
> May I ask what this is all about?
> 
> - Robert (moderator)
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
http://search.yahoo.com
| 10026|10008|2003-05-09 16:49:43|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: Vocoder?|
I think vocoders are cool. I've suggest this instead of its crapy slicer if they cant make it better. I've used them to pull some sounds that nobody would of suspected came
from these effects. I'd take a good vocoder over a crappy slicer effect any day. The sweetist would be a vocoder with a good slicer too.

How about a speech synth as well? Could type words into and have it generate vocals for us. Yeah, not the old texas speak & spell thing, but one that creates soft fems to
darth vader. Vocalists can be dificult to find or keep. This one would never complain and be there every time. I think it would be the first synth to have one built in???
Cant be that hard, cant take up that much mem space for its code. I've sampled ones from websites, even that dumb little purple ape thing got its use for a while, but to
generate this, on the spot, or catered to the venue would be pretty cool I think.

Zam
| 10027|10008|2003-05-09 16:50:04|goodald|Re: Vocoder?|

> For people like me, who use more than one machine, I´d say yamaha 

should

> concentrate on the main features, sequencing and sampling.
> I don´t need an all-in-a-box-but-nothing-finished machine. I need a 

good

> realtime sequencer and nice sampling features like the loop remix.
> I´d be fine with those two features developed like hell. For the 

rest I

> have Synthies and FX, but that´s just my setup...
> Greetings, WThor 

hehe.. i was looking for a "recommend this post" button after I read 
this :)

this is very true, most of these feature can be added, i would prefer 
a solid/bullet proof sequencer with good sampling capabilities over 
another gimmick or two that I may not use much
| 10028|10028|2003-05-12 00:26:38|ridszero|AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
Just wondering what you guys think about getting a 16 track recorder. 
Would it be better to get a Korg D1600 (with cool touch screen), an 
Akai DPS16, or a Yamaha AW16G? This is tough.
| 10029|10028|2003-05-12 03:39:41|tompaulsen2002|Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:

> 
> 
> Just wondering what you guys think about getting a 16 track 

recorder. 

> Would it be better to get a Korg D1600 (with cool touch screen), an 
> Akai DPS16, or a Yamaha AW16G? This is tough.

24Bit vs. 16Bit...
| 10030|10006|2003-05-12 09:46:18|trapstate|Re: scsi related Q?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Reasonable_Being@ Syd/Aus"
wrote:
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> yep 2 send receive samples etc to my Rs from a Pc.....
> also i was reading up on old forum posts and it seems that scsi is

somewhat 

> dated...
> i been using smartmedia via a card reader and it is very quick and

easy i 

> find..... is there some thing that im missing out on by not using

scsi or 

> will i be just wasting my money and time using a scsi card 2 pc.....

Both :) IMO SCSI does have advantages:

-faster
-up to 2GB storage if SCSI disk is installed in PC
-direct connection to PC for fast editing: get a sample from RS, edit
on PC and send back.

Too bad it doesn't work very well (seems to depend on software/scsi
card combination), this can cause the PC or RS to freeze up (loosing
your work aaargh). 

I believe some people here have it working, maybe thy could list their
combination of SCSI card, OS and software (like TWE, Soundforge etc) 

Paul
| 10031|10006|2003-05-12 09:52:10|s&m|Re: scsi related Q?|
I have my pc working with rs7000 and scsi perfectly.
I want to get rid of the pc and use my laptop.
Could I use my laptop + firewire/scsi adapter and
wavelab running on winxp or does xp not work with any
rs + wave edit application. Dont see why the adapter
wouldn't work.
Anybody try this?
I'm prepared to get a smartcard reader but I like the
fast upload/download for making sample kits etc. as
someone mentioned below.
Cheers
-sean
--- trapstate <trapstate@hotmail.com> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Reasonable_Being@
> Syd/Aus"
> wrote:
> > yep 2 send receive samples etc to my Rs from a
> Pc.....
> > also i was reading up on old forum posts and it
> seems that scsi is
> somewhat 
> > dated...
> > i been using smartmedia via a card reader and it
> is very quick and
> easy i 
> > find..... is there some thing that im missing out
> on by not using
> scsi or 
> > will i be just wasting my money and time using a
> scsi card 2 pc.....
> 
> Both :) IMO SCSI does have advantages:
> 
> -faster
> -up to 2GB storage if SCSI disk is installed in PC
> -direct connection to PC for fast editing: get a
> sample from RS, edit
> on PC and send back.
> 
> Too bad it doesn't work very well (seems to depend
> on software/scsi
> card combination), this can cause the PC or RS to
> freeze up (loosing
> your work aaargh). 
> 
> I believe some people here have it working, maybe
> thy could list their
> combination of SCSI card, OS and software (like TWE,
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> Soundforge etc) 
> 
> Paul
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
http://search.yahoo.com
| 10032|10006|2003-05-12 10:05:07|trapstate|Re: scsi related Q?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:

> I have my pc working with rs7000 and scsi perfectly.
> I want to get rid of the pc and use my laptop.
> Could I use my laptop + firewire/scsi adapter and
> wavelab running on winxp or does xp not work with any
> rs + wave edit application. Dont see why the adapter
> wouldn't work.
> Anybody try this?
> I'm prepared to get a smartcard reader but I like the
> fast upload/download for making sample kits etc. as
> someone mentioned below.
> Cheers
> -sean.com

Hey Sean, could you tell me what brand scsi card you use (and the
model too if you happen to know) and what OS you use (win2k as you
don't know about XP?)

thnx, Paul
| 10033|10028|2003-05-12 11:06:28|Oscar Finch|Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
Ah yes , but the Korg drops to 8 tracks in 24 bit mode ;) .Now that I own an AW16G I'd like to clarify a few pointers.It's as clean as a whistle sonically.It records in 16bit
44.1khz (CD standard format). That said it does use 24 bit AD/DA converters and 32 bit internal processing.Whilst there is more transparent headroom at 24bit (no
arguement there) the AW definate compensates for this with the 4 band parametric eq per track , seperate dynamics/compression per track as well. The reverbes poo all
over the RS7000's . The dynamics processing can do awesome things to your rythm tracks anything from overdriven compressed crunch to really hollow and boxy style
kit sounds and then some. Excellent amp simulators an absolutely KILLER 12 stage Phaser . Distortion/Overdrive with a crunch parameter that makes the lamest drum
sound sound oh so funky. Excellent bussing and routing options. Record w/ or without effects bounce /overdub with effects ,sample accurate cut / copy / paste etc 
etc with waveform editing. Import and export of .wav files etc etc.Having heard the too units the sound difference is by in large negligible. The DA converters are very
fully sounding , the eq's are suprisingly musical , the dynamics really are WOW (trust me on this one) .I think youd be pleasantly suprised by the quality of results Tom
IMHO - makes for some very "pro" sounding recordings when you get your head around the features.Punchy ,crisp ,clean very nice all rounder.For the price it packs a lot
of features and punch.Don't underestimate it ;) . --- On Mon 05/12, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de > wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto:
tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 12 May 2003 09:39:38 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000--- In
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:> > > Just wondering what you guys think about getting a 16 track recorder. > Would it be better to get a Korg D1600 (with
cool to
uch screen), an > Akai DPS16, or a Yamaha AW16G? This is tough.24Bit vs. 16Bit... 
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| 10034|10006|2003-05-12 11:08:00|wasted/su700fan|Re: scsi related Q?|

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
>> I have my pc working with rs7000 and scsi perfectly.
>> I want to get rid of the pc and use my laptop.
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>> Could I use my laptop + firewire/scsi adapter and
>> wavelab running on winxp or does xp not work with any
>> rs + wave edit application. Dont see why the adapter
>> wouldn't work.
>> Anybody try this?
>> I'm prepared to get a smartcard reader but I like the
>> fast upload/download for making sample kits etc. as
>> someone mentioned below.
>> Cheers
>> -sean.com
>
>Hey Sean, could you tell me what brand scsi card you use (and the
>model too if you happen to know) and what OS you use (win2k as you
>don't know about XP?)
>
>thnx, Paul

Robert/Tom--

If Sean (and any other RS7k/PC SCSI users) could list the Card Name & 
Model # & OS (i.e. Win98SE, WinXP, etc) & Wave Editor software that is 
known to work without issues for them, we should compile this into a 
list and add it to the FAQ.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10035|10006|2003-05-13 00:48:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: scsi related Q?|
On Monday 12 May 2003 19:04, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Robert/Tom--
>
> If Sean (and any other RS7k/PC SCSI users) could list the
> Card Name & Model # & OS (i.e. Win98SE, WinXP, etc) &
> Wave Editor software that is known to work without issues
> for them, we should compile this into a list and add it
> to the FAQ.

Sure, good tip!

- Robert
| 10036|10036|2003-05-13 00:57:19|Robert van der Kamp|Request for SCSI info from möderatør|
As suggested by wasted/su700fan, I'd like all of you who 
have tried to setup a SCSI link between the RS and your 
computer with software like TWE to reply to this message.

Please tell us:

- Did it work? Were you able to transfer samples between the 
RS and the software running on the computer?

- What brand/model SCSI card did you use?

- Type of computer (pc or mac).

- What OS are you running?

- What software package did you use on the computer?

- Did it rain that day?

- Any comments?

I'll compile all the info (esp. the rain stuff) into a 
dedicated faq section.

Thanks,
Robert (meuderateur)
| 10037|10028|2003-05-13 00:58:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
On Monday 12 May 2003 19:06, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Ah yes , but the Korg drops to 8 tracks in 24 bit mode
> ;) .Now that I own an AW16G I'd like to clarify a few
> pointers.It's as clean as a whistle sonically.It records
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> in 16bit 44.1khz (CD standard format). 

Boooh! ;)

- Robert
| 10038|10028|2003-05-13 05:22:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 12 May 2003 19:06, Oscar Finch wrote:
> > Ah yes , but the Korg drops to 8 tracks in 24 bit mode
> > ;) .Now that I own an AW16G I'd like to clarify a few
> > pointers.It's as clean as a whistle sonically.It records
> > in 16bit 44.1khz (CD standard format). 
> 
> Boooh! ;)
> 
> - Robert

:)))

Oscar, i wasn´t critizing the AW16G or the other gadgets. I was just 
trying to say that there are certain differences between those 
gadgets, that can make a comparison tough.

I´m happy with my M-Audio Quattro USB Audiointerface (24Bit/96khz).

The only thing that bothers me is Windows XP....

...and the AW16g looks damn attractive...

If our CD is gonna get published and sell good...maybe...
| 10039|10028|2003-05-13 10:02:08|okoyemaya|Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
Isn`t it too slow, I mean the USB. How many audio tracks can you do ? 
I am tempted to get one too ( saw yesterday very good deal). AW16G is 
great, digimixer etc, but I wont buy it because of 16 bit, with money 
limitations I have, rather go for"Zukunftsichere" technology, I guess 
24/96 will be a standard for next 5-10 years. I am sure Yamaha will 
come with AW or similar 24/96 in no time, since all competitors did.
Anyway I am sure Oscarito will do sh..t with 16/44.1 that will sound 
like 1600/4410.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Monday 12 May 2003 19:06, Oscar Finch wrote:
> > > Ah yes , but the Korg drops to 8 tracks in 24 bit mode
> > > ;) .Now that I own an AW16G I'd like to clarify a few
> > > pointers.It's as clean as a whistle sonically.It records
> > > in 16bit 44.1khz (CD standard format). 
> > 
> > Boooh! ;)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> :)))
> 
> Oscar, i wasn´t critizing the AW16G or the other gadgets. I was 

just 

> trying to say that there are certain differences between those 
> gadgets, that can make a comparison tough.
> 
> I´m happy with my M-Audio Quattro USB Audiointerface (24Bit/96khz).
> 
> The only thing that bothers me is Windows XP....
> 
> ...and the AW16g looks damn attractive...
> 
> If our CD is gonna get published and sell good...maybe...

| 10040|10040|2003-05-13 11:48:15|emyr williams|New Member|
I have owned my rs for a few months now and am still getting used to the basics. My favourite tunes are D and B and hip hop but I like any music xept pop shite. 
Ive seen bits of the site but cant yet find the faq's but im sure i will soon.
anyway my main problem ata the moment is linking my rs with my PC. I have shit loads of samples on my PC and have wavlab and acid pro 3 for my PC.
I was wondering what's the best way to communicate between pc and Rs (SCsI) or PC card reader and what exactly id need to swap files back and forth.
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Thats me basically but im sure therel be plenty more questions
Anyone info will be gratefully appreciated.

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Plus - For a better Internet experience

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10041|10041|2003-05-13 11:53:56|welshemyr|Rs and PC|
Wondering whats the best way to interface between RS and PC(scsi or 
media card) and how to do it?
p.s. is there a basics page I can look at which is easier to read 
than the manual anywhere?
| 10042|10028|2003-05-13 14:50:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: AW16G, good or bad with RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Isn`t it too slow, I mean the USB. How many audio tracks can you 

do ? 

Depends on the resolution. The Quattro is AFAIK a USB1.2 interface, 
which means you can record max 2 stereo tracks with 24Bit/44.1Khz 
and have at the same time the output. But M-Audio just introduced a 
new Firewire (IEEE1384) Audiointerface and can do up to 8 tracks. 
They also have a interface which uses USB2.0 (450MB/s 
transferrate...) and which can do also much more tracks.

But hey...a AW16G with 16Bit for 1200 Euro sounds definately much 
better than a old 4-track cassette multitracker for the same 
price...you get lots of quality for a very low price nowadays. 
Amazing!
| 10043|10036|2003-05-13 17:03:23|wasted/su700fan|Re: möderatør|

>As suggested by wasted/su700fan, I'd like all of you who 
>have tried to setup a SCSI link between the RS and your 
>computer with software like TWE to reply to this message.
>
>Please tell us:
>
>- Did it work? Were you able to transfer samples between the 
>RS and the software running on the computer?
>
>- What brand/model SCSI card did you use?
>
>- Type of computer (pc or mac).
>
>- What OS are you running?
>
>- What software package did you use on the computer?
>
>- Did it rain that day?
>
>- Any comments?
>
>
>I'll compile all the info (esp. the rain stuff) into a 
>dedicated faq section.
>
>Thanks,
>Robert (meuderateur)

On a related note: regarding external HW SCSI setups, I have a Plextor 
12Plex external case SCSI CDROM drive (with caddy interface) which is 
then chained to an external SCSI Iomega ZIP100 drive. This setup and 
drives work, with the ZIP100 drive used for saving/loading and the CDROM 
drive used for importing samples and loading other files burnt to CDR 
(i.e. .R2A, .R2S, .R2P, .wav., .aif). That will start or add to our HW 
Compatibility list for External SCSI Gear for the FAQ.

FWIW, I don't use a SCSI card in my PC so I can't add to that part of 
the Compatibility List.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
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| 10044|10036|2003-05-13 22:45:08|Latif|Re: möderatør|
question about your setup:
what's the average loading/saving time
on a specific amount of data?

thanks
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >As suggested by wasted/su700fan, I'd like all of you who 
> >have tried to setup a SCSI link between the RS and your 
> >computer with software like TWE to reply to this message.
> >
> >Please tell us:
> >
> >- Did it work? Were you able to transfer samples between the 
> >RS and the software running on the computer?
> >
> >- What brand/model SCSI card did you use?
> >
> >- Type of computer (pc or mac).
> >
> >- What OS are you running?
> >
> >- What software package did you use on the computer?
> >
> >- Did it rain that day?
> >
> >- Any comments?
> >
> >
> >I'll compile all the info (esp. the rain stuff) into a 
> >dedicated faq section.
> >
> >Thanks,
> >Robert (meuderateur)
> 
> On a related note: regarding external HW SCSI setups, I have a 
Plextor 
> 12Plex external case SCSI CDROM drive (with caddy interface) which 
is 
> then chained to an external SCSI Iomega ZIP100 drive. This setup 
and 
> drives work, with the ZIP100 drive used for saving/loading and the 
CDROM 
> drive used for importing samples and loading other files burnt to 
CDR 
> (i.e. .R2A, .R2S, .R2P, .wav., .aif). That will start or add to 
our HW 
> Compatibility list for External SCSI Gear for the FAQ.
> 
> FWIW, I don't use a SCSI card in my PC so I can't add to that part 
of 
> the Compatibility List.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 10045|10036|2003-05-13 22:58:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: möderatø|

>question about your setup:
>what's the average loading/saving time
>on a specific amount of data?
>
>thanks
>Latif

You mean regarding the SCSI CDROM/ZIP100 setup? Dunno off the top of my 
head. Have to time a few saves/loads in the next few days and post the 
result back to the list.

FWIW, I don't know if other list members noticed/figured this out but 
the 1,2,3,... numbers that count in the LED are seconds, which is sweet 
when figuring out save/load times so you don't need a stopwatch or 
second-hand.
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I will give you this though, the RS7000's saving/loading is much faster 
than the SU700 was with its ASIB1 SCSI Option Board attached. For 
example, my SAMPLES Volume on the SU700 loaded via ZIP100 (30.6MB) took 
5 minutes 7 seconds, and nearly double that to save to ZIP100. The RS7k 
was only a couple minutes. Let me import some samples in next day or 
two (originally from SU700 volumes) and post the results.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10046|10046|2003-05-14 01:25:25|Richard|Question regarding new OS|
Hi, I downloaded the new os..version 1.21 and then I tried putting it 
onto a smartmedia card..but it said there was a problem with the file 
or something when I boot up my RS. do I need to download a previous 
version first? im confused..
thanks for any help!
Richard
| 10047|10046|2003-05-14 01:49:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Question regarding new OS|
On Wednesday 14 May 2003 09:25, Richard wrote:

> Hi, I downloaded the new os..version 1.21 and then I
> tried putting it onto a smartmedia card..but it said
> there was a problem with the file or something when I
> boot up my RS. do I need to download a previous version
> first? im confused..

The download probably went wrong, do download again and see 
if that improves on things. 

Did you follow the instructions?

- Robert
| 10049|10046|2003-05-14 01:57:52|om_audio|Re: Question regarding new OS|
Assuming you are running Windows:

I find it necessary to use the "eject" function in Windows before 
removing removable SM/CF cards (right click function)- also look to 
be sure the r/w light 
has stopped flashing on the card reader- Windows will look like it 
finished writing to 
these type of drives even though it has not. I used to end up with a 
lot of corrupt files on the SM/CF cards before I started doing these 
things.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard" wrote:
> Hi, I downloaded the new os..version 1.21 and then I tried putting 
it 
> onto a smartmedia card..but it said there was a problem with the 
file 
> or something when I boot up my RS. do I need to download a previous 
> version first? im confused..
> thanks for any help!
> Richard

| 10050|10046|2003-05-14 02:09:07|Kraken|Re: Question regarding new OS|
Salud!

> Hi, I downloaded the new os..version 1.21 

1.21? The most recent I have found is 1.2 

Where can I download it? Thanks!

K!
| 10051|10046|2003-05-14 02:19:05|Kraken|Re: Question regarding new OS|
Salud!

Files section, of course. Sorry.

K!
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Kraken" <kraken@kaos.es>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2003 10:08 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Question regarding new OS

> Salud!
> 
> 
> > Hi, I downloaded the new os..version 1.21 
> 
> 1.21? The most recent I have found is 1.2 
> 
> Where can I download it? Thanks!
> 
> K!
>

| 10052|10046|2003-05-14 02:40:54|Kraken|Re: Question regarding new OS|
Salud!

Well, I downloaded 1.21 and it has a pdf in Japanese. Does anybody know the
differences with 1.2?

Thanks!

K!
| 10053|10046|2003-05-14 05:04:30|a_lepusa|Re: Question regarding new OS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kraken" wrote:

> Salud!
> 
> Well, I downloaded 1.21 and it has a pdf in Japanese. Does anybody 

know the

> differences with 1.2?
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> K!

as far as i know there was a bug with switching from realtime loop 
remix directly to the pattern chain mode-- RS crashed.
solved with OS 1.21.
| 10054|10046|2003-05-14 05:30:26|Kraken|Re: Question regarding new OS|
Salud!

> as far as i know there was a bug with switching from realtime loop 
> remix directly to the pattern chain mode-- RS crashed.
> solved with OS 1.21.

Thank you. So I suppose I can update to OS1.21 and use the 1.2 English pdf.

Happy grooving!

K!
| 10055|10055|2003-05-14 13:10:36|Belarbia, Reda|Question please :RS7000 working with AC (110&220) or (110or220)?|
Hi Guys !!
Do you know if the RS7000 works with AC 110 and 220 volts at the same time 
Or if it does 110 or 220 exclusively .

US/canada works with 110
Europe with 220

Thanks

Reda 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10056|10055|2003-05-14 15:24:11|tompaulsen2002|Re: Question please :RS7000 working with AC (110&220) or (110or220|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Belarbia, Reda" 
wrote:

> Hi Guys !!
> Do you know if the RS7000 works with AC 110 and 220 volts at the 

same time 

Nope.

> Or if it does 110 or 220 exclusively .

Yup.
| 10057|10057|2003-05-14 15:24:20|Mike Roch|(no subject)|
_________________________________________________________________
Use MSN Messenger to send music and pics to your friends 
http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger

----------

Message: 6
Date: Tue, 13 May 2003 19:04:11 -0400
From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: m�derat�r

>As suggested by wasted/su700fan, I'd like all of you who have tried to 
>setup a SCSI link between the RS and your computer with software like TWE 
>to reply to this message.
>
>Please tell us:
>
>- Did it work? Were you able to transfer samples between the RS and the 
>software running on the computer?
>
>- What brand/model SCSI card did you use?
>domex 3194uw

>- Type of computer (pc or mac).
>PC athlon xp 2000

>- What OS are you running?
>XP

>- What software package did you use on the computer?
>TWE, Wavelab, Soundforge

>- Did it rain that day?
>funny plick, lol

>- Any comments?
>Yamaha exec's need a propper hard kick up the arse,

they screwed up big time with the RS and it is bang out of order,
Show me the way and I'll polish my steel toe caps ;) - The Baron

>
>I'll compile all the info (esp. the rain stuff) into a dedicated faq 
>section.
>
>Thanks,
>Robert (meuderateur)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10058|10058|2003-05-14 22:43:59|michael|recording quality??|
hey ppl just a question for anyone who regulary records finished 
products..... the thing is ,i am submitting an entry into a 
competition and i am wondering which is going to better quality for 
my finished product.....

1. mini disc... is the compression on a mini disc better quality??/
2. cd..... 
3. 256 kbps mp3 

i havent really ventured into this kind of recording before i am 
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finding myself being so podantic about everything... i have it on a 
cd at the moment burnt direct from sound forge with a paragraphic eq 
over the top of everything and it seems to be sounding ok any input 
would be greatly appreciated 
thaNKs michael
| 10059|10058|2003-05-14 23:56:11|Rasidel Slika|Re: recording quality??|
Why not on CD? I have submitted numerous things and most often 
people prefer CD. They frown upon anything mp3. In fact, they 
NEVER ask for Mp3 - it's just not professional. Mini-disc I guess 
is OK - but its not standard enough a medium to assume that they 
will be able to read it. Why don't you send a CD? That's what I 
would do (and have done).

Rubin
http://delobbo.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
> hey ppl just a question for anyone who regulary records finished 
> products..... the thing is ,i am submitting an entry into a 
> competition and i am wondering which is going to better quality 
for 
> my finished product.....
> 
> 1. mini disc... is the compression on a mini disc better 
quality??/
> 2. cd..... 
> 3. 256 kbps mp3 
> 
> i havent really ventured into this kind of recording before i am 
> finding myself being so podantic about everything... i have it on 
a 
> cd at the moment burnt direct from sound forge with a paragraphic 
eq 
> over the top of everything and it seems to be sounding ok any 
input 
> would be greatly appreciated 
> thaNKs michael

| 10060|10058|2003-05-15 01:02:57|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: recording quality??|
you can have data on a CD too if you know what your doing. Could submit CD 
tracks with .mp3s on same CD. Could even include uncompressed data format 
with it.

If your submitting to pro studios, I think ADAT is still a pretty common 
format for high end remix work.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10061|10058|2003-05-15 01:26:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: recording quality??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rasidel Slika" 
wrote:

> Why not on CD? I have submitted numerous things and most often 
> people prefer CD. 

Yup, CD is the way to go
| 10062|10058|2003-05-15 07:33:39|Latif|Re: recording quality??|
submit your cd, you'll do just fine ;-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
> hey ppl just a question for anyone who regulary records finished 
> products..... the thing is ,i am submitting an entry into a 
> competition and i am wondering which is going to better quality for 
> my finished product.....
> 
> 1. mini disc... is the compression on a mini disc better quality??/
> 2. cd..... 
> 3. 256 kbps mp3 
> 
> i havent really ventured into this kind of recording before i am 
> finding myself being so podantic about everything... i have it on 
a 
> cd at the moment burnt direct from sound forge with a paragraphic 
eq 
> over the top of everything and it seems to be sounding ok any input 
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> would be greatly appreciated 
> thaNKs michael

| 10063|10041|2003-05-15 08:21:22|michael ....|Re: Rs and PC|

>From: "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk>>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Rs and PC
>Wondering whats the best way to interface between RS and PC(scsi or
>media card) and how to do it?
>p.s. is there a basics page I can look at which is easier to read
>than the manual anywhere?
>

.>>when you say interface what do you mean? save/load samples etc
i been trying to decide whether or not to get a scsi drive and honestly i 
dont need one
my card reader is so qucik and easy

_________________________________________________________________
ninemsn Extra Storage is now available. 30MB of storage on ninemsn Groups - 
great for sharing photos and documents. Go to 
http://join.msn.com/?page=dept/home&pgmarket=en-au
| 10064|10058|2003-05-15 08:21:33|michael ....|Re: recording quality??|
thanks guys yeah look i have been buggering around for two days now and 
finally it seems i have tried all combinations and cd audio comes up pretty 
damn good in my books.....
when talking sample rates for example in sound forge 6.0
u have the option of saveing your tracks sample bit rate from 44,100 or up 
to 198,000
whats the variant here??? 44,100 obviously this is the standard for 
cd audio is this correct what is the difference is 198,000 much better 
quality or something or am i totally off track here.....

>From: "tompaulsen2002" <tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: recording quality??
>Date: Thu, 15 May 2003 07:26:49 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rasidel Slika" 
>wrote:
> > Why not on CD? I have submitted numerous things and most often
> > people prefer CD.
>
>Yup, CD is the way to go
>

_________________________________________________________________
ninemsn Extra Storage is now available. No account expiration - no need to 
worry about losing your Hotmail account. Go to 
http://join.msn.com/?page=dept/home&pgmarket=en-au
| 10065|10058|2003-05-15 08:50:27|mmittner|Re: recording quality??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael ...." wrote:

> thanks guys yeah look i have been buggering around for two days now 

and 

> finally it seems i have tried all combinations and cd audio comes up 

pretty 

> damn good in my books.....
> when talking sample rates for example in sound forge 6.0
> u have the option of saveing your tracks sample bit rate from 44,100 

or up 

> to 198,000
> whats the variant here??? 44,100 obviously this is the 

standard for 

> cd audio is this correct what is the difference is 198,000 much 

better 
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> quality or something or am i totally off track here.....

a sampled wave file can only contain frequencies between 0hz and 1/2 
the sampling frequency (this frequency is called 
shannon-nyquist-frequency ;-). if you sample at 44.1khz, the highest 
possible frequency in your sampled file would be 22.05khz, which 
usually is totally enough for reproducing the sampled sound with a d/a 
and some speakers.

96khz or even 198khz makes sense when you're working with digital 
filters, eqs or other effects which alter the spectral shape of your 
signal. digital filters start sounding crappy if their cutoff 
frequency comes close to the s-n-frequency (you can hear this 
occasionally with the rs' filters), therefore it's a good idea to work 
with higher sampling rates if you want to process your audio files on 
the pc. of course if you sample at 44.1khz and then convert to higher 
sample rates for saving, you're simply wasting hd space, since the 
information that was already lost when you sampled the sound can't be 
recreated by converting to a higher sample rate.

hope that was not too confusing :-)

-mike
| 10066|10066|2003-05-15 10:30:33|okoyemaya|Recording 2 channels.|
How to record 2 tracks at once? I work on tune with Nordlead split 
keyboard (pad +solo sound), tried whole day with overdubs but then 
the feeling is lost somehow when not performed live ( that my 
left "pad sound" hand interreacts with soloing right) . Is ist 
possible with RS, how then? Or I have to do it with Cubase ?
Okoyem

PS. Yesterday attended Reason + Live workshop, very interesting. 
Specially Live - if expanded with RS ( Live has no midi recording) 
can be fantastic combination. Tried it today myself, amazing. They 
really went for new concept, seems to be able to do much more then 
live shows. Handling of samples is so easy and fast it truly lives up 
to its name.
| 10067|10066|2003-05-15 10:49:16|Rasidel Slika|Re: Recording 2 channels.|
Can you send each split sound to a different MIDI channel? If so, 
then record like that to Cubase or whatever seq you use, recording 
both tracks simultaneously, to 2 tracks, one for each split.

If you now need to get this into an audio .wav track, mute one part 
and record it to .wav, and then mute the other and record the other 
one to .wav, and then you have two tracks, and you can play them 
together in a multitracker like Sonar or Cool Edit Pro, on separate 
tracks..... hope that might help.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> How to record 2 tracks at once? I work on tune with Nordlead split 
> keyboard (pad +solo sound), tried whole day with overdubs but then 
> the feeling is lost somehow when not performed live ( that my 
> left "pad sound" hand interreacts with soloing right) . Is ist 
> possible with RS, how then? Or I have to do it with Cubase ?
> Okoyem
> 
> PS. Yesterday attended Reason + Live workshop, very interesting. 
> Specially Live - if expanded with RS ( Live has no midi recording) 
> can be fantastic combination. Tried it today myself, amazing. They 
> really went for new concept, seems to be able to do much more then 
> live shows. Handling of samples is so easy and fast it truly lives 
up 
> to its name.

| 10068|10066|2003-05-15 11:49:46|okoyemaya|Re: Recording 2 channels.|
Thanx, yes I do have them on separate channels, but is it possible to 
do directly into RS ? I am just trying to find out to do it in Cubase 
( through a "logical" whatever it is called), still if possible I 
prefere RS because of its superior timing. Certainly doing it as 
audio is the easiest but I love to learn and know what things are 
possible, we never know what may be needed in future.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rasidel Slika" 
wrote:

> Can you send each split sound to a different MIDI channel? If so, 
> then record like that to Cubase or whatever seq you use, recording 
> both tracks simultaneously, to 2 tracks, one for each split.
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> 
> If you now need to get this into an audio .wav track, mute one part 
> and record it to .wav, and then mute the other and record the other 
> one to .wav, and then you have two tracks, and you can play them 
> together in a multitracker like Sonar or Cool Edit Pro, on separate 
> tracks..... hope that might help.
> 
> -d
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > How to record 2 tracks at once? I work on tune with Nordlead 

split 

> > keyboard (pad +solo sound), tried whole day with overdubs but 

then 

> > the feeling is lost somehow when not performed live ( that my 
> > left "pad sound" hand interreacts with soloing right) . Is ist 
> > possible with RS, how then? Or I have to do it with Cubase ?
> > Okoyem
> > 
> > PS. Yesterday attended Reason + Live workshop, very interesting. 
> > Specially Live - if expanded with RS ( Live has no midi 

recording) 

> > can be fantastic combination. Tried it today myself, amazing. 

They 

> > really went for new concept, seems to be able to do much more 

then 

> > live shows. Handling of samples is so easy and fast it truly 

lives 

> up 
> > to its name.

| 10069|10066|2003-05-15 15:20:21|Rasidel Slika|Re: Recording 2 channels.|
oh i see...... I don't know of any way to record 2 tracks 
simultaneously on the RS. Maybe one of the RS "gurus"
on this list list can chime in on that topic.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Thanx, yes I do have them on separate channels, but is it possible 
to 
> do directly into RS ? I am just trying to find out to do it in 
Cubase 
> ( through a "logical" whatever it is called), still if possible I 
> prefere RS because of its superior timing. Certainly doing it as 
> audio is the easiest but I love to learn and know what things are 
> possible, we never know what may be needed in future.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rasidel Slika" 
> wrote:
> > Can you send each split sound to a different MIDI channel? If 
so, 
> > then record like that to Cubase or whatever seq you use, 
recording 
> > both tracks simultaneously, to 2 tracks, one for each split.
> > 
> > If you now need to get this into an audio .wav track, mute one 
part 
> > and record it to .wav, and then mute the other and record the 
other 
> > one to .wav, and then you have two tracks, and you can play them 
> > together in a multitracker like Sonar or Cool Edit Pro, on 
separate 
> > tracks..... hope that might help.
> > 
> > -d
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > How to record 2 tracks at once? I work on tune with Nordlead 
> split 
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> > > keyboard (pad +solo sound), tried whole day with overdubs but 
> then 
> > > the feeling is lost somehow when not performed live ( that my 
> > > left "pad sound" hand interreacts with soloing right) . Is ist 
> > > possible with RS, how then? Or I have to do it with Cubase ?
> > > Okoyem
> > > 
> > > PS. Yesterday attended Reason + Live workshop, very 
interesting. 
> > > Specially Live - if expanded with RS ( Live has no midi 
> recording) 
> > > can be fantastic combination. Tried it today myself, amazing. 
> They 
> > > really went for new concept, seems to be able to do much more 
> then 
> > > live shows. Handling of samples is so easy and fast it truly 
> lives 
> > up 
> > > to its name.

| 10070|10066|2003-05-15 18:23:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: Recording 2 channels.|

>oh i see...... I don't know of any way to record 2 tracks 
>simultaneously on the RS. Maybe one of the RS "gurus"
> on this list list can chime in on that topic.
>
>-d

SONG Mode is the only way to record MIDI tracks on more than one channel 
simultaneously. You can record on all 16 MIDI tracks in the RS7k/RM1x 
at once if you want via SONG Mode.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10071|10066|2003-05-15 20:44:16|Oscar Finch|Re: Recording 2 channels.|
I gather Okeyemaya that you are refering to dual channel input sample recording.Simple.Set the Nord up have left patch panned hard left , the upper right hand part
panned hard right.In the RS set the inputs to Mono 1 & 2 mode.This will allow you to record the playing of both parts into the RS with both sounds having independent
acces to the the 3 effects busses.So for arguement sake bass played inleft hand could be sent to a tempo sync delay and the chords on the right could be sent to a phaser
insert effect and a touch of reverb.Set sampling to Kit and Note ( use mono Left/Right or stereo sample modes (your choice)Hit record have the RS play your backing
tracks and record the dual outputs of the Nord all at the same time and have the really muso played feel in perfect sync with your RS7000 sequenced tracks ;).If this is
what you want to do please let me know .--- On Thu 05/15, Rasidel Slika < delobbo101@yahoo.com > wrote:From: Rasidel Slika [mailto: delobbo101@yah
oo.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Thu, 15 May 2003 21:19:33 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Recording 2 channels.oh i see...... I don't know of any way to
record 2 tracks simultaneously on the RS. Maybe one of the RS "gurus"on this list list can chime in on that topic.-d--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya"
wrote:> Thanx, yes I do have them on separate channels, but is it possible to > do directly into RS ? I am just trying to find out to do it in Cubase > ( through a "logical"
whatever it is called), still if possible I > prefere RS because of its superior timing. Certainly doing it as > audio is the easiest but I love to learn and know what things are
> possible, we never know what may be needed in future.> Okoyem> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rasidel Slika" > wrote:> > Can you send each split sound to a
different MIDI channel? If so, > > then record like that to Cubase or whatever seq you use, recording > > both trac
ks simultaneously, to 2 tracks, one for each split.> > > > If you now need to get this into an audio .wav track, mute one part > > and record it to .wav, and then mute the
other and record the other > > one to .wav, and then you have two tracks, and you can play them > > together in a multitracker like Sonar or Cool Edit Pro, on separate > >
tracks..... hope that might help.> > > > -d> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:> > > How to record 2 tracks at once? I work on tune with
Nordlead > split > > > keyboard (pad +solo sound), tried whole day with overdubs but > then > > > the feeling is lost somehow when not performed live ( that my > > >
left "pad sound" hand interreacts with soloing right) . Is ist > > > possible with RS, how then? Or I have to do it with Cubase ?> > > Okoyem> > > > > > PS. Yesterday
attended Reason
+ Live workshop, very interesting. > > > Specially Live - if expanded with RS ( Live has no midi > recording) > > > can be fantastic combination. Tried it today myself,
amazing. > They > > > really went for new concept, seems to be able to do much more > then > > > live shows. Handling of samples is so easy and fast it truly > lives > >
up > > > to its name. 
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| 10072|10072|2003-05-15 22:47:13|ridszero|Does the clicking ever stop?|
When recording is there a way to turn the clicking metronome off? The 
RM1X could do it I remember.

Nick
| 10073|10073|2003-05-15 22:47:19|Clifford White|I want an rs7000|
Hello all

I am in the market for purchasing an rs7000. Is there one for sale 
out there somewhere...? (UK only, NW London preferably)

Thanks

Clifford
| 10074|8648|2003-05-15 22:47:29|Clifford White|Re: RS7000 4 Sale in the UK|
Hi

I'm in the market for getting an rs7000 - is yours still up for 
grabs? Where are you based (not that it makes much difference, 
although it would be nice to see it before purchasing!). Send me a 
mail if the unit is still for sale.

Thanks

P.S. I know what you mean about Reason - but I still like pattern 
sequencing!

> RS7000 for sale (£800).....rarely used.....comes with full 64MB 

memory AIEB2 expansion board and hard case .......my problem is I sit 
at my computer all day and play with Propellerhead Reason........
:¬)
| 10075|10072|2003-05-15 22:59:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: Does the clicking ever stop?|

>When recording is there a way to turn the clicking metronome off? The 
>RM1X could do it I remember.
>
>Nick

Press UTILITY, then F4 button to go to 2nd page, then turn Knob 1 to 
preferred setting: in your case OFF. Settings for Click Mode are: OFF, 
REC, REC/PLAY, and ALL. See page 257 in manual for more info.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://www.webwerxdesign.ltd.uk/SU700 
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10076|10066|2003-05-16 02:04:37|okoyemaya|Re: Recording 2 channels.|
No not sample recording just simple (in this case seems not so 
simple) midi recording. I do not know if it is possible in software 
sequenzers. Cubase can extract the events (in this case all the notes 
below f2) and create second track (that I can assign to different 
sound) it is not really what I wanted because I still had to record 
with different bass sound and different sound- different feel.
BTW similar should be possible on RS. Anyway I still hope to find a 
way on RS or computer to record to midi channels separately.
Or is there other way- like monitoring with 2 sounds while the midi 
events go on same channel and then extract what is needed.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> I gather Okeyemaya that you are refering to dual channel input 
sample recording.Simple.Set the Nord up have left patch panned hard 
left , the upper right hand part panned hard right.In the RS set the 
inputs to Mono 1 & 2 mode.This will allow you to record the 
playing of both parts into the RS with both sounds having independent 
acces to the the 3 effects busses.So for arguement sake bass played 
inleft hand could be sent to a tempo sync delay and the chords on the 
right could be sent to a phaser insert effect and a touch of 
reverb.Set sampling to Kit and Note ( use mono Left/Right or stereo 
sample modes (your choice)Hit record have the RS play your backing 
tracks and record the dual outputs of the Nord all at the same time 
and have the really muso played feel in perfect sync with your RS7000 
sequenced tracks ;).If this is what you want to do please let me 
know .--- On Thu 05/15, Rasidel Slika < delobbo101@y... > 
wrote:From: Rasidel Slika [mailto: delobbo101@yah
> oo.com]To: RS7000@y...: Thu, 15 May 2003 21:19:33 -0000Subject: 
[RS7000] Re: Recording 2 channels.oh i see...... I don't know of any 
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way to record 2 tracks simultaneously on the RS. Maybe one of the 
RS "gurus"on this list list can chime in on that topic.-d--- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:> Thanx, yes I do have 
them on separate channels, but is it possible to > do directly 
into RS ? I am just trying to find out to do it in Cubase > ( 
through a "logical" whatever it is called), still if possible I > 
prefere RS because of its superior timing. Certainly doing it as > 
audio is the easiest but I love to learn and know what things are 
> possible, we never know what may be needed in future.> 
Okoyem> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rasidel Slika" > 
wrote:> > Can you send each split sound to a different MIDI 
channel? If so, > > then record like that to Cubase or 
whatever seq you use, recording > > both trac
> ks simultaneously, to 2 tracks, one for each split.> > > 
> If you now need to get this into an audio .wav track, mute one 
part > > and record it to .wav, and then mute the other and 
record the other > > one to .wav, and then you have two tracks, 
and you can play them > > together in a multitracker like Sonar 
or Cool Edit Pro, on separate > > tracks..... hope that might 
help.> > > > -d> > > > --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:> > > How to 
record 2 tracks at once? I work on tune with Nordlead > split > 
> > keyboard (pad +solo sound), tried whole day with overdubs 
but > then > > > the feeling is lost somehow when not 
performed live ( that my > > > left "pad sound" hand 
interreacts with soloing right) . Is ist > > > possible with 
RS, how then? Or I have to do it with Cubase ?> > > 
Okoyem> > > > > > PS. Yesterday attended Reason
> + Live workshop, very interesting. > > > Specially Live -
if expanded with RS ( Live has no midi > recording) > > 
> can be fantastic combination. Tried it today myself, amazing. 
> They > > > really went for new concept, seems to be 
able to do much more > then > > > live shows. Handling of 
samples is so easy and fast it truly > lives > > up > 
> > to its name.
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
> 
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| 10077|10077|2003-05-16 02:29:45|s&m|RS with 101|
Hi,

Just wondering has anyone used retro fitted analog
gear with the RS. If I get a roland sh101 retro fitted
to midi will it respond to CC's as well as midi clock?
Thanks in advance
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
http://search.yahoo.com
| 10078|10077|2003-05-16 03:32:48|Ian Vine|Re: RS with 101|
Depends on the retro fit. I don't know whether you were thinking of Kenton but they have stopped production of all kits, they still have some stock left so check as soon
as.

IanV

s&m <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:
Hi,
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Just wondering has anyone used retro fitted analog
gear with the RS. If I get a roland sh101 retro fitted
to midi will it respond to CC's as well as midi clock?
Thanks in advance
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.
http://search.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10079|10041|2003-05-16 04:45:49|emyr williams|Re: Rs and PC|
yeagh I do mean load and save samples.

ive got loads of wav samples on my computer and want to get them onto the rs without just resampling them all. 

Ive got a 64meg smart media card but dont know how to get sampes onto it from the computer.

This is my basic problem any help gratefully accepted.

cheers

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Plus - For a better Internet experience

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10080|10080|2003-05-16 07:43:07|Ronald Vonk (Roonan)|RS7000 and Evolver|
Hi,

Is there anyone here who has an Evolver linked to the RS?
I'm very interested in the Evolver but i was wondering how easy it is to use
Live.
What i want is link it up and control it entirely from the RS without to
much hassle.
I know it can be done by phrases but i want to know if it's possible to have
a program change on the evolver when changing styles.
(I don't want to use empty phrases with a program change in it on the
beginning of a style)
Because i also use a Machinedrum, a Kaosspad 2 and i improvise a lot i want
to make things as easy as possible.
When you have a couple of things going on at the same time it's easy to get
lost.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 10081|10058|2003-05-16 09:07:22|michael ....|Re: recording quality??|
No that was absolutely the answer i was after mike thank you for the help 
mate much appreciated

>From: "mmittner" <mmittner@vizrt.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: recording quality??
>Date: Thu, 15 May 2003 14:47:13 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael ...." wrote:
> > thanks guys yeah look i have been buggering around for two days now
>and
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> > finally it seems i have tried all combinations and cd audio comes up
>pretty
> > damn good in my books.....
> > when talking sample rates for example in sound forge 6.0
> > u have the option of saveing your tracks sample bit rate from 44,100
>or up
> > to 198,000
> > whats the variant here??? 44,100 obviously this is the
>standard for
> > cd audio is this correct what is the difference is 198,000 much
>better
> > quality or something or am i totally off track here.....
>
>a sampled wave file can only contain frequencies between 0hz and 1/2
>the sampling frequency (this frequency is called
>shannon-nyquist-frequency ;-). if you sample at 44.1khz, the highest
>possible frequency in your sampled file would be 22.05khz, which
>usually is totally enough for reproducing the sampled sound with a d/a
>and some speakers.
>
>96khz or even 198khz makes sense when you're working with digital
>filters, eqs or other effects which alter the spectral shape of your
>signal. digital filters start sounding crappy if their cutoff
>frequency comes close to the s-n-frequency (you can hear this
>occasionally with the rs' filters), therefore it's a good idea to work
>with higher sampling rates if you want to process your audio files on
>the pc. of course if you sample at 44.1khz and then convert to higher
>sample rates for saving, you're simply wasting hd space, since the
>information that was already lost when you sampled the sound can't be
>recreated by converting to a higher sample rate.
>
>hope that was not too confusing :-)
>
>-mike
>

_________________________________________________________________
ninemsn Extra Storage is now available. Get five times more storage - 10MB 
in your Hotmail account. Go to 
http://join.msn.com/?page=dept/home&pgmarket=en-au
| 10082|10041|2003-05-16 11:24:39|michael ....|Re: Rs and PC|
just get ya self a standalone smartmedia card reader..... it plugs into your 
U.S.B slot
then just depending on your operating system u should be able 2 just right 
click on your samples and send them to your externeal card reader ........is 
very easy

_________________________________________________________________
ninemsn Extra Storage is now available. Get five times more storage - 10MB 
in your Hotmail account. Go to 
http://join.msn.com/?page=dept/home&pgmarket=en-au
| 10083|10073|2003-05-16 12:37:56|Mike Mitchell|Re: I want an rs7000|
i have a rs for sale £650.Please let me know if you are interested.Thanks Mike.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Clifford White 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2003 11:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] I want an rs7000

Hello all

I am in the market for purchasing an rs7000. Is there one for sale 
out there somewhere...? (UK only, NW London preferably)

Thanks

Clifford
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10084|10041|2003-05-16 13:28:50|emyr williams|Re: Rs and PC|
cheers for that ill give it a go!

"michael ...." <doofdoof83@hotmail.com> wrote:
just get ya self a standalone smartmedia card reader..... it plugs into your 
U.S.B slot
then just depending on your operating system u should be able 2 just right 
click on your samples and send them to your externeal card reader ........is 
very easy

_________________________________________________________________
ninemsn Extra Storage is now available. Get five times more storage - 10MB 
in your Hotmail account. Go to 
http://join.msn.com/?page=dept/home&pgmarket=en-au
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10085|10085|2003-05-16 15:18:52|Mike Mitchell|Fw: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 4 Sale in the UK|
i have a rs 7000 for sale UK £650.Please let me know if you are interested.Mike

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Clifford White 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2003 11:25 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 4 Sale in the UK

Hi

I'm in the market for getting an rs7000 - is yours still up for 
grabs? Where are you based (not that it makes much difference, 
although it would be nice to see it before purchasing!). Send me a 
mail if the unit is still for sale.

Thanks

P.S. I know what you mean about Reason - but I still like pattern 
sequencing!

> RS7000 for sale (£800).....rarely used.....comes with full 64MB 
memory AIEB2 expansion board and hard case .......my problem is I sit 
at my computer all day and play with Propellerhead Reason........
:¬)
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| 10086|10086|2003-05-19 01:59:57|Richard|changing voices and patterns ...|
HI
I was wondering if anyone can help me with a simple question.... 
ok..say Im in Pattern A and I have channels 1 through 8 filled up and 
I want to switch to Pattern B and use channels 1 through 8 again but 
I want completely different sounds with different filters and such
(how about effects/delay/reverb?).. how do I do this? everytime I 
switch to a new pattern and I try to change the voice it changes the 
previous Patterns settings also. I know theres a simple answer..I 
just cant find it in the manual! Thanks for any help
Rip
| 10087|10086|2003-05-19 03:14:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: changing voices and patterns ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard" wrote:

> HI
> I was wondering if anyone can help me with a simple question.... 

Simple answer:

I assume that on Pattern A and B you use the same phrases on Track 1 -
8. All you need to do is to copy the phrases that you wish to 
change, to new phrases and use them on pattern B and change the 
sounds the way you want them.

I suggest also you read the FAQ again about the Phrase/Pattern/Style 
concept of Yamaha.

Regards, Töm (möderötör)
| 10088|10086|2003-05-19 06:03:54|blazrodic|Re: changing voices and patterns ...|
You can't find in the manual because Yamaha didn't suppose us to use 
the RS7000 in that way. You are supposed to edit sounds per track, 
not per pattern (that gives 16 basic sounds per style). Read the 
power user docs - phrasecopy.pdf (by Paul Clendeninn from Yamaha USA) 
in the file section of this group.

How to do it: If you want to change voice parameters between patterns 
(sections) you record or insert the changes manually. First copy your 
pattern using "Copy Track" job (several times) to another section. 
Then record/insert CC's or SysEx. Filter change requires sysex 
(there's a doc in the file section I think). The only way you can 
change sounds between sections without CC's&Sysex is if you use the 
preset voices and don't edit them (major gripe).
| 10089|10086|2003-05-19 06:04:08|blazrodic|Re: changing voices and patterns ...|
You can't find in the manual because Yamaha didn't suppose us to use 
the RS7000 in that way. You are supposed to edit sounds per track, 
not per pattern (that gives 16 basic sounds per style). Read the 
power user docs - phrasecopy.pdf (by Paul Clendeninn from Yamaha USA) 
in the file section of this group.

How to do it: If you want to change voice parameters between patterns 
(sections) you record or insert the changes manually. First copy your 
pattern using "Copy Track" job (several times) to another section. 
Then record/insert CC's or SysEx. Filter change requires sysex 
(there's a doc in the file section I think). The only way you can 
change sounds between sections without CC's&Sysex is if you use the 
preset voices and don't edit them (major gripe).
| 10091|10091|2003-05-19 15:25:41|Richard|so your telling me....|
So your telling me that I can only use 16 sounds per song, 
theoretically? What I was trying to do was use up say... track 1 in 
section A being a bassline and then changing to section B and using 
track one as a drumbeat. Is that possible? sorry..Im kinda confused 
with this all! thanks for the help, by the way
Rip
| 10092|10092|2003-05-19 18:30:09|tyx_ne|QY700 Question|
Hello,

I have a QY700 and wanted to ask a question about midi files.
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I have some midi files (.mid format) that play on my computer. How 
can I get them to play on my QY700?

They seem to be able to be read by the floppy, however I get an 
illegal file error message when I try to load.

Any ideas?

Dave
| 10093|10091|2003-05-19 23:12:17|Oscar Finch|Re: so your telling me....|
How much DISINFORMATION can one thread SPREAD ...... OK do what TOM suggested first please and the rest of you are way off the mark ;-) . In practice you can
use 256 phrases and 256 different sounds within a single STYLE !!!!!!! FACT not FICTION.How . Well firstly you must understand the concept of TG headers . Each
phrase in each section on each track can have it's on TG header (be it internal drum ROM / Samples / Synth sounds) burned to that specific phrase number. What you must
remember is that each STYLE has specific/common 3 buss effects architecture + filter settings per track in the entire style. You would set any relevant ADSR / LFO depth
/Effect send / Filter modulations or other commands via CC to and specific phrase. Effects can be changedvia sysex if needs be but resampling more than makes up for
this. Filter type , LFO type or other radical changes in tracks can be handled more efficiently via Scene memories and without the hastle of bogging down the internal TG
. You should also learn how to insert CC event commands in the step sequncer for all synthesis parameters so as to program the RS7000 in a more memory efficient
manner. (IE: only use you them if and when they should be utilised). The 3 effects busses offer plenty of flexibilty as is. Resampling or sampling with other effects etc...
helps get more mileage out of the set up. You also have Midi A+B to drive a further set of external sound modules from.As I said . Do TOM a favour and go read the
FAQ. The unit is FAR more FLEXIBLE than you are assuming (as are several other posters here) and does work in a glitch free manner when used correctly.I'm of now
..... to much to explain here anyway. Read the FAQ re-read the manual and then experiment alot .It really is the only way to learn the RS7000 efficientrly and
effectively.Cheers,OSCar (aka FaX) From: Richard [mailto: rip0702@yahoo.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 19 May 2003 21:24:53 -0000Subject:
[RS7000] so your 
telling me....So your telling me that I can only use 16 sounds per song, theoretically? What I was trying to do was use up say... track 1 in section A being a bassline and
then changing to section B and using track one as a drumbeat. Is that possible? sorry..Im kinda confused with this all! thanks for the help, by the wayRip 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10094|10094|2003-05-19 23:16:09|kussersmith|RS and Reason users (sorry for the cross-post)|
here's the senario:

the Redrum Machine in Reason has the resolution setting; the RS has
the resoultion setting(in Grid Mode). 

In Reason i like how you can set the resoultion to "1/8T"(for
triplets) AND keep the step lenght of the sequencer to 16. 

On the RS in Grid Mode when you set the resoultion to the equivalent
"(160)", the step lenght of the sequencer runs only to 12. 
This is technically correct. 

What i want to know: 

is there a way to override the lenght and make it 16 like in Reason?

(I think there may be a workaround in the step record mode, but i'd
perfer the 'hands-on' feel of Grid Mode)

?

-K-
| 10095|10095|2003-05-20 00:02:40|David Tyler|New To MIDI and Synth|
Hello All,

I am the new owner of a Yamaha QY700, A Korg M1R and Yamaha Clavinova. I am a guitar player by training and am trying to add some keyborads to our bands live
shows.

Dave
Rome, New York
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10096|10086|2003-05-20 00:02:45|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: changing voices and patterns ...|
In a message dated 5/19/2003 6:30:53 AM Eastern Standard Time, blazzr@email.si writes:

> Then record/insert CC's or SysEx. Filter change requires 
> sysex

This does not seem like much fun.

It seems it would be easier to copy tracks to a new pattern and edit there, than trying to edit voices per section.

I've been doing songs mostly on one section, so not an expert how this stuff works. I have been able to pull a lot out of just one 4 measure section on the RS, and that has
been some of the fun for me. I am planning on expanding to do a lot more, which I knew it would be inevitable that I'll have to use more patterns and sections per song, so
I'm somewhat interested in this topic.

Zam
| 10097|10097|2003-05-20 01:08:52|Richard|another little question about saving|
ok, So I got a smart media card reader for my Mac (G4 running os 
x.2.5) I recently transferred all my RS songs from my smart media 
card to my computer for backup and so I could reuse the card..but 
when I put the rs file back onto the card and loaded it into the RS 
it said "illegal file" ..oh man.I hope I didnt do something really 
stupid. ...I did didn't I? 
Rip
| 10098|10092|2003-05-20 01:10:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 Question|
On Monday 19 May 2003 19:37, tyx_ne wrote:

> Hello,
>
> I have a QY700 and wanted to ask a question about midi
> files.
>
> I have some midi files (.mid format) that play on my
> computer. How can I get them to play on my QY700?

Store them on the floppy, put floppy in QY. Enter Disk mode, 
Load, Song, select .MID file and press enter.

>
> They seem to be able to be read by the floppy, however I
> get an illegal file error message when I try to load.

The file must be in SMF (standard midi file) format, and I'm 
sure the QY accepts type 0 files, not sure about type 1 
files. 

- Robert
| 10099|10095|2003-05-20 01:11:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: New To MIDI and Synth|
On Monday 19 May 2003 20:05, David Tyler wrote:

> Hello All,
>
> I am the new owner of a Yamaha QY700, A Korg M1R and
> Yamaha Clavinova. I am a guitar player by training and
> am trying to add some keyborads to our bands live shows.

Welcome Dave.

Not too many QY700 users here (most are RS7000 users), but 
give it a try anyway.

Cheers,
Robert
| 10100|10091|2003-05-20 01:48:34|blazrodic|Re: so your telling me....|
RS7000 doesn't automatically save the voice edits in sections - it 
saves it in the *track* information. 

IF you just use the preset sounds (default sound parameters, no 
editing), you can have a different sound in every section. But saving 
the edits (LFO, filter...) takes recording or inserting CC&SysEx into 
a phrase.
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Still, having more than 16 sounds is possible, but it's a hassle. If 
you plan to use totally different edited sounds, it's better to put 
them on different tracks. 

Oh, apart from recording CC's and sysex, another way to use different 
sounds from section to section is by using the "Scenes". IMHO it's 
best to use one of the scenes (like Scene 1) for the basic sound 
setup and others for the voice changes. But I'm not sure if it's 
possible to automate scene changes in pattern mode. It is possible in 
pattern chain and song modes, though.

It's just not as simple as it could and should be. I had to change my 
way of thinking to get somewhere with the RS7000 also. Sigh.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard" wrote:
> So your telling me that I can only use 16 sounds per song, 
> theoretically? What I was trying to do was use up say... track 1 in 
> section A being a bassline and then changing to section B and using 
> track one as a drumbeat. Is that possible? sorry..Im kinda confused 
> with this all! thanks for the help, by the way
> Rip

| 10101|10097|2003-05-20 02:12:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: another little question about saving|
On Tuesday 20 May 2003 09:08, Richard wrote:

> ok, So I got a smart media card reader for my Mac (G4
> running os x.2.5) I recently transferred all my RS songs
> from my smart media card to my computer for backup and so
> I could reuse the card..but when I put the rs file back
> onto the card and loaded it into the RS it said "illegal
> file" ..oh man.I hope I didnt do something really stupid.
> ...I did didn't I?

Did you copy the files back from Mac to the card? I mean, 
did that corrupted file ever leave the card?

Looks like a file sync problem, where the card is pulled 
from the reader *while* it is being saved (or about to be 
saved) to the card. I'm not a Mac head, but make sure you 
pull the card after the Mac is ready with it.

- Robert
| 10102|10094|2003-05-20 02:18:41|okoyemaya|Re: RS and Reason users (sorry for the cross-post)|
I am not sure if I understood you but if you change to higher 
resolution it is not 12 but 24 and you have to use the octave buttons 
to access one or the other half. When you change back to lower 
resolution it will be 16 again and though the LEDs will be on they 
will , clearly, not show everything. 
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith" wrote:
> here's the senario:
> 
> the Redrum Machine in Reason has the resolution setting; the RS has
> the resoultion setting(in Grid Mode). 
> 
> In Reason i like how you can set the resoultion to "1/8T"(for
> triplets) AND keep the step lenght of the sequencer to 16. 
> 
> On the RS in Grid Mode when you set the resoultion to the 
equivalent
> "(160)", the step lenght of the sequencer runs only to 12. 
> This is technically correct. 
> 
> What i want to know: 
> 
> is there a way to override the lenght and make it 16 like in Reason?
> 
> (I think there may be a workaround in the step record mode, but i'd
> perfer the 'hands-on' feel of Grid Mode)
> 
> ?
> 
> -K-

| 10103|10097|2003-05-20 06:51:54|mmittner|Re: another little question about saving|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard" wrote:
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> ok, So I got a smart media card reader for my Mac (G4 running os 
> x.2.5) I recently transferred all my RS songs from my smart media 
> card to my computer for backup and so I could reuse the card..but 
> when I put the rs file back onto the card and loaded it into the RS 
> it said "illegal file" ..oh man.I hope I didnt do something really 
> stupid. ...I did didn't I? 
> Rip

did you copy the *.r2p/r2s AND the *.r3p/r3s files? i had that 
"illegal file" message sometimes, when i forgot to copy the *.r3p 
files back onto the card.

-mike
| 10104|10097|2003-05-20 07:03:14|Latif|Re: another little question about saving|
i don't think he did anything wrong
what i know about a mac is that it save some 
extra files on removable media's
a file called '.desktop' or something like that
he also should make sure that the card is treated
in dos file format while being in the mac, not any 
other obscure file format.

the only tip i can still give for the smartcard, 
be it pc or mac to avoid any problems:

do not move files around on the smartcard while it's in the computer
do not delete files on the smartcard while it's in the computer
do not overwrite files on the smartcard while it's in the computer
do not rename files on the smartcard while it's in the computer
simply use it as an 'virtual' cable.

copy what's on the card, for backup/exchamge purpose 
onto the computer harddrive
or copy/exchange what's on your computer to the card.

need to delete/rename/move files ,clean/format what's on
the card? do it in the RS

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 20 May 2003 09:08, Richard wrote:
> > ok, So I got a smart media card reader for my Mac (G4
> > running os x.2.5) I recently transferred all my RS songs
> > from my smart media card to my computer for backup and so
> > I could reuse the card..but when I put the rs file back
> > onto the card and loaded it into the RS it said "illegal
> > file" ..oh man.I hope I didnt do something really stupid.
> > ...I did didn't I?
> 
> Did you copy the files back from Mac to the card? I mean, 
> did that corrupted file ever leave the card?
> 
> Looks like a file sync problem, where the card is pulled 
> from the reader *while* it is being saved (or about to be 
> saved) to the card. I'm not a Mac head, but make sure you 
> pull the card after the Mac is ready with it.
> 
> - Robert

| 10105|10092|2003-05-20 11:37:36|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: QY700 Question|
In a message dated 5/19/2003 12:37:01 PM Eastern Standard Time, tyx_ne@yahoo.com writes:

> I have some midi files (.mid format) that play on my 
> computer. How 
> can I get them to play on my QY700?

On QY70 there was no floppy drive, but it had a PC Utility that came with it that converted midi to .smf and then it could be uploaded via a wierd serial wire. I'm thinking
that the 700 could be done the same way since the the 70 is supposed to be a baby version of the 700.

Let me know if you need the Utility software, I should still have it, or might be able to locate on yamaha's site.

Zam
dbeam505@aol.com
| 10106|10094|2003-05-20 11:44:16|kussersmith|Re: RS and Reason users (sorry for the cross-post)|
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maybe i didn texplain it clearly, its a little convulted without 
visual representation.

The settings:
1 bar is the length of the phrase for both(Pattern=001/1 for RS)
-RS7000 Grid Mode: BPM=132, meter=4/4, resolution= 1/8 *3 (160)
-Reason Redrum: Tempo=132, meter=4/4, resolution= 1/8T

the difference:
-RS7000- locks into 12 steps/slots to put in notes
-Reason- allows you to set the number of steps/slots. 12, 16, 5, or 
whatever

changing the resolution on the RS can make it have 24 steps, but i 
want it to have only 16.

i found a little trickery in the Step Mode once again Step mode looks 
like the place to go , but i still want to try to do it in the Grid 
Mode for that hands-on x0x box feel.

any masters of Grid Mode out there?

thanks

-K-

hope this makes sense

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> I am not sure if I understood you but if you change to higher 
> resolution it is not 12 but 24 and you have to use the octave 
buttons 
> to access one or the other half. When you change back to lower 
> resolution it will be 16 again and though the LEDs will be on they 
> will , clearly, not show everything. 
> Okoyemaya
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith" 
wrote:
> > here's the senario:
> > 
> > the Redrum Machine in Reason has the resolution setting; the RS 
has
> > the resoultion setting(in Grid Mode). 
> > 
> > In Reason i like how you can set the resoultion to "1/8T"(for
> > triplets) AND keep the step lenght of the sequencer to 16. 
> > 
> > On the RS in Grid Mode when you set the resoultion to the 
> equivalent
> > "(160)", the step lenght of the sequencer runs only to 12. 
> > This is technically correct. 
> > 
> > What i want to know: 
> > 
> > is there a way to override the lenght and make it 16 like in 
Reason?
> > 
> > (I think there may be a workaround in the step record mode, but 
i'd
> > perfer the 'hands-on' feel of Grid Mode)
> > 
> > ?
> > 
> > -K-

| 10107|10092|2003-05-20 11:59:26|okoyemaya|Re: QY700 Question|
It is long time since I used qy700, if I remember it reads and saves 
in both formats of Standard Midi Files, it saves also in its own 
format. Anyway I was able to open and work my compositions done on 
QY700 ( both in Cubase and RS7000). QY700 offers options to save with 
headers, XG stuff etc, however I do not remember details. Without 
doubt it is the best hardware sequenzer ever made, some features are 
much better then in RS (fantastic display).
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> In a message dated 5/19/2003 12:37:01 PM Eastern Standard Time, 
tyx_ne@y... writes:
> 
> > I have some midi files (.mid format) that play on my 
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> > computer. How 
> > can I get them to play on my QY700?
> 
> On QY70 there was no floppy drive, but it had a PC Utility that 
came with it that converted midi to .smf and then it could be 
uploaded via a wierd serial wire. I'm thinking that the 700 could be 
done the same way since the the 70 is supposed to be a baby version 
of the 700.
> 
> Let me know if you need the Utility software, I should still have 
it, or might be able to locate on yamaha's site.
> 
> Zam
> dbeam505@a...

| 10108|10094|2003-05-20 12:03:53|okoyemaya|Re: RS and Reason users (sorry for the cross-post)|
I am not getting you. I do not have Reason installed to check it what 
and how it does.
Seems a mathematical - problem 4/4 in triplets will be 6, 12, 24 or 
4/16/32/64 in ther 4 count - there is no other way, since Pythagoras. 
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith" wrote:
> maybe i didn texplain it clearly, its a little convulted without 
> visual representation.
> 
> The settings:
> 1 bar is the length of the phrase for both(Pattern=001/1 for RS)
> -RS7000 Grid Mode: BPM=132, meter=4/4, resolution= 1/8 *3 (160)
> -Reason Redrum: Tempo=132, meter=4/4, resolution= 1/8T
> 
> 
> the difference:
> -RS7000- locks into 12 steps/slots to put in notes
> -Reason- allows you to set the number of steps/slots. 12, 16, 5, 
or 
> whatever
> 
> changing the resolution on the RS can make it have 24 steps, but i 
> want it to have only 16.
> 
> i found a little trickery in the Step Mode once again Step mode 
looks 
> like the place to go , but i still want to try to do it in the Grid 
> Mode for that hands-on x0x box feel.
> 
> any masters of Grid Mode out there?
> 
> thanks
> 
> -K-
> 
> hope this makes sense
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > I am not sure if I understood you but if you change to higher 
> > resolution it is not 12 but 24 and you have to use the octave 
> buttons 
> > to access one or the other half. When you change back to lower 
> > resolution it will be 16 again and though the LEDs will be on 
they 
> > will , clearly, not show everything. 
> > Okoyemaya
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith" 
> wrote:
> > > here's the senario:
> > > 
> > > the Redrum Machine in Reason has the resolution setting; the 
RS 
> has
> > > the resoultion setting(in Grid Mode). 
> > > 
> > > In Reason i like how you can set the resoultion to "1/8T"(for
> > > triplets) AND keep the step lenght of the sequencer to 16. 
> > > 
> > > On the RS in Grid Mode when you set the resoultion to the 
> > equivalent
> > > "(160)", the step lenght of the sequencer runs only to 12. 
> > > This is technically correct. 
> > > 
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> > > What i want to know: 
> > > 
> > > is there a way to override the lenght and make it 16 like in 
> Reason?
> > > 
> > > (I think there may be a workaround in the step record mode, but 
> i'd
> > > perfer the 'hands-on' feel of Grid Mode)
> > > 
> > > ?
> > > 
> > > -K-

| 10109|10094|2003-05-20 12:13:23|Latif|Re: RS and Reason users (sorry for the cross-post)|
the steps of Reason's Redrum and Matrix sequencers
are equivalant to the way you set Phrase length 
for an RS phrase.

the quantize resolution for these same Reason devices
is a combination of the RS grid/step quantize resolution AND
beatstretch function.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith" wrote:
> maybe i didn texplain it clearly, its a little convulted without 
> visual representation.
> 
> The settings:
> 1 bar is the length of the phrase for both(Pattern=001/1 for RS)
> -RS7000 Grid Mode: BPM=132, meter=4/4, resolution= 1/8 *3 (160)
> -Reason Redrum: Tempo=132, meter=4/4, resolution= 1/8T
> 
> 
> the difference:
> -RS7000- locks into 12 steps/slots to put in notes
> -Reason- allows you to set the number of steps/slots. 12, 16, 5, 
or 
> whatever
> 
> changing the resolution on the RS can make it have 24 steps, but i 
> want it to have only 16.
> 
> i found a little trickery in the Step Mode once again Step mode 
looks 
> like the place to go , but i still want to try to do it in the Grid 
> Mode for that hands-on x0x box feel.
> 
> any masters of Grid Mode out there?
> 
> thanks
> 
> -K-
> 
> hope this makes sense
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > I am not sure if I understood you but if you change to higher 
> > resolution it is not 12 but 24 and you have to use the octave 
> buttons 
> > to access one or the other half. When you change back to lower 
> > resolution it will be 16 again and though the LEDs will be on 
they 
> > will , clearly, not show everything. 
> > Okoyemaya
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kussersmith" 
> wrote:
> > > here's the senario:
> > > 
> > > the Redrum Machine in Reason has the resolution setting; the 
RS 
> has
> > > the resoultion setting(in Grid Mode). 
> > > 
> > > In Reason i like how you can set the resoultion to "1/8T"(for
> > > triplets) AND keep the step lenght of the sequencer to 16. 
> > > 
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> > > On the RS in Grid Mode when you set the resoultion to the 
> > equivalent
> > > "(160)", the step lenght of the sequencer runs only to 12. 
> > > This is technically correct. 
> > > 
> > > What i want to know: 
> > > 
> > > is there a way to override the lenght and make it 16 like in 
> Reason?
> > > 
> > > (I think there may be a workaround in the step record mode, but 
> i'd
> > > perfer the 'hands-on' feel of Grid Mode)
> > > 
> > > ?
> > > 
> > > -K-

| 10110|10091|2003-05-20 22:55:20|wasted/su700fan|Fax/Oscar please check Mail Settings; was RE: [RS7000] so your tell|

> How much DISINFORMATION can one thread SPREAD ...... OK do what TOM 

suggested first please and the rest of you are way off the mark ;-) 

FaX/Oscar--

Don't mean to sound nagging here but do you have HTML mail on or some 
other weird setting in your mail program. 'Cause every post you make to 
this list is like one big run-on that is hard to follow at times. I 
understand you tend to write long paragraphs that may run on, but when 
it intersects with the previous poster's message that you are replying 
to it gets to be really hard to follow.

Would you please check your mail reader settings? I'd greatly 
appreciate it as I'd hate to miss your insightful posts. Thanks in 
advance. I don't mean any offence by this post, so please don't take it 
as such.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10111|10111|2003-05-21 00:08:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Fax/Oscar please check Mail Settings; was RE: [RS7000] so your |
In a message dated 5/20/2003 10:56:24 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
su700fan@comcast.net writes:

> >How much DISINFORMATION can one thread SPREAD ...... OK do what TOM 
> suggested first please and the rest of you are way off the mark ;-) 
> 
> 

Hey its all cool, but I wana add that reading is not much on my agenda. Part 
of the fun with all yammy gear IMHO is that it is less reading of manuals and 
more fun to experience and learn along the way. Tricks are appreciated 
nevertheless from ones who wish to delve further than what is at hand!

Thanks all!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10112|10091|2003-05-21 01:51:03|okoyemaya|Re: Fax/Oscar please check Mail Settings; was RE: [RS7000] so your |
I think it is Yahoo thing, sometimes I get it too, no idea why. I 
just checked Oscars mail and on my pc they look prefectly normal. 
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > How much DISINFORMATION can one thread SPREAD ...... OK do what 
TOM 
> suggested first please and the rest of you are way off the mark ;-) 
> 
> 
> 
> FaX/Oscar--
> 
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> Don't mean to sound nagging here but do you have HTML mail on or 
some 
> other weird setting in your mail program. 'Cause every post you 
make to 
> this list is like one big run-on that is hard to follow at times. 
I 
> understand you tend to write long paragraphs that may run on, but 
when 
> it intersects with the previous poster's message that you are 
replying 
> to it gets to be really hard to follow.
> 
> Would you please check your mail reader settings? I'd greatly 
> appreciate it as I'd hate to miss your insightful posts. Thanks in 
> advance. I don't mean any offence by this post, so please don't 
take it 
> as such.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 10113|10092|2003-05-21 04:24:18|Ian Vine|Re: QY700 Question|
I think the headers are just the XG sysex stuff, which shoudn't cause any problems if there are in there.

If only the rs had the display of the qy700 and the piano roll editor

IanV

okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> wrote:
QY700 offers options to save with 
headers, XG stuff etc, however I do not remember details. Without 
doubt it is the best hardware sequenzer ever made, some features are 
much better then in RS (fantastic display).
Okoyemaya

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10114|10092|2003-05-21 05:00:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 Question|
On Wednesday 21 May 2003 12:24, Ian Vine wrote:

> I think the headers are just the XG sysex stuff, which
> shoudn't cause any problems if there are in there.
>
> If only the rs had the display of the qy700 and the piano
> roll editor

I still use both of them. Sequencer-wise, the QY700 is ten 
times as powerfull as the RS.

I'm still hoping for a QY7000 (or an RS9000) with 64+ tracks 
and at least 4 midi outputs. The real mpc killer...

- Robert
| 10115|10092|2003-05-21 10:16:11|okoyemaya|Re: QY700 Question|
So do I
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 21 May 2003 12:24, Ian Vine wrote:
> > I think the headers are just the XG sysex stuff, which
> > shoudn't cause any problems if there are in there.
> >
> > If only the rs had the display of the qy700 and the piano
> > roll editor
> 
> I still use both of them. Sequencer-wise, the QY700 is ten 
> times as powerfull as the RS.
> 
> I'm still hoping for a QY7000 (or an RS9000) with 64+ tracks 
> and at least 4 midi outputs. The real mpc killer...
> 
> - Robert
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| 10116|10116|2003-05-21 14:58:27|mike stokes|Errors in Song Mode, anyone?|
Hi all,
Has anyone experienced errors in their songs when converting a pattern 
chain to a song? I am running OS 1.2 I believe, not the latest (1.21?). 
What has happened a couple times
is that I make a pattern chain, everything sounds fine i.e. all phrases 
are triggered in the proper order, etc. So, I convert to song, and there 
are certain phrases triggering at the
wrong times, or not triggering until halfway through the song, etc. Is 
this the infamous "pattern chain bug"? Or is it something else? I know 
this is not a very specific problem but
I can't figure it out. I have re-made the pattern chain a few times and 
re-converted to song, but the errors persist. This has happened with two 
different songs so far, where not all
the data apparently makes it from pattern chain to song mode. Can anyone 
help?
Thanks,
Mike Stokes

_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 helps eliminate e-mail viruses. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
| 10117|10097|2003-05-21 18:33:43|Richard|Re: another little question about saving|
OK, thanks for your help. THe reason it wasnt working was because I 
wasnt copying the r2p and r3p. (or whatever) files onto the disc! but 
I did that and it all worked perfectly. thanks guys
| 10118|10116|2003-05-21 23:35:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Errors in Song Mode, anyone?|
On Wednesday 21 May 2003 22:56, mike stokes wrote:

> Hi all,
> Has anyone experienced errors in their songs when
> converting a pattern chain to a song? I am running OS
> 1.2 I believe, not the latest (1.21?). What has happened
> a couple times
> is that I make a pattern chain, everything sounds fine
> i.e. all phrases are triggered in the proper order, etc. 
> So, I convert to song, and there are certain phrases
> triggering at the
> wrong times, or not triggering until halfway through
> the song, etc. Is this the infamous "pattern chain bug"?
> Or is it something else? 

It's something else. I have it too, also running v1.2. 
You're the first to report it here. I have a song created 
from a pattern chain that refuses to play a given track 
until bar 32 is reached. Then, suddenly, it pops in. 

I found that fiddling with the Song scene memories sometimes 
helps. 

This is the reasons why I plan to go back to an older OS. 
That worked fine for me. But maybe v1.21 fixes this too, 
dunno.

- Robert
| 10119|10119|2003-05-22 00:25:03|ridszero|RS7000 controlling a 8x8 Midi box?|
I was wondering if any of you have tried to control some type of midi 
box to where the RS7000 sends out sequencing and CC signals to the 
8x8 Motu Express Xt (in my case) which in turn the Motu 8x8 would 
control 8 other instruments (through the RS7000's sequencing and/or 
CC commands). I was wondering if this is possible? I guess I wouldn't 
need my Motu to control all my synths at the same time, but it would 
open up possiblities if it does.

Nick
| 10120|10119|2003-05-22 00:40:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 controlling a 8x8 Midi box?|
On Thursday 22 May 2003 08:21, ridszero wrote:

> I was wondering if any of you have tried to control some
> type of midi box to where the RS7000 sends out sequencing
> and CC signals to the 8x8 Motu Express Xt (in my case)
> which in turn the Motu 8x8 would control 8 other
> instruments (through the RS7000's sequencing and/or CC
> commands). I was wondering if this is possible? I guess I
> wouldn't need my Motu to control all my synths at the
> same time, but it would open up possiblities if it does.

With its two MIDI outputs, the RS can only address 32 (2 x 
16 channels) different MIDI devices *simulateneously*, even 
if you put it through a 100x100 MIDI box.

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus


Using a programmably MIDI patchbay, however, it is possible 
to use different routings in each song, mapping the 32 
channels to different MIDI devices. 

Btw, I only know of MIDI routers that map a whole MIDI bus 
(all 16 channels) at a time, so after the 8x8 router, you 
may have to configure your synths for each song: this one 
is listening, this one isn't....

- Robert
| 10121|10116|2003-05-22 01:28:03|okoyemaya|Re: Errors in Song Mode, anyone?|
Yes it does to me too. But frankly I am used to these kinds of 
problems working with computers or any electronic. So I just repeat 
convert to song. I do not remember how many times it happened to me, 
I guess with both OS, because I do not want to remember, these things 
are trade off, you know not playing real instruments in real time. I 
would start to worry about bug if after repeated conversions there 
would be error. 
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 21 May 2003 22:56, mike stokes wrote:
> > Hi all,
> > Has anyone experienced errors in their songs when
> > converting a pattern chain to a song? I am running OS
> > 1.2 I believe, not the latest (1.21?). What has happened
> > a couple times
> > is that I make a pattern chain, everything sounds fine
> > i.e. all phrases are triggered in the proper order, etc. 
> > So, I convert to song, and there are certain phrases
> > triggering at the
> > wrong times, or not triggering until halfway through
> > the song, etc. Is this the infamous "pattern chain bug"?
> > Or is it something else? 
> 
> It's something else. I have it too, also running v1.2. 
> You're the first to report it here. I have a song created 
> from a pattern chain that refuses to play a given track 
> until bar 32 is reached. Then, suddenly, it pops in. 
> 
> I found that fiddling with the Song scene memories sometimes 
> helps. 
> 
> This is the reasons why I plan to go back to an older OS. 
> That worked fine for me. But maybe v1.21 fixes this too, 
> dunno.
> 
> - Robert

| 10122|10116|2003-05-22 01:41:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Errors in Song Mode, anyone?|
On Thursday 22 May 2003 09:28, okoyemaya wrote:

> Yes it does to me too. But frankly I am used to these
> kinds of problems working with computers or any
> electronic. So I just repeat convert to song. I do not
> remember how many times it happened to me, I guess with
> both OS, because I do not want to remember, these things
> are trade off, you know not playing real instruments in
> real time. I would start to worry about bug if after
> repeated conversions there would be error.
> Okoyemaya

I'm paying for dedicated hardware mainly to get rid of the 
computer crap. Never had this problem before v1.2.

- Robert
| 10123|10123|2003-05-22 20:46:37|Richard|Future updates?|
Do you think Yamaha will release any more OSs for the Rs? I dont mean 
to sound rude, but the people who programmed it seem like they dont 
really care...It took them forever to do the first OS update..and 
that didnt help all that much really. Its not as convenient to use as 
it should be..but I still like to use it for certain tasks. I just 
wish they would come out with a DOPE os Update...any opinions?
Rip+
| 10124|10123|2003-05-23 07:23:27|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Future updates?|
I don't think enough people have been whining around here lately to get
Yamaha's attention...

B

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Richard [mailto:rip0702@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 10:47 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Future updates?

Do you think Yamaha will release any more OSs for the Rs? I dont mean 
to sound rude, but the people who programmed it seem like they dont 
really care...It took them forever to do the first OS update..and 
that didnt help all that much really. Its not as convenient to use as 
it should be..but I still like to use it for certain tasks. I just 
wish they would come out with a DOPE os Update...any opinions?
Rip+

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10125|10123|2003-05-23 10:41:04|wildemar|Re: Future updates?|
OOuuuhhaaaaa-eh-ehe-eeeeh (*rub-eyes*)
I WANT MY OS UPDATE NOW!

Seriously though ... we are in the need for an update, sure, but have we agreed on what it has to fix really? I mean 
everyone seems to have a different idea on that so we should make a list of what we need and put it for Yammie to 
see.
concerning that:

How's that new FAQ comming? ;-)

I think with that ppl at Yamaha had something 'firm' to cling to when designing a new OS Version.
So first the FAQ (who does it btw?), then the OS Update.

For some mor 'whining' I want to remind you of that Post again @ motifator.com:
http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?Cat=1,2,4&Board=RS7000&Number=31347&page=0
&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=all

Wildemar

Am 23.05.2003 15:23:25, schrieb "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>:

>
>
> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
> Datum: Fri, 23 May 2003 09:23:25 -0400
> Betreff:RE: [RS7000] Future updates?
>
>
>
> I don't think enough people have been whining around here lately to get
> Yamaha's attention...
>
> B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Richard [mailto:rip0702@yahoo.com]
> Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 10:47 PM
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> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Future updates?
>
>
> Do you think Yamaha will release any more OSs for the Rs? I dont mean
> to sound rude, but the people who programmed it seem like they dont
> really care...It took them forever to do the first OS update..and
> that didnt help all that much really. Its not as convenient to use as
> it should be..but I still like to use it for certain tasks. I just
> wish they would come out with a DOPE os Update...any opinions?
> Rip+
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10126|10123|2003-05-23 11:31:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Future updates?|
are the feature requests located in the FAQs in any sort of order?

has there ever been a 'useful' poll as far as future updates? (features
requested rated in importance, etc?) ...may be a little more useful to
Yamaha if they know what everyone sees as important to their production,
and use of the sequencer (e.g. 100% of users want 'click' level
adjustment, 76% want a sample preview, 1% want it to replicate
milkshakes...)

can the poll feature do such a thing?

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: wildemar [mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de] 
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2003 12:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: RE: [RS7000] Future updates?

OOuuuhhaaaaa-eh-ehe-eeeeh (*rub-eyes*)
I WANT MY OS UPDATE NOW!

Seriously though ... we are in the need for an update, sure, but have we
agreed on what it has to fix really? I mean 
everyone seems to have a different idea on that so we should make a list
of what we need and put it for Yammie to 
see.
concerning that:

How's that new FAQ comming? ;-)
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I think with that ppl at Yamaha had something 'firm' to cling to when
designing a new OS Version. So first the FAQ (who does it btw?), then
the OS Update.

For some mor 'whining' I want to remind you of that Post again @
motifator.com:
http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?Cat=1,2,4&Board=RS7000&Numb
er=31347&page=0
&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=all

Wildemar

Am 23.05.2003 15:23:25, schrieb "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>:

>
>
> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: "Bryan Rodgers" <brodgers@omdc.on.ca>
> Datum: Fri, 23 May 2003 09:23:25 -0400
> Betreff:RE: [RS7000] Future updates?
>
>
>
> I don't think enough people have been whining around here lately to 
> get Yamaha's attention...
>
> B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Richard [mailto:rip0702@yahoo.com]
> Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2003 10:47 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Future updates?
>
>
> Do you think Yamaha will release any more OSs for the Rs? I dont mean

> to sound rude, but the people who programmed it seem like they dont 
> really care...It took them forever to do the first OS update..and 
> that didnt help all that much really. Its not as convenient to use as

> it should be..but I still like to use it for certain tasks. I just 
> wish they would come out with a DOPE os Update...any opinions? Rip+
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
> section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
> section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10127|10123|2003-05-23 14:00:03|Richard|Re: Future updates?|
well, those are some good ideas. we should all make a list of the 
really important things we want on a new OS and send it in...(if that 
hasnt been done already!) I just think that the RS has SO much 
potential, it just needs a little more work on behalf of the 
programmers. Keep the ideas flowin
RIp
| 10128|10123|2003-05-23 14:00:26|Richard|Re: Future updates?|
well, those are some good ideas. we should all make a list of the 
really important things we want on a new OS and send it in...(if that 
hasnt been done already!) I just think that the RS has SO much 
potential, it just needs a little more work on behalf of the 
programmers. Keep the ideas flowin
RIp
| 10129|10123|2003-05-23 14:02:53|Richard|Re: Future updates?|
well, those are some good ideas. we should all make a list of the 
really important things we want on a new OS and send it in...(if that 
hasnt been done already!) I just think that the RS has SO much 
potential, it just needs a little more work on behalf of the 
programmers. Keep the ideas flowin
RIp
| 10130|10130|2003-05-23 14:07:02|Richard|changing voices between sections?|
Ok, Yesterday was a groundbreaking day in my Rs7000 life! I finally 
figured out how to have a different sound on each track of each 
section. It is SUCH a pain but it worked! what I did was say..I 
insert a progam change in track 1 to keep that voice "locked in" and 
then I record a new riff on the SAME track but in pattern B, for 
instance. Then I insert another program change to put the new VOICE I 
WANT on that track. I was wondering...Is there an easier way anyone 
has figured? Like say I have all 16 tracks in section A filled up..is 
there a way to lock in all 16 tracks at the same time..or do I have 
to insert a program change for each track?
| 10131|10131|2003-05-23 14:08:33|mike stokes|Errors in Song Mode, anyone? (revisited)|
Hi again. Thanks for the responses! They were helpful. Regarding song 
mode, Robert, what exactly do you do with the scene memories to fix this, ie 
is this in song mode, etc?

And okoyemaya, are you saying that just by re-converting to song several 
times has fixed this problem for you? Because for me, I have tried doing 
this a few times but it hasn't worked.

I am asking specifics, because I think this is a major problem. Don't get 
me wrong, I love the RS, but for me, song mode is where I do most of my 
final editing and fine tuning (long filter sweeps, fx modulations, fills, 
fades, etc.), and then record to my computer's hard disk as a real song. So 
for me, this is an essential function. I am used to various malfunctions 
here and there, but when you have a really good pattern chain that you want 
to make into a proper song, and the machine malfunctions at this stage, it 
is a major pain. I'm not one to complain, but this has happened to me 
twice, and both songs were some of the best stuff I have made so far, yet I 
can't make them into songs. For a "production studio" this seems like a 
major bug, and it never happened with my RM1X. I have only made 8 songs on 
this thing, and of that 8, 2 of them had this problem (overall, that's a 25% 
failure rate). I am not really into going to an older OS and losing the 
new filters and grid mode functions, etc. either. And as far as the newest 
OS, If this problem isn't that same "pattern chain bug" I don't know how the 
upgrade will help. But, any suggestions or workarounds are very much 
appreciated! Thanks!
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Mike Stokes

>
>Message: 4
>Date: Thu, 22 May 2003 07:35:12 +0200
>From: Robert van der Kamp
>Subject: Re: Errors in Song Mode, anyone?
>
>On Wednesday 21 May 2003 22:56, mike stokes wrote:
> > Hi all,
> > Has anyone experienced errors in their songs when
> > converting a pattern chain to a song? I am running OS
> > 1.2 I believe, not the latest (1.21?). What has happened
> > a couple times
> > is that I make a pattern chain, everything sounds fine
> > i.e. all phrases are triggered in the proper order, etc.
> > So, I convert to song, and there are certain phrases
> > triggering at the
> > wrong times, or not triggering until halfway through
> > the song, etc. Is this the infamous "pattern chain bug"?
> > Or is it something else?
>
>It's something else. I have it too, also running v1.2.
>You're the first to report it here. I have a song created
>from a pattern chain that refuses to play a given track
>until bar 32 is reached. Then, suddenly, it pops in.
>
>I found that fiddling with the Song scene memories sometimes
>helps.
>
>This is the reasons why I plan to go back to an older OS.
>That worked fine for me. But maybe v1.21 fixes this too,
>dunno.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>From: "okoyemaya"
>Subject: Re: Errors in Song Mode, anyone?
>
>Yes it does to me too. But frankly I am used to these kinds of
>problems working with computers or any electronic. So I just repeat
>convert to song. I do not remember how many times it happened to me,
>I guess with both OS, because I do not want to remember, these things
>are trade off, you know not playing real instruments in real time. I
>would start to worry about bug if after repeated conversions there
>would be error.
>Okoyemaya
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
>wrote:
> > On Wednesday 21 May 2003 22:56, mike stokes wrote:
> > > Hi all,
> > > Has anyone experienced errors in their songs when
> > > converting a pattern chain to a song? I am running OS
> > > 1.2 I believe, not the latest (1.21?). What has happened
> > > a couple times
> > > is that I make a pattern chain, everything sounds fine
> > > i.e. all phrases are triggered in the proper order, etc.
> > > So, I convert to song, and there are certain phrases
> > > triggering at the
> > > wrong times, or not triggering until halfway through
> > > the song, etc. Is this the infamous "pattern chain bug"?
> > > Or is it something else?
> >
> > It's something else. I have it too, also running v1.2.
> > You're the first to report it here. I have a song created
> > from a pattern chain that refuses to play a given track
> > until bar 32 is reached. Then, suddenly, it pops in.
> >
> > I found that fiddling with the Song scene memories sometimes
> > helps.
> >
> > This is the reasons why I plan to go back to an older OS.
> > That worked fine for me. But maybe v1.21 fixes this too,
> > dunno.
> >
> > - Robert
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>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 8
>Date: Thu, 22 May 2003 09:41:40 +0200
>From: Robert van der Kamp
>Subject: Re: Re: Errors in Song Mode, anyone?
>
>On Thursday 22 May 2003 09:28, okoyemaya wrote:
> > Yes it does to me too. But frankly I am used to these
> > kinds of problems working with computers or any
> > electronic. So I just repeat convert to song. I do not
> > remember how many times it happened to me, I guess with
> > both OS, because I do not want to remember, these things
> > are trade off, you know not playing real instruments in
> > real time. I would start to worry about bug if after
> > repeated conversions there would be error.
> > Okoyemaya
>
>I'm paying for dedicated hardware mainly to get rid of the
>computer crap. Never had this problem before v1.2.
>
>- Robert

_________________________________________________________________
Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 10132|10123|2003-05-23 14:20:52|tompaulsen2002|New FAQ Re: [RS7000] Future updates?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> How's that new FAQ comming? ;-)
>

Robert is very busy working on it. But i know that right now he is 
rather testdriving his brandnew V-Synth and Andromeda...;)

Give him some more time, please.
| 10133|10123|2003-05-23 14:21:43|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Future updates?|
prob may be that it needs translated to japanese?

Is there a way to hack it our selves? Why do we have to depend on yamaha for update?

Zam
| 10134|10130|2003-05-24 03:12:04|Oscar Finch|Re: changing voices between sections?|
I keep mentioning TG MIXER headers for a REASON .So for the 10 millionth time (well it feels like it) :-PSelect the track with the corresponding phrase.Select the
mixer window set it to PHRASE also.Go into the PATTERN MENU (submode two)Hit Record on the RS7000Set the TG rom bank in the lower left of screen Function 1
&2 buttons.Press Stop on the sequncer.Done.Seriously it takes all of 15 seconds once you know how.No need for PC (program change) inserts now :-D ..............--- On Fri
05/23, Richard < rip0702@yahoo.com > wrote:From: Richard [mailto: rip0702@yahoo.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Fri, 23 May 2003 20:06:14
-0000Subject: [RS7000] changing voices between sections?Ok, Yesterday was a groundbreaking day in my Rs7000 life! I finally figured out how to have a different
sound on each track of each section. It is SUCH a pain but it worked! what I did was say..I insert a progam change in track 1 to keep that voice "locked in" and then I
record a new riff o
n the SAME track but in pattern B, for instance. Then I insert another program change to put the new VOICE I WANT on that track. I was wondering...Is there an easier
way anyone has figured? Like say I have all 16 tracks in section A filled up..is there a way to lock in all 16 tracks at the same time..or do I have to insert a program change
for each track?------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~-->Get A Free Psychic Reading! Your Online Answer To Life's Important
Questions.http://us.click.yahoo.com/Lj3uPC/Me7FAA/uetFAA/QnLolB/TM---------------------------------------------------------------------~-
>===================RS7000 GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official: http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe
from RS7K, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences sec
tion at the RS7K Yahoo account. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10135|10123|2003-05-24 05:36:41|wildemar|Re: Future updates?|
Am 23.05.2003 22:00:03, schrieb Dbeam505@aol.com:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Datum: Fri, 23 May 2003 16:00:03 -0400

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:rip0702@yahoo.com
mailto:rip0702@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate
http://us.click.yahoo.com/Lj3uPC/Me7FAA/uetFAA/QnLolB/TM---------------------------------------------------------------------~-
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha
http://www.motifator.comyamaha/
http://www.yamahasynth.comto/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.excite.com/
mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com


> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Future updates?
>
>
>
> prob may be that it needs translated to japanese?
>
> Is there a way to hack it our selves? Why do we have to depend on yamaha
> for update?
>
> Zam

Hey, you stole my idea ... ;-)

Yeah we had that discussion already. If you can hack it, go head ... so far noone here has 'gotten around to it' ;-)

Wildemar
| 10136|10136|2003-05-24 09:12:03|okoyemaya|How to fade out|
I want to sustain a note ( end of the song) and gradually fade out. 
How can it be done, it does not work with decrescendo because I just 
prolonged the gate. I suppose I have to insert something. Manual does 
not help, I suppose it is a midi function and not RS specific. It is 
time that I get into that stuff, but now I need help
Okoyem
| 10137|10136|2003-05-24 09:47:44|Latif|Re: How to fade out|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I want to sustain a note ( end of the song) and gradually fade out. 
> How can it be done, it does not work with decrescendo because I 

just 

> prolonged the gate. I suppose I have to insert something. Manual 

does 

> not help, I suppose it is a midi function and not RS specific. It 

is 

> time that I get into that stuff, but now I need help
> Okoyem

CC#7 is for volume, what you want do is write 
value: X to value: zero
you can insert these CC's manualy, or simply 
create the phrase for the song end, and record 
the volume movement,from value:x to value: zero.

and then insert the phrase at the end of your song ofcourse.
| 10138|10123|2003-05-24 10:42:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Future updates?|
Here's chap 18 in text format with 40+ feature requests. 
This list was sent to Yamaha for the last (v1.2) OS upgrade.

Any comments/additions are welcome.

- Robert

18 Feature Requests
18.1 Tx song/style change switch for slave device
[transmit song/style change] ONN / OFF to be placed somewhere in the utility menu. it would make it possible to use more rs7000's (or rm1x's) in a dj like set-up without
risking unwanted changes of styles on the slave devices when changing style on the master. In the head of live performance it would be a BIG plus. (just like the BPM
hold) [Pman]
18.2 Improve Copy and Move jobs in sample mode
In the [sampling mode] the jobs [copy] and [move] should be improved. Now the range from the source sample when using a sample kit is key number C-2~G8. Please
add ALL key numbers. So that if users want to copy or move an entire sample kit it can be done faster than 128 times copy 1 note from the kit. (I found this problem hen I
wanted to convert a local sample kit into a common sample kit. Maybe I'm missing another way, but it would still be good to add) [Pman]
18.3 Export of multiple samples
Same as above but now in the export sample screen. Why can we only export one note from a sample kit. I want to export the whole kit. [Pman]
18.4 Add new file formats
some file formats added. like common sample pool and styleformat2 which can refer to the common sample pools. don't change the formats in use now as it will cause
other problems. just add some file types. and let users choose which formats to use, because Yamaha, face it...the machine has a data management problem. [Pman]
18.5 Fix grid mode
Fix the grid mode. I use a computer to make the score so no problem but hey...when on tour it would be a BIG plus. [Pman]
Grid-mode fix to hear all other tracks. [dayv]
A real grid mode like my old MC303 [Klaus]
18.6 16 section select buttons
The 10 sections button solution is a better way as it is now. because now we gain 16 track mute buttons. So Yamaha good job...but hey I'm used to the rm1x and the 16
sections buttons and want it all. so I am making a RS7000 hardware Aden that adds sections buttons. (and more handy stuff but more on that when ready) [Pman]
Direct access to section 11-16 (for example by pressing shift + A-F) [Klaus]
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18.7 Memory upgrade
A memory upgrade would be A HUGE step forward. 64MB can fill up very quickly. I. can remember the add-on kits on my Atari 1024ST which made it possible to get
4x more RAM. (at own risk) same kind of machine...no HDD, firmware like OS, etc. tweakers in the house? [Pman]
18.8 Info screen
On the rm1x when hit the [disk] button 4 times to get into the [delete and info screen] I can see how big/small the styles/files are and how many disk space left etc. I didn't
find this info screen on the rs7000. So I have to transfer the all files onto a PC just to check file sizes!!! please make it like it already is on the RM1x.. there is place
enough in the [delete] screen. [Pman]
18.9 Append sample job
Please let me be able to copy a sample to the end of itself. So I can turn a one bar loop into a two bar loop. [Cross]
18.10 Save and load drum kits
Being able to save and load drum kits into and from an existing pattern. [Dan Conway]
The option of saving sample kits (for single hits) and groups of span-keyboard samples (for synths), to emulate the current structure of the ROM. [dayv]
18.11 Don't-save-common-samples option
Not saving Common Samples as an option. [Dan Conway]
18.12 Jump parameter for Pattern mode
The Jump parameter to apply also when playing in pattern mode - as on the RM1X. [Dan Conway]
18.13 Pattern quantise
Pattern quantise - Can we have a parameter called ?Length? where the pattern will change when it has got to the end of the pattern. I.e.: if you hit a new pattern button
during bar two of an 8 bar pattern, the RS7k will change - after playing bar 8 - please, please, please, please. [Dan Conway]
18.14 Edit value on/off switch
When LED display is set to MEASure - pot twiddling should *not* over-ride this display. Or, better still, a new parameter enabling the over-ride to be turned off for either
BPM or MEASure mode. [Dan Conway]
18.15 Same file browser pot in save/load/import screens
The cursor-movement-up-and-down-the-file-listing pot in the save/load/import etc.? functions to be unified so that you use the SAME DAMN POT TO MOVE
AROUND IN BOTH SAVING AND LOADING SCREENS - FER KERISAKES!!!!! [Dan Conway]
18.16 Naming kit sample voices
Can we please - somehow- be able to name our drum kits as opposed to them being called whatever the first imported sample is called? And perhaps something to
distinguish them from normal samples. [Dan Conway]
18.17 Key shortcut for top-of-page
Can we have a key combination that exits all menus and leaves you at the basic interface screen. I.e.: when editing Filter cut-off (or whatever) using the menu - rather than
having to hit 5 times to get back out of the editor can we hit (or whatever) and get there straight away. [Dan Conway]
18.18 Improve Copy Event or Extract Event jobs
Can we either specify the destination *phrase* in 'Copy Event' OR can we specify what bar (measure) the data is to start at (and how many copies) in the destination
phrase in 'Extract Event'. [Dan Conway]
18.19 Go to Sample Edit page after Sample Stop
When Sample Stop is hit after taking a sample, it would be better to end up in the sample edit screen than back out in the main page. [Dan Conway]
18.20 Better navigation buttons in Edit page
The buttons needed to navigate the track edit screen are CURSED! Moving away from the 4 directional cursor keys on the RM1X was a BIG mistake. I don?t have the
time or energy to sit down and work out a better alternative but if you can?t work out a better way of manipulating data on the screen - please hire me to do it for you?
[Dan Conway]
18.21 Improved page navigation
Wherever possible (Util - Midi filter page, for example) can we have SCROLLING - i.e.: either the cursor jumps back to the first parameter from the last - or the screens
themselves cycle - a good way of addressing point 18.17. [Dan Conway]
18.22 Sample option in Copy Track job default off
Can the copy Sample parameter in the Copy Track job NOT be on as default. [Dan Conway]
18.23 Fix MIDI out A/B bug [Fixed v1.14]
Fix the MIDI out A/B bug (and all other known bugs) [Klaus]
This bug is reported to be fixed in OS v1.14. [RvdK]
18.24 Tx Program Change on/off switch
Send program change to MIDI out, not only to the internal TG when switching sections/styles [Klaus]
18.25 Jump to section A
Jump to section A when switching to the next style [Klaus]
18.26 Sample Preview page
Sample Preview facility [dayv]
18.27 Record during Play
Record-on-the-fly functionality. pleasepleaseplease. This alone would turn the RS into the live box from hell. [dayv]
18.28 Video + Manual
could we ask for a dedicated video/manual combination in the same vien as 'fast track to cubase VST' instead of that arse of a manual that comes with it ? [Jez]
18.29 Loop Remix Zone
I don't know if anybody else has come across this, but there doesn't seem to be any way of limiting the remix function to a particular measure within a phrase. For
instance, if you have a four measure drum loop, you can't just mangle the fourth measure, it does the lot!
The only way around this that I have found is to remix to a new phrase and then mess about cutting and pasting a phrase back together again, which is not a problem just
REALLY time consuming!
Please, please, please Yamaha, give us parameters to limit the remix function to a specific measure! [horizon0uk]
18.30 Edit Button Soft Takeover
Does the RS7000 have soft-takeover for all the control-knobs? i cannot find anything abuot this in the manual..... the RM1x also doesn't have this but you can keep the
shift-key pressed and turn the knobs without affecting the parameter, so you can move to the current parameter-setting before releasing the shift key and modifying the
parameter..this to avoid large jumps...
the ideal solution of course would be a soft-takeover (or endless rotaries) ..... ie the RS7000 only picks up the parameter changes after the current setting is reached by the
controller-knob... [Olaf]
18.31 Edit Button Peek
We all know you can use Shift+Knob to keep the previous value untouched until you start messing around with it. The problem is you have to remember what was its
previous value.
One solution would be when using Shift+Knob it could report the previous value for one second in the BPM display and then after that it would report the new value
you're selecting.
This way you could position the knob exactly on the place it currently should be. [flesk_bruno]
18.32 Metronome Output Channel
i want to use my rs7k in a band environment and so i would like the possibility to have a feature like 'click output channel'. from my experience i have found that i need a
metronome for the drummer so that he keeps in sync with the rs7k, i've tried it the other way round by 'syncing' the rs7k to the drummer (i tapped in the tempo with a foot
switch), but that (i?) was too unreliable. using the assignable outs to generate a metronome click for the drummer was the best way, but it costs me a whole track, so i want
to use the already built-in metronome to feed it to the drummer's headphones via one of the assignable outs. [Mike]



The better way (if you had an RS7000) would be to just get the AIEB2 I/O board and assign the click track to one of the Assignable Outs and have the rest of the RS7k's
sounds you've programmed out the main outs. That way the drummer could get his timing beats with a pair of headphones plugged into the appropriate assignable out or a
channel on a mixer that that assignable out is plugged into.
I say WOULD, because as far as I can tell with the current version of the OS (1.14), this (assigning the CLICK track to an Assignable Out) is not possible as far as I can
tell (correct me if I'm wrong here guys). On the SU700 it is. That way it wouldn't affect your background tracks coming out the main outs. [wasted]
18.33 Pre-listen a Track on Headphones
The real killer would be the possibility to pre-listen a track on the headphone output while programming it, perfect would be a switch to change the behavior of the master
gain to balance the headphone out between mix and track pre-listen, or something similar to that. [Mike]
18.34 Phrase Names
I'd really like to see phrase names instead of just numbers when you're in the page that shows all 16 phrases. "US 001" > "US 016" isn't much help when you're in the
thick of it live. [Richard Brown]
18.35 Selecting Songs Without Stopping the RS
I have been trying to think of a good way in performing live with the RS and another sequencer. My problem is that when i use songs on the RS, i have to stop the
sequencer to pick another song. Thats where the problems start, 'cause i sync the two independend sequencers with MIDI (either internally, or using my MC303).
Basically i want to change songs on the RS without loosing sync. My workaround now is to use a MC303 for MIDI sync, and start/stop either of the sequencers just by
hitting the button on the right time. But, this is very very diffucult to get perfectly 'on time'. And i can imagine that playing in a big club or whatever, this is a pain in the
ass. [arveyman]
18.36 Phrase Names in Job Page
When you're copying a phrase, why can't it tell you if the destination phrase is empty or not or better yet, include a name for the destination phrase the same way it does
for the source phrase. [megons]
18.37 Control of Pad Velocity
Someone please tell me that yamaha did not make it impossible to change the pad velocity without going into step rec mode on the rs. [fathed49424]
Hey this is what i noticed too! I wanted to record a synth-line just bij pressing the keypads. I found them not loud enough, so i first turned the volume of that track up.
That wasn't helping much, so i turned up the velociy knob. That didn't do al lot either. After fiddeling about, i came to the conclusion that you can increase the velo by
changing that value in the step-rec screen! Is that REALY the only solution? And after setting this value, that setting is used on every 'voice' from that point on, until you
change it again. [Arv]
18.38 Finding the BPM of Samples
I may be missing something obvious here or maybe the RS7k doesn't have this feature. I come from an RM1x/SU700 combo background over the last 2 3/4 years and
recently upgraded to the RS7000 to slim my studio down (limited music making time) & get pitch mapping/drum kit sampling. With the SU700, if you import or sample a
sample beat onto the LOOP pads (auto looping ones to the left), once you set the LOOP LENGTH parameter on the SU700 it automatically calculates the BPM to the
nearest tenth of a BPM. I.E. 135.7 BPM for the loop. This is useful for beat mapping the rest of your pattern to the drumloop you want to use.
Does the RS7k have a similar feature that would display the BPM of a sample imported/sampled into it? I have an A3000 Sample CD that I'm in the process of cataloging
for future sampling use (i.e. getting BPM to nearest tenth and listening to see if I remember what song the loop might've come from in case I want to use it for a future
composition).
While the Sample CD has the BPM to the nearest single digit (i.e. 125) and is accurate for the most part, getting a little more accurate on the BPM would help with
beatmatching. [wasted]
18.39 Current MIDI Note Indicator
Is it possible to add a "note ID" mode to the feature request. [frenchy]
18.40 (Sample) Preview
I am considering buying a RS7000 as a old RM1x user. But, when I went over to the store to try it out (with my 100MB Akai Sampler ZIP disk), I noticed that there was
no option to prevew the samples on my ZIP disk before loading them into the RS7000's limited RAM! This is very annoying, and I sincerely HOPE they add this feature
(especially considering the fact that this machine can ONLY accept 128 local/128 global sample programs total!)
This is not very realistic for the practical musician. Because, for example, I have a drumkit of akai samples that consists of 140 sounds, and I have another bank of
synth/instrument samples that consists of 180 samples. 
How am I supposed to know Q: what the samples sound like if I can't load them into the RS7000 RAM? A: Adding the sample preview functionality would allow to load
only the samples that I need for the tracks/songs I am writing. [Eric Maines]

Would it be possible for yammaha to add to an OS upgrade the ability to listen or play a small amount of samples, midifiles and paterns before loading them. [Wayne
Thompson]
18.41 Relative (Tri-State) Mute Switches in Pattern Chain
Let me explain.
Mute memories contains data whether some channels should be muted or not, relative mute memories contains data which channels should be muted or unmuted.
Example:
You're working on a build-up in your song, and you have channels 1,8,9 and 10 running. You want to switch sections for fillins etc, and then immediatelly want to hear the
hihats after the fillin. Since you have only got 1 measure the time to switch back to the main section, it happens much that you hit the wrong channels to unmute. With a
relative mute memory, channels 3,5 and 16 will unmute (in my case), and there won't be any problems. I don't have to think, I just have to press one single button.
Mute memory #1:
chan 1 2 3 4 5: 
on on off on off
Relative mute memory #1: 
chan 1 2 3 4 5:
+ - + 
(+ = mute, - = unmute. Channels 3 and 4 would be unaffected.)
Mute memories won't work for me because I make other build-ups every session, one time I end up leaving chan 10 unmuted, and the other time not. Working with mute
memories, you have to know that chan 10 will become muted (or something), with relative mute memories, there will be no problems. As you can see, I only work live.
[TraiZor]
If I understand correctly, you would like a third state added to the mute/unmute switch in a mute memory: idle, or ignore. When a mute memory has a mute switch set to
idle for a given track, is simply ignores the current mute state of the track; it is not changed to either mute or unmute state. [RvdK]
18.42 Pattern Quantize
The highest Pattern Quantize setting is still "1 measure" isnt it?
I wish you could set it to quantize to "pattern" where it would switch sections after the last measure of the currently playing section. [frenchy]
| 10139|10036|2003-05-24 20:06:44|wasted/su700fan|RS7000 SCSI Loading/Saving Test Times. was Re: möderatø|

>>question about your setup:
>>what's the average loading/saving time
>>on a specific amount of data?
>>
>>thanks
>>Latif



>
>You mean regarding the SCSI CDROM/ZIP100 setup? Dunno off the top of 

my 

>head. Have to time a few saves/loads in the next few days and post the 

>result back to the list.
>
>FWIW, I don't know if other list members noticed/figured this out but 
>the 1,2,3,... numbers that count in the LED are seconds, which is sweet 

>when figuring out save/load times so you don't need a stopwatch or 
>second-hand.
>
>I will give you this though, the RS7000's saving/loading is much faster 

>than the SU700 was with its ASIB1 SCSI Option Board attached. For 
>example, my SAMPLES Volume on the SU700 loaded via ZIP100 (30.6MB) took 

>5 minutes 7 seconds, and nearly double that to save to ZIP100. The 

RS7k 

>was only a couple minutes. Let me import some samples in next day or 
>two (originally from SU700 volumes) and post the results.
>
>-- 
>wasted/su700fan

Sorry it has taken me 10 days to get the time to run the tests. Here's 
the results:

Test 1:
Importing a 7.54MB sample (drumsolo.wav) from SCSI CDR I had it burned 
to: 54 seconds
Saving this sample as a Style to ZIP100 (since the SCMS [p.21 manual] 
built into the RS7k doesn't allow Export of .wav directly): only 10 
seconds
Reloading that same Style with the sample via the ZIP100: also only 10 
seconds
Saving this Style/sample to 64MB SmartMedia: 23 seconds
Loading this Style/sample from 64MB SmartMedia: 20 seconds

Test 2:
Loading AUTOLD_2.R2A (+samples included via its associated .R3A) from 
the RS7000 Tools & Styles Sample CDROM that comes with it [approx. 3.85 
MB]: 33 seconds
Saving this as an ALL file to ZIP100: 120 seconds (2 minutes even)
Loading this ALL file from ZIP100: only 23 seconds to load it back
Saving this as an ALL file to 64MB SmartMedia: 52 seconds
Loading this ALL file from 64MB SmartMedia: 13 seconds

Take of these results what you will. My speculations: loading samples, 
Styles, and ALL files from SmartMedia and SCSI ZIP100 is quicker than 
from SCSI CDROM. Leading one to use the SCSI CDROM only for importing 
samples from specialty CDROMs in Yamaha A3k/Akai S1000 & S3000 format or 
bulk samples from your computer in .wav/.aif format burned to CDR. 

Other speculations: depending on the amount & size of samples and MIDI 
sequencing data, saving and loading rates can vary between whether SCSI 
ZIP or SmartMedia is the preferred method. From my 2 tests' results 
(hardly conclusive with such a small sample of testing), SCSI ZIP would 
probably be the preferred media for high MB size samples with low 
sequencing info (Test 1 results), whereas SmartMedia would more likely 
be preferred for low MB size samples but much more dense MIDI sequencing 
data.

*****Robert/Tom: Feel free to put these testing results in the update to 
the FAQ if you want.*****

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10140|10130|2003-05-24 23:46:28|Richard|Re: changing voices between sections?|
Just wanted to say thanks for helping out. I can have MUCH more fun 
with the RS now. I just learned how to hook up my Korg d1600 and use 
the faders and pan pots on that to control the RS, even record it 
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too! it just keeps getting better ;-)
RIP
| 10141|10036|2003-05-25 04:07:14|Latif|RS7000 SCSI Loading/Saving Test Times. was Re: möderatø|
thanks very much for the effort and time

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >>question about your setup:
> >>what's the average loading/saving time
> >>on a specific amount of data?
> >>
> >>thanks
> >>Latif
> >
> >You mean regarding the SCSI CDROM/ZIP100 setup? Dunno off the top 
of 
> my 
> >head. Have to time a few saves/loads in the next few days and 
post the 
> 
> >result back to the list.
> >
> >FWIW, I don't know if other list members noticed/figured this out 
but 
> >the 1,2,3,... numbers that count in the LED are seconds, which is 
sweet 
> 
> >when figuring out save/load times so you don't need a stopwatch or 
> >second-hand.
> >
> >I will give you this though, the RS7000's saving/loading is much 
faster 
> 
> >than the SU700 was with its ASIB1 SCSI Option Board attached. For 
> >example, my SAMPLES Volume on the SU700 loaded via ZIP100 (30.6MB) 
took 
> 
> >5 minutes 7 seconds, and nearly double that to save to ZIP100. 
The 
> RS7k 
> >was only a couple minutes. Let me import some samples in next day 
or 
> >two (originally from SU700 volumes) and post the results.
> >
> >-- 
> >wasted/su700fan
> 
> Sorry it has taken me 10 days to get the time to run the tests. 
Here's 
> the results:
> 
> Test 1:
> Importing a 7.54MB sample (drumsolo.wav) from SCSI CDR I had it 
burned 
> to: 54 seconds
> Saving this sample as a Style to ZIP100 (since the SCMS [p.21 
manual] 
> built into the RS7k doesn't allow Export of .wav directly): only 10 
> seconds
> Reloading that same Style with the sample via the ZIP100: also only 
10 
> seconds
> Saving this Style/sample to 64MB SmartMedia: 23 seconds
> Loading this Style/sample from 64MB SmartMedia: 20 seconds
> 
> Test 2:
> Loading AUTOLD_2.R2A (+samples included via its associated .R3A) 
from 
> the RS7000 Tools & Styles Sample CDROM that comes with it [approx. 
3.85 
> MB]: 33 seconds
> Saving this as an ALL file to ZIP100: 120 seconds (2 minutes even)
> Loading this ALL file from ZIP100: only 23 seconds to load it back
> Saving this as an ALL file to 64MB SmartMedia: 52 seconds
> Loading this ALL file from 64MB SmartMedia: 13 seconds
> 
> Take of these results what you will. My speculations: loading 
samples, 
> Styles, and ALL files from SmartMedia and SCSI ZIP100 is quicker 
than 
> from SCSI CDROM. Leading one to use the SCSI CDROM only for 
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importing 
> samples from specialty CDROMs in Yamaha A3k/Akai S1000 & S3000 
format or 
> bulk samples from your computer in .wav/.aif format burned to CDR. 
> 
> Other speculations: depending on the amount & size of samples and 
MIDI 
> sequencing data, saving and loading rates can vary between whether 
SCSI 
> ZIP or SmartMedia is the preferred method. From my 2 tests' 
results 
> (hardly conclusive with such a small sample of testing), SCSI ZIP 
would 
> probably be the preferred media for high MB size samples with low 
> sequencing info (Test 1 results), whereas SmartMedia would more 
likely 
> be preferred for low MB size samples but much more dense MIDI 
sequencing 
> data.
> 
> *****Robert/Tom: Feel free to put these testing results in the 
update to 
> the FAQ if you want.*****
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 10142|10142|2003-05-25 12:38:39|djlonnie2003|I need help my RS7000 !|
Is there anyone in chicago,IL or surrounding suburbs that can give 
me a one on one demostration of the Yamaha RS7000 ?
| 10143|10142|2003-05-25 12:50:33|Scott Kellogg|Re: I need help my RS7000 !|
I'm in Bloomington, IN. It's a bit of a hike, but maybe worth the 
trip. Megagrooves (http://www.megagrooves.com) is hosting a workshop 
and performance on Friday, 6/6. Artificial Intelligence, from 
Columbus, OH, will be demonstrating Traktor, and I am going to demo the 
RS7000. After that, we are going to have a tag-team performance 
featuring Reason, Live, and the RS7000.

Best,
Scott

On Sunday, May 25, 2003, at 01:28 PM, djlonnie2003 wrote:

> Is there anyone in chicago,IL or surrounding suburbs that can give
> me a one on one demostration of the Yamaha RS7000 ?
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ---------------------~-->
> Get A Free Psychic Reading! Your Online Answer To Life's Important 
> Questions.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Lj3uPC/Me7FAA/CNxFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10144|10144|2003-05-26 00:12:52|Mr. Barry|Suggestions for RECORDING|
I need some suggestions to find out what is needed to take music 
from my RS and burn it CD i.e., hardware and software....Thanks
| 10145|10145|2003-05-26 00:13:15|bernie_macd|resampled loopy loops on export|
Hi guys
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I have a problem when I resample lets say (kit & note)a one bar 4\4 
kick drum using the measure punch in and out which is then exported 
to a wav file. The problem is when I import into acid, wavelab or sx 
it is not a perfect loop the timing is all over the place i.e choking 
off,starting to early or not on the beat there seems to be a delay 
from when I press start\stop until the RS actually starts recording.
I have checked the sample using sample edit and the start\end points 
seem to be out surly in measure mode I should end up with a perfect 
loop every time.

Thanks for your time

Bernie
| 10146|10144|2003-05-26 01:01:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Suggestions for RECORDING|
On Monday 26 May 2003 06:21, Mr. Barry wrote:

> I need some suggestions to find out what is needed to
> take music from my RS and burn it CD i.e., hardware and
> software....Thanks

This SOS article may be of some help to you:
http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/jun01/articles/pcmusician0601.asp

- Robert
| 10147|10145|2003-05-26 01:38:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: resampled loopy loops on export|
On Monday 26 May 2003 01:11, bernie_macd wrote:

> Hi guys
>
> I have a problem when I resample lets say (kit & note)a
> one bar 4\4 kick drum using the measure punch in and out
> which is then exported to a wav file. The problem is when
> I import into acid, wavelab or sx it is not a perfect
> loop the timing is all over the place i.e choking
> off,starting to early or not on the beat there seems to
> be a delay from when I press start\stop until the RS
> actually starts recording. I have checked the sample
> using sample edit and the start\end points seem to be out
> surly in measure mode I should end up with a perfect loop
> every time.

Try the EXTRACT sample job on the sample before you export 
it. It's likely that the RS sampled some extra material 
before the start and after the end of the audible part of 
the sample. This job gets rid of this stuff.

- Robert
| 10148|10148|2003-05-26 13:02:50|Ronald Vonk (Roonan)|Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|
Hi,

For the Elektron group i've put a piece of my Live set online.

www.roonan.fiberworld.nl\Roonan-Demo-2003.mp3 (22,7mb)

All synth sounds are done with the internal sounds of the RS7000 so maybe
there are people interested here too.
The complete set is improvised like i always do and it is fresh material so
some pieces are not perfect, but that's also the beauty of it.
I work only with patterns and use sections only for breaks, not as song
building blocks.
The mayor sound changes are done with scene memories and volume fades are
done with an external controller (Kenton control freak)
I hope you'll enjoy it.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 10149|10148|2003-05-26 15:52:06|Scott Kellogg|Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|
Rockin' stuff! I love it! Got more live mp3? Bring it on!

I've got some stuff up at http://www.megagrooves.com/jams.html as 
"Scott Kellogg". I haven't heard it since I performed it, since 
Windows Media Player for Mac OS X won't play the .wax files.

/Scott

On Monday, May 26, 2003, at 02:05 PM, Ronald Vonk (Roonan) wrote:

> Hi,
>
> For the Elektron group i've put a piece of my Live set online.

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/jun01/articles/pcmusician0601.asp
http://www.megagrooves.com/jams.html


>
> www.roonan.fiberworld.nl\Roonan-Demo-2003.mp3 (22,7mb)
>
> All synth sounds are done with the internal sounds of the RS7000 so 
> maybe
> there are people interested here too.
> The complete set is improvised like i always do and it is fresh 
> material so
> some pieces are not perfect, but that's also the beauty of it.
> I work only with patterns and use sections only for breaks, not as song
> building blocks.
> The mayor sound changes are done with scene memories and volume fades 
> are
> done with an external controller (Kenton control freak)
> I hope you'll enjoy it.
>
> Grtz. Ronald.
>
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ---------------------~-->
> Get A Free Psychic Reading! Your Online Answer To Life's Important 
> Questions.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Lj3uPC/Me7FAA/CNxFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10150|10150|2003-05-26 18:16:13|Andrew Leonard|Filter Question|
Greetings,

I have a question regarding a sample I have running on my RS. Every time it 
is comes in after being in another section, the filter is set on LPF when it 
should be BPF. No matter how many times I have reset it, even though 
there's nothing in the editing screen, it still hangs onto LPF everytime I 
go back to it.

Thoughts?

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 10151|10144|2003-05-27 00:17:51|Mr. Barry|Re: Suggestions for RECORDING|
Ok, I got the software....what is suggested for hardware...what type 
of sound card...Delta 44 or is it even needed?...what sound card 
would you guys recommend for a true sound?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 26 May 2003 06:21, Mr. Barry wrote:
> > I need some suggestions to find out what is needed to
> > take music from my RS and burn it CD i.e., hardware and
> > software....Thanks
> 
> This SOS article may be of some help to you:
> http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/jun01/articles/pcmusician0601.asp
> 
> - Robert

| 10152|10144|2003-05-27 01:02:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Suggestions for RECORDING|
On Tuesday 27 May 2003 07:19, Mr. Barry wrote:

> Ok, I got the software....what is suggested for
> hardware...what type of sound card...Delta 44 or is it
> even needed?...what sound card would you guys recommend
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> for a true sound?

If you record via analog audio inputs into the PC, it's 
important that you get a card with good AD (audio to 
digital) converters. The M-audio delta cards do well in 
this regards.

Also, try to record in 24 bits if possible. If you're 
product is going to be put on audio CD, stick to the the 
44.1 kHz sample rate, or 88.2 if you have to. Afaik, the 
Delta's support all of this.

So yes, I think the Delta is a good choice. Note however 
that for true professional results you'll have to use a 
card with digi interfaces and get some standalone AD/DA 
converter unit. Very expensive!

- Robert
| 10153|10150|2003-05-27 05:31:29|mmittner|Re: Filter Question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" wrote:

> Greetings,
> 
> I have a question regarding a sample I have running on my RS. Every 

time it 

> is comes in after being in another section, the filter is set on LPF 

when it 

> should be BPF. No matter how many times I have reset it, even 

though 

> there's nothing in the editing screen, it still hangs onto LPF 

everytime I 

> go back to it.
> 
> Thoughts?

set the "hold" parameter to "on" (in the mixer screen, f4, afair)

-mike
| 10154|10148|2003-05-27 12:30:54|Ronald Vonk (Roonan)|Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|

> Subject: Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2
>
> Rockin' stuff! I love it! Got more live mp3? Bring it on!
>

Yes, i've got some cut up pieces from two Live sets on Vitaminic: (real
media and MP3)

http://stage.vitaminic.nl/main/roonan/all_tracks/

Enjoy!

Grtz. Ronald.
| 10155|10148|2003-05-27 23:58:23|Oscillator505|Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|
Great stuff Ronald, I like the mood and the style. The fact you pull this in
real time makes this a superb organic electronic performance/experience.

I'm impressed and inspired at the same time, I wish I was there to see it.

cheers
Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Ronald Vonk (Roonan)" <info@roonan.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
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Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2003 9:53 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2

> > Subject: Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2
> >
> > Rockin' stuff! I love it! Got more live mp3? Bring it on!
> >
>
> Yes, i've got some cut up pieces from two Live sets on Vitaminic: (real
> media and MP3)
>
> http://stage.vitaminic.nl/main/roonan/all_tracks/
>
> Enjoy!
>
> Grtz. Ronald.
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10156|10156|2003-05-28 12:58:11|closeshavestubble|illegal file|
Im Sitting here, Kinda Bummed out. Ive got a file that is 
labeled Autold1R2a, and Obviously it self loads; until now.....
it has been loading for 2 weeks now, however, suddenly....
it wont!!! 
Ive tried to load it by not using the autoload, but that wont 
work either.i tried to load my 64 patterns one at a time, but.. 
same Thing... illegal File..
This just happened , as i said, cause ive been loading
this 
File automatically for 2 weeks
I have 4 other files on the same card, and they load 
properly.i cant figure this out.
I need to retrieve my File, but Cant!! 
I went thru the 64 patterns to Fine tune them, Saved all to 
Autold12Ra, as i Usually do, but now, it wont reload.!!! HELP!! 

Help Help!!!!!!!
Closeshavestubble
and of course, Thank You..
| 10157|10157|2003-05-28 13:46:26|aldiri1|SM Card|
w-up everybody!

Can someone pls tell me how to make a quick duplication of the SM 
card? all data from one card onto another one.

thx.
| 10158|10157|2003-05-28 13:56:15|Scott Kellogg|Re: SM Card|
You could copy of all of the data to a PC or Mac with a USB 
card-reader, and then put the files on a new card.

/Scott

On Wednesday, May 28, 2003, at 02:30 PM, aldiri1 wrote:

> w-up everybody!
>
> Can someone pls tell me how to make a quick duplication of the SM
> card? all data from one card onto another one.
>
> thx.
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ---------------------~-->
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> Get A Free Psychic Reading! Your Online Answer To Life's Important 
> Questions.
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/Lj3uPC/Me7FAA/CNxFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10159|10157|2003-05-28 14:06:55|wildemar|Re: SM Card|
But PLEASE have that card formated by the RS - it needs to have the FAT16 Filesystem.

Wildemar

>
> You could copy of all of the data to a PC or Mac with a USB 
> card-reader, and then put the files on a new card.
>
> /Scott
>
> On Wednesday, May 28, 2003, at 02:30 PM, aldiri1 wrote:
>
> > w-up everybody!
> >
> > Can someone pls tell me how to make a quick duplication of the SM
> > card? all data from one card onto another one.
> >
> > thx.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ---------------------~-->
> > Get A Free Psychic Reading! Your Online Answer To Life's Important 
> > Questions.
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/Lj3uPC/Me7FAA/CNxFAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ---------------------------------------------------------------------
> > ~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10160|10156|2003-05-28 15:19:05|Latif|Re: illegal file|

> I went thru the 64 patterns to Fine tune them, Saved all to 
> Autold12Ra, as i Usually do, but now, it wont reload.!!! HELP!! 
> 

bummer dude, sounds like something went wrong
on the last save of that file.

you could try to backup what's on the card on
a computer.
reformat the card in the rs, and copy your
files back to the card.
but i'm afraid that file has corrupted.
sincerely don't hope so...

goodluck.
Latif
| 10161|10161|2003-05-28 16:22:56|msgentur|rs_user|
hell-o,

my name is gunter grosse

homebase germany

label hands

style industrial

page www.msgentur.de

used rm1x 

now rs7000 

hope to get some info about the effects on the single outs of aieb2

mfg gunter
| 10162|10161|2003-05-28 16:31:14|Latif|Re: rs_user|
there are no fx on the extra outputs.
these are dry outputs, so you can 
can control the dry signal better before adding
fx from where ever it is that you route these outs through.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "msgentur" wrote:
> hell-o,
> 
> my name is gunter grosse
> 
> homebase germany
> 
> label hands
> 
> style industrial
> 
> page www.msgentur.de
> 
> used rm1x 
> 
> now rs7000 
> 
> 
> hope to get some info about the effects on the single outs of aieb2
> 
> mfg gunter

| 10163|10163|2003-05-29 03:44:02|teacoun|How do you save volume settings?|
Hello,
I just got the RS7000 and I am having trouble saving the volume and 
master effect settings. I can save the actual patterns and styles 
but all of my mixer settings resets. Help needed immediately!
| 10164|10163|2003-05-29 03:46:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 11:41, teacoun wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Hello,
> I just got the RS7000 and I am having trouble saving the
> volume and master effect settings. I can save the actual
> patterns and styles but all of my mixer settings resets. 
> Help needed immediately!

Save as an All file, and load as an All+Sys to restore the 
master fx settings (as well as other system settings).

- Robert
| 10165|10163|2003-05-29 04:13:01|teacoun|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 29 May 2003 11:41, teacoun wrote:
> > Hello,
> > I just got the RS7000 and I am having trouble saving the
> > volume and master effect settings. I can save the actual
> > patterns and styles but all of my mixer settings resets. 
> > Help needed immediately!
> 
> Save as an All file, and load as an All+Sys to restore the 
> master fx settings (as well as other system settings).
> 
> - Robert

Hello,
I have tried saving as an All file and loading as an All+Sys file but 
my volume settings still reset. Is there anything that I am suppose 
to do while my file is still loaded such as record while the volume 
is set where I want it to be for a certain track or can I just turn 
the volume knob for a already recorded track and save right after?
| 10166|10163|2003-05-29 04:14:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:07, teacoun wrote:

>
> Hello,
> I have tried saving as an All file and loading as an
> All+Sys file but my volume settings still reset. 

What volume settings reset?
| 10167|10167|2003-05-29 04:15:51|teacoun|Help needed immediately|
Hello,
I am trying to save my volume settings. I am aware of saving them in 
All and loading in All+Sys but my mixer settings still manage to 
reset. Is their something I am supposed to do while my file is still 
uploaded such as record while my volume is set where I want it to be 
or can I just select a already recorded track, turn the volume knob, 
and save that expecting it to be there the next time?
| 10168|10163|2003-05-29 04:20:39|teacoun|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:07, teacoun wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> > I have tried saving as an All file and loading as an
> > All+Sys file but my volume settings still reset. 
> 
> What volume settings reset?

My track volume settings such as those viewable in the mixer.
| 10169|10163|2003-05-29 04:26:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:16, teacoun wrote:

>
> My track volume settings such as those viewable in the
> mixer.

These should not reset, even when saving/loading only a Pat 
file. Are you sure that you're loading the correct file?

As a test, create a new Pat file, set a track 1 volume to a 
specific value and save it under a new name as a Pat file. 
Switch off the RS (just to be sure), switch it on again and 
load that patt file. Check the volume.
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Are you sure you are not auto loading some other file?

- Robert
| 10170|10163|2003-05-29 04:27:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:16, teacoun wrote:

> My track volume settings such as those viewable in the
> mixer.

Or are you fiddling around with scene memories?
| 10171|10163|2003-05-29 04:42:59|teacoun|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:16, teacoun wrote:
> > My track volume settings such as those viewable in the
> > mixer.
> 
> Or are you fiddling around with scene memories?

I have never pressed the scene button since I purchased the RS7000.
| 10172|10172|2003-05-29 04:43:04|roctel2003|routing the fx of rs7000 to single-outs aieb2 i/o|
hell-o,

is their a way of routing the rs7000-fx
to the single-outs of the aieb2 i/o?

gunter
| 10173|10163|2003-05-29 04:43:09|teacoun|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:16, teacoun wrote:
> >
> > My track volume settings such as those viewable in the
> > mixer.
> 
> These should not reset, even when saving/loading only a Pat 
> file. Are you sure that you're loading the correct file?
> 
> As a test, create a new Pat file, set a track 1 volume to a 
> specific value and save it under a new name as a Pat file. 
> Switch off the RS (just to be sure), switch it on again and 
> load that patt file. Check the volume.
> 
> Are you sure you are not auto loading some other file?
> 
> - Robert

Okay, 
I turned on a file. I set the volume of track one for 127. I saved 
the file under the title AB as All and turned off the RS. Just to be 
safe, I turned off auto load by holding down "10" as I turned the 
RS7000 back on. I went to load and loaded AB up as All+sys and the 
everything was there but the track volume was still reseted back to 
100.
| 10174|10163|2003-05-29 05:41:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:35, teacoun wrote:

> Okay,
> I turned on a file. I set the volume of track one for
> 127. I saved the file under the title AB as All and
> turned off the RS. Just to be safe, I turned off auto
> load by holding down "10" as I turned the RS7000 back on.
> I went to load and loaded AB up as All+sys and the
> everything was there but the track volume was still
> reseted back to 100.

That's weird! I just tried it. Created a pattern with track 
volume 80 and saved as a Pat and All file. Both files 
loaded back fine.

Did you recently update the OS of your machine?
Maybe try a Factory Reset?

- Robert
| 10175|10172|2003-05-29 05:43:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: routing the fx of rs7000 to single-outs aieb2 i/o|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:35, roctel2003 wrote:
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> hell-o,
>
> is their a way of routing the rs7000-fx
> to the single-outs of the aieb2 i/o?

Nope. The fx outputs are hard-wired to the main outputs. The 
single outs are dry, dry, dry.

- Robert
| 10176|10163|2003-05-29 07:52:06|Latif|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
actually there's nothing you have to do at all,
besides just saving your work in any of the available formats.
tracksettings are never reset to a non-programmed state
unless controller data is written in the phrase itself which will set 
the settings to the value of the controller data, or midi reset is 
received, through midi input.
if none of the above applies to your situation,
and your unit is recently bought, make sure to update to the latest
os, and perform the os update exactly as stated in the readme files 
of the update.

Latif
enjoy sunshine!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "teacoun" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Thursday 29 May 2003 12:16, teacoun wrote:
> > >
> > > My track volume settings such as those viewable in the
> > > mixer.
> > 
> > These should not reset, even when saving/loading only a Pat 
> > file. Are you sure that you're loading the correct file?
> > 
> > As a test, create a new Pat file, set a track 1 volume to a 
> > specific value and save it under a new name as a Pat file. 
> > Switch off the RS (just to be sure), switch it on again and 
> > load that patt file. Check the volume.
> > 
> > Are you sure you are not auto loading some other file?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Okay, 
> I turned on a file. I set the volume of track one for 127. I 
saved 
> the file under the title AB as All and turned off the RS. Just to 
be 
> safe, I turned off auto load by holding down "10" as I turned the 
> RS7000 back on. I went to load and loaded AB up as All+sys and the 
> everything was there but the track volume was still reseted back to 
> 100.

| 10177|10163|2003-05-29 09:16:52|Oscar Finch|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
I don't mean to sound like a prick but ........ are you actually creating "original" phrases from scratch or using a combination of preset phrases supplied with the RS7000 on
purchase ? 
Got to knock out every possible cause of the problem here. 
Also check for CC track volume messages inserted into the phrase data itself ! 
Goodluck. 
OSCar

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10178|10172|2003-05-29 09:42:19|Latif|Re: routing the fx of rs7000 to single-outs aieb2 i/o|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "roctel2003" wrote:

> hell-o,
> 
> is their a way of routing the rs7000-fx
> to the single-outs of the aieb2 i/o?
> 
> gunter
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stop spamming, and read the posts :-)
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10162
| 10179|10179|2003-05-29 12:02:18|aldiri1|autoloading|
How do you set the RS to autoload the data from the Sm card? It does 
it automatically when I use the card w/ the presets but not with the 
card with my original material.

Thanks to all for the help.
| 10180|10179|2003-05-29 12:06:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: autoloading|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 17:38, aldiri1 wrote:

> How do you set the RS to autoload the data from the Sm
> card? It does it automatically when I use the card w/ the
> presets but not with the card with my original material.

Page 68 of the english manual. Second column. 5th line from 
the top. The section is called 'Auto Load', you can't miss 
it. ;)

- Robert
| 10181|10172|2003-05-29 12:25:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: routing the fx of rs7000 to single-outs aieb2 i/o|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 15:35, Latif wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "roctel2003" 

wrote:

> > hell-o,
> >
> > is their a way of routing the rs7000-fx
> > to the single-outs of the aieb2 i/o?
> >
> > gunter
>
> stop spamming, and read the posts :-)
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10162

Hmmm, two Gunters. ;)
Well maybe if he asks for the 3rd time, the fx *can* be 
routed to the sep. outputs. You never know...heh.

- Robert
| 10182|10163|2003-05-29 12:26:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How do you save volume settings?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 17:16, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Also check for CC track volume messages inserted into the
> phrase data itself !

Yes, but that would mean that he pressed the Play button 
before cheking, wouldn't it? Maybe the RS does a 
read-ahead? Never checked that.

- Robert
| 10183|10183|2003-05-29 12:51:50|welshemyr|media card readers|
I recently bought a media card reader and can transfer samples from 
my computer to the RS I can also get the files ive writen onto the 
computer but cannot find anything to read them. can anyone tell me a 
program which will or a way I can export my files in Wav or mp3 
fromat. I have acid and wavlaab and would like to be able to put my 
tunes onto these programs. 
I did try exporting the files ihn smf format but only cubase could 
read this and played the file with shit instruments can anyone help?
Cheers.
| 10184|10184|2003-05-29 13:46:39|irrelevanceuk|Memory check?|
Is there anyway of checking the amount of memory the rs7000 has 
fitted without opening it up? I might be buying second hand so it 
would be good to know how.

Thanks in advance :)
| 10185|10185|2003-05-29 13:46:51|jahjo88|aieb1 I/O board|
Hi, does anyone know where I can get the circuit board wirings for 
the aieb1 i/o board for an su700?
All ifo is greatly appreciated.
| 10186|10172|2003-05-29 13:47:23|msgentur@freakmail.de|Re: routing the fx of rs7000 to single-outs aieb2 i/o|
Hell-o latif, 

for i can�t read your humble answer please open your window and ..;) 

by the way thanx to robert van for info 
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gunter 

--- original Nachricht Ende ---- 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "roctel2003" wrote: 
> hell-o, 
> 
> is their a way of routing the rs7000-fx 
> to the single-outs of the aieb2 i/o? 
> 
> gunter 

stop spamming, and read the posts :-) 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10162 
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| 10187|10183|2003-05-29 13:53:42|Scott Kellogg|Re: media card readers|
I think that you will have to record your RS7000 songs into the audio
inputs of your PC. THen you can open the .wav file in Wavelab or what
have you.

/Scott

On Thu, May 29, 2003 at 01:36:32PM -0000, welshemyr wrote:
> I recently bought a media card reader and can transfer samples from 
> my computer to the RS I can also get the files ive writen onto the 
> computer but cannot find anything to read them. can anyone tell me a 
> program which will or a way I can export my files in Wav or mp3 
> fromat. I have acid and wavlaab and would like to be able to put my 
> tunes onto these programs. 
> I did try exporting the files ihn smf format but only cubase could 
> read this and played the file with shit instruments can anyone help?
> Cheers.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 10188|10183|2003-05-29 13:55:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: media card readers|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 15:36, welshemyr wrote:
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> I recently bought a media card reader and can transfer
> samples from my computer to the RS I can also get the
> files ive writen onto the computer but cannot find
> anything to read them. can anyone tell me a program which
> will or a way I can export my files in Wav or mp3 fromat.
> I have acid and wavlaab and would like to be able to put
> my tunes onto these programs.
> I did try exporting the files ihn smf format but only
> cubase could read this and played the file with shit
> instruments can anyone help? Cheers.

Not sure if I understand correctly. You want the RS to 
produce WAV files? What exactly is it that you're after?

- Robert
| 10189|10184|2003-05-29 14:17:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory check?|
On Thursday 29 May 2003 20:54, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> Is there anyway of checking the amount of memory the
> rs7000 has fitted without opening it up? I might be
> buying second hand so it would be good to know how.

Press Shift+Utility.
It's the Wave memory you're after.

Note that buying 2nd hand RAM will most likely end up in bad 
RAM problems. The RS needs very specific type of SIMMS. See 
the faq on this.

- Robert
| 10190|10190|2003-05-29 14:26:11|djlonnie2003|I need help with my RS 7000 !|
Is there anyone in chicago,IL or surrounding suburbs that can give 
me a one on one demostration of the Yamaha RS7000 ?
| 10191|10183|2003-05-29 14:30:38|wildemar|Re: media card readers|
Man, you're really new to this are you ... cant blame you though, its ok.

Here's the Deal:

What you want is Audio - 
what the RS delivers is MIDI.

Imagine Audio as sort of a photo of music - that is the actual real life represantation of your sounds. It will always sound 
the same, no matter on which platform you play it.
MIDI however is more of a description of music - this note at that time and so forth. Its like a structural plan that exists in 
text form, describing how your music shall sound, meaning sth like: play track one with a piano sound. No specific 
comment however is made on how exactly the piano shoule sound. So the output will vary from platform to platform.
Thats why cubase will play other sounds than the RS. It simply doesnt know how the RS would play it (this is simplified, 
but u get the idea)

So as Scott Kellogg already stated, you'll have to actually record what comes out of the RS's outputs to use those 
sounds in Acid (Why would you wanna do this anyway? - there's virtually nothing you couldnt do with the RS itself)

This might help you get a grip of what MIDI is (its great, I can tell you that ;-):
http://www.harmony-central.com/MIDI/Doc/doc.html

Takes a while to grasp but ... ehr ...
:-)

Wildemar

Am 29.05.2003 15:36:32, schrieb "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk>
> Datum: Thu, 29 May 2003 13:36:32 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] media card readers
>
> I recently bought a media card reader and can transfer samples from
> my computer to the RS I can also get the files ive writen onto the
> computer but cannot find anything to read them. can anyone tell me a
> program which will or a way I can export my files in Wav or mp3
> fromat. I have acid and wavlaab and would like to be able to put my
> tunes onto these programs.
> I did try exporting the files ihn smf format but only cubase could
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> read this and played the file with shit instruments can anyone help?
> Cheers.

| 10192|10183|2003-05-29 15:33:05|Scott Kellogg|Re: media card readers|

> So as Scott Kellogg already stated, you'll have to actually record what comes out of the RS's outputs to use those 
> sounds in Acid (Why would you wanna do this anyway? - there's virtually nothing you couldnt do with the RS itself)

I suppose I should have switched on my verbose mode, eh? I'll try that
next time. I'm a recovering lurker.

/Scott
| 10193|10185|2003-05-29 23:37:03|jahjo88|aieb1 I/O board|
Hi, does anyone have an aieb1 i/o board wiring set that they are 
willing to sell?
| 10194|10185|2003-05-30 04:31:51|Oscar Finch|Re: aieb1 I/O board|
Hope you aren't planning on using it with the RS7000 the AIEB1 does not work with it. It is only SU700 and A3000 compatible. 
Apart from which it's afar noisier device than the much improved AIEB2 interface.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10195|10185|2003-05-30 05:21:50|Ian Vine|Re: aieb1 I/O board|
Don't know where you are located, but this sort of thing can be bought from Yamaha service centres. I think they're listed on the website. I have bought several parts from
the uk centre for dropped bits of kit and replacement batteries. Prices were very resonable.

IanV

jahjo88 <gbrown@viig.org> wrote:
Hi, does anyone have an aieb1 i/o board wiring set that they are 
willing to sell?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10196|10145|2003-05-30 06:18:29|BrnMcdn@aol.com|Re: resampled loopy loops on export|
Thanks robert much obliged

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10197|10197|2003-05-30 06:18:34|welshemyr|Rs in Wales|
Just wondering if theres anyone in the south wales (UK) area with an 
RS. Im a new user and am getting the hang of it. bUt id like to meet 
up with someone who knows the machione a bit better.
Cheers.
| 10198|10198|2003-05-30 06:54:14|Alex|looping track|
hi, i want to lay a looping track on a channel so it plays a note on the start of the pattern and it continues looping without having an attack.

I want it to keep all in the same section.

What i've tried (in step record mode) is creating a 1 measure track and inserting a round note and then tieing this note with itself (F2)... but RS always plays the attack of
the note when it gets at the begining of the pattern.... (can't the first note of a pattern be tied???)
another solution would be setting a very large track (256+ measures) and tieing each note to the last.

I would like to aviod setting release to max, as when you press stop on the sequencer, the sound would not stop.

is there something i'm missing or this is not possible??

alex.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10199|10198|2003-05-30 07:55:37|Oscar Finch|Re: looping track|
Page 243 RS7000 manual. 
What you have done is corrct in the step sequencing portion of the phrase. 
You have made the mistake of using the sample in FORWARD mode and not ATK+ LOOP . 
ATK+LOOP allows the sample to play from it's initial attack point to it's end then loop from the defined loop startpoint to the end for the full duration of a midi note on
message. I would suggest keeping the sample loop point at samples end and setting the loop start after the attack faze of the sample and where the sound reaches it's
maximum sustain point. 
You may however need to adjust the end point to achieve a perfectly sustaining glitch free loop point ...but yes what you want to achieve is definately possible. 
Cheers 
OSCar (aka FaX)

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10200|10197|2003-05-30 12:25:19|wildemar|Re: Rs in Wales|

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk>
> Datum: Fri, 30 May 2003 12:10:56 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Rs in Wales
>
> Im a new user and am getting the hang of it. bUt id like to meet
> up with someone who knows the machione a bit better.
> Cheers.

Well, here we are ;-)
they actually ... :-/

Wildemar
| 10201|10183|2003-05-31 04:27:42|SampleJockey Groover|Re: media card readers|
correct, with the extra i/o board ya can do it digital!. i do it. its 
great.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> I think that you will have to record your RS7000 songs into the 
audio
> inputs of your PC. THen you can open the .wav file in Wavelab or 
what
> have you.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> On Thu, May 29, 2003 at 01:36:32PM -0000, welshemyr wrote:
> > I recently bought a media card reader and can transfer samples 
from 
> > my computer to the RS I can also get the files ive writen onto 
the 
> > computer but cannot find anything to read them. can anyone tell 
me a 
> > program which will or a way I can export my files in Wav or mp3 
> > fromat. I have acid and wavlaab and would like to be able to put 
my 
> > tunes onto these programs. 
> > I did try exporting the files ihn smf format but only cubase 
could 
> > read this and played the file with shit instruments can anyone 
help?
> > Cheers.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >
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| 10202|10202|2003-05-31 04:37:26|pman|rs7000 buttons sometimes fail|
hi all rs7000 lovers,

I got some bad news. I bring my 2 rs7000's and rm1x all over th aplce. i got
them mounted in a case surrounded with at least 3 cm foam all around. i got
the untis strapped with belts (like small seatbelts). this works
perfectly...

now 1 of my rs7000 (the newest one) had a prob 3 times now.. when i power it
up.. the complete lower part of the button panel doesnt respond at all..
this happend to me the first time while seting up my life setup... i was
getting it warm very fast you can imagine... i though maybe its just a loose
contact.. so i pressed a few times somewhere between track 8 button and
pitch on an empty spot.. and voila it works again... so this happend 3 times
already!!! im retuning this unit.. but it doesnt make me feel good about
overall stability of the unit... but i was disapointed already by the fake
plastic case... paint is comming off also....

cant we get a light alluminium case with some extra bars to make it stable?
someone knows a company willing to make them?! yamaha?! kenston?!

Warm greetingz,
SJ-Groover
| 10203|10202|2003-05-31 11:48:06|claytonh_ehs|Re: rs7000 buttons sometimes fail|
I've had the same exact thing happen w/my rs. 

Sometimes on my unit the sample edit button, loop remix and 
sample start/stop buttons don't respond when pressed. If the 
front of the unit is slightly raised then the buttons respond no 
problem.

I brought it in to be serviced and the technician said he couldn' t 
find anything wrong with it. Yet still, every once in a while I have 
the same exact problem. It is frustrating to say the least.

I've run the factory test and the results for panel switches come 
back NG. Its probably some intermittent connection failure with 
some of the wiring - but the unit functions ok otherwise.

--C.
| 10204|10204|2003-06-01 15:48:30|manos_karas|Patchname script Please|
Hello from Greece
My name is Manos 
I have RS7000 and i run it with (Virus, Xl-7, An200, RN1x, Cubase 
sx, Ableton live, Xv88, Supernova )
But i need Cubase Sx Patchname script and in this group
in files folder you can see it but if you download it you will see
the CRC checking errors

If someone has the patchnamescript please send it to the following 
Email digilab@otenet.gr

Thank you
| 10205|10204|2003-06-02 01:31:16|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Patchname script Please|
Use Winrar 3.x.
Winrar 2.x isn´t compatible.

Why the hell didn´t i just zip it ?

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: manos_karas [mailto:digilab@otenet.gr] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 1. Juni 2003 22:48
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Patchname script Please

Hello from Greece
My name is Manos 
I have RS7000 and i run it with (Virus, Xl-7, An200, RN1x, Cubase 
sx, Ableton live, Xv88, Supernova )
But i need Cubase Sx Patchname script and in this group
in files folder you can see it but if you download it you will see
the CRC checking errors

If someone has the patchnamescript please send it to the following 
Email digilab@otenet.gr

Thank you 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10206|10198|2003-06-02 02:05:19|Alex|Re: looping track|
thanx a lot! i knew there was something i was missing :) :) :)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Oscar Finch 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2003 3:55 PM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] looping track

Page 243 RS7000 manual. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10207|10185|2003-06-02 10:56:39|jahjo88|aieb1 I/O board|
Thanks guys for the info you sent the other day.
However, I was wondering if anybody has any experience with the AIEB2 
board on the SU700? Some say it's not compatible, others say it will 
work. I'm not sure as to which opinion I should follow. I recently 
acquired a RM1x & SU700, so I'm a newbie at these machines.
| 10208|10183|2003-06-02 15:04:41|wildemar|Re: media card readers|
Wait a minute:
You could resample all your loops done with the RS and then export those to SM card.
That might be closer to what you'd initially wanted ... if you dont have the Digital outs, thats the way to avoid gain (the 
signal beeing to low or distorted) problems that might occur when recording into the PC via the analog way.

If you have the Digital outs however, its better to use those for recording into the PC (if it has a digital in of course!!! ;-) 
as SampleJockey Groover and Scott suggested.

Have Phun
Wildemar

Am 31.05.2003 12:27:40, schrieb "SampleJockey Groover" <pman@home.nl>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "SampleJockey Groover" <pman@home.nl>
> Datum: Sat, 31 May 2003 10:27:40 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: media card readers
>
>
>
>
> correct, with the extra i/o board ya can do it digital!. i do it. its
> great.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > I think that you will have to record your RS7000 songs into the
> audio
> > inputs of your PC. THen you can open the .wav file in Wavelab or
> what
> > have you.
> >
> > /Scott
> >
> > On Thu, May 29, 2003 at 01:36:32PM -0000, welshemyr wrote:
> > > I recently bought a media card reader and can transfer samples
> from
> > > my computer to the RS I can also get the files ive writen onto
> the
> > > computer but cannot find anything to read them. can anyone tell
> me a
> > > program which will or a way I can export my files in Wav or mp3
> > > fromat. I have acid and wavlaab and would like to be able to put
> my
> > > tunes onto these programs.
> > > I did try exporting the files ihn smf format but only cubase
> could
> > > read this and played the file with shit instruments can anyone
> help?
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> > > Cheers.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > >
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
> Click Here!
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10209|10148|2003-06-03 00:15:49|goodald|Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|

> Rockin' stuff! I love it! Got more live mp3? Bring it on!
> 
> I've got some stuff up at http://www.megagrooves.com/jams.html as 
> "Scott Kellogg". I haven't heard it since I performed it, since 
> Windows Media Player for Mac OS X won't play the .wax files.
> 
> /Scott

finally listened to your set.. nice :) takes a little while to ge 
going but i like it!
| 10210|10185|2003-06-03 05:04:23|Ian Vine|Re: aieb1 I/O board|
From Yamaha's uk web site

"The board can be installed by the user within 5 minutes and all ribbon connecting cables are supplied. It should be noted that the AIEB2 is NOT compatible with the A
series samplers or the SU700."

I did think the aieb2 could be switched to an aieb1 mode. I guess not

IanV

jahjo88 <gbrown@viig.org> wrote:
Thanks guys for the info you sent the other day.
However, I was wondering if anybody has any experience with the AIEB2 
board on the SU700? Some say it's not compatible, others say it will 
work. I'm not sure as to which opinion I should follow. I recently 
acquired a RM1x & SU700, so I'm a newbie at these machines.
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10211|10148|2003-06-03 06:02:39|Scott Kellogg|Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|

> finally listened to your set.. nice :) takes a little while to ge 
> going but i like it!

Thanks! I've got another show coming up on Friday that I'll put online.
I'm being somewhat obstinate about improvising everything, but I think that
the performances will get steadier when I learn more about the rs7k.

/Scott
| 10212|10212|2003-06-03 07:01:50|Clifford White|patch editor and wav browser or sample manager|
Hello all

I recently acquired an RS7000 and am loving it. I do however have a 
few burning questions for any seasoned users out there, namely:

1. Does there exist a PC/Windows patch editor/librarian for use with 
the RS7000? I have already checked out some of the most established 
software titles for this (i.e. I think I looked at several including 
Sound Quest etc etc) but they were all notably missing the RS7000 in 
the listing... (oh dear)

2. I am currenly porting my samples from PC to RS via a smartmedia 
card and reader, which seems to work OK (although predictably 
the 'hot swapping' of cards causes my PC a USB freezeup - hey ho). My 
question here though is - is it possible to transfer samples from the 
PC to RS via MIDI? If not, I also have a Adaptec SCSI card in my PC 
too - will this work??? If any of you think it will I may nip out and 
buy a long enough cable (although I suspect that it will not because 
my hard drive is IDE).

3. WAV Browser - this might sound crazy but I cannot find a decent 
piece of software for browsing my WAV files on PC before transferring 
them over to the RS!!! I have been on the hunt for a decent WAV 
browser that would let me audition sounds WHILST USING A MIDI 
KEYBOARD and guess what? None exists. Sure I've found lots that let 
me step through the sounds using the up down arrow keys, but what 
kind of an audition is this for a WAV? You've got to be able to PLAY 
IT (man)...

Thanks in advance to any of you who answer (I would like to think you 
are all too busy making music on the RS to respond!!!)

Clifford
| 10213|6185|2003-06-03 07:45:04|bilterfucht|TWE|
Just a short question: Does using the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor?) give a 
lot of advantage for creating sounds on the RS or does it just cover 
all the functions that are also accesseable (?) via the RS-menu's?
| 10214|10214|2003-06-03 10:34:53|Mike Mitchell|(no subject)|
Hi i was just wondering if anyone can Help.I am interested in selling my rs7000 and wondering which magazine should i advertise it on or where is the best soloution for
a quick sale.i am looking to sell it for £550-£600, months old.rarely used ,hope you can give me help thanks .
Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10215|10212|2003-06-03 11:53:33|Latif|Re: patch editor and wav browser or sample manager|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford White" wrote:

> Hello all
> 
> I recently acquired an RS7000 and am loving it. I do however have a 
> few burning questions for any seasoned users out there, namely:
> 
> 1. Does there exist a PC/Windows patch editor/librarian for use 

with 

> the RS7000? I have already checked out some of the most established 
> software titles for this (i.e. I think I looked at several 

including 

> Sound Quest etc etc) but they were all notably missing the RS7000 

in 
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> the listing... (oh dear)

There's no such program for the RS simply because
there are no real synth parameters to edit, besides
all parameters that are standard CC controllers ;-)

> 
> 2. I am currenly porting my samples from PC to RS via a smartmedia 
> card and reader, which seems to work OK (although predictably 
> the 'hot swapping' of cards causes my PC a USB freezeup - hey ho). 

My 

> question here though is - is it possible to transfer samples from 

the 

> PC to RS via MIDI? If not, I also have a Adaptec SCSI card in my PC 
> too - will this work??? If any of you think it will I may nip out 

and 

> buy a long enough cable (although I suspect that it will not 

because 

> my hard drive is IDE).

No support for midi-sample support, SCSI will work
on a pc equiped with the correct compatible SCSI 
drive/card/software/platform.

> 
> 3. WAV Browser - this might sound crazy but I cannot find a decent 
> piece of software for browsing my WAV files on PC before 

transferring 

> them over to the RS!!! I have been on the hunt for a decent WAV 
> browser that would let me audition sounds WHILST USING A MIDI 
> KEYBOARD and guess what? None exists. Sure I've found lots that let 
> me step through the sounds using the up down arrow keys, but what 
> kind of an audition is this for a WAV? You've got to be able to 

PLAY 

> IT (man)...

hmmmm, don't know a browser that can do that
usually i't's done from within audiosoftware
anyway, looking at a library of your own that you know
you wouldbe able to tell the difference between a
one-shoot/ a loop/ or a pitchable sample??
without even auditioning it.

but anyway, try a google search, maybe something intteresting will 
showup?

> 
> Thanks in advance to any of you who answer (I would like to think 

you 

> are all too busy making music on the RS to respond!!!)
> 
> Clifford

greets, Latif
| 10216|10212|2003-06-03 12:11:34|wildemar|Re: patch editor and wav browser or sample manager|
Am 03.06.2003 14:53:43, schrieb "Clifford White" <info@21stcentury.co.uk>:

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "Clifford White" <info@21stcentury.co.uk>
> Datum: Tue, 03 Jun 2003 12:53:43 -0000
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> Betreff:[RS7000] patch editor and wav browser or sample manager
>
> Hello all
>
> 3. WAV Browser - this might sound crazy but I cannot find a decent
> piece of software for browsing my WAV files on PC before transferring
> them over to the RS!!! I have been on the hunt for a decent WAV
> browser that would let me audition sounds WHILST USING A MIDI
> KEYBOARD and guess what? None exists. Sure I've found lots that let
> me step through the sounds using the up down arrow keys, but what
> kind of an audition is this for a WAV? You've got to be able to PLAY
> IT (man)...
>
> Clifford

Theres a program out called 'Live' thats used for playing samples, well live ;-)
Dont know if thats what you're looking for, but it might help ...

Wildemar
| 10217|10217|2003-06-03 13:19:41|Margaret Micklethwaite|Re: |
Hi Mike,
Could be interested in RS . Already have one, thinking about second for live use.Does yours have extra memory, and outputs added ? Whereabouts are you? I am in W.
Yorks. Could you mail me your tel. no. or give me a ring on 01535 603062 anytime.
Cheers,
Sam

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Mike Mitchell 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 5:34 PM
Subject: [RS7000] 

Hi i was just wondering if anyone can Help.I am interested in selling my rs7000 and wondering which magazine should i advertise it on or where is the best
soloution for a quick sale.i am looking to sell it for £550-£600, months old.rarely used ,hope you can give me help thanks .
Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10218|10218|2003-06-03 14:54:35|okoyemaya|How to slice|
I hardly used samples till now ( just primitive way- right BPM and 
buliding the rest to it). Experimented today,using the manual but 
without that much success.
I got some nice loops CDs that I want to use. So how to import them 
to RS ? I put them on the card ( as wav) on pc but RS does not see 
them, should they be aiffs?. Since I do not have digital input I do 
not want to just record them through analog inputs, prefere cutting 
them with Cooledit and save to the card. So first how to import them. 
Then I suppose I should slice them so that they will adjust to the 
tempo of the song (if I change it). 
One of my ready songs sounds obviously better while 10bpm faster, 
There are only 2 samples (loops) there. When I sliced one it worked 
fine, I could change the tempo and the song do sound better but the 
second loop disappeared ( I guess one of the slices overwrites it). 
Hope somebody can explain that.
Okoyemaya
| 10219|10212|2003-06-03 14:59:02|okoyemaya|Re: patch editor and wav browser or sample manager|
I think it is a great idea, to use LIVE for it. Very smart. Will do 
it myself right now. What can be better then checking them samples 
out in real "li(v)fe".
Okoyemaya
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am 03.06.2003 14:53:43, schrieb "Clifford White" :
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "Clifford White" 
> > Datum: Tue, 03 Jun 2003 12:53:43 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] patch editor and wav browser or sample manager
> >
> > Hello all
> >
> > 3. WAV Browser - this might sound crazy but I cannot find a 
decent
> > piece of software for browsing my WAV files on PC before 
transferring
> > them over to the RS!!! I have been on the hunt for a decent WAV
> > browser that would let me audition sounds WHILST USING A MIDI
> > KEYBOARD and guess what? None exists. Sure I've found lots that 
let
> > me step through the sounds using the up down arrow keys, but what
> > kind of an audition is this for a WAV? You've got to be able to 
PLAY
> > IT (man)...
> >
> > Clifford
> 
> Theres a program out called 'Live' thats used for playing samples, 
well live ;-)
> Dont know if thats what you're looking for, but it might help ...
> 
> Wildemar

| 10220|10212|2003-06-03 15:16:03|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: patch editor and wav browser or sample manager|
I think some mod trackers have this kind of feature, "mod plug", or "mod tracker", do a search on those, should be able to get ahold of some free ones. Try a sound font
editor too instead of a wav editor may help, they use virtual keyboards & midi control too and all that crazy stuff, but might be limited to your Sound Cards memory for
how many samples can load into a sound font at one time.

Zam

In a message dated 6/3/2003 1:11:29 PM Eastern Standard Time, wildemar@freakmail.de writes:

> > 3. WAV Browser - this might sound crazy but I cannot find a decent
> > piece of software for browsing my WAV files on PC before transferring
> > them over to the RS!!! I have been on the hunt for a decent WAV
> > browser that would let me audition sounds WHILST USING A MIDI
> > KEYBOARD and guess what? None exists. Sure I've found lots that let
> > me step through the sounds using the up down arrow keys, but what
> > kind of an audition is this for a WAV? You've got to be able to PLAY
> > IT (man)...
> >
> > Clifford
> 
> Theres a program out called 'Live' thats used for playing samples, well live ;-)
> Dont know if thats what you're looking for, but it might 
> help ...

| 10221|10221|2003-06-03 15:33:41|Latif|yihoooo, Yamaha Germany replies!|
After sending a urgent request
through form on yamaha customer support site
i get a positive reply from Germany:

Dear Mr. xxxxxxxxx,

1/>The parameters [SEND VAR TO DELAY] & [SEND VAR TO REVERB]
in 'Variation Parameter' settings are NOT style specific 
as they're supposed to be... meaning if i use one of these 
parameters in style 1 the parameter will NOT be reset 
(internally) to default position 000 (or to value programmed 
in style) in style 2.
They will show up with the correct settings on screen but 
internally they will sound to the last position they 
were set to. ???!!!<
----------

I checked it and I think you are right.
It seems to be a bug.
I don't know if it not discovered.
But of course we will forward it to Japan, 
if product manager confirms the bug.

-----------
2/>Another really essential (not bug) 'must have' for live use 
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is the [PATTERN QUANTIZE] parameter in System 1/4 
this one must be able to be set to 'STYLE LENGHT' 
as quantize switch!
Please do something about this quickly i really need 
these two things to be fixed for live usage of my RS<

-------------

I think this is a good feature request and I'ii forward it to product
manager of RS7000.

Bei weiteren Fragen wenden Sie sich bitte an die YAMAHA HOTLINE.
Sie erreichen uns in der Zeit von 9:00 - 17:00... 
and then blablabla

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
YAMAHA MUSIC CENTRAL EUROPE GmbH

-H O T L I N E-

Latif :-)
| 10222|10222|2003-06-03 16:15:12|djlonnie2003|I'm selling my Yamaha RS 7000 !|
Interested in buying a Yamaha RS 7000 or no someone who is ?
go to www.ebay.com here is the item number so that it is easy to find.

Yamaha RS 7000 Production Studio 
Item # 2535019723
| 10223|10212|2003-06-04 01:09:38|Oscillator505|Re: patch editor and wav browser or sample manager|
Have you tried using Acid? It allows you to browse and play samples nicely
IMO.

PS
You didn't say anything about the not so cheap applications :)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

>
> >
> > 3. WAV Browser - this might sound crazy but I cannot find a decent
> > piece of software for browsing my WAV files on PC before
> transferring
> > them over to the RS!!! I have been on the hunt for a decent WAV
> > browser that would let me audition sounds WHILST USING A MIDI
> > KEYBOARD and guess what? None exists. Sure I've found lots that let
> > me step through the sounds using the up down arrow keys, but what
> > kind of an audition is this for a WAV? You've got to be able to
> PLAY
> > IT (man)...
>
> hmmmm, don't know a browser that can do that
> usually i't's done from within audiosoftware
> anyway, looking at a library of your own that you know
> you wouldbe able to tell the difference between a
> one-shoot/ a loop/ or a pitchable sample??
> without even auditioning it.
>
> but anyway, try a google search, maybe something intteresting will
> showup?
>

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 10:52 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: patch editor and wav browser or sample manager

| 10224|10224|2003-06-04 01:09:45|George Brown|Re: |
try ebay.
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Mike Mitchell 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 12:34 PM
Subject: [RS7000] 

Hi i was just wondering if anyone can Help.I am interested in selling my rs7000 and wondering which magazine should i advertise it on or where is the best
soloution for a quick sale.i am looking to sell it for £550-£600, months old.rarely used ,hope you can give me help thanks .
Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10225|10225|2003-06-04 04:40:38|flipspoon2003|Q700 Question|
Can the Q700 do reatime midi effects like rs7000? Grove quantize, 
delay, midi comp?

cheers for comments.
Steve
| 10226|10226|2003-06-04 04:50:22|flipspoon2003|test|| 10227|10225|2003-06-04 05:12:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Q700 Question|
On Wednesday 04 June 2003 12:38, flipspoon2003 wrote:

> Can the Q700 do reatime midi effects like rs7000? Grove
> quantize, delay, midi comp?

Oh yes. You get very detailed groove quantize with 100 
preset templates as well as a user template. You get clock 
shifting, gate time tweaking and velocity processing (rate 
and offset; that's your compressor). And you get detailed 
transpose stuff (drum table, transpose, inversion transpose 
and open harmony).

Besides the above, each pattern track has a Scale Time and 
Beat Shift feature.

There's no midi delay.

- Robert
| 10228|10228|2003-06-04 13:43:14|om_audio|RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some probs 
getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for MTC 
frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in the 
manual that I could find- thanks. 

Om
| 10229|10228|2003-06-04 13:51:51|Latif|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
When using RS and Reason
i have the RS in patternmode
and slave Reason to incoming midi sync (not MTC)
it runs smooth and tight.

don't know about song-mode maybe someone else here
uses that config....?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some 
probs 
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> getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for MTC 
> frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in the 
> manual that I could find- thanks. 
> 
> Om

| 10230|10228|2003-06-04 14:12:15|om_audio|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
If I just use Reason it is great- I slave Reason and can use the bar 
locator knob on the RS and Reason moves it's play head in sync- even 
in pattern chain. But Acid won't sync to clock- only MTC- 

This all came about because Acid just got updated and now has Rewire 
support- so I'd like to use all 3 at same time. Ideally I'd like 
Acid/Reason slaved to RS and to be able to adjust bar location in 
Chain or Song mode and have Acid/Rsn follow- but RS does not send MTC 
and Acid does not sync to MC (so SPP etc are out I think)

So to answer my own question partially I have to make Acid the master-
but it is not starting the RS or locating properly- thust the 
framerate question- thanks

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> When using RS and Reason
> i have the RS in patternmode
> and slave Reason to incoming midi sync (not MTC)
> it runs smooth and tight.
> 
> don't know about song-mode maybe someone else here
> uses that config....?
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some 
> probs 
> > getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for 
MTC 
> > frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in 
the 
> > manual that I could find- thanks. 
> > 
> > Om

| 10231|10228|2003-06-04 14:27:30|Latif|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
Yeah the prob is RS doesn't send MTC
unfortunatly.
And strange that they left out MMC sync from Acid...
maybe you should take a look at this site
as posted by another rs7000.org user:
http://www.midisolutions.com

they have nice devices, i think maybe the 
clockbox would solve the problem.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> If I just use Reason it is great- I slave Reason and can use the 
bar 
> locator knob on the RS and Reason moves it's play head in sync- 
even 
> in pattern chain. But Acid won't sync to clock- only MTC- 
> 
> This all came about because Acid just got updated and now has 
Rewire 
> support- so I'd like to use all 3 at same time. Ideally I'd like 
> Acid/Reason slaved to RS and to be able to adjust bar location in 
> Chain or Song mode and have Acid/Rsn follow- but RS does not send 
MTC 
> and Acid does not sync to MC (so SPP etc are out I think)
> 
> So to answer my own question partially I have to make Acid the 
master-
> but it is not starting the RS or locating properly- thust the 
> framerate question- thanks
> 
> Om
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > When using RS and Reason
> > i have the RS in patternmode
> > and slave Reason to incoming midi sync (not MTC)
> > it runs smooth and tight.
> > 
> > don't know about song-mode maybe someone else here
> > uses that config....?
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > > Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some 
> > probs 
> > > getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for 
> MTC 
> > > frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in 
> the 
> > > manual that I could find- thanks. 
> > > 
> > > Om

| 10232|10228|2003-06-04 17:26:20|Scott Kellogg|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
I haven't used Acid in a long time (well, that was the Dead show in '91
...), but IIRC you can use MIDI Clock Sync. This morning I had Reason 2.5
slaved to my RS via MIDI clock sync. You need to select your MIDI
interface that is receiving clock from the RS in "Advanced MIDI". Then
light the "external" lamp on the transport control. I've found that Reason
is a great sound design tool for making loops, one-shots, and waveforms,
which can then be imported into the RS via Smart Media.

Hope this helps. Please ask if you need more detail.

Best,
Scott
aka Glaive

On Wed, Jun 04, 2003 at 07:43:06PM -0000, om_audio wrote:
> Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some probs 
> getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for MTC 
> frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in the 
> manual that I could find- thanks. 
> 
> Om
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 10233|10228|2003-06-04 17:26:28|Scott Kellogg|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
You might want to check out Ableton Live. It does most of what Acid does,
and then some.

/Scott

On Wed, Jun 04, 2003 at 08:10:41PM -0000, om_audio wrote:
> If I just use Reason it is great- I slave Reason and can use the bar 
> locator knob on the RS and Reason moves it's play head in sync- even 
> in pattern chain. But Acid won't sync to clock- only MTC- 
> 
> This all came about because Acid just got updated and now has Rewire 
> support- so I'd like to use all 3 at same time. Ideally I'd like 
> Acid/Reason slaved to RS and to be able to adjust bar location in 
> Chain or Song mode and have Acid/Rsn follow- but RS does not send MTC 
> and Acid does not sync to MC (so SPP etc are out I think)
> 
> So to answer my own question partially I have to make Acid the master-
> but it is not starting the RS or locating properly- thust the 
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> framerate question- thanks
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > When using RS and Reason
> > i have the RS in patternmode
> > and slave Reason to incoming midi sync (not MTC)
> > it runs smooth and tight.
> > 
> > don't know about song-mode maybe someone else here
> > uses that config....?
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > > Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some 
> > probs 
> > > getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for 
> MTC 
> > > frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in 
> the 
> > > manual that I could find- thanks. 
> > > 
> > > Om
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 10234|10228|2003-06-04 18:34:03|om_audio|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
Thanks for all the responses- 

Latif- hehe- I was the one who posted about Midi Solutions- I will 
look at that again- I love the router I have from them- I will also 
email SF and request MMC etc. for future update. I wonder if there is 
a chance in hell an RS update will include MTC transmission? Would be 
nice.

Ableton Live- of course- I *will* look into that- I really love using 
Reason/RS where the RS master and a knob controls song position- 
computer becomes much friendlier to me as I don't have to mess with 
it as much etc. If I could achieve this with Live it would be a step 
in the right direction- but I love the Chopper in Acid so darn much- 
duplicate drum track- delete data- drag bits from chopper to new 
track- turn new track volume down a little- copy/paste slice 
groupings and bam- dynamic drums happening so fast!

I'll update you on my progress-

Thanks again one and all!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> You might want to check out Ableton Live. It does most of what 
Acid does,
> and then some.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> On Wed, Jun 04, 2003 at 08:10:41PM -0000, om_audio wrote:
> > If I just use Reason it is great- I slave Reason and can use the 
bar 
> > locator knob on the RS and Reason moves it's play head in sync- 
even 
> > in pattern chain. But Acid won't sync to clock- only MTC- 
> > 
> > This all came about because Acid just got updated and now has 
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Rewire 
> > support- so I'd like to use all 3 at same time. Ideally I'd like 
> > Acid/Reason slaved to RS and to be able to adjust bar location in 
> > Chain or Song mode and have Acid/Rsn follow- but RS does not send 
MTC 
> > and Acid does not sync to MC (so SPP etc are out I think)
> > 
> > So to answer my own question partially I have to make Acid the 
master-
> > but it is not starting the RS or locating properly- thust the 
> > framerate question- thanks
> > 
> > Om
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > When using RS and Reason
> > > i have the RS in patternmode
> > > and slave Reason to incoming midi sync (not MTC)
> > > it runs smooth and tight.
> > > 
> > > don't know about song-mode maybe someone else here
> > > uses that config....?
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 
wrote:
> > > > Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having 
some 
> > > probs 
> > > > getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices 
for 
> > MTC 
> > > > frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info 
in 
> > the 
> > > > manual that I could find- thanks. 
> > > > 
> > > > Om
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >

| 10235|10228|2003-06-04 18:34:55|om_audio|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
...but we still don't know if there is a particular frame rate the RS 
prefers to see- or if it even matters. Anyone? Maybe a question for 
Yamaha- 

Om
| 10236|10228|2003-06-04 22:35:27|Latif|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
This is a specific question
that can only be answered by Yamaha yes.
But my guess is since there's no adjustment for it
it's auto selecting.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> ...but we still don't know if there is a particular frame rate the 
RS 
> prefers to see- or if it even matters. Anyone? Maybe a question for 
> Yamaha- 
> 
> Om

| 10237|10237|2003-06-05 02:59:01|flipspoon2003|rs7000 midi sequencing|
Hi can i do simple linear sequencing on this unit? Can i select midi 
channel for a track simply hit record and record piano for 5 minutes 
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or so (any bar length restriction?)Then trigger external my sound 
module with my sequence.(dont need internal sounds of this unit).
Are the realtime midi even events more advanced than qy700?
what is maximum notes for midi performance(memory)and maximum midi 
tracks?

thanks for any comments-
| 10238|10148|2003-06-05 05:27:13|introvert_the|Re: Demo Live set RS7000 + Machinedrum + Kaosspad 2|
Hey Ronald, it ROCKS! 

Thanks for sharing, wish I could hear it live!

/Mikael

Electronica with passion - 
http://www.ampcast.com/TheIntrovert

> For the Elektron group i've put a piece of my Live set online.
> 
> www.roonan.fiberworld.nl\Roonan-Demo-2003.mp3 (22,7mb)

| 10239|10228|2003-06-05 06:22:26|mmittner|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
as far as i have understood, you already can sync reason to the rs. 
can't you run acid as a rewire slave to reason? then reason should do 
the midi sync and acid should be synced via rewire.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some 
probs 
> getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for MTC 
> frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in the 
> manual that I could find- thanks. 
> 
> Om

| 10240|10240|2003-06-05 07:03:37|Rob Blue|Are the sounds in the motif same as RS7K?....|
Does anyone here own a yamaha motif?Im wondering if the sounds in it 
are any different than those of the RS7000.I have been looking for 
some better "bread n butter" sounds (i.e strings and Orc sounds).
| 10241|10240|2003-06-05 07:43:28|okoyemaya|Re: Are the sounds in the motif same as RS7K?....|
They are different, the soundengine is different, it is the real 
synth, one of the most flexible on the market, more editing 
possibilities etc.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> Does anyone here own a yamaha motif?Im wondering if the sounds in 
it 
> are any different than those of the RS7000.I have been looking for 
> some better "bread n butter" sounds (i.e strings and Orc sounds).

| 10242|10240|2003-06-05 08:48:35|tompaulsen2002|Re: Are the sounds in the motif same as RS7K?....|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> They are different, the soundengine is different, it is the real 
> synth, one of the most flexible on the market, more editing 
> possibilities etc.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> > Does anyone here own a yamaha motif?Im wondering if the sounds in 
> it 
> > are any different than those of the RS7000.I have been looking 

for 

> > some better "bread n butter" sounds (i.e strings and Orc sounds).

The soundengine is still AWM2 but the MOTIF offers you more parameter 
to change sounds. And yes it is one of the most flexible digital 
ROMplers on the market. The MOTIFrack offers IMHO a bit more 
synthesis possibilities and is a great companion for the RS.
| 10243|10240|2003-06-05 09:41:01|Oscar Finch|Re: Are the sounds in the motif same as RS7K?....|
I'm with Tom on this one. 
1) the Mo'Rack has double the polyphony. 
2)it has 2 more insert effects 
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3)it has pro spec'd reverb algorithms 
4)PLG board compatibility 
5)editing software and a full AWM2 synthesis engine 
6)The RS7000 gives you the 20 knob control surface the Motif doesn't. 
7)The RS7000 has a fantastic GRID record mode which alas the Motif does not support. The Mo' only has 
step , realtime and overdub but no grid mode what so ever. 
In all reality the RS + Mo'Rack in many respects is the better option if you don't find the lack of multi-sampling a big issue.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10244|10228|2003-06-05 13:46:25|om_audio|Re: RS7000 MTC frame rate?|
Yes I thought of that- but apps with Rewire are either Mixer (master) 
or Slave and Acid is only Mixer which means it controls other Rewire 
apps and can have midi/audio routed from those apps into a bus in 
Acid. Thanks- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> as far as i have understood, you already can sync reason to the rs. 
> can't you run acid as a rewire slave to reason? then reason should 
do 
> the midi sync and acid should be synced via rewire.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Working with Acid and Reason along with the RS7000- having some 
> probs 
> > getting them working/synced together- Acid has many choices for 
MTC 
> > frame rates- is there a particular one the RS needs? No info in 
the 
> > manual that I could find- thanks. 
> > 
> > Om

| 10245|10245|2003-06-05 23:44:23|mmugglebee|Here's the question...|
I have a motif fully loaded with 64 mb simms. I have 2 yamaha 
professional studio library cd's for the A5000. hOW DO i LOAD the 
samples from the CD's onto a smart media card and then into the Motif?
It may seem real simple to some but I'm having great 
difficulty.Please help....I need to get my sleep! Thank you all for 
answering!
| 10246|10246|2003-06-05 23:45:25|djlonnie2003|Yamaha Rs 7000 for sale @ ebay.com !|
Interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 or know someone who is 
go to www.ebay.com it has no reserve price.
The item number is 2535019723.
| 10247|10247|2003-06-06 02:27:25|om_audio|Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:|
I placed the patch script in the proper directory in SX but Midi 
Device Mgr does not show it as an option to install- any ideas as to 
how I can solve this issue? The script file looks fine in Notepad- 

Om 

Win2k 
SX 1.0.5.61
| 10248|10248|2003-06-06 02:44:32|om_audio|FCB1010 sysex editor complete!|
For those of you who use the Behringer FCB1010 midi foot controller 
here is good news:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/fcb1010_sysex_tool/?yguid=134556859

Om
| 10249|10247|2003-06-06 03:43:33|Latif|Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:|
the correct folder:
\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha

you sure it's there?
if you did put it there, the option for installing
is in MIDI Device Manager not Device setup.
Installing it is as easy as 1,2,3.
just take a close look in the list of devices.
After selecting it from the list, close the manager
and select the RS from midi out selector for the 
track your working on.
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I placed the patch script in the proper directory in SX but Midi 
> Device Mgr does not show it as an option to install- any ideas as 
to 
> how I can solve this issue? The script file looks fine in Notepad- 
> 
> Om 
> 
> Win2k 
> SX 1.0.5.61

| 10250|10247|2003-06-06 04:30:15|om_audio|Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:|
Yes correct dir, yes definitely there, yes Midi Device Manager- I can 
see options from other scripts I see in the same directory as the 
RS7000 script- I am using the script from the files section: 

Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 
Cubase SX Template plus patchscript 1.1 16 KB wthor23 
09/22/2002 

Strange!

Thanks Latif- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> the correct folder:
> \Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha
> 
> you sure it's there?
> if you did put it there, the option for installing
> is in MIDI Device Manager not Device setup.
> Installing it is as easy as 1,2,3.
> just take a close look in the list of devices.
> After selecting it from the list, close the manager
> and select the RS from midi out selector for the 
> track your working on.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > I placed the patch script in the proper directory in SX but Midi 
> > Device Mgr does not show it as an option to install- any ideas as 
> to 
> > how I can solve this issue? The script file looks fine in Notepad-

> > 
> > Om 
> > 
> > Win2k 
> > SX 1.0.5.61

| 10251|10247|2003-06-06 05:07:51|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:|
With another ´customer´ ;) I had the issue that Cubase 1.05 wouldn´t
recocgnize new scripts. Downdate to 1.03, then install, then reupdate
had worked for him.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Freitag, 6. Juni 2003 12:30
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:

Yes correct dir, yes definitely there, yes Midi Device Manager- I can 
see options from other scripts I see in the same directory as the 
RS7000 script- I am using the script from the files section: 

Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 
Cubase SX Template plus patchscript 1.1 16 KB wthor23 
09/22/2002 
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Strange!

Thanks Latif- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> the correct folder:
> \Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha
> 
> you sure it's there?
> if you did put it there, the option for installing
> is in MIDI Device Manager not Device setup.
> Installing it is as easy as 1,2,3.
> just take a close look in the list of devices.
> After selecting it from the list, close the manager
> and select the RS from midi out selector for the 
> track your working on.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > I placed the patch script in the proper directory in SX but Midi 
> > Device Mgr does not show it as an option to install- any ideas as 
> to 
> > how I can solve this issue? The script file looks fine in Notepad-

> > 
> > Om 
> > 
> > Win2k 
> > SX 1.0.5.61
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| 10252|10247|2003-06-06 07:11:45|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:|
Another thing is, maybe it´s because Steinberg changed the location of
the script folder with 1.05.
Maybe it works too if you put it in the new location. Should look like
(don´t have the english Windows ver, translation might be faulty; guess
you assume..) C:\documents and settings\username\Application
Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: WThor [mailto:wthor@gmx.de] 
Gesendet: Freitag, 6. Juni 2003 13:08
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: AW: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:
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With another ´customer´ ;) I had the issue that Cubase 1.05 wouldn´t
recocgnize new scripts. Downdate to 1.03, then install, then reupdate
had worked for him.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Freitag, 6. Juni 2003 12:30
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:

Yes correct dir, yes definitely there, yes Midi Device Manager- I can 
see options from other scripts I see in the same directory as the 
RS7000 script- I am using the script from the files section: 

Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 
Cubase SX Template plus patchscript 1.1 16 KB wthor23 
09/22/2002 

Strange!

Thanks Latif- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> the correct folder:
> \Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha
> 
> you sure it's there?
> if you did put it there, the option for installing
> is in MIDI Device Manager not Device setup.
> Installing it is as easy as 1,2,3.
> just take a close look in the list of devices.
> After selecting it from the list, close the manager
> and select the RS from midi out selector for the 
> track your working on.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > I placed the patch script in the proper directory in SX but Midi 
> > Device Mgr does not show it as an option to install- any ideas as 
> to 
> > how I can solve this issue? The script file looks fine in Notepad-

> > 
> > Om 
> > 
> > Win2k 
> > SX 1.0.5.61
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 10253|10247|2003-06-06 12:34:44|om_audio|Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:|
Yes that was it! The old location still has scripts folders etc.- I 
guess the upgrades do not remove them- pretty messy way to do it- as 
if computers don't get cluttered enough with leftovers etc.

Thanks, and maybe this will save someone time in the future!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> Another thing is, maybe it´s because Steinberg changed the location 
of
> the script folder with 1.05.
> Maybe it works too if you put it in the new location. Should look 
like
> (don´t have the english Windows ver, translation might be faulty; 
guess
> you assume..) C:\documents and settings\username\Application
> Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: WThor [mailto:wthor@g...] 
> Gesendet: Freitag, 6. Juni 2003 13:08
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: AW: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:
> 
> 
> With another ´customer´ ;) I had the issue that Cubase 1.05 wouldn´t
> recocgnize new scripts. Downdate to 1.03, then install, then 
reupdate
> had worked for him.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@h...] 
> Gesendet: Freitag, 6. Juni 2003 12:30
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Cubase SX/RS7000 patch script prob:
> 
> 
> Yes correct dir, yes definitely there, yes Midi Device Manager- I 
can 
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> see options from other scripts I see in the same directory as the 
> RS7000 script- I am using the script from the files section: 
> 
> Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar 
> Cubase SX Template plus patchscript 1.1 16 KB wthor23 
> 09/22/2002 
> 
> Strange!
> 
> Thanks Latif- 
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > the correct folder:
> > \Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha
> > 
> > you sure it's there?
> > if you did put it there, the option for installing
> > is in MIDI Device Manager not Device setup.
> > Installing it is as easy as 1,2,3.
> > just take a close look in the list of devices.
> > After selecting it from the list, close the manager
> > and select the RS from midi out selector for the 
> > track your working on.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > > I placed the patch script in the proper directory in SX but 
Midi 
> > > Device Mgr does not show it as an option to install- any ideas 
as 
> > to 
> > > how I can solve this issue? The script file looks fine in 
Notepad-
> 
> > > 
> > > Om 
> > > 
> > > Win2k 
> > > SX 1.0.5.61
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3313099.4604523.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
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032144:HM/A=1595056/R=0/SIG=124fv1soh/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutait
ak
> enattogyo?YH=3313099&yhad=1595056> Click Here! 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=244522.3313099.4604523.1261774/D=egrou
> pmail/S=:HM/A=1595056/rand=278314019> 
> 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10254|10254|2003-06-06 12:44:16|wildemar|Boy, I miss my Band!|
Sorry I'm wining to you, but who else than fellow musicians would understand ... 

I'm sitting here, writing one (not so) cool Riff after another and still ... the Songs wont flow. Nothing works!
I mean getting an idea for a track is easy but writing a song just doesnt work (anymore).
And it Sucks! Bad!!!

The thing is: When we had that band (that split up :-( ), I wrote songs like crazy, had no probs whatsoever. because 
there always was someone to give you feedback. Somone to inspire you or help you out when youre stuck. And most 
importantly, everyone could concentrate on their thing (guitar in my case).

Now I have to do Guitar, Bass, Drums, Voice/Lyrix, Synth and Samples all by myself, thats 6-7 x the work I did before!
Thats a real downer, I tell you.

First I thought: Hey, no prob! At least now noone will interfere and I can do what the hell *I* want. But bollocks! I'm 
experimanting less than ever, just because I'm afraid I could get lost in the process. Wrong aproach I know. The worst 
thing is, now I'm interupting myself constanly, telling myself "thats not good enough, dude! lacks drive / emotion / hook 
/ whatever"

Sorry I'm bothering you with this ... but maybe it'll get better just by telling it to someone. Thanks for reading this - or not 
reading this :-)

On that subject:
Anyone here living in Oldenburg (Germany)? I'll be moving there in October, and I WILL start a new band there. So 
anyone interested please contact me. Even if you have never played in a band before, dont matter! Gender, dont 
matter! Musical Preferences, dont matter (well ... ;-). Important thing is you're the right one, we come along well and 
inspire each other. I'd be happy to even just find one person.

Thx for indulging me
Wildemar

PS: CONTACT ME! :-)
| 10255|10254|2003-06-06 15:01:01|okoyemaya|Re: Boy, I miss my Band!|
Let people hear what you do, friends,family,and of course fellow 
musicians. Maybe a drummer can drop by play/program something. One 
man productions even at highest levels tend to be narrow. No surprise 
that there are so many succseful productions are team work like Sly & 
Robbie or even in the supercommercial stuff like "Snap" ( not for me 
to really listen to but undoubtedly well/pro done in its genre). Even 
if I could play a part better I prefer someone else to contribute to 
avoid narrowness of just one mind, heart etc. Maybe you want even use 
it in the end but at least it will take you somewhere else.
My remedy, if it is not happenning just go out, hang out, sit by the 
river or ocean, etc, etc, then get back to your RS
It mostly works for me.--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar 
wrote:

> Sorry I'm wining to you, but who else than fellow musicians would 
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understand ... 

> 
> I'm sitting here, writing one (not so) cool Riff after another and 

still ... the Songs wont flow. Nothing works!

> I mean getting an idea for a track is easy but writing a song just 

doesnt work (anymore).

> And it Sucks! Bad!!!
> 
> The thing is: When we had that band (that split up :-( ), I wrote 

songs like crazy, had no probs whatsoever. because 

> there always was someone to give you feedback. Somone to inspire 

you or help you out when youre stuck. And most 

> importantly, everyone could concentrate on their thing (guitar in 

my case).

> 
> Now I have to do Guitar, Bass, Drums, Voice/Lyrix, Synth and 

Samples all by myself, thats 6-7 x the work I did before!

> Thats a real downer, I tell you.
> 
> First I thought: Hey, no prob! At least now noone will interfere 

and I can do what the hell *I* want. But bollocks! I'm 

> experimanting less than ever, just because I'm afraid I could get 

lost in the process. Wrong aproach I know. The worst 

> thing is, now I'm interupting myself constanly, telling 

myself "thats not good enough, dude! lacks drive / emotion / hook 

> / whatever"
> 
> Sorry I'm bothering you with this ... but maybe it'll get better 

just by telling it to someone. Thanks for reading this - or not 

> reading this :-)
> 
> On that subject:
> Anyone here living in Oldenburg (Germany)? I'll be moving there in 

October, and I WILL start a new band there. So 

> anyone interested please contact me. Even if you have never played 

in a band before, dont matter! Gender, dont 

> matter! Musical Preferences, dont matter (well ... ;-). Important 

thing is you're the right one, we come along well and 

> inspire each other. I'd be happy to even just find one person.
> 
> Thx for indulging me
> Wildemar
> 
> PS: CONTACT ME! :-)

| 10256|10254|2003-06-06 17:28:28|Latif|Re: Boy, I miss my Band!|
dude hehehe :-)
if you really enjoy musical companionship, just
find like minded musicians in your area.
be it electronic artist or acoustic
or both :-)

I spent lots of time with fellow musicians
(good friends actually) until i really had to go my way
working on my own, works best for me.
but i did many jams,experiments, and gigs with friends
or just hanging out together, and talking about music :)



anyway, don't let it get to you, if you're not a 'loner'
then collaborate.

peace man
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Sorry I'm wining to you, but who else than fellow musicians would 
understand ... 
> 
> I'm sitting here, writing one (not so) cool Riff after another and 
still ... the Songs wont flow. Nothing works!
> I mean getting an idea for a track is easy but writing a song just 
doesnt work (anymore).
> And it Sucks! Bad!!!
> 
> The thing is: When we had that band (that split up :-( ), I wrote 
songs like crazy, had no probs whatsoever. because 
> there always was someone to give you feedback. Somone to inspire 
you or help you out when youre stuck. And most 
> importantly, everyone could concentrate on their thing (guitar in 
my case).
> 
> Now I have to do Guitar, Bass, Drums, Voice/Lyrix, Synth and 
Samples all by myself, thats 6-7 x the work I did before!
> Thats a real downer, I tell you.
> 
> First I thought: Hey, no prob! At least now noone will interfere 
and I can do what the hell *I* want. But bollocks! I'm 
> experimanting less than ever, just because I'm afraid I could get 
lost in the process. Wrong aproach I know. The worst 
> thing is, now I'm interupting myself constanly, telling 
myself "thats not good enough, dude! lacks drive / emotion / hook 
> / whatever"
> 
> Sorry I'm bothering you with this ... but maybe it'll get better 
just by telling it to someone. Thanks for reading this - or not 
> reading this :-)
> 
> On that subject:
> Anyone here living in Oldenburg (Germany)? I'll be moving there in 
October, and I WILL start a new band there. So 
> anyone interested please contact me. Even if you have never played 
in a band before, dont matter! Gender, dont 
> matter! Musical Preferences, dont matter (well ... ;-). Important 
thing is you're the right one, we come along well and 
> inspire each other. I'd be happy to even just find one person.
> 
> Thx for indulging me
> Wildemar
> 
> PS: CONTACT ME! :-)

| 10257|10245|2003-06-06 19:21:10|wildemar|Re: Here's the question...|
Hi there :-)

Quickly:

Step 1
Buy a SmartMedia Card Reader/Writer.

Step 2
Connect it to your computer. Install drivers (if necessary)

Step 3
Put a SmartCard in the Reader/Writer and Copy the Files you want to it.

Step 4
Remove the card from the Reader/Writer ('eject' it correctly with the appropriate Windows function, just to make sure 
the files are intact) and insert it into the Motif.

Step 5
Load the appropriate data into the Unit.

I dont know if the Motif is compatible with the A5000 Fileformat (the RS is not), so if these CD's are in this format only 
you may not be able to use them. But with .wav and .aiff files this will work.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


***********************************
**** Note to everyone: ****
***********************************
Get a Smartcardreaderwriter and stop asking these questions. Sorry, but the FAQ mentions those readers quite a few 
times and its basic.
You might want to read it again. You have read the FAQ, havent you ... ;-)

Wildemar

Am 06.06.2003 05:24:51, schrieb "mmugglebee" <mmugg@aol.com>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "mmugglebee" <mmugg@aol.com>
> Datum: Fri, 06 Jun 2003 03:24:51 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Here's the question...
>
>
>
> I have a motif fully loaded with 64 mb simms. I have 2 yamaha
> professional studio library cd's for the A5000. hOW DO i LOAD the
> samples from the CD's onto a smart media card and then into the Motif?
> It may seem real simple to some but I'm having great
> difficulty.Please help....I need to get my sleep! Thank you all for
> answering!

| 10258|10254|2003-06-06 19:21:10|wildemar|Re: Boy, I miss my Band!|
Am 07.06.2003 01:28:26, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> Datum: Fri, 06 Jun 2003 23:28:26 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Boy, I miss my Band!
>
>
>
> dude hehehe :-)
> if you really enjoy musical companionship, just
> find like minded musicians in your area.

Great Tip! :-\ Why didnt I think of that ...
Sorry man, but as I said, I'll be moving in October (Oldenburg people ... can you hear me?). Theres no use finding 
people NOW. It wouldnt last, so for me its useless that way. I dont need one-songs-stands, what I need is a BAND.
The word itself implies a steady connection. *steady* is the magic medicine, but what steadiness can you achieve in 4 
months?

> anyway, don't let it get to you, if you're not a 'loner'
> then collaborate.

If life just were that simple. But God needs to be entertained ...
| 10259|10254|2003-06-07 00:08:58|George Brown|Re: Boy, I miss my Band!|
I can feel you. I used to play in local bands. I used to play trumpet.
Now, I'm into electronic music, mostly groove boxes.
It appears as if you're trying to do everything in a day. It doesn't work
that way. You rarely can make platinum hits in just a few hours. It is just
too much to be done - compositions, recording, mixing, marketing, legals,
etc., etc., etc.
If anything, do some tracks today then check them again about a week or so
later. Let your head get clear for a while, then resume.
I hope all works out for you.
Peace.

----- Original Message -----
From: "wildemar" <wildemar@freakmail.de>
To: "RS7000 Group" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 6:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Boy, I miss my Band!

> Sorry I'm wining to you, but who else than fellow musicians would
understand ...
>
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> I'm sitting here, writing one (not so) cool Riff after another and still
... the Songs wont flow. Nothing works!
> I mean getting an idea for a track is easy but writing a song just doesnt
work (anymore).
> And it Sucks! Bad!!!
>
> The thing is: When we had that band (that split up :-( ), I wrote songs
like crazy, had no probs whatsoever. because
> there always was someone to give you feedback. Somone to inspire you or
help you out when youre stuck. And most
> importantly, everyone could concentrate on their thing (guitar in my
case).
>
> Now I have to do Guitar, Bass, Drums, Voice/Lyrix, Synth and Samples all
by myself, thats 6-7 x the work I did before!
> Thats a real downer, I tell you.
>
> First I thought: Hey, no prob! At least now noone will interfere and I can
do what the hell *I* want. But bollocks! I'm
> experimanting less than ever, just because I'm afraid I could get lost in
the process. Wrong aproach I know. The worst
> thing is, now I'm interupting myself constanly, telling myself "thats not
good enough, dude! lacks drive / emotion / hook
> / whatever"
>
> Sorry I'm bothering you with this ... but maybe it'll get better just by
telling it to someone. Thanks for reading this - or not
> reading this :-)
>
> On that subject:
> Anyone here living in Oldenburg (Germany)? I'll be moving there in
October, and I WILL start a new band there. So
> anyone interested please contact me. Even if you have never played in a
band before, dont matter! Gender, dont
> matter! Musical Preferences, dont matter (well ... ;-). Important thing is
you're the right one, we come along well and
> inspire each other. I'd be happy to even just find one person.
>
> Thx for indulging me
> Wildemar
>
> PS: CONTACT ME! :-)
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>

| 10260|10260|2003-06-07 00:09:23|djlonnie2003|Yamaha RS7000 for sale!|
Interested in buying a Yamaha RS 7000 or no someone who is ?
go to www.ebay.com here is the item number so that it is easy to find.

Yamaha RS 7000 Production Studio 
Item # 2535019723
| 10261|10261|2003-06-07 05:31:44|Latif|OT: anyone here own a Novation ReMote 25?|
Does anyone here own and use
the Novation ReMote 25?
ifso is it possible to program sysex commands 
to it's controller knobs?
I think i'm gonna get one.

Latif
| 10262|9379|2003-06-07 06:34:03|Mike Mitchell|RS 7000 For Sale|
Hi I have a RS 7000 For Sale £550.UK Sale Only .6 Months old near used .Still has guarantee.No extras Must Go Soon.Need the Money.Thanks Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10263|9434|2003-06-07 06:37:44|Mike Mitchell|RS 7000 For Sale!|
Hi I have a RS 7000 For Sale £550.UK Sale Only .6 Months old never used .Still has guarantee.No extras Must Go Soon.Need the Money.Thanks Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 10264|10264|2003-06-08 08:34:57|faxorgy|Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
Time to move on .....
Nothing to drastic. Need to really focus my efforts on my demo work 
and landing a deal this year. I'm not getting any younger and well 
for me atleast time is a thief.
So I just wanted to firstly say what a great bunch of people you all 
are and have been. A big thankyou too you all for sharing your 
love ,passion and enthusiasm for life ,music ,laughter and all things 
RS7000 related.
Good luck to all of you in whatever it is your heart desires.
It's time for me to pull my finger out and focus 200% on my musical 
pursuits - hey all I can do is give it my best shot so why not.
To Latif ,Robert ,Tom ,Okeyemaya ,Oddbods and anybody else I have 
forgot to mention(you all know who you are) ;-).Thanks for all the 
fun times.
I'm still a keeper with the RS7000 don't you fear.
I hope I have been of some assistance to many of you over the past 
year with regards to making music on the RS7000.
Keep it real . Keep the vibe alive.
I'll be in my studio thinking of you all and working hard.
Thanks for all the INSPIRATION.
If I get anything released you'll all be given big credits in the 
liner notes (and thats a promise).
What a fantastic net community or (should I really say family).
Much love and best wishes to each and every one of you.
Be the good little vegemites I know you all can be.
No need to reply.
I'll be unsubscribing myself after posting this.
Once again , Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou :-D
It's hard to explain but I've got to block out all distractions and 
do this one special thing just for ME (if that doesn't sound to 
selfish).
May God the Universe or whatever you believe in guide you in truth 
always.
My kindest regards and deepest respect always to each and everyone of 
you.
If I may just sign out with these last few words.

Outside the snow is falling
In my heart a voice is calling
Time to end the story
Turn and walk away
Remember ,that we were brilliant creatures
Flaming creatures for a fleeting moment in a dream
And life goes on
I'll cry tomorrow maybe
But tonight I'm gonna dance

See you in the soup ;-)
warmest regards ,
OSCar (aka FaX)
| 10265|10264|2003-06-08 09:44:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
Oscar, I wish you all the luck in the world for your musical 
career. I'm sorry to hear you left the group. We'll miss 
you and your contributions!

Hope you hear from you again in the future.

Cheers!
Robert
| 10266|10264|2003-06-08 10:10:29|okoyemaya|Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
Thanks for your time,now you and the music deserve it even more. Glad 
to hear you want to go for it fully. You have tremendous backing from 
all of us, and we all wait for the music. Enjoy and let us know when 
can we hear it.
Mucha suerte, ache y bendicion de Olofin para ti y tu familia 
Oscarito!
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Time to move on .....
> Nothing to drastic. Need to really focus my efforts on my demo work 
> and landing a deal this year. I'm not getting any younger and well 
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> for me atleast time is a thief.
> So I just wanted to firstly say what a great bunch of people you 
all 
> are and have been. A big thankyou too you all for sharing your 
> love ,passion and enthusiasm for life ,music ,laughter and all 
things 
> RS7000 related.
> Good luck to all of you in whatever it is your heart desires.
> It's time for me to pull my finger out and focus 200% on my musical 
> pursuits - hey all I can do is give it my best shot so why not.
> To Latif ,Robert ,Tom ,Okeyemaya ,Oddbods and anybody else I have 
> forgot to mention(you all know who you are) ;-).Thanks for all the 
> fun times.
> I'm still a keeper with the RS7000 don't you fear.
> I hope I have been of some assistance to many of you over the past 
> year with regards to making music on the RS7000.
> Keep it real . Keep the vibe alive.
> I'll be in my studio thinking of you all and working hard.
> Thanks for all the INSPIRATION.
> If I get anything released you'll all be given big credits in the 
> liner notes (and thats a promise).
> What a fantastic net community or (should I really say family).
> Much love and best wishes to each and every one of you.
> Be the good little vegemites I know you all can be.
> No need to reply.
> I'll be unsubscribing myself after posting this.
> Once again , Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou :-D
> It's hard to explain but I've got to block out all distractions and 
> do this one special thing just for ME (if that doesn't sound to 
> selfish).
> May God the Universe or whatever you believe in guide you in truth 
> always.
> My kindest regards and deepest respect always to each and everyone 
of 
> you.
> If I may just sign out with these last few words.
> 
> Outside the snow is falling
> In my heart a voice is calling
> Time to end the story
> Turn and walk away
> Remember ,that we were brilliant creatures
> Flaming creatures for a fleeting moment in a dream
> And life goes on
> I'll cry tomorrow maybe
> But tonight I'm gonna dance
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> See you in the soup ;-)
> warmest regards ,
> OSCar (aka FaX)

| 10267|10264|2003-06-08 13:52:09|pkayalo|Help on the QY 100!!!!|
Hello. I'm Phil The Black Goth! I'm new to this group. Could 
someone please help me as to finding deeper info. other than 
what the QY100 manual offers- ex: mixing/ tracks/ compression, 
etc... Looking forward to communication from all. Thanx!
| 10268|10254|2003-06-08 14:58:41|wildemar|Re: Boy, I miss my Band!|
Am 06.06.2003 21:55:44, schrieb "George Brown" <gbrown@viig.org>:

>It appears as if you're trying to do everything in a day. It doesn't work
>that way.

I know, and thats bitter.

>You rarely can make platinum hits in just a few hours. It is just
>too much to be done - compositions, recording, mixing, marketing, legals,
>etc., etc., etc.

Yupp ... ;-)
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>If anything, do some tracks today then check them again about a week or so
>later. Let your head get clear for a while, then resume.

I've tried that. Problem is, i can hardly ever get into that feeling I had when I came up with the part.
I have *at least* about 25 unfinished Songs ...
Guess my ideas aren't that great to inspire me again ...
Stop crying wildemar... :-)

>I hope all works out for you.
>Peace.

Thx for your time. Feels good :-)
Wildemar
| 10269|10261|2003-06-08 15:02:44|wildemar|Re: OT: anyone here own a Novation ReMote 25?|
I do.
Its pretty cool, though a little cheaply built I would say.
Aftertouch sensitivity varies from key to key which I think isnt exactly 'pro'.
But its ok.

Yes you can program SysEx, but the strings are limited to 20 bytes per control. If thats enough, go head.
This unit needs some OS updates still, but it's ready to rock the world.

Hey that sounds familiar!
:-D

Wildemar

Am 07.06.2003 13:31:41, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> Datum: Sat, 07 Jun 2003 11:31:41 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] OT: anyone here own a Novation ReMote 25?
>
>
>
> Does anyone here own and use
> the Novation ReMote 25?
> ifso is it possible to program sysex commands
> to it's controller knobs?
> I think i'm gonna get one.
>
> Latif

| 10270|10264|2003-06-08 18:41:10|Latif|Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
Hey Oscar :-)
Sad to read you're leaving the net 
presence and contribution.
But i do totally understand the devotion, done it myself 
couple of times too actually.
And i feel another time-out is coming soon again,
pull the plug on the net, and focus there where it should be.
Anyway, i'm glad to have met you here, even tho we started
off on the wrong foot long while ago :-) hehehe
Hope to hear from you again mate, you can always reach me through
recordfactory.org

Love/Peace and Harmony man!
now go and kick some ass ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Time to move on .....
> Nothing to drastic. Need to really focus my efforts on my demo work 
> and landing a deal this year. I'm not getting any younger and well 
> for me atleast time is a thief.
> So I just wanted to firstly say what a great bunch of people you 
all 
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> are and have been. A big thankyou too you all for sharing your 
> love ,passion and enthusiasm for life ,music ,laughter and all 
things 
> RS7000 related.
> Good luck to all of you in whatever it is your heart desires.
> It's time for me to pull my finger out and focus 200% on my musical 
> pursuits - hey all I can do is give it my best shot so why not.
> To Latif ,Robert ,Tom ,Okeyemaya ,Oddbods and anybody else I have 
> forgot to mention(you all know who you are) ;-).Thanks for all the 
> fun times.
> I'm still a keeper with the RS7000 don't you fear.
> I hope I have been of some assistance to many of you over the past 
> year with regards to making music on the RS7000.
> Keep it real . Keep the vibe alive.
> I'll be in my studio thinking of you all and working hard.
> Thanks for all the INSPIRATION.
> If I get anything released you'll all be given big credits in the 
> liner notes (and thats a promise).
> What a fantastic net community or (should I really say family).
> Much love and best wishes to each and every one of you.
> Be the good little vegemites I know you all can be.
> No need to reply.
> I'll be unsubscribing myself after posting this.
> Once again , Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou :-D
> It's hard to explain but I've got to block out all distractions and 
> do this one special thing just for ME (if that doesn't sound to 
> selfish).
> May God the Universe or whatever you believe in guide you in truth 
> always.
> My kindest regards and deepest respect always to each and everyone 
of 
> you.
> If I may just sign out with these last few words.
> 
> Outside the snow is falling
> In my heart a voice is calling
> Time to end the story
> Turn and walk away
> Remember ,that we were brilliant creatures
> Flaming creatures for a fleeting moment in a dream
> And life goes on
> I'll cry tomorrow maybe
> But tonight I'm gonna dance
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> See you in the soup ;-)
> warmest regards ,
> OSCar (aka FaX)

| 10271|10261|2003-06-08 18:43:38|Latif|Re: OT: anyone here own a Novation ReMote 25?|
hehehe :-)
thanks for the info mate
i'll be getting one soon i think.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> I do.
> Its pretty cool, though a little cheaply built I would say.
> Aftertouch sensitivity varies from key to key which I think isnt 
exactly 'pro'.
> But its ok.
> 
> Yes you can program SysEx, but the strings are limited to 20 bytes 
per control. If thats enough, go head.
> This unit needs some OS updates still, but it's ready to rock the 
world.
> 
> Hey that sounds familiar!
> :-D
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
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> Am 07.06.2003 13:31:41, schrieb "Latif" :
> 
> >
> >
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "Latif" 
> > Datum: Sat, 07 Jun 2003 11:31:41 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] OT: anyone here own a Novation ReMote 25?
> >
> >
> >
> > Does anyone here own and use
> > the Novation ReMote 25?
> > ifso is it possible to program sysex commands
> > to it's controller knobs?
> > I think i'm gonna get one.
> >
> > Latif

| 10272|10272|2003-06-09 01:18:33|akoufene|Error !! -38999|
hello 

i'm frensh and on the frensh forum nobody cant't answer 

when i'm load my pattern an message error [ERROR -38999] writting

if i loaod the autoload pattern origin it's ok but not if i load just 
one

this message error isn't on the manual

THANKS
| 10273|10273|2003-06-09 01:18:41|akoufene|error!! -38999|
hello

i'm frensh and on the frensh forum nobody can answer my question

when i'm loading my pattern 
a message error !! -38999 writing

when i load the autoload origin pattern it's ok but when i load just 
one it's not ok (error !! 38999)

this message error is not on the manual

thanks
| 10274|10274|2003-06-09 01:21:59|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: Re: Welcome to RS7000|
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10275|10274|2003-06-09 01:25:50|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: Re: Welcome to RS7000|
---------- Forwarded Message ----------

Subject: Re: Welcome to RS7000
Date: Monday 09 June 2003 05:29
From: Phil Kayalo <pkayalo@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000 Moderator <RS7000-owner@yahoogroups.com>

Hello Yahoo Yamaha! I'm Phil The Black Goth, & as a
new member to the group- I'd like to provide a little
info about myself. I'm an Afro-American Indian German
or an AfroAmerIndianGerm. HaHaHa! That is the make-up
of my heritage/ nationality. I do stand-up comedy,
acting & I'm a musician. I'm currently filming a
vampire flick in N.Y., & I live on the East Coast. I
am an AVID lover of Dark music. Whether it's Classical
Medieval/ Symphonic/ Orchestral or Darkwave/ Coldwave/
Damnbient/ Drill & Bass/ Doom Metal & of course Gothic
Rock/ Metal & Technoid/ CyberPunk/ Electronic/
Industrial Music & the like..,etc. I am also a
composer as well. I need lots of help figuring out
this Yamaha QY100 guys. How in the hell does one mix
on this thing effectively?? Manipulate sine waves
while recording & knowing at the same time what
measure you're in? Set parameters to "flesh out" the
cheesy sounding MIDI guitars? You're dealing
w/hundreds of screens & unlike twiddling rotating
knobs that represent thousands of number settings, one
has to set individually thru 'experimentation' each
seperate setting while hoping that it doesn't affect
the other instrumentation's loudness or completely
erase your original idea. Anyways, someone out there
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help out a Goth in need.

PTBG

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Calendar - Free online calendar with sync to
Outlook(TM). http://calendar.yahoo.com

-------------------------------------------------------
| 10276|10276|2003-06-09 04:45:40|flipspoon2003|qy700 vs rs7000 Which to get for MIDI only?|
Hi, is there anything the rs7000 can do that the Qy700 cannot do? In 
terms of midi recording/manipulation only. I not interested in 
onboard tones/samples got a seperate sampler for that.

Cant make up my mind which to go for - help appreciated!

i need at least:
simple recording of tracks (linear and motifs(looped blocks)set the 
channel hit record and play
32 tracks
hi res PPQ
realtime midi effects(groove etc..)Thanks already for clarity on that.
| 10277|10273|2003-06-09 05:05:49|Latif|Re: error!! -38999|
maybe the smartcard is not good anymore?
try to make a backup of what's on the card
in a computer, then format the card in the RS
and copy the backup back to the card..?
see if that helps.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "akoufene" wrote:
> hello
> 
> i'm frensh and on the frensh forum nobody can answer my question
> 
> when i'm loading my pattern 
> a message error !! -38999 writing
> 
> when i load the autoload origin pattern it's ok but when i load 
just 
> one it's not ok (error !! 38999)
> 
> this message error is not on the manual
> 
> thanks

| 10279|10276|2003-06-09 06:24:43|okoyemaya|Re: qy700 vs rs7000 Which to get for MIDI only?|
RS has only 16 tracks but lots of knobs for manipulation if this 
interests you. The advantage of QY700 is the price it is 10 years old 
so bit outdated and you can get it for 200-300 Euro or $. RS even 
used will cost you 3-4 times more.
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "flipspoon2003" 
wrote:

> Hi, is there anything the rs7000 can do that the Qy700 cannot do? 

In 

> terms of midi recording/manipulation only. I not interested in 
> onboard tones/samples got a seperate sampler for that.
> 
> Cant make up my mind which to go for - help appreciated!
> 
> i need at least:
> simple recording of tracks (linear and motifs(looped blocks)set the 
> channel hit record and play
> 32 tracks
> hi res PPQ
> realtime midi effects(groove etc..)Thanks already for clarity on 

that.
| 10280|10280|2003-06-09 07:53:46|Rob Blue|How do I mute audio from just one TK?...|
Im trying to figur out how to mute the internal RS Audio for one tk 
but still have it send MIDI to my emu module, and play the rest of 
the tracks/internal sounds from the RS . 

Thanks!
| 10281|10280|2003-06-09 08:17:33|trapstate|Re: How do I mute audio from just one TK?...|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:

> Im trying to figur out how to mute the internal RS Audio for one tk 
> but still have it send MIDI to my emu module, and play the rest of 
> the tracks/internal sounds from the RS . 
> 
> Thanks!

press 4x Setup, select track and turn "out select" to TG. Than set TG
out channel to OFF. For each track you can assign TG, MIDI A and MIDI B.

Paul
| 10282|10276|2003-06-09 10:05:16|Andrew Leonard|Re: qy700 vs rs7000 Which to get for MIDI only?|
The QY700 is a better stand alone MIDI sequencer than the RS, though, isn't 
it?

>Message: 16
> Date: Mon, 09 Jun 2003 12:24:39 -0000
> From: "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>
>Subject: >
>RS has only 16 tracks but lots of knobs for manipulation if this
>interests you. The advantage of QY700 is the price it is 10 years old
>so bit outdated and you can get it for 200-300 Euro or $. RS even
>used will cost you 3-4 times more.
>Okoyemaya

_________________________________________________________________
Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 10283|10264|2003-06-09 10:19:57|wildemar|Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
just a question:
How do you do that?
I mean fully devote yourself to musicmaking.
I'd love to do that, but then I'd be thrown out of my quarters, and would starve to death.

The problem is money ... where do you get it when only making music?

Wildemar

Am 09.06.2003 02:41:09, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
> Datum: Mon, 09 Jun 2003 00:41:09 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)
>
>
>
> Hey Oscar :-)
> Sad to read you're leaving the net
> presence and contribution.
> But i do totally understand the devotion, done it myself
> couple of times too actually.
> And i feel another time-out is coming soon again,
> pull the plug on the net, and focus there where it should be.
> Anyway, i'm glad to have met you here, even tho we started
> off on the wrong foot long while ago :-) hehehe
> Hope to hear from you again mate, you can always reach me through
> recordfactory.org
>
> Love/Peace and Harmony man!
> now go and kick some ass ;)
>
> Latif
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> > Time to move on .....
> > Nothing to drastic. Need to really focus my efforts on my demo work
> > and landing a deal this year. I'm not getting any younger and well
> > for me atleast time is a thief.
> > So I just wanted to firstly say what a great bunch of people you
> all
> > are and have been. A big thankyou too you all for sharing your
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> > love ,passion and enthusiasm for life ,music ,laughter and all
> things
> > RS7000 related.
> > Good luck to all of you in whatever it is your heart desires.
> > It's time for me to pull my finger out and focus 200% on my musical
> > pursuits - hey all I can do is give it my best shot so why not.
> > To Latif ,Robert ,Tom ,Okeyemaya ,Oddbods and anybody else I have
> > forgot to mention(you all know who you are) ;-).Thanks for all the
> > fun times.
> > I'm still a keeper with the RS7000 don't you fear.
> > I hope I have been of some assistance to many of you over the past
> > year with regards to making music on the RS7000.
> > Keep it real . Keep the vibe alive.
> > I'll be in my studio thinking of you all and working hard.
> > Thanks for all the INSPIRATION.
> > If I get anything released you'll all be given big credits in the
> > liner notes (and thats a promise).
> > What a fantastic net community or (should I really say family).
> > Much love and best wishes to each and every one of you.
> > Be the good little vegemites I know you all can be.
> > No need to reply.
> > I'll be unsubscribing myself after posting this.
> > Once again , Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou :-D
> > It's hard to explain but I've got to block out all distractions and
> > do this one special thing just for ME (if that doesn't sound to
> > selfish).
> > May God the Universe or whatever you believe in guide you in truth
> > always.
> > My kindest regards and deepest respect always to each and everyone
> of
> > you.
> > If I may just sign out with these last few words.
> >
> > Outside the snow is falling
> > In my heart a voice is calling
> > Time to end the story
> > Turn and walk away
> > Remember ,that we were brilliant creatures
> > Flaming creatures for a fleeting moment in a dream
> > And life goes on
> > I'll cry tomorrow maybe
> > But tonight I'm gonna dance
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > See you in the soup ;-)
> > warmest regards ,
> > OSCar (aka FaX)
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10284|10284|2003-06-09 10:38:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Young blonde that can work her middle finger|
Dammit, how did this get here! :((

- Robert
| 10285|10284|2003-06-09 10:55:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Young blonde that can work her middle finger|
On Monday 09 June 2003 18:37, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Dammit, how did this get here! :((

Okay, my fault. This one slipped through. Deleted the author 
from the list, and deleted the message. 
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Sorry guys,
Robert
| 10286|10276|2003-06-09 12:53:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: qy700 vs rs7000 Which to get for MIDI only?|
On Monday 09 June 2003 18:05, Andrew Leonard wrote:

> The QY700 is a better stand alone MIDI sequencer than the
> RS, though, isn't it?

Yes, absolutely. The QY700 is more powerfull than the RS, 
sequencer-wise. It allows for 32 linear tracks *plus* 16 
pattern tracks played simulateneously. It support the chord 
track, where patterns can be transposed on the fly. It has 
2 midi outputs and two midi inputs. A *much* bigger screen. 
It allows multiple phrases to be placed on a pattern track, 
including rest (very powerfull feature). It has backup 
memory (when you switch off the thing it remembers 
everything!). And lots more.

There are some downsides though. The QY only has 99 user 
phrases per style, and only 8 sections per style. The QY 
doesn't have the direct track select knobs. No midi delay. 

But imo, the QY700 is one of the most powerfull hw 
sequencers available, if not *the* most. If you're after 
midi sequencing only and hate PCs, this is very good 
option.

- Robert
| 10287|10237|2003-06-09 13:13:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rs7000 midi sequencing|
On Thursday 05 June 2003 10:54, flipspoon2003 wrote:

> Hi can i do simple linear sequencing on this unit? 

Sure. There's Song mode for that.

> Can i
> select midi channel for a track simply hit record and
> record piano for 5 minutes or so (any bar length
> restriction?)

Yes. Bar restriction is 999 bars.

> Then trigger external my sound module with
> my sequence.(dont need internal sounds of this unit). 

Of course.

> Are
> the realtime midi even events more advanced than qy700?

The RS has harmonize and midi delay, which are not available 
on the QY. The QY has extended transpose features (like a 
drum table map), and maybe extended groove features.

> what is maximum notes for midi performance(memory)and
> maximum midi tracks?

RS: 16 pattern tracks OR 16 song tracks, 
aprox. 259.000 notes.

QY: 16 pattern tracks AND 32 song tracks,
aprox. 110.000 notes.

- Robert
| 10288|10264|2003-06-09 13:42:02|Latif|Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
simply by adjusting your atitude the right way
first decide for yourself, what will be enough for you
to live off and pay all bills, minimize your standards 
to that what is neccesary, but still being enough to 
feel human and have fun in live :-)
the rest is simple, devote all your time to that 



what is most important to you: MUSIC
that is if your ambitions are high enough to become a KNOWN
professional musician.

you don't live to work, you work to live...
;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> just a question:
> How do you do that?
> I mean fully devote yourself to musicmaking.
> I'd love to do that, but then I'd be thrown out of my quarters, and 
would starve to death.
> 
> The problem is money ... where do you get it when only making music?
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am 09.06.2003 02:41:09, schrieb "Latif" :
> 
> >
> >
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "Latif" 
> > Datum: Mon, 09 Jun 2003 00:41:09 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)
> >
> >
> >
> > Hey Oscar :-)
> > Sad to read you're leaving the net
> > presence and contribution.
> > But i do totally understand the devotion, done it myself
> > couple of times too actually.
> > And i feel another time-out is coming soon again,
> > pull the plug on the net, and focus there where it should be.
> > Anyway, i'm glad to have met you here, even tho we started
> > off on the wrong foot long while ago :-) hehehe
> > Hope to hear from you again mate, you can always reach me through
> > recordfactory.org
> >
> > Love/Peace and Harmony man!
> > now go and kick some ass ;)
> >
> > Latif
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" 
wrote:
> > > Time to move on .....
> > > Nothing to drastic. Need to really focus my efforts on my demo 
work
> > > and landing a deal this year. I'm not getting any younger and 
well
> > > for me atleast time is a thief.
> > > So I just wanted to firstly say what a great bunch of people 
you
> > all
> > > are and have been. A big thankyou too you all for sharing your
> > > love ,passion and enthusiasm for life ,music ,laughter and all
> > things
> > > RS7000 related.
> > > Good luck to all of you in whatever it is your heart desires.
> > > It's time for me to pull my finger out and focus 200% on my 
musical
> > > pursuits - hey all I can do is give it my best shot so why not.
> > > To Latif ,Robert ,Tom ,Okeyemaya ,Oddbods and anybody else I 
have
> > > forgot to mention(you all know who you are) ;-).Thanks for all 
the
> > > fun times.
> > > I'm still a keeper with the RS7000 don't you fear.
> > > I hope I have been of some assistance to many of you over the 
past
> > > year with regards to making music on the RS7000.
> > > Keep it real . Keep the vibe alive.
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> > > I'll be in my studio thinking of you all and working hard.
> > > Thanks for all the INSPIRATION.
> > > If I get anything released you'll all be given big credits in 
the
> > > liner notes (and thats a promise).
> > > What a fantastic net community or (should I really say family).
> > > Much love and best wishes to each and every one of you.
> > > Be the good little vegemites I know you all can be.
> > > No need to reply.
> > > I'll be unsubscribing myself after posting this.
> > > Once again , Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou :-D
> > > It's hard to explain but I've got to block out all 
distractions and
> > > do this one special thing just for ME (if that doesn't sound to
> > > selfish).
> > > May God the Universe or whatever you believe in guide you in 
truth
> > > always.
> > > My kindest regards and deepest respect always to each and 
everyone
> > of
> > > you.
> > > If I may just sign out with these last few words.
> > >
> > > Outside the snow is falling
> > > In my heart a voice is calling
> > > Time to end the story
> > > Turn and walk away
> > > Remember ,that we were brilliant creatures
> > > Flaming creatures for a fleeting moment in a dream
> > > And life goes on
> > > I'll cry tomorrow maybe
> > > But tonight I'm gonna dance
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > See you in the soup ;-)
> > > warmest regards ,
> > > OSCar (aka FaX)
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.

| 10289|10276|2003-06-09 23:56:22|wildemar|Re: qy700 vs rs7000 Which to get for MIDI only?|
I should have known this before buying the RS ...

Well, live and learn
;-)
Wildemar

Am 09.06.2003 20:52:57, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

> But imo, the QY700 is one of the most powerfull hw
> sequencers available, if not *the* most. If you're after
> midi sequencing only and hate PCs, this is very good
> option.
>
> - Robert

| 10290|10290|2003-06-10 00:19:15|Douglas Carmichael|MC-909 or RS-7000 for starting out?|
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I've been interested in starting out in electronic music production for a long time and I'm wondering whether the Roland MC-909 or the Yamaha RS-7000 would be a
better box for predominantly sample-based production with a bit of synthesis.

Has anyone had experience with those boxes?

Which would you recommend as a good all-around box? I want to be able to use it in the studio as well as manipulate it live...

(I like the MC-909's USB link as well as the large LCD screen, which would help because it'd be my only piece for a while.)

Any thoughts welcome.

--Douglas
| 10291|10291|2003-06-10 00:19:21|Douglas Carmichael|Any RS7k owners in the Chicagoland area?|
Any RS7k owners in the Chicagoland area?

Thinking of getting a RS7k and want to talk to some people in my area that
use it.

Anyone out there? Email me at dcarmich@ourservers.net offlist..

--douglas
| 10292|10292|2003-06-10 00:19:26|Douglas Carmichael|Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that carries the RS700|
Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that carries the RS7000?
| 10293|10276|2003-06-10 00:49:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: qy700 vs rs7000 Which to get for MIDI only?|
On Tuesday 10 June 2003 07:55, wildemar wrote:

> I should have known this before buying the RS ...

Well, on the RS you get a lot of extra goodies of course, 
including the Grid record mode.

- Robert
| 10294|10290|2003-06-10 00:58:41|wasabi_bukkake|Re: MC-909 or RS-7000 for starting out?|
Just buy one and start working... whichever one you buy it will keep 
you tweaking, grinning and learning for many years. I find personally 
I spend way too much time agonising over the next piece of gear when 
if I'm really honest with myself, I have heaps more to learn about 
the stuff I already own... both boxes are a heap of fun. But agree 
with Robert, Grid mode is dope. I put off installing the new OS for 
ages and since installing it have worked almost exclusively in grid 
mode for beats... it is very, very cool and gives you so much 
flexibility in adding feeling to your grooves.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Douglas Carmichael 
wrote:

> I've been interested in starting out in electronic music production 

for a long time and I'm wondering whether the Roland MC-909 or the 
Yamaha RS-7000 would be a better box for predominantly sample-based 
production with a bit of synthesis.

> 
> Has anyone had experience with those boxes?
> 
> Which would you recommend as a good all-around box? I want to be 

able to use it in the studio as well as manipulate it live...

> 
> (I like the MC-909's USB link as well as the large LCD screen, 

which would help because it'd be my only piece for a while.)

> 
> Any thoughts welcome.
> 
> --Douglas

| 10295|10292|2003-06-10 04:32:23|Bob Maggot|Re: Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that carries the R|
Guitar Center - Highland Park, IL.

--- Douglas Carmichael <dcarmich@ourservers.net>
wrote:

> Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that
> carries the RS7000?
> 
> 
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__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Calendar - Free online calendar with sync to Outlook(TM).
http://calendar.yahoo.com
| 10296|10296|2003-06-10 06:53:33|trapstate|For the SCSI FAQ|
For some time now I've tried to hook up the RS with my PC with built
in SCSI card (Dawicontrol) and 2GB IBM SCSI drive. I tried almost
every combo of OS with TWE, Wavelab and Soundforge, but no stable
operation.

Lately I was working with samples a lot and I got sick of transfering
them through smartmedia (yes, I'm lazy). So I decided to give it
another try. I searched for the most basic/standard SCSI card and I
think I found it in the Adaptec AHA-2904. This card is not UW and
operates on 33Mhz. 

I have changed nothing in the software (win2k) after I installed this
new card. But now I can acces the HD in my PC from the RS, and
transfer samples trough TWE. I can also load from Wavelab, but for
some reason export does not work.

I can preview samples from an explorer window (composing drumkits is
so much better now), but I would suggest to close this window when
navigating/loading the HD from the RS to avoid data corruption. Maybe
this even isn't enough, but I willing to take that risk. Ofcourse I
still back up my songs on smartmedia. Loading/saving speeds from HD
are about 2MB/s for WAV and 1 MB/s for high density patterns.

Again, I don't guarantee this will work for everybody, but hopefully
this information is usefull for other users trying to install SCSI. 
Any comments/questions are welcome.

Paul
| 10297|10296|2003-06-10 07:01:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: For the SCSI FAQ|
Thanks.

- Robert
| 10298|10291|2003-06-11 00:00:34|Lonnie Smith|Re: Any RS7k owners in the Chicagoland area?|
I live in chicago,Il, north side.I'm selling my Yamaha RS 7000 on ebay.com,I sent you a email with the item number so that it would be easier for you to find.I'm selling
my RS 7000,because I recently change my studio over to all software base instruments and i'm not using the RS 7000,It's kept in a soft case on the shelf in excellent
condition.

Douglas Carmichael <dcarmich@ourservers.net> wrote:Any RS7k owners in the Chicagoland area?

Thinking of getting a RS7k and want to talk to some people in my area that
use it.

Anyone out there? Email me at dcarmich@ourservers.net offlist..

--douglas
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10299|10292|2003-06-11 00:00:36|Lonnie Smith|Re: Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that carries the R|
I'm selling my Yamaha RS 7000 on ebay.com
Item #2536721849 

Bob Maggot <mail668@yahoo.com> wrote:
Guitar Center - Highland Park, IL.

--- Douglas Carmichael <dcarmich@ourservers.net>
wrote:
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> Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that
> carries the RS7000?
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10300|10292|2003-06-11 00:51:35|Marcin Wodzynski|Re: Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that carries the R|
sorry but I don't know any Chicago store.
take care

Lonnie Smith <djlonnie2003@yahoo.com> wrote:
I'm selling my Yamaha RS 7000 on ebay.com
Item #2536721849 

Bob Maggot <mail668@yahoo.com> wrote:
Guitar Center - Highland Park, IL.

--- Douglas Carmichael <dcarmich@ourservers.net>
wrote:

> Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that
> carries the RS7000?
> 
> 
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Search - Faster. Easier. Bingo.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10301|10301|2003-06-11 04:31:41|om_audio|Midi filter questions:|
Can anyone tell me why the midi filter only filters to the sequencer 
section and not the tone generator? Also- why are mixer, voice edit, 
effect settings, and knob/keyboard operations transmitted via midi 
outs regardless of the midi filter settings? (p262 of manual) It 
makes it very easy to mess up the voice settings as you change 
patches in external midi keyboard. I use Alesis QS 6.1 and can turn 
off PC but when we rehearse my bandmate needs this PC messages to go 
to his Akai Z8- so I can see how I will forget and prob have to 
figure out the voice settings on RS again after I mess them up. :/

Om
| 10302|10302|2003-06-11 08:14:12|Jeff Kissinger|bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
Hello, I have tried everything, combed the manual,
but cannot figure out to bypass the TG from the midi
in as to play extrenal midi chained modules coming off
the rs. Is this not possible? 

thanks, Jeff

=====
Jeff Kissinger

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Calendar - Free online calendar with sync to Outlook(TM).
http://calendar.yahoo.com
| 10303|10302|2003-06-11 11:20:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
On Wednesday 11 June 2003 16:04, Jeff Kissinger wrote:

> Hello, I have tried everything, combed the manual,
> but cannot figure out to bypass the TG from the midi
> in as to play extrenal midi chained modules coming off
> the rs. Is this not possible?

Did you switch off the TG value in the Setup page? (Press 
Setup 4 times.)

- Robert
| 10304|10304|2003-06-11 13:35:25|daslemma|new tracks uploaded...|
Hi there!
I put some tracks online...

http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
(it's in german, but don't worry -
just click on the word "Musik" :-) )

please tell me, how you like it!

Hoergeraet

Hoergeraet@gmx.de
| 10305|10292|2003-06-11 15:40:14|Lonnie Smith|Re: Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that carries the R|
Go to SAM ASH'S Music on Cireco Ave
that's were I bought my Yamaha RS 7000 for $1,395.00 plus tax.

Marcin Wodzynski <marcin_wodzynski@yahoo.com> wrote:
sorry but I don't know any Chicago store.
take care

Lonnie Smith <djlonnie2003@yahoo.com> wrote:
I'm selling my Yamaha RS 7000 on ebay.com
Item #2536721849 

Bob Maggot <mail668@yahoo.com> wrote:
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Guitar Center - Highland Park, IL.

--- Douglas Carmichael <dcarmich@ourservers.net>
wrote:

> Do you know of any Chicago suburb-area store that
> carries the RS7000?
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10306|10304|2003-06-11 16:59:19|okoyemaya|Re: new tracks uploaded...|
There is no word music ? Perhaps you should check some HTML primer or 
get ready made website "baukasten".
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Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> Hi there!
> I put some tracks online...
> 
> http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> (it's in german, but don't worry -
> just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> 
> please tell me, how you like it!
> 
> Hoergeraet
> 
> Hoergeraet@g...

| 10307|10304|2003-06-11 21:21:59|Latif|Re: new tracks uploaded...|
Hi, i listened to yuor music.
The overall mood is nice, i hear some
very nice sounscapes, and patch creations.
But i really miss rythm, it's almost like you're
holding back.. maybe you did that on purpose?
Anyway, goodluck ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> Hi there!
> I put some tracks online...
> 
> http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> (it's in german, but don't worry -
> just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> 
> please tell me, how you like it!
> 
> Hoergeraet
> 
> Hoergeraet@g...

| 10308|10304|2003-06-11 23:40:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: new tracks uploaded...|
cause its "Musik" its clickable, just hard to spot.

Good Stuff!

Since we are sharing 8^)... Heres my first song I ever did on the RS7k, and 
probably one I like the most that is all RS7k and mixed live in pattern mode.

http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/RS7k2nd.mp3">http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/RS7k2nd.mp3>

Enjoy!

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 6/11/2003 5:01:24 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in writes:

> There is no word music ? Perhaps you should check some HTML primer or 
> get ready made website "baukasten".
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> >Hi there!
> >I put some tracks online...
> >
> >http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> >(it's in german, but don't worry -
> > just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> >
> >please tell me, how you like it!
> >
> >Hoergeraet
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10309|10309|2003-06-12 03:46:10|Robert van der Kamp|Samples over SCSI and ASPI drivers|
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Just read on the Emu maillist that you need to have the latest ASPI driver installed in order to get SMDI working with an Emu sampler. 

This may also be true for us RS users.

Check out this link for the ASPI drivers and let us know if it helped.

http://www.adaptec.com/worldwide/support/driverdetail.html?sess=no&language=English+US&filekey=aspi_471a2.exe

- Robert
| 10311|10311|2003-06-12 04:58:16|om_audio|Shift Clock job question:|
Sometimes I begin recording without attention to the "1" or simply 
record a good take but just missed the 1 etc.- I was hoping to shift 
the clock of the events to put the "1" in the right place but it (the 
Shift Clock job that is) just seems to truncate at the phrase 
boundaries. Bummer. Is there a way to do this? An example would be a 
4 bar phrase where the "1" is actually on bar 2 - 

I have *lengthened* phrases to put the data at the beginning or end 
by appending longer blank phrases but in this case the phrase is full 
of data and I need to move all of it.

Thanks, 

Om
| 10312|10304|2003-06-12 05:02:42|om_audio|Re: new tracks uploaded...|
I like the tunes- it is late so no detailed reviews- sorry- thanks 
for sharing and keep up the good work. You could submit them to 
SomaFM internet radio- would bee good on Groove Salad or other 
streams they have I think.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> Hi there!
> I put some tracks online...
> 
> http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> (it's in german, but don't worry -
> just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> 
> please tell me, how you like it!
> 
> Hoergeraet
> 
> Hoergeraet@g...

| 10313|10264|2003-06-12 06:18:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: Just a quick goodluck and farewell all ;)|
Wish you all the best Oscar!

I am glad to know that real musicians like you exist.

See you in the charts!

Tom

> > > > See you in the soup ;-)
> > > > warmest regards ,
> > > > OSCar (aka FaX)

| 10314|10304|2003-06-12 06:23:35|daslemma|Re: new tracks uploaded...|
it is "Musik", not "music" :)))

but have a look here:

http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/musik.html

Hoergeraet

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> There is no word music ? Perhaps you should check some HTML primer 
or 
> get ready made website "baukasten".
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> > Hi there!
> > I put some tracks online...
> > 

http://www.adaptec.com/worldwide/support/driverdetail.html?sess=no&language=English+US&filekey=aspi_471a2.exe
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/musik.html
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> > http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> > (it's in german, but don't worry -
> > just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> > 
> > please tell me, how you like it!
> > 
> > Hoergeraet
> > 
> > Hoergeraet@g...

| 10315|10304|2003-06-12 09:12:37|okoyemaya|Re: new tracks uploaded...|
Yes, I found it , interesting stuff. Since you seem to be IT student, 
you can learn some basic HTML( like to make the MUSIK fat or 
whatever) in few hours, that will allow you to make even better page 
then with some Baukasten or simple progrs
Okoyem
.--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:

> it is "Musik", not "music" :)))
> 
> but have a look here:
> 
> http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/musik.html
> 
> Hoergeraet
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > There is no word music ? Perhaps you should check some HTML 

primer 

> or 
> > get ready made website "baukasten".
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> > > Hi there!
> > > I put some tracks online...
> > > 
> > > http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> > > (it's in german, but don't worry -
> > > just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> > > 
> > > please tell me, how you like it!
> > > 
> > > Hoergeraet
> > > 
> > > Hoergeraet@g...

| 10316|10304|2003-06-12 09:30:29|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: new tracks uploaded...|
Ok, getting OT, but to mention: <http://selfhtml.teamone.de/>
http://selfhtml.teamone.de/
Better (and cheaper) than any book you can find.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 12. Juni 2003 17:12
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: new tracks uploaded...

Yes, I found it , interesting stuff. Since you seem to be IT student, 
you can learn some basic HTML( like to make the MUSIK fat or 
whatever) in few hours, that will allow you to make even better page 
then with some Baukasten or simple progrs
Okoyem
.--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:

> it is "Musik", not "music" :)))
> 
> but have a look here:
> 
> http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/musik.html
> 
> Hoergeraet
> 
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > There is no word music ? Perhaps you should check some HTML 

primer 

> or 
> > get ready made website "baukasten".
> > Okoyem
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> > > Hi there!
> > > I put some tracks online...
> > > 
> > > http://w3studi.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/~maierhs/
> > > (it's in german, but don't worry -
> > > just click on the word "Musik" :-) )
> > > 
> > > please tell me, how you like it!
> > > 
> > > Hoergeraet
> > > 
> > > Hoergeraet@g...

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=1564415/R=0/SIG=11t6t7kdo/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?mq
so=60164784&partid=3170658> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egrou
pmail/S=:HM/A=1564415/rand=694060507> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10317|10302|2003-06-12 10:22:06|jeffkissinger|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Wednesday 11 June 2003 16:04, Jeff Kissinger wrote:
> > Hello, I have tried everything, combed the manual,
> > but cannot figure out to bypass the TG from the midi
> > in as to play extrenal midi chained modules coming off
> > the rs. Is this not possible?
> 
> Did you switch off the TG value in the Setup page? (Press 
> Setup 4 times.)
> 
> - Robert

Robert, 
yes I did and the incoming midi notes still play the TG. I read
about this in the manual and I get the impression that there is no way
to not have incoming notes play the TG. I am simply wanting to use
the RS as midi-start master for all chained modules and be able to
play the cahined modules w/o playing the RS TG via a midi keyboard to
the RS midi in.

Jeff
| 10318|10302|2003-06-12 10:27:21|Quest Pond|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
I think you can always assign the TG to be playing internal sounds that dont exist like sample patch that is blank.

Regards,
Quest Pond 

From: jeffkissinger [mailto:jeffkissinger@yahoo.com]
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Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2003 4:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 11 June 2003 16:04, Jeff Kissinger wrote:
> > Hello, I have tried everything, combed the manual,
> > but cannot figure out to bypass the TG from the midi
> > in as to play extrenal midi chained modules coming off
> > the rs. Is this not possible?
> 
> Did you switch off the TG value in the Setup page? (Press 
> Setup 4 times.)
> 
> - Robert

Robert, 
yes I did and the incoming midi notes still play the TG. I read
about this in the manual and I get the impression that there is no way
to not have incoming notes play the TG. I am simply wanting to use
the RS as midi-start master for all chained modules and be able to
play the cahined modules w/o playing the RS TG via a midi keyboard to
the RS midi in.

Jeff

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1482387/R=0/SIG=16nnc90dv/*http://ads.x10.com/?
bHlhaG9vaG0xLmRhd=1055434928%3eM=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1482387/R=1=1055434928%3eM=247865.34
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/D=egroupmail/S=:HM/A=1482387/rand=997773928> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10319|10302|2003-06-12 13:12:29|wildemar|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
Sorry, maybe I didnt understand your problem properly, but doesnt FAQ point 7.7 cover just that issue?
Read the column right afetr the first dot (the one that ends with "And you thought this was not possible!" ;-)

Did it for me ...
Wildemar

Am 12.06.2003 18:26:25, schrieb "Quest Pond" <quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk>:

>
>
> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: "Quest Pond" <quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk>
> Datum: Thu, 12 Jun 2003 17:26:25 +0100
> Betreff:RE: [RS7000] Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though
>
>
>
> I think you can always assign the TG to be playing internal sounds that dont
> exist like sample patch that is blank.
>
> Regards,
> Quest Pond
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>
> From: jeffkissinger [mailto:jeffkissinger@yahoo.com]
> Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2003 4:05 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Wednesday 11 June 2003 16:04, Jeff Kissinger wrote:
> > > Hello, I have tried everything, combed the manual,
> > > but cannot figure out to bypass the TG from the midi
> > > in as to play extrenal midi chained modules coming off
> > > the rs. Is this not possible?
> >
> > Did you switch off the TG value in the Setup page? (Press
> > Setup 4 times.)
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Robert,
> yes I did and the incoming midi notes still play the TG. I read
> about this in the manual and I get the impression that there is no way
> to not have incoming notes play the TG. I am simply wanting to use
> the RS as midi-start master for all chained modules and be able to
> play the cahined modules w/o playing the RS TG via a midi keyboard to
> the RS midi in.
>
> Jeff
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
>
>
> <http://rd.yahoo.com/M=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/D=egroupweb/
> S=1705032144:HM/A=1482387/R=0/SIG=16nnc90dv/*http://
> ads.x10.com/?bHlhaG9vaG0xLmRhd=1055434928%3eM=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/
> D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1482387/
> R=1=1055434928%3eM=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/D=egroupweb/
> S=1705032144:HM/A=1482387/R=2> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=247865.3425083.4707139.1261774/
> D=egroupmail/S=:HM/A=1482387/rand=997773928> 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service > docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10320|10311|2003-06-12 13:20:32|wildemar|Re: Shift Clock job question:|
Not shure, but if you set a 'count in' before recording (1 x Utility, second page: REC COUNT - I use 2 measures) I 
*think* stuff played too early is pushed to the 1 of the first bar.
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try it, I'm not 100% positive on this ...

good luck :-)
Wildemar

Am 12.06.2003 12:58:14, schrieb "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
> Datum: Thu, 12 Jun 2003 10:58:14 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Shift Clock job question:
>
>
>
> Sometimes I begin recording without attention to the "1" or simply
> record a good take but just missed the 1 etc.- I was hoping to shift
> the clock of the events to put the "1" in the right place but it (the
> Shift Clock job that is) just seems to truncate at the phrase
> boundaries. Bummer. Is there a way to do this? An example would be a
> 4 bar phrase where the "1" is actually on bar 2 -
>
> I have *lengthened* phrases to put the data at the beginning or end
> by appending longer blank phrases but in this case the phrase is full
> of data and I need to move all of it.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Om
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10321|10321|2003-06-12 13:24:08|daslemma|Hoergeraet - webpage / new tracks|
Thanks for all your advices, but I did my page within 5h ( SelfHtml) 
and didn't know nothing about it before. The simple layout is 
intended. Ok, the links were not obvious, but i fixed this already 
and i hope now it's easier...

Do you consider my music so bad that you just see the bad layout of 
the page that leads to it? :))

-> Latif: I'm surprised you miss rythm. Could you explain that more 
in detail? Thx!

Greetings,
Hoergeraet
| 10322|10321|2003-06-12 14:50:39|Latif|Re: Hoergeraet - webpage / new tracks|

> 
> -> Latif: I'm surprised you miss rythm. Could you explain that more 
> in detail? Thx!
> 
> 
> Greetings,
> Hoergeraet

I can hear there has been spent more time
on sounds design, (patch creation), 
then on rhytm, i'm very rythm minded, so to me
the rhytm just doesn't sound mature, 
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or bite'ing enough if you will..

don't take this personal, it's just my opinion.

however, the drum sounds themself sound nice!

Latif
| 10323|10321|2003-06-12 15:35:05|okoyemaya|Re: Hoergeraet - webpage / new tracks|
I like your page!!!!! You learn quickly , I was right about that. It 
is kind of my second profession (webdesign) so naturally I pay 
attention. Your second day of webdesign shows fast progress and 
above all imagination. 90% of webpages are insult to esthetic sense, 
stupid, boring and do not even work properly. It is obvious that you 
not knowing too much lead to nice result. If you apply the same 
principle (maximum result with minimal means) to making music you 
will definitely bring some refreshing songs. Do not use this or that 
just because everybody does it go for your own thing. 
I agree with Latif, would be interesting to pay some more attention 
to rhythm. It is however BIG subject for a lifetime of listening, 
studying, practising and experimenting.
Best of luck keeoing you creativity going. --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:

> Thanks for all your advices, but I did my page within 5h ( 

SelfHtml) 

> and didn't know nothing about it before. The simple layout is 
> intended. Ok, the links were not obvious, but i fixed this already 
> and i hope now it's easier...
> 
> Do you consider my music so bad that you just see the bad layout of 
> the page that leads to it? :))
> 
> -> Latif: I'm surprised you miss rythm. Could you explain that more 
> in detail? Thx!
> 
> 
> Greetings,
> Hoergeraet

| 10324|10321|2003-06-12 15:42:54|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|Re: Hoergeraet - webpage / new tracks|
rs for sale 1000 euro on french e bay 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10325|10311|2003-06-12 23:05:51|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Shift Clock job question:|
In a message dated 6/12/2003 4:54:18 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
clifsound@hotmail.com writes:

> I have *lengthened* phrases to put the data at the beginning or end 
> by appending longer blank phrases but in this case the phrase is full 
> of data and I need to move all of it.
> 

I think your on the right path... I've ran across this problem too, but I 
usually just wind up recording again and hopeing I hit the right note at the 
right time.

Heres some things I've done when its hard to nail the timeing.

When I record Arps, I drop the tempo way way down to give me more leway time 
in hitting the note in the right spot.

Also, you can, since probably the bar 4 you want is now on bar 1, create a 
5th bar, copy 1st to the new 5th bar, then use the Clock Shift and minus 24 X 
Bar Length (or copy 2-5 to 1-4), and delete bar 5.

*Always save before attempting this kind of stuff!

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10326|10326|2003-06-13 03:14:10|flipspoon2003|Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
Thanks for your previous comments. all

A few more Q's:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com


Dosnt RS7000 have better realtime MIDI FX options than q700?
More solid timming?
Is it true that q700 dosn't have actual track buttons? (for realtime 
mute recording?)This point alone would push me to the RS7000(Keep it 
hands on!)
What about editing midi events? Is it as flexable/easy as Qy700? I 
know the screen size is smaller but that aside..
Any PC editing software for the MIDI side of RS7000?
OK RS has 16 tracks but sounds like overdub can solve that limit as 
long as the editing/filtering is esasily acheivable!? Also it has 
huge memory for midi events it seams.
Last Q - IS the only difference in RS7000MIDI Sequencer compared with 
RMx1 the memory?

Much appreciation to the hands on (:

S.
| 10327|10309|2003-06-13 05:41:14|trapstate|Re: Samples over SCSI and ASPI drivers|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Just read on the Emu maillist that you need to have the latest ASPI

driver installed in order to get SMDI working with an Emu sampler. 

> 
> This may also be true for us RS users.
> 
> Check out this link for the ASPI drivers and let us know if it helped.
> 
>

http://www.adaptec.com/worldwide/support/driverdetail.html?sess=no&language=English+US&filekey=aspi_471a2.exe

> 
> - Robert

Well.. first I only could download samples from the RS into Wavelab,
no upload. But TWE was already working bidirectional. After I
installed the new driver I can also upload from Wavelab to RS!
Strange.... Anyway it definately improved my situation (I don't think
TWE is very usefull anyway), so thanks Robert! Definately a good tip
for the SCSI FAQ.

I just hope they add a "import all" feature on the sample loading
page, so I can compose a drumkit on the PC and drag the individual
samples into a folder and than load the whole folder instead of
importing each sample.

Paul (still lazy)
| 10328|10328|2003-06-13 21:45:13|om_audio|Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?|
Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
Om

http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?section=Hi-
Tech%2BAccessories
| 10329|10329|2003-06-14 01:14:27|Scott Kellogg|rs7000.ins|
Hello. There not much on this in the archives.

Has any got an instrument definition for the RS7000 for Sonar? I like to
draw controllers and such on the screen, but really love the grid editing
on the RS7000. Also, I render loops from Reason into Sonar for auditioning
prior to transfer to the RS7000.

I'm willing to make one, but I don't want to reinvent the wheel.

Thanks,
Scott
| 10330|10330|2003-06-14 01:14:33|Scott Kellogg|Sonar Note Doubling|
Hello.

I've got the rs7k slaving to Sonar just fine, but my notes are doubling.
It's not a echo problem AFAIK. I've got a single bassline sending data on
Channel 9, and channel 9 sounds properly. However, channel 1 is also
sounding. I am looking around for a setting to fix this. Any ideas?

Thanks,
Scott
| 10331|10328|2003-06-14 01:14:48|Scott Kellogg|Re: Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?|
Get a turntable case a mod it.

Check it out: http://raza.suso.org/rs7k.html

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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/Scott

On Sat, Jun 14, 2003 at 03:45:12AM -0000, om_audio wrote:
> Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> Om
> 
> http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?section=Hi-
> Tech%2BAccessories
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 10332|10330|2003-06-14 08:49:17|Scott Kellogg|Re: Sonar Note Doubling|
This was just some spurious MIDI data in the Sonar source file. Problem
solved.

On Fri, Jun 13, 2003 at 10:45:22PM -0500, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> Hello.
> 
> I've got the rs7k slaving to Sonar just fine, but my notes are doubling.
> It's not a echo problem AFAIK. I've got a single bassline sending data on
> Channel 9, and channel 9 sounds properly. However, channel 1 is also
> sounding. I am looking around for a setting to fix this. Any ideas?
> 
> Thanks,
> Scott
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>

| 10333|10328|2003-06-14 10:34:58|wildemar|Re: Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?|
Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, protection is great!
Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine

Wildemar

Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
> Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
>
>
>
> Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> Om
>
> http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?section=Hi-

http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?section=Hi-
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> Tech%2BAccessories
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10334|10334|2003-06-15 17:03:23|mmittner|ot: live mp3s|
hi!

i've played a gig on saturday with two rs and a behringer mixer. most 
of the recording is so horribly distored (i wasn't aware that i was 
way above 0 dB on the mixer). but anyway, here are two mp3s, hope you 
enjoy it:

http://tinyurl.com/edu8

http://tinyurl.com/edu9

it's some kind of detroit techno, played using only internal rs sounds 
and no extra outboard equipment. if you like it and are planning a 
techno party somewhere in middle europe, please contact me. i've 
licked blood that weekend and i want more ;-)

-mike
| 10335|10335|2003-06-15 17:37:39|Latif|SCSI sampler software|
Hi, for those that use
the SCSI setup, maybe for what it's worth to checkout 
this new software.. it supports A3000/A4000 and EX
so maybe it works with the RS too?

http://www.squarecircle.co.uk/mobius/mobius.html

Latif
| 10336|10335|2003-06-16 07:30:59|trapstate|Re: SCSI sampler software|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> Hi, for those that use
> the SCSI setup, maybe for what it's worth to checkout 
> this new software.. it supports A3000/A4000 and EX
> so maybe it works with the RS too?
> 
> http://www.squarecircle.co.uk/mobius/mobius.html
> 
> Latif

Installed it and it works with the RS, use the generic SCSI SMDI
protocol. RS needs to be turned on before PC, it doesn't seem to have
SCSI bus rescan like TWE. 

Looks like a real usefull wave editor, complexity somewhere between
TWE and Wavelab. I'll try it for some time, thnx for the tip.

Paul
| 10337|10335|2003-06-16 07:38:56|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: SCSI sampler software|
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-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com]
Sent: maandag 16 juni 2003 14:53
I have this software.
Nope it does not work. It works great on an A3000.

It is a verry good alternative for reloop.

We could ask the programmer if he wants to adjust this software for the RS
he is a verry nice person.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 2
Date: Sun, 15 Jun 2003 23:37:36 -0000
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
Subject: SCSI sampler software

Hi, for those that use
the SCSI setup, maybe for what it's worth to checkout 
this new software.. it supports A3000/A4000 and EX
so maybe it works with the RS too?

http://www.squarecircle.co.uk/mobius/mobius.html

Latif

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10338|10335|2003-06-16 09:12:52|Latif|Re: SCSI sampler software|
Ok nice to hear it works for you :)

looks promising, with vst fx support and all that stuff.

the guy in the other message says it didn't work for him
maybe he should try the generic SCSI SMDI protocol too?

anyway, have fun!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > Hi, for those that use
> > the SCSI setup, maybe for what it's worth to checkout 
> > this new software.. it supports A3000/A4000 and EX
> > so maybe it works with the RS too?
> > 
> > http://www.squarecircle.co.uk/mobius/mobius.html
> > 
> > Latif
> 
> Installed it and it works with the RS, use the generic SCSI SMDI
> protocol. RS needs to be turned on before PC, it doesn't seem to 
have
> SCSI bus rescan like TWE. 
> 
> Looks like a real usefull wave editor, complexity somewhere between
> TWE and Wavelab. I'll try it for some time, thnx for the tip.
> 
> Paul

| 10339|10334|2003-06-16 09:16:46|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: ot: live mp3s|
On Sun, 15 Jun 2003, mmittner wrote:

> i've played a gig on saturday with two rs and a behringer mixer. most
> of the recording is so horribly distored (i wasn't aware that i was
> way above 0 dB on the mixer). but anyway, here are two mp3s, hope you

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
http://www.squarecircle.co.uk/mobius/mobius.html
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> enjoy it:
>
> http://tinyurl.com/edu8
> http://tinyurl.com/edu9
>
> it's some kind of detroit techno, played using only internal rs sounds
> and no extra outboard equipment. if you like it and are planning a
> techno party somewhere in middle europe, please contact me. i've
> licked blood that weekend and i want more ;-)

Nice sound ! I like it :-)

Arnauld
| 10340|9158|2003-06-16 22:30:38|om_audio|Re: RS - crashmaschine (slicing bug)|
I have had this issue of slicing and it never completing 2x so far- 
in fact it is happening right now- the counter is up to 780- last 
time I let it get to 2500 or so- I simply press "create" and nothing 
else. Definitely a bug- I'm running OS 1.21 from Japan site. I wish 
it wouldn't do this!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pseudo nexus" 
wrote:

> dont do or press anything while your slicing.
> thats what i found to aviod this problem.
> kt
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: dodeca02 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 5:34 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine
> 
> 
> F#$KING ARGH!
> 
> Yeah, I just experienced this problem yesterday, although in a 
> different way. I had just finished resampling and slicing a 

bassline 

> a couple of different times to get it just so, and then about 

five 

> mins later, the RS locked up on me... losing three hours of work.
> 
> I was, uh, slightly pissed to say the least. ;)
> 
> Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? I 

figured 

> they were just waiting until the 909 came out, although I'm 

starting 

> to get ansy as I'd like to see the less intuitive parts of the 
> machine well, intuitive. ;)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 

wrote:

> > Hi
> > too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really love 

and 

> > squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he 
> menages 
> > to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to 

create.. 

> 10 
> > minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be 

hard to 
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> > create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.
> > 
> > randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.
> > 
> > someone else got that bedroom-problem?
> > 
> > 
> > benno
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10341|10334|2003-06-17 03:36:12|mmittner|Re: ot: live mp3s|

> 
> Nice sound ! I like it :-)
> 
> Arnauld

thanks! i hope the label where i sent the links to says the same thing 
;-)

-mike
| 10342|10334|2003-06-17 10:36:37|Rob Blue|Re: ot: live mp3s|
Dang I didnt know thosw kinda of hihat patterns were possible on the 
rs. Good programming!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> On Sun, 15 Jun 2003, mmittner wrote:
> 
> > i've played a gig on saturday with two rs and a behringer mixer. 
most
> > of the recording is so horribly distored (i wasn't aware that i 
was
> > way above 0 dB on the mixer). but anyway, here are two mp3s, hope 
you
> > enjoy it:
> >
> > http://tinyurl.com/edu8
> > http://tinyurl.com/edu9
> >
> > it's some kind of detroit techno, played using only internal rs 
sounds
> > and no extra outboard equipment. if you like it and are planning a
> > techno party somewhere in middle europe, please contact me. i've
> > licked blood that weekend and i want more ;-)
> 
> Nice sound ! I like it :-)
> 
> Arnauld

| 10343|10334|2003-06-17 11:16:45|Latif|Re: ot: live mp3s|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:

>i've licked blood that weekend and i want more ;-)
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> -mike

hehehe :-)
good old rough sound, reminds me of my 
live-sets between '95 and '01

goodstuff mike, i'm out of it that sound now, 
but i can understand the thrill ;)

Latif
| 10344|10344|2003-06-18 05:45:01|irrelevanceuk|Resampling and setting levels!!!!?|
I'm finding that resampling a loop that i have made from internal and 
sampled instruments to be a long and tedious affair.
Firstly when i see that the recording level is clipping it's possible 
to swith back to pattern mode or to the mixer to adjust accordingly 
but then it's not possible to switch back to the sampling menu 
without stopping the track.
Is it wise to record with the master effects on because this is 
giving me nothing but hassle but i'm sure if i can get it right i'll 
have a nice chunky loop, but because of the first problem i'm in two 
minds whether it's really worth it.
Any advice you could give would be appreciated
| 10345|9158|2003-06-18 05:55:48|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine (slicing bug)|
Maybe you should do a full ram check in the debug mode. Messy Ram gave
me big problems with slicing, while "just sampling" worked.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 17. Juni 2003 06:31
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine (slicing bug)

I have had this issue of slicing and it never completing 2x so far- 
in fact it is happening right now- the counter is up to 780- last 
time I let it get to 2500 or so- I simply press "create" and nothing 
else. Definitely a bug- I'm running OS 1.21 from Japan site. I wish 
it wouldn't do this!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pseudo nexus" 
wrote:

> dont do or press anything while your slicing.
> thats what i found to aviod this problem.
> kt
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: dodeca02 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 5:34 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine
> 
> 
> F#$KING ARGH!
> 
> Yeah, I just experienced this problem yesterday, although in a 
> different way. I had just finished resampling and slicing a 

bassline 

> a couple of different times to get it just so, and then about 

five 

> mins later, the RS locked up on me... losing three hours of work.
> 
> I was, uh, slightly pissed to say the least. ;)
> 
> Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? I 

figured 

> they were just waiting until the 909 came out, although I'm 
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starting 

> to get ansy as I'd like to see the less intuitive parts of the 
> machine well, intuitive. ;)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 

wrote:

> > Hi
> > too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really love 

and 

> > squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he 
> menages 
> > to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to 

create.. 

> 10 
> > minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be 

hard to 

> > create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.
> > 
> > randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.
> > 
> > someone else got that bedroom-problem?
> > 
> > 
> > benno
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=249982.3179269.4495679.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12ongbbsq/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-bin/au
toredir?camp=556&lineid=3179269&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=249982.3179269.4495679.1261774/D=egrou
pmail/S=:HM/A=1524963/rand=422321621> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 10346|10344|2003-06-18 07:31:25|pseudo nexus|Re: Resampling and setting levels!!!!?|
i dont use the rec in
i use a computer - sound forge or wavelab and then transfer the via smart card to the rs...
much easy and quicker...
visual interfacing is definately a fall back of the rs ....

kristian thomas:)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: irrelevanceuk 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2003 9:08 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Resampling and setting levels!!!!?

I'm finding that resampling a loop that i have made from internal and 
sampled instruments to be a long and tedious affair.
Firstly when i see that the recording level is clipping it's possible 
to swith back to pattern mode or to the mixer to adjust accordingly 
but then it's not possible to switch back to the sampling menu 
without stopping the track.
Is it wise to record with the master effects on because this is 
giving me nothing but hassle but i'm sure if i can get it right i'll 
have a nice chunky loop, but because of the first problem i'm in two 
minds whether it's really worth it.
Any advice you could give would be appreciated 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10347|10347|2003-06-18 10:04:28|Alex|do you remember all knob positions?|
I know that pressing SHIFT while rotating a knob, allows you to change it to another position without affecting the sound.
but, the problem is when you've played with another voice and you want then to modify another voice that you don't remember exactly the last position in which the knob
was set.
i find hard enough knowing all what i'm doing, that i also need to remember all knob positions! and then letting go the SHIFT hoping i've haven't got far enough! :) :)
i think this needs a big update... it could be achived by two ways i think... or displaying the original value when you press shift+start rotating... or display something like --
- on the BPM led when you pass through the original position (i think this would be more visual)

any tip while yamms don't release new OS?

alex.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10349|9158|2003-06-18 13:53:31|om_audio|Test Mode - Debug - useful info- |
Ok- I did test- found the info on how to get there on RS7000.org 
forum- 

1) Turn off your RS. 
2) Press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn 
the power on. 

You should get the test screen, where you will find the OS version 
number etc. , and operating the test mode is self explanatory once 
you are in there. There are tests for all sorts of things including 2 
different tests for the expanded SIMMs if you have any.

My results:

Firm ver 1.21
Kernel ver 1.10
Data ver 1.20
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My SIMMs tested NG- I was surprised as I could use the full 64mb when 
working with it. Luckily I had 2 other EDO SIMMs at 64mb total which 
test OK- BUT NOT FULL TEST- bummer- short test result: OK- size 32MW
(does this mean it only sees 32mb in test mode?)

Looks like to rule out the SIMMs contributing to my problems I will 
have to buy replacements that test OK for all tests.

Thanks,
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> Maybe you should do a full ram check in the debug mode. Messy Ram 
gave
> me big problems with slicing, while "just sampling" worked.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@h...] 
> Gesendet: Dienstag, 17. Juni 2003 06:31
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine (slicing bug)
> 
> 
> I have had this issue of slicing and it never completing 2x so far- 
> in fact it is happening right now- the counter is up to 780- last 
> time I let it get to 2500 or so- I simply press "create" and 
nothing 
> else. Definitely a bug- I'm running OS 1.21 from Japan site. I wish 
> it wouldn't do this!
> 
> Om
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pseudo nexus" 
> wrote:
> > dont do or press anything while your slicing.
> > thats what i found to aviod this problem.
> > kt
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: dodeca02 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 5:34 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine
> > 
> > 
> > F#$KING ARGH!
> > 
> > Yeah, I just experienced this problem yesterday, although in a 
> > different way. I had just finished resampling and slicing a 
> bassline 
> > a couple of different times to get it just so, and then about 
> five 
> > mins later, the RS locked up on me... losing three hours of 
work.
> > 
> > I was, uh, slightly pissed to say the least. ;)
> > 
> > Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? I 
> figured 
> > they were just waiting until the 909 came out, although I'm 
> starting 
> > to get ansy as I'd like to see the less intuitive parts of the 
> > machine well, intuitive. ;)
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 
> wrote:
> > > Hi
> > > too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really 
love 
> and 
> > > squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he 
> > menages 
> > > to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to 
> create.. 
> > 10 
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> > > minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be 
> hard to 
> > > create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.
> > > 
> > > randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.
> > > 
> > > someone else got that bedroom-problem?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > benno
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=249982.3179269.4495679.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
05
> 032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12ongbbsq/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/au
> toredir?camp=556&lineid=3179269&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=249982.3179269.4495679.1261774/D=egrou
> pmail/S=:HM/A=1524963/rand=422321621> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10350|10347|2003-06-18 16:38:33|om_audio|Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
Yes this is too bad- I love this feature on my Korg ES-1 - it has a 
small LED that indicates when you pass original value for the 
parameter being edited. One for the wish list if it's not already on 
there!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex" wrote:
> i think this needs a big update... it could be achived by two ways 
i think... or displaying the original value when you press 
shift+start rotating... or display something like --- on the BPM led 
when you pass through the original position (i think this would be 
more visual)

| 10351|10351|2003-06-18 23:35:43|pseudo nexus|call for submissions | Pseudo Space Moving Image Project|
call for submissions | Pseudo Space Moving Image Project
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PSMIP011
7-9pm SUNDAY 29th JUNE 2003
PSEUDO SPACE :: 188 Sturt Street Adelaide South Australia

The Pseudo Space puts on a indipendant screening programme on the last sunday of every month. Weve started recieving artworks for the exhihibtion PSMIP001.
Interested participants submit there work purley via digital means. A new site is up, where you will find all the necessary information about getting your work screened.

We are looking for:
wacky animations
experimental / confronting documentary/ mocumentry's
non linier audiovisual art
video art
shorts

For more information, contact
Kristian Thomas
pseudospace@internode.on.net 
www.pseudo.32k.org 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10352|10347|2003-06-19 03:18:26|Latif|Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
Yes, the most userfriendly function for that
is called 'jump' just like on sp808 sampler,
when set to 'jump' you can rotate the knob
but it won't change the parameter untill you reach
the previous set value :-)
I don't understand why they didn't implement this...
it's so obvious.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex" wrote:
> I know that pressing SHIFT while rotating a knob, allows you to 
change it to another position without affecting the sound.
> but, the problem is when you've played with another voice and you 
want then to modify another voice that you don't remember exactly the 
last position in which the knob was set.
> i find hard enough knowing all what i'm doing, that i also need to 
remember all knob positions! and then letting go the SHIFT hoping 
i've haven't got far enough! :) :)
> i think this needs a big update... it could be achived by two ways 
i think... or displaying the original value when you press 
shift+start rotating... or display something like --- on the BPM led 
when you pass through the original position (i think this would be 
more visual)
> 
> any tip while yamms don't release new OS?
> 
> alex.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10353|10353|2003-06-19 04:05:23|flipspoon2003|PC editing sofware for the RS7000?|
Hi is there any editing software for the PC for this unit? i would 
like if pos to do some midi event editing (or arrangment) with bigger 
display. Guess i could dump the midi but probably too much hassle 
import exporting..?
S.
| 10354|10353|2003-06-19 04:33:55|om_audio|Re: PC editing sofware for the RS7000?|
Exporting SMFiles from the RS is really easy- and importing into PC 
is really easy- I use SM card and can edit in Reason or Cubase very 
nicely.

Just be careful when importing back into the RS- I noticed when I 
imported a single bass line into a Style it erased the whole pattern- 
(the RS seems to handle SMF in whole Patterns/Sections only- not 
individual Tracks)so I imported into a blank Style and then copied 
the individual Track over to the Style I was working in.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "flipspoon2003" 
wrote:

> Hi is there any editing software for the PC for this unit? i would 
> like if pos to do some midi event editing (or arrangment) with 
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bigger 

> display. Guess i could dump the midi but probably too much hassle 
> import exporting..?
> S.

| 10355|10353|2003-06-19 05:13:08|flipspoon2003|Re: PC editing sofware for the RS7000?|
Thanks for response, thats what i was afraid of re-import, i really 
want to keep it exactly as is. Isnt there also posibility are messing 
up the timming? or other intricities? (of course one would have to 
match ppq resolution before load/saving)Anyone know why the tracks 
are messed upon re-import?
Wehn you export are you saying you only get one merged MIDI track?

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> Exporting SMFiles from the RS is really easy- and importing into PC 
> is really easy- I use SM card and can edit in Reason or Cubase very 
> nicely.
> 
> Just be careful when importing back into the RS- I noticed when I 
> imported a single bass line into a Style it erased the whole 

pattern- 

> (the RS seems to handle SMF in whole Patterns/Sections only- not 
> individual Tracks)so I imported into a blank Style and then copied 
> the individual Track over to the Style I was working in.
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "flipspoon2003" 
> wrote:
> > Hi is there any editing software for the PC for this unit? i 

would 

> > like if pos to do some midi event editing (or arrangment) with 
> bigger 
> > display. Guess i could dump the midi but probably too much hassle 
> > import exporting..?
> > S.

| 10356|10347|2003-06-19 06:27:01|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
On Thu, 19 Jun 2003, Latif wrote:

> Yes, the most userfriendly function for that
> is called 'jump' just like on sp808 sampler,
> when set to 'jump' you can rotate the knob
> but it won't change the parameter untill you reach
> the previous set value :-)
> I don't understand why they didn't implement this...
> it's so obvious.

You're right. Is it in the wish list ?

Arnauld
| 10357|10357|2003-06-19 07:28:26|Thomas|RS or not RS`? Need some help for decision, please|
If I decided to get the Rs I would want to get a sampler too so I can 
save 
all my samples on the other unit instead of on the rs, I have been 
thinking 
about the emu 5000ultra. I thought that would be useful because I 
would 
have another sampler to work with and I could save mounds of memory 
on 
the 
rs. I might need a drum machine or maybe one of those cds with 500 
samples 
on it. I'm not sure whether the cd or drum machine would be more 
suitable 
for this situation. Can the Rs be easily hooked up to the computer 
once the 
expansion board is installed? I'm asking because I would want to 
load 
my 
beats into my recording software. Am I making any sense or am I in 
another 
world? Thank you 
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Mat

From: Thomas Finegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>

>To: "Mat St. Jean" <gonanocktu_711@msn.com>
>Subject: Re: RS7K
>Date: Mon, 16 Jun 2003 11:57:19 +0200 (CEST)
>
> --- "Mat St. Jean" <gonanocktu_711@msn.com> schrieb:
> > I'm trying to find a piece of hardware with a drum
> > kit already including a
> > variety of hard drums. Like you said I could always
> > get a cd with a load of
> > drum samples and use the built in sampler from one
> > of those machines. I
> > have been thinking too about combining an rs7k and a
> > boss sp-505. I really
> > want to try and find a piece of gear with a built in
> > hard drum kit but am I
> > just wasting my time?
>
>What is a "hard" drum kit for you? I don´t understand
>what you mean. The RS drumkit is very booming. Ppl who
>used the RS on a live-pa said it kicks really hard.
>Stay away from the Boss SP x0x series. Cheap products
>that sound bad. And with a RS you don´t need a SP505
>anyway.
>Maybe you need to add a drummachine, like the Jomox
>XBase09 or Elektron Machinedrum (www.jomox.de,
>www.machinedrum.com), if the RS drumsounds or
>sample-material is not good enough for you. I don´t
>know the Emu or Roland drumsounds, but ppl. on the RS
>list reported that they sound weaker.
>
>Either way for "hard" drums you need to program the
>sounds they way you think they sound "hard".
>

| 10358|10358|2003-06-19 08:27:50|pfm360|QY700 or RS7000?|
Hi, I'm undecided as to which one out of these two Yamaha sequencers
to buy. 
I would use the sequencers mainly for controlling external gear and i
was wondering which was the most reliable out of the QY700 and RS7000
in terms of timing?

They both have their pros and cons, QY700 - 32 part, RS7000 - 18
controller knobs, etc. Controller knobs arent that big a deal for me
as there are many affordable midi controllers available nowadays. 

I have read on discussion groups that the RS7000 suffers from
patternitis , the pattern change hiccup, does the QY 700 have the same
problem. 

And would the QY700 be suitable for transmitting a lot of control
change messages quickly, anyone have any experiences with this?? How
about the RS7000??

Thanks. :)
| 10359|10358|2003-06-19 10:21:17|Kraken|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
Salud!

If you don't need the groovebox part of the RS, the QY700 is a better
sequencer. for controlling gear. It does not suffer from patternitis. :)

(I have both)

K!

----- Original Message -----
From: "pfm360" <bassbounce@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2003 4:21 PM
Subject: [RS7000] QY700 or RS7000?

> Hi, I'm undecided as to which one out of these two Yamaha sequencers
> to buy.
> I would use the sequencers mainly for controlling external gear and i
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> was wondering which was the most reliable out of the QY700 and RS7000
> in terms of timing?
>
> They both have their pros and cons, QY700 - 32 part, RS7000 - 18
> controller knobs, etc. Controller knobs arent that big a deal for me
> as there are many affordable midi controllers available nowadays.
>
> I have read on discussion groups that the RS7000 suffers from
> patternitis , the pattern change hiccup, does the QY 700 have the same
> problem.
>
> And would the QY700 be suitable for transmitting a lot of control
> change messages quickly, anyone have any experiences with this?? How
> about the RS7000??
>
> Thanks. :)
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>

| 10360|10358|2003-06-19 10:22:28|Latif|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kraken" wrote:

>It does not suffer from patternitis. :)

mwahahaha :-))
| 10361|10358|2003-06-19 10:40:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
On Thursday 19 June 2003 16:21, pfm360 wrote:

> They both have their pros and cons, QY700 - 32 part,
> RS7000 - 18 controller knobs, etc. Controller knobs arent
> that big a deal for me as there are many affordable midi
> controllers available nowadays.

The RS represents the all-in-a-box concept, where you get a 
good sequencer, a sampler, a tone engine and some effects 
in a single unit. If you get to know this machine, you 
really hardly need anything else to make a good sounding 
tune.

The QY700 is a *very* good hw sequencer, and the built in 
tone generator and fx are mostly there to help you create a 
tune while 'on the road'. The moment you hit the studio, 
you connect it with your pro gear for a better sound.

If all you're after is a good MIDI sequencer, the QY is the 
obvious choice, imo, because of the specs I mentioned 
earlier. Note however that the QY does not have grid record 
mode, and does not have direct track select buttons. On the 
other hand, it does have a more powerfull phrase 
implementation, where multiple phrases can be placed on a 
single track, very cool. The *number* of user phrases on 
the QY however is only 99 per style, while the RS has 255.

>
> I have read on discussion groups that the RS7000 suffers
> from patternitis , the pattern change hiccup, does the QY
> 700 have the same problem.
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Yes, both machines have this 'problem', which is actually 
not a problem at all. And btw, it's not a *pattern* change 
hickup but a *style* change hickup. The moment you cross a 
style border when jumping from one pattern to another, the 
fx and voice settings defined for the new style are 
activated, just like switching patches on a synth. It takes 
time for the hardware to initialize to the new settings. 
That's your hickup. 

Both machines can be told not to do that, at the price that 
you don't get different fx/voice settings when you change 
styles. For large songs, where you need more than 8/16 
patterns on the QY/RS, this is what you have to do.

>
> And would the QY700 be suitable for transmitting a lot of
> control change messages quickly, anyone have any
> experiences with this?? How about the RS7000??

Never tested it, but I guess the QY is powerfull enough. 
Note however that every hw sequencer can be put to a halt 
by having it sent enough MIDI data. You always need CC 
quantizing/thin out jobs to keep things workable, on both 
machines. Since the QY is able to play 32 linear tracks 
*plus* 16 pattern tracks at the same time, *and* also do 
chord transitions as well as other real-time midi tricks, I 
guess that when used for pattern tracks only, it should 
have enough power.

- Robert
| 10362|10344|2003-06-19 10:49:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Resampling and setting levels!!!!?|
On Wednesday 18 June 2003 13:38, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> Is it wise to record with the master effects on because
> this is giving me nothing but hassle but i'm sure if i
> can get it right i'll have a nice chunky loop, but
> because of the first problem i'm in two minds whether
> it's really worth it.

It's worth it if you need the master fx (e.g. a compressor) 
present in your sample. You don't *have* to use it, but 
only when you like it.

- Robert
| 10363|10326|2003-06-19 11:07:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
On Friday 13 June 2003 11:07, flipspoon2003 wrote:

> Thanks for your previous comments. all
>
> A few more Q's:
>
> Dosnt RS7000 have better realtime MIDI FX options than
> q700? 

The QY700 has a chord feature built in, allowing phrases - 
including your own - to be transposed to any chord, in 
real-time. The RS doesn't have this.

The RS has midi delay. I'd say both are strong in this 
area, but not equal. Depends on what you need.

> More solid timming?

Haven't noticed a difference between the two, but I never 
measured it.

> Is it true that q700 dosn't have actual track buttons?

That's true. It has Track up/down buttons, and it takes 
some more work to select a track on the QY. I really miss 
the direct selection buttons of the RS. 

But even it there were direct track select buttons, it still 
would't help much in many situations. Since there's no one 



on one relation between track and phrase, many of the 
direct commands of the RS are not possible on the QY. You 
need so move horizontally on the current track to select 
the phrase or rest or position you want before you can 
perform a command. It's more like a small spreadsheet 
layout.

> (for realtime mute recording?)

Indeed not possible on the QY. There are no scenes as well.

> This point alone would push
> me to the RS7000(Keep it hands on!)

The Pattern Chain mode as found on the RS is not available 
on the QY700. There's a simplified pattern track available 
in Song mode where you specify which patterns are to be 
played. But you can't program mutes in this track, as found 
in Pattern Chain mode. You'll have to program the mutes in 
the patterns themselves. At this point the RS is stronger, 
yes.

> What about editing midi events? Is it as flexable/easy as
> Qy700?

Event editing on the QY700 is works very nice because of the 
large bright screen. On the RS I still have problems 
adapting to the small cramped screen. The edit interface is 
more or less identical though.

> Any PC editing software for the MIDI side of RS7000? OK
> RS has 16 tracks but sounds like overdub can solve that
> limit as long as the editing/filtering is esasily
> acheivable!? 

You can't merge midi events of different midi channels into 
the same track! So merging/filtering is not an option. This 
is true for both machines.

> Last Q - IS the only difference in RS7000MIDI Sequencer
> compared with RMx1 the memory?

Can't comment on that. Never used a RM1x.

- Robert
| 10364|10358|2003-06-19 11:08:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
Please also read my other QY/RS message.

- Robert
| 10365|10302|2003-06-19 11:16:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
On Thursday 12 June 2003 17:05, jeffkissinger wrote:

> Robert,
> yes I did and the incoming midi notes still play the TG. 
> I read about this in the manual and I get the impression
> that there is no way to not have incoming notes play the
> TG. I am simply wanting to use the RS as midi-start
> master for all chained modules and be able to play the
> cahined modules w/o playing the RS TG via a midi keyboard
> to the RS midi in.

Ah, I understand now. Indeed, the TG on/off switch controls 
the internal sequencer, not the MIDI input. :(

- Robert
| 10366|10358|2003-06-19 11:17:36|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
Neither, could get a cheap old computer and some studio software for what it sounds like you want to do with these units.
| 10367|10367|2003-06-19 11:17:42|Belarbia, Reda|Middle east rythms and grooves anyone|



Hi All,

Anyone using RS7000 for Midle easter grooves and rythms ?

thanks 

Reda

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10368|10353|2003-06-19 12:22:01|om_audio|Re: PC editing sofware for the RS7000?|
No- what you get are 16 discreet midi tracks from the Pattern you 
exported from. You cannot export only a single Track as SMF. Thus if 
you export, work on a single midi track data and re import- you will 
be replacing all 16 Tracks in whatever Pattern you choose- which is 
fine if you haven't modified any of the Tracks on the RS betweeen the 
time you export/import. When I did it I imported the SMF into Reason 
and all 16 Tracks were there- I could assign sounds to tracks and 
hear the sequence just fine- but I deleted all but the 1 bass track I 
was working on- (I like to keep things tidy- hehe) SOOO- when I 
exported from Reason as SMF and imported it into the Pattern in the 
RS all the Tracks but the bass track were blank- overwritten.

Either leave them alone on the PC side or import the SMF into a blank 
Pattern OR Style and go from there.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "flipspoon2003" 
wrote:

> Wehn you export are you saying you only get one merged MIDI track?
>

| 10369|10357|2003-06-19 12:42:43|Michael Mitchell|Re: RS or not RS`? Need some help for decision, please|
i have a rs for sale £600 very cheap never used.very good bargin .i live in scotland.if interested please email back.
Thanks Mike

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Thomas 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2003 2:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS or not RS`? Need some help for decision, please

If I decided to get the Rs I would want to get a sampler too so I can 
save 
all my samples on the other unit instead of on the rs, I have been 
thinking 
about the emu 5000ultra. I thought that would be useful because I 
would 
have another sampler to work with and I could save mounds of memory 
on 
the 
rs. I might need a drum machine or maybe one of those cds with 500 
samples 
on it. I'm not sure whether the cd or drum machine would be more 
suitable 
for this situation. Can the Rs be easily hooked up to the computer 
once the 
expansion board is installed? I'm asking because I would want to 
load 
my 
beats into my recording software. Am I making any sense or am I in 
another 
world? Thank you 

Mat

From: Thomas Finegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
>To: "Mat St. Jean" <gonanocktu_711@msn.com>
>Subject: Re: RS7K
>Date: Mon, 16 Jun 2003 11:57:19 +0200 (CEST)
>
> --- "Mat St. Jean" <gonanocktu_711@msn.com> schrieb:
> > I'm trying to find a piece of hardware with a drum
> > kit already including a
> > variety of hard drums. Like you said I could always
> > get a cd with a load of
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> > drum samples and use the built in sampler from one
> > of those machines. I
> > have been thinking too about combining an rs7k and a
> > boss sp-505. I really
> > want to try and find a piece of gear with a built in
> > hard drum kit but am I
> > just wasting my time?
>
>What is a "hard" drum kit for you? I don´t understand
>what you mean. The RS drumkit is very booming. Ppl who
>used the RS on a live-pa said it kicks really hard.
>Stay away from the Boss SP x0x series. Cheap products
>that sound bad. And with a RS you don´t need a SP505
>anyway.
>Maybe you need to add a drummachine, like the Jomox
>XBase09 or Elektron Machinedrum (www.jomox.de,
>www.machinedrum.com), if the RS drumsounds or
>sample-material is not good enough for you. I don´t
>know the Emu or Roland drumsounds, but ppl. on the RS
>list reported that they sound weaker.
>
>Either way for "hard" drums you need to program the
>sounds they way you think they sound "hard".
>

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10370|9931|2003-06-19 14:53:11|om_audio|Re: Sampling bugs?|
Going wayyy back here but as I was responding to someone on the RS 
forum with similar propblems I looked at mine again and saw it 
was "cured"

I tested my SIMMs which were "NG" - and ever since installing SIMMs 
that test OK I have not had these sampling problems. I don't know if 
it was the cause but I think anyone with any issues at all on the RS 
should test thir SIMMs - mine seemed to work fine but for the NG 
results from Test Mode. See my recent posts for details on how to 
access Test Mode etc.

Om 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Hello- 
> 
> When I go to sample 2 problems arise- 1 is that mono L or R show no 
> metering although the sound is present- if I choose Mono L/R the 
> metering works- it is not a signal volume issue.
> 
> 2nd which does not happen all the time is that I have a sample that 
> shows no wavform display although I can adjust loop points and edit 
> it.
> 
> Anyone else?
> 
> I'm on OS 1.21 from Japan site-

| 10371|10326|2003-06-19 14:58:50|wildemar|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
Now I have a question:

Hows the Q700 for live performance?

I mean can you improvise easily, rearranging stuff quickly while playing (by jumping to certain index markers or so)? 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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Thats the one thing I could *never* find in a hardseq thats not pattern based - i dont like patterns that much as you may 
know.

Wildemar,
weil es so wild geschah
:-D

Am 19.06.2003 19:06:59, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 19:06:59 +0200
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??
>
>
>
> On Friday 13 June 2003 11:07, flipspoon2003 wrote:
> > Thanks for your previous comments. all
> >
> > A few more Q's:
> >
> > Dosnt RS7000 have better realtime MIDI FX options than
> > q700?
>
> The QY700 has a chord feature built in, allowing phrases -
> including your own - to be transposed to any chord, in
> real-time. The RS doesn't have this.
>
> The RS has midi delay. I'd say both are strong in this
> area, but not equal. Depends on what you need.
>
> > More solid timming?
>
> Haven't noticed a difference between the two, but I never
> measured it.
>
> > Is it true that q700 dosn't have actual track buttons?
>
> That's true. It has Track up/down buttons, and it takes
> some more work to select a track on the QY. I really miss
> the direct selection buttons of the RS.
>
> But even it there were direct track select buttons, it still
> would't help much in many situations. Since there's no one
> on one relation between track and phrase, many of the
> direct commands of the RS are not possible on the QY. You
> need so move horizontally on the current track to select
> the phrase or rest or position you want before you can
> perform a command. It's more like a small spreadsheet
> layout.
>
> > (for realtime mute recording?)
>
> Indeed not possible on the QY. There are no scenes as well.
>
>
> > This point alone would push
> > me to the RS7000(Keep it hands on!)
>
> The Pattern Chain mode as found on the RS is not available
> on the QY700. There's a simplified pattern track available
> in Song mode where you specify which patterns are to be
> played. But you can't program mutes in this track, as found
> in Pattern Chain mode. You'll have to program the mutes in 
> the patterns themselves. At this point the RS is stronger,
> yes.
>
>
> > What about editing midi events? Is it as flexable/easy as
> > Qy700?
>
> Event editing on the QY700 is works very nice because of the
> large bright screen. On the RS I still have problems
> adapting to the small cramped screen. The edit interface is
> more or less identical though.
>
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> > Any PC editing software for the MIDI side of RS7000? OK
> > RS has 16 tracks but sounds like overdub can solve that
> > limit as long as the editing/filtering is esasily
> > acheivable!?
>
> You can't merge midi events of different midi channels into
> the same track! So merging/filtering is not an option. This
> is true for both machines.
>
> > Last Q - IS the only difference in RS7000MIDI Sequencer
> > compared with RMx1 the memory?
>
> Can't comment on that. Never used a RM1x.
>
> - Robert
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10372|10357|2003-06-19 14:58:51|wildemar|Re: RS or not RS`? Need some help for decision, please|
Sorry, but 'very cheap' and 'never used' ...

How does that work?

I'm naggin today, I know.

Am 19.06.2003 20:42:37, schrieb "Michael Mitchell" <michael@mmitchell30.fsnet.co.uk>:

>
>
> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: "Michael Mitchell" <michael@mmitchell30.fsnet.co.uk>
> Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 19:42:37 +0100
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] RS or not RS`? Need some help for decision, please
>
>
>
> i have a rs for sale £600 very cheap never used.very good bargin .i live in
> scotland.if interested please email back.
> Thanks Mike
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Thomas
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2003 2:28 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] RS or not RS`? Need some help for decision, please
>
>
> If I decided to get the Rs I would want to get a sampler too so I can
> save
> all my samples on the other unit instead of on the rs, I have been
> thinking
> about the emu 5000ultra. I thought that would be useful because I
> would
> have another sampler to work with and I could save mounds of memory
> on
> the
> rs. I might need a drum machine or maybe one of those cds with 500
> samples
> on it. I'm not sure whether the cd or drum machine would be more
> suitable
> for this situation. Can the Rs be easily hooked up to the computer
> once the
> expansion board is installed? I'm asking because I would want to
> load
> my
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> beats into my recording software. Am I making any sense or am I in
> another
> world? Thank you
>
> Mat
>
>
> From: Thomas Finegan <tomfinegan@yahoo.com>
> >To: "Mat St. Jean" <gonanocktu_711@msn.com>
> >Subject: Re: RS7K
> >Date: Mon, 16 Jun 2003 11:57:19 +0200 (CEST)
> >
> > --- "Mat St. Jean" <gonanocktu_711@msn.com> schrieb:
> > > I'm trying to find a piece of hardware with a drum
> > > kit already including a
> > > variety of hard drums. Like you said I could always
> > > get a cd with a load of
> > > drum samples and use the built in sampler from one
> > > of those machines. I
> > > have been thinking too about combining an rs7k and a
> > > boss sp-505. I really
> > > want to try and find a piece of gear with a built in
> > > hard drum kit but am I
> > > just wasting my time?
> >
> >What is a "hard" drum kit for you? I don´t understand
> >what you mean. The RS drumkit is very booming. Ppl who
> >used the RS on a live-pa said it kicks really hard.
> >Stay away from the Boss SP x0x series. Cheap products
> >that sound bad. And with a RS you don´t need a SP505
> >anyway.
> >Maybe you need to add a drummachine, like the Jomox
> >XBase09 or Elektron Machinedrum (www.jomox.de,
> >www.machinedrum.com), if the RS drumsounds or
> >sample-material is not good enough for you. I don´t
> >know the Emu or Roland drumsounds, but ppl. on the RS
> >list reported that they sound weaker.
> >
> >Either way for "hard" drums you need to program the
> >sounds they way you think they sound "hard".
> >
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10373|10347|2003-06-19 14:58:55|wildemar|Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
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Dont wanna nitpick, but isnt 'Jump' the function that is implemented right now (the parameter jumping to the new knob 
position.

I know the function you're referring to as 'Pickup'.

Thought I'd just stop by and confuse the issue :-)

Wildemar

Am 19.06.2003 14:37:12, schrieb Arnauld Michelizza <am@zehc.net>:

>
>
> An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>
> Von: Arnauld Michelizza <am@zehc.net>
> Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 14:37:12 +0200 (CEST)
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?
>
>
>
> On Thu, 19 Jun 2003, Latif wrote:
>
> > Yes, the most userfriendly function for that
> > is called 'jump' just like on sp808 sampler,
> > when set to 'jump' you can rotate the knob
> > but it won't change the parameter untill you reach
> > the previous set value :-)
> > I don't understand why they didn't implement this...
> > it's so obvious.
>
> You're right. Is it in the wish list ?
>
> Arnauld
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10374|10302|2003-06-19 14:58:55|wildemar|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
Jeffkisser, please explain again what you want. I think I still havent got it ... sorry.

As I understand it you want a Chain like:

Masterkeyboard --> RS7000 --> Synth/Sampler/etc.

Right? And then you want to sound the modules from the keyboard as if the RS weren't there at all. Correct.

Why that is possible to some extent, sorry Robert.
I mean I do it and it works.

Press Utility 2 times,
set 'Echo Back' to 'Monitor (Rec)'
then go to 'Setup' submode, pressing the button 4 times,
select 'TG' and set all channels to 'Off', that your Modules respond to.

Only drawback is that all MIDI data coming in (no matter what channel) is routed to the MIDI Channel of the track 
currently selected on the RS. That means you have to select the corresponding track/channel that your desired 
module responds to and than only play that one (an no other). The RS however shuts up then. Which is what you 
want, if I'm not to doodely dumb.

I probably got it all wrong. The again I might not. Isnt life just great :-)
Wildemar
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Am 19.06.2003 19:16:18, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>
>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Von: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 19:16:18 +0200
> Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though
>
>
>
> On Thursday 12 June 2003 17:05, jeffkissinger wrote:
>
> > Robert,
> > yes I did and the incoming midi notes still play the TG.
> > I read about this in the manual and I get the impression
> > that there is no way to not have incoming notes play the
> > TG. I am simply wanting to use the RS as midi-start
> > master for all chained modules and be able to play the
> > cahined modules w/o playing the RS TG via a midi keyboard
> > to the RS midi in.
>
> Ah, I understand now. Indeed, the TG on/off switch controls
> the internal sequencer, not the MIDI input. :(
>
> - Robert
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 10375|10375|2003-06-19 15:22:02|welshemyr|some basic questions|
Ive got a Korg i3 and want to know hot to connect this to the RS to 
enable me to use the keyboard for RS sounds/ Ive connected them via 
midid but instead of hearing playing ther RS sounds the keyboard 
noise is being transferred to the Rs can anyone help please.
Also i know this has been answered before but I cant find the answer,
How do you change the effects on one track in section A or B but keep 
no effects on other patterns?
Cheers for the help.
Oh and can anyone direct me to some software that recgnises rs files 
on the PC. ive got Acid fRUITY LOOPS AND wAV lAB BUT none of them 
recognise the RS files direct from the machine.
Any help gratefully appreciated!
| 10376|10376|2003-06-19 15:22:03|welshemyr|Uk groups|
Are there any Uk meets of groups of Rs users or anyone around Wales 
whod like to meet up to make some tunes.
Im based near Cardiff and into drum and bass, hip hop and anything 
original and not poppy basdically. Anyone interested get in touch 
cheers.
| 10377|10347|2003-06-19 15:49:52|Latif|Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
ehmm no, the way i remember the function 'jump'
in my former sp808 it wouldn't change the parameter
untill you rotated the knob to that value it was on.

:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Dont wanna nitpick, but isnt 'Jump' the function that is 
implemented right now (the parameter jumping to the new knob 
> position.
> 
> I know the function you're referring to as 'Pickup'.
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> 
> Thought I'd just stop by and confuse the issue :-)
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Am 19.06.2003 14:37:12, schrieb Arnauld Michelizza :
> 
> >
> >
> > An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >
> > Von: Arnauld Michelizza 
> > Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 14:37:12 +0200 (CEST)
> > Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?
> >
> >
> >
> > On Thu, 19 Jun 2003, Latif wrote:
> >
> > > Yes, the most userfriendly function for that
> > > is called 'jump' just like on sp808 sampler,
> > > when set to 'jump' you can rotate the knob
> > > but it won't change the parameter untill you reach
> > > the previous set value :-)
> > > I don't understand why they didn't implement this...
> > > it's so obvious.
> >
> > You're right. Is it in the wish list ?
> >
> > Arnauld
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.

| 10378|10302|2003-06-19 15:58:30|om_audio|Re: bypassing the TG from midi in to out/though|
I was frustrated to learn of this midi thing too- like filtering only 
applies to sequencer and not to midi/o to the TG- 

You could use a www.midisolutions.com "Router" which has 1 input and 
2 programmable outputs. You tell it not to pass any midi notes etc. 
from one or both outputs. I use one to send midi clock ONLY to a 
bunch of stuff.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 12 June 2003 17:05, jeffkissinger wrote:
> 
> Ah, I understand now. Indeed, the TG on/off switch controls 
> the internal sequencer, not the MIDI input. :(
> 
> - Robert

| 10379|10379|2003-06-19 16:13:02|synthe. labo|new stuff from Synthe.Labo|
'electrolite'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=465615
sick electro drum&bass, distorted synths, a sampled guitar melody

'bubba'
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=465613
broken beats, synths delirium
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both made with rs7000 + soft synths like Waldorf Attack (Vst), Dynamo, + 
Fruity Loops skips.

feedback appreciated :)

http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Invia messaggi istantanei gratuitamente! http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 10380|9158|2003-06-19 16:13:11|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Test Mode - Debug - useful info-|
I knew it. I had nearly the same issue.
I don´t know about the depths of this test, but I can tell: I had
problems with slicing with NG Ram, All works fine with OK Ram :) 
If you´re in germany, I can tell you an ebay handler who knows the brand
that works, 2*32MB are about 20Eus.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 18. Juni 2003 21:53
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Test Mode - Debug - useful info-

Ok- I did test- found the info on how to get there on RS7000.org 
forum- 

1) Turn off your RS. 
2) Press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn 
the power on. 

You should get the test screen, where you will find the OS version 
number etc. , and operating the test mode is self explanatory once 
you are in there. There are tests for all sorts of things including 2 
different tests for the expanded SIMMs if you have any.

My results:

Firm ver 1.21
Kernel ver 1.10
Data ver 1.20

My SIMMs tested NG- I was surprised as I could use the full 64mb when 
working with it. Luckily I had 2 other EDO SIMMs at 64mb total which 
test OK- BUT NOT FULL TEST- bummer- short test result: OK- size 32MW
(does this mean it only sees 32mb in test mode?)

Looks like to rule out the SIMMs contributing to my problems I will 
have to buy replacements that test OK for all tests.

Thanks,
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> Maybe you should do a full ram check in the debug mode. Messy Ram 
gave
> me big problems with slicing, while "just sampling" worked.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@h...] 
> Gesendet: Dienstag, 17. Juni 2003 06:31
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine (slicing bug)
> 
> 
> I have had this issue of slicing and it never completing 2x so far- 
> in fact it is happening right now- the counter is up to 780- last 
> time I let it get to 2500 or so- I simply press "create" and 
nothing 
> else. Definitely a bug- I'm running OS 1.21 from Japan site. I wish 
> it wouldn't do this!
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> 
> Om
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pseudo nexus" 
> wrote:
> > dont do or press anything while your slicing.
> > thats what i found to aviod this problem.
> > kt
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: dodeca02 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 5:34 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS - crashmaschine
> > 
> > 
> > F#$KING ARGH!
> > 
> > Yeah, I just experienced this problem yesterday, although in a 
> > different way. I had just finished resampling and slicing a 
> bassline 
> > a couple of different times to get it just so, and then about 
> five 
> > mins later, the RS locked up on me... losing three hours of 
work.
> > 
> > I was, uh, slightly pissed to say the least. ;)
> > 
> > Is Yamaha coming out with version 2.0 or what's the deal? I 
> figured 
> > they were just waiting until the 909 came out, although I'm 
> starting 
> > to get ansy as I'd like to see the less intuitive parts of the 
> > machine well, intuitive. ;)
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mopotbo " 
> wrote:
> > > Hi
> > > too often (ca. once a week) my tender bedpartner, i really 
love 
> and 
> > > squeese, crashes, when i´m trying to slice a loop or sth. he 
> > menages 
> > > to create the preview, but when i hit "create" it trys to 
> create.. 
> > 10 
> > > minutes... 1 hour... the next mornig.. executing... must be 
> hard to 
> > > create that, cause he never gets finished. crash. shit.
> > > 
> > > randomly it didn´d happen to me in a serious situation jet.
> > > 
> > > someone else got that bedroom-problem?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > benno
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=249982.3179269.4495679.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
05
> 032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12ongbbsq/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/au
> toredir?camp=556&lineid=3179269&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=249982.3179269.4495679.1261774/D=egrou
> pmail/S=:HM/A=1524963/rand=422321621> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=1564416/R=0/SIG=11ti81skc/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?mq
so=60164797&partid=3170658> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egrou
pmail/S=:HM/A=1564416/rand=785317475> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10381|10347|2003-06-19 16:18:54|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
I vote for Wildemar this time, sorry Latif ;)
However, we want also ´the other one´ :)

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 19. Juni 2003 23:50
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?

ehmm no, the way i remember the function 'jump'
in my former sp808 it wouldn't change the parameter
untill you rotated the knob to that value it was on.

:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Dont wanna nitpick, but isnt 'Jump' the function that is 
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implemented right now (the parameter jumping to the new knob 
> position.
> 
> I know the function you're referring to as 'Pickup'.
> 
> Thought I'd just stop by and confuse the issue :-)
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Am 19.06.2003 14:37:12, schrieb Arnauld Michelizza :
> 
> >
> >
> > An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >
> > Von: Arnauld Michelizza 
> > Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 14:37:12 +0200 (CEST)
> > Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?
> >
> >
> >
> > On Thu, 19 Jun 2003, Latif wrote:
> >
> > > Yes, the most userfriendly function for that
> > > is called 'jump' just like on sp808 sampler,
> > > when set to 'jump' you can rotate the knob
> > > but it won't change the parameter untill you reach
> > > the previous set value :-)
> > > I don't understand why they didn't implement this...
> > > it's so obvious.
> >
> > You're right. Is it in the wish list ?
> >
> > Arnauld
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705
032144:HM/A=1564416/R=0/SIG=11ti81skc/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?mq
so=60164797&partid=3170658> 

<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egrou
pmail/S=:HM/A=1564416/rand=327773003> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10382|10379|2003-06-19 16:28:41|Latif|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|
i like electrolite :-)
nice elektro & idm crossover
the synth and guitar are done very nicely
they give it a sort of authentic touch.

keep it going man!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthe. labo" wrote:
> 'electrolite'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=465615
> sick electro drum&bass, distorted synths, a sampled guitar melody
> 
> 'bubba'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=465613
> broken beats, synths delirium
> 
> both made with rs7000 + soft synths like Waldorf Attack (Vst), 
Dynamo, + 
> Fruity Loops skips.
> 
> feedback appreciated :)
> 
> 
> http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
> 
> 
> ciao-marco
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Invia messaggi istantanei gratuitamente! 
http://www.msn.it/messenger/

| 10383|10347|2003-06-19 16:32:34|Latif|Re: do you remember all knob positions?|
mwehehehe :-)
ok whatever the amerikans or japanese 
want to call it, it would be dandy handy in the RS.
better yet it should have been there allready, 
like i said it's to obvious, just like a level 
attenuator for the @#$%@#$%%%#!!! metronome...
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> I vote for Wildemar this time, sorry Latif ;)
> However, we want also ´the other one´ :)
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@h...] 
> Gesendet: Donnerstag, 19. Juni 2003 23:50
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?
> 
> 
> ehmm no, the way i remember the function 'jump'
> in my former sp808 it wouldn't change the parameter
> untill you rotated the knob to that value it was on.
> 
> :-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Dont wanna nitpick, but isnt 'Jump' the function that is 
> implemented right now (the parameter jumping to the new knob 
> > position.
> > 
> > I know the function you're referring to as 'Pickup'.
> > 
> > Thought I'd just stop by and confuse the issue :-)
> > 
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> > Wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Am 19.06.2003 14:37:12, schrieb Arnauld Michelizza :
> > 
> > >
> > >
> > > An: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > >
> > > Von: Arnauld Michelizza 
> > > Datum: Thu, 19 Jun 2003 14:37:12 +0200 (CEST)
> > > Betreff:Re: [RS7000] Re: do you remember all knob positions?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > On Thu, 19 Jun 2003, Latif wrote:
> > >
> > > > Yes, the most userfriendly function for that
> > > > is called 'jump' just like on sp808 sampler,
> > > > when set to 'jump' you can rotate the knob
> > > > but it won't change the parameter untill you reach
> > > > the previous set value :-)
> > > > I don't understand why they didn't implement this...
> > > > it's so obvious.
> > >
> > > You're right. Is it in the wish list ?
> > >
> > > Arnauld
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
05
> 
032144:HM/A=1564416/R=0/SIG=11ti81skc/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mq
> so=60164797&partid=3170658> 
> 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egrou
> pmail/S=:HM/A=1564416/rand=327773003> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10384|10384|2003-06-20 00:42:46|Alex|Re: Test Mode - Debug - useful info-|

>If you´re in germany, I can tell you an ebay handler who knows the brand
>that works, 2*32MB are about 20Eus.

wow! 20 euros?? is this correct???
i don't live in germany so... could you send me 2 to spain? :) :)
don't worry if it's too trouble for you..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10385|10379|2003-06-20 01:09:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|
On Friday 20 June 2003 00:11, synthe. labo wrote:

> 'electrolite'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
>465615 sick electro drum&bass, distorted synths, a sampled
> guitar melody
>
> 'bubba'
> http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
>465613 broken beats, synths delirium

My browser (konqueror, Linux) doesn't understand these 
links.

- Robert
| 10386|10326|2003-06-20 01:12:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
On Thursday 19 June 2003 22:50, wildemar wrote:

> Now I have a question:
>
> Hows the Q700 for live performance?

Not as good as the RS. It's very reliable, especially due to 
the battery backup (if the QY700 gets powered down and 
powerd up again, everything is still there!). But since 
there are now direct track select and mute knobs, and due 
to the higher complexity of the interface, the QY is more 
oriented towards studio use, imo.

>
> I mean can you improvise easily, rearranging stuff
> quickly while playing (by jumping to certain index
> markers or so)? Thats the one thing I could *never* find
> in a hardseq thats not pattern based - i dont like
> patterns that much as you may know.

What is it about patterns that you don't like?
I have a hard time imagining what I stuff I could rearrange 
on a linear track sequencer...

- Robert
| 10387|10375|2003-06-20 01:21:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: some basic questions|
On Thursday 19 June 2003 20:32, welshemyr wrote:

> Ive got a Korg i3 and want to know hot to connect this to
> the RS to enable me to use the keyboard for RS sounds/
> Ive connected them via midid but instead of hearing
> playing ther RS sounds the keyboard noise is being
> transferred to the Rs can anyone help please. 

You mean you still hear the Korg playing when pressing the 
keys? If you don't use the Korg, simply turn down its 
volume. Or if you want to use it as a sound module 
controlled by the RS, set the MIDI local switch of the Korg 
to 'off'. This disconnects the keyboard from the Korg's 
sound engine, so that you actually get two devices, a midi 
keyboard that transmits data via the MIDI out socket, and a 
sound engine that listens to the MIDI in socket.

> Also i know
> this has been answered before but I cant find the answer,

http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=


> How do you change the effects on one track in section A
> or B but keep no effects on other patterns?

You mean on the same track. Simply record the fx send knob 
tweaks in your track, or insert them by hand in Edit mode. 
There are dedicated CCs available for each of the fx send 
paramters. To find out which, record the knobs in a test 
track and use Edit mode to see what you got.

Btw, using different tracks (if possible) is another 
solution. That way you don't have to change the fx send 
values for each pattern.

> Cheers for the help.
> Oh and can anyone direct me to some software that
> recgnises rs files on the PC. ive got Acid fRUITY LOOPS
> AND wAV lAB BUT none of them recognise the RS files
> direct from the machine.

The RS pattern and song files are not recognized by any 
piece of software, it's dedicated RS stuff. You can however 
export some of the RS stuff to public formats. You can 
export the MIDI data to SMF format. And audio data can be 
exported to WAVE or AIFF format. 

- Robert
| 10388|10388|2003-06-20 02:03:28|irrelevanceuk|Slice function driving me nuts!!|
Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to work. I've 
read both the manual and power user faq but still can't get any 
results. Ill run through how i've been attempting to slice my loop 
and hopefully someone will spot my mistake.

I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second load screen 
function).It's a one bar loop that has had it's loop points set in an 
audio editor and it plays and loops fine from the keyboard on c3.
I scroll through the sample edit section until i get to the job mode 
and choose slice.
I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub division as i 
want to work with the loops transients, so set to beat 1 and keep the 
defualt sensitivity. Press do and auction my sample...nothing, can't 
hear a thing!
I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that my samples 
root key is now at E0, the sample start point is 0 and end point is 
around 30 but it doesn't look like there is any waveform and for some 
reason the description of the sample in the right hand corner says 
something about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just want 
to recyclise my loop.
I've tried various sensitivity settings and different algorithms but 
it's always the same thing. Please tell me were i'm going wrong, i 
honestly can't see.
| 10389|10388|2003-06-20 02:11:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> will spot my mistake.
>
> I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> choose slice.
> I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> want to recyclise my loop.
> I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me



> were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.

Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for 
a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That 
explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/

As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is 
split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of 
these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why 
a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.

If this doesn't help, let us know.

-Robert
| 10390|10388|2003-06-20 02:39:44|irrelevanceuk|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
I've read the manual and the slice power user faq but i'm still 
unclear as to why my sample loop(of one bar) which was originally set 
to a root key of c3 has now been moved to E0. I can't audition at 
this key while in the sample edit menu and if i move out of the menu 
i lose the edit unless of course i "create" (which i've also tried).
I can move the root key back to c3 and it plays fine.
I read an old thread with someone explaining a similar situation, and 
that turned out to be a ram issue.
I bought this unit second hand and went on faith when i was told that 
the ram although not yamaha spec worked perfectly. If it's me being 
stupid, hey, i'll get over it, if it's a ram issue i'll be pissed!

Sorry if this is a double post but my browser reported a dns error 
when i tried to send (at least it's worded differently hey) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > will spot my mistake.
> >
> > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > choose slice.
> > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > want to recyclise my loop.
> > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me
> > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> 
> Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for 
> a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That 
> explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> 
> As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is 
> split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of 
> these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why 
> a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> 
> If this doesn't help, let us know.
> 
> -Robert

| 10391|10388|2003-06-20 02:42:11|Latif|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
is the RS expects you to have programmed the
sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
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if you did this then the track that holds that sample
and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
the audition mode too.
And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > will spot my mistake.
> >
> > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > choose slice.
> > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > want to recyclise my loop.
> > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me
> > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> 
> Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for 
> a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That 
> explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> 
> As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is 
> split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of 
> these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why 
> a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> 
> If this doesn't help, let us know.
> 
> -Robert

| 10392|10388|2003-06-20 03:00:32|irrelevanceuk|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
There's no way i have the trck muted as i can audition the sample 
before try the slice. In fact i have had this loop playing fine at 
170bpm. I recorded a simple note on note off (held down for one bar) 
in overdub mode and it played fine but obviously if i try and adjust 
the bpm the sampled loop doesn't follow.
So there is no way i have the track muted.
Thanks for the reply but that can't be the problem. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
> is the RS expects you to have programmed the
> sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
> ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.
> if you did this then the track that holds that sample
> and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
> now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
> you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
> so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
> the audition mode too.
> And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
> lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)
> 
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> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > > will spot my mistake.
> > >
> > > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > > choose slice.
> > > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > > there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> > > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > > want to recyclise my loop.
> > > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me
> > > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> > 
> > Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for 
> > a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That 
> > explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> > 
> > As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is 
> > split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of 
> > these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why 
> > a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> > 
> > If this doesn't help, let us know.
> > 
> > -Robert

| 10393|10388|2003-06-20 03:23:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
On Friday 20 June 2003 10:32, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> I've read the manual and the slice power user faq but i'm
> still unclear as to why my sample loop(of one bar) which
> was originally set to a root key of c3 has now been moved
> to E0. 

Well, think of what's going on there, inside your RS. You 
offer the slicing code a *single* sample, triggered with 
midi note C3. When the sclicing is done, the result is 
*multiple* samples, all extracted from that single original 
sample of yours, and each of these samples needs its own 
MIDI note number to trigger it. 

So after the slicing is done, it will not be possible to 
trigger the whole sample with a single MIDI note. It will 
take several notes, timed exactly to match the physical 
slicing points. Btw, the slicer can also generate a MIDI 
phrase to match the new set of samples.

Why E0? Why not? The slicer takes a new sample kit to hold 
the result of the slicing job. The result may be many (say 
50) samples, so you have to start low in the key range. It 
would also be very confusing to start somewhere else after 
every slice job.

- Robert
| 10394|10388|2003-06-20 03:23:36|Mark Pils|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
Just read your post to the RS7000 group - it appears that you are suggesting 
that I gave you incorrect information about the unit.

If you read the manual, it CLEARLY SPECIFIES the RAM required - this is 
exactly the type I requested, exactly the type received from where I ordered 
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it (Company Name: ORCA (01306-640700) - www.orcalogic.co.uk/Orca/orca.htm) 
and is the same as I proved to you was being registered by the unit.

The unit operates correctly with this memory installed - either you are 
doing something incorrectly and/or there is a flaw in the Operating System 
(which I don't know if you've upgraded.)
As I told you when you bought the RS7000, I did not use the sampler in the 
unit (which is why I part-exchanged it for an RM1x - which, by the way, 
needs a new power-adaptor as Yamaha do not recommend using the one you 
supplied me) but I did all the recommended checks that the RAM was installed 
properly and functioned correctly.

I do NOT appreciate the incinuation that I do not give the correct 
information about music-gear I sell.

>From: "irrelevanceuk" <hot.deal@talk21.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
>Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 08:57:02 -0000
>
>There's no way i have the trck muted as i can audition the sample
>before try the slice. In fact i have had this loop playing fine at
>170bpm. I recorded a simple note on note off (held down for one bar)
>in overdub mode and it played fine but obviously if i try and adjust
>the bpm the sampled loop doesn't follow.
>So there is no way i have the track muted.
>Thanks for the reply but that can't be the problem.
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
> > is the RS expects you to have programmed the
> > sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
> > ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.
> > if you did this then the track that holds that sample
> > and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
> > now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
> > you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
> > so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
> > the audition mode too.
> > And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
> > lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)
> >
> > Latif
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> > wrote:
> > > On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > > > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > > > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > > > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > > > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > > > will spot my mistake.
> > > >
> > > > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > > > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > > > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > > > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > > > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > > > choose slice.
> > > > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > > > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > > > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > > > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > > > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > > > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > > > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > > > there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> > > > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > > > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > > > want to recyclise my loop.
> > > > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > > > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me
> > > > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> > >
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> > > Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for
> > > a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That
> > > explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> > >
> > > As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is
> > > split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of
> > > these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why
> > > a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> > >
> > > If this doesn't help, let us know.
> > >
> > > -Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________
Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you. 
http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess
| 10395|10388|2003-06-20 03:29:57|om_audio|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
So use Test Mode and test the SIMMs- end of story as to whether the 
SIMMs are good or not. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10349

Om

> I read an old thread with someone explaining a similar situation, 

and 

> that turned out to be a ram issue.

| 10396|10388|2003-06-20 03:59:42|irrelevanceuk|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
[quote]I read an old thread with someone explaining a similar 
situation, and 
that turned out to be a ram issue.
I bought this unit second hand and went on faith when i was told that 
the ram although not yamaha spec worked perfectly. If it's me being 
stupid, hey, i'll get over it, if it's a ram issue i'll be pissed!
[/quote]

No need to get so upset Mark at no point did i intend to incinuate 
that you did not give correct info about the unit. But as you say you 
haven't used the sampler. The ram you sourced may or may not be the 
correct spec ie if it doesn't have the correct access time, is 
addressed differently, pinouts or voltage differences etc.
In the above quote i also admit to the possiblility of it being 
purely down to ignorance, but obviously couldn't ignore the fact that 
a similar problem WAS rectified by installing yamaha approved ram.
The PSU i supplied with the RM provides adequate voltage and current. 
If you have the means to measure these i think you'll find i'm 
right. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Pils" wrote:
> Just read your post to the RS7000 group - it appears that you are 
suggesting 
> that I gave you incorrect information about the unit.
> 
> If you read the manual, it CLEARLY SPECIFIES the RAM required - 
this is 
> exactly the type I requested, exactly the type received from where 
I ordered 
> it (Company Name: ORCA (01306-640700) - 
www.orcalogic.co.uk/Orca/orca.htm) 
> and is the same as I proved to you was being registered by the unit.
> 
> The unit operates correctly with this memory installed - either you 
are 
> doing something incorrectly and/or there is a flaw in the Operating 
System 
> (which I don't know if you've upgraded.)
> As I told you when you bought the RS7000, I did not use the sampler 
in the 
> unit (which is why I part-exchanged it for an RM1x - which, by the 
way, 
> needs a new power-adaptor as Yamaha do not recommend using the one 
you 
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> supplied me) but I did all the recommended checks that the RAM was 
installed 
> properly and functioned correctly.
> 
> I do NOT appreciate the incinuation that I do not give the correct 
> information about music-gear I sell.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "irrelevanceuk" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
> >Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 08:57:02 -0000
> >
> >There's no way i have the trck muted as i can audition the sample
> >before try the slice. In fact i have had this loop playing fine at
> >170bpm. I recorded a simple note on note off (held down for one 
bar)
> >in overdub mode and it played fine but obviously if i try and 
adjust
> >the bpm the sampled loop doesn't follow.
> >So there is no way i have the track muted.
> >Thanks for the reply but that can't be the problem.
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
> > > is the RS expects you to have programmed the
> > > sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
> > > ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.
> > > if you did this then the track that holds that sample
> > > and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
> > > now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
> > > you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
> > > so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
> > > the audition mode too.
> > > And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
> > > lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)
> > >
> > > Latif
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> > > wrote:
> > > > On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > > > > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > > > > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > > > > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > > > > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > > > > will spot my mistake.
> > > > >
> > > > > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > > > > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > > > > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > > > > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > > > > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > > > > choose slice.
> > > > > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > > > > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > > > > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > > > > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > > > > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > > > > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > > > > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > > > > there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> > > > > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > > > > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > > > > want to recyclise my loop.
> > > > > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > > > > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me
> > > > > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> > > >
> > > > Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for
> > > > a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That
> > > > explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> > > >
> > > > As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is
> > > > split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of
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> > > > these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why
> > > > a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> > > >
> > > > If this doesn't help, let us know.
> > > >
> > > > -Robert
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you. 
> http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess

| 10397|10388|2003-06-20 05:08:01|Mark Pils|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
OK mate - I appreciate your reponse and hope you can fix the problem.

With regards to the RM1x, Yamaha have told me that I need to get a 
replacement PSU (I have a KPA3, and need a KPA6 apparently) as it will get 
very hot (which it does), it won't stand-up to prolonged use and I might 
have problems with the floppy-drive not reading disks if I continue using 
the KPA3.
I have been told that I won't damage the RM1x by using it though.

Once again, I hope you fix the problem - it might be worth giving Orca a 
call (I made absolutely sure I ordered the correct type by reading what the 
manual states as the required type when ordering.)

Cheers.

>From: "irrelevanceuk" <hot.deal@talk21.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
>Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 09:41:36 -0000
>
>[quote]I read an old thread with someone explaining a similar
>situation, and
>that turned out to be a ram issue.
>I bought this unit second hand and went on faith when i was told that
>the ram although not yamaha spec worked perfectly. If it's me being
>stupid, hey, i'll get over it, if it's a ram issue i'll be pissed!
>[/quote]
>
>No need to get so upset Mark at no point did i intend to incinuate
>that you did not give correct info about the unit. But as you say you
>haven't used the sampler. The ram you sourced may or may not be the
>correct spec ie if it doesn't have the correct access time, is
>addressed differently, pinouts or voltage differences etc.
>In the above quote i also admit to the possiblility of it being
>purely down to ignorance, but obviously couldn't ignore the fact that
>a similar problem WAS rectified by installing yamaha approved ram.
>The PSU i supplied with the RM provides adequate voltage and current.
>If you have the means to measure these i think you'll find i'm
>right.
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Pils" wrote:
> > Just read your post to the RS7000 group - it appears that you are
>suggesting
> > that I gave you incorrect information about the unit.
> >
> > If you read the manual, it CLEARLY SPECIFIES the RAM required -
>this is
> > exactly the type I requested, exactly the type received from where
>I ordered
> > it (Company Name: ORCA (01306-640700) -
>www.orcalogic.co.uk/Orca/orca.htm)
> > and is the same as I proved to you was being registered by the unit.
> >
> > The unit operates correctly with this memory installed - either you
>are
> > doing something incorrectly and/or there is a flaw in the Operating
>System
> > (which I don't know if you've upgraded.)
> > As I told you when you bought the RS7000, I did not use the sampler
>in the
> > unit (which is why I part-exchanged it for an RM1x - which, by the
>way,
> > needs a new power-adaptor as Yamaha do not recommend using the one
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>you
> > supplied me) but I did all the recommended checks that the RAM was
>installed
> > properly and functioned correctly.
> >
> > I do NOT appreciate the incinuation that I do not give the correct
> > information about music-gear I sell.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > >From: "irrelevanceuk" 
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
> > >Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 08:57:02 -0000
> > >
> > >There's no way i have the trck muted as i can audition the sample
> > >before try the slice. In fact i have had this loop playing fine at
> > >170bpm. I recorded a simple note on note off (held down for one
>bar)
> > >in overdub mode and it played fine but obviously if i try and
>adjust
> > >the bpm the sampled loop doesn't follow.
> > >So there is no way i have the track muted.
> > >Thanks for the reply but that can't be the problem.
> > >
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > > The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
> > > > is the RS expects you to have programmed the
> > > > sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
> > > > ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.
> > > > if you did this then the track that holds that sample
> > > > and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
> > > > now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
> > > > you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
> > > > so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
> > > > the audition mode too.
> > > > And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
> > > > lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)
> > > >
> > > > Latif
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > > > > > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > > > > > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > > > > > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > > > > > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > > > > > will spot my mistake.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > > > > > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > > > > > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > > > > > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > > > > > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > > > > > choose slice.
> > > > > > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > > > > > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > > > > > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > > > > > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > > > > > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > > > > > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > > > > > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > > > > > there is any waveform and for some reason the description
> > > > > > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > > > > > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > > > > > want to recyclise my loop.
> > > > > > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > > > > > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell me
> > > > > > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> > > > >
> > > > > Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' for
> > > > > a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. That
> > > > > explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> > > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> > > > >
> > > > > As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it is
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> > > > > split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of
> > > > > these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why
> > > > > a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> > > > >
> > > > > If this doesn't help, let us know.
> > > > >
> > > > > -Robert
> > >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you.
> > http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess
>

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail messages direct to your mobile phone http://www.msn.co.uk/msnmobile
| 10398|10398|2003-06-20 05:08:06|flipspoon2003|as far as midi goes RM1x/RS7000|
Is there really any significant difference (apart from the price!!!)
in the midi section of these 2 units?

thans
S.
| 10399|10399|2003-06-20 05:08:12|flipspoon2003|RS7000/rm1x midi section|
Is there really any significant difference between these 2 units in 
the midi sequencer section?(apart from the price!!!)
| 10400|10379|2003-06-20 06:40:11|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|
It might probably be because the link is cutted over several lines, try 
copying the entire link and put the adress in konqueror (not wget, you 
would get a php page)

peace

lms

Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>On Friday 20 June 2003 00:11, synthe. labo wrote:
> 
>
>>'electrolite'
>>http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
>>465615 sick electro drum&bass, distorted synths, a sampled
>>guitar melody
>>
>>'bubba'
>>http://www.vitaminic.it/cgi-php/get_file.php3?modo=1&bid=
>>465613 broken beats, synths delirium
>> 
>>
>
>My browser (konqueror, Linux) doesn't understand these 
>links.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10401|10358|2003-06-20 06:40:22|pfm360|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
Yeah but where would I get the midi interface to use on a cheap old
computer, or the software?? 
Cheap old computers arent exactly as portable as a QY700.
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> Neither, could get a cheap old computer and some studio software for

what it sounds like you want to do with these units.
| 10402|10358|2003-06-20 06:44:12|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
On Friday 20 June 2003 14:30, pfm360 wrote:

> Yeah but where would I get the midi interface to use on a
> cheap old computer, or the software??
> Cheap old computers arent exactly as portable as a QY700.

What exactly do you need from the sequencer?

- Robert
| 10403|10379|2003-06-20 06:45:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|
On Friday 20 June 2003 13:59, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:

> It might probably be because the link is cutted over
> several lines, try copying the entire link and put the
> adress in konqueror (not wget, you would get a php page)

Ah, thanks, I missed that number on the next line.

- Robert
| 10404|10379|2003-06-20 06:46:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|
On Friday 20 June 2003 13:59, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:

> It might probably be because the link is cutted over
> several lines, try copying the entire link and put the
> adress in konqueror (not wget, you would get a php page)

Looked at the original message, and the URL is just fine, 
not broken. Problem is that is doesn't end with a known 
mime type suffix, but with a number instead.

- Robert
| 10405|10405|2003-06-20 06:56:16|irrelevanceuk|Slice function woes and power user interpretations|
Ok i have posted a few lines from the slice function power guide that 
i have read and re-read but still cannot get audio to play in the 
fashion congruent to the ways in the guide...

When you have made your best guesses, press [F4] DO! The RS will 
execute and count the number of seconds to perform the task. Although 
this is when the RS7000 will do its analysis and create the slices 
and key map � it has not saved it or completed it yet. You get to say 
whether you like the results. � When completed use the following 
AUDITION methods to check your results.

1.Audition method 1: Press and hold the [F2] AUDITION button and 
monitor the results. Release the [F2] button and use the [TAP] button 
to input a new tempo. The RS will let you audition at the new tempo. 
Press [F2] AUDITION again. You can check to see if the results will 
work at your new tempo.

It clearly states that pressing f2 should allow me to hear the 
results of the slice. I cannot. The track isn't muted (unfortunately)
and before the slice the sample played perfectly across the whole 
keyboard though obviously changing in pitch and timing when played 
off the root key (C3).

2. Audition method 2: Play the keyboard. The RS will map the notes 
from E0 chromatically up the keyboard. Play these notes individually 
and determine if you have too many slices (meaningless portions of a 
hit) or too few slices (too much data on a single note). If you are 
going for a "construction kit" (breaking the loop down to individual 
drum hits) you want clean, isolated hits per note. Set your 
Sensitivity to correct your number of slices. Lower Sensitivity for 
fewer slices, and higher Sensitivity for more slices. � If your 
results are just horrible, reset your parameters to improve your 
results and DO again. [F4] Do!

Although the keyboard button is lit it does not play back any sound. 
Now my question here is as the root key has changed to E0 does this 
mean i would manually have to press (oct <<) to reach these lower 
keys because it doesn't seem to let me play E0 directly after slice, 
can this be done?This brings me on to another point of confusion if i 
leave the sample edit menu will this reset the slice function just 
performed? 



Thanks in advance
| 10406|10405|2003-06-20 07:22:13|Latif|Re: Slice function woes and power user interpretations|

> It clearly states that pressing f2 should allow me to hear the 
> results of the slice. I cannot. The track isn't muted 

(unfortunately)

> and before the slice the sample played perfectly across the whole 
> keyboard though obviously changing in pitch and timing when played 
> off the root key (C3).
> 

hmmm, really don't understand what's going wrong there mate
check this, once upon arriving in the slice function screen
when pressing audition before executing DO
can you hear the sample play?

> Although the keyboard button is lit it does not play back any 

sound. 

> Now my question here is as the root key has changed to E0 does this 
> mean i would manually have to press (oct <<) to reach these lower 
> keys because it doesn't seem to let me play E0 directly after 

slice, 

> can this be done?This brings me on to another point of confusion if 

i 

> leave the sample edit menu will this reset the slice function just 
> performed? 
> 
> Thanks in advance

yes the octave buttons work in the slicer screen, 
and if you exit the screen before pressing create 
is the same as cancelling operation

Latif
| 10407|10405|2003-06-20 07:49:32|irrelevanceuk|Re: Slice function woes and power user interpretations|
No the audition doesn't work at all within the slice mode but i know 
it works usually within the sample edit pages.
The memory is 64m and this 1 bar sample loop of mine is the only 
sample i've imported.
I may try setting the loop points within the rs instead of 
transfering from computer. Aside from this i'm stumped at the mo. Was 
thinking maybe the memory might not be installed properly (the second 
32m) but as the rs sees 64m that makes no sense (unless a data line 
pin is out...but i really reaching now) , i think i'll have to give 
yamaha kemble a call. But i know what they'll say already...*sharp 
intake of breath* oohh no you should be usingt jedec memory otherwise 
it just wont work! But i', starting to think i'm gonna have to lay 
out another hundred and odd pounds just to get this thing going :(

Pissed

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > It clearly states that pressing f2 should allow me to hear the 
> > results of the slice. I cannot. The track isn't muted 
> (unfortunately)
> > and before the slice the sample played perfectly across the whole 
> > keyboard though obviously changing in pitch and timing when 
played 
> > off the root key (C3).
> > 
> 
> hmmm, really don't understand what's going wrong there mate
> check this, once upon arriving in the slice function screen
> when pressing audition before executing DO
> can you hear the sample play?
> 
> 
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> > Although the keyboard button is lit it does not play back any 
> sound. 
> > Now my question here is as the root key has changed to E0 does 
this 
> > mean i would manually have to press (oct <<) to reach these lower 
> > keys because it doesn't seem to let me play E0 directly after 
> slice, 
> > can this be done?This brings me on to another point of confusion 
if 
> i 
> > leave the sample edit menu will this reset the slice function 
just 
> > performed? 
> > 
> > Thanks in advance
> 
> yes the octave buttons work in the slicer screen, 
> and if you exit the screen before pressing create 
> is the same as cancelling operation
> 
> Latif

| 10408|10379|2003-06-20 07:52:01|synthe. labo|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|

>Looked at the original message, and the URL is just fine,
>not broken. Problem is that is doesn't end with a known
>mime type suffix, but with a number instead.

if you want, go to
http://stage.vitaminic.it/synthe.labo
and get the songs directly from there

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Invia messaggi istantanei gratuitamente! http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 10409|10388|2003-06-20 08:57:20|irrelevanceuk|Re: Slice function driving me nuts (hey mark)|
I have a wallwart supply from waldorf (original) powering an xt and 
this gets damn hot as well.The kap3 couldn't possibly damage the rm 
as it offers the SAME voltage as the kap6 but has less current to 
offer (700ma actually).
Now unless the RM is faulty it will not draw more current than it 
needs so the supply may never run at it's maximum. Floppy drives use 
motors to run and as is the nature of motors they usually require a 
higher voltage for a very short period to get them going. I never 
noticed a drop in backlit ilumination, system crashes or other 
gliches. I always give these things plenty of ventillation and turn 
them off when not in use. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Pils" wrote:
> OK mate - I appreciate your reponse and hope you can fix the 
problem.
> 
> With regards to the RM1x, Yamaha have told me that I need to get a 
> replacement PSU (I have a KPA3, and need a KPA6 apparently) as it 
will get 
> very hot (which it does), it won't stand-up to prolonged use and I 
might 
> have problems with the floppy-drive not reading disks if I continue 
using 
> the KPA3.
> I have been told that I won't damage the RM1x by using it though.
> 
> Once again, I hope you fix the problem - it might be worth giving 
Orca a 
> call (I made absolutely sure I ordered the correct type by reading 
what the 
> manual states as the required type when ordering.)
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "irrelevanceuk" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
> >Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 09:41:36 -0000
> >
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> >[quote]I read an old thread with someone explaining a similar
> >situation, and
> >that turned out to be a ram issue.
> >I bought this unit second hand and went on faith when i was told 
that
> >the ram although not yamaha spec worked perfectly. If it's me being
> >stupid, hey, i'll get over it, if it's a ram issue i'll be pissed!
> >[/quote]
> >
> >No need to get so upset Mark at no point did i intend to incinuate
> >that you did not give correct info about the unit. But as you say 
you
> >haven't used the sampler. The ram you sourced may or may not be the
> >correct spec ie if it doesn't have the correct access time, is
> >addressed differently, pinouts or voltage differences etc.
> >In the above quote i also admit to the possiblility of it being
> >purely down to ignorance, but obviously couldn't ignore the fact 
that
> >a similar problem WAS rectified by installing yamaha approved ram.
> >The PSU i supplied with the RM provides adequate voltage and 
current.
> >If you have the means to measure these i think you'll find i'm
> >right.
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Pils" wrote:
> > > Just read your post to the RS7000 group - it appears that you 
are
> >suggesting
> > > that I gave you incorrect information about the unit.
> > >
> > > If you read the manual, it CLEARLY SPECIFIES the RAM required -
> >this is
> > > exactly the type I requested, exactly the type received from 
where
> >I ordered
> > > it (Company Name: ORCA (01306-640700) -
> >www.orcalogic.co.uk/Orca/orca.htm)
> > > and is the same as I proved to you was being registered by the 
unit.
> > >
> > > The unit operates correctly with this memory installed - either 
you
> >are
> > > doing something incorrectly and/or there is a flaw in the 
Operating
> >System
> > > (which I don't know if you've upgraded.)
> > > As I told you when you bought the RS7000, I did not use the 
sampler
> >in the
> > > unit (which is why I part-exchanged it for an RM1x - which, by 
the
> >way,
> > > needs a new power-adaptor as Yamaha do not recommend using the 
one
> >you
> > > supplied me) but I did all the recommended checks that the RAM 
was
> >installed
> > > properly and functioned correctly.
> > >
> > > I do NOT appreciate the incinuation that I do not give the 
correct
> > > information about music-gear I sell.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: "irrelevanceuk" 
> > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
> > > >Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 08:57:02 -0000
> > > >
> > > >There's no way i have the trck muted as i can audition the 
sample
> > > >before try the slice. In fact i have had this loop playing 
fine at
> > > >170bpm. I recorded a simple note on note off (held down for one
> >bar)
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> > > >in overdub mode and it played fine but obviously if i try and
> >adjust
> > > >the bpm the sampled loop doesn't follow.
> > > >So there is no way i have the track muted.
> > > >Thanks for the reply but that can't be the problem.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > > > The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
> > > > > is the RS expects you to have programmed the
> > > > > sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
> > > > > ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.
> > > > > if you did this then the track that holds that sample
> > > > > and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
> > > > > now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
> > > > > you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
> > > > > so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
> > > > > the audition mode too.
> > > > > And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
> > > > > lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)
> > > > >
> > > > > Latif
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > > > > > > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > > > > > > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > > > > > > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > > > > > > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > > > > > > will spot my mistake.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > > > > > > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > > > > > > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > > > > > > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > > > > > > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > > > > > > choose slice.
> > > > > > > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > > > > > > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > > > > > > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > > > > > > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > > > > > > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > > > > > > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > > > > > > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > > > > > > there is any waveform and for some reason the 
description
> > > > > > > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > > > > > > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > > > > > > want to recyclise my loop.
> > > > > > > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > > > > > > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell 
me
> > > > > > > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' 
for
> > > > > > a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. 
That
> > > > > > explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> > > > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> > > > > >
> > > > > > As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it 
is
> > > > > > split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of
> > > > > > these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why
> > > > > > a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > If this doesn't help, let us know.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > -Robert
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
_________________________________________________________________
> > > Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you.
> > > http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess
> >
> 
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> _________________________________________________________________
> Hotmail messages direct to your mobile phone 
http://www.msn.co.uk/msnmobile

| 10410|10405|2003-06-20 09:00:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Slice function woes and power user interpretations|
On Friday 20 June 2003 15:44, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> No the audition doesn't work at all within the slice mode
> but i know it works usually within the sample edit pages.
> The memory is 64m and this 1 bar sample loop of mine is
> the only sample i've imported.
> I may try setting the loop points within the rs instead
> of transfering from computer. Aside from this i'm stumped
> at the mo. Was thinking maybe the memory might not be
> installed properly (the second 32m) but as the rs sees
> 64m that makes no sense (unless a data line pin is
> out...but i really reaching now) , i think i'll have to
> give yamaha kemble a call. But i know what they'll say
> already...*sharp intake of breath* oohh no you should be
> usingt jedec memory otherwise it just wont work! But i',
> starting to think i'm gonna have to lay out another
> hundred and odd pounds just to get this thing going :(

The exact memory specs and a online dealer are mentioned in 
our faq. Btw, did your RAM test okay? Sorry is this was 
already asked.

- Robert
| 10411|10388|2003-06-20 09:49:26|okoyemaya|Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!|
I do not believe to much in what companies say about the power 
supplies, it is mostly another money spinning trick, Sony is the 
leader on this field.It is same with 90 Euro PCMCIA for Clavia ( got 
from Ebay for 8 Euro) or the SIMMs ( got mine for 20 Euro 2 x 32) 
Some pro shops in Germany get their own power supplies that are often 
better and cheaper then so called original. Too often they come from 
same factory in China the difference is the price and label. 
Certainly you need a good one, if you do not know too much about it 
(I dont), ask a friend.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Pils" wrote:
> OK mate - I appreciate your reponse and hope you can fix the 
problem.
> 
> With regards to the RM1x, Yamaha have told me that I need to get a 
> replacement PSU (I have a KPA3, and need a KPA6 apparently) as it 
will get 
> very hot (which it does), it won't stand-up to prolonged use and I 
might 
> have problems with the floppy-drive not reading disks if I continue 
using 
> the KPA3.
> I have been told that I won't damage the RM1x by using it though.
> 
> Once again, I hope you fix the problem - it might be worth giving 
Orca a 
> call (I made absolutely sure I ordered the correct type by reading 
what the 
> manual states as the required type when ordering.)
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "irrelevanceuk" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
> >Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 09:41:36 -0000
> >
> >[quote]I read an old thread with someone explaining a similar
> >situation, and
> >that turned out to be a ram issue.
> >I bought this unit second hand and went on faith when i was told 
that
> >the ram although not yamaha spec worked perfectly. If it's me being
> >stupid, hey, i'll get over it, if it's a ram issue i'll be pissed!
> >[/quote]
> >
> >No need to get so upset Mark at no point did i intend to incinuate
> >that you did not give correct info about the unit. But as you say 
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you
> >haven't used the sampler. The ram you sourced may or may not be the
> >correct spec ie if it doesn't have the correct access time, is
> >addressed differently, pinouts or voltage differences etc.
> >In the above quote i also admit to the possiblility of it being
> >purely down to ignorance, but obviously couldn't ignore the fact 
that
> >a similar problem WAS rectified by installing yamaha approved ram.
> >The PSU i supplied with the RM provides adequate voltage and 
current.
> >If you have the means to measure these i think you'll find i'm
> >right.
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark Pils" wrote:
> > > Just read your post to the RS7000 group - it appears that you 
are
> >suggesting
> > > that I gave you incorrect information about the unit.
> > >
> > > If you read the manual, it CLEARLY SPECIFIES the RAM required -
> >this is
> > > exactly the type I requested, exactly the type received from 
where
> >I ordered
> > > it (Company Name: ORCA (01306-640700) -
> >www.orcalogic.co.uk/Orca/orca.htm)
> > > and is the same as I proved to you was being registered by the 
unit.
> > >
> > > The unit operates correctly with this memory installed - either 
you
> >are
> > > doing something incorrectly and/or there is a flaw in the 
Operating
> >System
> > > (which I don't know if you've upgraded.)
> > > As I told you when you bought the RS7000, I did not use the 
sampler
> >in the
> > > unit (which is why I part-exchanged it for an RM1x - which, by 
the
> >way,
> > > needs a new power-adaptor as Yamaha do not recommend using the 
one
> >you
> > > supplied me) but I did all the recommended checks that the RAM 
was
> >installed
> > > properly and functioned correctly.
> > >
> > > I do NOT appreciate the incinuation that I do not give the 
correct
> > > information about music-gear I sell.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > >From: "irrelevanceuk" 
> > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Slice function driving me nuts!!
> > > >Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2003 08:57:02 -0000
> > > >
> > > >There's no way i have the trck muted as i can audition the 
sample
> > > >before try the slice. In fact i have had this loop playing 
fine at
> > > >170bpm. I recorded a simple note on note off (held down for one
> >bar)
> > > >in overdub mode and it played fine but obviously if i try and
> >adjust
> > > >the bpm the sampled loop doesn't follow.
> > > >So there is no way i have the track muted.
> > > >Thanks for the reply but that can't be the problem.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > > > The usuall way of working, BEFORE slicing
> > > > > is the RS expects you to have programmed the
> > > > > sample in the sequence, and had it playing at least
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> > > > > ones so that sample sounds correct to tempo.
> > > > > if you did this then the track that holds that sample
> > > > > and phrase, will be unmuted cause you were listening to it.
> > > > > now if you mute that track and get into slicing mode,
> > > > > you wont hear a doody thing when pressing audition ;-)
> > > > > so simply put, if track is muted, then you basicly mute
> > > > > the audition mode too.
> > > > > And please do read the tip.zip like robert mentioned,
> > > > > lot's of great info there for you... all for free :-)
> > > > >
> > > > > Latif
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > On Friday 20 June 2003 09:58, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> > > > > > > Having real difficulty wuth this, i just can't get it to
> > > > > > > work. I've read both the manual and power user faq but
> > > > > > > still can't get any results. Ill run through how i've
> > > > > > > been attempting to slice my loop and hopefully someone
> > > > > > > will spot my mistake.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I load (import) my sample from samrt card (the second
> > > > > > > load screen function).It's a one bar loop that has had
> > > > > > > it's loop points set in an audio editor and it plays and
> > > > > > > loops fine from the keyboard on c3. I scroll through the
> > > > > > > sample edit section until i get to the job mode and
> > > > > > > choose slice.
> > > > > > > I set the measure value to 1 (for 1 bar) leave the sub
> > > > > > > division as i want to work with the loops transients, so
> > > > > > > set to beat 1 and keep the defualt sensitivity. Press do
> > > > > > > and auction my sample...nothing, can't hear a thing!
> > > > > > > I scroll back through the sample edit pages and see that
> > > > > > > my samples root key is now at E0, the sample start point
> > > > > > > is 0 and end point is around 30 but it doesn't look like
> > > > > > > there is any waveform and for some reason the 
description
> > > > > > > of the sample in the right hand corner says something
> > > > > > > about a kit. I'm not trying to make a drum kit i just
> > > > > > > want to recyclise my loop.
> > > > > > > I've tried various sensitivity settings and different
> > > > > > > algorithms but it's always the same thing. Please tell 
me
> > > > > > > were i'm going wrong, i honestly can't see.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Check out the power user's guide called 'rs700 tips.zip' 
for
> > > > > > a good explanation on slicing, if you haven't already. 
That
> > > > > > explains a lot of stuff. It can be found here:
> > > > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/doc/
> > > > > >
> > > > > > As to the kit issue. If you slice (recycle) a sample, it 
is
> > > > > > split into multiple, slightly overlapping parts. Each of
> > > > > > these parts is triggered by it's own MIDI note. That's why
> > > > > > a sample kit is needed to hold all these parts.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > If this doesn't help, let us know.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > -Robert
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
_________________________________________________________________
> > > Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you.
> > > http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Hotmail messages direct to your mobile phone 
http://www.msn.co.uk/msnmobile

| 10412|10379|2003-06-20 09:51:56|synthe. labo|Re: new stuff from Synthe.Labo|

>i like electrolite :-)
>nice elektro & idm crossover
>the synth and guitar are done very nicely
>they give it a sort of authentic touch.
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thanx a lot

well, i know i make 'strange' music
i hope someone with a more 'common' musical taste will like it too :)))

ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Search: la risposta alle tue ricerche online http://search.msn.it/
| 10413|10358|2003-06-20 10:34:30|pfm360|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|

> What exactly do you need from the sequencer?
> 
> - Robert

Controlling external gear.

Sending of note messages, on/off/velocity etc, control changes - can
the QY700 simultaneously send many cc messages as well as program
change fast??
I know for a software sequencer such as Logic or whatever this wouldnt
be a problem but can a relatively old hardware sequencer do this??

Oh and are there any well known bugs or glitches with the 700, when
sequencing external gear at least??

Thanks :)
| 10414|10414|2003-06-20 12:03:36|irrelevanceuk|slice function sorted!!!!! |
Yes it has turned out to be the memory. I removed the two 32m sticks 
and tried again with the standard 4m. Easy, it worked first time 
although i had to adjust the sens as the loop was a bit choppy but 
it actually does what it should!
Thanks for sticking with me on this one and trying to come up with 
workable solutions.
| 10415|10358|2003-06-20 13:04:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
On Friday 20 June 2003 17:35, pfm360 wrote:

> Controlling external gear.

In a studio or live situation?
Do you need mute programming?
Do you need grid record (x0x like programming)?
Pattern based or linear (song) recording?
MIDI editing by ear or eye?

>
> Sending of note messages, on/off/velocity etc, control
> changes - can the QY700 simultaneously send many cc
> messages as well as program change fast??
> I know for a software sequencer such as Logic or whatever
> this wouldnt be a problem but can a relatively old
> hardware sequencer do this??

Well, remember that also the 'old' versions of Cubase and 
Logic, when they were MIDI only softs, were very capably 
then on ancient computer hardware.

I would have to testdrive the QY for a given situation, 
since I never measured its throughput capacity. I never had 
a timing problem, but that is not really a scientific 
remark. I also used the QY to upgrade the OS of my Waldorf 
Q without any problems, if that means anything.

>
> Oh and are there any well known bugs or glitches with the
> 700, when sequencing external gear at least??

There's one known bug in song mode, where the loop function 
has a short hickup when at the loop end point. It's not 
seemless. I never use the loop in song mode, so it's no 
problem for me. I remember a user interface problem with a 
certain sync setting, but by setting sync first to local 
and then to the wanted slave setting, that problem is 
easily fixed. For a ROM based machine, with so many complex 
features, it works impressively well, imo. 
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That doesn't say thay you won't find a bug. The way I used 
it anyway, worked fine. But you should really try it before 
you buy. And before you try it, you should really read the 
manual first (and maybe ask questions here), for optimal 
use of the limited test time. If you're not used to Yammie 
sequencers, this thing will hit you like a brick. ;)

- Robert
| 10416|10414|2003-06-20 15:17:18|Latif|Re: slice function sorted!!!!!|
i think the first thing to ask in future issue's 
about this sort prob:
'would you please be kind enough to remove any
installed RAM edo's and try operations on standard 4mb'

If operation works well, then prob. is found and solved quickly :-)

bummer that you've to buy new RAM's, but hey truth is the truth
i really never had any problem with original Kingston jedec edo's
that i put in... and they can be found really cheapo just on the net.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:
> Yes it has turned out to be the memory. I removed the two 32m 
sticks 
> and tried again with the standard 4m. Easy, it worked first time 
> although i had to adjust the sens as the loop was a bit choppy but 
> it actually does what it should!
> Thanks for sticking with me on this one and trying to come up with 
> workable solutions.

| 10417|10414|2003-06-20 16:55:01|om_audio|Re: slice function sorted!!!!!|
Using Test Mode is a faster and easier way of identifying SIMMs as 
possible culprit for RS bugginess. I can't imagine any user wishing 
to continue use of RS with SIMMs reporting "NG" in test mode. Is 
there any reason to believe SIMMs could be trouble even after Test 
Mode reports "OK"? I sure hope not!
:)
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> i think the first thing to ask in future issue's 
> about this sort prob:
> 'would you please be kind enough to remove any
> installed RAM edo's and try operations on standard 4mb'
> 
> If operation works well, then prob. is found and solved quickly :-)

| 10418|10358|2003-06-21 08:29:05|pfm360|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|

> In a studio or live situation?

Studio mostly.

> Do you need mute programming?

Mute programming, not that important

> Do you need grid record (x0x like programming)?

Grid recording, again not that fussed.

> Pattern based or linear (song) recording?

Linear recording.

> MIDI editing by ear or eye?

Both. I think I've seen the editing windows, they look like a piano
roll screen on software sequencers.

> Well, remember that also the 'old' versions of Cubase and 
> Logic, when they were MIDI only softs, were very capably 
> then on ancient computer hardware.
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True, but its hard to find MIDI interfaces to use with them, I think
USB is pretty much all there is nowadays.

> I would have to testdrive the QY for a given situation, 
> since I never measured its throughput capacity. I never had 
> a timing problem, but that is not really a scientific 
> remark. I also used the QY to upgrade the OS of my Waldorf 
> Q without any problems, if that means anything.

> There's one known bug in song mode, where the loop function 
> has a short hickup when at the loop end point. It's not 
> seemless. I never use the loop in song mode, so it's no 
> problem for me. I remember a user interface problem with a 
> certain sync setting, but by setting sync first to local 
> and then to the wanted slave setting, that problem is 
> easily fixed. For a ROM based machine, with so many complex 
> features, it works impressively well, imo. 
> 
> That doesn't say thay you won't find a bug. The way I used 
> it anyway, worked fine. But you should really try it before 
> you buy. And before you try it, you should really read the 
> manual first (and maybe ask questions here), for optimal 
> use of the limited test time. If you're not used to Yammie 
> sequencers, this thing will hit you like a brick. ;)

I'm not new to Yammie sequencers, I've got a QY100. Its a really nice
little module, but limited in terms of Wavetable ROM (only 4mb I'm not
sure), and only a single midi out, plus I dont think I can send any
other data apart from notes. Oh and only a 1/4" stereo jack for an out :(

I'm considering a MU128 Tone Generator, which has a larger Wavetable
ROM, and more polyphony, multi etc. And then using a QY700 to control it.
Though I'm not sure if the MU128 sounds can measure up to an RS7000. 

What do you think about the QY700 + MU128 combination Robert??
| 10419|10419|2003-06-21 08:29:10|blazrodic|EVERYONE: Please delete unnecessary text when replying!|
Has anyone else noticed the posts and daily digests are getting 
longer and longer?!?

When you're replying to a post, please cut (delete) the text from the 
post you're replying to. 
Some posts now already stretch over several pages since all the 
history of who said what 
is in - delete that when you're replying - old posts are still 
available in the threads.

Rant off, thank you for reading & complying :)
Blaz
| 10420|10358|2003-06-21 16:17:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
On Saturday 21 June 2003 12:00, pfm360 wrote:

> > Pattern based or linear (song) recording?
>
> Linear recording.

That will make the QY less complex for you.

> > MIDI editing by ear or eye?
>
> Both. I think I've seen the editing windows, they look
> like a piano roll screen on software sequencers.

Yup.

> I'm not new to Yammie sequencers, I've got a QY100. Its a
> really nice little module, but limited in terms of
> Wavetable ROM (only 4mb I'm not sure), and only a single
> midi out, plus I dont think I can send any other data
> apart from notes. Oh and only a 1/4" stereo jack for an
> out :(

I once played with the QY70. I was so impressed that I 
bought the QY700. Isn't the QY100 the next thing after the 
70, or am I mistaken? 



Anyway, the synth sounds in the QY700 are so so. Some sound 
fine (e.g. some string sounds), but most are not very 
convincing.

>
> I'm considering a MU128 Tone Generator, which has a
> larger Wavetable ROM, and more polyphony, multi etc. And
> then using a QY700 to control it. Though I'm not sure if
> the MU128 sounds can measure up to an RS7000.

I don't know the MU128, but I *can* say that the RS sounds 
way better than the QY700. There are lots of sound modules 
available, it all depends on taste and money. Did you check 
out the Motif rack? Or maybe some of the Roland modules. 

Personally I don't like this kind of sound so I can't give 
any good comments on them, sorry.

- Robert
| 10421|10358|2003-06-22 00:41:21|pfm360|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|

> I once played with the QY70. I was so impressed that I 
> bought the QY700. Isn't the QY100 the next thing after the 
> 70, or am I mistaken? 

In terms of specs they are very similar, though the QY100 has
smartmedia storage. QY 100 may have a few different voices here and
there and an amp simulator, which I never use. For something its size,
I'd say it sounds quite good.

> I don't know the MU128, but I *can* say that the RS sounds 
> way better than the QY700. There are lots of sound modules 
> available, it all depends on taste and money. Did you check 
> out the Motif rack? Or maybe some of the Roland modules. 

> Personally I don't like this kind of sound so I can't give 
> any good comments on them, sorry.

How come? sounds on the motif rack are really good, and it has good
effects too, I havent used Roland sound modules so I cant really
comment on em. What type of music do you make?
| 10422|10358|2003-06-22 00:55:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
On Sunday 22 June 2003 08:33, pfm360 wrote:

> > Personally I don't like this kind of sound so I can't
> > give any good comments on them, sorry.
>
> How come? sounds on the motif rack are really good, and
> it has good effects too, I havent used Roland sound
> modules so I cant really comment on em. What type of
> music do you make?

I'm a synth head. My current toys are the Roland V-Synth and 
the Alesis Andromeda. Couldn't care less for 
bread-and-butter sounds, however good they sound. Once 
heard a Motif (keyboard) and the thing sounded great. You 
can add a synth module, which is makes it interesting. I 
hear the Motif rack has even more options.

Once owned a Roland 2080, it sat in my rack and never got 
used. I kept dialing through the presets but none of them 
excited me.

The Roland JD9090 however was a great synth.

- Robert
| 10423|10358|2003-06-22 13:42:09|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
In a message dated 6/22/2003 12:56:34 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
robnet@wxs.nl writes:

> I'm a synth head. My current toys are the Roland V-Synth and 
> the Alesis Andromeda.
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Those have nice sounds! Played with these a bit myself, not a whole lot so I 
may not know totally what I'm talking about here, maybe someone else could 
explain this better, but here goes.

Rolland's default patches or sounds each sound layered and so do the A6s. I 
think they use multiple oscilators per instrament to give that really full 
sounding sound for individual patches. It sounds like 3 instraments are playing 
at once and can all be controlled at the same time, if thats right or makes 
any sense? And, at least on some of the rolland gear that I've used (mainly 
mc505) you can mute/unmute high and lowend parts of the wave tone, like removeing 
or adding an instrament.

Most of the RSs default patches sound like they are tied to just a single 
oscilator and don't sound quite as full sounding as other modules. However, I 
think it does have some combined ones, or maybe its just an effect, not sure, 
but I usually wind up copying tracks to other tracks keeping the same notes and 
stuff to get the same full sound the other gear has using a single patch. 
They cant be controlled at the same time, but sometimes thats good. Also since 
channels are limited, using 2 or 3 channels to get the same sound as others on 
one channel can be a disadavantage.

Some of this might be totally wrong, but thats how I see or hear it. Besides 
all that, the RS is a rockin sequencer only topping the QY series because of 
its sounds. The A6 & Vsynth cant stand alone, and I personally would not pay 
that much for something that I would need more gear to run it.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10424|10291|2003-06-22 15:50:09|Gino Cartier|Re: Any RS7k owners in the Chicagoland area?|
I own a RS 7000. I live in Chicago. I am interested in
starting a usre group in Chicago.

My email is redcheetah44@hotmail.com

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
SBC Yahoo! DSL - Now only $29.95 per month!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 10425|10358|2003-06-22 15:52:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
In a message dated 6/22/2003 1:44:14 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
Dbeam505@aol.com writes:

> Rolland's default patches or sounds each sound layered and so do the A6s. 
> I 
> think they use multiple oscilators per instrament to give that really full 
> sounding sound for individual patches. It sounds like 3 instraments are 
> playing 
> at once and can all be controlled at the same time, if thats right or makes 
> any sense? And, at least on some of the rolland gear that I've used (mainly 
> 
> mc505) you can mute/unmute high and lowend parts of the wave tone, like 
> removeing 
> or adding an instrament.
> 

wanted to add, that I'm not sure if this is how these work, through multiple 
osilators or what not. Thinking they could just be using like a harmoniser or 
other effects more on their voices or something too. Fidiling around with the 
RS can produce very similar quality sounds I think. Thats all, and pardon me 
if I put any disinfo out there.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10426|10426|2003-06-23 01:40:55|Dbeam505@aol.com|Recording Transposes?|
Can anyone tell me how to record the transposes using the transpose button if 
its possible?

Thanks in advance

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10427|10426|2003-06-23 02:46:55|a_lepusa|Re: Recording Transposes?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
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> Can anyone tell me how to record the transposes using the transpose 

button if 

> its possible?
> 
> Thanks in advance
> 
> Zam

simply enter >overdub record< and record your "live-transposing":
press trnsp and the 8th step will be lit- now hit eg the nineth step 
button and it´ll transpose...and btw. don´t forget the black pads too.

best, flim
| 10428|10326|2003-06-23 04:59:57|flipspoon2003|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
the good thing about linear is that you just grab the parts you want 
from a long performance, you dont need to be thinking in terms of 
patterns. when putting many patterns together its some times a pain 
when something is not extracted in exact bars, that is something i 
always hated not being able to append in a more simple way - maybe 
the rs does this better than the other hardseq , as i dont have one 
yet i cant say.. I used old cakelwalk sw for a time dead easy to grab 
random chunks from here an there and bolt them together seemlesly - 
however as a tradeoff one has to deal with the PC nonsense..A list of 
gripes available upon request though i need to take time off to do 
it...

PS- maybe im mixing up patterns and phrases here (;

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 19 June 2003 22:50, wildemar wrote:
> > Now I have a question:
> >
> > Hows the Q700 for live performance?
> 
> Not as good as the RS. It's very reliable, especially due to 
> the battery backup (if the QY700 gets powered down and 
> powerd up again, everything is still there!). But since 
> there are now direct track select and mute knobs, and due 
> to the higher complexity of the interface, the QY is more 
> oriented towards studio use, imo.
> 
> >
> > I mean can you improvise easily, rearranging stuff
> > quickly while playing (by jumping to certain index
> > markers or so)? Thats the one thing I could *never* find
> > in a hardseq thats not pattern based - i dont like
> > patterns that much as you may know.
> 
> What is it about patterns that you don't like?
> I have a hard time imagining what I stuff I could rearrange 
> on a linear track sequencer...
> 
> - Robert

| 10429|10429|2003-06-23 12:18:48|kussersmith|Combination trk|
http://www.deadlydisc.com/Kusser-Bodies.mp3

this is a trk i made with a combination of the RS and Cubase. i made 
my own sample kits on the RS. did the basic sequence on the RS and 
imported into Cubase. from there i tweaked the individual drum lines 
with a occasional trigger for the RS effects from the Cubase midi 
editor. then i loaded up Chainer in Cubase and layered some vst's.

i seem to like the RS sequencer for gettin the basic midi arrangment 
down, then adding the "extra frostings" thru Cubase. the graphical 
editor in Cubase seems a little easier to deal with for continuos CC 
messages.

is there any Soundiver-like editor that could make building and 
managing drumkits easier?

Cheers

-K-
| 10430|10429|2003-06-23 14:41:32|Latif|Re: Combination trk|
nice soundscape/ambient like track
just relax and let your body go!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.deadlydisc.com/Kusser-Bodies.mp3


:-)

Latif
| 10431|10431|2003-06-23 18:07:10|Latif|OT: elektron beauty|
http://www.monomachine.com/index_b.php

hmmmmmmmmm :-)

Latif
| 10432|10432|2003-06-24 00:10:16|Tony|motif questions|
Hello,

I am currently considering purchasing a Motif 6 for my main stage
controller keyboard. I would like to know the following:

1. How reliable is the keyboard: has anyone experienced any crashing?
2. Can you install multiple PLG boards of the same type? specificaly,
the AN board?
3. Is the DR board even worth considering?
4. is the filter on the DX board per note or is it like an effect?

Thank you,
Tony
| 10433|10426|2003-06-24 00:36:20|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Recording Transposes?|
Thanks its working now! Not sure what I was doing wrong.

Zam

In a message dated 6/23/2003 2:47:29 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
a_lepusa@yahoo.de writes:

> >its possible?
> >
> >Thanks in advance
> >
> >Zam
> simply enter >overdub record< and record your "live-transposing":
> press trnsp and the 8th step will be lit- now hit eg the nineth step 
> button and it´ll transpose...and btw. don´t forget the black pads too.
> 
> best, flim
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10434|10431|2003-06-24 01:11:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: elektron beauty|
On Tuesday 24 June 2003 02:06, Latif wrote:

> http://www.monomachine.com/index_b.php
>
> hmmmmmmmmm :-)

If this thing sounds like the MD, no thanks.

- Robert
| 10436|10436|2003-06-24 04:04:10|om_audio|Some feature wishes...|
It would be great to be able to adjust the Rec Quantize (and other 
Rec and misc functions) while in the new "Rec Standby" mode. During 
live composition/jams it is frustrating to have to stop playback to 
adjust settings such as the Rec Quantize setting.

Also- when copying Tracks- it would be great to have the "ALL" option 
or a way to copy multiple Tracks at once- 

Lastly- when copying Phrases it would be most helpful to have 
indication of which Phrases are currently in use- as it is there is 
no way to tell if the destination is an empty Phrase or not.

Om
| 10437|10437|2003-06-24 04:25:04|dsukhi|Calling RS7000 experts|
Hello

Would someone really good at the RS7k and at making trance teach me 
their art as a form of a tutorial. I could relocate to where you are.

http://www.monomachine.com/index_b.php
mailto:a_lepusa@yahoo.de
http://www.monomachine.com/index_b.php


Much thanks in advance
Dhiraj
| 10438|10431|2003-06-24 04:47:22|Latif|Re: OT: elektron beauty|
you mean the machinedrum, you don't like it's sound?
i really like it :-))
as a matter of fact i orderd a MD sample cd 2 
days ago, MD drumkits for the RS :)
I like the sound because it's synthesized drum, for some
reason i find synthesized drums sound really smanging banging
louder then AWM or PCM straight from the source generator.
Anyway have to wait till it's in the shop for a try out
(monomachine).

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 24 June 2003 02:06, Latif wrote:
> > http://www.monomachine.com/index_b.php
> >
> > hmmmmmmmmm :-)
> 
> If this thing sounds like the MD, no thanks.
> 
> - Robert

| 10439|10431|2003-06-24 05:17:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: elektron beauty|
On Tuesday 24 June 2003 12:47, Latif wrote:

> you mean the machinedrum, you don't like it's sound?
> i really like it :-))
> as a matter of fact i orderd a MD sample cd 2
> days ago, MD drumkits for the RS :)
> I like the sound because it's synthesized drum, for some
> reason i find synthesized drums sound really smanging
> banging louder then AWM or PCM straight from the source
> generator. Anyway have to wait till it's in the shop for
> a try out (monomachine).

I *love* synth drums sound, but really dislike the overly 
bright digital sound of the MD. The interface is very nice, 
btw, but that's not enough.

- Robert
| 10440|10431|2003-06-24 05:27:01|s&m|Re: OT: elektron beauty|
Any other sample CD's you'd recommend.
And where to get them.
Cheers
-sean

--- Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

> you mean the machinedrum, you don't like it's sound?
> i really like it :-))
> as a matter of fact i orderd a MD sample cd 2 
> days ago, MD drumkits for the RS :)
> I like the sound because it's synthesized drum, for
> some
> reason i find synthesized drums sound really
> smanging banging
> louder then AWM or PCM straight from the source
> generator.
> Anyway have to wait till it's in the shop for a try
> out
> (monomachine).
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> 
> wrote:
> > On Tuesday 24 June 2003 02:06, Latif wrote:
> > > http://www.monomachine.com/index_b.php
> > >
> > > hmmmmmmmmm :-)
> > 
> > If this thing sounds like the MD, no thanks.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
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> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Calendar - Free online calendar with sync to Outlook(TM).
http://calendar.yahoo.com
| 10441|10431|2003-06-24 05:28:29|Latif|Re: OT: elektron beauty|

> I *love* synth drums sound, but really dislike the overly 
> bright digital sound of the MD. The interface is very nice, 
> btw, but that's not enough.
> 
> - Robert

ah ok, i see your point,
maybe it should have been called
the minidisc drummer ghehehe :-))

Latif
| 10442|10431|2003-06-24 05:33:28|Latif|OT: sample cd's (sean)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:

> Any other sample CD's you'd recommend.
> And where to get them.
> Cheers
> -sean

i'm not that much into sample cd's
this is actually the first sample cd i'm buying :)
how ever i did stumble on a amazing
collection of brass multisample cd collection
yesterday, so i don't no if you have a sampler
capable of multisampling?
these are really fine ass quality samples of brass, trumpets
and horns.. checkit out:
http://www.projectsam.nl/

Latif
| 10443|10419|2003-06-24 05:42:14|WThor|One for the wishlist ?|
I´d greatly appreciate (although, as I stated already, my priority´d be
less "having to stop" the sequencer)
something similar to the step filter in cubase which would just mean an
internal routing thing if I´m right.
This tool is soo usefull. Or is there a workaround to get this already ?

Greetings, WThor

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10444|10419|2003-06-24 06:13:47|Latif|Re: One for the wishlist ?|
yeah they could expand the 'groove'
thingy with 2 extra screens, holding
all the parameters for the knobs and 
maybe some thingys for the sample loop points, that way
one could easily adjust the value's for the 
knobs 'per step' in realtime, ofcourse it would be 
nice to have more steps for the groove editor also, 
because the amount of steps it has now is just useless for me.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> I´d greatly appreciate (although, as I stated already, my 
priority´d be
> less "having to stop" the sequencer)
> something similar to the step filter in cubase which would just 
mean an
> internal routing thing if I´m right.
> This tool is soo usefull. Or is there a workaround to get this 
already ?
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10445|10436|2003-06-24 06:20:40|blazrodic|Re: Some feature wishes... (but bugs first please)|
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I wish they fixed the bugs first. 

E.g. : in the "record standby" mode only the mini keys (notes) are 
not recorded. If you use the play effects (eg MIDI delay) while 
in "Standby" mode, all the generated notes are recorded!!!

Blaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> It would be great to be able to adjust the Rec Quantize (and other 
> Rec and misc functions) while in the new "Rec Standby" mode. During 
> live composition/jams it is frustrating to have to stop playback to 
> adjust settings such as the Rec Quantize setting.
> 
> Also- when copying Tracks- it would be great to have the "ALL" 
option 
> or a way to copy multiple Tracks at once- 
> 
> Lastly- when copying Phrases it would be most helpful to have 
> indication of which Phrases are currently in use- as it is there is 
> no way to tell if the destination is an empty Phrase or not.
> 
> Om

| 10446|10419|2003-06-24 07:07:01|Ian Vine|Re: One for the wishlist ?|
The user LFO can be used as a 16 step sequencer and routed to the filter cutoff to get something approaching the cubase step filter.

Having an extra groove screen to handle voice parameters would be very nice. You can go someway to getting the same effect using the step editor. 

Find out the cc number of the parameter you want to control
Use the Create Continuous data job to create a sequence of cc events. Use the Clock parameter to set the spacing (I think 120 will give you sixteenths). Open the editor
and use the view filter to hide everything apart from the cc you have just created.

Ian V

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

yeah they could expand the 'groove'
thingy with 2 extra screens, holding
all the parameters for the knobs and 
maybe some thingys for the sample loop points, 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> less "having to stop" the sequencer)
> something similar to the step filter in cubase which would just 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
SBC Yahoo! DSL - Now only $29.95 per month!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10447|10447|2003-06-24 08:43:13|Mat St. Jean|(no subject)|
Hey,

My name is eaushaen, I am an alternative hip-hop artist and I am interested 
in purchasing the rs7000 or the mc-909. Is one more suitable for my genre 
of music? I know they both have their strengths and weaknesses but does one 
have more crucial advantages. Would I be safe to go with another set up and 
if so any suggestions?

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 10448|10448|2003-06-24 08:50:14|eaushaen|In the dark?|
Hey,

My name is eaushaen, I am an alternative hip-hop artist and I am 
interested in purchasing the rs7000 or the mc-909. Is one more 
suitable for my genre of music? I know they both have their 
strengths and weaknesses but does one have more crucial advantages. 
Would I be safe to go with another set up and if so any suggestions?
| 10449|1104|2003-06-24 09:06:59|Bryan Rodgers|Re: (unknown)|
first friendly suggestion: search the archive...(eg. 909 or hip-hop)
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-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Mat St. Jean [mailto:gonanocktu_711@msn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2003 10:39 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] (unknown)

Hey,

My name is eaushaen, I am an alternative hip-hop artist and I am
interested 
in purchasing the rs7000 or the mc-909. Is one more suitable for my
genre 
of music? I know they both have their strengths and weaknesses but does
one 
have more crucial advantages. Would I be safe to go with another set up
and 
if so any suggestions?

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10450|10431|2003-06-24 09:20:03|okoyemaya|Re: OT: elektron beauty|
I believe real synth sounds beat the PCMs AWMs any time, these are OK 
for sounds in the background like I use the RS internal sounds, but 
they have no enough substance for me for solo voice, bass drum, bass 
lines etc. Unfortunately I only have NordLead (I love its drumsounds) 
and no1 it is pain for midi ( no display) and anyway not enough 
voices. I was thinking checking the MD, but seems it looks better 
then it sounds. So what you think Robert get micro modular just for 
the drum sounds? I will get NM sometime but that is big investment I 
cant get it now.
Any other options for pure synth drums?
Okoyemaya
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Tuesday 24 June 2003 12:47, Latif wrote:
> > you mean the machinedrum, you don't like it's sound?
> > i really like it :-))
> > as a matter of fact i orderd a MD sample cd 2
> > days ago, MD drumkits for the RS :)
> > I like the sound because it's synthesized drum, for some
> > reason i find synthesized drums sound really smanging
> > banging louder then AWM or PCM straight from the source
> > generator. Anyway have to wait till it's in the shop for
> > a try out (monomachine).
> 
> I *love* synth drums sound, but really dislike the overly 
> bright digital sound of the MD. The interface is very nice, 
> btw, but that's not enough.
> 
> - Robert

| 10451|10431|2003-06-24 09:40:22|synthe. labo|Re: OT: elektron beauty|

>Any other options for pure synth drums?
>Okoyemaya

i listened to my friend's Waldorf Attack and it's pretty good.

i use the VST plug in, but if you want the hardware...

i'm sorta old skool:
i'vd buy an MPC2000 and sample the world of drum synths etc on it....
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ciao-marco

_________________________________________________________________
Invia messaggi istantanei gratuitamente! http://www.msn.it/messenger/
| 10452|10431|2003-06-24 13:56:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: elektron beauty|
On Tuesday 24 June 2003 17:19, okoyemaya wrote:

> I believe real synth sounds beat the PCMs AWMs any time,
> these are OK for sounds in the background like I use the
> RS internal sounds, but they have no enough substance for
> me for solo voice, bass drum, bass lines etc.
> Unfortunately I only have NordLead (I love its
> drumsounds) and no1 it is pain for midi ( no display) and
> anyway not enough voices. I was thinking checking the MD,
> but seems it looks better then it sounds. 

Well, that's my opinion of course, you should check it out 
anyway. But the MD is missing umph, imo, something really 
needed in a drum machine. I think it's a rather cold 
sounding digital machine. But many people love it.

> So what you
> think Robert get micro modular just for the drum sounds?
> I will get NM sometime but that is big investment I cant
> get it now.

The NM and MM do a better job at synth sounds than the MD, 
imo, because of the better sound. There's more character. 
But for the real kick you have to go analog. Listen to a 
Jomox XBase some time, and then listen to the MD. Use your 
ears, not your eyes when judging these machines.

> Any other options for pure synth drums?
> Okoyemaya

Well, if you own a good sounding (analog) synth, you could 
roll your own drum sounds, and maybe sample if them if you 
run out of voices. Read this excelent SOS article:

http://www.sospubs.co.uk/sos/1996_articles/apr96/analoguedrums.html

I'm now training my Andro to become a drum machine. :)

- Robert
| 10453|10326|2003-06-24 14:09:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
On Monday 23 June 2003 12:44, flipspoon2003 wrote:

> the good thing about linear is that you just grab the
> parts you want from a long performance, you dont need to
> be thinking in terms of patterns. 

Ah, I see. But that's not easy controllable in a live 
situation.

> when putting many
> patterns together its some times a pain when something is
> not extracted in exact bars, that is something i always
> hated not being able to append in a more simple way -

Could you explain this more?

- Robert
| 10454|10358|2003-06-24 14:16:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: QY700 or RS7000?|
On Sunday 22 June 2003 23:45, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> wanted to add, that I'm not sure if this is how these
> work, through multiple osilators or what not. Thinking
> they could just be using like a harmoniser or other
> effects more on their voices or something too. Fidiling
> around with the RS can produce very similar quality
> sounds I think. Thats all, and pardon me if I put any

http://www.msn.it/messenger/
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> disinfo out there.

Many of the larger synths have a 'performance' or 'multi' 
mode, where several patches (each patch its own sound) are 
layered and/or split over the keyboard. That produces a 
very rich sound.

- Robert
| 10455|10326|2003-06-24 14:52:55|wildemar|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
Am 20.06.2003 09:12:37, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

> > I mean can you improvise easily, rearranging stuff
> > quickly while playing (by jumping to certain index
> > markers or so)? Thats the one thing I could *never* find
> > in a hardseq thats not pattern based - i dont like
> > patterns that much as you may know.
>
> What is it about patterns that you don't like?
> I have a hard time imagining what I stuff I could rearrange
> on a linear track sequencer...
>
> - Robert

uhm, I see songs as sort of a holistic entity (yeah that sounds nice :-), that evolves from itself. When I was using cubase 
for song creation I used to listen to it and decide what would sound best next. You know like i'd listen to what I already 
had like on a CD and then let me get dragged by the flow of it. that way my songs often flew of in all directions which 
made it hard to get a convincing endin, but it worked really fine for me.
Patterns tend to break this up simply by definition. For me a song doesn't consist of 'patterns'. Its a song, period. This 
conceptual breaking is what bothers me. However I'm getting used to it. Not much of a problem anymore. Just a little 
uncomfy.
Oh the rearranging: Just imagine index markers in a song that you could jump to with a button press. Its not technically 
rearranging (thus not breaking the unity of the song), but it gives you the ability to alter your arrangement for a new 
'spirit' posessing you in the live situation.

Wait till I have the time to make my own sequencer (which will kick everyones ASSes ;-), and you'll understand.

Wildemar
| 10456|10419|2003-06-24 16:37:29|Latif|Re: One for the wishlist ?|
hi,
thanks very much for your detailed explanaiton,
but i do know all that.
i was pointing out to a more NON destructive
REALTIME aproach, through the groove editor, which
till today i still find very non-usefull
where as 2 more screens with all sorts of routings,
a 'matrix' if you will, would make it a awsome tool
for realtime nondestructive step-modification
of all sorts of parameters... think for instance velocity to...
and more steps would be dandy handy too for that.

anyway...
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> The user LFO can be used as a 16 step sequencer and routed to the 
filter cutoff to get something approaching the cubase step filter.
> 
> Having an extra groove screen to handle voice parameters would be 
very nice. You can go someway to getting the same effect using the 
step editor. 
> 
> Find out the cc number of the parameter you want to control
> Use the Create Continuous data job to create a sequence of cc 
events. Use the Clock parameter to set the spacing (I think 120 will 
give you sixteenths). Open the editor and use the view filter to hide 
everything apart from the cc you have just created.
> 
> Ian V
> 
> Latif wrote:
> 
> yeah they could expand the 'groove'
> thingy with 2 extra screens, holding
> all the parameters for the knobs and 
> maybe some thingys for the sample loop points, 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> > less "having to stop" the sequencer)
> > something similar to the step filter in cubase which would just 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> SBC Yahoo! DSL - Now only $29.95 per month!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10457|10326|2003-06-24 23:33:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
On Saturday 21 June 2003 00:12, wildemar wrote:

> uhm, I see songs as sort of a holistic entity (yeah that
> sounds nice :-), that evolves from itself. When I was
> using cubase for song creation I used to listen to it and
> decide what would sound best next. You know like i'd
> listen to what I already had like on a CD and then let me
> get dragged by the flow of it. that way my songs often
> flew of in all directions which made it hard to get a
> convincing endin, but it worked really fine for me.
> Patterns tend to break this up simply by definition. For
> me a song doesn't consist of 'patterns'. Its a song,
> period. This conceptual breaking is what bothers me.

I understand. I tend to start with patterns, and once I have 
a couple of them I go linear and add stuff that crosses the 
pattern borders. The beauty of patterns for me is that 
during creation I only have to concentrate on that small 
little world of 8 to 16 bars, nothing else matters.

> However I'm getting used to it. Not much of a problem
> anymore. Just a little uncomfy.
> Oh the rearranging: Just imagine index markers in a song
> that you could jump to with a button press. Its not
> technically rearranging (thus not breaking the unity of
> the song), but it gives you the ability to alter your
> arrangement for a new 'spirit' posessing you in the live
> situation.

These markers are common among the computer sequencers like 
Cubase and Logic. So maybe you could one of these again for 
your creative/live process.

>
> Wait till I have the time to make my own sequencer (which
> will kick everyones ASSes ;-), and you'll understand.

Same here. I want the RS9000, or to be more specific, the 
QY900. A 64+ track sequencer with at least 4 outputs based 
on the Yammie phrase concept. If they won't build it, I 
will some day. ;)

- Robert
| 10458|10326|2003-06-25 03:44:05|flipspoon2003|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
A song is a song Period. Thats sums it up perfectly, unless your into 
house of course where as a 1 bar pattern may suffice (: leave the 
rest to the DJ performanece (: 
Dont forget the physical track buttons on the qy900 (16 should 
suffice) to activate 128 tracks shouldnt be an issue these days. 4 
midi outs, yes. All the realtime knobs and a few new tricks would be 
nice. Just a barebone hardware sequencer, forget the sampler and you 
could even ditch the onboard sounds for all i care!(:
| 10459|10326|2003-06-25 04:09:08|wildemar|Re: Qy700 or Rs7000 for MIDI ONLY with gun against head!!??|
Am 25.06.2003 07:33:20, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>The beauty of patterns for me is that 
>during creation I only have to concentrate on that small 
>little world of 8 to 16 bars, nothing else matters.
>

Funny, thats exactly what i dont like about them ;-)
See, thats how music is nothing anyone could lay their finger on ...
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i love that

>These markers are common among the computer sequencers like 
>Cubase and Logic. So maybe you could one of these again for 
>your creative/live process.
>

Oh yeah, I bought a hardseq, just to find myself back on a pc?
That dog wont hunt, mon senior. :-)
No it'll have to work the way it is now.
I'd really like to see are some markers in Song mode (now that cant be too hard, can it? Yammie?). Two would be quite 
enough as long as they can be directly controlled by a knob (like left marker in normal mode, right marker after button 
press). i'd gladly sacrifice the Jump function for this, as I never really understood the use of that anyway ...
for downward compatibility, a switch could be implemented in utility or setup mode.
if only I had as many song idias as i have seq ideas ... :-/

>> Wait till I have the time to make my own sequencer (which
>> will kick everyones ASSes ;-), and you'll understand.
>
>Same here. I want the RS9000, or to be more specific, the 
>QY900. A 64+ track sequencer with at least 4 outputs based 
>on the Yammie phrase concept. If they won't build it, I 
>will some day. ;)
>

And thats why I've always wanted the RS OS to be open source. We'd all have our dreamseqs (not dreamsex :-) by 
now and love Yamaha for it. Well I know we had that discussion already.

C.U.
Wildemar
(sorry for my irregular replies lately, my mailbox seems to be bouncing emails from yahoogroups)
| 10460|10460|2003-06-25 04:54:38|Michael Mitchell|For Sale|
I have a RS7000 for Sale .Quick sale £500.If interested email me at michael@mmitchell30.fsnet.co.uk .Thanks Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10461|10461|2003-06-25 07:50:51|b_p_m23|problems with synth-phrases|
i recorded a synth-phrase with overdub record. now i got the problem 
when i mute the track with the synth-phrase and unmute it the sound 
is not the same as before.

i copied the track to secB. now! i play secA with the crappy sound 
due to the mute unmute problem and switch to secB the synth-phrase 
plays how i like it.

in a song its a nice effect but only when i want that this should 
happen. you know what i mean?!

hope explaination is good enough!!! ;)

lg
bernie
| 10462|10461|2003-06-25 08:17:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: problems with synth-phrases|
On Wednesday 25 June 2003 15:42, b_p_m23 wrote:

> i recorded a synth-phrase with overdub record. now i got
> the problem when i mute the track with the synth-phrase
> and unmute it the sound is not the same as before.
>
> i copied the track to secB. now! i play secA with the
> crappy sound due to the mute unmute problem and switch to
> secB the synth-phrase plays how i like it.
>
> in a song its a nice effect but only when i want that
> this should happen. you know what i mean?!
>
> hope explaination is good enough!!! ;)

I *guess* that when you mute the track you are also muting 
some essential CC updates to the filter or other voice 
parameters. While muted, the track is skipping the voice 
updates.

What happens if you change mute mode from midi to audio?

- Robert
| 10463|10463|2003-06-25 12:41:45|wildemar|Trigger mode for 'Full Edit' Kits? (MOTIF fellas please also read i|
Moin :-)
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This seems so common to me, that it must have been asked before, but no luck finding it.

Wouldnt you find it much easier sometimes, if the full edit drumkits wouldnt react to key off messages? I certainly would, 
because then you could simply play the with the pads or so, because the sound wouldnt stop when the pad is released 
(have you ever tried recording with a full edit kit? PAIN)

So now: What measures can be taken against this? :-)
Any idea? I looked through the SysEx chart, but that one beats me ... cant find a clue.
But they shurely wouldnt claim it to be *full* edit, if it wasnt *fully* editable. Right? <:-/

And if you know: is that possible on the Motif? If it is, can anyone find the sysex code for it (chances are, as both units 
share the same origin, they respond to similar sysex)

Help very much appreciated.
Wildomat
| 10464|10461|2003-06-25 13:46:12|b_p_m23|Re: problems with synth-phrases|

> I *guess* that when you mute the track you are also muting 
> some essential CC updates to the filter or other voice 
> parameters. While muted, the track is skipping the voice 
> updates.
> 
> What happens if you change mute mode from midi to audio?
> 
> - Robert

OK! i'll give it a try when iam at home.

if this works i only have to change midi-filter settings for that 
track, isn't it?!

cause i really want to work with mute mode set to midi!

bernie
| 10465|10463|2003-06-25 19:50:02|om_audio|Re: Trigger mode for 'Full Edit' Kits? (MOTIF fellas please also re|
Use a sustain pedal. On the RS delete the sustain pedal message with 
value of 000 and leave the one with 127- place it at the beginning of 
phrase.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Moin :-)
> 
> This seems so common to me, that it must have been asked before, 
but no luck finding it.
> 
> Wouldnt you find it much easier sometimes, if the full edit 
drumkits wouldnt react to key off messages? I certainly would, 
> because then you could simply play the with the pads or so, because 
the sound wouldnt stop when the pad is released 
> (have you ever tried recording with a full edit kit? PAIN)
> 
> So now: What measures can be taken against this? :-)
> Any idea? I looked through the SysEx chart, but that one beats 
me ... cant find a clue.
> But they shurely wouldnt claim it to be *full* edit, if it wasnt 
*fully* editable. Right? <:-/
> 
> And if you know: is that possible on the Motif? If it is, can 
anyone find the sysex code for it (chances are, as both units 
> share the same origin, they respond to similar sysex)
> 
> Help very much appreciated.
> Wildomat

| 10466|10463|2003-06-26 04:10:35|wildemar|Re: Trigger mode for 'Full Edit' Kits? (MOTIF fellas please also re|
great tip man, thx.

Now tell me why *I* didnt think of this ... :-)

Wildemar

Am 26.06.2003 03:49:58, schrieb "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>:

>Use a sustain pedal. On the RS delete the sustain pedal message with 
>value of 000 and leave the one with 127- place it at the beginning of 
>phrase.
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>
>Om

| 10467|10461|2003-06-26 10:21:28|Andrew Leonard|Re: problems with synth-phrases|
Try turning "event chase" to ON in the utility menu... that's my only 
thought.

Midi filter settings aren't track specific, but deal with midi data going to 
and from your RS to other midi components in your rig.

>Message: 1
> Date: Wed, 25 Jun 2003 13:42:16 -0000
> From: "b_p_m23" <B_P_M@gmx.at>
>Subject: problems with synth-phrases
>
>i recorded a synth-phrase with overdub record. now i got the problem
>when i mute the track with the synth-phrase and unmute it the sound
>is not the same as before.
>
>i copied the track to secB. now! i play secA with the crappy sound
>due to the mute unmute problem and switch to secB the synth-phrase
>plays how i like it.
>
>in a song its a nice effect but only when i want that this should
>happen. you know what i mean?!
>
>hope explaination is good enough!!! ;)
>
>lg
>bernie

_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
| 10468|10468|2003-06-26 10:27:13|Andrew Leonard|RS Song Mode / Sequencer|
Okay. So I've owned the RS for almost a year now, have into almost every 
corner of its underbelly.

... and I love the thing.

However, it's just recently I've really started to make the previously 
impossible jumps from Pattern to Pattern Chain to Song modes. I think I'm 
really starting to work with the RS sequencer the way that it was designed 
to be used, but I have sort of a general call for tips and comments...

What's song mode the most useful for? How do you guys use it? What kickass 
things can I do in it that I can't do in the other two modes?

I've mastered Pattern and Pattern Chain, but I'm still figuring out the most 
effective way to work in Song mode. Sure, the manual explains all the 
features in it, but I sort of feel as if Yamaha left out details on how they 
intended the machine to be used.

Thanks,
Andrew -//-- Dodeca

_________________________________________________________________
Protect your PC - get McAfee.com VirusScan Online 
http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963
| 10469|10468|2003-06-26 15:13:38|om_audio|Re: RS Song Mode / Sequencer|
There are a few things I can think of about Song mode- creating rolls 
in specific places, automating effects etc.- and if you needed to 
record to any track like for a solo or whatever- Song mode is like a 
16 track linear midi sequencer- there is also the "convert to 
patterns" job which sounds interesting but I've never used it.

Go to the files section/doc and download the file 
named "rs7000_tips.zip"
It contains 3 power user's docs from Yamaha- specifically the one 
named "Mode Definitions and Concepts" has some good insight into each 
mode and some interesting tips regarding Song mode.

I don't have more specifics as I have not used Song mode much myself- 
but I know for sure I will be using it. 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" wrote:
> 
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> What's song mode the most useful for? How do you guys use it?

| 10470|10470|2003-06-26 20:01:21|RobotLust|using ccs to change volume of a phrase|
This is a good way to create a long, even crescendo over, say, 16 
bars 
right? I don't really understand the use of ccs at all. Anyone know 
of any tuts or other info to gain an understanding of this?

cheers,
| 10471|10471|2003-06-27 16:51:09|om_audio|Anyone using external drum triggers?|
..like the Roland trigger pads, Drum Kat, V-Drums - etc.?
I used to play drums and sometimes long for the og interface- :)

What are you using- pros/cons?

Thanks, 

Om
| 10472|10472|2003-06-28 04:45:59|om_audio|A few more for the wish list:|
-Insert *any* type of event in edit list without having to have same 
type of event already present and selected in the list.

-Show current song position etc. in edit screen.

-Show keyboard lights on the RS when triggering notes from external 
source such as a midi keyboard controller.

Om
| 10473|10472|2003-06-28 05:56:21|Latif|Re: A few more for the wish list:|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> -Insert *any* type of event in edit list without having to have 

same 

> type of event already present and selected in the list.
> 

this is allready possible, 
once you press insert
just rotate knob above f1
isn't this what you mean?

Latif
| 10474|10472|2003-06-28 15:23:42|om_audio|Re: A few more for the wish list:|
Man- yes- but last night it would select Note- then it would show 
mutes and I couldn't select note again and it never showed me cc, pc, 
etc- very strange! I booted up today and it worked perfectly but last 
night I had to use a sustain pedal to rec a sus cc event. I loaded 
the files I was working on last night but cannot reproduce the 
behavior.

I'll be sure and doc any details if it happens again- but for now I 
am glad to be able to insert any event!

Thanks- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > -Insert *any* type of event in edit list without having to have 
> same 
> > type of event already present and selected in the list.
> > 
> 
> this is allready possible, 
> once you press insert
> just rotate knob above f1
> isn't this what you mean?
> 
> Latif

| 10475|10472|2003-06-28 17:02:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A few more for the wish list:|
On Saturday 28 June 2003 23:23, om_audio wrote:

> Man- yes- but last night it would select Note- then it
> would show mutes and I couldn't select note again and it
> never showed me cc, pc, etc- very strange! 
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Mutes? I think you were editing a Pattern Chain track, not a 
normal Pattern mode track.

- Robert
| 10476|10476|2003-06-28 17:49:06|Steve Roitstein|formatting jaz drive 2 meg|
Hey all,

I was wondering if anyone can give me the info on formatting a jaz 
drive. It gives you three choices, only the third one works. Then, 
after walking back (the formatting took a long time) the RS said 
"unsupported disk" even though it seemed like it was busy formatting 
for a long time.

When I tried to save to it it did not work. Logical and partition modes 
were not working either as I recall, only physical.

Any ideas?

Thanks!

Steve
| 10477|10477|2003-06-28 19:43:20|zhel_id|No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os update.
Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking about "limitations" 
of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce anything 
you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can go 
on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's synth 
engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update people 
who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything else 
worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying down 
those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or hd 
recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to rs7k 
or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the right 
results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry if 
you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive compresors 
and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never achieve 
the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do is 
the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you know 
what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
| 10478|10477|2003-06-28 19:47:42|zhel_id|No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os update.
Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking about "limitations" 
of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce anything 
you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can go 
on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's synth 
engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update people 
who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything else 
worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying down 
those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or hd 
recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to rs7k 
or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the right 
results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry if 
you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive compresors 
and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never achieve 
the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do is 
the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you know 
what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
| 10479|10479|2003-06-28 21:29:51|Rob Blue|Burning CDs on CDR?........|
This is off subject with the RS7000 but does anyone here see 
anything wrong with selling my own produced album on CDR (not sent 
out to pressing plant but burning copies on computer and doing my own 
packaging).Ive bought groups home produced albums but Ive also met 
people who act like its "ghetto" if a CD isnt pressed.
| 10480|10479|2003-06-28 21:53:51|Latif|Re: Burning CDs on CDR?........|
No ofcourse not man!
If people like your music and you can sell it
to them as it is, do your thing!
Just remind yourself of the fact that your music is 
not registered, therefor your cd can be copied 
and selled by others with less potential chance of being sued..
if this doesn't bother you, do your thing.. ;-)

Latif



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> This is off subject with the RS7000 but does anyone here see 
> anything wrong with selling my own produced album on CDR (not sent 
> out to pressing plant but burning copies on computer and doing my 
own 
> packaging).Ive bought groups home produced albums but Ive also met 
> people who act like its "ghetto" if a CD isnt pressed.

| 10481|10481|2003-06-29 02:12:34|ridszero|Importing samples of other samplers (ASRX) w/ RS7000?|
I can load samples from my cdrom with no problem, but I have 
samples I saved onto zip with my Ensoniq ASR-XPro that don't show up 
when I go to import. They were all formatted from my ASRX to the zip. 
I thought the RS7000 was compatible with Akai S1000. Does anyone have 
an idea of what might be the problem. I have a scsi chain of Iomega 
zip -to- CD rom drive -to- RS7000. My cdrom is ID#3, my zip is ID#5, 
RS7000 is ID #7.

Nick
| 10482|10477|2003-06-29 02:12:42|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
I don't agree with you sorry, this machine's software is not finished 
imho and we got to let know every detail that is annoying, I really do 
hope a new os will be released as there are many things that could be 
far better.
A quick example: if you call it a sampler you never seen a a3000, I even 
wonder if it is better than the electribe's one as I learned it has 
slicing too, and the sequencer could be really improved too as many 
messages here show it. Here is a good place to comunicate about it.
It's also one of the place people get informations when they think about 
buying the machine. Personnaly I haven't before because I had the 
oportunity to have it very cheap and I knew the rm1x and the a3000 quite 
well and was trusting yamaha, but I think I would never have bought it 
the full price or I would have been very disapointed. And I think the 
people interested in this machine must be informed of the bad points too...
Anyway I don't see the goal of your message except if your employed by 
yammy and trying that people here don't read only people complaining and 
having technical problems (most solved sure). If not I think people here 
don't need to be told such things... it's nice but useless, sorry.

zhel_id wrote:

>Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os update.
>Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking about "limitations" 
>of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce anything 
>you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
>working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can go 
>on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's synth 
>engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update people 
>who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything else 
>worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying down 
>those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or hd 
>recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to rs7k 
>or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
>computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the right 
>results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry if 
>you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive compresors 
>and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
>it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never achieve 
>the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do is 
>the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you know 
>what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>
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| 10483|10483|2003-06-29 02:12:45|Sis|NEEDING helo with Motif Rack|
Hi,
Can someone give me some quick help....I have a Motif Rack, new, and hooked
it up to my old Roland Super JX.....it doesn't sound right....
I know what a Motif should sound like because I have the 88....and LOVE
IT...
Please help, if anyone knows of a answer for me so that I can make this
work.
TIA
Sis

answer to dlane@starband.net
| 10484|10479|2003-06-29 02:12:48|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Burning CDs on CDR?........|
From my little experience... who cares if they copying, thats good, if unless 
whomever is doing this is make a ton of money off it and your not seeing any 
of it, then thats another story. Let them copy away in the mean time. An 
easy thing to do that might help is to put a copy right ©® cymbols in obvious & 
clear view on your CDs. I've heard, only heard, that that should hold up, 
because you made an effort to show it is not for someone else to make money off 
of, and is a cheap method of keeping original stuff copyrighted. Supposedly, 
you don't have to register your music if you do this, but you may want to get 
more from a legal standpoint if you are really worried about someone stealing 
your music. Regeitering wont hurt if you got the bank. However, there are 
other cheap methods of doing this too, but you will have to look into it yourself. 
I, personally, would be flattered to see my stuff being copied, but someone 
makeing money off my original stuff would piss the hell out of me sense I've 
not made more than I can count on my fingers.

Luck to you!

Zamise

In a message dated 6/28/2003 9:55:11 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:

> No ofcourse not man!
> If people like your music and you can sell it
> to them as it is, do your thing!
> Just remind yourself of the fact that your music is 
> not registered, therefor your cd can be copied 
> and selled by others with less potential chance of being sued..
> if this doesn't bother you, do your thing.. ;-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> >This is off subject with the RS7000 but does anyone here see 
> >anything wrong with selling my own produced album on CDR (not sent 
> >out to pressing plant but burning copies on computer and doing my 
> own 
> >packaging).Ive bought groups home produced albums but Ive also met 
> >people who act like its "ghetto" if a CD isnt pressed.
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10485|10477|2003-06-29 03:41:34|okoyemaya|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
I agree, it is not finished machine, I use it I like it but I am not 
stupid. Yamaha did not finish the job, forget the wish list, there 
are obvious faults. People do not get sentimanetal "I love my Yammie" 
with a whore. You paid and you can demand. It is not about sentiments.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:
> I don't agree with you sorry, this machine's software is not 
finished 
> imho and we got to let know every detail that is annoying, I really 
do 
> hope a new os will be released as there are many things that could 
be 
> far better.
> A quick example: if you call it a sampler you never seen a a3000, I 
even 
> wonder if it is better than the electribe's one as I learned it has 
> slicing too, and the sequencer could be really improved too as many 
> messages here show it. Here is a good place to comunicate about it.
> It's also one of the place people get informations when they think 
about 
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> buying the machine. Personnaly I haven't before because I had the 
> oportunity to have it very cheap and I knew the rm1x and the a3000 
quite 
> well and was trusting yamaha, but I think I would never have bought 
it 
> the full price or I would have been very disapointed. And I think 
the 
> people interested in this machine must be informed of the bad 
points too...
> Anyway I don't see the goal of your message except if your employed 
by 
> yammy and trying that people here don't read only people 
complaining and 
> having technical problems (most solved sure). If not I think people 
here 
> don't need to be told such things... it's nice but useless, sorry.
> 
> 
> zhel_id wrote:
> 
> >Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os 
update.
> >Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking 
about "limitations" 
> >of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce anything 
> >you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
> >working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can go 
> >on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's 
synth 
> >engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update people 
> >who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything 
else 
> >worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying down 
> >those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or 
hd 
> >recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to 
rs7k 
> >or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
> >computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the right 
> >results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry 
if 
> >you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive compresors 
> >and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
> >it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never achieve 
> >the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do 
is 
> >the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you 
know 
> >what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> >

| 10486|10483|2003-06-29 04:10:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: NEEDING helo with Motif Rack|
On Sunday 29 June 2003 06:18, Sis wrote:

> Hi,
> Can someone give me some quick help....I have a Motif
> Rack, new, and hooked it up to my old Roland Super
> JX.....it doesn't sound right.... I know what a Motif
> should sound like because I have the 88....and LOVE IT...
> Please help, if anyone knows of a answer for me so that I
> can make this work.
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In what way doesn't it sound right?
How is it connected?

- Robert
| 10487|10481|2003-06-29 04:13:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Importing samples of other samplers (ASRX) w/ RS7000?|
On Sunday 29 June 2003 04:27, ridszero wrote:

> I can load samples from my cdrom with no problem,
> but I have samples I saved onto zip with my Ensoniq
> ASR-XPro that don't show up when I go to import. They
> were all formatted from my ASRX to the zip. I thought the
> RS7000 was compatible with Akai S1000. Does anyone have
> an idea of what might be the problem. I have a scsi chain
> of Iomega zip -to- CD rom drive -to- RS7000. My cdrom is
> ID#3, my zip is ID#5, RS7000 is ID #7.

Try another disk, with another format, in the ZIP drive to 
test if it's the SCSI link or the ASRX format. For example, 
format a ZIP disk with FAT format and store some wav 
samples on it with a computer. Then try to import them.

- Robert
| 10488|10479|2003-06-29 04:15:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Burning CDs on CDR?........|
On Sunday 29 June 2003 05:29, Rob Blue wrote:

> This is off subject with the RS7000 but does anyone here
> see anything wrong with selling my own produced album on
> CDR (not sent out to pressing plant but burning copies on
> computer and doing my own packaging).Ive bought groups
> home produced albums but Ive also met people who act like
> its "ghetto" if a CD isnt pressed.

Afaik, a CDR is more fragile than a pressed CD. That's my 
main concern. I wouldn't want to pay as much then for a CDR 
as I would pay for a pressed CD.

And of course a pressed CD looks more pro then a CDR.

- Robert
| 10489|10477|2003-06-29 04:23:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
On Sunday 29 June 2003 11:41, okoyemaya wrote:

> I agree, it is not finished machine, I use it I like it
> but I am not stupid. Yamaha did not finish the job,
> forget the wish list, there are obvious faults. People do
> not get sentimanetal "I love my Yammie" with a whore. You
> paid and you can demand. It is not about sentiments.
> Okoyemaya

If a product is claimed to have a specific feature set and 
it isn't implemented yet when sold (like the MPC4000 and 
generally all Waldorf synths), then you can demand. But 
IIRC, the RS did exactly what the manual said, when I first 
got it.

So in my opinion, you can *ask*, but not demand, since you 
got what you payed for.

Even wonder if you can demand to get bugs fixed, unless they 
are very serious. Since the RS is largly software driven, 
the existance of a couple of bugs may be looked upon as 
'natural' by a judge.

Personally, I simply love this machine without the need for 
more features. It's so powerfull already. If I would own an 
mpc4000 however, I would shout from the highest tower. 

- Robert
| 10490|10490|2003-06-29 09:45:59|eaushaen|Any opinions?|
Since the Rs has limited memory I was thinking maybe I could hook it 
up to the computer. Is it possible to load my RS beats to my 
computer and store them there? Could I hook up a sampler to my Rs 
and save my samples on the sampler? Is the sp-505 any good, if not 
are there any recommendations.
| 10491|10490|2003-06-29 10:17:26|Latif|Re: Any opinions?|
i dunno what kind of samples you
are making/using, but personally
my 128mb smartcards can hold a arsenal of
tiny small samples, and i use only a pair



of 128mb cards, if i need space on the card 
i transfer whats on the card to the computer for backup.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eaushaen" wrote:
> Since the Rs has limited memory I was thinking maybe I could hook 
it 
> up to the computer. Is it possible to load my RS beats to my 
> computer and store them there? Could I hook up a sampler to my Rs 
> and save my samples on the sampler? Is the sp-505 any good, if not 
> are there any recommendations.

| 10492|10490|2003-06-29 11:29:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Any opinions?|
I would have to say yes to all these questions and for a recommendation get 
an RS. One with its memory fully extended. You might be surprised how much it 
can do by itself and may not even need the rest of your gear. The only thing 
I use regularly anymore besides the RS is a computer for recording tunes, and 
a KAOSS pad for extra effects.

Zam

In a message dated 6/29/2003 9:46:36 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
gonanocktu_711@msn.com writes:

> 
> Since the Rs has limited memory I was thinking maybe I could hook it 
> up to the computer. Is it possible to load my RS beats to my 
> computer and store them there? Could I hook up a sampler to my Rs 
> and save my samples on the sampler? Is the sp-505 any good, if not 
> are there any recommendations.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10493|10479|2003-06-29 11:45:03|Latif|Re: Burning CDs on CDR?........|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

On Sunday 29 June 2003 05:29, Rob Blue wrote:
> This is off subject with the RS7000 but does anyone here
> see anything wrong with selling my own produced album on
> CDR (not sent out to pressing plant but burning copies on
> computer and doing my own packaging).Ive bought groups
> home produced albums but Ive also met people who act like
> its "ghetto" if a CD isnt pressed.

btw. do you know you can sell your cd
through http://www.cdbaby.com

I don't have any experience
with them, but i do read lot's of people
use theire service, and are satisfied with results.

if you're gonna sell you're cd you might give it a
try...

Latif

| 10494|10481|2003-06-29 14:07:57|spark dogg|Re: Importing samples of other samplers (ASRX) w/ RS7000?|
hahahahahahahahahha !..

there is no problem.....i have those same two pieces of equipment and you can't import those files....the best thing for you to do is get soundforge and edit your samples
and save them in a rs7000 format or stop being so damn lazy and run the output from the asrxpro into the rs7000 and resample those same sounds back into the
yammy...thats a no brainer !...my 16 year old was trying to beat me to the puter to answer this before me !

hahahahahahahah! nuff said....nuff seen....learn howta master yo machines ! Sparkdogg has spoken !

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10495|10481|2003-06-29 14:08:10|spark dogg|Re: Importing samples of other samplers (ASRX) w/ RS7000?|
its not gonna work dammit......the asrxpro uses aiff filez.!!!! Spark has spoken!

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Sunday 29 June 2003 04:27, ridszero wrote:

> I can load samples from my cdrom with no problem,
> but I have samples I saved onto zip with my Ensoniq
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> ASR-XPro that don't show up when I go to import. They
> were all formatted from my ASRX to the zip. I thought the
> RS7000 was compatible with Akai S1000. Does anyone have
> an idea of what might be the problem. I have a scsi chain
> of Iomega zip -to- CD rom drive -to- RS7000. My cdrom is
> ID#3, my zip is ID#5, RS7000 is ID #7.

Try another disk, with another format, in the ZIP drive to 
test if it's the SCSI link or the ASRX format. For example, 
format a ZIP disk with FAT format and store some wav 
samples on it with a computer. Then try to import them.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10496|10476|2003-06-29 14:08:22|spark dogg|Re: formatting jaz drive 2 meg|
my jazz drive works with no problems......make sure you are using the jaz 1gb..cuz the 2gb..has problems with the yammy

Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com> wrote:Hey all,

I was wondering if anyone can give me the info on formatting a jaz 
drive. It gives you three choices, only the third one works. Then, 
after walking back (the formatting took a long time) the RS said 
"unsupported disk" even though it seemed like it was busy formatting 
for a long time.

When I tried to save to it it did not work. Logical and partition modes 
were not working either as I recall, only physical.

Any ideas?

Thanks!

Steve
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10497|10477|2003-06-29 14:50:04|wildemar|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
Am 29.06.2003 05:07:19, schrieb AlAmAs anti6TM <alamas@wanadoo.fr>:

>but I think I would never have bought it 
>the full price or I would have been very disapointed.

What?!
Really?
Ey dude, that machine is worth TWICE the money it costs.
;-)
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I'm serious though, I think there is no sequencer more inspirational than this one 
- and I'm not affiliated with Yammie, I'm not getting paid for saying this.
Despite the little quirks, its great.

Wildemar
| 10498|10479|2003-06-29 14:50:05|wildemar|Re: Burning CDs on CDR?........|
Dunno where you're from, but here in Germany its illigal to make a profit of 
anything (even your own material) unless you have registered a business.
The reason for this is that 'Vater Staat' wants taxes from you (VAT), which you 
naturallly dont pay when selling it 'under the desk'.

You might wanna check on the regulations in your area.

Wildemar

Am 29.06.2003 05:29:50, schrieb "Rob Blue" <djrobblue@yahoo.com>:

>This is off subject with the RS7000 but does anyone here see 
>anything wrong with selling my own produced album on CDR (not sent 
>out to pressing plant but burning copies on computer and doing my own 
>packaging).Ive bought groups home produced albums but Ive also met 
>people who act like its "ghetto" if a CD isnt pressed. 
>
>
>
>
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| 10499|10477|2003-06-29 14:50:06|wildemar|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
Have you listened to ppls songs at all. There already is a great deal of fantastic 
stuff done with the RS.
So what are you talking about, really?
You think its not right to improve your working conditions? Well, thats your 
view, fine.
Mine however incorporates a certain 'hunger' for more ... 'never be content' you 
could say.
There are still some things I'd like to see improved on the RS, and i think there 
is no reason to be quiet about it.
If noone had said anything, we might not have gotten even our first update.
Look at the Motif ppl: They're constantly getting new OS's (compared to the RS 
that is ... :-)

So: Please some more OS update mails!!!!

Wildemar

Am 29.06.2003 03:43:17, schrieb "zhel_id" <zhel_id@yahoo.com>:

>Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os update.
>Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking about "limitations" 
>of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce anything 
>you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
>working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can go 
>on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's synth 
>engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update people 
>who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything else 
>worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying down 
>those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or hd 
>recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to rs7k 
>or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
>computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the right 
>results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry if 
>you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive compresors 
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>and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
>it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never achieve 
>the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do is 
>the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you know 
>what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
>
>
>
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|
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10500|10477|2003-06-29 15:35:50|Latif|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
yes yes, please more os. update emails
preferably post these at motiforum rs7000
section, and name your thread:
'message for Yamaha product managers', or send emailS
to product managers at official Yamaha site in your region.
i recently learned, that these are the people
(worldwide), that have to acknowledge a bug
by testing a unit at theire department, once a 
product manager can confirm that the bug is in
theire unit too, they should report that to Yamaha Japan.
same goes for enhancements or extra features.

various managers can be contacted from Yamaha sites in your regions.
noooo, i'm not provoking mass-spam-mail :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Have you listened to ppls songs at all. There already is a great 
deal of fantastic 
> stuff done with the RS.
> So what are you talking about, really?
> You think its not right to improve your working conditions? Well, 
thats your 
> view, fine.
> Mine however incorporates a certain 'hunger' for more ... 'never be 
content' you 
> could say.
> There are still some things I'd like to see improved on the RS, and 
i think there 
> is no reason to be quiet about it.
> If noone had said anything, we might not have gotten even our first 
update.
> Look at the Motif ppl: They're constantly getting new OS's 
(compared to the RS 
> that is ... :-)
> 
> So: Please some more OS update mails!!!!
> 
> Wildemar

| 10501|10477|2003-06-30 00:47:53|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|

>Ey dude, that machine is worth TWICE the money it costs.
>;-)

Prices found on german sites:

RS7000: 1440€
rm1x 663€
and I have found many good second hand samplers that are technically far more competitive than the rs' one at less than 800€ (ex: a A4000 for 750€), the only thing you
can't find on such a sampler is the beat slicing but many samplers users have a computer too.
So twice the price... I'd like to be your dealer you must be a good customer :D

>I'm serious though, I think there is no sequencer more inspirational >than this one

It's just the same as the rm1x with a flashable OS so they could correct a few problems (principally recording on the fly). They also added a "Variation on demand" gadget
button for people lacking inspiration. I don't think the little sampler included could justify such a price difference.

What is far more anoying for me is that I bet the hardware inside the box costs very few to yammie as they produce a lot and design themselfs a lot of electronic stuff that
is even used by others constructors, what makes the price is the work of technical people about making the stuff more ergonomic and usefull, or simply more powerfull.
They invented aproximately nothing for the rs and perfected very few imho, they still could enhance it very much.

So here is my wishlist (unsorted), I think most of the requests are technically easy to achieve except a few about the sampler and the effects:

Memory protect permitting to edit tracks but returning to initial state when left and called back (what is it actually for? it's the more useless option I ever seen)

An automatic pitched loop mode, slice can't do everything and for live purposes it would be great to have the pitch automatised for uncut loops.

A format to save sliced beats with their midi sequence or recreating them easily from the program.

Préaudition in the file browser.

More freedom in the effects choice.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Categories for users parts like presets ones.

Accessing either the grid or the step recorder while playing.

On the fly realtime recording could be very usefull. Ex: for arpeggios either in composition & live condition.

A decent arpeggiator (at least with rythmik patterns).

Changing one sound's envellope speed.

A simply more decent "Instrument" system for the sampler and more controls with controllers (ex: various envelope or pitch settings on the same sample in a drumkit
without having to load it twice in memory or resample it each time, every decent sampler can do that and it's maybe the only way to really work with sounds in a rythmik
stuff as auditioning them separately and resampling doesn't give you the ability to tweak each sound according to another).

Don't loose sync when calling a midi timestretch from a scene button.

Sensitivity setup for the dynamic pads.

A menu navigation system that doesn't waste the third endless knob letting the others as new.

More modulation sources in the sampler (lfo, random...).

A mode permiting to mix the parts controllers and the actual knob position in live condition instead of always cancelling the recorded stuff.

No controller sent when shift pressed & knob turned until it reaches its actual memory position.

PS. I'm thinking of setting up a webpage to organize requests, does anybody know if there is a good open source script that could do the trick?

wildemar wrote:

>Am 29.06.2003 05:07:19, schrieb AlAmAs anti6TM <alamas@wanadoo.fr>:
>
> 
>
>>but I think I would never have bought it 
>>the full price or I would have been very disapointed.
>> 
>>
>
>What?!
>Really?
>Ey dude, that machine is worth TWICE the money it costs.
>;-)
>
>I'm serious though, I think there is no sequencer more inspirational than this one 
>- and I'm not affiliated with Yammie, I'm not getting paid for saying this.
>Despite the little quirks, its great.
>
>Wildemar
>
>
>
>
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| 10502|10477|2003-06-30 09:23:59|Latif|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:

> 
> PS. I'm thinking of setting up a webpage to organize requests, does 
>anybody know if there is a good open source script that could do the 
>trick?
> 
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see online petitionbook:
http://www.jtr.de/scripting/php/guestbook/index_eng.html

Latif
| 10503|10503|2003-06-30 12:17:22|Latif|OT: way way way off topic...but :)|
very healthy for the laughing muscles:

http://www.omroep.nl/nps/sesamstraat/spelletjes/gfx/elmodans3.swf

Latif
| 10504|10477|2003-06-30 15:47:10|zhel_id|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!/CLOSURE|
I think everyone apart from Robert completely missed the plot here!
Someone even said that this is not the finished machine and we have 
to demand that yamaha fix that.There is no finished machine in the 
world .Nothing is ever finished.That's progress.Otherwise you could 
demand os update from Now up to year 2088.It's allways nice to get 
freebies ..something you didn't pay for, but let's not get greedy 
when rs7k is perfectly competent to produce a worlwide hit for that 
matter or heavily improve you songwriting.if you need a heluva lot 
more...than...spend some cash you earned on agig coz you make a good 
music and buy more stuff.simple as that at the mo.
I would welcome the day when all the manufacturers decide not to 
produce any more hardware only the software update for it.But 
guys....for that luxury we'll have to be ready to pay.Unfortunately 
or fortunately however you look on it..thats capitalism.You have to 
buy products so someone can receive their wages so he can continue 
to work on that product..update it etc.... And no...am not workin 
for yamaha...am musician who earned quite a lot of money having just 
rs7k and ms2000 and nothing else.Now I bought myself a li'l 
studio.That's why I thought people should concentrate on their 
songwriting content more and abandon the constant moaning about the 
subject of..."i cannot do this or that with rs7k".Read the manual 
and ask question what you don't understand here on this 
site...compose , twiddle knobs.Don't moan coz for everything..there 
is a workaround.Use the weapons you have.What I learned in life is 
that limitations of the equipment can actually push the boundaries 
of creativity even more.Use imagination coz life's short...so they 
say:)))
Robert is that make sense to you?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Have you listened to ppls songs at all. There already is a great 
deal of fantastic 
> stuff done with the RS.
> So what are you talking about, really?
> You think its not right to improve your working conditions? Well, 
thats your 
> view, fine.
> Mine however incorporates a certain 'hunger' for more ... 'never 
be content' you 
> could say.
> There are still some things I'd like to see improved on the RS, 
and i think there 
> is no reason to be quiet about it.
> If noone had said anything, we might not have gotten even our 
first update.
> Look at the Motif ppl: They're constantly getting new OS's 
(compared to the RS 
> that is ... :-)
> 
> So: Please some more OS update mails!!!!
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am 29.06.2003 03:43:17, schrieb "zhel_id" :
> 
> >Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os 
update.
> >Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking 
about "limitations" 
> >of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce anything 
> >you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
> >working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can 
go 
> >on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's 
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synth 
> >engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update 
people 
> >who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything 
else 
> >worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying 
down 
> >those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or 
hd 
> >recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to 
rs7k 
> >or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
> >computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the right 
> >results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry 
if 
> >you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive compresors 
> >and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
> >it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never 
achieve 
> >the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do 
is 
> >the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you 
know 
> >what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> >
> >
> >
> >

| 10505|10477|2003-06-30 16:11:00|Latif|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!/CLOSURE|
nope didn't miss the plot at all, and am 
still making music with my RS and a bunch 
of other gear :-)
but every 'customer' is in title to moan
from time to time, if it will make any difference, 
that's left to be seen....

however if we didn't moan the first couple
of times, we wouldn't have had the updates (read: FIX)
we got uptill now. so in my opinion,
make music, buy gear, and please do moan!!

btw. my girlfriend moans too, at night i don't mind ;)
but the moaning during day time, i wish i could find a
update for that hehehehe.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> I think everyone apart from Robert completely missed the plot here!
> Someone even said that this is not the finished machine and we have 
> to demand that yamaha fix that.There is no finished machine in the 
> world .Nothing is ever finished.That's progress.Otherwise you could 
> demand os update from Now up to year 2088.It's allways nice to get 
> freebies ..something you didn't pay for, but let's not get greedy 
> when rs7k is perfectly competent to produce a worlwide hit for that 
> matter or heavily improve you songwriting.if you need a heluva lot 
> more...than...spend some cash you earned on agig coz you make a 
good 
> music and buy more stuff.simple as that at the mo.
> I would welcome the day when all the manufacturers decide not to 
> produce any more hardware only the software update for it.But 
> guys....for that luxury we'll have to be ready to pay.Unfortunately 
> or fortunately however you look on it..thats capitalism.You have to 
> buy products so someone can receive their wages so he can continue 
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> to work on that product..update it etc.... And no...am not workin 
> for yamaha...am musician who earned quite a lot of money having 
just 
> rs7k and ms2000 and nothing else.Now I bought myself a li'l 
> studio.That's why I thought people should concentrate on their 
> songwriting content more and abandon the constant moaning about the 
> subject of..."i cannot do this or that with rs7k".Read the manual 
> and ask question what you don't understand here on this 
> site...compose , twiddle knobs.Don't moan coz for everything..there 
> is a workaround.Use the weapons you have.What I learned in life is 
> that limitations of the equipment can actually push the boundaries 
> of creativity even more.Use imagination coz life's short...so they 
> say:)))
> Robert is that make sense to you?

| 10506|10506|2003-07-01 00:10:52|romanagrey|what the hell is on the cd rom?|
i just bought an rs that didn't come with the cdrom and was curious 
what i was missing.
| 10507|10477|2003-07-01 00:11:02|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!/CLOSURE|
zhel_id wrote:

>when rs7k is perfectly competent to produce a worlwide hit for that
>

>...am musician who earned quite a lot of money having just 
>rs7k and ms2000 and nothing else.
>

Hey, realise that there are people that don't want to make a hit and 
money but music and have fun with it...
| 10508|10481|2003-07-01 00:29:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Importing samples of other samplers (ASRX) w/ RS7000?|
On Sunday 29 June 2003 20:38, spark dogg wrote:

> its not gonna work dammit......the asrxpro uses aiff
> filez.!!!! Spark has spoken!

Never tried it, but afaik the RS can import AIFF.
I'm more worried about the filesystem format produced by the 
ASR.

- Robert
| 10509|10472|2003-07-01 02:09:12|om_audio|Re: A few more for the wish list:|
Nope- it is doing it again right now in Pattern mode for sure- shows 
Note- then as I rotate F1 it shows track mute/mute memory/scene 
memory as if it were in chain mode BPM- I went into my midi filter 
page and reset some things and went back and it worked fine. Loaded 
the orig PATT off SM to see if it would do it again- nope- worked 
fine. Def a bug on my unit. Thank goodness not a fatal one!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Saturday 28 June 2003 23:23, om_audio wrote:
> > Man- yes- but last night it would select Note- then it
> > would show mutes and I couldn't select note again and it
> > never showed me cc, pc, etc- very strange! 
> 
> Mutes? I think you were editing a Pattern Chain track, not a 
> normal Pattern mode track.
> 
> - Robert

| 10510|10477|2003-07-01 02:30:46|okoyemaya|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!/CLOSURE|
You mean it is OK that it crushes on RM1X files, that you cannot 
adjust metronome level ? Hell it is overpriced so at least they 
should deliver basic functionality promised in the manual. I do not 
expect new features for free but it should just work properly. I 
bought it, I use it but I do not think it is such a innovative 
product like SU700 and RM1x. Maybe the next model will. Though 
impressed, after moving from RM1X now I think RM1X, real sampler, 
real module are better solution for less or same money. Anyway do not 
misunderstand me I can still make music with a bucket, broomstick and 
a wire.if I have nothing else. I understand the amateures (with no 
woman) writting "I am in love with RS7K" if not for them such machine 
would cost 8000 $. Honestly for me the best of RS7000 are these 2 www 
communities, strange never seen such helpful forums. Obviously some 
forums dont have so many post because the products are well done- 
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like Nord Lead Clavia. 
So let us be clear, what promised should be delivered, the rest is 
wishful thinking.
Okoyemaya
(RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

> I think everyone apart from Robert completely missed the plot here!
> Someone even said that this is not the finished machine and we have 
> to demand that yamaha fix that.There is no finished machine in the 
> world .Nothing is ever finished.That's progress.Otherwise you could 
> demand os update from Now up to year 2088.It's allways nice to get 
> freebies ..something you didn't pay for, but let's not get greedy 
> when rs7k is perfectly competent to produce a worlwide hit for that 
> matter or heavily improve you songwriting.if you need a heluva lot 
> more...than...spend some cash you earned on agig coz you make a 

good 

> music and buy more stuff.simple as that at the mo.
> I would welcome the day when all the manufacturers decide not to 
> produce any more hardware only the software update for it.But 
> guys....for that luxury we'll have to be ready to pay.Unfortunately 
> or fortunately however you look on it..thats capitalism.You have to 
> buy products so someone can receive their wages so he can continue 
> to work on that product..update it etc.... And no...am not workin 
> for yamaha...am musician who earned quite a lot of money having 

just 

> rs7k and ms2000 and nothing else.Now I bought myself a li'l 
> studio.That's why I thought people should concentrate on their 
> songwriting content more and abandon the constant moaning about the 
> subject of..."i cannot do this or that with rs7k".Read the manual 
> and ask question what you don't understand here on this 
> site...compose , twiddle knobs.Don't moan coz for everything..there 
> is a workaround.Use the weapons you have.What I learned in life is 
> that limitations of the equipment can actually push the boundaries 
> of creativity even more.Use imagination coz life's short...so they 
> say:)))
> Robert is that make sense to you?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Have you listened to ppls songs at all. There already is a great 
> deal of fantastic 
> > stuff done with the RS.
> > So what are you talking about, really?
> > You think its not right to improve your working conditions? Well, 
> thats your 
> > view, fine.
> > Mine however incorporates a certain 'hunger' for more ... 'never 
> be content' you 
> > could say.
> > There are still some things I'd like to see improved on the RS, 
> and i think there 
> > is no reason to be quiet about it.
> > If noone had said anything, we might not have gotten even our 
> first update.
> > Look at the Motif ppl: They're constantly getting new OS's 
> (compared to the RS 
> > that is ... :-)
> > 
> > So: Please some more OS update mails!!!!
> > 
> > Wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > Am 29.06.2003 03:43:17, schrieb "zhel_id" :
> > 
> > >Hi message for everyone still obsessed with wishlists and os 
> update.
> > >Guys stop..... just make music and stop thinking 
> about "limitations" 
> > >of already advance machine such as rs7k. You can produce 

anything 

> > >you want on it.It's intuitive as your brain is so...start 
> > >working.offcourse it would be nice to have this or that..we can 
> go 
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> > >on and on....tubes inside..pentium5 4ghz 1gb ram 24 bit moog's 
> synth 
> > >engine and so on:))))))))))..but hey! after the last update 
> people 
> > >who use grid mode benefited a lot and rightly so coz everything 
> else 
> > >worked like charm anyway+ the filters..great.So, start laying 
> down 
> > >those groves ,sync it with a few sound modules, use acomputer or 
> hd 
> > >recorder if you use live instuments a lot..sample them back to 
> rs7k 
> > >or sync them all together or even continue to work in the 
> > >computer...whatever u fancy ...as long as you're gettin the 

right 

> > >results which are good tunes why bother?.And lastly, don't worry 
> if 
> > >you dont achieve that big sound or a feel of expensive 

compresors 

> > >and tube desks etc..If your material is musically good enough on 
> > >it's own it'll find it's way out of your room.You'll never 
> achieve 
> > >the million dollar studio sound anyway...but if the stuff you do 
> is 
> > >the right maybe one day you'll find yourself in there ..if you 
> know 
> > >what I mean. So , let's go back to the drawing board ....
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >

| 10511|10481|2003-07-01 05:14:27|Latif|Re: Importing samples of other samplers (ASRX) w/ RS7000?|
The RS imports both wav and aiff
what it doesn't import are odd
bitrates... i think lower then 11khz

Latif

> On Sunday 29 June 2003 20:38, spark dogg wrote:
> > its not gonna work dammit......the asrxpro uses aiff
> > filez.!!!! Spark has spoken!
>

| 10512|10477|2003-07-01 06:00:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: No OS update mails anymore!!!!/CLOSURE|
On Tuesday 01 July 2003 10:30, okoyemaya wrote:

> So let us be clear, what promised should be delivered,
> the rest is wishful thinking.

Agreed. 

But the Metronome level adjust wasn't promised afaik. (It's 
annoying though.)

And what I suggested regarding bugs is this: you can't make 
a complex software product without some bugs. So I think 
it's virtually impossible to force a company to release 
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updates until all bugs are fixed. I don't think a judge or 
jury would buy that.

- Robert
| 10513|10472|2003-07-01 06:02:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: A few more for the wish list:|
On Tuesday 01 July 2003 10:01, om_audio wrote:

> Nope- it is doing it again right now in Pattern mode for
> sure- shows Note- then as I rotate F1 it shows track
> mute/mute memory/scene memory as if it were in chain mode
> BPM- I went into my midi filter page and reset some
> things and went back and it worked fine. Loaded the orig
> PATT off SM to see if it would do it again- nope- worked
> fine. Def a bug on my unit. Thank goodness not a fatal
> one!

Wow, nice bug! ;)
What OS version?
Any clues as to how to reproduce it? I'd like to try this.

- Robert
| 10514|10514|2003-07-01 08:13:11|Rob Blue|Isnt there limits on an OS change?....|
I dont know too much about the process of actually making an 
Operating System change. But (especialy for music gear) isnt there a 
limit as to what/how much you can do? I mean I think someone 
suggested a vocoder and things like new sounds. I would think this 
requires new hardware (circuit chips, etc) and not just the 
programing of ones and zeros.
| 10515|10514|2003-07-01 08:19:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Isnt there limits on an OS change?....|
On Tuesday 01 July 2003 14:13, Rob Blue wrote:

> I dont know too much about the process of actually making
> an Operating System change. But (especialy for music
> gear) isnt there a limit as to what/how much you can do?
> I mean I think someone suggested a vocoder and things
> like new sounds. I would think this requires new hardware
> (circuit chips, etc) and not just the programing of ones
> and zeros.

A vocoder could be done by DSP programming, and DSPs are 
included in the RS, so I guess it could be done. 

BUT... it takes a LOT of time to make a vocoder DSP algo, so 
that's expensive unless they already built one for the same 
type of DSP.

AND.. it also depends on the amount of available free code 
space, you can easily run out of this stuff.

And FINALY... in the end its all marketing. Maybe Yamaha 
isn't interested in upgrading the RS, because there's no 
need to, or another Yammie product should be bought for 
that, or maybe a new product is on its way.

- Robert
| 10516|10506|2003-07-01 10:09:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: what the hell is on the cd rom?|
Its junk, acid demo and some other crapola, I forget so must not of been too important what was on them.

Zam
| 10517|9660|2003-07-01 14:17:16|Latif|Re: a bit ot: midi mixer|
I found one!!!! Kawai MM16
saturday i'm getting it from a guy
that's very carefull about his equipment
so my judgement is that the unit is somewhat 
still brandnew.
He said it was always covered from dust
and he only used it a couple of times, 
but couldn't manage to understand it
so he used it as thru box all the time lol :-)
I can't wait, sysex and cc land, here i come yahooo :-)))
you have any tips or things you found out using it till now mike?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> so, i've bought it now :-)
> 
> it has 2 in, 2 out, 2 thru.
> 
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> usually the in data is merged and sent to both outputs, although i 
had to go into setup to make it work (i guess someone played with the 
settings and i haven't found a way to factory reset it). after doing 
that i now have the midi clock from the multitracker and the notes 
from the master keyboard transmitted to the rs (it's still a bit odd 
since midi clock only works on midi in 1, but at least everything 
works and so i'm fine). that's what i wanted and everything else is 
an extra :-)
> 
> now about that little bit extra: there are 16 faders and finally i 
managaged to get every 16 channels to transmit volume information to 
the rs. unfortunately i can't use the rec. mon setting anymore (since 
the mm16 transmits on all 16 channels), but i can live with that. in 
addition there's a master volume fader. going into the rs' mixer page 
and turning the master up and down on the mm16 looks very nice :-)
> 
> the faders can be reprogrammed to send other midi controllers as 
well (i think you can send any value including pitch bends, but i 
can't confirm that yet). and from what i have seen in the manual you 
can configure it to send different ccs on one channel too, but i have 
to try that first.
> 
> but i think the most interesting feature is that you can send sysex 
data from the faders :-) so you can use it to tweak the fx section 
and so. very, very useful for live. there are 64 slots to save fader 
presets.
> 
> it also has a panic button which sends note off on all channels, 
also a nice thing to have on stage.
> 
> first impression is very good, best purchase since the rs i'd say, 
since it does way more than i expected. it's the cheapest unit in my 
setup but i guess it will be one of the most useful. it's small, 
light and black, the faders look a bit cheap, but overall it seems to 
be well built. it has external power supply and no, this was the only 
unit in the shop (the shop's mainly for folk musicians). but i've 
seen one for 30 euros on ebay. thomann doesn't sell them, i guess 
they are not manufactured anymore.
> 
> generally i'd say it's a great addition to the rs, i's recommend to 
buy if you can get it cheap, and, well, the 909 only has 8 faders :-)
> 
> -mike

| 10518|10518|2003-07-01 14:57:13|josmaas|A program to accompany the RS7000|
Hi,

This is a program to convert any keyboard into an arranger keyboard! 
It uses Yamaha styles. It has lot's of gadgets like: including .wav 
files in styles, conversion of MIDI files to styles, mix parts from 
different styles into one, control tempo with the modulation wheel, 
play chords with MIDI pedals. You can even play live on your PC 
keyboard! It is at www.1manband.nl and registration costs only $30.

Cheers

Jos
| 10519|10514|2003-07-01 23:35:25|dayv5000|Re: Isnt there limits on an OS change?....|

> And FINALY... in the end its all marketing. Maybe Yamaha 
> isn't interested in upgrading the RS, because there's no 
> need to, or another Yammie product should be bought for 
> that, or maybe a new product is on its way.

Well, that's really it, isn't it. I think that we were very VERY 
lucky to receive the first update, something that does not happen 
very often with hardware. 

I don't rechon they'll update the RS7 again, yamaha deserve to wrap 
it all up in an even nicer package with more of everything sose they 
can market it easier! :)

d.
| 10520|10514|2003-07-01 23:37:55|wildemar|Re: Isnt there limits on an OS change?....|
Am 02.07.2003 07:35:23, schrieb "dayv5000" <dayv@ozemail.com.au>:

>I don't rechon they'll update the RS7 again, yamaha deserve to wrap 
>it all up in an even nicer package with more of everything sose they 
>can market it easier! :)
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>
>d.

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Wildemar
| 10521|10514|2003-07-01 23:41:36|dayv5000|Re: Isnt there limits on an OS change?....|

> NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

hehehe... don't worry matey, maybe someday we'll all get on a 
massive mission to decompile the code, learn assembler, write some 
crazy wacker tech head machine specific code, and ummmm... write a 
funky new delay or something. :)

Or maybe Yammy will just keep supporting us, just cos they beaut.
| 10522|10514|2003-07-02 02:29:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Isnt there limits on an OS change?....|
On Wednesday 02 July 2003 07:35, dayv5000 wrote:

> Well, that's really it, isn't it. I think that we were
> very VERY lucky to receive the first update, something
> that does not happen very often with hardware.

I guess we got that update because of the MC909 being 
introduced on the market.

>
> I don't rechon they'll update the RS7 again, yamaha
> deserve to wrap it all up in an even nicer package with
> more of everything sose they can market it easier! :)

Well, if you place a newbie in front of the RS and the MC909 
and let him play with both machines for an hour each, which 
one would he buy? 

If you haven't guessed it already: I think most will get the 
909. Simply because of the name (MC and 909), and the 
interface (laaaarge screen, glossy knobs and stuff). I 
guess the 909 is even simpler to handle.

So, if my assumptions above are correct, Yamaha will have to 
make something that beats the 909 to make a profit in this 
area. That new RS will need a faster slicing engine, larger 
screen, something like the Variphrase technique to do 
realtime timestretch and pitchshifts. And the hardest thing 
of all (for Yamaha that is), it will need a simple 
interface.

Don't get me wrong here, I love my RS do death.

- Robert
| 10523|10523|2003-07-02 03:12:18|om_audio|What is largest SM card for RS?|
I have a 128mb- will a 256mb or higher work? Anyone here using larger 
than 128mb?

Om
| 10524|10524|2003-07-02 08:46:21|goodald|changing phrase length while recording or quickly..|
Sometimes I'll have a phrase I want to re-do. It's already 1 or 2 
measures and I decide I'd rather have it be 4, or 8... is there a way 
to add a measure while in record mode? or do i either have to:

1>use replace with the correct phrase length set and redo it..

2>use copy and copy the phrase onto the end of itself (to double it's 
length etc...)..

it would be cool to just be able to add or delete a measure quickly, 
especially in grid mode. any tips? :)
| 10525|10524|2003-07-02 08:52:33|Latif|Re: changing phrase length while recording or quickly..|
append phrase is the one that works quickest for me
then in record mode or grid edit you can change/delete
the unwanted notes and stuff.

Latif



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "goodald" wrote:
> Sometimes I'll have a phrase I want to re-do. It's already 1 or 2 
> measures and I decide I'd rather have it be 4, or 8... is there a 
way 
> to add a measure while in record mode? or do i either have to:
> 
> 1>use replace with the correct phrase length set and redo it..
> 
> 2>use copy and copy the phrase onto the end of itself (to double 
it's 
> length etc...)..
> 
> 
> it would be cool to just be able to add or delete a measure 
quickly, 
> especially in grid mode. any tips? :)

| 10526|10526|2003-07-02 15:24:00|wildemar|Another cool thing to have ...|
Moin folks (that sounded strange ... :-)

Just a quick thought: wouldnt it be horribly convenient to switch 'measure hold' 
on and off, while the seq is running?
So you could concentrate on one bar but then, without any interuption, listen to 
the wohle thing. the main thought here is workflow, thats why I'm suggesting 
this.

Not too big a deal tho :-)

Wildemar
| 10527|10526|2003-07-02 18:23:01|om_audio|Re: Another cool thing to have ...|
Yes I think so- you can do close to that in Grid Rec mode.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Moin folks (that sounded strange ... :-)
> 
> Just a quick thought: wouldnt it be horribly convenient to 
switch 'measure hold' 
> on and off, while the seq is running?
> So you could concentrate on one bar but then, without any 
interuption, listen to 
> the wohle thing. the main thought here is workflow, thats why I'm 
suggesting 
> this.
> 
> Not too big a deal tho :-)
> 
> Wildemar

| 10528|10528|2003-07-02 18:30:18|Latif|Motif ES defenatly coming,|
as copied from a new section on motiforum
for the upcoming Motif ES, my guess there's no
new RS coming, they rather have you upgrade to an 
Motif ES, but still... you never know how the wind blowzzz:
______________________________
Yamaha_US
guru
Posts: 169
Loc: Buena Park, CA

(07/03/03 06:33 AM)

Edit - Reply 
Re: What About the Others?

We want to be very clear. There is no exchange program. There is an 
upgrade program which means if you own a Motif and upgrade to the 
ES , there are certain benefits you get (extended warranty , 
discounts on PLGs and mLan boards , etc). Please see the left side of 
the ES home page for details. It is basically a program to help 
people sell their current motif and buy a an ES. 

Here are two points. One , let's say you own a Motif 6 and decide 
to " upgrade" toa Motif ES, but don't want to sell your Motif 6. Do 
you qulaify for the upgrade program. Absolutely, you would fill out 
the form and get the extended warranty on both your Motif 6 and your 
new Motif ES 8, you would get entered in the giveaway contest and get 
all the benefits of both sides of the upgrade program. 
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!!!!>>As far as the RS7000, S90 and rack are concerned, we need to 
talk to a few people ( we are still in Japan) , but that sounds like 
a reasonable idea. The only thing we need to look at is the logistics 
of extended warranty for those products.!!!!!<< 
-------------------

link to the thread:
http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
Cat=1,2,4&Board=MotifES&Number=42516&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpa
rt=1

Latif
| 10529|10528|2003-07-02 19:15:49|Latif|Re: Motif ES defenatly coming,|
specs and features ES:

http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/motifes/feat1.html

release outside Japan will take 
at least for another 6 monts or so...
| 10530|10528|2003-07-03 02:17:21|okoyemaya|Re: Motif ES defenatly coming,|
I had a look at it last night, I mean website. Wow reading the specs, 
thinking of buying it, so impressive but sorry I think Yamaha R&D are 
retards or they make Motif only for their star endorsee Steve Wonder! 
I looked at the picture and see same stupid mini display like in 
RS !? Was QY700 made by Korg ? What is wrong with Yamaha ? Are they 
designing for blind ? If I really buy workstation it will not be 
Motif and the only reason will be the display. Even if there is 
possibility to edit with computer, proper screen is a must onstage 
and in studio. Maybe it is this Japanese thing, their food portions, 
their mini appartments.... small is beautiful???
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> specs and features ES:
> 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/motifes/feat1.html
> 
> release outside Japan will take 
> at least for another 6 monts or so...

| 10531|10528|2003-07-03 02:47:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Motif ES defenatly coming,|
On Thursday 03 July 2003 10:17, okoyemaya wrote:

> Maybe it is this Japanese thing, their food portions,
> their mini appartments.... small is beautiful???

Did the previous Motif models have the same screen? In that 
case, its just economics.

- Robert
| 10532|10328|2003-07-03 08:53:28|dsukhi|Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please|
hello 
the soft case look nice but its soft. anyone knows from where to get 
a very good quality flightcase (shockproof etc) for the rs7k, as 
wildemar puts it, hardshell, ery hardshell.
thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, 
protection is great!
> Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the 
window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
> But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" :
> 
> >
> >
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Von: "om_audio" 
> > Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> > Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
> >
> >
> >
> > Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
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> > Om
> >
> > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?
section=Hi-
> > Tech%2BAccessories
> >
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.

| 10533|10328|2003-07-03 08:58:42|Latif|Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please|
there is no original yamaha
hardcae for the RS7K
what you can get that will do fine
is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
this you can buy from any instruments-shop
that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
or simply online from the many flightcase company's

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dsukhi" wrote:
> hello 
> the soft case look nice but its soft. anyone knows from where to 
get 
> a very good quality flightcase (shockproof etc) for the rs7k, as 
> wildemar puts it, hardshell, ery hardshell.
> thanks
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, 
> protection is great!
> > Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the 
> window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
> > But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine
> > 
> > Wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" :
> > 
> > >
> > >
> > > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > Von: "om_audio" 
> > > Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> > > Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> > > Om
> > >
> > > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?
> section=Hi-
> > > Tech%2BAccessories
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.

| 10534|10328|2003-07-03 14:39:23|om_audio|Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please|
Here's one that might work:

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/srs7/search/detail/base_pid/541211/sour
ceid=00391848367294291243

And lots on Ebay- cheap deal here- just search:

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&item=2541820375&category=29914

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> there is no original yamaha
> hardcae for the RS7K
> what you can get that will do fine
> is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
> this you can buy from any instruments-shop
> that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
> or simply online from the many flightcase company's
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dsukhi" wrote:
> > hello 
> > the soft case look nice but its soft. anyone knows from where to 
> get 
> > a very good quality flightcase (shockproof etc) for the rs7k, as 
> > wildemar puts it, hardshell, ery hardshell.
> > thanks
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, 
> > protection is great!
> > > Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the 
> > window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
> > > But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine
> > > 
> > > Wildemar
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" :
> > > 
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > Von: "om_audio" 
> > > > Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> > > > Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> > > > Om
> > > >
> > > > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?
> > section=Hi-
> > > > Tech%2BAccessories
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.

| 10535|10328|2003-07-03 17:00:56|Alex|Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please|
can someone recommend a good and fairly cheap fc?
thanx

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2003 4:58 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please

there is no original yamaha
hardcae for the RS7K
what you can get that will do fine
is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
this you can buy from any instruments-shop
that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
or simply online from the many flightcase company's

Latif

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10536|10328|2003-07-03 17:48:05|Latif|Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please|
the case i mentioned costs only 60 euro's new
in the shop (here in holland), i don't 
really think that's expensive, considering the fact 
that these same cases costed almost twice the price 
a while ago... 
And with a little luck and hunting on sites like ebay
or secondhand add sites in your region, you can easy
manage to find one for about 30/40 euro's

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex" wrote:
> can someone recommend a good and fairly cheap fc?
> thanx
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2003 4:58 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha RS7000 hard case info please
> 
> 
> there is no original yamaha
> hardcae for the RS7K
> what you can get that will do fine
> is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
> this you can buy from any instruments-shop
> that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
> or simply online from the many flightcase company's
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10537|10528|2003-07-04 03:25:57|blazrodic|Re: Motif ES defenatly coming,|
Here's some more news and pics of Motif ES from a demonstration:
http://www.ishibashi.co.jp/webshop/yamaha-new/index.htm

Recommended prices are also included!

It's in Japanese so babelfish is recommended ;)
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http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?url=http%3A%2F%
2Fwww.ishibashi.co.jp%2Fwebshop%2Fyamaha-new%
2Findex.htm&lp=ja_en&tt=url

Make sure you copy the entire link into your browser!
| 10538|10538|2003-07-04 04:27:44|sonemotif|gear sites|
anyone know any good second hand gear sites
Looking for a nord lead 2 if anyone's selling..

regards
| 10539|10328|2003-07-04 08:37:57|d sukhi|Re: flight cases-oversea deliveries|
thanks. would you know any flight case cos that are good in oversea deliveries, to India for eg.

om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> wrote:Here's one that might work:

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/srs7/search/detail/base_pid/541211/sour
ceid=00391848367294291243

And lots on Ebay- cheap deal here- just search:

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&item=2541820375&category=29914

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> there is no original yamaha
> hardcae for the RS7K
> what you can get that will do fine
> is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
> this you can buy from any instruments-shop
> that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
> or simply online from the many flightcase company's
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dsukhi" wrote:
> > hello 
> > the soft case look nice but its soft. anyone knows from where to 
> get 
> > a very good quality flightcase (shockproof etc) for the rs7k, as 
> > wildemar puts it, hardshell, ery hardshell.
> > thanks
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, 
> > protection is great!
> > > Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the 
> > window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
> > > But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine
> > > 
> > > Wildemar
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" :
> > > 
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > Von: "om_audio" 
> > > > Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> > > > Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> > > > Om
> > > >
> > > > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?
> > section=Hi-
> > > > Tech%2BAccessories
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.

Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
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SBC Yahoo! DSL - Now only $29.95 per month!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10540|10490|2003-07-04 10:02:59|Mat St. Jean|Re: Any opinions?|
Hey,

how is the kaoss pad for effects? I've briefly been looking into that piece 
of gear and It looks dope. What effects does it provide and what computer 
program are you using for recording? I am currently using cool edit 2.0 and 
starting to use acid, do you have any other reccommendations for recording 
programs?

eaushaen

>From: Dbeam505@aol.com
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Any opinions?
>Date: Sun, 29 Jun 2003 13:07:08 EDT
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10541|10490|2003-07-04 10:55:30|Latif|Re: Any opinions?|
Hi,
i recently had the korg kaoss2 pad here
for a couple of days, imho it looks doper
than what it has to offer for that price.
to many reverb/chorus/flanger fx, to little 
really crazy fx.
if i remember well there wasn't even lo-fi, or a 
sort of 'bull-horn' simulation for that crazy 
flat mic kinda sound.
however it's widly used around, and i think it's
more geared toward mc's and such.
Since it has no real extended parameters to edit, then 
only what they cal X,Y,Z and seem to be routed
to basic parameters as you can find them in your 
reverb and such of the RS.
But only 3 parameters can get very anoying.

there are some other nice alternatives, but you have 
to do without the 'o so funky' fingertip thingy.
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maybe some of these new alesis fx:
http://www.kellyindustries.com/manufacturers/alesis_effects.html
don't know what the prices are tho.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mat St. Jean" 
wrote:

> Hey,
> 
> how is the kaoss pad for effects? I've briefly been looking into 

that piece 

> of gear and It looks dope. What effects does it provide and what 

computer 

> program are you using for recording? I am currently using cool 

edit 2.0 and 

> starting to use acid, do you have any other reccommendations for 

recording 

> programs?
> 
> eaushaen
> 
> 
> >From: Dbeam505@a...
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] Any opinions?
> >Date: Sun, 29 Jun 2003 13:07:08 EDT
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your e-mail with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10542|10542|2003-07-04 14:16:47|Latif|who was it looking for a samplebrowser?|
i remember a post about someone asking
for a samplebrowser software?
checkout these folks, theirs can even browse
akai cd's!

http://www.nexoft.de/products/samplitools/SampliBrowse.htm

Latif
| 10543|10543|2003-07-05 01:10:42|romanagrey|external scsi harddrive?|
is anyone aware of a quality external scsi harddrive for between 100 
and 300 USD?

wouldn't this be ideal for storage in a studio setup? i would think 
so. and if you have a case in which it would fit, wouldn't it be 
significantly better than a zip drive?

i'm really new to using the rs7000, so i could be completely wrong, 
but i was wondering.

also, i can see why you would want to get an external cd-rom drive.
i can also see why you would want to get a couple of smartmedia cards 
(likely the 128mb ones).
but why would you ever care to get the zip drive?
the zip disks go bad after heavy use. if you can hook up an external 
hard drive, wouldn't that be the best move for storage?

i was checking on pricewatch.com and saw a 73Gig SCSI hardrive for 
like 150 USD and thought that would be nice to have for it, but i 
thought i'd ask here before i bought it.
| 10544|10542|2003-07-05 01:10:50|dick richards|new user and a ?|
well, i just got an rs7000 yesterday and so far it's pretty 
impressive. i used to have an a4k and for a short while an rm1x so 
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it's not so hard to wrap my head around this thing but still it'll 
take a while to get working at any speed.

anyway, my question is pretty simple but i can't seem to figure it out.
how can you assign digits when naming a phrase or style or whatever? 
like if i want to name a style "tek01" or something like that. i've 
been scratching my head about this for 20 minutes or so... is it 
possible that you can't???

any help appreciated!

thanks,
dick
-- 
** Schwarzbraun ist die Haselnuß **

- http://www.dickrichards.com -
- http://www.raummusik.de -
- http://www.notype.com -
| 10545|10328|2003-07-05 02:48:22|Michael Mitchell|Re: flight cases-oversea deliveries|

----- Original Message ----- 
From: d sukhi 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, July 04, 2003 3:12 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: flight cases-oversea deliveries

thanks. would you know any flight case cos that are good in oversea deliveries, to India for eg.

om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> wrote:Here's one that might work:

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/srs7/search/detail/base_pid/541211/sour
ceid=00391848367294291243

And lots on Ebay- cheap deal here- just search:

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&item=2541820375&category=29914

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> there is no original yamaha
> hardcae for the RS7K
> what you can get that will do fine
> is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
> this you can buy from any instruments-shop
> that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
> or simply online from the many flightcase company's
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dsukhi" wrote:
> > hello 
> > the soft case look nice but its soft. anyone knows from where to 
> get 
> > a very good quality flightcase (shockproof etc) for the rs7k, as 
> > wildemar puts it, hardshell, ery hardshell.
> > thanks
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, 
> > protection is great!
> > > Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the 
> > window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
> > > But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine
> > > 
> > > Wildemar
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" :
> > > 
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > Von: "om_audio" 
> > > > Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> > > > Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
> > > >
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> > > > Om
> > > >
> > > > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?
> > section=Hi-
> > > > Tech%2BAccessories
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.
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| 10546|10542|2003-07-05 03:01:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: new user and a ?|
On Saturday 05 July 2003 02:59, dick richards wrote:

> anyway, my question is pretty simple but i can't seem to
> figure it out. how can you assign digits when naming a
> phrase or style or whatever? like if i want to name a
> style "tek01" or something like that. i've been
> scratching my head about this for 20 minutes or so... is
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> it possible that you can't???

Use the numeric keypad!

- Robert
| 10547|10328|2003-07-05 05:53:08|d sukhi|Re: flight cases-oversea deliveries|
Hi Michael, there was no message.

Michael Mitchell <michael@mmitchell30.fsnet.co.uk> wrote:

----- Original Message ----- 
From: d sukhi 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, July 04, 2003 3:12 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: flight cases-oversea deliveries

thanks. would you know any flight case cos that are good in oversea deliveries, to India for eg.

om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> wrote:Here's one that might work:

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/srs7/search/detail/base_pid/541211/sour
ceid=00391848367294291243

And lots on Ebay- cheap deal here- just search:

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&item=2541820375&category=29914

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> there is no original yamaha
> hardcae for the RS7K
> what you can get that will do fine
> is a technics SL1200 turntable flightcase
> this you can buy from any instruments-shop
> that sells dj-stuff too, or a dancemusic recordstore.
> or simply online from the many flightcase company's
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dsukhi" wrote:
> > hello 
> > the soft case look nice but its soft. anyone knows from where to 
> get 
> > a very good quality flightcase (shockproof etc) for the rs7k, as 
> > wildemar puts it, hardshell, ery hardshell.
> > thanks
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Its great, very well crafted, and its all foam and stuff, 
> > protection is great!
> > > Well, its not a hardshell box so you cant throw the RS out the 
> > window with this (you dont want that do you? :-)
> > > But considering its sort of a gigbag, its fine
> > > 
> > > Wildemar
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Am 14.06.2003 05:45:12, schrieb "om_audio" :
> > > 
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > Von: "om_audio" 
> > > > Datum: Sat, 14 Jun 2003 03:45:12 -0000
> > > > Betreff:[RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 soft case- any good?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Does it protect the knobs at all? Pros/cons?
> > > > Om
> > > >
> > > > http://www.yamaha-music.co.uk/shop/samplercarrycases.asp?
> > section=Hi-
> > > > Tech%2BAccessories
> > > >
> > > >
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> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
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> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
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> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10548|10542|2003-07-05 08:51:15|dick richards|Re: new user and a ?|
Duh! I knew it would be something simple like that. At first I looked 
at the rs thinking "what numeric keypad????" then it hit me...
Thanks!!!

dick

>On Saturday 05 July 2003 02:59, dick richards wrote:
>> anyway, my question is pretty simple but i can't seem to
>> figure it out. how can you assign digits when naming a
>> phrase or style or whatever? like if i want to name a
>> style "tek01" or something like that. i've been
>> scratching my head about this for 20 minutes or so... is
>> it possible that you can't???
>
>Use the numeric keypad!
>
>- Robert
>

-- 
** Schwarzbraun ist die Haselnuß **

- http://www.dickrichards.com -
- http://www.raummusik.de -
- http://www.notype.com -

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10549|10549|2003-07-06 12:12:29|AlAmAs anti6TM|important information|
Finally I have found the answer to the question about the OS upgrade on 
the rs7000 forum:

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=b1df5dde4ed344cc5c9565d40d82ef7a&threadid=788
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Attention All Rs7000 Users Important Notice * Post #1 
<http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=4041#post4041>

This is the OFFICIAL line from Yamaha US and I quote .......

*"A Major OS upgrade was already released and we do not anticipate any 
other major OS updates in the near future."*

With regards to the Motif ES I quote .......
*"You should make any dicisions based on this information"*

What information I hear you ask ? and yet again I quote .....*"Motif 
,S90 and RS7000 users may take part in the Motif ES upgrade"*

The catch 22 is.....
*The upgrade scheme is strictly available to Yamaha US customers only. 
And only to those who purchased there units new from authorised US 
Yamaha dealers.*

Make of that what you will !!!!!!!!!!!!

Please all take this as the official Yamaha line with regards to the 
RS7000. I am afraid to say that for us ....this is as good as it gets .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I'm not english speaking native so I don't really understand the part 
about the us customers & upgrade scheme... what is it exactly?
| 10550|10550|2003-07-06 12:21:08|Rob Blue|What is the line level of the SPDIF out ?|
Im fixing to purchase the AIBI 2 and wondering what is the volume 
level of the spdif out. Does it give a constnat 0dbs? Im guessing Id 
make adjustments from my recording source huh?

Thanks!
| 10551|10549|2003-07-06 13:49:42|Latif|Re: important information|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:

> I'm not english speaking native so I don't really understand the 
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part 

> about the us customers & upgrade scheme... what is it exactly?

to keep it short and simple
division Yamaha US is offering US customers
a deal where as they can sell there Motif/S-serie piano's/
Motif-rack or RS7000 that they own.
Yamaha will then offer the new owner of that specific machine a new 2 
year guarantee on parts.
And the person who sold his/her machine can then go out to the stores 
in october and purchase the new Motif ES

further more, there will be no more MAJOR os development
for the RS7K or feature enhancements/additions, but probably 
only a couple of bugfixes.

that's it.

Latif
| 10552|10550|2003-07-06 14:00:02|Latif|Re: What is the line level of the SPDIF out ?|
the spdif level is by default max 0db,
if your main mix level inside the RS does reach 0db

next to that you have the option to boost 
the ouput with a maximum of +18db just like analog out.

usually i don't need more then +6/+12db boost
going to the digital in of the AW16G which also offers
a trim of max +6db at the input faders.
not to mention the fact that i can boost that 
again with dynamics compression.

so in my setup digital spdif coax/optical works/sounds
just great! :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> Im fixing to purchase the AIBI 2 and wondering what is the volume 
> level of the spdif out. Does it give a constnat 0dbs? Im guessing 
Id 
> make adjustments from my recording source huh?
> 
> Thanks!

| 10553|10549|2003-07-06 14:21:04|Latif|Re: important information|
here's the thread that contains 
the actuall information...

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
Cat=1,2,4&Board=MotifES&Number=42516&page=1&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpa
rt=2

copy the entire link into a new browser window
as the link might showup wrapped in this yahoo thing.

Latif
| 10554|10554|2003-07-06 16:09:51|okoyemaya|Remix of a song|
I want to do a house remix of a salsa tune, picking up samples 
horns , perhaps some singing. Anybody have experience doing remix 
with RS ? Any tips ? If it works artisticaly I may get the 
cooperation of the composer -band leader of the original ( I am 
inprocess on convincing him). Till now I sample/sliced just 
percussion that is easy but horns ? I definitely want to pseed the 
thing up so slicing is a must.
Okoyemaya
| 10555|10543|2003-07-07 10:21:17|goodald|Re: external scsi harddrive?|
as the rs will only be able to address the first 2 gigs of the drive, 
i recommend sticking to ebay. you can find all sorts of scsi ext 
cases, usually with a small 500meg to 2 or 4 gig hd thrown in. you 
can probably get it for 20 bucks?

no real reason to buy a monster of a drive if the rs can't access 
most of it.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "romanagrey" wrote:
> is anyone aware of a quality external scsi harddrive for between 
100 
> and 300 USD?
> 
> wouldn't this be ideal for storage in a studio setup? i would 
think 
> so. and if you have a case in which it would fit, wouldn't it be 
> significantly better than a zip drive?
> 
> i'm really new to using the rs7000, so i could be completely wrong, 
> but i was wondering.
> 
> also, i can see why you would want to get an external cd-rom drive.
> i can also see why you would want to get a couple of smartmedia 
cards 
> (likely the 128mb ones).
> but why would you ever care to get the zip drive?
> the zip disks go bad after heavy use. if you can hook up an 
external 
> hard drive, wouldn't that be the best move for storage?
> 
> i was checking on pricewatch.com and saw a 73Gig SCSI hardrive for 
> like 150 USD and thought that would be nice to have for it, but i 
> thought i'd ask here before i bought it.

| 10556|10556|2003-07-07 10:52:53|pm'|MC909 more OS features|
more suggestion for the new software version:

1. changing groove style in real time

2. while in microscope mode - it should show which
measure actually playing

3. in microscope - loop function

4.while in microscope mode and playing it should move
(scroll) right simoultanoulsy to the patterns playback

hope someone make all necessary notes for roland

best regards
peter /pm'

________________________________________________________________________
Want to chat instantly with your online friends? Get the FREE Yahoo!
Messenger http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/
| 10557|10557|2003-07-07 10:53:06|goodald|is this utter crap? looking for mixer|
i'm still using my gear without a mixer, I have mainly been working 
on each piece separately, but am wanting to start using them 
together. I am trying to find a decent quality mixer that has a PFL, 
and hopefully a silent mute (the mackie dfx i used for a week before 
returning made pops and other noise when muting/unmuting). Anyone 
know if the VLZ is silent?

anyway... i know i can use midi controls to mute tracks but was 
hoping to find something that i can easily mute/fade various gear in. 
At least 4 channel, though 3 could work if i could switch line inputs 
etc.... 

Browsing today I cam across this.. i believe it is utter crap but i'm 
unfamiliar with the brand/company.. not much additional info came up 
when i did a couple quick google searches.. the retail prices on 
these units are whats confusing me, probably just a ploy to make you 
think it's a better deal that it is?

http://www.musiciansfriend.com/srs7/sid=030707091954155188191004098340
/g=dj/s=mixers/search/detail/base_pid/630562/

thanks for your input!

sorry messy link. make sure to copy the entire thing :)

if link fails to work. search musicians friend for "ESO Extreme 
1000DSP"
| 10558|10556|2003-07-07 10:59:03|Latif|Re: MC909 more OS features|
PMLOST?
seems you really got lost with this post mate heheheh
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:-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, pm' wrote:
> more suggestion for the new software version:
> 
> 1. changing groove style in real time
> 
> 2. while in microscope mode - it should show which
> measure actually playing
> 
> 3. in microscope - loop function
> 
> 4.while in microscope mode and playing it should move
> (scroll) right simoultanoulsy to the patterns playback
> 
> hope someone make all necessary notes for roland
> 
> best regards
> peter /pm'
> 
> 
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> Want to chat instantly with your online friends? Get the FREE 
Yahoo!
> Messenger http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/

| 10559|10559|2003-07-07 15:43:29|gnarlyzz|is it possible to run vqf files on the rs7000?|
hello there, 
i downloaded some files on my memorycard from the rs7000.com site, 
these files have an vqf extension. Does anybody know how i can make 
my rs7000 read them?
allbright, thanx in advance
*
| 10560|10559|2003-07-07 16:06:14|Latif|Re: is it possible to run vqf files on the rs7000?|
go back to that page again
and read what's written at the top.......................

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gnarlyzz" wrote:
> hello there, 
> i downloaded some files on my memorycard from the rs7000.com site, 
> these files have an vqf extension. Does anybody know how i can make 
> my rs7000 read them?
> allbright, thanx in advance
> *

| 10561|10471|2003-07-07 20:17:50|ev3nly|Re: Anyone using external drum triggers?|
I use a very old Yamaha DD5 for triggering sounds on the RS7000. I 
just love to hit machines with sticks. Here's my review of it: 

http://www.em411.com/show.php?area=hardware&area_id=135

> ..like the Roland trigger pads, Drum Kat, V-Drums - etc.?
> I used to play drums and sometimes long for the og interface- :)
> 
> What are you using- pros/cons?
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Om

| 10562|10562|2003-07-07 22:18:11|ad213357|Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Help,

I'm trying to use my RS7000 with my midi computer setup. I recorded 
the midi info from the rs7000 to my computer sequencer for easier 
editing and arranging but when I play the midi data back from my 
computer to the rs7000, all the midi data plays back on one of the 
rs7000's midi channels instead of the 16 seperate channels I recorded.

Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback modual?

Antoine
| 10563|10557|2003-07-08 00:13:04|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: is this utter crap? looking for mixer|
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In a message dated 7/7/2003 11:48:08 AM Eastern Standard Time, datek@raverkids.com writes:

> ESO Extreme 
> 1000DSP

FYI Behringer Euroracks are not a bad line, not the best, but decent for their prices. I use one, and I've seen a lot of other electronic musicians use them too during live
performances.

Zam
| 10564|10562|2003-07-08 00:13:15|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
In a message dated 7/7/2003 10:20:56 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ad213357@yahoo.com writes:

> I'm trying to use my RS7000 with my midi computer setup. I recorded 
> the midi info from the rs7000 to my computer sequencer for easier 
> editing and arranging but when I play the midi data back from my 
> computer to the rs7000, all the midi data plays back on one of the 
> rs7000's midi channels instead of the 16 seperate channels I recorded.
> 
> Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback modual?

Sounds like your channels may not be assigned in your software package. See 
if theres an F1 technique to seach on how to assign them 8^)

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10565|10565|2003-07-08 00:13:30|faxorgy|Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLAND|
If you want to know why take one look at this link and weep my fellow
RS7000 forumites ;)

MV-8000 Production Station

Link

http://www.roland.co.jp/worldwide/products/NEW/html/MV-8000.html

This is the SHIT BOMB - 128 midi tracks ,8 stereo audio tracks , 512 
meg RAM , 4 efx processors , VGA + mouse support , CDR ,40gig 
HD ,independent reverb ,chorus/delay ,mfx and ,mastering processor.
Loads ,S700 series ,AUdio ,Akai ,AiFF ,ACID ,MPC2000/4000 audio 
formats. etc etc etc ....

I can't believe Roland did it but they have !!!!
| 10566|10562|2003-07-08 00:24:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:

> Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
> modual?

Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
withing the internal sequencer of the RS.

As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
OFF and try again.

- Robert
| 10567|10565|2003-07-08 00:33:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:40, faxorgy wrote:

> http://www.roland.co.jp/worldwide/products/NEW/html/MV-80
>00.html
>
>
> This is the SHIT BOMB - 128 midi tracks ,8 stereo audio
> tracks , 512 meg RAM , 4 efx processors , VGA + mouse
> support , CDR ,40gig HD ,independent reverb ,chorus/delay
> ,mfx and ,mastering processor. Loads ,S700 series ,AUdio
> ,Akai ,AiFF ,ACID ,MPC2000/4000 audio formats. etc etc
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> etc ....

Hey, an MPC 4000 killer! Ouch, Akai and Yamaha won't like 
this. From the description I learned it has 4 MIDI outputs 
and 128 MIDI tracks. Good! If only it had the Yammie 
variable track length trick, which is probably not the 
case.

This is a real surprise...

- Robert
| 10568|10565|2003-07-08 00:39:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|

> Hey, an MPC 4000 killer! Ouch, Akai and Yamaha won't like
> this. From the description I learned it has 4 MIDI
> outputs and 128 MIDI tracks. Good! If only it had the
> Yammie variable track length trick, which is probably not
> the case.

Mmm, the large pic only shows 2 MIDI outputs, and a USB 
socket.

- Robert
| 10569|10565|2003-07-08 00:49:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Tuesday 08 July 2003 08:40, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Mmm, the large pic only shows 2 MIDI outputs, and a USB
> socket.

Which is logical, after reading again. This 128 track 
machine only supports *32* midi channels, 2 MIDI outputs. 
As much as our RS does, with it's 16 tracks. Weird, just 
like their MC-909.

- Robert
| 10570|10565|2003-07-08 02:22:14|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Whoa, looks very very interesting...but IMHO no reason to sell the 
RS...why?

Look at the specs:

Maximum Polyphony 64 voices (!)

Only 64 voices? What the hell???

Patches Max 16 per song (called INSTRUMENTS) 
Partials Max 96 per PATCH 

Can´t the "patches" have more than 16 instruments? I don´t 
understand their sequencer concept. And what about different phrase 
lenghts, like the RS sequencer can do?

Signal Processing 
AD Conversion 24 bits, 64times oversampling 
DA Conversion 24 bits, 128times oversampling 
Data Format 16 bits (linear) 
Sampling Rate 44.1 kHz (fixed) 

Ahaaa! AD/DA in 24bits, but the data format still only 16bits...

Sequencer Section 
Type Linear Sequencer 
Tracks 8 audio tracks for AUDIO PHRASES
128 MIDI tracks for both internal INSTRUMENTS and
extenal 32 MIDI devices 

Why do i need 128 MIDI tracks internal, when the thing can only do a 
64 voice polyphony...
But the 8 long audio-phrase tracks are cool...depending on how you 
can handle them...the OS is the key-point here.

Max Events 300,000 
Recording Type Event Real-time / Event Step / Audio Direct 
Editing Event List Editor, Piano Roll Editor for MIDI event editing 
Others Recording Quantize / Play Quantize / Quick Loop / Audio 
Direct Recording 



These are indeed the features that make me want to have one!

Let´s see how that thing turns out. Quite interesting product that 
will definately go along very nice with a RS, but not as a 
substitute. I am sure Yamaha has something in the pipe as 
well...can´t let Roland win...;)))
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> schrieb: > 

> 

> ATTACHMENT part 2 message/rfc822 name=forwarded message
> Datum: Tue, 08 Jul 2003 04:40:18 +0000
> Von: faxorgy <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>
> Betreff: [RS7000] Well I am back and I'm gonna sell
> my RS7000 & AW16g -going
> ROLAND
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> 
> If you want to know why take one look at this link
> and weep my fellow
> RS7000 forumites ;)
> 
> 
> MV-8000 Production Station
> 
> 
> Link
> 
> 
> http://www.roland.co.jp/worldwide/products/NEW/html/MV-8000.html
> 
> 
> This is the SHIT BOMB - 128 midi tracks ,8 stereo
> audio tracks , 512 
> meg RAM , 4 efx processors , VGA + mouse support ,
> CDR ,40gig 
> HD ,independent reverb ,chorus/delay ,mfx and
> ,mastering processor.
> Loads ,S700 series ,AUdio ,Akai ,AiFF ,ACID
> ,MPC2000/4000 audio 
> formats. etc etc etc ....
> 
> I can't believe Roland did it but they have !!!!

| 10571|10565|2003-07-08 02:24:44|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
From the description I learned it has 4 MIDI outputs 

> and 128 MIDI tracks. 

Nope, only 2 MIDI outs and one MIDI in.

> Good! If only it had the Yammie 
> variable track length trick, which is probably not the 
> case.

That´s my point, but the audio-phrase thing sounds good and the real-
time event recording too. If you can do both at the same 
time...audio-recording just like with a HD-recorder AND do MIDI 
recording...hey...than that´s a cool thingy and worth a look!
| 10572|10565|2003-07-08 02:27:34|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 08:40, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Mmm, the large pic only shows 2 MIDI outputs, and a USB
> > socket.
> 
> Which is logical, after reading again. This 128 track 
> machine only supports *32* midi channels, 2 MIDI outputs. 
> As much as our RS does, with it's 16 tracks. Weird, just 
> like their MC-909.
> 
> - Robert

I´d say it´s nothing else than a MC909 without the Groovebox-crap 
stuff. I guess the renovated the OS and put some extra buttons on 
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the box and left the groovebox logo away. Well...let´s if it has the 
major flaws as the MC909...
| 10573|10565|2003-07-08 02:33:11|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Am 08.07.2003 10:27:30, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" @yahoo.de>:

>Well...let´s if it has the 
>major flaws as the MC909...

What exactly do you mean? I'm sort of thinking of switching to the MC (sorry 
folks)

Wildemar
| 10574|10565|2003-07-08 02:42:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Tuesday 08 July 2003 10:32, wildemar wrote:

> What exactly do you mean? I'm sort of thinking of
> switching to the MC (sorry folks)

I have unsubbed folks for less than the above...

- Robert ;)
| 10575|10565|2003-07-08 03:39:15|Oscar Finch|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Actually I've been thinking today - I sold the 808EX to get my 16G.This is at least 4 * the power of an 808EX and that did insane things in Combo with the RS7000.This
would be great paired up with the RS7K IMHO .You could do some insane paste up work with styles from the RS with 512 meg ram lets face it.I'm this close to going
Virtual at the moment.G5 is just around the corner so G4's are finally affordable.The RS7K , G4 ,Metasynth + Reaktor Session plus a Unit of this Calibre would pretty
much fullfill my prduction requirements.I'm still NOT 100% pleased with pattern chain in the RS7K.I could actually just keep the RS get the Mac go with the software +
Abelton live and spen less cash though.Summer NAMM is only a week away so well see what the feedback is from there.I've got to admit though this ,the Vsynth and the
new Roland DAW are a better direction overall for the company.Will Yamaha have any suprises in store besides the Motif ES ?????That is the big question.Second one
is would I be willing to hedge my bets with Yamaha again.That said the demo's coming along fine.And the RS7K is a supremo breakbeat programming device I might
add.I would still prefer some more RS7K development than a new machine and $$$ are always a primary concern.This has definately got me intrigued though.Especially
if it multi-samples and comes with a completely blank slate to program from scratch I'll be well tempted.--- On Tue 07/08, tompaulsen2002 < tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de
> wrote:From: tompaulsen2002 [mailto: tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Tue, 08 Jul 2003 08:22:11 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Well I
am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLANDWhoa, looks very very interesting...but IMHO no reason to sell the RS...why?Look at the
specs:Maximum Polyphony 64 voices (!)Only 64 voices? What the hell???Patches Max 16 per song (called INSTRUMENTS) Partials Max 96 per PATCH Can�t the
"patches" have more than 16 instruments
? I don�t understand their sequencer concept. And what about different phrase lenghts, like the RS sequencer can do?Signal Processing AD Conversion 24 bits, 64times
oversampling DA Conversion 24 bits, 128times oversampling Data Format 16 bits (linear) Sampling Rate 44.1 kHz (fixed) Ahaaa! AD/DA in 24bits, but the data format
still only 16bits...Sequencer Section Type Linear Sequencer Tracks 8 audio tracks for AUDIO PHRASES128 MIDI tracks for both internal INSTRUMENTS andextenal
32 MIDI devices Why do i need 128 MIDI tracks internal, when the thing can only do a 64 voice polyphony...But the 8 long audio-phrase tracks are cool...depending on
how you can handle them...the OS is the key-point here.Max Events 300,000 Recording Type Event Real-time / Event Step / Audio Direct Editing Event List Editor,
Piano Roll Editor for MIDI event editing Others Recording Quantize / Play Quantize / Quick Loop / Audio Direct Recording These are indeed the features that make me
want 
to have one!Let�s see how that thing turns out. Quite interesting product that will definately go along very nice with a RS, but not as a substitute. I am sure Yamaha has
something in the pipe as well...can�t let Roland win...;)))--- Robert van der Kamp schrieb: > > > ATTACHMENT part 2 message/rfc822 name=forwarded message>
Datum: Tue, 08 Jul 2003 04:40:18 +0000> Von: faxorgy > Betreff: [RS7000] Well I am back and I'm gonna sell> my RS7000 & AW16g -going> ROLAND> An:
RS7000@yahoogroups.com> > If you want to know why take one look at this link> and weep my fellow> RS7000 forumites ;)> > > MV-8000 Production Station> > >
Link> > > http://www.roland.co.jp/worldwide/products/NEW/html/MV-8000.html> > > This is the SHIT BOMB - 128 midi tracks ,8 stereo> audio tracks , 512 > meg
RAM , 4 efx processors , VGA + mouse support ,> CDR ,40gig > HD ,independent reverb ,chorus/delay ,mfx and> ,ma
stering processor.> Loads ,S700 series ,AUdio ,Akai ,AiFF ,ACID> ,MPC2000/4000 audio > formats. etc etc etc ....> > I can't believe Roland did it but they have !!!! 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10576|10565|2003-07-08 05:29:42|Alex|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|

>I would still prefer some more RS7K development than a new machine and $$$ are always a primary concern.

I would also prefer this.... but if a new machine is what yamaha are going for, it would be good that its OS were compatible with rs7k... so if this machine gets an upgrade,
rs users also would benefit from it.

But i think that yam is going to shut the door to us. No more development for RS, not opening OS code (don't care if they want to protect DSP code's for me are alright,
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but the main OS code should be open to make mods which would make the machine more playable)... 

They'll just get out another machine and will support it until it represents less trouble for them releasing a new one.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10577|10565|2003-07-08 06:06:16|Latif|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Helllllllllllllloooo fax :-)
hehehe
Very nice indeed, but not as subtitute for the RS
Like Robert mentioned, i do hope Roland
finally implemented variable track length, which 
i think they have... according to the specs of the MC80
You say that you feel you should have kept the 808EX
dunno if you say this in comparance to the AW
But the AW is a dread good DAW for finishing your work... 
linear recording... so it should not be compared with the 808EX.
Anyway i'm very excited about this new Roland news.
And as i was looking for a new sequencer to compliment
my RS i think this new Roland beast is just what i was looking for.
hmmmmmm :-)
let's see what NAMM is bringing.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:40, faxorgy wrote:
> > http://www.roland.co.jp/worldwide/products/NEW/html/MV-80
> >00.html
> >
> >
> > This is the SHIT BOMB - 128 midi tracks ,8 stereo audio
> > tracks , 512 meg RAM , 4 efx processors , VGA + mouse
> > support , CDR ,40gig HD ,independent reverb ,chorus/delay
> > ,mfx and ,mastering processor. Loads ,S700 series ,AUdio
> > ,Akai ,AiFF ,ACID ,MPC2000/4000 audio formats. etc etc
> > etc ....
> 
> Hey, an MPC 4000 killer! Ouch, Akai and Yamaha won't like 
> this. From the description I learned it has 4 MIDI outputs 
> and 128 MIDI tracks. Good! If only it had the Yammie 
> variable track length trick, which is probably not the 
> case.
> 
> This is a real surprise...
> 
> - Robert

| 10578|10565|2003-07-08 07:45:13|Latif|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
hummmmm, i understand now what you were comparing
with the 808EX
you probably ment the way of working with phrase
samples, and that this new Roland thingy has the 
same way of doing that...?

It looks like it really has a bit of all Roland 
models doesn't it?
SP808,MC909,MC80 and VS workstations

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Helllllllllllllloooo fax :-)
> hehehe
> Very nice indeed, but not as subtitute for the RS
> Like Robert mentioned, i do hope Roland
> finally implemented variable track length, which 
> i think they have... according to the specs of the MC80
> You say that you feel you should have kept the 808EX
> dunno if you say this in comparance to the AW
> But the AW is a dread good DAW for finishing your work... 
> linear recording... so it should not be compared with the 808EX.
> Anyway i'm very excited about this new Roland news.
> And as i was looking for a new sequencer to compliment
> my RS i think this new Roland beast is just what i was looking for.
> hmmmmmm :-)
> let's see what NAMM is bringing.
> 
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> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:40, faxorgy wrote:
> > > http://www.roland.co.jp/worldwide/products/NEW/html/MV-80
> > >00.html
> > >
> > >
> > > This is the SHIT BOMB - 128 midi tracks ,8 stereo audio
> > > tracks , 512 meg RAM , 4 efx processors , VGA + mouse
> > > support , CDR ,40gig HD ,independent reverb ,chorus/delay
> > > ,mfx and ,mastering processor. Loads ,S700 series ,AUdio
> > > ,Akai ,AiFF ,ACID ,MPC2000/4000 audio formats. etc etc
> > > etc ....
> > 
> > Hey, an MPC 4000 killer! Ouch, Akai and Yamaha won't like 
> > this. From the description I learned it has 4 MIDI outputs 
> > and 128 MIDI tracks. Good! If only it had the Yammie 
> > variable track length trick, which is probably not the 
> > case.
> > 
> > This is a real surprise...
> > 
> > - Robert

| 10579|10565|2003-07-08 10:19:27|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Am 08.07.2003 12:59:26, schrieb "Alex" <abazan@filnet.es>:

>don't care if they want to protect DSP code's for me are alright, but the main 
>OS code should be open to make mods which would make the machine more 
>playable)... 

YES! Yes! YESYESYESYESyesyesyesyesyesyesyesyesyes!

YEEEAAAASSSS!

Wildemar
| 10580|10562|2003-07-08 10:35:55|ad213357|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Thanks Robert

Antoine

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:
> > Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
> > modual?
> 
> Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
> withing the internal sequencer of the RS.
> 
> As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
> Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
> 'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
> selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
> OFF and try again.
> 
> - Robert

| 10581|10562|2003-07-08 10:36:05|ad213357|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Thanks Robert

Antoine

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:
> > Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
> > modual?
> 
> Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
> withing the internal sequencer of the RS.
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> 
> As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
> Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
> 'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
> selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
> OFF and try again.
> 
> - Robert

| 10582|10562|2003-07-08 10:38:10|ad213357|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Thanks Robert

Antoine

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:
> > Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
> > modual?
> 
> Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
> withing the internal sequencer of the RS.
> 
> As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
> Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
> 'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
> selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
> OFF and try again.
> 
> - Robert

| 10583|10562|2003-07-08 10:45:20|wildemar|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Thats what this group is for.

Wildemar

Am 08.07.2003 18:36:48, schrieb "ad213357" <ad213357@yahoo.com>:

>Thanks Robert
>
>Antoine
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
>> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:
>> > Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
>> > modual?
>> 
>> Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
>> withing the internal sequencer of the RS.
>> 
>> As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
>> Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
>> 'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
>> selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
>> OFF and try again.
>> 
>> - Robert
>
>
>
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>
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>
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>
>

| 10584|10562|2003-07-08 10:45:46|wildemar|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Thats what this group is for.

Wildemar
:-D

Am 08.07.2003 18:36:48, schrieb "ad213357" <ad213357@yahoo.com>:

>Thanks Robert
>
>Antoine
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
>> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:
>> > Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
>> > modual?
>> 
>> Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
>> withing the internal sequencer of the RS.
>> 
>> As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
>> Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
>> 'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
>> selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
>> OFF and try again.
>> 
>> - Robert
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10585|10562|2003-07-08 10:51:20|wildemar|Re: Can the RS7000 Be Used As AN Playback Modual?|
Thats what this group is for.

Wildemar

Am 08.07.2003 18:36:48, schrieb "ad213357" <ad213357@yahoo.com>:

>Thanks Robert
>
>Antoine
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
>> On Tuesday 08 July 2003 06:18, ad213357 wrote:
>> > Is it possible to use the RS7000 like a midi playback
>> > modual?
>> 
>> Yes it is, but you don't get play fx, these only work from 
>> withing the internal sequencer of the RS.
>> 
>> As to your problem, switch the Echo Back MIDI param in 
>> Utility mode to anything but MONITOR (REC). This mode 
>> 'channelizes' all incoming MIDI data into the currently 
>> selected track, which is what you describe. Switch it to 
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>> OFF and try again.
>> 
>> - Robert
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10586|10565|2003-07-08 11:31:18|Latif|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
ok here's the thing,
it's an linear sequencer, meaning it has only 1 mode
songmode direct.
just like a cubase/sonar and such.
no pattern mode.
this has advantages and disadvantages for live use,
never the less creativity to the max, and a very easy way
for those that are used to arranging in computer enviroment,
as you can import your whole cubase arrangement (SMF) as one
song into this beast.... so it's a fantastic tool for in the studio
that's for sure.
Tom you say 128 tracks why when only 64 voices or smthng like that,
imagen mate the RS has 2 midi-outs but using these costs us
a midi track inside the RS, the roland machine 
probably doesnt have this problem.

Latif
| 10587|10565|2003-07-08 13:53:48|om_audio|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
IMO it is just a beefed up MPC- no synthesis at all, no remixing, 
slicing- ok it has a big screen but I prefer knobs and lights- etc.- 
and to boot it is butt ugly. It doesen't make me want to replace my 
RS for a second.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> If you want to know why take one look at this link and weep my 
fellow
> RS7000 forumites ;)
> 
> 
> MV-8000 Production Station
>

| 10588|10565|2003-07-09 00:01:09|Ronald|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Welcome to the plastic sound of Roland.
Do you really believe this one will sound any better than the MC-909?

VGA and Mouse support? Why not get a MAC/PC with Cubase/Logic?
Why?

GRtz. Ronald.
| 10589|10565|2003-07-09 04:14:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am 08.07.2003 10:27:30, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" > @yahoo.de>:
> 
> >Well...let´s if it has the 
> >major flaws as the MC909...
> 
> 
> What exactly do you mean? 

I meant...let´s see if it has the same major flaws as teh MC909 (no 
different phrase lenghts...no erasable pattern etc. only Sample 
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upload through USB etc.).

>I'm sort of thinking of switching to the MC (sorry 
> folks)

Whatever that makes you happy.
| 10590|10565|2003-07-09 04:20:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> Tom you say 128 tracks why when only 64 voices or smthng like that,
> imagen mate the RS has 2 midi-outs but using these costs us
> a midi track inside the RS, the roland machine 
> probably doesnt have this problem.

Yes it does, since you can only use the 128 MIDI tracks for INTERNAL 
voices...
| 10591|10565|2003-07-09 04:21:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ronald" wrote:

> Welcome to the plastic sound of Roland.
> Do you really believe this one will sound any better than the MC-

909?

> 
> VGA and Mouse support? Why not get a MAC/PC with Cubase/Logic?
> Why?

Too much OS/driver hassle...
| 10592|10565|2003-07-09 06:41:07|Latif|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Where do you read that these tracks are only
for internal voices mate?
it clearly says:

>These include 128 MIDI tracks (with 32-channel operation using 

external MIDI gear)<
:-)
And as the specs. also do say, this is no patternstyle sequencer
therefor there is no issue about phrase lengths or different track 
lengths... it works in a linear style, you set locators loop,
do your thing and proceed to next piece.
just as one would in like a cubase enviroment.
There is also no statement of any synth tone generator on board,
it really is a beefed up SP808 crossed with a MV30/MC80 (midi 
sequencers)and enhanced with stuff from VS24xx series.
So it is a sampling workstation enhanced with midi-sequencer,
and DAW like quality's.

Now let's just wait and see it's price hehehe.
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > Tom you say 128 tracks why when only 64 voices or smthng like 

that,

> > imagen mate the RS has 2 midi-outs but using these costs us
> > a midi track inside the RS, the roland machine 
> > probably doesnt have this problem.
> Yes it does, since you can only use the 128 MIDI tracks for 

INTERNAL 

> voices...

| 10593|10565|2003-07-09 07:18:59|Oscar Finch|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
If I might add .You get 8 stereo and / or 16 mono audio tracks16 tracks are dedicated per song to multi-samples.The max -96 partials is a0per multi-sample set and or
velocity switch layer.So what you are getting is technically8 internal stereo tracks running along side16 multisample instrumentsPlus loops , 1 shots and drum triggers.I
would say it has s750/760/770 TVF/TVA/LFO setups for the multi-samples.Now I've gotten over my Yamaha shits LMAO - (having the flu doesn't help any)This could
well be an excellent combination with the RS7K and My AW16G.Especially if they do the VGA mouse ouput board.It would be much like a Computer environment
without the driver issues etc etc etc.The USB is for data transfer to PC/Mac if needed.The 40 Gig hardrive will quite happily load/save all samples / setups / etc etc .The
CDR drive will also do project back up as well.The USb also transfer SMF's to from PC/Mac.Of course it depends on the PRICE and if they get they right it may well just
d
o the trick.With 512 meg of ram you could easily sample in phrases of any length ,meter etc etc and use the linear mode to paste anentire composition up with it.I still
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agree with Tom the Yamaha sequencer environment is pretty much on the money where the RS7000 is concerned.I would consider and RS9000 or whatever if it had a 32
track version of the sequencer . Multisampling a true Advanced AWM2 synthesis engine and at least 256 megs of ram with the 6 effect block configuration of the
A5000.That would be one killer beastie .Saying that though ,I do feel in certain respects ie: ram and synth department Yamaha a) underspec'd the RS7000 and b)
misinterpreted their intended market. This led to lower than expected sales and a lack of suuport for US from them and why they have focused do much attention on the
Mo' .I don't think they realise yet that if they stuck the ES in an RS7000 style unit ,same sort of control surface ,sequencer but with the current grid mode attached (the
Mo'
ES has no GRID mode) they would virtually walk themselves out the store.I do feel that this isn't going to happen though.Yamaha also forget that many of us have gone
from (well in my case an old QY20 to RM1X to RS7000) and have atleast upgradedalready once if not twice.As I said I'll reserve my judgement till after Summer
Namm.I am not selling my RS7K .Hell I'm half way through demo work with it at the moment and getting some killer results ;-).At least the thread got everyone talking
and debating a bit.It's nice to see the RS7000 still has some merits to warrant it product worthy still in this current climate.Keep the discussions up just maybe someone
from Yamaha may hang their head around this way and realise what a commited bunch we all are.Oh and Wildemar I wouldn't go with the MC-909 - get yourself an XV
module and a rack sampler instead if its the sounds your after.The unit is rather ummm clunky in the sequencer department.UI isnt to bad but..... you have to trade off 
a lot of pro-end sequencer luxuries in the process which IMHO are more important with respects to the end result of any given compositional project.If the MV looks too
pricey I will get a Mac with Metasynth/MetaTrak/Xx and Abelton live instead which would most likely end up being the cheaper option.Just thing it's time I got a bit
more "current" and ventured into PC/Mac land for an exploration as to what's on offer in combination with my hardware setup . --- On Wed 07/09, Latif <
eurikon@hotmail.com > wrote:From: Latif [mailto: eurikon@hotmail.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 09 Jul 2003 12:41:04 -0000Subject: [RS7000] Re:
Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLANDWhere do you read that these tracks are onlyfor internal voices mate?it clearly says:>These
include 128 MIDI tracks (with 32-channel operation using external MIDI gear)<:-)And as the specs. also do say, this is no patternstyle sequencertherefor there is no is
sue about phrase lengths or different track lengths... it works in a linear style, you set locators loop,do your thing and proceed to next piece.just as one would in like a
cubase enviroment.There is also no statement of any synth tone generator on board,it really is a beefed up SP808 crossed with a MV30/MC80 (midi sequencers)and
enhanced with stuff from VS24xx series.So it is a sampling workstation enhanced with midi-sequencer,and DAW like quality's.Now let's just wait and see it's price
hehehe.Latif--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" wrote:> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:> > > Tom you say 128 tracks why when only
64 voices or smthng like that,> > imagen mate the RS has 2 midi-outs but using these costs us> > a midi track inside the RS, the roland machine > > probably doesnt have
this problem.> Yes it does, since you can only use the 128 MIDI tracks for INTERNAL > voices... 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10594|10565|2003-07-09 08:02:57|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> Where do you read that these tracks are only
> for internal voices mate?
> it clearly says:
> >These include 128 MIDI tracks (with 32-channel operation using 
> external MIDI gear)<

Oh ok, i guess i missread that...selective reading...;)

> :-)
> And as the specs. also do say, this is no patternstyle sequencer
> therefor there is no issue about phrase lengths or different track 
> lengths... it works in a linear style, you set locators loop,
> do your thing and proceed to next piece.
> just as one would in like a cubase enviroment.
> There is also no statement of any synth tone generator on board,
> it really is a beefed up SP808 crossed with a MV30/MC80 (midi 
> sequencers)and enhanced with stuff from VS24xx series.
> So it is a sampling workstation enhanced with midi-sequencer,
> and DAW like quality's.

Why not make a DAW with a MIDI sequencer and leave out all that 
internal TG and sampling mumbo jumbo...might be more cost effective...

> 
> Now let's just wait and see it's price hehehe.
> Latif
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True.
| 10595|10565|2003-07-09 08:32:45|Latif|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> Why not make a DAW with a MIDI sequencer and leave out all that 
> internal TG and sampling mumbo jumbo...might be more cost 

effective...

> 

I've asked myself that same question
a gazillion times... maybe there are 
audio and midi syncing problem issues that 
have to be resolved first.
Anyway having worked a couple of times lately on a VS2480 (v2.11)
which only thing it's missing is the midi sequencer,
it seems that they're heading that direction sooner then later ;-)

Latif
| 10596|10565|2003-07-09 08:56:44|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Am 09.07.2003 12:14:48, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" @yahoo.de>:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Am 08.07.2003 10:27:30, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" >> @yahoo.de>:
>> 
>> >Well...let´s if it has the 
>> >major flaws as the MC909...
>> 
>> 
>> What exactly do you mean? 
>
>I meant...let´s see if it has the same major flaws as teh MC909 (no 
>different phrase lenghts...no erasable pattern etc. only Sample 
>upload through USB etc.).
>
>>I'm sort of thinking of switching to the MC (sorry 
>> folks)
>
>Whatever that makes you happy.

You sound pissed man ... keep kool.
I actually gave the 909 a testride yesterday, and although it pretty much spanks 
the RS in nearly every aspect, if anything, it made me go back to my RS with a 
whole fresh pack of inspiration and adoration for it (go figure :-).
Seriously, the clunky 909 seq really put me off, and as long as this is so, I'll not 
going to switch.
Especially as I have that fatass softbag ;-)

Wildemar

btw: is this you?
http://www.amazona.de/content/peoplelounge/studio/personal/ps2705/ps.ht
m

:-D
| 10597|10565|2003-07-09 09:09:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Wednesday 09 July 2003 16:40, wildemar wrote:

> You sound pissed man ... keep kool.
> I actually gave the 909 a testride yesterday, and
> although it pretty much spanks the RS in nearly every
> aspect, if anything, it made me go back to my RS with a
> whole fresh pack of inspiration and adoration for it (go
> figure :-). Seriously, the clunky 909 seq really put me
> off, and as long as this is so, I'll not going to switch.
> Especially as I have that fatass softbag ;-)

Could you give us some more details? How do the two compare?

> btw: is this you?
> http://www.amazona.de/content/peoplelounge/studio/persona
>l/ps2705/ps.htm
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It surely looks like the guy, yeah. ;)

- Robert
| 10598|10565|2003-07-09 09:16:32|Mat St. Jean|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
I don't understand what you mean by clunky sequencer. I am still deciding 
whether to go with the rs7000 or the mc-909. I am currently seriously 
considering the mc-909 because it seems to be more efficient for creating 
hip-hop beats. I use alot of samples in beats and it seems like the rs7000 
has limited flexibility for various sample lengths.

Mat

>From: wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & 
>AW16g -going ROLAND
>Date: Wed, 09 Jul 2003 16:40:31 +0200
>

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: smart spam protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10599|10599|2003-07-09 11:40:29|Robert van der Kamp|OT: looking for MIDI sequencer/arp thingy|
Hi folks,

I'm looking for a MIDI version of the Doepfer Schaltwerk
(http://www.doepfer.de/sw.htm).

What I need is a box placed between my master keyboard and 
my gear, and that gives me 8 to 16 step-sequencer or 
arpeggiator tracks to control external gear. It should 
allow for real-time tweaks as well.

Any suggestions?

Thanks,
Robert
| 10600|10565|2003-07-09 12:19:40|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 

> wrote:
> 
> > Why not make a DAW with a MIDI sequencer and leave out all that 
> > internal TG and sampling mumbo jumbo...might be more cost 
> effective...
> > 
> 
> I've asked myself that same question
> a gazillion times... maybe there are 
> audio and midi syncing problem issues that 
> have to be resolved first.
> Anyway having worked a couple of times lately on a VS2480 (v2.11)
> which only thing it's missing is the midi sequencer,
> it seems that they're heading that direction sooner then later ;-)
> 
> Latif

It shouldn´t be the problem to take a Standard PC, rip it apart put 
it into a box with couple of knobs, sliders, leave the USB 
connectors for keyboard, monitor and mouse, CD-RW/DVD-R (!) also 
built in a good second-party Audio/Midi Interface, like one from M-
Audio, take an OpenSource OS like Debian Linux or FreeBSD, rip that 
apart and turn it into a propietary specially for this box designed 
OS...pretty much what M$ did with the XBox...

Voila there we have the AMISCC-Box...(AMIS - Audio MIdi SequenCer 
Combi). Cost...round about 1500 Euro...
| 10601|10565|2003-07-09 12:25:49|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
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> Am 09.07.2003 12:14:48, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" > @yahoo.de>:
> 
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> >> Am 08.07.2003 10:27:30, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" > >> @yahoo.de>:
> >> 
> >> >Well...let´s if it has the 
> >> >major flaws as the MC909...
> >> 
> >> 
> >> What exactly do you mean? 
> >
> >I meant...let´s see if it has the same major flaws as teh MC909 

(no 

> >different phrase lenghts...no erasable pattern etc. only Sample 
> >upload through USB etc.).
> >
> >>I'm sort of thinking of switching to the MC (sorry 
> >> folks)
> >
> >Whatever that makes you happy.
> 
> You sound pissed man ... keep kool.

LOL...you missunderstood me, i wasn´t pissed, i just tried to say, 
that you should do what makes you happy. Sorry, me bad english...;)

> I actually gave the 909 a testride yesterday, and although it 

pretty much spanks 

> the RS in nearly every aspect, if anything, it made me go back to 

my RS with a 

> whole fresh pack of inspiration and adoration for it (go figure :-

).

> Seriously, the clunky 909 seq really put me off, and as long as 

this is so, I'll not 

> going to switch.
> Especially as I have that fatass softbag ;-)

Hehe, reminds you of a woman? ;)

> Wildemar
> 
> btw: is this you?
> 

http://www.amazona.de/content/peoplelounge/studio/personal/ps2705/ps.
ht

> m
> 
> :-D

LOL...old interview, but yes that´sa mea. Have a new apartment now 
and the setup also changed...i have added a new PC (Celeron 
1.7Ghz),Behringer Mixer, AKG 240 Headphones, DSI Evolver and a M-
Audio Quattro for recording.
And Rob and i are still working on the album...(getting closer and 
closer...)
| 10602|10599|2003-07-09 12:28:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: looking for MIDI sequencer/arp thingy|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi folks,
> 
> I'm looking for a MIDI version of the Doepfer Schaltwerk
> (http://www.doepfer.de/sw.htm).
> 
> What I need is a box placed between my master keyboard and 
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> my gear, and that gives me 8 to 16 step-sequencer or 
> arpeggiator tracks to control external gear. It should 
> allow for real-time tweaks as well.
> 
> Any suggestions?

Best MIDI Hardware sequencer on the market:

http://www.s-n-d.com/sam16e.html
| 10603|10565|2003-07-09 12:49:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Wednesday 09 July 2003 20:25, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> And Rob and i are still working on the album...(getting
> closer and closer...)

Rob lazy, playing with V and Andro...
| 10604|10565|2003-07-09 14:30:52|Latif|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> It shouldn´t be the problem to take a Standard PC, rip it apart put 
> it into a box with couple of knobs, sliders, leave the USB 
> connectors for keyboard, monitor and mouse, CD-RW/DVD-R (!) also 
> built in a good second-party Audio/Midi Interface, like one from M-
> Audio, take an OpenSource OS like Debian Linux or FreeBSD, rip that 
> apart and turn it into a propietary specially for this box designed 
> OS...pretty much what M$ did with the XBox...
> 
> Voila there we have the AMISCC-Box...(AMIS - Audio MIdi SequenCer 
> Combi). Cost...round about 1500 Euro...

they allready done that, i think you also know
that allready.. the guys from http://www.openlabs.com
with their opensythn eKo it consists those ingredients 
that you've mentioned.
i think it's great and very inovative.
but in comparence to dedicated mixer-recorder
running software specialy designed for DAW
(so no linux or win)it still is not the same
and half as stabile.... because of all pieces of different
brand manufacterers having to work together drivers/OS's.
No really, i think if the next series VS workstations
manage to get a midi sequencer implemented,
then Roland might be taking the lead in this.
And with this MV-8000 monster Roland is clearly 
giving a sign ahead.

Latif
| 10605|10565|2003-07-09 14:43:12|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 09 July 2003 20:25, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > And Rob and i are still working on the album...(getting
> > closer and closer...)
> 
> Rob lazy, playing with V and Andro...

Better than RE or MP...;)
| 10606|10606|2003-07-09 14:49:57|wildemar|OT: Cant get anymore irrelevant than this ...|
... but I'm still curious:

How many women are there?
Well, here actaully ;-)

I'm wondering, 'cause usually electronic music (as electronics themselves) are 
considered male playground, and from what I've experienced women often 
even shy away from that stuff all along (saying "Women and technics ...").

So please let me know, maybe even point to your website or whatever. I'd like 
to see how 'female' RS music differs from 'male' RS music. Nothing sexist, I'm 
really interested in that sort of thing.

Lets hear it :-)
Vil de Mar
| 10607|10565|2003-07-09 14:55:58|wildemar|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
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Am 09.07.2003 20:19:01, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" @yahoo.de>:

>It shouldn´t be the problem to take a Standard PC, rip it apart put 
>it into a box with couple of knobs, sliders, leave the USB 
>connectors for keyboard, monitor and mouse, CD-RW/DVD-R (!) also 
>built in a good second-party Audio/Midi Interface, like one from M-
>Audio, take an OpenSource OS like Debian Linux or FreeBSD, rip that 
>apart and turn it into a propietary specially for this box designed 
>OS...pretty much what M$ did with the XBox...
>
>Voila there we have the AMISCC-Box...(AMIS - Audio MIdi SequenCer 
>Combi). Cost...round about 1500 Euro...

And about 86 years of devellopment ...
:-)

Wildemar
| 10608|10565|2003-07-09 15:14:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> i think you also know
> that allready.. the guys from http://www.openlabs.com
> with their opensythn eKo it consists those ingredients 
> that you've mentioned.

Yes, i know of that, but they put too much crap into the box. Less 
is sometimes more, if it works reliable and easy to operate...Leave 
all that Plug-in mumbo jumbo out...

Interesting OpenSource Sequencer...: http://ardour.sourceforge.net/

Other sources: http://www.osnews.com/story.php?news_id=1511
| 10609|10606|2003-07-09 15:16:59|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: Cant get anymore irrelevant than this ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> ... but I'm still curious:
> 
> How many women are there?
> Well, here actaully ;-)

Yeah, yeah...summertime...hormons running wild, hm?

;)
| 10610|10565|2003-07-09 15:20:00|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> And about 86 years of devellopment ...
> :-)

Man-years maybe...but i doubt that it would take so much time. E.g. 
Steinberg could do something like this...all they need to do is make 
a port from a Cubasis Light version without all the plugin stuff to 
Linux, find a producer for the hardware and match the software than 
with the hardware. They already have the software, the knowhow with 
hardware-controller and the man-power to do a project like that. If 
the sequencer is kept featurewise more simple than the standard 
Cubasis, it should be possible to make a box like that within a year.
| 10611|10565|2003-07-09 15:21:38|Latif|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> Yes, i know of that, but they put too much crap into the box. Less 
> is sometimes more, if it works reliable and easy to operate...Leave 
> all that Plug-in mumbo jumbo out...

yes very true tom!

> 
> Interesting OpenSource Sequencer...: http://ardour.sourceforge.net/
> 
> Other sources: http://www.osnews.com/story.php?news_id=1511

good stuff tom
btw. the Ardour I hadn't seen yet.
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the OSnews site i was aware of.
funny how these kind of discussions about OS's/hardware/software
never seem to stop, but evolve as the technology also evolves hehehe.

Latif
| 10612|10606|2003-07-09 15:21:42|Latif|Re: OT: Cant get anymore irrelevant than this ...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > ... but I'm still curious:
> > 
> > How many women are there?
> > Well, here actaully ;-)
> 
> Yeah, yeah...summertime...hormons running wild, hm?
> 
> ;)

HAHAHAHA :P
| 10613|10565|2003-07-09 15:24:15|wildemar|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
Am 09.07.2003 23:19:59, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" @yahoo.de>:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>
>> And about 86 years of devellopment ...
>> :-)
>
>Man-years maybe...but i doubt that it would take so much time. E.g. 
>Steinberg could do something like this...all they need to do is make 
>a port from a Cubasis Light version without all the plugin stuff to 
>Linux, find a producer for the hardware and match the software than 
>with the hardware. They already have the software, the knowhow with 
>hardware-controller and the man-power to do a project like that. If 
>the sequencer is kept featurewise more simple than the standard 
>Cubasis, it should be possible to make a box like that within a year.

K, I missunderstood, I thought you wanted to do it yourself ...

Wildemar
| 10614|10565|2003-07-09 15:29:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> K, I missunderstood, I thought you wanted to do it yourself ...

give me nough money, nough people to pay, nough contacts in the 
industry and i´ll do it!
| 10615|10565|2003-07-09 15:33:02|wildemar|Re: Well he's back and not gonna sell his RS7K&AW16g -might add MV8|
Am 09.07.2003 23:29:03, schrieb "tompaulsen2002" @yahoo.de>:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> K, I missunderstood, I thought you wanted to do it yourself ...
>
>give me nough money, nough people to pay, nough contacts in the 
>industry and i´ll do it!

"dream a li'll dream with me ..."

;-)
Wildemar
| 10616|10565|2003-07-09 15:56:22|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Outch, did I really write "I'll not going to switch"?
boy, glad my english teacher doesnt read this ... :-)

Ok, the two seqs compared:

First of all, as we know the MC lacks the phrase and style concepts of our 
beloved RS :-). Our's is a real elegant one, I realized.
Which basically means a 16 bar pattern will have 16 bar 'phrases', and that is 
carved in stone. No chance of letting several phrases 'drift' against each other. 
Bummer. Also this forces you to copy everything, you cant just recall a phrase.
Also the Patterns just kind of 'sit there' in memory, by no means organized 
(litterally no style ;-), exepct that they are numbered 1 through 200.

And if you want to have several patterns with the same voice setup, you have 
to **copy the whole damn thing and erase all note data** !
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Roland actually assumes most people will make songs out of only one pattern! 
All its demo songs are actually made in that fashion, and they get a stunning 
amount of mileage out of it, but still ...

Also when in TRrec mode (our grid mode), you will always listen to the whole 
pattern; you cant define a region to edit. You have to copy that part into a new 
(shorter) pattern, edit it there and copy it back.

Oh, and you have to save a pattern before you select another one, or you will 
loos all changes made! How stupid is that? It seems the actually *want* you to 
only use one pattern ...

The minimum timesig is 2/4 ... thats bad for people who like frequent timesig 
changes and use 1/4 bars as a workaround. (And you cant change the timesig 
after something has been recorded to the pattern - see above)

Thats the main drags. You wanna know what I liked about the MC?
Everything Else!
Yes Else, you heard me :-D (I'm funny)

272 Megs of RAM. A little more than the RS, I think.
The Microscope Edit and the TRrec screens have a piano roll. Kicks arse! You 
actually see your chords and also your beats (if on the same channel). I've 
always wanted that on the RS as its sometimes hard to figure what has been 
sequenced already.
The synth and the sampler are way more flexible, and sound a bit mire vibrant 
and alive to me than the RS ones (but thats taste I guess).
It has 8 faders to controll volume, pan, fx send, etc. Not for one measly track, 
for 8 ones at a time!
16 velocity pads.
RPS: Lets you add up to 16 phrases to a pattern with the press of a button 
each. Thats very cool for live.
It has VARIPHRASE! No more stupid math. You sample you use the slider, 
resample and it fits. Love it. The whole Turntable emulation thingy is amazing.
You can chop (ehr, slice) your audio manually. No whiseguy slice algo to tell 
you to shut up and sit down (but appearantly not as flexible as ours tho). Oh, 
and you have a shitload of screen to see what you're doing :-). Applies to all the 
above, btw.
To make a long and depressing story short and depressing, it has everything 
we RS'ians have been asking for, most of it even better. Only the seq lacks 
elegance, which i've come to love on the RS.

Enough comparisson? I'm certainly sick of writing ;-) If you wanna know more, 
just ask, or check out the Roland MC-909 at your local Roland dealer. If this 
sounds as if I'm advertising Roland here ... I hope they'll send me a free one ;-)
You see, its a very tempting machine, even if limited seqwise.

Good night.
Wildemar

Am 09.07.2003 17:10:42, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>On Wednesday 09 July 2003 16:40, wildemar wrote:
>> You sound pissed man ... keep kool.
>> I actually gave the 909 a testride yesterday, and
>> although it pretty much spanks the RS in nearly every
>> aspect, if anything, it made me go back to my RS with a
>> whole fresh pack of inspiration and adoration for it (go
>> figure :-). Seriously, the clunky 909 seq really put me
>> off, and as long as this is so, I'll not going to switch.
>> Especially as I have that fatass softbag ;-)
>
>Could you give us some more details? How do the two compare?

| 10617|10565|2003-07-09 16:05:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Wednesday 09 July 2003 23:53, wildemar wrote:

> Enough comparisson? I'm certainly sick of writing ;-) 

Thanks! That was a nice review.

I tried the MC once and was *very* disappointed by its 
sound. Very mid boosted, so it seemed. And I switched off 
all master fx, afaik. Didn't you have the same experience?

- Robert
| 10618|10565|2003-07-09 16:13:01|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
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Am 10.07.2003 00:06:30, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>On Wednesday 09 July 2003 23:53, wildemar wrote:
>
>> Enough comparisson? I'm certainly sick of writing ;-) 
>
>Thanks! That was a nice review.
>
>I tried the MC once and was *very* disappointed by its 
>sound. Very mid boosted, so it seemed. And I switched off 
>all master fx, afaik. Didn't you have the same experience?
>
>- Robert

Erm, havent used the FX very much, I was more intersted in the sequencer.
Sound seemed ok to me. Although I had another RS right beside me, I didnt do 
an a/b test. But you may be right, possible the MC is a little more midbased. But 
I like it that way, seems warmer (as I said, the synth seemed more alive and 
vibrant to me; the RS has a pretty cool, technical edge). And seemz to be a 
trademark Roland sound, too.
Oh and dont forget: could have been the system/headphones too, that made it 
sound that way.

Wildemar
| 10619|10565|2003-07-09 16:17:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
On Thursday 10 July 2003 00:12, wildemar wrote:

> Oh and dont forget: could have been the system/headphones
> too, that made it sound that way.

Nope, I was listening through top notch cans.

- Robert
| 10620|10565|2003-07-09 22:43:00|Fierce Fish|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
I was in a music shop just the other day and saw an MC-909 in the flesh for the first time, it was sat next to a RS and I though I'd give it a listen, I have to say the sound
seemed very dull and flat, I used to own a MC-505 and it seemed to sound a bit worse than that! The RS sounds more "ghetto" and ballsier, the MC-909 boxy and dated.
Seems Roland keep re-hashing the same soundset that has been in most of its ROMplers since 1995. I also though the sequencer was a bit antiquated, again very much
like the MC-505 but with a nice screen and a graphics. I prefer to listen to music for editing than do it on a screen. To sum up the 909 I would say it could have been great
but has been held back by Rolands need to re-use old technology (shame they don't still use their old analog stuff, I wouldn't complain about that!) I used to prefer Roland
gear over other brands back in the day, but since the late 80's I think they have lost their edge. I would love to see a real good sequencer from Roland but I think I may
have long wait.

FF

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10621|10565|2003-07-09 23:30:53|faxorgy|Re: Well I am back and I'm ........................................|
If I might add.
This is a FACT .
The MC-909 uses a propriety data compression format on all it's 
internal wave roms - including expansion boards.
So whilst the sounds are infact sampled at 44.1 khz after compression 
they do infact ouput at approximately 32khz audio bandwidth.
Infact very few Roland romplers use uncompressed wave roms.
JD-800 ,JD-990 and XV-5080 being the only ones in the series with a 
true 44.1khz audio bandwidth.
I would still say to this day that the 990 is by far THE BEST 
sounding rompler Roland ever made.
The RS7000 sequencer spanks all over the MC's in every respect.
The RS may be 64 note internal poly but the sequencer is in fact 128 
note poly the MC's is only 64 flat out.
Secondly use 4 stereo partials in a patch and play an eight note 
chord. Wooops there goes your 64 note polyphony - yes I'm serious.
There was a reason Roland stuck 257 meg capacity RAM in the damn 
thing.
Remember every 2 partials = 2 voices with a 4 layer voice capacity ie 
=4 voices,use stereo voices and everything doubles.
Also you only get 44.1khz sample rate.
I don't know about everyone else here but you can get great aliased 
and bit reduction effects in the RS7000 just using either mono 
samples and or lower sample rates.
On the MC you have to use a Lo-Fi MFX processor and resample to get 
the desired results :-( .
Nearly finished my 3rd demo track and I've gotta say I've got a new 
love for my silver beastie all over again.
Been getting into hard core event editing of mutes and scenes in song 
mode and all I can say is phew what a monster.
The compositional flexibility is awesome.
Creative music is more than just a fancy synthesis engine and out 
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there sound processing capabilities IMHO of course.
I still feel the RS7000 is a very valid tool . Actually with all 
those knobs I'm feeling a Clavia G2 rack coming on LMAO.
I may be pissed with Yamaha's attitude towards the RS7000 user 
community. AS Primal Scream said "Give out but Don't Give UP".
Somebody here has to "make it" ;) . And plug how essential the RS7000 
was in shaping there sound ...then watch everyones attitude change :P.
So when it all comes out in the wash I'm more than glad I purchased 
the RS7000 :D . I am glad I purchased the AW16G.
In the harsh light of day my RS7000 is great - sure we have love hate 
relationship ,nothing's perfect (not even ME LOL).
As I've stated many times before. You listen to alot of the Mo' music 
made by posters at Motifator.com. No offence but the RS7000 material 
I've heard here gives the almighty MO' a proverbial spanking.
I know which side my bread is buttered.
I also know which forum has the most talent.
Please excuse my rather psychotic mood these last few days ;).
A fortnight on anti-biotics for bronchal pneumonia followed by a dose 
of the flu do wierd things to your head.
Still interested in Metasynth/Metatrack/Xx as an additional composing 
enviroment (finances permitting).
That said Abelton Live maybe a cheaper option than the MV-8000.
The Luddite in me still screams HARDWARE though I'm afraid .
Peace
Oscar
aka FaX
| 10622|10565|2003-07-10 00:37:26|Ronald|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 10 July 2003 00:12, wildemar wrote:
> > Oh and dont forget: could have been the system/headphones
> > too, that made it sound that way.
> 
> Nope, I was listening through top notch cans.

I did an A/B comparison on good monitors on a decent level.
That is the reason i now own the RS.
The RS sounds warmer, it's got more bottem end and more punch.

As for the features, i did a very deep study on every function of the 
MC-909 since i couldn't decide.
It doesn't come close to the RS when you want a flexible live machine.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 10623|10565|2003-07-10 01:06:40|Ronald|Re: Well I am back and I'm ........................................|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> If I might add.
> This is a FACT .
> The MC-909 uses a propriety data compression format on all it's 
> internal wave roms - including expansion boards.
> So whilst the sounds are infact sampled at 44.1 khz after 

compression 

> they do infact ouput at approximately 32khz audio bandwidth.

Hence Plastic Sound!

Grtz. Ronald.

PS. Agree with you on every aspect Fax!
| 10624|10624|2003-07-10 03:15:07|okoyemaya|909 funeral|
People what is that 909 wave now? If you have wooden ears then go get 
it. I attended personally 909 funeral- that is Frankfurt Musik Messe 
2003. Everybody in the industry was clear on that issue, "cannot sell 
a unit with miserable sounds", seems Roland was quick enough to 
realise it and work on something else, very smart, getting back to 
what they were good at hd recorders and drum machines and fusing it ( 
they did not steal the idea from AKAI, they had all them pads on 
their drum machines) 909 has hardly anything professional about it - 
indeed it is kind of fake in every single aspect the features are 
there but do not really work as you would expect, and too pricy for 
young wannabes. Even the look is like blown up car radio of the type 
I would never insult my car but putting this kitsch in.
Okoyemaya
| 10625|10624|2003-07-10 03:28:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 909 funeral|
On Thursday 10 July 2003 11:15, okoyemaya wrote:
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> Even the look is like blown up
> car radio of the type I would never insult my car but
> putting this kitsch in. Okoyemaya

Sounds like a hot seller (serious).

But I understand that the sound I heard in the shop was the 
real thing. Unbelievable...

- Robert
| 10626|10624|2003-07-10 05:09:48|Latif|Re: 909 funeral|
makes ya wonder what typos 
are working in the store :-))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 10 July 2003 11:15, okoyemaya wrote:
> > Even the look is like blown up
> > car radio of the type I would never insult my car but
> > putting this kitsch in. Okoyemaya
> 
> Sounds like a hot seller (serious).
> 
> But I understand that the sound I heard in the shop was the 
> real thing. Unbelievable...
> 
> - Robert

| 10627|10565|2003-07-10 08:11:56|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm ........................................|
Am 10.07.2003 07:28:10, schrieb "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>:

>There was a reason Roland stuck 257 meg capacity RAM in the damn 
>thing.

Is there a problem with that?

>On the MC you have to use a Lo-Fi MFX processor and resample to get 
>the desired results :-( .

So? Here also I fail to see the problem.

>Nearly finished my 3rd demo track and I've gotta say I've got a new 
>love for my silver beastie all over again.

...

You dont have to defend the machine :-)
Its killer and it will always be.

Wildemar
| 10628|10565|2003-07-10 08:13:12|wildemar|Re: Well I am back and I'm gonna sell my RS7000 & AW16g -going ROLA|
Am 10.07.2003 00:18:36, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>On Thursday 10 July 2003 00:12, wildemar wrote:
>> Oh and dont forget: could have been the system/headphones
>> too, that made it sound that way.
>
>Nope, I was listening through top notch cans.
>
>- Robert

Well, what can I say. As with everything in life: a matter of taste.
I like a gut-punching, low sound, but the mids give a sound its personality. And 
personality is what defines attraction (or detraction) ;-)

Wildemar
| 10629|10624|2003-07-10 08:19:29|wildemar|Re: 909 funeral|
Are you the same guys that usually say stuff like "you can even make music 
with a mallet and a bucket"?

If you dont like the sound, fine. But you're really going overboard with this ...
:-/
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Sorry, had to be said
Wildemar

Am 10.07.2003 13:09:45, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

>makes ya wonder what typos 
>are working in the store :-))
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
>> On Thursday 10 July 2003 11:15, okoyemaya wrote:
>> > Even the look is like blown up
>> > car radio of the type I would never insult my car but
>> > putting this kitsch in. Okoyemaya
>> 
>> Sounds like a hot seller (serious).
>> 
>> But I understand that the sound I heard in the shop was the 
>> real thing. Unbelievable...
>> 
>> - Robert
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10630|10565|2003-07-10 08:51:02|faxorgy|Re: Well I am back and I'm ........................................|

> >There was a reason Roland stuck 257 meg capacity RAM in the damn 
> >thing.
> Is there a problem with that?

YES - it's touted as an UBER feature when it's been 
designed/implemented to overcome polyphony restraints.

>On the MC you have to use a Lo-Fi MFX processor and resample to get 
> >the desired results :-( .
> So? Here also I fail to see the problem.

Bit reduction as an effect and using lower Khz sample rates yield 
different results . Secondly sampling at lower sample rates uses way 
less memory in the available ram space.
Sampling ,applying effect and sampling the result to a new slot is 
not as memory efficient either.

> >Nearly finished my 3rd demo track and I've gotta say I've got a 

new 

> >love for my silver beastie all over again.
> ...
> 
> You dont have to defend the machine :-)

Who said I was defending it . I was just stating a fact dude ;-).
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> Its killer and it will always be.

To true Jimmy oh I mean Wildemar lol.

Peace Out
FaX
| 10631|10624|2003-07-10 09:42:33|faxorgy|Re: 909 funeral|
Well actually yes I've use vacuum piping ,spray cans ,pots ,pans ,tea 
spoons against crystal ware , Plastic rubbish bins do they count as 
buckets - cause if you take the lid off and turn em up side down and 
mic em them hit em with a rubber mallet you can get some interesting 
kick drums.
Ping pong balls bouncing on a table slice in the RS and resequenced 
into rythmic patterns.
Get a phone book ,mic it up and thumb through the pages really 
quickly from back to from. Time stretch it 50% pitch it up to taste 
and you get some dead cool snare drums too.
You did ask dude ;P ......

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Are you the same guys that usually say stuff like "you can even 
make music 
> with a mallet and a bucket"?
> 
> If you dont like the sound, fine. But you're really going overboard 
with this ...
> :-/
> 
> 
> Sorry, had to be said
> Wildemar
> 
>

| 10632|10632|2003-07-10 09:59:48|patrick_mcgov|RS700 for sale|
Have RS7000 hardly used with manuel and software original memory 
card and a spare 16mb memory card, 32mb of memory for sampaler 
and two jack to phono leads if needed. I am in london and open to offers
| 10633|10624|2003-07-10 10:05:51|wildemar|Re: 909 funeral|
You sort of missed my point, but very cool ideas ;-)
I'll try'em :-)

Wildemar

Am 10.07.2003 16:53:24, schrieb "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>:

>Well actually yes I've use vacuum piping ,spray cans ,pots ,pans ,tea 
>spoons against crystal ware , Plastic rubbish bins do they count as 
>buckets - cause if you take the lid off and turn em up side down and 
>mic em them hit em with a rubber mallet you can get some interesting 
>kick drums.
>Ping pong balls bouncing on a table slice in the RS and resequenced 
>into rythmic patterns.
>Get a phone book ,mic it up and thumb through the pages really 
>quickly from back to from. Time stretch it 50% pitch it up to taste 
>and you get some dead cool snare drums too.
>You did ask dude ;P ......
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Are you the same guys that usually say stuff like "you can even 
>make music 
>> with a mallet and a bucket"?
>> 
>> If you dont like the sound, fine. But you're really going overboard 
>with this ...
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>> :-/
>> 
>> 
>> Sorry, had to be said
>> Wildemar
>> 
>> 
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10634|10624|2003-07-10 15:32:09|AlAmAs anti6TM|aRStivism|
I suggest anybody who wants to have a chance to have future upgrades on 
the RS or even (why not deaming?) a part of the OS to be released 
opensource or to an independant developers comunity, to explain yamy how 
this could enhance the machine's interest to you ;) or just explain the 
little stuff that really pisses off like no volume for metronome & no 
sensitivty setting for the pads... I bet you can find others that 
bothers you too & many features that could easilly be implemented are 
missing on this machine, I bet due to comercial considerations

the form is here and it's quick to fill it

https://www2.yamaha.co.jp/info/suggestions.html

and if anybody has an email of someone who has any decisional power in 
this branch of yamaha, it could be a good idea to release it, it would 
be far more efficient
| 10635|10624|2003-07-10 15:46:11|Latif|Re: aRStivism|
don't want to be the home-wrecker
but that form will eventually endup at 
a yamaha devision in your region, when you choose a region
in your contact info section.
What seems to be better is to contact a Yamaha devision in your 
region right away, and get hold of a product manager or the person 
right beneath the product manager that can forward your message to 
him/her.
If at least 500 users would do this, it ....might.... make a 
difference or get them thinking, 
or maybe a discussion getting on at Yamaha japan HQ.
And ofcourse the ultimate wouldbe to find a way to get intouch with 
Japanese RS7000 enthousiasts/users, and see if they can manage to 
cooperate on getting the word to Yamaha Japan....

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:
> I suggest anybody who wants to have a chance to have future 
upgrades on 
> the RS or even (why not deaming?) a part of the OS to be released 
> opensource or to an independant developers comunity, to explain 
yamy how 
> this could enhance the machine's interest to you ;) or just explain 
the 
> little stuff that really pisses off like no volume for metronome & 
no 
> sensitivty setting for the pads... I bet you can find others that 
> bothers you too & many features that could easilly be implemented 
are 
> missing on this machine, I bet due to comercial considerations
> 
> the form is here and it's quick to fill it
> 
> https://www2.yamaha.co.jp/info/suggestions.html
> 
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> and if anybody has an email of someone who has any decisional power 
in 
> this branch of yamaha, it could be a good idea to release it, it 
would 
> be far more efficient

| 10636|10624|2003-07-10 19:06:57|wildemar|Re: aRStivism|
Uhm ... just a quick try:

Any Japanese folks on this group?
Any people on this group with connections to Japan?
Alec Empire? I hear he's pretty big there.

Latif: you once reported you contacted a yammie official.
How did you pull this off again? Maybe thats a hook ...

we need that source!
Well no we dont, but it would help so much. Makes me hope sometimes 
Yammie would discontinue the RS so our chances might rise for them to 
release the code ...

well, its late ...
c.u.
Wildemar

Am 10.07.2003 23:46:07, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

>don't want to be the home-wrecker
>but that form will eventually endup at 
>a yamaha devision in your region, when you choose a region
>in your contact info section.
>What seems to be better is to contact a Yamaha devision in your 
>region right away, and get hold of a product manager or the person 
>right beneath the product manager that can forward your message to 
>him/her.
>If at least 500 users would do this, it ....might.... make a 
>difference or get them thinking, 
>or maybe a discussion getting on at Yamaha japan HQ.
>And ofcourse the ultimate wouldbe to find a way to get intouch with 
>Japanese RS7000 enthousiasts/users, and see if they can manage to 
>cooperate on getting the word to Yamaha Japan....
>
>Latif
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:
>> I suggest anybody who wants to have a chance to have future 
>upgrades on 
>> the RS or even (why not deaming?) a part of the OS to be released 
>> opensource or to an independant developers comunity, to explain 
>yamy how 
>> this could enhance the machine's interest to you ;) or just explain 
>the 
>> little stuff that really pisses off like no volume for metronome & 
>no 
>> sensitivty setting for the pads... I bet you can find others that 
>> bothers you too & many features that could easilly be implemented 
>are 
>> missing on this machine, I bet due to comercial considerations
>> 
>> the form is here and it's quick to fill it
>> 
>> https://www2.yamaha.co.jp/info/suggestions.html
>> 
>> and if anybody has an email of someone who has any decisional power 
>in 
>> this branch of yamaha, it could be a good idea to release it, it 
>would 
>> be far more efficient
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10637|10624|2003-07-11 00:11:21|Latif|Re: aRStivism|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Latif: you once reported you contacted a yammie official.
> How did you pull this off again? Maybe thats a hook ...

The thing is i filled out that form on the Japanese
customers support site, and it got redirected to Germany..
while i filled in region Holland.. go figure.
The reply i got was from Yamaha Germany.

> we need that source!
> Well no we dont, but it would help so much. Makes me hope sometimes 
> Yammie would discontinue the RS so our chances might rise for them 
> to release the code ...

I think 1 collective email (letter), containing 
all names of owners (that want to participate)
of the RS with it's SERIAL number, a 
comprehensive and reasonable feature suggestion list,
why we need those features, what it is we will gain from it in 
comparance to the way the RS is designed to work,
and a suggestion to Yamaha if they see no future in further 
developing the unit's software to release it's code to 3th party 
developers under authorization/cooperation of Yamaha to continue 
development and/or mods for the RS as open source or commercial 
distribution.

It wouldbe wisely to setup such an email with a serious mature 
attitude/content, instead of bombing them with emails, 
from all sorts of people screaming all sorts of chaotich/exotic 
desires :-)
Once suchs an email can be realized it can be sent out to at 
least all known email adresses of Yamaha support sites worldwide 
including the one i have got respons from, and including the one 
that is activelly on motifator. (yamaha us) just check it's profile.

this way we can ensure the 'letter' might be forwarded at least
from another couple of regions in the world to Japan.

just a thought, lemma know what you think of this... Robert,
you think this is wise and/or usefull/managable?

Latif
| 10638|10624|2003-07-11 00:41:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: aRStivism|
On Friday 11 July 2003 08:11, Latif wrote:

> I think 1 collective email (letter), containing
> all names of owners (that want to participate)
> of the RS with it's SERIAL number, a
> comprehensive and reasonable feature suggestion list,
> why we need those features, what it is we will gain from
> it in comparance to the way the RS is designed to work,

Nice, yes.

> and a suggestion to Yamaha if they see no future in
> further developing the unit's software to release it's
> code to 3th party developers under
> authorization/cooperation of Yamaha to continue
> development and/or mods for the RS as open source or
> commercial distribution.

Imo, forget about open source. Why would Yamaha give away 
their code? They'll need it again for future products. And 
putting a programmer under NDA, outside of the Yamaha 
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quarters is possible (I volunteer ;) but risky, and will 
cost them money (I'll do it for free though). Not very 
attractive. I suggest we focus on a list of (sane!) 
requests only. But that's just me.

>
> It wouldbe wisely to setup such an email with a serious
> mature attitude/content, instead of bombing them with
> emails, from all sorts of people screaming all sorts of
> chaotich/exotic desires :-)

Very true.

> Once suchs an email can be realized it can be sent out to
> at least all known email adresses of Yamaha support sites
> worldwide including the one i have got respons from, and
> including the one that is activelly on motifator. (yamaha
> us) just check it's profile.

Yup.

>
> this way we can ensure the 'letter' might be forwarded at
> least from another couple of regions in the world to
> Japan.
>
>
> just a thought, lemma know what you think of this...
> Robert, you think this is wise and/or usefull/managable?

See above. Let's make a list of requests. If you like, I can 
collect them here and make a summery at regular intervals. 
I'm curious if we can agree on this list. The writing of 
the letter is the next step. What do you think?

- Robert
| 10639|10624|2003-07-11 01:41:55|Latif|Re: aRStivism|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> See above. Let's make a list of requests. If you like, I can 
> collect them here and make a summery at regular intervals. 
> I'm curious if we can agree on this list. The writing of 
> the letter is the next step. What do you think?
> 
> - Robert

Ok nice to see support from the group!
i actually also do agree on the fact to 
better not mention opening or freeing the source, as
this might be interpretted the wrong way by Yamaha
and bounce of possible discussion by them for OS enhancement.
I even think lot's of messages on the motifator forum, since
they opened a RS7000 section have been mis-interpretted and made 
Yamaha a bit saur towards RS users.
I trully think they even consider the term 'groovebox' as
an insult ...heheheh.

Anyway, i'll take honor starting of the list, i will keep it
minimized and simple, as i also have many idea's and stuff, but will 
let others to there talk too, so we don't start repeating same idea's 
and wishes.

I have 2 feature/enhancement idea's that would greatly improve
the use of an RS in a live situation, and add up to the way the RS is 
allready designed to work.

1/ I call it 'phrase linking' or 'phrase chain' if you will
the basic idea is that either through an extra screen (phrase link 
manager) or sysex command (per phrase), it wouldbe possible to 
to link phrases to eachother, so one automaticly starts to play when 
the previous ends.
the only way this can be done now, is by using the rotary knob above
F2 in patt screen 2
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This consumes your attention, while in a live gig you need your 
attention for other things too.
Imagine if you only use Patt mode and muting within 1 section for 
song arrangement (like i do), this woulbe an awsome feature, i could 
for instance easy create 1 hour of music within 1 
style!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
without the need for swithing styles, thus eliminating glitches, 
voice resets and suchs.
I could build entire songs in each of the 16 sections, and have 
preprogrammed phrase switching by design, thus eliminating lot's 
muting/unmuting tracks to there where only needed in pause breakes.
This feature 'phrase link' is only ment for live-use and doesn't have 
to be part of the pattern=>patt-chain=>song conversion structure... 
so no extra suffisticated OS programming is needed for it.

2/ the Grid Groove, very nice very funny, but by no means creative
at all!!
how can suchs a tool with only 1 bar (measure) be creative or 
variating, i found it the most boring part of the machine trully.
I surelly understand what it can do like arps and chords and stuff, 
but there are just too less steps in it.
plus if it was able to end at odd steps 3/5/7 and so, it would rotate 
making it variate, thus more creative and enjoyable..
So, the grid-groove tool, either more steps (2bars or 4) and/or the 
abilitie to cycle at odd steps 3/5/7/9/11.....
plus the more importantent thing, way more parameters to off-set, 
it has note/clock/gate and velo
howabout actuall CC?? all of them :-)
sure this is possible in various record modes and grid edit, but if 
they wouldbe in the grid-groove tool this wouldbe a realtime nonstop 
step function (read: a semi-analog sequencer style thingy), that 
ultimatly can be proccesed with the NORMALIZE job!!!!!
easy does it.

:-)
ok...next!

Latif

ps. if you don't understand something, i'll gladly explain more.
| 10640|10624|2003-07-11 03:05:47|Alex|Re: aRStivism|

>See above. Let's make a list of requests. If you like, I can 
>collect them here and make a summery at regular intervals. 
>I'm curious if we can agree on this list. The writing of 
>the letter is the next step. What do you think?

you could open a database on yahoogroups so users could upload their request.. then these could be voted as a poll...
just to keep the avoinding the mailing list free from a bunch messages of requests.
also it would be easier for you. i think.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10641|10624|2003-07-11 03:18:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: aRStivism|
On Friday 11 July 2003 10:54, Alex wrote:

> you could open a database on yahoogroups so users could
> upload their request.. then these could be voted as a
> poll... just to keep the avoinding the mailing list free
> from a bunch messages of requests. also it would be
> easier for you. i think.

Good suggestion. I'll give it a try.

- Robert
| 10642|10624|2003-07-11 03:29:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: aRStivism|
On Friday 11 July 2003 10:54, Alex wrote:

> you could open a database on yahoogroups so users could
> upload their request.. then these could be voted as a
> poll... just to keep the avoinding the mailing list free
> from a bunch messages of requests. also it would be
> easier for you. i think.

Tried it, but the interface is so so. You have to describe 
the request in a singe-line slot. So let's stick with the 
good old mail interface.

- Robert



| 10643|10624|2003-07-11 03:39:08|faxorgy|Re: aRStivism|
GRID GROOVE - should actually be coded to the phrase header.
ie: phrase XXX at Y length has Y length Grid Groove 
template. This would IMHO be the most logical
implementation.

Looping - I can live without multi-samples but we need at least ....
1*crossfade loop 1*fwrd/backwrd loop 1*bowtie crossfade.

1 loop modulator - user selects start/end points and then assigns a
CC controller to manipulte the location point of start-end
points via CC data.

Sample Edit - auto zeropoint locator algorythm .
sample splice / cut and or paste if possible.
combine two samples into one sample.

Sampling - velocity split zones for layering drum voices to a single
midi note and swithcing between them via velocity amount.

LFO's - at least two indepent LFO's per AWM voice or sample freely
assignable to amp/filter/pitch with seperate tempo sync/clock
divisions for each.
- Also an LFO fade in out feature would be handy.

Realtime Loop Remix - be able to specify clock start point end point
for loop remix job ie: 6 bar loop could have only measures 
3-4 remixed the rest left as per usual. Etc etc etc...

Microtuning - I do not wan't to live in pentatonic/pythagoran 12 note
per octave scaling hell . If they could implement micro 
tuning on a DX-7 why not the RS7000 ?

REVERB - I'd prefer 3 really good reverb types with lots of 
editable parameters ,rather than a load of sub par ones.

Master Effects - assign the controller NRPRN's as opposed to sysex 
streams so that the tweak can be recorded via the sequncer.

Routing - more versatile routing of the three effects blocks.

Metronome - independent metronome volume control.

Pads - variable velocity curve templates.

Envelopes - I'd like to see 1 more assignable envelope that has dual
decay 1 sustain 1 decay 2 sustian 2 break points that can
be looped during note on midi triggering.
Oh and tempo sync'ed envelopes ala Emu Command Station.

Mod Matrix - say a 5*5 modulation matrix per track for more voicing
expression and flexibility.

That's all I'll state without going overboard.
Oh and a word of warning. Be very wary of what you pass on to Yamaha 
tech people they do steal ideas and use them in other products.
I sadly know this from first hand experience :(.
| 10644|10624|2003-07-11 04:03:09|Alex|Re: aRStivism|

>Looping - I can live without multi-samples but we need at least ....
> 1*crossfade loop 1*fwrd/backwrd loop 1*bowtie crossfade.

I also wanted to request...
3/ ability to set END loop point (so it is not forced being the end of sample). so there is a part of the sample that is played when you release the key.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10645|10624|2003-07-11 04:03:11|Alex|Re: aRStivism|



>Tried it, but the interface is so so

ok... well so my requests would be:

1/ rotating knobs: When you are SHIFT+Knob rotating and the knob gets to the position of the actual selected voice value, show "---" on the bmp led. An alternative wold
be to show the actual value during 1 second while when you begin rotating the knob whith the SHIFT key pressed. It would improve tons working live.

2/ on pattern mode show on the main pattern screen the patternname and voice of the selected track. this would avoid checking 2 screens (the second pattern screen and
the voice edit screen).

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10646|10624|2003-07-11 04:41:11|mmittner|Re: aRStivism|
ok, here's my list :-)

(1) fix var->delay send bug
it's going on my nerves, really.

(2) make the assignable outs work like aux-send busses
and
(3) three variation f/x instead of var/del/rev
in combination this would be very handy, i'd like to use e.g. two 
internal var f/x and an outboard reverb which i can use for ALL tracks 
(and routing a track exclusively to the outboard reverb - like i need 
to do now - makes the whole aieb2 thing useless for me).

(4) implement "style change transmit" switch
removes the fear of accidentally switching styles when playing with 
two rs.

(5) scene setup
a screen where i can tell which parameters/tracks are stored in 
scenes.

(6) region for loop remix/more bars for grid groove
great ideas! d'accord.

-mike
| 10647|10624|2003-07-11 08:03:17|Latif|Re: aRStivism|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:

> 
> 
> (1) fix var->delay send bug
> it's going on my nerves, really.

this one they were going to check at Yamaha US
by testing the RS, if they confirm it, they would
as quoted:'Forward the problem to the right people...'

it actually happens too with send->reverb
:-/

Latif
| 10648|10624|2003-07-11 08:39:57|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: aRStivism|
even if it's not the best place where to put it, you'de better send a 
copy of this to yamaha through one of the reclamation form, I don't 
think they read the mailing list and as we don't have better adress to 
send it to, it's better than nothing (and it's red by humans, I had an 
answer a few days later that wasn't generated by a bot)

mmittner wrote:

>ok, here's my list :-)
>
>(1) fix var->delay send bug
>it's going on my nerves, really.
>
>(2) make the assignable outs work like aux-send busses
>and
>(3) three variation f/x instead of var/del/rev
>in combination this would be very handy, i'd like to use e.g. two 
>internal var f/x and an outboard reverb which i can use for ALL tracks 
>(and routing a track exclusively to the outboard reverb - like i need 
>to do now - makes the whole aieb2 thing useless for me).
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>
>(4) implement "style change transmit" switch
>removes the fear of accidentally switching styles when playing with 
>two rs.
>
>(5) scene setup
>a screen where i can tell which parameters/tracks are stored in 
>scenes.
>
>(6) region for loop remix/more bars for grid groove
>great ideas! d'accord.
>
>-mike
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10649|10624|2003-07-11 09:46:27|Latif|Re: aRStivism|
Read this
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10637
and 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10638

to understand what we are trying to
accomplish together.

Latif
| 10650|10624|2003-07-11 10:06:48|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: aRStivism|
ok so here's my list:

Memory protect permitting to edit tracks but returning to initial state
when left and called back (what is it actually for? it's the more
useless option I ever seen)

An automatic pitched loop mode, slice can't do everything and for live
purposes it would be great to have the pitch automatised for uncut loops.

A format to save sliced beats with their midi sequence or recreating
them easily from the program.

Préaudition in the file browser.

More freedom in the effects choice.

Categories for users parts like presets ones.

Accessing either the grid or the step recorder while playing.

On the fly realtime recording could be very usefull. Ex: for arpeggios
either in composition & live condition.

A decent arpeggiator (at least with rythmik patterns).

Changing one sound's envellope speed.

A simply more decent "Instrument" system for the sampler and more
controls with controllers (ex: various envelope or pitch settings on the
same sample in a drumkit without having to load it twice in memory or
resample it each time, every decent sampler can do that and it's maybe
the only way to really work with sounds in a rythmik stuff as
auditioning them separately and resampling doesn't give you the ability
to tweak each sound according to another).

Don't loose sync when calling a midi timestretch from a scene button.
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Sensitivity setup for the dynamic pads.

A menu navigation system that doesn't waste the third endless knob
letting the others as new.

More modulation sources in the sampler (lfo, random...).

A mode permiting to mix the parts controllers and the actual knob
position in live condition instead of always cancelling the recorded
stuff or using the lfo.

No controller sent when shift pressed & knob turned until it reaches its
actual memory position.

Latif wrote:

>Read this
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10637
>and 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10638
>
>to understand what we are trying to
>accomplish together.
>
>Latif
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10651|10651|2003-07-11 10:22:47|electrofux2002|Problem gettin SCSI communication to work|
Hi,

i just bought an Adaptec 2940 SCSI Card and it installed fine under 
XP (i checked the device manager). I connected the PC and the RS and 
when i start up XP after the RS7000 has booted, i get "new hardware 
found- Yamaha Music Processor" and have to cancel the driver setup 
since i don't have any drivers and i think there are no (are 
there?). Next i go to the scsi commincation setup and it says 
mount "0" and self id "1" (i tried out 7 and then i got 7 times 
the "new hardware found"-dialog, one for every id-number it seems).
After that i start up wavelab 4c and go to the sampler configuration 
and select SMDI SCSI device but i just cannot get any scsi bus to 
select in the corresponding box. I really don't know why my scsi 
card does not show up (or whatever has to be there). Is it because 
of the failed driver installation or because i have selected the 
wrong mount id or self id? The same goes for Recycle 2. Any ideas 
what i can try out to get this working?

electrofux
| 10652|10624|2003-07-11 10:26:46|tompaulsen2002|Re: aRStivism|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:

> No controller sent when shift pressed & knob turned until it 

reaches its

> actual memory position.

That is the best suggestion for me so far...but i like em all...keep 
them coming...

...great community!
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| 10653|10624|2003-07-11 14:20:48|wildemar|Re: aRStivism|
Am 11.07.2003 11:37:38, schrieb "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>:

>Microtuning - I do not wan't to live in pentatonic/pythagoran 12 note
> per octave scaling hell . If they could implement micro 
> tuning on a DX-7 why not the RS7000 ?
>

Maybe this can help you:

Its PC software, but you may achieve what you want ...

>Master Effects - assign the controller NRPRN's as opposed to sysex 
> streams so that the tweak can be recorded via the sequncer.
>

Can't Sysex Commands be recorded to the seq? Weird ...

Wildemar
| 10654|10624|2003-07-11 14:21:52|wildemar|Re: aRStivism|
I'll try to make my list short:

1.
Setting the Metronome Level. shift+Master Volume or shift+Rec Volume could 
be used. If thes are just hard-wired pots, maybe shift+track volume or at least a 
CC, sysex, etc.

2.
The Grid Groove improvements Latif suggested are dope. No more to it (them).

3.
Can we please use use the fastforward/rewind buttons to navigate in the Job 
menues. The encoders feel rather swimmy to me. And selecting Jobs directly by 
their number (shift+keypad or F2 and then keypad) would significantly speed up 
things.

4.
I'd like to be able to record a whole performance in one take in Pattchain 
mode. Basically record pattern- scene- and bpm-tracks at the same time plus 
parameter changes (seperate automation track?).

5.
Displaying the current value of a pot when shift+pot is used is sort of 
mendatory. Or maybe an offset could be displayed (-63 to +64) that counts to 0 
as you comme closer to the current value. seems even more practical donya 
think?

6.
This is probably too major a programming effort to be implemented, but its still 
very close to my heart: I want to be able to have multiple timesigs in a pattern. 
And if pattchain mode would take these into account (adjusting timesigs 
accordingly when a pattern is selected) it'd be heaven.

Ahhrg the list is getting too long, that has to be enough. Most of my other ideas 
are cosmetical (like No.3 above). but apart from those above no new features 
needed (you hear that yamaha: your machine is ALMOST PERFECT!!!)

As for the open source thing:

I'm very much into this idea as you may have noticed. Latif's suggestion on that 
is the most fleshed out one I've read and I think its the only way we even have 
a small smitchin' of a chance to get it.

We mustn't ram it on Yammie's throat though, but we'd have to kindly suggest it 
instead. We must include that we understand that opening the source code 
might endanger Yammaha, so it can only be released to a specific (selected) 
group of people that sign an actual contract, making them liable in case the 
code should ever hit the public domain. It just can never be open source (or 
'free software') as long as Yammie wants to make money. They have to make a 
profit, or there will be no Yamaha anymore.
We must amend that to Yamaha; they wont even think of opening the source 
under any other circumstances.

We must then provide these services completely free of charge (which 
shouldn't be a big problem ;-), maybe even offer a licence fee/pawn to pay to 
them (which might be a bigger problem).
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And we must also include that we claim no copyright to the Mods we produce, 
plus we dont even publicize our code so Yamaha may incorporate them into 
their future products at will. So we have to actually make shure we dont write 
RS7000 specific only, but modularize just the way Yammie does for their 
products (I'm just adding this for completeness).

What do you think? Give it a try? I'll gladly write a kind letter to Yamaha asking 
this. I'll do it as soon as I have support by the majority of this group (I'll not start 
on my own, don't worry).

c.u.
Wildemar

(btw. please noone go post their name/data/serialnumber etc. on the list for 
support ... for the obvious reason. If needed I'll ask for it and then it will go over 
offlist.)
| 10655|10624|2003-07-11 14:26:53|wildemar|Re: aRStivism|
I'm so stupid. Sent the mail without the link in it ...

anyways
the site I found it on cant be reached at the moment (www.audiomelody.com)... 
i cant even give you the name of the proggie, but its there somewhere - just 
wait til the site is back, then look under windows software -> Midi tools or so.
I'm pretty shure it is what you're looking for.

Am 11.07.2003 11:37:38, schrieb "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>:

>Microtuning - I do not wan't to live in pentatonic/pythagoran 12 note
> per octave scaling hell . If they could implement micro 
> tuning on a DX-7 why not the RS7000 ?
>

Maybe this can help you:

Its PC software, but you may achieve what you want ...
| 10656|10656|2003-07-11 16:52:24|manaay|Problems with exporting samples|
Hi all,,

I got RS7000 today and I can't figure out why exporting samples 
sometimes works and sometimes don't.. After switching RS on I sampled 
some sounds into local and common section.. then I tried to export 
those samples to SM card as wavs but on the screen where I should be 
able to select track and key there is no sample on each track (and no 
OK button).. so I can't export them.. (but I can trig samples with 
onboard keys,,, and I sampled them as 'pitched') If I load sample 
from some saved song I can also export it.. Anyone else noticed that? 
Do I have to update OS.. I don't know which OS my RS has (how do I 
chek it?).. the guy who sold it to me said that it already has latest 
OS..

thanks..

Miha
| 10657|10624|2003-07-11 19:44:59|Latif|Re: aRStivism|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> 6.
> This is probably too major a programming effort to be implemented, 

but its still 

> very close to my heart: I want to be able to have multiple timesigs 

in a pattern. 

> And if pattchain mode would take these into account (adjusting 

timesigs 

> accordingly when a pattern is selected) it'd be heaven.
>

This couldbe an easy modification to the exsisting software
it would require the timesignature meter to be replaced from
functionality => style... to .... functionality => section ;)
(main screen)
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> As for the open source thing:
> 

and then your story follows......,

well, i do agree both with your opinion and Roberts
it's a bit of a dillema and the knife cuts both ways
on this subject.
it's obvious their source and they wouldn't want it out, 
but on the other hand it's an open shot, and if we don't try to 
mention it in a polite serious way ..we'll never know if there's a 
chance.

anyway keep those suggestions coming!

Latif
| 10658|10658|2003-07-11 20:53:28|Richard|using sequence fx on external sequencers?|
Hi, ..Ok, say I exported my midi files from my rs into the Pro Tools 
sequencer and I would still like to use sequence fx such as Midi 
delay, groove etc...is there a way to transmit it live into pro 
tools? for example, be able to apply midi delay to my pro tools midi 
track in real time? I am just trying to get some more use out of my 
RS now that I am doing most of my sequencing with Pro Tools. any help?
tips, tricks, or suggestions please. thanx
Richard
| 10659|10651|2003-07-12 01:45:45|electrofux2002|Re: Problem gettin SCSI communication to work|
well, after installing the current aspi layers again and changing 
the self id to 1 it finally worked.
No problems anymore.
| 10660|10624|2003-07-12 03:13:46|wildemar|Re: aRStivism|
Oh and I forgot:

In Pattchain mode, it should be possible to arrest chain progression (with the 
seq still running). This would be very usefull for live, because then you could be 
busy elsewhere most of the time but come in and rearrange the song anytime 
you want.

Wildemar
| 10661|10658|2003-07-12 03:29:38|wildemarttn|Re: using sequence fx on external sequencers?|
I dunno if I understand you correctly, but there's this 'normalize play effect' job.
It actually writes the realtime changes it makes in the phrase (I believe). Dont have the Manual ready ... have a look yourself, maybe it's sort of what you want.

Wildemar

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard" wrote:
> Hi, ..Ok, say I exported my midi files from my rs into the Pro Tools 
> sequencer and I would still like to use sequence fx such as Midi 
> delay, groove etc...is there a way to transmit it live into pro 
> tools? for example, be able to apply midi delay to my pro tools midi 
> track in real time? I am just trying to get some more use out of my 
> RS now that I am doing most of my sequencing with Pro Tools. any help?
> tips, tricks, or suggestions please. thanx
> Richard

| 10662|10662|2003-07-12 11:50:22|Steve Roitstein|gig announcement - PALO!|
Hey gang,

Thanks in no small part to the sage advice of this list, my group, 
PALO! which has an RS7000 as it's main loop machine, now has a weekly 
gig. I'm using the RS as a live loop-brain, manually bringing sampled 
and programmed loops in and out. We do play some songs but there's 
enough improvisation to keep things dangerously magical.

PALO! combines heavy funk beats with sizzling Latin rhythms to meet the 
spiritual cleansing needs of all attendees. PALO! includes live vocals, 
percussion, and brass, and keyboards with some of the best performers 
from Cuba, Latin America, and the USA.

We play every Thursday night at a very cool joint in Little Havana, 
Miami. The place is called Hoy como Ayer. The gig has been spectacular 
so far, and we've gotten some good press already even after just two 
weeks. If you're in South Florida, please write me and I'd be happy to 
put you on the guest list as a "perk" for being a member of this great 
list.
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Anyone who wants to be on our mailing list, please write me at 
<palo@riotmusic.com>

If you're gonna be in Miami for the Winter Music Conference this year, 
that would be a great chance to catch us. We're hoping to plan a 
special event just for that week. Latin funk anyone?

Thanks,

Steve
| 10663|10662|2003-07-12 11:54:45|Latif|Re: gig announcement - PALO!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> If you're gonna be in Miami for the Winter Music Conference this 

year, 

> that would be a great chance to catch us. We're hoping to plan a 
> special event just for that week. Latin funk anyone?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve

Good luck with your band!
wouldbe nice to hear a track of you guys sometime
for those like me that live to far away overseas
to come and enjoy your gigs...

Latif
| 10664|10656|2003-07-12 15:49:39|manaay|Re: Problems with exporting samples|
Factroy reset solved my problem..

Miha

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "manaay" wrote:
> Hi all,,
> 
> I got RS7000 today and I can't figure out why exporting samples 
> sometimes works and sometimes don't.. After switching RS on I 
sampled 
> some sounds into local and common section.. then I tried to export 
> those samples to SM card as wavs but on the screen where I should 
be 
> able to select track and key there is no sample on each track (and 
no 
> OK button).. so I can't export them.. (but I can trig samples with 
> onboard keys,,, and I sampled them as 'pitched') If I load sample 
> from some saved song I can also export it.. Anyone else noticed 
that? 
> Do I have to update OS.. I don't know which OS my RS has (how do I 
> chek it?).. the guy who sold it to me said that it already has 
latest 
> OS..
> 
> thanks..
> 
> Miha

| 10665|10656|2003-07-12 17:22:27|om_audio|Re: Problems with exporting samples|
Don't forget to test your SIMMs!
:)
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "manaay" wrote:
> Factroy reset solved my problem..
> 
> Miha
>

| 10666|10624|2003-07-13 00:40:50|Oscillator505|Re: aRStivism|
Here is my one request:

Improve the communication with the PC -
I should be able to directly transfer the samples from/to RS using a PC
without any voodoo rituals. Maybe this is just me but I prefer to edit and
experiment with samples on the PC quite a lot. I know you are about to say
that transferring samples via the media card does the job, no doubt, but
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direct access rulez.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'
| 10667|10667|2003-07-13 12:33:17|faxorgy|Anybody have a Latronic Notrom MK I or MkII they wanna part with ???|
Looking at some options for more creative midi use.
Well actually I'm looking for a Notron Step Seq. 
If anybody and I mean ANYBODY here has a Latronic NOTRON MKI or MKII -
the MKI would be fine BTW please drop me an e.mail ;).
I can't find any second hand in Oz and I'll no doubt have to strangle 
someone to death before they part with one LMAO but hey it's worth a 
shot asking isn't it :D :D :D ...............
mmmmmm Notron , RS7000 loop remix ,sample+slice ,Notron -> DAW sounds 
ohhh so sexy lol ...
PS: I want one DAMMIT !!!!!
| 10668|10668|2003-07-13 13:23:30|mickael|new styles to download?|
Hi everybody,

Where can I find new styles for the RS 7000?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10669|10624|2003-07-14 02:05:01|Ronald|Re: aRStivism|
I only have one request but i really need it!!!!
I'm a huge fan of the scene memories, they can make dramatic changes 
to track very easy when playing live.
But when you use the RS as master the tempo changes, not good...

Here's my request:
I would like an option to use scene memories on sections with all the 
settings except tempo.
So you can store a scene in a section pressing store and a section 
button.
This way it's easy to create very interesting section changes 
including voice changes, filter type changes etc.....
Imagine, just tweaking and selecting until the section sounds just 
the way you want it, then press store and the section button and 
youre section will alway's sound the same no matter what you change 
in other sections.
This would help out a lot of people for sure!

Grtz. Ronald.
| 10670|10624|2003-07-14 02:35:28|djdopamine75|Re: 909 funeral|
Are you saying the RS7000 has better sounds? What are you getting at?

The 909 sounds pretty good to me and I don't have wooden ears. You 
have actually commented on my music before.... sounded OK to you 
then....I must have something going for me ;-)

I find the whole thing of putting down a piece of music gear just 
ridiculous. The XV synth engine is perfectly capable of amazing 
sounds. The 909 comes with 800 sampled waveforms which it uses as the 
basis for it's patches, 4 can be layered per patch. You can also use 
your own samples as waveforms.

I think maybe you are the one with wooden ears despite how often you 
keep telling everybody how amazing they are..... lol.

Death of 909 ..LOL dude. Grow up.

Matt.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> People what is that 909 wave now? If you have wooden ears then go 
get 
> it. I attended personally 909 funeral- that is Frankfurt Musik 
Messe 
> 2003. Everybody in the industry was clear on that issue, "cannot 
sell 
> a unit with miserable sounds", seems Roland was quick enough to 
> realise it and work on something else, very smart, getting back to 
> what they were good at hd recorders and drum machines and fusing it 
( 
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> they did not steal the idea from AKAI, they had all them pads on 
> their drum machines) 909 has hardly anything professional about it -

> indeed it is kind of fake in every single aspect the features are 
> there but do not really work as you would expect, and too pricy for 
> young wannabes. Even the look is like blown up car radio of the 
type 
> I would never insult my car but putting this kitsch in.
> Okoyemaya

| 10671|10671|2003-07-14 03:10:28|Robert van der Kamp|OS requests, sort of closed.|
Okay guys, I hope most of you have had their say now. I'm 
gonna take all emails and list them in a document (give me 
a couple of days). 

Then, we'll have to decide which of these requests are the 
most important and realistic. My guess is that anything 
that takes more than a little tweak in the code won't make 
it. But's that's just my guess.

- Robert
| 10672|10668|2003-07-14 03:44:27|Vil de Mar|Re: new styles to download?|
--- mickael <mickael804@yahoo.fr> schrieb: > Hi
everybody,

> 
> Where can I find new styles for the RS 7000?

In yer head?
;-)

On RS7k.org theres a set, dunno if you know about it.
Others I dont know.

C.U.
Wildemar

__________________________________________________________________

Gesendet von Yahoo! Mail - http://mail.yahoo.de
Logos und Klingeltöne fürs Handy bei http://sms.yahoo.de
| 10673|10624|2003-07-14 03:50:37|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: 909 funeral|
Hey, if you don't like ROM sounds you can change them on the 909 :p

djdopamine75 wrote:

>Are you saying the RS7000 has better sounds? What are you getting at?
>
>The 909 sounds pretty good to me and I don't have wooden ears. You 
>have actually commented on my music before.... sounded OK to you 
>then....I must have something going for me ;-)
>
>I find the whole thing of putting down a piece of music gear just 
>ridiculous. The XV synth engine is perfectly capable of amazing 
>sounds. The 909 comes with 800 sampled waveforms which it uses as the 
>basis for it's patches, 4 can be layered per patch. You can also use 
>your own samples as waveforms.
>
>I think maybe you are the one with wooden ears despite how often you 
>keep telling everybody how amazing they are..... lol.
>
>Death of 909 ..LOL dude. Grow up.
>
>Matt.
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> 
>
>>People what is that 909 wave now? If you have wooden ears then go 
>> 
>>
>get 
> 
>
>>it. I attended personally 909 funeral- that is Frankfurt Musik 
>> 
>>
>Messe 
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> 
>
>>2003. Everybody in the industry was clear on that issue, "cannot 
>> 
>>
>sell 
> 
>
>>a unit with miserable sounds", seems Roland was quick enough to 
>>realise it and work on something else, very smart, getting back to 
>>what they were good at hd recorders and drum machines and fusing it 
>> 
>>
>( 
> 
>
>>they did not steal the idea from AKAI, they had all them pads on 
>>their drum machines) 909 has hardly anything professional about it -
>> 
>>
> 
> 
>
>>indeed it is kind of fake in every single aspect the features are 
>>there but do not really work as you would expect, and too pricy for 
>>young wannabes. Even the look is like blown up car radio of the 
>> 
>>
>type 
> 
>
>>I would never insult my car but putting this kitsch in.
>>Okoyemaya
>> 
>>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10674|10624|2003-07-14 04:02:04|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 909 funeral|
On Monday 14 July 2003 11:41, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:

> Hey, if you don't like ROM sounds you can change them on
> the 909 :p

Afair, the discussion what not about the *sounds* of the 909 
and RS, but about the difference in sound *quality*. 

My personal experience with the 909 was rather bad, it 
sounded rather band-limited, very mid-rangy. It was that 
bad, that I suspect some master fx EQ thingy was enabled, 
which I couldn't find.

- Robert
| 10675|10624|2003-07-14 04:05:26|okoyemaya|Re: 909 funeral|
I just reported what was the talk on the music trade fair. I mean 
people in this industry, it was also my impression, I was really 
disappointed. Nothing more nothing less, If a would be stuck with 909 
and no money to use anything else or whatever other reason, I would 
work with it. 909 works for you, great I didnt spend hours to examine 
it, I could be wrong. I am like that if I do not like a girl at the 
first sight I do not even try to date, same with everything else, 
wrong attitude ? maybe. But honestly, I do not give a f..., 
absolutely do not care I am not sentimental about RS neither any 
other object, I am about human though. I definitely do not allow 
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myself to be manipilated or driven nuts by the music industry. Enjoy 
your 909.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djdopamine75" wrote:
> Are you saying the RS7000 has better sounds? What are you getting 
at?
> 
> The 909 sounds pretty good to me and I don't have wooden ears. You 
> have actually commented on my music before.... sounded OK to you 
> then....I must have something going for me ;-)
> 
> I find the whole thing of putting down a piece of music gear just 
> ridiculous. The XV synth engine is perfectly capable of amazing 
> sounds. The 909 comes with 800 sampled waveforms which it uses as 
the 
> basis for it's patches, 4 can be layered per patch. You can also 
use 
> your own samples as waveforms.
> 
> I think maybe you are the one with wooden ears despite how often 
you 
> keep telling everybody how amazing they are..... lol.
> 
> Death of 909 ..LOL dude. Grow up.
> 
> Matt.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > People what is that 909 wave now? If you have wooden ears then go 
> get 
> > it. I attended personally 909 funeral- that is Frankfurt Musik 
> Messe 
> > 2003. Everybody in the industry was clear on that issue, "cannot 
> sell 
> > a unit with miserable sounds", seems Roland was quick enough to 
> > realise it and work on something else, very smart, getting back 
to 
> > what they were good at hd recorders and drum machines and fusing 
it 
> ( 
> > they did not steal the idea from AKAI, they had all them pads on 
> > their drum machines) 909 has hardly anything professional about 
it -
> 
> > indeed it is kind of fake in every single aspect the features are 
> > there but do not really work as you would expect, and too pricy 
for 
> > young wannabes. Even the look is like blown up car radio of the 
> type 
> > I would never insult my car but putting this kitsch in.
> > Okoyemaya

| 10676|10624|2003-07-14 05:29:57|om_audio|Re: aRStivism|
You can do this now- but you must have selected grid or step from Rec 
mode prior- otherwise no go from Play mode.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:
> ok so here's my list:
> 
> Accessing either the grid or the step recorder while playing.

| 10677|10624|2003-07-14 06:20:13|om_audio|Re: aRStivism|
Could the "Detune" in Hz setting in voice edit not do what you want? 
Or the Master Tune in Utility?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Microtuning - I do not wan't to live in pentatonic/pythagoran 12 
note
> per octave scaling hell . If they could implement micro 
> tuning on a DX-7 why not the RS7000 ?
>

| 10678|10624|2003-07-14 06:24:58|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: aRStivism|
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yes that's what I said.. I'd like to be able to access either grid or 
step while playing... & real time recording on the fly would be 
interesting for live purposes... It seems to me that a decent sequencer 
should allow this to really improvisate when playing live...

om_audio wrote:

>You can do this now- but you must have selected grid or step from Rec 
>mode prior- otherwise no go from Play mode.
>
>Om
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, AlAmAs anti6TM wrote:
> 
>
>>ok so here's my list:
>>
>>Accessing either the grid or the step recorder while playing.
>> 
>>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10679|10624|2003-07-14 06:25:15|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: aRStivism|
Maybe thoses links could be usefull for setting a requests list?

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=81493a4c4d593004d1a02b5cc7b85cf8&forumid=18

& I had set up a vote here:

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=81493a4c4d593004d1a02b5cc7b85cf8&threadid=734
| 10682|10671|2003-07-14 06:41:37|om_audio|Re: OS requests, sort of closed.|
Thanks for your time Robert- but since you said "sort of" I'll give 
it one last go!

1- Enter OD/Replace Rec mode from Play
2- Adj quantize setting during Rec
3- Display measures etc in Edit screens
4- Metronome level adjust
5- Midi filter for TG option
6- Audition samples before loading
7- "Original position" indicator for settings
8- Disable keyboard when exiting Edit back to Pat mode
9- More/user definable arpeggio patterns
10-More divide types on slice master effect
11-Bug fix for key lights during play (see rs file link below- check 
track 2 during play to see what I mean- it is same phrase ase track 1 
but with playfx etc)

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=4225

I'm sure I'm going to think of more later but time for bed!

Thanks again, 

Om
| 10683|10683|2003-07-14 13:44:23|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: OS Question|
---------- Forwarded Message ----------

Subject: OS Question
Date: Monday 14 July 2003 18:56
From: j2ay <xob0007sr@hotmail.com>
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To: RS7000-owner@yahoogroups.com

Hello,

Do the operating systems for the RS need to be installed
one after the next in order to get all the updates? In
other words, can you go from v1.14 to v1.21 and have all
possible updates for the RS in each of the versions?

Thanks,

Jay

-------------------------------------------------------
| 10684|10683|2003-07-14 15:14:14|om_audio|Re: Fwd: OS Question|
No- the OS completely over-writes the previous and each update 
contains the previous update code as well. You will only need the 
latest version- sort of like MB bios updates if you are familiar with 
that.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> 
> 
> ---------- Forwarded Message ----------
> 
> Subject: OS Question
> Date: Monday 14 July 2003 18:56
> From: j2ay 
> To: RS7000-owner@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Hello,
> 
> Do the operating systems for the RS need to be installed
> one after the next in order to get all the updates? In
> other words, can you go from v1.14 to v1.21 and have all
> possible updates for the RS in each of the versions?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Jay
> 
> -------------------------------------------------------

| 10685|10685|2003-07-15 03:28:44|wildemar|How are Utility Settings saved?|
Yo folks :-)

This really bugs me. I cant seem to save my Utility settings anymore.
?!?
This is really strange, because all the settings I made some time ago are saved 
while those I make now (mainly 'Click mode' and 'TG Mute Mode') always reset 
when I turn the power on and off.

Or is that the normal behavior and I have only forgotten an essential step?

Any ideas?

Wildemar
| 10686|10685|2003-07-15 04:18:13|om_audio|Re: How are Utility Settings saved?|
It should save automatically- it does here- I just tested it- and if 
you are saving ALL to disk you need to load ALL + system to get the 
utility settings back. Try a factory reset if all else fails- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Yo folks :-)
> 
> This really bugs me. I cant seem to save my Utility settings 
anymore.

| 10687|10662|2003-07-15 06:14:06|George Brown|Re: gig announcement - PALO!|
Hi, do you guys have any recordings?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Steve Roitstein 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, July 12, 2003 1:50 PM
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Subject: [RS7000] gig announcement - PALO!

Hey gang,

Thanks in no small part to the sage advice of this list, my group, 
PALO! which has an RS7000 as it's main loop machine, now has a weekly 
gig. I'm using the RS as a live loop-brain, manually bringing sampled 
and programmed loops in and out. We do play some songs but there's 
enough improvisation to keep things dangerously magical.

PALO! combines heavy funk beats with sizzling Latin rhythms to meet the 
spiritual cleansing needs of all attendees. PALO! includes live vocals, 
percussion, and brass, and keyboards with some of the best performers 
from Cuba, Latin America, and the USA.

We play every Thursday night at a very cool joint in Little Havana, 
Miami. The place is called Hoy como Ayer. The gig has been spectacular 
so far, and we've gotten some good press already even after just two 
weeks. If you're in South Florida, please write me and I'd be happy to 
put you on the guest list as a "perk" for being a member of this great 
list.

Anyone who wants to be on our mailing list, please write me at 
<palo@riotmusic.com>

If you're gonna be in Miami for the Winter Music Conference this year, 
that would be a great chance to catch us. We're hoping to plan a 
special event just for that week. Latin funk anyone?

Thanks,

Steve
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10688|10688|2003-07-15 09:57:42|Latif|OT: yihoooo getting VL70-m :-)|
I'm getting a VL70m this thursday
including the WX5 wind-controller
for around 600 euro's
That thing sounds amazing!!! well..., 
if you can appreciate wind instruments like i do.
Virtual Acoustic synth elements can be added to
any of the sound-sources to create weird sounds with wind 
characteristics.... hmmm, can't wait :-)

Latif
| 10689|10662|2003-07-15 15:07:13|Steve Roitstein|Re: gig announcement - PALO!|
Hi George,

Actually we don't have a recording yet. I sort of did things the "old 
fashioned way" this time - I wanted the group to get some more 
chemistry playing live before we started recording. We are getting 
started on our first CD now though, and it should be ready in the next 
couple of months. I have taken the liberty of adding you to our mailing 
list so that when the recording is available you'll know about it.

Thanks!
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Steve

> From: "George Brown" <gbrown@viig.org>
> Subject: Re: gig announcement - PALO!
>
> Hi, do you guys have any recordings?
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Steve Roitstein
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Saturday, July 12, 2003 1:50 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] gig announcement - PALO!
>
>
> Hey gang,
>
> Thanks in no small part to the sage advice of this list, my group,
> PALO! which has an RS7000 as it's main loop machine, now has a weekly
> gig. I'm using the RS as a live loop-brain, manually bringing sampled
> and programmed loops in and out. We do play some songs but there's
> enough improvisation to keep things dangerously magical.
>
> PALO! combines heavy funk beats with sizzling Latin rhythms to meet 
> the
> spiritual cleansing needs of all attendees. PALO! includes live 
> vocals,
> percussion, and brass, and keyboards with some of the best performers
> from Cuba, Latin America, and the USA.
>
> We play every Thursday night at a very cool joint in Little Havana,
> Miami. The place is called Hoy como Ayer. The gig has been 
> spectacular
> so far, and we've gotten some good press already even after just two
> weeks. If you're in South Florida, please write me and I'd be happy 
> to
> put you on the guest list as a "perk" for being a member of this 
> great
> list.
>

| 10690|10685|2003-07-15 17:09:59|wildemar|Re: How are Utility Settings saved?|
Ok Om, thx mate ...

it turns out that the autoload I have to set up my basic style (channels 9-12 are 
always external) is loaded in All+System mode ...

So what have we learned today: Allways searchfor the mistakes in yourself - in 
the end every machine will make it look like your the dumbass ...

;-)
Wildemar

Am 15.07.2003 12:18:11, schrieb "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>:

>It should save automatically- it does here- I just tested it- and if 
>you are saving ALL to disk you need to load ALL + system to get the 
>utility settings back. Try a factory reset if all else fails- 
>
>Om
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Yo folks :-)
>> 
>> This really bugs me. I cant seem to save my Utility settings 
>anymore.

| 10691|10691|2003-07-15 22:58:11|triphop56|Yamaha Motif ES group|
Please join the new Yamaha Motif ES yahoo group. We will discuss 
this brand new synth workstation which is set to debut in October 
2003. Want to rant and rave? Want to praise Yamaha? You are 
welcome to, as we will discuss this landmark musical instrument from 
all perspectives. Come and look for yourself. See you there!

- Andrew
Manager of Yahoo's Yamaha Motif ES group
| 10692|10691|2003-07-15 23:19:01|Latif|Re: Yamaha Motif ES group|
uhmm no, thank you, i don't like
devices that need a carry-wagon
to move around :-)
but you can praise it if ya like ;)
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triphop56" wrote:
> 
> Please join the new Yamaha Motif ES yahoo group. We will discuss 
> this brand new synth workstation which is set to debut in October 
> 2003. Want to rant and rave? Want to praise Yamaha? You are 
> welcome to, as we will discuss this landmark musical instrument 
from 
> all perspectives. Come and look for yourself. See you there!
> 
> - Andrew
> Manager of Yahoo's Yamaha Motif ES group

| 10693|10693|2003-07-16 04:19:56|Wayne|Patch name script RAR files|
everytime i download the Patch name script RAR files from the files 
section they don't unpac correctly. i have tried many times. can 
anyone email them to me or update them if possible.

cheers
wayne
| 10694|10693|2003-07-16 04:31:50|dopamine|Re: Patch name script RAR files|
Are you using winrar 3?

Matt.

At 10:19 AM 16/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>everytime i download the Patch name script RAR files from the files
>section they don't unpac correctly. i have tried many times. can
>anyone email them to me or update them if possible.
>
>cheers
>wayne
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10695|10691|2003-07-16 05:46:27|George Brown|Re: Yamaha Motif ES group|
I don't mind finding out about the MOTIF but as far as praising YAMAHA is concerned, I think their service has alot to be desired!
Up to now, they can't supply me with a 4-wire cable for my SU700. They telling me I have to buy their AIEB2 for over $200.00 just to get the cable. I think this sucks!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2003 1:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha Motif ES group

uhmm no, thank you, i don't like
devices that need a carry-wagon
to move around :-)
but you can praise it if ya like ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triphop56" wrote:
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> 
> Please join the new Yamaha Motif ES yahoo group. We will discuss 
> this brand new synth workstation which is set to debut in October 
> 2003. Want to rant and rave? Want to praise Yamaha? You are 
> welcome to, as we will discuss this landmark musical instrument 
from 
> all perspectives. Come and look for yourself. See you there!
> 
> - Andrew
> Manager of Yahoo's Yamaha Motif ES group
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| 10696|10691|2003-07-16 07:04:21|wildemar|Re: Yamaha Motif ES group|
And there are no generic cables around?
I have no clue what you need exactly, but I'd guess Yamaha didnt invent a 
new sort of cable for this ...

Wildemar

Am 16.07.2003 13:26:40, schrieb "George Brown" <gbrown@viig.org>:

>I don't mind finding out about the MOTIF but as far as praising YAMAHA is 

concerned, I think their service has alot to be desired!

>Up to now, they can't supply me with a 4-wire cable for my SU700. They 

telling me I have to buy their AIEB2 for over $200.00 just to get the cable. I 
think this sucks!

> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2003 1:18 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha Motif ES group
>
>
> uhmm no, thank you, i don't like
> devices that need a carry-wagon
> to move around :-)
> but you can praise it if ya like ;)
>
> Latif
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triphop56" wrote:
> > 
> > Please join the new Yamaha Motif ES yahoo group. We will discuss 
> > this brand new synth workstation which is set to debut in October 
> > 2003. Want to rant and rave? Want to praise Yamaha? You are 
> > welcome to, as we will discuss this landmark musical instrument 
> from 
> > all perspectives. Come and look for yourself. See you there!
> > 
> > - Andrew
> > Manager of Yahoo's Yamaha Motif ES group
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
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> 
> 
> 
>
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>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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>

| 10697|10668|2003-07-16 09:36:12|ix_kool|Re: new styles to download?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vil de Mar wrote:

> --- mickael schrieb: > Hi
> everybody,
> > 
> > Where can I find new styles for the RS 7000?
> 
> In yer head?
> ;-)
> 
> On RS7k.org theres a set, dunno if you know about it.
> Others I dont know.
> 
> C.U.
> Wildemar
> 
> __________________________________________________________________
> 
> Gesendet von Yahoo! Mail - http://mail.yahoo.de
> Logos und Klingeltöne fürs Handy bei http://sms.yahoo.de

These rs7k.org's new styles are really impressing, they can make your 
rs7000 sound like a MC-303 ! ;-D

cul8tr

K8L
| 10698|10691|2003-07-16 10:12:05|okoyemaya|Re: Yamaha Motif ES group|
I have a cable from SU somewhere, perhaps it is the one you need, SU 
is gone and I do not expect any Yamahas anymore, so if it is right 
one you can have it.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "George Brown" wrote:
> I don't mind finding out about the MOTIF but as far as praising 
YAMAHA is concerned, I think their service has alot to be desired!
> Up to now, they can't supply me with a 4-wire cable for my SU700. 
They telling me I have to buy their AIEB2 for over $200.00 just to 
get the cable. I think this sucks!
> ----- Original Message ----- 
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> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2003 1:18 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha Motif ES group
> 
> 
> uhmm no, thank you, i don't like
> devices that need a carry-wagon
> to move around :-)
> but you can praise it if ya like ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triphop56" wrote:
> > 
> > Please join the new Yamaha Motif ES yahoo group. We will 
discuss 
> > this brand new synth workstation which is set to debut in 
October 
> > 2003. Want to rant and rave? Want to praise Yamaha? You are 
> > welcome to, as we will discuss this landmark musical instrument 
> from 
> > all perspectives. Come and look for yourself. See you there!
> > 
> > - Andrew
> > Manager of Yahoo's Yamaha Motif ES group
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10699|10691|2003-07-16 13:12:44|George Brown|Re: Yamaha Motif ES group|
Generic cables? Well, I've been trying to get one, but no one around here has them. The AIEB boards use a ribbon cable, a 3 wire cable, and a 4 wire cable. The ribbon
cable, yes, I can get those at any computer store but the 3 and 4 wire cables are difficult to get. They connect to corresponding male pins on the circuit boards of the SU. I
have the 3 wire and its connected, but to get the female 4 wire connector is difficult. No one around here carries this particular connector. While in New York recently, I
went to Sam Ash and Manny's but neither had it. I found a place called Manhattan Electronics and picked up some generic parts, put the wiring together, plugged it up in
the SU, but after a few seconds, I get a humming sound, maybe a ground is not connected properly or something. I don't know. So, I disconnected it and just use the stereo
outs. Thanks for the care and concern guys. If any of you guys come across any, please give me shout. Peace. 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wildemar 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2003 9:03 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha Motif ES group

And there are no generic cables around?
I have no clue what you need exactly, but I'd guess Yamaha didnt invent a 
new sort of cable for this ...

Wildemar

Am 16.07.2003 13:26:40, schrieb "George Brown" <gbrown@viig.org>:

>I don't mind finding out about the MOTIF but as far as praising YAMAHA is 
concerned, I think their service has alot to be desired!
>Up to now, they can't supply me with a 4-wire cable for my SU700. They 
telling me I have to buy their AIEB2 for over $200.00 just to get the cable. I 
think this sucks!
> ----- Original Message ----- 
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> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2003 1:18 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha Motif ES group
>
>
> uhmm no, thank you, i don't like
> devices that need a carry-wagon
> to move around :-)
> but you can praise it if ya like ;)
>
> Latif
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triphop56" wrote:
> > 
> > Please join the new Yamaha Motif ES yahoo group. We will discuss 
> > this brand new synth workstation which is set to debut in October 
> > 2003. Want to rant and rave? Want to praise Yamaha? You are 
> > welcome to, as we will discuss this landmark musical instrument 
> from 
> > all perspectives. Come and look for yourself. See you there!
> > 
> > - Andrew
> > Manager of Yahoo's Yamaha Motif ES group
>
>
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10700|10700|2003-07-16 19:25:34|Latif|OT: EU fines Japan's Yamaha Corp.|
hmmm interresting, interresting,

http://famulus.msnbc.com/famulusgen/ap07-16-111305.asp?
t=apcom&vts=71620031117

copy whole link...
| 10701|10700|2003-07-17 01:09:36|okoyemaya|Re: OT: EU fines Japan's Yamaha Corp.|
He, he, he instant karma kicking they ass

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> hmmm interresting, interresting,
> 
> http://famulus.msnbc.com/famulusgen/ap07-16-111305.asp?
> t=apcom&vts=71620031117
> 
> copy whole link...

| 10702|10693|2003-07-17 01:30:25|Wayne|Re: Patch name script RAR files|
i'll give that a try thanks

> Are you using winrar 3?
> 
> Matt.
> 
> At 10:19 AM 16/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >everytime i download the Patch name script RAR files from the 

files

> >section they don't unpac correctly. i have tried many times. can
> >anyone email them to me or update them if possible.
> >
> >cheers
> >wayne
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3551198.4824677.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=

1705032144:HM/A=1663535/R=0/SIG=11ps6rfef/*http://www.ediets.com/star
t.cfm?code=30504&media=atkins>11e57e1.jpg

> >11e5882.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group

/RS7000/

> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com

> >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com

> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
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> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10703|10703|2003-07-17 01:39:16|okoyemaya|Let us demand not beg !|
Is there anybody familiar with laws, rules and regulations ? We have 
new laws in European Community giving the customers much more rights. 
Why not put some pressure on Yamaha instead of begging. There is 
something that RS does not deliver and it is not a bug, the function 
promised in publicity and manual does not work. That is importing 
RM1x files. After somebody mentioned it, I tested and it is a fact 
that RS crushes on pattern parts changes. Could be reason good enough 
to receive full refund. I do not think Yamaha would like few hundred 
or more European customers returning their units for full refund. So 
little pressure to get new OS. It is milder then racehorse head in 
the bed of Mr. Takanakakaka or whatever his name. Otherwise it is 
still better then selling it on Ebay loosing 50% when the new box 
comes. So we do not have much to loose.
Let us do something effective other the writing emails that go 
directly to recycling section of Yamaha.
Okoyem
| 10704|10703|2003-07-17 01:54:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
On Thursday 17 July 2003 09:39, okoyemaya wrote:

> Is there anybody familiar with laws, rules and
> regulations ? We have new laws in European Community
> giving the customers much more rights. Why not put some
> pressure on Yamaha instead of begging. There is something
> that RS does not deliver and it is not a bug, the
> function promised in publicity and manual does not work.
> That is importing RM1x files. After somebody mentioned
> it, I tested and it is a fact that RS crushes on pattern
> parts changes. Could be reason good enough to receive
> full refund. I do not think Yamaha would like few hundred
> or more European customers returning their units for full
> refund. So 

I personally don't care about the RM1x import feature, but 
if this is really a bug, and the law allows us to sue 
Yahama for it, all you can demand from them is to fix 
*that* bug.

But even more important, I don't *want* to sue Yamaha for a 
new OS. I hate this kind of practice, and would only use it 
if the company would really have left us in the dark, like 
Akai is treating the MPC4000 owners.

I'm very pleased with my RS, and I think Yamaha did a 
remarkable good job with the RS, even in its first release 
of the OS. 

Note that this is just my personal opinion. I'll make that 
list anyway. But I won't participate in any legal action 
against Yamaha. Imo, they don't deserve that (regarding the 
RS).

- Robert
| 10705|10703|2003-07-17 02:17:53|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
This is one of the more constructive idea I heard! I'm gonna check my 
country's (france) laws. I think you are completely right we have here a 
way to pressure yamy.

okoyemaya wrote:

>Is there anybody familiar with laws, rules and regulations ? We have 
>new laws in European Community giving the customers much more rights. 
>Why not put some pressure on Yamaha instead of begging. There is 
>something that RS does not deliver and it is not a bug, the function 
>promised in publicity and manual does not work. That is importing 
>RM1x files. After somebody mentioned it, I tested and it is a fact 
>that RS crushes on pattern parts changes. Could be reason good enough 
>to receive full refund. I do not think Yamaha would like few hundred 
>or more European customers returning their units for full refund. So 
>little pressure to get new OS. It is milder then racehorse head in 
>the bed of Mr. Takanakakaka or whatever his name. Otherwise it is 
>still better then selling it on Ebay loosing 50% when the new box 
>comes. So we do not have much to loose.
>Let us do something effective other the writing emails that go 
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>directly to recycling section of Yamaha.
>Okoyem
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10706|10703|2003-07-17 02:44:43|wildemar|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
Why do people have to be so ungratefull about everything? A few years ago 
noone could ever dream of owning a machine like the RS. It's a full grown seq, 
a sampler, and a synth.
Hey! We have the bomb sitting in our studios and still there are folks who cant 
get their mouths full. Why should we hate Yamaha for not making a perfect 
machine? Thats ridiculous, because nothing is ever perfect. The first Fender 
electric guitars (on that matter: most current ones also) were pretty much planks 
with strings attached, and still they are said to be wonderful. Noone ever had 
the idea to sue Leo Fender for not making a perfect guitar. I know this 
argument is a bit spurious, but you get the idea.
To do some butt-kissing on Roberts account, you can of course demand either 
a refund or a fix for the RM1x bug, but thats it. You cannot damand anything 
else (new features etc.) just by saying: "Oh, and while you're at it ..."
What it comes down to is this: Noone deserves anything, exept what's been 
promised to them. We (and you I guess) bought this machine for what we were 
told it can do, and that is the only thing we can demand. And it does pretty 
much anything it's supposed to, right (exept the rm1x and the slicing thing)?

So concerning new features we only have three options: begging, persuading 
or cracking. In that order.

Wildemar

>On Thursday 17 July 2003 09:39, okoyemaya wrote:
>> Is there anybody familiar with laws, rules and
>> regulations ? We have new laws in European Community
>> giving the customers much more rights. Why not put some
>> pressure on Yamaha instead of begging. There is something
>> that RS does not deliver and it is not a bug, the
>> function promised in publicity and manual does not work.
>> That is importing RM1x files. After somebody mentioned
>> it, I tested and it is a fact that RS crushes on pattern
>> parts changes. Could be reason good enough to receive
>> full refund. I do not think Yamaha would like few hundred
>> or more European customers returning their units for full
>> refund. So 
>
>I personally don't care about the RM1x import feature, but 
>if this is really a bug, and the law allows us to sue 
>Yahama for it, all you can demand from them is to fix 
>*that* bug.
>
>But even more important, I don't *want* to sue Yamaha for a 
>new OS. I hate this kind of practice, and would only use it 
>if the company would really have left us in the dark, like 
>Akai is treating the MPC4000 owners.
>
>I'm very pleased with my RS, and I think Yamaha did a 
>remarkable good job with the RS, even in its first release 
>of the OS. 
>
>Note that this is just my personal opinion. I'll make that 
>list anyway. But I won't participate in any legal action 
>against Yamaha. Imo, they don't deserve that (regarding the 
>RS).
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>
>- Robert

| 10707|10693|2003-07-17 06:38:03|nicolas guery|Re: Patch name script RAR files|
here is the patch script works fine but take care if u use it under cubase sx u must go to wwww.cubase.net to read the faq if u have 1.6 version

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Wayne 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2003 9:30 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Patch name script RAR files

i'll give that a try thanks
> Are you using winrar 3?
> 
> Matt.
> 
> At 10:19 AM 16/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >everytime i download the Patch name script RAR files from the 
files
> >section they don't unpac correctly. i have tried many times. can
> >anyone email them to me or update them if possible.
> >
> >cheers
> >wayne
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3551198.4824677.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=
1705032144:HM/A=1663535/R=0/SIG=11ps6rfef/*http://www.ediets.com/star
t.cfm?code=30504&media=atkins>11e57e1.jpg
> >11e5882.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10708|10703|2003-07-17 06:46:34|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
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wildemar wrote:

>Why do people have to be so ungratefull about everything? A few years ago 
>noone could ever dream of owning a machine like the RS. It's a full grown seq, 
>a sampler, and a synth.
>

the new concept is the groovebox stuff: putting lots of controllers 
(knobs) on the machine, but asrx and mpc2000 (and a emu SP something if 
I remember well), already did sampler, synth and sequencer since long

>Hey! We have the bomb sitting in our studios and still there are folks who cant 
>get their mouths full. Why should we hate Yamaha for not making a perfect 
>machine? Thats ridiculous, because nothing is ever perfect. The first Fender 
>electric guitars (on that matter: most current ones also) were pretty much planks 
>with strings attached, and still they are said to be wonderful. Noone ever had 
>the idea to sue Leo Fender for not making a perfect guitar. I know this 
>argument is a bit spurious, but you get the idea.
>

yes this argument is surprising... I think you're talking about 
"technological progress", with the RS, the best example I can give due 
to my personal case as a proof that they didn't respect that is about 
the looping stuff: why only a non ergonomic slicer while automatically 
pitched or timestretched loops are implemented on older machines... are 
they just lazy or do they think I will buy a SU700 to be able to have 
such loops? And the arpeggiator? do they think I will buy a Motif?

>To do some butt-kissing on Roberts account, you can of course demand either 
>a refund or a fix for the RM1x bug, but thats it. You cannot damand anything 
>else (new features etc.) just by saying: "Oh, and while you're at it ..."
>What it comes down to is this: Noone deserves anything, exept what's been 
>promised to them. We (and you I guess) bought this machine for what we were 
>told it can do, and that is the only thing we can demand. And it does pretty 
>much anything it's supposed to, right (exept the rm1x and the slicing thing)?
>

my point of view about that is that they just wanked with the OS and 
minimized the developement as much as they can, just because what makes 
people buy this machine is not because it's a good machine but because 
it's the cheapest in this category (full production groovebox units)

>
>So concerning new features we only have three options: begging, persuading 
>or cracking. In that order.
>
>Wildemar
>

If they pay people to develop the OS a little more we can hope they'll 
implement a few other stuff too (ex: the filters in last update)

>
>
> 
>
>>On Thursday 17 July 2003 09:39, okoyemaya wrote:
>> 
>>
>>>Is there anybody familiar with laws, rules and
>>>regulations ? We have new laws in European Community
>>>giving the customers much more rights. Why not put some
>>>pressure on Yamaha instead of begging. There is something
>>>that RS does not deliver and it is not a bug, the
>>>function promised in publicity and manual does not work.
>>>That is importing RM1x files. After somebody mentioned
>>>it, I tested and it is a fact that RS crushes on pattern
>>>parts changes. Could be reason good enough to receive
>>>full refund. I do not think Yamaha would like few hundred
>>>or more European customers returning their units for full
>>>refund. So 
>>> 
>>>
>>I personally don't care about the RM1x import feature, but 
>>if this is really a bug, and the law allows us to sue 
>>Yahama for it, all you can demand from them is to fix 
>>*that* bug.



>>
>>But even more important, I don't *want* to sue Yamaha for a 
>>new OS. I hate this kind of practice, and would only use it 
>>if the company would really have left us in the dark, like 
>>Akai is treating the MPC4000 owners.
>>
>>I'm very pleased with my RS, and I think Yamaha did a 
>>remarkable good job with the RS, even in its first release 
>>of the OS. 
>>
>>Note that this is just my personal opinion. I'll make that 
>>list anyway. But I won't participate in any legal action 
>>against Yamaha. Imo, they don't deserve that (regarding the 
>>RS).
>>
>>- Robert
>> 
>>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10709|10703|2003-07-17 07:37:20|okoyemaya|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
Please do not insult Leo even mentioning him along with Yamaha. DX7 
is the only classic machine they have ever made. That is exactly what 
RS is not, even RM1X is closer to something well done. I use RS but I 
paid , even overpaid for it and. There is nothing to be grateful or 
ungrateful. If I come to a gig forgetting instrument or couple of 
musicians the clients have reasons to pay me less. It is just an idea 
why not to try to get something ? Personally I will have my own ways 
and get stuff from them or other companies for free or the cost 
price. Though in the endorsment world nothing is really for free 
anyway, there are hooks too.
I just think of us as community, i see other forums and there is 
nothing like these 2 (I mean people) if I was manufacturer I would 
look daily into them. But let us face it Yamaha is not purely music 
company it is not Clavia or Waldorf, they make boats , motobikes, 
toothbrushes so our RS is not too important anyway.
Mistake they make is that stage visibility of the name has certain 
influence on sells of the products which really bring income- like 
home keyboards so seeing Motif with Santana, Stevie Wonder or 
Jamiroquai has some value. Maybe I am wrong but judging from quality 
of music delivered by members of these forums the percentage of users 
that make it or will make it to the stage with RS is probably higher 
then of any other electonic instruments users.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Why do people have to be so ungratefull about everything? A few 
years ago 
> noone could ever dream of owning a machine like the RS. It's a full 
grown seq, 
> a sampler, and a synth.
> Hey! We have the bomb sitting in our studios and still there are 
folks who cant 
> get their mouths full. Why should we hate Yamaha for not making a 
perfect 
> machine? Thats ridiculous, because nothing is ever perfect. The 
first Fender 
> electric guitars (on that matter: most current ones also) were 
pretty much planks 
> with strings attached, and still they are said to be wonderful. 
Noone ever had 
> the idea to sue Leo Fender for not making a perfect guitar. I know 
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this 
> argument is a bit spurious, but you get the idea.
> To do some butt-kissing on Roberts account, you can of course 
demand either 
> a refund or a fix for the RM1x bug, but thats it. You cannot damand 
anything 
> else (new features etc.) just by saying: "Oh, and while you're at 
it ..."
> What it comes down to is this: Noone deserves anything, exept 
what's been 
> promised to them. We (and you I guess) bought this machine for what 
we were 
> told it can do, and that is the only thing we can demand. And it 
does pretty 
> much anything it's supposed to, right (exept the rm1x and the 
slicing thing)?
> 
> So concerning new features we only have three options: begging, 
persuading 
> or cracking. In that order.
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> >On Thursday 17 July 2003 09:39, okoyemaya wrote:
> >> Is there anybody familiar with laws, rules and
> >> regulations ? We have new laws in European Community
> >> giving the customers much more rights. Why not put some
> >> pressure on Yamaha instead of begging. There is something
> >> that RS does not deliver and it is not a bug, the
> >> function promised in publicity and manual does not work.
> >> That is importing RM1x files. After somebody mentioned
> >> it, I tested and it is a fact that RS crushes on pattern
> >> parts changes. Could be reason good enough to receive
> >> full refund. I do not think Yamaha would like few hundred
> >> or more European customers returning their units for full
> >> refund. So 
> >
> >I personally don't care about the RM1x import feature, but 
> >if this is really a bug, and the law allows us to sue 
> >Yahama for it, all you can demand from them is to fix 
> >*that* bug.
> >
> >But even more important, I don't *want* to sue Yamaha for a 
> >new OS. I hate this kind of practice, and would only use it 
> >if the company would really have left us in the dark, like 
> >Akai is treating the MPC4000 owners.
> >
> >I'm very pleased with my RS, and I think Yamaha did a 
> >remarkable good job with the RS, even in its first release 
> >of the OS. 
> >
> >Note that this is just my personal opinion. I'll make that 
> >list anyway. But I won't participate in any legal action 
> >against Yamaha. Imo, they don't deserve that (regarding the 
> >RS).
> >
> >- Robert

| 10710|10710|2003-07-17 11:36:39|Alex|demanding and such|
let's go step by step, i think that first off is making this letter filled with our petitions, and this should be done formally and without any ungratefulness.... we should send
that letter as the community we are, and i think we are a large community. i don't know if yamaha thinks about this, but if they can't satisfy us (don't forget we are the
costumers), most of us won't give good reviews to users wanting to buy the next box. and lots of products have failed because of bad publicity (erm... mc what?).

if they get out another box, we should make them consider that this should be os compatible with rs, motif, or whatever so we can benefit also from it when the new box is
delivered. this would make a continuity on yamaha products and would enlarge the life time of them. 

i bought rs when os 1.2 was delivered, i was pleased about it becase i thought, wow a company that cares about it's products... but afair, they said there were releasing os
2.0 and what they did was 1.2 ... what happened? they got half the way through only?

to sue them is an option but should be the last one. now we don't have any relation with yamaha, if we begin one (or if they let us begin one), it should be with respect
from one to the other. 

let's act all as one. we are a bunch of people that can give support to this.. let's contact with everyone from yahoo, rs7k.org and the rs motiforum...

alex.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10711|10711|2003-07-17 11:57:15|mmittner|huh?|



hey, sorry, but it seems to be a bit too sunny these days i suppose. 
sue yamaha? this is getting ridiculous, really. 'nuff said.

-mike
| 10712|10710|2003-07-17 14:21:13|djruss|Re: demanding and such|
Does everybody at least have OS 1.7?
You should.
-djr

on 7/17/03 10:58 AM, Alex at abazan@filnet.es wrote:

let's go step by step, i think that first off is making this letter filled
with our petitions, and this should be done formally and without any
ungratefulness.... we should send that letter as the community we are, and i
think we are a large community. i don't know if yamaha thinks about this,
but if they can't satisfy us (don't forget we are the costumers), most of us
won't give good reviews to users wanting to buy the next box. and lots of
products have failed because of bad publicity (erm... mc what?).

if they get out another box, we should make them consider that this should
be os compatible with rs, motif, or whatever so we can benefit also from it
when the new box is delivered. this would make a continuity on yamaha
products and would enlarge the life time of them.

i bought rs when os 1.2 was delivered, i was pleased about it becase i
thought, wow a company that cares about it's products... but afair, they
said there were releasing os 2.0 and what they did was 1.2 ... what
happened? they got half the way through only?

to sue them is an option but should be the last one. now we don't have any
relation with yamaha, if we begin one (or if they let us begin one), it
should be with respect from one to the other.

let's act all as one. we are a bunch of people that can give support to
this.. let's contact with everyone from yahoo, rs7k.org and the rs
motiforum...

alex.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10713|10688|2003-07-17 18:48:31|Latif|Re: OT: yihoooo getting VL70-m :-)|
WOW!!! this unit really sounds awsumeeee
this synth engine is what shouldbe
inside the RS next to the AWM synth
man almost feel like ripping the guts
out of this module and fix it inside the RS
too bad there's not enough space for it ...lol :P

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> I'm getting a VL70m this thursday
> including the WX5 wind-controller
> for around 600 euro's
> That thing sounds amazing!!! well..., 
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> if you can appreciate wind instruments like i do.
> Virtual Acoustic synth elements can be added to
> any of the sound-sources to create weird sounds with wind 
> characteristics.... hmmm, can't wait :-)
> 
> Latif

| 10714|10671|2003-07-17 21:40:44|Latif|Re: OS requests, sort of closed.|
Hey Robert, i found 2 extra 
items worth considering,

1/ maybe allready discussed,
when TG for track is set to OFF
because track is set ti output to
midi only, then the parameter display
is also disabled (LED), this is rediculous 
and a bit controversial, i mean when tweaking
the 'cut off' for instance i would like to to 
see the read-out while i'm focused on the RS, 
and not have to go digg into the screen of the 
external module to see how far i set the value of the 'cut-off'...

2/ 'SHOW EXCLUSIVE' this is actually a very neat feature i found 
inside the VL70m
when you have one of the (fx) parameters activated (on screen)
a double button combination show the sysex string for that parameter
when pressed, now since they at Yamaha decided to disable fx parameter
recording as was enabled on the RM1X, the least thing they could do, 
is enable such a feature as i found in the VL70m for the RS700.
how? suppose you are in the fx setting screen, effect selected is Lo-
Fi, 
parameter 1:FREQ.CONTROL ===> shift+F1 ====> shows sysex string with 
HEX value corresponding to the selected value in the parameter :D
this would eleminate and i quote as stated by Yamaha in their own 
VL70m manual: 
'....until now, the process of using sysex was tedious: find the 
required parameter in the midi documentation, figure out what data 
string is required to perform desired operation, and so on. Show 
Excluaive shows the required string immediatly...'

hmmm... somehow i couldn't agree more with their own words :-)))

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Okay guys, I hope most of you have had their say now. I'm 
> gonna take all emails and list them in a document (give me 
> a couple of days). 
> 
> Then, we'll have to decide which of these requests are the 
> most important and realistic. My guess is that anything 
> that takes more than a little tweak in the code won't make 
> it. But's that's just my guess.
> 
> - Robert

| 10715|10671|2003-07-18 03:23:40|om_audio|Re: OS requests, sort of closed.|
I like your suggestions Latif- although I'm not sure how I would use 
#2- 

I have to say it made me remember one I would really like but forgot 
to add- 

Midi filter setting to apply to the TG on incoming midi data- not 
just filter to the sequencer- 

I sure am glad you are happy with your new gear- let's hear an 
RS/VL70m track soon!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Hey Robert, i found 2 extra 
> items worth considering,

| 10716|10710|2003-07-18 05:00:27|wildemar|Re: demanding and such|
What?
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Explain please ...

Wildemar numb

Am 17.07.2003 21:34:47, schrieb djruss <djruss@bitstream.net>:

>Does everybody at least have OS 1.7?
>You should.
>-djr
>
>
>
>on 7/17/03 10:58 AM, Alex at abazan@filnet.es wrote:
>
>let's go step by step, i think that first off is making this letter filled
>with our petitions, and this should be done formally and without any
>ungratefulness.... we should send that letter as the community we are, and i
>think we are a large community. i don't know if yamaha thinks about this,
>but if they can't satisfy us (don't forget we are the costumers), most of us
>won't give good reviews to users wanting to buy the next box. and lots of
>products have failed because of bad publicity (erm... mc what?).
>
>if they get out another box, we should make them consider that this should
>be os compatible with rs, motif, or whatever so we can benefit also from it
>when the new box is delivered. this would make a continuity on yamaha
>products and would enlarge the life time of them.
>
>i bought rs when os 1.2 was delivered, i was pleased about it becase i
>thought, wow a company that cares about it's products... but afair, they
>said there were releasing os 2.0 and what they did was 1.2 ... what
>happened? they got half the way through only?
>
>to sue them is an option but should be the last one. now we don't have any
>relation with yamaha, if we begin one (or if they let us begin one), it
>should be with respect from one to the other.
>
>let's act all as one. we are a bunch of people that can give support to
>this.. let's contact with everyone from yahoo, rs7k.org and the rs
>motiforum...
>
>alex.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10717|10703|2003-07-18 05:47:00|okoyemaya|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Why do people have to be so ungratefull about everything? A few 

years ago 
Gratitude is a beatiful feeling, I agree with you in philosophical 
sense, every breath I take, food and water, a walk in a forest, swim 
in the ocean... you name it, great, it is very healthy thing. But we 
talk here about a product, piece of electronic that is not even a 
musical instrument. It is nothing more then a piece of paper and a 
feather were to Bach. Could be that he wept thinking of the goose 
that gave life for his Fuga, was he really grateful ? Yamaha receives 
our money and that is OK that is the deal, reality. The customers 
expect that product that work. If RS was a car they would have to 
take it back, it is not so when it crushes you switch it off and then 
load the stuff from your backup. If you experienced enough you will 
have more then one. I live with it , use it but I am not anymore 
grateful then for the stool I sit on, or esspreso I sip ( honestly is 
heavenly delicious). I find no reason to adore RS, find nothing 
esthetically appealing about it. Not like when I saw real 
Stradivarius first time ever, which in its very form impressed me 
deeply ( though I am not violinist), not even like my newest Kangol 
or Armani shades that I bought last week. RS7000 is not a masterpiece 
even by Yamaha standards, it is usable, it is easier to use then lots 
of other stuff, it is cheaper too. It could work better, I do not 
mean wishful thinking but technical reality. 
We could try to get something out of Yamaha one way or the other, I 
do not even expect anything for free, I am ready to pay for any extra 
features that may be useful to me. Yamaha is an enterprise, they have 
right to the profits, I do not expect them to love me, neither they 
expect our gratitude.
If there is not support I will not hesitate to check it with my 
lawyer to get the refund ( on the RM1X files crush ground). I am not 
stupid to sue them, have no interest and time for that, just take RS, 
the bill, get my money and buy something that works better.
If I do my job right I get paid and can buy whatever I want inclusive 
Yamaha products, it is my right. If they do not do their job right 
then will get the return, if the reasons are strong enough.
Keep loving your RS and whatever other objects though I would humbly 
recommend living beings. Does Yamaha love you back ?
Okoyem
| 10718|10718|2003-07-18 16:31:47|pabst dieter|greetings from Menorca|
Hi to all,

my name is Dieter, am a german guy and I run a little
musicstudio on the beautifull Island of Menorca,
Baleares, Spain. Equipped with Mac G3, VST 24,
Ensonique ASR 10, 2xS-760 Roland samplers, JV 1080,
Studio 4, digigesign Soundcard, GP 16 Roland, 3630
Alesis Compressor, RA 100 Amp, Allen & Heath good old
16 channel Mixer, mics, Tascam DA-30, lot of
rom-material, my guitarre, bad Monitorspeakers.
Play git since 35 years and the basic keyboards. Here
a friend of mine, NICK INMAN works with a RM 1 x we
use this for to play dubs live with a singer (Jiles
Jackson) and Sergio (Sax). I was fascinated and decide
to buy a RS 7000. SHE is comeing next week. I will use
this machine for all the fine material Ihave in my
head. Integrateing this in my studio I start to go new
ways.
Greeting to all other RS ler.
Dieter

___________________________________________________
Yahoo! Messenger - Nueva versión GRATIS
Super Webcam, voz, caritas animadas, y más...
http://messenger.yahoo.es
| 10719|10718|2003-07-18 17:01:32|Latif|Re: greetings from Menorca|
Yo Dieter,
sounds like the place to be man!
music, sunshine and beach yihoooo
have fun with the RS and dropin here sometime
don't forget to checkout the FAQ documentation
in the files section.
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, pabst dieter wrote:
> Hi to all,
> 
> my name is Dieter, am a german guy and I run a little
> musicstudio on the beautifull Island of Menorca,
> Baleares, Spain. Equipped with Mac G3, VST 24,
> Ensonique ASR 10, 2xS-760 Roland samplers, JV 1080,
> Studio 4, digigesign Soundcard, GP 16 Roland, 3630
> Alesis Compressor, RA 100 Amp, Allen & Heath good old
> 16 channel Mixer, mics, Tascam DA-30, lot of
> rom-material, my guitarre, bad Monitorspeakers.
> Play git since 35 years and the basic keyboards. Here
> a friend of mine, NICK INMAN works with a RM 1 x we
> use this for to play dubs live with a singer (Jiles
> Jackson) and Sergio (Sax). I was fascinated and decide
> to buy a RS 7000. SHE is comeing next week. I will use
> this machine for all the fine material Ihave in my
> head. Integrateing this in my studio I start to go new
> ways.
> Greeting to all other RS ler.
> Dieter
> 
> ___________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Messenger - Nueva versión GRATIS
> Super Webcam, voz, caritas animadas, y más...
> http://messenger.yahoo.es

| 10720|10703|2003-07-18 17:16:36|wildemar|Re: Let us demand not beg !|
Ok, nice response :-)
I see your point of course, and I'm totally with you on that.

It only seemed in your original post that you wanted to force yamaha to 
implement new features in the course of fixing that bug (which eventually they 
HAVE to do - at least for the sake of meeting the product description).

Ok, then ... you want your refund? Go geddem, Tiger!
And better hurry, before they fix it.
;-)

Wildemar

Am 18.07.2003 13:46:48, schrieb "okoyemaya" <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in>:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Why do people have to be so ungratefull about everything? A few 
>years ago 
>Gratitude is a beatiful feeling, I agree with you in philosophical 
>sense, every breath I take, food and water, a walk in a forest, swim 
>in the ocean... you name it, great, it is very healthy thing. But we 
>talk here about a product, piece of electronic that is not even a 
>musical instrument. It is nothing more then a piece of paper and a 
>feather were to Bach. Could be that he wept thinking of the goose 
>that gave life for his Fuga, was he really grateful ? Yamaha receives 
>our money and that is OK that is the deal, reality. The customers 
>expect that product that work. If RS was a car they would have to 
>take it back, it is not so when it crushes you switch it off and then 
>load the stuff from your backup. If you experienced enough you will 
>have more then one. I live with it , use it but I am not anymore 
>grateful then for the stool I sit on, or esspreso I sip ( honestly is 
>heavenly delicious). I find no reason to adore RS, find nothing 
>esthetically appealing about it. Not like when I saw real 
>Stradivarius first time ever, which in its very form impressed me 
>deeply ( though I am not violinist), not even like my newest Kangol 
>or Armani shades that I bought last week. RS7000 is not a masterpiece 
>even by Yamaha standards, it is usable, it is easier to use then lots 
>of other stuff, it is cheaper too. It could work better, I do not 
>mean wishful thinking but technical reality. 
>We could try to get something out of Yamaha one way or the other, I 
>do not even expect anything for free, I am ready to pay for any extra 
>features that may be useful to me. Yamaha is an enterprise, they have 
>right to the profits, I do not expect them to love me, neither they 
>expect our gratitude.
>If there is not support I will not hesitate to check it with my 
>lawyer to get the refund ( on the RM1X files crush ground). I am not 
>stupid to sue them, have no interest and time for that, just take RS, 
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>the bill, get my money and buy something that works better.
>If I do my job right I get paid and can buy whatever I want inclusive 
>Yamaha products, it is my right. If they do not do their job right 
>then will get the return, if the reasons are strong enough.
>Keep loving your RS and whatever other objects though I would humbly 
>recommend living beings. Does Yamaha love you back ?
>Okoyem
>
>
>
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>
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>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10721|10721|2003-07-18 21:16:12|Rob Blue|Anyone have tips on how to get music out?|
Anyone here have some tips on how to get their electronic (music) act 
out to the public? Seems most clubs want bands (ie rock groups) and 
the pool of people that listen to electronic music is small.

Thanks!
| 10722|10721|2003-07-18 21:39:05|dopamine|Re: Anyone have tips on how to get music out?|
Well that's pretty vague and the response is quite broad! ;-)

In my experience, uploading every track you do to a website is not the 
answer, so I won't go into all the mp3 sites.

Umm, self promotion would be the ticket! Get some cd's mastered and printed 
up, hand them out to shops, record stores, dj's, friends and genereally 
anyone with a bit of influence or good contacts! Try and get gigs anyway 
you can, do them for free. See if there are any band agencies interested in 
electronic outfits, you never know the times are changing!

Matt.

At 03:16 AM 19/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Anyone here have some tips on how to get their electronic (music) act
>out to the public? Seems most clubs want bands (ie rock groups) and
>the pool of people that listen to electronic music is small.
>
>Thanks!
>
>
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>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10723|10721|2003-07-19 03:54:37|wildemar|Re: Anyone have tips on how to get music out?|
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Well, maybe you should start a band then :-)

Seriously, if clubowners want a band ... give'em one. Y'know, just a few people 
to help you perform your music ... I'm sure you have more than one piece of 
equipment so you can share responsibilities on stage. (one person per 
synth/sampler, one for the RS, one for vocals ...)
If thats not suitable, maybe you can convince some nice looking ladies (well 
and gentlemen also) to act as stagedancers for you.
I think most club owners simply think that one person on stage may be boring 
(which is stupid of course).

Oh and I've heard people also tried acting as their own managers (on the 
phone) so to impress club owners a little more (they'll likely give a more 
important act the gig over a guy that just asks: "Can I play, please?").

And yet another way: Dont go out looking for clubs to play, but play at friends 
parties or such. Eventually you might meet someone there who knows a club 
owner personally ... or is one.

Well thats all I can think of right now ... maybe its a start.
Goog luck :-)
Wildemar

Am 19.07.2003 05:16:07, schrieb "Rob Blue" <djrobblue@yahoo.com>:

>Anyone here have some tips on how to get their electronic (music) act 
>out to the public? Seems most clubs want bands (ie rock groups) and 
>the pool of people that listen to electronic music is small.
>
>Thanks!

| 10724|10606|2003-07-19 04:04:19|wildemar|Re: OT: Cant get anymore irrelevant than this ...|
Hey, this cast HUGE waves, now didnt it?
I guess thats pretty much the answer :-)

So now then: Let the sexist in you come to a bloom! No gals here to wash you 
down ;-)
Time to drop our pants and scratch our asses, fellas.

have a good time :-)
Wildemar

Am 09.07.2003 22:38:30, schrieb wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de>:

>... but I'm still curious:
>
>How many women are there?
>Well, here actaully ;-)
>
>I'm wondering, 'cause usually electronic music (as electronics themselves) are 
>considered male playground, and from what I've experienced women often 
>even shy away from that stuff all along (saying "Women and technics ...").
>
>So please let me know, maybe even point to your website or whatever. I'd like 
>to see how 'female' RS music differs from 'male' RS music. Nothing sexist, I'm 
>really interested in that sort of thing.
>
>Lets hear it :-)
>Vil de Mar
>
>
>
>
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| 10725|10725|2003-07-19 05:00:14|Robert van der Kamp|OS request list online today|
Hi all,

looks like we got some 60 requests. I'm working on them 
right now, and I will make them available today (unless the 
moon hits my house).

- Robert
| 10726|10726|2003-07-19 05:10:42|Oscar Finch|Mmmmm Korg i think I love you ...|
Anybody who has ever used the Electribes will now how great they are for live work. 
Especially tweeling on the fly ,mixing up patterns etc etc .... 
Namm has started and I might just upgrade my E-tribes to these 2 babies ;) 
The SX would free up ram space in the RS7000 with it's individual drum hits and the like ;) 
The MX could do bass ,acid lines ,additive ,VPM etc etc 
Your RS7000's sep outs could be routed through the Valves and SX/MX internal effects. 
RS7K ram could be devoted to more acoustic based samples ,loops ,seq+note instrumentation and the like. 
They look kinda sexy with the retro 303 style knobs on them too and you could keep a mug of coffe warm on the valave plate lol.

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10727|10727|2003-07-19 06:00:12|Robert van der Kamp|OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Okay guys, 

the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.

Based on your selections, I will re-arrange the document, so 
that it can be prepared so send to president Bu... ^H^H 
errr... Yamaha.

ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

- Robert
| 10728|10727|2003-07-19 06:15:46|dopamine|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Thanks Robert, it'll take me some time to decide on ten favourites but i'm 
sure i'll manage!

Matt.

At 02:00 PM 19/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>Okay guys,
>
>the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:
>
><http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>
>Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all
>take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10
>most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
>
>For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>
>Based on your selections, I will re-arrange the document, so
>that it can be prepared so send to president Bu... ^H^H
>errr... Yamaha.
>
>ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>
>- Robert
>
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>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10729|10727|2003-07-19 07:23:13|WThor|AW: [RS7000] OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
1
2
14
15
28
21
39
40
53
59

Greetings, WThor
| 10730|10727|2003-07-19 08:30:41|faxorgy|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
In my mind several areas are repetead here so heres my top ten ..

1) 2&3 - should be combined into a single idea - Latif's idea rocks 
but if you could then embed that as into a phrase TG header
also it would be over the top.

2)4&5&6 - should be combined as one sample edit recoding within the 
context of advanced sample editing ideas/ also tack the
sample audtion idea into this one also

3)17 & 48 - essentially going on about the same thing. I didn't
explain myself well though I meant a midi controller 
modulation matrix akin to a Latronic Notron where various
midi data interact to create some insane synth like modular
parameter tweeks of both the TG and sample voices.
This can make crappy synth voices sound very AMAZING lol.

4) number 10

5) number 9

6) number 15

7) number 24

8) number 22

9) number 26 

10) number 8

Sorry if that's bending the rules abit but I do feel those ideas 
could be ammended and molded into single solid concepts for OS design.
| 10731|10727|2003-07-19 12:52:45|Latif|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
thanks Robert,

1
2
3
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9
4
5
6
7
8
10
16
20
32
33
59
60

post your list people!!!! :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Okay guys, 
> 
> the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> 
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> 
> Based on your selections, I will re-arrange the document, so 
> that it can be prepared so send to president Bu... ^H^H 
> errr... Yamaha.
> 
> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> 
> - Robert

| 10732|5597|2003-07-19 13:04:52|Sis|Transpose|
I have a Motif Rack.....has anyone used the 'transpose' as of yet? I can't
find anything in the manuel to tell me how to transpose the key
change.....hmmmmmmm. tia
Sis
| 10733|10727|2003-07-19 14:54:31|om_audio|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Thanks Robert!

First- #19 was a response I made to whoever posted #10- 

2nd- I thought someone requested but I think it must have been before 
this latest request thread- it was to make the encoders when used for 
navigation- to have consistency- I think always having "category" 
and "job" on F1 and F2, but having "cursor" and "value" on F2 and F3 
is what bugs me- why not move "cat" and "val" to F1 and F2 as well- 
anyone agree? Maybe this is what #47 was about?

As for repeat or overlapping wishes- I think Robert is simply giving 
every single comment a place- which is great but I will do a little 
grouping too- 

14
20-32-54
37
40-41-50
58 (no one confirmed this using the supplied file- but it has 
happened many times on my machine- someone load the file!)
53
55
52
51
45

Wow- it was very hard to leave some of those requests out of my list! 

Om
| 10734|10727|2003-07-19 16:06:03|kibocheeks|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
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4
5
6
8
12
16
17
24
37
60

Not perhaps the most likely to be done, but my vote nonetheless.

Cheers.
| 10735|10727|2003-07-20 00:36:31|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
35
42
43
46
50
42-56 (these are the same in fact I think)
41-50 (same)
44
5
9
| 10736|10727|2003-07-20 00:36:43|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
57. More slice divides! Better if channel assignable even! 
56. More arp patterns! Better if user programmable even!

These two are the ones I miss by far the most moving from an MC505 to RS7000. One other I didn't see on the list, was reversible pitch, I miss that a lot too. If it does do
it, make it defaulted.

I don't know if I'll need the rest of the fixes more than these ones in the future or not, I just know I miss these ones right now a lot.

Zam
| 10737|10727|2003-07-20 00:43:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Sunday 20 July 2003 00:39, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> 57. More slice divides! Better if channel assignable
> even! 56. More arp patterns! Better if user programmable
> even!
>
> These two are the ones I miss by far the most moving from
> an MC505 to RS7000. One other I didn't see on the list,
> was reversible pitch, I miss that a lot too. If it does
> do it, make it defaulted.

I'll add that one to the end of the list today, along with 
another one I found.

- Robert
| 10738|10727|2003-07-20 00:59:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Sunday 20 July 2003 00:39, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> These two are the ones I miss by far the most moving from
> an MC505 to RS7000. One other I didn't see on the list,
> was reversible pitch, I miss that a lot too. If it does
> do it, make it defaulted.

There's a REVERSED sample playback mode available. Is that 
what you were looking for?

- Robert
| 10739|10739|2003-07-20 01:24:07|Robert van der Kamp|Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
(without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
the new master entry.

I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
list.

Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
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most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.

ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

Thanks,
Robert (möderøtor)
| 10740|10739|2003-07-20 01:41:44|okoyemaya|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
14
15
46
21
29
24
37
27
28
3
11
| 10741|10739|2003-07-20 01:56:35|daslemma|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
5
20
8
4
2
| 10742|10727|2003-07-20 02:01:03|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
In a message dated 7/20/2003 12:59:51 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
robnet@wxs.nl writes:

> There's a REVERSED sample playback mode available. Is that 
> what you were looking for?

No, sorry I want the pitch knob to reverse fully like on the 505. When 
turned all the way to the left on the 505 it is a perfect reverse of any note 
played on that channel, nothing to do with sampleing. I think its a matter of how 
fast, slow or eventually reversal. All I can say, is for the full effect of 
what I'm thinking about is to check out an MC505 and how the pitch knob works.

Sorry cant be more detailed, I just know the mc505s pitch knob rules the 
rs7k.

Zamise
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10743|10727|2003-07-20 02:07:40|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Sunday 20 July 2003 09:57, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> No, sorry I want the pitch knob to reverse fully like on
> the 505. When turned all the way to the left on the 505
> it is a perfect reverse of any note played on that
> channel, nothing to do with sampleing. I think its a
> matter of how fast, slow or eventually reversal. All I
> can say, is for the full effect of what I'm thinking
> about is to check out an MC505 and how the pitch knob
> works.

I just added your entry to the list.

- Robert
| 10744|10727|2003-07-20 03:15:38|om_audio|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Sounds like being able to reverse the notes from the TG, no? 
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> In a message dated 7/20/2003 12:59:51 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> robnet@w... writes:
> 
> > There's a REVERSED sample playback mode available. Is that 
> > what you were looking for?
> 
> No, sorry I want the pitch knob to reverse fully like on the 505. 
When 
> turned all the way to the left on the 505 it is a perfect reverse 

mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


of any note 
> played on that channel, nothing to do with sampleing.

| 10745|10727|2003-07-20 04:20:22|rsmus7|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Hi Robert,

Thank you for all your work, 
here is my list:

2
8
11
20
24
29
31
42 / 56
44
59

Stephan
| 10746|10739|2003-07-20 06:57:28|trapstate|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
> (without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
> the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
> the new master entry.
> 
> I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
> list.
> 
> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 

Hello Robert

I think I still miss two entries:

1: Fill a drumkit from a folder by selecting the option "all" in the 
sample load page, instead of copying the samples one at a time

2: "Clear unused samples" job for a track/phrase, to remove unused 
samples from memory 

Anyway, thanks for your work. I'll just wait if these two are added 
before my selection.

Paul
Thanks for your work Robert
| 10747|10727|2003-07-20 07:19:58|wildemar|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Am 19.07.2003 20:52:42, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

>thanks Robert,
>
>1
>2
>3
>9
>4
>5
>6
>7
>8
>10
>16
>20
>32
>33
>59
>60
>
>Latif
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Correct me if I'm wrong, but thats 16 ...
Boy Latif, your count goes sedecimal (hexadecimal), thats impressive ;-)

:-D

But yeah, its hard deciding on just a few ... :-/

c.u.
Wildemar
| 10748|10739|2003-07-20 07:20:03|wildemar|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
2
9
14
18
20
28
30
31
33
59

Thx for all the work man! Much appreciated.

Wildemar
(btw, Vanity just asks me to tell you that its Wildemar, not WildeRmar ;-)
| 10749|10727|2003-07-20 13:43:37|Bob Maggot|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Hello,

I really am happy with the RS, but given the
opportunity to make ten improvements - I would choose
the following (not in order of priority)

2 - more steps in grid mode / cc parameter grid edit 
4 - crossfade looping
5 - loop point modulation
18 - Set end loop point / play to sample end at key
off
20 - knob hook
22 - fix FX bugs
24 - 3 var fx would be nice, but personally I dont
believe the RS hardware can handle much more.
42 - improve arpeggiator
51 - adjust quantize during record
60 - show sysex string (or how about knob control of
sysex string variables so I can record FX changes
realtime without a seperate controller)

I also have to say access to the OS source code would
be nice, but is very unlikely to happen.

Good Luck!

-SMS

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
SBC Yahoo! DSL - Now only $29.95 per month!
http://sbc.yahoo.com
| 10750|10727|2003-07-20 13:43:42|Oscar Finch|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
And I'd hate to spoil the party but I forgot my one LAST request too. 
This could be put in the phrase job section after beatstretch. 
MIRROR PHRASE - mirrored compositions yield interesting results ;) . 
I would actually like to see phrase mirror .......and in the play effects a reverse sequence function for actually playing track/tracks in reverse midi data sequence . Now I
know some of you could see some insane uses for this ;) . 
Very very different result to actually resampling and reversing the sample. As all notes will play in standard/nominal note on fashion but in reverse sequencial order. 
I will now shut up and beg ,borrow add ,purge and what not any longer. 
Damn if I knew how to write sequncer code I'd write my own damn sequencer for PC with similar RS7000 format ,large graphic interface and all these fantastic features. 
Hmmm now theres a thought Yamaha a CDROM sequencer (software) that's 1000% compatible with all the RS7000's jobs ,menu's functions ,edits ,sample managaement
etc... that we could use with our beloved silver meanies. 
Hell I'd buy a cheap PC just to run a native format user sequncer for the RS7000. 
Hmmmm tasty .

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 10751|10727|2003-07-20 13:43:46|kibocheeks|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Yamaha's own A-series samplers have a similar feature where you can select a
'pitch-bend' mode which causes the sample to reverse at one end of the
pitch-wheel.

----- Original Message -----
From: <Dbeam505@aol.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2003 8:57 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!

> In a message dated 7/20/2003 12:59:51 AM Mountain Standard Time,
> robnet@wxs.nl writes:
>
> > There's a REVERSED sample playback mode available. Is that
> > what you were looking for?
>
> No, sorry I want the pitch knob to reverse fully like on the 505. When
> turned all the way to the left on the 505 it is a perfect reverse of any
note
> played on that channel, nothing to do with sampleing. I think its a
matter of how
> fast, slow or eventually reversal. All I can say, is for the full effect
of
> what I'm thinking about is to check out an MC505 and how the pitch knob
works.
>
> Sorry cant be more detailed, I just know the mc505s pitch knob rules the
> rs7k.
>
> Zamise
> Quantum-Source.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 10752|10727|2003-07-20 14:01:38|Latif|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
yeah FaX this reverse feature is in cubase :-))
and indeed it would be awsome for live use
aswell as realtime pitch reverse many times pointed out by
what's his name 505beam? i know what you mean dude
i had a 505 too, it's actually a reverse function
that triggers when you exceed maximum pitch-up level.
was one of the very very cool features of the mc505
as it was instant and realtime, both for drums and 
synth if i remember well.

as for Yamaha software, well they just released theire new
DAW software called SOL.
But in lines of what you mean FaX, i would love to have some sort
of software that would allow building extra modulair 
elements or extra features specific to RS7000, 
without degrading the basic foundation of RS7000.
That would run on pc/mac and allow for rewritting your own
modifications for your RS and upload these through midi
as new OS.. hehehe.. now that would be just outha this world man!!!

maybe this couldbe an option, to the other quest we have about 
them releasing the RS source code... so instead they release the code
they could release an application that would allow such stuff as 
mentioned :-)
that way they don't have to release their precious code and the RS
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would still be RS, only altered through user to a certain extend
....maybe... hmmm well i'm taking way of here hahahah
later!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> And I'd hate to spoil the party but I forgot my one LAST request 
too.
> This could be put in the phrase job section after beatstretch.
> MIRROR PHRASE - mirrored compositions yield interesting results ;) .
> I would actually like to see phrase mirror .......and in the play 
effects a reverse sequence function for actually playing track/tracks 
in reverse midi data sequence . Now I know some of you could see some 
insane uses for this ;) .
> Very very different result to actually resampling and reversing the 
sample. As all notes will play in standard/nominal note on fashion 
but in reverse sequencial order.
> I will now shut up and beg ,borrow add ,purge and what not any 
longer.
> Damn if I knew how to write sequncer code I'd write my own damn 
sequencer for PC with similar RS7000 format ,large graphic interface 
and all these fantastic features.
> Hmmm now theres a thought Yamaha a CDROM sequencer (software) 
that's 1000% compatible with all the RS7000's jobs ,menu's 
functions ,edits ,sample managaement etc... that we could use with 
our beloved silver meanies.
> Hell I'd buy a cheap PC just to run a native format user sequncer 
for the RS7000.
> Hmmmm tasty .
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
> Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10753|10727|2003-07-20 15:21:22|wildemar|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Yes! Very good idea(s) boys!
That would be so great, because it would give yamaha seq another over the 
top feature they could even use for advertising (thus higher chance for us to 
get it)

Defineately include this suggestion to our request!

Wildemar

Am 20.07.2003 22:01:36, schrieb "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>:

>
>maybe this couldbe an option, to the other quest we have about 
>them releasing the RS source code... so instead they release the code
>they could release an application that would allow such stuff as 
>mentioned :-)
>that way they don't have to release their precious code and the RS
>would still be RS, only altered through user to a certain extend
>....maybe... hmmm well i'm taking way of here hahahah
>later!
>
>Latif
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
>> 
>> 
>> Hmmm now theres a thought Yamaha a CDROM sequencer (software) 
>that's 1000% compatible with all the RS7000's jobs ,menu's 
>functions ,edits ,sample managaement etc... that we could use with 
>our beloved silver meanies.
>> Hell I'd buy a cheap PC just to run a native format user sequncer 
>for the RS7000.
>> Hmmmm tasty .

| 10754|10727|2003-07-20 15:22:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
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On Sunday 20 July 2003 15:07, wildemar wrote:

> Am 19.07.2003 20:52:42, schrieb "Latif" 

<eurikon@hotmail.com>:

> >thanks Robert,
> >
> >1
> >2
> >3
> >9
> >4
> >5
> >6
> >7
> >8
> >10
> >16
> >20
> >32
> >33
> >59
> >60
> >
> >Latif
>
> Correct me if I'm wrong, but thats 16 ...

The BASTARD!
| 10755|10739|2003-07-20 15:26:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|

> (btw, Vanity just asks me to tell you that its Wildemar,
> not WildeRmar ;-)

Nag, nag. ;)

- Rorbert
| 10756|10727|2003-07-20 16:13:07|toomii77|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Hi,
this would be my 10 numbers:

3 / 27 (it´s nearly the same, isn´t it?)
6
15 / 46 (nearly the same?)
34
31
42
24
26
14
21

Bye,

Thomas.
| 10757|10727|2003-07-20 16:23:31|Latif|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
hahahah yep true, but originally i intended
to categorize some of the entries, as they 
would fit into one solution:

1
2+3+9
4+5+6+7+8+10
16
20
32
33
59
60

;)

don't mean to be greedy, but i think all
features are great and they shouldbe put in order
of votes made by us the list users
but never the less not left out of the final request
that's going to be send, as Yamaha has to read all options
and decide themself what they would do with it.
we are just asking them...

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com


Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 20 July 2003 15:07, wildemar wrote:
> > Am 19.07.2003 20:52:42, schrieb "Latif" 
> :
> > >thanks Robert,
> > >
> > >1
> > >2
> > >3
> > >9
> > >4
> > >5
> > >6
> > >7
> > >8
> > >10
> > >16
> > >20
> > >32
> > >33
> > >59
> > >60
> > >
> > >Latif
> >
> > Correct me if I'm wrong, but thats 16 ...
> 
> The BASTARD!

| 10758|10758|2003-07-20 16:39:53|megons|my picks...|
25 Style change transmit switch

35 Auto-pitched loop

20 Knob hook mode

8 More LFO

17 Mod Matrix

48 More mod sources

44 Improved sample engine

5 Loop modulator

37 Audition

59 Fix param display for tracks with TG off

53 Midi filter for TG option

21 Pattern info

(sorry, I couldn't quite bring it down to 10)

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 10759|10739|2003-07-20 23:08:57|wasted/su700fan|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|

>I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
>(without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
>the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
>the new master entry.
>
>I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
>list.
>
>Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
>
>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>
>Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
>take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
>most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.sneak-thief.com/
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf


>
>For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>
>ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>
>Thanks,
>Robert (möderøtor)

14 &
15 are definite must do's and should be easy to fix/program (46 is the 
same as 15)
22 also, since it is a known bug
39 sounds useful (& not too hard to program)
42/56 would be nice (even if only 64 or so patterns like the Access 
Virus had for it's arp in OS 4.0)
35 would be nice (& the SU700 already has this along with SLICE mode)
31
51
52 (both 51&52 shouldn't be too hard to program either)
59 would be helpful for those of us who control external gear (ditto 
with the easy programming)

My Justification (ignore if not interested):
I'm not looking for anything too fancy with an OS update (although I 
certainly wouldn't complain or turn it down it that were to happen), I'd 
just like a few glaring omissions/bugs fixed and am trying to be 
REALISTIC as to what might stand a chance of being implemented if more 
work is done on the RS7k's OS, which is HIGHLY UNLIKELY to begin with. 
I figure, the less code that has to be changed/added to implement a 
request, the more likely the request will be filled. Not to discount 
some of the users' requests on the list (ALL of which are GREAT ideas!), 
but I don't honestly see Yamaha going through all that trouble 
programming, designing, implementing the heavy-duty requests. And I 
think several of the requests (like 4 or 5 of them) are technically 
impossible with the current hardware design of the RS7k. Mainly, 
requests that have to do with changing the functionality of the 
expansion board or the effects blocks.

I'd gather the effects blocks' routing being the way it is has to do 
with a Hardware issue, and not strictly a software issue. I say that 
since this SAME implementation of effects blocks 
(variation->delay->reverb) is prevalent among many Yamaha products, 
including the RM1x, RS7000, SU700, and the A3k/4k/5k samplers. It's 
probably also the same in the Motif series and other Yamaha synths. My 
guess is it's physically hardwired in a chain from one effects processor 
(chip) to another in the chain, bypassing those processors for 
unaffected signal which goes straight to the Master Effects/Main Outs. 
But I don't know for sure, just speculating since it seems to be a 
universal implementation of Effects in Yamaha products.

Please don't take personal offense for my justifications, I'm just 
trying to be realistic here. Especially so since many SU700 users (& 
RM1x users) were let down with NO update of the OS for it other than a 
couple of VERY MINOR bugfixes related to crashing issues near the 
beginning of it's lifecycle (first 3 or 4 months). The one thing I'm 
very happy with is that after the SU700 Yamaha started implementing 
Flash ROM OS capability for it's slightly expensive products after the 
RM1x/SU700 (which both needed an EPROM to be pulled when the bugfix 
updates were done). So even if nothing comes of it, there is always the 
possibility 5-10 years down the road that an enterprising programmer 
outside of Yamaha might reverse engineer or reprogram the RS7k's OS and 
we can Flash it to our RS7k's to add some of the new features we're 
requesting with this list. :)

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 10760|10727|2003-07-21 00:34:40|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
1
14
20
36
42
56

That's what i would like to see.
I also would like to see that in pattern mode the PC is loaded once and not

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
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when looped reloaded again. It's verry irritating that my nord modular has
to reload the patch constantly to the same patch.
| 10761|10727|2003-07-21 00:46:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Monday 21 July 2003 00:23, Latif wrote:

> hahahah yep true, but originally i intended
> to categorize some of the entries, as they
> would fit into one solution:
>
> 1
> 2+3+9
> 4+5+6+7+8+10
> 16
> 20
> 32
> 33
> 59
> 60
>
> ;)

Nice try. ;P

>
> don't mean to be greedy, but i think all
> features are great and they shouldbe put in order
> of votes made by us the list users
> but never the less not left out of the final request
> that's going to be send, as Yamaha has to read all
> options and decide themself what they would do with it.
> we are just asking them...

I hadn't planned to remove entries from the list, but I hope 
to find at least the most popular ones. And we've found 
them, we'll have to discuss if these are *reasonable* to 
ask for an upgrade (some of them almost suggest a new 
machine). But let's first wait for the votes.

- Robert
| 10762|10739|2003-07-21 00:58:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
On Sunday 20 July 2003 14:57, trapstate wrote:

> Anyway, thanks for your work. I'll just wait if these two
> are added before my selection.

Expect them to be up in an hour or so.

- Robert
| 10763|10727|2003-07-21 01:04:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Sunday 20 July 2003 19:34, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Damn if I knew how to write sequncer code I'd write my
> own damn sequencer for PC with similar RS7000 format
> ,large graphic interface and all these fantastic
> features.
>
> Hmmm now theres a thought Yamaha a CDROM sequencer
> (software) that's 1000% compatible with all the RS7000's
> jobs ,menu's functions ,edits ,sample managaement etc...
> that we could use with our beloved silver meanies.

I've seriously considered it. I know I *can* write it, and 
deperately need it (an RS9000 or a QY9000; I only need the 
sequencer). But time is my biggest problem.

- Robert
| 10764|10727|2003-07-21 01:06:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Monday 21 July 2003 08:34, jeffry.laan@syngenta.com 
wrote:

> 1
> 14
> 20
> 36
> 42
> 56

mailto:jeffry.laan@syngenta.com


>
> That's what i would like to see.
> I also would like to see that in pattern mode the PC is
> loaded once and not when looped reloaded again. It's
> verry irritating that my nord modular has to reload the
> patch constantly to the same patch.

Can't you use a dedicated pattern run once at the start of 
your song, used only to load the patches?

- Robert
| 10765|10765|2003-07-21 01:09:35|Robert van der Kamp|The OS requests list is now updated again|
Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

- Robert
| 10766|10766|2003-07-21 01:15:08|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: Digest Number 915|
Message: 25
Date: Mon, 21 Jul 2003 09:06:44 +0200
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Subject: Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!

On Monday 21 July 2003 08:34, jeffry.laan@syngenta.com 
wrote:

> 1
> 14
> 20
> 36
> 42
> 56
>
> That's what i would like to see.
> I also would like to see that in pattern mode the PC is
> loaded once and not when looped reloaded again. It's
> verry irritating that my nord modular has to reload the
> patch constantly to the same patch.

Can't you use a dedicated pattern run once at the start of 
your song, used only to load the patches?

- Robert

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

You mean in song mode? Or still pattern mode? I do this in pattern but it's
still irritating not a heavy needed feature though.

Wait i also have something else what is even more irritating the pitch of
the internal souds change after unmute on the channel that is muted and
changes back to normal after a few seconds. Does anyone else experience
this? To me this is a real bug.
| 10767|10727|2003-07-21 02:21:07|Alex|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
06. Loop remix zone
13. Fx Routing, (24. 3 x variation fx)
14. Metronome volume
15. Pad velocity curve
18. Loop end point, (05. Loop modulator)
20. Knob hook mode
21. Pattern info
26. Scene setup screen
37. Audition
59. Fix param display for tracks with TG off

alex.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10768|10765|2003-07-21 06:06:10|baba_jiuk|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
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> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

> - Robert

1
2
9
17
24
29
37
42
44
48

Keep up the good work, Robert and co!

Babaji
| 10769|10739|2003-07-21 09:28:05|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
me thinks there was something missing, but I'm forgetting what now...

37
20
29
63
64
14
40
21
1
28

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2003 3:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!

I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
(without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
the new master entry.

I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
list.

Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.

ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

Thanks,
Robert (möderøtor)

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~--> Free shipping on all inkjet cartridge & refill kit orders to US & Canada. Low prices up to 80% off. We
have your brand: HP, Epson, Lexmark & more. http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
---------------------------------------------------------------------~->

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10770|10770|2003-07-21 13:53:59|blazzr|Request list & unlisted bug|
Here's my ten points:

20
26
22
15
14
37
59
63
44
59

BTW: There's a bug in OS 1.21 that I didn't notice mentioned in the list:
when you switch to "Rec Standby" (rec light flashes), the notes generated
by MIDI fx (midi delay...) are still recorded.

IMHO, RS7000 is a good machine, but a bit like half-baked bread - with a
bit more effort it would be a lot less frustrating. Reminds me of Alfa Romeo
cars ;)

Good work everyone, I hope Yamaha has an ear open somewhere...
Blaz
| 10771|10727|2003-07-21 14:09:52|wildemar|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Am 21.07.2003 09:04:29, schrieb Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>:

>On Sunday 20 July 2003 19:34, Oscar Finch wrote:
>> Damn if I knew how to write sequncer code I'd write my
>> own damn sequencer for PC with similar RS7000 format
>> ,large graphic interface and all these fantastic
>> features.
>>
>
>I've seriously considered it. I know I *can* write it, and 
>deperately need it (an RS9000 or a QY9000; I only need the 
>sequencer). But time is my biggest problem.
>
>- Robert

You *can* write it? Tell me how can you write an RS7k compatible seq, when 
you dont have the RS7k source?

Robert! Do you have the source code? If so, you should know that you're a 
very naughty boy, for not sharing it with your friends. You should be ashamed of 
yourself!

;-)
Just kidding

Wildemar
| 10774|10770|2003-07-21 20:49:38|om_audio|Re: unlisted bug|
Oh man- that's right- I forgot about the Rec standby bugs- we should 
find out as many messages that get recorded in standby as possible- 
and compile a list- 

Rec Standby bugs
(items recorded while in standby)
(items marked with * are also buggy when adjusted internally- i.e. 
not from the front panel)

1. Some midi fx (*delay, *velocity, *note offset, *unison, *octaver, 
*harmonize 1 and 2, *beat stretch, *clock shift)

I don't see gate time and swing being recorded here. (no bugs?)

I tested as many things as I could think of - none of which were 
recorded (no bugs):
-LFO in all 3 modes- w all EG params as well
-All Pitch settings
-All Effects sends/vol
-All filter settings (did not test in all filter types)

I only used the front panel for testing except on Play Fx- tweaking 
internally while in Rec Standby might be buggy although I think only 
front panel controls are automated, correct?

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl


Actually- I just realized I was able to modify some of the play fx 
internally and have the bug appear- odd!

Ok so I tested that too- and found that all buggy items apply whether 
adjusted from the front panel *or* internally.

I hope this helps.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, blazzr wrote:
> BTW: There's a bug in OS 1.21 that I didn't notice mentioned in 
the list:
> when you switch to "Rec Standby" (rec light flashes), the notes 
generated
> by MIDI fx (midi delay...) are still recorded.

| 10775|10775|2003-07-21 21:20:44|Latif|Unlisted Bugs|
Well actually there is something else
i noticed a couple of times, and 
it just happend again.. so now i can describe it properely

i just resampled a 4 measure string chord kit+note
i took it into sample edit 'slice'
as i was checking out what slice method i would keep
for my sequence i set measure to 4 (same as style length)
sliced first time at resolution 1/1
slice type 'phrase 1' sens '1'

when finished i set resolution to 1/2
and listened to the new results

after that i set resolution to 1/4
and when that finished calculating
i then listened to the new results again

and decided that was the slice sequence i wanted to keep
so i pressed create, all went 'well' and after returning to main 
screen, i jumped into the edit screen, to find out that it had 
created the slice sequence of the first calculated resolution
1/1... 

that's weird :-?????

Latif
| 10776|10775|2003-07-21 21:56:13|om_audio|Re: Unlisted Bugs|
Works ok here- did the same steps/settings you described- I'll try it 
again to be sure- you didn't say whether you replaced the sample or 
wrote it to a new track- I wrote mine to a new track- has 16 segments-
have you tested your simms?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Well actually there is something else
> i noticed a couple of times, and 
> it just happend again.. so now i can describe it properely
> 
> i just resampled a 4 measure string chord kit+note

| 10777|10777|2003-07-21 22:12:17|Rob Blue|Any one know how to do "matrix" phone effect?......|
Im trying to figure out how to do this effect that sounds like...Neo 
when he is transfered to the real world through the phone in the 
matrix, or similar, BT's signature "machine gun" roll beat.
If any one knows what Im talking about, Thanks!
| 10778|10775|2003-07-21 22:18:09|om_audio|Re: Unlisted Bugs|
I tested it again from start to finish and it worked fine- this time 
replacing the original track. I'm on OS 1.21 for your info.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
>
> and decided that was the slice sequence i wanted to keep
> so i pressed create, all went 'well' and after returning to main 
> screen, i jumped into the edit screen, to find out that it had 
> created the slice sequence of the first calculated resolution
> 1/1...

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 10779|10775|2003-07-21 22:35:03|Latif|Re: Unlisted Bugs|
yep, i replaced the same track too
a have only four segments as if i asked it 
to create the 1/1 calculation... odd.

os 1.21 here, ram tests ok, same as it did one year ago :-)
kingston-jedec

i will keep an eye on it, next time i slice again.
cause usually i only use quick slice on a resampled
beat and that always works well.

thanks for checking Om!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I tested it again from start to finish and it worked fine- this 
time 
> replacing the original track. I'm on OS 1.21 for your info.
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> >
> > and decided that was the slice sequence i wanted to keep
> > so i pressed create, all went 'well' and after returning to main 
> > screen, i jumped into the edit screen, to find out that it had 
> > created the slice sequence of the first calculated resolution
> > 1/1...

| 10780|10727|2003-07-21 22:38:47|om_audio|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
I just noticed something else- it seems the Var distortions and other 
effects are getting input level after the track volume- so if you 
want a really distorted part at a lower volume it doesen't work- the 
diagram on p58 of the manual doesen't really give specifics on signal 
flow- it would be nice if the Var knob controlled the intensity/mix 
and the track volume was overall volume- 

Om
| 10781|10727|2003-07-21 23:32:40|Oscillator505|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
After extremely long deliberations, FINALLY...
my favorite selections (prioritized)

#1 - 29
#2 - 29
#3 - 29
#4 - 29
#5 - 29
#6 - 29
#7 - 29
#8 - 29
#9 - 29
#10 - 29

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2003 5:00 AM
Subject: [RS7000] OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!

> Okay guys,
>
> the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:
>
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all
> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
>
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>
> Based on your selections, I will re-arrange the document, so
> that it can be prepared so send to president Bu... ^H^H
> errr... Yamaha.
>
> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10782|10777|2003-07-21 23:44:01|dopamine|Re: Any one know how to do "matrix" phone effect?......|
Did you post this at the Future Producers forums? Check that site in the 
sound design forum, there is a good expanation there.

Matt.

At 04:12 AM 22/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Im trying to figure out how to do this effect that sounds like...Neo
>when he is transfered to the real world through the phone in the
>matrix, or similar, BT's signature "machine gun" roll beat.
>If any one knows what Im talking about, Thanks!

| 10783|10783|2003-07-22 00:10:31|om_audio|Mute Memory question|
I created Mute Memories in Pattern mode, created a Patt Chain, and 
coverted that to a Song after tweaking. The Song lists the Mute 
Memories as they were placed in the Patt Chain- however if I change 
the Mute Memories in Patt mode they do not update in the Song- does 
the Song write the Mute Memories internally and does not recall them? 
When you edit the Scene in Song mode it looks just like the other 
modes where you go to the list editor and adjust track 
mutes/memories. 

Om
| 10784|10727|2003-07-22 00:15:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Okay guys, 
> 
> the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Uh...only 10?

Here are my Top 13:

40,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
8,
9,
17,
27,
30,
47,
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48

Great job, Rob! Thank you!

Ajuus, Tom
| 10785|10783|2003-07-22 00:42:13|om_audio|Re: Mute Memory question|
Well- the manual is not detailed enough regarding this- but it seems 
Songs have their own set of Scene/Mute Memories- which are initially 
copied from the original Style- but after that it is referencing it's 
own set of Song-specific Scenes/Mutes- you can modify/store them in 
Song mode independent of the ones stored in the original Style.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I created Mute Memories in Pattern mode, created a Patt Chain, and 
> coverted that to a Song after tweaking. The Song lists the Mute 
> Memories as they were placed in the Patt Chain- however if I change 
> the Mute Memories in Patt mode they do not update in the Song- does 
> the Song write the Mute Memories internally and does not recall 
them? 
> When you edit the Scene in Song mode it looks just like the other 
> modes where you go to the list editor and adjust track 
> mutes/memories. 
> 
> Om

| 10786|10727|2003-07-22 00:45:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
On Monday 21 July 2003 20:06, wildemar wrote:

> >I've seriously considered it. I know I *can* write it, 
> > and deperately need it (an RS9000 or a QY9000; I only
> > need the sequencer). But time is my biggest problem.
> >
> >- Robert
>
> You *can* write it? 

Yup.

> Tell me how can you write an RS7k
> compatible seq, when you dont have the RS7k source?

Well, I was going after file compatibility with the RS/QY 
line, but writing a MIDI sequencer with the functionality 
of the QY/RS is doable yes. I would go for an embedded app, 
running under Linux. 

Making the new sequencer file-compatible with e.g. the RS 
could be another project.

>
> Robert! Do you have the source code? If so, you should
> know that you're a very naughty boy, for not sharing it
> with your friends. You should be ashamed of yourself!

I wish I had the source code...

- Robert
| 10787|10727|2003-07-22 01:08:25|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> Making the new sequencer file-compatible with e.g. the RS 
> could be another project.

...the RS can read Standard Midifile Format...

But it would be indeed nifty, if Yamaha would at least open the RS/QY 
fileformat, which i am very sure they will not.

Töm
| 10788|10770|2003-07-22 02:57:51|s&m|Re: Request list & unlisted bug|
Heres my 10:

4
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20
24
26
29
40
44
60
61
63

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Calendar - Free online calendar with sync to Outlook(TM).
http://calendar.yahoo.com
| 10789|10727|2003-07-22 03:19:57|wildemar|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
Selfish Dog ...

;-)

Wildemar

Am 22.07.2003 06:53:32, schrieb "Oscillator505" <505@midinet.net>:

>After extremely long deliberations, FINALLY...
>my favorite selections (prioritized)
>
>
>#1 - 29
>#2 - 29
>#3 - 29
>#4 - 29
>#5 - 29
>#6 - 29
>#7 - 29
>#8 - 29
>#9 - 29
>#10 - 29
>
>
>
>Cornel
>\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> @~./'O o`\.~@
>/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> `\__`U_/'
>
>
>----- Original Message -----
>From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2003 5:00 AM
>Subject: [RS7000] OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!
>
>
>> Okay guys,
>>
>> the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:
>>
>> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>>
>> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all
>> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10
>> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
>>
>> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>>
>> Based on your selections, I will re-arrange the document, so
>> that it can be prepared so send to president Bu... ^H^H
>> errr... Yamaha.
>>
>> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>>
>> - Robert
>>
>>

http://calendar.yahoo.com/
mailto:505@midinet.net
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf


>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>
>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10791|10770|2003-07-22 04:11:02|om_audio|Re: unlisted bug|
Another user reports that Grid Groove activity is also recorded in 
Rec Standby mode- I tested it and indeed ALL 4 Groove parameters are 
recorded while in Rec Standby mode.

Om
| 10792|10770|2003-07-22 04:20:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: unlisted bug|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 12:11, om_audio wrote:

> Another user reports that Grid Groove activity is also
> recorded in Rec Standby mode- I tested it and indeed ALL
> 4 Groove parameters are recorded while in Rec Standby
> mode.
>

I didn't follow this thread. Is the above good or bad?

- Robert
| 10793|10793|2003-07-22 04:35:51|De Waele Patrick|OS upgrade|
Hi ,

My choices regarding the OS update changes.

01
09
14
20
42
63
64

Thanks for the effort Robert.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10794|10794|2003-07-22 04:57:27|Robert van der Kamp|More OS request votes please!|
Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but 
this list has 995 members!

We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't 
settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers, 
please decloak and do your thing.

Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html


http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you 
take the time to read the list and post your 10 
most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.

ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

Thanks,
Robert (aggressive smöderatør)
| 10795|10794|2003-07-22 05:08:26|dopamine|Re: More OS request votes please!|
[sheepish mode]

Ok Robert, looking over the requests again, sorry!

[/sheepish mode]

Matt. ;-)

At 12:57 PM 22/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but
>this list has 995 members!
>
>We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't
>settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers,
>please decloak and do your thing.
>
>Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
>
><http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>
>Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you
>take the time to read the list and post your 10
>most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
>
>For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>
>ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>
>
>Thanks,
>Robert (aggressive smöderatør)
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=1245der9k/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3512152&yhad=1595053>1555f71.jpg
>1555ffd.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10796|10770|2003-07-22 05:14:20|om_audio|Re: unlisted bug|
This is very bad actually- for when you are in Rec Standby you assume 
*nothing* will be recorded yet they are! I hope you can read the 
posts- I did a really good test and posted the results- definitely 
some buggy things to observe.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/10774
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Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 22 July 2003 12:11, om_audio wrote:
> > Another user reports that Grid Groove activity is also
> > recorded in Rec Standby mode- I tested it and indeed ALL
> > 4 Groove parameters are recorded while in Rec Standby
> > mode.
> >
> 
> I didn't follow this thread. Is the above good or bad?
> 
> - Robert

| 10797|10794|2003-07-22 05:25:37|dopamine|Re: More OS request votes please!|
OK,

20
24
27
40
40
40
40
40
40 - really want that one! :-)
42

Matt

At 12:57 PM 22/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but
>this list has 995 members!
>
>We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't
>settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers,
>please decloak and do your thing.
>
>Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
>
><http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>
>Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you
>take the time to read the list and post your 10
>most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
>
>For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>
>ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>
>
>Thanks,
>Robert (aggressive smöderatør)
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=1245der9k/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3512152&yhad=1595053>166dac8.jpg
>166db41.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10798|10770|2003-07-22 05:26:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: unlisted bug|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:14, om_audio wrote:

> This is very bad actually- for when you are in Rec
> Standby you assume *nothing* will be recorded yet they
> are! I hope you can read the posts- I did a really good
> test and posted the results- definitely some buggy things
> to observe.
>

Okay, I see. I seriously doubt the stability of the v1.2x OS 
release. They pulled some major tricks so it seemed to get 
the record-standby mode done. Looks like it's simply record 
mode, with an attempt to prevent *some* events from being 
recorded.

I still have this major problem with scenes in a song 
created from a pattern chain. They act totally nuts.

Maybe I should go back to v1.x...

- Robert
| 10799|10794|2003-07-22 05:39:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:23, dopamine wrote:

> OK,
>
> 20
> 24
> 27
> 40
> 40
> 40
> 40
> 40
> 40 - really want that one! :-)
> 42
>
> Matt

Thanks!
-Robert
| 10800|10770|2003-07-22 05:44:25|om_audio|Re: unlisted bug|
Well, I know that the last time I spoke to Yamaha they seemed to 
convey that if it was a tru "bug" which they could reproduce- they 
would in fact pass it along to the engineers- otherwise i think they 
won't contact them regarding feature requests etc. This "Rec Standby" 
issue seems to me to be a genuine "bug" so keeping my fingers crossed 
in the meantime.

As for your Song Scenes acting "totally nuts", how so?

I just discovered that Song mode has it's *own* Mute/Scene Memory 
locations- so after you convert the chain you forget about the 
Mutes/Scenes from the original Style and use/update only the Song 
mode versions. 

Om 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:14, om_audio wrote:
> > This is very bad actually- for when you are in Rec
> > Standby you assume *nothing* will be recorded yet they
> > are! I hope you can read the posts- I did a really good
> > test and posted the results- definitely some buggy things
> > to observe.
> >
> 
> Okay, I see. I seriously doubt the stability of the v1.2x OS 
> release. They pulled some major tricks so it seemed to get 
> the record-standby mode done. Looks like it's simply record 
> mode, with an attempt to prevent *some* events from being 
> recorded.
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> I still have this major problem with scenes in a song 
> created from a pattern chain. They act totally nuts.
> 
> Maybe I should go back to v1.x...
> 
> - Robert

| 10801|10794|2003-07-22 05:44:38|dopamine|Re: More OS request votes please!|
You better put that number 40 down 6 times for me!! ;-)

Matt.

At 01:39 PM 22/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:23, dopamine wrote:
> > OK,
> >
> > 20
> > 24
> > 27
> > 40
> > 40
> > 40
> > 40
> > 40
> > 40 - really want that one! :-)
> > 42
> >
> > Matt
>
>Thanks!
>-Robert
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595056/R=0/SIG=124bf4lrb/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3512152&yhad=1595056>1784b4a.jpg
>1784bcc.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10802|10794|2003-07-22 06:01:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:42, dopamine wrote:

> You better put that number 40 down 6 times for me!! ;-)

Don't think I'm gonna fall for that. ;P
| 10803|10794|2003-07-22 06:06:49|dopamine|Re: More OS request votes please!|
Oh booooooooooooooooooo!

At 02:01 PM 22/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:42, dopamine wrote:
> > You better put that number 40 down 6 times for me!! ;-)
>
>Don't think I'm gonna fall for that. ;P

| 10804|10770|2003-07-22 06:07:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: unlisted bug|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 13:44, om_audio wrote:

> As for your Song Scenes acting "totally nuts", how so?
>
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> I just discovered that Song mode has it's *own*
> Mute/Scene Memory locations- so after you convert the
> chain you forget about the Mutes/Scenes from the original
> Style and use/update only the Song mode versions.

I know, that's what made me remember my scene problem. The 
problem is that after converting from a Patt Chain, a scene 
directly called at bar 1 to mute a couple of tracks, will 
not work until bar 32 or so. At that position the muting is 
done ... sometimes. In Patt Chain mode is works as 
aspected.

I checked the mute track in Song mode, but *nothing* is 
happening around bar 32. Really weird... 

- Robert
| 10805|10794|2003-07-22 06:28:13|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: More OS request votes please!|
20 Knob hook mode
31 Multi-track Pattern Chain record mode
18 Loop end point
15 Pad velocity curve
14 Metronome volume
44 Improved sample engine
10 Microtuning
64 Clear unused samples
37 Audition
39 User phrase categories
| 10806|10794|2003-07-22 06:30:35|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: More OS request votes please!|
(sorry, I forgot one item in my previous mail)

20 Knob hook mode
31 Multi-track Pattern Chain record mode
18 Loop end point
15 Pad velocity curve
14 Metronome volume
44 Improved sample engine
29 Improved PC link
10 Microtuning
64 Clear unused samples
37 Audition
39 User phrase categories
| 10807|10794|2003-07-22 07:04:27|Joost Gransjean|Re: More OS request votes please!|
Mijn requests are:

1Phrase linking
11 Better Reverb
29 Improved PC link
30 Navigate through Job menu
53 Midi filter for TG option !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
62 Reversed pitch support
63 Quick fill of drumkit
64 Clear unused samples

And if possible an upgrade kit so we can put 2 DDR (256 or 512) simms in it
(I'm willing to pay bigtime for this feature)

-----Original Message-----
From: Arnauld Michelizza [mailto:am@zehc.net]
Sent: dinsdag 22 juli 2003 14:30
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] More OS request votes please!

(sorry, I forgot one item in my previous mail)

20 Knob hook mode
31 Multi-track Pattern Chain record mode
18 Loop end point
15 Pad velocity curve
14 Metronome volume
44 Improved sample engine
29 Improved PC link
10 Microtuning
64 Clear unused samples
37 Audition
39 User phrase categories

mailto:am@zehc.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10808|10794|2003-07-22 07:06:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 14:48, Joost Gransjean wrote:

> And if possible an upgrade kit so we can put 2 DDR (256
> or 512) simms in it (I'm willing to pay bigtime for this
> feature)

My guess is that this will take a complete redesign of the 
machine.

Thanks for the vote.
- Robert
| 10809|10794|2003-07-22 07:06:35|zhel_id|Re: More OS request votes please!|
Ok here's mine then..even though I said I don't wanna be bothered 
with the OS discussions anymore,but..what can i do...am human:))))

6.Sample edit 
14.Metronome volume
23.Aux sends
26.Scene setup screen
29.Improved PC link
36.Save sliced beats
37.Audition
40.Enter grid/step recorded while playing
42.Better arpeggiator
61.Scene memories w/o tempo

good luck!
| 10810|10794|2003-07-22 07:08:54|zhel_id|Re: More OS request votes please!|
actually would like to swap 
no 42 with no 44...or add 44 to my list.
thnx
| 10811|10777|2003-07-22 07:10:22|Ian Vine|Re: Any one know how to do "matrix" phone effect?......|
Talking from the BT perspective; he slices the audio up small (16ths, 32nds maybe 64th) and pastes the bits onto the track, I think in pro tools. You could try it with slice
but you'd have to set the length of the sample longer to get a higher number of slices e.g. a 1bar sample sliced as a 2 bar sample into 16ths gives 32nds. You then need to
adjust the midi track length say that its right or just use the samples on another track. 

IanV

Rob Blue <djrobblue@yahoo.com> wrote:
Im trying to figure out how to do this effect that sounds like...Neo 
when he is transfered to the real world through the phone in the 
matrix, or similar, BT's signature "machine gun" roll beat.
If any one knows what Im talking about, Thanks!
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10812|10739|2003-07-22 07:28:21|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
I remember what it was now:

In 'live grid record mode' (erm, is that what it's called?!), you can't change the pattern length unless you stop the sequencer.

would be most helpful for live/jamming...

this erk anyone else?

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Bryan Rodgers 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2003 11:28 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!

me thinks there was something missing, but I'm forgetting what now...

37
20
29
63
64
14
40
21
1
28

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2003 3:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!

I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
(without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
the new master entry.

I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
list.

Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.

ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

Thanks,
Robert (möderøtor)

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~--> Free shipping on all inkjet cartridge & refill kit orders to US & Canada. Low prices up to 80% off. We
have your brand: HP, Epson, Lexmark & more. http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
---------------------------------------------------------------------~->

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM


===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~--> Buy Coral Calcium for Greater Health. 1 month supply - $23.95 (1 bottle, 90 tablets, 400mg each with
Magnesium & Vitamin D) http://www.challengerone.com/t/l.asp?cid=2805&lp=calcium2.asp
http://us.click.yahoo.com/mcIe3D/v9VGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
---------------------------------------------------------------------~->

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10813|10813|2003-07-22 08:07:42|steffen V torset|Re: Digest Number 914|
my top ten!

61 scene without tempo
63 quick fill
27 larger grid groove range
9 loop remix zone
2 improved grid groove
20 knob hook mode
64 mirror phase
52 display measure in edit
40 enter grid/step
37 audition

+when in realtime mode recording and looping , the first note (right on 
1measure bar1/4) often gets a very short length, even if you held the note 
much longer. (irritating to always have to edit the recording afterwards!)

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail snakker ditt spr�k! 
http://www.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/sbox?rru=dasp/lang.asp - F� Hotmail p� 
norsk i dag
| 10814|10739|2003-07-22 08:22:16|Latif|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
errmm, once you input data into the
phrase you can't change it's length
at all through record procedure....(only append job)
i think this is also unpossible to manage,
since initial length setup is created according
to the choosen style length... would require
structure redesing :-/
there's 1 work around to double length, in 
realtime grid record... if you haven't tried allready

suppose you're jamming with others, and you want to
adjust the length of a phrase playing snares..
do this, while snare phrase is muted and grid record 
is engaged, open beatstretch to +200 then choose
wether you want to keep the original programmed snare hits
or not before unmuting
now the phrase will actually play slower making it twice as long, 
but by fidling with the input quantize in the record mode, 
you will be able to (re)create the same snare line you had, or even 
create wild fast sounding snare lines (double tempo) and/or 
temporary fills and stuff.
you can also experiment with the more odd +125/+150/+300 settings
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> I remember what it was now:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> 
> In 'live grid record mode' (erm, is that what it's called?!), you 
can't change the pattern length unless you stop the sequencer.
> 
> would be most helpful for live/jamming...
> 
> this erk anyone else?
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Bryan Rodgers 
> Sent: Monday, July 21, 2003 11:28 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!
> 
> 
> me thinks there was something missing, but I'm forgetting what 
now...
> 
> 37
> 20
> 29
> 63
> 64
> 14
> 40
> 21
> 1
> 28
> 
> B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@w...] 
> Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2003 3:24 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!
> 
> 
> I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
> (without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
> the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
> the new master entry.
> 
> I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
> list.
> 
> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> 
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> 
> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> 
> Thanks,
> Robert (möderøtor)
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------
~--> Free shipping on all inkjet cartridge & refill kit orders to US 
& Canada. Low prices up to 80% off. We have your brand: HP, Epson, 
Lexmark & more. http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
-~->
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------
~--> Buy Coral Calcium for Greater Health. 1 month supply - $23.95 (1 
bottle, 90 tablets, 400mg each with Magnesium & Vitamin D) 
http://www.challengerone.com/t/l.asp?cid=2805&lp=calcium2.asp
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/mcIe3D/v9VGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
-~->
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 10815|10815|2003-07-22 08:54:53|kusser smith|Request list & unlisted bug |
9
20
64
2
12
17
31
37
42
60
24

thanks for putting this together.

NOW everybody VOTE!!!

-k-

=====
IndependentElectronicMusic

http://www.deadlydisc.com
http://www.kussermusic.com
http://www.ethedrone.com

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com
| 10816|10739|2003-07-22 09:24:19|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
hmmm, looks like I didn't explain myself all too well(too early in the morning) this is what I meant to say more clearly...

Using the definitions from the site FAQ:
- A Style is a domain for 16 patterns

- A Phrase is a piece of single-track midi data

- A Pattern is a group of 16 tracks

- A Track is a logical area representing a sound or midi channel that can contain phrase data

With the sequencer now, you can create Phrases of differing lengths (1-2-4-24 bars) and assemble them into 1 Pattern, we all agree here, yes?

My thought here is:
- start with a new blank Pattern
- set it to, say, 4 bars
- hit record
- select GRID
- hit play (you should be live grid record mode now)
- hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 1
- input your kick notes in using '>>' to advance trough the bars

mailto:unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.challengerone.com/t/l.asp?cid=2805&lp=calcium2.asp
http://us.click.yahoo.com/mcIe3D/v9VGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://www.deadlydisc.com/
http://www.kussermusic.com/
http://www.ethedrone.com/
http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com/


we're okay up to here, yes? now this is how 'I' thought it'd be nice if it worked...con't:

- hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 2
- grab the F3 knob and dial it down to 2 bars
- input your Open-High-Hat notes
- hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 3
- grab the F3 knob and dial it up to 8 bars
- input your snare notes..oh..and a nice little roll at the end ;)
- etc, etc, to Track 16

now you have a full blown 16 track Pattern with varying Phrase lengths playing.

(If I'm off a few steps here...I'll have to sit down at home with the RS infront of me a describe it out again...)

It would seem that the displayed bar length is for the Pattern and not the actual Phrase itself.

If you stop the sequencer you can change the Pattern length to 2 bars from 4, hit record again, input you notes on a new track, and now you will have one Phrase that is 4
bars long and another at 2 bars long. which it nice :)

B
http://www.DigitalRays.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2003 10:22 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!

errmm, once you input data into the
phrase you can't change it's length
at all through record procedure....(only append job)
i think this is also unpossible to manage,
since initial length setup is created according
to the choosen style length... would require
structure redesing :-/
there's 1 work around to double length, in 
realtime grid record... if you haven't tried allready

suppose you're jamming with others, and you want to
adjust the length of a phrase playing snares..
do this, while snare phrase is muted and grid record 
is engaged, open beatstretch to +200 then choose
wether you want to keep the original programmed snare hits
or not before unmuting
now the phrase will actually play slower making it twice as long, 
but by fidling with the input quantize in the record mode, 
you will be able to (re)create the same snare line you had, or even 
create wild fast sounding snare lines (double tempo) and/or 
temporary fills and stuff.
you can also experiment with the more odd +125/+150/+300 settings
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> I remember what it was now:
> 
> In 'live grid record mode' (erm, is that what it's called?!), you
can't change the pattern length unless you stop the sequencer.
> 
> would be most helpful for live/jamming...
> 
> this erk anyone else?
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Bryan Rodgers
> Sent: Monday, July 21, 2003 11:28 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!
> 
> 
> me thinks there was something missing, but I'm forgetting what
now...
> 

http://www.digitalrays.ca/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 37
> 20
> 29
> 63
> 64
> 14
> 40
> 21
> 1
> 28
> 
> B
> http://www.DigitalRays.ca
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@w...]
> Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2003 3:24 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!
> 
> 
> I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries
> (without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
> the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
> the new master entry.
> 
> I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the
> list.
> 
> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all
> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> 
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> 
> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> 
> Thanks,
> Robert (möderøtor)
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------
~--> Free shipping on all inkjet cartridge & refill kit orders to US 
& Canada. Low prices up to 80% off. We have your brand: HP, Epson, 
Lexmark & more. http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5510
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/GHXcIA/n.WGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
-~->
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------
~--> Buy Coral Calcium for Greater Health. 1 month supply - $23.95 (1 
bottle, 90 tablets, 400mg each with Magnesium & Vitamin D) 
http://www.challengerone.com/t/l.asp?cid=2805&lp=calcium2.asp
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/mcIe3D/v9VGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
-~->
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: RS7000-
unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 10817|10739|2003-07-22 10:13:14|Latif|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:

> 
> My thought here is:
> - start with a new blank Pattern
> - set it to, say, 4 bars
> - hit record
> - select GRID
> - hit play (you should be live grid record mode now)
> - hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 1
> - input your kick notes in using '>>' to advance trough the bars
> 
> we're okay up to here, yes? now this is how 'I' thought it'd be 

nice if it worked...con't:

so far so good.. cause as you mentioned yourself
you just set the STYLE to 4 bars hehehe ;-)

> 
> - hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 2
> - grab the F3 knob and dial it down to 2 bars
> - input your Open-High-Hat notes
> - hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 3
> - grab the F3 knob and dial it up to 8 bars
> - input your snare notes..oh..and a nice little roll at the end ;)
> - etc, etc, to Track 16<

scuuse meeeeee :-??????????????????????
holduuuuuup mister, waaaaait a minute fella! :P
here is where i loose you, either you have the RS9000
or i haven't found this feature yet..
there is no such function under F3
F3= measure hold and transpose on/off

HOWEVER!!!!!
they could simply enable the feature WE seek, by
activating it under F4 as the phrase length is actually shown
there allready, that way phrase length can be altered at all times.

> If you stop the sequencer you can change the Pattern length to 2 

bars from 4, hit record again, input you notes on a new track, and 
now you will have one Phrase that is 4 bars long and another at 2 
bars long. which it nice :)<

sure we all love that, that's why we bought Yamaha sequencer
but that is the way it is now to setup the
INITIAL length for a NEW phrase, is by adjusting 
the STYLE length, and this works only the first time 
for that specific NEW phrase after you actually 
input data in the phrase that's being recorded... 
after that the only way to change phrase measure length 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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is by JOBs: split and append.

Latif
| 10818|10739|2003-07-22 10:42:58|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:

> 
> My thought here is:
> - start with a new blank Pattern
> - set it to, say, 4 bars
> - hit record
> - select GRID
> - hit play (you should be live grid record mode now)
> - hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 1
> - input your kick notes in using '>>' to advance trough the bars
> 
> we're okay up to here, yes? now this is how 'I' thought it'd be

nice if it worked...con't:

so far so good.. cause as you mentioned yourself
you just set the STYLE to 4 bars hehehe ;-)

>>very good. glad you're following...

> 
> - hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 2
> - grab the F3 knob and dial it down to 2 bars
> - input your Open-High-Hat notes
> - hold TRACK SELECT and select Track 3
> - grab the F3 knob and dial it up to 8 bars
> - input your snare notes..oh..and a nice little roll at the end ;)
> - etc, etc, to Track 16<

scuuse meeeeee :-??????????????????????
holduuuuuup mister, waaaaait a minute fella! :P
here is where i loose you, either you have the RS9000
or i haven't found this feature yet..
there is no such function under F3
F3= measure hold and transpose on/off

HOWEVER!!!!!
they could simply enable the feature WE seek, by
activating it under F4 as the phrase length is actually shown
there allready, that way phrase length can be altered at all times.

>>well duh, I obviously meant the F# that had the pattern length in

it... ...sorry, like I said, I don't have the RS in front of me...

> If you stop the sequencer you can change the Pattern length to 2 

bars from 4, hit record again, input you notes on a new track, and 
now you will have one Phrase that is 4 bars long and another at 2 
bars long. which it nice :)<

sure we all love that, that's why we bought Yamaha sequencer
but that is the way it is now to setup the
INITIAL length for a NEW phrase, is by adjusting 
the STYLE length, and this works only the first time 
for that specific NEW phrase after you actually 
input data in the phrase that's being recorded... 
after that the only way to change phrase measure length 
is by JOBs: split and append.

>>ok, now you lost me again... ...I know how the RS works, and I know

how 'I' would like the RS real-time GRID record to work, but if others
do not see it as a valuable way to work/feature request/os
update....forget I mentioned it.

peace,

-B

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10819|10739|2003-07-22 10:56:27|Latif|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:

> 
> >>ok, now you lost me again... ...I know how the RS works, and I 

know

> how 'I' would like the RS real-time GRID record to work, but if 

others

> do not see it as a valuable way to work/feature request/os
> update....forget I mentioned it.
> 
> peace,
> 
> -B
> 

no no Bryan, you got me wrong
ofcourse i also see the value of it, and it's 
been bugging me from the RM1X
cause for adding a couple of empty measures
it requires one to append the phrase
go into edit delete the copied notes
to finally go back into record mode to
add new stuff, that's plain silly.

so ofcourse i also do favor your suggestion!

i was just under the impression that you thought
one could add measures, by selecting more measures
for the style after a new phrase was recorded and continue
in that same phrase with more measures...

Latif
| 10820|10794|2003-07-22 11:56:22|Fierce Fish|Re: More OS request votes please!|
OK here's mine

40
6
7
11
12
14
24
37
63
64

FF

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com' 
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2003 11:57 AM
Subject: [RS7000] More OS request votes please!

Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but 
this list has 995 members!

We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't 
settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers, 
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please decloak and do your thing.

Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf

Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you 
take the time to read the list and post your 10 
most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 

For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.

ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

Thanks,
Robert (aggressive smöderatør)

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10821|10794|2003-07-22 12:02:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 19:48, Fierce Fish wrote:

> OK here's mine
>
> 40
> 6
> 7
> 11
> 12
> 14
> 24
> 37
> 63
> 64
>
> FF
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Robert van der Kamp
> To: 'RS7000@yahoogroups.com'
> Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2003 11:57 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] More OS request votes please!
>
>
> Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you),
> but this list has 995 members!
>
> We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I
> won't settle for less than 994 or so... So all you
> lurkers, please decloak and do your thing.
>
> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
>
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>
> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you
> take the time to read the list and post your 10
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of
> numbers.

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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>
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>
> ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>
>
> Thanks,
> Robert (aggressive smöderatør)
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
>tml Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ---------------------~--> Buy Naturally Painless & Spray
> Away Backaches & Joint Pain. $19.97
> http://www.challengerone.com/t/l.asp?cid=2867&lp=m331.htm
>l http://us.click.yahoo.com/tJIe0D/79VGAA/ySSFAA/QnLolB/TM
> ---------------------------------------------------------
>------------~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.h
>tml Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 10822|10813|2003-07-22 13:09:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Digest Number 914|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 16:05, steffen V torset wrote:

> +when in realtime mode recording and looping , the first
> note (right on 1measure bar1/4) often gets a very short
> length, even if you held the note much longer.
> (irritating to always have to edit the recording
> afterwards!)

Added to list.
Thanks for voting.

- Robert
| 10823|10739|2003-07-22 13:09:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
On Tuesday 22 July 2003 15:27, Bryan Rodgers wrote:

> I remember what it was now:
>
> In 'live grid record mode' (erm, is that what it's
> called?!), you can't change the pattern length unless you
> stop the sequencer.

Added to list.
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- Robert
| 10824|10739|2003-07-22 13:24:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
hey cool :) if you could make a correction in the listing, it really
should read 'F4 knob' not the F3 (I screwed that part up, thanks Latif).

please change my votes to:
37
20
29
63
64
66(was 14)
40
21
1
28

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2003 3:10 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Pick your fav OS Requests!!

On Tuesday 22 July 2003 15:27, Bryan Rodgers wrote:
> I remember what it was now:
>
> In 'live grid record mode' (erm, is that what it's
> called?!), you can't change the pattern length unless you stop the 
> sequencer.

Added to list.

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 10825|10825|2003-07-22 17:58:01|Dexter|Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
I think yamaha should think a new groove box, whith te same sequencer 
as in RS but with the OS improves we say for, and the synth engine, 
sampler and expansions in the new Motif ES. Sounds oriented for 
electronic music. What about this?
| 10826|10826|2003-07-22 21:56:35|Rob Blue|Can I play RSsmart cards in Motif?,,,,|
Im wondering if its possible to playback RS7000 data on a Motif? If 
so I might be thinking of getting rid of RS and buying Motif.
| 10827|10826|2003-07-22 22:51:10|okoyemaya|Re: Can I play RSsmart cards in Motif?,,,,|
No, I had this idea too, asked Yamaha and no was the answer.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> Im wondering if its possible to playback RS7000 data on a Motif? If 
> so I might be thinking of getting rid of RS and buying Motif.

| 10828|10825|2003-07-22 23:37:09|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
I hope yamaha won't hear you, do you really have so much money so want 
to buy a new machine?
I think everything I need could already fit in an rs for sequencing and 
sampling, for synths I even prefer to have choice and a full machine...
What they should do is a RS "pro" with a better OS and less bugs that 
could give the RS a second life
But I'l afraid you are more into yamaha's logic than me so I bet they'll 
throw a RS sequel with color screen and usb and people will continue to 
sell their RS

Dexter wrote:
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>I think yamaha should think a new groove box, whith te same sequencer 
>as in RS but with the OS improves we say for, and the synth engine, 
>sampler and expansions in the new Motif ES. Sounds oriented for 
>electronic music. What about this?
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10829|10825|2003-07-23 00:55:50|faxorgy|Re: Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
I am totally IMPRESSED by the bland ordinariness that it is the MOTIF 
ES!!!!!
I mean of course every pro end work station shouldn't have grid 
mode :rolleseye:.
They took realtime loopremix from the RS7000 ,tweek sounds whilst 
sequencer is running from the RS7000 also .....(where to embarassed 
to mention it in there fucking NAMM video demo).
The AUTO ARRANGER fell of the thing is fucken joke .
More Bon-Tempi wanna be church organists wiggin' out on how great 
Yamaha are on Motifator .com. 
Seriously since when did any PRO end equipment actually map 
chords ,acommpaniements ,variations yep some 1700 + some 2000 
R/LoopRemix templates.
Oh and heres a good one ..the Motif ES CAN be expanded to 1 GIG of 
ram. 
Yamaha only advise the 512 Meg limit because a GIG of samples will 
take 37-48 limits too load.
If Yamaha release a NEW unit I'll be greasing my old RS7000 up with 
engine oil and shoving it up some Yamaha reps arse so fast he won't 
know whats hit him.
I have never ever ever been so SHAT OFF with a company my entire life.
I try to kid myself I'm happy with the status quo and the way the 
RS7000 is now but in truth I'm not.
This pattern chain to song convert bullshit and program your 
scene ,mute tracks then embelishing ,editing and further refining 
your linear tracked song sequence. Yep REALLY gets those creative 
juices going doesn't it !!!!!!
Not to mention the lovely sysex stream my unit spews out to all my 
rack gear one the "CONVERT TO SONG" job in Pattern Chain. Nuttin like 
havin to reprogram that multi-set up in you VA grrrrr.
Oh yes and the total SHITTY ASSED implementation of local samples - 
why even bother using them.
Sequence up a style using ALOT of local samples some chopped loops , 
resampled phrases and say some vocal. So your style uses some say 33 
meg of samples for a remix project. All in Sample Local slots because 
you want them native to that style. You work out your 
scenes ,mutes ,do a pattern chain make any extra mute 
changes ,timesig changes in the event editor ,play it back ,your 
pleased (it's a tad glitchy but hey thats pattern chain mode),do a 
song convert and get SAMPLE MEMORY FULL CAN"T DO I mean WTF.
Yep all the samples are copied to new user memory locations when
song convert is performed. So at 33 megs worth of samples well I 
don't have 66+ meg of ram in the unit do I.
Obviously Yamaha haven't heard of the concept of a "look-up table".
Funny it works for all their roms ,it works for all common samples it 
doesn't for all local samples. 
Rant over , but quite frankly Yamaha can coe over and growl out my 
asshole for all I care at the moment.
This unit should be on atleast OS V2.0 of development.
Just make sure you sell yours before next Winter Namm cause it will 
be fetching as much money as a doorstop after that trust me !!!!!!!
I almost pissed that a GROUP MODERATOR can take the EFFORT to try and 
get PETITIONS together to get the UNITS OS OVERHAULED and some 950 
members all sit back and DO NOTHING.
Thanks guys nice to see you've got no community spirit, lack any 
respect for the moderators efforts and a dose of apathy bigger than 
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Yamaha's.
Yes I'm having a bad day :(.
Geeee I wonder why - and no I'm not on my rags either ;).
| 10830|10825|2003-07-23 01:28:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 08:40, faxorgy wrote:

> I am totally IMPRESSED by the bland ordinariness that it
> is the MOTIF ES!!!!!
> I mean of course every pro end work station shouldn't
> have grid mode :rolleseye:.
> Yamaha only advise the 512 Meg limit because a GIG of
> samples will take 37-48 limits too load.

48 *minutes*??

> If Yamaha release a NEW unit I'll be greasing my old
> RS7000 up with engine oil and shoving it up some Yamaha
> reps arse so fast he won't know whats hit him.

Hey fax, having fun yes? :))

> Sequence up a style using ALOT of local samples some
> chopped loops , resampled phrases and say some vocal. So
> your style uses some say 33 meg of samples for a remix
> project. All in Sample Local slots because you want them
> native to that style. You work out your scenes ,mutes ,do
> a pattern chain make any extra mute changes ,timesig
> changes in the event editor ,play it back ,your pleased
> (it's a tad glitchy but hey thats pattern chain mode),do
> a song convert and get SAMPLE MEMORY FULL CAN"T DO I mean
> WTF. Yep all the samples are copied to new user memory
> locations when song convert is performed. So at 33 megs
> worth of samples well I don't have 66+ meg of ram in the
> unit do I.

Ah, here's the problem I guess. I agree, it's plain stupid! 
:(

> Obviously Yamaha haven't heard of the concept of a
> "look-up table". Funny it works for all their roms ,it
> works for all common samples it doesn't for all local
> samples.

Well their A-series samplers handle references correctly, 
but they don't support the 'local sample' concept. Looks 
like they're copying the local samples from the style over 
to the local sample bank of the song. Sigh... And what if 
you do a repeated Patt Chain convert? To try stuff out, I 
mean? Do you get repeated sample copies?

> Rant over , but quite frankly Yamaha can coe over and
> growl out my asshole for all I care at the moment.

:) I love it when you're angry. ;)

> I almost pissed that a GROUP
> MODERATOR can take the EFFORT to try and get PETITIONS
> together to get the UNITS OS OVERHAULED and some 950
> members all sit back and DO NOTHING.

Yes, that too is a serious problem. If I can't get a 
substantially larger number of votes, the whole OS Request 
project is a joke, imo. I won't even count the votes then. 

> Thanks guys nice to see you've got no community spirit,
> lack any respect for the moderators efforts and a dose of
> apathy bigger than Yamaha's.
> Yes I'm having a bad day :(.
> Geeee I wonder why - and no I'm not on my rags either ;).



No kidding. ;)

- Robert
| 10831|10739|2003-07-23 01:29:29|sedarka@pandora.be|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
1
2
5
8
11
13
16
17
23
36

greetz,
sdk
| 10832|10739|2003-07-23 01:31:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 09:30, sedarka@pandora.be wrote:

> 1
> 2
> 5
> 8
> 11
> 13
> 16
> 17
> 23
> 36
>
> greetz,
> sdk

Thanks!
- Robert
| 10833|10794|2003-07-23 02:31:28|a_lepusa|Re: More OS request votes please!|
sorry for being so late- so much work atm.
difficult to choose only ten...best would be all, hehe
no special order

1
2
4
7
12
30
37
40
60
64

thank you rob for your commitment
| 10834|10794|2003-07-23 02:56:15|trapstate|Re: More OS request votes please!|
Ok, my votes

14 fix metronome (aarch!!)
63 quick fill drumkit (especially the combo of 63/64 is usefull)
64 clear unsued samples from memory
7 velocity switching of sampler (or I have to get another sampler)
20 Knob hook mode (I like the 'shift' idea for live use)
2 better grid mode
12 full master effect recording (wicked!)
11 better reverb (else I will get an external unit)
40 enter record mode from play

Now I'm looking for something simple in the list, but can't seem to 
find it:

Pattern quantize is limited from 1 to 1/16, but I would like to see a 
selected section to play after the longest phrase of the previous 
section is finished. Example: in section A I have a 2, 3 and 11 bar 
phrase. Now when I press section B in pattern mode, I would like to 
have it switched at the end of the 11bar phrase. Would be great for 
live! Maybe it's already in the list, maybe not. Anyway this would be 
my 5th choice!!

Paul
| 10835|10794|2003-07-23 02:59:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
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On Wednesday 23 July 2003 10:31, a_lepusa wrote:

> sorry for being so late- so much work atm.
> difficult to choose only ten...best would be all, hehe
> no special order

Thanks. (Order is not relevant in the votes.)

- Robert
| 10836|10727|2003-07-23 03:00:15|Oscillator505|Re: OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!|
single minded more likely :P...

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "wildemar" <wildemar@freakmail.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2003 2:19 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!

> Selfish Dog ...
>
> ;-)
>
> Wildemar
>
>
> Am 22.07.2003 06:53:32, schrieb "Oscillator505" <505@midinet.net>:
>
> >After extremely long deliberations, FINALLY...
> >my favorite selections (prioritized)
> >
> >
> >#1 - 29
> >#2 - 29
> >#3 - 29
> >#4 - 29
> >#5 - 29
> >#6 - 29
> >#7 - 29
> >#8 - 29
> >#9 - 29
> >#10 - 29
> >
> >
> >
> >Cornel
> >\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
> > @~./'O o`\.~@
> >/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
> > `\__`U_/'
> >
> >
> >----- Original Message -----
> >From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
> >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2003 5:00 AM
> >Subject: [RS7000] OS Request list now online. Pick your favs!
> >
> >
> >> Okay guys,
> >>
> >> the list of 60 different OS requests can be found here:
> >>
> >> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> >> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> >>
> >> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all
> >> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10
> >> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
> >>
> >> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
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> >>
> >> Based on your selections, I will re-arrange the document, so
> >> that it can be prepared so send to president Bu... ^H^H
> >> errr... Yamaha.
> >>
> >> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> >>
> >> - Robert
> >>
> >>
> >> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>
> >> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >>
> >> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10837|10837|2003-07-23 03:00:22|myrs7000|230v (UK model) of RS7000 for sale|
Hi

I am selling a brand new, sealed in the box 230v RS7000 with 
original package included. Plus I will throw in:

1/ 2 sampling cd that included 1700+ drums sample in wav. format

2/ 32mb smart media card for storage your new sounds.

I am asking for $1150 shipping inlcuded to most european countries.

Paypal ok!!!

Email me if anymore has any questions.

Thanks
| 10838|10825|2003-07-23 03:01:01|dopamine|Re: Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
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I almost ready to join up with multiple fake memberships just to cheer Fax 
up!! ;-)

C'mon guys, vote!!!!!!

Matt

At 06:40 AM 23/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I am totally IMPRESSED by the bland ordinariness that it is the MOTIF
>ES!!!!!
>I mean of course every pro end work station shouldn't have grid
>mode :rolleseye:.
>They took realtime loopremix from the RS7000 ,tweek sounds whilst
>sequencer is running from the RS7000 also .....(where to embarassed
>to mention it in there fucking NAMM video demo).
>The AUTO ARRANGER fell of the thing is fucken joke .
>More Bon-Tempi wanna be church organists wiggin' out on how great
>Yamaha are on Motifator .com.
>Seriously since when did any PRO end equipment actually map
>chords ,acommpaniements ,variations yep some 1700 + some 2000
>R/LoopRemix templates.
>Oh and heres a good one ..the Motif ES CAN be expanded to 1 GIG of
>ram.
>Yamaha only advise the 512 Meg limit because a GIG of samples will
>take 37-48 limits too load.
>If Yamaha release a NEW unit I'll be greasing my old RS7000 up with
>engine oil and shoving it up some Yamaha reps arse so fast he won't
>know whats hit him.
>I have never ever ever been so SHAT OFF with a company my entire life.
>I try to kid myself I'm happy with the status quo and the way the
>RS7000 is now but in truth I'm not.
>This pattern chain to song convert bullshit and program your
>scene ,mute tracks then embelishing ,editing and further refining
>your linear tracked song sequence. Yep REALLY gets those creative
>juices going doesn't it !!!!!!
>Not to mention the lovely sysex stream my unit spews out to all my
>rack gear one the "CONVERT TO SONG" job in Pattern Chain. Nuttin like
>havin to reprogram that multi-set up in you VA grrrrr.
>Oh yes and the total SHITTY ASSED implementation of local samples -
>why even bother using them.
>Sequence up a style using ALOT of local samples some chopped loops ,
>resampled phrases and say some vocal. So your style uses some say 33
>meg of samples for a remix project. All in Sample Local slots because
>you want them native to that style. You work out your
>scenes ,mutes ,do a pattern chain make any extra mute
>changes ,timesig changes in the event editor ,play it back ,your
>pleased (it's a tad glitchy but hey thats pattern chain mode),do a
>song convert and get SAMPLE MEMORY FULL CAN"T DO I mean WTF.
>Yep all the samples are copied to new user memory locations when
>song convert is performed. So at 33 megs worth of samples well I
>don't have 66+ meg of ram in the unit do I.
>Obviously Yamaha haven't heard of the concept of a "look-up table".
>Funny it works for all their roms ,it works for all common samples it
>doesn't for all local samples.
>Rant over , but quite frankly Yamaha can coe over and growl out my
>asshole for all I care at the moment.
>This unit should be on atleast OS V2.0 of development.
>Just make sure you sell yours before next Winter Namm cause it will
>be fetching as much money as a doorstop after that trust me !!!!!!!
>I almost pissed that a GROUP MODERATOR can take the EFFORT to try and
>get PETITIONS together to get the UNITS OS OVERHAULED and some 950
>members all sit back and DO NOTHING.
>Thanks guys nice to see you've got no community spirit, lack any
>respect for the moderators efforts and a dose of apathy bigger than
>Yamaha's.
>Yes I'm having a bad day :(.
>Geeee I wonder why - and no I'm not on my rags either ;).
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595056/R=0/SIG=124bf4lrb/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3512152&yhad=1595056>dcd76f.jpg
>dcd82d.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
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><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10839|10765|2003-07-23 03:56:13|Chris Holt|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
here's my ten not in any order

4
6
14
52
60
62
65
8
9
12

thanks Chris

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2003 5:09 PM
Subject: [RS7000] The OS requests list is now updated again

> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
>
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 10840|10765|2003-07-23 04:00:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 11:56, Chris Holt wrote:

> here's my ten not in any order

Thank you. 

34 votes now. Still not enough to make this a serious 
project!

- Robert (waiting for the rest of you)
| 10841|10765|2003-07-23 04:11:31|om_audio|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for votes might be a 
good idea, no?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:
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> On Wednesday 23 July 2003 11:56, Chris Holt wrote:
> > here's my ten not in any order
> 
> Thank you. 
> 
> 34 votes now. Still not enough to make this a serious 
> project!
> 
> - Robert (waiting for the rest of you)

| 10842|10842|2003-07-23 04:15:29|tompaulsen2002|More Votes needed! Everyone should participate!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but 
> this list has 995 members!
> 
> We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't 
> settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers, 
> please decloak and do your thing.
> 
> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you 
> take the time to read the list and post your 10 
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> 
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> 
> ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> 
> 
> Thanks,
> Robert (aggressive smöderatør

| 10843|10765|2003-07-23 04:18:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for votes might be a 
> good idea, no?
> 

I posted a link there.
| 10844|10765|2003-07-23 04:28:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 12:11, om_audio wrote:

> I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for votes
> might be a good idea, no?

It would serve the project, but these people can't post to 
the RS forum email address. 

Otoh, I want the list members to get off their lazy asses. 
And if not enough people will vote, I can draw the 
conclusion that the wish for an OS update is among only a 
few of us, which is of course a very valid situation. 

- Robert
| 10845|10765|2003-07-23 04:29:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 12:18, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 

wrote:

> > I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for
> > votes might be a good idea, no?
>
> I posted a link there.

How are they going to post their votes Tom?
| 10847|10765|2003-07-23 04:46:03|om_audio|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
I suggest Tom edit his post on the RS7000.org forum to include 
Robert's post which he referenced in his link- but format it nicely 
and add that votes be cast in the thread of that post on the 
rs7000.org forum and not here at the Yahoo group.
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Om 

PS- I just noticed it is in the wrong category as well- should be in 
the "future os wish list" area, no?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 23 July 2003 12:18, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 
> wrote:
> > > I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for
> > > votes might be a good idea, no?
> >
> > I posted a link there.
> 
> How are they going to post their votes Tom?

| 10848|10794|2003-07-23 04:58:10|Oddbods Finger|Re: More OS request votes please!|
2 & 27 (same thing)
14
15
60 (although why not enable fx parameter recording?....as you say 
this was enabled on the RM1X so why was it disabled on the RS7000 in 
the first place!!!!)
| 10849|10794|2003-07-23 05:01:22|dopamine|Re: More OS request votes please!|
yes, FX parameter recording would be a great addition.

Matt.

At 10:55 AM 23/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>2 & 27 (same thing)
>14
>15
>60 (although why not enable fx parameter recording?....as you say
>this was enabled on the RM1X so why was it disabled on the RS7000 in
>the first place!!!!)
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=1245der9k/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3512152&yhad=1595053>14ad706.jpg
>14ad789.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10850|10850|2003-07-23 05:40:29|SampleJockey Groover|updates request vote|
25!!! 60 61 64

25: Live I use 2 RS7000 units and 2 RM1x units and it is very 
irritating to press 6 buttons
(3 before and 3 after) to switch style on the master machine 
savely!!!!
besides it makes me scared to switch style anyways on the master as 
it could mess up my gig completely!!!! not cool! i complained about 
this on all forums from tha start, people just laughed at me, but i 
guess more people are owning more than 1 unit now, so now (finaly) 
the prob becomes more known.

even more, i now am working on a featuring project where my partner 
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also has rs7000, he's on the other side of the stage..... do i have 
to run towards him to warn him that i wanne change style on master so 
he can go in some submenu?! and when im finished i have to run there 
again to tell him its ok now and he can go out of the submenu 
again... (or do i need to use like tabletennis bats like they do with 
landing choppers to signal him ?!) come on! this can be done 
better... i mean the prob with the rm1x was the lack of bpm hold... 
in rs7000 this is added, GREAT..... but it stays a CRAPPY master unit 
(even MC-303 is a better master unit) untill feature request number 
25 is implemeted. and then yamaha i will carry your rs7000 softbag 
anywhere (even if i dont have my rs7000 on me ;) as your FREE promo 
boy!! lol

to compare.. supose i am a DJ, using 2 turntables. I change record on 
1 table... wouldnt it be strange that the other table automaticly 
changed record to? I think NO DJ IN THE WORLD would buy those 
turntables.. come on Yamaha think LIVE!!!

sorry bout this long explenaition but this thing is making me agree 
for 2 year already... ARG it should be fixed.

********************************************
****************small bug*******************
********************************************
I missed one, let me explain.
its a tiny buggy. not a real problem but can be confusing.
in pattern patch screen (pattern mode and press pattern again), 
you will find the current section name and its lenght.
when now you change section by pressing a section button 
the section name is updated but the section length is NOT (the bug).
when you press pattern mode 2 times 
(go to normal screen and patch/phrase screen again) 
the section length is updated as should. please fix this small buggy.
i guess the programmers just forgot to CALL that piece of code there.

ok thats it.. i hope it helps,
warm greetingz,
http://www.SJ-Groover.com
| 10851|10851|2003-07-23 05:44:08|wep563|What a joke.|
Does anyone ever make music with this thing or does everyone sit 
around wishing for OS updates?
| 10852|10851|2003-07-23 05:51:47|dopamine|Re: What a joke.|
Have you even bothered to read any of this?

Matt.
| 10853|10851|2003-07-23 06:12:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What a joke.|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 13:48, dopamine wrote:

> Have you even bothered to read any of this?

It doesn't matter. As I stated before, not everyone is 
interested in an OS update. Or even stronger: almost no-one 
is interested. So wep563's reaction is a logical one which 
we should respect.

- Robert
| 10854|10854|2003-07-23 06:25:44|om_audio|Sampling info I learned|
Ok- I thought it was a bug but it is just odd- 

Page 230 of the manual cleared it up for me (specifically the NOTE at 
the bottom of the page)- it would be nice if all sampling Types 
worked the same as Kit+Note- which is to say that when you hit the 
sampling-start button the sequencer starts and recording too from the 
last sampling page.

The way it is now is you hit sequencer-Play *before* you get to the 
last page- on the setup page- and if you chose measure 1-x it has to 
play through once before recording begins.

No big deal really- I just thought it was a bug at first and in the 
process I learned something. 

Om
| 10855|10851|2003-07-23 06:28:56|om_audio|Re: What a joke.|
I think it should be noted that *many* users might not check in on 
this group very often. That is quite common- I would imagine most are 
active when they are having troubles they are trying to resolve and 
not so active when all is well. I know I am that way.

http://www.sj-groover.com/


Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 23 July 2003 13:48, dopamine wrote:
> > Have you even bothered to read any of this?
> 
> It doesn't matter. As I stated before, not everyone is 
> interested in an OS update. Or even stronger: almost no-one 
> is interested. So wep563's reaction is a logical one which 
> we should respect.
> 
> - Robert

| 10856|10851|2003-07-23 06:40:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What a joke.|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 14:28, om_audio wrote:

> I think it should be noted that *many* users might not
> check in on this group very often. That is quite common-
> I would imagine most are active when they are having
> troubles they are trying to resolve and not so active
> when all is well. I know I am that way.

That's probably true, but it doesn't help us much. 
I nothing dramatic happens, I'll call off the project this 
weekend, unless someone else takes over.

- Robert
| 10857|10851|2003-07-23 07:12:05|Bryan Rodgers|Re: What a joke.|
if you made music/played live with the RS, you'd understand why some are
asking for much needed OS updates!

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: wep563 [mailto:wep56@worldnet.att.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2003 7:32 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] What a joke.

Does anyone ever make music with this thing or does everyone sit 
around wishing for OS updates?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10858|10851|2003-07-23 07:17:21|Bryan Rodgers|Re: What a joke.|
guys, don't let this OS thing fall through again....unless you're
planning on creating a OS FAQ for the files section that clearly states
that a) the RS community is not interested, and b) Yamaha doesn't give a
rats ass what the community thinks...

...so that I never get my hopes up again the next time someone starts
talking OS updates!

This is really sad people. We have the opportunity to have some input,
and you're all sitting on your thumbs...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2003 8:40 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What a joke.
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On Wednesday 23 July 2003 14:28, om_audio wrote:
> I think it should be noted that *many* users might not
> check in on this group very often. That is quite common-
> I would imagine most are active when they are having
> troubles they are trying to resolve and not so active
> when all is well. I know I am that way.

That's probably true, but it doesn't help us much. 
I nothing dramatic happens, I'll call off the project this 
weekend, unless someone else takes over.

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 10859|10842|2003-07-23 07:23:54|basicchannel9092001|Re: More Votes needed! Everyone should participate!|
hi! vote from Japan!

1
2
5
13
15
20
26
37
51
57

thank you for your GREAT WORKS Robert!!

sorry for my bad english. ;-(

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but 
> > this list has 995 members!
> > 
> > We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't 
> > settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers, 
> > please decloak and do your thing.
> > 
> > Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> > 
> > http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> > http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> > 
> > Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you 
> > take the time to read the list and post your 10 
> > most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> > 
> > For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> > 
> > ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Robert (aggressive smöderatør

| 10860|10794|2003-07-23 07:27:59|mmittner|Re: More OS request votes please!|
so, here's my vote:

2 - improved grid groove (that's the same as 27 btw)
6 - sample edit
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8 - more lfos
9 - loop remix zone
22 - var->delay bug fix
23 - aux sends (come on guys, vote for that, i really want it and 
noone except me seems to see how great this would be :-)
24 - 3x variation fx
25 - style change transmit switch
37 - audition samples before loading
60 - show sysex string

-mike
| 10861|10842|2003-07-23 07:51:59|b_p_m23|Re: More Votes needed! Everyone should participate!|
Hello!
This is my vote:
1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 13, 24, 40, 59

And thanks for that great idea!!!

bernie

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but 
> > this list has 995 members!
> > 
> > We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't 
> > settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers, 
> > please decloak and do your thing.
> > 
> > Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> > 
> > http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> > http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> > 
> > Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you 
> > take the time to read the list and post your 10 
> > most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> > 
> > For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> > 
> > ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Robert (aggressive smöderatør

| 10862|10739|2003-07-23 08:46:09|Latif|Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
If you just read this,
then VOTE PLEASE :-))

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> I just updated the list a bit by joining similar entries 
> (without changing the numbering). If you voted for one of 
> the now-joined entries, your vote will be 'redirected' to 
> the new master entry.
> 
> I also added another entry that I forgot to the end of the 
> list.
> 
> Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:
> 
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you all 
> take the time to read the list and post a list of your 10 
> most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers. 
> 
> For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
> 
> ALL OF YOU READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
> 
> Thanks,
> Robert (möderøtor)
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| 10863|10765|2003-07-23 08:51:28|tompaulsen2002|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 23 July 2003 12:18, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 
> wrote:
> > > I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for
> > > votes might be a good idea, no?
> >
> > I posted a link there.
> 
> How are they going to post their votes Tom?

They have to sign up...;)
| 10864|10851|2003-07-23 08:52:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: What a joke.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wep563" wrote:

> Does anyone ever make music with this thing or does everyone sit 
> around wishing for OS updates?

Hey that´s the right person saying it. Never contributing to the 
community, just lurking...
| 10865|10765|2003-07-23 08:56:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> PS- I just noticed it is in the wrong category as well- should be 

in 

> the "future os wish list" area, no?

Huh, they have a "Future OS wish list" now? I don´t check that site 
anymore.
| 10866|10851|2003-07-23 10:21:10|wasted su700fan|Re: What a joke.|

----- Original Message -----
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Date: Wednesday, July 23, 2003 8:13 am
Subject: Re: [RS7000] What a joke.

> On Wednesday 23 July 2003 13:48, dopamine wrote:
> > Have you even bothered to read any of this?
> 
> It doesn't matter. As I stated before, not everyone is 
> interested in an OS update. Or even stronger: almost no-one 
> is interested. So wep563's reaction is a logical one which 
> we should respect.
> 
> - Robert

As an aside Robert [& Tom] (from one Yahoo Groups moderator to 
another), have you bothered to check the Members section of the RS7000 
Group? Even though it shows nearly 1000 members (992 currently), if you 
check the Bouncing Tab there are 304 subscribers to this list that are 
bouncing. Which means the actual # of members on this list is more 
like 688 instead of 992. In other words about 1/3 of the 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list members aren't actually members 
anymore. Some of the 688 which are regular participators, others just 
lurkers.

What I would suggest you or Tom or another Owner/Moderator do is purge 
all the Bouncing members on this list so we get a more accurate count 
of list members. At the very least, purge those Bouncing members who 
are HARD bouncing, and the SOFT bouncing ones look at the individual 
reasons & # of times bouncing, etc. to see if some of those Bouncing 
members need to be purged also. I'm the Owner/Moderator of the 
YamahaSU700SupportGroup at Yahoo Groups and I have to do a purge every 
few months of Bouncing Members (we only have about 230 total members), 
and also make sure that nobody's putting crap spam links in the Links 
section or Porno pictures in the Pictures section of the Group. I 
moderate both the SU700 Support Group and the microKorg@yahoogroups.com 
list to clean the crap off them as necessary. The groups' postings are 
kept unmoderated, but if I get complaints or notice inappropriate stuff 
I am quick to lay down the law (i.e. Porno links/photos, get rich quick 
schemes, etc.).

I've seen too many good music-related lists at Yahoo Groups go down 
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because the original Owner didn't bother to appoint a secondary 
Moderator (or 3rd), and then went AWOL shortly after founding the 
Group. Therefore leaving the Group to the mercy of the spammers with 
nobody to ban them. I was lucky to have an insider at Yahoo appoint me 
as a moderator to the SU700 Support Group after the original owner went 
AWOL.

You guys are doing great Group Moderating for the most part, keep up 
the great work. You just need to purge the dead weight (i.e. Bouncing 
Members), then we're a little more streamlined and realistic in 
operation.

--
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@yahoo.com, su700fan@comcast.net) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 10867|10739|2003-07-23 10:38:21|ix_kool|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
1
9
13
23!!!!!!!!!!!
35
37
39
40
57
63!!!!!!!!!!!
64
| 10868|10868|2003-07-23 11:28:49|dwizard12002|OS Request|
My choices...
7.
9.
13.
15.
14.
37.
26

Peace
| 10869|4472|2003-07-23 12:14:42|b_p_m23|2 questions|
hi!

i have a phrase with one sound held 32 measures long. now if i mute 
that track with that phrase in measure 3 for example and unmute it in 
measure 12 i'll have to wait til it starts again at measure 1.

mute mode is set to midi and i like that because i unmute tracks 
everytime in time. is there a midi-setting to fix my problem. if not 
why works it that way?!

i don't no how to record a sound thats endless. now i do it the way i 
described above.
on the an200 of a friend it's very easy. there i only had to change 
the gate time and adsr to the maximum and i got it!

bernie
| 10870|10870|2003-07-23 12:15:12|Lou|need to know before i buy|
i was wondering does the RS7000 loop each track individually in song 
mode??? like the motif??? i love the FX and filters idea plus a cool 
lil sampler....is this the right piece to replace my mpc2000xl as 
the brain of my midi studio for seq, sampling etc etc????. i have 
many rack modules now and like to use all of them when i produce, 
proteus2000, audity2000, triton rack, xv5080..is this rs7000 unit 
worthy???.....or is there issues with sequencing and linking up 
modules??????????? im used to my mpc but tired of its lack of 
nothing, like cool sampling, fx, filters...i never use more than 16 
tracks so im not worried about that limitation...someone please help 
me make a decision???????????.......... im ready to make a purchase 
to something new!!!!!!
| 10871|10851|2003-07-23 12:22:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What a joke.|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 18:21, wasted su700fan wrote:

> You guys are doing great Group Moderating for the most
> part, keep up the great work. You just need to purge the
> dead weight (i.e. Bouncing Members), then we're a little
> more streamlined and realistic in operation.
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Good one, about the purging job. To be honest, I didn't know 
it was possible. ;)

To keep the list free of spammers, I check the first N 
messages of every newcomer. So I get LOTS of messages each 
day. Lot of work, but I like to keep the list clean.

Thanks for the tip,
Robert
| 10872|10872|2003-07-23 12:55:47|Andrew Leonard|Eaten Sample Memory?!|
So I'm working on a sample heavy track (samples across all 16 channels), and 
whenever I copy a phrase to edit it in a new section, it seems as if the RS 
is actually copying the sample too!? I don't want to put them in common 
memory, but is there a way to avoid this to get my memory back?

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail
| 10873|10765|2003-07-23 12:56:55|om_audio|Re: The OS requests list is now updated again|
I'm sorry but we are missing an opportunity here. I implore Tom to 
EDIT his message on the rs7000.org forum and suggest people vote 
THERE within the thread- do you really expect many people to join 
Yahoo groups just to vote? Make it as easy as possible for them I say.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Wednesday 23 July 2003 12:18, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 
> > wrote:
> > > > I think trying to tap the rs7000.org community for
> > > > votes might be a good idea, no?
> > >
> > > I posted a link there.
> > 
> > How are they going to post their votes Tom?
> 
> They have to sign up...;)

| 10874|4472|2003-07-23 13:23:36|Latif|Re: 2 questions|
i don't know how it's exactly called
i think it's 'legato' you're playing such a note,
a note like that is only triggered once at the
beginning and it will sound as long as the measures it's hold at.
but if you mute the track, you simply switching it off.
depending on what kinda sound it is, gate and release time will not 
be sufficient to keep it going.
you can try to trigger the note every 4 measures within the
32 measures then still set AMP release time to overlap the 
4 measures, so that it will sound like going on.

see if this works for you.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "b_p_m23" wrote:
> hi!
> 
> i have a phrase with one sound held 32 measures long. now if i mute 
> that track with that phrase in measure 3 for example and unmute it 
in 
> measure 12 i'll have to wait til it starts again at measure 1.
> 
> mute mode is set to midi and i like that because i unmute tracks 
> everytime in time. is there a midi-setting to fix my problem. if 
not 
> why works it that way?!
> 
> i don't no how to record a sound thats endless. now i do it the way 
i 
> described above.
> on the an200 of a friend it's very easy. there i only had to change 
> the gate time and adsr to the maximum and i got it!
> 
> bernie

| 10875|10872|2003-07-23 13:27:37|om_audio|Re: Eaten Sample Memory?!|
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On the copy phrase page simply un-check the "sample" box. Use your 
manual as a reference source- I find it impossible to read like a 
book but extremely helpful as a reference when I am looking for 
specific answers.

Also- Press shift/utility- if the amount of wave mem is more thant 
the amount of recordable you can optimize the wave memory to gain 
some space.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" wrote:
> 
> So I'm working on a sample heavy track (samples across all 16 
channels), and 
> whenever I copy a phrase to edit it in a new section, it seems as 
if the RS 
> is actually copying the sample too!? I don't want to put them in 
common 
> memory, but is there a way to avoid this to get my memory back?
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail

| 10876|10872|2003-07-23 13:30:58|Latif|Re: Eaten Sample Memory?!|
use 'copy track'
and before executing operation, deselect 'sample'
select only what you need ie: 'sequence' 'mixer/voice 
edit 'playfx/groove/midi delay'

further more, after each extraction in sample edit mode
perform 'wave memory optimize' (utility system 4/4)
also delete unwanted/unused snippets.

see if this works for you..

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" wrote:
> 
> So I'm working on a sample heavy track (samples across all 16 
channels), and 
> whenever I copy a phrase to edit it in a new section, it seems as 
if the RS 
> is actually copying the sample too!? I don't want to put them in 
common 
> memory, but is there a way to avoid this to get my memory back?
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/featuredemail

| 10877|10870|2003-07-23 13:33:22|om_audio|Re: need to know before i buy|
The RS is the bomb. You would love it, learning curve and all!

However, a Song does not "loop" anything. It is basically the RS's 
linear sequencer mode- 

You start in Pattern mode (where everything does actually "loop"), 
build a Pattern Chain, then convert that to a Song- so if you had 
things looping in youPatt Chain it will sound exactly the same in the 
Song.

But one of the best things about Song mode for me is the fact that 
you can easily record/overdub from start to finish and *not* have it 
sound like it is looping anything.

I am not familiar with the Motif so I cannot answer you on that point.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Lou" wrote:
> i was wondering does the RS7000 loop each track individually in 
song 
> mode??? like the motif???

| 10878|10872|2003-07-23 13:37:45|om_audio|Re: Eaten Sample Memory?!|
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PS- When you use the new Phrase on another Track or Section you must 
set the mixer to call the voice from "phrase" otherwise it will not 
find the sample. Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> On the copy phrase page simply un-check the "sample" box. Use your 
> manual as a reference source- I find it impossible to read like a 
> book but extremely helpful as a reference when I am looking for 
> specific answers.
> 
> Also- Press shift/utility- if the amount of wave mem is more thant 
> the amount of recordable you can optimize the wave memory to gain 
> some space.
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" 
wrote:
> >> > whenever I copy a phrase to edit it in a new section, it seems 
as 
> if the RS 
> > is actually copying the sample too!? I don't want to put them in 
> common 
> > memory, but is there a way to avoid this to get my memory back?

| 10879|10879|2003-07-23 14:07:19|HollaBread@aol.com|Troubleshooting|
Why when I connect my Iomega zip 100 drive- my rs7000 dosent even startup- it 
wont read - maybe the id device- I dunno

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10880|10872|2003-07-23 14:13:09|wildemar|Re: Eaten Sample Memory?!|
Am 23.07.2003 21:37:37, schrieb "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>:

>PS- When you use the new Phrase on another Track or Section you must 
>set the mixer to call the voice from "phrase" otherwise it will not 
>find the sample. Om
>

Really? Can't you select the Sample voice in the Mixer screen also?

Just checked: Yes you can.

MSB 064
LSB 000 (001 for Common samples)

Program ... whatever you like :-)

Wildemar
| 10881|10851|2003-07-23 14:13:11|wildemar|Re: What a joke.|
Am 23.07.2003 13:31:30, schrieb "wep563" <wep56@worldnet.att.net>:

>Does anyone ever make music with this thing or does everyone sit 
>around wishing for OS updates?

Yep, the latter. Noone bought this thing to make music. Did you? Thats 
ridiculous.
Really, we're just a bunch of hobos, having nothing better to do than post to 
this group. Thats all we do. No time for musicmaking, now with the whole 
complaining and all.

On the other hand:
Its not like it takes a week to write a post ...
not for me, that is.

I can do both :-)

Then again, what bussiness is that of yours (no offense). If you dont want an 
OS update, dont vote. But please vote anyway ;-)

Wildemar
| 10882|10882|2003-07-23 14:13:13|wildemar|HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
VOTE!

Download one of these:
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
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Read them.
Write down your ten Favorites.
Send them to the group

Its only ten minutes. And its FREE!
Whats Porn about this? Well, a new OS Update would shure get *me* off.
I mean hey, wherever do you get such an easy opportunity to improve your 
seq's life (pun intended), so all your desires will be satisfied in ways you couldnt 
even imagine (for me thats no. 2, grid mode improvements, btw.)

Cum on guys, lets whip our dicks together and ram it down Yammie's throat.

Yep, gross, I know.
But fun. :-)

Wildemar

PS: Stop masturbating and VOTE already!
| 10883|10825|2003-07-23 14:13:16|wildemar|Re: Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
Man! You should really be making music. Alll that rage HAS GOT to be inspiring 
...

;-)

Wildemar

Am 23.07.2003 08:40:06, schrieb "faxorgy" <Oscar_Finch@excite.com>:

>I am totally IMPRESSED by the bland ordinariness that it is the MOTIF 
>ES!!!!!
>I mean of course every pro end work station shouldn't have grid 
>mode :rolleseye:.
>They took realtime loopremix from the RS7000 ,tweek sounds whilst 
>sequencer is running from the RS7000 also .....(where to embarassed 
>to mention it in there fucking NAMM video demo).
>The AUTO ARRANGER fell of the thing is fucken joke .
>More Bon-Tempi wanna be church organists wiggin' out on how great 
>Yamaha are on Motifator .com. 
>Seriously since when did any PRO end equipment actually map 
>chords ,acommpaniements ,variations yep some 1700 + some 2000 
>R/LoopRemix templates.
>Oh and heres a good one ..the Motif ES CAN be expanded to 1 GIG of 
>ram. 
>Yamaha only advise the 512 Meg limit because a GIG of samples will 
>take 37-48 limits too load.
>If Yamaha release a NEW unit I'll be greasing my old RS7000 up with 
>engine oil and shoving it up some Yamaha reps arse so fast he won't 
>know whats hit him.
>I have never ever ever been so SHAT OFF with a company my entire life.
>I try to kid myself I'm happy with the status quo and the way the 
>RS7000 is now but in truth I'm not.
>This pattern chain to song convert bullshit and program your 
>scene ,mute tracks then embelishing ,editing and further refining 
>your linear tracked song sequence. Yep REALLY gets those creative 
>juices going doesn't it !!!!!!
>Not to mention the lovely sysex stream my unit spews out to all my 
>rack gear one the "CONVERT TO SONG" job in Pattern Chain. Nuttin like 
>havin to reprogram that multi-set up in you VA grrrrr.
>Oh yes and the total SHITTY ASSED implementation of local samples - 
>why even bother using them.
>Sequence up a style using ALOT of local samples some chopped loops , 
>resampled phrases and say some vocal. So your style uses some say 33 
>meg of samples for a remix project. All in Sample Local slots because 
>you want them native to that style. You work out your 
>scenes ,mutes ,do a pattern chain make any extra mute 
>changes ,timesig changes in the event editor ,play it back ,your 
>pleased (it's a tad glitchy but hey thats pattern chain mode),do a 
>song convert and get SAMPLE MEMORY FULL CAN"T DO I mean WTF.
>Yep all the samples are copied to new user memory locations when
>song convert is performed. So at 33 megs worth of samples well I 
>don't have 66+ meg of ram in the unit do I.
>Obviously Yamaha haven't heard of the concept of a "look-up table".
>Funny it works for all their roms ,it works for all common samples it 
>doesn't for all local samples. 
>Rant over , but quite frankly Yamaha can coe over and growl out my 
>asshole for all I care at the moment.
>This unit should be on atleast OS V2.0 of development.
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>Just make sure you sell yours before next Winter Namm cause it will 
>be fetching as much money as a doorstop after that trust me !!!!!!!
>I almost pissed that a GROUP MODERATOR can take the EFFORT to try 

and 

>get PETITIONS together to get the UNITS OS OVERHAULED and some 950 
>members all sit back and DO NOTHING.
>Thanks guys nice to see you've got no community spirit, lack any 
>respect for the moderators efforts and a dose of apathy bigger than 
>Yamaha's.
>Yes I'm having a bad day :(.
>Geeee I wonder why - and no I'm not on my rags either ;).
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10884|10794|2003-07-23 14:13:18|wildemar|Re: More OS request votes please!|

XML has those > <> brackets, not those -> []

HAW HAW

Sorry man, ;-)
Dont take me too seriously

Wildemar

Am 22.07.2003 13:03:57, schrieb dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>:

>[sheepish mode]
>
>Ok Robert, looking over the requests again, sorry!
>
>[/sheepish mode]
>
>Matt. ;-)
>
>
>At 12:57 PM 22/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:
>>Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but
>>this list has 995 members!
>>
>>We need more votes to make this a serious operation. I won't
>>settle for less than 994 or so... So all you lurkers,
>>please decloak and do your thing.
>>
>>Here's where you can find the list of OS requests:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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>>
>><http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html>

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html

>>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>>
>>Each request has its own unique number. I suggest you
>>take the time to read the list and post your 10
>>most favorite entries, simply by giving a list of numbers.
>>
>>For example: 13, 42, 17, 11, 8, etc.
>>
>>ALL YOU LURKERS READING THIS, PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!
>>
>>
>>Thanks,
>>Robert (aggressive smöderatør)
>>
>>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>>ADVERTISEMENT
>><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=

244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=
1595053/R=0/SIG=1245der9k/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitakenattogyo?
YH=3512152&yhad=1595053>1555f71.jpg

>>1555ffd.jpg
>>
>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>Home: 
>><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

>>FAQ: 
>><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

>>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>

http://www.yamahasynth.com

>>
>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>
>>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
>><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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| 10885|10879|2003-07-23 14:15:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Troubleshooting|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 21:26, HollaBread@aol.com wrote:

> Why when I connect my Iomega zip 100 drive- my rs7000
> dosent even startup- it wont read - maybe the id device-
> I dunno
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Good chance its the device ID. They should be *different* 
for the RS and Zip drive. Also make sure you have a good 
quality *SCSI* cable (not a printer cable or anything). 

But you best bet is to check the device IDs of both devices.

- Robert
| 10886|10879|2003-07-23 14:15:29|om_audio|Re: Troubleshooting|
Make sure the termination switch on the Zip is set correctly also 
(on)- both switches on the rear should be all the way in the down 
position- this is assuming it is the only device in the chain.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, HollaBread@a... wrote:
> Why when I connect my Iomega zip 100 drive- my rs7000 dosent even 
startup- it 
> wont read - maybe the id device- I dunno
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10887|10887|2003-07-23 15:35:44|om_audio|CC editing question|
I inserted a CC94 message of 15 (variation effect send) on a track- 
but in the mixer it shows the amount as 30- if I change the cc value 
to 7 the amount in the mixer drops to 14- is there a reason the value 
is doubled? The knob goes 0-127 and the data on the edit screen goes 
0-127, what am i missing?

Om
| 10888|10739|2003-07-23 15:49:40|jason|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
1
31
38
42
44
56
60
63
64
66

I would also like an option for key wait recording, So recording would 
start when you pressed a key, instead of waiting 1 measure or 2 
measures, or no measures. 

jasfisch
| 10889|10879|2003-07-23 15:49:46|holla_bread|Troubleshooting|
Anybody know how I go about find device ID for the zip drive? and

SCSI Communication
SCSI Setup

Havent set anything in these 2 menus- Could this be why? Where can I 
find information on configuring?
| 10890|10890|2003-07-23 15:50:30|woodgaines|votes|
It was difficult picking just ten, but here they are:

2
6
11
14
20
27
29
37
40
44

--Adam
| 10891|10887|2003-07-23 15:55:36|Latif|Re: CC editing question|
the mixer screen reads from -63 to +63 and so do the knobs
-63 = 0
+63 = 127

the mixer readout for variation fx knobs is an exception
cause it's also the fader for variation/dry level, don't let it 
confuse you :-)
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I inserted a CC94 message of 15 (variation effect send) on a track- 
> but in the mixer it shows the amount as 30- if I change the cc 
value 
> to 7 the amount in the mixer drops to 14- is there a reason the 
value 
> is doubled? The knob goes 0-127 and the data on the edit screen 
goes 
> 0-127, what am i missing?
> 
> Om

| 10892|10882|2003-07-23 16:01:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
LOL

- Robert
| 10893|4472|2003-07-23 16:05:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 2 questions|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 16:10, b_p_m23 wrote:

> hi!
>
> i have a phrase with one sound held 32 measures long. now
> if i mute that track with that phrase in measure 3 for
> example and unmute it in measure 12 i'll have to wait til
> it starts again at measure 1.
>
> mute mode is set to midi and i like that because i unmute
> tracks everytime in time. is there a midi-setting to fix
> my problem. if not why works it that way?!

Because when mute mode is set to MIDI, the unmute will wait 
for the next MIDI event. In your case, that's roughly 31 
bars away. ;)

Switch mute mode to AUDIO to fix this problem.

- Robert
| 10894|10879|2003-07-23 18:23:32|om_audio|Re: Troubleshooting|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "holla_bread" wrote:

> Anybody know how I go about find device ID for the zip drive? and
> 

On the back of the Zip drive.

> SCSI Communication
> SCSI Setup
> 
> Havent set anything in these 2 menus- Could this be why? Where can 

I 

> find information on configuring?

The user manual p. 280-281
| 10895|10825|2003-07-23 18:53:21|zhel_id|Re: Wishing! whould be grea a motif ES in a groove box|
Hey man...that was a spot on letter.Good on ya.Let's try what we can.

> 
> 
> Am 23.07.2003 08:40:06, schrieb "faxorgy" :
> 
> >I am totally IMPRESSED by the bland ordinariness that it is the 

MOTIF 

> >ES!!!!!
> >I mean of course every pro end work station shouldn't have grid 
> >mode :rolleseye:.
> >They took realtime loopremix from the RS7000 ,tweek sounds whilst 
> >sequencer is running from the RS7000 also .....(where to 

embarassed 

> >to mention it in there fucking NAMM video demo).
> >The AUTO ARRANGER fell of the thing is fucken joke .
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> >More Bon-Tempi wanna be church organists wiggin' out on how great 
> >Yamaha are on Motifator .com. 
> >Seriously since when did any PRO end equipment actually map 
> >chords ,acommpaniements ,variations yep some 1700 + some 2000 
> >R/LoopRemix templates.
> >Oh and heres a good one ..the Motif ES CAN be expanded to 1 GIG 

of 

> >ram. 
> >Yamaha only advise the 512 Meg limit because a GIG of samples 

will 

> >take 37-48 limits too load.
> >If Yamaha release a NEW unit I'll be greasing my old RS7000 up 

with 

> >engine oil and shoving it up some Yamaha reps arse so fast he 

won't 

> >know whats hit him.
> >I have never ever ever been so SHAT OFF with a company my entire 

life.

> >I try to kid myself I'm happy with the status quo and the way the 
> >RS7000 is now but in truth I'm not.
> >This pattern chain to song convert bullshit and program your 
> >scene ,mute tracks then embelishing ,editing and further refining 
> >your linear tracked song sequence. Yep REALLY gets those creative 
> >juices going doesn't it !!!!!!
> >Not to mention the lovely sysex stream my unit spews out to all 

my 

> >rack gear one the "CONVERT TO SONG" job in Pattern Chain. Nuttin 

like 

> >havin to reprogram that multi-set up in you VA grrrrr.
> >Oh yes and the total SHITTY ASSED implementation of local 

samples - 

> >why even bother using them.
> >Sequence up a style using ALOT of local samples some chopped 

loops , 

> >resampled phrases and say some vocal. So your style uses some say 

33 

> >meg of samples for a remix project. All in Sample Local slots 

because 

> >you want them native to that style. You work out your 
> >scenes ,mutes ,do a pattern chain make any extra mute 
> >changes ,timesig changes in the event editor ,play it back ,your 
> >pleased (it's a tad glitchy but hey thats pattern chain mode),do 

a 

> >song convert and get SAMPLE MEMORY FULL CAN"T DO I mean WTF.
> >Yep all the samples are copied to new user memory locations when
> >song convert is performed. So at 33 megs worth of samples well I 
> >don't have 66+ meg of ram in the unit do I.
> >Obviously Yamaha haven't heard of the concept of a "look-up 

table".

> >Funny it works for all their roms ,it works for all common 

samples it 

> >doesn't for all local samples. 
> >Rant over , but quite frankly Yamaha can coe over and growl out 

my 



> >asshole for all I care at the moment.
> >This unit should be on atleast OS V2.0 of development.
> >Just make sure you sell yours before next Winter Namm cause it 

will 

> >be fetching as much money as a doorstop after that trust 

me !!!!!!!

> >I almost pissed that a GROUP MODERATOR can take the EFFORT to try 
> and 
> >get PETITIONS together to get the UNITS OS OVERHAULED and some 

950 

> >members all sit back and DO NOTHING.
> >Thanks guys nice to see you've got no community spirit, lack any 
> >respect for the moderators efforts and a dose of apathy bigger 

than 

> >Yamaha's.
> >Yes I'm having a bad day :(.
> >Geeee I wonder why - and no I'm not on my rags either ;).
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

> >
> >
> >
> >

| 10896|10896|2003-07-23 20:27:17|moomoozyx|Playing looped .wavs|
Hi people!

Been a while since my last post to this list. I was wondering if 
anyone could shed some light on a problem I'm having. I have a 4 bar 
looped .wav file that I imported into the the RS(OS 1.21) but it 
refuses to play correctly:

1) the RS phrase length and the 44k 16bit .wav file are both the 
same (4 bars). The .wav file is exactly 4 bars long at 140bpm(cut in 
Sound Forge)
2) I imported the file in Kit mode to a single key(C3) to ensure 
that it plays back "as is"
3) drew a MIDI note 4bars long to trigger the file.
4) set tempo to 140 bpm (.wav file tempo)

The problem:

During cycling playback in pattern mode, there is a slight "gap" at 
the end of the 4 bars as if the file is slightly too short, so it 
does not loop back cleanly.

Also, sometimes the only half the file plays back (2bars) then goes 
silent for 2bars; then back to the first 2bars etc . . . Stopping & 
restarting playback or reloading the pattern fixes this.

Anyone experience this sort of behaviour before? Any ideas on how to 
get around this?

Thanks very much for your time. Hope someone's got the answer!

Moo
www.gamebrains.com
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| 10897|10896|2003-07-23 20:39:06|Latif|Re: Playing looped .wavs|
when you say i drew a note 4bars long
do you mean you drew a note from
001:1-000 to 004:4-000
or the exact total length for 4 measures which is
001:1-000 to 004:4-479
?
(i usually stop at -478 to leave 'work' space 
for the new note to be triggered)

have you made sure that no the sample
doesn't contain any header information
written into by the program you used.

checkout the sample in the RS editor
and perform extract to make sure it's 'clean'

last but not least, try to solve your problem quickly 
and easy by slicing the sample into sequence, after 
making sure it loops proper with it's note data ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moomoozyx" wrote:
> Hi people!
> 
> Been a while since my last post to this list. I was wondering if 
> anyone could shed some light on a problem I'm having. I have a 4 
bar 
> looped .wav file that I imported into the the RS(OS 1.21) but it 
> refuses to play correctly:
> 
> 1) the RS phrase length and the 44k 16bit .wav file are both the 
> same (4 bars). The .wav file is exactly 4 bars long at 140bpm(cut 
in 
> Sound Forge)
> 2) I imported the file in Kit mode to a single key(C3) to ensure 
> that it plays back "as is"
> 3) drew a MIDI note 4bars long to trigger the file.
> 4) set tempo to 140 bpm (.wav file tempo)
> 
> The problem:
> 
> During cycling playback in pattern mode, there is a slight "gap" at 
> the end of the 4 bars as if the file is slightly too short, so it 
> does not loop back cleanly.
> 
> Also, sometimes the only half the file plays back (2bars) then goes 
> silent for 2bars; then back to the first 2bars etc . . . Stopping & 
> restarting playback or reloading the pattern fixes this.
> 
> Anyone experience this sort of behaviour before? Any ideas on how 
to 
> get around this?
> 
> 
> Thanks very much for your time. Hope someone's got the answer!
> 
> 
> Moo
> www.gamebrains.com

| 10898|10896|2003-07-23 20:43:43|om_audio|Re: Playing looped .wavs|
Latif has overcome the learning curve, have you all noticed? I have- 
thanks Latif.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> when you say i drew a note 4bars long
> do you mean you drew a note from
> 001:1-000 to 004:4-000
> or the exact total length for 4 measures which is
> 001:1-000 to 004:4-479
> ?
> (i usually stop at -478 to leave 'work' space 
> for the new note to be triggered)

| 10899|10896|2003-07-23 20:58:41|Latif|Re: Playing looped .wavs|
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ur welcome, helping when and where i can ;-)

btw. moomooZYX, have you voted allready for
the OS request list??

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Latif has overcome the learning curve, have you all noticed? I have-

> thanks Latif.
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > when you say i drew a note 4bars long
> > do you mean you drew a note from
> > 001:1-000 to 004:4-000
> > or the exact total length for 4 measures which is
> > 001:1-000 to 004:4-479
> > ?
> > (i usually stop at -478 to leave 'work' space 
> > for the new note to be triggered)

| 10900|10896|2003-07-23 22:23:41|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Re: Playing looped .wavs|
Here are my choices:

12
18
20
29
36
42
56
64
6
24

rgs,

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com]
> Enviada em: quarta-feira, 23 de julho de 2003 23:59
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: [RS7000] Re: Playing looped .wavs
>
>
> ur welcome, helping when and where i can ;-)
>
> btw. moomooZYX, have you voted allready for
> the OS request list??
>
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>
> Latif
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Latif has overcome the learning curve, have you all noticed? I have-
>
> > thanks Latif.
> >
> > Om
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > when you say i drew a note 4bars long
> > > do you mean you drew a note from
> > > 001:1-000 to 004:4-000
> > > or the exact total length for 4 measures which is
> > > 001:1-000 to 004:4-479
> > > ?
> > > (i usually stop at -478 to leave 'work' space
> > > for the new note to be triggered)
>
>
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>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10901|10901|2003-07-23 22:52:13|om_audio|2 more for the list...|
1. Copy Phrase job- please show whether the destination phrase is 
used or not!

2. Copy Track job- please allow the selection of ALL tracks to be 
copied as you can do in most other jobs.

Om
| 10902|10887|2003-07-23 23:29:24|om_audio|Re: CC editing question|
I don't follow you Latif- I'm looking at it now and all knobs/values 
go from 0-127. It's the same in the edit screens- I don't see any -63 
to +63. The only place I see it is in the edit screen on certain CC 
but not the majority. Could you please explain further? Thanks- 
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> the mixer screen reads from -63 to +63 and so do the knobs
> -63 = 0
> +63 = 127
> 
> the mixer readout for variation fx knobs is an exception
> cause it's also the fader for variation/dry level, don't let it 
> confuse you :-)
> 
> Latif
>

| 10903|10903|2003-07-23 23:57:15|Lou|are there any former mpc 2000 xl users here??|
I had an mpc2000xl, mpc 60 but looking to move into an rs7000, 
maybe!!! do you think the rs7k or mpc2kxl is a better unit for 
sequencing and running my midi modules??? i also have the motif but 
the rs is a bit different....someone please help here??? preferably 
a former mpc maniac............
| 10904|10794|2003-07-24 00:44:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 12:55, Oddbods Finger wrote:

> 2 & 27 (same thing)
> 14
> 15
> 60 (although why not enable fx parameter recording?....as
> you say this was enabled on the RM1X so why was it
> disabled on the RS7000 in the first place!!!!)

Added the above to the list.

- Robert
| 10905|10794|2003-07-24 00:44:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More OS request votes please!|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 10:56, trapstate wrote:

> Pattern quantize is limited from 1 to 1/16, but I would
> like to see a selected section to play after the longest
> phrase of the previous section is finished. Example: in
> section A I have a 2, 3 and 11 bar phrase. Now when I
> press section B in pattern mode, I would like to have it
> switched at the end of the 11bar phrase. Would be great
> for live! Maybe it's already in the list, maybe not.
> Anyway this would be my 5th choice!!

I added this one to the list. Please vote again so you can 
include that entry. (I will check for multiple votes done 
by the same person and always pick the latest.)

- Robert
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| 10906|10739|2003-07-24 00:44:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Pick your fav OS Requests!!|
On Wednesday 23 July 2003 22:37, jason wrote:

> I would also like an option for key wait recording, So
> recording would start when you pressed a key, instead of
> waiting 1 measure or 2 measures, or no measures.

Added this one to the list. You'll have to vote again (and 
add the new entry to your original list) to make me see it.

- Robert
| 10907|10901|2003-07-24 00:44:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 2 more for the list...|
On Thursday 24 July 2003 06:52, om_audio wrote:

> 1. Copy Phrase job- please show whether the destination
> phrase is used or not!
>
> 2. Copy Track job- please allow the selection of ALL
> tracks to be copied as you can do in most other jobs.

Added to the list. You'll have to vote again to update your 
original list.

- Robert
| 10908|10903|2003-07-24 02:44:20|okoyemaya|Re: are there any former mpc 2000 xl users here??|
It is not right time to buy RS7000 really . Yamaha already abandoned 
this model so better wait for a while if you want to get Yamaha. The 
new product will be probably much better and the current models price 
will sink. RS is definitely overpriced, if money, Qy700 and RM1X are 
definitely better value for money. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Lou" wrote:
> I had an mpc2000xl, mpc 60 but looking to move into an rs7000, 
> maybe!!! do you think the rs7k or mpc2kxl is a better unit for 
> sequencing and running my midi modules??? i also have the motif but 
> the rs is a bit different....someone please help here??? preferably 
> a former mpc maniac............

| 10909|10903|2003-07-24 02:53:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: are there any former mpc 2000 xl users here??|
On Thursday 24 July 2003 10:44, okoyemaya wrote:

> It is not right time to buy RS7000 really . Yamaha
> already abandoned this model..

What make you think that Yamaha has abandoned the RS?

- Robert
| 10910|10794|2003-07-24 03:35:28|trapstate|Re: More OS request votes please!|
My new votes

14 fix metronome (aarch!!)
63 quick fill drumkit (especially the combo of 63/64 is usefull)
64 clear unsued samples from memory
7 velocity switching of sampler (or I have to get another sampler)
20 Knob hook mode (I like the 'shift' idea for live use)
2 better grid mode
12 full master effect recording (wicked!)
11 better reverb (else I will get an external unit)
40 enter record mode from play
68 pattern quantize to phrase length

Let's hope enough people will vote and Yamaha will see that these 
changes will make a better product and a good competitor for the 
Roland stuff.

Paul
| 10911|10794|2003-07-24 03:37:05|tompaulsen2002|Re: More OS request votes please!|
tom,

i've had trouble logging in to the yahoo group but here are my votes:

1, 20, 28, 33, 40, 42, 43, 44, 56, 65

...maybe I should use those as my lotto numbers...?

thanks,

brendan decelis
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| 10912|10882|2003-07-24 03:38:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
Hehe...nice trick! Got me clicking...;)

Töm (the pornorator)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> VOTE!
> 
> Download one of these:
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Read them.
> Write down your ten Favorites.
> Send them to the group
> 
> Its only ten minutes. And its FREE!
> Whats Porn about this? Well, a new OS Update would shure get *me* 
off.
> I mean hey, wherever do you get such an easy opportunity to improve 
your 
> seq's life (pun intended), so all your desires will be satisfied in 
ways you couldnt 
> even imagine (for me thats no. 2, grid mode improvements, btw.)
> 
> Cum on guys, lets whip our dicks together and ram it down Yammie's 
throat.
> 
> Yep, gross, I know.
> But fun. :-)
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> PS: Stop masturbating and VOTE already!

| 10913|10882|2003-07-24 03:43:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
On Thursday 24 July 2003 11:38, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Hehe...nice trick! Got me clicking...;)
>
>
> Töm (the pornorator)

Chasing women again?

- Robert
| 10914|10882|2003-07-24 04:18:15|mmittner|Re: HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
i guess i should reconsider my vote under these circumstances:

90
60
90

or, seems to be a bit more promising:

69

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> VOTE!
> 
> Download one of these:
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
> 
> Read them.
> Write down your ten Favorites.
> Send them to the group
> 
> Its only ten minutes. And its FREE!
> Whats Porn about this? Well, a new OS Update would shure get *me* 
off.
> I mean hey, wherever do you get such an easy opportunity to improve 
your 
> seq's life (pun intended), so all your desires will be satisfied in 
ways you couldnt 
> even imagine (for me thats no. 2, grid mode improvements, btw.)
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> 
> Cum on guys, lets whip our dicks together and ram it down Yammie's 
throat.
> 
> Yep, gross, I know.
> But fun. :-)
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> PS: Stop masturbating and VOTE already!

| 10915|10903|2003-07-24 04:25:42|okoyemaya|Re: are there any former mpc 2000 xl users here??|
Yamaha turned their biggest fan- FaxOscar into enemy, what more to 
say? Yamahas reaction to your/our OS action ( great work indeed 
thanks) will show it. I am afraid that RS`s design, the hardware, the 
whole box was not Yamahas greatest and now it is their reason to 
start from "0" ,probably too difficult or impossible to make any 
radical changes. The best for us would be if they decide not to make 
any new boxes of this type( too small market) and the RS will be stil 
manufactured for this little market, in that case we could expect 
some updates. Still I hope they may reconsider, such a community like 
this could be useful for the company but probably they are too 
monstrous, lack flexibility. 
Frankly I keep focused on the music, RS is just a tool, have it use 
it, wish it gets better but I wouldnt recommend it to anybody 
anymore. Seeing the situation, in future I will sketch tunes with 
RS , patterns etc but once in song I will convert it to SMF and 
finish them on pc. I dont want to depend on Yamaha. Motif ES or 
whatever new tool will not play RS format, or like RM1X files on RS 
will be messing up.
It is all learning too, when I bought it I still believed in one box. 
Now I know it is impossible. The sounds of RS are somewhere between 
almost useless and good. But I do not believe it should be even 
expected such miracle box ( unless like EMU does with cards), too 
many different tastes, preferences so anyway everybody will have his 
own prefered modules. I do not think of getting RSXXXX but QYXXXX 
yes. Hardware sequencer, no onboard presets, I dont even care for 
builtin sampler, if not Yamaha hopefully someone else will do it.
Though it is still the best, I wouldnt trade it for anything else at 
the moment but unlike any MPC it does not have resale value and this 
will get worse once a good alternative appears.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 24 July 2003 10:44, okoyemaya wrote:
> > It is not right time to buy RS7000 really . Yamaha
> > already abandoned this model..
> 
> What make you think that Yamaha has abandoned the RS?
> 
> - Robert

| 10916|10882|2003-07-24 06:23:04|wildemar|Re: HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
LOL
:-D

Wildemar

>i guess i should reconsider my vote under these circumstances:
>
>90
>60
>90
>
>or, seems to be a bit more promising:
>
>69
>
>-mike
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> VOTE!
>> 
>> Download one of these:
>> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.pdf
>> 
>> Read them.
>> Write down your ten Favorites.
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>> Send them to the group
>> 
>> Its only ten minutes. And its FREE!
>> Whats Porn about this? Well, a new OS Update would shure get *me* 
>off.
>> I mean hey, wherever do you get such an easy opportunity to improve 
>your 
>> seq's life (pun intended), so all your desires will be satisfied in 
>ways you couldnt 
>> even imagine (for me thats no. 2, grid mode improvements, btw.)
>> 
>> Cum on guys, lets whip our dicks together and ram it down Yammie's 
>throat.
>> 
>> Yep, gross, I know.
>> But fun. :-)
>> 
>> Wildemar
>> 
>> PS: Stop masturbating and VOTE already!

| 10917|10887|2003-07-24 06:51:48|Latif|Re: CC editing question|
checkout cut-off
mixer screen and knob = -63 to +63 = cc value's 0 to 127
where ZERO on screen actually is CC value 63

now ok,

delay send is 0 to 127 CC value's will correspond to that.

now ok,

VAR send KNOB is multi functional VAR/DRY

from left position it will count from 0 to 63 which is actually
0 to 127 for parameter send to fx... get it??
once you pass by the 64 position of the knob itself
you have passed by 127 for send fx and you are starting 
to turn down the DRY level, which counts for that knob
from 64 to 127, is CC data 0 to 127

so there you go, from the RS intrface only those 3 knobs 
VAR/DRY,DEL,REV read out 0 to 127.... with the exception of LFO speed 
and maybe some others that i forget to mention right now...

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I don't follow you Latif- I'm looking at it now and all 
knobs/values 
> go from 0-127. It's the same in the edit screens- I don't see any -
63 
> to +63. The only place I see it is in the edit screen on certain CC 
> but not the majority. Could you please explain further? Thanks- 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > the mixer screen reads from -63 to +63 and so do the knobs
> > -63 = 0
> > +63 = 127
> > 
> > the mixer readout for variation fx knobs is an exception
> > cause it's also the fader for variation/dry level, don't let it 
> > confuse you :-)
> > 
> > Latif
> >

| 10918|10918|2003-07-24 06:53:45|zhel_id|RS7000 ES???|
..uH..ChILL oUt..am TRipPING..BUT if tHe *YaM* Are pREparing tHE 
WOrld for the New " SEQ.GroOVEBOX" @!$$!£..THe best thInG 4 alL OF 
uS TO HAPpEn wOulD BE an RS7K ES with AN os UPgrade foR us "basic" 
RS7000 userS.I would even bE ok WITH PaYING soMe money For that 
upgrade...similar to cOmp soFt upgrade priceS....What YoU guys 
think..dOes that makes senSe 2 u??? in ThAt case IMHO rs7k would 
become a stanDard of some sorts.I think iT deserves it.AnyWay much 
better deal Than some RS9000XL or whatever :)))))Any oPinions?

ZzzzZ

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 10919|10918|2003-07-24 06:57:58|wildemar|Re: RS7000 ES???|
Yeah, good idea ....

Vote anyway!

Wildemar

Am 24.07.2003 14:53:40, schrieb "zhel_id" <zhel_id@yahoo.com>:

>..uH..ChILL oUt..am TRipPING..BUT if tHe *YaM* Are pREparing tHE 
>WOrld for the New " SEQ.GroOVEBOX" @!$$!£..THe best thInG 4 alL OF 
>uS TO HAPpEn wOulD BE an RS7K ES with AN os UPgrade foR us "basic" 
>RS7000 userS.I would even bE ok WITH PaYING soMe money For that 
>upgrade...similar to cOmp soFt upgrade priceS....What YoU guys 
>think..dOes that makes senSe 2 u??? in ThAt case IMHO rs7k would 
>become a stanDard of some sorts.I think iT deserves it.AnyWay much 
>better deal Than some RS9000XL or whatever :)))))Any oPinions?
>
>ZzzzZ
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
>

| 10920|10920|2003-07-24 06:59:29|jesse_medway|How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
Hi,

I'm a user of the Emu MP-7 considering an RS7000.
I also own an A4000. Is the sample engine the same?
What about effects and fitlers etc?

Any explanation for all the hostility here? The
Emu list is a whole lot happier.

Jesse
| 10921|10920|2003-07-24 07:04:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
On Thursday 24 July 2003 14:48, jesse_medway wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I'm a user of the Emu MP-7 considering an RS7000.
> I also own an A4000. Is the sample engine the same?
> What about effects and fitlers etc?

Have a look at our faq, chapters 9 and 14. Please ask again 
if still not clear.

>
> Any explanation for all the hostility here? The
> Emu list is a whole lot happier.

It's just a phase we're going through. Ignore it. ;)

- Robert
| 10922|10918|2003-07-24 07:17:08|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: RS7000 ES???|
yeah I agree it's the same... I would pay even half of what I already 
payed for my (used) rs7000 to have a more complete OS. This might sound 
crazy but I thinks there's really lot of work to do for it but the value 
of the machine would be unvaluably better... with all the work for the 
people from people in this ml and a good R&S I think the rs7000 would 
even be of actuality for really long...
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zhel_id wrote:

>..uH..ChILL oUt..am TRipPING..BUT if tHe *YaM* Are pREparing tHE 
>WOrld for the New " SEQ.GroOVEBOX" @!$$!£..THe best thInG 4 alL OF 
>uS TO HAPpEn wOulD BE an RS7K ES with AN os UPgrade foR us "basic" 
>RS7000 userS.I would even bE ok WITH PaYING soMe money For that 
>upgrade...similar to cOmp soFt upgrade priceS....What YoU guys 
>think..dOes that makes senSe 2 u??? in ThAt case IMHO rs7k would 
>become a stanDard of some sorts.I think iT deserves it.AnyWay much 
>better deal Than some RS9000XL or whatever :)))))Any oPinions?
>
>ZzzzZ
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 10923|10923|2003-07-24 07:59:09|impulse_us|Auction: Yamaha RS7000 music production studio |
20 megs installed, free zio smart media drive with 32 meg card. 

rs7000 with 20 megs installed upgradable to 64 megs.
manual
zio usb smartmedia reader/writer
32 meg smartmedia card
16 meg smartmedia card (factory demos)
operating system 1.21 installed

enter item number in ebays search box: 2547509999

direct link: 
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2547509999
| 10924|10920|2003-07-24 07:59:10|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 24 July 2003 14:48, jesse_medway wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I'm a user of the Emu MP-7 considering an RS7000.
> > I also own an A4000. Is the sample engine the same?
> > What about effects and fitlers etc?
> 
> Have a look at our faq, chapters 9 and 14. Please ask again 
> if still not clear.
> 

Ahhh sorry about that. I'm right in the middle of reading that but
took a second to look here, should have checked back to my pdf before 
asking. thanks for making the FAQ by the way, answers a lot of great 
questions.

>
> > Any explanation for all the hostility here? The
> > Emu list is a whole lot happier.
> 
> It's just a phase we're going through. Ignore it. ;)

Any particular reason? I know we had ot wait a while for
the Emu OS update. Genrally though its pretty mellow over
there.

Jesse
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| 10925|10920|2003-07-24 08:49:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
On Thursday 24 July 2003 15:26, jesse_medway wrote:

> Any particular reason? I know we had ot wait a while for
> the Emu OS update. Genrally though its pretty mellow
> over there.

Some of us badly want an OS upgrade. Some of us are simply 
not pleased with the RS and consider selling it. Some of us 
just got trapped by a nasty OS behavior and need to vent. 
We're in the middle of an OS upgrade petition, but we can't 
get enough votes, and that pisses of the folks that *did* 
vote.

You came it at a bad time. Normally it's nice and easy going 
here.

-Robert
| 10926|10920|2003-07-24 09:54:16|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|

> Some of us badly want an OS upgrade. Some of us are simply 
> not pleased with the RS and consider selling it. Some of us 
> just got trapped by a nasty OS behavior and need to vent. 
> We're in the middle of an OS upgrade petition, but we can't 
> get enough votes, and that pisses of the folks that *did* 
> vote.
> 
> You came it at a bad time. Normally it's nice and easy going 
> here.
> 
> -Robert

I'm really on the fence right now then. The RS has a lot of features
I want but I'm afraid of the stability after reading some of the 
mesages here. I really like the groove quantize feature the most. 
Sorry if this is listed somewhere but can a midi file be imported and 
used to create a custom groove template?

Jesse
| 10927|10927|2003-07-24 10:28:42|Andrew Leonard|OS update vote|
6 Sample edit
7 Velocity switching
9 loop remix zone
11 BETTER REVERB
25 style change transmit switch
31 multitrack pattern chain record mode
36 save sliced beats
42 better arpeggiator
44 improved sample engine
71 Show used/unused state in Copy Phrase job

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: smart spam protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 10928|10928|2003-07-24 10:32:25|Andrew Leonard|Re: Digest Number 921|
Bah. Shitballs.

I can't believe I missed that, I'm an idiot.

So, here's my next question (now that I have 10 sections full of sample 
copied phrases)...

How do I get rid of all the redundant samples? Can I simply do a Clear 
Track of sample, then re-import it, and select it on each phrase via mixer 
settings?

>Message: 18
> Date: Wed, 23 Jul 2003 19:26:35 -0000
> From: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: Eaten Sample Memory?!
>
>On the copy phrase page simply un-check the "sample" box. Use your
>manual as a reference source- I find it impossible to read like a
>book but extremely helpful as a reference when I am looking for
>specific answers.
>
>Also- Press shift/utility- if the amount of wave mem is more thant

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com


>the amount of recordable you can optimize the wave memory to gain
>some space.
>
>Om
>

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 10929|10920|2003-07-24 10:44:28|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
On Thu, 24 Jul 2003, jesse_medway wrote:

> I'm really on the fence right now then. The RS has a lot of features
> I want but I'm afraid of the stability after reading some of the
> mesages here. I really like the groove quantize feature the most.

Don't be afraid. RS is really a killer machine. I think that we are all
very happy with it.
If we send so many feature requests to Yamaha, it's because that gear has
an enormous potential that can still be improved.

> Sorry if this is listed somewhere but can a midi file be imported and
> used to create a custom groove template?

Yes, but it's not possible via the PC link (which is a nightmare !).
You have to do it by tranfering data file on your smartmedia card.

Arnauld
| 10930|10928|2003-07-24 13:34:46|om_audio|Re: Digest Number 921|
Yeah that's about right- but I always like to go to Patch screen, hit 
Rec, choose the sample or sound, and hit Rec again to write the sound 
choice to the Phrase itself rather than the mixer- from the mixer you 
then must use that sound for that track in all sections- when written 
to the Phrase header you can choose different sound for each section-
same track.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" wrote:
> 
> How do I get rid of all the redundant samples? Can I simply do a 
Clear 
> Track of sample, then re-import it, and select it on each phrase 
via mixer 
> settings?

| 10931|10927|2003-07-24 13:34:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: OS update vote|
So here is my top 10 features expected in a new OS (as per list 
posted
at yahoo).
(in no particular order)

2
9
13
15
20
24
44
62
64
65

Hope it is useful.

PiR
aka freezerman
| 10932|10882|2003-07-24 13:35:55|tompaulsen2002|Re: HOT PORN INSIDE --- COMPLETELY FREE --- READ ON|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 

> > Töm (the pornorator)
> 
> Chasing women again?
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You know...always! ;)

Töm (the chaserator)
| 10933|10920|2003-07-24 13:37:43|om_audio|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
Ack! I hate that- you came at a bad time- this machine is VERY stable 
and is really the best thing out there by far- 
I once thought it was unstable but after finding out the SIMMS I 
installed were no good and replacing them I don't think I have had 1 
single problem- and I do tons of sampling, slicing, remixing, 
automation- etc.- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> I'm really on the fence right now then. The RS has a lot of 
features
> I want but I'm afraid of the stability after reading some of the 
> mesages here.

| 10934|10934|2003-07-24 14:41:53|Reason325719081@AOL.COM|(sans sujet)|
please stop send e mail in my box i dont do music anymore and i lost my 
pasword to yahoo group so plea se stop thanks

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10935|10928|2003-07-24 14:49:29|mmittner|Re: Digest Number 921|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> Yeah that's about right- but I always like to go to Patch screen, 

hit 

> Rec, choose the sample or sound, and hit Rec again to write the 

sound 

> choice to the Phrase itself rather than the mixer- from the mixer 

you 

> then must use that sound for that track in all sections- when 

written 

> to the Phrase header you can choose different sound for each 

section-

> same track.
> 
> Om

but what sense does that make? you have the same filter/mixer settings 
anyway ... i'm using filters and stuff to tweak my sounds, i NEVER use 
a preset sound like it is. so it makes no sense - a resonance setting 
of +40 with a cutoff of -20 doesn't sound any good on most voices. 
either it's distorted or you don't hear anything. so at least in my 
case it's pointless to have the voice number stored without the rest 
of the voice settings.

-mike
| 10936|10928|2003-07-24 15:33:31|om_audio|Re: Digest Number 921|
Yes that's right- in some cases especially on a sound you will use 
for the whole composition- but I insert CC messages to set the voice 
parameters in the phrase sometimes (at the beginning)- that way if I 
use a different drum kit or sound on the same track, at the beginning 
the voice settings load for that sound. It's quite cool actually- 
even if you are using the same sound it can be an efficient way to 
modify the sound (rather than a whole stream of CC-) 

Just another creative option on the RS!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> but what sense does that make? you have the same filter/mixer 
settings 
> anyway ...
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| 10937|10879|2003-07-24 16:21:22|Oscillator505|Re: Troubleshooting|
Hopefully you voiced your opinion regarding OS improvement item #29,
couldn't resist...

This won't help much, just wanted to say that not all SCSI devices are
created equal, for example my 1 Gig Jaz drive will not work with RS, but an
older external hard drive does the job just fine. If you can't get the zip
drive to work may not be your fault, something to keep in mind.

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "holla_bread" <holla_bread@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2003 1:52 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Troubleshooting

> Anybody know how I go about find device ID for the zip drive? and
>
> SCSI Communication
> SCSI Setup
>
> Havent set anything in these 2 menus- Could this be why? Where can I
> find information on configuring?
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10938|10851|2003-07-24 16:21:38|Oscillator505|Re: What a joke.|
Jumping back to say THANKS for taking the time to put all this together,
Robert.

This might seem like a small number of users but these are the users that
really matter. Think of movie critics, they are not that many yet they can
do a lot of damage with just one twist of the finger.

Before you answer, damnit, I just want to feel like a special user... :P

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2003 5:40 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What a joke.

> On Wednesday 23 July 2003 14:28, om_audio wrote:
> > I think it should be noted that *many* users might not
> > check in on this group very often. That is quite common-
> > I would imagine most are active when they are having
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> > troubles they are trying to resolve and not so active
> > when all is well. I know I am that way.
>
> That's probably true, but it doesn't help us much.
> I nothing dramatic happens, I'll call off the project this
> weekend, unless someone else takes over.
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10939|10934|2003-07-24 16:27:16|wildemar|Re: (sans sujet)|
Please read what it sais at the end of this email: "To unsubscribe from 
RS7K ..."

Thanx for the effort
Wildemar

Am Thu, 24 Jul 2003 16:41:44 EDT hat <Reason325719081@AOL.COM> geschrieben:

> please stop send e mail in my box i dont do music anymore and i lost my 
> pasword to yahoo group so plea se stop thanks
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

-- 
Using M2, Opera's revolutionary e-mail client: http://www.opera.com/m2/
| 10940|10896|2003-07-24 22:12:02|moomoozyx|Re: Playing looped .wavs|
How could I forget the note length? Now it plays one cycle fine -> 
one cycle silent -> one cycle on again. It's probably the header 
info then. I'll re-import with TWE. Thanks majorly Latif!

I'll go vote now . . .

Moo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> ur welcome, helping when and where i can ;-)
> 
> btw. moomooZYX, have you voted allready for
> the OS request list??
> 
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> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Latif has overcome the learning curve, have you all noticed? I 
have-
> 
> > thanks Latif.
> > 
> > Om
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > when you say i drew a note 4bars long
> > > do you mean you drew a note from
> > > 001:1-000 to 004:4-000
> > > or the exact total length for 4 measures which is
> > > 001:1-000 to 004:4-479
> > > ?
> > > (i usually stop at -478 to leave 'work' space 
> > > for the new note to be triggered)

| 10941|10920|2003-07-24 23:59:59|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|

> Don't be afraid. RS is really a killer machine. I think that we 

are all

> very happy with it.
> If we send so many feature requests to Yamaha, it's because that 

gear has

> an enormous potential that can still be improved.

Thanks, I figured that. The record-pause bug seemed kind
of dangerous though. I guess as long as you know about it
problems can be avoided.

> > Sorry if this is listed somewhere but can a midi file be 

imported and

> > used to create a custom groove template?
> 
> Yes, but it's not possible via the PC link (which is a 

nightmare !).

> You have to do it by tranfering data file on your smartmedia card.

That sounds great. I have a DNA groove CD I bought and havent used 
much since the MP-7 doesnt do groove quantize. If I could svae 
those midi files and import into the RS7K that would be awesome.

Jesse
| 10942|10920|2003-07-25 00:00:11|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|

> > Sorry if this is listed somewhere but can a midi file be 

imported and

> > used to create a custom groove template?
> 
> Yes, but it's not possible via the PC link (which is a 

nightmare !).

> You have to do it by tranfering data file on your smartmedia card.

I looked in the manual and didnt see a way to use track data
to create a groove. I only see how to use a groove to apply
changes to a track, not the other way around.

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
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Also can note data (pitch/vel/gate) be adjusted as the seq is 
running?
| 10943|10920|2003-07-25 03:32:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
I've been doing this lately using smart media. I take the midi/smf file 
import it and copy it to a pattern/phrase make any adjustments there, mainly 
deleting measures and spliting the phrase through job, thereby making some 
incredible patterns. These patterns can then be saved in chains and converted back to 
songs. Pretty awesome! Phrases can be adjusted to sound like whatever, 
enjoying the hell out of this machine lately!

Zam

In a message dated 7/25/2003 12:00:34 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
medway808@hotmail.com writes:

> >>Sorry if this is listed somewhere but can a midi file be 
> imported and
> >>used to create a custom groove template?
> >
> >Yes, but it's not possible via the PC link (which is a 
> nightmare !).
> >You have to do it by tranfering data file on your smartmedia card.
> 
> 
> I looked in the manual and didnt see a way to use track data
> to create a groove. I only see how to use a groove to apply
> changes to a track, not the other way around.
> 
> Also can note data (pitch/vel/gate) be adjusted as the seq is 
> running?
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10944|10920|2003-07-25 04:45:49|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> I've been doing this lately using smart media. I take the midi/smf 

file 

> import it and copy it to a pattern/phrase make any adjustments 

there, mainly 

> deleting measures and spliting the phrase through job, thereby 

making some 

> incredible patterns. These patterns can then be saved in chains 

and converted back to 

> songs. Pretty awesome! Phrases can be adjusted to sound like 

whatever, 

> enjoying the hell out of this machine lately!

Ok but how do you take that midi file and use it to create a custom 
groove quantize which can then be applied to other tracks? I realize 
you can import midi files but what I want to do is use them to make a 
template instead of having to manualy move the notes in the groove 
quantize setup myself.

I have a bunch of DNA midi files for this purpose.

Jese
| 10945|10920|2003-07-25 04:45:53|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|

> > Sorry if this is listed somewhere but can a midi file be imported 

and

> > used to create a custom groove template?
> 
> Yes, but it's not possible via the PC link (which is a nightmare !).
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> You have to do it by tranfering data file on your smartmedia card.

Just to be clear I am talking about the groove *quantize* templates.I 
don't mean just importing a midi file to play back, but instead to 
use it to configure the custom quantize settings.

Jesse
| 10946|10946|2003-07-25 05:03:38|om_audio|Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
When you have a blank Song it shows all tracks as empty- the boxes 
above the track numbers are empty with dotted outlines. If you record 
on a track the box becomes solid letting you know there is data on 
that track.

However, when looking at Songs converted from Pattern Chains *all* of 
the tracks are solid as if there were data on all tracks even though 
there is not.

Om
| 10947|9546|2003-07-25 05:18:16|sonemotif|Re: midi|
ok im new to the wonderful world of midi and wondered if someone 
could explain a few things..

i want to get my drum patterns out of a boss dr groove and record
them into my rs what is the best way to do this i know i could
sample the beats but this would be time consuming.

what i really want to know is if i record via midi its only 
recording the signals correct? so how does it replicate
on my rs i mean how does it know whats a high hat whats a snare etc
or does midi use the kit thats in the boss dr groove and transfer
it to my rs. i tried this last night and the beat came out 
strange and used a kit in the rs.

what did you all do when you transfered your beats to the rs from
what ever you use to use ?

regards to anyone who can help..
| 10948|10948|2003-07-25 05:18:23|jesse_medway|How well does the RS7000 sync with midi clock?|
A friend of mine has the RM1X and says that it drifts when
he syncs it to midi clock. I need to be able to use the RS7000 as a 
master to drive an SP-12, are there any problems? Also does it send 
SPP messages when started mid song? So that it will keep my SP-12 
song at the same measure?

Jesse
| 10949|9546|2003-07-25 07:33:07|jesse_medway|Re: midi|

> what did you all do when you transfered your beats to the rs from
> what ever you use to use ?
> 
> regards to anyone who can help..

you need to record the midi out from the boss and then assign that 
track on the RS to play back the boss again so its tiggering the same 
sounds. otherwise the sounds will obviously be different since midi 
is just the note data.
| 10950|10851|2003-07-25 07:40:19|wildemar|Re: What a joke.|
Am 23.07.2003 13:31:30, schrieb "wep563" <wep56@worldnet.att.net>:

>Does anyone ever make music with this thing or does everyone sit 
>around wishing for OS updates?

Well, its not like it takes a week to write a post ...
not for me, that is.

I can do both :-)

Then again, what bussiness is that of yours (no offense). If you dont want an 
OS update, dont vote. But please vote anyway ;-)

Wildemar
| 10951|10946|2003-07-25 07:40:20|wildemar|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
Maybe it places some controller info on the track ...
I would imagine that it simply does a 'dumb conversion', meaning that it 
goes through a chain track by track, writing any info it can gather (effect 
settings, voice setup, what have you ...)

mailto:wep56@worldnet.att.net


Just a guess tho ...

I notice you're really hard on chasing down bugs right now, right? ;-)
But its good, I like that.

Suggestion: Couldnt we (that is you, Robert from the Camp) devide the list 
into feature reuest and bugs? Because the bugs is what Yamaha *has* to fix 
(I guess we agree on that), so we shouldnt hide them way down the list, 
only because just two or three people even noticed it.

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Fri, 25 Jul 2003 11:03:36 -0000 hat om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> When you have a blank Song it shows all tracks as empty-the boxes above 
> the track numbers are empty with dotted outlines. If you record on a 
> track the box becomes solid letting you know there is data on that track.
>
> However, when looking at Songs converted from Pattern Chains *all* of the 
> tracks are solid as if there were data on all tracks even though there is 
> not.
>
> Om

| 10952|9546|2003-07-25 07:40:21|wildemar|Re: midi|
Am Fri, 25 Jul 2003 11:18:15 -0000 hat sonemotif <fionnmcgrath@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> ok im new to the wonderful world of midi and wondered if someone could 
> explain a few things..
>

I'll try :-)

> i want to get my drum patterns out of a boss dr groove and record
> them into my rs what is the best way to do this i know i could
> sample the beats but this would be time consuming.
>

But a good choice, as it will preserve the original sounds of your drumbox. 
MAybe the RS has similar sounds, but not exactly the same. You can, once 
sampled, slice the beats and modify them in any way you want (well ...) on 
the RS.

> what i really want to know is if i record via midi its only recording the 
> signals correct?
>

Yep. Note data, like 'Play Note C#4 at Time so-and-so'

> so how does it replicate
> on my rs i mean how does it know whats a high hat whats a snare etc
>

It doesnt. Period. It only knows what notes are being played, not what 
instrument they stand for in the drumkit. One exeption is the General Midi 
(GM) specification, where certain Notes *do* mean a certain instrument. If 
both drumkits (the one the beat is created with and the one its transferred 
to) are factory-made within the GM specs, its no prob - the sounds will 
differ, but a snare will be a snare at least.
I doubt however that your Dr. Groove adheres to GM (virtually no 'serious' 
electronic instrument does). The RS does it to some extent, meaning that 
the RS drumkits are sort of based on the GM standard, but extend the note 
range used.
So much for the theory :-)

> or does midi use the kit thats in the boss dr groove and transfer
> it to my rs. i tried this last night and the beat came out strange and 
> used a kit in the rs.
>
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Naturally ... I mean come on, how is the RS supposed to know how a boss Dr. 
Groove sounds? ;-) Its not omnicient after all. How to resolve this? Later 
...

> what did you all do when you transfered your beats to the rs from
> what ever you use to use ?
>

Well I use my RS7000 for Beats. I then transfer them to my RS7000, which 
goes INCREDIBLY fast and effortless.
:-D
I'm a Joker.
(I'm a Smoker, I'm a mid-nite-talker, I play my music dah-dah-dah ...)

So here are my hints:

1.
Sample your beats from the Drumbox, slice them and Bamm! There you are.

2.
This is probably what you're for anyway:
Record your Drum-Midi to the RS, and set the track(s) containing said Midi 
to transmit back to the Drumbox on the desired channel. So your RS will 
play the MIDI, but your Dr. plays the sounds.

> regards to anyone who can help..
>

Yeah thanx. ;-)
In return, however, you must write down your favorite OS enhancements and 
send them to this group, ok?

Wildemar
| 10953|10920|2003-07-25 07:44:26|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> Ack! I hate that- you came at a bad time- this machine is VERY 

stable 

> and is really the best thing out there by far- 
> I once thought it was unstable but after finding out the SIMMS I 
> installed were no good and replacing them I don't think I have had 

1 

> single problem- and I do tons of sampling, slicing, remixing, 
> automation- etc.- 

Wow after printing out the manual at work (everyone laughed at how 
much paper it took doing it one sided, my fault) I can now understand 
why this unit might have some bugs. It seems to blow away my MP-7 in 
terms of features. Already seen a bunch of things I can't wait to 
try out, deffinatly picking up an RS7000 now. About to go try one 
out at the local music store but I think I'm already convinced. The 
MP-7 is a great machine but I want the internal sampling and groove 
control (even if it can't be derived from a midi file). I love how 
you can use the real time midi play params to change the timing as 
well (early or late), will save a lot of time doing it manually like 
I have been.

Jesse
| 10954|10946|2003-07-25 08:19:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
On Friday 25 July 2003 13:03, om_audio wrote:

> When you have a blank Song it shows all tracks as empty-
> the boxes above the track numbers are empty with dotted
> outlines. If you record on a track the box becomes solid
> letting you know there is data on that track.
>
> However, when looking at Songs converted from Pattern
> Chains *all* of the tracks are solid as if there were
> data on all tracks even though there is not.

Don't think this is a bug. The tracks just got the 'used' 
status, even though nothing was put in them.
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- Robert
| 10955|10920|2003-07-25 08:22:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
On Friday 25 July 2003 06:48, jesse_medway wrote:

> I looked in the manual and didnt see a way to use track
> data to create a groove. I only see how to use a groove
> to apply changes to a track, not the other way around.

Afaik, there's no way to load a groove template from disk.

>
> Also can note data (pitch/vel/gate) be adjusted as the
> seq is running?

Yup! 

- Robert
| 10956|10920|2003-07-25 08:23:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
On Friday 25 July 2003 05:17, jesse_medway wrote:

> Thanks, I figured that. The record-pause bug seemed kind
> of dangerous though. I guess as long as you know about
> it problems can be avoided.

You could roll back to an older OS.

- Robert
| 10957|10851|2003-07-25 08:26:17|Robert van der Kamp|Re: What a joke.|
On Thursday 24 July 2003 23:53, Oscillator505 wrote:

> Jumping back to say THANKS for taking the time to put all
> this together, Robert.
>
> This might seem like a small number of users but these
> are the users that really matter. Think of movie critics,
> they are not that many yet they can do a lot of damage
> with just one twist of the finger.

Yes, but movies crities have a *huge* audience, while we 
only have some Yammie boss to talk to. Imagine how they 
must laugh when we hand in that petition signed my a 
pittyfull 50 users...

>
> Before you answer, damnit, I just want to feel like a
> special user... :P

Okay! I'll shut up ... for a while. ;P

- Robert
| 10958|10948|2003-07-25 08:29:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How well does the RS7000 sync with midi clock?|
On Friday 25 July 2003 12:44, jesse_medway wrote:

> A friend of mine has the RM1X and says that it drifts
> when he syncs it to midi clock. 

My guess is that your friend doesn't know how to sync stuff 
together. This sounds like the RM1x got its MIDI Start 
message, but is running on its own clock.

- Robert
| 10959|10946|2003-07-25 09:12:53|Oscar Finch|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
Reread the manual people ....Firstly if that track has phrase date 124 bars in it still show's it is present.Secondly a SOLID box in SONG mode is also indicative of MUTE
STATUS OFF !!!!So even if the track has no data the machine see's no need to apply an auto mute to the track.This makes sense particularly if you are using soneg mode
live and want spare track/s free for paying live part's from over the linear accompaniment.The unit really has minimal bugs ....Ok I could list a few irks coughs : sample
managaement : coughs.But it does work out of the box as the manual states and does not crash if seldom ever.Mine has never crashed once.Never had a screen freeze on
RM1X file import either.I do however find the unit does make my work load cimbersome when it comes to the management of pattern chain ,mutes ,scenes ,data
overdubbing and finalisation of a piece.One of the RS7000's weak spots but hey nothing is perfect.The unit does allow you to do alot , not just alot of things I 
wan't ,like algorithmic processing functions ,full blown synth engine ,decent reverb ,multiple lfo's ,temp synced envelopes ,loop point modulations etc etc etc....I could
actually live without alot of the midi jobs ie:midi delay and grid groove personally but everyones needs are different.The step sequencer on the other hand is absolutely
kick ass.As is grid mode itself.Auto input quantize.Filters (particularly the dual filters)Insert effectsMulti-band compressor.I do beleive native "common sample"
management when doing song conversions is a BUG IMHO.As is the record standby problem.Also the nasty midi data it can spew out to midi'd up active modules on
chain convert to song (if you're not careful) .....Ok I'll shut my cake hole now :-P.



_______________________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10960|9546|2003-07-25 09:15:12|sonemotif|Re: midi|
thanks for your reponse's

here you go wildemar

14 fix metronome 
64 clear unsued samples from memory
12 full master effect recording 
11 better reverb
| 10961|10948|2003-07-25 11:31:11|Latif|Re: How well does the RS7000 sync with midi clock?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> A friend of mine has the RM1X and says that it drifts when
> he syncs it to midi clock. I need to be able to use the RS7000 as 

a 

> master to drive an SP-12, are there any problems? Also does it 

send 

> SPP messages when started mid song? So that it will keep my SP-12 
> song at the same measure?
> 
> Jesse

sure if you set the RS as MTC slave, and 
rewire the midi-out of the MTC master back into the
midi-in of the RS, you can then start/stop/scroll
from both machine's.

obviously this would only be very usefull if you are
in songmode on the RS..

And like Robert mentions, i too think you friend, has to
to take a close look at the sync settings he has in his setup
cause the RM1X that i used (and other gear) in my setup never lost
sync from the RS... simply impossible.
unless i would pull out the cable or have a faulty cable.

Latif
| 10962|10920|2003-07-25 11:39:26|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 25 July 2003 05:17, jesse_medway wrote:
> > Thanks, I figured that. The record-pause bug seemed kind
> > of dangerous though. I guess as long as you know about
> > it problems can be avoided.
> 
> You could roll back to an older OS.
> 
> - Robert

Well I guess it would be better to just ignore that feature
all together so as to keep the other enhancements. As long as
there are workarounds I should be fine. Seems like as long as I keep 
in mind what data is still recorded it won't be a problem. Isn't the 
new OS worth it for the most part?
| 10963|10948|2003-07-25 11:39:29|jesse_medway|Re: How well does the RS7000 sync with midi clock?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 25 July 2003 12:44, jesse_medway wrote:
> > A friend of mine has the RM1X and says that it drifts
> > when he syncs it to midi clock. 
> 
> My guess is that your friend doesn't know how to sync stuff 
> together. This sounds like the RM1x got its MIDI Start 
> message, but is running on its own clock.
> 
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> - Robert

Yes I agree, thats what I told him (about it not recieving constant 
clock). How would this be possible though? He's using DP3 and 
sending the RM1X midi clock. Not sure off the top of my head how a 
start could be issued without the accompanying clock pulses.
| 10964|10920|2003-07-25 11:39:34|jesse_medway|Re: How similar is the sound engine to A4000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 25 July 2003 06:48, jesse_medway wrote:
> > I looked in the manual and didnt see a way to use track
> > data to create a groove. I only see how to use a groove
> > to apply changes to a track, not the other way around.
> 
> Afaik, there's no way to load a groove template from disk.
> 

I wasnt asking if it could actually load a "groove template"
format file. But basically if it had the ability to use a tracks 
midi timing to setup one of the user quantize settings. So not only 
could you use a pattern created in the RS as a "Guide" but also smf's 
could be loaded and then the resulting track data be used also. 
Notator SL had this ability and it was something I had hoped the MP-7 
would too.

Anyways after reading the manual more it seems like it won't do it, 
which is fine. I just got back from a music store where I spent 
about an hour with it. Very impressed and I'll deffinatly be getting 
one now. Other than the track to groove quant thing it seems to do 
everything I had hoped for and without having to hit stop. Panicked 
a little bit until I found the event list editor but once I saw I 
could edit that real time as the pattern played my doubts were layed 
to rest. The timing is great, happy to see that for sure. Now I'm 
hoping the ENV knobs send out different CC data depending on which 
source is selected (filter/amp/pitch) which would triple the mounto f 
CC's they can send, if not I'llhave ot dust off my peavey 1600.

Thanks for all the answers, will be going over the manual many times 
before I ask any more but just wanted to get a quick feel for the 
unit right away.

Jesse
| 10965|10948|2003-07-25 12:36:58|jesse_medway|Re: How well does the RS7000 sync with midi clock?|

> > master to drive an SP-12, are there any problems? Also does it 
> send 
> > SPP messages when started mid song? So that it will keep my SP-

12 

> > song at the same measure?
> > 
> > Jesse
> 
> sure if you set the RS as MTC slave, and 
> rewire the midi-out of the MTC master back into the
> midi-in of the RS, you can then start/stop/scroll
> from both machine's.
> 
> obviously this would only be very usefull if you are
> in songmode on the RS..

I only want the RS as the master. The mp-7 used to send out song 
position but for some reason now it doesnt seem to. In fact it wont 
send a start command unless I rewind to measure 1. So I end up 
having to fast forward manually on the sp and then while the mp-7 is 
palying I manully hit play on the sp (has to be very close to exactly 
on time) and then it locks and plays fine. Not a big deal but kind 
of a hassle. Guess Iwill find out when mine arrvies how it well it 
works in this situation. Glad to ehar it at least stays locked 
though. I have no idea what my friends problem is. He says it does 
it in both song and pattern mode. I dont see how midi clock could 
start the machine but not keep it in time after that unless the RM1X 
responds to start even with sync set to internal. My sp12 is like 
this, it will still start if you keep it on internal but of course 
the tempo is not used, so maybe this is the case.
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Jesse
| 10966|10946|2003-07-25 14:27:18|om_audio|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
I'm not into chasing bugs- just using the RS a LOT lately for 3 
separate musical projects and I just got it like 2 months ago- so 
I've been learning tons and exploring tons.

I think the list should most definitely be divided in2 with confirmed 
bugs taking precedence.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Maybe it places some controller info on the track ...
> I would imagine that it simply does a 'dumb conversion', meaning 
that it 
> goes through a chain track by track, writing any info it can gather 
(effect 
> settings, voice setup, what have you ...)
> Just a guess tho ...
> 
> I notice you're really hard on chasing down bugs right now, 
right? ;-)
> But its good, I like that.
> 
> Suggestion: Couldnt we (that is you, Robert from the Camp) devide 
the list 
> into feature reuest and bugs? Because the bugs is what Yamaha *has* 
to fix 
> (I guess we agree on that), so we shouldnt hide them way down the 
list, 
> only because just two or three people even noticed it.
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am Fri, 25 Jul 2003 11:03:36 -0000 hat om_audio 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > When you have a blank Song it shows all tracks as empty-the boxes 
above 
> > the track numbers are empty with dotted outlines. If you record 
on a 
> > track the box becomes solid letting you know there is data on 
that track.
> >
> > However, when looking at Songs converted from Pattern Chains 
*all* of the 
> > tracks are solid as if there were data on all tracks even though 
there is 
> > not.
> >
> > Om

| 10967|10946|2003-07-25 15:11:12|om_audio|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
Mute status is reflected in the track numbers themseles- which show 
the track number or a solid "M" - and above that is where track usage 
is indicated. And as far as the track having data xxx bars in, I used 
the edit screen to see if there was any data whatsoever on the track 
and there was none. I just created a Patt, did "clear track" job on a 
track, created a chain, converted to Song and same issue persists.

If the manual addresses these things directly please list the page 
numbers. It's not that it's such a big deal- but I'd rather point it 
out to Yamaha than not. Plus this is not a "wish" IMO- but rather 
more like a bug. Thanks!

Also- in response to Roberts comment:
"Don't think this is a bug. The tracks just got the 'used' 
status, even though nothing was put in them."

If the tracks are not used why should the status indicators reflect 
otherwise?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> Reread the manual people ....Firstly if that track has phrase date 
124 bars in it still show's it is present.Secondly a SOLID box in 
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SONG mode is also indicative of MUTE STATUS OFF !!!!So even if the 
track has no data the machine see's no need to apply an auto mute to 
the track.

| 10968|10842|2003-07-25 15:30:49|Suzukin Alex|Re: More Votes needed! Everyone should participate!|
Hello, Tom

Wednesday, July 23, 2003, 2:15:28 PM, you wrote:

>> Okay guys, I've received 24 votes so far (thank you), but 
>> this list has 995 members!

........ etc.

It is my choice: 1; 20; 26; 30; 31; 42; 56; 63; 66; 71.

-- 
Best regards,
Suzukin mailto:mumbojumbo@mtu-net.ru
| 10969|10842|2003-07-25 15:51:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: More Votes needed! Everyone should participate!|
On Friday 25 July 2003 23:19, Suzukin Alex wrote:

> It is my choice: 1; 20; 26; 30; 31; 42; 56; 63; 66; 71.

Thank you.

- Robert
| 10970|10946|2003-07-25 15:55:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
On Friday 25 July 2003 23:11, om_audio wrote:

> Also- in response to Roberts comment:
> "Don't think this is a bug. The tracks just got the
> 'used' status, even though nothing was put in them."
>
> If the tracks are not used why should the status
> indicators reflect otherwise?

My guess is that the Patt Chain to Song converter code 
simply addresses all 16 Song tracks, no matter if the track 
generated from the pattern chain data turns out to be 
empty, which is probably not known until the track has been 
fully processed. 

- Robert
| 10971|10842|2003-07-25 16:02:30|Uwe Jülich|Re: More Votes needed! Everyone should participate!|
This would be nice;
3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 25

Uwe
| 10972|9546|2003-07-25 16:09:34|wildemar|Re: midi|
Am Fri, 25 Jul 2003 15:15:08 -0000 hat sonemotif <fionnmcgrath@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> thanks for your reponse's
>

Thats what we're here for :-)

> here you go wildemar
>
> 14 fix metronome 64 clear unsued samples from memory
> 12 full master effect recording 11 better reverb
>

Ey man, thanx alot.
I'll add it to my count ... as I'm the one running the petition.
Yeah, and I'm owner of this group also. I run the place. MUUAAAHAHHAHAAA!

Yes, it feels great! I'm the boss!! If you have any questions, just ask me, 
I'm the RS Master!

I'm the RS Commander! I'm the Commander of the RS!
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Whenever you see an RS, you see this face!

...
so great ... one day ... (yaawn) ... RS Master ... group owner ... I'll 
show'em ...
...

Wildemuaaaww ...

(Anyone who knows what movie I referenced above can download my first song 
for free - when finished ;-)
| 10973|10946|2003-07-25 19:04:53|om_audio|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
Ok, so do you consider it a bug or not? Will the final list you 
submit have a bug list and separate wish list? Thanks- 
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> My guess is that the Patt Chain to Song converter code 
> simply addresses all 16 Song tracks, no matter if the track 
> generated from the pattern chain data turns out to be 
> empty, which is probably not known until the track has been 
> fully processed. 
> 
> - Robert

| 10974|10946|2003-07-25 23:50:35|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Convert Pat Chain-->Song bug?|
On Saturday 26 July 2003 03:04, om_audio wrote:

> Ok, so do you consider it a bug or not? Will the final
> list you submit have a bug list and separate wish list?
> Thanks- Om

I don't consider it a bug, but that's just me.

It's not just me who decides how the final list will look, 
that's up to the group here. I'm just collecting votes.

- Robert
| 10975|10975|2003-07-26 00:03:16|Robert van der Kamp|OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Okay I got 50 votes (including some doubles).
Many thanks to all who participated!

I don't think I'll get many more, so I would like to close 
the voting phase of the petition.

Personally I think the petition failed, despite the effort 
taken by all who voted. If Yamaha hears 47 or so people are 
behind our list, they can only laugh.

So what's our next step?

- Robert
| 10976|10975|2003-07-26 02:47:41|wildemar|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Am Sat, 26 Jul 2003 08:03:34 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> Okay I got 50 votes (including some doubles).
>

Bummer!

> I don't think I'll get many more, so I would like to close the voting 
> phase of the petition.
>

No way, Josey! Keep going! Or let me do it! I mean 50 votes ...

> So what's our next step?
>

First:
Dont close the Vote!

Second:
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Set up a website where people can vote, whether there in the group or not.

Third:
Promote the Vote (wow, what a catchphrase!). Send posts to The Harmony 
Central Forums and all other Forums. We could contact any music related 
site we know and ask them to mention our petition.
Yamaha has this Newsletter (Play-somethingorother?). We could contact them 
makers and ask them to promote it (I see absolutely no reason why they 
shouldnt do it.
Next would be any other newletter we can get our hands on.

Fourth:
Then close the Vote (If we have about a thousand or more votes)

As I said, If you're sick of it I'll take over (have a lot oif free time at 
the moment - only work about 10,5 hours a week :-)

Wildemar

> - Robert

| 10977|10975|2003-07-26 03:07:39|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
In a message dated 7/26/2003 12:04:05 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
robnet@wxs.nl writes:

> If Yamaha hears 47 or so people are 
> behind our list, they can only laugh.

They shouldn't laugh, thats 47 more people that could tell 47 more people and 
etc. who are not as committed to love Yamaha gear as much as we all. Send it 
in anyway bro, so they laugh. You tried, that counts more in my book. Also, 
sometimes its not the amount or type of problems business will deal with, its 
usually who is yelling the loudest that gets handled the promptest. Our 
complaints and suggestions are legitimate, so maybe dare them to shut us up! 

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10978|10975|2003-07-26 03:20:16|jesse_medway|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> In a message dated 7/26/2003 12:04:05 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> robnet@w... writes:
> 
> > If Yamaha hears 47 or so people are 
> > behind our list, they can only laugh.

i'll vote as soon as i recieve my RS and have an opinion about it.

]
| 10979|10975|2003-07-26 03:44:15|okoyemaya|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
You should go ahead if you have time. Before sending anything to 
Yamaha try to reach more people and clear "pay for upgrade" aspect . 
Since it is at least 500 $ to loose if we sell it to buy something 
else paying 50 or 100 $ for serious upgrade makes sense. 
We could be blessing rather then pain in whatever. All who voted are 
serious users who test, think creatively, actually could be useful 
for Yamaha`s R&D and I guess in this case nobody would mind. I find 
it stupid that Yamaha didnt put FAXOscar on their payroll, this man 
could help them so much but they just use some imbecils- remember 
that pothead monkey from promotional video of Yamaha UK- if these are 
their advisors then they are out of touch with the real world.
If that would mean organising sort of Yamaha musical instruments pro 
owner club I wouldnt mind to do some tests of OSs or software in 
exchange getting updates faster, or whatever. We must invent 
something 50 votes sounds really miserable.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Sat, 26 Jul 2003 08:03:34 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > Okay I got 50 votes (including some doubles).
> >
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> Bummer!
> 
> > I don't think I'll get many more, so I would like to close the 
voting 
> > phase of the petition.
> >
> No way, Josey! Keep going! Or let me do it! I mean 50 votes ...
> 
> 
> > So what's our next step?
> >
> First:
> Dont close the Vote!
> 
> Second:
> Set up a website where people can vote, whether there in the group 
or not.
> 
> Third:
> Promote the Vote (wow, what a catchphrase!). Send posts to The 
Harmony 
> Central Forums and all other Forums. We could contact any music 
related 
> site we know and ask them to mention our petition.
> Yamaha has this Newsletter (Play-somethingorother?). We could 
contact them 
> makers and ask them to promote it (I see absolutely no reason why 
they 
> shouldnt do it.
> Next would be any other newletter we can get our hands on.
> 
> Fourth:
> Then close the Vote (If we have about a thousand or more votes)
> 
> As I said, If you're sick of it I'll take over (have a lot oif free 
time at 
> the moment - only work about 10,5 hours a week :-)
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
> > - Robert

| 10980|10975|2003-07-26 04:32:39|om_audio|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
I agree with Wildemar- we should not assume a majority of RS users 
are subscribed to this group and check it regularly- I think 
spreading the word is a great idea- as well as a possible dedicated 
page to assist in the process- it could be good to use a standardized 
message for us to use in all cases which would be a copy/paste 
operation soo easy! I would be willing to offer time in posting on 
other groups etc. and possibly donating web space- a simple form page 
could have check boxes for things like "would you pay for an os 
update?" and "how much- $x" It would be good to reach a consensus on 
how to proceed- which is sort of like asking everyone to vote again- 
hmmm. Robert, being this group's sole moderator and organizer of said 
process- what are you thinking?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Sat, 26 Jul 2003 08:03:34 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp 

> geschrieben:
> > So what's our next step?
> >
> First:
> Dont close the Vote!
> 
> Second:
> Set up a website where people can vote, whether there in the group 
or not.
> 
> Third:
> Promote the Vote (wow, what a catchphrase!).

| 10981|10975|2003-07-26 04:47:52|jesse_medway|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|

> serious users who test, think creatively, actually could be useful 
> for Yamaha`s R&D and I guess in this case nobody would mind. I find 
> it stupid that Yamaha didnt put FAXOscar on their payroll, this man 
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> could help them so much but they just use some imbecils- remember 
> that pothead monkey from promotional video of Yamaha UK- if these 

are 

> their advisors then they are out of touch with the real world.

I'll go ahead an vote but no need to insult Tom M (if that's who I 
think you are referring to). That man is really talented. Yea he 
does come across as sounding a little bit "cheesey" but he's made 
some killer music over the years and it was reading about him using 
the RS that made me take it more seriously.

Jesse
| 10982|10975|2003-07-26 04:47:59|Oscar Finch|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
My advice to Yamaha would be this . 
Take what you've got RS7000 wise to Mike Smith & Roger Linn. 
Pay them to develop a new RS7000..... based around a newer AWM sound set. 
This soundset in my mind would incorporate some of the modular flexibility we see in the Emu Tonegenerators (seriously powerful stuff for a rompler that puts many a
VA to shame in the right hands). 
Use a higher sourced DSP . 500 MPS speed would be good. 
Resurrect the FDSP synthesis concept. 
Add a larger screen ( not to big an ask) 
FM -impmented as it was in the SY99 (combined with the sampler some cool stuff) -hmmm drum loops as modulators etc etc tasty ;). 
Hardrive as standard. 
Large RAM capacity. 
All editing available from the unit with no need to outsource external PC's/Macs etc etc..... 
Mr.Linn and Smith could beat this baby into a shape even I couldn't comprehend. 
It would be well worth there input ,both names would add HUGE interest & commercial value to the unit. 
Besides which Yamaha need some more forward thinking hardware designers IMHO. 
This would be a desktop / production solution with actual BALLS. 
I don't think they'd have the guts to get either of them on board for a project though :( .....

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10983|10975|2003-07-26 05:02:34|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Why not just send those wishes with percentage instead of votes ?
Mentioning that we´re the biggest RS-community ?
I mean, we ARE the beta-testers aren´t we ?

Greetings, WThor
| 10984|10975|2003-07-26 05:38:29|wildemar|Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Dont you think Yamaha would want to know how many people want certain 
changes?

If I alone voted, everything would get 100% but whats that to Yammie? 
Nothing, wouldnt you say?

We need an average of as many voters as possible, so we can assume we have 
a good approximation of the oppinions of ALL RS users (not just the ones 
that are regulars to this group - about 25 as I see it)

Wildemar

Am Sat, 26 Jul 2003 13:12:02 +0200 hat WThor <wthor@gmx.de> geschrieben:

> Why not just send those wishes with percentage instead of votes ?
> Mentioning that we´re the biggest RS-community ?
> I mean, we ARE the beta-testers aren´t we ?
>
> Greetings, WThor

| 10985|10975|2003-07-26 08:29:12|WThor|AW: AW: [RS7000] Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Percentage of voters I mean.
Maybe they´d like to know, but why tell them ? We´re the only ones
demanding anyway, so there´s no competition of wishes.
The american president gets elected too even if more than 50% don´t vote
(as RAW says:"Finally, NOBODY won. Nobody is our new president.")

A number of people would be only required if Yamaha wanted to stop
development.
But maybe they just don´t know what to do next ?
This list is representative, I´d just sign as RS7k group.
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Better than to tell them, well, we´re 25 people...don´t you think ?

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: wildemar [mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de] 
Gesendet: Samstag, 26. Juli 2003 13:38
An: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?

Dont you think Yamaha would want to know how many people want certain 
changes?

If I alone voted, everything would get 100% but whats that to Yammie? 
Nothing, wouldnt you say?

We need an average of as many voters as possible, so we can assume we
have 
a good approximation of the oppinions of ALL RS users (not just the ones

that are regulars to this group - about 25 as I see it)

Wildemar

Am Sat, 26 Jul 2003 13:12:02 +0200 hat WThor <wthor@gmx.de> geschrieben:

> Why not just send those wishes with percentage instead of votes ? 
> Mentioning that we´re the biggest RS-community ? I mean, we ARE the 
> beta-testers aren´t we ?
>
> Greetings, WThor

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10986|10975|2003-07-26 08:35:10|WThor|AW: AW: [RS7000] Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
So I´d start like "With 900 people being the largest RS community, we´d
like to present our demands and wishes for the next update.
Here´s the list
1. blabla (25% (sounds better than 5 votes))

So it´s just hiding information, so what ? Yamaha won´t reply: "How many
have voted ?" They just take it for that.
I don´t think that´s immoral. Well, it´s less immoral than nearly
anything happening today.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: wildemar [mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de] 
Gesendet: Samstag, 26. Juli 2003 13:38
An: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?

Dont you think Yamaha would want to know how many people want certain 
changes?

If I alone voted, everything would get 100% but whats that to Yammie? 
Nothing, wouldnt you say?

We need an average of as many voters as possible, so we can assume we
have 
a good approximation of the oppinions of ALL RS users (not just the ones

that are regulars to this group - about 25 as I see it)
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Wildemar

Am Sat, 26 Jul 2003 13:12:02 +0200 hat WThor <wthor@gmx.de> geschrieben:

> Why not just send those wishes with percentage instead of votes ? 
> Mentioning that we´re the biggest RS-community ? I mean, we ARE the 
> beta-testers aren´t we ?
>
> Greetings, WThor

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 10987|10975|2003-07-26 12:32:11|Latif|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Hey Robert,

thanks for your effort and time mate,
it's sad for us the peeps here to see
such a small amount of people actually
responding.
But let's look at this way, we can see the votes
as an indication of what us the devoted users
feel needed in this box.
We can still send the letter out worldwide,
if you like, and not mention percentages of votes
but the feature list setup in order of the votes.
Forget the idea of sending in the serial numbers 
along with the letter, cause 50 serial numbers is JOKE :-/
And, well just keep our fingers crossed
that all yamaha regions worldwide would somehow
support us by forwarding the letter (mail) to Japan
... next to the fact that we send it to Japan also ofcourse.
Then just hope for the best,
changes are bigger that all these idea's will be taken to the
drawing board and put together with some of their new
developments
in to a future RS box, i'm afraid.. but that's life peeps..
maybe some compatible OS update wil be done for this box who knows..

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Okay I got 50 votes (including some doubles).
> Many thanks to all who participated!
> 
> I don't think I'll get many more, so I would like to close 
> the voting phase of the petition.
> 
> Personally I think the petition failed, despite the effort 
> taken by all who voted. If Yamaha hears 47 or so people are 
> behind our list, they can only laugh.
> 
> So what's our next step?
> 
> - Robert

| 10988|10975|2003-07-26 12:42:11|Latif|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Ok, i just read the followup to this thread
i must agree with some good points made out.
Maybe it wouldbe very good idea, to inform 
sites like sonicstate and harmony-central 
that we're trying to get Yamaha to listen
to the RS community and point out clearly
that some of the exsisting bugs have not been fixed
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also, so that it's not a bunch of people who only want more more.
Okoye makes a good point also, i think most of us (me too) wouldn't 
mind to pay FOR A SERIOUS!!!!! worthy MAJOR upgrade.
I remember well when i went to shop years ago, to go and
buy the upgrade chip for the EMU esi32 sampler i owned at that time
it cost me a litle bit of money, but boy was i happy, and it was 
defenatly worth it!!!
Anyway many good way's to continue the quest for
support, let's just keep our heads together and agree on the best 
combined solution ok?

Latif

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > Okay I got 50 votes (including some doubles).
> > Many thanks to all who participated!
> > 
> > I don't think I'll get many more, so I would like to close 
> > the voting phase of the petition.
> > 
> > Personally I think the petition failed, despite the effort 
> > taken by all who voted. If Yamaha hears 47 or so people are 
> > behind our list, they can only laugh.
> > 
> > So what's our next step?
> > 
> > - Robert

| 10989|10975|2003-07-26 15:26:19|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
Latif wrote:

>Maybe it wouldbe very good idea, to inform 
>sites like sonicstate and harmony-central 
>that we're trying to get Yamaha to listen
>to the RS community and point out clearly
>that some of the exsisting bugs have not been fixed
>also, so that it's not a bunch of people who only want more more.
>Okoye makes a good point also, i think most of us (me too) wouldn't 
>mind to pay FOR A SERIOUS!!!!! worthy MAJOR upgrade.
>

I totally agree with that, I even paied a very expensive upgrade for my 
k2000 and I wouldn't mind paying 100 or 200(!!! yes, and maybe more if I 
think it can worth it!) euros for a really complete and less-bugged 
OS... They should release a RS PRO or such... most people are already 
happy with the actual box and screen, the only hardware stuff that could 
be enhanced is an usb instead of the scsi so why not changing just it 
and keep developing an OS that works with usb or scsi?
| 10990|10990|2003-07-26 16:32:05|om_audio|Strange occurence|
Hi everyone, 

I was just working away on the RS- when all of the sudden all the 
voices were set to GM 001 grand piano and all the track volumes 
became 127- 
The midi in was connected to my PC but the PC was sitting idle with 
no programs open.
Does anyone know what might have happened? I checked the Scenes to 
see if maybe I hit 1 by accident but none had those settings.

Om

PS- I had that "slicing goes on forever" bug occur last night again-
:( I tested my simms immediatly after and they are still OK- so 
this is something to make it clear to save your work as you go along.
| 10991|10990|2003-07-26 16:48:57|Latif|Re: Strange occurence|
sounds like a midi reset received from the computer
even though it was just idling.
the slice thing, well here you found out for yourself 
now hehehe..... even if your RAM is the best according to their specs.
(yamaha's) and tests 10000000% ok :-)
the slice thing still is buggy with some operations
for one it doesn't always do exactly as supposed to in repeated 
operation on some occasions,
and there's no 'cancel' feature that would help a lot
when the machine decides to go bezurko.
I found that only when i use the quick method it always works
quick and ok, but the quick method is not always suitable for all 
sample sorts.. still using it alot tho.
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anywayzzz..

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Hi everyone, 
> 
> I was just working away on the RS- when all of the sudden all the 
> voices were set to GM 001 grand piano and all the track volumes 
> became 127- 
> The midi in was connected to my PC but the PC was sitting idle with 
> no programs open.
> Does anyone know what might have happened? I checked the Scenes to 
> see if maybe I hit 1 by accident but none had those settings.
> 
> Om
> 
> PS- I had that "slicing goes on forever" bug occur last night again-
> :( I tested my simms immediatly after and they are still OK- so 
> this is something to make it clear to save your work as you go 
along.

| 10992|10990|2003-07-26 19:22:32|dopamine|Re: Strange occurence|
I've had both those problems before too. The GM reset is very annoying, one 
time it reset the whole bloody machine so it was GM everytime I powered up! 
I just put it down to my PC sending random data like Latif mentioned and 
did a factory reset.

The slice bug has lost me some essential data quite a few times :(

Matt.

At 10:32 PM 26/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hi everyone,
>
>I was just working away on the RS- when all of the sudden all the
>voices were set to GM 001 grand piano and all the track volumes
>became 127-
>The midi in was connected to my PC but the PC was sitting idle with
>no programs open.
>Does anyone know what might have happened? I checked the Scenes to
>see if maybe I hit 1 by accident but none had those settings.
>
>Om
>
>PS- I had that "slicing goes on forever" bug occur last night again-
> :( I tested my simms immediatly after and they are still OK- so
>this is something to make it clear to save your work as you go along.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
>12231f.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 10993|10993|2003-07-27 00:24:39|HollaBread@aol.com|RS7000 Sale $800!|
RS7000 New! $$800$$! OS ver 1.4- Will ship for free comes with original smart 
media card and manuals & box. Im going laptop cause Im a computer nerd-

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 10994|10993|2003-07-27 01:53:52|om_audio|Re: RS7000 Sale $800!|
FYI, the current OS is 1.21- as far as I know there is no OS 1.4.
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, HollaBread@a... wrote:
> RS7000 New! $$800$$! OS ver 1.4- Will ship for free comes with 
original smart 
> media card and manuals & box. Im going laptop cause Im a computer 
nerd-
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 10995|10995|2003-07-27 05:49:35|Fierce Fish|RS7000 & RM1x sequencer differences|
I'd be interested in picking up an RM1x to complememnt my RS7000, but what
are the differences in the sequencers, i.e grid groove, realtime control,
pattern chain, scenes, mutes etc. Any users that own both on the list?

Cheers

FF
| 10996|10996|2003-07-27 05:49:37|ballisticbab00n|Manual_Unlock|
Does anyone have an English translation of the Manual_Unlock 
download?

Cheers
| 10997|10975|2003-07-27 05:49:41|Oscillator505|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
We can always come up with "virtual voters", it worked for Giorgio Bushiness
it could work for us :P

Ok, it is lame for me suggest such a low down and dirty approach, I was
simply looking for our best interest... :-)

Cornel
\|/ )___) \|/ _,.-=~'`^`
@~./'O o`\.~@
/__( \___/ )__\ *PPPFFBT!*
`\__`U_/'

----- Original Message -----
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2003 11:03 PM
Subject: [RS7000] OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?

> Okay I got 50 votes (including some doubles).
> Many thanks to all who participated!
>
> I don't think I'll get many more, so I would like to close
> the voting phase of the petition.
>
> Personally I think the petition failed, despite the effort
> taken by all who voted. If Yamaha hears 47 or so people are
> behind our list, they can only laugh.
>
> So what's our next step?
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>

| 10998|10996|2003-07-27 05:49:48|ballisticbab00n|Manual_Unlock|
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Just downloaded the Manual_Unlock file. Does anybody have an English 
language version available?

Cheers
| 10999|10995|2003-07-27 06:22:19|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: RS7000 & RM1x sequencer differences|
There's no interest in buying a rm1x if you own a RS, it's exactly the 
same sequencer with less stuff, for example you can't edit parts on the 
fly.
Furthermore rm1x sounds are the same than rs with a lesser quality so 
there's really no interest for a rs owner to buy one.
My opinion is that you'd far better buy a XL7 or such as it seems the 
sequencer is very complementary of the rs: good arps, on the fly live 
editing and many sensitive pads...

Fierce Fish wrote:

>I'd be interested in picking up an RM1x to complememnt my RS7000, but what
>are the differences in the sequencers, i.e grid groove, realtime control,
>pattern chain, scenes, mutes etc. Any users that own both on the list?
>
>Cheers
>
>FF
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 11001|10996|2003-07-27 06:29:13|om_audio|Re: Manual_Unlock|
I have an unlocked English manual- I was going to upload it to the 
files section but for some reason I don't have that option here. I 
will email it to you if you send me your email address.
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ballisticbab00n" 
wrote:

> Just downloaded the Manual_Unlock file. Does anybody have an 

English 

> language version available?
> 
> Cheers

| 11002|10996|2003-07-27 06:38:28|jesse_medway|Re: Manual_Unlock|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> I have an unlocked English manual- I was going to upload it to the 
> files section but for some reason I don't have that option here. I 
> will email it to you if you send me your email address.
> Om

What is the unlocked manual? I had trouble sending mine to my pda, 
had an error on page 102, is this some sort of copy protection?
| 11003|10975|2003-07-27 06:50:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Requests / 50 Votes / What next?|
On Saturday 26 July 2003 12:32, om_audio wrote:

> Robert, being this group's sole moderator
> and organizer of said process- what are you thinking?

Well, actually Tom is the official day-time moderator, and I 
would hang around to answer questions. But since I publiced 
the faq and the general RS knowledge on this list improved 
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quite a bit, I got more time for the normal moderator 
stuff.

Anyway, Tom and I have the same moderator privileges.

- Robert
| 11004|11004|2003-07-27 06:58:49|Robert van der Kamp|OS Requests, The Next Step|
Okay, after reading your replies I understand the next step 
is getting more votes and asking the additional question 
whether or not the voter is willing to pay for an upgrade.

So I won't close the voting yet. I want at least, say, 200 
votes.

I'll get in touch with a friend of mine tomorrow who builds 
web sites. I'll ask him to create a web form with all the 
requests listen with a checkmark in front of them. The 
voter can then wade through the list and pick his/her 
collection. A 'Send' button will send me an email with the 
selection. This form will be available for anyone from my 
homepage.

(If I can't get this done, I'll ask someone on the list to 
make the form.)

Agreed?

- Robert
| 11005|11004|2003-07-27 07:05:11|wildemar|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
Am Sun, 27 Jul 2003 14:59:08 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> Okay,

...
blahblabla

> Agreed?
>
> - Robert

Yep ;-)
| 11006|11004|2003-07-27 08:59:08|Latif|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Okay, 
> Agreed?
> 
> - Robert

sure :-)

Latif
| 11007|11004|2003-07-27 14:58:42|om_audio|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
Sounds good- will bugs be listed without check mars or with?
Thanks for your effort- if you need any help let me know.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> 
> Agreed?
> 
> - Robert

| 11008|11004|2003-07-27 15:13:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
On Sunday 27 July 2003 22:58, om_audio wrote:

> Sounds good- will bugs be listed without check mars or
> with? 

Well, the voting system should reveal whether people care 
about the bugs or not. At least, that's my thought.
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> Thanks for your effort- if you need any help let me
> know.

I will, thanks. I'm trying to actually learn some html from 
this project. But if it takes too long, I'll give a call.

- Robert
| 11009|4152|2003-07-27 20:49:09|om_audio|Re: Effects and Sections|
In the faq it says 1 var effect applies to each Pattern- and goes on 
to say there is a way around this which is on the "tips page" which I 
am unable to find- is the workaround simply resampling or something 
else?

Om

>>>From the faq:

11.1 How can I use more than one variation effect in a pattern?

Per pattern or song you only have one variation, one chorus and one 
reverb effect. The variation patterns are the more interesting but 
you can still only use one. There is however a way round this and 
there is a full explanation of this on the tips page.
| 11010|11010|2003-07-28 01:50:15|jesse_medway|Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|
Didnt see this in the faq. I have 132meg in my a4000, would like to 
use some of it in my soon to be delivered RS.

thanks

Jesse
| 11011|11010|2003-07-28 04:54:44|om_audio|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|
As long as it meets the specs- there is info in the faq section 
actually entitled "3.3 Sample RAM Specs"- also info in the manual.
You could compare the A4000 specs with these and see if it has a 
chance to work. Either way once you get it make sure to use the RS 
test mode to test it and make sure it works ok- this is important 
even if the RS shows it installed and seems to work.

Congratulations on your new purchase- if you are like me it will be 
an inspiration!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> Didnt see this in the faq. I have 132meg in my a4000, would like 
to 
> use some of it in my soon to be delivered RS.
> 
> thanks
> 
> Jesse

| 11012|11010|2003-07-28 07:36:08|jesse_medway|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> As long as it meets the specs- there is info in the faq section 
> actually entitled "3.3 Sample RAM Specs"- also info in the manual.
> You could compare the A4000 specs with these and see if it has a 
> chance to work. Either way once you get it make sure to use the RS 
> test mode to test it and make sure it works ok- this is important 
> even if the RS shows it installed and seems to work.
>

I checked the specs and they are the same. The faq didn't
say whether or not they had to be installed in pairs though.
the A4000 requires this. Hopefully the one I have has 4x32
so I can take two out (so either way I'll have to install
a pair in the RS)

> Congratulations on your new purchase- if you are like me it will be 
> an inspiration!

I belive it will. Been through the manual a few times and have done 
loads of research and reading up on it. So I can't wait until it 
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finally arrives.

Jesse
| 11013|11004|2003-07-28 07:36:43|steffen V torset|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
Isnt it a bit soon to close the OS voting? Im guessing alot of people check 
this group only ocassionally. We should give it a month or something, that 
way most users should have seen it....

steffV

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: advanced junk mail protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11014|11004|2003-07-28 07:49:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
On Monday 28 July 2003 13:20, steffen V torset wrote:

> Isnt it a bit soon to close the OS voting? Im guessing
> alot of people check this group only ocassionally. We
> should give it a month or something, that way most users
> should have seen it....

By pupular request, I'm *not* going to close the OS request 
voting. On the contrary, I'm going to create a voting site, 
where people can click their favs, enter their name and 
click a button to send me their votes.

- Robert
| 11015|4152|2003-07-28 08:04:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Effects and Sections|
On Monday 28 July 2003 04:49, om_audio wrote:

> In the faq it says 1 var effect applies to each Pattern-
> and goes on to say there is a way around this which is on
> the "tips page" which I am unable to find- is the
> workaround simply resampling or something else?

I guess resampling was meant by the author of that entry. 
The "tips page" is probably a reference to the Yamaha 
RS7000 Tips database.

- Robert
| 11016|4152|2003-07-28 08:20:57|jesse_medway|Re: Effects and Sections|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 28 July 2003 04:49, om_audio wrote:
> > In the faq it says 1 var effect applies to each Pattern-
> > and goes on to say there is a way around this which is on
> > the "tips page" which I am unable to find- is the
> > workaround simply resampling or something else?
> 
> I guess resampling was meant by the author of that entry. 
> The "tips page" is probably a reference to the Yamaha 
> RS7000 Tips database.

I checked out that part of their site and didnt find much.
| 11017|11010|2003-07-28 10:55:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
>> As long as it meets the specs- there is info in the faq section 
>> actually entitled "3.3 Sample RAM Specs"- also info in the manual.
>> You could compare the A4000 specs with these and see if it has a 
>> chance to work. Either way once you get it make sure to use the RS 
>> test mode to test it and make sure it works ok- this is important 
>> even if the RS shows it installed and seems to work.
>>
>
>I checked the specs and they are the same. The faq didn't
>say whether or not they had to be installed in pairs though.
>the A4000 requires this. Hopefully the one I have has 4x32
>so I can take two out (so either way I'll have to install
>a pair in the RS)

All 72 pin SIMMS have to be installed in pairs of equal sizes (i.e. 
2x32MB, 2x16MB, 2x8MB, or 2x4MB SIMMS). This is a technical requirement 
for SIMM RAM chips. SDRAM & DDRAM DIMMS don't have this requirement. 
SIMMS come from the 386/486/early Pentium Motherboard era and have to be 
installed in pairs just like on PCs. Any SIMMS that will work on an 
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A3k/4k/5k "SHOULD" also work with a Yamaha SU700, RS7k, & other gear 
that uses SIMMS. If you have 128/132MB RAM in your A4k that would be 4 
32MB SIMMS (the A#k series of samplers have 4 SIMM Slots instead of 2 
like the SU700/RS7000). So just take 2 of those SIMMS out, put them in 
the RS7k, and you'll have 64MB RAM in both the RS7k & A4k. Actually 
with the A4k you might have 68MB since the on-board 4MB RAM will 
probably be recognized (like it was with the SU700). Shame the RS7k's 
4MB on-board RAM isn't recognized when fully maxxed out with SIMMS. Oh 
well.

>> Congratulations on your new purchase- if you are like me it will be 
>> an inspiration!
>
>I belive it will. Been through the manual a few times and have done 
>loads of research and reading up on it. So I can't wait until it 
>finally arrives.
>
>Jesse

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11018|11018|2003-07-28 11:08:30|goodald|loading samples - can't replace? ALSO mackie mixers|
Hey hey,

Little question. When trying to load up some samples (i've really 
only started to use the sampling extensively recently) I have been 
running into an issue that is getting on my nerves. Probably user 
error but:

I load a sample to a key, lets say c-2

I try to load a different sample to the same key (it does say replace 
now for that key). The original sample is still assigned to thata 
key if I play it or audition it... I should have written down all the 
steps but I dont have internet at home (moving) and am going a little 
mad.... 

Mackie Mixer question-I recently tried a DFX unit by mackie. Effects 
section was weak but the mixer worked alright. Problem I ran into was 
that the mute button is noisy (makes noise when you engage or 
disengage it). Anyone know if the vlz boards (1202 or 1402) have 
mutes that dont make noise? I try to mute via midi when possible but 
I'd like to be able to mute via the mixer if necessary. thanks! :)
| 11019|11010|2003-07-28 11:08:32|jesse_medway|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|

> that uses SIMMS. If you have 128/132MB RAM in your A4k that would 

be 4 

> 32MB SIMMS (the A#k series of samplers have 4 SIMM Slots instead of 

2 

> like the SU700/RS7000). So just take 2 of those SIMMS out, put 

them in 

> the RS7k, and you'll have 64MB RAM in both the RS7k & A4k. 

Actually 

> with the A4k you might have 68MB since the on-board 4MB RAM will 
> probably be recognized (like it was with the SU700). Shame the 

RS7k's 

> 4MB on-board RAM isn't recognized when fully maxxed out with 

SIMMS. Oh 

> well.

Isnt there a possibility I have 2 64 meg chips in the A4000? Anyways 
hope thats not the case. 64 megs in the RS will be plenty,
I barely use any in the A4000 but it came that way.
| 11020|4152|2003-07-28 11:42:52|wasted/su700fan|Re: Effects and Sections|
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>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
>> On Monday 28 July 2003 04:49, om_audio wrote:
>> > In the faq it says 1 var effect applies to each Pattern-
>> > and goes on to say there is a way around this which is on
>> > the "tips page" which I am unable to find- is the
>> > workaround simply resampling or something else?
>> 
>> I guess resampling was meant by the author of that entry. 
>> The "tips page" is probably a reference to the Yamaha 
>> RS7000 Tips database.
>
>I checked out that part of their site and didnt find much.

Either Resampling or changing the Variation Effect currently in use by 
SysEx. Still, in the end, you can only have 1 of each type of effect 
(Variation, Delay/Chorus, Reverb) running "live" at the same time. So 
if you switch the Variation effect for the Style via SysEx programmed 
into the sequence the previous Variation effect will no longer be 
running, only the new one you just switched to.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11021|11010|2003-07-28 12:13:56|wasted/su700fan|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|

>> that uses SIMMS. If you have 128/132MB RAM in your A4k that would 
>be 4 
>> 32MB SIMMS (the A#k series of samplers have 4 SIMM Slots instead of 
>2 
>> like the SU700/RS7000). So just take 2 of those SIMMS out, put 
>them in 
>> the RS7k, and you'll have 64MB RAM in both the RS7k & A4k. 
>Actually 
>> with the A4k you might have 68MB since the on-board 4MB RAM will 
>> probably be recognized (like it was with the SU700). Shame the 
>RS7k's 
>> 4MB on-board RAM isn't recognized when fully maxxed out with 
>SIMMS. Oh 
>> well.
>
>Isnt there a possibility I have 2 64 meg chips in the A4000? Anyways 
>hope thats not the case. 64 megs in the RS will be plenty,
>I barely use any in the A4000 but it came that way.

Possible but highly unlikely. 64MB SIMMS are quite rare and were (still 
are) expensive when they came out. Most PC & sampler motherboards don't 
support them as they are not "standard" SIMMS in the normal sense of the 
word. Easiest way to find out: take a phillips screwdriver, remove your 
A4k's cover, and see if you have 2 or 4 RAM slots full. If you have 4 
slots, they're each 32MB. If only 2 slots are full, then I guess the 
A4k can take those rare 64MB SIMMS (I doubt it), and you're shit outta 
luck using those SIMMS in the RS7k, since the RS7k can only take 2x32MB 
SIMMS for a max of 64MB RAM expanded.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11022|11010|2003-07-28 12:34:32|jesse_medway|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|

> 
> Possible but highly unlikely. 64MB SIMMS are quite rare and were 

(still 

> are) expensive when they came out. Most PC & sampler motherboards 

don't 

> support them as they are not "standard" SIMMS in the normal sense 

of the 

> word. Easiest way to find out: take a phillips screwdriver, remove 
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your 

> A4k's cover, and see if you have 2 or 4 RAM slots full. If you 

have 4 

> slots, they're each 32MB. If only 2 slots are full, then I guess 

the 

> A4k can take those rare 64MB SIMMS (I doubt it), and you're shit 

outta 

> luck using those SIMMS in the RS7k, since the RS7k can only take 

2x32MB 

> SIMMS for a max of 64MB RAM expanded.

Ok thanks for the heads up, didn't know they are rare. But yes I need
to take it apart anyways so I'll find out soon enough.

Jesse
| 11023|11010|2003-07-28 15:19:13|om_audio|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|
Here are the A4000 specs from Yamaha:

Internal sample memory capacity Standard
4 MB (installed on-board)
Maximum
128 MB
(When four 32 MB 72-pin SIMM
modules are installed. The on-board
4 MB are unused only if memory
has been expanded to the maximum.)
| 11024|11004|2003-07-28 16:15:24|wildemar|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
Am Mon, 28 Jul 2003 15:50:13 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> By pupular request, I'm *not* going to close the OS request voting. On 
> the contrary, I'm going to create a voting site, where people can click 
> their favs, enter their name and click a button to send me their votes.
>
> - Robert

Don't you think you should also ask for their RS serial number, to prevent 
any idiots from screwing up the whole thing with bogus votes?

Just a thought, but considering it will go public, I believe there are 
enough morons trying to have some fun (internet is full of grown up kids, 
you know)

Wildemar
| 11025|11025|2003-07-28 18:45:20|om_audio|Laptop HD for RS?|
Has anyone found/used a laptop HD for RS storage? I'm not even sure 
if they made SCSI laptop drives- but I cringe at the thought of an 
external scsi drive whining away all the time- for now I am glad to 
have SM and a *removable* noisy zip disk.

Om
| 11026|11026|2003-07-28 22:33:00|Andrew Leonard|Two new tracks online|
Made exclusively with the RS7000 + samples.

http://zedstatic.cbc.ca/users/d/Dodeca/files/Dodeca_-_Waiting.mp3

An odd little breaky track I have a love/hate relationship with. Dark 
basslines and leads for an airy, edgy feel. Vocal is a Waits sample.

...

http://zedstatic.cbc.ca/users/d/Dodeca/files/Dodeca_-_Feintamis_XVI.mp3

A track done entirely with samples for an Ottawa area producers competition. 
Competitors each sent three samples, and then had to build a track out of 
what was provided.

This one is probably the better of the two. ;)

_________________________________________________________________
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Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11027|11027|2003-07-28 23:33:19|Latif|OT: Phonic Reverb|
Yo!

very affordable HQ stereo reverb unit,
just bought one last week 60 euro new.
http://www.phonic.com/sigpro-micro6.htm

no adjustable parameters, but very usefull
presets, and high quality converters and 
internal processing.
I run the VL70m through it now, very nice stuff.

i case you were looking for a cheap good verb.

Latif
| 11028|11004|2003-07-28 23:45:28|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Requests, The Next Step|
On Tuesday 29 July 2003 00:15, wildemar wrote:

> Don't you think you should also ask for their RS serial
> number, to prevent any idiots from screwing up the whole
> thing with bogus votes?
>
> Just a thought, but considering it will go public, I
> believe there are enough morons trying to have some fun
> (internet is full of grown up kids, you know)

I *was* thinking of some protection scheme, and hoped to 
extract the voter's IP address when the send button is 
pressed. No idea if that's possible at all (this is a WWW 
moron talking). The RS serial number might work, provided 
there's some way of checking it validity. Didn't the 
rs7000.org site use that for their upgrades?

Good suggestion.

- Robert
| 11029|11029|2003-07-29 01:56:42|Muralidheran|OS Requests - My Vote|
Some I need to investigate to be sure they're not already in there (unless all the requests have been checked and confirmed already) but here's mine :

1,3,5,7,8,9,12,14,15,18,20,22,23,25,26,27,29,30,31,32,34,36,37,40,42,44,55,56,58,59,60,61,62,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72

and YES if they put all this in I would be glad to pay for the upgrade!

Best,
Moo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11030|11010|2003-07-29 02:01:24|jesse_medway|Re: Does A4000 ram woth with the RS?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> Here are the A4000 specs from Yamaha:
> 
> Internal sample memory capacity Standard
> 4 MB (installed on-board)
> Maximum
> 128 MB
> (When four 32 MB 72-pin SIMM
> modules are installed. The on-board
> 4 MB are unused only if memory
> has been expanded to the maximum.)

Yup just checked the manual again and it doesnt mention 64 meg chips 
at all. I thought I saw them listed in there the first time but I 
guess not.
| 11031|11027|2003-07-29 02:43:36|sonemotif|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
Latif looks like a bargain if i wanted to use it with 
the RS is it possible? 

the only kit i have at the moment is the RS and some keys and 
although i love the RS to death im growing tired of the reverb.

regards.
| 11032|11027|2003-07-29 02:46:42|om_audio|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
Sure- just route the audio through it- and if you have the expansion 
on the RS you could route select tracks out to it and not the whole 
RS mix- 

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
http://www.phonic.com/sigpro-micro6.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:
> Latif looks like a bargain if i wanted to use it with 
> the RS is it possible? 
> 
> the only kit i have at the moment is the RS and some keys and 
> although i love the RS to death im growing tired of the reverb.
> 
> regards.

| 11033|11027|2003-07-29 03:02:17|dopamine|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
I've just placed a bid on a Lexicon MPX100 - very nice reverbs! :-)

Matt

At 08:46 AM 29/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Sure- just route the audio through it- and if you have the expansion
>on the RS you could route select tracks out to it and not the whole
>RS mix-
>
>Om
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:
> > Latif looks like a bargain if i wanted to use it with
> > the RS is it possible?
> >
> > the only kit i have at the moment is the RS and some keys and
> > although i love the RS to death im growing tired of the reverb.
> >
> > regards.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3551198.4824677.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1663535/R=0/SIG=11ps6rfef/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?
code=30504&media=atkins>e4426a.jpg
>e4430a.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11034|11027|2003-07-29 03:15:37|sonemotif|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
So you play the rs out through the reverb box and record it 
somewhere else. gord dam it i dont have q base im using wavlab
and the thought of having to recreate settings etc for every tune
i have sounds a pain.have i got this right would i have to reproduce
everything each time i record a certain tune?

realisticly whats the chances of yamaha updating the reverb anyone 
heard anything?

in the words of avid merrion "thank you please"
| 11035|11035|2003-07-29 03:52:57|ythiaudiere|VOTE (sorry i'm late)|
here's my vote...

24 (how can we live without that ????)
10
74
49
7
43
29
52
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34
46

have a good day,
me working :(

yan
| 11036|11027|2003-07-29 03:57:05|om_audio|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
You can save effects setups in Wavelab- save a setup for each song 
with your fav reverb plug and off you go- otherwise yes- you will 
have to re create the setups- but you are talking about 1 outboard 
reverb unit- and the one under discussion is no brainer with no 
editable params at all- you would only have to remem which reverb 
patch you used for which song.

Don't count on Yamaha updating the reverbs in the RS- my guess is 
they are hard coded on a chip with the Var effects and Chor/Del 
effects. But I'm guessing.
:)

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:
> So you play the rs out through the reverb box and record it 
> somewhere else. gord dam it i dont have q base im using wavlab
> and the thought of having to recreate settings etc for every tune
> i have sounds a pain.have i got this right would i have to reproduce
> everything each time i record a certain tune?
> 
> realisticly whats the chances of yamaha updating the reverb anyone 
> heard anything?
> 
> in the words of avid merrion "thank you please"

| 11037|11027|2003-07-29 04:21:04|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
It is ridiculous how good it is for so little money the Lex 100. 
First thing I check booking a studio is what Lexicon they have 
nothing like the real one but all these cheaper ones have that 
something tasty that youwont find by any other brand. I was told that 
they have patent on the algorthm so this is the reason the 
competitors never got there. I am obssesive about quality so all 
these rolands, alesises, yamahas are of no interests, only other 
brand is TC. 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> I've just placed a bid on a Lexicon MPX100 - very nice reverbs! :-)
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 08:46 AM 29/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Sure- just route the audio through it- and if you have the 
expansion
> >on the RS you could route select tracks out to it and not the whole
> >RS mix-
> >
> >Om
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 
wrote:
> > > Latif looks like a bargain if i wanted to use it with
> > > the RS is it possible?
> > >
> > > the only kit i have at the moment is the RS and some keys and
> > > although i love the RS to death im growing tired of the reverb.
> > >
> > > regards.
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3551198.4824677.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1663535/R=0/SIG=11ps6rfef/*http://www.ediets.com/start.
cfm?code=30504&media=atkins>e4426a.jpg
> >e4430a.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
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RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11038|11027|2003-07-29 04:27:25|dopamine|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
Yeah I agree with you totally. Nothing quite like Lexicon reverb, the TC is 
great too. I'd love a high end unit but I can't afford it after buying an 
Akai S6000.

The MPX100 is going for just over $150 Australian right now

Matt

At 10:21 AM 29/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>It is ridiculous how good it is for so little money the Lex 100.
>First thing I check booking a studio is what Lexicon they have
>nothing like the real one but all these cheaper ones have that
>something tasty that youwont find by any other brand. I was told that
>they have patent on the algorthm so this is the reason the
>competitors never got there. I am obssesive about quality so all
>these rolands, alesises, yamahas are of no interests, only other
>brand is TC.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > I've just placed a bid on a Lexicon MPX100 - very nice reverbs! :-)
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 08:46 AM 29/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >Sure- just route the audio through it- and if you have the
>expansion
> > >on the RS you could route select tracks out to it and not the whole
> > >RS mix-
> > >
> > >Om
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 
>wrote:
> > > > Latif looks like a bargain if i wanted to use it with
> > > > the RS is it possible?
> > > >
> > > > the only kit i have at the moment is the RS and some keys and
> > > > although i love the RS to death im growing tired of the reverb.
> > > >
> > > > regards.
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3551198.4824677.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3551198.4824677.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
>705032144:HM/A=1663535/R=0/SIG=11ps6rfef/*<http://www.ediets.com/start.>http://www.ediets.com/start.
>cfm?code=30504&media=atkins>e4426a.jpg
> > >e4430a.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y 
> ahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1652963/R=0/SIG=11tvulr8i/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178275&partid=3170658>1369fe3.jpg
>136a052.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11039|11027|2003-07-29 04:37:12|om_audio|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
I have a TC M-One that I love- 
I have also heard the Lexicons are great too- but I like the TC 
interface far more.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Yeah I agree with you totally. Nothing quite like Lexicon reverb, 
the TC is 
> great too. I'd love a high end unit but I can't afford it after 
buying an 
> Akai S6000.
> 
> The MPX100 is going for just over $150 Australian right now
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 10:21 AM 29/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >It is ridiculous how good it is for so little money the Lex 100.

| 11040|11040|2003-07-29 04:50:14|om_audio|Filter setting frustration|
Hello- 

I have had this happen a few times before. A certain track will get a 
LPF24D assigned to it and if I set it to Bypass it always comes back. 
I have 3 sections in this current Style. If I bypass the filter on 
Sec C and stop/start it stays bypassed. As soon as I go to Sec A or B 
the filter appears. If I bypass it and switch between Sec A anb B it 
stays off. As soon as I hit Sec C it is back. I create a new phrase 
in blank Sec D- I go to Sec C no filter- hit A or B filter appears. 
If I bypass and go between A and B no filter- I go to the NEW Sec D 
and filter appears. It is like some wierd thing between Sec A/B and 
Sec D/etc.

Anyone else experience something similar?

Om
| 11041|11040|2003-07-29 05:13:00|om_audio|Re: Filter setting frustration|
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I think if you set the Cutoff, Resonance, and Env Depth to 0 they 
stay that way even if the filter comes back. Hopefully I am correct 
in which case the bug is not *so* bad. I have a tiny Patt test file 
if anyone wants to verify.

Om
| 11042|11042|2003-07-29 05:28:15|steffen909|RPN and NRPN send?|
Hi! Id like to control/proram my Roland VAriOS, but it only accepts 
RPN/NRPN or something I think. Is there a way to make the knobs on 
the RS transmit this? why wont roland use CC? to force me to buy 
their controllers?
| 11043|11027|2003-07-29 05:28:19|Oscar Finch|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
Kind of have to agree with Okeyamaya on this one . 
Though I'd take a TC-300 over an MPX-100 anyday of the week myself. 
I still feel the MPX-500 is a far superior unit. 
Other units to look out for on the esoteric front are the Ensoniq Dp-2 and or Dp-4 -some seriously good effects in those. 
The boss VF-1 also has some amazing ,delays ,phasers ,bit reducers ,flangers and aold skool classic stomp box simulations 
that a very well modelled. 
That said the Reverb in Yamaha's AW16G totally poops over the RS7000 reverb algo's in a major way. 
Definately some of the better Yammie algo's I've heard. 
Also worty of a mention is the Alesis Akira damn nice for the asking price too. 
And you really have to check out the ModFX range of units from Alesis - each one is pretty much dedicated to one or to things but the BitRman does Frequency
modulation of any output signal amongst other things. 
Damn nice phaser pedal and filter pedal too.

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11044|11027|2003-07-29 05:31:40|mmittner|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|

> Don't count on Yamaha updating the reverbs in the RS- my guess is 
> they are hard coded on a chip with the Var effects and Chor/Del 
> effects. But I'm guessing.

i think they are part of the operating system and uploaded from flash 
rom to the fx dsp either when the rs is booted or when an algorithm is 
selected. they have added new filters with the new os, and i think 
that's a harder job than adding new fx algos.

anyway, when the assigneable outs would act as aux sends there would 
be no need to resample or new reverb algos at all - just hook up an 
external effect and set the aux send for all the 16 tracks. that's 
something that really disappoints me the way it works now. to kick out 
the reverb, use the won dsp power for a per-track-compressor (that 
could be possible since reverbs eat more dsp power than compressors) 
and build in those aux sends - that would be my rs7000 mod, if i had 
access to the sources. that would help me a lot.

or at least build a new option into the fx algo selection: var can be 
set to "as1-2 out", cho/dly to "as3-4 out" and reverb to "as5-6 out". 
why not?

-mike
| 11045|11027|2003-07-29 05:43:28|sonemotif|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
My god decision's decision's

so do you lot ignore the reverb in the RS and use your plug ins etc
what do you think of the reverb in wavelab om?
know any other good software reverbs?

this is never ending i could spend myself out of house and home...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> You can save effects setups in Wavelab- save a setup for each song 
> with your fav reverb plug and off you go- otherwise yes- you will 
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> have to re create the setups- but you are talking about 1 outboard 
> reverb unit- and the one under discussion is no brainer with no 
> editable params at all- you would only have to remem which reverb 
> patch you used for which song.
> 
> Don't count on Yamaha updating the reverbs in the RS- my guess is 
> they are hard coded on a chip with the Var effects and Chor/Del 
> effects. But I'm guessing.
> :)
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 
wrote:
> > So you play the rs out through the reverb box and record it 
> > somewhere else. gord dam it i dont have q base im using wavlab
> > and the thought of having to recreate settings etc for every tune
> > i have sounds a pain.have i got this right would i have to 
reproduce
> > everything each time i record a certain tune?
> > 
> > realisticly whats the chances of yamaha updating the reverb 
anyone 
> > heard anything?
> > 
> > in the words of avid merrion "thank you please"

| 11046|11046|2003-07-29 05:46:52|Robert van der Kamp|OS Request form now online!|
The RS7000 OS Request vote form is now online at:
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html

Its the same URL as used before. Anyone *who hasn't voted 
yet*, please use this form to send me your vote. It's as 
easy as clicking a few buttons.

Since this page is open to anyone, could you members please 
SPREAD THE WORD and point other groups to this page? If you 
do, let us know where you dropped it.

Let's see if we can get those 3000 votes, heh! ;)

- Robert
| 11047|11027|2003-07-29 05:51:50|dopamine|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
Of course i'd love an MPX500 or preferably the 550, but for close to $150 
i'm sold! The 500-550 are still over a grand aussie at the moment, right?

Matt

At 07:15 AM 29/07/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>Kind of have to agree with Okeyamaya on this one .
>Though I'd take a TC-300 over an MPX-100 anyday of the week myself.
>I still feel the MPX-500 is a far superior unit.
>Other units to look out for on the esoteric front are the Ensoniq Dp-2 and 
>or Dp-4 -some seriously good effects in those.
>The boss VF-1 also has some amazing ,delays ,phasers ,bit reducers 
>,flangers and aold skool classic stomp box simulations
>that a very well modelled.
>That said the Reverb in Yamaha's AW16G totally poops over the RS7000 
>reverb algo's in a major way.
>Definately some of the better Yammie algo's I've heard.
>Also worty of a mention is the Alesis Akira damn nice for the asking price 
>too.
>And you really have to check out the ModFX range of units from Alesis - 
>each one is pretty much dedicated to one or to things but the BitRman does 
>Frequency modulation of any output signal amongst other things.
>Damn nice phaser pedal and filter pedal too.
>
>_______________________________________________
>Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
>Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1652964/R=0/SIG=11t2ts2ch/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178276&partid=3170658>183f05f.jpg
>183f0e1.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11048|11027|2003-07-29 05:52:28|dopamine|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
The Waves reverb is the best in software but it's ridiculously expensive 
and not as good as a cheaper Lexicon unit. The advantages are multiple 
instances and instant recall, but the quality aint a patch on a decent 
hardware reverberator.

Matt.

At 11:43 AM 29/07/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>My god decision's decision's
>
>so do you lot ignore the reverb in the RS and use your plug ins etc
>what do you think of the reverb in wavelab om?
>know any other good software reverbs?
>
>this is never ending i could spend myself out of house and home...
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > You can save effects setups in Wavelab- save a setup for each song
> > with your fav reverb plug and off you go- otherwise yes- you will
> > have to re create the setups- but you are talking about 1 outboard
> > reverb unit- and the one under discussion is no brainer with no
> > editable params at all- you would only have to remem which reverb
> > patch you used for which song.
> >
> > Don't count on Yamaha updating the reverbs in the RS- my guess is
> > they are hard coded on a chip with the Var effects and Chor/Del
> > effects. But I'm guessing.
> > :)
> >
> > Om
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 
>wrote:
> > > So you play the rs out through the reverb box and record it
> > > somewhere else. gord dam it i dont have q base im using wavlab
> > > and the thought of having to recreate settings etc for every tune
> > > i have sounds a pain.have i got this right would i have to
>reproduce
> > > everything each time i record a certain tune?
> > >
> > > realisticly whats the chances of yamaha updating the reverb
>anyone
> > > heard anything?
> > >
> > > in the words of avid merrion "thank you please"
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>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3512152.4794593.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=1245der9k/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3512152&yhad=1595053>1829e13.jpg
>1829e77.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11049|11027|2003-07-29 05:53:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
On Tuesday 29 July 2003 13:43, sonemotif wrote:

> My god decision's decision's
>
> so do you lot ignore the reverb in the RS and use your
> plug ins etc what do you think of the reverb in wavelab
> om?

I use it for less important reverb stuff. But for my heavy 
ambient work I depend on my hardware boxes, a TC M-One XL 
and a Lex MPX-G2. Especially the last one is super dope.

> know any other good software reverbs?

No.

- Robert
| 11050|11027|2003-07-29 05:59:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
On Tuesday 29 July 2003 16:55, dopamine wrote:

> Of course i'd love an MPX500 or preferably the 550, but
> for close to $150 i'm sold! The 500-550 are still over a
> grand aussie at the moment, right?

I once tried the MPX500, tested is very thorougly. It uses 
less deep algos than used in the MPX1 (and my MPX-G2). It's 
less dense.

But the biggest shock was the huge noise level I got from 
the MPX500 once I removed the LPF. You *cannot* use the 
reverb without filtering off anything above 2k or so.

Shitty stuff, imo. Sorry.

- Robert
| 11051|11029|2003-07-29 06:01:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Requests - My Vote|
On Tuesday 29 July 2003 09:56, Muralidheran wrote:

> Some I need to investigate to be sure they're not already
> in there (unless all the requests have been checked and
> confirmed already) but here's mine :
>
> 1,3,5,7,8,9,12,14,15,18,20,22,23,25,26,27,29,30,31,32,34,
>36,37,40,42,44,55,56,58,59,60,61,62,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,7
>1,72

Please vote again at
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
and select no more than 10 entries! ;P
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- Robert
| 11052|11046|2003-07-29 06:55:00|jesse_medway|Re: OS Request form now online!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> The RS7000 OS Request vote form is now online at:
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
> 
> Its the same URL as used before. Anyone *who hasn't voted 
> yet*, please use this form to send me your vote. It's as 
> easy as clicking a few buttons.
> 
> Since this page is open to anyone, could you members please 
> SPREAD THE WORD and point other groups to this page? If you 
> do, let us know where you dropped it.
> 
> Let's see if we can get those 3000 votes, heh! ;)
> 
> - Robert

So I guess I can't vote yet since I haven't recieved my RS yet?
| 11053|11027|2003-07-29 06:55:03|jesse_medway|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> The Waves reverb is the best in software but it's ridiculously 

expensive 

> and not as good as a cheaper Lexicon unit. The advantages are 

multiple 

> instances and instant recall, but the quality aint a patch on a 

decent 

> hardware reverberator.
> 
> Matt.

Impulse response verbs will blow away the waves stuff, only problem
is you need a super fast computer to runthem realtime. but if you 
dont mind processing them offline check them out. In fact I think 
the program SIR does them realtime even with a slower cpu.
| 11054|11046|2003-07-29 07:05:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request form now online!|
On Tuesday 29 July 2003 14:42, jesse_medway wrote:

> So I guess I can't vote yet since I haven't recieved my
> RS yet?

I guess so yes. Hey, you may even like it as it is!
You ordered one?

- Robert
| 11055|11046|2003-07-29 07:56:51|jesse_medway|Re: OS Request form now online!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 29 July 2003 14:42, jesse_medway wrote:
> > So I guess I can't vote yet since I haven't recieved my
> > RS yet?
> 
> I guess so yes. Hey, you may even like it as it is!
> You ordered one?
> 
> - Robert

I am getting from a guy on the Rs7000.org forum. Will end up selling 
my mp-7 in the process.

I checked the vote page and there wansn't anything there that looked 
at all like a dealbreaker for me so I think I'll be very happy with 
it as it is. I don't expect it to do everything anyways, I have 
other gear for that.

Jesse
| 11056|11027|2003-07-29 08:24:29|sonemotif|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
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Ok get the picture cheers boys and girls actually are there 
any girls here or it just gear lusting sweaty men

ill stick with software for now seeing as though its all free...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 29 July 2003 13:43, sonemotif wrote:
> > My god decision's decision's
> >
> > so do you lot ignore the reverb in the RS and use your
> > plug ins etc what do you think of the reverb in wavelab
> > om?
> 
> I use it for less important reverb stuff. But for my heavy 
> ambient work I depend on my hardware boxes, a TC M-One XL 
> and a Lex MPX-G2. Especially the last one is super dope.
> 
> > know any other good software reverbs?
> 
> No.
> 
> - Robert

| 11057|9446|2003-07-29 13:59:02|om_audio|Re: more sysex magic|
This post is so helpful- thanks- 
What is the "Size" column for? And how did you learn all this- from 
the manual?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> To change the filters on the RS7000 you need to input a System 
> Exclusive message as follows: 
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 13 pp 41 dd F7 
> 
> translation: 
> F0 Begin System Exclusive message 
> 43 Yamaha ID code 
> 10 Parameter Change message 
> 6A RS7000 ID code 
> 13 Multi PART Group 3 
> pp = the PART number in hex 00= trk1; 01 = trk2; ...0F=trk16 
> 41 Filter type 
> dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF 
> F7 End of exclusive 
> 
> pp Part number 
> Part1=00 
> Part2=01 
> Part3=02 
> Part4=03 
> Part5=04 
> Part6=05 
> Part7=06 
> Part8=07 
> Part9=08 
> Part10=09 
> Part11=0A 
> Part12=0B 
> Part13=0C 
> Part14=0D 
> Part15=0E 
> Part16=0F 
> 
> dd data byte 
> BYPASS=00 
> LPF24D=01 
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> LPF18=02 
> LPF12=03 
> HPF24=04 
> BPF12D=05 
> BEF12=06 
> LPF24A=07 
> LPF18s=08 
> LPF6=09 
> HPF12=0A 
> BPFw=0B 
> BPF6=0C 
> BEF6=0D 
> Dual LPF=0E 
> Dual HPF=0F 
> Dual BPF=10 
> Dual BEF=11 
> LPF+BPF=12 
> 
> Therefore the message for LPF12 if for PART 1= 
> F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 03 F7 
> 
> and to change it to a HPF12 on PART 1= 
> F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 0A F7 
> 
> Because this is a "SYSTEM" messge you can place it on any track. 
The 
> message itself defines which PART will be effected by the Parameter 
> Change. This is outlined on pages 326 and 330 of the Owner's Manual 
> (actually it is all there) I included the new filter types that you 
> get with the new Version.
> ___________________________________________________________________
> 
> :-)

| 11058|11046|2003-07-29 16:10:18|wildemar|Re: OS Request form now online!|
Hey you updated my misspelled username! ;-)
I really didnt expect you to, I was just joking. You may revert it to the 
old state ;-)

Oh and no. 73 is not by me but by om (I believe). Nevermind ... as long as 
he's not bent about it (are you, om?)

Bussiness: I posted a message at Harmony Central. I encourage all our 
members to reply to it every now and then so it stays up (they might delete 
it if only I reply ...).
http://acapella.harmony- 
central.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=388796
(copy whole link, if necessary)

I also sent an email to Tim Sparke, editor of Yamahas newsletter 'Play'. 
Fingers crossed, maybe they'll address this in an upcomming issue.

Thats all i could think of right now, I'll try to get more done the next 
days ...

And Robert: How about putting a short comment box into the form as well. 
Maybe people have new suggestions/bug reports. If you can handle the 
massive amount of data which flood your inbox, that is ;-)

Wildemar

Am Tue, 29 Jul 2003 13:47:04 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp 
geschrieben:

> The RS7000 OS Request vote form is now online at:
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>
> Its the same URL as used before. Anyone *who hasn't voted yet*, please 
> use this form to send me your vote. It's as easy as clicking a few 
> buttons.
>
> Since this page is open to anyone, could you members please SPREAD THE 
> WORD and point other groups to this page? If you do, let us know where 
> you dropped it.
>
> Let's see if we can get those 3000 votes, heh! ;)
>
> - Robert

| 11059|11029|2003-07-29 16:10:25|wildemar|Re: OS Requests - My Vote|



Am Tue, 29 Jul 2003 15:56:41 +0800 hat Muralidheran <moo@gamebrains.com> 
geschrieben:

> Some I need to investigate to be sure they're not already in there 
> (unless all the requests have been checked and confirmed already) but 
> here's mine :
>
> 1,3,5,7,8,9,12,14,15,18,20,22,23,25,26,27,29,30,31,32,34,36,37,40,42,44,55,56,58,59,60,61,62,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72
>
> and YES if they put all this in I would be glad to pay for the upgrade!
>
> Best,
> Moo
>

Your list might have been shorter if you listed what you *don't* want.
;-)

Wildemar
| 11060|11027|2003-07-29 16:10:27|wildemar|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
Am Tue, 29 Jul 2003 09:57:04 -0000 hat om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> Don't count on Yamaha updating the reverbs in the RS-my guess is they are 
> hard coded on a chip with the Var effects and Chor/Del effects. But I'm 
> guessing.
> :)
>
> Om
>

Why would they make software filters (which they updated) and hardware 
reverbs? My guess would be they're software too.
But I'm guessing :-)

Wildemar
| 11061|11042|2003-07-29 16:10:28|wildemar|Re: RPN and NRPN send?|
Am Tue, 29 Jul 2003 11:06:10 -0000 hat steffen909 <steffen909@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> Hi! Id like to control/proram my Roland VAriOS, but it only accepts 
> RPN/NRPN or something I think. Is there a way to make the knobs on the RS 
> transmit this? why wont roland use CC? to force me to buy their 
> controllers?
>

Yup.
Thats capitalism for ya ;-)

But maybe VAriOS has way too many controlls (internally, dont know the 
whole thing ...) to suffice with ~100 commands.

Just checked the manual, seems to be no way for (N)RPNs, sorry dude :-/

You might want to buy a programmable midi controller - I have the reMOTE 
25, which is very well capable of (N)RPNs.

Wildemar
| 11062|11046|2003-07-29 16:10:29|wildemar|Re: OS Request form now online!|
Am Tue, 29 Jul 2003 12:42:24 -0000 hat jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

>
> So I guess I can't vote yet since I haven't recieved my RS yet?
>

Man, this shure is taking a long time with you, huh?

But you know what they say: Better than the experience, better than the 
memory is the moment of anticipation.

aahhh, bollocks.

;-)
Wildemar
| 11063|11027|2003-07-29 16:47:31|om_audio|Re: OT: Phonic Reverb|
I figure they put verbs and other fx on its own chip so they dont eat 
up central cpu juice- but you know what? I'm still guessing.
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Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Why would they make software filters (which they updated) and 
hardware 
> reverbs? My guess would be they're software too.
> But I'm guessing :-)
> 
> Wildemar

| 11064|9446|2003-07-29 17:21:25|Latif|Re: more sysex magic|
i hadn't ever used sysex to this extend before,
after asking for help here in the group, and
at the motiforum,
Corley Brigman (@ this group) was kind enough
to explain sysex basics to me, and at motiforum
Bad_Mister clearified some points about the bit size.
The manual is only good as reference guide to
the value tables, corresponding to the parameters.
But defenatly not as tutorial for sysex.

I don't see the 'size' column, in the message beneath..?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> This post is so helpful- thanks- 
> What is the "Size" column for? And how did you learn all this- from 
> the manual?
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> > To change the filters on the RS7000 you need to input a System 
> > Exclusive message as follows: 
> > 
> > F0 43 10 6A 13 pp 41 dd F7 
> > 
> > translation: 
> > F0 Begin System Exclusive message 
> > 43 Yamaha ID code 
> > 10 Parameter Change message 
> > 6A RS7000 ID code 
> > 13 Multi PART Group 3 
> > pp = the PART number in hex 00= trk1; 01 = trk2; ...0F=trk16 
> > 41 Filter type 
> > dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF 
> > F7 End of exclusive 
> > 
> > pp Part number 
> > Part1=00 
> > Part2=01 
> > Part3=02 
> > Part4=03 
> > Part5=04 
> > Part6=05 
> > Part7=06 
> > Part8=07 
> > Part9=08 
> > Part10=09 
> > Part11=0A 
> > Part12=0B 
> > Part13=0C 
> > Part14=0D 
> > Part15=0E 
> > Part16=0F 
> > 
> > dd data byte 
> > BYPASS=00 
> > LPF24D=01 
> > LPF18=02 
> > LPF12=03 
> > HPF24=04 
> > BPF12D=05 
> > BEF12=06 
> > LPF24A=07 
> > LPF18s=08 
> > LPF6=09 
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> > HPF12=0A 
> > BPFw=0B 
> > BPF6=0C 
> > BEF6=0D 
> > Dual LPF=0E 
> > Dual HPF=0F 
> > Dual BPF=10 
> > Dual BEF=11 
> > LPF+BPF=12 
> > 
> > Therefore the message for LPF12 if for PART 1= 
> > F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 03 F7 
> > 
> > and to change it to a HPF12 on PART 1= 
> > F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 0A F7 
> > 
> > Because this is a "SYSTEM" messge you can place it on any track. 
> The 
> > message itself defines which PART will be effected by the 
Parameter 
> > Change. This is outlined on pages 326 and 330 of the Owner's 
Manual 
> > (actually it is all there) I included the new filter types that 
you 
> > get with the new Version.
> > 
___________________________________________________________________
> > 
> > :-)

| 11065|9446|2003-07-29 17:50:35|om_audio|Re: more sysex magic|
I see- I was wondering where you got device id codes and so forth- it 
would be SO easy for them to put a few lines in the beginning of the 
Appendix explaining the SysEx implementation on a given machine.

Size column:
Page 330- bottom right- 4th column from left in section "Multi Part 
Group 3"

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> i hadn't ever used sysex to this extend before,
> after asking for help here in the group, and
> at the motiforum,
> Corley Brigman (@ this group) was kind enough
> to explain sysex basics to me, 

> I don't see the 'size' column, in the message beneath..?
> 
> Latif

| 11066|9446|2003-07-29 18:03:05|Latif|Re: more sysex magic|
if i'm not mistaken that refers to bitsize
which can be seen as 1= for value 0 to 127
2= is for odd value's where parameters use 
other value's like 0 to 3000 and such

latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I see- I was wondering where you got device id codes and so forth- 
it 
> would be SO easy for them to put a few lines in the beginning of 
the 
> Appendix explaining the SysEx implementation on a given machine.
> 
> Size column:
> Page 330- bottom right- 4th column from left in section "Multi Part 
> Group 3"
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > i hadn't ever used sysex to this extend before,
> > after asking for help here in the group, and
> > at the motiforum,
> > Corley Brigman (@ this group) was kind enough
> > to explain sysex basics to me, 
> 
> > I don't see the 'size' column, in the message beneath..?
> > 
> > Latif

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 11067|11046|2003-07-29 22:37:24|wasted/su700fan|Re: OS Request form now online!|

>The RS7000 OS Request vote form is now online at:
>http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>
>Its the same URL as used before. Anyone *who hasn't voted 
>yet*, please use this form to send me your vote. It's as 
>easy as clicking a few buttons.
>
>Since this page is open to anyone, could you members please 
>SPREAD THE WORD and point other groups to this page? If you 
>do, let us know where you dropped it.
>
>Let's see if we can get those 3000 votes, heh! ;)
>
>- Robert

Robert, just a question for my piece of mind (& other RS7k owners' POM): 
I'm very wary about giving my RS7k serial # out on any website. Because 
it can be put to bad use if it falls in the wrong person's hands (i.e. 
insurance claims for theft, etc.). I don't think you would do that but 
I'd like to know who all will have access to our serial #'s and other 
pertinent details. Thanks in advance. Also, how can you determine if 
an RS7000 Serial # is valid or not? Especially since they're sold all 
over the world and serial numbering systems for one part of the world 
(i.e. Asia/Japan) might not match another part of the world (Europe, 
North/South America, etc.). I know I'm being pedantic, but 
www.rs7000.org was asking for serial #'s to download some "free" styles 
released by Yamaha UK and I recall several RS7k owners' serials not 
being recognized by their Serial # checker. Not that those free styles 
were worth anything. :\

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11068|11042|2003-07-29 23:42:22|Oscar Finch|Re: RPN and NRPN send?|
Just wanted to add the RS7000 does infact recognise RPN's and NRPRN's , the can be inserted in edit mode (and edited) etc etc..... 
They can also be programmed via the RS7000 fron't panel they cannot however be assigned to the knobs. 
The knobs are all 8 bit encoded Control Change controllers. 
NRPRNS usually have a finer resolution 32 bit and way more than 128 steps from 0 - Maximum . 
I would say Roland implemented then in the VariOs for good reason. If you are using the SuperJupiter or TB emulations you will here next to no stair stepping in the
filters via NRPRN modulation via CC encoding you most definately will unless they chew up CPU with extra smoothing algorythms. 
A knob box with full NRPRN assignement would as all ready stated be the best bet. As this would allow precise control of the Roland rack and allow such events to be
realtime recorded into the RS7000 sequncer for playback purposes.

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11069|11046|2003-07-29 23:42:28|jesse_medway|Re: OS Request form now online!|

> > So I guess I can't vote yet since I haven't recieved my RS yet?
> >
> Man, this shure is taking a long time with you, huh?
> 
> But you know what they say: Better than the experience, better 

than the 

> memory is the moment of anticipation.
> 
> aahhh, bollocks.
> 
> ;-)
> Wildemar

Yes I am anxious for it to arrive but he hasnt even sent it yet. 
Getting tired of just reading about it.
| 11070|11046|2003-07-30 00:44:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request form now online!|
On Wednesday 30 July 2003 00:09, wildemar wrote:

> Hey you updated my misspelled username! ;-)
> I really didnt expect you to, I was just joking. You may
> revert it to the old state ;-)

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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I changed it half an our after I read your original post. ;)

>
> Oh and no. 73 is not by me but by om (I believe).
> Nevermind ... as long as he's not bent about it (are you,
> om?)

Changed now (to Om).

>
> Bussiness: I posted a message at Harmony Central. I
> encourage all our members to reply to it every now and
> then so it stays up (they might delete it if only I reply
> ...).
> http://acapella.harmony-
> central.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=388796
> (copy whole link, if necessary)
>
> I also sent an email to Tim Sparke, editor of Yamahas
> newsletter 'Play'. Fingers crossed, maybe they'll address
> this in an upcomming issue.

Cool! :)

>
> Thats all i could think of right now, I'll try to get
> more done the next days ...
>
> And Robert: How about putting a short comment box into
> the form as well. Maybe people have new suggestions/bug
> reports. If you can handle the massive amount of data
> which flood your inbox, that is ;-)

Added now.

Thanks,
Robert
| 11071|11046|2003-07-30 00:49:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS Request form now online!|
On Wednesday 30 July 2003 05:38, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Robert, just a question for my piece of mind (& other
> RS7k owners' POM): I'm very wary about giving my RS7k
> serial # out on any website. Because it can be put to
> bad use if it falls in the wrong person's hands (i.e.
> insurance claims for theft, etc.). I don't think you
> would do that but I'd like to know who all will have
> access to our serial #'s and other pertinent details. 
> Thanks in advance. 

I added it to make sure that the votes are not hoaxed, like 
the way mr. Bush was elected. But I see your point. I just 
removed the serial number entry and the requirement from 
the form. 

> Also, how can you determine if an
> RS7000 Serial # is valid or not? Especially since
> they're sold all over the world and serial numbering
> systems for one part of the world (i.e. Asia/Japan) might
> not match another part of the world (Europe, North/South
> America, etc.). I know I'm being pedantic, but
> www.rs7000.org was asking for serial #'s to download some
> "free" styles released by Yamaha UK and I recall several
> RS7k owners' serials not being recognized by their Serial
> # checker. Not that those free styles were worth
> anything. :\

I was planning to concact rs7000.org for the logic involved 
in checking the serial numbers when it was time to check 
and count the votes. But that's no longer a problem now. ;)

Good remark.

- Robert



| 11072|11042|2003-07-30 00:50:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RPN and NRPN send?|
On Wednesday 30 July 2003 05:43, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Just wanted to add the RS7000 does infact recognise RPN's
> and NRPRN's , the can be inserted in edit mode (and
> edited) etc etc.....

Yup! Recorded my first piece of Andromeda knob tweaking with 
the RS. Went very smooth. :)

- Robert
| 11073|11073|2003-07-30 00:53:45|Robert van der Kamp|Updated OS request form|
The updated RS7000 OS Request vote form is online at:
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html

- Removed the RS serial number field.
- Added the 'Would you pay' question.
- Added a Comments field.
- Fixed author of entry #73.

Since this page is open to anyone, could you members please 
SPREAD THE WORD and point other groups to this page? If you 
do, let us know where you dropped it.

- Robert (moderator)
| 11074|11073|2003-07-30 01:28:08|Ronald|Re: Updated OS request form|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

>Since this page is open to anyone, could you members please 
> SPREAD THE WORD and point other groups to this page? If you 
> do, let us know where you dropped it.

Hi Robert,

I dropped the link at www.synthforum.nl (you probably know it)

http://www.synthforum.nl/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=16945
(it's in Dutch)

This is a huge site with loyal members so i hope to get some extra 
attention.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 11075|11073|2003-07-30 01:41:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Updated OS request form|
On Wednesday 30 July 2003 09:26, Ronald wrote:

> This is a huge site with loyal members so i hope to get
> some extra attention.

Yes, I know the site. Thanks!

- Robert
| 11076|11076|2003-07-30 03:14:02|Suzukin Alex|...more votes to make a serious operation... :)|
Hi,Robert van der Kamp.

my choice: 1; 20; 26; 30; 31; 42; 56; 63; 66; 71.

-- 
С уважением,
SUZUKIN Alex mailto:suzukin@dnk.ru
| 11078|11078|2003-07-30 15:29:25|om_audio|OS list post locations:|
http://www.futureproducers.com/site

rec.audio.pro (newsgroup)

Yahoo groups:

MUSICPROGRAMMERS_DEN 
RM1XSeq 
theklubhouse 

more to come!

Om
| 11079|11078|2003-07-30 15:34:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS list post locations:|
On Wednesday 30 July 2003 23:29, om_audio wrote:

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
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> http://www.futureproducers.com/site
>
> rec.audio.pro (newsgroup)
>
> Yahoo groups:
>
> MUSICPROGRAMMERS_DEN
> RM1XSeq
> theklubhouse
>
> more to come!

Great work Om! :))

- Robert
| 11080|11078|2003-07-30 18:37:15|om_audio|Re: OS list post locations:|
One more...

http://www.dancefrontdoor.f2s.com/forums/index.php?

I'm asking friends in the UK and here to send me links of any related 
forums etc.- the web is SOO big!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 30 July 2003 23:29, om_audio wrote:
> > http://www.futureproducers.com/site
> >
> > rec.audio.pro (newsgroup)
> >
> > Yahoo groups:
> >
> > MUSICPROGRAMMERS_DEN
> > RM1XSeq
> > theklubhouse

| 11081|11078|2003-07-30 21:10:52|Latif|Re: OS list post locations:|
one here:

http://www.dancetech.com/aa_dt_new/forums/thread.cfm?
threadid=33774&messages=1&chatter_id=1&age=14

;-)

Latif
| 11082|11078|2003-07-30 21:29:09|Latif|Re: OS list post locations:|
one here:

http://www.ampfea.org/pipermail/hwseq-list/2003-July/000225.html

;-)

Latif
| 11083|11078|2003-07-31 01:01:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OS list post locations:|
On Thursday 31 July 2003 05:27, Latif wrote:

> one here:
>
> http://www.ampfea.org/pipermail/hwseq-list/2003-July/0002
>25.html

Thanks Om and Latif! This is a nice way to find some new 
forums, btw. ;)

So far I got 17 votes created with the new form. Not 
dramatic, but okay. Maybe we also have to take the holidays 
into account, so we probably need a refresher in about a 
month or so.

- Robert
| 11084|11078|2003-07-31 01:57:41|Ronald|Re: OS list post locations:|
I also posted it here:

http://www.livepa.org/cgi-bin/yabb/YaBB.cgi?
board=livepa;action=display;num=1059636132;start=0

http://www.futureproducers.com/site
http://www.dancefrontdoor.f2s.com/forums/index.php?
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.futureproducers.com/site
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It's a small community dedicated to Live performances.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 11085|11078|2003-07-31 02:55:08|om_audio|Re: OS list post locations:|
I found this while once again reading different info on the Notron 
sequencer- nice site with over 1,500 members- had an interesting 
article with the Notron creatoer where he says Bjork commisioned him 
to create one that follows the pitch of her voice!

http://www.overloadmedia.co.uk/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=6114

Om
| 11086|11078|2003-07-31 03:10:13|jesse_medway|Re: OS list post locations:|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> http://www.futureproducers.com/site
> 
> rec.audio.pro (newsgroup)

actually 

rec.music.makers.synth 

would probably be better. rec.audio.pro is mostly about
mics, DAW's and signal processors etc...
| 11087|11078|2003-07-31 03:10:14|om_audio|Re: OS list post locations:|
Australia!

http://www.residentadvisor.com.au/forum_display.asp?forumid=29

Om
| 11088|11078|2003-07-31 03:10:53|om_audio|Re: OS list post locations:|
Ok thanks. Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > http://www.futureproducers.com/site
> > 
> > rec.audio.pro (newsgroup)
> 
> actually 
> 
> rec.music.makers.synth 
> 
> 
> would probably be better. rec.audio.pro is mostly about
> mics, DAW's and signal processors etc...

| 11089|11078|2003-07-31 03:29:05|om_audio|Re: OS list post locations:|
I'm not getting any registration confirmation emails for this one- 
maybe someone else want's to give it a try- 

http://acapella.harmony-central.com/forums/index.php

Om

PS- FWIW-here is the message I have been using:
------------------------
ATT Yamaha RS7000 owners: 

Hey Guys and Gals, 

Our friends on the Yahoo RS7000 users group need our help. They've 
built a voting system for the next potential OS release and they need 
our help to build a list of change requests. If you want to make a 
difference then you need to help us by follwing this link. 

This will only take a few minutes of your time and it is for the 
benefit of all RS7000 owners! 

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html 

Thanks everyone. 

Om

PS- Please post this info on any other forums etc. where you think 
there might be other RS7000 users! (or at least send me the links)

http://www.overloadmedia.co.uk/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=6114
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.futureproducers.com/site
http://www.residentadvisor.com.au/forum_display.asp?forumid=29
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.futureproducers.com/site
http://acapella.harmony-central.com/forums/index.php
http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html


| 11090|11090|2003-07-31 04:53:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
It would be so cool if could somehow pre-load songs and introduce them partially toward the end of another song.

Don't know how that could be accomplished in one synth and be sort of sequenced as a new song on the same synth. Eliminate the mixer or DJ breaks.

Seems like it could be done with a bit of thought from same yamay goons that brought us the RS7k. Be a first, no????

All RS7|< http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
| 11091|11091|2003-07-31 04:53:35|steffen V torset|Re: Digest Number 931|
ok.. so NRPRN´s are more smoothe and have more than the usual 1-127 steps?

guess I´ll get an external controller. any boxes without keyboard available? 
or myabe Ill try the reMOTE25 or edirolls keyboards and sell my kurrent 
masterkeyboard (kawai K4)

thanks for everyones help!

>You might want to buy a programmable midi controller - I have the reMOTE
>25, which is very well capable of (N)RPNs.

>Just wanted to add the RS7000 does infact recognise RPN's and NRPRN's , the 
>can be inserted in edit mode (and edited) etc etc.....
>They can also be programmed via the RS7000 fron't panel they cannot however 
>be assigned to the knobs.
>The knobs are all 8 bit encoded Control Change controllers.
>NRPRNS usually have a finer resolution 32 bit and way more than 128 steps 
>from 0 - Maximum .
>I would say Roland implemented then in the VariOs for good reason. If you 
>are using the SuperJupiter or TB emulations you will here next to no stair 
>stepping in the filters via NRPRN modulation via CC encoding you most 
>definately will unless they chew up CPU with extra smoothing algorythms.
>A knob box with full NRPRN assignement would as all ready stated be the 
>best bet. As this would allow precise control of the Roland rack and allow 
>such events to be realtime recorded into the RS7000 sequncer for playback 
>purposes.

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: smart spam protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11092|11090|2003-07-31 04:59:57|dopamine|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Easy, buy a second machine and connect them with a midi cable..... or buy 
an MC909 ;-)

Matt

At 06:43 AM 31/07/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>It would be so cool if could somehow pre-load songs and introduce them 
>partially toward the end of another song.
>
>Don't know how that could be accomplished in one synth and be sort of 
>sequenced as a new song on the same synth. Eliminate the mixer or DJ breaks.
>
>Seems like it could be done with a bit of thought from same yamay goons 
>that brought us the RS7k. Be a first, no????
>
>All RS7|< 
><http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3>http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3
>
>Zam
>Quantum-Source.com
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>157f721.jpg
>157f7c2.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3
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http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11093|11078|2003-07-31 06:04:48|wildemar|Re: OS list post locations:|
I already posted there ... so dont sweat it :-)

Anyone registered there is kindly invited to reply every now and then.

Wildemar

Am Thu, 31 Jul 2003 09:29:03 -0000 hat om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> I'm not getting any registration confirmation emails for this one-maybe 
> someone else want's to give it a try-
>
> http://acapella.harmony-central.com/forums/index.php
>
> Om
>
> PS-FWIW-here is the message I have been using:
> ------------------------
> ATT Yamaha RS7000 owners:
>
> Hey Guys and Gals,
>
> Our friends on the Yahoo RS7000 users group need our help. They've built 
> a voting system for the next potential OS release and they need our help 
> to build a list of change requests. If you want to make a difference then 
> you need to help us by follwing this link.
>
> This will only take a few minutes of your time and it is for the benefit 
> of all RS7000 owners!
>
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
>
> Thanks everyone.
>
> Om
>
> PS-Please post this info on any other forums etc. where you think there 
> might be other RS7000 users! (or at least send me the links)
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 11094|11090|2003-07-31 06:09:09|wildemar|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Am Fri, 01 Aug 2003 00:48:05 +1000 hat dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com> 
geschrieben:

> Easy, buy a second machine and connect them with a midi cable..... or buy 
> an MC909 ;-)
>
> Matt
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http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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mailto:matty@djdopamine.com


WHAT!?!???!!!?!?!!!?!!!?!??!

Heathen! Eternally Burn in Hell for this blasphemy!

Thou shalt not advertise any stupid other seq/samplers besides the RS7000!

Wildemoses
;-)
| 11095|11090|2003-07-31 06:13:41|dopamine|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Gee that didn't take long at all! ;-)

hehe
Matt.

At 02:08 PM 31/07/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>Am Fri, 01 Aug 2003 00:48:05 +1000 hat dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>
>geschrieben:
>
> > Easy, buy a second machine and connect them with a midi cable..... or buy
> > an MC909 ;-)
> >
> > Matt
>
>WHAT!?!???!!!?!?!!!?!!!?!??!
>
>Heathen! Eternally Burn in Hell for this blasphemy!
>
>Thou shalt not advertise any stupid other seq/samplers besides the RS7000!
>
>Wildemoses
>;-)
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 11096|11046|2003-07-31 07:26:28|jesse_medway|Re: OS Request form now online!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> > > So I guess I can't vote yet since I haven't recieved my RS yet?
> > >
> > Man, this shure is taking a long time with you, huh?
> > 
> > But you know what they say: Better than the experience, better 
> than the 
> > memory is the moment of anticipation.
> > 
> > aahhh, bollocks.
> > 
> > ;-)
> > Wildemar
> 
> Yes I am anxious for it to arrive but he hasnt even sent it yet. 
> Getting tired of just reading about it.

Well it was shipped yesterday but only ground so it will be here next 
wed. counting the days...
| 11097|11090|2003-07-31 08:15:19|Quest Pond|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Easy with that remove the DJ idea - If you want another gig again- ever ;) or if you ever want a dj to buy your records. What about some dancing girls to distract the
crowd while you change programs.

Quest 
-----Original Message-----
From: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com]
Sent: 31 July 2003 11:43 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Wild idea, remove the DJs!

It would be so cool if could somehow pre-load songs and introduce them partially toward the end of another song.

mailto:matty@djdopamine.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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Don't know how that could be accomplished in one synth and be sort of sequenced as a new song on the same synth. Eliminate the mixer or DJ breaks.

Seems like it could be done with a bit of thought from same yamay goons that brought us the RS7k. Be a first, no????

All RS7|< http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

ADVERTISEMENT
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-bin/hit?
page=1374-105951838331032> click here 
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupmail/S=:HM/A=1695348/rand=699476986> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11098|11090|2003-07-31 09:18:40|Latif|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Allow me to reply ;-))
HANG the DJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

treat yourself nice and good, and go out
and buy more machinery!
nice gig's with nice setups and loads of tracks.. mmmm
no DJ can beat that,
and ehh for all i know you don't need a dj to play
your records and have them possibly screw it up
while putting dozens of cheap/crappy mixer fx on it, 
plus screwing you and your record with a 'groovebox' 
that they bring along playing cheap presets together 
with your creations...
noway dudeski! bring your stuff as unique 
original, performed live with as much
machinery as you can afford ;-)

and don't worry about the girls, groupies enough to 
follow you from gig to gig lol ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> Easy with that remove the DJ idea - If you want another gig again- 
ever ;) or if you ever want a dj to buy your records. What about some 
dancing girls to distract the crowd while you change programs.
> 
> Quest 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dbeam505@a... [mailto:Dbeam505@a...]
> Sent: 31 July 2003 11:43 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Wild idea, remove the DJs!
> 
> 
> 
> It would be so cool if could somehow pre-load songs and introduce 
them partially toward the end of another song.
> 
> Don't know how that could be accomplished in one synth and be sort 
of sequenced as a new song on the same synth. Eliminate the mixer or 
DJ breaks.
> 
> Seems like it could be done with a bit of thought from same yamay 
goons that brought us the RS7k. Be a first, no????
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> 
> All RS7|< http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3
> 
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
05032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032> click here 
> <http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?
M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupmail/S=:HM/A=1695348/rand=699
476986> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service 
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11099|11042|2003-07-31 11:20:34|j2ay|SCSI|
Hello RS7000 maniacs! We're all carzy about this box, right? I know 
I am.

Anyway, I have some questions about saving to a scsi drive. 
Currently I save everything on smart media cards, but sometimes this 
takes a long time (depending on if there are many audio samples being 
saved). Does stuff save to SCSI drives faster?

I have an Iomega 750 MB USB zip drive. Is there an adapter I can get 
to connect this to the SCSI connection on the RS? I know you can go 
from USB to SCSI, but I'm not sure about SCSI to USB.

If not, what brand or types of SCSI drives do you use?

Thanks! Have a good one,

Jay
| 11100|11091|2003-07-31 14:54:11|om_audio|Re: Digest Number 931|
Yeah- I use an Encore Slidemate- has PC programming software which 
makes programming a snap- I have not used it with the RS7000 yet but 
I used it for my Korg EA-1 which uses NRPN- just be aware you will 
most likely need to learn how to convert Hex format numbers which is 
easy- but I was going nuts for awhile entering Hex values in the 
software and getting nowhere fast.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "steffen V torset" 
wrote:

> ok.. so NRPRN´s are more smoothe and have more than the usual 1-127 

steps?
| 11101|11078|2003-07-31 17:23:51|Latif|Re: OS list post locations:|
one here:

http://www.crmav.com/cgi-bin/go.pl?m=crm

;-)
Latif
| 11102|11102|2003-07-31 19:18:58|k_eve_l|RS7000 & Emu's XL7 together?|
Hey Everyone, 

Anybody using Emu's xl7 with the RS? Trying to use the xl7 as a
sound module and running into a few problems. When I change bank on RS past the 

http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3
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first GM one I get this "invalid" msg on the xl7? Just curious if any one else has this
problem. I have no problem with any other synth I've used with RS. Would have 
bought asound module but got a great deal on xl7 ($500) and the sounds work 
beautifullywith the RS sound. I'm sure it's something with the xl7 but just seeing if 
anybody else had this setup. 
Thanks in advance!
| 11103|11103|2003-08-01 00:18:51|Dbeam505@aol.com|midi delay bug?|
Is this known or fixed with newer OS updates?

Midi Delay/Delay Time jumps back to 0 after trying to Record in Song Mode.

Don't think I seen that on new OS Request List.

Anyone know or have had this problem? I just ran acrossed it on my own today or maybe there is a reason it would do this that I cant figure why. 

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
| 11104|11103|2003-08-01 00:30:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi delay bug?|
On Friday 01 August 2003 03:35, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> Is this known or fixed with newer OS updates?
>
> Midi Delay/Delay Time jumps back to 0 after trying to
> Record in Song Mode.
>
> Don't think I seen that on new OS Request List.
>
> Anyone know or have had this problem? I just ran
> acrossed it on my own today or maybe there is a reason it
> would do this that I cant figure why.

Read the section just above the Note box on page 90 of the 
english RS manual. I think that's what's happening. By 
recording that track, the play fx settings (including midi 
delay) are 'normalized'. They are writting into the track's 
MIDI data and then reset to avoid double processing.

- Robert
| 11105|11103|2003-08-01 03:25:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: midi delay bug?|
Thanks, I guess that makes sense to set it to 0, effectivly turning it off for recording so it dont duplicate those notes over & over again into the recording. Dang it! I guess
maybe they thought we wouldn't want it to come back on where it was set. Minor pain, thanks for explaining it to me.

Zam

In a message dated 8/1/2003 2:30:50 AM Eastern Daylight Time, robnet@wxs.nl writes:

> Read the section just above the Note box on page 90 of the 
> english RS manual. I think that's what's happening. By 
> recording that track, the play fx settings (including midi 
> delay) are 'normalized'. They are writting into the track's 
> MIDI data and then reset to avoid double processing.

| 11106|11103|2003-08-01 03:43:27|mmittner|Re: midi delay bug?|
it is turned off AFTER recording, not before. as long as you're 
recording the play fx are still active, and the output of the play fx 
is recorded. your midi delay is rendered, much like if you bounce an 
audio track with fx to another track. so if you set it back to where 
it was before you have in fact a doubled midi delay.

you could try to save your settings in a scene, then disable all the 
play fx on your track, then record and finally restore the play fx 
from the scene. or you apply the phrase to another track and record it 
there.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Thanks, I guess that makes sense to set it to 0, effectivly turning 
it off for recording so it dont duplicate those notes over & over 
again into the recording. Dang it! I guess maybe they thought we 
wouldn't want it to come back on where it was set. Minor pain, thanks 
for explaining it to me.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 8/1/2003 2:30:50 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
robnet@w... writes:
> 
> > Read the section just above the Note box on page 90 of the 
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> > english RS manual. I think that's what's happening. By 
> > recording that track, the play fx settings (including midi 
> > delay) are 'normalized'. They are writting into the track's 
> > MIDI data and then reset to avoid double processing.

| 11107|11103|2003-08-01 04:13:47|jesse_medway|Re: midi delay bug?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:

> you could try to save your settings in a scene, then disable all 

the 

> play fx on your track, then record and finally restore the play fx 
> from the scene. or you apply the phrase to another track and record 

it 

> there.
> 
> -mike
> 

If you take the phrase to another track to rec you dont get to hear 
your groove though which might be important when playing along.

sounds like a good OS request, "Overdub applies effects off/on"
| 11108|11103|2003-08-01 04:44:26|mmittner|Re: midi delay bug?|

> If you take the phrase to another track to rec you dont get to hear 
> your groove though which might be important when playing along.
> 
> sounds like a good OS request, "Overdub applies effects off/on"

yes, good idea!

you could try to record the new stuff into a new phrase and to merge 
those two, but then, if you played the new stuff with the groove which 
was applied to the other one with grid groove, you'll have some sort 
of double groove after merging :-)

seems like there's no real way to do that.

-mike
| 11109|11078|2003-08-01 04:46:16|wildemar|Re: OS list post locations:|
Ive posted another message to Harmony Central
(http://acapella.harmony- 
central.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=391005)
as the previous one had been to academic, I believe (for musicians that is 
;-).

Again: a reply or two would be nice :-)

As for my letter to Tim Spareke of the Play newsletter: No response there.
I was thinking that maybe more members drop him a line, but that might be 
considered flooding ...
So maybe you want to send me sort of a signature of yours 
(wildemar@freakmail.de) so I can include these into a follow up. might get 
us more attention there.

C.U.
Wildemar
| 11110|11078|2003-08-01 05:09:42|Latif|Re: OS list post locations:|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> As for my letter to Tim Spareke of the Play newsletter: No response 

there.

> I was thinking that maybe more members drop him a line, but that 

might be 

> considered flooding ...
> So maybe you want to send me sort of a signature of yours 
> (wildemar@f...) so I can include these into a follow up. might get 
> us more attention there.
> 
> C.U.
> Wildemar

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Have you ever had response from PLAY
or their newsletter?
cause i remember siging up there
twice a while ago, but i never got any
respons or that newsletter...

:-)

Latif
| 11111|11078|2003-08-01 05:13:14|wildemar|Re: OS list post locations:|
Am Fri, 01 Aug 2003 11:09:41 -0000 hat Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

>
> Have you ever had response from PLAY
> or their newsletter?
> cause i remember siging up there
> twice a while ago, but i never got any
> respons or that newsletter...
>
> :-)
>
> Latif
>

Ehr, no not even sub'd at all ... :-o

It seems theres not much update, really. Its has still its first editoral 
...

Might still be worth a try. The site is there ... so there must be people 
running it.

Wildemar
| 11112|11112|2003-08-01 07:35:47|Oscar Finch|Re: midi delay bug? THIS IS NOT A BUG !!!!|
This was already clearly stated by Robert. 
Lets get things clear . 
The same rule holds true for Pattern or (linear) Song modes . 
1) normalize play effect , works for all sections within a track within a style . 
or for the duration of the entire linear song line for THAT track. 
2)overdub record (pattern / song modes) allows play effects to be applied to specific phrases or passages of sequence data 
only. After you have recorded the play effects ,midi delay all grid groove settings all operations lock back to nominal (ie: non 
play effect parameters). 
This is quite logical from an operational view point. I prefer to overdub record play effects to a phrase or make several phrase copies with differnt play effects so one hi-
hat part for example can have different groove dynamics per phrase without having to re-write all the TG header and notation data repeatedly. 
I would have said this was clearly a sequncer feature + function. 
I would not view it as a bug. 
If it worked the other way round you'd be switching tracks and having midi delays and all sorts screwing with phrases you didn't wan't and would have top reset the
settings back to nominal operation anyway. 
Surely it is easier to code (as Yamaha have) a snap back to zero function for setting up other templates for phrase or track specific use later. 
You get greater flexibilty this way ... Why? 
Well you get the freedom of normalise play effect kept native to phrase part over whole track if desired. 
The overdub record of the play effect is viewed by the RS7000 as a phrase specific play effect normalise job get-it. 
It's also a darn sight faster to overdub record than stop the sequencer 
goto a normalise play effect to XXX phrase ,perform job etc etc then go back to the sequncer and have interupted workflow. 
Just an observation/question but ummmm... are we taking this bug hunting a little bit too far. 
I've used ALOT of gear over the last 15 years and this unit is about as rock solid as they come. 
Machines are just that "machines". It is far easier to adapt your thinking processes to machine logic than it is to adapt source 
code to human logic. 
It's a fact of life we have to get used too.

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11113|11113|2003-08-01 08:41:22|faxorgy|"RS7000 SUCKS" - hmmmm Wildemar naughty naughty ....|
Not the best way to a) get votes and b) more RS7000 users on board.
I know it was a joke but threads like that will incur the wrath of 
the Ryan ADD Lunefelds of this world :( .
Sad but true dude.

Besides which which Mr .Martin from Yamaha frequents the forum there 
regularly and we want the men at Yam to be NICE to us don't we ??????

Just ummm curious thats all.

Signing out ....

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com


Err Lati...er Wild ....er Om Au ... er FaX :D
| 11114|11112|2003-08-01 09:49:05|Latif|Re: midi delay bug? THIS IS NOT A BUG !!!!|
I don't understand how one can 
experience that as a bug???
it is quit logical that when you go into od/rp record
mode that the play fx parameters are set (recorded)
into the phrase (as explained in the manual)
and upon leaving rec-mode the play fx is reset 
to 'bypass' value, otherwise you wouldbe
hearing double playfx..

this is normal behaviour in patt-mode, 
don't know about song-mode cause i don't use that.

:-)

Latif
| 11115|11102|2003-08-01 10:26:46|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 & Emu's XL7 together?|

>Hey Everyone, 
>
>Anybody using Emu's xl7 with the RS? Trying to use the xl7 as a
>sound module and running into a few problems. When I change bank on RS 

past the 

>first GM one I get this "invalid" msg on the xl7? Just curious if any 

one else has this

>problem. I have no problem with any other synth I've used with RS. 

Would have 

>bought asound module but got a great deal on xl7 ($500) and the sounds 

work 

>beautifullywith the RS sound. I'm sure it's something with the xl7 but 

just seeing if 

>anybody else had this setup. 
>Thanks in advance!

See page 262 of manual. UTILITY Mode, MIDI FILTER page. Turn OFF PC 
(Program Change) for MIDI OUT. That should probably fix your problem. 
Unless you wanted to change the XL7's programs from the RS7000. In that 
case, you'll have to deal with the "invalid" message on the XL7, as each 
gear has different PC #s for different banks and one piece of gear's PC 
bank #s (i.e. RS7k) doesn't always match the other piece of gear's bank 
#s (i.e. XL7).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11116|11116|2003-08-01 13:07:37|Steve Roitstein|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs! |
I haven't checked out the MC909 (maybe I should have!) but I did 
exactly what you said. I bought a second RS7000. I have a band here in 
Miami and the heart and soul (technologically speaking) is the RS. We 
like to do hour long, uninterrupted sets. We are very spontaneous and 
don't have set arrangements or song forms. I work using loops, muting 
and unmuting them as I go.

With the two RS's side by side, it's much better than when I used cd's 
to mix from one song to the next. Now I have all the creative 
flexibility I want. There are lots of ways I can change songs. I tried 
using MIDI sync but I found it too limiting. I've gotten good at 
starting the machines right in tempo and adjusting if I'm a bit off. 
This gives me the flexibility of smoothly going from one tempo to the 
next, and lots of other options.

Good luck all!

By the way, if anyone is in South Florida, please write me and I'll put 
you on our guest list. Our band, PALO!, plays our wild brand of 
afro-cuban funk every Thursday night in Little Havana.
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Steve

> Date: Fri, 01 Aug 2003 00:48:05 +1000
> From: dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>
> Subject: Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!
>
> Easy, buy a second machine and connect them with a midi cable..... or 
> buy
> an MC909 ;-)
>
> Matt
>
> At 06:43 AM 31/07/2003 -0400, you wrote:
>> It would be so cool if could somehow pre-load songs and introduce them
>> partially toward the end of another song.
>>
>> Don't know how that could be accomplished in one synth and be sort of
>> sequenced as a new song on the same synth. Eliminate the mixer or DJ 
>> breaks.
>>
>> Seems like it could be done with a bit of thought from same yamay 
>> goons
>> that brought us the RS7k. Be a first, no????
>>
>> All RS7|<
>> <http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/bill.mp3

| 11117|11113|2003-08-01 15:48:21|wildemar|Re: "RS7000 SUCKS" - hmmmm Wildemar naughty naughty ....|
Well, my main thought was to genarate views. My first post didnt seem to 
work that well.
I've found that its always easier to animate people by blunt stupidity than 
... anything else.
So that was my approach, especially as the H-C forums mostly consist of 
"Whats your favorite " or " sucks".
I mean anyone reading the post is a success in my book, and ...
Well I see your point. I'll post a follow-up explaining a little better.

regards (best in this case ;-)
Wildemar

Am Fri, 01 Aug 2003 14:37:00 -0000 hat faxorgy <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> 
geschrieben:

> Not the best way to a) get votes and b) more RS7000 users on board.
> I know it was a joke but threads like that will incur the wrath of the 
> Ryan ADD Lunefelds of this world :( .
> Sad but true dude.
>
> Besides which which Mr .Martin from Yamaha frequents the forum there 
> regularly and we want the men at Yam to be NICE to us don't we ??????
>
>
> Just ummm curious thats all.
>
>
> Signing out ....
>
>
> Err Lati...er Wild ....er Om Au ... er FaX :-)

| 11118|11116|2003-08-01 16:07:20|wildemar|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Am Fri, 1 Aug 2003 15:07:34 -0400 hat Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com> 
geschrieben:

> I bought a second RS7000.

What? Dou you people in Miami use Monopoly Money?
If not, please send some of your spare Bux (of which you seem to have a 
few) to me:

Wildemar
Wilde Straße 666
1701 Wildeshausen
Wildmany
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Thanks in advance, your best friend ever: Wildemar.

;-)

Sorry dude, it just stuns me that a guy gets told "buy a second RS7000" and 
the next day he goes and actually does it! Thats heavy! but cool :-)

Oh, and you didnt have to check the MC. I did it for you. And you fare a 
lot better with the RS sequencerwise, believe me. And from what other 
people tell, mostly all other things are inferior to the RS too (tho I'm 
ready to dispute that).

Wildemar (waiting anxiously by the mailbox)
| 11119|11102|2003-08-01 16:27:09|k_eve_l|Re: RS7000 & Emu's XL7 together?|
I knew the fellow metro detroiter would come thru! yeah it's defiantly something I 
have to deal with on the Emu's weird little "invalid" message, cause I have to be able 
to switch those Program Changes to tell my other synths to change patches (or as 
emu calls them "presets")....calling Emu.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:
> >Hey Everyone, 
> >
> >Anybody using Emu's xl7 with the RS? Trying to use the xl7 as a
> >sound module and running into a few problems. When I change bank on RS 
> past the 
> >first GM one I get this "invalid" msg on the xl7? Just curious if any 
> one else has this
> >problem. I have no problem with any other synth I've used with RS. 
> Would have 
> >bought asound module but got a great deal on xl7 ($500) and the sounds 
> work 
> >beautifullywith the RS sound. I'm sure it's something with the xl7 but 
> just seeing if 
> >anybody else had this setup. 
> >Thanks in advance!
> 
> See page 262 of manual. UTILITY Mode, MIDI FILTER page. Turn OFF PC 
> (Program Change) for MIDI OUT. That should probably fix your problem. 
> Unless you wanted to change the XL7's programs from the RS7000. In that 
> case, you'll have to deal with the "invalid" message on the XL7, as each 
> gear has different PC #s for different banks and one piece of gear's PC 
> bank #s (i.e. RS7k) doesn't always match the other piece of gear's bank 
> #s (i.e. XL7).
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 11120|11102|2003-08-01 18:34:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 & Emu's XL7 together?|

>I knew the fellow metro detroiter would come thru! yeah it's defiantly 

something I 

>have to deal with on the Emu's weird little "invalid" message, cause I 

have to be able 

>to switch those Program Changes to tell my other synths to change 

patches (or as 

>emu calls them "presets")....calling Emu.

Hehe! I try to be of assistance when I can answer (usually simpler 
questions). I do the same thing (use the RS7k to send PC changes to my 
other gear). Maybe the XL7 has a PC Filter to turn off so that it can 
ignore Program Change messages that your RS7k needs to send to the other 
gear in your setup.

Nice to see another Metro Detroiter on this list with an RS7000! Guess 
our neck of the woods isn't all dead with electronic music production 
eh?

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
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The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11121|11113|2003-08-01 23:57:44|AlAmAs anti6TM|Re: "RS7000 SUCKS" - hmmmm Wildemar naughty naughty ....|
PLEASE DON'T FEED THE TROLLS :P

wildemar wrote:

>Well, my main thought was to genarate views. My first post didnt seem to 
>work that well.
>I've found that its always easier to animate people by blunt stupidity than 
>... anything else.
>So that was my approach, especially as the H-C forums mostly consist of 
>"Whats your favorite " or " sucks".
>I mean anyone reading the post is a success in my book, and ...
>Well I see your point. I'll post a follow-up explaining a little better.
>
>
>regards (best in this case ;-)
>Wildemar
>
>
>Am Fri, 01 Aug 2003 14:37:00 -0000 hat faxorgy <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> 
>geschrieben:
>
> 
>
>>Not the best way to a) get votes and b) more RS7000 users on board.
>>I know it was a joke but threads like that will incur the wrath of the 
>>Ryan ADD Lunefelds of this world :( .
>>Sad but true dude.
>>
>>Besides which which Mr .Martin from Yamaha frequents the forum there 
>>regularly and we want the men at Yam to be NICE to us don't we ??????
>>
>>
>>Just ummm curious thats all.
>>
>>
>>Signing out ....
>>
>>
>>Err Lati...er Wild ....er Om Au ... er FaX :-)
>> 
>>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
>
>
>
> 
>

| 11122|11112|2003-08-01 23:57:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: midi delay bug? THIS IS NOT A BUG !!!!|
if it was intentional, not bug, just nuisance for me.

In a message dated 8/1/2003 9:50:48 AM Mountain Daylight Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:

> I don't understand how one can 
> experience that as a bug???

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11123|11090|2003-08-01 23:57:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
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I want ONE unit to mix intros and outros together unnoticeably like a 
malignant DJ would do, thereby avoiding the cost of second units, plus wires, and the 
idea was to rid the DJ or the mixer/s. You would still need a mixer with 2 
units, so thats 3 pieces of hardware, plus second or third set of cables. I 
have several units, next best to RS7000 is MC505 IMH and its quickly getting 
faded out to where I don't have enough songs good enough to compete with RS every 
other song to be faded in to the set. Think about how awesome it would be to 
have a single unit do this internally between songs. Maybe its not possible, 
I know there are work arounds, like load up all songs first and make 
beginning and end sound close enough for when you manually bump it to next song, 
hopefully, nobody will notice the slight skip. Remember though, one unit, so hide 
skips with outside effects. Or just make one long ass song maybe. Anyway, 
just would be cool, but you guys got the idea, it needs to work like haveing two 
units, so it really is an "all in one box" as they say. There is good 
sometimes in having silence between songs for boos and applause's, but sometime 
maybe you will be too busy chit chatting, slamming multiple beers, or member of 
the opposite sex who was genetically engineered by an alien species, rather than 
baby sitting your gear 100% of the time. Should try to do something though, 
thats important, not just look like your doing something, or the DJs might 
accuse you of stealing their game. 

For any DJs I really really did offend, than my work is done with you >8^)

Zam
Quantum-Source.com 

In a message dated 8/1/2003 1:09:09 PM Mountain Daylight Time, 
steve@riotmusic.com writes:

> haven't checked out the MC909 (maybe I should have!) but I did 
> exactly what you said. I bought a second RS7000.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11124|11090|2003-08-02 04:43:31|om_audio|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
I never thought of groove boxes as an attempt to replace/replicate 
what a dj does- just marketed towards that crowd- and oft 
incorporating dj oriented features in support of this idea, no?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I want ONE unit to mix intros and outros together unnoticeably like 
a 
> malignant DJ would do, thereby avoiding the cost of second units, 
plus wires, and the 
> idea was to rid the DJ or the mixer/s. 

> just would be cool, but you guys got the idea, it needs to work 
like haveing two 
> units, so it really is an "all in one box" as they say.

| 11125|11116|2003-08-02 08:39:56|Steve Roitstein|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs! |

> From: wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de>
> Subject: Re: Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!
>
> Am Fri, 1 Aug 2003 15:07:34 -0400 hat Steve Roitstein 
> <steve@riotmusic.com>
> geschrieben:
>
>> I bought a second RS7000.
>
> What? Dou you people in Miami use Monopoly Money?

Yes. The music store accepted the miniature pink and yellow without 
hesitation. Maybe they're worth more than the USD these days...

> If not, please send some of your spare Bux (of which you seem to have a
> few) to me:

It's on the way. Look for the carrier pigeon wearing the psychedelic 
paisley vest.
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> Sorry dude, it just stuns me that a guy gets told "buy a second 
> RS7000" and
> the next day he goes and actually does it! Thats heavy! but cool :-)

It didn't quite work out that way. I've been working on a smooth way to 
go from one style to another on a single RS (the hiccups caused by the 
program and mixer changes are not acceptable to me) and I had been 
working with a cd player. I got a good deal on another RS so I grabbed 
it, but not because someone told me to. It's because it was the best 
solution for PALO!, my band.

The way I work, I don't think any single unit of any brand could do 
what I want.

Steve
| 11126|11126|2003-08-03 00:41:54|greatestofalltymes|Problem printing PDF manual|
When I attempt to print a copy of the manual the pictures of the 
RS7000 screen are not showing up. all I get is an empty rectangle. 
Can anyone tell me why this is happening?
| 11127|11126|2003-08-03 01:01:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problem printing PDF manual|
On Sunday 03 August 2003 05:12, greatestofalltymes wrote:

> When I attempt to print a copy of the manual the
> pictures of the RS7000 screen are not showing up. all I
> get is an empty rectangle. Can anyone tell me why this is
> happening?

Probably a printing option? Look for something like Options 
in the printer dialog.

- Robert
| 11128|11126|2003-08-03 10:32:55|JULIANKENT1@AOL.COM|Re: Problem printing PDF manual|
In a message dated 8/3/2003 3:01:58 AM Eastern Daylight Time, robnet@wxs.nl 
writes:

> On Sunday 03 August 2003 05:12, greatestofalltymes wrote:
> > When I attempt to print a copy of the manual the
> >pictures of the RS7000 screen are not showing up. all I
> >get is an empty rectangle. Can anyone tell me why this is
> >happening?
> 
> Probably a printing option? Look for something like Options 
> in the printer dialog.
> 
> - Robert
> 

My Adobe reader software said that it doesn't print the annotations even 
though they appear on the screen, so I selected "print as image" on my 
Hewlett-Packard software to print the page as if it were a picture. Success achieved!

Thanks!

Julian 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11129|11129|2003-08-03 11:44:43|Rob Blue|Web sites that talk about song structure?....|
Does any body know of any websites (or books) that talk about song 
structure (i.e. how to make a song). Ive read lots of material on how 
to get the right sound, tech advice, recording techniques, etc. But I 
havent really seen anything about putting together a song. I can make 
good loops and beats, play tight bass lines, and get good vocals and 
samples, but when it comes to arranging all these elements to make a 
smooth flowing song, my skills are lacking. Any tips?
| 11130|11129|2003-08-03 12:10:28|Latif|Re: Web sites that talk about song structure?....|
just listen to lot's of music Rob,
there's no better tutorial then that!
listen to your favorite genre,
that you're aiming at.
just listen to the songs and imaginairy count the bars,
keep track of where you here's breaks,riffs, bridges, 
(couplets, choirs), climax points, breakdowns, intro's, outro's, 
solo's.. etc..

you will be surprised how logical arranging actually is.

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> Does any body know of any websites (or books) that talk about song 
> structure (i.e. how to make a song). Ive read lots of material on 
how 
> to get the right sound, tech advice, recording techniques, etc. But 
I 
> havent really seen anything about putting together a song. I can 
make 
> good loops and beats, play tight bass lines, and get good vocals 
and 
> samples, but when it comes to arranging all these elements to make 
a 
> smooth flowing song, my skills are lacking. Any tips?

| 11131|11126|2003-08-03 12:50:30|Oscar Finch|Re: Problem printing PDF manual|
Yawns sheepishly ...... oh sorry did I miss something important :P

_______________________________________________
Eliminate pop-ups before they appear!
Visit www.PopSwatter.com now - It's FREE.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11132|11132|2003-08-03 13:28:30|dreamchimney|some questions for rs7000 users|
hello,

i am/was an avid su700 user and now need to get the next best thing, 
besides an mpc. so i have some simple questions for rs7000 users.

1. can you jump into record mode in the middle of playing, similar to 
the mpc
2. are the effect built in similar to the su700 ? filters / delays ?
3. is it possible to mix between songs without stopping? how long can 
you play before the machine stops?
4. the su700 can only allow for 16 midi receives per song, is this 
the same with the su7000?
5. do the SCSI come with the rs7000 or do you have to buy seperate ?
6. can you save song seperately or do you have to save everything on 
the box at the sametime like the su700?
7. can you import su700 songs?

thanks for any help in advance,
ryan b
| 11133|11132|2003-08-03 13:51:32|Latif|Re: some questions for rs7000 users|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" > 

> 1. can you jump into record mode in the middle of playing, similar 

to 

> the mpc

This can only be done in STEP or GRID mode, and only when you have 
selected one of these modes prior to pressing PLAY.
In other words, if your prior record session was in overdub 
realtime, and you allready engaged normal play mode, 
you will not be able to 'jump' into step or grid rec.

> 2. are the effect built in similar to the su700 ? filters / delays ?

i never had a SU700 so i cannot compare this, but my guess
is RS filters are better.

> 3. is it possible to mix between songs without stopping? how long 

can you play before the machine stops?

uhhmm there's no all in one sequencer (yet)
that has a 'mix entire songs into eachother' option
better use Traktor DJ for auto mixing hehehe...

no serious, i never had any problem performing
in continues way, some users report glitches when changing 
styles, but it's all in your creativity and occupation of fx/sequence 
and such, i tune my songs to eachother (and i don't mean tone wise)
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besides that, i never perform with 1 machine only, the RS is the 
sequence master, but with it are always 2 other pieces of equipment 
at least, so i can switch back and forward between anything, with no
breakes at all if i want.
and this could go on for hours....

> 4. the su700 can only allow for 16 midi receives per song, is this 
> the same with the su7000?

does this machine have only 16 midi channels?
yes it has only 16 midi channels... AND 16 sections, 
which based on your way of working could hold 16 sonngs for a live 
situation...

> 5. do the SCSI come with the rs7000 or do you have to buy seperate ?

allready builtin

> 6. can you save song seperately or do you have to save everything 

on the box at the sametime like the su700?

you can save patterns, songs and midifiles seperatly to smartcard or 
via SCSI to disk
better yet, you CAN'T save anything in the machine itself
and it starts fresh, clean and emptyyyyyyyy :-)))))))))))))))))

> 7. can you import su700 songs?

dunno :-? 

Latif
| 11134|11132|2003-08-03 13:53:41|dopamine|Re: some questions for rs7000 users|
Hey Ryan,

1. yes but only grid and step record, not realtime like MPC
2. yes
3. not really, there is a slight gap between styles (a nightmare for me)
4. 16 midi tracks
5. no, buy separate
6. not sure what you mean by this..... you save songs and everything is 
saved with it.... knob position, envelope, filter and effect settings etc
7. no

Matt.

At 07:28 PM 3/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>hello,
>
>i am/was an avid su700 user and now need to get the next best thing,
>besides an mpc. so i have some simple questions for rs7000 users.
>
>1. can you jump into record mode in the middle of playing, similar to
>the mpc
>2. are the effect built in similar to the su700 ? filters / delays ?
>3. is it possible to mix between songs without stopping? how long can
>you play before the machine stops?
>4. the su700 can only allow for 16 midi receives per song, is this
>the same with the su7000?
>5. do the SCSI come with the rs7000 or do you have to buy seperate ?
>6. can you save song seperately or do you have to save everything on
>the box at the sametime like the su700?
>7. can you import su700 songs?
>
>thanks for any help in advance,
>ryan b
>
>
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>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
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>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11135|11132|2003-08-03 13:57:53|Latif|Re: some questions for rs7000 users|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> 4. the su700 can only allow for 16 midi receives per song, is this 
> the same with the su7000?
> 
> does this machine have only 16 midi channels?
> yes it has only 16 midi channels... AND 16 sections, 
> which ===>based on your way of working could hold 16 sonngs for a 

live situation...<===

> 

this should read: 

based on a > certain < way of working, could
hold 16 songs in patt mode with you muting and unmuting tracks
and swithing phrases LIVE.

:-)

Latif
| 11136|11132|2003-08-03 14:00:20|dopamine|Re: some questions for rs7000 users|
Sorry Latif, didn't see your message! ;-)

Matt

At 09:41 AM 4/08/2003 +1000, you wrote:

>Hey Ryan,
>
>1. yes but only grid and step record, not realtime like MPC
>2. yes
>3. not really, there is a slight gap between styles (a nightmare for me)
>4. 16 midi tracks
>5. no, buy separate
>6. not sure what you mean by this..... you save songs and everything is
>saved with it.... knob position, envelope, filter and effect settings etc
>7. no
>
>Matt.
>
>
>At 07:28 PM 3/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >hello,
> >
> >i am/was an avid su700 user and now need to get the next best thing,
> >besides an mpc. so i have some simple questions for rs7000 users.
> >
> >1. can you jump into record mode in the middle of playing, similar to
> >the mpc
> >2. are the effect built in similar to the su700 ? filters / delays ?
> >3. is it possible to mix between songs without stopping? how long can
> >you play before the machine stops?
> >4. the su700 can only allow for 16 midi receives per song, is this
> >the same with the su7000?
> >5. do the SCSI come with the rs7000 or do you have to buy seperate ?
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> >6. can you save song seperately or do you have to save everything on
> >the box at the sametime like the su700?
> >7. can you import su700 songs?
> >
> >thanks for any help in advance,
> >ryan b
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> >
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>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11137|11129|2003-08-03 14:20:30|wildemar|Re: Web sites that talk about song structure?....|
I've read "Songwriting and the Creative Process" by Steve Gillette. It sort 
of takes the approach from the folk/country Singer-Songwriter POV, but 
actually its a general "how to write songs".

It features anything from Music to Lyrics (most of which you seem to know 
as you say) and also Arranging. Mybe check it out, I really enjoyed and 
learned a lot from it.

Wildemar

Am Sun, 03 Aug 2003 17:44:42 -0000 hat Rob Blue <djrobblue@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> Does any body know of any websites (or books) that talk about song 
> structure (i.e. how to make a song). Ive read lots of material on how to 
> get the right sound, tech advice, recording techniques, etc. But I havent 
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> really seen anything about putting together a song. I can make good loops 
> and beats, play tight bass lines, and get good vocals and samples, but 
> when it comes to arranging all these elements to make a smooth flowing 
> song, my skills are lacking. Any tips?

| 11138|11116|2003-08-03 14:27:41|wildemar|Re: Wild idea, remove the DJs!|
Am Sat, 2 Aug 2003 10:39:53 -0400 hat Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com> 
geschrieben:

>> What? Dou you people in Miami use Monopoly Money?
>
> Yes. The music store accepted the miniature pink and yellow without 
> hesitation. Maybe they're worth more than the USD these days...
>

Hey common lighten up. You guys still pay less for a CD than we do, believe 
me. I wont even start about dutch CD prices. I'd love to come over to Ami- 
land just for CD shopping someday *sigh*.

>> If not, please send some of your spare Bux (of which you seem to have a
>> few) to me:
>
> It's on the way. Look for the carrier pigeon wearing the psychedelic 
> paisley vest.
>

YEAEE! Great! Thank... Oh wait. They dont take Monopoly Money here ... 
Dang! But still THX 4 the effort.
"The Pigeon's Psychedelic Paisley Vest" - sounds like a Beatles song ;-)

>> Sorry dude, it just stuns me that a guy gets told "buy a second RS7000" 
>> and
>> the next day he goes and actually does it! Thats heavy! but cool :-)
>
> It didn't quite work out that way. I've been working on a smooth way to 
> go from one style to another on a single RS (the hiccups caused by the 
> program and mixer changes are not acceptable to me) and I had been 
> working with a cd player. I got a good deal on another RS so I grabbed 
> it, but not because someone told me to. It's because it was the best 
> solution for PALO!, my band.
>
> The way I work, I don't think any single unit of any brand could do what 
> I want.
>

Hope you didnt take me too seriously ... I was just kidding a bit. No need 
to justify anything, its cool

>
> Steve
>

Hey, thats my cousin's name! You stole it! Return it at once!

Sorry folks, Wildemar had to work on a hot (~32°C), humid (HUUUMID!) day in 
a Beverage Store today. He doesnt think clearly anymore.

c.u.
Willnichmehr
| 11139|11129|2003-08-03 14:28:47|okoyemaya|Re: Web sites that talk about song structure?....|
Song structure can be simple AABA or ABA but if you see some examples 
like in Real book there may be more parts C, D E F arranged in 
various ways. Even if you do not read music just look at the 
structures in the "Real book" or any songbook with the music you may 
like. The arragements can get really sophisticated even in popular 
music, so please study, analise and try to copy the structures with 
your material. Only then check some more pervert arreglos that you 
may see in "Latin real book" where the part may go up to K or L. 
What latif says is right but you must make notes of it, count the 
measures, analise and then try to reproduce. It is mostly 4, 8, 16, 
52 counts variations though there are also different structures.
Regarding books "Aranging in the Digital World" by Corey Allen, 
Berklee Press . Very simple, cheap but absolutely worth every cent.
Okoyem
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rob Blue" wrote:
> Does any body know of any websites (or books) that talk about song 
> structure (i.e. how to make a song). Ive read lots of material on 
how 
> to get the right sound, tech advice, recording techniques, etc. But 
I 
> havent really seen anything about putting together a song. I can 
make 
> good loops and beats, play tight bass lines, and get good vocals 
and 
> samples, but when it comes to arranging all these elements to make 
a 
> smooth flowing song, my skills are lacking. Any tips?

| 11140|11132|2003-08-03 17:32:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: some questions for rs7000 users LONG REPLY|

>hello,
>
>i am/was an avid su700 user and now need to get the next best thing, 
>besides an mpc. so i have some simple questions for rs7000 users.
>
>1. can you jump into record mode in the middle of playing, similar to 
>the mpc
>2. are the effect built in similar to the su700 ? filters / delays ?
>3. is it possible to mix between songs without stopping? how long can 
>you play before the machine stops?
>4. the su700 can only allow for 16 midi receives per song, is this 
>the same with the su7000?
>5. do the SCSI come with the rs7000 or do you have to buy seperate ?
>6. can you save song seperately or do you have to save everything on 
>the box at the sametime like the su700?
>7. can you import su700 songs?
>
>thanks for any help in advance,
>ryan b

Along with the other members' answers, I can probably answer your 
questions quite well, as I'm the Owner/Moderator of the Yamaha SU700 
Support Group at Yahoo Groups and half the postings there (in the 
archives) are probably me answering tech questions for other members 
about the SU700. :D See the FAQ for the SU700 listed below if you need 
any other questions answered about the SU. Too bad Yamaha never hired 
me or gave me an RS7k/other gear for all the free tech support they got 
from me. :(

1. Others already answered that question.

2. Similar to the SU700 in terms of effects, but the RS7k has 100 
effects + 8 master effects whereas the SU700 only has 43 effects 
built-in. Same EFX structure in general (Delay/Chorus, Reverb, 
Variation sections), but whereas the SU700 can have 3 effects banks with 
only 1 "Insert" effect at any one time running and the other banks can 
be any of the "System" effects, the RS7k has the 3 bank types of effects 
mentioned above (Delay/Chorus, Reverb, Variation), and only 1 effect out 
of each bank can be running at the same time across the whole Style. 
I.E. you can't have 2 different Delays running on different tracks in 
the RS7k. Also, the RS7k's effects should be at least slightly better 
than the SU700's as it's a newer generation with (probably) better 
algorithms. More filters on the RS7k (18 types now, was originally 6?), 
whereas the SU700 only has 3 or 4 IIRC.

3. Somebody else already answered that one. Basically, if your 
Songs/Styles are radically different in Effects, Patches, you will hear 
a half-second or so "skip" while the RS7k loads up new TG info, etc. 
But that can be "masked" by other gear/CD in between tracks. All you 
need to do is basically turn the knob that changes Style/Song # to load 
up another Style/Song. Whereas on the SU700 you had to hit Stop on the 
sequencer, turn the jog dial to the next Song #, hit OK, and then press 
Play. Not nearly as smooth.

4. Like the SU700 FAQ says, there are only 16 MIDI channels per "Song" 
that the SU700 can receive MIDI info on, with any note # across that 
channel being recognized the same. So only 16 sample "pads" on the 
SU700 can receive external MIDI info. The RS7k OTOH is more advanced in 
MIDI implementation than the SU700 in that it CAN recognize different 
MIDI Note #s across the 16 tracks for each Style/Song. In Style mode 
you can only work with one "track" at a time whereas in Song mode the 
RS7k functions as a 16-track multitrack sequencer and will record MIDI 
Note. etc. data across all 16 MIDI Channels simultaneously. Much more 
advanced than the SU700 in regards to MIDI implementation. The RM1x 
also has this feature.
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5. Like others said, built into the RS7k, so you don't have to pay 
$175-200 US for the ASIB1 board. Also, the SCSI on the RS7k is faster 
than on the SU700, as they must've put a faster host processor in the 
RS7k. Not as fast as the competition (i.e. Akai/Emu samplers), but much 
more acceptable than the SCSI speed on the SU700/A3k. On another note, 
whereas the SU700/RM1x use standard Floppy Disks for saving data, the 
RS7k uses SmartMedia cards to store sample/sequence data. You can get a 
SM Floppy or USB adapter to copy files to/from your PC and the RS7k's SM 
card.

6. You can work on individual Styles or Songs separately and save them 
separately. Then when you want to built a setlist, you can import your 
individually saved Styles or Songs into one "master" ALL file that has 
one Style (or Song) after another. This is of course up to the limit of 
the #of Songs (20?)/Styles (64?) that the RS7k will hold, and the 
availability of sequencer memory left as each Style/Song is loaded into 
the "master" set. Also available "sample" memory if your Styles/Songs 
are using samples. This was on the SU700 Wishlist and it's good to see 
that Yamaha implemented this into the RS7k. One of our major gripes 
about the SU700, along with the Stop/Switch Song/Start gap mentioned in 
#3.

7. You can import the SU700's sample data (via SCSI ZIP or other SCSI 
media), but not the sequence data for the Songs themselves as the 
SU700's & RS7k's sequencers are 2 totally different animals. The RS7k's 
sequencer is basically just an extension of the RM1x's sequencer, which 
came out the same time as the SU700 back in 1999. Also, with the RS7k 
Yamaha finally implemented "standard" DOS FAT16/32 formats for its 
saving & loading of data on SmartMedia & SCSI devices so that you don't 
have to deal with their propriety format like the SU700/A3k. You can 
load up a SM card or ZIP100 disk full of samples from your PC/Mac in 
standard FAT format and then easily import them into the RS7k. This was 
like our #3 most popular feature on the SU700 Wishlist which was also 
implemented in the RS7k.

Any other Questions? :D
Robert/Tom: you might wanna add this long winded explanation to the RS7k 
FAQ, probably under a heading like "Comparison between the SU700 & 
RS7000 units.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11141|11132|2003-08-03 20:44:07|dreamchimney|Re: some questions for rs7000 users LONG REPLY|
thanks for your response(s) all !

curious if this half-second or so "skip" while the RS7k loads skips a 
beat or not. does it still stay in time with the clock? is there a 
clock like the su700 that stops at 999 ?

to prevent the skip: what if you had the some of the same sounds in 
two different songs to help with the transition. could you move to 
this new song with out a break or skip or anything? 

> that the SU700 can receive MIDI info on, with any note # across 
> that channel being recognized the same.

trying to understand this one. ok so on the su700 each pad could only 
recieve one channel regardless of what note you played on that 
channel. Can you set multiple sounds to the same midi channel but be 
triggered by different midi notes on that channel? if the su700 could 
do this id probably still be using it!!

thanks again for your time,

ryan 

> 3. Somebody else already answered that one. Basically, if your 
> Songs/Styles are radically different in Effects, Patches, you will 

hear 
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> a half-second or so "skip" while the RS7k loads up new TG info, 

etc. 

> But that can be "masked" by other gear/CD in between tracks. All 

you 

> need to do is basically turn the knob that changes Style/Song # to 

load 

> up another Style/Song. Whereas on the SU700 you had to hit Stop on 

the 

> sequencer, turn the jog dial to the next Song #, hit OK, and then 

press 

> Play. Not nearly as smooth.
> 
> 4. Like the SU700 FAQ says, there are only 16 MIDI channels 

per "Song" 

> that the SU700 can receive MIDI info on, with any note # across 

that 

> channel being recognized the same. So only 16 sample "pads" on the 
> SU700 can receive external MIDI info. The RS7k OTOH is more 

advanced in 

> MIDI implementation than the SU700 in that it CAN recognize 

different 

> MIDI Note #s across the 16 tracks for each Style/Song. In Style 

mode 

> you can only work with one "track" at a time whereas in Song mode 

the 

> RS7k functions as a 16-track multitrack sequencer and will record 

MIDI 

> Note. etc. data across all 16 MIDI Channels simultaneously. Much 

more 

> advanced than the SU700 in regards to MIDI implementation. The 

RM1x 

> also has this feature.
> 
> 5. Like others said, built into the RS7k, so you don't have to pay 
> $175-200 US for the ASIB1 board. Also, the SCSI on the RS7k is 

faster 

> than on the SU700, as they must've put a faster host processor in 

the 

> RS7k. Not as fast as the competition (i.e. Akai/Emu samplers), but 

much 

> more acceptable than the SCSI speed on the SU700/A3k. On another 

note, 

> whereas the SU700/RM1x use standard Floppy Disks for saving data, 

the 

> RS7k uses SmartMedia cards to store sample/sequence data. You can 

get a 



> SM Floppy or USB adapter to copy files to/from your PC and the 

RS7k's SM 

> card.
> 
> 6. You can work on individual Styles or Songs separately and save 

them 

> separately. Then when you want to built a setlist, you can import 

your 

> individually saved Styles or Songs into one "master" ALL file that 

has 

> one Style (or Song) after another. This is of course up to the 

limit of 

> the #of Songs (20?)/Styles (64?) that the RS7k will hold, and the 
> availability of sequencer memory left as each Style/Song is loaded 

into 

> the "master" set. Also available "sample" memory if your 

Styles/Songs 

> are using samples. This was on the SU700 Wishlist and it's good to 

see 

> that Yamaha implemented this into the RS7k. One of our major 

gripes 

> about the SU700, along with the Stop/Switch Song/Start gap 

mentioned in 

> #3.
> 
> 7. You can import the SU700's sample data (via SCSI ZIP or other 

SCSI 

> media), but not the sequence data for the Songs themselves as the 
> SU700's & RS7k's sequencers are 2 totally different animals. The 

RS7k's 

> sequencer is basically just an extension of the RM1x's sequencer, 

which 

> came out the same time as the SU700 back in 1999. Also, with the 

RS7k 

> Yamaha finally implemented "standard" DOS FAT16/32 formats for its 
> saving & loading of data on SmartMedia & SCSI devices so that you 

don't 

> have to deal with their propriety format like the SU700/A3k. You 

can 

> load up a SM card or ZIP100 disk full of samples from your PC/Mac 

in 

> standard FAT format and then easily import them into the RS7k. 

This was 

> like our #3 most popular feature on the SU700 Wishlist which was 

also 

> implemented in the RS7k.
> 



> Any other Questions? :D
> Robert/Tom: you might wanna add this long winded explanation to the 

RS7k 

> FAQ, probably under a heading like "Comparison between the SU700 & 
> RS7000 units.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 11142|11126|2003-08-04 00:18:10|greatestofalltymes|Re: Problem printing PDF manual|
Yeah, you did miss something important. I'm printing manuals for my 
studio, home, and job. This RS7000 and other equipment (Yamaha, I 
must say) is the best equipment around. I am on the fucking move like 
Berry Gordy or Dr. Dre or somebody. I AM ON THE MOVE!!! Those out 
there also on the move know what I am talking about. Those not are 
yawning and missing something important. Ha! I am on the march. You 
can keep yawning, pal!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> Yawns sheepishly ...... oh sorry did I miss something important :P
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Eliminate pop-ups before they appear!
> Visit www.PopSwatter.com now - It's FREE.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11143|11132|2003-08-04 00:32:49|Latif|Re: some questions for rs7000 users|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Sorry Latif, didn't see your message! ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
> 

hey no problem man, that's what we're all here for ;-)

Latif
| 11144|11132|2003-08-04 01:57:32|Oscar Finch|Re: some questions for rs7000 users LONG REPLY|
This below point needs to be corrected ......Insert Effect 1 has all the delay sets of the Delay/Chrus Effect 2 engine.You CAN have two seperate DELAY sends at variable
tempo sync + midi delay at once .So YES you can actually have 3 simutaneous delay types in any one style at once.Just thought this needed clarifying as the statement
there about 2 different delays on different tracks being a no go is infactan incorrect statement..........So if you want 2 delay engines use the Insert Effect Delays + Effect
engine No.2 's delays and then of course midi delay as a third option.Midi delay + delay engine 2 on certain tracks will also prove to be effective in creating complex
tempo driven delays otherwise not perceived as possible via the insert or delays send standard effect methods alone.2. Similar to the SU700 in terms of effects, but the
RS7k has 100 effects + 8 master effects whereas the SU700 only has 43 effects built-in. Same EFX structure in general (Delay/Chorus, Reverb,
Variation sections), but whereas the SU700 can have 3 effects banks with only 1 "Insert" effect at any one time running and the other banks can be any of the "System"
effects, the RS7k has the 3 bank types of effects mentioned above (Delay/Chorus, Reverb, Variation), and only 1 effect out of each bank can be running at the same time
across the whole Style. I.E. you can't have 2 different Delays running on different tracks in the RS7k. Also, the RS7k's effects should be at least slightly better than the
SU700's as it's a newer generation with (probably) better algorithms. More filters on the RS7k (18 types now, was originally 6?), whereas the SU700 only has 3 or 4 IIRC.

_______________________________________________
Express Yourself - Share Your Mood in Emails!
Visit www.SmileyCentral.com - the happiest place on the Web.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11145|11145|2003-08-04 06:19:25|peterjazzuk|Playing sample sounds from keyboard|
Hi,

Just got my RS7000 a few days ago so still getting used to it and 
finding my way round. One quick question, however : is it possible to 
record a sample ( for example a synth or guitar sound or dog bark ) 
and play back that sound at various levels via the keyboard? 
Everything suggests you can but I haven't found out how yet.
Any help would be appreciated.

Thanks
| 11146|11145|2003-08-04 06:37:09|wildemar|Re: Playing sample sounds from keyboard|
Hi Peter
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You just need to sample it as a "Pitched Voice" (turn knob 1 in Sampling 
Setup Screen all the way to the right).

Note however that this stuff will then also play back at diffrent speeds. 
Its not a super pro Sampler that way.

Have fun with your RS :-)
(btw. When your done with the Manual dont forget to read our FAQ in the 
files section also, a lot of useful hints there)
c.u.
Wildemar

Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 12:12:24 -0000 hat peterjazzuk 
<peterasimmons@btopenworld.com> geschrieben:

> Hi,
>
> Just got my RS7000 a few days ago so still getting used to it and finding 
> my way round. One quick question, however : is it possible to record a 
> sample ( for example a synth or guitar sound or dog bark ) and play back 
> that sound at various levels via the keyboard? Everything suggests you 
> can but I haven't found out how yet.
> Any help would be appreciated.
>
> Thanks

| 11147|11132|2003-08-04 11:40:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: some questions for rs7000 users LONG REPLY|

>thanks for your response(s) all !
>
>curious if this half-second or so "skip" while the RS7k loads skips a 
>beat or not. does it still stay in time with the clock? is there a 
>clock like the su700 that stops at 999 ?

The maximum length of a Phrase in Style/Pattern mode is 256 and in Song 
mode I think the maximum # of measures is 999. Someone will correct me 
if I'm wrong on this. :) Although with Style/Patterns this 256 max. 
length isn't an issue because the Phrases in the Style keep looping 
until you press Stop on the sequencer or select another Section, where 
it starts playing the next Section's Tracks/Phrases. In Song Mode, it 
might be an issue.

Think of it this way: the SU700 & RM1x/RS7k have 2 different Sequencer 
Concepts.

>to prevent the skip: what if you had the some of the same sounds in 
>two different songs to help with the transition. could you move to 
>this new song with out a break or skip or anything? 

That is what people mention as a workaround: transition-type Sections 
that have a few Tracks only on them and the Patches being loaded in 
advance so the MIDI info doesn't choke. The Style "skip" issue 
basically occurs when there is a lot of MIDI data being changed at once. 
The RS7k's sequencer has to reset/load the new parameters into the 
system and that is where the "minor" hiccup occurs.

>> that the SU700 can receive MIDI info on, with any note # across 
>> that channel being recognized the same.
>
>trying to understand this one. ok so on the su700 each pad could only 
>recieve one channel regardless of what note you played on that 
>channel. Can you set multiple sounds to the same midi channel but be 
>triggered by different midi notes on that channel? if the su700 could 
>do this id probably still be using it!!

For the SU700, no. With regards to Receiving MIDI Note # info, no 
matter what MIDI note # you play on that channel, (i.e. Channel 1), the 
SU700 will sound the pad that has been assigned to that channel. 
Therefore, only one pad can be assigned to receive MIDI Note On/Off info 
for each of the 16 MIDI Channels.

OTOH, you can used the 40 pads (10 pads x 4 banks) on the SU700 to 
control external MIDI gear and have them all be the same MIDI Channel 
but different (i.e. ascending/descending) MIDI note #'s. That way you 
can play different MIDI notes on the SU700 sending the note info to your 
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external gear (i.e. synth). See the "external.zip" file that is 
uploaded to the FILES Section of 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/yamahasu700supportgroup (if you are a 
member of the group) for an External Settings floppy that you can load 
into your SU700 to control external gear via the pads & knobs.

On the RS7k you can do what you are asking, just like I mentioned in the 
previous reply to your original question.

>thanks again for your time,
>
>ryan 

Not a problem.

And regarding Oscar Finch/Faxorgy's reply regarding the EFX banks, he is 
correct, there are workarounds if you want to use multiple Delays, etc. 
It's just that the Effects organization on the RS7k/RM1x is different 
than on the SU700. The SU700 only considers effects as "System" or 
"Insert", whilst the RM1x/RS7k has a different concept, with 3 
Banks/Types of Effects: 1)Delay/Chorus, 2) Reverb, and 3) Variation. 
But the Variation Bank has a decent collection of the other Banks' 
effects.

The point I was trying to get across was you can only choose 1 Effect 
from each of the 3 Effects Banks simultaneously. I.E. you can't have 2 
Effects running from the Variation Bank in the place of 1 Reverb and 1 
Variation Bank. The actual order of the Effects Chain is Variation, 
then Delay/Chorus, then Reverb, with the ability to send amounts of 
effect already applied from one bank in the Effects Chain to the next. 
But, there are somewhat workarounds like I mentioned before via Sysex, 
etc. to change Banks mid-song or within a Style.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/
| 11148|11148|2003-08-04 16:03:37|Bruno Carlos|OT: Midi loops|
Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops for basses, 
pads, riffs, etc?
| 11149|11148|2003-08-04 16:11:45|wildemar|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to come up with your 
own melodies?

I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that completely consists 
of stuff you didnt even come up with?

Sorry, cant help you.

Wildemar

Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos 
<bruno.carlos@algarve.org> geschrieben:

> Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops for basses, pads, 
> riffs, etc?

| 11150|11148|2003-08-04 16:41:23|om_audio|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Oh Wildemar- taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making assumptions, 
yes? Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician and 
could use a head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was going to 
make songs that "completly consist" of these loops.

Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of leads.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to come up 
with your 
> own melodies?
> 
> I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that completely 
consists 
> of stuff you didnt even come up with?
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> 
> Sorry, cant help you.
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops for 
basses, pads, 
> > riffs, etc?

| 11151|11148|2003-08-04 16:55:06|Bruno Carlos|Re: OT: Midi loops|
The ideia was to learn from it, not to steal it.

The world is not based on 100% originality, and sometimes you need to 
learn from others in order to create your own stuff, at your own mood.

I do music for fun, have no hits or aim at it. I just like to play 
and learn. Can I?
| 11152|11148|2003-08-04 17:01:32|Bruno Carlos|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Om, thanks and thanks. I found a few sites regarding it. I was 
searching all wrong. Without the "buy" keyword I didn't see many 
results... I wonder why.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Oh Wildemar- taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making 
assumptions, 
> yes? Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician and 
> could use a head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was going to 
> make songs that "completly consist" of these loops.
> 
> Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of leads.
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to come up 
> with your 
> > own melodies?
> > 
> > I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that completely 
> consists 
> > of stuff you didnt even come up with?
> > 
> > Sorry, cant help you.
> > 
> > Wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos 
> > geschrieben:
> > 
> > > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops for 
> basses, pads, 
> > > riffs, etc?

| 11153|11148|2003-08-04 17:26:16|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Midi loops|
There is something called MIDI CUBE from BEST SERVICE in fact 2 of 
them, cover lots of styles, Keyfax have some too, you can download 
them and pay with credit card. Listened to some demos - sounded 
interesting.
Personally find it OK as long as you pay for the stuff you use, same 
with the samples. Definitely better to buy SampleCDs then steal from 
audio CDs .
Not everybody is such hot shot to know all the music and be able to 
write everything. Such musician was not born yet.
Okoyem

In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos" wrote:

> The ideia was to learn from it, not to steal it.
> 
> The world is not based on 100% originality, and sometimes you need 

to 

> learn from others in order to create your own stuff, at your own 
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mood.

> 
> I do music for fun, have no hits or aim at it. I just like to play 
> and learn. Can I?

| 11154|11148|2003-08-04 17:31:50|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Forgot to warn you 99,99% of midi files on the net is horror, 
absolutely useless, so better pay money then waste time and abuse 
your ears. You know how to find Keyfax ? Go to motifator.com. then 
click keyfax
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos" 
wrote:

> Om, thanks and thanks. I found a few sites regarding it. I was 
> searching all wrong. Without the "buy" keyword I didn't see many 
> results... I wonder why.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Oh Wildemar- taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making 
> assumptions, 
> > yes? Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician 

and 

> > could use a head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was going to 
> > make songs that "completly consist" of these loops.
> > 
> > Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of leads.
> > 
> > Om
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to come 

up 

> > with your 
> > > own melodies?
> > > 
> > > I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that 

completely 

> > consists 
> > > of stuff you didnt even come up with?
> > > 
> > > Sorry, cant help you.
> > > 
> > > Wildemar
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos 
> > > geschrieben:
> > > 
> > > > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops for 
> > basses, pads, 
> > > > riffs, etc?

| 11155|11148|2003-08-04 23:43:04|dopamine|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Going a bit over the top again okey? 99.9%? I suppose you have researched this?

I have found plenty of very useable free midi files on the net.

A better warning for people looking for free midis is that there is a new 
virus that can be implanted into midi files.

To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X from Microsoft.

Matt.

At 11:31 PM 4/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Forgot to warn you 99,99% of midi files on the net is horror,
>absolutely useless, so better pay money then waste time and abuse
>your ears. You know how to find Keyfax ? Go to motifator.com. then
>click keyfax
>Okoyem
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos" 
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>wrote:
> > Om, thanks and thanks. I found a few sites regarding it. I was
> > searching all wrong. Without the "buy" keyword I didn't see many
> > results... I wonder why.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > > Oh Wildemar- taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making
> > assumptions,
> > > yes? Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician
>and
> > > could use a head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was going to
> > > make songs that "completly consist" of these loops.
> > >
> > > Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of leads.
> > >
> > > Om
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > > Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to come
>up
> > > with your
> > > > own melodies?
> > > >
> > > > I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that
>completely
> > > consists
> > > > of stuff you didnt even come up with?
> > > >
> > > > Sorry, cant help you.
> > > >
> > > > Wildemar
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos
> > > > geschrieben:
> > > >
> > > > > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops for
> > > basses, pads,
> > > > > riffs, etc?
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>f1efe.jpg
>f1f81.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11156|11148|2003-08-05 00:11:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Midi loops|
On Tuesday 05 August 2003 00:03, Bruno Carlos wrote:

> Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops
> for basses, pads, riffs, etc?

You *do* know about the thousands of preset phrases built 
into the RS, yes?

- Robert
| 11157|11145|2003-08-05 00:12:38|ace maddwest|Re: Playing sample sounds from keyboard|
when you say levels, do you mean velocity levels? you can't from the rs7000 keyboard, but you can from a controller. there ARE 2 velocity sensitive drum pads included
though..
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---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11158|11148|2003-08-05 00:42:01|om_audio|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Excellent point Robert!!
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 05 August 2003 00:03, Bruno Carlos wrote:
> > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops
> > for basses, pads, riffs, etc?
> 
> You *do* know about the thousands of preset phrases built 
> into the RS, yes?
> 
> - Robert

| 11159|11145|2003-08-05 03:02:49|Peter Simmons|Re: Playing sample sounds from keyboard|
I actually meant the ability to play the samples at different pitch levels on the keyboard. 
Thanks for the help offered to a novice. I've tried out the suggestions and had some success, although the learning curve is quite steep and not enough hours in the day!

Thanks

----- Original Message ----- 
From: ace maddwest 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2003 1:04 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Playing sample sounds from keyboard

when you say levels, do you mean velocity levels? you can't from the rs7000 keyboard, but you can from a controller. there ARE 2 velocity sensitive drum
pads included though..

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11160|11148|2003-08-05 03:50:04|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Unfortunately not, i did search the net sometime ago ( when bored at 
school) didnt find anything acceptable, amazing the lack of any sense 
( specially esthetical) and talent, acccompanied by shamlessness to 
make it public. But I must admit the "Pro" SMF of Yamaha or whatever 
meant for solo entertainers and people who hate music ( I suppose, or 
want to develop the hate for it) are not my cup of midi. Would love 
to hear something interesting though, let me know. 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Going a bit over the top again okey? 99.9%? I suppose you have 
researched this?
> 
> I have found plenty of very useable free midi files on the net.
> 
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> A better warning for people looking for free midis is that there is 
a new 
> virus that can be implanted into midi files.
> 
> To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X from 
Microsoft.
> 
> Matt.
> 
> At 11:31 PM 4/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Forgot to warn you 99,99% of midi files on the net is horror,
> >absolutely useless, so better pay money then waste time and abuse
> >your ears. You know how to find Keyfax ? Go to motifator.com. then
> >click keyfax
> >Okoyem
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos" 
> >wrote:
> > > Om, thanks and thanks. I found a few sites regarding it. I was
> > > searching all wrong. Without the "buy" keyword I didn't see many
> > > results... I wonder why.
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 
wrote:
> > > > Oh Wildemar- taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making
> > > assumptions,
> > > > yes? Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician
> >and
> > > > could use a head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was 
going to
> > > > make songs that "completly consist" of these loops.
> > > >
> > > > Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of 
leads.
> > > >
> > > > Om
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > > > Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to 
come
> >up
> > > > with your
> > > > > own melodies?
> > > > >
> > > > > I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that
> >completely
> > > > consists
> > > > > of stuff you didnt even come up with?
> > > > >
> > > > > Sorry, cant help you.
> > > > >
> > > > > Wildemar
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos
> > > > > geschrieben:
> > > > >
> > > > > > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops 
for
> > > > basses, pads,
> > > > > > riffs, etc?
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>f1efe.jpg
> >f1f81.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
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<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11161|11148|2003-08-05 03:55:37|dopamine|Re: OT: Midi loops|
If only I had bookmarked all the sites I had visited in the past.... :-(

I just had a quick look to try and prove you wrong but it seems there is a 
lot more rubbish around now than when I last looked!

Bummer.

At 09:49 AM 5/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Unfortunately not, i did search the net sometime ago ( when bored at
>school) didnt find anything acceptable, amazing the lack of any sense
>( specially esthetical) and talent, acccompanied by shamlessness to
>make it public. But I must admit the "Pro" SMF of Yamaha or whatever
>meant for solo entertainers and people who hate music ( I suppose, or
>want to develop the hate for it) are not my cup of midi. Would love
>to hear something interesting though, let me know.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Going a bit over the top again okey? 99.9%? I suppose you have
>researched this?
> >
> > I have found plenty of very useable free midi files on the net.
> >
> > A better warning for people looking for free midis is that there is
>a new
> > virus that can be implanted into midi files.
> >
> > To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X from
>Microsoft.
> >
> > Matt.
> >
> > At 11:31 PM 4/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >Forgot to warn you 99,99% of midi files on the net is horror,
> > >absolutely useless, so better pay money then waste time and abuse
> > >your ears. You know how to find Keyfax ? Go to motifator.com. then
> > >click keyfax
> > >Okoyem
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos" 
> > >wrote:
> > > > Om, thanks and thanks. I found a few sites regarding it. I was
> > > > searching all wrong. Without the "buy" keyword I didn't see many
> > > > results... I wonder why.
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" 
>wrote:
> > > > > Oh Wildemar- taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making
> > > > assumptions,
> > > > > yes? Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician
> > >and
> > > > > could use a head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was
>going to
> > > > > make songs that "completly consist" of these loops.
> > > > >
> > > > > Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of
>leads.
> > > > >
> > > > > Om
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > > > > Dont take this the wrong way, but shouldnt you be able to
>come
> > >up
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> > > > > with your
> > > > > > own melodies?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I mean, would you really be satisfied with a song that
> > >completely
> > > > > consists
> > > > > > of stuff you didnt even come up with?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Sorry, cant help you.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Wildemar
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:03:32 -0000 hat Bruno Carlos
> > > > > > geschrieben:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops
>for
> > > > > basses, pads,
> > > > > > > riffs, etc?
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3625325.4914071.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
>705032144:HM/A=1695348/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*<http://hits.411web.com/cgi->http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
>bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>f1efe.jpg
> > >f1f81.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y 
> ahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
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bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>f7f93d.jpg 
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>f7f98e.jpg
>
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><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11162|11148|2003-08-05 05:22:30|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT: Midi loops|
First, I aint followed this whole thread, but a virus in a midi file is highly unlikely.

Viruses can not work via midi files, period.

Some midi files may contain events that can take advantage of poorly programed software/hardware players and cause them to lock or crash. However, in order for a virus
to be a virus it must be able to replicate itself, which I don't see possible for midi to take control of a system to that extent.

Its more likely, that some sites out there, have found a way to utilize, through an MS directX style applet, some malitious code that can replicate itself without the user
knowledge. It might rename or ruin midi files, but likely not to contain the virus itself. MS is notoriously good at leaving open doors in their code.

It wont hurt to have latest direct X drivers, never the less, highly unlikely, if not impossible for a virus to be inside a midi file and infect your equipment.

Just incase anyone is scared. I could be wrong, but I doubt it. Even more likely is that this kind of information was given without any creditable refrences and is spread
like a hoax. Hoaxes in many cases are worse than actually catching a real virus, because it is spread by ignorance.

SARC.com if your really worried will explain how viruses work and tell of any such thing as a midi bassed virus. Check directX viruses probably would be more
enlightening on this subject.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 8/5/2003 1:49:03 AM Eastern Daylight Time, matty@djdopamine.com writes:

> A better warning for people looking for free midis is that there is a new 
> virus that can be implanted into midi files.
> 
> To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X 
> from Microsoft.

| 11163|11148|2003-08-05 05:27:46|dopamine|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Yes, you are wrong.... i'll find the info for you......

Matt

At 07:16 AM 5/08/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>First, I aint followed this whole thread, but a virus in a midi file is 
>highly unlikely.
>
>Viruses can not work via midi files, period.
>
>Some midi files may contain events that can take advantage of poorly 
>programed software/hardware players and cause them to lock or 
>crash. However, in order for a virus to be a virus it must be able to 
>replicate itself, which I don't see possible for midi to take control of a 
>system to that extent.
>
>Its more likely, that some sites out there, have found a way to utilize, 
>through an MS directX style applet, some malitious code that can replicate 
>itself without the user knowledge. It might rename or ruin midi files, 
>but likely not to contain the virus itself. MS is notoriously good at 
>leaving open doors in their code.
>
>It wont hurt to have latest direct X drivers, never the less, highly 
>unlikely, if not impossible for a virus to be inside a midi file and 
>infect your equipment.
>
>Just incase anyone is scared. I could be wrong, but I doubt it. Even 
>more likely is that this kind of information was given without any 
>creditable refrences and is spread like a hoax. Hoaxes in many cases are 
>worse than actually catching a real virus, because it is spread by ignorance.
>
>SARC.com if your really worried will explain how viruses work and tell of 
>any such thing as a midi bassed virus. Check directX viruses probably 
>would be more enlightening on this subject.
>
>Zam
>Quantum-Source.com
>
>In a message dated 8/5/2003 1:49:03 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
>matty@djdopamine.com writes:
>
> > A better warning for people looking for free midis is that there is a new
> > virus that can be implanted into midi files.
> >
> > To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X
> > from Microsoft.
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
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>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=245454.3656312.4921743.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1457554/R=0/SIG=11c6fnta2/*http://ipunda.com/clk/beibunmais
>14c06be.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11164|11148|2003-08-05 05:34:04|dopamine|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Here you go....

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3092399.stm

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/treeview/default.asp?url=/technet/security/bulletin/ms03-030.asp

Matt.

At 07:16 AM 5/08/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>First, I aint followed this whole thread, but a virus in a midi file is 
>highly unlikely.
>
>Viruses can not work via midi files, period.
>
>Some midi files may contain events that can take advantage of poorly 
>programed software/hardware players and cause them to lock or 
>crash. However, in order for a virus to be a virus it must be able to 
>replicate itself, which I don't see possible for midi to take control of a 
>system to that extent.
>
>Its more likely, that some sites out there, have found a way to utilize, 
>through an MS directX style applet, some malitious code that can replicate 
>itself without the user knowledge. It might rename or ruin midi files, 
>but likely not to contain the virus itself. MS is notoriously good at 
>leaving open doors in their code.
>
>It wont hurt to have latest direct X drivers, never the less, highly 
>unlikely, if not impossible for a virus to be inside a midi file and 
>infect your equipment.
>
>Just incase anyone is scared. I could be wrong, but I doubt it. Even 
>more likely is that this kind of information was given without any 
>creditable refrences and is spread like a hoax. Hoaxes in many cases are 
>worse than actually catching a real virus, because it is spread by ignorance.
>
>SARC.com if your really worried will explain how viruses work and tell of 
>any such thing as a midi bassed virus. Check directX viruses probably 
>would be more enlightening on this subject.
>
>Zam
>Quantum-Source.com
>
>In a message dated 8/5/2003 1:49:03 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
>matty@djdopamine.com writes:
>
> > A better warning for people looking for free midis is that there is a new
> > virus that can be implanted into midi files.
> >
> > To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X
> > from Microsoft.
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
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>1521d32.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
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><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11165|11148|2003-08-05 05:52:10|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Wow, thanks for interesting information, many switch off directX, for 
that reason using midi on website is such bad idea, sounds mostly 
cheesy as it depends on clients soundcard, or not at all. Falsh is 
probably most sensible solution if you want music on your artist page 
even if there is no animation. Hitting website with midi "music" is 
the most embarrasing if you surf in public place ( happened to me 
number of times)--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine 
wrote:

> Here you go....
> 
> http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3092399.stm
> 
> http://www.microsoft.com/technet/treeview/default.asp?

url=/technet/security/bulletin/ms03-030.asp

> 
> Matt.
> 
> 
> 
> At 07:16 AM 5/08/2003 -0400, you wrote:
> >First, I aint followed this whole thread, but a virus in a midi 

file is 

> >highly unlikely.
> >
> >Viruses can not work via midi files, period.
> >
> >Some midi files may contain events that can take advantage of 

poorly 

> >programed software/hardware players and cause them to lock or 
> >crash. However, in order for a virus to be a virus it must be 

able to 

> >replicate itself, which I don't see possible for midi to take 

control of a 

> >system to that extent.
> >
> >Its more likely, that some sites out there, have found a way to 

utilize, 

> >through an MS directX style applet, some malitious code that can 

replicate 

> >itself without the user knowledge. It might rename or ruin midi 

files, 

> >but likely not to contain the virus itself. MS is notoriously 

good at 
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> >leaving open doors in their code.
> >
> >It wont hurt to have latest direct X drivers, never the less, 

highly 

> >unlikely, if not impossible for a virus to be inside a midi file 

and 

> >infect your equipment.
> >
> >Just incase anyone is scared. I could be wrong, but I doubt it. 

Even 

> >more likely is that this kind of information was given without any 
> >creditable refrences and is spread like a hoax. Hoaxes in many 

cases are 

> >worse than actually catching a real virus, because it is spread by 

ignorance.

> >
> >SARC.com if your really worried will explain how viruses work and 

tell of 

> >any such thing as a midi bassed virus. Check directX viruses 

probably 

> >would be more enlightening on this subject.
> >
> >Zam
> >Quantum-Source.com
> >
> >In a message dated 8/5/2003 1:49:03 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
> >matty@d... writes:
> >
> > > A better warning for people looking for free midis is that 

there is a new

> > > virus that can be implanted into midi files.
> > >
> > > To render the virus useless, download the latest Direct X
> > > from Microsoft.
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=245454.3656312.4921743.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1

705032144:HM/A=1457554/R=0/SIG=11c6fnta2/*http://ipunda.com/clk/beibun
maisuiyuiwabei>1521cd8.jpg

> >1521d32.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
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RS7000/

> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
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<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com

> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
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> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11166|11148|2003-08-05 06:02:04|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Might want to look up Nords while your at it, they make a Virus that can contain midi heh. Seriously, would be interesting reading if you do find that info.

Thanks!

Zam

In a message dated 8/5/2003 10:46:38 AM Eastern Daylight Time, matty@djdopamine.com writes:

> Yes, you are wrong.... i'll find the info for you......
> 
> Matt

| 11167|11148|2003-08-05 06:07:52|dopamine|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Do you mean Access?

Matt.

At 07:58 AM 5/08/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>Might want to look up Nords while your at it, they make a Virus that can 
>contain midi heh. Seriously, would be interesting reading if you do find 
>that info.
>
>Thanks!
>
>Zam
>
>
>In a message dated 8/5/2003 10:46:38 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
>matty@djdopamine.com writes:
>
> > Yes, you are wrong.... i'll find the info for you......
> >
> > Matt
>
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
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>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11168|11148|2003-08-05 06:21:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Ah, interesting, doesn't say the virus is in the midi, but a "speciially craffted midi" to cause a buffer overflow siteation which a "bug" or "loophole" in directX can use to
run a malitious program. Thats understandable, no mention of a virus tho. So sounds possible, but no telling if anyone has actually taken advantage of it to create a virus
yet.

Thanks for the info. I can almost eat my words.

Zam

In a message dated 8/5/2003 10:53:17 AM Eastern Daylight Time, matty@djdopamine.com writes:
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> Here you go....
> 
> http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/3092399.stm
> 
> http://www.microsoft.com/technet/treeview/default.asp?url=/t
> echnet/security/bulletin/ms03-030.asp
> 
> Matt.

| 11169|11148|2003-08-05 07:39:47|Bruno Carlos|Re: OT: Midi loops|
LOL, yes, I do know about it. I was actually looking at arpeggiated 
patterns to use in dance/trance tracks.

> On Tuesday 05 August 2003 00:03, Bruno Carlos wrote:
> > Anyone knows a site with midi loops with measures/loops
> > for basses, pads, riffs, etc?
> 
> You *do* know about the thousands of preset phrases built 
> into the RS, yes?
> 
> - Robert

| 11170|11170|2003-08-05 15:01:53|wildemar|How's the Vote going?|
Hello again!

I was wondering: What is the current status of the vote. Any major 
earthquake participation?
Or shall we spread the word again (some more)?

Wildemar
| 11171|11148|2003-08-05 15:01:55|wildemar|Re: OT: Midi loops|
Am Mon, 04 Aug 2003 22:41:20 -0000 hat om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> Oh Wildemar-taking it to the extreme aren't we? Making assumptions, yes? 
> Maybe he is a drummer and not a melodic/harmonic musician and could use a 
> head start etc. I didn't hear him say he was going to make songs that 
> "completly consist" of these loops.
>
> Search Google for "buy midi loops" - you will get plenty of leads.
>
> Om
>

Hey, easy.
I wasnt trying to put him down or anything (Sorry Bruno if it sounded that 
way).

Bruno wrote:

> The ideia was to learn from it, not to steal it.
> The world is not based on 100% originality, and sometimes you need to 
> learn from others in order to create your own stuff, at your own mood.
>
> I do music for fun, have no hits or aim at it. I just like to play and 
> learn. Can I?
>

Yeah of course. But I the Hassle. The RS has plenty of preset phrases you 
could analyze, y not try these first (here I'm making the assumption that 
you havent done that yet, sorry if I'm that preposessive ;-)?
Then again, why would you want to learn this way at all? I mean, Ok if 
thats you way, but hear my suggestion: Come up with your own stuff and try 
to match that to what *hear* in you favourite music. This will of course 
take longer, and may sound shitty in the beginning. But then again it may 
not, and when it doesnt, youve already found your style.
Heres my point: You will learn a lot more and effectively if you dont go 
from presets but from your own pool of ideas. After all, you can get a lot 
more experience (in the RPG sense) out of mistakes than out of a table of 
answers.

Again, if this is nothing for you, forget it. And please dont think I was 
trying to hack on you you; I wasnt. Have fun learning ;-)

btw. I had an idea: Try to search for your favourite song in midi format 
(*.mid) an remix it. That way you can get in touch with some of the deep 
down functions of the RS, and have your cake at analyzing musical elements.

Wildemar
| 11172|11172|2003-08-05 16:26:22|jesse_medway|one more day...|
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until my rs arrives.... sorry just had to post.
| 11173|11102|2003-08-05 16:26:31|markxl1|Re: RS7000 & Emu's XL7 together?|
Hi,
I have the xl-1 turbo. Not sure if the bank numbers are the same as 
XL-7 or if you have these options. If they are,set on emu MIDI ENABLE 
ON on channels you want and MIDI RECEIEVE PROG CHANGE ON on channels 
you want.Create own or normalised sequence then go to on RS7000 EDIT, 
INSERT, PROGRAM CHANGE which for xl-1 turbo are (for presets) 007-
___-___xlead,065-___-___tec,067-___-___.
Alternatively, you can turn the above emu midi settings to off, make 
the sound/loop using the emu and sample it etc. 
Wish I could load in all the sound bank names into the RS, any ideas 
on that one or is it to type the lot in?
Mark.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> I knew the fellow metro detroiter would come thru! yeah it's 
defiantly something I 
> have to deal with on the Emu's weird little "invalid" message, 
cause I have to be able 
> to switch those Program Changes to tell my other synths to change 
patches (or as 
> emu calls them "presets")....calling Emu.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:
> > >Hey Everyone, 
> > >
> > >Anybody using Emu's xl7 with the RS? Trying to use the xl7 as a
> > >sound module and running into a few problems. When I change 
bank on RS 
> > past the 
> > >first GM one I get this "invalid" msg on the xl7? Just curious 
if any 
> > one else has this
> > >problem. I have no problem with any other synth I've used with 
RS. 
> > Would have 
> > >bought asound module but got a great deal on xl7 ($500) and the 
sounds 
> > work 
> > >beautifullywith the RS sound. I'm sure it's something with the 
xl7 but 
> > just seeing if 
> > >anybody else had this setup. 
> > >Thanks in advance!
> > 
> > See page 262 of manual. UTILITY Mode, MIDI FILTER page. Turn 
OFF PC 
> > (Program Change) for MIDI OUT. That should probably fix your 
problem. 
> > Unless you wanted to change the XL7's programs from the RS7000. 
In that 
> > case, you'll have to deal with the "invalid" message on the XL7, 
as each 
> > gear has different PC #s for different banks and one piece of 
gear's PC 
> > bank #s (i.e. RS7k) doesn't always match the other piece of 
gear's bank 
> > #s (i.e. XL7).
> > 
> > -- 
> > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> > Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> > http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 11174|11170|2003-08-05 16:32:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How's the Vote going?|
On Tuesday 05 August 2003 23:01, wildemar wrote:

> Hello again!
>
> I was wondering: What is the current status of the vote.
> Any major earthquake participation?
> Or shall we spread the word again (some more)?

We've got about 90 votes now (93 including some doubles).
40 of these were generated with the new online form. So no 
major earthquake, I'm sorry to say.
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I think it's a little bit too early now to spread the word 
again. We don't want to become spammers, do we. ;)

My conclusion so far is that not too many people are 
interested in the OS upgrade. Either that, or all 
interested RS onwers are currently on holiday. 

- Robert
| 11175|11172|2003-08-05 16:33:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: one more day...|
On Tuesday 05 August 2003 20:44, jesse_medway wrote:

> until my rs arrives.... sorry just had to post.

Catch some sleep, while you still can. ;)

- Robert
| 11176|11170|2003-08-05 20:33:26|djboy112st|Re: How's the Vote going?|
Robert-

Any idea on the production run? How many RS units were manufactured 
and sold to date? That might help us understand where we are in the 
whole scheme of things.. I know that the most successful piece of 
remix/dj gear recently was the Pioneer CDJ-1000, which had a 
production run near 50,000 over the course of two years before they 
released the newly updated cdj-1000mk2.. but the RS is in a totally 
different category and I would be very surprised if there have been 
even 4,000 of them manufactured.

/[ one30six ]\

> [...]
>
> My conclusion so far is that not too many people are 
> interested in the OS upgrade. Either that, or all 
> interested RS onwers are currently on holiday.

| 11177|11170|2003-08-06 02:46:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: How's the Vote going?|
On Wednesday 06 August 2003 04:33, djboy112st wrote:

> Robert-
>
> Any idea on the production run? How many RS units were
> manufactured and sold to date? That might help us
> understand where we are in the whole scheme of things.. 
> I know that the most successful piece of remix/dj gear
> recently was the Pioneer CDJ-1000, which had a production
> run near 50,000 over the course of two years before they
> released the newly updated cdj-1000mk2.. but the RS is
> in a totally different category and I would be very
> surprised if there have been even 4,000 of them
> manufactured.

I really don't know. I've always assumed that at least a 
couple of thousands of them are sold, partly based on the 
number of members of this group.

- Robert
| 11178|11172|2003-08-06 04:51:30|jesse_medway|Re: one more day...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 05 August 2003 20:44, jesse_medway wrote:
> > until my rs arrives.... sorry just had to post.
> 
> Catch some sleep, while you still can. ;)
> 
> - Robert

Well since I was up for 30 hours due to my work I just slept 15 to 
catch up.

But then I find out that UPS took 9 hours to drive from the 
Jacksonville hub to the Orlando one, should only be 3-4 at most. 
Because of this my package wont arrive until tomorrow.
It was in Jacksonville noon yesterday. So basically it takes them 2 
days to deliver a package only 3-4 hours from its destination.
Wouldn't be so bad if they let you pick it up. $%$@!@!#$
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Jesse
| 11179|11172|2003-08-06 08:01:44|jesse_medway|Re: one more day...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Tuesday 05 August 2003 20:44, jesse_medway wrote:
> > > until my rs arrives.... sorry just had to post.
> > 
> > Catch some sleep, while you still can. ;)
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Well since I was up for 30 hours due to my work I just slept 15 to 
> catch up.
> 
> But then I find out that UPS took 9 hours to drive from the 
> Jacksonville hub to the Orlando one, should only be 3-4 at most. 

> Because of this my package wont arrive until tomorrow.
> It was in Jacksonville noon yesterday. So basically it takes them 

2 

> days to deliver a package only 3-4 hours from its destination.
> Wouldn't be so bad if they let you pick it up. $%$@!@!#$
> 
> Jesse

Whoooo hooo! UPS must have heard me bitching because now
it shows its out for delivery! And I was just about to go to Sam Ash 
ot play with one in order to calm myself down.

I have to work from 9pm to 9am tonight and wanted to take the unit 
with me. If I had to get it tomorrow it meant stayinbg up after 
being at work for 12 hours to meet the ups guy but now I dont have to 
worry about it.

Jesse
| 11180|11172|2003-08-06 08:35:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: one more day...|
On Wednesday 06 August 2003 15:45, jesse_medway wrote:

> Whoooo hooo! UPS must have heard me bitching because now
> it shows its out for delivery! 

Yep, I forwarded your mail to bitching@ups.com. ;)

- Robert
| 11181|11172|2003-08-06 09:52:23|jesse_medway|Re: one more day...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 06 August 2003 15:45, jesse_medway wrote:
> > Whoooo hooo! UPS must have heard me bitching because now
> > it shows its out for delivery! 
> 
> Yep, I forwarded your mail to bitching@u... ;)
> 
> - Robert

hehe, (infortunatly yahoo blocked part of the mail since I'm reading 
in a browser, but I get the idea).
| 11182|11182|2003-08-06 14:02:50|aldiri1|question -> ?|
hi all,
i have a couple of samples recorded on a floppy in a Roland keyboard, 
is there a way to convert them to a format that the RS can read? and 
if so, can you pls tell me how !

thanks fo da help !

sleepless in RS Land,
Al.
| 11183|11182|2003-08-06 15:56:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: question -> ?|
On Wednesday 06 August 2003 21:12, aldiri1 wrote:

> hi all,
> i have a couple of samples recorded on a floppy in a
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> Roland keyboard, is there a way to convert them to a
> format that the RS can read? and if so, can you pls tell
> me how !

It all depends on how that Roland keyboard saved those 
samples. If it's a standard floppy, when don't you have a 
look at it with a PC or Mac, and see if it contains any 
.wav or .aif files. (You might want to write-protect the 
floppy before you do so.).

If you find these files, you should copy them to a smartcard 
and then import them in the RS.

- Robert
| 11184|11102|2003-08-06 18:41:42|k_eve_l|Re: RS7000 & Emu's XL7 together?|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "markxl1" wrote:
Hey Mark,

Yeah, the xl7 runs the same, I have to do the Insert>Program Change>...but when I 
save my song on the RS and turn RS/XL7 off and on and reload pattern on RS I can't 
get the XL to go to the right bank...it defaults to the first bank with all the drums...

argggg...will find a way. playing live next week and may have the let the xl7 chill for 
a minute...thanks for your help! I will post if I find anything!

> Hi,
> I have the xl-1 turbo. Not sure if the bank numbers are the same as 
> XL-7 or if you have these options. If they are,set on emu MIDI ENABLE 
> ON on channels you want and MIDI RECEIEVE PROG CHANGE ON on channels 
> you want.Create own or normalised sequence then go to on RS7000 EDIT, 
> INSERT, PROGRAM CHANGE which for xl-1 turbo are (for presets) 007-
> ___-___xlead,065-___-___tec,067-___-___.
> Alternatively, you can turn the above emu midi settings to off, make 
> the sound/loop using the emu and sample it etc. 
> Wish I could load in all the sound bank names into the RS, any ideas 
> on that one or is it to type the lot in?
> Mark.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "k_eve_l" wrote:
> > I knew the fellow metro detroiter would come thru! yeah it's 
> defiantly something I 
> > have to deal with on the Emu's weird little "invalid" message, 
> cause I have to be able 
> > to switch those Program Changes to tell my other synths to change 
> patches (or as 
> > emu calls them "presets")....calling Emu.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
> wrote:
> > > >Hey Everyone, 
> > > >
> > > >Anybody using Emu's xl7 with the RS? Trying to use the xl7 as a
> > > >sound module and running into a few problems. When I change 
> bank on RS 
> > > past the 
> > > >first GM one I get this "invalid" msg on the xl7? Just curious 
> if any 
> > > one else has this
> > > >problem. I have no problem with any other synth I've used with 
> RS. 
> > > Would have 
> > > >bought asound module but got a great deal on xl7 ($500) and the 
> sounds 
> > > work 
> > > >beautifullywith the RS sound. I'm sure it's something with the 
> xl7 but 
> > > just seeing if 
> > > >anybody else had this setup. 
> > > >Thanks in advance!
> > > 
> > > See page 262 of manual. UTILITY Mode, MIDI FILTER page. Turn 
> OFF PC 
> > > (Program Change) for MIDI OUT. That should probably fix your 
> problem. 
> > > Unless you wanted to change the XL7's programs from the RS7000. 
> In that 
> > > case, you'll have to deal with the "invalid" message on the XL7, 
> as each 
> > > gear has different PC #s for different banks and one piece of 
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> gear's PC 
> > > bank #s (i.e. RS7k) doesn't always match the other piece of 
> gear's bank 
> > > #s (i.e. XL7).
> > > 
> > > -- 
> > > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > > http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> > > Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> > > http://mywebpages.comcast.net/su700fan/

| 11185|11185|2003-08-06 23:48:40|pfm360|Do the QY700's Midi Out lights A & B flicker?|
Hi

I've already posted this in the QY700 group, and since this is sort of
a QY700 group too I thought I'd post it here as well.

Do the QY700s Midi Out Lights flicker even when they arent sending out
midi data, like when the machine's just been switched on? 

I'd really like to know as I've seen one second hand and was trying it
out and had noticed the 2 green Midi Out lights A & B flickering
continously.

When I played notes on it, the LEDs went brighter, but when I stopped
playing the less bright flickering was still there. 

Does this happen on anyone's QY700 and is this normal ?

Someone said that this was due to active sensing, but the I dont think
the QY700 has this option, and anyway this flickering was just on the
Midi out A & B ports.

Thanks.
| 11186|11185|2003-08-07 03:14:13|Ian Vine|Re: Do the QY700's Midi Out lights A & B flicker?|
I have found that all the Yamaha gear I have used, always have active sensing running. I don't know about the qy700, used it a long while back and only briefly.

IanV

pfm360 <bassbounce@hotmail.com> wrote: 
Hi

I've already posted this in the QY700 group, and since this is sort of
a QY700 group too I thought I'd post it here as well.

Do the QY700s Midi Out Lights flicker even when they arent sending out
midi data, like when the machine's just been switched on? 

I'd really like to know as I've seen one second hand and was trying it
out and had noticed the 2 green Midi Out lights A & B flickering
continously.

When I played notes on it, the LEDs went brighter, but when I stopped
playing the less bright flickering was still there. 

Does this happen on anyone's QY700 and is this normal ?

Someone said that this was due to active sensing, but the I dont think
the QY700 has this option, and anyway this flickering was just on the
Midi out A & B ports.

Thanks.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11187|11185|2003-08-07 03:45:27|om_audio|Re: Do the QY700's Midi Out lights A & B flicker?|
The only time I see the active sensing midi data is on the recieving 
end- I use 2 midi routers which show this data coming from the RS and 
other devices but none of them (the transmitting devices) display 
this data output on their respective midi OUT lights. Seems odd that 
the QY700 would.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> I have found that all the Yamaha gear I have used, always have 
active sensing running. I don't know about the qy700, used it a long 
while back and only briefly.
]

| 11188|11188|2003-08-07 05:45:17|jesse_medway|Filter cutoff doesnt extend all the way on user samples?|
Hi,

Just been playing with my new rs7k and have a little problem using 
filters on imported samples. When I change the cutoff from fully 
open towards fully close I dont hear any change until around the 
value of 15. When I get to -64 the filter is still not fully closed 
and I have to use the env depth in negative to close the filter. 
The built in synth sounds dont have this problem.

Is there some other filter offset somewhere that I am missing?

Jesse
| 11189|11189|2003-08-07 06:35:18|akoufene|help for a frensh !!!!|
hello everybody

i don't speak and understand english good , i can't read all the 
posts because it is hot !!!!

what is your solution for the problems between 2 styles ????

i do : voice setup to TG on OFF but now all the parameters are the 
same for all the styles and i can play the scenes memory

what is your techniks ??????

thanks

(my problem is not the patern quantize 1/16 - 1 and not the bpm hold 
= ON )
| 11190|11189|2003-08-07 07:07:45|wildemar|Re: help for a frensh !!!!|
I'm a little confused ;-)
Your english isnt that bad realy, but somehow I'm not 100% sure, what you 
want to know.

Maybe you want to rewrite your post in french. I wont be able to answer 
properly in french, but I guess you can explain your problem a little 
better that way.

:-)
Thanx for trying though.

Wildemar

Am Thu, 07 Aug 2003 12:27:16 -0000 hat akoufene <bzuo@netcourrier.com> 
geschrieben:

> hello everybody
>
> i don't speak and understand english good , i can't read all the posts 
> because it is hot !!!!
>
> what is your solution for the problems between 2 styles ????
>
> i do : voice setup to TG on OFF but now all the parameters are the same 
> for all the styles and i can play the scenes memory
>
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> what is your techniks ??????
>
> thanks
>
> (my problem is not the patern quantize 1/16 - 1 and not the bpm hold = 
> ON )

| 11191|11189|2003-08-07 07:24:03|akoufene|Re: help for a frensh !!!!|
i am on the style 1 and i load the style 2 ,

between the 1 and the 2 ,it is not regulary , there is a pause 
between !!!!

if voice setup to TG is ON , there is not this problems but all the 
parameters are the same for all styles and the scene memory not works

i want to know how do you do for not have the problem .

i want no interuption between the styles 1 and 2 .
| 11192|11189|2003-08-07 07:35:08|wildemar|Re: help for a frensh !!!!|
This is a very common question here ;-)

There is also a very common answer here:
Its not possible.

Sorry, this gap cant be overcome. You can only shorten it by making two 
styles as equal as possible (same effects, etc.).

You'll have to cover the gap with some other sound (synthesizer played by 
hand, cd/md/mc/lp/... player or so)

Sorry mate, thats pretty much it. :-(
You'll have to live with that gap ...

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Thu, 07 Aug 2003 13:20:27 -0000 hat akoufene <bzuo@netcourrier.com> 
geschrieben:

> i am on the style 1 and i load the style 2 ,
>
> between the 1 and the 2 ,it is not regulary , there is a pause between 
> !!!!
>
> if voice setup to TG is ON , there is not this problems but all the 
> parameters are the same for all styles and the scene memory not works
>
>
> i want to know how do you do for not have the problem .
>
> i want no interuption between the styles 1 and 2 .

| 11193|11189|2003-08-07 07:35:21|akoufene|Re: help for a frensh !!!!|
when voice setup is OFF 

sorry
| 11194|11189|2003-08-07 07:42:44|akoufene|Re: help for a frensh !!!!|
i see any where , it 's possible if the rs7000 is slave , but i try 
it with the korg er1 and it's impossible !!!!

it's okey whith someone here?
| 11195|11189|2003-08-07 09:53:09|ix_kool|Re: help for a frensh !!!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "akoufene" wrote:

> i see any where , it 's possible if the rs7000 is slave , but i try 
> it with the korg er1 and it's impossible !!!!
> 
> it's okey whith someone here?

Well, don't take your head. (...lol...)
Hé bien, te prends pas la tête.

If u've got an ER1, just use it to cover that damn gap.
Si t'as une ER1, tu n'as qu'a l'utiliser pour couvrir ce maudit 
décallage.
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Keep in mind there is no issue for this, the rm1x's doing da same 
shit.
Garde en tête qu'il n'y a pas de parade à ce décallage entre les 
styles, la rm1x fait la même.

Check this : http://fr.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000-France/messages
Téma : http://fr.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000-France/messages

see you
a+
| 11196|11196|2003-08-07 15:15:13|Erik|master efects|
hi group,

Can anybody tell me if the master efects would work on the assignable 
outs to?

erik
| 11197|11196|2003-08-07 18:05:46|om_audio|Re: master efects|
No the Master Effects do not apply to the assignable outs.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Erik" wrote:
> hi group,
> 
> Can anybody tell me if the master efects would work on the 
assignable 
> outs to?
> 
> erik

| 11198|11188|2003-08-07 23:21:47|jesse_medway|Re: Filter cutoff doesnt extend all the way on user samples?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Just been playing with my new rs7k and have a little problem using 
> filters on imported samples. When I change the cutoff from fully 
> open towards fully close I dont hear any change until around the 
> value of 15. When I get to -64 the filter is still not fully 

closed 

> and I have to use the env depth in negative to close the filter. 
> The built in synth sounds dont have this problem.
> 
> Is there some other filter offset somewhere that I am missing?
> 
> Jesse

Ok read the faq againa nd found a mention of a similar problem but it 
still doesnt explain what I am experiencing. I also notice now that 
the filter env affects the sound even though I have it set to 0.

Seems like the RS has some preset internal settings and the cutoff 
and env knobs are relative to that. I know the manual does list them 
as relative but I thought only to each other, not some hidden 
settings.

Jesse
| 11199|11199|2003-08-08 04:55:48|om_audio|Save, Save, Save!!! |
I worked a lot tonight- we have a gig coming up- the RS I love is 
handling the drums and bass. 

I tried to save but my SM and Zip both became full- which erased the 
older versions of the current project. Rather than stop- turn on my 
computer- make room on the SM and save- I kept working. What sense of 
false security was I operating on? I have no clue. 

The RS gets sluggish sometimes switching modes- displaying garbage 
across the center of the display while it changes modes. Ok. I see 
that often, no big deal. I groove onward. 

I open a song and discover 33 measures of bass line are gone. Great. 
No idea how that happened. I go to insert a mute track in scene and 
it gives me the option to insert notes etc. instead as if I was on a 
track- which I'm NOT- ok it's a bug I have seen before. Exit scene 
and come back I get the mutes again- ok- I'm irritated but moving 
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along. I'm keeping those wagons rolling, you know? I'm being a good 
soldier, a giving spirit, an amicable perfect angel- my friend tells 
me he actually sees a faint glowing halo above my head. I smile and 
keep working. 

Here's where it gets good- 

I go to optimize the wav memory as I see it is a bit fragmented. 400 
seconds later I know I am screwed- I have seen it do this endless 
hang when slicing but this was the first I have seen it occur when 
optimizing the RAM- great- I lose everything as the only cure is to 
turn the RS off. 
ARRRGHHH! 

Now I'm thinking what a silly man I was to wait to get that extra 
dedicated 128mb SM card because it was $40 locally and I could get 
one on-line for $27. Needless to say I will be going to that store 
this weekend and getting that $40 SM card so I can 
SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE, my work until the RS speaks to me 
and says "I promise never to crash again if you will just refrain 
from the endless toil of saving you make me do!" 

The End. 

Om
| 11200|11199|2003-08-08 06:11:38|wildemar|Re: Save, Save, Save!!!|
Murphy's Law.
Never Fails.

Sorry man, I feel your pain.
Hope your gig isnt blasted that way.

Wildemar

Am Fri, 08 Aug 2003 10:55:45 -0000 hat om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> I worked a lot tonight-we have a gig coming up-the RS I love is handling 
> the drums and bass.
>
> I tried to save but my SM and Zip both became full-which erased the older 
> versions of the current project. Rather than stop-turn on my computer- 
> make room on the SM and save-I kept working. What sense of false security 
> was I operating on? I have no clue.
>
> The RS gets sluggish sometimes switching modes-displaying garbage across 
> the center of the display while it changes modes. Ok. I see that often, 
> no big deal. I groove onward.
>
> I open a song and discover 33 measures of bass line are gone. Great. No 
> idea how that happened. I go to insert a mute track in scene and it gives 
> me the option to insert notes etc. instead as if I was on a track-which 
> I'm NOT-ok it's a bug I have seen before. Exit scene and come back I get 
> the mutes again-ok-I'm irritated but moving along. I'm keeping those 
> wagons rolling, you know? I'm being a good soldier, a giving spirit, an 
> amicable perfect angel-my friend tells me he actually sees a faint 
> glowing halo above my head. I smile and keep working.
>
> Here's where it gets good-
>
> I go to optimize the wav memory as I see it is a bit fragmented. 400 
> seconds later I know I am screwed-I have seen it do this endless hang 
> when slicing but this was the first I have seen it occur when optimizing 
> the RAM-great-I lose everything as the only cure is to turn the RS off. 
> ARRRGHHH!
>
> Now I'm thinking what a silly man I was to wait to get that extra 
> dedicated 128mb SM card because it was $40 locally and I could get one 
> on-line for $27. Needless to say I will be going to that store this 
> weekend and getting that $40 SM card so I can 
> SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
> SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
> SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
> SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE, my work until the RS speaks to me and 
> says "I promise never to crash again if you will just refrain from the 
> endless toil of saving you make me do!"
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>
> The End.
>
> Om

| 11201|11199|2003-08-08 06:17:17|okoyemaya|Re: Save, Save, Save!!!|
I have backup on laptops internal HD, another on firewire external 
drive and I still want to get second Smart media just for backup. Now 
you know why. ( forgot to mention CD burned once a month!!!) 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Murphy's Law.
> Never Fails.
> 
> Sorry man, I feel your pain.
> Hope your gig isnt blasted that way.
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am Fri, 08 Aug 2003 10:55:45 -0000 hat om_audio 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > I worked a lot tonight-we have a gig coming up-the RS I love is 
handling 
> > the drums and bass.
> >
> > I tried to save but my SM and Zip both became full-which erased 
the older 
> > versions of the current project. Rather than stop-turn on my 
computer- 
> > make room on the SM and save-I kept working. What sense of false 
security 
> > was I operating on? I have no clue.
> >
> > The RS gets sluggish sometimes switching modes-displaying garbage 
across 
> > the center of the display while it changes modes. Ok. I see that 
often, 
> > no big deal. I groove onward.
> >
> > I open a song and discover 33 measures of bass line are gone. 
Great. No 
> > idea how that happened. I go to insert a mute track in scene and 
it gives 
> > me the option to insert notes etc. instead as if I was on a track-
which 
> > I'm NOT-ok it's a bug I have seen before. Exit scene and come 
back I get 
> > the mutes again-ok-I'm irritated but moving along. I'm keeping 
those 
> > wagons rolling, you know? I'm being a good soldier, a giving 
spirit, an 
> > amicable perfect angel-my friend tells me he actually sees a 
faint 
> > glowing halo above my head. I smile and keep working.
> >
> > Here's where it gets good-
> >
> > I go to optimize the wav memory as I see it is a bit fragmented. 
400 
> > seconds later I know I am screwed-I have seen it do this endless 
hang 
> > when slicing but this was the first I have seen it occur when 
optimizing 
> > the RAM-great-I lose everything as the only cure is to turn the 
RS off. 
> > ARRRGHHH!
> >
> > Now I'm thinking what a silly man I was to wait to get that extra 
> > dedicated 128mb SM card because it was $40 locally and I could 
get one 
> > on-line for $27. Needless to say I will be going to that store 
this 
> > weekend and getting that $40 SM card so I can 
> > SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
> > SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
> > SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,
> > SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE,SAVE, my work until the RS speaks 
to me and 
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> > says "I promise never to crash again if you will just refrain 
from the 
> > endless toil of saving you make me do!"
> >
> > The End.
> >
> > Om

| 11202|11202|2003-08-08 10:07:34|Andrew Leonard|M-Audio Radium + RS7000|
Okay,

Just picked up a Radium not too long ago, and it's got 16 programmable 
sliders and pots. I'd like to know if it's possible to set these to control 
the master EQ on the RS through CC data? Same with the master FX knobs... 
ideas?

Thanks,
Andrew -//-- Dodeca :: Phoenix Loop

_________________________________________________________________
Protect your PC - get McAfee.com VirusScan Online 
http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963
| 11203|11203|2003-08-08 10:11:16|Andrew Leonard|RS7000 track wins producer competition|
Hey,

Just went up against a bunch of software junkies in a Canadian producers 
competition. Entrants had to contribute three samples apiece, the sum total 
of which were used to build our tracks. I used nothing but the RS, winning 
the competition. ;)

The track can be found at:
http://zedstatic.cbc.ca/users/d/Dodeca/files/Dodeca_-_Feintamis_XVI.mp3

Comments appreciated!

Thanks,
Andrew -//-- Dodeca :: Phoenix Loop

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: advanced junk mail protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11204|11204|2003-08-08 13:19:28|markxl1|rm1x r1p's and some|
Hi,
I'm Mark and have just joined the group. I started trying to make 
tunes 3 years ago with the rm1x and an emu xl-1 turbo. I am now a 
very happy rs owner and I love the way you can sample and slice any 1-
8 bar loop and pretty much copy the sequence as your own as midi. 
I've been experimenting with all three with some great results. I 
have also created a lot of mad loops by using the beats function on 
the emu, recording the varying sequences, dividing drums, 
loopremixing etc. As for the arps it just gets better. If you're 
interested I can post some for remixing, sharing, whatever. I'm also 
interested in your comments to how I can make other uses of my set up.

So, if I can create this and that, why is it I can't get some bloody 
rm1x R1P files onto my rs via my SM card(got the SM reader too!)!!!
I was pleased to see all the rm1x factory patterns on this site and 
thought that this would free up some desk space once I loaded them 
onto my SMcard. Unfortunately, nothing appears inside the patterns 
folder when opened. Is there something I'm doing wrong or is there 
something wrong with my rs (erm). I've read an entry about this topic 
but it doesn't make sense to me. The only success I've had is to link 
rm1x midi out to rs midi in and record.
Thats it.
Mark. 

I've tried to load in rm1x r1p files onto my SM card but my rs does 
not
| 11205|11204|2003-08-08 13:32:23|Latif|Re: rm1x r1p's and some|
Hi, welcome to the group
and congrats with y'r RS!

(first make sure the file is not zipped 
or rar'd or any other file compression)

to import RM1X patterns, double click
load on the RS and select RM1x/PATT

http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963
http://zedstatic.cbc.ca/users/d/Dodeca/files/Dodeca_-_Feintamis_XVI.mp3
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail


with rotary knob F2
when loading is finished save the pattern 
as native RS format (RS pattern)
Do this with all y'r RM1X patterns, prior to
working on them, buy y'r self more smartcards too
and backup y'r work often on y'r computer... or where as you like.

have fun!
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "markxl1" wrote:
> Hi,
> I'm Mark and have just joined the group. I started trying to make 
> tunes 3 years ago with the rm1x and an emu xl-1 turbo. I am now a 
> very happy rs owner and I love the way you can sample and slice any 
1-
> 8 bar loop and pretty much copy the sequence as your own as midi. 
> I've been experimenting with all three with some great results. I 
> have also created a lot of mad loops by using the beats function on 
> the emu, recording the varying sequences, dividing drums, 
> loopremixing etc. As for the arps it just gets better. If you're 
> interested I can post some for remixing, sharing, whatever. I'm 
also 
> interested in your comments to how I can make other uses of my set 
up.
> 
> So, if I can create this and that, why is it I can't get some 
bloody 
> rm1x R1P files onto my rs via my SM card(got the SM reader too!)!!!
> I was pleased to see all the rm1x factory patterns on this site and 
> thought that this would free up some desk space once I loaded them 
> onto my SMcard. Unfortunately, nothing appears inside the patterns 
> folder when opened. Is there something I'm doing wrong or is there 
> something wrong with my rs (erm). I've read an entry about this 
topic 
> but it doesn't make sense to me. The only success I've had is to 
link 
> rm1x midi out to rs midi in and record.
> Thats it.
> Mark. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> I've tried to load in rm1x r1p files onto my SM card but my rs does 
> not

| 11206|11204|2003-08-08 13:34:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: rm1x r1p's and some|
On Friday 08 August 2003 20:32, markxl1 wrote:

> Hi,
> I'm Mark and have just joined the group. 

Welcome!

> Is there something I'm doing
> wrong or is there something wrong with my rs (erm). 

I've never tried it, but did you try the *import* page on 
the RS instead of the *load* page?

- Robert
| 11207|11204|2003-08-08 13:40:35|om_audio|Re: rm1x r1p's and some|
Welcome to the group!

Many users report *little* or no trouble using the import procedure- 
1 user suggests the following:

Load RM1X styles onto the SM card. 
Go to the IMPORT load page RM1X file. 
Load the RM1X style into STYLE 01 ONLY . 
Save to SM card again as an RS7000 file (it's converted to this on 
loading into Style Slot 01). 
Delete the corresponding RM1X Style set from SM card. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Repeat this procedure for EACH RM1X style individually

I don't have an RM1X myself- but I hope you get it sorted out.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "markxl1" wrote:
> Hi,
> I'm Mark and have just joined the group.

> So, if I can create this and that, why is it I can't get some 
bloody 
> rm1x R1P files onto my rs via my SM card(got the SM reader too!)!!!

| 11208|9446|2003-08-08 15:32:41|om_audio|Re: more sysex magic|
I tried this today- but the RS only has 6 user definable Sysex items-
"F0" is hard coded at the beginning- and you must use last slot for 
F7- I am trying to work around this filter Bypass bug with a Sysex 
command- any other tips? Do you insert more than 1 Sysex command in a 
row and put the F7 command at the end of the 2nd command string?
Thanks- 

Om

> --------------------------------------------------------------------

--

> To change the filters on the RS7000 you need to input a System 
> Exclusive message as follows: 
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 13 pp 41 dd F7 
> 
> translation: 
> F0 Begin System Exclusive message 
> 43 Yamaha ID code 
> 10 Parameter Change message 
> 6A RS7000 ID code 
> 13 Multi PART Group 3 
> pp = the PART number in hex 00= trk1; 01 = trk2; ...0F=trk16 
> 41 Filter type 
> dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF 
> F7 End of exclusive 
> 
> pp Part number 
> Part1=00 
> Part2=01 
> Part3=02 
> Part4=03 
> Part5=04 
> Part6=05 
> Part7=06 
> Part8=07 
> Part9=08 
> Part10=09 
> Part11=0A 
> Part12=0B 
> Part13=0C 
> Part14=0D 
> Part15=0E 
> Part16=0F 
> 
> dd data byte 
> BYPASS=00 
> LPF24D=01 
> LPF18=02 
> LPF12=03 
> HPF24=04 
> BPF12D=05 
> BEF12=06 
> LPF24A=07 
> LPF18s=08 
> LPF6=09 
> HPF12=0A 
> BPFw=0B 
> BPF6=0C 
> BEF6=0D 
> Dual LPF=0E 
> Dual HPF=0F 
> Dual BPF=10 
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> Dual BEF=11 
> LPF+BPF=12 
> 
> Therefore the message for LPF12 if for PART 1= 
> F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 03 F7 
> 
> and to change it to a HPF12 on PART 1= 
> F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 0A F7 
> 
> Because this is a "SYSTEM" messge you can place it on any track. 

The 

> message itself defines which PART will be effected by the Parameter 
> Change. This is outlined on pages 326 and 330 of the Owner's Manual 
> (actually it is all there) I included the new filter types that you 
> get with the new Version.
> ___________________________________________________________________
> 
> :-)

| 11209|9446|2003-08-08 15:35:25|om_audio|Re: more sysex magic|
Well- it's not the "2 string" theory- the RS wants an F7 command 
before it will complete the first string- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I tried this today- but the RS only has 6 user definable Sysex 
items-
> "F0" is hard coded at the beginning- and you must use last slot 
for 
> F7- I am trying to work around this filter Bypass bug with a Sysex 
> command- any other tips? Do you insert more than 1 Sysex command in 
a 
> row and put the F7 command at the end of the 2nd command string?
> Thanks- 
> 
> Om
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
--
> --
> > To change the filters on the RS7000 you need to input a System 
> > Exclusive message as follows: 
> >

| 11210|11210|2003-08-09 03:09:07|markxl1|r1p's found.|
thanks for the advice. they were there all the time, didn't know or 
use the knob to select rm1x.
feel much better now.
| 11211|9446|2003-08-09 10:58:59|Andrew Leonard|Re: more sysex magic|
Waitasec... you'll probably call me an ignorant momo here, but since when 
does the RS have 12 filter types? And can I only access them through sysex 
commands?

An in depth explanation would be *GREATLY* appreciated, or simply a pointer 
to the part of the FAQ I missed.

Thanks,
Andrew

>Message: 7
> Date: Fri, 08 Aug 2003 21:32:36 -0000
> From: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Re: more sysex magic

[snip]

> > dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF
> > F7 End of exclusive
> >
> > dd data byte
> > BYPASS=00
> > LPF24D=01
> > LPF18=02
> > LPF12=03

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > HPF24=04
> > BPF12D=05
> > BEF12=06
> > LPF24A=07
> > LPF18s=08
> > LPF6=09
> > HPF12=0A
> > BPFw=0B
> > BPF6=0C
> > BEF6=0D
> > Dual LPF=0E
> > Dual HPF=0F
> > Dual BPF=10
> > Dual BEF=11
> > LPF+BPF=12

[snip]

_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: advanced junk mail protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11212|9446|2003-08-09 11:33:11|dopamine|Re: more sysex magic|
Yo Dodeca!

It's been too long mate!

Yes the RS has 12 filter types a la the OS 1.2.... you didn't know????

Once updated, access them via the voice edit x 4 page.....

Howz trickz mate? I see you won that comp, all good mate, i'll take a 
listen to that shortly....

Matt.......... aka....... dopamine.

At 04:58 PM 9/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Waitasec... you'll probably call me an ignorant momo here, but since when
>does the RS have 12 filter types? And can I only access them through sysex
>commands?
>
>An in depth explanation would be *GREATLY* appreciated, or simply a pointer
>to the part of the FAQ I missed.
>
>Thanks,
>Andrew
>
>
>
> >Message: 7
> > Date: Fri, 08 Aug 2003 21:32:36 -0000
> > From: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
> >Subject: Re: more sysex magic
>
>[snip]
>
> > > dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF
> > > F7 End of exclusive
> > >
> > > dd data byte
> > > BYPASS=00
> > > LPF24D=01
> > > LPF18=02
> > > LPF12=03
> > > HPF24=04
> > > BPF12D=05
> > > BEF12=06
> > > LPF24A=07
> > > LPF18s=08
> > > LPF6=09
> > > HPF12=0A
> > > BPFw=0B
> > > BPF6=0C
> > > BEF6=0D
> > > Dual LPF=0E
> > > Dual HPF=0F

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
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> > > Dual BPF=10
> > > Dual BEF=11
> > > LPF+BPF=12
>
>[snip]
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>The new MSN 8: advanced junk mail protection and 2 months FREE*
><http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail>http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1693352/R=0/SIG=11tralmvc/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178293&partid=3170658>87575.jpg
>875f7.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11213|11213|2003-08-09 13:33:51|starethrough|Track settings get reset in Song Mode...?|
Hi all.
This has happened to me a few times and I'm not sure why. I make a 
pattern chain and convert to song. Now, in the song mode, I change 
the volumes, pans, filters, etc. of the tracks until it sounds 
decent. So then I play the song, and when I stop the sequencer and 
start again, the tracks have been reset to their previous settings 
(from pattern mode). I have tried using the "HOLD=ON" parameter and 
then changing track settings, but it gets reset again. I even 
changed the track settings in pattern mode and reconverted my pattern 
chain to another song, but the tracks still get reset. How can I 
prevent this???

One more thing: the "Divide Drum Track" job almost never divides the 
individual drums onto different tracks. Sometimes after this 
command, two or more drums will still be on the same track, or worse, 
all the drums will be on a different track, but still all together. 
This is particularly true after using Grid mode. Is there a setting 
I'm missing to really divide the drums onto different tracks?
Thanks! :-)
Mike
starethrough@hotmail.com
P.S. I have OS 2.01
| 11214|11213|2003-08-09 14:41:35|wildemar|Re: Track settings get reset in Song Mode...?|
Am Sat, 09 Aug 2003 19:06:47 -0000 hat starethrough 
<starethrough@hotmail.com> geschrieben:

> Hi all.
> This has happened to me a few times and I'm not sure why. ...
> How can I prevent this???
>

I really dont use Song mode at all (if it had loop markers, it'd be a whole 
different story), but I imagine when converted from a chain, a song is 
assigned a 'default' mixer setting (maybe it assumes you already set it up 
perfectly in Pattern mode ...). Have a look in the Event edit screen, to 
check, if it contains sysex or CC data that affect the mixer. If so, delete 
this data and BAM!, no more tears. If you dont find any data there, the 
song might have a 'song header', like a phrase has a 'phrase header, i dont 
knoe Jow;-). In that case you could store your mixer setup in a scene and 
recall it at the beginning of a song.
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> One more thing: the "Divide Drum Track" job almost never divides ...
>

It only works correctly on GENERAL MIDI Tracks (as stated in the manual ;-) 
.
Most of the RS's Drum Voices however, while derived from that, arent too GM 
conformat at all. So dont expect the Job to work there.
A workaroun might go like this: Make your drumgrooves with the GM Drumset 
(MSB-127 I think) then divide and select your desired drumsounds (voices) 
via the Mixer afterwards. Keep in mind that you can then use note shift to 
change the sounds in the current voice (each drumvoice has about 8 
snares/kicks/etc. I think)

hope I could help you to some extent.

> Thanks! :-)
>

I take that as a Yes ;-)

> Mike
> starethrough@hotmail.com
> P.S. I have OS 2.01
>

WOW! How did you get that! GIMMYGIMMYGIMMY!
Most of us still hassle with V1.21 ...

As do you, I believe ;-p

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11216|9446|2003-08-10 11:35:04|Andrew Leonard|Re: more sysex magic|

F$%K! And here' I've been using 1.1whatever thinking I had the latest. 
Thanks. ;)

>Message: 2
> Date: Sun, 10 Aug 2003 03:38:49 +1000
> From: dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>
>Subject: Re: Re: more sysex magic
>
>Yo Dodeca!
>
>It's been too long mate!
>
>Yes the RS has 12 filter types a la the OS 1.2.... you didn't know????
>
>Once updated, access them via the voice edit x 4 page.....
>
>Howz trickz mate? I see you won that comp, all good mate, i'll take a
>listen to that shortly....
>
>Matt.......... aka....... dopamine.
>
>
>
>
>At 04:58 PM 9/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
>
> >Waitasec... you'll probably call me an ignorant momo here, but since 
>when
> >does the RS have 12 filter types? And can I only access them through 
>sysex
> >commands?
> >
> >An in depth explanation would be *GREATLY* appreciated, or simply a 
>pointer
> >to the part of the FAQ I missed.
> >
> >Thanks,
> >Andrew
> >

mailto:starethrough@hotmail.com
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_________________________________________________________________
The new MSN 8: advanced junk mail protection and 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11217|11217|2003-08-10 11:44:10|dodeca02|OS 1.2|
So, uh, I'm a little behind here apparently on the OS updates... 
Anything else besides the filters that were changed in 1.2? Or is 
there somewhere I can get a full listing of improvements in latest 
OS? The FAQ seems to just deal with earlier versions...

Thanks. ;)
| 11218|11217|2003-08-10 12:37:23|dodeca02|Re: OS 1.2|
Er, forget it. I shoulda gone to google before posting that one. I 
tracked it down. :P

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dodeca02" wrote:
> So, uh, I'm a little behind here apparently on the OS updates... 
> Anything else besides the filters that were changed in 1.2? Or is 
> there somewhere I can get a full listing of improvements in latest 
> OS? The FAQ seems to just deal with earlier versions...
> 
> Thanks. ;)

| 11219|11219|2003-08-10 12:42:54|dodeca02|Yet another track online...|
Been wrapping up a lot of projects lately. Here's another one which 
was a couple of months (and several attempts) in the making. I'm 
pretty pleased with the way it turned out.

http://zedstatic.cbc.ca/users/d/Dodeca/files/Dodeca_-
_Signature_Mary.mp3

Written for a local breaks DJ here in Ottawa, Mary Mac. Draws 
samples from Run DMC's "Mary Mary Why You Buggin'?". Has a 
simultaneous dark, psy, and funky edge to it.

Comments, as always, appreciated. 

Thanks,
Andrew -//-- Dodeca :: Phoenix Loop
| 11220|11213|2003-08-10 14:31:58|starethrough|Response to: Track settings get reset in Song Mode...? |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am Sat, 09 Aug 2003 19:06:47 -0000 hat starethrough 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > Hi all.
> > This has happened to me a few times and I'm not sure why. ...
> > How can I prevent this???
> >
> I really dont use Song mode at all (if it had loop markers, it'd be 

a whole 

> different story), but I imagine when converted from a chain, a song 

is 

> assigned a 'default' mixer setting (maybe it assumes you already 

set it up 

> perfectly in Pattern mode ...). Have a look in the Event edit 

screen, to 

> check, if it contains sysex or CC data that affect the mixer. If 

so, delete 

> this data and BAM!, no more tears. If you dont find any data there, 

the 

> song might have a 'song header', like a phrase has a 'phrase 

header, i dont 

> knoe Jow;-). In that case you could store your mixer setup in a 

scene and 

> recall it at the beginning of a song.
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I will look for these things in the edit menu. And, the scene saving 
is a good idea. I guess I will also make sure my settings are good 
in pattern mode. I just thought that it would be best to do final 
editing in song mode. I actually like song mode, and recommend 
trying it. You can do long edits over multiple measures, like filter 
sweeps, add fills, variations, etc. without having to conceive it all 
in pattern mode. Although getting through pattern chain to song mode 
can be a pain...

But if you never use song mode, how do you produce your final tracks?

> > One more thing: the "Divide Drum Track" job almost never 

divides ...

> >
> It only works correctly on GENERAL MIDI Tracks (as stated in the 

manual ;-) 

I must have missed that info. Thanks! 

> Most of the RS's Drum Voices however, while derived from that, 

arent too GM 

> conformat at all. So dont expect the Job to work there.
> A workaroun might go like this: Make your drumgrooves with the GM 

Drumset 

> (MSB-127 I think) then divide and select your desired drumsounds 

(voices) 

> via the Mixer afterwards. Keep in mind that you can then use note 

shift to 

> change the sounds in the current voice (each drumvoice has about 8 
> snares/kicks/etc. I think)
> 
> 
> hope I could help you to some extent.
> 
> > Thanks! :-)
> >
> I take that as a Yes ;-)
> 
> 
> > Mike
> > starethrough@h...
> > P.S. I have OS 2.01
> >
> WOW! How did you get that! GIMMYGIMMYGIMMY!
> Most of us still hassle with V1.21 ...
> 
> As do you, I believe ;-p

No, 2.01! It has 4 vocoders, Moog filters, 4 gigs RAM, espresso 
maker, and an A.I. chip so all you do is turn it on and it produces 
your music for you. Er, I mean, yes, it is actually 1.21 now that you 
mention it, oops!
;-O

> c.u.
> Wildemar

| 11221|11213|2003-08-10 15:28:33|wildemar|Re: Response to: Track settings get reset in Song Mode...?|
Am Sun, 10 Aug 2003 20:02:09 -0000 hat starethrough 
<starethrough@hotmail.com> geschrieben:

>
> I just thought that it would be best to do final editing in song mode.
>

Yeah, thats how its meant to be all along. So your problem *is* a little 
weird ...
But ... who knows. If you find a workaround its all good.
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> I actually like song mode, and recommend trying it.
>

I did as a matter of fact ... As I said, if it had loop markers, I wouldnt 
even bother to use Pattern/Pattchain mode. I'm a linear kind of guy, 
really, comming from Cubase.

> But if you never use song mode, how do you produce your final tracks?
>

I simply record them ALAP (As Live As Possible) into N-Track, where I mix 
and master them (together with my Sampler, Synth, guityr, bass ... I try to 
sing also ... and I cant sample all that stuff). I really just see it as an 
instrument amongst many (ok, few in my case ;-), not as all-in-one 
workstation.

> No, 2.01! It has 4 vocoders, Moog filters, 4 gigs RAM, espresso maker, 
> and an A.I. chip so all you do is turn it on and it produces your music 
> for you. Er, I mean, yes, it is actually 1.21 now that you mention it, 
> oops!
> ;-O
>

WHAT!? My Version 1.21 has none of this! Espresso maker ... You kiddin' 
me?!??!
;-) :-D

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11222|11222|2003-08-11 00:42:54|organized_religion_sucks2000|Rs 7000 sound quality...|
RS 7000 sound quality is marginal compared to good synths, and its 
sampler is ok, however for the price of $1400, i would have expected 
more...Why cannot yamaha plan all this before they make the groovebox 
instead of wanting customers to spend more on external synths, 
samplers, etc?

Don't get me wrong...RS7000 is better than the roland grooveboxes i 
have seen, because its sequencer is kick ass, and it can be used as a 
master midi controller to control external devices, however its tone 
generator and sampler are kindof lame.

I want yamaha to release a hardware sequencer with the rs7000 like 
interface with knobs, 18 filters, etc, but without the synth/sampler 
engine, and sell it at a cheaper price...Then I can get it to control 
my external studio gear like access virus c, and waldorf percussion 
machine............

I hope yamaha customer service listens, and puts up a new version or 
rs7000 with usb connectivity, so you can control softsynths, but also 
with the 18 filters, full featured sequencer, interface, but WITHOUT 
THE LAME BUILT-IN SYNTH/SAMPLER ENGINE...so I don't have to pay for 
something i wont be using (the sounds, etc)... you could also 
increase the multitimbrality to 20 (because 1st 8 tracks will be used 
for percussion anyway). And give it a name like yamaha rsx or 
something...sounds good???
| 11223|11222|2003-08-11 01:06:05|dopamine|Re: Rs 7000 sound quality...|
Yep, I could see myself using that.

Matt.

At 05:46 AM 11/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>RS 7000 sound quality is marginal compared to good synths, and its
>sampler is ok, however for the price of $1400, i would have expected
>more...Why cannot yamaha plan all this before they make the groovebox
>instead of wanting customers to spend more on external synths,
>samplers, etc?
>
>Don't get me wrong...RS7000 is better than the roland grooveboxes i
>have seen, because its sequencer is kick ass, and it can be used as a
>master midi controller to control external devices, however its tone
>generator and sampler are kindof lame.
>



>I want yamaha to release a hardware sequencer with the rs7000 like
>interface with knobs, 18 filters, etc, but without the synth/sampler
>engine, and sell it at a cheaper price...Then I can get it to control
>my external studio gear like access virus c, and waldorf percussion
>machine............
>
>I hope yamaha customer service listens, and puts up a new version or
>rs7000 with usb connectivity, so you can control softsynths, but also
>with the 18 filters, full featured sequencer, interface, but WITHOUT
>THE LAME BUILT-IN SYNTH/SAMPLER ENGINE...so I don't have to pay for
>something i wont be using (the sounds, etc)... you could also
>increase the multitimbrality to 20 (because 1st 8 tracks will be used
>for percussion anyway). And give it a name like yamaha rsx or
>something...sounds good???
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1693353/R=0/SIG=11t71ok4g/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178294&partid=3170658>905c11.jpg
>905c94.jpg
>
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><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11224|11222|2003-08-11 03:01:36|mmittner|Re: Rs 7000 sound quality...|

> with the 18 filters, full featured sequencer, interface, but WITHOUT 

> THE LAME BUILT-IN SYNTH/SAMPLER ENGINE...

18 filters but no sound engine? huh?

-mike
| 11225|11222|2003-08-11 03:58:48|Ronald|Re: Rs 7000 sound quality...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "organized_religion_sucks2000" 
wrote:

> with the 18 filters, full featured sequencer, interface, but 

WITHOUT 

> THE LAME BUILT-IN SYNTH/SAMPLER ENGINE...so I don't have to pay for 

Huh????????
Did you read what you were typing?
How can they implement a filter without synth/sampler engine??
What do you filter then? Midi data? :-)

But anyways, did you ever take a look at the RM1X?
A lot cheaper but with the KICK ASS Yamaha sequencer!

I guess were yoking right?

GRtz. Ronald.
| 11226|11222|2003-08-11 06:38:51|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Rs 7000 sound quality...|
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http://www.motifator.com/
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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I thought this too at first, when I first listened to it sitting on a shelf 
at the store. Not long after adopting one, my opinion drastically changed and 
now I think the RS's sound quality is top notch and I know it is not the sound 
quality that is its problem. I wonder how many more people would have got an 
RS if Yamaha had put more effort into creating patches or a bit friendlier 
interface that would have immediately impressed window shoppers.

I recall having trouble even locating different patches on it at first, which 
is usually the first thing I find on most other gear. How can I possibly 
take something as disturbing as that home with me? But, I did anyway, and I 
found with a little encouragement beyond the nursery, it would poor its guts out 
for me. All my other children are jealous now, I don't spend as much time 
with them anymore. All I can say is I gave them no less of my attention, if not 
more, back when they were still young.

For $1400 you get a new family member, not just another jealous synth 8^)

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 8/11/2003 12:43:22 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
organized_religion_sucks2000@yahoo.com writes:

> RS 7000 sound quality is marginal compared to good synths, and its 
> sampler is ok, however for the price of $1400

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11227|11227|2003-08-11 07:01:45|sonemotif|Re: wavelab question|
Who's using wavelab?, ive had a look at the wave group and they 
dont know shhhit just a load of sex ads..

so here i am requesting any knowledge anyone has about the "montage
grouping feature" you dont seem to be able to after grouping 
say 5 clips on a track ad 1 effect + level to the whole group
surely this cant be the case i mean whats the point in grouping 
the clips if you cant. ok you can move them all together Woo!

anyone using this ??

regards in advance.
| 11228|11227|2003-08-11 08:26:17|jesse_medway|Re: wavelab question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" wrote:

> Who's using wavelab?, ive had a look at the wave group and they 
> dont know shhhit just a load of sex ads..
> 
> so here i am requesting any knowledge anyone has about the "montage
> grouping feature" you dont seem to be able to after grouping 
> say 5 clips on a track ad 1 effect + level to the whole group
> surely this cant be the case i mean whats the point in grouping 
> the clips if you cant. ok you can move them all together Woo!
> 
> 
> anyone using this ??
> 
> 
> regards in advance.

Try the forums over at steinberg.net. The programmer answers a lot 
of questions. What version do you have and did you read the manual 
first?

Jesse
| 11229|11132|2003-08-11 11:37:45|dreamchimney|Re: some questions ATTN Latif|
for Latif,

im curious if when you perform live with the rs7000, are you in pattern mode the 
entire time or song mode?

how much control do you have during your set over specific sounds on the fly?
specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 lack for control duing your 
performance?

thanks again for your help

mailto:organized_religion_sucks2000@yahoo.com
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ryan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" > 

> 
> > 3. is it possible to mix between songs without stopping? how long 
> can you play before the machine stops?
> 
> uhhmm there's no all in one sequencer (yet)
> that has a 'mix entire songs into eachother' option
> better use Traktor DJ for auto mixing hehehe...
> 
> no serious, i never had any problem performing
> in continues way, some users report glitches when changing 
> styles, but it's all in your creativity and occupation of fx/sequence 
> and such, i tune my songs to eachother (and i don't mean tone wise)
> besides that, i never perform with 1 machine only, the RS is the 
> sequence master, but with it are always 2 other pieces of equipment 
> at least, so i can switch back and forward between anything, with no
> breakes at all if i want.
> and this could go on for hours....

| 11230|11132|2003-08-11 12:19:24|Latif|Re: some questions ATTN Latif|

>im curious if when you perform live with the rs7000, 

are you in pattern mode the entire time or song mode?<

pattern mode only.. no chain, no song mode.

>how much control do you have during your set over

specific sounds on the fly?<

there's not much that can't be done on this machine,
since most parameters that control the RS (RM1X) are 
standard CC controllers, and most of these controllers
are on the interface (knobs) of the RS itself.
and yes, you have only two hands and 10 fingers
there for, many things that don't have to be done 'on the fly'
can be pre-programmed, like sudden bursts of delay/verb or fx
remember....a phrase can be as long as 256 measures!!!!
one can program enough variation in such length of phrase
which brings us to the next point..

>specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 lack for

control duing your performance?<

if i would answer specifcly to only the SEQUENCER part 
during LIVE use,there are only 3 things that bugg 
me in a unbelievable way,

1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
this shouldbe able to be setup to STYLE-LENGTH as maximum 
trigger for STYLE or SECTION switching.
if my longest phrase wouldbe 256 measures, i setup 
the style to 256 measures, so that in a LIVE situation, 
i always can see on the screen when i enter that song, 
that the longest variation is 256 measures, so if 
PATT Quantize couldbe setup to STYLE-LENGTH, when it becomes 
time to switch to the next SECTION or STYLE i can press
SECTION X or switch to STYLE X when ever i like within those 
256 measures and totally forget about synced PRESSING
and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the switch... 
capice?

2/ to defenatly finish of the power of the sequencer
part, this machine like the RM1X lacks the abilitie to
chain phrases to eachother within patt-mode, if this 
wouldbe too drastic to implement it couldbe easy managed
by a specific designed sysex string by YAMAHA.
this wouldbe the absolute heaven of pre-programming
phrase-chains within patt-mode for live use.

3/ this machine like the RM1X sends -out stylechange info 
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over midi while the screen is set to MAINscreen position,
which is obviously the screen most of us use, during live-gig.
so this is just terrible and rediculous way of designing 
a machine by YAMAHA, and leaving out the option to disable
STYLE-CHANGE transmit over midi-out.

other then this there are many many things as mentioned in the
voting list that addup to the quality that can be achieved for 
this machine.

But the 3 points i just mentioned above, relate to my way of 
working LIVE-gigs, and should never have been left out in 
the first place, specially point 2, as this machine absolutely 
RULES in 'phrase sequencing' territory... :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> for Latif,
> 
> im curious if when you perform live with the rs7000, are you in 

pattern mode the 

> entire time or song mode?
> 
> how much control do you have during your set over specific sounds 

on the fly?

> specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 lack for control duing 

your 

> performance?
> 
> thanks again for your help
> 
> ryan

| 11231|11132|2003-08-11 15:08:43|dreamchimney|Re: some questions ATTN Latif|
thanks for answers and your time.

i dont have the rs7000 yet so i ask prematurely hoping to convince me whether to 
pay the 1000 and try it out or not. i need to try for mysel to know for sure!!

my set up now, could be similiar to the rs7000 and i dont even know it!

i use a qy700 to control a su700. all the sequences (16 tracks ) are in the qy700 and 
transmit the midi on those 16 tracks to control the su700. this plays until 999 on the 
qy700 and then i switch styles (which to me is switching songs). so i rarely touch the 
qy700, im only working with the su700 turning samples on/off, effects etc.

my guess is my set up now is the same as using the rs7000, all in one machine?

thanks again
ryan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> >im curious if when you perform live with the rs7000, 
> are you in pattern mode the entire time or song mode?<
> 
> pattern mode only.. no chain, no song mode.
> 
> >how much control do you have during your set over
> specific sounds on the fly?<
> 
> there's not much that can't be done on this machine,
> since most parameters that control the RS (RM1X) are 
> standard CC controllers, and most of these controllers
> are on the interface (knobs) of the RS itself.
> and yes, you have only two hands and 10 fingers
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> there for, many things that don't have to be done 'on the fly'
> can be pre-programmed, like sudden bursts of delay/verb or fx
> remember....a phrase can be as long as 256 measures!!!!
> one can program enough variation in such length of phrase
> which brings us to the next point..
> 
> >specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 lack for
> control duing your performance?<
> 
> if i would answer specifcly to only the SEQUENCER part 
> during LIVE use,there are only 3 things that bugg 
> me in a unbelievable way,
> 
> 1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
> this shouldbe able to be setup to STYLE-LENGTH as maximum 
> trigger for STYLE or SECTION switching.
> if my longest phrase wouldbe 256 measures, i setup 
> the style to 256 measures, so that in a LIVE situation, 
> i always can see on the screen when i enter that song, 
> that the longest variation is 256 measures, so if 
> PATT Quantize couldbe setup to STYLE-LENGTH, when it becomes 
> time to switch to the next SECTION or STYLE i can press
> SECTION X or switch to STYLE X when ever i like within those 
> 256 measures and totally forget about synced PRESSING
> and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the switch... 
> capice?
> 
> 2/ to defenatly finish of the power of the sequencer
> part, this machine like the RM1X lacks the abilitie to
> chain phrases to eachother within patt-mode, if this 
> wouldbe too drastic to implement it couldbe easy managed
> by a specific designed sysex string by YAMAHA.
> this wouldbe the absolute heaven of pre-programming
> phrase-chains within patt-mode for live use.
> 
> 3/ this machine like the RM1X sends -out stylechange info 
> over midi while the screen is set to MAINscreen position,
> which is obviously the screen most of us use, during live-gig.
> so this is just terrible and rediculous way of designing 
> a machine by YAMAHA, and leaving out the option to disable
> STYLE-CHANGE transmit over midi-out.
> 
> other then this there are many many things as mentioned in the
> voting list that addup to the quality that can be achieved for 
> this machine.
> 
> But the 3 points i just mentioned above, relate to my way of 
> working LIVE-gigs, and should never have been left out in 
> the first place, specially point 2, as this machine absolutely 
> RULES in 'phrase sequencing' territory... :-)
> 
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
> wrote:
> > for Latif,
> > 
> > im curious if when you perform live with the rs7000, are you in 
> pattern mode the 
> > entire time or song mode?
> > 
> > how much control do you have during your set over specific sounds 
> on the fly?
> > specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 lack for control duing 
> your 
> > performance?
> > 
> > thanks again for your help
> > 
> > ryan

| 11232|11227|2003-08-11 15:15:00|sonemotif|Re: wavelab question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sonemotif" 

wrote:

> > Who's using wavelab?, ive had a look at the wave group and they 
> > dont know shhhit just a load of sex ads..
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> > 
> > so here i am requesting any knowledge anyone has about 

the "montage

> > grouping feature" you dont seem to be able to after grouping 
> > say 5 clips on a track ad 1 effect + level to the whole group
> > surely this cant be the case i mean whats the point in grouping 
> > the clips if you cant. ok you can move them all together Woo!
> > 
> > 
> > anyone using this ??
> > 
> > 
> > regards in advance.
> 
> Try the forums over at steinberg.net. The programmer answers a lot 
> of questions. What version do you have and did you read the manual 
> first?
> 
> Jesse

Thanks Jesse yes have read the manual cant find a dicky!
version 4 :)
| 11233|11132|2003-08-11 16:54:35|wildemar|Re: some questions ATTN Latif|
How come you only ask latif ...

I mean ... *sniff* He's not the only one here that can answer questions ...

:*-(

Wildemar

Am Mon, 11 Aug 2003 17:37:42 -0000 hat dreamchimney 
<dreamchimney@yahoo.com> geschrieben:

> for Latif,
>
> im curious if when you perform live with the rs7000, are you in pattern 
> mode the entire time or song mode?
>
> how much control do you have during your set over specific sounds on the 
> fly?
> specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 lack for control duing your 
> performance?
>
> thanks again for your help
>
> ryan

| 11234|11132|2003-08-11 17:02:49|wildemar|Re: some questions ATTN Latif|
Am Mon, 11 Aug 2003 18:19:23 -0000 hat Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> 1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
> ...
> and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the switch... capice?
>

A little nitpickin ok?
The Pattern length isnt per STYLE but per Pattern/Section.

Ok, I'm done ;-P

Wildemar
| 11235|11132|2003-08-11 17:31:36|dreamchimney|ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
nice!! i will pose the same question to all users that use the RS7000 for live 
performance.

specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 add or lack for control duing your 
performance?

thanks
ryan
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Mon, 11 Aug 2003 18:19:23 -0000 hat Latif 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > 1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
> > ...
> > and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the switch... capice?
> >
> A little nitpickin ok?
> The Pattern length isnt per STYLE but per Pattern/Section.
> 
> Ok, I'm done ;-P
> 
> Wildemar

| 11236|11132|2003-08-11 18:24:35|om_audio|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
Master effects are great- I wish there was a BPM based delay there 
though- 
I love the assortment of sounds- but I long for entering Rec while 
playing- but even better would be to be able to adjust quantize while 
recording- 

I will be using mine live for the first time on the 6th here in L.A- 
but as a backing machine and not a center piece of an improvised set- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> nice!! i will pose the same question to all users that use the 

RS7000 for live 

> performance.
> 
> specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 add or lack for 

control duing your 

> performance?
> 
> thanks
> ryan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Am Mon, 11 Aug 2003 18:19:23 -0000 hat Latif 
> > geschrieben:
> > 
> > > 1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
> > > ...
> > > and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the 

switch... capice?

> > >
> > A little nitpickin ok?
> > The Pattern length isnt per STYLE but per Pattern/Section.
> > 
> > Ok, I'm done ;-P
> > 
> > Wildemar

| 11237|11132|2003-08-11 19:33:54|dreamchimney|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
wait, there is no BPM based delay ? like the type in the su700 ?

i thought from a previous post you could enter GRID or STEP rec while you were in 
playmode ?
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Master effects are great- I wish there was a BPM based delay there 
> though- 
> I love the assortment of sounds- but I long for entering Rec while 
> playing- but even better would be to be able to adjust quantize while 
> recording- 
> 
> I will be using mine live for the first time on the 6th here in L.A- 
> but as a backing machine and not a center piece of an improvised set- 
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
> wrote:
> > nice!! i will pose the same question to all users that use the 
> RS7000 for live 
> > performance.
> > 
> > specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 add or lack for 
> control duing your 
> > performance?
> > 
> > thanks
> > ryan
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Am Mon, 11 Aug 2003 18:19:23 -0000 hat Latif 
> > > geschrieben:
> > > 
> > > > 1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
> > > > ...
> > > > and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the 
> switch... capice?
> > > >
> > > A little nitpickin ok?
> > > The Pattern length isnt per STYLE but per Pattern/Section.
> > > 
> > > Ok, I'm done ;-P
> > > 
> > > Wildemar

| 11238|11132|2003-08-11 19:46:29|om_audio|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
There *are* bpm based delays- just none in the *master* effects 
section which is different from the send effects section- also the 
Master efects delays can only display delay times in ms which is only 
good if you can do the math really fast in your head to convert a bpm 
into ms for setting the delay!

And yes- you can enter grid or step during ply- but only if you have 
previously entered grid/step record before pressing play- and you can 
adjust the resolution which is cool- but you can't go into Rec 
standby or enter keyboard mode- so adding new voices is kinda lame 
and time consuming (not what you want live)- as you must pich a note, 
enter it on the sequence- listen to it- then decide if you like it or 
not- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> wait, there is no BPM based delay ? like the type in the su700 ?
> 
> i thought from a previous post you could enter GRID or STEP rec 

while you were in 

> playmode ?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > Master effects are great- I wish there was a BPM based delay 

there 

> > though- 
> > I love the assortment of sounds- but I long for entering Rec 
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while 

> > playing- but even better would be to be able to adjust quantize 

while 

> > recording- 
> > 
> > I will be using mine live for the first time on the 6th here in 

L.A- 

> > but as a backing machine and not a center piece of an improvised 

set- 

> > 
> > Om
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
> > wrote:
> > > nice!! i will pose the same question to all users that use the 
> > RS7000 for live 
> > > performance.
> > > 
> > > specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 add or lack for 
> > control duing your 
> > > performance?
> > > 
> > > thanks
> > > ryan
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > > Am Mon, 11 Aug 2003 18:19:23 -0000 hat Latif 
> > > > geschrieben:
> > > > 
> > > > > 1/ patt quantize (utility-screen 1/4)
> > > > > ...
> > > > > and instead concentrate on the outro i'm making for the 
> > switch... capice?
> > > > >
> > > > A little nitpickin ok?
> > > > The Pattern length isnt per STYLE but per Pattern/Section.
> > > > 
> > > > Ok, I'm done ;-P
> > > > 
> > > > Wildemar

| 11239|11132|2003-08-12 00:36:40|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
I use it live when I perform. An MC505 was use to do all the grunt work. Since I got the RS about half a year ago, the 505 is down to about 25%.

I mostly use song mode, and one section in one pattern per song. Sometimes 2. In song mode I pre record most the filter changes and add extra notes. It goes out to a
mixer with Auxilary FX sent to a KAOS PAD. Between songs for a somewhat smooth transition while loading I'll bost up an echo FX to an infinate type delay or echo
and drop it back down once the next song gets started. Sometimes I'll simply break and do props between loading and give the audiance a rest and time for audiance
feedback. If you don't do that ocasionally you wont know if they are clapping because they like the set, or that they are glad you done.

I don't like to have to use pattern mode to mix live on the RS but audiances seem to realy enjoy it when I've done it. They say they like hearing screw ups and seeing how
I deal with it, gives them more of a live music feeling. Even though I don't like to do that, I do some songs like that. I've never used chain mode for live stuff, however I've
moved the chain to song mode and not changed anything before.

Things I miss from the 505 is the ability to drop drum parts on one channel, reverse pitch, instant transpose on one channel only, and waiting for the loop to finish before
next set pattern kicks in. I've tried to adjust to how the RS in pattern chain doesn't wait to mute/unmute, its cool sometimes, but its hard to always make it sound "tight".

The bonus of having a sampler built in to the RS is the main reason I believe this unit is superior to the 505. There are other things too, and having a chain plus pattern
mode I think was another great inovative idea that I aint seen on other systems.

Also, I use to use a QY70 extensivly for creating songs before I got a 505. Pretty sure that it had helped me to understand the architecture of the RS long before hand, and
many of the same basic features are found on it, but I rarely used the QY live due to its old sound engine lacking good performance sounds. I was able to mix more
sections and patterns on it in song mode, and I miss some of its features too that the RS lacks. Transpose or chord struture could be step programmed per quarter measure
a lot easier, and patterns where apended to anlready made song seperate from the song, really cool.

The RS does make up for a lot of what I miss on other units, but I still miss them sometimes. Never the less, the RS is quickly becoming the master grunt of my live setup.
Won't be long until that is all I will need only accompanied with a mic and an external fx processor.

Hope someone found this as slightly interesting reading and maybe helps a bit for live work. I only do shows once every couple months it seems like, so sure theres a lot
more expert advice out there. Had the unit for aprox 6 months now and I feel like still only have touched the surface of what this thing can do in a live setting. I've also not
updated the factory OS yet, only prob I've noticed, is sense pads dont set, but to scared more probs will arise than fix if try to update. Probably ok to do, but just don't want
to take the chance yet.
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Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 8/11/2003 7:31:34 PM Eastern Daylight Time, dreamchimney@yahoo.com writes:

> nice!! i will pose the same question to all users that use the RS7000 for live 
> performance.
> 
> specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 add or lack 
> for control duing your 
> performance?

| 11240|11132|2003-08-12 01:05:06|Latif|Re: some questions ATTN Latif|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> A little nitpickin ok?
> The Pattern length isnt per STYLE but per Pattern/Section.
> 
> Ok, I'm done ;-P
> 
> Wildemar

typical proof that i really use only one section :-)

Latif
| 11241|11132|2003-08-12 02:54:42|Ronald|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> specific to your needs, what does the rs7000 add or lack for 

control duing your 

> performance?
> 

Since i'am a true Live performer i will give my 50c about RS Live:

Pro's:
-Variable pattern lenght's
-Scene memories
-Use of sections
-Midi FX
-Knobs for realtime control
-master FX (used to freak out mixing with other gear)

Con's:
-tempo is stored in scene memory, can give tempo jumps when not used 
carefully.
-I missed dedicated volume controls for every track (had it on the 
505) bought a kenton control freak for this.
-Style changes cause glitches, solved this with other gear 
(Machinedrum, evolver combo) to mix with.

My live set's are all in pattern mode and i mix the RS with MD/Ev 
with the mixer and FX in the middle, DJ style.
Right now i'm finishing my set for a dance festival on Saturday.

I'm doing also some experiments with the use of custom made 
construction kits.
I load 4 breakbeats, 4 hihat/cymbals parts, 4 EFX tracks (just weird 
sounds and evolving textures), 4 vocal phrases in one section.(and 
more section's like this).
It's important to have the same kind of sound on a certain track evry 
time.
Then I make some interesting groove's on the MD.
Then i start jamming all night trying different combination's of all 
the parts and phrases practising on improvisation.
I use a Kaoss pad 2, the master FX on the RS and the EQ on the mixer 
to create an interesting blend of techno with the RS and the MD.

When a live set is getting me in the zone i can switch to this 
contruction set and loose myself in it (and the crowd with me)
This is the most rewarding kind of music making because it can sound 
just as new to me as to the audience so i can totally relate and feel 
what it's doing to the crowd.
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I can manipulate the sound to my imagination like it is linked to my 
thoughts and feelings, it doesn't get better than this!
It has got a very random nature and that's the beauty of it, react on 
every new direction it's flowing, don't be afraid, just do it! the 
crowd is far more forgiving than you may think.
It can be tricky but when mastered it's extremely rewarding.

GRtz. Ronald.
| 11242|11132|2003-08-12 04:13:31|om_audio|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
Sounds great man- I hope to hear some of that soon!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ronald" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
> wrote:

> I can manipulate the sound to my imagination like it is linked to 
my 
> thoughts and feelings, it doesn't get better than this!
> It has got a very random nature and that's the beauty of it, react 
on 
> every new direction it's flowing, don't be afraid, just do it! the 
> crowd is far more forgiving than you may think.
> It can be tricky but when mastered it's extremely rewarding.
> 
> GRtz. Ronald.

| 11243|11243|2003-08-12 04:14:02|om_audio|Song mode voice changes|
Been working in Song mode a lot lately for an upcoming gig- when I am 
playing a song and scroll backwards through measures, some tracks- 
usually track 1- changes it's voice- seemingly at random times- no I 
am not backing up past PC changes or anything- anyone else notice 
this?

Om
| 11244|11243|2003-08-12 04:30:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Song mode voice changes|
On Tuesday 12 August 2003 12:14, om_audio wrote:

> Been working in Song mode a lot lately for an upcoming
> gig- when I am playing a song and scroll backwards
> through measures, some tracks- usually track 1- changes
> it's voice- seemingly at random times- no I am not
> backing up past PC changes or anything- anyone else
> notice this?

Switch off Event Change (Util System 3/4) and try again.

- Robert
| 11245|11243|2003-08-12 04:48:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Song mode voice changes|
On Tuesday 12 August 2003 12:30, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Switch off Event Change (Util System 3/4) and try again.

Make that *Chase*, not 'Change'. ;)
| 11246|11129|2003-08-12 05:42:27|a_lepusa|Re: Web sites that talk about song structure?....|

> I 
> > havent really seen anything about putting together a song. I can 
> make 
> > good loops and beats, play tight bass lines, and get good vocals 
> and 
> > samples, but when it comes to arranging all these elements to 

make 

> a 
> > smooth flowing song, my skills are lacking. Any tips?

yep, try this one:
http://www.tweakheadz.com/recipes.html
| 11247|11243|2003-08-12 05:53:29|om_audio|Re: Song mode voice changes|
Thanks Robert- it was set to "off" - it seems though that there was a 
PC change- just further into the Song than I realised- I placed a PC 
changeimmediatly before this last one so as I scrolled back it would 
read the PC but it seems the RS does not recognize PC messages when 
passing them in reverse- is this correct?
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Thanks- 

Om

PS- It was suggested I do a "normalize play fx" on the track as some 
PC changes, midi ply fx, etc. do not show up in the edit screen in 
song mode for some reason- I am not sure if doing this exposed the PC 
message I missed before. Below is what another user said on the 
subject:

in song mode there are a number of 'strange' or unsettling features 
implemented. 
You should first note that when you REC such things as PLAY FX, MIDI 
DELAY,etc, they do not appear in the MIDI tracks, not unless you have 
made a NORMALIZE TRACK job. 
Same with voice changes, groove data and everything. 
This means that sometimes stuff is recorded and you don't even notice 
it.... 

So my guess would be that in that particular song you may have 
scrolled through the MIXER screen in REC mode and accidentally 
recorded a PC event, that WILL NOT SHOW in the midi data in EDIT 
mode. 
So do a NORMALIZE TRACK job on TRACK 1 and check out whnat exactly is 
written in that track.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 12 August 2003 12:30, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Switch off Event Change (Util System 3/4) and try again.
> 
> Make that *Chase*, not 'Change'. ;)

| 11248|11132|2003-08-12 06:26:23|Ronald|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> Sounds great man- I hope to hear some of that soon!
> 
> Om
> 

I will post new demolinks within a week or two.
Maybe - if recorded - some from the actual set on Saturday.

GRtz. Ronald.
| 11249|11132|2003-08-12 11:20:30|wildemar|Re: ATTN all users ( rs7k for LIVE )|
Am Tue, 12 Aug 2003 01:46:01 -0000 hat om_audio <clifsound@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> There *are* bpm based delays-just none in the *master* effects section 
> which is different from the send effects section-also the Master efects 
> delays can only display delay times in ms which is only good if you can 
> do the math really fast in your head to convert a bpm into ms for setting 
> the delay!
>

You could make an Excel table (and print it :-P) displaying bpm/ms 
relations (in steps of 1 bpm perhaps).
Then you were able to easily set your delay close to your curent tempo.
And keep in mind that slightly off delays often sound a lot more 
interesting.
| 11250|11250|2003-08-12 12:35:23|Andrew Leonard|An unsettling little bug.|
So I'm plugging away under v1.2, and I finally finish the first section of a 
style. I've got a section on A and one on C. During playback, I press onto 
C, boom, I'm there no problems.

Then I press back to A.

Everything goes wonky. It sounded as if my RS was caught in a constant 
stutter on the first beat of the bar, not in any sort of tempo, just trying 
to cough past it... my LEDs looked like a Christmas tree, and all I could 
think about was losing saved data. I hopelessly reached for the stop 
button, thinking this glitch was beyond repair... after pressing it, smooth 
sailing.
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Saved, powered off, powered up again. Loaded the same style. Same glitch.

Set all my phrases to 16 measures, thinking short phrase lengths could for 
some reason be doing this. No luck.

Started filling up an empty section one by one with the phrases from my 
deviant section. After I got to track 15, booya. Same glitch.

Anyway. Finally figured a work around by changing Pattern Quantize from 
1/16 to 1/4. Seems as if the RS didn't like the short quantize time between 
my patterns.

Hope this helps anyone that might come across the same thing.

Andrew -//-- Dodeca :: Phoenix Loop

_________________________________________________________________
Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11251|11227|2003-08-12 15:36:24|spark dogg|Re: wavelab question|
I am using wavelab4..but also am using soundforge 6.0....and of the two...
i believe you can do all that you are trying to do with soundforge.....better program less complicated.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11252|11252|2003-08-12 21:37:07|dreamchimney|the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
this to me is the real question for this group: 

what is the reason for having the rs7000 over the mpc 2000?

from what i know from the mpc, its better in nearly every catagory.
sound quality, wav editing, recording on the fly, faster exporting, 
to name some that i know of without using the mpc at all...

is it the built in lfo and effects of the rs7k ?

thanks for your input
ryan
| 11253|11252|2003-08-12 22:37:08|wasted/su700fan|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|

>
>this to me is the real question for this group: 
>
>what is the reason for having the rs7000 over the mpc 2000?
>
>from what i know from the mpc, its better in nearly every catagory.
>sound quality, wav editing, recording on the fly, faster exporting, 
>to name some that i know of without using the mpc at all...
>
>is it the built in lfo and effects of the rs7k ?
>
>thanks for your input
>ryan 

Sounds almost like flamebait to me coming into an RS7k Group and 
spouting these "FACTS". :D

Here's the Specs for the MPC2000XL:
http://www.akaipro.com/global/mpc2k/mpcxlfs.html (click on 
SPECIFICATIONS link to left)

Here's the Specs for the RS7k:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/spec1.html

Compare & contrast & see what fits your needs.

FWIW, the RS7k has the MPC2000 beat in several categories.
1. MPC came out in 1997, RS7k in 2001, so newer features (i.e. ISS, Loop 
Remix on RS7k, Grid Groove, etc.)
2. MPC only has a max of 32MB RAM expansion, the RS7k has 64MB RAM 
expansion (stupid on MPC's part since they both use 72 pin SIMMS from 
the 486/early Pentium era.)
3. RS7k has a built-in TG with over 1000 sounds, whereas the MPC is 
strictly a sampler/drummachine that uses your samples.
4. Polyphony: RS7k's sequencer has 64 note polyphony and the TG has 62 
note polyphony. The MPC2000 only has 32 note polyphony,
5. The Timing Resolution of the MPC2000 is ONLY 96 PPQN (supposed 
industry standard). Hahaha. The RM1x/RS7k's Resolution is 480 PPQN. 5x 
more detailed.
6. Effects built into RS7k, you have to PURCHASE an expansion board for 
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effects for the MPC2000.

Need I go on?

Sure the MPC has the RS7k beat in several areas:
1. 300,000 note sequencer capability versus the RS7k's only 200,000 note 
capability.
2. The MPC2000 has 16 velocity sensitive pads, whereas the RS7k only has 
2.
3. MPC2000 has 2 MIDI INs & 2 MIDI OUTs, whereas the RS7k only has 1 
MIDI IN & 2 MIDI Outs.
4. MPC2000 can sequence 32 tracks, the RS7k 16 tracks.
5. MPC2000 has more name-brand recognition since it has been around 
longer and more hip-hop, rap, & R&B "artists" use it.

Regarding your claims:
Sound quality is the same spec-wise, with both machines having 44.1Khz, 
16bit sampling. Any other claims of quality is purely subjective.
Faster exporting: you're probably right if you mean via SCSI, since 
Yamaha is notoriously known for slow SCSI on it's devices. But the SCSI 
on the RS7k is MUCH faster than it was on the SU700/A3k samplers. Not 
as fast as Akai/Emu samplers, but certainly not a slug anymore.

Different machines for different working styles I say. But I wouldn't 
just buy into Akai's hype "just because" so many "famous" stars use it. 
Doesn't make the gear better or worse because there's name recognition.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11254|11227|2003-08-13 00:39:49|jesse_medway|Re: wavelab question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, spark dogg wrote:

> 
> 
> I am using wavelab4..but also am using soundforge 6.0....and of the 

two...

> i believe you can do all that you are trying to do with 

soundforge.....better program less complicated.

> 
> 

soundforge has multitrack editing? Realtime plugins?

wabelab is way more powerful and flexible in my opinion
and isnt that hard to grasp, although SF is quicker at first to learn 
but only because it lacks a lot of pwoer that wavelab has.

like i said a quick message on the steinberg.net wavelab forum and Im 
sure Pg the programmer will let you know how ot acomplish what you 
want.
| 11255|11252|2003-08-13 02:32:23|okoyemaya|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
I am disappointed with RS for hundreds of reasons, MPC is definitely 
in its simplicity/ clarity of design much better for professionals, 
it prooved. There are more pluses on RS side too but there is one 
that makes me stuck with it, for it is the best. TIMING ! If RS is 
Huyundai and AKAI Porsche well, to me is Porsche with one wheel 
missing. BTW it does not surprise me that MPC is most popular with 
non musicians, they make the urban legends of MPC groove, kind of 
random quantising function for those who "do not exactly know what 
they are doeing". For me that is the fundament of Sequenzer so if 
there rest is not so perfect I just live with it. So for somebody who 
does not care so much about timing, or does not have much idea, MPC 
may be fine choice.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> >
> >this to me is the real question for this group: 
> >
> >what is the reason for having the rs7000 over the mpc 2000?
> >
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> >from what i know from the mpc, its better in nearly every catagory.
> >sound quality, wav editing, recording on the fly, faster 

exporting, 

> >to name some that i know of without using the mpc at all...
> >
> >is it the built in lfo and effects of the rs7k ?
> >
> >thanks for your input
> >ryan 
> 
> Sounds almost like flamebait to me coming into an RS7k Group and 
> spouting these "FACTS". :D
> 
> Here's the Specs for the MPC2000XL:
> http://www.akaipro.com/global/mpc2k/mpcxlfs.html (click on 
> SPECIFICATIONS link to left)
> 
> Here's the Specs for the RS7k:
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/spec1.html
> 
> Compare & contrast & see what fits your needs.
> 
> FWIW, the RS7k has the MPC2000 beat in several categories.
> 1. MPC came out in 1997, RS7k in 2001, so newer features (i.e. ISS, 

Loop 

> Remix on RS7k, Grid Groove, etc.)
> 2. MPC only has a max of 32MB RAM expansion, the RS7k has 64MB RAM 
> expansion (stupid on MPC's part since they both use 72 pin SIMMS 

from 

> the 486/early Pentium era.)
> 3. RS7k has a built-in TG with over 1000 sounds, whereas the MPC is 
> strictly a sampler/drummachine that uses your samples.
> 4. Polyphony: RS7k's sequencer has 64 note polyphony and the TG has 

62 

> note polyphony. The MPC2000 only has 32 note polyphony,
> 5. The Timing Resolution of the MPC2000 is ONLY 96 PPQN (supposed 
> industry standard). Hahaha. The RM1x/RS7k's Resolution is 480 

PPQN. 5x 

> more detailed.
> 6. Effects built into RS7k, you have to PURCHASE an expansion board 

for 

> effects for the MPC2000.
> 
> Need I go on?
> 
> Sure the MPC has the RS7k beat in several areas:
> 1. 300,000 note sequencer capability versus the RS7k's only 200,000 

note 

> capability.
> 2. The MPC2000 has 16 velocity sensitive pads, whereas the RS7k 

only has 

> 2.
> 3. MPC2000 has 2 MIDI INs & 2 MIDI OUTs, whereas the RS7k only has 

1 

> MIDI IN & 2 MIDI Outs.
> 4. MPC2000 can sequence 32 tracks, the RS7k 16 tracks.
> 5. MPC2000 has more name-brand recognition since it has been around 
> longer and more hip-hop, rap, & R&B "artists" use it.
> 
> Regarding your claims:
> Sound quality is the same spec-wise, with both machines having 

44.1Khz, 
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> 16bit sampling. Any other claims of quality is purely subjective.
> Faster exporting: you're probably right if you mean via SCSI, since 
> Yamaha is notoriously known for slow SCSI on it's devices. But the 

SCSI 

> on the RS7k is MUCH faster than it was on the SU700/A3k samplers. 

Not 

> as fast as Akai/Emu samplers, but certainly not a slug anymore.
> 
> Different machines for different working styles I say. But I 

wouldn't 

> just buy into Akai's hype "just because" so many "famous" stars use 

it. 

> Doesn't make the gear better or worse because there's name 

recognition.

> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

| 11256|11252|2003-08-13 06:09:45|wildemar|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Am Wed, 13 Aug 2003 08:32:21 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> So for somebody who does not care so much about timing, or does not have 
> much idea, MPC may be fine choice.
> Okoyem

Outch! Thats a heavy hit, dont you think?
You're rude, dude.

OTOH, I dont use the MPC, so I dont care ;-)

Wildemar
| 11257|11252|2003-08-13 06:36:54|Quest Pond|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Well it good to see an Akai developer on this list getting hot and bothered about the RS7000. Please get back to work and build a better machine so we can buy that
instead.

Quest
----Original Message-----
From: okoyemaya [mailto:okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in]
Sent: 13 August 2003 9:32 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000

I am disappointed with RS for hundreds of reasons, MPC is definitely 
in its simplicity/ clarity of design much better for professionals, 
it prooved. There are more pluses on RS side too but there is one 
that makes me stuck with it, for it is the best. TIMING ! If RS is 
Huyundai and AKAI Porsche well, to me is Porsche with one wheel 
missing. BTW it does not surprise me that MPC is most popular with 
non musicians, they make the urban legends of MPC groove, kind of 
random quantising function for those who "do not exactly know what 
they are doeing". For me that is the fundament of Sequenzer so if 
there rest is not so perfect I just live with it. So for somebody who 
does not care so much about timing, or does not have much idea, MPC 
may be fine choice.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> >
> >this to me is the real question for this group: 
> >
> >what is the reason for having the rs7000 over the mpc 2000?
> >
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> >from what i know from the mpc, its better in nearly every catagory.
> >sound quality, wav editing, recording on the fly, faster 

exporting, 

> >to name some that i know of without using the mpc at all...
> >
> >is it the built in lfo and effects of the rs7k ?
> >
> >thanks for your input
> >ryan 
> 
> Sounds almost like flamebait to me coming into an RS7k Group and 
> spouting these "FACTS". :D
> 
> Here's the Specs for the MPC2000XL:
> http://www.akaipro.com/global/mpc2k/mpcxlfs.html (click on 
> SPECIFICATIONS link to left)
> 
> Here's the Specs for the RS7k:
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/spec1.html
> 
> Compare & contrast & see what fits your needs.
> 
> FWIW, the RS7k has the MPC2000 beat in several categories.
> 1. MPC came out in 1997, RS7k in 2001, so newer features (i.e. ISS, 

Loop 

> Remix on RS7k, Grid Groove, etc.)
> 2. MPC only has a max of 32MB RAM expansion, the RS7k has 64MB RAM 
> expansion (stupid on MPC's part since they both use 72 pin SIMMS 

from 

> the 486/early Pentium era.)
> 3. RS7k has a built-in TG with over 1000 sounds, whereas the MPC is 
> strictly a sampler/drummachine that uses your samples.
> 4. Polyphony: RS7k's sequencer has 64 note polyphony and the TG has 

62 

> note polyphony. The MPC2000 only has 32 note polyphony,
> 5. The Timing Resolution of the MPC2000 is ONLY 96 PPQN (supposed 
> industry standard). Hahaha. The RM1x/RS7k's Resolution is 480 

PPQN. 5x 

> more detailed.
> 6. Effects built into RS7k, you have to PURCHASE an expansion board 

for 

> effects for the MPC2000.
> 
> Need I go on?
> 
> Sure the MPC has the RS7k beat in several areas:
> 1. 300,000 note sequencer capability versus the RS7k's only 200,000 

note 

> capability.
> 2. The MPC2000 has 16 velocity sensitive pads, whereas the RS7k 

only has 

> 2.
> 3. MPC2000 has 2 MIDI INs & 2 MIDI OUTs, whereas the RS7k only has 

1 

> MIDI IN & 2 MIDI Outs.
> 4. MPC2000 can sequence 32 tracks, the RS7k 16 tracks.
> 5. MPC2000 has more name-brand recognition since it has been around 
> longer and more hip-hop, rap, & R&B "artists" use it.
> 
> Regarding your claims:
> Sound quality is the same spec-wise, with both machines having 

44.1Khz, 

http://www.akaipro.com/global/mpc2k/mpcxlfs.html
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/rs7000/spec1.html


> 16bit sampling. Any other claims of quality is purely subjective.
> Faster exporting: you're probably right if you mean via SCSI, since 
> Yamaha is notoriously known for slow SCSI on it's devices. But the 

SCSI 

> on the RS7k is MUCH faster than it was on the SU700/A3k samplers. 

Not 

> as fast as Akai/Emu samplers, but certainly not a slug anymore.
> 
> Different machines for different working styles I say. But I 

wouldn't 

> just buy into Akai's hype "just because" so many "famous" stars use 

it. 

> Doesn't make the gear better or worse because there's name 

recognition.

> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11258|11252|2003-08-13 10:48:53|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
the whole mpc vs. RS7K thang is really a moot point if you ask ME.. look, if you just need a good solid sequencer and drum sampler, mpc can't be beat..ESPECIALLY if
you into drum loops.. the whole bpm finder thang on the MPC is just TOO handy.. (it would be a welcome addition to a new RS7K OS btw..) If you need a machine that
you can do more or less everythang with, then you need to roll with the RS. i used just an MPC for lotta years, and i love it, but it is SADLY lacking in many departments,
i.e. filters, warmth of sample engine, no "keyboard", etc. obviously there are workarounds but it is a difficult machine to do complete songs on. not IMPOSSIBLE
(witness DJ Shadow), but difficult. the RS7K may have its shortcomings, but come on.. as boxes go, is there anything tighter? i think not. it does it all, and the
workarounds make the ideas flow. i own both machines, and its MPC for drums, RS for everything else, including the sequencer..

as an aside, i sure would like to see an RS job that allowed you to cut a pattern in two and then swap the parts.. you know? like A -> AB -> BA.. that would be fresh..

if you wanna hear the RS7000 do hip hop: 

koolaceha.com

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11259|11252|2003-08-13 10:49:02|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Why does the RS keep getting compared to an MPC? The sampler on the RS is a 
bonus, don't even need it to be an awesomer machine than MPC! Not even a 
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close race in my mind. Like comparing a helicopter with wheels to a car.

In a message dated 8/12/2003 9:38:43 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
dreamchimney@yahoo.com writes:

> this to me is the real question for this group: 
> 
> what is the reason for having the rs7000 over the mpc 2000?
> 
> from what i know from the mpc, its better in nearly every catagory.
> sound quality, wav editing, recording on the fly, faster exporting, 
> to name some that i know of without using the mpc at all...
> 
> is it the built in lfo and effects of the rs7k ?
> 
> thanks for your input
> ryan 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11260|11250|2003-08-13 10:49:09|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: An unsettling little bug.|
Sounds sort of like midi lag. Too much data passing through one spot 
somewhere, bottleneck. I've not ran across this on the RS yet, but other gear I have 
lots of times. "wonky" technical term heh, anyway sometimes have to locate 
the extra data, usually like too many overlaping lpo&lpf events. Sometimes no 
luck finding it, pattern wasted.

Zam

In a message dated 8/12/2003 12:37:28 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
aphex99@hotmail.com writes:

> Everything goes wonky. It sounded as if my RS was caught in a constant 
> stutter on the first beat of the bar, not in any sort of tempo, just trying 
> to cough past it... my LEDs looked like a Christmas tree, and all I could 
> think about was losing saved data. I hopelessly reached for the stop 
> button, thinking this glitch was beyond repair... after pressing it, smooth 
> 
> sailing.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11261|11261|2003-08-13 10:49:22|jesse_medway|Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Hi,

I read a lot about how the built in sounds were thin in comparison to 
the Emu command stations. Today I just used a bass and some sound 
effect/pad sound in a new track that needed a few extra parts. I can 
say that the Yamaha sounds seem to blend in and fit in my mix much 
better than the Emu stuff. Emu sounds to me were alway muffled and 
wooly sounding. Yes the RS is maybe somewhat thinner but that 
actually translates to tighter sounds that cut through better in a 
mix. I was really impressed with how well the bass sound sat, the 
Emu ones were always too fluffy. Sure the RS can't be edited as well 
but to me the overall freq spectrum produced by this machine is more 
useful to me.

Of course this is all subjective but I just wanted to add my 0.02 
after reading so many negative posts on the RS sound quality.

Jesse
| 11262|11252|2003-08-13 10:54:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
On Wednesday 13 August 2003 14:23, ace maddwest wrote:

> as an aside, i sure would like to see an RS job that
> allowed you to cut a pattern in two and then swap the
> parts.. you know? like A -> AB -> BA.. that would be
> fresh..

Err, Loop remix?

- Robert
| 11263|11252|2003-08-13 13:57:15|okoyemaya|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|

mailto:dreamchimney@yahoo.com
mailto:aphex99@hotmail.com


So Rs takes care of the timing ? This way what i mentioned as a MPC 
problem ( resolution) does not apply ? Sounds interesting to me- MPC 
for all drums and percussion, RS for the rest so more tracks isn`t 
it ? Might be good solution for me. BTW I do not put down MPC, far 
from it, after all it is almost "vintage" technology, can`t expect 
todays wonders, but it works, no doubt.
MY first question is not rethoric, I would love to get it answered ( 
then surf my way to Ebay perhaps)
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> the whole mpc vs. RS7K thang is really a moot point if you ask ME.. 
look, if you just need a good solid sequencer and drum sampler, mpc 
can't be beat..ESPECIALLY if you into drum loops.. the whole bpm 
finder thang on the MPC is just TOO handy.. (it would be a welcome 
addition to a new RS7K OS btw..) If you need a machine that you can 
do more or less everythang with, then you need to roll with the RS. i 
used just an MPC for lotta years, and i love it, but it is SADLY 
lacking in many departments, i.e. filters, warmth of sample engine, 
no "keyboard", etc. obviously there are workarounds but it is a 
difficult machine to do complete songs on. not IMPOSSIBLE (witness DJ 
Shadow), but difficult. the RS7K may have its shortcomings, but come 
on.. as boxes go, is there anything tighter? i think not. it does it 
all, and the workarounds make the ideas flow. i own both machines, 
and its MPC for drums, RS for everything else, including the 
sequencer..
> 
> as an aside, i sure would like to see an RS job that allowed you to 
cut a pattern in two and then swap the parts.. you know? like A -> 
AB -> BA.. that would be fresh..
> 
> if you wanna hear the RS7000 do hip hop: 
> 
> koolaceha.com
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11264|11252|2003-08-13 14:55:58|wildemar|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Am Wed, 13 Aug 2003 18:55:36 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> On Wednesday 13 August 2003 14:23, ace maddwest wrote:
>> as an aside, i sure would like to see an RS job that
>> allowed you to cut a pattern in two and then swap the
>> parts.. you know? like A -> AB -> BA.. that would be
>> fresh..
>
> Err, Loop remix?
>
> - Robert
>

Er, split Pattern Job?

Wildemar
| 11265|11265|2003-08-13 15:26:28|jesse_medway|How hard is it to find the AIEB2 board?|
I noticed that everyone who sells this lists it as a special order.
Has anyone had luck buying one recently and how long does it take for 
them to come in?
| 11266|11261|2003-08-13 15:26:38|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Unfortunately, most of the kids on this forum are not familiar with the 
words "in the mix".
Th bigger sonic picture ad creativty is the most important thing, i believe. 
It is not just one sound here or the other, but, the overall machine 
(rs7000) is incredible.

>From: "jesse_medway" <medway808@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Comment on RS7k's soundset
>Date: Wed, 13 Aug 2003 16:00:58 -0000
>
>Hi,
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:robnet@wxs.nl
mailto:medway808@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>I read a lot about how the built in sounds were thin in comparison to
>the Emu command stations. Today I just used a bass and some sound
>effect/pad sound in a new track that needed a few extra parts. I can
>say that the Yamaha sounds seem to blend in and fit in my mix much
>better than the Emu stuff. Emu sounds to me were alway muffled and
>wooly sounding. Yes the RS is maybe somewhat thinner but that
>actually translates to tighter sounds that cut through better in a
>mix. I was really impressed with how well the bass sound sat, the
>Emu ones were always too fluffy. Sure the RS can't be edited as well
>but to me the overall freq spectrum produced by this machine is more
>useful to me.
>
>Of course this is all subjective but I just wanted to add my 0.02
>after reading so many negative posts on the RS sound quality.
>
>Jesse
>

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11267|11250|2003-08-13 21:32:24|Kieran Coulter|Re: An unsettling little bug.|
Hey i didn't know you were on the list! Man i'm not too pleased to hear about that problem, did you ever get it under the old OS? now i'm afraid to upgrade mine!!! I
quantize alot of my rhythm tracks to the 16th note...

Kieran

>Message: 2
> Date: Tue, 12 Aug 2003 18:35:22 +0000
> From: "Andrew Leonard" <aphex99@hotmail.com>
>Subject: An unsettling little bug.
>
>
>So I'm plugging away under v1.2, and I finally finish the first section of a 
>style. I've got a section on A and one on C. During playback, I press onto 
>C, boom, I'm there no problems.
>
>Then I press back to A.
>
>Everything goes wonky. It sounded as if my RS was caught in a constant 
>stutter on the first beat of the bar, not in any sort of tempo, just trying 
>to cough past it... my LEDs looked like a Christmas tree, and all I could 
>think about was losing saved data. I hopelessly reached for the stop 
>button, thinking this glitch was beyond repair... after pressing it, smooth 
>sailing.
>
>Saved, powered off, powered up again. Loaded the same style. Same glitch.
>
>Set all my phrases to 16 measures, thinking short phrase lengths could for 
>some reason be doing this. No luck.
>
>Started filling up an empty section one by one with the phrases from my 
>deviant section. After I got to track 15, booya. Same glitch.
>
>Anyway. Finally figured a work around by changing Pattern Quantize from 
>1/16 to 1/4. Seems as if the RS didn't like the short quantize time between 
>my patterns.
>
>Hope this helps anyone that might come across the same thing.
>
>Andrew -//-- Dodeca :: Phoenix Loop
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
>http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

_____________________________________________________________
goatrance.net - psychedelic trance and free e-mail service : http://goatrance.net
| 11268|11261|2003-08-13 23:06:17|dopamine|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with great hardware.

The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....

Matt.

At 02:41 PM 13/08/2003 -0400, you wrote:

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
mailto:aphex99@hotmail.com
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
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>Unfortunately, most of the kids on this forum are not familiar with the
>words "in the mix".
>Th bigger sonic picture ad creativty is the most important thing, i believe.
> It is not just one sound here or the other, but, the overall machine
>(rs7000) is incredible.
>
> >From: "jesse_medway" <medway808@hotmail.com>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Comment on RS7k's soundset
> >Date: Wed, 13 Aug 2003 16:00:58 -0000
> >
> >Hi,
> >
> >I read a lot about how the built in sounds were thin in comparison to
> >the Emu command stations. Today I just used a bass and some sound
> >effect/pad sound in a new track that needed a few extra parts. I can
> >say that the Yamaha sounds seem to blend in and fit in my mix much
> >better than the Emu stuff. Emu sounds to me were alway muffled and
> >wooly sounding. Yes the RS is maybe somewhat thinner but that
> >actually translates to tighter sounds that cut through better in a
> >mix. I was really impressed with how well the bass sound sat, the
> >Emu ones were always too fluffy. Sure the RS can't be edited as well
> >but to me the overall freq spectrum produced by this machine is more
> >useful to me.
> >
> >Of course this is all subjective but I just wanted to add my 0.02
> >after reading so many negative posts on the RS sound quality.
> >
> >Jesse
> >
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE*
><http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail>http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
>
>
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bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>8cf6e.jpg
>8cfd2.jpg
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11269|11252|2003-08-14 00:40:09|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
i mean cut a PHRASE in half and then exchange their POSITIONS. NOT a pattern

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11270|11252|2003-08-14 00:40:16|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
i meant phrase not pattern

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11271|11252|2003-08-14 00:40:17|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
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right, the rs does the sequencing.. and yet i can use the sample calculator on the MPC to match the loops..

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11272|11252|2003-08-14 00:59:04|dopamine|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Do you have any idea what you are talking about?

Matt

At 10:14 PM 13/08/2003 -0700, you wrote:

>i mean cut a PHRASE in half and then exchange their POSITIONS. NOT a pattern
>
>
>---------------------------------
>Do you Yahoo!?
>Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
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bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>6e3362.jpg
>6e3417.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11273|11252|2003-08-14 02:02:48|wildemar|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Am Wed, 13 Aug 2003 22:14:16 -0700 (PDT) hat ace maddwest 
<aceha1@yahoo.com> geschrieben:

> i mean cut a PHRASE in half and then exchange their POSITIONS. NOT a 
> pattern
>

Ok, I see.

How about Split Phrase, then Append Phrase?

Yeah, not the same, I know. ;-)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11274|11274|2003-08-14 02:13:27|wildemar|Watch the tone please.|
Maybe I'm too early ringing the bells here, but I feel the tone of 
discussion here is getting a little ... shall I say, unfriendly.

Not going to make a big deal out of this, just do me/us the favor, ok?

Wildemar
| 11275|11274|2003-08-14 02:25:59|dopamine|Re: Watch the tone please.|
But i'm in such an argumentative mood! ;-P

Spoil sport!

Matt

At 10:12 AM 14/08/2003 +0200, you wrote:
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>Maybe I'm too early ringing the bells here, but I feel the tone of
>discussion here is getting a little ... shall I say, unfriendly.
>
>Not going to make a big deal out of this, just do me/us the favor, ok?
>
>Wildemar

| 11277|11261|2003-08-14 03:56:01|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with 

great hardware.

> 
> The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> 
> Matt.

have been removed]

Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the big 
name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual 
whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but 
I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some nice 
outboard effects/eq etc...

I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is 
plenty to work with there if you know how.
| 11278|11261|2003-08-14 04:37:32|okoyemaya|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but it is 
possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional 
without using any external modules ( I did it beating producers with 
sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter sounds for 
more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more time. 
Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even Nordlead or 
Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even better 
in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana will 
sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20 000 PRS 
Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be 
better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may be able 
to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with 
> great hardware.
> > 
> > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > 
> > Matt.
> have been removed]
> 
> Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the 
big 
> name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual 
> whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but 
> I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some 
nice 
> outboard effects/eq etc...
> 
> I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is 
> plenty to work with there if you know how.

| 11279|11261|2003-08-14 05:08:14|dopamine|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good for you.

Matt.

At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
>great hardware.
> >
> > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> >
> > Matt.
>have been removed]
>
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>Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the big
>name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
>whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but
>I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some nice
>outboard effects/eq etc...
>
>I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is
>plenty to work with there if you know how.
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11280|11261|2003-08-14 05:08:35|dopamine|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand up for the 
sounds on the RS?

I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)

Matt

At 10:37 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but it is
>possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional
>without using any external modules ( I did it beating producers with
>sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter sounds for
>more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more time.
>Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even Nordlead or
>Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
>I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even better
>in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana will
>sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20 000 PRS
>Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be
>better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may be able
>to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
> > great hardware.
> > >
> > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > >
> > > Matt.
> > have been removed]
> >
> > Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the
>big
> > name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> > whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but
> > I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some
>nice
> > outboard effects/eq etc...
> >
> > I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is
> > plenty to work with there if you know how.
>
>
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11281|11261|2003-08-14 07:38:32|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
hey come on, anyone with a bit of an experience can judge the sound of a
machine within a week. besides, i think jesse knows what he's talking
about....

-----Original Message-----
From: dopamine [mailto:matty@djdopamine.com] 
Sent: 14 August 2003 12:21
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset

You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good for you.

Matt.

At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
>great hardware.
> >
> > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> >
> > Matt.
>have been removed]
>
>Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the big
>name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
>whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but
>I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some nice
>outboard effects/eq etc...
>
>I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is
>plenty to work with there if you know how.
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11282|11261|2003-08-14 08:30:43|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but it is 
> possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional 
> without using any external modules ( I did it beating producers 

with 

> sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter sounds 

for 

I would never try to make a whole track with just the rs sounds. But 
I wouldn't used any rompler based synth for that. I only use these 
types of sounds for embellishments and for that thr s seem to be just 
fine. Oh and the basses seem to sound nice when tweaked too and 
although I do have better sources for basses I can se myself using 
the rs's now and then.

Jesse
| 11283|11261|2003-08-14 08:31:05|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good 

for you.

> 
> Matt.

Why the snotty response? Can't deal with someone disagreeing with 
you on something thats purely subjective anyways?

How long do I need to have the RS to know that the sounds worked in 
my mix? Anyone who has been doing music long enough and good at it 
should have an ear developed well enough to instantly know how the 
sound of a particular unit will fit with their musicial needs. I 
heard it right away with the Emu as well, but in that case it was a 
negative opinio, in the RS's case it was the sound I had been looking 
for.

Jesse
| 11284|11261|2003-08-14 08:31:06|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand up 

for the 

> sounds on the RS?
> 
> I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)
> 
> Matt

I see so if Matt doesn't think a particular peice sounds good then 
anyone who does must be deaf?

You fail to understand the context of someone opinion regarding these 
sounds. How they are processed and what role they play makes a big 
differnce in how someone perceives their worth. 

Mixing 101 says that sounds should all complement each other for the 
greater good of the mix itself. The sound of the RS occupies a 
certain range of frequencies that happen to compliment the other 
pieces of gear I use therefor it sounds good in the mix, my mix.

I tried using Roalnd gear and it didnt sound so hot for my sound but 
I wouldn't blame someone else for using one if it suits them.

Jesse
| 11285|11261|2003-08-14 08:33:35|okoyemaya|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
"it is a matter of taste- said monkey biting a piece of soap" as they 
say in Germany ( free translation). MC909 is a flop of the decade, 
its sounds are useless unless somebody likes kitsch (audio and 
visual). In this department RS does not match Virus or Clavia but 
with some skills and work can bring excellent results, it is not just 
my experience but I heard lots of good tracks done with it by members 
of this and other RS forums. Your liking of Roland is your problem 
not mine, thank you for kind advice to visit a doctor. 
What can I advise you ? Perhaps to learn an instrument, study 
harmony, though electronic it is still music, no pc will replace 
trained musical ear, I have impression that focusing on the technical 
side you may miss the essential. A week might be more for Jess then a 
year for you, do not underestimate abilities of others. Do not 
consider it personal attack, just think about it, perhaps something 
is missing, there is always time to learn. Consider that if others 
hear something it is not their fault but ability. 
I found the comment about the "thin sounds" working in the mix very 
interesting, and gave it some thoughts. Stratocaster works better, 
cuts through in production with lots of instruments, sometimes it 
works better to use only trumpets and saxs in brass arragement 
because they cut through better ( dropping the traditional trombones 
altogether). To understand electronic sounds you should know the 
original sources and certain rules and principles.
Live and learn
okoyemaya
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand up 
for the 
> sounds on the RS?
> 
> I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 10:37 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but it is
> >possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional
> >without using any external modules ( I did it beating producers 
with
> >sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter sounds 
for
> >more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more time.
> >Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even Nordlead 
or
> >Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
> >I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even better
> >in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana will
> >sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20 000 
PRS
> >Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be
> >better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may be 
able
> >to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
> >Okoyem
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 
wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
> > > great hardware.
> > > >
> > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > >
> > > > Matt.
> > > have been removed]
> > >
> > > Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the
> >big
> > > name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> > > whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans 
but
> > > I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some
> >nice
> > > outboard effects/eq etc...
> > >
> > > I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen 
there is
> > > plenty to work with there if you know how.
> >
> >
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11286|11286|2003-08-14 08:44:19|Robert van der Kamp|Keep it nice! (moderator)|
Guys,

maybe it's the heat and stuff, but the messages I received 
over the last couple of days are getting more and more 
aggressive. Please respect other opinions!

- Robert
| 11287|11261|2003-08-14 12:15:25|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|

> I found the comment about the "thin sounds" working in the mix very 
> interesting, and gave it some thoughts. Stratocaster works better, 
> cuts through in production with lots of instruments, sometimes it 
> works better to use only trumpets and saxs in brass arragement 
> because they cut through better ( dropping the traditional 

A common mistake for beginners is to solo an instrument and eq and 
process it in isolation. When added together all these "beefed" up 
sounds can severly clash. Ask many mixing enginners and they will 
tell you that a track might sound "Bad" alone but fits perfect in the 
mix, happens all the time.

When it comes to basses on the RS I don't find them thin though, just 
tighter. In contrast the Emu sounds do tend to seem "warmer" (hate 
that word but bear with me) but in the mix they seemed to lack 
something, especially the basses which sounded like mush even with eq 
and compression, the RS needed no such treatment and sounded great. 
I can imagine that for some people they work just fine though (Emu 
sounds). One person's dull and wooly is another ones "warm" and so 
on. roland stuff always had a midrange that although cut through 
just didnt fit well for sound for some reason, although I did give 
them a shot. Korg sounds have fit well. Each major synth 
manufacturer has their own sound spectrum, something I've grown to be 
aware of over the years. That's why I took some offence to Matt's 
statement that I havenever experienced the "better" sounds of other 
hardware, because I have. Hell I teach at a school that has all 
these manufacturers products so I hear it everyday.

I fully agree that the Emu stuff (and perhaps Roland to some extent) 
sounds more lush and full, but considering I do a ton of subtracting 
eq most of that gets carved away anyways, the Yamaha sounds just 
seem "pre" eq'd to my liking, at least from the minimal experience I 
have found so far.

Let it be known that I purchased the MP-7 and the RS for their 
sequencers mainly, the sounds have just been a bonus, so I don't put 
too much stock in them. Maybe someone who is only composing with 
built in sounds might not find them adequate but for me they fit the 
bill just nicely.

Jesse
| 11288|11286|2003-08-14 12:15:38|jesse_medway|Re: Keep it nice! (moderator)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Guys,
> 
> maybe it's the heat and stuff, but the messages I received 
> over the last couple of days are getting more and more 
> aggressive. Please respect other opinions!
> 
> - Robert

Sorry if I flew off the handle, just got out of work and maybe I was 
venting a little. My original post was to praise and add a 
counterpoint to the general opinion that the Yamaha sounds were 
inferior. Didn't think I'd be taking criticism for it on a Yamaha 
list. I think its funny to see someone dogging a product in counter 
to a positive post concerning a piece of hardware on it's own forum. 
I'm all for constructive critism to better further a product but when 
someone is happy and writes about it only to be told that they are 
wrong for feeling that way seems strange. Some people don't seem to 
be able to stand someone else enjoying something that they don't.

Jesse
| 11289|11261|2003-08-14 12:26:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
On Thursday 14 August 2003 19:17, jesse_medway wrote:
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> Let it be known that I purchased the MP-7 and the RS for
> their sequencers mainly, the sounds have just been a
> bonus, so I don't put too much stock in them. Maybe
> someone who is only composing with built in sounds might
> not find them adequate but for me they fit the bill just
> nicely.

Does the MP-7 sequencer allow for looping tracks of unequal 
length, like the RS?

- Robert
| 11290|11252|2003-08-14 12:38:10|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
i feel stupid nitpicking anyway, happy as i am with this
!!!!

ace ha

koolaceha.com

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11291|11261|2003-08-14 16:29:57|wildemar|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Am Thu, 14 Aug 2003 14:33:30 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> "it is a matter of taste-said monkey biting a piece of soap" as they say 
> in Germany
>

We do?

Never heard of it, but I'll try to memorize. Wait, "... matter of taste ... 
monkey ... bites soap bar ..."
Ok, got it.

Now one more German guy saying that ;-)

Wildemar
| 11292|11261|2003-08-15 00:56:52|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Thursday 14 August 2003 19:17, jesse_medway wrote:
> > Let it be known that I purchased the MP-7 and the RS for
> > their sequencers mainly, the sounds have just been a
> > bonus, so I don't put too much stock in them. Maybe
> > someone who is only composing with built in sounds might
> > not find them adequate but for me they fit the bill just
> > nicely.
> 
> Does the MP-7 sequencer allow for looping tracks of unequal 
> length, like the RS?
> 
> - Robert

No. The tracks arent independant data like the phrases in the RS.
| 11293|11261|2003-08-15 01:03:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
On Friday 15 August 2003 08:22, jesse_medway wrote:

> No. The tracks arent independant data like the phrases
> in the RS.

Too bad. I really need at 32 RS-like sequencer tracks, in 
one machine, with individual track lengths, 4 midi outputs. 
In other words: the RS9000. 

I currently know of no machine that does that. The closest 
thing is using two RS units, and using the smartcard to 
exchange info between them (something I can't do with my 
RS/QY700 combo without powering up the computer).

Well, there's one alternative: a silent laptop running Logic 
over my AMT8...
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- Robert
| 11294|11261|2003-08-15 01:06:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
On Friday 15 August 2003 09:04, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Too bad. I really need at 32 RS-like sequencer tracks, in

... need at *least* 32 RS-like tracks...

- Robert (still sleepy)
| 11295|11261|2003-08-15 02:09:22|okoyemaya|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
"Es ist Geschmak Sache hat der aff gesagt und in die Seife gebiessen"
Sorry formy German, please correct the orthography, I love that 
expression, in original it sounds kool, doesnt it "geile Sache"!?.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Thu, 14 Aug 2003 14:33:30 -0000 hat okoyemaya 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > "it is a matter of taste-said monkey biting a piece of soap" as 
they say 
> > in Germany
> >
> We do?
> 
> Never heard of it, but I'll try to memorize. Wait, "... matter of 
taste ... 
> monkey ... bites soap bar ..."
> Ok, got it.
> 
> Now one more German guy saying that ;-)
> 
> Wildemar

| 11296|11261|2003-08-15 02:12:22|okoyemaya|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
RS 9000 or QY 900 ? Any, I am on the future customers list just after 
you.
Okoyem
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 15 August 2003 09:04, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > Too bad. I really need at 32 RS-like sequencer tracks, in
> 
> ... need at *least* 32 RS-like tracks...
> 
> - Robert (still sleepy)

| 11297|11261|2003-08-15 03:50:12|faxorgy|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
The Command Stations do have one thing up there sleeve though Robert.
You get 16 seq/tracks per pattern from 1 to 32 bars in length.
You also get a further 16 linear tracks after chaining patterns 
together.
It does have it's advantages ie: programm drums and bass in pattern 
mode only ,get the structure down then go into song mode and write 
the rest.
Theoretically the end result is pretty much the same.
You also have a form of RPS triggering plus far superior arps section.
The pads do transmit velocity + aftertouch.
Also if you insert a P/C at location 0:000:000 of a sequence the 
program change is only called up on pattern switch and not 
retriggered again on each pattern reloop.
You now with OS2.0 also have a form phrase mixing where tracks from 
other patterns can be called up and flown in live.
Both have there pluses and minuses but I actually feel the Command 
Station has to a greater extent a more user friendly live sequencer.
Calling up new patterns ,the old one plays through till the end ,no 
farting around with quantise to 1 bar and then making sure your next 
section trigger is spot on.
The Six outs and SPDIF as standard aren't to be underestimated and 
the synth engine (personal taste here) is easily as flexible as a 
semi to semi large modular synthesiser.
Not to mention possible 128 meg maximum waverom.
The new PX roms is very nice - far better drums than the RS in my 
humble opinion.
Oh well one mans wooly is another mans warm and musical LMAO ;-).
Glad you like the RS7000 Jesse , I'm starting too like the command 
statio workflow (even with the small screen) alot more which I'd hate 
to admit.
I do agree with the staement about the RS having good ensemble voices 
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though. Isolated they can sound complete and utter poo lol but in a 
mix they can sound dead sweet. Something Yamaha has always had a nack 
for IMHO .
| 11298|11252|2003-08-15 10:45:09|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
woooboy... some rookie asking ME if i know what's up.. yo, bust this.. i think i know what's up, and so do the artists that pay me to create the tracks for them.. thanks for
being concerned though!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11299|11261|2003-08-15 10:45:34|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
I've noticed that it is hard to locate the orchestral voice type sounds and 
stings admists all the Bass & Leads on the RS. The ones that are there, are 
they really worse sounding? I don't think so. I do like Korg & Emu's strings 
and pianos better and there does seem to be a lot more to choose from, but I 
still don't use them often enough to worry that much about it. Industrial D&B 
and creating beats have been my forte, which Rolland's and Yamaha's sound 
engines have always been good for this in my opinion.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11300|11252|2003-08-15 10:51:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
OKAY Kids!

Time out! If you keep punching around here with that tone, i am 
gonna simply remove you from the list. Do you understand me?

Tone it down and be cool and polite. Now ...shake hands.

Tom (the God-moderator of this group, who already banned people for 
less than this...)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> woooboy... some rookie asking ME

| 11301|11261|2003-08-15 11:31:27|wildemar|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
"Es ist Geschmackssache" sagte der Affe und biss in die Seife.

Funny funny. :-D

You come from India ... how come you quote German proverbs?

Are you one of those green card guys we hoped to crop from abroad to lower 
our NSL (national stupidity level)?
;-)

Wildemar

Am Fri, 15 Aug 2003 08:09:20 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> "Es ist Geschmak Sache hat der aff gesagt und in die Seife gebiessen"
> Sorry formy German, please correct the orthography, I love that 
> expression, in original it sounds kool, doesnt it "geile Sache"!?.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Am Thu, 14 Aug 2003 14:33:30 -0000 hat okoyemaya 
>> geschrieben:
>>
>> > "it is a matter of taste-said monkey biting a piece of soap" as
> they say
>> > in Germany
>> >
>> We do?
>>
>> Never heard of it, but I'll try to memorize. Wait, "... matter of
> taste ...
>> monkey ... bites soap bar ..."
>> Ok, got it.
>>
>> Now one more German guy saying that ;-)
>>
>> Wildemar
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| 11302|11302|2003-08-15 13:52:03|Peter Simmons|Smart Media and SCSI|
I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready
which is supposed to mean that the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or any
other problem with Smart Media ?

Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.

Thanks

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11303|11252|2003-08-15 14:03:24|okoyemaya|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Respect please ! You are right Tom but please understand Ace- he 
knows what he is talking about, his comments on the subject 
indicated he is not just bubling kid. Well, to be sure I just 
checked his beats on the website. I do not know who is irritating him 
but I would suggest to this individual first check Ace, then listen 
to own stuff and consider purpose of writing here. There are not all 
that many experienced artists here, I deeply appreciate contributions 
of people like Ace. BTW Ace, if you still on this forum, could you 
say some more about using RS I mean in which tunes ( that are on your 
website) and what. I understand all drums are samples- MPC. If you 
have time to explain a bit. Professional curiosity. Though I am pro 
musician since ages I am new in this electronic world , lots of stuff 
to learn. 
Okoyem
a@y...> wrote:

> OKAY Kids!
> 
> Time out! If you keep punching around here with that tone, i am 
> gonna simply remove you from the list. Do you understand me?
> 
> Tone it down and be cool and polite. Now ...shake hands.
> 
> Tom (the God-moderator of this group, who already banned people for 
> less than this...)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> > woooboy... some rookie asking ME

| 11304|11302|2003-08-15 14:23:40|bilterfucht|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
I bought a scsi Zip drive a couple of months ago, it's 100MB Iomega-
drive. Some people told me that it was rather slow but i don't think 
so. I also had a zip-drive placed into my computer so i could 
exchange samples. Works fine. When you should buy an Iomega Zipdrive 
be sure not ro buy Iomega Zip Plus, that doesn't work.

Ciao,

wIM3,14 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
wrote:

> I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try 

and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells 
me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that 
the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used 
the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or 
any other problem with Smart Media ?

> 
> Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone 

got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.

> 
> Thanks
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11305|11302|2003-08-15 14:58:44|Latif|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
here's a tip when usind a RS smartcard
in conjuction with pc:

to AVOID problems, once a card is formatted in
the RS, do not move,rename,delete or any of 
those procedure's while the card sits in the pc reader/writer
simply use it only for copying from the card to pc
or copying files from the pc to the card.
all other procedures on the card,perform them in the RS.
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sure maybe one time it will work, another time
your card will showup empty, another time it will
'seem' unreadable or locked.
so simply to AVOID these things, do as i described above.
I've been working like that ever since i encountered
the problem, and never had troubles with it again.

there might be an occasion where the card simply after removing it
from the RS and putting it back again, will showup empty.
simply put back the card in the RS, take a close look
at the red track lights as they will hold for a swift moment
then enter the file manager, and the card will showup normal again...
unless it really became faulty... which eventually is the end for a 
smartcard anyway hehehe :-)

Latif

backup your stuff frequently, the moment you take the card out 
of the and stick it into y'r computer, BACKUP the thing, matter
minutes/seconds

;-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
wrote:

> I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try 

and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells 
me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that the 
card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used the 
supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or any 
other problem with Smart Media ?

> 
> Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone got 

any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.

> 
> Thanks
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11306|11306|2003-08-15 15:28:19|bilterfucht|Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
Hello group,

I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and 
playing an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the 
edit screen. On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is 
playing something else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to 
track two without copying the notes and other stuff that were played 
on track one.

Wim
| 11307|2549|2003-08-15 15:31:58|tohibot|RS7000 for sale|
RS7000 loaded with 64 M. for sale.

Your price is mine!

Location: San Francisco (Bay Area)
| 11308|2549|2003-08-15 16:06:00|wildemar|Re: RS7000 for sale|
Am Fri, 15 Aug 2003 21:16:23 -0000 hat tohibot <tohibot@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> RS7000 loaded with 64 M. for sale.
>
> Your price is mine!
>
> Location: San Francisco (Bay Area)
>

Five Bucks!
Ok?

Wildemar
| 11309|11306|2003-08-15 16:09:29|wildemar|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
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Job No 13: Extract Event.

Does just what you want ... if I understood you correctly.

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Fri, 15 Aug 2003 21:28:17 -0000 hat bilterfucht 
<wim_heymans@advalvas.be> geschrieben:

> Hello group,
>
> I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and playing 
> an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the edit screen. 
> On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is playing something 
> else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
> settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to track 
> two without copying the notes and other stuff that were played on track 
> one.
>
> Wim

| 11310|11306|2003-08-15 16:10:18|bernie_macd|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" wrote:

> Hello group,
> 
> I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and 
> playing an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the 
> edit screen. On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is 
> playing something else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
> settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to 
> track two without copying the notes and other stuff that were 

played 

> on track one.
> 
> Wim

no problem 

use the extract event job (pb = pitch bend) and extract to any phrase 
number you require
| 11311|11306|2003-08-15 16:10:24|bernie_macd|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" wrote:

> Hello group,
> 
> I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and 
> playing an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the 
> edit screen. On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is 
> playing something else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
> settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to 
> track two without copying the notes and other stuff that were 

played 

> on track one.
> 
> Wim

Sorry should have said, then assign the extracted phrase to track 2

bernie
| 11312|11306|2003-08-15 16:10:58|Latif|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
use copytrack
copy sequence data and if you want, mixer track/settings.

Delete the unwanted notes in tracker editor in the new userphrase
on track 2
(with filter set to show notes only for easy deleting).

Hit rec once, flip to patt screen voice selector,
select new voice you want to write into the phrase header.
record or program your new sequence...

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" wrote:
> Hello group,
> 
> I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and 
> playing an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the 
> edit screen. On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is 
> playing something else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
> settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to 
> track two without copying the notes and other stuff that were 
played 
> on track one.
> 
> Wim

| 11313|11306|2003-08-15 16:14:00|wildemar|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
Ok, guess I misunderstood :-)
Its late.

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Fri, 15 Aug 2003 22:10:57 -0000 hat Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> use copytrack
> copy sequence data and if you want, mixer track/settings.
>
> Delete the unwanted notes in tracker editor in the new userphrase
> on track 2
> (with filter set to show notes only for easy deleting).
>
> Hit rec once, flip to patt screen voice selector,
> select new voice you want to write into the phrase header.
> record or program your new sequence...
>
> Latif
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" wrote:
>> Hello group,
>>
>> I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and playing 
>> an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the edit screen. 
>> On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is playing something 
>> else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
>> settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to track 
>> two without copying the notes and other stuff that were
> played
>> on track one.
>>
>> Wim
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 11314|11306|2003-08-15 16:52:18|wildemar|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
Am Fri, 15 Aug 2003 21:47:29 -0000 hat bernie_macd <BrnMcdn@aol.com> 
geschrieben:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" wrote:
>> Hello group,
>>
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>> I have a USERphrase 01 on track one that is 4 measures long and playing 
>> an arp. I manually inserted some Pitch Bend-settings in the edit screen. 
>> On track two I want to make a USERphrase 02 that is playing something 
>> else but, i want to use the same Pitch Bend-
>> settings. Is it possible to copy these settings fron track one to track 
>> two without copying the notes and other stuff that were
> played
>> on track one.
>>
>> Wim
>
> no problem
>
> use the extract event job (pb = pitch bend) and extract to any phrase 
> number you require
>

Had the same Idea, but then those PB events are missing in the original 
Phrase ...

I guess Latif had his nose closer to the scent again ... ;-)
| 11315|11261|2003-08-15 23:11:55|dodeca02|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

>"MC909 is a flop of the decade, 
> its sounds are useless unless somebody likes kitsch (audio and 
> visual)." 

Er, sorry man but the synth engine in the MC909 kicks the crap out of 
the RS. Way more editability, expandibility, and layering options in 
that sucker. It'll even treat your samples like native patches, 
allowing full tweaking, editability, and 4 level layering in a single 
patch.

And yeah, the RS sounds do sound thin from time to time. I freakin' 
*LOVE* the sequencer in the RS (damn I wish Roland had the balls to 
copy it in the 909 incarnation of Groove), but I quite often mix in 
tailor made Roland sounds from my MC505 to complement what I often 
find is missing in the RS.

In the end there's no point in arguing about manufacturers. A wise 
musician once told me to pick up gear from three major ones in order 
to get a complete sonic variety of sounds. Yamaha, Roland, and Korg 
are my picks. :)

...

Also, completely OT:

Or check out:
http://www.rolandus.com/products/details.asp?ProdID=MV-
8000&CatID=4&SubCatID=0

That sucker is one helluva step up from the MPC series, and many 
notable hip hop producer has already backed it.

- Andrew -//-- Dodeca :: Phoenix Loop -
| 11316|11252|2003-08-15 23:13:53|dodeca02|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Bah. I know I posted this in another thread, but if all you want is 
modern MPC style sampling without the MPC4000 quirks, this is the new 
Mecca:

http://www.rolandus.com/products/details.asp?ProdID=MV-
8000&CatID=4&SubCatID=0

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> 
> this to me is the real question for this group: 
> 
> what is the reason for having the rs7000 over the mpc 2000?
> 
> from what i know from the mpc, its better in nearly every catagory.
> sound quality, wav editing, recording on the fly, faster exporting, 
> to name some that i know of without using the mpc at all...
> 
> is it the built in lfo and effects of the rs7k ?
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> 
> thanks for your input
> ryan

| 11317|11317|2003-08-15 23:24:02|bernie_macd|filter question|
Hi guys

I just happened to be reading the OS update pdf and noticed that the 
update manual states that LPF12 and LPF6 filters are designed to be 
used in conjunction with highpass filters?. Two filters at the same 
time or over recorded filter movements?

explain please

thanks

bernie
| 11318|11318|2003-08-15 23:24:18|Eric Gigot|RS7000 LOADED with 64M.|
Almost brand new. Your price is mine!

Location: San Francisco bay area.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11319|11306|2003-08-15 23:24:24|bernie_macd|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am Fri, 15 Aug 2003 21:47:29 -0000 hat bernie_macd 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" 

wrote:

> >
> Had the same Idea, but then those PB events are missing in the 

original 

> Phrase ...
> 
> I guess Latif had his nose closer to the scent again ... ;-)

yeh extract should have checked

close but not close enough ha ha
| 11320|11252|2003-08-15 23:24:30|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
actually okey, ALL the songs were done with the RS...minus the drum tracks that is. i generally like to use the mpc for drums (it WAS made for that purpose after all) but
EVERYTHING else is the RS, including the sequencing. i LOVE the filters on the RS, along with all the other sound editing tools. you can turn anything into anything
else with just a little work AND study! the sampling engine isn't the best, nor is it the worst.. perfectly serviceable. the synth sounds are perfect for my personal needs.. i
generally use them for basslines and little melody lines, and use chopped samples for everything else. i love the portability and the cohesiveness of the box. and if you
don't like the patches included, you can always import others into it.. i have worked with a LOT of other gear and the RS has really taken over for me. like i said, an mpc
and an RS and i'm STRAIGHT!! the RS is the closest thing to an all in one box i can think of.. get it and create create create! 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11321|11306|2003-08-15 23:24:38|faxorgy|Re: Other user phrase, other track, same settings|
Yep latif ws right on the money.
As usual ;-) .
Always use copy track or copy phrase and then delete the unwanted 
data and leave the data in the phrase you wan't then reprogram the 
rest (in this case notes).
It's far easier this way to keep all CC's for example common between 
several phrases of have several copies of the same phrase using 
different play effects , CC's etc etc etc ...
Very fast way of getting the results you want also.
| 11322|11322|2003-08-16 01:36:20|okoyemaya|Kick drum|
Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely guarded 
secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in 
existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like the 
Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not their 
fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds) and the 
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richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the name 
of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was 2Pac. 

So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling, finding, 
extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real 
percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call 
it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). BTW 
already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal sound is 
easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I must ad 
that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for simple 
reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to use 
it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s talk 
about kicks baby"
Okoyem
| 11323|11322|2003-08-16 03:47:03|trapstate|Re: Kick drum|

> So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling, finding, 
> extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real 
> percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call 
> it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). BTW 
> already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal sound 

is 

> easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I must 

ad 

> that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for 

simple 

> reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to use 
> it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s talk 
> about kicks baby"
> Okoyem

Maybe this is not what your looking for, but you can get a great 
acoustic drumkit in various formats from http://www.nskit.com Nice 
kicks and cymbals!! 

Paul
| 11324|11322|2003-08-16 06:02:48|wildemar|Re: Kick drum|
This is also no real answer to your question (especially as i dont know 
what kind of Kick you like - ass, stomach, face ;-).
Seriously though: Maybe you want to look at

http://www.lysator.liu.se/~zap/warez.html

Program (stomper hyperion) is rather popular, you may already know it. But 
if you dont: Its a synth, specialized in making drum samples. So you can 
tweak away until you find your sound, and on the way you will learn about 
kicks and all quite naturally.

I try to look at kicks as a symbiosis of two layers: the low "womp" (its 
not called BASS drum for nothing ;-) and the higher "kick". Usually the 
latter is considerably shorter but is the part that gives the sound its 
character. The "womp" can mostly be a straight sine wave, maybe with some 
overtones to give it more audible impact. Nothing carved in stone of course 
...

Yeah well, those arent real secrets, but maybe it helps.
Go BOOM :-)

Wildemar

Am Sat, 16 Aug 2003 07:36:18 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely guarded 
> secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in existence 
> there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like the Missy`s, Dre, 
> heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not their fan, their music 
> may be trash but they have some good sounds) and the richest one ever 
> heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the name of a tune but a friend 
> who was ridding with me claimed it was 2Pac.
>
> So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling, finding, 

http://www.nskit.com/
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> extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real percussion 
> including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call it "udu") so I use it 
> often along regular kick (RS internal). BTW already since RM1X I do not 
> record real tabla, the internal sound is easier to mix, actually real 
> tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I must ad that 99,99% of tablas I hear on 
> MTV or radio are horrible for simple reason that unless you play an 
> instrument you wont know how to use it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets 
> now is your turn, "Let`s talk about kicks baby"
> Okoyem
>

| 11325|11322|2003-08-16 10:17:20|faxorgy|Re: Kick drum|
Besides compression the trick is really to not get a frequency 
overlap between the bass and the kick.
Sometime it maybe necessary to roll off the kick at say 60hz / or the 
bass depending on the situation.
You can also use the parametric EQ in the RS to do subtractive EQ on 
a bass patch with a sharp Q notch and then get the bass drum to sit 
withing the spectrum of said frequency notch.
Other tricks , in drum 'n' bass particularly the kicks are very woody 
and percussive with tight attack and no release with a bit of decay.
Giving more of a thunk than a thud or boom which sits nicley in a mix 
and juxtaposes the subby basslines a treat.
Other tricks are too layer sine waveforms with kick drums ,slighty 
longer attack with a larger decay. This will give you the thud of the 
kick drum followed by a boom sub bass style decay... always works 
well.
Compression at rather high rations of 10:1 or 20:1 can help.
20:1 with parametric eq boost at around 275 to 310 hz on snares with 
a gate of some type will also give you very meaty big beat style 
snare sounds to go in a rush.
Simple drum synths like the ER-1 can do massive tri wave bassbombs 
and kicks using ramp lfo/fm modulation with detuning and a long decay.
I find alot of the time getting the "right" kick is more dependent on 
the interplay between the bass and other frequency elements within a 
track.
Most of the kick drums on the RS7000 I find highly useable with my 
favorites being Analog kick 2 , Hip Hop Kit 1 ,RhBox Kit and the 
Ambient kick with the right eq and multiband compression can sound 
fantasticly old skool in a track.
Lastly I do not tend to use effects on kicks other than eq and 
compression so that they sit to the front of a mix. (Infact most of 
my drums are fairly dry bar judicious use of delay if needed).
If you mast use reverb make sure the reverb has a HPF for rolling off 
any bass in the reverd tail which will muddy a mix up very quickly.
Tempo synced delays can sound great on very clicky ie not attack -5 
to -10 decay zero release and sustain. Particularly when layered 
against a more 16nth note grid specific 4/4 variant kick pattern.
Can add some very cool driving syncopation to minimal track with a 
deep throbbing bassline.
| 11326|11322|2003-08-17 00:27:34|ace maddwest|Re: Kick drum|
this may sound like old news, but i've found that if i sample the kicks from songs that have "made it", they usually are really really good. maybe not good for making "art"
but for making singles... oh yes!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11327|11261|2003-08-17 00:27:42|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> The Command Stations do have one thing up there sleeve though 

Robert.

> You get 16 seq/tracks per pattern from 1 to 32 bars in length.
> You also get a further 16 linear tracks after chaining patterns 
> together.

You sure about the 16 track part in song mode? Its just one track 
but you can have 16 channels, triggering either the A or B output, or 
internal.
| 11328|11261|2003-08-17 00:27:47|jesse_medway|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|

> Oh well one mans wooly is another mans warm and musical LMAO ;-).
> Glad you like the RS7000 Jesse , I'm starting too like the command 
> statio workflow (even with the small screen) alot more which I'd 
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hate 

> to admit.
> I do agree with the staement about the RS having good ensemble 

voices 

> though. Isolated they can sound complete and utter poo lol but in a 
> mix they can sound dead sweet. Something Yamaha has always had a 

nack 

> for IMHO .

The command stations do havw a nice flow to them for sure. But IU 
feel a lot more productive with the RS. The sampling capability is 
what takes it over the top.

Also even though the actually synth engine might not be as good as 
the emus the effects on the RS are much cooler and I actually like 
the filters better.

I just took a stock GM trumpet sound, and with some live filtering 
and effects (including one of the distortions) and now I have a 
really cool sound going. 

Jesse
| 11329|11329|2003-08-17 00:42:18|James Kneen|Latin Rascals' style slices...|
Hey folks,

Can anybody please help me with a production query?

I'm trying to get that sliced up "Latin Rascals" / "Dynamix 11" style of 
edit going on with my RS7000. What I mean is, kind of like the "slicer" 
master effect, but in different rhythmic patterns. I need these rhythmic 
silences to momentarily cut out whtatever's happening (incliuding reverb 
etc.)

Anybody know what the Hell I'm on about?

Cheers,
James Kneen,
UK.

_________________________________________________________________
Sign-up for a FREE BT Broadband connection today! 
http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/btbroadband
| 11330|11261|2003-08-17 01:50:07|djdopamine75|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> "it is a matter of taste- said monkey biting a piece of soap" as 

they 

> say in Germany ( free translation). MC909 is a flop of the decade, 
> its sounds are useless unless somebody likes kitsch (audio and 
> visual). In this department RS does not match Virus or Clavia but 
> with some skills and work can bring excellent results, it is not 

just 

> my experience but I heard lots of good tracks done with it by 

members 

> of this and other RS forums. Your liking of Roland is your problem 
> not mine, 

haha, useless? You obviously are in need of some musical training and 
an earcheck my friend. Try researching and using the gear before 
making such ridiculous statements. I own both and speak from 
experience... I have no idea where you get your info from!

thank you for kind advice to visit a doctor. 

No problem, it is probably about time!

http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/btbroadband
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> What can I advise you ? 

Probably not much to be honest, but that won't stop you i'm sure....

> Perhaps to learn an instrument, study 
> harmony, though electronic it is still music, no pc will replace 
> trained musical ear, I have impression that focusing on the 

technical 

> side you may miss the essential. 

I have studied music for years my friend, learnt a few instruments in 
my time. Maybe you should stop assuming things it seems to be your 
downfall and unfortunately makes you very condescending and dare I 
say - rude.

A week might be more for Jess then a 

> year for you, 

Like that statement for instance.

do not underestimate abilities of others. Do not 

> consider it personal attack, just think about it, perhaps something 
> is missing, there is always time to learn. 

No offence taken, like I said you assume too much.

Consider that if others 

> hear something it is not their fault but ability. 

I know english isn't your first language, sorry I don't really 
understand that part, maybe another german proverb?

> I found the comment about the "thin sounds" working in the mix very 
> interesting, and gave it some thoughts. Stratocaster works better, 
> cuts through in production with lots of instruments, sometimes it 
> works better to use only trumpets and saxs in brass arragement 
> because they cut through better ( dropping the traditional 

trombones 

> altogether). 

You are of course correct here, it is very interesting. If you want 
to use 16 tracks to "fill" the emptiness in your tracks due to how 
thin the sounds are that is. It's fine for an orchestra that uses 
many many instruments, but i'm not conducting an orchestra (maybe you 
are?) just making simple electronica. I like the purity of analogue 
synths. I find it funny you always refer to Virus or Clavia as the 
top synths but to be honest they dont come close. They are just the 
popluar brands of the moment and therefore all you seem to know. 
Maybe you could do a little research yourself? Not a personal attack 
there as one "great man" once said. ;-) <- remember when you see the 
winking man, it implies a playful tone.... something for you to 
ponder in this and previous posts.....

> Live and learn

By your own words

Matt.



> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand up 
> for the 
> > sounds on the RS?
> > 
> > I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)
> > 
> > Matt
> > 
> > At 10:37 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but it 

is

> > >possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional
> > >without using any external modules ( I did it beating producers 
> with
> > >sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter sounds 
> for
> > >more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more 

time.

> > >Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even 

Nordlead 

> or
> > >Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
> > >I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even 

better

> > >in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana 

will

> > >sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20 000 
> PRS
> > >Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be
> > >better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may be 
> able
> > >to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
> > >Okoyem
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 
> wrote:
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced 

with

> > > > great hardware.
> > > > >
> > > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > > >
> > > > > Matt.
> > > > have been removed]
> > > >
> > > > Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all 

the

> > >big
> > > > name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> > > > whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by 

anymeans 

> but
> > > > I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with 

some

> > >nice
> > > > outboard effects/eq etc...
> > > >
> > > > I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen 
> there is
> > > > plenty to work with there if you know how.
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> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3705203.4965331.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> 

705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-

> bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>1540ec9.jpg
> > >1540f23.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home: 
> > 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> RS7000/
> > >FAQ: 
> > ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com

> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11331|11261|2003-08-17 05:40:04|okoyemaya|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Useless, I have no time or interest for that, sorry I am too old for 
this.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djdopamine75" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > "it is a matter of taste- said monkey biting a piece of soap" as 
> they 
> > say in Germany ( free translation). MC909 is a flop of the 
decade, 
> > its sounds are useless unless somebody likes kitsch (audio and 
> > visual). In this department RS does not match Virus or Clavia but 
> > with some skills and work can bring excellent results, it is not 
> just 
> > my experience but I heard lots of good tracks done with it by 
> members 
> > of this and other RS forums. Your liking of Roland is your 
problem 
> > not mine, 
> 
> haha, useless? You obviously are in need of some musical training 
and 
> an earcheck my friend. Try researching and using the gear before 
> making such ridiculous statements. I own both and speak from 
> experience... I have no idea where you get your info from!
> 
> 
> 
> thank you for kind advice to visit a doctor. 
> 
> No problem, it is probably about time!
> 
> 
> > What can I advise you ? 
> 
> Probably not much to be honest, but that won't stop you i'm sure....
> 
> 
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> > Perhaps to learn an instrument, study 
> > harmony, though electronic it is still music, no pc will replace 
> > trained musical ear, I have impression that focusing on the 
> technical 
> > side you may miss the essential. 
> 
> I have studied music for years my friend, learnt a few instruments 
in 
> my time. Maybe you should stop assuming things it seems to be your 
> downfall and unfortunately makes you very condescending and dare I 
> say - rude.
> 
> A week might be more for Jess then a 
> > year for you, 
> 
> Like that statement for instance.
> 
> 
> do not underestimate abilities of others. Do not 
> > consider it personal attack, just think about it, perhaps 
something 
> > is missing, there is always time to learn. 
> 
> No offence taken, like I said you assume too much.
> 
> Consider that if others 
> > hear something it is not their fault but ability. 
> 
> I know english isn't your first language, sorry I don't really 
> understand that part, maybe another german proverb?
> 
> > I found the comment about the "thin sounds" working in the mix 
very 
> > interesting, and gave it some thoughts. Stratocaster works 
better, 
> > cuts through in production with lots of instruments, sometimes it 
> > works better to use only trumpets and saxs in brass arragement 
> > because they cut through better ( dropping the traditional 
> trombones 
> > altogether). 
> 
> You are of course correct here, it is very interesting. If you want 
> to use 16 tracks to "fill" the emptiness in your tracks due to how 
> thin the sounds are that is. It's fine for an orchestra that uses 
> many many instruments, but i'm not conducting an orchestra (maybe 
you 
> are?) just making simple electronica. I like the purity of analogue 
> synths. I find it funny you always refer to Virus or Clavia as the 
> top synths but to be honest they dont come close. They are just the 
> popluar brands of the moment and therefore all you seem to know. 
> Maybe you could do a little research yourself? Not a personal 
attack 
> there as one "great man" once said. ;-) <- remember when you see 
the 
> winking man, it implies a playful tone.... something for you to 
> ponder in this and previous posts.....
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > Live and learn
> 
> 
> By your own words
> 
> 
> Matt.
> 
> 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand 
up 
> > for the 
> > > sounds on the RS?
> > > 
> > > I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)
> > > 
> > > Matt
> > > 
> > > At 10:37 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
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> > > >I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but 
it 
> is
> > > >possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional
> > > >without using any external modules ( I did it beating 
producers 
> > with
> > > >sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter 
sounds 
> > for
> > > >more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more 
> time.
> > > >Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even 
> Nordlead 
> > or
> > > >Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
> > > >I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even 
> better
> > > >in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana 
> will
> > > >sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20 
000 
> > PRS
> > > >Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be
> > > >better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may 
be 
> > able
> > > >to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
> > > >Okoyem
> > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced 
> with
> > > > > great hardware.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Matt.
> > > > > have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > > Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used 
all 
> the
> > > >big
> > > > > name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, 
virtual
> > > > > whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by 
> anymeans 
> > but
> > > > > I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with 
> some
> > > >nice
> > > > > outboard effects/eq etc...
> > > > >
> > > > > I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen 
> > there is
> > > > > plenty to work with there if you know how.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > > 
> > 
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3705203.4965331.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> > 
> 
705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
> > bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>1540ec9.jpg
> > > >1540f23.jpg
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home: 
> > > 
> > 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> > RS7000/
> > > >FAQ: 
> > > ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
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> > faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > >Yamaha Official: 
> > <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > > ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11332|11329|2003-08-17 05:41:25|wildemar|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
You're trying to have the silence at irregular intervalls, not just pure 
16th or 8th, right?

I'm pretty shure thats not possible. I believe you have to do some CC or 
SysEx programming, changing the master volume directly.

Sorry, I'm an idiot reading the MIDI Data format of the RS, so I cant help 
you with any in depth explaination. All I can tell you is that you could 
use CC#7 (Instrument volume) to change individual tracks' volume (use copy 
event, so you only have to program it once). I'm shure there are better 
ways for you, but this has the advantage that you can 'slice' each channel 
individually. If thats of use to you ...

Ok, now its time for a SysEx guru to take over :-)

C.u.
Wildomat

Am Sun, 17 Aug 2003 06:40:42 +0000 hat James Kneen <jameskneen@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> Hey folks,
>
> Can anybody please help me with a production query?
>
> I'm trying to get that sliced up "Latin Rascals" / "Dynamix 11" style of 
> edit going on with my RS7000. What I mean is, kind of like the "slicer" 
> master effect, but in different rhythmic patterns. I need these rhythmic 
> silences to momentarily cut out whtatever's happening (incliuding reverb 
> etc.)
>
> Anybody know what the Hell I'm on about?
>
> Cheers,
> James Kneen,
> UK.

| 11333|11261|2003-08-17 05:55:41|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
STOP THIS THREAD!!

- Moderator
| 11334|11329|2003-08-17 05:55:47|faxorgy|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
Don't have the manual on hand CC07 track volume if I recall.
Enter step sequencer mode.
Assign the Correct CC for Volume (I do think above was correct but 
you get my point) ;).
F3 input set to PAD - the lowest note on the keypad will produce a 
volume of 0 the highest maximum and every key in between a stepped 
interval of each.
All you have to do is enter each pad for each step at X & Y volume CC 
amounts with whatever step resolution you wish so anything from 1/480 
of a 1/4 note and higher .
Just alter the step resolution to suit whatever measure.
Input the data and away you go.
| 11335|11329|2003-08-17 05:59:17|Latif|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
sysex is not needed for this...yet
if it's about volume gating, simply insert
CC7 like wildemar says at the right locations
of your rhythmic taste, best way for this occasion
is STEP record mode, you can also try CC for expression.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.motifator.com/
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reverb/delay and var, if it's only the amount level
you want to gate, they have CC numbers too.... unless
you want to gate fx parameters like delay feedback
this will require sysex. (unfortunatly... ahhrrgg SP808 ;-/)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> You're trying to have the silence at irregular intervalls, not just 
pure 
> 16th or 8th, right?
> 
> I'm pretty shure thats not possible. I believe you have to do some 
CC or 
> SysEx programming, changing the master volume directly.
> 
> Sorry, I'm an idiot reading the MIDI Data format of the RS, so I 
cant help 
> you with any in depth explaination. All I can tell you is that you 
could 
> use CC#7 (Instrument volume) to change individual tracks' volume 
(use copy 
> event, so you only have to program it once). I'm shure there are 
better 
> ways for you, but this has the advantage that you can 'slice' each 
channel 
> individually. If thats of use to you ...
> 
> Ok, now its time for a SysEx guru to take over :-)
> 
> C.u.
> Wildomat
> 
> 
> 
> Am Sun, 17 Aug 2003 06:40:42 +0000 hat James Kneen 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > Hey folks,
> >
> > Can anybody please help me with a production query?
> >
> > I'm trying to get that sliced up "Latin Rascals" / "Dynamix 11" 
style of 
> > edit going on with my RS7000. What I mean is, kind of like 
the "slicer" 
> > master effect, but in different rhythmic patterns. I need these 
rhythmic 
> > silences to momentarily cut out whtatever's happening (incliuding 
reverb 
> > etc.)
> >
> > Anybody know what the Hell I'm on about?
> >
> > Cheers,
> > James Kneen,
> > UK.

| 11336|11322|2003-08-17 06:05:25|okoyemaya|Re: Kick drum|
Interesting, these are also my favourites.
Do you use RS compressor or outboard one ? --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
.

> Most of the kick drums on the RS7000 I find highly useable with my 
> favorites being Analog kick 2 , Hip Hop Kit 1 ,RhBox Kit and the 
> Ambient kick with the right eq and multiband compression can sound 
> fantasticly old skool in a track.
> Lastly I do not tend to use effects on kicks other than eq and 
> compression so that they sit to the front of a mix. (Infact most of 
> my drums are fairly dry bar judicious use of delay if needed).
> If you mast use reverb make sure the reverb has a HPF for rolling 

off 

> any bass in the reverd tail which will muddy a mix up very quickly.
> Tempo synced delays can sound great on very clicky ie not attack -5 
> to -10 decay zero release and sustain. Particularly when layered 
> against a more 16nth note grid specific 4/4 variant kick pattern.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Can add some very cool driving syncopation to minimal track with a 
> deep throbbing bassline.

| 11337|11322|2003-08-17 06:48:16|faxorgy|Re: Kick drum|
Either or ... I use the AW16G compressors , Behringer Valve 
Compressor (sounds better with Soviet 12AX7 Sovteks than the standard 
Chinese 12AX7's in the unit though) or their Standard 4 by 
compressor/expander/gate in a 1U rack which is nice and 
transparent ,dirt cheap and does the job nicely.
| 11338|11338|2003-08-17 06:48:21|faxorgy|Thought I'd post this in here ... (any potential Oz buyers)|
4 Sale ...
RS7000 never gigged home use only mint condition.
64 meg ram (the ram was actual Yammie Ram pre-installed on purchase)
SanDisk Parallel port SM/Compact flash read writer
1* 64 meg SM card
1* SCSI type 1 cable for HD/Mo/Zip etc connectivity.
All utility disks.
OS 1.2 or 1.21 (take your pick) - I find 1.2 better myself ;)
Manuals (all three in different languages so take your pick)
Power user guides etc etc etc...
No AIEB2 - sold it too a mate with an A4000 (sorry).
$2000 AUD firm .
A bargain here as they still cost around $3000+ w/o ram etc etc ...

Waldorf Micro Q lite - 12 voice version.
Manuals - excellent condition
Has Vocoder and same effects as full Micro Q bar reverb.
Can be expanded to a full MicroQ for 78 EURO (ie 25 voices).
Kept in rack no marks or scratches etc etc 
$800 firm - upgrade it yourslef get a full Micro Q for under $1000 
AUD.

Yamaha TG-33 good condition , no manuals - easy to learn and use .
Very nice pad/strings machine $125 AUD firm

Kawai K4R - absolutley mint (as good as factory sealed).
16bit late 80's rompler (no effects but 8 outs)
Super gnarly LP filter (resonant) with parallel
or serial routing. Great industrial noise maker ;)
Can be heard on the Chem's Exit Planet Dust on nearly
every track (Life is Sweet) is a good example.
$375 AUD firm.

Korg Electribe ER-1 (you know what it is) great kicks ,electro
style noodlings and retro vibeb XoX ,analog modelled
drum machine. Mint , PSU manuals etc etc 
$350 AUD firm.

Let me know if you're interested ..Victorian users especially.
Can demo units if desired ;-).

Got ALOT of debts :( .... scaling back the gear (gotta make way for 
my old EII and Atari 1040STE w/cubase from my parents place. 
Decided I'm gonna pair it back to an old skool setup to remind myself 
of why I started it all in the first place. 
Gonna pick up bass guitar again too (so I'm keepin' the AW16G).
I've seen some SY77's going very cheap lately so if I have change 
over after paying some debts (and getting the house restumped) I'll 
probably grab some old Yammie gear.

PS: To all who wan't to know . NO I am NOT going to GET a Laptop etc 
etc etc....
| 11339|11261|2003-08-17 06:48:29|faxorgy|RE : STOP THIS THREAD|
DITTO 

Non Moderator :P
| 11340|11338|2003-08-17 07:35:32|okoyemaya|Re: Thought I'd post this in here ... (any potential Oz buyers)|
So what you finished your album ? New project, new sounds , new gear?
What will you use instead of RS for seq ? Emu ? or will it be the 
Atari ??? 
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> 4 Sale ...
> RS7000 never gigged home use only mint condition.
> 64 meg ram (the ram was actual Yammie Ram pre-installed on purchase)
> SanDisk Parallel port SM/Compact flash read writer
> 1* 64 meg SM card
> 1* SCSI type 1 cable for HD/Mo/Zip etc connectivity.
> All utility disks.
> OS 1.2 or 1.21 (take your pick) - I find 1.2 better myself ;)
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> Manuals (all three in different languages so take your pick)
> Power user guides etc etc etc...
> No AIEB2 - sold it too a mate with an A4000 (sorry).
> $2000 AUD firm .
> A bargain here as they still cost around $3000+ w/o ram etc etc ...
> 
> Waldorf Micro Q lite - 12 voice version.
> Manuals - excellent condition
> Has Vocoder and same effects as full Micro Q bar reverb.
> Can be expanded to a full MicroQ for 78 EURO (ie 25 voices).
> Kept in rack no marks or scratches etc etc 
> $800 firm - upgrade it yourslef get a full Micro Q for under $1000 
> AUD.
> 
> Yamaha TG-33 good condition , no manuals - easy to learn and use .
> Very nice pad/strings machine $125 AUD firm
> 
> Kawai K4R - absolutley mint (as good as factory sealed).
> 16bit late 80's rompler (no effects but 8 outs)
> Super gnarly LP filter (resonant) with parallel
> or serial routing. Great industrial noise maker ;)
> Can be heard on the Chem's Exit Planet Dust on nearly
> every track (Life is Sweet) is a good example.
> $375 AUD firm.
> 
> Korg Electribe ER-1 (you know what it is) great kicks ,electro
> style noodlings and retro vibeb XoX ,analog modelled
> drum machine. Mint , PSU manuals etc etc 
> $350 AUD firm.
> 
> Let me know if you're interested ..Victorian users especially.
> Can demo units if desired ;-).
> 
> Got ALOT of debts :( .... scaling back the gear (gotta make way for 
> my old EII and Atari 1040STE w/cubase from my parents place. 
> Decided I'm gonna pair it back to an old skool setup to remind 
myself 
> of why I started it all in the first place. 
> Gonna pick up bass guitar again too (so I'm keepin' the AW16G).
> I've seen some SY77's going very cheap lately so if I have change 
> over after paying some debts (and getting the house restumped) I'll 
> probably grab some old Yammie gear.
> 
> PS: To all who wan't to know . NO I am NOT going to GET a Laptop 
etc 
> etc etc....

| 11341|11338|2003-08-17 10:02:07|wildemar|Re: Thought I'd post this in here ... (any potential Oz buyers)|
Thats ruff man ... hope you make it.

Good plan ybout the oldskool way, by the ... er, way ...

Wildemar

Am Sun, 17 Aug 2003 12:38:27 -0000 hat faxorgy <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> 
geschrieben:

> Got ALOT of debts :( .... scaling back the gear (gotta make way for my 
> old EII and Atari 1040STE w/cubase from my parents place. Decided I'm 
> gonna pair it back to an old skool setup to remind myself of why I 
> started it all in the first place. Gonna pick up bass guitar again too 
> (so I'm keepin' the AW16G).
> I've seen some SY77's going very cheap lately so if I have change over 
> after paying some debts (and getting the house restumped) I'll probably 
> grab some old Yammie gear.
>
> PS: To all who wan't to know . NO I am NOT going to GET a Laptop etc etc 
> etc....

| 11342|11338|2003-08-17 12:31:10|faxorgy|Re: Thought I'd post this in here ... OT reply to Okeyam.....|
All my work done so far has been ported over to SMF formats 0 and 1.
The Atari will run Q base along side an MP7 with BeatGarden ,Vintage 
Synth & XL roms . My Elevata will have saved patches dumped and 
archived to the Atari.
I moving back to more loop/beat based stuff (using alot of 
regenerative compositional techniques)..I am keeping the AW16G - a 
friend is gettin me two SP808 "black mantis" classics from Japan for 
$300 AUD each and fitting them 750 meg zips and the EX os .
What I'll have is basically 1 Emu Command Station , 2 808's -ex'd 
with 3 hours sample time over four stereo tracks each. The Redsound 
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Elevata and some Frostwave Filters ,Ringmodulators ,Alesis Mod FX . 
I want to keep it as simple as possible.
I really miss my old 808EX like you wouldn't believe.
What it does it does well.
A large part of "In the mouth of Madness" was done doing audio cut 
and paste ups in the EX - I still have all my old sample libraries 
archived on this PC hardrive for the 808.
My sister plays violin & harmonium , I play bass guitar ,my cousin 
plays sax and my niece clarinet. So these parts will be held as large 
instrument samples ie: some very long musical passages. These will 
then use effects treatments etc etc and be sequenced up along side 
the Elevata and MP7 (which I got for 2/3rds less brand new than my 
RS7K).
The rest will be based around programmed synthetic textures , alot of 
musique concrete and field recordings also. With rythmic elements etc 
etc..
More of an arthaus approach to music composition.
I want to work more with almost cubist / abstract forms of 
composition. 
Use some fractal based midi sequencing apps , logical edit features 
in cubase and synthesis patches in the emu based on tempo and 
algorythmic processors etc etc etc...
I like the RS7000 for lots of rythmic work.
In all honesty the pattern chain to song convert mode IS cumbersome 
and could have been better implemented.(In fact it kills my creative 
work flow if I were to be honest)
I'm also looking for warmer / woolier and some what tape saturated 
sounds (which the Emu and 808's deliver).
I've finding that the more abstract my work methods become the less I 
find the RS7K fits my needs. I want features like pad to pad vocoding 
on the 808 (for example using carrier modulator setups of 
bush/wildlife and industrial field recordings with violin passages 
and cut and pasted audio sound bites).
At the end of the day as a composer/muso you have to be true to 
yourself. I've been finding myself locked into a working method 
lately I don't like. 
As the other half said it's good but it doesn't sound like you.
I'm pretty passionate ,eccentric ,scatter brained and aloof in real 
life (yes sad but true) LMAO. I take after my father big time .
I have a big project in my mind that's developed from the demo 
writing. 
At the moment I've been focused on lots of sound design and less on 
composition just to give me time out to think about what it is I 
really want to do.
Living with a potentially terminal medical condition has shaped my 
outlook onlife (especially now that I've reached my mid 30's and was 
told at 28 I probably wouldn't live more than 15 months if I didn't 
respond to treatment).
So I've decide to compose what I'd call an "AudioBiography" - an 
aural journey through the experiences of my life that have brought me 
to this very space in time.
Terribly introspective I know , but I want to deal more with musical 
metaphor ,sonic texture and timbre and the subtle nuance and emotion 
of sound. 
Decided getting rid of the clutter ,paying off some debts (I owe my 
parents big time for medical payments etc etc) they haven't asked for 
anything back but they've done the right thing by me and aren't 
getting any older (both in their mid 70's).
This is getting way off tack but I think you know where I'm coming 
from Okeyemaya.
As pretentious as this sounds I've got the propensity and the ability 
to create what I would term a great work of ART - or music/sound as 
ART.
I owe it to myself , I owe it to the people in my life, my family and 
too my friends who have supported me ; just got to dig deep into the 
very soul of me and have enough courage to spew it out (gross 
metaphor sorry :P).....lol
It will incorporate much of what I have already written ,though it 
will be reworked and is shaping up to be a movement in 7 parts that 
plays out as an entire piece.
Getting this gear offloaded is a high priority so I can move forward 
with these plans.
Sorry for the somewhat bloated response.
One tends to prattle when it's 2:15 am and the dogs are asleep at 
your feet and your mind is your only company.
So any takers on th kit let me know OK :P.
| 11343|11338|2003-08-17 12:31:31|faxorgy|Re: Thought I'd post this in here ... (any potential Oz buyers)|
As stated also the house needs a restump , the roof will need 
replacing next year ,my dog has an enlarged prostate and needs 
desexing etc etc etc .. in other words all that other LIFE shit....



You know why they call it L.I.F.E ?

'Cause sometimes living isn't fucking easy LMAO :P

And to my Bro' Padre if you're out there in RS7K land thanks for all 
the support and goodluck with the 'littleone' you and your wife are 
bringing into this world in the next few months :-).....
| 11344|11329|2003-08-17 12:31:31|ace maddwest|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
when i've wanted to make a sliced up "transformer scratch" sound i've used one of two methods.. one works with the RS: run your sample loop, or sound or whatever into
your sequence. Then in overdub mode rhythmically enter notes on top of that sequence to "mark" the spots where you want the sound to be "live".. in step edit mode use
the CC# 7 (?) to turn "on" the sound at those same points, and "off" shortly after, deleting the "marK" points as you go. the only thing you have to do trial and error wise is
decide how long you want the note "on" at each step. incidentally adding a pan effect at each "on" really makes the sound jump too.. 

i'll include the other method too, in case anyone wants to try it with other equipment (a stretch, i know!!! ;) 

if you have a machine that lets you assign the sample start (this is assuming you're using a loop) to a controller, let's say a pitch wheel for argument' sake, then you can
just record a sequence wherein you enter the note rhythmically while moving the pitch wheel (and thus the sample start) as you go.

both of these methods do a cool job of aping the "transformer scratch" sound.. as i do not know the "latin rascals" track, i may have wasted everyone's time if this is not
the effect you were talking about.. but it is a dope trick anyway!

koolaceha.com

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11345|11261|2003-08-17 13:59:34|dopamine|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Good comeback! ;-)

hahaha

Matt.

At 11:40 AM 17/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Useless, I have no time or interest for that, sorry I am too old for
>this.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djdopamine75" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > "it is a matter of taste- said monkey biting a piece of soap" as
> > they
> > > say in Germany ( free translation). MC909 is a flop of the
>decade,
> > > its sounds are useless unless somebody likes kitsch (audio and
> > > visual). In this department RS does not match Virus or Clavia but
> > > with some skills and work can bring excellent results, it is not
> > just
> > > my experience but I heard lots of good tracks done with it by
> > members
> > > of this and other RS forums. Your liking of Roland is your
>problem
> > > not mine,
> >
> > haha, useless? You obviously are in need of some musical training
>and
> > an earcheck my friend. Try researching and using the gear before
> > making such ridiculous statements. I own both and speak from
> > experience... I have no idea where you get your info from!
> >
> >
> >
> > thank you for kind advice to visit a doctor.
> >
> > No problem, it is probably about time!



> >
> >
> > > What can I advise you ?
> >
> > Probably not much to be honest, but that won't stop you i'm sure....
> >
> >
> > > Perhaps to learn an instrument, study
> > > harmony, though electronic it is still music, no pc will replace
> > > trained musical ear, I have impression that focusing on the
> > technical
> > > side you may miss the essential.
> >
> > I have studied music for years my friend, learnt a few instruments
>in
> > my time. Maybe you should stop assuming things it seems to be your
> > downfall and unfortunately makes you very condescending and dare I
> > say - rude.
> >
> > A week might be more for Jess then a
> > > year for you,
> >
> > Like that statement for instance.
> >
> >
> > do not underestimate abilities of others. Do not
> > > consider it personal attack, just think about it, perhaps
>something
> > > is missing, there is always time to learn.
> >
> > No offence taken, like I said you assume too much.
> >
> > Consider that if others
> > > hear something it is not their fault but ability.
> >
> > I know english isn't your first language, sorry I don't really
> > understand that part, maybe another german proverb?
> >
> > > I found the comment about the "thin sounds" working in the mix
>very
> > > interesting, and gave it some thoughts. Stratocaster works
>better,
> > > cuts through in production with lots of instruments, sometimes it
> > > works better to use only trumpets and saxs in brass arragement
> > > because they cut through better ( dropping the traditional
> > trombones
> > > altogether).
> >
> > You are of course correct here, it is very interesting. If you want
> > to use 16 tracks to "fill" the emptiness in your tracks due to how
> > thin the sounds are that is. It's fine for an orchestra that uses
> > many many instruments, but i'm not conducting an orchestra (maybe
>you
> > are?) just making simple electronica. I like the purity of analogue
> > synths. I find it funny you always refer to Virus or Clavia as the
> > top synths but to be honest they dont come close. They are just the
> > popluar brands of the moment and therefore all you seem to know.
> > Maybe you could do a little research yourself? Not a personal
>attack
> > there as one "great man" once said. ;-) <- remember when you see
>the
> > winking man, it implies a playful tone.... something for you to
> > ponder in this and previous posts.....
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > > Live and learn
> >
> >
> > By your own words
> >
> >
> > Matt.
> >
> >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand
>up
> > > for the



> > > > sounds on the RS?
> > > >
> > > > I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > > >
> > > > At 10:37 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > > > >I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but
>it
> > is
> > > > >possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional
> > > > >without using any external modules ( I did it beating
>producers
> > > with
> > > > >sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter
>sounds
> > > for
> > > > >more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more
> > time.
> > > > >Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even
> > Nordlead
> > > or
> > > > >Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
> > > > >I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even
> > better
> > > > >in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana
> > will
> > > > >sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20
>000
> > > PRS
> > > > >Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be
> > > > >better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may
>be
> > > able
> > > > >to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
> > > > >Okoyem
> > > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced
> > with
> > > > > > great hardware.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Matt.
> > > > > > have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used
>all
> > the
> > > > >big
> > > > > > name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog,
>virtual
> > > > > > whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by
> > anymeans
> > > but
> > > > > > I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with
> > some
> > > > >nice
> > > > > > outboard effects/eq etc...
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen
> > > there is
> > > > > > plenty to work with there if you know how.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > > >
> > >
> >
> ><ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3705203.4965331.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> > >
> >
>705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
> > > bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>1540ec9.jpg
> > > > >1540f23.jpg
> > > > >
> > > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================



> > > > >Home:
> > > >
> > >
> >
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> > > RS7000/
> > > > >FAQ:
> > > > ><http://group 
> s.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > 
> faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > > >Yamaha Official:
> > 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > > >Yamaha Official:
> > > 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/term 
> s/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>18df79.jpg
>18e006.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11346|11329|2003-08-17 15:43:47|jesse_medway|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James Kneen" wrote:

> Hey folks,
> 
> Can anybody please help me with a production query?
> 
> I'm trying to get that sliced up "Latin Rascals" / "Dynamix 11" 

style of 

> edit going on with my RS7000. What I mean is, kind of like 

the "slicer" 

> master effect, but in different rhythmic patterns. I need these 

rhythmic 

> silences to momentarily cut out whtatever's happening (incliuding 

reverb 

> etc.)
> 
> Anybody know what the Hell I'm on about?
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I belive they do this kind of thing in something like pro tools.
Either that or you can use a gate triggered by some rythmic sound 
which is how they did it before pro tools was available.
| 11347|11261|2003-08-17 22:29:47|dopamine|Re: Comment on RS7k's soundset|
Ah, OK....

Sorry. I'll behave now.

Matt

At 06:13 AM 18/08/2003 +1000, you wrote:

>Good comeback! ;-)
>
>hahaha
>
>Matt.
>
>
>
>At 11:40 AM 17/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Useless, I have no time or interest for that, sorry I am too old for
> >this.
> >Okoyem
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djdopamine75" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > > "it is a matter of taste- said monkey biting a piece of soap" as
> > > they
> > > > say in Germany ( free translation). MC909 is a flop of the
> >decade,
> > > > its sounds are useless unless somebody likes kitsch (audio and
> > > > visual). In this department RS does not match Virus or Clavia but
> > > > with some skills and work can bring excellent results, it is not
> > > just
> > > > my experience but I heard lots of good tracks done with it by
> > > members
> > > > of this and other RS forums. Your liking of Roland is your
> >problem
> > > > not mine,
> > >
> > > haha, useless? You obviously are in need of some musical training
> >and
> > > an earcheck my friend. Try researching and using the gear before
> > > making such ridiculous statements. I own both and speak from
> > > experience... I have no idea where you get your info from!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > thank you for kind advice to visit a doctor.
> > >
> > > No problem, it is probably about time!
> > >
> > >
> > > > What can I advise you ?
> > >
> > > Probably not much to be honest, but that won't stop you i'm sure....
> > >
> > >
> > > > Perhaps to learn an instrument, study
> > > > harmony, though electronic it is still music, no pc will replace
> > > > trained musical ear, I have impression that focusing on the
> > > technical
> > > > side you may miss the essential.
> > >
> > > I have studied music for years my friend, learnt a few instruments
> >in
> > > my time. Maybe you should stop assuming things it seems to be your
> > > downfall and unfortunately makes you very condescending and dare I
> > > say - rude.
> > >
> > > A week might be more for Jess then a
> > > > year for you,
> > >
> > > Like that statement for instance.
> > >
> > >
> > > do not underestimate abilities of others. Do not



> > > > consider it personal attack, just think about it, perhaps
> >something
> > > > is missing, there is always time to learn.
> > >
> > > No offence taken, like I said you assume too much.
> > >
> > > Consider that if others
> > > > hear something it is not their fault but ability.
> > >
> > > I know english isn't your first language, sorry I don't really
> > > understand that part, maybe another german proverb?
> > >
> > > > I found the comment about the "thin sounds" working in the mix
> >very
> > > > interesting, and gave it some thoughts. Stratocaster works
> >better,
> > > > cuts through in production with lots of instruments, sometimes it
> > > > works better to use only trumpets and saxs in brass arragement
> > > > because they cut through better ( dropping the traditional
> > > trombones
> > > > altogether).
> > >
> > > You are of course correct here, it is very interesting. If you want
> > > to use 16 tracks to "fill" the emptiness in your tracks due to how
> > > thin the sounds are that is. It's fine for an orchestra that uses
> > > many many instruments, but i'm not conducting an orchestra (maybe
> >you
> > > are?) just making simple electronica. I like the purity of analogue
> > > synths. I find it funny you always refer to Virus or Clavia as the
> > > top synths but to be honest they dont come close. They are just the
> > > popluar brands of the moment and therefore all you seem to know.
> > > Maybe you could do a little research yourself? Not a personal
> >attack
> > > there as one "great man" once said. ;-) <- remember when you see
> >the
> > > winking man, it implies a playful tone.... something for you to
> > > ponder in this and previous posts.....
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > > Live and learn
> > >
> > >
> > > By your own words
> > >
> > >
> > > Matt.
> > >
> > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > > You were slagging the sounds on the MC909 first, now you stand
> >up
> > > > for the
> > > > > sounds on the RS?
> > > > >
> > > > > I think you finally need your ears checked Okey ;-)
> > > > >
> > > > > Matt
> > > > >
> > > > > At 10:37 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > > > > >I agree, RS requires some more work to find right sounds but
> >it
> > > is
> > > > > >possible to have complete song sounding absolutely professional
> > > > > >without using any external modules ( I did it beating
> >producers
> > > > with
> > > > > >sets of refrigerators size racks- though now I use fatter
> >sounds
> > > > for
> > > > > >more prominent sounds- bass lines, solos etc). Just take more
> > > time.
> > > > > >Certainly you won`t get phat sounds of Moog, Prophet even
> > > Nordlead
> > > > or
> > > > > >Virus but these cost more then RS and are not workstations.
> > > > > >I agree also that these somehow thinner sounds may work even
> > > better
> > > > > >in a mix. Finally it is the hearing and musicianship, Santana



> > > will
> > > > > >sound more Santana with 50$ guitar then some amateur with 20
> >000
> > > > PRS
> > > > > >Santana model special edition instrument. So though it could be
> > > > > >better RS do have usable synth engine and talented artist may
> >be
> > > > able
> > > > > >to get satisfying result without using ext gear.
> > > > > >Okoyem
> > > > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > > > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced
> > > with
> > > > > > > great hardware.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Matt.
> > > > > > > have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used
> >all
> > > the
> > > > > >big
> > > > > > > name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog,
> >virtual
> > > > > > > whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by
> > > anymeans
> > > > but
> > > > > > > I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with
> > > some
> > > > > >nice
> > > > > > > outboard effects/eq etc...
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen
> > > > there is
> > > > > > > plenty to work with there if you know how.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > ><< > >http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3705203.4965331.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht
> > tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3705203.4965331.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> > > >
> > >
> >705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*<h 
> ttp://hits.411web.com/cgi->http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
> > > > bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>1540ec9.jpg
> > > > > >1540f23.jpg
> > > > > >
> > > > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > >Home:
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ 
> RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7
> > 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> > > > RS7000/
> > > > > >FAQ:
> > > > > ><<http://gr 
> oups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://group
> > s.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > >
> > 
> faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > > > >Yamaha Official:
> > >
> > 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > >Yamaha Official:
> > > >
> > 
> <<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > >



> > > > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/t 
> erms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/term
> > s/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> >< > 032144:HM/A=1693353/R=0/SIG=11t71ok4g/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178294&partid=3170658>http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1693353/R=0/SIG=11t71ok4g
mqso=60178294&partid=3170658>18df79.jpg
> >18e006.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home:
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ:
> ><http://gro 
> ups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yah 
> oo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>53f7e.jpg
>54014.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11348|11329|2003-08-18 01:10:18|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
They might of have used punch ins & outs on a mixer, probably dj style if its 
like a latin house type stuff, just my thoughts if nobody else has sugested. 
Can do the same digitally if you got the right tools, would have to hear an 
example to be sure tho.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11349|11338|2003-08-18 09:09:07|okoyemaya|Re: Thought I'd post this in here ... OT reply to Okeyam.....|
I knew that -Emu! Yamaha loosing their biggest fan. I am sure 
whatever you use it will sound great. Difficulties, hard life. You 
know my best friend (almost father figure) worked in music shop, 



played lousy gigs, drove truck to be pickedup someday by famous 
musician who took him to NYC. In few months my friend was a world 
star, defining new style of music for almost a decade. Now 20 years 
later he still plays excellent, but the music is long dead, he is no 
more houshold name. Why, I think because his life is a dream of some 
people ( living in Monaco getting 20000 per concert etc, etc) but it 
is a real trap. I strongly believe that it is because living in the 
ivory tower he lost contact with the reality and real people. perfect 
house, perfect, wife, perfect car, perfect everything. He has the 
technique, oustanding talent but there is no content, nothing to feel.
Reading about your life I realise why your music touches me, it is 
life!, suffering, millions of problems to solve that is what forms a 
rich personality. So I do not think it is your knowledge of CC, PC, 
LFO settings and all that sh..t you increadible at, that is just the 
ability to form it. But the spiritual content is you as you are- to 
me very interesting, adorable personality.
I know it is not easy, that whole biz side of music but make sure 
that there is access to your creations. Personally I got some good 
ideas from you, hope to keep in touch. Please send me your personal E 
mail addresse. Will let you know about some great developments.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> All my work done so far has been ported over to SMF formats 0 and 1.
> The Atari will run Q base along side an MP7 with 
BeatGarden ,Vintage 
> Synth & XL roms . My Elevata will have saved patches dumped and 
> archived to the Atari.
> I moving back to more loop/beat based stuff (using alot of 
> regenerative compositional techniques)..I am keeping the AW16G - a 
> friend is gettin me two SP808 "black mantis" classics from Japan 
for 
> $300 AUD each and fitting them 750 meg zips and the EX os .
> What I'll have is basically 1 Emu Command Station , 2 808's -ex'd 
> with 3 hours sample time over four stereo tracks each. The Redsound 
> Elevata and some Frostwave Filters ,Ringmodulators ,Alesis Mod FX . 
> I want to keep it as simple as possible.
> I really miss my old 808EX like you wouldn't believe.
> What it does it does well.
> A large part of "In the mouth of Madness" was done doing audio cut 
> and paste ups in the EX - I still have all my old sample libraries 
> archived on this PC hardrive for the 808.
> My sister plays violin & harmonium , I play bass guitar ,my cousin 
> plays sax and my niece clarinet. So these parts will be held as 
large 
> instrument samples ie: some very long musical passages. These will 
> then use effects treatments etc etc and be sequenced up along side 
> the Elevata and MP7 (which I got for 2/3rds less brand new than my 
> RS7K).
> The rest will be based around programmed synthetic textures , alot 
of 
> musique concrete and field recordings also. With rythmic elements 
etc 
> etc..
> More of an arthaus approach to music composition.
> I want to work more with almost cubist / abstract forms of 
> composition. 
> Use some fractal based midi sequencing apps , logical edit features 
> in cubase and synthesis patches in the emu based on tempo and 
> algorythmic processors etc etc etc...
> I like the RS7000 for lots of rythmic work.
> In all honesty the pattern chain to song convert mode IS cumbersome 
> and could have been better implemented.(In fact it kills my 
creative 
> work flow if I were to be honest)
> I'm also looking for warmer / woolier and some what tape saturated 
> sounds (which the Emu and 808's deliver).
> I've finding that the more abstract my work methods become the less 
I 
> find the RS7K fits my needs. I want features like pad to pad 
vocoding 
> on the 808 (for example using carrier modulator setups of 
> bush/wildlife and industrial field recordings with violin passages 
> and cut and pasted audio sound bites).
> At the end of the day as a composer/muso you have to be true to 
> yourself. I've been finding myself locked into a working method 
> lately I don't like. 
> As the other half said it's good but it doesn't sound like you.
> I'm pretty passionate ,eccentric ,scatter brained and aloof in real 
> life (yes sad but true) LMAO. I take after my father big time .
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> I have a big project in my mind that's developed from the demo 
> writing. 
> At the moment I've been focused on lots of sound design and less on 
> composition just to give me time out to think about what it is I 
> really want to do.
> Living with a potentially terminal medical condition has shaped my 
> outlook onlife (especially now that I've reached my mid 30's and 
was 
> told at 28 I probably wouldn't live more than 15 months if I didn't 
> respond to treatment).
> So I've decide to compose what I'd call an "AudioBiography" - an 
> aural journey through the experiences of my life that have brought 
me 
> to this very space in time.
> Terribly introspective I know , but I want to deal more with 
musical 
> metaphor ,sonic texture and timbre and the subtle nuance and 
emotion 
> of sound. 
> Decided getting rid of the clutter ,paying off some debts (I owe my 
> parents big time for medical payments etc etc) they haven't asked 
for 
> anything back but they've done the right thing by me and aren't 
> getting any older (both in their mid 70's).
> This is getting way off tack but I think you know where I'm coming 
> from Okeyemaya.
> As pretentious as this sounds I've got the propensity and the 
ability 
> to create what I would term a great work of ART - or music/sound as 
> ART.
> I owe it to myself , I owe it to the people in my life, my family 
and 
> too my friends who have supported me ; just got to dig deep into 
the 
> very soul of me and have enough courage to spew it out (gross 
> metaphor sorry :P).....lol
> It will incorporate much of what I have already written ,though it 
> will be reworked and is shaping up to be a movement in 7 parts that 
> plays out as an entire piece.
> Getting this gear offloaded is a high priority so I can move 
forward 
> with these plans.
> Sorry for the somewhat bloated response.
> One tends to prattle when it's 2:15 am and the dogs are asleep at 
> your feet and your mind is your only company.
> So any takers on th kit let me know OK :P.

| 11350|11350|2003-08-18 11:35:39|BEKEN ONE|features,reliablity,backup and price|
ya im stuck in whats good for my $$$ as well.
Im all up on Logic,the ES2 as well as EXS24.
but i hate the mental state i have to be in in order to NOT make my
machine crash!! in order to get the most out of my "Instument Tracks".
----------------------------------------------------------------------
I like the specs of both the RS7000 and MC-909...
i used to own a XP-80,mpc2000 and RM1X as well as work with the JV series.
by nature Im a Sound designer before im a producer...
i like the fact both machines have internal sounds....but the MC-909
is more like a synth....
unlimited resampling is a beautyful thing!!...but sampling time and
the backup method restrictions are a issue as well.
i dont care about all the live stuff.
I got my eye on the new Electribe ESX-1...but the polyphony is a
question on my part regarding is price.
im leaning more to the RS due my past with the RM1X...its digital
effects and its ability to work well with a digital source particulary
the distortionish ones.
but since the Korg is modeled from the triton engine...im looking over
there too?
i hate this!!
| 11352|11329|2003-08-18 12:48:52|BEKEN ONE|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> You're trying to have the silence at irregular intervalls, not just

pure 

> 16th or 8th, right?
> 
> I'm pretty shure thats not possible.

-------------------------------------------------------
use CC on volume or filter cutoff...
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assign it to somthing thats quick to opperate...
change tempo to something way slower...
do a test to create and feel your idea...
record...
play back at normal tempo...
go into step edit and fix your volume peaks...
play back till happy.

Beken One
| 11353|11353|2003-08-18 16:15:41|Steve Roitstein|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices... |

> From: "jesse_medway" <medway808@hotmail.com>
> Subject: Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...
>
> I belive they do this kind of thing in something like pro tools.
> Either that or you can use a gate triggered by some rythmic sound
> which is how they did it before pro tools was available.

Exactly. Also, people around here used to mix to 1/2 inch tape 
(remember that stuff?) and then there were folks (like these guys 
called the Whiz Kids) that would do the edits. Since in those days not 
many people mixed with automation and there wasn't much digital audio 
around, we'd print different pieces of a mix with breakdowns, buildups, 
etc. and the editor would put it all together. So these guys would 
sometimes put the transformer stuff in with edits, cutting in blank 
pieces of tape or leader right in rhythm. It was extremely time 
consuming but at that time it was a very cool sound. I still like that 
sound used in certain ways. That's why I bought a dj mixer with a 
transformer button....

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music
Miami, Florida
| 11354|11353|2003-08-18 23:57:58|jesse_medway|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> > From: "jesse_medway" 
> > Subject: Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...
> >
> > I belive they do this kind of thing in something like pro tools.
> > Either that or you can use a gate triggered by some rythmic sound
> > which is how they did it before pro tools was available.
> 
> 
> Exactly. Also, people around here used to mix to 1/2 inch tape 
> (remember that stuff?) 

I just got an Otari 8 track 1" not too long ago to bounce to.
Still trying to squeeze th ebest sound out of it though. Dont think 
I'll try splicing anything too soon though.

Jesse
| 11355|11329|2003-08-18 23:59:22|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
Thought I'd also mention if this helps...

The Ring Modulator if toyed around with has some near slice sounding effect that are variable in time rates.

Also, check out the best slicer FX that I've used is on an MC505. I mis the slicer on it more than anything else moving to the RS. If I remember right, 505 slices down to
16ths and can be streached to loop over 1 to 4 measures I believe. Its not just 100% or 0% volume either on the "on" notes, it can do fade in and outs, or like 100% on
daddy notes and the rest 50%, bunches of diffrent slice combos & patterns. Volume levels are programable If I remember right.

I've been wanting to hook it up to my RS and test it out on vocal samples for a long time, maybe I'll do it tonight finally, gota be easier than going in and editing the data.

Also, don't knows what other FX proccessors have slice effects, but I've done slices on my KAOSS pad too, but it wasnt variable volume rates, just on/off in variable time
rates. Hard to sequence something like that. Sometimes sounds cool though and doesnt need to be sequenced to a beat.

Zam
| 11356|11252|2003-08-18 23:59:37|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
wasn't it you who started the tone, dog?

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11357|11322|2003-08-19 00:08:25|zamisers7k|Re: Kick drum|
I've never really sampled just a kick drum alone and this all may be 
just me, but I have noticed one trick. Drums with a lot pitch 
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change in it tend to be heard better across a broader range of 
monitor/speakers than single freq. kicks.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely 
guarded 
> secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in 
> existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like the 
> Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not 
their 
> fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds) and 
the 
> richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the 
name 
> of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was 
2Pac. 
> 
> So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling, 
finding, 
> extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real 
> percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call 
> it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). BTW 
> already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal sound 
is 
> easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I must 
ad 
> that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for 
simple 
> reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to use 
> it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s 
talk 
> about kicks baby"
> Okoyem

| 11358|11322|2003-08-19 01:49:44|okoyemaya|Re: Kick drum|
Good point, never thought about it but it is obvious, used it without 
knowing. Great idea, thanks
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> I've never really sampled just a kick drum alone and this all may 
be 
> just me, but I have noticed one trick. Drums with a lot pitch 
> change in it tend to be heard better across a broader range of 
> monitor/speakers than single freq. kicks.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely 
> guarded 
> > secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in 
> > existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like 
the 
> > Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not 
> their 
> > fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds) and 
> the 
> > richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the 
> name 
> > of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was 
> 2Pac. 
> > 
> > So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling, 
> finding, 
> > extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real 
> > percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call 
> > it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). BTW 
> > already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal sound 
> is 
> > easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I must 
> ad 
> > that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for 
> simple 
> > reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to 
use 
> > it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s 
> talk 
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> > about kicks baby"
> > Okoyem

| 11359|11329|2003-08-19 02:18:05|Oscar Finch|Re: Latin Rascals' style slices...|
The easiset method to achieve this is DEAD simple. 
Assign a Square wave LFO to the amplifier . 
Make sure tempo sync is set to on. 
Make sure depth is at 100 % 
Overdub record knob movements of the LFO rate Knob - this when tempo sync is set to on WILL only switch between rates of 1/16th resolution up too the full and
LONGEST tempo sync variable amount. 
The knob movements can be set to any quantise resolution you want also. 
I should have posted this earlier . 
This will act exactly like a tempo driven VCA gate set to tempo clock at what ever notation subdivision the knob movements are recorded at with FULL tempo sync and
locking.

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11360|11252|2003-08-19 02:18:12|Oscar Finch|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
wasn't it you who started the tone, dog?As the MODERATORS have already stated - TIME TO END THE THREAD PEOPLE . 
Just incase you had not read the post from the moderator requesting the thread be stopped. 
Cheers 
FaX

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11361|11252|2003-08-19 04:23:30|wildemar|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
Am Mon, 18 Aug 2003 20:27:33 -0700 (PDT) hat ace maddwest 
<aceha1@yahoo.com> geschrieben:

> wasn't it you who started the tone, dog?
>

What? Who are you talking to?
:-)

Maybe it would help if you quoted essential parts of the message you'Re 
replying to.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11362|11322|2003-08-19 07:46:55|mtangelder|Re: Kick drum|
Hey, that's a coincidence! Just started a similar thread at 
rs7000.org forum about 'how to make that sound'.

For kickdrums, I usually layer several kicks on top of eachother, 
varying in velocity. Slightly different sounding (ghost)kicks on 
count 2 and 4 of a measure creat a groove.

Most of all, I think a kickdrum should be tweaked to sound great with 
the bassline. A drum can sound crap on it's own, but with the right 
bassound, it become just right.
| 11363|11252|2003-08-19 11:31:09|ace maddwest|Re: the real question: why rs7k over mpc2000|
yeah that might help! ; )

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11364|11364|2003-08-20 08:18:20|jesse_medway|Comment on RS7k's timing|
Heres some more comments to my new rs after playing with the groove 
template control. I took some DNA groove templates and applied them 
in cubase to a 16th note pattern and then went to the list editor 
(while in 480ppq mode) so I could copy the timing and velocity data 
to the rs, basically doing it manualy by hand. 

When I was done I auditioned these grooves, sound good, just like 
they do in cubase as I would expect. Will do more later as I can see 
they will come in handy.

Wrote a little electro beat using some hihats with one of the grooves 
I had copied. Then added some more drums and a bassline and tweaked 
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the groove templates on those tracks from scratch.

I got to say this thing makes me smile when it comes to timing. Not 
only is the control excellent but the overall feel is great. I rank 
it higher than any of the current boxes I've used (except for the 
sp12 which does its own thing) for overall feel.

Already ordered the output expansion as I plan to squeeze as much out 
of this thing as I can, especially with drums (in tandem with the 
sp12). I think the asr might be retired from those duties, great 
sound but I dont want to deal with any midi lag after hearing how 
sweet the rs can sound when triggering internal samples.

Haven't even loaded my own drums yet, the test I did was just off the 
stock stuff. Curious as to how well its going to reproduce samples 
treated with eq and gritting up (in the mirage), hopefully the sampl 
engine holds up and doesnt get too homogonized sounding.

Jesse
| 11365|11365|2003-08-20 09:34:39|madasagoat|rack-mount|
hi,

I wonder if any member has rack-mounted the rs7000 and if so , can 
you tell me how you did it ?

tia

psi
| 11366|11365|2003-08-20 09:57:20|ripe101|Re: rack-mount|
I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood to
create a "shelf" You have to angle the bottom of the shelf in order 
to get the RS7000
flush with the edge of the rack. But it fits tightly into the width 
of a
rack and you don't have to drill into the side of the RS7000.

you can see it in this pic:
http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPG

cheers
ripe

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "madasagoat" wrote:
> hi,
> 
> I wonder if any member has rack-mounted the rs7000 and if so , can 
> you tell me how you did it ?
> 
> tia
> 
> psi

| 11367|11365|2003-08-20 12:21:54|Latif|Re: rack-mount|
nice rig dude! ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:
> I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood to
> create a "shelf" You have to angle the bottom of the shelf in 
order 
> to get the RS7000
> flush with the edge of the rack. But it fits tightly into the 
width 
> of a
> rack and you don't have to drill into the side of the RS7000.
> 
> you can see it in this pic:
> http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPG
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "madasagoat" wrote:
> > hi,
> > 
> > I wonder if any member has rack-mounted the rs7000 and if so , 
can 
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> > you tell me how you did it ?
> > 
> > tia
> > 
> > psi

| 11368|11365|2003-08-20 14:09:17|dopamine|Re: rack-mount|
Nice setup!!!!!

Matt

At 03:56 PM 20/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood to
>create a "shelf" You have to angle the bottom of the shelf in order
>to get the RS7000
>flush with the edge of the rack. But it fits tightly into the width
>of a
>rack and you don't have to drill into the side of the RS7000.
>
>you can see it in this pic:
><http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPG>http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPG
>
>cheers
>ripe
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "madasagoat" wrote:
> > hi,
> >
> > I wonder if any member has rack-mounted the rs7000 and if so , can
> > you tell me how you did it ?
> >
> > tia
> >
> > psi
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>ddfbf.jpg
>de04b.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11369|11365|2003-08-20 15:52:20|wildemar|Re: rack-mount|
You didnt just post that to show the RS rackmounted, did you? ;-)

isnt it hard gigging with all that?

Wildemar

Am Wed, 20 Aug 2003 15:56:02 -0000 hat ripe101 
<ripe+list7147@mailblocks.com> geschrieben:

> I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood to
> create a "shelf" You have to angle the bottom of the shelf in order to 
> get the RS7000
> flush with the edge of the rack. But it fits tightly into the width of a
> rack and you don't have to drill into the side of the RS7000.
>
> you can see it in this pic:
> http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPG
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>
> cheers
> ripe

| 11370|11365|2003-08-20 16:41:50|Oscar Finch|Re: rack-mount|
I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood toyou can see it in this pic:http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPGcheersripeAhhh you
bloody show off .... Drooools over K5000s ,Schalwerk Sequencer ,AW4416 ,Machine Drum etc etc etc ROFLMAO :P 
Got any spare cash to throw around dude :P

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11371|11365|2003-08-20 23:06:33|ripe101|Re: rack-mount|
Thanks everyone... I wasn't showing off honestly, I've been trading 
and buying gear for years and have trimmed everything down to very 
special pieces of gear. I love techno and working with technology so 
I approach stuff more from an engineer's point of view, reverse 
engineering OS and file formats. I wish I had more time to actually 
work on music (instead of playing video games!) heh, check out my 
aw4416 and schaltwerk pages to see what I mean 
http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
http://www.socialentropy.com/schaltwerk 

Anyways, rack-mounting the RS is easy, I wish yamaha had used a nice 
metal case like the RM1X though!

cheers
ripe

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> 
> 
> I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood 
toyou can see it in this 
pic:http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPGcheersripeAhhh 
you bloody show off .... Drooools over K5000s ,Schalwerk 
Sequencer ,AW4416 ,Machine Drum etc etc etc ROFLMAO :P 
> Got any spare cash to throw around dude :P
> 
> _______________________________________________
> Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> The most personalized portal on the Web!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11372|11322|2003-08-21 00:27:01|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: Kick drum|
Listen up to this one..... First of all;

I use usually 3 kicks at a time and eq each one to blend in properly ie; eq 
favoring 60 Hz one, the next at 90, ad the next a 120 Hz... then re-sample 
it..

Also, take the begining of one kick (just the part that goes tick) and 
combine it with the midde part and then add the end part of another 
kick...... now eq it properly and you've go your first layer... now do it al 
over again times 2 and blend it all together.... dont forget to "USE YOUR 
FUCKING EARS" ;)
Dont add too many boomy parts.. you need to build a "sonic spectrum" meaning 
that a kick or any other sample for that matter is made up of many 
freqencies. From 50 Hz to 3000 Hz.

Also, very important-->> just because a kick sounds good on its own it 
defenetly does not mean its going to sound good with the rest of the music 
layered on top of it. Dont forget that the kic drum and the bass are 
competing for the same frequency spectrum. Try to lower the volume on the 
bass when the kick drum is sounding... that is why in house music u usually 
see the kick on 1,2,3,4 while the bass is on and,and,and,and!

If you wanna hear some of my sample kicks i have made (you're free to use 
them!!!) let me know how to upload to the site.

Take it easy.

:Special Coral
wtf? Records Ltd.

http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPGcheersripeAhhh
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>From: "zamisers7k" <Dbeam505@aol.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Kick drum
>Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 06:00:22 -0000
>
>I've never really sampled just a kick drum alone and this all may be
>just me, but I have noticed one trick. Drums with a lot pitch
>change in it tend to be heard better across a broader range of
>monitor/speakers than single freq. kicks.
>
>Zam
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely
>guarded
> > secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in
> > existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like the
> > Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not
>their
> > fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds) and
>the
> > richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the
>name
> > of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was
>2Pac.
> >
> > So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling,
>finding,
> > extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real
> > percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call
> > it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). BTW
> > already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal sound
>is
> > easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I must
>ad
> > that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for
>simple
> > reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to use
> > it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s
>talk
> > about kicks baby"
> > Okoyem
>

_________________________________________________________________
Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11373|11365|2003-08-21 01:20:33|Latif|Re: rack-mount|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:

> heh, check out my 
> aw4416 and schaltwerk pages to see what I mean 
> http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
> http://www.socialentropy.com/schaltwerk 
> 

YOU do those pages...?!!!
coooool, thumbsup mate!
i visited that aw4416 page a while ago, and snagged 
the AWExtract for usage with the AW16G.
it works nice!!
:-)
keepup the goodwork

Latif
| 11374|11322|2003-08-21 01:30:57|okoyemaya|Re: Kick drum|
Would be great to hear some examples, thanks
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "DanieL A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> Listen up to this one..... First of all;
> 
> I use usually 3 kicks at a time and eq each one to blend in 

properly ie; eq 
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> favoring 60 Hz one, the next at 90, ad the next a 120 Hz... then re-

sample 

> it..
> 
> Also, take the begining of one kick (just the part that goes tick) 

and 

> combine it with the midde part and then add the end part of another 
> kick...... now eq it properly and you've go your first layer... now 

do it al 

> over again times 2 and blend it all together.... dont forget 

to "USE YOUR 

> FUCKING EARS" ;)
> Dont add too many boomy parts.. you need to build a "sonic 

spectrum" meaning 

> that a kick or any other sample for that matter is made up of many 
> freqencies. From 50 Hz to 3000 Hz.
> 
> Also, very important-->> just because a kick sounds good on its own 

it 

> defenetly does not mean its going to sound good with the rest of 

the music 

> layered on top of it. Dont forget that the kic drum and the bass 

are 

> competing for the same frequency spectrum. Try to lower the volume 

on the 

> bass when the kick drum is sounding... that is why in house music u 

usually 

> see the kick on 1,2,3,4 while the bass is on and,and,and,and!
> 
> If you wanna hear some of my sample kicks i have made (you're free 

to use 

> them!!!) let me know how to upload to the site.
> 
> Take it easy.
> 
> 
> :Special Coral
> wtf? Records Ltd.
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "zamisers7k" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Kick drum
> >Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 06:00:22 -0000
> >
> >I've never really sampled just a kick drum alone and this all may 

be

> >just me, but I have noticed one trick. Drums with a lot pitch
> >change in it tend to be heard better across a broader range of
> >monitor/speakers than single freq. kicks.
> >
> >Zam
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely
> >guarded
> > > secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in
> > > existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like 
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the

> > > Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not
> >their
> > > fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds) 

and

> >the
> > > richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the
> >name
> > > of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was
> >2Pac.
> > >
> > > So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling,
> >finding,
> > > extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real
> > > percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call
> > > it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). 

BTW

> > > already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal 

sound

> >is
> > > easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I 

must

> >ad
> > > that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for
> >simple
> > > reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to 

use

> > > it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s
> >talk
> > > about kicks baby"
> > > Okoyem
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

| 11375|11322|2003-08-21 09:39:20|blackwoodtebo|Re: Kick drum|
Hey Daniel, are you using the internal sounds of the R7K? Just 
curious. All the kicks I have made, I have made in my computer and 
then put them in the R7k. If you are using all internal sounds, 
could you upload a "phrase" so we can see what you you did with 
them? That would be interesting. I haven't uploaded anything here 
yet, so I am not sure how to do so yet though. These are good 
tips. I do similiar things in my computer when making kicks. I 
take the beginning of one kick, using the Amplitude/volume envelope 
of my sampler to reduce to just the "tick" (or the attack, as I 
would say). Then I take the resonance or "boom" of another kick 
(again, using the amp env). I have never tried breaking it down 
into three parts like you say, but now I will. I do more drum n 
bass kind of kicks, but I have been working on more Hip Hop tracks 
lately because I have been playing with some live Hip Hop bands. 
Your method seems like it would work well with Hip Hop kicks. Can't 
wait to try it. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "DanieL A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> Listen up to this one..... First of all;
> 
> I use usually 3 kicks at a time and eq each one to blend in 

properly ie; eq 

> favoring 60 Hz one, the next at 90, ad the next a 120 Hz... then 

re-sample 

> it..
> 
> Also, take the begining of one kick (just the part that goes tick) 

http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
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and 

> combine it with the midde part and then add the end part of 

another 

> kick...... now eq it properly and you've go your first layer... 

now do it al 

> over again times 2 and blend it all together.... dont forget 

to "USE YOUR 

> FUCKING EARS" ;)
> Dont add too many boomy parts.. you need to build a "sonic 

spectrum" meaning 

> that a kick or any other sample for that matter is made up of many 
> freqencies. From 50 Hz to 3000 Hz.
> 
> Also, very important-->> just because a kick sounds good on its 

own it 

> defenetly does not mean its going to sound good with the rest of 

the music 

> layered on top of it. Dont forget that the kic drum and the bass 

are 

> competing for the same frequency spectrum. Try to lower the 

volume on the 

> bass when the kick drum is sounding... that is why in house music 

u usually 

> see the kick on 1,2,3,4 while the bass is on and,and,and,and!
> 
> If you wanna hear some of my sample kicks i have made (you're free 

to use 

> them!!!) let me know how to upload to the site.
> 
> Take it easy.
> 
> 
> :Special Coral
> wtf? Records Ltd.
> 
> 
> 
> >From: "zamisers7k" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Kick drum
> >Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 06:00:22 -0000
> >
> >I've never really sampled just a kick drum alone and this all may 

be

> >just me, but I have noticed one trick. Drums with a lot pitch
> >change in it tend to be heard better across a broader range of
> >monitor/speakers than single freq. kicks.
> >
> >Zam
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely
> >guarded
> > > secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in
> > > existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like 

the

> > > Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not
> >their
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> > > fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds) 

and

> >the
> > > richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the
> >name
> > > of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was
> >2Pac.
> > >
> > > So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling,
> >finding,
> > > extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real
> > > percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call
> > > it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal). 

BTW

> > > already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal 

sound

> >is
> > > easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I 

must

> >ad
> > > that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for
> >simple
> > > reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to 

use

> > > it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s
> >talk
> > > about kicks baby"
> > > Okoyem
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail

| 11376|11376|2003-08-21 11:07:31|okoyemaya|More bass drum|
Found some interesting stuff on SOS February 2002 "Synth Secrets: 
Practical Bass Drum Synthesis" there are some more parts to it, 
interesting for synth freaks, for me too much. Interesting to 
experiment but with this you may spend months.
Okoyem
| 11377|11365|2003-08-21 14:24:04|wildemar|Re: rack-mount|
Am Thu, 21 Aug 2003 05:05:45 -0000 hat ripe101 
<ripe+list7147@mailblocks.com> geschrieben:

> I wish I had more time to actually work on music (instead of playing 
> video games!)
>

Yeah I know this stuff is so time consuming ;-).
Its sometimes really hard to tip over my consume/conceive switch ... stupip 
luxuries ;-)

Wildemar
| 11378|11376|2003-08-21 14:35:12|wildemar|Re: More bass drum|
Why do I always keep forgetting about that great site ...
THXs for reminding me again bro :-)

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Thu, 21 Aug 2003 17:07:27 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> Found some interesting stuff on SOS February 2002 "Synth Secrets: 
> Practical Bass Drum Synthesis" there are some more parts to it, 
> interesting for synth freaks, for me too much. Interesting to experiment 
> but with this you may spend months.
> Okoyem

| 11379|11379|2003-08-21 15:31:18|okoyemaya|OT: Anybody knows that ?|
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Is it anything worth interest "Sequential Circuits Drumtracks" 
anybody heard it ? I quess it is analog, have a photo , could send 
per E mail. Worth buying ? 
Okoyem
| 11380|11376|2003-08-21 15:43:38|dopamine|Re: More bass drum|
Checkout Linplug for the best software drum synthesis vst's.

Matt

At 05:07 PM 21/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Found some interesting stuff on SOS February 2002 "Synth Secrets:
>Practical Bass Drum Synthesis" there are some more parts to it,
>interesting for synth freaks, for me too much. Interesting to
>experiment but with this you may spend months.
>Okoyem
>
>
>2a8719.jpg

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11381|11376|2003-08-21 15:43:48|om_audio|Re: More bass drum|
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/Feb02/articles/synthsecrets0202.asp

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Found some interesting stuff on SOS February 2002 "Synth Secrets: 
> Practical Bass Drum Synthesis" there are some more parts to it, 
> interesting for synth freaks, for me too much. Interesting to 
> experiment but with this you may spend months.
> Okoyem

| 11382|11382|2003-08-21 17:34:37|okoyemaya|For the lazy ones|
Just saw it on German Ebay ( I am checking how RS sell in case I get 
tempted with ES, not good BTW) SM cards with presets 16mb cards 15 
Euro ?!, would be interesting to hear how good are they ( the 
programmers) then looked at Yamaha page
http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/germany/40_general_accessories/10_software/30
_synthesizer_software/20_RS7000/index.html ,
indeed they have 3 cards. If anybody buys I would love to hear mp3, 
remember the presets, if I wouldnt read this forum ... the presets 
can put anybody off, but perhaps these are better.
Okoyem
| 11383|11322|2003-08-21 23:43:55|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: Kick drum|
Also, there is a pogram tha everybody should use.... it is my best kept 
secret....... still pondering.... ok, ok, ill tell yous..... u can get it 
online for free... it is called stomper hyperion..... nuff said...now go 
graB IT AND LET ME KNOW IF I WAS OF HELP!

>From: "blackwoodtebo" <basscount@comcast.net>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Kick drum
>Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2003 15:20:54 -0000
>
>
>Hey Daniel, are you using the internal sounds of the R7K? Just
>curious. All the kicks I have made, I have made in my computer and
>then put them in the R7k. If you are using all internal sounds,
>could you upload a "phrase" so we can see what you you did with
>them? That would be interesting. I haven't uploaded anything here
>yet, so I am not sure how to do so yet though. These are good
>tips. I do similiar things in my computer when making kicks. I
>take the beginning of one kick, using the Amplitude/volume envelope
>of my sampler to reduce to just the "tick" (or the attack, as I
>would say). Then I take the resonance or "boom" of another kick
>(again, using the amp env). I have never tried breaking it down
>into three parts like you say, but now I will. I do more drum n
>bass kind of kicks, but I have been working on more Hip Hop tracks
>lately because I have been playing with some live Hip Hop bands.
>Your method seems like it would work well with Hip Hop kicks. Can't
>wait to try it.
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "DanieL A. Carrillo"
> wrote:
> > Listen up to this one..... First of all;
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> >
> > I use usually 3 kicks at a time and eq each one to blend in
>properly ie; eq
> > favoring 60 Hz one, the next at 90, ad the next a 120 Hz... then
>re-sample
> > it..
> >
> > Also, take the begining of one kick (just the part that goes tick)
>and
> > combine it with the midde part and then add the end part of
>another
> > kick...... now eq it properly and you've go your first layer...
>now do it al
> > over again times 2 and blend it all together.... dont forget
>to "USE YOUR
> > FUCKING EARS" ;)
> > Dont add too many boomy parts.. you need to build a "sonic
>spectrum" meaning
> > that a kick or any other sample for that matter is made up of many
> > freqencies. From 50 Hz to 3000 Hz.
> >
> > Also, very important-->> just because a kick sounds good on its
>own it
> > defenetly does not mean its going to sound good with the rest of
>the music
> > layered on top of it. Dont forget that the kic drum and the bass
>are
> > competing for the same frequency spectrum. Try to lower the
>volume on the
> > bass when the kick drum is sounding... that is why in house music
>u usually
> > see the kick on 1,2,3,4 while the bass is on and,and,and,and!
> >
> > If you wanna hear some of my sample kicks i have made (you're free
>to use
> > them!!!) let me know how to upload to the site.
> >
> > Take it easy.
> >
> >
> > :Special Coral
> > wtf? Records Ltd.
> >
> >
> >
> > >From: "zamisers7k" 
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Kick drum
> > >Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 06:00:22 -0000
> > >
> > >I've never really sampled just a kick drum alone and this all may
>be
> > >just me, but I have noticed one trick. Drums with a lot pitch
> > >change in it tend to be heard better across a broader range of
> > >monitor/speakers than single freq. kicks.
> > >
> > >Zam
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > > Anybody to reveal bass drum secrets ? It is certainly closely
> > >guarded
> > > > secret of many producers, after all with millions of tracks in
> > > > existence there are not that many great sounding kicks. I like
>the
> > > > Missy`s, Dre, heard some interesting kick from Snap ( I am not
> > >their
> > > > fan, their music may be trash but they have some good sounds)
>and
> > >the
> > > > richest one ever heard was on the car radio, couldnt catch the
> > >name
> > > > of a tune but a friend who was ridding with me claimed it was
> > >2Pac.
> > > >
> > > > So my friends any tips on choice, multilayering, sampling,
> > >finding,
> > > > extracting good kicks. My trade secret? Since I do play real
> > > > percussion including ghatam ( usually they Yamaha/Roland call
> > > > it "udu") so I use it often along regular kick (RS internal).
>BTW
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> > > > already since RM1X I do not record real tabla, the internal
>sound
> > >is
> > > > easier to mix, actually real tabla sounds worse then RS`s. I
>must
> > >ad
> > > > that 99,99% of tablas I hear on MTV or radio are horrible for
> > >simple
> > > > reason that unless you play an instrument you wont know how to
>use
> > > > it. Ok so I shared some trade secrets now is your turn, "Let`s
> > >talk
> > > > about kicks baby"
> > > > Okoyem
> > >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE*
> > http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
>

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11384|11302|2003-08-22 01:51:05|Peter Simmons|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
I'm just about to get a Iomega 100MB SCSI Zip Drive. I understand the drive has 2 x 25 pin slots. The RS7000 manual talks about both ends needing 50 pin connections.
Can someone tell me how this works in practice if the Iomega has only got 25 pin slots? Probably a simple answer but I have no experience of SCSI.

Thanks

----- Original Message ----- 
From: bilterfucht 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2003 9:23 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI

I bought a scsi Zip drive a couple of months ago, it's 100MB Iomega-
drive. Some people told me that it was rather slow but i don't think 
so. I also had a zip-drive placed into my computer so i could 
exchange samples. Works fine. When you should buy an Iomega Zipdrive 
be sure not ro buy Iomega Zip Plus, that doesn't work.

Ciao,

wIM3,14 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
wrote:
> I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try 
and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells 
me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that 
the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used 
the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or 
any other problem with Smart Media ?
> 
> Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone 
got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.
> 
> Thanks
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11385|11302|2003-08-22 02:02:00|dopamine|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
Just buy a scsi cable with 25 pin one end and 50 pin the other. make sure 
it's the smaller 50pin variety.

Happy days :-)

Matt.

At 08:36 AM 22/08/2003 +0100, you wrote:

>I'm just about to get a Iomega 100MB SCSI Zip Drive. I understand the 
>drive has 2 x 25 pin slots. The RS7000 manual talks about both ends 
>needing 50 pin connections. Can someone tell me how this works in practice 
>if the Iomega has only got 25 pin slots? Probably a simple answer but I 
>have no experience of SCSI.
>
>Thanks
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: bilterfucht
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, August 15, 2003 9:23 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI
>
>
> I bought a scsi Zip drive a couple of months ago, it's 100MB Iomega-
> drive. Some people told me that it was rather slow but i don't think
> so. I also had a zip-drive placed into my computer so i could
> exchange samples. Works fine. When you should buy an Iomega Zipdrive
> be sure not ro buy Iomega Zip Plus, that doesn't work.
>
> Ciao,
>
> wIM3,14
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
> wrote:
> > I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try
> and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells
> me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that
> the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used
> the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or
> any other problem with Smart Media ?
> >
> > Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone
> got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.
> >
> > Thanks
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
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>
>
>
>
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> Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11386|11386|2003-08-22 18:46:18|om_audio|AIEB/2 issue |
I have a Song I have been using with no problems for weeks now- and 
last night at rehearsal it decides not to output the bass track on 
output 6- I tried assigning the track to the main outs and it worked 
fine- but none of the expansion outs worked- if I swithed to another 
song that also had bass to out 6 it worked fine- I looked for any CC 
data, mutes, Scene track info, etc. and cannot figure out why it 
stopped working. 

Anyone have any ideas or suggestions? 

Thanks, 

Om
| 11387|11379|2003-08-23 03:12:58|faxorgy|Re: OT: Anybody knows that ?|
If you wan't to know what one sounds like listen to Prince's track
WHEN DOVE CRY - that is largely a sequential drum track.
If it comes with the eprom burner and utilities it could be an 
interesting buy ;)

> Is it anything worth interest "Sequential Circuits Drumtracks" 
> anybody heard it ? I quess it is analog, have a photo , could send 
> per E mail. Worth buying ? 
> Okoyem

| 11388|11302|2003-08-23 03:13:43|Peter Simmons|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
So the manual is misleading? Thanks for the information. I'll give it a try when I get my drive.

Peter

----- Original Message ----- 
From: dopamine 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, August 22, 2003 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI

Just buy a scsi cable with 25 pin one end and 50 pin the other. make sure 
it's the smaller 50pin variety.

Happy days :-)

Matt.

At 08:36 AM 22/08/2003 +0100, you wrote:
>I'm just about to get a Iomega 100MB SCSI Zip Drive. I understand the 
>drive has 2 x 25 pin slots. The RS7000 manual talks about both ends 
>needing 50 pin connections. Can someone tell me how this works in practice 
>if the Iomega has only got 25 pin slots? Probably a simple answer but I 
>have no experience of SCSI.
>
>Thanks
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: bilterfucht
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> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, August 15, 2003 9:23 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI
>
>
> I bought a scsi Zip drive a couple of months ago, it's 100MB Iomega-
> drive. Some people told me that it was rather slow but i don't think
> so. I also had a zip-drive placed into my computer so i could
> exchange samples. Works fine. When you should buy an Iomega Zipdrive
> be sure not ro buy Iomega Zip Plus, that doesn't work.
>
> Ciao,
>
> wIM3,14
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
> wrote:
> > I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try
> and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells
> me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that
> the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used
> the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or
> any other problem with Smart Media ?
> >
> > Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone
> got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.
> >
> > Thanks
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>c755d2.jpg
>c7565e.jpg
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11389|11322|2003-08-23 03:16:18|blackwoodtebo|Re: Kick drum|
Hey Daniel, this program is great! I have already come up with some 
great samples from it. I got the 4.0 version, not the 5.0 yet. I 
have come up with some great bass and kick sounds from just messing 
with it for like 15 minutes. These samples will definitely get used 
i think. Thanks for the tip.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "DanieL A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> Also, there is a pogram tha everybody should use.... it is my best 

kept 

> secret....... still pondering.... ok, ok, ill tell yous..... u can 

get it 

> online for free... it is called stomper hyperion..... nuff 

said...now go 

> graB IT AND LET ME KNOW IF I WAS OF HELP!

| 11390|11390|2003-08-24 03:36:29|faxorgy|WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
Get this - Mo6ES - $5695 , Mo7ES - $6595 , Mo8ES $7600 approx :( :( ..
Oh yeah and seeing as My RS7000 is an OVERPRICED doorstop with NO 
RESALE value I'm gonna have to keep it pfffffff a $3400 doorstop at 
that.
No ONE wanted my other GEAR so guess what I'm keeping it ;).
Cant afford an SP808EX at the moment :( .
Sorry for the whinge fella's.
Yamaha IS a BIG FAT MONEY HUNGRY BITCH that can go suck my fucken 
cock!!!!!

Takes deep breath and repeats MANTRA ..... In with anger ,out with 
love kill Yamaha rep , In with anger out with love kill Yamaha 
rep ,In with anger out with love kill Yamaha rep - see I'm feeling 
better already :D .
| 11391|11302|2003-08-24 03:37:16|BEKEN ONE|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Just buy a scsi cable with 25 pin one end and 50 pin the other. make

sure 

> it's the smaller 50pin variety.

yep its ALL about gender benders!!!
i have mad OLD "SUN/SGI/APPLE/HP-UX stuff and all i need is a gender
bender and a FORMAT.....then im cool.
and thats anything SCSI ive delt with.
anything with "25pin SCSI(db25), 50pin
SCSI(centronics/amplenol),68pin(micro D) are ALL "SCSI 1" (8 devices
on one chain from number 0 - 7).
| 11392|11379|2003-08-24 03:37:51|BEKEN ONE|Re: OT: Anybody knows that ?|
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> > Is it anything worth interest "Sequential Circuits Drumtracks" 
> > anybody heard it ? I quess it is analog, have a photo , could send 
> > per E mail. Worth buying ? 

not realy..its means buying a eprom burner and a older PC to hook up
to because the connection to those things is by 1 EISA slot.
and you have to save your samples (ALL) in a low quality and certain
CODEX.
ive done that for years until i had my first ESI-32 and the the GOD
send 
...MPC2000...floppys at the time were and still are some much easyer.
BUT!!!...its kind of cool knowing your samples are PHYSICALY there ALL
the time....limited by polyphony at the time.
whats good it MOST of those EPROM based drum machines have MAD OUTPUTS
that are fully assignable.
its still would be cool having a custom EPROM drummachine for certain
kits...with MAD outputs.

BEKEN ONE
| 11393|11376|2003-08-24 03:40:02|tompaulsen2002|Re: More bass drum|
And for the sample-freaks...there´s still in the filesection some 
SH09 Kickdrums i uploaded...:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Wavefiles_SPECIAL%20March/

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Why do I always keep forgetting about that great site ...
> THXs for reminding me again bro :-)
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am Thu, 21 Aug 2003 17:07:27 -0000 hat okoyemaya 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > Found some interesting stuff on SOS February 2002 "Synth 
Secrets: 
> > Practical Bass Drum Synthesis" there are some more parts to it, 
> > interesting for synth freaks, for me too much. Interesting to 
experiment 
> > but with this you may spend months.
> > Okoyem

| 11394|11390|2003-08-24 04:20:56|om_audio|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
Well I don't know where you live but wherever it is they must have 
insane import taxes or something- prices here in SoCal are nowhere 
near what you quoted- is there a particular reason you say the blame 
for these extraordinary prices lays squarely on Yamaha's shoulders?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Get this - Mo6ES - $5695 , Mo7ES - $6595 , Mo8ES $7600 approx :( :
( ..

| 11395|11390|2003-08-24 05:00:29|dopamine|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
Is that RRP? Does anyone pay full price? Even so, that's an insane amount 
of money.

Can't say i'd bother with a workstation keyboard myself. Junk.

I can't believe you paid almost $1000 more than I did for the RS. Where do 
you shop? David Jones?

Matt

At 03:31 PM 23/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Get this - Mo6ES - $5695 , Mo7ES - $6595 , Mo8ES $7600 approx :( :( ..
>Oh yeah and seeing as My RS7000 is an OVERPRICED doorstop with NO
>RESALE value I'm gonna have to keep it pfffffff a $3400 doorstop at
>that.
>No ONE wanted my other GEAR so guess what I'm keeping it ;).
>Cant afford an SP808EX at the moment :( .
>Sorry for the whinge fella's.
>Yamaha IS a BIG FAT MONEY HUNGRY BITCH that can go suck my fucken
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>cock!!!!!
>
>
>
>Takes deep breath and repeats MANTRA ..... In with anger ,out with
>love kill Yamaha rep , In with anger out with love kill Yamaha
>rep ,In with anger out with love kill Yamaha rep - see I'm feeling
>better already :D .
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11396|11390|2003-08-24 06:20:07|Quest Pond|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
FYI

OZ = Australia

It looks like RRP for Australia. And yes you can blame this entirely on Yamaha. Its a really lousy position in australia where you get one exclusive dodgy ripoff
distributer for these type of products for the entire country, and they charge what they like and usually take several months after release of the product to even get stocks
(if at all). 

The system is quite different from the US and really you have little option but to pay the price, importing is not an option because you get hit with massive duty + risk.

Quest

-----Original Message-----
From: om_audio [mailto:clifsound@hotmail.com]
Sent: 24 August 2003 11:20
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!

Well I don't know where you live but wherever it is they must have 
insane import taxes or something- prices here in SoCal are nowhere 
near what you quoted- is there a particular reason you say the blame 
for these extraordinary prices lays squarely on Yamaha's shoulders?

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Get this - Mo6ES - $5695 , Mo7ES - $6595 , Mo8ES $7600 approx :( :
( ..
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11397|11390|2003-08-24 07:35:03|faxorgy|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
Matt I got it from Manny's some 3 weeks after it was released.
The retail was $4195 , I got them down to $3400 cash with a 64 meg 
card and YMAMAHA factory RAM preinstalled before purchase.
Still WAY to dear for what it IS I agree.
The C.U.N.T.S at Yamaha Australia where pretty tight arsed and not 
particularly willing to sell at that price on first shipping 
consignment in Oz either.
Totally blows I know. :( .
Why do you think I've got the hump with Yamaha.
My brother is a Barrister/Solicitor with degrees in international law.
As stupid as it sounds I'm gonna be seeing him with regards to 
pricing and issues relating to market value ,lack of support etc etc 
as well.
Yamaha don't wanna be nice so fuck it I'm not gonna be nice any more 
either.
Talk about getting screwed over.
I mean my MP-7 with OS2.0 was $1650 BRAND NEW 128 voice poly ,six 
outs standard ,SPDIF out ,50 filters ,Proteus 2000 synth engine, 
expandable etc etc etc... not to mention the velo/aftertouch pads and 
programmable arps ,triggers ,hyperpresets ,layering capabilites etc 
etc....
Bit of a joke in hind sight.
Once bitten twice shy as they say !!!!!!!
Never in my entire life have I experienced a manuafacturer so 
downright complacent ,beligerant and ungrateful for your custom.
The blurb should have read "Yamaha RatShit-7000 , we don't believe in 
it either " .
As I've said NO more Yamaha ever again.
Yamaha are a bunch of "ANKLES" .
BTW for those not in the know an ANKLE is approximately THREE FEET 
BELOW A CUNT ...... sounds about right on all counts really.
As I said elsewhere I should have kept my QY and RM1X . 
No goin' back now is there ?
| 11398|11302|2003-08-24 11:50:21|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
i HVE THE SAME SETUP, LISTEN UP; First u need a converter (50 pin high 
density SCSI 2 into > SCSI 1 25 Pin) The you set terminate the other lead on 
the zip drive wth theswitch at the back Then set it up through the 
RS7000... If you do and gt exacly what i have told u yo will have no 
problems.

>From: "Peter Simmons" <peterasimmons@btopenworld.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI
>Date: Fri, 22 Aug 2003 08:36:18 +0100
>
>I'm just about to get a Iomega 100MB SCSI Zip Drive. I understand the drive 
>has 2 x 25 pin slots. The RS7000 manual talks about both ends needing 50 
>pin connections. Can someone tell me how this works in practice if the 
>Iomega has only got 25 pin slots? Probably a simple answer but I have no 
>experience of SCSI.
>
>Thanks
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: bilterfucht
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, August 15, 2003 9:23 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI
>
>
> I bought a scsi Zip drive a couple of months ago, it's 100MB Iomega-
> drive. Some people told me that it was rather slow but i don't think
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> so. I also had a zip-drive placed into my computer so i could
> exchange samples. Works fine. When you should buy an Iomega Zipdrive
> be sure not ro buy Iomega Zip Plus, that doesn't work.
>
> Ciao,
>
> wIM3,14
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
> wrote:
> > I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try
> and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells
> me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that
> the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used
> the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or
> any other problem with Smart Media ?
> >
> > Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone
> got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.
> >
> > Thanks
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Help STOP SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11399|11399|2003-08-24 15:40:11|electrotimba|ELectrotimba|
Hola RS7000 fans 
Within few weeks will start new musical project, actually we will be 
inventing new style, working name "electrotimba". "Timba" was 
invented and developed in 80s by NG La Banda, Los Van Van and few 
other mainly cuban groups. It revitalised salsa with elements of 
funk,jazz, r&b and virtuosic musicianship. Timba is more dynamic, 
sophisticated and aggressive then traditonal salsa. 
Now we will be trying to fuse Afro Cuban music with electronic. The 
so called latin house is mostly rather primitive oversimplification 
of latin music repeating to death "club mediterane" version of what 
1st world tourists think is the Caribe. Our attempt is to bring 
quality latin caribbean elements into electronic music. We already 
have the commitment of some of the original timba inventors, leading 
musicians and arrangers. 
RS 7000 is to be main sequenzing engine, chosen for it flexibility 
and timing accuracy. 
We would appreciate your suggestions and opinions. We have to choose 
from the variety of interesting styles of electronic to make the 
album consistent and reaching it audience. we thought to concentrate 
on medium fast tempo styles thus leaving ambient, chillout and on 
other end Jungle and D&B. 
So we would concentrate on house, garage , 2 step, perhaps hiphop.. 
Any help with links written material will be appreciated, we want to 
know the stereotypes well (like houses- 4 to the floor , bass drum, 
close HH on the beats and off on the off beats, snare on 2 and 4 
etc ) Would be very useful to know more of these stereotypes other 
styles. Since there will be more then enough syncopations and crazy 
rhythms in percussion, piano, bass and horns, it is necessery to keep 
the obvious electronica styles identity ( bass drum, snare, HHts) so 
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there is no fear of stereotype rather necesity for stying somehow 
within electronic, otherwise we will end up with overcrazy stuff that 
only Latinos will know where the "One" is. These stereotypes" is the 
connection to non Latino world. 
BEfore studio work begins with the whole team I want study well and 
preproduce maximum beats of house, garage and hiphop styles. 
Any suggetions, links will be apreciated ( specially Cubase style 
drum editor snaps). I already invented an exercise, on RS with no 
card , programme beats the off. Then again recreating them from my 
memore. I want to be able to programme on the fly various styles in 
supertempo- once with the team cannot afford wasting peoples time. 
RS will be used live for the drums,partially percussion and horns ( 
theat will be recorded live in a studio and converted to samples for 
the live use) 
Is it good choice RS 7000 ? Till now have good impression 
I am happy to join the forum
Electrotimba
| 11400|11399|2003-08-24 16:35:42|electrotimba|ELectrotimba|
Hola RS7000 fans 
Within few weeks will start new musical project, actually we will be 
inventing new style, working name "electrotimba". "Timba" was 
invented and developed in 80s by NG La Banda, Los Van Van and few 
other mainly cuban groups. It revitalised salsa with elements of 
funk,jazz, r&b and virtuosic musicianship. Timba is more dynamic, 
sophisticated and aggressive then traditonal salsa. 
Now we will be trying to fuse Afro Cuban music with electronic. The 
so called latin house is mostly rather primitive oversimplification 
of latin music repeating to death "club mediterane" version of what 
1st world tourists think is the Caribe. Our attempt is to bring 
quality latin caribbean elements into electronic music. We already 
have the commitment of some of the original timba inventors, leading 
musicians and arrangers. 
RS 7000 is to be main sequenzing engine, chosen for it flexibility 
and timing accuracy. 
We would appreciate your suggestions and opinions. We have to choose 
from the variety of interesting styles of electronic to make the 
album consistent and reaching it audience. we thought to concentrate 
on medium fast tempo styles thus leaving ambient, chillout and on 
other end Jungle and D&B. 
So we would concentrate on house, garage , 2 step, perhaps hiphop.. 
Any help with links written material will be appreciated, we want to 
know the stereotypes well (like houses- 4 to the floor , bass drum, 
close HH on the beats and off on the off beats, snare on 2 and 4 
etc ) Would be very useful to know more of these stereotypes other 
styles. Since there will be more then enough syncopations and crazy 
rhythms in percussion, piano, bass and horns, it is necessery to keep 
the obvious electronica styles identity ( bass drum, snare, HHts) so 
there is no fear of stereotype rather necesity for stying somehow 
within electronic, otherwise we will end up with overcrazy stuff that 
only Latinos will know where the "One" is. These stereotypes" is the 
connection to non Latino world. 
BEfore studio work begins with the whole team I want study well and 
preproduce maximum beats of house, garage and hiphop styles. 
Any suggetions, links will be apreciated ( specially Cubase style 
drum editor snaps). I already invented an exercise, on RS with no 
card , programme beats the off. Then again recreating them from my 
memore. I want to be able to programme on the fly various styles in 
supertempo- once with the team cannot afford wasting peoples time. 
RS will be used live for the drums,partially percussion and horns ( 
theat will be recorded live in a studio and converted to samples for 
the live use) 
Is it good choice RS 7000 ? Till now have good impression 
I am happy to join the forum
Electrotimba
| 11401|11390|2003-08-24 23:21:00|dopamine|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
Hey Fax, shit mate... not good. I see why you paid what you did now being 
one of the first to grab it. It shows to mate cos you really know the thing 
inside out.

I'm thinking of ditching a certain piece if gear I aquired not long ago and 
will be in the market for another sequencer for live work... do you rate 
the Emu command stations highly? I thought Emu went bust but i've been on 
SOS recently and apparently they are still producing CD's etc for their 
samplers..... so I dunno now. I'd like to think I can upgrade my E6400 
Ultra.... maybe Hutchings can sort me out.....

erm, sorry gone a little OT there....

All the best Fax,

Matt



At 12:29 PM 24/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Matt I got it from Manny's some 3 weeks after it was released.
>The retail was $4195 , I got them down to $3400 cash with a 64 meg
>card and YMAMAHA factory RAM preinstalled before purchase.
>Still WAY to dear for what it IS I agree.
>The C.U.N.T.S at Yamaha Australia where pretty tight arsed and not
>particularly willing to sell at that price on first shipping
>consignment in Oz either.
>Totally blows I know. :( .
>Why do you think I've got the hump with Yamaha.
>My brother is a Barrister/Solicitor with degrees in international law.
>As stupid as it sounds I'm gonna be seeing him with regards to
>pricing and issues relating to market value ,lack of support etc etc
>as well.
>Yamaha don't wanna be nice so fuck it I'm not gonna be nice any more
>either.
>Talk about getting screwed over.
>I mean my MP-7 with OS2.0 was $1650 BRAND NEW 128 voice poly ,six
>outs standard ,SPDIF out ,50 filters ,Proteus 2000 synth engine,
>expandable etc etc etc... not to mention the velo/aftertouch pads and
>programmable arps ,triggers ,hyperpresets ,layering capabilites etc
>etc....
>Bit of a joke in hind sight.
>Once bitten twice shy as they say !!!!!!!
>Never in my entire life have I experienced a manuafacturer so
>downright complacent ,beligerant and ungrateful for your custom.
>The blurb should have read "Yamaha RatShit-7000 , we don't believe in
>it either " .
>As I've said NO more Yamaha ever again.
>Yamaha are a bunch of "ANKLES" .
>BTW for those not in the know an ANKLE is approximately THREE FEET
>BELOW A CUNT ...... sounds about right on all counts really.
>As I said elsewhere I should have kept my QY and RM1X .
>No goin' back now is there ?
>

| 11402|11399|2003-08-25 00:46:13|jesse_medway|Re: ELectrotimba|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:
to samples for 

> the live use) 
> Is it good choice RS 7000 ? Till now have good impression 
> I am happy to join the forum
> Electrotimba

Go to www.dancetech.com

they have tutorials on making beats. they also have a drum beatr 
forum where people post xoxox style drum patterns.

http://books.reviewindex.co.uk/reviews_uk/0130836966.html

Electronica Dance Music Programming Secrets second edition

find this book, it covers all the styles you want i think and has 
cubase midi files. get the second edition. i bought the first one 
about 10 years ago, good for basic intro to all the styles.

jesse
| 11403|11399|2003-08-25 00:46:15|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: ELectrotimba|
As a recording egineer of 6 years ad havng used nev capricorns on a regular 
basis it is my opinion that the rs has the best sound qality and fleibily of 
ANY hardware seqencer today. Even if u do not like the built in sounds you 
can always sample, however, you should find this machine as easy as pie once 
u get the initial jist of it.

>From: "electrotimba" <electrotimba@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] ELectrotimba
>Date: Sun, 24 Aug 2003 21:03:58 -0000
>
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>Hola RS7000 fans
>Within few weeks will start new musical project, actually we will be
>inventing new style, working name "electrotimba". "Timba" was
>invented and developed in 80s by NG La Banda, Los Van Van and few
>other mainly cuban groups. It revitalised salsa with elements of
>funk,jazz, r&b and virtuosic musicianship. Timba is more dynamic,
>sophisticated and aggressive then traditonal salsa.
>Now we will be trying to fuse Afro Cuban music with electronic. The
>so called latin house is mostly rather primitive oversimplification
>of latin music repeating to death "club mediterane" version of what
>1st world tourists think is the Caribe. Our attempt is to bring
>quality latin caribbean elements into electronic music. We already
>have the commitment of some of the original timba inventors, leading
>musicians and arrangers.
>RS 7000 is to be main sequenzing engine, chosen for it flexibility
>and timing accuracy.
>We would appreciate your suggestions and opinions. We have to choose
>from the variety of interesting styles of electronic to make the
>album consistent and reaching it audience. we thought to concentrate
>on medium fast tempo styles thus leaving ambient, chillout and on
>other end Jungle and D&B.
>So we would concentrate on house, garage , 2 step, perhaps hiphop..
>Any help with links written material will be appreciated, we want to
>know the stereotypes well (like houses- 4 to the floor , bass drum,
>close HH on the beats and off on the off beats, snare on 2 and 4
>etc ) Would be very useful to know more of these stereotypes other
>styles. Since there will be more then enough syncopations and crazy
>rhythms in percussion, piano, bass and horns, it is necessery to keep
>the obvious electronica styles identity ( bass drum, snare, HHts) so
>there is no fear of stereotype rather necesity for stying somehow
>within electronic, otherwise we will end up with overcrazy stuff that
>only Latinos will know where the "One" is. These stereotypes" is the
>connection to non Latino world.
>BEfore studio work begins with the whole team I want study well and
>preproduce maximum beats of house, garage and hiphop styles.
>Any suggetions, links will be apreciated ( specially Cubase style
>drum editor snaps). I already invented an exercise, on RS with no
>card , programme beats the off. Then again recreating them from my
>memore. I want to be able to programme on the fly various styles in
>supertempo- once with the team cannot afford wasting peoples time.
>RS will be used live for the drums,partially percussion and horns (
>theat will be recorded live in a studio and converted to samples for
>the live use)
>Is it good choice RS 7000 ? Till now have good impression
>I am happy to join the forum
>Electrotimba
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get MSN 8 and enjoy automatic e-mail virus protection. 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus
| 11404|11399|2003-08-25 01:34:56|Ronald|Re: ELectrotimba|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I am happy to join the forum
> Electrotimba

Welcome!
If it's a good choice depends on what you're expecting from it.
As a flexibel sequencer it can't be beaten for sure.

For electronica material maybe you can ask different forum's for 
direct contribution of spare material. (not likely a lot of peolple 
are willing to share though)
I'm willing to send some old, not further used material made on the 
RS. You can use it direct on the RS and study it that way.
The style's i make are mostly Techno with Electro influences.
More info: www.roonan.nl
For direct contact: info@roonan.nl

A very good site with a lot of resources is:
http://www.studiocovers.com/
Maybe you can find something there.

Grtz. Ronald.
| 11405|11390|2003-08-25 03:48:11|faxorgy|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
Well if you go too http://www.emu.com you'll notice they have a new 
command station the PX-7 in a niced brushed silver and black case 
akin to the RS7000 lookswise.
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Whole new OS 2.0 which is far more stable/ so the units most 
definately still being supported as OS2.0 is not very old.
As stated the 6 outs and SPDIF as standard go along way.
Not to mention the 50 filters . The user programmable arps are 
fantastic.
Pure Proteus 2000 synth engine (expands to 128 meg wave rom).
The PX board has some great kits in it too.
I am actually using mine with the RS7000.
The Command station is pretty deep and do some fancy stuff with 
triggers etc etc on external modules.
Pattern modes are 1 bar to 32 bars per pattern plus a linear 
songtrack operationg on 16 midi channels.
Any track can record multiple midi channels also.
So track 1 could drive chanels 3,4,5 on out B without eating up 
internal voicing tracks.
Between the Command Station ,RS7K and E6400 you'd probably be happier 
than with the UNIT I know you wanna sell.
Lots of programming flexibilty - same patchord structure as an E6400 
(but with more filter configs).
Things I like ,the level of programmability. The lfo routings and the 
huge number of them. The massive patchchord matrix and the arps.
Nice warm sound ,pretty rounded and fuzzy bottom end (which I like).
All pads transmit velocity/aftertouch and make programming RS KITS so 
much faster and more dynamic. You can RACK mount IT ;).
I'm using the MP-7 (hiphop ROM) with the Vintage Pro ,XL and 
BeatGraden Roms. They sit really well in the mix with some thin 
digital RS7K noodlings ,the MicroQ and my Elevata.
The RS7K is being used in Song mode only now with the Command Station 
in pattern mode.
I am using the RS -sampler only for Matmos style musique concrete.
So lots of static ,glitchy samples ,wierd slice ups and atmospheres.
I also program a huge number of drum sounds on the Kawai K4R using AM 
and the Mirco Q . The command stations also can use drum waves within 
a synth patch layer which can create some dead cool rythmic stuff 
with tempo synced lfo's and envelopes and patching to pitch ,filter 
and lag generators etc etc...
So I'm actually quite happy.
Though If I could trade my RS7K for an Emu E6400 Ultra I'd probably 
do it in a flash (cause I'd love a more versatile multi-sampler than 
my EII+).
On a side note though.
EMU have no distributors within Australia at the moment.
ROMS can be purchased from EMU direct for around $410 (AUD) + 
shipping $25 (AUD) per ROM (if you get them individually).
But yeah over all I'm pretty happy actually.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Hey Fax, shit mate... not good. I see why you paid what you did now 
being 
> one of the first to grab it. It shows to mate cos you really know 
the thing 
> inside out.
> 
> I'm thinking of ditching a certain piece if gear I aquired not long 
ago and 
> will be in the market for another sequencer for live work... do you 
rate 
> the Emu command stations highly? I thought Emu went bust but i've 
been on 
> SOS recently and apparently they are still producing CD's etc for 
their 
> samplers..... so I dunno now. I'd like to think I can upgrade my 
E6400 
> Ultra.... maybe Hutchings can sort me out.....
> 
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> erm, sorry gone a little OT there....
> 
> All the best Fax,
> 
> Matt
>

| 11406|11302|2003-08-25 03:48:32|Peter Simmons|Re: Smart Media and SCSI|
Thanks, I'll follow your instructions when I get my drive in a few days time.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: DanieL A. Carrillo 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, August 24, 2003 6:47 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI

i HVE THE SAME SETUP, LISTEN UP; First u need a converter (50 pin high 
density SCSI 2 into > SCSI 1 25 Pin) The you set terminate the other lead on 
the zip drive wth theswitch at the back Then set it up through the 
RS7000... If you do and gt exacly what i have told u yo will have no 
problems.

>From: "Peter Simmons" <peterasimmons@btopenworld.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI
>Date: Fri, 22 Aug 2003 08:36:18 +0100
>
>I'm just about to get a Iomega 100MB SCSI Zip Drive. I understand the drive 
>has 2 x 25 pin slots. The RS7000 manual talks about both ends needing 50 
>pin connections. Can someone tell me how this works in practice if the 
>Iomega has only got 25 pin slots? Probably a simple answer but I have no 
>experience of SCSI.
>
>Thanks
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: bilterfucht
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, August 15, 2003 9:23 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Smart Media and SCSI
>
>
> I bought a scsi Zip drive a couple of months ago, it's 100MB Iomega-
> drive. Some people told me that it was rather slow but i don't think
> so. I also had a zip-drive placed into my computer so i could
> exchange samples. Works fine. When you should buy an Iomega Zipdrive
> be sure not ro buy Iomega Zip Plus, that doesn't work.
>
> Ciao,
>
> wIM3,14
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter Simmons" 
> wrote:
> > I've got a problem with my Smart Media card reader as when I try
> and save or load a card ( or format an existing card ) the RS tells
> me that the Card/Disk is Not Ready which is supposed to mean that
> the card is not inserted properly. I know that it is as I've used
> the supplied SM card successfully before. Anyone experienced this or
> any other problem with Smart Media ?
> >
> > Also, I'm considering getting a SCSI drive of some kind. Anyone
> got any advice on this as I'm new to these devices.
> >
> > Thanks
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11407|11390|2003-08-25 05:07:06|Latif|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> Any track can record multiple midi channels also.
> So track 1 could drive chanels 3,4,5 on out B without eating up 
> internal voicing tracks.

Now this is really cool!!!
the rest i was used to from EMU :-)

Latif
| 11408|11408|2003-08-25 16:51:12|mmittner|what a great machine it really is|
hi!

i'm not one of the most frequent posters here, but i read most of the 
posts here anyway. i've been off a week or two, so i don't know if all 
that negative sounding posts about the os requests and so are still 
being discussed, i don't care, i'm too tired to read anything anyway.

i've played on an electronic music festival this weekend, in 
greifenstein, near vienna, austria. 16 live acts, 25 djs in 2 days. 
http://www.backlab.at/temp~ is the url. there was only one piece of 
hardware that was used by more than one artist - the yamaha rs7000. 
there were two artists using an rs7000 - me and roland von der aist. 
there were two artists using ONLY an rs7000 - me and roland von der 
aist.

i had my laptop with me, ableton live installed on it. i've put it on 
stage, connected to the audio ins and sync'ed via midi. i didn't use 
it.

i had a very busy time, so i had no live set prepared. i thought - ok, 
i could load my best songs and play them, or i could use my rs and 
ableton live to jam around on stage. so i took my laptop with me, with 
ableton live, a couple of samples and all my r2p and r3p files. but on 
the first day of the festival i decided to take only one pattern and 
jam around on it on stage. on the second day i did it. i played 35 
minutes, with grid edit, grid groove, loop remix, midi delay and all 
the knobs. and i didn't use the laptop at all, although it stood next 
to the rs, ready and connected. and i got only positive feedback about 
it.
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from 16 artists there were 3 without laptops - one of them used an 
su700 and an electribe, two used rs7000s exclusively. and i think that 
says more than specs or reviews or whatever. i believe in that machine 
again, i think i believe in yamaha again. forget about os updates, 
forget about whatever. it works. i can do things with my rs on stage 
other electronic musicians are not even aware that this would be 
possible. believe me.

and i will continue on this idea - to play a set starting from 
nothing. this is the real way, at least for me :-)

http://www.backlab.at/temp~/gallery/tenzing.jpg
(that's me on stage with my rs)

-mike
| 11409|11409|2003-08-25 17:03:06|mmittner|btw|
all of you that bought the asiedbs/2 or how it is called - did you 
lose your protective, erm, things for the digital in/outs too?
| 11410|11409|2003-08-25 20:05:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: btw|

>all of you that bought the asiedbs/2 or how it is called - did you 
>lose your protective, erm, things for the digital in/outs too?

I noticed that in the picture. :D Was wondering why there was a red 
light coming out of the RS7k. ;) Via the Optical Out. Nope, I've not 
lost the endcaps for the Optical In/Out of the AIEB2 I/O board. Always 
leave them inserted into the ports unless I'm sampling into the RS7k 
optically or recording a final mixdown to MiniDisc via the Optical Out. 
Guess I don't want to waste the light energy. :)

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11411|11408|2003-08-26 00:55:23|Ronald|Re: what a great machine it really is|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:

> and i will continue on this idea - to play a set starting from 
> nothing. this is the real way, at least for me :-)

> -mike

Thumbs up Mike!

GRtz. Ronald.
| 11412|11408|2003-08-26 01:00:40|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: what a great machine it really is|
welcome to the my list of believers, population so far: 2

p.s. please correct me otherwise ;)

>From: "mmittner" <mmittner@vizrt.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] what a great machine it really is
>Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2003 22:46:44 -0000
>
>hi!
>
>i'm not one of the most frequent posters here, but i read most of the
>posts here anyway. i've been off a week or two, so i don't know if all
>that negative sounding posts about the os requests and so are still
>being discussed, i don't care, i'm too tired to read anything anyway.
>
>i've played on an electronic music festival this weekend, in
>greifenstein, near vienna, austria. 16 live acts, 25 djs in 2 days.
>http://www.backlab.at/temp~ is the url. there was only one piece of
>hardware that was used by more than one artist - the yamaha rs7000.
>there were two artists using an rs7000 - me and roland von der aist.
>there were two artists using ONLY an rs7000 - me and roland von der
>aist.
>
>i had my laptop with me, ableton live installed on it. i've put it on
>stage, connected to the audio ins and sync'ed via midi. i didn't use
>it.
>
>i had a very busy time, so i had no live set prepared. i thought - ok,
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>i could load my best songs and play them, or i could use my rs and
>ableton live to jam around on stage. so i took my laptop with me, with
>ableton live, a couple of samples and all my r2p and r3p files. but on
>the first day of the festival i decided to take only one pattern and
>jam around on it on stage. on the second day i did it. i played 35
>minutes, with grid edit, grid groove, loop remix, midi delay and all
>the knobs. and i didn't use the laptop at all, although it stood next
>to the rs, ready and connected. and i got only positive feedback about
>it.
>
>from 16 artists there were 3 without laptops - one of them used an
>su700 and an electribe, two used rs7000s exclusively. and i think that
>says more than specs or reviews or whatever. i believe in that machine
>again, i think i believe in yamaha again. forget about os updates,
>forget about whatever. it works. i can do things with my rs on stage
>other electronic musicians are not even aware that this would be
>possible. believe me.
>
>and i will continue on this idea - to play a set starting from
>nothing. this is the real way, at least for me :-)
>
>http://www.backlab.at/temp~/gallery/tenzing.jpg
>(that's me on stage with my rs)
>
>-mike
>

_________________________________________________________________
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| 11413|11408|2003-08-26 01:23:11|wildemar|Re: what a great machine it really is|
Whoa! That felt good man. :-)

I completely forgot what good such an uplifting post can do.

THX dude, keep it up. :-)

Wildemar
(no sarcasm or anything)

Am Mon, 25 Aug 2003 22:46:44 -0000 hat mmittner <mmittner@vizrt.com> 
geschrieben:

> hi!
>
> i'm not one of the most frequent posters here, but i read most of the 
> posts here anyway. i've been off a week or two, so i don't know if all 
> that negative sounding posts about the os requests and so are still being 
> discussed, i don't care, i'm too tired to read anything anyway.
>
> i've played on an electronic music festival this weekend, in 
> greifenstein, near vienna, austria. 16 live acts, 25 djs in 2 days. 
> http://www.backlab.at/temp~ is the url. there was only one piece of 
> hardware that was used by more than one artist - the yamaha rs7000. there 
> were two artists using an rs7000 - me and roland von der aist. there were 
> two artists using ONLY an rs7000 - me and roland von der aist.
>
> i had my laptop with me, ableton live installed on it. i've put it on 
> stage, connected to the audio ins and sync'ed via midi. i didn't use it.
>
> i had a very busy time, so i had no live set prepared. i thought - ok, i 
> could load my best songs and play them, or i could use my rs and ableton 
> live to jam around on stage. so i took my laptop with me, with ableton 
> live, a couple of samples and all my r2p and r3p files. but on the first 
> day of the festival i decided to take only one pattern and jam around on 
> it on stage. on the second day i did it. i played 35 minutes, with grid 
> edit, grid groove, loop remix, midi delay and all the knobs. and i didn't 
> use the laptop at all, although it stood next to the rs, ready and 
> connected. and i got only positive feedback about it.
>
> from 16 artists there were 3 without laptops - one of them used an su700 
> and an electribe, two used rs7000s exclusively. and i think that says 
> more than specs or reviews or whatever. i believe in that machine again, 
> i think i believe in yamaha again. forget about os updates, forget about 
> whatever. it works. i can do things with my rs on stage other electronic 
> musicians are not even aware that this would be possible. believe me.
>
> and i will continue on this idea - to play a set starting from nothing. 
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> this is the real way, at least for me :-)
>
> http://www.backlab.at/temp~/gallery/tenzing.jpg
> (that's me on stage with my rs)
>
> -mike

| 11414|11409|2003-08-26 01:26:54|wildemar|Re: btw|
Am Mon, 25 Aug 2003 23:02:12 -0000 hat mmittner <mmittner@vizrt.com> 
geschrieben:

> all of you that bought the asiedbs/2 or how it is called - did you lose 
> your protective, erm, things for the digital in/outs too?
>

Shutup! :-\

;-)
Wildemar
| 11415|11390|2003-08-26 01:34:52|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
what we need to realize here is that even though the support guys a yamaha 
are a bunch of cunts (trying to charge me 5 dollars for one knob that i 
lost) the guys who are progarmina and manufacturing the machine only have US 
end users in mind, hence the flexibility of the machine. Because these guys 
are so intune with our needs (generally and speaking overall) that means 
tey sell more, making more loot, thus the other end guys forgetting what it 
is all about. Dont forget they also make bikes.

>From: dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!
>Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2003 18:49:46 +1000
>
>Hey Fax, shit mate... not good. I see why you paid what you did now being
>one of the first to grab it. It shows to mate cos you really know the thing
>inside out.
>
>I'm thinking of ditching a certain piece if gear I aquired not long ago and
>will be in the market for another sequencer for live work... do you rate
>the Emu command stations highly? I thought Emu went bust but i've been on
>SOS recently and apparently they are still producing CD's etc for their
>samplers..... so I dunno now. I'd like to think I can upgrade my E6400
>Ultra.... maybe Hutchings can sort me out.....
>
>erm, sorry gone a little OT there....
>
>All the best Fax,
>
>Matt
>
>At 12:29 PM 24/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Matt I got it from Manny's some 3 weeks after it was released.
> >The retail was $4195 , I got them down to $3400 cash with a 64 meg
> >card and YMAMAHA factory RAM preinstalled before purchase.
> >Still WAY to dear for what it IS I agree.
> >The C.U.N.T.S at Yamaha Australia where pretty tight arsed and not
> >particularly willing to sell at that price on first shipping
> >consignment in Oz either.
> >Totally blows I know. :( .
> >Why do you think I've got the hump with Yamaha.
> >My brother is a Barrister/Solicitor with degrees in international law.
> >As stupid as it sounds I'm gonna be seeing him with regards to
> >pricing and issues relating to market value ,lack of support etc etc
> >as well.
> >Yamaha don't wanna be nice so fuck it I'm not gonna be nice any more
> >either.
> >Talk about getting screwed over.
> >I mean my MP-7 with OS2.0 was $1650 BRAND NEW 128 voice poly ,six
> >outs standard ,SPDIF out ,50 filters ,Proteus 2000 synth engine,
> >expandable etc etc etc... not to mention the velo/aftertouch pads and
> >programmable arps ,triggers ,hyperpresets ,layering capabilites etc
> >etc....
> >Bit of a joke in hind sight.
> >Once bitten twice shy as they say !!!!!!!
> >Never in my entire life have I experienced a manuafacturer so
> >downright complacent ,beligerant and ungrateful for your custom.
> >The blurb should have read "Yamaha RatShit-7000 , we don't believe in
> >it either " .
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> >As I've said NO more Yamaha ever again.
> >Yamaha are a bunch of "ANKLES" .
> >BTW for those not in the know an ANKLE is approximately THREE FEET
> >BELOW A CUNT ...... sounds about right on all counts really.
> >As I said elsewhere I should have kept my QY and RM1X .
> >No goin' back now is there ?
> >
>

_________________________________________________________________
Add photos to your messages with MSN 8. Get 2 months FREE*. 
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| 11416|11390|2003-08-26 02:14:14|dopamine|Re: WHAT A JOKE ...... Motif ES in OZ !!!!!!|
At 11:10 PM 25/08/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>guys who are progarmina and manufacturing the machine only have US
>end users in mind, hence the flexibility of the machine

Care to explain this a little further Daniel? Not quite sure if I 
understand you properly.

Thanks,
Matt
| 11417|11417|2003-08-26 07:48:46|Latif|OT: mackie control|
hey guys, question
does anyone here hve a mackie control?
ifso, the VU metering that it shows
onscreen, is it like bouncing litle stripes?

thanks,

Latif
| 11418|11408|2003-08-26 08:23:21|Mr.Smith|Re: what a great machine it really is|
Nah your wrong. Its 3.

-----Original Message-----
From: DanieL A. Carrillo [mailto:specialcoral@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 26 August 2003 12:38 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] what a great machine it really is

welcome to the my list of believers, population so far: 2

p.s. please correct me otherwise ;)

>From: "mmittner" <mmittner@vizrt.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] what a great machine it really is
>Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2003 22:46:44 -0000
>
>hi!
>
>i'm not one of the most frequent posters here, but i read most of the
>posts here anyway. i've been off a week or two, so i don't know if all
>that negative sounding posts about the os requests and so are still
>being discussed, i don't care, i'm too tired to read anything anyway.
>
>i've played on an electronic music festival this weekend, in
>greifenstein, near vienna, austria. 16 live acts, 25 djs in 2 days.
>http://www.backlab.at/temp~ is the url. there was only one piece of
>hardware that was used by more than one artist - the yamaha rs7000.
>there were two artists using an rs7000 - me and roland von der aist.
>there were two artists using ONLY an rs7000 - me and roland von der
>aist.
>
>i had my laptop with me, ableton live installed on it. i've put it on
>stage, connected to the audio ins and sync'ed via midi. i didn't use
>it.
>
>i had a very busy time, so i had no live set prepared. i thought - ok,
>i could load my best songs and play them, or i could use my rs and
>ableton live to jam around on stage. so i took my laptop with me, with
>ableton live, a couple of samples and all my r2p and r3p files. but on
>the first day of the festival i decided to take only one pattern and
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>jam around on it on stage. on the second day i did it. i played 35
>minutes, with grid edit, grid groove, loop remix, midi delay and all
>the knobs. and i didn't use the laptop at all, although it stood next
>to the rs, ready and connected. and i got only positive feedback about
>it.
>
>from 16 artists there were 3 without laptops - one of them used an
>su700 and an electribe, two used rs7000s exclusively. and i think that
>says more than specs or reviews or whatever. i believe in that machine
>again, i think i believe in yamaha again. forget about os updates,
>forget about whatever. it works. i can do things with my rs on stage
>other electronic musicians are not even aware that this would be
>possible. believe me.
>
>and i will continue on this idea - to play a set starting from
>nothing. this is the real way, at least for me :-)
>
>http://www.backlab.at/temp~/gallery/tenzing.jpg
>(that's me on stage with my rs)
>
>-mike
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11419|11408|2003-08-26 23:47:03|jesse_medway|Re: what a great machine it really is|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr.Smith" wrote:

> 
> Nah your wrong. Its 3.
> 

actually its 4
| 11420|11408|2003-08-27 02:05:17|wildemar|Re: what a great machine it really is|
Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 04:27:32 -0000 hat jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr.Smith" wrote:
>> Nah your wrong. Its 3.
>>
>
>
> actually its 4
>
>
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This is getting ridiculous ... cant we set up a poll for this?

Its 5 anyways.

Wildemar
| 11421|11408|2003-08-27 02:49:46|mtangelder|Re: what a great machine it really is|
Y'all a bunch of liars.

It's 6, you know?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 04:27:32 -0000 hat jesse_medway 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr.Smith" wrote:
> >> Nah your wrong. Its 3.
> >>
> >
> >
> > actually its 4
> >
> >
> This is getting ridiculous ... cant we set up a poll for this?
> 
> Its 5 anyways.
> 
> Wildemar

| 11422|2|2003-08-27 02:57:34|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New poll for RS7000 |
Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the 
RS7000 group:

What a great machine it really is! 

o Superb!!!!! 
o Good 
o Ok 
o Well 
o Whatever 

To vote, please visit the following web page:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=1130749 

Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are 
not collected via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups 
web site listed above.

Thanks!
| 11423|11408|2003-08-27 02:57:46|dopamine|Re: what a great machine it really is|
If this thread continues I am gonna puke....

Just kidding, but can we please stop this? I feel like i'm in a Disney movie.

Thanks,
Matt

At 08:16 AM 27/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Y'all a bunch of liars.
>
>It's 6, you know?
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 04:27:32 -0000 hat jesse_medway
>
> > geschrieben:
> >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr.Smith" wrote:
> > >> Nah your wrong. Its 3.
> > >>
> > >
> > >
> > > actually its 4
> > >
> > >
> > This is getting ridiculous ... cant we set up a poll for this?
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> >
> > Its 5 anyways.
> >
> > Wildemar
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
>b85a4e.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11424|11408|2003-08-27 02:58:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: what a great machine it really is|

> > This is getting ridiculous ... cant we set up a poll for this?

Here ya go: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=1130749
| 11425|2|2003-08-27 03:51:18|wildemar|Re: New poll for RS7000|
Actually I was joking ... ;-)

well, whatever ...
;-)
Wildemar

Am 27 Aug 2003 08:56:51 -0000 hat <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> geschrieben:

>
> Enter your vote today! A new poll has been created for the RS7000 group:
>
> What a great machine it really is!
>
> o Superb!!!!! o Good o Ok o Well o Whatever
>
>
> To vote, please visit the following web page:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/surveys?id=1130749
>
> Note: Please do not reply to this message. Poll votes are not collected 
> via email. To vote, you must go to the Yahoo! Groups web site listed 
> above.
>
> Thanks!

| 11426|2|2003-08-27 04:01:43|jesse_medway|Re: New poll for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Actually I was joking ... ;-)
> 
> well, whatever ...
> ;-)
> Wildemar
> 

I've been taking the RS to wrok where I teach and both instructors 
and students alikehave been very impressed with what i've shown them 
it can do so far. A lot of guys who got the rm1x have been 
interested in how much better the rs is.

I'm amazed at how quickly I can get a groove drum pattern going with 
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this thing. 

Jesse
| 11427|11408|2003-08-27 04:26:55|faxorgy|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
I would not call it great.
It does certain things very well.
Others exceptionally well.
Like alot of other Yamaha gear though it is STILL half baked ,ill 
thought out and poorly executed in certain respects.
Now before I get a barrage of "please explain" self justificational 
and rehtorical responses I want to state certain things for the 
record.
I literally know this instrument inside out.
As a user of HARDWARE only for the last 15 years I've seen a lot of 
gear come and go.
My programming demands are pretty high I'll admit .
That said whether it be IDM ,or R'n'B the RS7000 can pretty much 
handle the lot.
Certain things still bug me though ,and this is not just a complaint 
I hold with Yamaha either.
Very few manufacturers use elements of algorithmic composition in 
their units. Very few of them also allow more than standard 
pentatonic/pythagoran keyscaling modes.
Midi is implemented well enough these days to have modular style midi 
control matrices within a hardware interface.
Yamaha's grid groove for example should HAVE been hardwired to phrase 
length and TG header codec.
The play effects SHOULD have been more akin to what a Latronic Notron 
is capable of doing -which is in essence like modular step control of 
multiple interacting midi parameters.
At a minimum (yes even with this standard TG ) we should have had 2 
freely assignable LFO's . 
The pitch enevelope really should have been a 3rd freely assignable 
modulation source.
I still feel a minimum 10*10 patch chord matrix , velocity 
curves ,keytracking and key scaling for filter should have been 
implemented in this sort of price point product as standard.
Master effects should have had switchable routing too act as master 
or secondary insert effect for 2 inserts + delay/chorus and reverb.
A more flexible routing system should have been enabled for the 
effects busses also.
The looping algorithms are rudimentary at best . 
There should have been at least 1 crossfade looping algo a bowtie 
crossfade algo and modulators implemented for sampple start and end 
points.
BPM calculation of samples would be handy also (but not essential).
The XOX mode is now I feel uniformly excellent.
The STEP sequncer is the dogs nads if you learn to use it well.
The slicing and ISS features are great.
What I feel I have is a unit that is one third Fantastic ,one third 
good and one third well yeah like ummmm whatever.
The sheer frustration for me is that the RS7000 is SO close to being 
an absolutley great machine.
With a little bit more TLC and attention from Yamaha it really could 
be.
As it stands though it is under supported.
There are some MAJOR faults in the sample management coding.
Most of which will not become apparent to users until they start 
doing pattern chain to song mode conversions with large numbers of 
common samples in memory.
The handling of scene's,mutes and pattern chain implementation is 
still a bug bear with me. 
It just isn't implemented with enough flow and panache to make 
piecing together complex arrangements a joy.
The drum roms rock but so many of the other sounds blow (sorry).
I shouldn't have to do a zillion resamples ,chops ,edits and the like 
to get the sound I need or wan't.
The unit does have a rather digital cool ,glacial sonic tone which I 
love. 
Why not more digital processing modules in the sampling section to 
enhance this. 
I would have love to have seen AFM implemented in the unit as 
standard with the sampling engine (obviously it isn't going to 
happen).
There are certain areas in which Yamaha deserve a great deal of 
credit for comming up with some great ideas. Particularly the 
independent phrase length , and time sig properties of phrases.
That said other products at this price point (think CS6x/R) had FAR 
superior sound engines ,PLG expandability ,better synthesis engines 
(even though Yamaha will try and kid you that the RS7000 uses 
advanced AWM2 synthesis) etc etc...



I can get more out of a SY85 sonically than a RS7K and that's a big 
concern when you're staring down the barrel of a synth with a much 
older technological lineage than the RS7000.
Yamaha have seem to forgotten that most modern electronic styles 
demand a great deal of sonic innovation.
The sequencer plain rocks ,but the rest is just a retarded XG throw 
back with SU style sampling features that gets halfway over the line 
and not much further.
The MO'ES is really catering to the preset generation in a major way.
I just wish the RS7000 could have pushed the envelope that little bit 
more.
Sadly it doesn't , and Yamaha DO NOT give a stuff what we think or 
how we feel.
As I've stated I do not appreciate Yamaha techs taking design 
schematics and ideas for an RS specific break out box and 
implementing elements of those ideas in the Mo'Rack .
Justification was why sell an upgrade for $500 for the RS when we can 
throw out a whole new product and get more money from end users.
Yamaha should have also looked at a way of expanding the RS7K with 
two 64 meg simms instead of the standard 2 * 32 meg combination 
available to us now.
What they aren't telling you is they sold an instrument to you in 
2000-2001 that was using ram chip and memory handling technology from 
old 486/P1 processors.
We are looking at the repackaging and remarketing of some 10 + year 
old technolgies here with some damn fancy coding going on to really 
get the most out of it. In these relative terms it is a damn tech 
engineering miracle.
In all reality though what we have is something OLD being presented 
as something NEW.
All things being equal I know I got ripped off.
1/2 the market value I payed brand new is in reality the true worth 
of what I own.
Yamaha knows I know it ,they will neither deny or acknowledge that 
simple fact.
RANT OVER.

ON A SIDE NOT TO ANY POTENTIAL Mo ES BUYERS BE WARNED.
I have certain contacts in Japan.
The MO'ES is now being shipped as "the new thing".
However R&D is already in operation on their next generation 
workstation. My advice to you is hold off for at least 2 years.
See how well the ES still holds up.
Then perhaps consider upgrading to the next generation model instead.
Korg will be putting out a new TRITON style unit years end into early 
next year which may also be worth wating for.

Remember please that it is a free world. 
This is just my opinion based on personal experience. 
You are perfectly within your rights to disagree.
Sorry for such along post.
Cheers
FaX
| 11428|11428|2003-08-27 04:52:26|Robert van der Kamp|Looking for new Moderator!!|
Hi all,

both Tom and I want to stop our moderator work for the RS 
maillist. Both of us will focus more on making music and 
have less time to spend on the web. 

There's also the FAQ that has to be maintained, and the 
current OS upgrade poll that has to be completed.

Who is interested in (part of) the work described above?
Any takers?

- Robert
- Tom
| 11429|11408|2003-08-27 05:18:04|tompaulsen2002|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> 
> All things being equal I know I got ripped off.

I don´t agree with you in this point. As you already said, it´s
a 
free world. That the RS is made out of old technology was already 
known when the machine came out. Noone forced you to buy it. I think 
you miss in the whole critic a very important point. There is no 
alternative when it comes down to hardware sequencing! And that is 
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IMHO the main field of the RS. The MC909 for sure looks nicer, has 
much more modern technology inside, but the soundquality and the 
sequencer is not as good as the RS. 

That you had to pay so much in Australia for your RS is a different 
problem and might also a reason of custom- and tax-policies of your 
country. Plus selling gear s/h is nowadays hard anyway, since people 
rather keep their money than spending.
But I am sorry that you can´t get it sold for a good price. Maybe
if 
you try to exchange it against some gear that you are looking for?

The RS is not perfect, we already discovered that, when it came out. 
But IMHO it offers a lot of bang for the money and the only 
alternative that i can think of, is a computer with a sequencer and a 
bunch of software-sampler and soft-synths.

So, i understand and accept when you say that the RS is changing your 
way of doing music in a way that oyu don´t like it, and that is 
doesn´t fit you anymore. But i don´t think that we can accuse
Y. of 
trying to rip us off. At least we had the choice to buy it or not. 
And we knew the facts.
| 11430|11430|2003-08-27 05:49:19|Quest Pond|hihat programming|
Excuse my ignorance here but is there anyway to get the RS to cut alternating hi hat notes? I know it is usual to assign groups on say a Boss drum machine so that when
you play a closed hi hat an open hi hat is cut off. Sorry but i have forgotten what this feature is actually called (ex groups or something?). But can it be done?

Quest

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11431|11408|2003-08-27 05:55:06|faxorgy|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
Ahh Tom you've gotta love person who can agree to disagree so 
elegantly ;).
I agree many others will differ with my opinion.
As stated I will be keeping it.
It's big strengths to me are the multiple time sigs and phrase 
lengths.
Not to mention the fact that the STEP sequencer acts like one freaky 
mother of an analog styled step sequencer modulator for all my other 
rack gear.
I'm now using it in song mode only - makes life much easier.
I'm also only using it's sampler nowadays in a music concrete (think 
Matmos style) rythmic fashion which is one of it's strengths.
The inputs and delay/var effects make for a handy processing device 
also.
Maybe I came off a bit harsh. I don't know.
That said it's definately more than tax/duties going on here.
Because I've purchased gear new overseas and the math still doesn't 
add up ie: $1800 for my AW16G as opposed to $2550 lowest retail offer.
I do agree 100% it is probably the best hardware sequencer on the 
market bar a QY700.
At the end of the day I can still use it and USE it well.
Using two seperate sequncers now breaks up my working so I don't 
operate in solely Yamaha logic mode (which helps ALOT).
The only thing I'd trade it for are 2 SP808's ex'd or an MPC3000 (and 
that isn't gonna happen LMAO). Though an E6400 Ultra would tempt me -
anyone listening. :P
You make some valid counterpoints none the less.
Unfortunately Yamaha Australia's support services have left me 
feeling somewaht bereft of any empathy for them.
Nothing in life is perfect.
I'm ranting again lol.
Cheers
FaX
| 11432|11428|2003-08-27 05:56:09|faxorgy|Re: Looking for new Moderator!!|
Good luck guys with your future musical endeavors.
Let me know when the CD's get released .
Sounds exciting I might add ;)....
You've got my e.mail so stay in touch.
Peace Out 
FaX.

PS: If you want any remix work done let me know :D .
| 11433|11408|2003-08-27 06:34:37|tompaulsen2002|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
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> Ahh Tom you've gotta love person who can agree to disagree so 
> elegantly ;).
> I agree many others will differ with my opinion.

And that is, IMHO, ok. The world would be boring if we wouldn´t 
differ.

> the STEP sequencer acts like one freaky 
> mother of an analog styled step sequencer modulator for all my 

other 

> rack gear.

Do you read this, Rob? You should try that with the Andro.

> That said it's definately more than tax/duties going on here.
> Because I've purchased gear new overseas and the math still doesn't 
> add up ie: $1800 for my AW16G as opposed to $2550 lowest retail 

offer.

Whoa! I noticed a big price-gap between USA and Germany, not only 
with Yamaha, but also with other companies. The new Alesis ION goes 
in the US for about 700 US$, here in Germany they ask for 1100Euro 
(which is about 1200 US$)...

> I do agree 100% it is probably the best hardware sequencer on the 
> market bar a QY700.
> At the end of the day I can still use it and USE it well.
> Using two seperate sequncers now breaks up my working so I don't 
> operate in solely Yamaha logic mode (which helps ALOT).

That is good, i am glad you found your way.

> The only thing I'd trade it for are 2 SP808's ex'd or an MPC3000 

(and 

> that isn't gonna happen LMAO). Though an E6400 Ultra would tempt 

me -

> anyone listening. :P

Hm....the 6400 doesn´t cost so much here in Europe anymore...maybe 
you should consider importing one from UK, or so....here in Germany, 
it´s only 990Euro at the moment:

http://www.netzmarkt.de/thomann/thoiw2_artikel-133743.html?
sn=d24cd778e8d0c4210891352401a20e33

Tom
| 11434|11428|2003-08-27 06:37:07|tompaulsen2002|Re: Looking for new Moderator!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> Good luck guys with your future musical endeavors.
> Let me know when the CD's get released .
> Sounds exciting I might add ;)....
> You've got my e.mail so stay in touch.
> Peace Out 
> FaX.

Oh, we will stay members, so we are not away, we just want to focus 
even more on our project.

> 
> PS: If you want any remix work done let me know :D .

We´ll take you by word! ;)
| 11435|11408|2003-08-27 07:21:11|mmittner|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
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hi fax!

there are still a lot of things that go on my nerves. i just wanted to 
post something positive again after there have been a lot of negative 
posts, to spread a bit of my enthusiasm after my set worked out that 
well.

i agree with most of the things you wrote, although i don't bother how 
old the technology is, as long as it works. i'm not that concerned 
about routing matrices or other complicated systems too, i wouldn't be 
able to handle that on stage. 1/3 is absolutely great about the 
machine - that's the 1/3 when you're on stage. maybe yamaha's mistake 
was to call it "music production studio". they should have rather 
called it "music performance tool".

-mike
| 11436|11408|2003-08-27 07:51:26|tompaulsen2002|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:

> was to call it "music production studio". they should have rather 
> called it "music performance tool".
> 
> -mike

Music Production Tool would IMHO fit better.
| 11437|2|2003-08-27 08:31:06|wildemar|Re: New poll for RS7000|
I dont understand how this is a reply to my message ...

Did you think I was joking about that I'm an RS fan? No way, Jessé ;-)

I meant I had been joking about the poll. :-)

Wildemar

Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 09:58:32 -0000 hat jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Actually I was joking ... ;-)
>>
>> well, whatever ...
>> ;-)
>> Wildemar
>>
>
> I've been taking the RS to wrok where I teach and both instructors and 
> students alikehave been very impressed with what i've shown them it can 
> do so far. A lot of guys who got the rm1x have been interested in how 
> much better the rs is.
>
> I'm amazed at how quickly I can get a groove drum pattern going with this 
> thing.
>
> Jesse

| 11438|11430|2003-08-27 09:01:19|wildemar|Re: hihat programming|
I know what you mean, its called [EXC] groups in MIDI .

I dont think thats possible in the RS (which is stupid because its a direct 
MIDI specifcation). I mean the RS understands it allright (listen to most 
of the drumkit's hats), but there seems to be no way of achiving that with 
sample voices and "all Edit" Drumkits (dumb name in hat respect).

You'll just have to set the voice containing your Hihat to monophonic mode 
(2xVoice Edit, knob 1). But keep in mind that this will cut off all sounds 
so you'll have to dedicate that track to the hats ...

its really stupid not to implement this at all... but eh ... no use 
complaining anyway.
hope'thelps
c.u.
Wildemar

Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 12:48:26 +0100 hat Quest Pond assets.co.uk> geschrieben:
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> Excuse my ignorance here but is there anyway to get the RS to cut 
> alternating hi hat notes? I know it is usual to assign groups on say a 
> Boss drum machine so that when you play a closed hi hat an open hi hat is 
> cut off. Sorry but i have forgotten what this feature is actually called 
> (ex groups or something?). But can it be done?
>
>
> Quest

| 11439|11408|2003-08-27 09:19:53|wildemar|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 13:50:26 -0000 hat tompaulsen2002 
<tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> geschrieben:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
>
>> was to call it "music production studio". they should have rather called 
>> it "music performance tool".
>>
>> -mike
>
> Music Production Tool would IMHO fit better.
>

Yep. with the 1.2 update its certainly gone a big step into the performance 
direction, but if it had been menat that way, it would have had those 
features all along.

Look at the QM Sirius' Seq for example. While certainly not a very 
versatile one this thing was clearly made for the stage (a lot of live 
interaction not possible with the RS, like direct phrase calling, song 
'freeze', and eh .. and well I forgot, sold it some time ago).
Of course you can use it to grat effect in a live situation (I'm glad 
you're so comfy with it mike). But no, crawling up Toms ass here, the 
marketed description is more to the point.

'crawling up one's ass'
...
german proverb, hope you're not mistaking me to be comming on to Tom ;-)

Wildemar
| 11440|11408|2003-08-27 09:41:46|mmittner|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
i'm a native german speaker as well (though luckily not german ... 
hehe) :-)

i have a siruius as well, i borrowed it to one of my ... erm, 
mitbewohner. i didn't do that much with it, but it could be a good 
idea to consider taking this unit on stage, thanks, i didn't think on 
this, might be a good idea.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 13:50:26 -0000 hat tompaulsen2002 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> >
> >> was to call it "music production studio". they should have rather 
called 
> >> it "music performance tool".
> >>
> >> -mike
> >
> > Music Production Tool would IMHO fit better.
> >
> Yep. with the 1.2 update its certainly gone a big step into the 
performance 
> direction, but if it had been menat that way, it would have had 
those 
> features all along.
> 
> Look at the QM Sirius' Seq for example. While certainly not a very 
> versatile one this thing was clearly made for the stage (a lot of 
live 
> interaction not possible with the RS, like direct phrase calling, 
song 
> 'freeze', and eh .. and well I forgot, sold it some time ago).
> Of course you can use it to grat effect in a live situation (I'm 
glad 
> you're so comfy with it mike). But no, crawling up Toms ass here, 
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the 
> marketed description is more to the point.
> 
> 'crawling up one's ass'
> ...
> german proverb, hope you're not mistaking me to be comming on to Tom 
;-)
> 
> Wildemar

| 11441|11408|2003-08-27 10:15:21|wildemar|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 15:39:32 -0000 hat mmittner <mmittner@vizrt.com> 
geschrieben:

> i'm a native german speaker as well (though luckily not german ... hehe) 
> :-)
>
> -mike
>

What?! Filthy Austrian?
Swiss?
Mallorcanian? ;-)
Polish?

Oops.
Sorry, I swear I'm just kidding.

:-)
Wildemar
| 11442|2|2003-08-27 11:12:14|jesse_medway|Re: New poll for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> I dont understand how this is a reply to my message ...
> 
> Did you think I was joking about that I'm an RS fan? No way, 

Jessé ;-)

> 
> I meant I had been joking about the poll. :-)
> 
> Wildemar

Yes I understand what you were saying. My comment wasnt directed at 
you, I was just tying in with the "satisfied user" thread which had 
turned into the poll thread by the time I replied. Sorry if I was 
unclear.
| 11443|11408|2003-08-27 11:21:54|ecf1001|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
While ya'll were arguing, this man said it best (different topic, but 
easily transposable to this thread):

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KurzList/message/13253

Cheers,
Alex
| 11444|11428|2003-08-27 12:48:26|su700fan|Re: Looking for new Moderator!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> both Tom and I want to stop our moderator work for the RS 
> maillist. Both of us will focus more on making music and 
> have less time to spend on the web. 
> 
> There's also the FAQ that has to be maintained, and the 
> current OS upgrade poll that has to be completed.
> 
> Who is interested in (part of) the work described above?
> Any takers?
> 
> - Robert
> - Tom

Robert & Tom--

I'm the Owner/Moderator of 3 other Yahoo Groups at this time, and if
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you want me to I can take on the RS7000 Group also. I keep the DX200
& YamahaSU700SupportGroup Groups clean as the Owner/Moderator, and am
a secondary Moderator only for the microKorg group at Yahoo Groups. I
can at the very least keep the list clean from porno & other spammers'
links and ban those types of posters as necessary, along with removing
all of the Hard Bouncing members of the list and making sure the
general sections of the group are kept in order/clean (i.e. the
Files/Photos/Links/Database/Polls sections when you login to the Group
via the web-based interface).

Regarding the FAQ, like I've mentioned it to you before, I can edit &
perhaps clarify some of the points in the FAQ and remove/reword
duplicate parts so it is a little easier to understand. But that
would be a project for the future and not currently. Regarding the OS
upgrade poll, not sure what needs to be completed/decided on that
issue? Perhaps you 2 can help out with that as needed and I can take
care of the routine maintenance of this Group in general and keep the
Riff-Raff out? Does that sound feasible or fair to you 2? Let me
know if you want to appoint me as an Owner/Moderator and set it via
the web interface when you decide.

Thanks & good luck with you endeavors. I know I need to find more
time to spend working on my music, but it's just been so hard to find
the inspiration over the last 1-2 years, even with my gear. But in
the meantime, I have other things to keep me busy like my real life &
other projects.

--wasted/su700fan
| 11445|11408|2003-08-27 23:37:09|dopamine|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
Faxorgy:

>Though an E6400 Ultra would tempt me -
>anyone listening. :P

Yes I am listening. Might be an interesting trade. Let me consider it.....

Matt
| 11447|11447|2003-08-28 00:51:49|thelastvision|YAMAHA RS7000 "FOR SALE"|
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2553464491
| 11448|11448|2003-08-28 00:51:49|thelastvision|MY "YAMAHA RS7000" (FOR SALE) EBAY ITEM #2553464491 |
L@@K! "YAMAHA RS7000 PRODUCTION STUDIO" A+++ 

ITEM #2553464491 

"EXCELLENT CONDITION"!

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2553464491
| 11449|11449|2003-08-28 00:56:22|dopamine|Re: L@@K!!! Selling My "YAMAHA RS7000" L@@K!!!|
Once was enough mate.

Matt

At 03:46 AM 28/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>If anybody is interested let me know soon... via email...
>
>thelastvision@yahoo.com
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
>50f219.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11450|11428|2003-08-28 02:01:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Looking for new Moderator!!|
On Wednesday 27 August 2003 20:47, su700fan wrote:

> Robert & Tom--
>
> I'm the Owner/Moderator of 3 other Yahoo Groups at this
> time, and if you want me to I can take on the RS7000
> Group also. I keep the DX200 & YamahaSU700SupportGroup
> Groups clean as the Owner/Moderator, and am a secondary
> Moderator only for the microKorg group at Yahoo Groups. 
> I can at the very least keep the list clean from porno &
> other spammers' links and ban those types of posters as
> necessary, along with removing all of the Hard Bouncing
> members of the list and making sure the general sections
> of the group are kept in order/clean (i.e. the
> Files/Photos/Links/Database/Polls sections when you login
> to the Group via the web-based interface).

Hi wasted, I hoped you would bite. ;)

I just gave you co-moderator status. If all goes well (and I 
don't see why not) you'll get full control over the group 
in a couple of days. Let me now when you're ready, and I'll 
drop my daily work of approval of pending messages.

I'll probably stay on as (passive) group owner as well, just 
as a backup.

As to the faq and OS poll, let's discuss these topics via 
private mail.

Congrats! ;)
- Robert
| 11451|11451|2003-08-28 05:07:27|Mehmet Okonsar|Few tips for a newcomer|
Hi to all! 
I prospect to buy one. Will someone care to send a typical workflow on
composing with the RS7000? 
Which ways did you found, working with the RS7000 to be more productive and
inspiring? 
How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that is can it
send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data? 
How a typical live setup, with a RS7k and 2-3 keyboards, without using a
computer, can be set up? 
Thanks! 

Mehmet Okon�ar, pianist-composer 
www.okonsar.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11452|11451|2003-08-28 05:57:59|wildemar|Re: Few tips for a newcomer|
Am Thu, 28 Aug 2003 13:43:46 +0300 (GTB Daylight Time) hat Mehmet Okonsar 
<mehmet@okonsar.com> geschrieben:

> Hi to all!
>

Hiya :-) (from me only ;-)

> I prospect to buy one. Will someone care to send a typical workflow on
> composing with the RS7000?
>

Urm ... where to start?
Its Pattern Based. Youre supposed to make a song of 16 patterns, help in a 
Style. Then you can make a 'Pattern Chain' (self explainantory), which can 
then be converted to a linear 'Song' to fine tune everything. If you follow 
that procedure is of course up to you :-). Alotof ppl here only use pattern 
Mode (some lazy Dutch guy even only uses one Pattern per song ... ;-)
First you set the Timesig, Tempo and pattern length. You record to 
'Phrases' which are little indexed pieces which you can copy, move, edit as 
you like. Phrases are independant of the Pattern in a way that they can 
have different timesigs or lenght's than the pattern playing them. This 
makes the whole thing pretty damn cool.
With OS 1.2 you can step in and out of recording while playing (to some 
extent), which is my definition of 'workflow'.
So the 'composing' goes really quickly on the RS. The Editing is mostly 
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carried ot via the edit menu (one button press) and the 'Jobs' (several 
more presses). Still pretty convenient once understood.

Thats a (VERY!!!) rough overview, maybe you wanna ask something more 
specific. Feel free to do so, but please read on first.

> Which ways did you found, working with the RS7000 to be more productive 
> and
> inspiring?
>

Yeah well the phrase feature makes it pretty cool as I said. They can be 
any length or timesig, so one 6 bar 7/8 phrase with a 5 bar 3/4 in the same 
pattern is no prob. They'll only loop themselves so they dont get triggered 
everytime the pattern loops. That paves the way for some serious messing 
with musical consumability (if you're into that ;-).
The inegrated Sampling is great too, as your phrases are directly recorded 
to the place you want them. so you keep the flow going and not waste you 
precious moments of inspriation with positioning your samples correctly.
(Real Time) Loop remix. Simply rearranges a Midi melody, and sometimes 
reverses assigned samples. Can bring the element the 'lucky accident' to 
your compositions.

> How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that is can it
> send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data?
>

No. 16 Channels fixed. You can however decide to which Channel of which 
output a Track shall transmit. So a track can send to channel 1 of OutA and 
channel 12 of OutB for example.
If that helps you.

> How a typical live setup, with a RS7k and 2-3 keyboards, without using a
> computer, can be set up?
>

Thats a little complicated (with all the internal Settings ...). I'm really 
not in the mood for that right now. Sorry ;-).
Just read through the FAQ carefully. This will probably clarify most of 
your inquiries. Yeah its long, but its something you'll just have to take 
in. hehehe ;-)
You'll find it via the Link below. Topic 7.7 might be of interest for your 
question above.

> Thanks!
>

Your welcome.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11453|11451|2003-08-28 06:09:02|Rob Blue|Re: Few tips for a newcomer|
Yes the RS can send out 2X MIDI Data (midi A and midi B,). I use mine 
to control 2 E Mu stations. Ive never tried this setup live, but in 
the studio the only MIDI problems Ive had were from my E Mu's not the 
RS.I love my RS, it does just about anything I want it to do.MIDI 
wise I think its the best, it has this grid where you can setup each 
1-16 channel to MIDI A,B, and Tone Generator, so you can set your 
tracks on the RS to use any sound source you want.And it sends out 
MIDI data for all controller knobs.

> Hi to all!
> I prospect to buy one. Will someone care to send a typical workflow 

on

> composing with the RS7000?
> Which ways did you found, working with the RS7000 to be more 

productive and

> inspiring?
> How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that is 



can it

> send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data?
> How a typical live setup, with a RS7k and 2-3 keyboards, without 

using a

> computer, can be set up?
> Thanks!
> 
> 
> Mehmet Okonþar, pianist-composer
> www.okonsar.com
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11454|11449|2003-08-28 06:38:03|thelastvision|Re: L@@K!!! Selling My "YAMAHA RS7000" L@@K!!!|
I didn't see it come up on the message board, so I kept posting 
it... Sorry if it desturbs you mate... 

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Once was enough mate.
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 03:46 AM 28/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >If anybody is interested let me know soon... via email...
> >
> >thelastvision@y...
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> >50f219.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group

/RS7000/

> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com

> >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com

> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11455|11451|2003-08-28 06:57:56|jesse_medway|Re: Few tips for a newcomer|

> > How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that is 

can it

> > send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data?
> >
> No. 16 Channels fixed. You can however decide to which Channel of 

which 

> output a Track shall transmit. So a track can send to channel 1 of 
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OutA and 

> channel 12 of OutB for example.
> If that helps you.

But cant you have two tracks both transmitting on channel 1, one of 
them going to out |A and the other B? I think this is what he means 
by 2X16. Of course since you only have 16 tracks and a track cant 
have more than one midi channel at a time you only end up with 16 
channels total.
| 11456|11449|2003-08-28 06:58:29|Robert van der Kamp|Re: L@@K!!! Selling My "YAMAHA RS7000" L@@K!!!|
On Thursday 28 August 2003 13:31, thelastvision wrote:

> I didn't see it come up on the message board, 

That's because I sleep at night. ;P

- Robert
| 11457|11451|2003-08-28 07:40:04|Mehmet Okonsar|Re: Few tips for a newcomer|
Thanks a lot! 
It seems to be kind of working like Rebirth or Project5. With a lot of
extras I see.. 
Now another question: how practical it is to cook audio loops at the
computer and load them into the RS and go to gig.. Can a 128MB (or 256MB)
card and the memory expanded to 64MB will make it comfortable on the road to
carry lots of samples. I already know the specs what I want to hear is
experiences from real users.. 
It also seems that if you're in a hurry, a short deadline and no inspiration
on the horizon (or if you're just lazy) you can make quite nice things with
just selecting from the preset phrases editing them a bit and re-arranging
them..am I right? 

-------Original Message------- 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Date: 28 A�ustos 2003 Per�embe 14:56:57 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Few tips for a newcomer 

Am Thu, 28 Aug 2003 13:43:46 +0300 (GTB Daylight Time) hat Mehmet Okonsar 
<mehmet@okonsar.com> geschrieben: 

> Hi to all! 
> 

Hiya :-) (from me only ;-) 

> I prospect to buy one. Will someone care to send a typical workflow on 
> composing with the RS7000? 
> 

Urm ... where to start? 
Its Pattern Based. Youre supposed to make a song of 16 patterns, help in a 
Style. Then you can make a 'Pattern Chain' (self explainantory), which can 
then be converted to a linear 'Song' to fine tune everything. If you follow 
that procedure is of course up to you :-). Alotof ppl here only use pattern 
Mode (some lazy Dutch guy even only uses one Pattern per song ... ;-) 
First you set the Timesig, Tempo and pattern length. You record to 
'Phrases' which are little indexed pieces which you can copy, move, edit as 
you like. Phrases are independant of the Pattern in a way that they can 
have different timesigs or lenght's than the pattern playing them. This 
makes the whole thing pretty damn cool. 
With OS 1.2 you can step in and out of recording while playing (to some 
extent), which is my definition of 'workflow'. 
So the 'composing' goes really quickly on the RS. The Editing is mostly 
carried ot via the edit menu (one button press) and the 'Jobs' (several 
more presses). Still pretty convenient once understood. 

Thats a (VERY!!!) rough overview, maybe you wanna ask something more 
specific. Feel free to do so, but please read on first. 

> Which ways did you found, working with the RS7000 to be more productive 
> and 
> inspiring? 
> 
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Yeah well the phrase feature makes it pretty cool as I said. They can be 
any length or timesig, so one 6 bar 7/8 phrase with a 5 bar 3/4 in the same 
pattern is no prob. They'll only loop themselves so they dont get triggered 
everytime the pattern loops. That paves the way for some serious messing 
with musical consumability (if you're into that ;-). 
The inegrated Sampling is great too, as your phrases are directly recorded 
to the place you want them. so you keep the flow going and not waste you 
precious moments of inspriation with positioning your samples correctly. 
(Real Time) Loop remix. Simply rearranges a Midi melody, and sometimes 
reverses assigned samples. Can bring the element the 'lucky accident' to 
your compositions. 

> How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that is can it 
> send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data? 
> 

No. 16 Channels fixed. You can however decide to which Channel of which 
output a Track shall transmit. So a track can send to channel 1 of OutA and 
channel 12 of OutB for example. 
If that helps you. 

> How a typical live setup, with a RS7k and 2-3 keyboards, without using a 
> computer, can be set up? 
> 

Thats a little complicated (with all the internal Settings ...). I'm really 
not in the mood for that right now. Sorry ;-). 
Just read through the FAQ carefully. This will probably clarify most of 
your inquiries. Yeah its long, but its something you'll just have to take 
in. hehehe ;-) 
You'll find it via the Link below. Topic 7.7 might be of interest for your 
question above. 

> Thanks! 
> 

Your welcome. 

c.u. 
Wildemar 

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor ---------------------~--> 
Buy Ink Cartridges or Refill Kits for Your HP, Epson, Canon or Lexmark 
Printer at Myinks.com. Free s/h on orders $50 or more to the US & Canada.
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http://us.click.yahoo.com/l.m7sD/LIdGAA/qnsNAA/QnLolB/TM 
---------------------------------------------------------------------~-> 
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.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11458|11451|2003-08-28 07:46:07|Mehmet Okonsar|Re: Few tips for a newcomer|
yes that would be great! 2 tracks on CH1 one to output A the other to B
output A to synth n.1 and out B to synth n.2 so one could have both synths
playing different patches and notes.. but with 16 tracks this is meaningless
. so what's the point with 2 midi out? 

-------Original Message------- 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Date: 28 A�ustos 2003 Per�embe 15:56:56 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
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Subject: [RS7000] Re: Few tips for a newcomer 

> > How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that is 

can it 

> > send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data? 
> > 
> No. 16 Channels fixed. You can however decide to which Channel of 

which 

> output a Track shall transmit. So a track can send to channel 1 of 

OutA and 

> channel 12 of OutB for example. 
> If that helps you. 

But cant you have two tracks both transmitting on channel 1, one of 
them going to out |A and the other B? I think this is what he means 
by 2X16. Of course since you only have 16 tracks and a track cant 
have more than one midi channel at a time you only end up with 16 
channels total. 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT 

===================RS7000 GROUP================ 
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11459|11459|2003-08-28 07:47:47|jesse_medway|Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
Im sure others have figured this out but I'm making some nice analog 
style seq riffs using the groove tem page to adjust the relevant 
params.

Also cool that this page works with the arp, even when play isnt 
engaged. 

I know the command stations are technically more flexible in the arp 
dept but the real time control of the rs makes them more fun for me.

Jesse
| 11460|11460|2003-08-29 03:18:36|Dbeam505@aol.com|Slicer on 505 to RS|
FYI whoever was interested in Slicer effects.

I tried to get the slicer EFX on my 505 to go out to the RS, but no go. All 
those slices I wanted to do will have to wait I guess. Seems the EFX on the 
505 are internal only and don't send out via midi. I'm not positively sure of 
this, hopeing I can find a setting somewhere that sends this data out. If 
anyone has tried this with success, please let me know what you did.

Also, if anyone knows their way around a Korg Triton, I'd welcome info on how 
to get the damn Arps to send out, so I can send these to the RS too.

Thanks and welcome for any infos.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11461|11461|2003-08-29 07:59:12|thelastvision|Copy All The Sounds On The RS7000 To: 8mb SmartMedia Card (HELP!!!)|
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How Do/Can You Load "All The Sounds" On The RS7000 To The 8mb 
SmartMedia Card??? Step by Step Please Help...??? A.S.A.P....!!!
| 11462|11451|2003-08-29 07:59:54|faxorgy|Re: Few tips for a newcomer - not so stupid an idea after all .....|
Actually you can DO this.
If your external synths operate via keyzone ranges that can be user 
mapped.
Heres and example.
You have some RS sample drum kits in the lower two octaves only.
The synth on midi A has a bass keyzoned too the two octaves above 
that.
The synth on midi channel B has everything from middle C up mapped to 
a string patch.
By setting track 1 to INT TG Midi A out Midi B out and recording data 
in all those keyzone you have effectively got 3 different instrument 
parts driving off the one track.
So this isn't really (useless within a 16 track context) because each 
track can access the full 88 note keyrange on internal TG , midi A 
and midi B at once.
I do this quite often if I'm running otu of straight midi tracks and 
need more voices.
I'll assign two modules two set zone ranges on the one midi channel 
and effectively get double the percieved sequenicng power out of what 
is available.

> yes that would be great! 2 tracks on CH1 one to output A the other 

to B

> output A to synth n.1 and out B to synth n.2 so one could have both 

synths

> playing different patches and notes.. but with 16 tracks this is 

meaningless

> . so what's the point with 2 midi out?
> 
> -------Original Message-------
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: 28 Aðustos 2003 Perþembe 15:56:56
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Few tips for a newcomer
> 
> > > How one can use the 2 midi outs? Can it control 2 synths, that 

is 

> can it
> > > send out 2 x 16 channels of midi data?
> > >
> > No. 16 Channels fixed. You can however decide to which Channel of 
> which 
> > output a Track shall transmit. So a track can send to channel 1 

of 

> OutA and 
> > channel 12 of OutB for example.
> > If that helps you.
> 
> But cant you have two tracks both transmitting on channel 1, one of 
> them going to out |A and the other B? I think this is what he 

means 

> by 2X16. Of course since you only have 16 tracks and a track cant 
> have more than one midi channel at a time you only end up with 16 
> channels total.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11463|11463|2003-08-29 08:28:34|thelastvision|(All) The Sounds On The RS7000 On CD???|
Is there such a cd out there with all the sounds that the rs7000 
come with... I want all these sounds, so if any one can make suck a 
cd let me know... 

Thanks!!!
| 11464|11408|2003-08-29 09:07:38|toomii77|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
Hey,
we ARE using a QM-Sirius live on stage! Since three years, without any
problems. The Sirius has cool live-functions and is very clear in handing.
We coupled the Sirius with a RS 7000 about one year ago - good
friendship :o)
So go to your "mitbewohner" and get it back ;o)
Greets from Berlin,
Thomas
(www.olivia-fx.de)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> i'm a native german speaker as well (though luckily not german ... 
> hehe) :-)
> 
> i have a siruius as well, i borrowed it to one of my ... erm, 
> mitbewohner. i didn't do that much with it, but it could be a good 
> idea to consider taking this unit on stage, thanks, i didn't think on 
> this, might be a good idea.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 13:50:26 -0000 hat tompaulsen2002 
> > geschrieben:
> > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> > >
> > >> was to call it "music production studio". they should have rather 
> called 
> > >> it "music performance tool".
> > >>
> > >> -mike
> > >
> > > Music Production Tool would IMHO fit better.
> > >
> > Yep. with the 1.2 update its certainly gone a big step into the 
> performance 
> > direction, but if it had been menat that way, it would have had 
> those 
> > features all along.
> > 
> > Look at the QM Sirius' Seq for example. While certainly not a very 
> > versatile one this thing was clearly made for the stage (a lot of 
> live 
> > interaction not possible with the RS, like direct phrase calling, 
> song 
> > 'freeze', and eh .. and well I forgot, sold it some time ago).
> > Of course you can use it to grat effect in a live situation (I'm 
> glad 
> > you're so comfy with it mike). But no, crawling up Toms ass here, 
> the 
> > marketed description is more to the point.
> > 
> > 'crawling up one's ass'
> > ...
> > german proverb, hope you're not mistaking me to be comming on to Tom 
> ;-)

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> > 
> > Wildemar

| 11465|11461|2003-08-29 09:09:31|Latif|Re: Copy All The Sounds On The RS7000 To: 8mb SmartMedia Card (HELP|
hehehehe :-)
you can't!
there are no save'ble patches 'sounds'
in the RS.
simply save all your patterns, that contain the TWEAKS
that make up "All the sounds" that you've been playing 
with...
or..
save the whole machine as an ALL file:
press save, rotate knob F1 all the way to the right
untill it reads ALL.

goodluck.... ;-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thelastvision" 
wrote:

> How Do/Can You Load "All The Sounds" On The RS7000 To The 8mb 
> SmartMedia Card??? Step by Step Please Help...??? A.S.A.P....!!!

| 11466|11408|2003-08-29 09:09:35|toomii77|Re: what a "could have been" great machine it really is|
Uuups, 
forgot to add my message in the last post, sorry. Here it is:

Hey,
we ARE using a QM-Sirius live on stage! Since three years, without any
problems. The Sirius has cool live-functions and is very clear in handing.
We coupled the Sirius with a RS 7000 about one year ago - good
friendship :o)
So go to your "mitbewohner" and get it back ;o)
Greets from Berlin,
Thomas
(www.olivia-fx.de)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "toomii77" wrote:
> Hey,
> we ARE using a QM-Sirius live on stage! Since three years, without any
> problems. The Sirius has cool live-functions and is very clear in
handing.
> We coupled the Sirius with a RS 7000 about one year ago - good
> friendship :o)
> So go to your "mitbewohner" and get it back ;o)
> Greets from Berlin,
> Thomas
> (www.olivia-fx.de)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> > i'm a native german speaker as well (though luckily not german ... 
> > hehe) :-)
> > 
> > i have a siruius as well, i borrowed it to one of my ... erm, 
> > mitbewohner. i didn't do that much with it, but it could be a good 
> > idea to consider taking this unit on stage, thanks, i didn't think on 
> > this, might be a good idea.
> > 
> > -mike
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > > Am Wed, 27 Aug 2003 13:50:26 -0000 hat tompaulsen2002 
> > > geschrieben:
> > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> > > >
> > > >> was to call it "music production studio". they should have
rather 
> > called 
> > > >> it "music performance tool".
> > > >>
> > > >> -mike
> > > >
> > > > Music Production Tool would IMHO fit better.
> > > >
> > > Yep. with the 1.2 update its certainly gone a big step into the 
> > performance 
> > > direction, but if it had been menat that way, it would have had 
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> > those 
> > > features all along.
> > > 
> > > Look at the QM Sirius' Seq for example. While certainly not a very 
> > > versatile one this thing was clearly made for the stage (a lot of 
> > live 
> > > interaction not possible with the RS, like direct phrase calling, 
> > song 
> > > 'freeze', and eh .. and well I forgot, sold it some time ago).
> > > Of course you can use it to grat effect in a live situation (I'm 
> > glad 
> > > you're so comfy with it mike). But no, crawling up Toms ass here, 
> > the 
> > > marketed description is more to the point.
> > > 
> > > 'crawling up one's ass'
> > > ...
> > > german proverb, hope you're not mistaking me to be comming on to
Tom 
> > ;-)
> > > 
> > > Wildemar

| 11467|11461|2003-08-29 18:10:50|tompaulsen2002|Re: Copy All The Sounds On The RS7000 To: 8mb SmartMedia Card (HELP|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thelastvision" 
wrote:

> How Do/Can You Load "All The Sounds" On The RS7000 To The 8mb 
> SmartMedia Card??? Step by Step Please Help...??? A.S.A.P....!!!

First of all, you don´t load "to the 8mb SmartMedia Card". Second of 
all...READ THE MANUAL!
| 11469|11469|2003-08-30 03:40:59|om_audio|New RS audio files to share:|
Well, they are works in progress and simple ideas- but freezerman had 
the right idea when he suggested to me I post them in their current 
state regardless- and let others hear part of what I hear- 

They don't represent much of what I do but it sure is a start- I've 
got 2 other bands and other guitar based material to share eventually 
in addition to these RS experiments and inspirations. 

http://www.om-studios.com/ArtandSound/Audio/Audio.html 

The 6 new files all have "RS7000" in their descriptions. I hope you 
enjoy some of it! 

Om
| 11470|11470|2003-08-30 07:59:38|moddeep2003|Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
Hi. I'm brand new to this forum and have had my RS7000 for a little 
over a year now. Even though I like the synth as far as what it can 
do I have to admit that I don't have the onboard sounds to achieve 
what I want. I know that's a pretty common thing for anyone who's 
trying to tweek some real sick sounds out of any box or synth and I'm 
wondering if any of you know of any real good sample libraries for 
dark jungle. The kind of stuff I like is stuff similar to oldskool 
Dillinja, RAM Trilogy, Dom & Roland, )EIB(, Technical Itch, 3D & 
Snuggles, and as far as newer stuff people like Hive, Loxy, etc. What 
I'd like to get my hands on specificly are some really good D&B 
percussion sounds that I can tweak out on the RS7000 to sound 
recordable and maybe some good synth sounds that I can use for 
sickbass. As for the kinds of sickbass I'd like to do I'd wanna have 
something that would make well for the oldschool Trace & Nico 
tunneling bass (the one that's about 70-90 hz and just dominates the 
whole room), something similar to the metallic basslines that 
Dillinja and RAM Trilogy used a lot in 98, and something like the 
newer )EIB( sickbass where it's kind of a raw flat & hi-pitched 
synthsound that they'll pitchbend up and down for effect. I'm not 
asking for finished products here, as a producer I know I'm supposed 
to be able to whip all that up on my own, I just want sounds that 
will work for me and hopefully the RS7000 itself won't tear them up. 
So far I've been through a lot of synths (I've been producing acid 
techno and trance for about 5 years now) and actually finding a good 
patch that can be worked is the hardest thing. As for the RS7000 it 
seems like it's great for arranging sounds but with the vast majority 
of these sounds trying to make something I want out of em is like 
trying to build a top-end sports car completely out of wood.
| 11471|11471|2003-08-30 08:00:08|Jes Vang Poulsen|different pitched voices on same midi-keyboard?|
I'm pretty new to the RS7000 and was wondering whether any of you guys know if the following is possible (and if it is; how do you do it)?

Can you assign two different sampled sounds to different "ends" of the midi-keyboard on the RS7000? For instance, I want sample an old organ that I have in my living
room. Ideally, I would like to sample a representative tone form the lower octaves on the organ and place it on e.g. keys A2 and down - and then sample another tone from

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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the upper octaves and place it on e.g. keys C3 and up on the RS. The reason is that the organ have subtle but characteristic changes in the quality of the tones when
comparing high and low octaves - and if possible, I would like to retain that on the RS. Of course, I could sample EACH and every note on the organ and place it in KIT
mode on the RS - but that would be quite bothersome and take up much more sample memory than a pitced voice/sample.
So, is there a workaround solution?

best regards,
jes

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11472|11470|2003-08-30 23:34:07|dopamine|Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
Hi mate,

For dnb percussion you really want to do some extensive layering of live 
and electronic drum samples. Careful EQ, compression and amp enveloping is 
essential to get those cracking snares. Take a classic drum break loop like 
the Funky Mule or Amen break and make a copy.... use a gentle highpass on 
one and compress heavily.... really squeeze it, then mix back with the 
original. Then slice the sample into individual hits and reprocess. DnB 
drums are heavily processed, try applying a limiter at the final stages to 
get them really cracking while avoiding clipping. Also running the final 
results through a valve compressor can really add some beef.

For basslines you need loads of control over modulation and envelopes, and 
even effects. These days one of the best tools for the job is an Access 
Virus C. These synths are capable of just about anything. The Virus also 
has a sub oscillator.....;-) Sure you might get a fatter slightly warmer 
sound from a huge analogue but you will miss the control and flexibilty 
that the Virus can offer.... unless you sample your analogues and use them 
with a quality sampler like an Emu or Akai S5000/6000..... time consuming 
to say the least.

Matt

At 01:40 PM 30/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hi. I'm brand new to this forum and have had my RS7000 for a little
>over a year now. Even though I like the synth as far as what it can
>do I have to admit that I don't have the onboard sounds to achieve
>what I want. I know that's a pretty common thing for anyone who's
>trying to tweek some real sick sounds out of any box or synth and I'm
>wondering if any of you know of any real good sample libraries for
>dark jungle. The kind of stuff I like is stuff similar to oldskool
>Dillinja, RAM Trilogy, Dom & Roland, )EIB(, Technical Itch, 3D &
>Snuggles, and as far as newer stuff people like Hive, Loxy, etc. What
>I'd like to get my hands on specificly are some really good D&B
>percussion sounds that I can tweak out on the RS7000 to sound
>recordable and maybe some good synth sounds that I can use for
>sickbass. As for the kinds of sickbass I'd like to do I'd wanna have
>something that would make well for the oldschool Trace & Nico
>tunneling bass (the one that's about 70-90 hz and just dominates the
>whole room), something similar to the metallic basslines that
>Dillinja and RAM Trilogy used a lot in 98, and something like the
>newer )EIB( sickbass where it's kind of a raw flat & hi-pitched
>synthsound that they'll pitchbend up and down for effect. I'm not
>asking for finished products here, as a producer I know I'm supposed
>to be able to whip all that up on my own, I just want sounds that
>will work for me and hopefully the RS7000 itself won't tear them up.
>So far I've been through a lot of synths (I've been producing acid
>techno and trance for about 5 years now) and actually finding a good
>patch that can be worked is the hardest thing. As for the RS7000 it
>seems like it's great for arranging sounds but with the vast majority
>of these sounds trying to make something I want out of em is like
>trying to build a top-end sports car completely out of wood.
>
>
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>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11473|11469|2003-08-31 01:45:02|dopamine|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
Hey Om,

Not bad mate. Some of the tracks feel a bit disjointed and i'm not overly 
keen on the choice of all the sounds, mainly the standard RS kits... but 
not a bad effort!

I quite liked some of your drum programming, and the reversed guitar loop 
in "Space Rocket" is well done. That track in particular though changes so 
radically around the 1:10 mark that it could be a completely new track 
coming in. I reckon you would do well to incorporate more pad type sounds 
to build up and lead into new sections. Right now it's sounding a bit sparse.

I like what you've done and don't take my first comment the wrong way..... 
it's good stuff.

cheers for the listen,
Matt

At 09:40 AM 30/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>
>Well, they are works in progress and simple ideas- but freezerman had
>the right idea when he suggested to me I post them in their current
>state regardless- and let others hear part of what I hear-
>
>They don't represent much of what I do but it sure is a start- I've
>got 2 other bands and other guitar based material to share eventually
>in addition to these RS experiments and inspirations.
>
><http://www.om-studios.com/ArtandSound/Audio/Audio.html>http://www.om-studios.com/ArtandSound/Audio/Audio.html 
>
>
>The 6 new files all have "RS7000" in their descriptions. I hope you
>enjoy some of it!
>
>Om
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
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bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>88d65e.jpg
>88d709.jpg
>
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11474|11469|2003-08-31 06:54:48|om_audio|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
Thanks for the feedback- and as I said, just works in progress and 
simple ideas! Always good to hear another point of view.

Om
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> 
> I like what you've done and don't take my first comment the wrong 
way..... 
> it's good stuff.
> 
> cheers for the listen,
> Matt

| 11475|11459|2003-08-31 11:21:08|ace maddwest|Re: Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
what page are you talking about? i don't know of a groove temp(late?) page.. is this on a new OS update? your post intrigues me, but i don't know what you mean!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11476|11430|2003-08-31 11:43:47|WThor|SU 200|
Hello everyone,
Just a simple question:
Is the loop remix function on the SU 200 the same as in our RS7k ?

Greetings, WThor
| 11477|11463|2003-08-31 15:28:33|tompaulsen2002|Re: (All) The Sounds On The RS7000 On CD???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thelastvision" 
wrote:

> Is there such a cd out there with all the sounds that the rs7000 
> come with... I want all these sounds, so if any one can make suck 

a 

> cd let me know... 
> 
> Thank

No there isn´t such a CD out there and noone would do the work.
| 11478|11463|2003-08-31 16:20:47|wildemar|Re: (All) The Sounds On The RS7000 On CD???|
Am Sun, 31 Aug 2003 12:57:11 -0000 hat tompaulsen2002 
<tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de> geschrieben:

> No there isn´t such a CD out there and noone would do the work.
>

Forget it Tom! I read your first reply! No backpaddeling now, my dear Herr 
Paulsen. You were right:
"For what purpose? That´s a lot of sounds...noone would do that crazy 
work."

Exactly.

@ thelastvision: I'd really like to know why you want this at all. As it 
stands, it appears you want all RS sounds sampled so you can use them 
without buying the machine.

Maybe you explain yourself a litle more, maybe then someone might be 
convinced to at least start a small 'RS Sounds CD' project.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11479|11459|2003-09-01 01:49:02|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:

> what page are you talking about? i don't know of a groove temp

(late?) page.. is this on a new OS update? your post intrigues me, 
but i don't know what you mean!

> 

The button that says "Groove" right next to playfx. Been there since 
the first os I belive.
| 11480|11470|2003-09-01 01:50:00|moddeep2003|Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
So your saying that straight-away finding a sample library for the 
raw tones (Access Virus C, etc.) to work with and making dope beats 
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would be almost impossible with the RS-7000 alone?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Hi mate,
> 
> For dnb percussion you really want to do some extensive layering of 
live 
> and electronic drum samples. Careful EQ, compression and amp 
enveloping is 
> essential to get those cracking snares. Take a classic drum break 
loop like 
> the Funky Mule or Amen break and make a copy.... use a gentle 
highpass on 
> one and compress heavily.... really squeeze it, then mix back with 
the 
> original. Then slice the sample into individual hits and reprocess. 
DnB 
> drums are heavily processed, try applying a limiter at the final 
stages to 
> get them really cracking while avoiding clipping. Also running the 
final 
> results through a valve compressor can really add some beef.
> 
> For basslines you need loads of control over modulation and 
envelopes, and 
> even effects. These days one of the best tools for the job is an 
Access 
> Virus C. These synths are capable of just about anything. The Virus 
also 
> has a sub oscillator.....;-) Sure you might get a fatter slightly 
warmer 
> sound from a huge analogue but you will miss the control and 
flexibilty 
> that the Virus can offer.... unless you sample your analogues and 
use them 
> with a quality sampler like an Emu or Akai S5000/6000..... time 
consuming 
> to say the least.
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 01:40 PM 30/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Hi. I'm brand new to this forum and have had my RS7000 for a little
> >over a year now. Even though I like the synth as far as what it can
> >do I have to admit that I don't have the onboard sounds to achieve
> >what I want. I know that's a pretty common thing for anyone who's
> >trying to tweek some real sick sounds out of any box or synth and 
I'm
> >wondering if any of you know of any real good sample libraries for
> >dark jungle. The kind of stuff I like is stuff similar to oldskool
> >Dillinja, RAM Trilogy, Dom & Roland, )EIB(, Technical Itch, 3D &
> >Snuggles, and as far as newer stuff people like Hive, Loxy, etc. 
What
> >I'd like to get my hands on specificly are some really good D&B
> >percussion sounds that I can tweak out on the RS7000 to sound
> >recordable and maybe some good synth sounds that I can use for
> >sickbass. As for the kinds of sickbass I'd like to do I'd wanna 
have
> >something that would make well for the oldschool Trace & Nico
> >tunneling bass (the one that's about 70-90 hz and just dominates 
the
> >whole room), something similar to the metallic basslines that
> >Dillinja and RAM Trilogy used a lot in 98, and something like the
> >newer )EIB( sickbass where it's kind of a raw flat & hi-pitched
> >synthsound that they'll pitchbend up and down for effect. I'm not
> >asking for finished products here, as a producer I know I'm 
supposed
> >to be able to whip all that up on my own, I just want sounds that
> >will work for me and hopefully the RS7000 itself won't tear them 
up.
> >So far I've been through a lot of synths (I've been producing acid
> >techno and trance for about 5 years now) and actually finding a 
good
> >patch that can be worked is the hardest thing. As for the RS7000 it
> >seems like it's great for arranging sounds but with the vast 
majority
> >of these sounds trying to make something I want out of em is like
> >trying to build a top-end sports car completely out of wood.
> >
> >
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> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3793308.5048975.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>136403.jpg
> >13648f.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11481|11470|2003-09-01 02:52:20|dopamine|Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
I was just giving examples of what you could do. I'm sure there are plenty 
of sample discs to cater for what you want but learning to do it yourself 
is more rewarding.

Nothing is impossible, but sometimes you just have to work a little harder.

Matt

At 07:45 AM 1/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>So your saying that straight-away finding a sample library for the
>raw tones (Access Virus C, etc.) to work with and making dope beats
>would be almost impossible with the RS-7000 alone?
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Hi mate,
> >
> > For dnb percussion you really want to do some extensive layering of
>live
> > and electronic drum samples. Careful EQ, compression and amp
>enveloping is
> > essential to get those cracking snares. Take a classic drum break
>loop like
> > the Funky Mule or Amen break and make a copy.... use a gentle
>highpass on
> > one and compress heavily.... really squeeze it, then mix back with
>the
> > original. Then slice the sample into individual hits and reprocess.
>DnB
> > drums are heavily processed, try applying a limiter at the final
>stages to
> > get them really cracking while avoiding clipping. Also running the
>final
> > results through a valve compressor can really add some beef.
> >
> > For basslines you need loads of control over modulation and
>envelopes, and
> > even effects. These days one of the best tools for the job is an
>Access
> > Virus C. These synths are capable of just about anything. The Virus
>also
> > has a sub oscillator.....;-) Sure you might get a fatter slightly
>warmer
> > sound from a huge analogue but you will miss the control and
>flexibilty
> > that the Virus can offer.... unless you sample your analogues and
>use them
> > with a quality sampler like an Emu or Akai S5000/6000..... time
>consuming
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> > to say the least.
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 01:40 PM 30/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >Hi. I'm brand new to this forum and have had my RS7000 for a little
> > >over a year now. Even though I like the synth as far as what it can
> > >do I have to admit that I don't have the onboard sounds to achieve
> > >what I want. I know that's a pretty common thing for anyone who's
> > >trying to tweek some real sick sounds out of any box or synth and
>I'm
> > >wondering if any of you know of any real good sample libraries for
> > >dark jungle. The kind of stuff I like is stuff similar to oldskool
> > >Dillinja, RAM Trilogy, Dom & Roland, )EIB(, Technical Itch, 3D &
> > >Snuggles, and as far as newer stuff people like Hive, Loxy, etc.
>What
> > >I'd like to get my hands on specificly are some really good D&B
> > >percussion sounds that I can tweak out on the RS7000 to sound
> > >recordable and maybe some good synth sounds that I can use for
> > >sickbass. As for the kinds of sickbass I'd like to do I'd wanna
>have
> > >something that would make well for the oldschool Trace & Nico
> > >tunneling bass (the one that's about 70-90 hz and just dominates
>the
> > >whole room), something similar to the metallic basslines that
> > >Dillinja and RAM Trilogy used a lot in 98, and something like the
> > >newer )EIB( sickbass where it's kind of a raw flat & hi-pitched
> > >synthsound that they'll pitchbend up and down for effect. I'm not
> > >asking for finished products here, as a producer I know I'm
>supposed
> > >to be able to whip all that up on my own, I just want sounds that
> > >will work for me and hopefully the RS7000 itself won't tear them
>up.
> > >So far I've been through a lot of synths (I've been producing acid
> > >techno and trance for about 5 years now) and actually finding a
>good
> > >patch that can be worked is the hardest thing. As for the RS7000 it
> > >seems like it's great for arranging sounds but with the vast
>majority
> > >of these sounds trying to make something I want out of em is like
> > >trying to build a top-end sports car completely out of wood.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3793308.5048975.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3793308.5048975.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
>705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*<http://hits.411web.com/cgi->http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
>bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>136403.jpg
> > >13648f.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y 
> ahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
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>
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>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11482|11469|2003-09-01 03:01:50|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
On Sat, 30 Aug 2003, om_audio wrote:

> Well, they are works in progress and simple ideas- but freezerman had
> the right idea when he suggested to me I post them in their current
> state regardless- and let others hear part of what I hear-

I really like Wind ambient track. I like the drum and the dark synth in
background. According to me, bleeps sound and sfx in foreground need more
work. The first minute is very good but, after, it's not so good : very
confused at 2'00 and a bad rythm variation at 2'50.
Just my 2 cents,

Arnauld
| 11483|11469|2003-09-01 05:16:25|om_audio|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
Thank you for the feedback- ya- the delay at 2min is a bit much but 
the melody timing change after 2:50 I like- esp once the delay sets 
in- I really like the PlayFX parameters- swing, shift, gate, etc. 
Also I think most of what gets made on RS by most people is far 
too "quantized" - I find it very easy to let this happen but I always 
like variation when I hear it- reminds me of an RS user in Germany 
who has some of these "swinging" or "off" beats in his material which 
I enjoy very much. You can find his work at this link:

http://www.hoerge-raet.de.vu/

Thanks again, 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Arnauld Michelizza wrote:
> On Sat, 30 Aug 2003, om_audio wrote:
> I really like Wind ambient track. I like the drum and the dark 
synth in
> background. 

very
> confused at 2'00 and a bad rythm variation at 2'50.
> Just my 2 cents,
> 
> Arnauld

| 11484|11459|2003-09-01 06:47:46|wildemar|Re: Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
Am Sun, 31 Aug 2003 22:09:41 -0000 hat jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
>> what page are you talking about? i don't know of a groove temp
> (late?) page.. is this on a new OS update? your post intrigues me, but i 
> don't know what you mean!
>>
>
> The button that says "Groove" right next to playfx. Been there since the 
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> first os I belive.
>

:-D

Good one! LOL

c.u.
Wildemar
(sorry Ace, not scorning you; just funny ;-)
| 11485|11485|2003-09-01 13:56:40|Dbeam505@aol.com|mc909|
I seen and played a bit on an mc909 today, and I must say my RS is probably 
going to get a little jealous.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11486|11485|2003-09-01 14:09:29|dopamine|Re: mc909|
I bought an MC909 to go with my RS7000 in a live situation. At first I was 
stunned by the sound quality and sampling potential. Then I ran into huge 
problems. The sequencer is a nightmare, just a simple childs toy compared 
to the RS. The sounds, while they sound OK at first are still those glossy 
roland sounds. Better than the RS but they get old very quickly. The 
realtime timestretch is a joke. It just doesn't work. Microscope edit is 
also a joke, useless.

If I hadn't owned an RS first I would probably like the 909. But I have 
been spoilt by the sheer sequencing power of Yammy, Roland cannot compete 
in this repect.

I am currently selling the 909 if anyone is interested? No, I thought 
not.... ;-)

Matt

At 03:55 PM 1/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>I seen and played a bit on an mc909 today, and I must say my RS is probably
>going to get a little jealous.
>
>Zam
>Quantum-Source.com
>
>
>

| 11487|11487|2003-09-01 14:45:33|wildemar|Who wanted a program for triggering samples?|
There was a thread a while ago where someone wanted a proggy that lets you 
trigger samples with a button press. Just found the following freeware:

http://www.soundplant.org/

Dunno if it had been mentioned, just in case it wasnt.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11488|11487|2003-09-01 14:57:40|wildemar|Re: Who wanted a program for triggering samples?|
Am Mon, 01 Sep 2003 22:36:16 +0200 hab' ich, wildemar 
<wildemar@freakmail.de> geschrieben:

> Dunno if it had been mentioned, just in case it wasnt.
>

"... just in case it hadnt."

Yeah, well its been more than a year since school now ... ;-)

Wildemar
| 11489|11470|2003-09-01 15:16:05|Matt Bewley|Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
Lol, true. Just wish I had the $$

>From: dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000
>Date: Mon, 01 Sep 2003 18:49:07 +1000
>
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>I was just giving examples of what you could do. I'm sure there are plenty
>of sample discs to cater for what you want but learning to do it yourself
>is more rewarding.
>
>Nothing is impossible, but sometimes you just have to work a little harder.
>
>Matt
>
>At 07:45 AM 1/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >So your saying that straight-away finding a sample library for the
> >raw tones (Access Virus C, etc.) to work with and making dope beats
> >would be almost impossible with the RS-7000 alone?
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Hi mate,
> > >
> > > For dnb percussion you really want to do some extensive layering of
> >live
> > > and electronic drum samples. Careful EQ, compression and amp
> >enveloping is
> > > essential to get those cracking snares. Take a classic drum break
> >loop like
> > > the Funky Mule or Amen break and make a copy.... use a gentle
> >highpass on
> > > one and compress heavily.... really squeeze it, then mix back with
> >the
> > > original. Then slice the sample into individual hits and reprocess.
> >DnB
> > > drums are heavily processed, try applying a limiter at the final
> >stages to
> > > get them really cracking while avoiding clipping. Also running the
> >final
> > > results through a valve compressor can really add some beef.
> > >
> > > For basslines you need loads of control over modulation and
> >envelopes, and
> > > even effects. These days one of the best tools for the job is an
> >Access
> > > Virus C. These synths are capable of just about anything. The Virus
> >also
> > > has a sub oscillator.....;-) Sure you might get a fatter slightly
> >warmer
> > > sound from a huge analogue but you will miss the control and
> >flexibilty
> > > that the Virus can offer.... unless you sample your analogues and
> >use them
> > > with a quality sampler like an Emu or Akai S5000/6000..... time
> >consuming
> > > to say the least.
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > At 01:40 PM 30/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > > >Hi. I'm brand new to this forum and have had my RS7000 for a little
> > > >over a year now. Even though I like the synth as far as what it can
> > > >do I have to admit that I don't have the onboard sounds to achieve
> > > >what I want. I know that's a pretty common thing for anyone who's
> > > >trying to tweek some real sick sounds out of any box or synth and
> >I'm
> > > >wondering if any of you know of any real good sample libraries for
> > > >dark jungle. The kind of stuff I like is stuff similar to oldskool
> > > >Dillinja, RAM Trilogy, Dom & Roland, )EIB(, Technical Itch, 3D &
> > > >Snuggles, and as far as newer stuff people like Hive, Loxy, etc.
> >What
> > > >I'd like to get my hands on specificly are some really good D&B
> > > >percussion sounds that I can tweak out on the RS7000 to sound
> > > >recordable and maybe some good synth sounds that I can use for
> > > >sickbass. As for the kinds of sickbass I'd like to do I'd wanna
> >have
> > > >something that would make well for the oldschool Trace & Nico
> > > >tunneling bass (the one that's about 70-90 hz and just dominates
> >the
> > > >whole room), something similar to the metallic basslines that
> > > >Dillinja and RAM Trilogy used a lot in 98, and something like the
> > > >newer )EIB( sickbass where it's kind of a raw flat & hi-pitched
> > > >synthsound that they'll pitchbend up and down for effect. I'm not
> > > >asking for finished products here, as a producer I know I'm
> >supposed
> > > >to be able to whip all that up on my own, I just want sounds that
> > > >will work for me and hopefully the RS7000 itself won't tear them
> >up.
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> > > >So far I've been through a lot of synths (I've been producing acid
> > > >techno and trance for about 5 years now) and actually finding a
> >good
> > > >patch that can be worked is the hardest thing. As for the RS7000 it
> > > >seems like it's great for arranging sounds but with the vast
> >majority
> > > >of these sounds trying to make something I want out of em is like
> > > >trying to build a top-end sports car completely out of wood.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > >
> > 
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3793308.5048975.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht
> > tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3793308.5048975.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> >705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*<http://hits.411web.com/cgi->http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
> >bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>136403.jpg
> > > >13648f.jpg
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home:
> > >
> > 
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7
> > 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> >RS7000/
> > > >FAQ:
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> > hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> >faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > >Yamaha Official:
> > 
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> > > >Yamaha Official:
> ><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > 
> ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y
> > ahoo! Terms of Service.
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
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> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8: Get 6 months for $9.95/month http://join.msn.com/?page=dept/dialup
| 11490|11459|2003-09-01 16:14:49|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am Sun, 31 Aug 2003 22:09:41 -0000 hat jesse_medway 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> >> what page are you talking about? i don't know of a groove temp
> > (late?) page.. is this on a new OS update? your post intrigues 

me, but i 

> > don't know what you mean!
> >>
> >
> > The button that says "Groove" right next to playfx. Been there 

since the 

> > first os I belive.
> >
> :-D
> 
> Good one! LOL
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> (sorry Ace, not scorning you; just funny ;-)

Maybe its my fault since technically I belive its called Grid Groove.
| 11491|11485|2003-09-01 16:33:19|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: mc909|
Thanks Matt,

I'm actually trying to think of reasons not to get the 909, I wanted it that 
bad. Just went back and played around some more, read nearly the whole 
manual. There are a few more things I'm not likeing about, mostly stuff that is 
wrong with RS too, but some things I really wish the RS had, man I feel sort of 
like I cheated on my wife, if I had one heh. I might still go for it, but at 
least I think I can wait a bit, sell some of the gear I dont use, or wont use 
because of it.

Zam 

In a message dated 9/1/2003 2:11:19 PM Mountain Daylight Time, 
matty@djdopamine.com writes:

> I bought an MC909 to go with my RS7000 in a live situation. At first I was 
> stunned by the sound quality and sampling potential. Then I ran into huge 
> problems. The sequencer is a nightmare, just a simple childs toy compared 
> to the RS. The sounds, while they sound OK at first are still those glossy 
> roland sounds. Better than the RS but they get old very quickly. The 
> realtime timestretch is a joke. It just doesn't work. Microscope edit is 
> also a joke, useless.
> 
> If I hadn't owned an RS first I would probably like the 909. But I have 
> been spoilt by the sheer sequencing power of Yammy, Roland cannot compete 
> in this repect.
> 
> I am currently selling the 909 if anyone is interested? No, I thought 
> not.... ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11492|11470|2003-09-01 18:16:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
I've been doing Industrialish D&B for years if its comparable to what your looking for, and the RS is all you need for this style. It probably suits this style better than
anything else I've used actually. Just keep the snares on seperate channel, boost the reverb on them and maybe pitch it down a hair with slight varaition in pitch for each
hit. For the rest of the drums, its all slight variations on the hey ricky your so fine song as I sort of think of it. Oh & crank up the resonance on the high hats maybe is all
the tweaking for beat tweaking parts that I do. The rest of the sounds are tweaked way the hell out there, they would take some more explaining.
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A group called Panacea is what I wish to have my D&B sound similar to, maybe not as dark as you may want, but definatly worth a check out, or some of my stuff, its
99% RS recorded straight in with very little to no mastering or touch ups, just check the u/l dates next to my songs. Any older than a year its probably an mc505. No
adverts, no pops, all free for d/ln, just give credit where credits due if it inspires you.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
| 11493|11470|2003-09-01 20:40:42|moddeep2003|Re: Dark D&B sounds for RS-7000|
lol, yeah, I've definitely heard of Panacea. I like their stuff and I 
like really dark beats and sickbass like that but ai like a real 
urban & concrete feel as well ( I don't know if you ever heard any 97-
2001 Dj 3D mixes but I like the kind of stuff he'd spin). As for the 
type of real new stuff I like go to http://www.breakbeat.co.uk and 
check out Dj Hive's DNB Arena mix. Yeah, it's kinda got a bit of a 
headbanger kind of vibe but it's definitely catchy stuff. The only 
thing I don't like about the RS7000's D&B drum kit is they got rid of 
one or two sounds that I loved on the RM1X, especially this real 
metallic close-open type hi-hat sound you hear in the real raggae-
percussive type stuff. I'd like to find some of those types of drum 
samples and add them to my smart media card as well as the tones for 
some good sickbass. I don't know if you've heard tracks like Dj 
Trace - Sonar, Ed Rush & Fierce - Locusts, Ram Trilogy - No Reality, 
or Dillinja - Hard Noise but that's a lot of stuff to where no matter 
how well I try to work a bass sound on the RS7000 I just can't seem 
to find supportive tones & patches. Again, I think if I could find a 
library with some good raw wave tones and such it would be great.

byw, thanx for the reply though, I thik I'll try putting a little 
more focus on the effects than I have.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I've been doing Industrialish D&B for years if its comparable to 
what your looking for, and the RS is all you need for this style. It 
probably suits this style better than anything else I've used 
actually. Just keep the snares on seperate channel, boost the reverb 
on them and maybe pitch it down a hair with slight varaition in pitch 
for each hit. For the rest of the drums, its all slight variations 
on the hey ricky your so fine song as I sort of think of it. Oh & 
crank up the resonance on the high hats maybe is all the tweaking for 
beat tweaking parts that I do. The rest of the sounds are tweaked 
way the hell out there, they would take some more explaining.
> 
> A group called Panacea is what I wish to have my D&B sound similar 
to, maybe not as dark as you may want, but definatly worth a check 
out, or some of my stuff, its 99% RS recorded straight in with very 
little to no mastering or touch ups, just check the u/l dates next to 
my songs. Any older than a year its probably an mc505. No adverts, 
no pops, all free for d/ln, just give credit where credits due if it 
inspires you.
> 
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com

| 11494|11485|2003-09-01 23:40:11|dopamine|Re: mc909|
Where do you live? I'm selling mine, you could get a good deal. I have 
installed the SRX05 and 256mb Ram.

Well, the offer is there. I am in Sydney Australia.

Sorry for going OT everyone.......

Matt

At 06:31 PM 1/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>Thanks Matt,
>
>I'm actually trying to think of reasons not to get the 909, I wanted it that
>bad. Just went back and played around some more, read nearly the whole
>manual. There are a few more things I'm not likeing about, mostly stuff 
>that is
>wrong with RS too, but some things I really wish the RS had, man I feel 
>sort of
>like I cheated on my wife, if I had one heh. I might still go for it, but at
>least I think I can wait a bit, sell some of the gear I dont use, or wont use
>because of it.
>
>Zam
>
>
>In a message dated 9/1/2003 2:11:19 PM Mountain Daylight Time,

http://www.breakbeat.co.uk/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>matty@djdopamine.com writes:
>
> > I bought an MC909 to go with my RS7000 in a live situation. At first I was
> > stunned by the sound quality and sampling potential. Then I ran into huge
> > problems. The sequencer is a nightmare, just a simple childs toy compared
> > to the RS. The sounds, while they sound OK at first are still those glossy
> > roland sounds. Better than the RS but they get old very quickly. The
> > realtime timestretch is a joke. It just doesn't work. Microscope edit is
> > also a joke, useless.
> >
> > If I hadn't owned an RS first I would probably like the 909. But I have
> > been spoilt by the sheer sequencing power of Yammy, Roland cannot compete
> > in this repect.
> >
> > I am currently selling the 909 if anyone is interested? No, I thought
> > not.... ;-)
> >
> > Matt
> >
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3793308.5048975.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1712983/R=0/SIG=11u38u3s2/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1374-105951838331032>1067c9.jpg
>106842.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11495|11485|2003-09-02 00:36:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: mc909|
On Tuesday 02 September 2003 07:52, dopamine wrote:

> Where do you live? I'm selling mine, you could get a good
> deal. I have installed the SRX05 and 256mb Ram.
>
> Well, the offer is there. I am in Sydney Australia.
>
> Sorry for going OT everyone.......

Someone *selling* his MC909 can hardly be considered OT, 
hehe. ;)

- Robert
| 11496|11485|2003-09-02 00:43:12|dopamine|Re: mc909|
That's true ;-)

Matt

At 07:56 AM 2/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>On Tuesday 02 September 2003 07:52, dopamine wrote:
> > Where do you live? I'm selling mine, you could get a good
> > deal. I have installed the SRX05 and 256mb Ram.
> >
> > Well, the offer is there. I am in Sydney Australia.
> >
> > Sorry for going OT everyone.......
>
>Someone *selling* his MC909 can hardly be considered OT,
>hehe. ;)
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>
>- Robert
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>4b25f9.jpg 
>
>4b2671.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11497|11459|2003-09-02 15:04:17|ace maddwest|Re: Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
yes, technically it is.. and if we are finished being clever, did you say something about templates?:

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11498|11487|2003-09-02 15:07:51|ace maddwest|Re: Who wanted a program for triggering samples?|
don't forget the apostrophe.. "hadn't"

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11499|11499|2003-09-02 15:08:37|pascal brunet|Trouble with pattern chain mode|
Hi , I bought the RS7000 few weeks ago.For what I have
discovered until now ,it is a great machine.
My problem is that I get stuck on the pattern chain
mode.I have got all my pattern ready to be chained.I
use the real time recording and then when I'm done
play it back, and it doesn't play the same, it's all
messy.I have been reading the manual again and
again,trying different way with different pattern,it
simply doesn't work.So please if someone could help to
give a few tips 
I will appreciate.
Thank you very much
Pascal

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com
| 11500|11500|2003-09-02 16:35:44|j_luxx|HELP!!!!!|
I own the RS 7000, MC505, and the MC303.

I don't have a f@#$ing clue about MIDI and have tried reading the 
manual. I'm sure there is a way through MIDI that I can use some of 
the preset sounds from my 303 and 505 in some of my patterns I build 
on the 7000. Do I have to get a MIDI controller to do this? When 
saving patterns(on the 7000) using sounds from external hardware(303 
and 505)will I run into a problem loading up the pattern at a later 
time?
All help and comments are welcome and APPRECIATED!!

J
| 11501|11499|2003-09-02 16:50:03|wildemar|Re: Trouble with pattern chain mode|
Hey Pascal :-)
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Could you please get a little more precise?
"it's all messy" really doest indicate what the exact Problem is ...

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Tue, 2 Sep 2003 11:32:18 -0700 (PDT) hat pascal brunet 
<pascalibra@yahoo.com> geschrieben:

> Hi , I bought the RS7000 few weeks ago.For what I have
> discovered until now ,it is a great machine.
> My problem is that I get stuck on the pattern chain
> mode.I have got all my pattern ready to be chained.I
> use the real time recording and then when I'm done
> play it back, and it doesn't play the same, it's all
> messy.I have been reading the manual again and
> again,trying different way with different pattern,it
> simply doesn't work.So please if someone could help to
> give a few tips I will appreciate.
> Thank you very much
> Pascal

| 11502|11487|2003-09-02 16:54:56|wildemar|Re: Who wanted a program for triggering samples?|
Am Tue, 2 Sep 2003 00:21:50 -0700 (PDT) hat ace maddwest <aceha1@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> don't forget the apostrophe.. "hadn't"
>

EGO:*bows humbly, then runs off to physically castigate himself for his own 
stupidity*

;-)
Wildemar
| 11503|11487|2003-09-02 21:13:49|ace maddwest|Re: Who wanted a program for triggering samples?|
wow, that's kind of draconian, don't you think? ;)

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11504|11469|2003-09-02 21:14:06|ace maddwest|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
yeah, i find that adjusting the "strength" parameter in the quantize job helps keep things sounding more "organic".. i like to keep it around 97-98 %... also, i make heavy
use of the drum pads for more variation..

btw, wouldn't it be cool if you could adjust the strength in the recording quantize?

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11505|11500|2003-09-02 21:19:00|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: HELP!!!!!|
oh man, I thought I didn't know much about midi...do know this though, you cant exactly just move just the sound via midi. You can move the song informaation from
each channel seperatly, but easier to use built in instrament sounds on the RS to play the song, it has a lot of sounds similar or close to the 303 or 505. Not positive, but it
probably has an instrament called 303. If its a sound that just cant quite get to sound the same, than you would use the sampler to record from sound from the 303s or 505s
Direct Outputs into the RSs Inputs, no midi involved.

Good Luck, and maybe check out pg 177 of 505s manual if you have it, about bulk dumping and recording mc-505 data on an External Sequencer may help?

Zam
Quantum-Source.com 

In a message dated 9/2/2003 5:54:26 PM Eastern Daylight Time, j_luxx@yahoo.com writes:

> I own the RS 7000, MC505, and the MC303.
> 
> I don't have a f@#$ing clue about MIDI and have tried reading the 
> manual. I'm sure there is a way through MIDI that I can use some of 
> the preset sounds from my 303 and 505 in some of my patterns I build 
> on the 7000. Do I have to get a MIDI controller to do this? When 
> saving patterns(on the 7000) using sounds from external hardware(303 
> and 505)will I run into a problem loading up the pattern at 
> a later 
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> time?
> All help and comments are welcome and APPRECIATED!!

| 11506|11500|2003-09-02 21:48:01|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: HELP!!!!!|
P.S. you don't need a midi controller. A midi controller is a synth without any internal sounds as I would describe it, or one with sounds that you dont use to control
another synth, you can use the 505 as a midi controller to the RS. I rather just keep the songs as is on my 505, hook up midi out from 505 to external synth sequencers in
whats called slave mode, then put the other synth in master or Int. (not sure what Int) stands for), and create seperate songs that automatically sync to the tempo of the
master when I hit play. Its all around page 177 in 505s manual how to use midi. Maybe someone else can offer page numbers on RS on how midi works, don't know
where its at, I don't have manual around right now.

Anyway, I found it too much trouble to import songs, and usually wind up just creating new ones on the RS and then switching between the two for a smoother flowing
set than stopping and moving to next song on piece.

All FYI, just my view, hope it helps.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 9/2/2003 11:18:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time, Dbeam505 writes:

> oh man, I thought I didn't know much about midi...do know this though, you cant exactly just move just the sound via midi. You can move the song
informaation from each channel seperatly, but easier to use built in instrament sounds on the RS to play the song, it has a lot of sounds similar or close to the
303 or 505. Not positive, but it probably has an instrament called 303. If its a sound that just cant quite get to sound the same, than you would use the sampler
to record from sound from the 303s or 505s Direct Outputs into the RSs Inputs, no midi involved.
> 
> Good Luck, and maybe check out pg 177 of 505s manual if you have it, about bulk dumping and recording mc-505 data on an External Sequencer may
help?
> 
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com 
> 
> 
> In a message dated 9/2/2003 5:54:26 PM Eastern Daylight Time, j_luxx@yahoo.com writes:
> 
> > I own the RS 7000, MC505, and the MC303.
> > 
> > I don't have a f@#$ing clue about MIDI and have tried reading the 
> > manual. I'm sure there is a way through MIDI that I can use some of 
> > the preset sounds from my 303 and 505 in some of my patterns I build 
> > on the 7000. Do I have to get a MIDI controller to do this? When 
> > saving patterns(on the 7000) using sounds from external hardware(303 
> > and 505)will I run into a problem loading up the pattern 
> at 
> > a later 
> > time?
> > All help and comments are welcome and APPRECIATED!!

| 11507|11499|2003-09-02 23:07:39|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Trouble with pattern chain mode|
I think I know what pascal is talking about, maybe... Are you stopping and restarting the recording in chain mode? That sometimes throughs off the patterns if you don't
restart at the end of a pattern. I try to stop & restart as little as possible in chain mode. Other than that, maybe some of your phrases in the pattern are at difrent measured
lengths causeing the chaos.

I try to keep my phrases all the same length. I also, don't usually use more than just the A section on one Style to chain a whole song. Might be good to start out learning
this way, if your new at it. Use just section A on on Style 1 and keep the phrases all at 4 measures (default) in length and try chaining that. Then maybe move on to using
A & B scenes, more patterns, diffrent phrase lenghts etc. to chain.

Zam - (RS posting fool of late, repeating *please don't come back to bite me in the ass for this*) 

Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 9/2/2003 6:48:55 PM Eastern Daylight Time, wildemar@freakmail.de writes:

> 
> Hey Pascal :-)
> 
> Could you please get a little more precise?
> "it's all messy" really doest indicate what the exact 
> Problem is ...
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am Tue, 2 Sep 2003 11:32:18 -0700 (PDT) hat pascal brunet 
> <pascalibra@yahoo.com> geschrieben:
> 
> > Hi , I bought the RS7000 few weeks ago.For what I have
> > discovered until now ,it is a great machine.
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> > My problem is that I get stuck on the pattern chain
> > mode.I have got all my pattern ready to be chained.I
> > use the real time recording and then when I'm done
> > play it back, and it doesn't play the same, it's all
> > messy.I have been reading the manual again and
> > again,trying different way with different pattern,it
> > simply doesn't work.So please if someone could help to
> > give a few tips I will appreciate.
> > Thank you very much
> > Pascal

| 11508|11459|2003-09-02 23:40:11|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a nice realtime step seq|
who are you talking too? please quote the message.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> yes, technically it is.. and if we are finished being clever, did 
you say something about templates?:
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11509|11500|2003-09-03 06:04:11|wildemar|Re: HELP!!!!!|
Am Tue, 02 Sep 2003 23:47:34 -0400 hat <Dbeam505@aol.com> geschrieben:

> mode, then put the other synth in master or Int. (not sure what Int) 
> stands for),
>

Int. = Internal :-)
Means that the device uses its own clock, rather than adhereing to the 
clock received at MIDIin.

> Maybe someone else can offer page numbers on RS on how midi works, don't 
> know where its at, I don't have manual around right now.
>

Dont have the English one handy, but its p.264 in the German Manual. Guess 
it would be in that area in the others too. Anyways, its Chapter 7.1.

Maybe lookup www.midi.org, where u'll find the official midi info.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11510|11510|2003-09-03 06:17:11|Wayne|Cubase SX Patch name|
does anyone have the patch name script installed successfully in 
cubase SX. If someone has can they export it as a XML file and post 
it as i have found that this works.

cheers
wayne
| 11511|11510|2003-09-03 06:43:24|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX Patch name|
You might try to put it into the new script location under documents and
settings, application data, steinberg.
For the XML file my isdn is too slow (increases in size like hell from
txt to xml, if i remember right)

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Wayne [mailto:whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 3. September 2003 14:16
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Cubase SX Patch name

does anyone have the patch name script installed successfully in 
cubase SX. If someone has can they export it as a XML file and post 
it as i have found that this works.

cheers
wayne
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11512|11499|2003-09-03 10:04:31|pascal brunet|Re: Trouble with pattern chain mode|
Thank you for the tips , when I meant messy ,I meant
that for example I record the following chain:
Style 1 ,section A(length 4),section B(length
2),section C (length 4).So when I play it back the
section B start in the 3rd measure of A and C on the
2nd measure of B.
So if I m using three different styles rather than
sections , will it work better?
I'm also using at least 5 phrase in different section
,is it too much?
thank you again for helping.
Pascal 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com
| 11513|11499|2003-09-03 10:31:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Trouble with pattern chain mode|
On Wednesday 03 September 2003 14:24, pascal brunet wrote:

> Thank you for the tips , when I meant messy ,I meant
> that for example I record the following chain:
> Style 1 ,section A(length 4),section B(length
> 2),section C (length 4).So when I play it back the
> section B start in the 3rd measure of A and C on the
> 2nd measure of B.
> So if I m using three different styles rather than
> sections , will it work better?

Nope, you will get jump-between-style-gaps.

> I'm also using at least 5 phrase in different section
> ,is it too much?

No no, use as much phrases as you want.

Could you explain exactly how your chain track looks?
Btw, are you playing your chain at the correct BPM value?

- Robert
| 11514|11499|2003-09-04 08:23:51|faxorgy|Re: Trouble with pattern chain mode|
Firstly make sure all tracks in your sections are set to "phrase" 
with a TG pharse header embedded in each track.
Secondly before a pattern chain make sure "parameter hold" is set to 
ON for all tracks.
Thirdly Pattern Chain is a MODE - ie: a submenu function between 
pattern and song modes .
Do NOT view it as singular functioning device like pattern or song 
modes but as the bus that shunt's you from one destination to another.
As long as you ARE NOT using other styles within a pattern chain all 
glitching will be gone once the pattern chain is converted to a 
linear SONG itself.
Just bare this in mind when using "pattern chain" functions and you 
won't feel dissappointed.
| 11515|11515|2003-09-04 09:49:23|Scott Kellogg|Mint RS7000 For Sale|
Hello, I would like to sell my mint condition RS7000. I've got a lot of 
extras for it, including maxxed RAM, a modded aluminum turntable case 
that it fits in perfectly, a 64 meg Smart Media card, and a 250 Meg SCSI 
Iomega Zip drive. Let's make a deal offline. I want to buy an 
Elektron Machinedrum, if that tells you how much I need to sell it for. 

Thanks!

/Scott
| 11516|11469|2003-09-04 09:49:34|ecf1001|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
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"The Raven" is great. If I were to get picky, the bass and EP parts 
are a bit too monotonous, but otherwise I'm jealous.

Cheers,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> 
> Well, they are works in progress and simple ideas- but freezerman 
had 
> the right idea when he suggested to me I post them in their current 
> state regardless- and let others hear part of what I hear- 
> 
> They don't represent much of what I do but it sure is a start- I've 
> got 2 other bands and other guitar based material to share 
eventually 
> in addition to these RS experiments and inspirations. 
> 
> http://www.om-studios.com/ArtandSound/Audio/Audio.html 
> 
> The 6 new files all have "RS7000" in their descriptions. I hope you 
> enjoy some of it! 
> 
> Om

| 11517|11499|2003-09-04 11:30:54|pascal brunet|Re: Trouble with pattern chain mode|
My chain track is not fluent when I play it back,its
like, each section is on top of each other and not
playing fully because one start always before the end
of the one being played.When I record I'm using the
same BPM as I use to create the phrases in section and
I record my chain with the Patt highlighted.
Thank you for tips , I'm off tonight so I gonna try it
out.
Pascal

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com
| 11518|11469|2003-09-04 16:30:05|om_audio|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
I'm glad you liked it Alex- that one started as an experiment to use 
as many crow and raven samples as I could find- and yes the melodic 
parts are plain because I have not put much effort into it- I plan to 
add changes and more sections- most likely a key change as I tend to 
gravitate towards them in most of my work. 

I'm sure you will inspire me one day with something you create- the 
spirit is in all of us!

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> "The Raven" is great. If I were to get picky, the bass and EP parts 
> are a bit too monotonous, but otherwise I'm jealous.
> 
> Cheers,
> Alex

| 11519|11519|2003-09-05 08:25:12|myrs7000|RS7000 european model for sale|
Hi

I am selling a 99% new 230v, RS7000 with original packaging.

Pls email me dhlkid@hotmail.com for details.

Price: US$1099

shipping not included.

Thanks
| 11520|11469|2003-09-05 12:35:56|Ronald|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
I've listened to your files and one song I liked more than the 
others.
It was wind.
Not that it was more complex or more finished but just the way you 
seemed to keep it interesting just by tweaking the arp like sound. 
Thumbs up.

Grtz. Ronald.
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| 11521|11459|2003-09-06 08:20:37|faxorgy|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
Umm Jesse you aren't Jesse Medway as in "Jesse SKEENS (Medway)" by 
any chance ????
I know you're kinda new to the group here and the name has kinda been 
buggin' me in an "I know that name from somewhere kinda way" :P ...
Just bein' a little curious.
If I am mistaken then please forgive my noseyness ;).
Sorry for hijacking the thread.
The penny kind of dropped (finally) about 5 minutes ago and I just 
had to ask .
PS: A humble YES / NO / MAYBE would suffice :O lol .
| 11522|11459|2003-09-06 10:50:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
On Saturday 06 September 2003 16:18, faxorgy wrote:

> Umm Jesse you aren't Jesse Medway as in "Jesse SKEENS
> (Medway)" by any chance ????

If he is, what did he do? ;)

- Robert
| 11523|11523|2003-09-06 12:47:57|bencopt|Akai has new beatbox!|
Seems that Akai is planing the new MPC.

http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1197

Looks a bit like 21'st century version of Emu sp-12, doesn't?
| 11524|11459|2003-09-06 12:53:38|Latif|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Saturday 06 September 2003 16:18, faxorgy wrote:
> > Umm Jesse you aren't Jesse Medway as in "Jesse SKEENS
> > (Medway)" by any chance ????
> 
> If he is, what did he do? ;)
> 
> - Robert

uhh, not that much... lol... 
just kidding,

'the' Medway:

http://www.discogs.com/artist/Medway
http://www.releaserecords.com/medwayprofile.html

never heard of the name before, 
but probably heard some of his tracks along the line of history.

Latif
| 11525|11459|2003-09-06 13:27:20|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> Umm Jesse you aren't Jesse Medway as in "Jesse SKEENS (Medway)" by 
> any chance ????
> I know you're kinda new to the group here and the name has kinda 

been 

> buggin' me in an "I know that name from somewhere kinda way" :P ...
> Just bein' a little curious.
> If I am mistaken then please forgive my noseyness ;).
> Sorry for hijacking the thread.
> The penny kind of dropped (finally) about 5 minutes ago and I just 
> had to ask .
> PS: A humble YES / NO / MAYBE would suffice :O lol .

YES
| 11526|11459|2003-09-06 13:50:31|tompaulsen2002|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Saturday 06 September 2003 16:18, faxorgy wrote:
> > > Umm Jesse you aren't Jesse Medway as in "Jesse SKEENS
> > > (Medway)" by any chance ????
> > 
> > If he is, what did he do? ;)
> > 

http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1197
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> > - Robert
> 
> uhh, not that much... lol... 
> just kidding,
> 
> 'the' Medway:
> 
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Medway
> http://www.releaserecords.com/medwayprofile.html
> 
> never heard of the name before, 
> but probably heard some of his tracks along the line of history.
> 
> Latif

Jesse Medway:

The legendary Medway, aka Orlando, Florida's Jesse Skeens, makes 
waves felt throughout the dance community with each and every record 
he releases. A pioneering vanguard in dance music, his fusion of 
tech and progressive sounds have fueled top-selling tracks from 
labels such as the UK's venerable Hooj Choons, amongst many others. 
He is one of the world's most sought-after remixers, and his 
trademark sound stamps an indelible impression upon the planet's 
dancefloors. Notable recent achievements have included #1 chart 
placements for his release with Q6, "The Fiscal E.P." on SAW 
Recordings, and his blockbuster remix of Powerplant's "Angel" on 
Teknology Records. Jesse's DJ appearances have blown away his fans 
at many well-renowned venues, such as New York's Limelight and 
Centro-Fly, L.A.'s Spundae and Basic, San Francisco's 
Spundae/Nikita, BUZZ in Washington, D.C., System Sound Bar in 
Toronto, Canada, Montreal, Guadalajara, Mexico, and in clubs as far 
afield as The Womb in Tokyo, Japan.
| 11527|11459|2003-09-06 14:36:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
On Saturday 06 September 2003 21:50, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> The legendary Medway, aka Orlando, Florida's Jesse
> Skeens, makes waves felt throughout the dance community
> with each and every record he releases. A pioneering
> vanguard in dance music, his fusion of tech and
> progressive sounds have fueled top-selling tracks from
> labels such as the UK's venerable Hooj Choons, amongst
> many others. He is one of the world's most sought-after
> remixers, and his trademark sound stamps an indelible
> impression upon the planet's dancefloors. Notable recent
> achievements have included #1 chart placements for his
> release with Q6, "The Fiscal E.P." on SAW Recordings, and
> his blockbuster remix of Powerplant's "Angel" on
> Teknology Records. Jesse's DJ appearances have blown away
> his fans at many well-renowned venues, such as New York's
> Limelight and Centro-Fly, L.A.'s Spundae and Basic, San
> Francisco's Spundae/Nikita, BUZZ in Washington, D.C.,
> System Sound Bar in Toronto, Canada, Montreal,
> Guadalajara, Mexico, and in clubs as far afield as The
> Womb in Tokyo, Japan.

Right. I should go out more. ;)

- Robert
| 11528|11459|2003-09-06 21:42:14|Latif|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Saturday 06 September 2003 21:50, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > The legendary Medway, aka Orlando, Florida's Jesse
> > Skeens, makes waves felt throughout the dance community
> > with each and every record he releases. A pioneering
> > vanguard in dance music, his fusion of tech and
> > progressive sounds have fueled top-selling tracks from
> > labels such as the UK's venerable Hooj Choons, amongst
> > many others. He is one of the world's most sought-after
> > remixers, and his trademark sound stamps an indelible
> > impression upon the planet's dancefloors. Notable recent
> > achievements have included #1 chart placements for his
> > release with Q6, "The Fiscal E.P." on SAW Recordings, and
> > his blockbuster remix of Powerplant's "Angel" on
> > Teknology Records. Jesse's DJ appearances have blown away
> > his fans at many well-renowned venues, such as New York's
> > Limelight and Centro-Fly, L.A.'s Spundae and Basic, San
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> > Francisco's Spundae/Nikita, BUZZ in Washington, D.C.,
> > System Sound Bar in Toronto, Canada, Montreal,
> > Guadalajara, Mexico, and in clubs as far afield as The
> > Womb in Tokyo, Japan.
> 
> Right. I should go out more. ;)
> 
> - Robert

hehehehe, you old fart! 

jst kddng ;-)

Latif
| 11529|11459|2003-09-07 05:03:57|faxorgy|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
" YES " - great nice to have someone with a bit of a profile active 
in the forum IMHO ... so you are even known of in humble ole 
Melbourne Australia ;) .

Sorry if I "outed you dude" bad choice of words but you get my drift.

Nice to have ya onboard.

Tom ,Robert and I must be part if the RS7000 old farts society LMAO -
I'm 35 in two month's :( and NO that isn't grey hair you're looking 
at. :D 

Don't worry guys I need to get out WAY MORE also.
To much of a homebody ,tweek nerd for my own good these days.
I've gone from mid 80's wild child to Naughties GeeK and I still feel 
about ten years old .
Hopefully it will only get better as I definately intend to grow old 
disgracefully .
| 11530|11459|2003-09-07 05:42:34|faxorgy|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
That should read "Part of" not "Part if"

Cheers ;-)

FaX
First official member of the "RS7000 OLD FARTS SOCIETY"

Latif do ya' care too join at all ??? ROFLMAO .......

Tom and Robert are members by default - why ? 'Cause I said so and 
secondly because bein' an old fart is NO FUN on your own.

THIS IS THE PRICE YOU PAY FOR BEING OFFICIAL NON-MODERATORS 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA :P !!!!!!!!!!!!!

Now get of yo' asses and shake that walkin' stick like a funky 
mo'fo ! 
As for me I like my cucmber sandwhiches without the crust thanks :).
Now where's my lithium ?
| 11531|11459|2003-09-07 05:47:52|faxorgy|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
Ohhh look from 1010 too 1008 members.
I'd better shut up before I scare anyone else off.
It's alright guys I've got the facelift and the botox OK ...
Look I'm 20 seriously I am just ask my sister Lisa Minelli LMAO...
oops ... that'll be 800 members then ;).

PS: Between making music and getting OLDER I ummm well make music ....



| 11532|11459|2003-09-07 06:00:39|dopamine|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
Have you been on the crack pipe tonight fax? ;-)))

That's a joke in case anyone is wondering.....

...oooh, and the Medway on our little group! Could it be true? You all know 
i'm a cynical bastard..... but i'm holding out hope this time....

My birthday tomorrow, anyone going to wish me a miserable birthday? Or 
maybe a happy one? Or send me a shiny new Virus C? (preferably not an 
attachment) Would be nice.... ;-)

Until next post.....watch this space!

Matt

ps. Hey Fax, how long before Foleycore has his dream machine up and running 
again? I'm thinking really soon......LOL

At 11:46 AM 7/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Ohhh look from 1010 too 1008 members.
>I'd better shut up before I scare anyone else off.
>It's alright guys I've got the facelift and the botox OK ...
>Look I'm 20 seriously I am just ask my sister Lisa Minelli LMAO...
>oops ... that'll be 800 members then ;).
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>PS: Between making music and getting OLDER I ummm well make music ....
>
>
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>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11533|11459|2003-09-07 06:12:48|faxorgy|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|

> Have you been on the crack pipe tonight fax? ;-)))
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LMAO @ Dopamine ;) .
Just in an unusually chipper mood today.

Thought we needed a bit of old fashioned fun around here again :).

Speaking of Foleycores "Dream Uber GrooveHoaX oops Box" ....

What can I say.....the earths planetary alignment has been very close 
to Mars that said I think Foleycore is more influenced by the 
magnetic planetary pull of URANUS . (As in dude that groovebox you 
designed is wack what did you pull it out of URANUS ?)

The poor guy can't cut it when you call his bluff.

I mean I'm on CRACK you on E ! and Foleycore is still sniffing 
chromium out of paperbag for at K.marts auto-parts paint touch up 
department.

PS: It's not crack mate just early onset dementia ...now what was I 
typing again ??????
| 11534|11459|2003-09-07 06:19:10|faxorgy|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
Hey who posted under my name ?

What is this RS7000 thing anyway ?

How do a make bangin' beets , or will cabbages and a rubber mallet 
suffice?

So many questions ,so little time.

OH yeah I've just connected the RS midi outs to the din sync input of 
my old Revox Reel to Reel why can't I record any audio.

And lastly can I slice potato's in the RS7000 and deep fry them on a 
SM card to be eaten on my computer hard drive later.

Thanx for any help.
Sorry.
Love 
Embarrased Uber Nooby

PS: Today I really think I'm somebody else.

Dopamine can you help :D.

PPS: To the new Moderator "FUCK OFF" means I really love you.
(That's Old Fart for welcome aboard) ROFLMAO.

Peace out and may the blessing of many inflato sex chickens be upon 
you all.....
| 11535|11459|2003-09-07 07:12:13|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|

> Tom ,Robert and I must be part if the RS7000 old farts society 



LMAO -

> I'm 35 in two month's :( and NO that isn't grey hair you're looking 
> at. :D 
> 

just turned 30 myself so im not far behind
| 11536|11459|2003-09-07 07:15:03|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|

> Sorry if I "outed you dude" bad choice of words but you get my 

drift.

> 
> Nice to have ya onboard.

no prob. thanks and ill be sure to post some links to
any future productions i can since they will all be seq 
with the rs at this point. actually have a mix due for
the aftermentioned release records i need to get started on.

jesse
| 11537|11537|2003-09-07 08:33:04|Latif|OT: future technics turntablezzzz|
The company that kept vinyl records alive for so long
has turned into a new era... finally!

http://pub129.ezboard.com/fglobalundergroundfrm25.showMessage?
topicID=18834.topic

drool drool.. :D

Latif
| 11538|11459|2003-09-07 08:44:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|

> PPS: To the new Moderator "FUCK OFF" means I really love you.
> (That's Old Fart for welcome aboard) ROFLMAO.

Hehehhehehehe! You'ze a crazy mofo Fax! :D And I'm part of the old 
mofo's RS7k society here also, since I just turned 32 back at the end 
of July (and have jumped on board to help Tom/Robert out with the 
posting approvals and general moderator duties). :p

We love ya dude!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11539|11537|2003-09-07 10:01:00|jesse_medway|Re: OT: future technics turntablezzzz|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> The company that kept vinyl records alive for so long
> has turned into a new era... finally!
> 
> http://pub129.ezboard.com/fglobalundergroundfrm25.showMessage?
> topicID=18834.topic
> 
> drool drool.. :D
> 
> Latif

Well DJs kept it alive, technics was just filling the demand
| 11540|11459|2003-09-07 13:55:32|dopamine|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
HAR!!!!! LOL

Almost pissed myself reading that! Nice one fax ;-)

...or...whoever you are.....;-)

Matt

ps I think the RS can deep fry but the 909 will come up a little more 
crispy when plunged into a 240C saturated fat fryer.....well, that's where 
mine is going anyway
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At 12:18 PM 7/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hey who posted under my name ?
>
>What is this RS7000 thing anyway ?
>
>
>How do a make bangin' beets , or will cabbages and a rubber mallet
>suffice?
>
>
>So many questions ,so little time.
>
>
>
>OH yeah I've just connected the RS midi outs to the din sync input of
>my old Revox Reel to Reel why can't I record any audio.
>
>
>And lastly can I slice potato's in the RS7000 and deep fry them on a
>SM card to be eaten on my computer hard drive later.
>
>
>Thanx for any help.
>Sorry.
>Love
>Embarrased Uber Nooby
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>PS: Today I really think I'm somebody else.
>
>
>Dopamine can you help :D.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>PPS: To the new Moderator "FUCK OFF" means I really love you.
> (That's Old Fart for welcome aboard) ROFLMAO.
>
>Peace out and may the blessing of many inflato sex chickens be upon
>you all.....
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
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YH=3707890&yhad=1595053>1735bf.jpg
>173637.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
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><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11541|11459|2003-09-07 14:10:19|dopamine|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
Hi Jesse, what were you sequencing on before the RS if you don't mind me 
asking? Are you using the internal sounds or just controlling gear with it?

Thanks,
Matt

At 01:14 PM 7/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

> > Sorry if I "outed you dude" bad choice of words but you get my
>drift.
> >
> > Nice to have ya onboard.
>
>no prob. thanks and ill be sure to post some links to
>any future productions i can since they will all be seq
>with the rs at this point. actually have a mix due for
>the aftermentioned release records i need to get started on.
>
>jesse
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
>23792e.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11542|11537|2003-09-07 14:21:43|wildemar|Re: OT: future technics turntablezzzz|
Am Sun, 07 Sep 2003 16:00:51 -0000 hat jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> Well DJs kept it alive, technics was just filling the demand
>

Wiseguy!
You think now that you're 30 you can get all brainy on us, huh?

:-)
Geez, I wonder when I last posted a serious messsage here ... ;-)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11543|11543|2003-09-07 15:44:58|adamcowleyuk|whole pattern samples |
Hi All,

I have only had my RS7000 for a short time, and would like some 
advice if anyone can help me....what is the best way to program full 
pattern samples when creating a track? I have got my head around 
using kit + note samples in creating pattersn, but my difficulty is 
in slice + seq. sampling, and getting these samples on time with the 
rest of my programming.
Thanks in advance...and I know that this is probablyt a really 
simple question, but I would be most grateful if someone can help!
Thanks,

Adam.
| 11544|11544|2003-09-07 18:26:04|ridszero|Midi dump from another sequencer to RS?|
I have a drum beat (all GM data) that I made in on one track of 
another sequencer that I want to dump into the RS. How can I do this? 
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I looked in the manual and I didn't see anything on midi dump. I'm 
trying to get this song done and this drum beat would work well for 
it.

Nick
| 11545|11469|2003-09-07 18:45:17|ecf1001|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
Hey Om,

Thanks.

A simple variation of the theme would do nicely, even without a key 
change. All technicalities aside, that was one creative crow I 
couldn't help but sympathize with.

I was about to pitch something in the files section here, but I 
suppose I'll have to wait till I have the right permissions.

Cheers,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> I'm glad you liked it Alex- that one started as an experiment to 
use 
> as many crow and raven samples as I could find- and yes the melodic 
> parts are plain because I have not put much effort into it- I plan 
to 
> add changes and more sections- most likely a key change as I tend 
to 
> gravitate towards them in most of my work. 
> 
> I'm sure you will inspire me one day with something you create- the 
> spirit is in all of us!
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> > "The Raven" is great. If I were to get picky, the bass and EP 
parts 
> > are a bit too monotonous, but otherwise I'm jealous.
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > Alex

| 11546|11469|2003-09-07 21:57:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: New RS audio files to share:|

> Hey Om,
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> A simple variation of the theme would do nicely, even without a key 
> change. All technicalities aside, that was one creative crow I 
> couldn't help but sympathize with.
> 
> I was about to pitch something in the files section here, but I 
> suppose I'll have to wait till I have the right permissions.
> 
> Cheers,
> Alex

You've been given the permissions now. You've been a participating 
member recently and have been on the list awhile. You should be all 
set for uploading files, etc.

Just note: Yahoo Groups only gives about 20MB filespace for each group, 
and a good % of that is already used for this group. All members: 
please keep this fact in mind when uploading stuff to the files section 
of our Group. If you have an mp3 or something that might be several 
MBs, please consider hosting it off the Group site (i.e. your own email 
connection's filespace if your provider offers it, or another free/pay 
storage space area). Thanks in advance for everyone's consideration. 
Small ZIPfiles of .R2A/.R3A files or other snippets might fit with what 
little space we get to work with.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11547|11459|2003-09-07 23:05:08|Oscar Finch|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
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--- On Sun 09/07, dopamine < matty@djdopamine.com > wrote: 
From: dopamine [mailto: matty@djdopamine.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 08 Sep 2003 09:40:09 +1000Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re:
Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????Hi Jesse, what were you sequencing on before the RS if you don't mind me asking? Are you using the
internal sounds or just controlling gear with it?Thanks,Matt 
Matt I FaX-O-Loonatic show use my amazing psychic powers to help you find the answer. 
A) He uses a fair bit of external gear and has a few reservations about progs like REASON (watch what you write in articles Jesse though I did agree with
your P.O.V somewhat - ok alot then ). 
B) I'm guessing ohhhhh an Emu Command Station of some discription (either XL or MP -7) and a rack collection I'd willing to pilfer myself LOL . 

I'm probably wrong but then again ........(old farts can supprise you sometime) 
Ewwww now whats that smell ohhhh its an old far............

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11548|11469|2003-09-07 23:22:59|om_audio|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
Just a note- whoever uploads something also has the option of 
deleting the same file at a later time. House cleaning is sometimes 
in order for the files sections on Yahoo groups IMO.

Om

PS- Alex- no crows or ravens were hurt in the making of those samples-
and they are not trapped in my RS with no food- they should prob 
have sympathy for us instead for our busy and over-complicated lives!

:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > Hey Om,
> > 
> > Thanks.
> > 
> > A simple variation of the theme would do nicely, even without a 

key 

> > change. All technicalities aside, that was one creative crow I 
> > couldn't help but sympathize with.
> > 
> > I was about to pitch something in the files section here, but I 
> > suppose I'll have to wait till I have the right permissions.
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > Alex
> 
> You've been given the permissions now. You've been a participating 
> member recently and have been on the list awhile. You should be 

all 

> set for uploading files, etc.
> 
> Just note: Yahoo Groups only gives about 20MB filespace for each 

group, 

> and a good % of that is already used for this group. All members: 
> please keep this fact in mind when uploading stuff to the files 

section 

> of our Group. If you have an mp3 or something that might be 

several 

> MBs, please consider hosting it off the Group site (i.e. your own 

email 

> connection's filespace if your provider offers it, or another 

free/pay 

> storage space area). Thanks in advance for everyone's 

consideration. 
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> Small ZIPfiles of .R2A/.R3A files or other snippets might fit with 

what 

> little space we get to work with.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

| 11549|11459|2003-09-07 23:42:08|dopamine|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
Thankyou Fax for that rather insightful, and slightly insane response..... ;-)

Seems we share similar views on Reason.... oh, but that was your reply. 
Ummm..... fish?

Matt

At 01:05 AM 8/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>--- On Sun 09/07, dopamine < matty@djdopamine.com > wrote:
>From: dopamine [mailto: matty@djdopamine.com]To: 
>RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Mon, 08 Sep 2003 09:40:09 +1000Subject: Re: 
>[RS7000] Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????Hi 
>Jesse, what were you sequencing on before the RS if you don't mind me 
>asking? Are you using the internal sounds or just controlling gear with 
>it?Thanks,Matt
>Matt I FaX-O-Loonatic show use my amazing psychic powers to help you find 
>the answer.
>A) He uses a fair bit of external gear and has a few reservations about 
>progs like REASON (watch what you write in articles Jesse though I did 
>agree with your P.O.V somewhat - ok alot then ).
>B) I'm guessing ohhhhh an Emu Command Station of some discription (either 
>XL or MP -7) and a rack collection I'd willing to pilfer myself LOL .
>
>I'm probably wrong but then again ........(old farts can supprise you 
>sometime)
>Ewwww now whats that smell ohhhh its an old far............
>
>_______________________________________________
>Join Excite! - <http://www.excite.com>http://www.excite.com
>The most personalized portal on the Web!
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1693353/R=0/SIG=11t71ok4g/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178294&partid=3170658>13df8c.jpg
>13e041.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11550|11550|2003-09-08 00:52:34|okoyemaya|Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
I am amused indeed from bashing to licking ass. LOL dopamine you 
definitely need seratonine and some spine too. Apology would be also 
good idea after considering somebody ignorant and before adoring for 
his electrocelebrity status. Better read your own post again. I 
defended Jess idea for I felt competence behind the words, i do not 
care too much how much of an idol he is for electrofreaks ( though I 
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respect that and congratulate ). I believe in respecting people for 
what they are and what they know, Good lesson for everyone to think 
before they write and do not underestimate anybody.
Okoyemaya
PS. It is all your fault FAX you let this cat out of the sack.

Here the original post from down under;

>>

You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good for 
you.

Matt.

At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
>great hardware.
> >
> > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> >
> > Matt.
>have been removed]
>
>Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the big
>name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
>whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but
>I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some nice
>outboard effects/eq etc...
>
>I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is
>plenty to work with there if you know how.
>

| 11551|11550|2003-09-08 01:25:25|dopamine|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
Yes it seems I made a mistake. To Jesse - I apologise for my recent 
remarks... I have been under enormous stress and you did not deserve to cop 
the brunt of it.

Thankyou okeyamamama for once again pointing out the error of my ways, you 
really are a saint.

So apologies to all! I really am not worthy, especially of this okeymhaga 
fellow who makes us all look insignificant and pathetic....

OH Wait!!! It's all Fax's fault! Yes that's right! It MUST be for the great 
St Okohoye said so! All bow down in his divine presence!!!!

So yeah, Jesse once again I acted rather badly and you did not deserve it. 
The same can't be said for other people......

From an ignorant Australian (why do people always bash Aussies and give 
the old "down under" routine?),

At 06:52 AM 8/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I am amused indeed from bashing to licking ass. LOL dopamine you
>definitely need seratonine and some spine too. Apology would be also
>good idea after considering somebody ignorant and before adoring for
>his electrocelebrity status. Better read your own post again. I
>defended Jess idea for I felt competence behind the words, i do not
>care too much how much of an idol he is for electrofreaks ( though I
>respect that and congratulate ). I believe in respecting people for
>what they are and what they know, Good lesson for everyone to think
>before they write and do not underestimate anybody.
>Okoyemaya
>PS. It is all your fault FAX you let this cat out of the sack.
>
>Here the original post from down under;
> >>
>You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good for
>you.
>
>Matt.
>
>At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
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> >great hardware.
> > >
> > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > >
> > > Matt.
> >have been removed]
> >
> >Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the big
> >name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> >whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but
> >I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some nice
> >outboard effects/eq etc...
> >
> >I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is
> >plenty to work with there if you know how.
> >
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=124gf29oe/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3707890&yhad=1595053>741832.jpg
>74188c.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11552|11550|2003-09-08 01:40:54|dopamine|Look,|
I'm really not a bad person. Okey and I have had run ins in the past as is 
quite obvious from his utter hatred of me. I don't really have much of an 
opinion either way about him but i've seen decent people start bashing each 
other online for very silly reasons.

So.... could we possibly stop doing this now Okey? You said once that you 
were too old for this yet you instigate it.

So I am biting the bullet here... I aplogise for all the times I have been 
rude to you. Unreservedly.

Will that suffice or will you continue to belittle me? I think I am being 
quite reasonable.

Regards,
Matt

At 06:52 AM 8/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I am amused indeed from bashing to licking ass. LOL dopamine you
>definitely need seratonine and some spine too. Apology would be also
>good idea after considering somebody ignorant and before adoring for
>his electrocelebrity status. Better read your own post again. I
>defended Jess idea for I felt competence behind the words, i do not
>care too much how much of an idol he is for electrofreaks ( though I
>respect that and congratulate ). I believe in respecting people for
>what they are and what they know, Good lesson for everyone to think
>before they write and do not underestimate anybody.
>Okoyemaya
>PS. It is all your fault FAX you let this cat out of the sack.
>
>Here the original post from down under;
> >>
>You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good for
>you.
>
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>Matt.
>
>At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
> >great hardware.
> > >
> > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > >
> > > Matt.
> >have been removed]
> >
> >Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the big
> >name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> >whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans but
> >I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some nice
> >outboard effects/eq etc...
> >
> >I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there is
> >plenty to work with there if you know how.
> >
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=124gf29oe/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3707890&yhad=1595053>7fa697.jpg
>7fa6e7.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11553|11550|2003-09-08 03:06:17|okoyemaya|Re: Look,|
Take it easy mate, sorry I had to laugh about it a bit, but I am not 
mean. I am the really old fart here, with a bit more of experience 
that i tried to share. I learn much from you people as in the 
electronic world I am rather fresh, so trying to contribute something 
too and the only subject I know a little bit is sound, and the 
musicianship in general. I do not want to be selfish just taking 
without giving something.
I am the last one to be anti australian, contrary, if any 
generalisation make sense Australians are one of the most wonderful 
nationalities, sincere and unpretentional, and fun to be with. I 
toured there only once long time ago but it was great- people, food 
and the wine ( I like aussie Chablis more then french one). I only 
laugh when Aussies complain about polution, you do not even know what 
it really is, drop to Bombay, Milano or LA... . You do live in 
paradise and Sid is the world best city in my memories.
Sorry dopamine you took some stuff too personally, but my suggestion 
about studying music, taking classes were not to put you down. We all 
need to know, study more, there is no end to it, you can always 
expand. I could feel you need some more musical understanding but it 
applies to everybody. I am ( or was ?) considered virtuoso ( getting 
awards and such rubbish) but it didnt stop me to learn more, 
different systems of music and instruments. 
Since I started with electronica quickly realised that better 
keyboard skills are must. So I keep few hours everyday with Berklee`s 
rather basic books, have to go through this kindergarden till I get 
to some decent level. Then it may be something else, till we kick the 
final coda.
So, next time I am down under, let us have some Chablis and you show 
some good clubs in your town.
Okoyem
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> I'm really not a bad person. Okey and I have had run ins in the 
past as is 
> quite obvious from his utter hatred of me. I don't really have much 
of an 
> opinion either way about him but i've seen decent people start 
bashing each 
> other online for very silly reasons.
> 
> So.... could we possibly stop doing this now Okey? You said once 
that you 
> were too old for this yet you instigate it.
> 
> So I am biting the bullet here... I aplogise for all the times I 
have been 
> rude to you. Unreservedly.
> 
> Will that suffice or will you continue to belittle me? I think I am 
being 
> quite reasonable.
> 
> Regards,
> Matt
> 
> At 06:52 AM 8/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >I am amused indeed from bashing to licking ass. LOL dopamine you
> >definitely need seratonine and some spine too. Apology would be 
also
> >good idea after considering somebody ignorant and before adoring 
for
> >his electrocelebrity status. Better read your own post again. I
> >defended Jess idea for I felt competence behind the words, i do not
> >care too much how much of an idol he is for electrofreaks ( though 
I
> >respect that and congratulate ). I believe in respecting people for
> >what they are and what they know, Good lesson for everyone to think
> >before they write and do not underestimate anybody.
> >Okoyemaya
> >PS. It is all your fault FAX you let this cat out of the sack.
> >
> >Here the original post from down under;
> > >>
> >You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good 
for
> >you.
> >
> >Matt.
> >
> >At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
> > >great hardware.
> > > >
> > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > >
> > > > Matt.
> > >have been removed]
> > >
> > >Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the 
big
> > >name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> > >whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans 
but
> > >I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some 
nice
> > >outboard effects/eq etc...
> > >
> > >I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there 
is
> > >plenty to work with there if you know how.
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=124gf29oe/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut
aitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595053>7fa697.jpg
> >7fa6e7.jpg
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> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11554|11550|2003-09-08 03:29:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Look,|
:)

-Robert (the oldest fart of them all)
| 11555|11550|2003-09-08 03:30:56|dopamine|Re: Look,|
OK mate, nice one. I appreciate that.

Regards,
Matt

At 09:04 AM 8/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Take it easy mate, sorry I had to laugh about it a bit, but I am not
>mean. I am the really old fart here, with a bit more of experience
>that i tried to share. I learn much from you people as in the
>electronic world I am rather fresh, so trying to contribute something
>too and the only subject I know a little bit is sound, and the
>musicianship in general. I do not want to be selfish just taking
>without giving something.
>I am the last one to be anti australian, contrary, if any
>generalisation make sense Australians are one of the most wonderful
>nationalities, sincere and unpretentional, and fun to be with. I
>toured there only once long time ago but it was great- people, food
>and the wine ( I like aussie Chablis more then french one). I only
>laugh when Aussies complain about polution, you do not even know what
>it really is, drop to Bombay, Milano or LA... . You do live in
>paradise and Sid is the world best city in my memories.
>Sorry dopamine you took some stuff too personally, but my suggestion
>about studying music, taking classes were not to put you down. We all
>need to know, study more, there is no end to it, you can always
>expand. I could feel you need some more musical understanding but it
>applies to everybody. I am ( or was ?) considered virtuoso ( getting
>awards and such rubbish) but it didnt stop me to learn more,
>different systems of music and instruments.
>Since I started with electronica quickly realised that better
>keyboard skills are must. So I keep few hours everyday with Berklee`s
>rather basic books, have to go through this kindergarden till I get
>to some decent level. Then it may be something else, till we kick the
>final coda.
>So, next time I am down under, let us have some Chablis and you show
>some good clubs in your town.
>Okoyem
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > I'm really not a bad person. Okey and I have had run ins in the
>past as is
> > quite obvious from his utter hatred of me. I don't really have much
>of an
> > opinion either way about him but i've seen decent people start
>bashing each
> > other online for very silly reasons.
> >
> > So.... could we possibly stop doing this now Okey? You said once
>that you
> > were too old for this yet you instigate it.
> >
> > So I am biting the bullet here... I aplogise for all the times I
>have been
> > rude to you. Unreservedly.
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> >
> > Will that suffice or will you continue to belittle me? I think I am
>being
> > quite reasonable.
> >
> > Regards,
> > Matt
> >
> > At 06:52 AM 8/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >I am amused indeed from bashing to licking ass. LOL dopamine you
> > >definitely need seratonine and some spine too. Apology would be
>also
> > >good idea after considering somebody ignorant and before adoring
>for
> > >his electrocelebrity status. Better read your own post again. I
> > >defended Jess idea for I felt competence behind the words, i do not
> > >care too much how much of an idol he is for electrofreaks ( though
>I
> > >respect that and congratulate ). I believe in respecting people for
> > >what they are and what they know, Good lesson for everyone to think
> > >before they write and do not underestimate anybody.
> > >Okoyemaya
> > >PS. It is all your fault FAX you let this cat out of the sack.
> > >
> > >Here the original post from down under;
> > > >>
> > >You've had it a week and your an expert. That's great mate, good
>for
> > >you.
> > >
> > >Matt.
> > >
> > >At 07:19 AM 14/08/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > > Well, from that comment I can tell you are inexperienced with
> > > >great hardware.
> > > > >
> > > > > The RS7000 soundset is weak, an unfortunate fact.....
> > > > >
> > > > > Matt.
> > > >have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >Hope you're not directing that comment at me. I've used all the
>big
> > > >name ROMplers as well as tons of other synths analog, virtual
> > > >whatever. I wouldnt call the rs's soundset stellar by anymeans
>but
> > > >I sure do think its useable in many forms, especially with some
>nice
> > > >outboard effects/eq etc...
> > > >
> > > >I've onloy had the unit for a week but from what I've seen there
>is
> > > >plenty to work with there if you know how.
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
>705032144:HM/A=1595053/R=0/SIG=124gf29oe/*<http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut>http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut
>aitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595053>7fa697.jpg
> > >7fa6e7.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y 
> ahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3170658.4537139.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1693352/R=0/SIG=11tralmvc/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178293&partid=3170658>e7214c.jpg
>e721b0.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11556|11544|2003-09-08 04:12:55|wildemar|Re: Midi dump from another sequencer to RS?|
Am Sun, 07 Sep 2003 23:01:45 -0000 hat ridszero <ridszero@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

>
> I have a drum beat (all GM data) that I made in on one track of another 
> sequencer that I want to dump into the RS. How can I do this? I looked in 
> the manual and I didn't see anything on midi dump. I'm trying to get this 
> song done and this drum beat would work well for it.
>
> Nick
>

No need to dump, chump!
Sorry, couldnt resist the rhyme ;-)

Just save your beat as a Midi file (*.mid). The RS can load those files, 
remember? :-)

Hope hint helps.

Wildemar
| 11557|11544|2003-09-08 06:03:20|faxorgy|Re: Midi dump from another sequencer to RS?|
Why even bother doing that just midi the two units up midi in to midi 
out on both set REC to Monitor and recordmode to realtime with loop 
OFF and hit play on the RS7K .
I transfer ER-1 patterns to the RS this way all the time , RS files 
to the MP-7 in a similar fashion etc etc etc etc.
Keeps the work flow nice and tight ;).

> Just save your beat as a Midi file (*.mid). The RS can load those 

files, 

> remember? :-)
> 
> Hope hint helps.
> 
> Wildemar

| 11558|11550|2003-09-08 06:11:05|faxorgy|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
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Oh YEAH right that's it it's ALL MY FAULT :P .
If your RS7K crashes blame FAX
If your FILES get CORRUPTED blame ME (FaX)
If your TG phrase headers aren't transfering over to song convert 
BLAME ME (FaX)
If sample SLICE won't work BLAME FaX ....
Don't worry I mean God it took you guys long enough to realise I 
cause all the problems with your RS7000's LMAO .....

This rule holds true to all things RS related BAR ONE .

IF YOUR MUSIC SUCKS BLAME Dopamine and Okeyamaya ROFLMAO :) .

Now group hug everyone ahhhh it's all lovey dovey in RS land again.

Hang on' that post was a little to sane for me.

PS: May the blessings of a million inflato-sexchickens be upon you 
all once again.

PPS: Dopamine I'm havin a BBQ want me to use your MC-909 as charcoal 
bricket firestarters ? Free beer if you supply the 909 for fueling 
the fire OK :D .....
| 11559|11550|2003-09-08 06:23:23|dopamine|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|

>fax says:
>Now group hug everyone ahhhh it's all lovey dovey in RS land again.

Yeah come over here and give me a big kiss..... oh wait, the eccies are 
wearing off...... don't bother.

>PPS: Dopamine I'm havin a BBQ want me to use your MC-909 as charcoal
>bricket firestarters ? Free beer if you supply the 909 for fueling
>the fire OK :D .....

Sounds like a fair trade as long as it's imported ;-)

Hmmm, i'm actually half considering just keeping the thing now.... i'm sure 
it will be useful for something.

The Emu is going though as the Akai will be ready for use soon..... if 
you're interested in an E6400 Ultra.... let me know.

Regards,
Matt <-- not actually coming down on his birthday ;-)
| 11560|11550|2003-09-08 06:23:35|jesse_medway|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|

> care too much how much of an idol he is for electrofreaks ( though 

I 

> respect that and congratulate ). I believe in respecting people for 

please im no idol.
| 11561|11550|2003-09-08 06:24:08|jesse_medway|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Yes it seems I made a mistake. To Jesse - I apologise for my recent 
> remarks... I have been under enormous stress and you did not 

deserve to cop 

> the brunt of it.

no sweat. thats the problem with forums sometimes, too easy to vent 
when other things are bothering you in life, ive done it myself.
| 11562|11459|2003-09-08 06:24:47|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|

> A) He uses a fair bit of external gear and has a few reservations 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


about progs like REASON (watch what you write in articles Jesse 
though I did agree with your P.O.V somewhat - ok alot then ).

> B) I'm guessing ohhhhh an Emu Command Station of some discription 

(either XL or MP -7) and a rack collection I'd willing to pilfer 
myself LOL .

> 
> I'm probably wrong but then again ........(old farts can supprise 

you sometime)

> Ewwww now whats that smell ohhhh its an old far............

Hehe, youre right about those artices, funny when people bring them 
up again. 

Well it depends on how far you want to go back. Ive used pretty much 
everything under the sun, mac, pc atari, hardware etc... for 
sequencing.

But prior to the rs7000 I had an mp-7 and sp12, now its an rs and 
sp. then i do a little bit in samplitude for overlaying vox and 
effects if needed.

now this just covers seq. if you want a full list of everything i use 
i can post that.
| 11563|11543|2003-09-08 06:33:19|trapstate|Re: whole pattern samples|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "adamcowleyuk" 
wrote:

> Hi All,
> 
> I have only had my RS7000 for a short time, and would like some 
> advice if anyone can help me....what is the best way to program

full 

> pattern samples when creating a track? I have got my head around 
> using kit + note samples in creating pattersn, but my difficulty is 
> in slice + seq. sampling, and getting these samples on time with

the 

> rest of my programming.
> Thanks in advance...and I know that this is probablyt a really 
> simple question, but I would be most grateful if someone can help!
> Thanks,
> 
> Adam.

Since everybody is involved in this old fart hype (I wonder if I'll
talk like that in a few years :-) ) I'll try to answer your question,
but I'm not sure if I understand it. Are you saying that if you
slice&seq a sample this track is out of sync with the rest of your
tracks? I know that the sliced samples have a slight overlap, but this
is no problem most of the times.

Are you slicing sample loops? If so, are you sure the BMP of your
sample is the same as your RS beats? Remember to first define your
loop points on the Sample edit page. If it's not looped correct or the
bpm is not the same, than it will be out of sync.

Paul (old mind in young body)
| 11564|11469|2003-09-08 08:21:59|goodald|Re: New RS audio files to share:|
I like Wind.. esp the bit around 1:30 where the lead fades out then 
spirals back in

> 
> Well, they are works in progress and simple ideas- but freezerman 

had 

> the right idea when he suggested to me I post them in their current 
> state regardless- and let others hear part of what I hear- 
> 
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> They don't represent much of what I do but it sure is a start- I've 
> got 2 other bands and other guitar based material to share 

eventually 

> in addition to these RS experiments and inspirations. 
> 
> http://www.om-studios.com/ArtandSound/Audio/Audio.html 
> 
> The 6 new files all have "RS7000" in their descriptions. I hope you 
> enjoy some of it! 
> 
> Om

| 11565|11543|2003-09-08 08:22:31|adamcowleyuk|Re: whole pattern samples|
Thanks Paul, I haven't been defining the BPM in Sample Edit. 
(duh)..I'll give that a go.
Adam.

> 
> Since everybody is involved in this old fart hype (I wonder if I'll
> talk like that in a few years :-) ) I'll try to answer your 

question,

> but I'm not sure if I understand it. Are you saying that if you
> slice&seq a sample this track is out of sync with the rest of your
> tracks? I know that the sliced samples have a slight overlap, but 

this

> is no problem most of the times.
> 
> Are you slicing sample loops? If so, are you sure the BMP of your
> sample is the same as your RS beats? Remember to first define your
> loop points on the Sample edit page. If it's not looped correct or 

the

> bpm is not the same, than it will be out of sync.
> 
> Paul (old mind in young body)

| 11566|11544|2003-09-08 08:22:47|ridszero|Re: Midi dump from another sequencer to RS?|
Ok, that's a start. But after I save it, how do I transfer it to the
RS? I don't see anything in the manual about transfering midi data via
midi from other sequencers.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Sun, 07 Sep 2003 23:01:45 -0000 hat ridszero 
> geschrieben:
> 
> >
> > I have a drum beat (all GM data) that I made in on one track of
another 
> > sequencer that I want to dump into the RS. How can I do this? I
looked in 
> > the manual and I didn't see anything on midi dump. I'm trying to
get this 
> > song done and this drum beat would work well for it.
> >
> > Nick
> >
> No need to dump, chump!
> Sorry, couldnt resist the rhyme ;-)
> 
> Just save your beat as a Midi file (*.mid). The RS can load those
files, 
> remember? :-)
> 
> Hope hint helps.
> 
> Wildemar

| 11567|4016|2003-09-08 08:25:06|clem102003|QY100|
Hi there

I'm a recent 'middle aged' convert to guitar playing and sequencers.
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I purchased a QY100 with the idea of creating some simple drum and 
base accompaniment to my attempts at guitar playing. I have to 
confess that I find the manual indecipherable. does anyone know of a 
simple instructional video or book that starts from the bottom up to 
help me. .... Or do I have to turn it over to my kids just like the 
video recorder!!!! 

Help!!

Thanks
| 11568|11550|2003-09-08 08:42:15|okoyemaya|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
Well, there is some truth in it, after all I got myself RS after 
reading this forum for few weeks and checking all the post ab ovo. I 
remeber your enthusiasm from then.
But 
no.1 I still see RS as the best option ( I was ready to change to 
MPC4K but from what I heard from AKAI 4000 owners there are more OS 
problems then RS has, at least RS does not crash unless you want it 
to). MPC 4000 with 1 year quarantee sells on Ebay for 50% of original 
price, that is not good sign. I considered Emu but the low resolution 
eliminates it for me. ES will have to really impress me to give up 
the grid mode. 
no.2 I owe a lot to Fax, Lateef, Robert and many others that I can 
use RS as efficiently as I do. So I do not think I would sue you for 
buying this machine.
I do believe Yamaha`s big mistake was not taking you Fax on the 
payroll, very selfishly I hope you will stay on this forum. I 
understand your anger about Yamaha`s (lack of) support but it is 
mainly that they are too big, like a monstrous elephant. I am glad 
that they ever got the crazy idea of making RS, IMHO from economical 
point of view it could never bring profits, too expensive for 
amateurs and not good enough for pros ( the fact it can be used 
professionally is that the users are smarter then designers, the 
unbeatable guitar amp was originally designed for bass- Fender 
Bassman, Roland 303... we all know the stories).
Come on Fax, they are not worth getting pissed, forget the anger and 
be practical, use it, say honestly is there anything WORKING ( not 
potemtially) better then RS ?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Oh YEAH right that's it it's ALL MY FAULT :P .
> If your RS7K crashes blame FAX
> If your FILES get CORRUPTED blame ME (FaX)
> If your TG phrase headers aren't transfering over to song convert 
> BLAME ME (FaX)
> If sample SLICE won't work BLAME FaX ....
> Don't worry I mean God it took you guys long enough to realise I 
> cause all the problems with your RS7000's LMAO .....
> 
> This rule holds true to all things RS related BAR ONE .
> 
> IF YOUR MUSIC SUCKS BLAME Dopamine and Okeyamaya ROFLMAO :) .
> 
> 
> Now group hug everyone ahhhh it's all lovey dovey in RS land again.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hang on' that post was a little to sane for me.
> 
> 
> PS: May the blessings of a million inflato-sexchickens be upon you 
> all once again.
> 
> 
> PPS: Dopamine I'm havin a BBQ want me to use your MC-909 as 
charcoal 
> bricket firestarters ? Free beer if you supply the 909 for fueling 
> the fire OK :D .....

| 11569|11543|2003-09-08 09:02:39|trapstate|Re: whole pattern samples|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "adamcowleyuk" wrote:

> Thanks Paul, I haven't been defining the BPM in Sample Edit. 
> (duh)..I'll give that a go.
> Adam.
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Actually you don't define the BPM in sample edit. Your sample loop was
already recorded at a certain BMP, so now you set your RS to the same
BMP as your sample and slice it. After that you have midi notes
triggering the small sliced samples, so now when you adjust the RS bpm
the notes are played at that speed! (The loops goes quicker or slower
along with the bpm). 

good luck,

Paul
| 11570|11550|2003-09-08 10:15:38|faxorgy|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
Actually I'm not pissed with the RS7K to be totally honest ;-).
Just pissed at Yamaha LOL .
That said.
I still think the RS7000's Step Sequencer is one of THE BEST I have 
ever used.
The sampler works well for musique concrete applications Matmos 
stylee a treat :P - spmething I'm really getting into heavily with 
the unit at the moment.
Thirdly my RS must be faulty (joke) cause nowadays it 
coughs ,splutters and wigsout or wierd sort of wigged out you can't 
dance to that kinda stuff - YES I AM PROUD OF THE FACT.
I also now have a STUDIO set up I absolutely LOVE :D
Kawai K4R
Korg MS2000R
Waldorf Micro Q
Korg ER-1
RedSound EleVata (sshhhh it's my secret weapon) ;)
Yamaha RS7000
Emu MP-7 w/ Vintage Pro , Xtreme Lead and World Roms 
Yamaha AW16G
Behringer UB1832FX-Pro
TRUTH monitors
2* TC300 effects units
Roland Controler keyboard.
Sorry just had to brag as I'm quite proud of my all new and complete 
set-up and everything sounds fantastic together.
I get I good amount of sonic flava and interplay from all units.
The RS7K is for all sampling duties - lot's or real grainy low-
fi ,beatstretched to insanity and back stuff.
Now it's all set up I've gotta go rework everything again - you know 
me it could be BETTER lol.
Got all that frustration out of me by doing nothing but synth 
programming and sound manipultions via the synth rack / Emu and RS7K 
sampler and have swung back full circle.
Like any good relationship you have your lows.
Luckily the RS and I didn't have to go for rlationship counseling.
I would have murdered the therapist. :P
And ALOT of the RS7K's sounds actually are just the right sort of ear 
candy to slice through a really thick mix mmmmmmm digital crisp ;).
So Okeyem it's all good dude .
No more agro from me .
The RS7K and I are just doin fine.
I just think its funny that what Yamaha basically designed as 
a "groovebox" can be used for some insanely creative and incredibly 
artisticly abstract sound scapes.
Nothing like using a piece of gear for what it was never intended for.
Infact if the released an RS9000 or whatever I actually wouldn't 
bother. 
I'll quite happy keeping the the faithful RS girl by my side.
Don't you just love a happy ending .
So I am not going anywhere.
Besides which knowing ROBERT is actually OLDER than the REST OFF us 
is enough to make anybody feel reborn ROFLMAO.
Take care all.
Have a great week.
Mucho respecto - FaX-O

PS: I hope those millions of inflato sex chicken blessing are working 
for you all.

Ciao
| 11571|11469|2003-09-08 10:19:51|ecf1001|Re: New RS audio files to share:|

> You've been given the permissions now. You've been a participating 
> member recently and have been on the list awhile. You should be 

all 

> set for uploading files, etc.
> 



> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 

Nope, still can't...

Thanks!

Alex
| 11572|4016|2003-09-08 11:42:34|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: QY100|
I am pretty familiar with the QY70, the predecessor of the QY100, and I don't remember reading much of that manual. It didn't seem that difficult when I had to read it. I
think yamaha keeps that manual online somewhere, but I'd think they'd of improved the 100s manual over the 70s since it came later.

Anyway, much of the same princibles apply in the step sequencing of that unit as the RSs. There are a lot of similarities, except the QY is easier to navigate and friendlier
since it has arrow pads.

Basically, I'd create user phrases in pattern mode, or copy presets into user and alter it. Once you got some patterns, instead of chaining like on the RS, in song mode on
the QY you should then be able to align patterns/sections in a cool mode the RS don't have that you simply see the pattern sellections in the order they play and you can
change the order or which patterns play in that mode on the song side of it. Even cooler is that once you got the patterns down in song mode, you still have 16 more tracks
to add extra stuff, unlike the RS that converts the patterns into the 16 tracks. One major problem though, at least with the 70, is that the patterns couldn't be exported to a
midi file with the song data, just the song data could be exported. Also, the QY waits to the end of a pattern playing, before it plays the next selected pattern, which made
it really tight for live mixes, only occasional hicups.

Anyhow, my best advice is to jump into it without the manual, I learned most of that piece of gear without it. I've many memories of a lot of sleepless nights with that
baby. It was my first sequencer & IMHO is easier to use and allows for more and faster musical creativity than the RS. It just has a very old and dry sound engine, which
don't really matter much tho if your just doing drums, and great drums still on it, and dont be afraid to dig into the jobs, job modes and the step sequencer are still very
similar to the RSs. Oh and one last thing, if your doing more than drums on it, you'll need a midi controller, mainly for tweaking Res & Cut.

Good Luck, and drop me a line or two if you get stuck somewhere, maybe I can help you work through it. Just keep in mind tha mine is a QY70, and it lacks at least
couple features that I know of that are on the 100.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com 

In a message dated 9/8/2003 9:55:51 AM Eastern Daylight Time, Rrbac38128 writes:

> Hi there
> 
> I'm a recent 'middle aged' convert to guitar playing and sequencers.
> 
> I purchased a QY100 with the idea of creating some simple drum and 
> base accompaniment to my attempts at guitar playing. I have to 
> confess that I find the manual indecipherable. does anyone know of a 
> simple instructional video or book that starts from the bottom up to 
> help me. .... Or do I have to turn it over to my kids just 
> like the 
> video recorder!!!! 
> 
> Help!!
> 
> Thanks

| 11573|11544|2003-09-08 11:44:45|wildemar|Re: Midi dump from another sequencer to RS?|
Ok, sorry.
Somehow I presumed that you were using a software seq and had a smartmedia 
reader.
Nevermind :-)

Fax said it right, although I think you might wanna setup the RS as Master 
and the other unit as slave, so you record in sync. Maybe that was an 
unnecissary tip, just wanted to, ehr ... show up (sic). :-)

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Mon, 08 Sep 2003 11:48:02 -0000 hat ridszero <ridszero@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

>
> Ok, that's a start. But after I save it, how do I transfer it to the
> RS? I don't see anything in the manual about transfering midi data via
> midi from other sequencers.
>
> Nick
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
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>> Am Sun, 07 Sep 2003 23:01:45 -0000 hat ridszero 
>> geschrieben:
>>
>> >
>> > I have a drum beat (all GM data) that I made in on one track of
> another
>> > sequencer that I want to dump into the RS. How can I do this? I
> looked in
>> > the manual and I didn't see anything on midi dump. I'm trying to
> get this
>> > song done and this drum beat would work well for it.
>> >
>> > Nick
>> >
>> No need to dump, chump!
>> Sorry, couldnt resist the rhyme ;-)
>>
>> Just save your beat as a Midi file (*.mid). The RS can load those
> files,
>> remember? :-)
>>
>> Hope hint helps.
>>
>> Wildemar
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 11574|4016|2003-09-08 13:06:53|okoyemaya|Re: QY100|
I had QY70 too and friend of mine brought few times his 100 to my 
studio. It has some nice sounds which you wont find even in RS. I 
know only one good way, take the manual start with the page one and 
just go ahead till the end. I know it sounds boring but if you 
sacrifice these few hours or days you will really know the unit. I am 
sorry but I am afraid it is the only way, I hate them manuals too, 
have a little trust in my words and do it.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I am pretty familiar with the QY70, the predecessor of the QY100, 
and I don't remember reading much of that manual. It didn't seem 
that difficult when I had to read it. I think yamaha keeps that 
manual online somewhere, but I'd think they'd of improved the 100s 
manual over the 70s since it came later.
> 
> Anyway, much of the same princibles apply in the step sequencing of 
that unit as the RSs. There are a lot of similarities, except the QY 
is easier to navigate and friendlier since it has arrow pads.
> 
> Basically, I'd create user phrases in pattern mode, or copy presets 
into user and alter it. Once you got some patterns, instead of 
chaining like on the RS, in song mode on the QY you should then be 
able to align patterns/sections in a cool mode the RS don't have that 
you simply see the pattern sellections in the order they play and you 
can change the order or which patterns play in that mode on the song 
side of it. Even cooler is that once you got the patterns down in 
song mode, you still have 16 more tracks to add extra stuff, unlike 
the RS that converts the patterns into the 16 tracks. One major 
problem though, at least with the 70, is that the patterns couldn't 
be exported to a midi file with the song data, just the song data 
could be exported. Also, the QY waits to the end of a pattern 
playing, before it plays the next selected pattern, which made it 
really tight for live mixes, only occasional hicups.
> 
> Anyhow, my best advice is to jump into it without the manual, I 
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learned most of that piece of gear without it. I've many memories of 
a lot of sleepless nights with that baby. It was my first sequencer & 
IMHO is easier to use and allows for more and faster musical 
creativity than the RS. It just has a very old and dry sound engine, 
which don't really matter much tho if your just doing drums, and 
great drums still on it, and dont be afraid to dig into the jobs, job 
modes and the step sequencer are still very similar to the RSs. Oh 
and one last thing, if your doing more than drums on it, you'll need 
a midi controller, mainly for tweaking Res & Cut.
> 
> Good Luck, and drop me a line or two if you get stuck somewhere, 
maybe I can help you work through it. Just keep in mind tha mine is 
a QY70, and it lacks at least couple features that I know of that are 
on the 100.
> 
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com 
> 
> In a message dated 9/8/2003 9:55:51 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
Rrbac38128 writes:
> 
> > Hi there
> > 
> > I'm a recent 'middle aged' convert to guitar playing and 
sequencers.
> > 
> > I purchased a QY100 with the idea of creating some simple drum 
and 
> > base accompaniment to my attempts at guitar playing. I have to 
> > confess that I find the manual indecipherable. does anyone know 
of a 
> > simple instructional video or book that starts from the bottom up 
to 
> > help me. .... Or do I have to turn it over to my kids just 
> > like the 
> > video recorder!!!! 
> > 
> > Help!!
> > 
> > Thanks

| 11575|11544|2003-09-08 13:10:22|okoyemaya|Re: Midi dump from another sequencer to RS?|
Copy the SMF to Sm card, on RS press load button 2 times , turn the 
knob if necessary till it shows SMF, press OK and you drums are 
loaded.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:
> 
> I have a drum beat (all GM data) that I made in on one track of 
> another sequencer that I want to dump into the RS. How can I do 
this? 
> I looked in the manual and I didn't see anything on midi dump. I'm 
> trying to get this song done and this drum beat would work well for 
> it.
> 
> Nick

| 11576|11576|2003-09-08 13:19:42|Insext|Direct To Disk & SCSI card for su700|
Hi folk, 2 questions:

- is there a way to read samples directly from a scsi disk with the rs7000 ? cause even 
with the ram upgraded, it's very short...
- i'm looking for a SCSI Card for a SU700 (of my mate)

thanks !

Krr
| 11577|11576|2003-09-08 13:28:27|su700fan|Re: Direct To Disk & SCSI card for su700|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Insext" wrote:

> Hi folk, 2 questions:
> 
> - is there a way to read samples directly from a scsi disk with the 
> rs7000?

If you mean streaming directly from disk, then no. The RS7k can 
IMPORT the samples from previously saved SU700 Volumes/A3k-formatted 
samples/Akai S1000 & S3000 format samples/.wav/.aif that were saved 
to SCSI media (i.e. ZIP disks & CDROMs, SCSI HDs). The RS7k CANNOT 
import the sequencing data also included in SU700 volumes (just the 
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samples).

> cause even with the ram upgraded, it's very short...
> - i'm looking for a SCSI Card for a SU700 (of my mate)
> 
> thanks !
> Krr

Good luck on finding the ASIB1 board. Try online retailers (i.e. 
www.zzounds.com, www.8thstreet.com, www.musiciansfriend.com, or 
others), or special order one from your local music store (Guitar 
Center, etc.). Most likely you won't find much a discount over the 
MSRP of $199 US.

--wasted/su700fan
| 11578|11550|2003-09-08 14:02:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
On Monday 08 September 2003 18:15, faxorgy wrote:

> Actually I'm not pissed with the RS7K to be totally
> honest ;-). Just pissed at Yamaha LOL .
> That said.
> I still think the RS7000's Step Sequencer is one of THE
> BEST I have ever used.
> The sampler works well for musique concrete applications
> Matmos stylee a treat :P - spmething I'm really getting
> into heavily with the unit at the moment.

Fax, could you give us an example of the above? It sounds 
interesting, but honestly, I have no clue. What is musique 
concrete. It sounds sortof chaotic, hence my interest. :)

> Besides which knowing ROBERT is actually OLDER than the
> REST OFF us is enough to make anybody feel reborn
> ROFLMAO.

You're welcome! 

- Old Rob
| 11579|11579|2003-09-08 15:26:57|Xols|Hi im new|
I just joined this group and felt like saying hi, so here I am. Im 21 y.o from Barcelona and just got my rs7000. I hope to learn good stuff from this mailing list :-). I plan on
working with Cubase, Reason and the Rs7000, after a year of using Reason.

BTW, Im trying to do hard minimal techno. I wonder if someone here knows of Glenn Wilson and could tell how to achieve those phat phat bass sounds he manages to
do.

See ya

Xols

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11580|11550|2003-09-08 16:26:56|tompaulsen2002|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|

> > Besides which knowing ROBERT is actually OLDER than the
> > REST OFF us is enough to make anybody feel reborn
> > ROFLMAO.

Ha! I would say it doesn´t matter...he sounds fresher than 
everybody, well...than most people i know...including me...;)
| 11581|11579|2003-09-08 16:45:32|tompaulsen2002|Re: Hi im new|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Xols" wrote:

> I just joined this group and felt like saying hi, so here I am. Im 

21 y.o from Barcelona and just got my rs7000. I hope to learn good 
stuff from this mailing list :-). I plan on working with Cubase, 
Reason and the Rs7000, after a year of using Reason.

Welcome to the club!

> 
> BTW, Im trying to do hard minimal techno. I wonder if someone here 

knows of Glenn Wilson and could tell how to achieve those phat phat 
bass sounds he manages to do.
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Hmmm, never heard of him, but Rob and i saw recently a concert from 
Matthew Herbert and Big Band...BOY is that guy FAST with his Akai 
Samplers!
Ok...sorry...slightly OT...talking bout phat beats...

...EQing helps wonders to make a beat phat...or phatten it up with 
some low frequence sinus. Ppl on the RM1x used to do it all the 
time...compressor also works wonders...doubling sounds also 
helps...like e.g. two or three bassdrums that don´t lap but each of 
them cover a different frequency...lots of ways to get a phat 
beat...or didn´t you mean phat like phat sound and you meant more 
like phat in programming? Well...than the GrooveGrid is your best 
friend on the RS for that!

Anyhow! Enjoy the ride here and don´t forget to consume the FAQ!
| 11582|11459|2003-09-08 16:47:01|tompaulsen2002|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> > if you want a full list of everything i use 
> i can post that.

I am sure everybody would like to see that list. I am specifically 
interested about your monitors and the outboard FX you use. Do you 
master yourself?
| 11583|11523|2003-09-08 17:37:03|tompaulsen2002|Re: Akai has new beatbox!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bencopt" wrote:

> Seems that Akai is planing the new MPC.
> 
> http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=1197
> 
> Looks a bit like 21'st century version of Emu sp-12, doesn't?

Hey...it has a big display now...looks a bit like a rubber-rm1x who 
had sex with an Electribe ...
| 11584|11579|2003-09-08 19:04:36|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hi im new|
The Octivator in the Harminizer 
Zam
Quantum-Source.com 

In a message dated 9/8/2003 4:48:17 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
tompaulsen2002@yahoo.de writes:

> BTW, Im trying to do hard minimal techno. I wonder if someone here 

knows of Glenn Wilson and could tell how to achieve those phat phat 
bass sounds he manages to do.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11585|11579|2003-09-08 20:53:46|jesse_medway|Re: Hi im new|

> knows of Glenn Wilson and could tell how to achieve those phat phat 
> bass sounds he manages to do.

post an mp3 clip on here showing the typical bass sound he gets
and i'll see if i can disect it.

jesse
| 11586|11579|2003-09-08 23:31:50|dopamine|Re: Hi im new|
Welcome! I make techno as well and I know Glenn Wilsons stuff. I really 
like his style.

For bass you can't go past a solid analogue... but there is no reason why 
you can't achieve something decent with the RS.

Like Jesse mentioned, post a clip....

Matt

At 11:00 PM 8/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>I just joined this group and felt like saying hi, so here I am. Im 21 
>y.o from Barcelona and just got my rs7000. I hope to learn good stuff 
>from this mailing list :-). I plan on working with Cubase, Reason and the 
>Rs7000, after a year of using Reason.
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>
>BTW, Im trying to do hard minimal techno. I wonder if someone here knows 
>of Glenn Wilson and could tell how to achieve those phat phat bass sounds 
>he manages to do.
>
>See ya
>
>Xols
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
>2c82aa.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11587|11550|2003-09-09 01:57:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Great Aussie discovery? It is all your fault FAX|
On Tuesday 09 September 2003 00:26, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> > > Besides which knowing ROBERT is actually OLDER than
> > > the REST OFF us is enough to make anybody feel reborn
> > > ROFLMAO.
>
> Ha! I would say it doesn´t matter...he sounds fresher
> than everybody, well...than most people i
> know...including me...;)

Thanks Tom, I'll make sure to send you the $100 we agreed 
on. ;)

- GOD-like Rob
| 11588|11579|2003-09-09 03:19:49|trapstate|Re: Hi im new|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Xols" wrote:

> I just joined this group and felt like saying hi, so here I am. Im

21 y.o from Barcelona and just got my rs7000. I hope to learn good
stuff from this mailing list :-). I plan on working with Cubase,
Reason and the Rs7000, after a year of using Reason.

> 
> BTW, Im trying to do hard minimal techno. I wonder if someone here

knows of Glenn Wilson and could tell how to achieve those phat phat
bass sounds he manages to do.

> 
> See ya
> 
> Xols
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Welcome to the group! I've seen two people doing minimal tek on just a
RS, but both just transferred their set from Reason into the RS. 

Paul
| 11589|11459|2003-09-09 07:20:49|jesse_medway|Re: Groove page makes a (re: who are you talking too)????|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 

wrote:

> > > if you want a full list of everything i use 
> > i can post that.
> 
> I am sure everybody would like to see that list. I am specifically 
> interested about your monitors and the outboard FX you use. Do you 
> master yourself?

I used to "master" but realized it is best left to a real ME. I try 
to get everythign else correct in pre production and mixing so that 
I'm not trying to fix a bunch of stuff at the end stage. I'm on a 
kick about not over compressing the final mix to try andget that last 
db, because I end up ruining the dynamics a lot of times. I do want 
to give this new CreamWare plugin a shot though.

Heres a current list of what I use.

Ghost 24:MIDI mixer

Mackie 824 moniters

1gig PC with 9DSP Creamware system (Pro One, Vinco, Interpole, 
Attacker and soon to be MiniMax, S5000, and Optimaster) and 
Samplitude 6.0 for overdubs (hope to be locked with midiclock to the 
RS, trying that out today)

Flying cow 2496 ad/da

Yamaha A4000/RS7000/TX81Z
Ensoniq ASR10 rack, 2(X) Mirage rack
Emu SP12
Roland MKS80 w/programmer
Korg Mono/Poly

Frostwave Filter and Ring Mod
Moog control processor
Sherman Filterbank 2

Speck ASC4band EQ
Daking 52270 mic pre/EQ
FMR RNC
Lexicon PCM80
Eventide DSP4000
dbx 163x
Roland RE-150 tape echo

Various pedals mostly electro harmonix

Fender p-bass

technics 1200/stanton smx201/panasonic cdj-100

Otari MX-70 1" 8 track tape machine w/remote

I belive that is it.
| 11590|11543|2003-09-09 11:52:44|adamcowleyuk|Re: whole pattern samples|
Thanks, as you've probably gathered I am new to the RS7000. I used 
to use an AKAI S900 with a Yamaha RX-5 as the sequencer...so I am on 
a steep learning curve!
Thanks again,
Adam.

> > Thanks Paul, I haven't been defining the BPM in Sample Edit. 
> > (duh)..I'll give that a go.
> > Adam.
> 
> Actually you don't define the BPM in sample edit. Your sample loop 

was

> already recorded at a certain BMP, so now you set your RS to the 

same
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> BMP as your sample and slice it. After that you have midi notes
> triggering the small sliced samples, so now when you adjust the RS 

bpm

> the notes are played at that speed! (The loops goes quicker or 

slower

> along with the bpm). 
> 
> good luck,
> 
> Paul

| 11591|11591|2003-09-09 11:54:01|jkp777|SMART?MEDIA Card|
after storing 2 years of sounds & patterns on my 128meg 
SmartMedia Card, last night while trying to save a new pattern i 
got an ILLEGAL FILE prompt. i tried, nonetheless, to save the 
pattern a few more times and i noticed some of the FILE 
characters on the SMartMedia Card doing weird things.

i turned the RS7000 off. when i turned it back on there was 
absolutely nothing on the CARD !!

can anybody tell me what might have happened ? is it 
retrievable (highly highly idealistic) ? am i an idiot for relying on 
a SmartMedia Card ?

any feedback will be helpful.

thanks.

jkp
| 11592|11591|2003-09-09 12:58:57|om_audio|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
No storage medium is perfect and all will corrupt data or fail at 
some point- could be the RS made an error, could be th SM caused the 
error- the key is to never trust only 1 storage source. I back up my 
SM to my PC and also to a Zip- the extra time is worth it- heck you 
could even use 2 diff SM cards and have redundancy that way.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkp777" wrote:
> 
> 
> after storing 2 years of sounds & patterns on my 128meg 
> SmartMedia Card, last night while trying to save a new pattern i 
> got an ILLEGAL FILE prompt. i tried, nonetheless, to save the 
> pattern a few more times and i noticed some of the FILE 
> characters on the SMartMedia Card doing weird things.
> 
> i turned the RS7000 off. when i turned it back on there was 
> absolutely nothing on the CARD !!
> 
> can anybody tell me what might have happened ? is it 
> retrievable (highly highly idealistic) ? am i an idiot for 
relying on 
> a SmartMedia Card ?
> 
> any feedback will be helpful.
> 
> thanks.
> 
> jkp

| 11593|11591|2003-09-09 13:03:02|om_audio|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
You could put the card into a PC and do an error check on it- there 
is a *tiny* chance it could help- although I have only seen this work 
with corrupted disks from a digital camera and some of the pics were 
clearly damaged.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkp777" wrote:
> 
> 
> after storing 2 years of sounds & patterns on my 128meg 
> SmartMedia Card, last night while trying to save a new pattern i 
> got an ILLEGAL FILE prompt. i tried, nonetheless, to save the 
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> pattern a few more times and i noticed some of the FILE 
> characters on the SMartMedia Card doing weird things.
> 
> i turned the RS7000 off. when i turned it back on there was 
> absolutely nothing on the CARD !!
> 
> can anybody tell me what might have happened ? is it 
> retrievable (highly highly idealistic) ? am i an idiot for 
relying on 
> a SmartMedia Card ?
> 
> any feedback will be helpful.
> 
> thanks.
> 
> jkp

| 11594|11591|2003-09-09 14:06:50|tempotanken|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
I´ve had the same problem this week !!!

the RS won´t read a 6month´s old 128MB card....
It happened 10 min. before a very important live-gig...luckily i had 
backup on another card.

It is not possible to format it ...The RS does not read see the card 
at all and the MAC ( OS: 9.22) freezes.

Does anyone know about some "rescuing" utilities, programmes
etc. ?!? any tips ?

Hans
| 11595|11591|2003-09-09 16:25:20|Latif|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkp777" wrote:

> am i an idiot for relying on 
> a SmartMedia Card ?
> 
> any feedback will be helpful.
> 
> thanks.
> 
> jkp

don't wanna sound rude, but the answer is yes...

the smartcard issue's has been discussed many many times
in this mailinglist and the rs7000 forum
if you don't backup your stuff on the computer or another
smartcard, you risk loosing everything.
it's that simple, just a matter of time.

sorry for the loss. :-/

Latif
| 11596|11591|2003-09-09 16:37:18|trapstate|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tempotanken" wrote:

> I´ve had the same problem this week !!!
> 
> the RS won´t read a 6month´s old 128MB card....
> It happened 10 min. before a very important live-gig...luckily i had 
> backup on another card.
> 
> It is not possible to format it ...The RS does not read see the card 
> at all and the MAC ( OS: 9.22) freezes.
> 
> Does anyone know about some "rescuing" utilities, programmes
> etc. ?!? any tips ?
> 
> Hans

I've heard good things of "GetDataBack" software and they have a free
trial. 

Before experimenting I would try to make a *exact* copy of the
contents of the SM, I mean bit for bit without reading a file
structure or so. DO NOT TRY TO FORMAT!! 

Hopefully you can still find some music in chaotic electronland, let
me know if it worked :) 
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Paul
| 11597|11591|2003-09-09 17:22:06|john petersen|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
yeah, don't hold back, latif--- ha ha ha.

seriously, i guess i knew the answer AND i am new to
the group today so go easy on me. thanks for
confirming what i basically (virtually) knew.

there may be a retrieval program out there from what
i've read about SM cards,

peace. jkp

--- Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkp777"
> wrote:
> > am i an idiot for relying on 
> > a SmartMedia Card ?
> > 
> > any feedback will be helpful.
> > 
> > thanks.
> > 
> > jkp
> 
> don't wanna sound rude, but the answer is yes...
> 
> the smartcard issue's has been discussed many many
> times
> in this mailinglist and the rs7000 forum
> if you don't backup your stuff on the computer or
> another
> smartcard, you risk loosing everything.
> it's that simple, just a matter of time.
> 
> sorry for the loss. :-/
> 
> Latif
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com
| 11598|11598|2003-09-09 17:30:00|Bruno Carlos|OT: Headphones|
What you sugest for good headphones for music production with rs7000 
and other equipment in dance type of home music studio?

I bought so far a few "consumer" headphones and so far I can't get 
right with the levels. Whatever I produce using the headphones is a 
complete mess when listening a let's say in any traditional hi-fi 
system.
| 11599|11591|2003-09-09 18:19:18|Latif|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
getdataback is one of the best out there
but will only work on (image of) media which surface 
hasn't been damaged fysicly or cluster headers that have 
been rewritten by some freaking repair option done by 
the operating system. (windowzz 'screw your' fix disk)
you will need something like 'powerquest drive-image'
also to make an image first, the getdataback repair
procedure will basicly be performed on an image rather then
on the media itself.

goodluck ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, john petersen wrote:
> 
> 
> yeah, don't hold back, latif--- ha ha ha.
> 
> seriously, i guess i knew the answer AND i am new to
> the group today so go easy on me. thanks for
> confirming what i basically (virtually) knew.
> 
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> there may be a retrieval program out there from what
> i've read about SM cards,
> 
> peace. jkp
> 
> --- Latif wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkp777"
> > wrote:
> > > am i an idiot for relying on 
> > > a SmartMedia Card ?
> > > 
> > > any feedback will be helpful.
> > > 
> > > thanks.
> > > 
> > > jkp
> > 
> > don't wanna sound rude, but the answer is yes...
> > 
> > the smartcard issue's has been discussed many many
> > times
> > in this mailinglist and the rs7000 forum
> > if you don't backup your stuff on the computer or
> > another
> > smartcard, you risk loosing everything.
> > it's that simple, just a matter of time.
> > 
> > sorry for the loss. :-/
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
> http://sitebuilder.yahoo.com

| 11600|11591|2003-09-09 18:53:59|trapstate|Re: SMART?MEDIA Card|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> getdataback is one of the best out there
> but will only work on (image of) media which surface 
> hasn't been damaged fysicly

not the case

> or cluster headers that have 
> been rewritten by some freaking repair option done by 
> the operating system. (windowzz 'screw your' fix disk)

so do not format or 'repair' or use any other bla bla wizard

> you will need something like 'powerquest drive-image'
> also to make an image first, the getdataback repair
> procedure will basicly be performed on an image rather then
> on the media itself.

Definately, I would not take the risc the only data you've got gets
altered. So make your own image and experiment on that.

Most SM cards get corrrupt by interrupting a write operation,
therefore always use the "right click -> eject media" option in
windows. 

If you used the SM-card only in the RS than it's strange, but still
possible. So never save your patterns/songs/samples only on one media
carrier.

Paul
| 11601|11598|2003-09-09 23:37:23|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Headphones|
Any upper level AKG, Bayerdynamic or Sennheiser could do good job. My 
fav are Sennheiser HD25. Sony .... I have them too but do not trust 
them, neither really like.
Okoyem
PS If you buy cheap ones does not matter the brand, wont help anyway. 
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headphone is not replacement for monitors either

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bruno Carlos" 
wrote:

> What you sugest for good headphones for music production with 

rs7000 

> and other equipment in dance type of home music studio?
> 
> I bought so far a few "consumer" headphones and so far I can't get 
> right with the levels. Whatever I produce using the headphones is a 
> complete mess when listening a let's say in any traditional hi-fi 
> system.

| 11602|11598|2003-09-10 03:34:32|Quest Pond|Re: OT: Headphones|
I can recommend the beyer dynamic DT770, they are absolutely fantastic. I can't promise you that you wont need to hear your music on a sound system also, but maybe
this is always the case. I have owned hd25's i and i didnt trust these. Also i know other people who have had similar issues to you mixing all there stuff on hd25.

Regards,

Quest Pond 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11603|11598|2003-09-10 03:47:09|faxorgy|Re: OT: Headphones|
I agree with Okey on this.
You need some decent monitor speakers to get an accurate idea of what 
is happening in a mix.
I find decent headphones however are the bomb when working out good 
stereo imaging.
I will generally get the mix working in mono only first (ie : all 
things panned center ,eq'd ,balanced and clear in the mix).
Then I'll chuck the cans on and work on panning of idividual 
instruments as the headphones will give you a better idea of detailed 
stereo seperation and imaging.
You've just got to get a balance between the two.
On a side note w/monitors - here's my advice go with monitors YOU 
like the sound of. Play as much material by as many artists as 
possible on them. Become familiar with how your favourite CD's sound 
through your Studio Monitors as opposed to yor Hi-Fi system.
Try and mix, engineer and produce your tracks to the same sort of 
tonal ,textural and aural equivalent of those fave CD's.
9 times out of 10 the mix will more often than not translate well 
onto other systems using this method.
Mind you this part is a fine art.
I am of the opinion that if you are gonna be releasing material you 
get it to the best possible standard with as little compression etc 
as possible and leave the rest up to a trained Mastering Engineer who 
a)knows what the doing and b) has a system that will do your tracks 
justice.
I'm not a fan of the master it yourself route. A good audio engineer 
will probably have 1000's more practical hours experience and the 
expertise that's needed to get the Mastering done right.
Anyone in Australia looking around I'd suggest MOOSE MASTERING in 
Melbourne who do alot of work for Sony and act's like Ollie 
Olsen ,BiFtek ,HoneySmack,LittleNobody,SonicAnimation,Voitek,AntiDellu
vianRockingHorse ,Snog ,BlackLung,SOMA ,Pnau ,etc etc etc etc.....
For a "pro-end" mastering facility (Pro-Tools TDM) there rates are 
actually very very good.
Around 700-1K for a 7 track CD with masters and duplicates etc etc 
etc...
| 11604|11598|2003-09-10 04:04:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Headphones|
On Wednesday 10 September 2003 01:29, Bruno Carlos wrote:

> What you sugest for good headphones for music production
> with rs7000 and other equipment in dance type of home
> music studio?

Headphones: Beyer Dynamic DT 911.
Monitors: Dynaudio BM15.

- Robert
| 11605|11598|2003-09-10 05:06:59|trapstate|Re: OT: Headphones|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
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> On Wednesday 10 September 2003 01:29, Bruno Carlos wrote:
> > What you sugest for good headphones for music production
> > with rs7000 and other equipment in dance type of home
> > music studio?
> 
> Headphones: Beyer Dynamic DT 911.
> Monitors: Dynaudio BM15.
> 
> - Robert

Too expensive for me :( 

Does anybody have experience with cheaper monitors? I was thinking of
Tannoy reveal with a Bryston 2B amp..

Paul
| 11606|11598|2003-09-10 05:18:52|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Headphones|
On Wednesday 10 September 2003 13:06, trapstate wrote:

> > Headphones: Beyer Dynamic DT 911.
> > Monitors: Dynaudio BM15.
>
> Too expensive for me :(

I use the *passive* BM15's. The active speakers are way too 
expensive, imo.

>
> Does anybody have experience with cheaper monitors? I was
> thinking of Tannoy reveal with a Bryston 2B amp..

If you care about bass, the Reveals are fine. Decent mids, 
okay highs, NO bass! I used them for several months, and 
had no clue whatsoever about what was going on in the lower 
frequencies.

- Robert
| 11607|11598|2003-09-10 05:20:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Headphones|
On Wednesday 10 September 2003 13:20, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> If you care about bass, the Reveals are fine. Decent

Make that: "If you DON'T care about bass, ..."
| 11608|11598|2003-09-10 06:28:58|trapstate|Re: OT: Headphones|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 10 September 2003 13:20, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> 
> > If you care about bass, the Reveals are fine. Decent
> 
> Make that: "If you DON'T care about bass, ..."

Haha, you already got me confused with your previous message. Actually
I do need monitors with a tight response in the lower section. The
price difference in active and passive in those Dynaudio monitors is
indeed enormous! Those active ones must have Krell power modules built
in :)

So I guess no Tannoy Reveals for me, thnx for the tip!

Paul
| 11609|11598|2003-09-10 06:51:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Headphones|
On Wednesday 10 September 2003 14:28, trapstate wrote:

> Haha, you already got me confused with your previous
> message. 

You're welcome. ;)
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> Actually I do need monitors with a tight
> response in the lower section. The price difference in
> active and passive in those Dynaudio monitors is indeed
> enormous! Those active ones must have Krell power modules
> built in :)

Well, you get two amps per speaker. But still very 
expensive. I heard that the amps use for the BM6 speakers 
are too light and thus distort too easily. Anyway, the Dyns 
sound great, just get your own amp.

> So I guess no Tannoy Reveals for me, thnx for the tip!

I wouldn't use them indeed. But better spend an afternoon 
(and then another one) in a large music shop and listen to 
couple of them. 

- Robert
| 11610|11598|2003-09-10 07:05:46|Quest Pond|Re: OT: Headphones|
Damn - i was quite keen on buying the tannoys myself. I know they have an active sub unit available now, maybe this might do the job.

Robert- isnt it a case that all nearfield cut out base below a certain point?

Quest Pond 

-----Original Message-----
From: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com]
Sent: 10 September 2003 1:29 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: Headphones

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 10 September 2003 13:20, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> 
> > If you care about bass, the Reveals are fine. Decent
> 
> Make that: "If you DON'T care about bass, ..."

Haha, you already got me confused with your previous message. Actually
I do need monitors with a tight response in the lower section. The
price difference in active and passive in those Dynaudio monitors is
indeed enormous! Those active ones must have Krell power modules built
in :)

So I guess no Tannoy Reveals for me, thnx for the tip!

Paul
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11611|11598|2003-09-10 07:21:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Headphones|
On Wednesday 10 September 2003 15:07, Quest Pond wrote:

> Damn - i was quite keen on buying the tannoys myself. I
> know they have an active sub unit available now, maybe
> this might do the job.
>
> Robert- isnt it a case that all nearfield cut out base
> below a certain point?

Most of them did, but the trend nowadays is to give the 
monitors more of a full range spec. My BM15s have a 43-20k 
range:
http://www.dynaudioacoustics.com/Default.asp?Id=394

When I first started using the Reveals, replacing absolute 
CRAP speakers, I was impressed by the presence of the 
sound. But in the end, I remember using the cans all the 
time to hear what was actually going on there in the lows. 
Not good. 

Then I replaced the Reveals with the Dyns and I couldn't 
believe my ears. Suddenly I got a whole new dimension in my 
sound: bass! And I could tweak it on my board, and the 
monitors reflected the change. It's not this booming 300 
Hz fake stuff many monitors produce to suggest bass. I 
actually got the real thing. :) 

But for the real super low bass stuff you need an extra sub 
speaker, yes. At the moment however, I don't need one.

And I didn't even discuss these beautiful highs and mids... 
:)

- Robert
| 11612|11598|2003-09-10 08:13:12|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: OT: Headphones|
I didn´t follow the whole thread, but if you´re looking for an
alternative for the reveals, i´d have a look at the new Event TR series:
same price range, better sound (imho).

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Quest Pond [mailto:quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 10. September 2003 15:08
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: RE: [RS7000] Re: OT: Headphones

Damn - i was quite keen on buying the tannoys myself. I know they have
an active sub unit available now, maybe this might do the job.

Robert- isnt it a case that all nearfield cut out base below a certain
point?

Quest Pond 

-----Original Message-----
From: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com]
Sent: 10 September 2003 1:29 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: Headphones

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 10 September 2003 13:20, Robert van der Kamp
> wrote:
> 
> > If you care about bass, the Reveals are fine. Decent
> 
> Make that: "If you DON'T care about bass, ..."

http://www.dynaudioacoustics.com/Default.asp?Id=394
mailto:quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com
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Haha, you already got me confused with your previous message. Actually I
do need monitors with a tight response in the lower section. The price
difference in active and passive in those Dynaudio monitors is indeed
enormous! Those active ones must have Krell power modules built in :)

So I guess no Tannoy Reveals for me, thnx for the tip!

Paul
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| 11613|11579|2003-09-10 08:30:42|Xols|Re: Hi im new|

>Like Jesse mentioned, post a clip....

Ok,. I will. Should I post int into the files section or send it attached to a mail? I've got a 48kb mp3 file.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11614|11579|2003-09-10 08:43:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hi im new|
On Wednesday 10 September 2003 03:24, Xols wrote:

> >Like Jesse mentioned, post a clip....
>
> Ok,. I will. Should I post int into the files section or
> send it attached to a mail? I've got a 48kb mp3 file.

None of these are possible. The files section is not large 
enough, and you can't/shouldn't send attachments to this 
list.

You'll have to place it somewhere on a site and give as a 
URL pointing to it. Yes, lots of work. ;)

- Robert
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| 11615|11598|2003-09-10 10:41:27|jesse_medway|Re: OT: Headphones|
ouch, i wouldnt want my masters running through PT.
some high end analog gear with killer converters would be best.
i'd trust samplitude/seqoia or SADIE for the DAW.

> For a "pro-end" mastering facility (Pro-Tools TDM) there rates are 
> actually very very good.
> Around 700-1K for a 7 track CD with masters and duplicates etc etc 
> etc...

| 11616|11598|2003-09-11 04:16:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT: Headphones|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Any upper level AKG, Bayerdynamic or Sennheiser could do good job. 

Yup...i use AKG 141 Monitor Headphones. Quite good! But they miss 
some frequencies in the lower department. If you want to do yourself 
a favour...get some good monitor speakers.
| 11617|11617|2003-09-11 14:56:46|cedarmystik|RS-7000 on E-bay!|
Hi All,

Just to let you know I am selling my RS-7000 on e-bay. I am off 
travelling, and regrettably my brain tells me I need the money, 
although my heart says keep your RS-7000! andyway, If anyone is 
interested here's the link:

it's the only RS-700 on there at the moment, and the item number is 
2557515700.

I have hardly used it, too.... :-(

Cedar.
| 11618|4016|2003-09-12 00:03:32|Steve Cooke|Re: QY100|
clem102003 wrote:

> Hi there
>
> I'm a recent 'middle aged' convert to guitar playing and sequencers.
>
> I purchased a QY100 with the idea of creating some simple drum and
> base accompaniment to my attempts at guitar playing. I have to
> confess that I find the manual indecipherable. does anyone know of a
> simple instructional video or book that starts from the bottom up to
> help me. .... Or do I have to turn it over to my kids just like the
> video recorder!!!!

There were instruction videos available for the Yamaha QY20 and QY300 
sequencers.

I'm not sure how similar these are, but I managed to get started on the 
QS300 workstation by following the video for the QY300.

Regards,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11619|11619|2003-09-12 00:12:53|Robert van der Kamp|Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
Hi all,

Su700fan, the active list moderator for the last couple of 
weeks, just made it to co-owner of our list, meaning that 
he has the same privileges as Tom and I do. 

So you better be nice to him, since he can nuke you, or the 
*whole* list for that matter. ;)

Cheers,
Robert
| 11620|11619|2003-09-12 00:24:10|dopamine|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
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Welcome and congrats Su700fan.

Matt

At 08:14 AM 12/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>Hi all,
>
>Su700fan, the active list moderator for the last couple of
>weeks, just made it to co-owner of our list, meaning that
>he has the same privileges as Tom and I do.
>
>So you better be nice to him, since he can nuke you, or the
>*whole* list for that matter. ;)
>
>Cheers,
>Robert
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11621|11621|2003-09-12 00:54:01|okoyemaya|OT:Who`s music is it?|
I hear it everyday as background music- electronic beeps and stuff ( 
somebody must be geting rich with so much airplay), now I am curious 
what is it, also what synth it maybe. The song can be heard on BBC 
World "Click online" ( in Europe it comes Saturday 0830 ). I never 
heard any music used so frequently by broadcasters. 
Okoyemaya
| 11622|11619|2003-09-12 03:34:35|faxorgy|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
Matt STOP butt-crawling ROFLMAO .......
:P 
Sorry couldn't resist !!!!! ;)
So how about a baptism by fire.
Anyone wanna see who can get banned first .....LMAO 
I mean what's up with this group anyway we all know the MC-909 is the 
shit (j/k) - (actually if you smell it up close you'd think it was).
So a BIG FUCKEN welcome SU700 U phat KUNT !!!! ROFLMAO again.
That's Australian for "great job mate now pull yer head out your arse 
and moderate away"....
Ohhh I'm so tempted to make your life hell but I can't 'cause I'm an 
official RS7000 Old Fart and I don't want MATT to be the 
only 'Moderator Butt-Crawler' on the Group.
So a big sucky sucky "Welcome and congrats Su700fan" from me too :).
You poor bastard ROFLMAO (yet again).
Cheers and Goodluck
FaX

> Welcome and congrats Su700fan.
> 
> Matt

| 11623|11619|2003-09-12 03:40:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
On Friday 12 September 2003 11:34, faxorgy wrote:

> Matt STOP butt-crawling ROFLMAO .......
>
> :P
>
> Sorry couldn't resist !!!!! ;)
> So how about a baptism by fire.
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> Anyone wanna see who can get banned first .....LMAO
> I mean what's up with this group anyway we all know the
> MC-909 is the shit (j/k) - (actually if you smell it up
> close you'd think it was). So a BIG FUCKEN welcome SU700
> U phat KUNT !!!! ROFLMAO again. That's Australian for
> "great job mate now pull yer head out your arse and
> moderate away"....
> Ohhh I'm so tempted to make your life hell but I can't
> 'cause I'm an official RS7000 Old Fart and I don't want
> MATT to be the only 'Moderator Butt-Crawler' on the
> Group.
> So a big sucky sucky "Welcome and congrats Su700fan" from
> me too :). You poor bastard ROFLMAO (yet again).
> Cheers and Goodluck
> FaX

Well Fax, you came *this* close to being banned.
But I decided to let you suffer and stay in the list. ;P

- Robert (still oldest fart of them all)
| 11624|11619|2003-09-12 06:14:05|faxorgy|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
" Well Fax, you came *this* close to being banned.
But I decided to let you suffer and stay in the list. ;P

- Robert (still oldest fart of them all)"

Oh God the HORROR , the PAIN ,the SUFFERING (yes I'm thinking of 
Yamaha's R&D department again) :P ...

Suppose I'll just have to grin and bear it then hey Rob ;).
| 11625|11625|2003-09-12 06:15:04|Quest Pond|OT: analog synths|
Has anyone here had any experience using a Doepfer analog a100 synth? Any opinions? Or maybe a AS - Analog Systems synth?

Quest

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11626|11625|2003-09-12 06:33:41|faxorgy|Re: OT: analog synths|
Nope to expensive here in OZ.....
That said i'd rather go for a VCS3 , Voztok or Phobus RedSquare 
myself.
Keep an eye out for Ken Macbeths M5 (due for imenet release) -
patchable ,rackable (large though 12 U in size).
The man knows his stuff though.

> Has anyone here had any experience using a Doepfer analog a100 

synth? Any opinions? Or maybe a AS - Analog Systems synth?

> 
> Quest
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11627|11625|2003-09-12 06:33:44|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: OT: analog synths|
On Fri, 12 Sep 2003, Quest Pond wrote:

> Has anyone here had any experience using a Doepfer analog a100 synth?
> Any opinions? Or maybe a AS - Analog Systems synth?

Yep. I have an AS modular synth, and it's really great !!! :o))

Arnauld
| 11628|11625|2003-09-12 06:46:59|faxorgy|Re: OT: analog synths|
LMAO
"It's great" is certainly an opinion. :D
But... you where about as helpful as me dude .
(Which by the way wasn't much if you hadn't noticed)

PS: Rob this is NOT an excuse for you to pipe in about your ANDROMEDA.
I use to like you but I've decide I hate you because your ANDY 



should be MINE all MINE :P lol

> > Has anyone here had any experience using a Doepfer analog a100 

synth?

> > Any opinions? Or maybe a AS - Analog Systems synth?
> 
> Yep. I have an AS modular synth, and it's really great !!! :o))
> 
> Arnauld

| 11629|11621|2003-09-12 06:49:17|faxorgy|Re: OT:Who`s music is it?|
I have no idea ????? :/
But if it was written by me I'd have a studio full of casio's and 
psr's by now and you all wouldn't be jealous :P .....r.o.f.l.m.a.o

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> I hear it everyday as background music- electronic beeps and stuff 
( 
> somebody must be geting rich with so much airplay), now I am 
curious 
> what is it, also what synth it maybe. The song can be heard on BBC 
> World "Click online" ( in Europe it comes Saturday 0830 ). I never 
> heard any music used so frequently by broadcasters. 
> Okoyemaya

| 11630|11625|2003-09-12 06:52:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: analog synths|
On Friday 12 September 2003 14:46, faxorgy wrote:

> PS: Rob this is NOT an excuse for you to pipe in about
> your ANDROMEDA. I use to like you but I've decide I hate
> you because your ANDY should be MINE all MINE :P lol

That's allright Fax. I'll just mention the great MOTM 
modular that I'm building then. :PPPPPP

http://www.synthtech.com/motm.html

- Robert
| 11631|11625|2003-09-12 06:59:44|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: OT: analog synths|

> "It's great" is certainly an opinion. :D
> But... you where about as helpful as me dude .
> (Which by the way wasn't much if you hadn't noticed)

You're right, but without precise question, what sort of answer can I give
? There is so much to say about modular synth !...

Some ressources :
http://www.modularsynth.com/SOS.html # lot of explantions and examples
http://www.modularsynth.com/

A really good modular :
http://www.synthesizers.com/ # a good manufacturer

And don't hesitate to ask for questions.

Arnauld
| 11632|11625|2003-09-12 07:07:34|faxorgy|Re: OT: analog synths|
FOR THE LOVE OF GOD (yes I'm screaming by the way)
Do not go onto SonicState's Modular forum and start up a MOTM thread.
It'll turn into another Peake & Co flame war.
Seen enough to make me wanna yawn.
On a side note what you're really telling me is that once the MOTM is 
built you'll be donating your Andromeda to me.
I can here those RS7000 NRPRN's calling out to me already ROB :D.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 12 September 2003 14:46, faxorgy wrote:
> 
> > PS: Rob this is NOT an excuse for you to pipe in about
> > your ANDROMEDA. I use to like you but I've decide I hate
> > you because your ANDY should be MINE all MINE :P lol
> 
> That's allright Fax. I'll just mention the great MOTM 
> modular that I'm building then. :PPPPPP
> 
> http://www.synthtech.com/motm.html
> 
> - Robert

| 11633|11625|2003-09-12 07:10:08|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: OT: analog synths|
On Fri, 12 Sep 2003, faxorgy wrote:

> Nope to expensive here in OZ.....
> That said i'd rather go for a VCS3 , Voztok or Phobus RedSquare
> myself.

VCS3 is an extraordinary vintage synth, but, as many vintage, it's hard to
find and expensive.

Vostok is a good modular at low price but VCO are very unstable. However,
they (Analogue Solutions) provide a very good filter which sound close to
the MS20's one.

Analog Systems & Synthesizers.com are not so expensives and you can begin
with just 2 VCO, 1 LFO, 1 Multimode Filter, 1 VCA and 1 Enveloppe
generator. What is great with modular synth is that they are... modular !

Doepfer is also good, low price, but, according to lot of customers, with
less quality.

Arnauld
| 11634|11625|2003-09-12 07:13:59|faxorgy|Re: OT: analog synths|
Actually EMS still make the VSC3 to order brand new :P .....
Makes a killer audio processing tool.
Seriuosly where would Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon" be without one.
Or all the early Roxy Music Material for that matter.
Gotta love the pin matrix but if you get one made order extra's cause 
a) the pins aren't cheap and b)twelve of them is definately not 
enough.
| 11635|11625|2003-09-12 08:05:39|Quest Pond|Re: OT: analog synths|
Um yes i know - i have owned and EMS synthi AKS before. Im sure they have a huge waiting list for there products new and it is quite a bit more expensive then say a
doepher a-100 mini system or analog systems soon to be released smallish modular.

I looked at the MOTM but web site is out of date and there is no vocoder module. The Mc Synth looks quite cool actually- 3 vco's would be quite tasty. The closest i can
get to EMS versatility the better.

Quest 

-----Original Message-----
From: faxorgy [mailto:Oscar_Finch@excite.com]
Sent: 12 September 2003 2:13 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: OT: analog synths

Actually EMS still make the VSC3 to order brand new :P .....
Makes a killer audio processing tool.
Seriuosly where would Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon" be without one.
Or all the early Roxy Music Material for that matter.
Gotta love the pin matrix but if you get one made order extra's cause 
a) the pins aren't cheap and b)twelve of them is definately not 
enough.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11636|11625|2003-09-12 08:19:19|Quest Pond|Re: OT: analog synths|

>Doepfer is also good, low price, but, according to lot of customers, with
>less quality.

Sorry do you mean worse sound quality or build quality? Can you maybe expand a bit pls? 

Regards,

Quest

OH BTW Thanks for all the info everyone.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11637|11619|2003-09-12 08:42:15|jesse_medway|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
Welcome and thanks for taking over.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Su700fan, the active list moderator for the last couple of 
> weeks, just made it to co-owner of our list, meaning that 
> he has the same privileges as Tom and I do. 
> 
> So you better be nice to him, since he can nuke you, or the 
> *whole* list for that matter. ;)
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

| 11639|11625|2003-09-12 08:49:02|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: OT: analog synths|

> >Doepfer is also good, low price, but, according to lot of customers, with
> >less quality.
>
> Sorry do you mean worse sound quality or build quality? Can you maybe expand a bit pls?

About Doepfer :

All modular synth have their pros and their cons. Doepfer is a great
manufacturer that build good synth at low prices. However, IMHO, some
modules lack some features compare to the one made by other manufacturers
and the filters sound a bit cold. In another way, Doepfer provide a lot of
differents modules. Well... all that is a matter of taste !
An advice : read the papers from www.soundonsound.com, listen the
demo (nothing can replace your ears) and look at the prices.

About Modular synth :

With modular synth, patching possibilities are quite illimited and the
learning curve is endless. All that make modular synth very exciting and
the hours spent patching and looking for new sounds give a lot of
pleasure. They really extend creative possibilities.

Arnauld
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| 11640|11625|2003-09-12 09:03:21|Quest Pond|Re: OT: analog synths|
Right thanks,

Yes i have noticed that there are quite a few options missing from doepfer synths especially compared to a MOTM.

Well this is maybe somewhat my short list and requirements:

Under £700 price range

UK based or available in the UK, easy to ship OS when i need to.
Modularish- patchable and possibly expandable to a vocoder system. Prefer midi also.

Analog sytems - Spawn
Few MOTM modules
Doepfer - mini system
Ken Macbeths M5
Maybe some analog solutions equipment? dont know there stuff much.But probably not vostok to $$

Also is there any places in the UK where is can see more then one of these synths for sale?

Regards,
Quest

-----Original Message-----
From: Arnauld Michelizza [mailto:am@zehc.net]
Sent: 12 September 2003 3:49 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: OT: analog synths

> >Doepfer is also good, low price, but, according to lot of customers, with
> >less quality.
>
> Sorry do you mean worse sound quality or build quality? Can you maybe expand a bit pls?

About Doepfer :

All modular synth have their pros and their cons. Doepfer is a great
manufacturer that build good synth at low prices. However, IMHO, some
modules lack some features compare to the one made by other manufacturers
and the filters sound a bit cold. In another way, Doepfer provide a lot of
differents modules. Well... all that is a matter of taste !
An advice : read the papers from www.soundonsound.com, listen the
demo (nothing can replace your ears) and look at the prices.

About Modular synth :

With modular synth, patching possibilities are quite illimited and the
learning curve is endless. All that make modular synth very exciting and
the hours spent patching and looking for new sounds give a lot of
pleasure. They really extend creative possibilities.

Arnauld
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11641|11641|2003-09-12 09:27:30|Roonan|OT: a lot of OT's|
A lot of OT's lately.........
| 11642|11641|2003-09-12 09:31:49|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|
yes. there is a great site for OT gibba-gabba:

www.sonicstate.com

or more specifically for analogue hardware, join the Ah list:

http://machines.hyperreal.org/Analogue-Heaven/

as I belong to all of these, please keep THIS list RS7k ONLY

thanks!
-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Roonan [mailto:info@roonan.nl] 
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2003 8:56 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] OT: a lot of OT's

A lot of OT's lately.........
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| 11643|11641|2003-09-12 09:44:32|jesse_medway|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:

> yes. there is a great site for OT gibba-gabba:
> 
> www.sonicstate.com
> 
> or more specifically for analogue hardware, join the Ah list:
> 
> http://machines.hyperreal.org/Analogue-Heaven/
> 
> as I belong to all of these, please keep THIS list RS7k ONLY
> 
> thanks!
> -B
>

yea time for the new moderator to flex his muscles.
| 11644|11641|2003-09-12 10:23:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|
On Friday 12 September 2003 14:56, Roonan wrote:

> A lot of OT's lately.........

You guys are absolutely right. Sorry about that.

I'll try to keep the OT stuff down to an acceptable level.

- Robert
| 11645|11619|2003-09-12 10:41:41|wasted/su700fan|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|

> Hi all,
> 
> Su700fan, the active list moderator for the last couple of 
> weeks, just made it to co-owner of our list, meaning that 
> he has the same privileges as Tom and I do. 
> 
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> So you better be nice to him, since he can nuke you, or the 
> *whole* list for that matter. ;)
> 
> Cheers,
> Robert

Thanks Robert, and all the rest of you guys (hehe Fax). Like I said in 
my other message, I'll do my best to keep this a "hands-off" type of 
list management, just trying to calm the major arguments down and 
removing the spammers from the list. While FaxOrgy (Oscar Finch) is a 
strange, eccentric character, he is an invaluable RS7000 resource and 
has earned his place on the many RS7k lists & websites. :D He kinda 
reminds me of a guy who goes by the name of Guiseppi Mendoza on the 
music-bar@ampfea.org mailing list I'm on. I swear, you Brits (Scot in 
G!'s case) and Aussies (in Fax's case) are loons sometimes. :P Bugger 
off, mate (hehehe)

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11646|11641|2003-09-12 10:49:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> > yes. there is a great site for OT gibba-gabba:
> > 
> > www.sonicstate.com
> > 
> > or more specifically for analogue hardware, join the Ah list:
> > 
> > http://machines.hyperreal.org/Analogue-Heaven/
> > 
> > as I belong to all of these, please keep THIS list RS7k ONLY
> > 
> > thanks!
> > -B
> >
> 
> yea time for the new moderator to flex his muscles.

I'm pretty lenient on my other mailing lists/groups that I moderate. 
As long as the topic is music-related and not crap like get rich quick 
MLM schemes or Adult-Oriented crap I usually let it stay. I'm 
basically just helping the other 2 guys out here with day-to-day 
maintenance and post-approval duties for new members to the list. My 
normal moderating approach is mostly hands-off, just taking care of the 
nuisance makers. If the other 2 owners/moderators wish to make this 
list strictly RS7k only I have no problem with that. I think that the 
majority of topics should at the very least have some info pertaining 
to how that thread relates to the RS7k to at least put it somewhat on 
topic.

Just to note: many of the old-timers on the list here: read "more than 
several months being a member", do not have every post moderated & 
approved, just the newer members (to make sure they are not spammers). 
It would be pure hell or a major time lag if every last post to this 
1000+ member list had to be manually approved. I have faith that the 
normal users of this list will abide by the no-spam rule and at least 
TRY to keep the posts to this list ON TOPIC, mmmkay?

Regarding general music-related mailing lists, another great one I can 
suggest is the music-bar@ampfea.org mailing list (see www.ampfea.org 
and look for the mailing lists they host along the left sidebar). I've 
been on that list since day 1 (waaayyy back in 1996 or 1997), and I can 
tell you the people there are a great bunch of people to correspond 
with about any and all topics, music production related or otherwise. 
Being a music-BAR, it's anything goes there, but politics/religion are 
not welcomed much. They've even had several REAL LIFE, IN THE FLESH 
meetings with each other for jams. I wish I could've afforded to 
attend the one in NJ, USA.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11647|11641|2003-09-12 10:57:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|
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just wanted to make an addition: not sure if other folks are like me,
but if topics become less and less on-topic....I tend to switch over to
digest mode, and skip the day to day goings-on... ...which means I
contribute less.

not like I help out a whole lot, but there are others who do, and I
wouldn't like them disappearing for the same reason...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2003 12:09 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: OT: a lot of OT's

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> > yes. there is a great site for OT gibba-gabba:
> > 
> > www.sonicstate.com
> > 
> > or more specifically for analogue hardware, join the Ah list:
> > 
> > http://machines.hyperreal.org/Analogue-Heaven/
> > 
> > as I belong to all of these, please keep THIS list RS7k ONLY
> > 
> > thanks!
> > -B
> >
> 
> yea time for the new moderator to flex his muscles.

I'm pretty lenient on my other mailing lists/groups that I moderate. 
As long as the topic is music-related and not crap like get rich quick 
MLM schemes or Adult-Oriented crap I usually let it stay. I'm 
basically just helping the other 2 guys out here with day-to-day 
maintenance and post-approval duties for new members to the list. My 
normal moderating approach is mostly hands-off, just taking care of the 
nuisance makers. If the other 2 owners/moderators wish to make this 
list strictly RS7k only I have no problem with that. I think that the 
majority of topics should at the very least have some info pertaining 
to how that thread relates to the RS7k to at least put it somewhat on 
topic.

Just to note: many of the old-timers on the list here: read "more than 
several months being a member", do not have every post moderated & 
approved, just the newer members (to make sure they are not spammers). 
It would be pure hell or a major time lag if every last post to this 
1000+ member list had to be manually approved. I have faith that the
normal users of this list will abide by the no-spam rule and at least 
TRY to keep the posts to this list ON TOPIC, mmmkay?

Regarding general music-related mailing lists, another great one I can 
suggest is the music-bar@ampfea.org mailing list (see www.ampfea.org 
and look for the mailing lists they host along the left sidebar). I've 
been on that list since day 1 (waaayyy back in 1996 or 1997), and I can 
tell you the people there are a great bunch of people to correspond 
with about any and all topics, music production related or otherwise. 
Being a music-BAR, it's anything goes there, but politics/religion are 
not welcomed much. They've even had several REAL LIFE, IN THE FLESH 
meetings with each other for jams. I wish I could've afforded to 
attend the one in NJ, USA.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11648|11641|2003-09-12 11:40:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|
On Friday 12 September 2003 18:08, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> If the other 2
> owners/moderators wish to make this list strictly RS7k
> only I have no problem with that. I think that the
> majority of topics should at the very least have some
> info pertaining to how that thread relates to the RS7k to
> at least put it somewhat on topic.

I'm *not* for a strictly RS7k-only diet here on the list. 
For example, the discussions about the MC909 were a good OT 
subject. The modular synth thread however wasn't, imo, and 
should have been stopped (by me that is ;).

I'll try to keep an eye on a healthy level of OT stuff here 
on the list. If several people are complaining about it, 
it's probably too much.

- Robert
| 11649|11641|2003-09-12 14:33:33|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: OT: a lot of OT's|

> I'm *not* for a strictly RS7k-only diet here on the list.
> For example, the discussions about the MC909 were a good OT
> subject. The modular synth thread however wasn't, imo, and
> should have been stopped (by me that is ;).

I agree with you. The discussion we began about modular synth was leading
to a big thread and I think that RS7k group is not the place to compare
differents modular synth manufacturers. However, it could be very
interesting to speak a little about modular polyphonic synth in this list
because it's another way, whish I think is complementary to RS7k, to do
music. Handling sound with RS7k or with a modular is really not the same
job !
As a modular synth fan, I'm the moderator of the 'analogue_systems' group
and I'm also in 'Doepfer_a100' group and in 'synthesizerscomgroup'.
Regards,

Arnauld
| 11650|11641|2003-09-12 14:36:14|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: a lot of OT's... typo|

> interesting to speak a little about modular polyphonic synth in this list

^^^^^^^^^^
Oups ! I wanted to say 'monophonic'. Sorry for the typo...

Arnauld
| 11651|11621|2003-09-12 16:16:48|okoyemaya|Re: OT:Who`s music is it?|
It is not really OT, the melody sounds like "Symater1, 012 TriSineA" 
of RS ( finally somebody succesful using RS???!!! ) I liked this 
sound but because of that "unknown uberhit" consider dropping using 
it, since it starts sound like stereotype. It is so much overplayed 
on various TV channels, I guess it must be kind of 
electronica "superhit" ( sounds UK like to me) I suppose should know 
it, but I do not and want to fill this gap in my electroducation. So 
Oscar ( or anybody willing to) please , I am serious, cant you just 
check the BBC Clickonline- the music comes at the very opening.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> I have no idea ????? :/
> But if it was written by me I'd have a studio full of casio's and 
> psr's by now and you all wouldn't be jealous :P .....r.o.f.l.m.a.o
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > I hear it everyday as background music- electronic beeps and 
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stuff 
> ( 
> > somebody must be geting rich with so much airplay), now I am 
> curious 
> > what is it, also what synth it maybe. The song can be heard on 
BBC 
> > World "Click online" ( in Europe it comes Saturday 0830 ). I 
never 
> > heard any music used so frequently by broadcasters. 
> > Okoyemaya

| 11652|11619|2003-09-12 19:44:00|dopamine|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
I was waiting to see who was going to lay into me first for being nice....

It seems I just can't win.

So a big f**k you to everyone, there ya go i'm back to my normal self 
again.... ;-)

Matt

At 09:34 AM 12/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Matt STOP butt-crawling ROFLMAO .......
>:P
>Sorry couldn't resist !!!!! ;)
>So how about a baptism by fire.
>Anyone wanna see who can get banned first .....LMAO
>I mean what's up with this group anyway we all know the MC-909 is the
>shit (j/k) - (actually if you smell it up close you'd think it was).
>So a BIG FUCKEN welcome SU700 U phat KUNT !!!! ROFLMAO again.
>That's Australian for "great job mate now pull yer head out your arse
>and moderate away"....
>Ohhh I'm so tempted to make your life hell but I can't 'cause I'm an
>official RS7000 Old Fart and I don't want MATT to be the
>only 'Moderator Butt-Crawler' on the Group.
>So a big sucky sucky "Welcome and congrats Su700fan" from me too :).
>You poor bastard ROFLMAO (yet again).
>Cheers and Goodluck
>FaX
> > Welcome and congrats Su700fan.
> >
> > Matt
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11653|11619|2003-09-12 21:49:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|

> I was waiting to see who was going to lay into me first for being 
> nice....
> 
> It seems I just can't win.
> 
> So a big f**k you to everyone, there ya go i'm back to my normal self 
> again.... ;-)
> 
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> Matt

Don't worry Matt it's all good! :D Thanks for being the first to 
welcome me for insanely taking on additional responsibilities. Hehehe. 
I guess I'm just a glutton for punishment. ;P

Oh well, y'all play nice now. Back to RS7k talk, OK?

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11654|11619|2003-09-13 03:21:03|faxorgy|Re: Introducing Su700fan as list co-owner|
Thanks Matt now me and MY RS7000 feel loved again :P
Nuttin like a good ole Aussie "f**k you" to make you feel welcome :D.
Nice to know you're back to normal.
I wish I new what normal was - even my RS7000 isn'y normal.
Infact if I don't mention the RS7000 this becomes an of topic RS7000 
post so I'd better menteion the RS7000 hadn't I ;).
Sorry Su700 ,Rob ,Tom.
Cheers all
FaX - abnormally normal in an abnormal sort of way.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > I was waiting to see who was going to lay into me first for being 
> > nice....
> > 
> > It seems I just can't win.
> > 
> > So a big f**k you to everyone, there ya go i'm back to my normal 

self 

> > again.... ;-)
> > 
> > Matt
> 
> Don't worry Matt it's all good! :D Thanks for being the first to 
> welcome me for insanely taking on additional responsibilities. 

Hehehe. 

> I guess I'm just a glutton for punishment. ;P
> 
> Oh well, y'all play nice now. Back to RS7k talk, OK?
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

| 11655|11655|2003-09-13 03:46:32|faxorgy|Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........|
If I just may add my .10 cents worth here (thats Australian dollars 
so view as you see fit ) ;-).
Yes this IS an RS7000 FORUM.
That said I would NOT say there have been a huge number of OT posts 
period for the number of posts and members here.
Secondly I was the second member on RS7000.ORG and have been here for 
well ages.
Have some of us lost our sense of fun and humour?????
Does everything have to be RS7000 related.
For example" The modular thread - I would have suggest actually going 
for a MacBeth M3X which is alot like a minimoog sonically but with 
ALOT of extra digtal LFO and sub menu routing/processing options.
My reasons being this - any analog synth with an extensive CC 
implemented interface can be made semi-modular via the RS7000 anyway.
People always go on about the MS2000's step modulator.
What they often forget is the RS7000's step sequencer will happily 
step modulate (via the step sequencer) both NRPRN's and CC's and 
RPN's. 
You are getting in essence up to 256 bars worth at any note/ppqn 
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resolution of multiple CC triggereing per-track.
Using this method and if you know your synthesis well enough you can 
simulate many modular style routings on the RS7K with internal voices
(and albeit with a digital feel). Never the less it is one of the 
RS700's powerhouse and often overlooked features. 
IMHO making it atleast as powerful as an XV style synth in practice 
as you have lots of options for subtle osc drift , multiple LFO 
simulations via step sequencer CC control (with literally any common 
wave shape being easily simulated with the right resolution etc etc 
etc).
Now getting back to my point.
This is a "community" we all have radically different 
personalities ,musical tastes ,stylistic preferences and interests.
That being said I WOULD NOT come here if everything I read was 100% 
RS7000 only .
I don not take a myopic/tunnel visioned view point towards musical 
composition , I do not see my RS7000 as a groove box (as you'll see 
when I post up a taster track in the next few weeks from my CD I'm 
working on).
I would like to think we can talk about the RS7K and every once in a 
while have a few threads interspersed with a little humour ,some 
silly banter and then go back to things RS7000 related.
Okay so I'm a bit of an eccentric gitt - this is what happens when 
your parents are Irish and Welsh (sad but true) and my Father is more 
of a proverbial nutt job than I am. LOL
I have given LOTS of advice ALL RS7000 related ;forgive me for being 
selfish but I think I've earned the right to be able to be myself on 
this forum.
If that sometimes means being a bit stupid ,silly ,down right crazy 
or 100% RS7000 topic related then so be it.
No offense to Rob ,Tom or SU700 but if things are gonna be that 
tightly moderated I'd rather not be here !!!!!!!!
I do not just come here for RS7000 help (I don't really need any 
RS7000 help - I can help others and have done and will continue to do 
so).
So please cut some of us old skoolers some slack.
I like to enjoy my RS7000 ,this FORUM and LIFE in general.
Take the whole package or leave it.
This is just the flipside arguement to OT posts.
The Waldorf e.mail forums and Emu tech forums all allow for a little 
bit of banter within reason. I'd like to think that this could be the 
same.
Sorry but I'm a well knowledged RS7000 user who just needs to be ME 
(don't even know why I'm apologising actually).
OK rant over.
Just felt I had to have a say it from another perspective.
Ok
Cheers
FaX
| 11656|11655|2003-09-13 06:16:12|dopamine|Re: Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........|
If the post has OT in the subject heading, those that wish not to read it 
can delete it. Simple.

Matt

At 09:46 AM 13/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>If I just may add my .10 cents worth here (thats Australian dollars
>so view as you see fit ) ;-).
>Yes this IS an RS7000 FORUM.
>That said I would NOT say there have been a huge number of OT posts
>period for the number of posts and members here.
>Secondly I was the second member on RS7000.ORG and have been here for
>well ages.
>Have some of us lost our sense of fun and humour?????
>Does everything have to be RS7000 related.
>For example" The modular thread - I would have suggest actually going
>for a MacBeth M3X which is alot like a minimoog sonically but with
>ALOT of extra digtal LFO and sub menu routing/processing options.
>My reasons being this - any analog synth with an extensive CC
>implemented interface can be made semi-modular via the RS7000 anyway.
>People always go on about the MS2000's step modulator.
>What they often forget is the RS7000's step sequencer will happily
>step modulate (via the step sequencer) both NRPRN's and CC's and
>RPN's.
>You are getting in essence up to 256 bars worth at any note/ppqn
>resolution of multiple CC triggereing per-track.
>Using this method and if you know your synthesis well enough you can
>simulate many modular style routings on the RS7K with internal voices



>(and albeit with a digital feel). Never the less it is one of the
>RS700's powerhouse and often overlooked features.
>IMHO making it atleast as powerful as an XV style synth in practice
>as you have lots of options for subtle osc drift , multiple LFO
>simulations via step sequencer CC control (with literally any common
>wave shape being easily simulated with the right resolution etc etc
>etc).
>Now getting back to my point.
>This is a "community" we all have radically different
>personalities ,musical tastes ,stylistic preferences and interests.
>That being said I WOULD NOT come here if everything I read was 100%
>RS7000 only .
>I don not take a myopic/tunnel visioned view point towards musical
>composition , I do not see my RS7000 as a groove box (as you'll see
>when I post up a taster track in the next few weeks from my CD I'm
>working on).
>I would like to think we can talk about the RS7K and every once in a
>while have a few threads interspersed with a little humour ,some
>silly banter and then go back to things RS7000 related.
>Okay so I'm a bit of an eccentric gitt - this is what happens when
>your parents are Irish and Welsh (sad but true) and my Father is more
>of a proverbial nutt job than I am. LOL
>I have given LOTS of advice ALL RS7000 related ;forgive me for being
>selfish but I think I've earned the right to be able to be myself on
>this forum.
>If that sometimes means being a bit stupid ,silly ,down right crazy
>or 100% RS7000 topic related then so be it.
>No offense to Rob ,Tom or SU700 but if things are gonna be that
>tightly moderated I'd rather not be here !!!!!!!!
>I do not just come here for RS7000 help (I don't really need any
>RS7000 help - I can help others and have done and will continue to do
>so).
>So please cut some of us old skoolers some slack.
>I like to enjoy my RS7000 ,this FORUM and LIFE in general.
>Take the whole package or leave it.
>This is just the flipside arguement to OT posts.
>The Waldorf e.mail forums and Emu tech forums all allow for a little
>bit of banter within reason. I'd like to think that this could be the
>same.
>Sorry but I'm a well knowledged RS7000 user who just needs to be ME
>(don't even know why I'm apologising actually).
>OK rant over.
>Just felt I had to have a say it from another perspective.
>Ok
>Cheers
>FaX
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3887155.5125412.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1750876/R=0/SIG=11v1mrq3u/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1762-1062629109228440>fbba1d.jpg
>fbba9f.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11657|11655|2003-09-13 07:54:42|Quest Pond|Re: Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........|
Im with you FAX- its what i was thinking. At least my analog thead was in a positive note and im sure informative to many rs7000 users in general. 

I dont want to destroy all sense of community by accepting this group being reduced to a tech support line for RS7000 and an avenue to complain about rs7000 short
comings.

Personally i think the real power in the RS is as a sampler and sequencer and this is where external synthesis fits into the picture.
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It isn't to hard to set up and inbox rule to skip all OT subects regardless.

Quest

-----Original Message-----
From: dopamine [mailto:matty@djdopamine.com]
Sent: 13 September 2003 16:57
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........

If the post has OT in the subject heading, those that wish not to read it 
can delete it. Simple.

Matt

At 09:46 AM 13/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>If I just may add my .10 cents worth here (thats Australian dollars
>so view as you see fit ) ;-).
>Yes this IS an RS7000 FORUM.
>That said I would NOT say there have been a huge number of OT posts
>period for the number of posts and members here.
>Secondly I was the second member on RS7000.ORG and have been here for
>well ages.
>Have some of us lost our sense of fun and humour?????
>Does everything have to be RS7000 related.
>For example" The modular thread - I would have suggest actually going
>for a MacBeth M3X which is alot like a minimoog sonically but with
>ALOT of extra digtal LFO and sub menu routing/processing options.
>My reasons being this - any analog synth with an extensive CC
>implemented interface can be made semi-modular via the RS7000 anyway.
>People always go on about the MS2000's step modulator.
>What they often forget is the RS7000's step sequencer will happily
>step modulate (via the step sequencer) both NRPRN's and CC's and
>RPN's.
>You are getting in essence up to 256 bars worth at any note/ppqn
>resolution of multiple CC triggereing per-track.
>Using this method and if you know your synthesis well enough you can
>simulate many modular style routings on the RS7K with internal voices
>(and albeit with a digital feel). Never the less it is one of the
>RS700's powerhouse and often overlooked features.
>IMHO making it atleast as powerful as an XV style synth in practice
>as you have lots of options for subtle osc drift , multiple LFO
>simulations via step sequencer CC control (with literally any common
>wave shape being easily simulated with the right resolution etc etc
>etc).
>Now getting back to my point.
>This is a "community" we all have radically different
>personalities ,musical tastes ,stylistic preferences and interests.
>That being said I WOULD NOT come here if everything I read was 100%
>RS7000 only .
>I don not take a myopic/tunnel visioned view point towards musical
>composition , I do not see my RS7000 as a groove box (as you'll see
>when I post up a taster track in the next few weeks from my CD I'm
>working on).
>I would like to think we can talk about the RS7K and every once in a
>while have a few threads interspersed with a little humour ,some
>silly banter and then go back to things RS7000 related.
>Okay so I'm a bit of an eccentric gitt - this is what happens when
>your parents are Irish and Welsh (sad but true) and my Father is more
>of a proverbial nutt job than I am. LOL
>I have given LOTS of advice ALL RS7000 related ;forgive me for being
>selfish but I think I've earned the right to be able to be myself on
>this forum.
>If that sometimes means being a bit stupid ,silly ,down right crazy
>or 100% RS7000 topic related then so be it.
>No offense to Rob ,Tom or SU700 but if things are gonna be that
>tightly moderated I'd rather not be here !!!!!!!!
>I do not just come here for RS7000 help (I don't really need any
>RS7000 help - I can help others and have done and will continue to do
>so).
>So please cut some of us old skoolers some slack.
>I like to enjoy my RS7000 ,this FORUM and LIFE in general.
>Take the whole package or leave it.
>This is just the flipside arguement to OT posts.
>The Waldorf e.mail forums and Emu tech forums all allow for a little
>bit of banter within reason. I'd like to think that this could be the
>same.

mailto:matty@djdopamine.com
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>Sorry but I'm a well knowledged RS7000 user who just needs to be ME
>(don't even know why I'm apologising actually).
>OK rant over.
>Just felt I had to have a say it from another perspective.
>Ok
>Cheers
>FaX
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
><
http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3887155.5125412.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1750876/R=0/SIG=11v1mrq3u/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1762-1062629109228440>fbba1d.jpg
>fbba9f.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
>< http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
>< http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: < http://www.motifator.com> http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: < http://www.yamahasynth.com> http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
>< http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3887155.5125412.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1750876/R=0/SIG=11v1mrq3u/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-bin/hit?
page=1762-1062629109228440> click here 
<http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=259538.3887155.5125412.1261774/D=egroupmail/S=:HM/A=1750876/rand=495364935> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11658|11655|2003-09-13 07:54:44|su700fan|Re: Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> If that sometimes means being a bit stupid ,silly ,down right crazy 
> or 100% RS7000 topic related then so be it.
> No offense to Rob ,Tom or SU700 but if things are gonna be that 
> tightly moderated I'd rather not be here !!!!!!!!
> I do not just come here for RS7000 help (I don't really need any 
> RS7000 help - I can help others and have done and will continue to 
do 
> so).
> So please cut some of us old skoolers some slack.
> I like to enjoy my RS7000 ,this FORUM and LIFE in general.
> Take the whole package or leave it.
> This is just the flipside arguement to OT posts.

> Sorry but I'm a well knowledged RS7000 user who just needs to be ME 
> (don't even know why I'm apologising actually).
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> OK rant over.
> Just felt I had to have a say it from another perspective.
> Ok
> Cheers
> FaX

Like I've said in my last few messages, my approach to moderation is 
mostly hands-off. As long as spamming isn't occuring and there isn't 
a major flamewar going on I leave well enough alone. If the post 
made to the group has ANY relevance to MUSIC in general, even if it's 
not RS7k related, I feel that post should be made as it will no doubt 
be of use to somebody who's at a different level of music production 
knowledge than some of us on this list. I for one love reading some 
of these non-RS7k specific posts that are music related as I'm always 
still trying to learn my music production skills and have a long way 
to go to catch up with many of you users in here.

And a little lighthearted friendly banter helps to even up the 
seriousness technical groups can sometimes have. As long as we stay 
friendly and don't get rude, and it doesn't become the majority of 
posts on the list (i.e. Me Too posts).

One final note: like I've said in the previous post, I'm a member of 
the VERY BUSY music-bar@ampfea.org list and, just this week alone 
(Monday-Friday) there have been over 750 mailing list messages just 
from that one list alone (that I still need to catch up on). Add to 
that the RS7k@yahoogroups.com pretty significant list postings, and 
another 4-5 mailing lists that I'm on, I sometimes get between 500-
1000 posts to read in a single week if I don't keep up with them 
every day or two. And I read EVERY LAST SINGLE POST!!! So for those 
of you who don't like OT posts on your mailing lists, please learn to 
use the DEL key to delete those posts you have no interest in. Lord 
knows I wish I could, but I've grown to love the members' 
personalities on the lists I'm subscribed to and reading their 
postings (on & off topic) is a pleasure to me. Even if I'm 
overwhelmed with life in general.

--wasted/su700fan
(Just this moderator's $.02 US [worth jack $hit nowadays thanks to 
inflation & unemployment in the US job market heh])

Please everyone let's all chill and enjoy this list, music, & life in 
general. Too much bad stuff going on in the world today as it is 
anyways to get nitpicky over mailing list etiquette. Just yesterday 
2 people robbed a party store in a nearby suburb of mine and murdered 
4 customers and the male robber later killed himself when he was 
about to be apprehended by the local law enforcement. This gets 
depressing hearing about stuff like that. Not to mention my sister's 
14 year old cat dying earlier this week. Hard on the younger niece 
(& even me & the wife).

One final suggestion (if anybody's still reading): for the benefit of 
those who might not be interested in reading non-RS7k related posts 
on this list: Could the poster(s) be so kind as to put [OT] in the 
Subject Field so that those who aren't interested can easily 
determine what to delete? Thanks in advance for everyone's 
consideration.

| 11659|11655|2003-09-13 08:31:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........|
On Saturday 13 September 2003 15:54, su700fan wrote:

> One final suggestion (if anybody's still reading): for
> the benefit of those who might not be interested in
> reading non-RS7k related posts on this list: Could the
> poster(s) be so kind as to put [OT] in the Subject Field
> so that those who aren't interested can easily determine
> what to delete? Thanks in advance for everyone's
> consideration.

I personally like the OT messages, and there has always been 
some OT humour on this list. But we have 1000 members that 
have to dig through conversations created by, say, 10 
active writers. (Okay, I know, not all of those 1000 
members are active memers, but anyway.).

I guess it all depends on the percentage of OT posts we 
produce. If the [OT] branding in the subject works for 
those that are not interested, and if the amount of OT 
posts stays within healthy limits, I'm fine with it.

Fax's (clever, he he) remark about modulars and NRPN editing 

mailto:music-bar@ampfea.org
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makes a point: the RS doesn't live in its own world, there 
*is* interaction with other gear. We always accepted those 
posts as natural on this list. But a long thread about e.g. 
modular synths, as much as I like the subject, should be 
moved to another list when it's getting *too* long. Its all 
about balance, I guess.

So let's make sure to use the [OT] stamp, and see where it's 
going. 

Maybe it's time for a RS-bar list? (serious here). Or would 
that make this list too boring?

-Robert
| 11660|11660|2003-09-13 23:29:20|bittersweetkoko|Low S/Pdif levels|
Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif levels are low (peak = 
-18db) going in to my computer (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with s/p 
dif and I don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to get them to 
where they need to be with no noise, but that's an extra step. Any advice?

-George
| 11661|11660|2003-09-13 23:37:55|dopamine|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
Press utility once, then go right 3 times to access the output volume.

Normalising a signal from a digital output wont add the kind of noise you 
get from an analogue source anyway, but nice to have it loud all the time. ;-)

Matt

At 05:29 AM 14/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif levels are low (peak =
>-18db) going in to my computer (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with 
>s/p
>dif and I don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to get 
>them to
>where they need to be with no noise, but that's an extra step. Any advice?
>
>
>
>
>-George
>
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3856299.5103760.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1754452/R=0/SIG=11tjeu2hk/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?
mqso=60178324&partid=3856299>19a0092.jpg
>19a0151.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11662|11660|2003-09-13 23:41:27|bittersweetkoko|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
Thanks, that was it. :)

-George
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Press utility once, then go right 3 times to access the output volume.

> 

> Normalising a signal from a digital output wont add the kind of noise you 

> get from an analogue source anyway, but nice to have it loud all the time. ;-)

> 

> Matt

> 

> At 05:29 AM 14/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

> >Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif levels are low (peak =

> >-18db) going in to my computer (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with 

> >s/p

> >dif and I don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to get 

> >them to

> >where they need to be with no noise, but that's an extra step. Any advice?

> >

> >

> >

> >

> >-George

> >

> >

> >

> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor

> >ADVERTISEMENT

> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3856299.5103760.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:
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HM/A=1754452/R=0/SIG=11tjeu2hk/*http://www.netflix.com/Default?mqso=60178324&par
tid=3856299>19a0092.jpg

> >19a0151.jpg

> >

> >===================RS7000 GROUP================

> >Home: 

> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> >FAQ: 

> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yah
oo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com

> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com

> >

> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your

> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

> >

> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 

> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

> 

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11663|11660|2003-09-13 23:41:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
On Sunday 14 September 2003 07:29, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif
> levels are low (peak = -18db) going in to my computer
> (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with s/p dif and I
> don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to
> get them to where they need to be with no noise, but
> that's an extra step. Any advice?

In the System 4/4 page there's a Stereo Out Level field 
parameter. It can boost the stereo output from 0 to 18 dB. 
The digi output copies the stereo output, afaik, so this 
might work.

- Robert
| 11664|11660|2003-09-14 07:06:41|faxorgy|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
If I might also add ....
Boosting the ouput is the better option.
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Beware though this works best when soloing instruments/tracks into 
the Delta.
You may find that a 18db boost on the digital ouput works well for 
solo'd tracks.
Howvere be very careful of any HEADROOM issues that may arise when 
unmuting other tracks and recording multiple track signals via the 
SPdif outputs.
Also make sure you are using the best quality coaxial cables you can 
get your mitts on.
Same goes for optical in/out cables this is one are in which you 
really cannot/should not afford to skimp on the cash outlay IMHO.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 14 September 2003 07:29, bittersweetkoko wrote:
> > Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif
> > levels are low (peak = -18db) going in to my computer
> > (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with s/p dif and I
> > don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to
> > get them to where they need to be with no noise, but
> > that's an extra step. Any advice?
> 
> In the System 4/4 page there's a Stereo Out Level field 
> parameter. It can boost the stereo output from 0 to 18 dB. 
> The digi output copies the stereo output, afaik, so this 
> might work.
> 
> - Robert

| 11665|11660|2003-09-14 10:12:02|david grundy|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
is there anyone that could help me ... i have the radium 61 midikeyboard hooked to the rs... but i dont know how to get the arpeggio to play back throgh the rs 

dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com> wrote:Press utility once, then go right 3 times to access the output volume.

Normalising a signal from a digital output wont add the kind of noise you 
get from an analogue source anyway, but nice to have it loud all the time. ;-)

Matt

At 05:29 AM 14/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif levels are low (peak =
>-18db) going in to my computer (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with 
>s/p
>dif and I don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to get 
>them to
>where they need to be with no noise, but that's an extra step. Any advice?
>
>
>
>
>-George
>
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><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11666|11660|2003-09-14 10:41:18|david grundy|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
whats the deal? im sorry that i cant help you with your problem but maybe you could help me out a lil ...i have the radium 61 midi keboard hooked up to the rs , but i dont
know how i can get the arpeggio to work through the key board

bittersweetkoko <bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com> wrote:Hey all, I just got the expansion board and my s/pdif levels are low (peak = 
-18db) going in to my computer (using a Delta 66). I've never worked with s/p 
dif and I don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to get them to 
where they need to be with no noise, but that's an extra step. Any advice?

-George
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11667|11660|2003-09-14 11:29:57|faxorgy|Re: Low S/Pdif levels|
RS7000 ARP only triggers from the RS7000 keypad.
It will however transmit midi out to other synth modules.
You CANNOT however trigger arps via a controller keyboard at all...
Hope that helps.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> whats the deal? im sorry that i cant help you with your problem but 
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maybe you could help me out a lil ...i have the radium 61 midi 
keboard hooked up to the rs , but i dont know how i can get the 
arpeggio to work through the key board
> 
> bittersweetkoko wrote:Hey all, I just got 
the expansion board and my s/pdif levels are low (peak = 
> -18db) going in to my computer (using a Delta 66). I've never 
worked with s/p 
> dif and I don't know if this is normal. I can normalize tracks to 
get them to 
> where they need to be with no noise, but that's an extra step. Any 
advice?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> -George
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free, easy-to-use web site design software
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11668|11668|2003-09-14 18:23:05|Steve Cooke|RS7000 or Motif?|
Hello there

I'm thinking of buying either the RS7000 or the Motif, but I'm not sure 
which one would be best for me.

My only experience of sampling previously has been the SU10 and SU700 
(which was, I thought, an expensive toy with poor MIDI compatibility). 
I tried an A3000v2, but found it incomprehensible.

For sequencing I've used the QS300 workstation.

I produce dance-ish, funk stuff with trip hop influences.

What would people recommend? I want something I can master reasonably 
quickly without having to move too far from the operating systems I'm 
already used to.

Do either of these products have video manuals available?

Cheers

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11669|11669|2003-09-14 19:09:26|Xols|My setup|
Hi

As I told on my first post Im new to the hardware, so I dont know very well what I can and cant do with my rs7000 via MIDI. So I'll tell you what I plan to do and tell me
if its possible or not ;-)
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Ok, as the sounds of the rs7000 arent much of my liking (and after working with reason Im used to working with tons of effects) I'll "make" the sounds with cubase (vst
synths, etc) using vst effects and stuff. Then I'll create the loops/phrases with the rs7000 and tweak them if necessary via cubase. Once I've got all the phrases Ill make
patterns and do the actual song via rs7000

Is that possible? I dont know if its easy to understand what I just said so ask if it doesnt look clear (Im not a native English speaker, bear with me) 

Tnx

Xols

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11670|11670|2003-09-14 19:09:28|electrotimba|Sample sets|
I must expand my RS sounds with samples because there are 3 groups 
that are really poor- percussion, strings and wind.
1.
I need proper percussion sounds, RS has lots of sets and all have 
same poor choice of GM like sounds. Seems Yamaha does not realise 
that there are more then 2 bongo sounds and more then 3 conga sounds.
So what is the best way to do and store it ( I want to use same 
samples in various, nearly all the songs). Name new song and use it 
as default storing "song" for the samples ? What is better, connect 
Mic/preamp to RS or import to RS from pc. Sampling/ editing with pc 
has visual advantage. Since it is one time work ( once done I can 
keep the samples forever) I do not mind to spend more hours or days, 
the most important is the quality.
2.
Strings - is it workable at all ? Since I am not that good with 
cellos, violin and arco basses ( and classical players are pain 
in ...) I should buy a sample CD, then which one ? Or it is all 
sensless and I must get a external module for strings, is there a 
good one?
3.
Flute and other wind instruments. I could probably get some able 
players and sample every single note chromatically , just 1-2 octaves 
would be enough for general use. Does it makes sense ? Or again 
better solution would be getting sample CD, if there is any good one.

Electrotimba
| 11671|11669|2003-09-14 20:04:57|Latif|Re: My setup|
Hey XoL ;)

in your situation i would say it's more
'logical' to work the other way around.
You can use and abuse the RS totally as realtime handson 
controller/interface/sketchboard
while it's hookedup to Reason
you can create your mad phrases and loops (midi that is),
in different sections and previewing these in realtime
through the devices loaded into reason,
untill you have enough patterns that will suite your song.
Then you can export the sections from the RS one by one 
to midi format.
And import these into Cubase, where you do the actuall
song arrangement, i don't have to explain that you can run 
Reason through rewire into Cubase.
Once in Cubase you can export the Reason rewire tracks 
to audio and add new tracks from your favorite softhsynths, and 
export these to audio wen done also... 
once you done all that, you can even add more actuall RS tracks 
through midi to top of the final composition....

so what will it be?
;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Xols" wrote:
> Hi
> 
> As I told on my first post Im new to the hardware, so I dont know 
very well what I can and cant do with my rs7000 via MIDI. So I'll 
tell you what I plan to do and tell me if its possible or not ;-)
> 
> Ok, as the sounds of the rs7000 arent much of my liking (and after 
working with reason Im used to working with tons of effects) 
I'll "make" the sounds with cubase (vst synths, etc) using vst 
effects and stuff. Then I'll create the loops/phrases with the rs7000 
and tweak them if necessary via cubase. Once I've got all the 
phrases Ill make patterns and do the actual song via rs7000
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> 
> Is that possible? I dont know if its easy to understand what I just 
said so ask if it doesnt look clear (Im not a native English speaker, 
bear with me) 
> 
> Tnx
> 
> Xols
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11672|11670|2003-09-14 20:08:29|Latif|Re: Sample sets|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> 3.
> Flute and other wind instruments. I could probably get some able 
> players and sample every single note chromatically , just 1-2 

octaves 

> would be enough for general use. Does it makes sense ? Or again 
> better solution would be getting sample CD, if there is any good 

one.

> 
> Electrotimba

forget samples dude,
Get your hands on a VL module either the VL70m or the VL1m,
you'll never want anything else anymore... well except for
the 'realthing' ofcourse..

:-)

Latif
| 11673|11670|2003-09-15 00:39:17|trapstate|Re: Sample sets|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I must expand my RS sounds with samples because there are 3 groups 
> that are really poor- percussion, strings and wind.
> 1.
> I need proper percussion sounds, RS has lots of sets and all have 
> same poor choice of GM like sounds. Seems Yamaha does not realise 
> that there are more then 2 bongo sounds and more then 3 conga

sounds.

> So what is the best way to do and store it 

1 Get the samples you like
2 Make your favourite drum/percussion kits in the COMMON sample bank
3 Save it to a pattern or even a autoload pattern (than the RS loads
it on startup) 

> Strings - is it workable at all ? Since I am not that good with 
> cellos, violin and arco basses ( and classical players are pain 
> in ...) I should buy a sample CD, then which one ? Or it is all 
> sensless and I must get a external module for strings, is there a 
> good one?

Samples, softsynths, modules. Whatever you need and you think sounds
best for your music.

Paul
| 11674|11668|2003-09-15 00:47:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RS7000 or Motif?|
On Monday 15 September 2003 00:09, Steve Cooke wrote:

> Do either of these products have video manuals available?

Hi Steve, if I remember correctly, there's a video available 
for the Motif.

The RS has a more powerful sequencer, lots of knobs, and its 
built-in sounds are more dance orientated. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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The Motif however has (much) higher quality sounds, and a 
more powerful synth and sampler engine (more layers of 
sound). The Motif allows plugin boards to be installed, 
while the RS doesn't. The original Motif's sounds (haven't 
heard the SE series) is orientated towards more general 
music styles.

The are quite different machines, even if they share some 
sequencer technology! The RS is tweak/freakbox, while the 
Motif is a workstation.

- Robert
| 11675|11668|2003-09-15 06:04:25|okoyemaya|Re: RS7000 or Motif?|
This is the best description of RS ever written. I am myself very 
tempted to get Motif ES, I want to hear first. Regarding all these 
knobs on RS... hardly use them, prefer to go through the menus. 
Sounds? Hundreds of them and mostly less then pro, a bit better then 
RM1X but challanging to make good use of them ( of course if there is 
a will the are ways). The only reason not to trade RS for ES ( except 
not being able to get more then 50% of the price paid) is the grid. 
It is fantastic function, really cant live without it. Though I 
programme with my ears , heart and brain the visual add is useful, it 
is intuitive, creative and superfast way of creating beats. I love 
Reason and Cubase drum edit but timing I expect only hardware can 
do. So if this is important for any potential user- get the RS. I do 
not know any alternative, for me it is worth the money, just this one 
mode. If anybody knows better solution, let me know I will be first 
to check it out.
I trained myself to be able to get rhythm tracks in few minutes, get 
the whole rhythm of a song within hour (s), shifting from live 
playing to grid, editing, changing resolutions .... it is all very 
easy, enough that you do not loose inner flow. I cannot do it so 
efficiently with any other gear. 
So if rhythm is important to you RS may still be the best machine.
Okoyemaya
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
The RS is tweak/freakbox, while the 

> Motif is a workstation.
> 
> - Robert

| 11676|11655|2003-09-15 08:50:50|Roonan|Re: Regarding OT and RS7000 related posts ........|
I thought it would be funny to post an OT about OT's.
I never expected this :-)))

Grtz. Ronald.
| 11677|11677|2003-09-15 08:51:05|irrelevanceuk|Help me improve my sample storage/handling please.|
Right i've got loads of wav file samples loaded onto smart media all 
seperated by type into folders such as beats, vocals, sfx, perc etc 
but these are just static samples meaning they are haven't been 
sliced so they are locked at the recorded tempo. Is it possible to 
have these all sliced and then loaded as a .all file If so how) or do 
i have to slice everything, everytime i switch on? (that sounds like 
a bit a stupid question now but i gotta know) :

Thanks
| 11678|11678|2003-09-15 08:51:28|jbielecki0|How do I manipulate r3p files on Computer I lost original software|
I want to know if i can turn r3p files into wav formats and how i 
upload samples and patterns from a pc what programs do i need?
| 11679|11679|2003-09-15 08:51:30|irrelevanceuk|Click track out of RS?|
Is it possible to send a click track to the headphones alone. or 
mabye send one track to a seperate out? Would i need the expansion 
board to do this?
| 11680|11668|2003-09-15 10:23:56|jesse_medway|Re: RS7000 or Motif?|

> So if rhythm is important to you RS may still be the best machine.
> Okoyemaya

I agree, RS has best drum creating feel and tools than on any other 
unit/software I've used I've used.
| 11681|11681|2003-09-15 12:36:01|j2ay|RS7000 in Sync with Sonar|
Hello,

Could someone help me to sync the RS with Sonar? I bought the 
Midisport UNO 1x1 but am totally confused with how to configure 
Sonar, the RS and the UNO. I was plugging the UNO midi ins and outs 
into the various midi jacks on the back of the RS last night like 
freaking moron. There appears to be a thousand wrong configurations 
but only one right one. :)
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I would greatly appreciate any assistance. 

A little off topic but does anyone listen to The Flashbulb? Damn, I 
love his music! His new one came out not too long ago. Check out 
http://www.theflashbulb.net/ 

Thanks,
Have a good one,

Jay
| 11682|11670|2003-09-15 12:37:07|electrotimba|Re: Sample sets|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> forget samples dude,
> Get your hands on a VL module either the VL70m or the VL1m,
> you'll never want anything else anymore... well except for
> the 'realthing' ofcourse..
> 
> :-)
> 
> Latif

Thanks
Have to check it out
What about the best way to sample my perc, to pc and import or 
directly to RS. What will give me the best result?
Timbalero
| 11683|11670|2003-09-15 13:48:32|Latif|Re: Sample sets|
If you have a good setup.. ie. mixer,souncard
and stuff, best to sample your perc into pc
do all preparations in there, including 
dynamics compression and such.
then make a nice kit and save that to your smartcard.
will save you heaploads of time compared to sampling and
editing in the RS.

Cause accordingly to Yamaha the RS and theire latest line
of products is not for sounddesigners, that's why they 
delivered us a crippled sampler in the RS.. muhahahaha ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > forget samples dude,
> > Get your hands on a VL module either the VL70m or the VL1m,
> > you'll never want anything else anymore... well except for
> > the 'realthing' ofcourse..
> > 
> > :-)
> > 
> > Latif
> Thanks
> Have to check it out
> What about the best way to sample my perc, to pc and import or 
> directly to RS. What will give me the best result?
> Timbalero

| 11684|11681|2003-09-15 13:56:12|dopamine|Re: RS7000 in Sync with Sonar|
I use sonar.

OK, connect midi out of interface to midi in of RS.... then midi out of RS 
to midi in of interface (vice versa). In the utilities pages of RS switch 
sync to midi, turn on all ins and outs and switch echo back off. In sonar 
got to options/project/midi out and check the transmit midi start box and 
select correct midi port. Turn echo back off in midi in. You might also 
want to turn metronome off and keep the clock to audio.

If this doesn't work then you might not have your interface installed 
properly. Check in options /midi devices and make sure you have selected 
your interface.

Hope that helps.
Matt

At 05:44 PM 15/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hello,
>
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>Could someone help me to sync the RS with Sonar? I bought the
>Midisport UNO 1x1 but am totally confused with how to configure
>Sonar, the RS and the UNO. I was plugging the UNO midi ins and outs
>into the various midi jacks on the back of the RS last night like
>freaking moron. There appears to be a thousand wrong configurations
>but only one right one. :)
>
>I would greatly appreciate any assistance.
>
>A little off topic but does anyone listen to The Flashbulb? Damn, I
>love his music! His new one came out not too long ago. Check out
><http://www.theflashbulb.net/>http://www.theflashbulb.net/
>
>Thanks,
>Have a good one,
>
>Jay
>
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>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11685|11679|2003-09-15 13:59:02|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Click track out of RS?|
Afaik the headphones is unchangeable set to master out.
I do it via expansion board.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: irrelevanceuk [mailto:hot.deal@talk21.com] 
Gesendet: Montag, 15. September 2003 09:35
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Click track out of RS?

Is it possible to send a click track to the headphones alone. or 
mabye send one track to a seperate out? Would i need the expansion 
board to do this? 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11686|11681|2003-09-15 14:10:10|spark dogg|Re: RS7000 in Sync with Sonar|
all you need to do is have a midi cord connected from your soundcard in and outs accordingly and it will work ..i use this setup on a daily basis.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11687|11687|2003-09-15 15:57:01|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT a live setup pic|
thought some of you yamaha fans, like myself, might get a kick out seeing the back side of my setup...

http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/Linoleem/DCP_0001.JPG

top to bottom:

Erorack MX 1804X, MC505
CS2x
Triton, KAOSS pad
RS7000

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
| 11688|11688|2003-09-15 16:28:36|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT my live setup|
thought some of you yamaha fans, like myself, might get a kick out seeing the back side of my setup...

http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/Linoleem/DCP_0001.JPG

top to bottom:

Erorack MX 1804X, MC505
CS2x
Triton, KAOSS pad
RS7000

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
| 11689|11679|2003-09-15 16:51:59|irrelevanceuk|Re: Click track out of RS?|
Thanks for that I couldn't see any other way.
Waht does afaik mean?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> Afaik the headphones is unchangeable set to master out.
> I do it via expansion board.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: irrelevanceuk [mailto:hot.deal@t...] 
> Gesendet: Montag, 15. September 2003 09:35
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Click track out of RS?
> 
> 
> Is it possible to send a click track to the headphones alone. or 
> mabye send one track to a seperate out? Would i need the expansion 
> board to do this? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 11690|11677|2003-09-15 16:58:47|irrelevanceuk|Re: Help me improve my sample storage/handling please.|
Can i just add that all the samples i've made on computer are loaded 
as pitch voice samples whereas samples made within the rs can be 
selected as kit, sequence or pitch voice. Now if i have sequences 
(drums arps etc) as well as single hits is the only way to load these 
by saving as an all file? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:
> Right i've got loads of wav file samples loaded onto smart media 
all 
> seperated by type into folders such as beats, vocals, sfx, perc etc 
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> but these are just static samples meaning they are haven't been 
> sliced so they are locked at the recorded tempo. Is it possible to 
> have these all sliced and then loaded as a .all file If so how) or 
do 
> i have to slice everything, everytime i switch on? (that sounds 
like 
> a bit a stupid question now but i gotta know) :
> 
> Thanks

| 11691|11679|2003-09-15 17:34:48|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: Click track out of RS?|
Afaik= as far as i know.
Sorry for lazyness ;)
Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: irrelevanceuk [mailto:hot.deal@talk21.com] 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 16. September 2003 00:30
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Click track out of RS?

Thanks for that I couldn't see any other way.
Waht does afaik mean?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> Afaik the headphones is unchangeable set to master out.
> I do it via expansion board.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: irrelevanceuk [mailto:hot.deal@t...]
> Gesendet: Montag, 15. September 2003 09:35
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Click track out of RS?
> 
> 
> Is it possible to send a click track to the headphones alone. or
> mabye send one track to a seperate out? Would i need the expansion 
> board to do this? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section

> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 11692|11677|2003-09-16 02:10:10|wildemar|Re: Help me improve my sample storage/handling please.|
Am Mon, 15 Sep 2003 07:39:59 -0000 hat irrelevanceuk <hot.deal@talk21.com> 
geschrieben:
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> Is it possible to have these [samples] all sliced and then loaded as a 
> .all file If so how) or do i have to slice everything, everytime i switch 
> on?
>
> Thanks
>

I don't wann sound rude, but hey: think a little. How do you believe it 
works. How conceiveble is it to do the same tedious (and time consuming 
task) everytime you switch on?
Ok, on the other hand ... maybe you have a point, there's all sorts of 
crummy gear out there. Ok, yes its possible, dont you worry :-).
Since you're asking how, I assume you have the RS already (correct me if 
I'm wrong). I wonder why you havent just tried it yourself. Its easy and 
obvious enough: Slice all your samples, then save as an all file. Done. :-)

> (that sounds like a bit a stupid question now but i gotta know) :
>

Oh well ... yeah kindof. :-)
Dont get me wrong, of course its ok to ask, thats what this group is for. 
But some things are really obvious when you've read the manual (+ the FAQ). 
Not putting you down; at leats not intending to.
If you dont own the Rs yet ... ignore my lecturing you and compress my 
reply to: "Yes its possible, just slice and save as an All file"

;-)
Have fun with your sample collection
Wildemar
| 11693|11678|2003-09-16 02:10:13|wildemar|Re: How do I manipulate r3p files on Computer I lost original softw|
Am Mon, 15 Sep 2003 10:30:15 -0000 hat jbielecki0 <jbielecki0@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> I want to know if i can turn r3p files into wav formats and how i upload 
> samples and patterns from a pc what programs do i need?
>

Sorry, but questions of this fashion get annoying. Dont take it personal 
jbielecki0, you cant know.
Ok, the RS has the ability to export samples to .WAV files. That should do 
it for you.
I dont get the second part of your question: You want to upload patterns 
from PC to the RS? Which patterns. The RS can only read RS and RM1x (or is 
it RMx1?) patterns. And Midi files of course ... maybe thats what you want.
The key to that is a smartmedia card reader (and writer of course! ;-) for 
the PC (about 15€, so quite affordable), with which you can save stuff from 
pc to SM card, and from that card load into the RS - and vice versa.
Also, there is the option of scsi transfer (i think), but I'm not the one 
to advise you on that.

Hope it helps a little.
Wildemar
| 11694|11668|2003-09-16 02:10:14|wildemar|Re: RS7000 or Motif?|
Am Mon, 15 Sep 2003 12:04:19 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> Regarding all these knobs on RS... hardly use them, prefer to go through 
> the menus.
>

Really? Wow, I think I've never heard anyone say that ... most unusual, I 
would say. For me its like the more knobs, the better.
Why only do women only have two breasts (HAW HAW HAW, *slapknee*)!

Sorry
Wildemar
| 11695|11679|2003-09-16 02:10:15|wildemar|Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: Click track out of RS?|
Am Tue, 16 Sep 2003 01:34:59 +0200 hat WThor <wthor@gmx.de> geschrieben:

> Afaik= as far as i know.
> Sorry for lazyness ;)
> Greetings, WThor
>

Problem no, lazy good

W.
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| 11696|11696|2003-09-16 07:01:20|rick snel|Control Change|
I want to program Control Change's in my RS 7000 from my Virus C, but it 
only works for CC 0 t/m127.
The Virus has 3 banks (A,B,C) of Controlling data (3 x 127). How can I 
program bank B and C from the Virus into the RS7000???

_________________________________________________________________
Chatten met je online vrienden via MSN Messenger. http://messenger.msn.nl/
| 11697|11696|2003-09-16 08:07:31|wildemar|Re: Control Change|
Am Tue, 16 Sep 2003 15:01:18 +0200 hat rick snel <ricksnel200@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> I want to program Control Change's in my RS 7000 from my Virus C, but it 
> only works for CC 0 t/m127.
> The Virus has 3 banks (A,B,C) of Controlling data (3 x 127). How can I 
> program bank B and C from the Virus into the RS7000???
>

There are no more than 128 CCs (according to the Midi specs). If the Virus 
really has more than those, its not Midi compliant in that matter, so 
you're (probably) out of luck.

Perhaps those additional controllers are RPN's or NRPN's ... have you 
checked? Because those are programmable with the RS.

Since you're talking about banks ... You shure you're not confusing Sound 
Banks (where the sounds are stored) with CCs (which control the sounds)? 
Please clarify what you mean.

Those are my ideas for now. Maybe I can help you more when I know what 
exactly it is you want (record your knob movements or dump your sound 
memory to the RS).
| 11698|11677|2003-09-16 11:29:34|irrelevanceuk|Re: Help me improve my sample storage/handling please.|
Hi Wildemar thanks for the reply.

[embarrasment] Yes i do own the RS and i have read the manual and faq
[/embarrasment]
I wasnt sure if it was possible to have samples in logically named 
folders or if you just had to have them in the common sample slots as 
named. Yes it was a (insert very) stupid question but thanks for 
clearing it up now i have no doubt and can move on ;) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Am Mon, 15 Sep 2003 07:39:59 -0000 hat irrelevanceuk 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > Is it possible to have these [samples] all sliced and then loaded 
as a 
> > .all file If so how) or do i have to slice everything, everytime 
i switch 
> > on?
> >
> > Thanks
> >
> I don't wann sound rude, but hey: think a little. How do you 
believe it 
> works. How conceiveble is it to do the same tedious (and time 
consuming 
> task) everytime you switch on?
> Ok, on the other hand ... maybe you have a point, there's all sorts 
of 
> crummy gear out there. Ok, yes its possible, dont you worry :-).
> Since you're asking how, I assume you have the RS already (correct 
me if 
> I'm wrong). I wonder why you havent just tried it yourself. Its 
easy and 
> obvious enough: Slice all your samples, then save as an all file. 
Done. :-)
> 
> 
> > (that sounds like a bit a stupid question now but i gotta know) :
> >
> Oh well ... yeah kindof. :-)
> Dont get me wrong, of course its ok to ask, thats what this group 
is for. 
> But some things are really obvious when you've read the manual (+ 
the FAQ). 

http://messenger.msn.nl/
mailto:ricksnel200@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Not putting you down; at leats not intending to.
> If you dont own the Rs yet ... ignore my lecturing you and compress 
my 
> reply to: "Yes its possible, just slice and save as an All file"
> 
> ;-)
> Have fun with your sample collection
> Wildemar

| 11699|11681|2003-09-16 11:29:48|j2ay|Re: RS7000 in Sync with Sonar|
Thanks for your help. Thanks to you and another dude who gave me his 
phone number and walked me through it over the phone, I figured this 
out last night, at least having Sonar as the master. 

Thanks for the support! It saved me many hours of torture. :)

Jay

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> I use sonar.
> 
> OK, connect midi out of interface to midi in of RS.... then midi 
out of RS 
> to midi in of interface (vice versa). In the utilities pages of RS 
switch 
> sync to midi, turn on all ins and outs and switch echo back off. In 
sonar 
> got to options/project/midi out and check the transmit midi start 
box and 
> select correct midi port. Turn echo back off in midi in. You might 
also 
> want to turn metronome off and keep the clock to audio.
> 
> If this doesn't work then you might not have your interface 
installed 
> properly. Check in options /midi devices and make sure you have 
selected 
> your interface.
> 
> Hope that helps.
> Matt
> 
> At 05:44 PM 15/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Hello,
> >
> >Could someone help me to sync the RS with Sonar? I bought the
> >Midisport UNO 1x1 but am totally confused with how to configure
> >Sonar, the RS and the UNO. I was plugging the UNO midi ins and 
outs
> >into the various midi jacks on the back of the RS last night like
> >freaking moron. There appears to be a thousand wrong 
configurations
> >but only one right one. :)
> >
> >I would greatly appreciate any assistance.
> >
> >A little off topic but does anyone listen to The Flashbulb? Damn, 
I
> >love his music! His new one came out not too long ago. Check out
> ><http://www.theflashbulb.net/>http://www.theflashbulb.net/
> >
> >Thanks,
> >Have a good one,
> >
> >Jay
> >
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3856299.5103760.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1754452/R=0/SIG=11tjeu2hk/*http://www.netflix.com/Defau
lt?mqso=60178324&partid=3856299>1bb842.jpg
> >1bb8d8.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
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RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11700|11677|2003-09-16 13:42:56|wildemar|Re: Help me improve my sample storage/handling please.|
Am Tue, 16 Sep 2003 09:43:09 -0000 hat irrelevanceuk <hot.deal@talk21.com> 
geschrieben:

> Hi Wildemar thanks for the reply.
>
> [embarrasment] Yes i do own the RS and i have read the manual and faq
> [/embarrasment]
> I wasnt sure if it was possible to have samples in logically named 
> folders or if you just had to have them in the common sample slots as 
> named. Yes it was a (insert very) stupid question but thanks for clearing 
> it up now i have no doubt and can move on ;)
>

Now i feel guilty for embarrassing you .. sorry man :-)

Yeah ... would be really cool to have sample sets organized in folders for 
quick loading ...

How about this: You can save each set in a pattern file. That way you can 
keep them in folders onthe smartmeda card, load them into a free style and 
copy them to your current style, when you need them. Not quite the same but 
sort of similar.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11701|11696|2003-09-17 03:37:23|a_lepusa|Re: Control Change|
hi guys,

me thinks you´re talking PC= Program Change, not CC.

but this one is pretty easy and goes like this (hope it´s not too 
confusing- sitting at work and recapitulate from memory):

exactly the same procedure as changing programs on RS.

connect the two units MIDI-wise 
RS out - Virus in
Virus out - RS in

done this enter utility and set the MIDI setup 
(see manual p.260/261)

Echo Back = RecMonitor
MIDI control out A/B/whatever 

enter SETUP and define TG and outgoing MIDI - if wanted.
i setup my RS with first 8 tracks RHYTHM, then comes the virus on 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13 an the TG for 9-13 is set to off.

choose your track RS-wise and enter the MIXER.

choose bank MSB 063 LSB 000 PG 000.
MSB= major blabla LSB=Lower blabla PG= programm (patch/voice)
these three parameters are *the* ones.

if you have set the virus in multi single mode choose eg. channel 9 
and twist the knob 1 and 3 on the RS for changing banks/instruments 
in the mixer menu.
you now will see the virus (or any other synth- my ms2000 does it too)
changing banks/instruments (patches)
now you have only to remember the MSB/LSB/PG (see page 94) number of 
your chosen bank/instrument on the RS and write a PC into your phrase.
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enter edit > insert PC > [MSB]063 [LSB]000 [PG]000 = SynBa&Ld1
...

enter edit > insert PC > [MSB]063 [LSB]009 [PG]000 = SFX2

enter edit > insert PC > [MSB]064 [LSB]000 [PG]000 = SmplLocal

enter edit > insert PC > [MSB]064 [LSB]001 [PG]000 = SmplCommon

enter edit > insert PC > [MSB]064 [LSB]126 [PG]000 = DrumKit

enter edit > insert PC > [MSB]064 [LSB]127 [PG]000 = GM Drum

don´t forget to set your Virus (if keyboard) to "local off" to
avoid 
doubling MIDI data. the V will send all MIDI only to MIDI out, not to
the internal TG- having set ECHO BACK RSwise to RecMon, the virus 
will get his own data from RS.

hope you get the point, have fun!!

best, flim
| 11702|11696|2003-09-17 05:19:08|wildemar|Re: Control Change|
Am Wed, 17 Sep 2003 09:37:22 -0000 hat a_lepusa <a_lepusa@yahoo.de> 
geschrieben:

> MSB= major blabla LSB=Lower blabla PG= programm (patch/voice)
>

MSB = Most Significant Byte
LSB = Least Significant Byte

Seems i know more about MIDI than about Music, ey ;-)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11703|11696|2003-09-17 08:34:40|a_lepusa|Re: Control Change|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am Wed, 17 Sep 2003 09:37:22 -0000 hat a_lepusa 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > MSB= major blabla LSB=Lower blabla PG= programm (patch/voice)
> >
> MSB = Most Significant Byte
> LSB = Least Significant Byte
> 
> Seems i know more about MIDI than about Music, ey ;-)
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar

ooomph, how embarrasing

> > MSB= major blabla LSB=Lower blabla PG= programm (patch/voice)
> >
> MSB = Most Significant Byte
> LSB = Least Significant Byte

so i told Most Significant Bullshit about the meaning of those.
nevermind, i think that´s not too important to know what major 
blabla and lower blabla means ;o)))) 
hopefully the other m8 gets the point.

thanks for correcting me.

best
| 11704|11696|2003-09-17 09:22:39|wildemar|Re: Control Change|

> ooomph, how embarrasing
>> > MSB= major blabla LSB=Lower blabla PG= programm (patch/voice)
>> >
>> MSB = Most Significant Byte
>> LSB = Least Significant Byte
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>
> so i told Most Significant Bullshit about the meaning of those.
> nevermind, i think that´s not too important to know what major blabla 
> and lower blabla means ;o)))) hopefully the other m8 gets the point.
>
> thanks for correcting me.
>
> best
>

Hey why is everyone here taking everything I write so seriously? :-)
Its not like I added a vital info or so, just sort of beeing the pathetic 
wiseass I am ;-) (I really dont know much more than little pieces of 
worthless info like the 1 above)

Wildemar
| 11705|11705|2003-09-17 09:53:47|Latif|OT: DX200 anyone?|
Hey friends!

just added a DX200 to my setup
wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
just the fabulous FM part that's 
'missing' in the RS.
Anyone else here got one?
Ifso can you tell me why this XG 
crap editor doesn't work in XP?
How am i gonna use the editor for the DX200, isn't there a way to 
load the editor as standalone or plug for Cubase?
Nahh anyway, this machine brings back great memoriesssss :-)))

Latif
| 11706|11687|2003-09-17 12:04:22|Jah Jo|Re: OT a live setup pic|
AWESOME DUDE!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I LOVE IT!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
thought some of you yamaha fans, like myself, might get a kick out seeing the back side of my setup...

http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/Linoleem/DCP_0001.JPG

top to bottom:

Erorack MX 1804X, MC505
CS2x
Triton, KAOSS pad
RS7000

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
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| 11707|11705|2003-09-17 12:20:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
On Wednesday 17 September 2003 17:53, Latif wrote:

> Hey friends!
>
> just added a DX200 to my setup
> wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
> just the fabulous FM part that's
> 'missing' in the RS.
> Anyone else here got one?
> Ifso can you tell me why this XG
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> crap editor doesn't work in XP?

You tried the compatibility option in XP?

- Robert
| 11708|11705|2003-09-17 12:38:29|Latif|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
hey :-)
yes at first....didn't work, 
but i just found out it needed a update patch, and now it's working 
(the software i mean :P).
I aso remembered i had allready joined the DX200 group a couple weeks 
ago, which got some excellent files and tools in theire file 
section... talking about 32.000 orso DX7 patches converted for use in 
the DX200... fantastic!
And they got some real active gearfreaks there that have ripped there 
units apart to take out the PLG... yeah that's right the box is build 
around a PLG... what, you knew that? i didn't :P
so they take the PLG's (DX&AN) and put them into theire other gear, 
and it seems the DX or AN will still bootup and probably still 
function as controller for other purposes :-))) (can't confirm though)
Now i really wished that the RS had a PLG slot in it.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 17 September 2003 17:53, Latif wrote:
> > Hey friends!
> >
> > just added a DX200 to my setup
> > wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
> > just the fabulous FM part that's
> > 'missing' in the RS.
> > Anyone else here got one?
> > Ifso can you tell me why this XG
> > crap editor doesn't work in XP?
> 
> You tried the compatibility option in XP?
> 
> - Robert

| 11709|11705|2003-09-17 13:51:11|dopamine|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
Hey Latif, can you explain what a PLG is for me?

Thanks,
Matt

At 06:38 PM 17/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>hey :-)
>yes at first....didn't work,
>but i just found out it needed a update patch, and now it's working
>(the software i mean :P).
>I aso remembered i had allready joined the DX200 group a couple weeks
>ago, which got some excellent files and tools in theire file
>section... talking about 32.000 orso DX7 patches converted for use in
>the DX200... fantastic!
>And they got some real active gearfreaks there that have ripped there
>units apart to take out the PLG... yeah that's right the box is build
>around a PLG... what, you knew that? i didn't :P
>so they take the PLG's (DX&AN) and put them into theire other gear,
>and it seems the DX or AN will still bootup and probably still
>function as controller for other purposes :-))) (can't confirm though)
>Now i really wished that the RS had a PLG slot in it.
>
>Latif
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
>wrote:
> > On Wednesday 17 September 2003 17:53, Latif wrote:
> > > Hey friends!
> > >
> > > just added a DX200 to my setup
> > > wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
> > > just the fabulous FM part that's
> > > 'missing' in the RS.
> > > Anyone else here got one?
> > > Ifso can you tell me why this XG
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> > > crap editor doesn't work in XP?
> >
> > You tried the compatibility option in XP?
> >
> > - Robert
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11710|11705|2003-09-17 14:42:26|Latif|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
Matt, PLG's are pluginboards from Yamaha,
addons for synths with PLG slots
check em out here:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/pro/main.html#plug

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Hey Latif, can you explain what a PLG is for me?
> 
> Thanks,
> Matt
> 
> At 06:38 PM 17/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >hey :-)
> >yes at first....didn't work,
> >but i just found out it needed a update patch, and now it's working
> >(the software i mean :P).
> >I aso remembered i had allready joined the DX200 group a couple 
weeks
> >ago, which got some excellent files and tools in theire file
> >section... talking about 32.000 orso DX7 patches converted for use 
in
> >the DX200... fantastic!
> >And they got some real active gearfreaks there that have ripped 
there
> >units apart to take out the PLG... yeah that's right the box is 
build
> >around a PLG... what, you knew that? i didn't :P
> >so they take the PLG's (DX&AN) and put them into theire other gear,
> >and it seems the DX or AN will still bootup and probably still
> >function as controller for other purposes :-))) (can't confirm 
though)
> >Now i really wished that the RS had a PLG slot in it.
> >
> >Latif
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> >wrote:
> > > On Wednesday 17 September 2003 17:53, Latif wrote:
> > > > Hey friends!
> > > >
> > > > just added a DX200 to my setup
> > > > wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
> > > > just the fabulous FM part that's
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> > > > 'missing' in the RS.
> > > > Anyone else here got one?
> > > > Ifso can you tell me why this XG
> > > > crap editor doesn't work in XP?
> > >
> > > You tried the compatibility option in XP?
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3897168.5135684.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1732163/R=0/SIG=11n0nglqg/*http://www.ediets.com/start.
cfm?code=30510&media=zone>20de99.jpg
> >20defd.jpg
> >
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> >Home: 
> 
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> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11711|11705|2003-09-17 14:50:19|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|

On Wednesday 17 September 2003 17:53, Latif wrote:
Hey friends!
just added a DX200 to my setup
wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
just the fabulous FM part that's
'missing' in the RS.
Anyone else here got one?
Ifso can you tell me why this XG
crap editor doesn't work in XP?
-----------------------------------
Yep I've got one. In fact i'm the Owner/Moderator of that list also now (been 
for a couple months). Sorry about the naughty spam you just got in your 
mailbox from the DX200 list. I had to turn on the "new members posts require 
approval" option for the group (like the RS7k group currently has), since it 
appears that the spammers are making their rounds among the Yahoo Groups 
again. I've deleted the message from the archives there, but apparently I 
should keep a better eye on new members, that's why I turned that option on.

Regarding what PLG is: PLG is Yamaha's PlugIn Board technology that adds 
functionality to some of their products. PLG boards can go in the CS6x, 
S80/S90, Motif 6/7/8, Motif ES 6/7/8, and probably several other higher-end 
Yamaha products. There are several PLG boards out now: PLG-DX for FM sounds, 
PLG-AN for Analogue Modelling (1/2 the polyphony of an An1x), PLG-PF for Piano 
sounds, PLG-VL for Voice Modelling, and a couple more I believe. Do a Google 
search for Yamaha and PLG technology.

Regarding why the XGWorks Lite 3.0 editor with the DX200 Plugin won't work in 
Win2000/XP: you need to go to Yamaha's site and download the 3.07 Updater for 
XGWorks Lite to get it to work with XP. There is a link directly to the Update 
file in the Links section of the DX200 Yahoo Group at 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/DX200. You'll need to sign into the group to 
access the Links feature.

Any other questions? :D

--wasted/su700fan

| 11712|11712|2003-09-17 15:01:57|Steve Cooke|SIMM compatibility|
I'm considering purchasing a Motif 6 as an all-in-one 
sampling/sequencing solution.
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Does anybody out there know if the SIMM RAM cards (the official Yamaha 
approved ones, Jdec something or other I think they're called) I've 
currently got in my A3000v2 will work in the Motif or will I need to 
purchase new ones?

Cheers,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11713|11705|2003-09-17 15:07:27|Latif|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
Thanks wasted!
i did some lurking over there hehehe ;-)
i just been lost in 'patch checking land'
for the last 2 or 3 hours :D
the software is working correctly now, it took me 2hours
to realise that the DX7 simulator is actually
the fastest way to check out the patches instead 
of selecting them from the librarian.
Works perfect while having a small sequences running
in de XG arranger itself, instead of the DX sequencer.
shouldn't have dissed the XG editor that fast lol

Great stuff,
but now i'm going to sleep, gotta long working day 2morrow

laterrrr
;-)

Latif

> -----------------------------------
> Yep I've got one. In fact i'm the Owner/Moderator of that list 

also now (been 

> for a couple months). Sorry about the naughty spam you just got in 

your 

> mailbox from the DX200 list. I had to turn on the "new members 

posts require 

> approval" option for the group (like the RS7k group currently has), 

since it 

> appears that the spammers are making their rounds among the Yahoo 

Groups 

> again. I've deleted the message from the archives there, but 

apparently I 

> should keep a better eye on new members, that's why I turned that 

option on.

> 
> Regarding what PLG is: PLG is Yamaha's PlugIn Board technology that 

adds 

> functionality to some of their products. PLG boards can go in the 

CS6x, 

> S80/S90, Motif 6/7/8, Motif ES 6/7/8, and probably several other 

higher-end 

> Yamaha products. There are several PLG boards out now: PLG-DX for 

FM sounds, 

mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk


> PLG-AN for Analogue Modelling (1/2 the polyphony of an An1x), PLG-

PF for Piano 

> sounds, PLG-VL for Voice Modelling, and a couple more I believe. 

Do a Google 

> search for Yamaha and PLG technology.
> 
> Regarding why the XGWorks Lite 3.0 editor with the DX200 Plugin 

won't work in 

> Win2000/XP: you need to go to Yamaha's site and download the 3.07 

Updater for 

> XGWorks Lite to get it to work with XP. There is a link directly 

to the Update 

> file in the Links section of the DX200 Yahoo Group at 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/DX200. You'll need to sign into the 

group to 

> access the Links feature.
> 
> Any other questions? :D
> 
> --wasted/su700fan

| 11714|11712|2003-09-17 17:15:42|WThor|AW: [RS7000] SIMM compatibility|
I´d say you have good chances with those.
In our FAQ there´s a better/more updated spec than the one in the
manual.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Steve Cooke [mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 17. September 2003 22:57
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] SIMM compatibility

I'm considering purchasing a Motif 6 as an all-in-one 
sampling/sequencing solution.

Does anybody out there know if the SIMM RAM cards (the official Yamaha 
approved ones, Jdec something or other I think they're called) I've 
currently got in my A3000v2 will work in the Motif or will I need to 
purchase new ones?

Cheers,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at

www.cpgb.org.uk 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 11715|11705|2003-09-18 04:21:21|trapstate|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> Hey friends!
> 
> just added a DX200 to my setup
> wooooooooooowwwwwiiieeeeeeeeee
> just the fabulous FM part that's 
> 'missing' in the RS.
> Anyone else here got one?
> Ifso can you tell me why this XG 
> crap editor doesn't work in XP?
> How am i gonna use the editor for the DX200, isn't there a way to 
> load the editor as standalone or plug for Cubase?
> Nahh anyway, this machine brings back great memoriesssss :-)))
> 
> Latif

If you like FM, than try FM7. I wish they'd make that one in hardware.

Paul
| 11716|11716|2003-09-18 15:51:06|stabilityillatease|Rs7000 sequencing questions|
ive used a mpc2000xl and im wondering if the rs7000 sequencer works 
in the same way. Like say im recording one track (drums) i put in the 
kicks and it loops, can I just keep adding in more parts, more kicks, 
snares etc while the loops still playing, on the same track like on 
the mpc?

oh and also whats up with that "256 max samples" i read in the specs 
of the rs7000. what is it refering too?
| 11717|11716|2003-09-18 17:34:02|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
First question: Don't know about the mpc, but YES, you can add stuff while 
the track is looping, just hit play while recording.

Second Question: Not sure, I've never put in more than 5 or 10 samps, but 
I'd assume 256 is a hell of a lot considering the machine can only store 64megs 
at once. That means like each sample would have to be an average of less than 
.25 secs at 44.1 khz roughly. Not taking into consideration any memory for 
the rest of song data. Thankfully though, the RS has its own sound engine, so 
samples are rarely needed IMHO, samples are a bonus, and the machine is not 
really designed around a sampler like what an MPC from what my understanding is 
of it.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 9/18/2003 3:53:12 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
eam0o1@hotmail.com writes:
ive used a mpc2000xl and im wondering if the rs7000 sequencer works 
in the same way. Like say im recording one track (drums) i put in the 
kicks and it loops, can I just keep adding in more parts, more kicks, 
snares etc while the loops still playing, on the same track like on 
the mpc?

oh and also whats up with that "256 max samples" i read in the specs 
of the rs7000. what is it refering too?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11718|11705|2003-09-18 20:08:00|Latif|Re: OT: DX200 anyone?|
thanks, i know, been there done that ;-)
and now back to hardware hehehe..

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
>
> If you like FM, than try FM7. I wish they'd make that one in 
hardware.
> 
> Paul

| 11719|11716|2003-09-18 22:20:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
On Friday 19 September 2003 01:33, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> First question: Don't know about the mpc, but YES, you
> can add stuff while the track is looping, just hit play
> while recording.
>
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> Second Question: Not sure, I've never put in more than 5
> or 10 samps, but I'd assume 256 is a hell of a lot
> considering the machine can only store 64megs at once. 
> That means like each sample would have to be an average
> of less than .25 secs at 44.1 khz roughly. Not taking
> into consideration any memory for the rest of song data. 
> Thankfully though, the RS has its own sound engine, so
> samples are rarely needed IMHO, samples are a bonus, and
> the machine is not really designed around a sampler like
> what an MPC from what my understanding is of it.

I don't agree with the above, sorry. I think the RS is very 
capable with samples. The RS can hold many more than 256 
voices. Please read our faq, chap 9, question 9.5.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 11720|11716|2003-09-18 23:20:07|jesse_medway|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|

> > Thankfully though, the RS has its own sound engine, so
> > samples are rarely needed IMHO, samples are a bonus, and
> > the machine is not really designed around a sampler like
> > what an MPC from what my understanding is of it.
> 
> I don't agree with the above, sorry. I think the RS is very 
> capable with samples. The RS can hold many more than 256 
> voices. Please read our faq, chap 9, question 9.5.
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> 
> 
> - Robert

I agree with Robert. forget the onboard sounds and use your own. the 
on board ones are the bonus. the sampler in the rs is fine 
especially for drum stuff, which holds true for the mpc as well.

Jesse
| 11721|11716|2003-09-19 01:38:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
Sorry, I just don't enjoy loading or inputting that many samples. In fact, 
if someone has maxed out the sample limit on the RS, I believe they may need 
more help than the RS faq.

Anyway, I'm sure the sampler on the RS is more than capable of standing alone 
too. I just got into resampling internal sounds as well. Freakin cool and 
amazing stuff can do with that too I've been learning.

Zam

In a message dated 9/18/2003 10:21:58 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
robnet@wxs.nl writes:

On Friday 19 September 2003 01:33, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> First question: Don't know about the mpc, but YES, you
> can add stuff while the track is looping, just hit play
> while recording.
>
> Second Question: Not sure, I've never put in more than 5
> or 10 samps, but I'd assume 256 is a hell of a lot
> considering the machine can only store 64megs at once. 
> That means like each sample would have to be an average
> of less than .25 secs at 44.1 khz roughly. Not taking
> into consideration any memory for the rest of song data. 
> Thankfully though, the RS has its own sound engine, so
> samples are rarely needed IMHO, samples are a bonus, and
> the machine is not really designed around a sampler like
> what an MPC from what my understanding is of it.

I don't agree with the above, sorry. I think the RS is very 
capable with samples. The RS can hold many more than 256 
voices. Please read our faq, chap 9, question 9.5.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11722|11716|2003-09-19 03:40:50|faxorgy|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
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I'll third Robert and Jesse here also.
Better bread and butter sounds to be found else where IMHO.
The RS7000 strengths are the sampler / slicing / resampling and 
sequencing IMHO of course.
Absolutely bucketloads you can do with just samples.
I've managed to get an old PII 233 mghz and a SCSI card it seems to 
run TWE fine (crosses fingers).
If I can get it communicating with the RS7K I'll have proper cut and 
paste sample editing + crossfade looping which will make for some 
interesting PITCH sample sets ,some very bizzare cut-up work also.
Cant wait to use crossfade looping on individual sample slices also 
in a slice job for oddball percussive sustains and the like.
I'll keep you posted on how I go.
This will give me way more sonic mileage with the pitch sample option 
being able to crossfade loop my own custom digicyclic waveforms etc 
etc etc...
Keep your fingers crossed for me :P .
If it works out as planned I'll be damn happy let me tell you :D.
| 11723|11716|2003-09-19 08:34:52|stabilityillatease|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
so when they say 256 max samples there talking about samples you put 
in the machine? i thought it meant you were limited to that many 
samples in a sequence or something like that. can someone clear this 
up

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> First question: Don't know about the mpc, but YES, you can add 
stuff while 
> the track is looping, just hit play while recording.
> 
> Second Question: Not sure, I've never put in more than 5 or 10 
samps, but 
> I'd assume 256 is a hell of a lot considering the machine can only 
store 64megs 
> at once. That means like each sample would have to be an average 
of less than 
> .25 secs at 44.1 khz roughly. Not taking into consideration any 
memory for 
> the rest of song data. Thankfully though, the RS has its own sound 
engine, so 
> samples are rarely needed IMHO, samples are a bonus, and the 
machine is not 
> really designed around a sampler like what an MPC from what my 
understanding is 
> of it.
> 
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com
> 
> In a message dated 9/18/2003 3:53:12 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> eam0o1@h... writes:
> ive used a mpc2000xl and im wondering if the rs7000 sequencer works 
> in the same way. Like say im recording one track (drums) i put in 
the 
> kicks and it loops, can I just keep adding in more parts, more 
kicks, 
> snares etc while the loops still playing, on the same track like on 
> the mpc?
> 
> oh and also whats up with that "256 max samples" i read in the 
specs 
> of the rs7000. what is it refering too?
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11724|11716|2003-09-19 08:39:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
On Friday 19 September 2003 04:51, stabilityillatease wrote:

> so when they say 256 max samples there talking about
> samples you put in the machine? i thought it meant you
> were limited to that many samples in a sequence or
> something like that. can someone clear this up

Entry 9.5 of our faq:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

- Robert
| 11725|11716|2003-09-19 14:09:03|wildemar|Re: Rs7000 sequencing questions|
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Am Thu, 18 Sep 2003 19:33:58 EDT hat <Dbeam505@aol.com> geschrieben:

> First question: Don't know about the mpc, but YES, you can add stuff 
> while the track is looping, just hit play while recording.
>

You cant 'add' new samples (meaning put existing samples into a voice) 
while the seq is playing. And I believe you also cant record new samples 
without stopping the seq. Not 100% sure tho.

So adding new stuff is restricted to sequence data, thats what it comes 
down to.

If the MPC really works that way, thats way cool (never tried the unit).

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11726|11726|2003-09-19 14:59:13|stabilityillatease|SCSI to usb convertor|
check this out 
http://www.usb-ware.com/usb-scsi-adapter-adaptec.htm
anyone know if this would work to transfer files to/from the rs7000 
and a pc?
| 11727|11726|2003-09-19 15:01:36|ripe101|Re: SCSI to usb convertor|
I've tried one before and it doesn't work. The RS just locks up 
during bootup when the adapter is connected.

cheers
ripe

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> check this out 
> http://www.usb-ware.com/usb-scsi-adapter-adaptec.htm
> anyone know if this would work to transfer files to/from the rs7000 
> and a pc?

| 11728|11716|2003-09-19 22:38:32|George A. Coleman Jr.|studio setup|
Greeting I am new to this studio stuff. I am computer geek by trade and dj
of 12yrs by night.
I just purchase alot of yamaha equipment and need some recommendations on
additional equipment and configuration

I have AW4414, Motif Rack, Motif 6, RS7000, and hotrod computer. do i need
any additional equipment to really make all of this equipment truly work
well together? I was thinking about MLAN network any suggestions are very
welcome thank you in advice.
| 11729|11716|2003-09-20 05:26:49|wildemar|Re: studio setup|
Hey George :-)

I know this is not what you wanted to hear, but just consider: There are 
plenty of people on this group making music with the RS alone. And off-list 
there are plenty of others only using a bucket and a brush (tho most of 
them are no musicians ;-)

So what I'm saying is: any of your equipment will work well on its own and 
doesnt need any of the others (the AW is of course a little different, but 
you can still use it all by itself - challanging that way). And if you do 
want to make them work together, all additional equip you'll need is midi 
cables or quick hands :-)

just my 2 eurocents
c.u.
Wildemar

Am Fri, 19 Sep 2003 20:21:08 -0600 hat George A. Coleman Jr. 
<colemang70@adelphia.net> geschrieben:

> Greeting I am new to this studio stuff. I am computer geek by trade and 
> dj
> of 12yrs by night.
> I just purchase alot of yamaha equipment and need some recommendations on
> additional equipment and configuration
>
> I have AW4414, Motif Rack, Motif 6, RS7000, and hotrod computer. do i 
> need
> any additional equipment to really make all of this equipment truly work
> well together? I was thinking about MLAN network any suggestions are very
> welcome thank you in advice.
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| 11730|11716|2003-09-20 15:33:35|Steve Cooke|Re: studio setup|
George A. Coleman Jr. wrote:

> Greeting I am new to this studio stuff. I am computer geek by trade 
> and dj
> of 12yrs by night.
> I just purchase alot of yamaha equipment and need some recommendations on
> additional equipment and configuration
>
> I have AW4414, Motif Rack, Motif 6, RS7000, and hotrod computer. do i need
> any additional equipment to really make all of this equipment truly work
> well together? I was thinking about MLAN network any suggestions are very
> welcome thank you in advice.

Jeez! You must get one hell of a lot of pocket money from Coleman Snr.

All I had at age 12 was Waddington's "Computatune", with some used ice 
cream tubs and knitting needles for percussion.

What else could you possibly need in your set up, apart from a few 
connector cables? It's difficult to get the hang of several new 
instruments at the same time so best learn to use the kit you've got 
before worrying about any extras.

Cheers,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11731|11716|2003-09-20 15:41:02|wildemar|Re: studio setup|
Am Sat, 20 Sep 2003 22:21:39 +0100 hat Steve Cooke <smcooke@lycos.co.uk> 
geschrieben:

> George A. Coleman Jr. wrote:
>
>> Greeting I am new to this studio stuff. I am computer geek by trade and 
>> dj of 12yrs by night.
>>
> All I had at age 12 was Waddington's "Computatune", with some used ice 
> cream tubs and knitting needles for percussion.
>

I dont think that "dj of 12yrs by night" doesnt mean "a 12 year old dj by 
night"
;-)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11732|11716|2003-09-20 15:45:10|wildemar|Re: studio setup|
Am Sat, 20 Sep 2003 23:39:46 +0200 hat wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de> 
geschrieben:

> I dont think that "dj of 12yrs by night" doesnt mean "a 12 year old dj by 
> night"

make that: 'means' instead of 'doesnt mean'
I'm an idiot :-/

Wildemar
| 11733|11716|2003-09-20 16:04:15|Steve Cooke|Re: studio setup|
wildemar wrote:

>>George A. Coleman Jr. wrote:
>> 
>>
>>>Greeting I am new to this studio stuff. I am computer geek by trade and 
>>>dj of 12yrs by night.
>>> 
>>>
>>All I had at age 12 was Waddington's "Computatune", with some used ice 
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>>cream tubs and knitting needles for percussion.
>> 
>>
>I dont think that "dj of 12yrs by night" doesnt mean "a 12 year old dj by 
>night"
>;-)
> 
>

You may have a point there! :) I should read more carefully.

Just bought myself a Motif 6 today so I'm about to start my latest 
learning curve.

Perhaps the best advice for George in terms of additional equipment is 
to make sure he gets himself some ergonomically friendly 
stands/furniture to put all his new goodies on. I hardly used my A3000 
for over a year because it wasn't placed at eye level in my set up.

Cheers,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11734|11734|2003-09-21 14:32:32|nya_macha|VOTE FOR OS UPGRADE (reminder)|
If you haven't already, PLEASE VOTE!! That is, unless you don't 
want Yahama to fix the bugs and quirks..

http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html
| 11735|11735|2003-09-21 19:08:51|denshiblocks|anyone wanna buy an rs7000?|
i have a new rs7000, switched on three times for sale. in los 
angeles, but will ship anywhere. please email

seth 
denshiblocks at yahoo.com
| 11736|11681|2003-09-21 19:09:06|david grundy|Re: RS7000 in Sync with Sonar|
whats the deal? i tried calling you but couldnt get through... i just now got my problem solved though... i had to reformat my hard drive ... that was a bitch cause i lost all
my songs... 

j2ay <miller.jay@bls.gov> wrote:Thanks for your help. Thanks to you and another dude who gave me his 
phone number and walked me through it over the phone, I figured this 
out last night, at least having Sonar as the master. 

Thanks for the support! It saved me many hours of torture. :)

Jay

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> I use sonar.
> 
> OK, connect midi out of interface to midi in of RS.... then midi 
out of RS 
> to midi in of interface (vice versa). In the utilities pages of RS 
switch 
> sync to midi, turn on all ins and outs and switch echo back off. In 
sonar 
> got to options/project/midi out and check the transmit midi start 
box and 
> select correct midi port. Turn echo back off in midi in. You might 
also 
> want to turn metronome off and keep the clock to audio.
> 
> If this doesn't work then you might not have your interface 
installed 
> properly. Check in options /midi devices and make sure you have 
selected 
> your interface.
> 
> Hope that helps.
> Matt
> 
> At 05:44 PM 15/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >Hello,
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> >
> >Could someone help me to sync the RS with Sonar? I bought the
> >Midisport UNO 1x1 but am totally confused with how to configure
> >Sonar, the RS and the UNO. I was plugging the UNO midi ins and 
outs
> >into the various midi jacks on the back of the RS last night like
> >freaking moron. There appears to be a thousand wrong 
configurations
> >but only one right one. :)
> >
> >I would greatly appreciate any assistance.
> >
> >A little off topic but does anyone listen to The Flashbulb? Damn, 
I
> >love his music! His new one came out not too long ago. Check out
> ><http://www.theflashbulb.net/>http://www.theflashbulb.net/
> >
> >Thanks,
> >Have a good one,
> >
> >Jay
> >
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=251812.3856299.5103760.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1754452/R=0/SIG=11tjeu2hk/*http://www.netflix.com/Defau
lt?mqso=60178324&partid=3856299>1bb842.jpg
> >1bb8d8.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11737|11737|2003-09-21 19:43:15|Latif|OT: Zeith sequencer (FaX check this out dude :-))|
checkout this freak of a machine:
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http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~dhughes/instrumentindex.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/

Latif
| 11738|11716|2003-09-21 20:16:34|George A. Coleman Jr.|Re: studio setup|
well to go i didnot want to wait for the motif es 6 to come out. Thanks for
the advice one learning how to make music on each piece by itself and check
into good quality cabling and furniture also is the A4000/5000 samplers
worth buying? I was looking at the one the motif website had on sale. I am a
moblie DJ of 12yrs and running and do any most anything with PCs minus
programming a very little and also thinking about a getting MAC never used
or own one looking at the G5 dual cpu later george

-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Cooke [mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk]
Sent: Saturday, September 20, 2003 3:53 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] studio setup

wildemar wrote:

>>George A. Coleman Jr. wrote:
>>
>>
>>>Greeting I am new to this studio stuff. I am computer geek by trade and
>>>dj of 12yrs by night.
>>>
>>>
>>All I had at age 12 was Waddington's "Computatune", with some used ice
>>cream tubs and knitting needles for percussion.
>>
>>
>I dont think that "dj of 12yrs by night" doesnt mean "a 12 year old dj by
>night"
>;-)
>
>

You may have a point there! :) I should read more carefully.

Just bought myself a Motif 6 today so I'm about to start my latest
learning curve.

Perhaps the best advice for George in terms of additional equipment is
to make sure he gets himself some ergonomically friendly
stands/furniture to put all his new goodies on. I hardly used my A3000
for over a year because it wasn't placed at eye level in my set up.

Cheers,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 11739|11737|2003-09-21 23:27:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Zeith sequencer (FaX check this out dude :-))|
On Monday 22 September 2003 03:43, Latif wrote:
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> http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~dhughes/instrumentindex
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>.html http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/

Nah, only 16 steps per sequence. :(

- Robert
| 11740|11740|2003-09-21 23:43:48|getdrumatic|Sync Sp-12 turbo w/ RS-7000|
What's going on ladies and gents?

I'm trying to control the SP-12 turbo via MIDI w/ the RS-7000 as 
the master. My goal is to compose a drum track in the RS, triggering 
the SP's pads (cus the SP has the hardest sampling capablity in the 
world) while being able to orchestrate the music and basslines in the 
RS-7000 (without interfering with the MIDI output to the SP). 

Is this possible? Imagine. SP-12 on the drumset and the RS on the 
chords and basslines.

Perfect combination.

DRUMATIC-1

PS. I need to know as much information as possible step by step. 
Thanks to anybody that can help. 

PEACE=-1

Check out my beats over at:

www.soundclick.com/drumatic
| 11741|11741|2003-09-21 23:43:50|getdrumatic|Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
We've been importing some pretty hefty .wav files via the 
SMARTMEDIA card reader port and noticed that once all the files were 
loaded into a PHRASE PATTERN the sample would distort. Is this due 
to the fact that we've managed to max out the RS's RAM capacity? 
We've got dual 64mb chips in it, so I can't imagine why this would be 
problematic. Once we turn the machine off and reload the same .wav's 
everything seemed to be ok. I'm just curious to know if this is a 
glitch in the machine or what.

DRUMATIC-1

PS. Anybody wish that the LED SCREEN flipped upwards like the old 
MPC-60 II? It can be quite a pain the neck to hover over the machine 
for hours on end.
| 11742|11734|2003-09-22 00:20:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: VOTE FOR OS UPGRADE (reminder)|
On Sunday 21 September 2003 21:49, nya_macha wrote:

> If you haven't already, PLEASE VOTE!! That is, unless
> you don't want Yahama to fix the bugs and quirks..
>
> http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html

At the moment I have about 110 votes. Still not enough, imo. 
So a reminder throughout the internet may work, especially 
now the holidays are over.

- Robert
| 11743|11741|2003-09-22 00:24:11|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
On Monday 22 September 2003 05:09, getdrumatic wrote:

> We've been importing some pretty hefty .wav files via
> the SMARTMEDIA card reader port and noticed that once all
> the files were loaded into a PHRASE PATTERN the sample
> would distort. Is this due to the fact that we've
> managed to max out the RS's RAM capacity? We've got dual
> 64mb chips in it, so I can't imagine why this would be
> problematic. Once we turn the machine off and reload the
> same .wav's everything seemed to be ok. I'm just curious
> to know if this is a glitch in the machine or what.

Maybe you've got bad (or non compatible) RAMs.
Do this simple test. On an empty RS, sample a test tone 
(e.g. a sine wave) until the RS runs out of memory. Now 
take the time to listen to the whole recording. Check for 
distortion or other weird sounds.

You could also do the factory RAM test.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/
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- Robert
| 11744|11744|2003-09-22 00:28:56|bittersweetkoko|sysex = crash!|
Hey all, i'm experimenting with bulk dumps and having some problems. 
First of all I'm working in pattern mode. I'm reserving track 16 for 
bulk info (1 target) and I'm finding that if I so much as mute two 
tracks at the same time while the info is rolling my machine locks up 
(even if track 16 is muted). So essentially there is 1 bar out of my 
loop that I can't do anything during! Crappy, Crappy, Crappy!! 
Anyone have/has solved this dilemma. By the way I've tried this with 
os1.2 and 1.21.

-G
| 11745|11744|2003-09-22 00:37:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sysex = crash!|
On Monday 22 September 2003 08:28, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> Hey all, i'm experimenting with bulk dumps and having
> some problems. First of all I'm working in pattern mode. 
> I'm reserving track 16 for bulk info (1 target) and I'm
> finding that if I so much as mute two tracks at the same
> time while the info is rolling my machine locks up (even
> if track 16 is muted). So essentially there is 1 bar out
> of my loop that I can't do anything during! Crappy,
> Crappy, Crappy!! Anyone have/has solved this dilemma. By
> the way I've tried this with os1.2 and 1.21.

What's that 'info' that is rolling? How much data?
Sorry, I don't really understand the situation here. Could 
you rephrase?

- Robert
| 11746|11741|2003-09-22 00:38:06|dopamine|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
At 08:26 AM 22/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>On Monday 22 September 2003 05:09, getdrumatic wrote:
> > We've been importing some pretty hefty .wav files via
> > the SMARTMEDIA card reader port and noticed that once all
> > the files were loaded into a PHRASE PATTERN the sample
> > would distort. Is this due to the fact that we've
> > managed to max out the RS's RAM capacity? We've got dual
> > 64mb chips in it, so I can't imagine why this would be
> > problematic. Once we turn the machine off and reload the
> > same .wav's everything seemed to be ok. I'm just curious
> > to know if this is a glitch in the machine or what.
>
>Maybe you've got bad (or non compatible) RAMs.
>Do this simple test. On an empty RS, sample a test tone
>(e.g. a sine wave) until the RS runs out of memory. Now
>take the time to listen to the whole recording. Check for
>distortion or other weird sounds.
>
>You could also do the factory RAM test.
>
>- Robert

He's using 2 x 64mb ram simms. Maybe that's the problem. 2 x 32mb max mate.

Matt
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>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11747|11741|2003-09-22 00:43:00|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
On Monday 22 September 2003 08:55, dopamine wrote:

> He's using 2 x 64mb ram simms. Maybe that's the problem.
> 2 x 32mb max mate.

Indeed, hadn't noticed that in the original message.
So the problem is 99% sure the RAMS. Check the faq for the 
time of RAMs you need.

- Robert
| 11748|11744|2003-09-22 01:28:47|bittersweetkoko|Re: sysex = crash!|

> What's that 'info' that is rolling?

the info is the sys ex messages on track 16. Since it is a 4 bar 
pattern every time the first bar comes around track 16 goes through 
the sys ex messsages.

>How much data?

There are 12 messages.

>> Sorry, I don't really understand the situation here.

I'm trying to work it so my midi controller will have all of the knob 
assignments I want for each song (via bulk recive on my controller). 
So it is mindless in a live situation. Once I get this down I would 
like to do the same with effect processors.

I deleted trck 16 and everything worked fine. When I undo the delete 
the RS locks up as soon as the track turns around (the same time it is 
trying to send sys ex messages to my controller).

Is that any better?

-G

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 22 September 2003 08:28, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> > Hey all, i'm experimenting with bulk dumps and having

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> > some problems. First of all I'm working in pattern mode. 

> > I'm reserving track 16 for bulk info (1 target) and I'm

> > finding that if I so much as mute two tracks at the same

> > time while the info is rolling my machine locks up (even

> > if track 16 is muted). So essentially there is 1 bar out

> > of my loop that I can't do anything during! Crappy,

> > Crappy, Crappy!! Anyone have/has solved this dilemma. By

> > the way I've tried this with os1.2 and 1.21.

> 

> What's that 'info' that is rolling? How much data?

> Sorry, I don't really understand the situation here.> Sorry, I don't 

really understand the situation here.

> 

> - Robert

| 11749|11744|2003-09-22 01:35:48|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sysex = crash!|
On Monday 22 September 2003 09:28, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> Is that any better?

I see, looks like the sysex message is taking too much CPU 
from the RS. Why not simply move that track with the sysex 
data to another section, init the external gear by playing 
that section and then move back to your main section?

- Robert
| 11750|11744|2003-09-22 01:51:00|bittersweetkoko|Re: sysex = crash!|

>Why not simply move that track with the sysex 

> data to another section, init the external gear by playing 

> that section and then move back to your main section?

Yeah, that's what I started to do. The only drawback is that I can't 
change the settings on the external device and then unmute track 16 
and drop into the original program while the song is still playing. 
Oh, well.

thanks,

-G



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 22 September 2003 09:28, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> 

> > Is that any better?

> 

> I see, looks like the sysex message is taking too much CPU 

> from the RS. Why not simply move that track with the sysex 

> data to another section, init the external gear by playing 

> that section and then move back to your main section?

> 

> - Robert

| 11751|11744|2003-09-22 02:13:27|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sysex = crash!|
On Monday 22 September 2003 09:50, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> Yeah, that's what I started to do. The only drawback is
> that I can't change the settings on the external device
> and then unmute track 16 and drop into the original
> program while the song is still playing. Oh, well.

Maybe you could experiment with the SYSEX INTERVAL TIME 
param in Utility. Maybe a lower value increases the 
transmission speed.

- Robert
| 11752|11752|2003-09-22 05:06:34|wildemar|Hey Dope!|
dopamine that is :-)

Could it be that there is something wrong with your computer's clock (or 
your ISP's)? I always see replies to your messages before your original 
ones which is irritating sometimes. No its actually always irritating :-). 
The problem seems to be that the timestamp in he mails is always about 2 
ours ahead of time.

Cant you fix that somehow - just sort of as a personal favor.

On the other hand ... maybe its just my mails client (Opera 7.11) confusing 
timezones ... anyone else has this prob?

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11753|11740|2003-09-22 05:06:40|wildemar|Re: Sync Sp-12 turbo w/ RS-7000|
Am Mon, 22 Sep 2003 03:04:32 -0000 hat getdrumatic <getdrumatic@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> What's going on ladies and gents?
>

Do you care, really? :-)
Ok, I'm heavily searching for a place to live as I'm going to move in the 
next few days. Thats tough, not having found a shelter with less than 2 
weeks until the semester starts (studying physics) and my current rent 
contract (whats the correct word again?) expires. The main problem is that 
my U has 1200 more students than usual attending this year; do the math 
about the student/room relation yourself ;-).
Then I'll be having a lawsuit shortly, as some jerk had the nerve to srew 
me over a notebook on Ebay. Thats of course very amusing, especuially as 
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this whole thing takes place exactly the time I move. Phew! and I feared I 
might have a smooth start into studying. Lucky me.
Gonna sell my car soon. I wont get much money for it though, since my 
mother was smart enough to purchase it over her Russian friend. Nothing 
against Russians really, I'm just not sure if that car hasnt maybe made a 
little tour from Germany to Russia and back if you follow me ... My 
girlfirend is anorexic and she just wont get out of it (I'v been trying for 
over 3 years now and she just keeps getting thinner and thinner). To make 
it even worse, its not shure what she'S up to jobwise. She might be forced 
to go to Hannover for her "Referendariat" (what teachers have to do after 
university), which will completely destroy her, as she despises the town 
(cant blame her) and just isnt fit for bratty city kids.
As a stupid little side effect of that I havent had any real sex for the 
last 2 years.

Ok, that should be it for now.
Hey you asked! :-P
;-)

> I'm trying to control the SP-12 turbo via MIDI w/ the RS-7000 as the 
> master. My goal is to compose a drum track in the RS, triggering the 
> SP's pads (cus the SP has the hardest sampling capablity in the world) 
> while being able to orchestrate the music and basslines in the RS-7000 
> (without interfering with the MIDI output to the SP).
>

Thats an average application I would say.

> Is this possible?
>

Yes.

> Imagine. SP-12 on the drumset and the RS on the chords and basslines.
>

Man thats tough ... wait ... imagining ... thinkthinkthinkthink ... oh yeah 
.. no .. yes .. wait ... no, just a ... aahhhh!
That was fun :-)

> Perfect combination.
>

If you say so ... dont even know what the SP-12 is.

> PS. I need to know as much information as possible step by step. Thanks 
> to anybody that can help.
>

Ok, here we go:
1. Walk over to the shelf/drawer/table/whatever where you store your 
RS7000 manual.
2. Open it.
3. Read it through (from page 1 to ~350, that should do; you might want 
to sit down for that ... could take a while).
4. Reread Section 2.10 and maybe 7.1 for your specific problem.
5. If, while or after reading, you ask yourself questions frequently, 
read the Frequently Asked Questions in our files section. I'll let you 
figure out the relevant sections there yourself.

I'm very much convinced that this will solve your problem - and manny 
others for that matter. ;-)

Ok, I know you wanted specific advice on your problem but I just think 
thats a task basic enough to be carried out by every RS7000 user. ;-)

Have fun
Wildemar
| 11754|11741|2003-09-22 05:06:41|wildemar|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
Am Mon, 22 Sep 2003 03:09:41 -0000 hat getdrumatic <getdrumatic@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:
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> We've been importing some pretty hefty .wav files via the SMARTMEDIA card 
> reader port and noticed that once all the files were loaded into a PHRASE 
> PATTERN the sample would distort. Is this due to the fact that we've 
> managed to max out the RS's RAM capacity? We've got dual 64mb chips in 
> it, so I can't imagine why this would be problematic. Once we turn the 
> machine off and reload the same .wav's everything seemed to be ok. I'm 
> just curious to know if this is a glitch in the machine or what.
>

Dunno ... never had that. You checked if maybe you had boosted your output 
levels?
Otherwise ... no clue.

> DRUMATIC-1
>
> PS. Anybody wish that the LED SCREEN flipped upwards like the old MPC-60 
> II? It can be quite a pain the neck to hover over the machine for hours 
> on end.
>

I put a big book under the machine to tilt it upwarts a bit. Tha whole 
thing is easier to operate now ...
A little workaround, but a good one, as I have found

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11755|11752|2003-09-22 05:06:42|wildemar|Hey Dope!|
dopamine that is :-)

Could it be that there is something wrong with your computer's clock (or 
your ISP's)? I always see replies to your messages before your original 
ones which is irritating sometimes. No its actually always irritating :-). 
The problem seems to be that the timestamp in he mails is always about 2 
ours ahead of time.

Cant you fix that somehow - just sort of as a personal favor.

On the other hand ... maybe its just my mails client (Opera 7.11) confusing 
timezones ... anyone else has this prob?

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11756|11752|2003-09-22 05:40:34|okoyemaya|Re: Hey Dope!|
Halo Wildy, it is the time zone thing, Dopamine is in Australia, the 
time stamp is naturally in local time. I think it is 12 hours 
difference to CET.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> dopamine that is :-)
> 
> Could it be that there is something wrong with your computer's 
clock (or 
> your ISP's)? I always see replies to your messages before your 
original 
> ones which is irritating sometimes. No its actually always 
irritating :-). 
> The problem seems to be that the timestamp in he mails is always 
about 2 
> ours ahead of time.
> 
> Cant you fix that somehow - just sort of as a personal favor.
> 
> On the other hand ... maybe its just my mails client (Opera 7.11) 
confusing 
> timezones ... anyone else has this prob?
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar

| 11757|11752|2003-09-22 05:50:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hey Dope!|
Wildemar, please use [OT] in the subject line for this kind 
of messages.

- Robert
| 11758|11737|2003-09-22 07:58:39|Latif|Re: OT: Zeith sequencer (FaX check this out dude :-))|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 22 September 2003 03:43, Latif wrote:
> > checkout this freak of a machine:
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> >
> > http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~dhughes/instrumentindex
> >.html http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/
> 
> Nah, only 16 steps per sequence. :(
> 
> - Robert

Yeah that is the only downside of it
the other one is 32 steps, but very expensive.

:-/

Latif
| 11759|11737|2003-09-22 08:32:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Zeith sequencer (FaX check this out dude :-))|
On Monday 22 September 2003 15:57, Latif wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> 
>
> wrote:
> > On Monday 22 September 2003 03:43, Latif wrote:
> > > checkout this freak of a machine:
> > >
> > > http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~dhughes/instrumenti
> > >ndex .html
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/
> >
> > Nah, only 16 steps per sequence. :(
> >
> > - Robert
>
> Yeah that is the only downside of it
> the other one is 32 steps, but very expensive.

What about this one?
http://www.colinfraser.com/p3/p3.htm
| 11760|11716|2003-09-22 11:02:57|Steve Cooke|Re: studio setup|
George A. Coleman Jr. wrote:

> well to go i didnot want to wait for the motif es 6 to come out. 
> Thanks for
> the advice one learning how to make music on each piece by itself and 
> check
> into good quality cabling and furniture also is the A4000/5000 samplers
> worth buying? I was looking at the one the motif website had on sale. 
> I am a
> moblie DJ of 12yrs and running and do any most anything with PCs minus
> programming a very little and also thinking about a getting MAC never used
> or own one looking at the G5 dual cpu later george

====

George, if you buy anything else you'll find yourself a rather *less* 
mobile DJ than you are now!

I'm getting rid of my A3000v2 now that I've got a Motif 6. The A3000 
may well do a few things that the Motif can't do sampling-wise, but I'm 
a great believer in keeping things simple and I'm unlikely to use the 
extra features in any case. That may go against the "boys toys" 
mentality common among us electro-musicians, but I don't find all the 
cabling needed for multiple bits of kit much fun myself, especially if I 
need to cart the stuff to a gig.

Next ambition - on a rather tighter budget than you appear to have - is 
to get an all-in-one multitracker/effects setup so I can get rid of all 
those FX separate boxes required for my MD8 recorder.

Cheers,

Steve
| 11761|11752|2003-09-22 11:14:51|wildemar|Re: Hey Dope!|
Ok, but why its only him?
Fax's post for example always come out right ...

Not a big deal anyway. :-)

Wildemar
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Am Mon, 22 Sep 2003 11:40:33 -0000 hat okoyemaya <okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in> 
geschrieben:

> Halo Wildy, it is the time zone thing, Dopamine is in Australia, the 
> time stamp is naturally in local time. I think it is 12 hours difference 
> to CET.
> Okoyemaya
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> dopamine that is :-)
>>
>> Could it be that there is something wrong with your computer's
> clock (or
>> your ISP's)? I always see replies to your messages before your
> original
>> ones which is irritating sometimes. No its actually always
> irritating :-).
>> The problem seems to be that the timestamp in he mails is always
> about 2
>> ours ahead of time.
>>
>> Cant you fix that somehow - just sort of as a personal favor.
>>
>> On the other hand ... maybe its just my mails client (Opera 7.11)
> confusing
>> timezones ... anyone else has this prob?
>>
>> c.u.
>> Wildemar

| 11762|11752|2003-09-22 11:16:14|wildemar|[OT]: Re: [RS7000] Hey Dope!|
I'm sorry.
Its always the little things ...

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Mon, 22 Sep 2003 13:52:40 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> Wildemar, please use [OT] in the subject line for this kind of messages.
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 11763|11752|2003-09-22 11:25:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: [OT]: Re: [RS7000] Hey Dope!|
On Monday 22 September 2003 19:14, wildemar wrote:

> I'm sorry.
> Its always the little things ...

No prob. New policy. ;)

- Robert
| 11764|11764|2003-09-22 13:28:09|wildemar|[OT]: All Your Base Are Belonmg To Us!|
Many of you will allready know this but still:

http://www.planettribes.com/allyourbase/AYB2.swf

Found this several years ago on guitar.com, and loved it. Just remembered, 
searched and found it again ...
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Enjoy :-D

Wildemar
| 11765|11737|2003-09-22 14:32:59|Latif|OT: Zeith sequencer (FaX check this out dude :-))|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 22 September 2003 15:57, Latif wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> > 
> >
> > wrote:
> > > On Monday 22 September 2003 03:43, Latif wrote:
> > > > checkout this freak of a machine:
> > > >
> > > > http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~dhughes/instrumenti
> > > >ndex .html
> > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/
> > >
> > > Nah, only 16 steps per sequence. :(
> > >
> > > - Robert
> >
> > Yeah that is the only downside of it
> > the other one is 32 steps, but very expensive.
> 
> What about this one?
> http://www.colinfraser.com/p3/p3.htm

Yep P3 is a cool alternative, read about it also.
I think they actually all work together, or get together
on DIY meetings or something like that.
Anyway it's nice to see stuff like this is becoming
widly available as 'ready to use' units.
I wonder how these units compare to Doepfer schaltwerk and such.

Latif
| 11766|11716|2003-09-22 16:54:27|George A. Coleman Jr.|Re: studio setup|
look at the aw16g, aw2816, aw4416 DAWs with some very good effects the
aw2816 and aw4416 will accept the y56k card the has the Waves effects on it
top of the line.

-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Cooke [mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk]
Sent: Monday, September 22, 2003 9:13 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] studio setup

George A. Coleman Jr. wrote:

> well to go i didnot want to wait for the motif es 6 to come out.
> Thanks for
> the advice one learning how to make music on each piece by itself and
> check
> into good quality cabling and furniture also is the A4000/5000 samplers
> worth buying? I was looking at the one the motif website had on sale.
> I am a
> moblie DJ of 12yrs and running and do any most anything with PCs minus
> programming a very little and also thinking about a getting MAC never used
> or own one looking at the G5 dual cpu later george

====

George, if you buy anything else you'll find yourself a rather *less*
mobile DJ than you are now!

I'm getting rid of my A3000v2 now that I've got a Motif 6. The A3000
may well do a few things that the Motif can't do sampling-wise, but I'm
a great believer in keeping things simple and I'm unlikely to use the
extra features in any case. That may go against the "boys toys"
mentality common among us electro-musicians, but I don't find all the
cabling needed for multiple bits of kit much fun myself, especially if I
need to cart the stuff to a gig.

Next ambition - on a rather tighter budget than you appear to have - is
to get an all-in-one multitracker/effects setup so I can get rid of all
those FX separate boxes required for my MD8 recorder.
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Cheers,

Steve

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11767|11741|2003-09-22 20:53:36|om_audio|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
I use a tightly rolled bath towel secured with 3 velcro ties under 
the mid/rear of my RS- I love it. I bet a roll that tacky foam grid 
stuff for under rugs/seat cushions would work the best- no slippage!
:)
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> I put a big book under the machine to tilt it upwarts a bit. Tha 
whole 
> thing is easier to operate now ...
> A little workaround, but a good one, as I have found
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar

| 11768|11752|2003-09-22 23:48:59|dopamine|Re: Hey Dope!|
At 01:05 PM 22/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>dopamine that is :-)
>
>Could it be that there is something wrong with your computer's clock (or
>your ISP's)? I always see replies to your messages before your original
>ones which is irritating sometimes. No its actually always irritating :-).
>The problem seems to be that the timestamp in he mails is always about 2
>ours ahead of time.
>
>Cant you fix that somehow - just sort of as a personal favor.

Erm... dunno mate... I have noticed a few weird things going on so i'll 
look into it.

Matt
| 11769|11737|2003-09-23 01:53:36|trapstate|Re: OT: Zeith sequencer (FaX check this out dude :-))|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Monday 22 September 2003 15:57, Latif wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> > > 
> > >
> > > wrote:
> > > > On Monday 22 September 2003 03:43, Latif wrote:
> > > > > checkout this freak of a machine:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~dhughes/instrumenti
> > > > >ndex .html
> > > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/infectioninstruments/
> > > >
> > > > Nah, only 16 steps per sequence. :(
> > > >
> > > > - Robert
> > >
> > > Yeah that is the only downside of it
> > > the other one is 32 steps, but very expensive.
> > 
> > What about this one?
> > http://www.colinfraser.com/p3/p3.htm
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Another cool site for DIY is www.ucapps.de The sequencer there is
also 16 steps, but I think it's a real powerfull one. Up to now I've
only built the SID synth, but maybe in the future I will go for the
seqencer to.

Paul
| 11770|11770|2003-09-23 10:04:43|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: Digest Number 988|

>Yep P3 is a cool alternative, read about it also.
>I think they actually all work together, or get together
>on DIY meetings or something like that.
>Anyway it's nice to see stuff like this is becoming
>widly available as 'ready to use' units.
>I wonder how these units compare to Doepfer schaltwerk and such.

>Latif

Correct Latif they all work together and the stuff is definatly better than
doepfer. You can see it on the chosen components. Well it's DIY but some
guys sell ready made stuff. See it as MOTM wich they take as an example and
sometime coop with.

I am a member for a year now on several mailing lists and it's a great
community. Verry friendly and really high quality tech freaks. But what i
find the most important thing is that THEY LISTEN to the customers. When
they design a new drumcomputer (Trevor Page ,also a great midi designer)
they make polls on what you want.

Tony Allgood always asks on a new design what he should implement or not,
for costs or easy use or whishes of community.

Paul Maddox just designed a poly midi to cv module. I have seen more than 12
mails where he asks for input on his design.

And the good thing is all these guys, like you said now each other and
arrange meetings in the UK.

But a anolog sequencer is nothing like a RS7000 those a really two diffrent
things.
I will search for a mail wich explains it a bit more.

Greets,
Twin-x
| 11771|11771|2003-09-23 12:03:08|Roonan|OT: Live set online - Roonan|
Hi,

As promised 2 parts of a liveset I did a few weeks ago.

Used gear:
Yamaha RS7000, MachineDrum, Evolver, KaossPad II
Everything is realtime arranged and mixed.
The second demo is fully improvised with a construction set I 
created on the RS combined with the MD.

Hope you'll enjoy:
http://roonan.fiberworld.nl/Demo/Roonan-Demo-2003.mp3
http://home.planet.nl/~vonk0072/Demo/Roonan-Demo-2-2003.mp3

Ronald. 
www.roonan.nl
| 11772|11772|2003-09-23 18:15:30|stabilityillatease|Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
we should get a list of suggested hardware upgrades/expansions 
together and send em to yamaha. 

My suggestion is that they somehow make an expansion kit that allows 
us more then 64mb memory!!
| 11773|11741|2003-09-23 18:26:33|jesse_medway|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> I use a tightly rolled bath towel secured with 3 velcro ties under 
> the mid/rear of my RS- I love it. I bet a roll that tacky foam grid 
> stuff for under rugs/seat cushions would work the best- no slippage!
> :)
> Om

great tip, i just took two bath towels and rolled one up and then 
rolled the other ones around that one. didnt secure it with anything 
as the friction seems to be enough. makes it a lot easier to work 
with, just hope the wife doesnt miss the towels ;-)
| 11774|11772|2003-09-23 21:41:12|david grundy|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|

http://roonan.fiberworld.nl/Demo/Roonan-Demo-2003.mp3
http://home.planet.nl/~vonk0072/Demo/Roonan-Demo-2-2003.mp3
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


what the hell do you need more than 64 mgs of ram for?????
if your doing that much sampling , then maybe you should have brought cool edit , or sound forge or something??? i dont know

stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote:
we should get a list of suggested hardware upgrades/expansions 
together and send em to yamaha. 

My suggestion is that they somehow make an expansion kit that allows 
us more then 64mb memory!!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11775|11772|2003-09-23 22:22:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
I could use more than 64 megs. Tho I have claimed in the past that I don't 
do much sampling, however, I think it would be cool to be able to have long 
samples, at high rates when I do them. Especially for Vocs. I don't know 
excatly why, maybe its the compression or something, but my voice sounds better 
comming through the RS rather than dropping directly to my computer and adding it 
to a seperate track in a soft seq. Also, I don't want to bring my laptop, 
with all my personal info and junk to a show where its all smokey and possible 
heroin addicts needing some quick cash. My computers stay at home. I'd love 
to see the RS expand to 128 or more, and I believe this to be more of a 
software upgrade as well. Like with any new hardware, the software has to recognise 
the new bits and be able to utilise it.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 9/23/2003 9:42:26 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
midinote2003@yahoo.com writes:
what the hell do you need more than 64 mgs of ram for?????
if your doing that much sampling , then maybe you should have brought cool 
edit , or sound forge or something??? i dont know

stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote:
we should get a list of suggested hardware upgrades/expansions 
together and send em to yamaha. 

My suggestion is that they somehow make an expansion kit that allows 
us more then 64mb memory!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11776|11772|2003-09-23 23:59:40|faxorgy|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
Really Yamaha should pull the hideous AWM2 waverom chip out the 
RS7000.

If the unit was basically an A4000 in an RS7000 case with full 
multisampling ,256 meg ram ,velocity and split layering with all the 
digital processing options of the A series samplers with all the 
sequencer functionality and knob control that OS 1.2/1.21 gives you 
the RS7000 would be the deadset bomb.
I'd rather have a unit of this nature with no preset sequencer 
phrases and absolutely no preset sound sources /roms what so ever.
Would have made the unit a far more exciting proprosition in my books.
Unfortunately alot of people find a "clean slate" a little bit to 
intimidating to work with.

OR- THE ABRIDGED IF I WORKED FOR YAMAHA VERSION...
At the very least the RS7000 should have been a CS6X in an RS case 
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with 64 meg of ram + 2 PLG slots.
This would have been the option that would have sold Yamaha more 
units in the long run. It would have been fully programmable.
It would have had a sound quality on par with the EX/Motif but with a 
huge electronica waverom bias.
You could choose between VL/AN/DX PLG's (a huge bonus).
USB interface and XG editworks software for PLG board and full AWM2 
synthesis programming.
I would also have incorporated AFM (advanced FM) with an RS7000 
specific AFM PLG that allowed you to use custom sampled .wav files as 
modulators in FM algorythm construction.
In a unit of this nature I feel 64 meg ram would be sufficient on the 
provisor that the unit multisampled ,crossfade looped ,had realtime 
CC controller sample start/end point modulators and could do velocity 
zoned splits.

Just my 2 cents worth but I don't work for Yamaha do I . :P
| 11777|11772|2003-09-24 00:07:46|dopamine|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
I can see a use for more ram, like loading an entire set that is heavily 
sample based..... I like to sample my gear rather than lug around a huge 
rig (not good for the back).

Matt

At 05:21 PM 23/09/2003 -0700, you wrote:

>what the hell do you need more than 64 mgs of ram for?????
>if your doing that much sampling , then maybe you should have brought cool 
>edit , or sound forge or something??? i dont know
>
>stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote:
>we should get a list of suggested hardware upgrades/expansions
>together and send em to yamaha.
>
>My suggestion is that they somehow make an expansion kit that allows
>us more then 64mb memory!!
>
>
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>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11778|11772|2003-09-24 00:12:37|Robert van der Kamp|[OT] Re: [RS7000] Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
On Wednesday 24 September 2003 07:59, faxorgy wrote:

> OR- THE ABRIDGED IF I WORKED FOR YAMAHA VERSION...
> At the very least the RS7000 should have been a CS6X in
> an RS case with 64 meg of ram + 2 PLG slots.
> This would have been the option that would have sold
> Yamaha more units in the long run. It would have been
> fully programmable. It would have had a sound quality on
> par with the EX/Motif but with a huge electronica waverom
> bias.
> You could choose between VL/AN/DX PLG's (a huge bonus).
> USB interface and XG editworks software for PLG board and
> full AWM2 synthesis programming.
> I would also have incorporated AFM (advanced FM) with an
> RS7000 specific AFM PLG that allowed you to use custom
> sampled .wav files as modulators in FM algorythm
> construction.
> In a unit of this nature I feel 64 meg ram would be
> sufficient on the provisor that the unit multisampled
> ,crossfade looped ,had realtime CC controller sample
> start/end point modulators and could do velocity zoned
> splits.

Hey, that's exactly the specs of the RS9000 prototype I'm 
testing here, but with 64 tracks and 4 midi outs of course. 
How did you know?

Damn! I broke my NDA! Oh shit... ;)))

- Robert

PS, what I meant: you need new hardware, imo, to break the 
64MB barrier.
| 11779|11772|2003-09-24 07:30:25|Latif|[OT] Re: [RS7000] Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|

> On Wednesday 24 September 2003 07:59, faxorgy wrote:
> 
> > OR- THE ABRIDGED IF I WORKED FOR YAMAHA VERSION...
> > At the very least the RS7000 should have been a CS6X in
> > an RS case with 64 meg of ram + 2 PLG slots.
> > This would have been the option that would have sold
> > Yamaha more units in the long run. It would have been
> > fully programmable. It would have had a sound quality on
> > par with the EX/Motif but with a huge electronica waverom
> > bias.
> > You could choose between VL/AN/DX PLG's (a huge bonus).
> > USB interface and XG editworks software for PLG board and
> > full AWM2 synthesis programming.
> > I would also have incorporated AFM (advanced FM) with an
> > RS7000 specific AFM PLG that allowed you to use custom
> > sampled .wav files as modulators in FM algorythm
> > construction.
> > In a unit of this nature I feel 64 meg ram would be
> > sufficient on the provisor that the unit multisampled
> > ,crossfade looped ,had realtime CC controller sample
> > start/end point modulators and could do velocity zoned
> > splits.

Hey Fax, are you sure that the CS6x is all that 
(besides the two PLG slots), cause i downloaded the manual
and it seems to me there's no advanced sound parameter 
editting just the same old standard CC# crap... ;-/
I haven't toyed with one yet, to confirm this though.

Latif

ps. on a side note, i skipped the Poly 800mkII
getting a EPS16+ rack tommorow night :-) with SCSI
is there anything i shouldbe aware off?
| 11780|11772|2003-09-24 08:53:26|Oddbods Finger|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:
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> My suggestion is that they somehow make an expansion kit that 

allows us more then 64mb memory!!<

Maybe there should be an optional DVD attachment too, so you watch 
Lord of the Rings while waiting for all those samples to load up.
;)
| 11781|11772|2003-09-24 09:43:42|Latif|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> 
> Maybe there should be an optional DVD attachment too, so you watch 
> Lord of the Rings while waiting for all those samples to load up.
> ;)

MWAHAHAHAHAHA :-)
LooooooooooooooooooooooL!

-L
| 11782|11669|2003-09-24 12:02:36|xolsco|Re: My setup|

> so what will it be?
> ;-)

Umm yep this is better. I've got a very poor knowledge of MIDI and 
what I can and cannot do with it. So far I've got the rs7000 plugged 
to the computer only via MIDI (waiting for the scsi adaptor card to 
plug it into the computer) and it works fine as a midi controller. 
What I would like tough is to "send" a sound from Cubase to the 
Rs7000 so that I can play with it as if it was one of the rs7000 
sounds. I think this isnt possible,right? Unless I sample it...
| 11783|11669|2003-09-24 15:46:19|Latif|Re: My setup|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "xolsco" wrote:

> What I would like tough is to "send" a sound from Cubase to the 
> Rs7000 so that I can play with it as if it was one of the rs7000 
> sounds. 

Cubase doesn't have any sounds, it has softsynths or audiowaves,
besides midi.

>I think this isnt possible,right? Unless I sample it...<

correct, or you simply export the audiowave
or mixdown the softsynth through audio export,
save this to a smartcard at a reasonable measurement/length
at a reasonable khz/bit size, and import this wave into the RS7000

:-) 
Latif
| 11784|11772|2003-09-24 19:51:51|zhel_id|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
DVD-option would be a cool addition on rs7000:-)))modem as well so 
we continue to communicate through rs7k and we're all 
linked.ganbang!!!
Shall i go more shallow..I want yamaha to produce different color 
changeable fascias for rs7k like nokia does it:))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 

> wrote:
> > 
> > Maybe there should be an optional DVD attachment too, so you 
watch 
> > Lord of the Rings while waiting for all those samples to load up.
> > ;)
> 
> 
> MWAHAHAHAHAHA :-)
> LooooooooooooooooooooooL!
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> 
> -L

| 11785|11785|2003-09-25 11:42:04|ace maddwest|a couple thoughts|
so i guess that the RS7000 didn't do to well and that yamaha is more or less writing it off? it's funny... i've done hip hop for more than ten years and i've used a TON of
different instruments, Ensoniq keys, akai mpc's (2 of em!), yamaha boxes, emu synths, etc.. but the machine i really broke out on was an rm1-x sequencer.. that thing was
SO dope i couldn't believe it.. playing around with it just gave me so many ideas, ya know? and NOBODY on the hip hop scene was using it AND I JUST COULDN'T
UNDERSTAND WHY, especially when they were so happy to use those garbage-ass lame-sequencer-havin' Roland boxes.. i tried one ONCE and hated it! 
the only thing i wished i had with the rmx-1 was a sampler and more sounds.. and now i have ALL of that (minus the cursor buttons!) in the RS!! i love it so much!! no
matter what anyone says, i can make it do ANYTHING!! and once again my fellow hip hop producers are sleeping on this in their mad rush to get a triton and mpc
combo, "just like Dr. Dre"!! well, as for me, this box is more than ok! true, i have a lot of other gear, but i've been touching it less and less.. it's just too bad that Yamaha
didn't try to sell these to the hip hop crowd too.. they are so so so so so dope..
sure there are some features i would like to see added, but i'm skeptical about yamaha's plan to support this beautiful box.. and if ya try to take mine.. ya better come with
guns!! i LOVE it!!
here's a site where you can here the cuts i've done with the RS.. they're all hip hop, so know that before you come in.. but man, this thing was BUILT for hip hop!

www.koolaceha.com

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11786|11785|2003-09-25 12:25:07|bilterfucht|Re: a couple thoughts|
I totally agree on this one. I don't really know why there is so 
much complaining and wishing for this or that extra feature to be 
installed. Maybe it's me, maybe it's the music i'm making but it 
seems the RS is doing all the things i want it to do allthough 
sometimes you need a workaround, i guess that's life.

ciao

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> so i guess that the RS7000 didn't do to well and that yamaha is 
more or less writing it off? it's funny... i've done hip hop for 
more than ten years and i've used a TON of different instruments, 
Ensoniq keys, akai mpc's (2 of em!), yamaha boxes, emu synths, etc.. 
but the machine i really broke out on was an rm1-x sequencer.. that 
thing was SO dope i couldn't believe it.. playing around with it 
just gave me so many ideas, ya know? and NOBODY on the hip hop scene 
was using it AND I JUST COULDN'T UNDERSTAND WHY, especially when 
they were so happy to use those garbage-ass lame-sequencer-havin' 
Roland boxes.. i tried one ONCE and hated it! 
> the only thing i wished i had with the rmx-1 was a sampler and 
more sounds.. and now i have ALL of that (minus the cursor buttons!) 
in the RS!! i love it so much!! no matter what anyone says, i can 
make it do ANYTHING!! and once again my fellow hip hop producers are 
sleeping on this in their mad rush to get a triton and mpc 
combo, "just like Dr. Dre"!! well, as for me, this box is more than 
ok! true, i have a lot of other gear, but i've been touching it less 
and less.. it's just too bad that Yamaha didn't try to sell these to 
the hip hop crowd too.. they are so so so so so dope..
> sure there are some features i would like to see added, but i'm 
skeptical about yamaha's plan to support this beautiful box.. and if 
ya try to take mine.. ya better come with guns!! i LOVE it!!
> here's a site where you can here the cuts i've done with the RS.. 
they're all hip hop, so know that before you come in.. but man, this 
thing was BUILT for hip hop!
> 
> www.koolaceha.com
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11787|11785|2003-09-25 14:46:07|jesse_medway|Re: a couple thoughts|
ya try to take mine.. ya better come with guns!! i LOVE it!!

> here's a site where you can here the cuts i've done with the RS.. 

they're all hip hop, so know that before you come in.. but man, this 
thing was BUILT for hip hop!

> 
> www.koolaceha.com

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Nice shit man. I teach at full sail and he get lots of hiphop
kids who only know triton and mpc. I try to tell them about
the rs but the built in dance styles scare them off. Oh well...
I love mine, have my sp12 for when I need grit and use the rs for 
everthing else.
| 11788|11785|2003-09-25 14:47:30|jesse_medway|Re: a couple thoughts|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bilterfucht" wrote:

> I totally agree on this one. I don't really know why there is so 
> much complaining and wishing for this or that extra feature to be 
> installed. Maybe it's me, maybe it's the music i'm making but it 
> seems the RS is doing all the things i want it to do allthough 
> sometimes you need a workaround, i guess that's life.
> 
> ciao
>

Agreed. I can understand that some people might need it to do other 
things but Im more than happy with the features now.
| 11789|11785|2003-09-25 15:06:30|okoyemaya|Re: a couple thoughts|
Are there other options? Do not think so. Checked AKAI 4000, in 
theory dream machine that can really turn into nightmare. I have RS 
since almost 1 year and the only time it crushed was kind of "on 
purpose" tried if it really freezes on RM1x files. 1 time in 1 year 
and even that done under control. Good enough for me, and I do not 
see anything better. Motif ES ? have to hear, try it first but can I 
do without grid, yes I can but I do not want. I am 70% of my RS time 
in the grid mode, I like it, I know it, it works for me. RS makes 
real bad impression with its lifeless presets , demos. I wouldnt buy 
it after testing in the shop, bought it because of the
Robert, Fax, Tom ,Latif and others, thank you. Sounds, lots of things 
could be better but honestly I do not have time for all that sh...t, 
getting annoyed with some stupidities. Can create music without pc 
stress and f...d up timing, sounds? have my clavia and will get some 
more clavias, and can make my own samples of the rest for luckily 
can play few instruments.
Yes, RS could be better but there is nothing better.
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:
> so i guess that the RS7000 didn't do to well and that yamaha is 
more or less writing it off? it's funny... i've done hip hop for more 
than ten years and i've used a TON of different instruments, Ensoniq 
keys, akai mpc's (2 of em!), yamaha boxes, emu synths, etc.. but the 
machine i really broke out on was an rm1-x sequencer.. that thing was 
SO dope i couldn't believe it.. playing around with it just gave me 
so many ideas, ya know? and NOBODY on the hip hop scene was using it 
AND I JUST COULDN'T UNDERSTAND WHY, especially when they were so 
happy to use those garbage-ass lame-sequencer-havin' Roland boxes.. i 
tried one ONCE and hated it! 
> the only thing i wished i had with the rmx-1 was a sampler and more 
sounds.. and now i have ALL of that (minus the cursor buttons!) in 
the RS!! i love it so much!! no matter what anyone says, i can make 
it do ANYTHING!! and once again my fellow hip hop producers are 
sleeping on this in their mad rush to get a triton and mpc 
combo, "just like Dr. Dre"!! well, as for me, this box is more than 
ok! true, i have a lot of other gear, but i've been touching it less 
and less.. it's just too bad that Yamaha didn't try to sell these to 
the hip hop crowd too.. they are so so so so so dope..
> sure there are some features i would like to see added, but i'm 
skeptical about yamaha's plan to support this beautiful box.. and if 
ya try to take mine.. ya better come with guns!! i LOVE it!!
> here's a site where you can here the cuts i've done with the RS.. 
they're all hip hop, so know that before you come in.. but man, this 
thing was BUILT for hip hop!
> 
> www.koolaceha.com
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11790|11772|2003-09-25 16:02:53|George A. Coleman Jr.|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
Baby G view on hardware and sodtware for rs7k
The operating system in the RS7000 needs to be updated so it will support
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MLAN expansion card like the motif and mixer do. that would allow for yamaha
users to have minimum cabling the best possible sound and also no latency
between devices? what do your thing RS7000 users and yamaha product
experts?

The sampler ram should be the best/faster i.e. DIMMs quality avaiable and
the pads should large and semi soft pads like the MPC/MV8000 pads. Adds USB
to device and to host to work hand in hand with the Motif ES and the new
MLAN support. Make the analog inputs and outputs 24 bit instead of charging
extra. Save money on print manuals and invest that into large displays and
add mouse and vga support.

-----Original Message-----
From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 24, 2003 7:52 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000

DVD-option would be a cool addition on rs7000:-)))modem as well so
we continue to communicate through rs7k and we're all
linked.ganbang!!!
Shall i go more shallow..I want yamaha to produce different color
changeable fascias for rs7k like nokia does it:))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger"

> wrote:
> >
> > Maybe there should be an optional DVD attachment too, so you
watch
> > Lord of the Rings while waiting for all those samples to load up.
> > ;)
>
>
> MWAHAHAHAHAHA :-)
> LooooooooooooooooooooooL!
>
> -L
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| 11791|11785|2003-09-25 16:03:19|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: a couple thoughts|
I'm glad that Yamaha chooses to discontinue some of their best gear. It 
shows that they were loosing, or not making enough money off the unit to continue, 
not that they sell bad stuff. They could sell the stuff for more, make more 
money off it, but for us consumers they keep stuff affordable and still be 
very competitive against more expensive machines. I dig this, and is why I'm a 
huge yammy fan. I look forward to my RS appreciating or depreciating less than 
other gear. Although I'll never sell my RS, its still nice to know I got 
more than my share of moneys worth out of it. And, I'll tell you that I cannot 
say that about my Triton, my Triton is the most expensive less used piece of 
gear I've ever got, and I bought it with the same presumption as the RS "a do 
everything workstation". I only keep it to impress onlookers, fill my bottom 
tier, and occasionally vocode with my CS2x, background filler at live shows too 
occasionally.

I'm currently seeking an AN1x, if anyone has one for sell please contact me 
dbeam505@aol.com Cant believe I let one of these things slip through my hands 
once, want one real bad now. Like the RS it seemed to be underrated. I think 
the term used in this and other industries that fits best here is "sleeper".

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11792|11772|2003-09-25 16:06:45|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
Attach one of these DVD rewinders and I'm sold 8^)

http://www.quantum-source.com/zam2.html

Zam

In a message dated 9/24/2003 7:54:54 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
zhel_id@yahoo.com writes:

> > Maybe there should be an optional DVD attachment too, so you 

watch 

> > Lord of the Rings while waiting for all those samples to load up.
> > ;)
> 
> 
> MWAHAHAHAHAHA :-)
> LooooooooooooooooooooooL!
> 
> -L

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11793|11793|2003-09-25 16:10:27|George A. Coleman Jr.|Updating the OS|
The operating system in the RS7000 needs to be updated so it will support
MLAN expansion card like the motif and mixer do. that would allow for yamaha
users to have minimum cabling the best possible sound and also no latency
between devices? what do your thing RS7000 users and yamaha product
experts?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11794|11794|2003-09-25 16:15:37|Steve Cooke|Connecting an Iomega Zip 250 to the Motif 6|
Hi folks

I've got an Iomega Zip 250 SCSI drive, which I want to connect to my new 
Motif 6 synth for saving data.

When I switch on the Motif with the Iomega connected, the synth's 
display screen fails to start properly, unable to get past the model 
name that comes up when you first turn on the power.

I've adjusted the Iomega's SCSI number to 5 so that it doesn't clash 
with the Motif's setting of 6 and I've switched on the terminator, but 
still the Motif won't start up.

I'm not very familiar with this media format so please would somebody 
take pity on me and explain what I'm doing wrong?

Many thanks.

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11795|11795|2003-09-25 16:24:39|Onkar Sound|Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar|
Hello,
I just purchased a Yamaha rs7000 and am trying to find the midi 
patch for cubase sx1.0.6. So far i haven't been able to locate it on 
the web. Please help.

Thanks,
Sunny
| 11796|11785|2003-09-25 16:24:44|Collin Venuto|Re: a couple thoughts|
yo ACE,

I just did the BEAT SOCIETY show last night in Philly. I came hard with the RS-7000. So don't fret. I use an EMU SP-12 turbo and an RS-7000 and it's the perfect
combination for any kind of music.....ESPECIALLY HIPHOP!!! 

The only thing I dislike about it is the fact that you can't adjust the measures from the default 4/4 after you've sampled or programmed a sequence in a Phrase. I wish you
could adjust that without having to either Append or Split the sequence. I have a lot more to learn about this machine but check out some of my shit on:

http://www.quantum-source.com/zam2.html
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mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk


www.soundclick.com/drumatic

If you don't mind....i'd like to ask you a few questions about the machine but I'll just e-mail you directly. And thanks for making a point of the RS being underrated in
hiphop. I'm sick of producers ruling out new equipment. Although I must say that the new MPC-1000 looks nice and compact.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DRUMAT!C

ace maddwest <aceha1@yahoo.com> wrote:
so i guess that the RS7000 didn't do to well and that yamaha is more or less writing it off? it's funny... i've done hip hop for more than ten years and i've used a TON of
different instruments, Ensoniq keys, akai mpc's (2 of em!), yamaha boxes, emu synths, etc.. but the machine i really broke out on was an rm1-x sequencer.. that thing was
SO dope i couldn't believe it.. playing around with it just gave me so many ideas, ya know? and NOBODY on the hip hop scene was using it AND I JUST COULDN'T
UNDERSTAND WHY, especially when they were so happy to use those garbage-ass lame-sequencer-havin' Roland boxes.. i tried one ONCE and hated it! 
the only thing i wished i had with the rmx-1 was a sampler and more sounds.. and now i have ALL of that (minus the cursor buttons!) in the RS!! i love it so much!! no
matter what anyone says, i can make it do ANYTHING!! and once again my fellow hip hop producers are sleeping on this in their mad rush to get a triton and mpc
combo, "just like Dr. Dre"!! well, as for me, this box is more than ok! true, i have a lot of other gear, but i've been touching it less and less.. it's just too bad that Yamaha
didn't try to sell these to the hip hop crowd too.. they are so so so so so dope..
sure there are some features i would like to see added, but i'm skeptical about yamaha's plan to support this beautiful box.. and if ya try to take mine.. ya better come with
guns!! i LOVE it!!
here's a site where you can here the cuts i've done with the RS.. they're all hip hop, so know that before you come in.. but man, this thing was BUILT for hip hop!

www.koolaceha.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11797|11797|2003-09-25 16:59:48|Andrew Barber|Newbie |
little bit about me:
im 22, been DJing for 6 years. Started with happy hardcore then soon changed to trance and house which i have stuck with. My favorite styles are hardhouse, hardtrance,
futuretrance and pumpin house. I recently won DJ 2003 West Yorkshire, which was nice.
For my 21st i got a Rs-7000, after that i soon added a OB-12 synth, spirit mixer. I have a computer with a Platinum live 5.1 card. I havent even set all these things up
properly. naughty i know but i havent had the time until now.
is there anyone in the Leeds / Yorkshire area who might be able to help me use the Rs7000. i also have a OB12 keyboard which ive hardly used...
any help would be greatly appreciated..
thanks
Andy

---------------------------------
Want to chat instantly with your online friends? Get the FREE Yahoo!Messenger

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11798|11797|2003-09-26 03:32:38|spark dogg|Re: Newbie|
sorry buddy..i been a dj 26 of my 40 years and and i have all of the same equiptment..but you are in england..and i am in california...so ..except for advice and info.....in
person ya just s.o.l

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11799|11794|2003-09-26 03:35:30|spark dogg|Re: Connecting an Iomega Zip 250 to the Motif 6|
i have the motif 6 and the rs7000.....and i have noticed that i have massive problems with the zip 250.....if i were you i'd only use the zip 100..i have 3 of them and they
work fine.....i also tried my jaz drive and it formatted the disk but to me afterwards that is wasn't compatible with either of the yammies.....you are not hooking it up wrong
its just those second series 250 are garbage..stick with the 100's for pure pleasure! spark outtie!
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
|



11800|11797|2003-09-26 03:37:24|mmittner|Re: Newbie|
hi!

just a little tip: figure things out for yourself. you'll maybe need a 
bit longer to crack the nuts, but in the end you can be sure to 
understand that whole thing a bit better than if you'd walked a path 
somebody has laid for you.

-mike (who has soldered a midi-to-audio-cable when he was 12, just to 
find out that these three mysterious jacks are not additional audio 
outputs :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andrew Barber wrote:
> little bit about me:
> im 22, been DJing for 6 years. Started with happy hardcore then soon 
changed to trance and house which i have stuck with. My favorite 
styles are hardhouse, hardtrance, futuretrance and pumpin house. I 
recently won DJ 2003 West Yorkshire, which was nice.
> For my 21st i got a Rs-7000, after that i soon added a OB-12 synth, 
spirit mixer. I have a computer with a Platinum live 5.1 card. I 
havent even set all these things up properly. naughty i know but i 
havent had the time until now.
> is there anyone in the Leeds / Yorkshire area who might be able to 
help me use the Rs7000. i also have a OB12 keyboard which ive hardly 
used...
> any help would be greatly appreciated..
> thanks
> Andy
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Want to chat instantly with your online friends? Get the FREE Yahoo!
Messenger
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11801|11785|2003-09-26 03:39:16|tompaulsen2002|Re: a couple thoughts|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> I try to tell them about
> the rs but the built in dance styles scare them off. 

That´s funny because it has built in hip-hop phrases....old school 
AND new school inside as well...and just as much...
| 11802|11797|2003-09-26 03:43:42|dopamine|Re: Newbie|
At 09:37 AM 26/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>hi!
>
>just a little tip: figure things out for yourself. you'll maybe need a
>bit longer to crack the nuts, but in the end you can be sure to
>understand that whole thing a bit better than if you'd walked a path
>somebody has laid for you.

Good advice, but sometimes a little help is a lot ;-)

>-mike (who has soldered a midi-to-audio-cable when he was 12, just to
>find out that these three mysterious jacks are not additional audio
>outputs :-)

hahahahaha, I like a guy that does things like this! :-)

Matt
| 11803|11785|2003-09-26 03:48:51|dopamine|Re: a couple thoughts|
Have you actually listened to those? When you do I will rest my case..... ;-)

Matt

At 09:39 AM 26/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> > I try to tell them about
> > the rs but the built in dance styles scare them off.
>
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>That´s funny because it has built in hip-hop phrases....old school
>AND new school inside as well...and just as much...
>
>
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3897168.5135684.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1732163/R=0/SIG=11n0nglqg/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?
code=30510&media=zone>2cfcc7a.jpg
>2cfcd2f.jpg
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11804|11785|2003-09-26 03:49:15|jesse_medway|Re: a couple thoughts|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 

wrote:

> > I try to tell them about
> > the rs but the built in dance styles scare them off. 
> 
> That´s funny because it has built in hip-hop phrases....old school 
> AND new school inside as well...and just as much...

I know but I guess the guy who gave him the demo played
him the trance stuff, go figure.
| 11805|11797|2003-09-26 04:00:14|Robert van der Kamp|[OT] Re: [RS7000] Re: Newbie|
On Friday 26 September 2003 11:37, mmittner wrote:

> -mike (who has soldered a midi-to-audio-cable when he was
> 12, just to find out that these three mysterious jacks
> are not additional audio outputs :-)

LOL!

- Robert
| 11806|11797|2003-09-26 05:04:24|Quest Pond|Re: Newbie|
You wrote:

little bit about me:
im 22, been DJing for 6 years. Started with happy hardcore then soon changed to trance and house which i have stuck with. 
--------------------------------

Man don't get stuck there !!! keep going on the evolution and you will get the good stuff -Detroit Techno.

Quest

-----Original Message-----
From: Andrew Barber [mailto:djandybosh@yahoo.co.uk]
Sent: 25 September 2003 9:55 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Newbie
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11807|11797|2003-09-26 05:41:11|mmittner|Re: Newbie|

> Good advice, but sometimes a little help is a lot ;-)

yeah, sure. i think the best way is to try things out and asking 
specific questions or googling around when you get stuck.

> >-mike (who has soldered a midi-to-audio-cable when he was 12, just 

to

> >find out that these three mysterious jacks are not additional audio
> >outputs :-)
> 
> 
> hahahahaha, I like a guy that does things like this! :-)

hehe :-)
i've done a lot of things like that - once i was curious what that 
"230/115" switch at the back of my pc meant, so i switched it to 115, 
and two weeks later my pc was back from service :-)

if you knew how often i formatted or destroyed my operating system, 
just to find out what programs like "fdisk" are for ... *lol*

-mike
| 11808|11795|2003-09-26 06:01:50|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar|
Sorry, what´s the question ?
The patchscript lies in the file section: click the RS7000-Home-Link
below and go there.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Onkar Sound [mailto:onkarsound@yahoo.com] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 25. September 2003 23:13
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Hybridize.Pack.for.RS7k.CubaseSX.rar

Hello,
I just purchased a Yamaha rs7000 and am trying to find the midi 
patch for cubase sx1.0.6. So far i haven't been able to locate it on 
the web. Please help.

Thanks,
Sunny
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| 11809|11809|2003-09-26 08:38:03|Latif|OT: whats the name of that sequencer?|
Hey guys, what's the name of that uber sequencer
with the funny crazy shape, you know?
it's that sequencer that can do really odd weird stuff,
i promised to send a friend a link, but i forgot
what it's called or where to find it.
I think Oscar knows it.

greets,
Latif
| 11810|11809|2003-09-26 08:43:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: whats the name of that sequencer?|
On Friday 26 September 2003 16:38, Latif wrote:

> Hey guys, what's the name of that uber sequencer
> with the funny crazy shape, you know?
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> it's that sequencer that can do really odd weird stuff,
> i promised to send a friend a link, but i forgot
> what it's called or where to find it.
> I think Oscar knows it.

It's called the Yamaha RS7000.

- Robert
| 11811|11809|2003-09-26 09:01:11|wildemar|Re: OT: whats the name of that sequencer?|
Am Fri, 26 Sep 2003 16:45:21 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> On Friday 26 September 2003 16:38, Latif wrote:
>> Hey guys, what's the name of that uber sequencer
>> with the funny crazy shape, you know?
>> it's that sequencer that can do really odd weird stuff,
>> i promised to send a friend a link, but i forgot
>> what it's called or where to find it.
>> I think Oscar knows it.
>
> It's called the Yamaha RS7000.
>
> - Robert
>

lol

Hey, you two are better than Conan and Andy (God how I miss that show!)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 11812|11809|2003-09-26 09:06:07|Oscar Finch|Re: OT: whats the name of that sequencer?|
LATRONIC NOTRONThere's 2 versions of it though :P (both different shapes BTW).

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11813|11785|2003-09-26 10:44:18|Collin Venuto|Re: a couple thoughts|
Those are anything but hiphop. They sound like techno-salsa beats.

dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com> wrote:Have you actually listened to those? When you do I will rest my case..... ;-)

Matt

At 09:39 AM 26/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> > I try to tell them about
> > the rs but the built in dance styles scare them off.
>
>That�s funny because it has built in hip-hop phrases....old school
>AND new school inside as well...and just as much...
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11814|11772|2003-09-26 12:58:23|Jeff|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
I'm writing regarding the comments that are made on this list quite 
often. I Don't write often. I do read ever message. One of the 
things that bother me if when someone ask a question of talks about 
a feature they would want on their RS, someone chiming in with why 
would you want to do that.

I would like to have more than 64 megs of ram. I would also like an 
internal CD burner. I don't need to explain why I need these 
things. If I read a message and someone is wishing the RS had more 
middle eastern instruments I won't ask "why would you ever want 
that?" I would just try my best to hep the person get those kinds 
of sounds. I use a lot of samples. I do a lot of rap and R&B music 
sometimes wonder how to do different this with my machine. I would 
prefer if you don't know how to help or if you can't understand why 
I want to have 128 megs of Ram then please keep your comments to 
yourself.
Thank you
Jeff
| 11815|11815|2003-09-26 14:08:36|Bryan Rodgers|Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl

Original message below.

TIA
-B

****************************************************
From: "djboy112st" 
Date: Wed Sep 25, 2002 1:15 am
Subject: The RS7000 Internally Mounted SCSI HD Project 

I was reading the forums over there at www.motifator.com after Tom 
posted the site in his last message and found this:

http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl

Weird web address, but it DOES work. Check out the idea that this 
guy has to get an internal hdd mounted inside the RS7K.. If he can 
get this to work and actually manufacture an aftermarket modification 
kit, I would *definitely* take advantage of that.. Sounds like a 
grand idea.

/[ one30six ]\
| 11816|11816|2003-09-26 14:55:46|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT: Re: [RS7000] Newbie|
My personal fav is Goa trance, and some Psy trance, can get stuck there for 
a while, but definately gota change up ocasionally. I'd speak my mind here 
about DJs, but rather just say good to see one trying to go beyond the norm, 
creating and evolveing, rather than DJing radio music for 5 or more years in a 
row.

Zam

n a message dated 9/26/2003 5:07:07 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk writes:
Man don't get stuck there !!! keep going on the evolution and you will get 
the good stuff -Detroit Techno.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl/
http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl/
mailto:quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11817|11772|2003-09-26 15:16:26|dopamine|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
I agree with you Jeff. I feel people are being ridiculed for their wants or 
needs. It's not necessary.

Matt

At 06:58 PM 26/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I'm writing regarding the comments that are made on this list quite
>often. I Don't write often. I do read ever message. One of the
>things that bother me if when someone ask a question of talks about
>a feature they would want on their RS, someone chiming in with why
>would you want to do that.
>
>I would like to have more than 64 megs of ram. I would also like an
>internal CD burner. I don't need to explain why I need these
>things. If I read a message and someone is wishing the RS had more
>middle eastern instruments I won't ask "why would you ever want
>that?" I would just try my best to hep the person get those kinds
>of sounds. I use a lot of samples. I do a lot of rap and R&B music
>sometimes wonder how to do different this with my machine. I would
>prefer if you don't know how to help or if you can't understand why
>I want to have 128 megs of Ram then please keep your comments to
>yourself.
>Thank you
>Jeff
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
>152ad8.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11818|11815|2003-09-26 15:50:20|dopamine|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
That link is dead mate.

Matt

At 04:08 PM 26/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:

><http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl>http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl
>
>Original message below.
>
>TIA
>-B
>
>****************************************************
>From: "djboy112st" 
>Date: Wed Sep 25, 2002 1:15 am
>Subject: The RS7000 Internally Mounted SCSI HD Project
>
>I was reading the forums over there at www.motifator.com after Tom
>posted the site in his last message and found this:
>
><http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl>http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl
>
>Weird web address, but it DOES work. Check out the idea that this
>guy has to get an internal hdd mounted inside the RS7K.. If he can
>get this to work and actually manufacture an aftermarket modification
>kit, I would *definitely* take advantage of that.. Sounds like a
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>grand idea.
>
>/[ one30six ]\
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3897168.5135684.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1706996/R=0/SIG=11p5b9ris/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?
code=30509&media=atkins>1bdc03.jpg
>1bdc85.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11819|11772|2003-09-26 15:53:47|George A. Coleman Jr.|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
I agree with you Jeff on more ram and int CD technology is so cheap now.
What sample CDs do you use or do you create your own sample?

-----Original Message-----
From: Jeff [mailto:Jeffdaddy2000@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 26, 2003 12:58 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000

I'm writing regarding the comments that are made on this list quite
often. I Don't write often. I do read ever message. One of the
things that bother me if when someone ask a question of talks about
a feature they would want on their RS, someone chiming in with why
would you want to do that.

I would like to have more than 64 megs of ram. I would also like an
internal CD burner. I don't need to explain why I need these
things. If I read a message and someone is wishing the RS had more
middle eastern instruments I won't ask "why would you ever want
that?" I would just try my best to hep the person get those kinds
of sounds. I use a lot of samples. I do a lot of rap and R&B music
sometimes wonder how to do different this with my machine. I would
prefer if you don't know how to help or if you can't understand why
I want to have 128 megs of Ram then please keep your comments to
yourself.
Thank you
Jeff

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11820|11772|2003-09-26 15:53:57|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|

> I agree with you Jeff. I feel people are being ridiculed for their wants or 
> needs. It's not necessary.
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 06:58 PM 26/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >I'm writing regarding the comments that are made on this list quite
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> >often. I Don't write often. I do read ever message. One of the
> >things that bother me if when someone ask a question of talks about
> >a feature they would want on their RS, someone chiming in with why
> >would you want to do that.
> >
> >I would like to have more than 64 megs of ram. I would also like an
> >internal CD burner. I don't need to explain why I need these
> >things. If I read a message and someone is wishing the RS had more
> >middle eastern instruments I won't ask "why would you ever want
> >that?" I would just try my best to hep the person get those kinds
> >of sounds. I use a lot of samples. I do a lot of rap and R&B music
> >sometimes wonder how to do different this with my machine. I would
> >prefer if you don't know how to help or if you can't understand why

> >I want to have 128 megs of Ram then please keep your comments to
> >yourself.
> >Thank you
> >Jeff

Regarding the issues mentioned above: I believe noone on this group should 
DERIDE other people's wishlists regarding updates to the RS7000 (or any other 
gear for that matter). That is uncalled for.

I, on the other hand, believe in being realistic and some wishes on the 
wishlist (specifically, more RAM expandability among others), are simply not 
technically possible with the current hardware. I mean, the RS7k's motherboard 
(for some dumb reason, even though it was released in 2001) was designed with 
486/Pentium RAM SIMMs technology that max out at 32MB a stick. If Yamaha 
would've put SDRAM/DDRAM DIMM slots on the MOBO then the RS7k would potentially 
be able to access 256MB, 512MB, or even 1 or 2GB of RAM. But short of Yamaha 
redesigning the RS7k's MOBO to accept newer SDRAM/DDRAM DIMM chips, a RAM 
expansion can't technically happen. Just being realistic here. Sorry to dash 
anybody's hopes.

Maybe in a successor to the RS7k they'll finally add SDRAM/DDRAM technology. :|

--wasted/su700fan
| 11821|11772|2003-09-26 16:57:53|om_audio|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
No- EDO SIMMS are/were made in 64Mb and larger pairs as well I think. 
It is probably an issue of what the other chips in the RS are able to 
address- the chipsets of motherboards are designed to address a 
certain max amount of RAM in a certain config-
Om

PS- I also agree with the "deriding" topic- and I also understand 
that I simply try not to comment on unrealistic hardware requests.

I don't know what the status is of the wishlist- but I am going to 
compile a "bug-only" list to send to Yamaha as that is about as 
realistic as I get in what I would expect Yamaha might address. I 
think it would be good to have wish/bug lists separate.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:
I mean, the RS7k's motherboard 
> (for some dumb reason, even though it was released in 2001) was 
designed with 
> 486/Pentium RAM SIMMs technology that max out at 32MB a stick.

| 11822|11815|2003-09-26 18:10:37|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
that is why I am asking:
"Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?"

because there used to be something there, which is of interest to RS owners, but it not anymore...

if someone has the info, please pass it along

Thanks,
-B

-----Original Message-----
From: dopamine [mailto:matty@djdopamine.com]
Sent: Fri 9/26/2003 6:23 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Cc: 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?

That link is dead mate.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:matty@djdopamine.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Matt

At 04:08 PM 26/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:

><http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl>http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl
>
>Original message below.
>
>TIA
>-B
>
>****************************************************
>From: "djboy112st" 
>Date: Wed Sep 25, 2002 1:15 am
>Subject: The RS7000 Internally Mounted SCSI HD Project
>
>I was reading the forums over there at www.motifator.com after Tom
>posted the site in his last message and found this:
>
><http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl>http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl
>
>Weird web address, but it DOES work. Check out the idea that this
>guy has to get an internal hdd mounted inside the RS7K.. If he can
>get this to work and actually manufacture an aftermarket modification
>kit, I would *definitely* take advantage of that.. Sounds like a
>grand idea.
>
>/[ one30six ]\
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3897168.5135684.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1706996/R=0/SIG=11p5b9ris/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?
code=30509&media=atkins>1bdc03.jpg
>1bdc85.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11823|11815|2003-09-26 18:41:34|dopamine|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
Maybe it was a prank? There are a few jokers that visit that site, some 
even believe they will build the next super machine in their own minds.... ;-)
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It would be nice if it's real though.

Matt

At 08:09 PM 26/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>that is why I am asking:
>"Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?"
>
>because there used to be something there, which is of interest to RS 
>owners, but it not anymore...
>
>if someone has the info, please pass it along
>
>Thanks,
>-B
>
>
>-----Original Message-----
>From: dopamine [mailto:matty@djdopamine.com]
>Sent: Fri 9/26/2003 6:23 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Cc:
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was 
>on this site?
>
>That link is dead mate.
>
>Matt
>
>At 04:08 PM 26/09/2003 -0400, you wrote:
> ><http://the.big.r 
> s7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl>http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl
> >
> >Original message below.
> >
> >TIA
> >-B
> >
> >****************************************************
> >From: "djboy112st" 
> >Date: Wed Sep 25, 2002 1:15 am
> >Subject: The RS7000 Internally Mounted SCSI HD Project
> >
> >I was reading the forums over there at www.motifator.com after Tom
> >posted the site in his last message and found this:
> >
> ><http://the.big.r 
> s7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl>http://the.big.rs7000.hack.project.only.at.paranoia.cl
> >
> >Weird web address, but it DOES work. Check out the idea that this
> >guy has to get an internal hdd mounted inside the RS7K.. If he can
> >get this to work and actually manufacture an aftermarket modification
> >kit, I would *definitely* take advantage of that.. Sounds like a
> >grand idea.
> >
> >/[ one30six ]\
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> >< > 032144:HM/A=1706996/R=0/SIG=11p5b9ris/*http://www.ediets.com/start.cfm?
code=30509&media=atkins>http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3897168.5135684.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1706996/R=0/SIG=11p5b9ris/*http://
code=30509&media=atkins>1bdc03.jpg
> >1bdc85.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home:
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ:
> ><http://gro 
> ups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >



> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yah 
> oo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>d0239c.jpg
>d0240a.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11824|11772|2003-09-26 18:43:41|wasted/su700fan|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|

> No- EDO SIMMS are/were made in 64Mb and larger pairs as well I think. 
> It is probably an issue of what the other chips in the RS are able to 
> address- the chipsets of motherboards are designed to address a 
> certain max amount of RAM in a certain config-
> Om

EDO SIMMS that were made in 64MB (you're right, they do exist), are 
relatively rare and most PC MOBO's from that time period don't 
recognize them. And no music instruments that I've heard of (could be 
wrong tho') recognize the 64MB SIMMS. Probably only a handful (3-5?) 
of the MANY PC MOBOs produced in the 486/Pentium era could handle those 
types of SIMMS. Most likely the server MOBOs from that era would be 
the ones that could take the 64MB chips.

> PS- I also agree with the "deriding" topic- and I also understand 
> that I simply try not to comment on unrealistic hardware requests.
> 
> I don't know what the status is of the wishlist- but I am going to 
> compile a "bug-only" list to send to Yamaha as that is about as 
> realistic as I get in what I would expect Yamaha might address. I 
> think it would be good to have wish/bug lists separate.
> 



> Om

And this is another point I agree with. Known bugs SHOULD be addressed 
& fixed by Yamaha if they wish to retain current users' loyalties to 
the Yamaha brand. If they were kind enough to add some of our WISHES 
from the Wishlist to a future update, that would be the icing on the 
cake! But to me, bugfixes are more important than additional features 
at this point in time. Think about it: the more features they add, the 
more likely more bugs can rear their ugly heads.

In the end, I'd be happy if Yamaha would just acknowledge our groups' 
existence and say Yes/No we Will/Won't update the OS. Flying blind & 
unrecognized by a large corporate behemoth that doesn't notice the fly 
buzzing around it's ear is so sad.

All above IMHO.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11825|11772|2003-09-26 20:02:50|om_audio|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
No there were plenty of mainstream mb that could take 64Mb EDO- and 
my Roland XV-5080 has 2 in it right now in fact!
I'll get on the bugs only list asap- 

:)

Om
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> 
> EDO SIMMS that were made in 64MB (you're right, they do exist), are 
> relatively rare and most PC MOBO's from that time period don't 
> recognize them. And no music instruments that I've heard of (could 

be 

> wrong tho') recognize the 64MB SIMMS. Probably only a handful (3-

5?) 

> of the MANY PC MOBOs produced in the 486/Pentium era could handle 

those 

> types of SIMMS. Most likely the server MOBOs from that era would 

be 

> the ones that could take the 64MB chips.
>

| 11826|11809|2003-09-26 20:57:33|Latif|Re: OT: whats the name of that sequencer?|
You funny morrons :-))
yeah thanks guys that's the one i mean.
the name is as weird as it looks, no wonder i can't
memorize it... love to have one though :P

Latif
cheers, time to sleepzzzz

---------------
From: "Oscar Finch" 
Date: Fri Sep 26, 2003 3:06 pm
Subject: RE: [RS7000] OT: whats the name of that sequencer?

LATRONIC NOTRONThere's 2 versions of it though :P (both different 
shapes BTW).

-------- ripe@m.... wrote----

I think you mean the latronic notron?
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cheers
JK

-----------------------------
Am Fri, 26 Sep 2003 16:45:21 +0200 hat Robert van der Kamp 

geschrieben:

On Friday 26 September 2003 16:38, Latif wrote:
Hey guys, what's the name of that uber sequencer
with the funny crazy shape, you know?
it's that sequencer that can do really odd weird stuff,
i promised to send a friend a link, but i forgot
what it's called or where to find it.
I think Oscar knows it.

It's called the Yamaha RS7000.

- Robert

lol
-----------

Hey, you two are better than Conan and Andy (God how I miss that 
show!)

c.u.
Wildemar

| 11827|11741|2003-09-26 22:20:15|DanieL A. Carrillo|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
The best metho bar none i've found to tilt the machine lies in the original 
packaging. If you carefully look inside the box (if u still have it) that 
the RS came with u will find this regtangular supports (2 of them) that help 
hold the RS in place inside the box. They are l shaped so you can use one 
of them to tilt the RS while you let the RS's feet kinda drop on the 
cardboard. This keeps it in place... I wish i could show you what I mean 
but you can hopefully figure it out. I am still using one of them ever 
since i bought it when it came out. Works like a charm!

>From: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....
>Date: Tue, 23 Sep 2003 02:53:29 -0000
>
>I use a tightly rolled bath towel secured with 3 velcro ties under
>the mid/rear of my RS- I love it. I bet a roll that tacky foam grid
>stuff for under rugs/seat cushions would work the best- no slippage!
>:)
>Om
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> > I put a big book under the machine to tilt it upwarts a bit. Tha
>whole
> > thing is easier to operate now ...
> > A little workaround, but a good one, as I have found
> >
> > c.u.
> > Wildemar
>

_________________________________________________________________
STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
| 11828|11828|2003-09-27 09:14:11|jeffkissinger|RS7000 FS 799$|
forsale RS7000, Atlanta area, will ship, new in box with all materials
and manuals. 799$
(great machine, but I need cash)
Thanks,

Jeff
| 11829|11797|2003-09-27 10:19:17|Andrew Barber|Re: Newbie|
thanks very much... 
impressive djing time..! what sort of stuff do u play now..?
what sort of stuff do u make on your RS...?

spark dogg <sparkdogg@sbcglobal.net> wrote:
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sorry buddy..i been a dj 26 of my 40 years and and i have all of the same equiptment..but you are in england..and i am in california...so ..except for advice and info.....in
person ya just s.o.l

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11830|11772|2003-09-27 13:39:15|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
More like a 1000 flys, perhaps more, if you are using the analogy as yamaha as a head for us to buz around. Cut that in half probably if you mean eletronics and music.
Still a lot of flys to catch. Not sticking up for them, but maybe its more understandable to think about it this way instead.

Zam 

In a message dated 9/26/2003 7:43:46 PM Eastern Daylight Time, su700fan@comcast.net writes:

> Flying blind & 
> unrecognized by a large corporate behemoth that doesn't 
> notice the fly 
> buzzing around it's ear is so sad.

| 11831|11831|2003-09-27 16:42:39|stabilityillatease|Rs7000 Picutures|
anyone have pics of your rs7k in your studio or Know a site that has 
more than a picture of the "top view"
| 11832|11831|2003-09-27 19:25:28|tompaulsen2002|Re: Rs7000 Picutures|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> anyone have pics of your rs7k in your studio or Know a site that 

has 

> more than a picture of the "top view"

Take a look in the "photos" and "files" section of this group.
| 11833|11785|2003-09-27 19:28:18|tompaulsen2002|Re: a couple thoughts|
However...the sequencer is so flexible that you can even create 
classical score with it.

Greetings from Mozart!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Collin Venuto 
wrote:

> Those are anything but hiphop. They sound like techno-salsa beats.
> 
> dopamine wrote:Have you actually listened to those? 

When you do I will rest my case..... ;-)

> 
> Matt
> 
> At 09:39 AM 26/09/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 

wrote:
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> > > I try to tell them about
> > > the rs but the built in dance styles scare them off.
> >
> >That´s funny because it has built in hip-hop phrases....old school
> >AND new school inside as well...and just as much...
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=194081.3897168.5135684.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=

1705032144:HM/A=1732163/R=0/SIG=11n0nglqg/*http://www.ediets.com/star
t.cfm?code=30510&media=zone>2cfcc7a.jpg

> >2cfcd2f.jpg
> >
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/RS7000/

> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com

> >Yamaha Official: 

<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com

> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> 
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> 
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11834|11772|2003-09-28 00:38:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
On Saturday 27 September 2003 00:57, om_audio wrote:

> I don't know what the status is of the wishlist.

About 125 votes received sofar. 
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- Robert
| 11835|11835|2003-09-28 08:22:50|ace maddwest|Re: Digest Number 993|
i sing the praises of the RS7000 on my site now. maybe some kids will hear and obey!!

http://www.koolaceha.com/gear.html

and that is how i feel about the RS, point blank.. thank you all for the info..

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11836|11836|2003-09-28 14:36:13|sonikwaves2001|Factory patterns|
Does anyone know a place where I can download the original
RS7000 factory patterns?,I have deleted them by mistake.
If there is not such place,I would be very grateful if someone 
could send me the files to the e-mail address below:

juansanchez@runbox.com
| 11837|11837|2003-09-28 17:29:42|Xols|New questions|
Yay! More noobish questions! This hardware world is tougher than I tought (and I just realised how bad the pun is)

1-How do I assign the rs7000 knobs to do different things with different vst plugins?

2-How do I synch Cubase SX and the RS7000? Right now I've managed to synch it so that if I push play on RS it gets on "standby" until I hit play on Cubase..but what I'd
also like is the other way round: if I push Play on the RS7000 it also plays on Cubase...

Thanks

Xols

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11838|11837|2003-09-29 02:57:03|mmittner|Re: New questions|
hi!

> 1-How do I assign the rs7000 knobs to do different things with 

different vst plugins?

press setup until you get to the last setup screen. there you can 
assign the knobs. you need to know the midi cc numbers of the 
parameters from your vst plugins, of course.

> 2-How do I synch Cubase SX and the RS7000? Right now I've managed to 

synch it so that if I push play on RS it gets on "standby" until I hit 
play on Cubase..but what I'd also like is the other way round: if I 
push Play on the RS7000 it also plays on Cubase...

set midi control (i think that's how it called, afair) to out a or out 
b, depending on which output is connected to cubase. set midi clock to 
the same output. midi clock is the tempo sync signal, midi control 
sends the start/stop commands.

-mike
| 11839|11837|2003-09-29 03:11:26|dopamine|Re: New questions|
1. press setup 3 times to access the knob assign page. Here you can assign 
a knob to any CC you like. You will either need a list of the soft synths 
cc's or a soft synth that has a midi learn function such as the Native 
Instruments synths/samplers.

2. I'm not a Cubase user, but you need to setup Cubase to slave and it will 
sync with the RS when you hit play providing midi is setup correctly.

Matt

At 01:29 AM 29/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:

>Yay! More noobish questions! This hardware world is tougher than I tought 
>(and I just realised how bad the pun is)
>
>1-How do I assign the rs7000 knobs to do different things with different 
>vst plugins?
>
>2-How do I synch Cubase SX and the RS7000? Right now I've managed to synch 
>it so that if I push play on RS it gets on "standby" until I hit play on 
>Cubase..but what I'd also like is the other way round: if I push Play on 
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>the RS7000 it also plays on Cubase...
>
>Thanks
>
>Xols
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11840|11815|2003-09-29 03:20:29|trapstate|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|

> >if someone has the info, please pass it along
> >
> >Thanks,
> >-B

If I recall correctly this guy was trying to build a harddrive into
the RS. I guess he never got to it. To be honest I also do not see the
advantage of this. 

Paul
| 11841|11815|2003-09-29 04:07:53|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on |
I actually see an advantage in this, although I have to say: When I
remember the look of my opened RS7k I don´t see room even for a slim
drive. Plus there´d be too much heat isup.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Montag, 29. September 2003 11:20
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on
this site?

> >if someone has the info, please pass it along
> >
> >Thanks,
> >-B

If I recall correctly this guy was trying to build a harddrive into the
RS. I guess he never got to it. To be honest I also do not see the
advantage of this. 

Paul
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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| 11842|11815|2003-09-29 04:21:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AW: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was |
On Monday 29 September 2003 12:07, WThor wrote:

> I actually see an advantage in this, although I have to
> say: When I remember the look of my opened RS7k I don´t
> see room even for a slim drive. Plus there´d be too much
> heat isup.

Hmm, I remember lots of room, and using the external SCSI 
connector for the internal HD should make it possible. But 
powering the HD may be the real problem...

- Robert
| 11843|11815|2003-09-29 05:19:18|trapstate|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Monday 29 September 2003 12:07, WThor wrote:
> > I actually see an advantage in this, although I have to
> > say: When I remember the look of my opened RS7k I don´t
> > see room even for a slim drive. Plus there´d be too much
> > heat isup.
> 
> Hmm, I remember lots of room, and using the external SCSI 
> connector for the internal HD should make it possible. But 
> powering the HD may be the real problem...
> 
> - Robert

Power supply and heat could be a definately be a problem. Furthermore
I would not like to have a HD spinning in my RS fulltime, so the HD
would have to support the autospindown function. Problem is when the
HD spins down, the RS freezes when attempting to access the drive. So
instead of autospin I would have to make an extra switch for the HD
power. 

Anyway I much more prefer my current configuration: a SCSI HD in my PC
which can be accessed by the RS and the PC. Ofcourse you have to make
sure both do not try to access the drive at the same time, this could
cause corrupt data or freeze of the PC/RS. I use the SCSI HD mainly as
a sample library and fast transport medium. I save my songs on both SM
and SCSI HD.

Paul
| 11844|11836|2003-09-29 08:06:16|nicolas guery|Re: Factory patterns|
i can send them to u contact me if ur ok and i cant sent u more....

----- Original Message ----- 
From: sonikwaves2001 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, September 28, 2003 8:36 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Factory patterns

Does anyone know a place where I can download the original
RS7000 factory patterns?,I have deleted them by mistake.
If there is not such place,I would be very grateful if someone 
could send me the files to the e-mail address below:

juansanchez@runbox.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11845|11815|2003-09-29 08:36:54|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
2GB of internal storage, no additional hardware to lug to gigs(or
forget)

it's enough reason for me :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 29, 2003 5:20 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on
this site?

> >if someone has the info, please pass it along
> >
> >Thanks,
> >-B

If I recall correctly this guy was trying to build a harddrive into the
RS. I guess he never got to it. To be honest I also do not see the
advantage of this. 

Paul
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| 11846|11815|2003-09-29 09:10:49|mmittner|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig 
anyway? i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - less 
mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd rather 
like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it goes 
... they're up to 1gb capacity currently.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> 2GB of internal storage, no additional hardware to lug to gigs(or
> forget)
> 
> it's enough reason for me :)
> 
> -B

| 11847|11815|2003-09-29 10:07:56|trapstate|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:

> hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig 
> anyway?
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My point exactly :)

> i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - less 
> mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd rather 
> like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it goes 
> ... they're up to 1gb capacity currently

But I think the RS can only handle up to 128meg. Still that's 2
complete 64mb sets.

Paul
| 11848|11815|2003-09-29 10:29:33|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
yeah, yeah, ...fine!

if I ever manage to actually figure it out, I won't bother posting how
it's done since it seems it would be of no use to anyone other than
me...

(computer-free studio)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 29, 2003 12:08 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on
this site?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig
> anyway?

My point exactly :)

> i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - less
> mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd rather 
> like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it goes 
> ... they're up to 1gb capacity currently

But I think the RS can only handle up to 128meg. Still that's 2 complete
64mb sets.

Paul 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 11849|11815|2003-09-29 12:38:07|Latif|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
uhmmm, anyone in here needs a cold refreshment?
;-)
common folks, the guy who ever started that
hack probably wrecked his RS in the procedure
and dropped the whole project.
just get a scsi drive of the new generation, 
and spare yourself the trouble.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> yeah, yeah, ...fine!
> 
> if I ever manage to actually figure it out, I won't bother posting 
how
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> it's done since it seems it would be of no use to anyone other than
> me...
> 
> (computer-free studio)
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@h...] 
> Sent: Monday, September 29, 2003 12:08 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was 
on
> this site?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> > hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig
> > anyway?
> 
> My point exactly :)
> 
> > i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - less
> > mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd 
rather 
> > like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it 
goes 
> > ... they're up to 1gb capacity currently
> 
> But I think the RS can only handle up to 128meg. Still that's 2 
complete
> 64mb sets.
> 
> Paul 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 11850|11831|2003-09-29 12:38:35|david grundy|Re: Rs7000 Picutures|
why is that your looking for pics of the rs????

stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote: anyone have pics of your rs7k in your studio or Know a site that has 
more than a picture of the "top view"
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Hmm, I think it´s not tested with 256 MB due to their price and/or
non-availability at the time the manual was written.
Like future processors not being mentioned in mainboard manuals and
people tend to think they couldn´t handle that.
Correct me if I´m wrong, it´s just what I´d suppose...

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: trapstate [mailto:trapstate@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Montag, 29. September 2003 18:08
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on
this site?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig
> anyway?

My point exactly :)

> i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - less
> mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd rather 
> like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it goes 
> ... they're up to 1gb capacity currently

But I think the RS can only handle up to 128meg. Still that's 2 complete
64mb sets.

Paul

| 11852|11772|2003-09-29 13:35:52|steffen V torset|Re: Hardware upgrades for the rs7000|
Ive got a 50MB Drumsoundlibrary I allways download into my RS... love to 
have lots of drumsounds at my disposal at all times........ and then I use 
my Roland Varios for loops etc.... works like a charm!

>what the hell do you need more than 64 mgs of ram for?????
>if your doing that much sampling , then maybe you should have brought cool 
>edit
>, or sound forge or something??? i dont know

_________________________________________________________________
| 11853|11815|2003-09-29 14:49:05|George A. Coleman Jr.|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
they have reached 4 gb status in the usb flash drive now :-)

-----Original Message-----
From: mmittner [mailto:mmittner@vizrt.com]
Sent: Monday, September 29, 2003 9:11 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on
this site?

hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig 
anyway? i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - less 
mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd rather 
like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it goes 
... they're up to 1gb capacity currently.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> 2GB of internal storage, no additional hardware to lug to gigs(or
> forget)
> 
> it's enough reason for me :)
> 
> -B
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 11854|11815|2003-09-29 15:12:16|Latif|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
well, wouldbe nice then if Yamaha could develop
a USB plug that fits in the scsi connector
and that can accept USB memory within the size limit
of the scsi architect.
:P

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "George A. Coleman Jr." 
wrote:

> they have reached 4 gb status in the usb flash drive now :-)
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: mmittner [mailto:mmittner@v...]
> Sent: Monday, September 29, 2003 9:11 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was 

on

> this site?
> 
> 
> hmm ... you have 64mb ram. what's a 2gb harddisk good for at a gig 
> anyway? i'm quite happy with taking a smartmedia card on stage - 

less 

> mechanical parts, less danger of something getting broken. i'd 

rather 

> like a usb port on the rs - put my memory stick in it an here it 

goes 

> ... they're up to 1gb capacity currently.
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" 

wrote:

> > 2GB of internal storage, no additional hardware to lug to gigs(or
> > forget)
> > 
> > it's enough reason for me :)
> > 
> > -B
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11855|11815|2003-09-29 15:45:45|mmittner|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
hey! i felt good with my 256mb stick ... until now :-/

-mike

:-)
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "George A. Coleman Jr." .> wrote:

> they have reached 4 gb status in the usb flash drive now :-)

| 11856|11815|2003-09-29 18:28:01|om_audio|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|
My primary interest in using scsi or having an internal scsi drive is 
speed. It is 2x as fast (or slow- depending on how you see it- hehe) 
as SM transfers. And if you are like me you know you must save often 
or run the risk of losing your work- but it's a flow/creativity 
killer when you have to wait 5 minutes for the .all file to finish 
saving. It would also be nice to have 2gigs of storage for samples 
etc.

I think it is a fairly simple idea- mount the drive- connect the 
drive- power the drive- cool the drive- he looked like he had most of 
it covered but for the power- I would be interested to see someone do 
it in any event!

Om 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mmittner" wrote:
> hey! i felt good with my 256mb stick ... until now :-/
> 
> -mike
> 
> :-)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "George A. Coleman Jr." 
> .> wrote:
> > they have reached 4 gb status in the usb flash drive now :-)

| 11857|11815|2003-09-30 03:04:05|trapstate|Re: Does anyone happen to have a copy of what was on this site?|

> I think it is a fairly simple idea- mount the drive- connect the 
> drive- power the drive- cool the drive- he looked like he had most

of 

> it covered but for the power- I would be interested to see someone

do 

> it in any event!

It would certainly be a nice hack. The power supply in one of those 5
1/4" external slots is quite small, maybe this would fit. Else you
have to build your own power supply. But I thing I would be bothered
too much by the sound of a spinning HD inside my RS.
| 11858|11741|2003-09-30 13:58:15|wildemar|Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....|
Look at the topic!
...
How did we manage to change the subject from distorted samples to tilting 
the RS?
:-?

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Sat, 27 Sep 2003 00:01:49 -0400 hat DanieL A. Carrillo 
<specialcoral@hotmail.com> geschrieben:

>
> The best metho bar none i've found to tilt the machine lies in the 
> original packaging. If you carefully look inside the box (if u still 
> have it) that the RS came with u will find this regtangular supports (2 
> of them) that help hold the RS in place inside the box. They are l 
> shaped so you can use one of them to tilt the RS while you let the RS's 
> feet kinda drop on the cardboard. This keeps it in place... I wish i 
> could show you what I mean but you can hopefully figure it out. I am 
> still using one of them ever since i bought it when it came out. Works 
> like a charm!
>
>
>> From: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
>> Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Distortion when importing WAV's.....
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>> Date: Tue, 23 Sep 2003 02:53:29 -0000
>>
>> I use a tightly rolled bath towel secured with 3 velcro ties under
>> the mid/rear of my RS-I love it. I bet a roll that tacky foam grid
>> stuff for under rugs/seat cushions would work the best-no slippage!
>> :)
>> Om
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> > I put a big book under the machine to tilt it upwarts a bit. Tha
>> whole
>> > thing is easier to operate now ...
>> > A little workaround, but a good one, as I have found
>> >
>> > c.u.
>> > Wildemar
>>
>
> _________________________________________________________________
> STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months FREE* 
> http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 11859|11859|2003-10-02 02:21:31|Robert van der Kamp|[OT] Test 1, 2, 3|
Just checking. ;)
| 11860|11859|2003-10-02 07:59:48|Bryan Rodgers|Re: [OT] Test 1, 2, 3|
lack of posts or something? :P

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2003 4:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] [OT] Test 1, 2, 3

Just checking. ;)

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 11861|11861|2003-10-02 21:13:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Master Effects?|
Quick Q, can Master effect changes be sent or stored? I'm thinking no, but 
hopeing they can somehow

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11862|11861|2003-10-03 00:38:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Master Effects?|
On Friday 03 October 2003 05:13, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> Quick Q, can Master effect changes be sent or stored? 
> I'm thinking no, but hopeing they can somehow
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The master fx settings are restored if you load as All+Sys 
instead of just All. Note that this restores *all* of your 
system settings, but it works for me.

- Robert
| 11863|11861|2003-10-03 01:44:57|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Master Effects?|
They can also be controlled and stored throug sysex.

best

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl]
> Enviada em: sexta-feira, 3 de outubro de 2003 03:40
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: Re: [RS7000] Master Effects?
>
>
> On Friday 03 October 2003 05:13, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> > Quick Q, can Master effect changes be sent or stored?
> > I'm thinking no, but hopeing they can somehow
>
> The master fx settings are restored if you load as All+Sys
> instead of just All. Note that this restores *all* of your
> system settings, but it works for me.
>
> - Robert
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 11864|11837|2003-10-03 07:10:57|irrelevanceuk|Re: New questions|
Actually the slave to midi clock sync was lost in the upgrade from 
VST to SX. If you read the manual it goes into why they did this. 
(audio stability issues basically). I used to sync cubase VST while 
rewired to reason with an rm1x as master!! NICE :) But if i tried 
running any audio within cubase it would fall down.
If you have reason the better option is to just use that as reason is 
rock solid with audio under midi clock sync.

But i see the rs7000 and cubase as mutually exclusive. Whatever i 
create on the rs can be transfered to my computer pretty painlessly 
and well, visa-versa really.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> 1. press setup 3 times to access the knob assign page. Here you can 
assign 
> a knob to any CC you like. You will either need a list of the soft 
synths 
> cc's or a soft synth that has a midi learn function such as the 
Native 
> Instruments synths/samplers.
> 
> 2. I'm not a Cubase user, but you need to setup Cubase to slave and 
it will 
> sync with the RS when you hit play providing midi is setup 
correctly.
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 01:29 AM 29/09/2003 +0200, you wrote:
> >Yay! More noobish questions! This hardware world is tougher than I 
tought 
> >(and I just realised how bad the pun is)
> >
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> >1-How do I assign the rs7000 knobs to do different things with 
different 
> >vst plugins?
> >
> >2-How do I synch Cubase SX and the RS7000? Right now I've managed 
to synch 
> >it so that if I push play on RS it gets on "standby" until I hit 
play on 
> >Cubase..but what I'd also like is the other way round: if I push 
Play on 
> >the RS7000 it also plays on Cubase...
> >
> >Thanks
> >
> >Xols
> >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259538.3936685.5168404.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1750876/R=0/SIG=11v1mrq3u/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/hit?page=1762-1062629109228440>44fe9f.jpg
> >44ff3f.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11865|11865|2003-10-03 08:08:42|stabilityillatease|Sampling question|
Ok im going through the "sampling procedure" in the manual and i get 
stuck on #5 "from the pattern or song mode press the 
[standby/Start/stop] button to go to the sampling setup page."

Ill press the start button and nothing happens, i press the stop 
button and nothing happens i press the record button and it just goes 
to "rec standby". 

I have everything setup right up to step #5 i have my track and 
sample voice selected, so i dont understand why i cant get into the 
sampling setup page. Any help would be much appreciated!!
| 11866|11865|2003-10-03 08:15:44|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sampling question|
On Friday 03 October 2003 16:08, stabilityillatease wrote:

> Ok im going through the "sampling procedure" in the
> manual and i get stuck on #5 "from the pattern or song
> mode press the [standby/Start/stop] button to go to the
> sampling setup page."
>
> Ill press the start button and nothing happens, i press
> the stop button and nothing happens i press the record
> button and it just goes to "rec standby".
>
> I have everything setup right up to step #5 i have my
> track and sample voice selected, so i dont understand why
> i cant get into the sampling setup page. Any help would
> be much appreciated!!

It's the single Rec Start/Stop button near the top of the 
machine, not the Start and Stop buttons in the transport 
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section.

- Robert
| 11867|11865|2003-10-03 08:18:19|stabilityillatease|Re: Sampling question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Friday 03 October 2003 16:08, stabilityillatease wrote:
> > Ok im going through the "sampling procedure" in the
> > manual and i get stuck on #5 "from the pattern or song
> > mode press the [standby/Start/stop] button to go to the
> > sampling setup page."
> >
> > Ill press the start button and nothing happens, i press
> > the stop button and nothing happens i press the record
> > button and it just goes to "rec standby".
> >
> > I have everything setup right up to step #5 i have my
> > track and sample voice selected, so i dont understand why
> > i cant get into the sampling setup page. Any help would
> > be much appreciated!!
> 
> It's the single Rec Start/Stop button near the top of the 
> machine, not the Start and Stop buttons in the transport 
> section.
> 
> - Robert

i just barley figured that out right after i posted, damn newbie 
ahaha thanks anyways its nice to see that theres a lot of support on 
this board.
| 11868|11865|2003-10-03 10:34:49|irrelevanceuk|Re: Sampling question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Friday 03 October 2003 16:08, stabilityillatease wrote:
> > > Ok im going through the "sampling procedure" in the
> > > manual and i get stuck on #5 "from the pattern or song
> > > mode press the [standby/Start/stop] button to go to the
> > > sampling setup page."
> > >
> > > Ill press the start button and nothing happens, i press
> > > the stop button and nothing happens i press the record
> > > button and it just goes to "rec standby".
> > >
> > > I have everything setup right up to step #5 i have my
> > > track and sample voice selected, so i dont understand why
> > > i cant get into the sampling setup page. Any help would
> > > be much appreciated!!
> > 
> > It's the single Rec Start/Stop button near the top of the 
> > machine, not the Start and Stop buttons in the transport 
> > section.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> i just barley figured that out right after i posted, damn newbie 
> ahaha thanks anyways its nice to see that theres a lot of support 

on 

> this board.

Yep this board is very koooool and veeeeeeery active! ;)
Lets keep it that way.
| 11869|11869|2003-10-03 11:06:42|mr_doberman2003|Sup Everybody?|
As you can probably tell....I'm new hear... I guess I'll be around 
for quite some time. I'll be getting my RS7000 from the Guitar Center 
in about 30 days or so. I had one once before, but had to return it.
you know ...."Sh*t happens" I also had the RM1x before that. Didn't 
really get a chance to breakdown the RS7000 like I wanted to though.
In the meantime... it looks as if I have a lot of reading to do.
Good info here! Thanks to whoever got this going.
| 11870|11837|2003-10-03 15:20:36|Matt Goddard|Re: New questions|
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>Actually the slave to midi clock sync was lost in the 
>upgrade from 
>VST to SX. 

I'm glad i'm a Sonar user then! Upgrading to v3.0 soon, can't 
wait! :-)

Matt - dopamine at cm forum
| 11871|11871|2003-10-03 23:48:45|stabilityillatease|SCSI zip drive???|
Ive been lookin up some iomega scsi 100 mb zip drives and there 
really cheap. but ive been looking at the cords that they come with 
and they dont look like theyd fit in the scsi port on the rs7k.

Do I have to buy a specific cord that will connect to my rs7k? If so 
where do i get it. or will the one that comes standard with a scsi 
zip drive work?
| 11872|11871|2003-10-04 01:34:32|om_audio|Re: SCSI zip drive???|
a simple 25 to 50 pin scsi adapter will do the trick- 

http://www.stsi.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=STSI_4&Product_Code=22211

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> Ive been lookin up some iomega scsi 100 mb zip drives and there 
> really cheap. but ive been looking at the cords that they come with 
> and they dont look like theyd fit in the scsi port on the rs7k.
> 
> Do I have to buy a specific cord that will connect to my rs7k? If 

so 

> where do i get it. or will the one that comes standard with a scsi 
> zip drive work?

| 11873|11873|2003-10-04 19:37:25|stabilityillatease|Metronome???|
How do you turn off the metronome? or at least turn it down
| 11874|11873|2003-10-04 20:10:47|dopamine|Re: Metronome???|
Press utility once, then F4 and select "click mode" off/play/record/all

Matt

At 01:37 AM 5/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>How do you turn off the metronome? or at least turn it down
>
>
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>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11875|11873|2003-10-05 11:31:21|david grundy|Re: Metronome???|
if you go to utility , click the arrow to the right once .. the you will see click mode... there you can cut the metronome off

stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote:How do you turn off the metronome? or at least turn it down
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11876|11876|2003-10-05 11:39:36|stabilityillatease|Sample saving question?|
Is it possible to save sliced samples? Or do i have to save the 
sample as a whole and chop it up everytime i turn the rs7k on?
| 11877|11876|2003-10-05 11:57:06|trapstate|Re: Sample saving question?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" wrote:

> Is it possible to save sliced samples? Or do i have to save the 
> sample as a whole and chop it up everytime i turn the rs7k on?

Save it in a pattern.

Paul
| 11878|11876|2003-10-05 15:22:33|om_audio|Re: Sample saving question?|
If you save your Pattern, Song, or everything together as an "ALL" 
file to a SM card, Zip, or SCSI hard drive your samples sliced or 
otherwise will be saved and exactly as you programmed them and re-
loaded the same. 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> Is it possible to save sliced samples? Or do i have to save the 
> sample as a whole and chop it up everytime i turn the rs7k on?

| 11879|11879|2003-10-06 13:45:42|stabilityillatease|SCSI cable??|
Will this cable work to connect a zip drive to the rs7k?

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3433740354

I hope so cause i already bought one!!
| 11880|11879|2003-10-06 14:10:22|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: SCSI cable??|

> Will this cable work to connect a zip drive to the rs7k?
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3433740354
> 
> I hope so cause i already bought one!!

Sure should (assuming it's not defective).

--wasted/su700fan
| 11881|11881|2003-10-06 14:25:22|stabilityillatease|Faster sample editing|
I know theres gotta be a faster way of trimming my samples. Or is 
twisting the f2(start) and f3(end) nobs the only way?
| 11882|11882|2003-10-06 15:27:32|stabilityillatease|zip drive|
does it matter if the zip drive is for a mac or pc to work with the 
rs7000?
| 11883|11881|2003-10-06 21:34:55|david grundy|Re: Faster sample editing|
if you look all the way to your right of the screen there you will see ,STEP that will determine how much you want the start and end you want to move through

stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote:I know theres gotta be a faster way of trimming my samples. Or is 
twisting the f2(start) and f3(end) nobs the only way?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11884|11882|2003-10-06 22:26:42|wasted/su700fan|Re: zip drive|

> does it matter if the zip drive is for a mac or pc to work with the 
> rs7000?

Shouldn't matter one bit. ZIP drive just needs to be SCSI, and not one 
of the Parallel Port or USB ZIP Drive versions. I've also heard on 
other mailing lists to stay away from the combo SCSI/Parallel ZIP 
drives that were released for a short while. Might be buggy. SCSI 
ZIPs might be considered Mac ZIPs since SCSI was more prevalent on Macs 
back then than it was for PCs AFAIK. I had to shop around when I was 
buying my SCSI ZIP100 drive back in 1999, as the Parallel Port versions 
you could find in just about any computer store (i.e. CompUSA), but 
only specialty stores in my area stocked SCSI drives.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 11885|11885|2003-10-07 05:18:28|S.A.S.|LIVE question|
Alright...

Doing my first live set with the RS soon and have a couple of 
questions... Due to space & time restrictions im gonna be running the 
RS and some other small sequencer/drum machine (RM1X or Jomox Drum 
Machine) thru a DJ mixer with Kaoss pad attached and will fadeout for 
a short while between trax.... I basically want approach the live set 
the same way a DJ does.. continuos movement/fading in out drum tracks 
etc from each machine..

We all know about the RS's problems when changing between songs but 
can I sync the RM1X or Jomox up the RS so that they will run in time 
together and be able to change songs on the RS without affecting the 
other machines? My understanding is that even though I can sync em 
up, pressing stop on the RS is going to stop the output on the other 
machines... I havent really looked into it and am chancing my arm 
asking without looking but any help would be greatly appreciated.

I've tried (manually) syncing them (no midi cable) up but lo and 
behold the BPMs dont match on any of my machines so that avenue 
(which would have been the best) is closed to me.

Thanks a million
Steve
| 11886|11885|2003-10-07 05:41:38|Latif|Re: LIVE question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:

> > We all know about the RS's problems when changing between songs 

but 

This has never been a problem for me at all, cause there's
a MASTER volume knob on y'r RS, simply take over the beat or 
whatever on 1 of your other devices, and later when y
swith the pattern on the RS fade it back in, where you think it's 
suitable.

> can I sync the RM1X or Jomox up the RS so that they will run in 
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time 

> together and be able to change songs on the RS without affecting 

the 

> other machines?

You can sync both machine's to the 2 midi-out's of the RS
The RM1X will react to the patternchanges triggered from the RS
but only when the RM1X is in 'mainscreen' position,
if you don't want to bother yourself with this issue,
try to sync the RM1X to the JOMOX midi-true and see what happens
(naturally you should sync the JOMOX to the RS)
RS->Jomox->Rm1x

> My understanding is that even though I can sync em 
> up, pressing stop on the RS is going to stop the output on the 

other 

> machines... I havent really looked into it and am chancing my arm 
> asking without looking but any help would be greatly appreciated.
> 

pretty clear,
That's what MMC is about

> I've tried (manually) syncing them (no midi cable) up but lo and 
> behold the BPMs dont match on any of my machines so that avenue 
> (which would have been the best) is closed to me.

Well that's pretty obvious isn't it?
hehehehe :-)
just wire up the stuff dude, steady as the go, for hours and hours.

If you switch a pattern on any of the machine's, and one of the 
others wouldbe playing at a differen't 'bar' or measure, simply
fade out that machine and press |< untill the measures matchup.
Hell i done this a gazillion times even without fading out, the crowd 
has no clue, well unless you have some melodie part playing ofcourse, 
but you will experience and learn by yourself, there are too many 
possibilities to name.

Aslong as the machine's are wired up properly, they will ALWAYS
run in sync.

;)
Latif
| 11887|11885|2003-10-07 05:41:56|dopamine|Re: LIVE question|
Connect them all together in daisy chain fashion with midi cables, 
utilising any midi thru ports you'r gear has. Set the RS as master and the 
other machines to slave. When you change style on the RS make sure the RS 
is muted and another machine is playing. The machines should all stay in 
sync regardless of the RS's slight hiccup.

Try it with your setup and see if it works.

Matt

At 11:18 AM 7/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Alright...
>
>Doing my first live set with the RS soon and have a couple of
>questions... Due to space & time restrictions im gonna be running the
>RS and some other small sequencer/drum machine (RM1X or Jomox Drum
>Machine) thru a DJ mixer with Kaoss pad attached and will fadeout for
>a short while between trax.... I basically want approach the live set
>the same way a DJ does.. continuos movement/fading in out drum tracks
>etc from each machine..
>
>We all know about the RS's problems when changing between songs but
>can I sync the RM1X or Jomox up the RS so that they will run in time
>together and be able to change songs on the RS without affecting the
>other machines? My understanding is that even though I can sync em
>up, pressing stop on the RS is going to stop the output on the other



>machines... I havent really looked into it and am chancing my arm
>asking without looking but any help would be greatly appreciated.
>
>I've tried (manually) syncing them (no midi cable) up but lo and
>behold the BPMs dont match on any of my machines so that avenue
>(which would have been the best) is closed to me.
>
>Thanks a million
>Steve
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11888|11885|2003-10-07 05:59:03|dopamine|Re: LIVE question|
Dammit, you beat me to it! argggg ;-)

Matt

At 11:41 AM 7/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> > > We all know about the RS's problems when changing between songs
>but
>
>This has never been a problem for me at all, cause there's
>a MASTER volume knob on y'r RS, simply take over the beat or
>whatever on 1 of your other devices, and later when y
>swith the pattern on the RS fade it back in, where you think it's
>suitable.
>
> > can I sync the RM1X or Jomox up the RS so that they will run in
>time
> > together and be able to change songs on the RS without affecting
>the
> > other machines?
>
>You can sync both machine's to the 2 midi-out's of the RS
>The RM1X will react to the patternchanges triggered from the RS
>but only when the RM1X is in 'mainscreen' position,
>if you don't want to bother yourself with this issue,
>try to sync the RM1X to the JOMOX midi-true and see what happens
>(naturally you should sync the JOMOX to the RS)
>RS->Jomox->Rm1x
>
> > My understanding is that even though I can sync em
> > up, pressing stop on the RS is going to stop the output on the
>other
> > machines... I havent really looked into it and am chancing my arm
> > asking without looking but any help would be greatly appreciated.
> >
>
>pretty clear,
>That's what MMC is about
>
> > I've tried (manually) syncing them (no midi cable) up but lo and
> > behold the BPMs dont match on any of my machines so that avenue
> > (which would have been the best) is closed to me.
>
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>Well that's pretty obvious isn't it?
>hehehehe :-)
>just wire up the stuff dude, steady as the go, for hours and hours.
>
>If you switch a pattern on any of the machine's, and one of the
>others wouldbe playing at a differen't 'bar' or measure, simply
>fade out that machine and press |< untill the measures matchup.
>Hell i done this a gazillion times even without fading out, the crowd
>has no clue, well unless you have some melodie part playing ofcourse,
>but you will experience and learn by yourself, there are too many
>possibilities to name.
>
>Aslong as the machine's are wired up properly, they will ALWAYS
>run in sync.
>
>;)
>Latif
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11889|11885|2003-10-07 06:20:19|Latif|Re: LIVE question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Dammit, you beat me to it! argggg ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 

hehehehe ;-))
Latif
| 11890|11885|2003-10-07 06:32:14|om_audio|Re: LIVE question|
On the RS look at your Utility settings for "Midi Control" - if you 
do not want to start/stop the other machines this is what you want to 
adjust- set it to OFF or other- lots of possibilities there- you can 
even hit stop on RS and start on one of the other machines (with RS 
midi control set "out") and if you hit the RS a split second before 
play on the other you get a seamless way to stop the RS and adjust it 
and keep the flow as the other machine continues to play- but you 
still have the issue below to deal with.

Midi clock is sent even when the RS is stopped- but will pause as you 
change Styles or Songs and then start sending the new tempo 
immediatly. This could be a challenge.

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:

> can I sync the RM1X or Jomox up the RS so that they will run in 
time 
> together and be able to change songs on the RS without affecting 
the 
> other machines? My understanding is that even though I can sync em 
> up, pressing stop on the RS is going to stop the output on the 
other 
> machines...
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| 11891|11891|2003-10-07 07:15:01|Xols|SCSI wars|
Hi

I just bought a Tekram Ultra SCSI DC-315U PCI device that allows me to connect SCSI to the PC. I have no problems connecting it, and Windows XP even tell me he
finds a "Yamaha rs7000 SCSI device" (for which I have no drivers, of course). I set the SCSI setup "mount id:7" (as specified by the PCI device manual) and self id to 5 (I
have no other sci devices plugged in). 

Of course, the problem is that I still get the "disk not ready error"...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11892|11891|2003-10-07 09:42:47|trapstate|Re: SCSI wars|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Xols" wrote:

> Hi
> 
> I just bought a Tekram Ultra SCSI DC-315U PCI device that allows me

to connect SCSI to the PC. I have no problems connecting it, and
Windows XP even tell me he finds a "Yamaha rs7000 SCSI device" (for
which I have no drivers, of course). I set the SCSI setup "mount id:7"
(as specified by the PCI device manual) and self id to 5 (I have no
other sci devices plugged in). 

> 
> Of course, the problem is that I still get the "disk not ready

error"...

> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Press 'load' 4 times and you'll be in the scsi communications page.
First you have to configure the sampler in your software (TWE
(came with your RS) or Wavelab/Soundforge etc). Try generic
SCSI or Yamaha a3000. Now (hopefully) you can transfer samples. 

Note that this sample transfer is direct between the software and the
RS. If you want read from/save to a *disk*, than you need a SCSI HD or
ZIP-drive. A normal PC IDE drive is not accessible by the RS.

Paul
| 11893|11893|2003-10-07 12:03:52|ace maddwest|Re: Digest Number 999|
ok here's my situation:

i have an RS7000, and MPC2000, and a controller keyboard.. 

i want the sequencer to be the RS, i want it to run drum pattern sequences on the mpc2000 (so i can use the pads and the loop functions) and i want to control the RS
sounds with the controller keyboard.. can i do this some way? the RS has one midi in two midi outs, the MPC has two midi ins, and two midi outs, and the controller has
one midi out.. 

once again: i want to play the sounds of the RS with the keyboard, SEQUENCE with the RS, but do my drums on the MPC.. 

now: i'm guessing that what i'm going to have to do is have two sequences, one on the MPC and one on the RS, and slave the mpc to the RS for transport functions
(start/stop, etc.) AM I RIGHT??

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11894|11893|2003-10-07 12:54:24|Latif|Re: Digest Number 999|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ace maddwest wrote:

> ok here's my situation:
>
> i have an RS7000, and MPC2000, and a controller keyboard.. 
>

is that it??
hahaha.. just kidding ;-)

> i want the sequencer to be the RS, 

ok
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> i want it to run drum pattern sequences on the mpc2000 (so i can 
> use the pads and the loop functions) 

you want it to output midi drumsequences out to the MPC
or want it to 'sync start' the MPC or both?

midi sequences only: turn off the TG in the RS for the specific midi 
track and route the track to the midi output which is connected to 
the MPC midi in.
sequences+sync: add sync out to the midi output,
hookedup to the midi in of the MPC

>and i want to control the RS sounds with the controller keyboard.. 

this is priority behaviour when a controller keyboard is
connected to the midi in of the RS, the note data will always flow
to the sequencer input-part next on to the TG, of the RS, even when 
you don't want it to.. 
so in your case it will be a benefit.
Also set echoback to rec mon presumably.

> now: i'm guessing that what i'm going to have to do is have two 
> sequences, one on the MPC and one on the RS, and slave the mpc to 
> the RS for transport functions (start/stop, etc.) AM I RIGHT??

only if that's your intention to have a sequence running on the 
MPC?
You could, say have a sequence running on the MPC which
is sync slaved to the RS, while extra vocal samples in the MPC
are being triggered occasionaly from the RS.
Have a steady bassline playing in midi on the RS, play a electic
epiano on the RS with the controller keyboard.
Have crazy breaksnippets either in midi or samples play on the RS
or even play as samples on the RS and send out as midi to the MPC for 
extra drumsound layering of the same snippet sequence.

choose your pick, most of all have fun.

Latif
| 11895|11885|2003-10-07 14:47:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: LIVE question|
My quick solution would be to Sync the RS as Slave, use the RM1x as Master, set in midi settings along with a midi cable. Then can stop the RS and the Master will keep
going. However, I only see maybe stringing along 3 songs max. without noticable interuption.

Dead air between songs arn't always bad, you might learn, audiance may want to praise at that time for particular song, rather than wait for the whole set to finish. If they
are dancing though, may want to keep em dancing or let them break too.

Also, if your mixer has an FX through, route it to your KAOS pad, then you can choose which Line In gets the FX and when for echo fading out a song. This also helps
the abruptness of when you kick the FX on or off, however the music will remain ontop of your FX, so if you choose an FX that don't have echo or time delay its not
heard as well, well unless you also have a wet dry setting on the mixer for the Aux FX. Since your using a DJ mixer its unlikely you have these extras that a normal mixer
would have for routing FX, anyway...

Good luck!

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

In a message dated 10/7/2003 7:18:23 AM Eastern Daylight Time, massplanck@hotmail.com writes:

> We all know about the RS's problems when changing between songs but 
> can I sync the RM1X or Jomox up the RS so that they will run in time 
> together and be able to change songs on the RS without affecting the 
> other machines? My understanding is that even though I can sync em 
> up, pressing stop on the RS is going to stop the output on the other 
> machines... I havent really looked into it and am chancing my arm 
> asking without looking but any help would be greatly 
> appreciated.

| 11896|11896|2003-10-08 09:35:51|steffen V torset|RS7000 and MotifES combo..|
thinking about adding a motifES to my setup, looks great with all the new 
arps and sounds +sometimes I could use more then 16tracks in my songs.
The sequncer is almost the same right?

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner

mailto:massplanck@hotmail.com
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| 11897|11896|2003-10-08 18:59:11|david grundy|Re: RS7000 and MotifES combo..|
yeah its the same to me , but what kinda music is that your doing that need more than 16 tracks?

steffen V torset <steffen909@hotmail.com> wrote:thinking about adding a motifES to my setup, looks great with all the new 
arps and sounds +sometimes I could use more then 16tracks in my songs.
The sequncer is almost the same right?

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11898|11898|2003-10-09 00:00:59|D. A. Carrillo|For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/sona|
I actually got a quick set of questions if you guys have a minute...

i use the rs and cubase, so, i usually compose something on the rs and then transfer it to cubase....

1. what is the easiest way of doing this? simply saving as a SMF?

2. when i save as SMF the pattern names arent kept...neither are the patches beacuse i literally have to re-pick ALL of the patches used through cubase

3. when i save song song as SMF it just saves each track without taking the arranged sequence with track mutes and stuff

can u guys explaing what your methods are.... I usually compose a bunch of bed tracks with the RS and then go to cubase and import them in as SMF and then select all
the track instruments throught cubase and copy paste copy paste etc...

Please let me know of any suggestions
Thanks guys

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11899|11898|2003-10-09 01:13:18|dopamine|Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/|
I don't save as SMF as it never seems to sound the same once loaded into a 
software sequencer for some reason. I personally think the best way it to 
just midi sync the RS to cubase then record your parts separately as audio 
into Cubase then arrange it there. It saves a lot of hassle of patch names 
and all that crap which I can't be bothered with AND you get the timing of 
the RS in your tracks instead of relying on Cubase (which is one reason why 
we own these machines in the first place)

Matt

At 02:03 AM 9/10/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>I actually got a quick set of questions if you guys have a minute...
>
>i use the rs and cubase, so, i usually compose something on the rs and 
>then transfer it to cubase....
>
>1. what is the easiest way of doing this? simply saving as a SMF?
>
>2. when i save as SMF the pattern names arent kept...neither are the 
>patches beacuse i literally have to re-pick ALL of the patches used 
>through cubase
>
>3. when i save song song as SMF it just saves each track without taking 
>the arranged sequence with track mutes and stuff
>
>can u guys explaing what your methods are.... I usually compose a bunch of 
>bed tracks with the RS and then go to cubase and import them in as SMF and 
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>then select all the track instruments throught cubase and copy paste copy 
>paste etc...
>
>Please let me know of any suggestions
> Thanks guys
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11900|11898|2003-10-09 01:39:42|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/|
I second this method as a good way to do it. Its how studios do it. Sound card Midi sounds are blah to work with usually.

Zam

In a message dated 10/9/2003 2:59:11 AM Eastern Daylight Time, matty@djdopamine.com writes:

> I don't save as SMF as it never seems to sound the same once loaded into a 
> software sequencer for some reason. I personally think the best way it to 
> just midi sync the RS to cubase then record your parts separately as audio 
> into Cubase then arrange it there. It saves a lot of hassle of patch names 
> and all that crap which I can't be bothered with AND you get the timing of 
> the RS in your tracks instead of relying on Cubase (which 
> is one reason why 
> we own these machines in the first place)
> 
> Matt

| 11901|11898|2003-10-09 03:17:06|dopamine|Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/|
At 03:39 AM 9/10/2003 -0400, you wrote:

>I second this method as a good way to do it. Its how studios do 
>it. Sound card Midi sounds are blah to work with usually.
>
>Zam

I don't think anyone mentioned general midi soundsets. I think you'll find 
he meant finding the appropriate patch names for the RS sounds with the 
Cubase patchscript, then sequencing them from within Cubase which defeats 
the whole purpose of having a rock solid hardware sequencer. Latency is 
almost zero when sending clock out of your computer so timing issues in 
that respect are practically inaudible.

Matt

>In a message dated 10/9/2003 2:59:11 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
>matty@djdopamine.com writes:
>
> > I don't save as SMF as it never seems to sound the same once loaded into a
> > software sequencer for some reason. I personally think the best way it to
> > just midi sync the RS to cubase then record your parts separately as audio
> > into Cubase then arrange it there. It saves a lot of hassle of patch names
> > and all that crap which I can't be bothered with AND you get the timing of
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> > the RS in your tracks instead of relying on Cubase (which
> > is one reason why
> > we own these machines in the first place)
> >
> > Matt
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11902|11902|2003-10-09 03:53:40|faxorgy|OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hospital|
Just got out of hospital again.
Shingles infection of the central nervous system (had to have a 
spinal tap) ewwww :( .
Been home an hour or 2 and now have a right sided neck and facial 
paralysis due to cranial nerve damage .
So how's everyone.
Hope you're all well.
Could do with a little cheering up .
Will get back into the music when I get accustomed to working with 
partial cornial eye damage (right eye also) so I'm kinda flyin' half 
blind as I type LOL :P (I know the monitors there but I can't see a 
thing out of my right eye at all).
Specialist says the nerve endingswill take around 8-10 months to heal 
properly.(possibly no full 100% recovery hey shit happens)lol :P
Sorry for the moan.
Atleast I powered my RS7000 up and she still works fine :D ...
I think she's happy to have me back home and in the studio.
Take care all.
Much love and respet to all
FaX ....
| 11903|11902|2003-10-09 04:03:33|dopamine|Re: OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hos|
Holy shit! I didn't know anything about an illness! Hope you're OK 
mate..... spinal tap (yuk!)

.... well, I could make jokes about spinal tap all night..... but i'll 
leave it for another time.....;-)

I bought some Fairlight gear if that makes you any happier? Merlin and MFX 
mini engine, 4 in 8 out of the best ad/da that money can't buy :-) $1000 
for the lot. I'm assuming you know this stuff?

Thought that might cheer you up! ;-P

Matt

At 09:53 AM 9/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Just got out of hospital again.
>Shingles infection of the central nervous system (had to have a
>spinal tap) ewwww :( .
>Been home an hour or 2 and now have a right sided neck and facial
>paralysis due to cranial nerve damage .
>So how's everyone.
>Hope you're all well.
>Could do with a little cheering up .
>Will get back into the music when I get accustomed to working with
>partial cornial eye damage (right eye also) so I'm kinda flyin' half
>blind as I type LOL :P (I know the monitors there but I can't see a
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>thing out of my right eye at all).
>Specialist says the nerve endingswill take around 8-10 months to heal
>properly.(possibly no full 100% recovery hey shit happens)lol :P
>Sorry for the moan.
>Atleast I powered my RS7000 up and she still works fine :D ...
>I think she's happy to have me back home and in the studio.
>Take care all.
>Much love and respet to all
>FaX ....
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11904|11902|2003-10-09 04:37:18|trapstate|Re: OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hosp|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> Just got out of hospital again.
> Shingles infection of the central nervous system (had to have a 
> spinal tap) ewwww :( .
> Been home an hour or 2 and now have a right sided neck and facial 
> paralysis due to cranial nerve damage .
> So how's everyone.
> Hope you're all well.
> Could do with a little cheering up .
> Will get back into the music when I get accustomed to working with 
> partial cornial eye damage (right eye also) so I'm kinda flyin'

half 

> blind as I type LOL :P (I know the monitors there but I can't see a 
> thing out of my right eye at all).
> Specialist says the nerve endingswill take around 8-10 months to

heal 

> properly.(possibly no full 100% recovery hey shit happens)lol :P
> Sorry for the moan.
> Atleast I powered my RS7000 up and she still works fine :D ...
> I think she's happy to have me back home and in the studio.
> Take care all.
> Much love and respet to all
> FaX ....

Wow, one can get this infection just like that? Sorry to hear this
Fax, hope you will fully recover. Luckily you have a harware
sequencer, so even flyin' half blind cannot stop you from making music
:) Else we have to mod the RS with braille output ;) 

Just get some new gear when you're feeling better, takes your mind of
these tricks life plays. 

take care

Paul
| 11905|11898|2003-10-09 05:35:46|Latif|Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:
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> I actually got a quick set of questions if you guys have a minute...
> 
> i use the rs and cubase, so, i usually compose something on the rs 

and then transfer it to cubase....

> 

I do that all the time too.

> 1. what is the easiest way of doing this? simply saving as a SMF?
> 

for me yes.

> 2. when i save as SMF the pattern names arent kept...neither are 

the patches beacuse i literally have to re-pick ALL of the patches 
used through cubase

> 

pattern names??
what do you mean: Phrase names?
these are only used within the architecture of the RS.
So is all the information written into the HEADER of a phrase.
If you want patches to be written into the midi data,
you will have to write PC commands, which i do NOT
recommend, as these will turn up in the parts once you're 
in Cubase and be sent out eachtime your Cubase song locator
passes by a same/new/copy of that part, 
which eventually might reset your patch all the time in the RS... 
alternativly you can workaround this behaviour by setting tracks in 
the RS to HOLD 'ON'

I simply import the SMF, disolve is to seprate tracks
re-assign the each patch to the they're tracks, thanks to the patch-
script. easy does it, you do that only one time for that song and 
save it.. ready to proceed arranging.

> 3. when i save song song as SMF it just saves each track without 

taking the arranged sequence with track mutes and stuff

>

I export only section(s), i never create songs on the RS
to hidious way of working for me.

The rest you do in Cubase is called arranging, which is very 
self-explanatory and taste dependent.

Latif
| 11906|11902|2003-10-09 05:44:26|Latif|Re: OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hosp|
Welcome back Oscar, hope you get better soon
and energise yourself with the love of music.
I have pretty bad eye-sight myself and my lenses take care of that,
but i can imagine what it's like for you.
Take care buddy!

Latif
| 11907|11907|2003-10-09 07:15:38|cedarmystik|RS-7000 FOR SALE!!!|
Hi All,

I am selling my RS-7000!!! it is perfect, as new, have only used it 
about three times...only reason I'm selling it is to save my 
marriage!

I bought it for £1200 in January, still boxed, manuals, etc.

Bargain price: £900 ono.

If anyone's interested, reply to my post or e-mail me.

Thanks,



Adam.
| 11908|11908|2003-10-09 07:16:51|blazrodic|OT Faxorgy|
Get well soon Oscar. I didn't know the shingles virus can be such a 
bitch...
I think with all the knowledge and humour you've contributed on this 
and
other
forums you're "one of the most prominent members of our community" :)
Cheers,
Blaz
| 11909|11902|2003-10-09 07:36:52|okoyemaya|Re: OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hosp|
Get well, soon. Music is the best therapy not only for the body and 
you have the gift so get into it. Electronic is not as effective like 
real sounds, specially on the body but you have lots of instruments 
and sounds anyway. Honestly I have no better prescription for you 
then that you do what you do so well- MUSIC.
We all love you and your creations
Okoyemaya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:
> Just got out of hospital again.
> Shingles infection of the central nervous system (had to have a 
> spinal tap) ewwww :( .
> Been home an hour or 2 and now have a right sided neck and facial 
> paralysis due to cranial nerve damage .
> So how's everyone.
> Hope you're all well.
> Could do with a little cheering up .
> Will get back into the music when I get accustomed to working with 
> partial cornial eye damage (right eye also) so I'm kinda flyin' 
half 
> blind as I type LOL :P (I know the monitors there but I can't see a 
> thing out of my right eye at all).
> Specialist says the nerve endingswill take around 8-10 months to 
heal 
> properly.(possibly no full 100% recovery hey shit happens)lol :P
> Sorry for the moan.
> Atleast I powered my RS7000 up and she still works fine :D ...
> I think she's happy to have me back home and in the studio.
> Take care all.
> Much love and respet to all
> FaX ....

| 11910|11907|2003-10-09 09:42:15|Steve Cooke|Re: RS-7000 FOR SALE!!!|
cedarmystik wrote:

> I am selling my RS-7000!!! it is perfect, as new, have only used it
> about three times...only reason I'm selling it is to save my
> marriage!
>
> I bought it for £1200 in January, still boxed, manuals, etc.
>
> Bargain price: £900 ono.

--------

Why would somebody pay that much for a second hand RS7000 when they 
could buy a brand new one for less?

And if your music kit has to go to "save your marriage", what will be 
demanded next? Compromises are always necessary in a relationship, of 
course, but surely our musical interests are a fundamental element in 
our personal happiness and well-being.

Minding somebody else's business,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11911|11907|2003-10-09 09:52:02|trapstate|Re: RS-7000 FOR SALE!!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
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> cedarmystik wrote:
> 
> > I am selling my RS-7000!!! it is perfect, as new, have only used

it

> > about three times...only reason I'm selling it is to save my
> > marriage!

So you used it three times and you have to sell it to save your
marriage? Damn what did you do with that RS those three times? :)

Paul
| 11912|11907|2003-10-09 10:04:17|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: RS-7000 FOR SALE!!!|
Women are strange. They begrudge you time with your music equipment. You
know that funny look when you get up to sneak off to the back room to make
beats? Yet if you stay in the living room, they sit and stare at soap operas
on TV? 

Then, when you have an argument about something they always bring up the old
line - ‘well you spend all your time in that stupid room with your stupid
toys anyway’.

I bet the girls who’s boyfriends have hit records don’t complain any more. I
bet most of them get dumped in favour of pretty girls who hang by the front
of the stage or dj booth!

Also – yes, 900 is far too much for a s/h RS in the UK. Think more like
500-600.

-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Cooke [mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk] 
Sent: 09 October 2003 16:42
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS-7000 FOR SALE!!!

cedarmystik wrote:

> I am selling my RS-7000!!! it is perfect, as new, have only used it
> about three times...only reason I'm selling it is to save my
> marriage!
>
> I bought it for £1200 in January, still boxed, manuals, etc.
>
> Bargain price: £900 ono.

--------

Why would somebody pay that much for a second hand RS7000 when they 
could buy a brand new one for less?

And if your music kit has to go to "save your marriage", what will be 
demanded next? Compromises are always necessary in a relationship, of 
course, but surely our musical interests are a fundamental element in 
our personal happiness and well-being.

Minding somebody else's business,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11913|11913|2003-10-09 15:09:11|stabilityillatease|Midi keyboardage|
I have a edirol pc-70 connected to my rs7k and i have to change the 
midi channel on the keyboard to control the different sounds(tracks) 
is there any way i can sync this up to the rs where i can just choose 
the track on the 7000 and it automatically changes the sounds 
controlled by the keyboard?

Ive seen it done on a mpc so im pretty sure its possible, if not 
whatever its not that big a deal.

any help would be much appreciated.
| 11914|11913|2003-10-09 16:50:37|trapstate|Re: Midi keyboardage|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" wrote:

> I have a edirol pc-70 connected to my rs7k and i have to change the 
> midi channel on the keyboard to control the different sounds(tracks) 
> is there any way i can sync this up to the rs where i can just choose 
> the track on the 7000 and it automatically changes the sounds 
> controlled by the keyboard?
> 
> Ive seen it done on a mpc so im pretty sure its possible, if not 
> whatever its not that big a deal.
> 
> any help would be much appreciated.

Press Utility twice, set echo back to "monitor (rec)"

Paul
| 11915|11902|2003-10-10 03:36:57|faxorgy|Re: OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hosp|
Thanks GUYS (and GIRLS) :) ....
My best friend has his first baby boy arrive this morning :D ...
So I read all these great posts and got some fantastic news from 
interstate .
Helped picked my mood up heaps.
Have fun with the Fairlight stuff Matt (should be an interesting box 
of goodies there).
Nice to be back on track.
The eye is a little better today also.
I'm taking a rest day today and back into the studio again tommorow.
On a side note - I've picked up my EII+ sound library from my parents 
(some 800+ Fairlight ,PPG ,ARP ,MooG ,Northstar ,ZZT ,Art of Noise 
and Grace Jones production sound library disks) and will have the old 
beast back in my studio next week :D .
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I'll have to whack up some pic's when it's all set up again.
Can't wait.
Take care all.
Cheers and a big big thankyou :D ...
What a great community this really is .
Over and Out 
FaX
| 11916|11902|2003-10-10 13:26:43|mmittner|Re: OT: Hi all whats been happening - back from the dead (well Hosp|
hi fax!

seems to be good times for bad news ...

all the best for you, man. i hope all the pain you go through in life 
will pay back once.

-mike, single once again :°-(
| 11917|11898|2003-10-10 17:00:05|delobbo101|Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/|
I do it in a similar, but different way, that seems to also work out 
well, after all is said and done. Might not be the best way, but hey 
it works for me, and I love it:

I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like 12-14 tracks or so. I 
have already configured Sonar XL to record 16 channels of RS. I will 
set each used channel to record (so in this case whatever 12-14 
channels I had recorded on in the RS), and then set the tempo on 
Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and run through and do a 
live session. Just get the groove going. It's great because I can 
make all the mistakes I want, and just fix them later. When I feel I 
have enough data recorded, I stop both devices once I'm done, and go 
into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think this is SO much easier 
than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But, once I've got the data 
DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the velocity changes, all those 
detailed things. Then I will go in and record the automation for 
whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be the cutoff, resonance, 
and other LFO modulation, filters, you know the drill. But I also 
might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or Variation knobs, as well 
as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it this way. Next I hook up 
some more MIDI devices and record more data, whatever I need.

I love recording "live" like this because I can be much more 
expressive (I think that's obvious), than just by the nitty-gritty 
1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation in the software. Hope 
that makes sense. :D

RRR
http://delobbo.com
| 11918|11918|2003-10-10 17:34:59|Matt Goddard|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
I used to do it like this too, but like I mentioned before 
you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to sonar. I 
really like to keep the groove I have created with the RS and 
record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of time by not 
doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording entire 
performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute tracks of 
audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount of HD space. 
Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps your 
project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low allowing 
you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.

Matt

---- Original message ----

>Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
>From: "delobbo101" <delobbo101@yahoo.com> 
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software 

sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 

>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> I do it in a similar, but different way, that seems
> to also work out
> well, after all is said and done. Might not be the
> best way, but hey
> it works for me, and I love it:
>
> I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like 12-14
> tracks or so. I
> have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> channels of RS. I will
> set each used channel to record (so in this case
> whatever 12-14
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> channels I had recorded on in the RS), and then set
> the tempo on
> Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and run
> through and do a
> live session. Just get the groove going. It's
> great because I can
> make all the mistakes I want, and just fix them
> later. When I feel I
> have enough data recorded, I stop both devices once
> I'm done, and go
> into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think this
> is SO much easier
> than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But, once
> I've got the data
> DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the velocity
> changes, all those
> detailed things. Then I will go in and record the
> automation for
> whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be the
> cutoff, resonance,
> and other LFO modulation, filters, you know the
> drill. But I also
> might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> Variation knobs, as well
> as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it this
> way. Next I hook up
> some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> whatever I need.
>
> I love recording "live" like this because I can be
> much more
> expressive (I think that's obvious), than just by
> the nitty-gritty
> 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation in the
> software. Hope
> that makes sense. :D
>
> RRR
> http://delobbo.com
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> Click Here! 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service.

Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
0412 081 302
matty@djdopamine.com
| 11919|11918|2003-10-10 18:35:38|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a concrete 4/4 with 16th 
note quantization works just fine. I will add 32nd fills (if needed) 
later, and just not quantize those tracks. If I want to add some 
shuffle to some hats or something I will do that later also. And 
also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will record the mixdown, 
and dump it into a wave editor, and add more things, like loops (many 
times I will add shuffle beats here) - things like that. I am not 
recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I mentioned, its all MIDI 
data. Yes it takes time to record the automation individually for 
each track, like I do, especially with my tracks that tend to usually 
be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes longer. But I am not turned 
off by the extra time needed to do this since I think it shows in the 
end product, in terms of the dynamics of the whole track and what is 
going on, at which point.

Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft effects/synths from Sonar, 
all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data manipulation. I look to doing 
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more with it in the future, but for now I do all the FX on the RS, 
and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL, Triple-C, etc) to get 
the desired sounds. I know there is so much more I can do... just 
need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my excuse. :)

If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to kill with Sonar, I 
would just not quantize that data. As long as you line up the first 
note with the first measure (as applicable) - the rest will follow 
exactly as you played it, so I don't see any obstacle there.

I will record as audio in phase 2, where I finish up the track with 
any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds, FX, loops, hits, other 
things like that, and even add more RS sequences at this point as 
well.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> I used to do it like this too, but like I mentioned before 
> you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to sonar. I 
> really like to keep the groove I have created with the RS and 
> record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of time by not 
> doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording entire 
> performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute tracks of 
> audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount of HD space. 
> Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps your 
> project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low allowing 
> you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> 
> Matt
> 
> ---- Original message ----
> >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> >From: "delobbo101" 
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software 
> sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > I do it in a similar, but different way, that seems
> > to also work out
> > well, after all is said and done. Might not be the
> > best way, but hey
> > it works for me, and I love it:
> >
> > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like 12-14
> > tracks or so. I
> > have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> > channels of RS. I will
> > set each used channel to record (so in this case
> > whatever 12-14
> > channels I had recorded on in the RS), and then set
> > the tempo on
> > Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and run
> > through and do a
> > live session. Just get the groove going. It's
> > great because I can
> > make all the mistakes I want, and just fix them
> > later. When I feel I
> > have enough data recorded, I stop both devices once
> > I'm done, and go
> > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think this
> > is SO much easier
> > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But, once
> > I've got the data
> > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the velocity
> > changes, all those
> > detailed things. Then I will go in and record the
> > automation for
> > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be the
> > cutoff, resonance,
> > and other LFO modulation, filters, you know the
> > drill. But I also
> > might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> > Variation knobs, as well
> > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it this
> > way. Next I hook up
> > some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> > whatever I need.
> >
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> > I love recording "live" like this because I can be
> > much more
> > expressive (I think that's obvious), than just by
> > the nitty-gritty
> > 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation in the
> > software. Hope
> > that makes sense. :D
> >
> > RRR
> > http://delobbo.com
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > Click Here! 
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > Terms of Service.
> Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> 0412 081 302
> matty@d...

| 11920|11918|2003-10-10 19:08:18|Matt Goddard|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU efficient.

Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then using audio 
in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o soundcard 
you can patch your hardware effects in too. 

Obviously though, if it works for you then no need to 
change! :-)

My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having composed 
everything with hardware to the point where I don't need to 
switch any of my gear on to work on my project. When I get a 
laptop I will be able to continue working on my projects when 
not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits and mix 
settings.

Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?

Matt

---- Original message ----

>Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
>From: "delobbo101" <delobbo101@yahoo.com> 
>Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 

software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 

>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> concrete 4/4 with 16th
> note quantization works just fine. I will add 32nd
> fills (if needed)
> later, and just not quantize those tracks. If I
> want to add some
> shuffle to some hats or something I will do that
> later also. And
> also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> record the mixdown,
> and dump it into a wave editor, and add more things,
> like loops (many
> times I will add shuffle beats here) - things like
> that. I am not
> recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> mentioned, its all MIDI
> data. Yes it takes time to record the automation
> individually for
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> each track, like I do, especially with my tracks
> that tend to usually
> be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes longer. But
> I am not turned
> off by the extra time needed to do this since I
> think it shows in the
> end product, in terms of the dynamics of the whole
> track and what is
> going on, at which point.
>
> Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> effects/synths from Sonar,
> all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data manipulation. 
> I look to doing
> more with it in the future, but for now I do all the
> FX on the RS,
> and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
> Triple-C, etc) to get
> the desired sounds. I know there is so much more I
> can do... just
> need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my excuse. 
> :)
>
> If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to
> kill with Sonar, I
> would just not quantize that data. As long as you
> line up the first
> note with the first measure (as applicable) - the
> rest will follow
> exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> obstacle there.
>
> I will record as audio in phase 2, where I finish up
> the track with
> any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds, FX,
> loops, hits, other
> things like that, and even add more RS sequences at
> this point as
> well.
>
> -d
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> wrote:
> > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> mentioned before
> > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to
> sonar. I
> > really like to keep the groove I have created with
> the RS and
> > record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of
> time by not
> > doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording
> entire
> > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute
> tracks of
> > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount
> of HD space.
> > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps
> your
> > project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low
> allowing
> > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > ---- Original message ----
> > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with
> a software
> > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > I do it in a similar, but different way, that
> seems
> > > to also work out
> > > well, after all is said and done. Might not
> be the
> > > best way, but hey
> > > it works for me, and I love it:
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> > >
> > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like
> 12-14
> > > tracks or so. I
> > > have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> > > channels of RS. I will
> > > set each used channel to record (so in this
> case
> > > whatever 12-14
> > > channels I had recorded on in the RS), and
> then set
> > > the tempo on
> > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and
> run
> > > through and do a
> > > live session. Just get the groove going. 
> It's
> > > great because I can
> > > make all the mistakes I want, and just fix
> them
> > > later. When I feel I
> > > have enough data recorded, I stop both devices
> once
> > > I'm done, and go
> > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think
> this
> > > is SO much easier
> > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But,
> once
> > > I've got the data
> > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> velocity
> > > changes, all those
> > > detailed things. Then I will go in and record
> the
> > > automation for
> > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be
> the
> > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you know
> the
> > > drill. But I also
> > > might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it
> this
> > > way. Next I hook up
> > > some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> > > whatever I need.
> > >
> > > I love recording "live" like this because I
> can be
> > > much more
> > > expressive (I think that's obvious), than just
> by
> > > the nitty-gritty
> > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation
> in the
> > > software. Hope
> > > that makes sense. :D
> > >
> > > RRR
> > > http://delobbo.com
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups
> Sponsor 
> > > 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > Click
> Here! 
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000
> GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > > 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
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> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo!
> > > Terms of Service.
> > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > 0412 081 302
> > matty@d...
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> Click Here! 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service.

| 11921|11921|2003-10-10 19:40:46|david grundy|importing samples|
is there anyone that knows how to import a sample from the media card and creating a kit ... when i import them they come out as pitch notes ... 
if you can , please tell me how

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11922|11921|2003-10-10 21:09:03|Latif|Re: importing samples|
goodmorning, in the wave import screen, turn the f4 knob (think)
and you will be able to select a key where you want
to place the sample.
i overlooked this also when i went in 
there the first time long ago.... 
(hmm almost sounds like smthng else hahahaha)

and now i'm off to sleeeeeep, been working from,
07:30am yesterday morning till this morning 05:00am
had 2 continues assignments in 24 hours urrggg :-///

laturrrrr

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> is there anyone that knows how to import a sample from the media 
card and creating a kit ... when i import them they come out as pitch 
notes ... 
> if you can , please tell me how
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11923|11918|2003-10-11 02:01:19|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
Yeah.. it's like, I know there's so much more out there, and I 
honestly feel like I'm using only like 10% of the potential with the 
equipment I have. M-Audio Delta 66 for audio, Midiman 4x4 midi, I 
have 4 midi devices (RS, Virus C, Triton, JP8000) - the most I've 
ever used simultaneously is 14 channels of RS, 12 of Triton, and 1 
of Virus.... I just have to keep playing with it.. sidenote: 
right now my dayjob (in Info Sys) is holding me back from spending 
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as much time as I want to with music - but still I am getting done 
what I need to get done - just can't experiment really. So that 
kinda sucks, but sure here are some tracks you can check out:

RS + Virus + Triton + loops etc - the original has vocals in it.... 
this is a sample from a remix I did. I have other remixes too that 
have been released, but I don't think the labels would like me 
posting those here. I'm at least working on getting samples of 
those remixes up on my site... hopefully I'll have that done soon. 
So this will have to do for now.
http://delobbo.com/music/clips/GLIS_Resolution_Delobbo_DVI2_Mix_inst_
final_sample.mp3

These take some time to start up, I did them for a personal 
portfolio for a position making music for video games:

RS + Virus:
http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Ice%20Frenzy_160.mp3

100% Triton here:
http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Wayward_160.mp3

Here's a few tracks I did just about a year ago, I don't really 
consider these to be all that, indeed I think right now I'm 
producing much more refined material:

Sauntering (mainly RS but also Virus)
http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering%20
(mastered).mp3

Reaction 3 (mainly RS - some Virus)
http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Reaction3v3%20
(mastered).mp3

Luxotic (mainly RS - some Virus)
http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Luxotic%20(mastered).mp3

Bronze (100% Triton)
http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Bronze%20(mastered).mp3

I have a ton more that are just kinda in limbo, waiting to get 
finished, I'm sure you know the feeling. :D

You can get more infos at http://delobbo.com/ if you wish.

I'd like to hear what kinda stuff you make too, if you have any 
links you wanna share.

rrr

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU efficient.
> 
> Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then using audio 
> in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o soundcard 
> you can patch your hardware effects in too. 
> 
> Obviously though, if it works for you then no need to 
> change! :-)
> 
> My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having composed 
> everything with hardware to the point where I don't need to 
> switch any of my gear on to work on my project. When I get a 
> laptop I will be able to continue working on my projects when 
> not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits and mix 
> settings.
> 
> Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?
> 
> Matt
> 
> ---- Original message ----
> >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> >From: "delobbo101" 
> >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 
> software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >

http://delobbo.com/music/clips/GLIS_Resolution_Delobbo_DVI2_Mix_inst_
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> > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > note quantization works just fine. I will add 32nd
> > fills (if needed)
> > later, and just not quantize those tracks. If I
> > want to add some
> > shuffle to some hats or something I will do that
> > later also. And
> > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> > record the mixdown,
> > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more things,
> > like loops (many
> > times I will add shuffle beats here) - things like
> > that. I am not
> > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > data. Yes it takes time to record the automation
> > individually for
> > each track, like I do, especially with my tracks
> > that tend to usually
> > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes longer. But
> > I am not turned
> > off by the extra time needed to do this since I
> > think it shows in the
> > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the whole
> > track and what is
> > going on, at which point.
> >
> > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data manipulation. 
> > I look to doing
> > more with it in the future, but for now I do all the
> > FX on the RS,
> > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
> > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > the desired sounds. I know there is so much more I
> > can do... just
> > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my excuse. 
> > :)
> >
> > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to
> > kill with Sonar, I
> > would just not quantize that data. As long as you
> > line up the first
> > note with the first measure (as applicable) - the
> > rest will follow
> > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > obstacle there.
> >
> > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I finish up
> > the track with
> > any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds, FX,
> > loops, hits, other
> > things like that, and even add more RS sequences at
> > this point as
> > well.
> >
> > -d
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > wrote:
> > > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> > mentioned before
> > > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to
> > sonar. I
> > > really like to keep the groove I have created with
> > the RS and
> > > record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of
> > time by not
> > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording
> > entire
> > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute
> > tracks of
> > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount
> > of HD space.
> > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps
> > your
> > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low
> > allowing
> > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
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> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > ---- Original message ----
> > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with
> > a software
> > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > I do it in a similar, but different way, that
> > seems
> > > > to also work out
> > > > well, after all is said and done. Might not
> > be the
> > > > best way, but hey
> > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > >
> > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like
> > 12-14
> > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > set each used channel to record (so in this
> > case
> > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS), and
> > then set
> > > > the tempo on
> > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and
> > run
> > > > through and do a
> > > > live session. Just get the groove going. 
> > It's
> > > > great because I can
> > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just fix
> > them
> > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both devices
> > once
> > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think
> > this
> > > > is SO much easier
> > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But,
> > once
> > > > I've got the data
> > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> > velocity
> > > > changes, all those
> > > > detailed things. Then I will go in and record
> > the
> > > > automation for
> > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be
> > the
> > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you know
> > the
> > > > drill. But I also
> > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it
> > this
> > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> > > > whatever I need.
> > > >
> > > > I love recording "live" like this because I
> > can be
> > > > much more
> > > > expressive (I think that's obvious), than just
> > by
> > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation
> > in the
> > > > software. Hope
> > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > >
> > > > RRR
> > > > http://delobbo.com
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> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > Sponsor 
> > > > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > Click
> > Here! 
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000
> > GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> > your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo!
> > > > Terms of Service.
> > > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > > 0412 081 302
> > > matty@d...
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > Click Here! 
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > Terms of Service.

| 11924|11918|2003-10-11 02:06:53|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
oops looks like some of those links didn't come out... you may have 
to copy and paste them into Notepad or some text editor, and then 
copy and paste again into your browser...... 

-rrr

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" wrote:
> Yeah.. it's like, I know there's so much more out there, and I 
> honestly feel like I'm using only like 10% of the potential with 
the 
> equipment I have. M-Audio Delta 66 for audio, Midiman 4x4 midi, I 
> have 4 midi devices (RS, Virus C, Triton, JP8000) - the most I've 
> ever used simultaneously is 14 channels of RS, 12 of Triton, and 1 
> of Virus.... I just have to keep playing with it.. sidenote: 
> right now my dayjob (in Info Sys) is holding me back from spending 
> as much time as I want to with music - but still I am getting done 
> what I need to get done - just can't experiment really. So that 
> kinda sucks, but sure here are some tracks you can check out:
> 
> RS + Virus + Triton + loops etc - the original has vocals in 
it.... 
> this is a sample from a remix I did. I have other remixes too 
that 
> have been released, but I don't think the labels would like me 
> posting those here. I'm at least working on getting samples of 
> those remixes up on my site... hopefully I'll have that done 
soon. 
> So this will have to do for now.
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> 
http://delobbo.com/music/clips/GLIS_Resolution_Delobbo_DVI2_Mix_inst_
> final_sample.mp3
> 
> These take some time to start up, I did them for a personal 
> portfolio for a position making music for video games:
> 
> RS + Virus:
> http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Ice%20Frenzy_160.mp3
> 
> 100% Triton here:
> http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Wayward_160.mp3
> 
> Here's a few tracks I did just about a year ago, I don't really 
> consider these to be all that, indeed I think right now I'm 
> producing much more refined material:
> 
> Sauntering (mainly RS but also Virus)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering%20
> (mastered).mp3
> 
> Reaction 3 (mainly RS - some Virus)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Reaction3v3%20
> (mastered).mp3
> 
> Luxotic (mainly RS - some Virus)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Luxotic%20(mastered).mp3
> 
> Bronze (100% Triton)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Bronze%20(mastered).mp3
> 
> I have a ton more that are just kinda in limbo, waiting to get 
> finished, I'm sure you know the feeling. :D
> 
> You can get more infos at http://delobbo.com/ if you wish.
> 
> I'd like to hear what kinda stuff you make too, if you have any 
> links you wanna share.
> 
> rrr
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> > Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU efficient.
> > 
> > Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then using audio 
> > in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o soundcard 
> > you can patch your hardware effects in too. 
> > 
> > Obviously though, if it works for you then no need to 
> > change! :-)
> > 
> > My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having composed 
> > everything with hardware to the point where I don't need to 
> > switch any of my gear on to work on my project. When I get a 
> > laptop I will be able to continue working on my projects when 
> > not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits and mix 
> > settings.
> > 
> > Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?
> > 
> > Matt
> > 
> > ---- Original message ----
> > >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 
> > software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> > > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > > note quantization works just fine. I will add 32nd
> > > fills (if needed)
> > > later, and just not quantize those tracks. If I
> > > want to add some
> > > shuffle to some hats or something I will do that
> > > later also. And
> > > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> > > record the mixdown,
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> > > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more things,
> > > like loops (many
> > > times I will add shuffle beats here) - things like
> > > that. I am not
> > > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> > > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > > data. Yes it takes time to record the automation
> > > individually for
> > > each track, like I do, especially with my tracks
> > > that tend to usually
> > > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes longer. But
> > > I am not turned
> > > off by the extra time needed to do this since I
> > > think it shows in the
> > > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the whole
> > > track and what is
> > > going on, at which point.
> > >
> > > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data manipulation. 
> > > I look to doing
> > > more with it in the future, but for now I do all the
> > > FX on the RS,
> > > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
> > > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > > the desired sounds. I know there is so much more I
> > > can do... just
> > > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my excuse. 
> > > :)
> > >
> > > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to
> > > kill with Sonar, I
> > > would just not quantize that data. As long as you
> > > line up the first
> > > note with the first measure (as applicable) - the
> > > rest will follow
> > > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > > obstacle there.
> > >
> > > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I finish up
> > > the track with
> > > any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds, FX,
> > > loops, hits, other
> > > things like that, and even add more RS sequences at
> > > this point as
> > > well.
> > >
> > > -d
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > > wrote:
> > > > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> > > mentioned before
> > > > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to
> > > sonar. I
> > > > really like to keep the groove I have created with
> > > the RS and
> > > > record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of
> > > time by not
> > > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording
> > > entire
> > > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute
> > > tracks of
> > > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount
> > > of HD space.
> > > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps
> > > your
> > > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low
> > > allowing
> > > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > > >
> > > > ---- Original message ----
> > > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with
> > > a software
> > > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > > > >
> > > > > I do it in a similar, but different way, that
> > > seems
> > > > > to also work out
> > > > > well, after all is said and done. Might not
> > > be the
> > > > > best way, but hey
> > > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > > >
> > > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like
> > > 12-14
> > > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > > have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> > > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > > set each used channel to record (so in this
> > > case
> > > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS), and
> > > then set
> > > > > the tempo on
> > > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and
> > > run
> > > > > through and do a
> > > > > live session. Just get the groove going. 
> > > It's
> > > > > great because I can
> > > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just fix
> > > them
> > > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both devices
> > > once
> > > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think
> > > this
> > > > > is SO much easier
> > > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But,
> > > once
> > > > > I've got the data
> > > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> > > velocity
> > > > > changes, all those
> > > > > detailed things. Then I will go in and record
> > > the
> > > > > automation for
> > > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be
> > > the
> > > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you know
> > > the
> > > > > drill. But I also
> > > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> > > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it
> > > this
> > > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > > some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> > > > > whatever I need.
> > > > >
> > > > > I love recording "live" like this because I
> > > can be
> > > > > much more
> > > > > expressive (I think that's obvious), than just
> > > by
> > > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation
> > > in the
> > > > > software. Hope
> > > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > > >
> > > > > RRR
> > > > > http://delobbo.com
> > > > >
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > > Sponsor 
> > > > > 
> > > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > > Click
> > > Here! 
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000
> > > GROUP================

http://delobbo.com/


> > > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > > > 
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > > faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> > > your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > > account.
> > > > >
> > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo!
> > > > > Terms of Service.
> > > > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > > > 0412 081 302
> > > > matty@d...
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > Click Here! 
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > > Terms of Service.

| 11925|11918|2003-10-11 02:08:28|Matt Goddard|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
Whoa dude, lots to go through there. I'll definately listen 
to them when I get a chance (not at home right now and shitty 
PC speakers won't do justice).

You can have a look at my site www.djdopamine.com for an 
example of my work but most of those tunes on the audio page 
are very dated compared to my recent tunes.

I'll get back to you once i've had a listen, cheers!
Matt

---- Original message ----

>Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 08:01:18 -0000
>From: "delobbo101" 
>Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 

software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 

>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> Yeah.. it's like, I know there's so much more out
> there, and I
> honestly feel like I'm using only like 10% of the
> potential with the
> equipment I have. M-Audio Delta 66 for audio,
> Midiman 4x4 midi, I
> have 4 midi devices (RS, Virus C, Triton, JP8000) -
> the most I've
> ever used simultaneously is 14 channels of RS, 12 of
> Triton, and 1
> of Virus.... I just have to keep playing with
> it.. sidenote:
> right now my dayjob (in Info Sys) is holding me back
> from spending
> as much time as I want to with music - but still I
> am getting done
> what I need to get done - just can't experiment
> really. So that
> kinda sucks, but sure here are some tracks you can
> check out:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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>
> RS + Virus + Triton + loops etc - the original has
> vocals in it....
> this is a sample from a remix I did. I have other
> remixes too that
> have been released, but I don't think the labels
> would like me
> posting those here. I'm at least working on getting
> samples of
> those remixes up on my site... hopefully I'll have
> that done soon. 
> So this will have to do for now.
> 

http://delobbo.com/music/clips/GLIS_Resolution_Delobbo_DVI2_Mi
x_inst_

> final_sample.mp3
>
> These take some time to start up, I did them for a
> personal
> portfolio for a position making music for video
> games:
>
> RS + Virus:
> http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Ice%

20Frenzy_160.mp3

>
> 100% Triton here:
> http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Wayward_160.mp3
>
> Here's a few tracks I did just about a year ago, I
> don't really
> consider these to be all that, indeed I think right
> now I'm
> producing much more refined material:
>
> Sauntering (mainly RS but also Virus)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering%20
> (mastered).mp3
>
> Reaction 3 (mainly RS - some Virus)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Reaction3v3%20
> (mastered).mp3
>
> Luxotic (mainly RS - some Virus)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Luxotic%20

(mastered).mp3

>
> Bronze (100% Triton)
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Bronze%20

(mastered).mp3

>
> I have a ton more that are just kinda in limbo,
> waiting to get
> finished, I'm sure you know the feeling. :D
>
> You can get more infos at http://delobbo.com/ if you
> wish.
>
> I'd like to hear what kinda stuff you make too, if
> you have any
> links you wanna share.
>
> rrr
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> wrote:
> > Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU
> efficient.
> >
> > Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then
> using audio
> > in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o
> soundcard
> > you can patch your hardware effects in too.



> >
> > Obviously though, if it works for you then no need
> to
> > change! :-)
> >
> > My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having
> composed
> > everything with hardware to the point where I
> don't need to
> > switch any of my gear on to work on my project.
> When I get a
> > laptop I will be able to continue working on my
> projects when
> > not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits
> and mix
> > settings.
> >
> > Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > ---- Original message ----
> > >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced
> with a
> > software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> > > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > > note quantization works just fine. I will add
> 32nd
> > > fills (if needed)
> > > later, and just not quantize those tracks. If
> I
> > > want to add some
> > > shuffle to some hats or something I will do
> that
> > > later also. And
> > > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> > > record the mixdown,
> > > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more
> things,
> > > like loops (many
> > > times I will add shuffle beats here) - things
> like
> > > that. I am not
> > > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> > > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > > data. Yes it takes time to record the
> automation
> > > individually for
> > > each track, like I do, especially with my
> tracks
> > > that tend to usually
> > > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes
> longer. But
> > > I am not turned
> > > off by the extra time needed to do this since
> I
> > > think it shows in the
> > > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the
> whole
> > > track and what is
> > > going on, at which point.
> > >
> > > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data
> manipulation.
> > > I look to doing
> > > more with it in the future, but for now I do
> all the
> > > FX on the RS,
> > > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
> > > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > > the desired sounds. I know there is so much
> more I
> > > can do... just
> > > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my



> excuse.
> > > :)
> > >
> > > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not
> want to
> > > kill with Sonar, I
> > > would just not quantize that data. As long as
> you
> > > line up the first
> > > note with the first measure (as applicable) -
> the
> > > rest will follow
> > > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > > obstacle there.
> > >
> > > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I
> finish up
> > > the track with
> > > any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds,
> FX,
> > > loops, hits, other
> > > things like that, and even add more RS
> sequences at
> > > this point as
> > > well.
> > >
> > > -d
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > > wrote:
> > > > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> > > mentioned before
> > > > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise
> to
> > > sonar. I
> > > > really like to keep the groove I have
> created with
> > > the RS and
> > > > record each part as audio. It also saves a
> LOT of
> > > time by not
> > > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you
> recording
> > > entire
> > > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5
> minute
> > > tracks of
> > > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous
> amount
> > > of HD space.
> > > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar
> keeps
> > > your
> > > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk
> usage low
> > > allowing
> > > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > > >
> > > > ---- Original message ----
> > > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people
> experienced with
> > > a software
> > > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc)
> > > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >
> > > > > I do it in a similar, but different way,
> that
> > > seems
> > > > > to also work out
> > > > > well, after all is said and done. Might
> not
> > > be the
> > > > > best way, but hey
> > > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > > >
> > > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up
> to like



> > > 12-14
> > > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > > have already configured Sonar XL to
> record 16
> > > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > > set each used channel to record (so in
> this
> > > case
> > > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS),
> and
> > > then set
> > > > > the tempo on
> > > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in
> Sonar, and
> > > run
> > > > > through and do a
> > > > > live session. Just get the groove
> going.
> > > It's
> > > > > great because I can
> > > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just
> fix
> > > them
> > > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both
> devices
> > > once
> > > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I
> think
> > > this
> > > > > is SO much easier
> > > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. 
> But,
> > > once
> > > > > I've got the data
> > > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> > > velocity
> > > > > changes, all those
> > > > > detailed things. Then I will go in and
> record
> > > the
> > > > > automation for
> > > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this
> will be
> > > the
> > > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you
> know
> > > the
> > > > > drill. But I also
> > > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb,
> Delay, or
> > > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing
> it
> > > this
> > > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > > some more MIDI devices and record more
> data,
> > > > > whatever I need.
> > > > >
> > > > > I love recording "live" like this
> because I
> > > can be
> > > > > much more
> > > > > expressive (I think that's obvious),
> than just
> > > by
> > > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital
> manipulation
> > > in the
> > > > > software. Hope
> > > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > > >
> > > > > RRR
> > > > > http://delobbo.com
> > > > >
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups
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> Terms of Service.

Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
0412 081 302
matty@djdopamine.com
| 11926|11918|2003-10-11 02:09:08|Matt Goddard|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
hehe, saw that.... no problems.
Matt

---- Original message ----

>Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 08:06:41 -0000
>From: "delobbo101" 
>Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 

software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 

>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> oops looks like some of those links didn't come
> out... you may have
> to copy and paste them into Notepad or some text
> editor, and then
> copy and paste again into your browser...... 
>
> -rrr
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101"
> wrote:
> > Yeah.. it's like, I know there's so much more out
> there, and I
> > honestly feel like I'm using only like 10% of the
> potential with
> the
> > equipment I have. M-Audio Delta 66 for audio,
> Midiman 4x4 midi, I
> > have 4 midi devices (RS, Virus C, Triton, JP8000)
> - the most I've
> > ever used simultaneously is 14 channels of RS, 12
> of Triton, and 1
> > of Virus.... I just have to keep playing with
> it.. sidenote:
> > right now my dayjob (in Info Sys) is holding me
> back from spending
> > as much time as I want to with music - but still I
> am getting done
> > what I need to get done - just can't experiment
> really. So that
> > kinda sucks, but sure here are some tracks you can
> check out:
> >
> > RS + Virus + Triton + loops etc - the original has
> vocals in
> it....
> > this is a sample from a remix I did. I have other
> remixes too
> that
> > have been released, but I don't think the labels
> would like me
> > posting those here. I'm at least working on
> getting samples of
> > those remixes up on my site... hopefully I'll have
> that done
> soon. 
> > So this will have to do for now.
> >
> 

http://delobbo.com/music/clips/GLIS_Resolution_Delobbo_DVI2_Mi
x_inst_

> > final_sample.mp3
> >
> > These take some time to start up, I did them for a
> personal
> > portfolio for a position making music for video
> games:
> >
> > RS + Virus:
> >
> http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Ice%



20Frenzy_160.mp3

> >
> > 100% Triton here:
> >
> http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Wayward_160.mp3
> >
> > Here's a few tracks I did just about a year ago, I
> don't really
> > consider these to be all that, indeed I think
> right now I'm
> > producing much more refined material:
> >
> > Sauntering (mainly RS but also Virus)
> >
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering%20
> > (mastered).mp3
> >
> > Reaction 3 (mainly RS - some Virus)
> >
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Reaction3v3%20
> > (mastered).mp3
> >
> > Luxotic (mainly RS - some Virus)
> >
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Luxotic%20

(mastered).mp3

> >
> > Bronze (100% Triton)
> >
> http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Bronze%20

(mastered).mp3

> >
> > I have a ton more that are just kinda in limbo,
> waiting to get
> > finished, I'm sure you know the feeling. :D
> >
> > You can get more infos at http://delobbo.com/ if
> you wish.
> >
> > I'd like to hear what kinda stuff you make too, if
> you have any
> > links you wanna share.
> >
> > rrr
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> wrote:
> > > Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU
> efficient.
> > >
> > > Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then
> using audio
> > > in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi
> i/o soundcard
> > > you can patch your hardware effects in too.
> > >
> > > Obviously though, if it works for you then no
> need to
> > > change! :-)
> > >
> > > My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having
> composed
> > > everything with hardware to the point where I
> don't need to
> > > switch any of my gear on to work on my project.
> When I get a
> > > laptop I will be able to continue working on my
> projects when
> > > not at home, nice for those last minute beat
> edits and mix
> > > settings.
> > >
> > > Do you have some tracks online I could listen
> to?
> > >



> > > Matt
> > >
> > > ---- Original message ----
> > > >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people
> experienced with a
> > > software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so
> a
> > > > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > > > note quantization works just fine. I will
> add 32nd
> > > > fills (if needed)
> > > > later, and just not quantize those tracks. 
> If I
> > > > want to add some
> > > > shuffle to some hats or something I will do
> that
> > > > later also. And
> > > > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I
> will
> > > > record the mixdown,
> > > > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more
> things,
> > > > like loops (many
> > > > times I will add shuffle beats here) -
> things like
> > > > that. I am not
> > > > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks
> I
> > > > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > > > data. Yes it takes time to record the
> automation
> > > > individually for
> > > > each track, like I do, especially with my
> tracks
> > > > that tend to usually
> > > > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes
> longer. But
> > > > I am not turned
> > > > off by the extra time needed to do this
> since I
> > > > think it shows in the
> > > > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the
> whole
> > > > track and what is
> > > > going on, at which point.
> > > >
> > > > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > > > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > > > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data
> manipulation.
> > > > I look to doing
> > > > more with it in the future, but for now I do
> all the
> > > > FX on the RS,
> > > > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1
> XL,
> > > > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > > > the desired sounds. I know there is so much
> more I
> > > > can do... just
> > > > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my
> excuse.
> > > > :)
> > > >
> > > > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not
> want to
> > > > kill with Sonar, I
> > > > would just not quantize that data. As long
> as you
> > > > line up the first
> > > > note with the first measure (as applicable)
> - the
> > > > rest will follow
> > > > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > > > obstacle there.
> > > >



> > > > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I
> finish up
> > > > the track with
> > > > any number of atmospheric/ambient type
> sounds, FX,
> > > > loops, hits, other
> > > > things like that, and even add more RS
> sequences at
> > > > this point as
> > > > well.
> > > >
> > > > -d
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> > > > mentioned before
> > > > > you kill the groove as soon as you
> quantise to
> > > > sonar. I
> > > > > really like to keep the groove I have
> created with
> > > > the RS and
> > > > > record each part as audio. It also saves a
> LOT of
> > > > time by not
> > > > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you
> recording
> > > > entire
> > > > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16
> 5 minute
> > > > tracks of
> > > > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous
> amount
> > > > of HD space.
> > > > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in
> Sonar keeps
> > > > your
> > > > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk
> usage low
> > > > allowing
> > > > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> > > > >
> > > > > Matt
> > > > >
> > > > > ---- Original message ----
> > > > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people
> experienced with
> > > > a software
> > > > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc)
> > > > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I do it in a similar, but different
> way, that
> > > > seems
> > > > > > to also work out
> > > > > > well, after all is said and done. 
> Might not
> > > > be the
> > > > > > best way, but hey
> > > > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up
> to like
> > > > 12-14
> > > > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > > > have already configured Sonar XL to
> record 16
> > > > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > > > set each used channel to record (so in
> this
> > > > case
> > > > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS),
> and
> > > > then set
> > > > > > the tempo on
> > > > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in
> Sonar, and



> > > > run
> > > > > > through and do a
> > > > > > live session. Just get the groove
> going.
> > > > It's
> > > > > > great because I can
> > > > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just
> fix
> > > > them
> > > > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both
> devices
> > > > once
> > > > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. 
> I think
> > > > this
> > > > > > is SO much easier
> > > > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. 
> But,
> > > > once
> > > > > > I've got the data
> > > > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make
> the
> > > > velocity
> > > > > > changes, all those
> > > > > > detailed things. Then I will go in
> and record
> > > > the
> > > > > > automation for
> > > > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this
> will be
> > > > the
> > > > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you
> know
> > > > the
> > > > > > drill. But I also
> > > > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb,
> Delay, or
> > > > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility
> doing it
> > > > this
> > > > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > > > some more MIDI devices and record more
> data,
> > > > > > whatever I need.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I love recording "live" like this
> because I
> > > > can be
> > > > > > much more
> > > > > > expressive (I think that's obvious),
> than just
> > > > by
> > > > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital
> manipulation
> > > > in the
> > > > > > software. Hope
> > > > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > > > >
> > > > > > RRR
> > > > > > http://delobbo.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > > > Sponsor 
> > > > > > 
> > > > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > > > Click
> > > > Here! 
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ===================RS7000
> > > > GROUP================
> > > > > > Home:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > > FAQ:
> > > > > > 
> > > > 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-



> > > > > faq.html
> > > > > > Yamaha Official:
> http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > > Yamaha Official:
> http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an
> email to:
> > > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or
> goto
> > > > your
> > > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K
> Yahoo
> > > > account.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject
> to the
> > > > Yahoo!
> > > > > > Terms of Service.
> > > > > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > > > > 0412 081 302
> > > > > matty@d...
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups
> Sponsor 
> > > > 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > Click
> Here! 
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000
> GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > > 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo!
> > > > Terms of Service.
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> [IMG] 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service.

Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
0412 081 302
matty@djdopamine.com
| 11927|11918|2003-10-11 02:20:35|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
Hey I listened to Mentol, that is some strong clean work there. 
Really pounds hard. Liked it. Also Recher has a cool groove to it, 
I like how the bass is very dominant but not overpowering.

good stuff!!

-rrr



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> Whoa dude, lots to go through there. I'll definately listen 
> to them when I get a chance (not at home right now and shitty 
> PC speakers won't do justice).
> 
> You can have a look at my site www.djdopamine.com for an 
> example of my work but most of those tunes on the audio page 
> are very dated compared to my recent tunes.
> 
> I'll get back to you once i've had a listen, cheers!
> Matt
> 
> ---- Original message ----
> >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 08:01:18 -0000
> >From: "delobbo101" 
> >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 
> software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Yeah.. it's like, I know there's so much more out
> > there, and I
> > honestly feel like I'm using only like 10% of the
> > potential with the
> > equipment I have. M-Audio Delta 66 for audio,
> > Midiman 4x4 midi, I
> > have 4 midi devices (RS, Virus C, Triton, JP8000) -
> > the most I've
> > ever used simultaneously is 14 channels of RS, 12 of
> > Triton, and 1
> > of Virus.... I just have to keep playing with
> > it.. sidenote:
> > right now my dayjob (in Info Sys) is holding me back
> > from spending
> > as much time as I want to with music - but still I
> > am getting done
> > what I need to get done - just can't experiment
> > really. So that
> > kinda sucks, but sure here are some tracks you can
> > check out:
> >
> > RS + Virus + Triton + loops etc - the original has
> > vocals in it....
> > this is a sample from a remix I did. I have other
> > remixes too that
> > have been released, but I don't think the labels
> > would like me
> > posting those here. I'm at least working on getting
> > samples of
> > those remixes up on my site... hopefully I'll have
> > that done soon. 
> > So this will have to do for now.
> > 
> http://delobbo.com/music/clips/GLIS_Resolution_Delobbo_DVI2_Mi
> x_inst_
> > final_sample.mp3
> >
> > These take some time to start up, I did them for a
> > personal
> > portfolio for a position making music for video
> > games:
> >
> > RS + Virus:
> > http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Ice%
> 20Frenzy_160.mp3
> >
> > 100% Triton here:
> > http://delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Wayward_160.mp3
> >
> > Here's a few tracks I did just about a year ago, I
> > don't really
> > consider these to be all that, indeed I think right
> > now I'm
> > producing much more refined material:
> >
> > Sauntering (mainly RS but also Virus)
> > http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Sauntering%20
> > (mastered).mp3
> >



> > Reaction 3 (mainly RS - some Virus)
> > http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Reaction3v3%20
> > (mastered).mp3
> >
> > Luxotic (mainly RS - some Virus)
> > http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Luxotic%20
> (mastered).mp3
> >
> > Bronze (100% Triton)
> > http://www.delobbo.com/music/Delobbo%20-%20Bronze%20
> (mastered).mp3
> >
> > I have a ton more that are just kinda in limbo,
> > waiting to get
> > finished, I'm sure you know the feeling. :D
> >
> > You can get more infos at http://delobbo.com/ if you
> > wish.
> >
> > I'd like to hear what kinda stuff you make too, if
> > you have any
> > links you wanna share.
> >
> > rrr
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > wrote:
> > > Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU
> > efficient.
> > >
> > > Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then
> > using audio
> > > in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o
> > soundcard
> > > you can patch your hardware effects in too.
> > >
> > > Obviously though, if it works for you then no need
> > to
> > > change! :-)
> > >
> > > My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having
> > composed
> > > everything with hardware to the point where I
> > don't need to
> > > switch any of my gear on to work on my project.
> > When I get a
> > > laptop I will be able to continue working on my
> > projects when
> > > not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits
> > and mix
> > > settings.
> > >
> > > Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > ---- Original message ----
> > > >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced
> > with a
> > > software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> > > > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > > > note quantization works just fine. I will add
> > 32nd
> > > > fills (if needed)
> > > > later, and just not quantize those tracks. If
> > I
> > > > want to add some
> > > > shuffle to some hats or something I will do
> > that
> > > > later also. And
> > > > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> > > > record the mixdown,
> > > > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more
> > things,
> > > > like loops (many
> > > > times I will add shuffle beats here) - things



> > like
> > > > that. I am not
> > > > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> > > > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > > > data. Yes it takes time to record the
> > automation
> > > > individually for
> > > > each track, like I do, especially with my
> > tracks
> > > > that tend to usually
> > > > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes
> > longer. But
> > > > I am not turned
> > > > off by the extra time needed to do this since
> > I
> > > > think it shows in the
> > > > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the
> > whole
> > > > track and what is
> > > > going on, at which point.
> > > >
> > > > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > > > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > > > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data
> > manipulation.
> > > > I look to doing
> > > > more with it in the future, but for now I do
> > all the
> > > > FX on the RS,
> > > > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
> > > > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > > > the desired sounds. I know there is so much
> > more I
> > > > can do... just
> > > > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my
> > excuse.
> > > > :)
> > > >
> > > > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not
> > want to
> > > > kill with Sonar, I
> > > > would just not quantize that data. As long as
> > you
> > > > line up the first
> > > > note with the first measure (as applicable) -
> > the
> > > > rest will follow
> > > > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > > > obstacle there.
> > > >
> > > > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I
> > finish up
> > > > the track with
> > > > any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds,
> > FX,
> > > > loops, hits, other
> > > > things like that, and even add more RS
> > sequences at
> > > > this point as
> > > > well.
> > > >
> > > > -d
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> > > > mentioned before
> > > > > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise
> > to
> > > > sonar. I
> > > > > really like to keep the groove I have
> > created with
> > > > the RS and
> > > > > record each part as audio. It also saves a
> > LOT of
> > > > time by not
> > > > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you
> > recording
> > > > entire
> > > > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5
> > minute



> > > > tracks of
> > > > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous
> > amount
> > > > of HD space.
> > > > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar
> > keeps
> > > > your
> > > > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk
> > usage low
> > > > allowing
> > > > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> > > > >
> > > > > Matt
> > > > >
> > > > > ---- Original message ----
> > > > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people
> > experienced with
> > > > a software
> > > > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc)
> > > > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I do it in a similar, but different way,
> > that
> > > > seems
> > > > > > to also work out
> > > > > > well, after all is said and done. Might
> > not
> > > > be the
> > > > > > best way, but hey
> > > > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up
> > to like
> > > > 12-14
> > > > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > > > have already configured Sonar XL to
> > record 16
> > > > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > > > set each used channel to record (so in
> > this
> > > > case
> > > > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS),
> > and
> > > > then set
> > > > > > the tempo on
> > > > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in
> > Sonar, and
> > > > run
> > > > > > through and do a
> > > > > > live session. Just get the groove
> > going.
> > > > It's
> > > > > > great because I can
> > > > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just
> > fix
> > > > them
> > > > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both
> > devices
> > > > once
> > > > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I
> > think
> > > > this
> > > > > > is SO much easier
> > > > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. 
> > But,
> > > > once
> > > > > > I've got the data
> > > > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> > > > velocity
> > > > > > changes, all those
> > > > > > detailed things. Then I will go in and
> > record
> > > > the
> > > > > > automation for
> > > > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this
> > will be



> > > > the
> > > > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you
> > know
> > > > the
> > > > > > drill. But I also
> > > > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb,
> > Delay, or
> > > > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing
> > it
> > > > this
> > > > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > > > some more MIDI devices and record more
> > data,
> > > > > > whatever I need.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I love recording "live" like this
> > because I
> > > > can be
> > > > > > much more
> > > > > > expressive (I think that's obvious),
> > than just
> > > > by
> > > > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital
> > manipulation
> > > > in the
> > > > > > software. Hope
> > > > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > > > >
> > > > > > RRR
> > > > > > http://delobbo.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > > > Sponsor 
> > > > > > 
> > > > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > > > Click
> > > > Here! 
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ===================RS7000
> > > > GROUP================
> > > > > > Home:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > > FAQ:
> > > > > > 
> > > > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > > > faq.html
> > > > > > Yamaha Official:
> > http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > > Yamaha Official:
> > http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email
> > to:
> > > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or
> > goto
> > > > your
> > > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > > > account.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> > the
> > > > Yahoo!
> > > > > > Terms of Service.
> > > > > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > > > > 0412 081 302
> > > > > matty@d...
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > Sponsor 
> > > > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > Click
> > Here! 
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000
> > GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/



> > > > FAQ:
> > > > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> > your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo!
> > > > Terms of Service.
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > [IMG] 
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > Terms of Service.
> Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> 0412 081 302
> matty@d...

| 11928|11918|2003-10-11 04:07:27|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |

> If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to
> kill with Sonar, I
> would just not quantize that data. As long as you
> line up the first
> note with the first measure (as applicable) - the
> rest will follow
> exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> obstacle there.

oops I just realized what I wrote above - wouldn't work. hehehe. 
The thing is you HAVE to quantize it in some way in Sonar to get it 
synced properly with the rest of the notes. Yeah so for this kind 
of situation, I would not lay that part down in Sonar - I would 
record it as audio..... into Sonar - and have that play on top of 
the MIDI data.

Oh yeah and I just remembered the reason why I don't like working 
with both audio and midi in Sonar - they operate separately, in 
terms of the audio. So, if I mixdown the audio, all I have is the 
audio - I then have to record the midi data into a separate audio 
file, and then overlay those in a wav editor anyways. SO I figure 
I'll just do any audio in a wav editor to start with, so I don't 
have to mess around and have to make TWO audio mixdowns, one from 
Sonar, and then one from wav editor (I use Cool Edit Pro 2.0) - do 
you know another way, to do this better?

-rrr

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU efficient.
> 
> Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then using audio 
> in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o soundcard 
> you can patch your hardware effects in too. 
> 
> Obviously though, if it works for you then no need to 
> change! :-)
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having composed 
> everything with hardware to the point where I don't need to 
> switch any of my gear on to work on my project. When I get a 
> laptop I will be able to continue working on my projects when 
> not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits and mix 
> settings.
> 
> Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?
> 
> Matt
> 
> ---- Original message ----
> >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> >From: "delobbo101" 
> >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a 
> software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > note quantization works just fine. I will add 32nd
> > fills (if needed)
> > later, and just not quantize those tracks. If I
> > want to add some
> > shuffle to some hats or something I will do that
> > later also. And
> > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> > record the mixdown,
> > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more things,
> > like loops (many
> > times I will add shuffle beats here) - things like
> > that. I am not
> > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > data. Yes it takes time to record the automation
> > individually for
> > each track, like I do, especially with my tracks
> > that tend to usually
> > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes longer. But
> > I am not turned
> > off by the extra time needed to do this since I
> > think it shows in the
> > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the whole
> > track and what is
> > going on, at which point.
> >
> > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data manipulation. 
> > I look to doing
> > more with it in the future, but for now I do all the
> > FX on the RS,
> > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
> > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > the desired sounds. I know there is so much more I
> > can do... just
> > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my excuse. 
> > :)
> >
> > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to
> > kill with Sonar, I
> > would just not quantize that data. As long as you
> > line up the first
> > note with the first measure (as applicable) - the
> > rest will follow
> > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > obstacle there.
> >
> > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I finish up
> > the track with
> > any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds, FX,
> > loops, hits, other
> > things like that, and even add more RS sequences at
> > this point as
> > well.
> >
> > -d
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > wrote:
> > > I used to do it like this too, but like I

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > mentioned before
> > > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to
> > sonar. I
> > > really like to keep the groove I have created with
> > the RS and
> > > record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of
> > time by not
> > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording
> > entire
> > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute
> > tracks of
> > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount
> > of HD space.
> > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps
> > your
> > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low
> > allowing
> > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > ---- Original message ----
> > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with
> > a software
> > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc) 
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > I do it in a similar, but different way, that
> > seems
> > > > to also work out
> > > > well, after all is said and done. Might not
> > be the
> > > > best way, but hey
> > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > >
> > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like
> > 12-14
> > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > set each used channel to record (so in this
> > case
> > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS), and
> > then set
> > > > the tempo on
> > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and
> > run
> > > > through and do a
> > > > live session. Just get the groove going. 
> > It's
> > > > great because I can
> > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just fix
> > them
> > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both devices
> > once
> > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think
> > this
> > > > is SO much easier
> > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But,
> > once
> > > > I've got the data
> > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> > velocity
> > > > changes, all those
> > > > detailed things. Then I will go in and record
> > the
> > > > automation for
> > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be
> > the
> > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you know
> > the
> > > > drill. But I also
> > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it
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> > this
> > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> > > > whatever I need.
> > > >
> > > > I love recording "live" like this because I
> > can be
> > > > much more
> > > > expressive (I think that's obvious), than just
> > by
> > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation
> > in the
> > > > software. Hope
> > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > >
> > > > RRR
> > > > http://delobbo.com
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > Sponsor 
> > > > 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > > > Click
> > Here! 
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000
> > GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > > 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> > your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo!
> > > > Terms of Service.
> > > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > > 0412 081 302
> > > matty@d...
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > Click Here! 
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > Terms of Service.

| 11929|11921|2003-10-11 13:08:14|david grundy|Re: importing samples|
thank you very much , you just saved me from a mild stroke... i sweer i was about to pull my hair and teeth out last night trying to figure this thing out ... cause i just
started using the media card ... i would alway sample throught the lines in...
thanks again

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:
goodmorning, in the wave import screen, turn the f4 knob (think)
and you will be able to select a key where you want
to place the sample.
i overlooked this also when i went in 
there the first time long ago.... 
(hmm almost sounds like smthng else hahahaha)
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and now i'm off to sleeeeeep, been working from,
07:30am yesterday morning till this morning 05:00am
had 2 continues assignments in 24 hours urrggg :-///

laturrrrr

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> is there anyone that knows how to import a sample from the media 
card and creating a kit ... when i import them they come out as pitch 
notes ... 
> if you can , please tell me how
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11930|11930|2003-10-11 15:20:10|electrotimba|Ampü for the monitors|
Just bought monitors ( from a video studio that went for upgrade ) 
any amp tip? Don`t need/like high volumes really, neither high prices 
so I thought to get something simple. Could it work with any consumer 
receiver/amp ? If so any suggestions about brand or models, they can 
be set flat don`t they?
| 11931|11918|2003-10-11 20:19:20|dopamine|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|

>
>Oh yeah and I just remembered the reason why I don't like working
>with both audio and midi in Sonar - they operate separately, in
>terms of the audio. So, if I mixdown the audio, all I have is the
>audio - I then have to record the midi data into a separate audio
>file, and then overlay those in a wav editor anyways. SO I figure
>I'll just do any audio in a wav editor to start with, so I don't
>have to mess around and have to make TWO audio mixdowns, one from
>Sonar, and then one from wav editor (I use Cool Edit Pro 2.0) - do
>you know another way, to do this better?
>
>-rrr

I always commit my midi to audio as soon as I fire up Sonar and work almost 
soley with audio from there on, kinda like working with Pro Tools. Sonar is 
definately the most powerful audio sequencer on the market. I simply 
compose all my parts and loops with my hardware and record them down bit by 
bit so i'm not trying to sync midi and audio with my soundcards buffer 
settings (when recording audio from midi clock sent from Sonar, the latency 
is negligable and Sonar provides a delay compensation depending on the 
cards buffer settings, so when you play the midi track along side the audio 
it doesn't sound in sync until you record it - therefore working with both 
audio and midi then recording to an external device would give a poorer 
timing).

I don't see the need to be recording into Cool Edit at all, unless your 
project has maxed your CPU and you're getting clicks and pops. Record all 
your tracks separately into Sonar and mix them there. That way you have 
total recall of your mix everytime you fire up Sonar and you can make edits 
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and tweaks as you go.

It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small snippets of 
audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it it's a very 
intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros do it these 
days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious studio/remix work 
with other producers)

Matt

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> > Ah, I see. Not a bad way of working and very CPU efficient.
> >
> > Although, if you haver a powerful enough PC then using audio
> > in Sonar is a huge leap forward. With a multi i/o soundcard
> > you can patch your hardware effects in too.
> >
> > Obviously though, if it works for you then no need to
> > change! :-)
> >
> > My projects wind up soley in Sonar after having composed
> > everything with hardware to the point where I don't need to
> > switch any of my gear on to work on my project. When I get a
> > laptop I will be able to continue working on my projects when
> > not at home, nice for those last minute beat edits and mix
> > settings.
> >
> > Do you have some tracks online I could listen to?
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > ---- Original message ----
> > >Date: Sat, 11 Oct 2003 00:35:37 -0000
> > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > >Subject: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a
> > software sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc)
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > I'm mainly doing dance music these days, so a
> > > concrete 4/4 with 16th
> > > note quantization works just fine. I will add 32nd
> > > fills (if needed)
> > > later, and just not quantize those tracks. If I
> > > want to add some
> > > shuffle to some hats or something I will do that
> > > later also. And
> > > also once I'm done with the Sonar part, I will
> > > record the mixdown,
> > > and dump it into a wave editor, and add more things,
> > > like loops (many
> > > times I will add shuffle beats here) - things like
> > > that. I am not
> > > recording audio into Sonar. All the tracks I
> > > mentioned, its all MIDI
> > > data. Yes it takes time to record the automation
> > > individually for
> > > each track, like I do, especially with my tracks
> > > that tend to usually
> > > be between 7-11 minutes long, sometimes longer. But
> > > I am not turned
> > > off by the extra time needed to do this since I
> > > think it shows in the
> > > end product, in terms of the dynamics of the whole
> > > track and what is
> > > going on, at which point.
> > >
> > > Right now I'm not running any DXi's/soft
> > > effects/synths from Sonar,
> > > all I am using Sonar for is MIDI data manipulation.
> > > I look to doing
> > > more with it in the future, but for now I do all the
> > > FX on the RS,
> > > and also use external hardware FX (TC M-1 XL,
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> > > Triple-C, etc) to get
> > > the desired sounds. I know there is so much more I
> > > can do... just
> > > need more time to do it!!! Yeah that's my excuse.
> > > :)
> > >
> > > If I had a groove in the RS that I did not want to
> > > kill with Sonar, I
> > > would just not quantize that data. As long as you
> > > line up the first
> > > note with the first measure (as applicable) - the
> > > rest will follow
> > > exactly as you played it, so I don't see any
> > > obstacle there.
> > >
> > > I will record as audio in phase 2, where I finish up
> > > the track with
> > > any number of atmospheric/ambient type sounds, FX,
> > > loops, hits, other
> > > things like that, and even add more RS sequences at
> > > this point as
> > > well.
> > >
> > > -d
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard
> > > wrote:
> > > > I used to do it like this too, but like I
> > > mentioned before
> > > > you kill the groove as soon as you quantise to
> > > sonar. I
> > > > really like to keep the groove I have created with
> > > the RS and
> > > > record each part as audio. It also saves a LOT of
> > > time by not
> > > > doing multiple recording stages. Are you recording
> > > entire
> > > > performance tracks down as audio? Like 16 5 minute
> > > tracks of
> > > > audio? If so, you are wasting an enormous amount
> > > of HD space.
> > > > Recording parts/loops and arranging in Sonar keeps
> > > your
> > > > project small and keeps the CPU and disk usage low
> > > allowing
> > > > you to use more effects/tracks/DXi/VSTi's.
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > > >
> > > > ---- Original message ----
> > > > >Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 23:00:03 -0000
> > > > >From: "delobbo101" 
> > > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with
> > > a software
> > > > sequencer (logic/cubase/sonar etc)
> > > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >
> > > > > I do it in a similar, but different way, that
> > > seems
> > > > > to also work out
> > > > > well, after all is said and done. Might not
> > > be the
> > > > > best way, but hey
> > > > > it works for me, and I love it:
> > > > >
> > > > > I compose the song on the RS, maybe up to like
> > > 12-14
> > > > > tracks or so. I
> > > > > have already configured Sonar XL to record 16
> > > > > channels of RS. I will
> > > > > set each used channel to record (so in this
> > > case
> > > > > whatever 12-14
> > > > > channels I had recorded on in the RS), and
> > > then set
> > > > > the tempo on
> > > > > Sonar to match the RS. I record in Sonar, and
> > > run
> > > > > through and do a
> > > > > live session. Just get the groove going.
> > > It's
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> > > > > great because I can
> > > > > make all the mistakes I want, and just fix
> > > them
> > > > > later. When I feel I
> > > > > have enough data recorded, I stop both devices
> > > once
> > > > > I'm done, and go
> > > > > into Sonar and quantize all the data. I think
> > > this
> > > > > is SO much easier
> > > > > than CREATING the midi data in Sonar. But,
> > > once
> > > > > I've got the data
> > > > > DOWN in Sonar, I add the fills, make the
> > > velocity
> > > > > changes, all those
> > > > > detailed things. Then I will go in and record
> > > the
> > > > > automation for
> > > > > whatever tracks need it. Mainly this will be
> > > the
> > > > > cutoff, resonance,
> > > > > and other LFO modulation, filters, you know
> > > the
> > > > > drill. But I also
> > > > > might record tweaks of the Reverb, Delay, or
> > > > > Variation knobs, as well
> > > > > as ADSR. I get great flexibility doing it
> > > this
> > > > > way. Next I hook up
> > > > > some more MIDI devices and record more data,
> > > > > whatever I need.
> > > > >
> > > > > I love recording "live" like this because I
> > > can be
> > > > > much more
> > > > > expressive (I think that's obvious), than just
> > > by
> > > > > the nitty-gritty
> > > > > 1's and 0's of a totally digital manipulation
> > > in the
> > > > > software. Hope
> > > > > that makes sense. :D
> > > > >
> > > > > RRR
> > > > > <http://delobbo.com>http://delobbo.com
> > > > >
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups
> > > Sponsor
> > > > >
> > > ADVERTISEMENT
> > > > > Click
> > > Here!
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000
> > > GROUP================
> > > > > Home: 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > > >
> > > 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > > faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> > > your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > > account.
> > > > >
> > > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo!
> > > > > Terms of Service.
> > > > Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
> > > > 0412 081 302
> > > > matty@d...
> > >
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> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > ADVERTISEMENT
> > > Click Here!
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > > 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> > > Terms of Service.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>de54af.jpg 
>
>de5513.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11932|11930|2003-10-11 21:59:08|Latif|Re: Ampü for the monitors|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Just bought monitors ( from a video studio that went for upgrade ) 
> any amp tip? Don`t need/like high volumes really, neither high 

prices 

> so I thought to get something simple. Could it work with any 

consumer 

> receiver/amp ? If so any suggestions about brand or models, they 

can 

> be set flat don`t they?

i don't use amps anymore, but i found
'Carver' the best for the price back then.
see if you can find a 2th hand Carver.

Latif
| 11933|11921|2003-10-11 22:03:28|Latif|Re: importing samples|
no problem.
--
oops 06:00 am again
damn work! well... it's fun actually
i never woked in a club before where the
totall occupation of babes versus dudes was 3:1
;-)

anyway... i'm ZZZZzzzzzzzz
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Latif 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> thank you very much , you just saved me from a mild stroke... i 
sweer i was about to pull my hair and teeth out last night trying to 
figure this thing out ... cause i just started using the media 
card ... i would alway sample throught the lines in...
> thanks again
> 
> Latif wrote:
> goodmorning, in the wave import screen, turn the f4 knob (think)
> and you will be able to select a key where you want
> to place the sample.
> i overlooked this also when i went in 
> there the first time long ago.... 
> (hmm almost sounds like smthng else hahahaha)
> 
> and now i'm off to sleeeeeep, been working from,
> 07:30am yesterday morning till this morning 05:00am
> had 2 continues assignments in 24 hours urrggg :-///
> 
> laturrrrr
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
wrote:
> > is there anyone that knows how to import a sample from the media 
> card and creating a kit ... when i import them they come out as 
pitch 
> notes ... 
> > if you can , please tell me how
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11934|11918|2003-10-12 00:35:27|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> 

> It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small 

snippets of 

> audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it 

it's a very 

> intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros do it 

these 

> days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious 
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studio/remix work 

> with other producers)

This is what I do, except in Cool Edit... I guess its just because 
I'm more comfortable working in Cool Edit... things like envelopes 
are much easier to do, than in Sonar...

rrr
| 11935|11918|2003-10-12 00:52:23|dopamine|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
Oh right, I keep forgetting that the Pro version does quite a bit more than 
a standard wave editor.

Matt

At 06:35 AM 12/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> >
>
> > It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small
>snippets of
> > audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it
>it's a very
> > intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros do it
>these
> > days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious
>studio/remix work
> > with other producers)
>
>This is what I do, except in Cool Edit... I guess its just because
>I'm more comfortable working in Cool Edit... things like envelopes
>are much easier to do, than in Sonar...
>
>rrr
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>1b37f2.jpg
>1b389d.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11936|11918|2003-10-12 12:18:01|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
here's a screenshot of one of my mixes:

http://delobbo.com/img/inflight_build01.gif

track 1 is the mixdown from Sonar (RS + some Triton + some Virus).

the other tracks are more pieces of RS, Triton, and Virus, and some 
loops I made in Reason.

rrr

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Oh right, I keep forgetting that the Pro version does quite a bit 
more than 
> a standard wave editor.
> 
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> Matt
> 
> At 06:35 AM 12/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > >
> >
> > > It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small
> >snippets of
> > > audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it
> >it's a very
> > > intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros 
do it
> >these
> > > days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious
> >studio/remix work
> > > with other producers)
> >
> >This is what I do, except in Cool Edit... I guess its just 
because
> >I'm more comfortable working in Cool Edit... things like 
envelopes
> >are much easier to do, than in Sonar...
> >
> >rrr
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=
1705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*http://ashnin.com/clk/mury
utaitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>1b37f2.jpg
> >1b389d.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11937|11918|2003-10-12 22:47:08|dopamine|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)

My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30 tracks! Lately 
I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on simplicity and a 
hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.

Matt

At 06:17 PM 12/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>here's a screenshot of one of my mixes:
>
><http://delobbo.com/img/inflight_build01.gif>http://delobbo.com/img/inflight_build01.gif
>
>track 1 is the mixdown from Sonar (RS + some Triton + some Virus).
>
>the other tracks are more pieces of RS, Triton, and Virus, and some
>loops I made in Reason.
>
>rrr
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
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> > Oh right, I keep forgetting that the Pro version does quite a bit
>more than
> > a standard wave editor.
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 06:35 AM 12/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > >
> > >
> > > > It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small
> > >snippets of
> > > > audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it
> > >it's a very
> > > > intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros
>do it
> > >these
> > > > days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious
> > >studio/remix work
> > > > with other producers)
> > >
> > >This is what I do, except in Cool Edit... I guess its just
>because
> > >I'm more comfortable working in Cool Edit... things like
>envelopes
> > >are much easier to do, than in Sonar...
> > >
> > >rrr
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=>htt 
> p://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=
>1705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*<http://ashnin.com/clk/mury>http://ashnin.com/clk/mury
>utaitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>1b37f2.jpg
> > >1b389d.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
>/RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y 
> ahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>fd409.jpg 
>
>fd477.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11938|11918|2003-10-13 01:27:42|Steve Cooke|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
dopamine wrote:

> Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
>
> My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30 tracks! 
> Lately
> I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on simplicity and a
> hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
>
> Matt

====

There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that listenable 
music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing at any 
one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so 
would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound (such 
as a string section).

Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5 
instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could drop in 
and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems 
rather too busy.

Cheers,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11939|11918|2003-10-13 01:38:38|dopamine|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
I hear what you're saying mate. I never have all that running at once..... 
i'd never make it out of the mud! ;-)

Matt

At 08:27 AM 13/10/2003 +0100, you wrote:

>dopamine wrote:
>
> > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> >
> > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30 tracks!
> > Lately
> > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on simplicity and a
> > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> >
> > Matt
>
>====
>
>There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that listenable
>music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing at any
>one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so
>would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound (such
>as a string section).
>
>Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5
>instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could drop in
>and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems
>rather too busy.
>
>Cheers,
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>
>Steve
>--
>Steve Cooke
>smcooke@lycos.co.uk
>
>Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at
>www.cpgb.org.uk
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>af8ad6.jpg
>af8b4e.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11940|11940|2003-10-13 05:20:57|peterjazzuk|Equipment advice|
Hi,

I'm considering getting an Access Virus C to add to my existing set 
up of RS7000, Electribe ES1, Kaoss Pad 2, Boss 1180-CD multitrack 
recorder. My tastes are mainly funk, nu-jazz, deep house. Has anyone 
on the list got one? Are they relatively simple to use? Would it fit 
well with my set up?

Thanks in advance.
| 11941|11941|2003-10-13 06:01:33|rick snel|Fwd: Earthshock Records uitnodiging|
nou ik kom denk ik wel hehe, met (oa) mijn rs 7000...

>From: "Bas Kunnen/ Earthshock Records" <bas@earthshockrecords.com>
>To: <mailinglist@earthshockrecords.com>
>Subject: Earthshock Records uitnodiging
>Date: Fri, 10 Oct 2003 10:17:52 +0200
>
>Hi!
>
>Dit is een persoonlijke uitnodiging van Earthshock Records.
>Tijdens de Amsterdam Dance Event organiseren we een spetterend feest in DJ 
>Cafe Sol.
>Als je wilt komen, beantwoord deze mail dan voor 27 oktober met de tekst 
>"guestlist Earthshock" en je naam.
>
>
> DJcafe Sol, Rembrandtplein 18 Amsterdam
>Wavelab feat. Earthshock Records
>Een samenwerking tussen de partyorganisatie Wavelab en het Rotterdamse 
>label Earthshock Records.
>
>20.00 DJ Enrique Vasquez (Los Angeles, USA)
>21.00 DJ Gino feat. Qlim-x Live (Soul4Music Productions)
>21.30 DJ Ro (Soul4Music Productions/ Earthshock Records)
>22.30 Anigye (Winner Paul Oakenfold "Thirst" Competition)
>23.30 Rick Snel Live (Earthshock Records)
>24.00 Rogier (Pacha)
>01.00 Bas Kunnen Live (Earthshock Records) vs. VJ Maikel
>02.00 Royal Mike (Resident Wavelab) & Rob Boskamp (Powergrooves/ Fonky Fibe 
>Records)
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>03.00 sluit!
>
>VJ Loki (Wavelab)
>
>"Earthshock Records" is een nieuw en dynamisch platenlabel uit Rotterdam 
>die zich concentreert op groove, club, trance, progressive en techno.
>
>DJ Enrique Vasquez is een uit L.A. afkomstige dj die uiterst eigenzinnige 
>muziekkeuze heeft.
>Qlim-x is een samenwerkingsverband van een dj met percussionisten. Op deze 
>manier krijgt progressive en tech-house en tribal karakter!
>DJ Ro, de man achter het succesvolle Eindhovense 'hetero meets gay'- 
>concept.
>Anigye (Stijn Halfens) heeft onlangs het door DJ Paul Oakenfold in 
>samenwerking met Heineken georganiseerde "Thirst" gewonnen voor Nederland. 
>Verder heeft hij met Paul Oakenfold door Duitsland getoerd.
>Rick Snel is de nieuwste aanwinst op het Earthshock Label. Zijn 
>techy-trancesound heeft al menig dansliefhebber in beweging gebracht en 
>exclusief voor deze Earthshockavond heeft hij een liveset voorbereid.
>DJ Rogier behoeft geen introductie, met recidenties in de Pacha, 
>draaibeurten over de gehele wereld en ruim 10 jaar fulltime dj-ervaring is 
>het misschien wel een van de meest consistente djs van Nederland.
>Bas Kunnen, mede-eigenaar van het Earthshock label en fulltime producer, 
>publisher, live artiest en bestuurslid van Conamus is al ruim 2 jaar actief 
>als een van de meest succesvolle en gerespecteerde live artiesten van 
>Nederlandse bodem. Zijn eigen stijl omvat een groovy combinatie van club, 
>trance, progressive en techno. Hij speelde o.a. live met Marco V., Johan 
>Gielen, Mark van Dale, Rank 1, Marcel Woods, Roog, Joost van Bellen,...
>VJ Maikel zal op deze avond een totaal zelf ontwikkeld 
>videobesturingsprogramma introduceren. Door zijn jarenlange ervaring als 
>eerste cameraman voor RTL televisie en mede-eigenaar van 
>Videoproductiebedrijf Stolk Video, weet hij techniek en creativiteit op een 
>onnavolgbare wijze te combineren.
>Royal Mike, oprichter van de 2-wekelijkse Wavelab-avonden in DJcafe Sol en 
>al ruim 7 jaar actief als DJ en partyorganisator (Royal Mellowdies, Den 
>Haag) is misschien wel de best denkbare afsluiter voor deze "Wavelab vs. 
>Earthshock Records"-avond. Deze avond zal hij "back to back" draaien met 
>Rob Boskamp (Powergrooves/ Fonky Fibe Records).
>
>
>
>met vriendelijke groeten,
>
> Bas Kunnen
>
>If you want to unsubscripe our mailinglist, please send an email with the 
>text "unsubscribe earthshock mailing".
>-------------------------------------
>Bas Kunnen
>Managing Director
>
>x-ceptionalmusic.com/ ECX Publishing
>P.O.Box 10433
>NL-6000 GK Weert
>Tel. +31 (0) 10 227 1004
>Fax. +31 (0) 10 227 1511
>Mob. +31 (0) 6 53 83 68 35
>http://www.x-ceptionalmusic.com
>http://www.baskunnen.nl
>
>Earthshock Records V.O.F.
>P.O.Box 8029
>NL-3009 AA Rotterdam
>Tel. +31 (0) 10 227 1004
>Fax. +31 (0) 10 227 1511
>Mob. +31 (0) 6 53 83 68 35
>http://www.earthshockrecords.com
>-------------------------------------

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Zoeken, voor duidelijke zoekresultaten! http://search.msn.nl

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11942|11898|2003-10-13 09:49:31|steffen V torset|Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer (logic/cubase/|
I record my RS and hardware synths into Ableton LIVE...
that program is so easy to understand... Tried Logic, but there were just so 
many menus.....
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>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> >
>
> > It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small
>snippets of
> > audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it
>it's a very
> > intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros do it
>these
> > days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious
>studio/remix work
> > with other producers)
>
>This is what I do, except in Cool Edit... I guess its just because
>I'm more comfortable working in Cool Edit... things like envelopes
>are much easier to do, than in Sonar...
>
>rrr
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>Message: 7
> Date: Sun, 12 Oct 2003 17:38:34 +1000
> From: dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com>
>Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer 
>(logic/cubase/sonar etc)
>
>Oh right, I keep forgetting that the Pro version does quite a bit more than
>a standard wave editor.
>
>Matt
>
>At 06:35 AM 12/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > >
> >
> > > It does seem a little daunting at first to be recording small
> >snippets of
> > > audio and arranging them visually, but once you get used to it
> >it's a very
> > > intuitive and powerful way of working (and it's how the pros do it
> >these
> > > days too, so it might help if you need to do some serious
> >studio/remix work
> > > with other producers)
> >
> >This is what I do, except in Cool Edit... I guess its just because
> >I'm more comfortable working in Cool Edit... things like envelopes
> >are much easier to do, than in Sonar...
> >
> >rrr
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>1b37f2.jpg
> >1b389d.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home:
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ:
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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>
>
>________________________________________________________________________
>________________________________________________________________________
>
>
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Se hva du og andre tjente i 2002 http://money.msn.no/ Sjekk skatten nå
| 11943|11896|2003-10-13 10:47:30|steffen V torset|Re: RS7000 and MotifES combo..|
I like to use lots of tracks for my drums.. im a house/techno head and 
like to have lots of variations..

>yeah its the same to me , but what kinda music is that your doing that need 
>more than 16 tracks?
>
>steffen V torset <steffen909@hotmail.com> wrote:thinking about adding a 
>motifES to my setup, looks great with all the new
>arps and sounds +sometimes I could use more then 16tracks in my songs.
>The sequncer is almost the same right?
>

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Messenger http://www.msn.no/messenger Den korteste veien mellom deg og 
dine venner
| 11944|11918|2003-10-13 13:53:09|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
hahahaahhaa..... please seem to like the mix.

;0

for me there is only one rule, "break all the rules". ;)

I never went to school for any kind of music production (unless you 
count music class in 6th grade) - nor do I plan on it. Maybe this is 
why I never learned the "proper" way to create music, lol.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> dopamine wrote:
> 
> > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> >
> > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30 
tracks! 
> > Lately
> > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on 
simplicity and a
> > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> >
> > Matt
> 
> ====
> 
> There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that 
listenable 
> music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing 
at any 
> one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so 
> would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound 
(such 
> as a string section).
> 
> Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5 
> instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could 
drop in 
> and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems 
> rather too busy.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve
> -- 
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> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@l...
> 
> Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain at 
> www.cpgb.org.uk
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11945|11918|2003-10-13 13:53:42|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
err I meant to say, PEOPLE seem to like that mix, as busy as it may 
look. :)

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> dopamine wrote:
> 
> > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> >
> > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30 
tracks! 
> > Lately
> > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on 
simplicity and a
> > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> >
> > Matt
> 
> ====
> 
> There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that 
listenable 
> music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing 
at any 
> one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so 
> would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound 
(such 
> as a string section).
> 
> Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5 
> instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could 
drop in 
> and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems 
> rather too busy.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve
> -- 
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@l...
> 
> Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain at 
> www.cpgb.org.uk
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11946|11918|2003-10-13 13:58:13|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
go to my site http://delobbo.com - go to remixes section - download 
the MP3 clips of Cosmicity - In-Flight remix. Tell me if you hear 
any mud, apart from the low-quality of the MP3...

I have my share of simplistic pieces, but I do also like lush 
soundscapes..... and yes this means lots of tracks. :D

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> I hear what you're saying mate. I never have all that running at 
once..... 
> i'd never make it out of the mud! ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
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> At 08:27 AM 13/10/2003 +0100, you wrote:
> >dopamine wrote:
> >
> > > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> > >
> > > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30 
tracks!
> > > Lately
> > > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on 
simplicity and a
> > > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> > >
> > > Matt
> >
> >====
> >
> >There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that 
listenable
> >music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing 
at any
> >one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so
> >would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound 
(such
> >as a string section).
> >
> >Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5
> >instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could 
drop in
> >and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems
> >rather too busy.
> >
> >Cheers,
> >
> >Steve
> >--
> >Steve Cooke
> >smcooke@l...
> >
> >Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain at
> >www.cpgb.org.uk
> >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut
aitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>af8ad6.jpg
> >af8b4e.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11947|11940|2003-10-13 14:01:47|delobbo101|Re: Equipment advice|
I have one, they are not easy to use, take some getting used to - but 
once you get used to the odd menus (which supposedly were greatly 
improved since the B version) - you will realize its a killer axe. 
or something. The multi mode is a real PITA to setup, but I think 
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the sounds make up for everything. To a lot of people the Virus 
series is best known for use in club tracks like EBM, industrial, 
trance, techno, things like that... but there are a good amount of 
house sounds and others that would fit into the profiles you 
mentioned below. I don't see how anyone could be disappointed with a 
Virus. In fact, its few and far between you will ever see negative 
comments about one... mine are only about the menu system, its not 
the most user-intuitive, but once you get used to it, its fine.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterjazzuk" 
wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I'm considering getting an Access Virus C to add to my existing set 
> up of RS7000, Electribe ES1, Kaoss Pad 2, Boss 1180-CD multitrack 
> recorder. My tastes are mainly funk, nu-jazz, deep house. Has 

anyone 

> on the list got one? Are they relatively simple to use? Would it 

fit 

> well with my set up?
> 
> Thanks in advance.

| 11948|11918|2003-10-13 14:04:17|dopamine|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
Hey I never said your mixes were muddy! You don't really have 30 tracks of 
audio running constantly, more snippets coming in here and there to fill up 
the track... all good!

I'll get over there soon and check out the sounds......

Matt

At 07:58 PM 13/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>go to my site <http://delobbo.com>http://delobbo.com - go to remixes 
>section - download
>the MP3 clips of Cosmicity - In-Flight remix. Tell me if you hear
>any mud, apart from the low-quality of the MP3...
>
>I have my share of simplistic pieces, but I do also like lush
>soundscapes..... and yes this means lots of tracks. :D
>
>-d
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > I hear what you're saying mate. I never have all that running at
>once.....
> > i'd never make it out of the mud! ;-)
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 08:27 AM 13/10/2003 +0100, you wrote:
> > >dopamine wrote:
> > >
> > > > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> > > >
> > > > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30
>tracks!
> > > > Lately
> > > > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on
>simplicity and a
> > > > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > >
> > >====
> > >
> > >There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that
>listenable
> > >music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing
>at any
> > >one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so
> > >would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound
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>(such
> > >as a string section).
> > >
> > >Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5
> > >instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could
>drop in
> > >and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems
> > >rather too busy.
> > >
> > >Cheers,
> > >
> > >Steve
> > >--
> > >Steve Cooke
> > >smcooke@l...
> > >
> > >Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great
>Britain at
> > >www.cpgb.org.uk
> > >
> > >
> > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1>ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
>705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*<http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut>http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut
>aitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>af8ad6.jpg
> > >af8b4e.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > ><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Y 
> ahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595055/R=0/SIG=124j83ehr/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3707890&yhad=1595055>2c1283.jpg
>2c12f1.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11949|11918|2003-10-13 14:04:34|Steve Cooke|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
I'm not talking about a rule of musical theory (I don't know any 
myself), but a rule of musical experience.

Of course, some of the best music breaks *all* the rules and long may it 
continue.

And some of the worst music is bad because the arrangers haven't learned 
to respect the importance of space and silence in their compositions.

Steve

delobbo101 wrote:

> hahahaahhaa..... please seem to like the mix.
>
> ;0
>
> for me there is only one rule, "break all the rules". ;)
>
> I never went to school for any kind of music production (unless you
> count music class in 6th grade) - nor do I plan on it. Maybe this is
> why I never learned the "proper" way to create music, lol.
>
> -d
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> > dopamine wrote:
> >
> > > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> > >
> > > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30
> tracks!
> > > Lately
> > > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on
> simplicity and a
> > > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> > >
> > > Matt
> >
> > ====
> >
> > There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that
> listenable
> > music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts playing
> at any
> > one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part and so
> > would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound
> (such
> > as a string section).
> >
> > Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5
> > instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could
> drop in
> > and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks seems
> > rather too busy.
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Steve
> > --
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@l...
> >
> > Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great
> Britain at
> > www.cpgb.org.uk
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> *Yahoo! Groups Sponsor*
> ADVERTISEMENT
>
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<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595056/R=0/SIG=124p07ne0/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaita
YH=3707890&yhad=1595056> 
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.

-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11950|11918|2003-10-13 14:18:41|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
oh ok. ;) well the other fellow was seeming to imply I have too 
many tracks. maybe 2 fellows. But you're absolutely correct - many 
of the tracks are atmospheric sounds or other FX, not like main 
melodies. Mainly I will have the drums, main bass, a secondary 
bassline, main synth, second synth, and thats about it. 

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Hey I never said your mixes were muddy! You don't really have 30 
tracks of 
> audio running constantly, more snippets coming in here and there to 
fill up 
> the track... all good!
> 
> I'll get over there soon and check out the sounds......
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 07:58 PM 13/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >go to my site <http://delobbo.com>http://delobbo.com - go to 
remixes 
> >section - download
> >the MP3 clips of Cosmicity - In-Flight remix. Tell me if you hear
> >any mud, apart from the low-quality of the MP3...
> >
> >I have my share of simplistic pieces, but I do also like lush
> >soundscapes..... and yes this means lots of tracks. :D
> >
> >-d
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > I hear what you're saying mate. I never have all that running at
> >once.....
> > > i'd never make it out of the mud! ;-)
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > At 08:27 AM 13/10/2003 +0100, you wrote:
> > > >dopamine wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> > > > >
> > > > > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30
> >tracks!
> > > > > Lately
> > > > > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on
> >simplicity and a
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> > > > > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> > > > >
> > > > > Matt
> > > >
> > > >====
> > > >
> > > >There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that
> >listenable
> > > >music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts 
playing
> >at any
> > > >one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part 
and so
> > > >would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined 
sound
> >(such
> > > >as a string section).
> > > >
> > > >Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5
> > > >instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds 
could
> >drop in
> > > >and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks 
seems
> > > >rather too busy.
> > > >
> > > >Cheers,
> > > >
> > > >Steve
> > > >--
> > > >Steve Cooke
> > > >smcooke@l...
> > > >
> > > >Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great
> >Britain at
> > > >www.cpgb.org.uk
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > >
> > 
><<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=
1>ht 
> > tp://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> 
>705032144:HM/A=1595054/R=0/SIG=124ukap9t/*<http://ashnin.com/clk/mury
ut>http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut
> >aitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595054>af8ad6.jpg
> > > >af8b4e.jpg
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home:
> > >
> > 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7 
> > 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> >RS7000/
> > > >FAQ:
> > > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>http://groups.ya 
> > hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> >faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > >Yamaha Official: 
> > 
<<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifat
or.com
> > > >Yamaha Official:
> 
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.ya
mahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
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> > > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > 
><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>Y 
> > ahoo! Terms of Service.
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1595055/R=0/SIG=124j83ehr/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryut
aitakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595055>2c1283.jpg
> >2c12f1.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11951|11918|2003-10-13 14:22:58|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
ahh ok. well. to each his own right.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> I'm not talking about a rule of musical theory (I don't know any 
> myself), but a rule of musical experience.
> 
> Of course, some of the best music breaks *all* the rules and long 
may it 
> continue.
> 
> And some of the worst music is bad because the arrangers haven't 
learned 
> to respect the importance of space and silence in their 
compositions.
> 
> Steve
> 
> delobbo101 wrote:
> 
> > hahahaahhaa..... please seem to like the mix.
> >
> > ;0
> >
> > for me there is only one rule, "break all the rules". ;)
> >
> > I never went to school for any kind of music production (unless 
you
> > count music class in 6th grade) - nor do I plan on it. Maybe 
this is
> > why I never learned the "proper" way to create music, lol.
> >
> > -d
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
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> > > dopamine wrote:
> > >
> > > > Got enough tracks running there mate? ;-)
> > > >
> > > > My earlier compositions used to be chock full, like over 30
> > tracks!
> > > > Lately
> > > > I have streamlined things a bit trying to concentrate on
> > simplicity and a
> > > > hook. That still takes well in excess of 20 tracks though.
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > >
> > > ====
> > >
> > > There's an unwritten rule (until I just wrote it anyway) that
> > listenable
> > > music doesn't usually have more than 5 instrumental parts 
playing
> > at any
> > > one time. Drums & percussion count as one instrumental part 
and so
> > > would any multi-tracked part intended to create a combined sound
> > (such
> > > as a string section).
> > >
> > > Of course that doesn't mean that you need to have the *same* 5
> > > instruments playing throughout a song and different sounds could
> > drop in
> > > and out without breaking the "rule". Nevertheless, 30 tracks 
seems
> > > rather too busy.
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Steve
> > > --
> > > Steve Cooke
> > > smcooke@l...
> > >
> > > Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great
> > Britain at
> > > www.cpgb.org.uk
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> > *Yahoo! Groups Sponsor*
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > 
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17
05032144:HM/A=1595056/R=0/SIG=124p07ne0/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryuta
itakenattogyo?YH=3707890&yhad=1595056> 
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service 
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> 
> 
> -- 
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@l...
> 
> Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain at 
> www.cpgb.org.uk
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11952|11918|2003-10-13 17:36:29|Steve Cooke|Re: Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequen|
delobbo101 wrote:

> oh ok. ;) well the other fellow was seeming to imply I have too
> many tracks. maybe 2 fellows. But you're absolutely correct - many
> of the tracks are atmospheric sounds or other FX, not like main
> melodies. Mainly I will have the drums, main bass, a secondary
> bassline, main synth, second synth, and thats about it.

----

I listened to your track, as suggested, but it doesn't really disprove 
the rule of which I speak.

You may have programmed music into numerous tracks on your sequencer, 
but the number of simultaneous *instrumental* lines so far as the 
average listener is concerned is never more than five. A few sound 
effects bipping and bopping from time to time doesn't make any 
difference to the number of instrumental parts.

Listen to the music you have in your collection - be it rock, hip hop, 
big beat, house, ska, reggae, whatever - and I'll bet you struggle to 
find examples where somebody has used more than five simultaneous 
instrumental parts for a sustained period. Sure, you'll find some 
moments in records with more complex instrumentation, but it will 
generally be done for temporary dramatic effect, not as a feature 
maintained for any length of time.

Now watch all the examples proving me wrong come flooding in ... 
(probably).

Steve

-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11953|11953|2003-10-13 20:05:41|dhuneglow|Resampling volume|
hi all.

I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say "hello :)" 
and ask a question if I may.

I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an arrangement 
made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume is up all the way and 
the level meters in the sampling page barely reach one 1/8 of the 
way.

Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or what am I 
missing?

TIA
| 11954|11953|2003-10-14 00:58:53|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Resampling volume|
On Tuesday 14 October 2003 01:07, dhuneglow wrote:

> hi all.
>
> I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say
> "hello :)" and ask a question if I may.
>
> I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an
> arrangement made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume
> is up all the way and the level meters in the sampling
> page barely reach one 1/8 of the way.
>
> Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or
> what am I missing?

What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in 
the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks 
playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or 

mailto:smcooke@lycos.co.uk


soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when 
resampling. This is normal.

More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to 
specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS 
does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't 
use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST 
options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.

- Robert
| 11955|11918|2003-10-14 01:42:16|delobbo101|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
I wasn't exactly doubting you...... in fact you'll notice in one of 
my previous posts, I agreed with you. It just seemed like you were 
insinuating that I *was* guilty of having too many tracks playing at 
the same time...... which, you're right I don't think I'm doing. 
This is gonna sound crazy but sometimes I feel like I don't have 
enough going on!!! hehe. Of course I have this one original track 
coming that is like, kinda crazy, kinda has a LOT going on at the 
same time. Maybe that one will disprove your theory, lol.

cheers,

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> delobbo101 wrote:
> 
> > oh ok. ;) well the other fellow was seeming to imply I have 
too
> > many tracks. maybe 2 fellows. But you're absolutely correct - 
many
> > of the tracks are atmospheric sounds or other FX, not like main
> > melodies. Mainly I will have the drums, main bass, a secondary
> > bassline, main synth, second synth, and thats about it.
> 
> ----
> 
> I listened to your track, as suggested, but it doesn't really 
disprove 
> the rule of which I speak.
> 
> You may have programmed music into numerous tracks on your 
sequencer, 
> but the number of simultaneous *instrumental* lines so far as the 
> average listener is concerned is never more than five. A few 
sound 
> effects bipping and bopping from time to time doesn't make any 
> difference to the number of instrumental parts.
> 
> Listen to the music you have in your collection - be it rock, hip 
hop, 
> big beat, house, ska, reggae, whatever - and I'll bet you struggle 
to 
> find examples where somebody has used more than five simultaneous 
> instrumental parts for a sustained period. Sure, you'll find some 
> moments in records with more complex instrumentation, but it will 
> generally be done for temporary dramatic effect, not as a feature 
> maintained for any length of time.
> 
> Now watch all the examples proving me wrong come flooding in ... 
> (probably).
> 
> Steve
> 
> -- 
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@l...
> 
> Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain at 
> www.cpgb.org.uk
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11956|11918|2003-10-14 02:20:33|electrotimba|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: For people experienced with a software sequencer |
There are lots of examples of multilayered music from Bach to Miles 
Davis, you can enjoy all that great music hearing it many times, 
sometimes as whole, sometimes just hearing one single instrument or 
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group. This richness is the reason we can enjoy listening more then 
once ( unlike some pop stuff that is pain to hear even once).
But your tip makes a lot of sense. I regret my first official release 
as it was so overproduced. Got budget, great musicians and the ideas 
you develop you whole life and then you put it all there. I hate this 
album, screw up some good songs by having too many things going. 
Later found out that is the most common mistake. Getting someone else 
to produce or cooproduc may be good solution. 
It is worse in electronic music, in the real world the musicians fees 
can control you but here..... . No doubt less is more ar at least can 
be. Once a tune is ready I do add lots of things but also substract 
critically, just like editing you publicity text. So whatever 5 or 9 
or 4 may be the number, it can be useful selfcontrol tool.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" wrote:
> I wasn't exactly doubting you...... in fact you'll notice in one of 
> my previous posts, I agreed with you. It just seemed like you were 
> insinuating that I *was* guilty of having too many tracks playing 
at 
> the same time...... which, you're right I don't think I'm doing. 
> This is gonna sound crazy but sometimes I feel like I don't have 
> enough going on!!! hehe. Of course I have this one original track 
> coming that is like, kinda crazy, kinda has a LOT going on at the 
> same time. Maybe that one will disprove your theory, lol.
> 
> cheers,
> 
> -d
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> > delobbo101 wrote:
> > 
> > > oh ok. ;) well the other fellow was seeming to imply I have 
> too
> > > many tracks. maybe 2 fellows. But you're absolutely correct - 
> many
> > > of the tracks are atmospheric sounds or other FX, not like main
> > > melodies. Mainly I will have the drums, main bass, a secondary
> > > bassline, main synth, second synth, and thats about it.
> > 
> > ----
> > 
> > I listened to your track, as suggested, but it doesn't really 
> disprove 
> > the rule of which I speak.
> > 
> > You may have programmed music into numerous tracks on your 
> sequencer, 
> > but the number of simultaneous *instrumental* lines so far as the 
> > average listener is concerned is never more than five. A few 
> sound 
> > effects bipping and bopping from time to time doesn't make any 
> > difference to the number of instrumental parts.
> > 
> > Listen to the music you have in your collection - be it rock, hip 
> hop, 
> > big beat, house, ska, reggae, whatever - and I'll bet you 
struggle 
> to 
> > find examples where somebody has used more than five simultaneous 
> > instrumental parts for a sustained period. Sure, you'll find 
some 
> > moments in records with more complex instrumentation, but it will 
> > generally be done for temporary dramatic effect, not as a feature 
> > maintained for any length of time.
> > 
> > Now watch all the examples proving me wrong come flooding in ... 
> > (probably).
> > 
> > Steve
> > 
> > -- 
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@l...
> > 
> > Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
> Britain at 
> > www.cpgb.org.uk
> > 
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> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11957|11953|2003-10-14 07:46:34|david grundy|Re: Resampling volume|
i sample all the time and still do not know what the purpose for resampling.... will someone break that down for me???

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Tuesday 14 October 2003 01:07, dhuneglow wrote:

> hi all.
>
> I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say
> "hello :)" and ask a question if I may.
>
> I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an
> arrangement made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume
> is up all the way and the level meters in the sampling
> page barely reach one 1/8 of the way.
>
> Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or
> what am I missing?

What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in 
the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks 
playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or 
soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when 
resampling. This is normal.

More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to 
specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS 
does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't 
use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST 
options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11958|11940|2003-10-14 09:14:29|peterjazzuk|Re: Equipment advice|
Thanks for the advice - just what I was looking for. One further 
question though. I'm used to using a keyboard to record synth - type 
sounds (admittedly only a superior Yamaha home keyboard) so how hard 
is to use the Virus C without a keyboard controller? I have virtually 
no experience of MIDI but I could presumably connect my MIDI - 
compatible keyboard to the Virus C - or is this not the best way of 
using the Virus C? I'm well beyond the verge of getting out of my 
depth on this so be gentle with me! Thanks in advance.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" wrote:
> I have one, they are not easy to use, take some getting used to - 
but 
> once you get used to the odd menus (which supposedly were greatly 
> improved since the B version) - you will realize its a killer axe. 
> or something. The multi mode is a real PITA to setup, but I think 
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> the sounds make up for everything. To a lot of people the Virus 
> series is best known for use in club tracks like EBM, industrial, 
> trance, techno, things like that... but there are a good amount of 
> house sounds and others that would fit into the profiles you 
> mentioned below. I don't see how anyone could be disappointed with 
a 
> Virus. In fact, its few and far between you will ever see negative 
> comments about one... mine are only about the menu system, its 
not 
> the most user-intuitive, but once you get used to it, its fine.
> 
> -d
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterjazzuk" 
> wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I'm considering getting an Access Virus C to add to my existing 
set 
> > up of RS7000, Electribe ES1, Kaoss Pad 2, Boss 1180-CD multitrack 
> > recorder. My tastes are mainly funk, nu-jazz, deep house. Has 
> anyone 
> > on the list got one? Are they relatively simple to use? Would it 
> fit 
> > well with my set up?
> > 
> > Thanks in advance.

| 11959|11953|2003-10-14 11:06:47|delobbo101|Re: Resampling volume|
I'm not an expert on resampling, but from what experience I do have 
with it, its done in efforts to make original sounds more dynamic and 
unique. That is, when you have an RS7000, if you use say, a certain 
hi-hat sound straight out-of-the-box, that is the exact same sound 
that everyone else who has an RS can use. But, if you resample it 
and tweak it around, it becomes a more unique sound, that may be 
difficult to reproduce.

am I on the right track here..

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> i sample all the time and still do not know what the purpose for 
resampling.... will someone break that down for me???
> 
> Robert van der Kamp wrote:On Tuesday 14 October 2003 
01:07, dhuneglow wrote:
> > hi all.
> >
> > I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say
> > "hello :)" and ask a question if I may.
> >
> > I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an
> > arrangement made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume
> > is up all the way and the level meters in the sampling
> > page barely reach one 1/8 of the way.
> >
> > Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or
> > what am I missing?
> 
> What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in 
> the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks 
> playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or 
> soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when 
> resampling. This is normal.
> 
> More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to 
> specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS 
> does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't 
> use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST 
> options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11960|11940|2003-10-14 11:11:01|delobbo101|Re: Equipment advice|
I cannot recommend using the Virus, let alone any module, without 
keys. But I think you're asking if its ok to use a Virus with a 
controller such as a Roland A series or something?

Here is what I think - if possible, get the kC. This eliminates the 
hassle of setting up the Virus with a controller in the first place, 
and any issues that may arise with that setup. If you don't want the 
kC for whatever reason, its no problem, you can definitely get by 
with the Virus desktop hooked up to a controller. But you definitely 
need keys of some sort there, its just not expressive enough hooked 
up directly to a soft sequencer or something, from which you are 
triggering notes by manipulating MIDI data.

-d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterjazzuk" 
wrote:

> Thanks for the advice - just what I was looking for. One further 
> question though. I'm used to using a keyboard to record synth - 

type 

> sounds (admittedly only a superior Yamaha home keyboard) so how 

hard 

> is to use the Virus C without a keyboard controller? I have 

virtually 

> no experience of MIDI but I could presumably connect my MIDI - 
> compatible keyboard to the Virus C - or is this not the best way of 
> using the Virus C? I'm well beyond the verge of getting out of my 
> depth on this so be gentle with me! Thanks in advance.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" wrote:
> > I have one, they are not easy to use, take some getting used to - 
> but 
> > once you get used to the odd menus (which supposedly were greatly 
> > improved since the B version) - you will realize its a killer 

axe. 

> > or something. The multi mode is a real PITA to setup, but I 

think 

> > the sounds make up for everything. To a lot of people the Virus 
> > series is best known for use in club tracks like EBM, industrial, 
> > trance, techno, things like that... but there are a good amount 

of 
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> > house sounds and others that would fit into the profiles you 
> > mentioned below. I don't see how anyone could be disappointed 

with 

> a 
> > Virus. In fact, its few and far between you will ever see 

negative 

> > comments about one... mine are only about the menu system, its 
> not 
> > the most user-intuitive, but once you get used to it, its fine.
> > 
> > -d
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterjazzuk" 
> > wrote:
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I'm considering getting an Access Virus C to add to my existing 
> set 
> > > up of RS7000, Electribe ES1, Kaoss Pad 2, Boss 1180-CD 

multitrack 

> > > recorder. My tastes are mainly funk, nu-jazz, deep house. Has 
> > anyone 
> > > on the list got one? Are they relatively simple to use? Would 

it 

> > fit 
> > > well with my set up?
> > > 
> > > Thanks in advance.

| 11961|11940|2003-10-14 12:13:36|electrotimba|Re: Equipment advice|
It is worth to get the keys, much better then the japanese ones.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" wrote:
> I cannot recommend using the Virus, let alone any module, without 
> keys. But I think you're asking if its ok to use a Virus with a 
> controller such as a Roland A series or something?
> 
> Here is what I think - if possible, get the kC. This eliminates 
the 
> hassle of setting up the Virus with a controller in the first 
place, 
> and any issues that may arise with that setup. If you don't want 
the 
> kC for whatever reason, its no problem, you can definitely get by 
> with the Virus desktop hooked up to a controller. But you 
definitely 
> need keys of some sort there, its just not expressive enough hooked 
> up directly to a soft sequencer or something, from which you are 
> triggering notes by manipulating MIDI data.
> 
> -d
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterjazzuk" 
> wrote:
> > Thanks for the advice - just what I was looking for. One further 
> > question though. I'm used to using a keyboard to record synth - 
> type 
> > sounds (admittedly only a superior Yamaha home keyboard) so how 
> hard 
> > is to use the Virus C without a keyboard controller? I have 
> virtually 
> > no experience of MIDI but I could presumably connect my MIDI - 
> > compatible keyboard to the Virus C - or is this not the best way 
of 
> > using the Virus C? I'm well beyond the verge of getting out of my 
> > depth on this so be gentle with me! Thanks in advance.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" 
wrote:
> > > I have one, they are not easy to use, take some getting used 
to - 
> > but 
> > > once you get used to the odd menus (which supposedly were 
greatly 
> > > improved since the B version) - you will realize its a killer 
> axe. 
> > > or something. The multi mode is a real PITA to setup, but I 
> think 
> > > the sounds make up for everything. To a lot of people the 
Virus 
> > > series is best known for use in club tracks like EBM, 
industrial, 
> > > trance, techno, things like that... but there are a good amount 
> of 
> > > house sounds and others that would fit into the profiles you 
> > > mentioned below. I don't see how anyone could be disappointed 
> with 
> > a 
> > > Virus. In fact, its few and far between you will ever see 
> negative 
> > > comments about one... mine are only about the menu system, 
its 
> > not 
> > > the most user-intuitive, but once you get used to it, its fine.
> > > 
> > > -d
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterjazzuk" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > Hi,
> > > > 
> > > > I'm considering getting an Access Virus C to add to my 
existing 
> > set 
> > > > up of RS7000, Electribe ES1, Kaoss Pad 2, Boss 1180-CD 
> multitrack 
> > > > recorder. My tastes are mainly funk, nu-jazz, deep house. Has 
> > > anyone 
> > > > on the list got one? Are they relatively simple to use? Would 
> it 
> > > fit 
> > > > well with my set up?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks in advance.

| 11962|11962|2003-10-14 13:27:49|D. A. Carrillo|Re: [RS7000] Re: Ampü for the monitors|
u need an amplifier with a flat frequency curve therefore a home stereo amp would defeat the purpose of buying monitor speakers... Look at amps by yorkville sound,
samson, ashly, or carver....they range from low to moderately high in price.

Try to match the output of your woofers (in watts) with the amp therefore the amplifier can "control" the excursion of the woofer properly and handle high level peaks as
well.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, October 11, 2003 11:59 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Ampü for the monitors

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:
> Just bought monitors ( from a video studio that went for upgrade ) 
> any amp tip? Don`t need/like high volumes really, neither high 
prices 
> so I thought to get something simple. Could it work with any 
consumer 
> receiver/amp ? If so any suggestions about brand or models, they 
can 
> be set flat don`t they?

i don't use amps anymore, but i found
'Carver' the best for the price back then.
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see if you can find a 2th hand Carver.

Latif
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11963|11953|2003-10-14 13:32:57|dhuneglow|Re: Resampling volume|
Thank you Robert for the info and I'll try what you suggested. 

:)
---------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in 
> the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks 
> playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or 
> soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when 
> resampling. This is normal.
> 
> More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to 
> specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS 
> does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't 
> use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST 
> options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.
> 
> - Robert

| 11964|11953|2003-10-14 13:45:28|dopamine|Re: Resampling volume|
It's designed to allow you to use more effects. Resample using one effect, 
then change to the next ... and so on....

Matt

At 05:06 PM 14/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>I'm not an expert on resampling, but from what experience I do have
>with it, its done in efforts to make original sounds more dynamic and
>unique. That is, when you have an RS7000, if you use say, a certain
>hi-hat sound straight out-of-the-box, that is the exact same sound
>that everyone else who has an RS can use. But, if you resample it
>and tweak it around, it becomes a more unique sound, that may be
>difficult to reproduce.
>
>am I on the right track here..
>
>-d
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> > i sample all the time and still do not know what the purpose for
>resampling.... will someone break that down for me???
> >
> > Robert van der Kamp wrote:On Tuesday 14 October 2003
>01:07, dhuneglow wrote:
> > > hi all.
> > >
> > > I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say
> > > "hello :)" and ask a question if I may.
> > >
> > > I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an
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> > > arrangement made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume
> > > is up all the way and the level meters in the sampling
> > > page barely reach one 1/8 of the way.
> > >
> > > Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or
> > > what am I missing?
> >
> > What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in
> > the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks
> > playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or
> > soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when
> > resampling. This is normal.
> >
> > More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to
> > specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS
> > does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't
> > use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST
> > options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> FAQ: 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
>Service.
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>16b172.jpg 
>
>16b1f4.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11965|11953|2003-10-14 13:50:46|delobbo101|Re: Resampling volume|
aha!!!!!!!!! sounds like a plan

;0

-d
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> It's designed to allow you to use more effects. Resample using one 
effect, 
> then change to the next ... and so on....
> 
> Matt
> 
> 
> At 05:06 PM 14/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >I'm not an expert on resampling, but from what experience I do have
> >with it, its done in efforts to make original sounds more dynamic 
and
> >unique. That is, when you have an RS7000, if you use say, a 
certain
> >hi-hat sound straight out-of-the-box, that is the exact same sound
> >that everyone else who has an RS can use. But, if you resample it
> >and tweak it around, it becomes a more unique sound, that may be
> >difficult to reproduce.
> >
> >am I on the right track here..
> >
> >-d
> >
> >
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
wrote:
> > > i sample all the time and still do not know what the purpose for
> >resampling.... will someone break that down for me???
> > >
> > > Robert van der Kamp wrote:On Tuesday 14 October 
2003
> >01:07, dhuneglow wrote:
> > > > hi all.
> > > >
> > > > I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say
> > > > "hello :)" and ask a question if I may.
> > > >
> > > > I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an
> > > > arrangement made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume
> > > > is up all the way and the level meters in the sampling
> > > > page barely reach one 1/8 of the way.
> > > >
> > > > Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or
> > > > what am I missing?
> > >
> > > What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in
> > > the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks
> > > playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or
> > > soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when
> > > resampling. This is normal.
> > >
> > > More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to
> > > specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS
> > > does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't
> > > use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST
> > > options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.
> > >
> > > - Robert
> > >
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> > >
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> > 
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> > > 
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> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
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> >Service.
> > >
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> >
> >16b1f4.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> >
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> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11966|11953|2003-10-14 18:05:57|om_audio|Re: Resampling volume|
I like to resample, slice, remix, and use the result for a break or 
fill in the song.
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "delobbo101" wrote:
> aha!!!!!!!!! sounds like a plan
> 
> ;0
> 
> -d
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > It's designed to allow you to use more effects. Resample using 
one 
> effect, 
> > then change to the next ... and so on....
> > 
> > Matt
> > 
> > 
> > At 05:06 PM 14/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >I'm not an expert on resampling, but from what experience I do 
have
> > >with it, its done in efforts to make original sounds more 
dynamic 
> and
> > >unique. That is, when you have an RS7000, if you use say, a 
> certain
> > >hi-hat sound straight out-of-the-box, that is the exact same 
sound
> > >that everyone else who has an RS can use. But, if you resample 
it
> > >and tweak it around, it becomes a more unique sound, that may be
> > >difficult to reproduce.
> > >
> > >am I on the right track here..
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> > >
> > >-d
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
> wrote:
> > > > i sample all the time and still do not know what the purpose 
for
> > >resampling.... will someone break that down for me???
> > > >
> > > > Robert van der Kamp wrote:On Tuesday 14 October 
> 2003
> > >01:07, dhuneglow wrote:
> > > > > hi all.
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm new to the group just want to take the time to say
> > > > > "hello :)" and ask a question if I may.
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm getting low volume levels when trying to resample an
> > > > > arrangement made with RS's internal sounds. Track volume
> > > > > is up all the way and the level meters in the sampling
> > > > > page barely reach one 1/8 of the way.
> > > > >
> > > > > Is is this a normal input Volume amount for resampling or
> > > > > what am I missing?
> > > >
> > > > What you're looking at is the normal headroom available in
> > > > the digital domain to provide for the full 16 tracks
> > > > playing without clipping. When using less tracks and/or
> > > > soft sounds, the lower volume is noticed, especially when
> > > > resampling. This is normal.
> > > >
> > > > More advanced samplers allow for a 'headroom' parameter to
> > > > specify the number of bits used for resampling, but the RS
> > > > does not have this, which is too bad. If your tracks don't
> > > > use any EQ, you could boost them using one of the BOOST
> > > > options in the mixer. This will surely fix the problem.
> > > >
> > > > - Robert
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> > > 
> 
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> S7000/
> > > > 
> > > FAQ: 
> > > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > >Service.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ---------------------------------
> > > > Do you Yahoo!?
> > > > The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
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> > 
> 
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> bin/autoredir?
> camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>16b172.jpg 
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> > >16b1f4.jpg
> > >
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> > ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11967|11967|2003-10-14 21:24:28|david grundy|Getting heard|
I think we need to think of some way to get our music out there... Im quite sure everyone in the group agrees that we have the best possible machine that money can buy...
and i know that everyone has has at least 5 good songs that are ready for the radio...
so if we put all our heads together we could come up with some good ideas... maybe someone in the group has some good conects that will help...

just some food for thought, GrundyMan

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11968|11967|2003-10-15 00:29:05|jesse_medway|Re: Getting heard|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> I think we need to think of some way to get our music out there... 

Im quite sure everyone in the group agrees that we have the best 
possible machine that money can buy... and i know that everyone has 
has at least 5 good songs that are ready for the radio...

> so if we put all our heads together we could come up with some good 

ideas... maybe someone in the group has some good conects that will 
help...

> 
> just some food for thought, GrundyMan

If you truly have good music then getting heard is not that hard.
And just because we all use the RS doesn't automatically mean 
everyone is ready for radio play. It's talent not the RS that will 
get you there.
| 11969|11969|2003-10-15 02:23:30|s&m|SX Behaviour|
Hi all,

Can anyone explain or know the solution to the
following problem which I've encountered a few times.

I'm using Cubase SX to trigger my RS along with some
VST's. I set up loop markers in SX. When playing in
SX, it resets the voices on the RS, ie sending a
program change to the RS when going to the start of
the loop. 
Like the original settings on the RS before scene
memory change was applied.
eg press scene memory one then play on cubase then it
resets the RS to before the scene memory.
I've tried messing with the midi settings in cubase
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and the RS like filtering out incoming program changes
etc. It doesn't make any difference.
This is annoying so any help would be very much
appreciated ;o)

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
http://shopping.yahoo.com
| 11970|11967|2003-10-15 02:29:54|david grundy|Re: Getting heard|
we all know that the talent will get you there but the machines help a whole lot... i bet that theres 90 percent of us that cant play half of the stuff that we create... so you
cant tell me its not the machines.. but then again that just me being true to myself... so why dont you ask yourself again if its the machine?

jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> wrote:--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> I think we need to think of some way to get our music out there... 

Im quite sure everyone in the group agrees that we have the best 
possible machine that money can buy... and i know that everyone has 
has at least 5 good songs that are ready for the radio...

> so if we put all our heads together we could come up with some good 

ideas... maybe someone in the group has some good conects that will 
help...

> 
> just some food for thought, GrundyMan

If you truly have good music then getting heard is not that hard.
And just because we all use the RS doesn't automatically mean 
everyone is ready for radio play. It's talent not the RS that will 
get you there.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11971|11969|2003-10-15 02:33:27|david grundy|Re: SX Behaviour|
i would try going in to utility to the midi section, then to echo back and change it to monitor record

s&m <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote:Hi all,

Can anyone explain or know the solution to the
following problem which I've encountered a few times.

I'm using Cubase SX to trigger my RS along with some
VST's. I set up loop markers in SX. When playing in
SX, it resets the voices on the RS, ie sending a
program change to the RS when going to the start of
the loop. 
Like the original settings on the RS before scene
memory change was applied.
eg press scene memory one then play on cubase then it
resets the RS to before the scene memory.
I've tried messing with the midi settings in cubase
and the RS like filtering out incoming program changes
etc. It doesn't make any difference.
This is annoying so any help would be very much
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appreciated ;o)

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
http://shopping.yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11972|11967|2003-10-15 04:08:08|jesse_medway|Re: Getting heard|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> we all know that the talent will get you there but the machines 

help a whole lot... i bet that theres 90 percent of us that cant play 
half of the stuff that we create... so you cant tell me its not the 
machines.. but then again that just me being true to myself... so why 
dont you ask yourself again if its the machine?

Well yes machines in general are responsible for the
creation of a lot of electronic based music, mine included but there 
are a million out there not just the RS inparticular which you had 
singled out in your original post. What I was saying is that there 
are other machines that can do the job, its just up to the operator 
to have the talen in the first place, not the "best" machine. A good 
program can take any box and make good stuff so having an RS doesnt 
make anyone anymore apt to get played or signed etc....

Bottom line is the machines dont program the music, humans do, the 
machine just plays it back. The talent might not lie in the actual 
ability to paly perfectly in time etc... but in the creation of the 
music itself. 

So no its not the machine its the operator. give a machine to a 
monkey and then give it to someone who writes well and tell me then 
wehere the actual importance lies.

Jesse
| 11973|11969|2003-10-15 05:29:47|Latif|Re: SX Behaviour|
hello!

this can be caused by only 1 thing,

see if you have this feature checked:
file/preferences/midi/ reset on part en or reset on stop
uncheck this feature....

goodluck
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> Hi all,
> 
> Can anyone explain or know the solution to the
> following problem which I've encountered a few times.
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> 
> I'm using Cubase SX to trigger my RS along with some
> VST's. I set up loop markers in SX. When playing in
> SX, it resets the voices on the RS, ie sending a
> program change to the RS when going to the start of
> the loop. 
> Like the original settings on the RS before scene
> memory change was applied.
> eg press scene memory one then play on cubase then it
> resets the RS to before the scene memory.
> I've tried messing with the midi settings in cubase
> and the RS like filtering out incoming program changes
> etc. It doesn't make any difference.
> This is annoying so any help would be very much
> appreciated ;o)
> 
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> http://shopping.yahoo.com

| 11974|11967|2003-10-15 05:37:00|electrotimba|Re: Getting heard|
jesse is right( at least I think so), machine is just machine. the 
fact that someone becomes famous or succesful or both even though 
they cannot play indicates other talents: like using others, 
attractive look, having sex with a right person at right time, the 
fact that they may have or not supercomputer or some hypersquenzer is 
secondary. Zawinul or Herbie would still create great stuff even if 
Moog was never born. I think Hendrix is the best example he used 
stock, really lousy instruments, no vintage no custom made, exotic 
materials and... RS have its limitations but definitely if nothing 
great comes out it is not Yamaha`s fault. The artists work with the 
tools available, daVinci didnt use acrylic paints or Photoshop, 
today`s luthier cannot get Stradivaris varnish, in 100 years they 
wont make rosewood instruments because maybe there will be no 
rosewood. You work with the tools you have, cant get hammer you pick 
up a stone. Tools are only tools. 
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
wrote:
> > we all know that the talent will get you there but the machines 
> help a whole lot... i bet that theres 90 percent of us that cant 
play 
> half of the stuff that we create... so you cant tell me its not the 
> machines.. but then again that just me being true to myself... so 
why 
> dont you ask yourself again if its the machine?
> 
> 
> 
> Well yes machines in general are responsible for the
> creation of a lot of electronic based music, mine included but 
there 
> are a million out there not just the RS inparticular which you had 
> singled out in your original post. What I was saying is that there 
> are other machines that can do the job, its just up to the operator 
> to have the talen in the first place, not the "best" machine. A 
good 
> program can take any box and make good stuff so having an RS doesnt 
> make anyone anymore apt to get played or signed etc....
> 
> Bottom line is the machines dont program the music, humans do, the 
> machine just plays it back. The talent might not lie in the actual 
> ability to paly perfectly in time etc... but in the creation of the 
> music itself. 
> 
> So no its not the machine its the operator. give a machine to a 
> monkey and then give it to someone who writes well and tell me then 
> wehere the actual importance lies.
> 
> Jesse

| 11975|11967|2003-10-15 07:17:04|Oscar Finch|Re: Getting heard|
I'd third Jesse's comments as well. 
Really the tools are fairly inconsequential. 
And RS7000 is just a sequencer. 
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The balance comes in when the interplay between man and machine is based more strongly in the users corner. 
Technology is great , and it's a fantastic tool. 
I do not feel the need to be slave to the machine , rather be master of it and let the machine be my slave. 
It is is nothing more or nothing less than a vehicle for the expression ,communication and sharing of artistic ideas ,expressions and music within a universally recognised
"aural" format. 
The RS7000 cannot make music for you. 
Erase your styles cards and start with a clean slate , power up your RS7000 has it magically programmed itself ? 
No I didn't think so. It is both a tool and instrument. 
The beauty of man/machine in music is the strange kenesis it brings about. 
Sure we create things we couldn't possibly 'play' but isn't that the whole point. 
It is much akin to modern digital manipulation technology via pixel animation and 3d image mapping techniques used in modern film. 
We now have the opportunity to delve into and explore the musical micro-cosmos of the mind. 
If you can imagine it , and have the synthesis skills and midi programming know how , production techniques and ability you can pretty much realise it. 
It's a new musical language and one that breaks with the norms and foundations of many standard compositional techniques. 
Just because we use these tools it does not make the musicality or merit of the artistic expression any weaker. 
It just validates the fact that all good art is confronting . 
If you look inparticualr at artists like Mouse On Mars , Autechre , Black Dog ,MuM ,Tortoise ,Flanger ,Matmos ,Bjork (even David Sylvian's latest release BLEMISH
(which by the way I suggest you all should get)) you'll see that what's being pioneered goes far beyond avante guardist 'art wank' . People like CAGE where way ahead of
time with thought processes in regards to this. Ditto Reich ,Stockhausen ,Merzbow ,Eno ,Zappa etc etc etc 
I personally feeling we are seeing the genesis of a new musical language. 
The computer will become the folk instrument of choice for future generations. 
Lots of traditionalist musical elements will die , some will change ,others will remain and a marriage of old and new will also ensue. Such is the nature of these things. 
Getting heard and being listened too are also to very seperate things. 
I'm afraid what idea has slipped further from the conceptual mainstream , I'm not particularly fussed anymore whether it's heard or not. If it is great ;) if it isn't so what ? 
I do get the odd piece played on certain Melbourne late night Electronic show's (which is always a buzz) but I've never really been in it for the $$$$$. 
Just hone your skills dude , and enjoy what you do without justification. 
If something comes of it then great. Just don't ever use that as a yardstick by which to measure your worth , ability or talent as a musician. 
Talent doesn't always go rewarded or recognised. 
Just dig what you do and if it gets put out there be happy that someone else likes it too. 
And I'm rambling so I'll shut up now I think ans scurry back into my corner of the micro-cosmos. 
Actually lifes pretty good in here ,who ever thought introspection could feel so good :D .

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11976|11967|2003-10-15 07:18:40|david grundy|Re: Getting heard|
and the point that im trying to make is that the rs does things that no other does you know that and i know that ,, so there is a major advantage having the rs... i know
people that have been using the mpc for years .. and i just got into music a year ago , and ill blow all of them out of the water.... and this is not just my opion , they will tell
you the same... 
but i also dont let them know the little tricks the the rs does for me, you see i can let you know cause you own one... 
check me out on www.acidplanet.com artist name is Grundyman and you let me know what you think

jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> we all know that the talent will get you there but the machines 
help a whole lot... i bet that theres 90 percent of us that cant play 
half of the stuff that we create... so you cant tell me its not the 
machines.. but then again that just me being true to myself... so why 
dont you ask yourself again if its the machine?

Well yes machines in general are responsible for the
creation of a lot of electronic based music, mine included but there 
are a million out there not just the RS inparticular which you had 
singled out in your original post. What I was saying is that there 
are other machines that can do the job, its just up to the operator 
to have the talen in the first place, not the "best" machine. A good 
program can take any box and make good stuff so having an RS doesnt 
make anyone anymore apt to get played or signed etc....

Bottom line is the machines dont program the music, humans do, the 
machine just plays it back. The talent might not lie in the actual 
ability to paly perfectly in time etc... but in the creation of the 
music itself. 

So no its not the machine its the operator. give a machine to a 
monkey and then give it to someone who writes well and tell me then 
wehere the actual importance lies.

Jesse
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| 11977|11967|2003-10-15 07:24:35|david grundy|Re: Getting heard|
and this is still going back to what i said about most people that uses these machines can not sit down and play the shit out with out the metronome , overdub, and all the
other shit that you brought it for in the first place... dont forget about slice and sequence , i love that one there

electrotimba <electrotimba@yahoo.com> wrote:jesse is right( at least I think so), machine is just machine. the 
fact that someone becomes famous or succesful or both even though 
they cannot play indicates other talents: like using others, 
attractive look, having sex with a right person at right time, the 
fact that they may have or not supercomputer or some hypersquenzer is 
secondary. Zawinul or Herbie would still create great stuff even if 
Moog was never born. I think Hendrix is the best example he used 
stock, really lousy instruments, no vintage no custom made, exotic 
materials and... RS have its limitations but definitely if nothing 
great comes out it is not Yamaha`s fault. The artists work with the 
tools available, daVinci didnt use acrylic paints or Photoshop, 
today`s luthier cannot get Stradivaris varnish, in 100 years they 
wont make rosewood instruments because maybe there will be no 
rosewood. You work with the tools you have, cant get hammer you pick 
up a stone. Tools are only tools. 
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
wrote:
> > we all know that the talent will get you there but the machines 
> help a whole lot... i bet that theres 90 percent of us that cant 
play 
> half of the stuff that we create... so you cant tell me its not the 
> machines.. but then again that just me being true to myself... so 
why 
> dont you ask yourself again if its the machine?
> 
> 
> 
> Well yes machines in general are responsible for the
> creation of a lot of electronic based music, mine included but 
there 
> are a million out there not just the RS inparticular which you had 
> singled out in your original post. What I was saying is that there 
> are other machines that can do the job, its just up to the operator 
> to have the talen in the first place, not the "best" machine. A 
good 
> program can take any box and make good stuff so having an RS doesnt 
> make anyone anymore apt to get played or signed etc....
> 
> Bottom line is the machines dont program the music, humans do, the 
> machine just plays it back. The talent might not lie in the actual 
> ability to paly perfectly in time etc... but in the creation of the 
> music itself. 
> 
> So no its not the machine its the operator. give a machine to a 
> monkey and then give it to someone who writes well and tell me then 
> wehere the actual importance lies.
> 
> Jesse
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11978|11967|2003-10-15 07:46:41|Latif|Re: Getting heard|
David, you probably meant well.. and i can understand your
excitement.
but try to understand that for many of us (including me)
that have been making music, 
buying and selling gear for around 15 years now
that the RS is yet another TOOL, sure it has great benefits
and very apreciated features and all that.
But in my setup it sure as hell aint the only tool that i use.
And what might seem new in features to you, are for me
just a set of collected features to be found scattered
around in other boxes and SOFTWARE.... so for me 
it's nothing new at all.
second to this, after all sorts of unbelievable
discussion with Yamaha, i wouldn't want to participate
on a compilation CD that might endup sticking a feather 
up Yamaha's ass.... noway :-)
Lately i've been enjoying the sounds of good great bit older
gear that i purchased, and can't tell how happy i am with it.
Quasimidi Quasar/Kawai K4r/K1m/Ensoniq Eps+16r/DX200/ a 2th VL70m :-
)))
and i am negotiating a EXr5.

So you see the RS, is a tool together with the others, 
for my kitchen :p
and i couldn't agree one bit more with Oscars statement:

>getting heard is one thing, being heard is another...<

have fun making music tho ;-)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
wrote:

> and this is still going back to what i said about most people that 

uses these machines can not sit down and play the shit out with out 
the metronome , overdub, and all the other shit that you brought it 
for in the first place... dont forget about slice and sequence , i 
love that one there

>

| 11979|11979|2003-10-15 09:42:06|bleeep_bleeep|a few beginner questions|
hi all,
i posted this message a while ago but it didnt appear so here it goes 
again.
im new to this group and to the Rs and all things MIDI and SCSI 
related too so if anyone can offer any advice id be really grateful. 

I ve had my machine about six months now and have been learning and 
experimenting with the pattern mode. i can come up with some good 
stuff and now want to record a few songs. i presume it is due to my 
inexperience of the RS that i cant seem to get my head around the 
song mode ( or is it just a bit, well, crap ). I think it would be 
easier for me to use a software sequencer on my PC as it would be all 
laid out visually. so this brings me to some questions :

1. what is a good soft seq. to use with the RS?

2. can i record stuff from pattern mode live on the RS into a soft 
seq ? ( ie. whatever i play on tracks 1 - 16 on the RS gets recorded 
into corresponding tracks on the soft seq. exactly the same - 
parameter changes, section changes etc)
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3. if this is possible does that mean i can record a song into a soft 
seq, jazz it up there and then send it back to the RS so that i can 
play it live from pattern mode?

4. i ve been trying to read up on SCSi isuues - would i need a scsi 
device ( eg. zip drive etc. ) to do what i described above?

5. what does scsi do for the RS in general?

sorry for so many questions but im eager to learn as much as i can. 
any advice offered would be great,

cheers
bleeep

ps. is anyone producing tech - electro, drillnbass type stuff with 
the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some..
| 11980|11980|2003-10-15 09:49:49|bleeep_bleeep|anyone producing tech-electro or drillnbase type stuff on the RS?|
hi again,

is anyone producing tech-electro, drillnbass, industrial or the like 
with the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some...

cheers
bleeep
| 11981|11981|2003-10-15 09:49:54|svaryone|changing a style|
Hello...is there a way to change styles using program changes? id 
didn't find it....thanx
| 11982|11969|2003-10-15 10:32:24|s&m|Re: SX Behaviour|
Thats what I thought and have already tried that.
Maybe I need to restart cubase after making the
changes. Not sure if I did that.
I'll try again.
Cheers
-sean

>>Subject: 

hello!

this can be caused by only 1 thing,

see if you have this feature checked:
file/preferences/midi/ reset on part en or reset on
stop
uncheck this feature....

goodluck
Latif<<

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
http://shopping.yahoo.com
| 11983|11962|2003-10-15 10:42:38|electrotimba|Re: Amp for the monitors|
Thanks Senor Carrillo, of all these I was able to find Samson Servo 
260, know anything about it ?, looks good, simple, 130 W
Will is do ?
Electrotimba
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> u need an amplifier with a flat frequency curve therefore a home 

stereo amp would defeat the purpose of buying monitor speakers... 
Look at amps by yorkville sound, samson, ashly, or carver....they 
range from low to moderately high in price.

> 
> Try to match the output of your woofers (in watts) with the amp 

therefore the amplifier can "control" the excursion of the woofer 
properly and handle high level peaks as well.

> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
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> Sent: Saturday, October 11, 2003 11:59 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Ampü for the monitors
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > Just bought monitors ( from a video studio that went for 

upgrade ) 

> > any amp tip? Don`t need/like high volumes really, neither high 
> prices 
> > so I thought to get something simple. Could it work with any 
> consumer 
> > receiver/amp ? If so any suggestions about brand or models, 

they 

> can 
> > be set flat don`t they?
> 
> i don't use amps anymore, but i found
> 'Carver' the best for the price back then.
> see if you can find a 2th hand Carver.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11984|11969|2003-10-15 10:48:49|Latif|Re: SX Behaviour|
Normally you don't have to restart 
cubase for that to take effect.
You can also try to workaround this by
setting the RS mixer tracks to Hold = ON

But that still will not tell you where
the program change reset is coming from :-|
have you checked the parts in cubase 
list-editor for program-change messages?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> 
> Thats what I thought and have already tried that.
> Maybe I need to restart cubase after making the
> changes. Not sure if I did that.
> I'll try again.
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> >>Subject: 
> 
> hello!
> 
> this can be caused by only 1 thing,
> 
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> see if you have this feature checked:
> file/preferences/midi/ reset on part en or reset on
> stop
> uncheck this feature....
> 
> 
> goodluck
> Latif<<
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search
> http://shopping.yahoo.com

| 11985|11979|2003-10-15 14:03:00|dopamine|Re: a few beginner questions|
Hi mate,

1. Sonar or Cubase are your best options being on a PC.

2. Yep, record the midi or just save as SMF (standard midi file) then load 
that into the soft seq and edit the midi data to your hearts content.

3. Yep!

4. No. You can do all that with a smart media card or midi cables if you'd 
rather record it live.

5. scsi devices like zip drives and hard drives provide a larger and faster 
storage medium for the RS.

I do techno, house and a bit of everything else.. www.djdopamine.com there 
is a techno track on my main page and some others on the audio page.

enjoy ;-)

Matt

At 02:27 PM 15/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>hi all,
>i posted this message a while ago but it didnt appear so here it goes
>again.
>im new to this group and to the Rs and all things MIDI and SCSI
>related too so if anyone can offer any advice id be really grateful.
>
>I ve had my machine about six months now and have been learning and
>experimenting with the pattern mode. i can come up with some good
>stuff and now want to record a few songs. i presume it is due to my
>inexperience of the RS that i cant seem to get my head around the
>song mode ( or is it just a bit, well, crap ). I think it would be
>easier for me to use a software sequencer on my PC as it would be all
>laid out visually. so this brings me to some questions :
>
>1. what is a good soft seq. to use with the RS?
>
>2. can i record stuff from pattern mode live on the RS into a soft
>seq ? ( ie. whatever i play on tracks 1 - 16 on the RS gets recorded
>into corresponding tracks on the soft seq. exactly the same -
>parameter changes, section changes etc)
>
>3. if this is possible does that mean i can record a song into a soft
>seq, jazz it up there and then send it back to the RS so that i can
>play it live from pattern mode?
>
>4. i ve been trying to read up on SCSi isuues - would i need a scsi
>device ( eg. zip drive etc. ) to do what i described above?
>
>5. what does scsi do for the RS in general?
>
>sorry for so many questions but im eager to learn as much as i can.
>any advice offered would be great,
>
>cheers
>bleeep
>
>ps. is anyone producing tech - electro, drillnbass type stuff with
>the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some..
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11986|11979|2003-10-15 14:20:35|Latif|Re: a few beginner questions|
Common Matt hehehe, don't get too optimistic here :-))
the fellow asks in question 3 about a SONG,

so for question 3 it's like this,
yes you can record the SONG back into patternmode in the RS
if it fits well between the max measures for patternmode.
This however is higly NOT recommended, cause you will find yourself
fillingup the midi memory of the RS in no time.

So you will have to learn to breakdown the song (after it's 
jazzedup,beefedout and swingedthrough), in small pieces
that you save as seperate sections (SMF)
to be imported into the sections of the RS, 
where after you will have to arrange the sections 
in a live situation.

You might also wanna go easy on the CC data (filter movements
and such) while y'r in y'r pc sequencer enviroment, 
as your pc has no problem loading and playing all this, 
but the RS as many hardware sequencer will choke up 
it's memory with such data.

Latif
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Hi mate,
> 
> 1. Sonar or Cubase are your best options being on a PC.
> 
> 2. Yep, record the midi or just save as SMF (standard midi file) 
then load 
> that into the soft seq and edit the midi data to your hearts 
content.
> 
> 3. Yep!
> 
> 4. No. You can do all that with a smart media card or midi cables 
if you'd 
> rather record it live.
> 
> 5. scsi devices like zip drives and hard drives provide a larger 
and faster 
> storage medium for the RS.
> 
> I do techno, house and a bit of everything else.. 
www.djdopamine.com there 
> is a techno track on my main page and some others on the audio page.
> 
> enjoy ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
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> At 02:27 PM 15/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >hi all,
> >i posted this message a while ago but it didnt appear so here it 
goes
> >again.
> >im new to this group and to the Rs and all things MIDI and SCSI
> >related too so if anyone can offer any advice id be really 
grateful.
> >
> >I ve had my machine about six months now and have been learning and
> >experimenting with the pattern mode. i can come up with some good
> >stuff and now want to record a few songs. i presume it is due to my
> >inexperience of the RS that i cant seem to get my head around the
> >song mode ( or is it just a bit, well, crap ). I think it would be
> >easier for me to use a software sequencer on my PC as it would be 
all
> >laid out visually. so this brings me to some questions :
> >
> >1. what is a good soft seq. to use with the RS?
> >
> >2. can i record stuff from pattern mode live on the RS into a soft
> >seq ? ( ie. whatever i play on tracks 1 - 16 on the RS gets 
recorded
> >into corresponding tracks on the soft seq. exactly the same -
> >parameter changes, section changes etc)
> >
> >3. if this is possible does that mean i can record a song into a 
soft
> >seq, jazz it up there and then send it back to the RS so that i can
> >play it live from pattern mode?
> >
> >4. i ve been trying to read up on SCSi isuues - would i need a scsi
> >device ( eg. zip drive etc. ) to do what i described above?
> >
> >5. what does scsi do for the RS in general?
> >
> >sorry for so many questions but im eager to learn as much as i can.
> >any advice offered would be great,
> >
> >cheers
> >bleeep
> >
> >ps. is anyone producing tech - electro, drillnbass type stuff with
> >the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some..
> >
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/autoredir?
camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>26173f.jpg 
> >
> >2617a3.jpg
> >
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> >
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> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 11987|11979|2003-10-15 15:33:55|mmittner|Re: a few beginner questions|
i'd recommend keeping all the midi stuff on the rs and using ableton 
live as audio sequencer.
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-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bleeep_bleeep" 
wrote:

> hi all,
> i posted this message a while ago but it didnt appear so here it 

goes 

> again.
> im new to this group and to the Rs and all things MIDI and SCSI 
> related too so if anyone can offer any advice id be really grateful. 
> 
> I ve had my machine about six months now and have been learning and 
> experimenting with the pattern mode. i can come up with some good 
> stuff and now want to record a few songs. i presume it is due to my 
> inexperience of the RS that i cant seem to get my head around the 
> song mode ( or is it just a bit, well, crap ). I think it would be 
> easier for me to use a software sequencer on my PC as it would be 

all 

> laid out visually. so this brings me to some questions :
> 
> 1. what is a good soft seq. to use with the RS?
> 
> 2. can i record stuff from pattern mode live on the RS into a soft 
> seq ? ( ie. whatever i play on tracks 1 - 16 on the RS gets recorded 
> into corresponding tracks on the soft seq. exactly the same - 
> parameter changes, section changes etc)
> 
> 3. if this is possible does that mean i can record a song into a 

soft 

> seq, jazz it up there and then send it back to the RS so that i can 
> play it live from pattern mode?
> 
> 4. i ve been trying to read up on SCSi isuues - would i need a scsi 
> device ( eg. zip drive etc. ) to do what i described above?
> 
> 5. what does scsi do for the RS in general?
> 
> sorry for so many questions but im eager to learn as much as i can. 
> any advice offered would be great,
> 
> cheers
> bleeep
> 
> ps. is anyone producing tech - electro, drillnbass type stuff with 
> the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some..

| 11988|11988|2003-10-15 15:34:02|stabilityillatease|Hooking up a sound module?|
Ok im trying to hook up a roland td-7 percussion sound module to my 
rs7k and i cant figure out how to make it work. the manual doesnt say 
much about hooking up an external tone generator other then "connect 
the midi cable from midi out a or b on the 7k to midi in on the tone 
generator" so far ive been able to get the "midi message" indicator 
light to blink on the sound module but no sound im just getting sound 
from the internal tone generator on the rs7k. Anyone know how to fix 
this? any help is much appreciated.
| 11989|11989|2003-10-15 22:38:44|ecf1001|just need a clarification...|
Hi All,

Quick question, can't think straight.

Blank pattern. Selecting a track. Going to Mixer, Voice Hold is off. 
Changing voice. Filters and things change along with voice. Cool.

Going to pattern patch mode. Changing preset phrase on a track. 
Preset phrase changes voice. Filters and things don't change along 
with phrase with new voice. Voice hold still on in Mixer, but doesn't 
act that way anymore. Eh?

Am I doing something wrong, is there a setting to change this 
behavior or is this a built-in feature?

Thanks!

Alex
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| 11990|11913|2003-10-15 23:18:46|bittersweetkoko|Re: Midi keyboardage|
I'm using a PCR30 and I don't think it is possible (if I understand 
you correctly). You can have the rs change the cc's of the knobs 
buttons and sliders through sysex dump per song, but the keyboard 
channel is not programmable. check out the edirol site for the new 
editor it makes programming memories much easier.

-G

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> I have a edirol pc-70 connected to my rs7k and i have to change the 
> midi channel on the keyboard to control the different sounds(tracks) 
> is there any way i can sync this up to the rs where i can just 

choose 

> the track on the 7000 and it automatically changes the sounds 
> controlled by the keyboard?
> 
> Ive seen it done on a mpc so im pretty sure its possible, if not 
> whatever its not that big a deal.
> 
> any help would be much appreciated.

| 11991|11991|2003-10-15 23:22:29|bittersweetkoko|slow it all down|
Hey is there anyway to slow all tracks down at once on the fly WITH 
pitch change? Think turntable pitch control? I know the su700 has a 
toggle (bpm w/ pitch or without).

-G
| 11992|11992|2003-10-16 01:04:30|ace maddwest|ahhhhh...|
yeah, well.. fuck that, i'm in it for the money. i did my art thing for 8 years and nobody cared.. now i'm 31 and I SOLD OUT!!!! woooo-HOOOOOOOO! now i sell beats
for $2000+ and ya know what? it's all crap! and you know what else? i don't care at all! 

and you know what ELSE? the RS7000 helps me make crap better than anything else i've ever used! i love it! i mean, with the MPC i really had to WORK, chopping shit
up, FAKING DELAYS, looping up my own instruments, ETC. but that was when i made ART! now i just spend 30 minutes or so with the RS.. and presto! instant pop
crap! it's so dope.. and idiots love to buy it! 

when you finally realize that 50% of the population is of below average intelligence, it brings a calm over you. it's sort of liberating actually, because you can make
SERIOUS dough selling crap to the mindless masses.. oh YEEEAAAHHHHHHH!!!!

come on over to the dark side, the treachery feels GREAT!!

wanna hear MY crap?

http://www.soundclick.com/pro/default.cfm?BandID=88028&content=music

and best believe it's all RS!! 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11993|11992|2003-10-16 01:19:14|dopamine|Re: ahhhhh...|
haha, that's the spirit.....wait, no it isn't! ;-P

Matt

At 12:04 AM 16/10/2003 -0700, you wrote:

>yeah, well.. fuck that, i'm in it for the money. i did my art thing for 8 
>years and nobody cared.. now i'm 31 and I SOLD OUT!!!! woooo-HOOOOOOOO! 
>now i sell beats for $2000+ and ya know what? it's all crap! and you know 
>what else? i don't care at all!
>
>and you know what ELSE? the RS7000 helps me make crap better than anything 
>else i've ever used! i love it! i mean, with the MPC i really had to WORK, 
>chopping shit up, FAKING DELAYS, looping up my own instruments, ETC. but 
>that was when i made ART! now i just spend 30 minutes or so with the RS.. 
>and presto! instant pop crap! it's so dope.. and idiots love to buy it!
>
>when you finally realize that 50% of the population is of below average 
>intelligence, it brings a calm over you. it's sort of liberating actually, 
>because you can make SERIOUS dough selling crap to the mindless masses.. 
>oh YEEEAAAHHHHHHH!!!!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>
>come on over to the dark side, the treachery feels GREAT!!
>
>wanna hear MY crap?
>
><http://www.soundclick.com/pro/default.cfm?BandID=88028&content=music>http://www.soundclick.com/pro/default.cfm?
BandID=88028&content=music
>
>and best believe it's all RS!!
>
>
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11994|11967|2003-10-16 04:37:22|jesse_medway|Re: Getting heard|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> and the point that im trying to make is that the rs does things 

that no other does you know that and i know that ,, so there is a 
major advantage having the rs... i know people that have been using 
the mpc for years .. and i just got into music a year ago , and ill 
blow all of them out of the water.... and this is not just my opion , 
they will tell you the same... 

> but i also dont let them know the little tricks the the rs does for 

me, you see i can let you know cause you own one... 

> check me out on www.acidplanet.com artist name is Grundyman and 

you let me know what you think

>

Right and Im sure dj shadow can "blow you out of the water" with his 
old mpc60 ( iknow he uses some newer gear now but you get my point). 
maybe u just happen to be better than those guys. ive been making 
music for 15 years now and although i am always searching for 
the "Best" tools I have realized that some of my best work has been 
done with stuff I ended up getting rid of in favor of 
something "better". I see now that it doesnt really matter what i 
use, its the ideas i had. then again a good piece of gear can help 
you get ideas out or inspire you, some better than others. i find 
that using hardware/analog does it for me.

the advantage of the rs pales in comparison to the advantage good 
ideas and talent gives you. so although i love my rs and how it 
makes writing music enjoyable i also know thati can get it done with 
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pretty much anything as long as im inspired, by something whether its 
the gear or just the way i feel.

Jesse
| 11995|11995|2003-10-16 16:12:06|stabilityillatease|Hooking up a mo phatt to the rs7k|
Anyone have a sound module(s) hooked up to your rs7k? Ive had trouble 
hooking up a roland td-7 percussion module to my rs7k but its more 
meant for hooking up to electronic drum pads so im guessing thats why 
it didnt work. Im thinking about investing in a emu mophatt module 
but i want to know if its gonna work with the rs.
| 11996|11995|2003-10-16 17:01:03|L. K.|Re: Hooking up a mo phatt to the rs7k|
dunno much abot the td-7, and couldn't find
specs with a quick search.
maybe the midi I/O is only for sysex dumps/bulks
and/or patch editing.
the rest is doen through dedicated trigger inputs if it has that.

anyway, the mo'phatt is like any other midi-module
and will work without any problems, as long as you read 
and understand the manuals.
You can also download the manual before buyin it, to
see if it's your thang.
http://www.emu.com/support/files/storage/MOPhattRevB.pdf

goodluck
Latif
| 11997|11995|2003-10-16 17:02:05|david grundy|Re: Hooking up a mo phatt to the rs7k|
im hoping that some will answer this question... cause i also have the same plans ...i think that im going to give yamaha a call and ask there tech support...

stabilityillatease <eam0o1@hotmail.com> wrote:Anyone have a sound module(s) hooked up to your rs7k? Ive had trouble 
hooking up a roland td-7 percussion module to my rs7k but its more 
meant for hooking up to electronic drum pads so im guessing thats why 
it didnt work. Im thinking about investing in a emu mophatt module 
but i want to know if its gonna work with the rs. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11998|11992|2003-10-16 17:28:26|david grundy|Re: ahhhhh...|
yeah!!! i see i got some supporters, and i checked your shit out and its hot... i think some one should tell the hater to jack into the matrix and give the machines some
credit... who do he think he is ? 
i can see someone like prince,barry white or jimmi hendrix talking that talent shit... but when your using the rs , or anything like it , you have to give the machines a big
up...
just a year ago i had fruity loops , making bullshit, now i got some hot shit under my belt using the rs... but im not going to shit up here and tell you that im a real
composer of music... 

dopamine <matty@djdopamine.com> wrote:
haha, that's the spirit.....wait, no it isn't! ;-P

Matt

At 12:04 AM 16/10/2003 -0700, you wrote:

>yeah, well.. fuck that, i'm in it for the money. i did my art thing for 8 
>years and nobody cared.. now i'm 31 and I SOLD OUT!!!! woooo-HOOOOOOOO! 
>now i sell beats for $2000+ and ya know what? it's all crap! and you know 
>what else? i don't care at all!
>
>and you know what ELSE? the RS7000 helps me make crap better than anything 
>else i've ever used! i love it! i mean, with the MPC i really had to WORK, 
>chopping shit up, FAKING DELAYS, looping up my own instruments, ETC. but 
>that was when i made ART! now i just spend 30 minutes or so with the RS.. 
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>and presto! instant pop crap! it's so dope.. and idiots love to buy it!
>
>when you finally realize that 50% of the population is of below average 
>intelligence, it brings a calm over you. it's sort of liberating actually, 
>because you can make SERIOUS dough selling crap to the mindless masses.. 
>oh YEEEAAAHHHHHHH!!!!
>
>come on over to the dark side, the treachery feels GREAT!!
>
>wanna hear MY crap?
>
><http://www.soundclick.com/pro/default.cfm?BandID=88028&content=music>http://www.soundclick.com/pro/default.cfm?
BandID=88028&content=music
>
>and best believe it's all RS!!
>
>
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 11999|11913|2003-10-16 17:35:27|david grundy|Re: Midi keyboardage|
If your talking about when you go to play back the sounds that you chose are not playing back you have to hit utility twice then go to echo back then change that you
monitor record, hope that i helped you 

bittersweetkoko <bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com> wrote:I'm using a PCR30 and I don't think it is possible (if I understand 
you correctly). You can have the rs change the cc's of the knobs 
buttons and sliders through sysex dump per song, but the keyboard 
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channel is not programmable. check out the edirol site for the new 
editor it makes programming memories much easier.

-G

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> I have a edirol pc-70 connected to my rs7k and i have to change the 
> midi channel on the keyboard to control the different sounds(tracks) 
> is there any way i can sync this up to the rs where i can just 

choose 

> the track on the 7000 and it automatically changes the sounds 
> controlled by the keyboard?
> 
> Ive seen it done on a mpc so im pretty sure its possible, if not 
> whatever its not that big a deal.
> 
> any help would be much appreciated.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12000|11992|2003-10-16 19:56:10|jesse_medway|Re: ahhhhh...|
nice intelligent comeback, please...

and your "supporter" isnt much better.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> yeah!!! i see i got some supporters, and i checked your shit out 
and its hot... i think some one should tell the hater to jack into 
the matrix and give the machines some credit... who do he think he 
is ? 
> i can see someone like prince,barry white or jimmi hendrix talking 
that talent shit... but when your using the rs , or anything like 
it , you have to give the machines a big up...
> just a year ago i had fruity loops , making bullshit, now i got 
some hot shit under my belt using the rs... but im not going to shit 
up here and tell you that im a real composer of music... 
> 
> dopamine wrote:
> haha, that's the spirit.....wait, no it isn't! ;-P
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 12:04 AM 16/10/2003 -0700, you wrote:
> >yeah, well.. fuck that, i'm in it for the money. i did my art 
thing for 8 
> >years and nobody cared.. now i'm 31 and I SOLD OUT!!!! woooo-
HOOOOOOOO! 
> >now i sell beats for $2000+ and ya know what? it's all crap! and 
you know 
> >what else? i don't care at all!
> >
> >and you know what ELSE? the RS7000 helps me make crap better than 
anything 
> >else i've ever used! i love it! i mean, with the MPC i really had 
to WORK, 
> >chopping shit up, FAKING DELAYS, looping up my own instruments, 
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ETC. but 
> >that was when i made ART! now i just spend 30 minutes or so with 
the RS.. 
> >and presto! instant pop crap! it's so dope.. and idiots love to 
buy it!
> >
> >when you finally realize that 50% of the population is of below 
average 
> >intelligence, it brings a calm over you. it's sort of liberating 
actually, 
> >because you can make SERIOUS dough selling crap to the mindless 
masses.. 
> >oh YEEEAAAHHHHHHH!!!!
> >
> >come on over to the dark side, the treachery feels GREAT!!
> >
> >wanna hear MY crap?
>
>

| 12001|11992|2003-10-16 21:07:45|david grundy|Re: ahhhhh...|
dont get mad at me , cause you been in the game all these years and still aint made nuttin hot!!! Dats why you trying to kill my hopes , cause you became content wit
being trash, you sitting there telling me in somany words that i should be trash along wit you... 
not me, I see the bigger picture, im going to make things happen... and when i do.. I'll send you a shout out , while you sitting at home waiting for you income tax , to buy
the next piece of bullshit , oh wait , maybe youll go get fruityloops , start your carrer all over and follow in my foot steps , cause yours dont seem to be working out for
you.... "LMAO"

hey, im only going off of what your telling me

jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> wrote:
nice intelligent comeback, please...

and your "supporter" isnt much better.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> yeah!!! i see i got some supporters, and i checked your shit out 
and its hot... i think some one should tell the hater to jack into 
the matrix and give the machines some credit... who do he think he 
is ? 
> i can see someone like prince,barry white or jimmi hendrix talking 
that talent shit... but when your using the rs , or anything like 
it , you have to give the machines a big up...
> just a year ago i had fruity loops , making bullshit, now i got 
some hot shit under my belt using the rs... but im not going to shit 
up here and tell you that im a real composer of music... 
> 
> dopamine wrote:
> haha, that's the spirit.....wait, no it isn't! ;-P
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 12:04 AM 16/10/2003 -0700, you wrote:
> >yeah, well.. fuck that, i'm in it for the money. i did my art 
thing for 8 
> >years and nobody cared.. now i'm 31 and I SOLD OUT!!!! woooo-
HOOOOOOOO! 
> >now i sell beats for $2000+ and ya know what? it's all crap! and 
you know 
> >what else? i don't care at all!
> >
> >and you know what ELSE? the RS7000 helps me make crap better than 
anything 
> >else i've ever used! i love it! i mean, with the MPC i really had 
to WORK, 
> >chopping shit up, FAKING DELAYS, looping up my own instruments, 
ETC. but 
> >that was when i made ART! now i just spend 30 minutes or so with 
the RS.. 
> >and presto! instant pop crap! it's so dope.. and idiots love to 
buy it!
> >
> >when you finally realize that 50% of the population is of below 
average 
> >intelligence, it brings a calm over you. it's sort of liberating 
actually, 
> >because you can make SERIOUS dough selling crap to the mindless 
masses.. 
> >oh YEEEAAAHHHHHHH!!!!
> >
> >come on over to the dark side, the treachery feels GREAT!!
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> >
> >wanna hear MY crap?
>
> 
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| 12002|11992|2003-10-16 21:20:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: ahhhhh...|

> nice intelligent comeback, please...
> 
> and your "supporter" isnt much better.

Ok guys 'n' gals this discussion is getting a little heated here. 
Let's all calm down now, tone down the agression/anger and get some 
peace back here fellas. Please be courteous to others. While curse 
words can be useful to express a point, they can also be used in 
excess.

And another thing y'all: Please use OT for Off Topic at the beginning 
of Subject Post headers. Even though these music-production posts were 
music related, they weren't really RS7k related in the sense of the 
word (other than that the RS7k [or other hardware] can make a 
musicians' work easier for composition).

Thanks for all members' considerations of others in advance.

-- (Moderator)
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12003|11992|2003-10-16 21:21:39|jesse_medway|Re: ahhhhh...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> dont get mad at me , cause you been in the game all these years and 

still aint made nuttin hot!!! Dats why you trying to kill my hopes , 
cause you became content wit being trash, you sitting there telling 
me in somany words that i should be trash along wit you... 

> not me, I see the bigger picture, im going to make things happen... 

and when i do.. I'll send you a shout out , while you sitting at home 
waiting for you income tax , to buy the next piece of bullshit , oh 
wait , maybe youll go get fruityloops , start your carrer all over 
and follow in my foot steps , cause yours dont seem to be working out 
for you.... "LMAO"

>

Hehe, look I've sold over 100,000 units of my own records and been on 
at least 1,000,000 units when counting CD comps in the 6 years I have 
been making a living off my music, so what the hell are you talking 
about?
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Please stop making a fool of yourself.
| 12004|11992|2003-10-16 21:33:18|wasted/su700fan|Re: ahhhhh...|

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy 
> wrote:
> > dont get mad at me , cause you been in the game all these years and 
> still aint made nuttin hot!!! Dats why you trying to kill my hopes , 
> cause you became content wit being trash, you sitting there telling 
> me in somany words that i should be trash along wit you... 
> > not me, I see the bigger picture, im going to make things happen... 
> and when i do.. I'll send you a shout out , while you sitting at home 
> waiting for you income tax , to buy the next piece of bullshit , oh 
> wait , maybe youll go get fruityloops , start your carrer all over 
> and follow in my foot steps , cause yours dont seem to be working out 
> for you.... "LMAO"
> >
> 
> Hehe, look I've sold over 100,000 units of my own records and been on 
> at least 1,000,000 units when counting CD comps in the 6 years I have 
> been making a living off my music, so what the hell are you talking 
> about?
> 
> Please stop making a fool of yourself.

Midinote2003 you are being put back into moderated posting status until 
you learn to show some respect & calm down instead of acting 
disrespectful and out of turn. This aggressive attitude will get you 
nowhere. You just joined this group on September 10, 2003 and since 
you chose to overstep your privilege of me changing your posting status 
from Moderated (like all new members are) to Unmoderated shortly 
thereafter by posting such rude comments recently you are going to sit 
this out until everything is calmed down.

I will not let this list turn into a rude flamewar for any members. If 
you have an ego, please check it at the door. This list is meant to 
help people with technical difficulties or useful suggestions on 
production techniques for the RS7k and music in general. Everyone 
please keep it that way.

To put it bluntly: I don't put up with such shit on these lists. And I 
think the other moderators (Robert vdK & Tom) will agree with me here.

Please be considerate everyone.

-- (Moderator)
wasted/su700fan
| 12005|12005|2003-10-16 21:35:07|Rob Blue|SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|
A stero signal comes out of the one SPDIF cord if Im correct right? 
And is the sound differennce much noticable than that of regular 
phono jacks? Im trying to talk to someone who actually has expierence 
with this.
| 12006|12005|2003-10-16 21:50:21|wasted/su700fan|Re: SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|

> A stero signal comes out of the one SPDIF cord if Im correct right? 
> And is the sound differennce much noticable than that of regular 
> phono jacks? Im trying to talk to someone who actually has expierence 
> with this.

The S/PDIF Digital Out & TOSLink Optical Out connectors on the AIEB2 
both output a digital version of the same sound info that is output to 
the Main L/R outputs & headphone output built into the RS7k. Complete 
with effects, etc. The sound difference isn't really that noticeable 
(assuming you are using good quality patch cords, mixer, & speakers). 
The only difference is that with the Digital/Optical outs you are 
getting the clear, unconverted to analog sound in digital form out 
those outs so theoretically there will be no degradation at all of the 
sound. Whereas with the Analog Outs of the RS7k & Inputs/Outputs of 
mixers/other gear there is the D/A (Digital to Analog) conversion 
process that occurs and a small/negligable amount of audio loss. This 
shouldn't really be noticeable though. Especially with decent to great 
quality converters on your mixer or soundcard.

-- 
wasted/su700fan
| 12007|11992|2003-10-16 23:38:22|dopamine|Re: ahhhhh...|
If you had any idea who Jesse is you would realise how foolish you sound.

But lets not drag it out, lets have a little courtesy please.
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Matt

At 08:07 PM 16/10/2003 -0700, you wrote:

>dont get mad at me , cause you been in the game all these years and still 
>aint made nuttin hot!!! Dats why you trying to kill my hopes , cause you 
>became content wit being trash, you sitting there telling me in somany 
>words that i should be trash along wit you...
>not me, I see the bigger picture, im going to make things happen... and 
>when i do.. I'll send you a shout out , while you sitting at home waiting 
>for you income tax , to buy the next piece of bullshit , oh wait , maybe 
>youll go get fruityloops , start your carrer all over and follow in my 
>foot steps , cause yours dont seem to be working out for you.... "LMAO"
>
>hey, im only going off of what your telling me
>
>jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> wrote:
>nice intelligent comeback, please...
>
>and your "supporter" isnt much better.
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> > yeah!!! i see i got some supporters, and i checked your shit out
>and its hot... i think some one should tell the hater to jack into
>the matrix and give the machines some credit... who do he think he
>is ?
> > i can see someone like prince,barry white or jimmi hendrix talking
>that talent shit... but when your using the rs , or anything like
>it , you have to give the machines a big up...
> > just a year ago i had fruity loops , making bullshit, now i got
>some hot shit under my belt using the rs... but im not going to shit
>up here and tell you that im a real composer of music...
> >
> > dopamine wrote:
> > haha, that's the spirit.....wait, no it isn't! ;-P
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 12:04 AM 16/10/2003 -0700, you wrote:
> > >yeah, well.. fuck that, i'm in it for the money. i did my art
>thing for 8
> > >years and nobody cared.. now i'm 31 and I SOLD OUT!!!! woooo-
>HOOOOOOOO!
> > >now i sell beats for $2000+ and ya know what? it's all crap! and
>you know
> > >what else? i don't care at all!
> > >
> > >and you know what ELSE? the RS7000 helps me make crap better than
>anything
> > >else i've ever used! i love it! i mean, with the MPC i really had
>to WORK,
> > >chopping shit up, FAKING DELAYS, looping up my own instruments,
>ETC. but
> > >that was when i made ART! now i just spend 30 minutes or so with
>the RS..
> > >and presto! instant pop crap! it's so dope.. and idiots love to
>buy it!
> > >
> > >when you finally realize that 50% of the population is of below
>average
> > >intelligence, it brings a calm over you. it's sort of liberating
>actually,
> > >because you can make SERIOUS dough selling crap to the mindless
>masses..
> > >oh YEEEAAAHHHHHHH!!!!
> > >
> > >come on over to the dark side, the treachery feels GREAT!!
> > >
> > >wanna hear MY crap?
> >
> >
>
>
>
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>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12008|12008|2003-10-17 03:26:19|faxorgy|OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts |
This is forum for musical discussion.
Wether a newbie or pro no one here is above or below anyone else.
We all come from different walks of life and bring different 
observations to what "we" want from our music making.
I am blatantly 'art haus' - hey I've done music for art installations 
and the like (occasional theatre work etc etc).
If you wish to make money with your music that's great.
If you don't then thats fantastic also.
Please show a little bit more decorum and respect for others on the 
forum.
Our musical journeys are all unique and what we wan't out of the 
experience varies from RS7000 user to RS7000 user.
Some of us do not actually care if others see any merit in what we 
create. I for one would have to argue that the RS7000 (for me) is 
nothing but a tool.
Am I a composer most definately , do I play more than one instrument 
(most definately) - I choose to work primarily with electronic 
instruments but I enjoy jamming on my fretless bass , playing 
piano ,bamboo flute ,penny whistles experimenting with field 
recordings and synthesis techniques.
This is what makes me happy.
If goin' for the bigtime is your goal and makes you happy then I 
congratulate you. It's great to have goals and aims in life.
That said this forum is an excellent user resource.
Respect it.
Respect those here that come here for that.
This isn't about who's better than who.
It is about a sense of 'community'.
Keep doing what you're doing but do not for an instant think that 
anybody here is a "has been' , or is 'jealous' ,'envious' or even 
wants what you want out of life.
The total pluraity of this forum up until now has been a real strong 
point.
Please try and keep it this way.
Regards and Best wishes
OSCar aka FaX
| 12009|12008|2003-10-17 04:22:08|jesse_medway|Re: OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "faxorgy" wrote:

> This is forum for musical discussion.
> Wether a newbie or pro no one here is above or below anyone else.
> We all come from different walks of life and bring different 
> observations to what "we" want from our music making.
> I am blatantly 'art haus' - hey I've done music for art 

installations 

Well said. Im glad I have a great day job so that I dont have to 
worry about making a living just off music, A lot more fun now. And 
I have alot more respect for the people who stick to their guns 15 
years or whatever and dont give it up just to make some money off of 
crap music.
| 12010|12005|2003-10-17 04:57:27|om_audio|Re: SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|
Another thing- I hear little or no difference between analog/digital 
i/o on the RS- and if you record the analog you can record at higher 
rates like 32bit/96khz whereas the digital is limited to 16/44.1

I got the expansion thinking I'd use the digital outputs and ended up 
not using them but using the 6 dry outs a lot which I thought I would 
get no use from originally. Its nice to send a bass out dry into my 
mixer and send to a sub with an RNC on it etc.

Mix and stir to taste.

Om
| 12011|12008|2003-10-17 06:23:18|a_lepusa|Re: OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts|
oscar, you´re pure gold.
best for you, keep recovering, get well soon(as far as possible)and 
stay gold.

all the best,
atila (flim)
| 12012|12012|2003-10-17 07:20:11|colasherve|EFX on digital input|
Hi evrybody,

I just bought the AIEB2 2 days ago. My problem is that I can't hear 
it at all : I would like to mix it with the other tracks. The only 
way to listen to the digital input is to record it as a sample. But 
I cannot apply effects (variation, delay, reverb) on it while 
recording ....
On the contrary, when I use the analog input, I can apply EFX on it 
and mix it with the 16 RS tracks. It works as expected.

To me, the digital input should have the same routing as the analog 
one. It should be possible to apply EFX in real-time and mix it with 
the other tracks....

Am I overlooking something or is it really the way the digital input 
works ? Anybody experienced the same problem ?

Thanks a lot in advance for your help,

Hervé
| 12013|11992|2003-10-17 07:22:45|DoureiBro@aol.com|Re: ahhhhh...|
Ditto, let's all keep it all on a nice level, stick to providing useful info for the rs7k masses. No need for the ruff talk.......
| 12014|12012|2003-10-17 07:22:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: EFX on digital input|
On Friday 17 October 2003 09:12, colasherve wrote:

> Hi evrybody,
>
> I just bought the AIEB2 2 days ago. My problem is that I
> can't hear it at all : I would like to mix it with the
> other tracks. The only way to listen to the digital input
> is to record it as a sample. But I cannot apply effects
> (variation, delay, reverb) on it while recording ....
> On the contrary, when I use the analog input, I can apply
> EFX on it and mix it with the 16 RS tracks. It works as
> expected.
>
> To me, the digital input should have the same routing as
> the analog one. It should be possible to apply EFX in
> real-time and mix it with the other tracks....
>
> Am I overlooking something or is it really the way the
> digital input works ? Anybody experienced the same
> problem ?
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If I remember correctly, the fx is only available on the 
analog sample inputs.

- Robert
| 12015|12015|2003-10-17 07:24:22|Tony Browne|ERROR -38999|
Lads, any news on whats causing this error at all?
I'm getting it loading up songs + patterns and it stops me from doing 
so.

Two different cards, both have been formatted NUMEROUS times. Have 
reinstalled the OS (1.20) 3 or 4 times. 

My heart is broken here.

Any help would be greatly appreciated.

Cheers,
Tony
| 12016|11979|2003-10-17 07:25:23|bleeep_bleeep|Re: a few beginner questions|
hi dope,

thanks for the advice mate. im downloading sum of yer tracks at the 
minute so i ll let you know what i think.

cheers
bleeep

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Hi mate,
> 
> 1. Sonar or Cubase are your best options being on a PC.
> 
> 2. Yep, record the midi or just save as SMF (standard midi file) 
then load 
> that into the soft seq and edit the midi data to your hearts 
content.
> 
> 3. Yep!
> 
> 4. No. You can do all that with a smart media card or midi cables 
if you'd 
> rather record it live.
> 
> 5. scsi devices like zip drives and hard drives provide a larger 
and faster 
> storage medium for the RS.
> 
> I do techno, house and a bit of everything else.. 
www.djdopamine.com there 
> is a techno track on my main page and some others on the audio page.
> 
> enjoy ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 02:27 PM 15/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> >hi all,
> >i posted this message a while ago but it didnt appear so here it 
goes
> >again.
> >im new to this group and to the Rs and all things MIDI and SCSI
> >related too so if anyone can offer any advice id be really 
grateful.
> >
> >I ve had my machine about six months now and have been learning and
> >experimenting with the pattern mode. i can come up with some good
> >stuff and now want to record a few songs. i presume it is due to my
> >inexperience of the RS that i cant seem to get my head around the
> >song mode ( or is it just a bit, well, crap ). I think it would be
> >easier for me to use a software sequencer on my PC as it would be 
all
> >laid out visually. so this brings me to some questions :
> >
> >1. what is a good soft seq. to use with the RS?
> >
> >2. can i record stuff from pattern mode live on the RS into a soft
> >seq ? ( ie. whatever i play on tracks 1 - 16 on the RS gets 
recorded
> >into corresponding tracks on the soft seq. exactly the same -
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> >parameter changes, section changes etc)
> >
> >3. if this is possible does that mean i can record a song into a 
soft
> >seq, jazz it up there and then send it back to the RS so that i can
> >play it live from pattern mode?
> >
> >4. i ve been trying to read up on SCSi isuues - would i need a scsi
> >device ( eg. zip drive etc. ) to do what i described above?
> >
> >5. what does scsi do for the RS in general?
> >
> >sorry for so many questions but im eager to learn as much as i can.
> >any advice offered would be great,
> >
> >cheers
> >bleeep
> >
> >ps. is anyone producing tech - electro, drillnbass type stuff with
> >the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some..
> >
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
bin/autoredir?
camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>26173f.jpg 
> >
> >2617a3.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12017|11979|2003-10-17 07:25:51|bleeep_bleeep|Re: a few beginner questions|
hi latif,

thanks for the reply, much appreciated indeed. it leads me to another 
question - this cc data. im new to midi so i dont really understand 
fully what cc s are and why they would choke up the RS memory in this 
case ( where im jazzingup, beefingout and swingingthrough on the pc). 
any chance you could give me a brief explanation ?

cheers 

bleeep

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Common Matt hehehe, don't get too optimistic here :-))
> the fellow asks in question 3 about a SONG,
> 
> so for question 3 it's like this,
> yes you can record the SONG back into patternmode in the RS
> if it fits well between the max measures for patternmode.
> This however is higly NOT recommended, cause you will find yourself
> fillingup the midi memory of the RS in no time.
> 
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> So you will have to learn to breakdown the song (after it's 
> jazzedup,beefedout and swingedthrough), in small pieces
> that you save as seperate sections (SMF)
> to be imported into the sections of the RS, 
> where after you will have to arrange the sections 
> in a live situation.
> 
> You might also wanna go easy on the CC data (filter movements
> and such) while y'r in y'r pc sequencer enviroment, 
> as your pc has no problem loading and playing all this, 
> but the RS as many hardware sequencer will choke up 
> it's memory with such data.
> 
> Latif
> :)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Hi mate,
> > 
> > 1. Sonar or Cubase are your best options being on a PC.
> > 
> > 2. Yep, record the midi or just save as SMF (standard midi file) 
> then load 
> > that into the soft seq and edit the midi data to your hearts 
> content.
> > 
> > 3. Yep!
> > 
> > 4. No. You can do all that with a smart media card or midi cables 
> if you'd 
> > rather record it live.
> > 
> > 5. scsi devices like zip drives and hard drives provide a larger 
> and faster 
> > storage medium for the RS.
> > 
> > I do techno, house and a bit of everything else.. 
> www.djdopamine.com there 
> > is a techno track on my main page and some others on the audio 
page.
> > 
> > enjoy ;-)
> > 
> > Matt
> > 
> > At 02:27 PM 15/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:
> > >hi all,
> > >i posted this message a while ago but it didnt appear so here it 
> goes
> > >again.
> > >im new to this group and to the Rs and all things MIDI and SCSI
> > >related too so if anyone can offer any advice id be really 
> grateful.
> > >
> > >I ve had my machine about six months now and have been learning 
and
> > >experimenting with the pattern mode. i can come up with some good
> > >stuff and now want to record a few songs. i presume it is due to 
my
> > >inexperience of the RS that i cant seem to get my head around the
> > >song mode ( or is it just a bit, well, crap ). I think it would 
be
> > >easier for me to use a software sequencer on my PC as it would 
be 
> all
> > >laid out visually. so this brings me to some questions :
> > >
> > >1. what is a good soft seq. to use with the RS?
> > >
> > >2. can i record stuff from pattern mode live on the RS into a 
soft
> > >seq ? ( ie. whatever i play on tracks 1 - 16 on the RS gets 
> recorded
> > >into corresponding tracks on the soft seq. exactly the same -
> > >parameter changes, section changes etc)
> > >
> > >3. if this is possible does that mean i can record a song into a 
> soft
> > >seq, jazz it up there and then send it back to the RS so that i 
can
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> > >play it live from pattern mode?
> > >
> > >4. i ve been trying to read up on SCSi isuues - would i need a 
scsi
> > >device ( eg. zip drive etc. ) to do what i described above?
> > >
> > >5. what does scsi do for the RS in general?
> > >
> > >sorry for so many questions but im eager to learn as much as i 
can.
> > >any advice offered would be great,
> > >
> > >cheers
> > >bleeep
> > >
> > >ps. is anyone producing tech - electro, drillnbass type stuff 
with
> > >the RS? i wouldnt mind hearing some..
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > 
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1
> 
705032144:HM/A=1524963/R=0/SIG=12o885gmo/*http://hits.411web.com/cgi-
> bin/autoredir?
> camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>26173f.jpg 
> > >
> > >2617a3.jpg
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home: 
> > 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> RS7000/
> > >FAQ: 
> > ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > ><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12018|12008|2003-10-17 07:28:37|david grundy|Re: OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts|
whats the deal oscar? my comments werent meant for anyone in the group , other then Jesse... 
and i said what i said , because the minute i told him i was a rookie , he started taking shots at me...
so there for , I had to let him have it.. yeah i know it makes me look like the bad guy, 
cause it may have hit others some kinda way , but for some reason , the vets of the game throw all kinds of curve balls at you just to keep you down...
and that sums up jesse, i see right threw him...

he doesnt always tell the truth neither , thats a nother thing that i dont like...

faxorgy <Oscar_Finch@excite.com> wrote:
This is forum for musical discussion.
Wether a newbie or pro no one here is above or below anyone else.
We all come from different walks of life and bring different 
observations to what "we" want from our music making.
I am blatantly 'art haus' - hey I've done music for art installations 
and the like (occasional theatre work etc etc).
If you wish to make money with your music that's great.
If you don't then thats fantastic also.
Please show a little bit more decorum and respect for others on the 
forum.
Our musical journeys are all unique and what we wan't out of the 
experience varies from RS7000 user to RS7000 user.
Some of us do not actually care if others see any merit in what we 
create. I for one would have to argue that the RS7000 (for me) is 
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nothing but a tool.
Am I a composer most definately , do I play more than one instrument 
(most definately) - I choose to work primarily with electronic 
instruments but I enjoy jamming on my fretless bass , playing 
piano ,bamboo flute ,penny whistles experimenting with field 
recordings and synthesis techniques.
This is what makes me happy.
If goin' for the bigtime is your goal and makes you happy then I 
congratulate you. It's great to have goals and aims in life.
That said this forum is an excellent user resource.
Respect it.
Respect those here that come here for that.
This isn't about who's better than who.
It is about a sense of 'community'.
Keep doing what you're doing but do not for an instant think that 
anybody here is a "has been' , or is 'jealous' ,'envious' or even 
wants what you want out of life.
The total pluraity of this forum up until now has been a real strong 
point.
Please try and keep it this way.
Regards and Best wishes
OSCar aka FaX 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12019|11979|2003-10-17 07:50:42|L. K.|Re: a few beginner questions|
CC controllers are midi controllers
for many of the parameters that are used within a
patch or sound.. like filter cut off CC74 and such
just press setup button 3 times and take a look at what you see there
and do some research on the net to find out a place where you can read about
CC's
read this thread on rs7000.org forum
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=24cb0e1ff856e71036f0e01efc867f35&threadid=526&highlight=controller+number

now, what i meant with choking up the RS memory,
is simply the pc has way more memory available for
the arrangement you work on, and has no problems recording
any knob twists/tweaks.
The point is when you forget about it, you are generating alot of data
that eventually will endup in the midi file that you save and later import
into
the RS, the RS midi memory is limited as there is no need to use extensive
CC data inside a portable sequencer such as the RS.
In other words inside the RS you have to learn to use CC controllers only
there where needed.

Anyway hope i don't confuse you more, just go on and make music,
you will stumble on stuff later.

;)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bleeep_bleeep" wrote:
> hi latif,
>
> thanks for the reply, much appreciated indeed. it leads me to another
> question - this cc data. im new to midi so i dont really understand
> fully what cc s are and why they would choke up the RS memory in this
> case ( where im jazzingup, beefingout and swingingthrough on the pc).
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> any chance you could give me a brief explanation ?
>
> cheers
>
> bleeep

| 12020|12015|2003-10-17 07:51:50|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ERROR -38999|
On Friday 17 October 2003 13:25, Tony Browne wrote:

> Lads, any news on whats causing this error at all?
> I'm getting it loading up songs + patterns and it stops
> me from doing so.
>
> Two different cards, both have been formatted NUMEROUS
> times. Have reinstalled the OS (1.20) 3 or 4 times.

Where did you format the cards? On the RS or with your 
computer?

- Robert
| 12021|12008|2003-10-17 07:53:48|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts|

> whats the deal oscar? my comments werent meant for anyone in the group, other 
> then Jesse... 
> and i said what i said , because the minute i told him i was a rookie , he 
> started taking shots at me...
> so there for , I had to let him have it.. yeah i know it makes me look like
> the bad guy, 
> cause it may have hit others some kinda way , but for some reason , the vets > of the game throw all kinds of curve balls at you just to keep you down...
> and that sums up jesse, i see right threw him...
> 
> he doesnt always tell the truth neither , thats a nother thing that i dont 
> like...

All Jesse and a few others here were trying to say is "The Machine/Tool YOU need to have the creativity to use it to its full potential." Tempers on all sides might've
flared a little but it's time they simmered down and everybody dropped this issue. Please. NO MORE PERSONAL ATTACKS. I let this post through for you to give your
explanation. If you (or anyone else) insists on continuing a personal discussion on this issue, you will have to take the discussion/flamewar OFF LIST and email each
other privately. I will not approve any more personal accusation type postings.

FWIW, I've been through this music business crap to a small extent in my own life and here's my $.02: Do it yourself. Be true to yourself and your musical vision. Don't
sell out (at least to a big record label if you're lucky enough to get an offer) if you cannot be true to your musical spirit. My friends and I went through the whole rent a
studio, produce a demo to farm out to labels, etc. in the Mid-90s. Nothing came of it. No real label interest. We ended up having the CDs Duplicated and distributed
through our own channels, all at our own expense. It received mild interest. The point was: it was fun making the album, the music was true to our feelings. We didn't
change the lyrics, beats, etc. for some label executive trying to market us as the "Next Big Thing." Who would've told us everything to do if we were signed.

Consider if you are even lucky enough to be noticed by a Major Label. You are selling your soul to the company. You are literally indebted to the company (like an
indentured servant) until you've served them about 3-4 Platinum selling albums. Which means if you don't live up to the label's expectations of you, you are up to your
ears in debt that you owe the Label. To top it off, you normally don't own the Copyright to the music you composed, unless you're lucky enough to have that part
negotiated in your contract. The music business is very cutthroat. The only real winners are the Labels themselves and the music execs. So if your contract isn't working
out with Label X you have to wait until your 3-5 album contract requirement is up before you can jump ship to a better record label with a contract more favorable to you.

Those who haven't yet, please read a couple books on what really goes behind the scenes of the music business. You'll find out a lot of startling, unfair to the artist &
consumer practices these corporate monopolies do in the name of money. In the end, if you do it all yourself you own the copyrights, own the publishing rights, don't have
to compromise your creative vision, and reap all the profits if your music is interesting to others and it sells well. You might have to spend a little/lot more up front to
begin with, but then if you're already spending it on the music gear you might as well spend a little more to have the mastering/pressing, etc. done.

--wasted/su700fan
| 12022|12008|2003-10-17 08:02:46|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts|

> All Jesse and a few others here were trying to say is "The Machine/Tool YOU need 
> to have the creativity to use it to its full potential."

For some reason this didn't come through right. Maybe when I cut n' pasted it part of it got chopped. What I MEANT to say was:

"The Machine/Tool can certainly HELP to make your music creation/composition easier and add dimension to your songs, but in the end YOU still need to have the
creativity to use it to its full potential."

--wasted/su700fan
| 12023|12023|2003-10-17 09:30:51|ace maddwest|Re: Digest Number 1012 Off The Subject|
oooh, that was a sneaky one Jesse!

and i'm so stupid i hold a degree in law. 

whoops!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12024|12024|2003-10-17 11:11:21|megons|DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000 |
Ever wondered if you could stick one synth in another? How about a 
Nord Microdular inside the expansion slot for the RS7000?

The pictures speak for themselves:

http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord1.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord2.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord3.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord4.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord5.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord6.jpg

Note: the Micromodular is powered directly from the RS7000's power 
supply. For this project, I purchased 4 10k potentiometers, 3 
buttons, and 2 7-segment LED displays, which all came to about $15. 
It took me a few days to put it all together. The hardest part was 
using a hacksaw to cut the mounting plate (shown in the 4th pic) and 
drilling the holes for the pot's and LED.

P.S. Yamaha - thanks for not letting us put in PLG synth plugin cards 
in the RS7000. That would have saved me a lot of trouble *lol* I even 
discovered the spot on the motherboard where the PLG connector was 
supposed to be soldered onto... hmph.

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 12025|12025|2003-10-17 11:18:21|L. K.|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
nice one michel!
bit dark pics tho.
first working mod of the RS i've seen!

Latif
| 12026|12005|2003-10-17 11:49:59|ecf1001|Re: SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|
I'm actually using both s/pdif and analog outs. Kinda like a free 
signal splitter.

2Rob:

A few more things to remember about digital outs - they were way cold 
to my taste. I get decent results only with +18dB boost on main outs. 
Yeah, the boost applies to both analog and digital main outs. Must 
remember to be careful with analog outs - the boost can be a suprise 
when forgotten.

The volume knob does not affect volume of digital out. Which is cool, 
since it lets you control digital and analog out levels outs 
separately.

Yes, S/PDIF signal is carried one way over a sinble RCA/Toslink cable 
and is stereo.

2Om: I forget the internal signal parameters for the RS, but if 
16/44.1 is what's going to its own D/A converters, then in theory you 
shouldn't gain any new spectral content recording at 32/96 instead of 
16/44.1. IMO. Besides, working with 96kHz is way overrated anyways. :)

Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Another thing- I hear little or no difference between 
analog/digital 
> i/o on the RS- and if you record the analog you can record at 
higher 
> rates like 32bit/96khz whereas the digital is limited to 16/44.1
> 
> I got the expansion thinking I'd use the digital outputs and ended 
up 
> not using them but using the 6 dry outs a lot which I thought I 
would 
> get no use from originally. Its nice to send a bass out dry into my 
> mixer and send to a sub with an RNC on it etc.
> 
> Mix and stir to taste.
> 
> Om

http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord1.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord2.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord3.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord4.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord5.jpg
http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord6.jpg
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| 12027|12005|2003-10-17 12:18:42|ecf1001|Re: SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|

> A few more things to remember about digital outs - they were way 

cold 

> to my taste. I get decent results only with +18dB boost on main 

outs. 

Wait, that didn't make any sense.

If your overall sound is loud (before the main volume control stage), 
then the digital outs may be at sufficient level with 0 boost. I 
suppose.

I personally find boosting track volumes when necessary easier than 
trimming and tend to be overgenerous with headroom. So I start with 
below-average levels and my work is usually fairly quiet in the 
process.

Alex
| 12028|12028|2003-10-17 14:17:42|stabilityillatease|Scsi zip problem???|
Ok ive read the manual on "scsi setup" and it doesnt really tell me 
shit as to what i should set the mount id and scsi self id on. Ive 
got a iomega zip drive 100 plus which has the scsi and parrallel hook 
ups, ive heard people have had trouble hooking these up so that might 
be my problem. but it should work right?? How do i set it up?
| 12029|12008|2003-10-17 14:26:46|jesse_medway|Re: OT : Ahhhh and Getting Heard Posts|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> whats the deal oscar? my comments werent meant for anyone in the 

group , other then Jesse... 

> and i said what i said , because the minute i told him i was a 

rookie , he started taking shots at me...

> so there for , I had to let him have it.. yeah i know it makes me 

look like the bad guy, 

> cause it may have hit others some kinda way , but for some reason , 

the vets of the game throw all kinds of curve balls at you just to 
keep you down...

> and that sums up jesse, i see right threw him...
> 
>> he doesnt always tell the truth neither , thats a nother thing 

that i dont like...

> 
> 

I didnt take any shots at you. I merely brought up the fact that its 
the user not the RS that makes the track. If you want to belive its 
90% the machine then more power to you. I know frome xperience, 
soemthing you just dont have yet, that the machine doesnt matter, it 
can be done on any box. Ever heard of Madlib? He uses one of those 
little BOSS 202 samplers and makes great sutff. He did it just to 
prove that you dont need the "Best" gear.

Instead of taking everything so personally why dont you just try to 
listen to some of the advice here, no one is trying to steer you 
wrong. If you knew me you would know that I help people, even 
rookies, all the time on the various lists I'm on. You just happen 
to have a bad attitude and cant see that.

Jesse
| 12030|12005|2003-10-17 15:23:10|om_audio|Re: SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|
Yes but any processing done on a DAW should be done at high 
resolutions to allow all the math errors to remain in the inaudible 
range- just moving a volume fader in your software can introduce 
these- so I like to work at 32/96 - if you capture the digital out 
you will always start with a 16/44.1 file- it's not that I expect any 
better sound, just a way to keep the sound as good as possible for as 
long as possible.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> 2Om: I forget the internal signal parameters for the RS, but if 
> 16/44.1 is what's going to its own D/A converters, then in theory 
you 
> shouldn't gain any new spectral content recording at 32/96 instead 
of 
> 16/44.1. IMO. Besides, working with 96kHz is way overrated 
anyways. :)

| 12031|12031|2003-10-17 15:34:34|ecf1001|let there be light!|
Hi All,

Ok, I've been severely spoiled by Kurzweil's manuals.

I know most of us have feelings towards the RS manual and it ain't 
love. No need to restate the obvious (no, wait, can't resist... it's 
a chapter or two of meaningless "you can create hot new grooves on 
the fly like a total pro" style sales hype followed by scarce and 
marginally useful descriptions of small things that don't always fit 
together in a logical way!). The FAQ is truly priceless, but there 
are still questions to be answered. If anyone with a more thorough 
understanding of the machine could shine some light on this, I'd 
deeply appreciate this.

It almost seems as this is a strictly procedural thing rather than 
conceptual... What I'm trying to do is use different voices for the 
same track in different patterns, without having to resort to 
switching styles. Having problems with going from "global for this 
style" to "local to this pattern".

Now, I could partially solve all these problems by storing the events 
for voice selection and voice settings (filter type, ADSR, etc., and 
their respective parameters) in the phrase itself, but I really want 
them to be "remembered" and not reset to their recorded values each 
time a phrase cycles.

What is the systematic procedure for using voices per pattern? 
Exactly which track/voice parameters (like, track volume, ADSR 
settings, filter cutoff/Q values, etc.) are or can be "remembered" 
per pattern and how?

By a parameter being "remembered per pattern" I mean something like 
this: track 1 in pattern A is set to voice X and in pattern B to 
voice Y. Track 1 is selected. I select pattern A, turn a knob to, 
say, set filter cutoff to 45, then select pattern B, set filter 
cutoff to 78, then select pattern A again and the cutoff is now 45.

I understand the RS can't make coffee and isn't the universal answer 
to all our problems. But it would be useful to know how other people 
are solving this particular one.

Thanks,
Alex

P.S. I wrote about a similar problem a few days ago. I was going 
through preset phrases for a track (Voice Hold set to OFF) and 
couldn't figure out why the heck some phrases were not making any 
sound. Until it dawned on me that I had the filter cutoff turned way 
down, followed by a surprise "well, if different phrases select 
different voices, and different voices usually select different 
filter types, then why wasn't the cutoff value changing?". I double 
checked and the filter type was not switching with different phrases. 
Strangely enough, I tried the same thing in an empty style and filter 
types started switching without a problem. Any ide why this might be?
| 12032|12005|2003-10-17 15:42:17|ecf1001|Re: SPDIF ? Stero signal out of one cord?|
Agreed. Processing was one thing that didn't cross my mind when I 
said this. Although I still doubt that average processing will 
introduce perceptible errors even at, say, 24/44.1 or above...

That's a lot of hard drive I/O, though. :) Oh well, my hardware saves 
me from having to think about it by capping my abilities at 24/48.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> Yes but any processing done on a DAW should be done at high 
> resolutions to allow all the math errors to remain in the inaudible 
> range- just moving a volume fader in your software can introduce 
> these- so I like to work at 32/96 - if you capture the digital out 
> you will always start with a 16/44.1 file- it's not that I expect 
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any 
> better sound, just a way to keep the sound as good as possible for 
as 
> long as possible.
> 
> Om
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> > 2Om: I forget the internal signal parameters for the RS, but if 
> > 16/44.1 is what's going to its own D/A converters, then in theory 
> you 
> > shouldn't gain any new spectral content recording at 32/96 
instead 
> of 
> > 16/44.1. IMO. Besides, working with 96kHz is way overrated 
> anyways. :)

| 12033|12028|2003-10-17 15:46:14|ecf1001|Re: Scsi zip problem???|
Just make sure their SCSI ID's are different, it shouldn't matter 
what they are otherwise. Power down, connect cable, power up drive, 
power up RS - in that order. Bingo.

Never tried it with a zip personally, but have a few old enclosures 
with hard drives and cd-roms.

Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> Ok ive read the manual on "scsi setup" and it doesnt really tell me 
> shit as to what i should set the mount id and scsi self id on. Ive 
> got a iomega zip drive 100 plus which has the scsi and parrallel 

hook 

> ups, ive heard people have had trouble hooking these up so that 

might 

> be my problem. but it should work right?? How do i set it up?

| 12034|12024|2003-10-17 16:59:06|electrotimba|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
How does it work ? How do you use them together, what is different 
then just MM hooked externally. I had MM to test since a week, it is 
interesting enough to make me feel like getting G2 engine but having 
Clavia "PLG".... very tempting. Is there any more advantage then 
securing "the easiest to get stolen piece of gear in the universe" 
(MM).
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:
> Ever wondered if you could stick one synth in another? How about a 
> Nord Microdular inside the expansion slot for the RS7000?
> 
> The pictures speak for themselves:
> 
> http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord1.jpg
> http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord2.jpg
> http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord3.jpg
> http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord4.jpg
> http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord5.jpg
> http://chromaticon.com/ghr/rs-nord6.jpg
> 
> Note: the Micromodular is powered directly from the RS7000's power 
> supply. For this project, I purchased 4 10k potentiometers, 3 
> buttons, and 2 7-segment LED displays, which all came to about $15. 
> It took me a few days to put it all together. The hardest part was 
> using a hacksaw to cut the mounting plate (shown in the 4th pic) 
and 
> drilling the holes for the pot's and LED.
> 
> P.S. Yamaha - thanks for not letting us put in PLG synth plugin 
cards 
> in the RS7000. That would have saved me a lot of trouble *lol* I 
even 
> discovered the spot on the motherboard where the PLG connector was 
> supposed to be soldered onto... hmph.
> 
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> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com

| 12035|12025|2003-10-17 17:13:21|Matt Goddard|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
I don't know for sure but i'd say the main advantage is 
portability. I reckon you'd have to run a short midi cable 
from the RS to the MM.

Matt
| 12036|12031|2003-10-18 03:22:55|om_audio|Re: let there be light!|
It's a bug- occasionally it will occur that you create a Phrase and 
no matter what you do the filter settings for the track always jump 
back to the original setting- 

Om

PS- as for changing voices- you could use Scenes- but the most common 
is to use the Phrase header as you mentioned.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> P.S. I wrote about a similar problem a few days ago. I was going 
> through preset phrases for a track (Voice Hold set to OFF) and 
> couldn't figure out why the heck some phrases were not making any 
> sound. Until it dawned on me that I had the filter cutoff turned 
way 
> down, followed by a surprise "well, if different phrases select 
> different voices, and different voices usually select different 
> filter types, then why wasn't the cutoff value changing?". I double 
> checked and the filter type was not switching with different 
phrases. 
> Strangely enough, I tried the same thing in an empty style and 
filter 
> types started switching without a problem. Any ide why this might 
be?

| 12037|12037|2003-10-18 03:26:54|electrotimba|OT:Thanks for...???|
"I want to thank the tools manfacturers. Since a year I am surgeon, 
started with a carpet cutter now got some pro stuff, real surgical 
knives , amazing I operated already all the stray cats, dogs and some 
bypassers in the hood, minor stuff- breast implants, nose setups, 
eye implants, fur renewals etc. I cannot imagine doing it with the 
carpet knife, these new blades are just amazing. I want to start a 
club for upcoming beauty surgeons but I must thank the manufacturers 
without their great product it wouldnt be all possible" 
Your Medico

I followed the recent discussion with some wonder and amusement. Come 
on my friends, 10-15 years in music as some of you are with your 
success or lack of it but lots of experience,fun,troubles and joys, 
get excited about opinions of a baby that year ago got frooty loops. 
What ? Now he gets another gudget and he thinks to be Dr.Dre in 
making. Why you all take it all so seriously ? This fellas 
relationship to you and music is like of a kid playing Formula 1 
playstation to Michael Schumacher or any other real Formula 1 driver. 
Just bubbling of a kid that got excited about a toy. Unlike in 
medical profession there are no licences and exams so anyone can try. 
I am not putting you down "hotheaded buddy" but first learn 
something, anything, instrument, programming whatever. Electronic 
music like anything else requiers studing too, it is work too if it 
is to be of any quality. It takes time to be good at anything, 
music, surgery, gardening - bucket full of water does not make you 
gardener, having hammer a plumber or blacksmith. 
It is generally known that studying music, mastering musical 
instrument has very positive influence on child developement. It is 
absorbing certain basic life principles like discipline which stay 
with a person even if the music is not later taken as a profession. 
It is well known since 80s that musicians make excellent programmers, 
while music develops lots of creative abilities. Expecting short cut 
through soft or hardware is an illusion, it may be starting point but 
if you serious you will know that you cannot avoid actually learning 
some music or even musical instrument. Otherwise you will stay 
Nintendo Schumacher or Montoya.For any serious electronic instruments 
user there is no way not to know about midi, LFOs, Oscillators etc, 
etc it takes some studies, experimenting.
So Jess and others do not get annoyed by baby bubbling, you "With RS 
to Grammy companero" think about starting somewhere, step by step 
learn something, read a book, manual attend some classes, or just 
dive into your beloved RS do 10- 15 hours a day, 7 days a week then 
you may hopefully know where you are. But do it for real, there is 
difference between life and computer simulation. Would you talk like 
you do in a club with real musicians or DJs? What would you have to 
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show on the decks or keyboard ? With this attitude of yours in the 
real world you would probably end up with a serious dental problem. 
Get real.
Electrotimba
| 12038|12024|2003-10-18 03:47:03|trapstate|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|

> Note: the Micromodular is powered directly from the RS7000's power 
> supply. For this project, I purchased 4 10k potentiometers, 3 
> buttons, and 2 7-segment LED displays, which all came to about $15. 
> It took me a few days to put it all together. The hardest part was 
> using a hacksaw to cut the mounting plate (shown in the 4th pic) and 
> drilling the holes for the pot's and LED.
> 
> P.S. Yamaha - thanks for not letting us put in PLG synth plugin cards 
> in the RS7000. That would have saved me a lot of trouble *lol* I even 
> discovered the spot on the motherboard where the PLG connector was 
> supposed to be soldered onto... hmph.
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com

Nice hack Michel! Are you using only the Rs and Micro on tour? 

Paul
| 12039|12037|2003-10-18 04:25:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT:Thanks for... Stop it now! (Moderator)|
Okay all, let's STOP this thread. 

I'm serious.

- Robert (moderator)
| 12040|12024|2003-10-18 05:26:02|megons|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
electrotimba - as matt said, i just connect it using a midi cable. i 
also connect two 1/4" cables from the nord output to the rs input. 
there's no reason to wire it internally since i want to still have 
various possibilities for different configurations.

the nord has two 1/4" inputs, so not only can it be used as a synth, 
it can be used as an effects processor. since it processes everything 
internally at 24/96, there's little signal degradation.

...so why did i do it? it's lighter and easier to setup; but more 
importantly, the micromod is now more naturally integrated into my 
workflow. it's funny how tweaking a user interface (in this case, the 
rs7000) can give you a smoother production process. 

besides, who wouldn't want additive, subtractive, and FM synthesis, 
vocoding, eq's, fx, etc., all conveniently in their rs *grin*

by the way, the only time i use a computer in my production process 
is to program a batch of sounds for the micromod, or for mastering 
completed audio tracks.

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> How does it work ? How do you use them together, what is different 
> then just MM hooked externally. I had MM to test since a week, it 

is 

> interesting enough to make me feel like getting G2 engine but 

having 

> Clavia "PLG".... very tempting. Is there any more advantage then 
> securing "the easiest to get stolen piece of gear in the universe" 
> (MM).
> Electrotimba
>

| 12041|12024|2003-10-18 05:32:52|megons|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
paul - when i tour, this is my setup which i usually connect to a dj 
mixer:

- right side (channel 1): rs7000, nord micromodular #1 
- left side (channel 2): rm1x, nord micromodular #2, sp-303 

http://www.sneak-thief.com/
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i have over 30 different "tracks" on each machine, some of which are 
rough sketches, while others are full-on compositions. in some 
respects it's similar to dj'ing, except that you have significantly 
more control, as well as extensive improvisational abilities.

this setup is also relatively portable and easy to setup. portability 
is a huge issue when you begin playing in different cities and have 
to take your gear on an airplane

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:

> Nice hack Michel! Are you using only the Rs and Micro on tour? 
> 
> Paul

| 12042|12042|2003-10-18 06:11:50|megons|An RS7000-only track on Sven Väth's top-10|
bickering about gear aside, i'd like to reaffirm that the RS is a 
fantastic piece of production gear.

case in point: i have a side project called Polygamy Boys - the first 
12" release called "Pax Amerikana" recently came out on Bunker 
records and it just sold out. it's a gritty EBM-techno track and it's 
currently on Sven Väth's top-10 radio and party playlist. check it 
out:

Polygamy Boys - Wake Up
http://djassault.com/mp3/polygamy-boys_wake-up.mp3
(9mb, 256kbps VBR mp3 - yes, i support the free release of mp3's!)

this was done with only the RS. i usually like to use a few more 
sound sources, but i was on the road and only had the RS with me.

michel (sneak-thief)
http://www.sneak-thief.com
| 12043|12024|2003-10-18 06:47:49|trapstate|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:

> paul - when i tour, this is my setup which i usually connect to a

dj 

> mixer:
> 
> - right side (channel 1): rs7000, nord micromodular #1 
> - left side (channel 2): rm1x, nord micromodular #2, sp-303 
> 
> i have over 30 different "tracks" on each machine, some of which

are 

> rough sketches, while others are full-on compositions. in some 
> respects it's similar to dj'ing, except that you have significantly 
> more control, as well as extensive improvisational abilities.
> 
> this setup is also relatively portable and easy to setup.

portability 

> is a huge issue when you begin playing in different cities and have 
> to take your gear on an airplane
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 

Nice setup, remindes me a little bit of when I used to work with two
turntables and a Rm1x :) I'm a hardware freak, but when it comes to
portability I definately envy those laptop musicians. Btw, I'm really
interested in that Italo song mentioned on your site, I'll try to get
my hands on it. 

Paul (Italo fan)
| 12044|12024|2003-10-18 07:19:24|electrotimba|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
I like your setup, tried various modules with RS- Emu, Korg- good 
but not for me. Micromodular let me look into the modular world and 
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it is very interesting one. The sound quality is to my liking ( what 
other gear can beat it anyway) but I need more voices. So waiting for 
G2 engine. I wonder if I could control it with RS, and how much. Are 
you able to use RS controls for MicroModular or is the MM just your 
sound engine? Otherwise I thought of finding really small notebook 
just to use for the Modular. 
Are there any samples of your work with this setup, any of the tunes 
on your website ? It is so close to my ideas ( except of using 
keyboardsynth instead of RM1x- I may get new Motif if it is really so 
good as Yamaha says) would love to hear and sort of get confirmed 
that is the maximum with minimum gear to move around ( so if you fly 
to performance you have all you need with you, dont you? just plug in 
into the house PA) without doubling the cost of the airtravel.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:
> electrotimba - as matt said, i just connect it using a midi cable. 
i 
> also connect two 1/4" cables from the nord output to the rs input. 
> there's no reason to wire it internally since i want to still have 
> various possibilities for different configurations.
> 
> the nord has two 1/4" inputs, so not only can it be used as a 
synth, 
> it can be used as an effects processor. since it processes 
everything 
> internally at 24/96, there's little signal degradation.
> 
> ...so why did i do it? it's lighter and easier to setup; but more 
> importantly, the micromod is now more naturally integrated into my 
> workflow. it's funny how tweaking a user interface (in this case, 
the 
> rs7000) can give you a smoother production process. 
> 
> besides, who wouldn't want additive, subtractive, and FM synthesis, 
> vocoding, eq's, fx, etc., all conveniently in their rs *grin*
> 
> by the way, the only time i use a computer in my production process 
> is to program a batch of sounds for the micromod, or for mastering 
> completed audio tracks.
> 
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > How does it work ? How do you use them together, what is 
different 
> > then just MM hooked externally. I had MM to test since a week, it 
> is 
> > interesting enough to make me feel like getting G2 engine but 
> having 
> > Clavia "PLG".... very tempting. Is there any more advantage then 
> > securing "the easiest to get stolen piece of gear in the 
universe" 
> > (MM).
> > Electrotimba
> >

| 12045|12031|2003-10-18 12:09:49|ecf1001|Re: let there be light!|
Ah, thanks. Any recommended remedy to this?

Are the parameters (cutoff, resonance, env. depth, etc.) stored in 
the voice along with filter type?

I guess, other than using scenes, there isn't much freedom for 
this "local to pattern" business...

Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> It's a bug- occasionally it will occur that you create a Phrase and 
> no matter what you do the filter settings for the track always jump 
> back to the original setting- 
> 
> Om
> 
> PS- as for changing voices- you could use Scenes- but the most 
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common 
> is to use the Phrase header as you mentioned.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> > P.S. I wrote about a similar problem a few days ago. I was going 
> > through preset phrases for a track (Voice Hold set to OFF) and 
> > couldn't figure out why the heck some phrases were not making any 
> > sound. Until it dawned on me that I had the filter cutoff turned 
> way 
> > down, followed by a surprise "well, if different phrases select 
> > different voices, and different voices usually select different 
> > filter types, then why wasn't the cutoff value changing?". I 
double 
> > checked and the filter type was not switching with different 
> phrases. 
> > Strangely enough, I tried the same thing in an empty style and 
> filter 
> > types started switching without a problem. Any ide why this might 
> be?

| 12046|12046|2003-10-18 15:44:26|electrotimba|Unable to change the sound assigned to a track|
I have my first ever RS problem. Track one- kick drum, I am not able 
to change the sound, it does not react to changing the instrument, 
drumset or whatever else. i understand there is some information 
assigned to the phrase that we cannot see. I imported this phrase 
from Cubase since it was channel 10 it landed automaticly 
as "rezobass". I expanded the original drumset, work 7 parts added 
some percussion, piano, bass etc etc. Now I jsut wanted to change the 
bass drum sound but it was keeping the original analog1, while 
tweaking I got to phrase and then it changed and got stuck on the 
rezo bass.
I inserted pc, it works but again I cannot change the instrument, 
even if I erase the pc it stays with the instrument that was chosen 
in pc. Strange, what am I doing wrong ? The HH and snare from the 
original expaneded phrase react normally, just the kick drum on track 
one. It is somehow fixed to the track because each of A to G parts 
have different kick phrase.
What am I missing? Though for practical purpose I solved the problem 
still I want to understand what is going on. What information is 
stored and where?
Electrotimba
| 12047|12047|2003-10-18 17:55:35|not1pimp|future rs7000 user got some ?s.. pls help me|
i used to love mymp7 and e5000 ultra's easyness, full pattern 
oriented sequencer, and trak mute unmute function... and after whild 
i moved on to triton and i felt that i made big mistake, since i don 
play keyboard and it's not all pattern oriented.. so
here is the question.. does rs 7000 has trak mute/unmute switches for 
live use...? i m thinkin of buying 909 after selling my triton but..
all those buzz about buggs just holding me back... i would but if it 
is as easy as to learn like mp7 and has trak mute unmute featurer 
for eveyry traks so i can use it live..?
lemme know asap 
thank you..
| 12048|12048|2003-10-18 18:23:11|Matt Goddard|Fwd: [RS7000] future rs7000 user got some ?s.. pls help me|
I own both MC909 and RS7000. The RS is a far better live and 
compositional tool. The 909 has some nice bells n whistles, 
but if you are used to the great sequencer on the E-mu then 
the 909 would just be frustrating to you, very limited 
sequencer.

Matt

>
> i used to love mymp7 and e5000 ultra's easyness,
> full pattern
> oriented sequencer, and trak mute unmute function...
> and after whild
> i moved on to triton and i felt that i made big
> mistake, since i don
> play keyboard and it's not all pattern oriented.. so
> here is the question.. does rs 7000 has trak
> mute/unmute switches for
> live use...? i m thinkin of buying 909 after selling
> my triton but..
> all those buzz about buggs just holding me back... i
> would but if it
> is as easy as to learn like mp7 and has trak mute
> unmute featurer
> for eveyry traks so i can use it live..?
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> lemme know asap
> thank you..
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> [IMG] 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service.

Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
0412 081 302
matty@djdopamine.com
| 12049|12046|2003-10-18 18:58:30|ecf1001|Re: Unable to change the sound assigned to a track|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I have my first ever RS problem. Track one- kick drum, I am not 

able 

> to change the sound, it does not react to changing the instrument, 
> drumset or whatever else. i understand there is some information 
> assigned to the phrase that we cannot see. I imported this phrase 
> from Cubase since it was channel 10 it landed automaticly 
> as "rezobass". I expanded the original drumset, work 7 parts added 
> some percussion, piano, bass etc etc. Now I jsut wanted to change 

the 

> bass drum sound but it was keeping the original analog1, while 
> tweaking I got to phrase and then it changed and got stuck on the 
> rezo bass.
> I inserted pc, it works but again I cannot change the instrument, 
> even if I erase the pc it stays with the instrument that was chosen 
> in pc. Strange, what am I doing wrong ? The HH and snare from the 
> original expaneded phrase react normally, just the kick drum on 

track 

> one. It is somehow fixed to the track because each of A to G parts 
> have different kick phrase.
> What am I missing? Though for practical purpose I solved the 

problem 

> still I want to understand what is going on. What information is 
> stored and where?

That was my question exactly, if you hadn't noticed... I get the 
feeling that their R&D department was in too much of a rush, hence 
the random quirks and "undocumented" behavior. It's frustrating, but 
fun.

In general, it takes some experimentation and lots of patience to 
figure this all out. I believe the voice is stored in the phrase - 
that is, IMO, the key thing to understand. You can assign a voice to 
a track, then all new phrases recorded on this track will inherit the 
voice.

You can change voice assignment in a phrase by going to Pattern Patch 
page, selecting the track containing the phrase and hitting record. 
This will only work on user phrases, not on preset ones. But you can 
always copy a preset phrase to user phrase, either by using the "copy 
phrase" or "copy pattern" jobs (there may be other ways, too). When 
copying a pattern there is a check box marked "preset phrase -> 
user", or something like that. If checked, all preset phrases will be 
copied to and replaced by user phrases (the original pattern is 
unchanged).
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My intuition tells me it's best to keep it simple and stay away from 
using PC's for the internal TG. All part of learning to work within 
the limits as opposed to trying to break them. Oh yeah, and learning 
the limits themselves.

Hope that helped.

Regards,
Alex
| 12050|12050|2003-10-18 22:25:33|Rich|Roland Drum Pads Midi assignment|
Hey, Just bought an RS 7000. It works perfectly when connected to my 
Micro Korg but I'd like to connect my Roland SPD-20 Total Percussion 
Pads via midi to the RS7000. Any quick tips here???? 
I tried each channel but there is no detection from the RS7k. Is 
there a map or something that I can refer to?
| 12051|12046|2003-10-19 01:34:39|electrotimba|Re: Unable to change the sound assigned to a track|
I do not use preset phrases I wish I could erase them like in qY700. 
My original that caused all this mess was a Cubase import (regular 
drum set track) The "secret information" is attached to track not 
phrase as the problem of not being able to change the voice is with 
all the phrases on that track. The "hit record " trick does not work 
only "PC". I do not like this situation because it indicates that 
working with Cubase may be complicating. As long as I worked only 
with RS I never had any problem. If importing/exporting 
involves "unseen" information then would have to restrict my way of 
working
Thanks 
Electrotimba

> That was my question exactly, if you hadn't noticed... I get the 
> feeling that their R&D department was in too much of a rush, hence 
> the random quirks and "undocumented" behavior. It's frustrating, 

but 

> fun.
> 
> In general, it takes some experimentation and lots of patience to 
> figure this all out. I believe the voice is stored in the phrase - 
> that is, IMO, the key thing to understand. You can assign a voice 

to 

> a track, then all new phrases recorded on this track will inherit 

the 

> voice.
> 
> You can change voice assignment in a phrase by going to Pattern 

Patch 

> page, selecting the track containing the phrase and hitting record. 
> This will only work on user phrases, not on preset ones. But you 

can 

> always copy a preset phrase to user phrase, either by using 

the "copy 

> phrase" or "copy pattern" jobs (there may be other ways, too). When 
> copying a pattern there is a check box marked "preset phrase -> 
> user", or something like that. If checked, all preset phrases will 

be 

> copied to and replaced by user phrases (the original pattern is 
> unchanged).
> 
> My intuition tells me it's best to keep it simple and stay away 

from 

> using PC's for the internal TG. All part of learning to work within 
> the limits as opposed to trying to break them. Oh yeah, and 

learning 

> the limits themselves.
> 



> Hope that helped.
> 
> Regards,
> Alex

| 12052|12042|2003-10-19 06:31:21|trapstate|Re: An RS7000-only track on Sven Väth's top-10|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:

> bickering about gear aside, i'd like to reaffirm that the RS is a 
> fantastic piece of production gear.
> 
> case in point: i have a side project called Polygamy Boys - the first 
> 12" release called "Pax Amerikana" recently came out on Bunker 
> records and it just sold out. it's a gritty EBM-techno track and it's 
> currently on Sven Väth's top-10 radio and party playlist. check it 
> out:
> 
> Polygamy Boys - Wake Up
> http://djassault.com/mp3/polygamy-boys_wake-up.mp3
> (9mb, 256kbps VBR mp3 - yes, i support the free release of mp3's!)
> 
> this was done with only the RS. i usually like to use a few more 
> sound sources, but i was on the road and only had the RS with me.
> 
> michel (sneak-thief)
> http://www.sneak-thief.com

Nice track, did you convert the patterns into a song or were the
tracks mastered on a PC?

Paul
| 12053|12050|2003-10-19 06:38:35|trapstate|Re: Roland Drum Pads Midi assignment|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rich" wrote:

> Hey, Just bought an RS 7000. It works perfectly when connected to my 
> Micro Korg but I'd like to connect my Roland SPD-20 Total Percussion 
> Pads via midi to the RS7000. Any quick tips here???? 
> I tried each channel but there is no detection from the RS7k. Is 
> there a map or something that I can refer to?

When you connect the SPD to midi-in, does the midi-in led light up if
a pad is hit? If not, than your SPd is not transmitting midi and you
should look into that. 

Try setting "echo back" to "Monitor (rec)" (press utility twice), now
the spd should trigger the selected track.

Paul
| 12054|12042|2003-10-19 06:45:40|megons|Re: An RS7000-only track on Sven Väth's top-10|
I recorded the track to a DAT in pattern chain mode, then used 
Wavelab to master it (eq, tape saturation, waves L1 ultramaximizer).

The nice thing about not using song mode is that I can perform each 
track live and have a lot of room for improvisation and variation.

michel (sneak
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:

> Nice track, did you convert the patterns into a song or were the
> tracks mastered on a PC?
> 
> Paul

| 12055|12015|2003-10-19 11:46:54|Tony Browne|ERROR -38999|
Anyone got any ideas whats going on here? It happens when I install 
from my Smart Media cards.
All of them!!!

I've reformated them and also reinstalled ther OS (1.2).

any help would be great.

tony
| 12056|12015|2003-10-19 12:05:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ERROR -38999|
On Sunday 19 October 2003 17:58, Tony Browne wrote:
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> Anyone got any ideas whats going on here? It happens when
> I install from my Smart Media cards.
> All of them!!!

Install what?
Where did you format the cards?

- Robert
| 12057|11967|2003-10-19 13:03:31|D. A. Carrillo|Re: Getting heard|
You are a total and complete ignoramus. No offence but that is what you are portraying yourself ass!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: david grundy 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2003 4:29 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Getting heard

we all know that the talent will get you there but the machines help a whole lot... i bet that theres 90 percent of us that cant play half of the stuff that we
create... so you cant tell me its not the machines.. but then again that just me being true to myself... so why dont you ask yourself again if its the machine?

jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> wrote:--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> I think we need to think of some way to get our music out there... 
Im quite sure everyone in the group agrees that we have the best 
possible machine that money can buy... and i know that everyone has 
has at least 5 good songs that are ready for the radio...
> so if we put all our heads together we could come up with some good 
ideas... maybe someone in the group has some good conects that will 
help...
> 
> just some food for thought, GrundyMan

If you truly have good music then getting heard is not that hard.
And just because we all use the RS doesn't automatically mean 
everyone is ready for radio play. It's talent not the RS that will 
get you there.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12058|11967|2003-10-19 13:42:40|Latif|Re: Getting heard (please folks stop this thread!!!)|| 12059|11967|2003-10-19 15:00:03|Oscar Finch|Re: Getting heard (please
folks stop this thread!!!)|
Ditto Latif. 
It's 6 am and my cousin (she turned 45 yesterday) has just died from breast cancer :( . 
So can we get of all this petty crap please. 
Honestly it's just meaningless. 
Sorry all. 
Not what i wanted to see in my e.mails. 
Thankyou 
Oscar

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12060|12015|2003-10-19 15:25:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: ERROR -38999|
Bad media or more likely bad read/writer if you've tried difrent brands of 
card and same problem occors, might have some gunk (technical term) on the 
contact points. Clean it, if still does it, I'd say operator error and re read 
instructions.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 10/19/2003 12:06:26 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
robnet@wxs.nl writes:

> Anyone got any ideas whats going on here? It happens when
> I install from my Smart Media cards.
> All of them!!!

Install what?
Where did you format the cards?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12061|12015|2003-10-19 15:51:24|Latif|Re: ERROR -38999|
The guys RS gives an undocumented error number
which to me seems a referal to hardware error.
so my opinion besidesthe one i gave you at rs7000.org is,
try a brand new media
format this in the RS, use it, and if the error
occurs again, then your RS reader/writer is more likely 
malfunctioning, if you're still in waranty periode
yamaha should replace it for you with no problem.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Bad media or more likely bad read/writer if you've tried difrent 
brands of 
> card and same problem occors, might have some gunk (technical term) 
on the 
> contact points. Clean it, if still does it, I'd say operator error 
and re read 
> instructions.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 10/19/2003 12:06:26 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> robnet@w... writes:
> > Anyone got any ideas whats going on here? It happens when
> > I install from my Smart Media cards.
> > All of them!!!
> 
> Install what?
> Where did you format the cards?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12062|12015|2003-10-20 08:27:06|Tony Browne|Re: ERROR -38999|
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Thanks a million Latif for the response AGAIN but you cant blame me 
for posting everywhere to get as much coverage on the problem as 
possible. :)
When I say Install, I mean load a song / pattern.
I formatted the cards on the RS and on my pc.
Anyway there does seem to be a development on it as I cant even 
reinstall the OS now as it says it cant find the PGM file. 
Looks like the reader has packed in.
I'll clean the contact points.
Also, am getting a loan of a SCSI drive off a mate to try that. So 
that should clear things up a bit.

Thanks lads for all your help.
Tony

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> The guys RS gives an undocumented error number
> which to me seems a referal to hardware error.
> so my opinion besidesthe one i gave you at rs7000.org is,
> try a brand new media
> format this in the RS, use it, and if the error
> occurs again, then your RS reader/writer is more likely 
> malfunctioning, if you're still in waranty periode
> yamaha should replace it for you with no problem.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > Bad media or more likely bad read/writer if you've tried difrent 
> brands of 
> > card and same problem occors, might have some gunk (technical 
term) 
> on the 
> > contact points. Clean it, if still does it, I'd say operator 
error 
> and re read 
> > instructions.
> > 
> > Zam 8^)
> > 
> > In a message dated 10/19/2003 12:06:26 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> > robnet@w... writes:
> > > Anyone got any ideas whats going on here? It happens when
> > > I install from my Smart Media cards.
> > > All of them!!!
> > 
> > Install what?
> > Where did you format the cards?
> > 
> > - Robert
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12063|12063|2003-10-20 08:27:44|pheucker2002au|How to setup a sample kit|
Hi group,
I've been on for awhile, but never posted anything.
Anyhow. I've spend hours last night trying to span samples across 
one track, but have not been able to.
What I have is about 8 long samples on my PC in .wav format and I 
want to import them all into one track and then play them in 
succession through keys c2-c3. Am I doing it the wrong way? or is 
there an easier way to do it. Also is there are good program for PC 
that will enable you to do it all on the PC and then open with 
RS7000? Any feedback will be greatly appreciated. I've only had the 
RS7k for 2 months..
Thanks,
pheuck
| 12064|12064|2003-10-20 08:32:19|su700fan@comcast.net|OT: My sincerest sympathies Oscar/FaxOrgy|

> Ditto Latif.
> 
> It's 6 am and my cousin (she turned 45 yesterday) has just died from breast 
> cancer :( .
> Thankyou
> 
> Oscar

I really feel for you man. My wife's older brother died at 32 from Multiple Sclerosis related complications back in 1994. Particularly scary since I'm 32 and the missus is
33 now. And our health has it's own issues at times (I suffer from GERD). Such a shame that some people have to die so young. My heart goes out to you and your family.
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Hang in there.

--wasted/su700fan
| 12065|12063|2003-10-20 08:47:42|Latif|Re: How to setup a sample kit|
hi pheucker (heheheheheheheheheh :-) )

you haven't actually told us what you have 
done to load the samples into a voice? 
cause if you read the instructions in the manual
at page x, it should be fairly straight forward.

select an empty voice, insert the media card with your 
PREPARED samples 44/22 or 11khz/16bit
hit load button twice,select media
and use rotary knob F4 to select a key-note where 
you want the samples to be loaded into.
once you complete these steps, you should have 
different samples on different key-notes within 1 voice

you can use any program on the computer that suits your 
workflow/creativity, but you will still have to use the smart-media 
or scsi disk, as bridge between the two platforms (PC/RS)
in other words you can not import DATA straight from 
software running on the computer.. at least not to my knowledge.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pheucker2002au" 
wrote:

> Hi group,
> I've been on for awhile, but never posted anything.
> Anyhow. I've spend hours last night trying to span samples across 
> one track, but have not been able to.
> What I have is about 8 long samples on my PC in .wav format and I 
> want to import them all into one track and then play them in 
> succession through keys c2-c3. Am I doing it the wrong way? or is 
> there an easier way to do it. Also is there are good program for 

PC 

> that will enable you to do it all on the PC and then open with 
> RS7000? Any feedback will be greatly appreciated. I've only had 

the 

> RS7k for 2 months..
> Thanks,
> pheuck

| 12066|12064|2003-10-20 14:32:29|david grundy|Re: OT: My sincerest sympathies Oscar/FaxOrgy|
you have to forgive me for asking , but what is Gerd?

p.s. keep your head up Oscar... you never loose people , youll see her again!!!

su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

> Ditto Latif.
> 
> It's 6 am and my cousin (she turned 45 yesterday) has just died from breast 
> cancer :( .
> Thankyou
> 
> Oscar

I really feel for you man. My wife's older brother died at 32 from Multiple Sclerosis related complications back in 1994. Particularly scary since I'm 32 and the missus is
33 now. And our health has it's own issues at times (I suffer from GERD). Such a shame that some people have to die so young. My heart goes out to you and your family.
Hang in there.

--wasted/su700fan
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12067|12064|2003-10-20 14:41:46|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: OT: My sincerest sympathies Oscar/FaxOrgy|

> you have to forgive me for asking , but what is Gerd?
> 
> p.s. keep your head up Oscar... you never loose people , youll see her again!!!

GERD stands for GastroEsophageal Reflux Disease. Similar to Acid Reflux. Basically the upper part of your digestive tract (esophagus, stomach, duodenum, and the
upper part of the small intestines) has a field day, getting cramped, burning sensations, etc. It doesn't help that I'm a spicy food fan either, since that can irritate the
condition, along with stress. Thankfully I quit drinking 3 years ago so I don't have alcohol or tobacco as stressors for irritating it. It comes and goes. Some days it's so bad
when I wake up that I take a sick day from work.

--wasted/su700fan
| 12068|12064|2003-10-21 05:15:31|dopamine|Re: OT: My sincerest sympathies Oscar/FaxOrgy|
I'd like to echo these sentiments, my condolences to you and yours Fax.

Take care,

Kindest regards....

Matt

At 02:32 PM 20/10/2003 +0000, you wrote:

> > Ditto Latif.
> >
> > It's 6 am and my cousin (she turned 45 yesterday) has just died from 
> breast
> > cancer :( .
> > Thankyou
> >
> > Oscar
>
>I really feel for you man. My wife's older brother died at 32 from 
>Multiple Sclerosis related complications back in 1994. Particularly scary 
>since I'm 32 and the missus is 33 now. And our health has it's own issues 
>at times (I suffer from GERD). Such a shame that some people have to die 
>so young. My heart goes out to you and your family. Hang in there.
>
>--wasted/su700fan
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12069|12064|2003-10-21 20:43:59|david grundy|Re: OT: My sincerest sympathies Oscar/FaxOrgy|
i hear things on tv about that ... but never payed it any mind ... could that be fatal , or corrected?

su700fan@comcast.net wrote:> you have to forgive me for asking , but what is Gerd?
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> 
> p.s. keep your head up Oscar... you never loose people , youll see her again!!!

GERD stands for GastroEsophageal Reflux Disease. Similar to Acid Reflux. Basically the upper part of your digestive tract (esophagus, stomach, duodenum, and the
upper part of the small intestines) has a field day, getting cramped, burning sensations, etc. It doesn't help that I'm a spicy food fan either, since that can irritate the
condition, along with stress. Thankfully I quit drinking 3 years ago so I don't have alcohol or tobacco as stressors for irritating it. It comes and goes. Some days it's so bad
when I wake up that I take a sick day from work.

--wasted/su700fan
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12070|12070|2003-10-22 10:44:42|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: OT: GERD|

> i hear things on tv about that ... but never payed it any mind ... could that be 
> fatal , or corrected?

GERD isn't fatal (AFAIK), but it is very annoying and painful at times. Ulcers are actually worse. Last Spring (2002) when I had it real bad and it was diagnosed, I was
prescribed a pill called Protonix. Protonix is a Proton Pump Inhibitor, which means it is used to tell the cells in the stomach that produce stomach acid to lay off their
overproduction of the acid. That helped repair the major damage for me. I still get bouts of it from time to time, as it is a chronic disease. I just don't like taking medicine
continuously (only when needed), and there haven't been any long term studies on taking Protonix for more than a couple months at a time (enough to repair the stomach
lining). Usually I'll just chew some Tums/Rolaids or have some Peptol Bismol (Pink Bismuth liquid) when I'm having a bad stomach day.

--wasted/su700fan
| 12071|12070|2003-10-22 14:42:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT: GERD|
Sorry to be an asshole, but I'm not sure whats worse:

1. Ali G's little brother bragging about how shitty his own music is and selling it to stupid people.

Or

2. Dead realitives and GERD.

Dudes, come on now!
| 12072|12070|2003-10-22 18:17:28|david grundy|Re: OT: GERD|
yeah m that seems to be painful, i feel for ya ....
thats what my old man must have had , cause he was in the hospital for almost two weeks with a stomach (alsur) i dont know if i spelled that right...in the eighties
but anyway he almost died from it .....

take care of your self, you only get one body, but i understand the thing wit taking medicine , im the same way

su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

> i hear things on tv about that ... but never payed it any mind ... could that be 
> fatal , or corrected?

GERD isn't fatal (AFAIK), but it is very annoying and painful at times. Ulcers are actually worse. Last Spring (2002) when I had it real bad and it was diagnosed, I was
prescribed a pill called Protonix. Protonix is a Proton Pump Inhibitor, which means it is used to tell the cells in the stomach that produce stomach acid to lay off their
overproduction of the acid. That helped repair the major damage for me. I still get bouts of it from time to time, as it is a chronic disease. I just don't like taking medicine
continuously (only when needed), and there haven't been any long term studies on taking Protonix for more than a couple months at a time (enough to repair the stomach
lining). Usually I'll just chew some Tums/Rolaids or have some Peptol Bismol (Pink Bismuth liquid) when I'm having a bad stomach day.

--wasted/su700fan
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12073|12073|2003-10-22 19:36:36|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: OT posts|

> Sorry to be an asshole, but I'm not sure whats worse:
> 
> 1. Ali G's little brother bragging about how shitty his own music is and 
> selling it to stupid people.
> 
> Or
> 
> 2. Dead realitives and GERD.
> 
> Dudes, come on now!

Agreed. He asked a question about my condition, not knowing what it was, and I thought I'd explain it. Probably should've done so via private mail. Sorry I dragged the
explanation via 2-4 emails between me & him on the main list itself.

And now we return you to our regularly scheduled program! 'Nuff OT Talk. Back on topic (RS7k/music production) y'all. And let's keep the atmosphere here civil
MMMKay?

--wasted/su700fan
| 12074|12074|2003-10-22 19:49:58|Latif|EX5r (anyone?)|
[open cool]

yooooooooo, i got the EX5r :-)))))

anyone else on the list (In holland)
got one of these?
or know some1 that might want to sell the 
SCSI expansion for this baby?

[/close cool]

;)
Latif
| 12075|2549|2003-10-23 00:01:04|Styles G. VonTastic|RS7000 for sale|
It hurts me so much to do this but rent and bills need to be payed, 
but fear not my fellow rs7000 users for I will buy another some day. 
Anyway I have my rs7000 up for sale. It comes with 64 megs of ram, is 
in perfect condition( no scratches, dents, marks, whatever). I'll 
even throw in a handful of sample cds (not copies). I am entertaining 
all reasonable offers. Or if someone can find it in their heart to 
just give me money so I dont have to sell the rs7000 I'd be much 
happier. email me with any questions.
| 12076|12076|2003-10-23 03:24:01|Quest Pond|Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever it is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which comes complete with output
expansion (and USB also).

Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the mpc1000 so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that should come standard, and wont
increase the resale amout afterward.

Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.

Quest

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12077|2549|2003-10-23 04:23:17|Latif|Re: RS7000 for sale|
don't wanna be rude
but from experience i know it has
no use to sell gear to pay RENT, dude
if possible go out and do anything,
clean toilets it doesn't matter what.
in the end you'll feel much better
then selling gear.
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hope you find a suitable solution
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Styles G. VonTastic" 
wrote:

> It hurts me so much to do this but rent and bills need to be payed, 
> but fear not my fellow rs7000 users for I will buy another some 

day. 

> Anyway I have my rs7000 up for sale. It comes with 64 megs of ram, 

is 

> in perfect condition( no scratches, dents, marks, whatever). I'll 
> even throw in a handful of sample cds (not copies). I am 

entertaining 

> all reasonable offers. Or if someone can find it in their heart to 
> just give me money so I dont have to sell the rs7000 I'd be much 
> happier. email me with any questions.

| 12078|12076|2003-10-23 05:22:19|electrotimba|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
I gave up the idea of getting one.Why to get it?
1.
From what people written here the difference in sound does not seem 
to be much.
2.
The "good sounds" come from external modulesanyway
Anybody to convince me to get the board ?
The resale aspect is not that important you can always take it out 
and use it for your RS 9000 or Motif SXYZE or sell it separately, you 
will loose less money on the board then RS
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever it 
is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which 
comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> 
> Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the mpc1000 
so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that 
should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout afterward.
> 
> Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> 
> 
> Quest
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12079|2549|2003-10-23 05:24:10|electrotimba|Re: RS7000 for sale|
Good advice , what will you sell for January`s rent?--- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> don't wanna be rude
> but from experience i know it has
> no use to sell gear to pay RENT, dude
> if possible go out and do anything,
> clean toilets it doesn't matter what.
> in the end you'll feel much better
> then selling gear.
> 
> hope you find a suitable solution
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Styles G. VonTastic" 
> wrote:
> > It hurts me so much to do this but rent and bills need to be 

payed, 

> > but fear not my fellow rs7000 users for I will buy another some 
> day. 
> > Anyway I have my rs7000 up for sale. It comes with 64 megs of 

ram, 
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> is 
> > in perfect condition( no scratches, dents, marks, whatever). I'll 
> > even throw in a handful of sample cds (not copies). I am 
> entertaining 
> > all reasonable offers. Or if someone can find it in their heart 

to 

> > just give me money so I dont have to sell the rs7000 I'd be much 
> > happier. email me with any questions.

| 12080|12080|2003-10-23 06:21:20|salzmann_24|Deutsches RS7000 Forum|
Soeben hat ein deutsches RS7000 Forum geöffnet
http://groups.msn.com/RS7000
Bitte um teilnahme
| 12081|2549|2003-10-23 08:38:55|david grundy|Re: RS7000 for sale|
if it were up to me , i would elect for everyone here who has it to spare , to send this man atleast 20 bucs to help him out ,
weve all seen bad times before , and dont know what his situation is...
if yall are up for it , then im down to do so....
and dont everyone jump on me , if your not down then dont say anything

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:
don't wanna be rude
but from experience i know it has
no use to sell gear to pay RENT, dude
if possible go out and do anything,
clean toilets it doesn't matter what.
in the end you'll feel much better
then selling gear.

hope you find a suitable solution
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Styles G. VonTastic" 
wrote:

> It hurts me so much to do this but rent and bills need to be payed, 
> but fear not my fellow rs7000 users for I will buy another some 

day. 

> Anyway I have my rs7000 up for sale. It comes with 64 megs of ram, 

is 

> in perfect condition( no scratches, dents, marks, whatever). I'll 
> even throw in a handful of sample cds (not copies). I am 

entertaining 

> all reasonable offers. Or if someone can find it in their heart to 
> just give me money so I dont have to sell the rs7000 I'd be much 
> happier. email me with any questions.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12082|12076|2003-10-23 08:41:00|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
'I' like the MPC1000. What bad things can anyone REALLY say against it.
- 32 MIDI channel
- USB(!)
- 16MB RAM standard, expandable to 128
- 'ultra-portable'
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If I didn't have my RS7k, I might be -seriously- looking at it.

Things 'I' like about my RS7k(and why I'm sticking with it)
- 16 MIDI channels (do you really need more...?)
- 16 mutes for 16 midi channels (for live use. you always know whats
where)
- x0x programming
- 'Yamaha Style' sequencer (it just makes sense)
- tons or real time performance features (knobs, fx, more knobs)

When (if) an RS9k comes out, I'll probably upgrade to that, as I did
with the RM1x>>RS7k...

but if I didn't have the RS, I'd be more than happy with the MPC1000 &
my Waldorf Q.

less IS more :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Quest Pond [mailto:quest.pond@aligned-assets.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2003 5:24 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Thoughts on akai mpc1000?

Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever it is
called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which comes
complete with output expansion (and USB also).

Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the mpc1000 so i
dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that should come
standard, and wont increase the resale amout afterward.

Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.

Quest

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 12083|12083|2003-10-23 08:42:48|denshiblocks|RS7000 for sale, $750 USD|
perfect condition, used twice! 
please contact me if you are interested
-seth denshiblocks@yahoo.com
| 12084|12076|2003-10-23 12:13:18|jesse_medway|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I gave up the idea of getting one.Why to get it?
> 1.
> From what people written here the difference in sound does not seem 
> to be much.
> 2.
> The "good sounds" come from external modulesanyway
> Anybody to convince me to get the board ?
> The resale aspect is not that important you can always take it out 
> and use it for your RS 9000 or Motif SXYZE or sell it separately, 

you 

> will loose less money on the board then RS
> Electrotimba
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well it does make a big difference in sound because it lets
you mix your sounds properly. i mainly use my rs for drums 
so this way i can send them out on the console on different 
channels.
| 12085|12076|2003-10-23 13:32:57|Latif|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
over the sound, it's just a fact!

But basicly, the point is not the board, 
telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
your RS to give it what it deserves?
And to polish your sound the professional way?
Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
for me this box beats any drumcomputers
ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever it 
is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which 
comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> 
> Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the mpc1000 
so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that 
should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout afterward.
> 
> Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> 
> 
> Quest
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12086|12076|2003-10-23 14:45:54|electrotimba|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
It all depend how much of the internal sounds you use, I droped the 
idea of the board when I realise that the internal sounds are not 
really what I hear so I use them in sketching but later replace them 
with the what I feel is right so they go directly to the mixer from 
the modules, RS sounds never make it to the front, mostly 2nd 
3rd "raw" of sound. I suppose you use the internal sounds much more 
then certainly the board makes sense. Perhaps I am not using that 
much of samples, which would be overcoming RS sonic limitations, but 
then again no multisampling limits my interests in using sampling 
function. How you 2 do it, is it samples or the internal sounds that 
maybe I underestimate or did not give real chance. I would prefere to 
use more RS then too much ext modules. I would really appreciate to 
know more you way of working
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
> i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
> In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
> cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
> over the sound, it's just a fact!
> 
> But basicly, the point is not the board, 
> telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
> your RS to give it what it deserves?
> And to polish your sound the professional way?
> Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
> mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
> for me this box beats any drumcomputers
> ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
> thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> > Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever 
it 
> is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which 
> comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> > 
> > Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the mpc1000 
> so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that 
> should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout afterward.
> > 
> > Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> > 
> > 
> > Quest
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12087|12080|2003-10-23 14:58:46|wildemar|Re: Deutsches RS7000 Forum|
How very German, that post! ;-)
(besides language, smartasses)

I will mir das defintely mal anschauen.

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Thu, 23 Oct 2003 12:21:18 -0000 hat salzmann_24 <martin.zech@gmx.at> 
geschrieben:

> Soeben hat ein deutsches RS7000 Forum geöffnet
> http://groups.msn.com/RS7000
> Bitte um teilnahme

| 12088|12076|2003-10-23 15:36:02|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
Any one have a link to this outputboard? I'm curious what exactly it is or 
does, but from what I'm understanding so far is that it seperates outputs per 
channel? If so, it sounds kind of cool, and would be great for mixing live and 
or in studio. If all you have to do is drop the Vol levels on that channel 
instead of editing mutes, which is a bit of a pain sometimes, but not 
complicated to do, then it seems cool. I don't think I'd ever buy any of the MPCs, 
drumpads are near useless to me, and layout don't make a whole lot of sense 
instramentally, except maybe only for beating drum patterns. The only thing I've 
seen comparable to the RS is the MC909, and from what I've researched and 
experienced the 909, though more cool features than the RS, tends to loose its 
apeal much quicker than the RS when it comes down to produceing tracks.

Maybe a bit rehashed from older postings, just my thoughts for you, and send 
me a link to that board please.

Zam

P.S. to forum: Hopefully have an AN1X soon to add to my collection of 
Yamaha gear Oh Yeah 8^)

QY70
CS1X
CS2X
RS7000
AN1X

In a message dated 10/23/2003 1:37:01 PM Mountain Daylight Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:

> FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
> i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
> In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
> cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
> over the sound, it's just a fact!
> 
> But basicly, the point is not the board, 
> telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
> your RS to give it what it deserves?
> And to polish your sound the professional way?
> Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
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> mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
> for me this box beats any drumcomputers
> ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
> thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> >Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever it 
> is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which 
> comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> > 
> >Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the mpc1000 
> so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that 
> should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout afterward.
> > 
> >Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> > 
> >
> >Quest
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12089|12070|2003-10-23 15:38:17|bigjamesmonroe|Re: OT: GERD|
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> Message: 2
> Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2003 16:41:36 -0400
> From: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Subject: Re: OT: GERD
> 
> Sorry to be an asshole

Well... at least you know what to call it. I'm not trying to antagonize
just saying approaching it a little more maturely and with a little
empathy might've been a better route.

> but I'm not sure whats worse:
> 1. Ali G's little brother bragging about how shitty his own music is
> and selling it to stupid people.
> 
> Or
> 
> 2. Dead realitives and GERD.

I believe artists (creative people) have the ability to be a little more
sensitive than this (regarding number 2). The list is about the RS7000 but
it's populated by human beings. You're right that the death of a relative
and a chronic disease are personal matters, but they do happen to human
beings, and with varying degrees of impact on our feelings and lives. When
I was younger, the death of a relative or friend wasn't as meaningful as
it is now. And I too have GERD and let me tell you it can dampen a day
like you wouldn't believe because I'm nauseous and sometimes even talking
makes me feel sick when my GERD flares up. If I was a record label
executive and either one of these happened to me on the day I was going to
sign you and I put it off you might be a little more concerned and might
even pray that I get over it quickly.

> Dudes, come on now!

So come on now yourself my young friend, and just try to feel a little
more empathy for your peers... in the long run it'll make you a better
person.

Best,
James

=====
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Big James Monroe
Los Angeles Professional Musicians, Local 47
BMI since 1975

G.O.D. - Good Orderly Direction
| 12090|12076|2003-10-23 23:19:47|Latif|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
it's simply straight forward
6 extra outputs, just like you had on a mc505
in addition digi I/O
where the digi output can function as master out
and the rest could go out on seperate outputs.
analog line in, is not routable to extra outs.
So for instance for the moment being, i'm inputting
the EX5r into the analog in of the RS
and straight through the digital master out of
the RS through the master fx (compressor) of the RS
and the RS drums and bass are going out through seperate outs.

http://www.zzounds.com/item--YAMAIEB2

Latif

ps. electrotimba
i use mainly midi and the TG of the RS for drums
the integrated sampler of the RS i use for resampling
the RS rhythm phrases i make, for neat crazy stuff.
If you want your drums to stand out in the mix, you will
have to learn to mix properly on seprate channels.
use the EQ in the RS (or outside) and dynamics.. oh yeah baby!
A lott can be achieved still in just a stereo mix
enviroment, but the 'nit' of mixing can be achieved only
with a full seperate mix.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Any one have a link to this outputboard? I'm curious what exactly 
it is or 
> does, but from what I'm understanding so far is that it seperates 
outputs per 
> channel? If so, it sounds kind of cool, and would be great for 
mixing live and 
> or in studio. If all you have to do is drop the Vol levels on that 
channel 
> instead of editing mutes, which is a bit of a pain sometimes, but 
not 
> complicated to do, then it seems cool. I don't think I'd ever buy 
any of the MPCs, 
> drumpads are near useless to me, and layout don't make a whole lot 
of sense 
> instramentally, except maybe only for beating drum patterns. The 
only thing I've 
> seen comparable to the RS is the MC909, and from what I've 
researched and 
> experienced the 909, though more cool features than the RS, tends 
to loose its 
> apeal much quicker than the RS when it comes down to produceing 
tracks.
> 
> Maybe a bit rehashed from older postings, just my thoughts for you, 
and send 
> me a link to that board please.
> 
> Zam
> 
> P.S. to forum: Hopefully have an AN1X soon to add to my 
collection of 
> Yamaha gear Oh Yeah 8^)
> 
> 
> QY70
> CS1X
> CS2X
> RS7000
> AN1X
> 
> 
> 
> In a message dated 10/23/2003 1:37:01 PM Mountain Daylight Time, 
> eurikon@h... writes:
> 

http://www.zzounds.com/item--YAMAIEB2
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> > FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
> > i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
> > In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
> > cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
> > over the sound, it's just a fact!
> > 
> > But basicly, the point is not the board, 
> > telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
> > your RS to give it what it deserves?
> > And to polish your sound the professional way?
> > Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
> > mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
> > for me this box beats any drumcomputers
> > ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
> > thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" 
wrote:
> > >Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or whatever 
it 
> > is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 which 
> > comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> > > 
> > >Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the 
mpc1000 
> > so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something that 
> > should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout 
afterward.
> > > 
> > >Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> > > 
> > >
> > >Quest
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12091|12076|2003-10-24 00:55:46|electrotimba|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
Thanks Latif understand the concept. I must try this, RS as drum 
machine with mostly samples sounds + sequenzer with ext modules. Then 
would be useful to have separate outputs. Any secrets to have high 
quality drums samples? I mean in RS, I have good collection on my 
HDs. Just well prepared -on computer- samples transfered yia card? Do 
I have to perform anything else like normalising on RS or it will 
play exactly on RS without any RS specific adjustment.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> it's simply straight forward
> 6 extra outputs, just like you had on a mc505
> in addition digi I/O
> where the digi output can function as master out
> and the rest could go out on seperate outputs.
> analog line in, is not routable to extra outs.
> So for instance for the moment being, i'm inputting
> the EX5r into the analog in of the RS
> and straight through the digital master out of
> the RS through the master fx (compressor) of the RS
> and the RS drums and bass are going out through seperate outs.
> 
> http://www.zzounds.com/item--YAMAIEB2
> 
> Latif
> 
> ps. electrotimba
> i use mainly midi and the TG of the RS for drums
> the integrated sampler of the RS i use for resampling
> the RS rhythm phrases i make, for neat crazy stuff.
> If you want your drums to stand out in the mix, you will
> have to learn to mix properly on seprate channels.
> use the EQ in the RS (or outside) and dynamics.. oh yeah baby!
> A lott can be achieved still in just a stereo mix
> enviroment, but the 'nit' of mixing can be achieved only
> with a full seperate mix.
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > Any one have a link to this outputboard? I'm curious what 
exactly 
> it is or 
> > does, but from what I'm understanding so far is that it seperates 
> outputs per 
> > channel? If so, it sounds kind of cool, and would be great for 
> mixing live and 
> > or in studio. If all you have to do is drop the Vol levels on 
that 
> channel 
> > instead of editing mutes, which is a bit of a pain sometimes, but 
> not 
> > complicated to do, then it seems cool. I don't think I'd ever 
buy 
> any of the MPCs, 
> > drumpads are near useless to me, and layout don't make a whole 
lot 
> of sense 
> > instramentally, except maybe only for beating drum patterns. The 
> only thing I've 
> > seen comparable to the RS is the MC909, and from what I've 
> researched and 
> > experienced the 909, though more cool features than the RS, tends 
> to loose its 
> > apeal much quicker than the RS when it comes down to produceing 
> tracks.
> > 
> > Maybe a bit rehashed from older postings, just my thoughts for 
you, 
> and send 
> > me a link to that board please.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > P.S. to forum: Hopefully have an AN1X soon to add to my 
> collection of 
> > Yamaha gear Oh Yeah 8^)
> > 
> > 
> > QY70
> > CS1X
> > CS2X
> > RS7000
> > AN1X
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > In a message dated 10/23/2003 1:37:01 PM Mountain Daylight Time, 
> > eurikon@h... writes:
> > 
> > > FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
> > > i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
> > > In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
> > > cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
> > > over the sound, it's just a fact!
> > > 
> > > But basicly, the point is not the board, 
> > > telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
> > > your RS to give it what it deserves?
> > > And to polish your sound the professional way?
> > > Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
> > > mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
> > > for me this box beats any drumcomputers
> > > ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
> > > thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" 
> wrote:
> > > >Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or 
whatever 
> it 
> > > is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 
which 
> > > comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> > > > 
> > > >Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the 
> mpc1000 
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> > > so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something 
that 
> > > should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout 
> afterward.
> > > > 
> > > >Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > >Quest
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12092|12076|2003-10-24 04:51:54|irrelevanceuk|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
Just make sure when transfering samples that they are 16bit 44khz or 
lower otherwise the rs will not recognise. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Thanks Latif understand the concept. I must try this, RS as drum 
> machine with mostly samples sounds + sequenzer with ext modules. 

Then 

> would be useful to have separate outputs. Any secrets to have high 
> quality drums samples? I mean in RS, I have good collection on my 
> HDs. Just well prepared -on computer- samples transfered yia card? 

Do 

> I have to perform anything else like normalising on RS or it will 
> play exactly on RS without any RS specific adjustment.
> Electrotimba
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > it's simply straight forward
> > 6 extra outputs, just like you had on a mc505
> > in addition digi I/O
> > where the digi output can function as master out
> > and the rest could go out on seperate outputs.
> > analog line in, is not routable to extra outs.
> > So for instance for the moment being, i'm inputting
> > the EX5r into the analog in of the RS
> > and straight through the digital master out of
> > the RS through the master fx (compressor) of the RS
> > and the RS drums and bass are going out through seperate outs.
> > 
> > http://www.zzounds.com/item--YAMAIEB2
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > ps. electrotimba
> > i use mainly midi and the TG of the RS for drums
> > the integrated sampler of the RS i use for resampling
> > the RS rhythm phrases i make, for neat crazy stuff.
> > If you want your drums to stand out in the mix, you will
> > have to learn to mix properly on seprate channels.
> > use the EQ in the RS (or outside) and dynamics.. oh yeah baby!
> > A lott can be achieved still in just a stereo mix
> > enviroment, but the 'nit' of mixing can be achieved only
> > with a full seperate mix.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > > Any one have a link to this outputboard? I'm curious what 
> exactly 
> > it is or 
> > > does, but from what I'm understanding so far is that it 

seperates 

> > outputs per 
> > > channel? If so, it sounds kind of cool, and would be great for 
> > mixing live and 
> > > or in studio. If all you have to do is drop the Vol levels on 
> that 
> > channel 
> > > instead of editing mutes, which is a bit of a pain sometimes, 
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but 

> > not 
> > > complicated to do, then it seems cool. I don't think I'd ever 
> buy 
> > any of the MPCs, 
> > > drumpads are near useless to me, and layout don't make a whole 
> lot 
> > of sense 
> > > instramentally, except maybe only for beating drum patterns. 

The 

> > only thing I've 
> > > seen comparable to the RS is the MC909, and from what I've 
> > researched and 
> > > experienced the 909, though more cool features than the RS, 

tends 

> > to loose its 
> > > apeal much quicker than the RS when it comes down to produceing 
> > tracks.
> > > 
> > > Maybe a bit rehashed from older postings, just my thoughts for 
> you, 
> > and send 
> > > me a link to that board please.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > P.S. to forum: Hopefully have an AN1X soon to add to my 
> > collection of 
> > > Yamaha gear Oh Yeah 8^)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > QY70
> > > CS1X
> > > CS2X
> > > RS7000
> > > AN1X
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > In a message dated 10/23/2003 1:37:01 PM Mountain Daylight 

Time, 

> > > eurikon@h... writes:
> > > 
> > > > FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
> > > > i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
> > > > In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
> > > > cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
> > > > over the sound, it's just a fact!
> > > > 
> > > > But basicly, the point is not the board, 
> > > > telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
> > > > your RS to give it what it deserves?
> > > > And to polish your sound the professional way?
> > > > Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
> > > > mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
> > > > for me this box beats any drumcomputers
> > > > ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
> > > > thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.
> > > > 
> > > > Latif
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" 
> > wrote:
> > > > >Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or 
> whatever 
> > it 
> > > > is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 
> which 
> > > > comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> > > > > 
> > > > >Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the 
> > mpc1000 
> > > > so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something 
> that 
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> > > > should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout 
> > afterward.
> > > > > 
> > > > >Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > >Quest
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12093|12076|2003-10-24 06:56:42|electrotimba|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
Recently I imported kick drum but it sounds really lousy on RS, 
volume is low, I wonder what could be wrong, played on computer 
sounds perfect ( these are pro samples from my favourite drummer, the 
best you can get out of 16/44 ). How can I have that perfect 16/44 
mono sample in RS, no effects no coloring just 1:1 copy of the 
original?
I really want to try this drum machine concept, organise all my 
percussion, drum sounds as internal RS kits, if it can work I woudnt 
need any external sampler anymore, neither rompler. But I have to 
find out how to have perfect quality, I do not want any RS coloring 
effects, nothing, just exactly the original sound like on HD or CD, 
as good as 16/44 can be. If I can get this then it will make sense 
for me to get extboard so that I could use external effects to my 
heart content ( I do not want to spoil good sounds with these cheapy 
internal effects neither run all 16 tracks withsame external effects 
settings).
Lo fi is not really my thing in my music concept,contrary I want as 
high fi as possible-my bass, melody sounds are all 24/96. For drum 
and perc 16/44 coud be good enough if I get it right. Let me know if 
I miss something or have to set up to have my samples uncoloured and 
dry ( I know it is not possible in Rolands 909 as it has some kind of 
compression but from I heard RS is not like that, soitmust be some 
mistake I do)
Electrotimba

> Just make sure when transfering samples that they are 16bit 44khz 

or 

> lower otherwise the rs will not recognise. 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > Thanks Latif understand the concept. I must try this, RS as drum 
> > machine with mostly samples sounds + sequenzer with ext modules. 
> Then 
> > would be useful to have separate outputs. Any secrets to have 

high 

> > quality drums samples? I mean in RS, I have good collection on my 
> > HDs. Just well prepared -on computer- samples transfered yia 

card? 

> Do 
> > I have to perform anything else like normalising on RS or it will 
> > play exactly on RS without any RS specific adjustment.
> > Electrotimba
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > it's simply straight forward
> > > 6 extra outputs, just like you had on a mc505
> > > in addition digi I/O
> > > where the digi output can function as master out
> > > and the rest could go out on seperate outputs.
> > > analog line in, is not routable to extra outs.
> > > So for instance for the moment being, i'm inputting
> > > the EX5r into the analog in of the RS
> > > and straight through the digital master out of
> > > the RS through the master fx (compressor) of the RS
> > > and the RS drums and bass are going out through seperate outs.
> > > 
> > > http://www.zzounds.com/item--YAMAIEB2
> > > 
> > > Latif
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> > > 
> > > ps. electrotimba
> > > i use mainly midi and the TG of the RS for drums
> > > the integrated sampler of the RS i use for resampling
> > > the RS rhythm phrases i make, for neat crazy stuff.
> > > If you want your drums to stand out in the mix, you will
> > > have to learn to mix properly on seprate channels.
> > > use the EQ in the RS (or outside) and dynamics.. oh yeah baby!
> > > A lott can be achieved still in just a stereo mix
> > > enviroment, but the 'nit' of mixing can be achieved only
> > > with a full seperate mix.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > > > Any one have a link to this outputboard? I'm curious what 
> > exactly 
> > > it is or 
> > > > does, but from what I'm understanding so far is that it 
> seperates 
> > > outputs per 
> > > > channel? If so, it sounds kind of cool, and would be great 

for 

> > > mixing live and 
> > > > or in studio. If all you have to do is drop the Vol levels 

on 

> > that 
> > > channel 
> > > > instead of editing mutes, which is a bit of a pain sometimes, 
> but 
> > > not 
> > > > complicated to do, then it seems cool. I don't think I'd 

ever 

> > buy 
> > > any of the MPCs, 
> > > > drumpads are near useless to me, and layout don't make a 

whole 

> > lot 
> > > of sense 
> > > > instramentally, except maybe only for beating drum patterns. 
> The 
> > > only thing I've 
> > > > seen comparable to the RS is the MC909, and from what I've 
> > > researched and 
> > > > experienced the 909, though more cool features than the RS, 
> tends 
> > > to loose its 
> > > > apeal much quicker than the RS when it comes down to 

produceing 

> > > tracks.
> > > > 
> > > > Maybe a bit rehashed from older postings, just my thoughts 

for 

> > you, 
> > > and send 
> > > > me a link to that board please.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > P.S. to forum: Hopefully have an AN1X soon to add to my 
> > > collection of 
> > > > Yamaha gear Oh Yeah 8^)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > QY70
> > > > CS1X
> > > > CS2X
> > > > RS7000
> > > > AN1X
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
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> > > > In a message dated 10/23/2003 1:37:01 PM Mountain Daylight 
> Time, 
> > > > eurikon@h... writes:
> > > > 
> > > > > FYI, the first thing i bought 2 months after
> > > > > i had the RS was the outputboard and max ram.
> > > > > In my setup and way of working i just need extra outputs
> > > > > cause i always mixed tracks seperatly, way more control
> > > > > over the sound, it's just a fact!
> > > > > 
> > > > > But basicly, the point is not the board, 
> > > > > telling from your message, are you satisfied enough with
> > > > > your RS to give it what it deserves?
> > > > > And to polish your sound the professional way?
> > > > > Like Jesse i also more often use the RS as superdooper
> > > > > mega drumcomputer then "music production center",
> > > > > for me this box beats any drumcomputers
> > > > > ass bigtime, live or in the studio.
> > > > > thanks to phrase sequencing and the builtin sampler.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Latif
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > > >Hi- Im considering getting the output expansion ebu(or 
> > whatever 
> > > it 
> > > > > is called), anyay- im looking jeloiusly at the new MPC1000 
> > which 
> > > > > comes complete with output expansion (and USB also).
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >Please someone tell me the rs7000 is much better then the 
> > > mpc1000 
> > > > > so i dont feel cheeting paying a lot of money for something 
> > that 
> > > > > should come standard, and wont increase the resale amout 
> > > afterward.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >Thanks- please dont get me wrong i do like the RS.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > >Quest
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12094|12070|2003-10-24 10:00:30|david grundy|Re: OT: GERD|
this is the last time that im going to right on this matter, but i must say that you took the word right out of my mouth (put them in nicer terms though).... 
but i just think that life is not about music, money , hoes or none of that bullshit that drives most people, sometime people have things to get off there chest , and this may
be there only outlet...

bigjamesmonroe <bigjamesmonroe@yahoo.com> wrote: --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> Message: 2
> Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2003 16:41:36 -0400
> From: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Subject: Re: OT: GERD
> 
> Sorry to be an asshole

Well... at least you know what to call it. I'm not trying to antagonize
just saying approaching it a little more maturely and with a little
empathy might've been a better route.

> but I'm not sure whats worse:
> 1. Ali G's little brother bragging about how shitty his own music is
> and selling it to stupid people.
> 
> Or
> 
> 2. Dead realitives and GERD.
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I believe artists (creative people) have the ability to be a little more
sensitive than this (regarding number 2). The list is about the RS7000 but
it's populated by human beings. You're right that the death of a relative
and a chronic disease are personal matters, but they do happen to human
beings, and with varying degrees of impact on our feelings and lives. When
I was younger, the death of a relative or friend wasn't as meaningful as
it is now. And I too have GERD and let me tell you it can dampen a day
like you wouldn't believe because I'm nauseous and sometimes even talking
makes me feel sick when my GERD flares up. If I was a record label
executive and either one of these happened to me on the day I was going to
sign you and I put it off you might be a little more concerned and might
even pray that I get over it quickly.

> Dudes, come on now!

So come on now yourself my young friend, and just try to feel a little
more empathy for your peers... in the long run it'll make you a better
person.

Best,
James

=====
Big James Monroe
Los Angeles Professional Musicians, Local 47
BMI since 1975

G.O.D. - Good Orderly Direction
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12095|12095|2003-10-24 10:00:50|david grundy|rs7k|
I know that yamaha just brought out a new motif, is there any word on a new 7K? I know Roland has that new MV8000 coming (thats a beast from the specs anyway) so I
know that they have something up there sleeves... but I just want to know if any of you heard anything , and if so could you feel me in or send a link or something?
I think if they are planning to do so , then they may as well give us the old Motif sounds... I hate the base and stings in this thing.. 
i dont want to hate , but they can keep those techno sounds too.. but i know some of yall use them so I'll play fare...

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12096|12096|2003-10-24 10:03:09|Steve Cooke|Transferring sequence data|
I recently bought a Motif 6 with the intention that it would replace the 
QS300 in my home studio set-up.

Unfortunately it seems that the song data I've stored on QS-format 
floppies is not compatible with the Motif.

Can anybody recommend an efficient method for me to transfer the QS's 
MIDI data to the Motif. I'm willing to store the data on my PC so long 
as I can extract it again, but, being a hardware person by choice, I 
don't have any sequencing software.
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The QS300 is pretty much the same thing as the QY300 sequencer, by the way.

Any constructive ideas would be most appreciated.

Cheers,

Steve
-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@lycos.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain at 
www.cpgb.org.uk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12097|12096|2003-10-24 10:08:34|electrotimba|Re: Transferring sequence data|
SMF-Standard Midi File, it is always good to store everything in this 
format as you never know when and with what machine you may like to 
use it again. I have all my QY300, 700, QS 300 work backed up in SMF.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> I recently bought a Motif 6 with the intention that it would 
replace the 
> QS300 in my home studio set-up.
> 
> Unfortunately it seems that the song data I've stored on QS-format 
> floppies is not compatible with the Motif.
> 
> Can anybody recommend an efficient method for me to transfer the 
QS's 
> MIDI data to the Motif. I'm willing to store the data on my PC so 
long 
> as I can extract it again, but, being a hardware person by choice, 
I 
> don't have any sequencing software.
> 
> The QS300 is pretty much the same thing as the QY300 sequencer, by 
the way.
> 
> Any constructive ideas would be most appreciated.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve
> -- 
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@l...
> 
> Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain at 
> www.cpgb.org.uk
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12098|12076|2003-10-24 10:35:30|jesse_medway|Re: Thoughts on akai mpc1000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Recently I imported kick drum but it sounds really lousy on RS, 
> volume is low, I wonder what could be wrong, played on computer 
> sounds perfect ( these are pro samples from my favourite drummer, 

the 

> best you can get out of 16/44 ). How can I have that perfect 16/44 
> mono sample in RS, no effects no coloring just 1:1 copy of the 
> original?
>

I had a problem too and I realzed that the Amp Release setting needs 
ot be turned up otherwise the decay of your drum is cut off. Also 
try using the BOOST 6 param in the mixer to pump up the volume as 
samples seem to be a little bit low. Once I did these two things my 
drum sounds have been great out of the RS.

Jesse
| 12099|12099|2003-10-24 21:38:45|Rich|Simms 60ns or 70 ns|
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I noticed that many of you prefer the OEMPCWORLD Simms that are 60ns.
The RS manual puts emphasis on 70ns or greater. Is there a noticable 
difference?
| 12100|12099|2003-10-24 22:38:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: Simms 60ns or 70 ns|

> I noticed that many of you prefer the OEMPCWORLD Simms that are 60ns.
> The RS manual puts emphasis on 70ns or greater. Is there a noticable 
> difference? 

By 70ns or greater in the specs they mean 70ns or faster. 60ns is 
faster than 70ns (lower #s are faster). So the faster the better. But 
those 72 pin SIMMS from that era (used in the RS7k) normally run either 
60 or 70ns (a few brands might go as slow as 100 or 110ns, don't know 
if any are 50ns or lower).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12101|12099|2003-10-25 13:26:17|Rich|Re: Simms 60ns or 70 ns|
Ahhh 60 is faster! This is a goooood thing. $32 bux for the pair. 

Thanks a million for the quick response!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12102|12102|2003-10-25 16:53:50|blazrodic|VL-1 anyone|
There's a rarity on sale at Ishibashi's used instruments 
page: http://www.ishibashi.co.jp/u-box/ : a Yamaha VL-1 (at 98.000 
Yens). 
Here's a pic:
http://www.ishibashi.co.jp/u-box/image/12/12-435551800.jpg

Yes, they ship internationally and they do english ;) Here's the 
contact mail: web-shop@ishibashi.co.jp

I thought I'd post it since some of the members (like, Latif ;) might 
want one of these. Also, these guys carry mostly guitars, but there's 
a gem (nice synth at a low price) every now and then available.

Peace,
Blaz
| 12104|12104|2003-10-26 07:22:57|Robert van der Kamp|Re: enough|
On Sunday 26 October 2003 15:06, ace maddwest wrote:

> i learned something from this board too, so it's too bad,
> but it ain't worth the bullshit. please remove me,
> thanks.

Done.

- Robert
| 12105|12105|2003-10-26 10:16:03|Rich|Hearing Loss!!! S.O.S.|
Did Yamaha ever address the issue with the metronome clicks? This is 
rediculous! You can't wear headphones and record safely with those 
clicks. Even through my sound system, I've been getting rather 
annoyed. Is there a midi address that can be tweaked to adjust the 
click level?????? Damn it and a whole bunch of nasty words included!

If Yamaha can't come up with this, perhaps a light sensor over the 
BPM display can pick up the blips and feed it into an external 
adjustable circuit. I'm capable of devising that but I'd rather be 
able to adjust the click level from the controls on the RS. I have 
installed OS1.14 but there wasn't any update material included. 
Yipee...
| 12106|12106|2003-10-26 10:17:13|bigjamesmonroe|Re: OT: GERD... final post|
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> Message: 1
> Date: Thu, 23 Oct 2003 19:26:57 -0700 (PDT)
> From: david grundy <midinote2003@yahoo.com>
> Subject: Re: Re: OT: GERD
> 
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> 
> this is the last time that im going to right on this matter, but i must
> say that you took the word right out of my mouth (put them in nicer
> terms though).... 
> but i just think that life is not about music, money , hoes or none of
> that bullshit that drives most people, sometime people have things to
> get off there chest , and this may be there only outlet...

Truedat. We should be people first. 'People who need people are the
luckiest people in the world.'

This is my final post on this OT.

Best,
James

=====
Big James Monroe
Los Angeles Professional Musicians, Local 47
BMI since 1975

G.O.D. - Good Orderly Direction
| 12107|12107|2003-10-26 10:39:02|wasted/su700fan|These last 2 threads (GERD/Instrument & talent comparison) ARE DEAD|
Please let them stay that way. No more comments on them. When we have 
a couple people leaving a mailing list over flared tempers it is 
seriously time to move on from the associated topics. Back to the 
RS7000 everyone. Flaming is over with, the burger is barbecued and 
char-broiled ALA BurgerKing.

THIS THREAD IS DEAD is a way we kill threads on another list that I 
belong to (music-bar@ampfea.org) that are starting to get out of hand. 
And in this case it needs to be instituted here. There, if we keep the 
thread going after the announcement THIS THREAD IS DEAD, all 
transgressors are required to post a remix of a popular song (or a 
popular song from the past) in an obscure style. I.E. a Mr. Rogers' 
Neighborhood theme in Death Metal style (that one actually happened, 
and sounded quite cool!). At least if people insist on carrying on the 
dead thread afterwards, some music comes from it. :D Now I'm not 
saying we should go that far, but that at least gives the group the 
idea of the gravity of the situation.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12108|12080|2003-10-26 11:26:30|tompaulsen2002|Re: Deutsches RS7000 Forum|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> 
> > Soeben hat ein deutsches RS7000 Forum geöffnet
> > http://groups.msn.com/RS7000
> > Bitte um teilnahme

MSN....bleeeeech!
| 12109|12109|2003-10-26 12:06:11|Vincent|newbee os questions|
hello,

i just bought a rs7000 and i don't know what os is in it.
how can i check this?
and if i have to update the os, do i need to install 1.2 and 1.4 ect?
is 2.0 already ready for downloading?
i have a 64mb smartcard, do i need to format it, or can i use it in 
spite of the fact that there is already something on it? (i have 
more that 8mb free)

thanks!
| 12110|12109|2003-10-26 15:08:08|wildemar|Re: newbee os questions|
Am Sun, 26 Oct 2003 18:37:36 -0000 hat Vincent <zwerrie@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> hello,
>
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Hi :-)

> i just bought a rs7000 and i don't know what os is in it.
> how can i check this?
>

I'm really not shure, but it involves switching on the RS with some 
transport button pressed, I believe. Maybe others can help you on this. 
That is I'm shure others can help you with this ;-).
I'm pretty shure its described in the update package, however.

> and if i have to update the os, do i need to install 1.2 and 1.4 ect?
>

Waitaminute: 1.21 is the latest OS availiable, though only 1.2 is offical. 
There is no 1.4; you probably mean 1.14 which is the most common non- 
updated version.
Uhm, in answer to your question: No, you just need to install the latest 
OS, no need to follow the whole route.

> is 2.0 already ready for downloading?
>

NO SIR! And chances are, there will be no 2.0 EVER. No official Yamaha one 
that is. We might still get lucky and some hackers get on the job designing 
an all new OS for us, which could become sort of a v2.0
But dont get your hopes up.

> i have a 64mb smartcard, do i need to format it, or can i use it in spite 
> of the fact that there is already something on it? (i have more that 8mb 
> free)
>

Depends on where it was formatted (OS-wise). Any newer Windoze Version will 
probably have formated it to FAT32 or NTFS maybe, ich which case it wont 
work with the RS. Just make shure its FAT (FAT16 if you will) formatted. If 
its not, you must (should, I mean) do it with the RS.

> thanks!
>

no biggy :-)

Have fun with the RS, and dont get discouraged by ... ehr stuff some people 
get discouraged by. I certainly dont know what that is ...

c.u.
Wildemar
| 12111|12109|2003-10-26 17:57:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: newbee os questions|

> Am Sun, 26 Oct 2003 18:37:36 -0000 hat Vincent <zwerrie@hotmail.com> 
> geschrieben:
> 
> > hello,
> >
> Hi :-)
> 
> 
> > i just bought a rs7000 and i don't know what os is in it.
> > how can i check this?
> >
> I'm really not shure, but it involves switching on the RS with some 
> transport button pressed, I believe. Maybe others can help you on 
> this. 
> That is I'm shure others can help you with this ;-).
> I'm pretty shure its described in the update package, however.

Hold down the Pattern, Pattern Chain, and Utility buttons whilst 
powering on the RS7k to find out the OS version.
BTW. I think this is in the FAQ also.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
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The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12112|12105|2003-10-26 19:36:52|Latif|Re: Hearing Loss!!! S.O.S.|
the current stable os is 1.2
and welcome to the stress of the click, 
which has no normal professional inbox cure.
:-/

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rich" wrote:
> Did Yamaha ever address the issue with the metronome clicks? This 
is 
> rediculous! You can't wear headphones and record safely with those 
> clicks. Even through my sound system, I've been getting rather 
> annoyed. Is there a midi address that can be tweaked to adjust the 
> click level?????? Damn it and a whole bunch of nasty words 
included!
> 
> If Yamaha can't come up with this, perhaps a light sensor over the 
> BPM display can pick up the blips and feed it into an external 
> adjustable circuit. I'm capable of devising that but I'd rather be 
> able to adjust the click level from the controls on the RS. I have 
> installed OS1.14 but there wasn't any update material included. 
> Yipee...

| 12113|12102|2003-10-26 19:44:14|Latif|Re: VL-1 anyone|
Thanks for the tip dude!! ;-)
nice piece of equipment the VL-1
how ever i'm gonna put a hold on the
gear buy for a while now, have bought
some great stuff lately, waiting for the
release of the 01x mixer in december, which will be
the last buy for this year, and then i'm off mixing down
my demo cd.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blazrodic" wrote:
> There's a rarity on sale at Ishibashi's used instruments 
> page: http://www.ishibashi.co.jp/u-box/ : a Yamaha VL-1 (at 98.000 
> Yens). 
> Here's a pic:
> http://www.ishibashi.co.jp/u-box/image/12/12-435551800.jpg
> 
> Yes, they ship internationally and they do english ;) Here's the 
> contact mail: web-shop@i...
> 
> I thought I'd post it since some of the members (like, Latif ;) 
might 
> want one of these. Also, these guys carry mostly guitars, but 
there's 
> a gem (nice synth at a low price) every now and then available.
> 
> Peace,
> Blaz

| 12114|12105|2003-10-26 21:04:55|djboy112st|SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
i bet ya if someone sues them, they'll fix it. that's what i wrote 
about to them when we were doing that petition for updates.. the 
smartest thing for yamaha to do is release a 1.22 with the only fix 
being metronome click volume adjustment, and a lot of us would be 
happy.. i am close to a number of attorneys in town, so i may look 
into it.. 

what i do know is that you'd have to attack the problem from a number 
of different angles.. not just the fact that "its too loud" .. 
you've gotta say something like "its so loud that i cant use the 
machine with the metronome enabled, but when i work without it turned 
on, my productivity goes down because my timing isnt as on-point, and 
therefore, i lose profit because it takes longer to accomplish what 
should be able to be accomplished if the product were working 
correctly". paint yourself as a pitiful, helpless fool with good 
intentions and paint the corporation as a soulless money 
grubbing "profit before all else" bastard who doesnt want to fix the 
problem because it is not in their financial interest to do so, and 
they could care less about the functionality of their customer's ears 
for the rest of their lives. pro-rate your damages based on how long 
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you expect to live, sue them for $4 million, and i guarantee you, the 
metronome click will be fixed within a month. 

yes, yamaha, some of your customers are smart, and we know you just 
read this paragraph so tell your programming nerds to crank up their 
software and fix your fucking product, you assholes!

generally, if you truly threaten to step on the toes of a 
corporation, they'll move their feet.. because they dont want to be 
stepped on, regardless of how much money they have and you don't.

/[ one30six ]\

(THE SUBJECT OF THIS MESSAGE WAS CHANGED TO GET THEIR ATTENTION)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> the current stable os is 1.2
> and welcome to the stress of the click, 
> which has no normal professional inbox cure.
> :-/
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rich" wrote:
> > Did Yamaha ever address the issue with the metronome clicks? This 
> is 
> > rediculous! You can't wear headphones and record safely with 
those 
> > clicks. Even through my sound system, I've been getting rather 
> > annoyed. Is there a midi address that can be tweaked to adjust 
the 
> > click level?????? Damn it and a whole bunch of nasty words 
> included!
> > 
> > If Yamaha can't come up with this, perhaps a light sensor over 
the 
> > BPM display can pick up the blips and feed it into an external 
> > adjustable circuit. I'm capable of devising that but I'd rather 
be 
> > able to adjust the click level from the controls on the RS. I 
have 
> > installed OS1.14 but there wasn't any update material included. 
> > Yipee...

| 12115|12109|2003-10-27 00:19:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: newbee os questions|
On Monday 27 October 2003 00:07, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Hold down the Pattern, Pattern Chain, and Utility buttons
> whilst powering on the RS7k to find out the OS version.
> BTW. I think this is in the FAQ also.

Yup, entry 15.3, you'll find the faq's URL at the bottom of 
each email:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

Enjoy your new RS!

- Robert
| 12116|12042|2003-10-27 00:36:43|arveyman|Re: An RS7000-only track on Sven Väth's top-10|
Hey, i like this track!
Nice drums, and the build-up is okay. But it's a it long, and 
the 'siren' like lead somewhere in the middle i do not like. 
But, very neat!

keeps its ups
Arv

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:
> I recorded the track to a DAT in pattern chain mode, then used 
> Wavelab to master it (eq, tape saturation, waves L1 ultramaximizer).
> 
> The nice thing about not using song mode is that I can perform each 
> track live and have a lot of room for improvisation and variation.
> 
> michel (sneak
> http://www.sneak-thief.com
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
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> 
> > Nice track, did you convert the patterns into a song or were the
> > tracks mastered on a PC?
> > 
> > Paul

| 12117|12105|2003-10-27 02:38:34|jesse_medway|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st" wrote:

> i bet ya if someone sues them, they'll fix it. that's what i wrote 
> about to them when we were doing that petition for updates.. the 
> smartest thing for yamaha to do is release a 1.22 with the only fix 
> being metronome click volume adjustment, and a lot of us would be 
> happy.. i am close to a number of attorneys in town, so i may look 
> into it.. 

there's a very simple solution. just enter in some notes with grid 
(using a drum patch) and then you can lower the volume. yes the 
metronome annoys me but seriously guys get over it and make some damn 
music. overall the rs is an amazing machine, its not perfect but for 
the $$$ i cant see any reason to get this esxcited over a bad or 
missing feature.
| 12118|12105|2003-10-27 05:43:00|electrotimba|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Cowbell is good, cuts through better and is more pleasent then the 
standard tone anyway. Using some more musical pulse like clave or 
rumba clave may be more musically inspiring then plain metronome.
It does not take more then 15 sec to programme any of these in grid 
mode.
ELectrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st" wrote:
> > i bet ya if someone sues them, they'll fix it. that's what i 
wrote 
> > about to them when we were doing that petition for updates.. the 
> > smartest thing for yamaha to do is release a 1.22 with the only 
fix 
> > being metronome click volume adjustment, and a lot of us would be 
> > happy.. i am close to a number of attorneys in town, so i may 
look 
> > into it.. 
> 
> 
> there's a very simple solution. just enter in some notes with grid 
> (using a drum patch) and then you can lower the volume. yes the 
> metronome annoys me but seriously guys get over it and make some 
damn 
> music. overall the rs is an amazing machine, its not perfect but 
for 
> the $$$ i cant see any reason to get this esxcited over a bad or 
> missing feature.

| 12119|12102|2003-10-27 06:12:58|blazrodic|Re: VL-1 anyone OT |
You're welcome. :7) 
I'm off the "gear acquisition syndrome" also. Time to sit down and 
make some music.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Thanks for the tip dude!! ;-)
> nice piece of equipment the VL-1
> how ever i'm gonna put a hold on the
> gear buy for a while now, have bought
> some great stuff lately, waiting for the
> release of the 01x mixer in december, which will be
> the last buy for this year, and then i'm off mixing down
> my demo cd.
>

| 12120|12109|2003-10-27 08:05:39|Vincent|Re: newbee os questions|
thanks for the help!
i've succesfully updated my os from 1.14 to 1.2

new let's rock!

> > hello,
> >
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> Hi :-)
> 
> 
> > i just bought a rs7000 and i don't know what os is in it.
> > how can i check this?
> >
> I'm really not shure, but it involves switching on the RS with 

some 

> transport button pressed, I believe. Maybe others can help you on 

this. 

> That is I'm shure others can help you with this ;-).
> I'm pretty shure its described in the update package, however.
> 
> > and if i have to update the os, do i need to install 1.2 and 1.4 

ect?

> >
> Waitaminute: 1.21 is the latest OS availiable, though only 1.2 is 

offical. 

> There is no 1.4; you probably mean 1.14 which is the most common 

non- 

> updated version.
> Uhm, in answer to your question: No, you just need to install the 

latest 

> OS, no need to follow the whole route.
> 
> 
> > is 2.0 already ready for downloading?
> >
> NO SIR! And chances are, there will be no 2.0 EVER. No official 

Yamaha one 

> that is. We might still get lucky and some hackers get on the job 

designing 

> an all new OS for us, which could become sort of a v2.0
> But dont get your hopes up.
> 
> 
> > i have a 64mb smartcard, do i need to format it, or can i use it 

in spite 

> > of the fact that there is already something on it? (i have more 

that 8mb 

> > free)
> >
> Depends on where it was formatted (OS-wise). Any newer Windoze 

Version will 

> probably have formated it to FAT32 or NTFS maybe, ich which case 

it wont 

> work with the RS. Just make shure its FAT (FAT16 if you will) 

formatted. If 

> its not, you must (should, I mean) do it with the RS.
> 
> 
> > thanks!
> >
> no biggy :-)
> 
> Have fun with the RS, and dont get discouraged by ... ehr stuff 

some people 



> get discouraged by. I certainly dont know what that is ...
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar

| 12121|12109|2003-10-27 08:20:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: newbee os questions|
On Monday 27 October 2003 14:11, Vincent wrote:

> thanks for the help!
> i've succesfully updated my os from 1.14 to 1.2

You *might* to up the system to v1.21, that fixes at least 
one serious bug in v1.2.

- Robert
| 12122|12105|2003-10-27 09:54:13|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
I like your angle. The problem that exists is the statute of limitations which is usually 3 years from date of purchase. But, Since I just purchased a spankin' brand new unit
(included OS is 1.10) not too long ago, the possibility of sueing Yamaha exists till late 2006. 

Yamaha did a great thing for music with the RS7000 but if it should cause harm to ones hearing, then the problem must be addressed. I personally don't like extremely
loud music but as a producer, I should be able to comfortably engage in production with it's metronome via headphones or speakers, without being subjected to harmfully
loud clicks.

Solution proposed is as follows. 

I am a Web Designer by trade. I bought the RS 7000 for detailed flash audio effects and scores. I am willing to secure a website pertaining to this issue and only this issue.
It would be great if those of you affected by this issue made a final contact with Yamaha to remedy the matter before a class acton is called for. I may have the right
attorney for this problem but I'll have to find out how many of us RS7000 users are affected. I can't imagine how many units were sold around the world but the website
that I will develop can help reveal and average amount of individuals or groups affected by the dreaded metronome click. 

Yes, it is essential to timing, but it's volume level requires an adjustment. It is a health risk as avoidance of this feature is inconceivable. 

Yamaha, address this issue and legal considerations will be withdrawn, without predudice, to the Yamaha Corporation.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12123|12105|2003-10-27 09:54:59|Rich|Surgeon Generals Warning: (not from a cigarette box)|
It should be adjustable under any format. I prefer realtime production. 

The consideration of Sueing Yamaha may just involk them to address the issue. Many of you have made inquiries to Yamaha which they have not addressed. Now is the
time to gang up on them for a fix before the next generation of equipment evolves and we are stuck with a big problem. 

I'm easy.... Yamaha has to address the problem. I'm not going to go deaf because of something that I enjoy doing even though it is addictive like nicotine. 

Ha! Surgeon Generals Warning: RS7000 is addictive and may cause hearing loss and or fetus injury to pregnant women. Quitting RS7000 production may reduce serious
risks to your health!

-I love my RS 7000 but this is crazy. I want my click level to be adjustable or dampened.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12124|12105|2003-10-27 10:09:31|Quest Pond|Re: Surgeon Generals Warning: (not from a cigarette box)|
Personally i find it way more annoying that i have to go into a menu to turn the metronome on and off then adjusting the volume of it, it should be a single key to do this
quickly. I can think of several other things that annoy me way more, like not being able to go into record mode from play mode.

I dont understand all this fuss, about volume its not a show stopper because you can always make your own click track like mentioned b4.

Quest 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rich [mailto:riichie@yahoo.com]
Sent: 27 October 2003 4:03 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Surgeon Generals Warning: (not from a cigarette box)

It should be adjustable under any format. I prefer realtime production. 

The consideration of Sueing Yamaha may just involk them to address the issue. Many of you have made inquiries to Yamaha which they have not addressed. Now is the
time to gang up on them for a fix before the next generation of equipment evolves and we are stuck with a big problem. 

I'm easy.... Yamaha has to address the problem. I'm not going to go deaf because of something that I enjoy doing even though it is addictive like nicotine. 
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Ha! Surgeon Generals Warning: RS7000 is addictive and may cause hearing loss and or fetus injury to pregnant women. Quitting RS7000 production may reduce serious
risks to your health!

-I love my RS 7000 but this is crazy. I want my click level to be adjustable or dampened.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12125|12125|2003-10-27 10:14:38|bigjuce2003|mpc2000xl|
dose anyone know how to make a sample last for as long as i hold dow 
the pad on my mpc......ex..when i sample a bass note i want to be 
able to press on my pad and have it play that note untill i let 
go ...can anyone help me !!!
| 12126|12105|2003-10-27 10:14:52|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
It's a thought.. I'll give it a try. 

The fact of the matter is that Yam really should address the level before we receive notice that no further updates or support will be available for the RS just as Microsoft
did with Win 95 and Win NT after the user licenses expired.
The Microsoft issue wont cause injury. The Yamaha problem will.

I just spend 150 US dollars on Sony MDR-V700 headphones. I also dont want the elements within damaged by the click (in addition to my ears). The click has its own
config menu with variations. I'd prefer to use this feature vs grid.

I love the RS but this is a rediculous flaw.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12127|12125|2003-10-27 10:44:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: mpc2000xl|
1On Monday 27 October 2003 16:21, bigjuce2003 wrote:

> dose anyone know how to make a sample last for as long
> as i hold dow the pad on my mpc......ex..when i sample a
> bass note i want to be able to press on my pad and have
> it play that note untill i let go ...can anyone help me
> !!!

Am I on the wrong list? Lol. :)

-Robert
| 12128|12105|2003-10-27 12:14:10|ecf1001|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Excellent idea. Let's get those corporate bastards.

While y'all are at it, you might want to add another major flaw to 
the list. I think the color of the machine is affecting me 
subliminally and after a while I begin to feel very tired. I don't 
want to fall asleep and inadvertently hurt myself (plus, that would 
be rediculous, wouldn't it). I'd prefer the machine made me coffee, 
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but it can't (yet another major flaw). How evil of them. This needs 
to be addressed immediately.

=]

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Rich wrote:
> It's a thought.. I'll give it a try. 
> 
> The fact of the matter is that Yam really should address the level 
before we receive notice that no further updates or support will be 
available for the RS just as Microsoft did with Win 95 and Win NT 
after the user licenses expired.
> The Microsoft issue wont cause injury. The Yamaha problem will.
> 
> I just spend 150 US dollars on Sony MDR-V700 headphones. I also 
dont want the elements within damaged by the click (in addition to my 
ears). The click has its own config menu with variations. I'd prefer 
to use this feature vs grid.
> 
> I love the RS but this is a rediculous flaw.

| 12129|12105|2003-10-27 12:28:52|djboy112st|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
I know there are ways around it, but what were all annoyed with is 
the fact that you have to do something like what you just suggested 
to get a metronome sound at a decent volume. The point is, on such 
an amazing machine, you shouldn't have to. It cant possibly be that 
hard to go in and edit the code for the metronome click. I bet one 
programmer guy could do it withinin an eight hour shift. One day's 
work.

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> there's a very simple solution. just enter in some notes with grid 
> (using a drum patch) and then you can lower the volume. yes the 
> metronome annoys me but seriously guys get over it and make some 
damn 
> music. overall the rs is an amazing machine, its not perfect but 
for 
> the $$$ i cant see any reason to get this esxcited over a bad or 
> missing feature.

| 12130|12130|2003-10-27 12:40:14|Bryan Rodgers|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME>>RS7k Hacking|
I thought about this as I was hack'n my xbox with a new DVD player and a
modchip...

How is it no one has hacked the RS OS yet? It can't be anymore difficult
than and xbox, can it? or the TX16W OS that Typhoon cracked AND improved
on(rewrote)...?

I suppose our community just isn't as large as the xbox/computer
community...

Perhaps we could get together and donate an RS for 'analysis' to someone
capable of such witchcraft?

Thoughts?

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: djboy112st [mailto:lysene@thcnet.net] 
Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 2:29 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME

I know there are ways around it, but what were all annoyed with is 
the fact that you have to do something like what you just suggested 
to get a metronome sound at a decent volume. The point is, on such 
an amazing machine, you shouldn't have to. It cant possibly be that 
hard to go in and edit the code for the metronome click. I bet one 
programmer guy could do it withinin an eight hour shift. One day's 
work.

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> there's a very simple solution. just enter in some notes with grid
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> (using a drum patch) and then you can lower the volume. yes the 
> metronome annoys me but seriously guys get over it and make some 
damn 
> music. overall the rs is an amazing machine, its not perfect but
for 
> the $$$ i cant see any reason to get this esxcited over a bad or
> missing feature.
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| 12131|12130|2003-10-27 13:09:23|Latif|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME>>RS7k Hacking|
One of the Mobro's forum users
seems to have hacked the 
file format of the Motif, 
and they are also activly 
involved in writin managment software
for the motif...
www.mobros.org

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> I thought about this as I was hack'n my xbox with a new DVD player 
and a
> modchip...
> 
> How is it no one has hacked the RS OS yet? It can't be anymore 
difficult
> than and xbox, can it? or the TX16W OS that Typhoon cracked AND 
improved
> on(rewrote)...?
> 
> I suppose our community just isn't as large as the xbox/computer
> community...
> 
> Perhaps we could get together and donate an RS for 'analysis' to 
someone
> capable of such witchcraft?
> 
> Thoughts?
> 
> -B
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: djboy112st [mailto:lysene@t...] 
> Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 2:29 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME
> 
> 
> I know there are ways around it, but what were all annoyed with is 
> the fact that you have to do something like what you just suggested 
> to get a metronome sound at a decent volume. The point is, on such 
> an amazing machine, you shouldn't have to. It cant possibly be 
that 
> hard to go in and edit the code for the metronome click. I bet one 
> programmer guy could do it withinin an eight hour shift. One day's 
> work.
> 
> /[ one30six ]\
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" 
wrote:
> > there's a very simple solution. just enter in some notes with 
grid
> > (using a drum patch) and then you can lower the volume. yes the 
> > metronome annoys me but seriously guys get over it and make some 
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> damn 
> > music. overall the rs is an amazing machine, its not perfect but
> for 
> > the $$$ i cant see any reason to get this esxcited over a bad or
> > missing feature.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12132|12105|2003-10-27 14:09:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
I know some people cant live without this feature so it seems, but like 
medway808 explains, there is a simple work around. Turning it off. Then I usually 
use channel 5 /w claps or snares as my metronome, and it usually even winds 
up in with the song as part of the drum beats. Easily removed if needed too. 
I am slightly bothered by a lack of a couple other features in the RS, but I 
bought it knowing full well they were missing, and from my limited knowledge of 
law, mainly watching judge judy heh, at least in america from what I've 
gathered it is as they say "buyer beware". A health hazard? Only if you make it a 
hazard. Still wish good luck with it if you all can carry it through, could 
be a precident for more changes.

Zam

In a message dated 10/27/2003 2:39:54 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
medway808@hotmail.com writes:

> >i bet ya if someone sues them, they'll fix it. that's what i wrote 
> >about to them when we were doing that petition for updates.. the 
> >smartest thing for yamaha to do is release a 1.22 with the only fix 
> >being metronome click volume adjustment, and a lot of us would be 
> >happy.. i am close to a number of attorneys in town, so i may look 
> >into it.. 
> 
> 
> there's a very simple solution. just enter in some notes with grid 
> (using a drum patch) and then you can lower the volume. yes the 
> metronome annoys me but seriously guys get over it and make some damn 
> music. overall the rs is an amazing machine, its not perfect but for 
> the $$$ i cant see any reason to get this esxcited over a bad or 
> missing feature. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12133|12133|2003-10-27 14:16:55|Dbeam505@aol.com|that midi level slider thingy|
I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that had 
assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix in seperate channels 
at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? I want to see 
about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12134|12133|2003-10-27 14:36:28|Bryan Rodgers|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
was it this: Niche Automation Station (I posted a while back when
audiomidi had them on clearance $149)
http://www.midi-classics.com/th/t4125.jpg

or Kenton Control Freak?
http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=2267

or the Korg microKONTROL?
http://namm.harmony-central.com/SNAMM03/Content/Korg/PR/microKONTROL.htm
l

lots of choices now! :)
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...this is -the- controller to get imho:
http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=3768

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 4:14 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] that midi level slider thingy

I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that had 
assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix in
seperate channels 
at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? I want
to see 
about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 12135|12133|2003-10-27 15:41:27|om_audio|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
Don't forget the Peavey, Evolution, Encore, and Doepfer offerings- 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that had 
> assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix in 
seperate channels 
> at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? I 
want to see 
> about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12136|12133|2003-10-27 15:47:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
Close, but I don't think any of those were it. I might be able to use one of 
these, don't want a rack mount, maybe that Niche Automation Station will do 
the trick, hmmm.

Thanks - Zam

In a message dated 10/27/2003 2:38:30 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
brodgers@omdc.on.ca writes:

> was it this: Niche Automation Station (I posted a while back when
> audiomidi had them on clearance $149)
> http://www.midi-classics.com/th/t4125.jpg
> 
> or Kenton Control Freak?
> http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=2267
> 
> or the Korg microKONTROL?
> http://namm.harmony-central.com/SNAMM03/Content/Korg/PR/microKONTROL.htm
> l
> 
> lots of choices now! :)
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> 
> ...this is -the- controller to get imho:
> http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=3768
> 
> -B
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com] 
> Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 4:14 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] that midi level slider thingy
> 
> 
> I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that had 
> assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix in
> seperate channels 
> at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? I want
> to see 
> about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.
> 
> Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12137|12133|2003-10-27 16:01:27|ecf1001|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
A comment and a question, if I may...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> was it this: Niche Automation Station (I posted a while back when
> audiomidi had them on clearance $149)
> http://www.midi-classics.com/th/t4125.jpg

Captivated by the looks... sequencer - nice. No patch memory? Blech...

> or Kenton Control Freak?
> http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=2267

Got one, love it. It's a tank. Makes a big difference in the world of 
rackmount synths and DAW's, just like they said.

The other 3 were news to me, thanks. :)

> or the Korg microKONTROL?
> http://namm.harmony-
central.com/SNAMM03/Content/Korg/PR/microKONTROL.htm
> l

Doesn't look like it can do free-form variable sysex a la Kenton, 
unless I've missed something. Nice trigger pads and joystick. Makes 
me want one.

> lots of choices now! :)
> 
> ...this is -the- controller to get imho:
> http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=3768

Very nice, especially the touchpad. Dough already spent on Kenton, 
though. :) Maybe I hopped on that train too early, that was the best 
thing back then.

Looks like the latter two offer more in ways of tactile input, but 
Kenton is still more flexible on the programming side.

Doepfer also makes a neat slider box/sequencer, worth checking out.

It would be interesting to know the strategies that people use when 
combining fader boxes with the RS7000, especially when controlling 
track volumes. My biggest thing is that once I touch that slider, the 
track volume is changed for the whole style. I could stick the proper 
CC#7 events in each phrase, but it's still cumbersome. Mute memories 
remember too little, scene memories remember too much (shame that RS 
does not support user macros, or even a mechanism for storing "scene" 
components selectively). "Snapshot" feature on the slider box itself?

Regards,
Alex

http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=3768
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> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dbeam505@a... [mailto:Dbeam505@a...] 
> Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 4:14 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] that midi level slider thingy
> 
> 
> I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that had 
> assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix in
> seperate channels 
> at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? I 
want
> to see 
> about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12138|12138|2003-10-27 16:06:47|stabilityillatease|Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|
http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astation/astation_ov
er.htm 
is it possible to use this with a rs7k cause i found a really good 
deal on one.. anyone ever heard or use one before?.. my music is 
mainly hip-hop oriented but i think i could still use this module.
| 12139|12138|2003-10-27 16:24:01|stabilityillatease|Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|
http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astation/astation_ov
er.htm 
is it possible to use this with a rs7k cause i found a really good 
deal on one.. anyone ever heard or use one before?.. my music is 
mainly hip-hop oriented but i think i could still use this module.
| 12140|12105|2003-10-27 16:50:04|D. A. Carrillo|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Everything is easy when people just talk and talk and talk. Why dont you guys who are in obvious disarray dont actually do something about it. And i am not talking
about posting more messages on this board butgoing ahead and calling or emailing some people. Maybe even finding out some names at Yamaha of who to talk to. You
guys should really get organized, assign some sort of leader, and actually DOING SOMETHING. It is a big waste of time to just bitch about on this posting board, really,
it is. Calling lawyers??? Give me a break! Who is going to call lawyers? You DJboy? If you are then you are a COOL+SMOOTH dude. Honestly. However, if you arent,
why waste time writing this nonsense or stroking everybody else on the board... C'mon guys, get out of your computers and into the real world!

If you want change you actually have to DO IT!!!!!!

Do yourselves a favor and get organized. Assign a leader that says what goes, who calls who, and GET TO IT.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12141|12105|2003-10-27 16:56:48|jesse_medway|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djboy112st" wrote:

> I know there are ways around it, but what were all annoyed with is 
> the fact that you have to do something like what you just suggested 
> to get a metronome sound at a decent volume. The point is, on such 
> an amazing machine, you shouldn't have to. It cant possibly be 

that 

> hard to go in and edit the code for the metronome click. I bet one 
> programmer guy could do it withinin an eight hour shift. One day's 
> work.
> 
> /[ one30six ]\
>

http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astation/astation_ov
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Even great instruments have their flaws. Sure it would be great if 
it was fixed but I really dont see the problem of just making your 
own metronome. Takes much less time than writing about it on a forum 
and is much more flexible. Plus once you get a few tracks down you 
dont even need it anymore.

I just wonder about people who make such a big deal about things like 
this. The world isnt perfect. Make the best with what you got. I 
think anyone really serious about making *music* and not playing 
around with gear like a toy could get over something like this. I'm 
not singling out anyone as Ive seen this on lots of other lists.

so dont get me wrong the loud click really has ticked me off when i 
turned it on, so I don't and get on with things...

Jesse
| 12142|12104|2003-10-27 19:27:41|bigjamesmonroe|enough|
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> Message: 1
> Date: Sun, 26 Oct 2003 06:06:27 -0800 (PST)
> From: ace maddwest <aceha1@yahoo.com>
> Subject: enough
> 
> 
> 
> fuck you james monroe for saying ali
> g's little brother, you miserable little fuck

Hey All,

I totally apologize for this post but I need to set the record straight...
I NEVER said anything about Ali G's little brother, I don't even KNOW who
Ali G is, much less his little brother. I guess Ali G is either a member
of this list, or someone famous in a style of music I don't work in.

And if you're still reading this 'ace', I sign all my emails with my real
name and additional info so anyone will know who I am and how they can get
in touch with me. If I wanted to hate on someone I would do it in plain
language and you would understand clearly what I am saying and who I am
saying it to.

By the way it's Big James Monroe so that would make me a miserable big
fuck... if I was miserable in any way shape or form... thanks to God, as I
understand Him, my mind is peaceful and my heart is content.

You misread a post 'ace', then you accused me wrongly of something... and
I don't even know what because all you said was 'for say ali g's little
brother'. For saying Ali G's little brother what? You owe me an apology,
'ace'.

James

=====
Big James Monroe
Los Angeles Professional Musicians, Local 47
BMI since 1975

G.O.D. - Good Orderly Direction
| 12143|12105|2003-10-27 20:00:41|kussersmith|Re: SUE...|

> If you want change you actually have to DO IT!!!!!!
> 
> Do yourselves a favor and get organized. Assign a leader that says

what goes, who calls who, and GET TO IT.

well who ever has the petition(to show possible market), the OS
improvement list, and a spare RS(right!)
could email these guys:

typhoon@nuedge-development.com

they might be interested after they finish up with their MicroTonic VSTi
if they say 'no', maybe they can turn you on to someone that could...

Hack the Planet!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:aceha1@yahoo.com
mailto:typhoon@nuedge-development.com


alright...back to the beats

-k-

Talk - Action = Nothing
| 12144|12105|2003-10-27 20:08:18|kussersmith|Re: SUE...|
oh bloody hell....

yahoo is not displaying the email addy

its here at the bottom of the page:

http://www.nuedge.net/typhoon2000/WhatIsTyphoon.htm

-k-
| 12145|12145|2003-10-28 00:13:02|david grundy|radikal technoligies OT|
Is there anyone that heard of the Radikal Technoligies sac 2.2? If so , can someone please give me the low down on it, I cant find much info on it online. But I was at
Guitar Center yesterday and saw it for $500.00. But when I go to Sweetwater.com, they have it listed for $1,500.00. Whats the deal wit dat? Did I read something wrong
there? 
Can someone tell me if im waisting my time all together, Im really getting tired of this damn keyboard and mouse.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12146|12138|2003-10-28 00:33:19|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|
On Tuesday 28 October 2003 00:24, stabilityillatease wrote:

> http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astatio
>n/astation_ov er.htm
> is it possible to use this with a rs7k cause i found a
> really good deal on one.. anyone ever heard or use one
> before?.. my music is mainly hip-hop oriented but i think
> i could still use this module.

The RS should be able to work with any MIDI module, 
including this one I guess. Are you expecting something 
special from the A-Station? Why don't you try it out?

- Robert
| 12147|12145|2003-10-28 02:36:50|a_lepusa|Re: radikal technoligies OT|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:

> Is there anyone that heard of the Radikal Technoligies sac 2.2? If 

so , can someone please give me the low down on it, I cant find much 
info on it online. But I was at Guitar Center yesterday and saw it 
for $500.00. But when I go to Sweetwater.com, they have it listed for 
$1,500.00. Whats the deal wit dat? Did I read something wrong there? 

> Can someone tell me if im waisting my time all together, Im really 

getting tired of this damn keyboard and mouse.

> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

this is what i found googling. 500$ seems to be a *cooool* price, BUT
it also seems to be for software only...? have to take a close look.

SAC-2.2
Introduced at the end of 2001, the solution for controlling your 
software music production studio:
The SAC-2.2, or Software Assigned Controller, has support from most 
of the major music software companies..

technical specifications
9 touchsensitive Motorfaders
12 Encoders with push button functions and LED indicators
three 2 x 40 character Displays
Transportsection with Jog/Scrub Wheel

http://www.nuedge.net/typhoon2000/WhatIsTyphoon.htm
http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astatio


67 illuminated buttons
Channel-Strip operation mode
USB support with 4x Hub
alternative MIDI-interface with In, Out and thru
can act as an exteral midi-interface for your USB compatible computer

SAC-2.2
suggested retail price 1849.- $

http://www.google.de/search?hl=de&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=Radikal+2.2&meta=lr%
3Dlang_de%7Clang_en%7Clang_hr

http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=2722

http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/
| 12148|12105|2003-10-28 03:05:22|mmittner|Re: that metronome thread|
correct. please do something if you're annoyed that much and stop this 
thread. this thread is going on my nerves since it's there. i mean, 
come on, really. besides the fact that i have my stupid metronome 
switched off all the time and i'm very, very fine with that, i guess i 
will never understand why anyone would even _think_ about fighting a 
law suit to get a feature request implemented. oh my. is that how it 
is supposed to be? record companies sueing customers, musicians sueing 
manufacturers ... don't you have better things to do? like taking a 
few minutes to figure out a solution?

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> Everything is easy when people just talk and talk and talk. Why 

dont you guys who are in obvious disarray dont actually do something 
about it. And i am not talking about posting more messages on this 
board butgoing ahead and calling or emailing some people. Maybe even 
finding out some names at Yamaha of who to talk to. You guys should 
really get organized, assign some sort of leader, and actually DOING 
SOMETHING. It is a big waste of time to just bitch about on this 
posting board, really, it is. Calling lawyers??? Give me a break! Who 
is going to call lawyers? You DJboy? If you are then you are a 
COOL+SMOOTH dude. Honestly. However, if you arent, why waste time 
writing this nonsense or stroking everybody else on the board... C'mon 
guys, get out of your computers and into the real world!

> 
> If you want change you actually have to DO IT!!!!!!
> 
> Do yourselves a favor and get organized. Assign a leader that says 

what goes, who calls who, and GET TO IT.

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12149|12104|2003-10-28 05:06:35|electrotimba|Re: enough|
Relax, Ali G is not on this forum, and probably does not even own RS, 
perhaps he has no brother. People relax, sorry to admit but that Ali 
G post was actually very much to the point, in fact I laugh even now 
because it was so much apropos. Try to look for ".avi" or mpg you may 
like it, his film sucks and sometimes he is too much but I confess 
makes me laugh too. 
People if you overreact you may make yourself look funny. And if 
somebody makes fun of me ? I laugh then think,look for a reason and 
learn from it, I am far from perfect and friends and "enemies" make 
me know my weak points better. Do not know the whole story, do not 
even want to know. Checked Ace stuff, read his posts with interests 
but if he took some comments as addrresed to him, .... maybe should 
think why. 
OK bros and sistas let us love each other and reflect on Ali G `s 
words " Black or White, African, Latin, Pakistani we all come from 
the same place- punani"
JAhtimba
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, bigjamesmonroe 
wrote:

> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > Message: 1
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> > Date: Sun, 26 Oct 2003 06:06:27 -0800 (PST)
> > From: ace maddwest 
> > Subject: enough
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > fuck you james monroe for saying ali
> > g's little brother, you miserable little fuck
> 
> Hey All,
> 
> I totally apologize for this post but I need to set the record 

straight...

> I NEVER said anything about Ali G's little brother, I don't even 

KNOW who

> Ali G is, much less his little brother. I guess Ali G is either a 

member

> of this list, or someone famous in a style of music I don't work in.
> 
> And if you're still reading this 'ace', I sign all my emails with 

my real

> name and additional info so anyone will know who I am and how they 

can get

> in touch with me. If I wanted to hate on someone I would do it in 

plain

> language and you would understand clearly what I am saying and who 

I am

> saying it to.
> 
> By the way it's Big James Monroe so that would make me a miserable 

big

> fuck... if I was miserable in any way shape or form... thanks to 

God, as I

> understand Him, my mind is peaceful and my heart is content.
> 
> You misread a post 'ace', then you accused me wrongly of 

something... and

> I don't even know what because all you said was 'for say ali g's 

little

> brother'. For saying Ali G's little brother what? You owe me an 

apology,

> 'ace'.
> 
> James
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> =====
> Big James Monroe
> Los Angeles Professional Musicians, Local 47
> BMI since 1975
> 
> G.O.D. - Good Orderly Direction

| 12150|12130|2003-10-28 05:27:54|mmittner|Re: RS7k Hacking|
it's a different thing. the xbox is a pc based on x86 architecture. 
hacking that thing was to find an exploit in the os to get unsigned 
code executed. code that actually is there and runs on every other x86 



pc. the rs uses a propietary architecture built around a hitachi cpu. 
since flashing the os is part of the os hacking the rs isn't about 
finding a way to get existing code into it, but to understand enough 
of the box to write new code for it. that's a different story, 
especially because i don't think that the rs' architecture is 
documented for the public. too much head acheme. i started coding my 
own audio app anyway, that's easier, believe me :-)

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> I thought about this as I was hack'n my xbox with a new DVD player 
and a
> modchip...
> 
> How is it no one has hacked the RS OS yet? It can't be anymore 
difficult
> than and xbox, can it? or the TX16W OS that Typhoon cracked AND 
improved
> on(rewrote)...?
> 
> I suppose our community just isn't as large as the xbox/computer
> community...
> 
> Perhaps we could get together and donate an RS for 'analysis' to 
someone
> capable of such witchcraft?
> 
> Thoughts?
> 
> -B

| 12151|12133|2003-10-28 06:26:50|mmittner|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
i once wrote about a kawai mm-16, maybe you mean that thing?

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Close, but I don't think any of those were it. I might be able to 
use one of 
> these, don't want a rack mount, maybe that Niche Automation Station 
will do 
> the trick, hmmm.
> 
> Thanks - Zam
> 
> In a message dated 10/27/2003 2:38:30 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> brodgers@o... writes:
> 
> > was it this: Niche Automation Station (I posted a while back when
> > audiomidi had them on clearance $149)
> > http://www.midi-classics.com/th/t4125.jpg
> > 
> > or Kenton Control Freak?
> > http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=2267
> > 
> > or the Korg microKONTROL?
> > http://namm.harmony-central
com/SNAMM03/Content/Korg/PR/microKONTROL.htm
> > l
> > 
> > lots of choices now! :)
> > 
> > ...this is -the- controller to get imho:
> > http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=3768
> > 
> > -B
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Dbeam505@a... [mailto:Dbeam505@a...] 
> > Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 4:14 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] that midi level slider thingy
> > 
> > 
> > I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that 
had 
> > assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix 
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in
> > seperate channels 
> > at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? 
I want
> > to see 
> > about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.
> > 
> > Zam
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12152|12130|2003-10-28 08:19:00|Bryan Rodgers|Re: RS7k Hacking|
all true :)

I suppose hacking the Motif file format is one thing, and the os
another... ...but anything is possible (!), and it would seem folks are
up for it:
http://www.mobros.org/forum/modules.php?name=Forums&file=viewtopic&t=11

what was the TX16W OS based on again?

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: mmittner [mailto:mmittner@vizrt.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2003 7:28 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7k Hacking

it's a different thing. the xbox is a pc based on x86 architecture. 
hacking that thing was to find an exploit in the os to get unsigned 
code executed. code that actually is there and runs on every other x86 
pc. the rs uses a propietary architecture built around a hitachi cpu. 
since flashing the os is part of the os hacking the rs isn't about 
finding a way to get existing code into it, but to understand enough 
of the box to write new code for it. that's a different story, 
especially because i don't think that the rs' architecture is 
documented for the public. too much head acheme. i started coding my 
own audio app anyway, that's easier, believe me :-)

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> I thought about this as I was hack'n my xbox with a new DVD player
and a
> modchip...
> 
> How is it no one has hacked the RS OS yet? It can't be anymore
difficult
> than and xbox, can it? or the TX16W OS that Typhoon cracked AND
improved
> on(rewrote)...?
> 
> I suppose our community just isn't as large as the xbox/computer 
> community...
> 
> Perhaps we could get together and donate an RS for 'analysis' to
someone
> capable of such witchcraft?
> 
> Thoughts?
> 
> -B

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12153|12133|2003-10-28 08:27:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
some more info on the Niche:
http://www.em411.com/show.php?area=hardware&area_id=71

yeah, it didn't have all the bells & whistles, but I was only planning
on using it for volume/level-per-channel-data anyway, and for $149 new,
it seemed like a deal.

maybe I'll sell it and my Oxygen8 for the Novation... ...hmmm

:)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: ecf1001 [mailto:ecf1001@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 6:01 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: that midi level slider thingy

A comment and a question, if I may...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bryan Rodgers" wrote:
> was it this: Niche Automation Station (I posted a while back when 
> audiomidi had them on clearance $149) 
> http://www.midi-classics.com/th/t4125.jpg

Captivated by the looks... sequencer - nice. No patch memory? Blech...

> or Kenton Control Freak? 
> http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=2267

Got one, love it. It's a tank. Makes a big difference in the world of 
rackmount synths and DAW's, just like they said.

The other 3 were news to me, thanks. :)

> or the Korg microKONTROL?
> http://namm.harmony-
central.com/SNAMM03/Content/Korg/PR/microKONTROL.htm
> l

Doesn't look like it can do free-form variable sysex a la Kenton, 
unless I've missed something. Nice trigger pads and joystick. Makes 
me want one.

> lots of choices now! :)
> 
> ...this is -the- controller to get imho: 
> http://www.audiomidi.com/common/cfm/product.cfm?Product_ID=3768

Very nice, especially the touchpad. Dough already spent on Kenton, 
though. :) Maybe I hopped on that train too early, that was the best 
thing back then.

Looks like the latter two offer more in ways of tactile input, but 
Kenton is still more flexible on the programming side.

Doepfer also makes a neat slider box/sequencer, worth checking out.

It would be interesting to know the strategies that people use when 
combining fader boxes with the RS7000, especially when controlling 
track volumes. My biggest thing is that once I touch that slider, the 
track volume is changed for the whole style. I could stick the proper 
CC#7 events in each phrase, but it's still cumbersome. Mute memories 
remember too little, scene memories remember too much (shame that RS 
does not support user macros, or even a mechanism for storing "scene" 
components selectively). "Snapshot" feature on the slider box itself?

Regards,
Alex

> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dbeam505@a... [mailto:Dbeam505@a...]
> Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 4:14 PM
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> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] that midi level slider thingy
> 
> 
> I remember several months ago something about a midi thing that had
> assignable sliders for seperate channels. Allowed to slowly mix in
> seperate channels 
> at the same time. What was that thing called? Anyone remember? I 
want
> to see
> about getting one now, but cant remember what it was called.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section

> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12154|12105|2003-10-28 09:00:11|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
An amazing machine it is!..... So why did they avoid addressing it??? 

TIC toc toc toc Tic toc toc toc .... And talk about those song snippets that get stuck in your head all day!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12155|12105|2003-10-28 09:01:27|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Well lets hope that any further OS mods contain this fix. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12156|12105|2003-10-28 09:01:52|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Can someone write a letter that I can convert to PDF for everyone to download and address the click annoyance to Yamaha? In this manner, they will detect that the
problem is wide spread instead of the 5 or 6 inquiries that the've received thus far.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12157|12157|2003-10-28 09:02:34|ey356|Roland Fantom S88 and an RS7000 - Midi Problems!!|
Hi All,



I just got an s88 and have coupled it with an RS7000. I am trying to 
do the following. 

I want to create patterns that have both RS and S88 sounds. I'd like 
to trigger either of the two from the S88. Currently I have the RS as 
master, in order to use the arp from the S88. I have the local set to 
off on the S88 but can't find the local setting on the RS7000. 

Ideally, I'd like to create a song/pattern where I can select a tone 
or a sample from the S88 and mix it together with RS7000 sounds.

With my current setting, I play the S88 keyboard and it plays the 
RS7000 sounds and the RS7000 keyboard plays either both or none 
simultaneously. 

So, Questions I have...
1. How do I turn off the local on the RS7000?
2. What should the Fantom S88 midi information be set to?

Thanks
E
| 12158|12130|2003-10-28 09:07:08|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME>>RS7k Hacking|
One good reason is that if you hack the board and burn it out, it's gonna be a headache and costly repair. I saw the inside and theres more to it than an X-Box has. 

I've modified many of my electronics but this thing is wicked.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12159|12105|2003-10-28 09:07:10|Rich|It cant be hard to edit parameters for Metronome.|
This is all I originally asked for! 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12160|12138|2003-10-28 13:11:41|stabilityillatease|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 28 October 2003 00:24, stabilityillatease wrote:
> > http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astatio
> >n/astation_ov er.htm
> > is it possible to use this with a rs7k cause i found a
> > really good deal on one.. anyone ever heard or use one
> > before?.. my music is mainly hip-hop oriented but i think
> > i could still use this module.
> 
> The RS should be able to work with any MIDI module, 
> including this one I guess. Are you expecting something 
> special from the A-Station? Why don't you try it out?
> 
> - Robert

What do you mean do i expect something special? i just expect to buy 
something thats gonna work with my 7k and as for sounds i dont really 
expect much i just want to be able to warp em or make my own, i would 
go test one out myself but my local music stores dont carry them.
| 12161|12104|2003-10-28 13:48:44|bigjamesmonroe|Re: enough|
--- "electrotimba" wrote:

> I am far from perfect and friends and "enemies" make me know my weak
> points better.

et,

That is beautiful. Tight wisdom, et, tight wisdom. Thanks for sharing it.

Best,
James

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/astatio


=====
Big James Monroe
Los Angeles Professional Musicians, Local 47
BMI since 1975

G.O.D. - Good Orderly Direction
| 12162|12130|2003-10-28 15:05:42|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME>>RS7k Hacking|
don't think what they have been talking about is a mod. Most of what they 
want done could be done via software or OS updates. Just software cracking, no 
case cracking which I wouldn't take that chance either.

Zam

In a message dated 10/28/2003 9:07:48 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
riichie@yahoo.com writes:
One good reason is that if you hack the board and burn it out, it's gonna be 
a headache and costly repair. I saw the inside and theres more to it than an 
X-Box has. 

I've modified many of my electronics but this thing is wicked.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12163|12105|2003-10-28 15:15:48|wildemar|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Am Tue, 28 Oct 2003 00:19:28 -0800 (PST) hat Rich <riichie@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> Can someone write a letter that I can convert to PDF for everyone to 
> download and address the click annoyance to Yamaha? In this manner, they 
> will detect that the problem is wide spread instead of the 5 or 6 
> inquiries that the've received thus far.
>

Nope thats not the way. If Yamaha recieves 10,000 or so copies of the same 
letter, what will they think?

Nonono, they, if to be taken seriously, have to be written individually.

btw: Why cant you write the letter yourself?

c.u.
Wildemar
| 12164|12133|2003-10-28 15:19:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
yes! I believe that was it, I remember they are hard to find, my search will 
continue for one now.

Zam

In a message dated 10/28/2003 6:27:41 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
mmittner@vizrt.com writes:
i once wrote about a kawai mm-16, maybe you mean that thing?

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Close, but I don't think any of those were it. I might be able to 
use one of 
> these, don't want a rack mount, maybe that Niche Automation Station 
will do 
> the trick, hmmm.
> 
> Thanks - Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12165|12165|2003-10-28 16:37:20|Vincent|need help with importing .wav samples|
hello,

i am kinda new with my rs(just a few day's...)
but i don't seem to be able to load .wav samples.
i've checked this forum, but my rs just doesn't see any of the 
samples on the card. they are all in the right format, some had long 
names, and i changed them into 8charactor one's. 
but still no luck. anyway i started with the manual (page 116 i 
think) but that's all about exporting to .wav my problem is that my 

mailto:riichie@yahoo.com
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rs doesn't recognice the .wav files on the card.
please help!!

thanks!
| 12166|12166|2003-10-28 16:48:22|mr_doberman2003|Best midi keyboard for rs7k?|
will be building around my rs7k soon. I took a trip to the guitar 
center and saw a wide variety of midi controllers. can somehere 
suggest a type of controller that would work best with my rs7k.
thanks!!!!
| 12167|12165|2003-10-28 17:01:58|electrotimba|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
Some Yamaha samplers do not recognise .wav done for example in 
Wavlab. CoolEdit is better for the purpose.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Vincent" wrote:
> hello,
> 
> i am kinda new with my rs(just a few day's...)
> but i don't seem to be able to load .wav samples.
> i've checked this forum, but my rs just doesn't see any of the 
> samples on the card. they are all in the right format, some had 
long 
> names, and i changed them into 8charactor one's. 
> but still no luck. anyway i started with the manual (page 116 i 
> think) but that's all about exporting to .wav my problem is that 
my 
> rs doesn't recognice the .wav files on the card.
> please help!!
> 
> thanks!

| 12168|12165|2003-10-28 23:20:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
On Wednesday 29 October 2003 00:26, Vincent wrote:

> hello,
>
> i am kinda new with my rs(just a few day's...)
> but i don't seem to be able to load .wav samples.
> i've checked this forum, but my rs just doesn't see any
> of the samples on the card. they are all in the right
> format, some had long names, and i changed them into
> 8charactor one's. but still no luck. anyway i started
> with the manual (page 116 i think) but that's all about
> exporting to .wav my problem is that my rs doesn't
> recognice the .wav files on the card. please help!!

Are you using the *import* page in the RS?

- Robert
| 12169|12166|2003-10-29 01:13:59|djboy112st|Re: Best midi keyboard for rs7k?|
i think that the most versatile controller on the market right now is 
the Novation ReMOTE 25... it interfaces with VSTI synths, in case 
you intend to eventually sequence with something like cubase, plus it 
has a gaggle of assignable knobs and sliders, with memory recall.. 
so you can control, say your RS' main functions with "mrmory 1" then 
switch to "memory 2" if you had another synth like the access virus 
or something.. plus, it has an x-y touchpad controller, so you can 
assign two diff. control changes to the pad and mess with them both 
simultaneously.. bad thing is, this controller is US $400.. if i 
had the money, i would snap one up without hesitation and get rid of 
this super basic controller that i have now..

check it out..
http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/remote25/remote25_ov
er.htm

/[ one30six ]\

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mr_doberman2003" wrote:
> will be building around my rs7k soon. I took a trip to the guitar 
> center and saw a wide variety of midi controllers. can somehere 
> suggest a type of controller that would work best with my rs7k.
> thanks!!!!

| 12170|12105|2003-10-29 08:18:52|ecf1001|OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:

> Am Tue, 28 Oct 2003 00:19:28 -0800 (PST) hat Rich 
> geschrieben:
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> 
> > Can someone write a letter that I can convert to PDF for everyone 

to 

> > download and address the click annoyance to Yamaha? In this 

manner, they 

> > will detect that the problem is wide spread instead of the 5 or 6 
> > inquiries that the've received thus far.
> >
> 
> Nope thats not the way. If Yamaha recieves 10,000 or so copies of 

the same 

> letter, what will they think?

Maybe that a certain percentage of their user base not only lack 
fundamental audio equipment operation and musical skills and are 
pathologically inept in many simple tasks (such as lowering 
headphone/speaker volume when recording with metronome, spending 20 
seconds on making their own click track, tapping their foot to the 
tempo, etc.), but also have the spammer gene present?

Weird, I've always thought it was easier to get support when a 
company didn't hate its customers.

Regards,
Alex
| 12171|12171|2003-10-29 09:22:55|floppy1442000|SX master RS7k slave - Lfo problems ! :(|
hello list !

my current setup is
CubaseSX as master and RS7k as slave (Midi Clock)
(nothing quite amazing...)

Everything is working very fine, except one thing ...
the LFO BPM sync !

let's say you use one of those LFOSyncxx presets or just make your 
own LFO (from any material) and then ask it to sync to BPM, well ... 
it just doesn't work.
With Internal clock for RS7k it syncs to BPM perfectly, but when 
used as slaved, the lfo is not synced at all !

anyone has seen this before ?

spent a night trying different setups and other useless or stupid 
workarounds ... well i'm out of ideas now, it just doesn't work :/

that's quite annoying, made some patterns on RS7k, now i want to 
complete the thing with other stuff played from sx (as i do usually) 
but the lfo bpm synced is completely out !

any help would be really appreciated !

thx !

floppy
| 12172|12171|2003-10-29 09:36:26|Latif|Re: SX master RS7k slave - Lfo problems ! :(|
yes, this is 'normal' behaviour (speaking about the LFO)
thats why i don't sync RS to cubase
simply use the RS internal clock, 
and set it to the same tempo as cubase
they will run in time, unless you are using
VSTi's or something, then you better sync
cubase to the RS.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "floppy1442000" 
wrote:

> hello list !
> 
> my current setup is
> CubaseSX as master and RS7k as slave (Midi Clock)
> (nothing quite amazing...)
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> 
> Everything is working very fine, except one thing ...
> the LFO BPM sync !
> 
> let's say you use one of those LFOSyncxx presets or just make your 
> own LFO (from any material) and then ask it to sync to BPM, 

well ... 

> it just doesn't work.
> With Internal clock for RS7k it syncs to BPM perfectly, but when 
> used as slaved, the lfo is not synced at all !
> 
> anyone has seen this before ?
> 
> spent a night trying different setups and other useless or stupid 
> workarounds ... well i'm out of ideas now, it just doesn't work :/
> 
> that's quite annoying, made some patterns on RS7k, now i want to 
> complete the thing with other stuff played from sx (as i do 

usually) 

> but the lfo bpm synced is completely out !
> 
> any help would be really appreciated !
> 
> thx !
> 
> 
> floppy

| 12173|12171|2003-10-29 09:40:09|Latif|Re: SX master RS7k slave - Lfo problems ! :(|
Let me correct one thing
with 'they will run in time'
i don't mean that the RS will run intime
along side with Cubase...
i mean the LFO inside the RS synced to RS clock
will run intime with the tempo in cubase
aslong as you set the RS to the same tempo,
and don't run the RS... ie. use it as MODULE.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> yes, this is 'normal' behaviour (speaking about the LFO)
> thats why i don't sync RS to cubase
> simply use the RS internal clock, 
> and set it to the same tempo as cubase
> they will run in time, unless you are using
> VSTi's or something, then you better sync
> cubase to the RS.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "floppy1442000" 
> wrote:
> > hello list !
> > 
> > my current setup is
> > CubaseSX as master and RS7k as slave (Midi Clock)
> > (nothing quite amazing...)
> > 
> > Everything is working very fine, except one thing ...
> > the LFO BPM sync !
> > 
> > let's say you use one of those LFOSyncxx presets or just make 
your 
> > own LFO (from any material) and then ask it to sync to BPM, 
> well ... 
> > it just doesn't work.
> > With Internal clock for RS7k it syncs to BPM perfectly, but when 
> > used as slaved, the lfo is not synced at all !
> > 
> > anyone has seen this before ?
> > 
> > spent a night trying different setups and other useless or stupid 
> > workarounds ... well i'm out of ideas now, it just doesn't work :/
> > 
> > that's quite annoying, made some patterns on RS7k, now i want to 
> > complete the thing with other stuff played from sx (as i do 
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> usually) 
> > but the lfo bpm synced is completely out !
> > 
> > any help would be really appreciated !
> > 
> > thx !
> > 
> > 
> > floppy

| 12174|12165|2003-10-29 10:07:00|Vincent|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
---

i push the 'load' button then choose 'sampl' but the .wav's are not 
displayd'd.. the funny thing is when i save a pattern, the .wav's 
are in the list! just not in the 'load' menu....

> > hello,
> >
> > i am kinda new with my rs(just a few day's...)
> > but i don't seem to be able to load .wav samples.
>

> Are you using the *import* page in the RS?
> 
> - Robert

| 12175|12105|2003-10-29 10:07:37|Rich|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
If your addressing that to me, here's my response:

Yea... being that I only own this machine for 10 days, I have no idea how to relate to this matter. What I asked was, "How do you lower the click?" It is loud and safety is
a concern. 1 day later, the headers read SUE YAMAHA. 

I guess I'm not the psychic guru like you who knows all that there is to know in the universe about the RS7000. 

Yes, it is true about it being easier to get support when a company doesn't hate it's customers. From what I've read in these posts, the click issue has been around for quite
some time. Why not address it? It works the other way too.. It's easier for business to make sales and be trusted if they continue to give support and deal with customer
issues. 
Don't take it the wrong way. Yamaha is an industry leader and the RS7000 is a great machine... A simple fix to an >incorporated component< would suffice. 

That's all... There's no gun or biological weapon being held to anyones head or waterway!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12176|12105|2003-10-29 10:07:37|Rich|Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Don't know enough terminology about the RS 7000 to write an effective letter.... I only have it for about 10 days! 
I did call Yamaha and I was told that they will return my call within 24 hrs.

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12177|12133|2003-10-29 11:43:20|mmittner|Re: that midi level slider thingy|
i got mine from a local music store. music stores here are more into 
folk music, selling trumpets and keyboards with auto accompaniment and 
stuff like that. i needed a midi merger, but everything they had was 
that mm16, so i left the shop without buying anything. but then i 
thought: hey, maybe that thing could be useful once, and it has a midi 
merger function too, so i bought it the next day. i'm not using it 
that much, since the rs' knobs are enough for me and i needed to 
sacrifice the "monitor rec" input setting to use it, but once i get my 
little project to a stable state it'll be useful i guess ;-)

i don't know where to find another one. i suppose best would be to 
check out second hand shops.

-mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> yes! I believe that was it, I remember they are hard to find, my 
search will 
> continue for one now.
> 
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> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 10/28/2003 6:27:41 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> mmittner@v... writes:
> i once wrote about a kawai mm-16, maybe you mean that thing?
> 
> -mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > Close, but I don't think any of those were it. I might be able to 
> use one of 
> > these, don't want a rack mount, maybe that Niche Automation 
Station 
> will do 
> > the trick, hmmm.
> > 
> > Thanks - Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12178|12165|2003-10-29 12:04:06|Robert van der Kamp|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
On Wednesday 29 October 2003 12:36, Vincent wrote:

> ---
>
> i push the 'load' button then choose 'sampl' but the
> .wav's are not displayd'd.. the funny thing is when i
> save a pattern, the .wav's are in the list! just not in
> the 'load' menu....

Press load a second time to get to the import page.

- Robert
| 12179|12165|2003-10-29 12:10:42|dopamine|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
I can't believe how long this thread has gone on. RTFM.

At 08:06 PM 29/10/2003 +0100, you wrote:

>On Wednesday 29 October 2003 12:36, Vincent wrote:
> > ---
> >
> > i push the 'load' button then choose 'sampl' but the
> > .wav's are not displayd'd.. the funny thing is when i
> > save a pattern, the .wav's are in the list! just not in
> > the 'load' menu....
>
>Press load a second time to get to the import page.
>
>- Robert
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12180|12166|2003-10-29 16:15:13|wildemar|Re: Best midi keyboard for rs7k?|
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If I might gve my 2 cents about the reMOTE 25:

The Pad lets you controll 4 Params (2 per drecton)
Its anything but rugged,as its mainly aimed at the desktop environment, not 
for the stage.
The small knobs dont have all the 'grip' I wish for.
Aftertouch is rather inaccurate (varies from key to key).
Programming this thing is a bitch, because theres no Editor/Librarian. You 
have to do it all by hand on the box.
Its not as versatile as i would want it to be (on the other hand: NO gear 
has ever been versatile enough for my likings ...); it does the expected 
stuff very well, however.

Other than that its a great little great piece of eqip - sold my Sirius for 
it and dont regret it.

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Wed, 29 Oct 2003 08:13:58 -0000 hat djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net> 
geschrieben:

> i think that the most versatile controller on the market right now is the 
> Novation ReMOTE 25... it interfaces with VSTI synths, in case you intend 
> to eventually sequence with something like cubase, plus it has a gaggle 
> of assignable knobs and sliders, with memory recall.. so you can 
> control, say your RS' main functions with "mrmory 1" then switch to 
> "memory 2" if you had another synth like the access virus or something.. 
> plus, it has an x-y touchpad controller, so you can assign two diff. 
> control changes to the pad and mess with them both simultaneously.. bad 
> thing is, this controller is US $400.. if i had the money, i would snap 
> one up without hesitation and get rid of this super basic controller that 
> i have now..
>
> check it out..
> http://www.novationmusic.com/nov_route/docs/prods/remote25/remote25_ov
> er.htm
>
> /[ one30six ]\
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mr_doberman2003" wrote:
>> will be building around my rs7k soon. I took a trip to the guitar center 
>> and saw a wide variety of midi controllers. can somehere suggest a type 
>> of controller that would work best with my rs7k.
>> thanks!!!!
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at 
> the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 12181|12105|2003-10-29 16:15:17|wildemar|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Am Wed, 29 Oct 2003 07:55:12 -0800 (PST) hat Rich <riichie@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> If your addressing that to me, here's my response:
>

Rich, could you please quote the original message in your replies, 
preferably the most relevant parts/the parts your referring to?
That make sit a tad easier to follow your thoughts.

Thx mate
Wildemar
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| 12182|12182|2003-10-29 22:18:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING|
I was thinking if can decompile one of the OS updates, which is hard in 
itself to find a decompiler, decompiler prob has to be specific to hardware, then 
see whats inside the update. Doubt its programed in C, even if so, have to 
recompile to the chipset and all that wierd stuff that only yamaha probably knows. 
wouldn't it be nice to even see the code used on it... I just don't know 
enough. 

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12183|12165|2003-10-30 00:10:37|Vincent|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
Thanks a lot!!
the simple things in life make it worthwhile sometimes ;)

wrote:

>> Press load a second time to get to the import page.
> 
> - Robert

| 12184|12184|2003-10-30 00:10:38|david grundy|radium 61|
Is there anyone that could help me out on this one? I have the Radium 61 , but dont want to use those sliders and knobs... is there a way to stop them from taking affect?
i want the keys to respond as if it were the keys on the RS7K...
please someone help a brother out, this is getting to be a pain in the ass
thank you

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12185|12138|2003-10-30 02:51:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|
On Tuesday 28 October 2003 21:11, stabilityillatease wrote:

> What do you mean do i expect something special? 

NRPN or sysex stuff.

> i just
> expect to buy something thats gonna work with my 7k and
> as for sounds i dont really expect much i just want to be
> able to warp em or make my own, i would go test one out
> myself but my local music stores dont carry them.

The RS is a full MIDI sequencer, so it *should* work with 
all MIDI-compliant device. So I'd say there's a good chance 
it will work without problems. But the only way to know for 
sure is to simply try it out. 

- Robert
| 12186|12182|2003-10-30 03:08:48|Latif|OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING|
we need an insider at yammie :P

L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I was thinking if can decompile one of the OS updates, which is 
hard in 
> itself to find a decompiler, decompiler prob has to be specific to 
hardware, then 
> see whats inside the update. Doubt its programed in C, even if so, 
have to 
> recompile to the chipset and all that wierd stuff that only yamaha 
probably knows. 
> wouldn't it be nice to even see the code used on it... I just 
don't know 
> enough. 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 12187|12024|2003-10-30 05:03:10|Ian Vine|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
That's totally sick. I've always fancied getting a micro modular, this might convince me to go down the hacksaw road.

IanV

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:
> Ever wondered if you could stick one synth in another? How about a 
> Nord Microdular inside the expansion slot for the RS7000?
> 
> The pictures speak for themselves:

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12188|12165|2003-10-30 06:31:13|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
On Thu, 30 Oct 2003, dopamine wrote:

> I can't believe how long this thread has gone on. RTFM.

This is the sign that:
- only few peoples read the faq
- some improvments are needeed on the rs7k to make sample import/export
more user friendly

Arnauld
| 12189|12182|2003-10-30 08:49:15|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING|
don't suppose there's any ex-rs7k programmers on this list that would
like to take up a side project...?

;)

hell, it was worth a shot!

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 30, 2003 12:18 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING

I was thinking if can decompile one of the OS updates, which is hard in 
itself to find a decompiler, decompiler prob has to be specific to
hardware, then 
see whats inside the update. Doubt its programed in C, even if so, have
to 
recompile to the chipset and all that wierd stuff that only yamaha
probably knows. 
wouldn't it be nice to even see the code used on it... I just don't
know 
enough. 

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12190|12182|2003-10-30 09:23:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING|
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Assember SHOULD BE AssembLer. Same typo twice. Damn L wasn't tying 
hehe.

--wasted

> > don't suppose there's any ex-rs7k programmers on this list that 
> > would
> > like to take up a side project...?
> > 
> > ;)
> > 
> > hell, it was worth a shot!
> > 
> > -B
> 
> That would be nice but it would be a hella lotta work! My guess is 
> the 
> OS is written in Assember for that specific chipset (Hitachi?). 
> Assember is the quickest (as far as code execution, i.e. closest to 
> the 
> low level of the chipset), most spartan programming you can get for a 
> chip (short of machine language 10010001 stuff).
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

| 12191|12182|2003-10-30 09:52:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING|

> don't suppose there's any ex-rs7k programmers on this list that would
> like to take up a side project...?
> 
> ;)
> 
> hell, it was worth a shot!
> 
> -B

That would be nice but it would be a hella lotta work! My guess is the 
OS is written in Assember for that specific chipset (Hitachi?). 
Assember is the quickest (as far as code execution, i.e. closest to the 
low level of the chipset), most spartan programming you can get for a 
chip (short of machine language 10010001 stuff).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12192|12182|2003-10-30 10:30:08|Bryan Rodgers|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING|
hard, but not impossible :) especially if he/she brought others into
the project similar to Radium and 'other' hack groups

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, October 30, 2003 11:20 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP, HACKING

> don't suppose there's any ex-rs7k programmers on this list that would 
> like to take up a side project...?
> 
> ;)
> 
> hell, it was worth a shot!
> 
> -B

That would be nice but it would be a hella lotta work! My guess is the 
OS is written in Assember for that specific chipset (Hitachi?). 
Assember is the quickest (as far as code execution, i.e. closest to the 
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low level of the chipset), most spartan programming you can get for a 
chip (short of machine language 10010001 stuff).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12193|12165|2003-10-30 11:46:04|dopamine|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
Sample import is the easiest thing in the world to do. Read the manual. 
It's just that easy. You don't need 3 resources (manual, faq, email list) 
to import a sample.

Next thread we'll have is how to mute a track.

Matt

At 02:31 PM 30/10/2003 +0100, you wrote:

>On Thu, 30 Oct 2003, dopamine wrote:
>
> > I can't believe how long this thread has gone on. RTFM.
>
>This is the sign that:
>- only few peoples read the faq
>- some improvments are needeed on the rs7k to make sample import/export
>more user friendly
>
>Arnauld
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/M=244522.3707890.4968055.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/A=1595055/R=0/SIG=124j83ehr/*http://ashnin.com/clk/muryutaitak
YH=3707890&yhad=1595055>1360a6.jpg
>136128.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12194|12165|2003-10-30 12:07:13|Latif|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:

> Next thread we'll have is how to mute a track.
> 
> Matt
> 

mwahahahaha
| 12195|12025|2003-10-30 12:52:26|kusser smith|Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000|
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if you head over to Nova Musik website (based in
Wiscosin USA) 
they are blowing out the micros at $299 a pop.
mine should get here on Friday

-k-

Message: 18
Date: Thu, 30 Oct 2003 04:03:08 -0800 (PST)
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
Subject: Re: Re: DIY: Nord Micromodular in a RS7000

That's totally sick. I've always fancied getting a
micro modular, this 
might convince me to go down the hacksaw road.

IanV

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" 
wrote:

> Ever wondered if you could stick one synth in

another? How about a 

> Nord Microdular inside the expansion slot for the

RS7000?

> 
> The pictures speak for themselves:

=====
IndependentElectronicMusic

http://www.deadlydisc.com
http://www.kussermusic.com
http://www.ethedrone.com

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears
http://launch.yahoo.com/promos/britneyspears/
| 12196|12196|2003-10-30 16:15:50|Vincent|how to mute a track|
ok

just kidding...

but is there such a thing as a stupid question?
i did read (some of) tfm, but perhaps it's the shitty translation of 
my manual, or my shitty eyes, or something else shitty, but it did 
help me, so i'm happy ;) i'll try to read the man. more carefully 
b4 posting next time...
but that's no guarranty i'll stop asking newbee quenstions...
thanks in advance for your patience.
| 12197|12171|2003-10-30 16:51:30|floppy1442000|Re: SX master RS7k slave - Lfo problems ! :(|
ok
thanks :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Let me correct one thing
> with 'they will run in time'
> i don't mean that the RS will run intime
> along side with Cubase...
> i mean the LFO inside the RS synced to RS clock
> will run intime with the tempo in cubase
> aslong as you set the RS to the same tempo,
> and don't run the RS... ie. use it as MODULE.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > yes, this is 'normal' behaviour (speaking about the LFO)
> > thats why i don't sync RS to cubase
> > simply use the RS internal clock, 
> > and set it to the same tempo as cubase
> > they will run in time, unless you are using
> > VSTi's or something, then you better sync
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> > cubase to the RS.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "floppy1442000" 

> > wrote:
> > > hello list !
> > > 
> > > my current setup is
> > > CubaseSX as master and RS7k as slave (Midi Clock)
> > > (nothing quite amazing...)
> > > 
> > > Everything is working very fine, except one thing ...
> > > the LFO BPM sync !
> > > 
> > > let's say you use one of those LFOSyncxx presets or just make 
> your 
> > > own LFO (from any material) and then ask it to sync to BPM, 
> > well ... 
> > > it just doesn't work.
> > > With Internal clock for RS7k it syncs to BPM perfectly, but 
when 
> > > used as slaved, the lfo is not synced at all !
> > > 
> > > anyone has seen this before ?
> > > 
> > > spent a night trying different setups and other useless or 
stupid 
> > > workarounds ... well i'm out of ideas now, it just doesn't 
work :/
> > > 
> > > that's quite annoying, made some patterns on RS7k, now i want 
to 
> > > complete the thing with other stuff played from sx (as i do 
> > usually) 
> > > but the lfo bpm synced is completely out !
> > > 
> > > any help would be really appreciated !
> > > 
> > > thx !
> > > 
> > > 
> > > floppy

| 12198|12196|2003-10-30 19:34:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how to mute a track|
yes, and there are stupid answeres too 8^)

my turn maybe comming up next, watch this...

Zam

In a message dated 10/30/2003 4:18:09 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
zwerrie@hotmail.com writes:
but is there such a thing as a stupid question?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12199|12199|2003-10-30 19:41:40|Dbeam505@aol.com|Random Pan in Mixer Mode|
...Hello board.

Does the random pan in the 2nd mixer mode work for the rest of you? Maybe 
its my patch I'm using, its low in freq, but anyway I cant seem to get it pan 
very randomly. It still sounds like it is still comeing from the center 
mostly. Is there something I'm missing, like having to turn random pan On so it 
will use this setting? IJust don't seem very random, and I don't want it set as 
an effect or delay, which does seem to work better than the mixers pans. 
Thought maybe they were countering each other or something, but I thought I turned 
all the effects down on this channel, so I'm a bit confussed now. Could it 
be that I'm using the headphone jack? Wouldn't think that would matter if so.

Zam 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12200|12105|2003-10-30 20:08:08|Rich|Re: OT Re: SUE YAMAHA CORP OVER RS7000 METRONOME|
Sorry Wildmar, I seem to have lost track of this myself. I just changed my defaults to include part of the message that I respond to for future posts.

wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
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Am Wed, 29 Oct 2003 07:55:12 -0800 (PST) hat Rich 
geschrieben:

> If your addressing that to me, here's my response:
>

Rich, could you please quote the original message in your replies, 
preferably the most relevant parts/the parts your referring to?
That make sit a tad easier to follow your thoughts.

Thx mate
Wildemar

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12201|12196|2003-10-31 00:02:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to mute a track|
On Thursday 30 October 2003 22:25, Vincent wrote:

> but that's no guarranty i'll stop asking newbee
> quenstions... 

That's one of the reasons this group is here. We all started 
like that.

- Robert
| 12202|12165|2003-10-31 02:29:46|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: need help with importing .wav samples|
On Fri, 31 Oct 2003, dopamine wrote:

> Sample import is the easiest thing in the world to do. Read the manual.
> It's just that easy. You don't need 3 resources (manual, faq, email list)
> to import a sample.

I disagree with you. Import a single sample is very easy. But import a
whole sample kit is a bit boring.

Arnauld
| 12203|12203|2003-10-31 03:41:46|s&m|Polygamy boys|
Good track sneak thief.
Can you post the link again please.
I lost it somehow.
Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears
http://launch.yahoo.com/promos/britneyspears/
| 12204|12138|2003-11-01 04:30:23|bernie_macd|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|
I have an A_station and it works 0k as a sound module controlled by 
the RS and it does send/recieve midi commands as does any good synth, 
but there is a problem with data transmitted from the synth 
especially the arp as it does not do what the manual states. I and 
others have had contact (and arguments)with Novation over this but 
they refuse to update the os (its over two years old now). If you 
were buying new I would say dont; but if you get it cheap it has some 
wicked liquid analogue sounds, arps, delays etc. You can download the 
manual from novations web site it will give you more information as 
to what it can do. there is also a yahoo group for the A/K-Station.
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Bernie
| 12205|12138|2003-11-01 04:41:47|Matt Goddard|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k compatability??|

> I have an A_station and it works 0k as a sound
> module controlled by
> the RS and it does send/recieve midi commands as
> does any good synth,

Not all good synths mate. In fact, some of the very best 
don't. ;-)

> but there is a problem with data transmitted from
> the synth
> especially the arp as it does not do what the manual
> states. I and
> others have had contact (and arguments)with Novation
> over this but
> they refuse to update the os (its over two years old
> now). If you
> were buying new I would say dont; but if you get it
> cheap it has some
> wicked liquid analogue sounds, arps, delays etc. You
> can download the
> manual from novations web site it will give you more
> information as
> to what it can do. there is also a yahoo group for
> the A/K-Station.
>

If I was after that sound i'd grab the V-Station VST. Exactly 
the same but MUCH cheaper. If I was after a VA i'd get 
something like an Alesis ION or Virus, synths that are still 
better than plugins.

I'm sorry to hear about your problems with the A-Station 
though, it's a really big annoyance when developers abandon 
their users like that.

Matt
Matt Goddard/DJ Dopamine
0412 081 302
matty@djdopamine.com
| 12206|12138|2003-11-01 05:08:51|bernie_macd|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k the V-Station VST is a poor imitati|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:

> 
> > I have an A_station and it works 0k as a sound
> > module controlled by
> > the RS and it does send/recieve midi commands as
> > does any good synth,
> 
> 
> Not all good synths mate. In fact, some of the very best 
> don't. ;-)
> 
> 
> If I was after that sound i'd grab the V-Station VST. Exactly 
> the same but MUCH cheaper. If I was after a VA i'd get 
> something like an Alesis ION or Virus, synths that are still 
> better than plugins.

matt

I agree with you on the Virus but the V-Station VST is a poor 
imitation of the hardware synth.

Bernie

>

| 12207|12166|2003-11-01 15:11:01|djboy112st|Re: Best midi keyboard for rs7k?|
it's good to hear feedback from an actual user.. i am not big into 
networking with other real-live producers here in my town, and so far 
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as I know, they dont have one of these things on display at either of 
the major music gear stores (sam ash and guitar center).. so if i 
were to get one, i would just plop down the cash and go for it.. 
thanks for the info..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> If I might gve my 2 cents about the reMOTE 25:
> 
> The Pad lets you controll 4 Params (2 per drecton)
> Its anything but rugged,as its mainly aimed at the desktop 
environment, not 
> for the stage.
> The small knobs dont have all the 'grip' I wish for.
> Aftertouch is rather inaccurate (varies from key to key).
> Programming this thing is a bitch, because theres no 
Editor/Librarian. You 
> have to do it all by hand on the box.
> Its not as versatile as i would want it to be (on the other hand: 
NO gear 
> has ever been versatile enough for my likings ...); it does the 
expected 
> stuff very well, however.
> 
> Other than that its a great little great piece of eqip - sold my 
Sirius for 
> it and dont regret it.
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
>

| 12208|12203|2003-11-02 09:49:58|megons|Re: Polygamy boys|
Sean - here ya go:

Polygamy Boys - Wake Up
http://djassault.com/mp3/polygamy-boys_wake-up.mp3
(9mb, 256kbps VBR mp3 - yes, i support the free release of mp3's!)

Speaking of mostly RS-tracks, I have another EP on Bunker records 
holland coming out next month and one coming out on Lasergun Berlin 
this month (under the name Sneak-Thief).

michel
http://www.sneak-thief.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s&m wrote:
> Good track sneak thief.
> Can you post the link again please.
> I lost it somehow.
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears
> http://launch.yahoo.com/promos/britneyspears/

| 12209|12138|2003-11-02 12:07:08|tompaulsen2002|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k the V-Station VST is a poor imitati|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bernie_macd" wrote:

> > If I was after that sound i'd grab the V-Station VST. Exactly 
> > the same but MUCH cheaper. If I was after a VA i'd get 
> > something like an Alesis ION or Virus, synths that are still 
> > better than plugins.
> 
> matt
> 
> I agree with you on the Virus but the V-Station VST is a poor 
> imitation of the hardware synth.
> 
> Bernie
> 
> 
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The Virus has crap sounding Oscillator. Without the filter and the 
FX they suck.
| 12210|12138|2003-11-02 12:13:42|dopamine|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k the V-Station VST is a poor imitat|

>
>
>The Virus has crap sounding Oscillator. Without the filter and the
>FX they suck.

It's a good thing I bought Jupiter 6 instead then, isn't it? :-)

Matt
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12211|12184|2003-11-03 04:26:05|david grundy|radium 61|
this is my second time posting this , i dont know if anyone got it or not , but i have the radium 61 , and i want to stop the sliders and knobs , is there away to stop them
from taking affect? there a pain in the ass...
please help me

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12212|12212|2003-11-03 05:31:54|Oddbods Finger|Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
I had some spare time over the weekend so I created a Drum Kit from 
samples taken from my Machinedrum. 
The kit is in the form of an RS7000 pattern file. 
The samples are mapped from C1 - C6 
C1 - B1 is Kicks 
C2 - D3 is Snares 
Eb3 - F4 is HiHats 
F#4 - C6 is various stuff

I haven't been too selective with these samples, just a random 
selection of some lesser-radical MD sounds.
By way of a demo, I have included 3 hastily recorded drum patterns 
in Sections A, B & C. 

It's a Zipped file about 1.35mb.
You can download it here - 

www.oddbodsfinger.com/machinedrum.zip
| 12213|12184|2003-11-03 06:26:47|Latif|Re: radium 61|
are you using the keyboard midi out connection?
how about creating an empty preset?
or reading the manual??
http://www.m-audio.com/support/manuals/pdf/Radium-Series_Manual.pdf
;-)

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> this is my second time posting this , i dont know if anyone got it 
or not , but i have the radium 61 , and i want to stop the sliders 
and knobs , is there away to stop them from taking affect? there a 
pain in the ass...
> please help me
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Exclusive Video Premiere - Britney Spears
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12214|12212|2003-11-03 10:08:37|Emiliano|Techno|
Hi All!

I´ve just posted on the net two musics made entirelly on the RS7k. There is
a lot of samples there (instruments, not loops)but everything else was done
on the RS, even sequencing.

To download them go to
http://fiberonline.uol.com.br/center.php?pg=artista&id=738.

The style is Techno/ Hard-Techno.

Don´t forget to tell me your opinions!!!

regards,

Emiliano aka Nimitz
| 12215|12212|2003-11-03 10:24:24|job|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
thank you for the machinedrumkit.
b.t.w. i can"t hear the music on your side.
Its giving an error on the media player.
greetzz,Job.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12216|12212|2003-11-03 10:27:18|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
yes, thank you!

anyone else have 'prefab' kits they'd like to send over? :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: job [mailto:HANJOB@WANADOO.NL] 
Sent: Monday, November 03, 2003 9:01 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000

thank you for the machinedrumkit.
b.t.w. i can"t hear the music on your side.
Its giving an error on the media player.
greetzz,Job.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 12217|12217|2003-11-03 14:54:08|blazrodic|Layering sounds on the RS|
I'm trying to put the TG in the RS to good use, and since the synth 
engine is single "layered" (boo), I've been trying to get the thing 
to respond to a keypress on several TG tracks at a time (to layer 
different pad sounds) but no luck. The TG OUT setup lets me select 
the MIDI channel for each track but can't assign a single track (ie 
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MIDI channel) to several TG channels (like a $100 TX81z can, grrr). 

I know a workaround is to copy the phrase to several tracks, but I'm 
looking for a "live" solution - using a MIDI keyboard to play the 
RS7000. 

Any good ideas? 

BTW: I got an MC307 the other day, and must say the synth engine & 
MIDI setup specs are quite impressive (it even does the stretch 
tuning). The sequencer is somewhere on the QY20 plus TR rec level 
though - it has the basic operations and very few macros (like event 
thinning). Can't comment the samples yet.
| 12218|12217|2003-11-04 00:47:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Layering sounds on the RS|
I think I see what you are saying, and your right, it don't seem possible, unless you have a synth that can send on multiple channels for a single key press. Don't know if
thats possible either though, never played with any synths that I knew did such a thing. Only a couple other work arounds that I know of:

One is to midi chain several synths together using different patches on same channel with audio outs going to a mixer, what I imagine rack modules are best for, or audio
chained again through ins & outs on each synth.

Also, can do like you say and copy tracks, but then do an internal sample to another channel and re-use the tracks for more sounds. 

Neither seem very feasible or comparable to what your looking to do though. Maybe can only save you a channel/track or two. 16 is limiting, sometimes I do wish it had
just one or two more, can never seem to have enough channels, but does keep the confusion down with less.

Anyway, if you find a way, I'd be interested in hearing about it too.

By the way, I never found the mc307 very appealing, the 505 still has it best IMHO of the Roland line of boxes. Grouped drum mutes, and 3 mutable layer/oscillators per
channel is nice. I miss that with the RS along with a couple other effects (kick ass slicer)and reversible pitch mainly.

Haven't seen any gear that beats Yamaha's step sequencer either, software maybe, but thats all preprogrammed crapola, not much use for live gigging, which is what your
looking to do, so I'm getting off topic. Anyhow, sure someone will disagree with some of this, or know more than I, so bash away if you must.

Zam

In a message dated 11/3/2003 4:53:55 PM Eastern Standard Time, deranger@email.si writes:

> I'm trying to put the TG in the RS to good use, and since the synth 
> engine is single "layered" (boo), I've been trying to get the thing 
> to respond to a keypress on several TG tracks at a time (to layer 
> different pad sounds) but no luck. The TG OUT setup lets me select 
> the MIDI channel for each track but can't assign a single track (ie 
> MIDI channel) to several TG channels (like a $100 TX81z can, grrr). 
> 
> I know a workaround is to copy the phrase to several tracks, but I'm 
> looking for a "live" solution - using a MIDI keyboard to play the 
> RS7000. 
> 
> Any good ideas? 
> 
> BTW: I got an MC307 the other day, and must say the synth engine & 
> MIDI setup specs are quite impressive (it even does the stretch 
> tuning). The sequencer is somewhere on the QY20 plus TR rec level 
> though - it has the basic operations and very few macros 
> (like event 
> thinning). Can't comment the samples yet

| 12219|12217|2003-11-04 01:07:19|dopamine|Re: Layering sounds on the RS|
RS midi out to midi in. Assign midi track. That gives two. If you have a 
midi router/mixer you could probably get more going.

Matt

At 02:47 AM 4/11/2003 -0500, you wrote:

>I think I see what you are saying, and your right, it don't seem possible, 
>unless you have a synth that can send on multiple channels for a single 
>key press. Don't know if thats possible either though, never played with 
>any synths that I knew did such a thing. Only a couple other work arounds 
>that I know of:
>
>One is to midi chain several synths together using different patches on 
>same channel with audio outs going to a mixer, what I imagine rack modules 
>are best for, or audio chained again through ins & outs on each synth.
>
>Also, can do like you say and copy tracks, but then do an internal sample 
>to another channel and re-use the tracks for more sounds.
>
>Neither seem very feasible or comparable to what your looking to do 
>though. Maybe can only save you a channel/track or two. 16 is limiting, 
>sometimes I do wish it had just one or two more, can never seem to have 
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>enough channels, but does keep the confusion down with less.
>
>Anyway, if you find a way, I'd be interested in hearing about it too.
>
>By the way, I never found the mc307 very appealing, the 505 still has it 
>best IMHO of the Roland line of boxes. Grouped drum mutes, and 3 mutable 
>layer/oscillators per channel is nice. I miss that with the RS along with 
>a couple other effects (kick ass slicer)and reversible pitch mainly.
>
>Haven't seen any gear that beats Yamaha's step sequencer either, software 
>maybe, but thats all preprogrammed crapola, not much use for live gigging, 
>which is what your looking to do, so I'm getting off topic. Anyhow, sure 
>someone will disagree with some of this, or know more than I, so bash away 
>if you must.
>
>Zam
>
>In a message dated 11/3/2003 4:53:55 PM Eastern Standard Time, 
>deranger@email.si writes:
>
> > I'm trying to put the TG in the RS to good use, and since the synth
> > engine is single "layered" (boo), I've been trying to get the thing
> > to respond to a keypress on several TG tracks at a time (to layer
> > different pad sounds) but no luck. The TG OUT setup lets me select
> > the MIDI channel for each track but can't assign a single track (ie
> > MIDI channel) to several TG channels (like a $100 TX81z can, grrr).
> >
> > I know a workaround is to copy the phrase to several tracks, but I'm
> > looking for a "live" solution - using a MIDI keyboard to play the
> > RS7000.
> >
> > Any good ideas?
> >
> > BTW: I got an MC307 the other day, and must say the synth engine &
> > MIDI setup specs are quite impressive (it even does the stretch
> > tuning). The sequencer is somewhere on the QY20 plus TR rec level
> > though - it has the basic operations and very few macros
> > (like event
> > thinning). Can't comment the samples yet
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12220|12138|2003-11-04 01:37:45|bittersweetkoko|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k the V-Station VST is a poor imitat|
Hey while we're at it I was thinking about picking up a Nova. Haven't 
played with one much but it's a good price. Any word on those?

-G

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> >The Virus has crap sounding Oscillator. Without the filter and the
> >FX they suck.
> 
> 
> It's a good thing I bought Jupiter 6 instead then, isn't it? :-)
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> 
> Matt
> 
> 
> 
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
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> >37935f.jpg
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> >http://groups.yahoo.
com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> >http:
//groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.
yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> >Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12221|12138|2003-11-04 03:46:39|Ian Vine|Re: Novation a-station and rs7k the V-Station VST is a poor imitat|
Great machine. Make sure you check it out yourself if its second hand. Some units had problems with the controls jumping to random values. 

Don't forget you can upgrade to the latest OS to get 16 voice poly with extra filters and oscillator waveforms. Great vocoder aswell.

Ian V

bittersweetkoko <bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com> wrote:
Hey while we're at it I was thinking about picking up a Nova. Haven't 
played with one much but it's a good price. Any word on those?

-G

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Protect your identity with Yahoo! Mail AddressGuard

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12222|12212|2003-11-04 04:01:22|trapstate|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> I had some spare time over the weekend so I created a Drum Kit from 
> samples taken from my Machinedrum. 
> The kit is in the form of an RS7000 pattern file. 
> The samples are mapped from C1 - C6 
> C1 - B1 is Kicks 
> C2 - D3 is Snares 
> Eb3 - F4 is HiHats 
> F#4 - C6 is various stuff
> 
> I haven't been too selective with these samples, just a random 
> selection of some lesser-radical MD sounds.
> By way of a demo, I have included 3 hastily recorded drum patterns 
> in Sections A, B & C. 
> 
> It's a Zipped file about 1.35mb.
> You can download it here - 

Tnx! I'll try to sample some percussion sounds from my SID when I have
some spare time. Maybe we could set up an archive with drumkits in
pattern format, of course not in this group because of too little
storage space.

Paul
| 12223|12217|2003-11-04 06:36:03|blazrodic|Re: Layering sounds on the RS|
Matt: thanks, I'll try that. Don't have a midi merger though ($$)
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Zam: I agree on the MC505 being better for live work, but I just use 
the RS for that ;) , and plan to use the MC307 just for some synth 
parts and occasional scratch pad (or is it sketch pad? ;>). It has 
double the ROM of 505 (and newer sounds too, but I can't comment 
their quality yet). The price is another factor... I found a 307 for 
$239, while 505s go for $400+ Basically my MC307 is to be a desktop 
replacement for a JV1080 with a sequencer on top ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> RS midi out to midi in. Assign midi track. That gives two. If you 
have a 
> midi router/mixer you could probably get more going.
> 
> Matt

| 12224|12199|2003-11-04 07:35:32|ecf1001|Re: Random Pan in Mixer Mode|
Zam,

Using a headphone jack shouldn't have anything to do with this, plus 
using headphones is still the best way to hear panning effects.

Have you tried random panning with other sounds? Humans cannot 
localize low frequencies as well as high ones (psychoacoustics), and 
low frequencies tend to exhibit an "omnipresent" quality in 
propagation medium (air, solids) rather than "directional" (physics). 
As a result, unless you pan it hard left or hard right while wearing 
headphones, the effect of panning will not be very noticeable (with 
loudspeakers it probably won't make much difference even if you do 
pan hard). As I hear, it's actually a common practice for sound 
engineers to not even bother with panning low frequency content and 
simply leave them panned to the center.

Hope that was it.

Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> ...Hello board.
> 
> Does the random pan in the 2nd mixer mode work for the rest of 
you? Maybe 
> its my patch I'm using, its low in freq, but anyway I cant seem to 
get it pan 
> very randomly. It still sounds like it is still comeing from the 
center 
> mostly. Is there something I'm missing, like having to turn random 
pan On so it 
> will use this setting? IJust don't seem very random, and I don't 
want it set as 
> an effect or delay, which does seem to work better than the mixers 
pans. 
> Thought maybe they were countering each other or something, but I 
thought I turned 
> all the effects down on this channel, so I'm a bit confussed now. 
Could it 
> be that I'm using the headphone jack? Wouldn't think that would 
matter if so.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12225|12212|2003-11-04 07:44:52|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
I have 5GB dikspace and 50 GB bandwidth a month.
I am willing to help and make some space available for free.
But it must be RS related.

Just drop me a mail on what is needed.

Regards,

Jeffry

Date: Tue, 04 Nov 2003 11:01:18 -0000
From: "trapstate" <trapstate@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> I had some spare time over the weekend so I created a Drum Kit from 
> samples taken from my Machinedrum. 
> The kit is in the form of an RS7000 pattern file. 
> The samples are mapped from C1 - C6 
> C1 - B1 is Kicks 
> C2 - D3 is Snares 
> Eb3 - F4 is HiHats 
> F#4 - C6 is various stuff
> 
> I haven't been too selective with these samples, just a random 
> selection of some lesser-radical MD sounds.
> By way of a demo, I have included 3 hastily recorded drum patterns 
> in Sections A, B & C. 
> 
> It's a Zipped file about 1.35mb.
> You can download it here - 

Tnx! I'll try to sample some percussion sounds from my SID when I have
some spare time. Maybe we could set up an archive with drumkits in
pattern format, of course not in this group because of too little
storage space.

Paul
| 12226|12212|2003-11-04 14:23:30|bernie_macd|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jeffry.laan@s... wrote:

> I have 5GB dikspace and 50 GB bandwidth a month.
> I am willing to help and make some space available for free.
> But it must be RS related.
> 
> Just drop me a mail on what is needed.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeffry

I can upload some random MPC2000XL S5000 S6000 kits in RS7000 format 
if There is an ftp site to load them to 

bernie

> 
>

| 12227|12212|2003-11-04 14:24:08|bernie_macd|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jeffry.laan@s... wrote:

> I have 5GB dikspace and 50 GB bandwidth a month.
> I am willing to help and make some space available for free.
> But it must be RS related.
> 
> Just drop me a mail on what is needed.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeffry

I can upload some random MPC2000XL S5000 S6000 kits in RS7000 format 
if There is an ftp site to load them to 

bernie

> 
>

| 12228|12228|2003-11-04 16:05:10|stabilityillatease|Stereo out sampling questioon!!|
anyone know how to turn up the input when recording samples via 
stereo out(resampling)?
| 12229|12228|2003-11-05 00:43:39|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Stereo out sampling questioon!!|
On Wednesday 05 November 2003 00:03, stabilityillatease 
wrote:
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> anyone know how to turn up the input when recording
> samples via stereo out(resampling)?

Make your tracks louder. Check their volume, and if they are 
already maxed, use one of the BOOST options in the mixer 
(instead of EQ).

- Robert
| 12230|12212|2003-11-05 03:59:57|Oddbods Finger|Re: Machinedrum sample Drum Kit for RS7000|

> b.t.w. i can"t hear the music on your side.
> Its giving an error on the media player.

You should be able to download the tracks.
But you can only stream (Play links) if you have a broadband (ADSL)
connection.
| 12231|12228|2003-11-05 13:45:50|stabilityillatease|Re: Stereo out sampling questioon!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 05 November 2003 00:03, stabilityillatease 
> wrote:
> > anyone know how to turn up the input when recording
> > samples via stereo out(resampling)?
> 
> Make your tracks louder. Check their volume, and if they are 
> already maxed, use one of the BOOST options in the mixer 
> (instead of EQ).
> 
> - Robert

Thats all you can do? Because i can hear what i want to resample loud 
and clear but when im sampling it it comes out way low.
| 12232|12232|2003-11-05 20:58:07|chrisroyer2001|Any rs7000 owner/user in San Francisco?|
Hi there.
I used to have a RS7000 and then I had to sell it. Now I need to re-
work on a project that I fortunately saved on Smart Media Card on the 
RS back then (midi and samples). I can't buy a new unit now, but if 
anyone's willing to 'rent' me one for a couple of hours (I'll pay), 
that would be great. You wouldn't have to let me borrow it, I could 
simply bring my memory card and dump all the tracks one by one on my 
recorder, and that would be it. I'm in San Francisco, so if anyone 
out there can help me, email me at chrisroyer2001@yahoo.com
chris
| 12233|12233|2003-11-06 00:57:34|bittersweetkoko|midi question????|
OK so I have a controller keyboard, a RS and another synth (Nova). In 
addition to using my knobs on my keyboard to control different CC's on 
various channels (which I can do fine already), I'm trying to use the 
keys on my keyboard to play my synth (let's say on channel 12). 
Here's the problem, I don't know if/how I can filter out internal 
sounds on channel 12 in the RS. If I hit a note I hear both the RS 
and the synth. All I want to hear is the synth. I must be 
overlooking something, this seems to be a basic function, right??? 
Can anyone help?
-G
| 12234|12233|2003-11-06 01:40:36|trapstate|Re: midi question????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko"
wrote:

> OK so I have a controller keyboard, a RS and another synth (Nova). In 
> addition to using my knobs on my keyboard to control different CC's on 
> various channels (which I can do fine already), I'm trying to use the 
> keys on my keyboard to play my synth (let's say on channel 12). 
> Here's the problem, I don't know if/how I can filter out internal 
> sounds on channel 12 in the RS. If I hit a note I hear both the RS 
> and the synth. All I want to hear is the synth. I must be 
> overlooking something, this seems to be a basic function, right??? 

Yes it is. Hit "setup" 4 times and turn "TG" to "OFF" for the desired
channel. Here you can also assign tracks to MIDI B channels if desired.

Paul
| 12235|12233|2003-11-06 02:08:47|bittersweetkoko|Re: midi question????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:

> Yes it is. Hit "setup" 4 times and turn "TG" to "OFF" for the 

desired
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> channel. Here you can also assign tracks to MIDI B channels if 

desired.

> 
> Paul

I tried that (Setup- out channel, out select=TG and out channel=OFF) 
and I still hear the RS on that channel when using the controller. 
The knobs don't control the sound I hear from the RS though, so we're 
on the right track. When I use the keyboard on the RS all I hear is 
the synth. huh?
-G

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko"
> wrote:
> > OK so I have a controller keyboard, a RS and another synth (Nova). 
In 
> > addition to using my knobs on my keyboard to control different 
CC's on 
> > various channels (which I can do fine already), I'm trying to use 
the 
> > keys on my keyboard to play my synth (let's say on channel 12). 
> > Here's the problem, I don't know if/how I can filter out internal 
> > sounds on channel 12 in the RS. If I hit a note I hear both the 
RS 
> > and the synth. All I want to hear is the synth. I must be 
> > overlooking something, this seems to be a basic function, right??? 

> 
> Yes it is. Hit "setup" 4 times and turn "TG" to "OFF" for the 
desired
> channel. Here you can also assign tracks to MIDI B channels if 
desired.
> 
> Paul

| 12236|12233|2003-11-06 04:46:05|Latif|Re: midi question????|
CONGRATS!!!
you've just discovered the most
idiotic
implementation of Yamaha's TG off filter :-)
Somewhere, somehow, down the line of
the table at R&D, yammie's got stuck with the idea
that th RS wouldbe the main sequencer
in ANY setup, and decided that the TG filter 
(as the other midi filter in sys/util)
only works for notes/data triggered from within the
RS... duhhh :-/

about a month ago, i bought a standalone midi merger
distributor: AKAI ME80P (8 in/10 out)
see if you can get your hands on one of these
they go very very cheap 2th hand.
got mine for 80 euro.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko" 
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> > Yes it is. Hit "setup" 4 times and turn "TG" to "OFF" for the 
> desired
> > channel. Here you can also assign tracks to MIDI B channels if 
> desired.
> > 
> > Paul
> 
> I tried that (Setup- out channel, out select=TG and out 

channel=OFF) 
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> and I still hear the RS on that channel when using the 

controller. 

> The knobs don't control the sound I hear from the RS though, so 

we're 

> on the right track. When I use the keyboard on the RS all I hear 

is 

> the synth. huh?
> -G
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko"
> > wrote:
> > > OK so I have a controller keyboard, a RS and another synth 

(Nova). 

> In 
> > > addition to using my knobs on my keyboard to control different 
> CC's on 
> > > various channels (which I can do fine already), I'm trying to 

use 

> the 
> > > keys on my keyboard to play my synth (let's say on channel 

12). 

> > > Here's the problem, I don't know if/how I can filter out 

internal 

> > > sounds on channel 12 in the RS. If I hit a note I hear both 

the 

> RS 
> > > and the synth. All I want to hear is the synth. I must be 
> > > overlooking something, this seems to be a basic function, 

right??? 

> 
> > 
> > Yes it is. Hit "setup" 4 times and turn "TG" to "OFF" for the 
> desired
> > channel. Here you can also assign tracks to MIDI B channels if 
> desired.
> > 
> > Paul

| 12237|12233|2003-11-06 05:04:58|Robert van der Kamp|Re: midi question????|
On Thursday 06 November 2003 12:46, Latif wrote:

> CONGRATS!!!
> you've just discovered the most
> idiotic
> implementation of Yamaha's TG off filter :-)
> Somewhere, somehow, down the line of
> the table at R&D, yammie's got stuck with the idea
> that th RS wouldbe the main sequencer
> in ANY setup, and decided that the TG filter
> (as the other midi filter in sys/util)
> only works for notes/data triggered from within the
> RS... duhhh :-/

I vaguely remember discussions about this issue during the 
starting days of this list. Back then we found a solution, 
select a patch in the mixer that doesn't make a sound, or 
turn down the volume for the track you want muted. This 
'trick' *does* steal voices away from the internal TG, btw.
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- Robert
| 12238|12233|2003-11-06 06:45:10|blazrodic|Re: midi question????|
Heh, I used to have the same problem with the same setup ;) 

My solution is to go select the offending RS track, and in the Mixer 
set the audio out of that track to one of the unused extra outputs, 
e.g. 5&6 (works also if you dont have the extra outs (AIEB) card 
installed).

Blaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko" 
wrote:

> OK so I have a controller keyboard, a RS and another synth (Nova). 

In 

> addition to using my knobs on my keyboard to control different CC's 

on 

> various channels (which I can do fine already), I'm trying to use 

the 

> keys on my keyboard to play my synth (let's say on channel 12). 
> Here's the problem, I don't know if/how I can filter out internal 
> sounds on channel 12 in the RS. If I hit a note I hear both the RS 
> and the synth. All I want to hear is the synth. I must be 
> overlooking something, this seems to be a basic function, right??? 
> Can anyone help?
> -G

| 12239|12233|2003-11-06 07:23:38|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: midi question????|
It's simple to solve this.
Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase or another
sound bank.
It's the quickest work arround.

~Twin-x

Message: 7
Date: Thu, 6 Nov 2003 13:07:58 +0100
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Subject: Re: Re: midi question????

On Thursday 06 November 2003 12:46, Latif wrote:
> CONGRATS!!!
> you've just discovered the most
> idiotic
> implementation of Yamaha's TG off filter :-)
> Somewhere, somehow, down the line of
> the table at R&D, yammie's got stuck with the idea
> that th RS wouldbe the main sequencer
> in ANY setup, and decided that the TG filter
> (as the other midi filter in sys/util)
> only works for notes/data triggered from within the
> RS... duhhh :-/

I vaguely remember discussions about this issue during the 
starting days of this list. Back then we found a solution, 
select a patch in the mixer that doesn't make a sound, or 
turn down the volume for the track you want muted. This 
'trick' *does* steal voices away from the internal TG, btw.

- Robert

| 12240|12233|2003-11-07 03:08:39|jesse_medway|Re: midi question????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jeffry.laan@s... wrote:

> It's simple to solve this.
> Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase or 

another

> sound bank.
> It's the quickest work arround.
> 
> ~Twin-x
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>

I dont get the problem here. If i turn off TG for the current
track Im playing on the RS sound doesnt trigger, only the midi output 
that I have turned on. I'm using the Rec/mon function though so 
maybe this is the difference?
| 12241|11953|2003-11-07 09:09:03|introvert_the|Re: Resampling volume|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:

> I like to resample, slice, remix, and use the result for a break or 
> fill in the song.
> Om
> 

Ah, nothing beats properly implemented resampling in a box. Let me 
tell you about the first 
resampling tool that was brought out to a larger market - the ASR-X. 

Yes, it was black. Yes it looked cool. Yes, you could hammer out the 
most infectious grooves, remix entire songs with it, and resample 
them into totally mutated pieces of groove. Yes, it was so buggy you 
would eventually throw it out the window in anger.

Finally someone made it right, and that was Yamaha. The resampling is 
rock solid, it allows you to resample sequencer snips and twiddle 
knobs at the same time. What for? To create loops! 

* Piece together a groove, be it from CD or programming drums
* Add compression in tasty quantities, set a beat-synched delay to 
your snare track and fade it with a send knob live to mutate the 
groove.
* Record your groove and twiddles using resampling
* Assign the new sample to a pad
* Stutter it in a break beat fashion. Resample to get a breakbeat 
loop!
* Or, as adviced in earlier post, slice the stuff and build a fat kit 
out of your sounds.

A function often overlooked, but very nicely implemented on the RS7k!

/M

http://www.ampcast.com/TheIntrovert
| 12242|11953|2003-11-07 09:13:41|Scott Kellogg|Re: Resampling volume|
Excellent suggestion! I'll try it when I get home.

I'm looking for recordings of live sets done on the RS alone. I've got 
some crap online, but you don't want to hear it. Anyone? Beuhler?

Also, if anyone on the list wants to talk about why I should buy a DSI 
Evolver, I won't be hard to convince.

/Scott

On Nov 7, 2003, at 11:08 AM, introvert_the wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
>> I like to resample, slice, remix, and use the result for a break or
>> fill in the song.
>> Om
>>
> Ah, nothing beats properly implemented resampling in a box. Let me
> tell you about the first
> resampling tool that was brought out to a larger market - the ASR-X.
> 
>
> Yes, it was black. Yes it looked cool. Yes, you could hammer out the
> most infectious grooves, remix entire songs with it, and resample
> them into totally mutated pieces of groove. Yes, it was so buggy you
> would eventually throw it out the window in anger.
> 
>
> Finally someone made it right, and that was Yamaha. The resampling is
> rock solid, it allows you to resample sequencer snips and twiddle
> knobs at the same time. What for? To create loops!
>
> * Piece together a groove, be it from CD or programming drums
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> * Add compression in tasty quantities, set a beat-synched delay to
> your snare track and fade it with a send knob live to mutate the
> groove.
> * Record your groove and twiddles using resampling
> * Assign the new sample to a pad
> * Stutter it in a break beat fashion. Resample to get a breakbeat
> loop!
> * Or, as adviced in earlier post, slice the stuff and build a fat kit
> out of your sounds.
>
> A function often overlooked, but very nicely implemented on the RS7k!
>
> /M
>
> http://www.ampcast.com/TheIntrovert
>
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ---------------------~-->
> Buy Ink Cartridges or Refill Kits for your HP, Epson, Canon or Lexmark
> Printer at MyInks.com. Free s/h on orders $50 or more to the US & 
> Canada.
> http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5511
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/mOAaAA/3exGAA/qnsNAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 12243|12243|2003-11-07 10:58:54|mr_doberman2003|SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
Would it be easier to save files on the RS7k in .smf and then import 
them into a program like Cubase SX for multi-tracking? or record them 
directly to tracks through the midi cable to the p.c? and..is there 
a hardware interface between the RS7k and the p.c that would be 
required for that?
I am a future rs7k owner.
| 12244|12243|2003-11-07 11:01:04|Scott Kellogg|Re: SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
What exactly are you wanting each platform (RS and Cubase) to do? Both 
are excellent, but different, sequencers. If you are working with a 
lot of audio, you'll need something like Cubase to handle that. Do you 
want to fine-tune your RS sequences in Cubase?

/Scott

On Nov 7, 2003, at 10:02 AM, mr_doberman2003 wrote:

> Would it be easier to save files on the RS7k in .smf and then import
> them into a program like Cubase SX for multi-tracking? or record them
> directly to tracks through the midi cable to the p.c? and..is there
> a hardware interface between the RS7k and the p.c that would be
> required for that?
> I am a future rs7k owner.
>
>
> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ---------------------~-->
> Buy Ink Cartridges or Refill Kits for your HP, Epson, Canon or Lexmark
> Printer at MyInks.com. Free s/h on orders $50 or more to the US & 
> Canada.
> http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5511
> http://us.click.yahoo.com/mOAaAA/3exGAA/qnsNAA/QnLolB/TM
> --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ~->
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>

| 12245|12233|2003-11-07 14:28:22|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: midi question????|
My quick solution, works real good in a pinch. Pull the midi plug out 8^)

Zam

In a message dated 11/7/2003 3:20:04 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
medway808@hotmail.com writes:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jeffry.laan@s... wrote:
> It's simple to solve this.
> Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase or 
another
> sound bank.
> It's the quickest work arround.
> 
> ~Twin-x
>

I dont get the problem here. If i turn off TG for the current
track Im playing on the RS sound doesnt trigger, only the midi output 
that I have turned on. I'm using the Rec/mon function though so 
maybe this is the difference?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12246|12233|2003-11-08 05:34:07|bittersweetkoko|Re: midi question????|
This is a reply to all. 

> It's simple to solve this.
> Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase or 

another

> sound bank.

Thanks, that sounds like THE workaround! Turning down volume is a 
pain because it turns down the slave as well. As far as going to Rec 
monitor mode, I still have the problem.

Thanks all, I've been on this list since the machine came out. Don't 
post that much, but when I do it's a god send. Thanks for the support 
y'all!!!

-George 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jeffry.laan@s... wrote:
> It's simple to solve this.
> Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase or 
another
> sound bank.
> It's the quickest work arround.
> 
> ~Twin-x
> 
> Message: 7
> Date: Thu, 6 Nov 2003 13:07:58 +0100
> From: Robert van der Kamp 
> Subject: Re: Re: midi question????
> 
> On Thursday 06 November 2003 12:46, Latif wrote:
> > CONGRATS!!!
> > you've just discovered the most
> > idiotic
> > implementation of Yamaha's TG off filter :-)
> > Somewhere, somehow, down the line of
> > the table at R&D, yammie's got stuck with the idea
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> > that th RS wouldbe the main sequencer
> > in ANY setup, and decided that the TG filter
> > (as the other midi filter in sys/util)
> > only works for notes/data triggered from within the
> > RS... duhhh :-/
> 
> I vaguely remember discussions about this issue during the 
> starting days of this list. Back then we found a solution, 
> select a patch in the mixer that doesn't make a sound, or 
> turn down the volume for the track you want muted. This 
> 'trick' *does* steal voices away from the internal TG, btw.
> 
> - Robert

| 12247|12247|2003-11-08 07:48:15|iacraig22|rs7000 latest update|
Hi guys, this is my first post ...I am coming from a DJing 
background and recently had picked up a used rs7000 (basically for 
the " loop remix" and "loop divide" features that are conspicuously 
missing from the SU-700). I expected the interface to be as 
intuitive and easy as its baby brother the su-700 which I easily 
mastered and was disapointed that I didn't grasp the recording 
concept. So, long story short I returned it, but now I have a 
renewed interest in picking one up again (after stumbling on the 
site). Couple of questions:

1. What is the latest update, and what modifications were made from 
the first version issued?
2. I have used both the SU-700 and the QY700 ( sequencer) and 
mastered them very easily but I find recording on the rs-7000 
daunting, any advise on how to approach recording on the rs-7000 
esp. integrating audio/midi data and recording loop data? 
3. It is my understanding that the RS-7000 has more " loop remix " 
(esp. roll) algoritm than the a-series (A3/4/5000) - Is that a fact?

*Thx in advance for the responses, and pls bear with me if these 
questions may be redundant/stupid and do not warrrant intelligent 
responses :)
| 12248|12233|2003-11-08 11:01:32|jesse_medway|Re: midi question????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko" 
wrote:

> This is a reply to all. 
> > It's simple to solve this.
> > Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase 

or 

> another
> > sound bank.
> Thanks, that sounds like THE workaround! Turning down volume is a 
> pain because it turns down the slave as well. As far as going to 

Rec 

> monitor mode, I still have the problem.

Hmmm, I must be misunderstanding your problem. I am able to 
turn off the TG and instead have Midi out A or B selected. Then 
anything I play on my controller keyboard, or the RS itself only 
triggers the selected midi output(s) and not the internal sound. Is 
this what you are trying to do?

Jesse
| 12249|12247|2003-11-09 12:14:28|iacraig22|Re: rs7000 latest update|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "iacraig22" wrote:

> Hi guys, this is my first post ...I am coming from a DJing 
> background and recently had picked up a used rs7000 (basically for 
> the " loop remix" and "loop divide" features that are 

conspicuously 

> missing from the SU-700). I expected the interface to be as 
> intuitive and easy as its baby brother the su-700 which I easily 
> mastered and was disapointed that I didn't grasp the recording 
> concept. So, long story short I returned it, but now I have a 
> renewed interest in picking one up again (after stumbling on the 
> site). Couple of questions:
> 
> 1. What is the latest update, and what modifications were made 
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from 

> the first version issued?
> 2. I have used both the SU-700 and the QY700 ( sequencer) and 
> mastered them very easily but I find recording on the rs-7000 
> daunting, any advise on how to approach recording on the rs-7000 
> esp. integrating audio/midi data and recording loop data? 
> 3. It is my understanding that the RS-7000 has more " loop remix " 
> (esp. roll) algoritm than the a-series (A3/4/5000) - Is that a 

fact?

> 
> *Thx in advance for the responses, and pls bear with me if these 
> questions may be redundant/stupid and do not warrrant intelligent 
> responses :)

I read the FAQ, and it answered questions 2 and 3 - sorry, newbie 
mistake ...but could someone tell me what features/functions have 
been added since the original version, and what is the latest 
version - thx.
| 12250|12247|2003-11-09 13:10:09|Latif|Re: rs7000 latest update|
12 new filter algo's
'non-stop' rec editing

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "iacraig22" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "iacraig22" wrote:
> > Hi guys, this is my first post ...I am coming from a DJing 
> > background and recently had picked up a used rs7000 (basically 
for 
> > the " loop remix" and "loop divide" features that are 
> conspicuously 
> > missing from the SU-700). I expected the interface to be as 
> > intuitive and easy as its baby brother the su-700 which I easily 
> > mastered and was disapointed that I didn't grasp the recording 
> > concept. So, long story short I returned it, but now I have a 
> > renewed interest in picking one up again (after stumbling on the 
> > site). Couple of questions:
> > 
> > 1. What is the latest update, and what modifications were made 
> from 
> > the first version issued?
> > 2. I have used both the SU-700 and the QY700 ( sequencer) and 
> > mastered them very easily but I find recording on the rs-7000 
> > daunting, any advise on how to approach recording on the rs-7000 
> > esp. integrating audio/midi data and recording loop data? 
> > 3. It is my understanding that the RS-7000 has more " loop 
remix " 
> > (esp. roll) algoritm than the a-series (A3/4/5000) - Is that a 
> fact?
> > 
> > *Thx in advance for the responses, and pls bear with me if these 
> > questions may be redundant/stupid and do not warrrant intelligent 
> > responses :)
> 
> 
> I read the FAQ, and it answered questions 2 and 3 - sorry, newbie 
> mistake ...but could someone tell me what features/functions have 
> been added since the original version, and what is the latest 
> version - thx.

| 12251|12233|2003-11-10 02:13:17|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: midi question????|
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are 3 messages in this issue.

Topics in this digest:

1. Re: midi question????
From: "bittersweetkoko" <bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com>
2. rs7000 latest update
From: "iacraig22" <iacraig22@yahoo.com>
3. Re: midi question????
From: "jesse_medway" <medway808@hotmail.com>

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 1
Date: Sat, 08 Nov 2003 12:33:50 -0000
From: "bittersweetkoko" <bittersweetkoko@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: midi question????

This is a reply to all. 

> It's simple to solve this.
> Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not phrase or 

another

> sound bank.

Thanks, that sounds like THE workaround! Turning down volume is a 
pain because it turns down the slave as well. As far as going to Rec 
monitor mode, I still have the problem.

Thanks all, I've been on this list since the machine came out. Don't 
post that much, but when I do it's a god send. Thanks for the support 
y'all!!!
No you are not misunderstanding. 
I think you must consider yourself lucky because this ain't working on my
machine.
I have heard alot off people who have this. And as far as i know the only
workaround is to get your soundbank off phrase and put it to a sample bank
to keep it silent.

Jef

Hmmm, I must be misunderstanding your problem. I am able to 
turn off the TG and instead have Midi out A or B selected. Then 
anything I play on my controller keyboard, or the RS itself only 
triggers the selected midi output(s) and not the internal sound. Is 
this what you are trying to do?

Jesse

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12252|12247|2003-11-10 06:01:05|blazrodic|Re: rs7000 latest update|

> 'non-stop' rec editing

I believe that's "record standby"? Please note that it's not properly 
implemented (only the RS keyboard is not recorded in standby, while 
most other events like midi delay ARE still recorded). 

There's an additional PDF document (Manual addendum) with the OS 
upgrade files that describes the new features.
| 12253|12247|2003-11-11 01:54:44|iacraig22|Re: rs7000 latest update|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blazrodic" wrote:
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> > 'non-stop' rec editing
> 
> I believe that's "record standby"? Please note that it's not 

properly 

> implemented (only the RS keyboard is not recorded in standby, 

while 

> most other events like midi delay ARE still recorded). 
> 
> There's an additional PDF document (Manual addendum) with the OS 
> upgrade files that describes the new features.

thx Blazrodic and Latif :)
| 12254|12243|2003-11-12 02:59:51|arveyman|Re: SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
My experience is that the engine of the RS7000 is soo much tighter 
then SX. So if you want ultra tight hihat patterns etc, stick with 
sequencing with the RS!!

my 2cents

Arv

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> What exactly are you wanting each platform (RS and Cubase) to do? 
Both 
> are excellent, but different, sequencers. If you are working with 
a 
> lot of audio, you'll need something like Cubase to handle that. Do 
you 
> want to fine-tune your RS sequences in Cubase?
> 
> /Scott
> 
> 
> On Nov 7, 2003, at 10:02 AM, mr_doberman2003 wrote:
> 
> > Would it be easier to save files on the RS7k in .smf and then 
import
> > them into a program like Cubase SX for multi-tracking? or record 
them
> > directly to tracks through the midi cable to the p.c? and..is 
there
> > a hardware interface between the RS7k and the p.c that would be
> > required for that?
> > I am a future rs7k owner.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ---------------------~-->
> > Buy Ink Cartridges or Refill Kits for your HP, Epson, Canon or 
Lexmark
> > Printer at MyInks.com. Free s/h on orders $50 or more to the US 
& 
> > Canada.
> > http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5511
> > http://us.click.yahoo.com/mOAaAA/3exGAA/qnsNAA/QnLolB/TM
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 
> > ~->
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> >
> >
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| 12255|12228|2003-11-12 03:56:23|b_p_m23|Re: Stereo out sampling questioon!!|

> Thats all you can do? Because i can hear what i want to resample 

loud 

> and clear but when im sampling it it comes out way low.

After resampling use the normalize job in sample job menu!!!
| 12257|12257|2003-11-12 05:14:49|frederik_heringa|RS7000 with a Electribe EA-1 of ER-1 ???? |
Hey Guys,

I can get one of these electribes for nothing ( don't ask me how :-)).
I'm thinking of getting the ER-1 since the reviews are better and an 
additional TOY drum module would be nice.
Still, i'm posting this message because i'm not sure.
Is there anyone who'd advise me to opt for the EA-1 instead ?
Does the EA-1 have worthy basslines ?

Greetings and thanks in advance,

Frederik.
| 12258|12243|2003-11-12 06:37:09|Latif|Re: SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
If your sequences don't sound as tight
midi-wise in cubase SX, then you are defenatly
doing something wrong
in either smf import, cubase preference setup
or something is fishy in your midi setup.
cause my sequences sound exactly the same as created...

just my 1cent.
;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arveyman" wrote:
> My experience is that the engine of the RS7000 is soo much tighter 
> then SX. So if you want ultra tight hihat patterns etc, stick with 
> sequencing with the RS!!
> 
> my 2cents
> 
> 
> Arv
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > What exactly are you wanting each platform (RS and Cubase) to 
do? 
> Both 
> > are excellent, but different, sequencers. If you are working 
with 
> a 
> > lot of audio, you'll need something like Cubase to handle that. 
Do 
> you 
> > want to fine-tune your RS sequences in Cubase?
> > 
> > /Scott
> > 
> > 
> > On Nov 7, 2003, at 10:02 AM, mr_doberman2003 wrote:
> > 
> > > Would it be easier to save files on the RS7k in .smf and then 
> import
> > > them into a program like Cubase SX for multi-tracking? or 
record 
> them
> > > directly to tracks through the midi cable to the p.c? and..is 
> there
> > > a hardware interface between the RS7k and the p.c that would be
> > > required for that?
> > > I am a future rs7k owner.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > > ---------------------~-->
> > > Buy Ink Cartridges or Refill Kits for your HP, Epson, Canon or 
> Lexmark
> > > Printer at MyInks.com. Free s/h on orders $50 or more to the US 
> & 
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> > > Canada.
> > > http://www.c1tracking.com/l.asp?cid=5511
> > > http://us.click.yahoo.com/mOAaAA/3exGAA/qnsNAA/QnLolB/TM
> > > ----------------------------------------------------------------
--
> --- 
> > > ~->
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to 
> > > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> > >
> > >

| 12259|12257|2003-11-12 09:01:15|trapstate|Re: RS7000 with a Electribe EA-1 of ER-1 ????|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "frederik_heringa"
wrote:

> Hey Guys,
> 
> I can get one of these electribes for nothing ( don't ask me how :-)).
> I'm thinking of getting the ER-1 since the reviews are better and an 
> additional TOY drum module would be nice.
> Still, i'm posting this message because i'm not sure.
> Is there anyone who'd advise me to opt for the EA-1 instead ?
> Does the EA-1 have worthy basslines ?
> 
> Greetings and thanks in advance,
> 
> Frederik.

My two cents: go for the ER-1. The EA is nice but not that special IMO.

Paul
| 12260|12228|2003-11-12 09:31:17|jesse_medway|Re: Stereo out sampling questioon!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "b_p_m23" wrote:

> 
> > Thats all you can do? Because i can hear what i want to resample 
> loud 
> > and clear but when im sampling it it comes out way low.
> 
> After resampling use the normalize job in sample job menu!!!

This isnt a good idea if you want to maximize the bit resolution as 
normalizing will not recover it. Just use the boost 6/12 setting to 
make up the gain. I'm not sure why it has to be this way but its the 
only thing I've found to cure it (other than resorting to normalize)

Jesse
| 12261|12243|2003-11-12 09:37:38|jesse_medway|Re: SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> If your sequences don't sound as tight
> midi-wise in cubase SX, then you are defenatly
> doing something wrong
> in either smf import, cubase preference setup
> or something is fishy in your midi setup.
> cause my sequences sound exactly the same as created...
> 
> just my 1cent.
> ;)
> 
> Latif
>

Nothing fishy about it. A good hardware seq should sound tighter 
generally, depending on how complex the sequences are due to the 
processing demands of both systems and their priorities for carrying 
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out those demands. Also with something like SX you can have problems 
with the midi interface working as well with the program than others.
| 12262|12243|2003-11-12 10:26:05|mr_doberman2003|Re: SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
Thanks!!!!!
| 12263|12243|2003-11-12 13:59:17|Latif|Re: SMF, RS7K, & CUBASE SX|
in all these years using both hardware sequencers and
cubase, i never experienced any problems
that would result in the sequences not sounding tight.
for me it's clear enough from what i've seen around
that many people just either want too much or are trying 
setups that simply cause more trouble then good.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > If your sequences don't sound as tight
> > midi-wise in cubase SX, then you are defenatly
> > doing something wrong
> > in either smf import, cubase preference setup
> > or something is fishy in your midi setup.
> > cause my sequences sound exactly the same as created...
> > 
> > just my 1cent.
> > ;)
> > 
> > Latif
> >
> 
> Nothing fishy about it. A good hardware seq should sound tighter 
> generally, depending on how complex the sequences are due to the 
> processing demands of both systems and their priorities for 
carrying 
> out those demands. Also with something like SX you can have 
problems 
> with the midi interface working as well with the program than 
others.

| 12264|12257|2003-11-12 15:38:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS7000 with a Electribe EA-1 of ER-1 ????|
FYI, Don't know about the ER-1 for sure, but the EA-1 has to be set as 
master, there is no slave setting on it. This was a big problem for me, why it 
didn't who knows? Korgs are poo poo maybe? Seriously though, I think they are 
meant to work with each other, not other gear so well, I'd go for neither 
personally, but a lot of people use these things in their live setups. Not me. I'm 
gona go with my new, new to me, AN1X for analog modeling. Yamaha baby! Just 
found out AN1x takes single note Arp Ins like the old CS1x did but programable 
on AN1x, I think I'm in love again. Yamaha does make a couple analog units 
like the ER & EAs, I'd rather get those too if I had choice, but they never 
went over well for some reasom, forget what they were called, AN200 or DX200 
maybe, but one of those suckers had drums and leads on same unit same if I 
remember corectly for the same price. Cant beat free though, so if must and you have 
an RS already, the extra leads from EA-1 might would come in more handy sense 
you have drums already on the RS.

2 cents worth 8^)

Zam

In a message dated 11/12/2003 5:15:20 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
frederik_heringa@yahoo.fr writes:
Hey Guys,

I can get one of these electribes for nothing ( don't ask me how :-)).
I'm thinking of getting the ER-1 since the reviews are better and an 
additional TOY drum module would be nice.
Still, i'm posting this message because i'm not sure.
Is there anyone who'd advise me to opt for the EA-1 instead ?
Does the EA-1 have worthy basslines ?

Greetings and thanks in advance,

Frederik.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12265|12257|2003-11-12 17:16:42|Oscar Finch|Re: RS7000 with a Electribe EA-1 of ER-1 ????|
Actually that is incorrect. The ER-1 and EA-1 will both act as slave and/or sound module. That said the ES-1 is best used as master due to a midi sync bug in slave mode.I
use the ER-1 in nearly everytrack I write - you can also get some killer sine/tri bass bombs for drumb and bass material and general weirdness for sampling duties in the
RS7000.If you know your NRPRN programming well you also get unlimmited part knob tweeks recordable to the RS7000 sequencer for playback purposes also.Just my
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2 cents worth.From: [mailto: Dbeam505@aol.com]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Wed, 12 Nov 2003 17:38:11 ESTSubject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 with a Electribe
EA-1 of ER-1 ????FYI, Don't know about the ER-1 for sure, but the EA-1 has to be set as master, there is no slave setting on it. This was a big problem for me, why it
didn't who knows? Korgs are poo poo maybe? Seriously though, I think they are meant to work with each other, not other gear so well, I'd go for neither personally, but a
lot of people use these things in their live setups. Not me. I'm gona go with my new, new to me, AN1X for analog modeling. Yamaha baby! Just found out AN1x takes
single note Arp Ins like the old CS1x did but programable on AN1x, I think I'm in love again. Yamaha does make a couple analog units like the ER & EAs, I'd rather get
those too if I had choice, but they never went over well for some reasom, forget what they were called, AN200 or DX200 maybe, but one of those suckers had drums and
leads on same unit same if I remember corectly for the same price. Cant beat free though, so if must and you have an RS already, the extra leads from EA-1 might would
come in more handy sense you have drums already on the RS.2 cents worth 8^)ZamIn a message dated 11/12/2003 5:15:20 AM Mountain Standard Time,
frederik_heringa@yahoo.fr writes:Hey Guys,I can get one of these electribes for nothing ( don't ask me how :-)).I'm thinking of getting the ER-1 since the reviews are
better and an additional TOY drum module would be nice.Still, i'm posting this message because i'm not sure.Is there anyone who'd advise me to opt for the EA-1 instead
?Does the EA-1 have worthy basslines ?Greetings and thanks in advance,Frederik.[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12266|12266|2003-11-12 20:25:19|eq127|RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
Hi everyone, had trouble following the list lately due to a number of 
things, so i don't know if anyone's had a similar problem, maybe 
someone can help me out.. here's the problem i'm having

i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a standard 
out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data through 
the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 sequencer as a 
slave to the Q80, as a master. The problem is, the note data i 
program on the Q80 to trigger the A6 is ALSO getting sent via the 
thru port and triggering really annoying sounds in my RS that i don't 
want AT ALL! how can i tell my RS to ignore the incoming note data 
without it ignoring the clock data as well? i've already tried 
unchecking the receive note data box in the midi filter page to no 
avail, i don't understand why it doesn't work..

just so you know the clock rig works fine and all my instruments can 
sync fine, and even the song position pointer data is fine (which is 
nice).. 

anyone can help me out i will REEEALLY appreciate it!

Thanks

eq127
| 12267|12266|2003-11-12 22:54:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
I prob don't give the best advice here, but I've seen people here mention 
midi mixers, or midi patch bays, something like that to route and assign these 
midi devices. Sometimes I've seen where you can send stuff to specific device 
#s if they the midi device that have that capabaility too. Just a couple 
thoughts if someone wants to expand on it or read up on. Don't know that much 
about them right now, but gota look into them more myself soon.

Zam

In a message dated 11/12/2003 8:28:14 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
eq@goatrance.net writes:
Hi everyone, had trouble following the list lately due to a number of 
things, so i don't know if anyone's had a similar problem, maybe 
someone can help me out.. here's the problem i'm having

i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a standard 
out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data through 
the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 sequencer as a 
slave to the Q80, as a master. The problem is, the note data i 
program on the Q80 to trigger the A6 is ALSO getting sent via the 
thru port and triggering really annoying sounds in my RS that i don't 
want AT ALL! how can i tell my RS to ignore the incoming note data 
without it ignoring the clock data as well? i've already tried 
unchecking the receive note data box in the midi filter page to no 
avail, i don't understand why it doesn't work..
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just so you know the clock rig works fine and all my instruments can 
sync fine, and even the song position pointer data is fine (which is 
nice).. 

anyone can help me out i will REEEALLY appreciate it!

Thanks

eq127

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12268|12268|2003-11-12 22:58:18|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT RS7000 with a Electribe EA-1 of ER-1 ????|
You do this on the EA-1 in song mode? Got it in pattern, never could in song 
mode, whats the trick, need an update on it or something?

Zam

In a message dated 11/12/2003 5:18:14 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
Oscar_Finch@excite.com writes:
Actually that is incorrect. The ER-1 and EA-1 will both act as slave and/or 
sound module. That said the ES-1 is best used as master due to a midi sync bug 
in slave mode.I use the ER-1 in nearly everytrack I write - you can also get 
some killer sine/tri bass bombs for drumb and bass material and general 
weirdness for sampling duties in the RS7000

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12269|12269|2003-11-13 02:01:53|mtangelder|Resampling trouble|
Why does (almost) everybody have volume problems with the remix 
function? Last few days I tried to find out why, but everything I get 
are good volumes for my samples.

Maybe no new information, but I put up the volume for the destination-
track to the max (128). Then I set the source-track to the right 
volume and start resampling. When done resampling, the destination-
track is put back to the right volume.

Everything goes well this way. Do I have a special RS or something?

Some sounds do change a bit, though, but hey, they sound better most 
of the time.

MarkZero
| 12270|12266|2003-11-13 02:20:50|jesse_medway|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
in my RS that i don't 

> want AT ALL! how can i tell my RS to ignore the incoming note data 
> without it ignoring the clock data as well? i've already tried 
> unchecking the receive note data box in the midi filter page to no 
> avail, i don't understand why it doesn't work..
>

You can get a little midi filter box, forget the name of the company 
but they are cheap and will filter out the notes. Looks like a 
little DI box.

Jesse
| 12271|12266|2003-11-13 03:03:29|dopamine|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|

>
>You can get a little midi filter box, forget the name of the company
>but they are cheap and will filter out the notes. Looks like a
>little DI box.
>
>Jesse

I have a different type of midi box, it accepts, stops and resumes midi 
sync on the next beat of the bar. 2 midi throughs as well ;-)

Matt

>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
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>FAQ: 
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12272|12268|2003-11-13 05:54:38|Oscar Finch|Re: OT RS7000 with a Electribe EA-1 of ER-1 ????|
Yep. 
Just set sync to external and set all Midi data control to _ _ _ in the menu. 
Erase all notation data from the unit itself. 
The EA will treat each pattern as a set of two patches with appropriate PC change for each empty pattern. 
Pretty easy really. 
I use my ER-1 in exactly yhte same way ;).

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12273|12266|2003-11-13 07:22:06|Oddbods Finger|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
The RS's Filter doesn't affect Midi data entering the RS via the 
Midi In port.

Apart from the seperate Midi Filter boxes, the other alternative is 
to swop the Q80 with the RS.
Then you can use the RS's Midi B out to send just clock data to the 
Q80

Probably not the solution you want but I thought I'd mention it!
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> Hi everyone, had trouble following the list lately due to a number 
of 
> things, so i don't know if anyone's had a similar problem, maybe 
> someone can help me out.. here's the problem i'm having
> 
> i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a 
standard 
> out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data 
through 
> the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 sequencer 
as a 
> slave to the Q80, as a master. The problem is, the note data i 
> program on the Q80 to trigger the A6 is ALSO getting sent via the 
> thru port and triggering really annoying sounds in my RS that i 
don't 
> want AT ALL! how can i tell my RS to ignore the incoming note data 
> without it ignoring the clock data as well? i've already tried 
> unchecking the receive note data box in the midi filter page to no 
> avail, i don't understand why it doesn't work..
> 
> just so you know the clock rig works fine and all my instruments 
can 
> sync fine, and even the song position pointer data is fine (which 
is 
> nice).. 
> 
> anyone can help me out i will REEEALLY appreciate it!
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> 
> Thanks
> 
> eq127

| 12274|12266|2003-11-13 18:45:57|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a 
> standard 
> > out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data 
> through 
> > the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 sequencer 

The first part of the problem is you're trying to send through the A6's 
MIDI Through port. MIDI Through is just that: it echoes EVERYTHING 
that is received via that device's MIDI IN port, without any changes 
you might make on that device itself (i.e. knob twists, etc. on your A6 
are not transmitted via the MIDI Through, just MIDI OUT). You might be 
able to change some settings on the RS7k to stop some of it but the 
better bet would be to not use the THROUGH port. Try rearranging your 
MIDI chain if at all possible.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12275|12275|2003-11-14 02:35:49|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
Any takers?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12276|12275|2003-11-14 03:06:24|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
Second try.

- Robert

---------- Forwarded Message ----------

Subject: RS 7000 video Manual
Date: Thursday 13 November 2003 22:15
From: Yassir Elbaz <yassirelbaz@web.de>
To: robnet@wxs.nl

Hi,

just got your rs7000 FAQ into my hands. One of the feature
requests on the bottom of your faq was, to create a video
manual for the rs7000. Since it will take a hell of a time
for huge copanies like Yamaha to create such a thing, I
wanted to ask you, if you and your collegues from the
mailing list would be able to do that. I think everybody
would be happy about a video manual, and they would also
pay a little fee for the job. You could distribute it on
Cd to the members of the yahoo group. Please think about
it and give it a try ;-)

cu
yassir

-------------------------------------------------------
| 12277|12275|2003-11-14 07:47:16|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
You mean who's gonna do it?
Or willing to do this?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 4
Date: Fri, 14 Nov 2003 11:09:44 +0100
From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
Subject: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual

Second try.

- Robert
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---------- Forwarded Message ----------

Subject: RS 7000 video Manual
Date: Thursday 13 November 2003 22:15
From: Yassir Elbaz <yassirelbaz@web.de>
To: robnet@wxs.nl

Hi,

just got your rs7000 FAQ into my hands. One of the feature
requests on the bottom of your faq was, to create a video
manual for the rs7000. Since it will take a hell of a time
for huge copanies like Yamaha to create such a thing, I
wanted to ask you, if you and your collegues from the
mailing list would be able to do that. I think everybody
would be happy about a video manual, and they would also
pay a little fee for the job. You could distribute it on
Cd to the members of the yahoo group. Please think about
it and give it a try ;-)

cu
yassir

-------------------------------------------------------

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12278|12278|2003-11-14 08:41:10|David Rinck|Re: Video Manual|
Yeah! A video manual would be awesome!

I do video work and I have server space where we could put the compressed video for download. 

With a good codec we can compress video down. If someone sends me the video I can do the editing.

Unfortunately I live in Missouri, USA... but if anyone is close or passes from east to west coast I can also do the filming (have a Canon Xl1s). Whenever Latif does his
USA tour...
| 12279|12275|2003-11-14 16:57:19|tim Schröder|Re: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
Hi. I'm living in Germany. I also work with Video. I have a trv 900. Past production or editing are no problems. I can also make streaming video.
Perhaps a german version?

Anybody request it?

Tim Schröder
Buero94

0175/320 7319
0431/260 99517

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, November 14, 2003 10:39 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual

Any takers?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12280|12280|2003-11-14 17:09:02|david grundy|Re: Digest Number 1041|
i also think that the video manual is a good idea... i even called yamaha about it but they told me that the doubt if they will bring one out... if enough of us get on there
case they will be forced to make it

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are 4 messages in this issue.

Topics in this digest:

1. Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data
From: "Oddbods Finger" 
2. Re: Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data
From: "wasted/su700fan" 
3. Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual
From: Robert van der Kamp 
4. Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual
From: Robert van der Kamp 

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 1
Date: Thu, 13 Nov 2003 14:22:04 -0000
From: "Oddbods Finger" 
Subject: Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data

The RS's Filter doesn't affect Midi data entering the RS via the 
Midi In port.

Apart from the seperate Midi Filter boxes, the other alternative is 
to swop the Q80 with the RS.
Then you can use the RS's Midi B out to send just clock data to the 
Q80

Probably not the solution you want but I thought I'd mention it!
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> Hi everyone, had trouble following the list lately due to a number 
of 
> things, so i don't know if anyone's had a similar problem, maybe 
> someone can help me out.. here's the problem i'm having
> 
> i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a 
standard 
> out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data 
through 
> the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 sequencer 
as a 
> slave to the Q80, as a master. The problem is, the note data i 
> program on the Q80 to trigger the A6 is ALSO getting sent via the 
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> thru port and triggering really annoying sounds in my RS that i 
don't 
> want AT ALL! how can i tell my RS to ignore the incoming note data 
> without it ignoring the clock data as well? i've already tried 
> unchecking the receive note data box in the midi filter page to no 
> avail, i don't understand why it doesn't work..
> 
> just so you know the clock rig works fine and all my instruments 
can 
> sync fine, and even the song position pointer data is fine (which 
is 
> nice).. 
> 
> anyone can help me out i will REEEALLY appreciate it!
> 
> Thanks
> 
> eq127

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 2
Date: Thu, 13 Nov 2003 19:40:56 -0500 EST
From: "wasted/su700fan" 
Subject: Re: Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a 
> standard 
> > out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data 
> through 
> > the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 sequencer 

The first part of the problem is you're trying to send through the A6's 
MIDI Through port. MIDI Through is just that: it echoes EVERYTHING 
that is received via that device's MIDI IN port, without any changes 
you might make on that device itself (i.e. knob twists, etc. on your A6 
are not transmitted via the MIDI Through, just MIDI OUT). You might be 
able to change some settings on the RS7k to stop some of it but the 
better bet would be to not use the THROUGH port. Try rearranging your 
MIDI chain if at all possible.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 3
Date: Fri, 14 Nov 2003 10:39:08 +0100
From: Robert van der Kamp 
Subject: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual

Any takers?

- Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 4
Date: Fri, 14 Nov 2003 11:09:44 +0100
From: Robert van der Kamp 
Subject: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual

Second try.

- Robert
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---------- Forwarded Message ----------

Subject: RS 7000 video Manual
Date: Thursday 13 November 2003 22:15
From: Yassir Elbaz 
To: robnet@wxs.nl

Hi,

just got your rs7000 FAQ into my hands. One of the feature
requests on the bottom of your faq was, to create a video
manual for the rs7000. Since it will take a hell of a time
for huge copanies like Yamaha to create such a thing, I
wanted to ask you, if you and your collegues from the
mailing list would be able to do that. I think everybody
would be happy about a video manual, and they would also
pay a little fee for the job. You could distribute it on
Cd to the members of the yahoo group. Please think about
it and give it a try ;-)

cu
yassir

-------------------------------------------------------

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Protect your identity with Yahoo! Mail AddressGuard

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12281|12275|2003-11-14 19:05:13|nya_macha|Re: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
I would be willing to pay for a video manual. Especially one that 
demonstrates the composition of a song from start to finish.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, tim Schröder wrote:
> Hi. I'm living in Germany. I also work with Video. I have a trv 
900. Past production or editing are no problems. I can also make 
streaming video.
> Perhaps a german version?
> 
> Anybody request it?
> 
> 
> Tim Schröder
> Buero94
> 
> 0175/320 7319
> 0431/260 99517
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Robert van der Kamp 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Friday, November 14, 2003 10:39 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual
> 
> 
> Any takers?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
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> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12282|12282|2003-11-15 10:31:11|nya_macha|Song workflow help please|
Hi all,

I'm a fairly new RS owner and I love this machine. It's the best of 
it's kind. If you look at the MC-909 message board, you can see they 
have a lot more to complain about.

BUT, I am having some trouble completing songs. It's easy to make 
great patterns. But I find the process of making songs a bit tedious 
and uninspiring.

The problem for me is a combination of a different things:

1. The Convert-To-Song job makes my patterns sound different than 
the original

2. Real-time recording in pattern chain mode means you have to plan 
out the structure of your whole song before-hand. Meaning you can't 
edit it in real-time. You cannot "punch-in" mutes in pattern chain 
mode.

3. Using the edit function to structure the song is a slow and not 
fun process.

I just think the real-time song creation process could be better. It 
would be very helpful to see how the pro's use this machine to make a 
whole song.

I guess I just want to know where I should concentrate my efforts. 
Should I get used to using the pattern-chain edit function to 
structure all my songs? Should I not bother converting to song?

Where does everyone add/edit their mutes? Pattern chain or song 
mode? Edit mode or real-time/punch-in?

I see others have mention similar frustrations before. Could this be 
why I don't see too many "check out my new song" type posts? 

Thank you,
-Randy
| 12283|12266|2003-11-15 12:01:57|eq127|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
Thanks for the advice everyone, i am aware that thru echos everything 
sent to the IN i just thought the RS would be capable of ignoring 
note data since most machines are. what i heard was that yamaha 
figured noone would ever want to use the RS for anything other than a 
master (a little presumptuous i would say!) so they didn't program it 
to have the option of having it ignore midi data in a setup such as 
mine (where its necessary to use a thru to litterally have clock data 
passing through a synth that isn't responding to it itself). This is 
why i can't take Oddbod's advice and swap the sequencers - then i 
would have no midi in port available on the Q-80 to send note data to 
during tracking.

I'm going to go with the first couple of people's advice and find a 
cheap and simple midi filter box, so i can finally have all the 
issues out of my rig and get to work!!

any suggestions on a good brand or model anyone?
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thanks again

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > > i have an andromeda hooked up to a kawai q80 sequencer as a 
> > standard 
> > > out to in, in to out setup, and i'm trying to send clock data 
> > through 
> > > the a6's thru port into the a6 so i can sync my RS7000 

sequencer 

> 
> The first part of the problem is you're trying to send through the 

A6's 

> MIDI Through port. MIDI Through is just that: it echoes EVERYTHING 
> that is received via that device's MIDI IN port, without any 

changes 

> you might make on that device itself (i.e. knob twists, etc. on 

your A6 

> are not transmitted via the MIDI Through, just MIDI OUT). You 

might be 

> able to change some settings on the RS7k to stop some of it but the 
> better bet would be to not use the THROUGH port. Try rearranging 

your 

> MIDI chain if at all possible.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html

| 12284|12282|2003-11-15 18:59:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Song workflow help please|
IMHO Your right in most respest here, except mutes can be done in pattern 
chain mode. Mabe not like you want with punch ins/outs, but this way has helped 
me a lot for post editing a chain. Just hit rec/standby, select SCENE with F1 
knob, then hit the Edit button. Learned this from someone here a while ago, 
and its helped me out a lot after a pattern chain has been created. Probably 
the most helpful info. for re structureing pattern chains that I use. I've 
heard many people here don't convert chains to songs, but I do, and then do some 
further editing with adding and removing notes & etc. Never had any probs 
with it sounding difrent after conversion, tempo does go back to default, 120bpm 
I think though. Other than that its great, but I also rarely use more than 
one pattern scene for a full song. Have learned from the mc505 to maximise a 
single pattern, and I've taken that concept on over to the RS. Maybe it has 
hindered me from persuing more complex stuff, but I like the idea of 
effecietising, if thats a word, one scene through mutes. However, the RS is capable of 
doing a lot more, and I'll be experimenting with it for a long time to come. 
Hopefully, you get some more help than this too...

Zam

In a message dated 11/15/2003 10:34:11 AM Mountain Standard Time, n
ya_macha@yahoo.com writes:
Hi all,

I'm a fairly new RS owner and I love this machine. It's the best of 
it's kind. If you look at the MC-909 message board, you can see they 
have a lot more to complain about.

BUT, I am having some trouble completing songs. It's easy to make 
great patterns. But I find the process of making songs a bit tedious 
and uninspiring.
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The problem for me is a combination of a different things:

1. The Convert-To-Song job makes my patterns sound different than 
the original

2. Real-time recording in pattern chain mode means you have to plan 
out the structure of your whole song before-hand. Meaning you can't 
edit it in real-time. You cannot "punch-in" mutes in pattern chain 
mode.

3. Using the edit function to structure the song is a slow and not 
fun process.

I just think the real-time song creation process could be better. It 
would be very helpful to see how the pro's use this machine to make a 
whole song.

I guess I just want to know where I should concentrate my efforts. 
Should I get used to using the pattern-chain edit function to 
structure all my songs? Should I not bother converting to song?

Where does everyone add/edit their mutes? Pattern chain or song 
mode? Edit mode or real-time/punch-in?

I see others have mention similar frustrations before. Could this be 
why I don't see too many "check out my new song" type posts? 

Thank you,
-Randy

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12285|12285|2003-11-16 08:38:13|meisteryazz|Anyone can Help using this machine?|
Hello together,

I wanted to ask if someone, who is used to the rs7000 an live in the 
Cologne-Bonn area, could teach me a lesson in using the rs7000.
I've got this machine since one week and I'm learn more and more 
everyday. But it would be more helpfull to work with someone together.
So if someone is interested, please post or send a message.
| 12286|12275|2003-11-16 09:14:11|meisteryazz|Re: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
Hi,
I would be gratefull for getting a videomanual,
please make up your mind and do it :-)
Egal ob deutsch oder Englisch

y

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, tim Schröder wrote:
> Hi. I'm living in Germany. I also work with Video. I have a trv 900. 
Past production or editing are no problems. I can also make streaming 
video.
> Perhaps a german version?
> 
> Anybody request it?
> 
> 
> Tim Schröder
> Buero94
> 
> 0175/320 7319
> 0431/260 99517
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Robert van der Kamp 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Friday, November 14, 2003 10:39 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual
> 
> 
> Any takers?
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12287|12287|2003-11-16 10:52:51|okoyemaya|hum|
Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement I have
frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping ground
didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone else
finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?
| 12288|12275|2003-11-16 11:50:04|dopamine|Re: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
At 10:20 AM 16/11/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Hi,
>I would be gratefull for getting a videomanual,
>please make up your mind and do it :-)

Well everyone seems keen to receive it but I doubt that anyone is really 
keen to make it, myself included. I could be wrong, but I think most people 
would be too busy making music to be bothered doing a video manual. I 
didn't have anyone show me how to use this machine, but I eventually 
learned how it works. Just have patience and all will become like second 
nature.

You just gotta have a little faith in yourself. ;-)

Good luck,
Matt

>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, tim Schröder wrote:
> > Hi. I'm living in Germany. I also work with Video. I have a trv 900.
>Past production or editing are no problems. I can also make streaming
>video.
> > Perhaps a german version?
> >
> > Anybody request it?
> >
> >
> > Tim Schröder
> > Buero94
> >
> > 0175/320 7319
> > 0431/260 99517
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Robert van der Kamp
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Friday, November 14, 2003 10:39 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual
> >
> >
> > Any takers?
> >
> > - Robert
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> >
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> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
>Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c4frqo3/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1069085653/A=1524963/R=0/*http://hits.411
bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>6a604.jpg 
>
>6a686.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12289|12287|2003-11-16 11:56:03|dopamine|Re: hum|
First I have heard of it to be honest. My RS is quiet as a mouse running 
through my Mackie mixer.

Matt

At 05:52 PM 16/11/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement I have
>frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping ground
>didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone else
>finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12crcrdbn/M=259395.3614674.4902533.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1069091572/A=1524963/R=0/*http://hits.411w
bin/autoredir?camp=556&lineid=3614674&prop=egroupweb&pos=HM>c162c.jpg 
>
>c16af.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12290|12287|2003-11-16 13:13:09|trapstate|Re: hum|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement I have
> frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping ground
> didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone else
> finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?

Maybe you have REC Volume open? I only hear strange noises when
loading from SCSI
| 12291|12291|2003-11-16 14:33:18|alpha_peak|New IDM track made with my RS7000|
«`S´ickle`S´ox» 

http://ElectronicScene.com/artist_music.cfm?a=1843
| 12292|12287|2003-11-16 15:18:26|okoyemaya|Re: hum|
No the hum is there even when it is not on, just connected. Is there
any webpage dealing with the ground loops and similar stuff? I try to
follow one ground only per setup, still RS is the only trouble maker,
could it be the case, lousy shield ? Wish it was like RM1x.
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement I have
> > frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping ground
> > didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone else
> > finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?
> 
> Maybe you have REC Volume open? I only hear strange noises when
> loading from SCSI

| 12293|12287|2003-11-16 20:21:40|Latif|Re: hum|
seems like a groundleak somewehere in your
main power circuit and the devices attached to 
it and finally attached to the RS.

To determin where your RS comes in the picture,
unplugg all cables going in and out of the
RS, and plug a headphone into the RS.
What you say? you hear no hum?... thougt so!
;-)

No plug back in the cables 1 by 1...

Latif

---- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> No the hum is there even when it is not on, just connected. Is there
> any webpage dealing with the ground loops and similar stuff? I try 

to

> follow one ground only per setup, still RS is the only trouble 

maker,

> could it be the case, lousy shield ? Wish it was like RM1x.
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > > Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement 

I have

> > > frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping 

ground

> > > didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone 

else

> > > finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?
> > 
> > Maybe you have REC Volume open? I only hear strange noises when
> > loading from SCSI
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| 12294|12287|2003-11-16 22:01:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: hum|
Always check your cables my best advice. I've had some very anoying hum 
problems after hours of tiddly farting around, last thing to suspect is a brand 
new pair of cables, no physical damage even causeing all kinds of noises. 
Switch out your cables possibly, Monster brand cables expensive, but if bad 
lifetime garuntee which never needed to return one for this reason. Most others, I 
cant say have been 100%, but there are some cheaper nicer ones.

Zam

In a message dated 11/16/2003 11:21:38 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in writes:
Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement I have
frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping ground
didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone else
finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12295|12291|2003-11-16 22:26:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: New IDM track made with my RS7000|
In a message dated 11/16/2003 2:35:16 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
alpha_peak@yahoo.com writes:
http://ElectronicScene.com/artist_music.cfm?a=1843
pretty neat!

heres my latest RS7000 track:

http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/high.mp3

RS7000 /w AN1X intro & outro on channel 1(still hear a drum patch from RS 
oops ohwell, but note the single note out from RS to Arp on AN1x, nice feature 
IMHO!)

Cant get enough RS time, love it soooo much, and the helpfull & careing 
people on this forum too who don't mind my good and bad advice I give ocasionally 
here! I know sometimes we just need an ear other than our own. So Thanks 
RSers!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12296|12296|2003-11-17 11:03:19|Vincent|alway's on|
hi,

i was wondering, i alway's leave my rs on, so i can step in and 
start jamming when i feel like it. but, can it harm the rs if i 
leave it 24/7 on?

tnx!
| 12297|12296|2003-11-17 15:35:34|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: alway's on|
It might harm your electric bill the most. Other than that, I'd be worried 
about static or power irregularties hitting it when I'm not around. The RS is 
mostly solid state, meaning no moving parts in it, or not many moving parts 
inside it, unless you have a hard drive in it. Most don't, so other than that, 
wear and tear is minimal when not in use and in the on state. Still, I think 
good practice to shut down occasionally, especially if its not going to be 
used for a while. Whatever there is to wear out with it in this state, if it 
takes a million hours, its still going to wear faster with it on. Most likely, 
the first thing to wear out soonest would be its power supply. Those go out 
the most on computers that are left on constantly, and those arn't solid state 
like the RS. Someone else my have better advice more specific to the RS's 
operating time and this is just a presumtion I have from dealing with lots of 
electronic equipment and not just the RS. I've put countless hours on mine using 
it and no power problems, so leaving it on shouldn't hurt it much if not in 
use. I could be wrong though, so to be safest, I know it shouldnt hurt any more 
to shut it down when not in use.

Zam

In a message dated 11/17/2003 11:24:55 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
zwerrie@hotmail.com writes:
i was wondering, i alway's leave my rs on, so i can step in and 
start jamming when i feel like it. but, can it harm the rs if i 
leave it 24/7 on?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12298|12287|2003-11-17 15:45:25|D. A. Carrillo|Re: hum|
It has nothing to do with any of that. It is called a ground loop. If you notice on the plug that came with the rs there are three prongs going out; a negative, a positive, and a
ground. There are 2 ways to solve this problem: 
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1. Go get a cheeter, which is a little thing you plug the cord into that bypasses the ground (costs like 2 dollars)
2 Cut or bend the ground pin so that it doesnt plug into the socket.

It will not harm your equipment or nothing like that.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Dbeam505@aol.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, November 17, 2003 12:01 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] hum

Always check your cables my best advice. I've had some very anoying hum 
problems after hours of tiddly farting around, last thing to suspect is a brand 
new pair of cables, no physical damage even causeing all kinds of noises. 
Switch out your cables possibly, Monster brand cables expensive, but if bad 
lifetime garuntee which never needed to return one for this reason. Most others, I 
cant say have been 100%, but there are some cheaper nicer ones.

Zam

In a message dated 11/16/2003 11:21:38 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
okoyemaya@yahoo.co.in writes:
Rs seems to be freaky with the hum,the only piece of equipement I have
frequently problem with, any tricks to get rid of it ? Taping ground
didnt help, neither getting power from the same source. Anyone else
finding RS oversenstive with the hum ?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12299|12296|2003-11-17 21:36:38|D. A. Carrillo|Re: alway's on|
well, if u r going to be using it on a very regular basis you're better of leaving it on because it is really not good to be charging and discharging the capacitors and
components like that inside the rs. Also, when it is on the unit generates heat and the components heat up, so turning it on and of means cooling and heating thus;
compressing and expanding the components which does a lot more damage than just leaving it on in the first place.

If you go to any professional studio you'll find the equipment is on most of the time aswell for that very same reason.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Dbeam505@aol.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, November 17, 2003 5:35 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] alway's on

It might harm your electric bill the most. Other than that, I'd be worried 
about static or power irregularties hitting it when I'm not around. The RS is 
mostly solid state, meaning no moving parts in it, or not many moving parts 
inside it, unless you have a hard drive in it. Most don't, so other than that, 
wear and tear is minimal when not in use and in the on state. Still, I think 
good practice to shut down occasionally, especially if its not going to be 
used for a while. Whatever there is to wear out with it in this state, if it 
takes a million hours, its still going to wear faster with it on. Most likely, 
the first thing to wear out soonest would be its power supply. Those go out 
the most on computers that are left on constantly, and those arn't solid state 
like the RS. Someone else my have better advice more specific to the RS's 
operating time and this is just a presumtion I have from dealing with lots of 
electronic equipment and not just the RS. I've put countless hours on mine using 
it and no power problems, so leaving it on shouldn't hurt it much if not in 
use. I could be wrong though, so to be safest, I know it shouldnt hurt any more 
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to shut it down when not in use.

Zam

In a message dated 11/17/2003 11:24:55 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
zwerrie@hotmail.com writes:
i was wondering, i alway's leave my rs on, so i can step in and 
start jamming when i feel like it. but, can it harm the rs if i 
leave it 24/7 on?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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12300|12287|2003-11-18 03:36:07|trapstate|Re: hum|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
wrote:

> It has nothing to do with any of that. It is called a ground loop.

If you notice on the plug that came with the rs there are three
prongs going out; a negative, a positive, and a ground. There are 2
ways to solve this problem: 

> 
> 1. Go get a cheeter, which is a little thing you plug the cord into

that bypasses the ground (costs like 2 dollars)

> 2 Cut or bend the ground pin so that it doesnt plug into the

socket.

> 
> 
> It will not harm your equipment or nothing like that.

I would advise against this. Most likely the RS' power supply is
designed with capacitors to the ground to filter out undesired
frequencies. If a ground loop is present it's better to use isolation
transformers (1:1) in the audio path.

Paul
| 12301|1220|2003-11-18 05:09:17|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /misc/RS7000-Notes.xls 
Uploaded by : robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl> 
Description : Spreadsheet with pics and text explaining the RS at a basic level. By Drew Derr. 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/RS7000-Notes.xls 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl>
| 12302|12296|2003-11-18 06:03:50|jesse_medway|Re: alway's on|

> 
> In a message dated 11/17/2003 11:24:55 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> zwerrie@h... writes:
> i was wondering, i alway's leave my rs on, so i can step in and 
> start jamming when i feel like it. but, can it harm the rs if i 
> portions of this message have been removed]

I leave mine on all the time. As long as something doesnt make a lot 
of heat I keep it on. Each time you turn off and on the components 
heaqt up or cool down and this can cause small cracks and 
malfunctions. Of course having it on can wear out parts too, either 
way it probably doesnt matter. But if something puts out a lot of 
heat I keep it off, if anything to keep the studio cool.

Jesse
| 12303|12296|2003-11-18 06:04:12|jesse_medway|Re: alway's on|

> 
> In a message dated 11/17/2003 11:24:55 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> zwerrie@h... writes:
> i was wondering, i alway's leave my rs on, so i can step in and 
> start jamming when i feel like it. but, can it harm the rs if i 
> portions of this message have been removed]

I leave mine on all the time. As long as something doesnt make a lot 
of heat I keep it on. Each time you turn off and on the components 
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heaqt up or cool down and this can cause small cracks and 
malfunctions. Of course having it on can wear out parts too, either 
way it probably doesnt matter. But if something puts out a lot of 
heat I keep it off, if anything to keep the studio cool.

Jesse
| 12304|12287|2003-11-18 06:19:26|okoyemaya|Re: hum|
Thanks you and sp.coral too. What exactly is the isolation transformer?
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 
> wrote:
> > It has nothing to do with any of that. It is called a ground loop.
> If you notice on the plug that came with the rs there are three
> prongs going out; a negative, a positive, and a ground. There are 2
> ways to solve this problem: 
> > 
> > 1. Go get a cheeter, which is a little thing you plug the cord into
> that bypasses the ground (costs like 2 dollars)
> > 2 Cut or bend the ground pin so that it doesnt plug into the
> socket.
> > 
> > 
> > It will not harm your equipment or nothing like that.
> 
> I would advise against this. Most likely the RS' power supply is
> designed with capacitors to the ground to filter out undesired
> frequencies. If a ground loop is present it's better to use isolation
> transformers (1:1) in the audio path.
> 
> Paul

| 12305|12287|2003-11-18 07:29:47|trapstate|Re: hum|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Thanks you and sp.coral too. What exactly is the isolation 
> transformer?

It's an galvanic (physical) isolation between two nets. But those with
a linear response between 20 -20Khz are quite expensive. If your
problems are caused by a ground loop, the following schematic is
mostly the case: 

+---------+ +------------+
| | shielded audio-cable | |
| RS |------------------------------------|mixer / amp |
| | | |
+---------+ +------------+
| |
| |
|power cord TV/radio |
|(with ground antenna |
| |
| |
+------------------------------------------------+
Long way via ground of power company

As you can see two connected grounds (from the Rs and an antenna) form
are rather large loop which pics up magnetic disturbance. As most
disturbance is at 50hz, you hear a ground buzz. My advice is to see if
there is a antenna is connected to the rest of the system. If so,
either remove it from your audio system or use an isolation
transformer in the antenna.

Note that your problems do not have to be caused by a ground loop.
Like Latif said: disconnect everything from the RS and reconnect your
equipment step by step to see what's causing the buzz.

Paul
| 12306|12287|2003-11-18 07:37:04|trapstate|REPOST Re: hum|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:

> Thanks you and sp.coral too. What exactly is the isolation 
> transformer?

Hopefully my ascii looks better now

It's an galvanic (physical) isolation between two nets. But those with
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a linear response between 20 -20Khz are quite expensive. If your
problems are caused by a ground loop, the following schematic is
mostly the case: 

shielded audio-cable 
RS |---------------------------------| mixer / amp 

| |
| |
|power cord TV/radio |
|(with ground antenna |
| |
| |
+---------------------------------------------+
Long way via ground of power company

As you can see two connected grounds (from the Rs and an antenna) form
are rather large loop which pics up magnetic disturbance. As most
disturbance is at 50hz, you hear a ground buzz. My advice is to see if
there is a antenna is connected to the rest of the system. If so,
either remove it from your audio system or use an isolation
transformer in the antenna.

Note that your problems do not have to be caused by a ground loop.
Like Latif said: disconnect everything from the RS and reconnect your
equipment step by step to see what's causing the buzz.

Paul
| 12307|1220|2003-11-18 10:25:38|drewderr|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Hey there,
I haven't posted much since joining this list about a year ago. but 
i love this group and have benefited greatly from the information and 
good vibes here!

As everyone who plays with our beloved RS7000 knows, it is extremely 
powerful and complex. at first it took me a while just to get my 
head around the basics. i was confused by some of the seemingly 
overlapping terminology...like "Sections" and "Patterns." to keep my 
sanity, i ended up creating a set of basic notes in Excel, based on 
the manual & from personal use of the RS. it has helped me and i 
thought it might be useful for some others out there too.

There are 6 [tabs] in the Excel worksheet, "RS7000 Notes (basic).xls":

1 - [Simple Diagram]* visually shows the relationship between 
Styles, Sections, Patterns, Tracks & Phrases
2 - [Basic Structure] of the RS
3 - [Basic Operation] of the RS
4 - [Master Effects]* diagram
5 - [Effect Type List]*
6 - [Keyboard Reference] identifies by octave (-5 to +5) what 
each keyboard button on the RS7000 represents (1, 2, A, 3, B, etc.), 
in terms of the musical note (C, C#, D, etc.) and note# (0 to 127). 
This is not available in the manual & should be quite helpful for 
various MIDI operations and to trigger internal sounds/samples.

*single page ready to print

Hope this is helpful, please shout if you notice anything off kilter 
needing to be fixed.

Peace to all
drew

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /misc/RS7000-Notes.xls 
> Uploaded by : robnetrobnet 
> Description : Spreadsheet with pics and text explaining the RS at 
a basic level. By Drew Derr. 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL
> 
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> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/misc/RS7000-Notes.xls 
> 
> To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit
> 
> http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files
> 
> Regards,
> 
> robnetrobnet

| 12308|12308|2003-11-18 12:49:07|stabilityillatease|Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
Im trying to hook up a novation a station to my 7k but i can get any 
sounds out of it. I have the midi cable connected from midi out(7k) 
to the midi in on the a station and thats it.I hooked up the output 
cables i had connected to my 7k onto the a station and i was getting 
sounds but shouldnt the midi cable carry the sounds through the rs7k? 
What do i need to do to get the sound to come straight out of the 7k 
with only a midi cable or is it possible?
| 12309|12308|2003-11-18 17:34:47|Fierce Fish|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
Uhm, no Midi is a protocol which simply tells the device which note to play (amongst other things) you still need to have an audio output from the novation. It sounds like
you will need to get a mixer and some more cables.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: stabilityillatease 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2003 7:49 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???

Im trying to hook up a novation a station to my 7k but i can get any 
sounds out of it. I have the midi cable connected from midi out(7k) 
to the midi in on the a station and thats it.I hooked up the output 
cables i had connected to my 7k onto the a station and i was getting 
sounds but shouldnt the midi cable carry the sounds through the rs7k? 
What do i need to do to get the sound to come straight out of the 7k 
with only a midi cable or is it possible? 
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12310|12287|2003-11-18 18:18:44|okoyemaya|Re: hum|
Very interesting, I will set up everything properly, since anyway it
is all disconnected now, packed to go. Since RS and other stuff goes
with me touring when I m back will try to set it according to your
advices
Thanks everybody
Okoyem

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> > Thanks you and sp.coral too. What exactly is the isolation 
> > transformer?
> 
> It's an galvanic (physical) isolation between two nets. But those with
> a linear response between 20 -20Khz are quite expensive. If your
> problems are caused by a ground loop, the following schematic is
> mostly the case: 
> 
> +---------+ +------------+
> | | shielded audio-cable | |
> | RS |------------------------------------|mixer / amp |
> | | | |
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> +---------+ +------------+
> | |
> | |
> |power cord TV/radio |
> |(with ground antenna |
> | |
> | |
> +------------------------------------------------+
> Long way via ground of power company
> 
> As you can see two connected grounds (from the Rs and an antenna) form
> are rather large loop which pics up magnetic disturbance. As most
> disturbance is at 50hz, you hear a ground buzz. My advice is to see if
> there is a antenna is connected to the rest of the system. If so,
> either remove it from your audio system or use an isolation
> transformer in the antenna.
> 
> Note that your problems do not have to be caused by a ground loop.
> Like Latif said: disconnect everything from the RS and reconnect your
> equipment step by step to see what's causing the buzz.
> 
> Paul

| 12311|12308|2003-11-18 19:20:35|Latif|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
wow..... :)
i will not laugh,
MUHAHAHAHAHAHA
uhm sorry mate, couldn't keep it ;)

midi cables are strictly for midi data,
between to midi connections.
there's too much to explain about it, 
but to keep it simple, midi is not sound
and sound is not midi.
http://www.midipage.nl/
select the menu in english, and maybe this site
can help you get started in better understanding
the basics and differences.

For now, buy or get a couple of 1/4 jack 
plugged cables, and stick them into the stereo
outs of the novation, and the other end into the 
sampler inputs of the RS....
that way you will be able to hear the novations
audio outputs through the RS inputs.

goodluck and have fun.
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> Im trying to hook up a novation a station to my 7k but i can get 

any 

> sounds out of it. I have the midi cable connected from midi out(7k) 
> to the midi in on the a station and thats it.I hooked up the output 
> cables i had connected to my 7k onto the a station and i was 

getting 

> sounds but shouldnt the midi cable carry the sounds through the 

rs7k? 

> What do i need to do to get the sound to come straight out of the 

7k 

> with only a midi cable or is it possible?

| 12312|12308|2003-11-18 20:10:19|stabilityillatease|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> wow..... :)
> i will not laugh,
> MUHAHAHAHAHAHA
> uhm sorry mate, couldn't keep it ;)
> 
> midi cables are strictly for midi data,
> between to midi connections.
> there's too much to explain about it, 
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> but to keep it simple, midi is not sound
> and sound is not midi.
> http://www.midipage.nl/
> select the menu in english, and maybe this site
> can help you get started in better understanding
> the basics and differences.
> 
> For now, buy or get a couple of 1/4 jack 
> plugged cables, and stick them into the stereo
> outs of the novation, and the other end into the 
> sampler inputs of the RS....
> that way you will be able to hear the novations
> audio outputs through the RS inputs.
> 
> goodluck and have fun.
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
> wrote:
> > Im trying to hook up a novation a station to my 7k but i can get 
> any 
> > sounds out of it. I have the midi cable connected from midi out

(7k) 

> > to the midi in on the a station and thats it.I hooked up the 

output 

> > cables i had connected to my 7k onto the a station and i was 
> getting 
> > sounds but shouldnt the midi cable carry the sounds through the 
> rs7k? 
> > What do i need to do to get the sound to come straight out of the 
> 7k 
> > with only a midi cable or is it possible?

Wtf? so you cant sequence sounds from a synth module on a rs7k??? i 
have to sample them and then sequence?? what the hell this cant be 
true someone clear this up.
| 12313|12308|2003-11-18 20:18:38|stabilityillatease|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|

> 
> Wtf? so you cant sequence sounds from a synth module on a rs7k??? i 
> have to sample them and then sequence?? what the hell this cant be 
> true someone clear this up.

so is this what makes the 7k different from a mpc? because ive messed 
with a friends mpc thats hooked up to a triton rack and the sounds 
went through the mpc and you could sequence them on it no 
sampling.thats bullshit that you have to sample sounds from a synth 
to sequence them.
| 12314|1220|2003-11-18 20:24:16|wasted/su700fan|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Definitely much appreciated Drew. Thanks for all the hard work 
compiling the spreadsheet.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12315|12308|2003-11-18 21:04:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|

> > Wtf? so you cant sequence sounds from a synth module on a rs7k??? i 
> > have to sample them and then sequence?? what the hell this cant be 
> > true someone clear this up.
> 
> so is this what makes the 7k different from a mpc? because ive messed 
> with a friends mpc thats hooked up to a triton rack and the sounds 
> went through the mpc and you could sequence them on it no 
> sampling.thats bullshit that you have to sample sounds from a synth 
> to sequence them.

Did you even bother to read clearly Latif's response to the original 
poster's message? The original poster was asking why he couldn't hear 
sounds coming from his external device when he connected a MIDI cable 
between the RS7k and the other device. Then Latif replied that Audio 
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signals do not run over MIDI. Which is correct. MIDI is a control 
language for telling devices what note # to play, when to play it, 
other CC# manipulations, etc. MIDI does NOT transfer audio, just 
control playback signals. If you want to hear audio from external 
devices you need to connect their individual audio outputs to a mixer 
or route their audio signals back into the RS7k's Audio In inputs.

You CAN use your RS7k to sequence external gear. I use it to sequence 
my RS7k's internal sounds, the DX200's FM voices, and my microKorg's VA 
sounds via various MIDI Output Channel #s on the RS7k's sequencer. I 
have all of my Audio Outputs from my various gear (DX200, microKorg, 
RS7k, etc.) running into a MIXER (Mackie DFX12 in my case) on separate 
audio channels on the mixer. The MIXER is what combines all the Audio 
signals into one final stereo audio output via headphones/monitor 
speakers.

For those of you who don't understand the very basics like "What Is 
MIDI?" and "How Do I Hear Audio Coming From My Gear?" I think you 
REALLY need to read a book on BASIC Audio and Music Production. Not 
trying to be rude or flaming here, just realistic. I mean c'mon, fer 
chrissakes, you just spent $1000 US or equivalent on the RS7k (or more 
if you have other gear) and you don't even know how to listen to each 
of your gears' individual audio outputs? Please, check out a book on 
basic audio production from your local library, buy a book at a 
bookstore, or find some websites on the Internet that explain the 
basics of MIDI & Audio recording & production. You can't learn 
everything on a comprehensive piece of gear like the RS7k overnight. 
Or for that matter music production in general. Everyone is a newbie 
when they first start out and ask such questions. But some effort 
needs to be put forth to do some basic research if this is a hobby you 
are serious about.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12316|12308|2003-11-18 21:17:05|stabilityillatease|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > > Wtf? so you cant sequence sounds from a synth module on a 

rs7k??? i 

> > > have to sample them and then sequence?? what the hell this cant 

be 

> > > true someone clear this up.
> > 
> > so is this what makes the 7k different from a mpc? because ive 

messed 

> > with a friends mpc thats hooked up to a triton rack and the 

sounds 

> > went through the mpc and you could sequence them on it no 
> > sampling.thats bullshit that you have to sample sounds from a 

synth 

> > to sequence them.
> 
> Did you even bother to read clearly Latif's response to the 

original 

> poster's message? The original poster was asking why he couldn't 

hear 

> sounds coming from his external device when he connected a MIDI 

cable 

> between the RS7k and the other device. Then Latif replied that 

Audio 
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> signals do not run over MIDI. Which is correct. MIDI is a control 
> language for telling devices what note # to play, when to play it, 
> other CC# manipulations, etc. MIDI does NOT transfer audio, just 
> control playback signals. If you want to hear audio from external 
> devices you need to connect their individual audio outputs to a 

mixer 

> or route their audio signals back into the RS7k's Audio In inputs.
> 
> You CAN use your RS7k to sequence external gear. I use it to 

sequence 

> my RS7k's internal sounds, the DX200's FM voices, and my 

microKorg's VA 

> sounds via various MIDI Output Channel #s on the RS7k's sequencer. 

I 

> have all of my Audio Outputs from my various gear (DX200, 

microKorg, 

> RS7k, etc.) running into a MIXER (Mackie DFX12 in my case) on 

separate 

> audio channels on the mixer. The MIXER is what combines all the 

Audio 

> signals into one final stereo audio output via headphones/monitor 
> speakers.
> 
> For those of you who don't understand the very basics like "What Is 
> MIDI?" and "How Do I Hear Audio Coming From My Gear?" I think you 
> REALLY need to read a book on BASIC Audio and Music Production. 

Not 

> trying to be rude or flaming here, just realistic. I mean c'mon, 

fer 

> chrissakes, you just spent $1000 US or equivalent on the RS7k (or 

more 

> if you have other gear) and you don't even know how to listen to 

each 

> of your gears' individual audio outputs? Please, check out a book 

on 

> basic audio production from your local library, buy a book at a 
> bookstore, or find some websites on the Internet that explain the 
> basics of MIDI & Audio recording & production. You can't learn 
> everything on a comprehensive piece of gear like the RS7k 

overnight. 

> Or for that matter music production in general. Everyone is a 

newbie 

> when they first start out and ask such questions. But some effort 
> needs to be put forth to do some basic research if this is a hobby 

you 

> are serious about.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
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I am serious about this im just new to midi and i came hear to ask 
questions about it, isnt that what this board is for? 
So if i have the synth hooked up to my mixer and the output of my 
mixer hooked up the input on the 7k then i can sequence the sounds 
off of the synth in realtime? no sampling is that what your saying?
| 12317|12308|2003-11-18 21:20:53|stabilityillatease|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|

> 
> 
> I am serious about this im just new to midi and i came hear to ask 
> questions about it, isnt that what this board is for? 
> So if i have the synth hooked up to my mixer and the output of my 
> mixer hooked up the input on the 7k then i can sequence the sounds 
> off of the synth in realtime? no sampling is that what your saying?

ok ive got it setup and i can sequence the sounds off of the synth on 
my 7k now but how do i save it or is it even possible to save?
| 12318|12308|2003-11-18 21:25:18|dopamine|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
Controlling the external synth is done via the midi cable. Then run the 
audio from the synth to your mixer and that's it. You don't need any 
sampling or to even run the audio from the external synth back to the RS at 
all. The mixer is only there to mix the sound of your RS and synth together.

Matt

At 04:20 AM 19/11/2003 +0000, you wrote:

> >
> >
> > I am serious about this im just new to midi and i came hear to ask
> > questions about it, isnt that what this board is for?
> > So if i have the synth hooked up to my mixer and the output of my
> > mixer hooked up the input on the 7k then i can sequence the sounds
> > off of the synth in realtime? no sampling is that what your saying?
>
>
>ok ive got it setup and i can sequence the sounds off of the synth on
>my 7k now but how do i save it or is it even possible to save?
>
>
>
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mqso=60178338&partid=4116732>13d938f.jpg
>13d9407.jpg
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12319|12319|2003-11-18 23:09:00|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT mm-16|
If anyone sees one of these things for sale somewhere, let me know, I want 
one for my RS too.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12320|12319|2003-11-18 23:40:27|dopamine|Re: OT mm-16|
What is it?

Matt
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At 01:08 AM 19/11/2003 -0500, you wrote:

>If anyone sees one of these things for sale somewhere, let me know, I want
>one for my RS too.
>
>Zam
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12cbplma9/M=267637.4116732.5333197.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1069308541/A=1853618/R=0/*http://www.n
mqso=60178338&partid=4116732>1b9500b.jpg
>1b95123.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12321|12308|2003-11-19 00:07:18|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
Your next assingment is to read pages 17, 114, 118, 120, 167, 166, 167, 204, 205, and coresponiding pages in the RS7000 owners manual, about saveing.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 11/18/2003 11:20:50 PM Eastern Standard Time, eam0o1@hotmail.com writes:

> ok ive got it setup and i can sequence the sounds off of the synth on 
> my 7k now but how do i save it or is it even possible to 
> save?

| 12322|12322|2003-11-19 00:47:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT Re: [RS7000] New IDM track made with my RS7000|
Was listening to your fun with bongos song, and I hear some reverse pitching on the bongo, and I don't think that was done on the RS, unless some internal resampling or
processing of samples where performed. If still around this forum, I'd like to know if you had some sort of quicker method of doing this reverseing than what I'm thinking
you went through, which is likely software generated???

Zam

In a message dated 11/17/2003 12:26:00 PM Eastern Standard Time, Dbeam505 writes:

> In a message dated 11/16/2003 2:35:16 PM Mountain Standard 
> Time, alpha_peak@yahoo.com writes:
> http://ElectronicScene.com/artist_music.cfm?a=1843

| 12323|12323|2003-11-19 00:54:02|Dbeam505@aol.com|bass not random pan|
Hey forum,

Had a prob with low freqs not random paning. Someone wrote me back about low freqs not working well panning whatever using. You were right, other stuff /w higher
freqs working ok, not as great as I'd like for a random pan. Not getting a whole lot of pan left & right from RS compared to other gear, maybe I just need to work at it
more, but anyway thanks for advise about low freq. pans.

Zam
| 12324|12308|2003-11-19 13:11:16|Paul Reinis|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
Look, you've really got to read the manual. This group is an excellent
resource, but they're not going to hold your hand. You have to do some
of the work yourself. 

You'll find the process far more rewarding that way too. You're not a
moron - you can teach yourself the basics. Then come to the group when
you get stuck.

You've been behaving like a kindergarten student in university. Slow
down and read the manual! If someone took time out of their day to help
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you, at least have the decency to read their post before panicking!

If you don't have a manual, you can download one from the
www.yamahasynth.com site.

btw you can route your synth module through the rs7k and use it's
effects too. You can do this before or after routing to the mixer. Read
the manual for details.

Cheers, and have fun!
Paul

-----Original Message-----
From: stabilityillatease [mailto:eam0o1@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2003 11:21 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???

> 
> 
> I am serious about this im just new to midi and i came hear to ask 
> questions about it, isnt that what this board is for? 
> So if i have the synth hooked up to my mixer and the output of my 
> mixer hooked up the input on the 7k then i can sequence the sounds 
> off of the synth in realtime? no sampling is that what your saying?

ok ive got it setup and i can sequence the sounds off of the synth on 
my 7k now but how do i save it or is it even possible to save? 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12325|12319|2003-11-19 15:01:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT mm-16|
a module with assignable midi sliders, so I can control multiple volume 
levels at same time. Seen one once, looked really cool. I know someone on the 
forum got one and mentioned it a while back how much they liked it as a 
companion to the RS, been looking for one on ebay and on net without much luck.

In a message dated 11/19/2003 1:15:45 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
matty@djdopamine.com writes:
What is it?

Matt

At 01:08 AM 19/11/2003 -0500, you wrote:

>If anyone sees one of these things for sale somewhere, let me know, I want
>one for my RS too.
>
>Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12326|12319|2003-11-19 15:55:20|Latif|Re: OT mm-16|
kawai mm16 midi/sysex controller
yes i have one, and some1 else on this list.
they are very rare and hard to find.
they cost not much, haven't used it that much yet.
but it's not leaving here anymore for sure ;)

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> a module with assignable midi sliders, so I can control multiple 
volume 
> levels at same time. Seen one once, looked really cool. I know 
someone on the 
> forum got one and mentioned it a while back how much they liked it 
as a 
> companion to the RS, been looking for one on ebay and on net 
without much luck.
> 
> In a message dated 11/19/2003 1:15:45 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> matty@d... writes:
> What is it?
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 01:08 AM 19/11/2003 -0500, you wrote:
> >If anyone sees one of these things for sale somewhere, let me 
know, I want
> >one for my RS too.
> >
> >Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12327|12327|2003-11-20 20:18:29|josmaas|A user-friendly alternative for XG-Works, BIAB and Jammer|
Version 6.0 of One Man Band can be downloaded at 
http://www.1manband.nl

The main addition in this version is a complete new 
sequencer/arranger that offers an user-friendly alternative for XG-
Works, BIAB and Jammer. In a large grid (viewing 64 bars at once) you 
can place chords and parts from up to 10 different styles. Melody can 
be recorded and edited. Parts of the sequence can be exported and 
imported into other sequences.

There are 25 new styles included. Adaptions have been made for vocal 
harmonizers, MIDI guitars and MIDI accordions. The help functions 
have been improved with a help button on each window and popup info 
when you point the mouse at any object on the screen.

OMB uses a 3 level concept for music creation:

Level 1: Create or modify a style. Rip tracks from MIDI files and 
styles and put them together in a new style.
Level 2: Improvise using the virtual arranger keyboard. Try ideas 
with chord and melody variations in different styles.
Level 3: Record an arrangement with the sequencer. Make modifications 
and save it in a MIDI file.

Registration of One Man Band is still $30 and registered users have 
received a free update.

Jos Maas
| 12328|12328|2003-11-21 08:25:53|mr_doberman2003|Finally!|
I finally got my RS7K. ...again! Don't worry I won't ask any 
questions unless I really have to.
| 12329|12328|2003-11-21 08:34:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Finally!|
On Friday 21 November 2003 15:29, mr_doberman2003 wrote:

> I finally got my RS7K. ...again! Don't worry I won't ask
> any questions unless I really have to.

What made you come back to us?

- Robert
| 12330|12328|2003-11-21 09:06:41|trapstate|Re: Finally!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mr_doberman2003" wrote:

> I finally got my RS7K. ...again! Don't worry I won't ask any 
> questions unless I really have to.

Just read the manual and the FAQ first and people here will gladly
help if something is still not clear. Have fun with your RS! 

Paul
| 12331|12328|2003-11-21 18:01:06|mr_doberman2003|Re: Finally!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:
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> On Friday 21 November 2003 15:29, mr_doberman2003 wrote:
> > I finally got my RS7K. ...again! Don't worry I won't ask
> > any questions unless I really have to.
> 
> What made you come back to us?
> 
> - Robert

Returned the first one...needed the money for an apartment. Took me 8 
months to save for this one. I know a lot of people have their 
thoughts on this machine. My thought is ...I like it! Can't wait 
until I get external sound modules routed to it. Getting studio 
monitors in a couple of weeks...the headphones I have just don't do
the RS any justice...gonna go with KRK . Need a mixer, sub-woofer
etc, etc. Well one piece at a time.
| 12332|12266|2003-11-21 21:09:14|ecf1001|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
'lo

Well, if you have a midi interface for your computer (highly 
recommended if you don't), then you already have a midi 
filter/remapper/whatever else! There is a great program out there 
called MidiOX, and it's free. All you have to do is fire it up, set 
up inputs and outputs and a simple filter and run your midi stream 
through it.

I myself have an Edirol UM880 (8x8 usb), it's also a standalone 
patcher/merger/filter, which is what I use it for the most. I use 
MidiOX mainly for debugging my streams and connections and as a sysex 
librarian. 

Cheers,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> Thanks for the advice everyone, i am aware that thru echos 
everything 
> sent to the IN i just thought the RS would be capable of ignoring 
> note data since most machines are. what i heard was that yamaha 
> figured noone would ever want to use the RS for anything other than 
a 
> master (a little presumptuous i would say!) so they didn't program 
it 
> to have the option of having it ignore midi data in a setup such as 
> mine (where its necessary to use a thru to litterally have clock 
data 
> passing through a synth that isn't responding to it itself). This 
is 
> why i can't take Oddbod's advice and swap the sequencers - then i 
> would have no midi in port available on the Q-80 to send note data 
to 
> during tracking.
> 
> I'm going to go with the first couple of people's advice and find a 
> cheap and simple midi filter box, so i can finally have all the 
> issues out of my rig and get to work!!
> 
> any suggestions on a good brand or model anyone?
> 
> thanks again

| 12333|12323|2003-11-21 21:44:04|ecf1001|Re: bass not random pan|
Zam,

Thanks! Glad I could be helpful.

By the way, ever wonder why most stereo/speaker systems with 
subwoofers have only one? :) Heck, even surround sound standards have 
a single channel dedicated to "low frequency content" (that's where 
the .1 in 5.1/6.1/7.1 comes from). That's because panning the low end 
is useless and inefficient. In fact, most 3-piece speaker systems 
employ some sort of a crossover (I don't know this, but seems like a 
reasonable assumption) to split the stereo signal into hf and lf 
portions and feed the mono mix of the lf portions to the bass speaker.

This has nothing to do with the RS per se, just basic acoustics and a 
naturally occuring phenomenon (which I explained previously, more or 
less). You can pan hard left or hard right and hear the effect in 
headphones, but on speakers the effect will be less pronounced the 
lower the frequency and will blur completely after a certain limit. 
The RS will still be panning it faithfully (unless Yamaha went out of 
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their way to implement some soft of compliance with psycho- and 
physical acoustics:), but you won't be hearing it.

Now, the apparent difference between panning on different pieces of 
gear would be determined by the sounds themselves and frequency 
response characteristics (for the most part) of the output circuitry. 
Those do differ from unit to unit.

Mind you, however, that "low frequency content" is not the same thing 
as a "bass sound". Most typical bass sounds, unless it's a pure sine 
wave, will have some frequency content well above the fundamental. 
This is especially the case with "synth bass" type sounds utilizing 
square and sawtooth waves as oscillator waveforms. With those you 
will definitely hear the effect of panning, the brighter the sound, 
the more pronounced the panning will be.

Sorry if I'm restating the obvious. :)

By the way, I'm hanging in #electronicmusic on Undernet these days. 
Anyone care to join?

Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Hey forum,
> 
> Had a prob with low freqs not random paning. Someone wrote me back 
about low freqs not working well panning whatever using. You were 
right, other stuff /w higher freqs working ok, not as great as I'd 
like for a random pan. Not getting a whole lot of pan left & right 
from RS compared to other gear, maybe I just need to work at it more, 
but anyway thanks for advise about low freq. pans.
> 
> Zam

| 12334|12287|2003-11-21 22:32:20|ecf1001|Re: hum|
Heya,

Well, in addition to what's been said... Circumventing the mains 
ground may not harm your equipment, but it may harm YOU! Unless you 
know and understand the design, you don't know what ground 
connections dependencies are used internally, and even if you never 
open the unit after cutting off ground it's entirely possible for 
dangerously high voltages to build up not only on unit's chassis, 
mounting screws or even something as benign as 1/4" jack grounds 
(and, consequently, sleeves on connected cables). Every credible 
technical manual will say it in big bold letters and a lightning 
symbol nearby. I'll even quote one here: "WARNING: NEVER cut the 
ground pin on a three-terminal AC plug. There is no assurance tht a 
component so modified will not one day be used in a manner that would 
present a serious shock hazard". The person suggesting that is ether 
even more clueless about electronics than myself, or has complete 
disregard for safety of others, or is just an evil wisher.

And even if you are 100% certain that such design alterations are 
perfecly safe, it's still best to follow the same philosophy as with 
firearm handling - you'd better assume it's loaded. So don't do it.

An isolation power transformer is a good idea, although you don't 
need to get too deep into the details. :) Just go get a power 
conditioner, it's well worth it and chances are it will do wonders in 
regards to your hum problem. Did for me (Furman PL-PLUS). Along with 
enhancing your connectivity experience it will protect your equipment 
from things like line voltage fluctiations and spikes in a way that 
an ordinary surge protector/power strip can't.

There is also a much more involved technique where you selectively 
(and properly!) disconnect ground (sleeve) on audio interconnect 
cables and/or employ audio isolation transformers to solve ground 
loop problems. Some modern equipment (Behringer mixers, for instance) 
will lift signal ground internally (i.e., leave sleeve connector 
disconnected), so we don't have to - in other words, modern designs 
tend to be clever enough to take as much care of these things as they 
can. I would highly recommend starting with a power conditioner and a 
proper wiring layout first, hopefully, that should solve your problem 
right there. If not, there is plenty of books on audio installations 
and online articles explaining the problem in great detail.

And, for a lack of links to more credible articles at the moment, 
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here is a slightly different advice collection on the hum problem by 
yours truly: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AN1x-list/message/7936

Let us know how that fares. And please, always respect line voltage.

Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "okoyemaya" wrote:
> Thanks you and sp.coral too. What exactly is the isolation 
transformer?
> Okoyem
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trapstate" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "D. A. Carrillo" 

> > wrote:
> > > It has nothing to do with any of that. It is called a ground 
loop.
> > If you notice on the plug that came with the rs there are three
> > prongs going out; a negative, a positive, and a ground. There 
are 2
> > ways to solve this problem: 
> > > 
> > > 1. Go get a cheeter, which is a little thing you plug the cord 
into
> > that bypasses the ground (costs like 2 dollars)
> > > 2 Cut or bend the ground pin so that it doesnt plug into the
> > socket.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > It will not harm your equipment or nothing like that.
> > 
> > I would advise against this. Most likely the RS' power supply is
> > designed with capacitors to the ground to filter out undesired
> > frequencies. If a ground loop is present it's better to use 
isolation
> > transformers (1:1) in the audio path.
> > 
> > Paul

| 12335|12328|2003-11-22 08:05:45|Latif|Re: Finally!|
good choice!

but ehmm... sub woofer?
aint tha shizz for in the car?
get yourself some descent active monitors mate?

i see mackie has made a pair
in the same budget class as behringer
about 500 euro

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mr_doberman2003" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Friday 21 November 2003 15:29, mr_doberman2003 wrote:
> > > I finally got my RS7K. ...again! Don't worry I won't ask
> > > any questions unless I really have to.
> > 
> > What made you come back to us?
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> Returned the first one...needed the money for an apartment. Took me 
8 
> months to save for this one. I know a lot of people have their 
> thoughts on this machine. My thought is ...I like it! Can't wait 
> until I get external sound modules routed to it. Getting studio 
> monitors in a couple of weeks...the headphones I have just don't do
> the RS any justice...gonna go with KRK . Need a mixer, sub-woofer
> etc, etc. Well one piece at a time.

| 12336|12266|2003-11-22 08:07:28|Latif|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
yes, indeed
if you're running a through your computer
with midi, then i recommend midiox too!
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> 'lo
> 
> Well, if you have a midi interface for your computer (highly 
> recommended if you don't), then you already have a midi 
> filter/remapper/whatever else! There is a great program out there 
> called MidiOX, and it's free. All you have to do is fire it up, set 
> up inputs and outputs and a simple filter and run your midi stream 
> through it.
> 
> I myself have an Edirol UM880 (8x8 usb), it's also a standalone 
> patcher/merger/filter, which is what I use it for the most. I use 
> MidiOX mainly for debugging my streams and connections and as a 
sysex 
> librarian. 
> 
> Cheers,
> Alex
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > Thanks for the advice everyone, i am aware that thru echos 
> everything 
> > sent to the IN i just thought the RS would be capable of ignoring 
> > note data since most machines are. what i heard was that yamaha 
> > figured noone would ever want to use the RS for anything other 
than 
> a 
> > master (a little presumptuous i would say!) so they didn't 
program 
> it 
> > to have the option of having it ignore midi data in a setup such 
as 
> > mine (where its necessary to use a thru to litterally have clock 
> data 
> > passing through a synth that isn't responding to it itself). This 
> is 
> > why i can't take Oddbod's advice and swap the sequencers - then i 
> > would have no midi in port available on the Q-80 to send note 
data 
> to 
> > during tracking.
> > 
> > I'm going to go with the first couple of people's advice and find 
a 
> > cheap and simple midi filter box, so i can finally have all the 
> > issues out of my rig and get to work!!
> > 
> > any suggestions on a good brand or model anyone?
> > 
> > thanks again

| 12337|12337|2003-11-22 14:58:05|rsmus7|Selling µQ|
Hello group,
sadly I have to sell my microQ, it´s the classic blue with 25 voices 
and absolutely like new with the newest OS.
It´s on the auction side of the german KEYBOARDS magazin for the
next 4 days. (http://www1.keyboards.de/auktion/kbindex.htm)
If your interested and have questions you can pm me.
Stephan
| 12338|12275|2003-11-24 08:00:12|giles smith|Re: Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual|
Great Idea!!!! I would be super interested.

Giles

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Robert van der Kamp" <robnet@wxs.nl>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, November 14, 2003 5:09 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Fwd: RS 7000 video Manual

> Second try.
>
> - Robert
>
>
>
> ---------- Forwarded Message ----------
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>
> Subject: RS 7000 video Manual
> Date: Thursday 13 November 2003 22:15
> From: Yassir Elbaz <yassirelbaz@web.de>
> To: robnet@wxs.nl
>
> Hi,
>
> just got your rs7000 FAQ into my hands. One of the feature
> requests on the bottom of your faq was, to create a video
> manual for the rs7000. Since it will take a hell of a time
> for huge copanies like Yamaha to create such a thing, I
> wanted to ask you, if you and your collegues from the
> mailing list would be able to do that. I think everybody
> would be happy about a video manual, and they would also
> pay a little fee for the job. You could distribute it on
> Cd to the members of the yahoo group. Please think about
> it and give it a try ;-)
>
> cu
> yassir
>
> -------------------------------------------------------
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
>

| 12339|12328|2003-11-24 08:00:15|mr_doberman2003|Re: Finally!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> good choice!
> 
> but ehmm... sub woofer?
> aint tha shizz for in the car?
> get yourself some descent active monitors mate?
> 
> i see mackie has made a pair
> in the same budget class as behringer
> about 500 euro
> 
> Latif

Thanks Latif...I'll check 'em out
| 12340|12340|2003-11-24 08:15:42|Robert van der Kamp|Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Hi all,

anyone of you still remember the OS update request poll?
( See http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html )

Well, I've got 150 votes now, and some of them are doubles, 
or invalid (every request selected). All in all, not many 
votes, imo.

I would like to close the poll now and pull the page from my 
site.

If one of you wants to *do* anything with the votes, I'd be 
glad to provide you with the data (it is in mbox mail 
format). I don't have the time to process it to the next 
level.

If you're interested, send a reply to this list, and explain 
your plans, so that we can select the best idea.

-Robert
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| 12341|12340|2003-11-24 11:43:00|Drew Derr|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
i would be glad to volunteer for the next step of turning the poll results into an appealing presentation that clearly states our requests. i work as a researcher, and do this
kind of thing all the time...it would actually be fun for me.

my recommended approach would be to create a presentation in powerpoint format. my thoughts are that it would begin with a couple introductory slides, saying who we
are, how many of us there are, why the upgrade is so important to us, and how we went about compiling the list. then there would be slides dedicated to the os requests,
beginning with the most important request first (based on votes). each os request would be outlined in a standardized format (keep it simple: issue/problem, symptoms,
desired outcome/solution).

once this is done and we're happy with it, the list would need to decide out how best to approach yamaha...

drew

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:
Hi all,

anyone of you still remember the OS update request poll?
( See http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html )

Well, I've got 150 votes now, and some of them are doubles, 
or invalid (every request selected). All in all, not many 
votes, imo.

I would like to close the poll now and pull the page from my 
site.

If one of you wants to *do* anything with the votes, I'd be 
glad to provide you with the data (it is in mbox mail 
format). I don't have the time to process it to the next 
level.

If you're interested, send a reply to this list, and explain 
your plans, so that we can select the best idea.

-Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12342|12340|2003-11-24 16:27:39|ecf1001|Re: Status of OS Request Poll |
Drew/Robert,

Skewing a little offtopic here, but I didn't see one important (IMO) 
item on the list: the track mute bug. Seems that, when mute mode is 
set to midi, with preset phrases that carry control information 
(filter settings, usually) to change some default aspect of an 
internal preset voice, the voice used by the phrase will be reset to 
its default configuration when the track is muted. Almost as if the 
RS "forgets" the applied parameter changes. So, if you then unmute 
the track in the middle of a phrase, it will be playing 
the "unchanged" default voice, until the phrase loops and the voice 
changes, sometimes drastically, to what the phrase intended it to be.

Also, when the track is muted while playing a note, sometimes 
the "note off" message is never sent to the TG and the note sustains 
indefinitely, even after the sequencer is stopped.

This is OS 1.41, mute mode set to MIDI. Could be a problem in a live 
situation... I'd be really surprised to learn that I'm the only one 
experiencing this.

Regards,
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Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
> i would be glad to volunteer for the next step of turning the poll 
results into an appealing presentation that clearly states our 
requests. i work as a researcher, and do this kind of thing all the 
time...it would actually be fun for me.
> 
> my recommended approach would be to create a presentation in 
powerpoint format. my thoughts are that it would begin with a couple 
introductory slides, saying who we are, how many of us there are, why 
the upgrade is so important to us, and how we went about compiling 
the list. then there would be slides dedicated to the os requests, 
beginning with the most important request first (based on votes). 
each os request would be outlined in a standardized format (keep it 
simple: issue/problem, symptoms, desired outcome/solution).
> 
> once this is done and we're happy with it, the list would need to 
decide out how best to approach yamaha...
> 
> drew
> 
> Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> Hi all,
> 
> anyone of you still remember the OS update request poll?
> ( See http://home.planet.nl/~robnet/rs7k/OsRequests.html )
> 
> Well, I've got 150 votes now, and some of them are doubles, 
> or invalid (every request selected). All in all, not many 
> votes, imo.
> 
> I would like to close the poll now and pull the page from my 
> site.
> 
> If one of you wants to *do* anything with the votes, I'd be 
> glad to provide you with the data (it is in mbox mail 
> format). I don't have the time to process it to the next 
> level.
> 
> If you're interested, send a reply to this list, and explain 
> your plans, so that we can select the best idea.
> 
> -Robert
> 
> 
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> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
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> Do you Yahoo!?
> Free Pop-Up Blocker - Get it now
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12343|12340|2003-11-24 23:44:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
This seems to be the the hard part. Good Luck!

In a message dated 11/24/2003 12:13:57 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
drewderr@yahoo.com writes:
once this is done and we're happy with it, the list would need to decide out 
how best to approach yamaha...

drew

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 12344|12340|2003-11-26 00:13:50|Drew Derr|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Yes indeed, we might as well be planning a mission to Mars (and Yamaha is NASA). but i'm willing to give the effort a serious shot. my belief is, the more organized and
professional and determined we are, the better our chances. i do have a plan for approaching Yamaha, but someone on the list may have a better angle? Anyways...

It so happens that Yamaha's US corporate HQ is located not too far from me (see below). my plan is to fight for an in-person meeting with someone over there. the first
step would be to funnel our request through Yamaha's normal support channels. then we would broaden the campaign by contacting their marketing and consumer
relations staffs. i think the outcome we want will not be won through conventional means, since unfortunately it seems that yamaha thinks it is "through" with upgrades
for the RS7K. we need to try and convince them otherwise, somehow...even if it takes quite a while and a bit of hassle.

And i would argue that this issue is not just about the RS7000...or even Yamaha. Collectively we the people need to make the producers of musical equipment think again
about pulling the plug on support when the musicians are not fully satisfied. At least the companies could release development tools so that third parties can take the
equipment further than the manufacturers were willing to.

YAMAHA MUSIC (USA):
Yamaha Corporation of America
6600 Orangethorpe Ave.
Buena Park, CA 90620

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
This seems to be the the hard part. Good Luck!

In a message dated 11/24/2003 12:13:57 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
drewderr@yahoo.com writes:
once this is done and we're happy with it, the list would need to decide out 
how best to approach yamaha...

drew

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12345|12340|2003-11-27 02:29:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
That's it guys? 
No further contenders? 
No further comments?

Drew's proposal looks good, but I'm a bit disappointed (to 
say the least) to see this lack of interest. Where are all 
the fanatics that started this OS upgrade idea in the first 
place? (It wasn't me.)

We probably owe it to the 150 guys that voted, but imo this 
list doesn't seem interested anymore in the upgrade?

- Robert
| 12346|12340|2003-11-27 06:19:11|:Special Coral|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Its just like with any other fucking message post board. Most are a
bunch of little kids and lazy on top of everything else. I'll pitch in
some help, just tell me what to do, who to call, and some phone numbers
and I'll do the rest.

Count me in, I am not going to fall behind just like the rest of the
"generic people".

-----Original Message-----
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From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, November 27, 2003 4:33 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)

That's it guys? 
No further contenders? 
No further comments?

Drew's proposal looks good, but I'm a bit disappointed (to 
say the least) to see this lack of interest. Where are all 
the fanatics that started this OS upgrade idea in the first 
place? (It wasn't me.)

We probably owe it to the 150 guys that voted, but imo this 
list doesn't seem interested anymore in the upgrade?

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12347|12340|2003-11-27 07:45:48|Latif|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Drew's proposal sounds very good,
i have an email adres/and phone number
of a guy called Avery at Yamaha.
From what i hear he seems to be very helpfull
guy, which was the case for many EX users.
Another person i have only a name from is called:
Alan McPherson at Yamaha Canada.
Don't know what these people can do for us,
but maybe they can point out to the right direction.
Avery is from marketing at Yamaha Burbank. 
Just let me know when you need he's credentials Drew,
i'll mail it to you.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> That's it guys? 
> No further contenders? 
> No further comments?
> 
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> Drew's proposal looks good, but I'm a bit disappointed (to 
> say the least) to see this lack of interest. Where are all 
> the fanatics that started this OS upgrade idea in the first 
> place? (It wasn't me.)
> 
> We probably owe it to the 150 guys that voted, but imo this 
> list doesn't seem interested anymore in the upgrade?
> 
> - Robert

| 12348|12340|2003-11-27 08:29:12|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
I'm interested, but it feels like this has been going on for almost 2
years... ...and hell, Yamaha is probably going to release a new
replacement product soon... ...this ongoing "OS Yamaha update" feels
like were waiting for Waldorf to release the next XT OS ;)

150 votes seems really sad considering how many folks are on this list,
and other forums...(been said before, I know)

For those that offered, I say run with it and see if Yamaha responds.

Thanks for all your efforts fellas, it IS appreciated.
-B

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, November 27, 2003 4:33 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)

That's it guys? 
No further contenders? 
No further comments?

Drew's proposal looks good, but I'm a bit disappointed (to 
say the least) to see this lack of interest. Where are all 
the fanatics that started this OS upgrade idea in the first 
place? (It wasn't me.)

We probably owe it to the 150 guys that voted, but imo this 
list doesn't seem interested anymore in the upgrade?

- Robert
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| 12349|12340|2003-11-27 15:47:33|wildemar|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Allrighty, I've not been active lately (though reading), as I'm in a 
buttload of work after moving and starting my studies, but this got me 
going again ... thanx.

Yeah, the update ... I'm very happy to hear that Drew wants to take steps 
to getting a face to face with yammie, however I'm not convinced that this 
'power point' presentation thing is that good an idea. For itself it is of 
course, but think about it: "Hello Gentlemen, I'm speaking to you on behalf 
of 150 RS7000 users ..."
I dont think so ... however thats just me, and in any way it cant hurt to 
try. :)

Still I'd like to see at least one more Zero behind that number, because 
thats gonna be the main argument. So we (again ;) need all the publicity we 
can get.
Perhaps one more Web-Raid might help, also maybe a "Revive The RS" 
campaign, where everyone prints some flyers or posters which to hand 
out/post to various music stores or the like. I'm thinking that if we try 
to raise the popularity of the RS (sort of like a free marketing campaign 
for Yamaha) so that more people actually WANT an RS, we may get some Yammie 
bells ringing. Hows that for yet another start ;) ?
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I'd certainly do my part, however if we're not going to get a serious 
organization (with maybe no more than three people at the helm clearly 
giving direction), it'll just be like lego knights against the tower of 
London.
And I mean *serious* organization, including of course a dedicated website 
and much more importantly OFFLINE activity. You may remember offline; its 
like those days when you actually had sex in bed (if any).

How-bow-did?
2 Drew: Go forth, do have your meeting and all. You most probably wont 
convince them of an update, but it'll get us a foot in the door at least.

c.u.
Wildemar

(ps: I'll try to be a more active poster again, specially when I have my RS 
up and running again)

Am Thu, 27 Nov 2003 10:32:43 +0100 hat Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
geschrieben:

> That's it guys? No further contenders? No further comments?
>
> Drew's proposal looks good, but I'm a bit disappointed (to say the least) 
> to see this lack of interest. Where are all the fanatics that started 
> this OS upgrade idea in the first place? (It wasn't me.)
>
> We probably owe it to the 150 guys that voted, but imo this list doesn't 
> seem interested anymore in the upgrade?
>
> - Robert

| 12350|12340|2003-11-27 19:30:44|zhel_id|Re: Status of OS R. Poll (moderator msg)SMTHNG DIFFERENT|
Hi guys,
long time no see...
My opinion about THE os update is following.Yamaha co. has to 
understand that the future of music hardware isn't about constant 
chasis changes and implementation of some 5% of the new features 
while it is possible to just upgrade the bloody software for much 
much less price.But, the main problem is that yammie as well as 
other companies always did that for free, even though 99% of the 
customers would be perfectly happy to pay for the upgrade (if it's a 
major one).Yamaha're not gonna do it tho coz they're afraid of 
piracy in a software department.This is not the only reason but it 
is a big one.They rather produce new stuff like new Motiffs coz the 
f**** plastic is cheaper and safer businesswise.More expensive 
product..even though it's cheap to make.They think....use the old 
sound engine + add some unimportant new features...name it 
differently and people's gonna buy it...for yammie it's 900-1600
£(depends on a product) per piece of equipment for not so much 
work.Not like creating the new synth from scratches. In that sense i 
think Korg has been more fair to their customers...i mean they're 
all the same in the end of the day, but i think Korg has made more 
versatile gear in last 5-7 years.What Yamaha did was to diss su700 
and rm1x , made a combo machine = rs7k and that was it.I was one of 
the su700 owner and i know how i felt.Yam su700 wasn't a finished 
pieco of kit..but two years down the road nobody cared...we all 
bought rs7000.
Now..I'm pretty sure that Yamaha's gonna make another grovebox 
sequencer ...and it's not gonna be called rs9000..that's not yamaha 
style ...they're gonna call it differently but similar... something 
like 'RU-9X' :-) made of motiff sound &sample engine , but that's 
gonna happen in 2005 or something.i reckon...after the promotion of 
their new power synth ..not Motiff...something new..maybe
.Synth market is not heating up at the mo...coz of slight change of 
the music style worldwide (more organic..more guitar based)...so 
don't expect anything new from yamaha inda synth department anytime 
soon.That's my opinion only.Having said that i'll support any action 
anyone takes regarding the OS improvements not coz i believe it's 
gonna be succesful, but coz i wanna show my solidarity with this 
forum which i think is very good ..always active and always here to 
help.I'm quite busy doing my own stuff at the mo so i rarely find 
time to write something, but i manage to read messages whenever i 
find the time.From the moment i bought my rs7k which was more than 
2years ago i found this forum more than helpful.Keep up the good 
work.
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Zhel

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Allrighty, I've not been active lately (though reading), as I'm in 
a 
> buttload of work after moving and starting my studies, but this 
got me 
> going again ... thanx.
> 
> Yeah, the update ... I'm very happy to hear that Drew wants to 
take steps 
> to getting a face to face with yammie, however I'm not convinced 
that this 
> 'power point' presentation thing is that good an idea. For itself 
it is of 
> course, but think about it: "Hello Gentlemen, I'm speaking to you 
on behalf 
> of 150 RS7000 users ..."
> I dont think so ... however thats just me, and in any way it cant 
hurt to 
> try. :)
> 
> Still I'd like to see at least one more Zero behind that number, 
because 
> thats gonna be the main argument. So we (again ;) need all the 
publicity we 
> can get.
> Perhaps one more Web-Raid might help, also maybe a "Revive The RS" 
> campaign, where everyone prints some flyers or posters which to 
hand 
> out/post to various music stores or the like. I'm thinking that if 
we try 
> to raise the popularity of the RS (sort of like a free marketing 
campaign 
> for Yamaha) so that more people actually WANT an RS, we may get 
some Yammie 
> bells ringing. Hows that for yet another start ;) ?
> 
> I'd certainly do my part, however if we're not going to get a 
serious 
> organization (with maybe no more than three people at the helm 
clearly 
> giving direction), it'll just be like lego knights against the 
tower of 
> London.
> And I mean *serious* organization, including of course a dedicated 
website 
> and much more importantly OFFLINE activity. You may remember 
offline; its 
> like those days when you actually had sex in bed (if any).
> 
> How-bow-did?
> 2 Drew: Go forth, do have your meeting and all. You most probably 
wont 
> convince them of an update, but it'll get us a foot in the door at 
least.
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> (ps: I'll try to be a more active poster again, specially when I 
have my RS 
> up and running again)
> 
> 
> 
> Am Thu, 27 Nov 2003 10:32:43 +0100 hat Robert van der Kamp 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > That's it guys? No further contenders? No further comments?
> >
> > Drew's proposal looks good, but I'm a bit disappointed (to say 
the least) 
> > to see this lack of interest. Where are all the fanatics that 
started 
> > this OS upgrade idea in the first place? (It wasn't me.)
> >
> > We probably owe it to the 150 guys that voted, but imo this list 
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doesn't 
> > seem interested anymore in the upgrade?
> >
> > - Robert

| 12351|12287|2003-11-27 21:38:09|Rich|Re: hum,ground loop, isolation, Lucifer|
Its wierd, I've noticed the hum since I bought this thing last month. 
It is quite possible that it's the audio cables but I havent had time 
to run out and pick up new ones. Can a RF Choke on the AC cable 
(available at Radio Shack) do the trick? It seems as if the choke 
would be a less expensive alternative to buying new cables and 
finding out that the cables arent the cause. I just got off the phone 
telling a friend how a machine with a suggested retail price of 1800 
US dollars has this annoying 60 cyclehum.... Then, I come on here 
after some time off and see this thread! Speaking of the devil....

-Rich
| 12352|12287|2003-11-27 22:57:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: hum,ground loop, isolation, Lucifer|
Radio Shack cables ewe I cringe when I hear that, never repeat never buy your 
cables at radio shack. They usually give off random hums, seem very 
suseptable to interfearence too, if thats what you are using, try turning off things 
like your puter or television, vcr, stereo etc. make sure your not getting 
interference too through those things. Sometimes they just do it on their own 
when you move them around. I've only got two new bad wires from them, but they 
caused me plenty of trouble, so I've iliminated buying cables from them ever 
again. Vibrations seem to cause them faulter, and the gold plated ends tend to 
unscrew themselfs.

Zam

In a message dated 11/27/2003 9:39:44 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
riichie@yahoo.com writes:
Its wierd, I've noticed the hum since I bought this thing last month. 
It is quite possible that it's the audio cables but I havent had time 
to run out and pick up new ones. Can a RF Choke on the AC cable 
(available at Radio Shack) do the trick? It seems as if the choke 
would be a less expensive alternative to buying new cables and 
finding out that the cables arent the cause. I just got off the phone 
telling a friend how a machine with a suggested retail price of 1800 
US dollars has this annoying 60 cyclehum.... Then, I come on here 
after some time off and see this thread! Speaking of the devil....

-Rich

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12353|12287|2003-11-28 02:48:26|mmittner|Re: hum,ground loop, isolation, Lucifer|

> Vibrations seem to cause them faulter, and the gold plated ends tend 

to 

> unscrew themselfs.

hehe :-)
i think i can consider myself lucky that i don't know that company. 
seems pretty much to be that "oh, and the amplifier has 1200 watts" 
thing. it's really a good thing to be highly suspicious when you hear 
the two words "gold" and "cable" in the same sentence.

i didn't follow this thread from the beginning, but here some ideas 
about that 60hz-hum:

- look if your mixer has a "ground lift" option. if not, you could 
possibly solder a symmetric audio cable which has no ground connection 
(only the hot and cold signals are connected).

- look if the rs, the mixer and the amplifier are connected to the 
same phase (i hope that's the correct term in english - i mean that 
thing with the 120 degree phase shift). i don't know if that applies 
to the states as well, but at least here in central europe that might 
be an issue. try to connect everything to the same power bar.

- if you have a vrc or tv with cable connected to the same power bar 
that might raise or lower your ground level as well. try to disconnect 
that. maybe you have made an audio connection to a video recorder, 
that can also result in a different ground level and produce that hum.

hope something helps.

-mike

mailto:riichie@yahoo.com


| 12354|12340|2003-11-28 09:21:22|:Special Coral|**IMPORTANT** OKAY OS UPDATE FANS! **IMPORTAN|
OKAY, my Name is Daniel and I have appointed myself to calling and
speaking with the corporate people at Yamaha.

---So far we have:

1. Daniel -------->>>>>>> Speaking with people at Yamaha

---We need: 

1. Someone to find out who to call and to get phone numbers of possible
people so that Daniel can call them

2. Someone to keep track of who is doing what by doing what I have just
done by updating the message board a minimum of once every 2 days using
the same letter format every time

3. Someone who can create a website or donate some web space

4. Someone who can create a simple web page that we can use to gather
more votes

5. Someone to go to the other forums, or as many as possible, and
explaining what we are doing. Telling other people how we have managed
to organize ourselves and asking them to participate in the gathering of
more votes

More people will be needed as time goes by and I will also be posting up
other jobs for people to do. It is EXTREMELY important that we follow
the format of this letter and we keep ourselves organized. Also, tell
anybody you know to go and fill out a survey no matter if they own an
RS7000 or not, Yamaha won't know the difference.

We must do our best to check this forum as often as possible and to
actually "FUCKING DO OUR JOBS". We all have very small jobs each so
LETS GET IT DONE!

-Daniel A. Carrillo

P.S. If we keep it professional, we WILL succeed period.
| 12355|12355|2003-11-30 10:11:35|kishore ramnani|intro|
hi kishore here im from manila philippines. I am 25 years old and trying to break in the live pa industry. i have been a dj for 8 years now and a play varius instruments as
well.My musical preference is jungle/d&b. my studio consist's of an rs 7000/e-mu xl 7/access virus/mc 307/spirit f1 mixer/motu xt for my midi interface and a pc runin
cudase vst on windows xp pro.Can any one help me out coz right now im in a batleing medusa! i cant seem to find a proper way of midi use.this is the way i work now.Iv
got the 307 on master.The e mu is slaved to the rs as a sound module.Can any one out there with similar gear send me suggestions on how to untagle the web and make
work for me easyer. Thanks a lot it would be most apreciated.pls send me mail at breakheadkish@yahoo.com 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Free Pop-Up Blocker - Get it now

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12356|12266|2003-11-30 11:52:48|eq127|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
Hi there, not sure if i explained my problem accurately enough, i run 
a stand-alone hardware rig (one of the last of my kind it seems! 
sniff..) and thus can't incorporate my pc into the equation, although 
i do have a midi 2x2 interface for things like patch archiving via 
sysex, syncing to software rigs when i do projects with friends, etc. 
also use my pc for sample archiving via scsi interface, recording, 
and mastering, but you'd have a hard time getting me to use my pc in 
any preproduction! lol!

not to worry, i was delighted to find my local used electronic 
instruments shop just happened to have an AnaTek PocketFilter unit, 
from way back in 1990!, very cheap, does exactly what i need, and 
will no doubt do other things for me i don't even know of yet. i am 
quite happy to have my 48 channel rig running smoothly for the 1st 
time ever, will expand to 64 if i can find a good deal on the mc909!

mailto:breakheadkish@yahoo.com


anyways, i highly recommend the pocketfilter to anyone who ran into 
the same problem i did (i still can't believe yamaha would have the 
nerve to think noone would slave the RS)

cheers

eq

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> 'lo
> 
> Well, if you have a midi interface for your computer (highly 
> recommended if you don't), then you already have a midi 
> filter/remapper/whatever else! There is a great program out there 
> called MidiOX, and it's free. All you have to do is fire it up, set 
> up inputs and outputs and a simple filter and run your midi stream 
> through it.
> 
> I myself have an Edirol UM880 (8x8 usb), it's also a standalone 
> patcher/merger/filter, which is what I use it for the most. I use 
> MidiOX mainly for debugging my streams and connections and as a 
sysex 
> librarian. 
> 
> Cheers,
> Alex
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > Thanks for the advice everyone, i am aware that thru echos 
> everything 
> > sent to the IN i just thought the RS would be capable of ignoring 
> > note data since most machines are. what i heard was that yamaha 
> > figured noone would ever want to use the RS for anything other 
than 
> a 
> > master (a little presumptuous i would say!) so they didn't 
program 
> it 
> > to have the option of having it ignore midi data in a setup such 
as 
> > mine (where its necessary to use a thru to litterally have clock 
> data 
> > passing through a synth that isn't responding to it itself). This 
> is 
> > why i can't take Oddbod's advice and swap the sequencers - then i 
> > would have no midi in port available on the Q-80 to send note 
data 
> to 
> > during tracking.
> > 
> > I'm going to go with the first couple of people's advice and find 
a 
> > cheap and simple midi filter box, so i can finally have all the 
> > issues out of my rig and get to work!!
> > 
> > any suggestions on a good brand or model anyone?
> > 
> > thanks again

| 12357|12266|2003-11-30 11:56:50|eq127|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
i will admit, midiOX is simply FABULOUS for sysex. there's no way i 
could have ever gotten such a good user bank going in my andromeda 
without it. and you can even do OS upgrades with it!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> yes, indeed
> if you're running a through your computer
> with midi, then i recommend midiox too!
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> > 'lo
> > 
> > Well, if you have a midi interface for your computer (highly 
> > recommended if you don't), then you already have a midi 
> > filter/remapper/whatever else! There is a great program out there 
> > called MidiOX, and it's free. All you have to do is fire it up, 
set 
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> > up inputs and outputs and a simple filter and run your midi 
stream 
> > through it.
> > 
> > I myself have an Edirol UM880 (8x8 usb), it's also a standalone 
> > patcher/merger/filter, which is what I use it for the most. I use 
> > MidiOX mainly for debugging my streams and connections and as a 
> sysex 
> > librarian. 
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > Alex
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > > Thanks for the advice everyone, i am aware that thru echos 
> > everything 
> > > sent to the IN i just thought the RS would be capable of 
ignoring 
> > > note data since most machines are. what i heard was that yamaha 
> > > figured noone would ever want to use the RS for anything other 
> than 
> > a 
> > > master (a little presumptuous i would say!) so they didn't 
> program 
> > it 
> > > to have the option of having it ignore midi data in a setup 
such 
> as 
> > > mine (where its necessary to use a thru to litterally have 
clock 
> > data 
> > > passing through a synth that isn't responding to it itself). 
This 
> > is 
> > > why i can't take Oddbod's advice and swap the sequencers - then 
i 
> > > would have no midi in port available on the Q-80 to send note 
> data 
> > to 
> > > during tracking.
> > > 
> > > I'm going to go with the first couple of people's advice and 
find 
> a 
> > > cheap and simple midi filter box, so i can finally have all the 
> > > issues out of my rig and get to work!!
> > > 
> > > any suggestions on a good brand or model anyone?
> > > 
> > > thanks again

| 12358|2237|2003-11-30 12:10:52|A. Lo|question|
Can anyone pls tell me the fastest way to get a pattern to a far-off 
collaborator? I have extracted the pattern from the SM card and it's 
in r3p, can I email it like that so the other person converts it into 
wav or midi? Do i need to convert to chain or song before emailing it?

thanks in advance.

I am still getting the hang of the rs7k so my OS wishlist input is 
limited as far as solutions go, but I'm willing to help in anyway I 
can.
| 12359|12266|2003-11-30 12:42:05|ecf1001|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
It's fabulous for many things. :)

Good to know about the PocketFilter. How much was it? Last time I've 
looked at small midi-mangling boxes they were ridiculously 
overpriced. Seems like the manufacturers want you to think there is 
some expensive magic that's happening on the inside. Given the prices 
of electronics these days, you can pick up a microcontroller project 
kit and with basic soldering and assembly programming skills build 
yourself a multipurpose standalone midi swiss army box. Heck, if I 
even finish my own firmware project for Behringer FCB1010 it will be 
a midi processor too. :)

Cheers,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> i will admit, midiOX is simply FABULOUS for sysex. there's no way i 
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> could have ever gotten such a good user bank going in my andromeda 
> without it. and you can even do OS upgrades with it!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > yes, indeed
> > if you're running a through your computer
> > with midi, then i recommend midiox too!
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> > > 'lo
> > > 
> > > Well, if you have a midi interface for your computer (highly 
> > > recommended if you don't), then you already have a midi 
> > > filter/remapper/whatever else! There is a great program out 
there 
> > > called MidiOX, and it's free. All you have to do is fire it up, 
> set 
> > > up inputs and outputs and a simple filter and run your midi 
> stream 
> > > through it.
> > > 
> > > I myself have an Edirol UM880 (8x8 usb), it's also a standalone 
> > > patcher/merger/filter, which is what I use it for the most. I 
use 
> > > MidiOX mainly for debugging my streams and connections and as a 
> > sysex 
> > > librarian. 
> > > 
> > > Cheers,
> > > Alex
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> > > > Thanks for the advice everyone, i am aware that thru echos 
> > > everything 
> > > > sent to the IN i just thought the RS would be capable of 
> ignoring 
> > > > note data since most machines are. what i heard was that 
yamaha 
> > > > figured noone would ever want to use the RS for anything 
other 
> > than 
> > > a 
> > > > master (a little presumptuous i would say!) so they didn't 
> > program 
> > > it 
> > > > to have the option of having it ignore midi data in a setup 
> such 
> > as 
> > > > mine (where its necessary to use a thru to litterally have 
> clock 
> > > data 
> > > > passing through a synth that isn't responding to it itself). 
> This 
> > > is 
> > > > why i can't take Oddbod's advice and swap the sequencers - 
then 
> i 
> > > > would have no midi in port available on the Q-80 to send note 
> > data 
> > > to 
> > > > during tracking.
> > > > 
> > > > I'm going to go with the first couple of people's advice and 
> find 
> > a 
> > > > cheap and simple midi filter box, so i can finally have all 
the 
> > > > issues out of my rig and get to work!!
> > > > 
> > > > any suggestions on a good brand or model anyone?
> > > > 
> > > > thanks again

| 12360|2237|2003-11-30 12:52:14|Latif|Re: question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "A. Lo" wrote:

> Can anyone pls tell me the fastest way to get a pattern to a far-

off 
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> collaborator? I have extracted the pattern from the SM card and 

it's 

> in r3p, can I email it like that so the other person converts it 

into 

> wav or midi? Do i need to convert to chain or song before emailing 

it?

> 
> thanks in advance.
> 
> I am still getting the hang of the rs7k so my OS wishlist input is 
> limited as far as solutions go, but I'm willing to help in anyway I 
> can.

if your collaborator doesn't have a RS
it has no use sending a RS format file, just export
to midi instead, and send him/her the midi file.
If you want to maintain the RS sound, make samples
of the phrases and send these too, 
there are many possibilities and guidelines,
but the most simple one is the midi file.

Latif
| 12361|12266|2003-12-01 06:20:54|trapstate|Re: RS to ignore incoming note data but respond to clock data|
. Given the prices 

> of electronics these days, you can pick up a microcontroller

project 

> kit and with basic soldering and assembly programming skills build 
> yourself a multipurpose standalone midi swiss army box. 

A GREAT site for MIDI DIY: www.ucapps.de 

Check out the MIDI monitor/merger if you want to filter/convert MIDI
data. But there is more fun stuff there :D

Paul
| 12362|12355|2003-12-01 06:24:57|trapstate|Re: intro|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kishore ramnani 
wrote:

> hi kishore here im from manila philippines. I am 25 years old and

trying to break in the live pa industry. i have been a dj for 8 years
now and a play varius instruments as well.My musical preference is
jungle/d&b. my studio consist's of an rs 7000/e-mu xl 7/access
virus/mc 307/spirit f1 mixer/motu xt for my midi interface and a pc
runin cudase vst on windows xp pro.Can any one help me out coz right
now im in a batleing medusa! i cant seem to find a proper way of midi
use.this is the way i work now.Iv got the 307 on master.The e mu is
slaved to the rs as a sound module.Can any one out there with similar
gear send me suggestions on how to untagle the web and make work for
me easyer. Thanks a lot it would be most apreciated.pls send me mail
at breakheadkish@y... 

What do you want to use for sequencing? The MC-307, RS7000, Cubase
or a combination of any of these? I think you should think about how
you *want* to work, than it will be easier to give tips..

Paul
| 12363|12363|2003-12-01 20:03:26|taifuntomsen|Why has every style its own scenes/mutes?|
Hi

Make a pattern chain ,consisting of different styles. Like fast 
beats with a lot of programm changes and different midi delays.

Convert it to a song and so I can use onla five scenes and mutes.

So, why has every style its own scenes and mutes?

Thank you for your attention.

Bye! :)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Tim
| 12364|12363|2003-12-01 21:57:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Why has every style its own scenes/mutes?|
Seems like a valid question if your asking what I think your asking. I don't 
use it all that often, the few times I have is simply to mute all tracks real 
quickly right before I start to record a chain, because it defaults them to 
all be unmuted. From what the manual says, its basic purpose seems to be to 
"instantly recall complete scene and mute setups". So its just a time saver is 
all. The manual says nothing of every style having its own scene & mute 
settings, just that there are 5 complete setups. If its like you say every one 
does have 5 that can be set diffrently, then it does seem to be overkill. Like I 
said, I mostly only use it to quickly mute all tracks. I can think of other 
semi usefull reasons, but none that cant be performed manually without the 
scene/mute buttons. Maybe someone else here uses this feature more extinsivly, 
maybe more with in a live situation, that has a better more creative use for it 
that can tell us better uses for it.

Zam

In a message dated 12/1/2003 8:35:57 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
natortomsen@arcor.de writes:
Make a pattern chain ,consisting of different styles. Like fast 
beats with a lot of programm changes and different midi delays.

Convert it to a song and so I can use onla five scenes and mutes.

So, why has every style its own scenes and mutes?

Thank you for your attention.

Bye! :)

Tim

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12365|12287|2003-12-02 15:59:32|BrnMcdn@aol.com|Re: hum,ground loop, isolation, Lucifer|
Hi

Dont know if this will help you but the first RS7000 I bought in london a 
year and a half ago had exactly the same approx 60hz hum you describe, it started 
to appear approx one month after I bought it. I also went thru the process of 
checking all my gear (cables amps ect) and couldnt find a reason for it.So i 
took it back to the retailer who ran checks on the outputs etc and found there 
was a fault and he replaced it immedietly. You shouldnt get this hum (imo) 
even with normal rca cable . ? do you get the hum thru the headphone outputs if 
so my advice is get the machine checked out

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12366|12366|2003-12-03 13:43:26|raverjett|Smartmedia|
What is the largest smartmedia disk size usable on the RS7000?
| 12367|12363|2003-12-03 19:05:17|bittersweetkoko|Re: Why has every style its own scenes/mutes?|
I use the mute/scenes to play live. They're great for a panic button. 
If I tweak something too far out and I need to get back to the 
original I can have that on a scene. Also, When at home tweaking 
things if I find somthing that really sounds great (i.e. mutes and/or 
filters on multiple tracks/channels) I can save it as a scene and use 
it live as an instant change and quickly go back and forth between 
them. Also if I'm coming up with a sound for an instrument or 
mastering I can quickly save these "scene scratch pads" along the way.

-G 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Seems like a valid question if your asking what I think your asking. 
I don't 
> use it all that often, the few times I have is simply to mute all 
tracks real 
> quickly right before I start to record a chain, because it defaults 
them to 
> all be unmuted. From what the manual says, its basic purpose seems 
to be to 
> "instantly recall complete scene and mute setups". So its just a 
time saver is 
> all. The manual says nothing of every style having its own scene & 
mute 
> settings, just that there are 5 complete setups. If its like you say 
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every one 
> does have 5 that can be set diffrently, then it does seem to be 
overkill. Like I 
> said, I mostly only use it to quickly mute all tracks. I can think 
of other 
> semi usefull reasons, but none that cant be performed manually 
without the 
> scene/mute buttons. Maybe someone else here uses this feature more 
extinsivly, 
> maybe more with in a live situation, that has a better more creative 
use for it 
> that can tell us better uses for it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 12/1/2003 8:35:57 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> natortomsen@a... writes:
> Make a pattern chain ,consisting of different styles. Like fast 
> beats with a lot of programm changes and different midi delays.
> 
> Convert it to a song and so I can use onla five scenes and mutes.
> 
> So, why has every style its own scenes and mutes?
> 
> Thank you for your attention.
> 
> Bye! :)
> 
> Tim
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12368|12368|2003-12-03 19:09:35|Philippe Vanreybrouck|Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|
Hi,

Need to record my performance. Have Korg MS2000, Korg
ER1 hooked up to Behringer Mixer and 2 Amplified
Studio Speakers....
Ok... RS7000 from Yamaha looks a suitable gear. Has
some one experience with gear like the AKAI MPC 2000,
AKAI MPC 3000 (Akai MPC1000 yes but I am afraid that
this will be to limited, same for the RM1X) and Roland
MV8000.... I assume that these are comparable gears?

Cheers,

Philippe.

___________________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!? -- Une adresse @yahoo.fr gratuite et en français !
Yahoo! Mail : http://fr.mail.yahoo.com
| 12369|12369|2003-12-03 20:17:44|Andrew Leonard|MIDI Question|
Okay. So I've got an M-Audio Radium hooked up to my RS via MIDI in. Then I 
have the RS sequencing my MC505 via MIDI out B.

Here's the problem: I can't get data through the RS to the 505 when I press 
keys on the Radium. Even when the TG channel is set to off, the Radium 
triggers notes on the RS, but not the 505. Although when I play the 
dedicated keyboard on the RS, it doesn't trigger the TG notes, but rather 
the 505. I'm pretty sure I've tried every MIDI setup combo in the utility 
menu, too.

My question is: WTF?!

Can someone give me a walkthrough, or is this a Yammy shortsight?

Thanks,
Andrew -//-- Dodeca

_________________________________________________________________
MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE* 
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus&pgmarket=en-ca&RU=http%3a%2f%2fjoin.msn.com%2f%3fpage%3dmisc%2fspecialoffers%26pgmarket%3den-ca
| 12370|12369|2003-12-03 22:54:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: MIDI Question|
Sure theres gota be a quick fix on the RS side too, but just a thought, have 
you tried changing the 505 remote Kbd setting on/off. Or maybe rearrange your 
setup to go 505 thru to RS and or put the Thru setting to on and go out to RS 
from the 505. Check out page 168 of 505 manual. Maybe also try assigning 
device ID numbers and use that system send excusive messages if you really want 
to strain your brain.

http://fr.mail.yahoo.com/
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/virus&pgmarket=en-ca&RU=http%3a%2f%2fjoin.msn.com%2f%3fpage%3dmisc%2fspecialoffers%26pgmarket%3den-ca


Zam 

In a message dated 12/3/2003 8:22:39 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
aphex99@hotmail.com writes:
Okay. So I've got an M-Audio Radium hooked up to my RS via MIDI in. Then I 
have the RS sequencing my MC505 via MIDI out B.

Here's the problem: I can't get data through the RS to the 505 when I press 
keys on the Radium. Even when the TG channel is set to off, the Radium 
triggers notes on the RS, but not the 505. Although when I play the 
dedicated keyboard on the RS, it doesn't trigger the TG notes, but rather 
the 505. I'm pretty sure I've tried every MIDI setup combo in the utility 
menu, too.

My question is: WTF?!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12371|12368|2003-12-03 23:02:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|
My limited experience tells me that the gear your listing as comparable to 
the RS, it is not. I'm thinking MPCs are straight out sampler box, the RM1x is 
a sequencer box with no sampling but has its own sound engine. The RS7k 
combines both in one unit. The only comparable gear to the RS in my opinion that 
I've toyed around with is the MC909, and though the specs on it look like it 
should kick the RSs butt, people seem to like and enjoy working with the RS more.

Zam

In a message dated 12/3/2003 7:10:44 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
pvanreybrouck@yahoo.fr writes:
Hi,

Need to record my performance. Have Korg MS2000, Korg
ER1 hooked up to Behringer Mixer and 2 Amplified
Studio Speakers....
Ok... RS7000 from Yamaha looks a suitable gear. Has
some one experience with gear like the AKAI MPC 2000,
AKAI MPC 3000 (Akai MPC1000 yes but I am afraid that
this will be to limited, same for the RM1X) and Roland
MV8000.... I assume that these are comparable gears?

Cheers,

Philippe.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12372|12368|2003-12-03 23:05:24|dopamine|Re: Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|

> The only comparable gear to the RS in my opinion that
>I've toyed around with is the MC909, and though the specs on it look like it
>should kick the RSs butt, people seem to like and enjoy working with the 
>RS more.

That's how I feel. Strange as the sounds are really quite good and there is 
heaps of power there but I just don't like using it. Spoiled by RS midi 
power I think ;-)

Matt

>Zam
>
>In a message dated 12/3/2003 7:10:44 PM Mountain Standard Time,
>pvanreybrouck@yahoo.fr writes:
>Hi,
>
>Need to record my performance. Have Korg MS2000, Korg
>ER1 hooked up to Behringer Mixer and 2 Amplified
>Studio Speakers....
>Ok... RS7000 from Yamaha looks a suitable gear. Has
>some one experience with gear like the AKAI MPC 2000,
>AKAI MPC 3000 (Akai MPC1000 yes but I am afraid that
>this will be to limited, same for the RM1X) and Roland
>MV8000.... I assume that these are comparable gears?
>
>Cheers,
>
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>Philippe.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12cvr2344/M=267637.4116730.5333196.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1070604171/A=1853618/R=0/*http://www.ne
mqso=60178338&partid=4116730>60b47f.jpg
>60b50b.jpg
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
><http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12373|12366|2003-12-03 23:13:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Smartmedia|
My largest is 64 megs, might can go larger, but 64 megs seem to make the most 
sense to me, since I cant really load more than that into the RSs internal 
memory anyway. Still don't seem to be enough sometimes when creating songs with 
lots of samples. Even if you create songs that max it out, and say you have 
a 128 SM card, its still only two songs that can be saved to it then. Maybe 
the day they come out with a card that has like 20 or more gigs to it, that 
don't cost an arm & leg, maybe then it'l be worth not transfering 64 megs at a 
time back and forth between PC and RS. Just my opinion 8^)

Zam

In a message dated 12/3/2003 3:35:08 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
jettrink@cox.net writes:
What is the largest smartmedia disk size usable on the RS7000?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12374|12366|2003-12-04 02:27:12|trapstate|Re: Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raverjett" wrote:

> What is the largest smartmedia disk size usable on the RS7000?

Ik think it's 128MB 

Paul
| 12375|12368|2003-12-04 02:36:19|trapstate|Re: Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Philippe Vanreybrouck
wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Need to record my performance. Have Korg MS2000, Korg
> ER1 hooked up to Behringer Mixer and 2 Amplified
> Studio Speakers....

The RS is a sequencer/synth/sampler, if you want to record your
performance you should get DAT, a PC or HD recorder. 

Paul
| 12376|12369|2003-12-04 02:45:49|trapstate|Re: MIDI Question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andrew Leonard" wrote:

> Okay. So I've got an M-Audio Radium hooked up to my RS via MIDI in.

Then I 

> have the RS sequencing my MC505 via MIDI out B.
> 
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> Here's the problem: I can't get data through the RS to the 505 when

I press 

> keys on the Radium. Even when the TG channel is set to off, the

Radium 

> triggers notes on the RS, but not the 505. Although when I play

the 

> dedicated keyboard on the RS, it doesn't trigger the TG notes, but

rather 

> the 505. I'm pretty sure I've tried every MIDI setup combo in the

utility 

> menu, too.
> 
> My question is: WTF?!
> 
> Can someone give me a walkthrough, or is this a Yammy shortsight?
> 

Have you tried this:

Set Echo Back in MIDI setup to "MONITOR (REC)" and MIDI Control to
"Out A + B"

Now select the track you want to control the 505 with, mute the TG
and assign a MIDI B channel to that track (press 'setup' 4 times)

If I'm correct you should now get MIDI into the 505 when you play the
Radium

Paul
| 12377|12368|2003-12-04 03:36:26|Latif|Re: Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|
The MV8000 is a portable cubase in a box,
to me it sounds like the best solutions for your needs,
if you don't want to hasle with computers or get into
harddisk-recording.

It's only 'limit' is no builtin synth engine.
But it's waaaaaaay overpriced for now.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Philippe Vanreybrouck 
wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Need to record my performance. Have Korg MS2000, Korg
> ER1 hooked up to Behringer Mixer and 2 Amplified
> Studio Speakers....
> Ok... RS7000 from Yamaha looks a suitable gear. Has
> some one experience with gear like the AKAI MPC 2000,
> AKAI MPC 3000 (Akai MPC1000 yes but I am afraid that
> this will be to limited, same for the RM1X) and Roland
> MV8000.... I assume that these are comparable gears?
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Philippe.
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!? -- Une adresse @yahoo.fr gratuite et en français !
> Yahoo! Mail : http://fr.mail.yahoo.com

| 12378|12378|2003-12-04 06:45:06|daslemma|Snapshot|
Hi!

Is there a "snapshot" function for the settings of all/one voice?

I know the scene buttons, but when I recall the voice settings, no 
MIDI data is sent. I need the MIDI data , because I want to record 
them in an external sequencer (Cubase).
That's the only way I see for hearing in Cubase exactly the sounds 
that I used while I created the pattern. How would you solve this 
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problem?

Thanks for your help,
Lemma
| 12379|12368|2003-12-04 10:29:07|pvanreybrouck|Re: Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|
Sorry? No hard disk recording? Aoh yes exactly... just confused with 
the CD burner.... oke I see what u mean... And you mean its 
overestimated with regards to the price? 
And than the fact that it has no builtin synt...(since I have a midi)
this would be no problem...
Comparing RS7000 - Roland MC909... Any opinion....

Phil.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> The MV8000 is a portable cubase in a box,
> to me it sounds like the best solutions for your needs,
> if you don't want to hasle with computers or get into
> harddisk-recording.
> 
> It's only 'limit' is no builtin synth engine.
> But it's waaaaaaay overpriced for now.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Philippe Vanreybrouck 
> wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > Need to record my performance. Have Korg MS2000, Korg
> > ER1 hooked up to Behringer Mixer and 2 Amplified
> > Studio Speakers....
> > Ok... RS7000 from Yamaha looks a suitable gear. Has
> > some one experience with gear like the AKAI MPC 2000,
> > AKAI MPC 3000 (Akai MPC1000 yes but I am afraid that
> > this will be to limited, same for the RM1X) and Roland
> > MV8000.... I assume that these are comparable gears?
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > 
> > Philippe.
> > 
> > ___________________________________________________________
> > Do You Yahoo!? -- Une adresse @yahoo.fr gratuite et en français !
> > Yahoo! Mail : http://fr.mail.yahoo.com

| 12380|12368|2003-12-04 12:11:53|Latif|Re: Sequencing, Sampling, Recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pvanreybrouck" 

> Comparing RS7000 - Roland MC909... Any opinion....
> 
> Phil.
> 

RS7000...

;-)
Latif
| 12381|12378|2003-12-04 15:24:13|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Snapshot|
Voices are internal to the RS, its yamahas motif engine. Midi don't support 
that kind info. FYI. My best advice is to find a similar voice on your 
cubase's GM (General Midi btw which usually sucks). Either that or, not sure, if 
yamaha puts out a motif driver, I know they XG stuff, not sure about motif, if 
they do for your computer use that, it may help, but I still doubt the voice 
settings will save to through midi. One last option is to sample the sound and 
create your own sound fonts, or straight out sample each sound to a sound 
file like windows pcm .wav and edit & align your sounds in cubase. This is my 
view, someone else may differ on opinion or know something I don't, for your 
case I do hope someone does has another opinion for you.

Zam

In a message dated 12/4/2003 6:47:36 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
DasLemma@gmx.net writes:
Is there a "snapshot" function for the settings of all/one voice?

I know the scene buttons, but when I recall the voice settings, no 
MIDI data is sent. I need the MIDI data , because I want to record 
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them in an external sequencer (Cubase).
That's the only way I see for hearing in Cubase exactly the sounds 
that I used while I created the pattern. How would you solve this 
problem?

Thanks for your help,
Lemma

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12382|12378|2003-12-04 17:35:23|Latif|Re: Snapshot|
There is no secret or magic to the settings
for each and every voice in your style
in fact the synth engine of the RS/RM1x
is the most standard and easy synth engine out there
all parameters are common midi controllers applied to the selected
program number.

>WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET AND HEAR<

CC7 volume
CC10 PAN
CC71 cuttof
etc etc.

And actually i have no clue to why you want to save a 
style setup to a song in cubase, all settings are recalled
when you enter the style.
It actually depends more on the way you work, if you
have finished editing sounds while working in the RS, you can lock
the settings by turning memory lock on, this way when undesired
changes to the parameters happen while working on the song in the 
computer
you can simply recall the style in the RS to 'reset' to the default 
settings for the style your working on...?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> Hi!
> 
> Is there a "snapshot" function for the settings of all/one voice?
> 
> I know the scene buttons, but when I recall the voice settings, no 
> MIDI data is sent. I need the MIDI data , because I want to record 
> them in an external sequencer (Cubase).
> That's the only way I see for hearing in Cubase exactly the sounds 
> that I used while I created the pattern. How would you solve this 
> problem?
> 
> Thanks for your help,
> Lemma

| 12383|12383|2003-12-06 10:12:20|stepp2u2|Hello / Cubase SX|
Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA , 
USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been doing 
so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.

I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB Audigy 
and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB is to 
Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved the 
midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi file 
into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little iffy 
for me. 

One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and when 
i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in the 
list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and 
still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my out 
channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper sound 
for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does this 
matter?

Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so but 
when i try to play the file its dead air?

Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly 
appreciated.
| 12384|12383|2003-12-06 12:00:38|Latif|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
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if the text file is copied to this folder location:
..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha

then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30(yamaha)

when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?

2/
If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export,
in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs'
set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 stereo 
output pairs activated on your card...
other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... afaik.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA , 
> USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been doing 
> so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> 
> I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB Audigy 
> and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB is 
to 
> Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved the 
> midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi file 
> into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
iffy 
> for me. 
> 
> One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and 
when 
> i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in 
the 
> list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and 
> still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my 
out 
> channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper sound 
> for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does this 
> matter?
> 
> Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so 
but 
> when i try to play the file its dead air?
> 
> Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly 
> appreciated.

| 12385|12378|2003-12-06 12:11:28|daslemma|Re: Snapshot|
thank you both for your advice!

> all parameters are common midi controllers applied to the selected
> program number.
> >WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET AND HEAR<
> CC7 volume
> CC10 PAN
> CC71 cuttof
> etc etc.

this sounds great, so there is hope that I can solve my problem... :)

> And actually i have no clue to why you want to save a 
> style setup to a song in cubase, all settings are recalled
> when you enter the style.

what i want to do is NOT to enter or load any style with the RS but to
load my project in Cubase, turn my RS on and that's it.
I thought, it could go like this:
you wrote above: "WYSIWYG"... if all these parameters are are "linked"
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to CCxxs, it would be great to send ALL parameters (translated to MIDI
CCxx) to Cubase where they could be recorded. so if i switch my RS on
- no style, no voice is loaded - i only send via Cubase and MIDI these
CCxx-Data and my sound will be restored like i had it before.
I'm surprised that this is such an "special" way to work... or is it
just stupid? :)

> It actually depends more on the way you work, if you
> have finished editing sounds while working in the RS, you can lock
> the settings by turning memory lock on, this way when undesired
> changes to the parameters happen while working on the song in the 
> computer
> you can simply recall the style in the RS to 'reset' to the default 
> settings for the style your working on...?

i actually (want to) work like this (composing/sound design on the RS,
arranging with Cubase). but with your solutions i always have to load
a special style for each song. Do you think, my alternative way is
possible?

Thanks,
Lemma
| 12386|12383|2003-12-06 14:26:33|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
The script location has moved to the users personal application data
settings:
For example C:\Documents and Settings\%username%\Application
Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts.

Try this path if you got sx newer than 1.03 and you should be fine.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Samstag, 6. Dezember 2003 20:01
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX

if the text file is copied to this folder location:
..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha

then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30(yamaha)

when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?

2/
If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export, in the
audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs' set it to
the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 stereo 
output pairs activated on your card...
other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... afaik.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA ,
> USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been doing 
> so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> 
> I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB Audigy
> and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB is 
to 
> Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved the
> midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi file 
> into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
iffy 
> for me.
> 
> One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and
when 
> i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in
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the 
> list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and
> still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my 
out 
> channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper sound
> for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does this 
> matter?
> 
> Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so
but 
> when i try to play the file its dead air?
> 
> Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly
> appreciated.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12387|12383|2003-12-06 15:58:57|stepp2u2|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Hey thanks alot man / will give it a go and see what happens.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> 
> then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
> device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
(yamaha)
> 
> when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
> correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?
> 
> 2/
> If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
> correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export,
> in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs'
> set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 stereo 
> output pairs activated on your card...
> other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... 
afaik.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA , 
> > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been 
doing 
> > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > 
> > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
Audigy 
> > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB 
is 
> to 
> > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved 
the 
> > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi 
file 
> > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
> iffy 
> > for me. 
> > 
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> > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and 
> when 
> > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in 
> the 
> > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and 
> > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my 
> out 
> > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper 
sound 
> > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does 
this 
> > matter?
> > 
> > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so 
> but 
> > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > 
> > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly 
> > appreciated.

| 12388|12383|2003-12-06 18:33:52|Latif|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Ah yes Wthor is right, my mistake.
it seems the usual program path directory
has become redundant in the current version SX
2.x (running on XP system don't know about other operating systems)

Now i also understand where you see the 'NEW DEVICE' option,
it's all the way in top of that specific prompt screen.
if you see only that option and GM/XG device
then you have no scripts installed at all.

Do as Wthor mentioned below, and paste the RS text file in that folder
from there you will be up and running in no time ;)

>> For example C:\Documents and Settings\%username%\Application 

Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX 2\Scripts\Patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha
<<

have fun
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> The script location has moved to the users personal application data
> settings:
> For example C:\Documents and Settings\%username%\Application
> Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts.
> 
> Try this path if you got sx newer than 1.03 and you should be fine.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@h...] 
> Gesendet: Samstag, 6. Dezember 2003 20:01
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX
> 
> 
> if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> 
> then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
> device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
(yamaha)
> 
> when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
> correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?
> 
> 2/
> If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
> correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export, in 
the
> audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs' set it 
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to
> the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 stereo 
> output pairs activated on your card...
> other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... 
afaik.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA ,
> > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been 
doing 
> > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > 
> > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB Audigy
> > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB 
is 
> to 
> > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved 
the
> > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi 
file 
> > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
> iffy 
> > for me.
> > 
> > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and
> when 
> > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in
> the 
> > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and
> > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my 
> out 
> > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper 
sound
> > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does 
this 
> > matter?
> > 
> > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so
> but 
> > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > 
> > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly
> > appreciated.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12389|12378|2003-12-06 18:47:12|Latif|Re: Snapshot|
No it's not a stupid way of working at all,
if it suits your needs, do what's best for you.

download the patch script in the file section from wthor, and do as 
mentioned in the other on going thread.
unzip or unrar that text file copy it to this location
on your system if you have SX greater then 1.03:

>C:\Documents and Settings\%username%\Application

Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX 2\Scripts\Patchnames\Inactive\Yamaha<

And install the RS as a new midi device from the midi device manager,
assign it one of your free midi outputs.
Now everytime you start a song you can select the correct patches
from within cubase prior to starting work, if you connect the RS
fully in/out to the computer (having true set to off in both the RS 
and cubase)
every change you make in the RS for most common controllers (shown in 
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the RS in SETUP screen 3)
will also be sent out to cubase, cubase will need to write this info 
into the track corresponding to the track you are altering in the RS.
In other words: press record in cubase and start to tweak the knobs 
on the
RS, do this for a while untill you understand what's happening and 
what's not... (if you don't allready)

Then you will find out that some parameters, do not send out through
common controllers, these parameters, can be written through sysex 
commands... but that's for later.

How ever i DO advice you to backup your created styles in the RS, 
even if they are just temporary, after all you can never have to many 
backups, and it's nice to have it on smartcard if something should 
happen to your computer............

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> thank you both for your advice!
> 
> > all parameters are common midi controllers applied to the selected
> > program number.
> > >WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET AND HEAR<
> > CC7 volume
> > CC10 PAN
> > CC71 cuttof
> > etc etc.
> 
> this sounds great, so there is hope that I can solve my 
problem... :)
> 
> > And actually i have no clue to why you want to save a 
> > style setup to a song in cubase, all settings are recalled
> > when you enter the style.
> 
> what i want to do is NOT to enter or load any style with the RS but 
to
> load my project in Cubase, turn my RS on and that's it.
> I thought, it could go like this:
> you wrote above: "WYSIWYG"... if all these parameters are 
are "linked"
> to CCxxs, it would be great to send ALL parameters (translated to 
MIDI
> CCxx) to Cubase where they could be recorded. so if i switch my RS 
on
> - no style, no voice is loaded - i only send via Cubase and MIDI 
these
> CCxx-Data and my sound will be restored like i had it before.
> I'm surprised that this is such an "special" way to work... or is it
> just stupid? :)
> 
> > It actually depends more on the way you work, if you
> > have finished editing sounds while working in the RS, you can lock
> > the settings by turning memory lock on, this way when undesired
> > changes to the parameters happen while working on the song in the 
> > computer
> > you can simply recall the style in the RS to 'reset' to the 
default 
> > settings for the style your working on...?
> 
> i actually (want to) work like this (composing/sound design on the 
RS,
> arranging with Cubase). but with your solutions i always have to 
load
> a special style for each song. Do you think, my alternative way is
> possible?
> 
> Thanks,
> Lemma

| 12390|12390|2003-12-06 19:14:30|bittersweetkoko|computer sequencer?|
So, my plan is to play live in pattern mode and record my midi info 
(mutes, cc changes...) via a computer based sequencer, taking in all 
16 tracks simultaneously. In the past I have recorded live in stereo 
audio. The reason I want to do it this way is so I can edit minor 
mistakes or add stuff later while still giving it a live feel. After 
editing I would play my RS via the computer sequencer and record the 
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audio. I tried this method with cubase sx 1.0 and it won't separate 
channel info ( every channel recording records all 16 midi channels). 
Is there a program that will allow me to do this?

other relevent info: 
I have 1 midi in, 1 out

Thanks, 
-G
www.panzen.net/rudement
| 12391|12390|2003-12-07 04:38:56|Latif|Re: computer sequencer?|
there's a really cool program that will
allow you to do that... it's called CUBASE any version.
in SX right click the recorded part and choose midi/disolve/by channel

have fun ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko" 
wrote:

> So, my plan is to play live in pattern mode and record my midi info 
> (mutes, cc changes...) via a computer based sequencer, taking in 

all 

> 16 tracks simultaneously. In the past I have recorded live in 

stereo 

> audio. The reason I want to do it this way is so I can edit minor 
> mistakes or add stuff later while still giving it a live feel. 

After 

> editing I would play my RS via the computer sequencer and record 

the 

> audio. I tried this method with cubase sx 1.0 and it won't 

separate 

> channel info ( every channel recording records all 16 midi 

channels). 

> Is there a program that will allow me to do this?
> 
> other relevent info: 
> I have 1 midi in, 1 out
> 
> Thanks, 
> -G
> www.panzen.net/rudement

| 12392|12392|2003-12-07 09:46:30|meisteryazz|howto fit a sample to a pattern?|
Hello again,

I wanted to know if there is a possibility to fit a Sample to the used 
pattern length, as u can do it in e.g. FrutyLoops, so that I can 
change the bpm of that pattern and the sample goes with the changes.
| 12393|12383|2003-12-07 09:46:40|stepp2u2|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Hey WThor / that did the trick / you are the man / Thanx for saving 
me from many headaches and wasted time

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> The script location has moved to the users personal application data
> settings:
> For example C:\Documents and Settings\%username%\Application
> Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts.
> 
> Try this path if you got sx newer than 1.03 and you should be fine.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: Latif [mailto:eurikon@h...] 
> Gesendet: Samstag, 6. Dezember 2003 20:01
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX
> 
> 
> if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> 
> then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
> device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
(yamaha)
> 
> when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
> correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?
> 
> 2/
> If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
> correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export, in 
the
> audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs' set it 
to
> the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 stereo 
> output pairs activated on your card...
> other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... 
afaik.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA ,
> > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been 
doing 
> > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > 
> > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB Audigy
> > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB 
is 
> to 
> > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved 
the
> > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi 
file 
> > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
> iffy 
> > for me.
> > 
> > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and
> when 
> > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in
> the 
> > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and
> > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my 
> out 
> > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper 
sound
> > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does 
this 
> > matter?
> > 
> > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so
> but 
> > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > 
> > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly
> > appreciated.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
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> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12394|12378|2003-12-07 14:17:58|daslemma|Re: Snapshot|

> download the patch script in the file section from wthor, and do as 
> mentioned in the other on going thread. 
> (...)
> Now everytime you start a song you can select the correct patches
> from within cubase prior to starting work, if you connect the RS
> fully in/out to the computer (having true set to off in both the RS 
> and cubase)

I did this before, but i can only select the preset sounds this way, 
not my modified versions of it...

> every change you make in the RS for most common controllers (shown 

in 

> the RS in SETUP screen 3)
> will also be sent out to cubase, cubase will need to write this 

info 

> into the track corresponding to the track you are altering in the 

RS.

> In other words: press record in cubase and start to tweak the knobs 
> on the
> RS, do this for a while untill you understand what's happening and 
> what's not... (if you don't allready)
> 

I think I do... :)

> Then you will find out that some parameters, do not send out through
> common controllers, these parameters, can be written through sysex 
> commands... but that's for later.

ok, sounds good. But if if I want to record all controller and Sysex 
commands with cubase, i will have to change them, right? I mean, if i 
want to record them, they must be sent. But what causes them to be 
sent? This was my main question: is there a function to send all 
these data at one time? or do I really have to "re-set" each CC for 
each voice in each track? in a style with 8 Tracks (= 8 different 
voices = 8x(Cutoff, res, envelopes, etc, ....) this would be a great 
challenge...

> 
> How ever i DO advice you to backup your created styles in the RS, 
> even if they are just temporary, after all you can never have to 

many 

> backups, and it's nice to have it on smartcard if something should 
> happen to your computer............
> 

yes, I fully agree! I need my Style-Files for playing live too, so I 
wanted to keep them anyway... 

another possibility to arrange my songs is to record an audio mixdown 
for each track and to arrange the wave-files. but then no filter 
sweeps or similar stuff could be realized... hmmm.... :-(

Sorry for my never ending questions and thanks for your help,

Lemma
| 12395|12390|2003-12-07 23:37:52|bittersweetkoko|Re: computer sequencer?|
Latif, thanks for the help. I searched the manual but couldn't find 
that info, but that did the trick. 
Thanx,
-G*

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> there's a really cool program that will
> allow you to do that... it's called CUBASE any version.
> in SX right click the recorded part and choose midi/disolve/by 
channel
> 
> have fun ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko" 
> wrote:
> > So, my plan is to play live in pattern mode and record my midi 
info 
> > (mutes, cc changes...) via a computer based sequencer, taking in 
> all 
> > 16 tracks simultaneously. In the past I have recorded live in 
> stereo 
> > audio. The reason I want to do it this way is so I can edit minor 
> > mistakes or add stuff later while still giving it a live feel. 
> After 
> > editing I would play my RS via the computer sequencer and record 
> the 
> > audio. I tried this method with cubase sx 1.0 and it won't 
> separate 
> > channel info ( every channel recording records all 16 midi 
> channels). 
> > Is there a program that will allow me to do this?
> > 
> > other relevent info: 
> > I have 1 midi in, 1 out
> > 
> > Thanks, 
> > -G
> > www.panzen.net/rudement

| 12396|12340|2003-12-08 00:07:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Hi folks, I just sent Drew the 150+ votes we have so far. 
I'll keep the Poll page up though, just in case. ;)

- Robert
| 12397|12340|2003-12-08 04:15:51|Latif|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
ok Robert,
in that case i will email Drew the
adress of Avery.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi folks, I just sent Drew the 150+ votes we have so far. 
> I'll keep the Poll page up though, just in case. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 12398|12378|2003-12-08 05:26:11|Latif|Re: Snapshot|
Lemma, you are missing some key points in my explanation,

aarrggghhh :-)
there are too many ways to do what you want, and they all
cross the same point somewhere in the line.

basic understanding RULE:
# Preset program voices
# CC data applied to preset program voices 'as track settings' or 'as 
phrase data'.
# Sysex commands applied to non CC parameters 'as phrase data'.
(Sysex can only be sent out of the machine, if you have written
it into one of it's tracks.)

this is both how you work in the machine, 
or how you approach it from a software sequencer.

basic rule to understand:
there are NO 'saved' personal voices, how ever, there are modified 
PRESET voices once TRACK SETTINGS are applied to them by the USER.
if you do not understand this concept, i advice you to re-read
the manual.

Once you select another preset voice, the !track settings! are reset
to default state for the selected voice, unless you set the track to
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HOLD=ON in the mixer screen.

1 of the many aproaches you can choose out of:
open new project in cubase, write a small piece of drum sequence
with the default drumkit selected, 
this done start 'browsing' the drumkits from withing the patch 
selector in cubase untill you find the drumkit that you want to !
KEEP!.
Now start tweaking the RS while sending out the tweaks to cubase
that is recording those movements, now you have created a 
drumpart, with desired tweaks (SETTINGS) inside cubase
for track 1 of the RS.
From here the rest should be pretty self-explanatory (i hope).

approach 2:
create a complete pattern with many tracks inside the RS and tweaks as
recorded in the RS into the phrases.
export this as a MIDI file from within the RS, save it to
you smart card, import it into Cubase, disolve the part (explode by 
channel), now examine the the tracks and their content to understand 
what is what.

more different approaches etc.. etc..

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:
> > download the patch script in the file section from wthor, and do 
as 
> > mentioned in the other on going thread. 
> > (...)
> > Now everytime you start a song you can select the correct patches
> > from within cubase prior to starting work, if you connect the RS
> > fully in/out to the computer (having true set to off in both the 
RS 
> > and cubase)
> 
> I did this before, but i can only select the preset sounds this 
way, 
> not my modified versions of it...
> 
> > every change you make in the RS for most common controllers 
(shown 
> in 
> > the RS in SETUP screen 3)
> > will also be sent out to cubase, cubase will need to write this 
> info 
> > into the track corresponding to the track you are altering in the 
> RS.
> > In other words: press record in cubase and start to tweak the 
knobs 
> > on the
> > RS, do this for a while untill you understand what's happening 
and 
> > what's not... (if you don't allready)
> > 
> 
> I think I do... :)
> 
> > Then you will find out that some parameters, do not send out 
through
> > common controllers, these parameters, can be written through 
sysex 
> > commands... but that's for later.
> 
> ok, sounds good. But if if I want to record all controller and 
Sysex 
> commands with cubase, i will have to change them, right? I mean, if 
i 
> want to record them, they must be sent. But what causes them to be 
> sent? This was my main question: is there a function to send all 
> these data at one time? or do I really have to "re-set" each CC for 
> each voice in each track? in a style with 8 Tracks (= 8 different 
> voices = 8x(Cutoff, res, envelopes, etc, ....) this would be a 
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great 
> challenge...
> 
> > 
> > How ever i DO advice you to backup your created styles in the RS, 
> > even if they are just temporary, after all you can never have to 
> many 
> > backups, and it's nice to have it on smartcard if something 
should 
> > happen to your computer............
> > 
> yes, I fully agree! I need my Style-Files for playing live too, so 
I 
> wanted to keep them anyway... 
> 
> another possibility to arrange my songs is to record an audio 
mixdown 
> for each track and to arrange the wave-files. but then no filter 
> sweeps or similar stuff could be realized... hmmm.... :-(
> 
> Sorry for my never ending questions and thanks for your help,
> 
> Lemma

| 12399|12399|2003-12-08 08:44:09|mr_doberman2003|Glide volume drops......|
When performing the glide job, I notice the volume decreases where 
the glide begins...is there a solution to this?
| 12400|12378|2003-12-08 11:48:56|daslemma|Re: Snapshot|

> Lemma, you are missing some key points in my explanation,
> 
> aarrggghhh :-)

perhaps I can't express all my thoughts, because my english is not as 
good as it should be... :-/
thank you for your patience! :))

> there are too many ways to do what you want, and they all
> cross the same point somewhere in the line.
> 
> basic understanding RULE:
> # Preset program voices
> # CC data applied to preset program voices 
> 'as track settings' or 'as phrase data'.
> # Sysex commands applied to non CC parameters 'as phrase data'.
> (Sysex can only be sent out of the machine, if you have written
> it into one of it's tracks.)
> 
> this is both how you work in the machine, 
> or how you approach it from a software sequencer.
> 
> basic rule to understand:
> there are NO 'saved' personal voices, how ever, there are modified 
> PRESET voices once TRACK SETTINGS are applied to them by the USER.
> if you do not understand this concept, i advice you to re-read
> the manual.

okay, i got this, but my problem is not solved by this fact... :)

> 
> Once you select another preset voice, the !track settings! are reset
> to default state for the selected voice, unless you set the track to
> HOLD=ON in the mixer screen.
> 
> 1 of the many aproaches you can choose out of:
> open new project in cubase, write a small piece of drum sequence
> with the default drumkit selected, 
> this done start 'browsing' the drumkits from withing the patch 
> selector in cubase untill you find the drumkit that you want to !
> KEEP!.
> Now start tweaking the RS while sending out the tweaks to cubase
> that is recording those movements, now you have created a 
> drumpart, with desired tweaks (SETTINGS) inside cubase
> for track 1 of the RS.
> From here the rest should be pretty self-explanatory (i hope).
> 



this is not a solution for my problem, because i create the whole 
song/pattern/voices on the RS and later I want to "move" the song to 
Cubase.

but your next approach sounds better:

> approach 2:
> create a complete pattern with many tracks inside the RS and tweaks 

as

> recorded in the RS into the phrases.

as I always do. 

> export this as a MIDI file from within the RS, save it to
> you smart card, import it into Cubase, disolve the part (explode by 
> channel), now examine the the tracks and their content to
> understand what is what.

ok, I'm not at home in this moment, so I can't test it, but if it's 
true, that !all! CC-Data is saved in the MIDI-File, i'm a happy man!
Important for me is that all changes to the preset sounds are 
exported in the Midi-File.

example:
I create a "derivation" from a preset by changing the cutoff and the 
pitchbend values. next step: In my phrase I record a filtersweep by 
turning the cutoff knob.
If both the cutoff sweep and the pitchbend (not changed over time) 
are exported to the Midi-File - perfect. if not, hmmm....

thank you very much again,

Greetings,
Lemma
| 12401|12378|2003-12-08 14:20:38|wildemar|Re: Snapshot|
Am Sun, 07 Dec 2003 21:17:54 -0000 hat daslemma <DasLemma@gmx.net> 
geschrieben:

> another possibility to arrange my songs is to record an audio mixdown for 
> each track and to arrange the wave-files. but then no filter sweeps or 
> similar stuff could be realized... hmmm.... :-(
>

Doesnt Cubase supprt VST plugins? ;-)

Hey dude, what are you talkin'bout? No filtersweeps in Cubase? There are 
TONS of free filter plugs on the net.
If however you want to use the RS's filters you could reroute your 
computers outs through the RS and record that again to cubase. How'boutid? 
:-)

Or did I just get you wrong here (happens frequently)?

take care
Wildemar
| 12402|12378|2003-12-08 15:24:08|Latif|Re: Snapshot|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "daslemma" wrote:

> example:
> I create a "derivation" from a preset by changing the cutoff and 

the 

> pitchbend values. next step: In my phrase I record a filtersweep by 
> turning the cutoff knob.
> If both the cutoff sweep and the pitchbend (not changed over time) 
> are exported to the Midi-File - perfect. if not, hmmm....
> 
> thank you very much again,
> 
> Greetings,
> Lemma
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There's nothing wriong with your english, 
as i understand perfectly well what you want, but the point is
you are not understanding the logic of the RS yet fully...
is no problem, you're almost there

As you in this last piece above, if you record the knob movements
into the phrases, they will be exported in the midi file, if you only
tweak the knobs without recording these, then they will remain inside
the RS as TRACK SETTINGS ;-)
Which is no problem either, cause if you have a voice or a drumkit
where you don't want to record any knob movements, but just 
tweak the knobs to create your own sound, simply look at the 
parameters you changed and insert these as the correct CC data in the 
tracks in cubase at the location where you want them.
As soon as you understand these 'simple' procedures, you will also 
understand that there are tons of possibilities for use of the 
!controllers - their values - and program change!
you can actually have multiple songs in 1 STYLE setup, just by 
changing Program Voices, CC, Sys excl for FX settings... but then 
again that's a another story... ;-)

Latif
| 12403|12340|2003-12-08 22:25:03|drewderr|Re: Status of OS Request Poll (moderator msg)|
Hey there,
A significant amount of work accomplished today...

We have 138 completed surveys after removing:
(1) "Repeat" votes (keeping the more current) 
(2) Those who were non-discriminating (voted "yes" to all or nearly 
all the requests...well above the spec 10 items)
(3) Those who did not specify any particular requests (did not check 
any boxes).

I've kept everyone else in, even if:
- They voted "yes" to less than ten requests (quite a few did this)
- They voted "yes" to more than ten requests (even more did this)
- They did not include their email address (a few had no RS7000 group 
user id associated with their survey)

My strong feeling is we need the larger base size. We would lose way 
too many if we limited results to only those who voted for 10 
requests.

The next step will be to create an Excel spreadsheet, tabulating all 
the data. I will let you know once this is complete, and hope to 
take care of this very soon. (Note: anyone else who hasn't voted 
and wants to vote, please feel free to do so, we can still include 
you.) 

Though technically only 138 (about 14%) of us responded to the survey 
and are included...this is a fairly representative sample of our 
entire group. In other words, we should agree that those who 
responded do a decent job of speaking for the whole group. 

Another perhaps cynical way of looking at this is to say, "if we get 
anything at all from Yamaha, we have been successful."

I encourage anyone who is personally interested in this cause to 
begin planning their next steps...my proposed idea for a meeting at 
Yamaha USA is just one approach. If we work this from several 
different angles, our chances of getting attention (and results) are 
more promising.

Cheers,
drew

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi folks, I just sent Drew the 150+ votes we have so far. 
> I'll keep the Poll page up though, just in case. ;)
> 
> - Robert

| 12404|12378|2003-12-09 02:03:40|daslemma|Re: Snapshot|

> There's nothing wriong with your english, 

pooohh... :)
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> as i understand perfectly well what you want, but the point is
> you are not understanding the logic of the RS yet fully...
> is no problem, you're almost there
> 

i thought, i WAS understanding, but now I'm sure that I do not... :)

> As you in this last piece above, if you record the knob movements
> into the phrases, they will be exported in the midi file, if you 

only

> tweak the knobs without recording these, then they will remain 

inside

> the RS as TRACK SETTINGS ;-)

ok, now i've got it! 

> Which is no problem either, cause if you have a voice or a drumkit
> where you don't want to record any knob movements, but just 
> tweak the knobs to create your own sound, simply look at the 
> parameters you changed and insert these as the
> correct CC data in the 
> tracks in cubase at the location where you want them.

ok, i've got this too. i was hoping for another, eaysier way to get 
all these "correct CC data". Because there are so many it will be a 
big task to "look at the parameter I changed". And I have to travel 
trough all menus to get all the values (?).
but I see: there is obviously no function to do this with one simple 
button press.
Hmm, OS request poll, where are you? :)))

> As soon as you understand these 'simple' procedures, you will also 
> understand that there are tons of possibilities for use of the 
> !controllers - their values - and program change!
> you can actually have multiple songs in 1 STYLE setup, just by 
> changing Program Voices, CC, Sys excl for FX settings... but then 
> again that's a another story... ;-)

Even if it sounds stupid: I thought that i understood all these 
possibilities. AND I read the manual. Only the hope for a _simple_ 
function made me to call for your help...

So thank you for your suggestions and your explanations. It's great 
to have people like you in this group!

Greetings,
Lemma
| 12405|12378|2003-12-09 02:11:38|daslemma|Re: Snapshot|

> Doesnt Cubase supprt VST plugins? ;-)
> 
> Hey dude, what are you talkin'bout? No filtersweeps in Cubase? 
> There are TONS of free filter plugs on the net.
> If however you want to use the RS's filters you could reroute your 
> computers outs through the RS and record that again to cubase.
> How'boutid? 
> :-)
> 
> Or did I just get you wrong here (happens frequently)?
> 

ok, ok.... wrong example... :))
(and perhaps the wrong language for me...)

next try:
if i have audio mixdowns i can't do changes to the voice like 
(tadaaa!) LFO speed or depth. Of course there is a LFO-plugin (one? 
thousands!) in Cubase. But the Cubase-LFO would be an additional 
thing to the LFO of the RS - I get two LFOs on one sound.

Thank you anyway for your message,



Greetings,
Lemma
| 12406|12378|2003-12-09 08:25:42|Latif|Re: Snapshot|
you can insert all the CC parameters
even for those that don't change over time 
(which is your biggest concern), while you are still working
in the RS.

This can be done in a dozen variaty of ways, STEP -edit is one of 
them, if you don't like step you can use the tracker screen (EDIT).
Just don't forget when you export the pattern to midi, once in cubase
only the first parts for each track should have these non changing CC
controllers at the beginning of the song, other wise you wouldbe re-
sending these controllers at every new proceding part.

Just examine good midi files that have been around for ages, most of 
them have a bunch of information for each track at the beginning of 
the song, that supposedly triggers every GM/XG device to the correct
'state' before playing the midi file.
This information has been written their by the creator self.

the thing is,
You are confusing sysex PATCH information for specific synths, 
with common CC data for GM/XG devices.

Like for instance backing up a voice for a clavia synth through sysex,
and inserting this sysex at the beginning of the track.
These synths have many many parameters that buildup a sound, many of 
these parameters cannot be reached through CC, so you can (bulk)SEND 
the settings for such a PATCH through midi as sysex to your sequencer.

The RS and the RMX have static synths, there's not much to sendout for
building up a sound, that cannot be done with CC, ie: 'simple synth' 
architecture.
no user definable oscillators etc. etc. etc.

just dive in and start written data mate :-)
soon you will find out that it's not much work as you think it is, 
and even if it was... that's what producing is about... among a bunch 
of other stuff ;-))
sooner or later you will create your own tricks and fast of ways of 
working.

Latif
| 12407|12383|2003-12-09 11:33:09|stepp2u2|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Im still having trouble when I try to export the audio to wav or mp3. 
Its probably something simple or maybe not. Ive been trying to use an 
8 bar / 6 track sequence i put together for testing purposes , which 
i saved to midi and imported to cubase and disolved the parts. It 
syncs fine with the RS and plays great. Then I go to export and 
select stereo interlaced wav and Ive even tried mp3. It plays the 
loop and it looks like it has exported it. When I try to play the wav 
or mp3 file its dead air , even though it shows it as a 678kb file 
with a time of 21 secs.None of the tracks in Cubase are muted and 
Ive tried other .wavs so I know its not my audio settings in Windows. 
Could it have something to do with the sync setup in Cubase or any 
other setting i may be missing? Also , Im not quit sure how the 
settings on the RS should be for this setup , if at all possible 
could someone give me a hand? Ill be eternally grateful. TIA!! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> 
> then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
> device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
(yamaha)
> 
> when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
> correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?
> 
> 2/
> If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
> correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export,
> in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs'
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> set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 stereo 
> output pairs activated on your card...
> other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... 
afaik.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from PA , 
> > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been 
doing 
> > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > 
> > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
Audigy 
> > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB 
is 
> to 
> > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved 
the 
> > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi 
file 
> > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
> iffy 
> > for me. 
> > 
> > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder and 
> when 
> > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not in 
> the 
> > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer and 
> > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set my 
> out 
> > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper 
sound 
> > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does 
this 
> > matter?
> > 
> > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing so 
> but 
> > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > 
> > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly 
> > appreciated.

| 12408|12383|2003-12-09 11:59:44|Latif|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Dude :-)))))))))
what are you trying to say?? you are trying
to export the midi tracks them selfs to audio?????
if this is so, then Robert or please some other moderator
ADD a section to the FAQ. about differences for midi and audio... 
cause this is really starting to get rediculous and a returning 
question every 2 months orso :-D

for your question:
you need to record you RS audio outputs!!!! into cubase (in this 
case), after that you can export it to any AUDIO format available on 
your system.
create and audio track under your midi tracks, assign it an input, 
enable record, start recording.
After recording is finished on the AUDIO track, you can do with it 
what you want within the AUDIO domain.

:)
Latif

muhahahahahahahahaha... sorry
:P

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> Im still having trouble when I try to export the audio to wav or 
mp3. 
> Its probably something simple or maybe not. Ive been trying to use 
an 
> 8 bar / 6 track sequence i put together for testing purposes , 
which 
> i saved to midi and imported to cubase and disolved the parts. It 
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> syncs fine with the RS and plays great. Then I go to export and 
> select stereo interlaced wav and Ive even tried mp3. It plays the 
> loop and it looks like it has exported it. When I try to play the 
wav 
> or mp3 file its dead air , even though it shows it as a 678kb file 
> with a time of 21 secs.None of the tracks in Cubase are muted and 
> Ive tried other .wavs so I know its not my audio settings in 
Windows. 
> Could it have something to do with the sync setup in Cubase or any 
> other setting i may be missing? Also , Im not quit sure how the 
> settings on the RS should be for this setup , if at all possible 
> could someone give me a hand? Ill be eternally grateful. TIA!! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> > ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> > 
> > then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
> > device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
> (yamaha)
> > 
> > when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> > if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> > songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> > you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
> > correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> > so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?
> > 
> > 2/
> > If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
> > correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export,
> > in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs'
> > set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 
stereo 
> > output pairs activated on your card...
> > other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... 
> afaik.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from 
PA , 
> > > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been 
> doing 
> > > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > > 
> > > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
> Audigy 
> > > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB 
> is 
> > to 
> > > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved 
> the 
> > > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi 
> file 
> > > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
> > iffy 
> > > for me. 
> > > 
> > > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder 
and 
> > when 
> > > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not 
in 
> > the 
> > > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer 
and 
> > > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set 
my 
> > out 
> > > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper 
> sound 
> > > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does 
> this 
> > > matter?
> > > 
> > > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing 
so 
> > but 
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> > > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > > 
> > > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly 
> > > appreciated.

| 12409|12383|2003-12-09 22:07:20|Stepp|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Yeah / I understand how to record audio no problem / Im trying to get into the whole midi thing / which i really dont understand i guess / sorry to waste your time / i will
do a little research and see what I come up with / Thanks

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 1:59 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX

Dude :-)))))))))
what are you trying to say?? you are trying
to export the midi tracks them selfs to audio?????
if this is so, then Robert or please some other moderator
ADD a section to the FAQ. about differences for midi and audio... 
cause this is really starting to get rediculous and a returning 
question every 2 months orso :-D

for your question:
you need to record you RS audio outputs!!!! into cubase (in this 
case), after that you can export it to any AUDIO format available on 
your system.
create and audio track under your midi tracks, assign it an input, 
enable record, start recording.
After recording is finished on the AUDIO track, you can do with it 
what you want within the AUDIO domain.

:)
Latif

muhahahahahahahahaha... sorry
:P

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> Im still having trouble when I try to export the audio to wav or 
mp3. 
> Its probably something simple or maybe not. Ive been trying to use 
an 
> 8 bar / 6 track sequence i put together for testing purposes , 
which 
> i saved to midi and imported to cubase and disolved the parts. It 
> syncs fine with the RS and plays great. Then I go to export and 
> select stereo interlaced wav and Ive even tried mp3. It plays the 
> loop and it looks like it has exported it. When I try to play the 
wav 
> or mp3 file its dead air , even though it shows it as a 678kb file 
> with a time of 21 secs.None of the tracks in Cubase are muted and 
> Ive tried other .wavs so I know its not my audio settings in 
Windows. 
> Could it have something to do with the sync setup in Cubase or any 
> other setting i may be missing? Also , Im not quit sure how the 
> settings on the RS should be for this setup , if at all possible 
> could someone give me a hand? Ill be eternally grateful. TIA!! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> > ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> > 
> > then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device manager/install 
> > device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
> (yamaha)
> > 
> > when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> > if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> > songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> > you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part the 
> > correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> > so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new device'?
> > 
> > 2/
> > If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting the 
> > correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to export,
> > in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that says:'outputs'
> > set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 
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stereo 
> > output pairs activated on your card...
> > other then this, only muted channels can cause empty results... 
> afaik.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M from 
PA , 
> > > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have been 
> doing 
> > > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > > 
> > > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
> Audigy 
> > > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In from SB 
> is 
> > to 
> > > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have saved 
> the 
> > > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the midi 
> file 
> > > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a little 
> > iffy 
> > > for me. 
> > > 
> > > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate folder 
and 
> > when 
> > > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its not 
in 
> > the 
> > > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my computer 
and 
> > > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i set 
my 
> > out 
> > > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the proper 
> sound 
> > > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. Does 
> this 
> > > matter?
> > > 
> > > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its doing 
so 
> > but 
> > > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > > 
> > > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be greatly 
> > > appreciated.
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| 12410|12383|2003-12-10 06:11:30|Bruno Carlos|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Consider this analogy: Cubase is your maestro, the midi tracks are 
the orchestra players and your synths are the orchestra instruments.

The players only play notes, they don't make any sound so when you 
try to record their sound... you get nothing (remember the players 
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are the midi tracks you were trying to record).

What you need to do is try to get to the instrument level to record 
the sound and that is only achievable by getting to the audio outputs 
of your equipment.

This is a stupid analogy, but if it helps you in any way then it was 
worth it.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Stepp" wrote:
> Yeah / I understand how to record audio no problem / Im trying to 
get into the whole midi thing / which i really dont understand i 
guess / sorry to waste your time / i will do a little research and 
see what I come up with / Thanks
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 1:59 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX
> 
> 
> Dude :-)))))))))
> what are you trying to say?? you are trying
> to export the midi tracks them selfs to audio?????
> if this is so, then Robert or please some other moderator
> ADD a section to the FAQ. about differences for midi and audio... 
> cause this is really starting to get rediculous and a returning 
> question every 2 months orso :-D
> 
> for your question:
> you need to record you RS audio outputs!!!! into cubase (in this 
> case), after that you can export it to any AUDIO format available 
on 
> your system.
> create and audio track under your midi tracks, assign it an 
input, 
> enable record, start recording.
> After recording is finished on the AUDIO track, you can do with 
it 
> what you want within the AUDIO domain.
> 
> :)
> Latif
> 
> muhahahahahahahahaha... sorry
> :P
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Im still having trouble when I try to export the audio to wav 
or 
> mp3. 
> > Its probably something simple or maybe not. Ive been trying to 
use 
> an 
> > 8 bar / 6 track sequence i put together for testing purposes , 
> which 
> > i saved to midi and imported to cubase and disolved the parts. 
It 
> > syncs fine with the RS and plays great. Then I go to export and 
> > select stereo interlaced wav and Ive even tried mp3. It plays 
the 
> > loop and it looks like it has exported it. When I try to play 
the 
> wav 
> > or mp3 file its dead air , even though it shows it as a 678kb 
file 
> > with a time of 21 secs.None of the tracks in Cubase are muted 
and 
> > Ive tried other .wavs so I know its not my audio settings in 
> Windows. 
> > Could it have something to do with the sync setup in Cubase or 
any 
> > other setting i may be missing? Also , Im not quit sure how the 
> > settings on the RS should be for this setup , if at all 
possible 
> > could someone give me a hand? Ill be eternally grateful. TIA!! 
> > 
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> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> > > ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> > > 
> > > then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device 
manager/install 
> > > device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
> > (yamaha)
> > > 
> > > when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> > > if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> > > songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> > > you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part 
the 
> > > correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> > > so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new 
device'?
> > > 
> > > 2/
> > > If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting 
the 
> > > correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to 
export,
> > > in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that 
says:'outputs'
> > > set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 
> stereo 
> > > output pairs activated on your card...
> > > other then this, only muted channels can cause empty 
results... 
> > afaik.
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" 
wrote:
> > > > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M 
from 
> PA , 
> > > > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have 
been 
> > doing 
> > > > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > > > 
> > > > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
> > Audigy 
> > > > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In 
from SB 
> > is 
> > > to 
> > > > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have 
saved 
> > the 
> > > > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the 
midi 
> > file 
> > > > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a 
little 
> > > iffy 
> > > > for me. 
> > > > 
> > > > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate 
folder 
> and 
> > > when 
> > > > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its 
not 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my 
computer 
> and 
> > > > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i 
set 
> my 
> > > out 
> > > > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the 
proper 
> > sound 
> > > > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > > > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. 
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Does 
> > this 
> > > > matter?
> > > > 
> > > > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its 
doing 
> so 
> > > but 
> > > > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be 
greatly 
> > > > appreciated.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12411|12383|2003-12-10 06:27:47|Latif|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
Friend, you are not waisting my time,
as you can clearly see and read i help
when i can prefferably to RS7000 matters. 
The thing is you have bought a pretty expensive
piece of hardware and are using it together
with uplevel software, but you have not taken 
the time, to learn and educate yourself
about the fundamental basics concerning midi and audio.

so..., i actually gave a quick instruction, but i cannot educate
you about the basics, that is something you must do.. capice? :)
it's nothing to be a shamed of either, yes i was laughing
but actually i will always laugh about this matter
where someone confuses midi data with audio :)
don't take it tooooo personal!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Stepp" wrote:
> Yeah / I understand how to record audio no problem / Im trying to 
get into the whole midi thing / which i really dont understand i 
guess / sorry to waste your time / i will do a little research and 
see what I come up with / Thanks
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 1:59 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX
> 
> 
> Dude :-)))))))))
> what are you trying to say?? you are trying
> to export the midi tracks them selfs to audio?????
> if this is so, then Robert or please some other moderator
> ADD a section to the FAQ. about differences for midi and audio... 
> cause this is really starting to get rediculous and a returning 
> question every 2 months orso :-D
> 
> for your question:
> you need to record you RS audio outputs!!!! into cubase (in this 
> case), after that you can export it to any AUDIO format available 
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on 
> your system.
> create and audio track under your midi tracks, assign it an 
input, 
> enable record, start recording.
> After recording is finished on the AUDIO track, you can do with 
it 
> what you want within the AUDIO domain.
> 
> :)
> Latif
> 
> muhahahahahahahahaha... sorry
> :P
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Im still having trouble when I try to export the audio to wav 
or 
> mp3. 
> > Its probably something simple or maybe not. Ive been trying to 
use 
> an 
> > 8 bar / 6 track sequence i put together for testing purposes , 
> which 
> > i saved to midi and imported to cubase and disolved the parts. 
It 
> > syncs fine with the RS and plays great. Then I go to export and 
> > select stereo interlaced wav and Ive even tried mp3. It plays 
the 
> > loop and it looks like it has exported it. When I try to play 
the 
> wav 
> > or mp3 file its dead air , even though it shows it as a 678kb 
file 
> > with a time of 21 secs.None of the tracks in Cubase are muted 
and 
> > Ive tried other .wavs so I know its not my audio settings in 
> Windows. 
> > Could it have something to do with the sync setup in Cubase or 
any 
> > other setting i may be missing? Also , Im not quit sure how the 
> > settings on the RS should be for this setup , if at all 
possible 
> > could someone give me a hand? Ill be eternally grateful. TIA!! 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> > > ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> > > 
> > > then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device 
manager/install 
> > > device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
> > (yamaha)
> > > 
> > > when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> > > if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> > > songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> > > you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part 
the 
> > > correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> > > so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new 
device'?
> > > 
> > > 2/
> > > If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting 
the 
> > > correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to 
export,
> > > in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that 
says:'outputs'
> > > set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 
> stereo 
> > > output pairs activated on your card...
> > > other then this, only muted channels can cause empty 
results... 
> > afaik.
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" 
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wrote:
> > > > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M 
from 
> PA , 
> > > > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have 
been 
> > doing 
> > > > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > > > 
> > > > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
> > Audigy 
> > > > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In 
from SB 
> > is 
> > > to 
> > > > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have 
saved 
> > the 
> > > > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the 
midi 
> > file 
> > > > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a 
little 
> > > iffy 
> > > > for me. 
> > > > 
> > > > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate 
folder 
> and 
> > > when 
> > > > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its 
not 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my 
computer 
> and 
> > > > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i 
set 
> my 
> > > out 
> > > > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the 
proper 
> > sound 
> > > > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > > > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. 
Does 
> > this 
> > > > matter?
> > > > 
> > > > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its 
doing 
> so 
> > > but 
> > > > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be 
greatly 
> > > > appreciated.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12412|12378|2003-12-10 08:48:16|daslemma|Re: Snapshot|

> you can insert all the CC parameters
> even for those that don't change over time 
> (which is your biggest concern), while you are still working
> in the RS.

sure i CAN.... :)

> 
> This can be done in a dozen variaty of ways, STEP -edit is one of 
> them, if you don't like step you can use the tracker screen (EDIT).
> Just don't forget when you export the pattern to midi, once in 

cubase

> only the first parts for each track should have these non changing 

CC

> controllers at the beginning of the song, other wise you wouldbe re-
> sending these controllers at every new proceding part.
> 
> Just examine good midi files that have been around for ages, most 

of 

> them have a bunch of information for each track at the beginning of 
> the song, that supposedly triggers every GM/XG device to the correct
> 'state' before playing the midi file.
> This information has been written their by the creator self.
> 

i know these MIDI files. most of them use an extra measure before the 
real first measure of the song, perhaps because of the latency of the 
synths switching to another program...

> 
> the thing is,
> You are confusing sysex PATCH information for specific synths, 
> with common CC data for GM/XG devices.
> 
> Like for instance backing up a voice for a clavia synth through 

sysex,

> and inserting this sysex at the beginning of the track.
> These synths have many many parameters that buildup a sound, many 

of 

> these parameters cannot be reached through CC, so you can (bulk)

SEND 

> the settings for such a PATCH through midi as sysex to your 

sequencer.

> 

now YOU got MY point! I want the same for the RS and I dont see, why 
it should be not possible to implement... As you say: EVERYTHING 
could be send through SysEx...
It is of course possible: if I write all these SxsEx-Entrys by 
myself. but it would be so simple and fast for a machine to do this. 
That's why people invented computers! :)

> The RS and the RMX have static synths, there's not much to sendout 
> for building up a sound, that cannot be done with CC,
> ie: 'simple synth' architecture.
> no user definable oscillators etc. etc. etc.
> 
> just dive in and start written data mate :-)
> soon you will find out that it's not much work as you think it is, 
> and even if it was... that's what producing is about... among a 



bunch 

> of other stuff ;-))

yeah, that's right. But if other machines support such a bulk-option, 
why does the RS not? But I see, I have to accept this...

> sooner or later you will create your own tricks and fast of ways of 
> working.
> 

i hope so! :)

So now I know what's possible and what's only possible if i do it 
manually.

Thank you very much!

Greetings,
Lemma
| 12416|12233|2003-12-10 14:24:31|Latif|Re: midi question? the thing about TG off|
hey guys i brought this thread back up,
to clariffy something that I was misunderstanding too

As Jesse said he could turn off the TG while having
midi note data being fed into the RS and routing this to
the midi outs without the RS sounding.
And some of use replied that some RS's mightbe different then others, 
or what ever.
The thing actually is, to have have midi note data input going through
the RS without sounding the RS TG, Echoback MUST be set to MonitorRec.
Since MonitorRec overides the midi channel being send from the 
external controller, most of us might not be using MonitorRec.
Therefor might also be overseeing the TG=Off feature that does indeed 
work.
So those that still want to use this option, to change midi channel
while you are working on sequences playing by the external 
controller, in case of MonitorRec, simply select the track on the RS 
that is routed to your external sound module (synth).

Are you guys still following me?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bittersweetkoko" 
> wrote:
> > This is a reply to all. 
> > > It's simple to solve this.
> > > Just make sure that track 12's voice is on sample and not 
phrase 
> or 
> > another
> > > sound bank.
> > Thanks, that sounds like THE workaround! Turning down volume is 
a 
> > pain because it turns down the slave as well. As far as going to 
> Rec 
> > monitor mode, I still have the problem.
> 
> 
> Hmmm, I must be misunderstanding your problem. I am able to 
> turn off the TG and instead have Midi out A or B selected. Then 
> anything I play on my controller keyboard, or the RS itself only 
> triggers the selected midi output(s) and not the internal sound. 
Is 
> this what you are trying to do?
> 
> Jesse

| 12417|12233|2003-12-10 14:59:16|wildemar|Re: midi question? the thing about TG off|
Am Wed, 10 Dec 2003 18:09:52 -0000 hat Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> Are you guys still following me?
>

Yes Latif!
With you posting this 4 times, how could anyone *not* follow you?
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:D

;)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 12418|12233|2003-12-10 15:00:41|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: midi question? the thing about TG off|

Latif--

This is like the 4th time your post has been sent (same exact post). It got through, dude! :D No need to send it again.

--wasted/su700fan
| 12419|12383|2003-12-10 15:11:04|Stepp|Re: Hello / Cubase SX|
OK / That helped alot / So basically the purpose for a midi connection to Cubase is to arrange and use the VST plugs and instruments then
control via the Software and record via the RSs audio out / Not to actually mixdown the midi information / I think I see now / Thanks alot my
man 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bruno Carlos 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2003 8:11 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX

Consider this analogy: Cubase is your maestro, the midi tracks are 
the orchestra players and your synths are the orchestra instruments.

The players only play notes, they don't make any sound so when you 
try to record their sound... you get nothing (remember the players 
are the midi tracks you were trying to record).

What you need to do is try to get to the instrument level to record 
the sound and that is only achievable by getting to the audio outputs 
of your equipment.

This is a stupid analogy, but if it helps you in any way then it was 
worth it.

Bruno Carlos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Stepp" wrote:
> Yeah / I understand how to record audio no problem / Im trying to 
get into the whole midi thing / which i really dont understand i 
guess / sorry to waste your time / i will do a little research and 
see what I come up with / Thanks
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Latif 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 1:59 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hello / Cubase SX
> 
> 
> Dude :-)))))))))
> what are you trying to say?? you are trying
> to export the midi tracks them selfs to audio?????
> if this is so, then Robert or please some other moderator
> ADD a section to the FAQ. about differences for midi and audio... 
> cause this is really starting to get rediculous and a returning 
> question every 2 months orso :-D
> 
> for your question:
> you need to record you RS audio outputs!!!! into cubase (in this 
> case), after that you can export it to any AUDIO format available 
on 
> your system.
> create and audio track under your midi tracks, assign it an 
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input, 
> enable record, start recording.
> After recording is finished on the AUDIO track, you can do with 
it 
> what you want within the AUDIO domain.
> 
> :)
> Latif
> 
> muhahahahahahahahaha... sorry
> :P
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:
> > Im still having trouble when I try to export the audio to wav 
or 
> mp3. 
> > Its probably something simple or maybe not. Ive been trying to 
use 
> an 
> > 8 bar / 6 track sequence i put together for testing purposes , 
> which 
> > i saved to midi and imported to cubase and disolved the parts. 
It 
> > syncs fine with the RS and plays great. Then I go to export and 
> > select stereo interlaced wav and Ive even tried mp3. It plays 
the 
> > loop and it looks like it has exported it. When I try to play 
the 
> wav 
> > or mp3 file its dead air , even though it shows it as a 678kb 
file 
> > with a time of 21 secs.None of the tracks in Cubase are muted 
and 
> > Ive tried other .wavs so I know its not my audio settings in 
> Windows. 
> > Could it have something to do with the sync setup in Cubase or 
any 
> > other setting i may be missing? Also , Im not quit sure how the 
> > settings on the RS should be for this setup , if at all 
possible 
> > could someone give me a hand? Ill be eternally grateful. TIA!! 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > if the text file is copied to this folder location:
> > > ..\Cubase SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive\yamaha
> > > 
> > > then the RS7000 should showup in the midi device 
manager/install 
> > > device prompt, some where between quadraverb2(alesis) and S30
> > (yamaha)
> > > 
> > > when selected, you can assign it a midi output.
> > > if this is not done, you can still make 'perfect'
> > > songs and have lot's of fun, the only difference is that
> > > you won't be able to select a patch from the inspector part 
the 
> > > correct way.... which is not mandatory anyway.
> > > so i don't understand what you mean with 'i defined a new 
device'?
> > > 
> > > 2/
> > > If you are using export audio, make sure you are exporting 
the 
> > > correct output bus which matches the tracks you want to 
export,
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> > > in the audio mixdown prompt there's a selector that 
says:'outputs'
> > > set it to the correct 'bus' (that is if you have more then 1 
> stereo 
> > > output pairs activated on your card...
> > > other then this, only muted channels can cause empty 
results... 
> > afaik.
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" 
wrote:
> > > > Whats goin on yall? My name is Stepp and Im a 28 yo / M 
from 
> PA , 
> > > > USA. I use the RS mainly for Hip Hop production and have 
been 
> > doing 
> > > > so for like 3 years now. I also DJ and MC.
> > > > 
> > > > I am using Cubase SX 2.01 and of course the RS. I have a SB 
> > Audigy 
> > > > and am using the game port for midi in and out. Midi In 
from SB 
> > is 
> > > to 
> > > > Out A in RS and Midi Out from SB to Midi In on RS. I have 
saved 
> > the 
> > > > midi info and xfered via smart card reader and import the 
midi 
> > file 
> > > > into Cubase and alls well. After this point things get a 
little 
> > > iffy 
> > > > for me. 
> > > > 
> > > > One thing is that i put the script in the appropriate 
folder 
> and 
> > > when 
> > > > i go to midi device manager and try to install the RS its 
not 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > list. Should it be? Ive restarted the program and my 
computer 
> and 
> > > > still not showing up. Ive defined a new device and when i 
set 
> my 
> > > out 
> > > > channel to the newly defined device it recoginizes the 
proper 
> > sound 
> > > > for that track from the RS no problem , even though its not 
> > > > recognizing the script and loading all of the bank info. 
Does 
> > this 
> > > > matter?
> > > > 
> > > > Also once i try to export to wav or mp3 it acts like its 
doing 
> so 
> > > but 
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> > > > when i try to play the file its dead air?
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone mind giving me a hand here? Any help would be 
greatly 
> > > > appreciated.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12420|12233|2003-12-10 15:30:00|Latif|Re: midi question? the thing about TG off|
errr i'm not re-sending it
something went wrong somehow on the servers side, 
just look at the timestamp theire all the same message.
so let me say sorry for the yahoo server :D

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:
> 
> 
> Latif--
> 
> This is like the 4th time your post has been sent (same exact 
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post). It got through, dude! :D No need to send it again.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan

| 12421|12421|2003-12-10 18:56:15|Latif|what the heck is happening :-/|
errrr, sorry bouth the multiple post, do know what's going on :(

Latif
| 12422|12421|2003-12-10 19:40:46|wasted/su700fan|Re: what the heck is happening :-/|

> errrr, sorry bouth the multiple post, do know what's going on :(
> 
> Latif

Dunno what happened, but it appears to have stopped. Maybe your 
mailserver or Yahoo's resender had issues? Everything appears to be 
back to normal now tho'.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12423|12423|2003-12-11 23:39:51|metalflakk|newperson question about right gear|
Hi,

For the last few years I've been sequencing with Protools and Reason on my mac, but 
I wanted to get a bit more hardware, especially for sampling, so that it would be 
easier to do live stuff and set up my own rhythm patterns. I was wondering if there are 
any other basic hardware pieces I'm missing for heavier techno-type production, as I 
can't seem to get much inspiring stuff going, (after the initial 9mo or so with Reason). 
As I said, I have an older protools equiped G4, Reason 2.5, Recycle, Logic (which I 
never seem to use,) plus Acid 4, with a sortof crappy midi keyboard. My question is, 
other than an rs7000, which would it be best to get? I'm a student so I don't really 
have much cash to drop at once. I was thinking eventually adding an XL-7 and 
Remote25, but then again it would maybe be better to invest in an inexpensive 
keyboard synth, like the new emu Halo or save for a Fantom S61(though the keys feel 
cheap), but then would I even need the RS7k, are there any pieces of hardware that 
would really compliment Reason, (which I do still love!)?. I don't know, but I'm not in a 
position to drop too much cash...any suggestions about what is best to get and in 
what order to get it would be very helpful!!
| 12424|12423|2003-12-12 06:26:38|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: newperson question about right gear|
What i don't understand is why ask this question in a RS7000 mailing if you
don't even wan't one?
You're here so that we can convince you to buy one?

It rocks and it beats Reason in my opinion so go and buy it!.
If you don't have cash than sell your soul. It's worth it :P

Well i aint much of a help am I

Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2003 04:04:02 -0000
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From: "metalflakk" <metalflakk@yahoo.com>
Subject: newperson question about right gear

Hi,

For the last few years I've been sequencing with Protools and Reason on my
mac, but 
I wanted to get a bit more hardware, especially for sampling, so that it
would be 
easier to do live stuff and set up my own rhythm patterns. I was wondering
if there are 
any other basic hardware pieces I'm missing for heavier techno-type
production, as I 
can't seem to get much inspiring stuff going, (after the initial 9mo or so
with Reason). 
As I said, I have an older protools equiped G4, Reason 2.5, Recycle, Logic
(which I 
never seem to use,) plus Acid 4, with a sortof crappy midi keyboard. My
question is, 
other than an rs7000, which would it be best to get? I'm a student so I
don't really 
have much cash to drop at once. I was thinking eventually adding an XL-7 and

Remote25, but then again it would maybe be better to invest in an
inexpensive 
keyboard synth, like the new emu Halo or save for a Fantom S61(though the
keys feel 
cheap), but then would I even need the RS7k, are there any pieces of
hardware that 
would really compliment Reason, (which I do still love!)?. I don't know, but
I'm not in a 
position to drop too much cash...any suggestions about what is best to get
and in 
what order to get it would be very helpful!!

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12425|12423|2003-12-12 23:01:07|metalflakk|Re: newperson question about right gear|
You misunderstand me i think,
I am definitely getting an RS7000, I was just wondering what other 
tools, (considering I have Reason and a Multitrack,) I would need to 
make electronica-type stuff, like would I need a hardware synth or does 
the Rs7000+Reason have everything, including sufficient instruments 
built in, and i need one, then which one?
I really do like Reason though, so I'm curious to find out how the 
Rs7000 in my situation compares to/compliments it. I just want some 
hardware also, and am wondering what is the best hardware to compliment 
the Rs7000?

mailto:metalflakk@yahoo.com
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jeffry.laan@s... wrote:
> What i don't understand is why ask this question in a RS7000 mailing if you
> don't even wan't one?
> You're here so that we can convince you to buy one?
> 
> It rocks and it beats Reason in my opinion so go and buy it!.
> If you don't have cash than sell your soul. It's worth it :P
> 
> Well i aint much of a help am I
> 
> 
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2003 04:04:02 -0000
> From: "metalflakk" 
> Subject: newperson question about right gear
> 
> Hi,
> 
> For the last few years I've been sequencing with Protools and Reason on my
> mac, but 
> I wanted to get a bit more hardware, especially for sampling, so that it
> would be 
> easier to do live stuff and set up my own rhythm patterns. I was wondering
> if there are 
> any other basic hardware pieces I'm missing for heavier techno-type
> production, as I 
> can't seem to get much inspiring stuff going, (after the initial 9mo or so
> with Reason). 
> As I said, I have an older protools equiped G4, Reason 2.5, Recycle, Logic
> (which I 
> never seem to use,) plus Acid 4, with a sortof crappy midi keyboard. My
> question is, 
> other than an rs7000, which would it be best to get? I'm a student so I
> don't really 
> have much cash to drop at once. I was thinking eventually adding an XL-7 and
> 
> Remote25, but then again it would maybe be better to invest in an
> inexpensive 
> keyboard synth, like the new emu Halo or save for a Fantom S61(though the
> keys feel 
> cheap), but then would I even need the RS7k, are there any pieces of
> hardware that 
> would really compliment Reason, (which I do still love!)?. I don't know, but
> I'm not in a 
> position to drop too much cash...any suggestions about what is best to get
> and in 
> what order to get it would be very helpful!!
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________________________________________________
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 
> 
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/
terms/

| 12426|12423|2003-12-12 23:38:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: newperson question about right gear|
The RS+Reason is plenty sufficient enough to make and record electronic type 
stuff. You shouldn't need anything else, plenty of great sounds in the RS. 
Heard people complain that there isn't enough drum sets on it and a few other 
minor inconveniences. The biggest limitation you might find, if your use to 
using softsynts is that there are only 16 tracks/channels that can play 
simultaneously on the RS. However, the RS is still the best all around hardware 
sequencer/sampler ever invented by human kind. Anything else is superfluous.

I'm sure, including myself, that there are plenty of people here in the forum 
that would be willing to share with you their songs that have been composed 
strickly with the RS alone. If you need some more convincing, just ask for 
some links to songs from me or others here, and I hope we can accomodate you 
without bogging the forum down with what might be Off Topic posts.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 12/12/2003 11:02:20 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
metalflakk@yahoo.com writes:
I am definitely getting an RS7000, I was just wondering what other 
tools, (considering I have Reason and a Multitrack,) I would need to 
make electronica-type stuff, like would I need a hardware synth or does 
the Rs7000+Reason have everything, including sufficient instruments 
built in, and i need one, then which one?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12427|12423|2003-12-13 02:21:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: newperson question about right gear|
Forgot to mention, if you are going to use the sampler, you may want a decent microphone /w proper cables and
maybe a xlr to 1/4" stereo converter for it. Possibly an external effects processor too, which will take the mono from
mic and split it to left & right for the RS plus you'll get the cool effects, however its not absolutly necessary.

thats all you'll NEED, but the more gear the marrier, can never have too much gear IMO.

Zam

In a message dated 12/13/2003 1:37:53 AM Eastern Standard Time, Dbeam505 writes:

> 
> The RS+Reason is plenty sufficient enough to make and record electronic type 
> stuff. You shouldn't need anything else, plenty of great sounds in the RS. 
> Heard people complain that there isn't enough drum sets on it and a few other 
> minor inconveniences. The biggest limitation you might find, if your use to 
> using softsynts is that there are only 16 tracks/channels that can play 
> simultaneously on the RS. However, the RS is still the best all around hardware 
> sequencer/sampler ever invented by human kind. Anything 
> else is superfluous.

| 12428|12423|2003-12-13 02:26:28|dopamine|Re: newperson question about right gear|

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/
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>the more gear the marrier, can never have too much gear IMO.
>
>Zam

So true!! :-))))))))

Matt

>In a message dated 12/13/2003 1:37:53 AM Eastern Standard Time, Dbeam505 
>writes:
>
> >
> > The RS+Reason is plenty sufficient enough to make and record electronic 
> type
> > stuff. You shouldn't need anything else, plenty of great sounds in the 
> RS.
> > Heard people complain that there isn't enough drum sets on it and a few 
> other
> > minor inconveniences. The biggest limitation you might find, if your 
> use to
> > using softsynts is that there are only 16 tracks/channels that can play
> > simultaneously on the RS. However, the RS is still the best all around 
> hardware
> > sequencer/sampler ever invented by human kind. Anything
> > else is superfluous.
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12429|12423|2003-12-13 04:26:54|wildemar|Re: newperson question about right gear|
Am Sat, 13 Dec 2003 01:06:58 -0000 hat metalflakk <metalflakk@yahoo.com> 
geschrieben:

> You misunderstand me i think,
> I am definitely getting an RS7000, I was just wondering what other tools, 
> (considering I have Reason and a Multitrack,) I would need to make 
> electronica-type stuff, like would I need a hardware synth or does the 
> Rs7000+Reason have everything, including sufficient instruments built in, 
> and i need one, then which one?
>

About 'sufficient' hardware:
For some a comb and a sheet of paper is enough to make music they like. Why 
do you even think there is a "best" cobination of anything. Heck, you got 
reason, thats a buttload of synth and sampling power. It supports VSTi's 
right? And did you google for "free vsti" or so lately? There you go. :)

I know thats not exacly your point, but still ... the RS is sufficient on 
its own, as is Reason, so everything else is just candy.

C.U.
Wildemar
| 12430|12423|2003-12-13 07:28:10|Oscar Finch|Re: newperson question about right gear|
My advice for what it's worth . 
Keep Reason 2.5 
Get the RS7000. 
Replace ACID with Ableton Live 3.0 (use in conjunction with VST effects) 
Get the multioutput board for the RS7000 a compact mixer 2 decent effects units and some analog filter boxes. 
Grab a good controller keyboard. 
Between those three you'd be more than kept busy enough IMHO of course. 
That said the MP/XL/PX-7's are going for a song (as are the ROMS) and they work well with the RS7K. 
I use one with the MoPhatt ,Xtreme Lead ,Vintage Pro and Protean Drum ROMS (the Protean Drum ROM kicks ass
in a major way). 
I would use Reason for multisamples ,Rex files ,Maelstrom and the spider CV config's myself. 
Render all files to audio. 
Program it with the RS and record RS parts as audio to the PC also. 
Use Abelton live for arrangement purposes and then your DAW for polishing the mix off. 
The RS7K has an arguably better sequencer than the Command Stations though OS2.0 improves things drastically. 
The Emu's XX-7's do have way better ARPS , a far superior swing function, better drums too IMHO. 
The RS has a better grid and step mode and is easier to get to terms with in a rush. 
The XX-7's have a better synthesis engine aren't as effects rich but have great reverb algo's BTW. 
Although I will be replacing the RS7K myself next year with a PowerMac ,Metasynth ,Metatrack and Xx for
sequencing. 
This is only because a) I don't sample much. 
And b) because I wan't some more exotic features like algorithmic randomise ,mirrored counterpoint ,cannon +
rversed cannon counterpoint , fractal randomisation algo's and user definable microtonal keyscal maps for the
sequencer. 
The RS7000 is VERY powerful though and definately not to be underestimated buy a long shot. 
And with Reason 2.5 in tow you'd be laughing and not have tons of studio clutter either.

_______________________________________________

mailto:metalflakk@yahoo.com


Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12431|12423|2003-12-15 08:29:30|metalflakk|Re: newperson question about right gear|
Thanx for the information, the selling you soul thing kindof was really convincing, 
plus its cool to know that there are other people using the RS7000 who respond on 
boards! It would be cool if I could get some of the links to RS7000 songs, preferably 
songs produced entirely on the RS7000 if possible. Also, my original plan was to buy 
from zzounds, but does guitar center or another national chain carry the RS7000, 
(none of the local stores near me do.)

Thanks everyone for the very helpful and convincing information!
| 12432|12423|2003-12-15 10:31:31|jesse_medway|Re: newperson question about right gear|

> reason, thats a buttload of synth and sampling power. It supports 

VSTi's 

> right? And did you google for "free vsti" or so lately? There you 

go. :)

no it does not, reason is a closed system unles you use it with
rewire and load vstis on the host program.
| 12433|12423|2003-12-15 13:51:38|wildemar|Re: newperson question about right gear|
Am Mon, 15 Dec 2003 17:31:19 -0000 hat jesse_medway <medway808@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

>> reason, thats a buttload of synth and sampling power. It supports
> VSTi's
>> right? And did you google for "free vsti" or so lately? There you
> go. :)
>
>
> no it does not, reason is a closed system unles you use it with
> rewire and load vstis on the host program.
>

Really?! Outch!
I was shure Reason would ... Ok, guess I should shout where I'm not boss. 
Sorry :o.

But there is FXpansions Simple Virtual (VST) Host (free) which can be 
played via MIDI Yoke or Hubis Loopback (right? ;).

Well forget it, sorry again, I'll shuttup now, sorry
Wildemar
| 12434|12423|2003-12-15 13:58:15|wildemar|Re: newperson question about right gear|
Am Mon, 15 Dec 2003 21:48:47 +0100 hat wildemar <wildemar@freakmail.de> 
geschrieben:

http://www.excite.com/
mailto:medway808@hotmail.com
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> I should shout where I'm not boss.
>

"n't" ... shouldN'T shout ...

ahw heck, whataday ...

wildemar
| 12435|12423|2003-12-15 14:36:53|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: newperson question about right gear|
They don't carry them because they (Yamaha) discontinued the product. You 
might have better chances of getting one on ebay, and for cheaper.

Zam

P.S. I'll send ya some links to my RS songs in private.

In a message dated 12/15/2003 8:33:21 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
metalflakk@yahoo.com writes:
Also, my original plan was to buy 
from zzounds, but does guitar center or another national chain carry the 
RS7000, 
(none of the local stores near me do.)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12436|12423|2003-12-15 15:27:09|jesse_medway|Re: newperson question about right gear|

> Really?! Outch!
> I was shure Reason would ... Ok, guess I should shout where I'm not 

boss. 

> Sorry :o.
> 
> But there is FXpansions Simple Virtual (VST) Host (free) which can 

be 

> played via MIDI Yoke or Hubis Loopback (right? ;).
> 
> Well forget it, sorry again, I'll shuttup now, sorry
> Wildemar

Well its part of Reason's strength and weakness. Being closed like 
that probably means more stable. just not as flexible. but if you 
just rewire it to logic/cubase etc.. you can add your vsti's there as 
well as mix your reason tracks in logic's/cubase's mixer with nicer 
eq etc...
| 12437|12437|2003-12-15 15:49:25|Stepp|Its Me the Cubase SX Idiot!|
just wanted to post a link to my site www.thesewersystem.com / has a pic on the homepage of my gear , including the
RS. The beat on the homepage was made entirely on the RS with its sounds in 10mins. LOL!!!!! Keep checking back /

mailto:metalflakk@yahoo.com


will be posting more of my beats there over time.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12438|12423|2003-12-15 20:30:45|david grundy|Re: newperson question about right gear|
you mean to tell me that yamaha stopped make the rs7k?

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
They don't carry them because they (Yamaha) discontinued the product. You 
might have better chances of getting one on ebay, and for cheaper.

Zam

P.S. I'll send ya some links to my RS songs in private.

In a message dated 12/15/2003 8:33:21 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
metalflakk@yahoo.com writes:
Also, my original plan was to buy 
from zzounds, but does guitar center or another national chain carry the 
RS7000, 
(none of the local stores near me do.)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12439|12423|2003-12-15 21:23:04|Drew Derr|Re: newperson question about right gear|
I wouldn't be stunned at this point if it were discontinued... however can anyone pass along official word that it is?
like you, i have noticed that it is no longer available at my local music store (West LA Music). not surprisingly, there
is no new news about the RS7K at yamahasynth.com.

david grundy <midinote2004@yahoo.com> wrote:
you mean to tell me that yamaha stopped make the rs7k?
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Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
They don't carry them because they (Yamaha) discontinued the product. You 
might have better chances of getting one on ebay, and for cheaper.

Zam

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
New Yahoo! Photos - easier uploading and sharing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12440|12423|2003-12-16 00:13:03|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: newperson question about right gear|
I was under the impression they had discontinued production of the RS from 
what GC reps told me, and past posts here in the forum. I've never seen an 
actual official notice from yamaha that it was discontinued, plus they keep 
featured on their site, so I am at a loss why they would do that if its 
discontinued. Maybe they still have some stock piled? I have no prof. but good luck 
finding one new.

Zam

In a message dated 12/15/2003 8:36:55 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
midinote2004@yahoo.com writes:
you mean to tell me that yamaha stopped make the rs7k?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12441|12441|2003-12-16 06:41:26|pascal brunet|lost a song|
Hi to all of you in the group.
I have got a quiet big problem ,I lost a song.
I explain,
on my screen the songs are classified like this,
-PROTACT1.R2P
-PROTACT2.R2P
-_ .R2P
so basically I have got 3 songs but I never use the
1st one so decide to delete it and then rename the 2nd
one PROTACT1 and the 3rd one PROTACT1b.
Whatt happened is that the 3rd one disappear
completely,if I go to load ,only the renamed PROTACT1
appear,but if I go in the rename window PROTACT1b is
here with PROTACT1 but unloadable.Does it mean that
the song is still somewhere in the memory or the name
is just there for no reason and the song is lost
anyway.
Thank you for your help.
Pascal

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New Yahoo! Photos - easier uploading and sharing.
http://photos.yahoo.com/
| 12442|12441|2003-12-16 07:19:00|eurikon@hotmail.com|Re: lost a song|
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what if you rename stuff back the way it was before?
you also say that you deleted one file allready?
maybe this file was part of your song?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, pascal brunet wrote:
> Hi to all of you in the group.
> I have got a quiet big problem ,I lost a song.
> I explain,
> on my screen the songs are classified like this,
> -PROTACT1.R2P
> -PROTACT2.R2P
> -_ .R2P
> so basically I have got 3 songs but I never use the
> 1st one so decide to delete it and then rename the 2nd
> one PROTACT1 and the 3rd one PROTACT1b.
> Whatt happened is that the 3rd one disappear
> completely,if I go to load ,only the renamed PROTACT1
> appear,but if I go in the rename window PROTACT1b is
> here with PROTACT1 but unloadable.Does it mean that
> the song is still somewhere in the memory or the name
> is just there for no reason and the song is lost
> anyway.
> Thank you for your help.
> Pascal
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> New Yahoo! Photos - easier uploading and sharing.
> http://photos.yahoo.com/

| 12443|12441|2003-12-16 14:47:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: lost a song|
I'm wondering about the underscore for the 3rd file name originally. It 
might be thinking its an autoload file, however those save as .R2As. From the 
sound your problem tho, it sounds like a possible corrupted file, which is 
irecoverable. Tho maybe just by chance you could also try holding the 1 key down on 
the # pad when you turn it on and see if autoloads it. Thought I'd sugest 
it, more on autoload on pg68 if it helps.

Good luck!

Zam

In a message dated 12/16/2003 6:43:42 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
pascalibra@yahoo.com writes:
-PROTACT1.R2P
-PROTACT2.R2P
-_ .R2P
so basically I have got 3 songs but I never use the
1st one so decide to delete it and then rename the 2nd
one PROTACT1 and the 3rd one PROTACT1b.
Whatt happened is that the 3rd one disappear
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completely,if I go to load ,only the renamed PROTACT1
appear,but if I go in the rename window PROTACT1b is
here with PROTACT1 but unloadable.Does it mean that
the song is still somewhere in the memory or the name
is just there for no reason and the song is lost
anyway.
Thank you for your help.
Pascal

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12444|12423|2003-12-17 09:01:25|david grundy|Re: newperson question about right gear|
i dont know if thats a good or a bad thing... the good thing is there arent many people that i know that uses the
rs7k..the bad thing is i dont know if i want to buy anymore drum machines from yamaha... 
i guess im going to have to look into this roland mv8k now

Drew Derr <drewderr@yahoo.com> wrote:
I wouldn't be stunned at this point if it were discontinued... however can anyone pass along official word that it is?
like you, i have noticed that it is no longer available at my local music store (West LA Music). not surprisingly, there
is no new news about the RS7K at yamahasynth.com.

david grundy <midinote2004@yahoo.com> wrote:
you mean to tell me that yamaha stopped make the rs7k?

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
They don't carry them because they (Yamaha) discontinued the product. You 
might have better chances of getting one on ebay, and for cheaper.

Zam

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
New Yahoo! Photos - easier uploading and sharing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12445|12445|2003-12-19 13:33:22|Latif|OT: Genius drummer kid|
http://www.colemarcus.com
| 12446|12445|2003-12-19 14:54:13|Matt Goddard|Re: OT: Genius drummer kid|
what??????????

Holy shit that kid is awesome! :-)))))))))))

Matt
| 12447|12447|2003-12-20 15:12:05|electrotimba|RS in serious production|
Greeitngs to everybody after my long absence. Some months ago I got 
invitation from one of the world top arrangers and composers of Latin 
music - Jose Luis Cortes "el Tosco" ( look for "papa Chango" "Santa 
palabra" of "NG la banda" to hear what Latinos call his "horns of 
terror"), to work together on some new stuff. We were just able to do 
it now in December. Since we met in Europe on tour, I had no idea of 
his studio setup and working routine, decided to take RS, laptop with 
ext soundcard and few other things. He and his team work increadibly 
fast and productive, so I had to adjust to their working routine and 
pace. How RS was doing ? Great! We would start with my compositons 
from RS and then work in their way, getting audio into 24 bit HD 
ADATs, controlled by Cubase. So I was exporting SMF and then using 
RS as sound module. Then getting back to RS to do my version of the 
song (while they would do their Cubase version) Though there seem to 
be some problems with import/ export of SMFs, like some errors that 
usually would be OK in a second try, it all worked well. 
Though I was seriously considering moving to MotifES as main 
workstation, after this experience must say RS is the one. I wouldnt 
be able ( or like) to take Triton or Motif back home everyday, Grid 
mode let me keep with the super fast pace of work, actually saving my 
reputation ( once I had to put some perc part and after 14 hours in 
the studio my tapping the pads was giving miserable results, 
quantizing woudnt help since there was lots of shifting from triplets 
to 4ths and even weirder stuff- in grid mode I did it fast enough to 
get some respect ) In fact due to that pace of work I was forced to 
learn about RS more then in the 1 year of having it
The portability of RS is probably its greatest advantage ( though the 
silver finish is miserable, it looks like I had it for 10 years) 
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while the band had to go on gigs (2-3 times in a week) I could chop 
the audio on laptop, get it into RS as samples and do sketches, 
experiment, could have my tools around me without necessity of 
renting a truck. So I do not care about MotifES or whatever Yamaha 
may come up with. Combined with the laptop ( for editing samples, 
sequenzing in Cubase etc) gives you nearly all you may need fit in 
one bag that can be taken on bike, 747, taxi or rikshaw. BTW to those 
who feel that RS sounds are not that good, still they beat the Triton 
( unless you love "*****"hotel band sounds). Also the whole RS 
concept allows much faster way of working. No surprise they wanted to 
buy mine, but it is not for sale, ever. 
Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS backing 
as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import the SMF 
of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS backing 
audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?
| 12449|12449|2003-12-20 22:18:54|sil909726|Program changes bank selection with external gear.|
So if I understand this right, you cannot put program change info (
for external gear ) in the phrase header? 
For example, I have a module hooked up to midi out a. 
I make a pattern(phrase) lets say section A track 1. 
this phrase has a program change in the phrase header for Drumkit
KIller patch 1 on my module. 

Then lets say section B track 1, I want to use a different program on
my module. so the pattern phrase for this track I can put a program
change in the phrase header?

In the FAQ it said this was not possible. Or am I wrong? I would
really like to use the RS to control a couple modules, but if I cant
"save" ( userphrase) program changes in the phrase header, how can i
program changes?
| 12450|12450|2003-12-21 09:49:23|thesmthopr8r|BLANK SCREEN ON RS700|
THE SCREEN ON MY RS IS COMPLETELY BLANK. NO TEXT, NO LINES NO 
NOTHING. HAS THIS EVER HAPPENED TO ANYONE ELSE? I REPLACED THE 
BACKUP BATTERY WITHIN THE UNIT THINKING MAYBE THAT WOULD HELP. IS IT 
POSSIBLE THAT MY SYSTEM SETUP DATA HAS BEEN ERASED BECAUSE MY BACKUP 
BATTERY WAS SO LOW. IF SO, DOES ANYONE HAVE THE SYSTEM SETUP DATA
(NOT AN O.S) THAT THEY COULD SEND ME VIA AOL OR EMAIL. WHAT IS THE 
EXTENT OF YAMAHA'S WARRANTY COVERAGE, HAS ANYONE HAD TO USE IT? ANY 
INFORMATION WOULD BE A GREAT HELP. THANX IN ADVANCE.
| 12451|12447|2003-12-21 09:50:38|Latif|Re: RS in serious production|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS backing 
> as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import the 

SMF 

> of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS 

backing 
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> audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?

What do you mean , how to get it sync with the audio?
your project does have a master tempo doesn't it? 

And why do you import the RS 'backings' as wav into cubase?

Latif
| 12452|12450|2003-12-21 10:00:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: BLANK SCREEN ON RS700|
On Sunday 21 December 2003 08:27, thesmthopr8r wrote:

> THE SCREEN ON MY RS IS COMPLETELY BLANK. NO TEXT, NO
> LINES NO NOTHING. HAS THIS EVER HAPPENED TO ANYONE ELSE?
> I REPLACED THE BACKUP BATTERY WITHIN THE UNIT THINKING
> MAYBE THAT WOULD HELP. IS IT POSSIBLE THAT MY SYSTEM
> SETUP DATA HAS BEEN ERASED BECAUSE MY BACKUP BATTERY WAS
> SO LOW. IF SO, DOES ANYONE HAVE THE SYSTEM SETUP DATA
> (NOT AN O.S) THAT THEY COULD SEND ME VIA AOL OR EMAIL.
> WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF YAMAHA'S WARRANTY COVERAGE, HAS
> ANYONE HAD TO USE IT? ANY INFORMATION WOULD BE A GREAT
> HELP. THANX IN ADVANCE.

Did you try the LCD contrast knob on the back of the 
machine?

- Robert
| 12453|12450|2003-12-21 10:13:17|Latif|Re: BLANK SCREEN ON RS700|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "thesmthopr8r" 
wrote:

> THE SCREEN ON MY RS IS COMPLETELY BLANK. NO TEXT, NO LINES NO 
> NOTHING. HAS THIS EVER HAPPENED TO ANYONE ELSE?

no... not me

> I REPLACED THE 
> BACKUP BATTERY WITHIN THE UNIT THINKING MAYBE THAT WOULD HELP. IS 

IT 

> POSSIBLE THAT MY SYSTEM SETUP DATA HAS BEEN ERASED BECAUSE MY 

BACKUP 

> BATTERY WAS SO LOW.

impossible.. and the original battery 
for the RS will at least last another 8 years
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> IF SO, DOES ANYONE HAVE THE SYSTEM SETUP DATA
> (NOT AN O.S) THAT THEY COULD SEND ME VIA AOL OR EMAIL. 

not an option, if such data exsists what you are refering to,
then it's burnt into some eproms in the machine.

> WHAT IS THE 
> EXTENT OF YAMAHA'S WARRANTY COVERAGE, HAS ANYONE HAD TO USE IT? ANY 
> INFORMATION WOULD BE A GREAT HELP. THANX IN ADVANCE.

Have you tried an Factory Reset?? i don't see you mentioned it.
Has your unit been suffering low temperatures and/or moistures/humid
conditions? (like unheated basements and such)

Latif
| 12454|12449|2003-12-21 11:37:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Program changes bank selection with external gear.|
Not sure if what your saying is always true, but an easy work around may be 
to simply copy it to another pattern, then change the header for that patch. I 
guess this wont work if your using just one pattern for a live mix. But if 
creating a chain it should fly?

Zam

In a message dated 12/20/2003 10:20:21 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
sil909@disinfo.net writes:
So if I understand this right, you cannot put program change info (
for external gear ) in the phrase header? 
For example, I have a module hooked up to midi out a. 
I make a pattern(phrase) lets say section A track 1. 
this phrase has a program change in the phrase header for Drumkit
KIller patch 1 on my module. 

Then lets say section B track 1, I want to use a different program on
my module. so the pattern phrase for this track I can put a program
change in the phrase header?

In the FAQ it said this was not possible. Or am I wrong? I would
really like to use the RS to control a couple modules, but if I cant
"save" ( userphrase) program changes in the phrase header, how can i
program changes?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12455|12447|2003-12-21 12:05:43|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS in serious production|
I didn't catch original post, but Latif seems to be right on, if it is all 
done at the same tempo it should come close if the same tempos are used 
throughout. But to make sure its perfect though, it shouldn't be imported like what it 
sounds like they are trying to do, I would recorded directly into cubase, or 
cakewalk which I use, with one midi clock syncing them both up. Otherwise, 
short sound loops at the same tempo may be the next best way if it has to be 
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done by ear. If it has to be done that way, and sense I'm use to cakewalk I use 
snap grids. I'd think cubase would have this too for helping to align stuff 
up. If everything is at a difrent tempos, I wish them luck as my only other 
advice would be to join a hair club while they still have some left.

Zam 

In a message dated 12/21/2003 9:55:50 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS backing 
> as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import the 

SMF 

> of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS 

backing 

> audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?

What do you mean , how to get it sync with the audio?
your project does have a master tempo doesn't it? 

And why do you import the RS 'backings' as wav into cubase?

Latif

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12456|12447|2003-12-21 13:23:53|electrotimba|Re: RS in serious production|
That was the way to work -they copied the stuff they liked to HD and 
then went their ways adding tracks.The problem is that the technical 
producer- who operates all the stuff got pneumonia 2 days before my 
departure andhe assistant was not experienced enough to save me the 
songs as Cubase songs. So I have just the wav files. by backing I 
mean my complete RS songs that were recorded to HD ADAT. Of course I 
could work it all in Cubase but I would definitely like to change a 
lot of stuff in my RS arrangement ( actually take lots out , it all 
became too busy). I thought of importing SMF to the project with all 
the audio tracks, then somehow sync it using the recorded RS backing 
(which could be erased later) 
as reference to get the sync. "SOmehow?" that`s my question. Record 
the midi to audio and sync visually the waves? must be a betterway
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS backing 
> > as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import the 
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> SMF 
> > of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS 
> backing 
> > audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?
> 
> What do you mean , how to get it sync with the audio?
> your project does have a master tempo doesn't it? 
> 
> And why do you import the RS 'backings' as wav into cubase?
> 
> Latif

| 12457|12447|2003-12-21 14:38:00|Latif|Re: RS in serious production|
ok, i'm not sure i got it right now, but 
here's what i understand from what you're saying.
so you don't have a project file from the band, only the waves
as they were recorded (the tracks that were added),
didn't they create those tracks in sync with the tempo as applied
from your RS, or was your RS slaved at that time, so you have no 
tempo reference?

Anyway, if you don't have a tempo reference, just open
the SMF in cubase, add one of the waves of the added tracks
from the band, take one of the waves that has rhythm, make it snap to 
grid perfectly, and then adjust
the tempo of your cubase project to that of the wave file.. so you'll 
have a matching tempo base to work on.

from there things should go on easily no?
(like recording your RS audio in sync with cubase)

maybe i didn't get you right, and what i just told you, might sounds 
like horseshiate!! :-)))
hehehehe

- for instance. the way i work , is create a fullblown pattern in the 
RS, then work the arrangement in cubase, when all is finished, record 
the 
results into cubase, either as stereo track, or as seperate 
multitracks, depending on which mixer i use [AW16g or KORG adat]. 
Meanwhile
i can always add new things i create in the RS as midi file into the 
project, the RS functions as module during the whole arrangement 
proces.-

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> That was the way to work -they copied the stuff they liked to HD 
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and 

> then went their ways adding tracks.The problem is that the 

technical 

> producer- who operates all the stuff got pneumonia 2 days before my 
> departure andhe assistant was not experienced enough to save me the 
> songs as Cubase songs. So I have just the wav files. by backing I 
> mean my complete RS songs that were recorded to HD ADAT. Of course 

I 

> could work it all in Cubase but I would definitely like to change a 
> lot of stuff in my RS arrangement ( actually take lots out , it all 
> became too busy). I thought of importing SMF to the project with 

all 

> the audio tracks, then somehow sync it using the recorded RS 

backing 

> (which could be erased later) 
> as reference to get the sync. "SOmehow?" that`s my question. Record 
> the midi to audio and sync visually the waves? must be a betterway
> Electrotimba
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> > wrote:
> > > Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS backing 
> > > as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import 

the 

> > SMF 
> > > of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS 
> > backing 
> > > audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?
> > 
> > What do you mean , how to get it sync with the audio?
> > your project does have a master tempo doesn't it? 
> > 
> > And why do you import the RS 'backings' as wav into cubase?
> > 
> > Latif

| 12458|12447|2003-12-21 15:30:22|electrotimba|Re: RS in serious production|
I do not have project file just the wavs but I know the tempi. So I 
should start with SMF then import the audio files ? Then mute 
everything but RS audio backing tracks and make them match the midi 
tracks, mark the rest of audio and move to the backing tracks, erase 
backing thacks as they wont be needed anymore, right?
Electrotimba
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> ok, i'm not sure i got it right now, but 
> here's what i understand from what you're saying.
> so you don't have a project file from the band, only the waves
> as they were recorded (the tracks that were added),
> didn't they create those tracks in sync with the tempo as applied
> from your RS, or was your RS slaved at that time, so you have no 
> tempo reference?
> 
> Anyway, if you don't have a tempo reference, just open
> the SMF in cubase, add one of the waves of the added tracks
> from the band, take one of the waves that has rhythm, make it snap 
to 
> grid perfectly, and then adjust
> the tempo of your cubase project to that of the wave file.. so 
you'll 
> have a matching tempo base to work on.
> 
> from there things should go on easily no?
> (like recording your RS audio in sync with cubase)
> 
> maybe i didn't get you right, and what i just told you, might 
sounds 
> like horseshiate!! :-)))
> hehehehe
> 
> - for instance. the way i work , is create a fullblown pattern in 
the 
> RS, then work the arrangement in cubase, when all is finished, 
record 
> the 
> results into cubase, either as stereo track, or as seperate 
> multitracks, depending on which mixer i use [AW16g or KORG adat]. 
> Meanwhile
> i can always add new things i create in the RS as midi file into 
the 
> project, the RS functions as module during the whole arrangement 
> proces.-
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > That was the way to work -they copied the stuff they liked to HD 
> and 
> > then went their ways adding tracks.The problem is that the 
> technical 
> > producer- who operates all the stuff got pneumonia 2 days before 
my 
> > departure andhe assistant was not experienced enough to save me 
the 
> > songs as Cubase songs. So I have just the wav files. by backing I 
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> > mean my complete RS songs that were recorded to HD ADAT. Of 
course 
> I 
> > could work it all in Cubase but I would definitely like to change 
a 
> > lot of stuff in my RS arrangement ( actually take lots out , it 
all 
> > became too busy). I thought of importing SMF to the project with 
> all 
> > the audio tracks, then somehow sync it using the recorded RS 
> backing 
> > (which could be erased later) 
> > as reference to get the sync. "SOmehow?" that`s my question. 
Record 
> > the midi to audio and sync visually the waves? must be a betterway
> > Electrotimba
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS 
backing 
> > > > as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import 
> the 
> > > SMF 
> > > > of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS 
> > > backing 
> > > > audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?
> > > 
> > > What do you mean , how to get it sync with the audio?
> > > your project does have a master tempo doesn't it? 
> > > 
> > > And why do you import the RS 'backings' as wav into cubase?
> > > 
> > > Latif

| 12459|12447|2003-12-21 15:56:15|electrotimba|Re: RS in serious production|
Sorry I didnt read you whole answer Latif. I like it same way, export 
SMF and then use RS as sound module so there is no sync trouble.
The way they work in Jose Luis`studio ( mostly salsa , timba etc) is 
The assistant arranger do the whole song, all the instruments on 
Triton ( real monster he does in few hours the work some pro arangers 
need 3 or more days). That is imported as SMF to PC. The PC has 98 
and 2000, they open the SMF in some old Cakewalk (on 98) then record 
all the instruments one by one (or sections live) to ADAT HD ,. Once 
it is all ready they finish the project in SX ( till recently they 
used Sonar) and give to mastering specialists. I think I will modify 
my way of working afterthis experience. Starting RS with various 
parts then do the song ( experimenting with various parts structure 
in chain mode) then finish the song in Cubase. The difference is that 
instead of using the original pattern parts for live show , I will 
rather split the song into patterns so they will be closer to the CD 
version, adding the audio samples of whatever wouldnt be possible 
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torecreate live ( like horns, voices etc). Though I like to use ext 
modules it is still possible to have the RS only option. 
RS is one bad mofo, love it!

n RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> ok, i'm not sure i got it right now, but 
> here's what i understand from what you're saying.
> so you don't have a project file from the band, only the waves
> as they were recorded (the tracks that were added),
> didn't they create those tracks in sync with the tempo as applied
> from your RS, or was your RS slaved at that time, so you have no 
> tempo reference?
> 
> Anyway, if you don't have a tempo reference, just open
> the SMF in cubase, add one of the waves of the added tracks
> from the band, take one of the waves that has rhythm, make it snap 

to 

> grid perfectly, and then adjust
> the tempo of your cubase project to that of the wave file.. so 

you'll 

> have a matching tempo base to work on.
> 
> from there things should go on easily no?
> (like recording your RS audio in sync with cubase)
> 
> maybe i didn't get you right, and what i just told you, might 

sounds 

> like horseshiate!! :-)))
> hehehehe
> 
> - for instance. the way i work , is create a fullblown pattern in 

the 

> RS, then work the arrangement in cubase, when all is finished, 

record 

> the 
> results into cubase, either as stereo track, or as seperate 
> multitracks, depending on which mixer i use [AW16g or KORG adat]. 
> Meanwhile
> i can always add new things i create in the RS as midi file into 

the 

> project, the RS functions as module during the whole arrangement 
> proces.-
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> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > That was the way to work -they copied the stuff they liked to HD 
> and 
> > then went their ways adding tracks.The problem is that the 
> technical 
> > producer- who operates all the stuff got pneumonia 2 days before 

my 

> > departure andhe assistant was not experienced enough to save me 

the 

> > songs as Cubase songs. So I have just the wav files. by backing I 
> > mean my complete RS songs that were recorded to HD ADAT. Of 

course 

> I 
> > could work it all in Cubase but I would definitely like to change 

a 

> > lot of stuff in my RS arrangement ( actually take lots out , it 

all 

> > became too busy). I thought of importing SMF to the project with 
> all 
> > the audio tracks, then somehow sync it using the recorded RS 
> backing 
> > (which could be erased later) 
> > as reference to get the sync. "SOmehow?" that`s my question. 

Record 

> > the midi to audio and sync visually the waves? must be a betterway
> > Electrotimba
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > Now a practical question. I have all audio including RS 

backing 
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> > > > as "wav". So I import them to Cubase but then want to import 
> the 
> > > SMF 
> > > > of the song. How to get it sync with the audio ( there is RS 
> > > backing 
> > > > audio as reference) , any precise method other then by ear?
> > > 
> > > What do you mean , how to get it sync with the audio?
> > > your project does have a master tempo doesn't it? 
> > > 
> > > And why do you import the RS 'backings' as wav into cubase?
> > > 
> > > Latif

| 12460|12450|2003-12-21 16:37:10|WILSON IPAYE|Re: BLANK SCREEN ON RS700|
YES. THATS ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS I DID, BUT NO LUCK.

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Sunday 21 December 2003 08:27, thesmthopr8r wrote:

> THE SCREEN ON MY RS IS COMPLETELY BLANK. NO TEXT, NO
> LINES NO NOTHING. HAS THIS EVER HAPPENED TO ANYONE ELSE?
> I REPLACED THE BACKUP BATTERY WITHIN THE UNIT THINKING
> MAYBE THAT WOULD HELP. IS IT POSSIBLE THAT MY SYSTEM
> SETUP DATA HAS BEEN ERASED BECAUSE MY BACKUP BATTERY WAS
> SO LOW. IF SO, DOES ANYONE HAVE THE SYSTEM SETUP DATA
> (NOT AN O.S) THAT THEY COULD SEND ME VIA AOL OR EMAIL.
> WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF YAMAHA'S WARRANTY COVERAGE, HAS
> ANYONE HAD TO USE IT? ANY INFORMATION WOULD BE A GREAT
> HELP. THANX IN ADVANCE.

Did you try the LCD contrast knob on the back of the 
machine?

- Robert
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---------------------------------
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12461|12450|2003-12-21 16:44:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: BLANK SCREEN ON RS700|

> YES. THATS ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS I DID, BUT NO LUCK.
> 
> Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Sunday 21 December 2003 
> 08:27, thesmthopr8r wrote:
> > THE SCREEN ON MY RS IS COMPLETELY BLANK. NO TEXT, NO
> > LINES NO NOTHING. HAS THIS EVER HAPPENED TO ANYONE ELSE?
> > I REPLACED THE BACKUP BATTERY WITHIN THE UNIT THINKING
> > MAYBE THAT WOULD HELP. IS IT POSSIBLE THAT MY SYSTEM
> > SETUP DATA HAS BEEN ERASED BECAUSE MY BACKUP BATTERY WAS
> > SO LOW. IF SO, DOES ANYONE HAVE THE SYSTEM SETUP DATA
> > (NOT AN O.S) THAT THEY COULD SEND ME VIA AOL OR EMAIL.
> > WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF YAMAHA'S WARRANTY COVERAGE, HAS
> > ANYONE HAD TO USE IT? ANY INFORMATION WOULD BE A GREAT
> > HELP. THANX IN ADVANCE.
> 
> Did you try the LCD contrast knob on the back of the 
> machine?
> 
> - Robert

Please Wilson (or whatever your name is) TURN YOUR CAPS LOCK OFF. That 
is considered shouting in online forums and emails. Thanks in advance.

-- (Moderator)
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12462|12441|2003-12-23 18:19:27|pascal brunet|Re: lost a song|
Hi guys,I have try to name the song as it was
before,it came back in the load section but when I
highlight it and press load ,a message appear saying
illegal file.
By the way the file I deleteted first was nothing to
do with this one.
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mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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thanks for help .

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New Yahoo! Photos - easier uploading and sharing.
http://photos.yahoo.com/
| 12463|12463|2003-12-24 07:11:26|meisteryazz|Why does it take so long to save a song|
Hi there,

I want to know if there is a possibility to speed up the saving 
process of the rs7000. when saving a song with preset sounds, it takes 
only a few seconds. but when i save a song with several sliced samples 
in different patterns, it takes up to 10!! minutes.
I tried the optimize wavememory function, but still then the saving is 
still slow.
Any tips for solving this problem?
I would apreciate any help.

thanx in advance
| 12464|12464|2003-12-24 07:13:09|Torsten Zeiler|Kann hier jemand auf DEUTSCH erklären??!!|

>Also bin der englischen Sprache zwar soweit mächtig,
>aber erklärungen raff ich wohl doch net so!!!
>Habe nen RS und will nen AN1X damit ansteuern(JA HABE DAS HANDBUCH

GELESEN!)

>Im Edit-menü den sound einstellen ist schon klar(im Pattern-Mode),
>aber nach jedem Durchlauf habe ich einen aussetzer!!??
>Der sound des AN1X wird ja aufgerufen,aber wenn die sequenz anfängt hab ich

halt nen ruhe punkt gesetzt!!

>Jetzt hab ich den sound vor dem anfangen der Produktion gesetzt,aber wieder

setzt er aus!!??

>Ich bin so vorgegangen:
>1)Pattern fertiggestellt
>2)16.Kanal ;out A;Sound 18
>3)Edit/Insert/Programmchange
>4)jetzt steht da:
> 001:1:000 ::PC 000-000-017 [PercOrgan]
> ( Die 17 für sound 18 ist ein versatz der vorkommen

kann)

>Hoffe mir kann jemand sagen was ich verkehrt mache!!??
>mfg euer TDA

-- 
+++ GMX - die erste Adresse für Mail, Message, More +++
Neu: Preissenkung für MMS und FreeMMS! http://www.gmx.net
| 12465|12465|2003-12-24 10:19:29|stepp2u2|Track carrying over a measure!!|

http://photos.yahoo.com/
http://www.gmx.net/


This is something ive been trying to figure out for a while to no 
avail. When im recording a track that starts in the 4th measure and 
should carry over to the 1st measure it just plays the part in the 
4th measure and cuts the rest off. My solution has been to copy the 
track and edit the sample and record the part i wanted in the 1st 
measure , which is a pain in the , well you know. Anyone have any 
ideas or THE SOLUTION , LOL , to make my life easier? TIA!!!
| 12466|12465|2003-12-24 11:23:37|Latif|Re: Track carrying over a measure!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stepp2u2" wrote:

> This is something ive been trying to figure out for a while to no 
> avail. When im recording a track that starts in the 4th measure and 
> should carry over to the 1st measure it just plays the part in the 
> 4th measure and cuts the rest off. My solution has been to copy the 
> track and edit the sample and record the part i wanted in the 1st 
> measure , which is a pain in the , well you know. Anyone have any 
> ideas or THE SOLUTION , LOL , to make my life easier? TIA!!!

extend the gate for that note (or notes for that matter), 
manually inside the tracker edit...

if that doesn't help check your TG MUTE MODE settings, utility 
screen, and change it from whatever it's on now.

Latif
| 12467|12467|2003-12-24 18:21:36|Latif|[OT] attention soundscapers :)|
free xmass present from Native
and it's craaaaaaazzzyyy :-)

http://www.nativeinstruments.de/index.php?xmas2003_us

merry xmass to each and everyone, and have nice days
and lot's of music making!
peace

Latif
| 12468|12467|2003-12-25 10:18:13|jesse_medway|Re: [OT] attention soundscapers :)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> free xmass present from Native
> and it's craaaaaaazzzyyy :-)
> 
> http://www.nativeinstruments.de/index.php?xmas2003_us
> 
> merry xmass to each and everyone, and have nice days
> and lot's of music making!
> peace
> 
> Latif

How can I download this if I dont own an NI product?
Doesnt seem to let me register without some kind of serial.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Jesse
| 12469|12467|2003-12-25 10:43:03|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] Re: [OT] attention soundscapers :)|
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: jesse_medway [mailto:medway808@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 25. Dezember 2003 18:18
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: [OT] attention soundscapers :)

>How can I download this if I dont own an NI product?
>Doesnt seem to let me register without some kind of serial.

>Jesse

The gift is only for registered NI Users...

Uwe
| 12470|12467|2003-12-25 13:00:37|Latif|Re: [OT] attention soundscapers :)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jesse_medway" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > free xmass present from Native
> > and it's craaaaaaazzzyyy :-)
> > 
> > http://www.nativeinstruments.de/index.php?xmas2003_us
> > 
> > merry xmass to each and everyone, and have nice days
> > and lot's of music making!
> > peace
> > 
> > Latif
> 
> How can I download this if I dont own an NI product?
> Doesnt seem to let me register without some kind of serial.
> 
> Jesse

ahum yes, sorry forgot to mention that

Latif
| 12471|12467|2003-12-25 14:31:54|kusser smith|[OT] attention soundscapers :)|
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
How can I download this if I dont own an NI product?

> Doesnt seem to let me register without some kind of
> serial.
> 
> Jesse

mailto:medway808@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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i think someone said on KVR-VST you could download a
demo of one of their other programs and get a
user/password and that would allow you to download the
xmas gift.

-k-

=====
IndependentElectronicMusic

http://kusser.nomadstudios.us

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Protect your identity with Yahoo! Mail AddressGuard
http://antispam.yahoo.com/whatsnewfree
| 12472|12467|2003-12-25 23:58:37|jesse_medway|Re: [OT] attention soundscapers :)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kusser smith wrote:

> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> How can I download this if I dont own an NI product?
> > Doesnt seem to let me register without some kind of
> > serial.
> > 
> > Jesse
> 
> i think someone said on KVR-VST you could download a
> demo of one of their other programs and get a
> user/password and that would allow you to download the
> xmas gift.
> 
> -k-

cool thanks for the tip.
| 12473|12464|2003-12-26 13:57:24|wildemar|Re: [RS7000] Kann hier jemand auf DEUTSCH erklären??!!|
Hi there

Ok, for those who dont know any German (with the next war we'll change 
that, hang on), so you dont feel left out:
Thorsten triggers his AN1X from the RS and everytime the Pattern loops, the 
AN has a 'dropout' (not clear what exactly he means).
Now for our German readers (Austrian, Swiss, maybe Dutch, French and Polish 
as well if they want :-)

Am Wed, 24 Dec 2003 13:56:47 +0100 (MET) hat Torsten Zeiler 
<t.zeiler@gmx.de> geschrieben:

>> Also bin der englischen Sprache zwar soweit mächtig,
>> aber erklärungen raff ich wohl doch net so!!!

http://kusser.nomadstudios.us/
http://antispam.yahoo.com/whatsnewfree
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:t.zeiler@gmx.de


>

Frag mich jetzt nicht wo, aber es gibt bereits einige Deutsch sprachige 
(muss man das jetzt so schreiben?) RS7k foren. Andererseits lohnt es sich, 
sein Englisch etwas zu polieren, allein schön für dieses Forum.

>> (JA HABE DAS HANDBUCH GELESEN!)
>

Bleib mal locker! Haben wir ja alle ...
FAQ auch schon?

>> Im Edit-menü den sound einstellen ist schon klar(im Pattern-Mode),
>> aber nach jedem Durchlauf habe ich einen aussetzer!!??
>

Was heißt das genau? Im Timing oder nur im Sound? Fehlt der komplette Sound 
oder nur der Anklang oder sonstwas?

>> Der sound des AN1X wird ja aufgerufen,aber wenn die sequenz anfängt hab 
>> ich halt nen ruhe punkt gesetzt!!
>

Mit Absicht? Sorry, das klingt jetzt so ...

>> Jetzt hab ich den sound vor dem anfangen der Produktion gesetzt,aber 
>> wieder setzt er aus!!??
>

Der Sound fängt vor der Produktion an?! Was meinst du denn jetzt mit 
Produktion? Bevor die Sequenz anfängt oder was?

>> Hoffe mir kann jemand sagen was ich verkehrt mache!!??
>> mfg euer TDA
>

Ok, meine Vermutung wäre, dass du die Gate Zeit des Sounds zu lang hast, 
dass also der Sound länger klingt (bzw. klingen soll), als das Pattern lang 
ist. Sowas hatt ich auch schon öfter. Wenns das nicht is, einfach wieder 
melden und bitt meine Fragen klären.
Versuchs ruhig auf englisch, vor allem weil dann die Chance höher ist, 
antworten zu kriegen.

C.U.
Wildemar.
| 12474|12464|2003-12-26 15:37:05|wasted/su700fan|Re: Kann hier jemand auf DEUTSCH erklären??!!|



> Hi there
> 
> Ok, for those who dont know any German (with the next war we'll 
> change 
> that, hang on), so you dont feel left out:
> Thorsten triggers his AN1X from the RS and everytime the Pattern 
> loops, the 
> AN has a 'dropout' (not clear what exactly he means).
> Now for our German readers (Austrian, Swiss, maybe Dutch, French and 
> Polish 
> as well if they want :-)

Sounds like he might have the AN1x's patch data (sysex info or PC 
change info) in the RS7k's pattern header for that phrase. So it keeps 
resending the patch info every time the pattern loops (at whatever # of 
measures he has it set to loop for that phrase). That would be my 
guess.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.html
| 12475|12475|2003-12-27 01:03:46|jesse_medway|Weird TG behavior, any ideas?|
Hi,

I just loaded up a track I did last night. I noticed
that all of the tracks were playing the GM piano instead of what they 
should be. I then saw that the mixer section showed each track had 
the correct sound, yet still they played the wrong ones.

So I then triedusing the cursor to deselect and then select back 
again the correct sound. Everything was fine now. I noticed my 
effect settings didnt stick either so I redid those. I then saved as 
an ALL and PAT file, shut of the unit and reloaded. This time I got 
some drum kit playing all the track instead. I could manualy select 
the sounds (they were correctly displayed in the mixer window) but my 
effect settings wont load.

Any ideas on whats going on here? Seems wierd that it shows the 
right sound on the mixer page but doesnt play the correct sound and 
why aren't my effects being saved? Havent had a problem like this 
with any of the other songs.

Thanks for any help,

Jesse
| 12476|12475|2003-12-27 01:08:11|jesse_medway|Re: Weird TG behavior, any ideas?|

> Any ideas on whats going on here? Seems wierd that it shows the 
> right sound on the mixer page but doesnt play the correct sound and 
> why aren't my effects being saved? Havent had a problem like this 

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
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> with any of the other songs.

Oh when I say effects being saved I mean that the effect type is 
loaded butnone of my depth settings are loaded, so basically none of 
the sounds have any effect applied to them yet the effect itself is 
loaded.

Also none of my filter and other TG settings are working, envelopes, 
filter etc...

Jesse
| 12477|12475|2003-12-27 01:16:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Weird TG behavior, any ideas?|
On Saturday 27 December 2003 09:08, jesse_medway wrote:

> > Any ideas on whats going on here? Seems wierd that it
> > shows the right sound on the mixer page but doesnt play
> > the correct sound and why aren't my effects being
> > saved? Havent had a problem like this with any of the
> > other songs.
>
> Oh when I say effects being saved I mean that the effect
> type is loaded butnone of my depth settings are loaded,
> so basically none of the sounds have any effect applied
> to them yet the effect itself is loaded.
>
> Also none of my filter and other TG settings are working,
> envelopes, filter etc...

Weird.

Are you sure your card is ok? Don't think that is the 
problem, but you never know.

Looks like the RS's internal state is corrupted. Try a 
factory reset. Then check if loading a song as All+Sys 
still works fine. If not, the system info saved along with 
the song was corrupted, probably due to the bad internal 
state.

- Robert
| 12478|12463|2003-12-27 04:43:00|trapstate|Re: Why does it take so long to save a song|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "meisteryazz" wrote:

> Hi there,
> 
> I want to know if there is a possibility to speed up the saving 
> process of the rs7000. when saving a song with preset sounds, it takes 
> only a few seconds. but when i save a song with several sliced samples 
> in different patterns, it takes up to 10!! minutes.
> I tried the optimize wavememory function, but still then the saving is 
> still slow.
> Any tips for solving this problem?
> I would apreciate any help.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> thanx in advance

I don't think you can change much about this. If you're saving to SM
card than you could try saving to ZIp or SCSI HD instead, those media
are faster.

Paul
| 12479|12475|2003-12-27 12:22:43|jesse_medway|Re: Weird TG behavior, any ideas?|

> > Also none of my filter and other TG settings are working,
> > envelopes, filter etc...

To clarify again when I say not working I just mean
the settings are being saved.

> Weird.
> 
> Are you sure your card is ok? Don't think that is the 
> problem, but you never know.
> 
> Looks like the RS's internal state is corrupted. Try a 
> factory reset. Then check if loading a song as All+Sys 
> still works fine. If not, the system info saved along with 
> the song was corrupted, probably due to the bad internal 
> state.

It has otbe something to do with this particular
song because my other songs load fine. I have tried loading 
both ALL and ALL+system.

I think I'll try exporting the data as SMF, then reloading
upon restart.

Jesse

> - Robert

| 12480|12480|2003-12-28 13:46:04|drewderr|RS7000 OS Update Poll results to be released|
Hey there,
So guess what, it is now nearly time to show you the results. (Keep 
holding your breath ;)

Once posted, there will be two files for your viewing pleasure, the 
larger file shows the results in a colorful graph; the smaller file 
is text-only.



After you have had a chance to look at them, I will let you know 
about next steps to be taken.

Hope you are enjoying the holidays and have plenty of time for 
playing music!

Cheers,
Drew

__________________________________________
Here are some things to keep in mind about the process used to tally 
the votes & reduce bias:
- No multiple votes: among those who voted more than once, only 
the most recent survey was included.
- One vote max. per attribute: some attributes overlap (#10,19; 
#20,32,54; #40,41,50; #15,46; #42,56), these have been consolidated 
and each respondent is counted only once per attribute.
- Must discriminate: those who voted for all the attributes were 
eliminated, however a range of responses was allowed (from 1-16 
mentions).
-- Avg. # mentions per respondent = 9.
| 12481|12480|2003-12-28 15:33:50|Latif|Re: RS7000 OS Update Poll results to be released|
thanks for the efforts mate!!
:)

happy holidays and newyear!
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "drewderr" wrote:
> Hey there,
> So guess what, it is now nearly time to show you the results. (Keep 
> holding your breath ;)
> 
> Once posted, there will be two files for your viewing pleasure, the 
> larger file shows the results in a colorful graph; the smaller file 
> is text-only.
> 
> After you have had a chance to look at them, I will let you know 
> about next steps to be taken.
> 
> Hope you are enjoying the holidays and have plenty of time for 
> playing music!
> 
> Cheers,
> Drew
> 
> __________________________________________
> Here are some things to keep in mind about the process used to 
tally 
> the votes & reduce bias:
> - No multiple votes: among those who voted more than once, only 
> the most recent survey was included.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> - One vote max. per attribute: some attributes overlap (#10,19; 
> #20,32,54; #40,41,50; #15,46; #42,56), these have been consolidated 
> and each respondent is counted only once per attribute.
> - Must discriminate: those who voted for all the attributes were 
> eliminated, however a range of responses was allowed (from 1-16 
> mentions).
> -- Avg. # mentions per respondent = 9.

| 12482|1220|2003-12-29 03:02:40|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /os/poll-results/OS-Survey-Results-(text).pdf 
Uploaded by : robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl> 
Description : Results of OS Request poll in pdf format. 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/poll-results/OS-Survey-Results-%28text%29.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl>
| 12483|1220|2003-12-29 03:03:52|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /os/poll-results/OS-Survey-Results-(graph).jpg 
Uploaded by : robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl> 
Description : Results of OS Request poll in jpg format. 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/poll-results/OS-Survey-Results-%28graph%29.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl>
| 12484|1220|2003-12-29 03:28:05|djboy112st|Update Request Poll Results PDF|
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Interesting results.. Those top-ten upgrade request winners dont do 
much for me.. Only two of the ten were on my list..

Most of the things I wanted to see implemented ended up in the second 
teir of the voting, but those were probably less likely to have been 
implemented anyway, as it seems from my standpoint, that they would 
have to make more drastic changes to the software to get them to 
work.. But now with the ass of the RS dropping out (the price going 
way down), I doubt we'll see anything more than these poll results.. 
Perhaps the real "groveling at the feet of yamaha" should be to 
release the source code and let the users do what they want. Rather 
than ask Yamaha to do it for us, on a machine that never gained much 
steam, popularity, or profit for the company. From their 
perspective, I can see why they wouldnt want to put money into a ship 
that's already sinking, just to appease the people that are already 
on the ship. I'm sure they'd want to get more people to buy tickets 
for the voyage. Their opportunity to drastically improve their 
product and encourage mass sales and user loyalty is long gone.. 
They should have been doing these things during the early weeks and 
months after the RS was released, but the simple fact is that they 
sat on their laurels and did nothing. 

The least that can be done is to put the power of change in the hands 
of the user by simply uploading a couple megs worth of source code 
and some explanation as to the structure of it, so some real 
gearheads and tweaker freaks can do what they want on their own time 
without the concern of corporate profit or wasted time in R&D. With 
the music production industry going more and more towards software, I 
dont see how releasing the code to a less popular product with a 
**small** community of devoted users would really hurt their bottom 
line in the future.. There is a limit to what this hardware can do, 
but it just hasnt been reached yet. Release the beast (the code) and 
let us find it (the limit of the hardware)!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /os/poll-results/OS-Survey-Results-(text).pdf 
> Uploaded by : robnetrobnet 
> Description : Results of OS Request poll in pdf format. 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL
>

| 12485|12485|2003-12-29 13:48:26|nochancenine|song chain?|
is it possible to "chain" two songs together on the RS7000 so that 
they will play one right after the other? if not, is is possible to 
insert or append a song or pattern chain to the end of another? 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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basically i'm trying to find any way i can have two songs that are 
already completed play back to back with no user interaction 
needed. thanks for any info on how to acheive this.
| 12486|1220|2003-12-29 14:06:58|wildemar|Re: Update Request Poll Results PDF|
Am Mon, 29 Dec 2003 10:28:00 -0000 hat djboy112st <lysene@thcnet.net> 
geschrieben:

> The least that can be done is to put the power of change in the hands of 
> the user by simply uploading a couple megs worth of source code and some 
> explanation as to the structure of it, so some real gearheads and tweaker 
> freaks can do what they want on their own time without the concern of 
> corporate profit or wasted time in R&D. With the music production 
> industry going more and more towards software, I dont see how releasing 
> the code to a less popular product with a **small** community of devoted 
> users would really hurt their bottom line in the future.. There is a 
> limit to what this hardware can do, but it just hasnt been reached yet. 
> Release the beast (the code) and let us find it (the limit of the 
> hardware)!
>

Wrong! I had the same idea with the same reasoning. But consider: if they 
released the code (they wont do it) everyone who has just a little brains 
has a complete sampler/seq software in their hands. Its then just a matter 
of finding a compiler to run it on any machine in the world. Thats like 
releasing the code of cubase. No difference. Remember Yamaha is using 
virtually the same seq in the Motif which I understand can be called a 
runner. Would you give something away for free thats making you a buttfull 
of money?
See. :-)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 12487|12485|2003-12-29 14:16:10|wildemar|Re: song chain?|
How about just copying one song after the other. As long as they're the 
same style and dont exeed 99 bars theres no prob. However i presume the two 
songs are not in the same style. Then I can safely say you're outta luck 
bro. I may be wrong but I think I'm not ;)

c.u.
Wildemar

Am Mon, 29 Dec 2003 20:48:22 -0000 hat nochancenine 
<nochancenine@yahoo.com> geschrieben:

> is it possible to "chain" two songs together on the RS7000 so that they 
> will play one right after the other? if not, is is possible to insert or 
> append a song or pattern chain to the end of another? basically i'm 
> trying to find any way i can have two songs that are already completed 
> play back to back with no user interaction needed. thanks for any info 
> on how to acheive this.
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| 12488|12488|2003-12-30 13:05:26|markxl1|Twidly bits|
Hi everyone,
Was wondering if anyone has bought any midi loops from the twidlybits 
website.
They claim to make the most of midi gear (modular madness in 
particular).
I NEED SOME HELP ALSO!!
I can't remember the last time I made anything decent on my rs7000 
and would welcome some links or pattern files to get me going again, 
apart from this group.
My digital camera erased all my files from the last year :-(

Mark.
| 12489|12489|2003-12-30 23:31:00|Dbeam505@aol.com|Rec mutes & stuff|
Hi everybody!

My question tonight is: Is there a quick way to unmute a channel throughout a whole song in the edit mode of a song
on the scene besides haveing to go through each measure and manually do it whenever a mute for other channels
occurs? Meaning, I've got one channel that mutted through a whole song, and theres a bunch of, say random mutes on
the other channels. I've been going into edit mode and haveing to unmute like 50-100+ on a channel that I've chained
then converted to song mode that had nothing on it, so I can add stuff in song mode on the channel that had nothing on
it. Making any sense?

Also, from past post I've seen, if you all are following who posted on couple specfic unanswered threads...

One, you cant chain two songs and have them play automaticaly on the RS, already answered, but you can import
midi onto a some computer software, cut-n-splice songs there, but you loose the samps. There might be a way to do
on the RS alone but I aint found a way yet. Only options on the RS is too copy a song to another song, no append
function on song or chains. A mighty big bummer that could be easily fixed, in my opinion with a newer OS upgrade
(hint hint).

Also, I am looking to exchange RS files for mixing/remixing, but note *EXCHANGE*, I'm not gona give my stuff
away without something in trade. Mix for mix if you get my drift 8^)

And finally, I've yet to confirm the stop production of the RS, nobody has confirmed it yet, in fact, I've yet to see
anyone here actually in touch with a yamaha rep, for OS upgrade status or anything pertaining to yamaha music gear.
I've got a couple ties to yamaha, but its almost worse than trying to prove urban legend to be true. So my best wishes
and good luck to you guys/gals trying to do the OS upgrade stuff.

Thanks RSers!

Zamise
Quantum-Source.com
| 12490|12490|2003-12-31 09:43:05|rezobas|SX script that work????|
Im trying to load up the patch scripts that are offered from this 
group. They used to work in sx 1.0 but dont seem to work in 2.0...
whats up with that?
| 12491|12491|2003-12-31 12:04:16|David Rinck|Twidly Bits|
That's funny... I was just there yesterday and felt like they had lots of really good stuff and go pretty much
unrecognized and unused.

They have some tight drum and bass midi loops too... Not that you just click and get a song, but I do like a nice riff to
help get me started.



>Message: 1
> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 2003 10:00:53 -0000
> From: "markxl1" <mdkadikat@aol.com>
>Subject: Twidly bits
>
>Hi everyone,
>Was wondering if anyone has bought any midi loops from the twidlybits 
>website.
>They claim to make the most of midi gear (modular madness in 
>particular).
>I NEED SOME HELP ALSO!!
>I can't remember the last time I made anything decent on my rs7000 
>and would welcome some links or pattern files to get me going again, 
>apart from this group.
>My digital camera erased all my files from the last year :-(
>
>Mark.
>
>

| 12492|12492|2003-12-31 19:39:20|Latif|Happy New Year! 2004|
Best wishes to all of you,
fellow musicians,music lovers
geeks,lurkers and aliens!

much love, health, happiness 
and musical challenges for all of you.

peace
Latif
| 12493|12493|2004-01-02 17:04:57|greatestofalltymes|Separating effects for tracks|
I have read the manual, but I still cannot seem to apply seperate 
variation, reverb, and delay settings for each track individually. 
When I try to apply a setting to only one track, it changes for the 
all. Can anybody shine some light on this for me?

Ju
| 12494|12493|2004-01-02 17:58:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: Separating effects for tracks|

> I have read the manual, but I still cannot seem to apply seperate 
> variation, reverb, and delay settings for each track individually. 
> When I try to apply a setting to only one track, it changes for the 
> all. Can anybody shine some light on this for me?
> 
> Ju

You have to set the amounts for each track by setting the levels for 
each effect (variation, reverb, delay) via the MIXER/EFFECT SEND LEVEL 
page. Just select the track, turn the knobs to taste, and you're all 
set. Note: only 1 variation, 1 reverb, and 1 delay effect can be set 
for the entire STYLE at one time. Those 3 effects chosen apply to ALL 
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tracks, and you set the amounts that the effects apply to each track 
via the method mentioned above (values of 0 for off - 127 for full 
effect). I.E. You can't easily have 2 variations, reverbs or delay 
effects running on different tracks at the same time in the same STYLE 
(without alot of fancy SysEx that is).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 12495|12493|2004-01-02 20:11:21|greatestofalltymes|Re: Separating effects for tracks|
Well what do you guys do when you want different effercts on 
different tracks, resort to the SysEx's?

You can't easily have 2 variations, reverbs or delay 

> effects running on different tracks at the same time in the same 

STYLE 

> (without alot of fancy SysEx that is).

| 12496|12493|2004-01-02 21:15:39|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Separating effects for tracks|
Internal FX on the RS is one to many, one effect across many tracks and are 
not chainable in the RS. Some FX types are paired together though in the RS 
I've noticed. Its a limitation to the hardware in my opinion. I've never done 
separate effects per channel via SysEx for FX, not sure if that is even 
possible on the RS or any machine. My thoughts are that other than the basic GM 
effects like delay/echo/reverb/cutoff etc. that the special FX processes is like 
custom integrated into the circuitry of the machine. Therefore you have to 
expand the hardware to do this type of stuff. I have heard of an expansion 
board that you can separate certain tracks, like drum tracks, to an alternate 
output so you can process them externally and separately from the other tracks 
that you can get for the RS. This might be easier than messing with SysEx 
stuff, just an idea for you if you want to look into it more, other than that, the 
only groove box that might separate out FX per channel might be the mc909, and 
I know the Triton series of keyboard workstations (not a fun to use groovebox 
like the RS) that can separate and chain out FX like that through a user 
interface. I have noticed that the FX on these machines, the interface is 
designed around working like a circuitry patch board and you route and chain these FX 
to that specific channel. So I'm wondering myself why didn't the RS do this 
and a lot of other grooveboxes? My logic is that the hardware is just 
insufficient to handel it. FX does take up some overhead by haveing to process each 
effect, so maybe having separate FX per channel might just be too much for 
these machine's processors to handle.

I could be totally wrong, and maybe its just lazyness on the designers part 
to build the software to cope with it, which wouldn't surprise me either. In 
which case, this is where sampling does come in handy ocasionally for me. I'll 
resample the sound with effect internally, than add the next effect on top of 
it, resample again if necessary.
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I believe problems like this is one of the big reasons why us composers have 
to have not just one do all piece of gear and wind up having to purchase 
quantities of other gear to do all of what we want. Then the gear that has all of 
what we want is either too difiacult to use or too expensive to buy or 
something, its always something.

Goodluck!

Zam

In a message dated 1/2/2004 8:14:23 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
JULIANKENT1@AOL.COM writes:
Well what do you guys do when you want different effercts on 
different tracks, resort to the SysEx's?

You can't easily have 2 variations, reverbs or delay 

> effects running on different tracks at the same time in the same 

STYLE 

> (without alot of fancy SysEx that is).

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12497|12497|2004-01-03 07:26:53|Latif|19inch mounting RS?|
hey guys,
who was it, that had his RS mounted in an 
19inch table rack?
could you please post me a picture, 
and maybe direction on how to mount the RS, 
and what i exactly need besides the table rack?
thanks in advance.

Latif
| 12498|12497|2004-01-03 07:33:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
On Saturday 03 January 2004 15:26, Latif wrote:

> hey guys,
> who was it, that had his RS mounted in an
> 19inch table rack?
> could you please post me a picture,
> and maybe direction on how to mount the RS,
> and what i exactly need besides the table rack?
> thanks in advance.

Thas was probably me. Tom now has my case, so maybe he can 
send you a pic. I'm now using a 19" drawer, and slide out 
the RS when I need it.
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- Robert
| 12499|12497|2004-01-03 15:02:51|tompaulsen2002|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Saturday 03 January 2004 15:26, Latif wrote:
> > hey guys,
> > who was it, that had his RS mounted in an
> > 19inch table rack?
> > could you please post me a picture,
> > and maybe direction on how to mount the RS,
> > and what i exactly need besides the table rack?
> > thanks in advance.
> 
> Thas was probably me. Tom now has my case, so maybe he can 
> send you a pic. I'm now using a 19" drawer, and slide out 
> the RS when I need it.
> 
> - Robert

And a bunch of thick computerliterature under the RS to lift the 
back...
| 12500|12497|2004-01-03 16:45:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
On Saturday 03 January 2004 23:02, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> And a bunch of thick computerliterature under the RS to
> lift the back...

Dictionaries. ;P
| 12501|12497|2004-01-03 17:35:36|Latif|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Saturday 03 January 2004 23:02, tompaulsen2002 wrote:
> > And a bunch of thick computerliterature under the RS to
> > lift the back...
> 
> Dictionaries. ;P

heheheh :-)
yeah i have it lifted now with a wooden bar 
under the back side of it.
thanks forthe email tom, but ehh emm errr
the pics were not attached.. :-o

btw. you guys speak of a suitcase kinda thing?
i was actually refering to a 19 inch tilted table rack,
i think i seen a picture before from someone here
on the list.
anyway, please do send those pics, i like to see it,
did you attach 19inch rails to the RS rob?
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( yes, i'm planning on drilling holes into the 
side of the RS :-))) )

Latif
| 12502|12497|2004-01-04 03:01:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
On Sunday 04 January 2004 01:35, Latif wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp

> thanks forthe email tom, but ehh emm errr
> the pics were not attached.. :-o

I did get the pics in a second email from Tom. I forwarded 
them to your private email address.

>
> btw. you guys speak of a suitcase kinda thing?
> i was actually refering to a 19 inch tilted table rack,
> i think i seen a picture before from someone here
> on the list.
> anyway, please do send those pics, i like to see it,
> did you attach 19inch rails to the RS rob?

It's an open, wooden case that is supposed to be attached to 
the backside of a tabletop rack, using wood screws through 
the square rack holes (with a couple of washers). Once 
attached, you can place the RS vertically in front of you, 
and gravity plus the plastic foil is keeping it in place. 
Very simple, works great.

- Robert
| 12503|12497|2004-01-04 03:12:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
On Sunday 04 January 2004 11:05, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> On Sunday 04 January 2004 01:35, Latif wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> >
> > thanks forthe email tom, but ehh emm errr
> > the pics were not attached.. :-o
>
> I did get the pics in a second email from Tom. I
> forwarded them to your private email address.

And they got bounced. :(
I uploaded three case pics in the Files section of our 
group.

- Robert
| 12504|1220|2004-01-04 03:12:34|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
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Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /tabletop-rack-case/case3.jpg 
Uploaded by : robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl> 
Description : 

You can access this file at the URL

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/tabletop-rack-case/case3.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit

http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

robnetrobnet <robnet@wxs.nl>
| 12505|12497|2004-01-04 04:08:17|Latif|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
bounced ey? strange :-o
thanks for uploading them here!

looks nice, maybe you guys just saved my RS
from being drilled hehehe :-)

now first i have to get the 2th table rack,
for the RS, then i will do the wood thingy.
thanks for the idea!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 04 January 2004 01:35, Latif wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> 
> > thanks forthe email tom, but ehh emm errr
> > the pics were not attached.. :-o
> 
> I did get the pics in a second email from Tom. I forwarded 
> them to your private email address.
> 
> >
> > btw. you guys speak of a suitcase kinda thing?
> > i was actually refering to a 19 inch tilted table rack,
> > i think i seen a picture before from someone here
> > on the list.
> > anyway, please do send those pics, i like to see it,
> > did you attach 19inch rails to the RS rob?
> 
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> It's an open, wooden case that is supposed to be attached to 
> the backside of a tabletop rack, using wood screws through 
> the square rack holes (with a couple of washers). Once 
> attached, you can place the RS vertically in front of you, 
> and gravity plus the plastic foil is keeping it in place. 
> Very simple, works great.
> 
> - Robert

| 12506|12497|2004-01-04 04:11:09|Latif|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
btw. it got bounced cause they exceeded 1mb...
cheap hotmail :-/

-L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> bounced ey? strange :-o
> thanks for uploading them here!
> 
> looks nice, maybe you guys just saved my RS
> from being drilled hehehe :-)
> 
> now first i have to get the 2th table rack,
> for the RS, then i will do the wood thingy.
> thanks for the idea!
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Sunday 04 January 2004 01:35, Latif wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> > 
> > > thanks forthe email tom, but ehh emm errr
> > > the pics were not attached.. :-o
> > 
> > I did get the pics in a second email from Tom. I forwarded 
> > them to your private email address.
> > 
> > >
> > > btw. you guys speak of a suitcase kinda thing?
> > > i was actually refering to a 19 inch tilted table rack,
> > > i think i seen a picture before from someone here
> > > on the list.
> > > anyway, please do send those pics, i like to see it,
> > > did you attach 19inch rails to the RS rob?
> > 
> > It's an open, wooden case that is supposed to be attached to 
> > the backside of a tabletop rack, using wood screws through 
> > the square rack holes (with a couple of washers). Once 
> > attached, you can place the RS vertically in front of you, 
> > and gravity plus the plastic foil is keeping it in place. 
> > Very simple, works great.
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> > 
> > - Robert

| 12507|12497|2004-01-04 05:28:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
On Sunday 04 January 2004 12:08, Latif wrote:

> bounced ey? strange :-o
> thanks for uploading them here!
>
> looks nice, maybe you guys just saved my RS
> from being drilled hehehe :-)
>
> now first i have to get the 2th table rack,
> for the RS, then i will do the wood thingy.
> thanks for the idea!

Note that my tabletop racks had a slight backward angle, and 
that's what keeps the RS in place. Would you use a rack 
with a perfect 90 degrees angle related to the tabletop, 
the RS would probably fall forward out of the case.

- Robert
| 12508|12497|2004-01-04 06:01:39|Latif|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
yep i understand, those are the racks i was refering to ;)
thanks mate

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 04 January 2004 12:08, Latif wrote:
> > bounced ey? strange :-o
> > thanks for uploading them here!
> >
> > looks nice, maybe you guys just saved my RS
> > from being drilled hehehe :-)
> >
> > now first i have to get the 2th table rack,
> > for the RS, then i will do the wood thingy.
> > thanks for the idea!
> 
> Note that my tabletop racks had a slight backward angle, and 
> that's what keeps the RS in place. Would you use a rack 
> with a perfect 90 degrees angle related to the tabletop, 
> the RS would probably fall forward out of the case.
> 
> - Robert

| 12509|12497|2004-01-04 18:28:49|electrotimba|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
I dont know what you want but I am very happy with the Quiklok Z 
series I have my synth and RS is above it on 2 extensions that are 
meant for synths, absolutely solid, RSs serious weight makes it fit 
perfectly, I can adjust the angle as I want so it is over with phone 
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books, tapes, towels etc, can see and play, at home it is sitting 
position, live standing so it is nice the adjustment possibility. It 
works at home studio but you can pack it and take to a gig in no 
time. I will be getting some extensions from them for the rack units 
and tables for mixer and laptop. They are not cheap but I got my main 
part from Ebay so just the extras have to get from the dealer. They 
are not easy to find because of the stupid name- which is like 
wrongly spelled- quiklok, so you must always check the combinations 
and permutations , quick lock, quik lock, quicklok etc, etc
Worth the money I think
Electrotimba

< --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> yep i understand, those are the racks i was refering to ;)
> thanks mate
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Sunday 04 January 2004 12:08, Latif wrote:
> > > bounced ey? strange :-o
> > > thanks for uploading them here!
> > >
> > > looks nice, maybe you guys just saved my RS
> > > from being drilled hehehe :-)
> > >
> > > now first i have to get the 2th table rack,
> > > for the RS, then i will do the wood thingy.
> > > thanks for the idea!
> > 
> > Note that my tabletop racks had a slight backward angle, and 
> > that's what keeps the RS in place. Would you use a rack 
> > with a perfect 90 degrees angle related to the tabletop, 
> > the RS would probably fall forward out of the case.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 12510|12497|2004-01-04 19:13:27|Latif|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
yeah i know those aswell, nice stuff.
but that's not gonna work for me.
i have some modules allready stacked in one 19inch table rack
and gonna get a 2th table rack to fit the RS in there.
thanks for the tip anyway ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I dont know what you want but I am very happy with the Quiklok Z 
> series I have my synth and RS is above it on 2 extensions that are 
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> meant for synths, absolutely solid, RSs serious weight makes it 

fit 

> perfectly, I can adjust the angle as I want so it is over with 

phone 

> books, tapes, towels etc, can see and play, at home it is sitting 
> position, live standing so it is nice the adjustment possibility. 

It 

> works at home studio but you can pack it and take to a gig in no 
> time. I will be getting some extensions from them for the rack 

units 

> and tables for mixer and laptop. They are not cheap but I got my 

main 

> part from Ebay so just the extras have to get from the dealer. They 
> are not easy to find because of the stupid name- which is like 
> wrongly spelled- quiklok, so you must always check the combinations 
> and permutations , quick lock, quik lock, quicklok etc, etc
> Worth the money I think
> Electrotimba
> 
> < --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > yep i understand, those are the racks i was refering to ;)
> > thanks mate
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> > wrote:
> > > On Sunday 04 January 2004 12:08, Latif wrote:
> > > > bounced ey? strange :-o
> > > > thanks for uploading them here!
> > > >
> > > > looks nice, maybe you guys just saved my RS
> > > > from being drilled hehehe :-)
> > > >
> > > > now first i have to get the 2th table rack,
> > > > for the RS, then i will do the wood thingy.
> > > > thanks for the idea!
> > > 
> > > Note that my tabletop racks had a slight backward angle, and 
> > > that's what keeps the RS in place. Would you use a rack 
> > > with a perfect 90 degrees angle related to the tabletop, 
> > > the RS would probably fall forward out of the case.
> > > 
> > > - Robert

| 12511|12511|2004-01-05 00:06:38|faxorgy|O.T : Belated happy New Year all.|
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Happy New Year and best wishes all.
Hope your New Years was slammin' lol :P ...
Spent mine in hospital ,just got out today after another 2 week 
stint :( .
Glad to be back home though :) .
A belated 2004 best wishes greeting from me to all of you.
Cheers
FaX
| 12512|12512|2004-01-05 08:06:28|Michelle|MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
Please pardon me if my language seems a bit mixed up because I'm not 
sure how to best describe this, but I have a MIDI keyboard hooked up 
to my RS7000 so I can play melodies and chords etc. live (as in a 
performance situation). I wanted to be able to play some fattened up 
Unison melodies live, so I set the settings properly -- but much to 
my surprise it seemed to have NO effect whatsoever, and only works 
when I actually record the track down and play it back, defeating 
the purpose. Same goes for MIDI Delay, which I thought would be a 
great way to add an extra effect while using a simultaneous Reverb, 
Flange, and type of Lo-Fi Distortion.

Is there any way to use these realtime? It would be useful in other 
situations, like when controlling the RS7000 from another sequencer 
like a software computer one.

Thanks a lot. :)
| 12513|12512|2004-01-05 08:13:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
On Monday 05 January 2004 16:06, Michelle wrote:

> Is there any way to use these realtime? It would be
> useful in other situations, like when controlling the
> RS7000 from another sequencer like a software computer
> one.

Check your Echo Back parameter in Utilities | Midi. If it's 
set to Monitor Rec, all incoming midi data will be 
forwarded to the currently selected track only. So set it 
to any of the other values and try again.

- Robert
| 12514|12512|2004-01-05 08:30:03|Michelle|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|

> Check your Echo Back parameter in Utilities | Midi. If it's 
> set to Monitor Rec, all incoming midi data will be 
> forwarded to the currently selected track only. So set it 
> to any of the other values and try again.
> 
> - Robert

Wow, thanks for the speedy reply Robert. It is appreciated. I just 
tried that (apparently my current setting was OFF) but 
unfortunately, it seems to have created a huge feedback loop of 



sound of some sort... a deafening noise... I think this is because 
the MIDI data is going out the MIDI out and coming back through the 
IN one infinitely :( Any other ideas or settings I need to change?
| 12515|12512|2004-01-05 09:01:21|trapstate|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle" wrote:

> 
> > Check your Echo Back parameter in Utilities | Midi. If it's 
> > set to Monitor Rec, all incoming midi data will be 
> > forwarded to the currently selected track only. So set it 
> > to any of the other values and try again.
> > 
> > - Robert
> 
> 
> Wow, thanks for the speedy reply Robert. It is appreciated. I just 
> tried that (apparently my current setting was OFF) but 
> unfortunately, it seems to have created a huge feedback loop of 
> sound of some sort... a deafening noise... I think this is because 
> the MIDI data is going out the MIDI out and coming back through the 
> IN one infinitely :(

Yup, a MIDI loop :)

> Any other ideas or settings I need to change?

I don't think it's possible to do midi delay or unison live. Well,
maybe you could assign several tracks (TG's) to one midi channel for a
unison sound, but that's far from ideal.

Paul (hope somebody proves me wrong)
| 12516|12516|2004-01-05 09:56:51|greatestofalltymes|A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?|
Why the price drop?
| 12517|3992|2004-01-05 09:56:57|P.O.A.|Memory|
Does anyone know where the best place (in the Uk) is to get memory.

I've seen plenty on ebay, but I don't have enough faith in ebay to 
even risk a couple of quid.

cheers dodge
| 12518|12518|2004-01-05 09:57:06|P.O.A.|Samplz|
I've a load of samplz I was going to upload, but it seems the file 
section is full.

dodge
| 12519|12512|2004-01-05 10:28:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
On Monday 05 January 2004 17:01, trapstate wrote:

> I don't think it's possible to do midi delay or unison
> live. Well, maybe you could assign several tracks (TG's)
> to one midi channel for a unison sound, but that's far
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> from ideal.

I assumed Michelle was after this trick.

- Robert
| 12520|12520|2004-01-05 14:17:54|David Rinck|Re: Digest Number 1085|
I wouldn't mind donating some server space if people are interested and know how to use FTP.

>Message: 10
> Date: Mon, 05 Jan 2004 14:43:52 -0000
> From: "P.O.A." <dodge1963uk@yahoo.co.uk>
>Subject: Samplz
>
>I've a load of samplz I was going to upload, but it seems the file 
>section is full.
>
>dodge

| 12521|12516|2004-01-05 14:18:14|Drew Derr|Re: A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?|
Hi, don't know for sure, but there's mounting evidence that the RS 7000 is in the process of being discontinued. For
example, a number of peeps on this list have mentioned that they no longer see new units available at music shops.

drew

greatestofalltymes <JULIANKENT1@AOL.COM> wrote:
Why the price drop?
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Do you Yahoo!?
Find out what made the Top Yahoo! Searches of 2003

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12522|12492|2004-01-05 14:46:02|blazrodic|Re: Happy New Year! 2004 OT|
Thanks for thinking of us wee lurkers too ;) 

Best wishes and lots of good sonic vibrations to y'all.
Blaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Best wishes to all of you,
> fellow musicians,music lovers
> geeks,lurkers and aliens!
> 
> much love, health, happiness 
> and musical challenges for all of you.
> 
> peace
> Latif

| 12523|12512|2004-01-05 14:49:38|Latif|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
this is not possible from an external midi source,
the midi PLAY fx are situated between the internal
RS sequencer and the ToneGenerator.
however they can be applied to outgoing midi signals originated from 
the RS sequencer, so in your case it's a shame they don't work on 
incoming signals.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle" wrote:
> Please pardon me if my language seems a bit mixed up because I'm 
not 
> sure how to best describe this, but I have a MIDI keyboard hooked 
up 
> to my RS7000 so I can play melodies and chords etc. live (as in a 
> performance situation). I wanted to be able to play some fattened 
up 
> Unison melodies live, so I set the settings properly -- but much to 
> my surprise it seemed to have NO effect whatsoever, and only works 
> when I actually record the track down and play it back, defeating 
> the purpose. Same goes for MIDI Delay, which I thought would be a 
> great way to add an extra effect while using a simultaneous Reverb, 
> Flange, and type of Lo-Fi Distortion.
> 
> Is there any way to use these realtime? It would be useful in other 
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> situations, like when controlling the RS7000 from another sequencer 
> like a software computer one.
> 
> Thanks a lot. :)

| 12524|12512|2004-01-05 14:53:35|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
Its not from what I was once told here in the RS forum. I wanted to do 
something similar once, not live but process the added midi delays so it would 
become no effect and have it a second or third note actually in the track itself. 
When I asked about it here I was told by someone that if it was actually 
capable of doing that that the notes would compound on their selfs. One note makes 
2 more notes, then the 2 added notes would make like 9 notes after that 
etc... it makes sense if you think about it, thats why its not possible to do it. 
I've yet to find a work around too, besides manually putting the notes in 
myself, or layering from another track.

Zamise 

In a message dated 1/5/2004 10:34:40 AM Mountain Standard Time, robnet@wxs.nl 
writes:
I don't think it's possible to do midi delay or unison

> live.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12525|12512|2004-01-05 17:16:04|Michelle|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
Thanks everyone for your helpful replies! Yah, apparently it's sad 
that it can't be done the way I'd like to be done, but oh well. I 
don't think an OS update will fix this either... but that's another 
topic for another day ;)
| 12526|3992|2004-01-06 09:25:41|BrnMcdn@aol.com|Re: Memory|
Try Turnkey ( they have a web page)in london thats where I got mine I cant 
remember the price though

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12527|3992|2004-01-06 09:44:12|pascal brunet|Re: Memory|
--- BrnMcdn@aol.com wrote:

> Try Turnkey ( they have a web page)in london thats
> where I got mine I cant 
> remember the price though
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

Hi,yes turnkey sell some around 140 pounds.Once there
,go downstairs and ask to speak to musa.He will do you
a good deal.He also owns two rs7000 so he can give
other advice for the RS.
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good luck

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Hotjobs: Enter the "Signing Bonus" Sweepstakes
http://hotjobs.sweepstakes.yahoo.com/signingbonus
| 12528|12528|2004-01-06 21:59:09|j_luxx|hooking up my scsi cd drive|
I have read the manual over and over. I have searched through this 
and other forum for answers and still cant get my damn cd drive to 
work. This is my second one I have purchased and have the same 
problem. I have read and have been told to turn on the external 
drive first, and when I do that my 7000 will freeze when starting up 
and never do anything. And when I turn my 7000 on first and then my 
cd drive it wont recognize that I have anything attached. I have 
went to the mounting screen and everything! Please HELP!!!
| 12529|12528|2004-01-06 22:09:46|dopamine|Re: hooking up my scsi cd drive|
Have you set the ID of the drive to something other than 1 or 0? Usually 5 
or 6 is normal.

Matt

At 04:59 AM 7/01/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>I have read the manual over and over. I have searched through this
>and other forum for answers and still cant get my damn cd drive to
>work. This is my second one I have purchased and have the same
>problem. I have read and have been told to turn on the external
>drive first, and when I do that my 7000 will freeze when starting up
>and never do anything. And when I turn my 7000 on first and then my
>cd drive it wont recognize that I have anything attached. I have
>went to the mounting screen and everything! Please HELP!!!
>
>
>
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> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12530|3992|2004-01-07 05:27:11|Ian Vine|Re: Memory|
I got mine from Crucial Memory 32 mb sticks currently going for �24. I can't remember exactly what I ordered I'll
try and check. 

Turnkey always charge a wedge for memory.

IanV

"P.O.A." <dodge1963uk@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
Does anyone know where the best place (in the Uk) is to get memory.

I've seen plenty on ebay, but I don't have enough faith in ebay to 
even risk a couple of quid.

cheers dodge
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Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Hotjobs: Enter the "Signing Bonus" Sweepstakes

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12531|3992|2004-01-07 05:35:00|dopamine|Re: Memory|
Ebay - cheap and easy. Just get 2x 32mb 72pin EDO sticks.

At 04:27 AM 7/01/2004 -0800, you wrote:

>I got mine from Crucial Memory 32 mb sticks currently going for £24. I 
>can't remember exactly what I ordered I'll try and check.
>
>Turnkey always charge a wedge for memory.
>
>IanV
>
>"P.O.A." <dodge1963uk@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>Does anyone know where the best place (in the Uk) is to get memory.
>
>I've seen plenty on ebay, but I don't have enough faith in ebay to
>even risk a couple of quid.
>
>cheers dodge
>
>
>
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>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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| 12532|3992|2004-01-07 06:22:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory|
On Monday 07 January 2002 13:48, dopamine wrote:

> Ebay - cheap and easy. Just get 2x 32mb 72pin EDO sticks.

There's a good chance they won't work for the RS.
The FAQ describes the exact RAM specs.

- Robert
| 12533|3992|2004-01-07 16:32:57|pheucker2002au|Re: Memory|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 07 January 2002 13:48, dopamine wrote:
> > Ebay - cheap and easy. Just get 2x 32mb 72pin EDO sticks.
> 
> There's a good chance they won't work for the RS.
> The FAQ describes the exact RAM specs.
> 
> - Robert

I got mine from Ebay and they worked perfectly!
Just cut and paste this item number into Ebay - 2371579804 and "Buy it 
Now", just $19.87 US. I received them within 3 days and much cheaper 
than what I can get them here in Australia. I tried 2x 32MB edo from 
a PC store and they didn't work. This guy on ebay guarantees they 
will work... and they did!
I used Paypal - worked really well.
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I also got my RS7000 from ebay (new) for AUS $1700.
Anyhow, I think you should give Ebay a go!
| 12534|3992|2004-01-08 00:51:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Memory|
On Thursday 08 January 2004 00:32, pheucker2002au wrote:

> I got mine from Ebay and they worked perfectly!
> Just cut and paste this item number into Ebay -
> 2371579804 and "Buy it Now", just $19.87 US. I received
> them within 3 days and much cheaper than what I can get
> them here in Australia. I tried 2x 32MB edo from a PC
> store and they didn't work. This guy on ebay guarantees
> they will work... and they did!

Okay, if that seller knows the RS specs, look were lucky. 
But if you check the archives of the list, you'll find 
dozens of complains about RS 'crashes' caused by non 
compatible RAM sticks that were bought on ebay or from a PC 
shop. So just make sure you get a pair of sticks with the 
exaxt specs listed in the FAQ.

- Robert
| 12535|12535|2004-01-08 16:30:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Chaining Chains, another reason to use song mode?|
Someone had a question a while back about this, and was told it wasnt 
possible...

Anyway, I happen to notice that there is an append function in chain mode to 
create song. Maybe someone can test this theory out if they got time, it got 
me thinking...

I haven't tried this yet, will later unless someone else hits it first, 
anyway heres my idea. Take two chains load them up, one in chain 1 another in 
chain two but must also load patterns in seperate patterns as well, then create a 
third chain with patterns from first chain then bounce to the second pattern 
inside the chain, then use the 3rd chain to append between chain 1 & chain 2 on 
a song. So, create song from chain 1, append chain 3, then append chain 2 
with the the idea that chain 2 will switch the patches out to the second chain's 
patches/instraments.

Will it work, so you can play two chains continuously in song mode and all 
the patches /w samples change out? Seems like a major pain in da butt to do if 
that made any sense at all, but if it would be a kick ass work around if it is 
actually possible.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12536|12512|2004-01-08 20:00:45|Michelle|Re: MIDI Delay and Play FX in realtime performance?|
Alas, sad but true it seems, these limitations. I for one wish the 
RS7000 had more effects (like the Yamaha A5000 sampler) or at least 
made the Master Effect section easier to control and automate via 
MIDI because effects add a lot to the music, especially "wierder" 
styles. I know there's resample but it's not the same thing and 



certainly not as dynamic and flexible. Oh well. I can only hope for 
some other sorts of enhancements in a future OS (cross your fingers) 
and I like the suggestions I've seen so far - I just hope Yamaha can 
carry through with it, and if so, big cheers to them.
| 12537|12537|2004-01-08 20:03:09|Michelle|Messed up archive search? Too limited? also, Jump effect?|
Is it just me or has anyone else noticed that the archive search 
command isn't terribly useful because it only searches a small block 
of the messages at the time and not the whole group's messages? Is 
there any way around this :(? It's maddeningly frustrating when 
digging for nuggets of lost old information.

Also, has anyone discovered a useful purpose for the "jump" effect? 
It makes some neat weird wobbly sounds but it seems far too random 
every time I hit a note... what might be some good settings?

And ... one more thing... there is no Beat Change effect on the 
RS7000 like on the MOTIF, hmmm?
| 12538|12537|2004-01-08 20:15:22|Latif|Re: Messed up archive search? Too limited? also, Jump effect?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle" wrote:

> Is it just me or has anyone else noticed that the archive search 
> command isn't terribly useful because it only searches a small 

block 

> of the messages at the time and not the whole group's messages? Is 
> there any way around this :(? It's maddeningly frustrating when 
> digging for nuggets of lost old information.

yes, the search function for yahoo groups, sucks :-)
maybe that's why some questions keep on poping up 
from time to time hehehe
sorry, don't know anyway around this.

> 
> Also, has anyone discovered a useful purpose for the "jump" effect? 
> It makes some neat weird wobbly sounds but it seems far too random 
> every time I hit a note... what might be some good settings?

can't comment on this, i don't use the function.

> 
> And ... one more thing... there is no Beat Change effect on the 
> RS7000 like on the MOTIF, hmmm?

yes, yes, a big shame they skipped the RS with this effect
and not introduced a proper thing as replacement, or alike.
I have that effect in my EX5r, haven't used it yet, but from what i 
understand it's pretty cool.. i wonder if it's also in the SU700.. 
cause then it would really make no sense that they skipped the RS.
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Latif
| 12539|12537|2004-01-08 21:26:50|Michelle|Re: Messed up archive search? Too limited? also, Jump effect?|

> yes, the search function for yahoo groups, sucks :-)
> maybe that's why some questions keep on poping up 
> from time to time hehehe
> sorry, don't know anyway around this.

Ouch. That's harsh. All the incessant ads too but at least those can 
be blocked with the use of some software ;).

> yes, yes, a big shame they skipped the RS with this effect
> and not introduced a proper thing as replacement, or alike.
> I have that effect in my EX5r, haven't used it yet, but from what 

i 

> understand it's pretty cool.. i wonder if it's also in the SU700.. 
> cause then it would really make no sense that they skipped the RS.

I find it odd too, considering the real time purposes of the 
RS7000... I notice some of the other weird effects are not included, 
such as "RADIO" which is for all intents and purposes a type of 
filter frequency thing, but anyway. I wish I could select any one of 
the many effects for each of the three sections instead of being 
forced to pick a reverb for one and a delay/chorus for another and 
any for the 3rd.

I notice reverbs sound a bit different (muddier?) coming out of the 
3rd "dry--->variation" effect, even with the same settings applied.
| 12540|12497|2004-01-09 11:33:06|tompaulsen2002|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Sunday 04 January 2004 11:05, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Sunday 04 January 2004 01:35, Latif wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp
> > >
> > > thanks forthe email tom, but ehh emm errr
> > > the pics were not attached.. :-o
> >
> > I did get the pics in a second email from Tom. I
> > forwarded them to your private email address.
> 
> And they got bounced. :(
> I uploaded three case pics in the Files section of our 
> group.
> 
> - Robert
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Whoa, what a messy place! Whose studio is that, Rob?`;)))
| 12541|12497|2004-01-09 11:54:13|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
On Friday 09 January 2004 19:32, tompaulsen2002 wrote:

> Whoa, what a messy place! Whose studio is that, Rob?`;)))

Err, let me see. 

- I don't have that case anymore.
- You have it now.

- I don't have a digital camera (working).
- You do.

So it's probably my place?
| 12542|12542|2004-01-10 06:41:25|S.A.S.|File transfer/Smart media type question|
Alright heads..

Just wondering. I have two smart cards full of tunes/bits of tunes 
and riffs etc and need to know what is the best way to go about 
consilidating my best songs from two different smart cards onto just 
the one (doing a live set). I robbed a slim SCSI card from work for 
my laptop and all the necessary cabling but I think I heard 
somewhere that you can only transfer files on and off the RS from/to 
a SCSI disk .Is this true for song files or wavs or both or what? ;)

If this is the case, could I get a smartcard media reader that could 
do this for me?. Anyhelp greatly appreciated and the first person 
who replys will have my next tune named after them in honour.

Cheers 
Steve
| 12543|12497|2004-01-10 08:29:44|Latif|Re: 19inch mounting RS?|
oke, here's my creation :-)
some crazy weird luck was on my side which
spared me the cost for a table rack, and got me a rack
that is freagging expensive if you need to buy it.
it was a rack that was left over from inventory of the
local conservatorium (music school)
i made a holder for the RS out of the backside 
of an old commodore PC10-II computer, which was exactly 19inch :-)
it's almost finished, just gonna add a small adjustment, that will 
lift the RS a bit.
but it's allready usable, take a look
ps. the first 2pics in te anim are out of proportion..

http://recordfactory.org/images/rack.gif

laterrrr
Latif
| 12544|12542|2004-01-10 11:18:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: File transfer/Smart media type question|
No Use A S M Read Slash Writerfor Consolodation P C
| 12545|12542|2004-01-10 14:42:51|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: File transfer/Smart media type question|

http://recordfactory.org/images/rack.gif


P.S. read/writer cost only like around 15 bucks for USB type, cheap! - 
Zamise or Beeotch Nugget for my song name 8^) 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12546|12546|2004-01-10 21:07:36|faxorgy|OT: Sale for Australian E.muso's (feel free to e.mail me)|
1)Behringer UB1832FX pro (w/box still underwarranty) minto condition
$450 (AUD)
2)MicroQ Lite - 12 voice MicroQ has vocoder ,same synth engine dual
effects busses sub outs but no reverb algo's (all other effects the
same)- excellent condition $850 (AUD)
3)Kawai K4R - absolutely mint condition (looks like new).
Great for industrail ,noise ,and not a half bad Juno 106 simulator
when programmed well. Uber gnarly digital resonant filters.
Sound great sampled and effected in the RS7000 w.manulas PSU etc 
$400 (AUD)
4)Redsound Elevata - 16 voice 8 part multi VA w/filter inputs ,dual
oscillators ,with variable saw to Pulse w/ pulsewidth modulation ,
lp/bf/hp 12 db resonant filters ,arpegiator ,Sine ,Noise and
Formant waves , great and flexible lfo/envelope modulation matrix.
Filter sounds much like an MS10/20 .Very unique sound.
Mint kept in rack - not available in Oz ;) - $(750) AUD
5)Yamaha RS7000 - w/64 meg sm card ,full ram expansion ,scsi type 1
cable ,midi leads ,multiformat serial port card reader ,all manuals
keyboard stand ,Edirol PC-70 midi controller ,sustain pedal and
relevant factory Disks. Mint-never gigged ,home use only.
$2000(AUD) the lot.
6)Korg ER-1 analog modelling drum machine. Audio inputs ,great kick
drum ,snare and electro percussive unit. XoX interface.
Mint never gigged ,original manuals PSU ,box etc $350(AUD)
7)Pair of Alesis Point 7 near field monitors ,have alot of punch for
their size ,passive ,magnetically shielded ,great for PC use with
a good amp. $200 (AUD Pair) -[perfect working order]
8) Mackie 1202VLZ - does work but has some internal pot failures can 
be fixed for around $200 hence asking price of $75 (AUD) .
No marks dint's or scratches 6 of the inputs work fine/effects 
sends work 100% ,very quiet out put ( 2 mono ,one stereo input and
sub out need a service).
9)JVC XM-228 mini-disk recorder w/optical in out ,great condtion ,no
box or remote (no big deal) and some 50 blank mini disks. $300 
(AUD)

Feel free to e.mail me with any enquries ,legitmate reasons for sale.
Thanks in advance.
FaX
| 12547|12546|2004-01-11 01:46:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: OT: Sale for Australian E.muso's (feel free to e.mail
me)|
On Sunday 11 January 2004 05:07, faxorgy wrote:

> 5)Yamaha RS7000 - w/64 meg sm card ,full ram
> expansion ,scsi type
> 1 cable ,midi leads ,multiformat serial port card reader
> ,all manuals keyboard stand ,Edirol PC-70 midi controller



> ,sustain pedal and relevant factory Disks. Mint-never
> gigged ,home use only. $2000(AUD) the lot.

Ouch!!!

- Robert
| 12548|12546|2004-01-11 03:18:20|Oscar Finch|Re: OT: Sale for Australian E.muso's (feel free to e.mail me)|

--- On Sun 01/11, Robert van der Kamp < robnet@wxs.nl > wrote: 

From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto: robnet@wxs.nl]To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comDate: Sun, 11 Jan 2004
09:48:18 +0100Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT: Sale for Australian E.muso's (feel free to e.mail me)On Sunday 11
January 2004 05:07, faxorgy wrote:> 5)Yamaha RS7000 - w/64 meg sm card ,full ram> expansion ,scsi type>
1 cable ,midi leads ,multiformat serial port card reader> ,all manuals keyboard stand ,Edirol PC-70 midi
controller> ,sustain pedal and relevant factory Disks. Mint-never> gigged ,home use only. $2000(AUD) the
lot.Ouch!!!- Robert 
Well you won't get one in Oz for less than $2700 new ,no ram ,no cables ,no controller keyboard ,no
keyboard stand ,scsi cable ,no sm reader etc etc... 
This one cost me $3500 with ram and card reader.===================RS7000
GROUP================Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ FAQ:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.htmlYamaha Official:
http://www.motifator.comYamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.comTo unsubscribe from RS7K, send an
email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links 

To visit your group on the web, go to:http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

_______________________________________________
Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
The most personalized portal on the Web!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12549|12490|2004-01-11 10:25:29|WThor|AW: [RS7000] SX script that work????|
Check for the place you put the file.
Since SX 1.03 or 1.05 or sth. the place for Scripts is in your 
\documents and settings\username\Application
Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts

Try that.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@hotmail.com] 
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Gesendet: Mittwoch, 31. Dezember 2003 17:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] SX script that work????

Im trying to load up the patch scripts that are offered from this 
group. They used to work in sx 1.0 but dont seem to work in 2.0... whats
up with that?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12550|12490|2004-01-11 11:10:55|nicolas guery|Re: SX script that work????|
read carrefully at cubase.com faq

----- Original Message ----- 
From: WThor 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, January 11, 2004 6:25 PM
Subject: AW: [RS7000] SX script that work????

Check for the place you put the file.
Since SX 1.03 or 1.05 or sth. the place for Scripts is in your 
\documents and settings\username\Application
Data\Steinberg\Cubase SX\Scripts

Try that.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 31. Dezember 2003 17:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Betreff: [RS7000] SX script that work????

Im trying to load up the patch scripts that are offered from this 
group. They used to work in sx 1.0 but dont seem to work in 2.0... whats
up with that?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12551|12551|2004-01-12 03:28:30|James Kneen|Specifying pattern chain / song length|
Hi guys,

Over the weekend I�ve made the jump from pattern mode, to pattern chain and 
song mode, but have run into a problem.

In pattern chain I have recorded a chain of 120 measures. When I play it 
back though, the RS continues to trundle on past the last measure.

I�ve tried to convert the chain to a song using the appropriate job, but 
when I play the song back (in song mode) the song ends at measure 115. Hmmm.

All I need to do is to tell the RS that my pattern chain (or song) is 120 
measures long.
Any ideas?

Many thanks,
James Kneen.

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself with cool new emoticons http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
| 12552|12551|2004-01-12 03:59:59|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
On Monday 12 January 2004 11:28, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi guys,
>
> Over the weekend I ve made the jump from pattern mode, to
> pattern chain and song mode, but have run into a problem.
>
> In pattern chain I have recorded a chain of 120 measures.
> When I play it back though, the RS continues to trundle
> on past the last measure.

You can specify in the chain where the RS should stop 
playing by using the highest possible style number, called 
END (if I remember correctly).

- Robert
| 12553|12551|2004-01-12 04:22:20|James Kneen|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
Hi Robert,

Many thanks for your reply. How do I go about this? Do I use the "insert" 
job?

James.

http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo


>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Specifying pattern chain / song length
>Date: Mon, 12 Jan 2004 12:01:59 +0100
>
>On Monday 12 January 2004 11:28, James Kneen wrote:
> > Hi guys,
> >
> > Over the weekend I�ve made the jump from pattern mode, to
> > pattern chain and song mode, but have run into a problem.
> >
> > In pattern chain I have recorded a chain of 120 measures.
> > When I play it back though, the RS continues to trundle
> > on past the last measure.
>
>You can specify in the chain where the RS should stop
>playing by using the highest possible style number, called
>END (if I remember correctly).
>
>- Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself with cool emoticons - download MSN Messenger today! 
http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger
| 12554|12551|2004-01-12 04:38:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
On Monday 12 January 2004 12:22, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi Robert,
>
> Many thanks for your reply. How do I go about this? Do I
> use the "insert" job?

No, its much simpler. In Pattern Chain mode, select the 
pattern track (the one where you define your pattern 
changes), hit Edit to enter edit mode on that track, locate 
the bar where you want to stop the chain, and dial in style 
#65, until it says END. Maybe I'm wrong about the actual 
style number.

Once specified, your chain will automagically stop at that 
bar.

- Robert
| 12555|12551|2004-01-12 05:35:40|electrotimba|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
How do you tell RS that the song ends in the song mode ? Till now I 
did not have this problem since I worked pattern>chain>song now I 
have Cubase imported tune. How to stop it not to play forever?
Electrotimba
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:
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> On Monday 12 January 2004 12:22, James Kneen wrote:
> > Hi Robert,
> >
> > Many thanks for your reply. How do I go about this? Do I
> > use the "insert" job?
> 
> No, its much simpler. In Pattern Chain mode, select the 
> pattern track (the one where you define your pattern 
> changes), hit Edit to enter edit mode on that track, locate 
> the bar where you want to stop the chain, and dial in style 
> #65, until it says END. Maybe I'm wrong about the actual 
> style number.
> 
> Once specified, your chain will automagically stop at that 
> bar.
> 
> - Robert

| 12556|12551|2004-01-12 06:26:36|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
On Monday 12 January 2004 13:35, electrotimba wrote:

> How do you tell RS that the song ends in the song mode ?

It simply stops here after the last bar holding MIDI data.

- Robert
| 12557|12551|2004-01-12 08:28:40|electrotimba|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
No it does not.... that is the problem.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 12 January 2004 13:35, electrotimba wrote:
> > How do you tell RS that the song ends in the song mode ?
> 
> It simply stops here after the last bar holding MIDI data.
> 
> - Robert

| 12558|12551|2004-01-12 08:44:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
On Monday 12 January 2004 16:28, electrotimba wrote:

> No it does not.... that is the problem.

Hmm, weird. I'm not very familiar with Song mode. 

Are you slaving the RS to some external source?

Did you check all your tracks? Are you sure there isn't any 
data present where you assumed the song to end?
| 12559|12551|2004-01-12 10:38:39|electrotimba|Re: Specifying pattern chain / song length|
Yes, I checked it, as I said I know how it works with the chain, 
there is some invisible information RS writes into the song- CCs,PCs 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


etc ... but have no idea how do it directly into song.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 12 January 2004 16:28, electrotimba wrote:
> > No it does not.... that is the problem.
> 
> Hmm, weird. I'm not very familiar with Song mode. 
> 
> Are you slaving the RS to some external source?
> 
> Did you check all your tracks? Are you sure there isn't any 
> data present where you assumed the song to end?

| 12560|12560|2004-01-12 13:31:29|ripe101|Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
I have been thinking about getting an aluminum faceplate manufactured 
for my RS7000. It would probably be brushed silver aluminum with 
either engraved or silkscreened/printed wording.

It would be just right to fit in a rack with the addition of some 
rack ears, or maybe already come with rack holes drilled in the 
faceplate.

Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this for 
anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
~$100 each.

I haven't finished the panel schematics yet, but I will have a better 
idea of the price when I get it done.

cheers
ripe
| 12561|12560|2004-01-12 13:39:08|Latif|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
if you get it worked out
en it doesn't exceed $100
then i might be interrested 8-)

Latif 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:
> I have been thinking about getting an aluminum faceplate 
manufactured 
> for my RS7000. It would probably be brushed silver aluminum with 
> either engraved or silkscreened/printed wording.
> 
> It would be just right to fit in a rack with the addition of some 
> rack ears, or maybe already come with rack holes drilled in the 
> faceplate.
> 
> Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this for 
> anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
> ~$100 each.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> 
> I haven't finished the panel schematics yet, but I will have a 
better 
> idea of the price when I get it done.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 12562|12560|2004-01-12 14:51:10|electrotimba|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
me too
Electrotimba
P.S. 
i wouldnt bother about any writting, after all every serious user 
has his own setup, and even that is changing, the case is important, 
simpler- better- cheaper, brushed aluminium sounds good.

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> if you get it worked out
> en it doesn't exceed $100
> then i might be interrested 8-)
> 
> Latif 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:
> > I have been thinking about getting an aluminum faceplate 
> manufactured 
> > for my RS7000. It would probably be brushed silver aluminum with 
> > either engraved or silkscreened/printed wording.
> > 
> > It would be just right to fit in a rack with the addition of some 
> > rack ears, or maybe already come with rack holes drilled in the 
> > faceplate.
> > 
> > Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this 

for 

> > anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
> > ~$100 each.
> > 
> > I haven't finished the panel schematics yet, but I will have a 
> better 
> > idea of the price when I get it done.
> > 
> > cheers
> > ripe

| 12563|12563|2004-01-12 21:54:43|stabilityillatease|Editing tracks in pattern mode.|
I havent really read the manual on this(its a lot easier to come in 
here and ask you guys)but i want to know if its possible to edit just 
certain parts of a track ive recorded in pattern mode. Like say i lay 
down some drums.. kick..hi hat..snare and i want to go back and just 
take out one part of it like the hi hat, is this possible?
| 12564|12563|2004-01-12 22:56:00|Latif|Re: Editing tracks in pattern mode.|
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hit EDIT there's your tracker screen, edit what you like.
hit GRID-RECORD there's your grid-record screen, edit what you like.
hit OVERDUB-REC there's your overdub-rec screen, hold shift and press 
the key corresponding to the note you like to delete at the measures 
of choice.

-L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> I havent really read the manual on this(its a lot easier to come in 
> here and ask you guys)but i want to know if its possible to edit 

just 

> certain parts of a track ive recorded in pattern mode. Like say i 

lay 

> down some drums.. kick..hi hat..snare and i want to go back and 

just 

> take out one part of it like the hi hat, is this possible?

| 12565|12565|2004-01-13 10:13:07|Torsten Zeiler|Re: [RS7000] Kann hier jemand auf DEUTSCH erklären??!!|

>Hallo
>Dann will ich mal anders Fragen
>Wie steuert ihr(du) ein externes Soundmodul im Patternmode an?
>Sagen wir ihr habt ne Baseline im RS und wollt die mit nem Sound eines

Externen belegen,

>der Sound soll beim stylewechseln aufgerufen werden. 

>Hello
>Then I want ask times differently to formulate.
>How do you steer an external Soundmodul in Patternmode heads for?
>I mean you´ve got a Baseline at RS and you would like to steer a Sound from

an external >Soundmodule,

>so when you make an stylechange,the Sound will called!
>
>TDA
>
>
> Hi there
> 
> Ok, for those who dont know any German (with the next war we'll change 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> that, hang on), so you dont feel left out:
> Thorsten triggers his AN1X from the RS and everytime the Pattern loops,
> the 
> AN has a 'dropout' (not clear what exactly he means).
> Now for our German readers (Austrian, Swiss, maybe Dutch, French and
> Polish 
> as well if they want :-)
> 
> 
> Am Wed, 24 Dec 2003 13:56:47 +0100 (MET) hat Torsten Zeiler 
> <t.zeiler@gmx.de> geschrieben:
> 
> >> Also bin der englischen Sprache zwar soweit mächtig,
> >> aber erklärungen raff ich wohl doch net so!!!
> >
> Frag mich jetzt nicht wo, aber es gibt bereits einige Deutsch sprachige 
> (muss man das jetzt so schreiben?) RS7k foren. Andererseits lohnt es sich,
> 
> sein Englisch etwas zu polieren, allein schön für dieses Forum.
> 
> 
> >> (JA HABE DAS HANDBUCH GELESEN!)
> >
> Bleib mal locker! Haben wir ja alle ...
> FAQ auch schon?
> 
> >> Im Edit-menü den sound einstellen ist schon klar(im Pattern-Mode),
> >> aber nach jedem Durchlauf habe ich einen aussetzer!!??
> >
> Was heißt das genau? Im Timing oder nur im Sound? Fehlt der komplette
> Sound 
> oder nur der Anklang oder sonstwas?
> 
> >> Der sound des AN1X wird ja aufgerufen,aber wenn die sequenz anfängt hab
> 
> >> ich halt nen ruhe punkt gesetzt!!
> >
> Mit Absicht? Sorry, das klingt jetzt so ...
> 
> 
> >> Jetzt hab ich den sound vor dem anfangen der Produktion gesetzt,aber 
> >> wieder setzt er aus!!??
> >
> Der Sound fängt vor der Produktion an?! Was meinst du denn jetzt mit 
> Produktion? Bevor die Sequenz anfängt oder was?
> 
> 
> >> Hoffe mir kann jemand sagen was ich verkehrt mache!!??
> >> mfg euer TDA
> >
> Ok, meine Vermutung wäre, dass du die Gate Zeit des Sounds zu lang hast, 
> dass also der Sound länger klingt (bzw. klingen soll), als das Pattern
> lang 
> ist. Sowas hatt ich auch schon öfter. Wenns das nicht is, einfach wieder 
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> melden und bitt meine Fragen klären.
> Versuchs ruhig auf englisch, vor allem weil dann die Chance höher ist, 
> antworten zu kriegen.
> 
> C.U.
> Wildemar.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 

-- 
+++ GMX - die erste Adresse für Mail, Message, More +++
Neu: Preissenkung für MMS und FreeMMS! http://www.gmx.net
| 12566|12565|2004-01-13 10:32:47|mmittner|Re: Kann hier jemand auf DEUTSCH erklären??!! - translated :-)|
ich übersetz das mal für dich :-)

hi!

how do you control external sound modules in pattern mode?
e.g. you have a bassline programmed with the rs and want an external 
module to play that phrase, with the correct preset automatically 
recalled when you change a style.

> >Hello
> >Then I want ask times differently to formulate.
> >How do you steer an external Soundmodul in Patternmode heads for?
> >I mean you´ve got a Baseline at RS and you would like to steer a 

Sound from
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> an external >Soundmodule,
> >so when you make an stylechange,the Sound will called!

antwort: ich denk mal, du musst die entsprechenden 
programmwechsel-befehle per edit am anfang der phrase programmieren, 
am besten das ganze auf ein eigenes pattern legen, das du - noch bevor 
(!) du die wiedergabe startest - einmal abspielst, um die externen 
geräte einzustellen. es kommt nämlich nicht so gut, wenn du bei jeder 
eins erstmal den ganzen controller-mist übertragen musst :-)

kann sein, dass das auch funktioniert, wenn du im mixer die richtigen 
msb/lsb-werte eingibst, ich hab das noch nie ausprobiert. aber mal 
schauen, was den leuten dazu einfällt.

-mike
| 12567|12560|2004-01-13 21:30:48|darkseeds666|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:

> Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this for 
> anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
> ~$100 each.

I might also be interested.... Keep us posted.

G
| 12568|12568|2004-01-14 02:33:51|dreamchimney|Couple easy questions|
Thanks to all that have answered my questions in the past. i have 
finally made the purchase and just updated the OS too. my questions...

1. In a Style with 4 measures, i cant figure out how to make a user 
pattern that is 1 measure long but just repeats across the 4 
measures. everytime i grid record at least it assumes i want a user 
pattern of the full 4 measures

2. Is it ever possible to play more then 16 wav files per style. 
seems like you can only load up one per 16 tracks and thats all you 
get. hopefully im missing something.

3. anyone have a preference on a brand or size of Smart Media cards?

thanks for your help/advices

ryan
| 12569|12568|2004-01-14 02:55:25|Latif|Re: Couple easy questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> 
> Thanks to all that have answered my questions in the past. i have 
> finally made the purchase and just updated the OS too. my 

questions...
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> 
> 1. In a Style with 4 measures, i cant figure out how to make a user 
> pattern that is 1 measure long but just repeats across the 4 
> measures. everytime i grid record at least it assumes i want a user 
> pattern of the full 4 measures

upon presing record the machine assumes you want
to record a phrase according to the STYLE length
that's set for the pattern...
ie.: standby screen/rotary knob F3/LENGHT
(requires you to press button F3 to adjust)

> 
> 2. Is it ever possible to play more then 16 wav files per style. 
> seems like you can only load up one per 16 tracks and thats all you 
> get. hopefully im missing something.
> 

you can load upto i think 256 samples per voice 
(voice=patch= local/common sample)
you have to select the note where you want to load the sample into, 
when in load wav screen.
there where it says [01 PTCH] rotate knob F4

> 3. anyone have a preference on a brand or size of Smart Media cards?
> 

any will do 4MB<->128MB

> thanks for your help/advices

goodluck, have fun, read the FAQ ;-)

Latif
| 12570|12560|2004-01-14 13:14:42|fiercefish|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
If it was done right I'd certainly be interested, would it be a 
replacement for the top part of the casing or sit on top of the 
existing one? Also the graphics would have to be hard wearing, 
nothing worse than worn away legend.

FF
| 12571|12571|2004-01-15 02:33:21|James Kneen|ACIDized WAV's|
Hi,

Does anybody know wether the RS has a problem with ACIDized WAV's?

I have one or two sample CD's which the RS really doesn't like. The file 
extensions are .wav, but I get an incompatibility error when I try and load 



them.

I'm aware that a lot of the time .wav files on sample CD's actually have 
ACID info embedded in them and suspect this may be the problem. If so, does 
anybody know of a workaround?

Many thanks,

James Kneen.
UK.

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself with cool new emoticons http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
| 12572|12571|2004-01-15 02:51:26|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
On Thursday 15 January 2004 10:33, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Does anybody know wether the RS has a problem with
> ACIDized WAV's?
>
> I have one or two sample CD's which the RS really doesn't
> like. The file extensions are .wav, but I get an
> incompatibility error when I try and load them.
>
> I'm aware that a lot of the time .wav files on sample
> CD's actually have ACID info embedded in them and suspect
> this may be the problem. If so, does anybody know of a
> workaround?

These WAVs probably have another chunk of info added 
containting the Acid data, and the RS probably cannot 
handle that chunk, which looks like bad programming.

If this is the case, the WAVs could be 'cleaned', that is 
converted by a filter that removes these extra chunks.
Maybe Acid can do that (export as plain WAV, or similar?), 
or some other audio converter. Or else a piece of software 
would have to be written to do that.

- Robert
| 12573|12571|2004-01-15 03:28:10|James Kneen|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
Thanks Robert.

I think you're right. Looks like I'm in for a long Soundforge session (I got 
about 400 of these bloody files).

Cheers mate,

James.

http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo


>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] ACIDized WAV's
>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 2004 10:54:09 +0100
>
>On Thursday 15 January 2004 10:33, James Kneen wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > Does anybody know wether the RS has a problem with
> > ACIDized WAV's?
> >
> > I have one or two sample CD's which the RS really doesn't
> > like. The file extensions are .wav, but I get an
> > incompatibility error when I try and load them.
> >
> > I'm aware that a lot of the time .wav files on sample
> > CD's actually have ACID info embedded in them and suspect
> > this may be the problem. If so, does anybody know of a
> > workaround?
>
>These WAVs probably have another chunk of info added
>containting the Acid data, and the RS probably cannot
>handle that chunk, which looks like bad programming.
>
>If this is the case, the WAVs could be 'cleaned', that is
>converted by a filter that removes these extra chunks.
>Maybe Acid can do that (export as plain WAV, or similar?),
>or some other audio converter. Or else a piece of software
>would have to be written to do that.
>
>- Robert
>

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself with cool new emoticons http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
| 12574|12571|2004-01-15 03:37:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
On Thursday 15 January 2004 11:28, James Kneen wrote:

> Thanks Robert.
>
> I think you're right. Looks like I'm in for a long
> Soundforge session (I got about 400 of these bloody
> files).

Ouch! 
Better first try it on one sample. ;)

- Robert
| 12575|12571|2004-01-15 04:15:54|James Kneen|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
Hey Robert,
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I was just thinking...is this the reason ACID Xpress is bundled with the RS? 
ie to convert ACID fikes to a format the RS doesn't mind?

James.

>From: "James Kneen" <jameskneen@hotmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] ACIDized WAV's
>Date: Thu, 15 Jan 2004 10:28:03 +0000
>
>Thanks Robert.
>
>I think you're right. Looks like I'm in for a long Soundforge session (I 
>got
>about 400 of these bloody files).
>
>Cheers mate,
>
>James.
>
> >From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] ACIDized WAV's
> >Date: Thu, 15 Jan 2004 10:54:09 +0100
> >
> >On Thursday 15 January 2004 10:33, James Kneen wrote:
> > > Hi,
> > >
> > > Does anybody know wether the RS has a problem with
> > > ACIDized WAV's?
> > >
> > > I have one or two sample CD's which the RS really doesn't
> > > like. The file extensions are .wav, but I get an
> > > incompatibility error when I try and load them.
> > >
> > > I'm aware that a lot of the time .wav files on sample
> > > CD's actually have ACID info embedded in them and suspect
> > > this may be the problem. If so, does anybody know of a
> > > workaround?
> >
> >These WAVs probably have another chunk of info added
> >containting the Acid data, and the RS probably cannot
> >handle that chunk, which looks like bad programming.
> >
> >If this is the case, the WAVs could be 'cleaned', that is
> >converted by a filter that removes these extra chunks.
> >Maybe Acid can do that (export as plain WAV, or similar?),
> >or some other audio converter. Or else a piece of software
> >would have to be written to do that.
> >
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> >- Robert
> >
>
>_________________________________________________________________
>Express yourself with cool new emoticons 
>http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
>

_________________________________________________________________
Stay in touch with absent friends - get MSN Messenger 
http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger
| 12576|12571|2004-01-15 04:29:18|Robert van der Kamp|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
On Thursday 15 January 2004 12:15, James Kneen wrote:

> Hey Robert,
>
> I was just thinking...is this the reason ACID Xpress is
> bundled with the RS? ie to convert ACID fikes to a format
> the RS doesn't mind?

Hmm, I totally forgot about that one.
That's suggests that the RS software designers were aware of 
WAVs created by ACID, and probably have dealt with the 
problem of the extra chunk already.

So now I wonder if the WAVs you originally talked about are 
really WAVE format files? Or maybe they are not the 
supported sample rate? Maybe 24-bit?

- Robert
| 12577|12571|2004-01-15 07:24:16|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
If you get themto play on anything else can always pipe it through RS inputs as a new samp maybe
| 12578|12571|2004-01-15 16:02:56|James Cooper|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
hi,

before you spend hours converting those files by hand, you might have
a look here:

http://www.sonicspot.com/multimediaconverters.html

perhaps you can field a command line program that would work. for
example, you could convert from WAV to AIFF and back to WAV. should
be totally lossless, and presumably you'd lose the ACID headers.

or you could just load the AIFFs into the RS.

"Convert" was one that looked promising. but I haven't tried any of
them.

anyhow, a command line app would let you pretty easily write a batch
file to operate on all files in a certain directory on your machine.

http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
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let me know if you need pointers on writing a windows batch file.

-- James
| 12579|12571|2004-01-16 04:46:33|electrotimba|Re: ACIDized WAV's|
It wont be that much of work if you use Wavelab`s batch processing.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, James Cooper wrote:
> 
> hi,
> 
> before you spend hours converting those files by hand, you might 
have
> a look here:
> 
> http://www.sonicspot.com/multimediaconverters.html
> 
> perhaps you can field a command line program that would work. for
> example, you could convert from WAV to AIFF and back to WAV. should
> be totally lossless, and presumably you'd lose the ACID headers.
> 
> or you could just load the AIFFs into the RS.
> 
> "Convert" was one that looked promising. but I haven't tried any of
> them.
> 
> 
> anyhow, a command line app would let you pretty easily write a batch
> file to operate on all files in a certain directory on your machine.
> let me know if you need pointers on writing a windows batch file.
> 
> -- James

| 12580|12580|2004-01-17 13:04:31|adrianglamour|chat|
hi to everyone....i'm a new 7000rs user......i'd like to be helped 
using rs7000 , anyone can help me???let me know pls
| 12581|12516|2004-01-18 09:08:57|greatestofalltymes|Re: A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?|
That's messed up. This is a great box. Ihaven't used an MPC much but 
I know I prefer this to one.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
> Hi, don't know for sure, but there's mounting evidence that the RS 
7000 is in the process of being discontinued. For example, a number 
of peeps on this list have mentioned that they no longer see new 
units available at music shops.
> 
> drew
> 
> greatestofalltymes wrote:
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> Why the price drop?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Find out what made the Top Yahoo! Searches of 2003
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12582|12516|2004-01-18 09:54:20|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?|
No need to get mad about I think.
MPC is a nice thing, but lacks of two important features for me - a
dedicated step sequencer and the realtime remix function.
Even if Yamaha came out with a new box with updated hardware, which they
obviously didn´t on NAMM 2004 - I doubt they´re much further with the
software, so we could wait some years before upgrading ;)

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: greatestofalltymes [mailto:JULIANKENT1@AOL.COM] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 18. Januar 2004 07:41
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?
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That's messed up. This is a great box. Ihaven't used an MPC much but 
I know I prefer this to one.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
> Hi, don't know for sure, but there's mounting evidence that the RS
7000 is in the process of being discontinued. For example, a number 
of peeps on this list have mentioned that they no longer see new 
units available at music shops.
> 
> drew
> 
> greatestofalltymes wrote:
> Why the price drop?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences section

> at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to: 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Find out what made the Top Yahoo! Searches of 2003
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12583|12583|2004-01-18 10:46:59|Christian Wiesner|Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
Hi,

I have two questions to the list:

- I want to buy an Iomega JAZ-Drive for the RS, my harddisk is just to loud. Can soneone tell me if the JAZ rotates
permanently or spins up when needed (just like a ZIP-Drive)? Any informations about the noise of a JAZ would also
be appreciated.

- I want to resample some sounds from the RS. I don't want to resample internal, I get the sound out of the RS, in my
mixer, through distortion, fx etc. and want to resample this. Now I have the problem of a terrible feedback: of course
the signal on the input goes out again and so on and forth. I don't want to record on a computer and import it via
SmartMedia, this is too inconvenient, this is just my last resort. Ideas, anyone? How is this handled on the Output-
Board?

Thanks,
Christian
| 12584|12583|2004-01-18 11:48:51|Latif|Re: Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
it doesn't matter whether you use the outputboard or
the main outs of the RS.
if your looping the signal you will loop it always.
the thing is you have to route the processed signal
of your external FX through auxiliars on your mixer that can be 
switched pre master fader or monitored seperatly.. 

so only if your mixer has this option you will be able to do this 
through 1 and the same mixerboard.
otherwise take the processed signal and don't run it through the 
mixer all the way.

RS->mixertable track->dist->FX=> straight back to RS without entering 
the mixers main mix..
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or something like that.
be creative ;-)

(you can always monitor whats happening in the RS while sampling with 
a headphone plugged into the RS)

> - I want to resample some sounds from the RS. I don't want to 

resample internal, I get the sound out of the RS, in my mixer, 
through distortion, fx etc. and want to resample this. Now I have the 
problem of a terrible feedback: of course the signal on the input 
goes out again and so on and forth. I don't want to record on a 
computer and import it via SmartMedia, this is too inconvenient, this 
is just my last resort. Ideas, anyone? How is this handled on the 
Output-Board?

> 
> Thanks,
> Christian

| 12585|12583|2004-01-18 12:23:15|skwittybaby|Re: Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
hi Latif,

> RS->mixertable track->dist->FX=> straight back to RS without 

entering 

> the mixers main mix..

I don't think this will work. At the end of the chain I go back into 
the RS. Then I will hear the signal while I sample, and when I hear 
it will go out again through the main outs, through FX and so on, 
back to the RS input, out again and there's the feedback.

One way would be to sample without hearing, moving input levels 
without no sound. I think this doesn't work, so the output board 
could help: I route my sound to Out 3. Then through the FX etc. and 
back in. Now i hit record and... what now? If the sound comes through 
the main outs (1+2) I'm fine. The signal goes to the mixer, NOT AGAIN 
through the FX chain and on the mixer. But I will check when my 
output board arrives.

Christian
| 12586|12583|2004-01-18 12:26:53|david grundy|Re: Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
what is the pupose of resampling?

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:it doesn't matter whether you use the outputboard or
the main outs of the RS.
if your looping the signal you will loop it always.
the thing is you have to route the processed signal
of your external FX through auxiliars on your mixer that can be 
switched pre master fader or monitored seperatly.. 

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com


so only if your mixer has this option you will be able to do this 
through 1 and the same mixerboard.
otherwise take the processed signal and don't run it through the 
mixer all the way.

RS->mixertable track->dist->FX=> straight back to RS without entering 
the mixers main mix..

or something like that.
be creative ;-)

(you can always monitor whats happening in the RS while sampling with 
a headphone plugged into the RS)

> - I want to resample some sounds from the RS. I don't want to 

resample internal, I get the sound out of the RS, in my mixer, 
through distortion, fx etc. and want to resample this. Now I have the 
problem of a terrible feedback: of course the signal on the input 
goes out again and so on and forth. I don't want to record on a 
computer and import it via SmartMedia, this is too inconvenient, this 
is just my last resort. Ideas, anyone? How is this handled on the 
Output-Board?

> 
> Thanks,
> Christian

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Hotjobs: Enter the "Signing Bonus" Sweepstakes

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12587|12516|2004-01-18 13:22:43|greatestofalltymes|Re: A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?|
Does the Motif have all of the features of the RS7000? 
I gets nervous just thinking about something going wrong with my RS 
and not being able to get another one.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> No need to get mad about I think.
> MPC is a nice thing, but lacks of two important features for me - a
> dedicated step sequencer and the realtime remix function.
> Even if Yamaha came out with a new box with updated hardware, which 
they
> obviously didn´t on NAMM 2004 - I doubt they´re much further with 
the
> software, so we could wait some years before upgrading ;)
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: greatestofalltymes [mailto:JULIANKENT1@A...] 
> Gesendet: Sonntag, 18. Januar 2004 07:41
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: A new RS7000 can be had for only $999. Why?
> 
> 
> That's messed up. This is a great box. Ihaven't used an MPC much 
but 
> I know I prefer this to one.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
> > Hi, don't know for sure, but there's mounting evidence that the RS
> 7000 is in the process of being discontinued. For example, a 
number 
> of peeps on this list have mentioned that they no longer see new 
> units available at music shops.
> > 
> > drew
> > 
> > greatestofalltymes wrote:
> > Why the price drop?
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your My Preferences 
section
> 
> > at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > To visit your group on the web, go to: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to: 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Find out what made the Top Yahoo! Searches of 2003
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12588|12583|2004-01-18 13:23:50|greatestofalltymes|Re: Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
Hope your noise is not this....

http://www.grc.com/tip/clickdeath.htm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I have two questions to the list:
> 
> - I want to buy an Iomega JAZ-Drive for the RS, my harddisk is just 
to loud. Can soneone tell me if the JAZ rotates permanently or spins 
up when needed (just like a ZIP-Drive)? Any informations about the 
noise of a JAZ would also be appreciated.
> 
> - I want to resample some sounds from the RS. I don't want to 
resample internal, I get the sound out of the RS, in my mixer, 
through distortion, fx etc. and want to resample this. Now I have the 
problem of a terrible feedback: of course the signal on the input 
goes out again and so on and forth. I don't want to record on a 
computer and import it via SmartMedia, this is too inconvenient, this 
is just my last resort. Ideas, anyone? How is this handled on the 
Output-Board?
> 
> Thanks,
> Christian

| 12589|12583|2004-01-18 13:37:35|electrotimba|Re: Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
My JAZ is loud like a jet, hate to use it for that reason ( any way 
cant with RS as I have 1, RS takes 2G but not 2G disks). HD is better 
solution.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

> Hope your noise is not this....
> 
> 
> http://www.grc.com/tip/clickdeath.htm
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
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> > Hi,
> > 
> > I have two questions to the list:
> > 
> > - I want to buy an Iomega JAZ-Drive for the RS, my harddisk is 

just 

> to loud. Can soneone tell me if the JAZ rotates permanently or 

spins 

> up when needed (just like a ZIP-Drive)? Any informations about the 
> noise of a JAZ would also be appreciated.
> > 
> > - I want to resample some sounds from the RS. I don't want to 
> resample internal, I get the sound out of the RS, in my mixer, 
> through distortion, fx etc. and want to resample this. Now I have 

the 

> problem of a terrible feedback: of course the signal on the input 
> goes out again and so on and forth. I don't want to record on a 
> computer and import it via SmartMedia, this is too inconvenient, 

this 

> is just my last resort. Ideas, anyone? How is this handled on the 
> Output-Board?
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Christian

| 12590|12583|2004-01-18 14:26:34|Latif|Re: Resampling|
uhmm you missed my point actually,
i don't know exactly how your setup is, but i was simply pointing 
out, that you have feed the signal to the FX through auxiliars of 
your mixer and intercept the WET signal *before* it goes back into 
the main mix on the mixer and send it straight back to the RS... you 
won't be able to hear the result through the mixer, but you can 
monitor the result while sampling through the headphones of the RS.

the end of the chain you are reffering to as it is now,
is coming from the mixertable, logicaly this will always result in 
feedback loop. 
which can be devasting nice at sometimes heheheh ;-)
but that's another story.

you can wait for the outputboard, which will make some stuff easier 
to accomplish, but then basicly you will be doing the same.. which is 
avoiding the WET signal from being in the path of the main mix, or 
seen from another point of view: basicly keeping the RS inputs, out 
of the main mix hehehehehe ;-)

you will love the board, it can be used for many many solutions and 



posibility's, i couldn't do without it.
goodluck :)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "skwittybaby" wrote:
> hi Latif,
> 
> > RS->mixertable track->dist->FX=> straight back to RS without 
> entering 
> > the mixers main mix..
> 
> I don't think this will work. At the end of the chain I go back 
into 
> the RS. Then I will hear the signal while I sample, and when I hear 
> it will go out again through the main outs, through FX and so on, 
> back to the RS input, out again and there's the feedback.
> 
> One way would be to sample without hearing, moving input levels 
> without no sound. I think this doesn't work, so the output board 
> could help: I route my sound to Out 3. Then through the FX etc. and 
> back in. Now i hit record and... what now? If the sound comes 
through 
> the main outs (1+2) I'm fine. The signal goes to the mixer, NOT 
AGAIN 
> through the FX chain and on the mixer. But I will check when my 
> output board arrives.
> 
> Christian

| 12591|12583|2004-01-18 14:30:57|Latif|Re: Noise of a JAZ-Drive / Resampling|
one thing about the JAZ noise problem
dunno if it the same as with like ZIP drive, 
but when your finished loading/saving simply 
ejecting the disk puts the drive in IDLE mode, making less or no 
noise?
ain't that correct? i read somewhere ZIP users do that all the time 
to avoid the drive noise...

Latif

> > > 
> > > - I want to buy an Iomega JAZ-Drive for the RS, my harddisk is 
> just 
> > to loud. Can soneone tell me if the JAZ rotates permanently or 
> spins 
> > up when needed (just like a ZIP-Drive)? Any informations about 

the 
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> > noise of a JAZ would also be appreciated.
> > > 
> > > - I want to resample some sounds from the RS. I don't want to 
> > resample internal, I get the sound out of the RS, in my mixer, 
> > through distortion, fx etc. and want to resample this. Now I have 
> the 
> > problem of a terrible feedback: of course the signal on the input 
> > goes out again and so on and forth. I don't want to record on a 
> > computer and import it via SmartMedia, this is too inconvenient, 
> this 
> > is just my last resort. Ideas, anyone? How is this handled on the 
> > Output-Board?
> > > 
> > > Thanks,
> > > Christian

| 12592|12583|2004-01-19 08:08:09|skwittybaby|Re: Resampling|

> uhmm you missed my point actually,

Seems like this, maybe we should clarify some things first: I want to 
resample a sound coming from the RS, not from any midi-instrument. 

> i don't know exactly how your setup is, 

RS and Mackie 1604 basically, so if you could give an routing example 
for this mixer I would be happy..

> but i was simply pointing 
> out, that you have feed the signal to the FX through auxiliars of 
> your mixer and intercept the WET signal *before* it goes back into 
> the main mix on the mixer and send it straight back to the RS... 

Ok, so if I i.e. get the sound out of the RS and into the Mackie. 
From the Mackie I route it to Subgroup 1, which will go into my 
distortion-module and so on. Now the FXed signal goes back into the 
mixer, NOT to the main-out but to the Subgroup 2 which is routed 
directly into the RS. What do I get? Feedback, because the signal 
goes out of the RS's Main Outs, to the Mackie, Sub1, FX etc. 

I think it doesn't matter if I use subgroups or Aux sends, pre or 
post, it will always create feedback as long as i can't break the 
chain in the RS, so I can just wait for the board.

> feedback loop. 
> which can be devasting nice at sometimes heheheh ;-)
> but that's another story.



Yes, yesterday I noticed for the first time that the LED on my 
monitors can get red if you overpower them ;)

> you will love the board, it can be used for many many solutions and 
> posibility's, i couldn't do without it.

I'm really looking forward to it, maybe tomorrow ;)

Christian
| 12593|12593|2004-01-19 08:52:04|Bryan Rodgers|hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
pretty tasty!

http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/

-B
| 12594|12594|2004-01-19 11:28:01|electrotimba|Mobile setup problem|
I just got new setup, laptop with Indigo I/O ( absolutely amazing 
sound for such small toy), midex 3- that is supposed to be almost 
like hardware. I got the RS script into SX, can see ´patches etc, 
audio works OK, midi through set, can see midi activity in Cubase but 
nothing on RS, led dont show any activity. Since I have dual boot I 
tested it with old Cubase to be sure that Midex is OK and it all 
worked, so from RS side it is all correct, must be something in the 
Win2K/ Cubase SX combination that I am missing. If I activate rec or 
monitor on a channel it gets transmited to RS but somehow delayed, 
and there is absolutely no playback of midi tracks. I am 
talking "latif`s" style here, no syncs, just playing back SMF 
imported from RS with RS as sound module. have no more ideas what the 
problem could be ( checked the cables of course)
| 12595|12594|2004-01-19 12:11:54|Latif|Re: Mobile setup problem (SX)|
track rec shouldbe on if you want to record midi data,
track monitor shouldbe on if you want to hear throughput of
midi data/or audio streams.
if you can hear the RS when you activate channel monitoring and play 
your external keys then you are doing fine, 
you say you don't hear midi data being played back from the parts.. 
this i don't get... is that after you recorded midi data, or from 
another midi file that you imported?
just make sure that you selected the correct midi output for the RS 
device in 'midi device manager' and in the track inspector on the 
left the correct midi output.

midi delay, is something i myself have never witnessed, however a 
close friend of mine has been complaining about this too, he solved 
it by fidling around a bit, unfortunatly he never found out what 
caused it.
there are some people that say it comes from 'emulated' midi ports,
i can't confirm this, since my installed USB mididman 4x4 showsup in 
SX as emulated but no problems what so ever....and i simply renamed 
the ports.

so i don't know what exactly causes problems for you..?

http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/


maybe a little bit of 'fidling' around will do the trick ;-)

Latif

(what's your version SX)?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I just got new setup, laptop with Indigo I/O ( absolutely amazing 
> sound for such small toy), midex 3- that is supposed to be almost 
> like hardware. I got the RS script into SX, can see ´patches etc, 
> audio works OK, midi through set, can see midi activity in Cubase 

but 

> nothing on RS, led dont show any activity. Since I have dual boot I 
> tested it with old Cubase to be sure that Midex is OK and it all 
> worked, so from RS side it is all correct, must be something in the 
> Win2K/ Cubase SX combination that I am missing. If I activate rec 

or 

> monitor on a channel it gets transmited to RS but somehow delayed, 
> and there is absolutely no playback of midi tracks. I am 
> talking "latif`s" style here, no syncs, just playing back SMF 
> imported from RS with RS as sound module. have no more ideas what 

the 

> problem could be ( checked the cables of course)

| 12596|12593|2004-01-19 12:40:34|ridszero|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
I bet it would fit along nicely next to the RS, but there are other 
analogs that you can get for a lot cheaper than the 1800-2500 it'll 
be. Voyager used would be awesome, or an Andromeda.
| 12597|12593|2004-01-19 13:44:09|WThor|AW: [RS7000] hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
I´d really like to, but haven´t the money in the moment (and isup some
future moments included) - but it really looks nice.

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca] 
Gesendet: Montag, 19. Januar 2004 16:51
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)

pretty tasty!

http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/

-B
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| 12598|12593|2004-01-19 13:53:23|Bryan Rodgers|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
$2500 is a bit steep...

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: WThor [mailto:wthor@gmx.de] 
Sent: Monday, January 19, 2004 3:45 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: AW: [RS7000] hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)

I´d really like to, but haven´t the money in the moment (and isup some future moments included) - but it really looks
nice.

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Bryan Rodgers [mailto:brodgers@omdc.on.ca] 
Gesendet: Montag, 19. Januar 2004 16:51
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)

pretty tasty!

http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/

-B
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| 12599|12593|2004-01-19 13:56:23|Bryan Rodgers|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
I thought, maybe ditch the RS, and my Waldorf Q... ;)

-----Original Message-----
From: ridszero [mailto:ridszero@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 19, 2004 2:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)

I bet it would fit along nicely next to the RS, but there are other 
analogs that you can get for a lot cheaper than the 1800-2500 it'll 
be. Voyager used would be awesome, or an Andromeda.
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12600|12594|2004-01-19 14:37:43|electrotimba|Re: Mobile setup problem (SX)|
I have imported SMF (from RS) and there is no playback, red LED shows 
nothing, it lights on transport commands, stop play etc but thats it, 
does not play midi notes, installed Sonor just to check if it works 
and it does so it is something of SX... no clue.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> track rec shouldbe on if you want to record midi data,
> track monitor shouldbe on if you want to hear throughput of
> midi data/or audio streams.
> if you can hear the RS when you activate channel monitoring and 
play 
> your external keys then you are doing fine, 
> you say you don't hear midi data being played back from the parts.. 
> this i don't get... is that after you recorded midi data, or from 
> another midi file that you imported?
> just make sure that you selected the correct midi output for the RS 
> device in 'midi device manager' and in the track inspector on the 
> left the correct midi output.
> 
> midi delay, is something i myself have never witnessed, however a 
> close friend of mine has been complaining about this too, he solved 
> it by fidling around a bit, unfortunatly he never found out what 
> caused it.
> there are some people that say it comes from 'emulated' midi ports,
> i can't confirm this, since my installed USB mididman 4x4 showsup 
in 
> SX as emulated but no problems what so ever....and i simply renamed 
> the ports.
> 
> so i don't know what exactly causes problems for you..?
> maybe a little bit of 'fidling' around will do the trick ;-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> (what's your version SX)?
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > I just got new setup, laptop with Indigo I/O ( absolutely amazing 
> > sound for such small toy), midex 3- that is supposed to be almost 
> > like hardware. I got the RS script into SX, can see ´patches etc, 
> > audio works OK, midi through set, can see midi activity in Cubase 
> but 
> > nothing on RS, led dont show any activity. Since I have dual boot 
I 
> > tested it with old Cubase to be sure that Midex is OK and it all 
> > worked, so from RS side it is all correct, must be something in 
the 
> > Win2K/ Cubase SX combination that I am missing. If I activate rec 
> or 
> > monitor on a channel it gets transmited to RS but somehow 
delayed, 
> > and there is absolutely no playback of midi tracks. I am 
> > talking "latif`s" style here, no syncs, just playing back SMF 
> > imported from RS with RS as sound module. have no more ideas what 
> the 
> > problem could be ( checked the cables of course)

| 12601|12601|2004-01-19 15:06:35|Latif|[OT] some interresting news about mp3.com|
seems mp3.com has sunk to the bottom of the ocean
vivendi and other owner split up.. read what happend to the sites 
content:
http://www.theregister.co.uk/content/6/34829.html
(btw. this stuff can happen to any site where you're 
stuff is hosted, when eventually the domain get's sold to another 
company)

seems my bad feelings after Vivendi took over the mp3.com 
site were indeed not misplaced.

cnet's download.com will be setting up a new megaportal,
let's just wait and see what that will bring.
music.download.com
| 12602|12593|2004-01-19 20:41:45|mikko|More synth sounds to RS7K?|
Hi.

If I want to add new synth sounds to RS,
do I need to buy a sample CD or what?

Are those preset sounds on RS as wav files or...?

+ if someone has for example: Oberheim OB8, OB12, Clavia Nordlead,
Sequential circuits Prophet 5, Jupiter 8 etc. sounds on CD

Feel free to mail me what it would cost to do me a copy mhalone6@welho.com

Thanks.
| 12603|12593|2004-01-20 10:17:12|Oddbods Finger|Re: More synth sounds to RS7K?|
The RS voices are stored permanently and can't be replaced although 
they can of course be edited.
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You could buy a CD and sample new sounds, although as the RS does 
not do multi-sampling (you can only 'pitch one sample across the 
keyboard) your results will not be that great across the full range 
of notes.

Another alternative is to actually buy another synth and hook it up 
via midi.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, mikko wrote:
> Hi.
> 
> If I want to add new synth sounds to RS,
> do I need to buy a sample CD or what?
> 
> Are those preset sounds on RS as wav files or...?
> 
> + if someone has for example: Oberheim OB8, OB12, Clavia Nordlead,
> Sequential circuits Prophet 5, Jupiter 8 etc. sounds on CD
> 
> Feel free to mail me what it would cost to do me a copy 
mhalone6@w...
> 
> Thanks.

| 12604|12593|2004-01-20 12:40:23|wildemar|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
Thats funny, someone on the quasimidi list just posted that a few days ago.
Yeah QM rocks like hell, so its an interesting piece per se.

Wildemar

Am Mon, 19 Jan 2004 10:51:24 -0500 hat Bryan Rodgers <brodgers@omdc.on.ca> 
geschrieben:

> pretty tasty!
>
> http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/
>
> -B

| 12605|12593|2004-01-20 12:53:31|Latif|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
the guy who created this, used to be part of Quasimidi

:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
> Thats funny, someone on the quasimidi list just posted that a few 
days ago.
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> Yeah QM rocks like hell, so its an interesting piece per se.
> 
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> Am Mon, 19 Jan 2004 10:51:24 -0500 hat Bryan Rodgers 

> geschrieben:
> 
> > pretty tasty!
> >
> > http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/
> >
> > -B

| 12606|12593|2004-01-20 12:58:39|wildemar|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
Uhm ... yeah, maybe I should have mentioned this ... :o
:)

Next time someone brings up the topic, I might ;)
Wildemar

Am Tue, 20 Jan 2004 19:51:48 -0000 hat Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> 
geschrieben:

> the guy who created this, used to be part of Quasimidi
>
> :)
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wildemar wrote:
>> Thats funny, someone on the quasimidi list just posted that a few
> days ago.
>> Yeah QM rocks like hell, so its an interesting piece per se.
>>
>> Wildemar
>>
>>
>> Am Mon, 19 Jan 2004 10:51:24 -0500 hat Bryan Rodgers
> 
>> geschrieben:
>>
>> > pretty tasty!
>> >
>> > http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/
>> >
>> > -B

| 12607|1220|2004-01-21 04:26:15|Drew Derr|Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
Hi there,
With poll results now in hand (posted last month), we can move a step further in our quest to pounce on Yamaha with
our top choices...and ultimately persuade them to help out us lovely musical people!

http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/
mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.radikaltechnologies.com/


I need your help :) I would appreciate consulting with at least one of you who is knowledgeable enough about OS
design to help me understand this:
-- Looking at our "top requests" from a developmental perspective, how difficult would each one be for Yamaha to
accomplish, in other words to design & implement?

(The hypothesis being that some may be more challenging to accomplish than others)

Any volunteers? (if yes, please continue reading beyond this point and reply to the list...thanks in advance if you do!)

=======================================
Keep in mind this will serve as no more than a very simple, general gauge...Please answer below based on whatever
top-of-mind knowledge and experience you may have about the RS7000 OS and/or Operating Systems for other
equipment.
- Focus on perceived programming complexity and professional labor (cost in hours).
=======================================
Rate each of the 17 requests according to the following scale...

QUESTION: "Compared to the other requests in the following list, this request would be...(Easier to accomplish;
Average to accomplish; More Difficult to accomplish)?"

(A= Easier; B= Average; or, C= More Difficult) 
�1. Knob hook mode _______ 
�2. Audition _______
�3. Expanded Arpeggiator_______ 
�4. Improved Grid Groove_______
5. Enter Grid/Step Record while playing _______
�6. Metronome volume_______
�7. Phrase linking_______
�8. Improved PC link_______
�9. Improved sample engine_______
�10. Quick fill of drumkit_______

11. Sample edit_______
�12. Loop remix zone _______
�13. More LFO _______
�14. Better Reverb _______
�15. Clear unused samples from memory _______
�16. Pad velocity curve _______
17. Crossfade looping_______
======================================= 

Thanks again!
drew

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?



Yahoo! Hotjobs: Enter the "Signing Bonus" Sweepstakes

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12608|1220|2004-01-21 05:03:05|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
On Wednesday 21 January 2004 12:25, Drew Derr wrote:

> (A= Easier; B= Average; or, C= More Difficult)
> 1. Knob hook mode _______ B
> 2. Audition _______ C
> 3. Expanded Arpeggiator_______ B
> 4. Improved Grid Groove_______
> 5. Enter Grid/Step Record while playing _______
> 6. Metronome volume_______ B
> 7. Phrase linking_______
> 8. Improved PC link_______
> 9. Improved sample engine_______ C
> 10. Quick fill of drumkit_______ B
>
> 11. Sample edit_______ C
> 12. Loop remix zone _______ A
> 13. More LFO _______ B
> 14. Better Reverb _______ C
> 15. Clear unused samples from memory _______ A
> 16. Pad velocity curve _______ A
> 17. Crossfade looping_______ C

- Robert
| 12609|1220|2004-01-21 05:16:33|Latif|Re: Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
my point of view:

*1 easyfix [software_solution]
*2 impossible with current RS memory/hardware architecture (sorry)

*3 dunno/actually don't see any need for this,
as there are a gazillion other ways to arpegiate

*4 easyfix [software_solution] adding selectable CC instead of 
note/clock/gate and velo only, shouldbe implented the rightway 
ofcourse because of the NORMALIZE feature.

*5 due to the fact they implented it as it is now,
i don't think the proccesor of the RS could handle it if it ways 
implemented in a way where no 'stop' or 'pre-select' was needed at 
all.

*6 easyfix [software_solution] actually they are lazy bastards, 
and could have fixed this longtime ago.

*7 easyfix [software_solution] merely adding a sysexstring 
that can be used for this feature wouldbe enough (for me).

*8 forget it, not in this model
*9 forget it, not in this model



*10 sorry, don't understand this one.
*11 no comment

*12 not easy but doable
*13 don't know if the RS is really capable of handling more stuff 
on the synth engine, mine freezes up sometimes just by pressing 
to quick through menu pages hehehehe ;-)

*14 forget it, not in this model 
(buy lexicon or some other outboard gear).. :-/ sorry

*15 errhh? i don't get this one exactly, 
but i think it refers to when clearing a pattern from job menu, 
not everything is cleared..? 
i noticed this a couple of times yes, 
i also think the wave memory optimize is totally placed 
in a wrong place!!!!!!!!! 
it shouldbe in sample edit job menu, or smtng else,
//but to get back to the point, yes deleting a pattern 
should delete samples that were used there too.... 
seems like a bug//

*16 easyfix?
*17 probably would need a overhaul of the sample engine, 
cause even the MO-series don't have this if i'm correct, 
but it is do able.

Latif
| 12610|12610|2004-01-21 07:56:00|robotnik23|how do you work?|
hey everyone,

just bought my rs7k off ebay last week and beginning the process of
learning it. this is my first serious piece of hardware. I've been
messing around with Reason/Tracktion/VST synths for about a year.

thinking of composition in terms of patterns is different for me. 
typically I like to arrange as I go. on the rs it seems like the way
to do this is to move back and forth between pattern mode
(composition) and pattern chain mode (arrangement).

also, any sources for purchasing the manual aftermarket? I didn't get
one with mine. I have the PDF, and may get it printed/bound at
kinkos. but I'd prefer the real deal.

thanks

-- James
| 12611|12611|2004-01-21 07:56:22|johnny_sample|write protected smart media cards...|
how do you un-write protect a smart media card? i formatted using my 
usb smc reader from 'dazzle' and now i cant reformat on the rs7000 
because it says its write protected. i also cant access any files 
from the rs.

any suggestions?



| 12612|12612|2004-01-21 07:56:29|greatestofalltymes|RS7000 bag|
Hey, is that RS7000 carrying bag still available, and to guys in the 
US?
| 12613|1220|2004-01-21 08:34:37|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
On Wednesday 21 January 2004 13:16, Latif wrote:

> my point of view:
>
> *2 impossible with current RS memory/hardware
> architecture (sorry)

Audition needs hardware? Why?

Maybe I misunderstood the request. This is auditioning of 
samples before loading them into the RS, right? If so, 
that's just software.

- Robert
| 12614|12611|2004-01-21 08:36:08|Ian Vine|Re: write protected smart media cards...|
Peel off the little silver disk. That's the write protect 

IanV

johnny_sample <quadrafuzz@hotmail.com> wrote:
how do you un-write protect a smart media card? i formatted using my 
usb smc reader from 'dazzle' and now i cant reformat on the rs7000 
because it says its write protected. i also cant access any files 
from the rs.

any suggestions?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12615|1220|2004-01-21 08:49:36|Latif|Re: Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
uhmm couldbe, 
but the samples need to be loaded into the ram
the way it is now, is the ram is disabled for 
read purposes when in 'disk' operations.
so if you need to load them into the ram prior 
to hear them, it will make no difference in 
time spend on selecting/previewing samples,
other then that you don't have to leave the loadscreen.
dunno, i have a feeling that it will make no sense
to the developers.
not that it isn't a good thought/feature, don't get me wrong.
:)

btw. i don't think i seen a program/machine yet
that acceses data on a smartmedia card, without loading 
this data into some kind of ram first...? any1?

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 21 January 2004 13:16, Latif wrote:
> > my point of view:
> >
> > *2 impossible with current RS memory/hardware
> > architecture (sorry)
> 
> Audition needs hardware? Why?
> 
> Maybe I misunderstood the request. This is auditioning of 
> samples before loading them into the RS, right? If so, 
> that's just software.
> 
> - Robert

| 12616|1220|2004-01-21 10:28:30|Latif|Re: Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
You know what, actually it might be 
very simple indeed, if they just enabled the minikeyboard
so one could audition the loaded sample, 
and if desired replace it right there with another 
one untill they fill the kit, without leaving the import screen once.

the only thing you would have to cope with is the loading
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time of the samples, but if you use small ones like
most of us, this would be no problem.

so yes indeed sir. *2 easyfix 

:o
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> uhmm couldbe, 
> but the samples need to be loaded into the ram
> the way it is now, is the ram is disabled for 
> read purposes when in 'disk' operations.
> so if you need to load them into the ram prior 
> to hear them, it will make no difference in 
> time spend on selecting/previewing samples,
> other then that you don't have to leave the loadscreen.
> dunno, i have a feeling that it will make no sense
> to the developers.
> not that it isn't a good thought/feature, don't get me wrong.
> :)
> 
> btw. i don't think i seen a program/machine yet
> that acceses data on a smartmedia card, without loading 
> this data into some kind of ram first...? any1?
> 
> Latif
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Wednesday 21 January 2004 13:16, Latif wrote:
> > > my point of view:
> > >
> > > *2 impossible with current RS memory/hardware
> > > architecture (sorry)
> > 
> > Audition needs hardware? Why?
> > 
> > Maybe I misunderstood the request. This is auditioning of 
> > samples before loading them into the RS, right? If so, 
> > that's just software.
> > 
> > - Robert

| 12617|12611|2004-01-21 13:55:06|johnny_sample|Re: write protected smart media cards...|
there is no silver disk...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> Peel off the little silver disk. That's the write protect 
> 
> IanV
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> 
> johnny_sample wrote:
> how do you un-write protect a smart media card? i formatted using 
my 
> usb smc reader from 'dazzle' and now i cant reformat on the rs7000 
> because it says its write protected. i also cant access any files 
> from the rs.
> 
> any suggestions?
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12618|12612|2004-01-21 20:25:24|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS7000 bag|
In a message dated 1/21/2004 8:23:09 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
JULIANKENT1@AOL.COM writes:
Hey, is that RS7000 carrying bag still available, and to guys in the 
US?
I've never seen a bag specificly for the RS, not saying there isnt one, but I 
know there was one for the SU700. They might still be around and might fit 
the RS too if your looking. Would make a better purse for the female RSers tho 
8^)

Zam
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12619|12612|2004-01-22 09:45:44|greatestofalltymes|Re: RS7000 bag|
Here is the link to the carrying case

http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/uk/40_general_accessories/50_bags_softcases/1
0_bags_softcases/10_bags_softcases/index.html

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> In a message dated 1/21/2004 8:23:09 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> JULIANKENT1@A... writes:
> Hey, is that RS7000 carrying bag still available, and to guys in 
the 
> US?
> I've never seen a bag specificly for the RS, not saying there isnt 
one, but I 
> know there was one for the SU700. They might still be around and 
might fit 
> the RS too if your looking. Would make a better purse for the 
female RSers tho 
> 8^)
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12620|12593|2004-01-23 03:37:29|a_lepusa|Re: hmmm, anyone considering this? SPECTRALIS :)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:

> I bet it would fit along nicely next to the RS, but there are other 
> analogs that you can get for a lot cheaper than the 1800-2500 it'll 
> be. Voyager used would be awesome, or an Andromeda.

so you didn´t read the specs?
neither the voyager has a sequencer nor the andromeda, afaik.
ladders can´t load own samples from a smartmedia card, spectralis can.

you have a monophone [real!] analog synth with 2 filters, FM, 
crossmodulation fully analog filterbank, you have more than one 
sequencer- you might play asynchron sequences back and forth, 8band 
filters with hpf and bpf.
so if you use it properly you can achieve modulations until today 
only possible with modular synths

two analog osc, with sinus, triangle, PWM and sawtooth, the first osc 
is freely mixable;
osc sync, linear and exponential FM, even crossmodulated- the osc´s 
modulate each other audio-wise.
24db kaskade for punchy sounds, even this with linear FM
12db lowpass multimode with hp, bp and lp, combination allows notch 
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filter.
the filters can be parallel or linear, every filter-output can be 
routed exclusively or additionally into the FIXED FILTER BANK.
this one holds 8 24db bandpasses, a hp and a lp.
you can control the volume of the frequencies dynamically, means 
totally different sounds...

there´s a video at sonic state
| 12621|12560|2004-01-23 03:38:42|a_lepusa|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:

> I have been thinking about getting an aluminum faceplate 

manufactured 

> for my RS7000. It would probably be brushed silver aluminum with 
> either engraved or silkscreened/printed wording.
> 
> It would be just right to fit in a rack with the addition of some 
> rack ears, or maybe already come with rack holes drilled in the 
> faceplate.
> 
> Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this for 
> anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
> ~$100 each.
> 
> I haven't finished the panel schematics yet, but I will have a 

better 

> idea of the price when I get it done.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

me too, sounds very interesting.
keep us posted!
| 12622|12622|2004-01-23 15:08:41|beukenbv|how to install the patchscript for cubase SX|
I'm trying to set up my Cubase SX 2.01 for working with the RS7K. 
I've downloaded the Patchlists from this site and installed it in 
the ....\inactive\yamaha\ directory. Then I want to install the 
devvice by using the device manger setup in Cubase. But the RS7000 
will not be in the list. What's wrong??? I hope someone can give me 
the answer...ThanX Lester
| 12623|12622|2004-01-23 16:36:31|electrotimba|Re: how to install the patchscript for cubase SX|
It moved from Windows to documents, I spent lots of time finding it, 
finally used search on this board to find out about it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beukenbv" wrote:
> I'm trying to set up my Cubase SX 2.01 for working with the RS7K. 
> I've downloaded the Patchlists from this site and installed it in 
> the ....\inactive\yamaha\ directory. Then I want to install the 
> devvice by using the device manger setup in Cubase. But the RS7000 
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> will not be in the list. What's wrong??? I hope someone can give me 
> the answer...ThanX Lester

| 12624|12624|2004-01-24 14:40:43|stabilityillatease|Check out my music|
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/0/stabilitymusic.htm

Ive been making beats for about a year
Most the beats on that page are made with just the rs7k but i used a
motif es on one of em too. 

Leave me some feedback por favor
| 12625|12624|2004-01-24 18:39:33|Latif|Re: Check out my music|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
wrote:

> http://www.soundclick.com/bands/0/stabilitymusic.htm
> 
> Ive been making beats for about a year
> Most the beats on that page are made with just the rs7k but i used a
> motif es on one of em too. 
> 
> Leave me some feedback por favor

I'm not much of a hiphop head myself,
only stuff that sounds like 'Roots Manuva - Dusted'
is what really gets me buzzin within hiphop.

so basicly what i heard from you is a bit on the softside for me.

but the overall combo of scratching against the
beats sounds ok, it's just your volume level of 
the productions is waaaaaay to low mate :-)
you know where the volume knobs are don't you? 
give em a swing clockwise and faders way up ;)

keep it going!
Latif
| 12626|12622|2004-01-25 07:04:11|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: how to install the patchscript for cubase SX|
I would´ve changed it in the readme, but for some reason I don´t have access
to edit/delete it from the files section anymore.
Although I´m the uploader neither edit or delete is accessible.
Strange thing.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: electrotimba [mailto:electrotimba@yahoo.com] 
Gesendet: Samstag, 24. Januar 2004 00:36
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: how to install the patchscript for cubase SX
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It moved from Windows to documents, I spent lots of time finding it, finally
used search on this board to find out about it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beukenbv" wrote:
> I'm trying to set up my Cubase SX 2.01 for working with the RS7K. 
> I've downloaded the Patchlists from this site and installed it in the 
> ....\inactive\yamaha\ directory. Then I want to install the devvice by 
> using the device manger setup in Cubase. But the RS7000 will not be in 
> the list. What's wrong??? I hope someone can give me the 
> answer...ThanX Lester
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| 12627|12627|2004-01-25 11:04:12|weedalova|How do you use the Pads ?|
I just wanted to know, what you use the press sensitive pads of the rs 
for? 
I wanted to use em with crazy vocal sounds, as eg DJ Shadow did in 
midnight i a perfect world, but I don't know how to realize a longer 
gate time for the sounds i sampled. 

So please go on and explain how you integrate the pads in your songs.

cya
| 12628|12627|2004-01-25 11:15:09|Latif|Re: How do you use the Pads ?|
sometimes when i make real long hours
working the RS, i use them as rest place for my elbow... nice and 
soft.
other then that, they don't have any use for me hehehe ;)

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weedalova" wrote:
> I just wanted to know, what you use the press sensitive pads of the 
rs 
> for? 
> I wanted to use em with crazy vocal sounds, as eg DJ Shadow did in 
> midnight i a perfect world, but I don't know how to realize a 
longer 
> gate time for the sounds i sampled. 
> 
> So please go on and explain how you integrate the pads in your 
songs.
> 
> cya

| 12629|12629|2004-01-25 17:06:06|rainerman|Patterns|
I noticed that on the RM1x there are canned patterns that you can just
play as a loop. Is there the same thing in the RS700 or do you have to
create your own patterns out of the phrases? Just new and leaning.

rainerman dug
| 12630|12630|2004-01-25 19:33:18|watchmy9mmgobang|4 measures in record mode? 2 questions|
I just bought an RS7000 and ive got some questions,, and yes i read
the manual :)

How can i make a beat in the GRID mode, in those 4 measur????
When im in record mode, the pattern loops within one measure but, when
i go back to the pattern mode,,,it plays all 4 measures but those are
empty!

Is there any way i just copy that part to those 4 measures so i dont
have to skip back and forth all the time???
| 12631|12630|2004-01-25 20:09:16|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: 4 measures in record mode? 2 questions|
In a message dated 1/25/2004 7:34:52 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
watchmy9mmgobang@yahoo.co.uk writes:
How can i make a beat in the GRID mode, in those 4 measur????
When im in record mode, the pattern loops within one measure but, when
i go back to the pattern mode,,,it plays all 4 measures but those are
empty!

Use the double arrow buttons next to the play button to bounce between 
measures.

Is there any way i just copy that part to those 4 measures so i dont
have to skip back and forth all the time???
You can create a one measure phrase, in a 4 measure pattern, it will loop. 
There is also a copy function in job mode that you will have to learn to use 
that may help you as well.

Happy RSing!

Zam 8^)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12632|12629|2004-01-25 20:27:13|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Patterns|
In a message dated 1/25/2004 5:07:32 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
rainerman@yahoo.com writes:
I noticed that on the RM1x there are canned patterns that you can just
play as a loop. Is there the same thing in the RS700 or do you have to
create your own patterns out of the phrases? Just new and leaning.
No built in canned patterns that I can tell or know of on the RS, the SM card 
that it comes with I think has a few, but I would never use them for 
composeing. However, there are plenty of canned phrases you can add into your 
patterns. Canned sucks all around anyways (not just on yamaha gear). I always use 
canned stuff spareingly, preferer making my own stuff, and so should everyone 
in my opinion. Nothing cheapins a jingle more than if a canned phrase or 
pattern in it is noticeable. There are exceptions, but thats besides the point. 
You won't need canned stuff once you get good with the RS.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12633|1220|2004-01-25 21:34:16|Drew Derr|Re: Next Steps: Yamaha OS Update Request|
Robert & Latif, thanks very much for the feedback.
It helps to hone the list a bit, and not bother Yamaha with requests that are moon shots.
Some of our requests might be easy enough that they will help us out.

Thanks again.

Next I'm gonna be working on a short presentation, and then get your feedback on that.

Cheers
drew

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:
my point of view:

*1 easyfix [software_solution]
*2 impossible with current RS memory/hardware architecture (sorry)

*3 dunno/actually don't see any need for this,
as there are a gazillion other ways to arpegiate

*4 easyfix [software_solution] adding selectable CC instead of 
note/clock/gate and velo only, shouldbe implented the rightway 
ofcourse because of the NORMALIZE feature.

*5 due to the fact they implented it as it is now,
i don't think the proccesor of the RS could handle it if it ways 
implemented in a way where no 'stop' or 'pre-select' was needed at 
all.

*6 easyfix [software_solution] actually they are lazy bastards, 
and could have fixed this longtime ago.
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*7 easyfix [software_solution] merely adding a sysexstring 
that can be used for this feature wouldbe enough (for me).

*8 forget it, not in this model
*9 forget it, not in this model
*10 sorry, don't understand this one.
*11 no comment

*12 not easy but doable
*13 don't know if the RS is really capable of handling more stuff 
on the synth engine, mine freezes up sometimes just by pressing 
to quick through menu pages hehehehe ;-)

*14 forget it, not in this model 
(buy lexicon or some other outboard gear).. :-/ sorry

*15 errhh? i don't get this one exactly, 
but i think it refers to when clearing a pattern from job menu, 
not everything is cleared..? 
i noticed this a couple of times yes, 
i also think the wave memory optimize is totally placed 
in a wrong place!!!!!!!!! 
it shouldbe in sample edit job menu, or smtng else,
//but to get back to the point, yes deleting a pattern 
should delete samples that were used there too.... 
seems like a bug//

*16 easyfix?
*17 probably would need a overhaul of the sample engine, 
cause even the MO-series don't have this if i'm correct, 
but it is do able.

Latif
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12634|12630|2004-01-25 21:43:03|watchmy9mmgobang|Re: 4 measures in record mode? 2 questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> In a message dated 1/25/2004 7:34:52 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> watchmy9mmgobang@y... writes:
> How can i make a beat in the GRID mode, in those 4 measur????
> When im in record mode, the pattern loops within one measure but, when
> i go back to the pattern mode,,,it plays all 4 measures but those are
> empty!
> 
> Use the double arrow buttons next to the play button to bounce between 
> measures.
> 
> 
> Is there any way i just copy that part to those 4 measures so i dont
> have to skip back and forth all the time???
> You can create a one measure phrase, in a 4 measure pattern, it will

loop. 

> There is also a copy function in job mode that you will have to

learn to use 

> that may help you as well.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Thanx,,, and is it normal that i can keep on playing a track when
going to the jobmode? Its also impossible to play while pressing
record,, will that be helped in a future update???

peace
| 12635|12635|2004-01-25 21:45:13|watchmy9mmgobang|Split up notes of a patter|
Is it possible to split the midinotes of one pattern,, to different
patterns??
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For instance, if i make a drum track in pattern one (hihats kick drum
etc), is it possible to copy or split the notes so i can mix and
sequence all those hi hats and kickdrums etc on separate channels??

Its very timeconcuming to make a different channel for only one
drumsound all the time, i hope someone can help me out on this one
| 12636|12630|2004-01-25 22:34:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: 4 measures in record mode? 2 questions|
In a message dated 1/25/2004 10:20:29 PM Eastern Standard Time, watchmy9mmgobang@yahoo.co.uk writes:

> Thanx,,, and is it normal that i can keep on playing a track when
> going to the jobmode? Its also impossible to play while 
> pressing
> record,, will that be helped in a future update???

Its not normal at all... when in job mode everything should be stopped. If the RS plays while in job mode that is very
strange behavior. Yamaha is the only technollogy I've seen that uses a "job mode" like it does and is what makes it
special in that way. If it plays while in job mode, I suggest stopping it so it can do the job faster. Hit play after to see
what job mode changed, if not like then use job mode undo. Thats what I do, plus save before any job mode changes,
just incase.

Zam
| 12637|12635|2004-01-26 02:14:46|Oddbods Finger|Re: Split up notes of a patter|
There's the Divide Drum Track Job.
This has a tendancy to do odd things sometimes though.
Put your drums on Track 1 and make sure there's nothing on Tracks 2 -
8.
You could always do this in another Style then copy the Phrases back 
to your original Style.

......or there's the Extract Event Job which can be adjusted to be 
Note Specific.
| 12638|12627|2004-01-26 03:17:51|trapstate|Re: How do you use the Pads ?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weedalova" wrote:

> I just wanted to know, what you use the press sensitive pads of the rs 
> for? 
> I wanted to use em with crazy vocal sounds, as eg DJ Shadow did in 
> midnight i a perfect world, but I don't know how to realize a longer 
> gate time for the sounds i sampled. 
> 
> So please go on and explain how you integrate the pads in your songs.
> 
> cya

I also don't use them. For drums I use my velocity sensitive master
controller. I would be interesting if you could control the gate time
or several other controller values with these pad, but I guess you
would have to convert the midi data yourself or maybe get one of these
Roland octapads?? 
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Paul
| 12639|12639|2004-01-26 08:01:22|Latif|[OT] new Notron gear|
it's coming back and even better
http://www.grexultra.com/

Latif
| 12640|12639|2004-01-26 10:35:07|megons|Re: [OT] new Notron gear|
The MFx8 looks like a castrated Notron if you ask me. They took out 
all the sequencing functions and will supposedly put it in 
the "Genotron".

I'm sure Ableton Live users may find this appealing, but it doesn't 
really hold a candle to what the Notron could do.

Furthermore, I have no use for the Genotron - "5 times the processing 
power of a Notron" - but how can you harness that with only 4 buttons 
and one knob? Please remember, the original Notron has 103 buttons, 
10 knobs and four wheels and is a user interface masterpiece. The 
limited interface of the Gentron reminds me of a Oberheim Drummer or 
Cyclone... hahah. 

The funniest thing on that website is Gerard Cambpell (inventor of 
the original Notron) lamenting about not enough people buying the 
Notron:

"Many people seem to have heard of the Notron. It would have been 
nice if so many had actually bought the machine at the time!"

...Maybe more people would have bought the Notron if the fucker 
didn't reset whenever you happened to build up a static charge from 
moving around and using it... or when the crappy power plug would 
fall out. I doubt I'll ever use mine for live use again. My RS7000, 
on the other hand, has never failed on my during a live performance.

michel
http://sneak-thief.com
http://polygamyboys.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> it's coming back and even better
> http://www.grexultra.com/
> 
> Latif

| 12641|12641|2004-01-26 21:45:52|watchmy9mmgobang|Loading samples in wav format from smart media,,,,|
jeeeezzzz, im having a hard time enjoying my recently purchased
rs7000. Besides some other weird problems the peace of shit wont load
samples in wav format from my smart media card. I did everything the
manual said, but it just wont work. What can possibly go wrong with
loading a wav file from a friggin smart media card,,,, pffffffff
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The waf files are all 16bit and 44.1khz
| 12642|12641|2004-01-26 21:49:44|dopamine|Re: Loading samples in wav format from smart media,,,,|
So you pressed load twice to come to the sample load page? You could then 
see the samples available? Then they wouldn't load? Give us a bit more info 
mate.

Matt

At 03:00 AM 1/27/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>jeeeezzzz, im having a hard time enjoying my recently purchased
>rs7000. Besides some other weird problems the peace of shit wont load
>samples in wav format from my smart media card. I did everything the
>manual said, but it just wont work. What can possibly go wrong with
>loading a wav file from a friggin smart media card,,,, pffffffff
>
>The waf files are all 16bit and 44.1khz
>
>
>
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| 12643|12643|2004-01-26 23:16:05|M A Cinense|New 2 the group.|
I am researching samplers, because I will be buying one this year. 
I figured that I will end up spending roughly 1k. So anyway, I have 
been looking at the following samplers.
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1. Akai MPC1000
2. Akai MPC2000XL
3. Roland MC-909
4. Yamaha SU700
5. Yamaha RS7000
6. E-mu E-5000 Ultra
7. Boss Sp-505
8. Roland MC-09
9. Roland SP808EX

Since this is the Yamaha RS7000 group, can you tell me what you like 
and dislike about your RS7k? Any benefits or disadvantages you can 
tell me about your sampler versus the ones mentioned above would be 
greatly appreciated. I am looking at getting this in April or 
sooner.

thank you,
| 12644|12641|2004-01-27 00:13:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loading samples in wav format from smart media,,,,|
On Tuesday 27 January 2004 04:00, watchmy9mmgobang wrote:

> jeeeezzzz, im having a hard time enjoying my recently
> purchased rs7000. Besides some other weird problems the
> peace of shit wont load samples in wav format from my
> smart media card. I did everything the manual said, but
> it just wont work. What can possibly go wrong with
> loading a wav file from a friggin smart media card,,,,
> pffffffff
>
> The waf files are all 16bit and 44.1khz

Make sure you select the Import page (hit Load twice). The 
SMPL option in the first page is not what you're after, 
that's for RS native samples.

- Robert
| 12645|12643|2004-01-27 05:54:47|Latif|Re: New 2 the group.|
your list describes 2 types of samplers:
multi-sampler
non-multisampler (phrase samplers)

it's upto you to decide what you need
in your setup.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "M A Cinense" wrote:
> I am researching samplers, because I will be buying one this year. 
> I figured that I will end up spending roughly 1k. So anyway, I 
have 
> been looking at the following samplers.
> 
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> 1. Akai MPC1000
> 2. Akai MPC2000XL
> 3. Roland MC-909
> 4. Yamaha SU700
> 5. Yamaha RS7000
> 6. E-mu E-5000 Ultra
> 7. Boss Sp-505
> 8. Roland MC-09
> 9. Roland SP808EX
> 
> Since this is the Yamaha RS7000 group, can you tell me what you 
like 
> and dislike about your RS7k? Any benefits or disadvantages you can 
> tell me about your sampler versus the ones mentioned above would be 
> greatly appreciated. I am looking at getting this in April or 
> sooner.
> 
> thank you,

| 12646|12643|2004-01-27 08:16:51|Bryan Rodgers|Re: New 2 the group.|
do you need a sampler, or a sequencer? Studio, or Live! use?

Here, let me help you narrow your list(imho):
1. Akai MPC1000[wicked]
2. Akai MPC2000XL[garbage->the MPC1k is waayyy better]
3. Roland MC-909[meh]
4. Yamaha SU700[junk]
5. Yamaha RS7000[wicked]
6. E-mu E-5000 Ultra[wicked]
7. Boss Sp-505[junk]
8. Roland MC-09[pass]
9. Roland SP808EX[pass]

;)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: M A Cinense [mailto:studio_6512@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2004 10:00 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] New 2 the group.

I am researching samplers, because I will be buying one this year. 
I figured that I will end up spending roughly 1k. So anyway, I have 
been looking at the following samplers.

1. Akai MPC1000
2. Akai MPC2000XL
3. Roland MC-909
4. Yamaha SU700
5. Yamaha RS7000
6. E-mu E-5000 Ultra
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7. Boss Sp-505
8. Roland MC-09
9. Roland SP808EX

Since this is the Yamaha RS7000 group, can you tell me what you like 
and dislike about your RS7k? Any benefits or disadvantages you can 
tell me about your sampler versus the ones mentioned above would be 
greatly appreciated. I am looking at getting this in April or 
sooner.

thank you,
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| 12647|12622|2004-01-27 11:29:37|beukenbv|Re: how to install the patchscript for cubase SX|
Thanx it's working right now. Finally I've got all my equipment with 
patchscripts in Cubase SX. 

Greetz Lester

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> I would´ve changed it in the readme, but for some reason I don´t 
have access
> to edit/delete it from the files section anymore.
> Although I´m the uploader neither edit or delete is accessible.
> Strange thing.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: electrotimba [mailto:electrotimba@y...] 
> Gesendet: Samstag, 24. Januar 2004 00:36
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> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: how to install the patchscript for cubase SX
> 
> It moved from Windows to documents, I spent lots of time finding 
it, finally
> used search on this board to find out about it.
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "beukenbv" wrote:
> > I'm trying to set up my Cubase SX 2.01 for working with the RS7K. 
> > I've downloaded the Patchlists from this site and installed it in 
the 
> > ....\inactive\yamaha\ directory. Then I want to install the 
devvice by 
> > using the device manger setup in Cubase. But the RS7000 will not 
be in 
> > the list. What's wrong??? I hope someone can give me the 
> > answer...ThanX Lester
> 
> 
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| 12648|12622|2004-01-27 14:59:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to install the patchscript for cubase SX|
On Tuesday 27 January 2004 13:12, beukenbv wrote:

> Thanx it's working right now. Finally I've got all my
> equipment with patchscripts in Cubase SX.

About time to get other gear then. ;)

- Robert
| 12649|12643|2004-01-27 15:01:11|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: New 2 the group.|
It might be cheaper to just get a sampler if thats all you need. The RS has 
its downsides, but all around I think it is the best single piece of gear that 
I've ever used or played around with for making music, not just for sampling 
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and sequencing from other stuff.

Zam

In a message dated 1/26/2004 11:16:48 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
studio_6512@yahoo.com writes:
Any benefits or disadvantages you can 
tell me about your sampler versus the ones mentioned above would be 
greatly appreciated.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12650|12641|2004-01-27 15:40:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Loading samples in wav format from smart media,,,,|
If you can open the .wav file on your computers sound editor, can also try 
re-saving it, making sure it is formated to save as type Windows PCM *.wav might 
help the situation. There are several formats of .wav files, some good some 
not so good if you didn't know that already. Make sure its a good file by 
re-saveing with settings you know are a good format. I'd consider this before 
I'd say the RS is a POS that wont load .wavs.

Also, breathing in slowly and counting to ten may help too 8^)

Zam

In a message dated 1/26/2004 9:46:14 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
watchmy9mmgobang@yahoo.co.uk writes:
jeeeezzzz, im having a hard time enjoying my recently purchased
rs7000. Besides some other weird problems the peace of shit wont load
samples in wav format from my smart media card. I did everything the
manual said, but it just wont work. What can possibly go wrong with
loading a wav file from a friggin smart media card,,,, pffffffff

The waf files are all 16bit and 44.1khz

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12651|12651|2004-01-27 20:50:19|dreamchimney|easy: making user patters only one measure|
if im in a style of length 001/008
how do i make a USER Pattern of only one measure that just repeats 
over the entire 8 measures. everytime i make a user pattern it 
automaticly makes it 8 measures long

thanks for your help
ryan
| 12652|12651|2004-01-27 21:40:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: easy: making user patters only one measure|
Good question, maybe make a style length 001/001... I think you can only do 
this with arleady created styles by creating a new user style and selecting 
the measure length before you input any note information. Once the notes are 
put in I don't think the measure length can be easly changed. If you have the 
style you want and it is too long or has empty measures, you may have to copy 
just the measure or measures you want to loop to a new style or track and it 
will chop the length down to just those measures that you've copied, then those 
measures will loop across the pattern length whatever that may be. I don't 
know of simpler way, if there is I'd like to know too. It seems you cant just 
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change measure length once you've already got note data in it, I've been doing 
it this way and it is a pain, I hope there is an easier way and if someone 
knows I cant wait to hear to it, it'l help me out too.

Zam

In a message dated 1/27/2004 9:24:11 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
dreamchimney@yahoo.com writes:
if im in a style of length 001/008
how do i make a USER Pattern of only one measure that just repeats 
over the entire 8 measures. everytime i make a user pattern it 
automaticly makes it 8 measures long

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12653|12651|2004-01-28 00:36:11|dreamchimney|Re: easy: making user patters only one measure|
hmmmm.... i've used the qy700 in which you select the length of your 
user pattern BEFORE you being recording and actually in the qy700 
there is no way i know of to change the length of it after you have 
recorded it. seems they would have improved that in the rs7k

also a few other hopefully easy questions.

can i change the length of time the style will play between switching 
SECTIONS. when im in A and go to B id like it to wait til the full 
style of 8 gets to the end. is this possible or do just have to watch 
the clock and time it right...

is there anyway to have a pitched sample loaded in a track in one 
SECTION and have a different one on that same track in another 
SECTION ? or am i stuck with one sample per track per style. (other 
then nonpitched samples. seems that i can load a sample into every 
note per track on import, but i want to have each track dedicated to 
one sample only if possible)

thanks for any advice
ryan
| 12654|12651|2004-01-28 01:00:43|Latif|Re: easy: making user patters only one measure|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> if im in a style of length 001/008
> how do i make a USER Pattern of only one measure that just repeats 
> over the entire 8 measures. everytime i make a user pattern it 
> automaticly makes it 8 measures long
> 
> thanks for your help
> ryan

set the STYLE lenght to 1 prior to recording.
The phrase lenghts are always subject to the style lenght
upon pressing record.
:)
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Latif
| 12655|12641|2004-01-28 03:04:36|James Kneen|Re: Loading samples in wav format from smart media,,,,|
It's worth noting that you'll get an illegal file message if samples are in 
16bit 44.1KHz (single channel) MONO.

James.

>From: Dbeam505@aol.com
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Loading samples in wav format from smart media,,,,
>Date: Tue, 27 Jan 2004 17:12:43 EST
>
>If you can open the .wav file on your computers sound editor, can also try
>re-saving it, making sure it is formated to save as type Windows PCM *.wav 
>might
>help the situation. There are several formats of .wav files, some good 
>some
>not so good if you didn't know that already. Make sure its a good file by
>re-saveing with settings you know are a good format. I'd consider this 
>before
>I'd say the RS is a POS that wont load .wavs.
>
>Also, breathing in slowly and counting to ten may help too 8^)
>
>Zam
>
>In a message dated 1/26/2004 9:46:14 PM Mountain Standard Time,
>watchmy9mmgobang@yahoo.co.uk writes:
>jeeeezzzz, im having a hard time enjoying my recently purchased
>rs7000. Besides some other weird problems the peace of shit wont load
>samples in wav format from my smart media card. I did everything the
>manual said, but it just wont work. What can possibly go wrong with
>loading a wav file from a friggin smart media card,,,, pffffffff
>
>The waf files are all 16bit and 44.1khz
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself with cool new emoticons http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
| 12656|12629|2004-01-28 07:13:49|James Kneen|Re: Patterns|
You're right Zam, but the preset phrases can be useful to send out to 
external gear whilst getting messy with the loop remix... If theres nothing 
else inspirational going on :-)

James.
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>From: Dbeam505@aol.com
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Patterns
>Date: Sun, 25 Jan 2004 22:27:08 EST
>
>In a message dated 1/25/2004 5:07:32 PM Mountain Standard Time,
>rainerman@yahoo.com writes:
>I noticed that on the RM1x there are canned patterns that you can just
>play as a loop. Is there the same thing in the RS700 or do you have to
>create your own patterns out of the phrases? Just new and leaning.
>No built in canned patterns that I can tell or know of on the RS, the SM 
>card
>that it comes with I think has a few, but I would never use them for
>composeing. However, there are plenty of canned phrases you can add into 
>your
>patterns. Canned sucks all around anyways (not just on yamaha gear). I 
>always use
>canned stuff spareingly, preferer making my own stuff, and so should 
>everyone
>in my opinion. Nothing cheapins a jingle more than if a canned phrase or
>pattern in it is noticeable. There are exceptions, but thats besides the 
>point.
>You won't need canned stuff once you get good with the RS.
>
>Zam
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

_________________________________________________________________
Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you. 
http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess
| 12657|12657|2004-01-28 08:11:05|mr_doberman2003|Can some one please explain.....|
What exactly does patchscripts do?....I've had Cubase Sx installed 
before...but uninstalled it until I can get a decent computer. I have 
an idea as to what it's about but not the software as of now to go 
and check for myself! So forgive me if this seems like a "Simple 
Simon" question. Thanks in advance!
| 12658|12657|2004-01-28 10:42:38|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Can some one please explain.....|
It´s simply that you can "connect" the patchscript to a midi-out, which
leads to seeing your real patchnames of your gear in the prog.changes
instead Prog. 1-127 in Cubase SX.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: mr_doberman2003 [mailto:elaster@cicresearch.com] 
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 28. Januar 2004 16:03
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An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Can some one please explain.....

What exactly does patchscripts do?....I've had Cubase Sx installed 
before...but uninstalled it until I can get a decent computer. I have 
an idea as to what it's about but not the software as of now to go 
and check for myself! So forgive me if this seems like a "Simple 
Simon" question. Thanks in advance! 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12659|12629|2004-01-28 16:02:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Patterns|
Loop remixing is pretty dang cool, so is the grid mode, and I don't think I 
could live without beat streaching, very convient features on the RS too that 
I've not seen implemented as well on other gear 8^)

Zam

In a message dated 1/28/2004 7:16:03 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
jameskneen@hotmail.com writes:
You're right Zam, but the preset phrases can be useful to send out to 
external gear whilst getting messy with the loop remix... If theres nothing 
else inspirational going on :-)

James.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12660|12651|2004-01-28 16:41:51|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: easy: making user patters only one measure|
I've used the QY70 for many years (a baby 700), so I know what your talking 
about. I've never been able to figure out how to make the RS wait till the end 
of a measure before the next selected section plays like the QYs do. That was 
nice on QYs and I don't think the RS can do it, not that I know of anyway, 
and it does make the transitions messy and dificult sometimes, but I've learned 
to live with it, and there are little tricks you can do to help keep it tight 
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and sometimes it actually creates stuff that was impossible for the QYs to do 
using one pattern alone. A trick I like to use that helps me is to put a 
reverse crash about a 3/4 or 1/2 measure before the end of the pattern and I wait 
to hear that before I punch stuff in or out.

As for the sampling, I'm still learning tricks, but it does have a "pitched 
voice" for recording samples and I think it spreads a single sample across the 
keyboard if thats what your looking for, however its not a streatched or 
processed pitch, its done by speeding or slowing the sample. Also, I may be wrong 
here, but I think there is also a way to split the keyboard with two patches, 
so it may be possible to have two pitched samples on the same track, but I'm 
not entirely sure of this, havent tried to do it yet to be sure if it is 
actually possible. I know the korg trtion series you can assign multiple samples to 
several notes in a pitch range, which was nice, but was way too expensive to 
keep it around for just that and sold it for a new laptop. I've not played 
around with all the sample modes on the RS yet, there is Slice+Seq (not sure 
what that does yet), Kit (one sample per note I believe), Kit+Note (not sure but 
may be what I'm looking for like what the triton had), and Pitched (picted 
sample across keyboard spread).

Hope this helps some, good luck!

Zam

In a message dated 1/28/2004 12:44:46 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
dreamchimney@yahoo.com writes:
hmmmm.... i've used the qy700 in which you select the length of your 
user pattern BEFORE you being recording and actually in the qy700 
there is no way i know of to change the length of it after you have 
recorded it. seems they would have improved that in the rs7k

also a few other hopefully easy questions.

can i change the length of time the style will play between switching 
SECTIONS. when im in A and go to B id like it to wait til the full 
style of 8 gets to the end. is this possible or do just have to watch 
the clock and time it right...

is there anyway to have a pitched sample loaded in a track in one 
SECTION and have a different one on that same track in another 
SECTION ? or am i stuck with one sample per track per style. (other 
then nonpitched samples. seems that i can load a sample into every 
note per track on import, but i want to have each track dedicated to 
one sample only if possible)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12661|12651|2004-01-28 16:53:58|Latif|Re: easy: pattern quantize switch|

>[PATTERN QUANTIZE] parameter in System 1/4, this one must be able to 

be set to 'STYLE LENGHT' as quantize switch!<

this is a feature a suggested and begged for many times,
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including emails with Yamaha Germany and Netherlands
which Germany acknowledge as quite improving feature,
but unfortunatly oure 'friends' at Yamaha US seem to think
differently about it...
so i finally gave up

my last try was here:

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
Cat=1,2,4&Board=RS7000&Number=37232&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpar
t=1

copy entire link to view.

the pattern quantize switch as it is now is too
silly yes, yes :=/

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I've used the QY70 for many years (a baby 700), so I know what your 
talking 
> about. I've never been able to figure out how to make the RS wait 
till the end 
> of a measure before the next selected section plays like the QYs 
do. That was 
> nice on QYs and I don't think the RS can do it, not that I know of 
anyway, 
> and it does make the transitions messy and dificult sometimes, but 
I've learned 
> to live with it, and there are little tricks you can do to help 
keep it tight 
> and sometimes it actually creates stuff that was impossible for the 
QYs to do 
> using one pattern alone. A trick I like to use that helps me is to 
put a 
> reverse crash about a 3/4 or 1/2 measure before the end of the 
pattern and I wait 
> to hear that before I punch stuff in or out.

| 12662|12643|2004-01-28 19:02:59|M A Cinense|Re: New 2 the group.|
What's the difference between the 2? Can a multisampler be used as 
a phrase sampler as well?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> your list describes 2 types of samplers:
> multi-sampler
> non-multisampler (phrase samplers)
> 
> it's upto you to decide what you need
> in your setup.
> 
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> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "M A Cinense" 
wrote:
> > I am researching samplers, because I will be buying one this 
year. 
> > I figured that I will end up spending roughly 1k. So anyway, I 
> have 
> > been looking at the following samplers.
> > 
> > 1. Akai MPC1000
> > 2. Akai MPC2000XL
> > 3. Roland MC-909
> > 4. Yamaha SU700
> > 5. Yamaha RS7000
> > 6. E-mu E-5000 Ultra
> > 7. Boss Sp-505
> > 8. Roland MC-09
> > 9. Roland SP808EX
> > 
> > Since this is the Yamaha RS7000 group, can you tell me what you 
> like 
> > and dislike about your RS7k? Any benefits or disadvantages you 
can 
> > tell me about your sampler versus the ones mentioned above would 
be 
> > greatly appreciated. I am looking at getting this in April or 
> > sooner.
> > 
> > thank you,

| 12663|12629|2004-01-28 19:03:23|rainerman|Re: Patterns|
Thanks for the help. Actually, I am having a great yime creating
phrases. loops, patterns, etc

rainerman

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rainerman" wrote:
> I noticed that on the RM1x there are canned patterns that you can just
> play as a loop. Is there the same thing in the RS700 or do you have to
> create your own patterns out of the phrases? Just new and leaning.
> 
> rainerman dug

| 12664|12664|2004-01-28 19:04:24|johnny_sample|a few questions...|
i recently got a good deal on a used rs. i am pleased to have one. 
a couple of questions however...

where can i get a replacement knob? one of the ones under the lcd is 
missing.

what is the latest os? i have v1.2 now, but found something in 
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japanese that seems to suggest there is v1.21. i dont want to try it 
and find out its not what i thought it was...

thanks

john
| 12665|12665|2004-01-28 19:04:25|rainerman|downloading and using files|
I went to the files section and down loaded a couple of files. Beiong
that I am a newbie, I thought I might study someone else's files to
see how they put stuff together. So, how do I get the files to the
RS7K? They're on my desdtop now.

rainerman
| 12666|12666|2004-01-28 19:05:09|johnny_sample|a couple questions...|
i bought a used rs7000 on ebay, but im missing a knob. the ones that 
are below the lcd display... where can i get another one?

also, what is the latest os revision? i have 1.2 but i found 
something in japanese that says 1.21. is this correct?

thanks

john
| 12667|12665|2004-01-28 20:25:20|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: downloading and using files|
You have a Smart Media card read/writer? Its what I use, and I just copy 
files from & to that between my PC & RS. They are cheap and plug-n-play, no 
special drivers or cables.

Zam

In a message dated 1/28/2004 8:01:30 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
rainerman@yahoo.com writes:
I went to the files section and down loaded a couple of files. Beiong
that I am a newbie, I thought I might study someone else's files to
see how they put stuff together. So, how do I get the files to the
RS7K? They're on my desdtop now.

rainerman

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12668|12657|2004-01-29 07:23:58|mr_doberman2003|Re: Can some one please explain.....|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:

> It´s simply that you can "connect" the patchscript to a midi-out, 

which

> leads to seeing your real patchnames of your gear in the 

prog.changes

> instead Prog. 1-127 in Cubase SX.
> 
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> Greetings, WThor
> 

Thanks! Very helpful!
Doberman
| 12669|12669|2004-01-29 08:28:22|johnny_sample|oops, my bad|
i thought my posts didnt make it because it took so long, sorry to 
post 3 times... i should have done more research in the first place.
| 12670|12670|2004-01-29 12:32:16|adrianglamour|playing LOOPS|
HI guys i need to know if i can create a LOOP into my pc , than with 
a SMART CARD i store the file in it and then into the RS7K, which 
it's extencion supported(*.wave or what??)Than do i got memory
(fisical places where i can save my LOOPs) inside my RS/K in order to 
sound my LOOPs??? or i got use the SIMM Ram(buying 2x32 72 pin 
Simm ???

tanks 4 ur supporter and helping

u'r great giving us possibility to learn about RS7K
| 12671|12671|2004-01-29 12:33:11|adrianglamour|MEMORY UPGRADED|
HI guys ...i ' would like to know which it's the specific memory 
SIMM fully working with RS7K ????
May i contact Yamaha or what???

tanks to let me know
| 12672|12672|2004-01-29 12:34:31|adrianglamour|SCSI DEVICE questions|
Hi guys , i got some questions to do.
using a scsi device like an Hard Disk i can take and sound directly 
samples stored in it ??
i need only an hard disk and a scsi cable to do that???
can i use RS7K with only a Hard Disk SCSI ??
do i got formatt the scsi HD ??
or i got use SCSI HD connected to a PC ?
| 12673|10274|2004-01-29 14:42:05|Robert van der Kamp|Fwd: Re: Welcome to RS7000|
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12674|12670|2004-01-29 20:07:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: playing LOOPS|
Yes you can create a loop in windows .wav PCM format and transfer it to the 
RS. Though I've not done this myself, I've read in the manual to be possible 
to load the .wavs. I think it also supports some other formats. Not sure what 
sample rates to store the .wav in for it to load properly (I've heard it can 
be picky from recent past posts), to be honest, I've always imported my loops 
& sounds from my PC through an FX processor then into the RS via the 
left/right analog inputs on the back. The memory your talking about, the RS comes with 
4 megs RAM, it is volitile can buy two 32 meg SIMs, don't remember specs, but if you go to local rep they 
should be able to look it up when you buy them. They are easy to install but 
you have to take the back pannel off the RS. Then there is the SM (Smart Media 
Cards) which is likely the way you'll be transfering your loops between PC & 
RS, get a SM read/writer (small investment at a computer store) along with some 
SM Cards as well, they come in various sizes, the more megs the more expensive 
obviously. These are what store your files & .wavs and stuff when you have 
no power. Biggist chip I've used is 64meg, might can go higher, but I don't 
see the point since the RS can only load 64megs into its memory maximum. Do 
this and you'll be set!



Zam 8^) 

In a message dated 1/29/2004 4:47:47 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
adrianglamour@yahoo.it writes:
HI guys i need to know if i can create a LOOP into my pc , than with 
a SMART CARD i store the file in it and then into the RS7K, which 
it's extencion supported(*.wave or what??)Than do i got memory
(fisical places where i can save my LOOPs) inside my RS/K in order to 
sound my LOOPs??? or i got use the SIMM Ram(buying 2x32 72 pin 
Simm ???

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12675|12675|2004-01-30 00:07:56|faxorgy|OT: For sale Melb. Oz all prices in (AUD $)|
For anyone interested ,thought I'd give first dibbs to fellow Aussie 
RS7K users ;) ....

Waldorf MicroQ Lite - 12 voice micro q ;same feature set synth engine
as 25 voice model (can be updated via software)
Has vocoder ,ring mod,delays ,phasers etc +
mulit-outputs .... excellent condition $800 
or nearest offer.

Kawai K4R rompler - 8 outs ,super gnarly low pass digital resonance
filters ,superb for wooshy swept pads ,industrial
noise and suprisingly basses (not a bad juno 106
emulator either)
Absolutely mint - looks like a factory direct
model ,kept in rack ,never gigged.
$400 or nearest offer.

Behringer UB1832 Fx-Pro Mixer ,still underwarranty ,work flawlessly.
Suprisingly quiet mic'pre's eq ,built in FX plus 2
additional aux sends with lots of routing options.
Complete with rack ears and 'desktop' rack mount
10U (takes up entire rack) and is free standing 
open L frame variety for easy connectivity and 
access.
Mint Condition (never gigged) - would suit newbie
or gigging muso perfectly. 
$500 ono (including stand/rackunit)

Cheers guys let me know if you're interested ok ;)...
| 12676|12671|2004-01-30 06:12:48|bashon reid|Re: MEMORY UPGRADED|
read page 274 in the manual and that should help you alot, One Orgman

adrianglamour <adrianglamour@yahoo.it> wrote:HI guys ...i ' would like to know which it's the specific memory 
SIMM fully working with RS7K ????
May i contact Yamaha or what???

tanks to let me know
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12677|12665|2004-01-30 06:13:28|rainerman|Re: downloading and using files|
thanks, Zam. I suspected that. I work on a iMac so wil have to check
out a card reader set.

rainerman

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> You have a Smart Media card read/writer? Its what I use, and I just
copy 
> files from & to that between my PC & RS. They are cheap and
plug-n-play, no 
> special drivers or cables.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 1/28/2004 8:01:30 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> rainerman@y... writes:
> I went to the files section and down loaded a couple of files. Beiong
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> that I am a newbie, I thought I might study someone else's files to
> see how they put stuff together. So, how do I get the files to the
> RS7K? They're on my desdtop now.
> 
> rainerman
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12678|12666|2004-01-30 06:13:30|bashon reid|Re: a couple questions...|
sorry john , the only place you can get a knob is from yamaha 

johnny_sample <quadrafuzz@hotmail.com> wrote:i bought a used rs7000 on ebay, but im missing a knob. the ones
that 
are below the lcd display... where can i get another one?

also, what is the latest os revision? i have 1.2 but i found 
something in japanese that says 1.21. is this correct?

thanks

john
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---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
New Yahoo! Photos - easier uploading and sharing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12679|12651|2004-01-30 06:14:51|Jared Armstrong|Re: easy: making user patters only one measure|
If you run it in pattern chain mode, it will wait until the end of the measure 
before it transitions to the next pattern, at least with the latest OS.

On Wednesday 28 January 2004 02:38 pm, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> I've used the QY70 for many years (a baby 700), so I know what your talking
> about. I've never been able to figure out how to make the RS wait till the
> end of a measure before the next selected section plays like the QYs do. 

-- 
[------------------------------------------------------------]
Jared Armstrong System Adminsistrator
Alyeska Resort 907.754.2100
http://www.alyeskaresort.com
http://pgp.mit.edu:11371/pks/lookup?op=get&search=0xFA0320D7
[------------------------------------------------------------]

| 12680|12670|2004-01-30 06:18:55|Quest Pond|Re: playing LOOPS|
You will need both simm memory and a smart card for what you are talking
about, the sample is always loaded into the RS first before playing (into
simm memory) it is not played directly from smart cards or scsi either.
These are just used for storage.

The memory expansion is only required if you need more internal memory, but
i couldnt imagine anyone not getting it as i think you anly have 8 megs or
so.

The RS7000 uses .wav file format fine. I'm using transfer via smart card
from pc which is okay.

Regards,

Quest Pond
-----Original Message-----
From: adrianglamour [mailto:adrianglamour@yahoo.it]
Sent: Friday, 30 January 2004 4:32 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] playing LOOPS

HI guys i need to know if i can create a LOOP into my pc , than with
a SMART CARD i store the file in it and then into the RS7K, which
it's extencion supported(*.wave or what??)Than do i got memory
(fisical places where i can save my LOOPs) inside my RS/K in order to
sound my LOOPs??? or i got use the SIMM Ram(buying 2x32 72 pin
Simm ???

tanks 4 ur supporter and helping

mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com
http://www.alyeskaresort.com/
http://pgp.mit.edu:11371/pks/lookup?op=get&search=0xFA0320D7
mailto:adrianglamour@yahoo.it
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u'r great giving us possibility to learn about RS7K

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
ADVERTISEMENT

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12681|12671|2004-01-30 06:39:03|WThor|AW: [RS7000] MEMORY UPGRADED|
Have a look at the faq. Section 3.3. Last row.
That´s what we know.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: adrianglamour [mailto:adrianglamour@yahoo.it] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 29. Januar 2004 18:26
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] MEMORY UPGRADED

HI guys ...i ' would like to know which it's the specific memory 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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SIMM fully working with RS7K ????
May i contact Yamaha or what???

tanks to let me know
| 12682|12666|2004-01-30 09:01:35|Oddbods Finger|Re: a couple questions...|

> also, what is the latest os revision? i have 1.2 but i found 
> something in japanese that says 1.21. is this correct?

That is correct.
But I've never got a satisfactory answer as to whether there is any 
difference between 1.2 and 1.21
....or if there is a difference, what it actually is.

One or two people have suggested 'bug fixes', but as to exactly what 
bugs and what fixes, I am yet to be enlightened!
| 12683|12671|2004-01-30 09:05:25|Oddbods Finger|Re: MEMORY UPGRADED|
Try this - 

http://www.oempcworld.com/mmatrix.htm
| 12684|12671|2004-01-30 13:25:03|san.pedro@gmx.net|Re: AW: [RS7000] MEMORY UPGRADED|
Am Freitag, 30. Januar 2004 14:32 schrieb WThor:
Greetings 
this is the Specification of the Yamaha RS 7000 RAM / 2 x 32 MB

http://www.oempcworld.com/Merchant2/
merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=32M-EDO/M

32MB 72pin EDO Dram SIMM 8Mx32 non-parity, tin, 5V, 60ns, 2K Refresh Rate, 
16C, 1.0

i hope i can help you with it !

> 
>
>
> 
> Have a look at the faq. Section 3.3. Last row.

> That´s what we know.

> 

> Greetings, WThor

> 

> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----

> Von: adrianglamour [mailto:adrianglamour@yahoo.it] 

> Gesendet: Donnerstag, 29. Januar 2004 18:26

> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

http://www.oempcworld.com/mmatrix.htm


> Betreff: [RS7000] MEMORY UPGRADED

> 

> HI  guys ...i ' would like to know which it's the specific memory 

> SIMM fully working with RS7K ????

> May i contact Yamaha or what???

> 

> tanks to let me know

> 

> 
>
> 

> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================

> Home: > href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/ 
FAQ:  > href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html">http://
>groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha
> Official: > href="http://www.motifator.com">http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha
> Official: > href="http://www.yamahasynth.com">http://www.yamahasynth.com

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 

> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 

>
> 

>
> 
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

Yahoo! Groups
> Sponsor

>
ADVERTISEMENT

> href="http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12cr4828p/M=267637.4116732.5333197.1261774/D=
>egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1075556456/A=1945638/R=0/*http://www.netflix.c

>om/Default?mqso=60178383&partid=4116732" alt=""> >
src="http://us.a1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com/a/ne/netflix/yhoo0104_a_300250a.gif"

> alt="click here" width="300" height="250" border="0">



>
 > src="http://us.adserver.yahoo.com/l?M=267637.4116732.5333197.1261774/D=egro
>upmail/S=:HM/A=1945638/rand=655419003">

>
> 
>
>
> 

>

> Yahoo! Groups Links

>

>
To visit your group on the web, go to:
> href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
 
To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> href="mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe">RS7000
>-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
 
Your use of Yahoo! Groups is
> subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service.

> 
> 

>
>

| 12685|12685|2004-01-31 13:32:11|rezobas|WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
ok guys am I a fucking retard or what? I still cant get the sx script 
to work in 2.01..... I searched all over for help and I still get 
nothing. The forum @ motifator says to rename the file from.TXT 
to .txt, but that didnt do shit... And theres something here about it 
moving from windows to documents.....HUH? Again What the fuck..
Please help.
| 12686|12685|2004-01-31 13:52:27|WThor|AW: [RS7000] WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
You fucking move the fucking script to \documents &
settings\\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive if you got SX 1.03 or newer.

Sincerely, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Samstag, 31. Januar 2004 21:30
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
mailto:iriefake@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


ok guys am I a fucking retard or what? I still cant get the sx script 
to work in 2.01..... I searched all over for help and I still get 
nothing. The forum @ motifator says to rename the file from.TXT 
to .txt, but that didnt do shit... And theres something here about it 
moving from windows to documents.....HUH? Again What the fuck..
Please help.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 12687|12651|2004-01-31 14:54:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: easy: making user patters only one measure|
I've just updated my OS and bitchen! It does seem to be waiting now. I 
suppose I should of done this long ago heh. Always worries me doing updates, 
soemtimes they seem to break more stuff than they fix. Guess I'll be keeping my 
fingers crossed for a while.

Zam

In a message dated 1/30/2004 6:19:07 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
ebay@thestainlesssteelpenguin.org writes:
If you run it in pattern chain mode, it will wait until the end of the 
measure 
before it transitions to the next pattern, at least with the latest OS.

On Wednesday 28 January 2004 02:38 pm, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> I've used the QY70 for many years (a baby 700), so I know what your talking
> about. I've never been able to figure out how to make the RS wait till the
> end of a measure before the next selected section plays like the QYs do. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12688|12688|2004-01-31 15:44:14|zamisers7k|(no subject)|
Few pics with my RS in it. 
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http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/SilverSetup.jpg
http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/RS&AN.jpg
http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/rebisshow/DCP_0047.JPG

Zam
| 12689|12689|2004-01-31 16:09:19|Uwe Jülich|More Bass!|
http://www.royaldevice.com/custom3.htm

Seems to be a killer...
| 12690|12685|2004-01-31 23:43:25|rezobas|Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
well... I tried, it worked once in the past and is was dope. That 
location doesnt exist.. I thought of creating each folder 
\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive but if they werent there then I doubt 
theyd be recognized..... oh well thanks for the fucking help ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> You fucking move the fucking script to \documents &
> settings\\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
> SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive if you got SX 1.03 or newer.
> 
> Sincerely, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@h...] 
> Gesendet: Samstag, 31. Januar 2004 21:30
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> ok guys am I a fucking retard or what? I still cant get the sx 
script 
> to work in 2.01..... I searched all over for help and I still get 
> nothing. The forum @ motifator says to rename the file from.TXT 
> to .txt, but that didnt do shit... And theres something here about 
it 
> moving from windows to documents.....HUH? Again What the fuck..
> Please help.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12691|12685|2004-02-01 07:15:18|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Which Cubase Version do u use?
In the Program dir should be a link to the application data dir.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 1. Februar 2004 07:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

well... I tried, it worked once in the past and is was dope. That 
location doesnt exist.. I thought of creating each folder 
\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive but if they werent there then I doubt 
theyd be recognized..... oh well thanks for the fucking help ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> You fucking move the fucking script to \documents &
> settings\\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
> SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive if you got SX 1.03 or newer.
> 
> Sincerely, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@h...] 
> Gesendet: Samstag, 31. Januar 2004 21:30
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> ok guys am I a fucking retard or what? I still cant get the sx 
script 
> to work in 2.01..... I searched all over for help and I still get 
> nothing. The forum @ motifator says to rename the file from.TXT 
> to .txt, but that didnt do shit... And theres something here about 
it 
> moving from windows to documents.....HUH? Again What the fuck..
> Please help.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12692|12685|2004-02-01 07:21:02|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
Btw. "Application Data" is a hidden folder.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@hotmail.com] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 1. Februar 2004 07:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

well... I tried, it worked once in the past and is was dope. That 
location doesnt exist.. I thought of creating each folder 
\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive but if they werent there then I doubt 
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theyd be recognized..... oh well thanks for the fucking help ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> You fucking move the fucking script to \documents &
> settings\\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
> SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive if you got SX 1.03 or newer.
> 
> Sincerely, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@h...] 
> Gesendet: Samstag, 31. Januar 2004 21:30
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> ok guys am I a fucking retard or what? I still cant get the sx 
script 
> to work in 2.01..... I searched all over for help and I still get 
> nothing. The forum @ motifator says to rename the file from.TXT 
> to .txt, but that didnt do shit... And theres something here about 
it 
> moving from windows to documents.....HUH? Again What the fuck..
> Please help.
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

| 12693|12685|2004-02-01 08:55:26|rezobas|Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
lol... thats better, thanks bro. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> Btw. "Application Data" is a hidden folder.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@h...] 
> Gesendet: Sonntag, 1. Februar 2004 07:43
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> well... I tried, it worked once in the past and is was dope. That 
> location doesnt exist.. I thought of creating each folder 
> \Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
> SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive but if they werent there then I 
doubt 
> theyd be recognized..... oh well thanks for the fucking help ;)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "WThor" wrote:
> > You fucking move the fucking script to 
\documents &
> > settings\\Application data\Steinberg\Cubase
> > SX\Scripts\patchnames\inactive if you got SX 1.03 or newer.
> > 
> > Sincerely, WThor
> > 
> > -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> > Von: rezobas [mailto:iriefake@h...] 
> > Gesendet: Samstag, 31. Januar 2004 21:30
> > An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Betreff: [RS7000] WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> > 
> > ok guys am I a fucking retard or what? I still cant get the sx 
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> script 
> > to work in 2.01..... I searched all over for help and I still get 
> > nothing. The forum @ motifator says to rename the file from.TXT 
> > to .txt, but that didnt do shit... And theres something here 
about 
> it 
> > moving from windows to documents.....HUH? Again What the fuck..
> > Please help.
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> > http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
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| 12694|12694|2004-02-02 04:24:33|ix_kool|Live recommendations...|
First, does anyone of you had some news about the OS update ? Why 
1.21 links are 12-2003 dated ?

Next : i've experienced something great. Try to link RS7K & Ableton 
Live 3.x.x IT IS WORKING GREAT. I'm more productive now, i tweak a 
sound and then i record it immediately... No worries, no more "damned-
it-sounded-different-at-home-how-do-i-reset-it" plans.

I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.

See ya.
| 12695|12694|2004-02-02 04:38:59|Christian Wiesner|Re: Live recommendations...|

>Next : i've experienced something great. Try to link RS7K & Ableton
>Live 3.x.x IT IS WORKING GREAT. I'm more productive now, i tweak a
>sound and then i record it immediately... No worries, no more "damned-
>it-sounded-different-at-home-how-do-i-reset-it" plans.

Yeahkoi. Now you have a lot of
"damned-how-did-I-made-this-sound??-I-want-to-tweak-it-but-I-don't-know-how"
issues.

>I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.

I think the RS is more than anything else a gig machine. Take her to the
fresh air!

Christian
| 12696|12696|2004-02-02 07:05:05|blackwoodtebo|resampling drumloop|
Hey guys, i just started resampling drumloops that I'm making with 
the RS7k. One thing i noticed though is that the loops aren't quite 
perfect, there seems to be just a little bit extra added to the 
loop. These loops are made from drumloops that I've made on my 
computer then import into Rs7k and slice and then make a new loop in 
the rs7k. I am using Measure to trigger the Recording (resampling) 
procedure, so it takes one pass of the loop before the Resampling 
kicks in because i can't seem to press the Record and resampl button 
at the same time. And, I have it resample from measure 1 to the 
End. Is this a flaw with the Rs7k, or am i going about this the 
wrong way? Do any of you resample whole loops and if so what is the 
best way to do it? Thanks!
| 12697|12694|2004-02-02 15:06:15|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Live recommendations...|
I'm in agreement with Christian. I'm looking at the Ableton Live website 
right now and it is a softseq, that means you got to drag a computer with you to 
a gig. I hate doing that. You can do live performances/mixes near perfect 
with it I'm sure, I don't see a whole lot special about it compared to a lot of 
other softseqs. And, I don't see the fun in using softseqs live. I've never 
had my RS play stuff that sounded difrent live than at home. Unlike my 505 
that don't save patch settings to specfic songs like the RS. I've had some 
funky unexpected sounds from one song to another that uses the same patches on my 



505, but the RS has never done this to me, so I don't see how what this person 
is talking about is relavent to the RS. Seems like sn advert to me for this 
proggie, which angers me a bit, and if I was looking to purchase a softseq I'm 
more likely to simply boycott this one just for sake of using such decietfull 
advertising tactics.

Zam

P.S. I've had people comment on my screw ups live, though I know it was bad, 
they say thats what gives it that live feeling, the day I do a perfect set 
will be the day I might as well buy a softseq sit back and drink a beer out in 
the audiance while my stuff plays.

In a message dated 2/2/2004 4:41:54 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
skwit@ltcgroup.de writes:

>Next : i've experienced something great. Try to link RS7K & Ableton
>Live 3.x.x IT IS WORKING GREAT. I'm more productive now, i tweak a
>sound and then i record it immediately... No worries, no more "damned-
>it-sounded-different-at-home-how-do-i-reset-it" plans.

Yeahkoi. Now you have a lot of
"damned-how-did-I-made-this-sound??-I-want-to-tweak-it-but-I-don't-know-how"
issues.

>I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.

I think the RS is more than anything else a gig machine. Take her to the
fresh air!

Christian

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12698|12698|2004-02-03 04:27:46|heuvelhoofdig|importing wav. files|
hi,

I exported for the first time some vocal samples to wav files and I
edited them on my pc and saved them again in wav format...now when I
try to load the samples again in my rs7000, the samples don't seem to
be on my card allthough I can read them on my pc...what happened?
Can't the rs import wav files? (allthough they can be exported)
| 12699|12698|2004-02-03 05:02:40|Latif|Re: importing wav. files|
have you made sure that you saved them
as 44khz/16bit or 22khz/16bit standard pcm compression?
no mp3 or other obscure format.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "heuvelhoofdig" 
wrote:
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> hi,
> 
> I exported for the first time some vocal samples to wav files and I
> edited them on my pc and saved them again in wav format...now when I
> try to load the samples again in my rs7000, the samples don't seem 

to

> be on my card allthough I can read them on my pc...what happened?
> Can't the rs import wav files? (allthough they can be exported)

| 12700|12698|2004-02-03 05:16:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: importing wav. files|
On Tuesday 03 February 2004 12:27, heuvelhoofdig wrote:

> hi,
>
> I exported for the first time some vocal samples to wav
> files and I edited them on my pc and saved them again in
> wav format...now when I try to load the samples again in
> my rs7000, the samples don't seem to be on my card
> allthough I can read them on my pc...what happened? Can't
> the rs import wav files? (allthough they can be exported)

Did you got to the *import* page (press Load one more time)?

- Robert
| 12701|12694|2004-02-03 05:33:35|WThor|AW: [RS7000] Live recommendations...|
But don´t be too harsh with Ableton Live.
It IS the most live capable softseq and quite fun to do.
I´ve an Akai MPD (The Pads of the MPC) and with Live I´ve got a better MPC
imho. It just lacks Midi features...but for audio, it´s really cool.

Greetings, WThor

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com] 
Gesendet: Montag, 2. Februar 2004 23:06
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Live recommendations...

I'm in agreement with Christian. I'm looking at the Ableton Live website 
right now and it is a softseq, that means you got to drag a computer with
you to 
a gig. I hate doing that. You can do live performances/mixes near perfect 
with it I'm sure, I don't see a whole lot special about it compared to a lot
of 
other softseqs. And, I don't see the fun in using softseqs live. I've
never 
had my RS play stuff that sounded difrent live than at home. Unlike my 505 
that don't save patch settings to specfic songs like the RS. I've had some 
funky unexpected sounds from one song to another that uses the same patches
on my 
505, but the RS has never done this to me, so I don't see how what this
person 
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is talking about is relavent to the RS. Seems like sn advert to me for this

proggie, which angers me a bit, and if I was looking to purchase a softseq
I'm 
more likely to simply boycott this one just for sake of using such
decietfull 
advertising tactics.

Zam

P.S. I've had people comment on my screw ups live, though I know it was bad,

they say thats what gives it that live feeling, the day I do a perfect set 
will be the day I might as well buy a softseq sit back and drink a beer out
in 
the audiance while my stuff plays.

In a message dated 2/2/2004 4:41:54 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
skwit@ltcgroup.de writes:

>Next : i've experienced something great. Try to link RS7K & Ableton
>Live 3.x.x IT IS WORKING GREAT. I'm more productive now, i tweak a
>sound and then i record it immediately... No worries, no more "damned-
>it-sounded-different-at-home-how-do-i-reset-it" plans.

Yeahkoi. Now you have a lot of
"damned-how-did-I-made-this-sound??-I-want-to-tweak-it-but-I-don't-know-how"
issues.

>I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.

I think the RS is more than anything else a gig machine. Take her to the
fresh air!

Christian

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 12702|12702|2004-02-03 08:35:32|Robert van der Kamp|[OT] MPC4000, is it any good?|
Hi all,

did any of you try the mpc4000 recently? I'm toying with the 
idea to get one, to replace my PC when I'm making music.

Tell me how stupid I am. ;)

- Robert
| 12703|12703|2004-02-03 09:14:14|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Live recommendations...|
The last live presentation I did was using both, the RS and Ableton Live.
I used Ableton L to play loops, so I could do a non stop mix with very
little
preparation. Anyway, all songs were in the RS.

They worked perfectly togheter

Emiliano (Nimitz)
MUSIk?
http://fiberonline.uol.com.br/artista.php?id=738

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: WThor [mailto:wthor@gmx.de]
> Enviada em: terça-feira, 3 de fevereiro de 2004 10:13
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: AW: [RS7000] Live recommendations...
>
>
> But don´t be too harsh with Ableton Live.
> It IS the most live capable softseq and quite fun to do.
> I´ve an Akai MPD (The Pads of the MPC) and with Live I´ve got a better MPC
> imho. It just lacks Midi features...but for audio, it´s really cool.
>
> Greetings, WThor
>
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com]
> Gesendet: Montag, 2. Februar 2004 23:06
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Live recommendations...
>
> I'm in agreement with Christian. I'm looking at the Ableton Live website
> right now and it is a softseq, that means you got to drag a computer with
> you to
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> a gig. I hate doing that. You can do live performances/mixes
> near perfect
> with it I'm sure, I don't see a whole lot special about it
> compared to a lot
> of
> other softseqs. And, I don't see the fun in using softseqs live. I've
> never
> had my RS play stuff that sounded difrent live than at home.
> Unlike my 505
> that don't save patch settings to specfic songs like the RS.
> I've had some
> funky unexpected sounds from one song to another that uses the
> same patches
> on my
> 505, but the RS has never done this to me, so I don't see how what this
> person
> is talking about is relavent to the RS. Seems like sn advert to
> me for this
>
> proggie, which angers me a bit, and if I was looking to purchase a softseq
> I'm
> more likely to simply boycott this one just for sake of using such
> decietfull
> advertising tactics.
>
> Zam
>
> P.S. I've had people comment on my screw ups live, though I know
> it was bad,
>
> they say thats what gives it that live feeling, the day I do a
> perfect set
> will be the day I might as well buy a softseq sit back and drink
> a beer out
> in
> the audiance while my stuff plays.
>
> In a message dated 2/2/2004 4:41:54 AM Mountain Standard Time,
> skwit@ltcgroup.de writes:
> >Next : i've experienced something great. Try to link RS7K & Ableton
> >Live 3.x.x IT IS WORKING GREAT. I'm more productive now, i tweak a
> >sound and then i record it immediately... No worries, no more "damned-
> >it-sounded-different-at-home-how-do-i-reset-it" plans.
>
> Yeahkoi. Now you have a lot of
> "damned-how-did-I-made-this-sound??-I-want-to-tweak-it-but-I-don't
> -know-how"
> issues.
>
> >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
>
> I think the RS is more than anything else a gig machine. Take her to the
> fresh air!
>

mailto:skwit@ltcgroup.de


> Christian
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
> http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
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>
>
>

| 12704|12694|2004-02-03 09:39:49|Christian Wiesner|Re: Live recommendations...|
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Am 2.2.2004 schrieb "Dbeam505@aol.com" <Dbeam505@aol.com>:

>I'm in agreement with Christian. I'm looking at the Ableton Live website
>right now and it is a softseq, that means you got to drag a computer with you to
>a gig. I hate doing that. You can do live performances/mixes near perfect
>with it I'm sure, I don't see a whole lot special about it compared to a lot of
>other softseqs. And, I don't see the fun in using softseqs live. I've never

Hehe, thanks for the support, pal, but please give Ableton a chance
(there's a demo available): The program is great, in fact you can not
use softsynths there, it is just for recording loops and the
pattern-to-linear workflow is very similar to the of the rs. But the
fact that you have to implement a computer in your live-setup is for me
too a reason to use it at home but don't even think about using it
live. (I have a Laptop an RME, the perfect conditions for a
computer-based live act, but I don't use it live, only because my
beloved Thinkpad always smells terrible after an evening in an club)

So please give Ableton a try, I did and I was amazed. The only but very
difficult thing is, that you always have to think about which parts you
want to do live with knob-tweaking and filtering and during which parts
you want to lean back and let LIVE do the work.

Christian
| 12705|12705|2004-02-03 16:36:54|rainerman|midi keyboard|
I can't seem to get my radium61 midi controller keyboard to control
the RS7k. It just stays on one drum patch. Seems like this outta be a
simple thing but haven't discovered how to yet. I have it pulgged into
midi in of course. Help?

rainerman
| 12706|12705|2004-02-03 17:30:01|david grundy|Re: midi keyboard|
if you go to utilty, hit it twice to go to the midi setup , where it say echo back ... turn that to monitor (rec)

rainerman <rainerman@yahoo.com> wrote:
I can't seem to get my radium61 midi controller keyboard to control
the RS7k. It just stays on one drum patch. Seems like this outta be a
simple thing but haven't discovered how to yet. I have it pulgged into
midi in of course. Help?

rainerman
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12707|12698|2004-02-04 10:52:35|thomas meire|Re: importing wav. files|
tried to load it as a sample, it works with the import page, I'm a dumbhead,

thanks for the help Robert

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] importing wav. files
>Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2004 13:11:26 +0100
>
>On Tuesday 03 February 2004 12:27, heuvelhoofdig wrote:
> > hi,
> >
> > I exported for the first time some vocal samples to wav
> > files and I edited them on my pc and saved them again in
> > wav format...now when I try to load the samples again in
> > my rs7000, the samples don't seem to be on my card
> > allthough I can read them on my pc...what happened? Can't
> > the rs import wav files? (allthough they can be exported)
>
>Did you got to the *import* page (press Load one more time)?
>
>- Robert
>
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_________________________________________________________________
| 12708|12698|2004-02-04 13:43:58|Quest Pond|Re: importing wav. files|
No your not:- its a great example of how dumb yamaha are designing software.
They seriously need some consulting in operation logic and user interface
design for future products, especially to compete with more logical an
aesthetically pleasing units the competition make.

A good injection of funky flare wouldn't go astray also.

Its a shame they let themselves down in this department because the machine
has amazing capabilities. Well they have one of the worst histories of
interface designs in the industry, infact they are famous for it. I used to
have an rm50 which didn't make any sense at all and i'm not even going to
mention the amazing ry30 sadly crippled by a lack of logic.

Maybe it makes sense for the Japanese mind - I'm not sure.

Quest Pond
-----Original Message-----
From: thomas meire [mailto:thomas_meire@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, 5 February 2004 4:51 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] importing wav. files

tried to load it as a sample, it works with the import page, I'm a
dumbhead,

thanks for the help Robert

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] importing wav. files
>Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2004 13:11:26 +0100
>
>On Tuesday 03 February 2004 12:27, heuvelhoofdig wrote:
> > hi,
> >
> > I exported for the first time some vocal samples to wav
> > files and I edited them on my pc and saved them again in
> > wav format...now when I try to load the samples again in
> > my rs7000, the samples don't seem to be on my card
> > allthough I can read them on my pc...what happened? Can't
> > the rs import wav files? (allthough they can be exported)
>
>Did you got to the *import* page (press Load one more time)?
>
>- Robert
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12709|12698|2004-02-04 16:44:05|Latif|Re: importing wav. files|
this machine (like any other) also has a manual...
;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> No your not:- its a great example of how dumb yamaha are designing 
software.
> They seriously need some consulting in operation logic and user 
interface
> design for future products, especially to compete with more logical 
an
> aesthetically pleasing units the competition make.
> 
> A good injection of funky flare wouldn't go astray also.
> 
> Its a shame they let themselves down in this department because the 
machine
> has amazing capabilities. Well they have one of the worst histories 
of
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> interface designs in the industry, infact they are famous for it. I 
used to
> have an rm50 which didn't make any sense at all and i'm not even 
going to
> mention the amazing ry30 sadly crippled by a lack of logic.
> 
> Maybe it makes sense for the Japanese mind - I'm not sure.
> 
> Quest Pond
> -----Original Message-----
> From: thomas meire [mailto:thomas_meire@h...]
> Sent: Thursday, 5 February 2004 4:51 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] importing wav. files
> 
> 
> tried to load it as a sample, it works with the import page, I'm a
> dumbhead,
> 
> thanks for the help Robert
> 
> >From: Robert van der Kamp 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] importing wav. files
> >Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2004 13:11:26 +0100
> >
> >On Tuesday 03 February 2004 12:27, heuvelhoofdig wrote:
> > > hi,
> > >
> > > I exported for the first time some vocal samples to wav
> > > files and I edited them on my pc and saved them again in
> > > wav format...now when I try to load the samples again in
> > > my rs7000, the samples don't seem to be on my card
> > > allthough I can read them on my pc...what happened? Can't
> > > the rs import wav files? (allthough they can be exported)
> >
> >Did you got to the *import* page (press Load one more time)?
> >
> >- Robert
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
> --
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12710|12698|2004-02-05 02:12:40|James Kneen|Re: importing wav. files|
*A good injection of funky flare wouldn't go astray also.*

True, as long as they keep to understated typefaces on the facia and avoid 
the word "Groove" etc... :-)

James.

_________________________________________________________________
Find a cheaper internet access deal - choose one to suit you. 
http://www.msn.co.uk/internetaccess
| 12711|12711|2004-02-05 09:37:59|johnny_sample|Yahoo Groups Options|
Attention Yahoo Group Members:

Yahoo is now using something called "Web Beacons" to track Yahoo
Group users around the net and see what you're doing and where you
are going - similar to cookies. Take a look at their updated privacy
statement:

http://privacy.yahoo.com/privacy/us/pixels/details.html

About half-way down the page, in the section "Outside the Yahoo!
Network," you'll see a little "click here" link that will let
you "opt-out" of their new method of snooping. Once you have clicked
that link, you are opted out. Notice the "Success" message the top
the next page. Be careful because on that page there is a "Cancel Opt-
out" button that, if clicked, will *undo* the opt-out.

Note that if you choose this option, you need to do this opt out
action for each computer and/or browser that you use.
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You can also go to your profile section and opt out of any offerings
you might not want.
| 12712|12712|2004-02-06 08:31:32|S.A.S.|RS7000 + Virus Indigo questions [Tone generator + Patch selection]|
Hi Guys. A couple of questions for ye ;)h

How come when I turn the tone generator OFF on my RS parts my virus 
still plays the sounds from the RS in conjunction with its own? This 
is only an issue when playing the virus' keyboard . When i play with 
the keys on the RS it plays only the notes on the Virus (which is 
correct). Its a bit annoying but any help would be greatly 
appreciated.

Also, Is there a way that I can select my different sounds on the 
virus via the RS's interface? I cant seem to be able to do it!! :( 
and it would be great to be able to load up a song which also points 
to the correct sounds on the virus as well the RS.

Thanks a million , have a good productive weekend everyone and make 
sure to piss off those neighbours!!....

Cheers
Steve
| 12713|12694|2004-02-06 08:45:09|S.A.S.|Re: Live recommendations...|

>Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;) 
> >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> 

Someonewhodoes!! wroteu

> I think the RS is more than anything else a gig machine. Take her 

to the

> fresh air!
> 
> Christian

YES IT IS!! Its the ultimate live machine. Especially now as we are 
drowning in a sea of just laptops running abelton for live sets. 
Nothing wrong with that mind you. But nothing different either.
| 12714|12696|2004-02-06 08:49:46|S.A.S.|Re: resampling drumloop|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:

> Hey guys, i just started resampling drumloops that I'm making with 
> the RS7k. One thing i noticed though is that the loops aren't 

quite 

> perfect, there seems to be just a little bit extra added to the 
> loop. These loops are made from drumloops that I've made on my 
> computer then import into Rs7k and slice and then make a new loop 
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in 

> the rs7k. I am using Measure to trigger the Recording (resampling) 
> procedure, so it takes one pass of the loop before the Resampling 
> kicks in because i can't seem to press the Record and resampl 

button 

> at the same time. And, I have it resample from measure 1 to the 
> End. Is this a flaw with the Rs7k, or am i going about this the 
> wrong way? Do any of you resample whole loops and if so what is 

the 

> best way to do it? Thanks!

I've noticed this sometimes. It seems to add a tiny silence onto the 
start of loops you resample or delays the start of them by a bit. I 
dont think the lenght of the sample is made any longer but I 
sometimes fix it by shifting the sample note forward just a tiny bit.
| 12715|12694|2004-02-06 08:53:06|Bryan Rodgers|Re: Live recommendations...|
looks like I missed a post or two...

RS7k is THE live machine. Tons of knobs, buttons, fx at your fingertips
to screw with. Cannot compare to point-and-click devices!!

PC/Mac better in the studio than on stage (for some)

RS7k make 'live!' ultra fun :)

-B

-----Original Message-----
From: S.A.S. [mailto:massplanck@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2004 10:43 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Live recommendations...

>Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> 

Someonewhodoes!! wroteu

> I think the RS is more than anything else a gig machine. Take her

to the

> fresh air!
> 
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> Christian

YES IT IS!! Its the ultimate live machine. Especially now as we are 
drowning in a sea of just laptops running abelton for live sets. 
Nothing wrong with that mind you. But nothing different either.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
| 12716|12712|2004-02-06 08:57:03|Oddbods Finger|Re: RS7000 + Virus Indigo questions [Tone generator + Patch
selecti|

> "How come when I turn the tone generator OFF on my RS parts my 

virus still plays the sounds from the RS in conjunction with its 
own?" 

That's because it's still sending Midi Note Data to the Midi Out 
port.
You need to turn the Midi Out A + B to OFF in the SetUp menu.
However, doing this also stops the sequencer sending Midi data on 
that channel.
Have you got Echo Back set to 'Monitor(REC)' in the Utility Menu?

> Also, Is there a way that I can select my different sounds on the 

virus via the RS's interface? I cant seem to be able to do it!! :( 
and it would be great to be able to load up a song which also points 
to the correct sounds on the virus as well the RS.

You can insert Program Changes at the start of a sequencer track 
which will tell your Virus what patch to select for each channel.

[000][000][***] = Bank A
[000][001][***] = Bank B

and so on up to -

[000][007][***] = Bank H

*** = the patch number in the Bank

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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| 12717|12712|2004-02-06 09:12:45|S.A.S.|Re: RS7000 + Virus Indigo questions [Tone generator + Patch selecti|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> > "How come when I turn the tone generator OFF on my RS parts my 
> virus still plays the sounds from the RS in conjunction with its 
> own?" 
> 
> That's because it's still sending Midi Note Data to the Midi Out 
> port.

it needs to coz I'm recording the note data from the virus.

> You need to turn the Midi Out A + B to OFF in the SetUp menu.

Of the virus?

> However, doing this also stops the sequencer sending Midi data on 
> that channel.
> Have you got Echo Back set to 'Monitor(REC)' in the Utility Menu?

No I dont. What will it do for me in this regard?

> 
> 
> > Also, Is there a way that I can select my different sounds on 

the 

> virus via the RS's interface? I cant seem to be able to do it!! :( 
> and it would be great to be able to load up a song which also 

points 

> to the correct sounds on the virus as well the RS.
> 
> You can insert Program Changes at the start of a sequencer track 
> which will tell your Virus what patch to select for each channel.
> 
> [000][000][***] = Bank A
> [000][001][***] = Bank B
> 
> and so on up to -
> 
> [000][007][***] = Bank H
> 
> *** = the patch number in the Bank

I'll try this but surely patch selection like you have described 
above is MIDI standard between both machines and I would have thought 
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that changing a patch on the RS would also have changed a patch on 
the virus?

Thanks
Steve
| 12718|12696|2004-02-06 09:31:19|faxorgy|Re: resampling drumloop|
OK
Import sample / slice and resequence the slices.
If you like what you have and want to resample it.
Select the track you wish to sample to.
Select a blank sample No. location on that track.
Set sample type to kit+note with resampling as the option.
Specify trigger as measure 1 to length of sequnced sliced loop.
You CANNOT PRESS RECORD AND RESAMPLE AT THE SAME TIME because you 
have to PRESS "PLAY" :P
Make sure all other unwanted tracks are muted before doing this and 
that the metronome is turned OFF -> see utility menu ;).
This will enable you to sample the sliced sequence as a whole loop 
with effects ,master effect etc etc etc ....

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
wrote:
> > Hey guys, i just started resampling drumloops that I'm making 
with 
> > the RS7k. One thing i noticed though is that the loops aren't 
> quite 
> > perfect, there seems to be just a little bit extra added to the 
> > loop. These loops are made from drumloops that I've made on my 
> > computer then import into Rs7k and slice and then make a new 
loop 
> in 
> > the rs7k. I am using Measure to trigger the Recording 
(resampling) 
> > procedure, so it takes one pass of the loop before the 
Resampling 
> > kicks in because i can't seem to press the Record and resampl 
> button 
> > at the same time. And, I have it resample from measure 1 to the 
> > End. Is this a flaw with the Rs7k, or am i going about this the 
> > wrong way? Do any of you resample whole loops and if so what is 
> the 
> > best way to do it? Thanks!
> 
> I've noticed this sometimes. It seems to add a tiny silence onto 
the 
> start of loops you resample or delays the start of them by a bit. 
I 
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> dont think the lenght of the sample is made any longer but I 
> sometimes fix it by shifting the sample note forward just a tiny 
bit.

| 12719|12712|2004-02-06 10:14:28|Oddbods Finger|Re: RS7000 + Virus Indigo questions [Tone generator + Patch
selecti|
Set Echo Back to Monitor (Rec) on the RS.
Then when you select channels on the RS, your Indigo keyboard 
will 'echo' that selection and play what's set up on that 
channel....whether it's a patch from your Indigo or an RS Voice.

"I would have thought that changing a patch on the RS would also 
have changed a patch on the virus?"

It will, but the Program Changes will respond on a 'per channel' 
basis.
So unless you're layering a Voice on the RS with a Voice on the 
Indigo on the same channel, this will work.
Believe me, I do it all the time with my Virus C.
| 12720|12696|2004-02-07 22:55:50|ecf1001|Re: resampling drumloop|
Howdy,

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
wrote:
> > Hey guys, i just started resampling drumloops that I'm making 
with 
> > the RS7k. One thing i noticed though is that the loops aren't 
> quite 
> > perfect, there seems to be just a little bit extra added to the 
> > loop. These loops are made from drumloops that I've made on my 
> > computer then import into Rs7k and slice and then make a new loop 
> in 
> > the rs7k. I am using Measure to trigger the Recording 
(resampling) 
> > procedure, so it takes one pass of the loop before the Resampling 
> > kicks in because i can't seem to press the Record and resampl 
> button 
> > at the same time. And, I have it resample from measure 1 to the 
> > End. Is this a flaw with the Rs7k, or am i going about this the 
> > wrong way? Do any of you resample whole loops and if so what is 
> the 
> > best way to do it? Thanks!
> 
> I've noticed this sometimes. It seems to add a tiny silence onto 
the 
> start of loops you resample or delays the start of them by a bit. I 
> dont think the lenght of the sample is made any longer but I 
> sometimes fix it by shifting the sample note forward just a tiny 
bit.

I've just headed down that road myself (makes saving/loading to and 
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from SM media a bitch... or another reason to have a smoke break, 
depending on which way you look at it). I had trigger set to "manual" 
and then trimmed the recorded sample to loop smoothly, sliced and 
saved. Of course, I was off by a significant fraction of a second, so 
I played with the clock shift to align the slice track with the 
original sequence as much as possible.

After you do that for a bit and save, a certain amount of precision 
in slice positions is lost, so, when played against the original 
sequence, the slices will be off by random small amounts. An 
interesting and evil-sounding (if the drump loop is agressive to 
begin with) phasing effect. :)

Regards,
Alex

| 12721|12721|2004-02-08 15:56:00|ecf1001|pattern chain/song mode - recording mixer changes|
Hi folks,

First I wanted to share the excitement - this is probably old news to 
most of you, but I just discovered this. :) The manual makes it sound 
as if you can only record scene/mute memory changes in the scene 
track, not individual track mutes. Due to the way my patterns are 
usually designed the scene/mute memories are of little use - I prefer 
less paterns/more tracks approach and mute tracks by hand in various 
groups, 5 mute memories just doesn't cut it. I was afraid I wouldn't 
be able to record individual track mutes in the chain, but it turns 
out that I can. Hooray!

Now the question is recording track volume changes. In a live 
situation I would be working in Pattern mode with my trusty Control 
Freak Studio by my side. Track mute mode would be set to MIDI (so I 
can move the sliders while the track is muted without the volume 
coming back on) and the buttons on the Freak would be the actual mute 
buttons. For chain recording one solution comes to mind: create the 
chain with basic pattern/mute changes, convert to song, record volume 
changes.

Am I guessing correctly or is there a better/easier way to do this?

Thanks,
Alex

P.S. 2moderators: seems that I still don't have permission to upload 
files. How am I going to share the songs? :)
| 12722|12721|2004-02-08 18:46:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: pattern chain/song mode - recording mixer changes|
I never use scene mutes except to mute all at once, which is the first 
default mute, but anyway, once in song mode muting tracks singlely or multiply is 
not a prob. It be known already that you can go into edit mode when recording 
scene and create, remove, modify mutes per channel when ever you like. Goto 
that channel and use track vol to during record and records those changes too. 
Not sure about mutes and stuff in chain mode for live, but I use Pattern mode 
or Song mode for live stuff. I am having a dilima with recording transposes 
though, will post it on new thread.



Zam

In a message dated 2/8/2004 3:57:46 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ecf1001@yahoo.com writes:
For chain recording one solution comes to mind: create the 
chain with basic pattern/mute changes, convert to song, record volume 
changes.

Am I guessing correctly or is there a better/easier way to do this?

Thanks,
Alex

P.S. 2moderators: seems that I still don't have permission to upload 
files. How am I going to share the songs? :)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12723|12723|2004-02-08 18:58:19|Dbeam505@aol.com|Recording Transposes|
I've been messing with recording transposes in Song Mode. I've noticed when 
just playing the song, the non drum tracks transpose all at once no matter 
what track I have selected, it sounds really nice to have them all do that 
simultaniously. But when recording it only records the transposes on the track I 
have selected. Tried to record transposes while scene is selected during 
overdub, it don't seem to work either for recording transposes. Is there a work 
around to get them all to transpose at the exact same time, like it does when 
just playing the song, or am I doing it wrong or just not possible? Anyone else 
figure this one out? It would help me a lot, thanks.

Zam

P.S. I cant upload to files area either, I think they are near their size 
limit or something. I just post to my own site and send link here for now. 
Also been shareing RS files through email lately if anyones interested in 
tradeing works.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12724|12724|2004-02-09 05:23:23|s&m|SCSI stuff for sale|
Hi all,

For sale:
Seagate Barracuda 9.1 GB SCSI hardrive
Adaptec UW PCI SCSI card
68pin external SCSI cable + internal connector cables
Perfect for sample transfer between PC and SCSI
enabled samplers.
Used with Yamaha RS7000 without any problems.

If interested, mail back at this address with any
reasonable offers.
Cheers
-sean
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__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance: Get your refund fast by filing online.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12725|2549|2004-02-09 23:54:47|rsmus7|RS7000 for sale|
RS7000 mint condition, like new - only home use, 64 mb sample 
memory, 
2gb SCSI HD, 8mb + 128mb Smartmediacard. 900  + postage 

contact and further information: smuesch@web.de +49 0177 5757707

I need money, so I have to sell this baby, I always teated her best.
If you´re interested let me know. I´m based at germany, but will 
ship anywhere.
| 12726|12712|2004-02-10 06:31:14|a_lepusa|Re: RS7000 + Virus Indigo questions [Tone generator + Patch selecti|
when you connect the indigo in/out to the RS (set to rec-monitor) 
in/out you have to disable the Keyboard Local Indigo wise (set this 
parameter to off)- this will solve the layering thing, no RS patch 
will sound.
it´s because your sending 2 times from your virus - once to RS and 
back (RecMon) and once directly from the indigo KB to the Indigo TG 
and out.

to choose indigo sounds/banks via RS simply enter the utility menue 
RS wise and set TG PARAMETER OUT i think it is to MIDI A or B.
twist the bank/patch poti on the RS and indigo will change too.

good luck
| 12727|7575|2004-02-10 10:55:19|ray|help|
cant get styles to link in pattern chain
| 12728|7575|2004-02-10 14:26:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: help|
I think pattern chain only links patterns not styles. You may want to try 
some crazy glue for that 8^) Otherwise I'm not sure what you are talking about.

Zam

In a message dated 2/10/2004 11:05:18 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
raythat2000@yahoo.com writes:

> cant get styles to link in pattern chain

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12729|7575|2004-02-11 03:36:50|Oddbods Finger|Re: help|
It IS certainly possible to link Patterns (Sections) from different 
Styles in a Pattern Chain.

Care to elaborate on your question a bit?
Are you compiling your chain in Record Mode or Edit Mode?
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....or are you talking about a slight 'hesitation' when your chain 
switches between patterns from different Styles?
| 12730|7575|2004-02-11 08:30:45|philip martin|Re: help|
--- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> I think pattern chain only links patterns not
> styles. You may want to try 
> some crazy glue for that 8^) Otherwise I'm not sure
> what you are talking about.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 2/10/2004 11:05:18 AM Mountain
> Standard Time, 
> raythat2000@yahoo.com writes:
> 
> > cant get styles to link in pattern chain
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> I MENT PATTERS CAN YOU HELP TY
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance: Get your refund fast by filing online.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12731|7575|2004-02-11 14:32:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: help|
Hit Rec once, make sure Patt is selected (not BPM or Scene) by using F1 knob. 
Spin F2 knob to the Scene you want, hit play, then stop, repeat except 
change Scene with F2 knob to diffrent scene 8^)

Hope that helps, good luck!

Zam

In a message dated 2/11/2004 8:46:44 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
raythat2000@yahoo.com writes:

> --- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> >I think pattern chain only links patterns not
> >styles. You may want to try 
> >some crazy glue for that 8^) Otherwise I'm not sure
> >what you are talking about.
> >
> >Zam
> >
> >In a message dated 2/10/2004 11:05:18 AM Mountain
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> >Standard Time, 
> >raythat2000@yahoo.com writes:
> >
> >>cant get styles to link in pattern chain
> >
> >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been
> >removed]
> >I MENT PATTERS CAN YOU HELP TY
> >

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12732|7575|2004-02-11 14:42:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: help|
Change*

Hit Rec once, make sure Patt is selected (not BPM or Scene) by using F1 
knob.  Spin F2 knob to the [Style] you want, hit play, then stop, repeat except 
change Scene with F2 knob to diffrent scene 8^)

Hope that helps, good luck!

Zam

In a message dated 2/11/2004 8:46:44 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
raythat2000@yahoo.com writes:

> --- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> >I think pattern chain only links patterns not
> >styles.  You may want to try 
> >some crazy glue for that 8^)  Otherwise I'm not sure
> >what you are talking about.
> >
> >Zam
> >
> >In a message dated 2/10/2004 11:05:18 AM Mountain
> >Standard Time, 
> >raythat2000@yahoo.com writes:
> >
> >>cant get styles to link in pattern chain
> >
> >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been
> >removed]
> >I MENT PATTERS  CAN YOU HELP   TY
> >
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12733|12694|2004-02-12 07:39:31|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|

>Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.

Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines, 
softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B O M B 
especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not give it a 
try call it shit.

I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig machine. I 
can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i wont 
accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote".

so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.

:)
| 12734|12694|2004-02-12 12:04:07|dopamine|Re: Live recommendations...|
Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play 
continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of hours without a 
gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta learn the 
machine better.

RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I dont ned 
Ableton to do a rockin liveset.

Matt

At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:

> >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
>
>
>Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
>softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B O M B
>especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not give it a
>try call it shit.
>
>I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig machine. I
>can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i wont
>accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote".
>
>so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
>
>:)
>
>
>
>
>



>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12735|12735|2004-02-12 20:06:45|loudu772000|resample?????|
hey yall...my new RS7K will be in my hands on Monday...already have 
an MP7, and akai S1000, so my plan is to sequence everything from the 
RS7K...use the S1000 for drum samples(works great for me so 
far)...use the internal sounds of the MP7, and use the RS7K for 
loops, chops, and any other sounds I can get my hands on (mostly from 
records)so my question is can I sample something, tweak it, resample 
it to another voice, and still have the tweaked sample, and the 
original sample to record on the same track (the way you can do it on 
the asr 10)?...hope so.

thanx in advance,

Lou
| 12736|12736|2004-02-12 20:23:44|ecf1001|*grumble*|
Greetins.

This is partially to vent, partially to look for advice...

Made my first song from a pattern chain and stumbled across what I'd 
call a design oversight.

In pattern and, consequently, pattern chain mode I almost always have 
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TG MUTE mode set to MIDI. This goes best with my way of working and 
allows me to do several things not possible otherwise, including 
using a fader box to change track levels while the tracks are muted 
and, most importantly, not having to be precise when unmuting 
rhythmic tracks - as long as I unmute sometime between the "note on" 
of the note I want and the "note on" of the previous note I won't 
catch the tail of the previous decaying note and everything sounds 
clean (there are more creative uses for this).

Now, in pattern and pattern chain mode, PC messages associated with 
phrases are in effect regardless of the mute status of the track 
(controller messages are not). Export the pattern chain to a song - 
voila, now the PC messages get muted too! (PC messages are placed in 
tracks where pattern changes occured in the pattern chain) Incredibly 
annoying in my case.

If I had to analyze the situation, I would say that the bug is in the 
pattern/pattern chain mode and event chasing (set tg mute to midi and 
try unmuting a track right after a phrase with recorded controller 
settings begins - most likely you won't hear those kick in until the 
phrase cycles a second time). I would also say that the PC behaves 
correctly (by always going to the TG) and the controller chasing does 
not, rather than the other way around. However, this discrepancy is 
bearable and I prefer it being like this, rather than the other way 
around.

The midi muting is ALL midi events in a song track is technically 
correct and logically sound, the PC/CC behavior in other modes isn't 
(but preferred:). But that breaks the concept of "seamless export" 
from pattern chain to song.

Philosophy aside, I've got my midi mutes where I want them, they 
ain't moving and they ain't changing to audio mutes (that will 
seriously mess up the whole thing). Other than locating all PC/CC 
messages that get muted and moving them right before the track mute, 
what else can I do?

Thanks,
Alex

P.S. They COULD have implemented a selective "convert midi mute to 
audio mute" job or made a setting for "ignore midi mutes for PC/CC -> 
TG events". Argh.
| 12737|12735|2004-02-12 20:24:43|ecf1001|Re: resample?????|
Hey Lou,

Yes.

Cheers,
Alex



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "loudu772000" wrote:
> hey yall...my new RS7K will be in my hands on Monday...already have 
> an MP7, and akai S1000, so my plan is to sequence everything from 
the 
> RS7K...use the S1000 for drum samples(works great for me so 
> far)...use the internal sounds of the MP7, and use the RS7K for 
> loops, chops, and any other sounds I can get my hands on (mostly 
from 
> records)so my question is can I sample something, tweak it, 
resample 
> it to another voice, and still have the tweaked sample, and the 
> original sample to record on the same track (the way you can do it 
on 
> the asr 10)?...hope so.
> 
> thanx in advance,
> 
> Lou

| 12738|12736|2004-02-12 22:45:23|Latif|Re: *grumble*|
normally this should not occure
with 'Event Chase = All'

but frankly i don't bother using PC commands.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> Greetins.
> 
> This is partially to vent, partially to look for advice...
> 
> Made my first song from a pattern chain and stumbled across what 
I'd 
> call a design oversight.
> 
> In pattern and, consequently, pattern chain mode I almost always 
have 
> TG MUTE mode set to MIDI. This goes best with my way of working and 
> allows me to do several things not possible otherwise, including 
> using a fader box to change track levels while the tracks are muted 
> and, most importantly, not having to be precise when unmuting 
> rhythmic tracks - as long as I unmute sometime between the "note 
on" 
> of the note I want and the "note on" of the previous note I won't 
> catch the tail of the previous decaying note and everything sounds 
> clean (there are more creative uses for this).
> 
> Now, in pattern and pattern chain mode, PC messages associated with 
> phrases are in effect regardless of the mute status of the track 
> (controller messages are not). Export the pattern chain to a song - 
> voila, now the PC messages get muted too! (PC messages are placed 
in 
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> tracks where pattern changes occured in the pattern chain) 
Incredibly 
> annoying in my case.
> 
> 
> If I had to analyze the situation, I would say that the bug is in 
the 
> pattern/pattern chain mode and event chasing (set tg mute to midi 
and 
> try unmuting a track right after a phrase with recorded controller 
> settings begins - most likely you won't hear those kick in until 
the 
> phrase cycles a second time). I would also say that the PC behaves 
> correctly (by always going to the TG) and the controller chasing 
does 
> not, rather than the other way around. However, this discrepancy is 
> bearable and I prefer it being like this, rather than the other way 
> around.
> 
> The midi muting is ALL midi events in a song track is technically 
> correct and logically sound, the PC/CC behavior in other modes 
isn't 
> (but preferred:). But that breaks the concept of "seamless export" 
> from pattern chain to song.
> 
> 
> Philosophy aside, I've got my midi mutes where I want them, they 
> ain't moving and they ain't changing to audio mutes (that will 
> seriously mess up the whole thing). Other than locating all PC/CC 
> messages that get muted and moving them right before the track 
mute, 
> what else can I do?
> 
> Thanks,
> Alex
> 
> P.S. They COULD have implemented a selective "convert midi mute to 
> audio mute" job or made a setting for "ignore midi mutes for PC/CC -
> 
> TG events". Argh.

| 12739|12736|2004-02-12 23:06:23|ecf1001|Re: *grumble*|
Well, it is occuring with "event chase" set to "all", as well as 
other things that shouldn't (like track mutes randomly appearing or 
moving to different measures). Frankly, though, I'm starting to enjoy 
letting the machine have a mind of its own - an interesting sort of 
man-machine collaboration. :)

I probably wouldn't be bothering with PC commands either (or making 
RS songs for that matter), but I set out to use the thing for what it 
was advertised for and make a song entirely on the RS and entirely 
out of preset phrases. Feeling avantgarde lately, hence the 
project. :)



Regards,
Alex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> normally this should not occure
> with 'Event Chase = All'
> 
> but frankly i don't bother using PC commands.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> > Greetins.
> > 
> > This is partially to vent, partially to look for advice...
> > 
> > Made my first song from a pattern chain and stumbled across what 
> I'd 
> > call a design oversight.
> > 
> > In pattern and, consequently, pattern chain mode I almost always 
> have 
> > TG MUTE mode set to MIDI. This goes best with my way of working 
and 
> > allows me to do several things not possible otherwise, including 
> > using a fader box to change track levels while the tracks are 
muted 
> > and, most importantly, not having to be precise when unmuting 
> > rhythmic tracks - as long as I unmute sometime between the "note 
> on" 
> > of the note I want and the "note on" of the previous note I won't 
> > catch the tail of the previous decaying note and everything 
sounds 
> > clean (there are more creative uses for this).
> > 
> > Now, in pattern and pattern chain mode, PC messages associated 
with 
> > phrases are in effect regardless of the mute status of the track 
> > (controller messages are not). Export the pattern chain to a 
song - 
> > voila, now the PC messages get muted too! (PC messages are placed 
> in 
> > tracks where pattern changes occured in the pattern chain) 
> Incredibly 
> > annoying in my case.
> > 
> > 
> > If I had to analyze the situation, I would say that the bug is in 
> the 
> > pattern/pattern chain mode and event chasing (set tg mute to midi 
> and 
> > try unmuting a track right after a phrase with recorded 
controller 
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> > settings begins - most likely you won't hear those kick in until 
> the 
> > phrase cycles a second time). I would also say that the PC 
behaves 
> > correctly (by always going to the TG) and the controller chasing 
> does 
> > not, rather than the other way around. However, this discrepancy 
is 
> > bearable and I prefer it being like this, rather than the other 
way 
> > around.
> > 
> > The midi muting is ALL midi events in a song track is technically 
> > correct and logically sound, the PC/CC behavior in other modes 
> isn't 
> > (but preferred:). But that breaks the concept of "seamless 
export" 
> > from pattern chain to song.
> > 
> > 
> > Philosophy aside, I've got my midi mutes where I want them, they 
> > ain't moving and they ain't changing to audio mutes (that will 
> > seriously mess up the whole thing). Other than locating all PC/CC 
> > messages that get muted and moving them right before the track 
> mute, 
> > what else can I do?
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Alex
> > 
> > P.S. They COULD have implemented a selective "convert midi mute 
to 
> > audio mute" job or made a setting for "ignore midi mutes for 
PC/CC -
> > 
> > TG events". Argh.

| 12740|12736|2004-02-12 23:46:40|ecf1001|Re: *grumble*|
Ok, part of that problem could be due to me not paying attention to 
my own edits. :)

But the PC's still don't appear to be sent or chased when they're 
midi muted.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> Well, it is occuring with "event chase" set to "all", as well as 
> other things that shouldn't (like track mutes randomly appearing or 
> moving to different measures). Frankly, though, I'm starting to 
enjoy 
> letting the machine have a mind of its own - an interesting sort of 
> man-machine collaboration. :)
> 
> I probably wouldn't be bothering with PC commands either (or making 
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> RS songs for that matter), but I set out to use the thing for what 
it 
> was advertised for and make a song entirely on the RS and entirely 
> out of preset phrases. Feeling avantgarde lately, hence the 
> project. :)
> 
> Regards,
> Alex
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > normally this should not occure
> > with 'Event Chase = All'
> > 
> > but frankly i don't bother using PC commands.
> > 
> > Latif
> >

| 12741|12736|2004-02-13 02:19:02|Oddbods Finger|Re: *grumble*|
Just a thought....
Could you substitute CC#7 for muting/unmuting tracks in the places 
where the PC's occur.
| 12742|12736|2004-02-13 10:20:23|ecf1001|Re: *grumble*|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> Just a thought....
> Could you substitute CC#7 for muting/unmuting tracks in the places 
> where the PC's occur.

Um.. Manually? :)

Yes, that would work. I also found another dirty, but effective 
workaround. Assuming a pattern change at measure X comes from a 
chain, the PC's will always fall on X-1-000 (measure X, beat 1, tick 
000). If there are only a few pattern changes, the process is 
tolerable:

1. Go to measure X.
2. Look at each track and find all muted tracks that have PC's at X-1-
000
3. If those tracks have any notes at X-1-000, move the notes to X-1-
001.
4. Insert two track mute events: one to unmute those tracks at X-1-
000, another to mute them at X-1-001. The PC's will be played, the 
notes won't.
5. Repeat for other pattern changes.

Suggestions, comments? :)

Cheers,
Alex
| 12743|12743|2004-02-13 14:40:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Pattern Sections|
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Your welcome to download these RS files and make it better or just have fun 
with the pattern.

Files located here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7k/

Its just a single pattern with a bunch of sections, I think it takes both 
files to load and play. I hope I'm doing it right. I've just started messing 
around, experimenting, with sectioning patterns out. Seems a bit tricky 
sometimes this way, and was wondering if this is how most of yous do it? I normally 
put all the phrases in one section on one pattern.

Props to Mark (MDKADIKAT) & myself (Zamise).

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12744|12744|2004-02-13 22:35:43|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT BehringerDDX3216|
Anyone use one of these things in your setup?

http://www.behringer.com/02_products/prodindex.cfm?
id=DDX3216&lang=ENG&CFID=1679822&CFTOKEN=82584339

Looks nice to me, wondering if the sliders are motorized, or if worthy of purchaseing?

Zam
| 12745|12744|2004-02-14 00:25:36|dopamine|Re: OT BehringerDDX3216|
Not in my setup as I am quite content with my Mackie 3208 but a friend of 
mine has one of those and really likes it now that he has replaced all the 
pre amps with high quality ones. He *is* used to high end desks though so 
maybe they are usable?

Personally I dont rate digital desks at all. I'll stick with good old 
analogue for the nice eq's.

Matt

At 12:35 AM 2/14/2004 -0500, you wrote:

>Anyone use one of these things in your setup?
>
><http://www.behringer.com/02_products/prodindex.cfm?
id=DDX3216&lang=ENG&CFID=1679822&CFTOKEN=82584339>http://www.behringer.com/02_products/prod
id=DDX3216&lang=ENG&CFID=1679822&CFTOKEN=82584339
>
>Looks nice to me, wondering if the sliders are motorized, or if worthy of 
>purchaseing?
>
>Zam
>
>
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>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c6v3mdq/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/
>642ed9.jpg<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c6v3mdq/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050
>Click 
>Here
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>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12746|12694|2004-02-14 18:54:21|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|
I think i know the machine enough to understand you can't use two 
distortion at once on two differents tracks. That's enough for me.

I'm not interested to play a live on one style... It's tweaking.

See ya

K8L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play 
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> continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of hours 
without a 
> gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta 
learn the 
> machine better.
> 
> RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I 
dont ned 
> Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> >
> >
> >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B O M B
> >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not give 
it a
> >try call it shit.
> >
> >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig machine. I
> >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i 
wont
> >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote".
> >
> >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> >
> >:)
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
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> >
> >
> >----------
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > * 
> > 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
S7000/
> > *
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > * 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> >
> > *
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12747|12694|2004-02-14 18:55:19|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|
One more thing : give us your 'rockin' live...

K8L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play 
> continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of hours 
without a 
> gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta 
learn the 
> machine better.
> 
> RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I 
dont ned 
> Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> >
> >
> >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B O M B
> >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not give 
it a
> >try call it shit.
> >
> >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig machine. I
> >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i 
wont
> >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote".
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> >
> >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> >
> >:)
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >----------
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > * 
> > 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
S7000/
> > *
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > * 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> >
> > *
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12748|12694|2004-02-14 19:07:11|dopamine|Re: Live recommendations...|
Ever heard of resampling? If the RS doesn't have enough for you then sell it.

At 01:54 AM 2/15/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>I think i know the machine enough to understand you can't use two
>distortion at once on two differents tracks. That's enough for me.
>
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>I'm not interested to play a live on one style... It's tweaking.
>
>See ya
>
>K8L
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play
> > continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of hours
>without a
> > gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta
>learn the
> > machine better.
> >
> > RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I
>dont ned
> > Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> > >
> > >
> > >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> > >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B O M B
> > >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not give
>it a
> > >try call it shit.
> > >
> > >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig machine. I
> > >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i
>wont
> > >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote".
> > >
> > >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> > >
> > >:)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
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> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >----------
> > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > *
> > >
>
<<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/grou
>S7000/
> > > *
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > *
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
>subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > *
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > 
> <<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! 
> Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12chjkg6l/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EX
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>125ed0e.jpg<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12chjkg6l/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050
>Click 
>Here
>125ed1e.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12749|12694|2004-02-14 19:07:22|dopamine|Re: Live recommendations...|
You can have a first hand review from Fax (moderator at RS7000.org) after 
he sees us headline at the Melbourne Fringe festival. Will that do?

Matt

At 01:55 AM 2/15/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>One more thing : give us your 'rockin' live...
>
>K8L
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play
> > continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of hours
>without a
> > gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta
>learn the
> > machine better.
> >
> > RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I
>dont ned
> > Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> > >
> > >
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> > >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> > >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B O M B
> > >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not give
>it a
> > >try call it shit.
> > >
> > >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig machine. I
> > >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i
>wont
> > >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote".
> > >
> > >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> > >
> > >:)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >----------
> > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > *
> > >
>
<<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/grou
>S7000/
> > > *
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > *
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> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
>subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > *
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > 
> <<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! 
> Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c5q9ctn/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/E
>1261db3.jpg<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c5q9ctn/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050
>Click 
>Here
>1261dc3.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12750|12694|2004-02-14 19:40:04|Latif|Re: Live recommendations...|
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That's why they invented extra outputs, and rack stacks of outboard 
FX gear ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ix_kool" wrote:
> I think i know the machine enough to understand you can't use two 
> distortion at once on two differents tracks. That's enough for me.
> 
> I'm not interested to play a live on one style... It's tweaking.
> 
> See ya
> 
> K8L

| 12751|12751|2004-02-15 13:39:17|Latif|[OT] Midifo mfx plugs|
heeellow friends :)
i bought a set of midi plugs last week,
if you're into Sonar or Cubase, then these plugs
will make you smile :-))))))))))))))))))
step sequence CC/pitch/sysex/note and other crazy stuff
in realtime, render to midi, or apply on part. 
And they are freagging cheap! about 25 euro.

the MFX implementation seems to work better in Sonar then Cubase :(
but never the less, these plugs rock if you use a software sequencer.
http://www.midifo.com/

greets!
Latif
| 12752|12694|2004-02-15 14:02:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Live recommendations...|
Cool website!: http://www.rs7000.org/index.php Thanks Matt, good luck.

Stil no albeton live for me, maybe if there was a palm pilot version I might 
consider it, rather get a second RS though.

Zam

In a message dated 2/14/2004 7:08:52 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
matty@djdopamine.com writes:

> You can have a first hand review from Fax (moderator at RS7000.org) after 
> he sees us headline at the Melbourne Fringe festival. Will that do?
> 
> Matt
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12753|12694|2004-02-16 07:24:42|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|
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Hi Latif!

Well actually i do own AEIB2... But you cannot route effects thru 
it... So i plugged sends of my mackie in RS7K's inputs... It's not 
bad... Soundz of RS7K are terrifics.

But its seq. pisses me off. Not "real" realtime rec... Incredible for 
such an expensive machine. It freezes my CREATIVITY.

ABLETON IS ZE BOMB.

(lol)

see ya

K8L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> That's why they invented extra outputs, and rack stacks of outboard 
> FX gear ;-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ix_kool" wrote:
> > I think i know the machine enough to understand you can't use two 
> > distortion at once on two differents tracks. That's enough for me.
> > 
> > I'm not interested to play a live on one style... It's tweaking.
> > 
> > See ya
> > 
> > K8L

| 12754|12694|2004-02-16 07:31:21|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|
That's why i use ABLETON mon cher deejay dopamine seventy five 
reprezent... With Ableton i can resample without the PITTY RS7K's 
interface.

I won't sell my RS7k i already said soundz are greatz.

K8L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Ever heard of resampling? If the RS doesn't have enough for you 
then sell it.
> 
> At 01:54 AM 2/15/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> >I think i know the machine enough to understand you can't use two
> >distortion at once on two differents tracks. That's enough for me.
> >
> >I'm not interested to play a live on one style... It's tweaking.
> >
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> >See ya
> >
> >K8L
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play
> > > continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of 
hours
> >without a
> > > gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta
> >learn the
> > > machine better.
> > >
> > > RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I
> >dont ned
> > > Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > > > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> > > >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B 
O M B
> > > >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not 
give
> >it a
> > > >try call it shit.
> > > >
> > > >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig 
machine. I
> > > >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i
> >wont
> > > >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout 
wrote".
> > > >
> > > >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> > > >
> > > >:)
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home:
> > >
> > 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
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/RS7 
> > 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> >RS7000/
> > > >FAQ:
> > > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>http://groups.ya 
> > hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> >faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > >Yamaha Official: 
> > 
<<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifat
or.com
> > > >Yamaha Official:
> 
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.ya
mahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >----------
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > > *
> > > >
> 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
> >S7000/
> > > > *
> > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > *
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
> >subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > *
> > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > 
> > 
<<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
Yahoo! 
> > Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
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> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12chjkg6l/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D
=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1076896463/A=1994230/R=2/*http://ad.dou
bleclick.net/jump/N3349.yahoo1/B1282054.22;abr=!ie4;abr=!
ie5;sz=300x250;code=18634;dcopt=rcl;ord=1076810063192565?
>125ed0e.jpg<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12chjkg6l/M=274551.4550177.571862
1.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1076896463/A=1994230/R=2/*ht
tp://ad.doubleclick.net/jump/N3349.yahoo1/B1282054.22;abr=!ie4;abr=!
ie5;sz=300x250;code=18634;dcopt=rcl;ord=1076810063192565?>Click 
> >Here
> >125ed1e.jpg
> >
> >
> >----------
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > * 
> > 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
S7000/
> > *
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > * 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> >
> > *
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12755|12694|2004-02-16 07:42:34|Latif|Re: Live recommendations...|
don't wanna burst your buble, but ehm you are comparing apples and 
oranges.... 
the rs is not a computer(ableton,cubase,reason,sonar.. etc) 
and the computer is not a rs.
simply enjoy both of best worlds as most of us in here do ;-)
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ix_kool" wrote:
> Hi Latif!
> 
> Well actually i do own AEIB2... But you cannot route effects thru 
> it... So i plugged sends of my mackie in RS7K's inputs... It's not 
> bad... Soundz of RS7K are terrifics.
> 
> But its seq. pisses me off. Not "real" realtime rec... Incredible 
for 
> such an expensive machine. It freezes my CREATIVITY.
> 
> 
> ABLETON IS ZE BOMB.
> 
> (lol)
> 
> see ya
> 
> K8L
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > That's why they invented extra outputs, and rack stacks of 
outboard 
> > FX gear ;-)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ix_kool" wrote:
> > > I think i know the machine enough to understand you can't use 
two 
> > > distortion at once on two differents tracks. That's enough for 
me.
> > > 
> > > I'm not interested to play a live on one style... It's tweaking.
> > > 
> > > See ya
> > > 
> > > K8L

| 12756|12694|2004-02-16 07:44:15|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|
"Headlines"... "Festival"... Waw send me your autograph.
°° K8L sets mode: +provocation.

So you do rockin' lives and you use the machine better than me.

So i'm supposed to shut up, right ?

Maybe you are sponsored by Yamaha... I don't know... You never know 
with "international-rocky-live-stars"...

K8L - Peace, respect, (free)music.
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PS : i still wanna hear something instead of seeing wordz.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> You can have a first hand review from Fax (moderator at RS7000.org) 
after 
> he sees us headline at the Melbourne Fringe festival. Will that do?
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 01:55 AM 2/15/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> >One more thing : give us your 'rockin' live...
> >
> >K8L
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play
> > > continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of 
hours
> >without a
> > > gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta
> >learn the
> > > machine better.
> > >
> > > RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I
> >dont ned
> > > Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > > At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > > > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> > > >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B 
O M B
> > > >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not 
give
> >it a
> > > >try call it shit.
> > > >
> > > >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig 
machine. I
> > > >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i
> >wont
> > > >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout 
wrote".
> > > >
> > > >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> > > >
> > > >:)
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home:
> > >
> > 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7 
> > 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> >RS7000/
> > > >FAQ:
> > > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>http://groups.ya 
> > hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> >faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > >Yamaha Official: 
> > 
<<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifat
or.com
> > > >Yamaha Official:
> 
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.ya
mahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >----------
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > > *
> > > >
> 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
> >S7000/
> > > > *
> > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > *
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
> >subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > *
> > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > 
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> > 
<<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
Yahoo! 
> > Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c5q9ctn/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D
=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1076896520/A=1994230/R=2/*http://ad.dou
bleclick.net/jump/N3349.yahoo1/B1282054.22;abr=!ie4;abr=!
ie5;sz=300x250;code=18634;dcopt=rcl;ord=1076810120464280?
>1261db3.jpg<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c5q9ctn/M=274551.4550177.571862
1.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1076896520/A=1994230/R=2/*ht
tp://ad.doubleclick.net/jump/N3349.yahoo1/B1282054.22;abr=!ie4;abr=!
ie5;sz=300x250;code=18634;dcopt=rcl;ord=1076810120464280?>Click 
> >Here
> >1261dc3.jpg
> >
> >
> >----------
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > * 
> > 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
S7000/
> > *
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > * 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> >
> > *
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
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> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12757|7575|2004-02-16 07:45:13|ix_kool|Re: help|
Purchase Ableton Live.

LOL

K8L

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oddbods Finger" 
wrote:

> It IS certainly possible to link Patterns (Sections) from different 
> Styles in a Pattern Chain.
> 
> Care to elaborate on your question a bit?
> Are you compiling your chain in Record Mode or Edit Mode?
> 
> ....or are you talking about a slight 'hesitation' when your chain 
> switches between patterns from different Styles?

| 12758|12758|2004-02-16 10:38:20|suzukibatts|RS7000 Included CD|
Is there a place on the web I can download this? I got my RS7000 
used today and the CD was not included. Does Yamaha sell them or can 
anyone here mail a copy to me for a small fee? Thanks.
| 12759|12694|2004-02-16 11:57:41|dopamine|Re: Live recommendations...|
There's always one.

At 02:44 PM 2/16/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>"Headlines"... "Festival"... Waw send me your autograph.
>°° K8L sets mode: +provocation.
>
>So you do rockin' lives and you use the machine better than me.
>
>So i'm supposed to shut up, right ?
>
>Maybe you are sponsored by Yamaha... I don't know... You never know
>with "international-rocky-live-stars"...
>
>K8L - Peace, respect, (free)music.
>
>PS : i still wanna hear something instead of seeing wordz.
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > You can have a first hand review from Fax (moderator at RS7000.org)
>after
> > he sees us headline at the Melbourne Fringe festival. Will that do?
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 01:55 AM 2/15/2004 +0000, you wrote:
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> > >One more thing : give us your 'rockin' live...
> > >
> > >K8L
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > Maybe if you knew how to use the machine better you could play
> > > > continuously. I know I can keep a set going for a couple of
>hours
> > >without a
> > > > gap - all from the same machine. It's not magic - you just gotta
> > >learn the
> > > > machine better.
> > > >
> > > > RS7000 + Ableton Live = the best live tool. But to be honest, I
> > >dont ned
> > > > Ableton to do a rockin liveset.
> > > >
> > > > Matt
> > > >
> > > > At 02:39 PM 2/12/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > > > > >Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout wrote: ;)
> > > > > > >I don't think RS7k is a gig machine, keep it at home.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >Who are you to judge me ? Since 1995 i'm trying machines,
> > > > >softwares... I REPEAT : A B L E T O N L I V E I S T H E B
>O M B
> > > > >especially with a good soundcard and only those who did not
>give
> > >it a
> > > > >try call it shit.
> > > > >
> > > > >I just give advices. I keep thinking RS7k is not a gig
>machine. I
> > > > >can't accept that gap when you switch between two styles. And i
> > >wont
> > > > >accept this "Someonewhoedoesntknowwhattheyaretalkingabout
>wrote".
> > > > >
> > > > >so fy and keep discontinuous gigs.
> > > > >
> > > > >:)
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > >Home:
> > > >
> > >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS 



> 7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
>/RS7
> > > 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
> > >RS7000/
> > > > >FAQ:
> > > > ><<http://grou 
> ps.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> >http://groups.ya
> > > hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > >faq.html><http:// 
> groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > >Yamaha Official:
> > >
><<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifat
>or.com
> > > > >Yamaha Official:
> >
> ><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamah 
> asynth.com>http://www.ya
>mahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >----------
> > > > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > > > *
> > > > >
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS 
> 7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
>/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
> > >S7000/
> > > > > *
> > > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > > *
> > > > > > > >subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >
> > > > > *
> > > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > >
> > >
><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
>Yahoo!
> > > Terms of Service.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================



> > >Home:
> >
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c5q9ctn/M=274551.4550177.5718621.1261774/D
>=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1076896520/A=1994230/R=2/*http://ad.dou
>bleclick.net/jump/N3349.yahoo1/B1282054.22;abr=!ie4;abr=!
>ie5;sz=300x250;code=18634;dcopt=rcl;ord=1076810120464280?
> >1261db3.jpg<ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12c5q9ctn/M=274551.4550177.571862
>1.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1076896520/A=1994230/R=2/*ht
>tp://ad.doubleclick.net/jump/N3349.yahoo1/B1282054.22;abr=!ie4;abr=!
>ie5;sz=300x250;code=18634;dcopt=rcl;ord=1076810120464280?>Click
> > >Here
> > >1261dc3.jpg
> > >
> > >
> > >----------
> > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > *
> > >
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
>S7000/
> > > *
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > *
> > > >subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > *
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! 
> Terms of Service.
> >



> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>1232d0.jpgClick 
>Here
>1232ff.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12760|12758|2004-02-16 15:03:21|Latif|Re: RS7000 Included CD|
Hi, and welcome.

you cannot download the cdrom's complete content,
and actually your not missing out on much either
as it's content isn't that much.

you can get some content of the cd at
yamaha-europe.com
just go there and search for the RS and it's dowload section.
you will find the latest OS there and the preset patterns
that were on the original smartcard.



The only 2 things you won't find there
are a silly wave editor program that's not worth mentioning
and the crippled version of 'Acid': 'Acid Express'

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "suzukibatts" wrote:
> Is there a place on the web I can download this? I got my RS7000 
> used today and the CD was not included. Does Yamaha sell them or 
can 
> anyone here mail a copy to me for a small fee? Thanks.

| 12761|12694|2004-02-16 16:40:31|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Live recommendations...|
Latif is right, you can not compare the two! The RS is a standalone unit. 
Ableton Live needs hardware to run. To make a fair comparison you would have 
to drop it onto a 5 year old laptop with 64 megs of memory and no hard drive. 
Do you think it would still run? My bet is if you did this, the RS would kick 
its butt in every aspect. Just think of the boot up time it would take even 
if it had a hardrive to hold a seperate OS then to load the proggie and 
samples. Personally, I consider the RS an instrament, Ableton is more of a tool. 
Won't get into the technicle details because I've had this arguement before and 
the mere fact that the RS can use its own inter sound engine, not samples, to 
create a sound is the difrence between what I call performance versus "real 
time". I can take a CD and external effects thereby creating new sounds, but 
the essance of having music recorded in a format that has already been 
generated then altered is difrent than generating the sounds for the first time every 
time it is played. I'm no expert on either of the two products, I do know the 
RS well and I not putting down Ableton for it is great in its own right, so 
this is just my two more cents worth on the matter of what constitutes "live" 
or "prerecorded" music. As an avid RS worshiper, Computer User, and Knob 
tweaker I bring you a new line of music gear seen in the link below:

http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/RSvrsAbleton.jpg

Hehehe >8^)

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12762|12694|2004-02-16 17:57:51|ix_kool|Re: Live recommendations...|
Everybody could be happy if they released a decent OS...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Latif is right, you can not compare the two! The RS is a 
standalone unit. 
> Ableton Live needs hardware to run. To make a fair comparison you 
would have 
> to drop it onto a 5 year old laptop with 64 megs of memory and no 
hard drive. 
> Do you think it would still run? My bet is if you did this, the RS 
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would kick 
> its butt in every aspect. Just think of the boot up time it would 
take even 
> if it had a hardrive to hold a seperate OS then to load the proggie 
and 
> samples. Personally, I consider the RS an instrament, Ableton is 
more of a tool. 
> Won't get into the technicle details because I've had this 
arguement before and 
> the mere fact that the RS can use its own inter sound engine, not 
samples, to 
> create a sound is the difrence between what I call performance 
versus "real 
> time". I can take a CD and external effects thereby creating new 
sounds, but 
> the essance of having music recorded in a format that has already 
been 
> generated then altered is difrent than generating the sounds for 
the first time every 
> time it is played. I'm no expert on either of the two products, I 
do know the 
> RS well and I not putting down Ableton for it is great in its own 
right, so 
> this is just my two more cents worth on the matter of what 
constitutes "live" 
> or "prerecorded" music. As an avid RS worshiper, Computer User, 
and Knob 
> tweaker I bring you a new line of music gear seen in the link below:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/RSvrsAbleton.jpg
> 
> Hehehe >8^)
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12763|12694|2004-02-16 18:55:25|Latif|Re: Live recommendations...|
HAHAHAHAHAHA :-) nice one gheehgeh lol

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> As an avid RS worshiper, Computer User, and Knob 
> tweaker I bring you a new line of music gear seen in the link below:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/pics/RSvrsAbleton.jpg
> 
> Hehehe >8^)
> 
> Zam

| 12764|12764|2004-02-17 00:07:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Samples cutting short?|
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Why are my samples during playback in song mode getting cut short? The whole sample is there when I stop play.
Samples are on Ch 16 in kit mode, any sugestions? It acts like something else on another track is triggering the samp
to stop prematurely and at random lengths it seems to stop.

Zam
| 12765|12764|2004-02-17 00:23:23|dopamine|Re: Samples cutting short?|
Checked the adsr/gate knobs?

At 02:07 AM 2/17/2004 -0500, you wrote:

>Why are my samples during playback in song mode getting cut short? The 
>whole sample is there when I stop play. Samples are on Ch 16 in kit mode, 
>any sugestions? It acts like something else on another track is 
>triggering the samp to stop prematurely and at random lengths it seems to stop.
>
>Zam
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12766|12766|2004-02-17 06:25:52|faxorgy|OT: Sale items for Oz residents only .....|
1)Yamaha AW16G w/ CDR fitted 20gig HD Optical I/O, 8 inputs (2 XLR + 
1 HiZ guitar input) full virtual track and indepent parametric EQ & 
Dynamics processing per track. 
2 effects busses on mixdown + mastering effects.
4 sample pad banks
Can rip .wav files for PC upload etc etc ..
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All original documentation box and manuals MINT $1700 (AUD).....

2)Emu Mp-7 Command Station OS2.0
128 voice
Fully programmable 
50 filters
Huge mod matrix
6 outs + SPDIF out @ 20 bit 48khz
2 midi out 1 midi in
32 simultaneous arps (fully programmable)
Gooseneck lamp
Great velocity sensitive pads.
Mo-phatt , Vintage Synth Pro ,Xtreme Lead (with audity 2000 wave 
rom) and Protean drum rom installed (so 128 meg wave rom)
16 track 386 ppqn sequncer / 300,000 note capacity
Eloader / 4 * CDroms with patches and patterns for each specific
rom.
To many features to list here.
Same as a Proteus 2500 but w/velocity sensitive pads and a slick
desktop control surface.
Touch strip + 16 controller knobs....
Mint condition / less than 5 months old 
Original box / manuals all ROm documentation.
Sounds great fed through the RS7000's multiband compressor.
$1900 (AUD) all roms included and preinstalled.
Email me off list at oscar_finch@excite.com.

PS: OS shipping is way to expensive and whilst this would be around
750 pounds sterling with all roms included it would cost a bomb 
to ship outside Australia. (some $400 AUD w/insurance).
| 12767|12767|2004-02-17 09:18:33|dreamchimney|Simple question for live|
When going from one Sytle to another it seems that it keeps you in 
the same Section A-J that are you are on from the previous style. so 
if im in Style 01 Section B and switch to Style 02 it keeps me still 
in Section B of Style 02. Im sure this is a big issue for those that 
play live and there must be a way to have it start at Pattern A when 
switching Styles. thats what most of you would want right ? ...

also when you load a saved pattern by name you SHOULD be able to see 
that name somewhere on the screen so you know which one you are on. 
is there a way? there must be...

thanks again for any help
ryan
| 12768|12767|2004-02-17 09:56:29|ix_kool|Re: Simple question for live|
If u don't mind the HUGE GAP between styles, the only way to go from 
eg : Style01C to Style 02A is to switch style and press A a lil'bit 
after... Tweaking...

Seeya

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:
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> When going from one Sytle to another it seems that it keeps you in 
> the same Section A-J that are you are on from the previous style. 

so 

> if im in Style 01 Section B and switch to Style 02 it keeps me 

still 

> in Section B of Style 02. Im sure this is a big issue for those 

that 

> play live and there must be a way to have it start at Pattern A 

when 

> switching Styles. thats what most of you would want right ? ...
> 
> also when you load a saved pattern by name you SHOULD be able to 

see 

> that name somewhere on the screen so you know which one you are 

on. 

> is there a way? there must be...
> 
> thanks again for any help
> ryan

| 12769|12767|2004-02-17 13:57:44|dopamine|Re: Simple question for live|
1. Setup pattern quantise to the bar and press pattern A just before you 
change style.

2. Goto job/pattern/style name and type that sucker in!

Hope that helps you.

Matt

At 04:18 PM 2/17/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>When going from one Sytle to another it seems that it keeps you in
>the same Section A-J that are you are on from the previous style. so
>if im in Style 01 Section B and switch to Style 02 it keeps me still
>in Section B of Style 02. Im sure this is a big issue for those that
>play live and there must be a way to have it start at Pattern A when
>switching Styles. thats what most of you would want right ? ...
>
>also when you load a saved pattern by name you SHOULD be able to see
>that name somewhere on the screen so you know which one you are on.
>is there a way? there must be...
>
>thanks again for any help



>ryan
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12770|12758|2004-02-17 18:13:00|suzukibatts|Re: RS7000 Included CD|
Thanks a lot for the info. I found the goodies you mentioned. This 
beast should keep me busy for a while!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Hi, and welcome.
> 
> you cannot download the cdrom's complete content,
> and actually your not missing out on much either
> as it's content isn't that much.
> 
> you can get some content of the cd at
> yamaha-europe.com
> just go there and search for the RS and it's dowload section.
> you will find the latest OS there and the preset patterns
> that were on the original smartcard.
> 
> The only 2 things you won't find there
> are a silly wave editor program that's not worth mentioning
> and the crippled version of 'Acid': 'Acid Express'
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> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "suzukibatts" 
wrote:
> > Is there a place on the web I can download this? I got my RS7000 
> > used today and the CD was not included. Does Yamaha sell them or 
> can 
> > anyone here mail a copy to me for a small fee? Thanks.

| 12771|12771|2004-02-18 07:06:48|sean mccarrick|(ot) Ableton Live|
Hi,

Sorry for asking this question here but since we're on
the subject and I will be using it with the rs!

Can abletons headphone cue be output to one
soundcard(onboard sound) and the master to an
additional soundcard or do you need a soundcard with
two outputs?

Thanks in advance
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard - Read only the mail you want.
http://antispam.yahoo.com/tools
| 12772|12772|2004-02-18 14:42:37|josmaas|Busker Song Arranger|
Busker is a tool to create midi arrangements from a songbook or 
fakebook. All the symbols that you will find in a songbook like 
notes, rests, keys, time-signatures, repeat-indicators and chords are 
visible on the screen and can be dragged to a set of staff lines. 
This way you can create the same picture on the screen as in the 
songbook. You don't really need to know the meaning of all the 
symbols. Choose a style and a multivoice for the melody and press 
play. The song can be recorded in a midi or karaoke file.

To improve the song and give it more variety other indicators, not 
specified in the songbook, can be dragged to the staff as well:

1. Different style parts (variations) of the Yamaha compatible styles
2. Pads: short melodies to fill in pauses in the main melody
3. Switch drums, bass and other instruments on and off separately
4. Tempo, volume, note duration (for staccato effect) and any midi 
message

Beside playing the 30 included styles or any other Yamaha style it 
can also play the internal styles of any type arranger keyboard. In 
this mode the keyboard will be controlled by chords, melody and clock 
messages received from Busker thru a midi connection. While playing 
you can adjust the tempo on the pc and switch styles, variations and 
melody voices with the buttons on your keyboard. Use the internal 
sequencer of your keyboard to record midifiles. The chord and melody 
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fingering is shown on screen for keyboard teaching. While learning to 
play a song, you can take over (switch off sending) chords and melody 
separately.

Lyrics can be added, the song can be printed with multiple lyric 
lines (for each repeat). The lyrics will scroll along the screen in 
big font for karaoke. It can be recorded in a karaoke file that can 
be used in players like VanBasco.

Busker also reads and plays music in ABC notation. This is a method 
to describe staff notation in text. It is used mainly for traditional 
songs (jigs, reels, hornpipes). Files with hundreds of songs from the 
Nottingham Music Database, complete with melody and chords ready to 
play, are included in the shareware package.

You can download Busker at http://www.1manband.nl/busker where you 
also can listen to midi files produced with Busker.

Jos
| 12773|12773|2004-02-18 16:44:59|pascal brunet|effect question|
Hi to everyone ,in the manual they say that you can
use the effect on each track.When I'm using an effect
its apply to the all section, even if I select a track
first and then go to effect it doesn't work.
Please help,
Pascal

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard - Read only the mail you want.
http://antispam.yahoo.com/tools
| 12774|12773|2004-02-18 21:31:17|wasted/su700fan|Re: effect question|

> Hi to everyone ,in the manual they say that you can
> use the effect on each track.When I'm using an effect
> its apply to the all section, even if I select a track
> first and then go to effect it doesn't work.
> Please help,
> Pascal

There are 3 FX banks on the RS7k (Variation/Delay/Reverb). There can 
only be 1 FX in each of the 3 banks selected for the entire Style/Song 
at 1 time. So you can't have different Variation FX running on 
different tracks at the same time. You can set the amount each track 
has the FX applied to it (0 totally dry - 127 totally wet) via the 
Effect pages.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
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| 12775|12775|2004-02-19 08:36:20|stefanazar2001|MTC|
Hello,

I'm trying to sync with a computer having the Rs7k as a slave using 
MTC. 
Does this only work in "song" mode or others as well? 
Midi sync works fine with other modes but I need the Rs7k to be able 
to chase to the proper point using MTC.

Thank you
| 12776|12776|2004-02-19 14:09:32|electrotimba|Stupid Media Cards|
Now also got the SM card problem, tried to format it on RS (says write
protected) XP, 98 , found "wipe" programme and nothing it is still
"write protected" according to RS ??? Anybody found a solution or
programm? Luckily I have all backups but it scares me and make me
consider getting Zip or whatever as SM seems absolutely unreliable. It
is second card that got f... up. I am careful about not touching,
keeping it unsafe or whatever, hell ... it is junk!
| 12777|12775|2004-02-19 17:48:55|ecf1001|Re: MTC|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stefanazar2001" wrote:

> Hello,
> 
> I'm trying to sync with a computer having the Rs7k as a slave using 
> MTC. 
> Does this only work in "song" mode or others as well? 
> Midi sync works fine with other modes but I need the Rs7k to be 

able 

> to chase to the proper point using MTC.
> 
> Thank you

MTC works fine in song mode (just used it for the first time a few 
days ago to finish a project - beautiful), I imagine it would also 
work in pattern chain mode - didn't need it, so I didn't push that 
button to find out for sure. The two modes are essentially the same 
(except for PC message intricacies and other oddities).

For pattern mode, however, MTC doesn't seem to make any sense.

As an alternative, you could simply try it yourself and let us know 
what happens. Easy. :)

Regards,
Alex
| 12778|12775|2004-02-19 18:21:11|stefanazar2001|Re: MTC|
Thank you for your response...thats what i thought the situation was 
just haven't got there yet..
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stefanazar2001" wrote:
> > Hello,
> > 
> > I'm trying to sync with a computer having the Rs7k as a slave 
using 
> > MTC. 
> > Does this only work in "song" mode or others as well? 
> > Midi sync works fine with other modes but I need the Rs7k to be 
> able 
> > to chase to the proper point using MTC.
> > 
> > Thank you
> 
> MTC works fine in song mode (just used it for the first time a few 
> days ago to finish a project - beautiful), I imagine it would also 
> work in pattern chain mode - didn't need it, so I didn't push that 
> button to find out for sure. The two modes are essentially the same 
> (except for PC message intricacies and other oddities).
> 
> For pattern mode, however, MTC doesn't seem to make any sense.
> 
> As an alternative, you could simply try it yourself and let us know 
> what happens. Easy. :)
> 
> Regards,
> Alex

| 12779|12776|2004-02-19 18:22:56|johnny_sample|Re: Stupid Media Cards|
check this thread:

http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
Cat=1,2,4&Board=Media&Number=71414&page=3&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart
=1

it has a solution listed.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Now also got the SM card problem, tried to format it on RS (says 

write

> protected) XP, 98 , found "wipe" programme and nothing it is still
> "write protected" according to RS ??? Anybody found a solution or
> programm? Luckily I have all backups but it scares me and make me
> consider getting Zip or whatever as SM seems absolutely unreliable. 

It

> is second card that got f... up. I am careful about not touching,
> keeping it unsafe or whatever, hell ... it is junk!
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| 12780|12780|2004-02-19 19:21:13|stefanazar2001|Operating System|
Greetings, 

How do you tell what operating sys is presently installed? What is 
the latest?

Thank you
| 12781|12780|2004-02-19 20:04:04|ecf1001|Re: Operating System|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stefanazar2001" wrote:

> Greetings, 
> 
> How do you tell what operating sys is presently installed? What is 
> the latest?
> 
> Thank you

Easy. RTFM. Or, more approptiately in this case, RTF (the Great FAQ). 
Located in the Files section of this group for your convenience. 
There are also links to the latest OS.

A bit outdated quote (the latest OS, to my knowledge, is 1.21):

2.2 What OS version is used in my RS7k?
With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & 
UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the 
RS7000 test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version 
number. The actual delivered out version is V1.12 The latest version 
is v1.13, upcoming v1.14, and the RS-community hopes for a v2.x.

Cheers,
Alex
| 12782|12782|2004-02-19 20:18:21|ridszero|Sounds are different converting to Song mode|
I don't know why, but I took a pattern and recorded it in pattern 
chain and the n converted it to song mode, but some of the sounds 
have some different parameter values particularly the LFO and Filter. 
One sound I changed no problem, but another one even though I changed 
it and saved the song it still goes back to the other LFO and Filter 
values.

What happens is once I change the values (to the way I programed in 
pattern mode) I press play and its fine, but if I hit the restart/
back-to-the-beginning arrow then the filter changes from a HPF to a 
18LPF and the LFO speed changes. Anyone know what is going on? I 
upgraded to OS 1.2 a couple weeks ago. 

Nick
| 12783|12780|2004-02-19 20:32:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: Operating System|

> Greetings, 
> 
> How do you tell what operating sys is presently installed? What is 
> the latest?
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> 
> Thank you

Latest OS is 1.21 (very small bugfix from 1.2). To check OS version, 
hold down Pattern, Pattern Chain, & Utility buttons whilst turning on 
the RS7k. It will enter Test mode and tell you the version #.

P.S. You might want to also check the FAQ on the website for this 
group (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000). It's in the FILES 
section to the left. Alot of questions like this are answered there.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 12784|12776|2004-02-20 03:31:09|electrotimba|Re: Stupid Media Cards|
Sorry the link does not work. There are millions entries on Motiforum
on the subject but have not found single solution, please specify
where to look.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "johnny_sample" wrote:
> check this thread:
> 
> http://www.motifator.com/forums/showflat.php?
> Cat=1,2,4&Board=Media&Number=71414&page=3&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart
> =1
> 
> it has a solution listed.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > Now also got the SM card problem, tried to format it on RS (says 
> write
> > protected) XP, 98 , found "wipe" programme and nothing it is still
> > "write protected" according to RS ??? Anybody found a solution or
> > programm? Luckily I have all backups but it scares me and make me
> > consider getting Zip or whatever as SM seems absolutely unreliable. 
> It
> > is second card that got f... up. I am careful about not touching,
> > keeping it unsafe or whatever, hell ... it is junk!

| 12785|12776|2004-02-20 10:41:05|johnny_sample|Re: Stupid Media Cards|
http://forums.keyfax.com/user-files/86506-Dazzle.jpg

(taken from the motifator forum) 

"Thanks to matticulous for pointing out the smprep program. I've 
attached a picture of the Dazzle reader and package cover (about $15 
from CompUSA) which also included the smprep software and dll's. The 
model number is DM-8200 (located on the lower right corner of the 
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package). I was able to successfully use smprep on a Windows 98 PC 
and have also loaded the same software on a Windows XP PC, but have 
not tested it yet. 

HTH - Mike "

smprep.exe is what you want to use to reformat your mrdia with, but 
you must use the one that comes with this card reader. warning: the 
usb 2.0 version does not include smprep.exe! you need the usb 1.1 
card reader, described above.

good luck!
| 12786|12780|2004-02-20 10:41:44|stefanazar2001|Re: Operating System|
Ok...very helpful...thank you BUT... in doing so I get 3 
items.. "Firm ver 1.14", "Kernel ver 1.10" and "Data ver 1.20"

What is what? 

Thank you

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stefanazar2001" wrote:
> > Greetings, 
> > 
> > How do you tell what operating sys is presently installed? What 

is 

> > the latest?
> > 
> > Thank you
> 
> Easy. RTFM. Or, more approptiately in this case, RTF (the Great 

FAQ). 

> Located in the Files section of this group for your convenience. 
> There are also links to the latest OS.
> 
> A bit outdated quote (the latest OS, to my knowledge, is 1.21):
> 
> 2.2 What OS version is used in my RS7k?
> With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN 

& 

> UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the 
> RS7000 test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version 
> number. The actual delivered out version is V1.12 The latest 
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version 

> is v1.13, upcoming v1.14, and the RS-community hopes for a v2.x.
> 
> Cheers,
> Alex

| 12787|12780|2004-02-20 12:08:06|ecf1001|Re: Operating System|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stefanazar2001" wrote:

> Ok...very helpful...thank you BUT... in doing so I get 3 
> items.. "Firm ver 1.14", "Kernel ver 1.10" and "Data ver 1.20"
> 
> What is what? 
> 
> Thank you

"Firm ver" (firmware version) is your OS version number.

Regards,
Alex
| 12788|12782|2004-02-20 14:57:37|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sounds are different converting to Song mode|
Sounds to me like maybe you started off with a preset phrase? One with parm 
data up front, its just like switching it in the middle of the song, but its 
at the begining. Maybe someone else here can guide you through removing these 
setting or checking on them in edit mode, as I don't have expert knowledge in 
doing this on the RS yet. Anyone?

Zam 

In a message dated 2/19/2004 8:21:24 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ridszero@hotmail.com writes:
I don't know why, but I took a pattern and recorded it in pattern 
chain and the n converted it to song mode, but some of the sounds 
have some different parameter values particularly the LFO and Filter. 
One sound I changed no problem, but another one even though I changed 
it and saved the song it still goes back to the other LFO and Filter 
values.

What happens is once I change the values (to the way I programed in 
pattern mode) I press play and its fine, but if I hit the restart/
back-to-the-beginning arrow then the filter changes from a HPF to a 
18LPF and the LFO speed changes. Anyone know what is going on? I 
upgraded to OS 1.2 a couple weeks ago. 

Nick

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12789|12782|2004-02-20 15:34:51|ecf1001|Re: Sounds are different converting to Song mode|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:

> 
> I don't know why, but I took a pattern and recorded it in pattern 
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> chain and the n converted it to song mode, but some of the sounds 
> have some different parameter values particularly the LFO and 

Filter. 

> One sound I changed no problem, but another one even though I 

changed 

> it and saved the song it still goes back to the other LFO and 

Filter 

> values.
> 
> What happens is once I change the values (to the way I programed in 
> pattern mode) I press play and its fine, but if I hit the restart/
> back-to-the-beginning arrow then the filter changes from a HPF to a 
> 18LPF and the LFO speed changes. Anyone know what is going on? I 
> upgraded to OS 1.2 a couple weeks ago. 
> 
> Nick

I'll assume you've looked at the events on your tracks. When are the 
control events that affect the filter and the LFO happening? If 
they're not located near the very beginning, by hitting the rewind 
arrow you're backtracking to a time before the changes happen.

If you simply change voice parameters during playback, those changes 
will not be recorded and the parameters will revert back to their 
default values (and be affected by controller events that follow on 
that track). If you're twisting knobs, you can hit record and it will 
record your parameter changes. Or you could insert appropriate events 
in the track yourself, via edit mode. Of course, if a phrase a 
pattern contained CC events in the beginning, once converted to a 
long and elaborate song you'd be screwed.

Try setting event chase to "PB+PC+CNT" if your events are ok. Note 
that it will slow down certain operations, so be sure to have some 
patience ready. :) That should, theoretically, solve your problem 
right there.

Some of the weirdness you're experiencing is normal, as I've come to 
look at it. Unless this sort of thing bothers you too much, its safe 
to ignore the glitches, as long as everything works when the song is 
played linearly (from start to finish, no interruption). I sometimes 
have to start the song several times as some initial PC/CC events 
seem to get lost.

Having an empty measure at the beginning of the song may also help.

Finally, if you're still having problems, make sure that no important 
control event (PC/CC, etc) is midi muted - if you're using midi mute 
mode. Depending on the length and complexity of your song, this may 



be rather tricky and tedious, but worth it in the end.

Hope this was helpful and not too deluded. :)

Cheers,
Alex
| 12790|12790|2004-02-20 16:36:44|Michelle|Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
I tried to look for this in the manual and could find no matches :(

What I'm wondering about are two things:

-Is it possible to change sample start point in realtime with one of 
the Continuous Controllers (CC) or something? It comes in handy of 
course to do some neat sound tricks but I haven't found a way to do 
this. Only way is to load multiple copies of one sample and go to 
Sample Edit and change the start point manually - which is hardly as 
spontaneous and a real drag :(!

-Similar to that, is there some way to auto-flip a sample and play 
it backwards without having to load two copies of it and have one 
copy played FORWARD and the other one played REVERSE? It eats up a 
lot of memory on bigger samples.

Just curious about this. Please let me know, thank you!
| 12791|12790|2004-02-20 17:06:41|Matt Goddard|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
RE: Sample start..

I wish!

There may be a way to do it with sysex programming but I 
don't think it's possible on the RS. The only samplers that I 
know that do it are the E-Mu E4 series and Kontakt (there may 
be others, my Akai S6000 for example doesn't).

RE: Sample reverse...

I dont think this is possible either unless there is a 
workaround using the reverse function with the realtime loop 
remix? Not sure sorry.

Matt

---- Original message ----

>Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2004 23:36:42 -0000
>From: "Michelle" <michelle_alisa@hotmail.com> 
>Subject: [RS7000] Sample start points in realtime and 

reversing samples? 

>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> I tried to look for this in the manual and could
> find no matches :(
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>
> What I'm wondering about are two things:
>
> -Is it possible to change sample start point in
> realtime with one of
> the Continuous Controllers (CC) or something? It
> comes in handy of
> course to do some neat sound tricks but I haven't
> found a way to do
> this. Only way is to load multiple copies of one
> sample and go to
> Sample Edit and change the start point manually -
> which is hardly as
> spontaneous and a real drag :(!
>
> -Similar to that, is there some way to auto-flip a
> sample and play
> it backwards without having to load two copies of it
> and have one
> copy played FORWARD and the other one played
> REVERSE? It eats up a
> lot of memory on bigger samples.
>
> Just curious about this. Please let me know, thank
> you!
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> IFrame 
> Click HereClick Here 
>
> ----------------------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12792|12790|2004-02-20 17:33:24|ecf1001|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle" wrote:

> I tried to look for this in the manual and could find no matches :(
> 
> What I'm wondering about are two things:
> 
> -Is it possible to change sample start point in realtime with one 

of 

> the Continuous Controllers (CC) or something? It comes in handy of 
> course to do some neat sound tricks but I haven't found a way to do 
> this. Only way is to load multiple copies of one sample and go to 
> Sample Edit and change the start point manually - which is hardly 

as 

> spontaneous and a real drag :(!
> 
> -Similar to that, is there some way to auto-flip a sample and play 
> it backwards without having to load two copies of it and have one 
> copy played FORWARD and the other one played REVERSE? It eats up a 
> lot of memory on bigger samples.
> 
> Just curious about this. Please let me know, thank you!

Michelle,

Whoa. You've been seriously spoiled by... Kurzweil instruments? :)

Then again, you'd probably be using one for those tasks in that 
event...

To my knowledge, the short answer to both of your question is no. Nor 
it can function as a phrase/loop sampler in its pure form (that's 
something of my own wishful thinking). Ideally, you would need a 
dedicated piece of gear for those functions.

I'm sure you understand that, for better or worse, this is not a full-
blown sampler. Therefore I preach creative uses of its limitations, 
in the pauses between complaining about those very limitations (gotta 
love those paradigm shifts). :)

Getting back to the point, you may be able achieve an effect similar 
to, and possibly more interesting and unpredictable than the floating 
start point - with some creative use of amp LFO, amp EG and clock 
shift (there is no CC for the latter, you'd have to twist the knob). 
Chopper effects are available as well. In song mode it's even easier, 
at the expense of spontaneity, of couse - move the note on events for 
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your samples around and use track volume or audio mutes to achieve 
the effect. Either way, no need to spawn samples with different 
starting points.

As for auto-reversing the samples, nothing comes to mind. Practice 
modesty. :)

As always, anxious to see what others will suggest.

Peace,
Alex
| 12793|12790|2004-02-20 17:38:05|Latif|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
CC controlled loopmodulation....
welcome to the RS7000 user's collective whish ;-)

hopefully it will be added in another collective dream
OS v2.0

hehehehe :D

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle" wrote:
> I tried to look for this in the manual and could find no matches :(
> 
> What I'm wondering about are two things:
> 
> -Is it possible to change sample start point in realtime with one 
of 
> the Continuous Controllers (CC) or something? It comes in handy of 
> course to do some neat sound tricks but I haven't found a way to do 
> this. Only way is to load multiple copies of one sample and go to 
> Sample Edit and change the start point manually - which is hardly 
as 
> spontaneous and a real drag :(!
> 
> -Similar to that, is there some way to auto-flip a sample and play 
> it backwards without having to load two copies of it and have one 
> copy played FORWARD and the other one played REVERSE? It eats up a 
> lot of memory on bigger samples.
> 
> Just curious about this. Please let me know, thank you!

| 12794|12790|2004-02-20 18:27:50|Michelle|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
Ahhh... I hope so... well there's got to be some incentive for 
Yamaha to still keep ahead of Roland and Akai et al.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> CC controlled loopmodulation....
> welcome to the RS7000 user's collective whish ;-)
> 
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> hopefully it will be added in another collective dream
> OS v2.0
> 
> hehehehe :D
> 
> Latif

| 12795|12780|2004-02-20 18:30:59|Steve Salem|Re: Operating System|
Cool ----Thank you

----- Original Message ----- 
From: ecf1001 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2004 2:07 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Operating System

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stefanazar2001" wrote:
> Ok...very helpful...thank you BUT... in doing so I get 3 
> items.. "Firm ver 1.14", "Kernel ver 1.10" and "Data ver 1.20"
> 
> What is what? 
> 
> Thank you

"Firm ver" (firmware version) is your OS version number.

Regards,
Alex

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12796|12790|2004-02-20 18:31:49|Michelle|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
I don't have the most hands on experience but yes, I believe it was 
some Kurzwell K-series as well as Yamaha A-samplers.

But thank you VERY much for the detailed explanation.

I feel the RS7000 is too limited with 3 effects. I like playing 
around with effects and 6 internals would have been great (as on the 
A5000) along with multiple ways of routing. Of course this is not 
the case. (And the expansion output board and all that, all that 
adds up co$tly compared to the relatively affordable RS7000 right 
now.)

I'm always keen on reading more tricks and tips for the RS7000 
despite the "limited synthesis engine". Sadly the Search archive 
function on here is limited to a certain range of posts at best, 
rendering it quite use-less.

(And wishes for a new and improved OS 2.0 like what Latif said) 

Thank you Alex. :)

> Michelle,
> 
> Whoa. You've been seriously spoiled by... Kurzweil instruments? :)
> 
> Then again, you'd probably be using one for those tasks in that 
> event...
> 
> To my knowledge, the short answer to both of your question is no. 

Nor 

> it can function as a phrase/loop sampler in its pure form (that's 
> something of my own wishful thinking). Ideally, you would need a 
> dedicated piece of gear for those functions.
> 
> I'm sure you understand that, for better or worse, this is not a 

full-

> blown sampler. Therefore I preach creative uses of its 

limitations, 

> in the pauses between complaining about those very limitations 



(gotta 

> love those paradigm shifts). :)
> 
> Getting back to the point, you may be able achieve an effect 

similar 

> to, and possibly more interesting and unpredictable than the 

floating 

> start point - with some creative use of amp LFO, amp EG and clock 
> shift (there is no CC for the latter, you'd have to twist the 

knob). 

> Chopper effects are available as well. In song mode it's even 

easier, 

> at the expense of spontaneity, of couse - move the note on events 

for 

> your samples around and use track volume or audio mutes to achieve 
> the effect. Either way, no need to spawn samples with different 
> starting points.
> 
> As for auto-reversing the samples, nothing comes to mind. Practice 
> modesty. :)
> 
> As always, anxious to see what others will suggest.
> 
> Peace,
> Alex

| 12797|12790|2004-02-20 18:33:06|Michelle|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
I wish too, Matt. There should have been a way to create "Aliases" 
or "Shortcuts" of samples, and without having them occupy double or 
more the sample space, you could tweak settings. I think this is how 
it works on the A-series samplers, at least. But since this is not 
the case, I suppose I will have to use double the memory. Ahh!! :o

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> RE: Sample start..
> 
> I wish!
> 
> There may be a way to do it with sysex programming but I 
> don't think it's possible on the RS. The only samplers that I 
> know that do it are the E-Mu E4 series and Kontakt (there may 
> be others, my Akai S6000 for example doesn't).
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> 
> RE: Sample reverse...
> 
> I dont think this is possible either unless there is a 
> workaround using the reverse function with the realtime loop 
> remix? Not sure sorry.
> 
> Matt
> 
> ---- Original message ----
> >Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2004 23:36:42 -0000
> >From: "Michelle" 
> >Subject: [RS7000] Sample start points in realtime and 
> reversing samples? 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > I tried to look for this in the manual and could
> > find no matches :(
> >
> > What I'm wondering about are two things:
> >
> > -Is it possible to change sample start point in
> > realtime with one of
> > the Continuous Controllers (CC) or something? It
> > comes in handy of
> > course to do some neat sound tricks but I haven't
> > found a way to do
> > this. Only way is to load multiple copies of one
> > sample and go to
> > Sample Edit and change the start point manually -
> > which is hardly as
> > spontaneous and a real drag :(!
> >
> > -Similar to that, is there some way to auto-flip a
> > sample and play
> > it backwards without having to load two copies of it
> > and have one
> > copy played FORWARD and the other one played
> > REVERSE? It eats up a
> > lot of memory on bigger samples.
> >
> > Just curious about this. Please let me know, thank
> > you!
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > IFrame 
> > Click HereClick Here 
> >
> > ----------------------------------------------------
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12798|12798|2004-02-20 18:43:03|Michelle|Free MPC1000 sounds in WAV format - for RS7000 too!|
Hey, some of you may have already come across this:

http://www.akaipro.com/int/mpc1k/sounds.html

But I thought I'd post it anyway! The archives are zips but you can 
download and extract as WAVE files, which of course can be loaded 
into the RS7000.

Oh, and for even more fun, download the MPC1000 "factory presets"

http://www.akaipro.co.jp/jp/datalib/download/software/tools/mpc1000/f
actory_data.zip

:D

Nice of them to do this. More sounds, mainly of vintage stuff, are 
available at:

http://www.hollowsun.com/

Most are multi samples so not as useful for RS7000 but see what you 
can find! Thanks to the Hollow Sun people. :D
| 12799|12798|2004-02-20 20:43:20|dopamine|Re: Free MPC1000 sounds in WAV format - for RS7000 too!|
I've been a big fan of Steve and Hollowsun for quite some time. Great stuff!

Matt

At 01:42 AM 2/21/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>Hey, some of you may have already come across this:
>
><http://www.akaipro.com/int/mpc1k/sounds.html>http://www.akaipro.com/int/mpc1k/sounds.html
>
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>But I thought I'd post it anyway! The archives are zips but you can
>download and extract as WAVE files, which of course can be loaded
>into the RS7000.
>
>Oh, and for even more fun, download the MPC1000 "factory presets"
>
>
<http://www.akaipro.co.jp/jp/datalib/download/software/tools/mpc1000/f>http://www.akaipro.co.jp/jp/datalib/down
>actory_data.zip
>
>:D
>
>Nice of them to do this. More sounds, mainly of vintage stuff, are
>available at:
>
><http://www.hollowsun.com/>http://www.hollowsun.com/
>
>Most are multi samples so not as useful for RS7000 but see what you
>can find! Thanks to the Hollow Sun people. :D
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12cqeg31r/M=274551.4550177.5761904.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/E
>7d5515.jpg<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12cqeg31r/M=274551.4550177.5761904.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=17050
>Click 
>Here
>7d5544.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
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> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12800|12800|2004-02-21 08:45:53|monkeynotes|Sampling & pitch problem|
Hi y'all,

I got my RS about a week ago and I am having a great time with it. 
One question I would like to ask though is this; when I sample in a 
synth to play across the keyboard I use pitch mode. Problem is the 
pitch is time stretched, in other words each note plays at a 
different speed/length in order to get the pitch. Is there a way to 
sample across the keys so that the pitch is changed but not the 
length of the sample?

I know the RS can do this because it is in the sampling jobs but to 
resample each key individually would be a nightmare. What can I do?

Cheers,
Steve
| 12801|12800|2004-02-21 11:27:16|Latif|Re: Sampling & pitch problem|
you will have to create the multisample yourself in kit-mode..
in other words sample each note for the octaves that you are
going to use.

if that's too much work, then simply sample a small wave cycle
and loop that, and create your own synth out of that :D
(that's what i would do)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "monkeynotes" wrote:
> Hi y'all,
> 
> I got my RS about a week ago and I am having a great time with it. 
> One question I would like to ask though is this; when I sample in a 
> synth to play across the keyboard I use pitch mode. Problem is the 
> pitch is time stretched, in other words each note plays at a 
> different speed/length in order to get the pitch. Is there a way 
to 
> sample across the keys so that the pitch is changed but not the 
> length of the sample?
> 
> I know the RS can do this because it is in the sampling jobs but to 
> resample each key individually would be a nightmare. What can I do?
> 
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> Cheers,
> Steve

| 12802|12802|2004-02-21 16:59:23|Magnum PA|output expansion board?|
hi
im thinking about getting the RS7000, does anyone know if the output expansion board AIEB1 from the yamaha
A3000 will work in the rs7000? 
thanks,
Magnum PA

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard - Read only the mail you want.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12803|12802|2004-02-21 17:07:10|wasted/su700fan|Re: output expansion board?|

> hi
> im thinking about getting the RS7000, does anyone know if the output 
> expansion board AIEB1 from the yamaha A3000 will work in the rs7000? 
> thanks,
> Magnum PA

Unfortunately not. The RS7000 and Motif line of synths require the 
update to the AIEB1, called the AIEB2 board. The AIEB1 was used in the 
A3k/4k/5k and SU700.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 12804|12804|2004-02-23 14:59:37|blackwoodtebo|First Rs7k gig|
Hey guys, i have my first real gig using the RS7k tonight in DC. Its 
just a small bar called Bossa. It's a great little room with a stage 
up front. I am playing with a quartet (guitar, bass, drums and 
saxaphones) and a spoken word poet will be joining us. Its gonna be 
all improvised with me setting things up using the RS7k, a Kaoss Pad 
and an echoplex Digital pro plus so I can loop basslines. We're 
doing mostly drum n bass/ dub / downtempo kinda stuff. If you're in 
Washington DC come check it out. it should be interesting. Bossa is 
in Adams Morgan on 18th street. Alright, gotta go practice and work 
out some of my nerves.
| 12805|12804|2004-02-23 17:46:01|Latif|Re: First Rs7k gig|
goodluck and have fun ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> Hey guys, i have my first real gig using the RS7k tonight in DC. 
Its 
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> just a small bar called Bossa. It's a great little room with a 
stage 
> up front. I am playing with a quartet (guitar, bass, drums and 
> saxaphones) and a spoken word poet will be joining us. Its gonna 
be 
> all improvised with me setting things up using the RS7k, a Kaoss 
Pad 
> and an echoplex Digital pro plus so I can loop basslines. We're 
> doing mostly drum n bass/ dub / downtempo kinda stuff. If you're 
in 
> Washington DC come check it out. it should be interesting. Bossa 
is 
> in Adams Morgan on 18th street. Alright, gotta go practice and 
work 
> out some of my nerves.

| 12806|12790|2004-02-23 20:17:09|ecf1001|Re: Sample start points in realtime and reversing samples?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michelle" wrote:

> I don't have the most hands on experience but yes, I believe it was 
> some Kurzwell K-series as well as Yamaha A-samplers.

Ah. :) Yeah, those K's will do that to you.

> But thank you VERY much for the detailed explanation.

Hey, you're welcome.

> I feel the RS7000 is too limited with 3 effects. I like playing 
> around with effects and 6 internals would have been great (as on 

the 

> A5000) along with multiple ways of routing. Of course this is not 
> the case. (And the expansion output board and all that, all that 
> adds up co$tly compared to the relatively affordable RS7000 right 
> now.)

Well, it can be limited piecewise, upon close examination, but who 
said you can't combine the little pieces together?

> I'm always keen on reading more tricks and tips for the RS7000 
> despite the "limited synthesis engine". Sadly the Search archive 
> function on here is limited to a certain range of posts at best, 
> rendering it quite use-less.

You can hit "next" on the search results page and it will show you 
the next batch of results. Overall it's pretty silly, yes.
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> (And wishes for a new and improved OS 2.0 like what Latif said) 

When I worked in physics (underdraduate RA, 1.5 years of preparing 
for a single experiment that never happened :), my professor used to 
say "remember: in physics nothing happens fast". I'm guessing he 
never dealt with Yamaha.

> Thank you Alex. :)

No problem.

> 
> 
> 
> > Michelle,
> > 
> > Whoa. You've been seriously spoiled by... Kurzweil instruments? :)
> > 
> > Then again, you'd probably be using one for those tasks in that 
> > event...
> > 
> > To my knowledge, the short answer to both of your question is no. 
> Nor 
> > it can function as a phrase/loop sampler in its pure form (that's 
> > something of my own wishful thinking). Ideally, you would need a 
> > dedicated piece of gear for those functions.
> > 
> > I'm sure you understand that, for better or worse, this is not a 
> full-
> > blown sampler. Therefore I preach creative uses of its 
> limitations, 
> > in the pauses between complaining about those very limitations 
> (gotta 
> > love those paradigm shifts). :)
> > 
> > Getting back to the point, you may be able achieve an effect 
> similar 
> > to, and possibly more interesting and unpredictable than the 
> floating 
> > start point - with some creative use of amp LFO, amp EG and clock 
> > shift (there is no CC for the latter, you'd have to twist the 
> knob). 
> > Chopper effects are available as well. In song mode it's even 
> easier, 
> > at the expense of spontaneity, of couse - move the note on events 
> for 
> > your samples around and use track volume or audio mutes to 

achieve 



> > the effect. Either way, no need to spawn samples with different 
> > starting points.
> > 
> > As for auto-reversing the samples, nothing comes to mind. 

Practice 

> > modesty. :)
> > 
> > As always, anxious to see what others will suggest.
> > 
> > Peace,
> > Alex

| 12807|12804|2004-02-23 20:24:50|ecf1001|OT: Re: First Rs7k gig|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:

> Hey guys, i have my first real gig using the RS7k tonight in DC. 

Its 

> just a small bar called Bossa. It's a great little room with a 

stage 

> up front. I am playing with a quartet (guitar, bass, drums and 
> saxaphones) and a spoken word poet will be joining us. Its gonna 

be 

> all improvised with me setting things up using the RS7k, a Kaoss 

Pad 

> and an echoplex Digital pro plus so I can loop basslines. We're 
> doing mostly drum n bass/ dub / downtempo kinda stuff. If you're 

in 

> Washington DC come check it out. it should be interesting. Bossa 

is 

> in Adams Morgan on 18th street. Alright, gotta go practice and 

work 

> out some of my nerves.

It's no use. Just bring some friends along to cheer you through the 
ordeal, until you get used to making mistakes on stage and not 
letting it get to you. :)

This Echoplex Digital Pro - could you do a miniscule review on it? 
I'd be curious to know how does it compare to the Elecrix Repeater...
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Thanks,
Alex
| 12808|12804|2004-02-23 20:26:13|ecf1001|Re: First Rs7k gig|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 

wrote:

> > Hey guys, i have my first real gig using the RS7k tonight in DC. 
> Its 
> > just a small bar called Bossa. It's a great little room with a 

Oops, hit that button too soon...

Good luck!

Peace,
Alex
| 12809|12809|2004-02-24 01:17:40|faxorgy|Emu MP-7 and Yamaha AW16G still 4 sale ....|
Emu MP-7 Command Station
Purephatt / Xtreme Lead / Vintage Pro / Protean Drum roms installed.
Gooseneck lamp
Box ,manuals , 4 CDroms of Emu patches ,arps & patterns
5 months old - still under warranty ...
Australia only (if possible)
$1700 (AUD) (including roms and all documentation + midi leads etc)

Yamaha AW16G DAW (cdr Installed) - mint 
Less than 10 months old priced to sell
W/ 2 brand new CDRW's / 5 CDr's and all Audio leads
$1700 (AUD)
| 12810|12809|2004-02-24 04:11:25|dopamine|2 x RS style change via midi problem|
OK, myself and Damo (DNA) have been practicing our live set using two RS's 
and we were hoping to have them sync'd via midi (I have this nifty little 
midi sync start stop box).

When we change style on one machine - it bloody changes on the other!

Workaround - dont be on the main page of the slave RS when switching style 
on the master.

BUT - being the dumbarses we are, we don't trust ourselves to remember that 
in the heat of the moment - so...

Is there a way around this?? Some setting we haven't checked/unchecked??

Thanks,
Matt
| 12811|12809|2004-02-24 05:13:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem|
On Tuesday 24 February 2004 12:10, dopamine wrote:
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> Is there a way around this?? Some setting we haven't
> checked/unchecked??

AFAIK, no. :(

But you could opt for a physical workaround:

1. Get a MIDI filter box, place it between the master and 
slave RS and try to filter out the message. I can't 
remember if it's sysex doing this. Experiment and try 
before you buy that box.

2. Use a third machine (e.g. an old drum machine) and use 
that as the clock master device. Slave both RS machines to 
this new master device. This way the RSs have a shared 
clock, but they are not talking to eachother.

3. A possible variation of number 2 above. Get that old 
drummachine (or whatever) and slave it to the master RS. 
Now connect the master RS to that drummachine's MIDI out 
socket, and hope that the drum machine copies the MIDI 
clock signal, but not the rest of the master RS device. 
Theoratically, this should work. The beauty of this setup 
is that you still have tempo control on the master RS.

- Robert
| 12812|12809|2004-02-24 05:15:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem|
On Tuesday 24 February 2004 13:13, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> 3. A possible variation of number 2 above. Get that old
> drummachine (or whatever) and slave it to the master RS.
> Now connect the master RS to that drummachine's MIDI out

Correction:

> Now connect the **slave** RS to that drummachine's MIDI

| 12813|12809|2004-02-24 05:38:03|Latif|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem|
yes, that's what i did in my former sets with
the RS and RM1X , i put a Alesis MMT sequencer in between
it would filter out the Style change :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 24 February 2004 13:13, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > 3. A possible variation of number 2 above. Get that old
> > drummachine (or whatever) and slave it to the master RS.
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> > Now connect the master RS to that drummachine's MIDI out
> 
> Correction:
> 
> > Now connect the **slave** RS to that drummachine's MIDI

| 12814|12809|2004-02-24 10:29:38|Quest Pond|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem|
Hey Guys- i haven't tried this but cant you just turn off program change
under the midi filter setting in utilities sub menu?

Quest
-----Original Message-----
From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 24 February 2004 11:38 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem

yes, that's what i did in my former sets with
the RS and RM1X , i put a Alesis MMT sequencer in between
it would filter out the Style change :-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Tuesday 24 February 2004 13:13, Robert van der Kamp
> wrote:
> > 3. A possible variation of number 2 above. Get that old
> > drummachine (or whatever) and slave it to the master RS.
> > Now connect the master RS to that drummachine's MIDI out
>
> Correction:
>
> > Now connect the **slave** RS to that drummachine's MIDI
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12815|12809|2004-02-24 11:17:59|Latif|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem|
no... cause it has nothing to do with program change
it simply is the way Yamaha thought the sequencers should function
regardless of what their users actually wanted...
;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> Hey Guys- i haven't tried this but cant you just turn off program 
change
> under the midi filter setting in utilities sub menu?
> 
> Quest
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Latif [mailto:eurikon@h...]
> Sent: Tuesday, 24 February 2004 11:38 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem
> 
> 
> yes, that's what i did in my former sets with
> the RS and RM1X , i put a Alesis MMT sequencer in between
> it would filter out the Style change :-)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
> wrote:
> > On Tuesday 24 February 2004 13:13, Robert van der Kamp
> > wrote:
> > > 3. A possible variation of number 2 above. Get that old
> > > drummachine (or whatever) and slave it to the master RS.
> > > Now connect the master RS to that drummachine's MIDI out
> >
> > Correction:
> >
> > > Now connect the **slave** RS to that drummachine's MIDI
> 
> 
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> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
> --
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12816|12816|2004-02-24 11:26:58|Scott Kellogg|New Live PA Project|
(Forgive the livepa.org crosspost ...)

Hello, RS7000 people. 

I want to let you know about my new project, Ditch Lily, a post-pop
techno-punk duo. I'll be playing my Wal 4-string bass, Yamaha RS7000,
and singing. The beautiful and talented Bristy Day will be rocking a
Shure SM58 through a variety of fx boxes.

If time permits and the creek don't rise, we will have visuals
projected at the debut show, which will be in Bloomington, IN on
April 22nd at 11pm. Details provided upon request.

Some stuff I did last year may be downloaded from
http://www.glave.org/music. Beware, they are big downloads. 

I'd like to add that the CD release "Rhythms of Another Life", which I
recorded for Polish singer-songwriter Olenka, may be found at
http://www.glaive.org/mp3/olenka/.

Sure, it's got nothing to do with the RS7000, and it's a shameless
plug, but it's a pretty good CD regardless. I engineered the sessions
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on a 700 Mhz iBook running Live 2. The machine was woefully
underpowered, but it got the job done. I played bass on several
tracks and created loops on several others. The project was taken to
a mastering engineer for final overdubs and mixing who used Digital
Performer 3 in a fully-equipped studio.

There's also some miscellaneous crap at http://www.glaive.org/mp3,
too, if you find yourself to be *extra* bored. I like "Someday We'll
Get Drunk." Give you a quarter (a round one, that is), if you can
tell me what ReBirth mod I used to write it.

Enjoy!
| 12817|12816|2004-02-24 11:32:37|Scott Kellogg|New Live PA Project|| 12818|12809|2004-02-24
20:44:48|dopamine|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem|
I figured that this might be the case. :(

Thanks,
Matt

At 01:13 PM 2/24/2004 +0100, you wrote:

>On Tuesday 24 February 2004 12:10, dopamine wrote:
> > Is there a way around this?? Some setting we haven't
> > checked/unchecked??
>
>AFAIK, no. :(
>
>But you could opt for a physical workaround:
>
>1. Get a MIDI filter box, place it between the master and
>slave RS and try to filter out the message. I can't
>remember if it's sysex doing this. Experiment and try
>before you buy that box.
>
>2. Use a third machine (e.g. an old drum machine) and use
>that as the clock master device. Slave both RS machines to
>this new master device. This way the RSs have a shared
>clock, but they are not talking to eachother.
>
>3. A possible variation of number 2 above. Get that old
>drummachine (or whatever) and slave it to the master RS.
>Now connect the master RS to that drummachine's MIDI out
>socket, and hope that the drum machine copies the MIDI
>clock signal, but not the rest of the master RS device.
>Theoratically, this should work. The beauty of this setup
>is that you still have tempo control on the master RS.
>
>- Robert
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 12819|12809|2004-02-25 11:31:45|dreamchimney|Re: 2 x RS style change via midi problem SYNC BOX|
Im really curious what your "nifty little midi sync start stop box" does and what it is ?!
thanks
ryan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> OK, myself and Damo (DNA) have been practicing our live set using two RS's 
> and we were hoping to have them sync'd via midi (I have this nifty little 
> midi sync start stop box).
>

| 12820|12820|2004-02-25 20:44:46|dreamchimney|Sync problems, random off time|
hello, im having a problem with simple drum timing with the rs7000.
im syncing it with midi clock to an mpc, the rs7000 is the master, 
and im only playing in style mode. and the styles are usually set to 
4 or 8 measures long.

after the machine has been running for awhile, the snare, which is a 
simple 4/4 1 measure long pattern playing a snare from the SD kit, 
will start to sound sloppy and not so tight. like it lags a bit 
occassionaly just enough that we both notice.

is there a setting or a knob i could have possibly turned, like swing 
or beat stretch, that would cause this? also if i make a new user 
snare pattern of 4/4 in a different SECTION in the same style it 
plays fine. or seems to. is there anything you can do to a section of 
the song/style that could cause anything like this ? or maybe gate or 
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release time of the snare sound?

thanks for any help or advice
ryan
| 12821|12821|2004-02-25 23:05:10|ecf1001|TG parameter snapshot?|
Hi All,

I'm guessing the answer is no, but the hope dies last...

The situation: I'm editing a pattern and I've changed several 
parameters (LFO, AEG, FEG) for the voice on a track. Suppose there 
are no more tracks available. In the next pattern I wish to use a 
different phrase on the same track, using a different voice with 
different LFO/AEG/FEG/etc. settings. The logical solution is, of 
course, to have those parameter changes recorded in the beginning of 
the phrase, so that I can then switch freely back and fourth.

Question: aside from manually entering the appropriate sysex messages 
in each phrase, is there a way to essentially take a "snapshot" of 
all changed parameters and have the appropriate events appear at the 
beginning of the phrase? How would you do it?

Thanks,
Alex
| 12822|12821|2004-02-25 23:34:24|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: TG parameter snapshot?|
In a message dated 2/25/2004 11:05:52 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ecf1001@yahoo.com writes:
I'm guessing the answer is no, but the hope dies last...

The situation: I'm editing a pattern and I've changed several 
parameters (LFO, AEG, FEG) for the voice on a track. Suppose there 
are no more tracks available. In the next pattern I wish to use a 
different phrase on the same track, using a different voice with 
different LFO/AEG/FEG/etc. settings. The logical solution is, of 
course, to have those parameter changes recorded in the beginning of 
the phrase, so that I can then switch freely back and fourth.

Question: aside from manually entering the appropriate sysex messages 
in each phrase, is there a way to essentially take a "snapshot" of 
all changed parameters and have the appropriate events appear at the 
beginning of the phrase? How would you do it?

Thanks,
Alex
Have not done this on the RS, but use to on the QY. I use to bump the 
filters I wanted adjusted a tad while overdubing, then go into where you can edit 
events and change the time on the first filter event to zero and delete any of 
the same filter events on down the line. This only keeps you from haveing to 
insert those filters manually at the begining along with haveing to input the 
exact variation or amount. Often times a note would be at zero too and those 
seem to be automatically placed before the filter events, so in those cases I'd 
advance that note just a hair by editing its time to be the smallest amount 
behind the filter events that I moved to the begining. If this works for the 
RS I do not know for sure, but I used this method a lot on the QY.
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Good Luck!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12823|12820|2004-02-26 00:02:18|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sync problems, random off time|
Theres nothing I can think of to cause ocasional lag. It is usually 
consistant if it was due to an accidental knob adjustment, but if it is that and it 
doesn't seem like a complicated sequence I would probably delete the phrase or 
track and redo it with all new settings. If it keeps it up I might suspect 
midi messages being sent from another machine to that channel, quickist way to be 
sure of that is to unplug the midi cables.

Maybe someone else has a better sugestion, and I hope I'm not leading you on 
a goose chase.

Zam

In a message dated 2/25/2004 8:45:49 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
dreamchimney@yahoo.com writes:
after the machine has been running for awhile, the snare, which is a 
simple 4/4 1 measure long pattern playing a snare from the SD kit, 
will start to sound sloppy and not so tight. like it lags a bit 
occassionaly just enough that we both notice.

is there a setting or a knob i could have possibly turned, like swing 
or beat stretch, that would cause this? also if i make a new user 
snare pattern of 4/4 in a different SECTION in the same style it 
plays fine. or seems to. is there anything you can do to a section of 
the song/style that could cause anything like this ? or maybe gate or 
release time of the snare sound?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12824|12820|2004-02-26 00:51:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sync problems, random off time|
On Thursday 26 February 2004 04:44, dreamchimney wrote:

> hello, im having a problem with simple drum timing with
> the rs7000. im syncing it with midi clock to an mpc, the
> rs7000 is the master, and im only playing in style mode.
> and the styles are usually set to 4 or 8 measures long.
>
> after the machine has been running for awhile, the snare,
> which is a simple 4/4 1 measure long pattern playing a
> snare from the SD kit, will start to sound sloppy and not
> so tight. like it lags a bit occassionaly just enough
> that we both notice.
>
> is there a setting or a knob i could have possibly
> turned, like swing or beat stretch, that would cause
> this? also if i make a new user snare pattern of 4/4 in a
> different SECTION in the same style it plays fine. or
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> seems to. is there anything you can do to a section of
> the song/style that could cause anything like this ? or
> maybe gate or release time of the snare sound?

This all sounds like you do NOT have any sync going between 
the machines. Are you sure the MPC is correctly slaved to 
the RS?

- Robert
| 12825|12820|2004-02-26 11:13:27|dreamchimney|Re: Sync problems, random off time|
thanks for your reply, but yeah it is correctly slaved. at least we can play for an entire day 
with everything sounding fine but then the snare would just get off a tad randomly. we'd 
solo it and the snare sound would even vary a bit in length, but all the gate time is set to 
the exact same. is there some feature in the rs7000 that can make the song / style do 
that? im currenly recreating the style piece by piece in a brand new style to see if its ok.

when you select the job CLEAR TRACK, is there anything it doesnt clear?

> 
> This all sounds like you do NOT have any sync going between 
> the machines. Are you sure the MPC is correctly slaved to 
> the RS?
> 
> - Robert

| 12826|12820|2004-02-26 11:52:01|Latif|Re: Sync problems, random off time|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> thanks for your reply, but yeah it is correctly slaved. at least we 

can play for an entire day 

> 

it doesn't hurt to press stop and rewind to top,
once a day ;-)

but asfar as i can say, these 2 machine's play
perfectly well midi synced up together.
done many sets with my hiphop buddy, who has the 2000xl
no problemo there.
you shouldn't be surprised while having them playing non-stop 
A WHOLE DAY, after tweaking multiple beatstretch settings
and other stuff that manipulates the clock or timing, that your stuff 
will sound off beat eventually....

anyway, in patt mode doing live sets, i never had timing probs
with any machine synced up to the RS... must confess though.. 
my live sets don't cover a whole day heheheh :-)
and i never use that beatstretch stuff in realtime.
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Latif
| 12827|12820|2004-02-26 12:36:30|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Sync problems, random off time|
On Thursday 26 February 2004 04:44, dreamchimney wrote:

> is there a setting or a knob i could have possibly
> turned, like swing or beat stretch, that would cause
> this? 

I remember that beat stretch might be a good candidate for 
the 'sync' problem. The timing of the track involved may 
'shift' left or right in relation to the other tracks, 
depending on exactly *when* you invoke the stretch command. 

We are talking about that real-time playfx thingy, right?

- Robert
| 12828|12828|2004-02-27 09:43:04|stefanazar2001|event filter|
Greetings,

After using rs7k for about a week now i have yet to find the answer 
to this obvious questions. When in song mode I want to copy all 
tracks from bar 1 thru 8 to bar 9 -- 10 times. The problem is 
EVERYTHING gets copied so each 8 bars I get another set of program 
changes ect that appear at bar at the beginning of the copy point. 

How can I filter out events that dont want to get copied and select 
only note events for example?

Thank you
| 12829|12828|2004-02-27 14:48:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: event filter|
How about this?

make the 8 measure pattern in pattern mode, go into edit mode, remove any 
program changes, go into chain mode and chain 11 loops, convert to song.

Zam

In a message dated 2/27/2004 9:44:30 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
stefaz@bellsouth.net writes:
After using rs7k for about a week now i have yet to find the answer 
to this obvious questions. When in song mode I want to copy all 
tracks from bar 1 thru 8 to bar 9 -- 10 times. The problem is 
EVERYTHING gets copied so each 8 bars I get another set of program 
changes ect that appear at bar at the beginning of the copy point. 

How can I filter out events that dont want to get copied and select 
only note events for example?

Thank you
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12830|12830|2004-02-27 18:07:52|musicfish3000|Music Downloads: New Chance For Independent Musicians|
http://easybe.com presents the 1-2-3 Music Store - the very first
music download store for independent labels and artists.

Berlin, Germany  January, 2004  The 1-2-3 Music Store from easybe.com
empowers independent labels and musicians to sell their music from
their own website, direct to the fans. To date the first of its kind,
it opens up the internet as a sales channel.

It provides a real chance for smaller labels and unsigned artists to
get a fair share of the multi-million dollar internet music market,
estimated to exceed a value of $2bn by 2007. (Source: Forrester,
August 13, 2002)

The store is designed to integrate into any existing website. It is
easy to install, easy to customize and above all, easy to use. 100%
web-based, the 1-2-3 Music Store provides all the tools necessary to
sell songs and albums as music downloads, plus additional features for
managing the communication with fans, customers and the press.

Other key functions include free downloads, cover art, sample
listening, review and ratings system.

This places the control back in the hands of the artists and small
labels and may well represent an important shift in the internet music
business. Artists can distribute their music worldwide with no
middlemen, no production costs and no compromises.

Payments are handled by PayPal, international market leader in
internet payment systems with over 38 million registered users
worldwide. PayPal accepts five different currencies: US Dollars,
Canadian Dollars, JapaneseYen, British Pounds and Euros. This allows
independent labels and musicians to sell music downloads in 38 countries.

The 1-2-3 Music Store is available directly from easybe.com as a
downloadable php script. A licence costs only $48 for an artist and
$148 for a label.

The software is the product of months of careful enquiry, research and
development. Amongst others, easyBe would like to thank Tresor
Records, kittyYo Records, Timing Recordings, Sonntagmusic, DNS
Records, DJ Tanith and DJ Emmerson for their valuable input.

For further information contact: http://easybe.com
| 12831|12831|2004-02-28 19:46:59|Dbeam505@aol.com|How to Program your own Slice Effect!|
Can do some pretty sweet stuff in voice edit on the LFO just learned 
including a programable slice effect, thats not really a slice effect but simulates 
one pretty dang well. Totally programable it seems to that voice. So its like 
a slice on that voice and not a cheesy slice like the master effect. Switch 
the LFO to user S&G with the programed vols and bpm sync its amazing! Wish I'd 
learned this long time ago when I was asking on this forum how to recreate 

http://easybe.com/
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505 style slices. Whats even cooler is that you can keep the other effects on 
top of it. So excited still learning cool stuff on the RS after so many years 
with it.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12832|12831|2004-02-28 22:11:05|dopamine|Re: How to Program your own Slice Effect!|
Looks to me like you just discovered the LFO :-)

Try creating your own or generate some random blips and mayhem using pitch 
and filter combinations in different sync times. Lots of fun.

Or use random pitch lfo on sliced percussion samples - very interesting!

Matt

At 09:46 PM 2/28/2004 -0500, you wrote:

>Can do some pretty sweet stuff in voice edit on the LFO just learned
>including a programable slice effect, thats not really a slice effect but 
>simulates
>one pretty dang well. Totally programable it seems to that voice. So its 
>like
>a slice on that voice and not a cheesy slice like the master effect. Switch
>the LFO to user S&G with the programed vols and bpm sync its 
>amazing! Wish I'd
>learned this long time ago when I was asking on this forum how to recreate
>505 style slices. Whats even cooler is that you can keep the other 
>effects on
>top of it. So excited still learning cool stuff on the RS after so many 
>years
>with it.
>
>Zam
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12833|12831|2004-02-28 23:55:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: How to Program your own Slice Effect!|
Already did. Check this out if you gots da time.

http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/Hell.mp3

I totally got the LFO attacking some of the guitar voices to sound like 
distorted-guitar strum. Had to add a bit of midi delay too as well to get the 
effect. This LFO sliceing whoops bootay! The guitar sounds actually play all the 
way through, but I told the LFO to cut the volume down on the second half of 
each measure on the one voice. Was a bit hard getting the timeing to match, 
seems to need to be adjust precisely or else it gets way off after a few 
measures. Might be whats causeing that other guys problem with the snare getting 
off time on a few earlier posts. Near limitless posibilities with User LFOs.

Zam

In a message dated 2/28/2004 10:12:08 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
matty@djdopamine.com writes:
Looks to me like you just discovered the LFO :-)

Try creating your own or generate some random blips and mayhem using pitch 
and filter combinations in different sync times. Lots of fun.

Or use random pitch lfo on sliced percussion samples - very interesting!
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Matt

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12834|12831|2004-02-29 02:06:43|Latif|Re: How to Program your own Slice Effect!|
good to hear your having fun with the LFO
i think we told you about it earlier, but you were
to occupied with MFX itself ;-)

anyway check this is out,
the problem you refered to about the snares in the other
posts has nothing to do with what you're experiencing,
since LFO cannot be applied to drumkits 
(with the exception of BD kit/HH&CY kit/SD kit/Tom kit)...
the way the step lfo works is simple:
it is either reset by note trigger or not at all,

'key on reset'
if set to off, the step LFO will always run, 
regardless wether the RS is running or not.
therefor it will sound different in many occasions 
when you re-start your pattern.

if set to 'each on' the step LFO will be reset on each 
played note... obivously

and when set to '1st-on' step LFO will reset on 
the first note of a legato played phrase sequence.

the trick to hear exactly what the step LFO is doing
in 'each on' for instance, is to have note lenghts that exceed 16 
steps
of the LFO step sequencer itself, you can however compensate that
by the BPM sync lock for the LFO itself, you can also experiment on 
that again with the beatstretch function.
on the other hand short note lengths can create bizar madness too :-)
it all depends on what your intensions are.

Like 'dopeminer' ;), said there's so much fun and experimenting
alone from the LFO itself, 
actually LFO is a crucial keypart in creating a 'rich' voice.

have fun dude :)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Already did. Check this out if you gots da time.
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/Hell.mp3
> 
> I totally got the LFO attacking some of the guitar voices to sound 
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like 
> distorted-guitar strum. Had to add a bit of midi delay too as well 
to get the 
> effect. This LFO sliceing whoops bootay! The guitar sounds 
actually play all the 
> way through, but I told the LFO to cut the volume down on the 
second half of 
> each measure on the one voice. Was a bit hard getting the timeing 
to match, 
> seems to need to be adjust precisely or else it gets way off after 
a few 
> measures. Might be whats causeing that other guys problem with the 
snare getting 
> off time on a few earlier posts. Near limitless posibilities with 
User LFOs.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> In a message dated 2/28/2004 10:12:08 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> matty@d... writes:
> Looks to me like you just discovered the LFO :-)
> 
> Try creating your own or generate some random blips and mayhem 
using pitch 
> and filter combinations in different sync times. Lots of fun.
> 
> Or use random pitch lfo on sliced percussion samples - very 
interesting!
> 
> Matt
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12835|12835|2004-02-29 10:58:46|godmedellion|pc/iomega external scsi zip drive|
i have an external iomega 100 parrallel scsi and my rs freezes

>up with it is it that i need 50 pin to parrallel female to work..
>this is a pc/ iomega zip 100 will this work...

| 12836|12836|2004-03-01 02:44:31|mtangelder|Controlling other tracks|
Hi,

Is it possible to control one track with another?

For example: track 16 tells track 1 to switch to another user-phrase.

Can this be done from the RS itself, or from another sequencer? Maybe 
it's possible to loopback one of the RS's midi-out to a midi-in and 
let tracks 'listen' and 'speak' to specific midi-channels?

Any suggestions would be welcome!



Marco
| 12837|12836|2004-03-01 04:47:57|Latif|Re: Controlling other tracks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mtangelder" wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Is it possible to control one track with another?
>

nope

> For example: track 16 tells track 1 to switch to another user-

phrase.

>

nope, but i invite you to join me in my biggest RS wish! :)
which i rather would see as simple sysex command at the 
end of any particular phrase...

> Can this be done from the RS itself, or from another sequencer? 

for now there's the knob in patchscreen that functions as 
phrase switch

> Maybe it's possible to loopback one of the RS's midi-out 
> to a midi-in and 
> let tracks 'listen' and 'speak' to specific midi-channels?
> 

highly non-recommended...

Latif
| 12838|12836|2004-03-01 04:56:55|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|

> Is it possible to control one track with another?
>

nope

Bummer... allready thought so.

> For example: track 16 tells track 1 to switch to another user-

phrase.
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>

nope, but i invite you to join me in my biggest RS wish! :)
which i rather would see as simple sysex command at the 
end of any particular phrase...

Yeah. I know it's possible to select patterns using sysex commands. (I've done that using a small midi program I
programmed in VB - quite a while ago, so I'm not sure how I did it back then.) It would be cool if it was possible to
switch phrases too.

> Can this be done from the RS itself, or from another sequencer? 

for now there's the knob in patchscreen that functions as 
phrase switch

Yeah, I know :-) But I'd like to switch several tracks at once, or make the switch automated...

> Maybe it's possible to loopback one of the RS's midi-out 
> to a midi-in and 
> let tracks 'listen' and 'speak' to specific midi-channels?
> 

highly non-recommended...

Not good?

Latif

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12839|12836|2004-03-01 05:06:15|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling other tracks|
On Monday 01 March 2004 10:44, mtangelder wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Is it possible to control one track with another?
>
> For example: track 16 tells track 1 to switch to another
> user-phrase.

You can tell the RS from an external sequencer to switch to 
another section (pattern) using sysex. Afaik, this isn't 
possible from within the RS, but haven't tried it myself.



So if it indeed only works from an external sequencer, maybe 
you could find a cheap hardware thingy that can send sysex 
to the RS, to make it change sections. And as a nice 
loopback trick, you could make the RS tell that external 
sequencer to switch sections as well. :)

- Robert
| 12840|12836|2004-03-01 05:30:23|Scott Kellogg|Re: Controlling other tracks|

> You can tell the RS from an external sequencer to switch to 
> another section (pattern) using sysex. Afaik, this isn't 
> possible from within the RS, but haven't tried it myself.

Are there any foot pedals that one can do this with? I'd like to be
able to play my electric bass and have 'hands-free' section switching.

/Scott
| 12841|12836|2004-03-01 05:31:22|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|
Do you know which sysex commands I should use? 

Maybe I'll make a small program that does just that.
I can see some kind of grid (like Ableton Live), a list of phrases, drag and drop a phrase to a channel etc. The RS will
still be the sequencer, but it'll be easier to select phrases and you'll have your hands free for tweaking the RS.

Yeah, I know, you guys don't like laptops on stage, but this would be nice, won't it?

Marco

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 1:05 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Controlling other tracks

On Monday 01 March 2004 10:44, mtangelder wrote:
> Hi,
>
> Is it possible to control one track with another?
>
> For example: track 16 tells track 1 to switch to another
> user-phrase.

You can tell the RS from an external sequencer to switch to 
another section (pattern) using sysex. Afaik, this isn't 
possible from within the RS, but haven't tried it myself.

So if it indeed only works from an external sequencer, maybe 
you could find a cheap hardware thingy that can send sysex 
to the RS, to make it change sections. And as a nice 
loopback trick, you could make the RS tell that external 
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sequencer to switch sections as well. :)

- Robert
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| 12842|12836|2004-03-01 05:59:45|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling other tracks|
On Monday 01 March 2004 13:58, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Do you know which sysex commands I should use?

Check the faq, afaik they're listed there. Lemme know if you 
can't find them.
| 12843|12836|2004-03-01 06:07:46|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|
The faq only shows how to switch patterns, not phrases. Any suggestions?
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From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 1:59 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Controlling other tracks

On Monday 01 March 2004 13:58, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> Do you know which sysex commands I should use?
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Check the faq, afaik they're listed there. Lemme know if you 
can't find them.
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12844|12836|2004-03-01 06:15:03|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|
By the way, with all the do-it-your-self midi controllers on the net, wouldn't this be a great idea:

A dedicated RS7000 controller, with assignable pads to select phrases?

I also can see 16 faders on it to control the channels volumes. Any other ideas?

(I know this sounds weird: a controller to control another controller)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Marco Tangelder 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 2:35 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Controlling other tracks

The faq only shows how to switch patterns, not phrases. Any suggestions?
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 1:59 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Controlling other tracks

On Monday 01 March 2004 13:58, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> Do you know which sysex commands I should use?

Check the faq, afaik they're listed there. Lemme know if you 
can't find them.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12845|12845|2004-03-01 06:56:58|sean mccarrick|Nuendo and RS|
Hi guys,

I have a drum track recorded in the RS and then I
import the midi into Nuendo so I can trigger it from
there instead of the RS.
When the drum track is triggered by the RS everything
is fine. But when triggered by Nuendo the sound is
different
It sounds like Nuendo resets some of the track
parameters even though I've gone through mixer,play fx
and voice edit pages on the RS. Nothing seems to
change but it definately sounds different.
I've also made sure its not the scene memories
affecting it.

This is a headwreck so if anyone can help, I'd very
much appreciate it.

Thanks,
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Get better spam protection with Yahoo! Mail.
http://antispam.yahoo.com/tools
| 12846|12845|2004-03-01 06:59:41|Scott Kellogg|Re: Nuendo and RS|
I've never used Nuendo, but in many sequencers there is a checkbox that
resets MIDI params when the sequencer is rewound to the start position. 
You might want to fish around in the menus and look for something like
"Reset MIDI Parameters".

/Scott
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On Mon, 2004-03-01 at 08:56, sean mccarrick wrote:
> Hi guys,
> 
> I have a drum track recorded in the RS and then I
> import the midi into Nuendo so I can trigger it from
> there instead of the RS.
> When the drum track is triggered by the RS everything
> is fine. But when triggered by Nuendo the sound is
> different
> It sounds like Nuendo resets some of the track
> parameters even though I've gone through mixer,play fx
> and voice edit pages on the RS. Nothing seems to
> change but it definately sounds different.
> I've also made sure its not the scene memories
> affecting it.
> 
> This is a headwreck so if anyone can help, I'd very
> much appreciate it.
> 
> Thanks,
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Get better spam protection with Yahoo! Mail.
> http://antispam.yahoo.com/tools
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 12847|12845|2004-03-01 08:14:23|Latif|Re: Nuendo and RS|
load the song in Nuendo make it start ready,
refresh the Style in the RS by advancing one style up and then back
(this assuming that you have memory set to lock in the RS)

Now upon hitting start in Nuendo, nothing should 'reset' (unwantedly)
on the RS side, if it does
you have to make perfectly sure that in Nuendo
preferences nothing is checked that says stuff like 'reset on part'
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'reset on stop'
(assuming Nuendo has the same settings as Cubase)

One other thing, make sure the midi tracks mixer levels
in Nuendo, have the same reading as the mixer tracks in
the RS.

Latif

(in state of confusing about !what it is! 
that sounds different????)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick 
wrote:

> Hi guys,
> 
> I have a drum track recorded in the RS and then I
> import the midi into Nuendo so I can trigger it from
> there instead of the RS.
> When the drum track is triggered by the RS everything
> is fine. But when triggered by Nuendo the sound is
> different
> It sounds like Nuendo resets some of the track
> parameters even though I've gone through mixer,play fx
> and voice edit pages on the RS. Nothing seems to
> change but it definately sounds different.
> I've also made sure its not the scene memories
> affecting it.
> 
> This is a headwreck so if anyone can help, I'd very
> much appreciate it.
> 
> Thanks,
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Get better spam protection with Yahoo! Mail.
> http://antispam.yahoo.com/tools

| 12848|12836|2004-03-01 11:31:34|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling other tracks|
On Monday 01 March 2004 14:35, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> The faq only shows how to switch patterns, not phrases.
> Any suggestions?

That's what I meant in the first place. I only know of sysex 
commands that switch patterns. Sorry if I suggested 
otherwise.
| 12849|12804|2004-03-01 13:52:01|blackwoodtebo|OT: Re: First Rs7k gig|
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> 
> This Echoplex Digital Pro - could you do a miniscule review on it? 
> I'd be curious to know how does it compare to the Elecrix 

Repeater...

> 
> Thanks,
> Alex

I think the Echoplex Digital Pro is great. You can sync it to the 
RS7k and have it start recording at the beginning of a cycle or a 
Loop. There are so many different modes that you should look at the 
manual online to read about them. You can create new loops and you 
can paste the previous loop onto the new loop, keeping the old loop 
intact. You can even remove overdubs in a backwards order from when 
you created them. You can Multiply the loop after you have created 
it. so lets say you lay down an 8 bar section, you can then press 
the multiply button and create lets say a 16 bar section that youi 
can then overdub ontop of. Its a great piece of hardware in my 
opinion. The only thing is the footswitches are hard to feel through 
shoes. You get use to it, but at first it feels better to use it 
without shoes. I have heard of people changing the switches 
themselves though and putting in switches that are a little more 
sturdy and easier to feel with your foot. 

I haven't used the Electrix repeater though so i know nothing about 
it.

Marc
| 12850|12836|2004-03-02 02:14:04|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|
No problem.

Another thing I ran across is this:

When a CC-command is inserted (say Volume at 80) at the beginning of a phrase, it will (re-)set the according midi-
parameter when it loops.

If in the mixer-window the corresponding value (in this case Volume) is changed, it will be reset by the CC-command.

BUT... if Volume is changed by the Volume-knob? It will stay at the Volume you set here. Weird.

Are these 2 knobs setting different things, or is the CC-command simply overruled by the Volume-knob?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 2:10 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Controlling other tracks
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On Monday 01 March 2004 14:35, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> The faq only shows how to switch patterns, not phrases.
> Any suggestions?

That's what I meant in the first place. I only know of sysex 
commands that switch patterns. Sorry if I suggested 
otherwise.
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| 12851|12836|2004-03-02 02:29:43|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling other tracks|
On Tuesday 02 March 2004 10:41, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> No problem.
>
> Another thing I ran across is this:
>
> When a CC-command is inserted (say Volume at 80) at the
> beginning of a phrase, it will (re-)set the according
> midi-parameter when it loops.
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>
> If in the mixer-window the corresponding value (in this
> case Volume) is changed, it will be reset by the
> CC-command.
>
> BUT... if Volume is changed by the Volume-knob? It will
> stay at the Volume you set here. Weird.
>
> Are these 2 knobs setting different things, or is the
> CC-command simply overruled by the Volume-knob?

This is a feature! ;)
The moment you take over with one of the knobs, Yamaha 
assumed you're doing live stuff, and you don't want the 
phrase to reset your performance to 80 at every loop, which 
I think is a smart move.

How to reset the CC to be controlled by the phrase again? 
Select a pattern, and this includes the *same* pattern.
| 12852|12836|2004-03-02 02:47:24|Latif|Re: Controlling other tracks|
it's not weird, the knobs always over-ride the
the phrase settings untill you press |< rewind to top.

you can also use a different CC then volume, it's called
expression i think it's CC# 11

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> No problem.
> 
> Another thing I ran across is this:
> 
> When a CC-command is inserted (say Volume at 80) at the beginning 
of a phrase, it will (re-)set the according midi-parameter when it 
loops.
> 
> If in the mixer-window the corresponding value (in this case 
Volume) is changed, it will be reset by the CC-command.
> 
> BUT... if Volume is changed by the Volume-knob? It will stay at the 
Volume you set here. Weird.
> 
> Are these 2 knobs setting different things, or is the CC-command 
simply overruled by the Volume-knob?
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Robert van der Kamp 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, March 01, 2004 2:10 PM
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> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Controlling other tracks
> 
> 
> On Monday 01 March 2004 14:35, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > The faq only shows how to switch patterns, not phrases.
> > Any suggestions?
> 
> That's what I meant in the first place. I only know of sysex 
> commands that switch patterns. Sorry if I suggested 
> otherwise.
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12853|12836|2004-03-02 02:51:50|irrelevanceuk|Re: Controlling other tracks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:

> By the way, with all the do-it-your-self midi controllers on the 

net, wouldn't this be a great idea:
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> 
> A dedicated RS7000 controller, with assignable pads to select 

phrases?

> 
> I also can see 16 faders on it to control the channels volumes. Any 

other ideas?

> 
> 
> (I know this sounds weird: a controller to control another 

controller)

Kenton control freak studio edition springs to mind.
| 12854|12836|2004-03-02 03:07:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling other tracks|
On Tuesday 02 March 2004 10:47, Latif wrote:

> it's not weird, the knobs always over-ride the
> the phrase settings untill you press |< rewind to top.
>
> you can also use a different CC then volume, it's called
> expression i think it's CC# 11

Yup, that's a 'sub-volume' CC. I use it to mute/unmute RS 
tracks. Value 0 is muted, value 127 is non-muted, and 
volume level is still controlled by CC 7.
| 12855|12836|2004-03-02 03:17:45|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|
Cool. I already thought it was meant this way. I wasn't really having a problem with it, just wondering.

By the way, is there a way to make some kind of snapshot of all settings (volume, filter, etc.) and record this into a
specific phrase at a certain point?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2004 11:07 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Controlling other tracks

On Tuesday 02 March 2004 10:47, Latif wrote:
> it's not weird, the knobs always over-ride the
> the phrase settings untill you press |< rewind to top.
>
> you can also use a different CC then volume, it's called
> expression i think it's CC# 11
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Yup, that's a 'sub-volume' CC. I use it to mute/unmute RS 
tracks. Value 0 is muted, value 127 is non-muted, and 
volume level is still controlled by CC 7.
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| 12856|12836|2004-03-02 03:27:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Controlling other tracks|
On Tuesday 02 March 2004 11:45, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Cool. I already thought it was meant this way. I wasn't
> really having a problem with it, just wondering.
>
> By the way, is there a way to make some kind of snapshot
> of all settings (volume, filter, etc.) and record this
> into a specific phrase at a certain point?

That's a scene, isn't it?
| 12857|12836|2004-03-02 03:39:58|Marco Tangelder|Re: Controlling other tracks|
I know, but a scene stores all channels. I'd like to store all settings for just 1 phrase, so all filters etc. will be reset when
I switch to that phrase in patternmode.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2004 11:27 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Controlling other tracks
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On Tuesday 02 March 2004 11:45, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> Cool. I already thought it was meant this way. I wasn't
> really having a problem with it, just wondering.
>
> By the way, is there a way to make some kind of snapshot
> of all settings (volume, filter, etc.) and record this
> into a specific phrase at a certain point?

That's a scene, isn't it?
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| 12858|12858|2004-03-02 06:21:51|Andreas Waldenburger|[OT] USB Audio Interface for Linux Notebooks?|
Just a quick question:

I'm aspiring to do some HD-recording jobs with my Notebook (Linux -> 
Ardour or Audacity, not shure yet), for which I'll be needing a nice 
little Audio Interface. 4-6 Ins are mendatory, as I'm going to record 
drums with it. Oh yeah, and it should work with Linux ;)

Any ideas? No need for reviews (if you dont want), a link to a little 
overview or just some names will suffice.

THX in advance
Wildemar
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| 12859|12858|2004-03-02 06:25:25|Scott Kellogg|Re: [OT] USB Audio Interface for Linux Notebooks?|
I have heard reports that the M-Audio Quattro can be coaxed to work
under Linux.

/Scott

On Mon, 2004-03-01 at 15:51, Andreas Waldenburger wrote:
> Just a quick question:
> 
> I'm aspiring to do some HD-recording jobs with my Notebook (Linux -> 
> Ardour or Audacity, not shure yet), for which I'll be needing a nice 
> little Audio Interface. 4-6 Ins are mendatory, as I'm going to record 
> drums with it. Oh yeah, and it should work with Linux ;)
> 
> Any ideas? No need for reviews (if you dont want), a link to a little 
> overview or just some names will suffice.
> 
> THX in advance
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 12860|12858|2004-03-02 06:56:17|Latif|Re: [OT] USB Audio Interface for Linux Notebooks?|
there's a wide range of linux support
for souncards under ALSA development,
just checkout their list of soundcards:
http://www.alsa-project.org/alsa-doc/

i read before that the developer of Ardour
written his program around the RME Digi3296 ADAT card,
which works great with that program, unfortunatly for you that card
is ADAT only and PCI interface.

goodluck :)

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andreas Waldenburger 
wrote:

> Just a quick question:
> 
> I'm aspiring to do some HD-recording jobs with my Notebook (Linux -
> 
> Ardour or Audacity, not shure yet), for which I'll be needing a 

nice 

> little Audio Interface. 4-6 Ins are mendatory, as I'm going to 

record 

> drums with it. Oh yeah, and it should work with Linux ;)
> 
> Any ideas? No need for reviews (if you dont want), a link to a 

little 

> overview or just some names will suffice.
> 
> THX in advance
> Wildemar

| 12861|12861|2004-03-02 09:55:48|mtangelder|New track|
Hi,

If you like Tectrance, you're invited to listen to this new track:

http://www.clickfactor.nl/marco/pulsator.mp3

All rythm sections, percussion, fx, some bass and pads, etc are 
RS7000. Leadsynths are VST.

If you don't like tectrance or any trance at all, well okay, but I 
think it's nice to hear some "not-so-underground" music now and then. 
(If it's made using the RS, ofcourse.)

Any comments are welcome.

Marco
| 12862|12804|2004-03-02 10:05:40|ecf1001|OT: Re: First Rs7k gig|
Marc,

Ah. Thanks!

Yes, I looked up the specs and reviews, and saw the price, and 
reached for my CSound book instead. Screw that, I'd rather build my 
own. :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> 
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> 
> > 
> > This Echoplex Digital Pro - could you do a miniscule review on 
it? 
> > I'd be curious to know how does it compare to the Elecrix 
> Repeater...
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Alex
> 
> 
> I think the Echoplex Digital Pro is great. You can sync it to the 
> RS7k and have it start recording at the beginning of a cycle or a 
> Loop. There are so many different modes that you should look at 
the 
> manual online to read about them. You can create new loops and you 
> can paste the previous loop onto the new loop, keeping the old loop 
> intact. You can even remove overdubs in a backwards order from 
when 
> you created them. You can Multiply the loop after you have created 
> it. so lets say you lay down an 8 bar section, you can then press 
> the multiply button and create lets say a 16 bar section that youi 
> can then overdub ontop of. Its a great piece of hardware in my 
> opinion. The only thing is the footswitches are hard to feel 
through 
> shoes. You get use to it, but at first it feels better to use it 
> without shoes. I have heard of people changing the switches 
> themselves though and putting in switches that are a little more 
> sturdy and easier to feel with your foot. 
> 
> I haven't used the Electrix repeater though so i know nothing 
about 
> it.
> 
> Marc

| 12863|12611|2004-03-02 12:44:08|stefanazar2001|Re: write protected smart media cards...|
I've noticed that when a SM card goes "bad" it appears as "write 
protected" on the RS 7K. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "johnny_sample" 
wrote:

> how do you un-write protect a smart media card? i formatted using 

my 

> usb smc reader from 'dazzle' and now i cant reformat on the rs7000 
> because it says its write protected. i also cant access any files 
> from the rs.
> 
> any suggestions?

| 12864|12861|2004-03-02 12:54:01|job|Re: New track|
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Hai,Marco.
I am listening to your creation right now,and i must say i'm impressed.
good work.
its getting into your head.
you have recorded [master waves l1 maximiser?] it very loud[maybe too loud?].
great job.
greetzz,Job[yes...thats my real name,haha]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12865|12611|2004-03-02 13:17:41|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Re: write protected smart media cards...|
Well, I have a card that is working ok, but when you try to record something
on it using the computer it says that the card is write protected. On the
rs, the same card works perfectly.

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: stefanazar2001 [mailto:stefaz@bellsouth.net]
> Enviada em: terça-feira, 2 de março de 2004 16:18
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: [RS7000] Re: write protected smart media cards...
>
>
> I've noticed that when a SM card goes "bad" it appears as "write
> protected" on the RS 7K.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "johnny_sample" 
> wrote:
> > how do you un-write protect a smart media card? i formatted using
> my
> > usb smc reader from 'dazzle' and now i cant reformat on the rs7000
> > because it says its write protected. i also cant access any files
> > from the rs.
> >
> > any suggestions?
>
>
>
>
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
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>
>

| 12866|12861|2004-03-03 03:29:22|Marco Tangelder|Re: New track|
Hi Job,

Thank you for the nice review!

About the mastering: I recorded all RS-material into Soundforge and imported into Cubase. After that the entire mix
was exported as a wave-file. This wave-file was first normalized in Soundforge and then mastered in T-racks. I agree
it's a bit (too) loud, but there's still enough headspace I think. Maybe, I'll re-master it somewhat softer.

Greetz,
Marco

----- Origi anal Message ----- 
From: job 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2004 8:53 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] New track

Hai,Marco.
I am listening to your creation right now,and i must say i'm impressed.
good work.
its getting into your head.
you have recorded [master waves l1 maximiser?] it very loud[maybe too loud?].
great job.
greetzz,Job[yes...thats my real name,haha]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12867|12867|2004-03-03 08:41:24|stefanazar2001|Scenes in pattern chain mode|
Hello,

Heres the problem.

When setting up a scene (mutes, play fx ect) I record the "scene" 
properly into the chain where it should be. Intermittantly during 
playback, it is as though the scene doesnt exist, the mutes that on 
the display are muted are actually sounding and I physically have to 
unmute then mute each track to get it to play properly.

Am I making sense...any experience with this "BUG" or am I missing 
something here?

Thank you
| 12868|12867|2004-03-03 09:01:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Scenes in pattern chain mode|
On Wednesday 03 March 2004 04:44, stefanazar2001 wrote:

> Hello,
>
> Heres the problem.
>
> When setting up a scene (mutes, play fx ect) I record the
> "scene" properly into the chain where it should be.
> Intermittantly during playback, it is as though the scene
> doesnt exist, the mutes that on the display are muted are
> actually sounding and I physically have to unmute then
> mute each track to get it to play properly.
>
> Am I making sense...any experience with this "BUG" or am
> I missing something here?

Hmm, what about the other Scene parameters like play fx. Are 
these ignored as well? Did you check the chain track, can 
you find the scene inserted there?

- Robert
| 12869|12845|2004-03-03 09:10:25|sean mccarrick|Re: Nuendo and RS|
Hi Latif,
Thanks for the reply. I will try it later tonight.
I had already unchecked the reset boxes like cubase as
you described.
The sound being different refers to the kickdrum track
sounding like its lost volume, reverb, filter settings
or something. take your pick!
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-sean

>>load the song in Nuendo make it start ready,

refresh the Style in the RS by advancing one style up
and then back
(this assuming that you have memory set to lock in the
RS)

Now upon hitting start in Nuendo, nothing should
'reset' (unwantedly)
on the RS side, if it does
you have to make perfectly sure that in Nuendo
preferences nothing is checked that says stuff like
'reset on part'
'reset on stop'
(assuming Nuendo has the same settings as Cubase)

One other thing, make sure the midi tracks mixer
levels
in Nuendo, have the same reading as the mixer tracks
in
the RS.<<

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Search - Find what you�re looking for faster
http://search.yahoo.com
| 12870|12870|2004-03-03 13:39:30|Wildemar|[OT] FAQ --> WIKI? How 'bout it?|
Heyhey WIKI, hey WIKI hey ... ;)

Anyone got that reference?

Anyway, hi and hello. See, I'm posting again, 'tleast a lill. ;)
I stumpled upon something really interesting lately. Its called WIKI and 
from what I understand its sort of a web-interface to build an open 
knowledgebase. Open in a free-for-all kinda sense.
So I figured that maybe we set up an RS7k WIKI. That is, whenever 
someone gets annoyed by the 1007'th "How can I load some MIDI file into 
ACID", he (HE is perfectly ok, because we dont have women on the list) 
posts an explainatory article to the WIKI; so that the 1008'th time he 
can reply with a friendly "RTFW".

Why Do I think that that would be an improvement over the current 
system. Well for one, I think it might be easier to compile a standalone 
FAQ from a well maintained WIKI. And second, ... ehr see "one". ;)
I'm really not knowledgeble about that, just found out about it while 
researching some other stuff, but perhaps WIKIs even support some 
automatic content compiling. ==> Instant up-to-date FAQs, woohee! ;)

Anyone knows a little more bout that stuff? Pros, Cons?
Lemme know whatcha think

http://search.yahoo.com/


c.u.
Wilmedar
| 12871|12867|2004-03-03 14:50:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Scenes in pattern chain mode|
Sounds like a "feature" not a "bug" heh. See if you can find anything to 
help you define where it intermittantly does this. Like at the begining of a 
measure or an event on another track. I'm haveing a similar problem with one of 
my songs in song mode. I have samples that just like to mute intermittantly. 
I've not figured out why yet, but my problem seems to be linked to an event 
on another track seperate from the one that has the invisable mutes. I only 
suspect this cause I'm not positive of this yet. I'll have to test my theory 
out to be sure. My idea is to remove/clear tracks one at a time and see if it 
stops doing that to the other track in question of mutting. Sounds wierd, but 
I hope thats all it is and I just have to redo one track. Otherwise I'm at a 
loss of ideas for now

Zam

In a message dated 3/3/2004 8:42:22 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
stefaz@bellsouth.net writes:
When setting up a scene (mutes, play fx ect) I record the "scene" 
properly into the chain where it should be. Intermittantly during 
playback, it is as though the scene doesnt exist, the mutes that on 
the display are muted are actually sounding and I physically have to 
unmute then mute each track to get it to play properly.

Am I making sense...any experience with this "BUG" or am I missing 
something here?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12872|12870|2004-03-03 15:30:47|Latif|Re: [OT] FAQ --> WIKI? How 'bout it?|
hey wikithewiki heheh
yeah i once stumbled on some tikiwiki portal or php-group 
something like that when i was trying to educate 
myself on contentmanagement system, 
but man that was too much reading for me... so i left it.
funny to hear you bring it up.

it's not a bad idea, but so are many idea's lol
like geting more RS7000 women on the board, 
which you can't seem to repeat enough LOL :-)))

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar wrote:
> Heyhey WIKI, hey WIKI hey ... ;)
> 
> Anyone got that reference?
> 
> Anyway, hi and hello. See, I'm posting again, 'tleast a lill. ;)
> I stumpled upon something really interesting lately. Its called 
WIKI and 
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> from what I understand its sort of a web-interface to build an open 
> knowledgebase. Open in a free-for-all kinda sense.
> So I figured that maybe we set up an RS7k WIKI. That is, whenever 
> someone gets annoyed by the 1007'th "How can I load some MIDI file 
into 
> ACID", he (HE is perfectly ok, because we dont have women on the 
list) 
> posts an explainatory article to the WIKI; so that the 1008'th time 
he 
> can reply with a friendly "RTFW".
> 
> Why Do I think that that would be an improvement over the current 
> system. Well for one, I think it might be easier to compile a 
standalone 
> FAQ from a well maintained WIKI. And second, ... ehr see "one". ;)
> I'm really not knowledgeble about that, just found out about it 
while 
> researching some other stuff, but perhaps WIKIs even support some 
> automatic content compiling. ==> Instant up-to-date FAQs, woohee! ;)
> 
> Anyone knows a little more bout that stuff? Pros, Cons?
> Lemme know whatcha think
> 
> c.u.
> Wilmedar

| 12873|12867|2004-03-03 16:22:56|stefanazar2001|Re: Scenes in pattern chain mode|
It doesnt seem as though other scene parameters are involved though 
I'll have to check further. The MUTES are definitly involved 
though. BTW it seems to happen only when syncing to MTC or MIDI 
clock. Ideas?

Thank you

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 03 March 2004 04:44, stefanazar2001 wrote:
> > Hello,
> >
> > Heres the problem.
> >
> > When setting up a scene (mutes, play fx ect) I record the
> > "scene" properly into the chain where it should be.
> > Intermittantly during playback, it is as though the scene
> > doesnt exist, the mutes that on the display are muted are
> > actually sounding and I physically have to unmute then
> > mute each track to get it to play properly.
> >
> > Am I making sense...any experience with this "BUG" or am
> > I missing something here?
> 
> Hmm, what about the other Scene like play fx. Are 
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> these ignored as well? Did you check the chain track, can 
> you find the scene inserted there?
> 
> - Robert

| 12874|12874|2004-03-03 16:23:06|josmaas|New software for arranger keyboards|
Chord Player is a windows tool that will play the chords on an 
arranger keyboard so that you will have both hands available for 
melody playing and style-variation switching.

The chords for the songs can be entered in a text window and can be 
saved in chord files. A chord file with the chord sequences for a 
hundred well known songs is included.

Text can be included between the chord lines for orientation or 
karaoke. The textsize can be adjusted.

The chords played are shown on a piano keyboard for keyboard teaching 
by example. Chord playing can be switched off so that you can play 
the chords yourself while the displayed chords on screen stay 
synchronised with your keyboard.

http://www.1manband.nl/chordplayer

Jos Maas
| 12875|12874|2004-03-04 01:55:53|Marco Tangelder|Re: New software for arranger keyboards|
Okay, this can be a handy tool, but what really disturbes me is seeing a Bob Dillan song in the screendump.

Who said the RS was aimed at electronic music production?

LOL

----- Original Message ----- 
From: josmaas 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2004 10:04 PM
Subject: [RS7000] New software for arranger keyboards

Chord Player is a windows tool that will play the chords on an 
arranger keyboard so that you will have both hands available for 
melody playing and style-variation switching.

The chords for the songs can be entered in a text window and can be 
saved in chord files. A chord file with the chord sequences for a 
hundred well known songs is included.

Text can be included between the chord lines for orientation or 
karaoke. The textsize can be adjusted.

http://www.1manband.nl/chordplayer
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The chords played are shown on a piano keyboard for keyboard teaching 
by example. Chord playing can be switched off so that you can play 
the chords yourself while the displayed chords on screen stay 
synchronised with your keyboard.

http://www.1manband.nl/chordplayer

Jos Maas
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| 12876|12861|2004-03-04 05:54:51|blazrodic|Re: New track|
Nice work. I can imagine it being played on one of the GU's mix 
CD's :) 
Blaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mtangelder" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
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> If you like Tectrance, you're invited to listen to this new track:
> 
> http://www.clickfactor.nl/marco/pulsator.mp3
> 
> All rythm sections, percussion, fx, some bass and pads, etc are 
> RS7000. Leadsynths are VST.
> 
> If you don't like tectrance or any trance at all, well okay, but I 
> think it's nice to hear some "not-so-underground" music now and 
then. 
> (If it's made using the RS, ofcourse.)
> 
> Any comments are welcome.
> 
> Marco

| 12877|12861|2004-03-04 05:56:31|Scott Kellogg|Re: New track|
Does anyone but me think that the drums could be louder and more
present? It's a well constructed track, but the synth rhythms seem to
overpower the kick, snare, and hats.

/Scott
| 12878|12861|2004-03-04 06:06:16|Marco Tangelder|Re: New track|
What are the GU mix CD's?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: blazrodic 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2004 1:54 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New track

Nice work. I can imagine it being played on one of the GU's mix 
CD's :) 
Blaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mtangelder" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> If you like Tectrance, you're invited to listen to this new track:
> 
> http://www.clickfactor.nl/marco/pulsator.mp3
> 
> All rythm sections, percussion, fx, some bass and pads, etc are 
> RS7000. Leadsynths are VST.
> 
> If you don't like tectrance or any trance at all, well okay, but I 
> think it's nice to hear some "not-so-underground" music now and 
then. 
> (If it's made using the RS, ofcourse.)
> 
> Any comments are welcome.
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> 
> Marco
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| 12879|12861|2004-03-04 06:09:07|Marco Tangelder|Re: New track|
Do you mean Global Underground? If so, I'm very pleased with this compliment! Thanx!

----- Original Message ----- 
From: blazrodic 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2004 1:54 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New track

Nice work. I can imagine it being played on one of the GU's mix 
CD's :) 
Blaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mtangelder" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> If you like Tectrance, you're invited to listen to this new track:
> 
> http://www.clickfactor.nl/marco/pulsator.mp3
> 
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> All rythm sections, percussion, fx, some bass and pads, etc are 
> RS7000. Leadsynths are VST.
> 
> If you don't like tectrance or any trance at all, well okay, but I 
> think it's nice to hear some "not-so-underground" music now and 
then. 
> (If it's made using the RS, ofcourse.)
> 
> Any comments are welcome.
> 
> Marco
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| 12880|12861|2004-03-04 08:26:59|Deranger|Re: New track|
Global Underground :) Stuff from Steve Lawler, Digweed etc. 

>What are the GU mix CD's?

| 12881|12867|2004-03-04 10:30:35|stefanazar2001|Re: Scenes in pattern chain mode|
Ok heres the deal,

When syncing to an external clock, MIDI or MTC, in pattern chain at 
the start of the sequence there are no SCENE paramenters set though 
the proper scene is present in the event list. WORK AROUND: I have to 
set the machine to any scene other than the one that gets set up at 
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the top of the sequence. Then the proper scene sets up and all is 
well after that. I bet that the only way for the right scenes to kick 
in at the right time is only when the chain gets played straight thru 
from beginning to end. BTW..I always set an open bar at bar 1 for 
progs, cc's, scenes to get set up before the actual song starts at 
bar 2. Kinda ugly when trying to over dub stuff in the middle when 
this crazy shit happens. 

ANY THOUGHTS...or is it a "feature"? (smile)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Sounds like a "feature" not a "bug" heh. See if you can find 
anything to 
> help you define where it intermittantly does this. Like at the 
begining of a 
> measure or an event on another track. I'm haveing a similar 
problem with one of 
> my songs in song mode. I have samples that just like to mute 
intermittantly. 
> I've not figured out why yet, but my problem seems to be linked to 
an event 
> on another track seperate from the one that has the invisable 
mutes. I only 
> suspect this cause I'm not positive of this yet. I'll have to test 
my theory 
> out to be sure. My idea is to remove/clear tracks one at a time 
and see if it 
> stops doing that to the other track in question of mutting. Sounds 
wierd, but 
> I hope thats all it is and I just have to redo one track. 
Otherwise I'm at a 
> loss of ideas for now
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 3/3/2004 8:42:22 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> stefaz@b... writes:
> When setting up a scene (mutes, play fx ect) I record the "scene" 
> properly into the chain where it should be. Intermittantly during 
> playback, it is as though the scene doesnt exist, the mutes that on 
> the display are muted are actually sounding and I physically have 
to 
> unmute then mute each track to get it to play properly.
> 
> Am I making sense...any experience with this "BUG" or am I missing 
> something here?
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12882|12882|2004-03-07 09:43:53|mr_doberman2003|New track made with RS.|
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I specialize in rap beats...let me know what you think.
www.soundclick.com/doberman2004
| 12883|12883|2004-03-07 18:16:46|d_chamberlayne|Capabilties|
Members,
I don't expect all of you to know the answer to this. My 
question is does the rs7000 have all of the capabilties of the rm1x 
and the su700 plus some. If there's anything lacking from the rs7000 
would you please let me know. I'm interested in both the rm1x and 
the su700 but if they lack in comparison to the rs7000 then I'll look 
elsewhere.
David
| 12884|12883|2004-03-07 19:27:42|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Capabilties|
The RS is like an su700 and an rm1x combined. Not all the features are 
included but what it lacks it more than makes up for by having a sequencer and 
sampler both in one unit, is my opinion. You can't beat this machine. I just 
played a show with just the RS and a KAOSS pad and I think it was comparable to 
the other group I played with that probably had close to a dozen difrent synths 
and boxes. Won't say I blew them away, but I was argueably comparable with 
just one machine, FX and myself.

Zam 

In a message dated 3/7/2004 6:18:23 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
d_chamberlayne@yahoo.com writes:
Members,
I don't expect all of you to know the answer to this. My 
question is does the rs7000 have all of the capabilties of the rm1x 
and the su700 plus some. If there's anything lacking from the rs7000 
would you please let me know. I'm interested in both the rm1x and 
the su700 but if they lack in comparison to the rs7000 then I'll look 
elsewhere.
David

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12885|12885|2004-03-09 20:35:26|djboy112st|FAQ v0.1 - How to use RS for Polyphonic Ringtones|
Hey all.

I dont know how many of you have thought about this, but the
polyphonic ringtones that cell phone companies are selling thru their
websites and other "web portals" are simple midi files. You click the
BUY button and they send a midi file to your phone. The
"sequencer/synthesizer" in your phone does the rest. I have never
liked this because the cell companies charge a dollar or two for a
ringtone that is very well known and not very personalized, as
thousands and thousands of people are downloading the same tones all
the time. As soon as I figured out that the phones were just playing
midi files, I was on a mission to figure out how I could use the RS to
make my own ringtones and send them to my phone. Without paying. It
took me a while to do it, and now I have found the answer!

----------------------------------------------
FAQ / HOWTO - From RS7000 to Ringtone v0.1
----------------------------------------------
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I. Most polyphonic phones have the capability to play FOUR channels of
"audio" at a time. Using more than four tracks for your beat will
usually result in sounds being lost.

II. Polyphonic capable phones are not sophisticated synthesizers; they
do not have reverb, echo, variation, and other effects to add to the
sound, as the RS does. They simply respond to midi notes. Make your
ringtones simplistic.

III. Stick to the GM Soundset - there are plenty of instruments in
that bank. Your phone may not have all 128 of the sounds that the RS
GM soundset does, so think logically; use the more common instruments.

IV. Put your drums on Channel 10, and use tracks 1, 2 and 3 for your
other three "sounds". I dont know why this is the case, but most of
the pre-made poly ringtones that I have gotten off the web that
translate well into the phone have the drums on channel 10. Once
again, use the Standard GM Kit.

V. RS Midi Effects.. THEY DO WORK.. If you loop remix a track or do a
"roll", it should end up on the end product that your phone plays. 
Once again, since loop remixes, rolls, gate changes, midi delay, etc..
are all midi-data reliant, as long as they are normalized, your phone
should play them. You'll easily have the coolest ringtones out of
anyone you know!

VI. After you're done recording your tracks and you're satisfied with
the beat you have come up with, insert a program change at 001:1:000
on EACH track to reflect the instrument chosen for that track,
however, when you are selecting the BANK for the program change, turn
the dial all the way up - past 127.. After 127, the program change
should change to stars. It will look like this ***-***-000 .. If your
instrument for that channel is GM - DIST GTR (Program 031) then the
program change should look like this ***-***-031

VII. Export your midi file. Press SAVE twice, then turn the F2 knob
to the right one time. It should say SMF (standard midi file). Name
your file and bring your SM card over to your computer.

With your regular computer, log onto http://www.jhonny.org .. Along
the right-hand side of the site there is a link that says "upload
ringtone". Click on that link and follow the instructions to get your
midi file uploaded to the site. The site will then give you a number
to enter into your phone to have YOUR tone sent to YOUR phone, free of
charge! Then, using your WAP (GPRS - wireless internet) capable phone,
log onto http://www.jhonny.org/wap and put that same number in the
text field, then shazaam kazaam! The tone is now in your phone. Save
it, then play it back. Repeat process as necessary. It's.. Free.
Free. Free. Aint life great?

/[ one30six ]\
| 12886|12886|2004-03-10 08:14:02|battterias|RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right now!|

http://www.jhonny.org/
http://www.jhonny.org/wap


I need the reults of that poll, with email adresses and and all that 
stuff so that i can send to yamaha as i am speaking with them right 
now regarding an os upgrade. ASAP!
| 12887|12886|2004-03-10 08:47:09|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right
now!|
On Wednesday 10 March 2004 16:13, battterias wrote:

> I need the reults of that poll, with email adresses and
> and all that stuff so that i can send to yamaha as i am
> speaking with them right now regarding an os upgrade. 
> ASAP!

There you go:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/poll-results/

- Robert
| 12888|12886|2004-03-10 09:00:18|Marcello|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right now!|
I am shocked to see that sample LAYERING is not on the list. Why has 
it not been mentioned? If this is something that can be fixed with 
an OS upgrade, it gets my vote.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Wednesday 10 March 2004 16:13, battterias wrote:
> > I need the reults of that poll, with email adresses and
> > and all that stuff so that i can send to yamaha as i am
> > speaking with them right now regarding an os upgrade. 
> > ASAP!
> 
> There you go:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/poll-results/
> 
> - Robert

| 12889|12889|2004-03-10 10:17:33|electrotimba|Bend range in SX|
Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just sound 
module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most stressless way of 
working). Where do I have to write the bend range in Cubase SX. It 
is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on the safe side 
I like that RS plays right blank, without anything loaded. 
Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is the only 
missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on RS because if 
I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
Electrotimba
| 12890|12886|2004-03-10 10:22:03|Robert van der Kamp|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right
now!|
On Wednesday 10 March 2004 16:58, Marcello wrote:

> I am shocked to see that sample LAYERING is not on the
> list. Why has it not been mentioned? If this is
> something that can be fixed with an OS upgrade, it gets
> my vote.

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/os/poll-results/
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We had a OS feature request poll open for many, many months. 
You must have missed it.

- Robert
| 12891|12886|2004-03-10 10:31:08|Quest Pond|quantise question|
I have a really simple question i think, its just something that confuses
me. The realtime quantise (and quantise) only has setting of say 120 with a
swing of 50%- what if you want to quatise without swing? It doesn't seems
possible- or am i misunderstanding something here.

Regards

Quest Pond

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12892|12889|2004-03-10 10:35:18|Latif|Re: Bend range in SX|
when you double click a part in cubase,
you should be inside the piano roll editor,
that window should consist of the keynote events area,
and right under it the controler lane, which in default
always shows velocity.
If you don't see the controller lane, 
look at the left side under the piano roll, 
there's a small grey area, either double click it
or right click it, there will open a menu and/or the controller lane 
should be visible then.
once your done setting velocity in the controller lane, simply select 
another controller from the left side again to edit.

or.... use your your RS as controller interface.
have fun ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just sound 
> module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most stressless way of 
> working). Where do I have to write the bend range in Cubase SX. It 
> is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on the safe 

side 

> I like that RS plays right blank, without anything loaded. 
> Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is the only 
> missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on RS because 

if 

> I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
> Electrotimba

| 12893|12886|2004-03-10 10:38:01|Latif|Re: quantise question|
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swing 50% is nominal... 
ie: no swing, just hard quantize

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> I have a really simple question i think, its just something that 
confuses
> me. The realtime quantise (and quantise) only has setting of say 
120 with a
> swing of 50%- what if you want to quatise without swing? It doesn't 
seems
> possible- or am i misunderstanding something here.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Quest Pond
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12894|12889|2004-03-10 13:08:40|electrotimba|Re: Bend range in SX|
Sorry I didnt express myself clearly. The part is ready, played with 
bends, I do not intend to edit it in any way. Just that in RS song I 
set it to "+2"(one whole tone)in P.B.Range window. The default value 
is "+24" in RS and I suppose in Cubase too. If I have RS with the 
particular song loaded it is no problem, but I want to have the 
command "build in" in my track (or channel) so if RS is on without 
song loaded it should play correctly the "+2" not"+24" P.B. Range. ( 
means tell RS PB range is "+2") As I said everything else works 
perfectly notes, PCs, CCs,. On my other modules then RS I am able to 
set "+2" as default but seems it is not possible on RS so it must 
be done on the other end.
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> when you double click a part in cubase,
> you should be inside the piano roll editor,
> that window should consist of the keynote events area,
> and right under it the controler lane, which in default
> always shows velocity.
> If you don't see the controller lane, 
> look at the left side under the piano roll, 
> there's a small grey area, either double click it
> or right click it, there will open a menu and/or the controller 
lane 
> should be visible then.
> once your done setting velocity in the controller lane, simply 
select 
> another controller from the left side again to edit.
> 
> or.... use your your RS as controller interface.
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> have fun ;)
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just sound 
> > module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most stressless way 
of 
> > working). Where do I have to write the bend range in Cubase SX. 
It 
> > is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on the safe 
> side 
> > I like that RS plays right blank, without anything loaded. 
> > Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is the only 
> > missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on RS 
because 
> if 
> > I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
> > Electrotimba

| 12895|12886|2004-03-10 13:38:26|Marcello Rios|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right now!|
I suppose I did miss the poll. It is just shocking b/c the lack of sample layering is a complaint I have seen over and
over again on the RS7000 forum at motifator.com and RS7000.org. At least the Motif offers it. :P

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

On Wednesday 10 March 2004 16:58, Marcello wrote:
> I am shocked to see that sample LAYERING is not on the
> list. Why has it not been mentioned? If this is
> something that can be fixed with an OS upgrade, it gets
> my vote.

We had a OS feature request poll open for many, many months. 
You must have missed it.

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12896|12889|2004-03-10 15:35:44|Latif|Re: Bend range in SX|
you are overlooking something...
the +2 setting is your command to the TG generator...
a parameter for the specific Patch to tell
the Tone Generator what the value range is for the Pitch Bender.
now, like you said the default value is +24
and you set it to +2, 
this you will have to do for every new 'clean' song you enter,
if you want it to stay permament, make a startup template (1 style) 
containing
this 'preffered' setting among other settings of choice, load this 
style in the first 10 spots, or as much as you like, 
save the entire setup as 'autoload_all' blablabla something file,
and make it the auto load start file for your RS.

in other words, it is not a procedure you start from the sequencer 
side which in this case is cubase, 
it is a preference you setup for a voice patch, in this case the
the TG part of the RS for each voice specificly... simply because the 
RS TG works that way and there is no general Pitch Bender setting for 
the entire system in the RS... capice?

;)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Sorry I didnt express myself clearly. The part is ready, played 

with 

> bends, I do not intend to edit it in any way. Just that in RS song 
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I 

> set it to "+2"(one whole tone)in P.B.Range window. The default 

value 

> is "+24" in RS and I suppose in Cubase too. If I have RS with the 
> particular song loaded it is no problem, but I want to have the 
> command "build in" in my track (or channel) so if RS is on without 
> song loaded it should play correctly the "+2" not"+24" P.B. Range. 

( 

> means tell RS PB range is "+2") As I said everything else works 
> perfectly notes, PCs, CCs,. On my other modules then RS I am able 

to 

> set "+2" as default but seems it is not possible on RS so it must 
> be done on the other end.
> Electrotimba
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > when you double click a part in cubase,
> > you should be inside the piano roll editor,
> > that window should consist of the keynote events area,
> > and right under it the controler lane, which in default
> > always shows velocity.
> > If you don't see the controller lane, 
> > look at the left side under the piano roll, 
> > there's a small grey area, either double click it
> > or right click it, there will open a menu and/or the controller 
> lane 
> > should be visible then.
> > once your done setting velocity in the controller lane, simply 
> select 
> > another controller from the left side again to edit.
> > 
> > or.... use your your RS as controller interface.
> > have fun ;)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> > wrote:
> > > Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just sound 
> > > module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most stressless 

way 

> of 
> > > working). Where do I have to write the bend range in Cubase SX. 
> It 
> > > is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on the safe 
> > side 
> > > I like that RS plays right blank, without anything loaded. 
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> > > Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is the only 
> > > missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on RS 
> because 
> > if 
> > > I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
> > > Electrotimba

| 12897|12886|2004-03-10 15:42:47|Latif|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right now!|
if you are talking sample layering
as in >!Multi Sampling!<
then you are only hearing the "shocked" ones that complain,
which didn't inform their selfs prior to buying the RS, 
all others that do know and did know before they bought it,
that this is a PHRASE sampler.... combined with a AWM2 synth TG 
on top of an awsome sequencer.... as in SU700+RM1X

want a multisampler? buy A serie Yamaha sampler or please yourself 
with the Motif... ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Marcello Rios wrote:
> I suppose I did miss the poll. It is just shocking b/c the lack of 
sample layering is a complaint I have seen over and over again on the 
RS7000 forum at motifator.com and RS7000.org. At least the Motif 
offers it. :P
> 
> 
> Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 10 March 2004 16:58, Marcello wrote:
> > I am shocked to see that sample LAYERING is not on the
> > list. Why has it not been mentioned? If this is
> > something that can be fixed with an OS upgrade, it gets
> > my vote.
> 
> We had a OS feature request poll open for many, many months. 
> You must have missed it.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
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> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Search - Find what you're looking for faster.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12898|12889|2004-03-10 16:55:12|electrotimba|Re: Bend range in SX|
OK it is a good idea, to have it onload. But there could be a 
command from Cubase to , no ? sysex ?
thanks
Electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> you are overlooking something...
> the +2 setting is your command to the TG generator...
> a parameter for the specific Patch to tell
> the Tone Generator what the value range is for the Pitch Bender.
> now, like you said the default value is +24
> and you set it to +2, 
> this you will have to do for every new 'clean' song you enter,
> if you want it to stay permament, make a startup template (1 
style) 
> containing
> this 'preffered' setting among other settings of choice, load this 
> style in the first 10 spots, or as much as you like, 
> save the entire setup as 'autoload_all' blablabla something file,
> and make it the auto load start file for your RS.
> 
> in other words, it is not a procedure you start from the sequencer 
> side which in this case is cubase, 
> it is a preference you setup for a voice patch, in this case the
> the TG part of the RS for each voice specificly... simply because 
the 
> RS TG works that way and there is no general Pitch Bender setting 
for 
> the entire system in the RS... capice?
> 
> ;)
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> Latif
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > Sorry I didnt express myself clearly. The part is ready, played 
> with 
> > bends, I do not intend to edit it in any way. Just that in RS 
song 
> I 
> > set it to "+2"(one whole tone)in P.B.Range window. The default 
> value 
> > is "+24" in RS and I suppose in Cubase too. If I have RS with 
the 
> > particular song loaded it is no problem, but I want to have the 
> > command "build in" in my track (or channel) so if RS is on 
without 
> > song loaded it should play correctly the "+2" not"+24" P.B. 
Range. 
> ( 
> > means tell RS PB range is "+2") As I said everything else works 
> > perfectly notes, PCs, CCs,. On my other modules then RS I am 
able 
> to 
> > set "+2" as default but seems it is not possible on RS so it 
must 
> > be done on the other end.
> > Electrotimba
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > when you double click a part in cubase,
> > > you should be inside the piano roll editor,
> > > that window should consist of the keynote events area,
> > > and right under it the controler lane, which in default
> > > always shows velocity.
> > > If you don't see the controller lane, 
> > > look at the left side under the piano roll, 
> > > there's a small grey area, either double click it
> > > or right click it, there will open a menu and/or the 
controller 
> > lane 
> > > should be visible then.
> > > once your done setting velocity in the controller lane, simply 
> > select 
> > > another controller from the left side again to edit.
> > > 
> > > or.... use your your RS as controller interface.
> > > have fun ;)
> > > 
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
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> > > wrote:
> > > > Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just 
sound 
> > > > module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most stressless 
> way 
> > of 
> > > > working). Where do I have to write the bend range in Cubase 
SX. 
> > It 
> > > > is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on the 
safe 
> > > side 
> > > > I like that RS plays right blank, without anything loaded. 
> > > > Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is the 
only 
> > > > missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on RS 
> > because 
> > > if 
> > > > I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
> > > > Electrotimba

| 12899|12886|2004-03-10 19:25:07|Marcello Rios|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right now!|
Well, before I purchased my RS7000, I knew it didn't support layering/multisampling. However, if it is something that
can be fixed with an OS upgrade it should be done. By the way, I have a Motif as well but I am an avid fan of the RS
and I want it to be the most functional MPC killer it was meant to be. :P

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:if you are talking sample layering
as in >!Multi Sampling!<
then you are only hearing the "shocked" ones that complain,
which didn't inform their selfs prior to buying the RS, 
all others that do know and did know before they bought it,
that this is a PHRASE sampler.... combined with a AWM2 synth TG 
on top of an awsome sequencer.... as in SU700+RM1X

want a multisampler? buy A serie Yamaha sampler or please yourself 
with the Motif... ;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Marcello Rios wrote:
> I suppose I did miss the poll. It is just shocking b/c the lack of 
sample layering is a complaint I have seen over and over again on the 
RS7000 forum at motifator.com and RS7000.org. At least the Motif 
offers it. :P
> 
> 
> Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Wednesday 10 March 2004 16:58, Marcello wrote:
> > I am shocked to see that sample LAYERING is not on the
> > list. Why has it not been mentioned? If this is
> > something that can be fixed with an OS upgrade, it gets
> > my vote.
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> 
> We had a OS feature request poll open for many, many months. 
> You must have missed it.
> 
> - Robert
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Search - Find what you're looking for faster.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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---------------------------------
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To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Search - Find what you�re looking for faster.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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12900|12889|2004-03-11 02:13:28|Latif|Re: Bend range in SX|
it doesn't work that way friend :-)
read the story again, it is something you alway set on the
tone generator side.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> OK it is a good idea, to have it onload. But there could be a 
> command from Cubase to , no ? sysex ?
> thanks
> Electrotimba
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > you are overlooking something...
> > the +2 setting is your command to the TG generator...
> > a parameter for the specific Patch to tell
> > the Tone Generator what the value range is for the Pitch Bender.
> > now, like you said the default value is +24
> > and you set it to +2, 
> > this you will have to do for every new 'clean' song you enter,
> > if you want it to stay permament, make a startup template (1 
> style) 
> > containing
> > this 'preffered' setting among other settings of choice, load 

this 

> > style in the first 10 spots, or as much as you like, 
> > save the entire setup as 'autoload_all' blablabla something file,
> > and make it the auto load start file for your RS.
> > 
> > in other words, it is not a procedure you start from the 

sequencer 

> > side which in this case is cubase, 
> > it is a preference you setup for a voice patch, in this case the
> > the TG part of the RS for each voice specificly... simply because 
> the 
> > RS TG works that way and there is no general Pitch Bender setting 
> for 
> > the entire system in the RS... capice?
> > 
> > ;)
> > Latif
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> > wrote:
> > > Sorry I didnt express myself clearly. The part is ready, played 
> > with 
> > > bends, I do not intend to edit it in any way. Just that in RS 
> song 
> > I 
> > > set it to "+2"(one whole tone)in P.B.Range window. The default 
> > value 
> > > is "+24" in RS and I suppose in Cubase too. If I have RS with 
> the 
> > > particular song loaded it is no problem, but I want to have 

the 

> > > command "build in" in my track (or channel) so if RS is on 
> without 
> > > song loaded it should play correctly the "+2" not"+24" P.B. 
> Range. 
> > ( 
> > > means tell RS PB range is "+2") As I said everything else works 
> > > perfectly notes, PCs, CCs,. On my other modules then RS I am 
> able 
> > to 
> > > set "+2" as default but seems it is not possible on RS so it 
> must 
> > > be done on the other end.
> > > Electrotimba
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > > when you double click a part in cubase,
> > > > you should be inside the piano roll editor,
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> > > > that window should consist of the keynote events area,
> > > > and right under it the controler lane, which in default
> > > > always shows velocity.
> > > > If you don't see the controller lane, 
> > > > look at the left side under the piano roll, 
> > > > there's a small grey area, either double click it
> > > > or right click it, there will open a menu and/or the 
> controller 
> > > lane 
> > > > should be visible then.
> > > > once your done setting velocity in the controller lane, 

simply 

> > > select 
> > > > another controller from the left side again to edit.
> > > > 
> > > > or.... use your your RS as controller interface.
> > > > have fun ;)
> > > > 
> > > > Latif
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just 
> sound 
> > > > > module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most 

stressless 

> > way 
> > > of 
> > > > > working). Where do I have to write the bend range in Cubase 
> SX. 
> > > It 
> > > > > is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on the 
> safe 
> > > > side 
> > > > > I like that RS plays right blank, without anything loaded. 
> > > > > Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is the 
> only 
> > > > > missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on RS 
> > > because 
> > > > if 
> > > > > I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
> > > > > Electrotimba

| 12901|12889|2004-03-11 03:59:38|electrotimba|Re: Bend range in SX|
Thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> it doesn't work that way friend :-)
> read the story again, it is something you alway set on the
> tone generator side.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > OK it is a good idea, to have it onload. But there could be a 
> > command from Cubase to , no ? sysex ?
> > thanks
> > Electrotimba
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > you are overlooking something...
> > > the +2 setting is your command to the TG generator...
> > > a parameter for the specific Patch to tell
> > > the Tone Generator what the value range is for the Pitch 
Bender.
> > > now, like you said the default value is +24
> > > and you set it to +2, 
> > > this you will have to do for every new 'clean' song you enter,
> > > if you want it to stay permament, make a startup template (1 
> > style) 
> > > containing
> > > this 'preffered' setting among other settings of choice, load 
> this 
> > > style in the first 10 spots, or as much as you like, 
> > > save the entire setup as 'autoload_all' blablabla something 
file,
> > > and make it the auto load start file for your RS.
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> > > 
> > > in other words, it is not a procedure you start from the 
> sequencer 
> > > side which in this case is cubase, 
> > > it is a preference you setup for a voice patch, in this case 
the
> > > the TG part of the RS for each voice specificly... simply 
because 
> > the 
> > > RS TG works that way and there is no general Pitch Bender 
setting 
> > for 
> > > the entire system in the RS... capice?
> > > 
> > > ;)
> > > Latif
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > Sorry I didnt express myself clearly. The part is ready, 
played 
> > > with 
> > > > bends, I do not intend to edit it in any way. Just that in 
RS 
> > song 
> > > I 
> > > > set it to "+2"(one whole tone)in P.B.Range window. The 
default 
> > > value 
> > > > is "+24" in RS and I suppose in Cubase too. If I have RS 
with 
> > the 
> > > > particular song loaded it is no problem, but I want to have 
> the 
> > > > command "build in" in my track (or channel) so if RS is on 
> > without 
> > > > song loaded it should play correctly the "+2" not"+24" P.B. 
> > Range. 
> > > ( 
> > > > means tell RS PB range is "+2") As I said everything else 
works 
> > > > perfectly notes, PCs, CCs,. On my other modules then RS I am 
> > able 
> > > to 
> > > > set "+2" as default but seems it is not possible on RS so 
it 
> > must 
> > > > be done on the other end.
> > > > Electrotimba
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > > > > when you double click a part in cubase,
> > > > > you should be inside the piano roll editor,
> > > > > that window should consist of the keynote events area,
> > > > > and right under it the controler lane, which in default
> > > > > always shows velocity.
> > > > > If you don't see the controller lane, 
> > > > > look at the left side under the piano roll, 
> > > > > there's a small grey area, either double click it
> > > > > or right click it, there will open a menu and/or the 
> > controller 
> > > > lane 
> > > > > should be visible then.
> > > > > once your done setting velocity in the controller lane, 
> simply 
> > > > select 
> > > > > another controller from the left side again to edit.
> > > > > 
> > > > > or.... use your your RS as controller interface.
> > > > > have fun ;)
> > > > > 
> > > > > Latif
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > Once a RS created song is imported to Cubase, RS is just 
> > sound 
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> > > > > > module ( thanks Latif for the idea it is the most 
> stressless 
> > > way 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > working). Where do I have to write the bend range in 
Cubase 
> > SX. 
> > > > It 
> > > > > > is OK when RS is set to a particular song but to be on 
the 
> > safe 
> > > > > side 
> > > > > > I like that RS plays right blank, without anything 
loaded. 
> > > > > > Everything else PCs, CCs work the pitch bend range is 
the 
> > only 
> > > > > > missing. In fact I would even like to fix it global on 
RS 
> > > > because 
> > > > > if 
> > > > > > I use it, it is never more then 1 wholestep. 
> > > > > > Electrotimba

| 12902|12886|2004-03-12 04:40:26|jkurve|Re: RESULTS FOR OS, I am speaking to YAMAHA right now!|
MY WAY OF MULTI-SAMPLING ON THE RS-7000

Yes, Latif, I undertand that it sucked that they did not implement
multi-sampling as part of the RS whereas they did on the Motif. I DO
have a workaround for myself, albeit and little bit more time
consuming. This is what I do (i mainly use it for "multisampling"
sounds created from HIGHLY modified internal sounds, not just one
modified sound but SEVERAL).
I set up a style souly used for this purpose (a scratch-pad, is
what I like to call it.) I will include a link to a very simple
example of this in RS format towards the end.
Get a sound that you like, tweak it the way you like it. Several
sounds if you wish.
Use the MIDI delay function, and trigger your note desired to be
your "bottom note" for the sound you want to "multisample". Lets say
you want your samples to be a quarter note in length. Program the
first note into the phrase. Use th midi delay, with a delay setting
of 480 clicks (a delay every quarter), and set the "FB note" I think
it is (don't have my RS by my side at the moment) to +1 )rises a
half-step with every delay)...but set the delay repeats to the max 8
bars will allow (as the sample slice will only slice up to 8 bars). 
You could also set OTHER sounds to start delaying at a l8r time from
the beginning to kinda "fade" from one sound to the other using the
MIDI delay FB velocity setting. OR you could layer sounds together
for layers samples blah blah millions of combinations you could find
to do with this. When you get what you what, use the sample record to
record this eight bars of chromatic notes, right? Then use the sample
slice function to cut up each individual quarter into individual
samples and have them assigned to the original "root" note, so that
each note is on it's respective respective key. Basically using a
SAMPLE KIT to do multi-sampling...in a weird sort of way. True, some
may view it as a pain in the ass, but really its not once you get it
down pat. I can do something like this in a matter of 5-10 minutes
with good results.
The following link is to a zip of the RS file i used to do this. 
It's very simple, But tracks 1-4 show the sounds and how i did it (i
realize now I shouldn't have used the pan/cutoff CC's and left the
resonace alone, as that should be done after slicingf the sample). 
You get the picture tho. Track 6 is the actual sliced samples,
ranging from E-0 to G-5, and the notes are correct as far as their
placement on the keyboard. I only sliced in eight notes just to get a
broader range of notes. If you wanted quarter note samples or even
longer, you could just transpose the notes after sampling and keep
doing as such until you ghet the range you wanted. Keep in mind, this
wasn't done to show anything special, just to show the possibilities
of doing this. I mean, you could even assign different
LFO/envelope/effect/portamento setting to each individuale
notes....you could get some crazy stuff like this.
You could also used this for creating drumkits from modified drum
settings (as there are kits that respond fully to all voice settings,
check the manual for the "Full-Editing" kind), even layered drums as
well. Not as simple as straightforward multisampling, but it works. 
The only problem with doing it this way is you cannot export the
ENTIRE sample as a kit. Or am i missing something? What do ya'll
think of this workaround to multi-sampling? To me it's not that
time-consuming... :)



BTW Latif, thanks again, it's BADASS. You know what i'm talking
about. :)

Joe Kurve
http://Electronicscene.com/JKurve

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> if you are talking sample layering
> as in >!Multi Sampling!<
> then you are only hearing the "shocked" ones that complain,
> which didn't inform their selfs prior to buying the RS, 
> all others that do know and did know before they bought it,
> that this is a PHRASE sampler.... combined with a AWM2 synth TG 
> on top of an awsome sequencer.... as in SU700+RM1X
> 
> want a multisampler? buy A serie Yamaha sampler or please yourself 
> with the Motif... ;-)
> 
> Latif

| 12903|12886|2004-03-12 05:04:45|jkurve|Sorry, for the LINKS!|
Ok everybody, forgot the links to the "Multi-sampling workaround".

Here they are:

http://www.electronicscene.com/m1/1949/1251/media/10556.zip
| 12904|12886|2004-03-12 16:44:01|blazrodic|MULTI-SAMPLING ON THE RS-7000 (by jkurve)|
Whoa, that's so simple it's ingenous. Using MIDI delay to place and 
transpose notes so you can make a kit with slice... I'm SURE Yamaha 
engineers didn't intend midi delay to be used for that purpose. I 
wonder what other tricks evade my non-lateral thinking mind ;)
It reminded me of the email lessons from this site: 
http://www.schoolofthinking.org
Blazz
| 12905|12611|2004-03-12 18:37:03|Emiliano|Techno|
3 more songs, made on the RS7k!

Just techno. MP3 192Kpbs

enjoy...

http://fiberonline.uol.com.br/artista.php?id=738

[]s

Nimitz
| 12906|12906|2004-03-13 11:01:32|Eve|New RS7K user|
Hi!

Just got a unit. So far, haven't sampled (had it for a week) but 
am just playing with it to see what it does in general now 
getting into the tutorials. It's frozen up a couple of times but is
so whacked and fun otherwise so it's probably something I'm not 
aware of. The dealer I got it from (it's used), said they would 
update it all no problem so I'm happy about that.

I'm looking forward to sampling this weekend & seeing what you 
all have to say about using this.

I make electronic/wacked music (I guess?!)

If you wanna' take a look at my bandsite, come by and say "Allo"
I'm GLAD to find this group!!! No worries, not a spammer mods.!

Eve
http://www.vavjungle.com
| 12907|12906|2004-03-13 12:21:11|Latif|Re: New RS7K user|
hello, have fun with your new machine
now that you want to get bussy with sampling,
make sure, 'that is if you got expansion memory installed'
make sure the memory is the same as the specs in 
the manual describe, this to avoid any problems or crashes during 
sampling or sample edit operations.... the RS is very picky with 
memory.

Have fun
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Eve" wrote:
> Hi!
> 
> Just got a unit. So far, haven't sampled (had it for a week) but 
> am just playing with it to see what it does in general now 
> getting into the tutorials. It's frozen up a couple of times but is
> so whacked and fun otherwise so it's probably something I'm not 
> aware of. The dealer I got it from (it's used), said they would 
> update it all no problem so I'm happy about that.
> 
> I'm looking forward to sampling this weekend & seeing what you 
> all have to say about using this.
> 
> I make electronic/wacked music (I guess?!)
> 
> If you wanna' take a look at my bandsite, come by and say "Allo"
> I'm GLAD to find this group!!! No worries, not a spammer mods.!
> 
> Eve
> http://www.vavjungle.com

| 12908|12906|2004-03-13 19:08:43|Marcello|Re: New RS7K user|
Hi Eve,

It is great that you are an RS user now. For more filters, better 
performance, and less crashing, make sure you have the latest OS 
installed. Older OS versions tended to crash more often than the new 
ones. Hope that helps. ;)

Cello
http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=327361&T=3006

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Eve" wrote:
> Hi!
> 
> Just got a unit. So far, haven't sampled (had it for a week) but 
> am just playing with it to see what it does in general now 
> getting into the tutorials. It's frozen up a couple of times but is
> so whacked and fun otherwise so it's probably something I'm not 
> aware of. The dealer I got it from (it's used), said they would 
> update it all no problem so I'm happy about that.
> 
> I'm looking forward to sampling this weekend & seeing what you 
> all have to say about using this.
> 
> I make electronic/wacked music (I guess?!)
> 
> If you wanna' take a look at my bandsite, come by and say "Allo"
> I'm GLAD to find this group!!! No worries, not a spammer mods.!
> 
> Eve
> http://www.vavjungle.com

| 12909|12909|2004-03-14 11:58:32|sonicflight1|Help... Sequencer Song Mode|
Hi All......Help..!
I have the QY700 and would like to run the Song/Sequencer Mode like 
a 'playlist'. I would like to use it mainly as a sequencer, and 
have it run from song, to song, to the next song, etc..... Has 
anyone had any luck in figuring out if this unit can do this...? 
Simular to Cakewalk's playlist mode.
Any help would be greatly appreciated....!
Gary
| 12910|12910|2004-03-14 12:17:02|S.A.S.|Cubase SX + RS|
hi guys.

A quick question

I'm gonna record myself playing live with the RS including scenes, 
mutes etc into Cubase and then edit/clean up the result on my pc and 
play back thru the RS. I hate Yamahas SONG and PATTERN CHAIN mode so 
much that this is the only way I can actually write a tune with the 
RS.

Do I need to have a space at the start of my cubase song to 
sore 'setup info' for the RS? And if I do how do I dump this at the 
start of the song before recording? 

Any other info/links on starting off recording and sequencing the RS 
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+ Cubase would also be really appreciated.

Cheers
Steve
| 12911|12910|2004-03-14 13:57:05|Latif|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
there's no need to store any info for RS7000 styles (patterns)
the RS doesn't use any magic, neither patch sysex data,
EVERYTHING (most common used parameters) is GENERAL MIDI.
in other words just setup each track with it's corresponding
patches and CC data in the parts, and the style will always playback 
exactly the same.
actually if learn to work a certain way, there even is no need to 
setup patches, just load your RS style in the RS, fire up the 
arrangement in Cubase, hit start and off you go...

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> hi guys.
> 
> A quick question
> 
> I'm gonna record myself playing live with the RS including scenes, 
> mutes etc into Cubase and then edit/clean up the result on my pc 
and 
> play back thru the RS. I hate Yamahas SONG and PATTERN CHAIN mode 
so 
> much that this is the only way I can actually write a tune with the 
> RS.
> 
> Do I need to have a space at the start of my cubase song to 
> sore 'setup info' for the RS? And if I do how do I dump this at the 
> start of the song before recording? 
> 
> Any other info/links on starting off recording and sequencing the 
RS 
> + Cubase would also be really appreciated.
> 
> Cheers
> Steve

| 12912|12910|2004-03-14 16:50:02|S.A.S.|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
Nice 1 Latif. 

Can scenes and mutes be recorded like this too? I use them a lot....
And do I record on all midi channels at once in cubase or just spilt 
the recorded data from one track into several to get cubase playing 
the right sounds? Trying figure this one out right now.

Sorry for buggin ya ;)
| 12913|12910|2004-03-15 01:17:12|Latif|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
scenes are internal actions for the RS and are not sent out
through midi, mutes however are because they simply stop the tracks 
from sending midi data out.
you record one 'ANY' track and split it later ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> 
> Nice 1 Latif. 
> 
> 
> Can scenes and mutes be recorded like this too? I use them a lot....
> And do I record on all midi channels at once in cubase or just 
spilt 
> the recorded data from one track into several to get cubase playing 
> the right sounds? Trying figure this one out right now.
> 
> Sorry for buggin ya ;)

| 12914|12910|2004-03-15 06:35:21|S.A.S.|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
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> scenes are internal actions for the RS and are not sent out
> through midi, 

:(

I give up.

Wheres my guitar?!!!
| 12915|12915|2004-03-16 09:12:44|keninverse|SYSEX and other Commands ?s|
I've been working on the RS for while but I'm still not entirely 
understanding sysex implementation. If some kind soul could help me 
out I would be serously indebted. 

I understand how to change effect parameters by sending sysex but is 
it possible to start/stop/continue the RS via midi or by sysex? 
looking at page 327 in the manual there's a receive flow chart and it 
lists the start command as FA, continue as FB, and stop as FC. I'm a 
complete nube at this...are these the commands that I need to send to 
the machine...there's no yamaha ID like 43 or any other info that I 
need to send to the RS?

Thanks,
ken
| 12916|12910|2004-03-16 09:50:42|S.A.S.|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> scenes are internal actions for the RS and are not sent out
> through midi, mutes however are because they simply stop the 

tracks 

> from sending midi data out.
> you record one 'ANY' track and split it later ;)
> 
> Latif
> 

I have been scratching my head over this. How do you spilt the track 
in cubase SX. I know i've done this before but it doesnt seem very 
evident how to within cubase...

Cheers
Steve
| 12917|12835|2004-03-16 10:42:58|D.J. Sparkle|Re: pc/iomega external scsi zip drive|
you need a mac scsi zip 100

>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Store more e-mails with MSN Hotmail Extra Storage � 4 plans to choose from! 
http://click.atdmt.com/AVE/go/onm00200362ave/direct/01/
| 12918|12915|2004-03-16 10:44:09|Quest Pond|Re: SYSEX and other Commands ?s|
Sorry its been ages since i have looked at midi but i would have thought
stop and start are functions of the midi clock and not sysex, could be wrong
though. It can function as a slave to clock (to my understanding) accepting
these commands.

Regards

Quest Pond
-----Original Message-----
From: keninverse [mailto:keninverse@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, 17 March 2004 3:13 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] SYSEX and other Commands ?s

I've been working on the RS for while but I'm still not entirely
understanding sysex implementation. If some kind soul could help me
out I would be serously indebted.

I understand how to change effect parameters by sending sysex but is
it possible to start/stop/continue the RS via midi or by sysex?
looking at page 327 in the manual there's a receive flow chart and it
lists the start command as FA, continue as FB, and stop as FC. I'm a
complete nube at this...are these the commands that I need to send to
the machine...there's no yamaha ID like 43 or any other info that I
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need to send to the RS?

Thanks,
ken

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
ADVERTISEMENT

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12919|12915|2004-03-16 11:06:05|keninverse|Re: SYSEX and other Commands ?s|
I think you're right but how can I send these messages at the touch 
of a button? I'm totally not understanding the flow charts...

ken

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Quest Pond" wrote:
> Sorry its been ages since i have looked at midi but i would have 
thought
> stop and start are functions of the midi clock and not sysex, could 
be wrong
> though. It can function as a slave to clock (to my understanding) 
accepting
> these commands.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Quest Pond
> -----Original Message-----
> From: keninverse [mailto:keninverse@y...]
> Sent: Wednesday, 17 March 2004 3:13 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] SYSEX and other Commands ?s
> 
> 
> 
> I've been working on the RS for while but I'm still not entirely
> understanding sysex implementation. If some kind soul could help 
me
> out I would be serously indebted.
> 
> I understand how to change effect parameters by sending sysex but 
is
> it possible to start/stop/continue the RS via midi or by sysex?
> looking at page 327 in the manual there's a receive flow chart 
and it
> lists the start command as FA, continue as FB, and stop as FC. 
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I'm a
> complete nube at this...are these the commands that I need to 
send to
> the machine...there's no yamaha ID like 43 or any other info that 
I
> need to send to the RS?
> 
> Thanks,
> ken
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
> --
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12920|12910|2004-03-16 12:21:00|electrotimba|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
You mean into 16ch. ? Click on the track and then look in the midi 
menu for dissolve.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> > scenes are internal actions for the RS and are not sent out
> > through midi, mutes however are because they simply stop the 
> tracks 
> > from sending midi data out.
> > you record one 'ANY' track and split it later ;)
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> I have been scratching my head over this. How do you spilt the 
track 
> in cubase SX. I know i've done this before but it doesnt seem very 
> evident how to within cubase...
> 
> Cheers
> Steve

| 12921|12910|2004-03-16 12:49:08|S.A.S.|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> You mean into 16ch. ? Click on the track and then look in the 

midi 

> menu for dissolve.
>
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Ive tried this but it wont work. The condesed track just greys out a 
bit. maybe i have set the RS up wrong for recording?. When I select 
a different track on the rs whilst cubase is driving all the sounds 
change as well. If I select track 1 all notes are drums, track 9 all 
notes are bass etc etc
| 12922|12910|2004-03-16 14:21:52|Latif|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
first of all set the echo back in RS utility to ECHO BACK=OFF
cause you are now going to use the RS as a multitimbrale soundmodule.

then, after creating a track in cubase, with midi channel set to = ANY
you can record your whole 'performance' straight from the RS midi 
output into cubase.
when finished right click the recorded part in cubase
and select midi dissolve by channel, as mentioned by electrotimba.
if there are no tracks appearing after that then you have nothing 
recorded, in sx 1.x you are also supposed to set the left and right 
locator in cubase prior to dissolving midi tracks.

i don't think this is neccesary anymore in sx 2.x

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "S.A.S." wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
> wrote:
> > You mean into 16ch. ? Click on the track and then look in the 
> midi 
> > menu for dissolve.
> >
> 
> Ive tried this but it wont work. The condesed track just greys out 
a 
> bit. maybe i have set the RS up wrong for recording?. When I select 
> a different track on the rs whilst cubase is driving all the sounds 
> change as well. If I select track 1 all notes are drums, track 9 
all 
> notes are bass etc etc

| 12923|12910|2004-03-16 16:47:12|S.A.S.|Re: Cubase SX + RS|
I did all of this already but nothing worked. :( BUT I finally found 
out what the problem was ... ;)

I was using the default 16 midi channel preset in cubase and was 
recording ALL channels onto track 1. When I went to 'dissolve' this 
it refused to split. There was data there but it wouldnt budge. When 
I created a blank cubase song and added a single Midi Channel, 
recorded from the RS and THEN dissolved it, cubase created the new 
tracks accordingly.

Bit stupid eh?

Thanks for the help.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> first of all set the echo back in RS utility to ECHO BACK=OFF
> cause you are now going to use the RS as a multitimbrale 
soundmodule.
> 
> then, after creating a track in cubase, with midi channel set to = 
ANY
> you can record your whole 'performance' straight from the RS midi 
> output into cubase.
> when finished right click the recorded part in cubase
> and select midi dissolve by channel, as mentioned by electrotimba.
> if there are no tracks appearing after that then you have nothing 
> recorded, in sx 1.x you are also supposed to set the left and 
right 
> locator in cubase prior to dissolving midi tracks.
> 
> i don't think this is neccesary anymore in sx 2.x
> 
> Latif
>
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| 12924|12924|2004-03-17 02:53:19|tompaulsen2002|OT:Looking for a DX200|
Hey group, 

how you´all doing? ;)

It´s OT, but i am trying now for some time to lay hands again
on a Yamaha DX200, but the market is empty. Someone wants to sell 
his, or knows someone who wants to sell?

Offers please directly to my mailaccount: tompaulsen2002 at yahoo.de

Greetings!

Töm
| 12925|12924|2004-03-17 03:01:57|Latif|Re: OT:Looking for a DX200|
hey tom! longtime no read,
hope all is well :)

ask robert to monitor the sales section on forum:
www.synthforum.nl
the DX200 appears there on regular basis
price 140 <-> 199 euro

maybe he can get one for you from there.

i got mine from there, and just my luck the guy
is working at a music store, and knew they still had one in stock
at that time, got it for 149,-
goodluck mate!

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 
wrote:

> Hey group, 
> 
> how you´all doing? ;)
> 
> It´s OT, but i am trying now for some time to lay hands again
> on a Yamaha DX200, but the market is empty. Someone wants to sell 
> his, or knows someone who wants to sell?
> 
> Offers please directly to my mailaccount: tompaulsen2002 at yahoo.de
> 
> Greetings!
> 
> Töm

| 12926|12924|2004-03-17 03:26:23|tompaulsen2002|Re: OT:Looking for a DX200|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:

> hey tom! longtime no read,
> hope all is well :)

All in all i can´t complain. 

Bad news from Germany are that the Jomox XBase09 goes out of 
production soon...

You know...irgendwas ist ja immer...;)

> ask robert to monitor the sales section on forum:
> www.synthforum.nl
> the DX200 appears there on regular basis
> price 140 <-> 199 euro
> 
> maybe he can get one for you from there.
> 
> i got mine from there, and just my luck the guy
> is working at a music store, and knew they still had one in stock
> at that time, got it for 149,-

Cool! Yeah i will try that! Thanks a lot!

> goodluck mate!
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I am sure i will!

Töm

> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tompaulsen2002" 

> wrote:
> > Hey group, 
> > 
> > how you´all doing? ;)
> > 
> > It´s OT, but i am trying now for some time to lay hands again
> > on a Yamaha DX200, but the market is empty. Someone wants to sell 
> > his, or knows someone who wants to sell?
> > 
> > Offers please directly to my mailaccount: tompaulsen2002 at 

yahoo.de

> > 
> > Greetings!
> > 
> > Töm

| 12927|12927|2004-03-17 09:58:56|mr_doberman2003|HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error|
I tried to load up some .wav samples and got a " ILLEGAL FILE " error 
when trying to execute! never happened before and my other files load 
fine....I viewed the properties of the .wav and all seems to be as it 
should. Can some one help me out here. I used the search function and 
came up with nothing. I do however recall seeing a post a while back 
about acidized .wav files not importing into the RS...something 
about extra info included in the .wav ...does this ring a bell with 
anyone. Thanks in advance!
| 12928|12927|2004-03-17 14:44:35|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error|
Yep it rings a bell, I remember those posts. They wound up using some 
conversion utility to resave the .wavs I think. You'll have to search the posts 
though to find what they used.

Good Luck!

Zam

In a message dated 3/17/2004 10:02:28 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
elaster@cicresearch.com writes:
I tried to load up some .wav samples and got a " ILLEGAL FILE " error 
when trying to execute! never happened before and my other files load 
fine....I viewed the properties of the .wav and all seems to be as it 
should. Can some one help me out here. I used the search function and 
came up with nothing. I do however recall seeing a post a while back 
about acidized .wav files not importing into the RS...something 
about extra info included in the .wav ...does this ring a bell with 
anyone. Thanks in advance!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12929|12927|2004-03-17 18:53:57|electrotimba|Re: HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error|
Cool Edit Pro works well, Wavelab creates problems sometimes 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Yep it rings a bell, I remember those posts. They wound up using 
some 
> conversion utility to resave the .wavs I think. You'll have to 
search the posts 
> though to find what they used.
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 3/17/2004 10:02:28 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> elaster@c... writes:
> I tried to load up some .wav samples and got a " ILLEGAL FILE " 
error 
> when trying to execute! never happened before and my other files 
load 
> fine....I viewed the properties of the .wav and all seems to be as 
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it 
> should. Can some one help me out here. I used the search function 
and 
> came up with nothing. I do however recall seeing a post a while 
back 
> about acidized .wav files not importing into the RS...something 
> about extra info included in the .wav ...does this ring a bell 
with 
> anyone. Thanks in advance!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12930|12927|2004-03-18 02:23:14|James Kneen|Re: HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error|
Hi,

I had this problem and found the files were 16bit 44khz , but single channel 
MONO. If you open the files with a wave editor you should be able to tell. 
The RS will not load .wavs in this format.
By converting the files to two channel MONO (use SoundForge or similar) you 
can get round this..

James

>From: "mr_doberman2003" <elaster@cicresearch.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error
>Date: Wed, 17 Mar 2004 16:58:47 -0000
>
>I tried to load up some .wav samples and got a " ILLEGAL FILE " error
>when trying to execute! never happened before and my other files load
>fine....I viewed the properties of the .wav and all seems to be as it
>should. Can some one help me out here. I used the search function and
>came up with nothing. I do however recall seeing a post a while back
>about acidized .wav files not importing into the RS...something
>about extra info included in the .wav ...does this ring a bell with
>anyone. Thanks in advance!
>

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself with cool new emoticons http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
| 12931|12931|2004-03-18 04:29:37|Eve|Ms.Cocopupcocoa is going RS7000 CRAZY!|
O.K.

Got the machine, had some fun - ha ha

Sampled a couple of times. No midi connection to nothing, just 
the box. Nothing serious, until tonight . . .

I do just like the tutorial says. Picked 4 sounds for the first 4 
tracks. Played with effects. All understandable. I pick track 5, 
sample, and when I go to pattern play, there's an "M" or a 
waveform symbol over track 5 . . . I know it's there & if I could just 
coax it out, maybe it would appear but NO, it's being mean & it's 
making me sad! LOL

Again, when I played around with it the other night, it seemed to 
be o.k. sampling, I even got it on all the keys in keyboard mode 
but now I'm getting serious about it and it's doing this. What da' 
what am I doing to make this simple step go wrong?

PLEASE help! I'm going crazy - I'm so happy I coloured my hair 
recently because I'm sure, it's gone white!

Agh!

Eva

p.s.: oh yes, this is fun of course! You're all probably laughing at 
me! LOL I am too!
Cocopupcocoa
http://www.vavjungle.com
| 12932|12931|2004-03-18 04:33:58|tompaulsen2002|Re: Ms.Cocopupcocoa is going RS7000 CRAZY!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Eve" wrote:

> I pick track 5, 
> sample, and when I go to pattern play, there's an "M" or a 
> waveform symbol over track 5 . . . 
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Oh that was confusing me for the first time i sampled as well.
That´s very simply to explain, you can sample something as a phrase, 
so that it is only playable on the little keyboard on one single key 
or you can sample something and spread it all over the keyboard and 
play the sample like a piano. In the first 

Please refer to the manual for further info about the different 
sampling modes. It´s all in there. ;)
| 12933|12915|2004-03-18 07:14:54|keninverse|Re: SYSEX and other Commands ?s|
So I figured it out... I have someone helping my assemble a code to 
program a pic to do just this. 5 footswitches able to send sysex, 
program change, sys realtime and CC...
There's also this guy that makes some pretty cool utilities:
www.midisolutions.com

ken 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keninverse" wrote:
> I think you're right but how can I send these messages at the touch 
> of a button? I'm totally not understanding the flow charts...
> 
> 
> ken
>

| 12934|12927|2004-03-18 07:57:04|mr_doberman2003|Re: HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James Kneen" wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I had this problem and found the files were 16bit 44khz , but 

single channel 

> MONO. If you open the files with a wave editor you should be able 

to tell. 

> The RS will not load .wavs in this format.
> By converting the files to two channel MONO (use SoundForge or 

similar) you 

> can get round this..
> 
> James
> 

Thanks...I believe you're right. I do believe they are mono waves.
But you lost me with "two channel mono"...isn't that like 
saying "stereo"?...?????????? 

> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Express yourself with cool new emoticons 

http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
| 12935|12927|2004-03-18 08:51:39|James Kneen|Re: HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error|
Hi mate,

Sorry, I'm confusing myself as well! What I mean is there are 2 channels, 
but the left and right images are the same; I suppose that is stereo.. :-)

James.

>From: "mr_doberman2003" <elaster@cicresearch.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: HELP......"ILLEGAL FILE" error
>Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2004 14:56:52 -0000
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James Kneen" wrote:
> > Hi,
> >
> > I had this problem and found the files were 16bit 44khz , but
>single channel
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> > MONO. If you open the files with a wave editor you should be able
>to tell.
> > The RS will not load .wavs in this format.
> > By converting the files to two channel MONO (use SoundForge or
>similar) you
> > can get round this..
> >
> > James
> >
> Thanks...I believe you're right. I do believe they are mono waves.
>But you lost me with "two channel mono"...isn't that like
>saying "stereo"?...??????????
> > >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Express yourself with cool new emoticons
>http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/myemo
>

_________________________________________________________________
Tired of 56k? Get a FREE BT Broadband connection 
http://www.msn.co.uk/specials/btbroadband
| 12936|12936|2004-03-18 09:53:19|tj297|RS7000 and Motif...|
Do the RS7000 and Motif have the same internal sound sets? I know the newer Motif ES 
has new sounds but I'm referring to the original Motif. I've always been under the 
impression that the RS7000 is sort of a table top Motif. Is this correct or are the sounds 
different?
| 12937|12937|2004-03-19 08:51:24|stefanazar2001|Timing Lag|
Heres the dilema,

When in pattern play mode switching between sections within the same 
style is seamless as it should be. When I record the same moves 
into "pattern chain" the playback is not smooth. As the sections 
change there is a lag then a lurch in timing. I dont understand why 
this is happening as there are no preset or other commands being sent 
other than the section changes. Will this disappear if I transfer the 
chain to song mode? The timing issue is killing me and I hope there 
is a solution. 

Thank you
| 12938|12936|2004-03-19 09:08:29|tompaulsen2002|Re: RS7000 and Motif...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tj297" wrote:

> Do the RS7000 and Motif have the same internal sound sets? Is this 

correct or are the sounds 

> different?

The sounds are different with the exception of the drum sets, which 
are similar. The (old(er))MOTIF has much more sounds taken out of 
the S80(90), CS6x and for most out of the EX5 (and btw. some people 
even say that the EX5 does sound due to the multiple synthesis 
engines, better than the MOTIF, but i would say that´s a matter of 
personal taste).
| 12939|12937|2004-03-19 10:02:07|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Timing Lag|
On Friday 19 March 2004 15:23, stefanazar2001 wrote:

> Heres the dilema,
>
> When in pattern play mode switching between sections
> within the same style is seamless as it should be. When I
> record the same moves into "pattern chain" the playback
> is not smooth. As the sections change there is a lag then
> a lurch in timing. I dont understand why this is
> happening as there are no preset or other commands being
> sent other than the section changes. Will this disappear
> if I transfer the chain to song mode? The timing issue is
> killing me and I hope there is a solution.

If not needed, avoid setting the Style value in the pattern 
chain. For example, if you program a move from style/
pattern 1/A to 1/B, only fill in the 'B' in the next chain 
step, and leave the style field empty.

Let us know if this helped.

- Robert
| 12940|12940|2004-03-19 12:21:14|Rinck, David I.|Splitting a .smf in Cubase SX|
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I'm trying to export .smf files of different patterns from the RS7000 in to Cubase SX2. 

I know in Cakewalk they come in nice and clean, with each track holding a different midi channel.

In Cubase though, it comes in just as one channel, with every single part layered on top of each other.
Is there any quick fix for this?

Thanks.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12941|12940|2004-03-19 12:58:54|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Splitting a .smf in Cubase SX|
On Friday 19 March 2004 20:18, Rinck, David I. wrote:

> I'm trying to export .smf files of different patterns
> from the RS7000 in to Cubase SX2.
>
> I know in Cakewalk they come in nice and clean, with each
> track holding a different midi channel.
>
> In Cubase though, it comes in just as one channel, with
> every single part layered on top of each other. Is there
> any quick fix for this?

Cubase has a Split command, where the MIDI data of a given 
track is split into several new tracks based on the MIDI 
channel.

- Robert
| 12942|12940|2004-03-19 13:04:08|Latif|Re: Splitting a .smf in Cubase SX|
answered just 2 days ago:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/12922

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rinck, David I." wrote:
> I'm trying to export .smf files of different patterns from the 
RS7000 in to Cubase SX2. 
> 
> I know in Cakewalk they come in nice and clean, with each track 
holding a different midi channel.
> 
> In Cubase though, it comes in just as one channel, with every 
single part layered on top of each other.
> Is there any quick fix for this?
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12943|12937|2004-03-19 13:46:02|Steve Salem|Re: Timing Lag|
YES...precisely..

Thank you,

Stefan Azar

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Robert van der Kamp 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2004 12:01 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Timing Lag

On Friday 19 March 2004 15:23, stefanazar2001 wrote:
> Heres the dilema,
>
> When in pattern play mode switching between sections
> within the same style is seamless as it should be. When I
> record the same moves into "pattern chain" the playback
> is not smooth. As the sections change there is a lag then
> a lurch in timing. I dont understand why this is
> happening as there are no preset or other commands being
> sent other than the section changes. Will this disappear
> if I transfer the chain to song mode? The timing issue is
> killing me and I hope there is a solution.

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/12922
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If not needed, avoid setting the Style value in the pattern 
chain. For example, if you program a move from style/
pattern 1/A to 1/B, only fill in the 'B' in the next chain 
step, and leave the style field empty.

Let us know if this helped.

- Robert

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12944|12944|2004-03-20 08:36:06|mcbeth|introduction mcbeth303|
Hello,
My name is Sven, i'm from germany and i am living in Wolfsburg. I am 28 years old. i like jungle/breakbeat/gothic oriented music. 

i own a yahama CS1x, SU200, DX200 and a RS7000.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12945|12944|2004-03-20 09:18:26|Joost Gransjean|Divide/split track by note number?|
Hello,

When i perform the job 'divide drum track' on a phrase which embeddes 8 drum
sounds on different midi notes (targetted at track 1 to 8) my RS7000 doesnt
divide each sound to a specific track but leaves some tracks empty en
doubles sounds on some tracks. This is a big problem for me because i'm
preparing a liveset and i have to import alot (about 80) midifiles which i
have to divide, this would keep me programming for months and i've got only
a couple of weeks.

Is there another way to split a phrase by notenumber?

All help will be very appreciated

Thanks in advance

Joost Gransjean (NL)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12946|12946|2004-03-20 12:26:41|segovia2000|Hi - New to the Group!|
I'm looking to buy a Motif Rack and I'm wondering first if this is the
right group for Motif Rack owners.

If it is, perhaps I can ask all you Motif Rack owners a few questions?

I've got several hundred MIDI sequences I wrote years ago - I want to
go through and set up performances (drums, bass, piano, strings,
horns, synths, other keys, etc.) so I can quickly re-record them and
begin developing some into songs right away. I'd like to be able to
very quickly audition lots of different sounds for each MIDI channel
and then put these into one performance for each song, which I can

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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then save in memory and quickly recall. Is it easy to do this on the
Motif Rack? And can the Rack remember hundreds of performances like this?

And what about synth sounds in the Motif? Are there lots of DX-7
sounds available? I guess I can buy an FM synthesis card for the
Motif and upload all those thousands of DX-7 patches from the internet
- but how difficult is that to do from the front panel?

Finally, there much be Windows XP software available to control the
Rack, right? What does this give you? And does this come free with
the Motif?

Thanks in advance!

Jesse
| 12947|12946|2004-03-20 14:37:38|Marcello|Re: Hi - New to the Group!|
This isn't the ideal group for Motif Rack owners. I suggest you go 
to www.motifator.com and check out the forums there. You will get a 
lot more info for your needs at that site.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "segovia2000" wrote:
> I'm looking to buy a Motif Rack and I'm wondering first if this is 
the
> right group for Motif Rack owners.
> 
> If it is, perhaps I can ask all you Motif Rack owners a few 
questions?
> 
> I've got several hundred MIDI sequences I wrote years ago - I want 
to
> go through and set up performances (drums, bass, piano, strings,
> horns, synths, other keys, etc.) so I can quickly re-record them and
> begin developing some into songs right away. I'd like to be able to
> very quickly audition lots of different sounds for each MIDI channel
> and then put these into one performance for each song, which I can
> then save in memory and quickly recall. Is it easy to do this on 
the
> Motif Rack? And can the Rack remember hundreds of performances 
like this?
> 
> And what about synth sounds in the Motif? Are there lots of DX-7
> sounds available? I guess I can buy an FM synthesis card for the
> Motif and upload all those thousands of DX-7 patches from the 
internet
> - but how difficult is that to do from the front panel?
> 
> Finally, there much be Windows XP software available to control the
> Rack, right? What does this give you? And does this come free with
> the Motif?
> 
> Thanks in advance!
> 
> Jesse

| 12948|12948|2004-03-21 10:18:28|Christian Wiesner|Mute-Changes in Song-Mode?|
Hi,

in the Pattern-Chain-Mode I can record mute-changes (via edit insert/mute etc.). Are they available in the song-mode too? In the edit-screen I can only insert notes,
controller- and bank-changes and that stuff...

Thanks,
Christian
| 12949|12949|2004-03-21 10:30:11|minimaltemblorx|Synchronizes Roland MC-505 + Yamaha RM1x???|
Temblorx 

Not as(like) these two machines synchronize without problems, 
Roland MC-505 mas the Yamaha RM1x without there bothers one to 
Other one, I want that the two fence synchronized, that is to say 
that the MC-505 
Be the teacher and the RM1x be the slave, even and all good, I put 
them and give him(her) the PLAY in 505 and in the RM1x also it
(he,she) puts in synchronized PLAY on the two, but the problem comes 
when in some bosses that I put in the MC-505, they me modify that 
estan sounding in the RM1x and without knowing it it to want I move 
the channels of the MC-505 and they raise and lower the sounds in 
the RM1x, since I do in order that the two fence 
Synchronized without problems but one independently of other one 
Bony(Osseous) that could mix topics of the MC-505 with those of the 
RM1x without 
Problems? I have tried thousand ways and there is no form 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I think that there has to be some form in which the two fence 
synchronized independently in one of other one. 

The question is since I can join them and that each one fences 
independently from other one without bothers one to other one? 

Thank you very much
| 12950|12948|2004-03-21 19:37:46|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Mute-Changes in Song-Mode?|
yes, I think you have to have the BPM selected before you go into edit mode 
when in song mode to bring up the mute sequences. If its not BPM it is what 
ever is the first item to select for recording left of channel 1.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 3/21/2004 10:20:32 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
skwit@ltcgroup.de writes:
Hi,

in the Pattern-Chain-Mode I can record mute-changes (via edit insert/mute 
etc.). Are they available in the song-mode too? In the edit-screen I can only 
insert notes, controller- and bank-changes and that stuff...

Thanks,
Christian

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12951|12949|2004-03-21 19:49:42|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Synchronizes Roland MC-505 + Yamaha RM1x???|
Wow, hard to make heads or tales of this question. You may want to ask an 
MC-505 forum or RM1x forum. However, this seems to be more of a general midi 
question than gear specific. I'm thinking that you are asking to have the 
volume levels, or maybe the maximum gate amplitude, on your master 505 to not 
effect the slaved RM1x when Synced through midi?

If this assumtion is correct, I'm not sure that it is possible. If it helps 
you any, I only use my 505 as a slave when I do Sync it to other gear. There 
is also an "Int" mode you may want to try turning off and on that effects 
events sent to it from a controller. Also, I always keep an empty/volumeless 
channel on my 505, usually the second one from the left which ever that is, and 
have it selected when playing a song so that any events that get sent to it 
don't make any noises.

Hope this may help you some Temblorx

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 3/21/2004 10:32:07 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
minimaltemblorx@yahoo.es writes:
Temblorx 

Not as(like) these two machines synchronize without problems, 
Roland MC-505 mas the Yamaha RM1x without there bothers one to 
Other one, I want that the two fence synchronized, that is to say 
that the MC-505 
Be the teacher and the RM1x be the slave, even and all good, I put 
them and give him(her) the PLAY in 505 and in the RM1x also it
(he,she) puts in synchronized PLAY on the two, but the problem comes 
when in some bosses that I put in the MC-505, they me modify that 
estan sounding in the RM1x and without knowing it it to want I move 
the channels of the MC-505 and they raise and lower the sounds in 
the RM1x, since I do in order that the two fence 
Synchronized without problems but one independently of other one 
Bony(Osseous) that could mix topics of the MC-505 with those of the 
RM1x without 
Problems? I have tried thousand ways and there is no form 
I think that there has to be some form in which the two fence 
synchronized independently in one of other one. 

The question is since I can join them and that each one fences 
independently from other one without bothers one to other one? 

Thank you very much 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12952|12948|2004-03-21 22:59:42|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Mute-Changes in Song-Mode?|
On Friday 21 March 2003 18:18, Christian Wiesner wrote:
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> Hi,
>
> in the Pattern-Chain-Mode I can record mute-changes (via
> edit insert/mute etc.). Are they available in the
> song-mode too? In the edit-screen I can only insert
> notes, controller- and bank-changes and that stuff...

Just make sure you select the *scene* track in Song mode 
first. Look at the screen, it's right there.

- Robert
| 12953|12953|2004-03-22 13:14:37|slydeejay2261|mixing and editing from external sources|
Hello,
I am new at mixing and editing and have no knowledge where to 
begin. I would appreciate any information any would one could supply 
me with. Or any sites that I could access to find the proper steps to 
get started. Thank you very much.
| 12954|12954|2004-03-22 13:16:46|tompaulsen2002|Kollektiv Turmstrasse|
http://www.no-response.org/

"Kollektiv Turmstrasse" are using the RS...check it out...
| 12955|12955|2004-03-22 14:08:31|Vincent|copy a part of a phrase|
hi,

i'd like to know if it's possible to copy a part of an event. for 
instance, the 1st 4 beats of a 4 measure part, copy to another 
track, so i have the first 4beats copied to the next track.

tnx
vince
| 12956|12949|2004-03-22 22:41:33|minimaltemblorx|Re: Synchronizes Roland MC-505 + Yamaha RM1x???|
Temblorx

Thank you very much friend but I go towards the section of filter of
midi on rm1x in touching three times on UTILYTI and I cancel all the
MIDI's messages OUT and IN and nonetheless(though) they follow
(continue) without working, supungo that habra that to form
something in the MC-505?????

Putting the Yamaha Rm1x of teacher and the slave's MC-505 there is
no ningun problem is a brutal combination but trying to put the MC-
505 of teacher and the slave's RM1x seems to be impossible...

REGARDS and GRACES(THANKS)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Wow, hard to make heads or tales of this question. You may want 
to ask an 
> MC-505 forum or RM1x forum. However, this seems to be more of a 
general midi 
> question than gear specific. I'm thinking that you are asking to 
have the 
> volume levels, or maybe the maximum gate amplitude, on your master 
505 to not 
> effect the slaved RM1x when Synced through midi?
> 
> If this assumtion is correct, I'm not sure that it is possible. 
If it helps 
> you any, I only use my 505 as a slave when I do Sync it to other 
gear. There 
> is also an "Int" mode you may want to try turning off and on that 
effects 
> events sent to it from a controller. Also, I always keep an 
empty/volumeless 
> channel on my 505, usually the second one from the left which ever 
that is, and 
> have it selected when playing a song so that any events that get 
sent to it 
> don't make any noises.
> 
> Hope this may help you some Temblorx
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 3/21/2004 10:32:07 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> minimaltemblorx@y... writes:
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> Temblorx 
> 
> Not as(like) these two machines synchronize without problems, 
> Roland MC-505 mas the Yamaha RM1x without there bothers one to 
> Other one, I want that the two fence synchronized, that is to say 
> that the MC-505 
> Be the teacher and the RM1x be the slave, even and all good, I put 
> them and give him(her) the PLAY in 505 and in the RM1x also it
> (he,she) puts in synchronized PLAY on the two, but the problem 
comes 
> when in some bosses that I put in the MC-505, they me modify that 
> estan sounding in the RM1x and without knowing it it to want I 
move 
> the channels of the MC-505 and they raise and lower the sounds in 
> the RM1x, since I do in order that the two fence 
> Synchronized without problems but one independently of other one 
> Bony(Osseous) that could mix topics of the MC-505 with those of 
the 
> RM1x without 
> Problems? I have tried thousand ways and there is no form 
> I think that there has to be some form in which the two fence 
> synchronized independently in one of other one. 
> 
> 
> The question is since I can join them and that each one fences 
> independently from other one without bothers one to other one? 
> 
> Thank you very much 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12957|12955|2004-03-23 00:02:43|Vincent|Re: copy a part of a phrase|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Vincent" wrote:

> hi,
> 
> i'd like to know if it's possible to copy a part of an event. for 
> instance, the 1st 4 beats of a 4 measure part, copy to another 
> track, so i have the first 4beats copied to the next track.
> 
> tnx
> vince

o i kinda forgot, i mean when you have made a 4measure part, extract 
the 1st 4beats. i just read it back, and i could hardly understand 
myself, so i hope at least someone else does.

tnx
vince
| 12958|12958|2004-03-23 07:03:50|ix_kool|About the utopic OS...|
Is there any news on the next OS ? Is this project gived up by Yamaha 
crew ? Should i sell my rs7k for the rs8k ? ;)

See ya !
| 12959|12958|2004-03-23 07:40:02|Bo|Re: About the utopic OS...|
i think there is no hope...

explore your 7k.... perhaps you you'll find out that there is no need for a
8k :-)

cu
bo

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "ix_kool" <ix_kool@yahoo.fr>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2004 2:59 PM
Subject: [RS7000] About the utopic OS...

> Is there any news on the next OS ? Is this project gived up by Yamaha
> crew ? Should i sell my rs7k for the rs8k ? ;)
>
> See ya !
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 12960|12955|2004-03-24 06:43:12|Ian Vine|Re: copy a part of a phrase|
Use Extract Event

IanV

Vincent <zwerrie@hotmail.com> wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Vincent" wrote:
> hi,
> 
> i'd like to know if it's possible to copy a part of an event. for 
> instance, the 1st 4 beats of a 4 measure part, copy to another 
> track, so i have the first 4beats copied to the next track.
> 
> tnx
> vince

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12961|12961|2004-03-24 18:00:11|raverjett|ATCK Loop|
why isn't it possible to audition just the loop section of an attack 
loop. In my opinion this is ridiculous when using long samples 
especially. I'm trying to use an intro plus the first 4 measures of 
a song as the main loop. Attack loop would be perfect for this but 
you have to listen too the entire intro before the loop starts and 
you cant change the value of the loop start point and listen to the 
change without pushing audition again and listening to the whole 
intro. This is bad when the intro is 2 minutes long. Is there 
something wrong with my box. I'm pushing audition from both views, 
start atack and start loop. Please help.
| 12962|12961|2004-03-25 15:32:05|jkurve|Re: ATCK Loop|
Why don't you split the the sample into two samples, one being the
into and the other being the loop? You can do this via the sample
EXTRACT job. I dunno, I've never used EXTRACT on an attack/loop
sample so I don't know for sure whether EXTRACT takes out the
beginning/end points or just the loops sextion so I'll explain it it
terms of using any other sample play mode. Set the sample beginning
and end to just your "loop" section. Then use EXTRACT and put it on a
different key. Now you have your intro on the original key and the
loop on the other. Just program in MIDI to play the loop when the
intro ends...

Joe to da Kizzurve
www.electronicscene.com/jkurve

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raverjett" wrote:
> why isn't it possible to audition just the loop section of an attack 
> loop. In my opinion this is ridiculous when using long samples 
> especially. I'm trying to use an intro plus the first 4 measures of 
> a song as the main loop. Attack loop would be perfect for this but 
> you have to listen too the entire intro before the loop starts and 
> you cant change the value of the loop start point and listen to the 
> change without pushing audition again and listening to the whole 
> intro. This is bad when the intro is 2 minutes long. Is there 
> something wrong with my box. I'm pushing audition from both views, 
> start atack and start loop. Please help.

| 12963|12961|2004-03-25 20:28:04|raverjett|Re: ATCK Loop|
I'll try that, i just think its another wasted feature since it 
wasn't thought out thoroughly before being built into the machine. 
Thanks though.
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| 12964|12560|2004-03-28 16:45:11|jason|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
What is the verdict on the metal front cover for the RS? 

thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:
> I have been thinking about getting an aluminum faceplate 
manufactured 
> for my RS7000. It would probably be brushed silver aluminum with 
> either engraved or silkscreened/printed wording.
> 
> It would be just right to fit in a rack with the addition of some 
> rack ears, or maybe already come with rack holes drilled in the 
> faceplate.
> 
> Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this 
for 
> anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
> ~$100 each.
> 
> I haven't finished the panel schematics yet, but I will have a 
better 
> idea of the price when I get it done.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

| 12965|12560|2004-03-29 01:11:28|Marco Tangelder|Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?|
I've got an alternative for the metal cover for only $ 12,50...

LOL

(Any relation between a garbagecan and the RS is purely coincidental. I do love my RS.)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: jason 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2004 1:45 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Interest in a metal RSS front panel?

What is the verdict on the metal front cover for the RS? 

thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:
> I have been thinking about getting an aluminum faceplate 
manufactured 
> for my RS7000. It would probably be brushed silver aluminum with 
> either engraved or silkscreened/printed wording.
> 
> It would be just right to fit in a rack with the addition of some 
> rack ears, or maybe already come with rack holes drilled in the 
> faceplate.
> 
> Anyways, I was wondering if there would be any interest in this 
for 
> anyone else on this list? It will be fairly expensive, probably 
> ~$100 each.
> 
> I haven't finished the panel schematics yet, but I will have a 
better 
> idea of the price when I get it done.
> 
> cheers
> ripe

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12966|12966|2004-03-29 01:33:24|sean mccarrick|RS + M-Audio 410|
Hi guys,

I recently purchased a m-audio firewire 410 audio
interface. Previously I just used a usb m-audio 2x2
midi interface to control the rs from cubase/nuendo.
This worked with no problems.
Now when I use the 410, nuendo will trigger the rs.
But there seems to be latency or something as the rs
sort of stutters and splurts through the track!?
If anyone can help, it'd be much appreciated.
Cheers,
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12967|12967|2004-03-29 03:29:27|sean mccarrick|RS Outputs|
Hi,
It just says standard output in the manual spec.
Does this mean the outputs are unbalanced?
Cheers,
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12968|12967|2004-03-29 05:10:09|Latif|Re: RS Outputs|
yes, all RS outputs are unbalanced.
it would be very worrying if a machine like this needed
balanced outputs :)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick 
wrote:

> Hi,
> It just says standard output in the manual spec.
> Does this mean the outputs are unbalanced?
> Cheers,
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.
> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html

| 12969|12966|2004-03-29 05:16:50|Latif|Re: RS + M-Audio 410|
i hope you didn't sell the midiman 2x2...
cause that's the only interface i have trusted for years,
2x2 midiman usb, and recently added a 4x4 midiman usb.
those i swear by and will use nothing else.

Latif
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick 
wrote:

> Hi guys,
> 
> I recently purchased a m-audio firewire 410 audio
> interface. Previously I just used a usb m-audio 2x2
> midi interface to control the rs from cubase/nuendo.
> This worked with no problems.
> Now when I use the 410, nuendo will trigger the rs.
> But there seems to be latency or something as the rs
> sort of stutters and splurts through the track!?
> If anyone can help, it'd be much appreciated.
> Cheers,
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.
> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html

| 12970|12966|2004-03-30 01:27:32|sean mccarrick|Re: RS + M-Audio 410|
Hi Latif,

I didn't sell my midiman 2x2, but I was hoping to!
Its just extra cables and another usb port being
used(my laptop only has two).
So is the m-audio 410 incapable of controlling
hardware. This seems a bit odd considering the
spec/price of it.
I have the latest drivers btw.

Cheers
-sean

>>i hope you didn't sell the midiman 2x2...

cause that's the only interface i have trusted for
years,
2x2 midiman usb, and recently added a 4x4 midiman usb.
those i swear by and will use nothing else.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick

wrote:

> Hi guys,
> 
> I recently purchased a m-audio firewire 410 audio
> interface. Previously I just used a usb m-audio 2x2
> midi interface to control the rs from cubase/nuendo.
> This worked with no problems.
> Now when I use the 410, nuendo will trigger the rs.
> But there seems to be latency or something as the rs
> sort of stutters and splurts through the track!?
> If anyone can help, it'd be much appreciated.
> Cheers,
> -sean
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on

time.

> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html

<<<

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12971|12966|2004-03-30 01:40:26|Alex Bazan|Re: RS + M-Audio 410|
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>So is the m-audio 410 incapable of controlling
>hardware. This seems a bit odd considering the
>spec/price of it.

i have also fw410, and i experience no latency (or at least i cannot appreciate it) using it with rs7k.
have you checked the configuration in the m-audio pannel. i cannot tell because i should check my laptop which is at home, but i remember there is a buffer size section.
increasing it, you will have lower latency (?)... also buffer settings in the host audio software (cubase, sonar...) should help.

.alex

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12972|12936|2004-03-30 12:04:04|D.J. Sparkle|Re: RS7000 and Motif...|
i own them both and they are different....they have most of the same 
sounds..but the rs has more and better drums...i often find myself sampling 
the drums off the rs and installing them to a motif track and sometimes i 
take sounds off the motif and put the smartmedia in my rs and use them 
there...its a matter of your choice and taste..but there are some sound 
differences in the motif6 and the rs7000.
i am buying the es in june because i use a friends and its capabilities are 
awesome...hate the funny style record buttons though

_________________________________________________________________
Get tax tips, tools and access to IRS forms � all in one place at MSN Money! 
http://moneycentral.msn.com/tax/home.asp
| 12973|12966|2004-03-31 03:11:42|sean mccarrick|Re: RS + M-Audio 410|
Yeah I know about that and tried it but shouldn't that
be for software like vst's.
I mean midi(nuendo) to midi(rs) should have almost no
latency!
The 2x2 usb and 410 seem to work well for hardware and
software respectively so maybe I'll just stick with
that.
Have you tried inputing the rs into the 410.
This was why I was asking about balanced outputs
before because I get a very audible hum and crackle
even when the rs is not playing.
I'm using good quality cables(unbalanced) and tried
outputing the 410 straight to the monitors bypassing
the mixer but still the crackle.

I guess I'll try m-audio tech support =(

Thanks again
-sean

>>>So is the m-audio 410 incapable of controlling
>hardware. This seems a bit odd considering the
>spec/price of it.

i have also fw410, and i experience no latency (or at
least i cannot 
appreciate it) using it with rs7k.
have you checked the configuration in the m-audio
pannel. i cannot tell 
because i should check my laptop which is at home, but
i remember there 
is a buffer size section. increasing it, you will have
lower latency 
(?)... also buffer settings in the host audio software
(cubase, sonar...) 
should help.

.alex
<<

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance Tax Center - File online. File on time.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12974|12966|2004-03-31 03:22:19|Alex Bazan|Re: RS + M-Audio 410|

>Have you tried inputing the rs into the 410.

i have them midi out to midi in and midi in to midi out. :P

http://moneycentral.msn.com/tax/home.asp
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html


>This was why I was asking about balanced outputs
>before because I get a very audible hum and crackle
>even when the rs is not playing.

i lately hear even hard disk processing and mouse movements (!) when i connect the 410 to rs or a mixer, i asked a question in firewire410 yahoo group without success.
have you got any clue? .. check my message in that group (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/firewire410/message/71) to see if we're experiencing the same...

>I'm using good quality cables(unbalanced) and tried
>outputing the 410 straight to the monitors bypassing
>the mixer but still the crackle.

i've connected it with regular intrument jacks, and with a doublejack-to-rca (the white and red one), and both are cracking... but if i connect headphones directly to the
outputs, all is clear, without noise. very strange.

>I guess I'll try m-audio tech support =(

keep me informed, please :P :P
.alex

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12975|12975|2004-03-31 17:10:40|electrotimba|Drum mapping|
I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. They 
sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am 
able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems are 
percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other then 
timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like that 
in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I tried 
transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution 
then buying triton rack ?
Electrotimba
| 12976|12975|2004-03-31 19:30:05|Latif|Re: Drum mapping|
s a m p l e s
.....

just ask them to send you a smplekit
with shots of the perc kit they used,
22khz mono will be sufficient.

;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. They 
> sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am 
> able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems are 
> percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other then 
> timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like that 
> in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I tried 
> transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution 
> then buying triton rack ?
> Electrotimba

| 12977|12975|2004-03-31 19:32:47|Latif|Re: Drum mapping|
or goto the first near music store where you got
good reference, and play the smf, and record the perc track to 
minidisc or something..
be inventive
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. They 
> sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am 
> able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems are 
> percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other then 
> timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like that 
> in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I tried 
> transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution 
> then buying triton rack ?
> Electrotimba

| 12978|12975|2004-03-31 22:22:58|dopamine|Re: Drum mapping|
Get them to resend it as a standard GM file so you have the same 
instruments. Other than that I don't know what you could do sorry.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/firewire410/message/71)
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Matt

At 12:09 AM 4/1/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. They
>sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am
>able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems are
>percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other then
>timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like that
>in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I tried
>transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution
>then buying triton rack ?
>Electrotimba
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=12ckeqcsp/M=267637.4673018.5833253.1261774/D=egroupweb/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1080864720/A=1945638/R=0/SIG=11tq357ai
mqso=60178383&partid=4673018>2169ff3.jpg
>216a051.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12979|12975|2004-03-31 22:51:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Drum mapping|
Might be able to easier move the notes or those percussion events around on a 
software sequencer like cubase or cakewalk if you can get your hands on a 
computer. Even most cheap and free demo software sequencers can usually still do 
that kind of stuff.

My two cents!

Zam

In a message dated 3/31/2004 5:15:14 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
electrotimba@yahoo.com writes:
I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. They 
sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am 
able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems are 
percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other then 
timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like that 
in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I tried 
transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution 
then buying triton rack ?
Electrotimba

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12980|12975|2004-04-01 00:30:23|Marco Tangelder|Re: Drum mapping|
Perhaps you could use the grid to transpose single notes? Won't work for longer patterns, though.
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Or you could manualy transpose, edit and move notes using the editor. Hell of a job.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: electrotimba 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2004 2:09 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Drum mapping

I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. They 
sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am 
able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems are 
percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other then 
timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like that 
in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I tried 
transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution 
then buying triton rack ?
Electrotimba

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12981|12975|2004-04-01 04:59:01|electrotimba|Re: Drum mapping|
Thank you all for the responses. We were very much time limited I 
was there just for few days, so trying to get the whole repertoire 
in the little time. Changing to GM would have taken too much time, I 
wanted to get max material. We exported the Triton songs to SMF then 
opened in Cubase SX as project to name the tracks and save it as 
project, I exported the project to RS . The transposing by hand is 
one way, I would have to get the Triton sounds lists or going 
through kit sampling as Latif said, well lot of work but then I 
could probably get it even better replacing the Korgs sounds with 
real conga or whatever sounds sound. The minidisc idea wont do 
because it is about using the sequences live from RS, if I need 
reference I would look for a possibility to rent one for few days, 
if recording then at least 48/24 in Cubase.
The easiest would be to get Triton, though I am looking for modul, 
but is Triton really worth getting? I have VA module and consider 
universal type but Triton seems to me like cover band or top 40 type 
of purpose, maybe I am wrong.
Thanks everybody
electrotimba

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> Perhaps you could use the grid to transpose single notes? Won't 
work for longer patterns, though.
> 
> Or you could manualy transpose, edit and move notes using the 
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editor. Hell of a job.
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: electrotimba 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2004 2:09 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Drum mapping
> 
> 
> I am preparing for a tour with a band from another continenet. 
They 
> sent me SMF imported from Triton. While each track is named I am 
> able to get similar or better sound from RS. The only problems 
are 
> percussion, the timbales track has all sorts of sounds other 
then 
> timbales, also conga has more then just conga ( it is not like 
that 
> in the reference audio). Any idea how to solve the problem, I 
tried 
> transposing but it didnt help much. Any idea for easier solution 
> then buying triton rack ?
> Electrotimba
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12982|12975|2004-04-01 15:14:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Drum mapping|
The Triton is a good studio center piece and not for giging in my opinion. I 
had one for about 3 years. I liked the sounds, touch screen, split keyboard 
sampling, programable arps, FX are superior and can even vocode on it with a 
little messing around, but the step sequencer on it was utter crud and the arps 
though cool on it would not send out via midi to other gear. Maybe they've 
updated these parts, don't know and don't care, I wound up selling mine for a 
lot more than I thought it was worth. The only piece of gear I've ever bought 
and later sold if that says anything.

Zam

In a message dated 4/1/2004 4:59:57 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
electrotimba@yahoo.com writes:
Triton really worth getting?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12983|12983|2004-04-06 11:11:51|havear|Dub reggae tape-style delays|
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Dear Sequencers,

Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape style delays 
with any of the RS7000 delays??
You know the type I mean where the feedback overloads and the 
HF damping tails off the clarity of the original signal?.

Regards

Michael
| 12984|12983|2004-04-07 04:31:14|Latif|Re: Dub reggae tape-style delays|
in a real situation dub reggae style delay's
are created by connecting a delay unit to
one of the mixer's track inputs instead of FX Return
and then the track which holds the delay unit is fed
by the FX send where the delay itself is connected,
creating a feedback with the trackfader itself.
hope you understand what i mean...
the feedback amount of the delay unit itself is set to 
'no feedback' the delay time is set to choice,
and feedback is created by this loop:
vocal on track 1 ---> FX send 1 ----> delay unit ---->
delay output ---> input track 2 ----> FX send 1 on track 2 is
opened to the amount right before it goes into infinite cycle,
on track 2 you choose wether you want PRE or POST EQ, and the actuall
feedback is created by moving the track fader of track 2.

Ofcourse this is a situation with a real mixer and a hardware delay 
unit (god i love Reason :-))
In the RS it's impossible to create such a loop, unless you you fidle 
some strange setup with the inputs and extra out's.. still doubt it 
tho.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "havear" wrote:
> Dear Sequencers,
> 
> Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape style delays 
> with any of the RS7000 delays??
> You know the type I mean where the feedback overloads and the 
> HF damping tails off the clarity of the original signal?.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Michael

| 12985|12983|2004-04-07 21:47:35|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Dub reggae tape-style delays|
I don't do reagae, maybe a little dub, but anyway delays on the RS are 
adjustable and along with using the overdrive effect I get some nice amplified, 
overdriven amp effects on my guitar sounds.

I do think your right though about no infinite loop delays on the RS, but can 
crank up midi delay a long ways or a long sustain level would probably 
aproximate a feedback loop pretty well on that instrament on the RS. I think the RS 
aproximates all kinds of guitars more so than any other instrament on the RS 
and in comparison to any other machine.

For my live setups I do something similar to what Latif is talking about 
between the end and the beginging of songs to keep some noise there while the next 
song loads. Except instead, I come back from the FX unit to the FX return on 
my mixer, which is a Behringer. Not sure if that is all that difrent, in 
theory, than sending it back in to a second track, but I seem to have plenty of 
control on my FX Unit for volume and delay times, which is a Kaoss pad, and 
also the wetness of the signal behind the origninal signal. The cool thing 
about using FX send like this is that it does not seem like an infinite feedback 
loop that eventually overdrives the orignal signal and clips out or be too loud 
thereby having to quickly dump that track, or worse the master level.

FX Send and Return is like one of the coolest things in my opinion. Its sort 
of like magic to me, I don't understand how it works with no nasty feedback, 
but I know its really sweet when done right, and can only do it with a mixer 
that has FX Send & Return, or just FX maybe too like Latif says. Auxillary 
Send & Return seems sort of similar, but for some reason I can't get it to work 
quite as well on my mixer as FX send & Return. Why, I have no idea.

Just my feedback for today 8^)

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


In a message dated 4/7/2004 4:33:39 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:
in a real situation dub reggae style delay's
are created by connecting a delay unit to
one of the mixer's track inputs instead of FX Return
and then the track which holds the delay unit is fed
by the FX send where the delay itself is connected,
creating a feedback with the trackfader itself.
hope you understand what i mean...
the feedback amount of the delay unit itself is set to 
'no feedback' the delay time is set to choice,
and feedback is created by this loop:
vocal on track 1 ---> FX send 1 ----> delay unit ---->
delay output ---> input track 2 ----> FX send 1 on track 2 is
opened to the amount right before it goes into infinite cycle,
on track 2 you choose wether you want PRE or POST EQ, and the actuall
feedback is created by moving the track fader of track 2.

Ofcourse this is a situation with a real mixer and a hardware delay 
unit (god i love Reason :-))
In the RS it's impossible to create such a loop, unless you you fidle 
some strange setup with the inputs and extra out's.. still doubt it 
tho.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "havear" wrote:
> Dear Sequencers,
> 
> Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape style delays 
> with any of the RS7000 delays??
> You know the type I mean where the feedback overloads and the 
> HF damping tails off the clarity of the original signal?.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Michael

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12986|12983|2004-04-08 08:01:30|MICHAEL HAVIR|Thanks for your reply|
Dear Latif ,
thanks for your prompt reply to my question. I must
try what you suggested. Could you do what you've
described with a digital delay and a mixer or do you
need an analog tape echo machine?

Regards,

Michael.

--- Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote: > in a real
situation dub reggae style delay's

> are created by connecting a delay unit to
> one of the mixer's track inputs instead of FX Return
> and then the track which holds the delay unit is fed
> by the FX send where the delay itself is connected,
> creating a feedback with the trackfader itself.
> hope you understand what i mean...
> the feedback amount of the delay unit itself is set
> to 
> 'no feedback' the delay time is set to choice,
> and feedback is created by this loop:
> vocal on track 1 ---> FX send 1 ----> delay unit
> ---->
> delay output ---> input track 2 ----> FX send 1 on
> track 2 is
> opened to the amount right before it goes into
> infinite cycle,
> on track 2 you choose wether you want PRE or POST
> EQ, and the actuall
> feedback is created by moving the track fader of
> track 2.
> 
> Ofcourse this is a situation with a real mixer and a
> hardware delay 
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> unit (god i love Reason :-))
> In the RS it's impossible to create such a loop,
> unless you you fidle 
> some strange setup with the inputs and extra out's..
> still doubt it 
> tho.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "havear"
> wrote:
> > Dear Sequencers,
> > 
> > Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape
> style delays 
> > with any of the RS7000 delays??
> > You know the type I mean where the feedback
> overloads and the 
> > HF damping tails off the clarity of the original
> signal?.
> > 
> > Regards
> > 
> > Michael
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html
| 12987|12983|2004-04-08 18:40:18|Ian Vine|Re: Dub reggae tape-style delays|
Most of the delays have a high freq feedback damp parameter and with the feedback set high you can get something like you're after, though I think they're not dirty
enough. I haven't played around with the delay eq settings, so you might be able to imrove things there

IanV

havear <havear@yahoo.com> wrote:
Dear Sequencers,

Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape style delays 
with any of the RS7000 delays??
You know the type I mean where the feedback overloads and the 
HF damping tails off the clarity of the original signal?.

Regards

Michael

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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you can get the results as i described
with any delay unit, the delay unit is merely used
to set the delay time, the actuall feedback is created with
loop in the mixer, which is colored by the delay's hardware, the 
mixer's hardware and the EQ settings on the mixer.
just experiment ;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, MICHAEL HAVIR wrote:
> Dear Latif ,
> thanks for your prompt reply to my question. I must
> try what you suggested. Could you do what you've
> described with a digital delay and a mixer or do you
> need an analog tape echo machine?
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Michael.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- Latif wrote: > in a real
> situation dub reggae style delay's
> > are created by connecting a delay unit to
> > one of the mixer's track inputs instead of FX Return
> > and then the track which holds the delay unit is fed
> > by the FX send where the delay itself is connected,
> > creating a feedback with the trackfader itself.
> > hope you understand what i mean...
> > the feedback amount of the delay unit itself is set
> > to 
> > 'no feedback' the delay time is set to choice,
> > and feedback is created by this loop:
> > vocal on track 1 ---> FX send 1 ----> delay unit
> > ---->
> > delay output ---> input track 2 ----> FX send 1 on
> > track 2 is
> > opened to the amount right before it goes into
> > infinite cycle,
> > on track 2 you choose wether you want PRE or POST
> > EQ, and the actuall
> > feedback is created by moving the track fader of
> > track 2.
> > 
> > Ofcourse this is a situation with a real mixer and a
> > hardware delay 
> > unit (god i love Reason :-))
> > In the RS it's impossible to create such a loop,
> > unless you you fidle 
> > some strange setup with the inputs and extra out's..
> > still doubt it 
> > tho.
> > 
> > Latif
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "havear"
> > wrote:
> > > Dear Sequencers,
> > > 
> > > Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape
> > style delays 
> > > with any of the RS7000 delays??
> > > You know the type I mean where the feedback
> > overloads and the 
> > > HF damping tails off the clarity of the original
> > signal?.
> > > 
> > > Regards
> > > 
> > > Michael
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ____________________________________________________________
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> Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
> your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
> http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html

| 12989|12989|2004-04-11 17:20:20|casualfools|Hello.. and a question!|
Hello,

I'm the new guy. After kicking around the idea of getting into 
sample/sequencing I've finally bought a rs7000. So... Here comes 
my first question: After downloading a style is there anyway to 
listen to it on my PC instead of going through the process of 
loading it on a smart card and then the rs7000?

Thanks,
casualfools
| 12990|12989|2004-04-11 23:47:10|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hello.. and a question!|
I don't think so. Sorry.

Zam

In a message dated 4/11/2004 5:21:18 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
casualfools@yahoo.com writes:
Hello,

I'm the new guy. After kicking around the idea of getting into 
sample/sequencing I've finally bought a rs7000. So... Here comes 
my first question: After downloading a style is there anyway to 
listen to it on my PC instead of going through the process of 
loading it on a smart card and then the rs7000?

Thanks,
casualfools

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12991|12991|2004-04-14 14:24:44|thablazethablaze|Sampling on RS 7000|
i got the sample into the machine, but can't get it to play on the 
key itself. i can audition it in zsample edit, but that's about it. 

does anyone know how to get the saple to be played back when you 
press the play button?

any help is maddd appreciated.

thanks in advance.

hollatchaboi.
| 12992|12989|2004-04-14 14:25:31|thablazethablaze|Re: Hello.. and a question!|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
New guy also, i picked up the jawn and got into the sampling off of 
turntables and i got it in there, i can listen to it in sample edit, 
but can't get it to play on the key it was ssampled into, any ideas?

thanks, TimSavage

> I don't think so. Sorry.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 4/11/2004 5:21:18 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> casualfools@y... writes:
> Hello,
> 
> I'm the new guy. After kicking around the idea of getting into 
> sample/sequencing I've finally bought a rs7000. So... Here comes 
> my first question: After downloading a style is there anyway to 
> listen to it on my PC instead of going through the process of 
> loading it on a smart card and then the rs7000?
> 
> Thanks,
> casualfools
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12993|12991|2004-04-14 14:36:37|dopamine|Re: Sampling on RS 7000|
Read the sampling mode section of the manual. It's all pretty straight forward.

Matt
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At 06:28 PM 4/14/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>i got the sample into the machine, but can't get it to play on the
>key itself. i can audition it in zsample edit, but that's about it.
>
>does anyone know how to get the saple to be played back when you
>press the play button?
>
>any help is maddd appreciated.
>
>thanks in advance.
>
>hollatchaboi.
>
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 12994|12991|2004-04-15 03:17:08|Marco Tangelder|Re: Sampling on RS 7000|
Did you insert a note in a track/phrase that plays the actual sample?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: thablazethablaze 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2004 8:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Sampling on RS 7000

i got the sample into the machine, but can't get it to play on the 
key itself. i can audition it in zsample edit, but that's about it. 

does anyone know how to get the saple to be played back when you 
press the play button?

any help is maddd appreciated.

thanks in advance.

hollatchaboi.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12995|12995|2004-04-15 07:20:58|sean mccarrick|Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's|
Hi guys,

Just wondering how many of you mix hardware like the
RS and VST's and then have both triggered from a soft
seq like SX or Nuendo.

I have a fairly decent soundcard with low latency
but I always get a niggling feeling that the VST's
drag a bit behind the RS.
I'm told that Nuendo/SX compensate for any delays and
this is one of the reasons they cost so much.
I'm not so sure aboutthis tho' and if they dont is
there settings in SX that can compensate for the VST
delays.
Any thoughts or ideas?

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12996|12995|2004-04-15 08:16:13|Marco Tangelder|Re: Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's|
Hi,

Latency is caused by a variety of factors, like your soundcards hardware latency, but also the processing-power of your computer (CPU, RAM etc.).

In SX (don't know for Nuendo, but I guess it's the same) latency can be heard while playing a keyboard live, or by playing back your song.

When playing back a song, Cubase corrects the latency so everything is on time (guess this is what you were asking), but you can have audible cracks and pops. Try
changing the latency-settings in you ASIO control panel if this happens (can be done from Cubase menu). 

You can also change buffer sizes etc. but to actually use these settings the right way, you have to know what your doing, otherwise you won't hear much difference.

So, to answer your question, you should not hear a delay from your VST's when playing back, only when playing live on a keyboard.

Do you use your RS only as a soundmodule, or do you have the RS synced to your software-sequencer?

Marco
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: sean mccarrick 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, April 15, 2004 3:20 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's

Hi guys,

Just wondering how many of you mix hardware like the
RS and VST's and then have both triggered from a soft
seq like SX or Nuendo.

I have a fairly decent soundcard with low latency
but I always get a niggling feeling that the VST's
drag a bit behind the RS.
I'm told that Nuendo/SX compensate for any delays and
this is one of the reasons they cost so much.
I'm not so sure aboutthis tho' and if they dont is
there settings in SX that can compensate for the VST
delays.
Any thoughts or ideas?

Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 12997|12995|2004-04-15 10:19:13|Latif|Re: Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's|
if you insist on using vsti's realtime
all of the time, try to compensate latency issue's
with the 'track delay parameter' ,it's on the lft in the track 
inspector, the parameter with a clock symbol (i think)

otherwise simply play the melody first with a 
midi sound from your RS, then assign that melody 
to a vsti's instrument, tweak the sound to satisfaction,
then render the vsti to audio...
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick 
wrote:

> Hi guys,
> 
> Just wondering how many of you mix hardware like the
> RS and VST's and then have both triggered from a soft
> seq like SX or Nuendo.
> 
> I have a fairly decent soundcard with low latency
> but I always get a niggling feeling that the VST's
> drag a bit behind the RS.
> I'm told that Nuendo/SX compensate for any delays and
> this is one of the reasons they cost so much.
> I'm not so sure aboutthis tho' and if they dont is
> there settings in SX that can compensate for the VST
> delays.
> Any thoughts or ideas?
> 
> Cheers
> -sean
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html

| 12998|12989|2004-04-15 12:14:38|J. B.|Sample mode (tim)|
Tim (and anyone else),

Very cool to hear how you got into it. I started
getting curious when I met a sequencing guy for a
bunch of my favorite groups. 

As far as your sampling question goes I'm just getting
into it myself. If I run into an answer with in the
next few days I'll pass it on. Though, I bet someone
else, here, will be able to answer it much sooner.

All the best,
casualfools "New Guy"

--- thablazethablaze <thablazethablaze@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> New guy also, i picked up the jawn and got into the
> sampling off of 
> turntables and i got it in there, i can listen to it
> in sample edit, 
> but can't get it to play on the key it was ssampled
> into, any ideas?
> 
> thanks, TimSavage
> 
> 
> > I don't think so. Sorry.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > In a message dated 4/11/2004 5:21:18 PM Mountain
> Standard Time, 
> > casualfools@y... writes:
> > Hello,
> > 
> > I'm the new guy. After kicking around the idea of
> getting into 
> > sample/sequencing I've finally bought a rs7000. 
> So... Here comes 
> > my first question: After downloading a style is
> there anyway to 
> > listen to it on my PC instead of going through the
> process of 
> > loading it on a smart card and then the rs7000?
> > 
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> > Thanks,
> > casualfools
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 12999|12989|2004-04-15 14:45:01|Latif|Re: Sample mode (tim)|
see if this answers your question:
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=667

and like suggested, do read your RS manual,
cause basicly what you're asking is 'how does
the RS sampling functions work'
this is well described in the manual, which we all (well most of us)
have read.. 
;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J. B." wrote:
> Tim (and anyone else),
> 
> Very cool to hear how you got into it. I started
> getting curious when I met a sequencing guy for a
> bunch of my favorite groups. 
> 
> As far as your sampling question goes I'm just getting
> into it myself. If I run into an answer with in the
> next few days I'll pass it on. Though, I bet someone
> else, here, will be able to answer it much sooner.
> 
> All the best,
> casualfools "New Guy"
> 
> 
> --- thablazethablaze 
> wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > New guy also, i picked up the jawn and got into the
> > sampling off of 
> > turntables and i got it in there, i can listen to it
> > in sample edit, 
> > but can't get it to play on the key it was ssampled
> > into, any ideas?
> > 
> > thanks, TimSavage
> > 
> > 
> > > I don't think so. Sorry.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > In a message dated 4/11/2004 5:21:18 PM Mountain
> > Standard Time, 
> > > casualfools@y... writes:
> > > Hello,
> > > 
> > > I'm the new guy. After kicking around the idea of
> > getting into 
> > > sample/sequencing I've finally bought a rs7000. 
> > So... Here comes 
> > > my first question: After downloading a style is
> > there anyway to 
> > > listen to it on my PC instead of going through the
> > process of 
> > > loading it on a smart card and then the rs7000?
> > > 
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> > > Thanks,
> > > casualfools
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html

| 13000|12983|2004-04-15 23:18:23|MICHAEL HAVIR|Re: Dub reggae tape-style delays|
Dear Ian , 
Yeah the HF damp parameter is OK but the feedback just
doesnt go nearly far enough. Doesnt sound anything
like tape delays really. Any other ideas??.
What about running the signal back in through the
sampling function live to create a feedback loop???
It can be created on software (Logic Audio has a tape
dealy plugin) but the RS doesnt seem to do it.

Michael H.

--- Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: > Most of the
delays have a high freq feedback damp

> parameter and with the feedback set high you can get
> something like you're after, though I think they're
> not dirty enough. I haven't played around with the
> delay eq settings, so you might be able to imrove
> things there
> 
> IanV
> 
> havear <havear@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Dear Sequencers,
> 
> Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape style
> delays 
> with any of the RS7000 delays??
> You know the type I mean where the feedback
> overloads and the 
> HF damping tails off the clarity of the original
> signal?.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Michael
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> Yahoo! Small Business $15K Web Design Giveaway -
> Enter today
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html
| 13001|12983|2004-04-15 23:18:23|MICHAEL HAVIR|Re: Dub reggae tape-style delays|
Dear DBeam, 
thats exactly what I want to create on the RS7000. An
infinite feedback delay loop that overdrives and clips
and maxs out and you have to ride the feedback control
to pull it bavk from oblivion. Cant seem to do this on
the RS but does anyone know how to??.

Michael H.

--- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote: > I don't do reagae,
maybe a little dub, but anyway

> delays on the RS are 
> adjustable and along with using the overdrive effect
> I get some nice amplified, 
> overdriven amp effects on my guitar sounds.
> 
> I do think your right though about no infinite loop
> delays on the RS, but can 
> crank up midi delay a long ways or a long sustain
> level would probably 
> aproximate a feedback loop pretty well on that
> instrament on the RS. I think the RS 
> aproximates all kinds of guitars more so than any
> other instrament on the RS 
> and in comparison to any other machine.
> 
> For my live setups I do something similar to what
> Latif is talking about 
> between the end and the beginging of songs to keep
> some noise there while the next 
> song loads. Except instead, I come back from the FX
> unit to the FX return on 
> my mixer, which is a Behringer. Not sure if that is
> all that difrent, in 
> theory, than sending it back in to a second track,
> but I seem to have plenty of 
> control on my FX Unit for volume and delay times,
> which is a Kaoss pad, and 
> also the wetness of the signal behind the origninal
> signal. The cool thing 
> about using FX send like this is that it does not
> seem like an infinite feedback 
> loop that eventually overdrives the orignal signal
> and clips out or be too loud 
> thereby having to quickly dump that track, or worse
> the master level.
> 
> FX Send and Return is like one of the coolest things
> in my opinion. Its sort 
> of like magic to me, I don't understand how it works
> with no nasty feedback, 
> but I know its really sweet when done right, and can
> only do it with a mixer 
> that has FX Send & Return, or just FX maybe too like
> Latif says. Auxillary 
> Send & Return seems sort of similar, but for some
> reason I can't get it to work 
> quite as well on my mixer as FX send & Return. Why,
> I have no idea.
> 
> Just my feedback for today 8^)
> 
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> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 4/7/2004 4:33:39 AM Mountain
> Standard Time, 
> eurikon@hotmail.com writes:
> in a real situation dub reggae style delay's
> are created by connecting a delay unit to
> one of the mixer's track inputs instead of FX Return
> and then the track which holds the delay unit is fed
> by the FX send where the delay itself is connected,
> creating a feedback with the trackfader itself.
> hope you understand what i mean...
> the feedback amount of the delay unit itself is set
> to 
> 'no feedback' the delay time is set to choice,
> and feedback is created by this loop:
> vocal on track 1 ---> FX send 1 ----> delay unit
> ---->
> delay output ---> input track 2 ----> FX send 1 on
> track 2 is
> opened to the amount right before it goes into
> infinite cycle,
> on track 2 you choose wether you want PRE or POST
> EQ, and the actuall
> feedback is created by moving the track fader of
> track 2.
> 
> Ofcourse this is a situation with a real mixer and a
> hardware delay 
> unit (god i love Reason :-))
> In the RS it's impossible to create such a loop,
> unless you you fidle 
> some strange setup with the inputs and extra out's..
> still doubt it 
> tho.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "havear"
> wrote:
> > Dear Sequencers,
> > 
> > Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape
> style delays 
> > with any of the RS7000 delays??
> > You know the type I mean where the feedback
> overloads and the 
> > HF damping tails off the clarity of the original
> signal?.
> > 
> > Regards
> > 
> > Michael
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html
| 13002|12995|2004-04-16 02:13:45|sean mccarrick|Re: Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's|
Yeah, I've tried using that track delay parameter.
Not really sure how I work out the timevalue for it
though.
I've got 2ms input latency and 4ms output.
so does this mean I compensate by 6ms in the track
parameter or just 2ms?

Just to clarify, there does not really seem to be 
much latency if any. Its just the vst's do not sound
tight alongside the RS.

mailto:eurikon@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html


Cheers
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 13003|12995|2004-04-16 02:17:17|sean mccarrick|Re: Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's|

>>Latency is caused by a variety of factors, like your

soundcards 
hardware latency, but also the processing-power of
your computer (CPU, RAM 
etc.).

In SX (don't know for Nuendo, but I guess it's the
same) latency can be 
heard while playing a keyboard live, or by playing
back your song.

When playing back a song, Cubase corrects the latency
so everything is 
on time (guess this is what you were asking), but you
can have audible 
cracks and pops. Try changing the latency-settings in
you ASIO control 
panel if this happens (can be done from Cubase menu). 

You can also change buffer sizes etc. but to actually
use these 
settings the right way, you have to know what your
doing, otherwise you won't 
hear much difference.<<

Yep. I know all this =)

>>So, to answer your question, you should not hear a

delay from your 
VST's when playing back, only when playing live on a
keyboard.

Do you use your RS only as a soundmodule, or do you
have the RS synced 
to your software-sequencer?<<

The soft-seq is the master and triggers the RS sounds.
I only use pattern-mode on the RS.
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 13004|12983|2004-04-16 02:24:40|Marco Tangelder|Re: Dub reggae tape-style delays|
Just my 50 cents on this one:

Can't you create a phrase and program that delay manually? This way you can apply all effects you want.

A bit simple, I know...

By the way, I use the midi-delay a lot these days. If you create a sample kit and let the midi-delay pick the sampled notes, maybe this is an option for a dub style delay?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: MICHAEL HAVIR 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, April 16, 2004 5:15 AM

http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Subject: Re: [RS7000] Dub reggae tape-style delays

Dear Ian , 
Yeah the HF damp parameter is OK but the feedback just
doesnt go nearly far enough. Doesnt sound anything
like tape delays really. Any other ideas??.
What about running the signal back in through the
sampling function live to create a feedback loop???
It can be created on software (Logic Audio has a tape
dealy plugin) but the RS doesnt seem to do it.

Michael H.

--- Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: > Most of the
delays have a high freq feedback damp
> parameter and with the feedback set high you can get
> something like you're after, though I think they're
> not dirty enough. I haven't played around with the
> delay eq settings, so you might be able to imrove
> things there
> 
> IanV
> 
> havear <havear@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Dear Sequencers,
> 
> Does anyone know how to create Dub reggae tape style
> delays 
> with any of the RS7000 delays??
> You know the type I mean where the feedback
> overloads and the 
> HF damping tails off the clarity of the original
> signal?.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Michael
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ:
>
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Small Business $15K Web Design Giveaway -
> Enter today
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13005|12995|2004-04-16 03:58:55|Marco Tangelder|Re: Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's|
4ms is a very, very low latency, so you should look for the problem elsewhere.

The track delay parameter in the Inspector (Cubase) is normally used for giving a certain track a groove (to 'push' the rythm, or to 'hang' in it). Personally, I wouldn't use it
to correct a timing problem, 'cause the problem won't always be the same (sometimes more delay, sometimes less).

Stupid question, but is the Attack value of your VST set to 0? If the sound reaches it's peakvolume just a bit later, it'll sound off-rythm. 

Is it the same with all VST's, or just a specific one? Try a sampler-VST with a kick for example. If this sounds correct, the problem is probably caused by a synth that
should be adjusted to the rythm (using the track delay parameter mentioned before).

By the way, if you set up your RS like this, don't forget to set the tempo of the RS to the tempo used in your soft-sequencer. Delays on the RS will follow the right tempo
this way.

I've got the same setup, and no problems here, so it must be possible to get the right results :)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: sean mccarrick 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, April 16, 2004 10:16 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Nuendo/SX, RS + VST's

>>Latency is caused by a variety of factors, like your
soundcards 
hardware latency, but also the processing-power of
your computer (CPU, RAM 
etc.).

In SX (don't know for Nuendo, but I guess it's the
same) latency can be 
heard while playing a keyboard live, or by playing
back your song.

When playing back a song, Cubase corrects the latency
so everything is 
on time (guess this is what you were asking), but you
can have audible 
cracks and pops. Try changing the latency-settings in
you ASIO control 
panel if this happens (can be done from Cubase menu). 
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You can also change buffer sizes etc. but to actually
use these 
settings the right way, you have to know what your
doing, otherwise you won't 
hear much difference.<<

Yep. I know all this =)

>>So, to answer your question, you should not hear a
delay from your 
VST's when playing back, only when playing live on a
keyboard.

Do you use your RS only as a soundmodule, or do you
have the RS synced 
to your software-sequencer?<<

The soft-seq is the master and triggers the RS sounds.
I only use pattern-mode on the RS.
-sean

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13006|13006|2004-04-16 11:19:46|Steve Cooke|Connecting Motif 6 to CD drive|
Dear all,

A question regarding the Motif workstation ...

I've been watching the Get Motifated video manual and the fella presenting
it has a CD-ROM drive connected directly to the Motif via its SCSI port.
This enabled him to navigate through the CD-ROM's directory/file structure
to find the samples he wanted and then load them to the Motif.

Please would somebody advise me how this is done. Does it require that the
Motif's SCSI port is connected to a SCSI port on a PC or is it possible to
purchase stand-alone CD-ROM drives with SCSI ports that could go direct to
the Motif? In either case, what kit would I need to buy to achieve this?

I'd really like to be able to load WAV samples directly from a CD-ROM to my

http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


synth without having to copy them in Windows Explorer onto a SmartMedia
card, which I then have to transfer to the Motif.

Cheers,

comradecooke@yahoo.co.uk> 
Steve Cooke
comradecooke@yahoo.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker at www.cpgb.org.uk <http://www.cpgb.org.uk/> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13007|13006|2004-04-16 11:50:26|electrotimba|Re: Connecting Motif 6 to CD drive|
Standalone will do, at least on RS, so must be same on Motif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Steve Cooke" 
wrote:

> Dear all,
> 
> A question regarding the Motif workstation ...
> 
> I've been watching the Get Motifated video manual and the fella 

presenting

> it has a CD-ROM drive connected directly to the Motif via its SCSI 

port.

> This enabled him to navigate through the CD-ROM's directory/file 

structure

> to find the samples he wanted and then load them to the Motif.
> 
> Please would somebody advise me how this is done. Does it require 

that the

> Motif's SCSI port is connected to a SCSI port on a PC or is it 

possible to

> purchase stand-alone CD-ROM drives with SCSI ports that could go 

direct to

> the Motif? In either case, what kit would I need to buy to 

achieve this?

> 
> I'd really like to be able to load WAV samples directly from a CD-

ROM to my

> synth without having to copy them in Windows Explorer onto a 

SmartMedia

> card, which I then have to transfer to the Motif.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> 
> Steve Cooke
> comradecooke@y...
> 
> Read Weekly Worker at www.cpgb.org.uk <http://www.cpgb.org.uk/> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13008|13006|2004-04-16 12:13:54|Steve Cooke|Re: Connecting Motif 6 to CD drive|
Thanks. But can you recommend what I should ask for when trying to purchase
something to enable this?

I asked at an electronics store (Maplin) today and they couldn't suggest
anything (which is unusual).

Which CD-ROM drives will operate on a standalone basis and have SCSI ports?

mailto:comradecooke@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.cpgb.org.uk/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.cpgb.org.uk/


Cheers,

Steve

-----Original Message-----
From: electrotimba [mailto:electrotimba@yahoo.com] 
Sent: 16 April 2004 18:49
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Connecting Motif 6 to CD drive

Standalone will do, at least on RS, so must be same on Motif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Steve Cooke" 
wrote:

> Dear all,
> 
> A question regarding the Motif workstation ...
> 
> I've been watching the Get Motifated video manual and the fella

presenting

> it has a CD-ROM drive connected directly to the Motif via its SCSI

port.

> This enabled him to navigate through the CD-ROM's directory/file

structure

> to find the samples he wanted and then load them to the Motif.
> 
> Please would somebody advise me how this is done. Does it require

that the

> Motif's SCSI port is connected to a SCSI port on a PC or is it

possible to

> purchase stand-alone CD-ROM drives with SCSI ports that could go

direct to

> the Motif? In either case, what kit would I need to buy to

achieve this?

> 
> I'd really like to be able to load WAV samples directly from a CD-

ROM to my

> synth without having to copy them in Windows Explorer onto a

SmartMedia

> card, which I then have to transfer to the Motif.
>

| 13009|13006|2004-04-16 15:37:22|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Connecting Motif 6 to CD drive|
FYI If you wana save a few dollars, also check to see if there are internal 
scsi cd rom drives, might look a little stupid, but who cares, it'l do the job 
the same as a more expensive external drive, if you find one to work with your 
motif.

Zam

In a message dated 4/16/2004 12:58:41 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
comradecooke@yahoo.co.uk writes:
Thanks. But can you recommend what I should ask for when trying to purchase
something to enable this?

I asked at an electronics store (Maplin) today and they couldn't suggest
anything (which is unusual).

Which CD-ROM drives will operate on a standalone basis and have SCSI ports?

Cheers,

mailto:electrotimba@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:comradecooke@yahoo.co.uk


Steve

-----Original Message-----
From: electrotimba [mailto:electrotimba@yahoo.com] 
Sent: 16 April 2004 18:49
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Connecting Motif 6 to CD drive

Standalone will do, at least on RS, so must be same on Motif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Steve Cooke" 
wrote:

> Dear all,
> 
> A question regarding the Motif workstation ...
> 
> I've been watching the Get Motifated video manual and the fella

presenting

> it has a CD-ROM drive connected directly to the Motif via its SCSI

port.

> This enabled him to navigate through the CD-ROM's directory/file

structure

> to find the samples he wanted and then load them to the Motif.
> 
> Please would somebody advise me how this is done. Does it require

that the

> Motif's SCSI port is connected to a SCSI port on a PC or is it

possible to

> purchase stand-alone CD-ROM drives with SCSI ports that could go

direct to

> the Motif? In either case, what kit would I need to buy to

achieve this?

> 
> I'd really like to be able to load WAV samples directly from a CD-

ROM to my

> synth without having to copy them in Windows Explorer onto a

SmartMedia

> card, which I then have to transfer to the Motif.
> 
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| 13010|13010|2004-04-16 17:34:34|J. B.|measure length within step recording|
Question:
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I've imported a sample and am applying it via step
recording. While "recording" this I realized that I
had 4 measures... I wanted 8. So, I went back to the
Pattern Play Display and changed it. Upon going back
into step recording I realized that the step recording
menu had 4 measures and the pattern play display had
the desired 8 measures. How do I change the 4
measures to 8 (with in the step recording mode)? 

Disclaimer: I did in-fact look this up under step
recording and found nothing.

Thanks so much for any help :)
casualfools

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
| 13011|13010|2004-04-16 19:24:50|Latif|Re: measure length within step recording|
what you changed is the style length
which is infact the first place where you set
the length for a PHRASE that you want to record 
PRIOR to recording.
you can't do this in record mode.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J. B." wrote:
> Question:
> 
> I've imported a sample and am applying it via step
> recording. While "recording" this I realized that I
> had 4 measures... I wanted 8. So, I went back to the
> Pattern Play Display and changed it. Upon going back
> into step recording I realized that the step recording
> menu had 4 measures and the pattern play display had
> the desired 8 measures. How do I change the 4
> measures to 8 (with in the step recording mode)? 
> 
> Disclaimer: I did in-fact look this up under step
> recording and found nothing.
> 
> 
> Thanks so much for any help :)
> casualfools
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
> http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html

| 13012|13010|2004-04-18 10:29:26|J. B.|Re: measure length within step recording|
O.K that makes sense. 

-Thanks :)

--- Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:

> what you changed is the style length
> which is infact the first place where you set
> the length for a PHRASE that you want to record 
> PRIOR to recording.
> you can't do this in record mode.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J. B."
> wrote:
> > Question:
> > 
> > I've imported a sample and am applying it via step

http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
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> > recording. While "recording" this I realized that
> I
> > had 4 measures... I wanted 8. So, I went back to
> the
> > Pattern Play Display and changed it. Upon going
> back
> > into step recording I realized that the step
> recording
> > menu had 4 measures and the pattern play display
> had
> > the desired 8 measures. How do I change the 4
> > measures to 8 (with in the step recording mode)? 
> > 
> > Disclaimer: I did in-fact look this up under step
> > recording and found nothing.
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks so much for any help :)
> > casualfools
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Yahoo! Tax Center - File online by April 15th
> > http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Photos: High-quality 4x6 digital prints for 25� http://photos.yahoo.com/ph/print_splash
| 13013|13013|2004-04-19 13:44:06|hlipovac2000|New track uploaded|
http://free-zg.htnet.hr/horr/Techno%20Bees.ogg

To listen to ogg files you will need
http://www.vorbis.com/files/1.0/tobias/OggDS0995.exe
| 13014|13014|2004-04-20 08:54:45|fiercefish|Kawai MM16 on ebay|
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&category=38071&item=3719197658 on ebay UK. I remember 
someone on this list was looking for one.

FF
| 13015|13014|2004-04-20 23:03:34|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Kawai MM16 on ebay|
awe its in euro

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13016|13016|2004-04-22 08:58:27|keninverse|Quick Anwer from someone w/RS in front of them|
does the tap tempo need just two or three taps before a tempo is 
averaged? The manual says three but I'm thinking two will input a 
new tempo...I'm working with a software developer for a dedicated 
breakout "footswitch".

ken.inverse
| 13017|13016|2004-04-22 09:04:04|Latif|Re: Quick Anwer from someone w/RS in front of them|
three

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keninverse" wrote:
> does the tap tempo need just two or three taps before a tempo is 
> averaged? The manual says three but I'm thinking two will input a 
> new tempo...I'm working with a software developer for a dedicated 
> breakout "footswitch".
> 
> 
> ken.inverse

| 13018|13016|2004-04-22 09:13:11|keninverse|Re: Quick Anwer from someone w/RS in front of them|
Thanks.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> three
> 
> Latif

| 13019|13016|2004-04-22 14:51:50|j hand|Re: Quick Anwer from someone w/RS in front of them|
the tempo tap only needs three taps for the tempo to be set.

keninverse <keninverse@yahoo.com> wrote:does the tap tempo need just two or three taps before a tempo is 
averaged? The manual says three but I'm thinking two will input a 
new tempo...I'm working with a software developer for a dedicated 
breakout "footswitch".

ken.inverse
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13020|13020|2004-04-27 13:52:00|Michelle|Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
I'm wondering if there's a way to use Flanger, or any of the other 
effects onboard the RS7000 not listed in the knob you can click and 
turn (with Lo-Fi, Isolator, etc.) as a Master Effect that effects 
EVERYTHING coming out of the box. I've heard it done in some mixes 
before and it sounds lovely and I'm puzzled why it's not available 
as a choice.

Is there any reason why this is not possible? Is it because of so-
called limitation of DSP power or a design block or some other thing?

For another reason, I think this has been asked before but it was 
awhile ago: is there any reason why choice of effects isn't more 
free? Like, the Reverb one can only be set to a Reverb, the 
Delay/Chorus one can only be set to a Delay/Chorus, but the 3rd 
Variation one can be set to ANYTHING. Why isn't there a way for all 
the controls to be set to anything, for example if you need 3 
reverbs in a song? Or no reverb but a Chorus and two Lo-Fis or 
something?

Does anyone know what the design specifics are? And if there's any 
way to override all of this? Thanks! :D
| 13021|13020|2004-04-27 22:14:03|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
I'm going to try to answer this, and I'm sure I'll probably get some or all 
of it wrong, but this is my understanding.

First the Master Effect, in my opinion, was more of a marketing ploy or 
selling point. I rarely use the Master Effects. The few times I do use it are 
when I have only one instrament playing anyway, so it doesn't make a whole lot 
sense to me, and knowing what I know now, this feature could been left out and I 
probably wouldn't miss it one bit.

Anyway, I think your on to something on, it is the design of RS somewhere, 
more powerfull synth engines you can chain numberous effects together. The RSs 
effects are not chainable in the same way, its more limited in its effects 
usage.
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The Reverb & Delay/Choars effect you mention are GM effects, not specific to 
the RS, and can easily be sent or controled via midi to and from other gear 
Most gear includes these two effects.

The Variable effect is diffrent on the RS. It can not be easily sent or 
controled from other gear. More powerfull Gear, with better effects design can 
chain these effects together and have seperate them them to have difrent effects 
on each hannel. The RS can not do that. Even still though, on the variable 
effect on the RS is the same effect across all channels when implimented, and 
only the amount of the effect can controlled per channel or instrament. 
Yamaha has room for improvement in this design area othe RS I think. On the other 
hand, for a groove box style synth, this design seems more of a common 
practice, so it is not like it is lacking in comparison to similar gear. It just 
could of been better on the FX side, in my opinion.

If it helps any, you can do some cool things by individually controlling some 
of the filter settings per instrament or patch on the RS that I've not seen 
done on other gear, and that I think gives it an edge that I've not seen on 
other groove box style synths.

To sum up, the master effects are near useless, the variable effects are 
limited, delay/reverb/choras are common, so try playing around more wit the RS's 
filter settings to control a sound more specifically. Also, if you want to use 
difrent master effects not included on the RS, there are always external 
effect processors that simply hook up to the RSs outs or any outs on any gear. 
And, I've probably confused you more now than ever, hehe.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 4/27/2004 1:54:05 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
michelle_alisa@hotmail.com writes:
EVERYTHING coming out of the box. I've heard it done in some mixes 
before and it sounds lovely and I'm puzzled why it's not available 
as a choice.

Is there any reason why this is not possible? Is it because of so-
called limitation of DSP power or a design block or some other thing?

For another reason, I think this has been asked before but it was 
awhile ago: is there any reason why choice of effects isn't more 
free? Like, the Reverb one can only be set to a Reverb, the 
Delay/Chorus one can only be set to a Delay/Chorus, but the 3rd 
Variation one can be set to ANYTHING. Why isn't there a way for all 
the controls to be set to anything, for example if you need 3 
reverbs in a song? Or no reverb but a Chorus and two Lo-Fis or 
something?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13022|13020|2004-04-28 01:40:32|Alex Bazan|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|

>I'm wondering if there's a way to use Flanger, or any of the other 
>effects onboard the RS7000 not listed in the knob you can click and 
>turn (with Lo-Fi, Isolator, etc.) as a Master Effect that effects 
>EVERYTHING coming out of the box. I've heard it done in some mixes 
>before and it sounds lovely and I'm puzzled why it's not available 
>as a choice.

select flanger or whatever as track effect.
select all tracks.
tweak the effect knob.
effect should be now applied to all tracks as if it were a master effect.

haven't got rs to check, but it should work this way.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13023|13020|2004-04-28 01:55:16|dopamine|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
Yep, then you can resample a chunk/loop and drop it into your track at any 
time giving you the exact effect.

Or, buy a Pioneer DJM600 mixer and do it like a DJ. ;-)

Matt

>select flanger or whatever as track effect.
>select all tracks.
>tweak the effect knob.
>effect should be now applied to all tracks as if it were a master effect.
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>
>haven't got rs to check, but it should work this way.
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129gb70qr/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1083224433/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*h
artistID=1001301>a4a059.jpg
>a4a068.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13024|13024|2004-04-28 15:06:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Lost mute setting when converting to SMF|
Is this normal, this always happen, any way to save the mute settings when 
converting to SMF?

Thanks in advance for any help!

Zamise

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13025|13024|2004-04-28 16:01:35|Latif|Re: Lost mute setting when converting to SMF|
mute settings are never saved with smf...
they are part of a style.
;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Is this normal, this always happen, any way to save the mute 
settings when 
> converting to SMF?
> 
> Thanks in advance for any help!
> 
> Zamise
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13026|13026|2004-04-29 04:29:15|electrotimba|Import from Cubase|
What is the best way to import from Cubase to have all the 
instruments right ( which SMF format is better). I suppose that I am 
missing something while exporting and importing between RS and 
Cubase ( have to reset the instruments etc). I imported SMF from RS, 
completed them. I rather used the new- Cubase versions for live, 
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rather then the originals ( even split them back to patterns if the 
song demands that)
Electrotimba
| 13027|13020|2004-04-30 02:41:57|ix_kool|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
That's why you have to purchase Ableton : to get rid of RS' 
limitations.

- = Ableton live rules = -

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> Yep, then you can resample a chunk/loop and drop it into your track 
at any 
> time giving you the exact effect.
> 
> Or, buy a Pioneer DJM600 mixer and do it like a DJ. ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
> 
> >select flanger or whatever as track effect.
> >select all tracks.
> >tweak the effect knob.
> >effect should be now applied to all tracks as if it were a master 
effect.
> >
> >haven't got rs to check, but it should work this way.
> >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129gb70qr/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D
=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1083224433/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*ht
tp://launch.yahoo.com/artist/videos.asp?artistID=1001301>a4a059.jpg
> >a4a068.jpg
> >
> >
> >----------
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > * 
> > 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
S7000/
> > *
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > * 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> >
> > *
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13028|13020|2004-04-30 03:03:21|dopamine|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
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But I already have Ableton, and a djm600 and an RS - and turntables..... I 
am happy with the way I work thanks.

see ya laterz spam man ;-)

Matt

At 08:41 AM 4/30/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>That's why you have to purchase Ableton : to get rid of RS'
>limitations.
>
>- = Ableton live rules = -
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > Yep, then you can resample a chunk/loop and drop it into your track
>at any
> > time giving you the exact effect.
> >
> > Or, buy a Pioneer DJM600 mixer and do it like a DJ. ;-)
> >
> > Matt
> >
> >
> > >select flanger or whatever as track effect.
> > >select all tracks.
> > >tweak the effect knob.
> > >effect should be now applied to all tracks as if it were a master
>effect.
> > >
> > >haven't got rs to check, but it should work this way.
> > >
> > >
> > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >Home:
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7 
> 000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
>RS7000/
> > >FAQ:
> > ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k->http://groups.ya 
> hoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >Yamaha Official: 
> <<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> > >Yamaha Official:
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >ADVERTISEMENT
> >
> ><<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129gb70qr/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D>ht 
> tp://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129gb70qr/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D
>=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1083224433/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*ht
>tp://launch.yahoo.com/artist/videos.asp?artistID=1001301>a4a059.jpg
> > >a4a068.jpg
> > >
> > >
> > >----------
> > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > *
> > >
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
>S7000/
> > > *
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > *
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
>subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > *
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> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > 
> <<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! 
> Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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>
>
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>ADVERTISEMENT
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>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13029|13029|2004-04-30 08:28:58|beatsamples|Drum Samples|
Do you need drum samples for your music projects? There's a new site 
where you can download thousands of professional Drum and Instrument 
samples . Check it out here: http://www.beatsamples.com 

Ron 

http://www.beatsamples.com
| 13030|13029|2004-04-30 10:58:43|J. B.|making a white-noise sample longer....|
I have a question:

At the moment I am putting together samples to become
familiar with the RS. I found the sample I want. 
It's a white noise sound. The sound is about the
length of an 8th note... I need it to last the length
of a dotted quarter. Gate time doesn't seem to make a
difference because the sample is already too short. 
Also, I tried putting multiple samples of the same
sound together and then messing around with the
attack. Unfortunately, it sounds like I'm driving in
reverse past multiple saw mills at once Any help to
the new guy would be greatly appreciated.

-casualfools

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Win a $20,000 Career Makeover at Yahoo! HotJobs 
http://hotjobs.sweepstakes.yahoo.com/careermakeover
| 13031|13029|2004-04-30 14:34:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: making a white-noise sample longer....|
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This might be a stupid answer, but find a longer white noise sample. Also 
you can create noise on the RS and sample it internally. One more, you can 
time stretch it keeping the pitch is probably something more to what you may be 
looking for.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 4/30/2004 10:59:42 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
casualfools@yahoo.com writes:
RS. I found the sample I want. 
It's a white noise sound. The sound is about the
length of an 8th note... I need it to last the length
of a dotted quarter.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13032|13032|2004-05-01 16:40:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|PLG expansion boards for RS?|
I'm seeking info on the possiblity of being able to put a PLG expansion board 
in the RS. Heard that it might take one, but I'm not finding any info that 
suggests it can be done. Anyone know for sure whether it can or can't take one 
of these boards? I'm thinking not, but hope I'm wrong.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13033|13032|2004-05-02 01:06:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: PLG expansion boards for RS?|
On Sunday 02 May 2004 00:39, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> I'm seeking info on the possiblity of being able to put a
> PLG expansion board in the RS. Heard that it might take
> one, but I'm not finding any info that suggests it can be
> done. Anyone know for sure whether it can or can't take
> one of these boards? I'm thinking not, but hope I'm
> wrong.

Sorry, no PLG board support in the RS.

- Robert
| 13034|13020|2004-05-04 09:53:00|ix_kool|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
Frimeur.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> But I already have Ableton, and a djm600 and an RS - and 
turntables..... I 
> am happy with the way I work thanks.
> 
> see ya laterz spam man ;-)
> 
> Matt
> 
> At 08:41 AM 4/30/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> >That's why you have to purchase Ableton : to get rid of RS'
> >limitations.
> >
> >- = Ableton live rules = -
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > Yep, then you can resample a chunk/loop and drop it into your 
track
> >at any
> > > time giving you the exact effect.
> > >
> > > Or, buy a Pioneer DJM600 mixer and do it like a DJ. ;-)
> > >
> > > Matt
> > >
> > >
> > > >select flanger or whatever as track effect.
> > > >select all tracks.
> > > >tweak the effect knob.
> > > >effect should be now applied to all tracks as if it were a 
master
> >effect.
> > > >
> > > >haven't got rs to check, but it should work this way.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > >Home:
> > >
> > 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7 
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> > > >FAQ:
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> >faq.html><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > >Yamaha Official: 
> > 
<<http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifat
or.com
> > > >Yamaha Official:
> 
><<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.ya
mahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > >
> > 
><<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129gb70qr/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/
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> > tp://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129gb70qr/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D
> 
>=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1083224433/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*h
t
> >tp://launch.yahoo.com/artist/videos.asp?artistID=1001301>a4a059.jpg
> > > >a4a068.jpg
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >----------
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > > *
> > > >
> 
><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
> >S7000/
> > > > *
> > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > *
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
> >subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > *
> > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > 
> > 
<<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
Yahoo! 
> > Terms of Service.
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: 
> 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
> ><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> >Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: 
<http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >ADVERTISEMENT
> 
><http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129h6q0br/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D
=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1083400918/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*ht
tp://launch.yahoo.com/artist/videos.asp?artistID=1001301>b784f5.jpg
> >b78514.jpg
> >
> >
> >----------
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > * 
> > 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
S7000/
> > *
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > * 
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> >
> > *
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13035|13035|2004-05-04 13:06:36|loudu772000|Multisample|
Greetings, Is there a way to multisample? For example if I sample a 
one measure loop, and I want it on four different keys on the same 
track with different start, and end points. Is it possible to do this 
manually instead of using the slice+seq function, or sampling it 4 
times? I tried to copy it, but it sends the sample to a different 
sample number.

thanx in advance,

Lou
| 13036|13020|2004-05-04 23:22:21|dopamine|Re: Flanger as Master Output effect? Is it possible?|
What does that mean?

At 03:51 PM 5/4/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>Frimeur.
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > But I already have Ableton, and a djm600 and an RS - and
>turntables..... I
> > am happy with the way I work thanks.
> >
> > see ya laterz spam man ;-)
> >
> > Matt
> >
> > At 08:41 AM 4/30/2004 +0000, you wrote:
> > >That's why you have to purchase Ableton : to get rid of RS'
> > >limitations.
> > >
> > >- = Ableton live rules = -
> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dopamine wrote:
> > > > Yep, then you can resample a chunk/loop and drop it into your
>track
> > >at any
> > > > time giving you the exact effect.
> > > >
> > > > Or, buy a Pioneer DJM600 mixer and do it like a DJ. ;-)
> > > >
> > > > Matt
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > > >select flanger or whatever as track effect.
> > > > >select all tracks.
> > > > >tweak the effect knob.
> > > > >effect should be now applied to all tracks as if it were a
>master
> > >effect.
> > > > >
> > > > >haven't got rs to check, but it should work this way.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> > > >
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>or.com
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> >
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> asynth.com>http://www.ya
>mahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > > > >ADVERTISEMENT
> > > >
> > >
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> >
> >=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1083224433/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*h
>t
> > >tp://launch.yahoo.com/artist/videos.asp?artistID=1001301>a4a059.jpg
> > > > >a4a068.jpg
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >----------
> > > > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > > > *
> > > > >
> >
> ><<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS 
> 7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group
>/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/R
> > >S7000/
> > > > > *
> > > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > > *
> > > > > > > >subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >
> > > > > *
> > > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > >



> > >
><<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
>Yahoo!
> > > Terms of Service.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13037|13037|2004-05-05 00:25:18|eq127|bypassing pattern chain mode|
hey everyone, quick question : the way i am used to sequencing 
(learned on a korg triton), i am used to linear sequencing and not 
pattern based, so i have no need for this pattern chain mode on the 
rs7000. i use the Put Phrase command to directly input pattern mode 
patterns into the appropriate tracks in song mode.

I know how to make sure the voice patches are the same in both modes, 
and to make sure note shift is at 0 for all the tracks in pattern 
chain mode, and to set effects settings, output, and type of EQ, but 
otherwise, how do i get the voices to sound EXACTLY the same in song 
mode as they do in pattern chain mode??? They still sound pretty 
different, usually not as loud. I noticed that if you make a "fake" 
pattern chain and convert it to a song that usually the patch will 
sound exactly the same but i don't want to bother with this. i want 
to be able to work only with pattern and song mode and forget about 
the pointless pattern chain mode.

Any know how i can do this? Thanks!!!
| 13038|13037|2004-05-05 00:46:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: bypassing pattern chain mode|
On Wednesday 05 May 2004 08:25, eq127 wrote:

> i want to be able to work only
> with pattern and song mode and forget about the pointless
> pattern chain mode.

Why do it the hard way? 
I'd say, learn to use Patter Chain mode to program a simple 
chain of patterns (it's easy), and convert the chain into a 
song. Saves you a LOT of work.

- Robert
| 13039|13037|2004-05-05 05:55:21|Latif|Re: bypassing pattern chain mode|
i remember FaX writing a tip one time
about a JOB in songmode that allows for inserting
a phrase manually anywhere along the linear time line.
I have no idea where that job is in songmode since i don't
use songmode, i also don't know wether you have to convert the
patt-chain to song first, in order to use the specified JOB.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "eq127" wrote:
> hey everyone, quick question : the way i am used to sequencing 
> (learned on a korg triton), i am used to linear sequencing and not 
> pattern based, so i have no need for this pattern chain mode on the 
> rs7000. i use the Put Phrase command to directly input pattern mode 
> patterns into the appropriate tracks in song mode.
> 
> I know how to make sure the voice patches are the same in both 
modes, 
> and to make sure note shift is at 0 for all the tracks in pattern 
> chain mode, and to set effects settings, output, and type of EQ, 
but 
> otherwise, how do i get the voices to sound EXACTLY the same in 
song 
> mode as they do in pattern chain mode??? They still sound pretty 
> different, usually not as loud. I noticed that if you make 
a "fake" 
> pattern chain and convert it to a song that usually the patch will 
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> sound exactly the same but i don't want to bother with this. i want 
> to be able to work only with pattern and song mode and forget about 
> the pointless pattern chain mode.
> 
> 
> 
> Any know how i can do this? Thanks!!!

| 13040|13040|2004-05-05 08:26:52|d322687|RS7000 midnam and middev files|
I am using Digital Performer 4 in OS X, I need to set up my
RS7000 to work with it.

Could someone please help.
Thanx a lot.

Ray
| 13041|13035|2004-05-05 11:09:45|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Multisample|
Hi Lou :)

AFAIK that is not possible with the same sample, you will have to have 4 
distinct files in memory. I dont sample that much, so I'm not 100% 
positive on this, but it would seem ridiculous to me that you could not 
deep-copy a file in memory. Cant tell you how thats done however off the 
topa my hed, sorry.
At any rate, you can still resample, thats relatively hassle-free.

Helps?
Hope so ...
so long
Wildemar

loudu772000 wrote:

> Greetings, Is there a way to multisample? For example if I sample a 
> one measure loop, and I want it on four different keys on the same 
> track with different start, and end points. Is it possible to do this 
> manually instead of using the slice+seq function, or sampling it 4 
> times? I tried to copy it, but it sends the sample to a different 
> sample number.
> 
> thanx in advance,
> 
> Lou

| 13042|13029|2004-05-05 12:31:37|J. B.|Re: making a white-noise sample longer....|
Alright,

I tried time stretching my sample and it completely
changed the timbre of the voice. Did I do something
wrong or is that common with time stretching?...
Granted I did try to stretch it by 500% the first time
(It needs to be a lot longer). I think I may have to
go back and just create the noise in the RS. I'm
still very green behind the ears with all of this; so,
any help is not taken for granted.

-casualfools :)

--- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> This might be a stupid answer, but find a longer
> white noise sample. Also 
> you can create noise on the RS and sample it
> internally. One more, you can 
> time stretch it keeping the pitch is probably
> something more to what you may be 
> looking for.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 4/30/2004 10:59:42 AM Mountain
> Standard Time, 
> casualfools@yahoo.com writes:
> RS. I found the sample I want. 
> It's a white noise sound. The sound is about the
> length of an 8th note... I need it to last the
> length
> of a dotted quarter.
> 
> 
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Win a $20,000 Career Makeover at Yahoo! HotJobs 
http://hotjobs.sweepstakes.yahoo.com/careermakeover
| 13043|13035|2004-05-05 21:37:15|jkurve|Re: Multisample|
The closest thing you're gonna get to multisampling really isn't
multisampling. It works off of kit sampling, using MIDI delay and the
sample slice function to make a bunch of samples at once. I dunno if
it'll work for you, but it's work checking out, at least. Either way
you ARE going to end up with 4 individual samples. You can download
instructions and an example RS pattern file here:

http://www.electronicscene.com/m1/1949/1251/media/10556.zip

Joe Kurve ~ 'bNt, SiCK, & tWiSTeD!'
http://www.electronicscene.com/jkurve

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "loudu772000" wrote:
> Greetings, Is there a way to multisample? For example if I sample a 
> one measure loop, and I want it on four different keys on the same 
> track with different start, and end points. Is it possible to do this 
> manually instead of using the slice+seq function, or sampling it 4 
> times? I tried to copy it, but it sends the sample to a different 
> sample number.
> 
> thanx in advance,
> 
> Lou

| 13044|13044|2004-05-07 10:02:00|Emiliano|Setup|
Hey Guys, I Have a question for you...

I´m preparing a setup for a Live PA. I tough about using the RS-7000 and a
Laptop running Ableton live and a mixer betwenn then so I could
do a non-stop live pa with lots of improvisation...

My question is about conneting the RS and Ableton.
Last time I tried to do it, I could not stop either of them because this
will cause the other equipment to stop also.
I need other gear (a midi box) betwenn then or there is a way to syncronize
both equipment and stop one of then without interfiring with the other
equipment (that will be playng)?
The only reason to connect then is to syncronize the equipment and avoid the
work of beat matching both machines every mix...

Any suggestions?

Best,

Emiliano
Techno download

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13045|13040|2004-05-07 12:47:57|Latif|Re: RS7000 midnam and middev files|
hey man,
i don't use mac or the software you discribe, and not sure if any1 
else here does.
But basicly the RS is like any other midi module,
just set ECHO BACK = OFF
and i assume the RS is NOT running along with the software
sequencer, so i would set it to it's own sync clock, matching
the same tempo as the song you are working on in the software 
sequencer.
Remember to unmute the tracks of the RS , or you will hear didly.
basicly that's it.
You can reach all of the sound parameters through general midi control
CC#.

http://hotjobs.sweepstakes.yahoo.com/careermakeover
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Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "d322687" wrote:
> I am using Digital Performer 4 in OS X, I need to set up my
> RS7000 to work with it.
> 
> Could someone please help.
> Thanx a lot.
> 
> Ray

| 13046|13046|2004-05-07 14:44:29|Christopher Layne|Interesting way to extend 16 tracks...|
Let's say you have BD1 and BD2 as an alternate or additional kick. Let's
also say you have HH1 and HH2 as an additional hat. Now if one was doing
it in a software sequencer, they would have 4 tracks, 1 for each. Muting /
un-muting would happen per track based on the musical context (i.e. you
want to add a syncopated alternate kick in, or you want to layer hats,
whatever).

Now if you do this in the RS7K, you quickly waste tracks. If you combine
them on 1 track, you can only mute/umnute both at the same time (kinda
useless unless you want the sound layered all of the time). You could
always create a new phrase just for the variation, but that's somewhat of
a hassle as it requires you to plan out the rythmic combination
beforehand.

I was thinking of another way, however. Currently I use the RS7K to seq my
A5000 and other instruments - I don't really use the onboard RS7K sounds
that often - but I do use the interface of course. Now this is easy to do
in the A5000 but it can most definitely be done with drum kits on the RS7K
as well.

Basically, if you're doing each kit as all kicks, all hats, all claps, all
snares, etc. you can lay out a kit like this, for instance:

C3 C#3 D3 D#3 E3 F3 F#3 G3

BD1 BD1 - BD2 BD2 - BD3 BD3

With D3 and F3 having blank sounds.

Now let's say I program a standard 4/4 kick w/ BD1 and a syncopated kick
sound on 8 & 13 (1/16 note grid), like this:

grid | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . .
BD1 * * * *
BD2 * *

I can combine them into one sequencer track and still have mute control
over each, by using C3 as my BD1 note and E3 and my BD2 note, both in the
same phrase.

a. If I want both kicks to play at the same time I do nothing.

b. If I want BD2 only, I set note offset to -1 which mutes only BD1 and
still plays the same BD2 on D#3 instead of E3.

c. If I want BD1 only I set note offset to +1 which mutes only BD2 (since
nothing is on F3) and still plays the same BD1 on C#3 instead of C3.

d. If I want both muted I just mute the track with the mute button, as
normal.

You're still kinda locked in to what alternate sound you use when you
choose the note in grid edit, but you could still do note offset of like
+3 and have a different combo. Yea it wastes kit space, but I usually
don't need 128 kick drums per kit, honestly. If you layed out an entire
kit this way, you would have 32 seperate kicks per kick kit.

If note offset is recorded you can use this as sort of a 2 tracks in 1 w/
mute control over each (by using note offset). The only downfall is the
efx/play fx applying to the same track still. In my particular case I use
the A5000 for drums so this is seperate anyways.

-cl
| 13047|13044|2004-05-07 15:03:19|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Setup|
Emiliano,

The way you have it with a mixer between them is a good way to do things in 
my opinion. Maybe you can add an fx processor to AUX FX on the mixer might 
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help transitions. Then you don't have to worry about them being synced, between 
songs use some or a lot of echo or delay and adjust the wetness and levels of 
the FX on the mixer as one song ends and the other starts. Thats how I do it 
and it works well even with songs that have completly difrent tempos.

Too much trouble syncing up and worrying about and miding gear to each other 
during live performances I think. If you start down that path, you might find 
yourself having to plug and un plug ocasionally in the middle of a show. Not 
always a good idea, if you can avoid it, do.

My two cents & good luck performing, let us know how it worked out if you 
can. What worked well for you?

Zam

In a message dated 5/7/2004 10:04:13 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
ebraulio@uol.com.br writes:
I´m preparing a setup for a Live PA. I tough about using the RS-7000 and a
Laptop running Ableton live and a mixer betwenn then so I could
do a non-stop live pa with lots of improvisation...

My question is about conneting the RS and Ableton.
Last time I tried to do it, I could not stop either of them because this
will cause the other equipment to stop also.
I need other gear (a midi box) betwenn then or there is a way to syncronize
both equipment and stop one of then without interfiring with the other
equipment (that will be playng)?
The only reason to connect then is to syncronize the equipment and avoid the
work of beat matching both machines every mix...

Any suggestions?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13048|13046|2004-05-07 16:34:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Interesting way to extend 16 tracks...|
On Friday 07 May 2004 22:21, Christopher Layne wrote:

> b. If I want BD2 only, I set note offset to -1 which
> mutes only BD1 and still plays the same BD2 on D#3
> instead of E3.
>
> c. If I want BD1 only I set note offset to +1 which mutes
> only BD2 (since nothing is on F3) and still plays the
> same BD1 on C#3 instead of C3.

Nice trick! :)

- Robert
| 13049|13049|2004-05-08 09:22:58|josmaas|One Man Band version 7.0|
From user reactions I've noticed that more and more musicians are 
using One Man Band live on stage. They choose for the freedom to use 
any (software) synthesizer they like in this real-time software 
arranger and play a professional MIDI keyboard controller with more 
than 61 keys and good key action. The new features in this version 
are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage users.

For live performers it is important to switch quickly between songs 
and have all the necessary functions at their fingertips, because the 
audience is not willing to wait patiently while you're tweaking your 
setup. A new user interface has been designed for that purpose. It is 
now possible to store all the presets for a song including style, 
voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of the PC keys. 60 keys are 
reserved for this and each key can be defined as a submenu with 60 
more keys giving a total of 3600 available presets. With each preset 
you can also attach a file with SysEx MIDI data to finetune your 
synths voices. 3 other menus give access to functions, multivoices 
and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60 wave files (for humorous 
effects) and SysEx files to adjust the sound of your synth (chorus, 
reverb etc.). The same function layout can also be mapped to the MIDI 
keyboard in the alternative "MIDI keyboard user interface".

Many use OMB in combination with an arranger keyboard. With the 
switch on/off function you can quickly switch from OMB to the 
internal arranger of your keyboard. Sysex messages (regular .syx 
files) are supported to setup your synthesizer. You can define them 
in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.

mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br


There are two new chord recognition methods. The previous "Full 
keyboard" method is now called "Guitar". The new "Full keyboard" 
method recognises all chord types. With this method there is no 
separate chord and melody area on the keyboard. Whenever you have 3 
or more keys pressed then the program will try to detect a chord. If 
there is an interval of more then 5 semitones between two keys then 
all the keys to the right will be regarded as melody notes and not be 
included in the chord. The "Single finger, Roland" method uses the 
Roland method for recognizing minor and extended chords.

Volumes for drums, bass and other style tracks can be adjusted 
separately. This can be done by using the function keys for this but 
you can also drag the values in the display up and down with the the 
mouse. In the sequencer window the volume of each style track can be 
adjusted separately. Click on a style part to do this.

There are now three device types selectable. The concept with the the 
device type is as follows: If you use an XG synthesizer then choose 
XG. Automatic style conversions for XG are implied (a few). If you 
use another device with unmodified styles then choose GM. Automatic 
style conversions for GM are implied (many). In GM mode the XG drum 
sounds that are not present in the GM subset will be automatically 
converted to a compatible GM drumsound. If you use another device 
with modified styles (to match your device) then choose Custom. No 
automatic style conversions will be implied.

In Sync stop mode the accompaniment will stop immediately whenever 
you lift your hands from the chord area. This better matches this 
effect (for short breaks, not for the complete song) on arranger 
keyboards.

Change the appearance of the screens with menu settings/wallpaper.

In the sequencer window you can now enter melody notes in the staff 
window. Click on a barnumber in the sequence and select "Melody 
staff" in the popup menu.

More info with many screenshots and a demo can be obtained at 
http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is shareware, registration costs 
$40.00 and an upgrade from a previous version costs $10.00.

Jos
| 13050|13050|2004-05-08 11:01:15|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
a good review, but I see nothing to do with RS

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13051|13029|2004-05-08 23:11:25|MPC|Drum Samples|
Hey,

Do you need professional drum samples for your music projects? There's
a new site where you can download thousands of Drum and Instrument
samples . Check it out: http://www.beatsamples.com 

Ron

http://www.kronstudios.com 
http://www.beatsamples.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13052|13050|2004-05-08 23:20:00|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
If you would download the demo and hook it up with your RS7000 with a 
MIDI cable you would understand the relation.

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> a good review, but I see nothing to do with RS
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13053|13053|2004-05-08 23:20:19|sven weyns|disturbance when switching from style to next style|
Hello, 
currently I experience a sort of "disturbance" when switching from 1 style to another. This can be solved by disabling VOICE SETUP TO TG, but then the settings of the
next style are not recalled (see manual page 261), which I also don't want. 

http://www.1manband.nl/
http://www.beatsamples.com/
http://www.kronstudios.com/
http://www.beatsamples.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I only would like to develop a "set" of several styles, with each style new settings, and switching smoothly from one to another. Is this possible in any way?
Thank in advance for any suggestion!

BR

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Win a $20,000 Career Makeover at Yahoo! HotJobs 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13054|13050|2004-05-08 23:32:59|su700fan|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:

> If you would download the demo and hook it up with your RS7000 with a 
> MIDI cable you would understand the relation.
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > a good review, but I see nothing to do with RS

I have had the opportunity of approving these posts you make every
once in awhile, josmaas. While your software product is music related
(OneManBand), I have NEVER seen you post a question to this list about
the RS7k or respond to another RS7k user's question. It seems to me
that you just use various music gear related lists as semi-appropriate
places to advertise your shareware software. For all we know, you
probably don't even own an RS7k.

Coming from a Group Moderator/Owner's point of view from your posting
history, I am beginning to view you as a semi-related to music
spammer. While your product may be useful to musicians, I would
appreciate some non-advertising related posts on this list by you
instead of just new release info on your software. If you persist in
just sending new OneManBand update postings, I believe that I will no
longer feel comfortable approving your postings for dissemination to
the group until you start posting more RS7k related posts (or even
general banter replies to other semi-off-topic postings for crying out
loud). This is just one Owner/Moderator's opinion, and I will abide
by what the other 2 Owner/Moderator's feelings on the matter are.

P.S. This also applies to the new guy who just posted a link to
samples and stuff like that. If anyone is going to be advertising
their websites for software/samples/etc., even if they are music
related, you should at least contribute constructively to other
postings on this group, preferably on-topic posts like the RS7k or
other gear. I don't want to be the posting police here with my
Owner/Moderator powers, but advertising of any kind without other
normal postings by those members is annoying to the regular group
members who do post on topic on a regular basis (and even those
lurkers who don't post regularly I'll bet). We are all here to help
one another and be friendly to people with similar interests to ours
(i.e. certain music gear like the RS7000 and music production in
general). We are not here just to be customers of software. 
Everyone, please be considerate of other poster's feelings on this and
other issues.

--wasted/su700fan (Moderator)
| 13055|13050|2004-05-09 08:05:05|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
You're right that I don't own an RS7000. But I will gladly answer any 
question from users trying to hook up an RS7000 with OMB. In fact 
that is what I have been doing yesterday and today. Yes I have been 
posting this message two other forums but not so many that I can't 
check each forum for responses a few times a day. 

Opinions about this being spam vary. My opinion is that having any 
commercial interest does't make it spam automatically. The main 
question: is it the benefit that some of the members have of it 
greater than the annoyance to others.

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:
> > If you would download the demo and hook it up with your RS7000 
with a 
> > MIDI cable you would understand the relation.
> > 
> > Jos

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > > a good review, but I see nothing to do with RS
> 
> I have had the opportunity of approving these posts you make every
> once in awhile, josmaas. While your software product is music 
related
> (OneManBand), I have NEVER seen you post a question to this list 
about
> the RS7k or respond to another RS7k user's question. It seems to me
> that you just use various music gear related lists as semi-
appropriate
> places to advertise your shareware software. For all we know, you
> probably don't even own an RS7k.
> 
> Coming from a Group Moderator/Owner's point of view from your 
posting
> history, I am beginning to view you as a semi-related to music
> spammer. While your product may be useful to musicians, I would
> appreciate some non-advertising related posts on this list by you
> instead of just new release info on your software. If you persist 
in
> just sending new OneManBand update postings, I believe that I will 
no
> longer feel comfortable approving your postings for dissemination to
> the group until you start posting more RS7k related posts (or even
> general banter replies to other semi-off-topic postings for crying 
out
> loud). This is just one Owner/Moderator's opinion, and I will abide
> by what the other 2 Owner/Moderator's feelings on the matter are.
> 
> P.S. This also applies to the new guy who just posted a link to
> samples and stuff like that. If anyone is going to be advertising
> their websites for software/samples/etc., even if they are music
> related, you should at least contribute constructively to other
> postings on this group, preferably on-topic posts like the RS7k or
> other gear. I don't want to be the posting police here with my
> Owner/Moderator powers, but advertising of any kind without other
> normal postings by those members is annoying to the regular group
> members who do post on topic on a regular basis (and even those
> lurkers who don't post regularly I'll bet). We are all here to help
> one another and be friendly to people with similar interests to ours
> (i.e. certain music gear like the RS7000 and music production in
> general). We are not here just to be customers of software. 
> Everyone, please be considerate of other poster's feelings on this 
and
> other issues.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan (Moderator)

| 13056|13050|2004-05-09 08:15:16|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
On Sunday 09 May 2004 07:32, su700fan wrote:

> This is just one Owner/Moderator's
> opinion, and I will abide by what the other 2
> Owner/Moderator's feelings on the matter are.

I agree with you, I too consider josmaas a spammer, and 
posts like these should be banned.

- Robert (moderator)
| 13057|13050|2004-05-09 08:20:14|Steve Cooke|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
I would like to remind the group moderator that RS7000@yahoogroups
advertises itself as supporting users of other related Yamaha instruments,
such as the Motif and QY series. I don't an RS7000 either.

Having said that, I agree wholeheartedly with the moderator's assessment of
josmaas's agenda. If this merchant is so keen to support OneManSpam users'
connectivity with the RS, why doesn't he/she set up a Yahoo! Group of
his/her own to provide this technical advice? But perhaps there aren't
enough OneManSpam users to make that worthwhile!

This person is trying to get advertising on the cheap. I can understand
that and I commend his/her opportunism, but there's no reason why the rest
of us should have to put up with it. He/she should pay Yahoo! the going
rate for ads on the Yahoo! Groups website, not abuse the privileges of being
a subscriber to this group.

Steve

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


-----Original Message-----
From: josmaas [mailto:josmaas@1manband.nl] 
Sent: 09 May 2004 11:58
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0

You're right that I don't own an RS7000. But I will gladly answer any
question from users trying to hook up an RS7000 with OMB. In fact that is
what I have been doing yesterday and today. Yes I have been posting this
message two other forums but not so many that I can't check each forum for
responses a few times a day. 

Opinions about this being spam vary. My opinion is that having any
commercial interest does't make it spam automatically. The main
question: is it the benefit that some of the members have of it greater than
the annoyance to others.

Jos
| 13058|13050|2004-05-09 08:45:41|wasted/su700fan|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|

> I would like to remind the group moderator that RS7000@yahoogroups
> advertises itself as supporting users of other related Yamaha 
> instruments,
> such as the Motif and QY series. I don't an RS7000 either.

> Steve

That I know (it's right on the main page at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000): 
The A3k/4k/5k, RM1x, SU700, SU200, Motif's, ..., (other Yamaha 
Sequencers, Samplers, Remixers and other Recent Yamaha gear). My main 
beef with approving josmaas' advertising posts has been that is all he 
has ever posted to the group. I did a search of the archives last 
night after I wrote my original reply and he's sent his OneManBand 
software update ads to the list 4 or 5 times since July 2003. Not that 
often (every 3 or 4 months or so). But he also has not made even ONE 
reply to the list on any other post since he joined the list. I can 
understand wanting to promote your music-related software that you 
worked so hard on to potential customers in a semi-related group. I 
would just appreciate people posting such advertising to the list to 
also be PRODUCTIVE members of the list and not just post when it's in 
their benefit (the ads only).

We don't always talk RS7000 here, and we often go on tangents (music 
production related or otherwise), which is all fun and good. Even 
replying to threads that might be off topic on this group would give 
the other members of our group a feeling of the personality/type of 
person josmaas or these other advertising types are and would make me 
feel more comfortable approving their advertising posts, since they 
participate in normal regular everyday group discussion. The utter 
quietness some members exhibit other than the occasional post out of 
the blue like this is intriguing, to say the least.

[Please don't let this became a major flamewar/discussion :( ]
-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13059|13050|2004-05-09 08:48:03|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
Never met such a hostile crowd! I know there are several Motif owners 
that use One Man Band. Guys if you read this come and rescue me!

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Steve Cooke" 
wrote:

> I would like to remind the group moderator that RS7000@yahoogroups
> advertises itself as supporting users of other related Yamaha 

instruments,

> such as the Motif and QY series. I don't an RS7000 either.
> 
> Having said that, I agree wholeheartedly with the moderator's 

assessment of
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> josmaas's agenda. If this merchant is so keen to support 

OneManSpam users'

> connectivity with the RS, why doesn't he/she set up a Yahoo! Group 

of

> his/her own to provide this technical advice? But perhaps there 

aren't

> enough OneManSpam users to make that worthwhile!
> 
> This person is trying to get advertising on the cheap. I can 

understand

> that and I commend his/her opportunism, but there's no reason why 

the rest

> of us should have to put up with it. He/she should pay Yahoo! the 

going

> rate for ads on the Yahoo! Groups website, not abuse the privileges 

of being

> a subscriber to this group.
> 
> Steve
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: josmaas [mailto:josmaas@1...] 
> Sent: 09 May 2004 11:58
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> You're right that I don't own an RS7000. But I will gladly answer 

any

> question from users trying to hook up an RS7000 with OMB. In fact 

that is

> what I have been doing yesterday and today. Yes I have been posting 

this

> message two other forums but not so many that I can't check each 

forum for

> responses a few times a day. 
> 
> Opinions about this being spam vary. My opinion is that having any
> commercial interest does't make it spam automatically. The main
> question: is it the benefit that some of the members have of it 

greater than

> the annoyance to others.
> 
> Jos

| 13060|13050|2004-05-09 09:01:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|

> Never met such a hostile crowd! I know there are several Motif owners 
> that use One Man Band. Guys if you read this come and rescue me!
> 
> Jos

Josmaas we are not trying to be hostile to you/attack you. All I ask 
is that you/other advertisers of music-related products to this list 
actually PARTICIPATE in regular discussions on this list, and not just 
post your ads. You know, actually read all or a good portion of the 
messages from this list, learn something from them (like the posters' 
personalities), and reply occassionally to posts that are of interest 
to you or that would express your personality via your responses. That 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


is all that I ask, that you be a normal participant of this list and 
not just an advertiser of your software.

I understand mailing lists can get busy at times, including this one. 
I am on 6 or 7 mailing lists (several Yahoo Groups, several non-yahoo). 
I've been on most of them since their inception (some going back as far 
as 1995/6/7). I have ready EVERY post to all my lists that I belong 
on, even those that aren't of particular interest to me topic-wise. In 
an average week, I have around 1000+ messages to read between all of my 
mailing lists. This takes up quite a few hours during the week (5-10 
at least) and has become my hobby, you could say. But, in reading all 
these posts by the various members of the list and posting replies back 
when I felt they were appropriate or would express my individual 
personality and feelings on the topic being discussed I have done so. 
I am not a regular poster to most of my lists like I used to be, but I 
still enjoy the banter and occassional comments I reply. I have come 
to find a great # of people on the internet that I would be happy to 
call friend and would even like to meet some of them in real life (in 
the flesh).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13061|13050|2004-05-09 11:40:42|electrotimba|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
Hostile ? These moderators are truly patient and kind. I was fair 
enough to look at that thing you try to sell. You are in a wrong 
place buddy. There are no lobby, wedding, barmitzvah etc solo 
entertainers here, no PSR users. 
Dont waste your and our time, if the RS users go softawre then 
Cubase, Logic, Live etc this is really different world.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:
> Never met such a hostile crowd! I know there are several Motif 
owners 
> that use One Man Band. Guys if you read this come and rescue me!
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Steve Cooke" 
> wrote:
> > I would like to remind the group moderator that 
RS7000@yahoogroups
> > advertises itself as supporting users of other related Yamaha 
> instruments,
> > such as the Motif and QY series. I don't an RS7000 either.
> > 
> > Having said that, I agree wholeheartedly with the moderator's 
> assessment of
> > josmaas's agenda. If this merchant is so keen to support 
> OneManSpam users'
> > connectivity with the RS, why doesn't he/she set up a Yahoo! 
Group 
> of
> > his/her own to provide this technical advice? But perhaps there 
> aren't
> > enough OneManSpam users to make that worthwhile!
> > 
> > This person is trying to get advertising on the cheap. I can 
> understand
> > that and I commend his/her opportunism, but there's no reason 
why 
> the rest
> > of us should have to put up with it. He/she should pay Yahoo! 
the 
> going
> > rate for ads on the Yahoo! Groups website, not abuse the 
privileges 
> of being
> > a subscriber to this group.
> > 
> > Steve
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
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> > From: josmaas [mailto:josmaas@1...] 
> > Sent: 09 May 2004 11:58
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > You're right that I don't own an RS7000. But I will gladly 
answer 
> any
> > question from users trying to hook up an RS7000 with OMB. In 
fact 
> that is
> > what I have been doing yesterday and today. Yes I have been 
posting 
> this
> > message two other forums but not so many that I can't check each 
> forum for
> > responses a few times a day. 
> > 
> > Opinions about this being spam vary. My opinion is that having 
any
> > commercial interest does't make it spam automatically. The main
> > question: is it the benefit that some of the members have of it 
> greater than
> > the annoyance to others.
> > 
> > Jos

| 13062|13050|2004-05-09 13:53:58|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
SU700FAN,

What do you mean that I don't participate in the discussion? What am 
I doing right now then?

Electrotimba,

You speak for yourself. The boxes that the keyboards listed on this 
homepage are packed in, don't have a warning that they shouldn't be 
used at weddings and barmitzvah's. In fact I know quite a few that do 
use them that way with OMB. Some people have to work for a living.

Here are examples of less hostile reactions:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/xgworksusers/message/781
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/message/28774
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/message/28777

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Hostile ? These moderators are truly patient and kind. I was fair 
> enough to look at that thing you try to sell. You are in a wrong 
> place buddy. There are no lobby, wedding, barmitzvah etc solo 
> entertainers here, no PSR users. 
> Dont waste your and our time, if the RS users go softawre then 
> Cubase, Logic, Live etc this is really different world.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:
> > Never met such a hostile crowd! I know there are several Motif 
> owners 
> > that use One Man Band. Guys if you read this come and rescue me!
> > 
> > Jos
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Steve Cooke" 
> > wrote:
> > > I would like to remind the group moderator that 
> RS7000@yahoogroups
> > > advertises itself as supporting users of other related Yamaha 
> > instruments,
> > > such as the Motif and QY series. I don't an RS7000 either.
> > > 
> > > Having said that, I agree wholeheartedly with the moderator's 
> > assessment of
> > > josmaas's agenda. If this merchant is so keen to support 
> > OneManSpam users'
> > > connectivity with the RS, why doesn't he/she set up a Yahoo! 
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> Group 
> > of
> > > his/her own to provide this technical advice? But perhaps 

there 

> > aren't
> > > enough OneManSpam users to make that worthwhile!
> > > 
> > > This person is trying to get advertising on the cheap. I can 
> > understand
> > > that and I commend his/her opportunism, but there's no reason 
> why 
> > the rest
> > > of us should have to put up with it. He/she should pay Yahoo! 
> the 
> > going
> > > rate for ads on the Yahoo! Groups website, not abuse the 
> privileges 
> > of being
> > > a subscriber to this group.
> > > 
> > > Steve
> > > 
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: josmaas [mailto:josmaas@1...] 
> > > Sent: 09 May 2004 11:58
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0
> > > 
> > > You're right that I don't own an RS7000. But I will gladly 
> answer 
> > any
> > > question from users trying to hook up an RS7000 with OMB. In 
> fact 
> > that is
> > > what I have been doing yesterday and today. Yes I have been 
> posting 
> > this
> > > message two other forums but not so many that I can't check 

each 

> > forum for
> > > responses a few times a day. 
> > > 
> > > Opinions about this being spam vary. My opinion is that having 
> any
> > > commercial interest does't make it spam automatically. The main
> > > question: is it the benefit that some of the members have of it 
> > greater than
> > > the annoyance to others.
> > > 
> > > Jos

| 13063|13050|2004-05-09 14:29:11|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|

> SU700FAN,
> 
> What do you mean that I don't participate in the discussion? What am 
> I doing right now then?

Yes josmaas, you are participating in THIS discussion, which started when somebody complained that your posting of the OneManBand ad to this list for the 4th or 5th
time since last July was constituted as spam. If you go to the web based interface for this group at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 and then go the MESSAGES
link along the left which has the archive of all messages EVER posted to the group (over 13000) and then do a search under your name (josmaas) as the search term all
you will find that has been posted to this list since you've joined last summer have been those OneManBand ads. NEVER (prior to yesterday's and today's discussions
regarding whether your OMB ads are spam or not) have you even posted anything NOT OneManBand related. I.E. an RS7k question or reply to another's question, a
general reply to the list on music production or another topic in general, even a simple "i agree" when someone has made a point that you might agree with. For all we
know, you might never read the posts on this list other than to do a quick scan for and see if your program OMB is mentioned in them for questions that you can answer.

Really, this is getting out of hand a little here. Please, just participate in other non-OneManBand related posts and we'll feel more like you are a normal, participating
member. Being a member of a mailing list is not a Take All, Give None type of relationship. Just like any other relationship (friends, lovers, work, mailing lists, etc.) there
is a little give and take that is involved by all parties on all sides. Is it that hard to understand? Participate in regular list postings/discussions and we'll feel you're more of
a member and more inclined to tolerate your occasional OMB update postings. If you don't feel comfortable replying to the specific RS7000 posts (questions or answers),
simple replies with your thoughts on other topics that come up would be more than appreciated. That would constitute your giving your valuable opinion which might be
of help to others.

--wasted/su700fan
(spending way too much breath discussing this to begin with)
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Let's not forget here members that us moderators/owners are doing what we do to keep these lists clean from spam and flamewars out of the goodness of our own hearts. I
spend several hours at a time every 3-4 months to update the members lists and remove the bouncing members, update posting status to normal group posting for
members who do post to the list regularly, keep all links, files, etc. in the various Group sections up to date. I also have to usually approve several messages each day
(which means I need to login to the group once or twice a day) for new members who want to post. I am NOT PAID anything for doing this, by either Yahoo Groups,
Yamaha, or any other source. I am not given any kind of discount for future gear purchases from Yamaha, nor even given the option to beta-test new hardware they might
be coming out with in the future. For all I know, Yamaha doesn't even know I exist and how much free tech support us Moderators & Expert Users of these mailing lists
are giving other users of their products FREE OF CHARGE. I'm sure the same applies to Robert van der Kamp and tom (the other 2 moderators). All I try to do is keep
the peace for all list members on my lists (which at over 1000 this is the largest and most busy list to manage).

My peace has been said. I'm done for now.
| 13064|13050|2004-05-09 14:52:32|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
If you do the same search on josmaas in 
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/ you will find 
a complete different picture. 

In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do with me 
being off topic or me not participating enough in the discussion. It 
has to do that anyone that tries to sell anything here is regarded to 
be a crook. What do you people do when the ice-cream vendor enters 
your street? Lynch the filty capitalist?

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:
> > SU700FAN,
> > 
> > What do you mean that I don't participate in the discussion? What 
am 
> > I doing right now then?
> 
> Yes josmaas, you are participating in THIS discussion, which 
started when somebody complained that your posting of the OneManBand 
ad to this list for the 4th or 5th time since last July was 
constituted as spam. If you go to the web based interface for this 
group at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 and then go the 
MESSAGES link along the left which has the archive of all messages 
EVER posted to the group (over 13000) and then do a search under your 
name (josmaas) as the search term all you will find that has been 
posted to this list since you've joined last summer have been those 
OneManBand ads. NEVER (prior to yesterday's and today's discussions 
regarding whether your OMB ads are spam or not) have you even posted 
anything NOT OneManBand related. I.E. an RS7k question or reply to 
another's question, a general reply to the list on music production 
or another topic in general, even a simple "i agree" when someone has 
made a point that you might agree with. For all we know, you might 
never read the posts on this list other than to do a quick scan for 
and see if your program OMB is mentioned in them for questions that 
you can answer.
> 
> Really, this is getting out of hand a little here. Please, just 
participate in other non-OneManBand related posts and we'll feel more 
like you are a normal, participating member. Being a member of a 
mailing list is not a Take All, Give None type of relationship. Just 
like any other relationship (friends, lovers, work, mailing lists, 
etc.) there is a little give and take that is involved by all parties 
on all sides. Is it that hard to understand? Participate in regular 
list postings/discussions and we'll feel you're more of a member and 
more inclined to tolerate your occasional OMB update postings. If 
you don't feel comfortable replying to the specific RS7000 posts 
(questions or answers), simple replies with your thoughts on other 
topics that come up would be more than appreciated. That would 
constitute your giving your valuable opinion which might be of help 
to others.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> (spending way too much breath discussing this to begin with)
> 
> Let's not forget here members that us moderators/owners are doing 
what we do to keep these lists clean from spam and flamewars out of 
the goodness of our own hearts. I spend several hours at a time 
every 3-4 months to update the members lists and remove the bouncing 
members, update posting status to normal group posting for members 
who do post to the list regularly, keep all links, files, etc. in the 
various Group sections up to date. I also have to usually approve 
several messages each day (which means I need to login to the group 
once or twice a day) for new members who want to post. I am NOT PAID 
anything for doing this, by either Yahoo Groups, Yamaha, or any other 
source. I am not given any kind of discount for future gear 
purchases from Yamaha, nor even given the option to beta-test new 
hardware they might be coming out with in the future. For all I 
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know, Yamaha doesn't even know I exist and how much free tech support 
us Moderators & Expert Users of these mailing lists are giving other 
users of their products FREE OF CHARGE. I'm sure the same applies to 
Robert van der Kamp and tom (the other 2 moderators). All I try to 
do is keep the peace for all list members on my lists (which at over 
1000 this is the largest and most busy list to manage).
> 
> My peace has been said. I'm done for now.

| 13065|13050|2004-05-09 14:55:51|Steve Cooke|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
-----Original Message-----
From: josmaas [mailto:josmaas@1manband.nl] 
Sent: 09 May 2004 21:51
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0

In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do with me being
off topic or me not participating enough in the discussion. It has to do
that anyone that tries to sell anything here is regarded to be a crook. What
do you people do when the ice-cream vendor enters your street? Lynch the
filty capitalist?

Jos

--------

I'm not in favour of lynch mobs, but putting the filthy capitalist on trial
is not a bad idea.

But then I would say that.

With comradely greetings,

Steve Cooke
comradecooke@yahoo.co.uk

Read Weekly Worker, newspaper of the Communist Party of Great Britain, at
www.cpgb.org.uk
| 13066|13050|2004-05-09 14:59:45|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|

> If you do the same search on josmaas in 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/ you will find 
> a complete different picture. 
> 
> In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do with me 
> being off topic or me not participating enough in the discussion. It 
> has to do that anyone that tries to sell anything here is regarded to 
> be a crook. What do you people do when the ice-cream vendor enters 
> your street? Lynch the filty capitalist?
> 
> Jos

Right now groups.yahoo.com is down but I'm sure you might be right. The point is: if you want to sell your wares you need to get to know your customers. Customers of
any type of product don't appreciate Sellers just pushing their product and ads without actually learning what their customers tastes, likes, dislikes, are. Sellers who blindly
advertise aren't going to get many customers, especially repeat customers. By you not normally participating in the group's regular discussions, you aren't learning who
your customers are, and we aren't learning what type of a seller you are.

And honestly, OneManBand is more of an auto-arranger type of program (from what I've read from your descriptions) that would fit more with those types of devices (i.e.
PSR series keyboards or cover bands, etc.) than a full-blown sequencer like the RS7000. So the similarity/usefulness to members of this group may be marginal at best.

--wasted/su700fan
| 13067|13050|2004-05-09 15:13:22|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
On Sunday 09 May 2004 20:16, josmaas wrote:

> SU700FAN,
>
> What do you mean that I don't participate in the
> discussion? What am I doing right now then?

Trying to sell your stuff?

- Robert
| 13068|13050|2004-05-09 15:41:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|

> > If you do the same search on josmaas in 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/ you will 
> > find 
> > a complete different picture. 
> > 
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> > In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do with me 
> > being off topic or me not participating enough in the discussion. 
> > It 
> > has to do that anyone that tries to sell anything here is regarded 
> > to 
> > be a crook. What do you people do when the ice-cream vendor enters 
> > your street? Lynch the filty capitalist?
> > 
> > Jos
> 
> Right now groups.yahoo.com is down but I'm sure you might be right. 
> The point is: if you want to sell your wares you need to get to know 

your customers. Customers of any type of product don't appreciate 
Sellers just pushing their product and ads without actually learning 
what their customers tastes, likes, dislikes, are. Sellers who blindly 
advertise aren't going to get many customers, especially repeat 
customers. By you not normally participating in the group's regular 
discussions, you aren't learning who your customers are, and we aren't 
learning what type of a seller you are.

> 
> And honestly, OneManBand is more of an auto-arranger type of program 
> (from what I've read from your descriptions) that would fit more with 

those types of devices (i.e. PSR series keyboards or cover bands, etc.) 
than a full-blown sequencer like the RS7000. So the similarity/
usefulness to members of this group may be marginal at best.

> 
> --wasted/su700fan

One FINAL point: if you want to make a product that will more likely 
sell to us RS7000 users, develop something we could REALLY use. 
Reverse engineer (or get NDA access from Yamaha to) the RS7k's file 
structure and create a program that will allow RS7k users to take 
multiple samples on their PC/Mac and, using your program, build a 
sample drum kit that can be saved as an .R2P/.R3P (RS7k Style/Pattern 
file), .R2A/.R3A (RS7k All file), or .R2S/.R3S (RS7k Song file). Or 
add this functionality to OneManBand. That would save many RS7k users 
hours of time organizing samples on the RS7k itself the way we have to 
now (by SmartMedia or other SCSI drive importing one sample to each kit 
location at a time). That is what the RS7k users/potential customers 
would REALLY like, not some arrangement software when our built-in 
sequencer already can manually do some of what your software does (not 
to mention the over 7000 built-in phrases that the RS7k has for people 
who don't want to create their own original musical notations).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

Last post on this issue by me for awhile. I've got some yardwork to 
do, and I just got off work for a 4 hour day on Sunday and would like 
to enjoy some of my weekend instead of getting involved in long-winded 
list discussions like these. Please everyone, back to RS7000 or other 
gear talk already.
| 13069|13050|2004-05-09 17:47:50|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
Polite as I am, I always answer messages directed to me.

Robert,

"Trying to sell your stuff?"

Yes

Su700fan,

You say that users of a full blown synthesizer are not interested in 
OMB. Can you explain to me in which way the RS7000 is different from 
the Ensoniq KT88. Because this is a quote from another forum 
today: "I used it with an Ensoniq KT88 full keyboard, what a breeze 
to be able to used this very good keyboard as an arranger!"

Am I understanding you correctly that the RS7000 can be used as an 
arranger keyboard without hooking it up with OMB? Does it provide 
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real time chord recognition and real time style variation switching?

I hear that you want to convert software from other keyboards to the 
RS7000. But is that the right solution? Making software that is 
designed for a conversion between to specific keyboards would have a 
very small number of potential users and be therefore commercially 
not succesfull. Besides that most synthesizer manufacturers are 
unwilling to provide details about the software inside there gear.

Wouldn't it be better to (besides using it is) see it as an MIDI 
keyboard controller and a synthesizer and hooking it up with a PC to 
enjoy all the new developments that become available their. There is 
VST, softsynths, sequencers, and of course OMB. There many buttons on 
the RS7000 that send MIDI (I hope) and can be used to control the PC 
software without having to use the mouse while your playing.

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > > If you do the same search on josmaas in 
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/ you 

will 

> > > find 
> > > a complete different picture. 
> > > 
> > > In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do 

with me 

> > > being off topic or me not participating enough in the 

discussion. 

> > > It 
> > > has to do that anyone that tries to sell anything here is 

regarded 

> > > to 
> > > be a crook. What do you people do when the ice-cream vendor 

enters 

> > > your street? Lynch the filty capitalist?
> > > 
> > > Jos
> > 
> > Right now groups.yahoo.com is down but I'm sure you might be 

right. 

> > The point is: if you want to sell your wares you need to get to 

know 

> your customers. Customers of any type of product don't appreciate 
> Sellers just pushing their product and ads without actually 

learning 

> what their customers tastes, likes, dislikes, are. Sellers who 

blindly 

> advertise aren't going to get many customers, especially repeat 
> customers. By you not normally participating in the group's 

regular 

> discussions, you aren't learning who your customers are, and we 

aren't 

> learning what type of a seller you are.
> > 
> > And honestly, OneManBand is more of an auto-arranger type of 

program 

> > (from what I've read from your descriptions) that would fit more 
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with 

> those types of devices (i.e. PSR series keyboards or cover bands, 

etc.) 

> than a full-blown sequencer like the RS7000. So the similarity/
> usefulness to members of this group may be marginal at best.
> > 
> > --wasted/su700fan
> 
> One FINAL point: if you want to make a product that will more 

likely 

> sell to us RS7000 users, develop something we could REALLY use. 
> Reverse engineer (or get NDA access from Yamaha to) the RS7k's file 
> structure and create a program that will allow RS7k users to take 
> multiple samples on their PC/Mac and, using your program, build a 
> sample drum kit that can be saved as an .R2P/.R3P (RS7k 

Style/Pattern 

> file), .R2A/.R3A (RS7k All file), or .R2S/.R3S (RS7k Song file). 

Or 

> add this functionality to OneManBand. That would save many RS7k 

users 

> hours of time organizing samples on the RS7k itself the way we have 

to 

> now (by SmartMedia or other SCSI drive importing one sample to each 

kit 

> location at a time). That is what the RS7k users/potential 

customers 

> would REALLY like, not some arrangement software when our built-in 
> sequencer already can manually do some of what your software does 

(not 

> to mention the over 7000 built-in phrases that the RS7k has for 

people 

> who don't want to create their own original musical notations).
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> 
> Last post on this issue by me for awhile. I've got some yardwork 

to 

> do, and I just got off work for a 4 hour day on Sunday and would 

like 

> to enjoy some of my weekend instead of getting involved in long-

winded 

> list discussions like these. Please everyone, back to RS7000 or 

other 

> gear talk already.

| 13070|13070|2004-05-10 01:18:50|De Waele Patrick|1. Setup|
1. Setup
From: "Emiliano" <ebraulio@uol.com.br>

________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________

Message: 1
Date: Fri, 7 May 2004 13:04:12 -0300
From: "Emiliano" <ebraulio@uol.com.br>
Subject: Setup

Hey Guys, I Have a question for you...

I´m preparing a setup for a Live PA. I tough about using the RS-7000 and a
Laptop running Ableton live and a mixer betwenn then so I could
do a non-stop live pa with lots of improvisation...

My question is about conneting the RS and Ableton.
Last time I tried to do it, I could not stop either of them because this
will cause the other equipment to stop also.
I need other gear (a midi box) betwenn then or there is a way to syncronize
both equipment and stop one of then without interfiring with the other
equipment (that will be playng)?
The only reason to connect then is to syncronize the equipment and avoid the
work of beat matching both machines every mix...

Any suggestions?

Best,

Emiliano
Techno download

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Hi Emiliano,
I do not understand that - with this set up- you would want to actually stop
either the RS or Ableton. Assuming you have Ableton and RS on different
channels of your mixer, you can just fade one of them. 
I'm afraid that when you sync up Rs and Ableton (or anything else), there is
no possibility to stop just one of them (except the 'slave'; but what's the
point of syncing as you will not get it back to sync again ?)
I think that with Ableton live set combined with RS you should have more
then enough material to go live for hours, so I do not see the need to stop
either one of them...or am I overlooking something here ? If so, let me know
...

Best regards,

Patrick

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13071|13050|2004-05-10 02:55:26|electrotimba|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
You dont get it ? That is the reason why everybody hates spamers 
like you, you try to sell shit that nobody wants, still you keep 
trying to stick it into peoples throats.
I am not polite with obnoxious spamers of your kind, stick the 
Onemanband in your shamless ass, enough is enough, the moderators 
are too kind, dont abuse it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:
> Polite as I am, I always answer messages directed to me.
> 
> 
> Robert,
> 
> "Trying to sell your stuff?"
> 
> Yes
> 
> 
> Su700fan,
> 
> You say that users of a full blown synthesizer are not interested 
in 
> OMB. Can you explain to me in which way the RS7000 is different 
from 
> the Ensoniq KT88. Because this is a quote from another forum 
> today: "I used it with an Ensoniq KT88 full keyboard, what a 
breeze 
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> to be able to used this very good keyboard as an arranger!"
> 
> Am I understanding you correctly that the RS7000 can be used as an 
> arranger keyboard without hooking it up with OMB? Does it provide 
> real time chord recognition and real time style variation 
switching?
> 
> I hear that you want to convert software from other keyboards to 
the 
> RS7000. But is that the right solution? Making software that is 
> designed for a conversion between to specific keyboards would have 
a 
> very small number of potential users and be therefore commercially 
> not succesfull. Besides that most synthesizer manufacturers are 
> unwilling to provide details about the software inside there gear.
> 
> Wouldn't it be better to (besides using it is) see it as an MIDI 
> keyboard controller and a synthesizer and hooking it up with a PC 
to 
> enjoy all the new developments that become available their. There 
is 
> VST, softsynths, sequencers, and of course OMB. There many buttons 
on 
> the RS7000 that send MIDI (I hope) and can be used to control the 
PC 
> software without having to use the mouse while your playing.
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
> wrote:
> > > > If you do the same search on josmaas in 
> > > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/ you 
> will 
> > > > find 
> > > > a complete different picture. 
> > > > 
> > > > In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do 
> with me 
> > > > being off topic or me not participating enough in the 
> discussion. 
> > > > It 
> > > > has to do that anyone that tries to sell anything here is 
> regarded 
> > > > to 
> > > > be a crook. What do you people do when the ice-cream vendor 
> enters 
> > > > your street? Lynch the filty capitalist?
> > > > 
> > > > Jos
> > > 
> > > Right now groups.yahoo.com is down but I'm sure you might be 
> right. 
> > > The point is: if you want to sell your wares you need to get 
to 
> know 
> > your customers. Customers of any type of product don't 
appreciate 
> > Sellers just pushing their product and ads without actually 
> learning 
> > what their customers tastes, likes, dislikes, are. Sellers who 
> blindly 
> > advertise aren't going to get many customers, especially repeat 
> > customers. By you not normally participating in the group's 
> regular 
> > discussions, you aren't learning who your customers are, and we 
> aren't 
> > learning what type of a seller you are.
> > > 
> > > And honestly, OneManBand is more of an auto-arranger type of 
> program 
> > > (from what I've read from your descriptions) that would fit 
more 
> with 
> > those types of devices (i.e. PSR series keyboards or cover 
bands, 
> etc.) 
> > than a full-blown sequencer like the RS7000. So the similarity/
> > usefulness to members of this group may be marginal at best.
> > > 
> > > --wasted/su700fan
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> > 
> > One FINAL point: if you want to make a product that will more 
> likely 
> > sell to us RS7000 users, develop something we could REALLY use. 
> > Reverse engineer (or get NDA access from Yamaha to) the RS7k's 
file 
> > structure and create a program that will allow RS7k users to 
take 
> > multiple samples on their PC/Mac and, using your program, build 
a 
> > sample drum kit that can be saved as an .R2P/.R3P (RS7k 
> Style/Pattern 
> > file), .R2A/.R3A (RS7k All file), or .R2S/.R3S (RS7k Song 
file). 
> Or 
> > add this functionality to OneManBand. That would save many RS7k 
> users 
> > hours of time organizing samples on the RS7k itself the way we 
have 
> to 
> > now (by SmartMedia or other SCSI drive importing one sample to 
each 
> kit 
> > location at a time). That is what the RS7k users/potential 
> customers 
> > would REALLY like, not some arrangement software when our built-
in 
> > sequencer already can manually do some of what your software 
does 
> (not 
> > to mention the over 7000 built-in phrases that the RS7k has for 
> people 
> > who don't want to create their own original musical notations).
> > 
> > -- 
> > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> > Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> > 
> > Last post on this issue by me for awhile. I've got some 
yardwork 
> to 
> > do, and I just got off work for a 4 hour day on Sunday and would 
> like 
> > to enjoy some of my weekend instead of getting involved in long-
> winded 
> > list discussions like these. Please everyone, back to RS7000 or 
> other 
> > gear talk already.

| 13072|13072|2004-05-10 03:22:27|Christian Wiesner|some vintage drumsets for the RS|
Hi,

I recently made a drumset from some vintage drummachines, maybe some of you can use it. It's available at http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?
page=RS7kDrumSets including "documentation"

Christian
| 13073|13072|2004-05-10 03:28:00|dopamine|Re: some vintage drumsets for the RS|
Hey nice job there Christian!

Are these the Hollowsun samples? They sound familiar.... ;-)

Thanks,
Matt

At 11:22 AM 5/10/2004 +0200, you wrote:

>Hi,
>
>I recently made a drumset from some vintage drummachines, maybe some of 
>you can use it. It's available at 
><http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets>http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets 
>including "documentation"
>
>Christian
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
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http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets
http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets
http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets


><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 13074|13072|2004-05-10 03:29:29|dopamine|Re: some vintage drumsets for the RS|
LOL, just read your site a bit better and saw the hollowsun link - silly me.

Great job though mate, very cool.

Matt

At 11:22 AM 5/10/2004 +0200, you wrote:

>Hi,
>
>I recently made a drumset from some vintage drummachines, maybe some of 
>you can use it. It's available at 
><http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets>http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets 
>including "documentation"
>
>Christian
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 13075|13050|2004-05-10 08:35:43|josmaas|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
Electrotimba,

I suggest you seek professional help with your problem.

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:
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> You dont get it ? That is the reason why everybody hates spamers 
> like you, you try to sell shit that nobody wants, still you keep 
> trying to stick it into peoples throats.
> I am not polite with obnoxious spamers of your kind, stick the 
> Onemanband in your shamless ass, enough is enough, the moderators 
> are too kind, dont abuse it.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:
> > Polite as I am, I always answer messages directed to me.
> > 
> > 
> > Robert,
> > 
> > "Trying to sell your stuff?"
> > 
> > Yes
> > 
> > 
> > Su700fan,
> > 
> > You say that users of a full blown synthesizer are not interested 
> in 
> > OMB. Can you explain to me in which way the RS7000 is different 
> from 
> > the Ensoniq KT88. Because this is a quote from another forum 
> > today: "I used it with an Ensoniq KT88 full keyboard, what a 
> breeze 
> > to be able to used this very good keyboard as an arranger!"
> > 
> > Am I understanding you correctly that the RS7000 can be used as 

an 

> > arranger keyboard without hooking it up with OMB? Does it provide 
> > real time chord recognition and real time style variation 
> switching?
> > 
> > I hear that you want to convert software from other keyboards to 
> the 
> > RS7000. But is that the right solution? Making software that is 
> > designed for a conversion between to specific keyboards would 

have 

> a 
> > very small number of potential users and be therefore 

commercially 

> > not succesfull. Besides that most synthesizer manufacturers are 
> > unwilling to provide details about the software inside there gear.
> > 
> > Wouldn't it be better to (besides using it is) see it as an MIDI 
> > keyboard controller and a synthesizer and hooking it up with a PC 
> to 
> > enjoy all the new developments that become available their. There 
> is 
> > VST, softsynths, sequencers, and of course OMB. There many 

buttons 

> on 
> > the RS7000 that send MIDI (I hope) and can be used to control the 
> PC 
> > software without having to use the mouse while your playing.
> > 
> > Jos
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > If you do the same search on josmaas in 
> > > > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/yamaha-psr-styles/ you 
> > will 
> > > > > find 
> > > > > a complete different picture. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > In my opinion the hostile reactions here have nothing to do 
> > with me 
> > > > > being off topic or me not participating enough in the 
> > discussion. 
> > > > > It 
> > > > > has to do that anyone that tries to sell anything here is 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > regarded 
> > > > > to 
> > > > > be a crook. What do you people do when the ice-cream vendor 
> > enters 
> > > > > your street? Lynch the filty capitalist?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Jos
> > > > 
> > > > Right now groups.yahoo.com is down but I'm sure you might be 
> > right. 
> > > > The point is: if you want to sell your wares you need to get 
> to 
> > know 
> > > your customers. Customers of any type of product don't 
> appreciate 
> > > Sellers just pushing their product and ads without actually 
> > learning 
> > > what their customers tastes, likes, dislikes, are. Sellers who 
> > blindly 
> > > advertise aren't going to get many customers, especially repeat 
> > > customers. By you not normally participating in the group's 
> > regular 
> > > discussions, you aren't learning who your customers are, and we 
> > aren't 
> > > learning what type of a seller you are.
> > > > 
> > > > And honestly, OneManBand is more of an auto-arranger type of 
> > program 
> > > > (from what I've read from your descriptions) that would fit 
> more 
> > with 
> > > those types of devices (i.e. PSR series keyboards or cover 
> bands, 
> > etc.) 
> > > than a full-blown sequencer like the RS7000. So the similarity/
> > > usefulness to members of this group may be marginal at best.
> > > > 
> > > > --wasted/su700fan
> > > 
> > > One FINAL point: if you want to make a product that will more 
> > likely 
> > > sell to us RS7000 users, develop something we could REALLY 

use. 

> > > Reverse engineer (or get NDA access from Yamaha to) the RS7k's 
> file 
> > > structure and create a program that will allow RS7k users to 
> take 
> > > multiple samples on their PC/Mac and, using your program, build 
> a 
> > > sample drum kit that can be saved as an .R2P/.R3P (RS7k 
> > Style/Pattern 
> > > file), .R2A/.R3A (RS7k All file), or .R2S/.R3S (RS7k Song 
> file). 
> > Or 
> > > add this functionality to OneManBand. That would save many 

RS7k 

> > users 
> > > hours of time organizing samples on the RS7k itself the way we 
> have 
> > to 
> > > now (by SmartMedia or other SCSI drive importing one sample to 
> each 
> > kit 
> > > location at a time). That is what the RS7k users/potential 
> > customers 
> > > would REALLY like, not some arrangement software when our built-
> in 
> > > sequencer already can manually do some of what your software 
> does 
> > (not 
> > > to mention the over 7000 built-in phrases that the RS7k has for 
> > people 
> > > who don't want to create their own original musical notations).
> > > 
> > > -- 
> > > wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


> > > Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> > > 
> > > Last post on this issue by me for awhile. I've got some 
> yardwork 
> > to 
> > > do, and I just got off work for a 4 hour day on Sunday and 

would 

> > like 
> > > to enjoy some of my weekend instead of getting involved in long-
> > winded 
> > > list discussions like these. Please everyone, back to RS7000 

or 

> > other 
> > > gear talk already.

| 13076|13050|2004-05-10 08:37:51|su700fan|Re: Near Spam One Man Band version 7.0|
Guys & Gals--

This Thread Is DEAD. Any more posts on this topic and the offenders 
will be put back into moderated status and/or removed from the list 
until this calms down.

End Of Discussion.

--wasted/su700fan
| 13077|13053|2004-05-10 11:01:09|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: disturbance when switching from style to next style|
Hi :)

Have you read the FAQ? Follow the link below this message and you might 
find something. Dont recall if or how deeply it covers this gap, but I 
can tell you:
What you want is impossible. The Styles will only not hickup when they 
are pretty much the same (I believe).
Most users here use some other piece of gear to cover that short gap. 
This seems to be the only practical solution to this Problem.

I know this doesnt help; hope it helps anyway ;)

c.u.
Wildemar

sven weyns wrote:

> Hello, 
> currently I experience a sort of "disturbance" when switching from 1 style to another. This can be solved by disabling VOICE SETUP TO TG, but then the
settings of the next style are not recalled (see manual page 261), which I also don't want. 
> I only would like to develop a "set" of several styles, with each style new settings, and switching smoothly from one to another. Is this possible in any way?
> Thank in advance for any suggestion!
> 
> BR

| 13078|13049|2004-05-10 15:41:11|kusser smith|Re: One Man Band version 7.0|
Jos,
how about if the moderators(like on the RS7000 list
you've been spamming also...) or people in the
forum(this one) say "stop spamming"; just stop sendin
the spam. 

no need for rowdy retorts.
show you are a good "marketer" and lay-off, if people
request it...

seems simple enough.

-k-

--- nord_modular@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> 
> There are 7 messages in this issue.
> 
> Topics in this digest:
> 
> 1. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
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mailto:josmaas@1manband.nl


> 2. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> 3. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "afro_88" <afro88@myrealbox.com>
> 4. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "Adam Tuliper" <frisbee@nni.com>
> 5. Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "Lennart Regebro"
> <lennart@regebro.nu>
> 6. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> 7. Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> From: "Wan Kemper en/of Jackie Weusthuis"
> <wan.kemper@chello.nl>
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 1
> Date: Sun, 09 May 2004 20:24:45 -0000
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> I think most members will be more offended by your
> messages then mine.
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> wrote:
> > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up and
> go away.
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> 7.0
> > 
> > 
> > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of interest
> to the members of 
> > > this forum.
> > > 
> > > ;)
> > > 
> > > Jos
> > > 
> > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> interest to the 
> members 
> > > of 
> > > > > this forum.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Jos
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> "Lennart Regebro" 
> > > 
> > > > > wrote:
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> > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> more and more 
> musicians 
> > > are 
> > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> choose for the 
> freedom 
> > > to 
> > > > > use 
> > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like in
> this real-time 
> > > software 
> > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> keyboard controller 
> > > with 
> > > > > more 
> > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> new features in 
> this 
> > > > > version 
> > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> users.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> switch quickly 
> between 
> > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions at
> their fingertips, 
> > > because 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> patiently while you're 
> > > tweaking 
> > > > > your 
> > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> designed for that 
> > > purpose. 
> > > > > It is 
> > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> for a song 
> including 
> > > style, 
> > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of the
> PC keys. 60 keys 
> are 
> > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> defined as a 
> submenu 
> > > with 
> > > > > 60 
> > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> available presets. With 
> each 
> > > > > preset 
> > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> MIDI data to 
> finetune 
> > > your 
> > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give access
> to functions, 
> > > > > multivoices 
> > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> wave files (for 
> humorous 
> > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> sound of your 
> synth 
> > > > > (chorus, 
> > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> can also be mapped 
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> to 
> > > the 
> > > > > MIDI 
> > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> keyboard user 
> interface".
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> arranger keyboard. 
> With 
> > > the 
> > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> switch from OMB to 
> the 
> > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> Sysex messages 
> > > (regular .syx 
> > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> synthesizer. You can 
> > > define 
> > > > > them 
> > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> methods. The 
> > > previous "Full 
> > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called "Guitar".
> The new "Full 
> > > keyboard" 
> > > > > > > method recognises all chord types. With
> this method there 
> is 
> > > no 
> > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> keyboard. Whenever 
> you 
> > > have 
> > > > > 3 
> > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> will try to detect 
> a 
> > > chord. 
> > > > > If 
> > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> semitones between two 
> > > keys 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> regarded as melody 
> notes 
> > > and 
> > > > > not be 
> > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> finger, Roland" method 
> > > uses 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor and
> extended chords.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other style
> tracks can be 
> > > adjusted 
> > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> the function keys 
> for 
> > > this 
> > > > > but 
> > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> display up and down 
> with 
> > > the 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> volume of each style 
> track 
> > > can 
> > > > > be 
> > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> part to do this.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > There are now three device types



> selectable. The concept 
> with 
> > > the 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use an
> XG synthesizer 
> then 
> > > > > choose 
> > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> are implied (a 
> few). 
> > > If 
> > > > > you 
> > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> styles then choose GM. 
> > > > > Automatic 
> > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> (many). In GM mode 
> the 
> > > XG 
> > > > > drum 
> > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> subset will be 
> > > > > automatically 
> > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM drumsound.
> If you use 
> another 
> > > device 
> > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> device) then choose 
> > > Custom. 
> > > > > No 
> > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> implied.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment will
> stop immediately 
> > > > > whenever 
> > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord area.
> This better 
> matches 
> > > this 
> > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> complete song) on 
> > > arranger 
> > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> with menu 
> > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> enter melody notes in 
> the 
> > > > > staff 
> > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> sequence and 
> > > select "Melody 
> > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> demo can be 
> obtained at 
> > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> shareware, 
> > > registration 
> > > > > costs 
> > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> version costs 
> $10.00.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 

http://www.1manband.nl/


> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 2
> Date: Sun, 09 May 2004 20:24:03 -0000
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> I think most members will be more offended by your
> messages then mine.
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> wrote:
> > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up and
> go away.
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> 7.0
> > 
> > 
> > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of interest
> to the members of 
> > > this forum.
> > > 
> > > ;)
> > > 
> > > Jos
> > > 
> > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > 
> > > > 
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> > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> interest to the 
> members 
> > > of 
> > > > > this forum.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Jos
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> "Lennart Regebro" 
> > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> more and more 
> musicians 
> > > are 
> > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> choose for the 
> freedom 
> > > to 
> > > > > use 
> > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like in
> this real-time 
> > > software 
> > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> keyboard controller 
> > > with 
> > > > > more 
> > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> new features in 
> this 
> > > > > version 
> > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> users.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> switch quickly 
> between 
> > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions at
> their fingertips, 
> > > because 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> patiently while you're 
> > > tweaking 
> > > > > your 
> > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> designed for that 
> > > purpose. 
> > > > > It is 
> > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> for a song 
> including 
> > > style, 
> > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of the
> PC keys. 60 keys 
> are 
> > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> defined as a 
> submenu 
> > > with 
> > > > > 60 
> > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> available presets. With 
> each 
> > > > > preset 
> > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> MIDI data to 
> finetune 
> > > your 
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> > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give access
> to functions, 
> > > > > multivoices 
> > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> wave files (for 
> humorous 
> > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> sound of your 
> synth 
> > > > > (chorus, 
> > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> can also be mapped 
> to 
> > > the 
> > > > > MIDI 
> > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> keyboard user 
> interface".
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> arranger keyboard. 
> With 
> > > the 
> > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> switch from OMB to 
> the 
> > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> Sysex messages 
> > > (regular .syx 
> > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> synthesizer. You can 
> > > define 
> > > > > them 
> > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> methods. The 
> > > previous "Full 
> > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called "Guitar".
> The new "Full 
> > > keyboard" 
> > > > > > > method recognises all chord types. With
> this method there 
> is 
> > > no 
> > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> keyboard. Whenever 
> you 
> > > have 
> > > > > 3 
> > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> will try to detect 
> a 
> > > chord. 
> > > > > If 
> > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> semitones between two 
> > > keys 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> regarded as melody 
> notes 
> > > and 
> > > > > not be 
> > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> finger, Roland" method 
> > > uses 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor and
> extended chords.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other style
> tracks can be 
> > > adjusted 
> > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> the function keys 
> for 
> > > this 
> > > > > but 
> > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> display up and down 



> with 
> > > the 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> volume of each style 
> track 
> > > can 
> > > > > be 
> > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> part to do this.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > There are now three device types
> selectable. The concept 
> with 
> > > the 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use an
> XG synthesizer 
> then 
> > > > > choose 
> > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> are implied (a 
> few). 
> > > If 
> > > > > you 
> > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> styles then choose GM. 
> > > > > Automatic 
> > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> (many). In GM mode 
> the 
> > > XG 
> > > > > drum 
> > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> subset will be 
> > > > > automatically 
> > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM drumsound.
> If you use 
> another 
> > > device 
> > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> device) then choose 
> > > Custom. 
> > > > > No 
> > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> implied.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment will
> stop immediately 
> > > > > whenever 
> > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord area.
> This better 
> matches 
> > > this 
> > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> complete song) on 
> > > arranger 
> > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> with menu 
> > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> enter melody notes in 
> the 
> > > > > staff 
> > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> sequence and 
> > > select "Melody 
> > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> demo can be 
> obtained at 
> > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> shareware, 
> > > registration 
> > > > > costs 
> > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> version costs 
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> $10.00.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 3
> Date: Sun, 09 May 2004 23:43:00 -0000
> From: "afro_88" <afro88@myrealbox.com>
> Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> This is a nord modular group. Nothing about "one man
> band" is to do 
> with the nord modular. Therefore, spam. Maybe if you
> changed your 
> subject to something like "OT: 1 man band" (ot
> meaning off-topic) 
> and changed your text body from a shameless
> promotion to something 
> like "hey guys, those of you that perform live may
> be interested in 
> this: www.onemanspam.com" then it wouldn't be so
> offensive. 
> 
> Afro88
> 
> --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas"
> wrote:
> > I think most members will be more offended by your
> messages then 
> mine.
> > 
> > Jos
> > 
> > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> 
> > wrote:
> > > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up
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> and go away.
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> 7.0
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of
> interest to the members 
> of 
> > > > this forum.
> > > > 
> > > > ;)
> > > > 
> > > > Jos
> > > > 
> > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> interest to the 
> > members 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > this forum.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> "Lennart Regebro" 
> > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> more and more 
> > musicians 
> > > > are 
> > > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> choose for the 
> > freedom 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > use 
> > > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like
> in this real-time 
> > > > software 
> > > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> keyboard 
> controller 
> > > > with 
> > > > > > more 
> > > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> new features in 
> > this 
> > > > > > version 
> > > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> users.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> switch quickly 
> > between 
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> > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions
> at their 
> fingertips, 
> > > > because 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> patiently while you're 
> > > > tweaking 
> > > > > > your 
> > > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> designed for that 
> > > > purpose. 
> > > > > > It is 
> > > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> for a song 
> > including 
> > > > style, 
> > > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of
> the PC keys. 60 
> keys 
> > are 
> > > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> defined as a 
> > submenu 
> > > > with 
> > > > > > 60 
> > > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> available presets. 
> With 
> > each 
> > > > > > preset 
> > > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> MIDI data to 
> > finetune 
> > > > your 
> > > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give
> access to functions, 
> > > > > > multivoices 
> > > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> wave files (for 
> > humorous 
> > > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> sound of your 
> > synth 
> > > > > > (chorus, 
> > > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> can also be 
> mapped 
> > to 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > MIDI 
> > > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> keyboard user 
> > interface".
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> arranger keyboard. 
> > With 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> switch from OMB 
> to 
> > the 
> > > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> Sysex messages 
> > > > (regular .syx 
> > > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> synthesizer. You 
> can 
> > > > define 
> > > > > > them 
> > > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> methods. The 
> > > > previous "Full 
> > > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called
> "Guitar". The new "Full 
> > > > keyboard" 
> > > > > > > > method recognises all chord types.



> With this method 
> there 
> > is 
> > > > no 
> > > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> keyboard. 
> Whenever 
> > you 
> > > > have 
> > > > > > 3 
> > > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> will try to 
> detect 
> > a 
> > > > chord. 
> > > > > > If 
> > > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> semitones between 
> two 
> > > > keys 
> > > > > > then 
> > > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> regarded as melody 
> > notes 
> > > > and 
> > > > > > not be 
> > > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> finger, Roland" 
> method 
> > > > uses 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor
> and extended 
> chords.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other
> style tracks can be 
> > > > adjusted 
> > > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> the function 
> keys 
> > for 
> > > > this 
> > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> display up and 
> down 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> volume of each 
> style 
> > track 
> > > > can 
> > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> part to do this.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > There are now three device types
> selectable. The 
> concept 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use
> an XG 
> synthesizer 
> > then 
> > > > > > choose 
> > > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> are implied (a 
> > few). 
> > > > If 
> > > > > > you 
> > > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> styles then choose 
> GM. 
> > > > > > Automatic 
> > > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> (many). In GM 



> mode 
> > the 
> > > > XG 
> > > > > > drum 
> > > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> subset will be 
> > > > > > automatically 
> > > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM
> drumsound. If you use 
> > another 
> > > > device 
> > > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> device) then 
> choose 
> > > > Custom. 
> > > > > > No 
> > > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> implied.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment
> will stop 
> immediately 
> > > > > > whenever 
> > > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord
> area. This better 
> > matches 
> > > > this 
> > > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> complete song) 
> on 
> > > > arranger 
> > > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> with menu 
> > > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> enter melody notes 
> in 
> > the 
> > > > > > staff 
> > > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> sequence and 
> > > > select "Melody 
> > > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> demo can be 
> > obtained at 
> > > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> shareware, 
> > > > registration 
> > > > > > costs 
> > > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> version costs 
> > $10.00.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
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> > > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > >
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 4
> Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 00:56:32 -0400
> From: "Adam Tuliper" <frisbee@nni.com>
> Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> I would have worded a response to you differently
> but I agree with Lennart
> and I dont think spam of any sort is ok in a forum.
> There's better ways to advertise than spamming a
> mailing list.. it just
> pisses people off.
> it wasn't really "topic related spam" either... your
> post didn't even have
> the word "nord" in it anywhere... so....
> Please dont spam our lists. If its ok for you to do
> it.. then where does
> the line get drawn?
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 4:24 PM
> Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> 
> > I think most members will be more offended by your
> messages then mine.
> >
> > Jos
> >
> > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> > wrote:
> > > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up
> and go away.
> > >
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> 7.0
> > >
> > >
> > > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of
> interest to the members of
> > > > this forum.
> > > >
> > > > ;)
> > > >
> > > > Jos
> > > >
> > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro"
> > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > No. It's spam.
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> > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> interest to the
> > members
> > > > of
> > > > > > this forum.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Jos
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> "Lennart Regebro"
> > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> version 7.0
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> more and more
> > musicians
> > > > are
> > > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> choose for the
> > freedom
> > > > to
> > > > > > use
> > > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like
> in this real-time
> > > > software
> > > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> keyboard controller
> > > > with
> > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> new features in
> > this
> > > > > > version
> > > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> users.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> switch quickly
> > between
> > > > > > songs
> > > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions
> at their fingertips,
> > > > because
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> patiently while you're
> > > > tweaking
> > > > > > your
> > > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> designed for that
> > > > purpose.
> > > > > > It is
> > > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> for a song
> > including
> > > > style,
> > > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of
> the PC keys. 60 keys
> > are
> > > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> defined as a
> > submenu
> > > > with
> > > > > > 60
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> > > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> available presets. With
> > each
> > > > > > preset
> > > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> MIDI data to
> > finetune
> > > > your
> > > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give
> access to functions,
> > > > > > multivoices
> > > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> wave files (for
> > humorous
> > > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> sound of your
> > synth
> > > > > > (chorus,
> > > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> can also be mapped
> > to
> > > > the
> > > > > > MIDI
> > > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> keyboard user
> > interface".
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> arranger keyboard.
> > With
> > > > the
> > > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> switch from OMB to
> > the
> > > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> Sysex messages
> > > > (regular .syx
> > > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> synthesizer. You can
> > > > define
> > > > > > them
> > > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> methods. The
> > > > previous "Full
> > > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called
> "Guitar". The new "Full
> > > > keyboard"
> > > > > > > > method recognises all chord types.
> With this method there
> > is
> > > > no
> > > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> keyboard. Whenever
> > you
> > > > have
> > > > > > 3
> > > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> will try to detect
> > a
> > > > chord.
> > > > > > If
> > > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> semitones between two
> > > > keys
> > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> regarded as melody
> > notes
> > > > and
> > > > > > not be
> > > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> finger, Roland" method
> > > > uses
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor
> and extended chords.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other
> style tracks can be



> > > > adjusted
> > > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> the function keys
> > for
> > > > this
> > > > > > but
> > > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> display up and down
> > with
> > > > the
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> volume of each style
> > track
> > > > can
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> part to do this.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > There are now three device types
> selectable. The concept
> > with
> > > > the
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use
> an XG synthesizer
> > then
> > > > > > choose
> > > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> are implied (a
> > few).
> > > > If
> > > > > > you
> > > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> styles then choose GM.
> > > > > > Automatic
> > > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> (many). In GM mode
> > the
> > > > XG
> > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> subset will be
> > > > > > automatically
> > > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM
> drumsound. If you use
> > another
> > > > device
> > > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> device) then choose
> > > > Custom.
> > > > > > No
> > > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> implied.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment
> will stop immediately
> > > > > > whenever
> > > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord
> area. This better
> > matches
> > > > this
> > > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> complete song) on
> > > > arranger
> > > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> with menu
> > > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> enter melody notes in
> > the
> > > > > > staff
> > > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> sequence and
> > > > select "Melody
> > > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a



> demo can be
> > obtained at
> > > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> shareware,
> > > > registration
> > > > > > costs
> > > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> version costs
> > $10.00.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 5
> Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 08:59:26 +0200
> From: "Lennart Regebro" <lennart@regebro.nu>
> Subject: Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> > I think most members will be more offended by your
> messages then mine.
> 
> Probably. But you are still a spammer. You obviously
> also think that all
> promtion is good promotion. You are wrong. You have
> proven yourself to be
> daft and ignorant of normal on-line processes. I

http://www.1manband.nl/
mailto:lennart@regebro.nu
mailto:josmaas@1manband.nl


> fail to see how that
> knowledge will make us you buy your product.
> 
> You would do good in apologizing and leaving all
> nord modular lists as you
> have made a complete ass of yourself.
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 6
> Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 09:43:37 -0000
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> You surely have a problem Lennart. And it hasn't got
> to with spamming.
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> Regebro" 
> wrote:
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > > I think most members will be more offended by
> your messages then 
> mine.
> > 
> > Probably. But you are still a spammer. You
> obviously also think 
> that all
> > promtion is good promotion. You are wrong. You
> have proven yourself 
> to be
> > daft and ignorant of normal on-line processes. I
> fail to see how 
> that
> > knowledge will make us you buy your product.
> > 
> > You would do good in apologizing and leaving all
> nord modular lists 
> as you
> > have made a complete ass of yourself.
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 7
> Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 15:17:41 +0200
> From: "Wan Kemper en/of Jackie Weusthuis"
> <wan.kemper@chello.nl>
> Subject: Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> No.
> 
> Grtz wan
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "josmaas" <josmaas@1manband.nl>
> To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 10:24 PM
> Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> 
> 
> > I think most members will be more offended by your
> messages then
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> mine.
> >
> > Jos
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> 
> 
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> nord_modular-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> 

=====
IndependentElectronicMusic

http://www.deadlydisc.com

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Win a $20,000 Career Makeover at Yahoo! HotJobs 
http://hotjobs.sweepstakes.yahoo.com/careermakeover
| 13079|13072|2004-05-10 21:51:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: some vintage drumsets for the RS|

> Hi,
> 
> I recently made a drumset from some vintage drummachines, maybe some 
> of you can use it. It's available at http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets 

including "documentation"

> 
> Christian

Thanks for all the great work Christian!!! I for one really appreciate 
these drumsets in RS7k Pattern/Style format already mapped across the 
keyboard. Especially loving the Simmons drumset on Track 5. Early 80s 
Electro-Funk Orchestra Stab and BassLine, here we come! What I 
wouldn't give to have some Rock Drum Kits in this format on the RS7k as 
samples. My first ever piece of gear way back 10 years ago in 1994 was 
the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm Programmer (DrumMachine), which had 20 Preset 
Drumkits and 20 User Drumkits (the editable version of the Presets). 
In those 20 kits were a Power Metal kit, a Classic Rock Kit, and 
Orchestral Kit, an Analog Kit, a couple Sound Effect Kits, and a few 
others. Too bad I had to sell the RY20 before sampling the kits. Some 
of these 300 drumsounds from the RY20 made it into later Yamaha gear 
like the RM1x/RS7k, but unfortunately the Rock/Metal type kits bit the 
dust. Presumably because these later Yamaha devices (RM1x/RS7k) are 
geared more towards "electronic" music type producers and not non-
electronic musicians like people into rock/metal along with electronic/
hip hop (me).

One of these days I'll get around to tracking down some rock kits that 
are as good or better than the ones that I had in the RY20 and load 
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them up into the RS7k for some hard rocking drumbeats (which would also 
make good kits for Big Beat style trax that use natural sounding 
drums). If I do, I'll be sure to share them with the list. Maybe 
during my summer vacation in July or August I'll find the time? One 
can hope. Thanks again for all the hard work organizing the kits.

Wishful mode off. :D

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13080|13053|2004-05-11 11:47:14|goodald|Re: disturbance when switching from style to next style|
Ah yes, the lag between styles. You could try disabling Voice Setup 
to TG and using CC codes to establish settings for voices, at least 
on phrase A. A little more work but unless theres a ton of cc's at 
once I think the lag is avoided/minimal. 

LATIF's the king of this stuff, however, so I recommend searching for 
some of his posts.

> > currently I experience a sort of "disturbance" when switching 

from 1 style to another. This can be solved by disabling VOICE SETUP 
TO TG, but then the settings of the next style are not recalled (see 
manual page 261), which I also don't want. 

> > I only would like to develop a "set" of several styles, with each 

style new settings, and switching smoothly from one to another. Is 
this possible in any way?

> > Thank in advance for any suggestion!
> > 
> > BR

| 13081|13049|2004-05-11 12:43:42|josmaas|Re: One Man Band version 7.0|
If the moderator of a forum asks me to stop sending messages I will 
do that. That has happened on a few other forums. It has not happened 
here.

Jos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kusser smith wrote:
> Jos,
> how about if the moderators(like on the RS7000 list
> you've been spamming also...) or people in the
> forum(this one) say "stop spamming"; just stop sendin
> the spam. 
> 
> no need for rowdy retorts.
> show you are a good "marketer" and lay-off, if people
> request it...
> 
> seems simple enough.
> 
> -k-
> 
> 
> --- nord_modular@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > 
> > There are 7 messages in this issue.
> > 
> > Topics in this digest:
> > 
> > 1. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > 2. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > 3. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "afro_88" 
> > 4. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "Adam Tuliper" 
> > 5. Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "Lennart Regebro"
> > 
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> > 6. Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > 7. Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > From: "Wan Kemper en/of Jackie Weusthuis"
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 1
> > Date: Sun, 09 May 2004 20:24:45 -0000
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > I think most members will be more offended by your
> > messages then mine.
> > 
> > Jos
> > 
> > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > wrote:
> > > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up and
> > go away.
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> > 7.0
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of interest
> > to the members of 
> > > > this forum.
> > > > 
> > > > ;)
> > > > 
> > > > Jos
> > > > 
> > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> > version 7.0
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> > interest to the 
> > members 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > this forum.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> > "Lennart Regebro" 
> > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> > version 7.0
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> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> > more and more 
> > musicians 
> > > > are 
> > > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> > choose for the 
> > freedom 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > use 
> > > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like in
> > this real-time 
> > > > software 
> > > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> > keyboard controller 
> > > > with 
> > > > > > more 
> > > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> > new features in 
> > this 
> > > > > > version 
> > > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> > users.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> > switch quickly 
> > between 
> > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions at
> > their fingertips, 
> > > > because 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> > patiently while you're 
> > > > tweaking 
> > > > > > your 
> > > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> > designed for that 
> > > > purpose. 
> > > > > > It is 
> > > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> > for a song 
> > including 
> > > > style, 
> > > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of the
> > PC keys. 60 keys 
> > are 
> > > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> > defined as a 
> > submenu 
> > > > with 
> > > > > > 60 
> > > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> > available presets. With 
> > each 
> > > > > > preset 
> > > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> > MIDI data to 
> > finetune 
> > > > your 
> > > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give access
> > to functions, 
> > > > > > multivoices 
> > > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> > wave files (for 
> > humorous 
> > > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> > sound of your 
> > synth 
> > > > > > (chorus, 
> > > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> > can also be mapped 
> > to 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > MIDI 
> > > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> > keyboard user 
> > interface".
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an



> > arranger keyboard. 
> > With 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> > switch from OMB to 
> > the 
> > > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> > Sysex messages 
> > > > (regular .syx 
> > > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> > synthesizer. You can 
> > > > define 
> > > > > > them 
> > > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> > methods. The 
> > > > previous "Full 
> > > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called "Guitar".
> > The new "Full 
> > > > keyboard" 
> > > > > > > > method recognises all chord types. With
> > this method there 
> > is 
> > > > no 
> > > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> > keyboard. Whenever 
> > you 
> > > > have 
> > > > > > 3 
> > > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> > will try to detect 
> > a 
> > > > chord. 
> > > > > > If 
> > > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> > semitones between two 
> > > > keys 
> > > > > > then 
> > > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> > regarded as melody 
> > notes 
> > > > and 
> > > > > > not be 
> > > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> > finger, Roland" method 
> > > > uses 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor and
> > extended chords.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other style
> > tracks can be 
> > > > adjusted 
> > > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> > the function keys 
> > for 
> > > > this 
> > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> > display up and down 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> > volume of each style 
> > track 
> > > > can 
> > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> > part to do this.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > There are now three device types
> > selectable. The concept 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use an
> > XG synthesizer 
> > then 
> > > > > > choose 



> > > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> > are implied (a 
> > few). 
> > > > If 
> > > > > > you 
> > > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> > styles then choose GM. 
> > > > > > Automatic 
> > > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> > (many). In GM mode 
> > the 
> > > > XG 
> > > > > > drum 
> > > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> > subset will be 
> > > > > > automatically 
> > > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM drumsound.
> > If you use 
> > another 
> > > > device 
> > > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> > device) then choose 
> > > > Custom. 
> > > > > > No 
> > > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> > implied.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment will
> > stop immediately 
> > > > > > whenever 
> > > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord area.
> > This better 
> > matches 
> > > > this 
> > > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> > complete song) on 
> > > > arranger 
> > > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> > with menu 
> > > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> > enter melody notes in 
> > the 
> > > > > > staff 
> > > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> > sequence and 
> > > > select "Melody 
> > > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> > demo can be 
> > obtained at 
> > > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> > shareware, 
> > > > registration 
> > > > > > costs 
> > > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> > version costs 
> > $10.00.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
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> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 2
> > Date: Sun, 09 May 2004 20:24:03 -0000
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > I think most members will be more offended by your
> > messages then mine.
> > 
> > Jos
> > 
> > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > wrote:
> > > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up and
> > go away.
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> > 7.0
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of interest
> > to the members of 
> > > > this forum.
> > > > 
> > > > ;)
> > > > 
> > > > Jos
> > > > 
> > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> > version 7.0
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> > interest to the 
> > members 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > this forum.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Jos
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> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> > "Lennart Regebro" 
> > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> > version 7.0
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> > more and more 
> > musicians 
> > > > are 
> > > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> > choose for the 
> > freedom 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > use 
> > > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like in
> > this real-time 
> > > > software 
> > > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> > keyboard controller 
> > > > with 
> > > > > > more 
> > > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> > new features in 
> > this 
> > > > > > version 
> > > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> > users.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> > switch quickly 
> > between 
> > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions at
> > their fingertips, 
> > > > because 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> > patiently while you're 
> > > > tweaking 
> > > > > > your 
> > > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> > designed for that 
> > > > purpose. 
> > > > > > It is 
> > > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> > for a song 
> > including 
> > > > style, 
> > > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of the
> > PC keys. 60 keys 
> > are 
> > > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> > defined as a 
> > submenu 
> > > > with 
> > > > > > 60 
> > > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> > available presets. With 
> > each 
> > > > > > preset 
> > > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> > MIDI data to 
> > finetune 
> > > > your 
> > > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give access
> > to functions, 
> > > > > > multivoices 
> > > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> > wave files (for 
> > humorous 
> > > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
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> > sound of your 
> > synth 
> > > > > > (chorus, 
> > > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> > can also be mapped 
> > to 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > MIDI 
> > > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> > keyboard user 
> > interface".
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> > arranger keyboard. 
> > With 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> > switch from OMB to 
> > the 
> > > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> > Sysex messages 
> > > > (regular .syx 
> > > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> > synthesizer. You can 
> > > > define 
> > > > > > them 
> > > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> > methods. The 
> > > > previous "Full 
> > > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called "Guitar".
> > The new "Full 
> > > > keyboard" 
> > > > > > > > method recognises all chord types. With
> > this method there 
> > is 
> > > > no 
> > > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> > keyboard. Whenever 
> > you 
> > > > have 
> > > > > > 3 
> > > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> > will try to detect 
> > a 
> > > > chord. 
> > > > > > If 
> > > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> > semitones between two 
> > > > keys 
> > > > > > then 
> > > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> > regarded as melody 
> > notes 
> > > > and 
> > > > > > not be 
> > > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> > finger, Roland" method 
> > > > uses 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor and
> > extended chords.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other style
> > tracks can be 
> > > > adjusted 
> > > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> > the function keys 
> > for 
> > > > this 
> > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> > display up and down 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> > volume of each style 
> > track 
> > > > can 



> > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> > part to do this.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > There are now three device types
> > selectable. The concept 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use an
> > XG synthesizer 
> > then 
> > > > > > choose 
> > > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> > are implied (a 
> > few). 
> > > > If 
> > > > > > you 
> > > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> > styles then choose GM. 
> > > > > > Automatic 
> > > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> > (many). In GM mode 
> > the 
> > > > XG 
> > > > > > drum 
> > > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> > subset will be 
> > > > > > automatically 
> > > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM drumsound.
> > If you use 
> > another 
> > > > device 
> > > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> > device) then choose 
> > > > Custom. 
> > > > > > No 
> > > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> > implied.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment will
> > stop immediately 
> > > > > > whenever 
> > > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord area.
> > This better 
> > matches 
> > > > this 
> > > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> > complete song) on 
> > > > arranger 
> > > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> > with menu 
> > > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> > enter melody notes in 
> > the 
> > > > > > staff 
> > > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> > sequence and 
> > > > select "Melody 
> > > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> > demo can be 
> > obtained at 
> > > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> > shareware, 
> > > > registration 
> > > > > > costs 
> > > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> > version costs 
> > $10.00.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
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> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 3
> > Date: Sun, 09 May 2004 23:43:00 -0000
> > From: "afro_88" 
> > Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > This is a nord modular group. Nothing about "one man
> > band" is to do 
> > with the nord modular. Therefore, spam. Maybe if you
> > changed your 
> > subject to something like "OT: 1 man band" (ot
> > meaning off-topic) 
> > and changed your text body from a shameless
> > promotion to something 
> > like "hey guys, those of you that perform live may
> > be interested in 
> > this: www.onemanspam.com" then it wouldn't be so
> > offensive. 
> > 
> > Afro88
> > 
> > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas"
> > wrote:
> > > I think most members will be more offended by your
> > messages then 
> > mine.
> > > 
> > > Jos
> > > 
> > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > 
> > > wrote:
> > > > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up
> > and go away.
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
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> > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> > 7.0
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of
> > interest to the members 
> > of 
> > > > > this forum.
> > > > > 
> > > > > ;)
> > > > > 
> > > > > Jos
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
> > version 7.0
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> > interest to the 
> > > members 
> > > > > of 
> > > > > > > this forum.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> > "Lennart Regebro" 
> > > > > 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> > version 7.0
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> > more and more 
> > > musicians 
> > > > > are 
> > > > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> > choose for the 
> > > freedom 
> > > > > to 
> > > > > > > use 
> > > > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like
> > in this real-time 
> > > > > software 
> > > > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> > keyboard 
> > controller 
> > > > > with 
> > > > > > > more 
> > > > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> > new features in 
> > > this 
> > > > > > > version 
> > > > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> > users.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> > switch quickly 
> > > between 
> > > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions
> > at their 
> > fingertips, 
> > > > > because 
> > > > > > > the 
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> > > > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> > patiently while you're 
> > > > > tweaking 
> > > > > > > your 
> > > > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> > designed for that 
> > > > > purpose. 
> > > > > > > It is 
> > > > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> > for a song 
> > > including 
> > > > > style, 
> > > > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of
> > the PC keys. 60 
> > keys 
> > > are 
> > > > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> > defined as a 
> > > submenu 
> > > > > with 
> > > > > > > 60 
> > > > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> > available presets. 
> > With 
> > > each 
> > > > > > > preset 
> > > > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
> > MIDI data to 
> > > finetune 
> > > > > your 
> > > > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give
> > access to functions, 
> > > > > > > multivoices 
> > > > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> > wave files (for 
> > > humorous 
> > > > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> > sound of your 
> > > synth 
> > > > > > > (chorus, 
> > > > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> > can also be 
> > mapped 
> > > to 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > MIDI 
> > > > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> > keyboard user 
> > > interface".
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> > arranger keyboard. 
> > > With 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> > switch from OMB 
> > to 
> > > the 
> > > > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> > Sysex messages 
> > > > > (regular .syx 
> > > > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> > synthesizer. You 
> > can 
> > > > > define 
> > > > > > > them 
> > > > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> > methods. The 
> > > > > previous "Full 
> > > > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called
> > "Guitar". The new "Full 
> > > > > keyboard" 
> > > > > > > > > method recognises all chord types.
> > With this method 
> > there 
> > > is 
> > > > > no 
> > > > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> > keyboard. 



> > Whenever 
> > > you 
> > > > > have 
> > > > > > > 3 
> > > > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> > will try to 
> > detect 
> > > a 
> > > > > chord. 
> > > > > > > If 
> > > > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> > semitones between 
> > two 
> > > > > keys 
> > > > > > > then 
> > > > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> > regarded as melody 
> > > notes 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > > not be 
> > > > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> > finger, Roland" 
> > method 
> > > > > uses 
> > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor
> > and extended 
> > chords.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other
> > style tracks can be 
> > > > > adjusted 
> > > > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> > the function 
> > keys 
> > > for 
> > > > > this 
> > > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> > display up and 
> > down 
> > > with 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> > volume of each 
> > style 
> > > track 
> > > > > can 
> > > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> > part to do this.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > There are now three device types
> > selectable. The 
> > concept 
> > > with 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use
> > an XG 
> > synthesizer 
> > > then 
> > > > > > > choose 
> > > > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> > are implied (a 
> > > few). 
> > > > > If 
> > > > > > > you 
> > > > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> > styles then choose 
> > GM. 
> > > > > > > Automatic 
> > > > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> > (many). In GM 
> > mode 
> > > the 
> > > > > XG 
> > > > > > > drum 
> > > > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> > subset will be 



> > > > > > > automatically 
> > > > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM
> > drumsound. If you use 
> > > another 
> > > > > device 
> > > > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> > device) then 
> > choose 
> > > > > Custom. 
> > > > > > > No 
> > > > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> > implied.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment
> > will stop 
> > immediately 
> > > > > > > whenever 
> > > > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord
> > area. This better 
> > > matches 
> > > > > this 
> > > > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> > complete song) 
> > on 
> > > > > arranger 
> > > > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> > with menu 
> > > > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> > enter melody notes 
> > in 
> > > the 
> > > > > > > staff 
> > > > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> > sequence and 
> > > > > select "Melody 
> > > > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> > demo can be 
> > > obtained at 
> > > > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> > shareware, 
> > > > > registration 
> > > > > > > costs 
> > > > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> > version costs 
> > > $10.00.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
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> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 4
> > Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 00:56:32 -0400
> > From: "Adam Tuliper" 
> > Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > I would have worded a response to you differently
> > but I agree with Lennart
> > and I dont think spam of any sort is ok in a forum.
> > There's better ways to advertise than spamming a
> > mailing list.. it just
> > pisses people off.
> > it wasn't really "topic related spam" either... your
> > post didn't even have
> > the word "nord" in it anywhere... so....
> > Please dont spam our lists. If its ok for you to do
> > it.. then where does
> > the line get drawn?
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 4:24 PM
> > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > 
> > > I think most members will be more offended by your
> > messages then mine.
> > >
> > > Jos
> > >
> > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > No. It's spam. Full stop. Now shut teh fuck up
> > and go away.
> > > >
> > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 12:28 PM
> > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version
> > 7.0
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > > OK, it's topic related spam that is of
> > interest to the members of
> > > > > this forum.
> > > > >
> > > > > ;)
> > > > >
> > > > > Jos
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro"
> > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > No. It's spam.
> > > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 8:08 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band
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> > version 7.0
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > I agree, but this is topic related and of
> > interest to the
> > > members
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > this forum.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com,
> > "Lennart Regebro"
> > > > > 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > stop spamming
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > > > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > > > > > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > > Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2004 1:18 PM
> > > > > > > > Subject: [nord_modular] One Man Band
> > version 7.0
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > From user reactions I've noticed that
> > more and more
> > > musicians
> > > > > are
> > > > > > > > > using One Man Band live on stage. They
> > choose for the
> > > freedom
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > use
> > > > > > > > > any (software) synthesizer they like
> > in this real-time
> > > > > software
> > > > > > > > > arranger and play a professional MIDI
> > keyboard controller
> > > > > with
> > > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > > than 61 keys and good key action. The
> > new features in
> > > this
> > > > > > > version
> > > > > > > > > are mainly aimed at the live-on-stage
> > users.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > For live performers it is important to
> > switch quickly
> > > between
> > > > > > > songs
> > > > > > > > > and have all the necessary functions
> > at their fingertips,
> > > > > because
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > audience is not willing to wait
> > patiently while you're
> > > > > tweaking
> > > > > > > your
> > > > > > > > > setup. A new user interface has been
> > designed for that
> > > > > purpose.
> > > > > > > It is
> > > > > > > > > now possible to store all the presets
> > for a song
> > > including
> > > > > style,
> > > > > > > > > voice, volumes, tempo etc. in one of
> > the PC keys. 60 keys
> > > are
> > > > > > > > > reserved for this and each key can be
> > defined as a
> > > submenu
> > > > > with
> > > > > > > 60
> > > > > > > > > more keys giving a total of 3600
> > available presets. With
> > > each
> > > > > > > preset
> > > > > > > > > you can also attach a file with SysEx
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> > MIDI data to
> > > finetune
> > > > > your
> > > > > > > > > synths voices. 3 other menus give
> > access to functions,
> > > > > > > multivoices
> > > > > > > > > and SFX. The SFX menu can contain 60
> > wave files (for
> > > humorous
> > > > > > > > > effects) and SysEx files to adjust the
> > sound of your
> > > synth
> > > > > > > (chorus,
> > > > > > > > > reverb etc.). The same function layout
> > can also be mapped
> > > to
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > MIDI
> > > > > > > > > keyboard in the alternative "MIDI
> > keyboard user
> > > interface".
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Many use OMB in combination with an
> > arranger keyboard.
> > > With
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > switch on/off function you can quickly
> > switch from OMB to
> > > the
> > > > > > > > > internal arranger of your keyboard.
> > Sysex messages
> > > > > (regular .syx
> > > > > > > > > files) are supported to setup your
> > synthesizer. You can
> > > > > define
> > > > > > > them
> > > > > > > > > in menu settings/OnOff MIDI data.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > There are two new chord recognition
> > methods. The
> > > > > previous "Full
> > > > > > > > > keyboard" method is now called
> > "Guitar". The new "Full
> > > > > keyboard"
> > > > > > > > > method recognises all chord types.
> > With this method there
> > > is
> > > > > no
> > > > > > > > > separate chord and melody area on the
> > keyboard. Whenever
> > > you
> > > > > have
> > > > > > > 3
> > > > > > > > > or more keys pressed then the program
> > will try to detect
> > > a
> > > > > chord.
> > > > > > > If
> > > > > > > > > there is an interval of more then 5
> > semitones between two
> > > > > keys
> > > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > > all the keys to the right will be
> > regarded as melody
> > > notes
> > > > > and
> > > > > > > not be
> > > > > > > > > included in the chord. The "Single
> > finger, Roland" method
> > > > > uses
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > Roland method for recognizing minor
> > and extended chords.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Volumes for drums, bass and other
> > style tracks can be
> > > > > adjusted
> > > > > > > > > separately. This can be done by using
> > the function keys
> > > for
> > > > > this



> > > > > > > but
> > > > > > > > > you can also drag the values in the
> > display up and down
> > > with
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > mouse. In the sequencer window the
> > volume of each style
> > > track
> > > > > can
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > adjusted separately. Click on a style
> > part to do this.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > There are now three device types
> > selectable. The concept
> > > with
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > device type is as follows: If you use
> > an XG synthesizer
> > > then
> > > > > > > choose
> > > > > > > > > XG. Automatic style conversions for XG
> > are implied (a
> > > few).
> > > > > If
> > > > > > > you
> > > > > > > > > use another device with unmodified
> > styles then choose GM.
> > > > > > > Automatic
> > > > > > > > > style conversions for GM are implied
> > (many). In GM mode
> > > the
> > > > > XG
> > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > sounds that are not present in the GM
> > subset will be
> > > > > > > automatically
> > > > > > > > > converted to a compatible GM
> > drumsound. If you use
> > > another
> > > > > device
> > > > > > > > > with modified styles (to match your
> > device) then choose
> > > > > Custom.
> > > > > > > No
> > > > > > > > > automatic style conversions will be
> > implied.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > In Sync stop mode the accompaniment
> > will stop immediately
> > > > > > > whenever
> > > > > > > > > you lift your hands from the chord
> > area. This better
> > > matches
> > > > > this
> > > > > > > > > effect (for short breaks, not for the
> > complete song) on
> > > > > arranger
> > > > > > > > > keyboards.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Change the appearance of the screens
> > with menu
> > > > > settings/wallpaper.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > In the sequencer window you can now
> > enter melody notes in
> > > the
> > > > > > > staff
> > > > > > > > > window. Click on a barnumber in the
> > sequence and
> > > > > select "Melody
> > > > > > > > > staff" in the popup menu.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > More info with many screenshots and a
> > demo can be
> > > obtained at
> > > > > > > > > http://www.1manband.nl One Man Band is
> > shareware,
> > > > > registration

http://www.1manband.nl/


> > > > > > > costs
> > > > > > > > > $40.00 and an upgrade from a previous
> > version costs
> > > $10.00.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Jos
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 5
> > Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 08:59:26 +0200
> > From: "Lennart Regebro" 
> > Subject: Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > > I think most members will be more offended by your
> > messages then mine.
> > 
> > Probably. But you are still a spammer. You obviously
> > also think that all
> > promtion is good promotion. You are wrong. You have
> > proven yourself to be
> > daft and ignorant of normal on-line processes. I
> > fail to see how that
> > knowledge will make us you buy your product.
> > 
> > You would do good in apologizing and leaving all



> > nord modular lists as you
> > have made a complete ass of yourself.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 6
> > Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 09:43:37 -0000
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > Subject: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > You surely have a problem Lennart. And it hasn't got
> > to with spamming.
> > 
> > Jos
> > 
> > --- In nord_modular@yahoogroups.com, "Lennart
> > Regebro" 
> > wrote:
> > > From: "josmaas" 
> > > > I think most members will be more offended by
> > your messages then 
> > mine.
> > > 
> > > Probably. But you are still a spammer. You
> > obviously also think 
> > that all
> > > promtion is good promotion. You are wrong. You
> > have proven yourself 
> > to be
> > > daft and ignorant of normal on-line processes. I
> > fail to see how 
> > that
> > > knowledge will make us you buy your product.
> > > 
> > > You would do good in apologizing and leaving all
> > nord modular lists 
> > as you
> > > have made a complete ass of yourself.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > Message: 7
> > Date: Mon, 10 May 2004 15:17:41 +0200
> > From: "Wan Kemper en/of Jackie Weusthuis"
> > 
> > Subject: Re: Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > No.
> > 
> > Grtz wan
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "josmaas" 
> > To: <nord_modular@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2004 10:24 PM
> > Subject: [nord_modular] Re: One Man Band version 7.0
> > 
> > 
> > > I think most members will be more offended by your
> > messages then
> > mine.
> > >
> > > Jos
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> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> >
> 
______________________________________________________________________
__
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > nord_modular-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > 
> >
> --------------------------------------------------------------------
----
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> =====
> IndependentElectronicMusic
> 
> http://www.deadlydisc.com
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Win a $20,000 Career Makeover at Yahoo! HotJobs 
> http://hotjobs.sweepstakes.yahoo.com/careermakeover

| 13082|13049|2004-05-11 12:47:21|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: One Man Band version 7.0|

> If the moderator of a forum asks me to stop sending messages I will 
> do that. That has happened on a few other forums. It has not happened 
> here.
> 
> Jos

That is what the 2 moderators here are asking (me & Robert van der Kamp). Thanks in advance for complying with our request.

--wasted/su700fan

P.S. Really guys, let this be the end of this discussion. Please.
| 13083|13049|2004-05-11 15:38:16|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: One Man Band version 7.0|

> > If the moderator of a forum asks me to stop sending messages I will 
> > do that. That has happened on a few other forums. It has not happened 
> > here.
> > 
> > Jos
> 
> That is what the 2 moderators here are asking (me & Robert van der Kamp). 
> Thanks in advance for complying with our request.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> P.S. Really guys, let this be the end of this discussion. Please.

And guess who just left the list, after this message. :D

Seems he was only interested in spamming his product after all, and not contributing in other discussions.

--wasted/su700fan
| 13084|13044|2004-05-13 10:12:33|Emiliano|RES: [RS7000] Setup|
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Zam,

Thanks for your reply. I'll start trying different setups, to find the one
that suits me better.
The reason why I´m tryng to work with both 'stations' synced is to have tha
abbylity to interact with them.
As I play techno (hard-techno), I´m tryng a setud that allow me to mantain a
constantly minimun 'pressure' level.
And I will post the results here :)

best

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com]
> Enviada em: sexta-feira, 7 de maio de 2004 18:03
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: Re: [RS7000] Setup
>
>
> Emiliano,
>
> The way you have it with a mixer between them is a good way to do
> things in
> my opinion. Maybe you can add an fx processor to AUX FX on the
> mixer might
> help transitions. Then you don't have to worry about them being
> synced, between
> songs use some or a lot of echo or delay and adjust the wetness
> and levels of
> the FX on the mixer as one song ends and the other starts. Thats
> how I do it
> and it works well even with songs that have completly difrent tempos.
>
> Too much trouble syncing up and worrying about and miding gear to
> each other
> during live performances I think. If you start down that path,
> you might find
> yourself having to plug and un plug ocasionally in the middle of
> a show. Not
> always a good idea, if you can avoid it, do.
>
> My two cents & good luck performing, let us know how it worked out if you
> can. What worked well for you?
>
> Zam
>
>
>
> In a message dated 5/7/2004 10:04:13 AM Mountain Standard Time,
> ebraulio@uol.com.br writes:
> I´m preparing a setup for a Live PA. I tough about using the RS-7000 and a
> Laptop running Ableton live and a mixer betwenn then so I could
> do a non-stop live pa with lots of improvisation...
>
> My question is about conneting the RS and Ableton.
> Last time I tried to do it, I could not stop either of them because this
> will cause the other equipment to stop also.
> I need other gear (a midi box) betwenn then or there is a way to
> syncronize
> both equipment and stop one of then without interfiring with the other
> equipment (that will be playng)?
> The only reason to connect then is to syncronize the equipment
> and avoid the
> work of beat matching both machines every mix...
>
> Any suggestions?
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

| 13085|13049|2004-05-13 11:53:09|Jeff|Re: One Man Band version 7.0|
Stop spamming soo many forums

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "josmaas" wrote:
> If the moderator of a forum asks me to stop sending messages I will 
> do that. That has happened on a few other forums. It has not 
happened 
> here.
> 
> Jos
> 
> --- In RS7000@

| 13086|13086|2004-05-15 03:22:04|k_eve_l|Scenes...?|
Anybody using "Scenes"?

If so how do you use them? Do they reset after each Style?
| 13087|13087|2004-05-16 09:12:31|midinote2004|quick???|
can someone tell me what is the purpose of the quik function in the 
slice and sequence????
| 13088|13087|2004-05-16 09:32:10|wasted/su700fan|Re: quick???|

> can someone tell me what is the purpose of the quik function in the 
> slice and sequence????

Just to do a quick-n-dirty slice, not using the more detailed 
algorithms to get a more accurate slice set.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13089|13087|2004-05-17 08:04:55|david grundy|Re: quick???|
thanks a lot cause sometime the manual makes no sence at all, and when i use the phrase 1-4 i come up with nothing or the beat 1-4 nothing .... 
then there is times that it comes out perfect can someone tell me some secrets on using the slice and sequence?

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> can someone tell me what is the purpose of the quik function in the 
> slice and sequence????

Just to do a quick-n-dirty slice, not using the more detailed 
algorithms to get a more accurate slice set.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
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---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
SBC Yahoo! - Internet access at a great low price.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13090|13087|2004-05-17 09:11:53|Latif|Re: quick???|
there are no 'secrets' ,there is however a rocketscience guide
that goes deeper into the algoritms explanation, 
if your interrested in reading it, you can find it here:
http://files2.keyfax.com/ESPDFs/Slice_MotifES.pdf

;)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> thanks a lot cause sometime the manual makes no sence at all, and 
when i use the phrase 1-4 i come up with nothing or the beat 1-4 
nothing .... 
> then there is times that it comes out perfect can someone tell me 
some secrets on using the slice and sequence?
> 
> wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > can someone tell me what is the purpose of the quik function in 
the 
> > slice and sequence????
> 
> Just to do a quick-n-dirty slice, not using the more detailed 
> algorithms to get a more accurate slice set.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> SBC Yahoo! - Internet access at a great low price.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13091|13087|2004-05-17 09:17:18|david grundy|Re: quick???|
thank you verymuch but i think that this is the same one that yamaha has sent to me but im going to check it anyway-

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:there are no 'secrets' ,there is however a rocketscience guide
that goes deeper into the algoritms explanation, 
if your interrested in reading it, you can find it here:
http://files2.keyfax.com/ESPDFs/Slice_MotifES.pdf

;)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> thanks a lot cause sometime the manual makes no sence at all, and 
when i use the phrase 1-4 i come up with nothing or the beat 1-4 
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nothing .... 
> then there is times that it comes out perfect can someone tell me 
some secrets on using the slice and sequence?
> 
> wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > can someone tell me what is the purpose of the quik function in 
the 
> > slice and sequence????
> 
> Just to do a quick-n-dirty slice, not using the more detailed 
> algorithms to get a more accurate slice set.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> SBC Yahoo! - Internet access at a great low price.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
SBC Yahoo! - Internet access at a great low price.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13092|13044|2004-05-17 09:34:07|Matt Fountain|Re: RES: [RS7000] Setup|
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Zam & Emiliano,

I too am working on a live set based round the RS7K with a Novation Nova & now pc with Ableton Live & Reason.

The MIDI sync issue was a real pain in the ass because I wanted to use the RS as master sync but every Style change resulted in that annoying "glitch" and it was driving
me crazy.

My solution was to dust off an old Alesis SR16 drum-machine I had lying around. I use it as the master tempo sequencer and fade out the RS when I need to do a Style
change. The sounds from the SR aren't spectacular but its enough to bridge the gaps and keep a "running mix" - DJ stylee ;-)

To beef up the SR16 sounds a bit, I use some EQ on the mixer (and the SR16 is blessed with 4 separate outs) and then send the mixer channels to an AUX send for FX.

Don't forget guys, you can use the RS7K stereo inputs live and mix anything coming into the RS with the main outs and have the whole shebang going thru the Master FX
- filters, distortion etc, it all sounds great! It certainly saves money on a separate FX box.

Those SR16 are really cheap now s/h. You can pickup one those cute little Korg ER1 mk1s for very little cash now that the mk2s are out, and they sound great for the
money. Basically, any cheap beatbox that has MIDI out and can act as tempo sync could do the job - its just a matter of taste.

btw - I produce breakbeat, techno & tech-house.

Good luck to both of you.

Matt

Emiliano <ebraulio@uol.com.br> wrote:
Zam,

Thanks for your reply. I'll start trying different setups, to find the one
that suits me better.
The reason why I´m tryng to work with both 'stations' synced is to have tha
abbylity to interact with them.
As I play techno (hard-techno), I´m tryng a setud that allow me to mantain a
constantly minimun 'pressure' level.
And I will post the results here :)

best

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com]
> Enviada em: sexta-feira, 7 de maio de 2004 18:03
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: Re: [RS7000] Setup
>
>
> Emiliano,
>
> The way you have it with a mixer between them is a good way to do
> things in
> my opinion. Maybe you can add an fx processor to AUX FX on the
> mixer might
> help transitions. Then you don't have to worry about them being
> synced, between
> songs use some or a lot of echo or delay and adjust the wetness
> and levels of
> the FX on the mixer as one song ends and the other starts. Thats
> how I do it
> and it works well even with songs that have completly difrent tempos.
>
> Too much trouble syncing up and worrying about and miding gear to
> each other
> during live performances I think. If you start down that path,
> you might find
> yourself having to plug and un plug ocasionally in the middle of
> a show. Not
> always a good idea, if you can avoid it, do.
>
> My two cents & good luck performing, let us know how it worked out if you
> can. What worked well for you?
>
> Zam
>
>
>
> In a message dated 5/7/2004 10:04:13 AM Mountain Standard Time,
> ebraulio@uol.com.br writes:
> I´m preparing a setup for a Live PA. I tough about using the RS-7000 and a
> Laptop running Ableton live and a mixer betwenn then so I could
> do a non-stop live pa with lots of improvisation...

mailto:ebraulio@uol.com.br
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>
> My question is about conneting the RS and Ableton.
> Last time I tried to do it, I could not stop either of them because this
> will cause the other equipment to stop also.
> I need other gear (a midi box) betwenn then or there is a way to
> syncronize
> both equipment and stop one of then without interfiring with the other
> equipment (that will be playng)?
> The only reason to connect then is to syncronize the equipment
> and avoid the
> work of beat matching both machines every mix...
>
> Any suggestions?

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" your friends today! Download Messenger Now

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13093|13093|2004-05-17 09:39:48|Fab Claxton|RS7000 v.s. MC-505|
Hello there,
I'm considering buying the RS7000. How does it compare with the 
Roland MC-505 (apart from the fact that it has a built-in sampler). 
I'd like to know the following things:

1) How do the on-board sounds (voices, presets, patches, whatever 
Yamaha calls them) sound compared to the MC-505?
2) How many on-board sounds does the RS7000 have?
3) How do the drums in the RS7000 compare to the MC-505? My 
dissatisfaction with the MC-505's drums were the main reason I sold 
it.

Thank you very much to anyone who replies.
Fab
| 13094|13044|2004-05-17 11:29:55|Emiliano|RES: RES: [RS7000] Setup|
Great.

Have you tried to use Ableton as the master sync?
I´m thinking about seting up my gear exactly the way you did, but using Live
as master sync insted another gear, the way you used your alesis.

regards,

Emiliano

> -----Mensagem original-----
> De: Matt Fountain [mailto:mattluvdup@yahoo.co.uk]
> Enviada em: segunda-feira, 17 de maio de 2004 11:49
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Assunto: Re: RES: [RS7000] Setup
>
>
> Zam & Emiliano,
>
> I too am working on a live set based round the RS7K with a
> Novation Nova & now pc with Ableton Live & Reason.
>
> The MIDI sync issue was a real pain in the ass because I wanted
> to use the RS as master sync but every Style change resulted in
> that annoying "glitch" and it was driving me crazy.
>
> My solution was to dust off an old Alesis SR16 drum-machine I had
> lying around. I use it as the master tempo sequencer and fade out
> the RS when I need to do a Style change. The sounds from the SR
> aren't spectacular but its enough to bridge the gaps and keep a
> "running mix" - DJ stylee ;-)
>
> To beef up the SR16 sounds a bit, I use some EQ on the mixer (and
> the SR16 is blessed with 4 separate outs) and then send the mixer
> channels to an AUX send for FX.
>
> Don't forget guys, you can use the RS7K stereo inputs live and
> mix anything coming into the RS with the main outs and have the
> whole shebang going thru the Master FX - filters, distortion etc,
> it all sounds great! It certainly saves money on a separate FX box.
>
> Those SR16 are really cheap now s/h. You can pickup one those
> cute little Korg ER1 mk1s for very little cash now that the mk2s
> are out, and they sound great for the money. Basically, any cheap
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> beatbox that has MIDI out and can act as tempo sync could do the
> job - its just a matter of taste.
>
> btw - I produce breakbeat, techno & tech-house.
>
> Good luck to both of you.
>
> Matt
>
> Emiliano <ebraulio@uol.com.br> wrote:
> Zam,
>
> Thanks for your reply. I'll start trying different setups, to
> find the one
> that suits me better.
> The reason why I´m tryng to work with both 'stations' synced is
> to have tha
> abbylity to interact with them.
> As I play techno (hard-techno), I´m tryng a setud that allow me
> to mantain a
> constantly minimun 'pressure' level.
> And I will post the results here :)
>
> best
>
> Emiliano
>
> > -----Mensagem original-----
> > De: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com]
> > Enviada em: sexta-feira, 7 de maio de 2004 18:03
> > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Assunto: Re: [RS7000] Setup
> >
> >
> > Emiliano,
> >
> > The way you have it with a mixer between them is a good way to do
> > things in
> > my opinion. Maybe you can add an fx processor to AUX FX on the
> > mixer might
> > help transitions. Then you don't have to worry about them being
> > synced, between
> > songs use some or a lot of echo or delay and adjust the wetness
> > and levels of
> > the FX on the mixer as one song ends and the other starts. Thats
> > how I do it
> > and it works well even with songs that have completly difrent tempos.
> >
> > Too much trouble syncing up and worrying about and miding gear to
> > each other
> > during live performances I think. If you start down that path,
> > you might find
> > yourself having to plug and un plug ocasionally in the middle of
> > a show. Not
> > always a good idea, if you can avoid it, do.
> >
> > My two cents & good luck performing, let us know how it worked
> out if you
> > can. What worked well for you?
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> >
> > In a message dated 5/7/2004 10:04:13 AM Mountain Standard Time,
> > ebraulio@uol.com.br writes:
> > I´m preparing a setup for a Live PA. I tough about using the
> RS-7000 and a
> > Laptop running Ableton live and a mixer betwenn then so I could
> > do a non-stop live pa with lots of improvisation...
> >
> > My question is about conneting the RS and Ableton.
> > Last time I tried to do it, I could not stop either of them because this
> > will cause the other equipment to stop also.
> > I need other gear (a midi box) betwenn then or there is a way to
> > syncronize
> > both equipment and stop one of then without interfiring with the other
> > equipment (that will be playng)?
> > The only reason to connect then is to syncronize the equipment
> > and avoid the
> > work of beat matching both machines every mix...
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> >
> > Any suggestions?
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" your friends
> today! Download Messenger Now
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

| 13095|13044|2004-05-18 12:04:57|mattluvdup|Re: RES: RES: [RS7000] Setup|
No, not tried that yet - am taking delivery of a new centrino laptop 
in a couple of weeks so I'll try it then. I'll keep ya posted as to 
how I get on and share any tips I work out.

Matt :-]

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Emiliano" wrote:
> Great.
> 
> Have you tried to use Ableton as the master sync?
> I´m thinking about seting up my gear exactly the way you did, but 
using Live
> as master sync insted another gear, the way you used your alesis.
> 
> regards,
> 
> Emiliano
>

| 13096|13093|2004-05-18 15:43:30|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS7000 v.s. MC-505|
1. They both have great sounds. The 505's default patches has like a low boost and a high boost per each patch. It makes the sounds a lot fatter. The RS can compensate in
this area but not in real time like 505, only during playback on the RS can you double up notes for a fatter feel.

2. They both have a lot of sounds and tweakability is comparable on each. The only dif being the RS has 8 extra channels. However, the 505 can have a whole drum
pattern and drop individual parts on one channel. Very nice if the RS did this, but they didn't, and the first 8 channels are usually best used for drums (opinions prob differ
here, but I use first 8 for drums).

3. I like the 505s drums, and I use similar sounding sets on the RS, however I think the RS does have more to choose from.

I think the big diffrence you will find between the two is how you make patterns into songs. The RS is a little more dificult to make really tight songs, but it also allows
more freedom to making them. I've pretty much quit using my 505 sense I got the RS, and you probably will too. Also, the mc909 looks like a good buy, but it don't do
drums like 505 either. Too bad rolland just didn't add a sampler and 8 extra channels, that thing would of blown the RS away, but they messed it up.

my two cents

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 5/17/2004 11:06:38 AM Eastern Daylight Time, fabclaxton@yahoo.com writes:

> Hello there,
> I'm considering buying the RS7000. How does it compare with the 
> Roland MC-505 (apart from the fact that it has a built-in sampler). 
> I'd like to know the following things:
> 
> 1) How do the on-board sounds (voices, presets, patches, whatever 
> Yamaha calls them) sound compared to the MC-505?
> 2) How many on-board sounds does the RS7000 have?
> 3) How do the drums in the RS7000 compare to the MC-505? My 
> dissatisfaction with the MC-505's drums were the main 
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> reason I sold 
> it.
> 
> Thank you very much to anyone who replies.
> Fab

| 13097|13093|2004-05-18 23:08:04|dopamine|Re: RS7000 v.s. MC-505|
At 05:41 PM 5/18/2004 -0400, you wrote:

>1. They both have great sounds. The 505's default patches has like a low 
>boost and a high boost per each patch. It makes the sounds a lot 
>fatter. The RS can compensate in this area but not in real time like 505, 
>only during playback on the RS can you double up notes for a fatter feel.

If you use the master multi band compressor and really squash the mix 
(which the multi band does well) then you can really fatten sounds by using 
a double filter and the boost function in the mixer page (it's an EQ 
setting). It gives a different sound than just doubling notes and if used 
with some creative enveloping and LFO you can get some very fat and funky 
basslines..... the advantage of this is you can use it on a legato/mono patch.

Matt
| 13098|13098|2004-05-21 00:05:22|ridszero|Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
I have recorded my patterns to pattern chain mode and then use the Job list to 
turn it into song mode. Everytime I do this, some parameters on tracks will be 
different, like the LFOs rate and Filters type. And once I had one of my 
patterns in song mode, trying to copy parts to make up the whole song didn't 
work well (shoot i forget the reason as I was doing this a night). But 
nevertheless, I have failed to convert successfully. Anyone know whats going 
on?

One more thing, the patterns I try to convert were made before I updated to the 
latest OS.

Nick
| 13099|13098|2004-05-21 00:28:04|ridszero|Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
I have recorded my patterns to pattern chain mode and then use the Job list to 
turn it into song mode. Everytime I do this, some parameters on tracks will be 
different, like the LFOs rate and Filters type. And once I had one of my 
patterns in song mode, trying to copy parts to make up the whole song didn't 
work well (shoot i forget the reason as I was doing this a night). But 
nevertheless, I have failed to convert successfully. Anyone know whats going 
on?

One more thing, the patterns I try to convert were made before I updated to the 
latest OS.

Nick
| 13100|13098|2004-05-21 14:39:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
I've noticed that user made LFOs don't convert to song mode myself. Only noticed this happening after OS update, but not sure if I had created any user LFOs and
converted before update. Anyway, I did notice this happening too, if its just an LFO not converting into song mode or if its the OS update, I'm not sure, but your not alone
at noticeing this issue. For these songs with heavy filter changes that don't convert well, I usually keep them in chain mode, almost no way to find the exact settings again,
but I suppose it can be done again in song mode if I wind up haveing to do it that way.

Zam

In a message dated 5/21/2004 2:05:03 AM Eastern Daylight Time, ridszero@hotmail.com writes:

> I have recorded my patterns to pattern chain mode and then use the Job list to 
> turn it into song mode. Everytime I do this, some parameters on tracks will be 
> different, like the LFOs rate and Filters type. And once I had one of my 
> patterns in song mode, trying to copy parts to make up the whole song didn't 
> work well (shoot i forget the reason as I was doing this a night). But 
> nevertheless, I have failed to convert successfully. Anyone know whats going 
> on?
> 
> 
> One more thing, the patterns I try to convert were made 
> before I updated to the 
> latest OS.
> 
> Nick

| 13101|13098|2004-05-21 17:55:47|ridszero|Re: Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
That's what I planned to do if no one knew a solution, I would just have to 
write down all the setting (or go back and forth between pattern and song) 
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along with the midi sequences and make a new but identical construction. I 
find this pretty weak, that this can't be done in a simpler manner. 

Doing the sequences correct will be tough but how is it possible to move 
samples from pattern to song mode?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> I've noticed that user made LFOs don't convert to song mode myself. Only 
noticed this happening after OS update, but not sure if I had created any user 
LFOs and converted before update. Anyway, I did notice this happening too, 
if its just an LFO not converting into song mode or if its the OS update, I'm not 
sure, but your not alone at noticeing this issue. For these songs with heavy 
filter changes that don't convert well, I usually keep them in chain mode, 
almost no way to find the exact settings again, but I suppose it can be done 
again in song mode if I wind up haveing to do it that way.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> In a message dated 5/21/2004 2:05:03 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
ridszero@h... writes:
> 
> > I have recorded my patterns to pattern chain mode and then use the Job 
list to 
> > turn it into song mode. Everytime I do this, some parameters on tracks will 
be 
> > different, like the LFOs rate and Filters type. And once I had one of my 
> > patterns in song mode, trying to copy parts to make up the whole song 
didn't 
> > work well (shoot i forget the reason as I was doing this a night). But 
> > nevertheless, I have failed to convert successfully. Anyone know whats 
going 
> > on?
> > 
> > 
> > One more thing, the patterns I try to convert were made 
> > before I updated to the 
> > latest OS.
> > 
> > Nick

| 13102|13098|2004-05-22 00:16:01|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
On Saturday 22 May 2004 01:55, ridszero wrote:

> That's what I planned to do if no one knew a solution, I
> would just have to write down all the setting (or go back
> and forth between pattern and song) along with the midi
> sequences and make a new but identical construction. I
> find this pretty weak, that this can't be done in a
> simpler manner.

You could try making a *scene* of the wanted state in 
pattern mode, and use that in song mode. Note that song 
mode cannot handle more than 5 scenes. 

- Robert
| 13103|13098|2004-05-22 08:12:02|stefanazar2001|Re: Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
Yes...same issues here. It was a HUGE problem for me especially when 
first learning the machine. I've basically given up on the concept 
of converting and just dealing with the limitations of pattern 
chaining. It seems crazy and downright irresponsible that such a 
fundamental function of converting pattern chain to song mode should 
be so buggy that I have yet to figure it out or see anyone else for 
that matter explain how and why. (Software fix/update Yamaha?) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:
> 
> I have recorded my patterns to pattern chain mode and then use the 
Job list to 
> turn it into song mode. Everytime I do this, some parameters on 
tracks will be 
> different, like the LFOs rate and Filters type. And once I had one 
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of my 
> patterns in song mode, trying to copy parts to make up the whole 
song didn't 
> work well (shoot i forget the reason as I was doing this a night). 
But 
> nevertheless, I have failed to convert successfully. Anyone know 
whats going 
> on?
> 
> 
> One more thing, the patterns I try to convert were made before I 
updated to the 
> latest OS.
> 
> Nick

| 13104|13098|2004-05-24 23:45:56|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Problem converting Patterns to Song mode :(|
Samples have always automatically moved/converted over ok for me from pattern 
into song mode. Maybe just remember, or bounce back and forth between pattern 
and song mode to get user made lfo changes set. Most everything else I've 
noticed converts well for me, however I rarely use more than one pattern and 
scene to create a song.

In a message dated 5/21/2004 6:06:48 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ridszero@hotmail.com writes:
Doing the sequences correct will be tough but how is it possible to move 
samples from pattern to song mode?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13105|13105|2004-05-26 19:58:17|bgreberis|Basslines?|
Is anyone having trouble finding good bass on the RS7000? I have 
been using it for about a year and a half and am very dissatisfied 
with the bass. The only options I have found are either synth bass 
or finding bass in the General Instrument section. The ones in the 
General Instrument section aren't bad but they aren't what I'm 
looking for. If anyone else is having the same problem or has a 
solution please respond back. Also, does updating the operating 
system provide any new sounds?
| 13106|13105|2004-05-26 23:19:10|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Basslines?|
No prob with bass here, boosting the low gain can help or by adjusting the 
frequency ranges in master effects helps occasionally too. OS update has not 
changed any of instruments that I've noticed.
Zam
In a message dated 5/26/2004 8:09:44 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
bgreberis@yahoo.com writes:

Is anyone having trouble finding good bass on the RS7000? I have 
been using it for about a year and a half and am very dissatisfied 
with the bass. The only options I have found are either synth bass 
or finding bass in the General Instrument section. The ones in the 
General Instrument section aren't bad but they aren't what I'm 
looking for. If anyone else is having the same problem or has a 
solution please respond back. Also, does updating the operating 
system provide any new sounds?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13107|13105|2004-05-26 23:25:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Basslines?|
Master EQ I meant not FX 8^)
In a message dated 5/26/2004 11:20:30 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
Dbeam505@aol.com writes:

No prob with bass here, boosting the low gain can help or by adjusting the 
frequency ranges in master effects helps occasionally too. OS update has 
not 
changed any of instruments that I've noticed.
Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13108|13105|2004-05-26 23:27:28|dopamine|Re: Basslines?|
I can coax fat bass from the RS. You just have to spend some time adjusting 
filter types and settings, envelopes, EQ/boost, compression etc etc.....

Matt

At 01:14 AM 5/27/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>Is anyone having trouble finding good bass on the RS7000? I have
>been using it for about a year and a half and am very dissatisfied
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>with the bass. The only options I have found are either synth bass
>or finding bass in the General Instrument section. The ones in the
>General Instrument section aren't bad but they aren't what I'm
>looking for. If anyone else is having the same problem or has a
>solution please respond back. Also, does updating the operating
>system provide any new sounds?
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: 
><http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>ADVERTISEMENT
>
<http://rd.yahoo.com/SIG=129f8140m/M=273541.4247512.5496808.2248467/D=groups/S=1705032144:HM/EXP=1085709498/A=2061551/R=0/SIG=11sr5b9n1/*h
artistID=1001301>d204a.jpg
>d20a8.jpg
>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13109|13105|2004-05-26 23:29:23|dopamine|Re: Basslines?|
At 01:18 AM 5/27/2004 -0400, you wrote:

>No prob with bass here, boosting the low gain can help or by adjusting the
>frequency ranges in master effects helps occasionally too. OS update 
>has not
>changed any of instruments that I've noticed.
>Zam

It does add new filters which can really increase the usefullness of the 
existing sounds though.......

Matt
| 13110|13105|2004-05-27 17:24:53|MICHAEL HAVIR|Kit looping sampler instruments?|
A question regarding setting up of SAMPLER
INSTRUMENTS. 

I have a number of separate samples loaded onto my
smart card from my computer.
The samples are all single WAV files. For example I
have some rain samples and some thunder and I want to
set them up as a single instrument on the rs7000. In
other words have it so that I can trigger them from a
keyboard like a kit instrument, Rain 1 on C4, Rain 2
on C#4,Thunder 1 on D4 etc.
When I load a sample from the smart card into the
RS7000 the machine defaults to a pitched sample and I
cant load anymore samples into that instrument. I�ve
tried loading 2 samples as 2 separate instruments and
then copying a sample from one instrument to the other
but it doesn�t seem to work. 

Also, I want to be able to trigger a continuous looped
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sample by pressing and releasing a key. At the moment
the only way I can get a looped sample to continue
looping is to: 
1) sequence it. 
2) hold the key down continuously, or press a sustain
pedal.
3) turn the release time on the EG to maximum but it
fades slowly and doesn�t loop endlessly. Pity the EG
release time only goes to 63.

Any ideas?.

Thanks

Mikey Moo 

____________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html
| 13112|13105|2004-05-29 12:14:56|trapstate|Re: Kit looping sampler instruments?|

> 
> Any ideas?.

Yeah, start with reading the manual

> 
> Thanks
> 
> Mikey Moo 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ____________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Messenger - Communicate instantly..."Ping" 
> your friends today! Download Messenger Now 
> http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html

| 13113|13113|2004-05-30 10:55:17|stereoping|illegal file when loading a prev. saved pattern|
hello,

i worked on a pattern with some sections and a lot of samples for some 
hours. i saved it on a fairly new toshiba 128 MB smart media card. the 
file is about 5 MB. trying to load it again gives an "illegal 
file"-error after about 2-3 seconds. 

i also have the file copied to the pc via a cardreader. the same 
result occurs in trying the original 8MB yamaha-card.

any ideas? any possibility to fix the file with a hex-editor or 
something?

thanks in advance
gregor
| 13114|13114|2004-05-30 10:56:18|stereoping|illegal file - problem fixed, i tell you how|
hi,

after some tweaking i got my corrupted pattern back. seems as if the 
rs made a mistake while writing. the header-information of the 
r2p-file was wrong somehow. 

yes, i know that the card should not be touched while writing - i 
didnt. i always wait until the writing is ready. i also checked the 
card several times, it works fine.... 

ok, here is how i fixed it, in case that someone of you gets the same 
problem some day:

http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/download/index.html
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1. i opened the corrupt r2p-file in a texteditor (edit-plus in my 
case)

2. i opened a WORKING r2p-file in the same editor.

3. every working rs-patternfile starts with "A0532 PATTERN Ver 01.
00", the corrupt one with "ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ" - AHAAA!

4. search for similar letterpatterns in both the files. in my case it 
was "EROT" in the second line. (Sorry, no i didnt use any female 
sounds, ask yamaha...) and copy the textpart BEFORE this similar part 
of the working file to the corrupted file.

5. save the corrupted file and everything should work now.

hope this helps anyone
regards
gregor
| 13115|13114|2004-05-30 11:03:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: illegal file - problem fixed, i tell you how|
Nice! Thanks for the info.

- Robert
| 13116|13114|2004-05-30 12:55:23|Latif|Re: illegal file - problem fixed, i tell you how|
very helpfull tip, thanks gregor!
haven't had any corrupted files yet, but this is usefull to know.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stereoping" wrote:
> hi,
> 
> after some tweaking i got my corrupted pattern back. seems as if 
the 
> rs made a mistake while writing. the header-information of the 
> r2p-file was wrong somehow. 
> 
> yes, i know that the card should not be touched while writing - i 
> didnt. i always wait until the writing is ready. i also checked the 
> card several times, it works fine.... 
> 
> ok, here is how i fixed it, in case that someone of you gets the 
same 
> problem some day:
> 
> 1. i opened the corrupt r2p-file in a texteditor (edit-plus in my 
> case)
> 
> 2. i opened a WORKING r2p-file in the same editor.
> 
> 3. every working rs-patternfile starts with "A0532 PATTERN Ver 01.
> 00", the corrupt one with "ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ" - AHAAA!
> 
> 4. search for similar letterpatterns in both the files. in my case 
it 
> was "EROT" in the second line. (Sorry, no i didnt use any female 
> sounds, ask yamaha...) and copy the textpart BEFORE this similar 
part 
> of the working file to the corrupted file.
> 
> 5. save the corrupted file and everything should work now.
> 
> hope this helps anyone
> regards
> gregor

| 13117|13117|2004-05-31 10:13:25|stereoping|how to set velocity of internal keyboard|
hello,

can someone tell me how to set the velocity of the internal keyboard? 
didnt find anything in the manual or the faq. the rm1x had a 
knob-assignment. on my rs i always go in step-recording-mode to alter 
the velocity - there must be a more direct solution...

...ah, and how do i upload photos to the "rs in my studio"-section (i 
made a nice "free tibet"-dust-cover)? cant i mail them direct to the 
moderator? seems a bit overdosed to mail them in the whole group as 
mentioned by the yahoo-manual.

thnks in advance
gregor

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 13118|13117|2004-05-31 10:28:02|wasted/su700fan|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|

> hello,
> 
> can someone tell me how to set the velocity of the internal keyboard? 
> didnt find anything in the manual or the faq. the rm1x had a 
> knob-assignment. on my rs i always go in step-recording-mode to alter 
> the velocity - there must be a more direct solution...
> 
> ...ah, and how do i upload photos to the "rs in my studio"-section (i 
> made a nice "free tibet"-dust-cover)? cant i mail them direct to the 
> moderator? seems a bit overdosed to mail them in the whole group as 
> mentioned by the yahoo-manual.
> 
> thnks in advance
> gregor

Regarding the Velocity of the internal keyboard: I think that is the 
only way/most direct route to set the velocity. I may be wrong though 
(I'm sure one of the more Power Users will correct me if I'm wrong). I 
usually use a velocity sensitive keyboard attached to the RS7k so I 
haven't had to worry about that much yet (since I mostly record in 
Overdub/Replace Realtime Record).

Regarding the Upload Photos question: You need to go to the site 
(groups.yahoo.com/group/rs7000) and login with your Yahoo ID and 
password. Then click on the FILES section, then the RS IN MY STUDIO 
(or whatever it's called) folder. Once in that folder, click on the 
ADD FILE link at the top of the files listing. It will step you 
through the process of choosing your local file and uploading it at 
that point. We should still have enough space out of the 20MB allotted 
to the group for files so that you can upload a small JPG file (please 
try to keep under 500KB).

If you have any other questions, please mail me directly.

-- One of the Three Owners/Moderators :D
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13119|13117|2004-05-31 15:00:26|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|
Last time I tried uploading, a while ago, site said it was maxed. Unless 
more space was alloted since then?
Also FYI, next to Sequencer Play FX is a select button so can change 
velocity which is the knob right next to it. Or can also select track and twist 
track volume knob, kinda does the same thing but diffrent. If you do go past 
the 127 in step rec, some random velocities are there kind of neat sometimes, 
but can also be anoying.
Zam 8^) 
In a message dated 5/31/2004 10:35:18 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
su700fan@comcast.net writes:

Regarding the Upload Photos question:

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13120|13117|2004-05-31 19:08:34|wasted/su700fan|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|

> Last time I tried uploading, a while ago, site said it was maxed. 
> Unless 
> more space was alloted since then?
> Also FYI, next to Sequencer Play FX is a select button so can change 
> velocity which is the knob right next to it. Or can also select 
> track and twist 
> track volume knob, kinda does the same thing but diffrent. If you 
> do go past 
> the 127 in step rec, some random velocities are there kind of neat 
> sometimes, 
> but can also be anoying.
> Zam 8^) 
> In a message dated 5/31/2004 10:35:18 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> su700fan@comcast.net writes:
> 
> Regarding the Upload Photos question:

It was kinda full there a few weeks back but I deleted a 4.5MB file 
from the group's FILES section recently (an unlocked PDF of the RS7k 
manual, since it was in French and not English it wasn't that useful 
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probably for the majority of the group members). That brought the 
total used space to around 15MB out of 20MB, so more space was opened 
up. I'm checking into it now to see what's going on (why new uploads 
aren't working).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13121|13121|2004-05-31 19:09:53|alexg1200|selling my RS 7000|
Would anyone like to buy my RS7000? It has the new OS so its up to 
date with everyone elses. I'll include a 32 mb smart media card that 
I will wipe out so you can start fresh with it. Im asking $650 for 
it i dont have the original box becuase it took to much space in the 
closet. There are no problems with it at all. I just bought a Triton 
Extreme so it has to find a new home. If anyone is intrested in buy 
it from me or knows anyone that would love to have this incredible 
machine fell free to email me or call me. I live in Southern 
California. Heres my info... One2mixx4u@aol.com or 661-340-0219 call 
me or email anytime. 
Thanks
Alex G!
| 13122|13117|2004-05-31 19:19:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|

> Hallo su700fan,
> 
> about the file upload:
> 
> i tried as you said before i posted the question because i expected
> exactly something you descibed. but i couldnt and still cant see any
> upload-possibility. the yahoo-faq sais, only moderators have this
> option. i can send you a screenshot if you like.
> 
> greetz
> 
> Gregor

You should be able to upload to the FILES section now. I have changed 
one of the options for management.

Note to RS7k group members: this option was originally set to LIMITED 
Upload status (members can download, only moderators can upload/delete 
files). I have set it for the time being so that members can upload to 
the files section. If we starting having any inappropriate files or 
pictures I'll have to set the Upload status back to LIMITED.

I had noticed an inappropriate set of Pics on my DX200@yahoogroups.com 
list that I had to remove in the past (a man posting pics of his 
privates and not DX200 related stuff), so if I notice any shenanigans 
I'll have to revert to the original settings. If this occurs, I'll 
have to approve the future uploads personally.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13123|13117|2004-05-31 23:21:54|Latif|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stereoping" wrote:

> on my rs i always go in step-recording-mode to alter 

that is the way it's done..

velocity adjust as found under play-fx is play-fx for adjusting
velocity to recorded note data as it plays, 
or as adjustment in realtime rec-mode, which can be used in realtime 
while recording or as freeze function.

Latif
| 13124|13117|2004-06-01 02:02:10|Robert van der Kamp|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|
On Tuesday 01 June 2004 03:19, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Note to RS7k group members: this option was originally
> set to LIMITED Upload status (members can download, only
> moderators can upload/delete files).  I have set it for
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> the time being so that members can upload to the files
> section.  If we starting having any inappropriate files
> or pictures I'll have to set the Upload status back to
> LIMITED.

That was indeed the reason why we set it to Limited back 
then. We got spammed there. 

- Robert
| 13125|13117|2004-06-01 02:08:34|Steve Cooke|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|
I'm afraid that everyone who's run a Yahoo! Group has been here before.

Inappropriate files *will* be uploaded by spammers and useful stuff *will*
be deleted to make space for it.

It's not even a risk you're taking. It *will* happen.

Cheers,

Steve Cooke

-----Original Message-----
From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
Sent: 01 June 2004 09:02
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] how to set velocity of internal keyboard

On Tuesday 01 June 2004 03:19, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> Note to RS7k group members: this option was originally
> set to LIMITED Upload status (members can download, only
> moderators can upload/delete files).  I have set it for
> the time being so that members can upload to the files
> section.  If we starting having any inappropriate files
> or pictures I'll have to set the Upload status back to
> LIMITED.

That was indeed the reason why we set it to Limited back 
then. We got spammed there. 

- Robert

| 13126|13126|2004-06-01 10:43:31|AJoDaH|Midi Device ID questions....|
i hope someone will be kind enough to help me... recently i was on 
my way back home near camden n.j. one evening and i had a theft 
occur...costing me my new keyboard, and a huge amount of 
arrangements and manuscripts that were quite exstensive. in any 
event, i lost my manual to my RS-7000, and now i am stuck in a 
situation in a new state of the art studio studio a partner and i 
recently finished. he is using an ALESIS hard disc 24 track recorder, 
an HD24 i think it is... we want to dump tracks directly from the RS 
into the ALESIS, but when we go into MTC mode on his ALESIS, it has 
a process for loading MIDI that takes about 9 minutes and then asks 
for a 'device id' to complete the loop and i guess make time striping 
possible...there is also the variable that says that the ALESIS 
cannot be a SLAVE, it must be the MASTER, in a MIDI transaction... my 
questions to anyone, am i explaining this process correctly ( please 
point out any errors in my prolem descriptions ) and most 
importantly , does anyone know the the device id, i must enter that 
is the device id of the RS_7000 , please feel free to e-mail me with 
your much needed insight on this matter at muzicpanorama@netzero.net
or call me AJ at 856-566-1566 or my partner at the studio called...
MR. BIGZ ask 4 ralph jennings at 267-975-8590

thanks so much !
| 13127|13117|2004-06-01 10:54:49|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: how to set velocity of internal keyboard|
I've set it back to LIMITED status. Sorry about that Robert. He was able to upload his pics so we're all good. In the future, if any member has any files they wish to
upload, contact Robert vdK or me and we'll see about uploading them to the appropriate section.

I can see why we'd need to do this on the RS7k list, since it has over 1,000 members, and is more likely to be hit by crap than my other 3 lists I moderate/own which only
have 250-350 members. Even those need to be cleaned out once in awhile. Turning new member posting status to moderated for those groups has helped out
tremendously to stop the crap messages from appearing.

--wasted/su700fan

> I'm afraid that everyone who's run a Yahoo! Group has been here before.
> 
> Inappropriate files *will* be uploaded by spammers and useful stuff *will*
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> be deleted to make space for it.
> 
> It's not even a risk you're taking. It *will* happen.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve Cooke
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Robert van der Kamp [mailto:robnet@wxs.nl] 
> Sent: 01 June 2004 09:02
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] how to set velocity of internal keyboard
> 
> On Tuesday 01 June 2004 03:19, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > Note to RS7k group members: this option was originally
> > set to LIMITED Upload status (members can download, only
> > moderators can upload/delete files). I have set it for
> > the time being so that members can upload to the files
> > section. If we starting having any inappropriate files
> > or pictures I'll have to set the Upload status back to
> > LIMITED.
> 
> That was indeed the reason why we set it to Limited back 
> then. We got spammed there. 
> 
> - Robert

| 13128|13128|2004-06-02 08:17:42|zazz_w|(no subject)|
its the internal midi clock...set it 999 and its solid green ...down 
to 25 and it flickers...simple..nothing wrong with it.
| 13129|13129|2004-06-04 15:51:25|ivancu2|Yamaha QY100 for sale on eBay|
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3728512076
| 13130|13114|2004-06-07 01:56:36|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: illegal file - problem fixed, i tell you how|
Right, so finally this has happened to me too (Whoopie!).
"No matter" I thought, stereoping has me covered ;).

But as life goes (wrong), it didnt work. Did you verify it with more files?
Maybe I just got you wrong? You're talking about copying everything 
before the first occurance of EROT (found the same String in my files), 
right?
Or when you say "second line", do you mean second line in your editor 
when automatic linebreak is on? Or do you mean the exact "physical" 
second line of the file, after the first actual linebreak in the file?

While we'Re on the subject: have we determined yet, if this is an RS 
error (bug) or simply the SM card going murphish. The described 
procedure would suggest the first thing (hello firmware update :)). 
However I've noticed some scratches on my card, obviously from in- and 
exerting the card (dumb concept anyway). I'm not knowledgeble on how or 
where data is saved on these cards, but I recon this would be the more 
probable reason.

Enough of my rambling
c.u.
Wildemar

stereoping wrote:

> hi,
> 
> after some tweaking i got my corrupted pattern back. seems as if the 
> rs made a mistake while writing. the header-information of the 
> r2p-file was wrong somehow. 
> 
> yes, i know that the card should not be touched while writing - i 
> didnt. i always wait until the writing is ready. i also checked the 
> card several times, it works fine.... 
> 
> ok, here is how i fixed it, in case that someone of you gets the same 
> problem some day:
> 
> 1. i opened the corrupt r2p-file in a texteditor (edit-plus in my 
> case)
> 
> 2. i opened a WORKING r2p-file in the same editor.
> 
> 3. every working rs-patternfile starts with "A0532 PATTERN Ver 01.
> 00", the corrupt one with "ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ" - AHAAA!
> 
> 4. search for similar letterpatterns in both the files. in my case it 
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> was "EROT" in the second line. (Sorry, no i didnt use any female 
> sounds, ask yamaha...) and copy the textpart BEFORE this similar part 
> of the working file to the corrupted file.
> 
> 5. save the corrupted file and everything should work now.
> 
> hope this helps anyone
> regards
> gregor
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13131|13131|2004-06-07 02:13:57|Wildemar Wildenburger|[OT] Some Mr. Oizo help?|
Yeah this is seriously OT, but forgive me. Its at least about electronic 
music ;)

Ok, so I just bought "Analogue Worms Attack" by Mr. Oizo used. However, 
while it came in this stoopid yellow Flat Eric Paper Folder, it didnt 
have a booklet, let alone a cover.
This isnt correct, is it? I mean this thing has some form of front 
inlay. So I'm asking: If you have it I would very much appreciate it, if 
you could send me a descent scan of the booklet (Noone I know of has 
this record, so i cant borrow it).
Really I can live without that booklet, but just the completist I am ... :)

Ok, to make this a little more related to music *making*:
On this record there's a very comelling synth sound (that signature Oizo 
sound if you will). NE1 knows how he did that? Is it a special synth, or 
just a special way of processing it? Sometimes it just sounds like a 
303-ish thing with a huge filter atopofit? Ideas?

Well I'm out :)
c.u.
Wildemar
| 13132|13131|2004-06-07 04:53:52|Arnauld Michelizza|Re: [OT] Some Mr. Oizo help?|

> This isnt correct, is it? I mean this thing has some form of front
> inlay. So I'm asking: If you have it I would very much appreciate it, if
> you could send me a descent scan of the booklet (Noone I know of has
> this record, so i cant borrow it).

Can I scan it and sending it you by mail ?

> Ok, to make this a little more related to music *making*:
> On this record there's a very comelling synth sound (that signature Oizo
> sound if you will). NE1 knows how he did that? Is it a special synth, or
> just a special way of processing it? Sometimes it just sounds like a
> 303-ish thing with a huge filter atopofit? Ideas?

http://www.vintagesynth.org/artists/ap_oz.shtml

Arnauld
| 13133|13114|2004-06-07 08:10:10|stereoping|Re: illegal file - problem fixed, i tell you how|
Hi Wildemar,

WW> But as life goes (wrong), it didnt work. Did you verify it with 
more files?

No.

WW> Maybe I just got you wrong? You're talking about copying 
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everything 
WW> before the first occurance of EROT (found the same String in my 
files), 
WW> right?

Right

WW> Or when you say "second line", do you mean second line in your 
editor 
WW> when automatic linebreak is on?

Yes. i use editplus. i could send you a screenshot if you really need 
it.

WW> Or do you mean the exact "physical" 
WW> second line of the file, after the first actual linebreak in the 
file?

???

WW> 
WW> While we'Re on the subject: have we determined yet, if this is an
WW> RS error (bug) or simply the SM card going murphish.

it happened to me with a toshiba 128MB-card which was nearly new.
after it happened i made a 3 minute-sample and saved it to this card
several times to see if there were any write-read-errors but
everything seems ok with the card. never got an error again

greetings

Gregor Zoll

_____________________________
Zoll & Schürmann GbR

Ihr Ansprechpartner für
Internetservice und 3D-Grafik

http://www.zunds.de
| 13134|13134|2004-06-08 10:26:25|alienspacelab|Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
First of all, G'day folks. I'm new here and am thinking about getting
an RS7000 for live use and have a couple of questions.

My plan is to use this box (by itself) in a pattern type mode where I
can change patterns as seemlessly as possible for an hour or two. I'm
a fairly seasoned campaigner with plenty of audio software but have
decided to make the break back to hardware for the live thang. I've
done a LOT of live gigs using a lappy and a controller but I like the
idea of just using a box that will do what I need it to. 

My questions are...

1. When changing patterns with long delays, will the delays from the
previous pattern continue after the pattern change? How about
sustained notes?

2. Can the audio input be mixed with the output while playing
patterns? I hope to plug in a nylon string guitar direct into the
inputs to avoid using a mixer. Will the input effects work - while
playing back patterns?

3. Anyone else doing pro/semi pro gigs with nothing but a RS7000? Can
it be done?

I'm aware there's some kind of glitch/delay problem when changing
pattern styles but I hope to discover work arounds or at least
minimise the problem as much as possible. 

Thanks for any feedback in advance.

Cheers

Craig
| 13135|13134|2004-06-08 16:37:51|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
1. I think the new patterns settings will kick in when the new pattern is loaded. Nothing is left over from the previous pattern. I load my patterns off the card each time I
change over to a new song though. You might have difrent results if load each up first and then switch between them. You also might find that switching patterns live may
not be the best way to go about it, there are other probably better ways to maintain continous sets.
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2. Yep, but I think effects are not applied to inputs. Have to check on that to be sure tho.

3. Done one show with just the RS, only because it was a short notice, less than day to prepare type thing, so I know it can be done. The RS saved the day!

In a message dated 6/8/2004 2:33:40 AM Eastern Daylight Time, alienspacelab@yahoo.com writes:

> 1. When changing patterns with long delays, will the delays from the
> previous pattern continue after the pattern change? How about
> sustained notes?
> 
> 2. Can the audio input be mixed with the output while playing
> patterns? I hope to plug in a nylon string guitar direct into the
> inputs to avoid using a mixer. Will the input effects work - while
> playing back patterns?
> 
> 3. Anyone else doing pro/semi pro gigs with nothing but a 
> RS7000? Can
> it be done?

| 13136|13136|2004-06-08 22:57:42|crvenazvezda91|RS7000 & Virus C - Multi-program changes...|
Hi,

I was wondering if anyone can give me some advice on sending Hex 
data from the RS7000 to enable Multi changes of my Virus C?

I can do single ones via CC for bank and program changes fine; but 
not the multi?

Does anyone do this? and if so could you show me the code required?

I checked the Virus manual and the RS7000 and input the sysex string 
and it looked ok to me.... but no effect on changing the Virus...

Alternativly; any advice on just using multi-single mode instead...

Thanks,
Rusty
| 13137|13137|2004-06-08 23:50:07|Tony Petersen|Cracked screen|
My RS7k has a cracked screen (got stacked at a gig under some 1200's and
the plastic screen came off second best... anyone got any ideas on the
best/cheapest way to repair it? 

cheers, Tony,
| 13138|13134|2004-06-09 01:59:55|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> 1. I think the new patterns settings will kick in when the new pattern is loaded. Nothing is left over from the previous pattern. I load my patterns off the card
each time I change over to a new song though. You might have difrent results if load each up first and then switch between them. You also might find that
switching patterns live may not be the best way to go about it, there are other probably better ways to maintain continous sets.
>

Are alla you guys really just using one pattern per song?
You can have 16 patterns in a STYLE, and as long as you stay within a 
style and dont mess with midi messages to much, all your FX are 
untouched when changing patterns - that is delays will ring on and all.

:)
c.u.
Wildemar
| 13139|13114|2004-06-09 02:12:31|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: illegal file - problem fixed, i tell you how|
stereoping wrote:

> Hi Wildemar,
> 

Hi :)

> WW> Or do you mean the exact "physical" 
> WW> second line of the file, after the first actual linebreak in the 
> file?
> 
> ???
>

In a (text)file, there are several characters that determine where a 
linebreak HAS to occur. Under windows its usually a linebreak character 
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followed by a carriage return (or vice versa, not shure). Under Linux 
(Unix) its simply a linebreak.
Just to clarify what I mean (hope it did ;)). You answered my question 
allright, so no need for a screenshot, thx :).

> WW> 
> WW> While we'Re on the subject: have we determined yet, if this is an
> WW> RS error (bug) or simply the SM card going murphish.
> 
> it happened to me with a toshiba 128MB-card which was nearly new.
> after it happened i made a 3 minute-sample and saved it to this card
> several times to see if there were any write-read-errors but
> everything seems ok with the card. never got an error again
>

That suggests bug, though it happended to me with several files on the 
same (old) card. Gotta check a different one ...

So long (long indeed)
Wildemar
| 13140|13131|2004-06-09 02:18:05|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: [OT] Some Mr. Oizo help?|
Arnauld Michelizza wrote:

> Can I scan it and sending it you by mail ?
> 

That would be so cool. Dont know how big my mailbox is, so just give it 
a go, if it doesnt work, we'll work around it somehow.

>>On this record there's a very comelling synth sound (that signature Oizo
>>sound if you will). NE1 knows how he did that? Is it a special synth, or
> ...
> 
> http://www.vintagesynth.org/artists/ap_oz.shtml
>

Great thx alot. Just what I wanted ;)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 13141|13134|2004-06-09 04:49:00|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
In a message dated 6/9/2004 2:44:44 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
wildemar@freakmail.de writes:

Are alla you guys really just using one pattern per song?

I stick to one pattern, one scene, per song, thats just me, I get confussed 
with more. Use my mutes a lot. Usually no more than 4 measures per loop on 
each pattern too. I do make them complex enough usually so that going beyond 
that I'm not too sure what is going to happen. It works well for me this 
way, sure I could get more out of the RS, something I need to work on more in 
the future.

Zam 8^)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13142|13134|2004-06-09 04:58:36|dopamine|Re: Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
Weird. I use around 15-16 patterns per song. Then track into Sonar and wind 
up with between 50-60 tracks once all the editing and mixing has been done. 
Most of my loops are either 16 or 32 measures. It's strange to hear how 
other people work sometimes....

matt

At 06:48 AM 6/9/2004 -0400, you wrote:

>In a message dated 6/9/2004 2:44:44 AM Mountain Standard Time,
>wildemar@freakmail.de writes:
>
>Are alla you guys really just using one pattern per song?
>
>
>
>I stick to one pattern, one scene, per song, thats just me, I get confussed
>with more. Use my mutes a lot. Usually no more than 4 measures per loop on
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>each pattern too. I do make them complex enough usually so that going 
>beyond
>that I'm not too sure what is going to happen. It works well for me this
>way, sure I could get more out of the RS, something I need to work on 
>more in
>the future.
>
>Zam 8^)
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13143|13137|2004-06-09 06:38:53|Ian Vine|Re: Cracked screen|
You're local Yamaha service centre should be able to supply one. I have ordered several spares here in the uk with no problem and not expensive either

IanV

Tony Petersen <tpetersen@hutchison.com.au> wrote:
My RS7k has a cracked screen (got stacked at a gig under some 1200's and
the plastic screen came off second best... anyone got any ideas on the
best/cheapest way to repair it? 

cheers, Tony,

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Friends. Fun. Try the all-new Yahoo! Messenger

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13144|13144|2004-06-09 07:48:13|jaydarkshades2000|cant loop|
can any one tell me how to properly loop a sample. I sample and 
edit smoothly but when I try to rec. to measures it jumps or skips 
from the last beat of the 4th measure back to the 1st. DO I rec 
more measures than I need or am I recording wrong. I tried to rec. 
up to the 5th measure so it will loop back on 4-4 but it goes to the 
1st measure and erases the 2nd measure all together. I read other 
books and I get the same information I get out of the owners 
manual. Sampling is the only thing that is holding me from moving 
on and I am literally stressing out over it. I can sample little 
phrases and hits to fit my songs but I have problems sampling 2 or 4 
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bars of a song I like and try to loop for continues play. Any tips 
anyone have that can help me out. Thank you
| 13145|13144|2004-06-09 08:20:36|James Kneen|Re: cant loop|
hi Jay,

Have you tried slicing the loop (using the slice job in the sample job 
list)? You need to make sure the sample's editted *perfectly* and you 
specify the correct number of bars within the slice job. You may also need 
to apply a certain amount of trial and error..

Once you've succefullly run the job, the sample will be written to your 
current pattern, and should loop *perfectly*. you'll be able to change the 
tempo independently of pitch and other cool stuff (real time loop remix, 
apply swing etc).

I urge you to get the hang of this process..it's one of the coolest things 
about the RS,

James.

>From: "jaydarkshades2000" <jaquarius@msn.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] cant loop
>Date: Wed, 09 Jun 2004 06:24:03 -0000
>
>can any one tell me how to properly loop a sample. I sample and
>edit smoothly but when I try to rec. to measures it jumps or skips
>from the last beat of the 4th measure back to the 1st. DO I rec
>more measures than I need or am I recording wrong. I tried to rec.
>up to the 5th measure so it will loop back on 4-4 but it goes to the
>1st measure and erases the 2nd measure all together. I read other
>books and I get the same information I get out of the owners
>manual. Sampling is the only thing that is holding me from moving
>on and I am literally stressing out over it. I can sample little
>phrases and hits to fit my songs but I have problems sampling 2 or 4
>bars of a song I like and try to loop for continues play. Any tips
>anyone have that can help me out. Thank you
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
It's fast, it's easy and it's free. Get MSN Messenger today! 
http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger
| 13146|13134|2004-06-09 12:44:29|alienspacelab|Re: Patterns & Styles|
Hi guys. Thanks for the feedback. Just to clarify here...

Am i right in thinking I can have 64 styles (possibly 64 songs) with
16 patterns available to each style? 

Within a style I can swith between any of the 16 patterns without
stopping? I can do this in real time - live, yes?

Once I've finnished playing an idea within that style, I can move on
and switch to a new style without stopping and use another 16 patterns
for that style. Yes? No? 

To put it another way, I should be able to have 64 x 16 different
patterns available to play for as long as I want to, in virtually any
order at my whim, without stopping? Have I got this right?

Cheers

Craig
| 13147|13134|2004-06-09 14:30:46|dopamine|Re: Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
G'day fellow Aussie,

>My questions are...
>
>1. When changing patterns with long delays, will the delays from the
>previous pattern continue after the pattern change? How about
>sustained notes?
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Yes.

>2. Can the audio input be mixed with the output while playing
>patterns? I hope to plug in a nylon string guitar direct into the
>inputs to avoid using a mixer. Will the input effects work - while
>playing back patterns?

Yes and yes, but the master effects are on everything coming out the stereo 
output. You can't route the inputs to separate outs.

>3. Anyone else doing pro/semi pro gigs with nothing but a RS7000? Can
>it be done?

Yes but we use two with a mixer in between.

>I'm aware there's some kind of glitch/delay problem when changing
>pattern styles but I hope to discover work arounds or at least
>minimise the problem as much as possible.

I have done gigs using only one style for the whole gig. It can be done but 
you need to know how to use the machine very well before you can do this.

>Thanks for any feedback in advance.

No worries,
Matt
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>
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> *
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> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13148|13134|2004-06-09 16:30:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: Patterns & Styles|

> Hi guys. Thanks for the feedback. Just to clarify here...
> 
> Am i right in thinking I can have 64 styles (possibly 64 songs) with
> 16 patterns available to each style? 
> 
> Within a style I can swith between any of the 16 patterns without
> stopping? I can do this in real time - live, yes?
> 
> Once I've finnished playing an idea within that style, I can move on
> and switch to a new style without stopping and use another 16 
> patterns
> for that style. Yes? No? 
> 
> To put it another way, I should be able to have 64 x 16 different
> patterns available to play for as long as I want to, in virtually any
> order at my whim, without stopping? Have I got this right?
> 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Craig 

That is correct. You do not need to hit the STOP button to switch from 
one STYLE to the next. It will switch when you turn the F1 knob to 
change the STYLE # (depending on your setting in the UTILITY menu from 
1/16 measure to 1 measure). When you switch from STYLE to STYLE though 
you will get a slight hiccup (drop) in sounds whilst the RS7k loads the 
effects, etc. parameters for the new style. This will be less 
noticeable if the STYLEs are similar in settings, as less data will 
need to change.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13149|13134|2004-06-09 17:43:51|alienspacelab|Re: Patterns & Styles|
Bloody Pearler! That should do the trick. I reckon I can drop the kick
out when changing styles to perhaps disguise the style change glitch.
I'm sure there'll be other work arounds as well. 

I thought two RS7K's could solve a lot of problems too but I'll just
get one for now - easier to carry.

I luv my lappy but I get a sore finger from those stupid IBM/Toshiba
mouse pointer things. 

Anyone here doing gigs/shows/events in Melbourne? Would love to come
and have a squizz.

Thanks again for sharing your knowlege.

Cheers

Craig

I 

> That is correct. You do not need to hit the STOP button to switch from 
> one STYLE to the next. It will switch when you turn the F1 knob to 
> change the STYLE # (depending on your setting in the UTILITY menu from 
> 1/16 measure to 1 measure). When you switch from STYLE to STYLE though 
> you will get a slight hiccup (drop) in sounds whilst the RS7k loads the 
> effects, etc. parameters for the new style. This will be less 
> noticeable if the STYLEs are similar in settings, as less data will 
> need to change.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

| 13150|13134|2004-06-09 22:42:47|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Patterns & Styles|
On Thursday 10 June 2004 00:30, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> This will be less
> noticeable if the STYLEs are similar in settings, as less
> data will need to change.

And there will be NO gap between style jumps if you set that 
switch in Utilties (forgot the name). When enabled, jumping 
styles will not cause the fx (and other) hardware to be 
updated to the settings of the jumped-to style, and hence 
there's no gap. It's useful for one big song with more than 
16 patterns.

I guess the faq mentions this somewhere.

- Robert
| 13151|13134|2004-06-11 13:47:24|Qburn|Re: Patterns & Styles|
HI,
i also try to use the rs live and have similar problem/questions/etc

as for all i know:

> Hi guys. Thanks for the feedback. Just to clarify here...
>
> Am i right in thinking I can have 64 styles (possibly 64 songs) with
> 16 patterns available to each style?

YEP

> Within a style I can swith between any of the 16 patterns without
> stopping? I can do this in real time - live, yes?

YEP, you can switch seamlessly between the patterns (Sections ABCD....).
BUT, there is one one main drawback. switching sections doesnt make the
effectunit per track change.
every *track* of one style can just have one efx-position, independently of
the diferent *sections (!!!)

so if you want the efx to change, you have to change *Styles* (sic!)

BTW, is there a way to go arund this via CC-midi-messages or so ? ? ? ? ?

> Once I've finnished playing an idea within that style, I can move on
> and switch to a new style without stopping and use another 16 patterns
> for that style. Yes? No?

YES & NO
you can change styles without stopping, but when switching styles you will
have a slight delay.
the rs won't play continously then. also a big disadvantage of the gear.

> To put it another way, I should be able to have 64 x 16 different
> patterns available to play for as long as I want to, in virtually any
> order at my whim, without stopping? Have I got this right?

see above,

peace, arv
| 13152|13134|2004-06-12 11:37:11|blazrodic|Re: Patterns & Styles|

> 
> BTW, is there a way to go arund this via CC-midi-messages or 

so ? ? ? ? ?
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> 

You'd have to record the sysex messages that control the effects. I'm 
not sure if the RS records that stuff (like changing reverb level in 
a song) - in the worst case you could take a MIDI cable and make a 
loopback e.g. MIDI OUT A to MIDI IN A just to record the effects 
changes (RS definitely TRANSMITS the fx changes on the midi outs - 
but make sure you have the right settings in the SETUP menu, also 
disable MIDI echo so as not to crash your RS ;).
| 13153|13153|2004-06-14 01:06:48|Wildemar Wildenburger|Rosegarden Help?|
Hey there, howya doin :)

Ok, so I've just recently upgraded to SuSE Linux 9.1 and thought I'd
finally start using Rosegarden, as it looked promising from the start.

So its great and all, but theres one major bummer. With the RS connected
(mapped with de RM1X Studio) whenever I select another track in RG, the
RS changes its current sounds on ALL chanels to what is selected in RG.
I consider myself rather knowledgebale about MIDI, but I dont get it in
this case. RG is obviously set to sending its info on a per chanel basis
(track 1 -> chanel 1, etc.), but it just doesnt work that way (if I mute
track 1 on the RS, all sounds are off ...

What am I missing folks?

Also, if you could tell me how to get audio tracks in Rosegarden i'd be
happy. Thats not really important though, as I've just not taken the
time to browse online tutorials and such; so dont sweat it. The above is
more crucial.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 13154|13153|2004-06-14 02:49:18|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Rosegarden Help?|
I've never used RG, not super familar with midi, but have a couple ideas if 
you've not tried allready.

Maybe check your track properties if you can. See where your source & 
destination are routing to which driver for which gear on that track. It might be 
trying to use a rolland driver instead of a yamaha on that channel or track?

Something else to try is maybe to switch in RG to the midi instrament number 
that RS uses, forceing it to keep that instrament? I always have this 
problem when chaining sequencers. I usually use the RS as my main tho, and remove 
the instrament data so it don't set the other gear to that instrament every 
time I start the song over and I can then change the other gear freely 
without loosing those settings on the other gear. Maybe the same will apply to RG.

Only other thing, if it is really just wacky compared to what it should be 
doing is that maybe you should contact RG support for an update or something to 
fix the bugs.

OT: I've had bugs in my RS, I mean real bugs. Ocasionally, I see little 
specs moving across the underside of the LCD display and I cant squash it.

Hope you figure it out & good luck!

Zam

In a message dated 6/14/2004 1:37:25 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
wildemar@freakmail.de writes:

So its great and all, but theres one major bummer. With the RS connected
(mapped with de RM1X Studio) whenever I select another track in RG, the
RS changes its current sounds on ALL chanels to what is selected in RG.
I consider myself rather knowledgebale about MIDI, but I dont get it in
this case. RG is obviously set to sending its info on a per chanel basis
(track 1 -> chanel 1, etc.), but it just doesnt work that way (if I mute
track 1 on the RS, all sounds are off ...

What am I missing folks?

Also, if you could tell me how to get audio tracks in Rosegarden i'd be
happy. Thats not really important though, as I've just not taken the
time to browse online tutorials and such; so dont sweat it. The above is
more crucial.

c.u.
Wildemar

mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13155|13153|2004-06-14 02:58:37|dopamine|Re: Rosegarden Help?|
One other thing to check could be within RG itself. Although i've never 
even heard of RG before this - I know in Sonar there is an option to 
zero/reset all settings and controllers when transport stops - Sonar has 
this turned on by default and caused me many hours of frustration thinking 
it was my RS playing up. Perhaps RG has a similar setting that could easily 
found with a little help from the manual.

Good luck,
matt

At 04:47 AM 6/14/2004 -0400, you wrote:

>I've never used RG, not super familar with midi, but have a couple ideas if
>you've not tried allready.
>
>Maybe check your track properties if you can. See where your source &
>destination are routing to which driver for which gear on that track. It 
>might be
>trying to use a rolland driver instead of a yamaha on that channel or track?
>
>Something else to try is maybe to switch in RG to the midi instrament number
>that RS uses, forceing it to keep that instrament? I always have this
>problem when chaining sequencers. I usually use the RS as my main tho, 
>and remove
>the instrament data so it don't set the other gear to that instrament every
>time I start the song over and I can then change the other gear freely
>without loosing those settings on the other gear. Maybe the same will 
>apply to RG.
>
>Only other thing, if it is really just wacky compared to what it should be
>doing is that maybe you should contact RG support for an update or 
>something to
>fix the bugs.
>
>OT: I've had bugs in my RS, I mean real bugs. Ocasionally, I see little
>specs moving across the underside of the LCD display and I cant squash it.
>
>Hope you figure it out & good luck!
>
>Zam
>
>In a message dated 6/14/2004 1:37:25 AM Mountain Standard Time,
>wildemar@freakmail.de writes:
>
>So its great and all, but theres one major bummer. With the RS connected
>(mapped with de RM1X Studio) whenever I select another track in RG, the
>RS changes its current sounds on ALL chanels to what is selected in RG.
>I consider myself rather knowledgebale about MIDI, but I dont get it in
>this case. RG is obviously set to sending its info on a per chanel basis
>(track 1 -> chanel 1, etc.), but it just doesnt work that way (if I mute
>track 1 on the RS, all sounds are off ...
>
>What am I missing folks?
>
>Also, if you could tell me how to get audio tracks in Rosegarden i'd be
>happy. Thats not really important though, as I've just not taken the
>time to browse online tutorials and such; so dont sweat it. The above is
>more crucial.
>
>c.u.
>Wildemar
>
>
>
>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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>
>
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>ADVERTISEMENT
>
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>
>
>----------
>Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> * 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13156|13156|2004-06-14 04:51:20|dopamine|looping samples|
Most of you may already know this but I don't think everyone would....

This is regarding samples. I know a lot of users wish they had 
multisampling like an Akai sampler in the RS - well, you don't get exact 
multisampling - and I know Jkurve (I think?) made an excellent post on 
doing multis using the slice n seq job - but this refers to the looping and 
root note embedded in wav files. It's just a simple little way of getting 
convincing synth and bass parts from vintage synthesizers.... with NO 
EFFORT on your behalf...

To cut a long post short - go here - 
<http://www.hollowsun.com>www.hollowsun.com - and get busy downloading 
everything that takes your fancy. Load some wavs into the RS - you will 
notice that the kind guys at HS have edited the samples so they loop 
properly just like on a normal sampler - without glitches or pops - really 
smooth. If you don't go crazy trying to get over 1 or two octaves into your 
sequence you can get quite convincing moog, prophet, juno, jupiter etc etc 
etc synthlines on the RS.

Enjoy, and don't forget to go crazy with the filters and modulation. ;)

Matt

__________________
| 13157|13153|2004-06-14 13:30:10|Latif|Re: Rosegarden Help?|
What is the status of your 'echo-back' setting in the RS sys util?
it shouldbe set to 'off' instead of 'monitor-rec', 
but i think you know that..?

greets
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger 
wrote:

> Hey there, howya doin :)
> 
> Ok, so I've just recently upgraded to SuSE Linux 9.1 and thought I'd
> finally start using Rosegarden, as it looked promising from the 

start.
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> 
> So its great and all, but theres one major bummer. With the RS 

connected

> (mapped with de RM1X Studio) whenever I select another track in RG, 

the

> RS changes its current sounds on ALL chanels to what is selected in 

RG.

> I consider myself rather knowledgebale about MIDI, but I dont get 

it in

> this case. RG is obviously set to sending its info on a per chanel 

basis

> (track 1 -> chanel 1, etc.), but it just doesnt work that way (if I 

mute

> track 1 on the RS, all sounds are off ...
> 
> What am I missing folks?
> 
> Also, if you could tell me how to get audio tracks in Rosegarden 

i'd be

> happy. Thats not really important though, as I've just not taken the
> time to browse online tutorials and such; so dont sweat it. The 

above is

> more crucial.
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar

| 13158|13158|2004-06-14 15:46:58|midinote2004|tascam fw1884|
pleas tell me that there is someone in here thats using the 
fw1884 .. and if so can you please tell me what are you setting in 
the rs to make it play when you record.... its been three days now.. 
im using sonar.. fyi

please help
| 13159|13153|2004-06-15 00:35:01|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Rosegarden Help?|
Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> 
> Maybe check your track properties if you can. See where your source & 
> destination are routing to which driver for which gear on that track. It might be 
> trying to use a rolland driver instead of a yamaha on that channel or track?
> 

Well, its not a driver issue really, its just plain MIDI. But if you're 
talking about patchmaps or so: thats what I meant by "RM1X Studio", 
thats sort of the term for the same thing in Rosagarden. The RM1x has 
pretty much the same voice layout; worked well eough for me.

> Something else to try is maybe to switch in RG to the midi instrament number 
> that RS uses, forceing it to keep that instrament? I always have this
> problem when chaining sequencers. I usually use the RS as my main tho, and remove 
> the instrament data so it don't set the other gear to that instrament every 
> time I start the song over and I can then change the other gear freely 
> without loosing those settings on the other gear. Maybe the same will apply to RG.
> 

Well, the RS is completely blank when its connected to RG; merely a 
sound module without any settings changed.

> Only other thing, if it is really just wacky compared to what it should be 
> doing is that maybe you should contact RG support for an update or something to 
> fix the bugs.
> 

mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com


Yep, lets hope not. :)

> OT: I've had bugs in my RS, I mean real bugs. Ocasionally, I see little 
> specs moving across the underside of the LCD display and I cant squash it.
> 

Heard about that; think it had sumpn to do with the newest OS update. 
You use that maybe?

> Hope you figure it out & good luck!
> 

Same here :)

Wildemar
| 13160|13153|2004-06-15 00:36:25|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Rosegarden Help?|
No, it doesnt have anything to do with transport or so; the prob is 
consistent when playing or stopping.

Thx, still :)
Wildemar

dopamine wrote:

> One other thing to check could be within RG itself. Although i've never 
> even heard of RG before this - I know in Sonar there is an option to 
> zero/reset all settings and controllers when transport stops - Sonar has 
> this turned on by default and caused me many hours of frustration thinking 
> it was my RS playing up. Perhaps RG has a similar setting that could easily 
> found with a little help from the manual.
> 
> Good luck,
> matt

| 13161|13153|2004-06-15 00:39:00|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Rosegarden Help?|
Latif wrote:

> What is the status of your 'echo-back' setting in the RS sys util?
> it shouldbe set to 'off' instead of 'monitor-rec', 
> but i think you know that..?
> 
> greets
> Latif

OOOPS! How dumb; thats just simple enough to work, dangit! :)

I'll look into that today; if that solves the prob, I wont admit it ... ;)

Still makes me wonder why it all sems to be played back on chanel one 
all the time ... maybe I STILL havnt gotten my head around "Echo Back".

Life is cruel ...
c.u.
Wildemar
| 13162|13156|2004-06-15 02:12:35|Christian Wiesner|Re: looping samples|

> To cut a long post short - go here -
> <http://www.hollowsun.com>www.hollowsun.com - and get busy
> downloading everything that takes your fancy.

Akai is a friendly company. They made some really good samplesets for their funny blue machine with no smart media at all. You can find it at 

http://www.akaipro.com/int/mpc1k/arc_kotw.html

It's in wav-format so it fits nicely into the happy RAM of our beloved RS.

Christian
| 13163|13163|2004-06-15 04:48:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Industrial Song|
I know this is mostly a help forum for RS users, but I was working on a song 
tonight on the RS. Thought it came out fairly well. Your welcome to listen.

_http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/DareAmp.mp3_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/DareAmp.mp3) 

Someone had wrote me and mentioned how they use a lot of patterns or scenes 
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to make one song, this one was done in my usual fashion, which is only one 
pattern one scene (mutes galore, and cant live without beat streach), I even 
left one channel completly open for more, channel 16 is open for some vocals or 
samps to add later. I did add some KP2 FX here and there, other than that 
it is all RS recorded on a crap M-Audio USB into CoolEdit Pro (loose some 
stereo seperation still? cant figure that one out yet sense upgrade from a 
SBExtagy USB, maybe the CEP MP3 encode settings or my lovely 2 year old Compaq 
Laptop?) Anyway, I liked it, hope you enjoy too!

Zam
_dbeam505@aol.com_ (mailto:dbeam505@aol.com) 

P.S. If intrested in mixing any, let me know so I don't spam one my favorite 
forum 8^)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13164|13163|2004-06-15 06:29:28|dopamine|Re: Industrial Song|
Hey Zam,

Just had a listen. It's an interesting track - plenty of nice ideas.

I'm assuming you're accepting comments? .....

My main gripe with this would be the drums sound so typically RS. Just the 
same as when you first switch the box on for the first time. Mixwise it's a 
bit of a mess, all the drums need compression and EQ.

Why do you only use one pattern? I can't really understand that.....unless 
you plan on using each pattern for a liveset? But then you can't mix from 
one pattern to another anyway? Please explain why you limit yourself.

Anyway, nice one dude....

matt

At 06:46 AM 6/15/2004 -0400, you wrote:

>I know this is mostly a help forum for RS users, but I was working on a song
>tonight on the RS. Thought it came out fairly well. Your welcome to listen.
>
>_<http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/DareAmp.mp3_>http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/DareAmp.mp3_ 
>
>(http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/DareAmp.mp3)
>
>Someone had wrote me and mentioned how they use a lot of patterns or scenes
>to make one song, this one was done in my usual fashion, which is only one
>pattern one scene (mutes galore, and cant live without beat streach), I even
>left one channel completly open for more, channel 16 is open for some 
>vocals or
>samps to add later. I did add some KP2 FX here and there, other than that
>it is all RS recorded on a crap M-Audio USB into CoolEdit Pro (loose some
>stereo seperation still? cant figure that one out yet sense upgrade from a
>SBExtagy USB, maybe the CEP MP3 encode settings or my lovely 2 year old 
>Compaq
>Laptop?) Anyway, I liked it, hope you enjoy too!
>
>Zam
>_dbeam505@aol.com_ (mailto:dbeam505@aol.com)
>
>P.S. If intrested in mixing any, let me know so I don't spam one my favorite
>forum 8^)
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
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>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>----------
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13165|13156|2004-06-15 15:52:04|peter sedin|CC# control change list somewere?|
its not in the manual..
peace
peter

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Address AutoComplete - You start. We finish.
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13166|13156|2004-06-16 01:17:50|a_lepusa|Re: CC# control change list somewere?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:

> its not in the manual..
> peace
> peter
> 
> 
> 

from motifator.com, BadMister

The remaining Control Change numbers will vary - some have a defined 
purpose some do not. For example, cc004 is Foot Controller - it does 
not control any specific thing but can be used in the receiving 
device to change something. Typically in a programmable synthesizer 
keyboard you would be able to assign parameters within the synth to a 
cc # and assign a physical device in this case a FOOT CONTROLLER. If 
you were to assign maybe Filter Cutoff to cc004, and assign a Pedal 
jack to cc004 then you would have a wah-wah pedal. If you assigned 
AEG RELEASE to cc004, then the pedal set to send cc004 would change 
the key-off time. If you are using the RS to control external synth 
modules you could assign a parameter in that synth to respond to this 
cc # and when you turned the RS knob set to send this it would 
control it. 

002 - breath controller 
003 undefined number 
004 Foot control 
005 Portamento Time 
006 Data entry MSB 
007 Main Volume 
008 used to be Balance (I don't know if that is used anymore) 
009 like most of the numbers is undefined. Which means what you do 
with it is up to you. the key here is you must set a physical device 
to send this *and* a parameter to respond to it. 
010 pan 
011 expression 
012-015 also undefined numbers 
016-019 are called the General Purpose Controllers 1-4 (these are 
used often within synthesizers as all purpose controllers. Like in 
the Motif/S90 the Assignable Control Functions (ASA, ASB, AS1 and 
AS2) use these four numbers. cc16&17 are used *per* Voice to control 
definable parameters and 18&19 are *global* for all Voices and 
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Performances. 
020-030 undefined numbers 
031 resently has been defined as Sustain portion of the AEG 
(amplitude envelope generator) for GM level 2 
032-063 LSB for cc0-31 
064 Sustain (Hold 1) 
065 Portamento ON/OFF 
066 Sostenuto pedal 
067 Soft pedal 
068 undefined 
069 Hold 2 
070 undefined 
071 resonance (harmonic content) 
072 release time 
073 attack 
074 Cutoff frequency (brightness) 
075 Yamah uses this for DECAY portion of the AEG 
076-079 undefined 
080-083 General Purpose Controllers 5-8 
084-090 undefined 
091 Effect Depth (Reverb) 
092 Effect Depth (???) not sure of this one 
093 Effect depth (Chorus) 
094 Effect depth (Variation) 
095 Effect depth (?) 
096 data increment 
097 data decrement 
098 non-registered parameter number LSB (NRPN) 
099 non-registered parameter number MSB (NRPN) 
100 registered parameter number LSB 
101 registered parameter number MSB 
102-120 undefined 
121-127 reserved for channel mode messages (resets, all notes off, 
mono mode, poly mode, etc.) 

when you scroll through the RS7000's KNOB ASSIGN page (press SETUP 
x4) you will see that it uses many of the undefined and General 
Purpose numbers to accomplish the various parameter change control. 

cool?
| 13167|13156|2004-06-16 02:09:33|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: CC# control change list somewere?|
Respect! You typed that whole list just for a mailinglist post? Thats 
compation for ya :)

c.u.
Wildemar

a_lepusa wrote:

> 002 - breath controller 
> 003 undefined number 
> 004 Foot control 
> 005 Portamento Time 
> 006 Data entry MSB 
> 007 Main Volume 
> 008 used to be Balance (I don't know if that is used anymore) 
> 009 like most of the numbers is undefined. Which means what you do 
> with it is up to you. the key here is you must set a physical device 
> to send this *and* a parameter to respond to it. 
> 010 pan 
> 011 expression 
> 012-015 also undefined numbers 
> 016-019 are called the General Purpose Controllers 1-4 (these are 
> used often within synthesizers as all purpose controllers. Like in 
> the Motif/S90 the Assignable Control Functions (ASA, ASB, AS1 and 
> AS2) use these four numbers. cc16&17 are used *per* Voice to control 
> definable parameters and 18&19 are *global* for all Voices and 
> Performances. 
> 020-030 undefined numbers 
> 031 resently has been defined as Sustain portion of the AEG 
> (amplitude envelope generator) for GM level 2 
> 032-063 LSB for cc0-31 
> 064 Sustain (Hold 1) 
> 065 Portamento ON/OFF 
> 066 Sostenuto pedal 
> 067 Soft pedal 
> 068 undefined 
> 069 Hold 2 
> 070 undefined 
> 071 resonance (harmonic content) 



> 072 release time 
> 073 attack 
> 074 Cutoff frequency (brightness) 
> 075 Yamah uses this for DECAY portion of the AEG 
> 076-079 undefined 
> 080-083 General Purpose Controllers 5-8 
> 084-090 undefined 
> 091 Effect Depth (Reverb) 
> 092 Effect Depth (???) not sure of this one 
> 093 Effect depth (Chorus) 
> 094 Effect depth (Variation) 
> 095 Effect depth (?) 
> 096 data increment 
> 097 data decrement 
> 098 non-registered parameter number LSB (NRPN) 
> 099 non-registered parameter number MSB (NRPN) 
> 100 registered parameter number LSB 
> 101 registered parameter number MSB 
> 102-120 undefined 
> 121-127 reserved for channel mode messages (resets, all notes off, 
> mono mode, poly mode, etc.)

| 13168|13156|2004-06-16 05:12:54|a_lepusa|Re: CC# control change list somewere?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger 
wrote:

> Respect! You typed that whole list just for a mailinglist post? 

Thats 

> compation for ya :)
> 
> c.u.
> Wildemar

no no, read, just read ;o)) [wer lesen kann, is klar im vorteil, hehe]

i wrote:

from motifator.com posted by BadMister
but thank you for the props...
| 13169|13169|2004-06-16 07:38:33|angeksee|Problems with program change|
I´m using the rs with a Roland octapad and when i change the patch in 
the octapad, the rs changes the program sound too. 

I´ve tried unchecking the box in utility that show "program change" 
but it continues happening. 

and i´ve investigate in the octapad the option to don´t send midi 
program changes but i couldn´t find nothing.
| 13170|13170|2004-06-16 08:11:13|Léo|Program|
Hy my friends !!! i'm starting with my RS, and i don't know what's the best program to create my musics on the computer, i have the wav files exported here....what is the
program that you guys like so much ? Thanks for everything !!

Leo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13171|13156|2004-06-16 08:31:31|peter sedin|Re: CC# control change list somewere?|
danke shein!
musho grasias!
peter stockholm

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Address AutoComplete - You start. We finish.
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13172|13170|2004-06-16 09:01:05|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: Program|
If you wanna mess around with wav files, loops etc, try ableton live...

www.ableton.com <http://www.ableton.com/> 

good luck!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
http://www.ableton.com/


_____ 

From: Léo [mailto:leonardobf@terra.com.br] 
Sent: 16 June 2004 15:09
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Program

Hy my friends !!! i'm starting with my RS, and i don't know what's the best
program to create my musics on the computer, i have the wav files exported
here....what is the program that you guys like so much ? Thanks for
everything !!

Leo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13173|13156|2004-06-16 09:42:30|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: CC# control change list somewere?|
"Wer schreiben kann ..." :
Thats "compassion" of course :-\

And yes, I didnt read the whole post. May I now redirect my dearest 
compliments to Mr. BadMister of motifator.com, for his >compassion< to 
write all this; meanwhile reformulating my compliments to you in saying 
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"pretty damn cool of you to dig it up".

:)

k, c u l8tR, lEg8tR
Wildemar

a_lepusa wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger 
> wrote:
> 
>>Respect! You typed that whole list just for a mailinglist post? 
> 
> Thats 
> 
>>compation for ya :)
>>
>>c.u.
>>Wildemar
> 
> 
> no no, read, just read ;o)) [wer lesen kann, is klar im vorteil, hehe]
> 
> i wrote:
> 
> from motifator.com posted by BadMister
> but thank you for the props...

| 13174|13170|2004-06-16 09:48:57|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Program|
If you just want to edit files (not really be musically active I mean), 
maybe try Audacity (audacity.sourceforge.net); really stepped up with v1.2

bye
Wildemar

Léo wrote:

> Hy my friends !!! i'm starting with my RS, and i don't know what's the best program to create my musics on the computer, i have the wav files exported
here....what is the program that you guys like so much ? Thanks for everything !!
> 
> Leo
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13175|13156|2004-06-16 12:05:04|peter sedin|Re: CC# control change list somewere?|
it would be cool to be able to control the
sample-start-point with CC#..but cant see that as a
option..so what does this mean?

009 like most of the numbers is undefined. Which means
what you do 

> with it is up to you. the key here is you must set a

physical device 

> to send this *and* a parameter to respond to it. 

like the fact that the osc:s can be synced:)
peace
peter

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses.
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13176|13176|2004-06-16 21:17:43|alienspacelab|OK, I'm in|
Hi gang. Picked up my RS7k today so, I've joined the fold.

In my quest for the cheapest deal on earth, I've managed to source a
few units new & second hand for under $2000Aust if anyone's
interested? One really nice fella in Melbourne has one for sale with
64Mb RAM, 2 x 64Mb smart cards + usb reader for around $1800. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail


Cheers

Craig
| 13177|13176|2004-06-16 21:32:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: OK, I'm in|

> Hi gang. Picked up my RS7k today so, I've joined the fold.
> 
> In my quest for the cheapest deal on earth, I've managed to source a
> few units new & second hand for under $2000Aust if anyone's
> interested? One really nice fella in Melbourne has one for sale with
> 64Mb RAM, 2 x 64Mb smart cards + usb reader for around $1800. 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Craig

Welcome to the list Craig! FWIW, Australia must have the weakest $ 
value on earth from what I've seen from online prices. That must suck. 
In the US, the RS7k was $1400 brand new when first released 3 years 
ago, and you can get them new now for just under $1000. Used, probably 
half that price. But thanks for the info. Other potential Australia/
New Zealand/South Sea purchasers can make use of that.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13178|13178|2004-06-18 13:30:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Chaining & Converting Multiple Pattern Scenes|
Anyone have a sledge hammer?

Ok, I've been attempting to broaden my RS skills by Chaining seperate Scenes 
then Converting them to song.

I'm sure most of you are familiar with the hickups and stuff when Chaining 
these things. I expected that and delt with it to some degree. Even though 
results of working like that are not the best, instrament settings still change 
and I figure thats hard for it to keep up with those switches, so thats 
understandable. However, I decided to convert the Chain into Song. Now I have 
some major problems. Pretty sure this has been mentioned before here or in 
the manual, so forgive me if this is a rehash; all the flipping channels set 
themselfs to the last pattern in the chain's settings, but it keeps all the 
same sequences from the first pattern on some channels. Some channels did 
change up like the drums, but not sure what else did, some did some didnt it seems 
like.

I really wanted to be able to edit in some longer control changes by 
converting it to a song and remove some extra notes that cant be done in Chain Mode. 
I'm finding this as an exellent reason to stick to the way I've been doing 
it. One pattern and one section has always converted well to Song mode for 
me to do more editing.

I'm open to sugestions for this, please, RS solutions only if you got them. 
I'm hopeing I just overlooked or not foreseeing another process of making 
more complex songs sound good on the RS.

Thanks,

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13179|13179|2004-06-18 13:57:56|ask|Loving my RS7000|
I just got my RS7000 today. After losing several E-Bay auctions that
when for over $600.00USD, I found a very nice gentleman on SonicState
classifieds selling one for $650.00USD. Since I was short money we
settled on a price of $620.00USD including shipping. I didnt get the
CD Rom or 8M memory card, and the memory card protector is missing but
other than that the unit is in EXCELANT shape.

Being that I already own an RM1x I was quickly on my way without a
glance at the manual. Since the OS was 1.20 I was instantly into GRID
mode to try out the famed GRID record w/o muting. I love it! This is
my prefered way of doing live stuff since I can edit and mute seperate
tracks. And with the effects for each track it's almost like having an
808 and a 303.

I dont see my RM1x getting much use in the near future. I still need
to pick up an SM card, Im hopping I can get one cheap at staples or

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
mailto:su700fan@yahoo.com
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm


somethign where I can return it if it's not compatable.

I also notice in Europe they have a nice Soft Carry case you can get
for the RS7k, does anyone know where to get one inside the United
States, and how much they cost? What about the AEIB2 board, google
turned up very little, and I could have sworn that either
MusicinasFriend or Sweetwater would have had them but searches there
turned up nothing either.
| 13180|13156|2004-06-18 13:58:16|peter sedin|potential buyer..small Q thanx!|
ive read only good things about this baby and are
about to buy one..sick of programming rythhmics with
computer.
Q1: can diffrent velocity be alterd on each step?and
other parameters.. with step recording or something..

Q2: is there a internal scuz to buy somewere?

peace
peter
ps
i had a a-5000..bought it when it came, an what i
really miss with that ones is the effects and the
filters..
guess i get them again right?:)

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Take Yahoo! Mail with you! Get it on your mobile phone.
http://mobile.yahoo.com/maildemo
| 13181|13179|2004-06-18 14:00:42|wasted/su700fan|Re: Loving my RS7000|

> I just got my RS7000 today. After losing several E-Bay auctions that
> when for over $600.00USD, I found a very nice gentleman on SonicState
> classifieds selling one for $650.00USD. Since I was short money we
> settled on a price of $620.00USD including shipping. I didnt get the
> CD Rom or 8M memory card, and the memory card protector is missing 
> but
> other than that the unit is in EXCELANT shape.
> 
> Being that I already own an RM1x I was quickly on my way without a
> glance at the manual. Since the OS was 1.20 I was instantly into GRID
> mode to try out the famed GRID record w/o muting. I love it! This is
> my prefered way of doing live stuff since I can edit and mute 
> seperate
> tracks. And with the effects for each track it's almost like having 
> an
> 808 and a 303.
> 
> I dont see my RM1x getting much use in the near future. I still need
> to pick up an SM card, Im hopping I can get one cheap at staples or
> somethign where I can return it if it's not compatable.
> 
> I also notice in Europe they have a nice Soft Carry case you can get
> for the RS7k, does anyone know where to get one inside the United
> States, and how much they cost? What about the AEIB2 board, google
> turned up very little, and I could have sworn that either
> MusicinasFriend or Sweetwater would have had them but searches there
> turned up nothing either.

Welcome to the group and congrats on your purchase. Regarding the I/O 
board, try searches under AIEB2, not AEIB2. Try zzzounds.com, 
8thstreetmusic.com, novamusik.com, etc.
| 13182|13156|2004-06-18 14:02:39|wasted/su700fan|Re: potential buyer..small Q thanx!|

> ive read only good things about this baby and are
> about to buy one..sick of programming rythhmics with
> computer.
> Q1: can diffrent velocity be alterd on each step?and
> other parameters.. with step recording or something..

Yep

> Q2: is there a internal scuz to buy somewere?

Nope, SCSI is just for external devices (external SCSI CDROMs, HD, 
ZIPs, MO)

http://mobile.yahoo.com/maildemo


> peace
> peter
> ps
> i had a a-5000..bought it when it came, an what i
> really miss with that ones is the effects and the
> filters..
> guess i get them again right?:)

You get 100 FX that are comparable to the A4k/5k samplers (same family 
line). Also, version 1.20 of the operating system for the RS7k has 
added extra filter models.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13183|13183|2004-06-18 22:32:57|eq127|simple phrase edit question|
hey just wondering if anyone could quickly help me out - suppose i 
have a phrase that i like in a 1 measure pattern and i want to copy 
it into a phrase thats 2, 4 or 8 measures long and have it play its' 
contents right at the beginning of the new phrase?

or append empty measures onto the back of the phrase?... which is 
pretty much doing the same thing but the other way around

much appreciated!

eq
| 13184|13183|2004-06-18 22:44:13|dopamine|Re: simple phrase edit question|
You could create a phrase with say, one muted note (zero velocity) and 
append that onto the phrase - or just go into EDIT and delete events manually.

Matt

At 04:32 AM 6/19/2004 +0000, you wrote:

>hey just wondering if anyone could quickly help me out - suppose i
>have a phrase that i like in a 1 measure pattern and i want to copy
>it into a phrase thats 2, 4 or 8 measures long and have it play its'
>contents right at the beginning of the new phrase?
>
>or append empty measures onto the back of the phrase?... which is
>pretty much doing the same thing but the other way around
>
>much appreciated!
>
>eq
>
>
>
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> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13185|13179|2004-06-19 08:20:10|pascal brunet|Re: Loving my RS7000|
ask <iceberg@techropolis.com> wrote:
I just got my RS7000 today. After losing several E-Bay auctions that
when for over $600.00USD, I found a very nice gentleman on SonicState
classifieds selling one for $650.00USD. Since I was short money we
settled on a price of $620.00USD including shipping. I didnt get the
CD Rom or 8M memory card, and the memory card protector is missing but
other than that the unit is in EXCELANT shape.

Being that I already own an RM1x I was quickly on my way without a
glance at the manual. Since the OS was 1.20 I was instantly into GRID
mode to try out the famed GRID record w/o muting. I love it! This is
my prefered way of doing live stuff since I can edit and mute seperate
tracks. And with the effects for each track it's almost like having an
808 and a 303.

I dont see my RM1x getting much use in the near future. I still need
to pick up an SM card, Im hopping I can get one cheap at staples or
somethign where I can return it if it's not compatable.

I also notice in Europe they have a nice Soft Carry case you can get
for the RS7k, does anyone know where to get one inside the United
States, and how much they cost? What about the AEIB2 board, google
turned up very little, and I could have sworn that either
MusicinasFriend or Sweetwater would have had them but searches there
turned up nothing either.

Hi ,you are talking about using effect for each track,it sounds very interresting.Could you explain how to do that?I thought you could only use effect for the all pattern or
the all song.

Thank you for replying

Pascal

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
New and Improved Yahoo! Mail - 100MB free storage!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13186|13156|2004-06-19 10:26:40|Léo|Re: potential buyer..small Q thanx!|
Hi guys, i can not find the cable scsi to buy, someone there knows some web site shop on line ? i'm from Brazil and need to ship around the world....thanx ! 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: peter sedin 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2004 11:03 AM
Subject: [RS7000] potential buyer..small Q thanx!

ive read only good things about this baby and are
about to buy one..sick of programming rythhmics with
computer.
Q1: can diffrent velocity be alterd on each step?and
other parameters.. with step recording or something..

Q2: is there a internal scuz to buy somewere?

peace
peter
ps
i had a a-5000..bought it when it came, an what i
really miss with that ones is the effects and the
filters..
guess i get them again right?:)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13187|13179|2004-06-19 10:26:43|alienspacelab|Re: Loving my RS7000 - Me Too!|
After being the proud owner of a RS7000 for almost 48hrs now, I really
need to tell someone that this box is the shit! I luv it. I've already
programmed some of my best house & latin/lounge grooves and I'm mid
way through programming my first ever jazz/ambient/drum & bass thing -
I've NEVER programmed drum & bass before!! I'm wrapped! 

I'm still going to need a computer for serious vocal treatments and
general weird and whacked out sounds but as a stand alone box, what a
box. Those two little velocity pads have made ALL the difference to my
drum programming, way better than keys (and latency issues). 

The onboard sounds aren't exactly inspiring but they are handy and
useable none the less, especially after envelope, lfo and filter
manipulation - they become your own.

As a general rule (there are plenty of exceptions), the drums don't
quite cut it for me. For the latin/jazz/electro stuff I like, I prefer
drums to have a nice, natural room ambience to them. I bought the
"Brush Artistry" sample cd and just use the single hits provided. I
managed to import 3 X kicks, 4 x snares, 1 x rimshot, 3 x rides on
2.5Mb. The kicks & snares the same instrument but sampled at differnt
velocities. While the ride has three variations of the same cymbal. I
am very VERY happy with my drums now. If latin/jazz/lounge is your
thing, I can whole heartedly reccomend that Brush Artistry sample cd.
There's not a lot of diversity in the loops but I don't like to use
loops and the quality of the stereo, natural room sounding single hits
is top notch. For me, Brush Artistry rules. Killer sound. Pity I'm
only using 2.5Mb out of 700Mbs worth of drums - Ha! I'll be using more
later me thinks.

If your new to importing samples and want to use the same samples in
different patterns, make sure you import them into the "common sample"
location. This really caught me out at first. I know this is old news
for you seasoned campaigners but I thought I'd mention it for us
newbies. I found the faq's explaination a little confusing but if you
go to www.sospubs.co.uk, search for RS7000, there's a full review with
an explaination of how to make your samples "common samples". SOS
explains it better than what I would.

Also, great ideas like midi delay and play effects are as good as
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extra fx processors (assuming your not using all of your polyphony).

This thing really forces me to think about every single event in a
groove. Some programming chores can be quite repetative & laborious
when compared to a computers interface but then some other functions
are really quick. I think it might be possible to work just as quick
on the RS7K as I do on a computer? Time will tell. 

I better stop there. I just needed to vent my joy. I got my musical
mojo back. Yeah baby, gurrrooovy.

Now, back to my jazz-ambient-drum&bass thing. 

Craig

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ask" wrote:
> I just got my RS7000 today. After losing several E-Bay auctions that
> when for over $600.00USD, I found a very nice gentleman on SonicState
> classifieds selling one for $650.00USD. Since I was short money we
> settled on a price of $620.00USD including shipping. I didnt get the
> CD Rom or 8M memory card, and the memory card protector is missing but
> other than that the unit is in EXCELANT shape.
> 
> Being that I already own an RM1x I was quickly on my way without a
> glance at the manual. Since the OS was 1.20 I was instantly into GRID
> mode to try out the famed GRID record w/o muting. I love it! This is
> my prefered way of doing live stuff since I can edit and mute seperate
> tracks. And with the effects for each track it's almost like having an
> 808 and a 303.
> 
> I dont see my RM1x getting much use in the near future. I still need
> to pick up an SM card, Im hopping I can get one cheap at staples or
> somethign where I can return it if it's not compatable.
> 
> I also notice in Europe they have a nice Soft Carry case you can get
> for the RS7k, does anyone know where to get one inside the United
> States, and how much they cost? What about the AEIB2 board, google
> turned up very little, and I could have sworn that either
> MusicinasFriend or Sweetwater would have had them but searches there
> turned up nothing either.

| 13188|13188|2004-06-19 10:27:28|ask|Prob with ext HD|
I have a compaq HD in an ext case (model C2490A). It works fine with
my EMU E5000 Ultra and is currently formated for it. It's set to ID 0
and the RS7000 is set to ID6. There is no way to change the ID on the
HD as I have no jumpers that small. Anyway the RS7000 sees the HD but
when I try to fromat it it says the card/drive is not ready.I tried
all 3 types of format. All give the same response.

Am I doing something wrong? The docs in the manual are a bit vauge
for setting up a scsi hard drive.
| 13189|13179|2004-06-19 10:35:03|Christopher Layne|Re: Loving my RS7000 - Me Too!|

> is top notch. For me, Brush Artistry rules. Killer sound. Pity I'm
> only using 2.5Mb out of 700Mbs worth of drums - Ha! I'll be using more
> later me thinks.

I'll check it out.

> This thing really forces me to think about every single event in a
> groove. Some programming chores can be quite repetative & laborious
> when compared to a computers interface but then some other functions
> are really quick. I think it might be possible to work just as quick
> on the RS7K as I do on a computer? Time will tell. 
> 
> I better stop there. I just needed to vent my joy. I got my musical
> mojo back. Yeah baby, gurrrooovy.

The key difference is that with the rs7000 you will get to a point where you will NOT be thinking how something should sound, how a song should be layed out, or what
the piano roll looks like. By removing the visual aspect (computer) you force a limitation - but this limitation is the KEY to good work. * It is KEY *.

-cl
| 13190|13188|2004-06-19 10:36:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: Prob with ext HD|

> I have a compaq HD in an ext case (model C2490A). It works fine with
> my EMU E5000 Ultra and is currently formated for it. It's set to ID 0
> and the RS7000 is set to ID6. There is no way to change the ID on the
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> HD as I have no jumpers that small. Anyway the RS7000 sees the HD but
> when I try to fromat it it says the card/drive is not ready.I tried
> all 3 types of format. All give the same response.
> 
> Am I doing something wrong? The docs in the manual are a bit vauge
> for setting up a scsi hard drive.

Go into LOAD/SCSI SETUP screen. Check to make sure the RS7k's SCSI ID 
and the HD's ID are not the same. The RS7k's SCSI ID usually defaults 
to 6 IIRC, so that's probably your problem since you can't change the 
jumpers on the HD. Change the RS7k's SCSI ID on that screen to another 
number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7), and on that screen set your external SCSI ID 
to 6 so that it matches your jumper on the HD. You'll probably need to 
restart the RS7k & HD for it to recognize, then you should be able to 
format it from the RS7k's SAVE/FORMAT menu page.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13191|13179|2004-06-19 10:43:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: Loving my RS7000 - Me Too!|
:D

Glad you're having a great time with it. I'm a hardware-type myself, 
so I can understand your feelings (I only use the PC for final 
recording of the stereo .wav output to convert to MP3). Thanks for the 
sample CD recommendation for the drum sounds.

> I better stop there. I just needed to vent my joy. I got my musical
> mojo back. Yeah baby, gurrrooovy.
> 
> Now, back to my jazz-ambient-drum&bass thing. 

Make sure you let us know if you put this online so we can have a 
listen ok!

> Craig

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13192|13179|2004-06-19 10:43:13|ask|Re: Loving my RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:

> 
> Welcome to the group and congrats on your purchase. Regarding the I/O 
> board, try searches under AIEB2, not AEIB2. Try zzzounds.com, 
> 8thstreetmusic.com, novamusik.com, etc.

Thanks, I found it on sweetwater's site that way. I cant wuite afford
it just yet after buying the RS7k itself, but since Sweetwater is
driving distance, it's nice to know they have it. Now I just need some
sort of case since I plan to use it for live shows a lot. Any
inexpensive suggestions are Very welcome.
| 13193|13179|2004-06-19 11:00:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Loving my RS7000 - Me Too!|
On Saturday 19 June 2004 01:26, alienspacelab wrote:

> The onboard sounds aren't exactly inspiring but they are
> handy and useable none the less, especially after
> envelope, lfo and filter manipulation - they become your
> own.

Don't underestimate the internal sounds. Like you said, with 
a bit of treatment you can get really good sounds out of 
it, with a surprising high quality as well. But you *have* 
to tweak them to get there, yes.

- Robert
| 13194|13188|2004-06-19 11:01:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Prob with ext HD|
On Saturday 19 June 2004 18:36, wasted/su700fan wrote:
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> > Am I doing something wrong?  The docs in the manual are
> > a bit vauge for setting up a scsi hard drive.

Apart from wasted/su700fan's remarks, you may also want to 
check if the HD is correctly terminated.

- Robert
| 13195|13179|2004-06-19 11:09:10|Christopher Layne|Re: Loving my RS7000 - Me Too!|
Some of them are also great for learning from.

-cl

On Sat, Jun 19, 2004 at 06:59:57PM +0200, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Saturday 19 June 2004 01:26, alienspacelab wrote:
> > The onboard sounds aren't exactly inspiring but they are
> > handy and useable none the less, especially after
> > envelope, lfo and filter manipulation - they become your
> > own.
> 
> Don't underestimate the internal sounds. Like you said, with 
> a bit of treatment you can get really good sounds out of 
> it, with a surprising high quality as well. But you *have* 
> to tweak them to get there, yes.

| 13196|13179|2004-06-20 11:06:45|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Loving my RS7000|
There is only one effect (Effect Send) assignable at various rates to 
individual tracks on the RS, or a master Effect to all tracks at same rate. Dude 
maybe a bit confussed, still excited perhaps about his/her purchase. 8^)

Zam

P.S. Good luck finding a bag, search pasts posts in RS forum, there was a 
thread on it a while back and Happy RSing!

In a message dated 6/19/2004 8:50:10 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
pascalibra@yahoo.com writes:

Hi ,you are talking about using effect for each track,it sounds very 
interresting.Could you explain how to do that?I thought you could only use effect 
for the all pattern or the all song.

Thank you for replying

Pascal

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13197|13179|2004-06-20 19:19:33|ask|Re: Loving my RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> 
> There is only one effect (Effect Send) assignable at various rates to 
> individual tracks on the RS, or a master Effect to all tracks at

same rate. Dude 

> maybe a bit confussed, still excited perhaps about his/her 

purchase. 8^)

> 
> Zam
> 
> P.S. Good luck finding a bag, search pasts posts in RS forum, there

was a 

> thread on it a while back and Happy RSing!
> 
> In a message dated 6/19/2004 8:50:10 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> pascalibra@y... writes:
> 
> Hi ,you are talking about using effect for each track,it sounds very 
> interresting.Could you explain how to do that?I thought you could

only use effect 
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> for the all pattern or the all song.
> 
> Thank you for replying
> 
> Pascal
> 

Bad wording on my part, it's the voice that I am tweaking with the
filter, envelope, and delay and reverb on a per track basis, or at
least it seems to be a per track basis.
| 13198|13188|2004-06-20 19:19:34|ask|Re: Prob with ext HD|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:

> 
> Go into LOAD/SCSI SETUP screen. Check to make sure the RS7k's SCSI ID 
> and the HD's ID are not the same. The RS7k's SCSI ID usually defaults 
> to 6 IIRC, so that's probably your problem since you can't change the 
> jumpers on the HD. Change the RS7k's SCSI ID on that screen to another 
> number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7), and on that screen set your external SCSI ID 
> to 6 so that it matches your jumper on the HD. You'll probably need to 
> restart the RS7k & HD for it to recognize, then you should be able to 
> format it from the RS7k's SAVE/FORMAT menu page.
> 
> -- 

Ok, I set the RS7k to ID5, it sees the HD as being on ID0, but I still
can not format it. Unfortunatly I dont have another 50pin drive handy.
I will have to tear apart the dead SGI Indy and grab it's drive, just
to make sure the drive isnt bad. I was going to pick up a SM card,
Walmart has Lexar 128M for about $50 after sales tax.
| 13199|13179|2004-06-21 10:29:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Loving my RS7000|
In a message dated 6/20/2004 7:52:17 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
iceberg@techropolis.com writes:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> There is only one effect (Effect Send) assignable at various rates to 
> individual tracks on the RS, or a master Effect to all tracks at
same rate. Dude 
> maybe a bit confussed, still excited perhaps about his/her 
purchase. 8^)
> 
> Zam
> 
> P.S. Good luck finding a bag, search pasts posts in RS forum, there
was a 
> thread on it a while back and Happy RSing!
> 
> In a message dated 6/19/2004 8:50:10 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> pascalibra@y... writes:
> 
> Hi ,you are talking about using effect for each track,it sounds very 
> interresting.Could you explain how to do that?I thought you could
only use effect 
> for the all pattern or the all song.
> 
> Thank you for replying
> 
> Pascal
> 

Bad wording on my part, it's the voice that I am tweaking with the
filter, envelope, and delay and reverb on a per track basis, or at
least it seems to be a per track basis.

No prob sponge bob 8^) I can see that, some filters on the RS can act like 
effects, and yeah they are per voice. I am curently on a love/hate 
relationship with the filter settings, especially the user LFOs, on the RS. Watch out 
if you decide to covert multiple pattern Chains into Song mode, you loose a 
lot of those settings. Finding out its best to just use one pattern if your 
going to convert Chains to Song mode for further editing and filter sweeps.

Zam

Zam
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13200|13200|2004-06-22 17:39:06|mr_roboto24|Problem|
When I loaded a pattern on my RS7k, it would load only the midi 
information but not the sounds I programmed with the pattern. When I 
would try to save a pattern, it would save it but when I turned to 
unit off and reloaded it, it would do the same thing. It would only 
play GM piano sounds in place of where all my sounds were supposed to 
be. Also, all my samples were nowhere to be found. 
I did a system reset and it saves my sounds now. Why do you 
think it did this? The thing is, i reformatted my memory card, so 
now all of my songs are gone. Did I have to do this? If you do a 
factory reset, does it erase your memory off of the card? 
I thought maybe the backup battery was low, but there was no 
message saying that it was. Has anyone ever had a similar problem?
| 13201|13200|2004-06-22 19:01:10|david grundy|Re: Problem|
if you have a keyboard hooked up to the rs7k , you should hit utility twice and where it says echo back select monitor record..
hope i was a help

mr_roboto24 <mr_roboto24@yahoo.com> wrote:
When I loaded a pattern on my RS7k, it would load only the midi 
information but not the sounds I programmed with the pattern. When I 
would try to save a pattern, it would save it but when I turned to 
unit off and reloaded it, it would do the same thing. It would only 
play GM piano sounds in place of where all my sounds were supposed to 
be. Also, all my samples were nowhere to be found. 
I did a system reset and it saves my sounds now. Why do you 
think it did this? The thing is, i reformatted my memory card, so 
now all of my songs are gone. Did I have to do this? If you do a 
factory reset, does it erase your memory off of the card? 
I thought maybe the backup battery was low, but there was no 
message saying that it was. Has anyone ever had a similar problem?
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| 13202|13202|2004-06-22 19:05:51|midinote2004|control surface|
is there anyone that has the rs hooked up to a control surface? if 
so can you tell me what you midi settings are in the rs?

im using sonar as the host software and a tascam fw1884, but i cant 
get the rs to play when i hit record on the tascam...

can you please help a brother out?
| 13203|13202|2004-06-22 19:09:00|Christopher Layne|Re: control surface|
Use MTC and set the rs7k to slave.
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On Wed, Jun 23, 2004 at 01:05:48AM -0000, midinote2004 wrote:
> is there anyone that has the rs hooked up to a control surface? if 
> so can you tell me what you midi settings are in the rs?
> 
> im using sonar as the host software and a tascam fw1884, but i cant 
> get the rs to play when i hit record on the tascam...

| 13204|13202|2004-06-23 05:59:50|david grundy|Re: control surface|
how do i know if the rs is a slave or not .... there is no settings in there that lets me know that it is a slave or master ... 
you have to forgive me but this whole midi thing has me

Christopher Layne <clayne@anodized.com> wrote:
Use MTC and set the rs7k to slave.

On Wed, Jun 23, 2004 at 01:05:48AM -0000, midinote2004 wrote:
> is there anyone that has the rs hooked up to a control surface? if 
> so can you tell me what you midi settings are in the rs?
> 
> im using sonar as the host software and a tascam fw1884, but i cant 
> get the rs to play when i hit record on the tascam...
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| 13205|13205|2004-06-23 12:50:15|ask|Help needed creating drum kits|
I did a search in the archives for 'drum kit' but I didn't find what I
needed and I must be missing something in the manual. Can someone
direct me to the information or tell me how to save a kit? I know how
to import the samples to the individual keys, and I know how to save a
pattern, but how do I save just the kit so it can be reloaded?

I could not get my HD to work witht he RS7000, so Im using a SM card.
It's a memorex that I bough fairly cheap at Office Depot. Just in case
anyone is looking for a retail store that still carries SM cards. I
know Circuit City and Best Buy no longer carry them in most store
locations.
| 13206|13202|2004-06-23 13:34:29|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: control surface|
Its called Midi Sync on the RS. Under Utility/Midi settings. "Internal" setting is master, other two settings, what ever they are, are slave settings I believe.

Zam

In a message dated 6/23/2004 7:59:46 AM Eastern Daylight Time, midinote2004@yahoo.com writes:

> how do i know if the rs is a slave or not .... there is no settings in there that lets me know that it is a slave or 
> master ... 
> you have to forgive me but this whole midi thing has me

| 13207|13205|2004-06-23 13:52:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Help needed creating drum kits|
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Thats a good and interesting question. I've always just stored my patterns. There are spaces available for more kits, patches,samples etc. and it does not seem like there is
a direct way to save to these so you can recall them easily from other patterns if we wanted to do that. I do see on the Save screen that it can be switched to "All" instead
of "Pat" there might be some more options after you OK that? I noticed under Load, there are some more options, think they'd of done the same for Save. Hope someone
can give you more help than this, might be more of a sample kit than a drum kit that your trying to save too if that helps any, not sure either.

Zam

In a message dated 6/23/2004 12:04:55 PM Eastern Daylight Time, iceberg@techropolis.com writes:

> I did a search in the archives for 'drum kit' but I didn't find what I
> needed and I must be missing something in the manual. Can someone
> direct me to the information or tell me how to save a kit? I know how
> to import the samples to the individual keys, and I know how to save a
> pattern, but how do I save just the kit so it can be reloaded?
> 
> I could not get my HD to work witht he RS7000, so Im using a SM card.
> It's a memorex that I bough fairly cheap at Office Depot. Just in case
> anyone is looking for a retail store that still carries SM cards. I
> know Circuit City and Best Buy no longer carry them in most 
> store
> locations.

| 13208|13205|2004-06-23 21:41:42|alienspacelab|Re: Help needed creating drum kits|
I'm assuming your talking about your own samples here, right?...

The only way, I'm aware of, is to save your samples/drum kit into a
"common sample" location. By default, your samples will load into a
"local sample" location. This is a bugger because you can't access
your kit for other patterns. So, you MUST place your kit/samples into
the "common sample" location. This will enable that kit to be
accessable to all pattens & styles. Try saving just the pattern after
you've loaded your kit into the common sample location and then
reloading that same pattern. Your kit should come back to it's "common
location" and will then be accessable to all patterns. I always "save
ALL" when saving. I haven't tried just saving a pattern with a common
sample loaded but I think it'll still work and then, should be
available to all other patterns and styles. If not, I know that when I
"save ALL", my common kits/samples come straight back and I can
continue filling my empty patterns with the kits that I like to use.

How to get your samples into the "common location"?...

Before you load your samples, go to the mixer page. Then turn the F1
knob until it reads "SmpCmn". Then, load your kit. I think that's it.
That's all I did. If that didn't work or make sense, here's a copy &
paste from a review in SOS that also explains it. I don't think you
need to be in Record Standby as they suggest, though. This process may
have changed slightly due to recent OS upgrades? Whatever...

"Rather less convenient is Yamaha's division of sample slots into
Local and Common types (128 slots each). The former are married to the
sequencer track they were recorded into and can't be used by other
Patterns or Songs. The latter can be used freely by any Pattern or
Song. Obviously, if you might want to use the same sample repeatedly
it's best to record it as a Common sample, but you have to really dig
around to find out how to do this (by default the RS records samples
as Local; when the 128 Local slots are full, it swaps to 'Common'
sampling). The only way we found to make the choice was by entering
Record Standby mode and selecting the Mixer menu. The first entry in
this menu is for Voice Selection, and there in the Bank list are the
'SmpLocal' and 'SmpCmn' options. We can't see any reason for this
arbitrary division."

Hope that helps?

Cheers
Craig

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ask" wrote:
> I did a search in the archives for 'drum kit' but I didn't find what I
> needed and I must be missing something in the manual. Can someone
> direct me to the information or tell me how to save a kit? I know how
> to import the samples to the individual keys, and I know how to save a
> pattern, but how do I save just the kit so it can be reloaded?

| 13209|13205|2004-06-23 22:53:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Help needed creating drum kits|
On Wednesday 23 June 2004 18:04, ask wrote:

> I did a search in the archives for 'drum kit' but I
> didn't find what I needed and I must be missing something
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> in the manual. Can someone direct me to the information
> or tell me how to save a kit?  I know how to import the
> samples to the individual keys, and I know how to save a
> pattern, but how do I save just the kit so it can be
> reloaded?

Save and load an an ALL file, not just as a PAT file. The 
latter only saves the pattern, the first saves the whole 
shebang.

- Robert
| 13210|13205|2004-06-24 07:52:56|ask|Re: Help needed creating drum kits|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alienspacelab" wrote:

> I'm assuming your talking about your own samples here, right?...
> 
> The only way, I'm aware of, is to save your samples/drum kit into a
> "common sample" location. By default, your samples will load into a
> "local sample" location. This is a bugger because you can't access
> your kit for other patterns. So, you MUST place your kit/samples into
> the "common sample" location. This will enable that kit to be
> accessable to all pattens & styles. Try saving just the pattern after
> you've loaded your kit into the common sample location and then
> reloading that same pattern. Your kit should come back to it's "common
> location" and will then be accessable to all patterns. I always "save
> ALL" when saving. I haven't tried just saving a pattern with a common
> sample loaded but I think it'll still work and then, should be
> available to all other patterns and styles. If not, I know that when I
> "save ALL", my common kits/samples come straight back and I can
> continue filling my empty patterns with the kits that I like to use.
> 
> How to get your samples into the "common location"?...
> 
> Before you load your samples, go to the mixer page. Then turn the F1
> knob until it reads "SmpCmn". Then, load your kit. I think that's it.
> That's all I did. If that didn't work or make sense, here's a copy &
> paste from a review in SOS that also explains it. I don't think you
> need to be in Record Standby as they suggest, though. This process may
> have changed slightly due to recent OS upgrades? Whatever...
> 
> "Rather less convenient is Yamaha's division of sample slots into
> Local and Common types (128 slots each). The former are married to the
> sequencer track they were recorded into and can't be used by other
> Patterns or Songs. The latter can be used freely by any Pattern or
> Song. Obviously, if you might want to use the same sample repeatedly
> it's best to record it as a Common sample, but you have to really dig
> around to find out how to do this (by default the RS records samples
> as Local; when the 128 Local slots are full, it swaps to 'Common'
> sampling). The only way we found to make the choice was by entering
> Record Standby mode and selecting the Mixer menu. The first entry in
> this menu is for Voice Selection, and there in the Bank list are the
> 'SmpLocal' and 'SmpCmn' options. We can't see any reason for this
> arbitrary division."
> 
> Hope that helps?
> 
> Cheers
> Craig

Thanks, that did work, saving a blank pattern. It's kind of a little
waste to not be able to just save the kit as a loadable sample but
this way does work. 

Let me add in a small suggestion for anyoen else doing this. Make sure
you set your pattern to 1/1, one measure in lenght. No need to waste
any space with un-necesary data. The first time I did this I didn't
and had saved a 4 measure pattern, it's not much space, but for some
space is valuable no matter how small.
| 13211|13144|2004-06-24 13:21:03|jaydarkshades2000|Re: cant loop|
thanks a mill. for the tip you gave me. I tried it and didnt get it 
off hand. a week later i looped something by accident and went back 
to what you told me and it loops just fine. I read the owners book 
time after time and couldnt pick it up even though i read it several 
times but now i have it. thanks
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James Kneen" wrote:
> hi Jay,
> 
> Have you tried slicing the loop (using the slice job in the sample 
job 
> list)? You need to make sure the sample's editted *perfectly* and 
you 
> specify the correct number of bars within the slice job. You may 
also need 
> to apply a certain amount of trial and error..
> 
> Once you've succefullly run the job, the sample will be written to 
your 
> current pattern, and should loop *perfectly*. you'll be able to 
change the 
> tempo independently of pitch and other cool stuff (real time loop 
remix, 
> apply swing etc).
> 
> I urge you to get the hang of this process..it's one of the 
coolest things 
> about the RS,
> 
> James.
> 
> 
> >From: "jaydarkshades2000" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] cant loop
> >Date: Wed, 09 Jun 2004 06:24:03 -0000
> >
> >can any one tell me how to properly loop a sample. I sample and
> >edit smoothly but when I try to rec. to measures it jumps or skips
> >from the last beat of the 4th measure back to the 1st. DO I rec
> >more measures than I need or am I recording wrong. I tried to 
rec.
> >up to the 5th measure so it will loop back on 4-4 but it goes to 
the
> >1st measure and erases the 2nd measure all together. I read other
> >books and I get the same information I get out of the owners
> >manual. Sampling is the only thing that is holding me from moving
> >on and I am literally stressing out over it. I can sample little
> >phrases and hits to fit my songs but I have problems sampling 2 
or 4
> >bars of a song I like and try to loop for continues play. Any 
tips
> >anyone have that can help me out. Thank you
> >
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> It's fast, it's easy and it's free. Get MSN Messenger today! 
> http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger

| 13212|13212|2004-06-27 17:33:12|rolandmotif|factory cd question|
does anyone know where I may download the factory cd rom...I 
purchased a used rs7000 ( and love it ) and it did not come with the 
factory cd rom or smartmedia card..Is it essential that I have these 
to have all the voices and phrases?? I dont seem to have the 1000 
voices that it claims I have...thanks for having me
| 13213|13212|2004-06-27 23:18:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: factory cd question|
You might have trouble getting them, but you don't need them anyway. 
Someone here might help you those if you really really want them.

Might like to upgrade the O.S. which can be found in the d/l section on this 
forum, which is also not absolutly necessary. Both the ROM & SM card are 
virtually useless if you already have something to record your songs down on 
or play samples from your computer into the RS. If you got that, don't worry 
too much about getting those items for your RS.
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Important to get some blank SM cards for saving RS data files though more 
than anything else.

Just my opinion, do hope you got the manual with it too, because that is 
probably the most help to getting good and understanding it, and happy RSing!

Zam

In a message dated 6/27/2004 6:09:11 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
r6kid@chartermi.net writes:

does anyone know where I may download the factory cd rom...I 
purchased a used rs7000 ( and love it ) and it did not come with the 
factory cd rom or smartmedia card..Is it essential that I have these 
to have all the voices and phrases?? I dont seem to have the 1000 
voices that it claims I have...thanks for having me

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13214|13212|2004-06-28 08:44:56|Nick Vlassis|Re: factory cd question|
thanks for the info..you have been a great help

Nick

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Dbeam505@aol.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2004 1:17 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] factory cd question

You might have trouble getting them, but you don't need them anyway. 
Someone here might help you those if you really really want them.

Might like to upgrade the O.S. which can be found in the d/l section on this 
forum, which is also not absolutly necessary. Both the ROM & SM card are 
virtually useless if you already have something to record your songs down on 
or play samples from your computer into the RS. If you got that, don't worry 
too much about getting those items for your RS.

Important to get some blank SM cards for saving RS data files though more 
than anything else.

Just my opinion, do hope you got the manual with it too, because that is 
probably the most help to getting good and understanding it, and happy RSing!

Zam

In a message dated 6/27/2004 6:09:11 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
r6kid@chartermi.net writes:

does anyone know where I may download the factory cd rom...I 
purchased a used rs7000 ( and love it ) and it did not come with the 
factory cd rom or smartmedia card..Is it essential that I have these 
to have all the voices and phrases?? I dont seem to have the 1000 
voices that it claims I have...thanks for having me

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13215|13212|2004-06-28 08:45:42|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|Re: factory cd question|
you may be able to get it from Yamaha. Just tell them you got it used, they 
may be able to sell it to you or get it for free. If not look on ebay

>From: "rolandmotif" <r6kid@chartermi.net>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] factory cd question
>Date: Sun, 27 Jun 2004 22:08:36 -0000
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13216|13134|2004-06-28 09:57:36|blazrodic|Re: Effects, sustained notes & Audio Inputs|
Haven't noticed if anyone replied to the "audio in -> effects" 
question so here goes: you CAN apply all effects to the audio IN!

Press SETUP twice to get to the "A/D SETUP 1/3" screen, then press 
the F4 (function key below the display) to move further to the right 
to "A/D SETUP 2/3" - and there you have the Reverb, Chorus, Variation 
send levels for the audio IN :) 

Also, on the "A/D SETUP 1/3" screen you can select input to be MONOx2 
instead of stereo, and then you can set individual FX send levels for 
L and R input channels :) Nice.

Blaz
| 13217|13217|2004-06-29 17:18:22|ask|What CD Formats?|
Ok, I have a Plextor 12/10/32S connected to my RS7000. It seems to
work great, but Im having trouble deducing which CD formats the RS7k
can read.

I have 2 AKAI cd's and I can read the samples of one, but not the other.

I have an EMU cd that it can not read.

I have sever COMPUTER MUSIC cover cd's that it reads samples from fine.

I have several Future Music CD's that it wont read at all.

I know it can only read samples so that is not my question incase your
wondering, Im not trying to load patches or anything like that. The
EMU cd is a friends, and the AKAI - Korg Prophecy sample cd it reads
fine, I go that for like 15 bux clearance at a local store. The Akai -
Vocal and Acapella samples cd was not so cheap but I cant get it to
read it at all. It's an AKAI dual format with samples and an audio cd
session with samples as well. The Emu CD is a standard emu cd, it's
'Hip-Hop Nation' not my style I just wanted to see if it would read so
I borrowed it.

Any suggestions would be appriciated.

Thanks
| 13218|13217|2004-06-29 17:24:25|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: What CD Formats?|
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The RS7k will accept Akai S1000 & S3000 format Sample CDROMs, Yamaha A3k/4k/5k samples from CDROM or other A3k/4k/5k media (HDs, ZIPs, etc.), Yamaha
SU700 samples from SU700 formatted media (the samples, not the sequencing), .wav, and .aif. And of course Yamaha RS7k saved samples. When importing samples
from Akai S1000/S3000 or other Yamaha sample CDROMS, it will import the samples but can't deal with the multi-sampling features built into the samples or other info
like loop points, filters, etc. that might have been saved with the samples as a program file.
--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13219|13219|2004-06-29 22:11:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Wave Types reverting in Song Mode|
Hello,

I change the Wave types from lpf12 (default) to HPF. Chains OK, but when 
converted to Song it reverts back to default lpf12. I have to manually set it 
back during song play. Anyone know how to switch it so it stays on HPF when 
I return to begining of the song?

Its prob an Edit or something simple, but not seeing it.

Thanks for any help!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13220|13219|2004-06-29 22:23:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Wave Types reverting in Song Mode|
Never mind I think I got it. Deleted the first event which is a PC event. 
Seems to have worked but not sure what else I lost by doing that. Does sound 
better though, seems to have saved the patch with an HPF wave type. Hope it 
stays, not too disasturous 8^)

Zam

In a message dated 6/29/2004 10:11:05 PM Mountain Standard Time, Dbeam505 
writes:

Hello,

I change the Wave types from lpf12 (default) to HPF. Chains OK, but when 
converted to Song it reverts back to default lpf12. I have to manually set it 
back during song play. Anyone know how to switch it so it stays on HPF when 
I return to begining of the song?

Its prob an Edit or something simple, but not seeing it.

Thanks for any help!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13221|13221|2004-06-30 05:46:39|S.A.S.|Converting to Song from Pattern Chain|
Hi there. Hope you are all well...

why does the RS convert tracks with no data in Pattern Chain mode to 
Song mode.

Pretty annoying deleting all these empty individual tracks in song 
mode so that their lights dissappear and reduce the confusion. any 
quick way around this?
| 13222|13222|2004-06-30 15:07:14|minimaltemblorx|it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, DetroitTechno|
Hello it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, Detroit
Techno and Electro with the magic and selection Yamaha RM1x or the
omnipotente silver-plated beast Roland MC-505 to interchange
patterns?

My mails is: Temblorx@hotmail.com 

SALUDOS
| 13223|13217|2004-06-30 15:07:14|ask|Re: What CD Formats?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:

> The RS7k will accept Akai S1000 & S3000 format Sample CDROMs, Yamaha

A3k/4k/5k samples from CDROM or other A3k/4k/5k media (HDs, ZIPs,
etc.), Yamaha SU700 samples from SU700 formatted media (the samples,
not the sequencing), .wav, and .aif. And of course Yamaha RS7k saved
samples. When importing samples from Akai S1000/S3000 or other Yamaha
sample CDROMS, it will import the samples but can't deal with the
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multi-sampling features built into the samples or other info like loop
points, filters, etc. that might have been saved with the samples as a
program file.

> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Is there no digital sampeling of audio CD's from SCSI CDROM similar to
digital ripping on the pc where all the data is sent over the scsi chain?
| 13224|13217|2004-06-30 15:25:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: What CD Formats?|

> Is there no digital sampeling of audio CD's from SCSI CDROM similar 
> to
> digital ripping on the pc where all the data is sent over the scsi 
> chain?

Unfortunately not (from the SCSI CDROM to the RS7k). When you have an 
CD Audio formatted sample CD you have to sample in the sounds you want 
with the RS7k's sampler via the LINE INs (or SPDIF/TosLink Digital INs 
if you have the AIEB2 board), including starting/stopping/trimming the 
sample as necesary. Even if using the Digital INs for sampling, you 
are just gettting the digital quality without any conversion process, 
and still have to go through the regular sampling procedure, just 
choosing the appropriate Digital In as your sampling source instead of 
the Line In.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13225|13221|2004-06-30 16:04:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Converting to Song from Pattern Chain|
If no data, and empty, it should have nothing to convert, so I'm not understanding what it would be converting on your RS into Song mode that you have to delete???

Zam

In a message dated 6/30/2004 7:45:41 AM Eastern Daylight Time, "S.A.S." <massplanck@hotmail.com> writes:

>Hi there. Hope you are all well...
>
>why does the RS convert tracks with no data in Pattern Chain mode to 
>Song mode.
>
>Pretty annoying deleting all these empty individual tracks in song 
>mode so that their lights dissappear and reduce the confusion. any 
>quick way around this?
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>

| 13226|13222|2004-07-01 12:26:56|ask|Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, DetroitTe|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "minimaltemblorx"
wrote:

> Hello it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, Detroit
> Techno and Electro with the magic and selection Yamaha RM1x or the
> omnipotente silver-plated beast Roland MC-505 to interchange
> patterns?
> 
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> My mails is: Temblorx@h... 
> 
> SALUDOS

If your looking for those particular machines you might try the groups
dedicated to them. If your wanting to swap patterns between them, I
dotn think that is possible, you might be able to save the song or
pattern as midi data, but I dont know if that will help much.

If I am misunderstanding your question, it's because your english is
broken, you may try to reword it, but I think I got the idea behind
your question.
| 13227|13217|2004-07-01 12:28:22|ask|Re: What CD Formats?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:

> > Is there no digital sampeling of audio CD's from SCSI CDROM similar 
> > to
> > digital ripping on the pc where all the data is sent over the scsi 
> > chain?
> 
> Unfortunately not (from the SCSI CDROM to the RS7k). When you have an 
> CD Audio formatted sample CD you have to sample in the sounds you want 
> with the RS7k's sampler via the LINE INs (or SPDIF/TosLink Digital INs 
> if you have the AIEB2 board), including starting/stopping/trimming the 
> sample as necesary. Even if using the Digital INs for sampling, you 
> are just gettting the digital quality without any conversion process, 
> and still have to go through the regular sampling procedure, just 
> choosing the appropriate Digital In as your sampling source instead of 
> the Line In.

So, in these cases it would be easier to just do on the pc, save to SM
card and import to the RS7k? Especialy since I dont have the AIEB2
board for digital line in, and my cdrom has not digital line out. What
I really need is to get my HD working wiht the RS7k, and just use my
SM cards for the actual tracks and have the samples saved on the HD to
import when I need.

Thanks for all the information, it helps a lot.
| 13228|13217|2004-07-01 13:28:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: What CD Formats?|
Nothing wrong with going digital to analog back to digital in my opinion. 
So if all else fails, you can always play it out on whatever it plays on and 
record/sample it again into the RS's inputs. Then save to SM or whatever you 
are going to use to store RS files. Seems like your trying too hard to keep 
it in a digital format.

Zam

In a message dated 7/1/2004 12:30:16 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
iceberg@techropolis.com writes:

So, in these cases it would be easier to just do on the pc, save to SM
card and import to the RS7k? 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13229|13229|2004-07-01 13:57:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, Detro|
I have to agree, might can swap a system backup on the 505 easier than one 
pattern. The 505 uses its patches difrently than the RS, so even if you can 
swap just the pattern, the patches won't change so it will likely sound like 
crud anway if any tweakage was done to an original patch. Never seen a card 
reader for the cards they take either, though they probably have them 
somewhere. Midi conversion = yuck too.

There is a guy here who I've swaped some stuff with that I remember was 
interested in tradeing 505 stuff. Hopefully he will get ahold of them if he 
still is interested and they have the time for working that out. I didn't have 
the patients for the 505 stuff, RS stuff is so much easier to swap.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 7/1/2004 12:28:50 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
iceberg@techropolis.com writes:

If your wanting to swap patterns between them, I
dotn think that is possible, you might be able to save the song or
pattern as midi data, but I dont know if that will help much.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13230|13229|2004-07-01 18:07:44|minimaltemblorx|OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, Detro|
Thanks to answer friends I want to interchange archives R1P and R1S 
for Yamaha RM1x of the styles HarTechno, Detroit Techno and Electro 
and in Syx archives for Roland MC-505 of such styles

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> I have to agree, might can swap a system backup on the 505 easier 
than one 
> pattern. The 505 uses its patches difrently than the RS, so even 
if you can 
> swap just the pattern, the patches won't change so it will likely 
sound like 
> crud anway if any tweakage was done to an original patch. Never 
seen a card 
> reader for the cards they take either, though they probably have 
them 
> somewhere. Midi conversion = yuck too.
> 
> There is a guy here who I've swaped some stuff with that I 
remember was 
> interested in tradeing 505 stuff. Hopefully he will get ahold of 
them if he 
> still is interested and they have the time for working that out. 
I didn't have 
> the patients for the 505 stuff, RS stuff is so much easier to 
swap.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 7/1/2004 12:28:50 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> iceberg@t... writes:
> 
> If your wanting to swap patterns between them, I
> dotn think that is possible, you might be able to save the song or
> pattern as midi data, but I dont know if that will help much.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13231|13231|2004-07-01 19:53:21|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, D|
I doubt they are easly interchangeable if at at all. I don't have an RM1X, 
but it sounds like your talking about going from a yamaha sequencer to 
rolland sequencer. They are two diffrent manufactures and two difrent monsters. 
Midi does sound like the best option in this case, either that or manual 
programing. Techno & electro is not usually that hard to program. If it is just 
a few short patterns, you can do it without too much trouble connecting them 
via midi and recording the midi events directly. However, you will still 
have to find the patches that sound good. Also, you will probably have to 
record each channel individually. That means up to 8 channels on the 505, half of 
what the RM1x has I think. Syncing them up and which channel is 
transmitting and which is receiveing will be the trick. If you got the manuals, they 
should explain how to do that somewhat. That info is found in chapter 16 on 
505s manual. Don't know where on the RM1x, so good luck and hope that helps a 
bit. Sorry if I just made it more confusing or misunderstood your request.

Zam

In a message dated 7/1/2004 6:09:52 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
minimaltemblorx@yahoo.es writes:

Thanks to answer friends I want to interchange archives R1P and R1S 
for Yamaha RM1x of the styles HarTechno, Detroit Techno and Electro 
and in Syx archives for Roland MC-505 of such styles
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13232|13217|2004-07-02 05:44:40|James Kneen|Re: What CD Formats?|
Hi,

I've found on occasion that the RS does not like discs that contains both 
audio and data forrmats...Use a PC to copy off the .wavs and create a data 
only disc to get round this.

Cheers,

James.

>From: "ask" <iceberg@techropolis.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] What CD Formats?
>Date: Tue, 29 Jun 2004 17:39:48 -0000
>
>Ok, I have a Plextor 12/10/32S connected to my RS7000. It seems to
>work great, but Im having trouble deducing which CD formats the RS7k
>can read.
>
>I have 2 AKAI cd's and I can read the samples of one, but not the other.
>
>I have an EMU cd that it can not read.
>
>I have sever COMPUTER MUSIC cover cd's that it reads samples from fine.
>
>I have several Future Music CD's that it wont read at all.
>
>I know it can only read samples so that is not my question incase your
>wondering, Im not trying to load patches or anything like that. The
>EMU cd is a friends, and the AKAI - Korg Prophecy sample cd it reads
>fine, I go that for like 15 bux clearance at a local store. The Akai -
>Vocal and Acapella samples cd was not so cheap but I cant get it to
>read it at all. It's an AKAI dual format with samples and an audio cd
>session with samples as well. The Emu CD is a standard emu cd, it's
>'Hip-Hop Nation' not my style I just wanted to see if it would read so
>I borrowed it.
>
>Any suggestions would be appriciated.
>
>Thanks
>
>
>
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Want to block unwanted pop-ups? Download the free MSN Toolbar now! 
http://toolbar.msn.co.uk/
| 13233|13231|2004-07-02 10:53:13|minimaltemblorx|OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, De...|
Thanks friend I have a Yamaha RM1x and a Roland MC-505 I like to 
interchange patterns for the Yamaha RM1x in R1P,and patterns for 
Roland MC-505 in Syx ,ou have understood?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> I doubt they are easly interchangeable if at at all. I don't have 
an RM1X, 
> but it sounds like your talking about going from a yamaha 
sequencer to 
> rolland sequencer. They are two diffrent manufactures and two 
difrent monsters. 
> Midi does sound like the best option in this case, either that or 
manual 
> programing. Techno & electro is not usually that hard to 
program. If it is just 
> a few short patterns, you can do it without too much trouble 
connecting them 
> via midi and recording the midi events directly. However, you 
will still 
> have to find the patches that sound good. Also, you will 
probably have to 
> record each channel individually. That means up to 8 channels on 
the 505, half of 
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> what the RM1x has I think. Syncing them up and which channel is 
> transmitting and which is receiveing will be the trick. If you 
got the manuals, they 
> should explain how to do that somewhat. That info is found in 
chapter 16 on 
> 505s manual. Don't know where on the RM1x, so good luck and hope 
that helps a 
> bit. Sorry if I just made it more confusing or misunderstood 
your request.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> In a message dated 7/1/2004 6:09:52 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> minimaltemblorx@y... writes:
> 
> Thanks to answer friends I want to interchange archives R1P and 
R1S 
> for Yamaha RM1x of the styles HarTechno, Detroit Techno and 
Electro 
> and in Syx archives for Roland MC-505 of such styles
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13234|13231|2004-07-02 11:10:44|wasted/su700fan|Re: OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, D|

> Thanks friend I have a Yamaha RM1x and a Roland MC-505 I like to 
> interchange patterns for the Yamaha RM1x in R1P,and patterns for 
> Roland MC-505 in Syx ,ou have understood?

My translation of his slightly broken english:

I own both an RM1x and an MC-505. I would like to trade some RM1x 
format .R1Ps & .R1Ss with another RM1x user. I would also be 
interested in trading some of the MC-505's patterns in .SYX format with 
another MC-505 user. It doesn't sound like he wants to translate 
pattern files between the two machines, just trade example patterns 
with other users of those same machines.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13235|13235|2004-07-02 18:49:01|minimaltemblorx|To watch my Community Groovebox Outpost|
To watch my Community Groovebox Outpost, To watch the photos 
greetings

http://espanol.groups.yahoo.com/group/comunidad_avanzada_groovebox/
| 13236|13231|2004-07-02 18:49:35|minimaltemblorx|OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, De...|
Exact Thank you very much friend

:-)

Your you have Yamha SU-700?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > Thanks friend I have a Yamaha RM1x and a Roland MC-505 I like to 
> > interchange patterns for the Yamaha RM1x in R1P,and patterns for 
> > Roland MC-505 in Syx ,ou have understood?
> 
> My translation of his slightly broken english:
> 
> I own both an RM1x and an MC-505. I would like to trade some RM1x 
> format .R1Ps & .R1Ss with another RM1x user. I would also be 
> interested in trading some of the MC-505's patterns in .SYX format 

with 
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> another MC-505 user. It doesn't sound like he wants to translate 
> pattern files between the two machines, just trade example 

patterns 

> with other users of those same machines.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

| 13237|13231|2004-07-02 18:54:29|wasted/su700fan|Re: OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes Hard-Techno, D|

> Exact Thank you very much friend
> 
> :-)
> 
> 
> Your you have Yamha SU-700?

Your welcome. :D I no longer have the SU700 (although it will always 
hold a special place in my heart). I traded my SU700, RM1x and some 
money for the RS7k back in February 2001 or 2002. Tried to slim down 
my home studio collection (less instruments to learn).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13239|13235|2004-07-02 19:12:57|Latif|[OT] Re: To watch my Community Groovebox Outpost|
hehehehehe
checkout the bashedup MC303
:-)))))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "minimaltemblorx" 
wrote:

> 
> To watch my Community Groovebox Outpost, To watch the photos 
> greetings
> 
> 
> 
> http://espanol.groups.yahoo.com/group/comunidad_avanzada_groovebox/

| 13240|13235|2004-07-03 01:20:03|Christopher Layne|Re: To watch my Community Groovebox Outpost|
No matter how "shitty" a piece of equipment is. Someone, somewhere can
make use of it.

Don't understand why people have to trash perfectly usable equipment
that others
could use.

-cl

On Sat, Jul 03, 2004 at 01:11:40AM -0000, Latif wrote:
> heheheheheh
> check out the bashedup MC303
> :-)))
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "minimaltemblorx"
> wrote:
> >
> > To watch my Community Groovebox Outpost, To watch the photos
> > greetings
> >
> >
> >
> > http://espanol.groups.yahoo.com/group/comunidad_avanzada_groovebox/

| 13241|13241|2004-07-03 04:22:16|bobbyfunkattack|Great tip for LIVE SAMPLING|
Ok I found this by accident, and I don't know if its already been 
said but.......... 
take a pattern and create a new track that contains a tiny bit of 
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midi data (pitch bend will do), while the pattern is playing hit the 
loopremix button, then hit the sampling start/stop button and hey 
presto you can sample while the Rs is already playing!!!!!

The sample will have to be taken in 'pitch mode', and the Rs stops 
playing when you play the sample back. Still it's not bad!

Immon

Dj Mindwarp
| 13242|13242|2004-07-03 14:06:42|Tomek|looking for rs7000 to buy|
second hand
working, good condition
upgrade welcome, non expensive please ....
regards
Tomek

----- Original Message -----
From: "wasted/su700fan" <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 03, 2004 2:54 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] OT: Re: it has somebody in this forum that makes
Hard-Techno, De...

> > Exact Thank you very much friend
> >
> > :-)
> >
> >
> > Your you have Yamha SU-700?
>
> Your welcome. :D I no longer have the SU700 (although it will always
> hold a special place in my heart). I traded my SU700, RM1x and some
> money for the RS7k back in February 2001 or 2002. Tried to slim down
> my home studio collection (less instruments to learn).
>
> --
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13243|13243|2004-07-05 23:02:25|greatestofalltymes|Reason|
All my friends have Reason. Given my RS is my "Main Jane," how would 
having Reason benefit me, if at all?
| 13244|13243|2004-07-06 01:01:02|ask|Re: Reason|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

> All my friends have Reason. Given my RS is my "Main Jane," how would 
> having Reason benefit me, if at all?

Im a hard core beleiver in hardware instruments over software. I like
to tweak music live a LOT and there hasnt been a PC/MAC made yet that
I cant crash in minuets of layering and tweaking. I'm waiting to try a
dual G5, and I need to install some synth package on my Inidgo2Impact
R10k to see if it can keep up. I'm betting they both lock, and I bet
the Dual G5 locks quicker.
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Software is ok for the studio, but not live.

Now these are just the ramblings of a crazy maniac.

I have slimed my entier studio down to my RS7k, EMU E5000ultra,
radium61 controller, 2 Technics 1210M5G's and a Numark DM2002 mixer.
(I dont like the radium it has no memory to store settings)
| 13245|13243|2004-07-06 01:17:11|Christopher Layne|Re: Reason|
There's really no reason to ask this if working with your RS7K is
producing results already.

Plenty of people are using software, and plenty of people are also
making soulless crap with it as well.

-cl

On Tue, Jul 06, 2004 at 03:42:21AM -0000, greatestofalltymes wrote:
> All my friends have Reason. Given my RS is my "Main Jane," how would 
> having Reason benefit me, if at all?

| 13246|13243|2004-07-06 03:19:57|gregor zoll|Re: Reason|
Hello greatestofalltymes,

g> All my friends have Reason. Given my RS is my "Main Jane," how would
g> having Reason benefit me, if at all?

reason... take a look at fruityloops. is much cheaper. it has a lot of
innovative features, tool and synths.

the benefit (of course the same with reason) is to make musical- or
drum-loops you can load ansd use in the rs7k. i also like to arrange
in realtime using the rs, but you always come to new musical ideas
using creative software.

i only tried the demo of fruityloops but i will definitly buy it. if
you made an interesting tune, you can IMMEDIATELY export it as a wav
with perfect loopmarkers.

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13247|13247|2004-07-06 15:12:36|eq127|simple editing in song mode|
hi everyone, i have some (usually) quite simple questions to ask about
the RS7000, usually this is not necessary with other gear!

First off, how do you delete selected measures of a track in song
mode? When i use the delete measure command, it erases those measures
of the all 16 tracks!!! This makes no sense to me! i know you put
phrases into song mode using the "Put Phrase" command, and its easy
enough to select which pattern and which track, so why don't they have
the equivalent command for deleting data???

And before anyone goes this direction - i absolutely refuse to use
pattern chain mode - this is not an option to me - i am a linear
sequencer and this pattern-based sequencing is illogical and wastes
alot of effort IMO. Also it winds up making tracks sound too
manufactured and sectioned, you wind up doing 8 measures of this, 4
measures of that etc!

This does not work for psytrance!!!

Anyways, i'm also wondering where all the other standard sequencer
commands are for song mode - like "repeat measure" (a fast way to put
to track if you're going to keep repeating the same pattern over and
over), "move measure", "insert measure" "create measure" (again with
only ONE track, not all 16), and so forth??? 

I really don't understand the logic in this unit's OS! But i love the
unit and the sounds and the pattern mode alot!! Arggh if this thing
had the Triton's sequencer in it i would be a very happy happy person.

http://www.stereoping.com/
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Please help me to understand this baffling machine!!

thanks!

(ps sorry if any of my frustration came through in the words of this post)
| 13248|13247|2004-07-06 21:41:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: simple editing in song mode|
My opinion too here.

You might be better off using a software sequencer for what it sounds like 
your doing, import the midi and find the sounds you like on the RS or slave the 
RS from the computer sequencer.

You are right, I think the RS is limited in the ability that your talking 
about for what you want to do too. However, I must disagree about the Triton's 
sequencer. Although it sounds like you do your sequencing diffrent then I 
must be doing it. I mostly edit in Step on the RS which ever mode I'm in. 
RS's step sequencer is superior to the Tritons. Although, rolland may have 
updated that portion of the Triton OS by now, I don't know, but it was the whole 
reason why I sold my Triton a year or so ago. I couldn't make a decent song 
on it without the aitd of a software sequencer to save my life. I do try to 
do as little as possible on the computer software side, which is my choice, 
but if I were to only program in your linear fashion and not use looped 
patterns I'd of have got nowhere. Looping is the essence of a groove, and part 
of the word groovebox which is what catagory the RS falls into.

I do hope you find a better way though the RS though to do what you want, 
but I think your going to miss out on what the RS can help automate and make 
quicker of a lot of stuff for your style, psytrance, of music. Which brings me 
to another point, trance which is part of psytrance is in my opinion defined 
as a repetitive beat in its nature as to help highten the feeling of already 
being high. So, if you don't find any help or work around for your problem, 
I hope you can still "relearn what you have learned" (sorry for the yoda 
quote) and be able to use these parts of the RS to help further your genra. 
Until then my best advice for linear programing of songs is to use a softseq, 
got all that highlight cut-n-paste really easy stuff for that. 

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 7/6/2004 3:25:00 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
eq@goatrance.net writes:

hi everyone, i have some (usually) quite simple questions to ask about
the RS7000, usually this is not necessary with other gear!

First off, how do you delete selected measures of a track in song
mode? When i use the delete measure command, it erases those measures
of the all 16 tracks!!! This makes no sense to me! i know you put
phrases into song mode using the "Put Phrase" command, and its easy
enough to select which pattern and which track, so why don't they have
the equivalent command for deleting data??? And before anyone goes this 
direction - i absolutely refuse to use
pattern chain mode - this is not an option to me - i am a linear
sequencer and this pattern-based sequencing is illogical and wastes
alot of effort IMO. Also it winds up making tracks sound too
manufactured and sectioned, you wind up doing 8 measures of this, 4
measures of that etc!

This does not work for psytrance!!!

Anyways, i'm also wondering where all the other standard sequencer
commands are for song mode - like "repeat measure" (a fast way to put
to track if you're going to keep repeating the same pattern over and
over), "move measure", "insert measure" "create measure" (again with
only ONE track, not all 16), and so forth??? 

I really don't understand the logic in this unit's OS! But i love the
unit and the sounds and the pattern mode alot!! Arggh if this thing
had the Triton's sequencer in it i would be a very happy happy person.

Please help me to understand this baffling machine!!

thanks!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13249|13249|2004-07-09 23:10:04|genolove1|Can't update OS to 1.2|
I've followed the instruction on updating the operating system on my 
RS. I made sure that the os file was the only file on the sm card 
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and when i hit enter, it tells me it can't find program data. Has 
anyone else had this problem?
| 13250|13249|2004-07-10 04:36:53|mikko halonen|Re: Can't update OS to 1.2|
Are you sure that's the only file on the card,
you didn't put the whole OS 1.2 folder on it,
'cause that's what I did first ; )

Format the card & try it again, it should work.

-volium

On 10.7.2004, at 05:48, genolove1 wrote:

> I've followed the instruction on updating the operating system on my
> RS. I made sure that the os file was the only file on the sm card
> and when i hit enter, it tells me it can't find program data. Has
> anyone else had this problem?
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
> <122603_LREC_bkup_BR_Ashanti.jpg>
> 
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13251|13251|2004-07-10 09:12:27|stefanazar2001|Problem converting Patterns to Song mode|
Why is it that parameters setup in pattern mode NEVER get applied 
properly when converting to song mode? There are many advantages to 
working in song mode when at the end of the composition process but 
can't be used. 

I've basically given up on the concept of converting Pattern chains 
to Song mode and just dealing with the limitations of pattern
chaining. It seems crazy and downright irresponsible that such a
fundamental function of converting pattern chain to song mode should
be so buggy that I have yet to figure it out or see anyone else for
that matter explain how and why. (Software fix/update Yamaha?)
| 13252|13251|2004-07-10 17:17:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Problem converting Patterns to Song mode|
Been bugging me a lot lately too. Some settings come from the last pattern 
chained, some from the first when converting it seems. What I've been doing 
for best results in the past and probably going back to this method again, is to 
just use one pattern and one scene, but make it complex enough to make a song 
out of it. Biggest problem with this way that I've noticed is that the mutes 
wont convert to midi if you want to save to save the song to smf/mid. Parms 
seem to keep pretty well if only got one pattern & one scene. Can still be 
sort of limiting but I don't mind.

Zam

In a message dated 7/10/2004 9:35:58 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
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stefaz@bellsouth.net writes:

> Why is it that parameters setup in pattern mode NEVER get applied 
> properly when converting to song mode? There are many advantages to 
> working in song mode when at the end of the composition process but 
> can't be used. 
> 
> I've basically given up on the concept of converting Pattern chains 
> to Song mode and just dealing with the limitations of pattern
> chaining. It seems crazy and downright irresponsible that such a
> fundamental function of converting pattern chain to song mode should
> be so buggy that I have yet to figure it out or see anyone else for
> that matter explain how and why. (Software fix/update Yamaha?) 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13253|13253|2004-07-12 23:47:42|blackfeather801|re-sampling|
can some kind person talk me through the process of re-sampling, can't find much about 
it in the manual [its not in the index!]

Thanks!
blackfeather
| 13254|13254|2004-07-13 01:31:36|rebirthlost|what the hell is yamaha doing !!!!!!|
just a question. Why did yamaha discontinue the rs7000?Why did they
abandon any further upgrades to the rs7000??(yamaha sux when it comes
to being dedicated to gear and most importantly its
customers!!!)Anyone heard of a new product coming out that would
replace it? By the way I have an rs and think its quite nice, but
there is always room for improvment.Isnt there?? Thanks B
| 13255|13253|2004-07-13 01:32:57|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: re-sampling|
When you do sampling, I think it defaults the source to A/D input, twist 
knob below source one to the right and it will go to STEREO OUT resampling. 
That should do it, everything else should be same. Hope that helps, only 
trick/change I know needed that is difrent.

Zam

In a message dated 7/12/2004 11:48:06 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
blackfeather801@yahoo.com writes:

can some kind person talk me through the process of re-sampling, can't find 
much about 
it in the manual [its not in the index!]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13256|13254|2004-07-13 01:37:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: what the hell is yamaha doing !!!!!!|
Nobody knows the asnwer to that except yamaha. We have tried to further it 
here, but I aint seen any real aknowledgement from yamaha on the matter, so 
your stuck as it is for now. We all must deal with it for now I think.

Zam

In a message dated 7/13/2004 1:32:17 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
rebirthlost@yahoo.com writes:

just a question. Why did yamaha discontinue the rs7000?Why did they
abandon any further upgrades to the rs7000??(yamaha sux when it comes
to being dedicated to gear and most importantly its
customers!!!)Anyone heard of a new product coming out that would
replace it? By the way I have an rs and think its quite nice, but
there is always room for improvment.Isnt there?? Thanks B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13257|13254|2004-07-13 01:51:07|Alex Bazan|Re: what the hell is yamaha doing !!!!!!|

>Nobody knows the asnwer to that except yamaha.
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I think the answer is clear...
They prefer few people spending 1200+ euro in new hardware rather than
upgrading a unit with few clear economical benefits for them.

It's a conflict of interests between the big bosses who have to maintain
their houses, cars and boats... and the consumers who want to see their
product improved.

Nothing new.
| 13258|13254|2004-07-13 01:54:43|Christian Wiesner|Re: what the hell is yamaha doing !!!!!!|

>�Nobody knows the asnwer to that except yamaha. �We have tried to
>�further it here, but I aint seen any real aknowledgement from
>�yamaha on the �matter, so your stuck as it is for now. �We all must
>�deal with it for �now I think.

I think too that the actual OS is the last one. Updates for nearly-end-of-line-products you can expect from RME oder Access, but not Yamaha. My RS works great and I
like him. But news like "Yamaha announces RS9K with Compact-Flash-Streaming, Drumset-Saving, 16 dedicated Volume-Pots, a bigger display which can be tilted,
USB Sample Transfer and the tone module from the Emu Audity" would let me really check my bank account ;)

Christian
| 13259|13259|2004-07-13 12:20:15|velocityconvulsion|rs7k as remote controll|
hi!

yamaha announces the Motif ES´ "remote function,
which allows to remote control your computer setup (i.e. logic,
cubasem vst-software insruments).

Has anyone done his already with rs?
just to use the transport funktions would be nice to have.

Vel
| 13260|13259|2004-07-13 18:46:45|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: rs7k as remote controll|
You have more detail than that? That could mean anything, can control 
remotely like that via a midi hook up been around forever. It must be something 
more than that if there was an anouncement on it recently. The motief ES is a 
pretty nice machine, I'd get one if I had the spare cash. Its much more 
expandable and seems to be where all their support efforts went to instead of setting 
asside any resource or two for the RS.

Zam

In a message dated 7/13/2004 12:27:13 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
VelocityConvulsion@gmx.net writes:

> hi!
> 
> yamaha announces the Motif ES´ "remote function,
> which allows to remote control your computer setup (i.e. logic,
> cubasem vst-software insruments).
> 
> Has anyone done his already with rs?
> just to use the transport funktions would be nice to have.
> 
> Vel
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13261|13259|2004-07-13 22:47:03|alienspacelab|Re: what the hell is yamaha doing !!!!!!|
I love the concept of a RS9K that Christian pondered however, in the
mean time for those with the cash (that's me out), you might want to
consider a beefed up Roland Fantom XR rack with 512Mb ram sitting
underneath your RS7k. That's what I'll be doing if/when I have the
cash - that's unless Yamaha release a RS9K (or the like) when that
time eventually comes.

As far as the Yamaha corporate bashing is concerned well, I think
that's a tad harsh. Don't get me wrong. I'm a left wing, tree huggin,
recyclin', hippy-come-hippocrit, corporate basher from way back but, I
luv the fact that there are companies that make these fantastic gizmos
for us to use, abuse, praise and criticise. I'm glad Yamaha have made
this thing. It's perfect for me. Knobs, sounds, samples & sequencer,
effects, blah , blah. Yes, there's room for improvement but I'm
greatful that it does what it does, just how it is. If they tried to
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please us with every OS, hardware and new product release date, they
wouldn't be in biz long and I doubt the mythical RS9K would ever see
the light of day. Just my two bob.

Craig
| 13262|13262|2004-07-14 21:29:43|midinote2004|done with the rs7k|
http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
reply back to let me know what you guys think
| 13263|13262|2004-07-14 23:06:39|wasted/su700fan|Re: done with the rs7k|

> http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
> just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
> reply back to let me know what you guys think 

Would be interested in hearing your track but I refuse to register for 
any site that wants to collect my personal info for no doubt spam 
purposes. Host it at a place where you don't have to register and I'll 
download it no problem. If you have cable/dsl you probably have some 
storage space alloted (i.e. Comcast cable internet, SBC/Yahoo DSL, 
etc.). If not, maybe there's another music hosting site that doesn't 
require it's listeners to register for more unnecessary email.

Sorry for my rant.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13264|13264|2004-07-14 23:40:59|minimaltemblorx|Bosses of RS to RM and from RS to RM does it(he,she) can?|
There can pass the bosses R1P, R1S of Yamaha RM1x to Yamaha RS-7000 
and that sound equally or with + stuck for having mas power RS in 
the sounds?
And puden the bosses of RS happen to RM?

Thank you
| 13265|13265|2004-07-15 03:49:18|Tomasz Trzcinski|weight|
hi I want to buy RS7000 internationally and looking for exact weight of rs7000 in original box
may anyone inform me?
Tomek

----- Original Message ----- 
From: midinote2004 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2004 5:08 AM
Subject: [RS7000] done with the rs7k

http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
reply back to let me know what you guys think 
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a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13266|13262|2004-07-15 04:27:13|Atkinson, Daniel|Re: done with the rs7k|
Just put in BS registration details....get a webmail address for sending any
confirmations...

> -----Original Message-----
> From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net]
> Sent: 15 July 2004 05:28
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] done with the rs7k
> 
> > http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
> > just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
> > reply back to let me know what you guys think
> 
> Would be interested in hearing your track but I refuse to register for
> any site that wants to collect my personal info for no doubt spam
> purposes. Host it at a place where you don't have to register and I'll
> download it no problem. If you have cable/dsl you probably have some
> storage space alloted (i.e. Comcast cable internet, SBC/Yahoo DSL,
> etc.). If not, maybe there's another music hosting site that doesn't
> require it's listeners to register for more unnecessary email.
> 
> Sorry for my rant.
> 
> --
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13267|13262|2004-07-15 05:44:51|david grundy|Re: done with the rs7k|
you dont have to register , you can just hit the little play button .... i think that you have to register only if you want to download

"Atkinson, Daniel" <datkinson@sevenww.co.uk> wrote:Just put in BS registration details....get a webmail address for sending any
confirmations...

> -----Original Message-----
> From: wasted/su700fan [mailto:su700fan@comcast.net]
> Sent: 15 July 2004 05:28
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] done with the rs7k
> 
> > http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
> > just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
> > reply back to let me know what you guys think
> 
> Would be interested in hearing your track but I refuse to register for
> any site that wants to collect my personal info for no doubt spam
> purposes. Host it at a place where you don't have to register and I'll
> download it no problem. If you have cable/dsl you probably have some
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> storage space alloted (i.e. Comcast cable internet, SBC/Yahoo DSL,
> etc.). If not, maybe there's another music hosting site that doesn't
> require it's listeners to register for more unnecessary email.
> 
> Sorry for my rant.
> 
> --
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13268|13262|2004-07-15 10:12:58|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: done with the rs7k|
-------------- Original message -------------- 

> Just put in BS registration details....get a webmail address for sending any 
> confirmations... 

I could do that but it's not worth the bother. If a user can be bothered to register with a non-spamming site then they must not really want their songs listened to. It's not
like those sites are paying you for downloads of your tracks most of the time.
--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13269|13262|2004-07-15 11:09:13|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: done with the rs7k|
-------------- Original message -------------- 
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> you dont have to register , you can just hit the little play button .... i think 
> that you have to register only if you want to download 

I'll try that then. I usually prefer to download so I don't get the lo-fi "streamed" version and so that if I like the song I can save it to my harddisk for future listening. I'll
check it out tonight.
--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13270|13262|2004-07-15 12:35:05|david grundy|Re: done with the rs7k|
im telling u all u have 2 do is click the play botton
dont download
--- su700fan@comcast.net <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> -------------- Original message -------------- 
> 
> > Just put in BS registration details....get a

webmail address for sending any 

> > confirmations... 
> 
> I could do that but it's not worth the bother. If a

user can be bothered to register with a non-spamming
site then they must not really want their songs
listened to. It's not like those sites are paying you
for downloads of your tracks most of the time.

> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been

removed]

> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - 50x more storage than other providers!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13271|13262|2004-07-15 12:41:42|david grundy|Re: done with the rs7k|
this site is the people that bring u soundforge
--- su700fan@comcast.net <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> -------------- Original message -------------- 
> 
> > Just put in BS registration details....get a

webmail address for sending any 

> > confirmations... 
> 
> I could do that but it's not worth the bother. If a

user can be bothered to register with a non-spamming
site then they must not really want their songs
listened to. It's not like those sites are paying you
for downloads of your tracks most of the time.

> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been

removed]

> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - 50x more storage than other providers!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13272|13262|2004-07-15 20:40:45|su700fan|Re: done with the rs7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "midinote2004" wrote:
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> http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
> just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
> reply back to let me know what you guys think

I'm assuming you want constructive criticism, right? Finally got a
chance to listen to the Play Now (streamed version) tonight.

Postives:
1) Rapper has good flow. Nice and smooth.
2) Beats are nice and match the tempo of the song/style.
3) Nice ending with just the beats and no rapping for a few bars. 
Lets the song end on a wistful, thought provoking note. Though the
last 1-2 seconds just sorta drop off. You might want to do a fade out
at that point.
4) Song/subject matter fits the style/genre you have it under
(east-coast hip hop). Good example of the style.

Negatives (and some of this may be due to listening to the Play Now
(streaming) version of the song instead of the presumably better
Download link at a higher-bitrate encoding probably):
1) Not enough dynamics. Too much low end, not enough midrange/high
end. Sounds muddy. Needs a better encoding or maybe tweaking of the
EQs/filters/sounds in the midrange/high levels.
2) Way too much use of the "N" word, especially in the beginning of
the rap. Even for the style (east-coast hip hop). Every sentence in
the first 10-12 lines ends with the "N" word. Way overdone.
3) Not particularly my favorite style (I'm more partial to old-school
hip hop/gangsta rap with a political or social lyrical bent (i.e.
Ice-T, Public Enemy, Geto Boys, Early Dre/NWA, etc. Late 80s/early
90s rap.)) This modern rap is too much about the bling-bling, money,
hoes, cars, etc. and not about the real issues that songs like "The
Message" by Grandmaster Flash or "Freedom of Speech" by Ice-T rapped
about. But that's a stylistic choice. I guess I'm just an old fart
who enjoyed the foundations of hip hop when I was growing up as a kid
in the hood. I just wish more young rappers would rediscover the
roots of the foundation of hip hop and it's sociopolitical potential.
But I digress.

Anyways, good job on the track. Other than the lack of dynamics
(which like I said could be due to listening to a probably
lower-fidelity streaming version), the song has good potential. Build
on its strengths and conquer its weaknesses for your next song(s).

--wasted/su700fan
| 13273|13262|2004-07-16 00:38:20|alienspacelab|Re: done with the rs7k|
Well, I had a listen too but, I'm not sure what to say. I basically
don't know anything about hip hop. True. I don't think I can offer
much critique aside from agreeing whole heartedly with points 1 & 2 of
su700's post. Specially point 2. I decided to have another listen to a
different track but heard the same word within seconds of it starting.
After that, I was about ready for a nice cup of tea. Upon which, I
pondered music, life and politics. I quickly became confused so I
stopped drinking tea immediately and resolved my confusion with beer.
Then, everything was OK again. 

In a nutshell...

Musically doesn't go anywhere for me. But I think that's the nature of
the style? I'm probaby not meant to measure it like that am I? Oh
well, there it is. It was kind of nice & moody though.

And, too much "N" word for this little white-anglo-dude-person.

Hope you make a difference to your world, man. All the best.

Cheers

Craig
| 13274|13262|2004-07-16 06:16:37|david grundy|Re: done with the rs7k|
you make very good points those are the things that i need to hear.... i hate when people tell you want you want to hear....
as far as the rapper goes , hes 13 , i know i wasnt working with the next nas or anything, and i agree the the hip hop today is all bullshit... other then a few.... Nas, Em,dre
3000,...
now that i think bout it i cant think of anyone else out there right now that is tight...

to make a long story short , thank you for taking the time to listen

su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "midinote2004" wrote:
> http://www.acidplanet.com/artist.asp?PID=403336&T=7557
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> just wanted to share some of my work done with the rs....
> reply back to let me know what you guys think

I'm assuming you want constructive criticism, right? Finally got a
chance to listen to the Play Now (streamed version) tonight.

Postives:
1) Rapper has good flow. Nice and smooth.
2) Beats are nice and match the tempo of the song/style.
3) Nice ending with just the beats and no rapping for a few bars. 
Lets the song end on a wistful, thought provoking note. Though the
last 1-2 seconds just sorta drop off. You might want to do a fade out
at that point.
4) Song/subject matter fits the style/genre you have it under
(east-coast hip hop). Good example of the style.

Negatives (and some of this may be due to listening to the Play Now
(streaming) version of the song instead of the presumably better
Download link at a higher-bitrate encoding probably):
1) Not enough dynamics. Too much low end, not enough midrange/high
end. Sounds muddy. Needs a better encoding or maybe tweaking of the
EQs/filters/sounds in the midrange/high levels.
2) Way too much use of the "N" word, especially in the beginning of
the rap. Even for the style (east-coast hip hop). Every sentence in
the first 10-12 lines ends with the "N" word. Way overdone.
3) Not particularly my favorite style (I'm more partial to old-school
hip hop/gangsta rap with a political or social lyrical bent (i.e.
Ice-T, Public Enemy, Geto Boys, Early Dre/NWA, etc. Late 80s/early
90s rap.)) This modern rap is too much about the bling-bling, money,
hoes, cars, etc. and not about the real issues that songs like "The
Message" by Grandmaster Flash or "Freedom of Speech" by Ice-T rapped
about. But that's a stylistic choice. I guess I'm just an old fart
who enjoyed the foundations of hip hop when I was growing up as a kid
in the hood. I just wish more young rappers would rediscover the
roots of the foundation of hip hop and it's sociopolitical potential.
But I digress.

Anyways, good job on the track. Other than the lack of dynamics
(which like I said could be due to listening to a probably
lower-fidelity streaming version), the song has good potential. Build
on its strengths and conquer its weaknesses for your next song(s).

--wasted/su700fan
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alien thanks for checking out the tracks , hope that you didnt give the second song a listen .... im going to take that one off...
i really didnt want to be gradded on the rappers... about 95 percent of the rappers that i work with , i dont like ...
but im not dr dre or anything so i have to work with what i have...
but i understand you not knowing much about hip hop , thats cool
it seem that im the only hip hop dude in this group so i guess i dont belong so im going to have to leave the group ....its been nice talking to you guys ... take care

alienspacelab <alienspacelab@yahoo.com> wrote:
Well, I had a listen too but, I'm not sure what to say. I basically
don't know anything about hip hop. True. I don't think I can offer
much critique aside from agreeing whole heartedly with points 1 & 2 of
su700's post. Specially point 2. I decided to have another listen to a
different track but heard the same word within seconds of it starting.
After that, I was about ready for a nice cup of tea. Upon which, I
pondered music, life and politics. I quickly became confused so I
stopped drinking tea immediately and resolved my confusion with beer.
Then, everything was OK again. 

In a nutshell...

Musically doesn't go anywhere for me. But I think that's the nature of
the style? I'm probaby not meant to measure it like that am I? Oh
well, there it is. It was kind of nice & moody though.

And, too much "N" word for this little white-anglo-dude-person.

Hope you make a difference to your world, man. All the best.

Cheers

Craig
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13276|13276|2004-07-16 06:33:27|david grundy|(no subject)|
Sike!!!!!!!!

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13277|1104|2004-07-16 08:46:29|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: (unknown)|

> Sike!!!!!!!! 

You don't need to leave (hehe). I understand your frustration, tho. I'm a hip-hop head like I said in my other message. I just am into old-school hip-hop/ganster rap and not
the new school stuff too much. My interest starts to wane around 1994 onwards for newer rap. Snoop's album from that time was probably the last great rap album I
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bought. I still enjoy some of the newer hip-hop/rap on the radio but too much of it bites riffs/beats from 80s, 70s, and 60s music and passing it off as "cool", "original"
when it's not. I mean c'mon, that latest rap I heard has Thomas Dolby's "She Blinded Me With Science" as its main riff. What a ripoff! And Jay-Z's latest "99
Problems...But a Bitch ain't one" isn't as good as the original by Ice-T and Brother Marquis off Ice-T's 1994 Home Invasion album (which I think might've also been a
remake of an even earlier version).
My main gripe with modern hip-hop/rap is twofold: 1) too much biting of old beats and lyrics instead of the so-called artists creating their own original stuff; 2) way too
much concern with getting benjamins ($), hoes, bling-bling, look at me I'm so cool because I got a record contract and paid a bunch of women to dance in my video who
normally wouldn't gimme the time of day if I didn't have money, etc.
Bring the message back to the music! I'm always game to hear a new playa in the field that has something worthwhile to say. There are some good recent tracks out there,
they just take awhile to find.
Last point: I'm really sick of the boring, slow-ass R'n'B influence beatmaking is having on some of the hip-hop/rap produced over the last 3-5 years. Gimme that hardcore
fast shit anyday.
--wasted/su700fan (offa my soapbox hehe)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13278|13259|2004-07-16 10:54:42|velocityconvulsion|Re: rs7k as remote controll - mLan Card|
I guess, regarding the motif ES or 01x,
this is a mLan/Studio Manager feature

http://www.yamahasynth.com/news/index.html#03
http://www.01xray.com/features_tour/features_controller.html
http://www.motifator.com/mart/mainframemlan16e.htm

so, will there be a mLan card for the rs?

V.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> You have more detail than that? That could mean anything, can control 
> remotely like that via a midi hook up been around forever. It must
be something 
> more than that if there was an anouncement on it recently. The
motief ES is a 
> pretty nice machine, I'd get one if I had the spare cash. Its much more 
> expandable and seems to be where all their support efforts went to
instead of setting 
> asside any resource or two for the RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> In a message dated 7/13/2004 12:27:13 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> VelocityConvulsion@g... writes:
> 
> > hi!
> > 
> > yamaha announces the Motif ES´ "remote function,
> > which allows to remote control your computer setup (i.e. logic,
> > cubasem vst

-software insruments).
> > 
> > Has anyone done his already with rs?
> > just to use the transport funktions would be nice to have.
> > 
> > Vel
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13279|13262|2004-07-16 10:55:23|alienspacelab|Re: done with the rs7k|
Well, for what it's worth, I'm a newbie here myself but I think you
have just as much of a place here as anyone does. With 1000 odd people
on the list I reckon there must be plenty of hip hop muso/dj types. It
takes guts to put your music up for the world to judge. Well done to you. 

C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, david grundy wrote:
> alien thanks for checking out the tracks , hope that you didnt give
the second song a listen .... im going to take that one off...

http://www.yamahasynth.com/news/index.html#03
http://www.01xray.com/features_tour/features_controller.html
http://www.motifator.com/mart/mainframemlan16e.htm
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> i really didnt want to be gradded on the rappers... about 95 percent
of the rappers that i work with , i dont like ...
> but im not dr dre or anything so i have to work with what i have...
> but i understand you not knowing much about hip hop , thats cool
> it seem that im the only hip hop dude in this group so i guess i
dont belong so im going to have to leave the group ....its been nice
talking to you guys ... take care
> 
> alienspacelab wrote:
> Well, I had a listen too but, I'm not sure what to say. I basically
> don't know anything about hip hop. True. I don't think I can offer
> much critique aside from agreeing whole heartedly with points 1 & 2 of
> su700's post. Specially point 2. I decided to have another listen to a
> different track but heard the same word within seconds of it starting.
> After that, I was about ready for a nice cup of tea. Upon which, I
> pondered music, life and politics. I quickly became confused so I
> stopped drinking tea immediately and resolved my confusion with beer.
> Then, everything was OK again. 
> 
> In a nutshell...
> 
> Musically doesn't go anywhere for me. But I think that's the nature of
> the style? I'm probaby not meant to measure it like that am I? Oh
> well, there it is. It was kind of nice & moody though.
> 
> And, too much "N" word for this little white-anglo-dude-person.
> 
> Hope you make a difference to your world, man. All the best.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Craig
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Do you Yahoo!?
> New and Improved Yahoo! Mail - 100MB free storage!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13280|13262|2004-07-16 13:39:56|Latif|Re: done with the rs7k|
Not only that... you're also one of the 
not so many hiphop musicians that uses the RS instead of bashing it 
in comparence to the never ending mpc myth.
So be proud of what u do, 
btw there's another fellow here on the list
that does hiphop also, haven't heard him in a while... 
he used to use the F word in his posts alot :D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alienspacelab" 
wrote:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> > After that, I was about ready for a nice cup of tea. Upon which, I
> > pondered music, life and politics. I quickly became confused so I
> > stopped drinking tea immediately and resolved my confusion with 

beer.

> > Then, everything was OK again. 
> > 

lol, this piece was very funny hehehehehe
:-))))))))))))

Latif
| 13281|1104|2004-07-17 10:10:18|Alex garza|Re: (unknown)|
DOG I tottaly agree with you. I work for a hip hop radio station and I to use the RS7000. The creativity with these new artist is LACKING.....

su700fan@comcast.net wrote:> Sike!!!!!!!! 

You don't need to leave (hehe). I understand your frustration, tho. I'm a hip-hop head like I said in my other message. I just am into old-school hip-hop/ganster rap and not
the new school stuff too much. My interest starts to wane around 1994 onwards for newer rap. Snoop's album from that time was probably the last great rap album I
bought. I still enjoy some of the newer hip-hop/rap on the radio but too much of it bites riffs/beats from 80s, 70s, and 60s music and passing it off as "cool", "original"
when it's not. I mean c'mon, that latest rap I heard has Thomas Dolby's "She Blinded Me With Science" as its main riff. What a ripoff! And Jay-Z's latest "99
Problems...But a Bitch ain't one" isn't as good as the original by Ice-T and Brother Marquis off Ice-T's 1994 Home Invasion album (which I think might've also been a
remake of an even earlier version).
My main gripe with modern hip-hop/rap is twofold: 1) too much biting of old beats and lyrics instead of the so-called artists creating their own original stuff; 2) way too
much concern with getting benjamins ($), hoes, bling-bling, look at me I'm so cool because I got a record contract and paid a bunch of women to dance in my video who
normally wouldn't gimme the time of day if I didn't have money, etc.
Bring the message back to the music! I'm always game to hear a new playa in the field that has something worthwhile to say. There are some good recent tracks out there,
they just take awhile to find.
Last point: I'm really sick of the boring, slow-ass R'n'B influence beatmaking is having on some of the hip-hop/rap produced over the last 3-5 years. Gimme that hardcore
fast shit anyday.
--wasted/su700fan (offa my soapbox hehe)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Vote for the stars of Yahoo!'s next ad campaign!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13282|13282|2004-07-19 09:39:17|weggatech|using Rs to control Reason|
hi my name is gordon im new to the group ...just joined up 2 minutes 
ago.... was a previous member bout a year & half ago but only just 
rebirthed my computer after some serious upgrades....
I am wanting to know if anyone out there has been using their Rs7000 
to control reasons various machines??? i have been using the 2 
together for a couple of days and have been having so much fun its 
not funny... basically i want to know can i assign certain buttons 
on my rs to control whatever i want inside reason.... 
eg:RS delay fx send - controls - a Specified delay rack inside reason

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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or: RS reverb fx send controls a certain parameter of the rv7000 
reverb rack
etc etc 
any help on how i would implment these tasks would be appreciated
regards 
Gordon
| 13283|1104|2004-07-19 09:39:45|slikdarelic|Re: (unknown)|
HIP HOP IS OFFICIALLY IN THE HOUSE!!! waddup peeps!!! lessee now, 
ryhmin since 79... makin beats since 83... usin the RS since 02. 
not much gets by me when it comes to hip hop. the music was tight, 
im feelin the piano. but the 1st loop needs to be tighter, u gotta 
try and mask that gap if u can. lil man's rhyme was ok to todays 
standards i guess... but aint he too young to be talkin bout 
gunplay. i hear that stuff from all the 20 yr old cats... flip the 
words better so at least i can enjoy the gunshots and bullets, nah 
mean. dont just say 'im gonna shoot yo azz' lemme figure it out, 
otherwise, u sound like everyone else. HOLLA BACK!!!

da relic
| 13284|13282|2004-07-19 14:07:08|blazrodic|Re: using Rs to control Reason|
Hello,
Press the Setup button on the RS7000 a couple of times and you'll get 
to the screen where you can set the MIDI CC numbers that RS7000 knobs 
send. Or just use the "learn" function of Reason while you have a 
midi out of the RS7000 connected to your Reason's MIDI in port. 
good luck,
blaz
| 13285|13285|2004-07-19 14:08:55|rainerman|Tools & Styles|
What's the deal with the Tools & Styles cd that comes witht the RS7k? Where is the Wave 
Editor (TWE)? Obviously I don't know shit yet.

rainerman
| 13286|13286|2004-07-20 03:22:24|david grundy|Re: Tools & Styles|
same here. And its been 2 years 4 me
--- rainerman@yahoo.com <rainerman@yahoo.com> wrote:

> What's the deal with the Tools & Styles cd that

comes witht the RS7k? Where is the Wave 

> Editor (TWE)? Obviously I don't know shit yet.
> 
> rainerman
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Vote for the stars of Yahoo!'s next ad campaign!
http://advision.webevents.yahoo.com/yahoo/votelifeengine/
| 13287|13285|2004-07-20 10:27:11|michel siliakus|Re: Tools & Styles|

>From: "rainerman" <rainerman@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Tools & Styles
>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2004 16:11:55 -0000
>
>What's the deal with the Tools & Styles cd that comes witht the RS7k? Where 
>is the Wave
>Editor (TWE)? Obviously I don't know shit yet.
>
>rainerman
>
>the wave editor should be on that cd together with styles and a version of 
>acrobat reader.

_________________________________________________________________
MSN Zoeken, voor duidelijke zoekresultaten! http://search.msn.nl
| 13288|13288|2004-07-20 20:43:26|blackfeather801|sampling levels|
hey, these days when I sample my voice and also stereo sounds from my minidisc, the 
audio level is limited/cut-off at 64 [whatever 64 is??] and then seems to distort. How can I 
get my rs back to how it used to be? Before it used to peak all the way to the right on the 
LED meters. I have fiddled with the levels in AD set-up, no luck.

Blackfeather

mailto:rainerman@yahoo.com
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| 13289|13288|2004-07-21 00:46:33|Robert van der Kamp|Re: sampling levels|
On Wednesday 21 July 2004 02:07, blackfeather801 wrote:

> hey, these days when I sample my voice and also stereo
> sounds from my minidisc, the audio level is
> limited/cut-off at 64 [whatever 64 is??] and then seems
> to distort. How can I get my rs back to how it used to
> be? Before it used to peak all the way to the right on
> the LED meters. I have fiddled with the levels in AD
> set-up, no luck.

The red Rec-Volume knob?
| 13290|13288|2004-07-21 02:23:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sampling levels|
probabbly dumb idea, but have you tried adjusting the Rec Volume knob? 
Also, maybe turn down your source, and or can also adjust the trigger level 
which defaults at 64. Not sure where it has a threshold for sampling if it does 
have one. If that is the case pretty sure someone else here will have that 
info for you.

Zam 

In a message dated 7/20/2004 9:11:12 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
blackfeather801@yahoo.com writes:

hey, these days when I sample my voice and also stereo sounds from my 
minidisc, the 
audio level is limited/cut-off at 64 [whatever 64 is??] and then seems to 
distort. How can I 
get my rs back to how it used to be? Before it used to peak all the way to 
the right on the 
LED meters. I have fiddled with the levels in AD set-up, no luck.

Blackfeather

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13291|13259|2004-07-21 02:37:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: rs7k as remote controll - mLan Card|
The motif is one nice board, from what I hear it has 3 expansion slots for 
what ever they can make to fit in them. ie. the mLan card, other synth 
engines. This mLan card sounds really cool, basically seems to be a usb sound card 
that will take over the sound on your computer system, with additional 
features. The coolest I see is that it'll record 16 channels into the software 
from the ESs mLan card at one time, and also export 4 bussess or something like 
that. Can't do that with a regular sound card. That is what it seems like 
it is doing to me. Also, I really doubt they will make one for the RS as far 
as I know the RS does not have expansion slots for things like that, but I'm 
not 100% possitive, their probabbly is a way yamaha could do something 
similar, but they seem to have discontinued any support or advancement of the RS 
what so ever, so it would be a miricle I think if they came out with something 
like that for the RS.

Zam

P.S. thanks for the links & info.

In a message dated 7/16/2004 10:57:16 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
VelocityConvulsion@gmx.net writes:

I guess, regarding the motif ES or 01x,
this is a mLan/Studio Manager feature

http://www.yamahasynth.com/news/index.html#03
http://www.01xray.com/features_tour/features_controller.html
http://www.motifator.com/mart/mainframemlan16e.htm

so, will there be a mLan card for the rs?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13292|406|2004-07-22 14:36:25|haydnmaxwell|new to group|
Hi everyone
I was just brousing on the yahoo website and noticed this group
I have the Yamaha SU200 sampler, Is this site dedicated to this as 
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well???
any way, I havent got any questions specific enouth to ask as yet
or any thing really worth mentioning at present as I recentley left 
my AC/DC adapter at my parents house and Im waiting for them to send 
it to me via post! so I havent used it for the last week or so.
Has anyone tried out the korg ES1 yet, Ive heard its one of the best 
in its price range/class. I have the Korg Electribe EA1 (mk2) which 
is a wicked little 2 part mono synth and Im thinking of adding the 
ES1 along with the ER1 to the family. any sugestions??

Just wanted to get sighned up to the group,
Look fowards to hearing from ya
| 13293|406|2004-07-22 16:15:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: new to group|
Welcome to the RS7000 yahoo group from Zam.

Happy to have any discussions, but if it is NOT specific to the RS7000 then 
it would be good etiquette to use the letters OT or Off Topic in your subject 
line when posting here.

Yamaha music gear seems to also be more appropriate for discussing here than 
other manufactures like Korg, Roland, etc., but it don't seem to be 
restricted as far as I know. You might just get better help or support in another 
more dedicated forum specific to that equipment.

Happy posting!

Zam

In a message dated 7/22/2004 2:38:21 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
haydnmaxwell@yahoo.co.uk writes:

Hi everyone
I was just brousing on the yahoo website and noticed this group
I have the Yamaha SU200 sampler, Is this site dedicated to this as 
well???
any way, I havent got any questions specific enouth to ask as yet
or any thing really worth mentioning at present as I recentley left 
my AC/DC adapter at my parents house and Im waiting for them to send 
it to me via post! so I havent used it for the last week or so.
Has anyone tried out the korg ES1 yet, Ive heard its one of the best 
in its price range/class. I have the Korg Electribe EA1 (mk2) which 
is a wicked little 2 part mono synth and Im thinking of adding the 
ES1 along with the ER1 to the family. any sugestions??

Just wanted to get sighned up to the group,
Look fowards to hearing from ya

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13294|13294|2004-07-23 21:27:23|minimaltemblorx|Yamaha RM1x + Yamaha SU-700 o Yamaha RS-7000??|
Temblorx 

Hello I go the incredible one SU-700, this sampler acquire this one 
done it to join the Yamaha RM1x 

I like to know if this union of RM+SU is mas powerfully that Yamaha 
RS-7000? 

And it he is worth changing my omnipotent silver beast 
Roland MC-505 for the Yamaha SU-700? 

THANK YOU
| 13295|13294|2004-07-24 11:00:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Yamaha RM1x + Yamaha SU-700 o Yamaha RS-7000??|
It all depends. The SU700, I think can be more powerfull than the RSs built 
in sampler. However, the RM1X sound engine is a little older than the RSs, 
therefore sounds are not quite as good. Yet the RM1X still sounds pretty 
good though, the combonation of both is probababy a better combo than just the 
RS, but you have two units that you have to carry around and learn seperately 
and learn how to join them up properly and all that fun stuff. I guess if 
you get good at sampling on the SU700 you wont need to carry around the RM1X. 
Also, depending on how much memory and storage you have on any of them that 
can also make a big diffrence.

I never really got into the SU700 when I had it, for I had nothing to sample 
from, and it came with so few built in samples. With the RM1X to sample 
from though, it might have been a difrent experience for me. However, I think 

mailto:haydnmaxwell@yahoo.co.uk


the majority of my work is done generating sounds, and not sampling, a sampler 
only comes in handy for adding little extras like backing vocs or other odd 
sounds from other sources other than a synth.

Also I've kept my 505 in my line up. There are things that I can still do 
on that box that no other unit is capable of still yet. However you can not 
sample on it, so that is one big advatage that RS700 and SU700 has over it, 
but the SU cant generate its own tones, so there you have it. The RS is 
clearly the winner to me. I hardly use anything else since I've got the RS, but 
I've kept the 505 still and returned the SU700 since the RS has a sampler with 
enough capability to keep me satisfied. If your looking to do heavy sampling 
though, keep the SU, but you must have something with good sounds to record 
into it.

I think you'll be happy with what ever setup you decide to go with, and 
there will always be something more you wish you had. Just don't limit yourself 
to just a sampler or a unit without. With both, there is not much you wont 
be able to do.

On a side note, I've had people mention my Roland sounds seem a bit muffled 
and not as crisp as yamaha sounds during live performances, so you may want 
to keep that in mind as well.

Good luck, and hope this helped some in your decision process.

Zam 8^) 

In a message dated 7/23/2004 9:54:07 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
minimaltemblorx@yahoo.es writes:

Temblorx 

Hello I go the incredible one SU-700, this sampler acquire this one 
done it to join the Yamaha RM1x 

I like to know if this union of RM+SU is mas powerfully that Yamaha 
RS-7000? 

And it he is worth changing my omnipotent silver beast 
Roland MC-505 for the Yamaha SU-700? 

THANK YOU

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13296|13282|2004-07-25 07:35:51|weggatech|Re: using Rs to control Reason|
Cheers blaz much appreciated ... would you explain a little more 
about the "learn" function witin reason ... have no idea what you 
are meaning ...thx
| 13297|13297|2004-07-26 04:50:15|James Kneen|Problems with the SLICE job...|
Hi,

I'm having intermittent problems completing "slice" jobs.

I'm clicking the "Do" button, then auditioning in the usual manner, but when 
I go to "create", the RS dsiplays the "executiing" screen and starts to 
count up indefinitely (15 minutes later and it's still going leaving no 
option but to power off/on)

I've run this job hundreds of times in the past, and this problem has only 
recently started occuring.

The samples I'm slicing up aren't especially big, andf I have plenty of wave 
memory available (over 60meg). I've also ran the optimise memory job.

I've had the machine a couple of years and haven't bothered updating the OS, 
does anyone know if this problem has been addressed by later OS's?

Many thanks,
James.
UK.

_________________________________________________________________
It's fast, it's easy and it's free. Get MSN Messenger today! 
http://www.msn.co.uk/messenger
| 13298|13297|2004-07-26 06:16:54|Christian Wiesner|Re: Problems with the SLICE job...|
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>�I'm clicking the "Do" button, then auditioning in the usual manner,
>�but when I go to "create", the RS dsiplays the "executiing" screen
>�and starts to count up indefinitely (15 minutes later and it's
>�still going leaving no option but to power off/on)

I can remember, If you still have any Sequence Play FX on this track enabled (like Beatstretch, Shift, maybe even Transpose) it can lead to this behaviour. Check these
things first, slicing works for me like a charm.

>�The samples I'm slicing up aren't especially big, andf I have
>�plenty of wave memory available (over 60meg). I've also ran the
>�optimise memory job.

Another issue was faulty memory. But please check the upper mentioned things first.

>�I've had the machine a couple of years and haven't bothered
>�updating the OS, does anyone know if this problem has been
>�addressed by later OS's?

I don't know, but I strongly recommend to update to at least 2.0. The improvements in the workflow are huge.

Christian
| 13299|13247|2004-07-26 13:43:28|eq127|Re: simple editing in song mode|
well, if you'd like to hear my solution, i've decided, as i read from 
another rs7000 user, to stick with pattern chain mode where at least 
i can get the best of the pattern-based features of the rs without 
having to delve into the almost non-existant linear-based features it 
has. i am still writing entirely between the triton and rs, (i will 
be a die-hard hardware user until the day software really does become 
just as good, i know this for sure ;) ), i simply have to think about 
my methods of sequencing two different ways : linear for the triton, 
and pattern based for the rs. 

this works ok because i am using the rs for mostly drumwork and the 
triton for mostly sampling anyways and they are suited to the types 
of sequencing i am using for each.

in fact, now that i'm getting used to this, i strongly encourage 
anyone with a similar setup to try this out! it requires more 
creative thinking but the possibilities are much more interesting now 
that i have had a chance to think about it. 

maybe the rs7000's sorry looking song mode is more of a blessing than 
a curse after all! i mean, it does in fact have some of the best 
pattern-based abilities i have ever seen on any kind of workstation.

this would make for a nice discussion so i will be checking for 
replies!

going to show you guys some of what i've been doing with my rs pretty 
soon ;)

cheers

eq

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> My opinion too here.
> 
> You might be better off using a software sequencer for what it 
sounds like 
> your doing, import the midi and find the sounds you like on the RS 
or slave the 
> RS from the computer sequencer.
> 
> You are right, I think the RS is limited in the ability that your 
talking 
> about for what you want to do too. However, I must disagree about 
the Triton's 
> sequencer. Although it sounds like you do your sequencing 
diffrent then I 
> must be doing it. I mostly edit in Step on the RS which ever mode 
I'm in. 
> RS's step sequencer is superior to the Tritons. Although, rolland 
may have 
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> updated that portion of the Triton OS by now, I don't know, but it 
was the whole 
> reason why I sold my Triton a year or so ago. I couldn't make a 
decent song 
> on it without the aitd of a software sequencer to save my life. I 
do try to 
> do as little as possible on the computer software side, which is 
my choice, 
> but if I were to only program in your linear fashion and not use 
looped 
> patterns I'd of have got nowhere. Looping is the essence of a 
groove, and part 
> of the word groovebox which is what catagory the RS falls into.
> 
> I do hope you find a better way though the RS though to do what 
you want, 
> but I think your going to miss out on what the RS can help 
automate and make 
> quicker of a lot of stuff for your style, psytrance, of music. 
Which brings me 
> to another point, trance which is part of psytrance is in my 
opinion defined 
> as a repetitive beat in its nature as to help highten the feeling 
of already 
> being high. So, if you don't find any help or work around for 
your problem, 
> I hope you can still "relearn what you have learned" (sorry for 
the yoda 
> quote) and be able to use these parts of the RS to help further 
your genra. 
> Until then my best advice for linear programing of songs is to use 
a softseq, 
> got all that highlight cut-n-paste really easy stuff for that. 
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 7/6/2004 3:25:00 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> eq@g... writes:
> 
> hi everyone, i have some (usually) quite simple questions to ask 
about
> the RS7000, usually this is not necessary with other gear!
> 
> First off, how do you delete selected measures of a track in song
> mode? When i use the delete measure command, it erases those 
measures
> of the all 16 tracks!!! This makes no sense to me! i know you put
> phrases into song mode using the "Put Phrase" command, and its easy
> enough to select which pattern and which track, so why don't they 
have
> the equivalent command for deleting data??? And before anyone goes 
this 
> direction - i absolutely refuse to use
> pattern chain mode - this is not an option to me - i am a linear
> sequencer and this pattern-based sequencing is illogical and wastes
> alot of effort IMO. Also it winds up making tracks sound too
> manufactured and sectioned, you wind up doing 8 measures of this, 4
> measures of that etc!
> 
> This does not work for psytrance!!!
> 
> Anyways, i'm also wondering where all the other standard sequencer
> commands are for song mode - like "repeat measure" (a fast way to 
put
> to track if you're going to keep repeating the same pattern over 
and
> over), "move measure", "insert measure" "create measure" (again 
with
> only ONE track, not all 16), and so forth??? 
> 
> I really don't understand the logic in this unit's OS! But i love 
the
> unit and the sounds and the pattern mode alot!! Arggh if this thing
> had the Triton's sequencer in it i would be a very happy happy 
person.
> 
> Please help me to understand this baffling machine!!
> 
> thanks!
> 
> 



> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13300|13300|2004-07-27 12:49:06|Tomasz Trzcinski|scsi coonector at RS 7000|
do any body have any idea how to transfer samples from Emu Ultra to RS 7000
do they have the same SCSI connectors?
what type of cable is necesery to connect both
Tomek

----- Original Message ----- 
From: michel siliakus 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2004 9:49 AM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Tools & Styles

>From: "rainerman" <rainerman@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Tools & Styles
>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2004 16:11:55 -0000
>
>What's the deal with the Tools & Styles cd that comes witht the RS7k? Where 
>is the Wave
>Editor (TWE)? Obviously I don't know shit yet.
>
>rainerman
>
>the wave editor should be on that cd together with styles and a version of 
>acrobat reader.

_________________________________________________________________
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> do any body have any idea how to transfer samples from Emu Ultra to 
> RS 7000
> do they have the same SCSI connectors?
> what type of cable is necesery to connect both
> Tomek

The SCSI Connector on the RS7000 is for transferring samples to from a 
PC/Mac (via software like the included Tiny Wave Editor on the RS7k 
CDROM) or for connecting external SCSI drives for sample import (A3k/4k
/5k, Akai S1000/S3000 format CDROMs) and Style/Song/All (.R2P, .R2S, 
.R2A) saving to external media (ZIP/MO, HD). I doubt that you'd be 
able to directly share samples from your Emu Ultra to the RS7000. Even 
if the Emu Ultra uses a FAT file format and you have a HD in it, if the 
RS7000 is connected to it and tries to read from the Emu's HD at the 
same time the Emu is accessing it you could end up with corrupt data on 
the HD. Your best bet for transferring samples (if possible) from the 
Emu to the RS7k is to save them as .AIF/.WAV format from your Emu (via 
floppy or SCSI R/W drive), transfer them to your PC/Mac, and copy them 
onto SmartMedia cards to import into your RS7k.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13302|13300|2004-07-28 14:32:42|Tomasz Trzcinski|Re: scsi coonector at RS 7000|
ok
can I transfer samples from Emu to ZIP SCSI drive, and then send from ZIP to
RS7000?
Emu and RS seem to have different SCSI connectors
how to deal with it?
Tomek

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "wasted/su700fan" <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2004 4:02 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] scsi coonector at RS 7000

> > do any body have any idea how to transfer samples from Emu Ultra to
> > RS 7000
> > do they have the same SCSI connectors?
> > what type of cable is necesery to connect both
> > Tomek
>
> The SCSI Connector on the RS7000 is for transferring samples to from a
> PC/Mac (via software like the included Tiny Wave Editor on the RS7k
> CDROM) or for connecting external SCSI drives for sample import (A3k/4k
> /5k, Akai S1000/S3000 format CDROMs) and Style/Song/All (.R2P, .R2S,
> .R2A) saving to external media (ZIP/MO, HD). I doubt that you'd be
> able to directly share samples from your Emu Ultra to the RS7000. Even
> if the Emu Ultra uses a FAT file format and you have a HD in it, if the
> RS7000 is connected to it and tries to read from the Emu's HD at the
> same time the Emu is accessing it you could end up with corrupt data on
> the HD. Your best bet for transferring samples (if possible) from the
> Emu to the RS7k is to save them as .AIF/.WAV format from your Emu (via
> floppy or SCSI R/W drive), transfer them to your PC/Mac, and copy them
> onto SmartMedia cards to import into your RS7k.
>
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

| 13303|13300|2004-07-29 11:26:27|Alex garza|Re: scsi coonector at RS 7000|
Use the EMU Ultra as a sound module and use it VIA Midi.... Thats how i did it.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:> do any body have any idea how to transfer samples from Emu Ultra to 

> RS 7000
> do they have the same SCSI connectors?
> what type of cable is necesery to connect both
> Tomek

The SCSI Connector on the RS7000 is for transferring samples to from a 
PC/Mac (via software like the included Tiny Wave Editor on the RS7k 
CDROM) or for connecting external SCSI drives for sample import (A3k/4k
/5k, Akai S1000/S3000 format CDROMs) and Style/Song/All (.R2P, .R2S, 
.R2A) saving to external media (ZIP/MO, HD). I doubt that you'd be 
able to directly share samples from your Emu Ultra to the RS7000. Even 
if the Emu Ultra uses a FAT file format and you have a HD in it, if the 
RS7000 is connected to it and tries to read from the Emu's HD at the 
same time the Emu is accessing it you could end up with corrupt data on 
the HD. Your best bet for transferring samples (if possible) from the 
Emu to the RS7k is to save them as .AIF/.WAV format from your Emu (via 
floppy or SCSI R/W drive), transfer them to your PC/Mac, and copy them 
onto SmartMedia cards to import into your RS7k.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

__________________________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13304|13300|2004-07-29 11:57:29|wasted/su700fan|Re: scsi coonector at RS 7000|

> ok
> can I transfer samples from Emu to ZIP SCSI drive, and then send from 
> ZIP to
> RS7000?
> Emu and RS seem to have different SCSI connectors
> how to deal with it?
> Tomek

If the Emu writes to its SCSI ZIP drive in FAT file format (Windows 
FAT16) and it writes the samples as .AIF or .WAV, yes. If not, you'll 
need some way to translate the Emu's filesystem to FAT16 and .AIF/.WAV 
(Chickensys Translator software might do the trick).
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-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13305|13305|2004-07-30 11:31:49|Darshzaan Zef|Hi and timing of rs7000|
Hiya people. my name is Caleb from west australia and i have a question 
regarding the yamaha RS7000. What is thre timing like when its under lots of 
strain?

are there any problems with the rs7000?

thanks

_________________________________________________________________
Smart Saving with ING Direct � earn 5.25% p.a. variable rate: 
http://ad.au.doubleclick.net/clk;7249209;8842331;n?http://www.ingdirect.com.au/burst6offer.asp?id=8
| 13306|13306|2004-07-30 11:33:00|Tomasz Trzcinski|for sale?|
hi still searching RS7000 to buy
anyone from US would ship to Europe?
help please
| 13307|13307|2004-07-31 18:18:50|BEKEN ONE|sampling question|
hello...i want to buy a RS7000 but i have a question.
is it possible to have my RS7000 send out a MIDI clock signal to my
XL-7 so that I could sample in measure ,as a result sample a perfect
loop accourding to my start and end times?
| 13308|13307|2004-07-31 18:41:34|Christopher Layne|Re: sampling question|
Yes.

Read the FAQ.

On Sun, Aug 01, 2004 at 12:18:49AM -0000, BEKEN ONE wrote:
> hello...i want to buy a RS7000 but i have a question.
> is it possible to have my RS7000 send out a MIDI clock signal to my
> XL-7 so that I could sample in measure ,as a result sample a perfect
> loop accourding to my start and end times?

| 13309|13309|2004-08-01 00:55:47|ridszero|Starting and stopping another Sequencer w/ RS7000 during Song?|
I know how to get the RS7000 sequencer to start another hardware 
sequencer at the beginning of a RS7000 Song, but is it possible to 
start another sequencer (like a Korg ER-1 or something) while the 
RS7000 is playing a Song and also stop the other sequencer during the 
Song? Does the other sequencer need to assigned to a track of the 
RS7000 for it to work?

Nick
| 13310|13307|2004-08-01 03:51:12|Christian Wiesner|Re: sampling question|

>�Yes.

Apart from the possibility, am I the only one who gets slightly misplaced results in the RS when sampling this way? When I sample via "Trigger - Measure 1-end" or
something like that I still have often to cut some chunks from the resulting loop until it sounds right.

Christian
| 13311|13309|2004-08-01 07:22:43|Oliver Keller|Re: Starting and stopping another Sequencer w/ RS7000 during Song?|
depends.

if you use midiclock (mc) to sync your boxes, you can start and stop a 
slave as often as you like, because mc simply sends ticks to indicate 
the tempo. however, there is no way for the slave to know where exactly 
you are, only how fast you are walking... this means you can stop any 
slave, but you can´t restart on beat unless you have very fast fingers :)

instead of stopping, i would suggest muting the slave, so you keep in 
sync while not getting any output you don´t want

later,

ol!ver

ridszero wrote:

>I know how to get the RS7000 sequencer to start another hardware 
>sequencer at the beginning of a RS7000 Song, but is it possible to 
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>start another sequencer (like a Korg ER-1 or something) while the 
>RS7000 is playing a Song and also stop the other sequencer during the 
>Song? Does the other sequencer need to assigned to a track of the 
>RS7000 for it to work?
> 
>

| 13312|13312|2004-08-01 10:57:18|junkjunkety|import .smf|
I am trying to import .smf for rmxing and having 2 problems:

1. A blank measure is being inserted at the beginning, turning all my 
voices back to blank. I need to work in Pattern Mode, and there is 
no Delete Measure Job in there. Even if I am quick in changing the 
instruments after the first measure, there doesn't seem to be any 
data in the User Phrases. 

2. Illegal file error
| 13313|13309|2004-08-02 00:42:38|ridszero|Re: Starting and stopping another Sequencer w/ RS7000 during Song?|
Is there a way to assign the other sequ. to a RS7000 track? Like only 
when the track is playing the other sequencer will start.

On the other hand, I haven't experimented with mutings. Can you 
record and program the mutings into a Song?

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
> depends.
> 
> if you use midiclock (mc) to sync your boxes, you can start and 
stop a 
> slave as often as you like, because mc simply sends ticks to 
indicate 
> the tempo. however, there is no way for the slave to know where 
exactly 
> you are, only how fast you are walking... this means you can stop 
any 
> slave, but you can´t restart on beat unless you have very fast 
fingers :)
> 
> instead of stopping, i would suggest muting the slave, so you keep 
in 
> sync while not getting any output you don´t want
> 
> 
> later,
> 
> ol!ver
> 
> 
> 
> ridszero wrote:
> 
> >I know how to get the RS7000 sequencer to start another hardware 
> >sequencer at the beginning of a RS7000 Song, but is it possible to 
> >start another sequencer (like a Korg ER-1 or something) while the 
> >RS7000 is playing a Song and also stop the other sequencer during 
the 
> >Song? Does the other sequencer need to assigned to a track of the 
> >RS7000 for it to work?
> > 
> >

| 13314|13309|2004-08-02 13:13:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Starting and stopping another Sequencer w/ RS7000 during Song?|
All tracks are always playing if the RS is playing; you can't stop playing 
just one track while the others continue. This is consistent with most 
Sequencers that I know. You can use and record your mutes per track in Song mode. 
I do that all the time. If you hook another Sequencer up as a slave to RS 
or vice versa, create each song individually on each Seq., then mute the 
lengths or measures you do not want to hear during playback and let the songs on 
both play on through without stopping one or the other. Hitting play on the 
master Seq., if synched properly, will cause the slave to start automatically 
and catch the same tempo. Basically, synching up two totally separate songs 
on separate units at the same time, so mutes can come in handy. Only other 
option is to lower and raise the volume (velocity levels) on individual 
tracks might work just as well or even better in some circumstances. Mutes don't 
seem to convert to .smf or midi, but I think velocity changes do, this might 
come in handy if you decide to try to load the songs up on other gear. Its a 
little more dificult to record a lot of velocity changes though, mutes are 
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easier to use on the RS if not going to swap midi files IMHO.

Good Luck!

Zam

In a message dated 8/2/2004 12:53:21 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
ridszero@hotmail.com writes:

Is there a way to assign the other sequ. to a RS7000 track? Like only 
when the track is playing the other sequencer will start.

On the other hand, I haven't experimented with mutings. Can you 
record and program the mutings into a Song?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13316|13316|2004-08-07 12:46:32|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Midi timing is sloppy - Mp3 examples posted|
How is the MIDI timing of your other synths when triggered 
by Cubase? I mean, could it be a Cubase/computer/MIDI 
device problem?

Also, check the amount of CCs your are sending out. You 
could easily drown any synth when sending it tons of CCs 
(e.g. as the result of real-time sweeps).

- Robert
| 13317|13316|2004-08-07 17:17:57|peter sedin|Re: Midi timing is sloppy - Mp3 examples posted|
--- Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:

> How is the MIDI timing of your other synths when
> triggered 
> by Cubase? I mean, could it be a
> Cubase/computer/MIDI 
> device problem?
> 
> Also, check the amount of CCs your are sending out.
> You 
> could easily drown any synth when sending it tons of
> CCs 
> (e.g. as the result of real-time sweeps).

exactly..you should allways record CC# on a separate
track AFTER notes..notes first. cc# after.
peace
peter

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail is new and improved - Check it out!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13318|13318|2004-08-08 12:13:24|Zeek Duff|initial settings|
Hi folks, and hello again Robert vdK!

Well, I took the plunge after a year of messing around with other devices
that just didn't cut the mustard, got a good deal off eBay, and I'm very
happy with the RS7k, so far (after 3 days). I've loaded all my "old"
sequences in and it holds them just fine, 20 at a time, and plays my
XV-5080, beautifully. I'm waiting on a scsi CD player to arrive, but
remembered I had a 128MB SM card in a PS-02 that I could back up to computer
and use for loading the styles from the Yamaha factory CD, did that and
there's room for some samples (Styles took only 39.xMB), but which ones?

The 8MB card that came with it was empty (except for a bad HH mp3), so I did
a factory reset and loaded my stuff, then the Styles from the Yamaha CD onto
the newly formatted SM card. That gave me two autoloads with one Pattern
Chain each and roughly 30 patterns each (don't recall how many). When I
play those back, the first 4 tracks sound like electronic zaps and crap that
doesn't belong with the grooves, appearing to need to be drum & percussion
sounds that aren't loaded, perhaps factory samples? I checked the memory
and there is over 65MB available, so obviously the sampler section is empty.

TWE (Mac OS 9.2.2) doesn't see the audio portion of the CD correctly (wrong
file format error), so I used Toast Audio Extractor to create a folder of
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419.1MB of samples (I also received a CD called "Acid XPress for Yamaha" I
haven't looked at yet), but I have no clue what's on the first track that's
so "dangerous" as described by the manual, and nowhere but the little "Quick
Start" do I find a mention of loading from that CD or what to expect.
Why/how would I load it via the audio inputs as described in the Quick
Start? I don't see that in the manual. What samples (CD tracks) NEED to be
there to play the demo styles correctly? Is that first track necessary
system info for playing the demo styles and if so, how do I load it when I
can't even SEE it? 

Also, I know I read there are some Jazz & Latin Styles, but where are THEY?
I seem to be missing a LOT of Styles...

I checked the FAQ and archives, and don't see these topics covered anywhere,
so I hope I'm not covering ground no one wants to deal with anymore. :)

Best regards,
...z

The trouble with life is there's no background music...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13319|13316|2004-08-08 12:38:59|martin_barns|Re: Midi timing is sloppy - Mp3 examples posted|
I havent tried it with any other synths as this is my only hardware 
box. The amount of CCs shouldnt be the problem cause I only created a 
simple bar of repeating 16th notes without any filtersweeps(you can 
download the examples I posted in the first post).

The midi interface Im using could be the problem though. Im using the 
Audigy2 joystick input to connect my midicables (The other card in my 
pc is a RME/psd). 

Would it make a difference if I bought a midiman usb interface 
instead ? 

/Thanks for the replies

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:
> --- Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> > How is the MIDI timing of your other synths when
> > triggered 
> > by Cubase? I mean, could it be a
> > Cubase/computer/MIDI 
> > device problem?
> > 
> > Also, check the amount of CCs your are sending out.
> > You 
> > could easily drown any synth when sending it tons of
> > CCs 
> > (e.g. as the result of real-time sweeps).
> 
> exactly..you should allways record CC# on a separate
> track AFTER notes..notes first. cc# after.
> peace
> peter
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail is new and improved - Check it out!
> http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail

| 13320|13316|2004-08-08 14:43:03|Christopher Layne|Re: Midi timing is sloppy - Mp3 examples posted|
On Sun, Aug 08, 2004 at 12:44:09PM -0000, martin_barns wrote:

> The midi interface Im using could be the problem though. Im using the 
> Audigy2 joystick input to connect my midicables (The other card in my 
> pc is a RME/psd). 
> 
> Would it make a difference if I bought a midiman usb interface 
> instead ? 

http://www.zeekduff.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail


YES!

NEVER use soundcard (soundblaster, etc.), or game interfaces for 
ANYTHING other than the most basic simple things which they were
intended for.

-cl
| 13321|13318|2004-08-08 22:53:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: initial settings|

> Hi folks, and hello again Robert vdK!
> 
> Well, I took the plunge after a year of messing around with other 
> devices
> that just didn't cut the mustard, got a good deal off eBay, and I'm 
> very
> happy with the RS7k, so far (after 3 days). I've loaded all my "old"
> sequences in and it holds them just fine, 20 at a time, and plays my
> XV-5080, beautifully. I'm waiting on a scsi CD player to arrive, but
> remembered I had a 128MB SM card in a PS-02 that I could back up to 
> computer
> and use for loading the styles from the Yamaha factory CD, did that 
> and
> there's room for some samples (Styles took only 39.xMB), but which 
> ones?

Welcome back to the fold! If the demo Styles took the full 39MB, you 
must've copied over all 12 Audio/MIDI demo Styles along with the two 
AUTOLD_x.R2A/.R3A files to your larger 128MB SM card. These are listed 
in the small manual supplement.

> The 8MB card that came with it was empty (except for a bad HH mp3), 
> so I did
> a factory reset and loaded my stuff, then the Styles from the Yamaha 
> CD onto
> the newly formatted SM card. That gave me two autoloads with one 
> Pattern
> Chain each and roughly 30 patterns each (don't recall how many). 
> When I
> play those back, the first 4 tracks sound like electronic zaps and 
> crap that
> doesn't belong with the grooves, appearing to need to be drum & 
> percussion
> sounds that aren't loaded, perhaps factory samples? I checked the 
> memory
> and there is over 65MB available, so obviously the sampler section is 
> empty.

The first Style of each of the two AUTOLD_x.R2A/.R3A files is an Audio/
MIDI style (with only like 1MB or less of samples so that even the 
factory installed 4MB RAM will play them), and the sample(s) are in the 
.R3A file when you autoload the demo patterns. What you might need to 
do is try a factory reset to see if that corrects your bad patches.

> TWE (Mac OS 9.2.2) doesn't see the audio portion of the CD correctly 
> (wrong
> file format error), so I used Toast Audio Extractor to create a 
> folder of
> 419.1MB of samples (I also received a CD called "Acid XPress for 
> Yamaha" I
> haven't looked at yet), but I have no clue what's on the first track 
> that's
> so "dangerous" as described by the manual, and nowhere but the little 
> "Quick
> Start" do I find a mention of loading from that CD or what to expect.
> Why/how would I load it via the audio inputs as described in the 
> Quick
> Start? I don't see that in the manual. What samples (CD tracks) 
> NEED to be
> there to play the demo styles correctly? Is that first track 
> necessary
> system info for playing the demo styles and if so, how do I load it 
> when I
> can't even SEE it? 

What the documentation means by "don't play the first track" is that 
the CDROM is a "mixed-media" format, with the first track being DATA 
that should NOT be played on an audio CD player, as playback of DATA on 



an audio CD player will cause horrible screeching noise to come out of 
the speakers, which may damage your speakers or ears. Tracks 2-end 
contain the CD Audio samples that are listed in the manual supplement. 
If you want to put some of the samples from these tracks into your 
RS7000 you'll need to connect a CD player to the Audio Inputs on the 
back of the RS7k and use the Sampling features of the RS7k to Sample 
and then Trim, etc. The Acid XPress demo CDROM is an Acid 2.0 demo 
disc that you can install on your computer if you want to use Acid to 
build up some loops for later import into the RS7k, or other music 
production. Note the RS7k doesn't import Acid files directly. You'll 
need to convert to .aif/.wav if you want to import samples into the 
RS7k.

> Also, I know I read there are some Jazz & Latin Styles, but where are 
> THEY?
> I seem to be missing a LOT of Styles...

Those are in the 2nd set of demo patterns (near the end): AUTOLD_2.R2A/
R3A. The manual supplement lists the demo Styles included in each of 
the two AUTOLD_x.R2A files.

> I checked the FAQ and archives, and don't see these topics covered 
> anywhere,
> so I hope I'm not covering ground no one wants to deal with anymore. 
> :)
> 
> Best regards,
> ...z

Hope this cleared things up. Any other questions? :D

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13322|13318|2004-08-08 23:20:09|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: initial settings|
There are very few Latin styles, they are there though. Not really worth a 
darn either. Also, I think you are probably waisting a lot of energy on 
trying to load any canned patterns & songs that supposed to come with the RS. 
Perhaps you can learn a little from them, but they arnt very good anyway. May 
want to keep concentrating on converting your old stuff more and creating new 
stuff, which you might learn a lot from anyway.

Good Luck either way! 

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 8/8/2004 12:14:34 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
zeek@zeekduff.com writes:

Also, I know I read there are some Jazz & Latin Styles, but where are THEY?
I seem to be missing a LOT of Styles...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13323|13318|2004-08-09 09:14:24|electrotimba|Re: initial settings|
They are miserable indeed. Anyway the used phrses are the in the 
default ones and could be usable but otherwise nothing worth the 
time spent even listening.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> There are very few Latin styles, they are there though. Not 
really worth a 
> darn either. Also, I think you are probably waisting a lot of 
energy on 
> trying to load any canned patterns & songs that supposed to come 
with the RS. 
> Perhaps you can learn a little from them, but they arnt very good 
anyway. May 
> want to keep concentrating on converting your old stuff more and 
creating new 
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> stuff, which you might learn a lot from anyway.
> 
> Good Luck either way! 
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 8/8/2004 12:14:34 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> zeek@z... writes:
> 
> Also, I know I read there are some Jazz & Latin Styles, but where 
are THEY?
> I seem to be missing a LOT of Styles...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13324|13318|2004-08-10 00:03:36|Zeek Duff|Re: initial settings|
On 8/9/04 10:00 AM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

> 
> Original Message:
> Date: Mon, 09 Aug 2004 00:47:22 -0400 EDT
> From: "wasted/su700fan" <su700fan@comcast.net>
> Subject: Re: initial settings
> 
>> Hi folks, and hello again Robert vdK!
>> 
>> Well, I took the plunge after a year of messing around with other
>> devices
>> that just didn't cut the mustard, got a good deal off eBay, and I'm
>> very
>> happy with the RS7k, so far (after 3 days). I've loaded all my "old"
>> sequences in and it holds them just fine, 20 at a time, and plays my
>> XV-5080, beautifully. I'm waiting on a scsi CD player to arrive, but
>> remembered I had a 128MB SM card in a PS-02 that I could back up to
>> computer
>> and use for loading the styles from the Yamaha factory CD, did that
>> and
>> there's room for some samples (Styles took only 39.xMB), but which
>> ones?
> 
> Welcome back to the fold!

Thanks! :)

> If the demo Styles took the full 39MB, you
> must've copied over all 12 Audio/MIDI demo Styles along with the two
> AUTOLD_x.R2A/.R3A files to your larger 128MB SM card. These are listed
> in the small manual supplement.

Yep, they're there alright, but for some reason they didn't load right away.
More below...

> 
>> The 8MB card that came with it was empty (except for a bad HH mp3),
>> so I did
>> a factory reset and loaded my stuff, then the Styles from the Yamaha
>> CD onto
>> the newly formatted SM card. That gave me two autoloads with one
>> Pattern
>> Chain each and roughly 30 patterns each (don't recall how many).
>> When I
>> play those back, the first 4 tracks sound like electronic zaps and
>> crap that
>> doesn't belong with the grooves, appearing to need to be drum &
>> percussion
>> sounds that aren't loaded, perhaps factory samples? I checked the
>> memory
>> and there is over 65MB available, so obviously the sampler section is
>> empty.
> 
> The first Style of each of the two AUTOLD_x.R2A/.R3A files is an Audio/
> MIDI style (with only like 1MB or less of samples so that even the
> factory installed 4MB RAM will play them), and the sample(s) are in the
> .R3A file when you autoload the demo patterns. What you might need to

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> do is try a factory reset to see if that corrects your bad patches.

That's exactly what was "wrong." For some reason the mixer didn't get reset
on the first factory reset I did, so the wrong patches were called. But,
the samples didn't load either, and after I got everything loaded, the
sample memory went down to about 55MB (I moved the R&B demo to a song and
got both demos loaded). Weird, I hope this thing doesn't have a memory
problem. I've vacated it a couple of times and reloaded stuff, and it
appears to accept everything just fine now... Maybe it was pissed at the
previous owner. ;)

> 
>> TWE (Mac OS 9.2.2) doesn't see the audio portion of the CD correctly
>> (wrong
>> file format error), so I used Toast Audio Extractor to create a
>> folder of
>> 419.1MB of samples (I also received a CD called "Acid XPress for
>> Yamaha" I
>> haven't looked at yet), but I have no clue what's on the first track
>> that's
>> so "dangerous" as described by the manual, and nowhere but the little
>> "Quick
>> Start" do I find a mention of loading from that CD or what to expect.
>> Why/how would I load it via the audio inputs as described in the
>> Quick
>> Start? I don't see that in the manual. What samples (CD tracks)
>> NEED to be
>> there to play the demo styles correctly? Is that first track
>> necessary
>> system info for playing the demo styles and if so, how do I load it
>> when I
>> can't even SEE it?
> 
> What the documentation means by "don't play the first track" is that
> the CDROM is a "mixed-media" format, with the first track being DATA
> that should NOT be played on an audio CD player, as playback of DATA on
> an audio CD player will cause horrible screeching noise to come out of
> the speakers, which may damage your speakers or ears. Tracks 2-end
> contain the CD Audio samples that are listed in the manual supplement.
> If you want to put some of the samples from these tracks into your
> RS7000 you'll need to connect a CD player to the Audio Inputs on the
> back of the RS7k and use the Sampling features of the RS7k to Sample
> and then Trim, etc. The Acid XPress demo CDROM is an Acid 2.0 demo
> disc that you can install on your computer if you want to use Acid to
> build up some loops for later import into the RS7k, or other music
> production. Note the RS7k doesn't import Acid files directly. You'll
> need to convert to .aif/.wav if you want to import samples into the
> RS7k.

Okay, I'll wait to mess around more until that system data track can be
loaded, I presume via scsi only? I'll have a Yamaha CRW4416SX by the end of
the week, I think. Too bad they didn't choose to put matching burner
software onboard...

> 
>> Also, I know I read there are some Jazz & Latin Styles, but where are
>> THEY?
>> I seem to be missing a LOT of Styles...
> 
> Those are in the 2nd set of demo patterns (near the end): AUTOLD_2.R2A/
> R3A. The manual supplement lists the demo Styles included in each of
> the two AUTOLD_x.R2A files.
> 

Ah. Gawd, that Latin thing SUCKS! (And not very well.)

> 
> Hope this cleared things up. Any other questions? :D

Thanks my friend, none until I encounter some other "mystery." :) So far,
looks like it's going to do the job intended, just fine.

Well, there is one "little" mystery, I mentioned I moved the R&B demo to a
song, and that saved the samples & patterns obviously, but where are they
now? They don't appear to show up anywhere EXCEPT in that song... Seems to
be a way to "fudge" on the song memory, make a pattern chain group of tunes
AND 20 "Song" tunes...

Thanks again, bro!



Best regards,
...z

"The man that hath not music in himself
and is not moved with [the] concord of
sweet sounds is fit for treasons,
stratagems and spoils;
Let no man trust him."
-Shakespeare

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13325|13318|2004-08-10 00:04:33|Zeek Duff|Re: initial settings|
On 8/9/04 10:00 AM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

> Original Message:
> Date: Mon, 09 Aug 2004 15:13:35 -0000
> From: "electrotimba" <electrotimba@yahoo.com>
> Subject: Re: initial settings
> 
> They are miserable indeed. Anyway the used phrses are the in the
> default ones and could be usable but otherwise nothing worth the
> time spent even listening.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
>> 
>> There are very few Latin styles, they are there though. Not
> really worth a 
>> darn either. Also, I think you are probably waisting a lot of
> energy on 
>> trying to load any canned patterns & songs that supposed to come
> with the RS. 
>> Perhaps you can learn a little from them, but they arnt very good
> anyway. May 
>> want to keep concentrating on converting your old stuff more and
> creating new 
>> stuff, which you might learn a lot from anyway.
>> 
>> Good Luck either way!
>> 

Thanks guys,
Yeah, I agree they suck, big time. That "Intel Hop" thing is pretty nice,
though. I'll be copying a bunch of stuff from the JS-5, QY100, and BIAB for
MIDI "styles," and get into the sampler with all of my old S5000 discs. I
already have most everything converted to .aif and I can't wait to load the
Conti Drums into this beasty.

Has anyone gotten that combo CD player/4 GB HD from that guy on eBay selling
them for $140US? I can't see dragging that to the gig, but maybe it would
be worthwhile..?

Best regards,
...z

³A STATUE has never been set up in honor of a critic...²
Sibelius

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13326|13326|2004-08-10 00:05:33|yfoiler|Is it easy to go from Rm1x to RS7000?|
A couple of comments and questions;

I LOVE my Rm1x for ease of use programmng and quantizing drum 
tracks, but... the drums don't sound very good to me any longer.

I'm not into hip hop or electronic drum sounds. I want really good 
acoustic drum sounds. So, my questions are...

If I get a RS7000 can I sample some "real" drums into it?
Like get one of those CD-ROMs with tons of drums samples and input 
those into the RS7000? Can I save them as a custom drum kit?

Then can I play those samples like I do on my Rm1x with external 
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trigger pads? Assigning a different sample (like Rm1x Voice) to each 
external drum pad/trigger...and then quantize my patterns?

Also, how easy is it to transition from knowing the Rm1x inside and 
out, (5 years now), to being a newbie on the RS7000?
Will I have any problems with a steep learnng curve?
Or is it just a big brother to the Rm1x?

Thanks in advance for any help,

Marty
PS - does the RS7000 have any digital out? SPDIF, etc?
| 13327|13327|2004-08-10 00:05:57|Zeek Duff|Mo' discoveries...|
Hi folks,
Just discovered that the CD does NOT have the same data as the card shipped
with, and that's where the "missing" styles are. If anyone has the original
card data intact and could send it to me, I can receive 8MB via email NP, I
have DSL and my email retrieves every 2 minutes...

I downloaded the only factory pattern files from Yamaha, and they appear to
be the same 4 autoload 1 & 2 files as on the CD, but without the individual
pattern phrases that ARE on the CD. I don't care if there's crap on that
card, it's another place to start experimenting. :) BTW, some of the stuff
has a pretty cool place to start building, using "subtractive mixing" for
nice grooves. "Chill Out" - "2 Step" and a few more I was messing with this
morning.

Thanks in advance, looks like the files section here is pretty full, so if
someone could just send it to 8zeek@theduffs.org (remove the number '8'
before sending) I'd really appreciate it. I'm on a Mac (also have Virtual
PC), so I don't worry about huge .sit or .ZIP files coming in, just delete
what doesn't look kosher, like an mp3 from one of my buds around the CW
music scene... ;) Thanks in advance, AGAIN!

Best regards,
...z

Never mistake knowledge for wisdom,
the first helps you make a living;
the second helps you make a life...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13328|13318|2004-08-10 00:18:43|wasted/su700fan|Re: initial settings|

> That's exactly what was "wrong." For some reason the mixer didn't 
> get reset
> on the first factory reset I did, so the wrong patches were called. 
> But,
> the samples didn't load either, and after I got everything loaded, 
> the
> sample memory went down to about 55MB (I moved the R&B demo to a song 
> and
> got both demos loaded). Weird, I hope this thing doesn't have a 
> memory
> problem. I've vacated it a couple of times and reloaded stuff, and 
> it
> appears to accept everything just fine now... Maybe it was pissed at 
> the
> previous owner. ;)

Trying to load one of the 12 individual MIDI+Audio Styles on top of an 
already loaded AUTOLD_x.R2A/R3A might have been the cause of your 
problems (lack of sequencer memory left, perhaps?).

> Okay, I'll wait to mess around more until that system data track can 
> be
> loaded, I presume via scsi only? I'll have a Yamaha CRW4416SX by the 
> end of
> the week, I think. Too bad they didn't choose to put matching burner
> software onboard...

Ignore the idea of importing the data track into your RS7k, there's 
nothing there to import. Track 1 on the CDROM (Data Track) is just the 
programs (TWE, Acrobat Reader, etc.) for Windows and Mac. Nothing RS7k 
related in the Data Track. That first track is just to be read on your 
computer as software to install (if you want).

mailto:8zeek@theduffs.org
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> Well, there is one "little" mystery, I mentioned I moved the R&B demo 
> to a
> song, and that saved the samples & patterns obviously, but where are 
> they
> now? They don't appear to show up anywhere EXCEPT in that song... 
> Seems to
> be a way to "fudge" on the song memory, make a pattern chain group of 
> tunes
> AND 20 "Song" tunes...

That's probably because the song's samples are stored as Local Samples 
and not Common Samples.

> Thanks again, bro!
> 
> Best regards,
> ...z

No problemo! One final thing: all of the demo Styles, etc. are 
constructed of the 7000+ preset Phrases that are built into the RS7k. 
You don't need to load any files (autoload or otherwise) to use these 
phrases. So if you want to start a new Pattern with a few preset 
phrases, just go to the Pattern Patch screen (hit Pattern once), dial 
up the appropriate phrase(s) for the appropriate track(s) you want, and 
voila!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13329|13327|2004-08-10 00:19:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: Mo' discoveries...|

> Hi folks,
> Just discovered that the CD does NOT have the same data as the card 
> shipped
> with, and that's where the "missing" styles are. If anyone has the 
> original
> card data intact and could send it to me, I can receive 8MB via email 
> NP, I
> have DSL and my email retrieves every 2 minutes...

The CD should have the AUTOLD_1 & AUTOLD_2 files on it in the Data 
Track (load into your computer and then copy those files to the SM card 
from there before loading into the RS7k). Make sure you copy all 4 
files (AUTOLD_1.R2A, AUTOLD_1.R3A, AUTOLD_2.R2A, & AUTOLD_2.R3A). The 
R2A's are the sequence data and the R3A's are the samples. See pages 7
&8 of the small manual supplement for the Styles included in the AUTOLD 
files. This is assuming you have the official RS7000 CDROM/CDAudio cd 
that comes with the RS7k when purchased new.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13330|13326|2004-08-10 01:23:51|wasted/su700fan|Re: Is it easy to go from Rm1x to RS7000?|

> A couple of comments and questions;
> 
> I LOVE my Rm1x for ease of use programmng and quantizing drum 
> tracks, but... the drums don't sound very good to me any longer.
> 
> I'm not into hip hop or electronic drum sounds. I want really good 
> acoustic drum sounds. So, my questions are...

Me too. Still looking for some good Hard Rock/Heavy Metal drum kits. 
If you know of any sites that have good ones available for a download, 
or even a reasonably priced sample CD with those types, let me know. 
My first piece of music gear I ever purchased, the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm 
Programmer (drummachine), back in 1994, had 20 different drum kits, 
including some kick-ass Rock, Metal, Hip Hop, Acoustic, along with the 
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electronic varieties. Damn I wish I could get some samples off that 
again. To bad it's been outta my posession since 1996/7.

> If I get a RS7000 can I sample some "real" drums into it?
> Like get one of those CD-ROMs with tons of drums samples and input 
> those into the RS7000? Can I save them as a custom drum kit?

Yep. Yep. You would have to save your samples as an ALL file or a 
Song/Pattern file. The samples are saved in the .R3a file, whilst the 
sequence data is saved in the .R2a part file.

> Then can I play those samples like I do on my Rm1x with external 
> trigger pads? Assigning a different sample (like Rm1x Voice) to each 
> external drum pad/trigger...and then quantize my patterns?

With a little bit of setup work, yes. If you had all your samples on 
one track (as Kit and not Pitch sample type), you could assign each 
sample a MIDI Note # that the sample is loaded to and have your drum 
trigger pads send those corresponding MIDI Note #'s on all the same 
track. Or if you're in Song mode the RS7k can receive MIDI input 
across multiple tracks if you want to spread your samples around that 
way. Quantizing options are available for recording.

> Also, how easy is it to transition from knowing the Rm1x inside and 
> out, (5 years now), to being a newbie on the RS7000?
> Will I have any problems with a steep learnng curve?
> Or is it just a big brother to the Rm1x?

Fairly easy transition. Some things are done differently but if you've 
got the main gist of the RM1x the RS7k should not be hard to adapt to. 
As the RS7k is more powerful, there are a few extra features (like the 
sampling and Loop Remix functions) to learn.

> Thanks in advance for any help,
> 
> Marty
> PS - does the RS7000 have any digital out? SPDIF, etc?

If you purchase the separately sold AIEB2 I/O board, yes. Both RCA 
connector style S/PDIF and TosLink Optical S/PDIF Ins & Outs. Along 
with 6 Assignable Outs that do not have Internal RS7k Effects channeled 
through them (system designed that way so they can be used to feed 
external effects boxes).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13331|13326|2004-08-10 09:38:03|yfoiler|Re: Is it easy to go from Rm1x to RS7000?|
THANKS su700fan!!

That's exactly what I was looking for.
Now my delima, should I get the RS7000 or should I just stay with 
the Rm1x and trigger a high-end drum module?
It's always something isn't it.

I like you, want "real" drums. Not an easy task.

Thanks again!

Marty

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > A couple of comments and questions;
> > 
> > I LOVE my Rm1x for ease of use programmng and quantizing drum 
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> > tracks, but... the drums don't sound very good to me any longer.
> > 
> > I'm not into hip hop or electronic drum sounds. I want really 

good 

> > acoustic drum sounds. So, my questions are...
> 
> Me too. Still looking for some good Hard Rock/Heavy Metal drum 

kits. 

> If you know of any sites that have good ones available for a 

download, 

> or even a reasonably priced sample CD with those types, let me 

know. 

> My first piece of music gear I ever purchased, the Yamaha RY20 

Rhythm 

> Programmer (drummachine), back in 1994, had 20 different drum 

kits, 

> including some kick-ass Rock, Metal, Hip Hop, Acoustic, along with 

the 

> electronic varieties. Damn I wish I could get some samples off 

that 

> again. To bad it's been outta my posession since 1996/7.
> 
> > If I get a RS7000 can I sample some "real" drums into it?
> > Like get one of those CD-ROMs with tons of drums samples and 

input 

> > those into the RS7000? Can I save them as a custom drum kit?
> 
> Yep. Yep. You would have to save your samples as an ALL file or 

a 

> Song/Pattern file. The samples are saved in the .R3a file, whilst 

the 

> sequence data is saved in the .R2a part file.
> 
> > Then can I play those samples like I do on my Rm1x with external 
> > trigger pads? Assigning a different sample (like Rm1x Voice) to 

each 

> > external drum pad/trigger...and then quantize my patterns?
> 
> With a little bit of setup work, yes. If you had all your samples 

on 

> one track (as Kit and not Pitch sample type), you could assign 

each 

> sample a MIDI Note # that the sample is loaded to and have your 

drum 

> trigger pads send those corresponding MIDI Note #'s on all the 

same 

> track. Or if you're in Song mode the RS7k can receive MIDI input 
> across multiple tracks if you want to spread your samples around 

that 

> way. Quantizing options are available for recording.
> 



> > Also, how easy is it to transition from knowing the Rm1x inside 

and 

> > out, (5 years now), to being a newbie on the RS7000?
> > Will I have any problems with a steep learnng curve?
> > Or is it just a big brother to the Rm1x?
> 
> Fairly easy transition. Some things are done differently but if 

you've 

> got the main gist of the RM1x the RS7k should not be hard to adapt 

to. 

> As the RS7k is more powerful, there are a few extra features (like 

the 

> sampling and Loop Remix functions) to learn.
> 
> > Thanks in advance for any help,
> > 
> > Marty
> > PS - does the RS7000 have any digital out? SPDIF, etc?
> 
> If you purchase the separately sold AIEB2 I/O board, yes. Both 

RCA 

> connector style S/PDIF and TosLink Optical S/PDIF Ins & Outs. 

Along 

> with 6 Assignable Outs that do not have Internal RS7k Effects 

channeled 

> through them (system designed that way so they can be used to feed 
> external effects boxes).
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

| 13332|13318|2004-08-10 09:40:08|Zeek Duff|Re: initial settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:

> > That's exactly what was "wrong." For some reason the mixer didn't
> > get reset
> > on the first factory reset I did, so the wrong patches were called.
> > But,
> > the samples didn't load either, and after I got everything loaded,
> > the
> > sample memory went down to about 55MB (I moved the R&B demo to a song
> > and
> > got both demos loaded). Weird, I hope this thing doesn't have a
> > memory
> > problem. I've vacated it a couple of times and reloaded stuff, and
> > it
> > appears to accept everything just fine now... Maybe it was pissed at
> > the
> > previous owner. ;)
> 
> Trying to load one of the 12 individual MIDI+Audio Styles on top of an
> already loaded AUTOLD_x.R2A/R3A might have been the cause of your
> problems (lack of sequencer memory left, perhaps?).

I think I screwed it up manually. (see below) No further problems, and
with everything I have now loaded, there is still over 30% sequencer memory
and about 85% sampler memory left. That's a good thing. ;)

> 
> > Okay, I'll wait to mess around more until that system data track can
> > be
> > loaded, I presume via scsi only? I'll have a Yamaha CRW4416SX by the
> > end of
> > the week, I think. Too bad they didn't choose to put matching burner
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> > software onboard...
> 
> Ignore the idea of importing the data track into your RS7k, there's
> nothing there to import. Track 1 on the CDROM (Data Track) is just the
> programs (TWE, Acrobat Reader, etc.) for Windows and Mac. Nothing RS7k
> related in the Data Track. That first track is just to be read on your
> computer as software to install (if you want).

AHA! That explains the two disc images on my desktop. The first icon is
labeled XZ795B0 and the sample portion is just "Audio CD." Track one
creates the first disc image with the TWE & Styles folder. Makes sense. :)

> 
> 
> > Well, there is one "little" mystery, I mentioned I moved the R&B demo
> > to a
> > song, and that saved the samples & patterns obviously, but where are
> > they
> > now? They don't appear to show up anywhere EXCEPT in that song...
> > Seems to
> > be a way to "fudge" on the song memory, make a pattern chain group of
> > tunes
> > AND 20 "Song" tunes...
> 
> That's probably because the song's samples are stored as Local Samples
> and not Common Samples.

Well, that's an interesting "unadvertised feature." Obviously, you can't
edit the Songs as much as patterns, but keeping them intact AND having songs
as pattern chains onboard can really load up the machine for performances...
Very cool. :)

> 
> > Thanks again, bro!
> > 
> 
> No problemo! One final thing: all of the demo Styles, etc. are
> constructed of the 7000+ preset Phrases that are built into the RS7k.
> You don't need to load any files (autoload or otherwise) to use these
> phrases. So if you want to start a new Pattern with a few preset
> phrases, just go to the Pattern Patch screen (hit Pattern once), dial
> up the appropriate phrase(s) for the appropriate track(s) you want, and
> voila!
> 

Now that I think of it, I believe that's how I got the wrong patches after
that initial reset. I was "exploring" those sub menus and probably changed
something. Regardless, it hasn't happened again. Thanks again, my friend.

Best regards,
...z

FAILURE is not falling down, it¹s staying down...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13333|13253|2004-08-10 10:17:42|crazypoprock|Re: re-sampling|
what about feedback loops? whenever i sample into the my rs i have to 
turn down my master volume or else i quickly get feedback loops. how 
can i improve this situation...or do i just have to keep turning down 
and up my master volume?

when selecting the main out as my source for sampling...to re-
sample...how does the recording input gain work with the master 
output level?
| 13334|13253|2004-08-10 11:18:15|Christopher Layne|Re: re-sampling|
Because you're using record monitor ON.

Turn it off, or route A/D inputs away from the main outs.

-cl

On Tue, Aug 10, 2004 at 04:17:27PM -0000, crazypoprock wrote:
> what about feedback loops? whenever i sample into the my rs i have to 
> turn down my master volume or else i quickly get feedback loops. how 
> can i improve this situation...or do i just have to keep turning down 
> and up my master volume?

http://www.zeekduff.com/


> 
> when selecting the main out as my source for sampling...to re-
> sample...how does the recording input gain work with the master 
> output level?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13335|13253|2004-08-10 14:06:16|crazypoprock|Re: re-sampling|
Thanks...i figured it was something simple.
| 13336|13336|2004-08-10 15:41:29|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OT Re: Re: initial settings|
Not seen it, but that sounds like a rip off. Unless maybe its SCSI, then 
maybe its a little less of a rip off. Manufacturers are practically giving CD 
players away now, and 4 Gig of HD is only par if your system was built in the 
year 1995.

Zam

In a message dated 8/10/2004 12:29:34 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
zeek@zeekduff.com writes:

> Has anyone gotten that combo CD player/4 GB HD from that guy on eBay 
> selling
> them for $140US? I can't see dragging that to the gig, but maybe it would
> be worthwhile..?
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13337|13327|2004-08-10 18:08:18|Zeek Duff|Re: Mo' discoveries...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:

> > Hi folks,
> > Just discovered that the CD does NOT have the same data as the card
> > shipped
> > with, and that's where the "missing" styles are. If anyone has the
> > original
> > card data intact and could send it to me, I can receive 8MB via email
> > NP, I
> > have DSL and my email retrieves every 2 minutes...
> 
> The CD should have the AUTOLD_1 & AUTOLD_2 files on it in the Data
> Track (load into your computer and then copy those files to the SM card
> from there before loading into the RS7k). Make sure you copy all 4
> files (AUTOLD_1.R2A, AUTOLD_1.R3A, AUTOLD_2.R2A, & AUTOLD_2.R3A). The
> R2A's are the sequence data and the R3A's are the samples. See pages 7
> &8 of the small manual supplement for the Styles included in the AUTOLD
> files. This is assuming you have the official RS7000 CDROM/CDAudio cd
> that comes with the RS7k when purchased new.
> 

Yep, that's what I have, and you're right, they're all there, I just wasn't
reading the right lines with the right files or something... Input overload
on the ol' gray matter. Maybe that's why it's leaking into my hair and
turning IT gray, huh? ;)

Okay, I'm good to go, everything seems to be working fine, and I'm just
awaiting the CD drive to mess with samples. More later if I have any more
questions, but unless I run into something unanticipated with the sampling
section, I'll be lurking in the background. :)

Thanks again!

Best regards,
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...z

TIME IS SO OLD, and love so brief. Love is pure gold, and time? A thief!
-Ogden Nash¹s lyrics to SPEAK LOW

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13338|13338|2004-08-10 18:08:31|Zeek Duff|OOPS... WTF? (loading Songs & Chains)|
On 8/10/04 12:55 PM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

> Original Message:
> Date: Tue, 10 Aug 2004 09:20:40 -0600
> From: Zeek Duff <zeek@zeekduff.com>
> Subject: Re: Re: Re: initial settings
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote in

reply to the following comment:

>>>> 
>>> Well, there is one "little" mystery, I mentioned I moved the R&B demo
>>> to a
>>> song, and that saved the samples & patterns obviously, but where are
>>> they
>>> now? They don't appear to show up anywhere EXCEPT in that song...
>>> Seems to
>>> be a way to "fudge" on the song memory, make a pattern chain group of
>>> tunes
>>> AND 20 "Song" tunes...
>> 
>> That's probably because the song's samples are stored as Local Samples
>> and not Common Samples.
> 
> Well, that's an interesting "unadvertised feature." Obviously, you can't
> edit the Songs as much as patterns, but keeping them intact AND having songs
> as pattern chains onboard can really load up the machine for performances...
> Very cool. :)

Well, maybe I spoke too soon. There are 20 Pattern Chain slots, but
apparently no way to load more than one at a time and save any that were
previously onboard, even if you move one to an "open" slot and load a chain
with the 1st one selected, everything (but the Songs) gets erased... Is
there any way to load Songs AND Pattern Chains until the sequencer and/or
sample ram is full? If not, then why have 20 slots for each? All I can
figure out having is 20 Songs and just 1 Pattern Chain loaded at once.

I noticed someone wrote something about working only in the Pattern or
Pattern Chain mode for live work (in the Files section, here), but that
seems like a big waste of time if you're going to kill 30 seconds or more
between songs... I'm not very adept at telling jokes while looking to see
which buttons to push and which menu to read, either. ;)

Best regards,
...z

If you take or make phone calls while driving,
you are virtually certain to lose your place in the newspaper...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13339|13338|2004-08-10 20:26:29|wasted/su700fan|Re: OOPS... WTF? (loading Songs & Chains)|

> Well, maybe I spoke too soon. There are 20 Pattern Chain slots, but
> apparently no way to load more than one at a time and save any that 
> were
> previously onboard, even if you move one to an "open" slot and load a 
> chain
> with the 1st one selected, everything (but the Songs) gets erased... 
> Is
> there any way to load Songs AND Pattern Chains until the sequencer 
> and/or
> sample ram is full? If not, then why have 20 slots for each? All I 
> can
> figure out having is 20 Songs and just 1 Pattern Chain loaded at 
> once.
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> 
> I noticed someone wrote something about working only in the Pattern 
> or
> Pattern Chain mode for live work (in the Files section, here), but 
> that
> seems like a big waste of time if you're going to kill 30 seconds or 
> more
> between songs... I'm not very adept at telling jokes while looking 
> to see
> which buttons to push and which menu to read, either. ;)
> 
> Best regards,
> ...z

The reason you can only "load" one Pattern Chain at a time is because 
Pattern Chains can only be saved as ALL files (.R2A/.R3A). Songs are 
saved as .R2S/.R3S, and can be loaded into an RS7k that already has 
stuff in it. Same thing with Patterns/Styles (.R2P/.R3P).

You can have up to 20 Pattern Chains (barring not using all the 
Sequencer Memory), but these have to be composed out of currently 
loaded Pattern/Styles that you've created chains from. Then save that 
as an ALL file. You're getting confused since you're trying to merge 
chains from the various demo styles which are all saved individually as 
ALL files. When creating your own setlist of Pattern Chains from 
Styles you've created you won't have this issue if you keep building up 
your ALL file as you create your Styles/Pattern Chains.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13340|13338|2004-08-11 00:10:13|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: OOPS... WTF? (loading Songs & Chains)|
That might of been me, not sure, but I do usually use one pattern & one 
scene for most of my songs which I do load up individually during live shows. 
Although this is not your current problem and I don't have any direct answers 
for you on that, but I do suggest if you or anyone does decide to go one at a 
time to have a second sequencer on hand for playing songs between loads. 
Many of my songs have minimal or no samples to load, which is what will take the 
most amount of time during the load process. So, my songs average load time 
is probably like around 10 seconds. If I know its going to be longer, and 
I'm running a continuous set, then that is when I kick in the other sequencer 
(mc505 for me) with another Song already loaded and ready to go on it. Plus, 
I will usually apply a huge echo or delay from an external effects processor 
(I use a KP2 for this) at the end of a song and extend it through to when 
the next song starts to play. This effect can usually stretch out over 10 
seconds without sounding too bad.

Also, I do not like to have my songs for live performances in chain mode on 
the RS, but sometimes I cannot avoid it. This is because the RS can load 
numberous songs in song mode since the data is all in song mode, and mostly 
because I can overdub, edit, and save large Resonance & Cutoff sweeps or ad and 
subtract notes that where unmuted too early and late from the Chain Mode 
conversation. However, like you or someone else said earlier, chain mode is a bit 
trickier since it pulls its data from the patterns, and you cannot overdub 
and save those long filter sweeps or any changes, because the chain will reset 
itself each time from the pattern. These edits have to be done in pattern 
mode, and the pattern data is looped to restart however many assigned measure 
lengths. Chain mode does have some advantages such as storing filter 
settings from one pattern to another though, which Song mode don't seem to be very 
good at doing.

This brings me to another method of doing a song set, and I have been 
struggling with this, is to make several different sounding patterns and link them 
into one chain. Essentially, creating several songs in one chain with 
different settings for each song. It has been a bit more difficult keeping the RS 
from hiccuping between pattern switches, but it is possible, and I'm limited 
from creating too long or too many songs together, but it is a way to put 3 
or 4 songs in a continuous line. I won't go into the problems of converting a 
chain like this into Song Mode, but it don't really work very well, so it 
has to stay and be played in Chain. I imagine if there are large sample 
changes between patterns it will hiccup even worse during the switch in chain, but 
like I said, most of my stuff doesn't contain many samples. Therefore, this 
method may stink even worse for those that do use sampling extensively.

Hope I helped someone at least a little with this info and if you have 
better methods of doing contious song sets on the RS I'd like to hear how.
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Good luck, and thanks for reading all my junk on the RS7000!

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 8/10/2004 6:55:57 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
zeek@zeekduff.com writes:

I noticed someone wrote something about working only in the Pattern or
Pattern Chain mode for live work (in the Files section, here), but that
seems like a big waste of time if you're going to kill 30 seconds or more
between songs...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13341|13338|2004-08-12 20:24:53|Zeek Duff|Re: OOPS... WTF? (loading Songs & Chains)|
On 8/11/04 1:19 PM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

> Original Message:
> Date: Tue, 10 Aug 2004 21:39:28 -0400 EDT
> From: "wasted/su700fan" <su700fan@comcast.net>
> Subject: Re: OOPS... WTF? (loading Songs & Chains)
> 
> 
> The reason you can only "load" one Pattern Chain at a time is because
> Pattern Chains can only be saved as ALL files (.R2A/.R3A). Songs are
> saved as .R2S/.R3S, and can be loaded into an RS7k that already has
> stuff in it. Same thing with Patterns/Styles (.R2P/.R3P).
> 
> You can have up to 20 Pattern Chains (barring not using all the
> Sequencer Memory), but these have to be composed out of currently
> loaded Pattern/Styles that you've created chains from. Then save that
> as an ALL file. You're getting confused since you're trying to merge
> chains from the various demo styles which are all saved individually as
> ALL files. When creating your own setlist of Pattern Chains from
> Styles you've created you won't have this issue if you keep building up
> your ALL file as you create your Styles/Pattern Chains.

Thanks man, got it. You still have to load either Pattern Chains or Songs
individually though, 'cause any "All" file loaded in one section wipes out
the other. I suppose doing that whole routine once and then saving the
whole caboodle as an "All" file would work, if that's possible..? Then, we
could do it a few times and just have several folders for different complete
loads... I'll give that a try tonight or tomorrow. :)

> 
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 
> Original Message:
> Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2004 02:09:58 EDT
> From: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Subject: Re: OOPS... WTF? (loading Songs & Chains)
> 
> 
> This brings me to another method of doing a song set, and I have been
> struggling with this, is to make several different sounding patterns and link
> them 
> into one chain. Essentially, creating several songs in one chain with
> different settings for each song. It has been a bit more difficult keeping
> the RS 
> from hiccuping between pattern switches, but it is possible, and I'm limited
> from creating too long or too many songs together, but it is a way to put 3
> or 4 songs in a continuous line. I won't go into the problems of converting
> a 
> chain like this into Song Mode, but it don't really work very well, so it
> has to stay and be played in Chain. I imagine if there are large sample
> changes between patterns it will hiccup even worse during the switch in
> chain, but 
> like I said, most of my stuff doesn't contain many samples. Therefore, this
> method may stink even worse for those that do use sampling extensively.
> 
> Hope I helped someone at least a little with this info and if you have
> better methods of doing contious song sets on the RS I'd like to hear how.
> 
> Good luck, and thanks for reading all my junk on the RS7000!
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Hahaha... Well, I'm just about as obsessive about knowing my gear as anyone
could be, I think. My kids think I'm nuts for actually READING owners
manuals, several times, before I even turn on a new piece of gear. :)

The only "complete load" issue would be thinning out all unused patterns and
samples, which would be a lot of work unless starting from scratch, which
would be a lot of work, anyway. But, once an entire repertoire is "set," as
I described above, it should be possible to make several variations of it
and just update them when new material is added. As it is, I see no real
problem organizing an hour's worth of music, leaving room for some change of
pace if needed. I do a pretty broad variety of "intensities," so this would
allow me to just dial up a laid back tune out of a usually more uptempo set,
or vice versa. That's what I was looking for, and this beast will do the
trick, nicely. :D

Thanks again to both of you, now it's on to rehearsals to make sure my
guitar parts are imbedded in my mind well enough to at least remember what
key I did stuff in; and then I can start doing new material with the
sampler. One step at a time, though. ;)

Best regards,
...z

"Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes.
Art is knowing which ones to keep."
-Scott Adams

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13342|13342|2004-08-14 11:40:46|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|SIMM Memory RS7000|
Does anyone know where I can get Simms compatable for the RS7000.

I installed 2 identical simms I ordered from Kingston and I think they are 
not compatable. After I sample the sound sounds good when I play it back as 
a Kit, kit note or pitch but when I splice it the sound sounds distorted and 
clipping. I took the Simms out and the splicing sounds good with the simms 
out so I know it's not my RS7000.

This is really a drag................................... Any help PLEASE
| 13343|13342|2004-08-14 11:48:46|Robert van der Kamp|Re: SIMM Memory RS7000|
On Saturday 14 August 2004 07:30, JAMES E. BULLOCK JR. 
wrote:

> Does anyone know where I can get Simms compatable for the
> RS7000.
>
> I installed 2 identical simms I ordered from Kingston and
> I think they are not compatable. After I sample the
> sound sounds good when I play it back as a Kit, kit note
> or pitch but when I splice it the sound sounds distorted
> and clipping. I took the Simms out and the splicing
> sounds good with the simms out so I know it's not my
> RS7000.
>
> This is really a drag................................... 
> Any help PLEASE

Try FAQ entry 3.3.

- Robert
| 13344|13342|2004-08-17 16:40:30|bashon reid|Re: SIMM Memory RS7000|
Go to Mannys music or Sam ash Music on west 48th street in Manhattan they have it for $219 

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Saturday 14 August 2004 07:30, JAMES E. BULLOCK JR. 
wrote:

> Does anyone know where I can get Simms compatable for the
> RS7000.
>
> I installed 2 identical simms I ordered from Kingston and
> I think they are not compatable. After I sample the
> sound sounds good when I play it back as a Kit, kit note
> or pitch but when I splice it the sound sounds distorted
> and clipping. I took the Simms out and the splicing
> sounds good with the simms out so I know it's not my
> RS7000.
>
> This is really a drag................................... 
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> Any help PLEASE

Try FAQ entry 3.3.

- Robert
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13345|13345|2004-08-17 16:40:33|rainerman|RM1x Files|
Where can I download the RM1x files?
| 13346|13346|2004-08-18 08:09:04|zazz_w|what happend to the qy700|
what the hell happend to the qy700 group...one minute its was there 
and then it wasnt??
| 13347|13342|2004-08-18 19:58:24|michel siliakus|Re: SIMM Memory RS7000|
try usung simms out of an old pentium 2 

-------Original Message------- 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Date: woensdag 18 augustus 2004 0:42:24 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SIMM Memory RS7000 

Go to Mannys music or Sam ash Music on west 48th street in Manhattan they
have it for $219 

Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> wrote:On Saturday 14 August 2004 07:30,
JAMES E. BULLOCK JR. 
wrote: 

> Does anyone know where I can get Simms compatable for the 
> RS7000. 
> 
> I installed 2 identical simms I ordered from Kingston and 
> I think they are not compatable. After I sample the 
> sound sounds good when I play it back as a Kit, kit note 
> or pitch but when I splice it the sound sounds distorted 
> and clipping. I took the Simms out and the splicing 
> sounds good with the simms out so I know it's not my 
> RS7000. 
> 
> This is really a drag................................... 
> Any help PLEASE 

Try FAQ entry 3.3. 

- Robert 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13348|13348|2004-08-23 15:36:16|ridszero|Problem: 17 sounds, only 16 tracks?|
I have a problem: 17 sounds and only 16 tracks for a song. The 17th 
sound is from my Nova connected through midi. The Nova doesn't come 
in until the end and I could omit track #15 (at the end) which is a 
internal drum track right now, but of course I don't want any sound 
to come from track #15 at the end, only midi data. I thought I could 
try to have track #15 change sounds mid-way through song (although I 
don't know if that is possible in song mode) and make it a sample 
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sound which would be mute since there are no samples on my song. Any 
suggestions? I'm stuck on this one thing and can't do anything more 
because its a big part of the song.
| 13349|13348|2004-08-23 16:10:46|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Problem: 17 sounds, only 16 tracks?|
You can change instraments in song mode. Don't really have too though, my 
sugestion or what I would do for a quick solution would be to remove the 
first event on track 15, which should be your instrament data and settings (it 
will still remember them, and probably better too when you do this because it 
don't reset them everytime by doing this, also it won't cause your Novation or 
external device to switch out instraments as well). Then enter the note 
data you want the Novation to play on that track at the end. The tricky part 
now, when it gets to that part manually turn the volumes down on that track on 
the RS then turn it up on the novation.

Maybe not the best solution, but a quick and dirty one. I'm assumeing you 
know how to set your Novation to receive Ch 15 and some other stuff of course.

Zam

In a message dated 8/23/2004 3:37:36 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ridszero@hotmail.com writes:

I have a problem: 17 sounds and only 16 tracks for a song. The 17th 
sound is from my Nova connected through midi. The Nova doesn't come 
in until the end and I could omit track #15 (at the end) which is a 
internal drum track right now, but of course I don't want any sound 
to come from track #15 at the end, only midi data. I thought I could 
try to have track #15 change sounds mid-way through song (although I 
don't know if that is possible in song mode) and make it a sample 
sound which would be mute since there are no samples on my song. Any 
suggestions? I'm stuck on this one thing and can't do anything more 
because its a big part of the song.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13350|13350|2004-08-24 09:55:55|jahjo88|AIEB2 Settings|
Hi, is anyone familiar with how to save patterns with AIEB2 output 
settings and not have the machine resort to default stereo outs on 
reloading of patterns?
Peace
| 13351|13350|2004-08-24 10:36:25|Robert van der Kamp|Re: AIEB2 Settings|
On Tuesday 24 August 2004 17:53, jahjo88 wrote:

> Hi, is anyone familiar with how to save patterns with
> AIEB2 output settings and not have the machine resort to
> default stereo outs on reloading of patterns?

Try saving as an ALL file.

- Robert
| 13352|13348|2004-08-24 11:47:13|blazrodic|Re: Problem: 17 sounds, only 16 tracks?|
How about using a "split" - make the RS7000 drums play in the 
leftmost one or two octaves and make the Nova play in the octaves 
above that.

You can use the "note range" feature of Nova: make the RS7000 part of 
the song (drums) play only on the notes within the range from C0 to 
C2 (for example), and set the Nova to play only C2# (well, a note 
above C2) to C8 (or the max available - I don't have Nova here to 
check). Remember you can easily transpose the program on Nova.

That way there is no need to insert program changes.

I hope it's clear. If not, I can elaborate if you wish (you don't! ;).

Blaz
| 13353|13350|2004-08-24 11:58:26|R R|Re: AIEB2 Settings|
I save as an ALL file and it saves all the output assignments...

rrr

>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] AIEB2 Settings
>Date: Tue, 24 Aug 2004 18:36:24 +0200
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>

_________________________________________________________________
Is your PC infected? Get a FREE online computer virus scan from McAfee� 
Security. http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13354|13348|2004-08-24 13:11:41|ridszero|Re: Problem: 17 sounds, only 16 tracks?|
Can I program the RS to change sounds in song mode realtime so I 
don't have to do anything manually? I'm trying to get it so I don't 
have to touch it, like if I were playing at a show. I don't 
understand how to remove the event data. How do you do a split on the 
RS? I don't notice any jobs that do that.

Is it possible to have notes C2-C8 on the RS play notes C0-C6 on the 
novation? I use drum program #54 RevrsKit on track 15, I notice that 
there is no sounds after C1 (I think that is) on the drums. 

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blazrodic" wrote:
> How about using a "split" - make the RS7000 drums play in the 
> leftmost one or two octaves and make the Nova play in the octaves 
> above that.
> 
> You can use the "note range" feature of Nova: make the RS7000 part 
of 
> the song (drums) play only on the notes within the range from C0 to 
> C2 (for example), and set the Nova to play only C2# (well, a note 
> above C2) to C8 (or the max available - I don't have Nova here to 
> check). Remember you can easily transpose the program on Nova.
> 
> That way there is no need to insert program changes.
> 
> I hope it's clear. If not, I can elaborate if you wish (you don't! 
;).
> 
> Blaz

| 13355|13348|2004-08-24 14:27:40|blazrodic|Re: Problem: 17 sounds, only 16 tracks?|
Hello,
You can insert events in Edit mode (Edit button), including Program 
Change (PC). About removing events - it can be also done in the Edit 
mode. BTW, you don't need to remove any events to do what you're 
asking about - just set Nova in Global menu to ignore program change 
messages if you have a problem with RS7000 changing programs on your 
Nova. If you don't have that problem just ignore everything about 
Events and Program changes for now! ;)

> Is it possible to have notes C2-C8 on the RS play notes C0-C6 on 

the novation?
Of course. Just transpose Nova down two octaves (-24). 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ridszero" wrote:
> 
> Can I program the RS to change sounds in song mode realtime so I 
> don't have to do anything manually? I'm trying to get it so I don't 
> have to touch it, like if I were playing at a show. I don't 
> understand how to remove the event data. How do you do a split on 
the 
> RS? I don't notice any jobs that do that.
> 
> Is it possible to have notes C2-C8 on the RS play notes C0-C6 on 
the 
> novation? I use drum program #54 RevrsKit on track 15, I notice 
that 
> there is no sounds after C1 (I think that is) on the drums. 
> 
> Nick
>

| 13356|13350|2004-08-25 13:56:29|Jah Jo|Re: AIEB2 Settings|
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Thanks guys, I'll try it tonite.
Peace

R R <dyood@msn.com> wrote:
I save as an ALL file and it saves all the output assignments...

rrr

>From: Robert van der Kamp 
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] AIEB2 Settings
>Date: Tue, 24 Aug 2004 18:36:24 +0200
>

_________________________________________________________________
Is your PC infected? Get a FREE online computer virus scan from McAfee� 
Security. http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13357|13357|2004-08-26 12:13:08|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT: M-Audio AP USB headphone out|
M-Audio has cruddy site for getting help, thought I'd try here too.

Anyone else using this product, and have a problem with no return monitoring 
on the headphones out with input from the 1/4" stereo inputs? Wondering if 
this is just me or a setting or routing of something somewhere in its driver 
settings that perhaps I turned off, missing, or maybe this is supposed to be 
normal which I'm hoping isn't normalt. Works fine when playing back, but 
cant hear anything through the headphones during recording, would be nice to 
hear while I'm recording. Getting annoying having to plug into a secondary 
device for listing to a premix at a difrent volume level than what is going into 
the AP USB.

Thanks in advance.

Zam

P.S. Driver controls differ from normal windows audio controls, so unless 
you have one of these things probably won't understand what I'm talking about.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13358|12308|2004-08-27 20:39:15|A. Lo|Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???|
..... but eventually midi becomes sound and sound can be repachages 
as midi. 

:-P

keep well everybody.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> wow..... :)
> i will not laugh,
> MUHAHAHAHAHAHA
> uhm sorry mate, couldn't keep it ;)
> 
> midi cables are strictly for midi data,
> between to midi connections.
> there's too much to explain about it, 
> but to keep it simple, midi is not sound
> and sound is not midi.
> http://www.midipage.nl/
> select the menu in english, and maybe this site
> can help you get started in better understanding
> the basics and differences.
> 
> For now, buy or get a couple of 1/4 jack 
> plugged cables, and stick them into the stereo
> outs of the novation, and the other end into the 
> sampler inputs of the RS....
> that way you will be able to hear the novations
> audio outputs through the RS inputs.
> 
> goodluck and have fun.
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stabilityillatease" 
> wrote:
> > Im trying to hook up a novation a station to my 7k but i can get 
> any 
> > sounds out of it. I have the midi cable connected from midi out
(7k) 
> > to the midi in on the a station and thats it.I hooked up the 
output 
> > cables i had connected to my 7k onto the a station and i was 
> getting 
> > sounds but shouldnt the midi cable carry the sounds through the 
> rs7k? 
> > What do i need to do to get the sound to come straight out of 
the 
> 7k 
> > with only a midi cable or is it possible?

| 13359|13359|2004-08-28 13:12:06|michel siliakus|reason|
hi i,m trying to hook up my rs7000 to reason 2.5 but for some reason it does
not work ?? 

can anybody give me some advice please ?? 

thnx msiliakus

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13360|13360|2004-08-28 13:19:30|Zeek Duff|Re: Digest Number 1263|
On 8/28/04 10:34 AM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

> 
> Original Message:
> Date: Sat, 28 Aug 2004 02:39:00 -0000
> From: "A. Lo" <aldiri1@yahoo.com>
> Subject: Re: Hooking up a sound module to the rs7k???
> 
> 
> ..... but eventually midi becomes sound and sound can be repachages
> as midi. 

Huh? What? =8|

Best regards,
...z

"Everything that can be invented, has been invented."
-Charles H. Duell, US Commissioner of Patents, in 1899
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Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13361|13316|2004-08-30 03:53:57|om_audio|Re: Midi timing is sloppy - Mp3 examples posted|
I did a test using my SB and my Midiman USB midi interfaces- the SB 
was a hair tighter actually- so I do not agree with your opinion. I 
have not tested the midi on my RME multiface. In any event- Cubase 
has been known to have issues with midi timing- make sure you filter 
all but what you need coming out of Cubase- and also try diff latency 
settings on your interface- it may be you cpu is under high load. 
Also check the Cubase forums. 

Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
> On Sun, Aug 08, 2004 at 12:44:09PM -0000, martin_barns wrote:
> > The midi interface Im using could be the problem though. Im using 
the 
> > Audigy2 joystick input to connect my midicables (The other card 
in my 
> > pc is a RME/psd). 
> > 
> > Would it make a difference if I bought a midiman usb interface 
> > instead ? 
> 
> YES!
> 
> NEVER use soundcard (soundblaster, etc.), or game interfaces for 
> ANYTHING other than the most basic simple things which they were
> intended for.
> 
> -cl

| 13362|13362|2004-08-30 09:30:53|jtoots212|sampling my guitar|
hey all, long time no post.

i spent too much time last night trying to get a clean sound coming 
from my guitars, i tried both electric and elec-acoustic. i tried 
plugging straight guitar to rs, and putting a guitar amp between. 
my problem is the static sounding noise that becomes louder as i 
turn up the recording volume of the rs. i tried turning the amp up 
real loud, the noise still matches the level of the guitar. has 
anyone successfully and cleanly recorded any guitar with their 
rs7000? is there anything i'm missing in the setup menu? i tried 
both line (too quiet) and mic input gains. it sounds like i need to 
ground a line somewhere. i have a straight forward setup, guitar-
amp-rs700-speakers (turntables which i'm not using for this track 
yet). thanks much guys, happy beatmaking!

Jay
| 13363|13362|2004-08-30 14:05:55|Alex garza|Re: sampling my guitar|
Ive done this many times. Use you line input and turn your gain on the guitar up max it out and turn the record volume up on the rs. Dont use your mic input it has built in
boost for volume thats why it comes out realy airy and staticy. Also try plugin your guitar into your mixer and sample the audio coming out of your mixers.. Works for
me. 

jtoots212 <jtoutant@bu.edu> wrote:hey all, long time no post.

i spent too much time last night trying to get a clean sound coming 
from my guitars, i tried both electric and elec-acoustic. i tried 
plugging straight guitar to rs, and putting a guitar amp between. 
my problem is the static sounding noise that becomes louder as i 
turn up the recording volume of the rs. i tried turning the amp up 
real loud, the noise still matches the level of the guitar. has 
anyone successfully and cleanly recorded any guitar with their 
rs7000? is there anything i'm missing in the setup menu? i tried 
both line (too quiet) and mic input gains. it sounds like i need to 
ground a line somewhere. i have a straight forward setup, guitar-
amp-rs700-speakers (turntables which i'm not using for this track 
yet). thanks much guys, happy beatmaking!

Jay
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13364|13364|2004-08-31 01:13:17|ridszero|Is the RS7000 sampling bad?|
Just wondering why the RS sampling seems to have lower sound quality 
than other samplers. Today I hooked up my Ensoniq ASR-XPro and 
sampled voices from the RS into it and added effects and it sounded 
awesome. Then I preceded to sample those same samples with the ASR 
effects on them back into the RS and I noticed a significant loss in 
sound quality. The sounds weren't crystal clear any more. I'm glad I 
have other samplers. I do like the RS7000 all in one compact box with 
the sampling though. Its still lots of fun. 

I don't have any problems with sound quality when I load directly 
from cd-rom, so that's a good point. Is the RS sampling the same as 
the SU700 sampling? I'm sure the Motif has got to have better 
quality. Why does the RS lack quality when sampling from inputs?

Nick
| 13365|13364|2004-08-31 14:57:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Is the RS7000 sampling bad?|
I hope you mean Stereo Out Resampling and not routeing through the inputs 
the second time around.

Zam 

In a message dated 8/31/2004 2:00:29 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
ridszero@hotmail.com writes:

Why does the RS lack quality when sampling from inputs?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13366|13366|2004-08-31 21:29:23|Magnum PA|should i get rs7000???|
hi,
im currently playing live using an mpc 2000xl, microQ,
bassstation, yamaha a3000, with a korg es1 synced to
midi clock. i want to replace the a3000 and es1 with
the rs 7000, but im wondering if i can fill up the
rs7000 with 1 bar drum loops i can change live while
triggering synth/samples from the mpc? basically i
want to use the rs7000 as a simple drum machine and
soundmodule/sampler at the same time. any advice? 
thanks

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - 50x more storage than other providers!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13367|13367|2004-09-01 10:41:57|electrotimba|How to adjust samples tempo?|
I have couple of tunes rearranged and split into patterns ( the 
originals were Cubase projects) for using live. I am missing the 
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voices only. I want to take them from CD, the problem is that the 
tempos are different as of the original salsa arragement, my dance 
versions are 10-30 BPM faster. What is the best way to do it ? I cut 
them already out in Wavelab but how to adjust them to the new 
tempo? Ableton Live? Cubase ? Last night tried with RS but with 
misreable result ( it is not so easy like drums chopping).
Any tips will be appreciated.
| 13368|13368|2004-09-01 13:18:50|jupiterhead|Converting Songs to MIDI or WAV???|
Can someone tell me how to convert my RS7K song files to MIDI or WAV 
on my computer? When I load the SmartMedia card on my computer the 
RS7K files come up as .R2A and .R3A files and Windows Media Player 
or Quicktime won't play them. Thanks in advance!
| 13369|13368|2004-09-01 14:27:30|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Converting Songs to MIDI or WAV???|
Did you try the manual? Try the word EXPORTING in the glossary.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 9/1/2004 1:23:12 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
jupiterhead@yahoo.com writes:

Can someone tell me how to convert my RS7K song files to MIDI or WAV 
on my computer? When I load the SmartMedia card on my computer the 
RS7K files come up as .R2A and .R3A files and Windows Media Player 
or Quicktime won't play them. Thanks in advance!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13370|13367|2004-09-01 14:33:48|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: How to adjust samples tempo?|
Only way I know of is called Time Stretching on most the stuff I have, and 
you preserve the pitch. Works best if you have incramentaly matching tempos. 
Little harder if the tempos are not divisable. However, if no tempo 
matching at all, maybe you can break each word/lyric/phrase up. Or perhaps using 
the sample Slice Job on the RS might work pretty quickly.

Good Luck!

Zam 

In a message dated 9/1/2004 11:05:46 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
electrotimba@yahoo.com writes:

I have couple of tunes rearranged and split into patterns ( the 
originals were Cubase projects) for using live. I am missing the 
voices only. I want to take them from CD, the problem is that the 
tempos are different as of the original salsa arragement, my dance 
versions are 10-30 BPM faster. What is the best way to do it ? I cut 
them already out in Wavelab but how to adjust them to the new 
tempo? Ableton Live? Cubase ? Last night tried with RS but with 
misreable result ( it is not so easy like drums chopping).
Any tips will be appreciated.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13371|13371|2004-09-01 14:34:37|Léo|Psytrance|
Hi folks !!! I´m a psy trance productor, and i use RS700 only to play LIVE,
but don´t have any sound good inside of the system and i have to recorde the
sounds, and this take a lot memory....have some way to record wthout loose
to much memory in one good quality ? and Can I record by Midi in or Scsi ?
thanx
| 13372|13366|2004-09-01 14:41:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: should i get rs7000???|
I don't see any reason why you couldn't do this with the RS7k. Its default 
loop in its pattern mode is set to record 4 bars, however it is not a big 
deal to shrink that down to 1 bar. Also, that is a lot of power for something 
as simple as what it sounds like you want, so you'll probably find a whole lot 
more uses for it as well. Don't expect any OS updates though if you have a 
problem with something it does or doesn't do.

Zam

In a message dated 8/31/2004 9:30:34 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
magnumpa23@yahoo.com writes:

im wondering if i can fill up the
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rs7000 with 1 bar drum loops i can change live while
triggering synth/samples from the mpc?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13373|13371|2004-09-01 14:45:36|Christopher Layne|Re: Psytrance|
On Wed, Sep 01, 2004 at 03:46:15PM -0300, L?o wrote:

> 
> Hi folks !!! I?m a psy trance productor, and i use RS700 only to play LIVE,
> but don?t have any sound good inside of the system and i have to recorde the
> sounds, and this take a lot memory....have some way to record wthout loose
> to much memory in one good quality ? and Can I record by Midi in or Scsi ?
> thanx

The rs7000 is incompatible with Psy-Trance.

-cl
| 13374|13371|2004-09-01 14:52:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Psytrance|
Do you mean the SU700 or the RS7000? Either way get more memory, its not 
that expensive. High quality, digital recordings generally take around 10megs 
a minute what ever you are using. I know of no compression scheams 
implimented on any synth or sampler that compares to say something like an mp3. Would 
be a sweet idea if someone did this, however this kind of compression takes 
a lot of processor overhead, so until we see synths and samplers with higher 
end processors, or even multiproccessors, like a desktop computer, I doubt 
this idea won't be implimented for a while to come. And yes, you can record 
via Midi, and Scsi, but I recomend using the Stereo inputs for recording. Midi 
& Scsi are more in refrence to a method of storing your files and data.

Hope that makes sense and helps some!

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 9/1/2004 2:36:10 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
leonardobf@terra.com.br writes:

Hi folks !!! I´m a psy trance productor, and i use RS700 only to play LIVE,
but don´t have any sound good inside of the system and i have to recorde the
sounds, and this take a lot memory....have some way to record wthout loose
to much memory in one good quality ? and Can I record by Midi in or Scsi ?
thanx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13375|13375|2004-09-01 14:53:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT: Re: [RS7000] Psytrance|
That is funny!

In a message dated 9/1/2004 2:49:06 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
clayne@anodized.com writes:

The rs7000 is incompatible with Psy-Trance.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13376|13371|2004-09-01 14:58:28|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] Psytrance|

>The rs7000 is incompatible with Psy-Trance.

Hey, this must bet the truth! But why didn't Yamaha wrote this in the
manual?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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mailto:clayne@anodized.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/


Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
| 13377|13364|2004-09-01 16:46:59|ridszero|Re: Is the RS7000 sampling bad?|
Actually I do mean the RS inputs. Why, do you hear no loss in 
quality? Maybe I had the record volume too load, but it wasn't 
clipping. I heard someone say that the RS sampling wasn't good (just 
inputs I think). I always liked the sampling from cd-rom, but from 
the inputs it seems like a soft crusty distortion is coated over the 
sample. What about the Stereo Out Resampling, is that better 
sounding? Maybe I should give that a go. 

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> I hope you mean Stereo Out Resampling and not routeing through the 
inputs 
> the second time around.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> In a message dated 8/31/2004 2:00:29 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> ridszero@h... writes:
> 
> Why does the RS lack quality when sampling from inputs?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13378|13364|2004-09-01 18:57:31|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Is the RS7000 sampling bad?|
I've never used CD-Rom samples. Did you say your getting this when even 
sampling at 44khz? Understandable if your getting loss in the higher 
frequencies if you go less than that, but 44khz is usually pretty clear and crisp, at 
least on my RS. Not sure what else it could be unless the quality of the RS 
is just not up to par to what you are use to, or a bad input or bad wire. My 
RS seems pretty clear at 44khz, although I don't even sample that high very 
often.

Zam

In a message dated 9/1/2004 4:49:29 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
ridszero@hotmail.com writes:

Actually I do mean the RS inputs. Why, do you hear no loss in 
quality? Maybe I had the record volume too load, but it wasn't 
clipping. I heard someone say that the RS sampling wasn't good (just 
inputs I think). I always liked the sampling from cd-rom, but from 
the inputs it seems like a soft crusty distortion is coated over the 
sample. What about the Stereo Out Resampling, is that better 
sounding? Maybe I should give that a go. 

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> I hope you mean Stereo Out Resampling and not routeing through the 
inputs 
> the second time around.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> In a message dated 8/31/2004 2:00:29 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
> ridszero@h... writes:
> 
> Why does the RS lack quality when sampling from inputs?
> 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13379|13371|2004-09-01 21:09:05|Léo|Re: Psytrance|
in your opinion what the equipmant compadible with psy ?

----- Original Message -----
From: "Christopher Layne" <clayne@anodized.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 5:45 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Psytrance

> On Wed, Sep 01, 2004 at 03:46:15PM -0300, L?o wrote:
> >
> > Hi folks !!! I?m a psy trance productor, and i use RS700 only to play
LIVE,
> > but don?t have any sound good inside of the system and i have to recorde
the
> > sounds, and this take a lot memory....have some way to record wthout
loose
> > to much memory in one good quality ? and Can I record by Midi in or Scsi
?
> > thanx
>
> The rs7000 is incompatible with Psy-Trance.
>
> -cl
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13380|13371|2004-09-01 21:09:54|Léo|Re: Psytrance|
Thanx a lot Dbean505.....

----- Original Message -----
From: <Dbeam505@aol.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 5:52 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Psytrance

Do you mean the SU700 or the RS7000? Either way get more memory, its not
that expensive. High quality, digital recordings generally take around
10megs
a minute what ever you are using. I know of no compression scheams
implimented on any synth or sampler that compares to say something like an
mp3. Would
be a sweet idea if someone did this, however this kind of compression takes
a lot of processor overhead, so until we see synths and samplers with
higher
end processors, or even multiproccessors, like a desktop computer, I doubt
this idea won't be implimented for a while to come. And yes, you can
record
via Midi, and Scsi, but I recomend using the Stereo inputs for recording.
Midi
& Scsi are more in refrence to a method of storing your files and data.

Hope that makes sense and helps some!

Zam 8^)
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In a message dated 9/1/2004 2:36:10 PM Mountain Standard Time,
leonardobf@terra.com.br writes:

Hi folks !!! I´m a psy trance productor, and i use RS700 only to play LIVE,
but don´t have any sound good inside of the system and i have to recorde
the
sounds, and this take a lot memory....have some way to record wthout loose
to much memory in one good quality ? and Can I record by Midi in or Scsi ?
thanx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
Yahoo! Groups Links

| 13381|13371|2004-09-01 21:10:49|Léo|Re: Psytrance|
........and i´d just like tell thet, the RS700 is compatible with our
imagination, but is really that don´t have sounds from factory there for
Psy.

some one could tell me if one card of memory that we use in our computer is
compatible with RS ?

----- Original Message -----
From: "Uwe Jülich" <uwejuelich@netcologne.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 6:58 PM
Subject: AW: [RS7000] Psytrance

>
>
>
> >The rs7000 is incompatible with Psy-Trance.
>
>
> Hey, this must bet the truth! But why didn't Yamaha wrote this in the
> manual?
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13382|13364|2004-09-02 01:15:05|Christopher Layne|Re: Is the RS7000 sampling bad?|
On Wed, Sep 01, 2004 at 08:57:16PM -0400, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> 
> I've never used CD-Rom samples. Did you say your getting this when even 
> sampling at 44khz? Understandable if your getting loss in the higher 
> frequencies if you go less than that, but 44khz is usually pretty clear and crisp, at 
> least on my RS. Not sure what else it could be unless the quality of the RS 
> is just not up to par to what you are use to, or a bad input or bad wire. My 
> RS seems pretty clear at 44khz, although I don't even sample that high very 
> often.
> 
> Zam

The A/Ds in the rs7000 are simply just *okay.* They're not bad, but they're not
great either. I honestly think the a5000 sounds better.

-cl
| 13383|13371|2004-09-03 08:22:31|Léo|Re: Psytrance|
hi Buddys ....along time that a serch for some way to turn de style without
lost the beat....and today i tried this :

Shift + F1 >
(number of the track)
and while is black.... >
i turn the (Meas /Lenght) knob in the same time that i press de F1 again. Is
a good way to mix the songs !

if some one there knows some better way say here...

peace !

----- Original Message -----
From: "Léo" <leonardobf@terra.com.br>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 6:47 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Psytrance

> Thanx a lot Dbean505.....
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: <Dbeam505@aol.com>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 5:52 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Psytrance
>
>
>
> Do you mean the SU700 or the RS7000? Either way get more memory, its not
> that expensive. High quality, digital recordings generally take around
> 10megs
> a minute what ever you are using. I know of no compression scheams
> implimented on any synth or sampler that compares to say something like an
> mp3. Would
> be a sweet idea if someone did this, however this kind of compression
takes
> a lot of processor overhead, so until we see synths and samplers with
> higher
> end processors, or even multiproccessors, like a desktop computer, I
doubt
> this idea won't be implimented for a while to come. And yes, you can
> record
> via Midi, and Scsi, but I recomend using the Stereo inputs for recording.
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> Midi
> & Scsi are more in refrence to a method of storing your files and data.
>
> Hope that makes sense and helps some!
>
> Zam 8^)
>
> In a message dated 9/1/2004 2:36:10 PM Mountain Standard Time,
> leonardobf@terra.com.br writes:
>
> Hi folks !!! I´m a psy trance productor, and i use RS700 only to play
LIVE,
> but don´t have any sound good inside of the system and i have to recorde
> the
> sounds, and this take a lot memory....have some way to record wthout
loose
> to much memory in one good quality ? and Can I record by Midi in or Scsi
?
> thanx
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13384|13384|2004-09-03 15:16:50|j2ay|Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Hello everyone,

I am using midi sync (with an Midiman 1x1 interface) and recoring 
track by track of material on my RS7000 into Sonar. This seems like 
a very laborous way to get the audio inside Sonar. Is there another 
easier way? 

Thanks,
Jay
| 13385|13384|2004-09-03 18:45:31|Christopher Layne|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
MTC sync with an 8 port audio interface.

Or don't push audio into Sonar. Not everything
has to be multitracked or inside the computer.
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-cl

On Fri, Sep 03, 2004 at 09:16:05PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> Hello everyone,
> 
> I am using midi sync (with an Midiman 1x1 interface) and recoring 
> track by track of material on my RS7000 into Sonar. This seems like 
> a very laborous way to get the audio inside Sonar. Is there another 
> easier way? 
> 
> Thanks,
> Jay

| 13386|13386|2004-09-03 20:56:41|Zeek Duff|Transposing|
Hi folks,
Well, I searched the archives and found only one message about this, someone
had pretty much the same question as I do, but he never got an answer... I
was trying to figure out a way to record transpositions, and couldn't get
anything to take. I tried creating Scenes of the several changes I wanted,
and they didn't take as part of the Scene, either.

He said he was able to get the selected track to record, but not all of them
at once and especially not the grouping that you get when using the
Transpose button and pressing a key. That transposes everything but the 1st
5 tracks apparently, which is good if you have drums in them and don't want
the drums to change. I "manually" changed them in the Job menu, but it's a
choice of either doing each track you want changed individually, or all of
them. Or, doing All, then move back the 1st 5 to their original settings.
You'd think there would be an easier way, but I haven't found it. Any
suggestions? 

The only other "fast" way I can think of is to record the whole thing into
another sequencer while making the Transpose changes in real time during
playback, then dump that sequence back into the RS. Pain in the butt in any
case, IMO. :|

Did Yamaha drop the ball on this one?

Best regards,
...z

Q: "Mr. (Charlie) Parker, are you a religious individual?"
A: "Yes Sir, I am a devout musician!"

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13387|13386|2004-09-04 15:52:46|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Transposing|
That was probably me having the same problem you are having with the 
transposses in Song Mode. I've yet to find a good and easy way. They did drop the 
ball in my opinion and it would of been great if they had used a chord step 
sequencer like they did in on QYs. I really miss that feature, especially 
since I mainly only use one pattern and one scene to create Chains & Songs.

You can also, but this also takes some preperation, is to copy one whole 
Style/Pattern to another Style/Pattern and transpose each track you want on the 
new one, then switch to that one and back when chaining. Only works if your 
creating songs from Patterns though, and there is a whole nother set of 
problems with patch settings switching over too. If you plan on transpossing a 
number of times, this could get really tedious too. As long as you use the 
same patches & filter settings it will take without too much trouble I think 
this way, but still, it is a hassle.

Good Luck!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13388|13386|2004-09-06 11:51:18|Zeek Duff|Re: Transposing|
On 9/5/04 12:36 PM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

> Original Message:
> Date: Sat, 4 Sep 2004 17:52:32 EDT
> From: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Subject: Re: Transposing
> 
> That was probably me having the same problem you are having with the
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> transposses in Song Mode. I've yet to find a good and easy way. They did
> drop the 
> ball in my opinion and it would of been great if they had used a chord step
> sequencer like they did in on QYs. I really miss that feature, especially
> since I mainly only use one pattern and one scene to create Chains & Songs.
> 
> You can also, but this also takes some preperation, is to copy one whole
> Style/Pattern to another Style/Pattern and transpose each track you want on
> the 
> new one, then switch to that one and back when chaining. Only works if your
> creating songs from Patterns though, and there is a whole nother set of
> problems with patch settings switching over too. If you plan on transpossing
> a 
> number of times, this could get really tedious too. As long as you use the
> same patches & filter settings it will take without too much trouble I think
> this way, but still, it is a hassle.

Yes, it is. What I ended up doing for one song is copying the patterns I
wanted to user patterns, then in the 2nd pattern window, transposing just
the phrases needed. That's pretty simple, just select a track and turn the
note offset knob + or - whatever for each track. Also, I was able to grab a
pattern from a different style and match up sounds & groove to essentially
create a new style by mixing them. Probably old hat for the more
experienced around here, but an epiphany for me. :)

But, I noticed (or think I did) that the Transpose button behaves
differently on user patterns than it does on preset patterns, transposing
every track, including the drums. I need to double check that, but seems
like when I was messing around, the drums never changed on the presets.
They sure do on the user patts. I was willing to record into another
sequencer and move it back to achieve what I wanted, but this other way
seems less hassle, and doesn't transpose unwanted tracks. Once the new
sections are created, then chaining and converting to Song is a piece of
cake.

I think it was in song mode that I also was able to grab part of a track and
transpose by measure(s). That makes sense, but you have to be keeping
meticulous track of your work, or getting lost is easy. I hit Undo more
than once while figuring that out. ;)

The only other "problem" is the non GMS use of drums, taking up unnecessary
tracks (and forcing the use of program changes on some of the remaining 8
tracks in the presets), so I may end up mixing some down to one track on ch
10 so adding the XV-5080 isn't so tedious. I still had to turn off program
changes in the XV Performance to avoid some bizarre noises. It's nice to be
able to route tracks to different external channels than internally though,
and I did one tune where I just set all the drum tracks to ch 10. Of course
splitting them to use more than one kit is no problem, either. But, the XV
sure fattens up a lot of the stuff, avoiding the use of samples to perform
that function. Can't wait to hear what I'm doing on this thing in 6 months
or a year from now. :D

Best regards,
...z

The trouble with idealism is that life gets in the way...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13389|13389|2004-09-06 15:28:56|midinote2004|mo phat|
just got the mo phat.... got it hooked up to the rs,, im getting the 
sounds, but im also getting the sounds from the rs playing also .
and how do i get the bpms to sync with the presets of the mophat ?

i have the radium 61 going into inA and the mophat going out of outA
can someone please help me out????
| 13390|9698|2004-09-06 21:28:43|Paul Dorman|Crashes|
Hi all,

I bought an RS7000 off ebay a little while ago (through Alto Music) and have 
experienced a few crashes - probably once every 8 hours or so of use. I have 
recently installed the latest OS and have tried a selection of RAM sticks 
without getting rid of the problem.

Has anyone else had problems with crashes? I imagine one major factor is that 
my RS7000 is 110V, and we in NZ have 240V, so I'm running it through a 
transformer. I'm also incidently getting a hum through my monitor speakers 

http://www.zeekduff.com/


which I think comes from the transformer. Does anybody have any 
recommendations for filtering/cleaning the power at the 110V end and whether 
this will help eliminate the hum? I'm sure someone on the list has 
experienced dirty power in their studio, which is probably pretty similar to 
my problem.

And do you think I'm right in suspecting that the power input is the most 
likely source of my crashes? 
-- 
Paul Dorman
Systems Administrator
CWA New Media Ltd.

The information contained in this mail message is confidential and may also
be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please note
that any use, dissemination, further distribution, or reproduction of this
message in any form whatsoever, is strictly prohibited. If the mail is in
error, please notify me by return email, delete your copy of the message,
and accept my apologies for any inconvenience caused.
| 13391|13391|2004-09-06 21:44:09|rainerman|RM1z files|
Where can I downlaod RM1x files to use on my RS7k?

rainerman
| 13392|9698|2004-09-07 14:45:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Crashes|
In my unprofessional opinion, I think you are probably right. Sounds like 
you either need to get a better converter for your dirty power supply and or 
also make sure your chips are to specifications. Specs are found on this 
forum somewhere, probably in the manual too. I'd do this as soon as possible, it 
can not be good on the RS or any electronic equipment to run it on 
inconsistant power. It is also possible you bought a bad RS, possibly why they sold 
it in the first place.

Zam 

In a message dated 9/6/2004 9:29:21 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
pauld@cwa.co.nz writes:

Hi all,

I bought an RS7000 off ebay a little while ago (through Alto Music) and have 
experienced a few crashes - probably once every 8 hours or so of use. I have 
recently installed the latest OS and have tried a selection of RAM sticks 
without getting rid of the problem.

Has anyone else had problems with crashes? I imagine one major factor is 
that 
my RS7000 is 110V, and we in NZ have 240V, so I'm running it through a 
transformer. I'm also incidently getting a hum through my monitor speakers 
which I think comes from the transformer. Does anybody have any 
recommendations for filtering/cleaning the power at the 110V end and whether 
this will help eliminate the hum? I'm sure someone on the list has 
experienced dirty power in their studio, which is probably pretty similar to 
my problem.

And do you think I'm right in suspecting that the power input is the most 
likely source of my crashes? 
-- 
Paul Dorman
Systems Administrator
CWA New Media Ltd.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13393|13391|2004-09-07 14:50:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RM1z files|
I've never heard of such a download anywhere. Not saying it doesn't exist, 
but unlikely. Someone somewhere might have taken the time to convert them 
through midi or something somehow, but that would be quite an undertaking in my 
opinion, since I do not think the files are in the same format and a lot of 
the presets are probably part of the OS and not seperated out into files. I 
could be wrong here, but that is my guess.

Good luck locating them if they do exist.

Zam

In a message dated 9/6/2004 9:44:49 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
rainerman@yahoo.com writes:

mailto:pauld@cwa.co.nz
mailto:rainerman@yahoo.com


Where can I downlaod RM1x files to use on my RS7k?

rainerman

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13394|13391|2004-09-07 15:24:34|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] RM1z files|
You can import rm1x patterns and songs...

http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/

There you'll find a lot of files fort he begining.

Uwe

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: Dbeam505@aol.com [mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com] 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 7. September 2004 22:50
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] RM1z files

I've never heard of such a download anywhere. Not saying it doesn't exist,

but unlikely. Someone somewhere might have taken the time to convert them 
through midi or something somehow, but that would be quite an undertaking
in my 
opinion, since I do not think the files are in the same format and a lot of

the presets are probably part of the OS and not seperated out into files.
I 
could be wrong here, but that is my guess.

Good luck locating them if they do exist.

Zam

In a message dated 9/6/2004 9:44:49 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
rainerman@yahoo.com writes:

Where can I downlaod RM1x files to use on my RS7k?

rainerman

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 13395|13391|2004-09-07 15:27:30|electrotimba|Re: RM1z files|
Remember checking out some files years ago, honestly, mostly 
miserable even from so called endorsers or whatever. Also I did have 
problems with my own RM1x files, so perhaps it is not worth searching

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> I've never heard of such a download anywhere. Not saying it 
doesn't exist, 
> but unlikely. Someone somewhere might have taken the time to 
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convert them 
> through midi or something somehow, but that would be quite an 
undertaking in my 
> opinion, since I do not think the files are in the same format 
and a lot of 
> the presets are probably part of the OS and not seperated out 
into files. I 
> could be wrong here, but that is my guess.
> 
> Good luck locating them if they do exist.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 9/6/2004 9:44:49 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> rainerman@y... writes:
> 
> Where can I downlaod RM1x files to use on my RS7k?
> 
> rainerman
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13396|13391|2004-09-07 20:32:59|rainerman|Re: RM1z files|
Well, I actually downloaded the files once. I believe they are midi files.I played them on my 
RS7k but I have changed computers and lost the smart card I stored them on. So still 
looking.

rainerman

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> 
> I've never heard of such a download anywhere. Not saying it doesn't exist, 
> but unlikely. Someone somewhere might have taken the time to convert them 
> through midi or something somehow, but that would be quite an undertaking in my 
> opinion, since I do not think the files are in the same format and a lot of 
> the presets are probably part of the OS and not seperated out into files. I 
> could be wrong here, but that is my guess.
> 
> Good luck locating them if they do exist.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 9/6/2004 9:44:49 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> rainerman@y... writes:
> 
> Where can I downlaod RM1x files to use on my RS7k?
> 
> rainerman
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13397|13391|2004-09-08 01:19:56|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] Re: RM1z files|
While you are in pattern-mode press load 2 times, the turn the
file-type-knob: you'll see RM1x PATT. Same in song-mode.

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: rainerman [mailto:rainerman@yahoo.com] 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 7. September 2004 23:08
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: RM1z files

Well, I actually downloaded the files once. I believe they are midi files.I
played them on my 
RS7k but I have changed computers and lost the smart card I stored them on.
So still 
looking.
| 13398|13389|2004-09-08 16:42:09|wasted/su700fan|Re: mo phat|

> 
> just got the mo phat.... got it hooked up to the rs,, im getting the 
> sounds, but im also getting the sounds from the rs playing also .
> and how do i get the bpms to sync with the presets of the mophat ?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> 
> i have the radium 61 going into inA and the mophat going out of outA
> can someone please help me out????

If you've got a MIDI Out (A or B) from the RS7000 going to the MIDI In 
of the Mo Phat (sounds like what you said), then you're going to either 
have the Mo Phat sync to the RS7000's tempo or if a patch on your Mo 
Phat sounds good at a certain tempo then you'll need to manually dial 
it in on the RS7000's tempo settings.

Regarding the sounds from the RS7k playing that you don't want: turn 
off the TG for those tracks and you shouldn't hear the RS7k sounds on 
those tracks. [SETUP/OUT CHANNEL page] Also you might need to go to 
the UTILITY mode and set to RecM (Record Monitor) the ECHO BACK 
parameter.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13399|13389|2004-09-08 21:57:04|david grundy|Re: mo phat|
how do i dial a patch into the rs7k tempo settings ?

i figured out how to stop the rs sounds playing with the mophatt ,,, now my problem is , when im done with track one ... and change the sound in track two ... track one
changes with it .... how do i stop that ?????????

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> 
> just got the mo phat.... got it hooked up to the rs,, im getting the 
> sounds, but im also getting the sounds from the rs playing also .
> and how do i get the bpms to sync with the presets of the mophat ?
> 
> i have the radium 61 going into inA and the mophat going out of outA
> can someone please help me out????

If you've got a MIDI Out (A or B) from the RS7000 going to the MIDI In 
of the Mo Phat (sounds like what you said), then you're going to either 
have the Mo Phat sync to the RS7000's tempo or if a patch on your Mo 
Phat sounds good at a certain tempo then you'll need to manually dial 
it in on the RS7000's tempo settings.

Regarding the sounds from the RS7k playing that you don't want: turn 
off the TG for those tracks and you shouldn't hear the RS7k sounds on 
those tracks. [SETUP/OUT CHANNEL page] Also you might need to go to 
the UTILITY mode and set to RecM (Record Monitor) the ECHO BACK 
parameter.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13400|13389|2004-09-08 22:08:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: mo phat|

> how do i dial a patch into the rs7k tempo settings ?

In Pattern or Song mode, it's the F4 knob from the main screen (Tempo). 
Your whole Song/Style will need to match the tempo of that patch on the 
Mo Phat you're trying to match. If you mean setting your Mo Phat's 
tempo settings to match the RS7k's, either set it to receive external 
clock input (coming out of the RS7k), or read the manual for how to set 
the Mo Phat's internal tempo setting.

> i figured out how to stop the rs sounds playing with the mophatt ,,, 
> now my problem is , when im done with track one ... and change the 

sound in track two ... track one changes with it .... how do i stop 
that ?????????

When in RecM mode, you have to select the track you're working on with 
the Track Select buttons. The RecM mode Echoes the MIDI In input from 
your controller keyboard THROUGH the RS7k and out the MIDI Out A&B 
ports to your external gears' inputs. This is dependent on which Track 
you currently have selected.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13401|13389|2004-09-09 17:43:25|Philip Mucci|How to tell OS version and MIDI SDS standard...|
Hi folks,

2 questions for the list.

1) Is there a way I can tell the version of my OS? I
bought my RS used and would like to find out if it
needs an upgrade.

2) Does the RS support the MIDI SDS standard? I want
to use it with WaveLab, ideally without buying a SCSI
PCMCIA card for my laptop... Anyone have any
experience with this?

I must say, I love this box. My production rate has
gone up 3 fold...

DJ Mooch

--- midinote2004 <midinote2004@yahoo.com> wrote:

> just got the mo phat.... got it hooked up to the
> rs,, im getting the 
> sounds, but im also getting the sounds from the rs
> playing also .
> and how do i get the bpms to sync with the presets
> of the mophat ?
> 
> i have the radium 61 going into inA and the mophat
> going out of outA
> can someone please help me out????
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New and Improved Yahoo! Mail - 100MB free storage!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13402|9698|2004-09-09 17:43:35|Philip Mucci|Re: Crashes|
I doubt the power input could cause the crashes...it's
all digital baby...on or off. I use mine with a big
honkin' transformer here in Sweden at 240 with no
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problem.

Have you tried pulling all the expansion ram and doing
a factory reset? If it crashes at that point, time to
contact the seller.

Maybe others have different experiences.

Phil

--- Paul Dorman <pauld@cwa.co.nz> wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> I bought an RS7000 off ebay a little while ago
> (through Alto Music) and have 
> experienced a few crashes - probably once every 8
> hours or so of use. I have 
> recently installed the latest OS and have tried a
> selection of RAM sticks 
> without getting rid of the problem.
> 
> Has anyone else had problems with crashes? I imagine
> one major factor is that 
> my RS7000 is 110V, and we in NZ have 240V, so I'm
> running it through a 
> transformer. I'm also incidently getting a hum
> through my monitor speakers 
> which I think comes from the transformer. Does
> anybody have any 
> recommendations for filtering/cleaning the power at
> the 110V end and whether 
> this will help eliminate the hum? I'm sure someone
> on the list has 
> experienced dirty power in their studio, which is
> probably pretty similar to 
> my problem.
> 
> And do you think I'm right in suspecting that the
> power input is the most 
> likely source of my crashes? 
> -- 
> Paul Dorman
> Systems Administrator
> CWA New Media Ltd.
> 
> The information contained in this mail message is
> confidential and may also
> be legally privileged. If you are not the intended
> recipient, please note
> that any use, dissemination, further distribution,
> or reproduction of this
> message in any form whatsoever, is strictly
> prohibited. If the mail is in
> error, please notify me by return email, delete your
> copy of the message,
> and accept my apologies for any inconvenience
> caused.
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13403|13389|2004-09-09 17:47:46|wasted/su700fan|Re: How to tell OS version and MIDI SDS standard...|

> Hi folks,
> 
> 2 questions for the list.
> 
> 1) Is there a way I can tell the version of my OS? I
> bought my RS used and would like to find out if it
> needs an upgrade.

Hold down Pattern, Pattern Chain, & Utility while turning the RS7k on. 
Latest version is 1.2(1.21 if you have the unannounced update quick 
bugfix).

mailto:pauld@cwa.co.nz
http://mail.yahoo.com/


> 2) Does the RS support the MIDI SDS standard? I want
> to use it with WaveLab, ideally without buying a SCSI
> PCMCIA card for my laptop... Anyone have any
> experience with this?

No. MIDI SDS (Sample Dump Standard) is godawful slow anyways. What 
you'll need is a USB or floppy SmartMedia adapter to transfer files to/
from the RS7k.

> I must say, I love this box. My production rate has
> gone up 3 fold...
> 
> DJ Mooch

Welcome to the group DJ Mooch!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13404|13389|2004-09-09 20:30:23|david grundy|Re: mo phat|
you have to forgive me but im retarded when it comes to midi.... i just want the sound to change with the track i have selected, maybe you could just tell me the settings i
should have on the rs7k for what i want to do... that will be a big big help!!!!! 
thanks again for the effort of trying to help Retarded....lol

> how do i dial a patch into the rs7k tempo settings ?

In Pattern or Song mode, it's the F4 knob from the main screen (Tempo). 
Your whole Song/Style will need to match the tempo of that patch on the 
Mo Phat you're trying to match. If you mean setting your Mo Phat's 
tempo settings to match the RS7k's, either set it to receive external 
clock input (coming out of the RS7k), or read the manual for how to set 
the Mo Phat's internal tempo setting.

> i figured out how to stop the rs sounds playing with the mophatt ,,, 
> now my problem is , when im done with track one ... and change the 

sound in track two ... track one changes with it .... how do i stop 
that ?????????

When in RecM mode, you have to select the track you're working on with 
the Track Select buttons. The RecM mode Echoes the MIDI In input from 
your controller keyboard THROUGH the RS7k and out the MIDI Out A&B 
ports to your external gears' inputs. This is dependent on which Track 
you currently have selected.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13405|13389|2004-09-09 20:33:38|david grundy|Re: mo phat|
you have to forgive me but im retarded when it comes to midi.... i just want the sound to change with the track i have selected, maybe you could just tell me the settings i
should have on the rs7k for what i want to do... that will be a big big help!!!!! 
thanks again for the effort of trying to help Retarded....lol

> how do i dial a patch into the rs7k tempo settings ?

In Pattern or Song mode, it's the F4 knob from the main screen (Tempo). 
Your whole Song/Style will need to match the tempo of that patch on the 
Mo Phat you're trying to match. If you mean setting your Mo Phat's 
tempo settings to match the RS7k's, either set it to receive external 
clock input (coming out of the RS7k), or read the manual for how to set 
the Mo Phat's internal tempo setting.

> i figured out how to stop the rs sounds playing with the mophatt ,,, 
> now my problem is , when im done with track one ... and change the 

sound in track two ... track one changes with it .... how do i stop 
that ?????????

When in RecM mode, you have to select the track you're working on with 
the Track Select buttons. The RecM mode Echoes the MIDI In input from 
your controller keyboard THROUGH the RS7k and out the MIDI Out A&B 
ports to your external gears' inputs. This is dependent on which Track 
you currently have selected.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13406|13389|2004-09-09 22:59:46|wasted/su700fan|Re: mo phat|

> you have to forgive me but im retarded when it comes to midi.... i 
> just want the sound to change with the track i have selected, maybe you 

could just tell me the settings i should have on the rs7k for what i 
want to do... that will be a big big help!!!!! 

No problem midinote but it's all right down in the original message 
below. When you are at the main Pattern screen turning the the F4 knob 
under the display changes the Tempo of the RS7000. Just set the 
RS7000's tempo to match the tempo that the patch on the MoPhat needs 
(if that is what you're trying to do). Regarding the RecMonitor mode, 
you have to choose the appropriate current track you want to send your 
MIDI data from your external controller keyboard on (the track select 
button and the button for the appropriate # track 1-16). RecM is in 
the UTILITY menu under Echo Back.

> thanks again for the effort of trying to help Retarded....lol
> > how do i dial a patch into the rs7k tempo settings ?
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> 
> In Pattern or Song mode, it's the F4 knob from the main screen 
> (Tempo). 
> Your whole Song/Style will need to match the tempo of that patch on 
> the 
> Mo Phat you're trying to match. If you mean setting your Mo Phat's 
> tempo settings to match the RS7k's, either set it to receive external 
> clock input (coming out of the RS7k), or read the manual for how to 
> set 
> the Mo Phat's internal tempo setting.
> 
> > i figured out how to stop the rs sounds playing with the mophatt 
> > ,,, 
> > now my problem is , when im done with track one ... and change the 
> > sound in track two ... track one changes with it .... how do i stop 
> > that ?????????
> 
> When in RecM mode, you have to select the track you're working on 
> with 
> the Track Select buttons. The RecM mode Echoes the MIDI In input from 
> your controller keyboard THROUGH the RS7k and out the MIDI Out A&B 
> ports to your external gears' inputs. This is dependent on which 
> Track 
> you currently have selected.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

| 13407|9698|2004-09-10 16:21:21|Christopher Layne|Re: Crashes|
On Thu, Sep 09, 2004 at 02:06:17PM -0700, Philip Mucci wrote:

> I doubt the power input could cause the crashes...it's
> all digital baby...on or off. I use mine with a big
> honkin' transformer here in Sweden at 240 with no
> problem.
> 
> Have you tried pulling all the expansion ram and doing
> a factory reset? If it crashes at that point, time to
> contact the seller.
> 
> Maybe others have different experiences.
> 
> Phil

RAM sounds more likely.

But, just because something uses ICs and digital processing
does NOT make it immune to power issues. Underpowering
could be a tangible problem.

-cl
| 13408|13408|2004-09-13 11:36:44|jupiterhead|How to transfer RS7K songs to computer|
If anyone has had trouble transferring your songs from the RS7K to 
your computer to create WAV files, here is an easy way: 
Run a 1/4" cable (guitar cable) from the RS7K headphone jack to the 
soundcard input on your computer. You will need to put a 1/4" to 
1/8" adaptor (Radio Shack) on one end of the cable so that it will 
fit the input jack on the computer. Now when you play songs on your 
RS7K you should hear them on your computer speakers. Next, download 
the trial version (good for 7 days) of Acoustica Audio Mixer from 
CNET. Acoustica will allow you to record each song as a WAV file, 
which you can later burn to a CD. 
Possible Troubleshooting problems: ~Click the red dot to begin 
recording on Acoustica, ~Click the "Adjust Recording Levels" box in 
Acoustica to make sure your computer is set to Line In and not 
Microphone, ~You may also have to check the default settings for 
sounds/audio on your computer.
Post if you need help.....jupiterhead
| 13409|13389|2004-09-13 12:38:46|david grundy|Re: mo phat|
i fially got it , i had everything right , i just found out that i could put more then one preset from the mophatt in one sequence.... 
i told you guys that i could be a lil retarded at times.... thanks for trying to help me anyway

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> how do i dial a patch into the rs7k tempo settings ?
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In Pattern or Song mode, it's the F4 knob from the main screen (Tempo). 
Your whole Song/Style will need to match the tempo of that patch on the 
Mo Phat you're trying to match. If you mean setting your Mo Phat's 
tempo settings to match the RS7k's, either set it to receive external 
clock input (coming out of the RS7k), or read the manual for how to set 
the Mo Phat's internal tempo setting.

> i figured out how to stop the rs sounds playing with the mophatt ,,, 
> now my problem is , when im done with track one ... and change the 

sound in track two ... track one changes with it .... how do i stop 
that ?????????

When in RecM mode, you have to select the track you're working on with 
the Track Select buttons. The RecM mode Echoes the MIDI In input from 
your controller keyboard THROUGH the RS7k and out the MIDI Out A&B 
ports to your external gears' inputs. This is dependent on which Track 
you currently have selected.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13410|13410|2004-09-13 13:50:22|sedarka@pandora.be|Re: Digest Number 1278|
idiot

----- Original Message ----- 
From: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2004 8:29 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Digest Number 1278

|
| There is 1 message in this issue.
|
| Topics in this digest:
|
| 1. How to transfer RS7K songs to computer
| From: "jupiterhead" <jupiterhead@yahoo.com>
|
|
| ________________________________________________________________________
| ________________________________________________________________________
|
| Message: 1
| Date: Mon, 13 Sep 2004 17:36:19 -0000
| From: "jupiterhead" <jupiterhead@yahoo.com>
| Subject: How to transfer RS7K songs to computer
|
| If anyone has had trouble transferring your songs from the RS7K to
| your computer to create WAV files, here is an easy way:
| Run a 1/4" cable (guitar cable) from the RS7K headphone jack to the
| soundcard input on your computer. You will need to put a 1/4" to
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| 1/8" adaptor (Radio Shack) on one end of the cable so that it will
| fit the input jack on the computer. Now when you play songs on your
| RS7K you should hear them on your computer speakers. Next, download
| the trial version (good for 7 days) of Acoustica Audio Mixer from
| CNET. Acoustica will allow you to record each song as a WAV file,
| which you can later burn to a CD.
| Possible Troubleshooting problems: ~Click the red dot to begin
| recording on Acoustica, ~Click the "Adjust Recording Levels" box in
| Acoustica to make sure your computer is set to Line In and not
| Microphone, ~You may also have to check the default settings for
| sounds/audio on your computer.
| Post if you need help.....jupiterhead
|
|
|
|
| ________________________________________________________________________
| ________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| ===================RS7000 GROUP================
| Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
| FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
| Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
| Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
|
| To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
| RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
| My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
| ------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Yahoo! Groups Links
|
|
|
|
| ------------------------------------------------------------------------
|
|
|
|

| 13411|13410|2004-09-13 15:28:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Digest Number 1278|
I especially found the part with the guitar cable with radio shack adapters 
to be an ingenious idea.

Zam 8^) 

In a message dated 9/13/2004 1:52:58 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
sedarka@pandora.be writes:

idiot

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13412|13410|2004-09-14 01:58:02|david grundy|Re: Digest Number 1278|
thats how i started getting my beats to the pc... i went to guitar center and the asked me how was i doing it .... everyone in there started laughing at me ... so i took there
advice and got a real sound card ... with quarter inch inputs and sonar.... now i see what they found so funny...much more costly but well worth the money...after all the the
rs is the real deal dont cheat yourself on the final product

sedarka@pandora.be wrote:idiot

----- Original Message ----- 
From: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2004 8:29 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Digest Number 1278

|
| There is 1 message in this issue.
|
| Topics in this digest:
|
| 1. How to transfer RS7K songs to computer
| From: "jupiterhead" <jupiterhead@yahoo.com>
|
|
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| ________________________________________________________________________
| ________________________________________________________________________
|
| Message: 1
| Date: Mon, 13 Sep 2004 17:36:19 -0000
| From: "jupiterhead" <jupiterhead@yahoo.com>
| Subject: How to transfer RS7K songs to computer
|
| If anyone has had trouble transferring your songs from the RS7K to
| your computer to create WAV files, here is an easy way:
| Run a 1/4" cable (guitar cable) from the RS7K headphone jack to the
| soundcard input on your computer. You will need to put a 1/4" to
| 1/8" adaptor (Radio Shack) on one end of the cable so that it will
| fit the input jack on the computer. Now when you play songs on your
| RS7K you should hear them on your computer speakers. Next, download
| the trial version (good for 7 days) of Acoustica Audio Mixer from
| CNET. Acoustica will allow you to record each song as a WAV file,
| which you can later burn to a CD.
| Possible Troubleshooting problems: ~Click the red dot to begin
| recording on Acoustica, ~Click the "Adjust Recording Levels" box in
| Acoustica to make sure your computer is set to Line In and not
| Microphone, ~You may also have to check the default settings for
| sounds/audio on your computer.
| Post if you need help.....jupiterhead
|
|
|
|
| ________________________________________________________________________
| ________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| ===================RS7000 GROUP================
| Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
| FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
| Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
| Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
|
| To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
| RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
| My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
| ------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Yahoo! Groups Links
|
|
|
|
| ------------------------------------------------------------------------
|
|
|
|
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13413|13384|2004-09-14 11:45:27|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Thanks for responding. I've been away from the computer to check for 
a response.

What do you mean by Not everything has to be multitracked or inside 
the computer?

Jay

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
> 
> MTC sync with an 8 port audio interface.
> 
> Or don't push audio into Sonar. Not everything
> has to be multitracked or inside the computer.
> 
> -cl
> 
> On Fri, Sep 03, 2004 at 09:16:05PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > Hello everyone,
> > 
> > I am using midi sync (with an Midiman 1x1 interface) and recoring 
> > track by track of material on my RS7000 into Sonar. This seems 
like 
> > a very laborous way to get the audio inside Sonar. Is there 
another 
> > easier way? 
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Jay

| 13414|13384|2004-09-14 11:51:09|Scott Kellogg|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
I think he might be saying that it's possible to make great music with 
just the RS. You might find that when you move your tracks into Sonar 
you might lose interest in the music, or just move on to something else.

I've heard great songs on just the RS. Who's that cat who was making 
breaks tunes on just the RS? Man, that stuff is good. He was using the 
internal sounds with a few samples thrown in. I think he is from Australia.

/Scott

j2ay wrote:

> Thanks for responding. I've been away from the computer to check for 
> a response.
> 
> What do you mean by Not everything has to be multitracked or inside 
> the computer?
> 
> Jay
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
> 
>>MTC sync with an 8 port audio interface.
>>
>>Or don't push audio into Sonar. Not everything
>>has to be multitracked or inside the computer.
>>
>>-cl
>>
>>On Fri, Sep 03, 2004 at 09:16:05PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
>>
>>>Hello everyone,
>>>
>>>I am using midi sync (with an Midiman 1x1 interface) and recoring 
>>>track by track of material on my RS7000 into Sonar. This seems 
> 
> like 
> 
>>>a very laborous way to get the audio inside Sonar. Is there 
> 
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> another 
> 
>>>easier way? 
>>>
>>>Thanks,
>>>Jay
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13415|13415|2004-09-14 18:59:42|ecf1001|"alternate assign" + RS7k song|
Greetings, All

Maybe it's my poor rtfm skillz, but I'd appreciate someone sharing 
the answer to the following: what is the "alternate assign" column in 
the drum voice list?

Also, if anyone is interested, I've had a finished, albeit poorly 
mastered, piece laying around. Look for the track called "insult" on 
http://www.eat-up.org/downloads.php.

A few comments. The track started out as a conceptual joke. Bored one 
night, I decided to take Yamaha up on their "right up to the final 
production stage" thing and do things their way, producing something 
as advertised - entirely on the RS. Got a little carried away in the 
process.

The patterns used in the arrangement utilize only preset phrases, 
with a couple of exceptions: an edited bass line in the end and one 
solo phrase (recorded on the little keyboard, of course). There are 
about 6-7 patterns total, the pattern changes and mutes were 
performed/recorded live (to the pattern chain) in a few passes, with 
minimal corrective editing. The edits mainly consisted of removing 
style information from pattern changes (otherwise it reinitialized 
the effects). The solo was recorded after converting the pattern 
chain to a song, in a single punch in/out pass.

I did break my rule in the end as the RS sort of forced me to cheat 
by not letting me record volume curves for all 16 tracks in a song at 
once (from a midi fader box), crying about being out of sequence 
memory. So I recorded the track volumes in a software sequencer and 
played it back with MTC sync.

Hope you enjoy.

wbr,
Alex
| 13416|13415|2004-09-14 20:53:37|ecf1001|Re: "alternate assign" + RS7k song|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ecf1001" wrote:

> http://www.eat-up.org/downloads.php.

My bad, there is no period at the end: 

http://www.eat-up.org/downloads.php

The downloads will only work when you first go to that page and then 
click a link - not my rules, sorry. I'll be glad to assist directly 
if there are still problems.
| 13417|13415|2004-09-14 21:49:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: "alternate assign" + RS7k song|

> Greetings, All
> 
> Maybe it's my poor rtfm skillz, but I'd appreciate someone sharing 
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> the answer to the following: what is the "alternate assign" column in 
> the drum voice list?

That refers to the complementary drum sounds so they don't play at the 
same time: I.E. on a real drum set you can't play both an open hihat 
and a closed hihat at the same time. If you hit an open hihat then a 
closed hihat sound in rapid succession the closed hihat sound would 
mute the open hihat's tail, just like on a real drum kit.

> Also, if anyone is interested, I've had a finished, albeit poorly 
> mastered, piece laying around. Look for the track called "insult" on 
> http://www.eat-up.org/downloads.php.
> wbr,
> Alex

Enjoying so far. Nice variety of styles mixed in for a 21 minute piece 
(21:31 to be exact). Sounds well done, like you used the master 
compressor or eq stages. Like Yamaha meant, from starting sequencing, 
to sampling, EQ'ing, effects, to the final compressed master audio out. 
Not bad at all. I'm sure, like any track, it can be improved here and 
there with little tweaks but it does justice to what Yamaha is trying 
to claim. The bass is coming out nice and clean on my Cambridge FPS-
1800 subwoofer box and the rest of the sounds are well represented on 
the other 4 speakers.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13418|13415|2004-09-14 23:40:50|ecf1001|Re: "alternate assign" + RS7k song|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
wrote:

> > Maybe it's my poor rtfm skillz, but I'd appreciate someone 

sharing 

> > the answer to the following: what is the "alternate assign" 

column in 

> > the drum voice list?
> 
> That refers to the complementary drum sounds so they don't play at 

the 

> same time: I.E. on a real drum set you can't play both an open 

hihat 

> and a closed hihat at the same time. If you hit an open hihat then 

a 

> closed hihat sound in rapid succession the closed hihat sound would 
> mute the open hihat's tail, just like on a real drum kit.

Aha. So what exactly does the number mean?

> Enjoying so far. Nice variety of styles mixed in for a 21 minute 

piece 

> (21:31 to be exact). Sounds well done, like you used the master 
> compressor or eq stages. Like Yamaha meant, from starting 

sequencing, 

> to sampling, EQ'ing, effects, to the final compressed master audio 

out. 

> Not bad at all. I'm sure, like any track, it can be improved here 

and 
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> there with little tweaks but it does justice to what Yamaha is 

trying 

> to claim. The bass is coming out nice and clean on my Cambridge 

FPS-

> 1800 subwoofer box and the rest of the sounds are well represented 

on 

> the other 4 speakers.

Thank you for the concise and to the point review, it is indeed much 
appreciated.

For the record and to Yamaha's credit, there was no sampling involved 
and no EQ'ing applied to individual tracks. I was focusing mostly on 
the sequencing and the performance... The compression is a light mix 
of RS's own master and Steinberg's (for the quick final touch-up) 
multiband compressors.

Since you're there, you're welcome to the rest of the humble 
contributions to the beautiful world of electroacoustics and own 
ego. :) In particular, "alex.mp3" is the story of the relationship 
with a Serge Modular, with the only piece of digital equipment being 
the ADAT...

Best regards,
Alex
| 13419|13415|2004-09-15 06:36:53|electrotimba|Re: "alternate assign" + RS7k song|
Where is the ""alternate assign" option?
| 13420|13415|2004-09-15 10:26:59|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: "alternate assign" + RS7k song|
-------------- Original message -------------- 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" 
> wrote: 
> > > Maybe it's my poor rtfm skillz, but I'd appreciate someone 
> sharing 
> > > the answer to the following: what is the "alternate assign" 
> column in 
> > > the drum voice list? 
> > 
> > That refers to the complementary drum sounds so they don't play at 
> the 
> > same time: I.E. on a real drum set you can't play both an open 
> hihat 
> > and a closed hihat at the same time. If you hit an open hihat then 
> a 
> > closed hihat sound in rapid succession the closed hihat sound would 
> > mute the open hihat's tail, just like on a real drum kit. 
> 
> Aha. So what exactly does the number mean? 

That's just the complementary group # that would mute. I.E. group 1 might be open hihat/closed hihat. Group 2 open triangle/mute triangle, etc. When you play one sound
in the group and then the other sound in the group in close timing to each other they will affect one another like I mentioned above. Each group's sounds would only be
affected by the other sounds in that group.

> Thank you for the concise and to the point review, it is indeed much 
> appreciated. 
> 
> For the record and to Yamaha's credit, there was no sampling involved > and no EQ'ing applied to individual tracks. I was focusing mostly on 
> the sequencing and the performance... The compression is a light mix 
> of RS's own master and Steinberg's (for the quick final touch-up) 
> multiband compressors. 

Kinda figured, just pointing out that the line Yamaha is selling as an all-in-one production machine offers those capabilities (sequencing, internal TG, sampling (phrase
and kit/note), eq'ing, effecting, and final master effect or compression on the entire Pattern/Song.

> Since you're there, you're welcome to the rest of the humble 
> contributions to the beautiful world of electroacoustics and own 
> ego. :) In particular, "alex.mp3" is the story of the relationship 
> with a Serge Modular, with the only piece of digital equipment being 
> the ADAT... 
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Will have to listen to tonight or later this weekend. Makes for great mailing list email reading listening material. I usually get 75-200+ messages from my mailing lists a
day so music helps it go quicker.

> Best regards, 
> Alex 

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13421|13421|2004-09-19 12:46:02|Zeek Duff|MIDI bank/perf change msgs|
Hi folks,
I just discovered something that there must be a way around, but I haven't
figured it out just yet... When I dumped my old seqs into the RS that use
the XV-5080 for sounds, the RS seemed to load and play everything just fine.
BUT, now I noticed that some performances don't change, depending on where
the XV was left from the previous song! So, I took a look at the data, and
my MSB, LSB, and program change messages seem to be getting combined into
one message. Huh? 

Okay, I never leave the XV's "User" bank of Performances, but the RS seems
to only take (acknowledge) the MSB msg with the program number as one
message. I tried putting all 3 data entries in manually the way I did it in
my "old" sequencers and it ignores them. I created some new tunes using
both the XV & RS for sounds, entered the "combined" patch change data as the
RS modified my old patch changes and it worked, but the XV won't go from
certain (lower to higher) patches without ALL the data. WTF? What's up
with this, am I missing something?

My old hex msgs to get to the XV's User bank & specific Performance patch
looked like this:

000 085
032 000 
(PC#)

The RS combines that to:

085 000 00x (last 3 digits are actual Perf prg #)

Do I need to change that 2nd set of 3 digits to 032 for the LSB msg and if
so, then why didn't the RS do that when it "translated" the old seq hex? (I
just thought of trying that while typing, but I'd like a solid opinion
before I freak out the machine.) :)

Best regards,
...z

The trouble with idealism is that life gets in the way...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13422|13421|2004-09-19 18:14:33|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: MIDI bank/perf change msgs|
Not quite sure what you are trying to do, but I almost always wind up 
switching patches when converting midi from one piece of gear to another. I 
usually delete any patch settings or changes that don't sound well, and try to find 
another either similar or better and change the settings from their defaults 
and then store them in that synths format instead of GM data. If your codes 
or data that you are speaking of are like pitch, modulation, sustain or etc. 
type changes that you are having trouble with, then I'm not sure why that 
would be since midi is pretty standardized on those settings across most 
boards. I'm thinking the MSB and LSB that you are talking about, not exactly sure, 
but they sound like filter settings, which do sometimes seem to get 
misinterpreted from one gear to the next since some of those don't always seem to be 
standardized to the midi protocol. So when that happens, that is when I 
usually wind up deleting the patch settings data and redoing/recording those 
changes again on that track or sequence. I'm not sure what all you can to about 
this, if that happens to be the trouble. Hopefully, someone else has more 
info about this for you here, if that or whatever be your case.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 9/19/2004 12:46:13 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
zeek@zeekduff.com writes:

Hi folks,
I just discovered something that there must be a way around, but I haven't
figured it out just yet... When I dumped my old seqs into the RS that use
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the XV-5080 for sounds, the RS seemed to load and play everything just fine.
BUT, now I noticed that some performances don't change, depending on where
the XV was left from the previous song! So, I took a look at the data, and
my MSB, LSB, and program change messages seem to be getting combined into
one message. Huh? 

Okay, I never leave the XV's "User" bank of Performances, but the RS seems
to only take (acknowledge) the MSB msg with the program number as one
message. I tried putting all 3 data entries in manually the way I did it in
my "old" sequencers and it ignores them. I created some new tunes using
both the XV & RS for sounds, entered the "combined" patch change data as the
RS modified my old patch changes and it worked, but the XV won't go from
certain (lower to higher) patches without ALL the data. WTF? What's up
with this, am I missing something?

My old hex msgs to get to the XV's User bank & specific Performance patch
looked like this:

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13423|13384|2004-09-20 08:02:27|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
I hear you. I've enjoyed making tracks on the RS for three years 
now. I recorded songs in my last project to one stereo track in 
Sonar. For my current project, I made the songs in the box but then, 
recorded everything track by track/phrase by phrase into Sonar using 
a 1 I/O soundcard. It was a pain to do but I have much more 
flexibility with the final mix. I don't have to go back to the box, 
adjust levels, then re-record the whole song. Plus, I have vocals 
and guitar to mix in. I initially tried to mix vocals and guitar 
with the one stereo track of my RS songs, but it didn't sound good 
and seemed impossible to work with.

What's the name of the artist from Austrailia who solely uses the RS 
to produce?

Jay

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> I think he might be saying that it's possible to make great music 
with 
> just the RS. You might find that when you move your tracks into 
Sonar 
> you might lose interest in the music, or just move on to something 
else.
> 
> I've heard great songs on just the RS. Who's that cat who was 
making 
> breaks tunes on just the RS? Man, that stuff is good. He was 
using the 
> internal sounds with a few samples thrown in. I think he is from 
Australia.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> j2ay wrote:
> > Thanks for responding. I've been away from the computer to check 
for 
> > a response.
> > 
> > What do you mean by Not everything has to be multitracked or 
inside 
> > the computer?
> > 
> > Jay
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne 
wrote:
> > 
> >>MTC sync with an 8 port audio interface.
> >>
> >>Or don't push audio into Sonar. Not everything
> >>has to be multitracked or inside the computer.
> >>
> >>-cl
> >>
> >>On Fri, Sep 03, 2004 at 09:16:05PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
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> >>
> >>>Hello everyone,
> >>>
> >>>I am using midi sync (with an Midiman 1x1 interface) and 
recoring 
> >>>track by track of material on my RS7000 into Sonar. This seems 
> > 
> > like 
> > 
> >>>a very laborous way to get the audio inside Sonar. Is there 
> > 
> > another 
> > 
> >>>easier way? 
> >>>
> >>>Thanks,
> >>>Jay
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13424|13421|2004-09-20 11:33:52|Zeek Duff|Re: MIDI bank/perf change msgs|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> 
> Not quite sure what you are trying to do, but I almost always wind up
> switching patches when converting midi from one piece of gear to another. I
> usually delete any patch settings or changes that don't sound well, and try to

find 

> another either similar or better and change the settings from their defaults
> and then store them in that synths format instead of GM data. If your codes
> or data that you are speaking of are like pitch, modulation, sustain or etc.
> type changes that you are having trouble with, then I'm not sure why that
> would be since midi is pretty standardized on those settings across most
> boards. I'm thinking the MSB and LSB that you are talking about, not exactly

sure, 

> but they sound like filter settings, which do sometimes seem to get
> misinterpreted from one gear to the next since some of those don't always

seem to be 

> standardized to the midi protocol. So when that happens, that is when I
> usually wind up deleting the patch settings data and redoing/recording those
> changes again on that track or sequence. I'm not sure what all you can to

about 

> this, if that happens to be the trouble. Hopefully, someone else has more
> info about this for you here, if that or whatever be your case.
> 

Hey Zam,
The MSB hex I need sets the XV-5080 into multi-timbral Performance mode,
rather than single patch play. So, the first set of hex to accomplish that
is 000 085. Then, the next set of hex (LSB) sets the Bank, in this case we
need the User Bank (there are roughly 8 others, depending on how many
expansion cards are installed), and that hex is 032 000. Then finally, we
need the patch number for that particular Performance Patch, and that's
entered simply as a Program change after the two hex lines.
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I'll mess with it some more today, but after discovering the RS "mixed" or
combined the code it was sent from my other sequencer when recording in my
old material, I have to figure out how to record or enter by hand a complete
Mode/Bank/Patch change into the RS that the XV will recognize. This has
nothing to do with other parameter settings, the XV holds all that in the
Performance memory, all we have to do is get it to the right mode
(Performance), Bank (User), and Performance Patch (Program Change).

I've used a couple of different hardware sequencers and Logic Audio
Platinum, and none of them treat hex code as nine digits, so the RS is doing
something I'm not familiar with. I'll look through the manual again more
thoroughly also, but I couldn't find anything obvious in the index that
refers to a "different" treatment of hex code. It's a new one on me...

BTW, the XV-5080 is also a sample player, so if you run out of memory on the
RS, another 128 MB (maxed out RAM, such as mine is) can be had from the XV.
Treat it the same way you would onboard the RS, and load from a SmartCard.
With these two pieces of gear, I can't imagine ever actually "needing"
anything else for sound creation & playback... ;)

Anyway, back to the original "problem," the 9 digit "hex" code does change
Performance Patches in the XV "most of the time." I haven't concluded yet
what exactly keeps it from changing away from certain patches, but it's
obvious it isn't getting the complete message, and I don't understand why
the RS didn't record the complete message and play back exactly what it was
sent. It's the "conversion" of hex to 9 digits I'm concerned with.

Best regards,
...z

Whenever I feel blue, I start breathing again...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13425|13384|2004-09-20 12:03:30|Christopher Layne|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
On Mon, Sep 20, 2004 at 02:02:11PM -0000, j2ay wrote:

> I hear you. I've enjoyed making tracks on the RS for three years 
> now. I recorded songs in my last project to one stereo track in 
> Sonar. For my current project, I made the songs in the box but then, 
> recorded everything track by track/phrase by phrase into Sonar using 
> a 1 I/O soundcard. It was a pain to do but I have much more 
> flexibility with the final mix. I don't have to go back to the box, 
> adjust levels, then re-record the whole song. Plus, I have vocals 
> and guitar to mix in. I initially tried to mix vocals and guitar 
> with the one stereo track of my RS songs, but it didn't sound good 
> and seemed impossible to work with.
> 
> What's the name of the artist from Austrailia who solely uses the RS 
> to produce?

Well we still do have these things called: analog mixers.

If you don't have the 8 port card for the RS, I cannot imagine transfering
track by track like that. Anytime things start to become 99% work, when
it comes to music, the musicality drops.

-cl
| 13426|13426|2004-09-22 07:49:14|d_cyphr|Can i ask why all my patterns and songs reset to gm|
First time user, got 3 gigs in less than a week, and all my songs and 
patterns; the samples assigned to different tracks, after loading 
will all reset themselves to the standard GM sounds. The problem is 
remidied by having to enter the mixer window and scrolling the 
instrument type to either sample commen or local (werever ive stored 
them) but im guessing I shouldnt have to do this. God or anyone 
else....PLEASE HELP ME!
| 13427|13169|2004-09-22 07:50:35|angeksee|Re: Problems with program change|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "angeksee" wrote:

> I´m using the rs with a Roland octapad and when i change the patch 

in 

> the octapad, the rs changes the program sound too. 
> 
> I´ve tried unchecking the box in utility that show "program change" 
> but it continues happening. 
> 
> 
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> and i´ve investigate in the octapad the option to don´t send midi 
> program changes but i couldn´t find nothing.

Do any of you help me a bit, please?
this is a fckn nightmare.
| 13428|13384|2004-09-22 12:03:19|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Totally. This was 100% exhausting work, took several days per song. 
I would never do it this way again that's for sure! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
> On Mon, Sep 20, 2004 at 02:02:11PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > I hear you. I've enjoyed making tracks on the RS for three years 
> > now. I recorded songs in my last project to one stereo track in 
> > Sonar. For my current project, I made the songs in the box but 
then, 
> > recorded everything track by track/phrase by phrase into Sonar 
using 
> > a 1 I/O soundcard. It was a pain to do but I have much more 
> > flexibility with the final mix. I don't have to go back to the 
box, 
> > adjust levels, then re-record the whole song. Plus, I have 
vocals 
> > and guitar to mix in. I initially tried to mix vocals and guitar 
> > with the one stereo track of my RS songs, but it didn't sound 
good 
> > and seemed impossible to work with.
> > 
> > What's the name of the artist from Austrailia who solely uses the 
RS 
> > to produce?
> 
> Well we still do have these things called: analog mixers.
> 
> If you don't have the 8 port card for the RS, I cannot imagine 
transfering
> track by track like that. Anytime things start to become 99% work, 
when
> it comes to music, the musicality drops.
> 
> -cl

| 13429|13384|2004-09-22 12:10:32|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having an 
analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?

I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have helped.

Thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "j2ay" wrote:
> Totally. This was 100% exhausting work, took several days per 
song. 
> I would never do it this way again that's for sure! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne 
wrote:
> > On Mon, Sep 20, 2004 at 02:02:11PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > > I hear you. I've enjoyed making tracks on the RS for three 
years 
> > > now. I recorded songs in my last project to one stereo track 
in 
> > > Sonar. For my current project, I made the songs in the box but 
> then, 
> > > recorded everything track by track/phrase by phrase into Sonar 
> using 
> > > a 1 I/O soundcard. It was a pain to do but I have much more 
> > > flexibility with the final mix. I don't have to go back to the 
> box, 
> > > adjust levels, then re-record the whole song. Plus, I have 
> vocals 
> > > and guitar to mix in. I initially tried to mix vocals and 
guitar 
> > > with the one stereo track of my RS songs, but it didn't sound 
> good 
> > > and seemed impossible to work with.
> > > 
> > > What's the name of the artist from Austrailia who solely uses 
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the 
> RS 
> > > to produce?
> > 
> > Well we still do have these things called: analog mixers.
> > 
> > If you don't have the 8 port card for the RS, I cannot imagine 
> transfering
> > track by track like that. Anytime things start to become 99% 
work, 
> when
> > it comes to music, the musicality drops.
> > 
> > -cl

| 13430|13384|2004-09-22 12:46:47|Christopher Layne|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
On Wed, Sep 22, 2004 at 06:08:51PM -0000, j2ay wrote:

> This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having an 
> analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?
> 
> I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have helped.
> 
> Thanks

By not using Sonar at all. :)

-cl
| 13431|13384|2004-09-22 12:49:23|Scott Kellogg|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Heh, funny ;)

I think what the original poster meant was that you could control tracks 
separately if you were running the output of the RS7000 expansion card 
into an analog desk. Then you could run the channel outputs of the 
analog desk into the Sonar inputs individually.

/Scott

Christopher Layne wrote:

> On Wed, Sep 22, 2004 at 06:08:51PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> 
>>This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having an 
>>analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?
>>
>>I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have helped.
>>
>>Thanks
> 
> 
> By not using Sonar at all. :)
> 
> -cl
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13432|13384|2004-09-22 12:56:09|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
So I would hook the box up to a 16 track mixer, mix the tracks on it, 
then record the result to one stereo .wav? How would I connect the 
two?

If I don't use a computer, exactly what gear would I need to produce 
professional sounding music using something like the RS for 
composing, and also including guitar and vocals?
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This is important to me becuase I would rather skip the computer. I 
hate clicking a million times with the mouse. I try to learn the 
keyboard shortcuts but still end up clicking zillions of times with 
the mouse. My hands ache after every session. I'd much rather work 
on a hardware surface like the RS or a hardware mixer.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
> On Wed, Sep 22, 2004 at 06:08:51PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having an 
> > analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?
> > 
> > I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have helped.
> > 
> > Thanks
> 
> By not using Sonar at all. :)
> 
> -cl

| 13433|13384|2004-09-22 15:20:55|electrotimba|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Get 01X 
Using computer is the cheapest way to get pro result, everything 
else is 4 or 8 times more expensive. I use my RS with Cubase/ 
Wavelab.

In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "j2ay" wrote:

> So I would hook the box up to a 16 track mixer, mix the tracks on 

it, 

> then record the result to one stereo .wav? How would I connect 

the 

> two?
> 
> If I don't use a computer, exactly what gear would I need to 

produce 

> professional sounding music using something like the RS for 
> composing, and also including guitar and vocals?
> 
> This is important to me becuase I would rather skip the computer. 

I 

> hate clicking a million times with the mouse. I try to learn the 
> keyboard shortcuts but still end up clicking zillions of times 

with 

> the mouse. My hands ache after every session. I'd much rather 

work 

> on a hardware surface like the RS or a hardware mixer.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne 

wrote:

> > On Wed, Sep 22, 2004 at 06:08:51PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > > This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having 

an 

> > > analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?
> > > 
> > > I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have 

helped.

> > > 
> > > Thanks
> > 
> > By not using Sonar at all. :)
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> > 
> > -cl

| 13434|13384|2004-09-23 14:40:08|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Thanks for the tip on 01X, will check it out.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "electrotimba" 
wrote:

> Get 01X 
> Using computer is the cheapest way to get pro result, everything 
> else is 4 or 8 times more expensive. I use my RS with Cubase/ 
> Wavelab.
> 
> In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "j2ay" wrote:
> > So I would hook the box up to a 16 track mixer, mix the tracks on 
> it, 
> > then record the result to one stereo .wav? How would I connect 
> the 
> > two?
> > 
> > If I don't use a computer, exactly what gear would I need to 
> produce 
> > professional sounding music using something like the RS for 
> > composing, and also including guitar and vocals?
> > 
> > This is important to me becuase I would rather skip the 

computer. 

> I 
> > hate clicking a million times with the mouse. I try to learn the 
> > keyboard shortcuts but still end up clicking zillions of times 
> with 
> > the mouse. My hands ache after every session. I'd much rather 
> work 
> > on a hardware surface like the RS or a hardware mixer.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne 
> wrote:
> > > On Wed, Sep 22, 2004 at 06:08:51PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > > > This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having 
> an 
> > > > analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?
> > > > 
> > > > I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have 
> helped.
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks
> > > 
> > > By not using Sonar at all. :)
> > > 
> > > -cl

| 13435|13384|2004-09-23 14:40:09|j2ay|Re: Recording into Sonar (Is there a better way?)|
Oh ok, thanks for explaining more.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> Heh, funny ;)
> 
> I think what the original poster meant was that you could control 
tracks 
> separately if you were running the output of the RS7000 expansion 
card 
> into an analog desk. Then you could run the channel outputs of the 
> analog desk into the Sonar inputs individually.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> Christopher Layne wrote:
> > On Wed, Sep 22, 2004 at 06:08:51PM -0000, j2ay wrote:
> > 
> >>This may sound retarted but can you explain how would having an 
> >>analogue mixer would have helped in my situation?
> >>
> >>I understand how having 8 ports on a sound card would have helped.
> >>
> >>Thanks
> > 
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> > 
> > By not using Sonar at all. :)
> > 
> > -cl
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13436|13436|2004-09-26 02:27:54|k_eve_l|Soft Carry Case for RS in the US?|
Anybody know a soft carry case for the RS that I can buy in the US? I saw the european 
case that looks perfect, but I'm looking for something a little more low key (i.e. no yamaha 
on it), for a carry on. Alternatives? Big laptop bag?
| 13437|13437|2004-09-26 23:19:07|Eve|HI from VaV JuNgLe!|
HI!

Well, it's been a while - got to know my new box that makes 
noises (the RS7000) very well . . . it's the most fun I've had in a 
long time! 
I have 2 new downloads from my site featuring the RS (they're 
unmastered, but will be on my new CD) in the Mp3 section of my 
website. 
Just fun stuff, oddball dance, groovy I guess.

Anyhow, come by and say HI and hope everyone is having as 
much fun with their box as I am mine! LOL
(You know what I mean!)

Take care all,

Eva
Vav Jungle
http://www.vavjungle.com
| 13438|13436|2004-09-27 11:50:24|J. B.|memory question|
I looked on the yamaha site and they said that they
were discontinuing the SIMMs for the RS7000. (I'm new
to anything with computers but....) Can't I just get
the same thing at a local computer store? 

Thanks for throwing a rope to a beginner

-casualfools

_______________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Declare Yourself - Register online to vote today!
http://vote.yahoo.com
| 13439|13436|2004-09-27 11:53:43|Scott Kellogg|Re: memory question|
Yes, you can. It's not necessary to get memory from Yamaha. Look on 
Ebay as well. If memory serves, this is discussed in the RS7000 FAQ. 
There is some web business that sells memory for music machines, but I 
don't know the name of the place off the top of my head.

/Scott

J. B. wrote:

> I looked on the yamaha site and they said that they
> were discontinuing the SIMMs for the RS7000. (I'm new
> to anything with computers but....) Can't I just get
> the same thing at a local computer store? 
> 
> Thanks for throwing a rope to a beginner
> 
> -casualfools

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.vavjungle.com/
http://vote.yahoo.com/


> 
> 
> 
> _______________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Declare Yourself - Register online to vote today!
> http://vote.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13440|13436|2004-09-27 12:41:39|J. B.|Re: memory question|
Thanks so much!!!

--- Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:

> Yes, you can. It's not necessary to get memory from
> Yamaha. Look on 
> Ebay as well. If memory serves, this is discussed
> in the RS7000 FAQ. 
> There is some web business that sells memory for
> music machines, but I 
> don't know the name of the place off the top of my
> head.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> J. B. wrote:
> > I looked on the yamaha site and they said that
> they
> > were discontinuing the SIMMs for the RS7000. (I'm
> new
> > to anything with computers but....) Can't I just
> get
> > the same thing at a local computer store? 
> > 
> > Thanks for throwing a rope to a beginner
> > 
> > -casualfools
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > _______________________________
> > Do you Yahoo!?
> > Declare Yourself - Register online to vote today!
> > http://vote.yahoo.com
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:glaive@glaive.org
http://vote.yahoo.com/
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail is new and improved - Check it out!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13441|13436|2004-09-27 12:54:37|Scott Kellogg|Re: memory question|
Sure, no problem. If you have any more questions, feel free is ask. If 
you think your questions are silly, ask me off list ;) I'm no RS7k 
expert, but I've had mine for almost two years.

/Scott

J. B. wrote:

> Thanks so much!!!
> 
> 
> --- Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:
> 
> 
>>Yes, you can. It's not necessary to get memory from
>>Yamaha. Look on 
>>Ebay as well. If memory serves, this is discussed
>>in the RS7000 FAQ. 
>>There is some web business that sells memory for
>>music machines, but I 
>>don't know the name of the place off the top of my
>>head.
>>
>>/Scott
>>
>>J. B. wrote:
>>
>>>I looked on the yamaha site and they said that
>>
>>they
>>
>>>were discontinuing the SIMMs for the RS7000. (I'm
>>
>>new
>>
>>>to anything with computers but....) Can't I just
>>
>>get
>>
>>>the same thing at a local computer store? 
>>>
>>>Thanks for throwing a rope to a beginner
>>>
>>>-casualfools
>>>
>>>
>>> 
>>>_______________________________
>>>Do you Yahoo!?
>>>Declare Yourself - Register online to vote today!
>>>http://vote.yahoo.com
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>>>FAQ: 
>>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> 
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 

http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
mailto:glaive@glaive.org
http://vote.yahoo.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>
>>
>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail is new and improved - Check it out!
> http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13442|13442|2004-09-27 16:04:34|justclarence|RS 7000 Free 32mb smart media card and jaz 2 gig drive|
Any one looking for an RS-7000 ??? a good one is on E-bay for sale 
buy it now get FREE shipping free 32mb smart media a free 2 gig jaz 
drive 3 free disk one with sounds ,samples, and patterns from the 
Rm1x all the software and rack ears installed.

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3749955217
| 13443|13443|2004-09-27 20:26:56|raverjett|Please help|
I have recently written a new pattern/song and have loaded a sample 
onto track 6. After i loaded the sample i saw the little sample sign 
above track 6 in the mixer. when i push any scene buttons i have 
created the sample and sample logo disappear forever. But when i 
save it takes over 1 minute so i know it is saving samples. Can you 
help me find my samples so i can either erase them or use them? 
Please help, Jett
| 13444|13436|2004-09-27 21:56:44|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|Re: Soft Carry Case for RS in the US?|
I use an Army helmet bag. It' about 25$ . You can pick it up at an Army 
supply store. The RS 7000 fits like a glove. the zipper is on to and has 2 
huge pouches on the front.

>From: "k_eve_l" <k_eve_l@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Soft Carry Case for RS in the US?
>Date: Sun, 26 Sep 2004 08:27:19 -0000
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13445|13445|2004-09-27 22:46:54|Gregg Johnson|RS7000 replacement|
Hello All. I wanted to know does anyone know what Yamaha plans to 
replace the RS7000 with or are they not going to make another 
tabletop sequencer? I wanted to get an RS7000 a while back but my 
dreams were long and my money was short. Now that things are looking 
up in the funds dept, I want to hold off and see if Yamaha is going 
to replace the RS7000. It's a great piece and has loads of 
functionality. I just don't want to get caught up in the "you should 
have waited a few more months" game. I did that when I bought my 
QY700. I love the QY700 and some of its features STILL beat most 
tabletop sequencers. Yamaha had said that they would continue to 
support the QY700 after I bought it. A few months later they 
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previewed the RS7000. So before I fall into that trap again, does 
anyone know what Yamaha has next in the pipeline?

Thanks-

Gregg
| 13446|13445|2004-09-28 01:12:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS7000 replacement|
Check out the Motief ES line! The ES6 is NICE! I want one sooo badly! But 
I think the RS's knob tweakage with the ES's multi layered performance 
patches, whatever its called, would be even nicer.

I don't think Yamaha is going to make another groovebox. Rumors I've heard 
is that they lost money on this line. Probably more of a marketing blunder 
than design failure cause we all know the RS blows everything else out of the 
water when it comes to functionality. No need to go into details of what its 
potential could of been; we all know here I think about that, its still on 
the top of my list for best unit ever produced by any manufacturer and I think 
it will be for quite a while.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 9/27/2004 10:50:30 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
zyala@yahoo.com writes:

Hello All. I wanted to know does anyone know what Yamaha plans to 
replace the RS7000 with or are they not going to make another 
tabletop sequencer? I wanted to get an RS7000 a while back but my 
dreams were long and my money was short. Now that things are looking 
up in the funds dept, I want to hold off and see if Yamaha is going 
to replace the RS7000. It's a great piece and has loads of 
functionality. I just don't want to get caught up in the "you should 
have waited a few more months" game. I did that when I bought my 
QY700. I love the QY700 and some of its features STILL beat most 
tabletop sequencers. Yamaha had said that they would continue to 
support the QY700 after I bought it. A few months later they 
previewed the RS7000. So before I fall into that trap again, does 
anyone know what Yamaha has next in the pipeline?

Thanks-

Gregg

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13447|13436|2004-09-28 01:20:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: memory question|
Might try Guitar Center too if you got one in your area. Some may still 
have some in stock, but its been a while since I bought mine there.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 9/27/2004 11:57:28 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
casualfools@yahoo.com writes:

I looked on the yamaha site and they said that they
were discontinuing the SIMMs for the RS7000. (I'm new
to anything with computers but....) Can't I just get
the same thing at a local computer store? 

Thanks for throwing a rope to a beginner

-casualfools

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13448|13443|2004-09-28 01:37:42|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Please help|
As long as I've used the RS, I don't think I've used scenes. Not even sure 
what they do or why I'd use them. I tried to recreate your situation by 
resampled a beat from track 1, in pattern mode, to track 6, switched mute to scene 
and hit the scene buttons. The sample logo stays there.

Zam???

In a message dated 9/27/2004 8:30:42 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
jettrink@cox.net writes:
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I have recently written a new pattern/song and have loaded a sample 
onto track 6. After i loaded the sample i saw the little sample sign 
above track 6 in the mixer. when i push any scene buttons i have 
created the sample and sample logo disappear forever. But when i 
save it takes over 1 minute so i know it is saving samples. Can you 
help me find my samples so i can either erase them or use them? 
Please help, Jett

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13449|13449|2004-09-28 02:52:36|Christian Wiesner|Record Filtersweep|
Hi,

I want to record a filtersweep on a track. I have already recorded the notes, now I hit record overdub, record the sequence and tweak the knobs. But nothing gets recorded?
It's still static afterwards. I know this must work, I did this before. What am I doing wrong?

Christian
| 13450|13449|2004-09-28 02:58:40|Christian Wiesner|Re: Record Filtersweep|

> I know this must work, I did this before. What am I doing wrong?

Yes, thanks for the help, guys ;) 

Controller IN was still unchecked in the MIDI-Filter.

Christian
| 13451|13436|2004-09-28 06:54:15|Christopher Layne|Re: Soft Carry Case for RS in the US?|
I use the melted remains of an Akai MPC1000 shell that has been
meticulously smelted down and remolded to the shape of my RS7000.

Pretty twisted eh?

-cl

p.s. Fairly sure there's still rs7k and/or mpc cases soft/hard that
are out there.

On Mon, Sep 27, 2004 at 08:02:15PM -0700, JAMES E. BULLOCK JR. wrote:
> I use an Army helmet bag. It' about 25$ . You can pick it up at an Army 
> supply store. The RS 7000 fits like a glove. the zipper is on to and has 2 
> huge pouches on the front.

| 13452|13436|2004-09-28 07:11:02|Scott Kellogg|Re: Soft Carry Case for RS in the US?|

> p.s. Fairly sure there's still rs7k and/or mpc cases soft/hard that
> are out there.

Standard turntable cases can be modded for use with the RS7k.

/Scott
| 13453|13453|2004-09-28 14:39:18|ridszero|External synth controlled by RS continuous data?|
I have a similar question as I can not get my RS to control my 
Waldorf Pulse's filter so it will sweep. I used a job (continuous 
data) to control the RS's filter on that track but my pulse is 
plsying on the same track also. Its filter won't sweep. What do I 
need to set on my Pulse so the RS will control the Pulses filter 
sweep?

Nick
| 13454|13453|2004-09-28 15:16:30|Christian Wiesner|Re: External synth controlled by RS continuous data?|

> I have a similar question as I can not get my RS to control my
> Waldorf Pulse's filter so it will sweep. I used a job (continuous
> data) to control the RS's filter on that track but my pulse is
> plsying on the same track also. Its filter won't sweep. What do I
> need to set on my Pulse so the RS will control the Pulses filter
> sweep?

First: Enable Controller OUT in the MIDI-Filter ;)
- Put the track on the MIDI-Channel of your Pulse, i.e. Pulse on chan. 10, put the RS on track 10 (I will continue using chan #10 as example)
- hit SETUP 4 times and assure that chan. OUT SELECT MIDI A is on chan 10 too. If your Pulse is on chan B then it has to be MIDI B. TG can be set to OFF
- the Cutoff of the Pulse is MidiCC #50. So if you modulate the Brightness CC #74 on the RS you won't hear anything, because this controller is not implemented on the
Pulse. Try hitting SETUP 3 times: Now turn a not often used knob (LFO Speed f.e.) and assign CC#50, Track #10 (or your pulse channel). If you play notes now and turn
the knob you will hear the pulse sweeping. Also in continuous data you have to modulate CC 50.



Christian
| 13455|13449|2004-09-28 22:40:34|Gino Cartier|Where can I get a RS 7000?|
I am having trouble finding a unit in the USA. Does
anybody know where I can get a RS -7000?

Thanks

Are there any users from Chicago?

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
New and Improved Yahoo! Mail - Send 10MB messages!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13456|13449|2004-09-28 23:37:17|J. B.|Re: Where can I get a RS 7000?|
There are a few on ebay.

casualfools

--- Gino Cartier <untouchable_omega@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> I am having trouble finding a unit in the USA. Does
> anybody know where I can get a RS -7000?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Are there any users from Chicago?
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> New and Improved Yahoo! Mail - Send 10MB messages!
> http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail 
> 

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - 50x more storage than other providers!
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13457|13449|2004-09-29 12:17:03|Paul Dorman|Re: Where can I get a RS 7000?|
Ebay. I got mine on Ebay for a very good price. Thankfully the RS7K is one of 
those things that is often bought but then little used because of the time it 
takes to learn. Therefore the units for sale are often in great condition. 
Mine was spotless, though I didn't get a memory card for it, or the original 
CDs (which I'd really, really like). It did have 64MB RAM though!

Mine came from Alto Music. Not sure where in the States they are.

HTH,
Paul

On Wednesday 29 September 2004 04:40 pm, Gino Cartier wrote:
> I am having trouble finding a unit in the USA. Does
> anybody know where I can get a RS -7000?
>
> Thanks
>
> Are there any users from Chicago?
>

| 13458|13458|2004-10-03 17:08:54|midimammal|very bad digital noise when load samples.|
Hello.
sometimes when I load patterns that use samples on my RS 7000 they
become extremely distorted and have high pitched digital noise. Then I
will turn the RS 7000 and load the same pattern and samples again at a
later time and all loops and samples will sound normal.

If anyone can help I would greatly appreciate it!

Thanx
| 13459|13458|2004-10-03 17:56:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: very bad digital noise when load samples.|
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Just an idea, but is your RS's power plug in well and the ground prong 
properly grounded? Or maybe something is loose inside of it.

Zam

In a message dated 10/3/2004 5:10:14 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
midimammal@hotmail.com writes:

Hello.
sometimes when I load patterns that use samples on my RS 7000 they
become extremely distorted and have high pitched digital noise. Then I
will turn the RS 7000 and load the same pattern and samples again at a
later time and all loops and samples will sound normal.

If anyone can help I would greatly appreciate it!

Thanx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13460|13458|2004-10-04 00:48:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: very bad digital noise when load samples.|
On Monday 04 October 2004 00:01, midimammal wrote:

> Hello.
> sometimes when I load patterns that use samples on my RS
> 7000 they become extremely distorted and have high
> pitched digital noise. Then I will turn the RS 7000 and
> load the same pattern and samples again at a later time
> and all loops and samples will sound normal.

Maybe bad RAM?

- Robert
| 13461|13461|2004-10-04 08:41:23|jtoots212|zip storage|
I've been storing to an iomega zip 250, the model is z250s. it just
broke on me during a move, so i'm looking to replace it. my roomate
gave me an old z250p, but i haven't managed to get it working. does
anyone use a z250p? can anyone help me solve my storage problem
inexpensively? thanks much.
Jay
| 13462|13462|2004-10-04 14:15:21|Philip J. Mucci|Arpeggiator functions and fills|
Greetings folks,

I have 2 questions. It's well established that the arp. on the RS is
crappy, due to the lack of rhythms. I seem to remember reading somewhere
that people have gotten similar results doing arps in grid and stpe
mode, but I can't seem to find the thread. Anyone out there have info on
how to realize this?

Second, how are people doing fills on the RS? Without a formal list and
description, it's pretty damn hard to find many fills at all. Are most
of you programming your own?

Thanks much,

Phil
| 13463|13461|2004-10-04 15:25:52|wasted/su700fan|Re: zip storage|

> 
> 
> I've been storing to an iomega zip 250, the model is z250s. it just
> broke on me during a move, so i'm looking to replace it. my roomate
> gave me an old z250p, but i haven't managed to get it working. does
> anyone use a z250p? can anyone help me solve my storage problem
> inexpensively? thanks much.
> Jay

My guess:

The P at the end of the model number stands for Parallel (port) and the 
S at the end of your original model stands for SCSI. The one your 
friend gave you won't work with the RS7k (or most other musical gear) 
since it's parallel port based instead of SCSI. You'll need to track 
down another SCSI ZIP drive. I've been using an older Iomega SCSI 
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ZIP100 drive since 1998.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13464|13464|2004-10-06 03:21:31|Robert van der Kamp|FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|
Hi all,

yes, I'm selling my RS. It's in perfect condition, only used 
in smoke free studio (really), and comes with original 
manual, original box, and I guess I also still have the 
original CDs. Full 64MB RAM, and flashed with latest OS.

Prefer to sell here in Holland, so that the buyer can pick 
it up.

Asking Euro 1000.

The reason why I'm selling is the move to an MPC4000. I need 
more tracks and more sample space. It's not the same, I 
know. Using them both is too complex for me. (And I'm 
keeping my QY700.)

Cheers!
Robert
| 13465|13464|2004-10-06 03:22:58|Christopher Layne|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|
A 1000 euro?

That's more than they are new, here.

On Wed, Oct 06, 2004 at 11:21:31AM +0200, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> Hi all,
> 
> yes, I'm selling my RS. It's in perfect condition, only used 
> in smoke free studio (really), and comes with original 
> manual, original box, and I guess I also still have the 
> original CDs. Full 64MB RAM, and flashed with latest OS.
> 
> Prefer to sell here in Holland, so that the buyer can pick 
> it up.
> 
> Asking Euro 1000.

| 13466|13464|2004-10-06 03:37:23|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|
On Wednesday 06 October 2004 11:22, Christopher Layne wrote:

> A 1000 euro?
>
> That's more than they are new, here.

I checked the biggest online shop here (Thomann) and they're 
asking 1440. If I'm totally wrong about the current going 
price I'll change my asking price accordingly. 

- Robert
| 13467|13464|2004-10-06 03:54:43|Christian Wiesner|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|

> I checked the biggest online shop here (Thomann) and they're asking
> 1440. If I'm totally wrong about the current going price I'll
> change my asking price accordingly.

Thomann is currently at 1400, Syntacheles shows a used RS at 945, so your price is OK.

http://www.synrise.de/syntacheles0704.zip

May I ask why you are buying an MPC? Don't you use any computers at all which would provide more power for less money?

I'm asking because I'm fed up a little bit with my RS too. I'm doing my whole music in Abletons LIVE at the moment, but I really don't trust computers live on stage, so I
take the loops inside the RS and play them from there. But with the limited 64MB and increasing time for loading and saving it doesn't get better :(

Christian
| 13468|13464|2004-10-06 04:01:55|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|
On Wednesday 06 October 2004 11:52, Christian Wiesner wrote:
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> > I checked the biggest online shop here (Thomann) and
> > they're asking 1440. If I'm totally wrong about the
> > current going price I'll change my asking price
> > accordingly.
>
> Thomann is currently at 1400, Syntacheles shows a used RS
> at 945, so your price is OK.

Ah, thanks. :)

> May I ask why you are buying an MPC? Don't you use any
> computers at all which would provide more power for less
> money?

I can't handle a computer for music during the creative 
phase. I need the direct interaction with hardware. Also, a 
computer distracts me too much. The (crappy Windows) OS, 
the tons of features in Logic, the plugs, etc. 

The RS always did a great job for me, but I need many more 
tracks, 16 is simply not enough for me.

>
> I'm asking because I'm fed up a little bit with my RS
> too. I'm doing my whole music in Abletons LIVE at the
> moment, but I really don't trust computers live on stage,
> so I take the loops inside the RS and play them from
> there. But with the limited 64MB and increasing time for
> loading and saving it doesn't get better :(

Try a SCSI device for loading, those are much faster than 
the cards. Btw, I tried Live4, but it didn't work out for 
me. It has many many nice features, but I got the same 
computer misery again. And it's MIDI output seriously lags 
behind it's internal clock, you can't use it to control 
external MIDI gear.
| 13469|13464|2004-10-06 04:42:27|skwittybaby|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|

> I can't handle a computer for music during the creative 
> phase. I need the direct interaction with hardware. Also, a 
> computer distracts me too much. The (crappy Windows) OS, 
> the tons of features in Logic, the plugs, etc. 

Then you are more consistent than me by sticking by hardware only. I 
switched partially to software because of the possibilities and 
because some of the plugins are just great. The distraction is there, 
sure...

> Try a SCSI device for loading, those are much faster than 
> the cards. 

I have a harddisk. It get's faster, but it is still annoying. And the 
64MB-Problem still exists, for slicing loops you need one track each 
and so on..

> Btw, I tried Live4, but it didn't work out for 
> me. It has many many nice features, but I got the same 
> computer misery again. And it's MIDI output seriously lags 
> behind it's internal clock, you can't use it to control 
> external MIDI gear.

No problems with MIDI here at all. The features are more nicely 
packed than in windowjuggler-Logic or Cubase and it reminds me of my 
first sequenzer, Notator. But the distraction still is there, 
Hardwaresynths don't have Internet :)

Christian
| 13470|13464|2004-10-06 05:44:02|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|
On Wednesday 06 October 2004 12:42, skwittybaby wrote:



> Then you are more consistent than me by sticking by
> hardware only. I switched partially to software because
> of the possibilities and because some of the plugins are
> just great. The distraction is there, sure...

I use hardware only when creating songs. Works great for me, 
feels good too. A good hardware sequencer works like an 
musical instrument, not like a bloody machine that does 
everything, but nothing really well.

But tracking, mixing and mastering is (still) done in Logic 
on a (bloody) PC. The moment I see the windoze splash 
screen I go puke, but hey, I gotta mix that stuff! ;)

>
> > Try a SCSI device for loading, those are much faster
> > than the cards.
>
> I have a harddisk. It get's faster, but it is still
> annoying. And the 64MB-Problem still exists, for slicing
> loops you need one track each and so on..

Yup. I think the RS was designed for short loops and mostly 
beats. These hardly take any serious memory. But the best 
and unbeatable part of the RS is still the sequencer. Can't 
believe they actually got that together. Really impressive. 
Good thing the QY is still around. ;)

>
> > Btw, I tried Live4, but it didn't work out for
> > me. It has many many nice features, but I got the same
> > computer misery again. And it's MIDI output seriously
> > lags behind it's internal clock, you can't use it to
> > control external MIDI gear.
>
> No problems with MIDI here at all. The features are more
> nicely packed than in windowjuggler-Logic or Cubase and
> it reminds me of my first sequenzer, Notator. But the
> distraction still is there, Hardwaresynths don't have
> Internet :)

Yes, exactly my problem too. I boot up the whole damn 
studio, and a little later I find myself reading emails. 
Damn! ;)

- Robert
| 13471|13464|2004-10-06 07:08:26|Scott Kellogg|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|

> But tracking, mixing and mastering is (still) done in Logic 
> on a (bloody) PC. The moment I see the windoze splash 
> screen I go puke, but hey, I gotta mix that stuff! ;)

Are you striping each track down individually into Logic? How do you 
handle mutes and the like? The more I work with the RS, the more I 
enjoy it. I am interested in hearing how you compose on the RS, and 
finish the track up on the PC.

Best,
Scott
| 13472|13464|2004-10-06 07:44:31|Robert van der Kamp|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|
On Wednesday 06 October 2004 15:08, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> Are you striping each track down individually into Logic?
> How do you handle mutes and the like? The more I work
> with the RS, the more I enjoy it. I am interested in
> hearing how you compose on the RS, and finish the track
> up on the PC.

First I create a couple of patterns on the RS. 

Next I create a pattern chain, which mostly also has the 
mutes included. I don't a create a song from that chain, to 
much hassle. The chain works fine for me. I always stay 
within one style.



Then I slave the RS to Logic with MIDI clock and record each 
track, one by one. To record a given track I redirect it's 
output to a set of the separate outputs that are not used 
by the other tracks. Before printing, I make sure the 
levels are good, and sometimes I give the track some analog 
EQ in my mixerdesk before it goes into the AD. I mostly 
forget about the RS's internal fx. Quality of the recorded 
dry RS tracks is mostly very good.

That leaves me with a TON of tracks in Logic. I do a lot of 
cut and paste work in Logic, and record additional tracks 
with from other gear. When I'm done with the cut/paste and 
mix work I record a couple of reverb tracks from my hw TC 
and Lex boxes, and then make a first master mix. 

- Robert
| 13473|13464|2004-10-06 09:16:32|Scott Kellogg|Re: FS: RS7000 (in Holland)|

> 
> Then I slave the RS to Logic with MIDI clock and record each 
> track, one by one. To record a given track I redirect it's 
> output to a set of the separate outputs that are not used 
> by the other tracks. Before printing, I make sure the 

Aha! This requires the output expansion. I should get that sucker. 
That way, I could also route my drum trax to different mixer channels in 
a live setting.

> forget about the RS's internal fx. Quality of the recorded 
> dry RS tracks is mostly very good.

Yes, I have noticed that the sound quality of the RS is punchy, crisp, 
and very present. In short, it sounds awesome.

> with from other gear. When I'm done with the cut/paste and 
> mix work I record a couple of reverb tracks from my hw TC 
> and Lex boxes, and then make a first master mix. 

Excellent. I'll be doing the same thing, but with Live 4.

Thanks for the tips!

Anyone got an output expansion for sale?

/Scott
| 13474|13474|2004-10-06 10:01:25|RIKH|Midi problems with RS7000 and Cubase|
Hi, 

I seem to be having a very strange problem with my RS7000. Here is 
what I did
a) I added a Midi Track in Cubase
b) Changed my program to BD Kit (kit 21 on the RS drum voices)
c) I insert Midi notes (in the drum editor) in Cubase. All at same 
length and velocity. (for example, I record a Midi note on each beat)

However, when I play back the 3rd beat seems to be softer and the 
legnth seems to be wrong (not a note timing problem but a length 
problem). After playing it back a couple of loops, it corrects 
itself to be normal. But then as the loops keep playing, the forth 
beat becomes all wierd doing what the third beat used to do. The 
problem seems to start everytime I stop play and start again

I even tried changing the quantise and length and even my Midi 
output ports but it still does the same. 

Any idea on what to do?

Thanking everyone in advance

Shine on
| 13475|13474|2004-10-06 12:22:19|Latif|Re: Midi problems with RS7000 and Cubase|
Is your RS connected in a midi loop (in + out)
If so unplug the cable that goes from the RS back to the computer,
and see what happens.?



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "RIKH" wrote:
> 
> Hi, 
> 
> I seem to be having a very strange problem with my RS7000. Here is 
> what I did
> a) I added a Midi Track in Cubase
> b) Changed my program to BD Kit (kit 21 on the RS drum voices)
> c) I insert Midi notes (in the drum editor) in Cubase. All at same 
> length and velocity. (for example, I record a Midi note on each 
beat)
> 
> However, when I play back the 3rd beat seems to be softer and the 
> legnth seems to be wrong (not a note timing problem but a length 
> problem). After playing it back a couple of loops, it corrects 
> itself to be normal. But then as the loops keep playing, the forth 
> beat becomes all wierd doing what the third beat used to do. The 
> problem seems to start everytime I stop play and start again
> 
> I even tried changing the quantise and length and even my Midi 
> output ports but it still does the same. 
> 
> Any idea on what to do?
> 
> Thanking everyone in advance
> 
> Shine on

| 13476|13474|2004-10-06 15:23:36|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Midi problems with RS7000 and Cubase|
might check and see if the velocity setting on your RS for that channel is 
set at a specific level too. There are some random like level settings for 
input. Forget how to check right now, but if needed I'll look it up later. Sure 
someone else here knows what I'm talking about too if thats it.

Zam

In a message dated 10/6/2004 12:37:28 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
eurikon@hotmail.com writes:

> Is your RS connected in a midi loop (in + out)
> If so unplug the cable that goes from the RS back to the computer,
> and see what happens.?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "RIKH" wrote:
> >
> >Hi, 
> >
> >I seem to be having a very strange problem with my RS7000. Here is 
> >what I did
> >a) I added a Midi Track in Cubase
> >b) Changed my program to BD Kit (kit 21 on the RS drum voices)
> >c) I insert Midi notes (in the drum editor) in Cubase. All at same 
> >length and velocity. (for example, I record a Midi note on each 
> beat)
> >
> >However, when I play back the 3rd beat seems to be softer and the 
> >legnth seems to be wrong (not a note timing problem but a length 
> >problem). After playing it back a couple of loops, it corrects 
> >itself to be normal. But then as the loops keep playing, the forth 
> >beat becomes all wierd doing what the third beat used to do. The 
> >problem seems to start everytime I stop play and start again
> >
> >I even tried changing the quantise and length and even my Midi 
> >output ports but it still does the same. 
> >
> >Any idea on what to do?
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13477|13453|2004-10-11 08:40:06|djdopamine75|Re: External synth controlled by RS continuous data?|
It's a real shame you can't assign these settings "per channel". I 
have a Pulse as well and it's a real pain to have to keep re-
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assigning controllers during a session. I think this was a major 
oversight on Yamaha's behalf.

Matt
| 13478|13453|2004-10-11 09:56:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: External synth controlled by RS continuous data?|
On Sunday 10 October 2004 01:05, djdopamine75 wrote:

> It's a real shame you can't assign these settings "per
> channel". I have a Pulse as well and it's a real pain to
> have to keep re- assigning controllers during a session.
> I think this was a major oversight on Yamaha's behalf.

Well you could divide the available knobs over the various 
synths you have. Don't forget that some of the mode knobs 
add another set of knobs to the whole. By default knobs 
send to the current track, so that's not the problem.

Not very useful, but afaik you get a new knob configuration 
per style, so if you want a quick knobby control of your 
pulse for example, without the need to record those knobs, 
you could switch styles for a short moment, find that 
sound, and switch back to the original style.

- Robert
| 13479|13453|2004-10-12 11:18:49|Matt Goddard|Re: External synth controlled by RS continuous data?|
Thanks Robert, that's excellent advice! I'll setup a Pulse 
control surface style to edit my patch!

Matt :)

---- Original message ----

>Date: Mon, 11 Oct 2004 17:56:10 +0200
>From: Robert van der Kamp <robnet@wxs.nl> 
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: External synth controlled by RS 

continuous data? 

>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> On Sunday 10 October 2004 01:05, djdopamine75 wrote:
> > It's a real shame you can't assign these settings
> "per
> > channel". I have a Pulse as well and it's a real
> pain to
> > have to keep re- assigning controllers during a
> session.
> > I think this was a major oversight on Yamaha's
> behalf.
>
> Well you could divide the available knobs over the
> various
> synths you have. Don't forget that some of the mode
> knobs
> add another set of knobs to the whole. By default
> knobs
> send to the current track, so that's not the
> problem.
>
> Not very useful, but afaik you get a new knob
> configuration
> per style, so if you want a quick knobby control of
> your
> pulse for example, without the need to record those
> knobs,
> you could switch styles for a short moment, find
> that
> sound, and switch back to the original style.
>
> - Robert
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> click here 
>
> ----------------------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service.

Matt Goddard
Artist, DJ, Producer
0412 081 302
matty@djdopamine.com
| 13480|13480|2004-10-13 11:08:38|ask|Cakewalk/Sonar ins definition?|
Does anyone have a Cakewalk/Sonar instrument definition file for the
RS7000?
| 13481|13481|2004-10-13 11:08:52|hlipovac2000|Download 10 songs|
You can download 10 of my songs at

http://free-zg.t-com.hr/horr/

Freely re-mix/re-arrange them but send me a copy
| 13482|13481|2004-10-13 11:10:49|Scott Kellogg|Re: Download 10 songs|
Cool, I'll check'm out.

hlipovac2000 wrote:

> 
> You can download 10 of my songs at
> 
> http://free-zg.t-com.hr/horr/
> 
> Freely re-mix/re-arrange them but send me a copy
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13483|13483|2004-10-13 11:33:27|dreamchimney|3 track fade|
Anyone know how to fade up the volume on more then one track at one time? I cant use 
the different outputs either because there are internal effects on them...

By track I mean sequence not song...

thanks
Ryan
| 13484|13483|2004-10-13 11:40:25|Scott Kellogg|Re: 3 track fade|
Are you talking about doing it live, or recording the sequence data? If 
you want to do it live, you'll need an external fader box, since you can 
only affect the track that's in focus. This assumes you have not 
remapped the knobs to do other things. Even then, you only have 2 
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hands. Hopefully.

To record sequence data, you could just insert the CC 7 info. Either 
use a Job, or record knob movement.

RS gurus -> if this info is wrong, please correct me. I don't have my 
RS in front of me to test this stuff out.

/Scott

dreamchimney wrote:

> 
> Anyone know how to fade up the volume on more then one track at one time? I cant use 
> the different outputs either because there are internal effects on them...
> 
> By track I mean sequence not song...
> 
> thanks
> Ryan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13485|13483|2004-10-13 11:41:20|Robert van der Kamp|Re: 3 track fade|
On Wednesday 13 October 2004 19:33, dreamchimney wrote:

> Anyone know how to fade up the volume on more then one
> track at one time? I cant use the different outputs
> either because there are internal effects on them...

If these 3 tracks share the same effects, and these are the 
*only* tracks that use a given effect, you might get away 
with tweaking that effect's output level in the Effects 
page.

- Robert
| 13486|13483|2004-10-13 11:46:02|Scott Kellogg|Re: 3 track fade|

> If these 3 tracks share the same effects, and these are the 
> *only* tracks that use a given effect, you might get away 
> with tweaking that effect's output level in the Effects 
> page.

Now *that's* thinkin'!

/Scott
| 13487|13483|2004-10-13 12:04:54|dreamchimney|Re: 3 track fade|
That is a good idea. i do want to do it live unfornutately and i doubt they all use the same 
effects but in the beginning of the song maybe!! thanks for the tip!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > If these 3 tracks share the same effects, and these are the 
> > *only* tracks that use a given effect, you might get away 
> > with tweaking that effect's output level in the Effects 
> > page.
> 
> Now *that's* thinkin'!
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> 
> /Scott

| 13488|13483|2004-10-13 12:13:45|Scott Kellogg|Re: 3 track fade|
I think that a Kenton Control Freak studio would be a huge asset. Me, 
I'm thinking of getting the output expansion and running individual 
channels into a Mackie 1402 mixer.

/Scott

dreamchimney wrote:

> 
> That is a good idea. i do want to do it live unfornutately and i doubt they all use the same 
> effects but in the beginning of the song maybe!! thanks for the tip!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> 
>>>If these 3 tracks share the same effects, and these are the 
>>>*only* tracks that use a given effect, you might get away 
>>>with tweaking that effect's output level in the Effects 
>>>page.
>>
>>Now *that's* thinkin'!
>>
>>/Scott
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13489|13483|2004-10-13 19:25:24|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: 3 track fade|
I've been wanting that akai s10 thinger from posts a while back, but the control freak looks pretty nice too. Yes you got to have sliders like that, one of the big advantages
of the MC series by Roland has these built in that I do miss sometimes on the RS.

I've been working around it by converting chains into song mode and doing several passes in overdub. I'll admit I don't recall ever recording volume changes, because I
usually will drop the res & cutoff which usually fades out a sound to the point of where a mute kicks in. Also, as a reminder, I rarely use more than one pattern & scene to
lesson the confusion, and I find myself deleting the first event and playing with filters and waves to get it back to the way it sounded in chain. Chain loops, so another
reminder, if you put a volume event in it, it will catch it every pass I'm assuming, cause I don't think I've done it, but thats how things usually work.

There are other tricks to setting up your sequences in patterns too, so you get an idea when to kick several mutes on or off at the same time too. Good for quick breaks, but
if done right, can implement what would seem like multiple fade in or outs. Example, sceneA fades in, sceneB is steady, sceneC fade out then mute those tracks. I hope
I'm not getting scene mixed up, always confusing what they are called, its the parts ABCDEFG etc...you know.

I'd defiantly go with something like the control freak in tandem with the RS live though if I had the resources right now and it was easy to setup. Sliders are sweet. Not
doing bad with the way I've got it, so no rush for me to get one yet.

Zam 8^)
| 13490|13483|2004-10-13 22:08:07|ask|Re: 3 track fade|
You could either set the 3 tracks to receive midi controle changes on
the same midi channel, but that limits your flexibility, or you could
see if you can find a midi control surface where you can asign a fader
to more than one channel, then you can have one fader that can send
midi data to chage the track volume and there you have your answer. I
dont know if control freak can do that or not. If not you might be
able to customize a midibox64 to do exactly that. I would ask in the
forum on the midibox site first. It's at: http://www.ucapps.de
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" wrote:
> 
> Anyone know how to fade up the volume on more then one track at one
time? I cant use 
> the different outputs either because there are internal effects on
them...
> 
> By track I mean sequence not song...
> 
> thanks
> Ryan

| 13491|13483|2004-10-14 08:22:48|gregor zoll|Re: 3 track fade|
Hello Dbeam505@aol.com,

Dac> I'd defiantly go with something like the control freak

i use the doepfer-pocketfader. its cheap and has 16 alps-faders in a
metalcase for the 16 rs-channels. perfect for instant volumetweaking.

www.doepfer.de (this is not spam. its just a good product.)

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13492|13492|2004-10-14 14:38:10|Dbeam505@aol.com|OT Re: [RS7000] Re: 3 track fade|
Thats pretty cool too. Looks like about $200 though. I'll have to check Ebay 
for one for my RS.

Also, have you or anyone seen something like this but with just one slider, 
or just onewheel, or just one touch strip? I'd prefere a wheel that returns 
to center automatically and needs to be midi assignable or go strictly to 
control pitch, and it needs to be fairly small.

I'm asking cause I have striped the guts out of a cheap midi controler, and 
made it look sort of like a guitar. Actually it looks more like a ruler with 
buttons a handel. I'd like to have pitch control on it though so I can get 
it to sound more like a whamyfied guitar.

I have some pictures of it at the bottom of this page:

_http://www.quantum-source.com/warranty.html_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/warranty.html) 

Thanks in advance for any sugestions!

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 10/14/2004 8:27:20 AM Mountain Standard Time, 
ping@stereoping.com writes:

Dac> I'd defiantly go with something like the control freak

i use the doepfer-pocketfader. its cheap and has 16 alps-faders in a
metalcase for the 16 rs-channels. perfect for instant volumetweaking.

www.doepfer.de (this is not spam. its just a good product.)

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13493|13493|2004-10-18 13:05:09|Léo|midi cable|
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hi !!! someone there knows if can i plug the midiout on the soundoard and
run some aplication together ???

For exemple : i Play the yamaha and on the same time the Logic starts ...

whats the posibility that can i do with one midi cable.. ?
| 13494|13493|2004-10-18 13:07:53|Scott Kellogg|Re: midi cable|
Yes, just decide where you want the MIDI clock to come from. If you 
want the RS to be master, set Logic to 'external sync'. If you want the 
RS to be the slave, set the clock to 'external' on the RS. I don't have 
mine in front of me, so I can't tell you exactly what buttons to press.

Hope this helps.

/Scott

Léo wrote:

> hi !!! someone there knows if can i plug the midiout on the soundoard and
> run some aplication together ???
> 
> For exemple : i Play the yamaha and on the same time the Logic starts ...
> 
> whats the posibility that can i do with one midi cable.. ?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13495|13493|2004-10-18 14:14:39|Léo|Re: midi cable|
thanx a lot dude....i gonna see here whats buttons .........i helped-me so
much....i´m a beginer with logic....

----- Original Message -----
From: "Scott Kellogg" <glaive@glaive.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2004 5:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable

>
> Yes, just decide where you want the MIDI clock to come from. If you
> want the RS to be master, set Logic to 'external sync'. If you want the
> RS to be the slave, set the clock to 'external' on the RS. I don't have
> mine in front of me, so I can't tell you exactly what buttons to press.
>
> Hope this helps.
>
> /Scott
>
> Léo wrote:
> > hi !!! someone there knows if can i plug the midiout on the soundoard
and
> > run some aplication together ???
> >
> > For exemple : i Play the yamaha and on the same time the Logic starts
...
> >
> > whats the posibility that can i do with one midi cable.. ?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13496|13493|2004-10-18 14:18:10|Scott Kellogg|Re: midi cable|
Why do you want to use both of them? The RS alone is enough to keep 
anyone busy for a long, long time. Maybe you could make some samples on 
the computer and load them into the RS. I know that I get lot less 
music written when I hook the computer up to the RS. It's just so easy 
to work on by itself.

Anyway, just my opinion ;)

/Scott

Léo wrote:

> thanx a lot dude....i gonna see here whats buttons .........i helped-me so
> much....i´m a beginer with logic....
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Scott Kellogg" <glaive@glaive.org>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, October 18, 2004 5:07 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable
> 
> 
> 
>>Yes, just decide where you want the MIDI clock to come from. If you
>>want the RS to be master, set Logic to 'external sync'. If you want the
>>RS to be the slave, set the clock to 'external' on the RS. I don't have
>>mine in front of me, so I can't tell you exactly what buttons to press.
>>
>>Hope this helps.
>>
>>/Scott
>>
>>Léo wrote:
>>
>>>hi !!! someone there knows if can i plug the midiout on the soundoard
> 
> and
> 
>>>run some aplication together ???
>>>
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>>>For exemple : i Play the yamaha and on the same time the Logic starts
> 
> ...
> 
>>>whats the posibility that can i do with one midi cable.. ?
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>
>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13497|13493|2004-10-19 11:30:37|Léo|Re: midi cable|
man...... your opinion is really sweety...but i have one big problem....i
work with Psytrance and the RS dont have sounds enough to produce this
sounds........ and i live in Brazil and in my city is very dificult to buy
one memory for him.....i have some sounds recorded into RS alread, but dont
have more sapce....
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----- Original Message -----
From: "Scott Kellogg" <glaive@glaive.org>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2004 6:17 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable

>
> Why do you want to use both of them? The RS alone is enough to keep
> anyone busy for a long, long time. Maybe you could make some samples on
> the computer and load them into the RS. I know that I get lot less
> music written when I hook the computer up to the RS. It's just so easy
> to work on by itself.
>
> Anyway, just my opinion ;)
>
> /Scott
>
> Léo wrote:
> > thanx a lot dude....i gonna see here whats buttons .........i helped-me
so
> > much....i´m a beginer with logic....
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: "Scott Kellogg" <glaive@glaive.org>
> > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Monday, October 18, 2004 5:07 PM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable
> >
> >
> >
> >>Yes, just decide where you want the MIDI clock to come from. If you
> >>want the RS to be master, set Logic to 'external sync'. If you want the
> >>RS to be the slave, set the clock to 'external' on the RS. I don't have
> >>mine in front of me, so I can't tell you exactly what buttons to press.
> >>
> >>Hope this helps.
> >>
> >>/Scott
> >>
> >>Léo wrote:
> >>
> >>>hi !!! someone there knows if can i plug the midiout on the soundoard
> >
> > and
> >
> >>>run some aplication together ???
> >>>
> >>>For exemple : i Play the yamaha and on the same time the Logic starts
> >
> > ...
> >
> >>>whats the posibility that can i do with one midi cable.. ?
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>>
> >>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >>>Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> >>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>
> >>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >>Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13498|13493|2004-10-19 11:30:52|gregor zoll|Re: midi cable|
Hello Scott Kellogg,

SK> Yes, just decide where you want the MIDI clock to come from. If you
SK> want the RS to be master, set Logic to 'external sync'. If you want the 
SK> RS to be the slave, set the clock to 'external' on the RS. I don't have 
SK> mine in front of me, so I can't tell you exactly what buttons to press.

i think this only works in SONG-mode. i would be VERY glad if the rs
would send midiclock/start/stop to synchronize my cubase sx in
PATTERN-mode ...

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
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listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13499|13493|2004-10-19 11:37:22|Scott Kellogg|Re: midi cable|
That makes sense. If you don't plan on performing live, you could just 
do all of your music in the computer. Maybe use the RS for sequencing. 
Reason, for example, would help you make entire psytrance tracks in 
one environment.

/Scott

Léo wrote:

> 
> man...... your opinion is really sweety...but i have one big problem....i
> work with Psytrance and the RS dont have sounds enough to produce this
> sounds........ and i live in Brazil and in my city is very dificult to buy
> one memory for him.....i have some sounds recorded into RS alread, but dont
> have more sapce....
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "Scott Kellogg" <glaive@glaive.org>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, October 18, 2004 6:17 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable
> 
> 
> 
>>Why do you want to use both of them? The RS alone is enough to keep
>>anyone busy for a long, long time. Maybe you could make some samples on
>>the computer and load them into the RS. I know that I get lot less
>>music written when I hook the computer up to the RS. It's just so easy
>>to work on by itself.
>>
>>Anyway, just my opinion ;)
>>
>>/Scott
>>
>>Léo wrote:
>>
>>>thanx a lot dude....i gonna see here whats buttons .........i helped-me
> 
> so
> 
>>>much....i´m a beginer with logic....
>>>
>>>----- Original Message -----
>>>From: "Scott Kellogg" <glaive@glaive.org>
>>>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>>>Sent: Monday, October 18, 2004 5:07 PM
>>>Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>>Yes, just decide where you want the MIDI clock to come from. If you
>>>>want the RS to be master, set Logic to 'external sync'. If you want the
>>>>RS to be the slave, set the clock to 'external' on the RS. I don't have
>>>>mine in front of me, so I can't tell you exactly what buttons to press.
>>>>
>>>>Hope this helps.
>>>>
>>>>/Scott
>>>>
>>>>Léo wrote:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>>hi !!! someone there knows if can i plug the midiout on the soundoard
>>>
>>>and
>>>
>>>
>>>>>run some aplication together ???
>>>>>
>>>>>For exemple : i Play the yamaha and on the same time the Logic starts
>>>
>>>...
>>>
>>>
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>>>>>whats the posibility that can i do with one midi cable.. ?
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>>>
>>>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>>
>>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>
>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13500|13493|2004-10-19 11:38:33|Scott Kellogg|Re: midi cable|

> 
> i think this only works in SONG-mode. i would be VERY glad if the rs
> would send midiclock/start/stop to synchronize my cubase sx in
> PATTERN-mode ...
> 

It sends clock in pattern mode. It will send start and stop, but not 
SPP (song position pointer), since in pattern mode the RS is looping 
endlessly.

/Scott
| 13501|13493|2004-10-19 14:49:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: midi cable|
I think you should make the RS slaved to your computer. Kind of rare from 
what I've seen that anyone has their computer sequencer slaved off their gear, 
but I'm sure there are reasons, that I cant think of any right now, for doing 
it the other way too.

Zam 8^)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13502|13493|2004-10-20 08:19:02|Zeek Duff|Re: midi cable|
On 10/20/04 1:17 AM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

> 
> Original Message:
> Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2004 20:17:55 -0200
> From: Léo <leonardobf@terra.com.br>
> Subject: Re: midi cable
> 
> 
> man...... your opinion is really sweety...but i have one big problem....i
> work with Psytrance and the RS dont have sounds enough to produce this
> sounds........ and i live in Brazil and in my city is very dificult to buy
> one memory for him.....i have some sounds recorded into RS alread, but dont
> have more sapce....

You can easily drive another sequencer with the RS or slave the RS to
another sequencer, or drive another synth or module. You don't really
"need" more than one MIDI connection, but you have two and there are many
ways to take advantage of them. I load most of my new stuff from either
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Logic or my old hardware sequencer into the RS and go from there and pile on
the sounds with a maxed out XV-5080. Doesn't make any difference what genre
of music you're working with, the sounds can be added en masse... :)

> Original Message:
> Date: Tue, 19 Oct 2004 16:49:06 EDT
> From: Dbeam505@aol.com
> Subject: Re: midi cable

> I think you should make the RS slaved to your computer. Kind of rare from
> what I've seen that anyone has their computer sequencer slaved off their gear,
> but I'm sure there are reasons, that I cant think of any right now, for doing
> it the other way too.

It's just that most software, especially Logic Audio doesn't like being the
slave. It may be that incoming MIDI takes to long to process through all of
the computer's hardware and drivers to keep things in sync by the time it
gets to the software... I've never been able to get Logic to even see the
Start command from outboard hardware sequencers, and I've tried 3 of 'em
(but not the RS, yet). The only way we could get a friend's computer to
start Performer was by using a SMPTE stripe from a digital audio hard disc
recorder. Audio & sequencer software just doesn't seem to like not being in
control, period. There's a political statement hidden there, methinks... ;)

Best regards,
...z

He Who Hesitates Is Not Only Lost But Miles From The Next Exit...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13503|13493|2004-10-20 08:22:59|Scott Kellogg|Re: midi cable|

> ways to take advantage of them. I load most of my new stuff from either
> Logic or my old hardware sequencer into the RS and go from there and pile on

I've started the process of mining a lot of my (original) sample library 
to port into the RS. I have a couple of Ableton sets that I've gigged, 
but I want stuff the RS with the samples and see what happens. Getting 
away from the PC to perform music has really helped to make my mindset 
more positive.

/Scott
| 13504|13504|2004-10-20 13:04:21|jtoots212|smartmedia storage|
hey fellas,

i've stumbled upon a 128 mb smartmedia card, delkin ddsmfls2-128 for
about $32 and a reader to go along with it for about $9 on
shopperwiz.com. anyone know of a cheaper way to achieve this memory
or a reason to look elsewhere?
thanks,

j
| 13505|13505|2004-10-20 13:13:14|om_audio|NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
No kidding- I hope it is a good OS update and not a minor bug fixer- 
but in any event it is a good thing, no wait- it's a great thing!

http://www.rs7000.org/index.php

:)

Om
| 13506|13505|2004-10-20 15:05:26|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
Awesome!!!!! I hope.

In a message dated 10/20/2004 1:18:24 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
clifsound@hotmail.com writes:

> http://www.rs7000.org/index.php

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13507|13505|2004-10-20 15:21:04|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
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Doubly Awesome & A Half if it be true and my eyes are not deceiving me!!!! 
This news makes my week, cant wait!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13508|13504|2004-10-20 15:24:06|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: smartmedia storage|
try it out, if it don't work, its only $32. if work, nice!

Zam

In a message dated 10/20/2004 1:07:55 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
jtoutant@bu.edu writes:

> i've stumbled upon a 128 mb smartmedia card, delkin ddsmfls2-128 for
> about $32 and a reader to go along with it for about $9 on
> shopperwiz.com. anyone know of a cheaper way to achieve this memory
> or a reason to look elsewhere?
> thanks,
> 
> j

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13509|13504|2004-10-20 15:28:48|Scott Kellogg|Re: smartmedia storage|
Is the RS limited to accessing 64meg SM cards?

/Scott

On Wed, Oct 20, 2004 at 09:23:56PM GMT

> 
> try it out, if it don't work, its only $32. if work, nice!
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 10/20/2004 1:07:55 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> jtoutant@bu.edu writes:
> 
> > i've stumbled upon a 128 mb smartmedia card, delkin ddsmfls2-128 for
> > about $32 and a reader to go along with it for about $9 on
> > shopperwiz.com. anyone know of a cheaper way to achieve this memory
> > or a reason to look elsewhere?
> > thanks,
> > 
> > j
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13510|13504|2004-10-20 15:36:14|jtoots212|Re: smartmedia storage|
In the faq it says up to 128, then gives particular models. The
models listed are given as being Toshibas and these are Delkins...
should work right??
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> Is the RS limited to accessing 64meg SM cards?
> 
> /Scott
> 
> 
> On Wed, Oct 20, 2004 at 09:23:56PM GMT
> > 
> > try it out, if it don't work, its only $32. if work, nice!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > In a message dated 10/20/2004 1:07:55 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> > jtoutant@b... writes:
> > 
> > > i've stumbled upon a 128 mb smartmedia card, delkin ddsmfls2-128 for
> > > about $32 and a reader to go along with it for about $9 on
> > > shopperwiz.com. anyone know of a cheaper way to achieve this memory
> > > or a reason to look elsewhere?
> > > thanks,
> > > 
> > > j

> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13511|13504|2004-10-20 15:50:19|Scott Kellogg|Re: smartmedia storage|
Yeah, you should be alright.

/Scott

On Wed, Oct 20, 2004 at 09:36:06PM GMT

> 
> 
> In the faq it says up to 128, then gives particular models. The
> models listed are given as being Toshibas and these are Delkins...
> should work right??
> 
> 
> > Is the RS limited to accessing 64meg SM cards?
> > 
> > /Scott
> > 
> > 
> > On Wed, Oct 20, 2004 at 09:23:56PM GMT
> > > 
> > > try it out, if it don't work, its only $32. if work, nice!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > In a message dated 10/20/2004 1:07:55 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
> > > jtoutant@b... writes:
> > > 
> > > > i've stumbled upon a 128 mb smartmedia card, delkin ddsmfls2-128 for
> > > > about $32 and a reader to go along with it for about $9 on
> > > > shopperwiz.com. anyone know of a cheaper way to achieve this memory
> > > > or a reason to look elsewhere?
> > > > thanks,
> > > > 
> > > > j
> 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/


> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13512|13505|2004-10-21 06:20:23|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
This certainly comes as a surprise! :D

However, how does RS7k.org know? Sources? Dreams are sources as well ...
Ok, not trying to spoil the mood.

I wonder: Why are they doing it at all?
Because of our poll? I mean we mostly forgot about that sucker over the 
last few weeks right? Way cool.

I remember someone posting sumpn like "I'm speaking to Yamaha RIGHT 
NOW!" ... mayabe that wasnt a hoax (as I guess we all suspected) after 
all. :)

OK, then, I'm happy :D
Wildomat

On 20.10.2004 21:13, om_audio wrote:
> 
> No kidding- I hope it is a good OS update and not a minor bug fixer- 
> but in any event it is a good thing, no wait- it's a great thing!
> 
> http://www.rs7000.org/index.php
> 
> :)
> 
> Om

| 13513|13505|2004-10-21 07:51:58|marc petit|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
does anybody read Japan ? new release seems to be 1.22
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "om_audio" <clifsound@hotmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2004 9:13 PM
Subject: [RS7000] NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!

> 
> 
> No kidding- I hope it is a good OS update and not a minor bug fixer- 
> but in any event it is a good thing, no wait- it's a great thing!
> 
> http://www.rs7000.org/index.php
> 
> :)
> 
> Om
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___[ Pub ]____________________________________________________________
> Inscrivez-vous gratuitement sur Tandaime, Le site de rencontres !
> http://rencontre.rencontres.com/index.php?origine=4

___[ Pub ]____________________________________________________________
Inscrivez-vous gratuitement sur Tandaime, Le site de rencontres !
http://rencontre.rencontres.com/index.php?origine=4

| 13514|13505|2004-10-21 07:53:43|noton2003|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
does anybody read japanese ? => 
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000
new release seems to be 1.22 (small number release = minor bug fix ?)

m.
| 13515|13505|2004-10-21 08:02:44|alex bazan|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
En/na noton2003 ha escrit:

>
>does anybody read japanese ? => 
>http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000
>new release seems to be 1.22 (small number release = minor bug fix ?)
>
>m.
> 
>

babelfish.altavista.com gives:

The version of RS7000 itself is updated in "V1.22". * While verification 
method of substance version [ REC ] the button [ STOP ] pushing the 
button simultaneously, you turn on the power of the substance. Current 
Version Kernel: 1.xx Firm: "Firm of the indication, 1.xx: The part where 
it is displayed with 1.xx "is version of the substance. By the fact that 
it does again to turn on the power of RS7000, it is possible to pass 
through from the version verification picture. * Contents of main update 
< V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, Effect 
(Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are not reset 
was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is not remembered 
in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble was corrected. < 
V1.20 -> V1.21 > - At song mode at the time of STEP REC end, the trouble 
which returns to the top was corrected. - In addition, trouble was 
corrected. < V1.14 -> V1.20 > - In grid step recording playback of the 
other track/truck became possible. - Filter type 12 types was added. - 
While playing back, it became possible to change to editing/step 
recording/grid step recording. - While in the real time recording, 
re-raising, temporary without recording it reached the point where it 
can perform with the pad and the keyboard. * Please keep putting note 
user update, in customer himself responsibility. Because smart it 
updates by way of the media, the smart media of 8MB - 128MB 1 and, the 
smart media lighter/writer in order to copy the file on the personal 
computer to the smart media is necessary. When updating as for system 
set rise being to be initialized entirely please note. When it fails in 
job, there are times when the substance stops operating e.g., by any 
chance the power source cable passes through during update job. In that 
case, please execute update job for the second time from beginning. 
Executing update job for the second time, when the substance does not 
operate, consultation to Yamaha service center of the vicinity.
| 13516|13504|2004-10-21 08:10:47|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: smartmedia storage|
I use a 128MB SanDisk branded SM card (also a 64MB SanDisk card). They work ok. The SM cards just need to be the 3.3V kind and a maximum size of 128MB (I don't
think 256MB or higher SM cards [if they even exist] would work on the RS7k.). Also of note: the RS7k can only access 64MB at one time with fully expanded RAM in it
so the 128MB card just allows you to store more ALL, Style, or Song files on one card, not load more than your installed RAM can fit.

--wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message -------------- 
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> In the faq it says up to 128, then gives particular models. The 
> models listed are given as being Toshibas and these are Delkins... 
> should work right?? 
> 
> 
> > Is the RS limited to accessing 64meg SM cards? 
> > 
> > /Scott 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13517|13517|2004-10-21 08:48:24|Léo|new released|
on right...i dont know anything about japanese...and i downloaded this new
version and everything on the readme is japanese....please someone ther
knows whats the news functions ?? and have someone ther that tryed alread ?
thanx !

----- Original Message -----
From: "alex bazan" <latengoyo@wanadoo.es>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2004 12:05 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!

>
> En/na noton2003 ha escrit:
>
> >
> >does anybody read japanese ? =>
> >http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000
> >new release seems to be 1.22 (small number release = minor bug fix ?)
> >
> >m.
> >
> >
> babelfish.altavista.com gives:
>
>
> The version of RS7000 itself is updated in "V1.22". * While verification
> method of substance version [ REC ] the button [ STOP ] pushing the
> button simultaneously, you turn on the power of the substance. Current
> Version Kernel: 1.xx Firm: "Firm of the indication, 1.xx: The part where
> it is displayed with 1.xx "is version of the substance. By the fact that
> it does again to turn on the power of RS7000, it is possible to pass
> through from the version verification picture. * Contents of main update
> < V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, Effect
> (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are not reset
> was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is not remembered
> in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble was corrected. <
> V1.20 -> V1.21 > - At song mode at the time of STEP REC end, the trouble
> which returns to the top was corrected. - In addition, trouble was
> corrected. < V1.14 -> V1.20 > - In grid step recording playback of the
> other track/truck became possible. - Filter type 12 types was added. -
> While playing back, it became possible to change to editing/step
> recording/grid step recording. - While in the real time recording,
> re-raising, temporary without recording it reached the point where it
> can perform with the pad and the keyboard. * Please keep putting note
> user update, in customer himself responsibility. Because smart it
> updates by way of the media, the smart media of 8MB - 128MB 1 and, the
> smart media lighter/writer in order to copy the file on the personal
> computer to the smart media is necessary. When updating as for system
> set rise being to be initialized entirely please note. When it fails in
> job, there are times when the substance stops operating e.g., by any
> chance the power source cable passes through during update job. In that
> case, please execute update job for the second time from beginning.
> Executing update job for the second time, when the substance does not
> operate, consultation to Yamaha service center of the vicinity.
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
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> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13518|13517|2004-10-21 08:59:27|alex bazan|Re: new released|
En/na Léo ha escrit:

>on right...i dont know anything about japanese...and i downloaded this new
>version and everything on the readme is japanese....please someone ther
>knows whats the news functions ?? and have someone ther that tryed alread ?
>thanx !
> 
>

the key of it all it's here:

< V1.21 -> V1.22 > -
- New song (or new style) when selecting Effect (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are not reset
was corrected. 

//// ok this must mean that when creating a new song, the return and pan parameters where not reset. now they are.

- The trouble where Distance of Filter is not remembered in Scene Memory was corrected.

//// this is self-explanatory (sp??) 

- In addition, trouble was corrected.

//// for this one we need more info...

Ok, it seems that all are minor bugfixes and there are no new features.
The question is... can we still hope for a v2.0 ??

alex.
| 13519|13505|2004-10-21 09:06:58|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
Looks like just a few minor bugfixes, but the member on this list that was complaining about the FX settings being buggered should be happy that this OS release fixes
that problem (sorry can't remember who registered the complaint). Also of note: the download link is right there on that page for those willing to try it already. It's the
Japanese version of the OS but if it's anything like 1.21 was (which never was released in English supposedly), the RS7k OS stays the same across all versions (displays in
English) and the only thing missing is an English translation of the Installation Instructions and what the new OS fixes. I might have a go of installing it tonight or this
weekend if the yamahasynth.com site doesn't give the English translation soon.

--wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message -------------- 

> En/na noton2003 ha escrit: 
> >does anybody read japanese ? => 
> >http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000 
> >new release seems to be 1.22 (small number release = minor bug fix ?) 
> > 
> >m. 
> > 
> > 
> babelfish.altavista.com gives: 
> 
> The version of RS7000 itself is updated in "V1.22". * While verification 
> method of substance version [ REC ] the button [ STOP ] pushing the 
> button simultaneously, you turn on the power of the substance. Current 
> Version Kernel: 1.xx Firm: "Firm of the indication, 1.xx: The part where 
> it is displayed with 1.xx "is version of the substance. By the fact that 
> it does again to turn on the power of RS7000, it is possible to pass 
> through from the version verification picture. * Contents of main update 
> < V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, Effect 
> (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are not reset 
> was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is not remembered 
> in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble was corrected. < 
> V1.20 -> V1.21 > - At song mode at the time of STEP REC end, the trouble 
> which returns to the top was corrected. - In addition, trouble was 
> corrected. < V1.14 -> V1.20 > - In grid step recording playback of the 
> other track/truck became possible. - Filter type 12 types was added. - 
> While playing back, it became possible to change to editing/step 
> recording/grid step recording. - While in the real time recording, 

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000


> re-raising, temporary without recording it reached the point where it 
> can perform with the pad and the keyboard. * Please keep putting note 
> user update, in customer himself responsibility. Because smart it 
> updates by way of the media, the smart media of 8MB - 128MB 1 and, the 
> smart media lighter/writer in order to copy the file on the personal 
> computer to the smart media is necessary. When updating as for system 
> set rise being to be initialized entirely please note. When it fails in 
> job, there are times when the substance stops operating e.g., by any 
> chance the power source cable passes through during update job. In that 
> case, please execute update job for the second time from beginning. 
> Executing update job for the second time, when the substance does not 
> operate, consultation to Yamaha service center of the vicinity. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13520|13517|2004-10-21 09:30:39|marc petit|Re: new released|
It is written
"
< V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, Effect

> (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are not reset
> was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is not remembered
> in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble was corrected. <

"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Léo" <leonardobf@terra.com.br>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2004 3:46 PM
Subject: [RS7000] new released

>
> on right...i dont know anything about japanese...and i downloaded this new
> version and everything on the readme is japanese....please someone ther
> knows whats the news functions ?? and have someone ther that tryed alread
?
> thanx !
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "alex bazan" <latengoyo@wanadoo.es>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2004 12:05 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!
>
>
> >
> > En/na noton2003 ha escrit:
> >
> > >
> > >does anybody read japanese ? =>
> > >http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000
> > >new release seems to be 1.22 (small number release = minor bug fix ?)
> > >
> > >m.
> > >
> > >
> > babelfish.altavista.com gives:
> >
> >
> > The version of RS7000 itself is updated in "V1.22". * While verification
> > method of substance version [ REC ] the button [ STOP ] pushing the
> > button simultaneously, you turn on the power of the substance. Current
> > Version Kernel: 1.xx Firm: "Firm of the indication, 1.xx: The part where
> > it is displayed with 1.xx "is version of the substance. By the fact that
> > it does again to turn on the power of RS7000, it is possible to pass
> > through from the version verification picture. * Contents of main update
> > < V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, Effect
> > (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are not reset
> > was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is not remembered
> > in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble was corrected. <
> > V1.20 -> V1.21 > - At song mode at the time of STEP REC end, the trouble
> > which returns to the top was corrected. - In addition, trouble was
> > corrected. < V1.14 -> V1.20 > - In grid step recording playback of the
> > other track/truck became possible. - Filter type 12 types was added. -
> > While playing back, it became possible to change to editing/step
> > recording/grid step recording. - While in the real time recording,
> > re-raising, temporary without recording it reached the point where it
> > can perform with the pad and the keyboard. * Please keep putting note
> > user update, in customer himself responsibility. Because smart it
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> > updates by way of the media, the smart media of 8MB - 128MB 1 and, the
> > smart media lighter/writer in order to copy the file on the personal
> > computer to the smart media is necessary. When updating as for system
> > set rise being to be initialized entirely please note. When it fails in
> > job, there are times when the substance stops operating e.g., by any
> > chance the power source cable passes through during update job. In that
> > case, please execute update job for the second time from beginning.
> > Executing update job for the second time, when the substance does not
> > operate, consultation to Yamaha service center of the vicinity.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _____________________________________________________________________
>
> Envie de discuter gratuitement avec vos amis ?
> Téléchargez Yahoo! Messenger http://yahoo.ifrance.com

_____________________________________________________________________

Envie de discuter gratuitement avec vos amis ?
Téléchargez Yahoo! Messenger http://yahoo.ifrance.com

| 13521|13505|2004-10-21 17:06:21|Latif|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
I did, and lot's of others too... (several times)
i even had an argument about it with a Yamaha rep. 
more then a year ago.. lol
Anyway it's nice to see they fixed the OS, to be what 
is hould have been when appearing in the stores the first time.

:P
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:
> Looks like just a few minor bugfixes, but the member on this list 
that was complaining about the FX settings being buggered should be 
happy that this OS release fixes that problem (sorry can't remember 
who registered the complaint). Also of note: the download link is 
right there on that page for those willing to try it already. It's 
the Japanese version of the OS but if it's anything like 1.21 was 
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(which never was released in English supposedly), the RS7k OS stays 
the same across all versions (displays in English) and the only thing 
missing is an English translation of the Installation Instructions 
and what the new OS fixes. I might have a go of installing it 
tonight or this weekend if the yamahasynth.com site doesn't give the 
English translation soon.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> -------------- Original message -------------- 
> > En/na noton2003 ha escrit: 
> > >does anybody read japanese ? => 
> > >http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000 
> > >new release seems to be 1.22 (small number release = minor bug 
fix ?) 
> > > 
> > >m. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > babelfish.altavista.com gives: 
> > 
> > The version of RS7000 itself is updated in "V1.22". * While 
verification 
> > method of substance version [ REC ] the button [ STOP ] pushing 
the 
> > button simultaneously, you turn on the power of the substance. 
Current 
> > Version Kernel: 1.xx Firm: "Firm of the indication, 1.xx: The 
part where 
> > it is displayed with 1.xx "is version of the substance. By the 
fact that 
> > it does again to turn on the power of RS7000, it is possible to 
pass 
> > through from the version verification picture. * Contents of main 
update 
> > < V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, 
Effect 
> > (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN are 
not reset 
> > was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is not 
remembered 
> > in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble was 
corrected. < 
> > V1.20 -> V1.21 > - At song mode at the time of STEP REC end, the 
trouble 
> > which returns to the top was corrected. - In addition, trouble 
was 
> > corrected. < V1.14 -> V1.20 > - In grid step recording playback 
of the 
> > other track/truck became possible. - Filter type 12 types was 
added. - 
> > While playing back, it became possible to change to editing/step 
> > recording/grid step recording. - While in the real time 
recording, 
> > re-raising, temporary without recording it reached the point 
where it 
> > can perform with the pad and the keyboard. * Please keep putting 
note 
> > user update, in customer himself responsibility. Because smart it 
> > updates by way of the media, the smart media of 8MB - 128MB 1 
and, the 
> > smart media lighter/writer in order to copy the file on the 
personal 
> > computer to the smart media is necessary. When updating as for 
system 
> > set rise being to be initialized entirely please note. When it 
fails in 
> > job, there are times when the substance stops operating e.g., by 
any 
> > chance the power source cable passes through during update job. 
In that 
> > case, please execute update job for the second time from 
beginning. 
> > Executing update job for the second time, when the substance does 
not 
> > operate, consultation to Yamaha service center of the vicinity. 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13522|13505|2004-10-21 19:26:59|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000


Every time I go to G Center, even just this last weekend, I tell them to tell their yamaha rep that I'd like more suport for the RS etc.. Most I've heard back is "thats
yamaha's bastard child". 

Jeez I was all excited over what seems to be just 1.22 from the sound of things now. They should just release the freagin code if they can't do any better than that with it.
Can we take some sort of legal action on this matter, anyone have an attorney in their back pocket? Just not fair whiney whine whine booohooo!!!

Zam >8^(

| 13523|13523|2004-10-22 07:44:15|Christian Wiesner|Internal Harddisk|
Hi,

the last thing I read was something from "FeedYourHead" at the motivator-forum. He postet an url (the.big.hack.project.etc) which is no longer active. Before I try it out
for myself: Is there a way to put an harddisk into the RS?

Christian
| 13524|13504|2004-10-22 10:39:43|Zeek Duff|Re: smartmedia storage|
On 10/21/04 1:18 AM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

> ORIGINAL Message:
> Date: Wed, 20 Oct 2004 21:27:50 +0000
> From: Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org>
> Subject: Re: smartmedia storage
> 
> Is the RS limited to accessing 64meg SM cards?

Mine has a 128MB card in it now, works just fine. DEFINITELY good prices
now, too! <http://tinyurl.com/54jac> Also, the price has come down @
eCost, an online dealer I've had a good experience with, bought my Onkyo THX
surround receiver through them, great deal for a factory refurb 7.1.
<http://www.ecost.com/ecost/shop/detail.asp?dpno=948420>

Best regards,
...z

I started out with nothing, and I still have most of it...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13525|13525|2004-10-22 10:40:02|martin_barns|Can I edit my post ?|
Hello friends
I posted a message a while back with a link to some audio clips on my 
server. Those clips are now deleted and I would like to delete the 
url adress in my post. Is this possible ? 

I'd rellay appreciate if someone would help me out with this.

/Thanks in advance
| 13526|13316|2004-10-22 10:40:15|martin_barns|Re: Midi timing is sloppy - Mp3 examples posted|
I solved the problem, I had to switch back to an older version of 
cubase :)

But now I got a new problem hehe, I'd like to remove the url adress I 
posted in my first message as those clips are now removed. I would 
really appreciate if any moderator could edit that post and remove 
just the url adress or let me know how I would go about doing it 
myself. 

/Thanks in advance
| 13527|13525|2004-10-22 10:48:25|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Can I edit my post ?|
Looks like the other moderator/owner (Robert vdK) beat me to the message. It's already been deleted. If you want to post your new links, you'll need to send a new
message with them. You can't edit old posts, just delete them, and that's what has already been done.

--wasted/su700fan (moderator/owner)
-------------- Original message -------------- 

> Hello friends 
> I posted a message a while back with a link to some audio clips on my 
> server. Those clips are now deleted and I would like to delete the 
> url adress in my post. Is this possible ? 
> 
> I'd rellay appreciate if someone would help me out with this. 
> 
> /Thanks in advance
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13528|13528|2004-10-23 12:41:17|Léo|midi cable 2|
whats up guys....ok !! i bought my midi cabe, i have coneceted in my
computer...and when i played into logic the sound that got out didint have
anithing like the real sound, jus had piano noises...... and my drums and
others instruments didnt came.....whats have wrong here ?? have one
softwarre to cod the RS ? Tell me what i need please.....thanx
| 13529|13529|2004-10-23 13:04:42|Robert van der Kamp|No longer moderator/co-owner|
Hi all,

just wanted to let you all know that I'm no longer a 
moderator and co-owner of the RS list. I'm just a simple 
member know.

I sold my RS today after a couple of years of intensive use. 
As I explained already I need more midi tracks and more 
sample memory. I tried Live4, but I eventually went for the 
mpc4k, while I keep my QY700 for the odd-length tracks 
until AkaiPro decides to implement individual track lengths 
on the mpc (that would sure be nice :).

Anyway, Su700fan is now the official RS list owner. Tom is 
also still owner/moderator, but I'm not sure if he's aware 
of that. ;) Su700fan already did all the moderator work for 
a long time now, and he's very good at that, so I'm sure 
he'll take good care of us. ;)

Cheers!
Robert
| 13530|13529|2004-10-23 13:21:26|Latif|Re: No longer moderator/co-owner|
Understandble, have fun with y'r new tool 
:-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> just wanted to let you all know that I'm no longer a 
> moderator and co-owner of the RS list. I'm just a simple 
> member know.
> 
> I sold my RS today after a couple of years of intensive use. 
> As I explained already I need more midi tracks and more 
> sample memory. I tried Live4, but I eventually went for the 
> mpc4k, while I keep my QY700 for the odd-length tracks 
> until AkaiPro decides to implement individual track lengths 
> on the mpc (that would sure be nice :).
> 
> Anyway, Su700fan is now the official RS list owner. Tom is 
> also still owner/moderator, but I'm not sure if he's aware 
> of that. ;) Su700fan already did all the moderator work for 
> a long time now, and he's very good at that, so I'm sure 
> he'll take good care of us. ;)
> 
> Cheers!
> Robert

| 13531|13528|2004-10-23 19:11:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: midi cable 2|
Sounds like your RS is playing your computers midi, which is usually dinky 
type GM noises like your describing, if thats it? Seems like maybe your 
software isn't set up right to do what you want yet. Maybe someone with Logic can 
help you more than this, but maybe look into seeing how you can assign 
devices per track in it. You might need to get it off midi and to one of the 
software driven devices.

Zam

In a message dated 10/23/2004 12:42:01 PM Mountain Standard Time, 
leonardobf@terra.com.br writes:

whats up guys....ok !! i bought my midi cabe, i have coneceted in my
computer...and when i played into logic the sound that got out didint have
anithing like the real sound, jus had piano noises...... and my drums and
others instruments didnt came.....whats have wrong here ?? have one
softwarre to cod the RS ? Tell me what i need please.....thanx
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13532|13528|2004-10-24 12:10:41|Léo|Re: midi cable 2|
is possible to me recorde sometthnig on the computer by midi cable...becase
here i use the output and a lose quality...
i´d like to use one software to recorde by midi cable without lose quality
you know ?

----- Original Message -----
From: <Dbeam505@aol.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 23, 2004 11:11 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] midi cable 2

>
>
> Sounds like your RS is playing your computers midi, which is usually dinky
> type GM noises like your describing, if thats it? Seems like maybe your
> software isn't set up right to do what you want yet. Maybe someone with
Logic can
> help you more than this, but maybe look into seeing how you can assign
> devices per track in it. You might need to get it off midi and to one of
the
> software driven devices.
>
> Zam
>
> In a message dated 10/23/2004 12:42:01 PM Mountain Standard Time,
> leonardobf@terra.com.br writes:
>
> whats up guys....ok !! i bought my midi cabe, i have coneceted in my
> computer...and when i played into logic the sound that got out didint
have
> anithing like the real sound, jus had piano noises...... and my drums and
> others instruments didnt came.....whats have wrong here ?? have one
> softwarre to cod the RS ? Tell me what i need please.....thanx
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13533|13528|2004-10-24 13:33:57|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: midi cable 2|
------------- Original message -------------- 

> is possible to me recorde something on the computer by midi cable...because 
> here i use the output and a lose quality... 
> i�d like to use one software to recorde by midi cable without lose quality 
> you know ? 

I hate to sound rude but it sounds like you don't understand the basics of what MIDI & Audio are. Please take the time to look up some information via Google on MIDI
& Audio Recording Basics and then come back to us with further questions after you have figured some of the basics out. You seem to be confused and think that Audio
signals can be recorded down MIDI cables, which they cannot. MIDI is just control information for synthesizers, etc. All MIDI does is record/playback Note On/Off,
control change, pitch bend, and other types of control messages. If you want to record your RS7000's audio in Logic or another computer program you HAVE TO connect
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your RS7000's Main Audio Outs to the Audio Inputs on your computer's soundcard. You most likely don't even need to use MIDI at this point for what it sounds like you're
trying to do.

If you're getting low quality via the RS7k's Audio Outputs it's probably because either a) you have the volume up too high; b) you're connecting your RS7k's Audio
Outputs to the MIC In and not the Line In of your soundcard (Line In is the way to go for low noise); c) your soundcard's recording levels (mixer controls) are set too
high; or d) your soundcard is too cheap and has poor quality A/D D/A convertors.

I hope I've cleared up some of the confusion regarding how Audio & MIDI works (hopefully related to your question/setup). Please though, do a search on Google to find
some MIDI & Audio Recording Basics websites that offer a better explanation than I can give.

--wasted/su700fan (moderator)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13534|13529|2004-10-25 01:28:38|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: No longer moderator/co-owner|
On 23.10.2004 21:21, Latif wrote:

> 
> Understandble, have fun with y'r new tool 
> :-)
> 
> Latif

No, not understandable!
May you, Robert van der Kamp and your glorious Akai scum, be struck by 
some devine lightning of corporate justice and die in a hellish flame of 
broken promisses.
Mmuuuwhooaaahhaaahhaaahhaaa!!!

Dont forget to record it though, should be a killer track :)
c.u.
Wildemar :)
| 13535|13529|2004-10-25 01:33:14|Robert van der Kamp|Re: No longer moderator/co-owner|
On Monday 25 October 2004 09:29, Wildemar Wildenburger 
wrote:

> May you, Robert van der Kamp and your glorious Akai scum,
> be struck by some devine lightning of corporate justice
> and die in a hellish flame of broken promisses.
> Mmuuuwhooaaahhaaahhaaahhaaa!!!

Thanks for the flowers. ;P

- Robert
| 13536|13529|2004-10-25 03:45:48|Latif|Re: No longer moderator/co-owner|
HAHAHAHAHA
would love to do a remix on that track with the RS then!!!
lol
;)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> On Monday 25 October 2004 09:29, Wildemar Wildenburger 
> wrote:
> 
> > May you, Robert van der Kamp and your glorious Akai scum,
> > be struck by some devine lightning of corporate justice
> > and die in a hellish flame of broken promisses.
> > Mmuuuwhooaaahhaaahhaaahhaaa!!!
> 
> Thanks for the flowers. ;P
> 
> - Robert

| 13537|13537|2004-10-25 18:34:36|Joost Gransjean|SMF export|
Hello,

When i try to import a standard midifile from my RS7000 pattern in Ableton 4
i've got the problem that all data is put on channel 1. In the orginal
pattern the data was put on different midichannels. For me its quite
important to be able to import rs7000 patterns thru a SMF file in Ableton 4
does anyone know why this is happening and how i can export the midifiles
correctly so i can import them correctly in other software?

Thanks in advance 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


cheers

Joost Gransjean (NL)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13538|13538|2004-10-26 01:30:26|dreamchimney|v1.22 E|
So its up on the Yahmaha site. 
http://www.yamahasynth.com/news/index.html#02

Has anyone tried it out yet?
Curious as hell
| 13539|13538|2004-10-26 01:49:20|Christian Wiesner|Re: v1.22 E|

> Has anyone tried it out yet?

No, but I will, today hopefully.

> Curious as hell

Maybe it was just a practice for the really big OS 2.0? You know, the one where you can put an adapter on the digital in/out-ports and get an USB-port for convenient
sample transfer...

,)

Christian
| 13540|13537|2004-10-26 02:06:51|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: SMF export|
This is not a big help, but I'm pretty shure it has to do with the smf 
formats 0 and 1. The first saves everything to track 1, the latter to 
individual tracks.
but thats basically all i know. Maybe that gets you started ... dunno, 
perhaps you can choose to export as smf-1 on the RS right away. And I've 
heard that in cubase you can seperate a 0-file into indiv. tracks also 
... Maybe thats also possible with live4.

thats all I can tell ya
c.u.
Wildemar

On 26.10.2004 02:34, Joost Gransjean wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> When i try to import a standard midifile from my RS7000 pattern in Ableton 4
> i've got the problem that all data is put on channel 1. In the orginal
> pattern the data was put on different midichannels. For me its quite
> important to be able to import rs7000 patterns thru a SMF file in Ableton 4
> does anyone know why this is happening and how i can export the midifiles
> correctly so i can import them correctly in other software?
> 
> Thanks in advance 
> 
> 
> cheers
> 
> 
> Joost Gransjean (NL)

| 13541|13541|2004-10-26 04:10:57|leftcoastproductions|saving to smart media|
hello all! new user here and just had a few questions.....I have a 128
meg smart media card and wanted to know if there is any tips or tricks
in saving samples(mainly drum kits) on the card to access them more
easily on the RS 7000? Also if I was to use say 10 kits on a semi
regular basis would it be worth copying them into the memory or should
I leave them on the card? seems as if they would load faster being in
the memory......another thing is do any of you run some form of
hardware in front of the RS to bring up the levels? ie.
compressors/limiters/eq 

thanks for the help
Brock
| 13542|13538|2004-10-26 04:14:53|tompaulsen2002|Re: v1.22 E|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:

http://www.yamahasynth.com/news/index.html#02
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> > Has anyone tried it out yet?
> 
> No, but I will, today hopefully.
> 
> > Curious as hell
> 
> Maybe it was just a practice for the really big OS 2.0? You know,

the one where you can put an adapter on the digital in/out-ports and
get an USB-port for convenient sample transfer...

> 
> ,)
> 
> Christian

Nothing big. Just some error fixes:

¡Operating System v1.22 for RS7000
@ @This is the latest operating system available for the RS7000 Music

Production Studio.
@ @Please review the followings carefully before installing the

latest operating system.

¡What's new in this Update:
@ @ ECorrected an error in where it does not reset Return or Pan of 

Effect(Variation/Chorus/Reverb) even when New Song (or New
Style) is selected.

@ @ ECorrected an error in memory of Filter Distance in Scene Memory
@ @ ECorrected other minute errors.

| 13543|13505|2004-10-26 04:21:39|tompaulsen2002|Re: NEW OS RELEASE PLANNED - no kidding!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> Every time I go to G Center, even just this last weekend, I tell

them to tell their yamaha rep that I'd like more suport for the RS
etc.. Most I've heard back is "thats yamaha's bastard child". 

> 
> Jeez I was all excited over what seems to be just 1.22 from the

sound of things now. They should just release the freagin code if
they can't do any better than that with it. 

You mean just what those swedish wizards did with the TX16w sampler?
It sure would be nice if we could get our hands on the source code of
the RS and why not also on the SU700, AN1x, AN200, DX200 and the RM1x
for that matter?? Yamaha could only win and get a better reputation.
| 13544|13541|2004-10-26 09:20:34|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: saving to smart media|
On 25.10.2004 22:31, leftcoastproductions wrote:

> 
> 
> Also if I was to use say 10 kits on a semi
> regular basis would it be worth copying them into the memory or should
> I leave them on the card? seems as if they would load faster being in
> the memory...
> thanks for the help
> Brock

That question is plain invalid, if I may be so rude. There is no way of 
saving stuff to any "memory" of the RS that wont be erased when switched 
off. Its good ole RAM after all. So you will have to stick to SM cards 
for saving purposes unlesss you own SCSI drive or one of those fine RS's 
with a harddrive that dont exist 
(some.stupid.hacking.thing.i.never.found.on.the.internet).

:)
c.u.
Wildemar
| 13545|13545|2004-10-26 10:33:57|p_amsterdam|Behringer BCF/BCR2000 in combination with RS7000|
Hai,

Has anyone experience with the Behringer controllers?
I want to use the BCF2000.

Will the faders move with he programmed volume in the Rs7000 pattern 
sequence?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


gr,
Paul
| 13546|13541|2004-10-26 10:34:20|Matt Goddard|Re: saving to smart media|
Hey Brock,

First of all, there is no flash ram in the RS so you have to 
load all sample and song data everytime you turn the box on.

I keep all my samples on my PC hard drive and only save 
pattern and song data to my card as all samples are saved per 
project. Best to make regular backups of song files and keep 
them on your hard drive anyway so get yourself a USB smart 
media card reader.

The multiband compressor in the master FX section is a good 
solid sounding compressor. I leave it on all the time. You 
really need to spend some time setting it up the way you want 
it to sound though, I find FULL BIT works best for me.

Matt - dopamine.

---- Original message ----

>Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2004 20:31:55 -0000
>From: "leftcoastproductions" <brockhiroshima@sbcglobal.net> 
>Subject: [RS7000] saving to smart media 
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
> hello all! new user here and just had a few
> questions.....I have a 128
> meg smart media card and wanted to know if there is
> any tips or tricks
> in saving samples(mainly drum kits) on the card to
> access them more
> easily on the RS 7000? Also if I was to use say 10
> kits on a semi
> regular basis would it be worth copying them into
> the memory or should
> I leave them on the card? seems as if they would
> load faster being in
> the memory......another thing is do any of you run
> some form of
> hardware in front of the RS to bring up the levels?
> ie.
> compressors/limiters/eq
>
> thanks for the help
> Brock
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> ADVERTISEMENT 
> click here 
>
> ----------------------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 13547|13529|2004-10-26 12:10:35|Christian Wiesner|Re: No longer moderator/co-owner|
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>�I sold my RS today after a couple of years of intensive use. As I
>�explained already I need more midi tracks and more sample memory. I
>�tried Live4, but I eventually went for the mpc4k, while I keep my
>�QY700 for the odd-length tracks until AkaiPro decides to implement
>�individual track lengths on the mpc (that would sure be nice :).

Could you give the rest of us some impressions of your new toy? If possible, compared with the RS7000?

I am particularly interested in the following questions:

- Is it possible to save drumsets?
- Can you pre-listen the samples from the harddisk before loading them?
- How loud is the fan?
- How is the sequencer, compared to the one in the RS? Is there any kind of grid-programming or another way of easy drumprogramming? Can I switch between record
and play without stopping? Does the beatslice work as good as on the RS? 
- How fast is loading/saving?
- Do you miss something the RS had (apart from the different track lenghts)?
- Maybe an overall opinion, pros, cons...

It would be kind if you would answer some or even all of the questions. I'm thinking about switching myself.

Christian
| 13548|13529|2004-10-26 17:54:16|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: No longer moderator/co-owner|
You still need something to sample, it looks like a sampler, not a synth with a sampler. A big negatory in my book, for by themselvs samplers are useless and a pain to get
all the sounds I would want out of them quick and easy. Once you get them all in there though its probably another story. Never had that kind of time for sampleing and all
just my opinion 8^)

Zam

P.S. Good luck on the new gear & welcome SU700fan! Rarely, maybe once, notice any needed moding going on here, which is a good thing I'd think.

>I'm thinking about switching myself.
>
>Christian

| 13549|13529|2004-10-26 21:59:10|Robert van der Kamp|MPC4k vs RS7k|
On Tuesday 26 October 2004 20:08, Christian Wiesner wrote:

> Could you give the rest of us some impressions of your
> new toy? If possible, compared with the RS7000?

The mpc still hasn't arrived. It was due 2 weeks ago, but 
I'm told it's on the plane now. It's expected to arrive by 
the end of next week. If you're interested I can give a 
better review shortly after that point. Please help me 
remember either on this list (if I haven't been kicked off 
beforehand ;) or by private email.

I'll try to answer anything that I know now, but remember 
this is not from my own experience:

>
> I am particularly interested in the following questions:
>
> - Is it possible to save drumsets?

You mean groups of related (drum) samples? 
Then the answer is yes. Samples are controlled by what they 
call a Program (which describes which sample is triggered 
by what key, plus many more stuff like filter settings, 
lfos, etc.). Programs can be saved/loaded to disk 
individually, optionally along with the samples they refer 
to. Of course you can save samples individually, or the 
whole damn thing together.

> - Can you pre-listen the samples from the harddisk before
> loading them? 

Yup, sample audition was added to the latest OS, v1.6, which 
was released a couple of months ago. A long overdue 
feature.



> - How loud is the fan?

No idea! Afaik, there *is* a fan running indeed. The 
internal IDE harddrive (if one is installed) can now be 
stopped spinning to stop the drive noise. So I guess the 
fan is less of a problem.

> - How is the sequencer, compared to the one in the RS? 

More simple (open) in structure, and bigger. On the mpc4k 
you get 128 MIDI tracks, each track can send to two MIDI 
channels (or internal sampler ports), and iirc, a track can 
have events with different MIDI channels intermixed. 

You get 128 patterns. There's no such thing as phrases. The 
mute info is stored *in* the pattern. If you copy a pattern 
on the mpc, everything is copied, the track data and the 
mute data. So you are free to tweak that copy, without 
having to deal with the fact that the two patterns refer to 
the same phrases, something I am always fighting on the 
Yammies I had/have. There's 4 MIDI outputs and 2 MIDI 
inputs.

I love the fact that mute info is stored in the pattern. 
Create your first pattern, copy it, change the mutes and 
there you are, a new pattern with it's own set of mutes. 
Akai folks are sometimes complaining about it, and they 
want the 'global' mutes as we have on the RS, especially 
for live use. Afaik, that feature *may* be added in the 
future to the mpc. For me however, the pattern-local mutes 
work better.

> Is
> there any kind of grid-programming or another way of easy
> drumprogramming? 

Afaik, there's NO x0x programming interface on the mpc. 
Recording a drum track works totally different: you *play* 
the parts! ;) The touch sensitive pads play a big role on 
the machine, and the whole process of recording is much 
more physical. It works like this:

1. Select a track.
2. Select a drum Program for that track that has a kick, 
snare, hats, etc sounds.
3. The pads will automatically be mapped to those drum 
sounds, as the pad mapping is stored in that program. So 
the pad mapping changes per track. Cool.
4. Set the quantize value. This is an important step. Before 
you record you decide if you want to record in 4ths, 8ths, 
16ths, etc. Or no quantize at all.
5. Enter record mode and while listening to the other tracks 
or metronome, whack those pads!
6. To correct mistakes, use the Erase key + pad for the 
section you want to get rid of, still in record mode.
7. Repeat, without having to leave record mode, for kick, 
snare, hats, etc.

After the recording is done, you can change the timing of 
your recording on a per-pad level in real time. So you can 
shift the snare forwards, shift the hats backwards, 
whatever. 

Your work shows up in a grid editor similar to the drum edit 
page in Cubase, with big dots in a grid. You can also edit 
that grid manually. And there's step editing as well.

> Can I switch between record and play
> without stopping? 

Afaik, yes. But I'm not 100% sure yet. I get the impression 
that they spent a lot of time on that. I'll get back to 
this when I have it here.



> Does the beatslice work as good as on
> the RS? 

It works a little different. You load a loop, open the 
Region page in Sample Edit mode and tell the page how many 
regions you want. Max number is 16 or 32, can't remember. 
The mpc will then divide the loop in that number of equal 
length sections (regions), disregarding any transients in 
the sample. Then you can go into each of the regions and 
change the start time manually, to fix any offsets align 
them with the actual transients in the loop. Once that is 
done, you tell the mpc to extract separate samples from the 
loop. The samples will be stored in their own new Program, 
and optionally a new MIDI track is created along with it to 
trigger these new samples, just like the RS does. 

So the mpc version is more retarded, but maybe it's faster 
in the end, since the RS takes a lot of time to do the 
scanning on longer loops. I'll find out soon.

Many mpc4k users have a computer connected through the USB 
port, running the free Ak.sys software. To edit/slice a 
sample they simply pipe it into the computer, edit it with 
their fave editor, and pipe it back into the mpc. I hear 
this works great and fast. 

> - How fast is loading/saving?

Can't tell you yet. On external USB devices it's slower than 
on the internal HD. 

> - Do you miss something the RS had (apart from the
> different track lenghts)? - 

The internal synth from the RS is great for quickly building 
ideas, especially together with the preset phrases. I used 
that a lot. On the mpc I will use external synth sounds or 
samples loaded at startup. The mpc *does* support preset 
MIDI 'phrases' in a phrase lib, which is stored in ROM. The 
lib is empty when you get it, and you are supposed to build 
your own lib (think: that cool hat line, that nice bass 
line, etc.)

I'll miss the play fx, especially the track playback speed 
trick. Loved to copy a track and put it in slomo tempo.

I'll miss the MIDI delay, but not that much. 

I'll miss the separate track length feature BIG time. I 
wrote a proposal for that (+ the playback speed feature) 
and sent it to the AkaiPro developers. They liked the idea, 
and *maybe* they will implement it in 2005 in the mpc4k. 
That would make it my über machine: an RS with tons of 
tracks and sample memory.

> Maybe an overall opinion,
> pros, cons...

Pros: Audio quality is much better on the mpc4k than on the 
RS, afaik. You get up to 24bit/96k. You get a real Z8 
sampler built in, not just a drum or phrase sampler. You 
get 512 MB memory, instead of 64. (That, together with the 
128 MIDI tracks made me made the switch. That RS9000 never 
came.) You get PADS that change mapping per track. You get 
a bigger screen. You get a better editing interface. Higher 
MIDI resolution (960 vs 480 ppq). I'm sure there's more.

Cons: the thing is expensive. It's huge and heavy. No synth 
and preset phrases for quick ideas. FX quality is okay I 
hear, but not spectacular. Not as freaky as the RS, MIDI 
wise. Involves more actual playing/labour (but I see that 
as a plus).

Concluding: The RS is a powerful but complex freaky machine 
with groovebox qualities. Great for weird MIDI experiments. 



I love it. The mpc4k is more of a pro machine in every 
aspect, but not as weird. No groove character, and it needs 
more work from the user. I would have kept the RS if I 
didn't need the money, although I had a problem with using 
them together in a MIDI setup, since both do similar things 
and would fight eachother.

Hope this helps. More later, please remind me.

- Robert
| 13550|13529|2004-10-27 02:57:36|Christian Wiesner|Re: MPC4k vs RS7k|

> The mpc still hasn't arrived. It was due 2 weeks ago, but I'm told
> it's on the plane now. 

Did you buy a used one? Or a new one in a shop overseas? Why the long delay? 

> If you copy a pattern on the mpc,
> everything is copied, the track data and the mute data. So you are
> free to tweak that copy, without having to deal with the fact that
> the two patterns refer to the same phrases

Nice...

> I'll miss the separate track length feature BIG time. I wrote a
> proposal for that (+ the playback speed feature) and sent it to the
> AkaiPro developers.

Hehe, I have read it..

> I would have kept the RS if I didn't need the money, although I had a
> problem with using them together in a MIDI setup, since both do
> similar things and would fight eachother.

Sure. How did you move all your songs from the RS to the MPC? Sample the sounds? Or just record it to tracks?

> Hope this helps. More later, please remind me.

Sure, thank you very much for the facts. Impressive that you don't even have the machine.

Christian
| 13551|13529|2004-10-27 03:27:24|Robert van der Kamp|Re: MPC4k vs RS7k|
On Wednesday 27 October 2004 10:56, Christian Wiesner wrote:

> > The mpc still hasn't arrived. It was due 2 weeks ago,
> > but I'm told it's on the plane now.
>
> Did you buy a used one? Or a new one in a shop overseas?
> Why the long delay?

I bought it new, here in Holland. Didn't like spending like 
2300 euros on a machine that may, or may not work, or 
wouldn't arrive at al! The Akai dealer already sold the 
first shipment of new blue machines, so they're waiting for 
the second shipment, that's all.

> How did you move all your songs from the RS to the
> MPC? Sample the sounds? Or just record it to tracks?

I didn't. All the important songs have already been recorded 
in audio. I kept my songs in RS format though, and if I 
really need them I can ask Tom (Paulsen) to load it on his 
machine.

Later,
Robert
| 13552|13541|2004-10-27 08:10:33|leftcoastproductions|Re: saving to smart media|
Ay Matt,
I misinterpreted the link for the SAMPLE COMMON Program
Location(on the RS7000.org site)...I thought that it had said you
could save certain kits into the RS....my bad....bro I got a USB smart



media card reader and have been assembling kits via Wavelab and
realize I need to do some serious organizing and re-naming! Have you
tried the SCSI route? think it might take longer in the loading
process? I'm a bit interested.... 
As for the compressor... I was twiddlin' around last night
with the effects and stumbled upon it pretty sick! I like that you can
maniplate the fx w/o having to scroll through the menus like crazy
(one thing that sucks about the Xl-7) 
I'm stoked the RS runs deep and feels like an actual sequencer
not like a toy groovebox!

respect
Brock

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt Goddard wrote:
> 
> Hey Brock,
> 
> First of all, there is no flash ram in the RS so you have to 
> load all sample and song data everytime you turn the box on.
> 
> I keep all my samples on my PC hard drive and only save 
> pattern and song data to my card as all samples are saved per 
> project. Best to make regular backups of song files and keep 
> them on your hard drive anyway so get yourself a USB smart 
> media card reader.
> 
> The multiband compressor in the master FX section is a good 
> solid sounding compressor. I leave it on all the time. You 
> really need to spend some time setting it up the way you want 
> it to sound though, I find FULL BIT works best for me.
> 
> Matt - dopamine.
> 
> ---- Original message ----
> >Date: Mon, 25 Oct 2004 20:31:55 -0000
> >From: "leftcoastproductions" 
> >Subject: [RS7000] saving to smart media 
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > hello all! new user here and just had a few
> > questions.....I have a 128
> > meg smart media card and wanted to know if there is
> > any tips or tricks
> > in saving samples(mainly drum kits) on the card to
> > access them more
> > easily on the RS 7000? Also if I was to use say 10
> > kits on a semi
> > regular basis would it be worth copying them into
> > the memory or should
> > I leave them on the card? seems as if they would
> > load faster being in
> > the memory......another thing is do any of you run
> > some form of
> > hardware in front of the RS to bring up the levels?
> > ie.
> > compressors/limiters/eq
> >
> > thanks for the help
> > Brock
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
> > ADVERTISEMENT 
> > click here 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> >
> > ----------------------------------------------------
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of Service.

| 13553|13537|2004-10-27 19:45:49|Joost Gransjean|Re: SMF export|
Can someone please explain to me how to export the midifile as a type 1?

Thanks in advance!

-----Original Message-----
From: Wildemar Wildenburger [mailto:wildemar@freakmail.de]
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2004 10:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SMF export

This is not a big help, but I'm pretty shure it has to do with the smf
formats 0 and 1. The first saves everything to track 1, the latter to
individual tracks.
but thats basically all i know. Maybe that gets you started ... dunno,
perhaps you can choose to export as smf-1 on the RS right away. And I've
heard that in cubase you can seperate a 0-file into indiv. tracks also
... Maybe thats also possible with live4.

thats all I can tell ya
c.u.
Wildemar

On 26.10.2004 02:34, Joost Gransjean wrote:
>
> Hello,
>
> When i try to import a standard midifile from my RS7000 pattern in
Ableton 4
> i've got the problem that all data is put on channel 1. In the orginal
> pattern the data was put on different midichannels. For me its quite
> important to be able to import rs7000 patterns thru a SMF file in
Ableton 4
> does anyone know why this is happening and how i can export the
midifiles
> correctly so i can import them correctly in other software?
>
> Thanks in advance
>
>
> cheers
>
>
> Joost Gransjean (NL)

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
ADVERTISEMENT
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13554|1298|2004-10-28 10:34:14|Jojo|SCSI interface|
Hi,

Just wondering how te get the SCSI interface for the SU.
I found a SCSI interface with the same partnumber Zoom SIB-1 SCSI-
Interface which is a SCSI interface for the MRS Multitack recorder.

http://www.zoom.co.jp/archive/English_Manual/E_SIB01.pdf

any one know if this is the same SCSI interface?
Anu other help on how to get the interface is heighly appreciated.

JoJo
| 13555|1298|2004-10-28 11:42:28|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: SCSI interface|
That most likely won't work. You'll need the ASIB1 SCSI Interface made by Yamaha to attach to the SU700. It doesn't use a standard SCSI card for PC's or SCSI card for
other musical gear. When they were for sale they used to run $199.95 US or thereabouts (1997-2001ish). I haven't seen them for sale much since then. You might want to
contact Yamaha and see if they can sell you one.

--wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message -------------- 

> 
> Hi, 
> 
> Just wondering how te get the SCSI interface for the SU. 
> I found a SCSI interface with the same partnumber Zoom SIB-1 SCSI- 
> Interface which is a SCSI interface for the MRS Multitack recorder. 
> 
> http://www.zoom.co.jp/archive/English_Manual/E_SIB01.pdf 
> 
> any one know if this is the same SCSI interface? 
> Anu other help on how to get the interface is heighly appreciated. 
> 
> JoJo 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13556|1298|2004-10-28 18:57:37|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: SCSI interface|
I'd like to have that feature, be able to contact yamaha on the next OS 8^)

> You might want to contact Yamaha

| 13557|13557|2004-10-29 17:15:01|raverjett|scsi|
do you'll think the scsi from the rs7000 would work in the su? i 
never use the scsi board on the rs.
| 13558|13557|2004-10-30 09:54:04|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: scsi|
SCSI on the RS7000 is hardwired to the motherboard and is not an add-on option like it is for the SU700. Unfortunately you're out of luck that way. At least we didn't have
to pay an extra $200 US to get it like we did with the SU700/EX5.

--wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message -------------- 

> do you'll think the scsi from the rs7000 would work in the su? i 
> never use the scsi board on the rs. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13559|13538|2004-10-31 11:46:53|scaper333|Re: v1.22 E|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
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> > Has anyone tried it out yet?
> 
> No, but I will, today hopefully.
> 
> > Curious as hell
> 
> Maybe it was just a practice for the really big OS 2.0? You know, 

the one where you can put an adapter on the digital in/out-ports and 
get an USB-port for convenient sample transfer...

> 
> ,)
> 
> Christian

Don't see how the current OS prevents you doing so. Any USB audioIF 
with SPDIF inputs will do the job.

scaper333
| 13560|13538|2004-10-31 18:41:29|dreamchimney|Re: v1.22 E|
Id have to say i was a little confused and frustrated with this new
update. i mean, its the first in 2 years and to give this very small
update, if any at all, seems insulting. so i wrote to yamaha and this
is the reply. if anyone wants to call

-------------------------------

This is currently the only update available from Japan. They did
address some issues that were mentioned from customer's and corrected
them. If you have any further questions, please call us at (714)
522-9000 or email us. Thank You

Regards,

Customer Support

Yamaha Customer Support
ycasupport@yamaha.com
714-522-9000

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
> > Has anyone tried it out yet?
> 
> No, but I will, today hopefully.
> 
> > Curious as hell
> 
> Maybe it was just a practice for the really big OS 2.0? You know,
the one where you can put an adapter on the digital in/out-ports and
get an USB-port for convenient sample transfer...
> 
> ,)
> 
> Christian

| 13561|13538|2004-10-31 23:33:56|Robert van der Kamp|Re: v1.22 E|
On Monday 01 November 2004 02:40, dreamchimney wrote:

> This is currently the only update available from Japan.
> They did address some issues that were mentioned from
> customer's and corrected them. If you have any further
> questions, please call us at (714) 522-9000 or email us.
> Thank You

That' weird! It suggests that all we need to do is ask for 
the needed features! A year ago a looooong list of requests 
was sent to them. My guess is that it never reached them. 
:( 

- Robert
| 13562|13562|2004-11-01 20:29:52|Scott Kellogg|1G Jaz|
Hey y'all,

Just got back from a fantastic session with RS7k + Monomachine SFX-60. Wicked combo, 
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let me assure you.

My friend has a 1G SCSI Jaz Drive he wants to give me. The FAQ says it won't work with 
the RS. Is this true?

/Scott
| 13563|13562|2004-11-02 09:21:35|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: 1G Jaz|
On 02.11.2004 04:28, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> The FAQ says it won't work with the RS. Is this true?
>

Naa, the FAQ probably lies.

:p
:)
Sorry
Wildemar
| 13564|13562|2004-11-02 10:04:11|Scott Kellogg|Re: 1G Jaz|
I could not imagine a more enigmatic answer. ;)

The reason I ask is because the 1G Jaz may have become a supported 
device after the FAQ was published.

/Scott

Wildemar Wildenburger wrote:

> On 02.11.2004 04:28, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> 
>>The FAQ says it won't work with the RS. Is this true?
> 
> >
> Naa, the FAQ probably lies.
> 
> :p
> :)
> Sorry
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13565|13562|2004-11-02 10:38:22|electrotimba|Re: 1G Jaz|
Wildy is like that, trying too hard too be funny.....
No 1 G does not work, only 2G drive with 1G disc, sounds confusing 
but that is how it is. You can get ZIP for few $ these days, 
probably better solution.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> I could not imagine a more enigmatic answer. ;)
> 
> The reason I ask is because the 1G Jaz may have become a supported 
> device after the FAQ was published.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> 
> Wildemar Wildenburger wrote:
> > On 02.11.2004 04:28, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> > 
> >>The FAQ says it won't work with the RS. Is this true?
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> > 
> > >
> > Naa, the FAQ probably lies.
> > 
> > :p
> > :)
> > Sorry
> > Wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13566|13562|2004-11-02 10:41:26|Scott Kellogg|Re: 1G Jaz|
A friend as a 1G internal SCSI Jaz he was going to give, and I though 
I'd get an external one to hang off the RS. I've already got an 
external 250M Zip I use with the RS. I think I'll buy an internal one 
off eBay for cheap so I can load up the disk with samples easily, and 
pop it back into the external drive. Also, it will simplify backups and 
such.

/Scott

electrotimba wrote:

> 
> Wildy is like that, trying too hard too be funny.....
> No 1 G does not work, only 2G drive with 1G disc, sounds confusing 
> but that is how it is. You can get ZIP for few $ these days, 
> probably better solution.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:
> 
>>I could not imagine a more enigmatic answer. ;)
>>
>>The reason I ask is because the 1G Jaz may have become a supported 
>>device after the FAQ was published.
>>
>>/Scott
>>
>>
>>Wildemar Wildenburger wrote:
>>
>>>On 02.11.2004 04:28, Scott Kellogg wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>>The FAQ says it won't work with the RS. Is this true?
>>>
>>> >
>>>Naa, the FAQ probably lies.
>>>
>>>:p
>>>:)
>>>Sorry
>>>Wildemar
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> 
> faq.html
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> 
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13567|13567|2004-11-03 07:37:54|Léo|memory|
hi guys....is possible to me transfer wave memory to sequence memory ?
| 13568|13567|2004-11-03 07:40:47|Scott Kellogg|Re: memory|
Not sure exactly what you want to do here. There is a finite amount of 
RAM available. Both audio data (wave) and MIDI data (sequencing) use it.

/Scott

Léo wrote:

> 
> hi guys....is possible to me transfer wave memory to sequence memory ?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13569|13569|2004-11-03 07:54:55|Scott Kellogg|Changing Patterns Externally|
Hi everybody,
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I've picked up a Monomachine SFX-60, and I'm impressed with its Song 
mode for live use -- very flexible and powerful. The MnM has 6 MIDI 
tracks for sequencing external gear, and I'd like to change patterns on 
the RS from the MnM by sending SysEx messages at the top of my MnM 
patterns. The MnM will be the master clock.

Will this work? Where can I find the SysEx messages to send to the RS 
(I haven't looked in the fine print in the back on the manual yet ...)

/Scott
| 13570|13567|2004-11-03 08:42:15|Latif|Re: memory|
nope.... 
sequence memory is limited to the amount of notes 
as described in the manual.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Léo wrote:
> 
> hi guys....is possible to me transfer wave memory to sequence 
memory ?

| 13571|13571|2004-11-03 13:27:14|hlipovac2000|15 songs download|
I've put 15 new songs up (nov04.rar), due to limited space had to 
pull down old ones oct04.zip. 

download them at

http://free-zg.t-com.hr/horr/
| 13572|13569|2004-11-04 02:04:55|Christian Wiesner|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|

> I've picked up a Monomachine SFX-60, and I'm impressed with its
> Song mode for live use -- very flexible and powerful.  

Sorry that I can't help with your sysex-problem (in fact, I don't think that this will work. And apart from this, you surely have to send these commands before changing the
pattern, else you lose the first notes), but could you post some sound examples from the monomachine? It doesn't have to be perfect, just some samples that will show the
capability of the machine. Thanks.

Christian
| 13573|13569|2004-11-04 06:00:34|jkurve|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|
VERY possible and VERY workable. Been there, done that. Look on page
327, right hand column, at the bottom of the tree, it says 'System
Exclusive Message Section Control.' The sysex command to switch
sections is as follows:

F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7

ss = section you wish to change to, in hex
dd = on/off switch

It will only respond when this is recieved at the MIDI in port, but
you can always route the RS's midi out to its in. 
It still obeys the 'Pattern Quantize' setting under the utility menu.

Therefore, you wouldn't actually HAVE to put the command at the top of
the phrase...for example if you had pattern quantize set to 1 bar, as
long as your SFX-60 sends the command AT ANY POINT during the LAST bar
of the loop, you'll be ok, as the RS will still automatically switch
to the specified section at the end of said bar.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
> 
> > I've picked up a Monomachine SFX-60, and I'm impressed with its
> > Song mode for live use -- very flexible and powerful. 
> 
> Sorry that I can't help with your sysex-problem (in fact, I don't
think that this will work. And apart from this, you surely have to
send these commands before changing the pattern, else you lose the
first notes), but could you post some sound examples from the
monomachine? It doesn't have to be perfect, just some samples that
will show the capability of the machine. Thanks.
> 
> Christian

| 13574|13569|2004-11-04 06:19:35|Scott Kellogg|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|

> Sorry that I can't help with your sysex-problem (in fact, I don't think that this will work. And apart from this, you surely have to send these commands
before changing the pattern, else you lose the first notes),
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It's possible to change patterns externally using sysex. It's detailed 
in the manual on p. 327 (thanks to Sneakthief for pointing this out). 
You raise a good point about having to change patterns ahead of time. 
I'll just work something out between Pattern Chain and Song mode on the 
respective devices.

but could you post some sound examples from the monomachine? It 
doesn't have to be perfect, just some samples that will show the 
capability of the machine. Thanks.

> 

http://www.monomachine.com/sound/

Click on each of the synthesis icons to hear what each machine sounds 
like. I don't think that the examples explore what the machine is 
capable of doing, though. It's a very deep box, and the tight 
integration between the sequencer and the synthesis machines is powerful.

/Scott
| 13575|13569|2004-11-04 06:26:23|Scott Kellogg|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|

> Therefore, you wouldn't actually HAVE to put the command at the top of
> the phrase...for example if you had pattern quantize set to 1 bar, as
> long as your SFX-60 sends the command AT ANY POINT during the LAST bar
> of the loop, you'll be ok, as the RS will still automatically switch
> to the specified section at the end of said bar.

Aha! Pattern quantize is the key. I can encode the RS pattern switches 
at the end of the Monomachine patterns. It seems like I would have to 
mute the Monomachine channel that sends the pattern change to the RS, 
though, if I wanted to loop for a while in the same section. Still, 
though, it will do what I want it to do. The possibilities between the 
two machines are amazing: fabulous sampling and loop manipulation + 
incredible, quirky synthesis.

/Scott
| 13576|13576|2004-11-05 04:33:01|electrotimba|I messed up Cubase setup|
have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, more 
exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change in 
inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no clue what 
changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 
problem is on RS or Cubase end.
While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ?
| 13577|13576|2004-11-05 05:45:52|wthor@gmx.de|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|
Hi electrotimba,
I see two possibilities:
1) You messed around with midi drivers: go check if the correct midi out 
is selected on "Midi Device Setup"->RS 7000
2) There´s an option if the RS accepts incoming prog/bank changes in the 
setup menu if i remember right.

About the DrumMaps issue:
I was planning to do that after the patchscript, but well, there was 
other business to do these days.
Atm I´m heavily regarding changing to Ableton Live, so I´m not really 
that much in the mood to do that now.
Some helpfull soul has put an unprotected pdf of the drummappings in the 
download section and creating drummaps is really quite easy.
So I´d suppose someone could spare the hour, do it and up it in to file 
section?

About the Patchscript:
I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript which 
location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the patchscript 
file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.

Greetings, WThor

electrotimba wrote:

> 
> have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, more 
> exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change in 
> inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no clue what 
> changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 

http://www.monomachine.com/sound/


> problem is on RS or Cubase end.
> While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13578|13569|2004-11-05 06:21:24|Christian Wiesner|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|

> It's possible to change patterns externally using sysex.  It's
> detailed in the manual on p. 327 (thanks to Sneakthief for pointing
> this out).

Oh, sorry. I was sure it is not possible. Good to know.

> http://www.monomachine.com/sound/
>
> Click on each of the synthesis icons to hear what each machine
> sounds like.  I don't think that the examples explore what the
> machine is capable of doing, though.

I have already listened to the examples, otherwise I wouldn't have asked ;) I listened to the ones on amazona.de as well and a german recording magazine had tracks too,
but I still can not picture the sound of the monomachine. I guess I have to try it out for myself.

Christian
| 13579|13576|2004-11-05 08:33:52|electrotimba|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|
Midi device setup is RS, or is it the RS side ?
Regarding script, mapping, same problem for me, no much motivation 
to do it since I moved to Live( that thing is so damn good that I 
hardly use Cubase anymore)I would sell RS if not that nobody wants 
it, for 500 Euro better keeping it as stand by, megadrum machine.
I am working on some D&B stuff and thats probably only style that RS 
is good for, but I like it with Cubase. Hell, what went wrong ???

Not using it much, with Live does not make much sense ( no scripts)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> Hi electrotimba,
> I see two possibilities:
> 1) You messed around with midi drivers: go check if the correct 
midi out 
> is selected on "Midi Device Setup"->RS 7000
> 2) There´s an option if the RS accepts incoming prog/bank changes 
in the 
> setup menu if i remember right.
> 
> About the DrumMaps issue:
> I was planning to do that after the patchscript, but well, there 
was 
> other business to do these days.
> Atm I´m heavily regarding changing to Ableton Live, so I´m not 
really 
> that much in the mood to do that now.
> Some helpfull soul has put an unprotected pdf of the drummappings 
in the 
> download section and creating drummaps is really quite easy.
> So I´d suppose someone could spare the hour, do it and up it in to 
file 
> section?
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> 
> About the Patchscript:
> I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript which 
> location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
> If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the 
patchscript 
> file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> 
> electrotimba wrote:
> > 
> > have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, more 
> > exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change in 
> > inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no clue 
what 
> > changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 
> > problem is on RS or Cubase end.
> > While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ? 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13580|13569|2004-11-05 10:55:56|Scott Kellogg|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|

> 
> 
> I have already listened to the examples, otherwise I wouldn't have asked ;) I listened to the ones on amazona.de as well and a german recording magazine
had tracks too, but I still can not picture the sound of the monomachine. I guess I have to try it out for myself.
> 

I wasn't sure ;) I figured, umm, might as well point this guy to the 
Monomachine site.

The thing with the Mono is that it's capable of many different sounds. 
I don't think that it's been released for long enough for anyone to have 
really gotten deeply into it. Download the manual, that will give you a 
feel for how its put together.

/Scott
| 13581|13576|2004-11-05 13:06:58|wthor@gmx.de|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|
I was refering to Cubases´ Midi Device setup.
BTW I´m trying to get hands on the SDK for Yamaha´s Studio Manager2 
Software.
That´s the last chance I personally give my machine - if even.
Wish me luck.

Greetings, WThor

electrotimba wrote:

> 
> Midi device setup is RS, or is it the RS side ?
> Regarding script, mapping, same problem for me, no much motivation 
> to do it since I moved to Live( that thing is so damn good that I 
> hardly use Cubase anymore)I would sell RS if not that nobody wants 
> it, for 500 Euro better keeping it as stand by, megadrum machine.
> I am working on some D&B stuff and thats probably only style that RS 
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> is good for, but I like it with Cubase. Hell, what went wrong ???
> 
> Not using it much, with Live does not make much sense ( no scripts)
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> 
>>Hi electrotimba,
>>I see two possibilities:
>>1) You messed around with midi drivers: go check if the correct 
> 
> midi out 
> 
>> is selected on "Midi Device Setup"->RS 7000
>>2) There´s an option if the RS accepts incoming prog/bank changes 
> 
> in the 
> 
>>setup menu if i remember right.
>>
>>About the DrumMaps issue:
>>I was planning to do that after the patchscript, but well, there 
> 
> was 
> 
>>other business to do these days.
>>Atm I´m heavily regarding changing to Ableton Live, so I´m not 
> 
> really 
> 
>>that much in the mood to do that now.
>>Some helpfull soul has put an unprotected pdf of the drummappings 
> 
> in the 
> 
>>download section and creating drummaps is really quite easy.
>>So I´d suppose someone could spare the hour, do it and up it in to 
> 
> file 
> 
>>section?
>>
>>About the Patchscript:
>>I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript which 
>>location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
>>If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the 
> 
> patchscript 
> 
>>file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.
>>
>>Greetings, WThor
>>
>>
>>electrotimba wrote:
>>
>>>have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, more 
>>>exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change in 
>>>inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no clue 
> 
> what 
> 
>>>changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 
>>>problem is on RS or Cubase end.
>>>While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ? 
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> 
> faq.html
> 
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13582|13576|2004-11-05 13:40:27|electrotimba|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|
Yes, I understood this, it is set right. Anyway I attended the 01x 
workshop/ presentation, interesting software, when I have spare cash 
will get the 01x and the software is included, seems the best value 
in this range.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> I was refering to Cubases´ Midi Device setup.
> BTW I´m trying to get hands on the SDK for Yamaha´s Studio 
Manager2 
> Software.
> That´s the last chance I personally give my machine - if even.
> Wish me luck.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> electrotimba wrote:
> > 
> > Midi device setup is RS, or is it the RS side ?
> > Regarding script, mapping, same problem for me, no much 
motivation 
> > to do it since I moved to Live( that thing is so damn good that 
I 
> > hardly use Cubase anymore)I would sell RS if not that nobody 
wants 
> > it, for 500 Euro better keeping it as stand by, megadrum machine.
> > I am working on some D&B stuff and thats probably only style 
that RS 
> > is good for, but I like it with Cubase. Hell, what went wrong ???
> > 
> > Not using it much, with Live does not make much sense ( no 
scripts)
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> > 
> >>Hi electrotimba,
> >>I see two possibilities:
> >>1) You messed around with midi drivers: go check if the correct 
> > 
> > midi out 
> > 
> >> is selected on "Midi Device Setup"->RS 7000
> >>2) There´s an option if the RS accepts incoming prog/bank 
changes 
> > 
> > in the 
> > 
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> >>setup menu if i remember right.
> >>
> >>About the DrumMaps issue:
> >>I was planning to do that after the patchscript, but well, there 
> > 
> > was 
> > 
> >>other business to do these days.
> >>Atm I´m heavily regarding changing to Ableton Live, so I´m not 
> > 
> > really 
> > 
> >>that much in the mood to do that now.
> >>Some helpfull soul has put an unprotected pdf of the 
drummappings 
> > 
> > in the 
> > 
> >>download section and creating drummaps is really quite easy.
> >>So I´d suppose someone could spare the hour, do it and up it in 
to 
> > 
> > file 
> > 
> >>section?
> >>
> >>About the Patchscript:
> >>I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript 
which 
> >>location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
> >>If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the 
> > 
> > patchscript 
> > 
> >>file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.
> >>
> >>Greetings, WThor
> >>
> >>
> >>electrotimba wrote:
> >>
> >>>have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, more 
> >>>exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change in 
> >>>inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no clue 
> > 
> > what 
> > 
> >>>changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 
> >>>problem is on RS or Cubase end.
> >>>While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ? 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > 
> > faq.html
> > 
> >>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>>
> >>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >>>Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>> 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13583|13583|2004-11-05 14:05:06|Andrew Leonard|RS7000 Remix Competition!|
What up, all?!

Just thought I'd pass this along... RS7000.org is hosting a remix 
competition aimed squarely at the RS! Might be nice to see some of you cats 
get on board!

I think these links will get you to the relevant details... if not, head 
over to the forums at www.rs7000.org! Alternatively, you can mail 
dodeca@gmail.com for more info.

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=1633
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=1623
| 13584|13576|2004-11-05 14:06:48|wthor@gmx.de|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|
Hmm, I was exited when they announced the 01x, but I won´t go for that one.
I don´t need the hardware mixing capabilities and prefer trading them 
for 100mm fader.
Ergo FW 1814 or fw interface like edirol fa-101 plus a nice midi 
controller with motorfaders like the new tascam one.

You might check out the driver support for Yamahas mLan I hear it´s 
still a mess with heavy CPU load and such.
Presonus even stopped mLan support with their newest Firewire interface 
for "better compatibility". I´m curious.

Greetings, WThor

electrotimba wrote:

> 
> Yes, I understood this, it is set right. Anyway I attended the 01x 
> workshop/ presentation, interesting software, when I have spare cash 
> will get the 01x and the software is included, seems the best value 
> in this range.
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> 
>>I was refering to Cubases´ Midi Device setup.
>>BTW I´m trying to get hands on the SDK for Yamaha´s Studio 
> 
> Manager2 
> 
>>Software.
>>That´s the last chance I personally give my machine - if even.
>>Wish me luck.
>>
>>Greetings, WThor
>>
>>electrotimba wrote:
>>
>>>Midi device setup is RS, or is it the RS side ?
>>>Regarding script, mapping, same problem for me, no much 
> 
> motivation 
> 
>>>to do it since I moved to Live( that thing is so damn good that 
> 
> I 
> 
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>>>hardly use Cubase anymore)I would sell RS if not that nobody 
> 
> wants 
> 
>>>it, for 500 Euro better keeping it as stand by, megadrum machine.
>>>I am working on some D&B stuff and thats probably only style 
> 
> that RS 
> 
>>>is good for, but I like it with Cubase. Hell, what went wrong ???
>>>
>>>Not using it much, with Live does not make much sense ( no 
> 
> scripts)
> 
>>>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>>Hi electrotimba,
>>>>I see two possibilities:
>>>>1) You messed around with midi drivers: go check if the correct 
>>>
>>>midi out 
>>>
>>>
>>>> is selected on "Midi Device Setup"->RS 7000
>>>>2) There´s an option if the RS accepts incoming prog/bank 
> 
> changes 
> 
>>>in the 
>>>
>>>
>>>>setup menu if i remember right.
>>>>
>>>>About the DrumMaps issue:
>>>>I was planning to do that after the patchscript, but well, there 
>>>
>>>was 
>>>
>>>
>>>>other business to do these days.
>>>>Atm I´m heavily regarding changing to Ableton Live, so I´m not 
>>>
>>>really 
>>>
>>>
>>>>that much in the mood to do that now.
>>>>Some helpfull soul has put an unprotected pdf of the 
> 
> drummappings 
> 
>>>in the 
>>>
>>>
>>>>download section and creating drummaps is really quite easy.
>>>>So I´d suppose someone could spare the hour, do it and up it in 
> 
> to 
> 
>>>file 
>>>
>>>
>>>>section?
>>>>
>>>>About the Patchscript:
>>>>I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript 
> 
> which 
> 
>>>>location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
>>>>If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the 
>>>
>>>patchscript 
>>>
>>>
>>>>file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.
>>>>
>>>>Greetings, WThor
>>>>
>>>>
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>>>>electrotimba wrote:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>>have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, more 
>>>>>exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change in 
>>>>>inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no clue 
>>>
>>>what 
>>>
>>>
>>>>>changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 
>>>>>problem is on RS or Cubase end.
>>>>>While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ? 
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>>>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
>>>
>>>faq.html
>>>
>>>
>>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>>>
>>>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>>>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>>>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> 
> faq.html
> 
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13585|13576|2004-11-05 17:38:09|electrotimba|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|
I saw the new Tascam too, better price true and do I really need the 
tiny Yamahas display it makes sense for noncomputerized users. 
Paying 500 Euro more for that? Just waiting what is the Tascam 
really like.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> Hmm, I was exited when they announced the 01x, but I won´t go for 
that one.
> I don´t need the hardware mixing capabilities and prefer trading 
them 
> for 100mm fader.
> Ergo FW 1814 or fw interface like edirol fa-101 plus a nice midi 
> controller with motorfaders like the new tascam one.
> 
> You might check out the driver support for Yamahas mLan I hear 
it´s 
> still a mess with heavy CPU load and such.
> Presonus even stopped mLan support with their newest Firewire 
interface 
> for "better compatibility". I´m curious.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> electrotimba wrote:
> > 
> > Yes, I understood this, it is set right. Anyway I attended the 
01x 
> > workshop/ presentation, interesting software, when I have spare 
cash 
> > will get the 01x and the software is included, seems the best 
value 
> > in this range.
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> > 
> >>I was refering to Cubases´ Midi Device setup.
> >>BTW I´m trying to get hands on the SDK for Yamaha´s Studio 
> > 
> > Manager2 
> > 
> >>Software.
> >>That´s the last chance I personally give my machine - if even.
> >>Wish me luck.
> >>
> >>Greetings, WThor
> >>
> >>electrotimba wrote:
> >>
> >>>Midi device setup is RS, or is it the RS side ?
> >>>Regarding script, mapping, same problem for me, no much 
> > 
> > motivation 
> > 
> >>>to do it since I moved to Live( that thing is so damn good that 
> > 
> > I 
> > 
> >>>hardly use Cubase anymore)I would sell RS if not that nobody 
> > 
> > wants 
> > 
> >>>it, for 500 Euro better keeping it as stand by, megadrum 
machine.
> >>>I am working on some D&B stuff and thats probably only style 
> > 
> > that RS 
> > 
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> >>>is good for, but I like it with Cubase. Hell, what went 
wrong ???
> >>>
> >>>Not using it much, with Live does not make much sense ( no 
> > 
> > scripts)
> > 
> >>>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wthor@g..." wrote:
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>Hi electrotimba,
> >>>>I see two possibilities:
> >>>>1) You messed around with midi drivers: go check if the 
correct 
> >>>
> >>>midi out 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>> is selected on "Midi Device Setup"->RS 7000
> >>>>2) There´s an option if the RS accepts incoming prog/bank 
> > 
> > changes 
> > 
> >>>in the 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>setup menu if i remember right.
> >>>>
> >>>>About the DrumMaps issue:
> >>>>I was planning to do that after the patchscript, but well, 
there 
> >>>
> >>>was 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>other business to do these days.
> >>>>Atm I´m heavily regarding changing to Ableton Live, so I´m not 
> >>>
> >>>really 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>that much in the mood to do that now.
> >>>>Some helpfull soul has put an unprotected pdf of the 
> > 
> > drummappings 
> > 
> >>>in the 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>download section and creating drummaps is really quite easy.
> >>>>So I´d suppose someone could spare the hour, do it and up it 
in 
> > 
> > to 
> > 
> >>>file 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>section?
> >>>>
> >>>>About the Patchscript:
> >>>>I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript 
> > 
> > which 
> > 
> >>>>location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
> >>>>If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the 
> >>>
> >>>patchscript 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.
> >>>>
> >>>>Greetings, WThor
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>electrotimba wrote:
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>>have no idea why but RS does not listen to Cubase anymore, 
more 
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> >>>>>exactly does not react to voice changes in Cubase, I change 
in 
> >>>>>inspector but RS continues with its default voice, have no 
clue 
> >>>
> >>>what 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>>changed, using both since ages and now...??? Dont know if the 
> >>>>>problem is on RS or Cubase end.
> >>>>>While on the Cubase subject anyone has RS´s drum maps ? 
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >>>>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> >>>
> >>>faq.html
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >>>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>>>>
> >>>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >>>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >>>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >>>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > 
> > faq.html
> > 
> >>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>>
> >>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >>>Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>> 
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
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> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >

| 13586|13576|2004-11-05 19:16:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: I messed up Cubase setup|

> About the Patchscript:
> I keep getting mail about the installment of the patchscript which 
> location has changed to the users´ application data´s folder.
> If the current moderator would be so kind to open up the patchscript 
> file I uploaded for deletion, I could replace the readme.
> 
> Greetings, WThor

Send me the file as an attachment and I'll upload to the Files section 
of the site. Just tell me in your mail where exactly you want the 
readme file replaced.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13587|13576|2004-11-05 22:04:02|J. B.|Cubase/RS7000 drum maps|
Hello,

I'm interested in making up a drum map or two but... I
have a few questions. And considering I'm not afraid
of the possibility of sounding stupid here I go! :)

1. What do the different drum edit types mean? (I.E.
Full, trigger)...
2. Would it be a good idea to make a universal (RS
7000) drum map or several?
3. I only caught a few of the last e-mails... So: 
No one has made a drum map for the RS.. right?

Thanks so much!
J.B.

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page. 
www.yahoo.com
| 13588|13576|2004-11-06 07:09:13|electrotimba|Re: Cubase/RS7000 drum maps|
You need the manual or PDF with the drum sounds ,good eyesight, 
Cubase and typing skills.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J. B." wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> I'm interested in making up a drum map or two but... I
> have a few questions. And considering I'm not afraid
> of the possibility of sounding stupid here I go! :)
> 
> 1. What do the different drum edit types mean? (I.E.
> Full, trigger)...
> 2. Would it be a good idea to make a universal (RS
> 7000) drum map or several?
> 3. I only caught a few of the last e-mails... So: 
> No one has made a drum map for the RS.. right?
> 
> Thanks so much!
> J.B.
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
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> Do you Yahoo!? 
> Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page. 
> www.yahoo.com

| 13589|13576|2004-11-06 10:02:34|J. B.|Re: Cubase/RS7000 drum maps|
have the manual... typing skills... let's just say
typing should be a sport... OK probably not...

-J.B.
--- electrotimba <electrotimba@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> You need the manual or PDF with the drum sounds
> ,good eyesight, 
> Cubase and typing skills.
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J. B."
> wrote:
> > 
> > Hello,
> > 
> > I'm interested in making up a drum map or two
> but... I
> > have a few questions. And considering I'm not
> afraid
> > of the possibility of sounding stupid here I go!
> :)
> > 
> > 1. What do the different drum edit types mean? 
> (I.E.
> > Full, trigger)...
> > 2. Would it be a good idea to make a universal
> (RS
> > 7000) drum map or several?
> > 3. I only caught a few of the last e-mails... 
> So: 
> > No one has made a drum map for the RS.. right?
> > 
> > Thanks so much!
> > J.B.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________ 
> > Do you Yahoo!? 
> > Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page. 
> > www.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13590|13576|2004-11-06 10:05:10|wthor@gmx.de|Re: Cubase/RS7000 drum maps|
1) Ehr, I´m not sure either, but isup it´s no effect on the drummaps. 
anyone?
2) One per patch would be a good idea, isup.
3) No one did it, nope.

If the drummaps are a wanted issue, the work could be divided so 
everybody does his most wanted patch(es) (tell us which you´re doing 
then so we don´t have double-doings)

Greetings, WThor

J. B. wrote:

> 
> Hello,
> 
> I'm interested in making up a drum map or two but... I
> have a few questions. And considering I'm not afraid
> of the possibility of sounding stupid here I go! :)
> 
> 1. What do the different drum edit types mean? (I.E.
> Full, trigger)...
> 2. Would it be a good idea to make a universal (RS
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> 7000) drum map or several?
> 3. I only caught a few of the last e-mails... So: 
> No one has made a drum map for the RS.. right?
> 
> Thanks so much!
> J.B.
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Do you Yahoo!? 
> Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page. 
> www.yahoo.com 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13591|13576|2004-11-06 10:07:28|J. B.|Re: Cubase/RS7000 drum maps|
Alright, I'm going to start getting to work on it now.

J.B.

--- "wthor@gmx.de" <wthor@gmx.de> wrote:

> 1) Ehr, I�m not sure either, but isup it�s no effect
> on the drummaps. 
> anyone?
> 2) One per patch would be a good idea, isup.
> 3) No one did it, nope.
> 
> If the drummaps are a wanted issue, the work could
> be divided so 
> everybody does his most wanted patch(es) (tell us
> which you�re doing 
> then so we don�t have double-doings)
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
> J. B. wrote:
> > 
> > Hello,
> > 
> > I'm interested in making up a drum map or two
> but... I
> > have a few questions. And considering I'm not
> afraid
> > of the possibility of sounding stupid here I go!
> :)
> > 
> > 1. What do the different drum edit types mean? 
> (I.E.
> > Full, trigger)...
> > 2. Would it be a good idea to make a universal
> (RS
> > 7000) drum map or several?
> > 3. I only caught a few of the last e-mails... 
> So: 
> > No one has made a drum map for the RS.. right?
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> > 
> > Thanks so much!
> > J.B.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________ 
> > Do you Yahoo!? 
> > Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page. 
> > www.yahoo.com 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13592|13576|2004-11-06 10:53:21|J. B.|Re: Cubase/RS7000 drum maps|
Hello,

I have another question. I just made a BD map and
saved it as "RS7K BD Drum Map." Then tried to load
it... It works but when it's loaded up it's labeled
as "Empty Map." Does anyone know why? (This is in
Cubase)

Thanks in advance,
J.B.

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page. 
www.yahoo.com
| 13593|13593|2004-11-06 16:05:29|electrotimba|Simplest solutions|
Simplest solutions! My Cubase problem that I asked here, the problem 
was midi cable! I didnt touch it, plug it in/ out whatever, but 
that is what it was. Seems due to the ancient pre XP, pre SX times 
when something goes wrong software-of pc of my brain are the first 
suspect, not the holy hardware.
| 13594|13583|2004-11-07 08:37:46|gregor zoll|Re: RS7000 Remix Competition!|
Hello Andrew Leonard,

AL> Just thought I'd pass this along... RS7000.org is hosting a remix
AL> competition aimed squarely at the RS! Might be nice to see some of you cats 
AL> get on board!

thanks for the tip. i'm in.

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll
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===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13595|13595|2004-11-08 18:55:48|Andrew Leonard|RS RMX Competition: LAST CALL!|
Hey guys,

Only one week before the sign up deadline for the RS7000 remix comp comes to 
pass!

Send me an email at dodeca@gmail.com if you want to get on board! Or check 
out RS7000.org for the full list of rules.

Beer and strippers to the winner. ;)

Take care,
Andrew -//--- Dodeca
| 13596|13569|2004-11-09 21:46:46|zamisers7k|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|
Slightly difrent hex, thought I'd add from FAQ for RS7000 @ 
yamaha.com even though says RM1x:

Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI

RM1X 

Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 

This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard 
controller or MIDI sequencer.

F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value 
from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkurve" wrote:
> 
> VERY possible and VERY workable. Been there, done that. Look on 
page
> 327, right hand column, at the bottom of the tree, it says 'System
> Exclusive Message Section Control.' The sysex command to switch
> sections is as follows:
> 
> F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7
> 
> ss = section you wish to change to, in hex
> dd = on/off switch
> 
> It will only respond when this is recieved at the MIDI in port, but
> you can always route the RS's midi out to its in. 
> It still obeys the 'Pattern Quantize' setting under the utility 
menu.
> 
> Therefore, you wouldn't actually HAVE to put the command at the top 
of
> the phrase...for example if you had pattern quantize set to 1 bar, 
as
> long as your SFX-60 sends the command AT ANY POINT during the LAST 
bar
> of the loop, you'll be ok, as the RS will still automatically switch
> to the specified section at the end of said bar.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
> > 
> > > I've picked up a Monomachine SFX-60, and I'm impressed with its
> > > Song mode for live use -- very flexible and powerful. 
> > 
> > Sorry that I can't help with your sysex-problem (in fact, I don't
> think that this will work. And apart from this, you surely have to
> send these commands before changing the pattern, else you lose the
> first notes), but could you post some sound examples from the
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> monomachine? It doesn't have to be perfect, just some samples that
> will show the capability of the machine. Thanks.
> > 
> > Christian

| 13597|13569|2004-11-09 23:25:21|Robert van der Kamp|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|
On Wednesday 10 November 2004 05:46, zamisers7k wrote:

> Slightly difrent hex, thought I'd add from FAQ for RS7000
> @ yamaha.com even though says RM1x:
>
> Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI
>
> RM1X
>
>
> Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI
>
>
>
> This information applies to the following models: RM1X
> and RS7000. To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the
> following system exclusive message must be transmitted to
> the unit via a keyboard controller or MIDI sequencer.
>
> F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7
> NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can
> have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 =
> section B,... 0F = section P)

This info is also available in section 15.6 of the RS7k FAQ.
Used this trick many times.

- Robert
| 13598|13569|2004-11-10 04:17:17|jkurve|Re: Changing Patterns Externally|
Actually it's the same hex...

Where you have '7F' listed, after the section control 'ss' byte, the
'7F' serves as the on switch. I reckon (although never tried) that a
setting of '00' would serve as the off switch. Much in the same way
as the sustain CC# does not become effective until a setting of I
think 64 or above is set.

Don't ask me why they would have an on/off switch, I wouldn't program
it unless I wanted it to be on.

jkurve

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
> Slightly difrent hex, thought I'd add from FAQ for RS7000 @ 
> yamaha.com even though says RM1x:
> 
> Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI
> 
> RM1X 
> 
> 
> Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 
> 
> 
> 
> This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
> To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
> exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard 
> controller or MIDI sequencer.
> 
> F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
> NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value 
> from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P) 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jkurve" wrote:
> > 
> > VERY possible and VERY workable. Been there, done that. Look on 
> page
> > 327, right hand column, at the bottom of the tree, it says 'System
> > Exclusive Message Section Control.' The sysex command to switch
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> > sections is as follows:
> > 
> > F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7
> > 
> > ss = section you wish to change to, in hex
> > dd = on/off switch
> > 
> > It will only respond when this is recieved at the MIDI in port, but
> > you can always route the RS's midi out to its in. 
> > It still obeys the 'Pattern Quantize' setting under the utility 
> menu.
> > 
> > Therefore, you wouldn't actually HAVE to put the command at the top 
> of
> > the phrase...for example if you had pattern quantize set to 1 bar, 
> as
> > long as your SFX-60 sends the command AT ANY POINT during the LAST 
> bar
> > of the loop, you'll be ok, as the RS will still automatically switch
> > to the specified section at the end of said bar.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
> > > 
> > > > I've picked up a Monomachine SFX-60, and I'm impressed with its
> > > > Song mode for live use -- very flexible and powerful. 
> > > 
> > > Sorry that I can't help with your sysex-problem (in fact, I don't
> > think that this will work. And apart from this, you surely have to
> > send these commands before changing the pattern, else you lose the
> > first notes), but could you post some sound examples from the
> > monomachine? It doesn't have to be perfect, just some samples that
> > will show the capability of the machine. Thanks.
> > > 
> > > Christian

| 13599|13599|2004-11-13 08:55:38|gregor zoll|display makin ugly noise|
Hello RS7000-users,

sometimes when powering up, my display makes an ugly, highfrequency
noise. i unplugged every cable except power. it is not everytime,
about every 5-6 time i power it up. it doesnt help to power off and on
again, it seem to depend on other parameters ... it is a bit lower
than the frequency, a tv makes (pal-system). not everyone can hear
that, because its somewhere above 12 KHz.

i had this some years ago with a synth. it is the background-light
which is somehow controled by a highfrequenced voltage or something
similar.

has anyone else experienced that? any solutions?

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com
mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13600|13600|2004-11-13 09:59:17|bernie_macd|rs7000 going for sale shorlly on ebay|
I wll be putting my rs7000 up for sale on ebay soon if anyone is 
interested or will sell now £500.00 item is in the uk butI will ship
anywhere.
| 13601|13599|2004-11-14 06:04:18|Latif|Re: display makin ugly noise|
have you tried fiddling with the contrast knob?
if the problem stays, and the 'noise' is audible trough the audio 
output of the machine, you might better have the screen replaced.

note... this problem you describe is typical to a situation where a 
machine is used in 'humid' area's like unheated basements etc.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, gregor zoll wrote:
> 
> Hello RS7000-users,
> 
> sometimes when powering up, my display makes an ugly, highfrequency
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> noise. i unplugged every cable except power. it is not everytime,
> about every 5-6 time i power it up. it doesnt help to power off and 
on
> again, it seem to depend on other parameters ... it is a bit lower
> than the frequency, a tv makes (pal-system). not everyone can hear
> that, because its somewhere above 12 KHz.
> 
> i had this some years ago with a synth. it is the background-light
> which is somehow controled by a highfrequenced voltage or something
> similar.
> 
> has anyone else experienced that? any solutions?
> 
> -- 
> kind regards
> gregor zoll
> 
> 
> ===========================
> listen to my music at 
> http://www.stereoping.com
> mailto:ping@s...

| 13602|13602|2004-11-14 11:42:28|ask|midi foot switches?|
I know you can use a normal foot switch to progress throguh the
sections of a pattern, but is there a midi foot switch matrix that
would allow me to select a pattern? The reason I am wanting such a
device is Im thinking about writing some bits wehre I would play along
with my bass and I want to be abale to improvise insted of just
playing along to a set sequence.
| 13603|13599|2004-11-15 07:35:27|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: display makin ugly noise|
I have this too. But i don't think it's the display.
It seems that it is in the PSU. Maybe a leak or something. (i have it
constantly.)

Jef

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com]
Sent: maandag 15 november 2004 9:51
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Digest Number 1322

There are 2 messages in this issue.

Topics in this digest:

1. Re: display makin ugly noise
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
2. midi foot switches?
From: "ask" <iceberg@techropolis.com>

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 1 
Date: Sun, 14 Nov 2004 13:04:05 -0000
From: "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: display makin ugly noise

have you tried fiddling with the contrast knob?
if the problem stays, and the 'noise' is audible trough the audio 
output of the machine, you might better have the screen replaced.

note... this problem you describe is typical to a situation where a 
machine is used in 'humid' area's like unheated basements etc.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, gregor zoll wrote:
> 
> Hello RS7000-users,
> 
> sometimes when powering up, my display makes an ugly, highfrequency
> noise. i unplugged every cable except power. it is not everytime,
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> about every 5-6 time i power it up. it doesnt help to power off and 
on
> again, it seem to depend on other parameters ... it is a bit lower
> than the frequency, a tv makes (pal-system). not everyone can hear
> that, because its somewhere above 12 KHz.
> 
> i had this some years ago with a synth. it is the background-light
> which is somehow controled by a highfrequenced voltage or something
> similar.
> 
> has anyone else experienced that? any solutions?
> 
> -- 
> kind regards
> gregor zoll
> 
> 
> ===========================
> listen to my music at 
> http://www.stereoping.com
> mailto:ping@s...

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 2 
Date: Sun, 14 Nov 2004 15:22:08 -0000
From: "ask" <iceberg@techropolis.com>
Subject: midi foot switches?

I know you can use a normal foot switch to progress throguh the
sections of a pattern, but is there a midi foot switch matrix that
would allow me to select a pattern? The reason I am wanting such a
device is Im thinking about writing some bits wehre I would play along
with my bass and I want to be abale to improvise insted of just
playing along to a set sequence.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

------------------------------------------------------------------------

| 13604|13599|2004-11-16 11:06:06|gregor zoll|Re: display makin ugly noise|
Hello,

jlsc> have you tried fiddling with the contrast knob?
jlsc> if the problem stays, and the 'noise' is audible trough the audio 
jlsc> output of the machine, you might better have the screen replaced.
jlsc> 
jlsc> note... this problem you describe is typical to a situation where a 
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jlsc> machine is used in 'humid' area's like unheated basements etc.

no difference twiddling contrast. no noise on the outputs. and i use
it entirely in my 20°Celsius livingroom.

jlsc> I have this too. But i don't think it's the display.
jlsc> It seems that it is in the PSU. Maybe a leak or something. (i have it
jlsc> constantly.)

? what is a "PSU"? PowerSavingUnit? ProfessionalShuffleUnarranger?
PluginSimulationUtility? PlasmaSpeedUplink? I WANT THAT TOO!

i know this noise-sound from on old casio vz10m i had smoe years ago.
i opened it and disconnected the display-backlight, a flat kind of
neon-pane, driven by pulsed highVoltage or sth. like that. After
disconnecting, the noise stopped.

its not so loud, just ennoying.

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13605|13599|2004-11-16 19:15:40|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: display makin ugly noise|
I'd jiggle it, maybe even pop it once or twice, move it around, maybe even to another room or location, thinking it could be interfearence from some unshielded or high
energy source. If still there, yeah its probably a power short in the unit itself somewhere.

I'd think Power Supply Unit (PSU), but not sure myself in the context its being used, its an LCD I thought. but anyway...

Zam
| 13606|13599|2004-11-17 02:47:04|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|Re: display makin ugly noise|
psu is indeed power supply unit.

And you are all correct its the high voltage lcd. Connectiong and
disconnecting helps.
Thanks alot.

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com]
Sent: woensdag 17 november 2004 10:16
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Digest Number 1324

There are 2 messages in this issue.

Topics in this digest:

1. Re: Re: display makin ugly noise
From: gregor zoll <ping@stereoping.com>
2. Re: Re: display makin ugly noise
From: Dbeam505@aol.com

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 1 
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2004 10:01:43 +0100
From: gregor zoll <ping@stereoping.com>
Subject: Re: Re: display makin ugly noise

Hello,

jlsc> have you tried fiddling with the contrast knob?
jlsc> if the problem stays, and the 'noise' is audible trough the audio 
jlsc> output of the machine, you might better have the screen replaced.
jlsc> 
jlsc> note... this problem you describe is typical to a situation where a 
jlsc> machine is used in 'humid' area's like unheated basements etc.

no difference twiddling contrast. no noise on the outputs. and i use
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it entirely in my 20?Celsius livingroom.

jlsc> I have this too. But i don't think it's the display.
jlsc> It seems that it is in the PSU. Maybe a leak or something. (i have it
jlsc> constantly.)

? what is a "PSU"? PowerSavingUnit? ProfessionalShuffleUnarranger?
PluginSimulationUtility? PlasmaSpeedUplink? I WANT THAT TOO!

i know this noise-sound from on old casio vz10m i had smoe years ago.
i opened it and disconnected the display-backlight, a flat kind of
neon-pane, driven by pulsed highVoltage or sth. like that. After
disconnecting, the noise stopped.

its not so loud, just ennoying.

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Message: 2 
Date: Tue, 16 Nov 2004 21:15:07 -0500
From: Dbeam505@aol.com
Subject: Re: Re: display makin ugly noise

I'd jiggle it, maybe even pop it once or twice, move it around, maybe even
to another room or location, thinking it could be interfearence from some
unshielded or high energy source. If still there, yeah its probably a power
short in the unit itself somewhere.

I'd think Power Supply Unit (PSU), but not sure myself in the context its
being used, its an LCD I thought. but anyway...

Zam

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

------------------------------------------------------------------------
| 13607|13607|2004-11-18 03:49:09|Latif|[OT] Therapy RS7000 meeting in London|
more info here:

http://therapy.rs7000.org/

Latif
| 13608|13608|2004-11-22 08:12:26|dj Dave Jumpers|new os trouble|
Since I uploaded the new OS, Autoload stopped working.

Anyone one else has seen this problem?
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| 13609|13608|2004-11-22 18:53:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: new os trouble|

> Since I uploaded the new OS, Autoload stopped working.
> 
> Anyone one else has seen this problem?

If you've done a factory reset after the OS update, that might've 
contributed to the Autoload feature stopping working. Do the steps 
mentioned in the manual on page 68 to turn it back on for the 
appropriate autoload file #.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13610|13608|2004-11-23 10:41:59|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: new os trouble|
Well, I did not do a factory reset as it was not mentioned in the
deployment instructions. I followed the update instructions step by step.

When I turn the RS7000 on it says "Loading AUTOLOAD_8" and then
nothing get loaded. I don't have an Autoload_8 file, so that probably
why, but it should be looking for autoload_8.

No one else seen this funkyness in your boxes?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:
> > Since I uploaded the new OS, Autoload stopped working.
> > 
> > Anyone one else has seen this problem?
> 
> If you've done a factory reset after the OS update, that might've 
> contributed to the Autoload feature stopping working. Do the steps 
> mentioned in the manual on page 68 to turn it back on for the 
> appropriate autoload file #.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

| 13611|13608|2004-11-23 10:49:01|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: new os trouble|
------------ Original message -------------- 

> Well, I did not do a factory reset as it was not mentioned in the 
> deployment instructions. I followed the update instructions step by step. 
> 
> When I turn the RS7000 on it says "Loading AUTOLOAD_8" and then 
> nothing get loaded. I don't have an Autoload_8 file, so that probably 
> why, but it should be looking for autoload_8. 
> 
> No one else seen this funkyness in your boxes? 

Well there's you're problem right there. Obviously if you don't have an AUTOLD_8.R2A file on your SmartMedia card or SCSI drive to be loaded nothing will be loaded.
Usually it's set to AutoLoad 1 as default, but you would still need the file named AUTOLD_1.R2A on your storage to autoload with. It is looking for it when the display
says "Loading AUTOLOAD_8" and it's not finding it. That's why it comes up with the empty Style 1 screen. Create a file with a set of styles/songs/patterns that you want
to load up everytime you turn on the machine and then save that file as type ALL with the name AUTOLD_# (with the # being replaced by the appropriate # 1-9 that you
have setup the RS7k to autoload upon turning on) and then it will work.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13612|13608|2004-11-23 11:33:34|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: new os trouble|
I do have AUTOLD_1

the problem IS, that the RS is trying to autoload 8, when autoload 1
exist in the card and should be autoloading 1.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:
> ------------ Original message -------------- 
> > Well, I did not do a factory reset as it was not mentioned in the 
> > deployment instructions. I followed the update instructions step
by step. 
> > 
> > When I turn the RS7000 on it says "Loading AUTOLOAD_8" and then 
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> > nothing get loaded. I don't have an Autoload_8 file, so that probably 
> > why, but it should be looking for autoload_8. 
> > 
> > No one else seen this funkyness in your boxes? 
> 
> Well there's you're problem right there. Obviously if you don't
have an AUTOLD_8.R2A file on your SmartMedia card or SCSI drive to be
loaded nothing will be loaded. Usually it's set to AutoLoad 1 as
default, but you would still need the file named AUTOLD_1.R2A on your
storage to autoload with. It is looking for it when the display says
"Loading AUTOLOAD_8" and it's not finding it. That's why it comes up
with the empty Style 1 screen. Create a file with a set of
styles/songs/patterns that you want to load up everytime you turn on
the machine and then save that file as type ALL with the name AUTOLD_#
(with the # being replaced by the appropriate # 1-9 that you have
setup the RS7k to autoload upon turning on) and then it will work.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13613|13608|2004-11-23 11:44:10|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: new os trouble|
------------- Original message -------------- 

> I do have AUTOLD_1 
> 
> the problem IS, that the RS is trying to autoload 8, when autoload 1 
> exist in the card and should be autoloading 1. 

So you need to follow the instructions from the page that I mentioned in the manual (65 IIRC) and when you turn on the machine hold down the "1" track button and it
should start autoloading AUTOLD_1. Then future power-on's should also autoload AUTOLD_1 (until you change which key you want to autoload using the procedure
mentioned in the manual).

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13615|13615|2004-11-26 09:18:17|Christopher Layne|Re: Can you help please|
I don't have anything setup to send a sync signal to it
but I just did it and BPM is still freely adjustable
with the current BPM displayed. However, stop/play does
not function - which is normal for MTC modes on MIDI
devices.

-cl

On Fri, Nov 26, 2004 at 02:14:31PM -0000, Oddbods Finger wrote:
> 
> 
> Can someone with their RS in front of them please - 
> 
> 1. Go into Utility menu (press twice) 
> 2. Set 'Midi Sync' to MTC 
> 3. Exit Utility back to the main screen 
> 4. Confirm if a BPM or ---.- is displayed 
> 5. If BPM is displayed, confirm it can be adjusted
> 
> 
> I just want to check my RS is acting OK or not.
> 
> thanks 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
>

| 13616|13608|2004-11-26 11:19:18|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: new os trouble|
The autoload page 65 procedure didn't work
A Factory reset fixed the issue.

thanks
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@c... wrote:
> ------------- Original message -------------- 
> > I do have AUTOLD_1 
> > 
> > the problem IS, that the RS is trying to autoload 8, when autoload 1 
> > exist in the card and should be autoloading 1. 
> 
> So you need to follow the instructions from the page that I
mentioned in the manual (65 IIRC) and when you turn on the machine
hold down the "1" track button and it should start autoloading
AUTOLD_1. Then future power-on's should also autoload AUTOLD_1 (until
you change which key you want to autoload using the procedure
mentioned in the manual).
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13617|13617|2004-11-26 12:13:27|baba_jiuk|wave memory full??|
Hi all, 

I hope I'm not asking something that's been discussed before. 
My "precious" RS7000 has never let me down once... until now!

I was working on a track using a couple of samples and the file was 
around 13 Megabytes big. Obviously I made sure it was properly 
saved. I even made a backup copy in my pc. I tried uploading in onto 
the RS the other day and I keep getting a "Wave Memory Full" message 
even though I've got 65mg RAM installed.

This is so frustrating, I'd hate to think I've lost all that hard 
work! (plus it was a jolly nice tune too!)

If the file is corrupted, shouldn't I get an "illegal file" message 
instead?

Any advice from any of you super-clever people? ;)

Many thanks!

Baba
| 13618|13617|2004-11-26 16:50:02|Emiliano|Re: wave memory full??|
the same thing happened to me here, someone has a solution??

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "baba_jiuk" <baba_jiuk@yahoo.co.uk>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, November 26, 2004 5:11 PM
Subject: [RS7000] wave memory full??

> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hi all, 
> 
> 
> I hope I'm not asking something that's been discussed before. 
> My "precious" RS7000 has never let me down once... until now!
> 
> I was working on a track using a couple of samples and the file was 
> around 13 Megabytes big. Obviously I made sure it was properly 
> saved. I even made a backup copy in my pc. I tried uploading in onto 
> the RS the other day and I keep getting a "Wave Memory Full" message 
> even though I've got 65mg RAM installed.
> 
> This is so frustrating, I'd hate to think I've lost all that hard 
> work! (plus it was a jolly nice tune too!)
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> 
> If the file is corrupted, shouldn't I get an "illegal file" message 
> instead?
> 
> Any advice from any of you super-clever people? ;)
> 
> Many thanks!
> 
> Baba
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13619|13617|2004-11-26 19:56:26|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: wave memory full??|
maybe your mem chip lost its seat. Check see if all 65megs are still showing. If not, pop cover and reseat it, or get some more memory maybe. Other than that, it sounds
like its lost, but if I really really wanted to be sure I'd let someone else try loading the file see if they get the same message.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 11/26/2004 6:40:01 PM Eastern Standard Time, "Emiliano" <ebraulio@uol.com.br> writes:

>
>the same thing happened to me here, someone has a solution??
>
>----- Original Message ----- 
>From: "baba_jiuk" <baba_jiuk@yahoo.co.uk>
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Sent: Friday, November 26, 2004 5:11 PM
>Subject: [RS7000] wave memory full??
>
>
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Hi all, 
>> 
>> 
>> I hope I'm not asking something that's been discussed before. 
>> My "precious" RS7000  has never let me down once... until now!
>> 
>> I was working on a track using a couple of samples and the file was 
>> around 13 Megabytes big. Obviously I made sure it was properly 
>> saved. I even made a backup copy in my pc. I tried uploading in onto 
>> the RS the other day and I keep getting a "Wave Memory Full" message 
>> even though I've got 65mg RAM installed.
>> 
>> This is so frustrating, I'd hate to think I've lost all that hard 
>> work! (plus it was a jolly nice tune too!)
>> 
>> If the file is corrupted, shouldn't I get an "illegal file" message 
>> instead?
>> 
>> Any advice from any of you super-clever people? ;)
>> 
>> Many thanks!
>> 
>> Baba
>> 
>> 
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>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>> FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>> 
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>> Yahoo! Groups Links
>> 
>> 
>> 
>>  
>> 
>> 
>> 
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>

| 13620|13617|2004-11-27 04:08:59|baba_jiuk|Re: wave memory full??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:

> maybe your mem chip lost its seat. Check see if all 65megs are 

still showing. If not, pop cover and reseat it, or get some more 
memory maybe. Other than that, it sounds like its lost, but if I 
really really wanted to be sure I'd let someone else try loading the 
file see if they get the same message.

> 
> Zam 8^)

Thanks Zam,

The 65MB are still showing ok and I'm able to load much bigger files 
than 13MB. I think I'm giving up on this , but if only I knew how to 
prevent it happening again, it's really not on... [severe pouting]

Baba
| 13621|13617|2004-11-28 12:52:21|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: wave memory full??|
Try recording 64MB worth of sample.
If you can play that back, then your memory sticks are ok.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> maybe your mem chip lost its seat. Check see if all 65megs are
still showing. If not, pop cover and reseat it, or get some more
memory maybe. Other than that, it sounds like its lost, but if I
really really wanted to be sure I'd let someone else try loading the
file see if they get the same message.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 11/26/2004 6:40:01 PM Eastern Standard Time,
"Emiliano" writes:
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> 
> >
> >the same thing happened to me here, someone has a solution??
> >
> >----- Original Message ----- 
> >From: "baba_jiuk" 
> >To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> >Sent: Friday, November 26, 2004 5:11 PM
> >Subject: [RS7000] wave memory full??
> >
> >
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> Hi all, 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> I hope I'm not asking something that's been discussed before. 
> >> My "precious" RS7000 has never let me down once... until now!
> >> 
> >> I was working on a track using a couple of samples and the file was 
> >> around 13 Megabytes big. Obviously I made sure it was properly 
> >> saved. I even made a backup copy in my pc. I tried uploading in onto 
> >> the RS the other day and I keep getting a "Wave Memory Full" message 
> >> even though I've got 65mg RAM installed.
> >> 
> >> This is so frustrating, I'd hate to think I've lost all that hard 
> >> work! (plus it was a jolly nice tune too!)
> >> 
> >> If the file is corrupted, shouldn't I get an "illegal file" message 
> >> instead?
> >> 
> >> Any advice from any of you super-clever people? ;)
> >> 
> >> Many thanks!
> >> 
> >> Baba
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >> 
> >> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >> Yahoo! Groups Links
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> >
> >
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> >
> >

| 13622|13617|2004-11-28 12:52:50|gregor zoll|Re: wave memory full??|
Hello baba_jiuk,

b> Any advice from any of you super-clever people? ;)

if you got webspace load it up (zipped). so some of us can check if it
gets loades on our machines. another thing is to look "in" the file
with a good texteditor (e.g. editplus). maybe the header was corrupted
by writing.

since i got this "illegal file" error, i use redundant, incremental
saving (file_a, file_b, file_c ...etc.). takes a lot of saving-place
but 128MB sd-cards are cheap now and so i always have some
fallback-files.

i know this really bad feeling to loose a song, a mixture of fear,
dispear, helplessness and anger.

its not all over yet. try uploading somewhere.

-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13623|13617|2004-11-28 13:32:51|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: wave memory full??|
------------- Original message -------------- 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote: 
> > maybe your mem chip lost its seat. Check see if all 65megs are 
> still showing. If not, pop cover and reseat it, or get some more 
> memory maybe. Other than that, it sounds like its lost, but if I 
> really really wanted to be sure I'd let someone else try loading the 
> file see if they get the same message. 
> > 
> > Zam 8^) 
> 
> 
> Thanks Zam, 
> 
> 
> The 65MB are still showing ok and I'm able to load much bigger files 
> than 13MB. I think I'm giving up on this , but if only I knew how to 
> prevent it happening again, it's really not on... [severe pouting] 
> 
> Baba 

First off, it should actually be 64MB, not 65MB (64,xxxMB Free or something). The only thing I can think of that might be the case is if you have several Styles/Songs
already loaded with samples that are taking up enough space that when you try to load the Style/Song with the 13MB worth of samples that it's passing the 64MB total
mark.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13624|13624|2004-11-28 13:55:21|Philip J Mucci|Jumping controllers...|
Hi folks,

I'm trying to find a way out of the 'jumpy controller' syndrome. You
know,
You're playing live and you go to make an adjustment...as soon you hit
the knob...blam...big jump.

Some other hardware surfaces have solved this via only changing the
value once you have moved the knob through the old value. Does anyone
have an idea how to do this on the yamaha? Or do I have to go out and my
some motorized berhinger surfaces...

Thanks!
| 13625|13624|2004-11-29 05:29:14|Latif|Re: Jumping controllers...|
the only solution to this issue is basicly the 
'use' of your ears.
Before turning the knob, you should be able to hear wether the 
controller is 'closed' or 'openend'.

http://www.stereoping.com/
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By holding SHIFT and rotating the knob to the aproximate
value, you can reduce the jump.
Otherwise simply go into voice edit and see what 
the value for the controller is set at, and then still hold SHIFT 
while preparing the knob for your action.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Philip J Mucci" wrote:
> Hi folks,
> 
> I'm trying to find a way out of the 'jumpy controller' syndrome. You
> know,
> You're playing live and you go to make an adjustment...as soon you 
hit
> the knob...blam...big jump.
> 
> Some other hardware surfaces have solved this via only changing the
> value once you have moved the knob through the old value. Does 
anyone
> have an idea how to do this on the yamaha? Or do I have to go out 
and my
> some motorized berhinger surfaces...
> 
> Thanks!

| 13626|13617|2004-11-29 10:28:38|baba_jiuk|Re: wave memory full??|

> First off, it should actually be 64MB, not 65MB (64,xxxMB Free or 

something). The only thing I can think of that might be the case is 
if you have several Styles/Songs already loaded with samples that 
are taking up enough space that when you try to load the Style/Song 
with the 13MB worth of samples that it's passing the 64MB total mark.

> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 

Hi Gregor and Wasted,

Thanks for taking the time to throw some light into this. I have 
been using the RS7 for years and I thought I knew it inside out. The 
actual memory when pressing shift+utility does show 65535KB, but 
that's not the point. I normally save all my projects in a 
large "autold" file that takes up to 50 or more MB, and I've never 
had a problem loading it. 

There's nothing loaded in any of the other styles/songs as I always 
turn the RS off and then back on before loading a large file. The 
only thing I can try now is a)try and edit the file in some text-
editor, as suggested by Gregor and b) get a fellow RS7 user to try 
and load it for me. Also take a leaf out of Gregor's book and save 
backup copies just in case!

I will keep you posted with my rescue mission.

Cheers !

Baba
| 13627|13617|2004-11-29 11:50:44|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: wave memory full??|
-------------- Original message -------------- 

> Hi Gregor and Wasted, 
> 
> Thanks for taking the time to throw some light into this. I have 
> been using the RS7 for years and I thought I knew it inside out. The 
> actual memory when pressing shift+utility does show 65535KB, but 
> that's not the point. I normally save all my projects in a 
> large "autold" file that takes up to 50 or more MB, and I've never 
> had a problem loading it. 
> 
> There's nothing loaded in any of the other styles/songs as I always 
> turn the RS off and then back on before loading a large file. The 
> only thing I can try now is a)try and edit the file in some text- 
> editor, as suggested by Gregor and b) get a fellow RS7 user to try 
> and load it for me. Also take a leaf out of Gregor's book and save 
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> backup copies just in case! 
> 
> 
> I will keep you posted with my rescue mission. 
> 
> Cheers ! 
> 
> Baba 

If you're saving it as an autoload file (an ALL .r2a/.r3a combination), then that would displace any currently loaded styles, songs, etc. when you reloaded it (either by
autoload when turning on the RS7k or by loading as an ALL file). So there shouldn't be a memory issue there. That is weird. Something must be corrupt with that file. See
if you can load just the Style/Song that has the 13MB sample into an empty RS7k (don't load the ALL file, just select the appropriate Pattern/Song from within the ALL file
for a single Style/Song load) and see if it allows the load to occur ok. If it does, maybe you can correct whatever's causing the issue from there. Good luck!

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13628|13624|2004-11-29 18:16:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Jumping controllers...|
jumping does usually suck, sometimes it sounds pretty wild in a good way though. I've found myself recording in changes to Res & Cut toward the end of a pattern or song
where I sweep it back to the center notch if that helps you any.

Zam 8^) 

In a message dated 11/29/2004 7:26:50 AM Eastern Standard Time, "Latif" <eurikon@hotmail.com> writes:

>
>
>the only solution to this issue is basicly the 
>'use' of your ears.
>Before turning the knob, you should be able to hear wether the 
>controller is 'closed' or 'openend'.
>By holding SHIFT and rotating the knob to the aproximate
>value, you can reduce the jump.
>Otherwise simply go into voice edit and see what 
>the value for the controller is set at, and then still hold SHIFT 
>while preparing the knob for your action.
>
>Latif
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Philip J Mucci" wrote:
>> Hi folks,
>> 
>> I'm trying to find a way out of the 'jumpy controller' syndrome. You
>> know,
>> You're playing live and you go to make an adjustment...as soon you 
>hit
>> the knob...blam...big jump.
>> 
>> Some other hardware surfaces have solved this via only changing the
>> value once you have moved the knob through the old value. Does 
>anyone
>> have an idea how to do this on the yamaha? Or do I have to go out 
>and my
>> some motorized berhinger surfaces...
>> 
>> Thanks!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
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>
>

| 13629|13624|2004-11-30 10:34:52|Philip J. Mucci|Re: Jumping controllers...|
Thanks to you guys for the info. I'll try and go with the shift route
for now. Anyone have any experience with the Berhinger motorized fader
or knob surfaces? Sure looks like it might be nice...

Phil
| 13630|13630|2004-12-01 07:57:33|gregor zoll|free track made with rs7k|
Hi there,

if you got nothing better to do, you can listen to a new track.
completely arranged in realtime with the rs7k. (excepting the starting
and ending sound - it's the linplug albino)

http://www.stereoping.com/mp3/stereoping_assimilate_me_lores.mp3

the mp3 is only 50bps, sorry. but you'll get the idea.

--
kind regards

gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com
mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13631|13631|2004-12-01 17:41:16|Dbeam505@aol.com|pitch stepping tip?|
Hello everyone!

Messing around, and happend accross the pitch stepping next to step record mode the other day. Seemes like a very usefull feature instead of trying to manually record
transposes, which I've been doing at great trouble ocassionally, and have heard some others before haveing similar trouble alligning transposes. Well I thought to myself
when I found it, "Wowah, that could work a lot like the QY70s transpose stepping that I really miss, and maybe it is even better." Hmmm, but I haven't had a lot of time to
play around with it yet since I discovered it. 

So I was wondering if anyone here uses it much, or know more about how it works or is putting it to good use, that is if anyone knows what I'm talking about?

Zam 8^)
| 13632|13632|2004-12-03 08:26:15|hlipovac2000|Horr tracks new upload|
songs for december 2004 are up.

http://free-zg.t-com.hr/horr/
| 13633|13633|2004-12-05 10:23:04|crvenazvezda91|RS7000 Midi Loops|
Hi,

Has anyone ever got round to exporting all the midi loops out of the
RS7000?

I tkae some out of there, for playing around with in Cubase and was
just wondering if someone has already done all this and if I could get
them off them?

Thanks,
Rusty
| 13634|13634|2004-12-05 10:23:31|crvenazvezda91|Reading a Midi file in a text editor.|
Hi,

The problem:

I program a drum loop with effects etc in the RS7000.

I then want to be able to use this in a live scenario.

So I need to configure all the effect settings etc as cc & sysex
commands (Using the TG to voice setup = off option)

Does anyone know if there is a way to reading a midi file in a text
editor?

Or a way of finding out all the settings for a patch in the RS7000 so
I can then program the necessary sysex for live use?

Currently I'm doing this with a paper and pencil, but surely there is
a better way then this?

How about a Cubase Mixer Map or something?

A bit frustrating having a cool loop but not knowing how to make sure
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I can program that exact same loop from scratch.

Thanks,
Rusty
| 13635|13635|2004-12-05 10:23:43|crvenazvezda91|Sysex Commands|
Has anyone got a full lsit of all the sysex commands / strings in soft
copy or can point me to where I can find them?

Thanks,
Rusty
| 13636|13633|2004-12-05 11:22:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 Midi Loops|

> Hi,
> 
> Has anyone ever got round to exporting all the midi loops out of the
> RS7000?
> 
> I tkae some out of there, for playing around with in Cubase and was
> just wondering if someone has already done all this and if I could 
> get
> them off them?
> 
> Thanks,
> Rusty

If you mean the phrases (short midi snippets), there are over 7,000 of 
them and I doubt that anybody's went through that much effort. Would 
be nice, though. Maybe somebody on this list has done the better ones 
though.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13637|2549|2004-12-06 01:03:22|jeffry.laan@syngenta.com|RS7000 for sale|
I cannot imagine anyone without a RS is here on the board but i am trying to
sell mine.

RS7000 + 128mb card + scsi zip + the box it came in ;)
Price 750 Euro 
Located in the Netherlands

I will ship to anywhere in the World.
Email me privatly.

Jeffry
| 13638|13635|2004-12-06 03:13:20|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Sysex Commands|
crvenazvezda91 wrote:

>
>Has anyone got a full lsit of all the sysex commands / strings in soft
>copy or can point me to where I can find them?
>
>Thanks,
>Rusty
> 
>

I guess Yamaha offers the manual for download. Got no time to look, but 
you should find it just browsing the Yammiesite (yamahasynth.com)

goodluck
Wildemar
| 13639|13633|2004-12-06 11:55:15|crvenazvezda91|Re: RS7000 Midi Loops|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wasted/su700fan" wrote:

> > Hi,
> > 
> > Has anyone ever got round to exporting all the midi loops out of

the RS7000?

> > 
> > I tkae some out of there, for playing around with in Cubase and

was just wondering if someone has already done all this and if I could 
get them off them?
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> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Rusty
> 
> If you mean the phrases (short midi snippets), there are over 7,000 of 
> them and I doubt that anybody's went through that much effort. Would 
> be nice, though. Maybe somebody on this list has done the better ones 
> though.
> 
> -- 
> wasted/su700fan (su700fan@c...; su700fan@y...) 
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

Exactly the ones I'm talking about....

Sometimes I'll find a preset and want to take it into Cubase for more
tweaking, so ahve to save it to card, transfer it over to the
computer, etc etc

Wouldn't mind having them all already sitting there..... maybe one
day.... take what I need when I need it.

Best,
Rusty
| 13640|13640|2004-12-06 11:55:30|Six Pack Oneal|RP2 Player|
I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory card, but once I 
pull the files up on the computer I cannot get them to play. What 
software do I use to get these RP2 files to play?
| 13641|13641|2004-12-06 11:56:23|joecar1965i|Rs7k and xgworks|
Salve!!
I'm a new member from Genoa, Italy.
Before buying Rs, I have used Qy20, Qy22 and Qy70.

I often use xgwors from yahama.
I can't use xgwors with Rs7k. Someone can help me?

The program recognize the machine as MU-120 but xgworks isn't able to 
change the master effect (Variation etc.) in this way my song became 
rubbish.
The set, are the same of the Qy, where all work perfectly.
Here my setting: event chase: off, sts ex interval time: 100ms, tg 
mute mode : midi, midi sync: internal, midi clock out: off, midi 
control: in, 
echo back: off, tp parameter out: out a, voice setup to tg: ON, midi 
filter all check but if they arent' check nothing change.

I apologize for my bad english.

Giuseppe

Ps There is a Pc interface for Rs7k?
| 13642|13640|2004-12-06 11:56:53|Scott Kellogg|Re: RP2 Player|
I'm not aware of any device other than the RS that will play these 
files. What exactly are you trying to do?

/Scott

Six Pack Oneal wrote:

> 
> 
> I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory card, but once I 
> pull the files up on the computer I cannot get them to play. What 
> software do I use to get these RP2 files to play?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13643|13633|2004-12-06 11:57:45|Scott Kellogg|Re: RS7000 Midi Loops|

> Wouldn't mind having them all already sitting there..... maybe one
> day.... take what I need when I need it.
> 

If you do record these phrases into Cubase, make sure to share the MIDI 
with the group ;)

/Scott
| 13644|13640|2004-12-06 11:58:57|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: RP2 Player|
------------- Original message -------------- 

> I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory card, but once I 
> pull the files up on the computer I cannot get them to play. What 
> software do I use to get these RP2 files to play? 

The .R2P files (and their .R3P sample file counterparts) are RS7000 sequencer specific. They will not play in computers or other gear. They are not audio representation
files like .MP3s or .WAVs/.AIFs. They are sequencer data specific to the RS7k with associated samples, CC# settings, effect settings, etc.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13645|13641|2004-12-06 12:00:17|Scott Kellogg|Re: Rs7k and xgworks|

> 
> Ps There is a Pc interface for Rs7k?

I have not used the other devices you mention, sorry.

As far as I know, there is no computer/software interface for the RS7000.

/Scott
| 13646|13646|2004-12-06 15:45:10|jacob_frajdin|presentation and question|
Hi from sweden.
My name is jacob, and the first thing i wanna ask is if this is a
genuinely good place to hang for RM1x discussions?
Or, should i go somewhere else? 
There is an RM1x group here on Yahoo, but the last messages were quite
old so i figured it wasnt so active.
There is also the rm1x.co.uk site, but that messageboard has kind of a
strange interface. Prefer this one. There is some german board too.
I have an RM1x, an AN1x and since a couple of days an EMU ESI-200
sampler, and its the connection of these that i could use some help
with ... (i'm confused)
| 13647|13646|2004-12-06 15:48:56|Scott Kellogg|Re: presentation and question|
I'm not sure where to go for RM1x discussion, but the RS has a similar 
sequencer, so most of your questions are probably appropriate here.

/Scott

jacob_frajdin wrote:

>
>Hi from sweden.
>My name is jacob, and the first thing i wanna ask is if this is a
>genuinely good place to hang for RM1x discussions?
>Or, should i go somewhere else? 
>There is an RM1x group here on Yahoo, but the last messages were quite
>old so i figured it wasnt so active.
>There is also the rm1x.co.uk site, but that messageboard has kind of a
>strange interface. Prefer this one. There is some german board too.
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>I have an RM1x, an AN1x and since a couple of days an EMU ESI-200
>sampler, and its the connection of these that i could use some help
>with ... (i'm confused)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>
> 
>

| 13648|13646|2004-12-06 16:11:49|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: presentation and question|
-------------- Original message -------------- 

> I'm not sure where to go for RM1x discussion, but the RS has a similar 
> sequencer, so most of your questions are probably appropriate here. 
> 
> /Scott 
> 
> jacob_frajdin wrote: 
> 
> > 
> >Hi from sweden. 
> >My name is jacob, and the first thing i wanna ask is if this is a 
> >genuinely good place to hang for RM1x discussions? 
> >Or, should i go somewhere else? 
> >There is an RM1x group here on Yahoo, but the last messages were quite 
> >old so i figured it wasnt so active. 
> >There is also the rm1x.co.uk site, but that messageboard has kind of a 
> >strange interface. Prefer this one. There is some german board too. 
> >I have an RM1x, an AN1x and since a couple of days an EMU ESI-200 
> >sampler, and its the connection of these that i could use some help 
> >with ... (i'm confused) 

This group's description mentions that RM1x, SU700, QY700, and other Yamaha sequencer products are appropriate topics for discussion here. The reality of it though is
that not much other gear is talked about regularly on this list (other than the RS7000). You're welcome to bring up your questions here as the sequencers are relatively
similar.

There are currently 3 RM1x related mailing lists on Yahoo Groups right now (rm1x, rm1xrem1xinclub, and RM1XSeq), and unfortunately 2 of the 3 appear to be
overtaken by spammers due to missing/inactive Owners/Moderators. This group stays clean due to the active moderation of new members' posts by me and the other
mods. Unfortunately many formerly good groups like the 3 mentioned above have went to pot.

--wasted/su700fan (owner/moderator)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13649|13640|2004-12-06 18:18:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RP2 Player|
You can get your RP2 files to play if instead you save them as .SMFs or .MIDs. Maybe that is what you are wondering so you can get your files back and forth and
playable on other stuff. By the way those are General MIDI formats just so you know, it still wont sound like it does on the RS7k when you play it on something else.

Zam

In a message dated 12/5/2004 8:21:14 PM Eastern Standard Time, "Six Pack Oneal" <illwill3@yahoo.com> writes:

>
>
>
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>I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory card, but once I 
>pull the files up on the computer I cannot get them to play.  What 
>software do I use to get these RP2 files to play?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>

| 13650|13650|2004-12-07 08:18:01|Zeek Duff|Computer Software for the RS (was Re: Re: Rs7k and xgworks)|
On 12/6/04 11:26 PM, "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

> Original Message:
> Date: Mon, 06 Dec 2004 13:58:55 -0500
> From: Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org>
> Subject: Re: Rs7k and xgworks
> 
>> 
>> Ps There is a Pc interface for Rs7k?
> 
> As far as I know, there is no computer/software interface for the RS7000.

Well, there's TWE (The Wave Editor) that comes on the accompanying CD ROM.
I haven't used it yet, but I may try it to see if a long rhythm guitar part
can be more easily snipped into user phrases than doing it on the RS. From
reading the manual, seems that's why it was created, to make keeping track
of the files more handy, and more precise editing of the waveforms.
According to the manual, it's the only real need/use for a scsi connection
to the 'puter from the RS... The instructions for connecting and launching
the program are in the manual, to avoid potential conflicts.

I've been "experimenting" with sampling an acoustic guitar part and am
finding editing the loops on the RS's display and keeping track of file
locations to be something of a tedious pain. TWE might be a more logical
approach, I'll check it out tomorrow, 'cause if it does what I think, it'll
save a whole lot of time and eye strain. =8{

Best regards,
...z

The trouble with idealism is that life gets in the way...

Zeek Duff's new CD "Midnight Roses" is now HERE!!!
Latest news & links to audio at <http://www.zeekduff.com>
Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar From Beautiful Colorado
| 13651|13651|2004-12-07 08:18:40|gregor zoll|acidplanet: 550MB of free loops to download|
Hi,

i just read at kvr-vst.com there are 30 free loop-packs to download,
about 550MB in all! they surely suit the rs7k

go and leech:

http://www.acidplanet.com/freeloops/?t=541
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-- 
kind regards
gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com
mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13652|13652|2004-12-07 11:05:41|jacob_frajdin|how do i connect RM1x + sampler + keyboard|
OK, so heres my first question of many and a true newbie one too.
I have an RM1X as a center and sequencer of the gear, and i want to
play it with my synth/keyboard AN1x. I also want the RM1X to play
sounds from my EMU ESI2000 sampler. Is this a good setup, and more
importantly, how do i MIDI wire them ?

I mean, the RM1X needs to send midi out to control the sampler. And
the AN1x needs to send midi out to control the sequencer (RM1X). It
would also be very good if i could send midi from the RM1x to the AN1x.

peace
| 13653|13641|2004-12-07 17:21:26|haydn maxwell|Re: Rs7k and xgworks|
Hi 
Does anyone know where I can download the manual for reason 2.5?

Look fowards to a reply

Haydn

Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:

> 
> Ps There is a Pc interface for Rs7k?

I have not used the other devices you mention, sorry.

As far as I know, there is no computer/software interface for the RS7000.

/Scott
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13654|13635|2004-12-07 19:50:52|crvenazvezda91|Re: Sysex Commands|
*Blushes*

I looked there already, but only looked under "Downloads" for the
RS7000 and only found the OS updates.....

A closer look under the "Downloads" section in the "Manual Library"
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found it.

Thanks for your help.

Rusty

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger 
wrote:

> crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> 
> >
> >Has anyone got a full lsit of all the sysex commands / strings in soft
> >copy or can point me to where I can find them?
> >
> >Thanks,
> >Rusty
> > 
> >
> I guess Yamaha offers the manual for download. Got no time to look,

but 

> you should find it just browsing the Yammiesite (yamahasynth.com)
> 
> goodluck
> Wildemar

| 13655|13652|2004-12-07 23:34:21|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how do i connect RM1x + sampler + keyboard|
Not sure how many outs/ins/thrus each has, but my first guess would go:

Rm1x midi out to An1x midi in. AN1x thru to Emu in.

I'd prob assign the An1x to receive channel 15 the emu 16.

Or set the emu to initialize its song starts when the master an1x starts if you got more channels wanting to play.

The An1x would probably be your main controller, so its out will probably be swapped between the Rm1x & Emu by hand which is what I'd do and save a midi chord, or if
the Rm1x or Emu has a thru use an extra cable between them.

Confused yet?

Thats my first guess, second is setup one of those midi bay thingies I forget what they are called but sure someone here will know.

Zam

In a message dated 12/7/2004 11:54:52 AM Eastern Standard Time, "jacob_frajdin" <jacob.frajdin@webmails.com> writes:

>
>
>
>OK, so heres my first question of many and a true newbie one too.
>I have an RM1X as a center and sequencer of the gear, and i want to
>play it with my synth/keyboard AN1x. I also want the RM1X to play
>sounds from my EMU ESI2000 sampler. Is this a good setup, and more
>importantly, how do i MIDI wire them ?
> 
>I mean, the RM1X needs to send midi out to control the sampler. And
>the AN1x needs to send midi out to control the sequencer (RM1X). It
>would also be very good if i could send midi from the RM1x to the AN1x.
> 
>peace
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>

| 13656|13656|2004-12-08 01:51:00|Dbeam505@aol.com|Anyone going to Therapy?|
Anyone in this forum going? Just curious, wish I could go or wish they had 
some similar RS7000 gathering closer to me. 

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13657|13633|2004-12-08 10:28:51|crvenazvezda91|Re: RS7000 Midi Loops|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Scott Kellogg wrote:

> 
> > Wouldn't mind having them all already sitting there..... maybe one
> > day.... take what I need when I need it.
> > 
> 
> If you do record these phrases into Cubase, make sure to share the MIDI 
> with the group ;)
> 
> /Scott

Yes, I would release them to the group.

But if we are talking about 7000 phrases or whatever, that is a LOT
for one guy... if it's already been done, great.

If not, I don't really have the time nor desire to do them all on my
own.... 

A group effort would cut down number of loops per person and time
required per person....

Just a thought.....

Rusty
| 13658|13640|2004-12-08 10:28:57|Will Wharton III|Re: RP2 Player|
Thanks
--- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> You can get your RP2 files to play if instead you
> save them as .SMFs or .MIDs. Maybe that is what you
> are wondering so you can get your files back and
> forth and playable on other stuff. By the way those
> are General MIDI formats just so you know, it still
> wont sound like it does on the RS7k when you play it
> on something else.
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 12/5/2004 8:21:14 PM Eastern
> Standard Time, "Six Pack Oneal" <illwill3@yahoo.com>
> writes:
> 
> >
> >
> >
> >I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory
> card, but once I 
> >pull the files up on the computer I cannot get them
> to play. �What 
> >software do I use to get these RP2 files to play?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
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> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ:
>

�http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
All your favorites on one personal page � Try My Yahoo!
http://my.yahoo.com
| 13659|13640|2004-12-08 10:29:46|Will Wharton III|Re: RP2 Player|
Get songs onto a CD
--- Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:

> I'm not aware of any device other than the RS that
> will play these 
> files. What exactly are you trying to do?
> 
> /Scott
> 
> Six Pack Oneal wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory
> card, but once I 
> > pull the files up on the computer I cannot get
> them to play. What 
> > software do I use to get these RP2 files to play?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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>
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> 

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses. 
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13660|13640|2004-12-08 10:32:53|Scott Kellogg|Re: RP2 Player|
You'll have to record the audio output of the RS into a sound recording 
program like Sound Forge or DSP-Quattro, then burn the audio file to the CD.

/Scott

Will Wharton III wrote:

> 
> Get songs onto a CD
> --- Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:
> 
> 
>>I'm not aware of any device other than the RS that
>>will play these 
>>files. What exactly are you trying to do?
>>
>>/Scott
>>
>>Six Pack Oneal wrote:
>>
>>>
>>>I have a Smart Media Reader for my RS7000 memory
>>
>>card, but once I 
>>
>>>pull the files up on the computer I cannot get
>>
>>them to play. What 
>>
>>>software do I use to get these RP2 files to play?
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>>>FAQ: 
>>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> 
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>>>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> 
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Do you Yahoo!? 
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> Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses. 
> http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13661|13640|2004-12-09 02:55:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RP2 Player|
In that case, you will have to record it into your computer like you would 
record anything else with sound into it, likely through stereo input on the 
sound card to some software recording utility, then have a separate or the same 
program convert it to CD format and all that good stuff and "burrrrn it" - 
Braveheart

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 12/8/2004 9:42:05 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
illwill3@yahoo.com writes:

Get songs onto a CD

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13662|13662|2004-12-09 08:31:40|Philip Mucci|Sampling tempo woes...|
Hi folks,

Ok, I'm trying to wrestle with some simple sampled loops on my RS. My
current experience is that this box seems horrible suited to the task,
but I'm hoping it's just due to 'user error'.

So I have a sample. It loops nicely...a challenge with the brain dead
zoom implementation on the sample trim dialog and finding the zero
crossing point? No way to do that. But with luck, it sounds OK. Note
that this sample has been created WITHOUT any note data.

Now, I just want a phrase to just loop the sample over and over again. I
honestly don't give a rats behind about measures for sample loops, but
the RS sure does. 

So I go to real time record, record 1 loop. Then I have to continuously
play with the tempo until the thing loops without any 'gaps' at the end
of the measure. ARGH. The other way I've tried is that if I want a
certain tempo (and I usually do because I've already counted it off
against the sample), then I have to record a phrase of loops long enough
such that the sample length becomes a multiple of the damn measure
length. This is often longer than 20 bars!

Surely I'm doing something wrong, because this is absolutely useless.
Yeah, I know about the timestretch function, but I don't want to change
the pacing of the sample. I like it just the way it is.

Hopefully there's an easy answer to this. I'm thankful for the continued
support on this board. 

Regards,
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Phil
| 13663|13663|2004-12-09 08:31:47|fractalzooma|using rs7k +pc|
Ive got an rs7k and just bought a pc.i want to be able to hook them up
together.what leads,connections software do i need,eg midi etc.what 
can i do with such a setup.any help or tips thanks.
| 13664|13664|2004-12-09 08:32:16|fractalzooma|track and sample storage|
can i use my pc to load and save data to and from rs7k?if so what 
exactly can i store and how? are the smart media cards now obsolete 
or can i get them from yamaha?what about zip drives.what software do 
i need to save my tracks on pc and burn the signal data to cd?any 
help thanks.
| 13665|13662|2004-12-09 08:34:01|Scott Kellogg|Re: Sampling tempo woes...|
Have you tried running a Slice job on the sample after you've got it 
looping? That will help you play it back at different tempi.

/Scott

Philip Mucci wrote:

> 
> Hi folks,
> 
> Ok, I'm trying to wrestle with some simple sampled loops on my RS. My
> current experience is that this box seems horrible suited to the task,
> but I'm hoping it's just due to 'user error'.
> 
> So I have a sample. It loops nicely...a challenge with the brain dead
> zoom implementation on the sample trim dialog and finding the zero
> crossing point? No way to do that. But with luck, it sounds OK. Note
> that this sample has been created WITHOUT any note data.
> 
> Now, I just want a phrase to just loop the sample over and over again. I
> honestly don't give a rats behind about measures for sample loops, but
> the RS sure does. 
> 
> So I go to real time record, record 1 loop. Then I have to continuously
> play with the tempo until the thing loops without any 'gaps' at the end
> of the measure. ARGH. The other way I've tried is that if I want a
> certain tempo (and I usually do because I've already counted it off
> against the sample), then I have to record a phrase of loops long enough
> such that the sample length becomes a multiple of the damn measure
> length. This is often longer than 20 bars!
> 
> Surely I'm doing something wrong, because this is absolutely useless.
> Yeah, I know about the timestretch function, but I don't want to change
> the pacing of the sample. I like it just the way it is.
> 
> Hopefully there's an easy answer to this. I'm thankful for the continued
> support on this board. 
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Phil
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>
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| 13666|13664|2004-12-09 08:36:55|Scott Kellogg|Re: track and sample storage|
Have you checked out the FAQ on the RS7000 Yahoo group? It covers most 
of these questions.

I've found that the easiest way to move samples from your PC to the RS 
is to get a cheap USB SmartMedia reader, put the samples on the card, 
and then put the card into the RS to load the samples.

That being said, I'm going to get an internal 250M Zip drive to do 
basically the same thing. I have an external SCSI 250M Zip drive that I 
hang off the RS for storage. I want to just pop the disk into the 
computer's drive to manage the samples, then put it back in the RS to 
load the samples. That way, I can save my autoload file on my 64M 
SmartMedia card, which happens to be the amount of RAM in the RS.

Hope this helps.

/Scott

fractalzooma wrote:

> 
> 
> can i use my pc to load and save data to and from rs7k?if so what 
> exactly can i store and how? are the smart media cards now obsolete 
> or can i get them from yamaha?what about zip drives.what software do 
> i need to save my tracks on pc and burn the signal data to cd?any 
> help thanks.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13667|13667|2004-12-10 08:35:41|Philip Mucci|Re: sampling tempo woes...|
Hi Scott,

Nope, I haven't tried this, in fact I've never used it! I was under the
impression that slice was for drump loops and the like. The sample I'm
working with now is about an 8 beat flute loop with no pauses between
notes...So if I understand you correctly, if I slice it properly, I
could (ideally) play each note of the sample. But then, don't I lose the
nature of the original loop?

Thanks again. 

And do the dude who was asking about storage for the RS7K. You can use
external SCSI zip drives (I believe 100 and 250Meg work, I've got 250).
And you can easily buy a cheap USB smart media reader...but the zip and
smart media don't save the track as audio of course...this is a MIDI
workstation. If you want to save the entire track, you've got to get
yourself some digital recording software (or at least sampling software
that can stream to disk...)

> Message: 4 
> Date: Thu, 09 Dec 2004 10:34:06 -0500
> From: Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org>
> Subject: Re: Sampling tempo woes...
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> 
> Have you tried running a Slice job on the sample after you've got it 
> looping? That will help you play it back at different tempi.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> Philip Mucci wrote:
> > 
> > Hi folks,
> > 
> > Ok, I'm trying to wrestle with some simple sampled loops on my RS. My
> > current experience is that this box seems horrible suited to the task,
> > but I'm hoping it's just due to 'user error'.
> > 
> > So I have a sample. It loops nicely...a challenge with the brain dead
> > zoom implementation on the sample trim dialog and finding the zero
> > crossing point? No way to do that. But with luck, it sounds OK. Note
> > that this sample has been created WITHOUT any note data.
> > 
> > Now, I just want a phrase to just loop the sample over and over again. I
> > honestly don't give a rats behind about measures for sample loops, but
> > the RS sure does. 
> > 
> > So I go to real time record, record 1 loop. Then I have to continuously
> > play with the tempo until the thing loops without any 'gaps' at the end
> > of the measure. ARGH. The other way I've tried is that if I want a
> > certain tempo (and I usually do because I've already counted it off
> > against the sample), then I have to record a phrase of loops long enough
> > such that the sample length becomes a multiple of the damn measure
> > length. This is often longer than 20 bars!
> > 
> > Surely I'm doing something wrong, because this is absolutely useless.
> > Yeah, I know about the timestretch function, but I don't want to change
> > the pacing of the sample. I like it just the way it is.
> > 
> > Hopefully there's an easy answer to this. I'm thankful for the continued
> > support on this board. 
> > 
> > Regards,
> > 
> > Phil
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> ________________________________________________________________________
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 
> Message: 5 
> Date: Thu, 09 Dec 2004 10:37:08 -0500
> From: Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org>
> Subject: Re: track and sample storage
> 
> Have you checked out the FAQ on the RS7000 Yahoo group? It covers most 
> of these questions.
> 
> I've found that the easiest way to move samples from your PC to the RS 
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> is to get a cheap USB SmartMedia reader, put the samples on the card, 
> and then put the card into the RS to load the samples.
> 
> That being said, I'm going to get an internal 250M Zip drive to do 
> basically the same thing. I have an external SCSI 250M Zip drive that I 
> hang off the RS for storage. I want to just pop the disk into the 
> computer's drive to manage the samples, then put it back in the RS to 
> load the samples. That way, I can save my autoload file on my 64M 
> SmartMedia card, which happens to be the amount of RAM in the RS.
> 
> Hope this helps.
> 
> /Scott
> 
> fractalzooma wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > can i use my pc to load and save data to and from rs7k?if so what 
> > exactly can i store and how? are the smart media cards now obsolete 
> > or can i get them from yamaha?what about zip drives.what software do 
> > i need to save my tracks on pc and burn the signal data to cd?any 
> > help thanks.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> ________________________________________________________________________
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13668|13667|2004-12-10 08:42:05|Scott Kellogg|Re: sampling tempo woes...|

> Nope, I haven't tried this, in fact I've never used it! I was under the
> impression that slice was for drump loops and the like. The sample I'm
> working with now is about an 8 beat flute loop with no pauses between
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> notes...So if I understand you correctly, if I slice it properly, I
> could (ideally) play each note of the sample. But then, don't I lose the
> nature of the original loop?

Naaaa, you can slice anything. It will map the first slice to E0, the 
next to F0, and so on. The *accuracy* of the slice is something you'll 
have to experiement with, though. I often get happy results from the 
Slice job, since it can do some odd things. If you mess with it enough, 
you'll get the original loop played back at different tempi.

If you have a computer, you might look into ReCycle software. You can 
control the sliced to a fine level of granularity, and export them plus 
a MIDI file. Then you put these files on your SmartMedia card and load 
them into the RS. I use both ReCycle and the Slice job (not on the same 
loop), depending on how I feel like working.

/Scott
| 13669|13669|2004-12-17 04:06:37|megons|My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
I'm about to embark on a crazy project: let me call it the RS9000 ES.

I've been performing live electronic dance music since 1997 and have
used a variety of setups, including the RM1x and RS7000. Currently I
use two RS7000's live since 2002, but I'm now banging my head against
the wall because of various memory and fx limitations. We all know
that it's extremely unlikely that Yamaha will ever make a successor to
the RS7000, hence my desire to opt using a Motif ES live. (Since I use
a lot of samples, the Motif Rack / Rack ES is *not* an option)

Nevertheless, the Motif ES is too large for me to bring to most of my
gigs. It's a huge pain to bring a keyboard on airplanes and trains.

As such, I would like to mount the guts of an ES6 inside of a tabletop
case. Since the ES simply doesn't have the nice control surface of the
RS7000, I'm going to design and build some custom midi controllers to
go inside of the case (courtesy uCApps: http://ucapps.de). So I'm
going to at least add rotary encoders and a mini RS-style keyboard. (I
might also implement a grid-style sequencer seeing as Yamaha decided
to "omit" that from the Motif *grumble*). 

The front panel will be custom manufactured by Schaeffer Apparatebau:
http://www.schaeffer-apparatebau.de/ 

--===> Here's a *rough* sketch of what I have in mind:
http://sneak-thief.com/RS9000.jpg <===--

The dimensions closely match the RS7000 (~17.5"x15"). Please note:
this layout will obviously change after the boards are carefully
measured, but at least I tried to do everything to scale to give an
idea of what's possible.

You'll notice 16 rotary push-button encoders at the top. They will be
freely assignable to any midi command. There are also 8 buttons to the
left of the little LCD screen. As I mentioned before, this will be a
standard uCApps midibox interface; it's midi output will be merged
with the midi input that goes directly into the ES. The RS7000/RM1x
style keyboard at the bottom will also be connected to the uCApps midi
interface. 

I plan to keep almost all of the original switches and knobs as
they're laid out on the boards. I prefer to add rotary encoders and
buttons that transmit midi. So it's really just a matter of
rearranging everything to fit in a smaller case.

I'm thinking of putting the power supply in a separate case because it
will generate less heat and perhaps less interference. It will also
make the main case and easier to handle.

As for the keyboard, I would keep it in the original case and run a
DB-15 or DB-25 cable that could connect to the back of the table-top
case in case I wanted to use it.

I'm going to take lots of photos to document this process, like I did
(but with better lighting) when I mounted a Nord Micromodular inside
of my RS7000: http://www.sneak-thief.com/nordrs7000.html

p.s. Long before the AN200 came out, I stuck the guts of an AN1x in a
tabletop case (for the sake of not having to carry as much stuff to
gigs) ...so I have some prior experience with this kind of thing. 

Cheers,



michel (sneak-thief / polygamy boys)
gingerbread house records
http://sneak-thief.com
http://polygamyboys.com
| 13670|13669|2004-12-17 06:09:38|Robert van der Kamp|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
Nice idea! :)

How are the specs of the Motif ES vs the RS7000?
More MIDI tracks? Better sampling options?

- Robert
| 13671|13669|2004-12-17 06:37:35|megons|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp 
wrote:

> Nice idea! :)
> 
> How are the specs of the Motif ES vs the RS7000?
> More MIDI tracks? Better sampling options?
> 
> - Robert

Hi Robert,

The Motif ES has the same sequencing engine with the same amount of
tracks. 

However, here are the -interesting- Motif ES the specs:

- Polyphony: 128 notes + the polyphony of the Plug-in Board (if
installed)

- 4 layer Multi-samples + Velocity Switching

- 1787 Arpeggio types (!) ...these arpeggios work in conjunction with
specific Voices and are called Mega-Voices. For example, an arp for a
guitar voice triggers samples of hammer-ons, pull-offs, harmonics,
slides, and fret noises. It sounds quite realistic and is very
playable.

- Multi Timbrality: 16 parts (internal) + 3 or more Plug-in Board
parts (1 for each Single Plug-in Board; 16 for Multi Plug-in Board),
Audio Input parts (A/D, AIEB2, mLAN*) *4 stereo parts

- 8 FX Inserts (!) + 1 Reverb block + 1 Chorus/Delay Block + Master
effect + Master EQ + 3-band EQ per track

- Internal Waves: 175MB, 1,859 waveforms

- Up to 1gb SDRAM (!!!)

- Can use almost any USB storage device

- Voice Preset: 768 Normal Voices + 64 Drum Kits

- 3 PLG Plug-in Card slot

- Filters: 18 types (improved quality over RS)

- mLan card available

- Sample Format: Original format, WAV, AIFF, A3000/4000/5000/SU700
format (loadable only), AKAI S1000/S3000 format (loadable only)

michel
| 13672|13669|2004-12-17 07:40:51|Robert van der Kamp|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
On Friday 17 December 2004 14:34, megons wrote:

> However, here are the -interesting- Motif ES the specs:

Ah, I see. So you get a full sampler engine with tons of 
memory, arps, and a serious synth engine. That's much 
better than the RS indeed.

BUT... you still have only 16 MIDI tracks, while you now 
have 32 with your two RS machines. Can you go back to 16?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


- Robert
| 13673|13669|2004-12-17 09:41:45|megons|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> Ah, I see. So you get a full sampler engine with tons of 
> memory, arps, and a serious synth engine. That's much 
> better than the RS indeed.
> 
> BUT... you still have only 16 MIDI tracks, while you now 
> have 32 with your two RS machines. Can you go back to 16?
> 
> - Robert

For live I would still use 2 sequencers: one RS7000 and one RS9000 ES :)

I'm not sure what I'll do with my extra RS7000 yet. It doesn't matter
though because I got it for so cheap ($600 US). 

If you're wondering why I would go to all of this trouble, it's
because I actually do this silly music thing for a living :) 

michel
| 13674|13669|2004-12-17 10:38:49|Robert van der Kamp|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
On Friday 17 December 2004 17:40, megons wrote:

> If you're wondering why I would go to all of this
> trouble, it's because I actually do this silly music
> thing for a living :)

Could you adopt me please? ;)

I assumed you wanted to get rid of the double RS concept and 
replace both with one RS9ES, but now you still have to use 
both. Would be perfect if your RS9 would have 32 MIDI 
tracks. Why not add an RS7 to your frankenstein machine? :)

- Robert
| 13675|13669|2004-12-17 18:00:30|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
That is a pretty dang cool mod, hope it all works out. I'd keep the knob groupings on the top right of the RS simlar though, more intuitive, I like the RSs knob grouping.
Pitch and Mod wheels, and faders too, greatest add ons!

Zam
| 13676|13669|2004-12-21 13:01:34|steffen909|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
If something like this ever came out.. Id buy iy in a second!
looks very cool too!
If somebody at yamaha is reading: produce a box like this with 
2midichannels! ;)
| 13677|13677|2004-12-21 20:17:56|Christopher Layne|wonder if this was done on an rs7k|
http://demon.dopeman.org/getright/

ha ha.

-cl
| 13678|13669|2004-12-22 10:57:30|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
steffen909 wrote:

>If somebody at yamaha is reading: produce a box like this with 
>2midichannels! ;)
> 
>

Yeah! Two channels would be like *so* awasome. Imagine: you could have a 
drumtrack AND a synthtrack. At the same time! Or two synths. Or two 
Drums!!! Whoopeee!
Wreaking auditory havoc!

;)

You meant two seperate midi outputs with 16 channels each, right? Yeah, 
I know. I'm a sarcastic a-hole. So I apologize and bid you farewell ;)

Wildemar
| 13679|13669|2004-12-22 14:56:11|Latif|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger 
wrote:
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> steffen909 wrote:
> 
> >If somebody at yamaha is reading: produce a box like this with 
> >2midichannels! ;)
> > 
> >
> Yeah! Two channels would be like *so* awasome. Imagine: you could 

have a 

> drumtrack AND a synthtrack. At the same time! Or two synths. Or two 
> Drums!!! Whoopeee!
> Wreaking auditory havoc!
> 
> ;)
> 
> You meant two seperate midi outputs with 16 channels each, right? 

Yeah, 

> I know. I'm a sarcastic a-hole. So I apologize and bid you 

farewell ;)

> 
> Wildemar

Wildemar, why farewell? :)
the old ass MC-80 sequencer from Roland did that allready, you know 
that don't you?
http://www.vintagesynth.org/roland/images/mc80.jpg

season greetings my friends
Latif
| 13680|13669|2004-12-22 22:27:08|Robert van der Kamp|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
On Wednesday 22 December 2004 18:58, Wildemar Wildenburger 
wrote:

> You meant two seperate midi outputs with 16 channels
> each, right? Yeah, I know. I'm a sarcastic a-hole. So I
> apologize and bid you farewell ;)

I understand steffen909's mistake, but don't get the two 
MIDI outputs he really wanted to mention. The RS7000 
already *has* two MIDI outputs, right?

- Robert
| 13681|13669|2004-12-23 02:54:26|steffen909|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
hehhehehehhehehheh......
I actually thought i wrote 32 midichannels... (the 3 must have been 
lost somewhere along the way)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger 

> wrote:
> > steffen909 wrote:
> > 
> > >If somebody at yamaha is reading: produce a box like this with 
> > >2midichannels! ;)
> > > 
> > >
> > Yeah! Two channels would be like *so* awasome. Imagine: you could 
> have a 
> > drumtrack AND a synthtrack. At the same time! Or two synths. Or 
two 
> > Drums!!! Whoopeee!
> > Wreaking auditory havoc!
> > 
> > ;)
> > 
> > You meant two seperate midi outputs with 16 channels each, right? 
> Yeah, 
> > I know. I'm a sarcastic a-hole. So I apologize and bid you 
> farewell ;)

http://www.vintagesynth.org/roland/images/mc80.jpg
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > 
> > Wildemar
> 
> Wildemar, why farewell? :)
> the old ass MC-80 sequencer from Roland did that allready, you know 
> that don't you?
> http://www.vintagesynth.org/roland/images/mc80.jpg
> 
> 
> season greetings my friends
> Latif

| 13682|13669|2004-12-23 02:58:15|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
Latif wrote:

>Wildemar, why farewell? :)
> 
>

Why indeed? Stoopid vocabulary mistake.
Hadid when that happens ...
:)

>the old ass MC-80 sequencer from Roland did that allready, you know 
>that don't you?
>http://www.vintagesynth.org/roland/images/mc80.jpg
> 
>

You trying to challenge me? ;) As a matter of fact, when researching 
which seq to buy, I came across this fella too and quite liked it (not 
for the 32 channels though, I believe). But then ofcourse I had to go 
for the newest kid on the block and bought the RS. Which I dont regret, 
I'm just saying.

>season greetings my friends
>Latif
> 
>

Well, lets face it: The only good thing Christmas has brought in the 
near past is the Futurama X-Mas episodes. Other than that its pretty 
much spoiled by commercialization. And people like me (beating on 
Chrismas for its commercialization). ;)

Ok enough mindless chitchat. Lets get to work! :)
(Actually there's no real reason for me replying here, I'm just 
lingering in the net istead of working ...)

c.u.
Wildemar
| 13683|13669|2004-12-23 03:07:01|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
Robert van der Kamp wrote:

>I understand steffen909's mistake, but don't get the two 
>MIDI outputs he really wanted to mention. The RS7000 
>already *has* two MIDI outputs, right?
> 
>

Yeah, but only for 16 channels. The point there is (as steffen909* just 
this very instant made clear ;)) having 32 channels with 16 ones per output.

But I guess thats an understandable lapse of yours then, since you 
ABANDONED your RS a while ago and probably already start forgetting 
about it. Ok, trivia: How many Midichannels and Outs does the RS7k have? 
Hehehehe, tough one. I'd like to see you solve that!
;)
Oh golly gee, I'm certainly in >sarcastic insult mode< way to quickly 
these days. Thats because I'm "overworked", I guess. Hope it will be 
better when our robot knows a piece of duct tape from ground (currently 
building the most useless robot in history).

so, ehr, sorry :)
Bye I'm out
Wildemar
| 13684|13684|2004-12-27 06:37:00|markt700|new member just saying hi|
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Have had my rs for a few mths and had rm1x for a year, im a 
guitarist by trade but play roland sythguitar as midi controller ,i 
use cubase5 and dont make dance music. So i could be boring newny 
but into ambiant and funk with a metal edge , i was dissapointed 
with my rs when i first got it cause the real instrument sounds were 
gm naff , but soon as i used it for what its for and sampled rean 
stuff and used the filtered leads and basses ,and choice drum 
asounds effected a tweaked i have fallen in love. so ive joined your 
group in the hope i can learn and chat about this lil silver machine
bye for now
| 13685|13685|2004-12-29 12:25:37|greatestofalltymes|Phatt Attack: SM-RS7-02|
Anyone have this and/or the other Smartmedia cards for the RS? How 
are they. They don't seem easy to get. I want them!
| 13686|13685|2004-12-29 18:05:25|wasted/su700fan|Re: Phatt Attack: SM-RS7-02|

> Anyone have this and/or the other Smartmedia cards for the RS? How 
> are they. They don't seem easy to get. I want them!

From what I understand they are just more preset patterns/styles like 
the ones that come on the 8MB SM card you get when you buy the RS7000. 
I think I recall someone on either this list or the www.RS7000.org 
forum saying that they weren't that good/worth the money. Have not 
heard them myself, so I can't comment. Good luck trying to source them 
if you're still interested in them. If nothing else, they make 
excellent additional SM cards for saving & loading your own creations. 
:D

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com) 
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ: 
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13687|13687|2005-01-05 10:45:04|genolove1|anyone know some one who might want this|
Since I have an RS7000, I need to sell this. Hard to do but must move 
on.

http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3773668011
| 13688|13687|2005-01-05 12:03:53|Christopher Layne|Re: anyone know some one who might want this|
$1200?

You've got to be kidding.

-cl

On Tue, Jan 04, 2005 at 03:24:48AM -0000, genolove1 wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> Since I have an RS7000, I need to sell this. Hard to do but must move 
> on.
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3773668011
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13689|13669|2005-01-07 05:04:40|BEKEN ONE|Re: My successor to the RS7000 - the RS9000 ES...|
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yes.. yo are geek...I love it :)
| 13690|13687|2005-01-07 07:29:20|Scott Kellogg|Re: anyone know some one who might want this|
Maybe it's one of the limited-edition gold-plated ones.

Seriously, you'll be doing well to get $600 for it.

/Scott

> $1200?
>
> You've got to be kidding.
>
> -cl
>
> On Tue, Jan 04, 2005 at 03:24:48AM -0000, genolove1 wrote:
> > Since I have an RS7000, I need to sell this. Hard to do but must move
> > on.
> >
> > http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3773668011
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 13691|13687|2005-01-09 12:33:49|nymphrecords|HAHAHAHAHA!! I can feel my legs!!|
Greetings.
I've decided I want an RS7000. Does anyone want to sell one? Would you like to trade 
even up for my Korg EMX? Also, if this post is in the wrong place I'm sorry. Email::: 
sauce(at)sauce.zzn.com ..

thanks,

Daniel
| 13692|13687|2005-01-10 11:36:01|davidelsmore|Re: HAHAHAHAHA!! I can feel my legs!!|
on 8-1-05 11:53 pm, nymphrecords at sauce@solartribe.zzn.com wrote:

Greetings.
I've decided I want an RS7000. Does anyone want to sell one? Would you like
to trade 
even up for my Korg EMX? Also, if this post is in the wrong place I'm sorry.
Email::: 
sauce(at)sauce.zzn.com ..

thanks,

Daniel
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Yahoo! Groups Links
To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

Hi yes I have one to sell I am in the uk where are you

David 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13693|13687|2005-01-16 12:01:52|nymphrecords|Re: HAHAHAHAHA!! I can feel my legs!!|

> 
> Hi yes I have one to sell I am in the uk where are you
> 
> David 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

I'm actually travelling around the US at the moment. How much in pounds do 
you wish to collect for it? I'll check on shipping... Later.
| 13694|13694|2005-01-22 15:01:10|bischoftobias|WG: Searching for RS7000 patchscript for Cubase fx|
Where can I load a patchscipt for the RS7000 and Cubase fx? Nothing 
on the web. Can you help me?
| 13695|13694|2005-01-23 02:56:12|jkurve|Re: WG: Searching for RS7000 patchscript for Cubase fx|
This help?

http://www.electronicscene.com/artist/files.cfm?a=1251

- Joe Kurve
http://ElectronicScene.com/JKurve

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bischoftobias" 
wrote:

> 
> Where can I load a patchscipt for the RS7000 and Cubase fx? Nothing 
> on the web. Can you help me?

| 13696|13696|2005-01-23 22:04:56|rubencallens|loading files|
hi all,

I just got my rs7000!!
one thing I'd like to know :
I would like to play my rm1x patterns with the rs7000, I heared that 
this is possible because the sounds of the rm1x are also at the same 
place in the rs7000.
But the rm1x only has a floppy disk.
The rs7000 has no floppy disk but scsi.
The rm1x has no scsi.
So how can I load my rm1x patterns into the rs7000????????
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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I really really hope that there's an easy solution for this!

thank you very much
| 13697|13696|2005-01-24 00:33:48|J. B.|Re: loading files|
One solution would be to upload your rm1x files from
your floppy to your computer. Then put it on a smart
media card (which the RS uses). If your computer
needs a smart card drive: I think they are only about
$25 (USD). I hope that helps. Have fun with your new
toy! :)

-

JB
--- rubencallens <rubencallens@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> 
> hi all,
> 
> I just got my rs7000!!
> one thing I'd like to know :
> I would like to play my rm1x patterns with the
> rs7000, I heared that 
> this is possible because the sounds of the rm1x are
> also at the same 
> place in the rs7000.
> But the rm1x only has a floppy disk.
> The rs7000 has no floppy disk but scsi.
> The rm1x has no scsi.
> So how can I load my rm1x patterns into the
> rs7000????????
> 
> I really really hope that there's an easy solution
> for this!
> 
> thank you very much
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
The all-new My Yahoo! - What will yours do?
http://my.yahoo.com
| 13698|13698|2005-01-24 20:27:57|Léo|desist|
hi guys....know..after almost one year using the RS....i desist ...this
synth is one realy shit....the sounds is shit...the memory is
shit...everything....know i use only for midi controler of Logic
Audio....to dont trought on the trash !!!!!

----- Original Message -----
From: "J. B." <casualfools@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2005 5:33 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] loading files

>
> One solution would be to upload your rm1x files from
> your floppy to your computer. Then put it on a smart
> media card (which the RS uses). If your computer
> needs a smart card drive: I think they are only about
> $25 (USD). I hope that helps. Have fun with your new
> toy! :)
>
> -
>
> JB
> --- rubencallens <rubencallens@yahoo.com> wrote:

mailto:rubencallens@yahoo.com
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>
> >
> >
> > hi all,
> >
> > I just got my rs7000!!
> > one thing I'd like to know :
> > I would like to play my rm1x patterns with the
> > rs7000, I heared that
> > this is possible because the sounds of the rm1x are
> > also at the same
> > place in the rs7000.
> > But the rm1x only has a floppy disk.
> > The rs7000 has no floppy disk but scsi.
> > The rm1x has no scsi.
> > So how can I load my rm1x patterns into the
> > rs7000????????
> >
> > I really really hope that there's an easy solution
> > for this!
> >
> > thank you very much
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> The all-new My Yahoo! - What will yours do?
> http://my.yahoo.com
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --
> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
> Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.2 - Release Date: 21/1/2005
>

| 13699|13698|2005-01-25 01:21:02|Christopher Layne|Re: desist|
On Mon, Jan 24, 2005 at 11:32:40PM -0200, L?o wrote:

> 
> hi guys....know..after almost one year using the RS....i desist ...this
> synth is one realy shit....the sounds is shit...the memory is
> shit...everything....know i use only for midi controler of Logic
> Audio....to dont trought on the trash !!!!!

We see who makes music and who tries to have the instruments make the
music for them.

-cl
| 13700|13698|2005-01-25 02:25:15|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: desist|
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Logic is computer software right? That's comparing apples & oranges! I 
think its actually interesting that one might even attempt to make a comparison 
like that with the RS. Its like a mouse scaring an elephant, the irony.

Anyway, this is still fairly dry tweakage wise, but it is 100% RS7000. Some 
of the leads are actually based off one of the canned phrases, which I don't 
do very often, but here ya go:

_http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3) 

Felt like sharing for those with a few brain cells that still love what the 
RS is capable of creating. I think I'm only using 13 channels, one pattern, 
and just one section.

Enjoy!

Zam

In a message dated 1/25/2005 12:22:42 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
clayne@anodized.com writes:

> hi guys....know..after almost one year using the RS....i desist ...this
> synth is one realy shit....the sounds is shit...the memory is
> shit...everything....know i use only for midi controler of Logic
> Audio....to dont trought on the trash !!!!!

We see who makes music and who tries to have the instruments make the
music for them.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13701|13698|2005-01-25 09:20:11|tapebias|Hillbilly|
Brother let me say that I've been around the RS since its inception 
and seen & heard all the praise & flames on this machine but . . . 

This track of yours *ROCKS* me. 

Love it. 

Dirty, dark. Chunked out.

Thanks for the ear candy bro.

btw - if you're not too precious about production secrets, how on 
earth did you make that awesome lead (guitarish) sound ?

Cheers,

TB

> 
> Felt like sharing for those with a few brain cells that still love 

what the 

> RS is capable of creating. I think I'm only using 13 channels, 

one pattern, 

> and just one section.
> 
> Enjoy!
> 
> Zam
>

| 13702|13698|2005-01-25 09:32:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: desist|
Sorry I approved the message from Leo guys, I hope this doesn't start a 
flamewar (seemed a little like flamebait to me). Just didn't want to 
censor. Looking forward to hearing your track later. I have to agree 
with you, they're 2 different ways of working and some people just 

http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3_
http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3)
mailto:clayne@anodized.com


don't get how to work the hardware way or vice versa.

--wasted/su700fan (Moderator)

On Jan 25, 2005, at 4:24 AM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
>
> Logic is computer software right? That's comparing apples & oranges! 
> I
> think its actually interesting that one might even attempt to make a 
> comparison
> like that with the RS. Its like a mouse scaring an elephant, the 
> irony.
>
> Anyway, this is still fairly dry tweakage wise, but it is 100% 
> RS7000. Some
> of the leads are actually based off one of the canned phrases, which 
> I don't
> do very often, but here ya go:
>
> _http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3_
> (http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3)
>
> Felt like sharing for those with a few brain cells that still love 
> what the
> RS is capable of creating. I think I'm only using 13 channels, one 
> pattern,
> and just one section.
>
> Enjoy!
>
> Zam
>
> In a message dated 1/25/2005 12:22:42 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
> clayne@anodized.com writes:
>
>> hi guys....know..after almost one year using the RS....i desist 
>> ...this
>> synth is one realy shit....the sounds is shit...the memory is
>> shit...everything....know i use only for midi controler of Logic
>> Audio....to dont trought on the trash !!!!!
>
> We see who makes music and who tries to have the instruments make the
> music for them.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13703|13698|2005-01-25 12:17:33|Léo|Re: desist|
guys...i know that is polemic, a love psy trance ....to many "LIVES" that i
saw here in brasil...names like...Bamboo Forest, Sub6, Penta, Astrix....and
to many others....came here...open his Mac´s.... and play ....

when a started to produce music i´d like to do something diferent, some
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realy LIVE....and i bought my RS, after search for equipments on the
web....i did somethings with him...but is to many limitated...i did music
using apend paterns...and the bass, drums, and other seconds sounds...was
recordeted and a was using one other equipment to play under tihs.....the
size of music is 256 x 4 Beats, this give-me 7 minutes of music (145 bpm)
without change section....this a big problem...when a change the section, i
lost the sincro....

i sad this becouse ...i started to learn LOGIC...and i saw that the RS can
be controller virtual synth inside the software....and know í saw that
possible do everything that a can.....tha music that Dbeam505 sent...is good
...but is poor...you know !

----- Original Message -----
From: "wasted/su700fan" <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2005 2:23 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] desist

>
> Sorry I approved the message from Leo guys, I hope this doesn't start a
> flamewar (seemed a little like flamebait to me). Just didn't want to
> censor. Looking forward to hearing your track later. I have to agree
> with you, they're 2 different ways of working and some people just
> don't get how to work the hardware way or vice versa.
>
> --wasted/su700fan (Moderator)
>
> On Jan 25, 2005, at 4:24 AM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
>
> >
> >
> > Logic is computer software right? That's comparing apples & oranges!
> > I
> > think its actually interesting that one might even attempt to make a
> > comparison
> > like that with the RS. Its like a mouse scaring an elephant, the
> > irony.
> >
> > Anyway, this is still fairly dry tweakage wise, but it is 100%
> > RS7000. Some
> > of the leads are actually based off one of the canned phrases, which
> > I don't
> > do very often, but here ya go:
> >
> > _http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3_
> > (http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3)
> >
> > Felt like sharing for those with a few brain cells that still love
> > what the
> > RS is capable of creating. I think I'm only using 13 channels, one
> > pattern,
> > and just one section.
> >
> > Enjoy!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > In a message dated 1/25/2005 12:22:42 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
> > clayne@anodized.com writes:
> >
> >> hi guys....know..after almost one year using the RS....i desist
> >> ...this
> >> synth is one realy shit....the sounds is shit...the memory is
> >> shit...everything....know i use only for midi controler of Logic
> >> Audio....to dont trought on the trash !!!!!
> >
> > We see who makes music and who tries to have the instruments make the
> > music for them.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --
> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
> Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.4 - Release Date: 25/1/2005
>
>

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.4 - Release Date: 25/1/2005

| 13704|13698|2005-01-25 12:33:13|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: desist|
------------- Original message -------------- 

> guys...i know that is polemic, a love psy trance ....to many "LIVES" that i 
> saw here in brasil...names like...Bamboo Forest, Sub6, Penta, Astrix....and 
> to many others....came here...open his Mac�s.... and play .... 
> 
> when a started to produce music i�d like to do something diferent, some 
> realy LIVE....and i bought my RS, after search for equipments on the 
> web....i did somethings with him...but is to many limitated...i did music 
> using apend paterns...and the bass, drums, and other seconds sounds...was 
> recordeted and a was using one other equipment to play under tihs.....the 
> size of music is 256 x 4 Beats, this give-me 7 minutes of music (145 bpm) 
> without change section....this a big problem...when a change the section, i 
> lost the sincro.... 

See, I don't think you understand fully how the Hardware sequencer of the RS7000 works (or the terminology Yamaha uses). You say that when you change the SECTION,
you loose the synchronization. That is incorrect. When you change from SECTION to SECTION WITHIN a STYLE/PATTERN you should not loose any synchronization at
all, since going from say Section A to Section B to Section C...Section P all of the track and mixer settings, etc. for that particular Style/Pattern are the same.

It is only when you change from one STYLE/PATTERN to another (Style 1 to Style 2, etc.) that you might have a slight MIDI "hiccup" if there are a signficant number of
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differences in settings between the two STYLES. That would be stuff like different effects, different sound patches on each track, etc. With 16 SECTIONS in 1 STYLE you
should be able to have (16 sections x 7 minutes a section at your 145 bpm = ) 112 minutes of uninterrupted music playing. Nearly 2 hours without a MIDI hiccup should
be more than enough for one song/Style before you need to switch to another STYLE for a different pattern based song. :)

The RS7000 can be used live to great effect. Several users on this list and the www.rs7000.org boards have done quite well with it live around the world. Some users will
buy a 2nd RS7000 to cover up the MIDI "hiccup" when switching between styles and to add another 16 MIDI channels while others will just buy or use another piece of
gear they own to mask the short "1/2 second" or so that the audio or midi drops when switching styles. FWIW, all HW (and I would presume software) that has to make as
many behind-the-scenes settings changes between Songs/Styles would have this "hiccup." Just mute the RS7000's input into the mixer for 1-2 seconds or turn the volume
on it down while you fade into the new style and have another small piece of gear or effect unit cover the transition between songs.

The RS7000 isn't perfect, but it can be used quite professionaly when the limitations are known and the workarounds are understood. Give it another try. Reread through
the sections of the manual that deal with Styles/Sections and how they are a part of each other and reread some of the messages in the archives of this group. They will
give you some useful suggestions to help with your issues. Give it a second chance, you might find it can meet most of your original shortcomings.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13705|13698|2005-01-25 13:30:05|Léo|Re: desist|
OK..a tryed to say Style...becouse when i configure
the efects on one channel ...for exemple delay on the channel A-1, and turn
to B-1...the delay continue...you know what i mean...and to play one other
diferent song i need to turn the stile...and this is my big problem...

----- Original Message -----
From: <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2005 5:32 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] desist

------------- Original message --------------
> guys...i know that is polemic, a love psy trance ....to many "LIVES" that
i
> saw here in brasil...names like...Bamboo Forest, Sub6, Penta,
Astrix....and
> to many others....came here...open his Mac´s.... and play ....
>
> when a started to produce music i´d like to do something diferent, some
> realy LIVE....and i bought my RS, after search for equipments on the
> web....i did somethings with him...but is to many limitated...i did music
> using apend paterns...and the bass, drums, and other seconds sounds...was
> recordeted and a was using one other equipment to play under tihs.....the
> size of music is 256 x 4 Beats, this give-me 7 minutes of music (145 bpm)
> without change section....this a big problem...when a change the section,
i
> lost the sincro....

See, I don't think you understand fully how the Hardware sequencer of the
RS7000 works (or the terminology Yamaha uses). You say that when you change
the SECTION, you loose the synchronization. That is incorrect. When you
change from SECTION to SECTION WITHIN a STYLE/PATTERN you should not loose
any synchronization at all, since going from say Section A to Section B to
Section C...Section P all of the track and mixer settings, etc. for that
particular Style/Pattern are the same.

It is only when you change from one STYLE/PATTERN to another (Style 1 to
Style 2, etc.) that you might have a slight MIDI "hiccup" if there are a
signficant number of differences in settings between the two STYLES. That
would be stuff like different effects, different sound patches on each
track, etc. With 16 SECTIONS in 1 STYLE you should be able to have (16
sections x 7 minutes a section at your 145 bpm = ) 112 minutes of
uninterrupted music playing. Nearly 2 hours without a MIDI hiccup should be
more than enough for one song/Style before you need to switch to another
STYLE for a different pattern based song. :)

The RS7000 can be used live to great effect. Several users on this list and
the www.rs7000.org boards have done quite well with it live around the
world. Some users will buy a 2nd RS7000 to cover up the MIDI "hiccup" when
switching between styles and to add another 16 MIDI channels while others
will just buy or use another piece of gear they own to mask the short "1/2
second" or so that the audio or midi drops when switching styles. FWIW, all
HW (and I would presume software) that has to make as many behind-the-scenes
settings changes between Songs/Styles would have this "hiccup." Just mute
the RS7000's input into the mixer for 1-2 seconds or turn the volume on it
down while you fade into the new style and have another small piece of gear
or effect unit cover the transition between songs.

The RS7000 isn't perfect, but it can be used quite professionaly when the
limitations are known and the workarounds are understood. Give it another
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try. Reread through the sections of the manual that deal with
Styles/Sections and how they are a part of each other and reread some of the
messages in the archives of this group. They will give you some useful
suggestions to help with your issues. Give it a second chance, you might
find it can meet most of your original shortcomings.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
Yahoo! Groups Links

--
No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.4 - Release Date: 25/1/2005

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.4 - Release Date: 25/1/2005

| 13706|13698|2005-01-25 13:54:47|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: desist|
-------------- Original message --------------

> OK..a tryed to say Style...becouse when i configure 
> the efects on one channel ...for exemple delay on the channel A-1, and turn 
> to B-1...the delay continue...you know what i mean...and to play one other 
> diferent song i need to turn the stile...and this is my big problem... 

That is correct. That is the normal way the effects and other settings like patch voices, mixer settings, etc. work. They work per TRACK (1-16), across all SECTIONS (A-
P) within the same STYLE. You could try setting up a SCENE so that one Scene (A) is used with the effect settings on while you're playing Section A and then setup a
second Scene (B) with the effects settings dialed down or off. That way when you hit the button to switch from Section A to B you just need to also hit the Scene B button
with your effects settings dialed off for that track to turn off the effects for the second section (B).

That is one way to work around the issue. You might get a little bit of tail end of the delay when switching from Section A to B whilst also switching from Scene A to B at
the same time, but this should die off relatively quickly and not continue the whole time Section B is playing, which is what you don't want now.

Another possibility might be to record SysEx (System Exclusive) messages into the headers for each section (or phrase that is in the appropriate track that plays when you
start Section B) so that when you switch sections it also changes the effects settings via the SysEx messages. I'm not sure if this is possible since I don't really work with
SysEx much but someone else on the list can probably help you out more with that possibility.

Good luck. Let us know if that works better for you.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13707|13698|2005-01-25 14:13:49|J. B.|Re: Hillbilly|
Zam,

Can you send that mp3 link again?

Thanks :)

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
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Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13708|13698|2005-01-25 16:35:21|Steve Cooke|Re: desist|
Too many dots, my friend, way too many dots ...

On Tue, 25 Jan 2005 17:16:27 -0200, Léo <leonardobf@terra.com.br> wrote:
> guys...i know that is polemic, a love psy trance ....to many "LIVES" that i
> saw here in brasil...names like...Bamboo Forest, Sub6, Penta, Astrix....and
> to many others....came here...open his Mac´s.... and play ....
> 
> when a started to produce music i´d like to do something diferent, some
> realy LIVE....and i bought my RS, after search for equipments on the
> web....i did somethings with him...but is to many limitated...i did music
> using apend paterns...and the bass, drums, and other seconds sounds...was
> recordeted and a was using one other equipment to play under tihs.....the
> size of music is 256 x 4 Beats, this give-me 7 minutes of music (145 bpm)
> without change section....this a big problem...when a change the section, i
> lost the sincro....
> 
> i sad this becouse ...i started to learn LOGIC...and i saw that the RS can
> be controller virtual synth inside the software....and know í saw that
> possible do everything that a can.....tha music that Dbeam505 sent...is
> good
> ...but is poor...you know !
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "wasted/su700fan" <su700fan@comcast.net>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2005 2:23 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] desist
> 
> 
> >
> > Sorry I approved the message from Leo guys, I hope this doesn't start a
> > flamewar (seemed a little like flamebait to me). Just didn't want to
> > censor. Looking forward to hearing your track later. I have to agree
> > with you, they're 2 different ways of working and some people just
> > don't get how to work the hardware way or vice versa.
> >
> > --wasted/su700fan (Moderator)
> >
> > On Jan 25, 2005, at 4:24 AM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> >
> > >
> > >
> > > Logic is computer software right? That's comparing apples & oranges!
> > > I
> > > think its actually interesting that one might even attempt to make a
> > > comparison
> > > like that with the RS. Its like a mouse scaring an elephant, the
> > > irony.
> > >
> > > Anyway, this is still fairly dry tweakage wise, but it is 100%
> > > RS7000. Some
> > > of the leads are actually based off one of the canned phrases, which
> > > I don't
> > > do very often, but here ya go:
> > >
> > > _http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3_
> > > (http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3)
> > >
> > > Felt like sharing for those with a few brain cells that still love
> > > what the
> > > RS is capable of creating. I think I'm only using 13 channels, one
> > > pattern,
> > > and just one section.
> > >
> > > Enjoy!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > In a message dated 1/25/2005 12:22:42 A.M. Pacific Standard Time,
> > > clayne@anodized.com writes:
> > >
> > >> hi guys....know..after almost one year using the RS....i desist
> > >> ...this
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> > >> synth is one realy shit....the sounds is shit...the memory is
> > >> shit...everything....know i use only for midi controler of Logic
> > >> Audio....to dont trought on the trash !!!!!
> > >
> > > We see who makes music and who tries to have the instruments make the
> > > music for them.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > --
> > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
> > Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.4 - Release Date: 25/1/2005
> >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> No virus found in this outgoing message.
> Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
> Version: 7.0.300 / Virus Database: 265.7.4 - Release Date: 25/1/2005
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

| 13709|13698|2005-01-25 19:38:57|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hillbilly|
Per request:

http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hillbilly.mp3

I'll mention my settings for that guitar in the next email when I have my RS in front me and more time.

I just wanted to thank that other person whos fond of... the dots... hehe... this forums been dead for months until you showed up. Plus you must normally speak some other
language where your from, not bad if so, otherwise what planet are you from? Plus, if you are competeing against a bunch of laptop setups, and for traveling purposes,
and such, I don't blame you. At least you'll have the coolest controller for your laptop of them all!

Zam 8^)
| 13710|13698|2005-01-26 01:55:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hillbilly|
_http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hill/_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hill/) 

files for the RS there, I hope. Load up in Chain. The guitar one is on 
channel 10 I believe. Its bank MSB063 LSB007 Program 42 I think. However some 
things to note is that I changed the waveform to HPF, put some amp simp for 
variation type for Effect, added some tmp-dly, possibly some reverb of room 1 
too. Its also Fingered Portamento type which gives it that bend as the notes 
overlap.

I think some of my biggest tricks to pulling out the sounds in the RS is to 
switch the waveforms. HPF & BPF seem to really draw them out and Cuttoff & 
Res are like increased to wild thresholds sometimes on those forms. I also 
very often tweak the depth & speed on the LFO filter on a lead. Switch from 
AMP to Filter hit voice edit take the KEY ON RESET off of 1ST ON to OFF. This 
seems float Cuttoff effect a longer through the notes. Should be played with 
to get it down well though. Too fast its just squibily, too slow the low 
seems to stay turned down too long. If that makes any sense? Most 
importantly, this part don't work while playing notes, but gives a sound way more depth 
when played back, which is under PLAY FX use the Octaver.

As far drums go though, that's a whole nother production tip. However I 
will say, don't remember who, but it was someone here that I got the tip from to 
try the Multi Comp Master effect and fiddle with that, it really draws the 
sounds of the Low, Mids & High ends out a lot more and makes it just seem more 
of what mastering a mix would do to get it more pro sounding. Take a bow 
whoever that was that suggested that, sorry don't remember who, but I never 
turn it off now either.

Enjoy, and if you make a remix, I'd love to hear it, cause what I got as I 
said is really not tweaked out that much for that song to what I usually have, 
and there are a few channels still left open.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13711|13684|2005-01-26 14:46:10|blackfeather801|how to start new project|
This is probably really basic, but how do you start a new project, after you've been 
working on something else for a while? I currently power down and power up and the RS 
starts with a clean new slate. There's got to be a better way!

Also, just been getting into Styles. Using JOB, PATTERN, ALL, transferring all my patterns 
to a bunch of new numbered styles, each with radically different effects/pitch/LR pan etc. 
Then manually twisting between styles, in sync with rhythm. The midi air gap is not a 
problem, in fact it creates some strange effects. This is for atmospheric sound design, 
which I use my RS for, loading it up with pitched samples of real world FX that I record,
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then layer with effected internal patches.

blackfeather
| 13712|13684|2005-01-26 16:46:50|Latif|Re: how to start new project|
each style in my machine is a different project,
so starting a new project simply requires me to turn the STYLE knob 
;-)
btw. my machine rarely is off or rebooted, infact it has been on now 
for at least 4 months straight.

greets. 
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackfeather801" 
wrote:

> 
> 
> This is probably really basic, but how do you start a new project, 

after you've been 

> working on something else for a while? I currently power down and 

power up and the RS 

> starts with a clean new slate. There's got to be a better way!
> 
> Also, just been getting into Styles. Using JOB, PATTERN, ALL, 

transferring all my patterns 

> to a bunch of new numbered styles, each with radically different 

effects/pitch/LR pan etc. 

> Then manually twisting between styles, in sync with rhythm. The 

midi air gap is not a 

> problem, in fact it creates some strange effects. This is for 

atmospheric sound design, 

> which I use my RS for, loading it up with pitched samples of real 

world FX that I record,

> then layer with effected internal patches.
> 
> blackfeather

| 13713|13684|2005-01-26 17:02:22|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how to start new project|
It does remember some things after its been turned off, although if you need it to remember more why not save it to a file for loading if you always need like a template for
settings of your new projects? You can tell it to automatically load a certain file too when you turn it on by giveing the file an autoload_1 name or named something like
that, exact instructions should be in the manual.

Yeah, scrolling through scenes, only good for when jamming and playing around. Wouldn't do that for a performance though unless I wanted to get something I didn't or
wouldn't expect. While messing around with those though, I alway hit the rewind and it catches the scene imedeatly, of course it throughs off the beat though, but you don't
have to wait and you can hear it a lot quicker and move on to the next one if you don't like it.

Sure there are other ways too to what your asking and saying too if I havn't a clue.

Zam
In a message dated 1/26/2005 4:02:03 PM Eastern Standard Time, "blackfeather801" <blackfeather801@yahoo.com> writes:

>
>
>
>This is probably really basic, but how do you start a new project, after you've been 
>working on something else for a while? I currently power down and power up and the RS 
>starts with a clean new slate. There's got to be a better way!
>
>Also, just been getting into Styles. Using JOB, PATTERN, ALL, transferring all my patterns 
>to a bunch of new numbered styles, each with radically different effects/pitch/LR pan etc. 
>Then manually twisting between styles, in sync with rhythm. The midi air gap is not a 
>problem, in fact it creates some strange effects. This is for atmospheric sound design, 
>which I use my RS for, loading it up with pitched samples of real world FX that I record,
>then layer with effected internal patches.
>
>blackfeather
>
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>
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| 13714|13684|2005-01-26 17:18:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how to start new project|
oops, meant style not scene in last post... always getting those names mixed up. Plus don't know if its actually called the rewind button, doubt it, but what the heck its the
button just to the left of the >> & >.

Zam 8^)
| 13715|13684|2005-01-26 17:41:33|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how to start new project|
Wow Latif 4 months! I always reboot mine like 3 or 4 times every night. Nothing to do with gliches, just want to make sure it saved what I got and load it back up. Maybe
force of habbit from my old QY days and overextended PC to host cable. The RS w/ SM cards have yet to fail me with loading, sounds, settings, songs, and etc. from their
files properly. Anyway, nice to know the RS can hack such extended and shorterm power durations. Most equipment should, but ya never know how something will decide
to start freaking out due to power issues. I've even been known to use a plug without ground on it, ooooh, um yes I am a sad case.

Zam
| 13716|13684|2005-01-26 19:28:39|Ckwencer|Re: how to start new project|
Same for me. The RS is on since a lot of time, now... but i always
save my patterns on a smartmedia card and copy them to my PC so i can
burn them on CD in the case i have a big failure on my RS, my card and
my computer ! lol...

And to answer the question, my method is the same than latif. I just
turn the STYLE button and start my new project ! :-)
| 13717|13717|2005-01-26 20:08:03|ckwencer|Cubase SX and RS7k...|
Hello everybody,

I own a Sound Blaster Live! Player 5.1, Windows XP SP2, Cubase SX 2 
and my good old RS7k ! 

I connect my computer with the joystick/midi port to my RS7k so i 
can create my patterns on Cubase SX with the sounds of the midi 
banks stored inside the RS7k.

My problem is that when i activate the loop mode on Cubase (so my 
track do a loop from the beginning of the 1st measure to the end of 
the 8th measure and start again from the 1st), the loop is perfect 
everywhere but i always have a small lag on the general sound when 
Cubase start the last measure of the loop...

Then, the loop start again... and a new lag happens at the last 
measure of the loop... and again, and again... 

I tried to do a loop of 4 measures and got the same problem. Same 
with a loop of 16 measures. And the problem DON'T happen when i 
don't use the loop mode... 

I'm sure it is somekind of latency problem... and it only happens 
when cubase is preparing itself to start again the loop but i can't 
find any option where i could solve this problem...

Please. Anybody can help ?
| 13718|13684|2005-01-27 02:08:48|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: how to start new project|
Shoot, I think I messed up my terminology again. I was thinking phrases not 
styles or sections. I think I'm understanding now, hopefully. I tried this 
same way a couple times, making multiple styles and joining or flipping 
through them. Didn't work so great for me either. I'd like to do it that way 
more often too to get more out of the RS is my hope, but I find myself usually 
creating stuff just on the first style and only section A. Then muting stuff 
in and out of the mix. New song or project I load it up each time into the 
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same styles and sections. Keeps the confusion down for me, and I like the 
minimal approach, clean slate every time I start a new song or project. Since 
I load each project up every time I change, there seems to be no chance of 
that any of the other ones will interfere with another this way. Just my 
personal preference, I see nothing wrong with doing it either way, and I'd like to 
know more about seeing how others do it your way too, cause I'm sure my way 
is a little weirder than what someone who knows the RS fully and to pull its 
full potential out when creating larger songs with multiple sections and 
styles. I wish I could visit and actually see how you all do it to, be so much 
less confusion, and get away from just doing it the same way every time. I've 
even been considering getting a second RS for loading stuff and making a 
seamless transition between songs during gigs. However, I currently have my 
505 for that, but I find myself doing it less and less, since my newer stuff 
is all RS. Besides that, at least most of time where I have performed, the 
audience seems to appreciate the load times between songs, as long as its not 
too long and I give "props" & "shoutouts". They like that. But that is for 
live performance methodology, which is different I imagine if you keep your RS 
cupped up in a studio. I always try to keep this methodology as a 
philosophy when creating songs at home, keeping in mind this will be played live. 
Sorry for the confusion again and such long drawn out emails, I think I might 
need a women one of these days to replace some of my love of the RS heh. More 
time on my hands than I'm use to having lately. If anyone has some files I 
can load to check out the other more elaborate ways like you guys seem to be 
doing, I'd like to check it out, please send them my way. 

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 1/26/2005 6:42:56 P.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
ckwencer@gmail.com writes:

Same for me. The RS is on since a lot of time, now... but i always
save my patterns on a smartmedia card and copy them to my PC so i can
burn them on CD in the case i have a big failure on my RS, my card and
my computer ! lol...

And to answer the question, my method is the same than latif. I just
turn the STYLE button and start my new project ! :-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13719|13717|2005-01-27 03:11:03|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
No, no latency-problem. Do you use the patch-script fort he RS? Cubase sends
the Program change message at the beginning of the loop, that will do the
lag.

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: ckwencer [mailto:ckwencer@gmail.com] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 27. Januar 2005 03:28
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...

Hello everybody,

I own a Sound Blaster Live! Player 5.1, Windows XP SP2, Cubase SX 2 
and my good old RS7k ! 

I connect my computer with the joystick/midi port to my RS7k so i 
can create my patterns on Cubase SX with the sounds of the midi 
banks stored inside the RS7k.

My problem is that when i activate the loop mode on Cubase (so my 
track do a loop from the beginning of the 1st measure to the end of 
the 8th measure and start again from the 1st), the loop is perfect 
everywhere but i always have a small lag on the general sound when 
Cubase start the last measure of the loop...

Then, the loop start again... and a new lag happens at the last 
measure of the loop... and again, and again... 

I tried to do a loop of 4 measures and got the same problem. Same 
with a loop of 16 measures. And the problem DON'T happen when i 
don't use the loop mode... 

I'm sure it is somekind of latency problem... and it only happens 
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when cubase is preparing itself to start again the loop but i can't 
find any option where i could solve this problem...

Please. Anybody can help ?
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| 13720|13717|2005-01-27 08:12:35|Ckwencer|Re: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
That's correct. 

I use the patch script because i can't find any other way to select
the MSB / LSB and the program without it. Without the patch script, i
know how to select the MSB (on the left, after selecting a track) but
i can't find the option to select the LSB... and so, i can't start my
project... :(

I was using FruityLoops 4 before Cubase SX and I was able to select
the MSB, LSB, the program and the channel without any problem and
without a patch-script. Of course, it was displaying uncorrect program
names on the software (General Midi program names) but at least, i was
able to look which bank and which program is selected by having a look
on the display of the RS7k, inside the "Mixer" section...

On Cubase SX, if i don't use the patch script, i do not know how to
select the sound i need for the track before starting to produce the
phrases and the pattern...

Anyway, i want to be sure we are talking of the same lag because mine
is always happening at the BEGINNING of the LAST measure of the loop
on Cubase and so, it happens BEFORE starting the loop again. When i
read the issue you are explaining, i have a doubt we speak about the
same lag because you say the lag happens at the beginning of the loop
and mine happens at the beginning of the last measure of the loop.

I'm still a newbie. Sorry for spending your time ! I just hope we can
fix this lag problem i experience in the loop mode on Cubase. And if
it is definitely coming from the patch script, i hope you can explain
me how to select the correct MSB / LSB / program on each midi track i
create on Cubase without using this patch script ! ;-)

I really don't care to see the good names on Cubase if i can still
choose them without the patch script. I will read the names on the
screen of the RS inside the "Mixer" section... so this is not a
problem for me :-)

I look forward to read something from you !
| 13721|13717|2005-01-27 08:35:00|Uwe Jülich|AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
I have the same lag (at the end of the loop) when I use the patch-script.
I have only Cubase SE, German Version (works for me) so it's a little bit
different in SX.
What you can do:

You can set MSB and LSB at the beginning of a song (you'll have to do that
in the list-editor). This is what I do, works fine, you'll have to set those
parameters only in the first loop.

or

in the menu "midi" there is the function "Mix Midi in loop" (don't know if
it's the right name because in my german version it means "midi in loop
mischen"). Then go to the list editor and you'll see the MSB and LSB. 
I have those parameters always in the first take of a song.
| 13722|13717|2005-01-27 08:52:13|wthor@gmx.de|Re: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
Hi everyone,
I think everyone here has seen a bit of the truth ;)
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Let me first say that I don´t see that this problem is especially patch 
script related because the patch script is just sort of a text layer for 
the lsbs and msbs after all - so it would occur anyway if you didn´t use it.
It doesn´t occur in fruity because - like already mentioned - fruity 
sends the program changes only once while sx does it everytime while 
looping.
If you don´t change programs during the song there´s an option in sx 
(file->program settings->midi) called something like "follow midi data"
try switching that off for program change and see if the lag still occurs.
If not -fine- but if you change programs within the loop it´ll mess up.
If you do want to do that I recommend trying a "real" midi interface.

Hope this works,
WThor
| 13723|13717|2005-01-27 08:56:54|wthor@gmx.de|Re: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
Addendum:
Don´t use the first bar for note data - just for the program changes and 
loop you song from bar 2 or 4 or 5 or whatever.
The lsb changes of the first bar won´t be send that way.

Greetings, WThor
| 13724|13724|2005-01-27 09:01:59|welshemyr|Help Me!|
Hi all
Ive got a problem with my rs and could realy do with some help.
THe other day I leant my rs to my mate and he configured ot for midi 
with acid pro and various other synths. But since getting it back 
loads of my files have lost their patterns or intruments and any 
effect that Id applied. The problem can be solved by going into the 
mixer and the right instrument is normally one notch to the 
left/right of what the rs has saved it as (normally piano0011)
I was wondering if anyones encountered anything like this before or 
if anyone can help me.
Another symptom is the rs telling me theres no data whenever i try to 
copy patterns, styles etc.
Any advice gratefully appreciated.
Emyr
| 13725|13717|2005-01-27 09:13:08|Uwe Jülich|AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
I have a USB Midisport 4x4, is that a real midi interface?
I think the problem ist the rs7k, could fixed with a fw update?

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: wthor@gmx.de [mailto:wthor@gmx.de] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 27. Januar 2005 16:52
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...

Hi everyone,
I think everyone here has seen a bit of the truth ;)
Let me first say that I don´t see that this problem is especially patch 
script related because the patch script is just sort of a text layer for 
the lsbs and msbs after all - so it would occur anyway if you didn´t use it.
It doesn´t occur in fruity because - like already mentioned - fruity 
sends the program changes only once while sx does it everytime while 
looping.
If you don´t change programs during the song there´s an option in sx 
(file->program settings->midi) called something like "follow midi data"
try switching that off for program change and see if the lag still occurs.
If not -fine- but if you change programs within the loop it´ll mess up.
If you do want to do that I recommend trying a "real" midi interface.

Hope this works,
WThor
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| 13726|13717|2005-01-27 09:21:34|wthor@gmx.de|Re: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
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Of course that is a "real" one, I was just referring to the joystick 
midi connection someone mentioned.

Are you sure it has anything to do at all with the program changes?
Cause if it still occurs after the two workarounds...
Tried filtering out program changes in sx (Midi Filter) and see if it 
still occurs then?

Greetings, WThor
| 13727|13717|2005-01-27 09:33:01|Uwe Jülich|AW: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
The problem occurs only when program changes are sent. As you said, Cubase
sends this data at the beginning from every loop. Not really a problem form
e: The first take of every of my songs is the setup-take, here I store my
program-changes.
BTW: I tried this with several other hardware-synths - the problem is so far
rs7k related, I think the rs7k reats a little slow on these data...
It's not a great thing, there are several workarounds!

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: wthor@gmx.de [mailto:wthor@gmx.de] 
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 27. Januar 2005 17:21
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...

Of course that is a "real" one, I was just referring to the joystick 
midi connection someone mentioned.

Are you sure it has anything to do at all with the program changes?
Cause if it still occurs after the two workarounds...
Tried filtering out program changes in sx (Midi Filter) and see if it 
still occurs then?

Greetings, WThor
| 13728|13717|2005-01-27 10:12:28|J. B.|filter adjustment over time|
Is it possible to record a gradual change of cutoff
frequency (within a filter) on a track over a period
of a few measures? 

Thanks in advance for any help.

JB

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13729|13717|2005-01-27 10:35:31|Philip Mucci|Re: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
Hey guys,

Since the docs are so poor on the net regarding the patch script, could
one of you post it and maybe some clear and simple instructions how to
get it working for us SX owners?

I'm new to Cubase and would like to start using it with my RS,
especially to use it to manage pattern triggers, not just notes or
record/playback (which is what I've managed so far).

Ideally, I'd like to 'play' a track and have Cubase just record the
pattern change events. Then I could tweak the timing and go back in and
add some magic...how about it.

Anyone wanna give us a quick tut?

Phil

On Thu, 2005-01-27 at 16:56 +0100, wthor@gmx.de wrote:
> Addendum:
> Don´t use the first bar for note data - just for the program changes
> and 
> loop you song from bar 2 or 4 or 5 or whatever.
> The lsb changes of the first bar won´t be send that way.
> 
> Greetings, WThor
> 
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> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
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> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service.
>

| 13730|13724|2005-01-27 10:36:35|Steve Cooke|Re: Help Me!|
Never lend things to other musicians is my advice.

S

On Thu, 27 Jan 2005 15:59:19 -0000, welshemyr <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
> 
> Hi all
> Ive got a problem with my rs and could realy do with some help.
> THe other day I leant my rs to my mate and he configured ot for midi 
> with acid pro and various other synths. But since getting it back 
> loads of my files have lost their patterns or intruments and any 
> effect that Id applied. The problem can be solved by going into the 
> mixer and the right instrument is normally one notch to the 
> left/right of what the rs has saved it as (normally piano0011)
> I was wondering if anyones encountered anything like this before or 
> if anyone can help me.
> Another symptom is the rs telling me theres no data whenever i try to 
> copy patterns, styles etc.
> Any advice gratefully appreciated.
> Emyr
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

-- 
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

| 13731|13717|2005-01-27 10:37:52|J. B.|filter|
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Oh yikes... I think I answered my own question. :)

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13732|13717|2005-01-27 10:43:31|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: AW: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
------------- Original message -------------- 

> The problem occurs only when program changes are sent. As you said, Cubase 
> sends this data at the beginning from every loop. Not really a problem form 
> e: The first take of every of my songs is the setup-take, here I store my 
> program-changes. 
> BTW: I tried this with several other hardware-synths - the problem is so far 
> rs7k related, I think the rs7k reats a little slow on these data... 
> It's not a great thing, there are several workarounds! 

I don't work with software sequencers so I might be unsure what is happening, but here is my question: is Cubase sending Start Playback information to the RS7k's
sequencer and not just playing the RS7k like a tone generator? Because if Cubase is causing the RS7k to start/stop/etc. it's internal sequencer, every time the patches loop
in Style/Pattern mode the header information in that patch might be retriggering, which could be what is causing your midi lag. Make sure that Cubase is just sending
Note, CC#, etc. info and not Transport control information (Start, Stop, Forward, Rewind, Top) to the RS7k's internal sequencer.

--wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13733|13717|2005-01-27 10:51:05|Uwe Jülich|AW: AW: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|

>I don't work with software sequencers so I might be unsure what is
>happening, but here is my question: is Cubase sending Start Playback
>information to the RS7k's sequencer and not just playing the RS7k like a
>tone generator? Because if Cubase is causing the RS7k to start/stop/etc.
>it's internal sequencer, every time the patches loop in Style/Pattern mode
>the header information in that patch might be retriggering, which could be
>what is causing your midi lag. Make sure that Cubase is just sending Note,
>CC#, etc. info and not Transport control information (Start, Stop, Forward,
>Rewind, Top) to the RS7k's internal sequencer.

I will check this out later...
| 13734|13717|2005-01-27 13:51:30|J. B.|(no subject)|
Hi,
I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack change for
one track over a period of 4 measures. My settings
are:

Rec Loop: Off
Rec Type: OVERDUB

Every time I record it, the settings for the last
measure slop over to the 1st measure even though I'm
not loop recording.

ie: I want the attack to start out at +39 (measure
one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But when I
play it back the first few beats of measure 1 are at
an attack of 0.... 

Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for
your time.

JB

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13735|13717|2005-01-27 14:05:51|Paul Reinis|Re: (unknown)|
Turn rec loop on. it'll stop recording at the exact end of the 4th measure.

p

-----Original Message-----
From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] (unknown)

Hi,
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I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack change for
one track over a period of 4 measures. My settings
are:

Rec Loop: Off
Rec Type: OVERDUB

Every time I record it, the settings for the last
measure slop over to the 1st measure even though I'm
not loop recording.

ie: I want the attack to start out at +39 (measure
one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But when I
play it back the first few beats of measure 1 are at
an attack of 0.... 

Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for
your time.

JB

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
| 13736|13717|2005-01-27 14:13:13|J. B.|Re: (unknown)|
Still having the same problem. And record loop on
enables it to loop (not stop). Right?

JB

--- Paul Reinis <preinis@hgeng.com> wrote:

> Turn rec loop on. it'll stop recording at the exact
> end of the 4th measure.
> 
> p
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] (unknown)
> 
> 
> 
> Hi,
> I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack change
> for
> one track over a period of 4 measures. My settings
> are:
> 
> Rec Loop: Off
> Rec Type: OVERDUB
> 
> Every time I record it, the settings for the last
> measure slop over to the 1st measure even though I'm
> not loop recording.
> 
> ie: I want the attack to start out at +39 (measure
> one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But when I
> play it back the first few beats of measure 1 are at
> an attack of 0.... 
> 
> Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for
> your time.
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> 
> JB
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13737|1104|2005-01-27 15:26:20|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: (unknown)|
After done recording, EDIT the starting point of where your EG Attack change starts to the beginning of the measure (i.e. 1:0:000). When it's looping after the 4th bar it's
still keeping that last setting for EG Attack (0) until it hits the +39 setting a few ticks into the first beat of the first measure. This should fix your problem (hopefully).

--wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message -------------- 

> Still having the same problem. And record loop on 
> enables it to loop (not stop). Right? 
> 
> JB 
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
> > Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Subject: [RS7000] (unknown) 
> > 
> > Hi, 
> > I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack change 
> > for 
> > one track over a period of 4 measures. My settings 
> > are: 
> > 
> > Rec Loop: Off 
> > Rec Type: OVERDUB 
> > 
> > Every time I record it, the settings for the last 
> > measure slop over to the 1st measure even though I'm 
> > not loop recording. 
> > 
> > ie: I want the attack to start out at +39 (measure 
> > one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But when I 
> > play it back the first few beats of measure 1 are at 
> > an attack of 0.... 
> > 
> > Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for 
> > your time. 
> > 
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> > JB 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13738|1104|2005-01-27 15:49:14|J. B.|Re: (unknown)|
Yes!!!! That did it! That feels great. Thank you so
much for your help.

JB
--- su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

> After done recording, EDIT the starting point of
> where your EG Attack change starts to the beginning
> of the measure (i.e. 1:0:000). When it's looping
> after the 4th bar it's still keeping that last
> setting for EG Attack (0) until it hits the +39
> setting a few ticks into the first beat of the first
> measure. This should fix your problem (hopefully).
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> -------------- Original message -------------- 
> 
> > Still having the same problem. And record loop on 
> > enables it to loop (not stop). Right? 
> > 
> > JB 
> > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
> > > Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Subject: [RS7000] (unknown) 
> > > 
> > > Hi, 
> > > I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack
> change 
> > > for 
> > > one track over a period of 4 measures. My
> settings 
> > > are: 
> > > 
> > > Rec Loop: Off 
> > > Rec Type: OVERDUB 
> > > 
> > > Every time I record it, the settings for the
> last 
> > > measure slop over to the 1st measure even though
> I'm 
> > > not loop recording. 
> > > 
> > > ie: I want the attack to start out at +39
> (measure 
> > > one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But
> when I 
> > > play it back the first few beats of measure 1
> are at 
> > > an attack of 0.... 
> > > 
> > > Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks
> for 
> > > your time. 
> > > 
> > > JB 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Mail - You care about security. So do we. 
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13739|13724|2005-01-27 16:42:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Help Me!|
I'd try a factory reset if the RS has one. Never looked it up, but if it does, maybe give that a shot. Hopefully you got your files backed up.
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http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail


In a message dated 1/27/2005 10:59:19 AM Eastern Standard Time, "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk> writes:

>
>
>Hi all
>Ive got a problem with my rs and could realy do with some help.
>THe other day I leant my rs to my mate and he configured ot for midi 
>with acid pro and various other synths. But since getting it back 
>loads of my files have lost their patterns or intruments and any 
>effect that Id applied. The problem can be solved by going into the 
>mixer and the right instrument is normally one notch to the 
>left/right of what the rs has saved it as (normally piano0011)
>I was wondering if anyones encountered anything like this before or 
>if anyone can help me.
>Another symptom is the rs telling me theres no data whenever i try to 
>copy patterns, styles etc.
>Any advice gratefully appreciated.
>Emyr
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>

| 13740|13724|2005-01-27 17:55:41|wasted/su700fan|Re: Help Me!|
[Oct Down] [Oct Up] [Store] while powering on RS7000 performs a factory 
reset.

--wasted/su700fan

On Jan 27, 2005, at 6:42 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
> I'd try a factory reset if the RS has one. Never looked it up, but if 
> it does, maybe give that a shot. Hopefully you got your files backed 
> up.
>
> In a message dated 1/27/2005 10:59:19 AM Eastern Standard Time, 
> "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk> writes:
>
>>
>>
>> Hi all
>> Ive got a problem with my rs and could realy do with some help.
>> THe other day I leant my rs to my mate and he configured ot for midi
>> with acid pro and various other synths. But since getting it back
>> loads of my files have lost their patterns or intruments and any
>> effect that Id applied. The problem can be solved by going into the
>> mixer and the right instrument is normally one notch to the
>> left/right of what the rs has saved it as (normally piano0011)
>> I was wondering if anyones encountered anything like this before or
>> if anyone can help me.
>> Another symptom is the rs telling me theres no data whenever i try to
>> copy patterns, styles etc.
>> Any advice gratefully appreciated.
>> Emyr

| 13741|13717|2005-01-27 17:56:09|Ckwencer|Re: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
I tried to do what Wthor said and now, everything is perfect. My loop
is starting from the 2nd to the end of the 9th measure and the lag
problem is solved ! He was right... the problem happens when the last
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measure of your loop is starting and that the next measure will be the
FIRST measure of Cubase. If your loop is starting from another
measure, nothing happens ! :-)

Thank you EVERYBODY for your support ! You are wonderful ! :-)
| 13742|1104|2005-01-28 13:43:19|J. B.|Realtime rec control delay|
su700fan

Thanks again for your help. Do you think that's kind
of strange that it consistently delays whatever I do
to the controls (effects, eg, filter, etc.) to the
same point in bar 2 of a 4 bar pattern?... I'm just
concerned if it's something I'm doing or just a glitch
in the RS that has to be worked around...

Thanks again!
JB

--- su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

> After done recording, EDIT the starting point of
> where your EG Attack change starts to the beginning
> of the measure (i.e. 1:0:000). When it's looping
> after the 4th bar it's still keeping that last
> setting for EG Attack (0) until it hits the +39
> setting a few ticks into the first beat of the first
> measure. This should fix your problem (hopefully).
> 
> --wasted/su700fan
> 
> -------------- Original message -------------- 
> 
> > Still having the same problem. And record loop on 
> > enables it to loop (not stop). Right? 
> > 
> > JB 
> > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
> > > Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Subject: [RS7000] (unknown) 
> > > 
> > > Hi, 
> > > I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack
> change 
> > > for 
> > > one track over a period of 4 measures. My
> settings 
> > > are: 
> > > 
> > > Rec Loop: Off 
> > > Rec Type: OVERDUB 
> > > 
> > > Every time I record it, the settings for the
> last 
> > > measure slop over to the 1st measure even though
> I'm 
> > > not loop recording. 
> > > 
> > > ie: I want the attack to start out at +39
> (measure 
> > > one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But
> when I 
> > > play it back the first few beats of measure 1
> are at 
> > > an attack of 0.... 
> > > 
> > > Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks
> for 
> > > your time. 
> > > 
> > > JB 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
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__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Mail - You care about security. So do we. 
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13743|1104|2005-01-28 14:27:21|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Realtime rec control delay|
My guess is it's just taking a few ticks/milliseconds from the time you hit Record to the time you start turning the knob that is being recorded. When it loops, it will jump
back to the original value it started with when you turned the knob at the same time it started the recording. I.E. if at 1:1:031 you first turned the knob it would jump back
to that starting knob position every time the phrase loops.

Upon re-reading your question, you mention the problem happening in the second measure. That is weird. Dunno why it would be doing this unless that is when you
started your knob recording (actually twisting the knob).

--wasted/su700fan

P.S. If it does seem to be a consistent problem across the board, you might want to try a factory reset while powering up the RS7000.

-------------- Original message -------------- 

> su700fan 
> 
> Thanks again for your help. Do you think that's kind 
> of strange that it consistently delays whatever I do 
> to the controls (effects, eg, filter, etc.) to the 
> same point in bar 2 of a 4 bar pattern?... I'm just 
> concerned if it's something I'm doing or just a glitch 
> in the RS that has to be worked around... 
> 
> Thanks again! 
> JB 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13744|1104|2005-01-28 16:54:20|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Realtime rec control delay|
Might try this too. Turn your rec loop back On, then before you start recording move the knob to roughly where its end position would be, then hit record, don't touch the
knob until right before the end of your loop then start twisting it roughly back to the same position that you want it to supposed to start out at, then let go or stop rec.
Basically recording a quick sweep back to the original setting through the end of last measure to start of first, instead of haveing it jump so drastically. I do this often with
my res & cut off sweeps. Have to be carefull not to record too far off of changes though on the second pass, when that happens the Undo Job comes in handy. Hope this
might help some maybe too.

Zam 8^)

In a message dated 1/28/2005 4:27:11 PM Eastern Standard Time, su700fan@comcast.net writes:

>
>My guess is it's just taking a few ticks/milliseconds from the time you hit Record to the time you start turning the knob that is being recorded.  When it loops,
it will jump back to the original value it started with when you turned the knob at the same time it started the recording.  I.E.  if at 1:1:031 you first turned the
knob it would jump back to that starting knob position every time the phrase loops.
>
>Upon re-reading your question, you mention the problem happening in the second measure.  That is weird.  Dunno why it would be doing this unless that is
when you started your knob recording (actually twisting the knob).
>
>--wasted/su700fan
>
>P.S. If it does seem to be a consistent problem across the board, you might want to try a factory reset while powering up the RS7000.
>
>-------------- Original message -------------- 
>> su700fan 
>> 
>> Thanks again for your help. Do you think that's kind 
>> of strange that it consistently delays whatever I do 
>> to the controls (effects, eg, filter, etc.) to the 
>> same point in bar 2 of a 4 bar pattern?... I'm just 
>> concerned if it's something I'm doing or just a glitch 
>> in the RS that has to be worked around... 
>> 
>> Thanks again! 
>> JB 
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html


>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>

| 13745|1104|2005-01-28 19:26:59|J. B.|Re: Realtime rec control delay|
Yeah, that seems to work too. Thanks so much to both
of you. :)

JB

--- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> Might try this too. Turn your rec loop back On,
> then before you start recording move the knob to
> roughly where its end position would be, then hit
> record, don't touch the knob until right before the
> end of your loop then start twisting it roughly back
> to the same position that you want it to supposed to
> start out at, then let go or stop rec. Basically
> recording a quick sweep back to the original setting
> through the end of last measure to start of first,
> instead of haveing it jump so drastically. I do
> this often with my res & cut off sweeps. Have to be
> carefull not to record too far off of changes though
> on the second pass, when that happens the Undo Job
> comes in handy. Hope this might help some maybe
> too.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> In a message dated 1/28/2005 4:27:11 PM Eastern
> Standard Time, su700fan@comcast.net writes:
> 
> >
> >My guess is it's just taking a few
> ticks/milliseconds from the time you hit Record to
> the time you start turning the knob that is being
> recorded. �When it loops, it will jump back to the
> original value it started with when you turned the
> knob at the same time it started the recording.
> �I.E. �if at 1:1:031 you first turned the knob it
> would jump back to that starting knob position every
> time the phrase loops.
> >
> >Upon re-reading your question, you mention the
> problem happening in the second measure. �That is
> weird. �Dunno why it would be doing this unless that
> is when you started your knob recording (actually
> twisting the knob).
> >
> >--wasted/su700fan
> >
> >P.S. If it does seem to be a consistent problem
> across the board, you might want to try a factory
> reset while powering up the RS7000.
> >
> >-------------- Original message -------------- 
> >> su700fan 
> >> 
> >> Thanks again for your help. Do you think that's
> kind 
> >> of strange that it consistently delays whatever I
> do 
> >> to the controls (effects, eg, filter, etc.) to
> the 
> >> same point in bar 2 of a 4 bar pattern?... I'm
> just 
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> >> concerned if it's something I'm doing or just a
> glitch 
> >> in the RS that has to be worked around... 
> >> 
> >> Thanks again! 
> >> JB 
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> >FAQ:
>

�http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Take Yahoo! Mail with you! Get it on your mobile phone. 
http://mobile.yahoo.com/maildemo
| 13746|13746|2005-01-29 06:45:04|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Remix~~!!!!|
For your ears only! Got a remix for you all!

_http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/AmPsychoHillGBII.mp3_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/AmPsychoHillGBII.mp3) 

Fed up by me. You got earlier versions.

My versions for your RS:

_http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hill2/_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/QSmp3s/hill2/) 

RS files there, load up in SONG MODE.

Then mess it up more than I.

All Samps from American Psycho.

Zam 8^)

PS. I used 16 channels on this, so prob loose a couple for your mix, add 
your international versions. My site be only be down for host upgrade 
purposes, don't think we got no freedom. We do like you fellow RSers. Site back up 
soon if links not work.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13747|1104|2005-01-29 13:55:41|amanda gatdner|Re: (unknown)|
you cant edit a startup point until you save a beat to q base your problem is the format you are using +39 isnt doing anything but keeping that beat in memory go to
memory control and choose how you want it done dont mess with the + controls your clog up your memory

su700fan@comcast.net wrote: After done recording, EDIT the starting point of where your EG Attack change starts to the beginning of the measure (i.e. 1:0:000). When
it's looping after the 4th bar it's still keeping that last setting for EG Attack (0) until it hits the +39 setting a few ticks into the first beat of the first measure. This should fix
your problem (hopefully).
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--wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message -------------- 

> Still having the same problem. And record loop on 
> enables it to loop (not stop). Right? 
> 
> JB 
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
> > Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Subject: [RS7000] (unknown) 
> > 
> > Hi, 
> > I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack change 
> > for 
> > one track over a period of 4 measures. My settings 
> > are: 
> > 
> > Rec Loop: Off 
> > Rec Type: OVERDUB 
> > 
> > Every time I record it, the settings for the last 
> > measure slop over to the 1st measure even though I'm 
> > not loop recording. 
> > 
> > ie: I want the attack to start out at +39 (measure 
> > one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But when I 
> > play it back the first few beats of measure 1 are at 
> > an attack of 0.... 
> > 
> > Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for 
> > your time. 
> > 
> > JB 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13748|13717|2005-01-29 13:56:12|amanda gatdner|Re: AW: AW: AW: AW: [RS7000] Cubase SX and RS7k...|
change your transport controls to sequence whole song then format it to play forward and playback < rewind >
after you apply put your q base card in and go to properties and select accept all changes that should make your sequencer do it automatically everytime but its optional q
base wont start playback unless your controls to do so

Uwe J�lich <uwejuelich@netcologne.de> wrote:
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>I don't work with software sequencers so I might be unsure what is
>happening, but here is my question: is Cubase sending Start Playback
>information to the RS7k's sequencer and not just playing the RS7k like a
>tone generator? Because if Cubase is causing the RS7k to start/stop/etc.
>it's internal sequencer, every time the patches loop in Style/Pattern mode
>the header information in that patch might be retriggering, which could be
>what is causing your midi lag. Make sure that Cubase is just sending Note,
>CC#, etc. info and not Transport control information (Start, Stop, Forward,
>Rewind, Top) to the RS7k's internal sequencer.

I will check this out later...
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13749|1104|2005-01-29 14:53:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: (unknown)|
On Jan 29, 2005, at 3:05 PM, amanda gatdner wrote:

>
>
> you cant edit a startup point until you save a beat to q base your 
> problem is the format you are using +39 isnt doing anything but 
> keeping that beat in memory go to memory control and choose how you 
> want it done dont mess with the + controls your clog up your memory
>
> su700fan@comcast.net wrote: After done recording, EDIT the starting 
> point of where your EG Attack change starts to the beginning of the 
> measure (i.e. 1:0:000). When it's looping after the 4th bar it's 
> still keeping that last setting for EG Attack (0) until it hits the 
> +39 setting a few ticks into the first beat of the first measure. 
> This should fix your problem (hopefully).
>
> --wasted/su700fan

Amanda--

I think you confused the other question with this one. This question 
has nothing to do with Cubase (couldn't figure out what you meant at 
first when you spelled it Q Base). The original poster was asking 
about the RS7000's internal sequencer, and he replied that the answers 
the other responder and I gave him worked to solve his problem. Thanks 
for the Cubase suggestion anyways, someone else on the group who works 
with Cubase might find it useful if they search the archives in the 
future.

--wasted/su700fan
| 13750|13724|2005-01-29 18:57:41|amanda gatdner|Re: Help Me!|
acid pro is a studio progrm that SOULD NOT BE USED WITH THE RS7000 when you sequence your files to that program they will stay on your acidpro program and
you will not be able to get any of your cubase patterns back no matter what thats why all your patterns are gone go to here IC25N020ATDA04-0 (20GB and you can get a
midi file if you have the aw4416 that is the only thing that can get your patterns back READ THE MANUAL it clearly states not to upload any internet programs to the
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studio unless you have multiple equiptment that is compatible with the system CRW2100E Series if you do not have this connected to the rs you have lost all patterns and
beats you have made even with the midi file

good luck !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
I'd try a factory reset if the RS has one. Never looked it up, but if it does, maybe give that a shot. Hopefully you got your files backed up.

In a message dated 1/27/2005 10:59:19 AM Eastern Standard Time, "welshemyr" <welshemyr@yahoo.co.uk> writes:

>
>
>Hi all
>Ive got a problem with my rs and could realy do with some help.
>THe other day I leant my rs to my mate and he configured ot for midi 
>with acid pro and various other synths. But since getting it back 
>loads of my files have lost their patterns or intruments and any 
>effect that Id applied. The problem can be solved by going into the 
>mixer and the right instrument is normally one notch to the 
>left/right of what the rs has saved it as (normally piano0011)
>I was wondering if anyones encountered anything like this before or 
>if anyone can help me.
>Another symptom is the rs telling me theres no data whenever i try to 
>copy patterns, styles etc.
>Any advice gratefully appreciated.
>Emyr
>
>
>
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13751|13717|2005-01-29 18:57:41|amanda gatdner|Re: (unknown)|
no that is not correct you cannot loop with a midi file they are the same thing and do not go together 

"J. B." <casualfools@yahoo.com> wrote:Still having the same problem. And record loop on
enables it to loop (not stop). Right?

JB

--- Paul Reinis <preinis@hgeng.com> wrote:

> Turn rec loop on. it'll stop recording at the exact
> end of the 4th measure.
> 
> p
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: J. B. [mailto:casualfools@yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2005 3:51 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] (unknown)
> 
> 
> 
> Hi,
> I'm trying to record a real time EG Attack change
> for
> one track over a period of 4 measures. My settings
> are:
> 
> Rec Loop: Off
> Rec Type: OVERDUB
> 
> Every time I record it, the settings for the last
> measure slop over to the 1st measure even though I'm
> not loop recording.
> 
> ie: I want the attack to start out at +39 (measure
> one) and end at 0 (attack) on measure 4. But when I
> play it back the first few beats of measure 1 are at
> an attack of 0.... 
> 
> Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for
> your time.
> 
> JB
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com 
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13752|13724|2005-01-30 04:17:03|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] Help Me!|
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: amanda gatdner [mailto:amanda_gardner0@yahoo.com] 
Gesendet: Sonntag, 30. Januar 2005 00:20
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Help Me!

>acid pro is a studio progrm that SOULD NOT BE USED WITH THE RS7000 when you
>sequence your files to that program they will stay on your acidpro program
>and you will not be able to get any of your cubase patterns back no matter
>what thats why all your patterns are gone go to here IC25N020ATDA04-0
>(20GB and you can get a midi file if you have the aw4416 that is the only
>thing that can get your patterns back READ THE MANUAL it clearly states not
>to upload any internet programs to the studio unless you have multiple
>equiptment that is compatible with the system CRW2100E Series if you do not
>have this connected to the rs you have lost all patterns and beats you have
>made even with the midi file

>good luck !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Try to learn writing, perhaps I can understand what you say...
| 13753|13724|2005-01-30 07:09:16|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: AW: [RS7000] Help Me!|
I think this person may be confused a bit themselves. But I'll try and 
explain. IC25N020ATDA04-0 appears to be an IBM hard drive. aw4416 appears to be 
a yamaha pro audio workstation. CRW2100E appears to be a yamaha CDRW (CD ROM 
Burner). So, I imagine what this person is concerned with are the data & 
midi files being passed along to each device, loaded and changed and then 
written back to the same files. I'm thinking simply hooking these devices and 
software up to each other via midi should not destroy any patterns or beats as 
long as you store your files to each in their own separate places. I'm not 
sure, but I thought the original post was about having all his stuff messed up 
by having this other studio stuff hooked up to the RS, and maybe what 
happened is his friend loaded his RS files up from the same source his RS saves to, 
and it ruined them by making changes to the files. To get them back they 
may need reload them in yamaha's audio workstation and resave them putting them 
back to a format that the RS can read properly again. My take on the 
situation anyway

Zam 8^)
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In a message dated 1/30/2005 3:17:30 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
uwejuelich@netcologne.de writes:

>acid pro is a studio progrm that SOULD NOT BE USED WITH THE RS7000 when you
>sequence your files to that program they will stay on your acidpro program
>and you will not be able to get any of your cubase patterns back no matter
>what thats why all your patterns are gone go to here IC25N020ATDA04-0
>(20GB and you can get a midi file if you have the aw4416 that is the only
>thing that can get your patterns back READ THE MANUAL it clearly states not
>to upload any internet programs to the studio unless you have multiple
>equiptment that is compatible with the system CRW2100E Series if you do not
>have this connected to the rs you have lost all patterns and beats you have
>made even with the midi file

>good luck !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Try to learn writing, perhaps I can understand what you say...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13754|13724|2005-01-30 16:59:21|welshemyr|Re: Help Me!|
Sorry Guys didnt explain myself very well last time.
The problem is that whenever I load up my patterns the instruments 
have been restored to msb 00 gm midi keyboard 001. I then have to go 
into the mixer and change the tracks back one notch left in the bank 
and the correct instrument is usually there.(though not always)
Its not a horrendous problem but it does piss me off i was just 
wondering if anyone else had come across it or had any suggestions.
Cheers
Emyr
| 13755|13724|2005-01-30 20:06:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: Help Me!|
Check the UTILITY mode, page 2, under the VOICE SETUP TO TG option. 
The person you lent it to might've turned this off. If you turn it on 
hopefully you'll have your original patches, etc. back.

--wasted/su700fan

On Jan 30, 2005, at 12:45 PM, welshemyr wrote:

>
>
> Sorry Guys didnt explain myself very well last time.
> The problem is that whenever I load up my patterns the instruments
> have been restored to msb 00 gm midi keyboard 001. I then have to go
> into the mixer and change the tracks back one notch left in the bank
> and the correct instrument is usually there.(though not always)
> Its not a horrendous problem but it does piss me off i was just
> wondering if anyone else had come across it or had any suggestions.
> Cheers
> Emyr

| 13756|13756|2005-01-31 01:48:50|dreamchimney|MIDI IN FILTER|
Hello,

Im having my RS7K started by an MPC2000 with Beat Clock and thats all
i want the machine do is start mine, but i cant seem to prevent the
MPC from playing notes on my RS7K, the option for MIDI FILTER and
unchecking NOTES or unchecking anything doesnt help at all. 

Anyone know a way to block income NOTES in the MIDI IN channel ?

thanks in advance
Ryan
| 13757|13756|2005-01-31 06:52:53|Ckwencer|Re: MIDI IN FILTER|
Hi,

Hey, I'm not sure but maybe try this :

MIDI SETUP > MIDI CLOCK OUT (MIDI A)
and...
MIDI SETUP > MIDI CONTROL (OFF)
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Cheers,
Mirko
| 13758|13758|2005-01-31 09:47:31|rubencallens|combination rm1x|
Hi all,

I just got the rs7k and it really rocks!
I also have the rm1x and some others midi gear.
For now, my rm1x is master and the rs7k is slave.
But when I change the pattern style of the rm1x the rs7k also 
changes from pattern style (for example u05 -> u06)
How can I prevent this from happening? 

thank you very much!!
| 13759|13756|2005-01-31 12:52:45|Latif|Re: MIDI IN FILTER|
I used these 2 machines together couple of times
when a friend of mine comes and brings his MPC

You should set the RS as master and have the MPC follow
the sync of the RS as slave.

L.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> 
> Hello,
> 
> Im having my RS7K started by an MPC2000 with Beat Clock and thats 

all

> i want the machine do is start mine, but i cant seem to prevent the
> MPC from playing notes on my RS7K, the option for MIDI FILTER and
> unchecking NOTES or unchecking anything doesnt help at all. 
> 
> Anyone know a way to block income NOTES in the MIDI IN channel ?
> 
> thanks in advance
> Ryan

| 13760|13724|2005-01-31 20:59:40|welshemyr|Re: Help Me!|
Hey cheers rsk fan your a star thats sorted me out a treat. Im still 
pretty unfamilier with the machine so you may see more of me but 
thatnks again for the help.
Emyr
p.s if you wanna check out my tunes and tell me what you recon theyre 
at www.bass-sick.com
| 13761|13724|2005-01-31 22:00:20|wasted/su700fan|Re: Help Me!|
You're welcome. My pleasure. We all try our best to help here. 
Looking forward to checking out some of your tracks in the near future 
(I've got like 25 in the queue from other mailing lists ahead of 
yours).

--wasted/su700fan

On Jan 31, 2005, at 5:10 PM, welshemyr wrote:

> Hey cheers rsk fan your a star thats sorted me out a treat. Im still
> pretty unfamilier with the machine so you may see more of me but
> thatnks again for the help.
> Emyr
> p.s if you wanna check out my tunes and tell me what you recon theyre
> at www.bass-sick.com

| 13762|13758|2005-02-01 11:08:13|Ckwencer|Re: combination rm1x|
Just enter inside one sub-mode menu (like mixer, voice edit, ...) with
the rs7k when you're going to change the pattern over the rm1x... and
the pattern change won't happen. It happens only when you stay in the
main pattern mode menu ! ;-)
| 13763|13763|2005-02-04 18:01:40|h2a2p|Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
Howdy Y'all, I'm considering looking for a SCSI HD as a storage 
option, to give me easier access to a larger sample/pattern library 
on the RS. lots of useful info in the archives, but i'm wondering if 
anyone has any thoughts on these issues:

Q#1 - Does everyone use an external HD case with a power supply built 
in it? Anyone here using a HD _not_ in an external case, and if so 
then how do you power it? Anybody powering the drive from inside the 
RS?
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Q#2 - i see lots of talk of using scsi drive connected to both RS and 
PC. Anybody using a scsi HD and swapping it back and forth between 
the PC and RS? Like keep the HD connected to the RS, but then take 
it off and hook it to the PC only when you want to edit or add/delete 
samples. I don't see why that wouldn't work, but just wondering if 
anyone uses it like that and how it is working out.

thanks!
peace!
mike
| 13764|13763|2005-02-05 01:23:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
Q1. I don't, I use the 64megs SM Cards transfer files from PC to RS. Figure too big to fit on card to big to load. HD would be nice sometimes tho., but I think I'd be too
trusting of it, trust the cards too much as is with only 64megs, just me though. All external drives, as far as I know, have their own power supply, usually from one of those
lumpy AC/DC wall adapters. I remember reading once though, I think on here, about someone who actually found like one of two interal drives that were produced for the
RS. I think they are out there, just hard to find one without haveing to do your own modifications. Never sure of anything tho, I could be way off.

Q2. Should work, I'd just be carefull as someone had mentioned not long ago about some problems of loading files into studio software from the same source that the RS
stores to, as there may be a chance that they can be overwriten on certain files. I would make a backup or do some testing before I trusted it. Don't use your favorite song
that you only have one copy of on your first attempt.

Zam

In a message dated 2/4/2005 5:34:04 PM Eastern Standard Time, "h2a2p" <h2a2p@yahoo.com> writes:

>
>
>Howdy Y'all, I'm considering looking for a SCSI HD as a storage 
>option, to give me easier access to a larger sample/pattern library 
>on the RS.  lots of useful info in the archives, but i'm wondering if 
>anyone has any thoughts on these issues:
>
>Q#1 - Does everyone use an external HD case with a power supply built 
>in it?  Anyone here using a HD _not_ in an external case, and if so 
>then how do you power it?  Anybody powering the drive from inside the 
>RS?
>
>Q#2 - i see lots of talk of using scsi drive connected to both RS and 
>PC.  Anybody using a scsi HD and swapping it back and forth between 
>the PC and RS?  Like keep the HD connected to the RS, but then take 
>it off and hook it to the PC only when you want to edit or add/delete 
>samples.  I don't see why that wouldn't work, but just wondering if 
>anyone uses it like that and how it is working out.
>
>thanks!
>peace!
>mike
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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| 13765|13545|2005-02-07 23:33:21|crvenazvezda91|Re: Behringer BCF/BCR2000 in combination with RS7000|
I'm looking into the BCR2000 as a controller so I can do all volumes,
filter cutoff & resonances at the same time.

Anyone used one of these?
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Rusty

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "p_amsterdam" wrote:
> 
> 
> Hai,
> 
> Has anyone experience with the Behringer controllers?
> I want to use the BCF2000.
> 
> Will the faders move with he programmed volume in the Rs7000 pattern 
> sequence?
> 
> gr,
> Paul

| 13766|13766|2005-02-10 06:18:50|djpoulp|RS7000 and DP4|
I searh RS7000 Midman files please.
| 13767|13766|2005-02-11 02:02:21|Latif|Re: RS7000 and DP4|
do you mean MAudio Midiman drivers 
for use with Digital Performer?

greets

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djpoulp" wrote:
> 
> I searh RS7000 Midman files please.

| 13768|13768|2005-02-12 10:39:48|greatestofalltymes|Cubase's Midi Device Manager & RS7K|
How do you use them together? Isn't there a file that is needed? 
Where can I get it?
| 13769|13768|2005-02-12 11:14:58|greatestofalltymes|Re: Cubase's Midi Device Manager & RS7K|
zI tried using the files in the files section but I can't figure it 
out. Is here an XML file that I need?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

> 
> How do you use them together? Isn't there a file that is needed? 
> Where can I get it?

| 13770|13768|2005-02-12 11:14:59|greatestofalltymes|Re: Cubase's Midi Device Manager & RS7K|
OI treid using the files on this cpr file on this site, but I can't 
chage the banks on the RS from Cubase properly. It only changes the 
LSB.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

> 
> How do you use them together? Isn't there a file that is needed? 
> Where can I get it?

| 13771|13766|2005-02-12 23:33:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS7000 and DP4|
Thought some might enjoy this!

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/distruct.mp3

No strings attached to link. 98.5% RS, rest is samps from Event Horizon and one from a KAOSS Synth somewhere in the 70s setting I think.

Trying to figure if any of the levels, like bass maybe too much or off or anything else for some feedback to me if your intrested in listening to it.

Thanks!

Zam
| 13772|13545|2005-02-13 14:44:50|florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl|Re: Behringer BCF/BCR2000 in combination with RS7000|
I'm using the BCR2000 a lot with my RS7000.
I like to use it for controlling for instance cutoff & delay for multiple channels at once.
2 controllers * 16 channels = 32 knobs
which is exactly what the BCR2000 has...
:)

Flo.
| 13773|13545|2005-02-13 18:38:02|crvenazvezda91|Re: Behringer BCF/BCR2000 in combination with RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, florisvanrijswijk@z... wrote:
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> I'm using the BCR2000 a lot with my RS7000.
> I like to use it for controlling for instance cutoff & delay for

multiple channels at once.

> 2 controllers * 16 channels = 32 knobs
> which is exactly what the BCR2000 has...
> :)
> 
> 
> Flo.

Hi Flo,

Thanks for the reply.

This is what I was looking at doing... but I only use the first 6
channels on my RS7000 for internal.

So the rest will go to midi out A.

Going to have to hunt one down..

Thanks,
Rusty
| 13774|13763|2005-02-16 06:23:04|pibi|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
I use ols SUN SCSI external drive + his own ext.power - 2 GB disc is way 
over needs

In PC install old ADAPTEC PCI card + put HD on external port - works
consider buying SCSI cable converter to be apropriate for PC SCSI connector

pibi from slovenia

>
>
> Howdy Y'all, I'm considering looking for a SCSI HD as a storage
> option, to give me easier access to a larger sample/pattern library
> on the RS. lots of useful info in the archives, but i'm wondering if
> anyone has any thoughts on these issues:
>
> Q#1 - Does everyone use an external HD case with a power supply built
> in it? Anyone here using a HD _not_ in an external case, and if so
> then how do you power it? Anybody powering the drive from inside the
> RS?
>
> Q#2 - i see lots of talk of using scsi drive connected to both RS and
> PC. Anybody using a scsi HD and swapping it back and forth between
> the PC and RS? Like keep the HD connected to the RS, but then take
> it off and hook it to the PC only when you want to edit or add/delete
> samples. I don't see why that wouldn't work, but just wondering if
> anyone uses it like that and how it is working out.
>
> thanks!
> peace!
> mike
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


>
>

| 13775|13775|2005-02-22 17:18:39|jtoots212|preset phrases|
how do i access the preset phrases other than the drum ones like hh1-
4, sd1-4, bd, etc? what i'm looking for is the preset phrases that 
are more chord based as opposed to drum phrases. i remember 
accessing them once, but can't seem to bring them back up in the 
pattern screen. so when i scroll through the phrase categories, i 
get us 001 (user phrases) through all the preset drum phrases. as 
usual, the users manual is NO help. thanks guys!

J
| 13776|13775|2005-02-22 21:10:29|wasted/su700fan|Re: preset phrases|
On Feb 22, 2005, at 7:18 PM, jtoots212 wrote:

>
> how do i access the preset phrases other than the drum ones like hh1-
> 4, sd1-4, bd, etc? what i'm looking for is the preset phrases that
> are more chord based as opposed to drum phrases. i remember
> accessing them once, but can't seem to bring them back up in the
> pattern screen. so when i scroll through the phrase categories, i
> get us 001 (user phrases) through all the preset drum phrases. as
> usual, the users manual is NO help. thanks guys!
>
> J

You've got the general idea there. You just need to turn the F1 knob 
to switch between the various categories of the preset phrases (i.e. 
Synth Lead, Bass, etc.) and the F2 knob to choose individual phrases 
within the category (page 75). See manual page 313 for a listing of 
the categories of phrases. The Synth Lead, Synth Seq., Synth Chord, 
Synth Pad are probably a good place to start.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13777|13775|2005-02-22 23:20:07|jtoots212|Re: preset phrases|
right on, here's what i've got when i turn F1:
BD1-4, SD1-4, HH1-4, CR1, PC1-4.
so that's the first few on the phrase category list of page 313.
how do i get the rest of them??
i feel like if i've got these, the rs7k will become MUCH more powerful
and easy, can't wait!

> You've got the general idea there. You just need to turn the F1 knob 
> to switch between the various categories of the preset phrases (i.e. 
> Synth Lead, Bass, etc.) and the F2 knob to choose individual phrases 
> within the category (page 75). See manual page 313 for a listing of 
> the categories of phrases. The Synth Lead, Synth Seq., Synth Chord, 
> Synth Pad are probably a good place to start.

| 13778|13775|2005-02-23 04:36:23|a_lepusa|Re: preset phrases|
you have to select track 9 +
e voilà: access to the synth/bass/melody preset phrases

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jtoots212" wrote:
> 
> right on, here's what i've got when i turn F1:
> BD1-4, SD1-4, HH1-4, CR1, PC1-4.
> so that's the first few on the phrase category list of page 313.
> how do i get the rest of them??
> i feel like if i've got these, the rs7k will become MUCH more 
powerful
> and easy, can't wait!
> 
> 
> > You've got the general idea there. You just need to turn the F1 
knob 
> > to switch between the various categories of the preset phrases 
(i.e. 
> > Synth Lead, Bass, etc.) and the F2 knob to choose individual 
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phrases 
> > within the category (page 75). See manual page 313 for a listing 
of 
> > the categories of phrases. The Synth Lead, Synth Seq., Synth 
Chord, 
> > Synth Pad are probably a good place to start.

| 13779|13775|2005-02-23 17:13:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: preset phrases|
I'm not positive, but I think you may be able to get them also by changing your instrament/patch off of drum set that you may have selected on any track, includeing 1-8,
not just 9-16 by chaning it to a regular instramet instead of a drum set.

Good Luck!

Zam

In a message dated 2/23/2005 6:36:15 AM Eastern Standard Time, "a_lepusa" <a_lepusa@yahoo.de> writes:

>
>
>you have to select track 9 +
>e voilà: access to the synth/bass/melody preset phrases
>
>
>
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jtoots212" wrote:
>>
>> right on, here's what i've got when i turn F1:
>> BD1-4, SD1-4, HH1-4, CR1, PC1-4.
>> so that's the first few on the phrase category list of page 313.
>> how do i get the rest of them??
>> i feel like if i've got these, the rs7k will become MUCH more
>powerful
>> and easy, can't wait!
>>
>>
>> > You've got the general idea there.  You just need to turn the F1
>knob
>> > to switch between the various categories of the preset phrases
>(i.e.
>> > Synth Lead, Bass, etc.) and the F2 knob to choose individual
>phrases
>> > within the category (page 75).  See manual page 313 for a listing
>of
>> > the categories of phrases.  The Synth Lead, Synth Seq., Synth
>Chord,
>> > Synth Pad are probably a good place to start.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13780|13775|2005-02-24 04:46:08|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: preset phrases|
err never mind, it is only 9-16 has the non drum presets, just tried it out 
to see for sure.

In a message dated 2/23/2005 4:16:01 P.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
Dbeam505@aol.com writes:

I'm not positive, but I think you may be able to get them also by changing 
your instrament/patch off of drum set that you may have selected on any track, 
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includeing 1-8, not just 9-16 by chaning it to a regular instramet instead 
of a drum set.

Good Luck!

Zam

In a message dated 2/23/2005 6:36:15 AM Eastern Standard Time, "a_lepusa" 
<a_lepusa@yahoo.de> writes:

>
>
>you have to select track 9 +
>e voilà: access to the synth/bass/melody preset phrases

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13781|13537|2005-02-24 05:39:13|steffen909|Re: SMF export|
Im trying to use abletonLIVE in the same way.
I dont think you can export as a SMF type1 on the RS7000,
but I found a converter program on the net:

http://www.filetrial.com/convert/mid12mid0.html

I havnt tried it myself yet, but plan to try it out this weekend!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Joost Gransjean" 
wrote:

> Can someone please explain to me how to export the midifile as a 

type 1?

> 
> Thanks in advance!
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Wildemar Wildenburger [mailto:wildemar@f...]
> Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2004 10:08 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] SMF export
> 
> 
> This is not a big help, but I'm pretty shure it has to do with 

the smf

> formats 0 and 1. The first saves everything to track 1, the 

latter to

> individual tracks.
> but thats basically all i know. Maybe that gets you started ... 

dunno,

> perhaps you can choose to export as smf-1 on the RS right away. 

And I've

> heard that in cubase you can seperate a 0-file into indiv. tracks 

also

> ... Maybe thats also possible with live4.
> 
> thats all I can tell ya
> c.u.
> Wildemar
> 
> 
> 
> On 26.10.2004 02:34, Joost Gransjean wrote:
> >
> > Hello,

mailto:a_lepusa@yahoo.de
http://www.filetrial.com/convert/mid12mid0.html
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> >
> > When i try to import a standard midifile from my RS7000 pattern 

in

> Ableton 4
> > i've got the problem that all data is put on channel 1. In the 

orginal

> > pattern the data was put on different midichannels. For me its 

quite

> > important to be able to import rs7000 patterns thru a SMF file 

in

> Ableton 4
> > does anyone know why this is happening and how i can export the
> midifiles
> > correctly so i can import them correctly in other software?
> >
> > Thanks in advance
> >
> >
> > cheers
> >
> >
> > Joost Gransjean (NL)
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> ADVERTISEMENT
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------

--------

> --
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service.

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13782|13775|2005-02-24 11:42:29|jtoots212|Re: preset phrases|
YES! thnks much!

>it is only 9-16 has the non drum presets, just tried it out 
> to see for sure.

| 13783|13783|2005-02-24 18:06:08|Caleb Delamare|Caleb from west australia back on the list|
Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the list before. I 
do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series sampler with 
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the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack sampler jus 
so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and thats all, but 
lets get some opinions hey.

Thanks

_________________________________________________________________
It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out how: 
http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
| 13784|13784|2005-02-24 18:06:44|Caleb Delamare|RS7000 VS A4000|
Hiya all. Does anyone have any opinions regarding the RS7000 vs the A4000. 
Many people are straying away from rack units these days.....Give me ur 
opinions.

Thanks
Caleb

_________________________________________________________________
Credit card. Apply now. 60 sec response. Must be over 18. AU only: 
http://ad.au.doubleclick.net/clk;11046970;10638934;f?http://www.anz.com/aus/promo/first0105ninemsn/default.asp
| 13785|13784|2005-02-24 21:44:31|darknois|Re: RS7000 VS A4000|
I can sort of give an opinion on this.
My last setup was the RM1X alongside a Yamaha A3000 sampler.
I sold them both to pay for my recently aquired RS7k.

I could go into a lot of detail, but here is the bottom line.
A-Series samplers are much more powerful than the RS7K's, but to me 
the integration of a sampler in the same piece of machinery was worth 
the trade off.

The A3000/4000 series of samplers are serious machines, and its 
sampler is far superiour to the RS7K's. How so?
Well... just the shear number of FX you can place on a sample, and 
the individual characteristics of that effect that you can control 
via MIDI for starters. The A-series samplers are FX monsters!
Imagine being able to throw a scratch effect on a sample, then assign 
one of the scratch properties to a midi controller to twist that 
sample up in realtime.
There was tons of parameters... from the filters.. and different 
aspects of controlling the sample. Tons of potential.
Having an internal hard drive in my sampler was also great (wish I 
could do with RS7K) to hold all my samples, and not have to deal with 
SCSI or an external drive.

So why did I trade?
Navigating all those properties via the chinsy A3000 display was 
extremely time consuming EVEN after learning the machine at a decent 
level. When I work... I like to work quickly and not be held back by 
technology. I found that much of time time I wouldnt even bother with 
turning on the A3K sampler, because I could work so much quicker with 
just the RM1x, and figured I would deal with samples later.

Eventually I realized... an integrated basic sampler (not just 
physiucally, but on the Operating System level) would be far more 
useful to me than a higher-end one that wasn't getting utilized.
Having said that, the RS sampler sounds great, and the integration 
was everything I had hoped for. But I suppose it all comes down to 
your needs and what you are aiming for musically.

I havn't messed with the A4K sampler, so possibly they eased some of 
the pain I had with the crappy interface to an extremely powerful 
machine.

Good luck,
Sean aka Noiz aka Darknois

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" 
wrote:

> 
> Hiya all. Does anyone have any opinions regarding the RS7000 vs the 

A4000. 

> Many people are straying away from rack units these days.....Give 

me ur 

> opinions.
> 
> Thanks

http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
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> Caleb
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Credit card. Apply now. 60 sec response. Must be over 18. AU only: 
> http://ad.au.doubleclick.net/clk;11046970;10638934;f?

http://www.anz.com/aus/promo/first0105ninemsn/default.asp
| 13786|13784|2005-02-24 22:26:37|Dale Kay|Re: RS7000 VS A4000|
nope...
I have a a5000... they all are the same... I keep it due to the effects...
there are some editors for it...

Funny reading this is that I am picking up a RM1X next month to add to my studio...

I do fully agree with you about having one unit... I did consider the rs7000 just a good deal came up on the RM1X...

btw I am the moderator of the yahoo A5000 group... 

dale
admin@kay-net.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: darknois 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2005 6:53 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 VS A4000

I can sort of give an opinion on this.
My last setup was the RM1X alongside a Yamaha A3000 sampler.
I sold them both to pay for my recently aquired RS7k.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13787|13784|2005-02-25 06:44:41|gregor zoll|Re: RS7000 VS A4000|
Hi,

CD> Hiya all. Does anyone have any opinions regarding the RS7000 vs the A4000

to me it is nearly the same as darknois. i had an a3k and just loved
it. even the a3k had an awesome intuitive os (sample-selection by midi
aso) it was boring and creativity-killing to crawl through endless
menues. i also didnt switch it on the last months i owned it. when i
got the time to make music and want to get immediate results, from
brain to speakers.

the parameterflood of the a3k gives you much more opportunities to
manipulate your samples but in the meantime every standard-computer
can do that much better, faster and easier. put the wav on your
sd-card and load it in the rs7k, ready.

another advantage for rs7k is that you save ONE file with everything
in it, kind of "total recall". with an external sampler you must put
up the sequencer and load your song there, set midichannels, load
sound in sampler, swith on the mixer ...

the only thing i REALLY hate on the rs7k is, that the envelopes are
"relative" and not absolute. on every synth or sampler the envelopes
have clearly defined times for attack, decay and release, the times
just stick on the knobs. not the rs7k. i never got the feeling to
adjust the sample itself. a long parameterdistance nothing really
happens and two degrees further the time is 20 percent longer ... this
is real sh*t.

but the a-series you will get MUCH cheaper. i sold my a3k for about
180 EUR and payd for the rs7k 1000 EUR (one year ago).

http://ad.au.doubleclick.net/clk;11046970;10638934;f?
http://www.anz.com/aus/promo/first0105ninemsn/default.asp
mailto:admin@kay-net.com
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-- 

gregor zoll

===========================
listen to my music at 
http://www.stereoping.com

mailto:ping@stereoping.com
| 13788|13788|2005-02-25 23:29:22|Psy-nox aka Psynoxin|RS7000 vs A4000 and thanks|
Thanks to the people that sent in posts to my question about the 
RS7000 vs the A4000. Im needing a decent hardware sequencer that 
doesnt mess up on stage, having it sample would be handy too.

Thanks

Psy
| 13789|13789|2005-02-26 08:52:13|Psy-nox aka Psynoxin|RS7000 and Yamaha company|
ok..so let me get this right...The RS7000 cannot multisample as in 
have multiple samples play on one of its front button keypresses (to 
trigger the sound) ?

STaff from yamaha moniter a Yahoo group? ummm why???

Thanks
| 13790|13790|2005-02-26 08:53:39|Psy-nox aka Psynoxin|This isnt working properly right??|
Ive had major dramas with yahoo and this group...ive tried leaving 
the group and then rejoin and when i edit the email for posts for 
this group..i send it to one of my alternative emails on this yahoo 
ID..but it keeps sending it to my main one....stupid thing...im only 
getting one third of the posts at my email.

any suggestions?

thanks
| 13791|13791|2005-02-26 08:54:19|Psy-noxin Ghost|Yamaha Observes this Group?|
Far out people..hehe ive had so many dramas with yahoo.australia and this group, finally i think its working.

Ok my question relating to what I read on the welcome to RS7000 yahoo group...it said please participate in the polls because YAMAHA observes this group...

what does that mean? 
The Staff of Yamaha are on the group? 
Own the group? 

I am very surprised that they go through yahoo and they do NOT use their own Yamaha Corporation user list.

Thanks groovers..Catchya 

Regards 
Psy

---------------------------------
Find local movie times and trailers on Yahoo! Movies.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13792|13789|2005-02-26 09:14:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 and Yamaha company|
On Feb 26, 2005, at 5:37 AM, Psy-nox aka Psynoxin wrote:

>
> ok..so let me get this right...The RS7000 cannot multisample as in
> have multiple samples play on one of its front button keypresses (to
> trigger the sound) ?
>
> STaff from yamaha moniter a Yahoo group? ummm why???
>
> Thanks

Correct, the RS7000 cannot multi-sample like a rack mount sampler 
(A3000/4000/5000) can. The RS7000 can have different samples across 
it's keys, but only one sample per key (in KIT & KIT+NOTE mode), and 
not multiple samples on the same key letter (i.e. C).

Not still sure if Yamaha staff read this group anymore as the RS7000 

http://www.stereoping.com/
mailto:ping@stereoping.com


has been out for 3 1/2 - 4 years now and is not exactly new technology 
anymore. They've probably moved on to greener pastures now (Motif ES 
line groups). If/when they did monitor the RS7000 group it would've 
been during the early release phase of the RS7000's life-cycle when 
they would probably have been looking for bug reports and OS update 
suggestions.

Surprised anyone actually reads those welcome messages that come to you 
when you join a Yahoo Group anymore he-he. I've updated the welcome 
message a little since the address of the group is slightly different 
now and a few other things have changed. I'll be doing a cleanup of 
the group today and tomorrow to weed out dead links and bouncing 
members.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13793|13790|2005-02-26 09:17:12|wasted/su700fan|Re: This isnt working properly right??|
On Feb 26, 2005, at 5:55 AM, Psy-nox aka Psynoxin wrote:

> Ive had major dramas with yahoo and this group...ive tried leaving
> the group and then rejoin and when i edit the email for posts for
> this group..i send it to one of my alternative emails on this yahoo
> ID..but it keeps sending it to my main one....stupid thing...im only
> getting one third of the posts at my email.
>
> any suggestions?
>
> thanks
>

Check your settings for each of your Profile(s) to see if you have the 
correct primary email address chosen that you want mail sent to for 
that profile. Also do the same for each group that you belong to with 
the appropriate profile you signed up with.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13794|13791|2005-02-26 09:30:08|wasted/su700fan|Re: Yamaha Observes this Group?|
On Feb 26, 2005, at 10:03 AM, Psy-noxin Ghost wrote:

>
> Far out people..hehe ive had so many dramas with yahoo.australia and 
> this group, finally i think its working.
>
> Ok my question relating to what I read on the welcome to RS7000 yahoo 
> group...it said please participate in the polls because YAMAHA 
> observes this group...
>
> what does that mean?
> The Staff of Yamaha are on the group?
> Own the group?
>
> I am very surprised that they go through yahoo and they do NOT use 
> their own Yamaha Corporation user list.
>
> Thanks groovers..Catchya
>
> Regards
> Psy

That was probably more appropriate when the RS7000 was newer in it's 
life-cycle (2001-2003). Not sure if Yamaha observes this group much if 
at all anymore. We used to do Polls in the past but haven't done one 
in a year or two. If anybody has a topic that's RS7000-related that 
they'd like me to create a poll for I can do that, but it's more for 
the members' curiosities nowadays than anything official.

Yamaha does not own the group or moderate/officiate it in any way. 
Yahoo Groups is the owner of all the Groups on the Yahoo site and each 
individual group's Owner/Moderator (i.e. me) own, manage, moderate, 
etc. each group. I am not affiliated with Yamaha in any way other than 
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as a user of their products. Not paid, even acknowledged by Yamaha for 
my work on this group. Many thanks to Tom and Robert van der Kamp in 
the past for their great Owner/Moderator work. Just your standard 
disclaimers. :)

There may be Yamaha staff on this group but I have no knowledge of who 
they are if that is the case, and they are probably just reading 
messages and observing and not posting. The www.motifator.com/forums 
website does have a Yamaha staff member there (BadMister) who is a 
representative of Yamaha and a great help in answering & 
troubleshooting people questions on Yamaha gear like the RS7000 and 
Motif line of synths.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13795|13789|2005-02-26 14:08:28|Dale Kay|Re: RS7000 and Yamaha company|
That is one nice thing about the axk series...

dale
admin@kay-net.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, February 26, 2005 8:14 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 and Yamaha company
On Feb 26, 2005, at 5:37 AM, Psy-nox aka Psynoxin wrote:
>
> ok..so let me get this right...The RS7000 cannot multisample as in
> have multiple samples play on one of its front button keypresses (to
> trigger the sound) ?
>
> STaff from yamaha moniter a Yahoo group? ummm why???
>
> Thanks

Correct, the RS7000 cannot multi-sample like a rack mount sampler 
(A3000/4000/5000) can. The RS7000 can have different samples across 
it's keys, but only one sample per key (in KIT & KIT+NOTE mode), and 
not multiple samples on the same key letter (i.e. C).

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13796|13789|2005-02-26 19:46:41|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS7000 and Yamaha company|
Multisampling, I thought was like the pitch sampling on the RS, but instead 
of just one sample, you can have multiple samples assigned across key 
regions. Those region can have different or the same pitches. If that makes any 
sense?

If you want to play more than one sample at a time, I see no need to put 
more than one sample per key, since you can simply push or have multiple notes 
play at the same time. Not saying it isn't possible or other gear doesn't do 
that, my experience on multisampling only extends to what I use to do on the 
Korg Triton.

Zam

In a message dated 2/26/2005 8:17:56 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
su700fan@comcast.net writes:

On Feb 26, 2005, at 5:37 AM, Psy-nox aka Psynoxin wrote:
>
> ok..so let me get this right...The RS7000 cannot multisample as in
> have multiple samples play on one of its front button keypresses (to
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> trigger the sound) ?
>
> STaff from yamaha moniter a Yahoo group? ummm why???
>
> Thanks

Correct, the RS7000 cannot multi-sample like a rack mount sampler 
(A3000/4000/5000) can. The RS7000 can have different samples across 
it's keys, but only one sample per key (in KIT & KIT+NOTE mode), and 
not multiple samples on the same key letter (i.e. C).

Not still sure if Yamaha staff read this group anymore as the RS7000 
has been out for 3 1/2 - 4 years now and is not exactly new technology 
anymore. They've probably moved on to greener pastures now (Motif ES 
line groups). If/when they did monitor the RS7000 group it would've 
been during the early release phase of the RS7000's life-cycle when 
they would probably have been looking for bug reports and OS update 
suggestions.

Surprised anyone actually reads those welcome messages that come to you 
when you join a Yahoo Group anymore he-he. I've updated the welcome 
message a little since the address of the group is slightly different 
now and a few other things have changed. I'll be doing a cleanup of 
the group today and tomorrow to weed out dead links and bouncing 
members.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13797|13790|2005-02-26 20:06:33|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: This isnt working properly right??|
Yahoo support of this nature is ran by a bunch of dingleberries that have 
their brains stuck in some sort of procedural feedback loop. Good luck!

Zam

In a message dated 2/26/2005 7:54:58 A.M. Pacific Standard Time, 
synthlist@hotmail.com writes:

Ive had major dramas with yahoo and this group...ive tried leaving 
the group and then rejoin and when i edit the email for posts for 
this group..i send it to one of my alternative emails on this yahoo 
ID..but it keeps sending it to my main one....stupid thing...im only 
getting one third of the posts at my email.

any suggestions?

thanks

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13798|13789|2005-02-26 20:07:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 and Yamaha company|
On Feb 26, 2005, at 9:46 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
>
> Multisampling, I thought was like the pitch sampling on the RS, but 
> instead
> of just one sample, you can have multiple samples assigned across key
> regions. Those region can have different or the same pitches. If 
> that makes any
> sense?
>
> If you want to play more than one sample at a time, I see no need to 
> put
> more than one sample per key, since you can simply push or have 
> multiple notes
> play at the same time. Not saying it isn't possible or other gear 
> doesn't do
> that, my experience on multisampling only extends to what I use to do 
> on the
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> Korg Triton.
>
> Zam

Multisampling (from what I've read) is when there are multiple samples 
on the same note #. I.E. depending upon the velocity with which you 
hit the key/note you will hear a different sample played. e.g. a 
multi-sampled snare drum might sound more "snappy" if you hit the key 
with a higher velocity than a lower velocity (assuming multiple samples 
of the snare drum were loaded to that key with the appropriate sounding 
samples in them).

I'm sure there are other definitions (like yours above) for the term 
"multisampling." This is just the version I'm familiar with in regards 
to rack samplers (at least Yamaha based ones).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13799|13799|2005-02-26 21:56:16|driving_now|hey im new :) with a question and a music pimp!|
hey guys

just bought a rs7000 the other day for a steal and trying to get my head around the thing..

Im having very strange problems with flash media between my mac running osx 10.3.7 
and the rs7000... i have a ton of samples i want to transfer across, so i threw them all on a 
flash card. problem is they dont show up on the rs7000! :(

they were in .aif format, but i just converted them all to .wav format with still no luck. even 
stranger is that if i save a pattern on my rs7000 to the card, then take it across to the mac, 
my mac seems to delete everything off the card :S 

whats up with that? and has anyone had similar problems? its driving me crazy!!!

on a different note heres some of my stuff to pimp :) i must admit it was all created just 
before i got my rs7000 but give it a listen anyway.. it was done with a korg es-1, Roland 
MC-09, Korg 05r/w, Air Fx and some circuit bent toys :)

i put this together as a warmup before my first gig at 610 galleries on
the 12th of feb. Its pretty much my live set recorded straight with no
touchups.

There are 4 tracks in total and i guess i play a mash of trip
hop/trance shit/idm/breaks with some circuit bent toys thrown in for
good measure

Tracks are:-
1) +weeddig
2) [slow]dive
3) gRINGO
4) +=1101

you can also download a cover if your that way inclined..

all this can be found at my website

www.hazyinseptember.com

cheers :)

+=haZy
| 13800|13789|2005-02-26 22:24:04|Dale Kay|Re: RS7000 and Yamaha company|
Velocity Switching, Velocity Cross-Fade

With real musical instruments, dynamic variations in tone can be obtained according to how the instrument is played-in the case of a piano, how hard the keys are struck.
By using multiple samples of different dynamics and switching or cross-fading among them depending on velocity (how hard the key is struck), accurate sound playback
can be achieved .

Multi-Sampling

When the pitch of a sample is varied over a wide range to create a scale, the farther away the sample is from the original pitch, the more the characteristics of the sound
change. Even with a simple piano sample, if the pitch were changed to a large degree, you would never recognize it as a piano. For this reason, "multisampling" is often
used. Multi-sampling is done by dividing the instrument into multiple key ranges (ideally, one sample per key), thereby minimizing the pitch range represented by one
sample.
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dale
admin@kay-net.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, February 26, 2005 7:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 and Yamaha company

On Feb 26, 2005, at 9:46 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
>
> Multisampling, I thought was like the pitch sampling on the RS, but 
> instead
> of just one sample, you can have multiple samples assigned across key
> regions. Those region can have different or the same pitches. If 
> that makes any
> sense?
>
> If you want to play more than one sample at a time, I see no need to 
> put
> more than one sample per key, since you can simply push or have 
> multiple notes
> play at the same time. Not saying it isn't possible or other gear 
> doesn't do
> that, my experience on multisampling only extends to what I use to do 
> on the
> Korg Triton.
>
> Zam

Multisampling (from what I've read) is when there are multiple samples 
on the same note #. I.E. depending upon the velocity with which you 
hit the key/note you will hear a different sample played. e.g. a 
multi-sampled snare drum might sound more "snappy" if you hit the key 
with a higher velocity than a lower velocity (assuming multiple samples 
of the snare drum were loaded to that key with the appropriate sounding 
samples in them).

I'm sure there are other definitions (like yours above) for the term 
"multisampling." This is just the version I'm familiar with in regards 
to rack samplers (at least Yamaha based ones).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13801|13789|2005-02-26 22:28:13|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 and Yamaha company|
On Feb 27, 2005, at 12:20 AM, Dale Kay wrote:

>
>
> Velocity Switching, Velocity Cross-Fade
>
> With real musical instruments, dynamic variations in tone can be 
> obtained according to how the instrument is played-in the case of a 
> piano, how hard the keys are struck. By using multiple samples of 
> different dynamics and switching or cross-fading among them depending 
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> on velocity (how hard the key is struck), accurate sound playback can 
> be achieved .
>
> Multi-Sampling
>
> When the pitch of a sample is varied over a wide range to create a 
> scale, the farther away the sample is from the original pitch, the 
> more the characteristics of the sound change. Even with a simple piano 
> sample, if the pitch were changed to a large degree, you would never 
> recognize it as a piano. For this reason, "multisampling" is often 
> used. Multi-sampling is done by dividing the instrument into multiple 
> key ranges (ideally, one sample per key), thereby minimizing the pitch 
> range represented by one sample.
>
> dale
> admin@kay-net.com
> Lancaster CA
>

Thanks for the clearer explanation than I could give Dale. In any 
case, the RS7k doesn't do either version, unfortunately.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13802|13802|2005-02-27 15:56:53|Scott Kellogg|FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
Hello,

At long last I would like to sell my mint RS7000 to a good home. It has
many extras, and has been treated with love and care in a smoke-free
studio.

+ 64M RAM
+ AIEB2 output expansion
+ External 250M Zip Drive
+ 64M SmartMedia card
+ USB SmartMedia reader
+ Modded turntable case (fits RS perfectly)

Pics: http://raza.suso.org/rs7k.html (picture does not show output
expansion card).

Asking $700 or trade for DSI Evolver + cash.

Thank you,
Scott Kellogg
| 13803|13803|2005-02-27 16:25:26|darknois|Off Topic/Dream Pop Show Review|
Though she doesn't use an RS7000, I do, and I'm posting the review 
below. Her dreamy/ambient style of music is definitely one which 
could be created through the use of an RS.
-----------------------------------------------
If one word was required to describe the reaction to Petracovich fs 
performance to her native fanbase in Santa Barbara, it would have to 
be greverence h.
It is a rare occasion when so many different and sometimes opposing 
personalities can be felt in a small lounge/bar space with heads 
fixed on the same subject with the same absolute commitment to the 
surprisingly delicate show before them.
How many of us have seen the show of an uncommitted performer rudely 
disrupted, or completely ignored by a crowd that senses falseness to 
the performance? 
Nothing could be further from this - than a Petracovich appearance. 
It is not the similar subject matter which unites the crowd, but 
their comparable nostalgia for childhood dreams and fantasy evoked by 
the hypnotic sound of Jessica Peters.

Rock and pop it is not. And for those looking for a high-rate beat to 
set their drinking pace, they might find themselves more 
introspective at the end of their evening than they had originally 
planned.

Those present at the Mercury Lounge in Santa Barbara on Saturday 
night were treated to a special account of a cellist backing the 
dreamy beats, rhythms, and female vocals.
The extra flavor of organic strings worked to balance the synthetic 
tones of the Nord and Korg keyboards framing the busy hands of the 
performer whose voice narrated the crowd fs attention.
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Working through a number of songs to be officially disclosed on an 
upcoming album, and complimented by favorites from gBlue Cotton 
Skin h Petracovich delivered the proper dosage of aural medication to 
the crowd.

In the end, Jessica was prodded by the crowd to perform a favorite, 
gBirds In flight h for the audience. She was only too happy to 

oblige.

It is that atmosphere created through minimal walls of separation 
between audience and performer, which best lends itself to the 
absorption of new sounds and fantastic ideas.

Sean Curiel 02/26/05
Independent Review/Biased Observer
More information available at http://www.petracovich.com
For those interested, a small bit of Flash propaganda (with audio) I 
made is located here:
http://www.eccentricmedia.com/petracovich/
| 13804|13802|2005-02-27 18:55:04|robert|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
hi
would you ship to europe germany

regards

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Scott Kellogg 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, February 27, 2005 11:59 PM
Subject: [RS7000] FS: Mint RS7000 with extras

Hello,

At long last I would like to sell my mint RS7000 to a good home. It has
many extras, and has been treated with love and care in a smoke-free
studio.

+ 64M RAM
+ AIEB2 output expansion
+ External 250M Zip Drive
+ 64M SmartMedia card
+ USB SmartMedia reader
+ Modded turntable case (fits RS perfectly)

Pics: http://raza.suso.org/rs7k.html (picture does not show output
expansion card).

Asking $700 or trade for DSI Evolver + cash.

Thank you,
Scott Kellogg

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups Sponsor 
ADVERTISEMENT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

a.. To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13805|13799|2005-02-28 00:46:01|Christopher Layne|Re: hey im new :) with a question and a music pimp!|
On Sun, Feb 27, 2005 at 04:53:22AM -0000, driving_now wrote:

> 
> on a different note heres some of my stuff to pimp :) i must admit it was all created just 
> before i got my rs7000 but give it a listen anyway.. it was done with a korg es-1, Roland 
> MC-09, Korg 05r/w, Air Fx and some circuit bent toys :)

And a circuit bent toy is?

-cl
| 13806|13799|2005-02-28 06:48:21|wasted/su700fan|Re: hey im new :) with a question and a music pimp!|
On Feb 28, 2005, at 2:45 AM, Christopher Layne wrote:

>
> On Sun, Feb 27, 2005 at 04:53:22AM -0000, driving_now wrote:
>>
>> on a different note heres some of my stuff to pimp :) i must admit it 
>> was all created just
>> before i got my rs7000 but give it a listen anyway.. it was done with 
>> a korg es-1, Roland
>> MC-09, Korg 05r/w, Air Fx and some circuit bent toys :)
>
> And a circuit bent toy is?
>
> -cl

Usually stuff like kids audio-based toys (speak and spell, etc.) or 
other cheap musical instruments (casio keyboards) that have been hacked 
with additions/deletions to be used as musical instruments.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13807|13799|2005-02-28 07:10:35|Christopher Layne|Re: hey im new :) with a question and a music pimp!|
On Mon, Feb 28, 2005 at 08:37:25AM -0500, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> 
> On Feb 28, 2005, at 2:45 AM, Christopher Layne wrote:
> 
> >
> > On Sun, Feb 27, 2005 at 04:53:22AM -0000, driving_now wrote:
> >>
> >> on a different note heres some of my stuff to pimp :) i must admit it 
> >> was all created just
> >> before i got my rs7000 but give it a listen anyway.. it was done with 
> >> a korg es-1, Roland
> >> MC-09, Korg 05r/w, Air Fx and some circuit bent toys :)
> >
> > And a circuit bent toy is?
> >
> > -cl
> 
> Usually stuff like kids audio-based toys (speak and spell, etc.) or 
> other cheap musical instruments (casio keyboards) that have been hacked 
> with additions/deletions to be used as musical instruments.

Aww yea heard of that before..
| 13808|13808|2005-02-28 10:17:44|stoute_vriend|RS7000 with Behringer FCB1010!|
Newbie question:
I just got a Behringer fcb1010 midi foot controller, and want to
program it to control functions such as section change, start/stop,
and maybe song/style select, etc.
Can anyone tell me how to get the midi commands for these types of
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function from the RS7000?
Thanks!
| 13809|13802|2005-03-01 11:11:49|Gino Cartier|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
What city are you in? Do you still have the ORIGINAL
DEMO smart media card with the demo samples of the
various genres that the RS 7000 is capable of doing? 

I own a RS 7000. Unfortunately it was damaged. I do
need a new one. 

DJ STAXX
--- Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:

> Hello,
> 
> At long last I would like to sell my mint RS7000 to
> a good home. It has
> many extras, and has been treated with love and care
> in a smoke-free
> studio.
> 
> + 64M RAM
> + AIEB2 output expansion
> + External 250M Zip Drive
> + 64M SmartMedia card
> + USB SmartMedia reader
> + Modded turntable case (fits RS perfectly)
> 
> Pics: http://raza.suso.org/rs7k.html (picture does
> not show output
> expansion card).
> 
> Asking $700 or trade for DSI Evolver + cash.
> 
> Thank you,
> Scott Kellogg
> 

__________________________________ 
Do you Yahoo!? 
Read only the mail you want - Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard. 
http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail
| 13810|13802|2005-03-01 15:30:41|Scott Kellogg|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
The RS7000 has been sold. 

Perhaps you would be able to get a new SmartMedia card from Yamaha?

/Scott

Gino Cartier wrote:

>What city are you in? Do you still have the ORIGINAL
>DEMO smart media card with the demo samples of the
>various genres that the RS 7000 is capable of doing? 
>
>I own a RS 7000. Unfortunately it was damaged. I do
>need a new one. 
>
>DJ STAXX
>--- Scott Kellogg <glaive@glaive.org> wrote:
>
> 
>
>>Hello,
>>
>>At long last I would like to sell my mint RS7000 to
>>a good home. It has
>>many extras, and has been treated with love and care
>>in a smoke-free
>>studio.
>>
>>+ 64M RAM
>>+ AIEB2 output expansion
>>+ External 250M Zip Drive
>>+ 64M SmartMedia card
>>+ USB SmartMedia reader
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>>+ Modded turntable case (fits RS perfectly)
>>
>>Pics: http://raza.suso.org/rs7k.html (picture does
>>not show output
>>expansion card).
>>
>>Asking $700 or trade for DSI Evolver + cash.
>>
>>Thank you,
>>Scott Kellogg
>>
>> 
>>
>
>
>
> 
>__________________________________ 
>Do you Yahoo!? 
>Read only the mail you want - Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard. 
>http://promotions.yahoo.com/new_mail 
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>
>
> 
>

| 13811|13811|2005-03-01 22:46:23|larryrog84|pc recognizing my RS|
I am having problems getting my pc to recognize my RS. Actually it 
recognizes it as "scsi processor device". THis is where I am 
stuck. I took sum tips and downloaded aspi drivers for my adaptec 
2940uw scsi controller but still the same "new hardware found scsi 
processor device" message. Please someone help.
| 13812|13811|2005-03-01 23:00:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: pc recognizing my RS|
On Mar 1, 2005, at 2:45 PM, larryrog84 wrote:

>
> I am having problems getting my pc to recognize my RS. Actually it
> recognizes it as "scsi processor device". THis is where I am
> stuck. I took sum tips and downloaded aspi drivers for my adaptec
> 2940uw scsi controller but still the same "new hardware found scsi
> processor device" message. Please someone help.

The only capability that SCSI connection to the PC will do is allow you 
to transfer samples to/from your PC software to the RS7k. It will not 
detect it as a full device and allow complete control over it. You can 
use the included Tiny Wave Editor software (on the CDROM that came with 
the RS7k) or perhaps ReCycle to transfer samples to the RS7k Via the 
LOAD/SCSI COMM menu. I've not tried connecting it directly to my 
computer (as the SCSI card I used to have in it didn't have drivers for 
WinXP), but I think I recall somebody on the list (check the archives) 
saying it showed up as a Yamaha A3000 in the TWE or ReCycle sampler 
connection menus.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13813|13802|2005-03-02 05:11:13|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
Uhm, is there any harm (or obstacle) in uploading these files to this 
group?
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Or is it copyrighted data that may not be made public?

c.u.
Wildemar

Scott Kellogg wrote:

>The RS7000 has been sold. 
>
>Perhaps you would be able to get a new SmartMedia card from Yamaha?
>
>/Scott
>
>Gino Cartier wrote:
> 
>

| 13814|13802|2005-03-02 08:17:42|versis82|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Gino Cartier 
wrote:

> What city are you in? Do you still have the ORIGINAL
> DEMO smart media card with the demo samples of the
> various genres that the RS 7000 is capable of doing? 
> 
> I own a RS 7000. Unfortunately it was damaged. I do
> need a new one. 

hi,

it's an 8MB card, i've put the files on it in a RAR archive. you can
download it from http://home.arcor.de/versis/rs7kdemo.rar and extract
the files to any smartmedia card the rs7000 can read.
please confirm when you downloaded the file so i can delete it from
the server.

cheers,
versis
| 13815|13802|2005-03-02 08:17:43|++haZy|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
far as i know any preset patterns in hardware are classed as royalty 
free... but pretty sure this dosent make them "public domain" ...

btw, hey guys im new :)

just bought my rs7000 last week and getting my head around its quirks

+=haZy

On 02/03/2005, at 10:12 PM, Wildemar Wildenburger wrote:

> Uhm, is there any harm (or obstacle) in uploading these files to this
> group?
> Or is it copyrighted data that may not be made public?
>
> c.u.
> Wildemar
>
> Scott Kellogg wrote:
>
> >The RS7000 has been sold.
> >
> >Perhaps you would be able to get a new SmartMedia card from Yamaha?
> >
> >/Scott
> >
> >Gino Cartier wrote:
> >�
> >
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://home.arcor.de/versis/rs7kdemo.rar
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
> <22305_0205_016_b_300250_a.gif>
> 
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13816|13802|2005-03-02 08:22:11|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
Which cuts my previous question short i guess ;)

Wildemar

versis82 wrote:

>you can
>download it from http://home.arcor.de/versis/rs7kdemo.rar and extract
>the files to any smartmedia card the rs7000 can read.
>

| 13817|13763|2005-03-05 17:24:55|blazrodic|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
Hello,
SCSI hd is faster and a lot more reliable than SM cards, and much 
bigger. I use it for storing a lot of samples and for backup (along 
with copying files to my PC periodically).
Blaz
| 13818|13763|2005-03-06 00:45:49|++haZy|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
hey guys

i seem to be having terrible problems with SM cards and samples.. ill 
take working samples from my computer, put them on the SM card at the 
right format.. everything is fine until i stick them into my rs7000 and 
import them.. one or two will load ( always seems to be the first 4 ) 
them they all say illegal format when i try to load them...

ill take the card out and put it back into my computer and the samples 
have been corrupted!?!?

im thinking of getting a scsi zip drive because hopefully this is sm 
problem...

has anyone else had something like this happen?

+=haZy

On 06/03/2005, at 9:05 AM, blazrodic wrote:

>
> Hello,
> SCSI hd is faster and a lot more reliable than SM cards, and much
> bigger. I use it for storing a lot of samples and for backup (along
> with copying files to my PC periodically).
> Blaz
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
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> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
> <22305_0205_016_b_300250_a.gif>
> 
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13819|13763|2005-03-06 14:08:39|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
I'm using only media cards to move samples from my PC to the RS7000 
and back again, never had any problems. All samples can be imported, 
none gets "corrupted". Because this is quite an easy process I never 
got a scsi-disk...

How do you import your samples into the RS7000?
What kind of format are they in?

I always use 16bit, 44kHz samples either mono or stereo in regular 
*.wav format.

Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> 
> hey guys
> 
> i seem to be having terrible problems with SM cards and samples.. 
ill 
> take working samples from my computer, put them on the SM card at 
the 
> right format.. everything is fine until i stick them into my rs7000 
and 
> import them.. one or two will load ( always seems to be the first 
4 ) 
> them they all say illegal format when i try to load them...
> 
> ill take the card out and put it back into my computer and the 
samples 
> have been corrupted!?!?
> 
> im thinking of getting a scsi zip drive because hopefully this is 
sm 
> problem...
> 
> has anyone else had something like this happen?
> 
> +=haZy
> 
> On 06/03/2005, at 9:05 AM, blazrodic wrote:
>

| 13820|13763|2005-03-07 06:53:05|++haZy|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
hey :)

i have some weird problems now and again, but alot of these stopped 
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happening after i formated the card in rs7000 format, things like songs 
and files dissapearing off cards.

i was trying to import standard .wav files at 16bit 44mhz.. and 
importing them using the import function on the rs7000.. all the files 
were mono... like i said i can get 3 files in ( seems to be the same 
three files ) but all the rest say that the files are illegal format..

after i try to access my files on the rs7000 and i then try them back 
in the flash reader with the computer, my computer tells me the files 
are unacessable due to an i/o error?!?

ive ended up just sampling my files direct into the rs7000 to save me 
all the hassle, its been driving me mad :S

Im running a TI mac with OSX 10.3.7 and just a generic brand flash card 
reader/writer..

thanks for any help you can offer..

+=haZy

On 07/03/2005, at 7:07 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

>
> I'm using only media cards to move samples from my PC to the RS7000
> and back again, never had any problems. All samples can be imported,
> none gets "corrupted". Because this is quite an easy process I never
> got a scsi-disk...
>
> How do you import your samples into the RS7000?
> What kind of format are they in?
>
> I always use 16bit, 44kHz samples either mono or stereo in regular
> *.wav format.
>
> Floris.
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> >
> > hey guys
> >
> > i seem to be having terrible problems with SM cards and samples..
> ill
> > take working samples from my computer, put them on the SM card at
> the
> > right format.. everything is fine until i stick them into my rs7000
> and
> > import them.. one or two will load ( always seems to be the first
> 4 )
> > them they all say illegal format when i try to load them...
> >
> > ill take the card out and put it back into my computer and the
> samples
> > have been corrupted!?!?
> >
> > im thinking of getting a scsi zip drive because hopefully this is
> sm
> > problem...
> >
> > has anyone else had something like this happen?
> >
> > +=haZy
> >
> > On 06/03/2005, at 9:05 AM, blazrodic wrote:
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
> <22305_0205_016_b_300250_a.gif>
> 
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13821|13802|2005-03-07 06:57:44|alex lockett|Re: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
can anybody tell me where to get a cable that connects the rs7000 to a computer. I know it's scsi but I don't know where to purchase this cable and how many pins it has to
have to be compatible with a pc.

Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:Which cuts my previous question short i guess ;)

Wildemar

versis82 wrote:

>you can
>download it from http://home.arcor.de/versis/rs7kdemo.rar and extract
>the files to any smartmedia card the rs7000 can read.
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

Yahoo! Groups SponsorADVERTISEMENT

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Groups Links

To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------
Celebrate Yahoo!'s 10th Birthday! 
Yahoo! Netrospective: 100 Moments of the Web 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13822|13763|2005-03-07 07:09:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: Questions for SCSI Hardrive Users|
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On Mar 7, 2005, at 3:41 AM, ++haZy wrote:

>
>
> hey :)
>
> i have some weird problems now and again, but alot of these stopped
> happening after i formated the card in rs7000 format, things like songs
> and files dissapearing off cards.
>
> i was trying to import standard .wav files at 16bit 44mhz.. and
> importing them using the import function on the rs7000.. all the files
> were mono... like i said i can get 3 files in ( seems to be the same
> three files ) but all the rest say that the files are illegal format..
>
> after i try to access my files on the rs7000 and i then try them back
> in the flash reader with the computer, my computer tells me the files
> are unacessable due to an i/o error?!?
>
> ive ended up just sampling my files direct into the rs7000 to save me
> all the hassle, its been driving me mad :S
>
> Im running a TI mac with OSX 10.3.7 and just a generic brand flash card
> reader/writer..
>
>
> thanks for any help you can offer..
>
> +=haZy

3 quick suggestions that might help your problem:

1) Go to Software Update on your Mac. 10.3.8 is the most recent 
version of OSX, not 10.3.7, so updating your OS might fix the issue.

2) Check for drivers for OSX for your flash card reader/writer. 
Install them if there are any on the company's website.

3) Try a new SmartMedia card. Maybe the old one you have is having 
corruption issues.

Good Luck!!!

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13823|13802|2005-03-07 07:11:11|Wildemar Wildenburger|SCSI Connection Cables [WAS]: FS: Mint RS7000 with extras|
First off: While its not the policy of this group to nag about this, I 
personally will:
Please start a new thread when starting a new thread. Its merely a 
matter of writing a blank email to RS7000@yahoogroups.com.
Ok, not blank ;), but you get the idea. I view my emails threaded and it 
somewhat bugs me seeing completely new topics in old threads.
And no, just giving it a new subject wont cut it; its a mail-header thing.
Enough rambling. :)

The RS has a 50 pin mini SUB-D (sometimes called D-SUB, whatever) 
connection. I'm no expert on SCSI, but I got lucky buying a 50 pin mini 
to 50 pin normal adaptor (I use a 100Mb Zip). The mini end of it is also 
referenced by SCSI II (read: scuzzy two).
Hope I'm making any sense.
50 pin mini SUB-D, thats the magic word.

Hope that helps a bit :)
c.u.
Wildemar

alex lockett wrote:

>can anybody tell me where to get a cable that connects the rs7000 to a computer. I know it's scsi but I don't know where to purchase this cable and how
many pins it has to have to be compatible with a pc.
>
>Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:Which cuts my previous question short i guess ;)
>
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>Wildemar
>
>versis82 wrote:
>
> 
>
>>you can
>>download it from http://home.arcor.de/versis/rs7kdemo.rar and extract
>>the files to any smartmedia card the rs7000 can read.
>>
>> 
>>

| 13824|13783|2005-03-08 07:10:12|crvenazvezda91|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
WA huh?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" wrote:
> 
> Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the list
before. I 
> do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
sampler with 
> the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack
sampler jus 
> so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and thats
all, but 
> lets get some opinions hey.
> 
> Thanks
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out how: 
> http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx

| 13825|13783|2005-03-08 08:05:07|Psy-noxin Ghost|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
WA huh=west australia huh...yes wa hahaha

>From: "crvenazvezda91" <crvenazvezda91@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
>Date: Tue, 08 Mar 2005 10:04:37 -0000
>
>
>WA huh?
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" wrote:
> >
> > Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the list
>before. I
> > do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
>sampler with
> > the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack
>sampler jus
> > so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and thats
>all, but
> > lets get some opinions hey.
> >
> > Thanks
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out how:
> > http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
>
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
Update your mobile with a hot polyphonic ringtone: 
http://fun.mobiledownloads.com.au/191191/index.wl?page=191191polyphonicringtone
| 13826|13783|2005-03-08 17:12:02|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
The A4000 looks like a nice Sampler from the specs. It is a dedicated Sampler, thats all right? Its main function is sampling, thats why its called a sampler. Doesn't look
like it is made for easy sequencing, and not much mentioned how much you can do with any on board sounds/samples that may come preloaded with it, although it seems
like maybe it can make quite a varied range of sound with one sample if thats all you had in it. I bet you'll have to wait a bit still for samps to load along with all the song
data for every song every time. Looks like it'd be a pain in the butt to do anything on it by itself. I think I'd take an RS over it any day, however if your heavy into sampling
it might be all you'd need, except maybe a controller or some soft seq. setup to go with it. Might also want to have a mounting rack for it. Sure it could run circles around
the RS in its particular specialty which is sampling after you get the extras ya might need. You know one of these days some manufacturer will catch on, until then the
RS7000 is still it in my book! The one piece of equipment I would and probably could save above all else in a fire, or stranded on a desert island, the marsians were
comeing and the world was comeing to an end etc..
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Zam

In a message dated 3/8/2005 10:04:58 AM Eastern Standard Time, "Psy-noxin Ghost" <synthlist@hotmail.com> writes:

>
>WA huh=west australia huh...yes wa hahaha
>
>>From: "crvenazvezda91" <crvenazvezda91@yahoo.com>
>>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
>>Date: Tue, 08 Mar 2005 10:04:37 -0000
>>
>>
>>WA huh?
>>
>>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" wrote:
>> >
>> > Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the list
>>before. I
>> > do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
>>sampler with
>> > the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack
>>sampler jus
>> > so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and thats
>>all, but
>> > lets get some opinions hey.
>> >
>> > Thanks
>> >

| 13827|13827|2005-03-10 17:29:04|shane|rs7000 files on the net help!|
ive just purchased a smartmedia card reader and im intrested in 
downloading alternate styles from the internet that i can write to my 
card and directly load into my unit. can anyone send me some links 
where i can find such files. any help appreciatet
shane_mcgarvey@hotmail.com
| 13828|13828|2005-03-11 09:54:20|Psy-noxin Ghost|RADIO WAVES-roger waters voice sound?|
Hiya all. Does anyone here know the Roger Waters Radio Kaos album?

Right at the beginning the Dj says "Goodmorning everyone so and so blah blah 
and we have a caller on the line" then the electronic voice says "HeeeeLLo 
Beerly" (billy)..."radio kaos"

I know many items and ,machines can create that dalek kinda sound, but is 
there anyone out there that know what Roger Waters used to make that exact 
kind of voice?

Thanks to all
Regards
Psy

_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail's great for sending photos. Click here to find out more: 
http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendEmail.aspx
| 13829|13829|2005-03-13 05:35:24|Dbeam505@aol.com|Sample drop out|
I'm peeved and tired of this happening and I don't know why.

The sample plays back fine until I hit play, then when I hit the key while 
the song is playing the sample plays back briefly and then drops out until I 
hit the key again, it doesn't finish playing the whole sample for some reason. 
It seems to do this on particular songs, or just certain songs, and will 
work fine on others playing the whole sample all the way through and then 
loops. In other words once it does it on a song I can't get it stop doing that, 
even after saveing or reseting the RS. I'll even delete the track and start 
fresh, resample the sample, and it still happens on these songs and I can not 
get it to stop dropping out. Any ideas?

Much appreciated for any help!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13830|13829|2005-03-13 09:40:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample drop out|
On Mar 13, 2005, at 7:35 AM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
> I'm peeved and tired of this happening and I don't know why.
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>
> The sample plays back fine until I hit play, then when I hit the key 
> while
> the song is playing the sample plays back briefly and then drops out 
> until I
> hit the key again, it doesn't finish playing the whole sample for some 
> reason.
> It seems to do this on particular songs, or just certain songs, and 
> will
> work fine on others playing the whole sample all the way through and 
> then
> loops. In other words once it does it on a song I can't get it stop 
> doing that,
> even after saveing or reseting the RS. I'll even delete the track 
> and start
> fresh, resample the sample, and it still happens on these songs and I 
> can not
> get it to stop dropping out. Any ideas?
>
> Much appreciated for any help!
>
> Zam

Is the sample playing back during the song (from your previously 
recorded note on for that sample)? If it is and you're also trying to 
trigger it manually while the sequenced song is playing back it could 
be affecting the note on/off that's already been recorded into the song 
(especially if it's a longer sample than just a drum hit). That's the 
only thing I can think of that might be affecting it.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13831|13829|2005-03-13 10:08:25|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sample drop out|
Sorry Dude don't think that's it. Here is something that is even freagin 
weirder I'm noticing that has to do with the same problem, get this...

I start clearing out the other tracks one at a time and it seems to get 
better. Its like something else from the other tracks is making it do this. I 
use my mutes a lot thinking it has something to do with that, but I use them 
just as much and in the same way in other songs and they are all good. 
Besides I copied each track to a new song except the problem channel, same deal, 
channel 16 samps get to eat dirt. I usually keep the samps on ch16, usually 
not a problem either right, ok, why then on these songs when I try the same 
thing as in putting a new sample to like ch12 then that channel don't mind or 
drop anything from the sample, but ch16 is dropping like a mofo still. I just 
don't get it, its like this song wants me to just give up on it, pitty so 
much work down the tube, I'm sooo about ready too before I drop kick my RS 
through the roof. I don't want to do that. It just don't make any sense. Jeez 
gosh why oh why?

Zam

In a message dated 3/13/2005 9:41:59 A.M. Mountain Standard Time, 
su700fan@comcast.net writes:

On Mar 13, 2005, at 7:35 AM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
> I'm peeved and tired of this happening and I don't know why.
>
> The sample plays back fine until I hit play, then when I hit the key 
> while
> the song is playing the sample plays back briefly and then drops out 
> until I
> hit the key again, it doesn't finish playing the whole sample for some 
> reason.
> It seems to do this on particular songs, or just certain songs, and 
> will
> work fine on others playing the whole sample all the way through and 
> then
> loops. In other words once it does it on a song I can't get it stop 
> doing that,
> even after saveing or reseting the RS. I'll even delete the track 
> and start
> fresh, resample the sample, and it still happens on these songs and I 
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> can not
> get it to stop dropping out. Any ideas?
>
> Much appreciated for any help!
>
> Zam

Is the sample playing back during the song (from your previously 
recorded note on for that sample)? If it is and you're also trying to 
trigger it manually while the sequenced song is playing back it could 
be affecting the note on/off that's already been recorded into the song 
(especially if it's a longer sample than just a drum hit). That's the 
only thing I can think of that might be affecting it

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13832|13829|2005-03-13 10:19:49|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample drop out|
On Mar 13, 2005, at 12:08 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
>
> Sorry Dude don't think that's it. Here is something that is even 
> freagin
> weirder I'm noticing that has to do with the same problem, get this...
>
> I start clearing out the other tracks one at a time and it seems to get
> better. Its like something else from the other tracks is making it do 
> this. I
> use my mutes a lot thinking it has something to do with that, but I 
> use them
> just as much and in the same way in other songs and they are all good.
> Besides I copied each track to a new song except the problem channel, 
> same deal,
> channel 16 samps get to eat dirt. I usually keep the samps on ch16, 
> usually
> not a problem either right, ok, why then on these songs when I try 
> the same
> thing as in putting a new sample to like ch12 then that channel don't 
> mind or
> drop anything from the sample, but ch16 is dropping like a mofo 
> still. I just
> don't get it, its like this song wants me to just give up on it, 
> pitty so
> much work down the tube, I'm sooo about ready too before I drop kick 
> my RS
> through the roof. I don't want to do that. It just don't make any 
> sense. Jeez
> gosh why oh why?

Only other thing I can think of with this description above is that you 
are reaching the limits of polyphony either for the RS7k's sequencer or 
the sampler/TG (too many notes playing on too many tracks at the same 
time). Regarding the RS7k's sequencer (and probably other gear's 
sequencers), the lower numbered tracks (i.e. 1, 2, 3) are given note 
priority over the higher numbered tracks (14, 15, 16). That might be 
why you can hear the samples when you bump them up to channel 12 from 
16. Is your song busy with a lot of MIDI data?

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13833|13829|2005-03-13 10:39:20|Christian Wiesner|Re: Sample drop out|

>�Much appreciated for any help!

Apart from the guess that you are hitting the max. polyphony, the RS has a strange behavior when it comes to long notes.

For example, you have a note with a length of 2:0:0. If you trigger this note again, before the first note off came (in this example, if you trigger the note again at lets say
1:2:400) the dropouts you mentioned can occur. This is not a problem with small samples, rather with long, loops for instance.

If you want to trigger the same loop again and again, your sequence has a lenght of 1 bar, then the note you're triggering your loop with has to be 1:4:479 or less.
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Hope you can understand my explanations ;)

Christian
| 13834|13829|2005-03-13 11:04:39|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sample drop out|
Yo, thanks for the couple explanations, it might well could be either of 
them. I'm leaning toward it having something to do with reaching the max 
polyphoney theory sugested. All my notes are playing throughout all the tracks 
all the time on this song cause I do just mute them, so it could be a heck of a 
lot of info for it to be processing, even if I can only hear only one track 
or two tracks playing. Also, I've got some 3 notes or more at a time double 
and triple Ocataverated on some single tracks, so that's got to be a lot. 
I'll try cutting some of this down, see if it helps by deleteing some of the 
unheard notes and see what happens. I might loose too much depth in some 
parts though, and may not even be worth continuing on this song.

If interested, here's the fudged up tune I'm working on:

_http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/) 

Just try playing a sustained samp note on ch16, very frustrating.

I may wind up sampleing a phrase to knock some of the sound to one note, 
hmmm. maybe just not worth the trouble. Anyway, thanks for some rational 
explanations!

Zam 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13835|13829|2005-03-13 16:41:21|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample drop out|
On Mar 13, 2005, at 1:04 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

>
> Yo, thanks for the couple explanations, it might well could be either 
> of
> them. I'm leaning toward it having something to do with reaching 
> the max
> polyphoney theory sugested. All my notes are playing throughout all 
> the tracks
> all the time on this song cause I do just mute them, so it could be a 
> heck of a
> lot of info for it to be processing, even if I can only hear only one 
> track
> or two tracks playing. Also, I've got some 3 notes or more at a time 
> double
> and triple Ocataverated on some single tracks, so that's got to be a 
> lot.
> I'll try cutting some of this down, see if it helps by deleteing some 
> of the
> unheard notes and see what happens. I might loose too much depth in 
> some
> parts though, and may not even be worth continuing on this song.
>
> If interested, here's the fudged up tune I'm working on:
>
> _http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/_
> (http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/)
>
> Just try playing a sustained samp note on ch16, very frustrating.
>
> I may wind up sampleing a phrase to knock some of the sound to one 
> note,
> hmmm. maybe just not worth the trouble. Anyway, thanks for some 
> rational
> explanations!
>
> Zam

What you could do is try RESAMPLING some of the multi-octaver note 
phrases (if you won't be dynamically tweaking them later) and then use 
those samples' phrases in the place of the original note data phrases. 
That will drop probably 4-8-12-16 notes of polyphony or more down to 2 
if it's a stereo sample (if you have several notes held for the phrase 
while you're also running the Octaver that is). Then you can still 
keep the level of the groove and sound the same but not eat away so 
much polyphony.

-- 
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wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13836|13829|2005-03-14 18:54:40|alex lockett|Re: Sample drop out|
hello,
I just wanted to know if you have the scsi attachment for the rs7000. what are the specs that I need to know about it? I don't know how many pins it has so I don't want to
buy the wrong one. Also how do you load sounds into the unit and have them stay there. or can't you do that. 

Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
Yo, thanks for the couple explanations, it might well could be either of 
them. I'm leaning toward it having something to do with reaching the max 
polyphoney theory sugested. All my notes are playing throughout all the tracks 
all the time on this song cause I do just mute them, so it could be a heck of a 
lot of info for it to be processing, even if I can only hear only one track 
or two tracks playing. Also, I've got some 3 notes or more at a time double 
and triple Ocataverated on some single tracks, so that's got to be a lot. 
I'll try cutting some of this down, see if it helps by deleteing some of the 
unheard notes and see what happens. I might loose too much depth in some 
parts though, and may not even be worth continuing on this song.

If interested, here's the fudged up tune I'm working on:

_http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/) 

Just try playing a sustained samp note on ch16, very frustrating.

I may wind up sampleing a phrase to knock some of the sound to one note, 
hmmm. maybe just not worth the trouble. Anyway, thanks for some rational 
explanations!

Zam 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13837|13829|2005-03-14 19:15:44|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample drop out|
On Mar 14, 2005, at 3:16 PM, alex lockett wrote:

> hello,
> I just wanted to know if you have the scsi attachment for the rs7000. 
> what are the specs that I need to know about it? I don't know how many 
> pins it has so I don't want to buy the wrong one. Also how do you load 
> sounds into the unit and have them stay there. or can't you do that.
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You don't need a SCSI adapter for the RS7000 (like the ASIB1 board you 
need for the SU700 or A3000 series). The SCSI connector is built into 
the RS7000 and has a 50 pin mini sub-D SCSI2 style connector so you 
will need a cable that has that connector on one end and whatever pin 
configuration you need on the other end (depending on what type of SCSI 
drive you plan on connecting to the RS7000).

Regarding loading sounds into the RS7000 and having them stay there, 
that's impossible (if you mean by when you turn the RS7000 off and then 
back on again they're automatically still there without loading them 
back from SmartMedia or SCSI). That would require built-in Flash 
Memory (EPROM) for the samples, and no full-featured sampler on the 
market today has that capability. A few simple samplers like the 
Yamaha SU10 have that capability but they only have like 456Kb or 1MB 
of sampling time, not up to 64MB of RAM like the RS7000 has. You will 
need to save your samples, songs, patterns/styles, all files to 
SmartMedia or SCSI if you want to reload them at a later date. You 
might want to have a look at the manual under Saving & Loading in the 
index at the back of the book to refer you to the appropriate pages 
depending on what type of material you're looking to save 
(Style/Pattern, Song, or ALL data).

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm

P.S. It's also considered proper netiquette to compose a new message 
instead of hijacking a current thread (for the consideration of users 
that have threading email readers). In the future, if you want to 
compose a message to the list, please start a new message with 
rs7000@yahoogroups.com in the TO field (unless you are replying to a 
current thread with your input on that thread). Thanks in advance.
| 13838|13829|2005-03-15 13:23:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sample drop out|
I don't have or use a SCSI drive or attachment. I jump between my laptop 
for storage to a 65 meg SM card to the RS. I believe if you do get a SCSI 
setup, it is a pretty standard interface sort of like midi when it comes to the 
cable needed, you can't get the wrong cable if it is a SCSI cable. I think 
maybe what your worried about is the ends or the connectors. I don't see 
specifics on those in the manual, it says "Use SCSI cables appropriate for your 
device", then it talks about length and shielding etc. As for sounds you want 
to have stay, I think someone already covered that too. My take is that the 
RS's internal sample memory is what they call volatile, it looses what ever 
is on it once it is turned off. The SM cards are non-volatile, they do save 
without power, and so do the SCSI hard drives, but they have to be reloaded 
every time into back into the volatile memory. Its a lot like a computer in 
this manor. The volatile memory sits per say much closer to the processor, 
like a cache in the architecture, and is a lot quicker at reading and getting 
info to and from the brains of the unit than non-volatile storage areas. So 
there you have it, my take anyway. 

Zam 8^) 

In a message dated 3/14/2005 6:55:15 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, 
sagatron70@yahoo.com writes:

hello,
I just wanted to know if you have the scsi attachment for the rs7000. what 
are the specs that I need to know about it? I don't know how many pins it has 
so I don't want to buy the wrong one. Also how do you load sounds into the 
unit and have them stay there. or can't

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13839|13839|2005-03-15 18:00:56|aeiouhallo|OS Requests|
Hi,

where can I find the OS request list that was the result of the big
New-OS-features-poll? In the files section there are only short
titles, no descriptions of what is really the problem.
And the PDF in that folder is empty, i think (maybe i've just a
problem with my acrobat reader).
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thanks,

Hoergeraet

www.hoergeraet.de.vu
| 13840|13839|2005-03-15 20:46:09|wasted/su700fan|Re: OS Requests|
On Mar 15, 2005, at 4:34 PM, aeiouhallo wrote:

>
> Hi,
>
> where can I find the OS request list that was the result of the big
> New-OS-features-poll? In the files section there are only short
> titles, no descriptions of what is really the problem.
> And the PDF in that folder is empty, i think (maybe i've just a
> problem with my acrobat reader).
>
> thanks,
>
> Hoergeraet
>
> www.hoergeraet.de.vu

I've just uploaded to the FILES section an OSRequests.pdf file that has 
the original 65 or so requests with their descriptions from the poll 
taken back in late 2003. Both PDF's in that folder should show 
correctly (the new file I uploaded is 10 pages). Might want to update 
your Acrobat Reader or use the built-in Preview viewer if you're on 
OSX.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13841|13841|2005-03-16 03:02:54|dreamchimney|Knob Controller|
Hello,

Im looking to try to rig my DOEPFER dial controller to the RS7k. Id
like it to control the volumes of each track on whichever song/style
im on. Anyone ever tried this before? Does anyone know if there is a
MIDI number assigned in the RS7k for the volumes of each track ? If so
i could set each knob on the DOEPFER to the volume of each track.

GOAL is to be able to fade more then one track at a time, which isnt
possible as far as i know...

thanks for any help or encouraging news

Ryan
| 13842|13841|2005-03-16 04:57:41|alex bazan|Re: Knob Controller|
En/na dreamchimney ha escrit:

>Hello,
>
>Im looking to try to rig my DOEPFER dial controller to the RS7k. 
>

sorry i can't answer this. but your question brought me to another.

is there any controller (with endless rotary faders) that remembers the 
last value of a knob (or a cc parameter) in each midi track?!? this 
would be a solution to the inability of the rs7k to show us the last 
value of a knob when you start turning it.

so you could tweak for example the cut off of track 1, then jump to 
track 6 and change the cut off too, and then return to track 1 for 
changing it's cut off again (this one would begin from the last position 
it was even if you touched this knob with another track)

it would be good if you could do as the rs and store scenes.
problably i'm describing a new rs design and not a controller :P

alex.
| 13843|13839|2005-03-16 06:53:35|aeiouhallo|Re: OS Requests|

> I've just uploaded to the FILES section an OSRequests.pdf file that
> has 
> the original 65 or so requests with their descriptions from the
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poll 

> taken back in late 2003. Both PDF's in that folder should show 
> correctly (the new file I uploaded is 10 pages). Might want to

update 

> your Acrobat Reader or use the built-in Preview viewer if you're on 
> OSX.

The new file works perfect, the old one is just one empty page (Linux,
both acroread and ggv). But the new file contains all the information
I was searching for, so it doesn't matter.

thank you for uploading,

Hoergeraet

www.hoergeraet.de.vu
| 13844|13841|2005-03-16 11:02:30|Latif|Re: Knob Controller|
the cc for volume is by default CC# 07
for all GM compliant devices... including your RS
CC07 can be transmitted independently on every 1 of the 16 channels 
and simultaniously.
have fun

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
wrote:

> 
> Hello,
> 
> Im looking to try to rig my DOEPFER dial controller to the RS7k. Id
> like it to control the volumes of each track on whichever song/style
> im on. Anyone ever tried this before? Does anyone know if there is a
> MIDI number assigned in the RS7k for the volumes of each track ? If 

so

> i could set each knob on the DOEPFER to the volume of each track.
> 
> GOAL is to be able to fade more then one track at a time, which isnt
> possible as far as i know...
> 
> thanks for any help or encouraging news
> 
> Ryan

| 13845|13841|2005-03-17 09:15:40|dreamchimney|Re: Knob Controller|
Great thanks. Sounds like i have a really good chance of getting it to work!!
Seems this would be handy for others using the RS7k live ?

anyone else using midi controller please let me know im curious what else can be done to 
extend the rs further...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> the cc for volume is by default CC# 07
> for all GM compliant devices... including your RS
> CC07 can be transmitted independently on every 1 of the 16 channels 
> and simultaniously.
> have fun
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dreamchimney" 
> wrote:
> > 
> > Hello,
> > 
> > Im looking to try to rig my DOEPFER dial controller to the RS7k. Id
> > like it to control the volumes of each track on whichever song/style
> > im on. Anyone ever tried this before? Does anyone know if there is a
> > MIDI number assigned in the RS7k for the volumes of each track ? If 
> so
> > i could set each knob on the DOEPFER to the volume of each track.
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> > 
> > GOAL is to be able to fade more then one track at a time, which isnt
> > possible as far as i know...
> > 
> > thanks for any help or encouraging news
> > 
> > Ryan

| 13846|13783|2005-03-20 07:04:55|crvenazvezda91|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
As in, I'm not the only geezer in Perth with an RS7K ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-noxin Ghost" wrote:
> WA huh=west australia huh...yes wa hahaha
> 
> >From: "crvenazvezda91" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
> >Date: Tue, 08 Mar 2005 10:04:37 -0000
> >
> >
> >WA huh?
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the list
> >before. I
> > > do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
> >sampler with
> > > the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack
> >sampler jus
> > > so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and thats
> >all, but
> > > lets get some opinions hey.
> > >
> > > Thanks
> > >
> > > _________________________________________________________________
> > > It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out how:
> > > http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
> >
> >
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Update your mobile with a hot polyphonic ringtone: 
>
http://fun.mobiledownloads.com.au/191191/index.wl?page=191191polyphonicringtone

| 13847|13847|2005-03-20 12:06:29|shmaigenja|Electronic Music Sample CDs|
Check it out. 

http://www.planetsample.com

Sweet Sample CDs for Electronic Music Production.

This stuff if really good.
| 13848|13783|2005-03-21 07:45:17|++haZy|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
im in brisbane with a rs7k.. not too sure there are that many in 
brisbane either :)

+=haZy

On 21/03/2005, at 12:04 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:

>
> As in, I'm not the only geezer in Perth with an RS7K ;)
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-noxin Ghost" 
> wrote:
> > WA huh=west australia huh...yes wa hahaha
> >
> > >From: "crvenazvezda91" 
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
> > >Date: Tue, 08 Mar 2005 10:04:37 -0000
> > >
> > >
> > >WA huh?
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> > >
> > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" 
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the 
> list
> > >before. I
> > > > do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
> > >sampler with
> > > > the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack
> > >sampler jus
> > > > so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and 
> thats
> > >all, but
> > > > lets get some opinions hey.
> > > >
> > > > Thanks
> > > >
> > > > 
> _________________________________________________________________
> > > > It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out 
> how:
> > > > 
> http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Update your mobile with a hot polyphonic ringtone:��
> >
> http://fun.mobiledownloads.com.au/191191/index.wl? 
> page=191191polyphonicringtone
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
>
> ADVERTISEMENT
> <22305_0205_016_b_300250_a.gif>
> 
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13849|13783|2005-03-21 08:27:13|Psy-noxin Ghost|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
i was just saying hi to everyone...thats all and mention that im from west 
australia...thats all..hahha

catchya
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>From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
>Date: Mon, 21 Mar 2005 18:54:50 +1000
>
>
>im in brisbane with a rs7k.. not too sure there are that many in
>brisbane either :)
>
>+=haZy
>
>On 21/03/2005, at 12:04 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
>
> >
> > As in, I'm not the only geezer in Perth with an RS7K ;)
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-noxin Ghost" 
> > wrote:
> > > WA huh=west australia huh...yes wa hahaha
> > >
> > > >From: "crvenazvezda91" 
> > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
> > > >Date: Tue, 08 Mar 2005 10:04:37 -0000
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >WA huh?
> > > >
> > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" 
> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the
> > list
> > > >before. I
> > > > > do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
> > > >sampler with
> > > > > the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a dedicated rack
> > > >sampler jus
> > > > > so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and
> > thats
> > > >all, but
> > > > > lets get some opinions hey.
> > > > >
> > > > > Thanks
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > > > > It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out
> > how:
> > > > >
> > http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > _________________________________________________________________
> > > Update your mobile with a hot polyphonic ringtone:��
> > >
> > http://fun.mobiledownloads.com.au/191191/index.wl?
> > page=191191polyphonicringtone
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:�
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
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> > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> >
> > ADVERTISEMENT
> > <22305_0205_016_b_300250_a.gif>
> > 
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> > � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > �
> > � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > �
> > � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service.
> >
> >
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

_________________________________________________________________
SEEK: Now with over 80,000 dream jobs! Click here: 
http://ninemsn.seek.com.au?hotmail
| 13850|13850|2005-03-21 22:33:48|Devon|Mint Nord Modular Rack for RS7000?|
Greetings all. I have been after an RS7000 for so long it's not
funny.
I've decided to trade my beloved Nord Modular Rack, Trent, in for an
RS.

What I've got:
-MINT Nord Modular Rack
-All accompanying CDs
-Original Manual
-Original Packaging

What I want:
-RS7000
-AIEB2I/O
-64MB RAM
-some storage media, preferably a ZIP drive and SM cards

Anyone interested? Get back to me in private:

devon_hughes@hotmail dot com

Continental US only please, thanks
| 13851|13851|2005-03-26 05:20:01|Latif|[OT] new look|
wow, this is a sexy new look for the yahoo group...
kinda got lost here at first hehhehehe ;-)))

L
| 13852|13851|2005-03-26 09:33:15|wasted/su700fan|Re: [OT] new look|
On Mar 26, 2005, at 7:19 AM, Latif wrote:

>
> wow, this is a sexy new look for the yahoo group...
> kinda got lost here at first hehhehehe ;-)))
>
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> L

Really! Gonna take some getting used to. It does like nice though.

-- 
wasted/su700fan (su700fan@comcast.net; su700fan@yahoo.com)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
Studio Pics (& hopefully soon to be newer tracks) at:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/gearpics.htm
| 13853|13783|2005-03-27 05:29:39|crvenazvezda91|Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list|
Do you play live in Perth?

I'd come and check out your set if you did.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-noxin Ghost" wrote:
> i was just saying hi to everyone...thats all and mention that im
from west 
> australia...thats all..hahha
> 
> catchya
> 
> >From: ++haZy <_hazy@h...>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
> >Date: Mon, 21 Mar 2005 18:54:50 +1000
> >
> >
> >im in brisbane with a rs7k.. not too sure there are that many in
> >brisbane either :)
> >
> >+=haZy
> >
> >On 21/03/2005, at 12:04 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> >
> > >
> > > As in, I'm not the only geezer in Perth with an RS7K ;)
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-noxin Ghost" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > WA huh=west australia huh...yes wa hahaha
> > > >
> > > > >From: "crvenazvezda91" 
> > > > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Caleb from west australia back on the list
> > > > >Date: Tue, 08 Mar 2005 10:04:37 -0000
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >WA huh?
> > > > >
> > > > >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Caleb Delamare" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hiya All from west Australia. Im Caleb and I was back on the
> > > list
> > > > >before. I
> > > > > > do have a ? for ya all. ANyone compared a yamaha A4000 series
> > > > >sampler with
> > > > > > the RS7000. Really alot of people prefer to use a
dedicated rack
> > > > >sampler jus
> > > > > > so their logical mind can say yes its a rack for sampling and
> > > thats
> > > > >all, but
> > > > > > lets get some opinions hey.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Thanks
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > _________________________________________________________________
> > > > > > It's easy to send photos with Hotmail. Click here to find out
> > > how:
> > > > > >
> > > http://www.imagine-msn.com/Hotmail/Post/Communicate/SendPhotos.aspx
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
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> > > >
> > > > _________________________________________________________________
> > > > Update your mobile with a hot polyphonic ringtone: 
> > > >
> > > http://fun.mobiledownloads.com.au/191191/index.wl?
> > > page=191191polyphonicringtone
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Sponsor
> > >
> > > ADVERTISEMENT
> > > <22305_0205_016_b_300250_a.gif>
> > > 
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >  To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > 
> > >  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > >  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> > >
> >
> >[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >FAQ: 
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> SEEK: Now with over 80,000 dream jobs! Click here: 
> http://ninemsn.seek.com.au?hotmail

| 13854|13854|2005-03-27 19:57:29|Christopher Layne|picked up a 2nd rs7000 and finally decided to set it up right|
By building a custom support stand that bolts into the wall
beams of my house such that both of them will hover right over
my 88 key controller. I didn't know how strong it would be
until after I got it all together. I could probably stand on it
and it would be fine. They both use the rubber feet to keep
them on it and just barely hover over the top of my controller
by about 1/8th of an inch. Took a bit of time to get the right
angles and such but it is great to have access to them
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while right at the keys. Not to mention the 32 channels.

Ignore the dust, crappy drapes, crappy wood panelling,
and whatever other goofy things are present... ;)
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-cl
| 13855|13854|2005-03-30 17:14:30|bingo_theclowno|Re: picked up a 2nd rs7000 and finally decided to set it up right|
How did you connect the MIDI cables? What's the master, the keyboard?
| 13856|13856|2005-03-31 21:04:39|crazypoprock|basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and transfer them 
to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ nor the manual. 

i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or aiff file and get 
error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card. 

put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or .aiff but when 
i try to load them it says illegal file. 

so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is there a trick to 
saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be re-set or 
tweaked in some way? 

i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i just record directly 
into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much easier to 
record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual editing in peak of 
course. 

thanks in advance...
crazypoprock
| 13857|13856|2005-04-01 05:00:45|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
I don't use a mac or bias peak, but I can think of some problems that could be occuring.

1. Possibly your card has bad or corrupt memory spots on it. Try another card see if the same thing happens, also maybe try saveing something else to the card,
something that will fill the card up so you hit most every spot. Not sure if you can do some sort of scan on the card, if can maybe try that too to see if it comes up with any
errors.

2. Possibly your card read/writer is not working well. Unplug and replug it in. Try another reader if you can. Try it out on another system.

3. Your bias peak program maybe faulty at storeing .wavs/.aifs. Does it save to the .wavs to your computers hard drive without the errors? Maybe try another program see
if that lets you store the .wavs ok.

4. Make sure your .wavs/.aifs are storeing as "Windows_PCM" .wavs with the right sample rates that the RS accepts. I believe 44.1khz, 22.something, 11 something, & 5
something. In stereo too. You'll have to check on RS specs for those to be exact. Seems like a lot of people have got hangs ups in this problem before with the sample rates.
Not sure at all about .aifs, but specs should be located somewhere in the manual and or FAQs too. However, since you looked at those you probably should know what
about this problem.

If I had to guess at which is most likely problem your having is either your program is haveing trouble converting the sound properly, or your card is bad. The errors your
program is telling you may be helpfull in deturmaning this for sure or not I'd hope for better diagnosis.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: crazypoprock <crazypoprock@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 01 Apr 2005 04:04:01 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k

so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and transfer them 

to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ nor the 
manual. 

i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or aiff file 
and get 
error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card. 

put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or .aiff but 
when 
i try to load them it says illegal file. 

so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is there a 
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trick to 
saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be re-set or 
tweaked in some way? 

i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i just record 
directly 
into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much easier to 
record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual editing in peak 
of 
course. 

thanks in advance...
crazypoprock

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13858|13856|2005-04-01 05:45:33|++haZy|Re: basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
man, i was asking this exact same question about 2-3 weeks ago.. it 
drove me crazy :S

i thought it was my machine that was faulty ( as i had just bought it )

i ended up converting all the files to 16bit 44hz samples and shortened 
all the file names right down, also dropped files into a few folders 
for the different files ( eg samples, kicks, hats, snares, pads etc.. ) 
this seemed to sort the problem out..

other than that i have no idea "why" its doing it.. just how i fixed it 
:)

good luck

+=haZy

On 01/04/2005, at 2:04 PM, crazypoprock wrote:

>
> so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and 
> transfer them
> to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ 
> nor the manual.
>
> i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or 
> aiff file and get
> error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card.
>
> put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or 
> .aiff but when
> i try to load them it says illegal file.
>
> so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is 
> there a trick to
> saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be 
> re-set or
> tweaked in some way?
>
> i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i 
> just record directly
> into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much 
> easier to
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> record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual 
> editing in peak of
> course.
>
> thanks in advance...
> crazypoprock
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13859|13856|2005-04-01 08:59:29|Paul Reinis|Re: basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
You should also make sure your audio editor is not adding any information to the
.wav file. For example, in Sound Forge, you can save your regions etc. in the
saved file. The RS will not load files with that extra data.

If you're getting error messages on your memory card, you might want to make
sure to back up what's there NOW and look into getting another card. Smartmedia
has a finite life.

cheers,
paul

-----Original Message-----
From: crazypoprock [mailto:crazypoprock@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2005 11:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k

so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and transfer them

to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ nor the
manual. 

i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or aiff file
and get 
error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card. 

put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or .aiff but
when 
i try to load them it says illegal file. 

so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is there a
trick to 
saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be re-set or 
tweaked in some way? 

i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i just record
directly 
into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much easier to 
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record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual editing in peak
of 
course. 

thanks in advance...
crazypoprock

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
| 13860|13860|2005-04-01 15:20:24|genus23|heeellllllllpppp! rs7000 or mpc|
im trying to decide what is best for me. rs7000 or mpc1000. as of now
i have protools/mbox, reason, turntable,vinyl,mixer, edirol pcr30. i
want an instrument to play glitch/hip-hop live as well as integrate
into my daw.if i were to purchase the rs7000, how would i connect it
and how would i sample( turntable, wav. files,etc.). also is the mpc's
step edit function comprable to 16 steps on the rs7000. thankyou for
your help.
| 13861|13861|2005-04-01 15:32:42|genus23|sorry.|
i just went through the forum, and im still confused about connecting
the rs to my mac. it said i had to have a scsi drive on my mac? could
someone explain to me in detail the connection between the rs and the
computer. i have a mac g5 dual 1.8 ghz. thanks again.
| 13862|13862|2005-04-02 01:53:45|mcshultzmcshultz|Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
OK, i know this is a classic question, but NOWHERE can i find the
athoritive answer to this question. How, HOW do i create 4 partitions
of 2GB each on my 9 GB SCSI hard drive.. THere doesn't seem to be any
way to do this in the RS7000. I got a SCSI card for my PC and using
WINDOWS XP i formatted it with 4 primary partitions: no bones. 1
extended partition with various logical drives: still no bones. fat
filesystem: no bones. fat32 filesystem: no bones. no filesystem: no
bones. I cannot understand how it is that everyone seems to talk
about doing this but I cannot do it. Is there some problem with using
the formatting features of windows XP? do I need to get fdisk? 
there is no fdisk for windows XP! this is driving me absolutely crazy
and I just want to get on with making music not wasting hours... I
know somebody out there knows the answer... I have been through the
archives and can't find the answer.. Please just tell me how this is
done...
| 13863|13862|2005-04-02 10:32:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
On Apr 2, 2005, at 1:53 AM, mcshultzmcshultz wrote:

>
> OK, i know this is a classic question, but NOWHERE can i find the
> athoritive answer to this question. How, HOW do i create 4 partitions
> of 2GB each on my 9 GB SCSI hard drive.. THere doesn't seem to be any
> way to do this in the RS7000. I got a SCSI card for my PC and using
> WINDOWS XP i formatted it with 4 primary partitions: no bones. 1
> extended partition with various logical drives: still no bones. fat
> filesystem: no bones. fat32 filesystem: no bones. no filesystem: no
> bones. I cannot understand how it is that everyone seems to talk
> about doing this but I cannot do it. Is there some problem with using
> the formatting features of windows XP? do I need to get fdisk?
> there is no fdisk for windows XP! this is driving me absolutely crazy
> and I just want to get on with making music not wasting hours... I
> know somebody out there knows the answer... I have been through the
> archives and can't find the answer.. Please just tell me how this is
> done...

Have you followed the steps in the RS7000 manual? You will want to 
format the SCSI HD from the RS7000 and not the PC. See pages 124-125 
in the manual for the details. Although the manual recommends Logical 
formatting as your first try, I actually prefer Physical formatting 
over logical. That will completely wipe the original contents of the 
HD/MO disk and start fresh. It will take awhile (10 minutes or more 
possibly), but should give you the results you need. When doing the 
Physical (and perhaps Logical) formatting for the first time, it should 
give you the option to setup the # of partitions (1-4 according to page 
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125) you want on your SCSI drive. Then you'll need to format each 
partition Logically after then primary Physical formatting (IIRC).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13864|13862|2005-04-02 14:38:01|mcshultzmcshultz|Re: Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
hi and thanks for responding.. 

yes, following the instructions in the manual was the first thing i
did. the answer you are giving me is also a variation of one of the
common responses i've found. what i dont' understand is.... when i go
to physical format the drive i do not see any option for setting the
number of partitions.. do you see that option on your rs7000? what i
see is 2 columsn... one says 'format type' and 'physical' underneath..
the other says '4 partition' with nothing underneath and moving the
know changes nothing. i have no idea why it says '4 partition' but my
hope was that it meant is was going to format the drive that way. 
well i do a physial format.. it takes about 5 minutes.. then i change
the 'format type' to 'partition'. for partition 1 i hit format and
it goes. for parition 2, 3, 4 i hit format and it gives me 'bad
card/disk'. this is a brand new 9 gig disk which mounts on both my
apple and my pc.

please, tell me if there is some feature that is supposed to let me
pick the number of partitions and if anybody has any idea why it does
not appear on my rs. yes, i have the most recent OS. 

let me know where to go from here. i feel like i've tried ever
possible combination of everything and i can't understand why this
doesn't just work correctly..

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> On Apr 2, 2005, at 1:53 AM, mcshultzmcshultz wrote:
> >
> > OK, i know this is a classic question, but NOWHERE can i find the
> > athoritive answer to this question. How, HOW do i create 4 partitions
> > of 2GB each on my 9 GB SCSI hard drive.. THere doesn't seem to be any
> > way to do this in the RS7000. I got a SCSI card for my PC and using
> > WINDOWS XP i formatted it with 4 primary partitions: no bones. 1
> > extended partition with various logical drives: still no bones. fat
> > filesystem: no bones. fat32 filesystem: no bones. no filesystem: no
> > bones. I cannot understand how it is that everyone seems to talk
> > about doing this but I cannot do it. Is there some problem with using
> > the formatting features of windows XP? do I need to get fdisk?
> > there is no fdisk for windows XP! this is driving me absolutely crazy
> > and I just want to get on with making music not wasting hours... I
> > know somebody out there knows the answer... I have been through the
> > archives and can't find the answer.. Please just tell me how this is
> > done...
> 
> Have you followed the steps in the RS7000 manual? You will want to 
> format the SCSI HD from the RS7000 and not the PC. See pages 124-125 
> in the manual for the details. Although the manual recommends Logical 
> formatting as your first try, I actually prefer Physical formatting 
> over logical. That will completely wipe the original contents of the 
> HD/MO disk and start fresh. It will take awhile (10 minutes or more 
> possibly), but should give you the results you need. When doing the 
> Physical (and perhaps Logical) formatting for the first time, it should 
> give you the option to setup the # of partitions (1-4 according to page 
> 125) you want on your SCSI drive. Then you'll need to format each 
> partition Logically after then primary Physical formatting (IIRC).
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 13865|13862|2005-04-02 15:21:44|wasted/su700fan|Re: Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
On Apr 2, 2005, at 3:52 PM, mcshultzmcshultz wrote:

> hi and thanks for responding..
>
> yes, following the instructions in the manual was the first thing i
> did. the answer you are giving me is also a variation of one of the
> common responses i've found. what i dont' understand is.... when i go
> to physical format the drive i do not see any option for setting the
> number of partitions.. do you see that option on your rs7000? what i
> see is 2 columsn... one says 'format type' and 'physical' underneath..
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> the other says '4 partition' with nothing underneath and moving the
> know changes nothing. i have no idea why it says '4 partition' but my
> hope was that it meant is was going to format the drive that way.
> well i do a physial format.. it takes about 5 minutes.. then i change
> the 'format type' to 'partition'. for partition 1 i hit format and
> it goes. for parition 2, 3, 4 i hit format and it gives me 'bad
> card/disk'. this is a brand new 9 gig disk which mounts on both my
> apple and my pc.
>
> please, tell me if there is some feature that is supposed to let me
> pick the number of partitions and if anybody has any idea why it does
> not appear on my rs. yes, i have the most recent OS.
>
> let me know where to go from here. i feel like i've tried ever
> possible combination of everything and i can't understand why this
> doesn't just work correctly..
>
> m.

I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k and ZIP100 
drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a full Physical 
Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of partitions 
while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting confused by the 
SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the SU700 when 
you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions (1-8). I 
also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. When I 
tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message if I tried 2, 
3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-3 seconds 
and went ok.

Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and really doesn't 
need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or whether 
it's something else. I imagine it should work with a larger size SCSI 
HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I do have a few 
A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the and the RS7k 
can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format samples 
from each volume as needed.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13866|13862|2005-04-03 11:48:06|mcshultzmcshultz|Re: Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
Yep, this is exactly what happens to me .. and I AM using a larger
disk.. 9gb. it doesn't give any way to create partitions. From what
I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the rs7000 you
have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the rs to
format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to format
it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried every
single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc that
doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or have it
bundled. 

> 
> I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k and ZIP100 
> drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a full Physical 
> Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of partitions 
> while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting confused by the 
> SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the SU700 when 
> you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions (1-8). I 
> also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. When I 
> tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message if I tried 2, 
> 3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-3 seconds 
> and went ok.
> 
> Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and really doesn't 
> need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or whether 
> it's something else. I imagine it should work with a larger size SCSI 
> HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I do have a few 
> A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the and the RS7k 
> can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format samples 
> from each volume as needed.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 13867|13867|2005-04-03 15:44:59|blackfeather801|Live Performance|
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Any hints on how to load up my rs7k for gigging. Any suggestions, tips much appreciated.

I am thinking of loading up each
song [say 20 tracks] as a different STYLE [1-20], so I can just switch from one to another.
Question: can I save all this in the rs7k/on a SM card or will I have to do it before each 
show?

blackfeather
| 13868|13867|2005-04-04 00:36:47|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Live Performance|
I keep several songs on one SM card preloaded before a show. I load each song up between songs into Song slot 1 or whatever. Ocassionally I'll load two up at right
before a show, so I'll have the first two ready to go. Then I pick and choose which after that to load. They don't usally take more 10 to 30 seconds to load. If theres a lot of
samples and it takes a while and such I also bring my laptop and transfer in and out songs to and from the card to the RS. The longer loading songs I have something else
play during that time so I can prepare it. Thats just the way I do it. I don't usually do a continuous set unless, and this is rare to know ahead of time for me, but if I expect
a lot of people to come who I think will not be wanting to just sit there and listen and instead want to dance for 30 or 40 mins straight I'd probably do it a little difrently.
Even with the way I do it the short load times can be covered with some long echo type delay effects such as using a KAOSS pad between songs, and or doing a verbal
anoucement here and there.

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: blackfeather801 <blackfeather801@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sun, 03 Apr 2005 21:44:57 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Live Performance

Any hints on how to load up my rs7k for gigging. Any suggestions, tips much 
appreciated.

I am thinking of loading up each
song [say 20 tracks] as a different STYLE [1-20], so I can just switch from one 
to another.
Question: can I save all this in the rs7k/on a SM card or will I have to do it 
before each 
show?

blackfeather

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13869|13856|2005-04-04 09:15:06|James Kneen|Re: basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
Hi Crazypoprock,

Are the samples you're working with mono or stereo? The RS with chuck up the 
error message you desrcibe if you try and load a MONO .wav file.

Cheers,

James.
UK.

>From: "crazypoprock" <crazypoprock@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k
>Date: Fri, 01 Apr 2005 04:04:01 -0000
>
>
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>so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and transfer 
>them
>to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ nor the 
>manual.
>
>i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or aiff 
>file and get
>error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card.
>
>put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or .aiff 
>but when
>i try to load them it says illegal file.
>
>so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is there 
>a trick to
>saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be re-set 
>or
>tweaked in some way?
>
>i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i just 
>record directly
>into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much 
>easier to
>record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual editing in 
>peak of
>course.
>
>thanks in advance...
>crazypoprock
>
>
>

| 13870|13856|2005-04-05 08:31:57|++haZy|Re: basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
really? that might have been the problems i was having too, because i 
could load maybe 3-4 samples out of 25... the second set of samples i 
saved worked perfect..

+=haZy

On 05/04/2005, at 1:14 AM, James Kneen wrote:

> Hi Crazypoprock,
>
> Are the samples you're working with mono or stereo? The RS with chuck 
> up the
> error message you desrcibe if you try and load a MONO .wav file.
>
> Cheers,
>
> James.
> UK.
>
> >From: "crazypoprock" <crazypoprock@yahoo.com>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k
> >Date: Fri, 01 Apr 2005 04:04:01 -0000
> >
> >
> >so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and 
> transfer
> >them
> >to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ 
> nor the
> >manual.
> >
> >i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or 
> aiff
> >file and get
> >error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card.
> >
> >put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or 
> .aiff
> >but when
> >i try to load them it says illegal file.
> >
> >so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is 
> there
> >a trick to
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> >saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be 
> re-set
> >or
> >tweaked in some way?
> >
> >i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i 
> just
> >record directly
> >into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much
> >easier to
> >record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual 
> editing in
> >peak of
> >course.
> >
> >thanks in advance...
> >crazypoprock
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13871|13856|2005-04-05 09:01:02|James Kneen|Re: basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k|
Yeah - take a look - it's likely the problem samples are mono..I had exactly 
the same probelm a while back, same error message..

To get round this simply make sure all sample are stereo...

James.

>From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k
>Date: Tue, 5 Apr 2005 18:12:20 +1000
>
>
>really? that might have been the problems i was having too, because i
>could load maybe 3-4 samples out of 25... the second set of samples i
>saved worked perfect..
>
>+=haZy
>
>On 05/04/2005, at 1:14 AM, James Kneen wrote:
>
> > Hi Crazypoprock,
> >
> > Are the samples you're working with mono or stereo? The RS with chuck
> > up the
> > error message you desrcibe if you try and load a MONO .wav file.
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> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > James.
> > UK.
> >
> > >From: "crazypoprock" <crazypoprock@yahoo.com>
> > >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] basic question...loading samples from mac to rs7k
> > >Date: Fri, 01 Apr 2005 04:04:01 -0000
> > >
> > >
> > >so i want to record and edit my samples in bias peak on my mac and
> > transfer
> > >them
> > >to the rs7k...can't find any good info on how to do this in the FAQ
> > nor the
> > >manual.
> > >
> > >i have a nice loop, try to save it to my smartmedia card as a wav or
> > aiff
> > >file and get
> > >error pop-ups...but then something does get saved to the card.
> > >
> > >put that in the rs7000 and it shows the sample names and the .wav or
> > .aiff
> > >but when
> > >i try to load them it says illegal file.
> > >
> > >so i don't know if the problem is on the computer or the rs7000...is
> > there
> > >a trick to
> > >saving the samples i don't know about? or maybe the card needs to be
> > re-set
> > >or
> > >tweaked in some way?
> > >
> > >i haven't worked with the rs in a while...and usually when i do i
> > just
> > >record directly
> > >into it but my set-up with my turntables these days makes things much
> > >easier to
> > >record into the computer. and i prefer the quick, precise visual
> > editing in
> > >peak of
> > >course.
> > >
> > >thanks in advance...
> > >crazypoprock
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:�
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> > � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > �
> > � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > �
> > � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service.
> >
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> >
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13872|13872|2005-04-05 15:39:03|irrelevanceuk|mixer settings not saved in auto load file?|
By default I like to start all projects with all mixer channels zeroed so I don't get any 
internal voices playing in my output so I thought I could save a default style (style 01) with 
these settings, but it doesn't seem to work?
| 13873|13862|2005-04-05 16:12:14|mcshultzmcshultz|PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
uh... hi.. well i got one partially helpfull reply to this message...
but is there anybody else out there who can help me with this? i
seriously cannot understand how i am suppoesed to partition this scsi
drive in the right way. i have spent so much time on this... there
has got to be someone on this list who has done this or knows
something about doing this., please please please help .. i am dieing
here...

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz"
wrote:

> 
> 
> Yep, this is exactly what happens to me .. and I AM using a larger
> disk.. 9gb. it doesn't give any way to create partitions. From what
> I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the rs7000 you
> have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
> instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the rs to
> format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to format
> it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried every
> single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc that
> doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or have it
> bundled. 
> 
> 
> > 
> > I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k and ZIP100 
> > drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a full

Physical 

> > Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of partitions 
> > while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting confused by the 
> > SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the SU700 when 
> > you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions (1-8). I 
> > also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. When I 
> > tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message if I

tried 2, 

> > 3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-3 seconds 
> > and went ok.
> > 
> > Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and really

doesn't 

> > need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or whether 
> > it's something else. I imagine it should work with a larger size
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SCSI 

> > HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I do have

a few 

> > A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the and the

RS7k 

> > can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format samples 
> > from each volume as needed.
> > 
> > -- wasted/su700fan
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 13874|13874|2005-04-05 16:27:23|irrelevanceuk|Common Sample Location Not Available on Style 01?|
Has anyone else found this. No matter what I try I cannot save to sample common location 
on style 01. Works on style 02 and I assume all others.
| 13875|13862|2005-04-05 17:13:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
Just curious, why does it have to be partitioned at all and not just formated as one partition?

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: mcshultzmcshultz <mcshultzmcshultz@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 05 Apr 2005 18:47:49 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive

uh... hi.. well i got one partially helpfull reply to this message...
but is there anybody else out there who can help me with this? i
seriously cannot understand how i am suppoesed to partition this scsi
drive in the right way. i have spent so much time on this... there
has got to be someone on this list who has done this or knows
something about doing this., please please please help .. i am dieing
here...

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz"
wrote:

> 
> 
> Yep, this is exactly what happens to me .. and I AM using a larger
> disk.. 9gb. it doesn't give any way to create partitions. From what
> I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the rs7000 you
> have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
> instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the rs to
> format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to format
> it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried every
> single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc that
> doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or have it
> bundled. 
> 
> 
> > 
> > I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k and ZIP100 
> > drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a full

Physical 

> > Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of partitions 
> > while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting confused by the 
> > SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the SU700 when 
> > you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions (1-8). I 
> > also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. When I 
> > tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message if I

tried 2, 

> > 3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-3 seconds 
> > and went ok.
> > 
> > Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and really

doesn't 
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> > need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or whether 
> > it's something else. I imagine it should work with a larger size

SCSI 

> > HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I do have

a few 

> > A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the and the

RS7k 

> > can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format samples 
> > from each volume as needed.
> > 
> > -- wasted/su700fan
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13876|13876|2005-04-05 19:54:53|irrelevanceuk|Loading to common sample location headache|
I just cant load to common sample effeciently and consistantly. The scenario:
I have loops on a smart card that I want ti transfer. I go to the mixer page choose a track 
and then dial in SmpCmn, program 1. All loads in ok. 
Now When I want to do the same thing but load to SmpCmn program 2 it wont let me!? I 
select a track in the mixer as before go to import sample and below the track number it 
shows 001 which is a local location the only place I can see a common location is on the 
first track I imported to. Track 1, C001. Why can I not select the next location? When I 
cycle through the program locations in the mixer I can see that they are empty.
| 13877|13862|2005-04-05 21:18:02|mcshultzmcshultz|Re: PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
The RS7000 will only read up to 2 GB partition. It will however read 4 2GB partitions 
on a 8 GB drive. naturally, I want to have 8 GB of space instead of just 2 GB of 
space. that is the reason. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> Just curious, why does it have to be partitioned at all and not just formated as one 
partition?
> 
> Zam
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: mcshultzmcshultz 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tue, 05 Apr 2005 18:47:49 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard 
drive
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> uh... hi.. well i got one partially helpfull reply to this message...
> but is there anybody else out there who can help me with this? i
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> seriously cannot understand how i am suppoesed to partition this scsi
> drive in the right way. i have spent so much time on this... there
> has got to be someone on this list who has done this or knows
> something about doing this., please please please help .. i am dieing
> here...
> 
> m.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz"
> wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > Yep, this is exactly what happens to me .. and I AM using a larger
> > disk.. 9gb. it doesn't give any way to create partitions. From what
> > I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the rs7000 you
> > have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
> > instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the rs to
> > format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to format
> > it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried every
> > single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc that
> > doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or have it
> > bundled. 
> > 
> > 
> > > 
> > > I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k and ZIP100 
> > > drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a full
> Physical 
> > > Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of partitions 
> > > while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting confused by the 
> > > SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the SU700 when 
> > > you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions (1-8). I 
> > > also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. When I 
> > > tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message if I
> tried 2, 
> > > 3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-3 seconds 
> > > and went ok.
> > > 
> > > Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and really
> doesn't 
> > > need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or whether 
> > > it's something else. I imagine it should work with a larger size
> SCSI 
> > > HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I do have
> a few 
> > > A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the and the
> RS7k 
> > > can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format samples 
> > > from each volume as needed.
> > > 
> > > -- wasted/su700fan
> > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13878|13878|2005-04-08 17:49:22|BradYeager|Ch-Ch-Check it out!|
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Check out http://dfwhomesales.com/yellowrat.mp3 

Any feedback would be greatly appreciated.
100% RS recorded live into a Quattro in Cubase. Its my first piece and 
would really like any feedback or criticism.
| 13879|13878|2005-04-08 18:28:05|wasted/su700fan|Re: Ch-Ch-Check it out!|
On Apr 8, 2005, at 7:23 PM, BradYeager wrote:

>
> Check out http://dfwhomesales.com/yellowrat.mp3
>
> Any feedback would be greatly appreciated.
> 100% RS recorded live into a Quattro in Cubase. Its my first piece and
> would really like any feedback or criticism.

Really liked it. Lots of changes, movement throughout the 7:21 long 
track that gives it variety and energy so it doesn't get boring due to 
the length. If this is all RS7k only like you said, it's showing a 
good variety of tonal capability. Nice work! Will be staying in my 
iTunes folder for future listens.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13880|13878|2005-04-09 07:45:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Ch-Ch-Check it out!|
Really good! I'd be curious to see how you made or set the patterns up, smoothly breaked into each other, or are you programming all in song mode? Or layering up
seperate recorded tracks in Cubase? You got more sounds out of it than I'd of expected for someone doing a first time song on it.

I'd mostly say it just needs some sexy vocs , and maybe see if you could get some more echo delay/cho echo effect on the earlier quickly punching lead like you do later on
in the song. It sounds a bit dry at first or something not quite all there. Though you might be useing two channels later on with the same sounding lead type instrament to
get it a little thicker sounding, not sure best way to go about that.

I'm also amazed if you got the transposes down that well on the bass rythm if thats what you did for that great groove, or you made or used a nice and lengthy phrase for
that.

Pretty tight and a great groove and dancy and all around pretty whole sounding.

Whats Quattro too if you don't mind me asking?

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: BradYeager <brad@dallasfixcom.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 08 Apr 2005 23:23:28 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Ch-Ch-Check it out!

Check out http://dfwhomesales.com/yellowrat.mp3 

Any feedback would be greatly appreciated.
100% RS recorded live into a Quattro in Cubase. Its my first piece and 
would really like any feedback or criticism.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 13881|13878|2005-04-10 23:05:31|BradYeager|Re: Ch-Ch-Check it out!|
It's all done live in pattern mode - just using the keyboard to select 
the mutes and recorded two channels into cubase. There's no other 
external sounds or sequencing.

The quattro is just a 4x4 M-Audio USB sound card!

Thanks for the feedback.
| 13882|13878|2005-04-11 17:37:28|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Ch-Ch-Check it out!|
Thats sort of good to hear! Thats how I do my songs too usually, so I know I'm not the only one using their mutes mainly. My songs are basically done live too, but I
usually import them into song mode first for a little bit more editing on any of my offly timed mutes and some extra recorded filter sweeps. Its probably not the best way,
but its got to be the quickest and easist way in my opinion, rather than sorting out and copying and deleting a bunch of stuff between a bunch of parts and scenes. I've had
the RS porbably for 4 years now and I still havn't done much away from using just one section of just one scene to create a whole song. Sometimes I wonder how much
more I could get out of it if could take the time figure all that out and use several scenes and several sections at a time well. Pretty good job on timeing your mutes and
stuff then too I'd like to add! I'd like to hear what you do later on once you've got around the RS a bit more if this song was that good.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: BradYeager <brad@dallasfixcom.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, 11 Apr 2005 02:57:36 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Ch-Ch-Check it out!

It's all done live in pattern mode - just using the keyboard to select 
the mutes and recorded two channels into cubase. There's no other 
external sounds or sequencing.

The quattro is just a 4x4 M-Audio USB sound card!

Thanks for the feedback.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13883|13862|2005-04-12 01:49:59|Latif|Re: PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
I don't use SCSI drives, but to format and partition a drive from 
within Win XP machine simply use the diskmanagment tool.
You can find this under: Administrative tools/Computer managment/Disk 
management
The option Administrative tools has to be enabled for the start 
programs menu (rightclick taskbar/options/start menu/customize).
Once your in the Disk management tool, and the SCSI drive is 
recognized, partition it in 2GB parts (not more then 2048mb), and 
format these in FAT16.
Then hookup the drive back to the RS, i am sure the RS would then 
recognize all parts, as 2 GB drives.

Latif

> > I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the 
> > rs7000 you
> > have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
> > instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the rs 
> > to
> > format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to
> > format
> > it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried 
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> > every
> > single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc that
> > doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or have 
> > it
> > bundled.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz" 
wrote:

> 
> The RS7000 will only read up to 2 GB partition. It will however 

read 4 2GB partitions 

> on a 8 GB drive. naturally, I want to have 8 GB of space instead 

of just 2 GB of 

> space. that is the reason. 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > Just curious, why does it have to be partitioned at all and not 

just formated as one 

> partition?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: mcshultzmcshultz 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Tue, 05 Apr 2005 18:47:49 -0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning 

SCSI hard 

> drive
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > uh... hi.. well i got one partially helpfull reply to this 

message...

> > but is there anybody else out there who can help me with this? i
> > seriously cannot understand how i am suppoesed to partition this 

scsi

> > drive in the right way. i have spent so much time on this... 

there

> > has got to be someone on this list who has done this or knows
> > something about doing this., please please please help .. i am 

dieing

> > here...
> > 
> > m.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz"
> > wrote:
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Yep, this is exactly what happens to me .. and I AM using a 

larger

> > > disk.. 9gb. it doesn't give any way to create partitions. 

From what

> > > I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the 

rs7000 you
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> > > have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
> > > instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the 

rs to

> > > format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to 

format

> > > it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried 

every

> > > single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc 

that

> > > doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or 

have it

> > > bundled. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > > I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k 

and ZIP100 

> > > > drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a full
> > Physical 
> > > > Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of 

partitions 

> > > > while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting confused 

by the 

> > > > SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the 

SU700 when 

> > > > you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions (1-

8). I 

> > > > also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. 

When I 

> > > > tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message if I
> > tried 2, 
> > > > 3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-3 

seconds 

> > > > and went ok.
> > > > 
> > > > Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and really
> > doesn't 
> > > > need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or 

whether 

> > > > it's something else. I imagine it should work with a larger 

size

> > SCSI 
> > > > HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I do 

have

> > a few 
> > > > A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the and 

the

> > RS7k 
> > > > can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format 

samples 



> > > > from each volume as needed.
> > > > 
> > > > -- wasted/su700fan
> > > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13884|13862|2005-04-12 01:52:38|Latif|Re: PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
correction: if FAT16 doesn't do the job, try FAT32
but whatever you do don't format drive into NTFS, 
cause there's no easy way back from NTFS to FAT!
;-)

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> 
> I don't use SCSI drives, but to format and partition a drive from 
> within Win XP machine simply use the diskmanagment tool.
> You can find this under: Administrative tools/Computer 
managment/Disk 
> management
> The option Administrative tools has to be enabled for the start 
> programs menu (rightclick taskbar/options/start menu/customize).
> Once your in the Disk management tool, and the SCSI drive is 
> recognized, partition it in 2GB parts (not more then 2048mb), and 
> format these in FAT16.
> Then hookup the drive back to the RS, i am sure the RS would then 
> recognize all parts, as 2 GB drives.
> 
> Latif
> 
> > > I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the 
> > > rs7000 you
> > > have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... For
> > > instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the 
rs 
> > > to
> > > format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc to
> > > format
> > > it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've tried 
> > > every
> > > single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a pc 
that
> > > doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or 
have 
> > > it
> > > bundled.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz" 
> wrote:
> > 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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> > The RS7000 will only read up to 2 GB partition. It will however 
> read 4 2GB partitions 
> > on a 8 GB drive. naturally, I want to have 8 GB of space instead 
> of just 2 GB of 
> > space. that is the reason. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> > > Just curious, why does it have to be partitioned at all and not 
> just formated as one 
> > partition?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: mcshultzmcshultz 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Tue, 05 Apr 2005 18:47:49 -0000
> > > Subject: [RS7000] PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning 
> SCSI hard 
> > drive
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > uh... hi.. well i got one partially helpfull reply to this 
> message...
> > > but is there anybody else out there who can help me with this? 
i
> > > seriously cannot understand how i am suppoesed to partition 
this 
> scsi
> > > drive in the right way. i have spent so much time on this... 
> there
> > > has got to be someone on this list who has done this or knows
> > > something about doing this., please please please help .. i am 
> dieing
> > > here...
> > > 
> > > m.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcshultzmcshultz"
> > > wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Yep, this is exactly what happens to me .. and I AM using a 
> larger
> > > > disk.. 9gb. it doesn't give any way to create partitions. 
> From what
> > > > I have gathered from various posts you can't do it from the 
> rs7000 you
> > > > have to do it somehow from a computer or other hardware... 
For
> > > > instance, use an su700 to partition the disk and then use the 
> rs to
> > > > format it for use... or something. people claim to use a pc 
to 
> format
> > > > it, but as I've said... I cannot get it to work and I've 
tried 
> every
> > > > single combination. Except I need to try using fdisk on a 
pc 
> that
> > > > doesn't run windowsXP.. sice XP doesn't let you run fdisk or 
> have it
> > > > bundled. 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I just ran some formatting/partitioning tests with my RS7k 
> and ZIP100 
> > > > > drive. It took 516 seconds (8 minutes 36 seconds) to do a 
full
> > > Physical 
> > > > > Format. That doesn't seem to let you choose the number of 
> partitions 
> > > > > while doing the full format. Maybe I'm just getting 
confused 
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> by the 
> > > > > SU700's SCSI format options. Back when I used to have the 
> SU700 when 
> > > > > you did a full format you could choose the # of partitions 
(1-
> 8). I 
> > > > > also tried a Logical format, which took about 2-3 seconds. 
> When I 
> > > > > tried a Partition format, it gave me the bad disk message 
if I
> > > tried 2, 
> > > > > 3, or 4 partitions. A 1 partition format job took about 2-
3 
> seconds 
> > > > > and went ok.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Not sure if it's because my ZIP100 disk is so small and 
really
> > > doesn't 
> > > > > need partitions that the RS7k gives the bad disk message or 
> whether 
> > > > > it's something else. I imagine it should work with a 
larger 
> size
> > > SCSI 
> > > > > HD, but I don't have a SCSI HD to test this theory on. I 
do 
> have
> > > a few 
> > > > > A3000 Sample CD's with multiple partitions/volumes on the 
and 
> the
> > > RS7k 
> > > > > can read from them and switch partitions to load A3k format 
> samples 
> > > > > from each volume as needed.
> > > > > 
> > > > > -- wasted/su700fan
> > > > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > > > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > > FAQ: 
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13885|13862|2005-04-12 02:23:56|Dale Kay|Re: PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive|
I was going to mention that I bet it's FAT 16 that you want, not sure about 32 but there should be a note in your manual on this as to what format the HD is to be expected.
Also use the defaults, not get clever.

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.
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band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Latif 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2005 12:52 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: PLEASE HELP ME! Formatting and Partitioning SCSI hard drive
correction: if FAT16 doesn't do the job, try FAT32
but whatever you do don't format drive into NTFS, 
cause there's no easy way back from NTFS to FAT!
;-)
Latif

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13886|13886|2005-04-15 14:04:13|h2a2p|my 1st performance|
hello,

i posted this at rs7000.org also, but thought i'd post it here too. 

i'm gonna do a short set, 25-30 min, this weekend, and it will be my 
first time trying to perform with the RS. i put this set together the 
other night using mostly preset phrases and sounds plus a couple 
samples. i'm using 2 rs7000, not synced together, no cross fader or 
headphones, just mixing using the controls on the RS's. anyway i 
recorded my practice session from last night and thought i'd share it: 

http://www.massweb.com/test.mp3 

my first attempt at a dj style mix like this, so lots of room for 
improvement, that's for sure. if you have any comments or feedback, 
i'd be glad to hear it. but what do you think, does it sound good 
enough to do in front of a room full of drunk people, or should i call 
it quits??? ha!
| 13887|13886|2005-04-15 22:04:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: my 1st performance|
On Apr 15, 2005, at 4:03 PM, h2a2p wrote:

> hello,
>
> i posted this at rs7000.org also, but thought i'd post it here too.
>
> i'm gonna do a short set, 25-30 min, this weekend, and it will be my
> first time trying to perform with the RS. i put this set together the
> other night using mostly preset phrases and sounds plus a couple
> samples. i'm using 2 rs7000, not synced together, no cross fader or
> headphones, just mixing using the controls on the RS's. anyway i
> recorded my practice session from last night and thought i'd share it:
>
> http://www.massweb.com/test.mp3
>
> my first attempt at a dj style mix like this, so lots of room for
> improvement, that's for sure. if you have any comments or feedback,
> i'd be glad to hear it. but what do you think, does it sound good
> enough to do in front of a room full of drunk people, or should i call
> it quits??? ha!

Sounds interesting. If the audience is interested in electronic style 
music it'll probably go off well. Lots of variety & changes in there 
so it doesn't get too repetitive over the 22 minutes. Interesting 
vocal samples too (although those do get annoying after too many 
repetitions). Some recognizable built-in phrases :)

Actually sounds to me like this could probably be done with just one 
RS7000 with quite a bit more planning (if you wanted to slim down your 
gear to carry to the gig). Doesn't sound like more than 16 channels 
are being used at once, but I could be wrong. Perhaps using various 
Section/Style changes would save you from having to use the 2nd RS7k. 
But I wouldn't worry about that for this gig, maybe a future gig. 
You're already prepared with the current setup; stick with it that way.

Good luck. Hope all goes well.

-- wasted/su700fan
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The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13888|13886|2005-04-16 21:43:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: my 1st performance|
Pretty dang good! Hard to find anything to be critical of, my only sugestion is maybe see if you could work in some more transposes some how. Its a little tricky if your not
use to using them on the RS, they have to be timed just right, but great effect when done well, gives what sounds like a little bit more of some chord structure to the more
blander or repetitive parts without haveing to program them in as notes. You have some fairly smooth and well done transitions, even though basically just punching
channels in and out with just the mutes probably. Good transitions are the hardest part and most disruptive if not done well, but you seem to have them down well so
shouldn't have any awkward moments with people either covering their ears or looking around with blank stairs on their faces. Hope it all goes well for your first time,
and I actually have the worst time getting the RS back into its box on dimly lit stages. So my biggest tip, if you use the original box to protect it during travel, you can save
some time breaking your gear down by marking where the card board fits in and around it and the box with a marker and arrows pointing which way is up or what not 8^)

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 15 Apr 2005 23:05:02 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] my 1st performance

On Apr 15, 2005, at 4:03 PM, h2a2p wrote:

> hello,
>
> i posted this at rs7000.org also, but thought i'd post it here too.
>
> i'm gonna do a short set, 25-30 min, this weekend, and it will be my
> first time trying to perform with the RS. i put this set together the
> other night using mostly preset phrases and sounds plus a couple
> samples. i'm using 2 rs7000, not synced together, no cross fader or
> headphones, just mixing using the controls on the RS's. anyway i
> recorded my practice session from last night and thought i'd share it:
>
> http://www.massweb.com/test.mp3
>
> my first attempt at a dj style mix like this, so lots of room for
> improvement, that's for sure. if you have any comments or feedback,
> i'd be glad to hear it. but what do you think, does it sound good
> enough to do in front of a room full of drunk people, or should i call
> it quits??? ha!

Sounds interesting. If the audience is interested in electronic style 
music it'll probably go off well. Lots of variety & changes in there 
so it doesn't get too repetitive over the 22 minutes. Interesting 
vocal samples too (although those do get annoying after too many 
repetitions). Some recognizable built-in phrases :)

Actually sounds to me like this could probably be done with just one 
RS7000 with quite a bit more planning (if you wanted to slim down your 
gear to carry to the gig). Doesn't sound like more than 16 channels 
are being used at once, but I could be wrong. Perhaps using various 
Section/Style changes would save you from having to use the 2nd RS7k. 
But I wouldn't worry about that for this gig, maybe a future gig. 
You're already prepared with the current setup; stick with it that way.

Good luck. Hope all goes well.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13889|2549|2005-04-19 21:41:42|Wayne|RS7000 for sale|
sorry to spam you with my sale but i thought it may be of some
interest to some people on the group.

I have a RS700 for sale in as new condition(still has the plastic on
the screen) with the box and manuals. 

Email me for more details
whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au
| 13890|13860|2005-04-21 10:22:19|cb11212|Re: heeellllllllpppp! rs7000 or mpc|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "genus23" wrote:

> as far as hookink it up to your computer i connect mine through the 

analog inputs of my audio interface. Atpent.net

> 
> im trying to decide what is best for me. rs7000 or mpc1000. as of now
> i have protools/mbox, reason, turntable,vinyl,mixer, edirol pcr30. i
> want an instrument to play glitch/hip-hop live as well as integrate
> into my daw.if i were to purchase the rs7000, how would i connect it
> and how would i sample( turntable, wav. files,etc.). also is the 

mpc's

> step edit function comprable to 16 steps on the rs7000. thankyou for
> your help.

| 13891|13860|2005-04-21 13:45:29|Enyeto|Re: heeellllllllpppp! rs7000 or mpc|
get the RS7000. Its a good mix of the yamaha motif synth sounds and a sampler.

cb11212 <cb11212@yahoo.com> wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "genus23" wrote:
> as far as hookink it up to your computer i connect mine through the 
analog inputs of my audio interface. Atpent.net
> 
> im trying to decide what is best for me. rs7000 or mpc1000. as of now
> i have protools/mbox, reason, turntable,vinyl,mixer, edirol pcr30. i
> want an instrument to play glitch/hip-hop live as well as integrate
> into my daw.if i were to purchase the rs7000, how would i connect it
> and how would i sample( turntable, wav. files,etc.). also is the 
mpc's
> step edit function comprable to 16 steps on the rs7000. thankyou for
> your help.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13892|13892|2005-04-21 17:46:47|domepeacemusic|eights outs|
I'm looking to purchase outs for my rs7k. Wondering if anyone knows of 
some sites that may have what I'm looking for. If ya know, please holla 
back w/ a post or hit me off at domepeacemusic@yahoo.com
| 13893|13893|2005-04-24 21:27:34|shmaigenja|Free Samples For RS7000|
Download Free Electronica Loops at http://www.planetsample.com

PlanetSample produces sample CDs catered to a variety of Electronica
styles. Our CDs come in a number of formats including .WAV
(acidized), Apple Loops, Audio, Reason Refill and E-mu EOS.

We have recently had press releases featured on the Harmony-Central,
Keyboard Mag, EQ Mag and Synthtopia websites.

PlanetSample offers safe and secure payment options and we never share
your information. We have sold to over 1000 customers on e-bay and
maintain a 99.7% positive feedback rating.

Some of the things PlanetSample customers have said about our CDs:

Hello. I just received my order of "Elements of Electronica". It's
amazing! Thank you. I can tell it will be all over the latest film I'm
scoring. Great job!

Perfect quality product. Super fast delivery from Canada to UK. Great
stuff.

Great samples! Just what I was looking for! Thanks!

My item shipped fast. Cinematic sounds, great stuff. I'm pleased. thanks.

Weird & Wonderful Sounds. Excellent Seller 

AMAZING techno sounds and effects and loops and beats. Thanks
man...Pure Awesome

More good electronica styled samples/loops,and speedy shipping again :)
| 13894|13894|2005-04-27 16:55:29|nance_brian|How do you translate rm1x sequences to rs7000|
I've noticed that you can run rm1x sequences thru the rs7000. I've got 
several floppy disks that were sequenced via thru the rm1x.How do I go 
about running my disks thru the rs7000? Do I need computer software or 
what hardware do i need to run the rm1x sequences thru the rs7000.
| 13895|13894|2005-04-27 17:14:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: How do you translate rm1x sequences to rs7000|
Easiest way I'd think would be to use a a computer with a floppy drive and a SM read/writer, to transfer them on to a Smart Media Card from the floppy, then load them in
the RS7000. I've heard the RS7000 supposedly takes RM1x files, but I've never had any to try, there supposed to be a load option for RM1x files, cant check on it though
right now to be 100% sure, but thats what I've heard. 

-----Original Message-----
From: nance_brian <nance_brian@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 27 Apr 2005 21:35:51 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] How do you translate rm1x sequences to rs7000

I've noticed that you can run rm1x sequences thru the rs7000. I've got 
several floppy disks that were sequenced via thru the rm1x.How do I go 
about running my disks thru the rs7000? Do I need computer software or 
what hardware do i need to run the rm1x sequences thru the rs7000.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13896|13892|2005-05-01 17:36:15|Latif|Re: eights outs|
http://www.musicproducts.com/ref.lasso?1709
search for AIEB2 in the bottom of the page, 
on the product page select calculate my shipping costs.
ps. they don't ship them to the US.

goodluck

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
wrote:

> 
> I'm looking to purchase outs for my rs7k. Wondering if anyone knows 

of 

> some sites that may have what I'm looking for. If ya know, please 

holla 

> back w/ a post or hit me off at domepeacemusic@y...

| 13897|13897|2005-05-02 05:42:12|uwodsi|footswitch 'section' function?|
I have been looking for a while at picking up an RS7000 and would like 
to know: if I select 'section' in the footswitch menu, and if I have 
say only 2 sections, A and B, when I reach section B if I then hit the 
footswitch does the sequencer take me back to section A or stay in 
section B or just draw a blank?
Thanks,
Peter
| 13898|13892|2005-05-02 05:42:38|courtney baynes|Re: eights outs|
Did you check the Yamaha site? Also check your local music store they should have or know of someone who has. ATPENT.net

Latif <eurikon@hotmail.com> wrote:http://www.musicproducts.com/ref.lasso?1709
search for AIEB2 in the bottom of the page, 
on the product page select calculate my shipping costs.
ps. they don't ship them to the US.

goodluck

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
wrote:

> 
> I'm looking to purchase outs for my rs7k. Wondering if anyone knows 

of 

> some sites that may have what I'm looking for. If ya know, please 

holla 

> back w/ a post or hit me off at domepeacemusic@y...
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To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13899|13897|2005-05-02 05:51:03|wasted/su700fan|Re: footswitch 'section' function?|
On May 2, 2005, at 1:58 AM, uwodsi wrote:

> I have been looking for a while at picking up an RS7000 and would like
> to know: if I select 'section' in the footswitch menu, and if I have
> say only 2 sections, A and B, when I reach section B if I then hit the
> footswitch does the sequencer take me back to section A or stay in
> section B or just draw a blank?
> Thanks,
> Peter

As far as I can remember, the Footswitch when set to Section will 
cycle through all 16 Sections (A->B->C->...->P->A, etc.) whether 
there is data in the other sections or not. I could be wrong about 
this though. So if you don't have a full Style with all Sections 
having some data you might not want to use the Section feature for 
your Footswitch.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13900|13897|2005-05-02 09:45:03|courtney baynes|Re: footswitch 'section' function?|
Dont know.......I never used that function.. ATPENT.net

uwodsi <niasynb3@yahoo.com.au> wrote:I have been looking for a while at picking up an RS7000 and would like 
to know: if I select 'section' in the footswitch menu, and if I have 
say only 2 sections, A and B, when I reach section B if I then hit the 
footswitch does the sequencer take me back to section A or stay in 
section B or just draw a blank?
Thanks,
Peter
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13901|13901|2005-05-03 07:07:56|rubencallens|noise|
Hi,

when I tried to record my songs on my laptop, I noticed that I have a
lot of noise coming out of ALL my outputs!!!
With other equipment (like the rm1x) is this not the case.
I tried switching cables, but nothing helps.
I bought the rs7k second hand, so I do not have garantee..

I hope there is a solution..
| 13902|13901|2005-05-03 07:22:33|Latif|Re: noise|
Go into Utility System screen 4/4
and turn down STEREO OUT LEVEL 0DB
also turn of the master FX if your not using these or don't need it.
Then see if it makes a difference in your case.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rubencallens" wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> when I tried to record my songs on my laptop, I noticed that I have a
> lot of noise coming out of ALL my outputs!!!
> With other equipment (like the rm1x) is this not the case.
> I tried switching cables, but nothing helps.
> I bought the rs7k second hand, so I do not have garantee..
> 
> I hope there is a solution..

| 13903|13903|2005-05-05 01:02:48|raverjett|Using the rs as a drum module|
I would like to record my band using my electric drums but i have 
samples that i would like to trigger using the rs7000 and my drum 
module. I can't seem to get it to do what i want it to. it looks like 
my midi note numbers are the same and when i hit my crash on the 
electric drumset the midi lights blink but no cymbals that i have 
sampled on the rs ever play. does anyone have any experience doing 
this. Please help. thanks for reading.
| 13904|13904|2005-05-05 09:11:48|Chris Dooley|copy and paste|
Simple [and probably obvious] question from a new RS owner......

After going thru 5 pages of the manual discussing this, yet I still cannot 
take the first 8 measures of drum tracks and copy them thru to the next 
98?

Am i making this too difficult? How exactly do you use this copy and 
paste function correctly?

Thanks in advance....

d

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13905|13904|2005-05-05 09:34:16|alex bazan|Re: copy and paste|
En/na Chris Dooley ha escrit:

>Simple [and probably obvious] question from a new RS owner......
>
>After going thru 5 pages of the manual discussing this, yet I still cannot 
>take the first 8 measures of drum tracks and copy them thru to the next 
>98?
>
>Am i making this too difficult? How exactly do you use this copy and 
>paste function correctly?
>
>Thanks in advance....
>
>d
> 
>

check copy event in your job menu...

- select phrase
- select FROM measures 1:0:000 -> 8:0:000
- select TO measures 8:0:000 -> 98:0:000
- sellect how many times you want to copy (eg... 90)
- execute the job

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


manual page 141
| 13906|13904|2005-05-05 10:49:51|James Kneen|Re: copy and paste|
Could do this in Pattern Chain mode so as to chuck in variations etc. Would 
be more in keeping with the way the RS handles arrangments..

James K Plate.
UK.

>From: alex bazan <latengoyo@wanadoo.es>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] copy and paste
>Date: Thu, 05 May 2005 17:33:47 +0200
>
>En/na Chris Dooley ha escrit:
>
> >Simple [and probably obvious] question from a new RS owner......
> >
> >After going thru 5 pages of the manual discussing this, yet I still 
>cannot
> >take the first 8 measures of drum tracks and copy them thru to the next
> >98?
> >
> >Am i making this too difficult? How exactly do you use this copy and
> >paste function correctly?
> >
> >Thanks in advance....
> >
> >d
> >
> >
>check copy event in your job menu...
>
>- select phrase
>- select FROM measures 1:0:000 -> 8:0:000
>- select TO measures 8:0:000 -> 98:0:000
>- sellect how many times you want to copy (eg... 90)
>- execute the job
>
>manual page 141

| 13907|13904|2005-05-05 13:58:13|AUDIOMIND|Re: copy and paste|
Methinks I may have been getting lost within the menu's......that 
does it.

Thanks again....

d

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, alex bazan wrote:
> En/na Chris Dooley ha escrit:
> 
> >Simple [and probably obvious] question from a new RS owner......
> >
> >After going thru 5 pages of the manual discussing this, yet I 
still cannot 
> >take the first 8 measures of drum tracks and copy them thru to the 
next 
> >98?
> >
> >Am i making this too difficult? How exactly do you use this copy 
and 
> >paste function correctly?
> >
> >Thanks in advance....
> >
> >d
> > 
> >
> check copy event in your job menu...
> 
> - select phrase
> - select FROM measures 1:0:000 -> 8:0:000
> - select TO measures 8:0:000 -> 98:0:000
> - sellect how many times you want to copy (eg... 90)
> - execute the job
> 
> manual page 141
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| 13908|13904|2005-05-05 14:39:45|Tony Petersen|Re: copy and paste|
Hey Chris

Just select the track, hit "job" select "21 append phrase" and that 
will double the length of the phrase. This is cool for drum tracks as 
you can just create a 4 bar phrase for eg a snare, then double it a few 
times and you have a 32 bar phrase. Then using step or grid seq you can 
head to the end of the phrase, delete a few hits and put in a 
break/fill.

cheers, Tony,

On May 5, 2005, at 10:44 PM, Chris Dooley wrote:

> Simple [and probably obvious] question from a new RS owner......
>
> After going thru 5 pages of the manual discussing this, yet I still 
> cannot
> take the first 8 measures of drum tracks and copy them thru to the 
> next
> 98?
>
> Am i making this too difficult?� How exactly do you use this copy and
> paste function correctly?
>
> Thanks in advance....
>
> d
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13909|13909|2005-05-05 14:41:00|Steve Maietta|RS7000 FS|
All,

Im selling my RS, it is one year old, includes manuals and factory cd's and memory card, all in factory box. Also includes 64 meg maxed memory, and a 128 meg smart
card.

its in great physical condition and has no problems. no scratches or dents. never gigged out.

Im looking to get $600 Im in Northern New Jersey and will drive an hour or two to make the deal. Or will ship obviously. 

PayPal is best, but Ill take money orders too

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
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thanks 

~Steve M

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13910|13910|2005-05-05 16:19:09|sean mccarrick|Velocity Pads|
Hi all,

Bit of a lame question but I've never been able to
assign different keys to the RS velocity pads.
I tried holding pad assign + the key and then the pad.
How exactly is it done?
Cheers,
Sean

___________________________________________________________ 
Yahoo! Messenger - want a free and easy way to contact your friends online? http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com
| 13911|13909|2005-05-05 16:31:19|steven thirds|Re: RS7000 FS|
hi, im interested so im going to check my finances and
see if i can afford it, how much sampling does it
have.
--- Steve Maietta <srmaietta@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> All,
> 
> Im selling my RS, it is one year old, includes
> manuals and factory cd's and memory card, all in
> factory box. Also includes 64 meg maxed memory, and
> a 128 meg smart card.
> 
> its in great physical condition and has no problems.
> no scratches or dents. never gigged out.
> 
> Im looking to get $600 Im in Northern New
> Jersey and will drive an hour or two to make the
> deal. Or will ship obviously. 
> 
> 
> 
> PayPal is best, but Ill take money orders too
> 
> 
> 
> thanks 
> 
> ~Steve M
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail Mobile 
Take Yahoo! Mail with you! Check email on your mobile phone. 
http://mobile.yahoo.com/learn/mail
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| 13912|13910|2005-05-05 16:38:12|Anthony Smith|Re: Velocity Pads|
Hold down Pad Assign, then the key you want to assign and THEN tap the 
velocity pad. I like these litlle pads, great for entering quick rhythm 
fills etc.

On 5/6/05, sean mccarrick <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com> wrote: 
> 
> Hi all,
> 
> Bit of a lame question but I've never been able to
> assign different keys to the RS velocity pads.
> I tried holding pad assign + the key and then the pad.
> How exactly is it done?
> Cheers,
> Sean
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Messenger - want a free and easy way to contact your friends 
> online? http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13913|13903|2005-05-05 18:08:49|wasted/su700fan|Re: Using the rs as a drum module|
On May 5, 2005, at 3:01 AM, raverjett wrote:

> I would like to record my band using my electric drums but i have
> samples that i would like to trigger using the rs7000 and my drum
> module. I can't seem to get it to do what i want it to. it looks like
> my midi note numbers are the same and when i hit my crash on the
> electric drum set the midi lights blink but no cymbals that i have
> sampled on the rs ever play. does anyone have any experience doing
> this. Please help. thanks for reading.

If the samples are on the RS7000 that you are trying to trigger from 
your drum set, do you have the appropriate track selected/active that 
the samples are on? And the appropriate sample bank in the Mixer 
section selected for that active track? Those would be my first two 
suggestions to check. Also check the Utility/MIDI Setup & MIDI 
Filter settings.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13914|13914|2005-05-05 20:08:20|nance_brian|wav files cd roms question?|
can rs7000 use cd rom wav files from a computer. And if so how do you 
go about using them.
| 13915|13914|2005-05-05 20:15:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: wav files cd roms question?|
On May 5, 2005, at 9:50 PM, nance_brian wrote:

> can rs7000 use cd rom wav files from a computer. And if so how do you
> go about using them.

You can import .wav/.aif files from CDROMs (purchased or burned onto 
your CDRs. You'll need a SCSI CDROM drive to read them.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13916|13910|2005-05-05 21:50:11|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Velocity Pads|
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It never worked for me either. Havn't tried since I updated the OS years ago, got use to not useing them for anything I guess. Have you updated OS and it still not work?

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: sean mccarrick <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 5 May 2005 23:19:07 +0100 (BST)
Subject: [RS7000] Velocity Pads

Hi all,

Bit of a lame question but I've never been able to
assign different keys to the RS velocity pads.
I tried holding pad assign + the key and then the pad.
How exactly is it done?
Cheers,
Sean

___________________________________________________________ 
Yahoo! Messenger - want a free and easy way to contact your friends online? 
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13917|13910|2005-05-05 22:25:21|Tony Petersen|Re: Velocity Pads|
you have to hold all 3 keys at the same time. Press down on "pad 
assign" then while holding it press the key you want to assign, then 
while holding those 2 hit the pad you want to assign to. Works fine. 
Think of a "ctrl-alt-delete".... same action. They're great for hi hats 
for a more human feel, use em all the time. Only issue is you have to 
hit the fsckers HARD...

Tony

On May 6, 2005, at 1:49 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> It never worked for me either.� Havn't tried since I updated the OS 
> years ago, got use to not useing them for anything I guess.� Have you 
> updated OS and it still not work?
>
> Zam
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: sean mccarrick <sean_mccarrick@yahoo.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thu, 5 May 2005 23:19:07 +0100 (BST)
> Subject: [RS7000] Velocity Pads
>
>
> Hi all,
>
> Bit of a lame question but I've never been able to
> assign� different keys to the RS velocity pads.
> I tried holding pad assign + the key and then the pad.
> How exactly is it done?
> Cheers,
> Sean
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>
>
> ���
> ���
> �������
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Messenger - want a free and easy way to contact your friends 
> online?
> http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13918|13918|2005-05-07 15:06:08|nance_brian|How about The SU700?|
Is the yamaha su700 any good?
| 13919|13918|2005-05-08 01:14:33|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: How about The SU700?|
Not really, especially if you have rs7000 already. 

-----Original Message-----
From: nance_brian <nance_brian@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 07 May 2005 17:22:54 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] How about The SU700?

Is the yamaha su700 any good?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13920|13920|2005-05-08 13:29:33|nance_brian|wav files|
Can anyone tell me which yamaha sampler between the a3000 and a4000 
can read wav formatted cd roms through scsi via cd rom drive?
| 13921|13903|2005-05-08 13:59:11|Latif|Re: Using the rs as a drum module|
i don't have a midi drum, but i'm sure you just have to make sure your 
sending the correct Note Key.
if you import a sample into C1 it will be in C1
so you have to send C1 from your midi drum.
As like playing an external keyboard at C1 would trigger that sample 
too.

Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raverjett" wrote:
> I would like to record my band using my electric drums but i have 
> samples that i would like to trigger using the rs7000 and my drum 
> module. I can't seem to get it to do what i want it to. it looks like 
> my midi note numbers are the same and when i hit my crash on the 
> electric drumset the midi lights blink but no cymbals that i have 
> sampled on the rs ever play. does anyone have any experience doing 
> this. Please help. thanks for reading.

| 13922|13910|2005-05-08 14:02:26|Latif|Re: Velocity Pads|
you gotta love japanese to english translation to understand this 
one ..LMAO
What they meant to say in the manual is :
Hold TAP first, then the desired note, 
and then smack the PAD that you want to assign the note to.

:)
Latif

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick 
wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Bit of a lame question but I've never been able to
> assign different keys to the RS velocity pads.
> I tried holding pad assign + the key and then the pad.
> How exactly is it done?
> Cheers,
> Sean
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Messenger - want a free and easy way to contact your friends 

online? http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com
| 13923|13910|2005-05-08 16:13:48|sean mccarrick|Re: Velocity Pads|
Cool that worked.
Thanx!
-sean

Message: 14 
Date: Thu, 5 May 2005 23:57:26 +1000
From: Tony Petersen <tony@pleasurecube.com>
Subject: Re: Velocity Pads

you have to hold all 3 keys at the same time. Press
down on "pad 

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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assign" then while holding it press the key you want
to assign, then 
while holding those 2 hit the pad you want to assign
to. Works fine. 
Think of a "ctrl-alt-delete".... same action. They're
great for hi hats 
for a more human feel, use em all the time. Only issue
is you have to 
hit the fsckers HARD...

___________________________________________________________ 
How much free photo storage do you get? Store your holiday 
snaps for FREE with Yahoo! Photos http://uk.photos.yahoo.com
| 13924|13910|2005-05-08 17:23:53|Bo Bartels|Extensionboard on ebay|
Hi

i friend of mine just send me this link, he's selling his output-expansion-board on ebay ( germany ). mabe one of you is interested...

http://cgi.ebay.de/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=7320325062&rd=1&sspagename=STRK%3AMESE%3AIT&rd=1

cu

Benno

-------------------------
www.mopot.de
breaks.live

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13925|13920|2005-05-08 22:53:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: wav files|
On May 8, 2005, at 2:17 PM, nance_brian wrote:

> Can anyone tell me which yamaha sampler between the a3000 and a4000
> can read wav formatted cd roms through scsi via cd rom drive?

I can't verify this but I believe the A4k/A5k can read .aif/.wav 
CDROMs like the RS7k can but the A3k might not be able to (like the 
SU700 can't). The A4k/A5k were the successors to the A3k, with the 
A4k having 3 effects banks and the A5k the flagship model offering 6 
effects banks. Check the specs on the Yamaha website for verification.

http://www.yamahasynth.com/products/a5000/index.html appears to 
validate my A4k/A5k info anyways. A3k info is a little less clear on 
the site.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13926|13867|2005-05-12 06:43:53|holzkopp2000|Re: Live Performance|
Hi, 

this is exactly the detail I was searching for. I'm using a RM1x
sequencer and was thinking about buying a RS-7000 because it's not
possible to switch between songs (or styles or sections) in time. 

This means, when I switch from STYLE 1 to STYLE 2 the RM1x switches
immediately. This is not very useful when playing live because other
sequence players connected to the RM1x play their actual pattern to
the end and switch afterwards. But the RM1x already played half of
STYLE 2 until the other players switch to the new patterns. 

When I change from PHRASE 1 to PHRASE 2 the RM1x plays PHRASE 1 to the
end before he switches to PHRASE 2. This is the way it should do when
switching STYLES. 

So my question: how does the RS-7000 handle this? Are STYLES/PATTERNS
played to the end when switching to another one or does it switch
immediately? 

Thanks,
Scherer

http://uk.photos.yahoo.com/
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackfeather801"
wrote:

> 
> Any hints on how to load up my rs7k for gigging. Any suggestions,

tips much appreciated.

> 
> I am thinking of loading up each
> song [say 20 tracks] as a different STYLE [1-20], so I can just

switch from one to another.

> Question: can I save all this in the rs7k/on a SM card or will I

have to do it before each 

> show?
> 
> blackfeather

| 13927|13867|2005-05-12 10:15:52|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Live Performance|
holzkopp2000 wrote:

>So my question: how does the RS-7000 handle this? Are STYLES/PATTERNS
>played to the end when switching to another one or does it switch
>immediately? 
> 
>

Yep, switches sort of immediately. You can set the amount of "time" the 
RS waits before switching to Measure at max. That means the RS will 
finish the current bar, then switch.

c.u.
Wildemar
| 13928|13867|2005-05-12 12:57:48|holzkopp2000|Re: Live Performance|
Ah! Found out myself. Just had to set PATTERN QUANTIZE in SYSTEM
options to 1 Measure instead of 1/16. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "holzkopp2000" wrote:
> Hi, 
> 
> this is exactly the detail I was searching for. I'm using a RM1x
> sequencer and was thinking about buying a RS-7000 because it's not
> possible to switch between songs (or styles or sections) in time. 
> 
> This means, when I switch from STYLE 1 to STYLE 2 the RM1x switches
> immediately. This is not very useful when playing live because other
> sequence players connected to the RM1x play their actual pattern to
> the end and switch afterwards. But the RM1x already played half of
> STYLE 2 until the other players switch to the new patterns. 
> 
> When I change from PHRASE 1 to PHRASE 2 the RM1x plays PHRASE 1 to the
> end before he switches to PHRASE 2. This is the way it should do when
> switching STYLES. 
> 
> So my question: how does the RS-7000 handle this? Are STYLES/PATTERNS
> played to the end when switching to another one or does it switch
> immediately? 
> 
> 
> Thanks,
> Scherer
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackfeather801"
> wrote:
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> > 
> > Any hints on how to load up my rs7k for gigging. Any suggestions,
> tips much appreciated.
> > 
> > I am thinking of loading up each
> > song [say 20 tracks] as a different STYLE [1-20], so I can just
> switch from one to another.
> > Question: can I save all this in the rs7k/on a SM card or will I
> have to do it before each 
> > show?
> > 
> > blackfeather

| 13929|13892|2005-05-12 22:45:45|domepeacemusic|Re: eights outs|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, courtney baynes wrote:

> Did you check the Yamaha site? Also check your local music store 

they should have or know of someone who has. ATPENT.net

> 
> Latif wrote:http://www.musicproducts.com/ref.lasso?

1709

> search for AIEB2 in the bottom of the page, 
> on the product page select calculate my shipping costs.
> ps. they don't ship them to the US.
> 
> goodluck
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 

> wrote:
> > 
> > I'm looking to purchase outs for my rs7k. Wondering if anyone 

knows 

> of 
> > some sites that may have what I'm looking for. If ya know, please 
> holla 
> > back w/ a post or hit me off at domepeacemusic@y...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> 
> thanks for the help.Actually I'm going to order from Rogues Music 

here in the city. They'll order it from Yamaha. Yamaha will only fill 
orders with retailers. 
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> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13930|13930|2005-05-16 16:04:35|mr_roboto24|Memory card|
Just wondering if it's possible to use a bigger Smart Media card than 
128mb? Has anyone tried to use a 256 or 512mb card? 

Thanks!
mr_roboto24
| 13931|13930|2005-05-16 20:34:37|wasted/su700fan|Re: Memory card|
On May 16, 2005, at 6:04 PM, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> Just wondering if it's possible to use a bigger Smart Media card than
> 128mb? Has anyone tried to use a 256 or 512mb card?
>
> Thanks!
> mr_roboto24

I've never even seen SmartMedia cards larger than 128MB. I've seen 
CompactFlash, SD, and other memory stick style cards up to 2GB, but I 
thought SmartMedia topped out at 128MB.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13932|13930|2005-05-17 18:56:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Memory card|
I thought it toped out at 64meg, the same as its internal memory, didn't know it would even take a 128. That would have came in handy on certain ocasions if I had known
that.

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, 16 May 2005 21:53:09 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Memory card

On May 16, 2005, at 6:04 PM, mr_roboto24 wrote:

> Just wondering if it's possible to use a bigger Smart Media card than
> 128mb? Has anyone tried to use a 256 or 512mb card?
>
> Thanks!
> mr_roboto24

I've never even seen SmartMedia cards larger than 128MB. I've seen 
CompactFlash, SD, and other memory stick style cards up to 2GB, but I 
thought SmartMedia topped out at 128MB.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 13933|13930|2005-05-17 19:33:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: Memory card|
It definitely takes a 128MB SmartMedia card; that's what I have/use. 
Of course with the RS7k only having 64MB maximum internal RAM you can 
save a couple fully loaded sets to one SM card.

--wasted/su700fan

On May 17, 2005, at 8:55 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> I thought it toped out at 64meg, the same as its internal memory, 
> didn't know it would even take a 128. That would have came in 
> handy on certain ocasions if I had known that.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Mon, 16 May 2005 21:53:09 -0400
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Memory card
>
>
> On May 16, 2005, at 6:04 PM, mr_roboto24 wrote:
>
>
>> Just wondering if it's possible to use a bigger Smart Media card than
>> 128mb? Has anyone tried to use a 256 or 512mb card?
>>
>> Thanks!
>> mr_roboto24
>>
>
> I've never even seen SmartMedia cards larger than 128MB. I've seen
> CompactFlash, SD, and other memory stick style cards up to 2GB, but I
> thought SmartMedia topped out at 128MB.
>
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 13934|13934|2005-05-20 16:51:57|Chris Dooley|Only You Guys Could Appreciate This - The Moog Doll|
http://www.presspop.com/en/shop/archer_prewitt/images/moog_doll.jpg 

Have a good weekend..........fofl.....

d
[x-post]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13935|13935|2005-05-20 23:47:41|darrick washington|Hi|
I like to listen to music, so i decided to get into the scene and work on my own. I'm glad there's a group online with the same interest w/same machine. It will be very
useful knowing there are others here i can chat with because i am still learning more about the rs7000. P.S Anyone know how to get more sounds & phrases for it. Thanks
for your time.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13936|13934|2005-05-21 04:42:23|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Only You Guys Could Appreciate This - The Moog Doll|
Hehe, not appreciated here cause its moog. Just kidding, I'd like to think 
the RS is up there in comparison to such synths. I want a Yamaha dude doll. 
He will look all japanesse and can do some karatee on the moog doll or 
something.

Zam

In a message dated 5/20/2005 4:55:49 P.M. Mountain Daylight Time, 
chris.dooley@usfood.com writes:

http://www.presspop.com/en/shop/archer_prewitt/images/moog_doll.jpg

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13937|13935|2005-05-21 04:57:09|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Hi|
Congrats & welcome, forums not been all that exciting lately. But here 
something I've put together.
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_http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/_ 
(http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/) 

Its a song built with a tb303 and 808 sampled source. Can pull the samples 
out and make your own mix on the RS etc. etc. Love to hear what others come 
up with, as its what I'm going to use for up coming compo. on Vintage Synth 
forum.

I hope that's the right link, your welcome to do some with it, see what all 
anyone else comes up with, be cool to see the RS7000 come out on top of the 
compo. Nothing to gain, but no strings attached either, win or loose.

Zam

In a message dated 5/20/2005 11:48:15 P.M. Mountain Daylight Time, 
deedubb1002@yahoo.com writes:

like to listen to music, so i decided to get into the scene and work on my 
own. I'm glad there's a group online with the same interest w/same machine. It 
will be very useful knowing there are others here i can chat with because i 
am still learning more about the rs7000. P.S Anyone know how to get more 
sounds & phrases for it. Thanks for your time.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13939|13939|2005-05-24 15:07:19|sean mccarrick|Re: Digest Number 1424|
Yeah I got it working before but I'm not sure they are
much use. My rs feels like its going to crack when I'm
thumping them. I'm thinking of getting the mpc midi
pads. How do they compare to the rs?
Thanks,
Sean
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> ------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Spons'mor
> --------------------~--> 
> What would our lives be like without music, dance,
> and theater?
> Donate or volunteer in the arts today at Network for
> Good!
>

http://us.click.yahoo.com/rKxVKC/SOnJAA/n1hLAA/QnLolB/TM

>

--------------------------------------------------------------------~->

> 
> 
> There is 1 message in this issue.
> 
> Topics in this digest:
> 
> 1. Re: Velocity Pads
> From: "polyf0nken" <t@polyfonken.com>
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 1 
> Date: Mon, 23 May 2005 13:34:22 -0000
> From: "polyf0nken" <t@polyfonken.com>
> Subject: Re: Velocity Pads
> 
> hi
> 
> this seems to work for me:
> 
> 1. press the pad assign button. keep it down
> 2. press the key you want to assign. keep that down
> too

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/_
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/)
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> 3. now, with both of those held down, hit the pad
> with a mighty force.
> you should hear the sound. 
> 4. after that you can let go of the buttons
> 
> t.. /poly
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick
> wrote:
> > Hi all,
> > 
> > Bit of a lame question but I've never been able to
> > assign different keys to the RS velocity pads.
> > I tried holding pad assign + the key and then the
> pad.
> > How exactly is it done?
> > Cheers,
> > Sean
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
>

___________________________________________________________

> 
> > Yahoo! Messenger - want a free and easy way to
> contact your friends
> online? http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> 
> 
> 
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___________________________________________________________ 
How much free photo storage do you get? Store your holiday 
snaps for FREE with Yahoo! Photos http://uk.photos.yahoo.com
| 13940|13935|2005-05-29 01:47:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|RS into tb303&808 files|
Turn your RS into tb303 & an 808 here...

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/

Just what I came up with, all sample bassed, for your enjoyment!

Large d/l since all samples, but what the heck, I'd like to hear what anyone else comes up with.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13941|13941|2005-05-31 06:24:09|krebsne|RS imported samples playing wrong?|
I am new to the RS7K and pretty new to midi/sampling in 
general. I intitially got an RM1X and a Korg ESX-1 on ebay. I 
enjoyed working w/ them so I got the RS7K to replace them both 
and simplify my set up. So far so good. I am working on porting 
over all my sequences from the RM1X and my samples from the 
ESX-1. And here is where I am stuck.

I have a couple of songs that use sampled drum kits from the 
ESX. I was able to import the samples, assign them to the 
correct midi notes, no problem. Porting the sequence over from 
the RM1X was a breeze. I then copied the drum track to an 
unused one and assigned it to the common sample voice I used 
to import my ESX samples. Thus I can play back BOTH tracks 
and once (one playing the Korg and one playing the imported 
samples on the RS7K) and use my mixer to listen to either. I did 
this to check and see if they sounded the same. Of course they 
don't!

All the sounds are hitting in the correct places. So that's good. 
And the short sounds (side sticks, shakers) are fine. Its the long 
sounds. Both of these kits are made with a long, booming kick 
sound. Lets call it "takathooom". When the sequence plays to 
the Korg the whole "takathooom" plays on each kick drum hit. 
However the exact same sequence playing to the samples 
imported in the RS7K cuts off the decay of the sound. Typically 
you get a "tak" and not the rest of the sound.

If I go into sample edit on the RS7K and hit audition you hear the 
whole sample. So its there. I went into grid groove mode and 
increased the gate time to maximum for all of the beat 
subdivisions. This helped. Now I get "takath" but I'm still 
missing the final "ooom".

I have noticed that on the Korg if I hit the key at all it plays the 
whole sample. Whether I hold it down or just barely hit hit. 
However on the RS7K it only plays the sample as long as I hold 
the key and it cuts it off if I let it up.

This must be a difference in the sample playback architecture.

Is it possible to set the RS7K to just fire the whole sample 
instead of cutting it off? I think that is the problem.

I hope I described this clearly enough. Like I say, I don't really 
know the names for what's going on.
| 13942|13941|2005-05-31 08:27:46|John Wayne|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
Does the RS7000 have a option like "play at once" or "play to end"?
Or maybe you have to edit the sample and set some "loop points"?

(I don't own the RS7000 but the options are similar in most gear)

krebsne wrote:

> I am new to the RS7K and pretty new to midi/sampling in
> general. I intitially got an RM1X and a Korg ESX-1 on ebay. I
> enjoyed working w/ them so I got the RS7K to replace them both
> and simplify my set up. So far so good. I am working on porting
> over all my sequences from the RM1X and my samples from the
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> ESX-1. And here is where I am stuck.
>
> I have a couple of songs that use sampled drum kits from the
> ESX. I was able to import the samples, assign them to the
> correct midi notes, no problem. Porting the sequence over from
> the RM1X was a breeze. I then copied the drum track to an
> unused one and assigned it to the common sample voice I used
> to import my ESX samples. Thus I can play back BOTH tracks
> and once (one playing the Korg and one playing the imported
> samples on the RS7K) and use my mixer to listen to either. I did
> this to check and see if they sounded the same. Of course they
> don't!
>
> All the sounds are hitting in the correct places. So that's good. 
> And the short sounds (side sticks, shakers) are fine. Its the long
> sounds. Both of these kits are made with a long, booming kick
> sound. Lets call it "takathooom". When the sequence plays to
> the Korg the whole "takathooom" plays on each kick drum hit. 
> However the exact same sequence playing to the samples
> imported in the RS7K cuts off the decay of the sound. Typically
> you get a "tak" and not the rest of the sound.
>
> If I go into sample edit on the RS7K and hit audition you hear the
> whole sample. So its there. I went into grid groove mode and
> increased the gate time to maximum for all of the beat
> subdivisions. This helped. Now I get "takath" but I'm still
> missing the final "ooom".
>
> I have noticed that on the Korg if I hit the key at all it plays the
> whole sample. Whether I hold it down or just barely hit hit. 
> However on the RS7K it only plays the sample as long as I hold
> the key and it cuts it off if I let it up.
>
> This must be a difference in the sample playback architecture.
>
> Is it possible to set the RS7K to just fire the whole sample
> instead of cutting it off? I think that is the problem.
>
> I hope I described this clearly enough. Like I say, I don't really
> know the names for what's going on.
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> *Yahoo! Groups Links*
>
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>

| 13943|13941|2005-05-31 08:27:55|Richard Schultz|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
OK, I'm replying to my own thread. But I think I figured it out.

I messed w/ the AEG (amplitude envelope generator) controls and seem to have
it sounding correct now. Further when I save it and turn it off and on it
seems to come back right.

Did I find the solution? Is there an easier way? Is this perhaps treating
the symptom and not the disease? Any input?

Richard/krebsne
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on 5/31/05 4:40 AM, krebsne at Sawdust@NOVIA.NET wrote:

I am new to the RS7K and pretty new to midi/sampling in
general. I intitially got an RM1X and a Korg ESX-1 on ebay. I
enjoyed working w/ them so I got the RS7K to replace them both
and simplify my set up. So far so good. I am working on porting
over all my sequences from the RM1X and my samples from the
ESX-1. And here is where I am stuck.

I have a couple of songs that use sampled drum kits from the
ESX. I was able to import the samples, assign them to the
correct midi notes, no problem. Porting the sequence over from
the RM1X was a breeze. I then copied the drum track to an
unused one and assigned it to the common sample voice I used
to import my ESX samples. Thus I can play back BOTH tracks
and once (one playing the Korg and one playing the imported
samples on the RS7K) and use my mixer to listen to either. I did
this to check and see if they sounded the same. Of course they
don't!

All the sounds are hitting in the correct places. So that's good.
And the short sounds (side sticks, shakers) are fine. Its the long
sounds. Both of these kits are made with a long, booming kick
sound. Lets call it "takathooom". When the sequence plays to
the Korg the whole "takathooom" plays on each kick drum hit.
However the exact same sequence playing to the samples
imported in the RS7K cuts off the decay of the sound. Typically
you get a "tak" and not the rest of the sound.

If I go into sample edit on the RS7K and hit audition you hear the
whole sample. So its there. I went into grid groove mode and
increased the gate time to maximum for all of the beat
subdivisions. This helped. Now I get "takath" but I'm still
missing the final "ooom".

I have noticed that on the Korg if I hit the key at all it plays the
whole sample. Whether I hold it down or just barely hit hit.
However on the RS7K it only plays the sample as long as I hold
the key and it cuts it off if I let it up.

This must be a difference in the sample playback architecture.

Is it possible to set the RS7K to just fire the whole sample
instead of cutting it off? I think that is the problem.

I hope I described this clearly enough. Like I say, I don't really
know the names for what's going on.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Yahoo! Groups Links
To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13944|13941|2005-05-31 08:41:16|Emiliano Braulio|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
Hi.

Try to increase the gate on each note, not on grid mode, but when you are 
recording the note.
If you input notes with a resolution of 120, they will be short. For a 
sample that goes from one beat to another, try 480. For a sample that last 4 
beats, 1920, and so on...
If you are using larger samples, for example one that lasts for 16 beats, 
you need to edit the midi. Select edit, the correct note and then enter the 
desired note lenght.
You can easily see that if you are recording on STEP mode. Each time you 
enter a note, the cursor moves to the endpoint of this note, so if you are 
entering a note with a resolution of 480 on the beat, it will move to the 
next beat.

Hope this can help you

Regads,

Nimitz
www.fiberonline.com.br/nimitz

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Richard Schultz" <Sawdust@NOVIA.NET>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:44 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS imported samples playing wrong?

> OK, I'm replying to my own thread. But I think I figured it out.
>
> I messed w/ the AEG (amplitude envelope generator) controls and seem to 
> have
> it sounding correct now. Further when I save it and turn it off and on it
> seems to come back right.
>
> Did I find the solution? Is there an easier way? Is this perhaps 
> treating
> the symptom and not the disease? Any input?
>
> Richard/krebsne
>
> on 5/31/05 4:40 AM, krebsne at Sawdust@NOVIA.NET wrote:
>
> I am new to the RS7K and pretty new to midi/sampling in
> general. I intitially got an RM1X and a Korg ESX-1 on ebay. I
> enjoyed working w/ them so I got the RS7K to replace them both
> and simplify my set up. So far so good. I am working on porting
> over all my sequences from the RM1X and my samples from the
> ESX-1. And here is where I am stuck.
>
> I have a couple of songs that use sampled drum kits from the
> ESX. I was able to import the samples, assign them to the
> correct midi notes, no problem. Porting the sequence over from
> the RM1X was a breeze. I then copied the drum track to an
> unused one and assigned it to the common sample voice I used
> to import my ESX samples. Thus I can play back BOTH tracks
> and once (one playing the Korg and one playing the imported
> samples on the RS7K) and use my mixer to listen to either. I did
> this to check and see if they sounded the same. Of course they
> don't!
>
> All the sounds are hitting in the correct places. So that's good.
> And the short sounds (side sticks, shakers) are fine. Its the long
> sounds. Both of these kits are made with a long, booming kick
> sound. Lets call it "takathooom". When the sequence plays to
> the Korg the whole "takathooom" plays on each kick drum hit.
> However the exact same sequence playing to the samples
> imported in the RS7K cuts off the decay of the sound. Typically
> you get a "tak" and not the rest of the sound.
>
> If I go into sample edit on the RS7K and hit audition you hear the
> whole sample. So its there. I went into grid groove mode and
> increased the gate time to maximum for all of the beat
> subdivisions. This helped. Now I get "takath" but I'm still
> missing the final "ooom".
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>
> I have noticed that on the Korg if I hit the key at all it plays the
> whole sample. Whether I hold it down or just barely hit hit.
> However on the RS7K it only plays the sample as long as I hold
> the key and it cuts it off if I let it up.
>
> This must be a difference in the sample playback architecture.
>
> Is it possible to set the RS7K to just fire the whole sample
> instead of cutting it off? I think that is the problem.
>
> I hope I described this clearly enough. Like I say, I don't really
> know the names for what's going on.
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13945|13941|2005-05-31 08:46:42|Emiliano Braulio|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
On the RS things work different.
You can set the loop to play forward (once), Loop and reverse.

If you set FORWARD, it will play once, and will last according to the note 
lenght you recorded
If you set LOOP, it will loop until the end of the note you recorded., So if 
you set a note lasting 16 beats, it will loop for 16 beats..
Reverse.. well, it plays reverse.

regards,

Nimitz
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www.fiberonline.com.br/nimitz

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "John Wayne" <holzkoppwayne@web.de>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2005 9:35 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS imported samples playing wrong?

> Does the RS7000 have a option like "play at once" or "play to end"?
> Or maybe you have to edit the sample and set some "loop points"?
>
> (I don't own the RS7000 but the options are similar in most gear)
>
>
>
> krebsne wrote:
>
>> I am new to the RS7K and pretty new to midi/sampling in
>> general. I intitially got an RM1X and a Korg ESX-1 on ebay. I
>> enjoyed working w/ them so I got the RS7K to replace them both
>> and simplify my set up. So far so good. I am working on porting
>> over all my sequences from the RM1X and my samples from the
>> ESX-1. And here is where I am stuck.
>>
>> I have a couple of songs that use sampled drum kits from the
>> ESX. I was able to import the samples, assign them to the
>> correct midi notes, no problem. Porting the sequence over from
>> the RM1X was a breeze. I then copied the drum track to an
>> unused one and assigned it to the common sample voice I used
>> to import my ESX samples. Thus I can play back BOTH tracks
>> and once (one playing the Korg and one playing the imported
>> samples on the RS7K) and use my mixer to listen to either. I did
>> this to check and see if they sounded the same. Of course they
>> don't!
>>
>> All the sounds are hitting in the correct places. So that's good.
>> And the short sounds (side sticks, shakers) are fine. Its the long
>> sounds. Both of these kits are made with a long, booming kick
>> sound. Lets call it "takathooom". When the sequence plays to
>> the Korg the whole "takathooom" plays on each kick drum hit.
>> However the exact same sequence playing to the samples
>> imported in the RS7K cuts off the decay of the sound. Typically
>> you get a "tak" and not the rest of the sound.
>>
>> If I go into sample edit on the RS7K and hit audition you hear the
>> whole sample. So its there. I went into grid groove mode and
>> increased the gate time to maximum for all of the beat
>> subdivisions. This helped. Now I get "takath" but I'm still
>> missing the final "ooom".
>>
>> I have noticed that on the Korg if I hit the key at all it plays the
>> whole sample. Whether I hold it down or just barely hit hit.
>> However on the RS7K it only plays the sample as long as I hold
>> the key and it cuts it off if I let it up.
>>
>> This must be a difference in the sample playback architecture.
>>
>> Is it possible to set the RS7K to just fire the whole sample
>> instead of cutting it off? I think that is the problem.
>>
>> I hope I described this clearly enough. Like I say, I don't really
>> know the names for what's going on.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>
>>
>> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>> *Yahoo! Groups Links*
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>>
>> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
>> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>
>> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>>
>> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
>> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>>
>>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 13946|13946|2005-05-31 13:19:11|midinote2004|loop attack|
When I use the loop attack it works just fine until I slice and sequence. The loop ends after the four measures. Is this something that I have to time stretch? And if where
do I begin? I never used the time stretch just slice and sequence. 

Sorry for being so breif but I'm typing in a blackberry

Thanks
| 13947|13947|2005-06-03 11:33:50|tempotanken|Write protected SM card #"%&"|
Hi group

I have a problem with one of my 128MB smart media cards..
All of a sudden I can´t write or load from it, display says :
"write protected"

have tried to format it in the RS and via my MAC ( OS 10.3.9) but is
not 
possible..

I´ve got another card but Im playing an important gig in a week
and would like 
to have a backup with me :-/

Please help...any ideas ?

H.H
| 13948|13947|2005-06-03 13:27:27|claytonh_ehs|Re: Write protected SM card #"%&"|
Hello,

I have had the same problem with SM cards --I've lost 5(!) due to
this same problem.

I have a mac and run the same OS. Unfortunately after much research
I've found no solution.

There is a program for PCs called 'sm prep' or something similar that
will fix the low level format of the card (which is what
gets corrupted when you get the 'write protected' message). Obviously
this won't help us 
mac users but if you have access to a PC it might be worth looking
into.

I've only tried one mac based fix-it program (forgot the name) but it
did nothing.

Perhaps your card starting freaking out on its own but if you started
having a problem after doing something on your mac then here is a
warning for future cards. I finally figured it out after many
repeated stupid errors.
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NEVER move/save files to or from the desktop with the card -you have
to do these actions to or from a *folder* or you will instantly trash
your card. For some reason the mac will change the heading on the file
structure
rendering it unreadable by the RS or other SM devices.

Good luck
| 13949|13947|2005-06-03 13:53:26|tempotanken|Re: Write protected SM card #"%&"|
Thanx for your answer!
And for your general advise on MAC

It helps a bit to know that it is a known issue :-/
I will try the PC solution in another studio tomorrow

I´ve lost 2 cards before because of other errors...(one time 5min. before a 
gig...had my backup with me)
must be a fragile media..

Guess I´ll buy several backup cards this time...hope I can get them before next 
friday: they are gettin out of stock in most shops.

HH
| 13950|13941|2005-06-06 10:28:30|krebsne|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
Thanks for all your help everyone. The AEG tweeks fixed it. I 
tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds 
GREAT. Viva la RS7K!!
| 13951|13941|2005-06-06 21:03:33|++haZy|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
hey, i need to look for my manual again but i thought id ask on here 
too..

has anyone used the line in on the rs7000, can you set it up so you can 
lay effects on it ( ie. use the rs7000 as an effect box :) )

cheers

+=haZy

On 06/06/2005, at 11:17 PM, krebsne wrote:

> Thanks for all your help everyone.� The AEG tweeks fixed it.� I
> tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds
> GREAT.� Viva la RS7K!!
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13952|13941|2005-06-06 21:41:17|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
I use the line ins to record samples. I think I've read that you can process sounds going through it live, but I always add mine later or premixed, so I can't tell you for sure.
Don't think it would be hard to find the setting for it for sure if you look. Someone here can prob give a definate answer too before I can get back to my RS to check for
sure.

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
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From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 7 Jun 2005 06:52:45 +1000
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?

hey, i need to look for my manual again but i thought id ask on here 
too..

has anyone used the line in on the rs7000, can you set it up so you can 
lay effects on it ( ie. use the rs7000 as an effect box :) )

cheers

+=haZy

On 06/06/2005, at 11:17 PM, krebsne wrote:

> Thanks for all your help everyone. The AEG tweeks fixed it. I
> tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds
> GREAT. Viva la RS7K!!
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> ? To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> ? To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> ? Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13953|13941|2005-06-06 21:46:52|Philip Mucci|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
Sure. It's easy...simply use the line ins. The sound is passed through
the master effect bank and then to the record level preamp. It works
great...I've been DJing through it from computer when I need more than
just plugin effects...

Phil
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On Mon, 2005-06-06 at 23:41 -0400, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> I use the line ins to record samples. I think I've read that you can
> process sounds going through it live, but I always add mine later or
> premixed, so I can't tell you for sure. Don't think it would be hard
> to find the setting for it for sure if you look. Someone here can
> prob give a definate answer too before I can get back to my RS to
> check for sure.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tue, 7 Jun 2005 06:52:45 +1000
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?
> 
> 
> hey, i need to look for my manual again but i thought id ask on here 
> too..
> 
> has anyone used the line in on the rs7000, can you set it up so you
> can 
> lay effects on it ( ie. use the rs7000 as an effect box :) )
> 
> cheers
> 
> +=haZy
> 
> On 06/06/2005, at 11:17 PM, krebsne wrote:
> 
> > Thanks for all your help everyone. The AEG tweeks fixed it. I
> > tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds
> > GREAT. Viva la RS7K!!
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > ? To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > ? To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > ? Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service.
>

| 13954|13941|2005-06-07 09:00:05|++haZy|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
i guess i really meant the other effects like delay, reverb and the 
filters .. ! some way to set the line in as a track ( one of the 16 ) 
i guess... ill have to look in the manual

thanks for your help guys :)

+=haZy

On 07/06/2005, at 1:46 PM, Philip Mucci wrote:

> Sure. It's easy...simply use the line ins. The sound is passed through
> the master effect bank and then to the record level preamp. It works
> great...I've been DJing through it from computer when I need more than
> just plugin effects...
>
> Phil
>
>
> On Mon, 2005-06-06 at 23:41 -0400, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> > I use the line ins to record samples.� I think I've read that you 
> can
> > process sounds going through it live, but I always add mine later or
> > premixed, so I can't tell you for sure.� Don't think it would be 
> hard
> > to find the setting for it for sure if you look.� Someone here can
> > prob give a definate answer too before I can get back to my RS to
> > check for sure.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Tue, 7 Jun 2005 06:52:45 +1000
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?
> >
> >
> > hey, i need to look for my manual again but i thought id ask on here
> > too..
> >
> > has anyone used the line in on the rs7000, can you set it up so you
> > can
> > lay effects on it ( ie. use the rs7000 as an effect box :) )
> >
> > cheers
> >
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> > +=haZy
> >
> > On 06/06/2005, at 11:17 PM, krebsne wrote:
> >
> > > Thanks for all your help everyone.� The AEG tweeks fixed it.� I
> > >� tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds
> > >� GREAT.� Viva la RS7K!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >� Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >� FAQ:�
> > > 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >� Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > >� Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >� To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >� RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >� My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >�� ?�� To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >�
> > >�� ?�� To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >�
> > >�� ?�� Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >������ * To visit your group on the web, go to:
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> >�������� http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >����������
> >������ * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> >�������� RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >����������
> >������ * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> >�������� Service.
> >
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13955|13941|2005-06-07 11:01:36|Philip Mucci|Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?|
All that is accessible in the master filter bank...but then, all the
tracks have it, so that's not what you want.

Phil

On Tue, 2005-06-07 at 18:38 +1000, ++haZy wrote:
> i guess i really meant the other effects like delay, reverb and the 
> filters .. ! some way to set the line in as a track ( one of the 16 ) 
> i guess... ill have to look in the manual
> 
> thanks for your help guys :)
> 
> +=haZy
> On 07/06/2005, at 1:46 PM, Philip Mucci wrote:
> 
> > Sure. It's easy...simply use the line ins. The sound is passed through
> > the master effect bank and then to the record level preamp. It works
> > great...I've been DJing through it from computer when I need more than
> > just plugin effects...
> >
> > Phil
> >
> >
> > On Mon, 2005-06-06 at 23:41 -0400, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> > > I use the line ins to record samples. I think I've read that you 
> > can
> > > process sounds going through it live, but I always add mine later or
> > > premixed, so I can't tell you for sure. Don't think it would be 
> > hard
> > > to find the setting for it for sure if you look. Someone here can
> > > prob give a definate answer too before I can get back to my RS to
> > > check for sure.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Tue, 7 Jun 2005 06:52:45 +1000
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?
> > >
> > >
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> > > hey, i need to look for my manual again but i thought id ask on here
> > > too..
> > >
> > > has anyone used the line in on the rs7000, can you set it up so you
> > > can
> > > lay effects on it ( ie. use the rs7000 as an effect box :) )
> > >
> > > cheers
> > >
> > > +=haZy
> > >
> > > On 06/06/2005, at 11:17 PM, krebsne wrote:
> > >
> > > > Thanks for all your help everyone. The AEG tweeks fixed it. I
> > > > tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds
> > > > GREAT. Viva la RS7K!!
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > > 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > ? To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > >
> > > > ? To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > > > ? Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > > Service.
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > > faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > 
> > ______________________________________________________________________
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 13956|13956|2005-06-09 06:42:10|alfonsocougares|Noise on drum track|
Hey all, 

I´m having problems with high frequencies entering in a bass drum 
track. The sound is a bit like interference but its definitely coming 
from the RS. 

I only have the problem on one style on a card of many - the most 
recent track i´ve been working on. The loaded sound is BDkit C1 and i 
hadn´t tweaked it at all. 

No master effects seem to be the problem. Anyone seen this before?

Cheers
| 13957|13901|2005-06-10 04:20:07|rubencallens|Re: noise|
It doens't make a difference i'm afraid :-(
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
> Go into Utility System screen 4/4
> and turn down STEREO OUT LEVEL 0DB
> also turn of the master FX if your not using these or don't need it.
> Then see if it makes a difference in your case.
> 
> Latif
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rubencallens" wrote:
> > Hi,
> > 
> > when I tried to record my songs on my laptop, I noticed that I have a
> > lot of noise coming out of ALL my outputs!!!
> > With other equipment (like the rm1x) is this not the case.
> > I tried switching cables, but nothing helps.
> > I bought the rs7k second hand, so I do not have garantee..
> > 
> > I hope there is a solution..

| 13958|13941|2005-06-10 05:34:54|++haZy|Re: possible 3rd os update?|
does anyone know if yamaha are going to be updating the os another 
level? i read somewhere that there was a list where you could submit 
ideas to..

three things i would really like..

1) the ability to set the line in to a track.. so you can effect/filter 
it ( ah-la Korg es-1 )
2) being able to put any effect on any of the effect knobs.. for 
example so i can have a combinations of ( knob 1 ) distortion (knob 2 ) 
auto wah ( knob 3 ) compression.. i dont want to have delay and reverb 
on every track.. :S
3) the ability to have a different effect on each track rather than 
having the same 3 for every track...

what do you guys think?

==haZy

On 07/06/2005, at 1:46 PM, Philip Mucci wrote:

> Sure. It's easy...simply use the line ins. The sound is passed through
> the master effect bank and then to the record level preamp. It works
> great...I've been DJing through it from computer when I need more than
> just plugin effects...
>
> Phil
>
>
> On Mon, 2005-06-06 at 23:41 -0400, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> > I use the line ins to record samples.� I think I've read that you 
> can
> > process sounds going through it live, but I always add mine later or
> > premixed, so I can't tell you for sure.� Don't think it would be 
> hard
> > to find the setting for it for sure if you look.� Someone here can
> > prob give a definate answer too before I can get back to my RS to
> > check for sure.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Tue, 7 Jun 2005 06:52:45 +1000
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS imported samples playing wrong?
> >
> >
> > hey, i need to look for my manual again but i thought id ask on here
> > too..
> >
> > has anyone used the line in on the rs7000, can you set it up so you
> > can
> > lay effects on it ( ie. use the rs7000 as an effect box :) )
> >
> > cheers
> >
> > +=haZy
> >
> > On 06/06/2005, at 11:17 PM, krebsne wrote:
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> >
> > > Thanks for all your help everyone.� The AEG tweeks fixed it.� I
> > >� tracked two songs w/ it in the studio this weekend and it sounds
> > >� GREAT.� Viva la RS7K!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >� Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >� FAQ:�
> > > 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >� Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > >� Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > >� To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >� RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >� My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >�� ?�� To visit your group on the web, go to:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >�
> > >�� ?�� To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >�
> > >�� ?�� Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >������ * To visit your group on the web, go to:
> >�������� http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >����������
> >������ * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> >�������� RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >����������
> >������ * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> >�������� Service.
> >
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13959|13901|2005-06-10 05:40:58|wasted/su700fan|Re: noise|
My guess--

The laptop has a MIC In and not a LINE In. MIC inputs generally have 
an automatic level increase built into them which would account for 
the noise you are hearing. Look at the input and see if it shows a 
picture of a microphone and not a picture of an arrow pointing inward 
with a couple of concentric circles (or the text MIC In instead of 
LINE In). You may need to purchase an external USB or FireWire audio 
input box that has both MIC and LINE Ins.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

On Jun 10, 2005, at 6:19 AM, rubencallens wrote:

> It doens't make a difference i'm afraid :-(
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif" wrote:
>
>> Go into Utility System screen 4/4
>> and turn down STEREO OUT LEVEL 0DB
>> also turn of the master FX if your not using these or don't need it.
>> Then see if it makes a difference in your case.
>>
>> Latif
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rubencallens" 
>> wrote:
>>
>>> Hi,
>>>
>>> when I tried to record my songs on my laptop, I noticed that I 
>>> have a
>>> lot of noise coming out of ALL my outputs!!!
>>> With other equipment (like the rm1x) is this not the case.
>>> I tried switching cables, but nothing helps.
>>> I bought the rs7k second hand, so I do not have garantee..
>>>
>>> I hope there is a solution..
>>>

| 13960|13901|2005-06-10 05:55:30|Dale Kay|Re: noise|
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mic in will be at a lower level than line in

auto gain, I think that would depend on the card

indigo card ... best suggestion ...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2005 4:38 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: noise

My guess--

The laptop has a MIC In and not a LINE In. MIC inputs generally have 
an automatic level increase built into them which would account for 
the noise you are hearing. Look at the input and see if it shows a 
picture of a microphone and not a picture of an arrow pointing inward 
with a couple of concentric circles (or the text MIC In instead of 
LINE In). You may need to purchase an external USB or FireWire audio 
input box that has both MIC and LINE Ins.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13961|13941|2005-06-10 06:03:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: possible 3rd os update?|
On Jun 10, 2005, at 2:30 AM, ++haZy wrote:

> does anyone know if yamaha are going to be updating the os another
> level? i read somewhere that there was a list where you could submit
> ideas to..
>
> three things i would really like..
>
> 1) the ability to set the line in to a track.. so you can effect/ 
> filter
> it ( ah-la Korg es-1 )

Doubt if this will happen. The SU700 has a separate AUDIO IN track 
that can do what you're asking. That was one of the ideas that 
didn't transfer over to the RS7000.

> 2) being able to put any effect on any of the effect knobs.. for
> example so i can have a combinations of ( knob 1 ) distortion (knob 
> 2 )
> auto wah ( knob 3 ) compression.. i dont want to have delay and 
> reverb
> on every track.. :S

Don't think it's possible with the way the RS7000 is designed. There 
are 3 effects banks (Reverb/Chorus, Delay, and Variation) that are 
shared among all tracks, with send levels being set for each 
individual track. This is a design implementation that has been used 
across many Yamaha products, including the A3000/4000/5000, SU700, 
Motif line, RM1x, RS7000, EX5/7, etc.

> 3) the ability to have a different effect on each track rather than
> having the same 3 for every track...

mailto:dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
mailto:promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com/
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


See answer to #2 above. Same reason. The hardware doesn't have it 
engineered into it. It would take a hell of a lot more processing 
power to have 3 totally different types of effects for each track. 
Something that I don't believe can be done without completely 
redesigning the insides of the RS7000 into a new machine.

> what do you guys think?
>
> ==haZy

Great ideas, but hardware design would most likely stop #2 and #3 
from being implemented in an OS update. If you want to use different 
effects in different SECTIONS, there is a slight workaround. You can 
use SCENES that have different effects types and levels stored for 
them and when you switch SECTIONS you can manually switch SCENES by 
hitting the appropriate SCENE button after the SECTION button is 
chosen. There may be a slight hiccup in sound if the effects bank 
changes are radically different as the RS7k adjusts the internal 
sounds output.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13962|13901|2005-06-10 06:03:36|wasted/su700fan|Re: noise|
On Jun 10, 2005, at 7:54 AM, Dale Kay wrote:

> mic in will be at a lower level than line in
>
> auto gain, I think that would depend on the card
>
> indigo card ... best suggestion ...
>
> dale
> dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
> Lancaster CA

Normally that would be the case with a proper Mixer with MIC Inputs 
and LINE Inputs, where you need to adjust the GAIN of the appropriate 
track, with the MIC tracks needing more GAIN that LINE tracks do. 
But if the original poster is talking about one of those cheap "built- 
onto-the-motherboard" type of inputs on a laptop my guess is it's an 
1/8" MIC IN for one with those cheap condenser mics. In which case 
either the software or hardware is pushing the levels higher than he 
wants.

Another possibility: check your volume level settings on your laptop 
in your OS (WinXP, whatever). Look at the Input level volume for the 
the appropriate track. See if there is a setting for +20dB gain for 
Mic input for that track. Cheap Sound Blaster cards and other built- 
in audio devices often have that.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13963|13901|2005-06-10 06:39:03|Dale Kay|Re: noise|
impedance miss-match
not to mention the levels are difference from mikes to line ....

maybe a direct box...

still say

dump what is there and get a indigo card...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
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Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2005 5:02 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: noise

Normally that would be the case with a proper Mixer with MIC Inputs 
and LINE Inputs, where you need to adjust the GAIN of the appropriate 
track, with the MIC tracks needing more GAIN that LINE tracks do. 
But if the original poster is talking about one of those cheap "built- 
onto-the-motherboard" type of inputs on a laptop my guess is it's an 
1/8" MIC IN for one with those cheap condenser mics. In which case 
either the software or hardware is pushing the levels higher than he 
wants.

Another possibility: check your volume level settings on your laptop 
in your OS (WinXP, whatever). Look at the Input level volume for the 
the appropriate track. See if there is a setting for +20dB gain for 
Mic input for that track. Cheap Sound Blaster cards and other built- 
in audio devices often have that.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13964|13901|2005-06-10 08:00:58|Paradigm|Re: noise|
Just to add comments from the peanut gallery...

make sure you use good quality cables and
interconnects,and a good line conditioner/surge
protector...

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> My guess--
> 
> The laptop has a MIC In and not a LINE In. MIC
> inputs generally have 
> an automatic level increase built into them which
> would account for 
> the noise you are hearing. Look at the input and
> see if it shows a 
> picture of a microphone and not a picture of an
> arrow pointing inward 
> with a couple of concentric circles (or the text MIC
> In instead of 
> LINE In). You may need to purchase an external USB
> or FireWire audio 
> input box that has both MIC and LINE Ins.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> On Jun 10, 2005, at 6:19 AM, rubencallens wrote:
> 
> > It doens't make a difference i'm afraid :-(
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Latif"
> wrote:
> >
> >> Go into Utility System screen 4/4
> >> and turn down STEREO OUT LEVEL 0DB
> >> also turn of the master FX if your not using
> these or don't need it.
> >> Then see if it makes a difference in your case.
> >>
> >> Latif
> >>
> >> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rubencallens"
> 
> >> wrote:
> >>
> >>> Hi,
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> >>>
> >>> when I tried to record my songs on my laptop, I
> noticed that I 
> >>> have a
> >>> lot of noise coming out of ALL my outputs!!!
> >>> With other equipment (like the rm1x) is this not
> the case.
> >>> I tried switching cables, but nothing helps.
> >>> I bought the rs7k second hand, so I do not have
> garantee..
> >>>
> >>> I hope there is a solution..
> >>>
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13965|13941|2005-06-10 08:04:13|++haZy|Re: possible 3rd os update?|
On 10/06/2005, at 9:49 PM, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> > 1) the ability to set the line in to a track.. so you can effect/
> > filter
> > it ( ah-la Korg es-1 )
>
> Doubt if this will happen.  The SU700 has a separate AUDIO IN track 
> that can do what you're asking.  That was one of the ideas that 
> didn't transfer over to the RS7000.

its a shame.. it was great on the es-1.. im acutally gonna buy another 
one for that reason ( + the effects are just soooooo playable )

> > 2) being able to put any effect on any of the effect knobs.. for
> > example so i can have a combinations of ( knob 1 ) distortion (knob 
> > 2 )
> > auto wah ( knob 3 ) compression..  i dont want to have delay and 
> > reverb
> > on every track.. :S
>
> Don't think it's possible with the way the RS7000 is designed.  There 
> are 3 effects banks (Reverb/Chorus, Delay, and Variation) that are 
> shared among all tracks, with send levels being set for each 
> individual track.  This is a design implementation that has been used 
> across many Yamaha products, including the A3000/4000/5000, SU700, 
> Motif line, RM1x, RS7000, EX5/7, etc.

surely this would apply so much to design implementation, but to 
software design. Im not software engineer but i thought this one would 
have been easy...

>
> > 3) the ability to have a different effect on each track rather than
> > having the same 3 for every track...
>
> See answer to #2 above.  Same reason.  The hardware doesn't have it 
> engineered into it.  It would take a hell of a lot more processing 
> power to have 3 totally different types of effects for each track.  
> Something that I don't believe can be done without completely 
> redesigning the insides of the RS7000 into a new machine.

Yeh, i thought this one might have been a bit processor heavy but it 
still would be ace :) even if it was just possible to use 3 different 
types of variations throughout the track but all featured on the 
variation knob...

> Great ideas, but hardware design would most likely stop #2 and #3 
> from being implemented in an OS update.  If you want to use different 
> effects in different SECTIONS, there is a slight workaround.  You can 
> use SCENES that have different effects types and levels stored for 
> them and when you switch SECTIONS you can manually switch SCENES by 
> hitting the appropriate SCENE button after the SECTION button is 

http://mail.yahoo.com/


> chosen.  There may be a slight hiccup in sound if the effects bank 
> changes are radically different as the RS7k adjusts the internal 
> sounds output.

hmmm.. thats a good idea.. the effects thing bugs me tho :) im thinking 
of buying a ef303 just so i can have a seperate effects box .. ive got 
an airfx which is great but is more of an instrument than a hardcore 
effects machine...

+=haZy

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13966|13941|2005-06-10 08:08:23|Paradigm|Re: possible 3rd os update?|
Maybe if enough people talk to Yamaha and express
theur interests,they will consider either upgrading or
creating another Rs7000/Su700 type...lol...yeah,that's
a longshot...
Let me ask everyone a question that has been bugging
me,and probably many others.Why don't they ever have a
poll,and ask US,the users,what we want????Companies
like
Mackie,Apple,HP,Technics,Rane,Allen&Heath,etc,seem to
be really clued in on exactly what their users
want/need.Yamaha seems to just miss the mark and
exclude people..
Dx7..too much work on a little screen,learning curve
EX5...poor OS

I mean,no company can be all things to everyone,so
that's moot,yet if your plan is to mass market,or sell
a lot,it's something to consider.Yamaha does well for
those who love to delve deeply into their gear,who
love to tweak,and those who do not mind a well made
product with strange quirks...peace.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> 
> On Jun 10, 2005, at 2:30 AM, ++haZy wrote:
> 
> > does anyone know if yamaha are going to be
> updating the os another
> > level? i read somewhere that there was a list
> where you could submit
> > ideas to..
> >
> > three things i would really like..
> >
> > 1) the ability to set the line in to a track.. so
> you can effect/ 
> > filter
> > it ( ah-la Korg es-1 )
> 
> Doubt if this will happen. The SU700 has a separate
> AUDIO IN track 
> that can do what you're asking. That was one of the
> ideas that 
> didn't transfer over to the RS7000.
> 
> > 2) being able to put any effect on any of the
> effect knobs.. for
> > example so i can have a combinations of ( knob 1 )
> distortion (knob 
> > 2 )
> > auto wah ( knob 3 ) compression.. i dont want to
> have delay and 
> > reverb
> > on every track.. :S
> 
> Don't think it's possible with the way the RS7000 is
> designed. There 
> are 3 effects banks (Reverb/Chorus, Delay, and
> Variation) that are 
> shared among all tracks, with send levels being set
> for each 
> individual track. This is a design implementation

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net


> that has been used 
> across many Yamaha products, including the
> A3000/4000/5000, SU700, 
> Motif line, RM1x, RS7000, EX5/7, etc.
> 
> > 3) the ability to have a different effect on each
> track rather than
> > having the same 3 for every track...
> 
> See answer to #2 above. Same reason. The hardware
> doesn't have it 
> engineered into it. It would take a hell of a lot
> more processing 
> power to have 3 totally different types of effects
> for each track. 
> Something that I don't believe can be done without
> completely 
> redesigning the insides of the RS7000 into a new
> machine.
> 
> > what do you guys think?
> >
> > ==haZy
> 
> Great ideas, but hardware design would most likely
> stop #2 and #3 
> from being implemented in an OS update. If you want
> to use different 
> effects in different SECTIONS, there is a slight
> workaround. You can 
> use SCENES that have different effects types and
> levels stored for 
> them and when you switch SECTIONS you can manually
> switch SCENES by 
> hitting the appropriate SCENE button after the
> SECTION button is 
> chosen. There may be a slight hiccup in sound if
> the effects bank 
> changes are radically different as the RS7k adjusts
> the internal 
> sounds output.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Discover Yahoo! 
Stay in touch with email, IM, photo sharing and more. Check it out! 
http://discover.yahoo.com/stayintouch.html
| 13967|13901|2005-06-10 10:44:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: noise|
On Jun 10, 2005, at 8:34 AM, Dale Kay wrote:

> impedance miss-match
> not to mention the levels are difference from mikes to line ....
>
> maybe a direct box...
>
> still say
>
> dump what is there and get a indigo card...

Won't argue with you there Dale. Indigo's are supposed to be pretty 
good.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13968|13901|2005-06-10 13:11:37|Dale Kay|Re: noise|
can't speak from direct personal use experience but all I know who has picked up one and used, is happy with the results

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
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Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2005 9:43 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: noise

> dump what is there and get a indigo card...

Won't argue with you there Dale. Indigo's are supposed to be pretty 
good.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13969|13901|2005-06-10 13:40:01|Dale Kay|Re: noise|
why of course...

and books of info can be written on this....
and is...

crappy mikes and cables have uses too ;-)
consider that before you throw out... sometimes using them for a sampler can lead to some interesting items to use...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Paradigm 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2005 6:06 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: noise

Just to add comments from the peanut gallery...

make sure you use good quality cables and
interconnects,and a good line conditioner/surge
protector...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13970|13946|2005-06-10 20:25:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: loop attack|
On May 31, 2005, at 3:18 PM, midinote2004 wrote:

> When I use the loop attack it works just fine until I slice and 
> sequence. The loop ends after the four measures. Is this something 
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> that I have to time stretch? And if where do I begin? I never used 
> the time stretch just slice and sequence.
>
> Sorry for being so brief but I'm typing in a blackberry
>
> Thanks

Sorry this took me so long to respond to. Been busy lately. After 
re-reading your question (several times) and going to the manual I 
think I understand what you mean. Read the description of ATK+LOOP 
on page 243 of the manual. The ATK part of the sample only plays 
once, then the sample loops between the Start Loop & End points. 
Therefore the sample will only play through fully the first time and 
keep looping just the LOOP section afterwards. If you Slice & 
Sequence an ATK+LOOP play mode sample it probably wouldn't have the 
right # of measures for it to be sequenced properly, thus the loop 
ending before the total # of measures is completed from the S&S.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13971|13946|2005-06-11 07:01:58|midinote2004|Re: loop attack|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> On May 31, 2005, at 3:18 PM, midinote2004 wrote:
> 
> > When I use the loop attack it works just fine until I slice and 
> > sequence. The loop ends after the four measures. Is this something 
> > that I have to time stretch? And if where do I begin? I never used 
> > the time stretch just slice and sequence.
> >
> > Sorry for being so brief but I'm typing in a blackberry
> >
> > Thanks
> 
> Sorry this took me so long to respond to. Been busy lately. After 
> re-reading your question (several times) and going to the manual I 
> think I understand what you mean. Read the description of ATK+LOOP 
> on page 243 of the manual. The ATK part of the sample only plays 
> once, then the sample loops between the Start Loop & End points. 
> Therefore the sample will only play through fully the first time and 
> keep looping just the LOOP section afterwards. If you Slice & 
> Sequence an ATK+LOOP play mode sample it probably wouldn't have the 
> right # of measures for it to be sequenced properly, thus the loop 
> ending before the total # of measures is completed from the S&S.
> 
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

Could I time stretch the loop attack to match the bpm that I set the sequence to. And if so how do I make the sample stretch the manual don't go into details with the time
stretching
| 13972|13946|2005-06-11 09:31:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: loop attack|
On Jun 11, 2005, at 9:00 AM, midinote2004 wrote:

> Could I time stretch the loop attack to match the bpm that I set 
> the sequence to. And if so how do I make the sample stretch the 
> manual don't go into details with the time stretching

I don't know if this would really help your situation since loop 
attack will only play the non-looping beginning part of the sample 
once, and then loop the rest of the sample over and over (the looping 
part). Therefore a sample that you have set to playback as ATK+LOOP 
will not have the correct slicing info (and therefore BPM) you want. 
You should probably change the sample playback type for that sample 
to FORWARD or LOOP instead of ATK+LOOP if you want to have it played 
back via a Slice & Sequence setting. Either that, or slice the 
sample into two separate samples (the attack part that only plays 
once as 1 part and the looping part of the sample as another part) 
and Slice & Sequence the second sample.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13973|13973|2005-06-15 14:13:35|haze_100|I got some questions.......|
Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price on 
Ebay, but I have a few questions.
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1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch according to 
BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares match up 
or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?

2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it so great?

3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and accessed? 
Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank to 
individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this work on 
the rs?

4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it. Im 
just curious.

5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some kind of 
sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease rank them 
on a scale from 1-5.

Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b 
communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
| 13974|13974|2005-06-16 08:07:25|thedrumclinic@ntlworld.com|Re: Digest Number 1434|
Hi there, Graham here,

I have just joined the group after buying one on ebay for 460 quid.... I am WELL HAPPY....:¬))I will TRY n answer ur questions....other members will probably have more
info...

> 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch according to 
> BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares match up 

The timing is excellent...everythin is beatmatched perfectly.....I have just loaded up 10 samples from a trak i done on my pc and it sounds amazin...:)

> 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it so great?

Mmmm....Well its very easy to use......!!

> 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and accessed? 

those two pads are used for varios other functions....U have 16 buttons/channels that u assign the samples to.....:¬)) Thats only on Bank A then u have banks B,C,D up to
J...!!..Plenty of space.....:¬)

> 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some kind of 
> sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease rank them 
> on a scale from 1-5.

The sounds are excellent...and there is housnds of them....i would rate them at 5....:¬)

> Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b 
> communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.

After using it for about a 3 weeks i can highly recommend it....I would quite willingly pay up to 500 quid for one second hand...the only other piece of kit thats similar is
the Roland MC909...which are far more expensive....this does everythin that does......exept bieng able to transfer ur samples by USB....big deal....:)

Peace
Graham.

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________________________________________________
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/


> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> 
> 
> 
> 

-----------------------------------------
Email provided by http://www.ntlhome.com/
| 13975|13973|2005-06-17 01:59:01|++haZy|Re: I got some questions.......|
hey mate ..

On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:

> Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price on
> Ebay, but I have a few questions.
>
> 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch according to
> BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares match up
> or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?

no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but 
pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech it in 
tempo and keep it the same beat..

the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on the 
fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the fly 
using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there are 
about 16 of em from memory

> 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it so 
> great?

its very very flexable..

you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar step 
sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode

basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie patterns ) .. so 
for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats, kicks, a 
sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate each one 
down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats phrase a 
bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..

feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 loop 
together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the machine ( 
there are 100's ) or your own presets..

from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, set the 
sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the front..

you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for quick 
recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live work

acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..

i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but after 
awhile you see the glow :)

> 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and accessed?
> Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank to
> individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this work on
> the rs?

you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. each with a 
button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
>
> 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it. Im
> just curious.

sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same size :)

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.ntlhome.com/


> 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some kind of
> sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease rank them
> on a scale from 1-5.

nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on this one 
but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using mine i 
found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os and it made 
the world of difference..

> Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b
> communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
>

hope this helps

+=haZy

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13976|13973|2005-06-17 22:55:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: I got some questions.......|
FYI It has a streatch job, but it has to be processed while not playing. It maintains pitch but not time that it stretches to a percentage specified I do believe.

> 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch according to
> BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares match up
> or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?

no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but 
pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech it in 
tempo and keep it the same beat..

the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on the 
fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the fly 
using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there are 
about 16 of em from memory

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13977|13977|2005-06-24 16:06:17|krebsne|Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
I bought a used RS7K on eBay. So far I love it, but it did NOT come 
with the factory CD and SM card. Ergo I don't have the factory 
patterns and such that it shipped with.

Is there a place where I can download the files?

Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
send 
me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?

Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a 
factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention, etc. and build 
things from there. I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd 
like to start working on new things on the RS using the same approach.

Thanks!
| 13978|13977|2005-06-24 17:53:13|++haZy|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
i think you can download them from the rs7000k org site from memory

you know there are preset phrases built into the rs7000? i think track 
1-8 is drum phrases and 9-16 is synth phrases..

just select pattern mode, select the track and use the pattern change 
knob to flick through each pattern.. its great for improv stuff

+=haZy

On 25/06/2005, at 1:31 AM, krebsne wrote:

> I bought a used RS7K on eBay.� So far I love it, but it did NOT come
> with the factory CD and SM card.� Ergo I don't have the factory
> patterns and such that it shipped with.
>
> Is there a place where I can download the files?
>
> Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
> send



> me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?
>
> Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a
> factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention, etc. and build
> things from there.� I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd
> like to start working on new things on the RS using the same approach.
>
> Thanks!
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:� 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> � To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> �
> � To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> �
> � Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13979|13977|2005-06-24 20:35:25|Paul Dorman|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
Oooh! Please include me in this too :o) I'm in exactly the same
situation.

Cheers,
Paul.

On Fri, 2005-06-24 at 15:31 +0000, krebsne wrote:
> I bought a used RS7K on eBay. So far I love it, but it did NOT come 
> with the factory CD and SM card. Ergo I don't have the factory 
> patterns and such that it shipped with.
> 
> Is there a place where I can download the files?
> 
> Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
> send 
> me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?
> 
> Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a 
> factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention, etc. and build 
> things from there. I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd 
> like to start working on new things on the RS using the same approach.
> 
> Thanks!

| 13980|13977|2005-06-24 23:11:12|Richard Schultz|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
I couldn't find a download section on rs7000.org... but I know I downloaded
OS 1.22 from there. Could someone give us a link if indeed this is there?

THANKS!! =)

on 6/24/05 8:10 PM, Paul Dorman at pauld@cwa.co.nz wrote:

Oooh! Please include me in this too :o) I'm in exactly the same
situation.

Cheers,
Paul.

On Fri, 2005-06-24 at 15:31 +0000, krebsne wrote:
> I bought a used RS7K on eBay. So far I love it, but it did NOT come

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:pauld@cwa.co.nz


> with the factory CD and SM card. Ergo I don't have the factory
> patterns and such that it shipped with.
> 
> Is there a place where I can download the files?
> 
> Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
> send 
> me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?
> 
> Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a
> factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention, etc. and build
> things from there. I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd
> like to start working on new things on the RS using the same approach.
> 
> Thanks!

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

Yahoo! Groups Links
To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13981|13977|2005-06-25 02:45:21|++haZy|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
whoops, wasnt the factory presets but new styles link... :) you have to 
fill out a survey to get them but they came on a card with the updated 
rs7000k

http://www.rs7000.org/prestyle.php

im sure i did see a link somewhere for the full styles tho.. ill keep 
and eye out

+=haZy

On 25/06/2005, at 9:52 AM, Richard Schultz wrote:

> I couldn't find a download section on rs7000.org... but I know I 
> downloaded
> OS 1.22 from there.  Could someone give us a link if indeed this is 
> there?
>
> THANKS!!  =)
>
> on 6/24/05 8:10 PM, Paul Dorman at pauld@cwa.co.nz wrote:
>
> Oooh! Please include me in this too :o) I'm in exactly the same
> situation.
>
> Cheers,
> Paul.
>
> On Fri, 2005-06-24 at 15:31 +0000, krebsne wrote:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> > I bought a used RS7K on eBay.  So far I love it, but it did NOT come
> > with the factory CD and SM card.  Ergo I don't have the factory
> > patterns and such that it shipped with.
> >
> > Is there a place where I can download the files?
> >
> > Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
> > send
> > me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?
> >
> > Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a
> > factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention, etc. and build
> > things from there.  I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd
> > like to start working on new things on the RS using the same 
> approach.
> >
> > Thanks!
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 13982|13977|2005-06-25 02:55:25|++haZy|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
strangely i did a google search and found these only on the german 
site.. although im sure my factory styles is A LOT bigger ( something 
like 32 meg from memory ) .. give them a shot tho

http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/ 
10_musical_instruments/synthesizer/sequenzer_drumcomputer/RS7000/ 
index.php?country=germany

+=haZy

On 25/06/2005, at 9:52 AM, Richard Schultz wrote:

> I couldn't find a download section on rs7000.org... but I know I 
> downloaded
> OS 1.22 from there.  Could someone give us a link if indeed this is 
> there?
>
> THANKS!!  =)
>
> on 6/24/05 8:10 PM, Paul Dorman at pauld@cwa.co.nz wrote:
>
> Oooh! Please include me in this too :o) I'm in exactly the same
> situation.
>
> Cheers,
> Paul.
>
> On Fri, 2005-06-24 at 15:31 +0000, krebsne wrote:
> > I bought a used RS7K on eBay.  So far I love it, but it did NOT come
> > with the factory CD and SM card.  Ergo I don't have the factory
> > patterns and such that it shipped with.
> >
> > Is there a place where I can download the files?
> >
> > Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
> > send
> > me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?
> >
> > Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a
> > factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention, etc. and build
> > things from there.  I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd
> > like to start working on new things on the RS using the same 
> approach.
> >
> > Thanks!
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
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>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 13983|13977|2005-06-25 15:54:33|wasted/su700fan|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
On Jun 24, 2005, at 11:31 AM, krebsne wrote:

> I bought a used RS7K on eBay. So far I love it, but it did NOT come
> with the factory CD and SM card. Ergo I don't have the factory
> patterns and such that it shipped with.
>
> Is there a place where I can download the files?
>
> Or even better would someone be willing to copy theirs for me and
> send
> me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for postage and media?
>
> Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked to start from a
> factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumentation, etc. and build
> things from there. I have ported my RM work over to the RS and I'd
> like to start working on new things on the RS using the same approach.
>
> Thanks!

I've uploaded to my homepage a ZIP file (RS7000.zip) that contains 
the 2 autoload files that original came on the 8MB SmartMedia card 
you get when you buy the RS7000 brand new. These have quite a few 
Styles that use the preset phrases built into the RS7000. Not as 
good as the ones built into the RM1x IMHO but not totally rotten. 
The 4 files in the ZIP need to be extracted to the root directory of 
a SmartMedia card and then loaded into the RS7000 to hear the demo 
Styles. The 4 files are AUTOLD_1.R2A, AUTOLD_1.R3A, AUTOLD_2.R2A, & 
AUTOLD_2.R3A).

To get the files, please go directly to this link, with the filename 
(RS7000.zip) typed in caps just like below:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/RS7000.zip

Please don't overload my download connection by having everybody on 
the group leech from it. Only take the file if you didn't get it 
when you bought your RS7000 (i.e. like the people in the earlier 
posts in this thread who bought it used) and you're interested in 
hearing the Styles. Like I said, they're OK, but not as good as the 
ones in the RM1x.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13984|13977|2005-06-26 06:56:37|Paradigm|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
Maybe you can try
sonicstate.com,harmony-central.com,and get a link
there.I know there are some sites but have not

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/RS7000.zip
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


memorized them.You can also go to Yamaha and find
links there....

--- Richard Schultz <Sawdust@NOVIA.NET> wrote:

> I couldn't find a download section on rs7000.org...
> but I know I downloaded
> OS 1.22 from there. Could someone give us a link if
> indeed this is there?
> 
> THANKS!! =)
> 
> on 6/24/05 8:10 PM, Paul Dorman at pauld@cwa.co.nz
> wrote:
> 
> Oooh! Please include me in this too :o) I'm in
> exactly the same
> situation.
> 
> Cheers,
> Paul.
> 
> On Fri, 2005-06-24 at 15:31 +0000, krebsne wrote:
> > I bought a used RS7K on eBay. So far I love it,
> but it did NOT come
> > with the factory CD and SM card. Ergo I don't
> have the factory
> > patterns and such that it shipped with.
> > 
> > Is there a place where I can download the files?
> > 
> > Or even better would someone be willing to copy
> theirs for me and
> > send 
> > me a CD and SM card if I compensate them for
> postage and media?
> > 
> > Before I got my RS I worked on an RM1X and I liked
> to start from a
> > factory pattern, change the tempos, instrumention,
> etc. and build
> > things from there. I have ported my RM work over
> to the RS and I'd
> > like to start working on new things on the RS
> using the same approach.
> > 
> > Thanks!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> To visit your group on the web, go to:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!

mailto:Sawdust@NOVIA.NET
mailto:pauld@cwa.co.nz
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 13985|13977|2005-06-26 10:52:26|Richard Schultz|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
Thanks so much!!

I'm disappointed to hear the patterns aren't as good as those on the RM1X.
I've also downloaded all the RM1X patterns and I've noticed they don't sound
ANYTHING the same or near as good as on the RS as they did on the RM w/ out
substantial tweaking.

The last one I tried to use sounded great on the RM, and then when I pulled
it up on the RS there were no effects on it!! And it depended upon ping-pong
delay for its flavor. It took me a couple of hours to tweak the sounds and
the delay. Now once I did it sounded a million times better than the RM,
but if I didn't have the sound of the RM right there to aim for I wouldn't
have been able to make what I did.

Not to mention I would never have been inspired to write the song!

Basically I'm kinda underwhelmed w/ the RS and an inspirational tool in that
sense. Its great for making things on if you know what they are already
supposed to sound like because you made them somewhere else. But I haven't
made anything totally from scratch on the RS yet and I'm a bit worried...

Maybe I should keep my old RM1X around for jamming, knowing I can port it
over to the RS. I'm sure I'll pick up speed in doing that. Which is a
bummer because I intended to sell it to help pay for the RS.

Anyway, we've got the original SM files now. So what was on the CD that
shipped w/ it? More patterns? What else are we missing? Anyone?

on 6/25/05 3:54 PM, wasted/su700fan at su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

I've uploaded to my homepage a ZIP file (RS7000.zip) that contains
the 2 autoload files that original came on the 8MB SmartMedia card
you get when you buy the RS7000 brand new. These have quite a few
Styles that use the preset phrases built into the RS7000. Not as
good as the ones built into the RM1x IMHO but not totally rotten.
The 4 files in the ZIP need to be extracted to the root directory of
a SmartMedia card and then loaded into the RS7000 to hear the demo
Styles. The 4 files are AUTOLD_1.R2A, AUTOLD_1.R3A, AUTOLD_2.R2A, &
AUTOLD_2.R3A).

To get the files, please go directly to this link, with the filename
(RS7000.zip) typed in caps just like below:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/RS7000.zip

Please don't overload my download connection by having everybody on
the group leech from it. Only take the file if you didn't get it
when you bought your RS7000 (i.e. like the people in the earlier
posts in this thread who bought it used) and you're interested in
hearing the Styles. Like I said, they're OK, but not as good as the
ones in the RM1x.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13986|13977|2005-06-28 02:43:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
In a message dated 6/26/2005 10:52:44 A.M. Mountain Daylight Time, 
Sawdust@NOVIA.NET writes:

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
http://mail.yahoo.com/
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/RS7000.zip
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:Sawdust@NOVIA.NET


Basically I'm kinda underwhelmed w/ the RS and an inspirational tool in that
sense. Its great for making things on if you know what they are already
supposed to sound like because you made them somewhere else. But I haven't
made anything totally from scratch on the RS yet and I'm a bit worried...

Awe don't worry, the RS will rock your world once you get into doing 
patterns and songs from scratch. I was never impressed by the RM, sounded old and 
dry to me, never got one cause of that, almost did, but the RS keeps up with 
the best of them all still I think. And, I swear I can pull some very "VA" 
sounding stuff out of it for 1/3 the cost of a good "VA" synth. Don't use the 
preset/canned sounds, build your own sounds on it. The LFO is freagin 
amazing once you get into it.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13987|8995|2005-06-28 04:43:15|rubencallens|Re: How to put RM1X songs into RS 7000|
I just put all my r1p files (from rm1x) on my computer,
then I transferred them to a smartmedia card for the rs7k.
When I import r1p files into the rs7k, everything sounds different.
It's of course still recognizable : all the sequence data is ok but
none of the parameters has been changed.
So decay, variation effects, filter, ... everything stands at 00!!!

do you really have to compare every pattern and tweak everything
yourself, so your r1p file sounds pretty much the same in your rs7k,
or is there another way??

This import function doesn't work really well if it only imports the
sequence data! To tweak every sound of more than 50 patterns will cost
me a lot of time, too much time!

Hope there is a solution for this matter!

thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> On Monday 27 January 2003 09:19, "ridszero wrote:
> > Well, this is my final question before I make a jump
> > from my RM1X and selling it to get the RS 7000. Is it
> > easy to save/transfer my songs and patterns to the RS
> > 7000 from my RM1X? Is it as easy as making a midi dump?
> > Someone told me I would need to do it through a computer
> > possibly.
> 
> In Song mode, the RS allows one to import an RM1x song.
> In Pattern mode, the RS allows one to import an RM1x 
> pattern. So that should be easy when the song/pattern is 
> available on smartcard or SCSI disk. (I've never done 
> this.)
> 
> Note though that the internal sounds of the RS differ from 
> those built into the RM1x. So your RM1x material that 
> builds on internal sounds will sound different in the RS. 
> You will need to tweek the sounds. My guess is that other 
> stuff, like the mix, will also need some tweaking.
> 
> - Robert

| 13988|13988|2005-06-28 09:15:55|xiconk|Simple Task Leaving Me Stumped...Need Assistance Please|
I got through all the scsi drive set up and all that pretty 
easily...made a track with phrases in patterns, chained them up, and 
converted them into a song. Now my problem is when bring up the export 
window the option of WAV export I cannot perform. I see the Wav file 
type, my track number, my scsi drive and the available space, but there 
is no "OK button" for me to export it....I see the "OK button" if I opt 
to convert it into the SMF form, but it just plays as a bunch of random 
sounds on my computer in WinAmp. Either I missed doing something or did 
something completely wrong in my process to song mode. I'm sure the 
majority of you all know how to complete this simple task. Please help, 
the manual is mocking me! :P

Kinyon
| 13989|13977|2005-06-28 20:03:29|wasted/su700fan|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
On Jun 25, 2005, at 8:18 PM, Richard Schultz wrote:

> Anyway, we've got the original SM files now. So what was on the CD 
> that
> shipped w/ it? More patterns? What else are we missing? Anyone?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


The CD contained the content of the 2 AUTOLD files that were on the 
8MB SmartMedia card, plus 12 other .R2A/.R3A pairs of files that had 
more samples in them, with both Style & Song in each pair. Also, 
there is an audio section of the CDROM with audio samples that could 
be used for sampling purposes, from which some of the AUTOLD 
& .R2A/.R3A files take their samples from. If you have the manual 
(in paper or PDF format) the smaller 16 page supplement details all 
the samples and stuff contained in the files (RS7000E2.pdf is the 
name of the file).

Same as the 8MB AUTOLD files, the stuff in the .R2A/.R3A files are ok 
but not really great at all. They give you ideas of what styles of 
music you can create on the RS7000 but not really good for building 
your own tracks from. Unlike with the RM1x, where the Elektro1 & 
Elektro2 Styles were kick-ass, among others. While they may give you 
ideas for starting points, they really aren't worth the waste of time 
trying to convert them to be exactly like their RM1x versions (for 
the original RM1x Styles saved in RM1x format & imported to the 
RS7k). It would be a better use of time to try and create your own 
unique tracks and learn more about the inner workings and 
capabilities of the machine than to try and perfectly recreate the 
RM1x sounds on the RS7000. Due to the fact that the RM1x & RS7k have 
different sounds in their ROMs (some are similar but the RS7k's are 
more advanced and more of them [1000+]), that the RS7k has a lot more 
effects available in it's effect banks (100 total different effects), 
and different algorithms for the effects and sounds stuff will sound 
different, even with exact settings copied between both the RM1x and 
RS7k.

What you guys are doing will help you get a basic understanding of 
the machine but to move forward you should try experimenting and 
creating totally unique tracks with your own flavor and style. Don't 
necessary go by the book. Try something creative, unique & 
original. There's a whole lot of power hidden beneath the hood of 
the RS7000 that even the masters on this group probably haven't 
noticed yet, including me.

Just some pennies for thought, is all. :)

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13990|8995|2005-06-29 01:22:53|Sawdust@NOVIA.NET|Re: How to put RM1X songs into RS 7000|
Let me know what you find out. I am in the same boat. I have to keep my RM1X 
right beside my RS7K and compare back and forth, each sound, resetting the 
parameters until I've recreated the RM song or pattern. What a pain! Effect 
settings, envelopes, etc. All the RS seems to recognize is the sequence data 
and the instrument settings.

To be fair the RS has sounded a MILLION times better than the RM once I have 
everything tweaked out. But as you mention its very labor intensive.

If there is a better way to import into the RS having it play all the 
parameters that would be GREAT.

Otherwise having all the stock patterns for the RM available to import into 
the RS isn't that useful- since they don't come up sounding ANYTHING like the 
originals on the RM!

> I just put all my r1p files (from rm1x) on my computer,

> then I transferred them to a smartmedia card for the rs7k.

> When I import r1p files into the rs7k, everything sounds different.

> It's of course still recognizable : all the sequence data is ok but

> none of the parameters has been changed.

> So decay, variation effects, filter, ... everything stands at 00!!!

> 

> do you really have to compare every pattern and tweak everything

> yourself, so your r1p file sounds pretty much the same in your rs7k,

> or is there another way??

> 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


> This import function doesn't work really well if it only imports the

> sequence data! To tweak every sound of more than 50 patterns will cost

> me a lot of time, too much time!

--------------------------------------------------
Novia Web Mail Interface http://webmail.novia.net/
| 13991|13977|2005-06-29 11:20:19|Richard Schultz|Re: Standard Patterns, Factory CD, etc|
I hear what you're saying and I appreciate the input.

I am a guitar player who just learned how to play piano and work w/ MIDI and
drum programming in the last year. I started w/ a Korg ESX-1, then an RM1X.
I kept finding limitations to them that kept me from doing what I heard in
my head, although I did do work I liked on both machines.

The main reason I got the RS7K was that I understood it would port over what
I had done on the other machines so I wouldn't lose anything. For me this
is the third machine I've tried to use in 6 months. I also intended to sell
the other two machines to pay for the RS.

Anyway, porting over the Korg stuff (including samples) was actually EASIER
than the RM stuff. I have all my Korg stuff moved and I'm ready to sell the
ESX. But I don't see me getting rid of the RM1X for awhile. I did a lot
more work on it and I don't want to throw it away.

I have no doubt that the RS is a better, more powerful machine once I learn
it. I just don't want to throw all my old work away!

That being said I made my first couple of patterns last night on the RS
using the building block phrases. Very cool. I can work that way, no
doubt.

I'm sure that going forward, especially once I get into the sampler, I will
love the RS.

on 6/28/05 6:23 PM, wasted/su700fan at su700fan@comcast.net wrote:

What you guys are doing will help you get a basic understanding of
the machine but to move forward you should try experimenting and
creating totally unique tracks with your own flavor and style. Don't
necessary go by the book. Try something creative, unique &
original. There's a whole lot of power hidden beneath the hood of
the RS7000 that even the masters on this group probably haven't
noticed yet, including me.

Just some pennies for thought, is all. :)

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 13992|13973|2005-06-30 08:18:21|haze_100|Re: I got some questions.......|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:

> hey mate ..
> On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> 
> > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price 

on

> > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> >
> > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch 

according to

> > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares 

match up

> > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> 

http://webmail.novia.net/
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but 
> pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech 

it in 

> tempo and keep it the same beat..
> 
> the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on 

the 

> fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the 

fly 

> using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there 

are 

> about 16 of em from memory
> 
> 
> > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it 

so 

> > great?
> 
> its very very flexable..
> 
> you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar step 
> sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> 
> basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie 

patterns ) .. so 

> for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats, 

kicks, a 

> sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate each 

one 

> down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats 

phrase a 

> bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> 
> feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 loop 
> together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the 

machine ( 

> there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> 
> from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, set 

the 

> sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the front..
> 
> you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for 

quick 

> recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live work
> 
> acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> 
> i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but 

after 

> awhile you see the glow :)
> 
> > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and 

accessed?

> > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank 



to

> > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this 

work on

> > the rs?
> 
> you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. each 

with a 

> button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> >
> > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it. 

Im

> > just curious.
> 
> sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same size :)
> 
> > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some 

kind of

> > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease 

rank them

> > on a scale from 1-5.
> 
> nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on this 

one 

> but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using mine 

i 

> found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os and it 

made 

> the world of difference..
> 
> > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b
> > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> >
> 
> hope this helps
> 
> +=haZy
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks I 
should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I can't 
wait!

Talk to you then.
| 13993|13973|2005-06-30 08:26:06|Philip Mucci|Re: I got some questions.......|
Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, very
basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not by beats,
bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now it's
possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first time.

You certainly can't do it in real time...

And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...

I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better way...

(I still love my RS...)

Phil

On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > hey mate ..
> > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > 
> > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price 
> on
> > > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > >
> > > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch 
> according to
> > > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares 
> match up
> > > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > 
> > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but 
> > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech 
> it in 
> > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > 
> > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on 
> the 
> > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the 
> fly 
> > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there 
> are 
> > about 16 of em from memory
> > 
> > 
> > > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it 
> so 
> > > great?
> > 
> > its very very flexable..
> > 
> > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar step 
> > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > 
> > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie 
> patterns ) .. so 
> > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats, 
> kicks, a 
> > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate each 
> one 
> > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats 
> phrase a 
> > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > 
> > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 loop 
> > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the 
> machine ( 
> > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > 
> > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, set 
> the 
> > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the front..
> > 
> > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for 
> quick 
> > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live work
> > 
> > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > 
> > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but 
> after 
> > awhile you see the glow :)
> > 
> > > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and 
> accessed?
> > > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank 
> to
> > > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this 
> work on
> > > the rs?
> > 
> > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. each 
> with a 
> > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> > >
> > > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it. 
> Im
> > > just curious.
> > 



> > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same size :)
> > 
> > > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some 
> kind of
> > > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease 
> rank them
> > > on a scale from 1-5.
> > 
> > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on this 
> one 
> > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using mine 
> i 
> > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os and it 
> made 
> > the world of difference..
> > 
> > > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b
> > > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> > >
> > 
> > hope this helps
> > 
> > +=haZy
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks I 
> should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I can't 
> wait!
> 
> Talk to you then. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> 
> 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service.
> 
> 
> ______________________________________________________________________
>

| 13994|13988|2005-06-30 14:20:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: Simple Task Leaving Me Stumped...Need Assistance Please|

> On Jun 28, 2005, at 4:28 AM, xiconk wrote:
>
>
>> I got through all the scsi drive set up and all that pretty
>> easily...made a track with phrases in patterns, chained them up, and
>> converted them into a song. Now my problem is when bring up the 
>> export
>> window the option of WAV export I cannot perform. I see the Wav file
>> type, my track number, my scsi drive and the available space, but 
>> there
>> is no "OK button" for me to export it....I see the "OK button" if 
>> I opt
>> to convert it into the SMF form, but it just plays as a bunch of 
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>> random
>> sounds on my computer in WinAmp. Either I missed doing something 
>> or did
>> something completely wrong in my process to song mode. I'm sure the
>> majority of you all know how to complete this simple task. Please 
>> help,
>> the manual is mocking me! :P
>>
>> Kinyon
>>
>
> Exporting exports samples on your RS7k (that you previously sampled/ 
> imported/resampled) to other media, not the final audio product as 
> a stereo track. You're probably used to software like Reason that 
> has an "export to wave file" option that renders the final song as 
> a single .wav/.aiff file. If you want to get a similar result with 
> the RS7000 you'll need to connect the main audio outs of your 
> RS7000 to your computer's sound interface inputs and record the 
> audio that is output in real time live from your RS7k after you 
> push Play on the RS7k's sequencer into a program that records audio 
> like SoundForge, CoolEdit, or the like.
>
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>
>
>
>
>

| 13995|13973|2005-06-30 16:48:48|haze_100|Re: I got some questions.......|
Still don't have an RS but I found this a while back.

Step one - know the BPM of your loop:

You can calculate the actual BPM of any given looped sample.
Measure the duration of the loop in samples (S = endpoint minus 
startpoint) and in beats (B = typically 1, 2, 4, 8, 16).
Apply the following formula to know what is the BPM of that loop:
BPM=(2.646.000/S)*B.
This of course assumes that you've sampled at 44.1 kHz. It won't 
work for other rates. 2.646.000 is the total number of samples 
contained in one minute worth of sound at 44.1 kHz.
If you sample is not at 44.1 kHz you can adjust the formula by 
replacing the 2646000 figure with the adequate one = (sample rate in 
kHz)*60.000

Example: you have a great loop over one measure (4 beats) and it's 
duration is 70.000 samples (so it is slightly longer than one and a 
half second at 44.1 kHz). The BPM of that loop is:
(2.646.000/70.000)*4=151.2BPM

If the same loop is sampled at 32 kHz then its BPM would be:
((32.000*60)/70.000)*4=109.7BPM 

Step two - timestretch rate:

To timestretch it's very easy. Apply the percentage given by this 
formula:
(original BPM/target BPM)*100.
Example: if you need to timestretch from 151.2 BPM to 120 BPM you 
need to apply a stretch rate of (151.2/120)*100=126%.

It is always handy to keep a pocket clculator nearby the sampler...

Other solution (no math):

Try a few different slice modes on your loop. I use a lot the slice 
sample job of the RS7000 because it can give unexpectedly good 
results in the form of seamless loops where you can adjust the BPM 
in real time. This is particularly true of perciussion and drum 
loops. Will not yield good results for sustained notes.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Philip Mucci wrote:
> Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, very
> basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not by 
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beats,
> bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now it's
> possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
> quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first time.
> 
> You certainly can't do it in real time...
> 
> And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...
> 
> I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better 
way...
> 
> (I still love my RS...)
> 
> Phil
> 
> On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> > > hey mate ..
> > > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > > 
> > > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good 
price 
> > on
> > > > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > > >
> > > > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch 
> > according to
> > > > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the 
snares 
> > match up
> > > > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > > 
> > > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing 
but 
> > > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can 
strech 
> > it in 
> > > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > > 
> > > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat 
slices on 
> > the 
> > > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on 
the 
> > fly 
> > > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but 
there 
> > are 
> > > about 16 of em from memory
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes 
it 
> > so 
> > > > great?
> > > 
> > > its very very flexable..
> > > 
> > > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar 
step 
> > > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > > 
> > > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie 
> > patterns ) .. so 
> > > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats, 
> > kicks, a 
> > > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate 
each 
> > one 
> > > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats 
> > phrase a 
> > > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > > 
> > > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 
loop 
> > > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the 
> > machine ( 
> > > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > > 
> > > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, 
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set 
> > the 
> > > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the 
front..
> > > 
> > > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for 
> > quick 
> > > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live 
work
> > > 
> > > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > > 
> > > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but 
> > after 
> > > awhile you see the glow :)
> > > 
> > > > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and 
> > accessed?
> > > > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each 
bank 
> > to
> > > > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does 
this 
> > work on
> > > > the rs?
> > > 
> > > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. 
each 
> > with a 
> > > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> > > >
> > > > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to 
it. 
> > Im
> > > > just curious.
> > > 
> > > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same 
size :)
> > > 
> > > > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in 
some 
> > kind of
> > > > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. 
PLease 
> > rank them
> > > > on a scale from 1-5.
> > > 
> > > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on 
this 
> > one 
> > > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using 
mine 
> > i 
> > > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os 
and it 
> > made 
> > > the world of difference..
> > > 
> > > > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet 
Ill b
> > > > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> > > >
> > > 
> > > hope this helps
> > > 
> > > +=haZy
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks 
I 
> > should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I 
can't 
> > wait!
> > 
> > Talk to you then. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 



> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
_____________________________________________________________________
_
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > 
> > 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! 
Terms of
> > Service.
> > 
> > 
> > 
_____________________________________________________________________
_
> >

| 13996|13973|2005-06-30 17:22:25|Philip Mucci|Re: I got some questions.......|
Yup, that's about what it amounts to. And then there's still endless
tweaking, because any interesting sample, a voice, an instrument, an
effect, really has no beats making step one entirely difficult. It just
has a duration...you can count beats off it against any tempo.

I'll be honest with you, I have never once found the slice or real time
remix mode useful either. People rave about it and I don't understand
why...maybe it's the kind of music they're making...but for DnB, EBM and
Trip-Hop, I'd rather pull my teeth out than sample someone else's drum
track. Do you folks really SAMPLE drum tracks? It's so easy to make nice
tight punchy beats with grid-step...why would you want to? Now using
sampled drums, that's another story.

Maybe I'm missing something?

Phil

On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 19:13 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> Still don't have an RS but I found this a while back.
> 
> Step one - know the BPM of your loop:
> 
> You can calculate the actual BPM of any given looped sample.
> Measure the duration of the loop in samples (S = endpoint minus 
> startpoint) and in beats (B = typically 1, 2, 4, 8, 16).
> Apply the following formula to know what is the BPM of that loop:
> BPM=(2.646.000/S)*B.
> This of course assumes that you've sampled at 44.1 kHz. It won't 
> work for other rates. 2.646.000 is the total number of samples 
> contained in one minute worth of sound at 44.1 kHz.
> If you sample is not at 44.1 kHz you can adjust the formula by 
> replacing the 2646000 figure with the adequate one = (sample rate in 
> kHz)*60.000
> 
> Example: you have a great loop over one measure (4 beats) and it's 
> duration is 70.000 samples (so it is slightly longer than one and a 
> half second at 44.1 kHz). The BPM of that loop is:
> (2.646.000/70.000)*4=151.2BPM
> 
> If the same loop is sampled at 32 kHz then its BPM would be:
> ((32.000*60)/70.000)*4=109.7BPM 
> 
> Step two - timestretch rate:
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> 
> To timestretch it's very easy. Apply the percentage given by this 
> formula:
> (original BPM/target BPM)*100.
> Example: if you need to timestretch from 151.2 BPM to 120 BPM you 
> need to apply a stretch rate of (151.2/120)*100=126%.
> 
> It is always handy to keep a pocket clculator nearby the sampler...
> 
> 
> Other solution (no math):
> 
> Try a few different slice modes on your loop. I use a lot the slice 
> sample job of the RS7000 because it can give unexpectedly good 
> results in the form of seamless loops where you can adjust the BPM 
> in real time. This is particularly true of perciussion and drum 
> loops. Will not yield good results for sustained notes.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Philip Mucci wrote:
> > Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, very
> > basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not by 
> beats,
> > bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now it's
> > possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
> > quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first time.
> > 
> > You certainly can't do it in real time...
> > 
> > And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...
> > 
> > I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better 
> way...
> > 
> > (I still love my RS...)
> > 
> > Phil
> > 
> > On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> > > > hey mate ..
> > > > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good 
> price 
> > > on
> > > > > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > > > >
> > > > > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch 
> > > according to
> > > > > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the 
> snares 
> > > match up
> > > > > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > > > 
> > > > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing 
> but 
> > > > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can 
> strech 
> > > it in 
> > > > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > > > 
> > > > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat 
> slices on 
> > > the 
> > > > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on 
> the 
> > > fly 
> > > > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but 
> there 
> > > are 
> > > > about 16 of em from memory
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes 
> it 
> > > so 
> > > > > great?
> > > > 
> > > > its very very flexable..
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> > > > 
> > > > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar 
> step 
> > > > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > > > 
> > > > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie 
> > > patterns ) .. so 
> > > > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats, 
> > > kicks, a 
> > > > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate 
> each 
> > > one 
> > > > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats 
> > > phrase a 
> > > > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > > > 
> > > > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 
> loop 
> > > > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the 
> > > machine ( 
> > > > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > > > 
> > > > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, 
> set 
> > > the 
> > > > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the 
> front..
> > > > 
> > > > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for 
> > > quick 
> > > > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live 
> work
> > > > 
> > > > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > > > 
> > > > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but 
> > > after 
> > > > awhile you see the glow :)
> > > > 
> > > > > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and 
> > > accessed?
> > > > > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each 
> bank 
> > > to
> > > > > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does 
> this 
> > > work on
> > > > > the rs?
> > > > 
> > > > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. 
> each 
> > > with a 
> > > > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> > > > >
> > > > > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to 
> it. 
> > > Im
> > > > > just curious.
> > > > 
> > > > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same 
> size :)
> > > > 
> > > > > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in 
> some 
> > > kind of
> > > > > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. 
> PLease 
> > > rank them
> > > > > on a scale from 1-5.
> > > > 
> > > > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on 
> this 
> > > one 
> > > > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using 
> mine 
> > > i 
> > > > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os 
> and it 
> > > made 
> > > > the world of difference..
> > > > 



> > > > > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet 
> Ill b
> > > > > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > hope this helps
> > > > 
> > > > +=haZy
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > 
> > > Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks 
> I 
> > > should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I 
> can't 
> > > wait!
> > > 
> > > Talk to you then. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > > FAQ:
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> _____________________________________________________________________
> _
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > 
> > > 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > > 
> > > 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > > 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! 
> Terms of
> > > Service.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> _____________________________________________________________________
> _
> > >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> 
> 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service.
> 
> 
> ______________________________________________________________________
>

| 13997|13988|2005-06-30 19:41:02|xiconk|Re: Simple Task Leaving Me Stumped...Need Assistance Please|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> > On Jun 28, 2005, at 4:28 AM, xiconk wrote:
> >
> >
> >> I got through all the scsi drive set up and all that pretty
> >> easily...made a track with phrases in patterns, chained them up, 

and

> >> converted them into a song. Now my problem is when bring up the 
> >> export
> >> window the option of WAV export I cannot perform. I see the Wav 

file

> >> type, my track number, my scsi drive and the available space, 

but 

> >> there
> >> is no "OK button" for me to export it....I see the "OK button" 

if 

> >> I opt
> >> to convert it into the SMF form, but it just plays as a bunch 

of 

> >> random
> >> sounds on my computer in WinAmp. Either I missed doing 

something 

> >> or did
> >> something completely wrong in my process to song mode. I'm sure 

the

> >> majority of you all know how to complete this simple task. 

Please 

> >> help,
> >> the manual is mocking me! :P
> >>
> >> Kinyon
> >>
> >
> > Exporting exports samples on your RS7k (that you previously 

sampled/ 

> > imported/resampled) to other media, not the final audio product 

as 

> > a stereo track. You're probably used to software like Reason 

that 

> > has an "export to wave file" option that renders the final song 

as 

> > a single .wav/.aiff file. If you want to get a similar result 

with 

> > the RS7000 you'll need to connect the main audio outs of your 
> > RS7000 to your computer's sound interface inputs and record the 
> > audio that is output in real time live from your RS7k after you 
> > push Play on the RS7k's sequencer into a program that records 
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audio 

> > like SoundForge, CoolEdit, or the like.
> >
> > -- wasted/su700fan
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> >
> >
> >I'm confused because on page 204 in the manual under export is 

reads:

*EXPORT

Save the selected sample or "song" to memory card or disk in a 
standard formate - SWF or WAV - that can be handled by a personal 
computer.

I have recorded stuff live into protools out of the RS7000's outputs, 
but the manual says you should be able to save song files as waves. 

Check it out in you owners manual.

Thanks for helping!

Kinyon

> >
> >

| 13998|13988|2005-06-30 19:46:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: Simple Task Leaving Me Stumped...Need Assistance Please|
On Jun 30, 2005, at 6:57 PM, xiconk wrote:

>>>
>>> I'm confused because on page 204 in the manual under export is
>>>
> reads:
>
> *EXPORT
>
> Save the selected sample or "song" to memory card or disk in a
> standard formate - SWF or WAV - that can be handled by a personal
> computer.
>
> I have recorded stuff live into protools out of the RS7000's outputs,
> but the manual says you should be able to save song files as waves.
>
> Check it out in you owners manual.
>
> Thanks for helping!
>
> Kinyon

The manual is a little confusing on the wording on page 204 (and page 
206 which actually explains the Export process in a little more 
detail). When exporting, you can export a sample as a .wav or the 
song (the sequence info anyways) as a .smf (Standard MIDI File 
format). There's simply not enough RAM in the RS7k (even if it's 
fully expanded to 64MB) to render to 44.1 Khz, 16 bit, stereo audio a 
song that could be more than 6 minutes 20 seconds long, even if no 
samples were used. Blame the manual for it's confusing Japlish 
translation. For the most part it's ok, but sometimes technical 
writers don't get the correct meaning across when translating 
technical instructions across languages as different as Japanese and 
English.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 13999|13973|2005-07-01 01:00:09|Christopher Layne|Re: I got some questions.......|
On Thu, Jun 30, 2005 at 07:22:19PM -0400, Philip Mucci wrote:

> Yup, that's about what it amounts to. And then there's still endless
> tweaking, because any interesting sample, a voice, an instrument, an
> effect, really has no beats making step one entirely difficult. It just
> has a duration...you can count beats off it against any tempo.
> 
> I'll be honest with you, I have never once found the slice or real time
> remix mode useful either. People rave about it and I don't understand

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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> why...maybe it's the kind of music they're making...but for DnB, EBM and
> Trip-Hop, I'd rather pull my teeth out than sample someone else's drum
> track. Do you folks really SAMPLE drum tracks? It's so easy to make nice
> tight punchy beats with grid-step...why would you want to? Now using
> sampled drums, that's another story.
> 
> Maybe I'm missing something?
> 
> Phil

You use it to cut up your own loops.

-cl
| 14000|13973|2005-07-01 02:27:17|++haZy|Re: I got some questions.......|
hey phil

ive not had any problems slicing beats with the time streching.. yes it 
is trial and error but i can ususally get something decent second 
shot...it didnt work very well with a vocal sample but the effect i got 
was usable for something else..

yes it is basic but so far its done everything i need it to do.. ie.. 
slice a beat up so i can pitch it without losing tempo..

the realtime reference in my post was talking about the remix option 
which can be done realtime but just via presets.. i would shudder to 
think about trying to realtime slice a beat loop :S

the roland mc-09 did it but it was a pretty shit machine all around..

what do you mean by zero crossing? never heard it before

+=haZy

On 01/07/2005, at 12:25 AM, Philip Mucci wrote:

> Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, very
> basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not by beats,
> bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now it's
> possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
> quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first time.
>
> You certainly can't do it in real time...
>
> And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...
>
> I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better way...
>
> (I still love my RS...)
>
> Phil
>
> On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> > > hey mate ..
> > > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > >
> > > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price
> > on
> > > >  Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > > >
> > > >  1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch
> > according to
> > > >  BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares
> > match up
> > > >  or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > >
> > > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but
> > > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech
> > it in
> > > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > >
> > > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on
> > the
> > > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the
> > fly
> > > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there
> > are
> > > about 16 of em from memory
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> > >
> > >
> > > >  2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it
> > so
> > > > great?
> > >
> > > its very very flexable..
> > >
> > > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar step
> > > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > >
> > > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie
> > patterns ) .. so
> > > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats,
> > kicks, a
> > > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate each
> > one
> > > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats
> > phrase a
> > > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > >
> > > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 loop
> > > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the
> > machine (
> > > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > >
> > > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, set
> > the
> > > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the front..
> > >
> > > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for
> > quick
> > > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live work
> > >
> > > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > >
> > > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but
> > after
> > > awhile you see the glow :)
> > >
> > > >  3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and
> > accessed?
> > > >  Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank
> > to
> > > >  individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this
> > work on
> > > >  the rs?
> > >
> > > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. each
> > with a
> > > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> > > >
> > > >  4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it.
> > Im
> > > >  just curious.
> > >
> > > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same size :)
> > >
> > > >  5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some
> > kind of
> > > >  sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease
> > rank them
> > > >  on a scale from 1-5.
> > >
> > > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on this
> > one
> > > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using mine
> > i
> > > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os and it
> > made
> > > the world of difference..
> > >
> > > >  Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b
> > > >  communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> > > >
> > >
> > > hope this helps
> > >
> > > +=haZy
> > >
> > >



> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks I
> > should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I can't
> > wait!
> >
> > Talk to you then.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >      1.  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> >          
> >      2.  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> >          RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >          
> >      3.  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> >         Service.
> >
> >
> > 
> ______________________________________________________________________
> >
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14001|13973|2005-07-01 08:24:59|Brooks Mosher|Re: I got some questions.......|
zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).

On 7/1/05, ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com> wrote:
> hey phil
> 
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> ive not had any problems slicing beats with the time streching.. yes it 
> is trial and error but i can ususally get something decent second 
> shot...it didnt work very well with a vocal sample but the effect i got 
> was usable for something else..
> 
> yes it is basic but so far its done everything i need it to do.. ie.. 
> slice a beat up so i can pitch it without losing tempo..
> 
> the realtime reference in my post was talking about the remix option 
> which can be done realtime but just via presets.. i would shudder to 
> think about trying to realtime slice a beat loop :S
> 
> the roland mc-09 did it but it was a pretty shit machine all around..
> 
> what do you mean by zero crossing? never heard it before
> 
> +=haZy
> 
> 
> On 01/07/2005, at 12:25 AM, Philip Mucci wrote:
> 
> > Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, very
> > basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not by beats,
> > bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now it's
> > possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
> > quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first time.
> >
> > You certainly can't do it in real time...
> >
> > And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...
> >
> > I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better way...
> >
> > (I still love my RS...)
> >
> > Phil
> >
> > On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> > > > hey mate ..
> > > > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price
> > > on
> > > > > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > > > >
> > > > > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch
> > > according to
> > > > > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares
> > > match up
> > > > > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > > >
> > > > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but
> > > > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech
> > > it in
> > > > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > > >
> > > > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on
> > > the
> > > > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the
> > > fly
> > > > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there
> > > are
> > > > about 16 of em from memory
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it
> > > so
> > > > > great?
> > > >
> > > > its very very flexable..
> > > >
> > > > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar step
> > > > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > > >
> > > > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie
> > > patterns ) .. so
> > > > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats,
> > > kicks, a
> > > > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate each
> > > one
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> > > > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats
> > > phrase a
> > > > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > > >
> > > > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 loop
> > > > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the
> > > machine (
> > > > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > > >
> > > > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, set
> > > the
> > > > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the front..
> > > >
> > > > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for
> > > quick
> > > > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live work
> > > >
> > > > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > > >
> > > > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but
> > > after
> > > > awhile you see the glow :)
> > > >
> > > > > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and
> > > accessed?
> > > > > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank
> > > to
> > > > > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this
> > > work on
> > > > > the rs?
> > > >
> > > > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. each
> > > with a
> > > > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> > > > >
> > > > > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it.
> > > Im
> > > > > just curious.
> > > >
> > > > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same size :)
> > > >
> > > > > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some
> > > kind of
> > > > > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease
> > > rank them
> > > > > on a scale from 1-5.
> > > >
> > > > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on this
> > > one
> > > > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using mine
> > > i
> > > > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os and it
> > > made
> > > > the world of difference..
> > > >
> > > > > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b
> > > > > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > hope this helps
> > > >
> > > > +=haZy
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > > Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks I
> > > should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I can't
> > > wait!
> > >
> > > Talk to you then.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > >
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> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > 
> >
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > > 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > > 
> > > 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > > 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> > >
> > > 
> >
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > ▪ Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > ▪ To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > ▪ Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service.
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
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> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

| 14002|13973|2005-07-01 14:54:41|courtney baynes|Re: I got some questions.......|
I think that's it. Thanks for the review. ATPENT.net

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).

On 7/1/05, ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com> wrote:
> hey phil
> 
> ive not had any problems slicing beats with the time streching.. yes it 
> is trial and error but i can ususally get something decent second 
> shot...it didnt work very well with a vocal sample but the effect i got 
> was usable for something else..
> 
> yes it is basic but so far its done everything i need it to do.. ie.. 
> slice a beat up so i can pitch it without losing tempo..
> 
> the realtime reference in my post was talking about the remix option 
> which can be done realtime but just via presets.. i would shudder to 
> think about trying to realtime slice a beat loop :S
> 
> the roland mc-09 did it but it was a pretty shit machine all around..
> 
> what do you mean by zero crossing? never heard it before
> 
> +=haZy
> 
> 
> On 01/07/2005, at 12:25 AM, Philip Mucci wrote:
> 
> > Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, very
> > basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not by beats,
> > bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now it's
> > possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
> > quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first time.
> >
> > You certainly can't do it in real time...
> >
> > And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...
> >
> > I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better way...
> >
> > (I still love my RS...)
> >
> > Phil
> >
> > On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> > > > hey mate ..
> > > > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a good price
> > > on
> > > > > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > > > >
> > > > > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch
> > > according to
> > > > > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the snares
> > > match up
> > > > > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > > >
> > > > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same timing but
> > > > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can strech
> > > it in
> > > > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > > >
> > > > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat slices on
> > > the
> > > > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it on the
> > > fly
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> > > > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes but there
> > > are
> > > > about 16 of em from memory
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what makes it
> > > so
> > > > > great?
> > > >
> > > > its very very flexable..
> > > >
> > > > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 bar step
> > > > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > > >
> > > > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie
> > > patterns ) .. so
> > > > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi hats,
> > > kicks, a
> > > > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you seperate each
> > > one
> > > > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your hats
> > > phrase a
> > > > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > > >
> > > > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 4x4 loop
> > > > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in the
> > > machine (
> > > > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > > >
> > > > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, filter, set
> > > the
> > > > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the front..
> > > >
> > > > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns for
> > > quick
> > > > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for live work
> > > >
> > > > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > > >
> > > > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, but
> > > after
> > > > awhile you see the glow :)
> > > >
> > > > > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples controlled and
> > > accessed?
> > > > > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for each bank
> > > to
> > > > > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How does this
> > > work on
> > > > > the rs?
> > > >
> > > > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, loops .. each
> > > with a
> > > > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity programming..
> > > > >
> > > > > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the rs to it.
> > > Im
> > > > > just curious.
> > > >
> > > > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the same size :)
> > > >
> > > > > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest in some
> > > kind of
> > > > > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. PLease
> > > rank them
> > > > > on a scale from 1-5.
> > > >
> > > > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary on this
> > > one
> > > > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started using mine
> > > i
> > > > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my os and it
> > > made
> > > > the world of difference..
> > > >
> > > > > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can bet Ill b
> > > > > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in advance.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > hope this helps
> > > >



> > > > +=haZy
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > > Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 weeks I
> > > should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. I can't
> > > wait!
> > >
> > > Talk to you then.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > 
> >
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > > 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > > 
> > > 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > > 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> > >
> > > 
> >
> ______________________________________________________________________
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > â ª Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > â ª To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > â ª Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service.
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
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> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14003|14003|2005-07-01 14:54:51|krnboysolo|QUESTIONS...|
Hello,

I was wondering what you guys thought about ths RS7000. Being a new
user of this machine, I just wanted to get a little feedback regarding
the performance. How is the learning curve? Are there any websites
that you recommend for tutorial?

Thank you
| 14004|14003|2005-07-01 17:17:40|Sawdust@NOVIA.NET|Re: QUESTIONS...|

> I was wondering what you guys thought about ths RS7000.  Being a
> new

> user of this machine, I just wanted to get a little feedback regarding
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> the performance.  How is the learning curve?  Are there any
> websites

> that you recommend for tutorial?

I am also new, both to the RS7K and sequencing in general.

So far I do like my RS, although I haven't fallen in love with it quite as 
hard as they promise me I eventually will!

I think the learning curve is a bit steep- especially if you're used to 
working on another machine. I had an RM1X and you'd think that would have 
been a good tutorial for the RS. And I guess it is. My problem has been that 
patterns and songs saved on the RM do not translate easilly or well to the RS 
and major restorative work is needed to recreate them.

That being said, once they are recreated they sound FABULOUS and simply BLOW 
THE RM1X away.

The vets here promise me I will love the RS once I get past my hang-ups w/ the 
RM transfers. I think they will be proven right.

Oh, and for websites, its this yahoogroup and of course www.rs7000.org.

Let me know how it goes!
Richard
krebsne
--------------------------------------------------
Novia Web Mail Interface http://webmail.novia.net/
| 14005|14003|2005-07-01 17:17:48|courtney baynes|Re: QUESTIONS...|
Whats Good?? 

Being bed ridden for a couple of weeks due to an accident, I have some time on my hands (I rarely get on the net these days) maybe I can answer your question. I actually
enjoy working with the rs7. I've used the MPC's, 1200, ASR's you name it,and I always find my way back to the rs7. I don't know if it's the intuitive design of how
everything functions,but it does wonders (for me @ least). I do know that the Motif's design is based off the rs7000 architecture (may I remind you that the Motif is a great
piece of gear,very popular). I think that says a lot. I actually released a well recieved album using the powerful rs7000. You could check it out at
http://www.atpent.net/mp3.htm I hope this helps you!........Good Luck!!

krnboysolo <solsonicsd@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hello,

I was wondering what you guys thought about ths RS7000. Being a new
user of this machine, I just wanted to get a little feedback regarding
the performance. How is the learning curve? Are there any websites
that you recommend for tutorial?

Thank you

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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---------------------------------

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Sports
Rekindle the Rivalries. Sign up for Fantasy Football

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14006|14006|2005-07-02 07:07:19|pnacinfo|Which hard drive should I use with the RS7K?|
Can someone post a link for me that would take me to a specific hard drive that would work?

Thank you.
| 14007|13973|2005-07-02 14:16:49|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: I got some questions.......|
Brooks Mosher wrote:

>zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
>sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> 
>

Almost :)

You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as 
otherwise they'll "click" when played.

More thorough?
http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html

Even more?
http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm

Ok, so long
wildemar
| 14008|13973|2005-07-03 23:24:53|Brooks Mosher|Re: I got some questions.......|
okay, i know why this is happening... i didn't upgrade to 1.2, duh!! 

man, i need some sleep... ;)

On 7/3/05, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> so, i just upgraded my OS to 1.14 and I thought you could hear the
> other tracks play while recording in Grid Mode. but it's not. i
> don't get it. how the hell do you do this? this is why i got the
> thing, so i could use the updated Grid Mode...
> 
> can anyone help me??
> 
> i wish this thing could punch in and out of Grid Record Mode on the
> fly and select different tracks while recording. that would be the
> shit. but *at least* i'd like to be able to hear the other tracks
> while recording a track in Grid Mode.
> 
> -Brooks
> 
> On 7/2/05, Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
> > Brooks Mosher wrote:
> >
> > >zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> > >sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> > >
> > >
> > Almost :)
> >
> > You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as
> > otherwise they'll "click" when played.
> >
> > More thorough?
> > http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html
> >
> > Even more?
> > http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm
> >
> > Ok, so long
> > wildemar
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
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> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> >
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> > ________________________________
> >
>

| 14009|13956|2005-07-03 23:25:22|tokyomatik2|Re: Noise on drum track|
actually i have the same problem, i mean that basicly, i can ear that 
kind of noisy high frequencie everytime i play a note and it sounds 
more clear especilly with the kick sounds
i don't know why but a week ago the sound was ok
did you find any possible solution?
let me know
rikk
| 14010|14010|2005-07-03 23:25:29|tokyomatik2|noisy high frequencies|
i have a problem with my rs 7000, 
there is a kind of noise coming out every time i play a note 
and i can ear it better when i play drum kits, especially the bassdrums
because it' s like an high frequencie added to the original sound
i tryed to to reset the machine pressing oct up oct dwn and store 
together, i went to system utility end everything was ok (master 
stereo out on 0db)so there is anybody here that knows what happned?
could be the battery?
please i think i need some help
| 14011|13973|2005-07-03 23:25:42|Brooks Mosher|Re: I got some questions.......|
so, i just upgraded my OS to 1.14 and I thought you could hear the
other tracks play while recording in Grid Mode. but it's not. i
don't get it. how the hell do you do this? this is why i got the
thing, so i could use the updated Grid Mode...

can anyone help me?? 

i wish this thing could punch in and out of Grid Record Mode on the
fly and select different tracks while recording. that would be the
shit. but *at least* i'd like to be able to hear the other tracks
while recording a track in Grid Mode.

-Brooks

On 7/2/05, Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
> Brooks Mosher wrote:
> 
> >zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> >sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> > 
> >
> Almost :)
> 
> You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as 
> otherwise they'll "click" when played.
> 
> More thorough?
> http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html
> 
> Even more?
> http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm
> 
> Ok, so long
> wildemar
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> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

| 14012|14003|2005-07-04 11:21:33|Brooks Mosher|Re: QUESTIONS...|
this thing is great. it's really intuitive. i had an RM1x for about
two weeks, sold it, got the RS, just updated the OS to 1.2, and it's
incredible. within 30 minutes i'm coming up with solid tracks. the
learning curve isn't bad at all. everything is laid out nicely, lots
of hands on control.... best hardware sequencer i've used.

On 7/1/05, Sawdust@novia.net <Sawdust@novia.net> wrote:
> 
> > I was wondering what you guys thought about ths RS7000.  Being a
> > new

> > user of this machine, I just wanted to get a little feedback regarding

> > the performance.  How is the learning curve?  Are there any
> > websites

> > that you recommend for tutorial?

> 
> I am also new, both to the RS7K and sequencing in general.
> 
> So far I do like my RS, although I haven't fallen in love with it quite as 
> hard as they promise me I eventually will!
> 
> I think the learning curve is a bit steep- especially if you're used to 
> working on another machine. I had an RM1X and you'd think that would have 
> been a good tutorial for the RS. And I guess it is. My problem has been
> that 
> patterns and songs saved on the RM do not translate easilly or well to the
> RS 
> and major restorative work is needed to recreate them.
> 
> That being said, once they are recreated they sound FABULOUS and simply BLOW
> THE RM1X away.
> 
> The vets here promise me I will love the RS once I get past my hang-ups w/
> the 
> RM transfers. I think they will be proven right.
> 
> Oh, and for websites, its this yahoogroup and of course www.rs7000.org.
> 
> Let me know how it goes!
> Richard
> krebsne
> --------------------------------------------------
> Novia Web Mail Interface http://webmail.novia.net/
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

| 14013|13973|2005-07-06 18:29:43|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: I got some questions.......|
Grid mode sucks balls man, get use to step mode. It has the best step mode out there. Once you get use to it, you wont go back. You can punch tracks in and out on step
mode I'm pretty sure while your recording or placeing notes notes. Just push the mute button and mute in and out, then back to I think the keys button, prob called
something else, the one that lets you play the keys as notes. Get use to it, its so much cooler knowing where your notes are rather then scrolling through them. You get
your grid in your LCD display and notes on that grid down on the keys. Easist ever!

Good Luck!

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sun, 3 Jul 2005 17:37:38 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: I got some questions.......

so, i just upgraded my OS to 1.14 and I thought you could hear the
other tracks play while recording in Grid Mode. but it's not. i
don't get it. how the hell do you do this? this is why i got the
thing, so i could use the updated Grid Mode...

can anyone help me?? 

i wish this thing could punch in and out of Grid Record Mode on the
fly and select different tracks while recording. that would be the
shit. but *at least* i'd like to be able to hear the other tracks
while recording a track in Grid Mode.

-Brooks

On 7/2/05, Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
> Brooks Mosher wrote:
> 
> >zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> >sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> > 
> >
> Almost :)
> 
> You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as 
> otherwise they'll "click" when played.
> 
> More thorough?
> http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html
> 
> Even more?
> http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm
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> 
> Ok, so long
> wildemar
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14014|13973|2005-07-07 06:52:13|Brooks Mosher|Re: I got some questions.......|
no way, grid mode is better. why do you think there's over 15 knobs
on this thing? because hands on is more intuitive. shit, with step
mode, you might as well be using Cubase on your computer (except you
only get a dinky little screen).

not to mention with v 1.2 you can punch in and out of record in grid
mode, change tracks on the fly, and mute and unmute tracks. use the
scan button to see where your notes are.

i dunno, at least for me, grid recording is better. ESPECIALLY for
drums and percussion. older analog sequencers and xox style Roland
machines have a more hands on intuitive feel you cannot get in a "step
mode"....

On 7/6/05, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> Grid mode sucks balls man, get use to step mode. It has the best step mode
> out there. Once you get use to it, you wont go back. You can punch tracks
> in and out on step mode I'm pretty sure while your recording or placeing
> notes notes. Just push the mute button and mute in and out, then back to I
> think the keys button, prob called something else, the one that lets you
> play the keys as notes. Get use to it, its so much cooler knowing where
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> your notes are rather then scrolling through them. You get your grid in
> your LCD display and notes on that grid down on the keys. Easist ever!
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sun, 3 Jul 2005 17:37:38 -0400
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: I got some questions.......
> 
> 
> so, i just upgraded my OS to 1.14 and I thought you could hear the
> other tracks play while recording in Grid Mode. but it's not. i
> don't get it. how the hell do you do this? this is why i got the
> thing, so i could use the updated Grid Mode...
> 
> can anyone help me?? 
> 
> i wish this thing could punch in and out of Grid Record Mode on the
> fly and select different tracks while recording. that would be the
> shit. but *at least* i'd like to be able to hear the other tracks
> while recording a track in Grid Mode.
> 
> -Brooks
> 
> On 7/2/05, Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
> > Brooks Mosher wrote:
> > 
> > >zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> > >sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> > > 
> > >
> > Almost :)
> > 
> > You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as 
> > otherwise they'll "click" when played.
> > 
> > More thorough?
> > http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html
> > 
> > Even more?
> > http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm
> > 
> > Ok, so long
> > wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > 
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > ________________________________
> >
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

| 14015|13044|2005-07-07 09:47:48|midinote2004|Setup|
I'm going to press my luck with this one but I'm looking for some one with the same setup that .

Of cource I have the RS. A tascam FW1884. And the EMU MP7. and sonar 4. 

I'm having midi problems. Can someone let me know if you have this setup please let me know so that you can walk me through the midi setup

Thanks
| 14016|14016|2005-07-08 17:00:00|chrisroyer2001|Files on SM card|
hey there
I have my songs and samples stored on a smart media card, i had to sell my 
rs7000 but i kept the memory card. When i try to upload them onto my Mac, i 
see file names ending in .R2A or .R3A or .R3S etc... But my Mac doesnt seem 
to recognize these formats. However i'd like to use my samples. Is that 
possible, how? Thanks.
| 14017|14016|2005-07-08 17:11:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: Files on SM card|
On Jul 8, 2005, at 6:59 PM, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> hey there
> I have my songs and samples stored on a smart media card, i had to 
> sell my
> rs7000 but i kept the memory card. When i try to upload them onto 
> my Mac, i
> see file names ending in .R2A or .R3A or .R3S etc... But my Mac 
> doesnt seem
> to recognize these formats. However i'd like to use my samples. Is 
> that
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> possible, how? Thanks.

Not without exporting them to .wav in the RS7000 first. You 
should've done that before selling the RS7000. The RS7000's files 
(.R2A/.R3A, .R2S/.R3S, .R2P/.R3P) are proprietary format files that 
can only be read by the RS7000. The .R3 files contain the samples, 
and the .R2 files the sequencer and setting data.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14018|14016|2005-07-08 17:41:12|chrisroyer2001|Re: Files on SM card|
Thanks for replying so fast and so precisely. So, does that mean that my only 
option is to get another RS7000 (rent it?...) to export my samples in .wav files 
if i want to use them in my Mac?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> On Jul 8, 2005, at 6:59 PM, chrisroyer2001 wrote:
> 
> > hey there
> > I have my songs and samples stored on a smart media card, i had to 
> > sell my
> > rs7000 but i kept the memory card. When i try to upload them onto 
> > my Mac, i
> > see file names ending in .R2A or .R3A or .R3S etc... But my Mac 
> > doesnt seem
> > to recognize these formats. However i'd like to use my samples. Is 
> > that
> > possible, how? Thanks.
> 
> Not without exporting them to .wav in the RS7000 first. You 
> should've done that before selling the RS7000. The RS7000's files 
> (.R2A/.R3A, .R2S/.R3S, .R2P/.R3P) are proprietary format files that 
> can only be read by the RS7000. The .R3 files contain the samples, 
> and the .R2 files the sequencer and setting data.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 14019|14016|2005-07-08 17:45:20|wasted/su700fan|Re: Files on SM card|
On Jul 8, 2005, at 7:38 PM, chrisroyer2001 wrote:

> Thanks for replying so fast and so precisely. So, does that mean 
> that my only
> option is to get another RS7000 (rent it?...) to export my samples 
> in .wav files
> if i want to use them in my Mac?

Pretty much. Unless you know another nearby friend who also has an 
RS7000 that you could go to their place/studio or borrow it for the 
day and do the conversion. Or find somebody on this list (or the 
RS7000.org forums) to email your RS7000 files to and export the .wav 
files for you, probably for a small fee, depending on how many RS7000 
files you have and how many samples are in them. Just some ideas to 
throw around. Good luck!!!

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14020|13973|2005-07-09 07:08:40|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: I got some questions.......|
To be honest, I've not used grid mode on the RS all that much to make an acurate comparison of how intuitive it really is, but if you compare it to x0x style and like that
style of programing, than maybe grid mode is not your cup tea. 

I have a tb-303 & an mc505 and man they are not even close to being intuitive as the RS7000 in my opinion. I think the RS's step mode originally came out of the QY
series which I have a QY70 too, and I've always wished more gear would take similar aproach with their step modes. Its what made the QY series as successfull as they
were as a compositional tool. I've used some gear that have step modes that just plain suck and don't compare to x0x style grid mode either, so I hope you're not thinking
its the same as those others, probably like what I'm doing by comparing the RS's grid mode to other x0x style gear without giving it much of shot.

Yeah, it probably just comes down to personal tastes on which you like best. My first and favorite sequencer was the QY70, so maybe I'm biased somewhat a bit toward
the same style of step sequencing. Wouldn't call it anything close to using linear based computer software, cut&pasteing and all that, but it is probably much closer than
anything else, and I don't see how that is a bad thing. I actually enjoy using the RS's step mode than software like QBase & Cakewalk etc. My biggest complaint is that
you can only go up to whole notes, extend the length to 200% which helps and is better then QYs ability there, but still sometimes I want to put longer notes in it. I dig
programing drums as well as synth parts in its step mode too, just as easy and rarely need a drum part to go over a quarter note anyway.

I do miss the 505's volume sliders the most not haveing any such thing on the RS.

Oh well, I'll be giveing its grid mode another chance soon. Until then its step mode still rules my sequencer world.
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Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 7 Jul 2005 08:44:09 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: I got some questions.......

no way, grid mode is better. why do you think there's over 15 knobs
on this thing? because hands on is more intuitive. shit, with step
mode, you might as well be using Cubase on your computer (except you
only get a dinky little screen).

not to mention with v 1.2 you can punch in and out of record in grid
mode, change tracks on the fly, and mute and unmute tracks. use the
scan button to see where your notes are.

i dunno, at least for me, grid recording is better. ESPECIALLY for
drums and percussion. older analog sequencers and xox style Roland
machines have a more hands on intuitive feel you cannot get in a "step
mode"....

On 7/6/05, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> Grid mode sucks balls man, get use to step mode. It has the best step mode
> out there. Once you get use to it, you wont go back. You can punch tracks
> in and out on step mode I'm pretty sure while your recording or placeing
> notes notes. Just push the mute button and mute in and out, then back to I
> think the keys button, prob called something else, the one that lets you
> play the keys as notes. Get use to it, its so much cooler knowing where
> your notes are rather then scrolling through them. You get your grid in
> your LCD display and notes on that grid down on the keys. Easist ever!
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sun, 3 Jul 2005 17:37:38 -0400
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: I got some questions.......
> 
> 
> so, i just upgraded my OS to 1.14 and I thought you could hear the
> other tracks play while recording in Grid Mode. but it's not. i
> don't get it. how the hell do you do this? this is why i got the
> thing, so i could use the updated Grid Mode...
> 
> can anyone help me?? 
> 
> i wish this thing could punch in and out of Grid Record Mode on the
> fly and select different tracks while recording. that would be the
> shit. but *at least* i'd like to be able to hear the other tracks
> while recording a track in Grid Mode.
> 
> -Brooks
> 
> On 7/2/05, Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
> > Brooks Mosher wrote:
> > 
> > >zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> > >sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> > > 
> > >
> > Almost :)
> > 
> > You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as 
> > otherwise they'll "click" when played.
> > 
> > More thorough?
> > http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html
> > 
> > Even more?
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> > http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm
> > 
> > Ok, so long
> > wildemar
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > 
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > ________________________________
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14021|14016|2005-07-09 10:26:32|Chris Dooley|Re: Files on SM card|
Actually I would be willing to do that out of the kindness of the heart if 
you have no other choice.....you'll have to 'send-it' the files over and 
I'll upload them and export them as wave [or format of your choice].

Don't say I've never gave you anything though...fofl....

d

________

Or find somebody on this list (or the RS7000.org forums) to email your 
RS7000 files to and export the .wav files for you, probably for a small 
fee, depending on how many RS7000 
files you have and how many samples are in them. Just some ideas to throw 
around. Good luck!!!

-- wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14022|13973|2005-07-09 15:32:36|Brooks Mosher|Re: I got some questions.......|
yeah the great thing about the RS is that if offers so many different
options for record mode. for drum tracks, grid mode is perfect, and
entering notes doesn't seem tedious at all. for so long i've used the
piano scroll in Cubase, entering notes with the mouse. now grid mode
on the RS feels like such a breeze.

for recording other parts i don't always like to use grid mode. 
instead i'd rather play parts in on the keyboard (not the RS's
keyboard, but an external controller or synth) in overdub rec mode.

as far as comparing it with "xox" style sequencers, i was thinking
more on the lines of the 808 and the 909. i use grid mode in the RS
to sequence the Jomox rack and it's f***ing great.

cheers!!!!!!!!!

On 7/9/05, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> To be honest, I've not used grid mode on the RS all that much to make an
> acurate comparison of how intuitive it really is, but if you compare it to
> x0x style and like that style of programing, than maybe grid mode is not
> your cup tea. 
> 
> I have a tb-303 & an mc505 and man they are not even close to being
> intuitive as the RS7000 in my opinion. I think the RS's step mode originally
> came out of the QY series which I have a QY70 too, and I've always wished
> more gear would take similar aproach with their step modes. Its what made
> the QY series as successfull as they were as a compositional tool. I've
> used some gear that have step modes that just plain suck and don't compare
> to x0x style grid mode either, so I hope you're not thinking its the same as
> those others, probably like what I'm doing by comparing the RS's grid mode
> to other x0x style gear without giving it much of shot.
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> 
> Yeah, it probably just comes down to personal tastes on which you like best.
> My first and favorite sequencer was the QY70, so maybe I'm biased somewhat
> a bit toward the same style of step sequencing. Wouldn't call it anything
> close to using linear based computer software, cut&pasteing and all that,
> but it is probably much closer than anything else, and I don't see how that
> is a bad thing. I actually enjoy using the RS's step mode than software
> like QBase & Cakewalk etc. My biggest complaint is that you can only go up
> to whole notes, extend the length to 200% which helps and is better then QYs
> ability there, but still sometimes I want to put longer notes in it. I dig
> programing drums as well as synth parts in its step mode too, just as easy
> and rarely need a drum part to go over a quarter note anyway.
> 
> I do miss the 505's volume sliders the most not haveing any such thing on
> the RS.
> 
> Oh well, I'll be giveing its grid mode another chance soon. Until then its
> step mode still rules my sequencer world.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thu, 7 Jul 2005 08:44:09 -0400
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: I got some questions.......
> 
> 
> no way, grid mode is better. why do you think there's over 15 knobs
> on this thing? because hands on is more intuitive. shit, with step
> mode, you might as well be using Cubase on your computer (except you
> only get a dinky little screen).
> 
> not to mention with v 1.2 you can punch in and out of record in grid
> mode, change tracks on the fly, and mute and unmute tracks. use the
> scan button to see where your notes are.
> 
> i dunno, at least for me, grid recording is better. ESPECIALLY for
> drums and percussion. older analog sequencers and xox style Roland
> machines have a more hands on intuitive feel you cannot get in a "step
> mode"....
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On 7/6/05, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> > Grid mode sucks balls man, get use to step mode. It has the best step
> mode
> > out there. Once you get use to it, you wont go back. You can punch
> tracks
> > in and out on step mode I'm pretty sure while your recording or placeing
> > notes notes. Just push the mute button and mute in and out, then back to
> I
> > think the keys button, prob called something else, the one that lets you
> > play the keys as notes. Get use to it, its so much cooler knowing where
> > your notes are rather then scrolling through them. You get your grid in
> > your LCD display and notes on that grid down on the keys. Easist ever!
> > 
> > Good Luck!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Sun, 3 Jul 2005 17:37:38 -0400
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: I got some questions.......
> > 
> > 
> > so, i just upgraded my OS to 1.14 and I thought you could hear the
> > other tracks play while recording in Grid Mode. but it's not. i
> > don't get it. how the hell do you do this? this is why i got the
> > thing, so i could use the updated Grid Mode...
> > 
> > can anyone help me?? 
> > 
> > i wish this thing could punch in and out of Grid Record Mode on the
> > fly and select different tracks while recording. that would be the
> > shit. but *at least* i'd like to be able to hear the other tracks
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> > while recording a track in Grid Mode.
> > 
> > -Brooks
> > 
> > On 7/2/05, Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:
> > > Brooks Mosher wrote:
> > > 
> > > >zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> > > >sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > Almost :)
> > > 
> > > You use zero crossings for start *and* end points of samples, as 
> > > otherwise they'll "click" when played.
> > > 
> > > More thorough?
> > > http://www.chellman.org/audio/zero_crossing.html
> > > 
> > > Even more?
> > > http://www.funk-station.co.uk/tutorials/zero/zero.htm
> > > 
> > > Ok, so long
> > > wildemar
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > > FAQ: 
> > >
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > > 
> > > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > 
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> > ________________________________
> >
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>
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| 14023|14016|2005-07-09 15:32:53|Brooks Mosher|Re: Files on SM card|
is there a utility program that will convert RS7000 samples to .wav
file? i thought there was one called AWAVE or something - you could
convert akai, roland, e-mu, probably Yamaha A series samples, etc.....

B

On 7/9/05, Chris Dooley <chris.dooley@usfood.com> wrote:
> Actually I would be willing to do that out of the kindness of the heart if 
> you have no other choice.....you'll have to 'send-it' the files over and 
> I'll upload them and export them as wave [or format of your choice].
> 
> Don't say I've never gave you anything though...fofl....
> 
> d
> 
> ________
> 
> Or find somebody on this list (or the RS7000.org forums) to email your 
> RS7000 files to and export the .wav files for you, probably for a small 
> fee, depending on how many RS7000 
> files you have and how many samples are in them. Just some ideas to throw 
> around. Good luck!!!
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

| 14024|14016|2005-07-10 04:56:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Files on SM card|
There is a yamaha studio mixer thingy that will convert these files, forget the name of it, not really necessary. Yes, if you find someone, even me if you have to, don't snail
mail the files, email them. I could convert the samples on my RS and post them on a private web page for you to d/l if you really need them that badly.

Like the other dude/person said, don't say I didn't do anything for you if you need this kind of help.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 9 Jul 2005 17:28:16 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Files on SM card

is there a utility program that will convert RS7000 samples to .wav
file? i thought there was one called AWAVE or something - you could
convert akai, roland, e-mu, probably Yamaha A series samples, etc.....

B
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On 7/9/05, Chris Dooley <chris.dooley@usfood.com> wrote:
> Actually I would be willing to do that out of the kindness of the heart if 
> you have no other choice.....you'll have to 'send-it' the files over and 
> I'll upload them and export them as wave [or format of your choice].
> 
> Don't say I've never gave you anything though...fofl....
> 
> d
> 
> ________
> 
> Or find somebody on this list (or the RS7000.org forums) to email your 
> RS7000 files to and export the .wav files for you, probably for a small 
> fee, depending on how many RS7000 
> files you have and how many samples are in them. Just some ideas to throw 
> around. Good luck!!!
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14025|14016|2005-07-10 14:09:42|versis82|Re: Files on SM card|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> Pretty much. Unless you know another nearby friend who also has an 
> RS7000 that you could go to their place/studio or borrow it for the 
> day and do the conversion.

There is (was) another way to get your samples: trying CoolEdit or
CoolEdit Pro (now called Adobe Audition). Unfortunately you can't
download the shareware version of it anymore since it was adobed =(.
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However, you can try another tool with such features and use the audio
editor you like most to extract the samples manually.
Load the .R3P file on the SM card. CoolEdit will ask you how to
interpret that file, choose "44100" as sample rate, "mono" for
channels and "16 bit" as resolution. After that, the program asks you
to specify the data format, choose "16 bit Motorola PCM (MSB,LSB)"
here and "0" as input offset (if necessary). then it will read all
your samples in one large audio part, but you can easily select every
single sample (the are separated by some very narrow peaks) and choose
File > Save Selection to store that sample on your hard drive. If you
used stereo samples, you may try to choose that instead of "mono".
i know that method isn't very automatic, but if you really need to get
those samples and you are used to cool edit it's a pretty fast way to do.
| 14026|14016|2005-07-11 10:46:07|chrisroyer2001|Re: Files on SM card|
Very cool of you to offer! Thanks. Now what do I do, I am guessing that the 
sample files are the ones ending in A, is that right? In which case I would 
simply email them to you? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Chris Dooley wrote:
> Actually I would be willing to do that out of the kindness of the heart if 
> you have no other choice.....you'll have to 'send-it' the files over and 
> I'll upload them and export them as wave [or format of your choice].
> 
> Don't say I've never gave you anything though...fofl....
> 
> d
> 
> ________
> 
> Or find somebody on this list (or the RS7000.org forums) to email your 
> RS7000 files to and export the .wav files for you, probably for a small 
> fee, depending on how many RS7000 
> files you have and how many samples are in them. Just some ideas to 
throw 
> around. Good luck!!!
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14027|14027|2005-07-13 19:38:22|Rob @ Lens Records|YAMAHA AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board|
Anyone know where I can get one of these? New, used - doesn't matter.

Thanks,

Robert Hyman

Lens Records
www.lensrecords.com
- Now available from your favorite digital download site!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14028|14027|2005-07-14 00:21:27|Christopher Layne|Re: YAMAHA AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board|
http://www.8thstreet.com

On Wed, Jul 13, 2005 at 07:45:26PM -0400, Rob @ Lens Records wrote:
> Anyone know where I can get one of these? New, used - doesn't matter.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Robert Hyman
> 
> Lens Records
> www.lensrecords.com
> - Now available from your favorite digital download site!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 14029|14029|2005-07-15 19:16:34|razorbreed_ad|Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
Hi everyone, I'm new to all this and have just bought a Yamaha A4k 
sampler. I have managed to import my samples into the sampler fine. 
I have saved them as a program on a volume for retrieval, fine. I 
can audition them all fine. I have then assigned a different sample 
to different keys via the A4k and tried to trigger those (vocal) 
samples with my sequencer. Now it all goes wrong ! I have arranged 
it so my sequencer will send A1 at bar 1 for 2 bars on channel 1, I 
have set the sample to respond to A1 on channel 1 but it is playing 
all wrong or even not at all. I'm not sure where I am going wrong, 
should the samples only be triggered at their original pitch  if I 
assign them to another note will that effect the pitch / timing of 
the sample, even though it is only assigned to that 1 note ? Should 
I have different samples in different programs or responding on 
different channels ? All these samples are film clip type vocal 
soundbytes, so I don't need them mapped across the keyboard, I 
thought it would be ideal to allocate them all different notes to be 
triggered from  have I got this completely arse about face ?

Thanks for your help

GD
| 14030|14027|2005-07-15 22:03:39|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|Re: YAMAHA AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board|
try AMS.com american musical supply, they have it 199.00

>From: "Rob @ Lens Records" <rob@lensrecords.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
>Subject: [RS7000] YAMAHA AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board
>Date: Wed, 13 Jul 2005 19:45:26 -0400
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14031|14031|2005-07-15 22:13:42|Wayne|RS7000 for sale in Australia|
RS7000 for sale in australia, in as new condition with box and manuals
| 14032|14031|2005-07-15 23:02:13|Anthony Smith|Re: RS7000 for sale in Australia|
Price ? 

On 7/16/05, Wayne <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au> wrote: 
> 
> RS7000 for sale in australia, in as new condition with box and manuals
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14033|14031|2005-07-16 00:49:46|++haZy|Re: RS7000 for sale in Australia|
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hey mate...

where in oz are you? i just freaked out when i saw who the message was 
from because im an anthony smith too :)

anthony

On 16/07/2005, at 2:30 PM, Anthony Smith wrote:

> Price ?
>
> On 7/16/05, Wayne <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au> wrote:
> >
> > RS7000 for sale in australia, in as new condition with box and 
> manuals
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14034|14031|2005-07-16 09:26:49|Anthony Smith|Re: RS7000 for sale in Australia|
Are you just pulling my leg ?
If not then it's got to be the co-incidence of the century !! So what's your 
middle name ? ....that would be too much if it was the same.
Anyhow, I'm in Kings Cross, Sydney.
Watching the Tour de France on SBS at all ? There's some RS7000 stuff used 
for the highlights show that I did.
Anthony
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On 7/16/05, ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com <http://hazyinseptember.com>> 
wrote: 

> 
> hey mate...
> 
> where in oz are you? i just freaked out when i saw who the message was
> from because im an anthony smith too :)
> 
> anthony
> 
> On 16/07/2005, at 2:30 PM, Anthony Smith wrote:
> 
> > Price ?
> >
> > On 7/16/05, Wayne <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au> wrote:
> > >
> > > RS7000 for sale in australia, in as new condition with box and
> > manuals
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > ▪ Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > ▪ To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > ▪ Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service.
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14035|14031|2005-07-16 09:27:17|Trent|Re: RS7000 for sale in Australia|
how much?

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Wayne 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2005 2:12 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 for sale in Australia

RS7000 for sale in australia, in as new condition with box and manuals

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.0.323 / Virus Database: 267.8.16/50 - Release Date: 15/07/2005

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14036|14029|2005-07-17 00:50:27|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
Don't know if anyone has responded to this yet, but I thought I'd let you in 
that this is a Yamaha RS7000 list if you didn't know already. Not too much 
knowledge I'd imagine on the A4k here. The RS7000 doesn't do section or 
keyboard part sampling in its sampler that it sounds like the A4k from what you 
say. It sounds like the A4k has a better sampler that is able to do samples 
in section parts. It may be just as simple as figuring out how it breaks 
those sections up. Try to assign each note its own section and sample is my best 
guess. It may be even doing some multitembral stuff where its putting 
multiple samples on one key, so like its velocity sensitive and kick in the second 
sample on the same not depending on how hard you push the keys on your 
board. See if there is a Kit mode option too and can assign each note an 
individual sample.
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Hope I just didn't confuse more, but my only other suggestion would be to 
get ahold of someone who has some experience on the A4k, maybe another forum 
somewhere specific to that unit.

Good Luck!

Zam

In a message dated 7/15/2005 7:18:17 P.M. Mountain Daylight Time, 
razor.breed@tesco.net writes:

Hi everyone, I'm new to all this and have just bought a Yamaha A4k 
sampler. I have managed to import my samples into the sampler fine. 
I have saved them as a program on a volume for retrieval, fine. I 
can audition them all fine. I have then assigned a different sample 
to different keys via the A4k and tried to trigger those (vocal) 
samples with my sequencer. Now it all goes wrong ! I have arranged 
it so my sequencer will send A1 at bar 1 for 2 bars on channel 1, I 
have set the sample to respond to A1 on channel 1 but it is playing 
all wrong or even not at all. I'm not sure where I am going wrong, 
should the samples only be triggered at their original pitch – if I 
assign them to another note will that effect the pitch / timing of 
the sample, even though it is only assigned to that 1 note ? Should 
I have different samples in different programs or responding on 
different channels ? All these samples are film clip type vocal 
soundbytes, so I don't need them mapped across the keyboard, I 
thought it would be ideal to allocate them all different notes to be 
triggered from – have I got this completely arse about face ?

Thanks for your help

GD 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14037|14029|2005-07-17 00:56:21|Dale Kay|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/YamahaA5000/join
and
ampfea.org see a -list

those two will give you the a4k info needed perhaps...

I am the list owner/moderator of the a5000 yahoo list... so you are most welcomed to step into there...

I have the A5000 and my band member just bought a A3000.

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Dbeam505@aol.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2005 11:50 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Probelms triggering samples with the A4K

Don't know if anyone has responded to this yet, but I thought I'd let you in 
that this is a Yamaha RS7000 list if you didn't know already. Not too much 
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knowledge I'd imagine on the A4k here. The RS7000 doesn't do section or 
keyboard part sampling in its sampler that it sounds like the A4k from what you 
say. It sounds like the A4k has a better sampler that is able to do samples 
in section parts. It may be just as simple as figuring out how it breaks 
those sections up. Try to assign each note its own section and sample is my best 
guess. It may be even doing some multitembral stuff where its putting 
multiple samples on one key, so like its velocity sensitive and kick in the second 
sample on the same not depending on how hard you push the keys on your 
board. See if there is a Kit mode option too and can assign each note an 
individual sample.

Hope I just didn't confuse more, but my only other suggestion would be to 
get ahold of someone who has some experience on the A4k, maybe another forum 
somewhere specific to that unit.

Good Luck!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14038|14031|2005-07-17 03:59:45|++haZy|Re: RS7000 for sale in Australia|
nah im dead serious :)

i do have an unusual middle name tho, so if by chance your middle name 
is victor i would certainly start to get worried :)

damn, i WAS watching the tour de france on and off.... not sure if i 
caught the highlights bit tho.. i do remember the music was quite nice 
tho..

im in brisbane now, but an ex melbourne boy... ( left about 5 years ago 
)

cheers :)

anthony

On 16/07/2005, at 4:57 PM, Anthony Smith wrote:

> Are you just pulling my leg ?
> If not then it's got to be the co-incidence of the century !! So 
> what's your
> middle name ? ....that would be too much if it was the same.
> Anyhow, I'm in Kings Cross, Sydney.
> Watching the Tour de France on SBS at all ? There's some RS7000 stuff 
> used
> for the highlights show that I did.
> Anthony
>
> On 7/16/05, ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com 
> <http://hazyinseptember.com>>
> wrote:
> >
> > hey mate...
> >
> > where in oz are you? i just freaked out when i saw who the message 
> was
> > from because im an anthony smith too :)
> >
> > anthony
> >
> > On 16/07/2005, at 2:30 PM, Anthony Smith wrote:
> >
> > > Price ?
> > >
> > > On 7/16/05, Wayne <whooyeahau@yahoo.com.au> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > RS7000 for sale in australia, in as new condition with box and
> > > manuals
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > > 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > > ▪ Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > >
> > > ▪ To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> > > ▪ Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service.
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14039|14029|2005-07-17 05:38:35|Paradigm|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
If you are talking about the Akai 4000,that sampler
and the Roland MV8000 are in another league.The
RS7000's direct comparison was the Akai 2000XL,Roland
909,and the Korg.If Yamaha re-released the RS7000 with
some major upgrades or made another sampler,they would
clean up.Something more like a combo of the A5000 and
the RS7000,with lots of RAM,Flash RAM,SCSI,8
I/O,EFX,DVD recordable drive,larger pads,and those
Yamaha filters....

--- Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> 
> Don't know if anyone has responded to this yet, but
> I thought I'd let you in 
> that this is a Yamaha RS7000 list if you didn't know
> already. Not too much 
> knowledge I'd imagine on the A4k here. The RS7000
> doesn't do section or 
> keyboard part sampling in its sampler that it sounds
> like the A4k from what you 
> say. It sounds like the A4k has a better sampler
> that is able to do samples 
> in section parts. It may be just as simple as
> figuring out how it breaks 
> those sections up. Try to assign each note its own
> section and sample is my best 
> guess. It may be even doing some multitembral
> stuff where its putting 
> multiple samples on one key, so like its velocity
> sensitive and kick in the second 
> sample on the same not depending on how hard you
> push the keys on your 
> board. See if there is a Kit mode option too and
> can assign each note an 
> individual sample.
> 
> Hope I just didn't confuse more, but my only other
> suggestion would be to 
> get ahold of someone who has some experience on the
> A4k, maybe another forum 
> somewhere specific to that unit.
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> In a message dated 7/15/2005 7:18:17 P.M. Mountain
> Daylight Time, 
> razor.breed@tesco.net writes:
> 
> Hi everyone, I'm new to all this and have just
> bought a Yamaha A4k 
> sampler. I have managed to import my samples into
> the sampler fine. 
> I have saved them as a program on a volume for
> retrieval, fine. I 
> can audition them all fine. I have then assigned a
> different sample 
> to different keys via the A4k and tried to trigger
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> those (vocal) 
> samples with my sequencer. Now it all goes wrong !
> I have arranged 
> it so my sequencer will send A1 at bar 1 for 2 bars
> on channel 1, I 
> have set the sample to respond to A1 on channel 1
> but it is playing 
> all wrong or even not at all. I'm not sure where I
> am going wrong, 
> should the samples only be triggered at their
> original pitch â  if I 
> assign them to another note will that effect the
> pitch / timing of 
> the sample, even though it is only assigned to that
> 1 note ? Should 
> I have different samples in different programs or
> responding on 
> different channels ? All these samples are film
> clip type vocal 
> soundbytes, so I don't need them mapped across the
> keyboard, I 
> thought it would be ideal to allocate them all
> different notes to be 
> triggered from â  have I got this completely arse
> about face ?
> 
> Thanks for your help
> 
> 
> 
> GD 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14040|14029|2005-07-17 16:33:45|Dale Kay|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
that would be a killer combo..

a5000 and rs7000 as one...
minus the problems of each...

what a dream...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Are you a musician that needs to promote yourself or tell everyone about your
musical event?
promotions_n_events-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
is designed just for this.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Paradigm 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2005 4:38 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Probelms triggering samples with the A4K
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If you are talking about the Akai 4000,that sampler
and the Roland MV8000 are in another league.The
RS7000's direct comparison was the Akai 2000XL,Roland
909,and the Korg.If Yamaha re-released the RS7000 with
some major upgrades or made another sampler,they would
clean up.Something more like a combo of the A5000 and
the RS7000,with lots of RAM,Flash RAM,SCSI,8
I/O,EFX,DVD recordable drive,larger pads,and those
Yamaha filters....

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14041|14041|2005-07-20 16:25:45|pnacinfo|Cheapest site on the net for Smart Media Cards and Smart Media Read|
Thanks!
| 14042|14042|2005-08-02 14:44:04|mcfly_85_marty|Just got my RS7k today. A few questions.|
I just got my RS7k today on ebay for $450US and after going over the 
manuals and FAQ on the net I still have a few questions. I come from a 
CPU/DAW sequencer background and have been using Reason almost 
exclusively for the past 5 years but feel that it is time to give my eyes a break 
from the computer screen. 

I once owned a QY70 but felt the sequencer was a pain to use so I am hoping 
the RS is different.

Sequencer Questions:

1.) Can I use the 16 white keys as a 16 step sequencer (old 808/909 style)? If 
so, can I have the 16 step loop and hear what I am doing while I select what 
notes/steps I want to turn on/off? For instance, do I have to select what notes I 
want and then press play and stop to change and add more or can does it 
work like the ReDrum in reason?

2.) Another form of sequencing that I would like to be able to do is set a loop 
point for a measure and while recording the measure is looped. Whatever I 
play is added and played back on each pass. 

How do i accomplish these types of sequencing?
| 14043|14042|2005-08-02 14:50:07|Brooks Mosher|Re: Just got my RS7k today. A few questions.|
wow, you got a good deal!! :)

On 8/2/05, mcfly_85_marty <tricmh@bellsouth.net> wrote:
> 
> I just got my RS7k today on ebay for $450US and after going over the 
> manuals and FAQ on the net I still have a few questions. I come from a 
> CPU/DAW sequencer background and have been using Reason almost 
> exclusively for the past 5 years but feel that it is time to give my eyes a
> break 
> from the computer screen. 
> 
> I once owned a QY70 but felt the sequencer was a pain to use so I am hoping 
> the RS is different.
> 
> Sequencer Questions:
> 
> 1.) Can I use the 16 white keys as a 16 step sequencer (old 808/909 style)?
> If 
> so, can I have the 16 step loop and hear what I am doing while I select what
> notes/steps I want to turn on/off? For instance, do I have to select what
> notes I 
> want and then press play and stop to change and add more or can does it 
> work like the ReDrum in reason?
> 
> 2.) Another form of sequencing that I would like to be able to do is set a
> loop 
> point for a measure and while recording the measure is looped. Whatever I 
> play is added and played back on each pass. 
> 
> How do i accomplish these types of sequencing?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment 
> Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> ________________________________
>

| 14044|14042|2005-08-02 18:12:46|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Just got my RS7k today. A few questions.|
-----Original Message-----
From: mcfly_85_marty <tricmh@bellsouth.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 02 Aug 2005 20:00:23 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Just got my RS7k today. A few questions.

>I just got my RS7k today on ebay for $450US and after going over the 
>manuals and FAQ on the net I still have a few questions. I come from a 
>CPU/DAW sequencer background and have been using Reason almost 
>exclusively for the past 5 years but feel that it is time to give my eyes a 
>break 
>from the computer screen.

You probably outbid me on that one, good deal, but I'm in no rush to own my second one.

>I once owned a QY70 but felt the sequencer was a pain to use so I am hoping 
>the RS is different.

Its very much the same, I actually found the QY70 to be the best sequencer ever to work with, it just lacked a few things that the RS has which make it much greater in
some other areas.

>Sequencer Questions:

>1.) Can I use the 16 white keys as a 16 step sequencer (old 808/909 style)? If 
>so, can I have the 16 step loop and hear what I am doing while I select what 
>notes/steps I want to turn on/off? For instance, do I have to select what notes 
>I 
>want and then press play and stop to change and add more or can does it 
>work like the ReDrum in reason?

Yes its called grid mode, you add and remove notes while it plays or not. I prefere step mode though.

>2.) Another form of sequencing that I would like to be able to do is set a loop 
>point for a measure and while recording the measure is looped. Whatever I 
>play is added and played back on each pass.

Not sure that is possible like that, I think it has punch points but I've never worked with those. I work with patterns then chain then convert to song. The patterns loop fine.

>How do i accomplish these types of sequencing?

On the RS7000 silly!

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor --------------------~--> 
http://us.ard.yahoo.com/SIG=12h961hfh/M=362335.6886442.7839733.3022183/D=grplch/S=1705032144:TM/Y=YAHOO/EXP=1123022644/A=2894366/R=0/SIG=138c78jl6/*http://www.networ
source=YAHOO&cmpgn=GRP&RTP=http://groups.yahoo.com/">Click 
Here!">What would our lives be like without music, 
dance, and theater? Donate or volunteer in the arts today at Network for 
Good.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------~-> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14045|14042|2005-08-03 10:58:05|mcfly_85_marty|Re: Just got my RS7k today. A few questions.|
Thanks guys. I got home last night and had an hour to sit down with it. I only 
had a few minutes to fool around with it the first night and could not even 
figure out how to get to the screen to change the sounds and was 
discouraged that the learning curve might be too steep but after sitting down 
with it last night I was already sequencing and figuring out many cool things. 

I can tell that this is going to be one of those things where I learn something 
new every time I use it. i must say that I think I was wrong about the learning 
curve. I don't have a manual so I will download one today and get back down 
to business when I get home tonight.

Thanks for the help and I look forward to discussing more with you guys in the 
future/
| 14046|14042|2005-08-03 14:46:10|++haZy|Re: Just got my RS7k today. A few questions.|
acutally i hated my rs7k when i first got it, found the learning curve 
to be huge..

but after about 2-3 weeks of fooling with it i learned to love its cold 
heart ;)

best bet is to get the quickstart guide off the yamaha site, the manual 
contains everything you need but its not always very easy to 
find/understand..

On 03/08/2005, at 10:46 PM, mcfly_85_marty wrote:

>
>
> Thanks guys. I got home last night and had an hour to sit down with 
> it. I only
> had a few minutes to fool around with it the first night and could 
> not even
> figure out how to get to the screen to change the sounds and was
> discouraged that the learning curve might be too steep but after 
> sitting down
> with it last night I was already sequencing and figuring out many 
> cool things.
>
> I can tell that this is going to be one of those things where I learn 
> something
> new every time I use it. i must say that I think I was wrong about 
> the learning
> curve. I don't have a manual so I will download one today and get 
> back down
> to business when I get home tonight.
>
> Thanks for the help and I look forward to discussing more with you 
> guys in the
> future/
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14047|14047|2005-08-04 09:38:37|mcfly_85_marty|Question about looping|
Ok, so I've got the grid sequencing thing down but now I want to play back, for 
example, a measure, and loop that measure while I go through different 
instrument sounds and play (not record) a part while the measure is looped. 

Thanks for helping me get through the initial learning curve. Once I learn the 
basic operation I feel that I should be able to pick up other things rather 
quickly.
| 14048|14047|2005-08-07 11:01:52|wasted/su700fan|Re: Question about looping|
On Aug 4, 2005, at 9:47 AM, mcfly_85_marty wrote:

> Ok, so I've got the grid sequencing thing down but now I want to 
> play back, for
> example, a measure, and loop that measure while I go through different
> instrument sounds and play (not record) a part while the measure 
> is looped.
>
> Thanks for helping me get through the initial learning curve. Once 
> I learn the
> basic operation I feel that I should be able to pick up other 
> things rather
> quickly.

If you just want to audition different patches/sounds just go into 
the standard playback mode & hit Play on the sequencer to start 
playback of your already grid-recorded phrase. Then select which 
track you wish to use for your next step (i.e. Track Select button 
whilst choosing one of the 16 track buttons to select the appropriate 
2nd track), hit the Keyboard button to use the mini keyboard for 
playing notes, hit the Mixer button once to get to the Voice Select 
screen, then use the F3 knob below the display to switch patches, 
playing notes on the mini keyboard as you like. When you hit a sound 
you like, you can record it into the next Phrase on the Track you 
selected by going into Record mode.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14049|14049|2005-08-11 22:08:00|mcfly_85_marty|SCSI to USB only $70.00. Does it work?|
I was looking for a SCSI card for my cpu when I saw this. Does it work
with the rs7k?

http://www.tigerdirect.com/applications/SearchTool
s/item-details.asp?EdpNo=414784&sku=C184-1040
| 14050|14050|2005-08-13 06:28:52|lpeciura@takas.lt|song volume|
Hi,can I adjust volume for each song in RS7000 as I can do on my QY700?
Thanks
Linas

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14051|14049|2005-08-14 14:37:58|wasted/su700fan|Re: SCSI to USB only $70.00. Does it work?|
On Aug 11, 2005, at 10:42 PM, mcfly_85_marty wrote:

> I was looking for a SCSI card for my cpu when I saw this. Does it work
> with the rs7k?
>
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> http://www.tigerdirect.com/applications/SearchTool
> s/item-details.asp?EdpNo=414784&sku=C184-1040

I haven't tried one personally but I don't believe it would work on 
the RS7000 because it would need drivers for the device built into 
the OS (which would be the case with WinXP or Mac OSX, as it would 
probably act as a class-compliant drive). I think somebody else on 
this list (or the Forums at www.rs7000.org) reported not having much 
success trying to get something similar to this to work. Good luck 
if you do try. Please let us know how it turns out.

Also, please search the archives here and at the www.rs7000.org 
Forums, as I could well be wrong. My memory is quite foggy on the 
subject, as it was tried over a year ago or so.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14052|14029|2005-08-15 06:45:21|razorbreed_ad|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
Guys yuor own frontpage mentions the Yamaha a4000 as part of your 
discussion group ! I may be bit soft in the head but I didn't think 
I was daft enough to join a group that nothing to do with the 
question I was asking. Anyway thanks for the replies.
Nefilim

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "razorbreed_ad" 
wrote:

> Hi everyone, I'm new to all this and have just bought a Yamaha A4k 
> sampler. I have managed to import my samples into the sampler 

fine. 

> I have saved them as a program on a volume for retrieval, fine. I 
> can audition them all fine. I have then assigned a different 

sample 

> to different keys via the A4k and tried to trigger those (vocal) 
> samples with my sequencer. Now it all goes wrong ! I have arranged 
> it so my sequencer will send A1 at bar 1 for 2 bars on channel 1, 

I 

> have set the sample to respond to A1 on channel 1 but it is 

playing 

> all wrong or even not at all. I'm not sure where I am going wrong, 
> should the samples only be triggered at their original pitch  if 

I 

> assign them to another note will that effect the pitch / timing of 
> the sample, even though it is only assigned to that 1 note ? 

Should 

> I have different samples in different programs or responding on 
> different channels ? All these samples are film clip type vocal 
> soundbytes, so I don't need them mapped across the keyboard, I 
> thought it would be ideal to allocate them all different notes to 

be 

> triggered from  have I got this completely arse about face ?
> 
> Thanks for your help
> 
> 
> 
> GD

| 14053|14029|2005-08-15 06:52:58|wasted/su700fan|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
On Aug 15, 2005, at 5:51 AM, razorbreed_ad wrote:

> Guys yuor own frontpage mentions the Yamaha a4000 as part of your
> discussion group ! I may be bit soft in the head but I didn't think
> I was daft enough to join a group that nothing to do with the
> question I was asking. Anyway thanks for the replies.
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> Nefilim

Sorry Nefilim our front page mentions we welcome discussions with 
other Yamaha samplers and sequencers but over the last 4 years the 
group has been in existence 99% of the discussion has been with the 
RS7000. There is an a-list (a3000-5000) over at www.ampfea.org where 
the members there are much more knowledgeable on the rack samplers 
Yamaha has. I'm not sure if it gets as much traffic as it used to in 
the late 90's/early 2000's but you might want to join and post your 
questions there. The group might appreciate your wake-up call. :D

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14054|14029|2005-08-15 14:41:44|Dale Kay (Inquisitor Betrayer)|Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K|
and
YamahaA5000-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

which I am the moderator for it...

but the sign post does has this
"Description The RS7K.ORG website and this group are designed to create a dialogue for users of the Yamaha RS7000. Share ideas, tips, songs, patterns and technical
problems related to the Yamaha RS7000. 

Discuss anything related to the RS7000, and it's siblings: MOTIF, RM1X, QY700, QY70, QY100, A3000, A4000, A5000, SU700, and SU200." 

The a-list at ampfea is a great place as well. 

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2005 5:52 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Probelms triggering samples with the A4K

On Aug 15, 2005, at 5:51 AM, razorbreed_ad wrote:

> Guys yuor own frontpage mentions the Yamaha a4000 as part of your
> discussion group ! I may be bit soft in the head but I didn't think
> I was daft enough to join a group that nothing to do with the
> question I was asking. Anyway thanks for the replies.
> Nefilim

Sorry Nefilim our front page mentions we welcome discussions with 
other Yamaha samplers and sequencers but over the last 4 years the 
group has been in existence 99% of the discussion has been with the 
RS7000. There is an a-list (a3000-5000) over at www.ampfea.org where 
the members there are much more knowledgeable on the rack samplers 
Yamaha has. I'm not sure if it gets as much traffic as it used to in 
the late 90's/early 2000's but you might want to join and post your 
questions there. The group might appreciate your wake-up call. :D

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14055|14050|2005-08-16 18:48:52|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: song volume|
Not sure anyone answered this yet and I'm not quite on the ball here as I use to be, but anyway... I don't think the RS7000 has an over all volume setting that is stored with
a song. That may have to be done on a track by track basis on each song. Otherwise, there is a regular old volume knob toward the top that can be adjusted whenever you
feel like it.

Zam 8^)

-----Original Message-----
From: lpeciura@takas.lt
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 13 Aug 2005 13:37:31 +0300
Subject: [RS7000] song volume

Hi,can I adjust volume for each song in RS7000 as I can do on my QY700?
Thanks
Linas

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------ Yahoo! Groups Sponsor --------------------~--> 
http://us.ard.yahoo.com/SIG=12hc5a3sp/M=362335.6886442.7839733.3022183/D=grplch/S=1705032144:TM/Y=YAHOO/EXP=1123943334/A=2894366/R=0/SIG=138c78jl6/*http://www.networ
source=YAHOO&cmpgn=GRP&RTP=http://groups.yahoo.com/">Click 
Here!">What would our lives be like without music, 
dance, and theater? Donate or volunteer in the arts today at Network for 
Good.
--------------------------------------------------------------------~-> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14056|14056|2005-08-18 17:34:47|mcfly_85_marty|RS7k .midnam file for ProTools|
Anyone have one? If so please email to tricmh@bellsouth.net

Thanks
| 14057|14057|2005-08-20 08:19:24|BILL CUMMINGS|Prime NYC Small Personal Recording Studio Available|
Sorry for the bandwidth here,
I thought someone on this list might be interested: this is a great 
opportunity for someone :-)

Prime NYC Small Personal Recording Studio Available for Direct Lease 850 SF
Floated Control Room (12' X 17'), Floated Iso-Booth (7' X 11'), Reception
Area Central AC - Track Lighting - Fully Iso-Transformered Hospital Grounds 
&
CAT-5 Throughout Top Floor Of The Neighborhoods Most Desirable Commercial 
Building
In The Heart of New York's Fashionable Flatiron District, Near Park &
Subways Great North Light All Day Long + A Direct View Of The Empire State 
Building

Long Term Direct Lease w/ Building Owner: $3200 Monthly
Contact me directly for more details BILL CUMMINGS (OWNER) (tel) 
212-661-6805, xt 21
(e-mail) billcumm@jhmanage.com
| 14058|14058|2005-08-22 12:22:59|Steve Cooke|Obituary for Bob Moog|
This posting is not strictly within the group's remit, but I think
that everyone on this list owes a debt of gratitude to Bob Moog. We
wouldn't be here talking about synthesizers, sequencers and the like
at all without his contribution to the development of music
technology.

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

From the BBC News website at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/4696651.stm

OBITUARY: ROBERT MOOG

Dr Robert Moog, the inventor of the electronic synthesiser, has died
of brain cancer aged 71.
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His synthesiser, which bears his name, revolutionised music from the
1960s onwards, and was used by bands like the Beatles and the Doors.

Today, the electronic manipulation of sound is a ubiquitous feature of
popular music. This was not always the case, and Moog was one of the
pivotal pioneers of synthesised sound.

His instruments transformed pop music during that most revolutionary
and experimental of times, the 1960s.

Born in the New York City suburb of Queens in 1934, Robert Moog - the
name rhymes with "vogue" - became fascinated with electronics as a
child.

The Minimoog
The Minimoog proved popular among 'progressive' rockers

Aged just 14, and encouraged by his father, George, Moog built his
first electronic instrument, a theremin.

In 1954, Moog - then 19 - and his father, started their own company,
RA Moog, selling theremin kits, price $49.95 by mail order, from their
home.

Alongside his hobby, Moog was studying hard. From the Bronx High
School of Science, he went on to Queens College, before graduating in
electrical engineering at Columbia University and earning a doctorate
in engineering physics at Cornell.

Although RCA had already built a musical synthesiser, it was a vast
beast, and never intended for sale.

Frank Zappa
Frank Zappa was a Moog fan
What Moog did, in 1964, was to produce and market a practical
instrument, a small keyboard synth which could be used with relative
ease.

"I didn't know what the hell I was doing," Moog later recalled. "I was
doing this thing to have a good time, then all of a sudden someone's
saying to me, 'I'll take one of those and two of that.' That's how I
got into business."

Hollywood soon expressed an interest, but it was Wendy Carlos' 1968
Grammy-winning album, Switched-On Bach, which brought the Moog
synthesiser to spectacular prominence.

Before long many musicians and groups, including the Doors, the
Grateful Dead, the Rolling Stones and the Beatles, were using Moog
synthesisers.

But the boom days were not to last. Even though the Minimoog, a
stripped-down version of the original instrument and beloved by
artists like Rick Wakeman, made waves when it came out in 1970, the
writing was on the wall.

Robert Moog
Moog was always fascinated by electronics
With interest in purely electronic sound falling, and huge competition
from other synthesiser manufacturers, most notably ARP Instruments and
Electronic Music Studios, the bottom fell out of the market.

"Suddenly we went from a nine-month or a year backlog to having no
backlog and no orders," Moog said. "I ran out of money at the
beginning of 1971."

He sold a controlling interest in his struggling company and, more
important, rights to the Moog Music name to a venture capitalist.

In 1978, he started a new company, Big Briar, building custom
instruments and sound-effect boxes.

Even so, many musicians, including Brian Eno, Frank Zappa, The Cure
and Fat Boy Slim, sought the Moog sound, keeping it alive, even as
analogue synthesisers were wiped-out by their digital cousins.

After a lengthy legal battle, Moog reclaimed the rights to the Moog
brand in 2002 and began selling instruments bearing his name for the
first time in more than two decades.
| 14059|14058|2005-08-22 14:56:54|courtney baynes|Re: Obituary for Bob Moog|



Thanks for the info..... May God Hold Him Dearly.

Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:This posting is not strictly within the group's remit, but I think
that everyone on this list owes a debt of gratitude to Bob Moog. We
wouldn't be here talking about synthesizers, sequencers and the like
at all without his contribution to the development of music
technology.

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

From the BBC News website at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/4696651.stm

OBITUARY: ROBERT MOOG

Dr Robert Moog, the inventor of the electronic synthesiser, has died
of brain cancer aged 71.

His synthesiser, which bears his name, revolutionised music from the
1960s onwards, and was used by bands like the Beatles and the Doors.

Today, the electronic manipulation of sound is a ubiquitous feature of
popular music. This was not always the case, and Moog was one of the
pivotal pioneers of synthesised sound.

His instruments transformed pop music during that most revolutionary
and experimental of times, the 1960s.

Born in the New York City suburb of Queens in 1934, Robert Moog - the
name rhymes with "vogue" - became fascinated with electronics as a
child.

The Minimoog
The Minimoog proved popular among 'progressive' rockers

Aged just 14, and encouraged by his father, George, Moog built his
first electronic instrument, a theremin.

In 1954, Moog - then 19 - and his father, started their own company,
RA Moog, selling theremin kits, price $49.95 by mail order, from their
home.

Alongside his hobby, Moog was studying hard. From the Bronx High
School of Science, he went on to Queens College, before graduating in
electrical engineering at Columbia University and earning a doctorate
in engineering physics at Cornell.

Although RCA had already built a musical synthesiser, it was a vast
beast, and never intended for sale.

Frank Zappa
Frank Zappa was a Moog fan
What Moog did, in 1964, was to produce and market a practical
instrument, a small keyboard synth which could be used with relative
ease.

"I didn't know what the hell I was doing," Moog later recalled. "I was
doing this thing to have a good time, then all of a sudden someone's
saying to me, 'I'll take one of those and two of that.' That's how I
got into business."

Hollywood soon expressed an interest, but it was Wendy Carlos' 1968
Grammy-winning album, Switched-On Bach, which brought the Moog
synthesiser to spectacular prominence.

Before long many musicians and groups, including the Doors, the
Grateful Dead, the Rolling Stones and the Beatles, were using Moog
synthesisers.

But the boom days were not to last. Even though the Minimoog, a
stripped-down version of the original instrument and beloved by
artists like Rick Wakeman, made waves when it came out in 1970, the
writing was on the wall.

Robert Moog
Moog was always fascinated by electronics
With interest in purely electronic sound falling, and huge competition
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from other synthesiser manufacturers, most notably ARP Instruments and
Electronic Music Studios, the bottom fell out of the market.

"Suddenly we went from a nine-month or a year backlog to having no
backlog and no orders," Moog said. "I ran out of money at the
beginning of 1971."

He sold a controlling interest in his struggling company and, more
important, rights to the Moog Music name to a venture capitalist.

In 1978, he started a new company, Big Briar, building custom
instruments and sound-effect boxes.

Even so, many musicians, including Brian Eno, Frank Zappa, The Cure
and Fat Boy Slim, sought the Moog sound, keeping it alive, even as
analogue synthesisers were wiped-out by their digital cousins.

After a lengthy legal battle, Moog reclaimed the rights to the Moog
brand in 2002 and began selling instruments bearing his name for the
first time in more than two decades.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14060|14060|2005-08-22 14:57:27|Chris Dooley|moog dies|
RALEIGH, North Carolina (AP) -- Robert A. Moog, whose self-named 
synthesizers turned electric currents into sound and opened the musical 
wave that became electronica, has died. He was 71.
http://www.cnn.com/2005/TECH/08/22/moog.obit.ap/index.html 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14061|14058|2005-08-22 17:16:56|Paradigm|Re: Obituary for Bob Moog|
Yes..Thanks also for that info.I wish his family the
best,and his extended family,who still love analog
synthesis,will miss him.We all owe those pioneers much
credit.

--- courtney baynes <cb11212@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Thanks for the info..... May God Hold Him Dearly.
> 
> Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:This posting
> is not strictly within the group's remit, but I
> think
> that everyone on this list owes a debt of gratitude
> to Bob Moog. We
> wouldn't be here talking about synthesizers,
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> sequencers and the like
> at all without his contribution to the development
> of music
> technology.
> 
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
> 
> 
> 
> From the BBC News website at
>

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/4696651.stm

> 
> 
> OBITUARY: ROBERT MOOG
> 
> Dr Robert Moog, the inventor of the electronic
> synthesiser, has died
> of brain cancer aged 71.
> 
> His synthesiser, which bears his name,
> revolutionised music from the
> 1960s onwards, and was used by bands like the
> Beatles and the Doors.
> 
> Today, the electronic manipulation of sound is a
> ubiquitous feature of
> popular music. This was not always the case, and
> Moog was one of the
> pivotal pioneers of synthesised sound.
> 
> His instruments transformed pop music during that
> most revolutionary
> and experimental of times, the 1960s.
> 
> Born in the New York City suburb of Queens in 1934,
> Robert Moog - the
> name rhymes with "vogue" - became fascinated with
> electronics as a
> child.
> 
> The Minimoog
> The Minimoog proved popular among 'progressive'
> rockers
> 
> Aged just 14, and encouraged by his father, George,
> Moog built his
> first electronic instrument, a theremin.
> 
> In 1954, Moog - then 19 - and his father, started
> their own company,
> RA Moog, selling theremin kits, price $49.95 by mail
> order, from their
> home.
> 
> Alongside his hobby, Moog was studying hard. From
> the Bronx High
> School of Science, he went on to Queens College,
> before graduating in
> electrical engineering at Columbia University and
> earning a doctorate
> in engineering physics at Cornell.
> 
> Although RCA had already built a musical
> synthesiser, it was a vast
> beast, and never intended for sale.
> 
> Frank Zappa
> Frank Zappa was a Moog fan
> What Moog did, in 1964, was to produce and market a
> practical
> instrument, a small keyboard synth which could be
> used with relative
> ease.
> 
> "I didn't know what the hell I was doing," Moog
> later recalled. "I was
> doing this thing to have a good time, then all of a
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> sudden someone's
> saying to me, 'I'll take one of those and two of
> that.' That's how I
> got into business."
> 
> Hollywood soon expressed an interest, but it was
> Wendy Carlos' 1968
> Grammy-winning album, Switched-On Bach, which
> brought the Moog
> synthesiser to spectacular prominence.
> 
> Before long many musicians and groups, including the
> Doors, the
> Grateful Dead, the Rolling Stones and the Beatles,
> were using Moog
> synthesisers.
> 
> But the boom days were not to last. Even though the
> Minimoog, a
> stripped-down version of the original instrument and
> beloved by
> artists like Rick Wakeman, made waves when it came
> out in 1970, the
> writing was on the wall.
> 
> Robert Moog
> Moog was always fascinated by electronics
> With interest in purely electronic sound falling,
> and huge competition
> from other synthesiser manufacturers, most notably
> ARP Instruments and
> Electronic Music Studios, the bottom fell out of the
> market.
> 
> "Suddenly we went from a nine-month or a year
> backlog to having no
> backlog and no orders," Moog said. "I ran out of
> money at the
> beginning of 1971."
> 
> He sold a controlling interest in his struggling
> company and, more
> important, rights to the Moog Music name to a
> venture capitalist.
> 
> In 1978, he started a new company, Big Briar,
> building custom
> instruments and sound-effect boxes.
> 
> Even so, many musicians, including Brian Eno, Frank
> Zappa, The Cure
> and Fat Boy Slim, sought the Moog sound, keeping it
> alive, even as
> analogue synthesisers were wiped-out by their
> digital cousins.
> 
> After a lengthy legal battle, Moog reclaimed the
> rights to the Moog
> brand in 2002 and began selling instruments bearing
> his name for the
> first time in more than two decades.
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14062|14062|2005-08-23 18:49:33|dirtybeatzproductions|i just bought one and have a few questions?|
First i would just like to say hello i am upgrading from the su700 
which i loved. I need to know the follwing bc i just bought one and it 
wont be here till friday. How is timestretch on it? What is the max 
size smartmedia card you can use in it? How good is the waveform 
editor? Is it as good as everyone says? I constantly see this thing 
rated 9 out of 10 everywhere. Thanks for any help guys.
| 14063|14063|2005-08-24 21:32:48|dirtybeatzproductions|anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
just wondering i see alot of videos for akai products and roland but i 
looked and could not find a video or dvd owners manual for this just 
wondering if anyone has shot there own tutorial video or know of any 
thanks.
| 14064|14062|2005-08-25 11:34:04|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: i just bought one and have a few questions?|
I'm a bit lazy here, I admit, but maybe read the FAQ (see bottom of this 
message) first ... that might help. But I'll try lazily answering your 
questions:

dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

>How is timestretch on it? 
>

Dunno, havnt used it much and in a while. Gets the job done. Yeah, 
really helpfull I know, but tell you what: If you like it, its good :) 
You already bought it, so you have it @ your disposal (soon), be it good 
or not.

>What is the max size smartmedia card you can use in it?
>

I guess its about 3.7 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm.
And 128 Megs, but I'm not shure.

>How good is the waveform editor?
>

TWE? Cant speak from experience, but basic for a pc software i believe.
Internal? Basic++, but allright for its job.

>Is it as good as everyone says? I constantly see this thing 
>rated 9 out of 10 everywhere.
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>

Well, lies. The RS actually sucks. Everyone on this list already sold it.

Come to think of it, its probably the last hardware seq you'll ever own.

How's that for confusion? ;)

Have fun with it, I'm shure you will.

>Thanks for any help guys.
> 
>

Anytime :)
bye, Wildemar
| 14065|14062|2005-08-25 14:30:31|jason rodgers|Re: i just bought one and have a few questions?|
wow ..... i had the su700 and heard it was a step up so i guess ill have to see for myself. Should be here friday. Ive had everything from mpcs to korg sampler / sequencers
and my fav so far has been the su700 so i have faith in the rs7000. Thanks .....

Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de> wrote:I'm a bit lazy here, I admit, but maybe read the FAQ (see bottom of this 
message) first ... that might help. But I'll try lazily answering your 
questions:

dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

>How is timestretch on it? 
>

Dunno, havnt used it much and in a while. Gets the job done. Yeah, 
really helpfull I know, but tell you what: If you like it, its good :) 
You already bought it, so you have it @ your disposal (soon), be it good 
or not.

>What is the max size smartmedia card you can use in it?
>

I guess its about 3.7 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm.
And 128 Megs, but I'm not shure.

>How good is the waveform editor?
>

TWE? Cant speak from experience, but basic for a pc software i believe.
Internal? Basic++, but allright for its job.

>Is it as good as everyone says? I constantly see this thing 
>rated 9 out of 10 everywhere.
>

Well, lies. The RS actually sucks. Everyone on this list already sold it.

Come to think of it, its probably the last hardware seq you'll ever own.

How's that for confusion? ;)

Have fun with it, I'm shure you will.

>Thanks for any help guys.
> 
>

Anytime :)
bye, Wildemar
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14066|14063|2005-08-26 16:14:57|wasted/su700fan|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
On Aug 24, 2005, at 8:46 PM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> just wondering i see alot of videos for akai products and roland but i
> looked and could not find a video or dvd owners manual for this just
> wondering if anyone has shot there own tutorial video or know of any
> thanks.

Yamaha hasn't officially produced one for the RS7000, although I 
believe they did for the Motif line of synths. Maybe another user 
might've done a video tutorial, dunno? If you're at all familiar 
with the way the RM1x's sequencer works, the RS7000 is just a 
slightly expanded in functionality version of the RM1x's sequencer.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14067|14063|2005-08-26 16:35:36|jason rodgers|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
ive never used the rmx1 im actually upping from the su700 ive had it for i day now and im getting the hang of it but to see a tutorial would help things along greatly.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Aug 24, 2005, at 8:46 PM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> just wondering i see alot of videos for akai products and roland but i
> looked and could not find a video or dvd owners manual for this just
> wondering if anyone has shot there own tutorial video or know of any
> thanks.

Yamaha hasn't officially produced one for the RS7000, although I 
believe they did for the Motif line of synths. Maybe another user 
might've done a video tutorial, dunno? If you're at all familiar 
with the way the RM1x's sequencer works, the RS7000 is just a 
slightly expanded in functionality version of the RM1x's sequencer.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14068|14063|2005-08-26 16:58:13|wasted/su700fan|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
On Aug 26, 2005, at 6:23 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> ive never used the rmx1 im actually upping from the su700 ive had 
> it for i day now and im getting the hang of it but to see a 
> tutorial would help things along greatly.

Welcome from the SU700 group to the RS7000 group Jason. I'm the 
Owner/Moderator of both, so I saw your transfer a few days ago. :D

First things first, follow the tutorial near the beginning of the 
RS7000's manual. It's overly simplistic, but it will give you a few 
ideas of how the RS7000's features work. Also, you will need to give 
yourself quite a bit of time to work with it to fully understand the 
power underneath the hood. I noticed you only joined the SU700 group 
about a month ago (dunno how long you owned the SU700 before joining 
the group), but with any Yamaha gear (and even other manufacturer's 
gear), you really need to sit down for quite a few hours several 
times a week for a month or so to dig deep into it. Don't be so 
hasty rushing to find the latest & greatest, all powerful gear 
thinking it'll be your wonder, hit-making machine. True inspiration 
comes from within, and without that, no matter how powerful the gear 
you use, the results will show otherwise. Even the lowliest, out-of- 
date gear from the 80's can make great music if you know what to do 
with it.

Sorry for the preaching. :| Just trying to say don't keep upgrading 
unless you really need the new gear to fill some void. The RS7k is 
more than enough to keep you busy for awhile. ;)

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14069|14063|2005-08-26 17:52:58|jason rodgers|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
i orignally was going to keep the su700 because i love the machine but after 2 months of searching i could not find the asib1 scsi expansion baord and although i am a
patiant man i can only take so many floppys so this has a scsi and smartmedia reader in it so it will be my final upgrade. I got it about 7 hours ago and have not put it
down. I see why it gets a 10 everywhere i read about it. My one confusion is when sampling in sometimes the samples go to the velocity pads and sometimes they get
spread across the board im not sure how to select which i want yet? In the su700 you just touched the pad you wanted the sample to go to. Also is there a way to change
what sounds are on the veloicity pads? This thing would be a perfect 10 if the other pads were just a touch bigger and rubber but i give it a solid 9. Thanks.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Aug 26, 2005, at 6:23 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> ive never used the rmx1 im actually upping from the su700 ive had 
> it for i day now and im getting the hang of it but to see a 
> tutorial would help things along greatly.

Welcome from the SU700 group to the RS7000 group Jason. I'm the 
Owner/Moderator of both, so I saw your transfer a few days ago. :D

First things first, follow the tutorial near the beginning of the 
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RS7000's manual. It's overly simplistic, but it will give you a few 
ideas of how the RS7000's features work. Also, you will need to give 
yourself quite a bit of time to work with it to fully understand the 
power underneath the hood. I noticed you only joined the SU700 group 
about a month ago (dunno how long you owned the SU700 before joining 
the group), but with any Yamaha gear (and even other manufacturer's 
gear), you really need to sit down for quite a few hours several 
times a week for a month or so to dig deep into it. Don't be so 
hasty rushing to find the latest & greatest, all powerful gear 
thinking it'll be your wonder, hit-making machine. True inspiration 
comes from within, and without that, no matter how powerful the gear 
you use, the results will show otherwise. Even the lowliest, out-of- 
date gear from the 80's can make great music if you know what to do 
with it.

Sorry for the preaching. :| Just trying to say don't keep upgrading 
unless you really need the new gear to fill some void. The RS7k is 
more than enough to keep you busy for awhile. ;)

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14070|14063|2005-08-26 18:23:25|wasted/su700fan|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
On Aug 26, 2005, at 7:49 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> i orignally was going to keep the su700 because i love the machine 
> but after 2 months of searching i could not find the asib1 scsi 
> expansion board and although i am a patient man i can only take so 
> many floppys so this has a scsi and smartmedia reader in it so it 
> will be my final upgrade. I got it about 7 hours ago and have not 
> put it down. I see why it gets a 10 everywhere i read about it. My 
> one confusion is when sampling in sometimes the samples go to the 
> velocity pads and sometimes they get spread across the board im not 
> sure how to select which i want yet? In the su700 you just touched 
> the pad you wanted the sample to go to. Also is there a way to 
> change what sounds are on the velocity pads? This thing would be a 
> perfect 10 if the other pads were just a touch bigger and rubber 
> but i give it a solid 9. Thanks.
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I was just teasing about the gear switching. :D It was a lot easier 
to find the ASIB1 SCSI board back in 1999/2000 when the SU700's were 
still new on the market. I special ordered mine from Guitar Center 
shortly after getting the SU700 back then. I also used to see them 
on ZZounds, 8thstreet, and other music gear web sites a couple years 
ago.

You have to go into the Mixer section and choose your sample bank & 
type (Common, Local sample) and then in the Sampling Setup page you 
choose the type of sampling (Pitch, Kit, Kit+Note, Slice+Seq) before 
actually doing the sampling. That determines the way the sample is 
laid out in the system. See chapter 5 in the manual (The Sampling 
Mode) for all the details.

One major gripe about the 2 velocity pads is there is no way to set 
the sensitivity level for them. So if you plan on using them as 
velocity pads you'll be pounding them pretty hard to get a decent 
velocity out of them. Regarding assigning the pads to certain notes 
on the RS7k's keyboard, the top of page 19 explains that procedure 
(play the appropriate key on the RS7k's mini-keyboard you want 
assigned to the pad while holding the [TAP] button and the 
appropriate pad to be assigned to.) The pads themselves don't have 
individual samples on them like the SU700. The RS7k mainly inherited 
the Scenes and Markers and basic Phrase Sampling features from the 
SU700. The sequencer is RM1x, along with the TG (more improved and 
larger than the RM1x), with some of the A3000-A5000 sampler line 
Effects thrown in and Pitch sampling added for good measure.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14071|14063|2005-08-26 18:39:24|jason rodgers|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
im glad i spent the money on it ( 550 in great condition ) its a good update to the su700 and i hated my mpc's . Im just going to spend alot of time getting to kow this thing
so i can use it to its full potiental now. I guess my last question would be i see it has user presets so can you build a kit out of your own samples save it and load it each
time? Thanks for the help.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Aug 26, 2005, at 7:49 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> i orignally was going to keep the su700 because i love the machine 
> but after 2 months of searching i could not find the asib1 scsi 
> expansion board and although i am a patient man i can only take so 
> many floppys so this has a scsi and smartmedia reader in it so it 
> will be my final upgrade. I got it about 7 hours ago and have not 
> put it down. I see why it gets a 10 everywhere i read about it. My 
> one confusion is when sampling in sometimes the samples go to the 
> velocity pads and sometimes they get spread across the board im not 
> sure how to select which i want yet? In the su700 you just touched 
> the pad you wanted the sample to go to. Also is there a way to 
> change what sounds are on the velocity pads? This thing would be a 
> perfect 10 if the other pads were just a touch bigger and rubber 
> but i give it a solid 9. Thanks.

I was just teasing about the gear switching. :D It was a lot easier 
to find the ASIB1 SCSI board back in 1999/2000 when the SU700's were 
still new on the market. I special ordered mine from Guitar Center 
shortly after getting the SU700 back then. I also used to see them 
on ZZounds, 8thstreet, and other music gear web sites a couple years 
ago.

You have to go into the Mixer section and choose your sample bank & 
type (Common, Local sample) and then in the Sampling Setup page you 
choose the type of sampling (Pitch, Kit, Kit+Note, Slice+Seq) before 
actually doing the sampling. That determines the way the sample is 
laid out in the system. See chapter 5 in the manual (The Sampling 
Mode) for all the details.

One major gripe about the 2 velocity pads is there is no way to set 
the sensitivity level for them. So if you plan on using them as 
velocity pads you'll be pounding them pretty hard to get a decent 
velocity out of them. Regarding assigning the pads to certain notes 
on the RS7k's keyboard, the top of page 19 explains that procedure 
(play the appropriate key on the RS7k's mini-keyboard you want 
assigned to the pad while holding the [TAP] button and the 
appropriate pad to be assigned to.) The pads themselves don't have 
individual samples on them like the SU700. The RS7k mainly inherited 
the Scenes and Markers and basic Phrase Sampling features from the 
SU700. The sequencer is RM1x, along with the TG (more improved and 
larger than the RM1x), with some of the A3000-A5000 sampler line 
Effects thrown in and Pitch sampling added for good measure.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net


-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

---------------------------------
Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14072|14063|2005-08-26 18:47:50|wasted/su700fan|Re: anyone have videos for the rs or know if there are any to buy?|
On Aug 26, 2005, at 8:31 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> im glad i spent the money on it ( 550 in great condition ) its a 
> good update to the su700 and i hated my mpc's . Im just going to 
> spend alot of time getting to kow this thing so i can use it to its 
> full potiental now. I guess my last question would be i see it has 
> user presets so can you build a kit out of your own samples save it 
> and load it each time? Thanks for the help.

Yep. Once your kit is ready to go, just save an ALL file (.R2A/.R3A) 
to your SmartMedia card or SCSI drive with the name AUTOLD_1 and when 
you turn on the machine it'll look for that file while starting up 
and load it up, including samples. You can also have some Styles/ 
Songs/Pattern Chains stored in the ALL file (that's what an ALL save 
does: save everything, including settings).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14073|14073|2005-08-26 19:58:41|dirtybeatzproductions|Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
these are the things i would like to see changed.

1. rubber and bigger pads.

2. all velocity sensitive.

3. full waveform editor.

4. count down when sampling so you can see the time you have used 
like the su700.

5. additional upgrade of sounds using there roms.
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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6. i liked the ribbon control of the su700 should of left it.

7. some way to let you assign samples by choosing your pad instead 
of note. ( if your like me you dont know f from a f# )

8. compact flash reader instead of smart media.

Those are the major changes i would like to see what do you guys 
want in it? If they released a rs9000?
| 14074|14073|2005-08-26 20:43:03|++haZy|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
chooseable effects on each of the 3 knobs.. i dont always want a delay 
and reverb... but i might like a compressor , a ringmod and a temp 
delay :)

being able to feed stuff in thru the line in and use effects on it ( ah 
la korg es-1 ) not just the master effects..

sd card instead of flash card

otherwise im very happy with it :) i dont need rubber pads or waveform 
editors..

On 27/08/2005, at 11:53 AM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> these are the things i would like to see changed.
>
> 1. rubber and bigger pads.
>
> 2. all velocity sensitive.
>
> 3. full waveform editor.
>
> 4. count down when sampling so you can see the time you have used
> like the su700.
>
> 5. additional upgrade of sounds using there roms.
>
> 6. i liked the ribbon control of the su700 should of left it.
>
> 7. some way to let you assign samples by choosing your pad instead
> of note. ( if your like me you dont know f from a f# )
>
> 8. compact flash reader instead of smart media.
>
> Those are the major changes i would like to see what do you guys
> want in it? If they released a rs9000?
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000
> Electronic payment
> Electronic test equipment
> Guitar synthesizer
> Voice synthesizer
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
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>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14075|14075|2005-08-28 10:11:42|dirtybeatzproductions|anyone have the expansion board they are willing to sell?|
im looking for the expansion board and it is unavailiable anywhere to 
my knowledge so if anyone has one on there rs and would like to sell 
it please drop me a line.
| 14076|14076|2005-08-29 07:51:15|kal1mar1|RS7000 grid edit|
Hi,

I was considering purchasing an RM1X to run my Yamaha A3000 sampler,
until I came across the following website
(http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/faq.htm), which mentioned that
the RM1X cannot monitor other tracks in Grid Edit - boo!

Does the RS7000 suffer from the same oversight?

Does anyone here use the RS7000 with their A series sampler - if so
how do you find it?

Thanks all
| 14077|14076|2005-08-29 09:13:12|Paradigm|Re: RS7000 grid edit|
Interesting question,about the Rs7000 mated with an A
series sampler.From what I understood,the filters on
those samplers were off the hook.

--- kal1mar1 <simon@novinyl.net> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I was considering purchasing an RM1X to run my
> Yamaha A3000 sampler,
> until I came across the following website
> (http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/faq.htm),
> which mentioned that
> the RM1X cannot monitor other tracks in Grid Edit -
> boo!
> 
> Does the RS7000 suffer from the same oversight?
> 
> Does anyone here use the RS7000 with their A series
> sampler - if so
> how do you find it?
> 
> Thanks all
> 
> 
> 

____________________________________________________
Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14078|14073|2005-08-29 11:19:25|Paradigm|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
For the Yamaha RS9000...
1)Larger and better LCD screen,ribbon controller
2)Larger pads,velocity sensitive
3)More modular,with Firewire,USB2.0,at least 4-8
analogue outs,able to pass external signals thru the
machine,with digital in/out,Midi in/outs/thru
4)Capability of about 1Gb of RAM,and able to dump data
and music onto rewriteable dvds...

stuff like that...SCSI?I dunno about messing with
that.Computers seem to love their Firewire..

--- ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com> wrote:

> chooseable effects on each of the 3 knobs.. i dont
> always want a delay 
> and reverb... but i might like a compressor , a
> ringmod and a temp 
> delay :)
> 

http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/faq.htm)
mailto:simon@novinyl.net
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> being able to feed stuff in thru the line in and use
> effects on it ( ah 
> la korg es-1 ) not just the master effects..
> 
> sd card instead of flash card
> 
> otherwise im very happy with it :) i dont need
> rubber pads or waveform 
> editors..
> 
> 
> On 27/08/2005, at 11:53 AM, dirtybeatzproductions
> wrote:
> 
> > these are the things i would like to see changed.
> >
> > 1. rubber and bigger pads.
> >
> > 2. all velocity sensitive.
> >
> > 3. full waveform editor.
> >
> > 4. count down when sampling so you can see the
> time you have used
> > like the su700.
> >
> > 5. additional upgrade of sounds using there roms.
> >
> > 6. i liked the ribbon control of the su700 should
> of left it.
> >
> > 7. some way to let you assign samples by choosing
> your pad instead
> > of note. ( if your like me you dont know f from a
> f# )
> >
> > 8. compact flash reader instead of smart media.
> >
> > Those are the major changes i would like to see
> what do you guys
> > want in it? If they released a rs9000?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:Â  
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000
> > Electronic payment
> > Electronic test equipment
> > Guitar synthesizer
> > Voice synthesizer
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > â ª Â Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > Â 
> > â ª Â To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > Â RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > Â 
> > â ª Â Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
> the Yahoo! Terms of 
> > Service.

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

____________________________________________________
Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14079|14076|2005-08-29 15:48:46|su700fan|Re: RS7000 grid edit|

> --- kal1mar1 wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I was considering purchasing an RM1X to run my
> > Yamaha A3000 sampler,
> > until I came across the following website
> > (http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/faq.htm),
> > which mentioned that
> > the RM1X cannot monitor other tracks in Grid Edit -
> > boo!
> > 
> > Does the RS7000 suffer from the same oversight?

Not since OS 1.2 (1.22 is the latest). That was one of the items on 
the wishlist that Yamaha did listen to us and fix it.

--wasted/su700fan
| 14080|14073|2005-08-29 21:14:34|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
Yeah that's called MOTIF ES. (Except for the pads)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm wrote:
> For the Yamaha RS9000...
> 1)Larger and better LCD screen,ribbon controller
> 2)Larger pads,velocity sensitive
> 3)More modular,with Firewire,USB2.0,at least 4-8
> analogue outs,able to pass external signals thru the
> machine,with digital in/out,Midi in/outs/thru
> 4)Capability of about 1Gb of RAM,and able to dump data
> and music onto rewriteable dvds...
> 
> stuff like that...SCSI?I dunno about messing with
> that.Computers seem to love their Firewire..
>

| 14081|14073|2005-08-29 22:29:12|Paradigm|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
You know what Dave?You have a point there..lol..I
forgot all about the Motif,somehow,and I guess you
could always hook up some pads to that and go to
work.Come to think of it,I heard your name somewhere
before,in dj circles,yet I cannot recall
where/when.You know,us djs have to keep a close ear to
the ground...

--- dj Dave Jumpers <jumpers@djdavejumpers.com> wrote:

> Yeah that's called MOTIF ES. (Except for the pads)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm
> wrote:
> > For the Yamaha RS9000...
> > 1)Larger and better LCD screen,ribbon controller
> > 2)Larger pads,velocity sensitive
> > 3)More modular,with Firewire,USB2.0,at least 4-8
> > analogue outs,able to pass external signals thru
> the
> > machine,with digital in/out,Midi in/outs/thru
> > 4)Capability of about 1Gb of RAM,and able to dump
> data
> > and music onto rewriteable dvds...
> > 

http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
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> > stuff like that...SCSI?I dunno about messing with
> > that.Computers seem to love their Firewire..
> > 
> 
> 
> 

____________________________________________________
Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14082|14076|2005-08-30 06:00:17|kal1mar1|Re: RS7000 grid edit|
Thanks - that's good news. All I need to do now is locate an RS7000 in
the UK with the V1.22 software...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
> > --- kal1mar1 wrote:
> > 
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I was considering purchasing an RM1X to run my
> > > Yamaha A3000 sampler,
> > > until I came across the following website
> > > (http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/faq.htm),
> > > which mentioned that
> > > the RM1X cannot monitor other tracks in Grid Edit -
> > > boo!
> > > 
> > > Does the RS7000 suffer from the same oversight?
> 
> Not since OS 1.2 (1.22 is the latest). That was one of the items on 
> the wishlist that Yamaha did listen to us and fix it.
> 
> --wasted/su700fan

| 14083|14073|2005-08-30 06:00:17|dj Dave Jumpers|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
Maybe here:

http://myspace.com/davejumpers

4 Drum and Bass Tracks. The RS7000 is my main sequencer. These come
from my latest LivePA set.

Bass is from Waldorf microQ.
And other synth sources.

cheers
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm wrote:
> You know what Dave?You have a point there..lol..I
> forgot all about the Motif,somehow,and I guess you
> could always hook up some pads to that and go to
> work.Come to think of it,I heard your name somewhere
> before,in dj circles,yet I cannot recall
> where/when.You know,us djs have to keep a close ear to
> the ground...

| 14084|14076|2005-08-30 06:03:19|joerg piringer|Re: RS7000 grid edit|
you can update the software yourself.
you only need a smartmedia card writer and a smartmedia card.

joerg

kal1mar1 wrote:

> Thanks - that's good news. All I need to do now is locate an RS7000 in
> the UK with the V1.22 software...
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
> 
>>>--- kal1mar1 wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>>Hi,
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>>>>
>>>>I was considering purchasing an RM1X to run my
>>>>Yamaha A3000 sampler,
>>>>until I came across the following website
>>>>(http://www.markarber.freeserve.co.uk/faq.htm),
>>>>which mentioned that
>>>>the RM1X cannot monitor other tracks in Grid Edit -
>>>>boo!
>>>>
>>>>Does the RS7000 suffer from the same oversight?
>>
>>Not since OS 1.2 (1.22 is the latest). That was one of the items on 
>>the wishlist that Yamaha did listen to us and fix it.
>>
>>--wasted/su700fan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

-- 
http://joerg.piringer.net
http://www.transacoustic-research.com
http://www.iftaf.org
http://www.vegetableorchestra.org/
| 14085|14076|2005-08-30 06:05:07|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 grid edit|
On Aug 30, 2005, at 4:34 AM, kal1mar1 wrote:

> Thanks - that's good news. All I need to do now is locate an RS7000 in
> the UK with the V1.22 software...

You don't even need to find one with the latest OS installed. Just 
download it off the Yamaha site, extract the .PGM file to your 
SmartMedia card, and follow the instructions listed in the included 
PDF file to install it. With the RS7000 Yamaha wisely decided to 
allow the OS to be updated via flashing the EPROM instead of having 
to pull a ROM chip and replace it like with the RM1x/SU700.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14086|14073|2005-08-30 06:09:40|++haZy|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
if you REALLY really wanted more velocity senstive large pads couldnt 
you just set up a microkontrol or something.. ?

On 30/08/2005, at 4:30 PM, dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> Maybe here:
>
> http://myspace.com/davejumpers
>
> 4 Drum and Bass Tracks. The RS7000 is my main sequencer. These come
> from my latest LivePA set.
>
> Bass is from Waldorf microQ.
> And other synth sources.
>
> cheers
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> -Dave-
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm wrote:
> > You know what Dave?You have a point there..lol..I
> > forgot all about the Motif,somehow,and I guess you
> > could always hook up some pads to that and go to
> > work.Come to think of it,I heard your name somewhere
> > before,in dj circles,yet I cannot recall
> > where/when.You know,us djs have to keep a close ear to
> > the ground...
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14087|14076|2005-08-31 06:23:28|kal1mar1|Re: RS7000 grid edit|
I don't expect there'll be any more OS updates, but it is good to see
that the RS has such flexibility, which has enabled so many
improvements to gride edit, extra filters etc...

I'll have to find a SmartMedia floppy disk adaptor (in case mine is
not updated to V1.22). I've done a bit of research and prices vary
quite a bit in the UK, has anyone bought one? Is there anyhting to
look out for/avoid in a SmartMedia floppy disk adaptor?

ALSO: I just wanted to check... is it possible to use grid edit to
program basslines with gate length overlap for legato/slide effects on
a monophonic voice? It seems possible from the manual, but I own a
XL-7 which does NOT allow this - doh! - it max gate length is 100%!!

Thanks again

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> On Aug 30, 2005, at 4:34 AM, kal1mar1 wrote:
> 
> > Thanks - that's good news. All I need to do now is locate an RS7000 in
> > the UK with the V1.22 software...
> 
> You don't even need to find one with the latest OS installed. Just 
> download it off the Yamaha site, extract the .PGM file to your 
> SmartMedia card, and follow the instructions listed in the included 
> PDF file to install it. With the RS7000 Yamaha wisely decided to 
> allow the OS to be updated via flashing the EPROM instead of having 
> to pull a ROM chip and replace it like with the RM1x/SU700.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 14088|14076|2005-08-31 19:19:39|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 grid edit|
On Aug 31, 2005, at 4:13 AM, kal1mar1 wrote:

> I don't expect there'll be any more OS updates, but it is good to see
> that the RS has such flexibility, which has enabled so many
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> improvements to gride edit, extra filters etc...
>
> I'll have to find a SmartMedia floppy disk adaptor (in case mine is
> not updated to V1.22). I've done a bit of research and prices vary
> quite a bit in the UK, has anyone bought one? Is there anyhting to
> look out for/avoid in a SmartMedia floppy disk adaptor?
>
> ALSO: I just wanted to check... is it possible to use grid edit to
> program basslines with gate length overlap for legato/slide effects on
> a monophonic voice? It seems possible from the manual, but I own a
> XL-7 which does NOT allow this - doh! - it max gate length is 100%!!
>
> Thanks again

If you can, try to find a USB/USB2 multi-card reader/writer that can 
work with SmartMedia, CompactFlash, and other types. It'll be much 
faster than a floppy adapter (assuming your computer isn't so old it 
doesn't have USB on it).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14089|14073|2005-09-01 08:53:23|dirtybeatzproductions|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
i just bought the trigger finger from m audio to midi into it even 
though its not giving me the velocity sen i wanted the pads are 
better to lay drums with and i just go in and change the groove of 
the song later. Im shooting it all into nuendo as midi then thinning 
out veloicity or whatever with there presets the laying down the 
audio so its all working out fine. Thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> if you REALLY really wanted more velocity senstive large pads 
couldnt 
> you just set up a microkontrol or something.. ?
> 
> 
> On 30/08/2005, at 4:30 PM, dj Dave Jumpers wrote:
> 
> > Maybe here:
> >
> > http://myspace.com/davejumpers
> >
> > 4 Drum and Bass Tracks. The RS7000 is my main sequencer. These 
come
> > from my latest LivePA set.
> >
> > Bass is from Waldorf microQ.
> > And other synth sources.
> >
> > cheers
> > -Dave-
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm 
wrote:
> > > You know what Dave?You have a point there..lol..I
> > > forgot all about the Motif,somehow,and I guess you
> > > could always hook up some pads to that and go to
> > > work.Come to think of it,I heard your name somewhere
> > > before,in dj circles,yet I cannot recall
> > > where/when.You know,us djs have to keep a close ear to
> > > the ground...
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:Â  
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
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> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > â ª Â Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > Â 
> > â ª Â To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > Â RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > Â 
> > â ª Â Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! 
Terms of 
> > Service.
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14090|14090|2005-09-01 08:53:30|dirtybeatzproductions|Tone gen upgrades?|
Has anyone figured out if you can get the yamaha roms to work in the 
rs7000 anyway? This would have been a nice feature to have to upgrade 
the sounds. I know i could go purchase a rack peice like the motif but 
i would really like to have 1 main peice of gear that i could knock 
out tracks with. Thanks.
| 14091|14091|2005-09-01 13:12:00|dirtybeatzproductions|recording directly into the rs?|
I have a song built up i just want to add drums but i dont want to use 
midi i just want to play them live onto a track is this possible. I am 
using a dr 202 out to the ins of the rs. I know i could record them as 
a sample and assign that to a track but the beat does not play when 
you record samples so kinda hard to keep on treack.
| 14092|14092|2005-09-01 18:49:24|ilovemy808|Removing unused samples from a style|
I remember reading in the manual at some point about a job that will remove unused 
samples from a style before saving to minimize file size... and now with a full smartcard 
can't find it anywhere... anyone know how to do this?

cheers, Tony
| 14093|14090|2005-09-01 19:06:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: Tone gen upgrades?|
On Sep 1, 2005, at 10:36 AM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> Has anyone figured out if you can get the yamaha roms to work in the
> rs7000 anyway? This would have been a nice feature to have to upgrade
> the sounds. I know i could go purchase a rack peice like the motif but
> i would really like to have 1 main peice of gear that i could knock
> out tracks with. Thanks.

Unfortunately the OS and the hardware don't have that capability 
built into them. I agree with what you're saying though. Dunno 
where the cards would fit inside the RS7000 if you have the AIEB2 I/O 
board installed though, since it's pretty tight in there afterwards.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14094|14091|2005-09-01 19:07:51|wasted/su700fan|Re: recording directly into the rs?|
On Sep 1, 2005, at 12:51 PM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> I have a song built up i just want to add drums but i dont want to use
> midi i just want to play them live onto a track is this possible. I am
> using a dr 202 out to the ins of the rs. I know i could record them as
> a sample and assign that to a track but the beat does not play when
> you record samples so kinda hard to keep on treack.

If you want the audio recorded from the DR202 into the RS7000 you 
will need to sample it. The RS7000 does not function like a hard 
disc recorder (like the Yamaha AW16G is or the Roland VS-series).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14095|14090|2005-09-01 21:58:21|jason rodgers|Re: Tone gen upgrades?|
Ahh theres always room for more soounds , i think emu was the only company that made roms for there tabletop modules.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Sep 1, 2005, at 10:36 AM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> Has anyone figured out if you can get the yamaha roms to work in the
> rs7000 anyway? This would have been a nice feature to have to upgrade
> the sounds. I know i could go purchase a rack peice like the motif but
> i would really like to have 1 main peice of gear that i could knock
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> out tracks with. Thanks.

Unfortunately the OS and the hardware don't have that capability 
built into them. I agree with what you're saying though. Dunno 
where the cards would fit inside the RS7000 if you have the AIEB2 I/O 
board installed though, since it's pretty tight in there afterwards.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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| 14096|14096|2005-09-02 08:48:18|dirtybeatzproductions|having a really hard time sampling in kits|
I dont know notes so to me the c note on this might as well be the f 
note. Does anyone have a simple way to assign samples to pads when 
sampling so you know where they are going to be when building a kit. 
thanks.
| 14097|14097|2005-09-03 13:50:42|wiggy_gru|WHat Problem the RS7000 has brought you??|
You knwo im planning on buying one but i dont know if its a trustable
unit and can take heavy beating while gigging or touring. it is an
awful amount of money to spend on this unit and i im buying ti from
somebody that has no warranty for it. so would you post the physical
problems it can cause or the durability problems the unit has caused
in the past? thank you
| 14098|14096|2005-09-03 17:59:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: having a really hard time sampling in kits|
On Sep 2, 2005, at 10:17 AM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> I dont know notes so to me the c note on this might as well be the f
> note. Does anyone have a simple way to assign samples to pads when
> sampling so you know where they are going to be when building a kit.
> thanks.

I don't read/know musical notes that much better myself but if you're 
building a kit all you need to do is remember where you loaded your 
last sample to (say C -2) and then keep building the kit by placing 
the next sample just 1 note higher (i.e. C# -2). Turn the knob to 
select which note you want to place the current sample on and as you 
turn it you'll see the note #'s change. Keep a sheet of paper handy 
or a text editor on your computer open so you know which note # is 
assigned to which sample.
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-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14099|14096|2005-09-03 18:20:40|jason rodgers|Re: having a really hard time sampling in kits|
I do that and i load a whole kit meaning i fill almost all the notes and then i go to mixer and select the kit i just made and none of them are assigned to the pads? I dont
know what im doing wrong. I start by going to mixer samples common then go to import and select the first note then contuine untill i have them all loaded on blank notes
then i go to play and theres ntohing there? Any help on that.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Sep 2, 2005, at 10:17 AM, dirtybeatzproductions wrote:

> I dont know notes so to me the c note on this might as well be the f
> note. Does anyone have a simple way to assign samples to pads when
> sampling so you know where they are going to be when building a kit.
> thanks.

I don't read/know musical notes that much better myself but if you're 
building a kit all you need to do is remember where you loaded your 
last sample to (say C -2) and then keep building the kit by placing 
the next sample just 1 note higher (i.e. C# -2). Turn the knob to 
select which note you want to place the current sample on and as you 
turn it you'll see the note #'s change. Keep a sheet of paper handy 
or a text editor on your computer open so you know which note # is 
assigned to which sample.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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| 14100|14096|2005-09-03 18:27:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: having a really hard time sampling in kits|
On Sep 3, 2005, at 8:16 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> I do that and i load a whole kit meaning i fill almost all the 
> notes and then i go to mixer and select the kit i just made and 
> none of them are assigned to the pads? I dont know what im doing 
> wrong. I start by going to mixer samples common then go to import 
> and select the first note then contuine untill i have them all 
> loaded on blank notes then i go to play and theres ntohing there? 
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> Any help on that.

To play your samples, you need to use the regular 2 octave mini 
keyboard that is also used for switching tracks, sections, etc. The 
white, grey, and black keys on the bottom left and center of the 
RS7000. First, make sure you are on the same track that you setup 
your samples in the mixer. You need to hit the Keyboard button so 
that it's light is lit. Also use the Octave +/- buttons to switch 
octaves on the mini keyboard so you can play samples that you have 
loaded on the lower/upper notes above and below the 2 octaves 
currently available with the keyboard. Or connect a velocity 
sensitive MIDI controller keyboard and play the notes remotely.

I think you're confusing the 2 velocity sensitive pads on the lower 
right of the RS7000 with having their own individually loaded samples 
like the SU700 or the MPC series has. No, this is not the case. 
These 2 pads point to the regular mini keyboard's keys and are just 
used to allow you some velocity sensitivity when playing your notes, 
which the 2 octave mini keyboard does not have. They do not function 
as separate sampling pads.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14101|14096|2005-09-03 18:38:29|jason rodgers|Re: having a really hard time sampling in kits|
No i read the manual and faq a few times and got the point that the white and grey keys are where the samples load when i load to say c or d and im even on the right
bank / track i just cant get them to play. I dont know what im doing wrong but its the only thing that is driving me up the wall here. Im doing everything exactly as you say
and the faq and book said but to no results. From my understanding when you load a kit it only shows the first track you loaded under sample common correct? Then you
should be able to play it from there.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Sep 3, 2005, at 8:16 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> I do that and i load a whole kit meaning i fill almost all the 
> notes and then i go to mixer and select the kit i just made and 
> none of them are assigned to the pads? I dont know what im doing 
> wrong. I start by going to mixer samples common then go to import 
> and select the first note then contuine untill i have them all 
> loaded on blank notes then i go to play and theres ntohing there? 
> Any help on that.

To play your samples, you need to use the regular 2 octave mini 
keyboard that is also used for switching tracks, sections, etc. The 
white, grey, and black keys on the bottom left and center of the 
RS7000. First, make sure you are on the same track that you setup 
your samples in the mixer. You need to hit the Keyboard button so 
that it's light is lit. Also use the Octave +/- buttons to switch 
octaves on the mini keyboard so you can play samples that you have 
loaded on the lower/upper notes above and below the 2 octaves 
currently available with the keyboard. Or connect a velocity 
sensitive MIDI controller keyboard and play the notes remotely.

I think you're confusing the 2 velocity sensitive pads on the lower 
right of the RS7000 with having their own individually loaded samples 
like the SU700 or the MPC series has. No, this is not the case. 
These 2 pads point to the regular mini keyboard's keys and are just 
used to allow you some velocity sensitivity when playing your notes, 
which the 2 octave mini keyboard does not have. They do not function 
as separate sampling pads.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14102|14096|2005-09-03 19:15:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: having a really hard time sampling in kits|
On Sep 3, 2005, at 8:35 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> No i read the manual and faq a few times and got the point that the 
> white and grey keys are where the samples load when i load to say c 
> or d and im even on the right bank / track i just cant get them to 
> play. I dont know what im doing wrong but its the only thing that 
> is driving me up the wall here. Im doing everything exactly as you 
> say and the faq and book said but to no results. From my 
> understanding when you load a kit it only shows the first track you 
> loaded under sample common correct? Then you should be able to play 
> it from there.

Try downloading the Vintage kit another list member compiled at:
http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets

This has some vintage drum samples spread out over 5 tracks in the 
Sample Local bank (5 programs). Load this up in your RS7k and switch 
tracks from one - six to switch to the various kits mentioned in the 
description page. When on a track, press the keyboard keys (while 
the keyboard light is on). You should hear various drum sounds. 
Pressing the Octave +/- keys will move the range of the keyboard up/ 
down an octave and you should hear different drum sounds. Depending 
on the track selected, doing this will play different kit sounds. 
When in the Mixer page with track one selected, you'll see MSB 064 
LSB 000 SmpLocal selected, with Program 001 pl_sync as the current 
program. Turning the F3 knob will switch programs, as will switching 
tracks while in the Mixer page.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

If this still doesn't help explain it better, privately mail me and 
we'll try to work this out together over the phone tonight or (more 
likely) tomorrow. Getting ready to go out to shoot pool with the 
wife shortly, so I'll probably only have a half hour to spare tonight.
| 14103|14096|2005-09-03 19:28:38|jason rodgers|Re: having a really hard time sampling in kits|
i really appreciate everything thus far i will try to work it out myself tonight thanks.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:On Sep 3, 2005, at 8:35 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> No i read the manual and faq a few times and got the point that the 
> white and grey keys are where the samples load when i load to say c 
> or d and im even on the right bank / track i just cant get them to 
> play. I dont know what im doing wrong but its the only thing that 
> is driving me up the wall here. Im doing everything exactly as you 
> say and the faq and book said but to no results. From my 
> understanding when you load a kit it only shows the first track you 
> loaded under sample common correct? Then you should be able to play 
> it from there.

Try downloading the Vintage kit another list member compiled at:
http://www.midimonster.de/qwiki/index.php?page=RS7kDrumSets

This has some vintage drum samples spread out over 5 tracks in the 
Sample Local bank (5 programs). Load this up in your RS7k and switch 
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tracks from one - six to switch to the various kits mentioned in the 
description page. When on a track, press the keyboard keys (while 
the keyboard light is on). You should hear various drum sounds. 
Pressing the Octave +/- keys will move the range of the keyboard up/ 
down an octave and you should hear different drum sounds. Depending 
on the track selected, doing this will play different kit sounds. 
When in the Mixer page with track one selected, you'll see MSB 064 
LSB 000 SmpLocal selected, with Program 001 pl_sync as the current 
program. Turning the F3 knob will switch programs, as will switching 
tracks while in the Mixer page.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

If this still doesn't help explain it better, privately mail me and 
we'll try to work this out together over the phone tonight or (more 
likely) tomorrow. Getting ready to go out to shoot pool with the 
wife shortly, so I'll probably only have a half hour to spare tonight.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14104|14073|2005-09-04 16:42:30|wasted/su700fan|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
On Aug 30, 2005, at 2:30 AM, dj Dave Jumpers wrote:

> Maybe here:
>
> http://myspace.com/davejumpers
>
> 4 Drum and Bass Tracks. The RS7000 is my main sequencer. These come
> from my latest LivePA set.
>
> Bass is from Waldorf microQ.
> And other synth sources.
>
> cheers
> -Dave-

Dave--
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Really enjoying the four tracks on your site. I'm no D'n'B 
connoisseur by any stretch, but I like the way you add quite a bit of 
variation and energy over the course of each track. Even though the 
underlying bed is standard style fast drum & bass loops, the bass- 
lines, acid-lines, and other sounds add life to your tracks. Good work.

How much was RS7000? Just the sequencer? Or any internal sounds or 
samples processed by the RS7000's effects, etc.?

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14105|14073|2005-09-04 18:02:44|Dave Jumpers|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
Hi,
Glad you like them. 

The RS7000 is where I sequence all paterns. Most controls I do it live
and some are modulation functions from the Waldorf MicroQ, and most
drum sounds and cymbals are form the RS. One of the sub basslines and
a Synth FX from the RS here and there after tweaking with the voices
and 1 lead.
For that one lead, I used one of the new dual filters that came with
an OS upgrade, which gave it more voices.
Some voice samples that had FX I treated those with a computer and
triggered then from the RS sampler.

I have more tracks on my website: (Techno, Progressive and others ) 

http://www.davejumpers.com

They were all sequenced with the RS. Also used some sounds from the RS
too. The microQ is heavily used there as well.

Check those out and drop some feedback.

Thanks
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> > http://myspace.com/davejumpers

> Dave--
> 
> Really enjoying the four tracks on your site. I'm no D'n'B 
> connoisseur by any stretch, but I like the way you add quite a bit of 
> variation and energy over the course of each track. Even though the 
> underlying bed is standard style fast drum & bass loops, the bass- 
> lines, acid-lines, and other sounds add life to your tracks. Good work.
> 
> How much was RS7000? Just the sequencer? Or any internal sounds or 
> samples processed by the RS7000's effects, etc.?

| 14106|14073|2005-09-04 19:12:40|jason rodgers|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
Heres my question for this , i dont do live shows only studio use so would you still recomend this as a peice of "studio" gear. I have had it almost a week and it is great but
seems to be aimed at live audiances and realtime controls like you said. My main use for it was going to be as a sampler but im having alot of trouble with it and am
thinking about going back to the su700 just for the ease of use. Let me know what you guys think. Im not trying to do alot of gear jumping but i hated the mpc ( had it 6
years ) the su700 was my fav but a pain in loading and saving and floppy and all and the su is terribly complicated.

Dave Jumpers <jumpers@davejumpers.com> wrote:Hi,
Glad you like them. 

The RS7000 is where I sequence all paterns. Most controls I do it live
and some are modulation functions from the Waldorf MicroQ, and most
drum sounds and cymbals are form the RS. One of the sub basslines and
a Synth FX from the RS here and there after tweaking with the voices
and 1 lead.
For that one lead, I used one of the new dual filters that came with
an OS upgrade, which gave it more voices.
Some voice samples that had FX I treated those with a computer and
triggered then from the RS sampler.

I have more tracks on my website: (Techno, Progressive and others ) 

http://www.davejumpers.com

They were all sequenced with the RS. Also used some sounds from the RS
too. The microQ is heavily used there as well.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
http://www.davejumpers.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://myspace.com/davejumpers
mailto:jumpers@davejumpers.com
http://www.davejumpers.com/


Check those out and drop some feedback.

Thanks
-Dave-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> > http://myspace.com/davejumpers

> Dave--
> 
> Really enjoying the four tracks on your site. I'm no D'n'B 
> connoisseur by any stretch, but I like the way you add quite a bit of 
> variation and energy over the course of each track. Even though the 
> underlying bed is standard style fast drum & bass loops, the bass- 
> lines, acid-lines, and other sounds add life to your tracks. Good work.
> 
> How much was RS7000? Just the sequencer? Or any internal sounds or 
> samples processed by the RS7000's effects, etc.?
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| 14107|14073|2005-09-05 03:38:11|++haZy|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
give it a little while mate.. it took me at least 1-2 months of PURE 
frustration before i loved my rs7k.. just keep the instructions near by 
and keep on trying..

ive had mine for around 9 months now and i still find something new 
when i turn it on :)

On 05/09/2005, at 10:20 AM, jason rodgers wrote:

> Heres my question for this , i dont do live shows only studio use so 
> would you still recomend this as a peice of "studio" gear. I have had 
> it almost a week and it is great but seems to be aimed at live 
> audiances and realtime controls like you said. My main use for it was 
> going to be as a sampler but im having alot of trouble with it and am 
> thinking about going back to the su700 just for the ease of use. Let 
> me know what you guys think. Im not trying to do alot of gear jumping 
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> but i hated the mpc ( had it 6 years ) the su700 was my fav but a pain 
> in loading and saving and floppy and all and the su is terribly 
> complicated.
>
> Dave Jumpers <jumpers@davejumpers.com> wrote:Hi,
> Glad you like them.
>
> The RS7000 is where I sequence all paterns. Most controls I do it live
> and some are modulation functions from the Waldorf MicroQ, and most
> drum sounds and cymbals are form the RS.  One of the sub basslines and
> a Synth FX from the RS here and there after tweaking with the voices
> and 1 lead.
> For that one lead, I used one of the new dual filters that came with
> an OS upgrade, which gave it more voices.
> Some voice samples that had FX I treated those with a computer and
> triggered then from the RS sampler.
>
> I have more tracks on my website: (Techno, Progressive and others )
>
> http://www.davejumpers.com
>
> They were all sequenced with the RS. Also used some sounds from the RS
> too. The microQ is heavily used there as well.
>
> Check those out and drop some feedback.
>
> Thanks
> -Dave-
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> > > http://myspace.com/davejumpers
>
>
> > Dave--
> >
> > Really enjoying the four tracks on your site.  I'm no D'n'B 
> > connoisseur by any stretch, but I like the way you add quite a bit 
> of 
> > variation and energy over the course of each track.  Even though 
> the 
> > underlying bed is standard style fast drum & bass loops, the bass-
> > lines, acid-lines, and other sounds add life to your tracks.  Good 
> work.
> >
> > How much was RS7000?  Just the sequencer?  Or any internal sounds 
> or 
> > samples processed by the RS7000's effects, etc.?
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency synthesizer Electronic instrument Guitar synthesizer Yamaha 
> rs7000 Electronic instrument cases
>
> ---------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>     Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
>     To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
>     Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
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>
>
> ---------------------------------
>
>
>
>
>            
> ---------------------------------
> Click here to donate to the Hurricane Katrina relief effort.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> ▪  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>  
> ▪  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>  RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>  
> ▪  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service.
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14108|14108|2005-09-06 07:08:20|painjunkie23|I could use some tips on file organization|
I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing stuff, and generally not 
in sync with it's file handling.

Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making and saving banks of 
drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since the manual sucks.
When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program later?

I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file and then saving over my 
work to create a local sample. Very odd system.

Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I load up huge drum 
banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. It's not a limit of 128 
programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?

?? Any tips would be welcome ??

Scott.
| 14109|14108|2005-09-06 10:01:43|midinote2004|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23" wrote:

> I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing stuff, and generally not 
> in sync with it's file handling.
> 
> Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making and saving banks of 
> drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since the manual sucks.
> When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program later?
> Sorry that I'm no help to you on this one, just wanted to ad that I've owned the RS7K for about 3 and a half years and I still don't know what's the
differance common and locall sample. Is there some one that could help me out on this one while helping my man here out? Come to think about it I've never
built a kit to think of it

> I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file and then saving over my 
> work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
> 
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> Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I load up huge drum 
> banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. It's not a limit of 128 
> programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
> 
> ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
> 
> Scott.

| 14110|14108|2005-09-06 13:39:50|jason rodgers|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|
Lol your one step ahead of me i cant even get my loaded drum samples to assign to keys.

midinote2004 <d.grundy@verizon.net> wrote:--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23" wrote:

> I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing stuff, and generally not 
> in sync with it's file handling.
> 
> Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making and saving banks of 
> drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since the manual sucks.
> When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program later?
> Sorry that I'm no help to you on this one, just wanted to ad that I've owned the RS7K for about 3 and a half years and I still don't know what's the
differance common and locall sample. Is there some one that could help me out on this one while helping my man here out? Come to think about it I've never
built a kit to think of it

> I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file and then saving over my 
> work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
> 
> Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I load up huge drum 
> banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. It's not a limit of 128 
> programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
> 
> ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
> 
> Scott.
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| 14111|14108|2005-09-06 13:40:41|Dave Jumpers|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|
Here's an idea.
Load the samples for each drum into Common Sample memory or Local if
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you prefer.
Name your sample section to like "My drums"
Then "Save All" as template1

Next time you want to load your kit, press load then twist a knob to
load all, then load template1.

All your drum kits will be loaded.

Make a bunch of patterns.
Save as "some patterns"

Next time, load template1 again.

If you use Local, then you don't have to worry about the common
samples being overwritten when you have two songs that happen to have
the samples in the same location. The downside is that each Style
would have its own samples, so if you use the same kit, then you would
have the same samples loaded twice.

Hope that helps.

-Dave-
http://www.davejumpers.com
http://myspace.com/davejumpers

-----------
10.4 How do I load Common samples?

Q: Every time I import a sample off of my SCSI zip disk it goes to
local. How do I import them to Common?

Yeah this had me baffled for a while as well. When either sampling or
importing a sample. the sample will turn up wherever you last left the
mixer set to. So to load a sample into Local sample 008 - select a
blank track, go to the mixer page, select local sample 008 (blank or
otherwise) THEN hit sample (or load/import). The sample will load into
that place. [Dan]

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23" wrote:
> I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing
stuff, and generally not 
> in sync with it's file handling.
> 
> Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making and
saving banks of 
> drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since
the manual sucks.
> When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program
later?
> 
> I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file
and then saving over my 
> work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
> 
> Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I
load up huge drum 
> banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. 
It's not a limit of 128 
> programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
> 
> ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
> 
> Scott.

| 14112|14108|2005-09-06 17:31:45|Dave Jumpers|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|
Ok so to make your kits here's one way:

^ Click Load twice
^ Use F4 knob to change type to C-2
^ Select a WAV sample and hit DO!
^ Use F4 Knob to change to C#-2
^ Select a sample and hit DO!
^ Repeat until all your drums are loaded.
^ Then save patter as "template_Kit1"
^ Reuse template_Kit1 to start making your songs with that drumkit.

http://www.davejumpers.com/
http://myspace.com/davejumpers
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


-Dave-
http://www.davejumpers.com
http://myspace.com/davejumpers

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> Here's an idea.
> Load the samples for each drum into Common Sample memory or Local if
> you prefer.
> Name your sample section to like "My drums"
> Then "Save All" as template1
> 
> Next time you want to load your kit, press load then twist a knob to
> load all, then load template1.
> 
> All your drum kits will be loaded.
> 
> Make a bunch of patterns.
> Save as "some patterns"
> 
> Next time, load template1 again.
> 
> If you use Local, then you don't have to worry about the common
> samples being overwritten when you have two songs that happen to have
> the samples in the same location. The downside is that each Style
> would have its own samples, so if you use the same kit, then you would
> have the same samples loaded twice.
> 
> Hope that helps.
> 
> -Dave-
> http://www.davejumpers.com
> http://myspace.com/davejumpers
> 
> 
> -----------
> 10.4 How do I load Common samples?
> 
> Q: Every time I import a sample off of my SCSI zip disk it goes to
> local. How do I import them to Common?
> 
> Yeah this had me baffled for a while as well. When either sampling or
> importing a sample. the sample will turn up wherever you last left the
> mixer set to. So to load a sample into Local sample 008 - select a
> blank track, go to the mixer page, select local sample 008 (blank or
> otherwise) THEN hit sample (or load/import). The sample will load into
> that place. [Dan]
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23" 
wrote:
> > I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> > However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing
> stuff, and generally not 
> > in sync with it's file handling.
> > 
> > Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making and
> saving banks of 
> > drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since
> the manual sucks.
> > When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program
> later?
> > 
> > I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> > I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file
> and then saving over my 
> > work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
> > 
> > Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I
> load up huge drum 
> > banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. 
> It's not a limit of 128 
> > programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
> > 
> > ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
> > 
> > Scott.

| 14113|14108|2005-09-06 17:33:02|painjunkie23|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|
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I have sort of made templates already as you have recommended.
So for instance I have 16 drum kits on 16 channels, each one different, a 909, an 808, 
XBase, 606 etc. Then If I save as a pattern ( I think, can't remember) I have to load all of 
these programs at once, I can't just pick one kit to load into a new song I'm working on.

There has got to be a way to just load one program. Perhaps I have to save as All, and 
then it will make a folder for these programs?
I'll play with it on a seperate zip disk so I don't cause any harm.

If you are used to using lots of multisampled kits, you might have some other advice for 
me. Is there a command to erase all unused samples in a pattern/style? If I load up 3 
drumkits and only use half the samples in each, is there an easy way to ditch the unused 
samples to make room for loops and such?

The Axk samplers have a great function to let you use midi to select samples for editing. 
It's too bad the RS7000 doesn't allow you to select samples with the keyboard. For 
instance it seems odd that you have to delete all samples in a drum kit in order to delete 
that program. And the delete page does not let you choose samples by hearing them, you 
have to know the note number. Perhaps I'm doing it the hard way?

I think Yamaha has created a great machine. Certainly in sound and creative potential it 
kicks the MPC's ass in my opinion. . However Yamaha could really use some better beta 
testing to iron out the best way to make the machine intuitive and easy to get results. It's 
not the most logically laid out, and does not even share that much with the other Yamaha 
samplers that are soooo good.

Scott.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dave Jumpers" wrote:
> Here's an idea.
> Load the samples for each drum into Common Sample memory or Local if
> you prefer.
> Name your sample section to like "My drums"
> Then "Save All" as template1
> 
> Next time you want to load your kit, press load then twist a knob to
> load all, then load template1.
> 
> All your drum kits will be loaded.
> 
> Make a bunch of patterns.
> Save as "some patterns"
> 
> Next time, load template1 again.
> 
> If you use Local, then you don't have to worry about the common
> samples being overwritten when you have two songs that happen to have
> the samples in the same location. The downside is that each Style
> would have its own samples, so if you use the same kit, then you would
> have the same samples loaded twice.
> 
> Hope that helps.
> 
> -Dave-
> http://www.davejumpers.com
> http://myspace.com/davejumpers
> 
> 
> -----------
> 10.4 How do I load Common samples?
> 
> Q: Every time I import a sample off of my SCSI zip disk it goes to
> local. How do I import them to Common?
> 
> Yeah this had me baffled for a while as well. When either sampling or
> importing a sample. the sample will turn up wherever you last left the
> mixer set to. So to load a sample into Local sample 008 - select a
> blank track, go to the mixer page, select local sample 008 (blank or
> otherwise) THEN hit sample (or load/import). The sample will load into
> that place. [Dan]
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23" wrote:
> > I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> > However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing
> stuff, and generally not 
> > in sync with it's file handling.
> > 
> > Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making and
> saving banks of 
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> > drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since
> the manual sucks.
> > When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program
> later?
> > 
> > I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> > I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file
> and then saving over my 
> > work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
> > 
> > Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I
> load up huge drum 
> > banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. 
> It's not a limit of 128 
> > programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
> > 
> > ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
> > 
> > Scott.

| 14114|14108|2005-09-06 20:51:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|
On Sep 6, 2005, at 12:56 AM, painjunkie23 wrote:

> I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing 
> stuff, and generally not
> in sync with it's file handling.
>
> Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making 
> and saving banks of
> drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since 
> the manual sucks.
> When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program 
> later?
>
> I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file 
> and then saving over my
> work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
>
> Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I 
> load up huge drum
> banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. 
> It's not a limit of 128
> programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
>
> ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
>
> Scott.

The limit of samples is between the Common and Local Sample banks and 
is not actually 128 different samples for each sample bank. It is 
128 Pitch samples or 128 Kits (with multiple individual samples in 
each kit), or any combination of the 2. That means that Common 
Sample bank 1 can have as many non-pitched, single note location 
samples on it as there are locations (C-2 to G8). That counts as 1 
"sample" (the entire kit is a "sample kit voice"). Read the 
definition closely on page 229 of the manual.

The Local Sample bank is for just one Style/Pattern or Song, whilst 
the samples in the Common Sample bank are shared among all Styles/ 
Songs. Depending on the way you prefer to work, one or the other may 
work for you better. I prefer the Common Sample bank, as the samples 
are shared among all Styles & Songs and therefore samples are not 
duplicated. Samples stored in the Local Sample bank are specific to 
one Style or Song and therefore if you choose to save samples that 
way you might have quicker loading and less wasted sample space.

Since the RS7000 has an underlying sequencer and internal TG and not 
just a sampling engine like most rack samplers have (i.e. Yamaha A3k/ 
4k/5k), the Program concept had to be modified. Not saying I agree 
or disagree with the way Yamaha decided to set it up for the RS7k, 
just that they did have a legitimate reasoning behind doing so.

Hope this clarified your questions somewhat.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14115|14108|2005-09-08 19:49:55|painjunkie23|Re: I could use some tips on file organization|

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


This is a good explanation, and it turns out the limits are not as bad as I thought.
If I can have 128 sample programs, and all of them can be kits, then I can have 1000's of 
samples in total. That's good news. I don't mind throwing more than one loop onto one 
track (as a kit) in order to have more samples going on in a song.

This does seem odd though, you would think that Yamaha would promote that the RS7K 
can handle hundreds of samples. . . Instead of misleading people into believing it can only 
handle 128.

Scott.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> On Sep 6, 2005, at 12:56 AM, painjunkie23 wrote:
> 
> > I have an A4k sampler and find it easy as pie to keep files organized.
> > However now that I have the RS7000, I am erasing stuff, and losing 
> > stuff, and generally not
> > in sync with it's file handling.
> >
> > Is there someone who can explain the best way to go about making 
> > and saving banks of
> > drum samples? Or even make the file system a little clearer, since 
> > the manual sucks.
> > When I save my work as "ALL", then I can't extract just one program 
> > later?
> >
> > I hate the whole common and local distinction, why, why, why Yamaha?
> > I hate forgetting to set a track to common before loading in a file 
> > and then saving over my
> > work to create a local sample. Very odd system.
> >
> > Is there an easy way to know how many samples you can record? If I 
> > load up huge drum
> > banks (like I do) I wonder if I am close to using 100+ samples. 
> > It's not a limit of 128
> > programs, but actual samples. How do you figure this out?
> >
> > ?? Any tips would be welcome ??
> >
> > Scott.
> 
> The limit of samples is between the Common and Local Sample banks and 
> is not actually 128 different samples for each sample bank. It is 
> 128 Pitch samples or 128 Kits (with multiple individual samples in 
> each kit), or any combination of the 2. That means that Common 
> Sample bank 1 can have as many non-pitched, single note location 
> samples on it as there are locations (C-2 to G8). That counts as 1 
> "sample" (the entire kit is a "sample kit voice"). Read the 
> definition closely on page 229 of the manual.
> 
> The Local Sample bank is for just one Style/Pattern or Song, whilst 
> the samples in the Common Sample bank are shared among all Styles/ 
> Songs. Depending on the way you prefer to work, one or the other may 
> work for you better. I prefer the Common Sample bank, as the samples 
> are shared among all Styles & Songs and therefore samples are not 
> duplicated. Samples stored in the Local Sample bank are specific to 
> one Style or Song and therefore if you choose to save samples that 
> way you might have quicker loading and less wasted sample space.
> 
> Since the RS7000 has an underlying sequencer and internal TG and not 
> just a sampling engine like most rack samplers have (i.e. Yamaha A3k/ 
> 4k/5k), the Program concept had to be modified. Not saying I agree 
> or disagree with the way Yamaha decided to set it up for the RS7k, 
> just that they did have a legitimate reasoning behind doing so.
> 
> Hope this clarified your questions somewhat.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 14116|14116|2005-09-08 19:50:01|painjunkie23|Sample kit issues (like everyone else!)|
I have been working with sample kits, and then I got stuck. . 

I have a drum pad thingy that can only output certain note numbers on channel 10.
This appears to mean that I can only trigger a sample kit on track 10. I have found ways 
to change the channel that track 10 will output, but not a way to change the way the input 
channels go to the tracks. I seem to recall the RM1X had an easy way to assign channels 
going in and out, but the RS, seems to only care about what channels go out.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


Is there a way to change what channels tracks will take 'input' from?
You would think it would take input from whichever track is selected. That is how most 
sequencers work, so that you can move from track to track building up rhythms, etc.
I'm probably missing something here.

As for the note numbers. Once I got a kit, and had to move the samples around, it really 
just did'nt work. I can use the Job 'Move' sample, but it wouldn't move the sample around 
within the same kit, only to other kits on the same note number. Changing the actual note 
number on a sample, just changes it's pitch. Copying a sample didn't work within the 
same kit either. There must be something I am missing here, but it sure eludes me.

Does anyone know more about this stuff?

Too bad the manual is so crappy at explaining the concepts behind the parameters.
I found the A4k manual to be mostly easy, and a little overwritten. The RS manual is way, 
way lacking in some areas that need explanation for real world use.

??? advice ???

Thanks in advance for your time.
Scott.
| 14117|14073|2005-09-10 10:56:13|wasted/su700fan|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
On Sep 4, 2005, at 7:45 PM, Dave Jumpers wrote:

> I have more tracks on my website: (Techno, Progressive and others )
>
> http://www.davejumpers.com
>
> They were all sequenced with the RS. Also used some sounds from the RS
> too. The microQ is heavily used there as well.
>
> Check those out and drop some feedback.
>
> Thanks
> -Dave-

Enjoyed all of them. The hour-long hardhouse mix has a good variety 
of tracks that bring about various states of emotional changes (highs 
& lows) for the dancers on the floor. Most of your other 8 tracks 
brought about associations to the various versions of the Wipeout 
futuristic racing game series on the Playstation/Playstation2. 
Invader reminded me of racing in the original Wipeout back in 1995. 
Paper Soup had a sound similar to the tracks in Wipeout 3, 
specifically racing on the Terminal track (last course). Echoes of 
Dreams: yet even more wipeout racing goodness (reminds me of original 
Wipeout or Wipeout XL-Valparaiso/Sagarmatha tracks). Neon Spinner: 
yet another wipeout3 style track (a little too short in length 
though). Transistor is more of a Wipeout 3/Wipeout fusion style 
track that would fit well with those courses.

All in all, great work. If Wipeout Pure for the PSP ever gets an 
update to allow you to play your own .MP3s/.AACs off of memory stick 
I could see myself jamming to your tunes while zooming across it's 
tracks.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14118|14073|2005-09-14 07:14:32|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
Yeah Flukeish, nice! "Sequenced" that means some of the cooler sounds are not RS? Sounds more electribish some of them. I'd be surprised if its AWM2. Not that it isn't
capable of those sounds, just takes a lot more work to get those sticky noises I'm hearing that come right of the electribes.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 10 Sep 2005 12:56:10 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha

On Sep 4, 2005, at 7:45 PM, Dave Jumpers wrote:

> I have more tracks on my website: (Techno, Progressive and others )
>
> http://www.davejumpers.com
>
> They were all sequenced with the RS. Also used some sounds from the RS
> too. The microQ is heavily used there as well.

http://www.davejumpers.com/
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.davejumpers.com/


>
> Check those out and drop some feedback.
>
> Thanks
> -Dave-

Enjoyed all of them. The hour-long hardhouse mix has a good variety 
of tracks that bring about various states of emotional changes (highs 
& lows) for the dancers on the floor. Most of your other 8 tracks 
brought about associations to the various versions of the Wipeout 
futuristic racing game series on the Playstation/Playstation2. 
Invader reminded me of racing in the original Wipeout back in 1995. 
Paper Soup had a sound similar to the tracks in Wipeout 3, 
specifically racing on the Terminal track (last course). Echoes of 
Dreams: yet even more wipeout racing goodness (reminds me of original 
Wipeout or Wipeout XL-Valparaiso/Sagarmatha tracks). Neon Spinner: 
yet another wipeout3 style track (a little too short in length 
though). Transistor is more of a Wipeout 3/Wipeout fusion style 
track that would fit well with those courses.

All in all, great work. If Wipeout Pure for the PSP ever gets an 
update to allow you to play your own .MP3s/.AACs off of memory stick 
I could see myself jamming to your tunes while zooming across it's 
tracks.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14119|14073|2005-09-14 07:40:54|Dbeam505@aol.com|Tip & idea + Demo|
Tip: If your getting strange hiccups in middle of a chain, check to see if you accidently recorded a Pattern change to the same Scene. REC, PATT on, EDIT. 8^)

You can hear what I'm talking about at the begining of this song all done on the RS in with only one Section being used: http://www.quantum-
source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Load.mp3

Also, my big idea: Make a Pattern using first 15 channels, then sample each phrase into one kit on the 16th channel, clear first 15 channels, make new pattern keeping
16th with all the sampled phrases but no recorded events, then chain the new pattern into a song, import to song mode, mix in sampled phrases. I'll be sort of like haveing
32 channels going at once, but not really.

Man, if there is a minute chance Yamaha is listing to request. My big complaint now is that the LFO settings don't convert along with everything else into song mode. Its a
bummer haveing to re adjust those again after spending hours tweaking them to get that fat and sticky lead sound nobody knows the RS is capable of competing with the
big VAs, not until you mess with all the LFO settings. Then you loose it when you want to edit some extra stuff over the course of a whole song after converting it from a
chain. Big big big pain in the rump! 

Anyway, enjoy, probably check back in another month or so to see if this account is all filled up or not from all the cool people on the RS forum 8^)

Zamise
Quantum-Source.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14120|14073|2005-09-14 07:50:05|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha|
oops oh never mind, I see microQ must of did those.

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: Dbeam505@aol.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Load.mp3
mailto:Dbeam505@aol.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Sent: Wed, 14 Sep 2005 09:14:12 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining yamaha

Yeah Flukeish, nice! "Sequenced" that means some of the cooler sounds are not 
RS? Sounds more electribish some of them. I'd be surprised if its AWM2. Not 
that it isn't capable of those sounds, just takes a lot more work to get those 
sticky noises I'm hearing that come right of the electribes.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 10 Sep 2005 12:56:10 -0400
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Problems i have with the rs7000 if your listining 
yamaha

On Sep 4, 2005, at 7:45 PM, Dave Jumpers wrote:

> I have more tracks on my website: (Techno, Progressive and others )
>
> http://www.davejumpers.com
>
> They were all sequenced with the RS. Also used some sounds from the RS
> too. The microQ is heavily used there as well.
>
> Check those out and drop some feedback.
>
> Thanks
> -Dave-

Enjoyed all of them. The hour-long hardhouse mix has a good variety 
of tracks that bring about various states of emotional changes (highs 
& lows) for the dancers on the floor. Most of your other 8 tracks 
brought about associations to the various versions of the Wipeout 
futuristic racing game series on the Playstation/Playstation2. 
Invader reminded me of racing in the original Wipeout back in 1995. 
Paper Soup had a sound similar to the tracks in Wipeout 3, 
specifically racing on the Terminal track (last course). Echoes of 
Dreams: yet even more wipeout racing goodness (reminds me of original 
Wipeout or Wipeout XL-Valparaiso/Sagarmatha tracks). Neon Spinner: 
yet another wipeout3 style track (a little too short in length 
though). Transistor is more of a Wipeout 3/Wipeout fusion style 
track that would fit well with those courses.

All in all, great work. If Wipeout Pure for the PSP ever gets an 
update to allow you to play your own .MP3s/.AACs off of memory stick 
I could see myself jamming to your tunes while zooming across it's 
tracks.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14121|14121|2005-09-16 12:12:16|jgross045|Saving as wav. Files|
Dose anyone know hot to save patterns or songs as wav. files.
When i go to save i see the option for wav. files but you can select 
it. If anyone knows how to please let me know. Thanks
| 14122|14121|2005-09-16 12:24:27|su700fan|Re: Saving as wav. Files|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jgross045" wrote:

> Dose anyone know hot to save patterns or songs as wav. files.
> When i go to save i see the option for wav. files but you can select 
> it. If anyone knows how to please let me know. Thanks

This question has been answered quite a few times before. Search the 
archives of the group. Basically the answer is: No. You cannot save 
you entire pattern or song as a wave file as the RS7000 is NOT a Multi-
track audio recorder. It is a sequencer/sampler. If you want to 
record your patterns/songs you will need to connect the AUDIO OUTs of 
your RS7000 to your recording device of choice's AUDIO INs. I.E. your 
soundcard's inputs on your computer or your hardware multi-track 
recording device (like a Yamaha AW1600). Then open up your audio 
recording options/software (i.e. SoundForge, CoolEdit, etc.) and 
prepare it for recording the wave file.

What the option SAVE/EXPORT to .WAV file does is allow you to export a 
sample already in your RS7k in .WAV format so you can use/edit it on a 
computer or other musical device that can import .WAV files.
| 14123|14121|2005-09-16 12:25:15|Brooks Mosher|Re: Saving as wav. Files|
you can only save audio "sample" data as a wav file.
patterns or songs are MIDI "sequence" data.
therefore, you have to resample or internally sample the pattern and 
convert that sample to a wav file...

On 9/16/05, jgross045 <jgross045@yahoo.com> wrote: 
> 
> Dose anyone know hot to save patterns or songs as wav. files.
> When i go to save i see the option for wav. files but you can select 
> it. If anyone knows how to please let me know. Thanks
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Frequency synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instru
Electronic 
> instrument<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrum

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:jgross045@yahoo.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg
http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg


Guitar 
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrumen
Yamaha 
> rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrument+c
Electronic 
> instrument cases<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+
g> 
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" 
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>. 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14124|14116|2005-09-16 20:11:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample kit issues (like everyone else!)|
On Sep 8, 2005, at 8:13 PM, painjunkie23 wrote:

> I have been working with sample kits, and then I got stuck. .
>
> I have a drum pad thingy that can only output certain note numbers 
> on channel 10.
> This appears to mean that I can only trigger a sample kit on track 
> 10. I have found ways
> to change the channel that track 10 will output, but not a way to 
> change the way the input
> channels go to the tracks. I seem to recall the RM1X had an easy 
> way to assign channels
> going in and out, but the RS, seems to only care about what 
> channels go out.

Correct. You can assign MIDI Out Channels for the internal TG, MIDI 
Out A, and MIDI Out B. I used to own an RM1x but haven't had it 
since I got the RS7k back in Feb 2002 so I don't remember exactly but 
I believe the RM1x operated the same way the RS7k does (especially 
since the RS7k's sequencer is a refinement/expansion of the RM1x's 
sequencer).

> Is there a way to change what channels tracks will take 'input' from?
> You would think it would take input from whichever track is 
> selected. That is how most
> sequencers work, so that you can move from track to track building 
> up rhythms, etc.
> I'm probably missing something here.

The MIDI In Channel will default to the current track if you have the 
UTILITY/Echo Back option set to RecM (Record Monitor).

> As for the note numbers. Once I got a kit, and had to move the 
> samples around, it really
> just did'nt work. I can use the Job 'Move' sample, but it wouldn't 
> move the sample around
> within the same kit, only to other kits on the same note number. 
> Changing the actual note
> number on a sample, just changes it's pitch. Copying a sample 
> didn't work within the
> same kit either. There must be something I am missing here, but it 
> sure eludes me.
>
> Does anyone know more about this stuff?
>
> Too bad the manual is so crappy at explaining the concepts behind 
> the parameters.
> I found the A4k manual to be mostly easy, and a little 
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> overwritten. The RS manual is way,
> way lacking in some areas that need explanation for real world use.
>
> ??? advice ???
>
> Thanks in advance for your time.
> Scott.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14125|14125|2005-09-18 20:59:42|dav1df3nl3y|rs7000 help|
I am new to music production and was told that the rs 7000 is a good 
piece of equiptment to start with but i cant find one for the love of 
me. I'm in LA and I dont like ebay any advice would be appreciated.
| 14126|14125|2005-09-18 21:21:07|midinote2004|Re: rs7000 help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dav1df3nl3y" wrote:

> I am new to music production and was told that the rs 7000 is a good 
> piece of equiptment to start with but i cant find one for the love of 
> me. I'm in LA and I dont like ebay any advice would be appreciated.

I was just in Miami about 2 weeks ago, and I saw one there in the Guitar Center. At the Daulphin Mall I think it was either 699 or 799

The RS was the first thing that I brought when I first got down. And I can see doing anything without it
| 14127|14125|2005-09-19 06:36:46|Richard Schultz|Re: rs7000 help|
I got mine on eBay. It arrived looking like total hell. Beat to $HIT.
Dirty, greasy, grimy, scratched and in fact GOUGED up. Missing knobs, etc.
I've seriously never seen a piece of gear that isn't struck (like a drum or
a guitar) look so bad.

I wanted to kill the guy. He said it had "light scratches from normal use
in a smoke free studio".

HAHAHAHAHAHA

That thing had been to the wars and back!

However, it has functioned FLAWLESSLY and I've done tons of good work on it
and its never let me down.

So I understand your trepidation about eBay. But it may be your only hope.
And indeed, these machines (or at least mine) seem to be very well made.

Other opinions?

on 9/18/05 9:55 PM, dav1df3nl3y at dav1df3nl3y@yahoo.com wrote:

I am new to music production and was told that the rs 7000 is a good
piece of equiptment to start with but i cant find one for the love of
me. I'm in LA and I dont like ebay any advice would be appreciated.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

SPONSORED LINKS 
Frequency synthesizer
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E
lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg> Electronic
instrument 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
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hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E
lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg> Guitar
synthesizer 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec
tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg> Yamaha rs7000
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electroni
c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA> Electronic
instrument cases 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc
y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs700
0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS

Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the
web. 

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14128|14125|2005-09-19 12:04:42|Paradigm|Re: rs7000 help|
What did YOU pay for your RS7000,and for whomever
knows,what is a good price?

--- Richard Schultz <Sawdust@NOVIA.NET> wrote:

> I got mine on eBay. It arrived looking like total
> hell. Beat to $HIT.
> Dirty, greasy, grimy, scratched and in fact GOUGED
> up. Missing knobs, etc.
> I've seriously never seen a piece of gear that isn't
> struck (like a drum or
> a guitar) look so bad.
> 
> I wanted to kill the guy. He said it had "light
> scratches from normal use
> in a smoke free studio".
> 
> HAHAHAHAHAHA
> 
> That thing had been to the wars and back!
> 
> However, it has functioned FLAWLESSLY and I've done
> tons of good work on it
> and its never let me down.
> 
> So I understand your trepidation about eBay. But it
> may be your only hope.
> And indeed, these machines (or at least mine) seem
> to be very well made.
> 
> Other opinions?
> 
> on 9/18/05 9:55 PM, dav1df3nl3y at
> dav1df3nl3y@yahoo.com wrote:
> 
> I am new to music production and was told that the
> rs 7000 is a good
> piece of equiptment to start with but i cant find
> one for the love of
> me. I'm in LA and I dont like ebay any advice would
> be appreciated.
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Frequency synthesizer
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt

>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E

>

lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg>

> Electronic
> instrument 
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt

>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E

>

lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg>

> Guitar
> synthesizer 
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes

>

izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec

>

tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg>

> Yamaha rs7000
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&

>

w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electroni

>

c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA>

> Electronic
> instrument cases 
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc

>

y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs700
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>

0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>

> 
> 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the
> web. 
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14129|14125|2005-09-19 14:39:15|Richard Schultz|Re: rs7000 help|
I felt like I paid too much given the condition it arrived in. I think
about $850. It had maxed ram and the output expansion, though.

I had an RM1X first and I'm still getting used to the switch. The RM1 was
more immediate, but no question the the RS has a LOT more under the hood.

I've barely tickled the surface of the possibilities.

on 9/19/05 1:04 PM, Paradigm at paradigm077@yahoo.com wrote:

What did YOU pay for your RS7000,and for whomever
knows,what is a good price?

--- Richard Schultz <Sawdust@NOVIA.NET> wrote:

> I got mine on eBay. It arrived looking like total
> hell. Beat to $HIT.
> Dirty, greasy, grimy, scratched and in fact GOUGED
> up. Missing knobs, etc.
> I've seriously never seen a piece of gear that isn't
> struck (like a drum or
> a guitar) look so bad.
> 
> I wanted to kill the guy. He said it had "light
> scratches from normal use
> in a smoke free studio".
> 
> HAHAHAHAHAHA
> 
> That thing had been to the wars and back!
> 
> However, it has functioned FLAWLESSLY and I've done
> tons of good work on it
> and its never let me down.
> 
> So I understand your trepidation about eBay. But it
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> may be your only hope.
> And indeed, these machines (or at least mine) seem
> to be very well made.
> 
> Other opinions?
> 
> on 9/18/05 9:55 PM, dav1df3nl3y at
> dav1df3nl3y@yahoo.com wrote:
> 
> I am new to music production and was told that the
> rs 7000 is a good
> piece of equiptment to start with but i cant find
> one for the love of
> me. I'm in LA and I dont like ebay any advice would
> be appreciated.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Frequency synthesizer
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt

>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E

>

lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg>

> Electronic
> instrument 
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt

>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E

>

lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg>

> Guitar
> synthesizer 
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes

>

izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec

>

tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg>

> Yamaha rs7000
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&

>
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w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electroni

>

c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA>

> Electronic
> instrument cases 
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc

>

y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs700

>

0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>

> 
> 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the
> web. 
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
> Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005
http://mail.yahoo.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.

SPONSORED LINKS 
Frequency synthesizer
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E
lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg> Electronic
instrument 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E
lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg> Guitar
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synthesizer 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec
tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg> Yamaha rs7000
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electroni
c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA> Electronic
instrument cases 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc
y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs700
0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS

Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the
web. 

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14130|14125|2005-09-20 03:00:35|++haZy|Re: rs7000 help|
mate.. the expansion board is worth 650$ AUD alone :) so you certainly 
didnt pay too much for it.. thats half of what i paid for my rs7000

On 20/09/2005, at 1:29 AM, Richard Schultz wrote:

> I felt like I paid too much given the condition it arrived in. I think
> about $850. It had maxed ram and the output expansion, though.
>
> I had an RM1X first and I'm still getting used to the switch. The RM1 
> was
> more immediate, but no question the the RS has a LOT more under the 
> hood.
>
> I've barely tickled the surface of the possibilities.
>
> on 9/19/05 1:04 PM, Paradigm at paradigm077@yahoo.com wrote:
>
> What did YOU pay for your RS7000,and for whomever
> knows,what is a good price?
>
> --- Richard Schultz <Sawdust@NOVIA.NET> wrote:
>
>> I got mine on eBay. It arrived looking like total
>> hell. Beat to $HIT.
>> Dirty, greasy, grimy, scratched and in fact GOUGED
>> up. Missing knobs, etc.
>> I've seriously never seen a piece of gear that isn't
>> struck (like a drum or
>> a guitar) look so bad.
>>
>> I wanted to kill the guy. He said it had "light
>> scratches from normal use
>> in a smoke free studio".
>>
>> HAHAHAHAHAHA
>>
>> That thing had been to the wars and back!
>>
>> However, it has functioned FLAWLESSLY and I've done
>> tons of good work on it
>> and its never let me down.
>>
>> So I understand your trepidation about eBay. But it
>> may be your only hope.
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>> And indeed, these machines (or at least mine) seem
>> to be very well made.
>>
>> Other opinions?
>>
>> on 9/18/05 9:55 PM, dav1df3nl3y at
>> dav1df3nl3y@yahoo.com wrote:
>>
>> I am new to music production and was told that the
>> rs 7000 is a good
>> piece of equiptment to start with but i cant find
>> one for the love of
>> me. I'm in LA and I dont like ebay any advice would
>> be appreciated.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> FAQ:
>>
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>
>>
>>
>> SPONSORED LINKS
>> Frequency synthesizer
>>
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
>>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000 
> &w5=E
>>
> lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg>
>> Electronic
>> instrument
>>
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
>>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000 
> &w5=E
>>
> lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg>
>> Guitar
>> synthesizer
>>
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
>>
> izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5 
> =Elec
>>
> tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg>
>> Yamaha rs7000
>>
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
>>
> w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec 
> troni
>>
> c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA>
>> Electronic
>> instrument cases
>>
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc
>>
> y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+ 
> rs700
>>
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> 0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>
>>
>>
>>
>> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>>
>> Visit your group "RS7000
>> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the
>> web.
>>
>> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>>
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>>
>> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
>> Terms of Service
>> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been
>> removed]
>>
>>
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency synthesizer
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000 
> &w5=E
> lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg> 
> Electronic
> instrument
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000 
> &w5=E
> lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg> 
> Guitar
> synthesizer
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
> izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5 
> =Elec
> tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg> Yamaha 
> rs7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
> w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec 
> troni
> c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA> Electronic
> instrument cases
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> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads? 
> t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc
> y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+ 
> rs700
> 0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>
>
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on 
> the
> web.
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14131|14131|2005-09-20 17:43:40|dirtybeatzproductions|Free sampling kits|
theres are all hand made kits to acurie a free kit of your choice 
please go to www.dirtybeatzproductions.com and look under kits there 
you will see our current selection of kits. To receive your kit please 
just email me at dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com with the kit of 
choice. Thanks.

Although they say battery they include the .wav files that you can use 
in any sampler.
| 14132|14116|2005-09-20 21:45:51|painjunkie23|Re: Sample kit issues (like everyone else!)|
Thanks for the info, I finally figured out the RecM function, now I have a bigger issue.

So, for really cool rhythm building, I found a way to split the midi output of my drum pads 
onto different channels. So I set kick/snare to channel 1, hats/ride to channel 2, toms/
percussion channel 3 and cymbals/fx to channel 4. Then I set up 4 different kits on the 
first four tracks of the RS7k, so that I can have acoustic toms, with electronic kick/snare, 
or even just to have gated verb on the kick/snare, but not everything else. Using four 
channels is really cool, having delays on cymbals, but not hi-hats. blah, blah, blah.

Then the problem comes when I record this way. Although each of the 4 channels does 
respond to it's individual midi channel, only one track gets recorded at a time. I have tried 
to select more than one channel, but it does not work. There is even some mention in the 
manual that if you hit 'track select' and then the black keys you can select the first 8 
channels, or the last 8, but this does not keep them selected after you let go of the button.
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Something simple is eluding me here.
There can be no way that the Rs7k does not allow multi channel recording.

I wish there was a company that just re-wrote poorly written manuals, and sold them.
All pro software has 4 or 5 companies writing their own books on how to. . . 

Scott.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> On Sep 8, 2005, at 8:13 PM, painjunkie23 wrote:
> 
> > I have been working with sample kits, and then I got stuck. .
> >
> > I have a drum pad thingy that can only output certain note numbers 
> > on channel 10.
> > This appears to mean that I can only trigger a sample kit on track 
> > 10. I have found ways
> > to change the channel that track 10 will output, but not a way to 
> > change the way the input
> > channels go to the tracks. I seem to recall the RM1X had an easy 
> > way to assign channels
> > going in and out, but the RS, seems to only care about what 
> > channels go out.
> 
> Correct. You can assign MIDI Out Channels for the internal TG, MIDI 
> Out A, and MIDI Out B. I used to own an RM1x but haven't had it 
> since I got the RS7k back in Feb 2002 so I don't remember exactly but 
> I believe the RM1x operated the same way the RS7k does (especially 
> since the RS7k's sequencer is a refinement/expansion of the RM1x's 
> sequencer).
> 
> > Is there a way to change what channels tracks will take 'input' from?
> > You would think it would take input from whichever track is 
> > selected. That is how most
> > sequencers work, so that you can move from track to track building 
> > up rhythms, etc.
> > I'm probably missing something here.
> 
> The MIDI In Channel will default to the current track if you have the 
> UTILITY/Echo Back option set to RecM (Record Monitor).
> 
> > As for the note numbers. Once I got a kit, and had to move the 
> > samples around, it really
> > just did'nt work. I can use the Job 'Move' sample, but it wouldn't 
> > move the sample around
> > within the same kit, only to other kits on the same note number. 
> > Changing the actual note
> > number on a sample, just changes it's pitch. Copying a sample 
> > didn't work within the
> > same kit either. There must be something I am missing here, but it 
> > sure eludes me.
> >
> > Does anyone know more about this stuff?
> >
> > Too bad the manual is so crappy at explaining the concepts behind 
> > the parameters.
> > I found the A4k manual to be mostly easy, and a little 
> > overwritten. The RS manual is way,
> > way lacking in some areas that need explanation for real world use.
> >
> > ??? advice ???
> >
> > Thanks in advance for your time.
> > Scott.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 14133|14116|2005-09-20 22:41:51|wasted/su700fan|Re: Sample kit issues (like everyone else!)|
On Sep 20, 2005, at 9:51 PM, painjunkie23 wrote:

>
> Something simple is eluding me here.
> There can be no way that the Rs7k does not allow multi channel 
> recording.
>
> Scott.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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The RS7k can only respond to one track at a time unless you are in 
Song mode. Then you can use it as a multi-track linear MIDI 
recorder. That is the way it was designed.

You can set various tracks on the RS7k to send MIDI Out signals to 
the same channel. I.E. I have my Tracks 15 & 16 set to send on MIDI 
Channel 1 to play my DX200 & microKorg instead of their default 
channel settings (15->15, 16->16). Even setting it up for this, it 
would only work with playback of the data and send it all down the 
appropriate MIDI channels you've setup in the MIDI Out options, not 
for recording multiple tracks with different MIDI In channels. This 
will not help for recording MIDI on multiple tracks at the same time, 
which is what you want to do.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14134|14116|2005-09-21 10:31:20|painjunkie23|Re: Sample kit issues (like everyone else!)|
WoW, thanks for the speedy reply, you don't sleep do ya?

It's dissappointing that I can't record multi midi channels at once in pattern mode, but 
knowing that I can in song mode is at least a decent workaround, and one that I did not 
discover by reading that manual over and over!

I guess I can set up song mode, jam out rhythms with the drum pads, and go edit chunks 
out of the song tracks later. . I'm sure I can extract phrases/patterns from song mode, 
although I have not gotten to the point of using song mode yet.

I'm sure most users are not sending multiple midi channels into the RS7k, but I'm 
determined, since this is exactly what I bought it for. I'm a drummer, and I have an 
electronic kit for practicing, but I never use it for songwriting. I use Logic and drum 
machines, mixing sampled loops with programming to get what I need, and although most 
of my music is heavily focussed on rhythm, I have never really played a drum kit in my 
music. The rhythms are usually acoustic hand drums over electronics/samples/noise.

Now I want to use the drumkit to program grooves, and the RS7k seems to be the fastest 
way for me to do that. (hopefully. . . )

Scott.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> 
> On Sep 20, 2005, at 9:51 PM, painjunkie23 wrote:
> >
> > Something simple is eluding me here.
> > There can be no way that the Rs7k does not allow multi channel 
> > recording.
> >
> > Scott.
> 
> The RS7k can only respond to one track at a time unless you are in 
> Song mode. Then you can use it as a multi-track linear MIDI 
> recorder. That is the way it was designed.
> 
> You can set various tracks on the RS7k to send MIDI Out signals to 
> the same channel. I.E. I have my Tracks 15 & 16 set to send on MIDI 
> Channel 1 to play my DX200 & microKorg instead of their default 
> channel settings (15->15, 16->16). Even setting it up for this, it 
> would only work with playback of the data and send it all down the 
> appropriate MIDI channels you've setup in the MIDI Out options, not 
> for recording multiple tracks with different MIDI In channels. This 
> will not help for recording MIDI on multiple tracks at the same time, 
> which is what you want to do.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

| 14135|14125|2005-09-21 16:28:19|timsewell|Re: rs7000 help|
Like many I came from the RM1X and have been using the RS7K for about 
three months. Don't know why but I feel like pointing out some faults.

1. The RM1X had the units main volume on the left but the 7K its on the 
right. I seem to be always tweaking the vol up and down a little when 
building tracks and being right handed cannot do this easily on the 7K 
and play the keyboard/knobs.
2. The RM1X had 8 x 2 really useful parameter knobs pre assigned to 
inspiring functions that quickly made the internal sounds rock. The 7K 
on the other hand has a whole wealth of knobs none of which do this. My 
experience is that they either have no affect on the sound or have a 
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very small part of the knobs rotary sweep where the sound is greatly 
altered. I'm talking about the ADSR section here, especially the 
release. It does very little until 12 o'clock and then between 12 and 1 
minute past adds more release than anyone could possibly need. Okay I 
exaggerate a little here, maybe 10 minutes past. I really like a long 
release on some sounds but I would also like some control. Maybe I was 
spoilt being brought up on a moog source, AKAIS950. Don't think this is 
my machine as I came across this on a shop model too. I have found that 
this has prevented me from really manipulating the sounds as I would 
like, or would expect to after the RM1X.
3. It does not have a very good rhythmic feel about it. I know that the 
clocks can be shifted etc etc but it in no way rocks like the RM. case 
in point is the midi delay. Put this on a bass drum on the RM and its 
like a rush, on the RS it just plays the 16s. Can't really explain it 
but experience tells me that some drum machines feel good 
(TR606,808,RM1X) and some just feel flat (Early Korg, TR707, RS7K).
You can still make good beats on it but it takes more work/time than on 
other devices.

I Get the feeling that they had to make many compromises to get audio & 
midi in a single box like this and really should have concentrated on 
one of the features at the expense of the other.

That said I do use it and enjoy the results. Don't have much space so 
it fits the bill for what I need. I just feel it could have been much 
better if they had asked me to beta it first.

Anyone agree?
| 14136|14125|2005-09-22 07:10:16|Brooks Mosher|Re: rs7000 help|
i agree with you on the ADSR envelope pots, it seems a little tricky to get
it right where i want it to be and they don't increase or decrease values in
a real linear fashion. i don't know if that makes sense, but it's something
i can work around no problem. besides i can go into voice edit and change
the value on the LCD if i need to really get a specific value to get the
sound where i want.
i disagree with you on the timing issue. i've had both, and my RM1x had
timing flaws that you could definitely hear. especially if i'm running a lot
of midi tracks. i have yet to experience *any* timing issues (w/ internal
sounds or midi) with my RS so far. it really seems more solid. so the timing
is great and with that said i can get a great feel out of it. the RM1x would
have definite timing problems that occurred randomly as the processor tried
to keep up and there's no way i could get a good feel if the timing is off.
B

On 9/21/05, timsewell <timsewell@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Like many I came from the RM1X and have been using the RS7K for about
> three months. Don't know why but I feel like pointing out some faults.
>
> 1. The RM1X had the units main volume on the left but the 7K its on the
> right. I seem to be always tweaking the vol up and down a little when
> building tracks and being right handed cannot do this easily on the 7K
> and play the keyboard/knobs.
> 2. The RM1X had 8 x 2 really useful parameter knobs pre assigned to
> inspiring functions that quickly made the internal sounds rock. The 7K
> on the other hand has a whole wealth of knobs none of which do this. My
> experience is that they either have no affect on the sound or have a
> very small part of the knobs rotary sweep where the sound is greatly
> altered. I'm talking about the ADSR section here, especially the
> release. It does very little until 12 o'clock and then between 12 and 1
> minute past adds more release than anyone could possibly need. Okay I
> exaggerate a little here, maybe 10 minutes past. I really like a long
> release on some sounds but I would also like some control. Maybe I was
> spoilt being brought up on a moog source, AKAIS950. Don't think this is
> my machine as I came across this on a shop model too. I have found that
> this has prevented me from really manipulating the sounds as I would
> like, or would expect to after the RM1X.
> 3. It does not have a very good rhythmic feel about it. I know that the
> clocks can be shifted etc etc but it in no way rocks like the RM. case
> in point is the midi delay. Put this on a bass drum on the RM and its
> like a rush, on the RS it just plays the 16s. Can't really explain it
> but experience tells me that some drum machines feel good
> (TR606,808,RM1X) and some just feel flat (Early Korg, TR707, RS7K).
> You can still make good beats on it but it takes more work/time than on
> other devices.
>
> I Get the feeling that they had to make many compromises to get audio &
> midi in a single box like this and really should have concentrated on
> one of the features at the expense of the other.
>
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> That said I do use it and enjoy the results. Don't have much space so
> it fits the bill for what I need. I just feel it could have been much
> better if they had asked me to beta it first.
>
> Anyone agree?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14137|14125|2005-09-23 06:31:33|painjunkie23|Re: rs7000 help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "timsewell" wrote:

> Like many I came from the RM1X and have been using the RS7K for about 
> three months. Don't know why but I feel like pointing out some faults.
> 
> 1. The RM1X had the units main volume on the left but the 7K its on the 
> right. I seem to be always tweaking the vol up and down a little when 
> building tracks and being right handed cannot do this easily on the 7K 
> and play the keyboard/knobs.

I never use the volume, knob, because I adjust the tracks individually in the mixer, and 
just leave the volume knob alone. I would guess most people work this way?

> 2. The RM1X had 8 x 2 really useful parameter knobs pre assigned to 
> inspiring functions that quickly made the internal sounds rock. The 7K 
> on the other hand has a whole wealth of knobs none of which do this. My 
> experience is that they either have no affect on the sound or have a 
> very small part of the knobs rotary sweep where the sound is greatly 
> altered. I'm talking about the ADSR section here, especially the 
> release. It does very little until 12 o'clock and then between 12 and 1 
> minute past adds more release than anyone could possibly need. Okay I 
> exaggerate a little here, maybe 10 minutes past. I really like a long 
> release on some sounds but I would also like some control. Maybe I was 
> spoilt being brought up on a moog source, AKAIS950. Don't think this is 
> my machine as I came across this on a shop model too. I have found that 
> this has prevented me from really manipulating the sounds as I would 
> like, or would expect to after the RM1X.

Yep, some of those knobs are not inspiring, so set them up to control something else that 
you do find inspiring (page 109 in the manual). I put masking tape on the thing to label it.

> 3. It does not have a very good rhythmic feel about it. I know that the 
> clocks can be shifted etc etc but it in no way rocks like the RM. case 
> in point is the midi delay. Put this on a bass drum on the RM and its 
> like a rush, on the RS it just plays the 16s.
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O.K. The delay is extensively adjustable, so no points there. It's the same sequencer 
engine in the RS7k as the Rm1x. .In fact this sequencer engine has been around in many 
forms in other Yammy products, including those little portable sequencers, (where most of 
the parameters have been crippled mind you.)

Can't really explain it 

> but experience tells me that some drum machines feel good 
> (TR606,808,RM1X) and some just feel flat (Early Korg, TR707, RS7K).
> You can still make good beats on it but it takes more work/time than on 
> other devices.

A lot of people love the solid feel of an MPC, but usually it's the fact that the old MPC's did 
not have 480ppq, so the highest resolution of quantization always pulled things into tight 
timing. The cool thing about the RS7k, is that you can shift a kick drum ahead a wee little 
bit to get that techno slam that makes you think things are solid, but in fact are actually 
off, in order for your ears to be fooled into thinking it's 'pushing' the beat. Pull your hi-
hats back or forward a few bits and notice the way the beat changes feel. That is what 
makes this machine great, the detail to be able to have more control over your 
programming. It might take some time to get into it's depths, but it has depths.

I can't argue that an 808 doesn't feel good. It does. But I can make the RS7K feel good 
too, and then do so much more. I never had a problem with the timing on my old RM1x 
either.

> 
> I Get the feeling that they had to make many compromises to get audio & 
> midi in a single box like this and really should have concentrated on 
> one of the features at the expense of the other.

Comprimises compared to what? Certainly when you look at the features on an MPC or 
other similar product, they don't even come close. This is the most feature packed 
sampler/sequencer combo in existence. I'm not saying that will appeal to everyone. I 
have fun using my electribe for some stuff, but overall, it does not have a tenth of the 
features that the RS7k has. In terms of concentrating on one or the other, they have, you 
can get the more advanced A5k sampler, or the RM1X sequencer.

> 
> That said I do use it and enjoy the results. Don't have much space so 
> it fits the bill for what I need. I just feel it could have been much 
> better if they had asked me to beta it first.

Well, if you enjoy the results that's important. Hopefully you enjoy using it to get those 
results too. If not, sell it. Music is mostly work, not results, so if you don't find yourself 
enjoying how you you make music, use something else, and you will likely enjoy it more 
and have better results. I actually think using the RS7k will help me sound different than 
everyone who is using a computer for everything and I also find it fun!

> 
> Anyone agree?

umm, not today.
S.
| 14138|14125|2005-09-23 06:55:41|Brooks Mosher|Re: rs7000 help|
The old Roger Linn Akai's (MPC60, MPC3000, ASQ-10) are in a league all their
own in my opinion. I've never been able to get that feel with any other
sequencer like I could get with the ASQ-10. I don't think it's just due to a
lower ppq clock...

On 9/22/05, painjunkie23 <bitterharvest@sympatico.ca> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "timsewell" wrote:
> > Like many I came from the RM1X and have been using the RS7K for about
> > three months. Don't know why but I feel like pointing out some faults.
> >
> > 1. The RM1X had the units main volume on the left but the 7K its on the
> > right. I seem to be always tweaking the vol up and down a little when
> > building tracks and being right handed cannot do this easily on the 7K
> > and play the keyboard/knobs.
>
> I never use the volume, knob, because I adjust the tracks individually in
> the mixer, and
> just leave the volume knob alone. I would guess most people work this way?
>
> > 2. The RM1X had 8 x 2 really useful parameter knobs pre assigned to
> > inspiring functions that quickly made the internal sounds rock. The 7K
> > on the other hand has a whole wealth of knobs none of which do this. My
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> > experience is that they either have no affect on the sound or have a
> > very small part of the knobs rotary sweep where the sound is greatly
> > altered. I'm talking about the ADSR section here, especially the
> > release. It does very little until 12 o'clock and then between 12 and 1
> > minute past adds more release than anyone could possibly need. Okay I
> > exaggerate a little here, maybe 10 minutes past. I really like a long
> > release on some sounds but I would also like some control. Maybe I was
> > spoilt being brought up on a moog source, AKAIS950. Don't think this is
> > my machine as I came across this on a shop model too. I have found that
> > this has prevented me from really manipulating the sounds as I would
> > like, or would expect to after the RM1X.
>
> Yep, some of those knobs are not inspiring, so set them up to control
> something else that
> you do find inspiring (page 109 in the manual). I put masking tape on the
> thing to label it.
>
> > 3. It does not have a very good rhythmic feel about it. I know that the
> > clocks can be shifted etc etc but it in no way rocks like the RM. case
> > in point is the midi delay. Put this on a bass drum on the RM and its
> > like a rush, on the RS it just plays the 16s.
>
> O.K. The delay is extensively adjustable, so no points there. It's the
> same sequencer
> engine in the RS7k as the Rm1x. .In fact this sequencer engine has been
> around in many
> forms in other Yammy products, including those little portable sequencers,
> (where most of
> the parameters have been crippled mind you.)
>
> Can't really explain it
> > but experience tells me that some drum machines feel good
> > (TR606,808,RM1X) and some just feel flat (Early Korg, TR707, RS7K).
> > You can still make good beats on it but it takes more work/time than on
> > other devices.
>
> A lot of people love the solid feel of an MPC, but usually it's the fact
> that the old MPC's did
> not have 480ppq, so the highest resolution of quantization always pulled
> things into tight
> timing. The cool thing about the RS7k, is that you can shift a kick drum
> ahead a wee little
> bit to get that techno slam that makes you think things are solid, but in
> fact are actually
> off, in order for your ears to be fooled into thinking it's 'pushing' the
> beat. Pull your hi-
> hats back or forward a few bits and notice the way the beat changes feel.
> That is what
> makes this machine great, the detail to be able to have more control over
> your
> programming. It might take some time to get into it's depths, but it has
> depths.
>
> I can't argue that an 808 doesn't feel good. It does. But I can make the
> RS7K feel good
> too, and then do so much more. I never had a problem with the timing on my
> old RM1x
> either.
> >
> > I Get the feeling that they had to make many compromises to get audio &
> > midi in a single box like this and really should have concentrated on
> > one of the features at the expense of the other.
>
> Comprimises compared to what? Certainly when you look at the features on
> an MPC or
> other similar product, they don't even come close. This is the most
> feature packed
> sampler/sequencer combo in existence. I'm not saying that will appeal to
> everyone. I
> have fun using my electribe for some stuff, but overall, it does not have
> a tenth of the
> features that the RS7k has. In terms of concentrating on one or the other,
> they have, you
> can get the more advanced A5k sampler, or the RM1X sequencer.
> >
> > That said I do use it and enjoy the results. Don't have much space so
> > it fits the bill for what I need. I just feel it could have been much
> > better if they had asked me to beta it first.
>
> Well, if you enjoy the results that's important. Hopefully you enjoy using
> it to get those



> results too. If not, sell it. Music is mostly work, not results, so if you
> don't find yourself
> enjoying how you you make music, use something else, and you will likely
> enjoy it more
> and have better results. I actually think using the RS7k will help me
> sound different than
> everyone who is using a computer for everything and I also find it fun!
> >
> > Anyone agree?
>
> umm, not today.
> S.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14139|14125|2005-09-23 13:07:35|Tim Sewell|Re: rs7000 help|
--- painjunkie23 <bitterharvest@sympatico.ca> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "timsewell"
> wrote:
> > Like many I came from the RM1X and have been using
> the RS7K for about 
> > three months. Don't know why but I feel like
> pointing out some faults.
> > 
> > 1. The RM1X had the units main volume on the left
> but the 7K its on the 
> > right. I seem to be always tweaking the vol up and
> down a little when 
> > building tracks and being right handed cannot do
> this easily on the 7K 
> > and play the keyboard/knobs.
> 
> I never use the volume, knob, because I adjust the
> tracks individually in the mixer, and 
> just leave the volume knob alone. I would guess
> most people work this way?

Guess I'm using it more as an instrument not a studio,
but I would still prefer the volume on the left, like
every keyboard I've ever owned.

> 
> > 2. The RM1X had 8 x 2 really useful parameter
> knobs pre assigned to 
> > inspiring functions that quickly made the internal
> sounds rock. The 7K 
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> > on the other hand has a whole wealth of knobs none
> of which do this. My 
> > experience is that they either have no affect on
> the sound or have a 
> > very small part of the knobs rotary sweep where
> the sound is greatly 
> > altered. I'm talking about the ADSR section here,
> especially the 
> > release. It does very little until 12 o'clock and
> then between 12 and 1 
> > minute past adds more release than anyone could
> possibly need. Okay I 
> > exaggerate a little here, maybe 10 minutes past. I
> really like a long 
> > release on some sounds but I would also like some
> control. Maybe I was 
> > spoilt being brought up on a moog source,
> AKAIS950. Don't think this is 
> > my machine as I came across this on a shop model
> too. I have found that 
> > this has prevented me from really manipulating the
> sounds as I would 
> > like, or would expect to after the RM1X.
> 
> Yep, some of those knobs are not inspiring, so set
> them up to control something else that 
> you do find inspiring (page 109 in the manual). I
> put masking tape on the thing to label it.

Doesn't alter the fact that the ADSR controls are not
very precise/functional. Should be addressed.

> 
> > 3. It does not have a very good rhythmic feel
> about it. I know that the 
> > clocks can be shifted etc etc but it in no way
> rocks like the RM. case 
> > in point is the midi delay. Put this on a bass
> drum on the RM and its 
> > like a rush, on the RS it just plays the 16s.
> 
> O.K. The delay is extensively adjustable, so no
> points there. It's the same sequencer 
> engine in the RS7k as the Rm1x. .In fact this
> sequencer engine has been around in many 
> forms in other Yammy products, including those
> little portable sequencers, (where most of 
> the parameters have been crippled mind you.)

I have not found out how to extensivly adjust the midi
delay. I can only get it to change from 160,240,320
etc, nothing in between, think I could do this on the
RM?. If you could let me know how to set it to 195 for
example I would be grateful. Same engine maybe but the
16s don't give me a rush like they used to. 

> 
> Can't really explain it 
> > but experience tells me that some drum machines
> feel good 
> > (TR606,808,RM1X) and some just feel flat (Early
> Korg, TR707, RS7K).
> > You can still make good beats on it but it takes
> more work/time than on 
> > other devices.
> 
> A lot of people love the solid feel of an MPC, but
> usually it's the fact that the old MPC's did 
> not have 480ppq, so the highest resolution of
> quantization always pulled things into tight 
> timing. The cool thing about the RS7k, is that you
> can shift a kick drum ahead a wee little 
> bit to get that techno slam that makes you think
> things are solid, but in fact are actually 
> off, in order for your ears to be fooled into
> thinking it's 'pushing' the beat. Pull your hi-
> hats back or forward a few bits and notice the way
> the beat changes feel. That is what 



> makes this machine great, the detail to be able to
> have more control over your 
> programming. It might take some time to get into
> it's depths, but it has depths.
> 
> I can't argue that an 808 doesn't feel good. It
> does. But I can make the RS7K feel good 
> too, and then do so much more. I never had a
> problem with the timing on my old RM1x 
> either.

Agreed, one can make it feel good. But I want it to
feel good straight out the box. Then, if I need to, I
can make it feel flat with the clock business.

> > 
> > I Get the feeling that they had to make many
> compromises to get audio & 
> > midi in a single box like this and really should
> have concentrated on 
> > one of the features at the expense of the other.
> 
> Comprimises compared to what? Certainly when you
> look at the features on an MPC or 
> other similar product, they don't even come close. 
> This is the most feature packed 
> sampler/sequencer combo in existence. I'm not
> saying that will appeal to everyone. I 
> have fun using my electribe for some stuff, but
> overall, it does not have a tenth of the 
> features that the RS7k has. In terms of
> concentrating on one or the other, they have, you 
> can get the more advanced A5k sampler, or the RM1X
> sequencer.

Compromises in regards to producing a very good synth
with sampler or a very good sampler with synth. Not
compared to anything just making a good product.
It can have more features than the local Odeon, but if
they are poorly implemented what value are they?

> > 
> > That said I do use it and enjoy the results. Don't
> have much space so 
> > it fits the bill for what I need. I just feel it
> could have been much 
> > better if they had asked me to beta it first.
> 
> Well, if you enjoy the results that's important. 
> Hopefully you enjoy using it to get those 
> results too. If not, sell it. Music is mostly
> work, not results, so if you don't find yourself 
> enjoying how you you make music, use something else,
> and you will likely enjoy it more 
> and have better results. I actually think using the
> RS7k will help me sound different than 
> everyone who is using a computer for everything and
> I also find it fun!

But will it make you sound different from everyone
using a RS7k? 
Music is work, agreed, which is why I don't need poor
design and implementation to get in the way my real
work, making music.
I bought the box, so I wasn't pi$$ing about with
software, but if I have to jump through hoops to make
it sound good I will continue to search for something
else.

> > 
> > Anyone agree?
> 
> umm, not today.



> S.
> 

Thanks for replying, don't take it the wrong way but
you sound a little patronising and perhaps over
defensive. I was just sharing some frustations.

Regards,

T

> 
> 
> 
> 

___________________________________________________________ 
To help you stay safe and secure online, we've developed the all new Yahoo! Security Centre. http://uk.security.yahoo.com
| 14140|14140|2005-09-23 14:38:02|jomany2002|New to this group!|
Hi there!
Just picked up a second hand fully expanded RS7000 today (I guess I
got a good price). So, sitting here with with no clue, a rather chunky
manual, and a bottle of expensive wine I decided to join up this
group, get on the wine detail and leave the manual for tomorrow.
Before starting with the manual, the machine, and all those stupid
questions you've all heard a zillion times I'd just like to say hallo
and introduce myself.

Ok, peace out and into the fogs.

///J
STHLM Sweden
| 14141|14140|2005-09-23 15:00:20|Brooks Mosher|Re: New to this group!|
Hey there,
Welcome to this list!
I'm thinking the first thing I would do if I just but an RS7000 is get a
bottle of wine too. Oh, and I would identify what OS version it is because
you definitely want to update to the latest. I don't have my RS here in
front of me cause I'm at work, but I want to say that that 1.2 is the latest
- I could be wrong though. Check online or with someone else on here.
Here's the page that describes how to update the operating system:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/KnowledgeBaseDetailPF/0,6727,CNTID%253D10303%2526CTID%253D401285,00.html
This is a good site:
http://www.rs7000.org/
Cheers,
Brooks

On 9/23/05, jomany2002 <totte@norn.se> wrote:
>
> Hi there!
> Just picked up a second hand fully expanded RS7000 today (I guess I
> got a good price). So, sitting here with with no clue, a rather chunky
> manual, and a bottle of expensive wine I decided to join up this
> group, get on the wine detail and leave the manual for tomorrow.
> Before starting with the manual, the machine, and all those stupid
> questions you've all heard a zillion times I'd just like to say hallo
> and introduce myself.
>
> Ok, peace out and into the fogs.
>
> ///J
> STHLM Sweden
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instru
Electronic
> instrument<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrum
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrumen
Yamaha
> rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+instrument+c
Electronic
> instrument cases<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electronic+
g>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14142|14125|2005-09-26 06:24:33|acidfev|Re: rs7000 help|

> Guess I'm using it more as an instrument not a studio,
> but I would still prefer the volume on the left, like
> every keyboard I've ever owned.
> 

I use de individual outs a lot for exterbal fx processing, so can't 
say that i use the main outs a lot.

> Doesn't alter the fact that the ADSR controls are not
> very precise/functional. Should be addressed.

Don't count on this happening. I do admit that the control are 
different. But one can get the same results as with the rm1x without 
any problem.

> I have not found out how to extensivly adjust the midi
> delay. I can only get it to change from 160,240,320
> etc, nothing in between, think I could do this on the
> RM?. If you could let me know how to set it to 195 for
> example I would be grateful. Same engine maybe but the
> 16s don't give me a rush like they used to. 
> 

I don't think the rm1x had steps in between 160,240,320. Besides this 
i don't think the Rm1x could go as low as 30 either. I didn't have 
any midi delay pattern that didn't work like it would on the Rm1x.

> Thanks for replying, don't take it the wrong way but
> you sound a little patronising and perhaps over
> defensive. I was just sharing some frustations.
> 
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I think the reply was just ment to make clear that Yamaha really 
didn't remove features from the sequencer engine when making the 
Rs7000. Most of the changes are superb and some might be less 
fortunate.

The only real difference i found when i upgraded to Rs7000 is that 
the audio engine was really afwull on the Rm1x. And while this would 
be a bad thing most of the times i would have liked an emulation mode 
since i can't seem to always be able to recreate sounds i made with 
the rm1x.

Some things i didn't like they changed:

No Metal casing like the Rm1x.....wtf is this?

Why can the rm1x change assigned midi channels while playing and the 
Rs7000 cannot? The functionality is there but it's blocked while the 
sequencer is playing. Very annoying indeed.
| 14143|14125|2005-09-27 03:06:04|++haZy|Re: rs7000 help|
On 26/09/2005, at 6:05 PM, acidfev wrote:

> Some things i didn't like they changed:
>
> No Metal casing like the Rm1x.....wtf is this?
>

i can guess this one... can you image a metal cased rs7k?? the fuckers 
heavy enough as it is, id need a forklift to lift it with a metal case 
:)

+=haZy

www.hazyinseptember.com
www.myspace.com/hazyinseptember
www.myspace.com/dizzygotheca
| 14144|14144|2005-09-28 14:31:01|macku26|New OS and weird problems - help|
What's up

Has anyone else experienced problems with the latest os 1.22?, and is 
it possible to revert to the previous os 1.2. I've had the RS7000 for 
about 4 years now and ever since I installed the latest os weird things 
have been going on with the machine. Specifically "volume droppouts" 
(ex: I'm playing a pattern and then all of a sudden the snare volume 
will drop by itself. Another time I turned the RS on and the compressor 
master effect didn't work for a couple of minutes but all the other 
effects did) The main question at this point is, is it possible to go 
back to the previous os or will that cause more problems (and does 
anyone know whats happening to my RS - never had this problem before)

Thanks
Macku26
| 14145|14145|2005-09-29 06:42:59|Brooks Mosher|smart media cards|
i want to get another one since the one i have is only 32 mb.
can the rs7000 use smart media cards that are over 64 mb? like 128 mb?
thanks
b

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14146|14145|2005-09-29 13:50:17|timun2023|Re: smart media cards|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> i want to get another one since the one i have is only 32 mb.
> can the rs7000 use smart media cards that are over 64 mb? like 128 

mb?

> thanks
> b
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

All right for 128mb (I have a 128mo). More I don't know...
@++
Gosh
| 14147|14147|2005-09-29 21:16:07|irrelevanceuk|Groove edit question|
Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the groove edit page like in 
grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say bar 3 in groove edit that I 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 while in record. 
How can I overcome this?
| 14148|14144|2005-09-30 20:46:12|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: New OS and weird problems - help|
I've not experieced those specific problems. I use the multicompressor on master all the time, never no problems. Have experienced times when stuff would drop out,
wound up it being that I was hitting the RS's poloyphony limit, like 64 notes max I think fyi, check on that. You can go back to older OS I suppose, see no reason why you
couldn't, I've thought about it a couple of times too. My problems been that I loose certain settings when converting to pat chain to song, wasn't sure it did that or not in
the older version, it definatly sucks in the newer version, but I enjoy seing my notes being played while step sequencing the older version didn't have, so I'm just dealing
with it. Maybe you can try reloadeding 1.22 see if that helps too.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: macku26 <macku26@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 28 Sep 2005 17:46:27 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] New OS and weird problems - help

What's up

Has anyone else experienced problems with the latest os 1.22?, and is 
it possible to revert to the previous os 1.2. I've had the RS7000 for 
about 4 years now and ever since I installed the latest os weird things 
have been going on with the machine. Specifically "volume droppouts" 
(ex: I'm playing a pattern and then all of a sudden the snare volume 
will drop by itself. Another time I turned the RS on and the compressor 
master effect didn't work for a couple of minutes but all the other 
effects did) The main question at this point is, is it possible to go 
back to the previous os or will that cause more problems (and does 
anyone know whats happening to my RS - never had this problem before)

Thanks
Macku26
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14149|14144|2005-09-30 21:42:17|++haZy|Re: New OS and weird problems - help|
i do seem to get some wierd things when you first turn the machine on..

sometimes sounds will be "different" almost like it didnt save some 
kind of setting...

my friend has had her's for about 2 years and its now lost one of its 
piano synths .. well, not lost but its gotten corrupted somehow and no 
longer sounds like a piano.. this is in the internal synths..

On 01/10/2005, at 12:45 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> I've not experieced those specific problems. I use the 
> multicompressor on master all the time, never no problems. Have 
> experienced times when stuff would drop out, wound up it being that I 
> was hitting the RS's poloyphony limit, like 64 notes max I think fyi, 
> check on that. You can go back to older OS I suppose, see no reason 
> why you couldn't, I've thought about it a couple of times too. My 
> problems been that I loose certain settings when converting to pat 
> chain to song, wasn't sure it did that or not in the older version, it 
> definatly sucks in the newer version, but I enjoy seing my notes being 
> played while step sequencing the older version didn't have, so I'm 
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> just dealing with it. Maybe you can try reloadeding 1.22 see if that 
> helps too.
>
> Zam
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: macku26 <macku26@yahoo.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 28 Sep 2005 17:46:27 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] New OS and weird problems - help
>
>
> What's up
>
> Has anyone else experienced problems with the latest os 1.22?, and is
> it possible to revert to the previous os 1.2. I've had the RS7000 for
> about 4 years now and ever since I installed the latest os weird things
> have been going on with the machine. Specifically "volume droppouts"
> (ex: I'm playing a pattern and then all of a sudden the snare volume
> will drop by itself. Another time I turned the RS on and the compressor
> master effect didn't work for a couple of minutes but all the other
> effects did) The main question at this point is, is it possible to go
> back to the previous os or will that cause more problems (and does
> anyone know whats happening to my RS - never had this problem before)
>
> Thanks
> Macku26
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14150|14144|2005-10-01 00:40:18|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: New OS and weird problems - help|
Now that I think about it, I do recall once when my multicompressor didn't work after turning it on, only happend once though, I think I rebooted and it was OK, hasn't
happend since. Also, sometimes I've had it save some corrupt settings in the start of a song that I couldn't remove until a couple measures in, stopped doing that after the
OS 1.22 update though. I am also starting to get one note or button thats needing to be pressed a little harder than than rest to work. I've had mine for over 4 years,
maybe 5 and used extinsively, so I can't complain too much really. 
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-----Original Message-----
From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 1 Oct 2005 13:43:28 +1000
Subject: Re: [RS7000] New OS and weird problems - help

i do seem to get some wierd things when you first turn the machine on..

sometimes sounds will be "different" almost like it didnt save some 
kind of setting...

my friend has had her's for about 2 years and its now lost one of its 
piano synths .. well, not lost but its gotten corrupted somehow and no 
longer sounds like a piano.. this is in the internal synths..

On 01/10/2005, at 12:45 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> I've not experieced those specific problems. I use the 
> multicompressor on master all the time, never no problems. Have 
> experienced times when stuff would drop out, wound up it being that I 
> was hitting the RS's poloyphony limit, like 64 notes max I think fyi, 
> check on that. You can go back to older OS I suppose, see no reason 
> why you couldn't, I've thought about it a couple of times too. My 
> problems been that I loose certain settings when converting to pat 
> chain to song, wasn't sure it did that or not in the older version, it 
> definatly sucks in the newer version, but I enjoy seing my notes being 
> played while step sequencing the older version didn't have, so I'm 
> just dealing with it. Maybe you can try reloadeding 1.22 see if that 
> helps too.
>
> Zam
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: macku26 <macku26@yahoo.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 28 Sep 2005 17:46:27 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] New OS and weird problems - help
>
>
> What's up
>
> Has anyone else experienced problems with the latest os 1.22?, and is
> it possible to revert to the previous os 1.2. I've had the RS7000 for
> about 4 years now and ever since I installed the latest os weird things
> have been going on with the machine. Specifically "volume droppouts"
> (ex: I'm playing a pattern and then all of a sudden the snare volume
> will drop by itself. Another time I turned the RS on and the compressor
> master effect didn't work for a couple of minutes but all the other
> effects did) The main question at this point is, is it possible to go
> back to the previous os or will that cause more problems (and does
> anyone know whats happening to my RS - never had this problem before)
>
> Thanks
> Macku26
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
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>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14151|14151|2005-10-02 08:50:03|moisme05|using with m-audio radium|
Hello I just bought an RS primarily/initially for its sequencer 
(later for all of the sampling and such) so I'm still studying the 
manual and all of the forums I can find

meanwhile I need faders (set for volume) for live use and have done 
so successfully on the QY100 with my live rig by using a Radium 
49. 

I've put all the songs/patterns on the RS and all is cool but my 
faders will only control the track volume on the RS that 
is "selected". And all 16 faders/knobs, though set for channels 1-
16, will control the selected track on the RS, regardless of channel.

Any thoughts on what I'm missing will be appreciated.

Radium 49 Midi out to RS7000 midi out to Roland RD700.

The RD 700 receives Midi volume instructions on the correct channel 
when that channel is selected on the RS.

Thanks
| 14152|14152|2005-10-02 14:56:09|Steve Cooke|Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)|
Hello there,

I recently bought an RS7000 to work alongside my Motif 6.

When I used the pitchbend wheel on the Motif using its internal sounds, the
range of pitch change is an octave up or down. However, when the pitchbend
wheel to control the RS700's sounds, the range is much greater - it appears
to be two octaves up or down.

Presumably this is down to a different default range on the two instruments.

Does anyone know how to configure the RS7000 so that the MIDI data received
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from the Motif's pitchbend wheel only responds within a single octave range?

Cheers,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14153|14152|2005-10-02 15:01:28|Dale Kay|Re: Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)|
you could use midi-ox and see what the range out is and compare ...
there might be a setting somewhere too...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Steve Cooke 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, October 02, 2005 1:56 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)

Hello there,

I recently bought an RS7000 to work alongside my Motif 6.

When I used the pitchbend wheel on the Motif using its internal sounds, the
range of pitch change is an octave up or down. However, when the pitchbend
wheel to control the RS700's sounds, the range is much greater - it appears
to be two octaves up or down.

Presumably this is down to a different default range on the two instruments.

Does anyone know how to configure the RS7000 so that the MIDI data received
from the Motif's pitchbend wheel only responds within a single octave range?

Cheers,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14154|14145|2005-10-02 18:21:32|newwheels2day|Re: smart media cards|
yes i use a 128 w/ no problems ... get ur self a mac 
and ableton live!!! so much easier than tryin to edit
on a 1x2 screen

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> i want to get another one since the one i have is
> only 32 mb.
> can the rs7000 use smart media cards that are over
> 64 mb? like 128 mb?
> thanks
> b
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
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__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14155|14145|2005-10-02 18:21:32|painjunkie23|Re: smart media cards|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> i want to get another one since the one i have is only 32 mb.
> can the rs7000 use smart media cards that are over 64 mb? like 128 mb?
> thanks
> b
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

It's the brand more than the size that the RS7k is picky about. Sandisk cards seem to work 
fine, and I have used 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 cards. Because smartmedia has been phased 
out by camera makers, most companies do not make them anymore. This is good & bad 
depending on how you look at it. In a lot of places, you just can't get the cards anymore 
and would have to get them online for the old price. Or if you are near a good sized mall 
with a cheap electronics outlet, they are being blown out for extra cheap because they are 
deleted. In Canada, Circuit City (used to be Radio Shack) was selling 64mg cards for 
$14.99, now that is cheap considering the usual price for a 128Mg card is still $80+

Scott.
| 14156|14147|2005-10-03 01:39:49|irrelevanceuk|Re: Groove edit question|
Just bumping this

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:
> Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the groove edit page like in 
> grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say bar 3 in groove edit 
that I 
> have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 while in record. 
> How can I overcome this?

| 14157|14151|2005-10-04 09:15:53|versis82|Re: using with m-audio radium|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:

> I've put all the songs/patterns on the RS and all is cool but my 
> faders will only control the track volume on the RS that 
> is "selected". And all 16 faders/knobs, though set for channels 1-
> 16, will control the selected track on the RS, regardless of

channel.

> 
> Any thoughts on what I'm missing will be appreciated.

The RS is initially set to "monitor" incoming midi data of all
channels on the selected channel. You have to go to the "Utility"
mode, page "Midi Setup". Then change the "Echo Back" function from
"Rec Monitor" to any of the other options (which fits your setup
best). Check manual for details.
| 14158|14152|2005-10-04 09:16:01|versis82|Re: Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:

> When I used the pitchbend wheel on the Motif using its internal

sounds, the

> range of pitch change is an octave up or down. However, when the

pitchbend

> wheel to control the RS700's sounds, the range is much greater - it

appears

> to be two octaves up or down.
> 
> Presumably this is down to a different default range on the two

instruments.

Yes. RS7000 voices have a default pitch bend range of 24 notes. You
can change this for each voice by selecting the track of this voice,
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then press "Voice Edit". Somewhere inside this menu is the pitch bend
range setting, i don't have the rs in front of me so please check the
manual for details.
| 14159|14159|2005-10-04 13:32:56|goodald|OS 1.22|
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/product/syndtm/dl/pr_hard.html#rs7000

I'd have uploaded it but did not see a way to do so. Sorry if this 
is old news

Was referenced at
http://fr.forums.sonofanzine.com/apprendre/mailing_forums/index,idtop
ic,85736.html

The version of RS7000 itself is updated in "V1.22". * While 
verification method of substance version [ REC ] the button [ STOP ] 
pushing 
the button simultaneously, you turn on the power of the substance. 
Current Version Kernel: 1.xx Firm: "Firm of the indication, 1.xx: 
The 
part where it is displayed with 1.xx "is version of the substance. 
By the 
fact that it does again to turn on the power of RS7000, it is 
possible to 
pass through from the version verification picture. * Contents of 
main 
update 
< V1.21 -> V1.22 > - New song (or new style) when selecting, 
Effect (Variation/Chorus/Reverb) the trouble where Return and PAN 
are 
not reset was corrected. - The trouble where Distance of Filter is 
not 
remembered in Scene Memory was corrected. - In addition, trouble 
was 
corrected. 
V1.20 -> V1.21 > - At song mode at the time of STEP REC end, the 
trouble which returns to the top was corrected. - In addition, 
trouble 
was corrected. 
< V1.14 -> V1.20 > - In grid step recording playback 
of the other track/truck became possible. - Filter type 12 types 
was 
added. - While playing back, it became possible to change to 
editing/step 
recording/grid step recording. - While in the real time 
recording, re-raising, temporary without recording it reached the 
point 
where it can perform with the pad and the keyboard. * Please keep 
putting 
note user update, in customer himself responsibility. Because smart 
it 
updates by way of the media, the smart media of 8MB - 128MB 1 
and, the smart media lighter/writer in order to copy the file on 
the 
personal computer to the smart media is necessary. When updating as 
for 
system set rise being to be initialized entirely please note. When 
it 
fails in job, there are times when the substance stops operating 
e.g., by 
any chance the power source cable passes through during update job. 
In that case, please execute update job for the second time from 
beginning. Executing update job for the second time, when the 
substance does 
not operate, consultation to Yamaha service center of the vicinity.
| 14160|14159|2005-10-04 15:42:51|goodald|Re: OS 1.22|
oops - looks like it was :)
| 14161|14161|2005-10-05 06:56:57|lee_michael_cassidy|Problem setting BPM; can anyone help?|
Hi there, I have just purchased an RS7K and am a complete novice on 
this wonderful machine. I cannot set the BPM when trying to construct a 
groove. I know that Knob 4 is working as I can use it to unlock / lock 
memory etc. but the BPM setting will not change from ---.- Has anyone 
had this problem? Can anyone offer any advice?
Kindest regards, Lee
| 14162|14151|2005-10-05 08:05:25|Mo Egeston|Re: using with m-audio radium|
Versis 82- I thank you very much. problem solved.

versis82 <unwichtig@versis.de> wrote:--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:
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> I've put all the songs/patterns on the RS and all is cool but my 
> faders will only control the track volume on the RS that 
> is "selected". And all 16 faders/knobs, though set for channels 1-
> 16, will control the selected track on the RS, regardless of

channel.

> 
> Any thoughts on what I'm missing will be appreciated.

The RS is initially set to "monitor" incoming midi data of all
channels on the selected channel. You have to go to the "Utility"
mode, page "Midi Setup". Then change the "Echo Back" function from
"Rec Monitor" to any of the other options (which fits your setup
best). Check manual for details.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

Mo Egeston 
MO-ISME PRODUCTIONS 
Mo & Dawn's Remix Project 
Vargas (Formerly Vargas Swing) 
Mo & Dawn's Acid Jazz Lounge 
Urban Jazz Naturals Studio Project 
moisme@sbcglobal.net 
www.moanddawn.com 
"Music is Music, Just Play it Well!"

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14163|14161|2005-10-05 18:26:24|wasted/su700fan|Re: Problem setting BPM; can anyone help?|
On Oct 4, 2005, at 11:37 PM, lee_michael_cassidy wrote:

> Hi there, I have just purchased an RS7K and am a complete novice on
> this wonderful machine. I cannot set the BPM when trying to 
> construct a
> groove. I know that Knob 4 is working as I can use it to unlock / lock
> memory etc. but the BPM setting will not change from ---.- Has anyone
> had this problem? Can anyone offer any advice?
> Kindest regards, Lee

Are you synching the RS7000 to an external device? If so, that might 
explain why you can't change the BPM. Normally you should be able to 
turn the F4 knob to adjust the whole # for the BPM and hit the F4 
button and then turn the F4 knob to adjust the tenths digit value for 
the BPM.
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-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14164|14147|2005-10-06 21:18:58|wasted/su700fan|Re: Groove edit question|
On Sep 29, 2005, at 11:13 PM, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the 
> groove edit page like in
> grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say 
> bar 3 in groove edit that I
> have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 
> while in record.
> How can I overcome this?

I haven't really worked with Grid Groove mode. Looking at the manual 
on pages 85-86, it looks like the 16th note segments that you tweak 
to apply the changes will affect each measure of a multiple measure 
phrase. So if you are using Overdub Record or Normalize Play Effect 
mode to write the changes to your phrase the Grid Groove settings 
will change the parameters for each measure at the 16th note segments 
you've adjusted the groove. If you want to just change a couple note 
parameters on only one measure of a multi-measure phrase, going into 
Edit mode or using the Pattern Jobs might be a better choice.

Take all this with a grain of salt. I haven't actually tried this in 
practice. Just my interpretation of an ambivalent area of the manual.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14165|14147|2005-10-07 01:45:05|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Groove edit question|
Just backing you up, wasted/su700fan. You're right, thats how it works.

bye
Wildemar

wasted/su700fan wrote:

>On Sep 29, 2005, at 11:13 PM, irrelevanceuk wrote:
>
> 
>
>>Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the 
>>groove edit page like in
>>grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say 
>>bar 3 in groove edit that I
>>have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 
>>while in record.
>>How can I overcome this?
>> 
>>
>
>I haven't really worked with Grid Groove mode. Looking at the manual 
>on pages 85-86, it looks like the 16th note segments that you tweak 
>to apply the changes will affect each measure of a multiple measure 
>phrase. So if you are using Overdub Record or Normalize Play Effect 
>mode to write the changes to your phrase the Grid Groove settings 
>will change the parameters for each measure at the 16th note segments 
>you've adjusted the groove. If you want to just change a couple note 
>parameters on only one measure of a multi-measure phrase, going into 
>Edit mode or using the Pattern Jobs might be a better choice.
>
>Take all this with a grain of salt. I haven't actually tried this in 
>practice. Just my interpretation of an ambivalent area of the manual.
> 
>

| 14166|14166|2005-10-07 04:51:47|++haZy|help with rs7000 in a live show|
heeeeeey...

need some help, got a live show up next weekend.

Last time i played live the mix was quite muddy and clipped all the 
time, the venue sound was crap + only 1 speaker so i blamed most of the 
problems on that.

Someone the other day suggested that it was possibly my bass hitting 
below 50hz.. which could be a big possibility..

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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so, if i use the global compressor would this help? otherwise im sure 
ive seem somewhere on the rs7k where i can cut the bass...

anyone got any ideas?

cheers

++haZy
| 14167|14166|2005-10-07 04:58:18|alex bazan|Re: help with rs7000 in a live show|
En/na ++haZy ha escrit:

>so, if i use the global compressor would this help? otherwise im sure 
>ive seem somewhere on the rs7k where i can cut the bass...
> 
>

I think you'll need to EQ/filter (high pass over 50hz) rather than compress.
| 14168|14147|2005-10-07 13:53:29|irrelevanceuk|Re: Groove edit question|
Thx for clearing that up. At least I can access edit while in playback. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Sep 29, 2005, at 11:13 PM, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> 
> > Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the 
> > groove edit page like in
> > grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say 
> > bar 3 in groove edit that I
> > have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 
> > while in record.
> > How can I overcome this?
> 
> I haven't really worked with Grid Groove mode. Looking at the manual 
> on pages 85-86, it looks like the 16th note segments that you tweak 
> to apply the changes will affect each measure of a multiple measure 
> phrase. So if you are using Overdub Record or Normalize Play Effect 
> mode to write the changes to your phrase the Grid Groove settings 
> will change the parameters for each measure at the 16th note segments 
> you've adjusted the groove. If you want to just change a couple note 
> parameters on only one measure of a multi-measure phrase, going into 
> Edit mode or using the Pattern Jobs might be a better choice.
> 
> Take all this with a grain of salt. I haven't actually tried this in 
> practice. Just my interpretation of an ambivalent area of the manual.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

| 14169|14166|2005-10-07 21:01:05|++haZy|Re: help with rs7000 in a live show|
thanks... but what should i use?

should i use the global filter? should i go thru and eq the mixer 
tracks in the rs7k / or my mixer/ or on the pa ?

or am i going about it the wrong way?

On 07/10/2005, at 8:57 PM, alex bazan wrote:

> En/na ++haZy ha escrit:
>
>> so, if i use the global compressor would this help? otherwise im sure
>> ive seem somewhere on the rs7k where i can cut the bass...
>>
>>
>
> I think you'll need to EQ/filter (high pass over 50hz) rather than 
> compress.
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14170|14166|2005-10-09 03:07:34|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: help with rs7000 in a live show|
You have to use the multi compressor during gigs on the RS. You get clipping in mids and highs too, and can quickly turn them down with the multi compressor on the
master effects. multi compressor is always on and I'm constantly adjusting its settings during gigs. The RS does tend to be a little muddy on venue's house system, seems to
clear up some when you crank it up really loud then adjust the mult compressor's settings down to below clipping levels. This works generally, not always.

Good Luck!

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 7 Oct 2005 20:51:21 +1000
Subject: [RS7000] help with rs7000 in a live show

heeeeeey...

need some help, got a live show up next weekend.

Last time i played live the mix was quite muddy and clipped all the 
time, the venue sound was crap + only 1 speaker so i blamed most of the 
problems on that.

Someone the other day suggested that it was possibly my bass hitting 
below 50hz.. which could be a big possibility..

so, if i use the global compressor would this help? otherwise im sure 
ive seem somewhere on the rs7k where i can cut the bass...

anyone got any ideas?

cheers

++haZy

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14171|14152|2005-10-09 03:16:21|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)|
There is a pitch bend range on the RS7000 under voice edit, 3rd one down. Its defaulted to 24, try 12.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: Dale Kay <dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Sent: Sun, 2 Oct 2005 13:59:43 -0700
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)

you could use midi-ox and see what the range out is and compare ...
there might be a setting somewhere too...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Steve Cooke 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, October 02, 2005 1:56 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Pitchbend control from an external keyboard (Motif)

Hello there,

I recently bought an RS7000 to work alongside my Motif 6.

When I used the pitchbend wheel on the Motif using its internal sounds, the
range of pitch change is an octave up or down. However, when the pitchbend
wheel to control the RS700's sounds, the range is much greater - it appears
to be two octaves up or down.

Presumably this is down to a different default range on the two instruments.

Does anyone know how to configure the RS7000 so that the MIDI data received
from the Motif's pitchbend wheel only responds within a single octave range?

Cheers,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14172|14147|2005-10-09 03:39:45|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Groove edit question|
Another tryable alternate is to use the programable LFO on pitch and set the slope to off and adjust the length. Hard to get matching timeing I've noticed even whe bpm
synced, but its a hell of a lot of fun experimenting with and can be spread over more than one measure. However the 16 steps are spread evenly over those measures.

Get to know your LFO!
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Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: Wildemar Wildenburger <wildemar@freakmail.de>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 07 Oct 2005 09:46:52 +0200
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Groove edit question

Just backing you up, wasted/su700fan. You're right, thats how it works.

bye
Wildemar

wasted/su700fan wrote:

>On Sep 29, 2005, at 11:13 PM, irrelevanceuk wrote:
>
> 
>
>>Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the 
>>groove edit page like in
>>grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say 
>>bar 3 in groove edit that I
>>have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 
>>while in record.
>>How can I overcome this?
>> 
>>
>
>I haven't really worked with Grid Groove mode. Looking at the manual 
>on pages 85-86, it looks like the 16th note segments that you tweak 
>to apply the changes will affect each measure of a multiple measure 
>phrase. So if you are using Overdub Record or Normalize Play Effect 
>mode to write the changes to your phrase the Grid Groove settings 
>will change the parameters for each measure at the 16th note segments 
>you've adjusted the groove. If you want to just change a couple note 
>parameters on only one measure of a multi-measure phrase, going into 
>Edit mode or using the Pattern Jobs might be a better choice.
>
>Take all this with a grain of salt. I haven't actually tried this in 
>practice. Just my interpretation of an ambivalent area of the manual.
> 
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14173|14166|2005-10-09 03:54:33|++haZy|Re: help with rs7000 in a live show|
i fooled around with it tonight and just compressed the bass rarther 
than actually doing the mid and highs too.. ill try it in the sound 
check next week ...

the whole thing sounded VERY muddy on the PA we were rehearsing on, but 
then the vocals did too and they were run straight into pa ... :S .. 
why cant everyone just wear headphones on the night or something ;)

we are going to have someone doing sound for us, so ill try the 
compress thing and see what happens...

thanks for your help..
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anthony

On 09/10/2005, at 7:07 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> You have to use the multi compressor during gigs on the RS. You get 
> clipping in mids and highs too, and can quickly turn them down with 
> the multi compressor on the master effects. multi compressor is 
> always on and I'm constantly adjusting its settings during gigs. The 
> RS does tend to be a little muddy on venue's house system, seems to 
> clear up some when you crank it up really loud then adjust the mult 
> compressor's settings down to below clipping levels. This works 
> generally, not always.
>
> Good Luck!
>
> Zam
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Fri, 7 Oct 2005 20:51:21 +1000
> Subject: [RS7000] help with rs7000 in a live show
>
>
> heeeeeey...
>
> need some help, got a live show up next weekend.
>
> Last time i played live the mix was quite muddy and clipped all the
> time, the venue sound was crap + only 1 speaker so i blamed most of the
> problems on that.
>
> Someone the other day suggested that it was possibly my bass hitting
> below 50hz.. which could be a big possibility..
>
> so, if i use the global compressor would this help? otherwise im sure
> ive seem somewhere on the rs7k where i can cut the bass...
>
> anyone got any ideas?
>
> cheers
>
> ++haZy
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14174|14147|2005-10-09 11:27:05|irrelevanceuk|Re: Groove edit question|
Exellent suggestion Dbeam! 
My LFO usuage is definately lacking. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
>
> Another tryable alternate is to use the programable LFO on pitch and set the slope to off 
and adjust the length. Hard to get matching timeing I've noticed even whe bpm synced, 
but its a hell of a lot of fun experimenting with and can be spread over more than one 
measure. However the 16 steps are spread evenly over those measures.
> 
> Get to know your LFO!
> 
> Zam
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Wildemar Wildenburger 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Fri, 07 Oct 2005 09:46:52 +0200
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Groove edit question
> 
> 
> Just backing you up, wasted/su700fan. You're right, thats how it works.
> 
> bye
> Wildemar
> 
> wasted/su700fan wrote:
> 
> >On Sep 29, 2005, at 11:13 PM, irrelevanceuk wrote:
> >
> > 
> >
> >>Is there anyway to hold the measure you are working on in the 
> >>groove edit page like in
> >>grid? Its annoying that when I want to change a few notes in say 
> >>bar 3 in groove edit that I
> >>have to change the parameters then quickly change them back to 00 
> >>while in record.
> >>How can I overcome this?
> >> 
> >>
> >
> >I haven't really worked with Grid Groove mode. Looking at the manual 
> >on pages 85-86, it looks like the 16th note segments that you tweak 
> >to apply the changes will affect each measure of a multiple measure 
> >phrase. So if you are using Overdub Record or Normalize Play Effect 
> >mode to write the changes to your phrase the Grid Groove settings 
> >will change the parameters for each measure at the 16th note segments 
> >you've adjusted the groove. If you want to just change a couple note 
> >parameters on only one measure of a multi-measure phrase, going into 
> >Edit mode or using the Pattern Jobs might be a better choice.
> >
> >Take all this with a grain of salt. I haven't actually tried this in 
> >practice. Just my interpretation of an ambivalent area of the manual.
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14175|14175|2005-10-10 07:38:58|FunkJohn|OT: RM1x memory upgrade?|
Hi list,

I know this list is for RS7000 but maybe my question fits
to both, RM1x and RS7000..

Is it possible to increase the RM1xs internal memory?

As I don't think it's possible officially, maybe there are
some freaks who can expand my RM1xs memory?

Thanks,
Flug
| 14176|14175|2005-10-11 05:37:48|pibi|Re: OT: RM1x memory upgrade?|
no

I have rm1x and rs7000

in rm1x even opsys must be replaced by dealers service (eprom replace)

in rs7000 you just add 2 x 32MB 
no way for rm1x

bye

----- Original Message ----- 
From: FunkJohn 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2005 12:44 PM
Subject: [RS7000] OT: RM1x memory upgrade?

Hi list,

I know this list is for RS7000 but maybe my question fits
to both, RM1x and RS7000..

Is it possible to increase the RM1xs internal memory?

As I don't think it's possible officially, maybe there are
some freaks who can expand my RM1xs memory?

Thanks,
Flug
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14177|14177|2005-10-14 16:22:26|painjunkie23|Anyone using odd time signatures?|
Howdy. I'm using my RS7k as a scratchpad to record rhythms I am playing on an 
electronic drum kit. As a drummer it's neat to be able to record multiple tracks of midi 
and then quantize, edit and screw around with the rhythms before saving them for later 
use. Much better than a tape recorder! I'm just using the sequencer right now, no internal 
sounds or samples.

However I find it hard to make phrases with odd time signatures, particularly if I want to 
match a few odd ones together. Old drum machines seem to have no problem playing cut 
off patterns in any order, but this machine won't have it.

For instance I was working on a passage that had 3 bars of 6/4 and one bar of 5/4.
I could not create a phrase that had 23 beats in it. The playback settings had to be 6/4 or 
5/4, and 23 being prime has no other options. (I could not fool it into thinking I was 
playing 3 bars of 7/4 or anything like that.)

What is the easiest route to take here? Or is there one.

I have just been scratching the surface of how patter chain and song mode work, and it 
took me forever to split a 6/4 pattern into a 5/4 one, then pattern chain the 3- 6/4's with 
the 1 - 5/4. But the pattern chain will not loop?

Is there a way to loop pattern chains?
It also had that annoying hiccup that I have heard about and never thought would matter 
to me, so I quickly converted that pattern chain into a song.

But songs cannot loop? Is that for real?

Anyway, I figured someone out there is using odd time signatures and has jumped this 
hurdle already. Is there an easy way to stay in pattern mode and do this sort of stuff, 
linking together odd time signatures?

Scott.
| 14178|14178|2005-10-16 15:31:57|jomany4000|New user needs some help|
Hi group!
So many questions... Right now I'm trying to save "all". I have a
128meg card in the RS and 64megs installed. By some reason all I get
after about 4 minutes of saving is a message telling me that my card
is full. I formatetd it but still no luck. I havent got any samples as
far as I can tell so it is a bit confusing. Can someone tell me what
is going on here?

Also I haven't quite figured out when to use the save Pattern and when
to use the save all command. I did a save pattern and there was quite
a few things missing when I fired up the machine after that. 

Oh well, I reckon i have to try the save pattern comand and hope for
the best this time..

Hope someone can help me with this one

Chers
///j
| 14179|14178|2005-10-16 17:05:32|wasted/su700fan|Re: New user needs some help|
On Oct 16, 2005, at 5:22 PM, jomany4000 wrote:

> Hi group!
> So many questions... Right now I'm trying to save "all". I have a
> 128meg card in the RS and 64megs installed. By some reason all I get
> after about 4 minutes of saving is a message telling me that my card
> is full. I formatetd it but still no luck. I haven't got any 
> samples as
> far as I can tell so it is a bit confusing. Can someone tell me what
> is going on here?
>
> Also I haven't quite figured out when to use the save Pattern and when
> to use the save all command. I did a save pattern and there was quite
> a few things missing when I fired up the machine after that.
>
> Oh well, I reckon i have to try the save pattern command and hope for



> the best this time..
>
> Hope someone can help me with this one
>
> Cheers
> ///j

Sounds like your SmartMedia card is bad. Did you format the card in 
the RS7000 or the PC? If PC, reformat it in the RS7000. Then try to 
save your ALL or Style/Pattern again. If there are no samples you've 
imported or sampled into the RS7000 before saving the file it 
shouldn't take more than a few seconds to save. If another card 
gives you the same issue, you might want to contact Yamaha regarding 
issues with the SmartMedia reader itself built into the RS7000.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14180|14177|2005-10-16 17:37:44|wasted/su700fan|Re: Anyone using odd time signatures?|
On Oct 14, 2005, at 4:22 PM, painjunkie23 wrote:

> Howdy. I'm using my RS7k as a scratchpad to record rhythms I am 
> playing on an
> electronic drum kit. As a drummer it's neat to be able to record 
> multiple tracks of midi
> and then quantize, edit and screw around with the rhythms before 
> saving them for later
> use. Much better than a tape recorder! I'm just using the 
> sequencer right now, no internal
> sounds or samples.
>
> However I find it hard to make phrases with odd time signatures, 
> particularly if I want to
> match a few odd ones together. Old drum machines seem to have no 
> problem playing cut
> off patterns in any order, but this machine won't have it.
>
> For instance I was working on a passage that had 3 bars of 6/4 and 
> one bar of 5/4.
> I could not create a phrase that had 23 beats in it. The playback 
> settings had to be 6/4 or
> 5/4, and 23 being prime has no other options. (I could not fool it 
> into thinking I was
> playing 3 bars of 7/4 or anything like that.)
>
> What is the easiest route to take here? Or is there one.
>
> I have just been scratching the surface of how patter chain and 
> song mode work, and it
> took me forever to split a 6/4 pattern into a 5/4 one, then pattern 
> chain the 3- 6/4's with
> the 1 - 5/4. But the pattern chain will not loop?
>
> Is there a way to loop pattern chains?
> It also had that annoying hiccup that I have heard about and never 
> thought would matter
> to me, so I quickly converted that pattern chain into a song.
>
> But songs cannot loop? Is that for real?
>
> Anyway, I figured someone out there is using odd time signatures 
> and has jumped this
> hurdle already. Is there an easy way to stay in pattern mode and 
> do this sort of stuff,
> linking together odd time signatures?
>
> Scott.

The RS7000 is pretty powerful in that it can take different length 
measures for each phrase (which some other more & less expensive 
hardware sequencers on the market can't seem to do) but it must have 
one master time signature (4/4, 5/4, 6/4, whatever) for the entire 
pattern, pattern chain, or song. I've never seen other gear that can 
mix and match time signatures within the same song, etc., but I'm no 
expert by any means so I imagine there's stuff out there that does.

Regarding all the work that you just did to get it into a 23 measure 
song that wouldn't loop: if it's all coming from one track, try using 
the Get Phrase job to take that 23 measure phrase from your song and 
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put it back into Pattern/Style mode and see if that works. Once in 
Pattern/Style mode the phrase should loop.

Try it out and let us know if that works. I'm hoping that simple 
workaround is the key.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14181|14177|2005-10-17 08:15:22|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: Anyone using odd time signatures?|
painjunkie23 wrote:

>For instance I was working on a passage that had 3 bars of 6/4 and one bar of 5/4.
>I could not create a phrase that had 23 beats in it. The playback settings had to be 6/4 or 
>5/4, and 23 being prime has no other options. (I could not fool it into thinking I was 
>playing 3 bars of 7/4 or anything like that.)
> ...
>Anyway, I figured someone out there is using odd time signatures and has jumped this 
>hurdle already. Is there an easy way to stay in pattern mode and do this sort of stuff, 
>linking together odd time signatures?
> 
>

Yes, someone's doing it; me, thats who. ;)

You could create a 23 bar pattern of measures of 1/4 length. Easy. You 
give up some comfort in some edit modes, but hey, no pain no gain.

Hope that helps
c.u.
Wildemar
| 14182|14178|2005-10-17 08:18:05|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: New user needs some help|
jomany4000 wrote:

>Also I haven't quite figured out when to use the save Pattern and when
>to use the save all command. I did a save pattern and there was quite
>a few things missing when I fired up the machine after that. 
> 
>

With an "all" file you save, well, all data, that is patterns/styles, 
chains and songs and settings.

With a pattern file you save just the 16 patterns and style info of that 
one style. No chain, no song. I believe no system settings either, but 
I'm not entirely shure there.

bye
Wildemar
| 14183|2164|2005-10-18 07:05:23|voidant|samples|
ok,
so give me some help here. i've got some samples i made on the pc. 
they sound sweet. i load them into the rs7000... they don't sound so
sweet now. they are missing part of the high end or something. 
seriously, it's like they aren't exactly the same samples.. shouldn't
they sound exactly the same? anybody else run into this problem or
have some ideas they could offer me? is my rs7000 broken?

m.
| 14184|14178|2005-10-18 13:28:53|jomany4000|Re: New user needs some help|
Ok, cheers!
Weird. I took a look at the faq file last night and notised that I
could fire it up in test mode. I did that just for the fun of it. When
the RS booted after the tests, things were different. Booting and
autoloding is now what I would call "normal", that is it takes a few
secs. Before, when I got it second hand, it took abot a minute and a
half to boot. Also, the save all command now works flawless.
Question is if this relates to the fact that I have lost all factory
styles? I dont mind loosing them but a question I have about them is,
what are they good for? R they just to show the capability of the RS
or what? And how do I get rid of the? i guess that is no issue no
more. Or, am I missing something here about the styles? Are they
somehow important?

Hope someone can and will reply to this rather lengthy row of questions.
Cheers
///j
| 14185|14185|2005-10-18 13:29:32|jomany4000|Yet another question (this is a wierd one) from the newbie (this is|
Ok, i was fiddli'n around with a sound on a channel. I decided to
tweak another sound on a different channel so I activated that one
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with track select and hit the mixer button to check out some sounds.
Up tho this point all was fine. I didn't get any sound att all. Tried
to turn channel volume up. Nothing. After some thinking I startet to
browse the sounds in that bank (Band material 063 003) and some sounds
were actually sounding, (nota bene when played from the RS keyboard
they all sounded just fine. So I guess something is wrong with how
incoming midi data is handeled. Also, the sounds are lower in volume
even tho hammering pretty hard on my master keyboard. When sending
midi to other equipment such as back to master keyboard (an1x) or to a
novation KS rack everything is alright. What is going on here? Why are
only some sound working, about 1 of 10 and why do they sound weaker?
As I stated before, up till now everything worked just fine.

If a factory reset is the soution could someone kindly tell me how
that is done.

Ok, all for now.

Cheers
///t
| 14186|2164|2005-10-18 13:31:49|courtney baynes|Re: samples|
On your computer you may have some effects that are native to the software you are using. Unless you render those samples in your computer program,(with the effects)
your samples will sound dry.

voidant <paypal@fromthegut.org> wrote:ok,
so give me some help here. i've got some samples i made on the pc. 
they sound sweet. i load them into the rs7000... they don't sound so
sweet now. they are missing part of the high end or something. 
seriously, it's like they aren't exactly the same samples.. shouldn't
they sound exactly the same? anybody else run into this problem or
have some ideas they could offer me? is my rs7000 broken?

m.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14187|2164|2005-10-18 13:32:22|Dave Jumpers|Re: samples|
Try this:
Push the filter button until is disabled.
Or
Twist the cutoff all the way to the right and the resonance all the
way to the left.
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Or 
Push the mixer button a couple of times until you see your channel's
EQ. Maybe the EQ for that channel is messed up. Otherwise, use the
channel EQ to boost the highs.

-Dave-
http://www.davejumpers.com
http://www.myspace.com/davejumpers

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "voidant" wrote:
>
> ok,
> so give me some help here. i've got some samples i made on the pc. 
> they sound sweet. i load them into the rs7000... they don't sound so
> sweet now. they are missing part of the high end or something. 
> seriously, it's like they aren't exactly the same samples.. shouldn't
> they sound exactly the same? anybody else run into this problem or
> have some ideas they could offer me? is my rs7000 broken?
> 
> m.
>

| 14188|2164|2005-10-18 13:40:04|Brooks Mosher|Re: samples|
Also, make sure you have the latest operating system and that the wav files
aren't converted to a lower frequency rate in the RS...

On 10/18/05, Dave Jumpers <jumpers@davejumpers.com> wrote:
>
> Try this:
> Push the filter button until is disabled.
> Or
> Twist the cutoff all the way to the right and the resonance all the
> way to the left.
> Or
> Push the mixer button a couple of times until you see your channel's
> EQ. Maybe the EQ for that channel is messed up. Otherwise, use the
> channel EQ to boost the highs.
>
> -Dave-
> http://www.davejumpers.com
> http://www.myspace.com/davejumpers
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "voidant" wrote:
> >
> > ok,
> > so give me some help here. i've got some samples i made on the pc.
> > they sound sweet. i load them into the rs7000... they don't sound so
> > sweet now. they are missing part of the high end or something.
> > seriously, it's like they aren't exactly the same samples.. shouldn't
> > they sound exactly the same? anybody else run into this problem or
> > have some ideas they could offer me? is my rs7000 broken?
> >
> > m.
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14189|14178|2005-10-18 19:33:08|wasted/su700fan|Re: New user needs some help|
On Oct 17, 2005, at 2:16 PM, jomany4000 wrote:

> Ok, cheers!
> Weird. I took a look at the faq file last night and notised that I
> could fire it up in test mode. I did that just for the fun of it. When
> the RS booted after the tests, things were different. Booting and
> autoloding is now what I would call "normal", that is it takes a few
> secs. Before, when I got it second hand, it took abot a minute and a
> half to boot. Also, the save all command now works flawless.
> Question is if this relates to the fact that I have lost all factory
> styles? I dont mind loosing them but a question I have about them is,
> what are they good for? R they just to show the capability of the RS
> or what? And how do I get rid of the? i guess that is no issue no
> more. Or, am I missing something here about the styles? Are they
> somehow important?
>
> Hope someone can and will reply to this rather lengthy row of 
> questions.
> Cheers
> ///j
>

The 7000+ factory preset phrases are built into the machine and are 
not lost. If you mean the Styles, those come on Autoload .R2A/.R3A 
All files that are on the SmartMedia card you got with your RS7000. 
They aren't loaded into the hardware permanently.

The preset phrases can be good starting points for building your own 
tracks (i.e. 4 to the floor BD phrase or a 16th note hi-hat 
sequence). The demo Styles are only really good for seeing what the 
RS7000 is capable of. If you try to use them for your own songs 
other RS7000 users will spot them a mile away.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14190|14185|2005-10-18 19:49:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: Yet another question (this is a wierd one) from the newbie (thi|
On Oct 17, 2005, at 5:29 PM, jomany4000 wrote:

> Ok, i was fiddli'n around with a sound on a channel. I decided to
> tweak another sound on a different channel so I activated that one
> with track select and hit the mixer button to check out some sounds.
> Up tho this point all was fine. I didn't get any sound att all. Tried
> to turn channel volume up. Nothing. After some thinking I startet to
> browse the sounds in that bank (Band material 063 003) and some sounds
> were actually sounding, (nota bene when played from the RS keyboard
> they all sounded just fine. So I guess something is wrong with how
> incoming midi data is handeled. Also, the sounds are lower in volume
> even tho hammering pretty hard on my master keyboard. When sending
> midi to other equipment such as back to master keyboard (an1x) or to a
> novation KS rack everything is alright. What is going on here? Why are
> only some sound working, about 1 of 10 and why do they sound weaker?
> As I stated before, up till now everything worked just fine.
>
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> If a factory reset is the soution could someone kindly tell me how
> that is done.
>
> Ok, all for now.
>
> Cheers
> ///t

Don't know if it will help, but you might want to try it anyways. 
Perhaps one of your settings is off by quite a bit. To do a factory 
reset, hold down [Oct Down], [Oct Up] & [Store] while powering the 
RS7000 on.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14191|14185|2005-10-18 22:19:20|Paradigm|Re: Yet another question (this is a wierd one) from the newbie (thi|
Hello groupies.I have an open question for the
users.This is the scenario...

I need a sampler that works well live on the fly,and
that I might be possibly able to hook up to a
dedicated computer via SCSI,for storage,sequencing,and
edits.It needs to be quick and stable.right now,I have
the ASR10,and it works well live,yet it obviously is
lacking in sample time and the sequencer is a bit
dated.Is the RS7000 good for live musician or dj
sets????

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Oct 17, 2005, at 5:29 PM, jomany4000 wrote:
> 
> > Ok, i was fiddli'n around with a sound on a
> channel. I decided to
> > tweak another sound on a different channel so I
> activated that one
> > with track select and hit the mixer button to
> check out some sounds.
> > Up tho this point all was fine. I didn't get any
> sound att all. Tried
> > to turn channel volume up. Nothing. After some
> thinking I startet to
> > browse the sounds in that bank (Band material 063
> 003) and some sounds
> > were actually sounding, (nota bene when played
> from the RS keyboard
> > they all sounded just fine. So I guess something
> is wrong with how
> > incoming midi data is handeled. Also, the sounds
> are lower in volume
> > even tho hammering pretty hard on my master
> keyboard. When sending
> > midi to other equipment such as back to master
> keyboard (an1x) or to a
> > novation KS rack everything is alright. What is
> going on here? Why are
> > only some sound working, about 1 of 10 and why do
> they sound weaker?
> > As I stated before, up till now everything worked
> just fine.
> >
> > If a factory reset is the soution could someone
> kindly tell me how
> > that is done.
> >
> > Ok, all for now.
> >
> > Cheers
> > ///t
> 
> Don't know if it will help, but you might want to
> try it anyways. 
> Perhaps one of your settings is off by quite a bit. 
> To do a factory 
> reset, hold down [Oct Down], [Oct Up] & [Store]
> while powering the 
> RS7000 on.
> 
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> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14192|14192|2005-10-19 16:57:46|Richard Schultz|Link to basic factory preset phrase definitions?|
Gang-

Somewhere I remember finding a link to a page that listed and defined all the preset phrases in the RS7000. You know, BD01 is X bars, kick drum on 2 and 4, that sort of
thing.

Does anyone have this that you can post or know where it is and can link us to it? I tried to print it out when I found it but it came out all dodgy. Now I can't find it at all.

Help!

Richard Schultz and the Miracle Men 

Find the RS7K in the above photo!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14193|14193|2005-10-20 15:48:04|skefferz1|new rs from yamaha|
Hey all,
newbie here, has anyone heard about the rs being replaced with an 
upgraded model? I hear rumors from dealers but nothing on tyhe web 
site.
| 14194|14193|2005-10-20 21:49:46|Paradigm|Re: new rs from yamaha|
i will check it out

--- skefferz1 <skefferz1@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> Hey all,
> newbie here, has anyone heard about the rs
> being replaced with an 
> upgraded model? I hear rumors from dealers but
> nothing on tyhe web 
> site.
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14195|14177|2005-10-20 21:52:02|painjunkie23|Re: Anyone using odd time signatures?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Wildemar Wildenburger wrote:

>
> painjunkie23 wrote:
> 
> >For instance I was working on a passage that had 3 bars of 6/4 and one bar of 5/4.
> >I could not create a phrase that had 23 beats in it. The playback settings had to be 6/

4 or 

> >5/4, and 23 being prime has no other options. (I could not fool it into thinking I was 
> >playing 3 bars of 7/4 or anything like that.)
> > ...
> >Anyway, I figured someone out there is using odd time signatures and has jumped this 
> >hurdle already. Is there an easy way to stay in pattern mode and do this sort of stuff, 
> >linking together odd time signatures?
> > 
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> >
> Yes, someone's doing it; me, thats who. ;)
> 
> You could create a 23 bar pattern of measures of 1/4 length. Easy. You 
> give up some comfort in some edit modes, but hey, no pain no gain.
> 
> Hope that helps
> c.u.
> Wildemar
>

This trick does indeed work!
Thanks for leading me in the right direction.
Now I have to figure out how to quantize my hi-hats with this time signature, since i'm 
sort of fooling the machine. I hope that works out.

Thanks once again.
Scott.
| 14196|14177|2005-10-20 21:52:02|painjunkie23|Re: Anyone using odd time signatures?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On Oct 14, 2005, at 4:22 PM, painjunkie23 wrote:
> 
> > Howdy. I'm using my RS7k as a scratchpad to record rhythms I am 
> > playing on an
> > electronic drum kit. As a drummer it's neat to be able to record 
> > multiple tracks of midi
> > and then quantize, edit and screw around with the rhythms before 
> > saving them for later
> > use. Much better than a tape recorder! I'm just using the 
> > sequencer right now, no internal
> > sounds or samples.
> >
> > However I find it hard to make phrases with odd time signatures, 
> > particularly if I want to
> > match a few odd ones together. Old drum machines seem to have no 
> > problem playing cut
> > off patterns in any order, but this machine won't have it.
> >
> > For instance I was working on a passage that had 3 bars of 6/4 and 
> > one bar of 5/4.
> > I could not create a phrase that had 23 beats in it. The playback 
> > settings had to be 6/4 or
> > 5/4, and 23 being prime has no other options. (I could not fool it 
> > into thinking I was
> > playing 3 bars of 7/4 or anything like that.)
> >
> > What is the easiest route to take here? Or is there one.
> >
> > I have just been scratching the surface of how patter chain and 
> > song mode work, and it
> > took me forever to split a 6/4 pattern into a 5/4 one, then pattern 
> > chain the 3- 6/4's with
> > the 1 - 5/4. But the pattern chain will not loop?
> >
> > Is there a way to loop pattern chains?
> > It also had that annoying hiccup that I have heard about and never 
> > thought would matter
> > to me, so I quickly converted that pattern chain into a song.
> >
> > But songs cannot loop? Is that for real?
> >
> > Anyway, I figured someone out there is using odd time signatures 
> > and has jumped this
> > hurdle already. Is there an easy way to stay in pattern mode and 
> > do this sort of stuff,
> > linking together odd time signatures?
> >
> > Scott.
> 
> The RS7000 is pretty powerful in that it can take different length 
> measures for each phrase (which some other more & less expensive 
> hardware sequencers on the market can't seem to do) but it must have 
> one master time signature (4/4, 5/4, 6/4, whatever) for the entire 
> pattern, pattern chain, or song. I've never seen other gear that can 
> mix and match time signatures within the same song, etc., but I'm no 
> expert by any means so I imagine there's stuff out there that does.
> 
> Regarding all the work that you just did to get it into a 23 measure 
> song that wouldn't loop: if it's all coming from one track, try using 
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> the Get Phrase job to take that 23 measure phrase from your song and 
> put it back into Pattern/Style mode and see if that works. Once in 
> Pattern/Style mode the phrase should loop.
> 
> Try it out and let us know if that works. I'm hoping that simple 
> workaround is the key.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

Thanks for the tip.
At first it did not work as I hoped it would. When you get a phrase that is 23 measures 
long, the length of the phrase does not determine the length of the pattern, but the time 
signature and the length parameters do. So making it 6/4 caused the 24th measure to 
play the first measure again to fill up the gap, then back to the first actual measure (if that 
makes sense). Basically it loops the phrase to fit the time signature/length.

Then I tried the next trick posted here, which was to make the pattern 1/4, with a length 
of 23 measures, and that indeed did work. Why didn't I think of that. I guess because I 
don't think I have ever really used 1/4 time?

Now I just gotta figure out how this will affect my quantitizing. I put a lot of reggae in my 
hi-hats !

Thanks for the tips.
Scott.
| 14197|14197|2005-10-20 21:53:31|painjunkie23|Sample no play bug ?|
I have been playing around with the RS7k for a few weeks now, and I keep encountering an 
annoying bug, which I'm starting to wonder if it's just my machine.

When I load a song, it never plays back samples on the first play.
I go into the mixer to see if the proper sample is in the right track, and it is.
Still it does not play. So I scroll to a different sample, and then back again, and then it 
does play (not always, but usually after that).

It's as if I have to 'confirm' that sample in that track.

Has anyone else had this problem? It's really annoying.
Am I doing something wrong? I can't see how, because it's a sometimes it works, 
sometimes it doesn't sort of thing.

Scott.
?????
| 14198|14185|2005-10-26 10:48:25|wasted/su700fan|Re: Yet another question (this is a wierd one) from the newbie (thi|
On Oct 19, 2005, at 12:19 AM, Paradigm wrote:

> Hello groupies.I have an open question for the
> users.This is the scenario...
>
> I need a sampler that works well live on the fly,and
> that I might be possibly able to hook up to a
> dedicated computer via SCSI,for storage,sequencing,and
> edits.It needs to be quick and stable.right now,I have
> the ASR10,and it works well live,yet it obviously is
> lacking in sample time and the sequencer is a bit
> dated.Is the RS7000 good for live musician or dj
> sets????

If you specifically are looking for a hardware sampler and not a 
software version, the Akai models are supposed to be some of the more 
fast loading SCSI models. The Akai Z4/Z8 were the last hardware 
rackmount samplers they released and had a capability of up to 512MB 
RAM being installed. They also had a USB port IIRC for controlling 
the hardware via the AK.SYS software. Last I checked they were going 
at fire-sale prices (like $300-500 US from their original price of 
over a grand shortly after release in 2000/2001). I don't believe 
that these rackmount samplers (or any other rackmount samplers) have 
a comprehensive sequencer built into them like the RS7000. If you 
want a sequencer/sampler all in one, your choices pretty much are the 
RS7000, SU700, Electribe ES series, or the Akai MPC series (with the 
4000 being the flagship [very expensive, over $2000] and the 2500 
being the latest incarnation of the 2000/1000 that have been around 
quite a few years).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14199|14192|2005-10-26 11:32:49|wasted/su700fan|Re: Link to basic factory preset phrase definitions?|
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On Oct 19, 2005, at 5:38 PM, Richard Schultz wrote:

> Gang-
>
>
> Somewhere I remember finding a link to a page that listed and 
> defined all the preset phrases in the RS7000. You know, BD01 is X 
> bars, kick drum on 2 and 4, that sort of thing.
>
> Does anyone have this that you can post or know where it is and can 
> link us to it? I tried to print it out when I found it but it came 
> out all dodgy. Now I can't find it at all.
>
> Help!
>
> Richard Schultz and the Miracle Men

I've never seen that anywhere. If you happen to find the link again, 
please let us know. There are over 7000 phrases built into the 
RS7000, so somebody would've went through a hell of a lot of work to 
catalog all of them. In the back of the RS7000's manual are a few 
pages explaining all of the different patches/sounds each of the 
banks has in them, and what the 2 letter codes for phrase names stand 
for (i.e. BD=Bass Drum, SD=Snare Drum, etc.) That's the closest I 
know of about what you are asking.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14200|14185|2005-10-29 09:52:31|Paradigm|Re: Yet another question (this is a wierd one) from the newbie (thi|
Thanks so much.I figured as much,and had even looked
at the Yamaha EX5,yet heard there were some serious OS
issues.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Oct 19, 2005, at 12:19 AM, Paradigm wrote:
> 
> > Hello groupies.I have an open question for the
> > users.This is the scenario...
> >
> > I need a sampler that works well live on the
> fly,and
> > that I might be possibly able to hook up to a
> > dedicated computer via SCSI,for
> storage,sequencing,and
> > edits.It needs to be quick and stable.right now,I
> have
> > the ASR10,and it works well live,yet it obviously
> is
> > lacking in sample time and the sequencer is a bit
> > dated.Is the RS7000 good for live musician or dj
> > sets????
> 
> If you specifically are looking for a hardware
> sampler and not a 
> software version, the Akai models are supposed to be
> some of the more 
> fast loading SCSI models. The Akai Z4/Z8 were the
> last hardware 
> rackmount samplers they released and had a
> capability of up to 512MB 
> RAM being installed. They also had a USB port IIRC
> for controlling 
> the hardware via the AK.SYS software. Last I
> checked they were going 
> at fire-sale prices (like $300-500 US from their
> original price of 
> over a grand shortly after release in 2000/2001). I
> don't believe 
> that these rackmount samplers (or any other
> rackmount samplers) have 
> a comprehensive sequencer built into them like the
> RS7000. If you 
> want a sequencer/sampler all in one, your choices
> pretty much are the 
> RS7000, SU700, Electribe ES series, or the Akai MPC
> series (with the 
> 4000 being the flagship [very expensive, over $2000]
> and the 2500 
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> being the latest incarnation of the 2000/1000 that
> have been around 
> quite a few years).
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14201|14201|2005-10-30 02:35:10|larryrog84|manual slicing|
I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for about a year now. After much 
time in the studio I have learned my way around this machine. When 
sampling I would always use the automatic slicing in the rs7000 which 
was fine at first. I now want to chop up the samples where I see fit. I 
read in another forum how you can kind of do it but it is a VERY time 
consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for sampling (rarely use the 
internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and really nothing else. I 
saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who demonstrated how he 
samples with his mpc2000. He played the record and kinda sampled as the 
song went along stopping and skipping ahead as he saw fit to catch 
certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he chopped and edited the 
samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the workflow was. I feel 
being able to work with that kinda flow will help me in further 
productions. I have tried to manually chop with the rs7000 but the time 
process just kills my vibe. My question is this: Is there any software 
I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to help me chop and edit 
samples in regards to my work flow? Is it possible I need a standalone 
sampler? Any advice would be appreciated. Thanks
| 14202|14202|2005-10-30 09:47:08|midinote2004|creating dums|
ive been using the rs for about three years and have always used the 
sound that it came with , but i always here people say that they make 
there own drum sounds , how the hell do you pull that one off?
please let me know cause im tired of the sounds in this thing already
| 14203|14201|2005-10-30 11:57:45|jason rodgers|Re: manual slicing|
I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To Sample I
Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have Never
Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <larryrog84@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for about a

year now. After much 

> time in the studio I have learned my way around this

machine. When 

> sampling I would always use the automatic slicing in

the rs7000 which 

> was fine at first. I now want to chop up the samples

where I see fit. I 

> read in another forum how you can kind of do it but

it is a VERY time 

> consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for

sampling (rarely use the 

> internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and really

nothing else. I 

> saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who

demonstrated how he 

> samples with his mpc2000. He played the record and
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kinda sampled as the 

> song went along stopping and skipping ahead as he

saw fit to catch 

> certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he chopped

and edited the 

> samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the

workflow was. I feel 

> being able to work with that kinda flow will help me

in further 

> productions. I have tried to manually chop with the

rs7000 but the time 

> process just kills my vibe. My question is this: Is

there any software 

> I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to help me

chop and edit 

> samples in regards to my work flow? Is it possible

I need a standalone 

> sampler? Any advice would be appreciated. Thanks
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
http://farechase.yahoo.com
| 14204|14201|2005-10-30 22:37:30|midinote2004|Re: manual slicing|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jason rodgers 
wrote:

>
> I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To Sample I
> Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have Never
> Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> wrote:
> > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for about a
> year now. After much 
> > time in the studio I have learned my way around this
> machine. When 
> > sampling I would always use the automatic slicing in
> the rs7000 which 
> > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the samples
> where I see fit. I 
> > read in another forum how you can kind of do it but
> it is a VERY time 
> > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> sampling (rarely use the 
> > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and really
> nothing else. I 
> > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> demonstrated how he 
> > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record and
> kinda sampled as the 
> > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as he
> saw fit to catch 
> > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he chopped
> and edited the 
> > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> workflow was. I feel 
> > being able to work with that kinda flow will help me
> in further 
> > productions. I have tried to manually chop with the

http://farechase.yahoo.com/
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> rs7000 but the time 
> > process just kills my vibe. My question is this: Is
> there any software 
> > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to help me
> chop and edit 
> > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it possible
> I need a standalone 
> > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated. Thanks
> > 
> > 
> > 

K> im happy to see that someone have used the both MV8K and the 
RS...what is your take on the roland , how does it rank up to the 
yamah?
I cant play anything , so I pretty much have to depend on sampling, 
which one is best for sampling?

> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
>

| 14205|14201|2005-10-31 17:37:40|Paradigm|Re: manual slicing|
Ok..Above all else,a sampler,or any piece of gear like
that which is supposed to be immediate should give you
a smooth workflow and menus.It's kind of hard to
concentrate on ideas,when you have to tweak every
little thing.

--- jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To Sample I
> Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have Never
> Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <larryrog84@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for about a
> year now. After much 
> > time in the studio I have learned my way around
> this
> machine. When 
> > sampling I would always use the automatic slicing
> in
> the rs7000 which 
> > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the
> samples
> where I see fit. I 
> > read in another forum how you can kind of do it
> but
> it is a VERY time 
> > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> sampling (rarely use the 
> > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and
> really
> nothing else. I 
> > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> demonstrated how he 
> > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record and
> kinda sampled as the 
> > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as he
> saw fit to catch 
> > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he
> chopped
> and edited the 
> > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> workflow was. I feel 
> > being able to work with that kinda flow will help
> me
> in further 
> > productions. I have tried to manually chop with
> the
> rs7000 but the time 
> > process just kills my vibe. My question is this:
> Is
> there any software 
> > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to help
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> me
> chop and edit 
> > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it
> possible
> I need a standalone 
> > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated. Thanks
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in
> one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home page! 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14206|14206|2005-10-31 20:44:27|voidant|stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hi there. 
did anybody out there ever at any point make any kind of process
whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000, mapping the file format
for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical information
whatsoever about the machine. even half assed scraps of info would be
usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that is uses a super H
processor, that somebody one time tried to map the pattern files, and
somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside the case. please
send any technical info you have to the list itself or directly to me
at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it.. 

m.
| 14207|14201|2005-11-01 08:17:29|Brooks Mosher|Re: manual slicing|
Do all your editing on a Mac or PC and then load those samples directly into
the RS7000 via the smart media card. It doesn't get any easier than that.

On 10/31/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Ok..Above all else,a sampler,or any piece of gear like
> that which is supposed to be immediate should give you
> a smooth workflow and menus.It's kind of hard to
> concentrate on ideas,when you have to tweak every
> little thing.
>
> --- jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
>
> > I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To Sample I
> > Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have Never
> > Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <larryrog84@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> > > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for about a
> > year now. After much
> > > time in the studio I have learned my way around
> > this
> > machine. When
> > > sampling I would always use the automatic slicing
> > in
> > the rs7000 which
> > > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the
> > samples
> > where I see fit. I
> > > read in another forum how you can kind of do it
> > but
> > it is a VERY time
> > > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> > sampling (rarely use the
> > > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and
> > really
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> > nothing else. I
> > > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> > demonstrated how he
> > > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record and
> > kinda sampled as the
> > > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as he
> > saw fit to catch
> > > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he
> > chopped
> > and edited the
> > > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> > workflow was. I feel
> > > being able to work with that kinda flow will help
> > me
> > in further
> > > productions. I have tried to manually chop with
> > the
> > rs7000 but the time
> > > process just kills my vibe. My question is this:
> > Is
> > there any software
> > > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to help
> > me
> > chop and edit
> > > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it
> > possible
> > I need a standalone
> > > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated. Thanks
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________
> > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in
> > one click.
> > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home page!
> http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 14208|14206|2005-11-01 08:30:25|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Hi!

I'm also very interested if there is any way of hacking into /
reverse-enginering the OS or any of the fileformats it uses. I think there
can be a lot of improvements without to many code-hassle.

I don't know if there's even some information 'bout the language the OS is
programmed in?

Please keep me informed!

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

hi there. 
did anybody out there ever at any point make any kind of process
whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000, mapping the file format
for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical information
whatsoever about the machine. even half assed scraps of info would be
usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that is uses a super H
processor, that somebody one time tried to map the pattern files, and
somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside the case. please
send any technical info you have to the list itself or directly to me
at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it.. 

m.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14209|14206|2005-11-01 09:02:34|Brooks Mosher|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS for the TX16W (the
Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
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www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com>

On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Hi!
>
> I'm also very interested if there is any way of hacking into /
> reverse-enginering the OS or any of the fileformats it uses. I think there
> can be a lot of improvements without to many code-hassle.
>
> I don't know if there's even some information 'bout the language the OS is
> programmed in?
>
> Please keep me informed!
>
> Marco
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> hi there.
> did anybody out there ever at any point make any kind of process
> whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000, mapping the file format
> for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical information
> whatsoever about the machine. even half assed scraps of info would be
> usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that is uses a super H
> processor, that somebody one time tried to map the pattern files, and
> somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside the case. please
> send any technical info you have to the list itself or directly to me
> at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
>
> m.
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14210|14206|2005-11-01 09:03:31|Brooks Mosher|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
whoops, sorry that link is no good...

On 11/1/05, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS for the TX16W (the
> Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
>
> On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > Hi!
> >
> > I'm also very interested if there is any way of hacking into /
> > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the fileformats it uses. I think
> > there
> > can be a lot of improvements without to many code-hassle.
> >
> > I don't know if there's even some information 'bout the language the OS
> > is
> > programmed in?
> >
> > Please keep me informed!
> >
> > Marco
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto: RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
> > Of
> > voidant
> > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
> >
> >
> > hi there.
> > did anybody out there ever at any point make any kind of process
> > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000, mapping the file format
> > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical information
> > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed scraps of info would be
> > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that is uses a super H
> > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the pattern files, and
> > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside the case. please
> > send any technical info you have to the list itself or directly to me
> > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
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> >
> > m.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 14211|14206|2005-11-01 09:22:50|Brooks Mosher|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
i just found this info on the person responsible for the Typhoon upgrade for
the old yamaha TX16W sampler...
"Torsten Alm (totte@dnex.se) of the NuEdge development team is the man
behind the name. "

On 11/1/05, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> whoops, sorry that link is no good...
>
> On 11/1/05, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS for the TX16W (the
> > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> >
> > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi!
> > >
> > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of hacking into /
> > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the fileformats it uses. I think
> > > there
> > > can be a lot of improvements without to many code-hassle.
> > >
> > > I don't know if there's even some information 'bout the language the
> > > OS is
> > > programmed in?
> > >
> > > Please keep me informed!
> > >
> > > Marco
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto: RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
> > > Behalf Of
> > > voidant
> > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
> > >
> > >
> > > hi there.
> > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any kind of process
> > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000, mapping the file format
> > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical information
> > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed scraps of info would be
> > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that is uses a super H
> > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the pattern files, and
> > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside the case. please
> > > send any technical info you have to the list itself or directly to me
> > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > >
> > > m.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > >
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> > > * Visit your group "RS7000 < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > >
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14212|14206|2005-11-01 10:51:43|Paradigm|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
that link was a dead end...

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> for the TX16W (the
> Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> www.nuedge-development.com
> <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> 
> On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi!
> >
> > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> hacking into /
> > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> fileformats it uses. I think there
> > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> code-hassle.
> >
> > I don't know if there's even some information
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> 'bout the language the OS is
> > programmed in?
> >
> > Please keep me informed!
> >
> > Marco
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > voidant
> > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> impossible os hack
> >
> >
> > hi there.
> > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> kind of process
> > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> mapping the file format
> > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> information
> > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> scraps of info would be
> > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> is uses a super H
> > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> pattern files, and
> > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> the case. please
> > send any technical info you have to the list
> itself or directly to me
> > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> >
> > m.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
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> Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > 
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
http://farechase.yahoo.com
| 14213|14201|2005-11-01 10:55:01|Paradigm|Re: manual slicing|
That would be ok in a studio setting,yet in a live
setting,it might not be quick enough.There might be
software that can do those tasks in r/t,yet I am not
aware of it.

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> Do all your editing on a Mac or PC and then load
> those samples directly into
> the RS7000 via the smart media card. It doesn't get
> any easier than that.
> 
> On 10/31/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> >
> > Ok..Above all else,a sampler,or any piece of gear
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> like
> > that which is supposed to be immediate should give
> you
> > a smooth workflow and menus.It's kind of hard to
> > concentrate on ideas,when you have to tweak every
> > little thing.
> >
> > --- jason rodgers
> <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> >
> > > I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To
> Sample I
> > > Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have
> Never
> > > Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> > > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> <larryrog84@yahoo.com>
> > > wrote:
> > > > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for
> about a
> > > year now. After much
> > > > time in the studio I have learned my way
> around
> > > this
> > > machine. When
> > > > sampling I would always use the automatic
> slicing
> > > in
> > > the rs7000 which
> > > > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the
> > > samples
> > > where I see fit. I
> > > > read in another forum how you can kind of do
> it
> > > but
> > > it is a VERY time
> > > > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> > > sampling (rarely use the
> > > > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and
> > > really
> > > nothing else. I
> > > > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> > > demonstrated how he
> > > > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record
> and
> > > kinda sampled as the
> > > > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as
> he
> > > saw fit to catch
> > > > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he
> > > chopped
> > > and edited the
> > > > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> > > workflow was. I feel
> > > > being able to work with that kinda flow will
> help
> > > me
> > > in further
> > > > productions. I have tried to manually chop
> with
> > > the
> > > rs7000 but the time
> > > > process just kills my vibe. My question is
> this:
> > > Is
> > > there any software
> > > > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to
> help
> > > me
> > > chop and edit
> > > > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it
> > > possible
> > > I need a standalone
> > > > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated.
> Thanks
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
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> > >
> > >
> > > __________________________________
> > > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites
> in
> > > one click.
> > > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________
> > Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home
> page!
> > http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > 
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
http://farechase.yahoo.com
| 14214|14201|2005-11-01 14:40:17|Brooks Mosher|Re: manual slicing|
that's an interesting idea, yet i've never felt the need to sample on the
fly while playing a live set as well as editing those samples while playing.
of course, editing patches that contain samples (like changing the filter
cutoff) can be done easily on the fly.
i'm not sure if there's *any* sampler out there that can sample on the fly
while it's onboard sequencer (if it had one) is running in a live situation.
in fact, there aren't many that can edit on the fly in realtime. can the mpc
do this? can you normalize a sample in realtime while the sequencer is
playing on an mpc-2000? i have my doubts that it could.
so for me, sampling and editing samples is something i do when i'm writing
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or doing like a post production kind of thing to a track, not while i'm
playing live. i'd like to have control over stuff and manipulate things if i
were to play in a live situation, but to me, sampling and editing the
samples is like the foundation i start with.
shit, i used to have an emulator iii and you really couldn't even edit any
of the "synth" parameters for patches in realtime. i mean you could assign a
few things to the mod wheel and that's it. the RS7000 can do so much more, i
just find that it's realtime capabilities are great.
i don't know much about the newer MPC's but the only MPC i would want
anyway are the Roger Linn MPC's - and i wouldn't want those for the sampler
part anyways.
i would check into making some kind of Reaktor Ensemble that lets you edit
the sample in realtime (like changing the start point of the sample, etc) -
i mean you can do this with Battery. i hear that max/msp is pretty cool
too....

On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> That would be ok in a studio setting,yet in a live
> setting,it might not be quick enough.There might be
> software that can do those tasks in r/t,yet I am not
> aware of it.
>
> --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > Do all your editing on a Mac or PC and then load
> > those samples directly into
> > the RS7000 via the smart media card. It doesn't get
> > any easier than that.
> >
> > On 10/31/05, Paradigm < paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Ok..Above all else,a sampler,or any piece of gear
> > like
> > > that which is supposed to be immediate should give
> > you
> > > a smooth workflow and menus.It's kind of hard to
> > > concentrate on ideas,when you have to tweak every
> > > little thing.
> > >
> > > --- jason rodgers
> > <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
> > > wrote:
> > >
> > > > I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To
> > Sample I
> > > > Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have
> > Never
> > > > Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> > > > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > < larryrog84@yahoo.com>
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for
> > about a
> > > > year now. After much
> > > > > time in the studio I have learned my way
> > around
> > > > this
> > > > machine. When
> > > > > sampling I would always use the automatic
> > slicing
> > > > in
> > > > the rs7000 which
> > > > > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the
> > > > samples
> > > > where I see fit. I
> > > > > read in another forum how you can kind of do
> > it
> > > > but
> > > > it is a VERY time
> > > > > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> > > > sampling (rarely use the
> > > > > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and
> > > > really
> > > > nothing else. I
> > > > > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> > > > demonstrated how he
> > > > > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record
> > and
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> > > > kinda sampled as the
> > > > > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as
> > he
> > > > saw fit to catch
> > > > > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he
> > > > chopped
> > > > and edited the
> > > > > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> > > > workflow was. I feel
> > > > > being able to work with that kinda flow will
> > help
> > > > me
> > > > in further
> > > > > productions. I have tried to manually chop
> > with
> > > > the
> > > > rs7000 but the time
> > > > > process just kills my vibe. My question is
> > this:
> > > > Is
> > > > there any software
> > > > > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to
> > help
> > > > me
> > > > chop and edit
> > > > > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it
> > > > possible
> > > > I need a standalone
> > > > > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated.
> > Thanks
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________
> > > > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites
> > in
> > > > one click.
> > > > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > __________________________________
> > > Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home
> > page!
> > > http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 >"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > email to:
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=-
djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> Electronic
> instrument<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=0tM3
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=lMS2SC
Yamaha
> rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=aRZukQrh_
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14215|14206|2005-11-01 14:43:38|Brooks Mosher|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
i don't think they have a website any longer, but maybe that person can
still be contacted at that email address. i have no idea how helpful this
would be, but i thought i'd offer a suggestion....

On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> that link was a dead end...
>
> --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> > for the TX16W (the
> > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
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> > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> > <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> >
> > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl >
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi!
> > >
> > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> > hacking into /
> > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> > fileformats it uses. I think there
> > > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> > code-hassle.
> > >
> > > I don't know if there's even some information
> > 'bout the language the OS is
> > > programmed in?
> > >
> > > Please keep me informed!
> > >
> > > Marco
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > voidant
> > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> > impossible os hack
> > >
> > >
> > > hi there.
> > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> > kind of process
> > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> > mapping the file format
> > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> > information
> > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> > scraps of info would be
> > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> > is uses a super H
> > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> > pattern files, and
> > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> > the case. please
> > > send any technical info you have to the list
> > itself or directly to me
> > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > >
> > > m.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > * Visit your group "RS7000
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> > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > email to:
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14216|14206|2005-11-01 20:11:43|g smith|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
try this
http://www.nuedge.net/

On 1-Nov-05, at 12:51 PM, Paradigm wrote:

> that link was a dead end...
>
> --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
>> for the TX16W (the
>> Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
>> www.nuedge-development.com
>> <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
>>
>> On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
>> wrote:
>>>
>>> Hi!
>>>
>>> I'm also very interested if there is any way of
>> hacking into /
>>> reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
>> fileformats it uses. I think there
>>> can be a lot of improvements without to many
>> code-hassle.
>>>
>>> I don't know if there's even some information
>> 'bout the language the OS is
>>> programmed in?
>>>
>>> Please keep me informed!
>>>
>>> Marco
>>>
>>>
>>> _____
>>>
>>> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
>>> voidant
>>> Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
>>> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>>> Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
>> impossible os hack
>>>
>>>
>>> hi there.
>>> did anybody out there ever at any point make any
>> kind of process
>>> whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
>> mapping the file format
>>> for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
>> information
>>> whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
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>> scraps of info would be
>>> usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
>> is uses a super H
>>> processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
>> pattern files, and
>>> somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
>> the case. please
>>> send any technical info you have to the list
>> itself or directly to me
>>> at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
>>>
>>> m.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>> FAQ:
>>
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _____
>>>
>>> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> * Visit your group "RS7000
>> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
>>> on the web.
>>>
>>>
>>> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
>> to:
>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>>>
>>
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>>>
>>>
>>> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
>> Yahoo! Terms of Service
>>> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>>>
>>>
>>> _____
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been
>> removed]
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>> FAQ:
>>
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>
>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>>>
>>>
>>> ------------------------------
>>> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>>>
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>>>
>>> - Visit your group "RS7000
>> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
>>> on the web.
>>> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
>> email to:
>>>
>>
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com? 
> subject=Unsubscribe>
>>> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
>> Yahoo! Terms of
>>> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>>>
>>>
>>> ------------------------------
>>>
>>
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been
>> removed]
>>
>>
>
>
>
> 
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14217|14206|2005-11-03 08:51:48|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Is the OS of the TX16W in any way the same as the RS7k OS?

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Brooks Mosher
Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:44
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

i don't think they have a website any longer, but maybe that person can
still be contacted at that email address. i have no idea how helpful this
would be, but i thought i'd offer a suggestion....

On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> that link was a dead end...
>
> --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> > for the TX16W (the
> > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> > <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> >
> > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl >
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> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi!
> > >
> > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> > hacking into /
> > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> > fileformats it uses. I think there
> > > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> > code-hassle.
> > >
> > > I don't know if there's even some information
> > 'bout the language the OS is
> > > programmed in?
> > >
> > > Please keep me informed!
> > >
> > > Marco
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > voidant
> > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> > impossible os hack
> > >
> > >
> > > hi there.
> > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> > kind of process
> > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> > mapping the file format
> > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> > information
> > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> > scraps of info would be
> > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> > is uses a super H
> > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> > pattern files, and
> > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> > the case. please
> > > send any technical info you have to the list
> > itself or directly to me
> > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > >
> > > m.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
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> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > >
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > email to:
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
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>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Frequency
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14218|14201|2005-11-03 08:52:10|Marco Tangelder|Re: manual slicing|
Try Ableton Live... ;-)

_____ 
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From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Brooks Mosher
Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:40
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] manual slicing

that's an interesting idea, yet i've never felt the need to sample on the
fly while playing a live set as well as editing those samples while playing.
of course, editing patches that contain samples (like changing the filter
cutoff) can be done easily on the fly.
i'm not sure if there's *any* sampler out there that can sample on the fly
while it's onboard sequencer (if it had one) is running in a live situation.
in fact, there aren't many that can edit on the fly in realtime. can the mpc
do this? can you normalize a sample in realtime while the sequencer is
playing on an mpc-2000? i have my doubts that it could.
so for me, sampling and editing samples is something i do when i'm writing
or doing like a post production kind of thing to a track, not while i'm
playing live. i'd like to have control over stuff and manipulate things if i
were to play in a live situation, but to me, sampling and editing the
samples is like the foundation i start with.
shit, i used to have an emulator iii and you really couldn't even edit any
of the "synth" parameters for patches in realtime. i mean you could assign a
few things to the mod wheel and that's it. the RS7000 can do so much more, i
just find that it's realtime capabilities are great.
i don't know much about the newer MPC's but the only MPC i would want
anyway are the Roger Linn MPC's - and i wouldn't want those for the sampler
part anyways.
i would check into making some kind of Reaktor Ensemble that lets you edit
the sample in realtime (like changing the start point of the sample, etc) -
i mean you can do this with Battery. i hear that max/msp is pretty cool
too....

On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> That would be ok in a studio setting,yet in a live
> setting,it might not be quick enough.There might be
> software that can do those tasks in r/t,yet I am not
> aware of it.
>
> --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > Do all your editing on a Mac or PC and then load
> > those samples directly into
> > the RS7000 via the smart media card. It doesn't get
> > any easier than that.
> >
> > On 10/31/05, Paradigm < paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Ok..Above all else,a sampler,or any piece of gear
> > like
> > > that which is supposed to be immediate should give
> > you
> > > a smooth workflow and menus.It's kind of hard to
> > > concentrate on ideas,when you have to tweak every
> > > little thing.
> > >
> > > --- jason rodgers
> > <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
> > > wrote:
> > >
> > > > I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To
> > Sample I
> > > > Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have
> > Never
> > > > Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> > > > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > < larryrog84@yahoo.com>
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for
> > about a
> > > > year now. After much
> > > > > time in the studio I have learned my way
> > around
> > > > this
> > > > machine. When
> > > > > sampling I would always use the automatic
> > slicing
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> > > > in
> > > > the rs7000 which
> > > > > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the
> > > > samples
> > > > where I see fit. I
> > > > > read in another forum how you can kind of do
> > it
> > > > but
> > > > it is a VERY time
> > > > > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> > > > sampling (rarely use the
> > > > > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and
> > > > really
> > > > nothing else. I
> > > > > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> > > > demonstrated how he
> > > > > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record
> > and
> > > > kinda sampled as the
> > > > > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as
> > he
> > > > saw fit to catch
> > > > > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he
> > > > chopped
> > > > and edited the
> > > > > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> > > > workflow was. I feel
> > > > > being able to work with that kinda flow will
> > help
> > > > me
> > > > in further
> > > > > productions. I have tried to manually chop
> > with
> > > > the
> > > > rs7000 but the time
> > > > > process just kills my vibe. My question is
> > this:
> > > > Is
> > > > there any software
> > > > > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to
> > help
> > > > me
> > > > chop and edit
> > > > > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it
> > > > possible
> > > > I need a standalone
> > > > > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated.
> > Thanks
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________
> > > > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites
> > in
> > > > one click.
> > > > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > __________________________________
> > > Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home
> > page!
> > > http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 >"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > email to:
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> http://farechase.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw>
&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w
3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw>
Electronic
> instrument<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w>
&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w
3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w>
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA>
&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=G
uitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA>
Yamaha
> rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg>
&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar
+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg>
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> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14219|14206|2005-11-03 09:03:00|Brooks Mosher|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
i would highly doubt that it is. but if there's someone who can hack into a
yamaha OS it *might* be the people behind the Typhoon upgrade. i'm sure the
RS7K has a similar OS to the A3000 samplers though. and the A3000 sampler
seems to be a bit like the old Prophet 3000 samplers in terms of layout.
i'm pretty sure that the TX16w's original OS was really bad and not user
friendly at all. Also there was a company called Grey Matter that upgraded
the DX-7 operating system.
i guess i'm just thinking out loud. i don't know if this info would be
helpful or not...

On 11/2/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Is the OS of the TX16W in any way the same as the RS7k OS?
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Brooks Mosher
> Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:44
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> i don't think they have a website any longer, but maybe that person can
> still be contacted at that email address. i have no idea how helpful this
> would be, but i thought i'd offer a suggestion....
>
> On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
> > that link was a dead end...
> >
> > --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> > > for the TX16W (the
> > > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> > > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/> <
> http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> > > <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> > >
> > > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl >
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi!
> > > >
> > > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> > > hacking into /
> > > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> > > fileformats it uses. I think there
> > > > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> > > code-hassle.
> > > >
> > > > I don't know if there's even some information
> > > 'bout the language the OS is
> > > > programmed in?
> > > >
> > > > Please keep me informed!
> > > >
> > > > Marco
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > voidant
> > > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> > > impossible os hack
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > hi there.
> > > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> > > kind of process
> > > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> > > mapping the file format
> > > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> > > information
> > > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> > > scraps of info would be
> > > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> > > is uses a super H
> > > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> > > pattern files, and
> > > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> > > the case. please
> > > > send any technical info you have to the list
> > > itself or directly to me
> > > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > > >
> > > > m.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
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> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > > on the web.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > > to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > >
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > > < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > > on the web.
> > > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > > email to:
> > > >
> > >
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
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> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________
> > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
>
> izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
> 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
>
> w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
> g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000
>
> _____
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>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14220|14201|2005-11-03 09:04:54|Brooks Mosher|Re: manual slicing|
I agree with this suggestion.... Definitely Ableton Live is the way to go
for realtime sample manipulation...

On 11/2/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Try Ableton Live... ;-)
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Brooks Mosher
> Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:40
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] manual slicing
>
>
> that's an interesting idea, yet i've never felt the need to sample on the
> fly while playing a live set as well as editing those samples while
> playing.
> of course, editing patches that contain samples (like changing the filter
> cutoff) can be done easily on the fly.
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> i'm not sure if there's *any* sampler out there that can sample on the fly
> while it's onboard sequencer (if it had one) is running in a live
> situation.
> in fact, there aren't many that can edit on the fly in realtime. can the
> mpc
> do this? can you normalize a sample in realtime while the sequencer is
> playing on an mpc-2000? i have my doubts that it could.
> so for me, sampling and editing samples is something i do when i'm writing
> or doing like a post production kind of thing to a track, not while i'm
> playing live. i'd like to have control over stuff and manipulate things if
> i
> were to play in a live situation, but to me, sampling and editing the
> samples is like the foundation i start with.
> shit, i used to have an emulator iii and you really couldn't even edit any
> of the "synth" parameters for patches in realtime. i mean you could assign
> a
> few things to the mod wheel and that's it. the RS7000 can do so much more,
> i
> just find that it's realtime capabilities are great.
> i don't know much about the newer MPC's but the only MPC i would want
> anyway are the Roger Linn MPC's - and i wouldn't want those for the
> sampler
> part anyways.
> i would check into making some kind of Reaktor Ensemble that lets you edit
> the sample in realtime (like changing the start point of the sample, etc)
> -
> i mean you can do this with Battery. i hear that max/msp is pretty cool
> too....
>
> On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
> > That would be ok in a studio setting,yet in a live
> > setting,it might not be quick enough.There might be
> > software that can do those tasks in r/t,yet I am not
> > aware of it.
> >
> > --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > Do all your editing on a Mac or PC and then load
> > > those samples directly into
> > > the RS7000 via the smart media card. It doesn't get
> > > any easier than that.
> > >
> > > On 10/31/05, Paradigm < paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ok..Above all else,a sampler,or any piece of gear
> > > like
> > > > that which is supposed to be immediate should give
> > > you
> > > > a smooth workflow and menus.It's kind of hard to
> > > > concentrate on ideas,when you have to tweak every
> > > > little thing.
> > > >
> > > > --- jason rodgers
> > > <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
> > > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > I Find The Rs A Wasteof Time When Trying To
> > > Sample I
> > > > > Use A Roland Mv 8000 And Wavelab But If U Have
> > > Never
> > > > > Used A Mpc Get One U Will Love It
> > > > > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > < larryrog84@yahoo.com>
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > I have been using an Rs7000 groovebox for
> > > about a
> > > > > year now. After much
> > > > > > time in the studio I have learned my way
> > > around
> > > > > this
> > > > > machine. When
> > > > > > sampling I would always use the automatic
> > > slicing
> > > > > in
> > > > > the rs7000 which
> > > > > > was fine at first. I now want to chop up the
> > > > > samples
> > > > > where I see fit. I
> > > > > > read in another forum how you can kind of do
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> > > it
> > > > > but
> > > > > it is a VERY time
> > > > > > consuming operation. I only use my Rs7000 for
> > > > > sampling (rarely use the
> > > > > > internal sounds and I sequence in cubase) and
> > > > > really
> > > > > nothing else. I
> > > > > > saw a video of a producer named Kev Brown who
> > > > > demonstrated how he
> > > > > > samples with his mpc2000. He played the record
> > > and
> > > > > kinda sampled as the
> > > > > > song went along stopping and skipping ahead as
> > > he
> > > > > saw fit to catch
> > > > > > certain bits of the song he wanted. Later he
> > > > > chopped
> > > > > and edited the
> > > > > > samples. What caught my eye was how smooth the
> > > > > workflow was. I feel
> > > > > > being able to work with that kinda flow will
> > > help
> > > > > me
> > > > > in further
> > > > > > productions. I have tried to manually chop
> > > with
> > > > > the
> > > > > rs7000 but the time
> > > > > > process just kills my vibe. My question is
> > > this:
> > > > > Is
> > > > > there any software
> > > > > > I could use in conjuction with my Rs7000 to
> > > help
> > > > > me
> > > > > chop and edit
> > > > > > samples in regards to my work flow? Is it
> > > > > possible
> > > > > I need a standalone
> > > > > > sampler? Any advice would be appreciated.
> > > Thanks
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > __________________________________
> > > > > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites
> > > in
> > > > > one click.
> > > > > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________
> > > > Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home
> > > page!
> > > > http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
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> > > > ------------------------------
> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000 >"
> > > > on the web.
> > > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > > email to:
> > > >
> > >
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________
> > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Frequency synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw>
>
> &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w
>
> 3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw>
> Electronic
> > instrument<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w>
>
> &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w
>
> 3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w>
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
>
> izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
> 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA>
>
> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=G
> uitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA>
> Yamaha
> > rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
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> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
>
> w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
> g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg>
>
> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar
> +synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg>
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
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>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=-
djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> Electronic
> instrument<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=0tM3
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=lMS2SC
Yamaha
> rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.sig=aRZukQrh_
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14221|14206|2005-11-03 10:34:15|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
I found this link:

http://www.slinkp.com/code/su700notes.html

It's a try to reverse engineer te SU700 fileformat etc.

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Brooks Mosher
Sent: donderdag 3 november 2005 17:03
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

i would highly doubt that it is. but if there's someone who can hack into a
yamaha OS it *might* be the people behind the Typhoon upgrade. i'm sure the
RS7K has a similar OS to the A3000 samplers though. and the A3000 sampler
seems to be a bit like the old Prophet 3000 samplers in terms of layout.
i'm pretty sure that the TX16w's original OS was really bad and not user
friendly at all. Also there was a company called Grey Matter that upgraded
the DX-7 operating system.
i guess i'm just thinking out loud. i don't know if this info would be
helpful or not...

On 11/2/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Is the OS of the TX16W in any way the same as the RS7k OS?
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Brooks Mosher
> Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:44
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> i don't think they have a website any longer, but maybe that person can
> still be contacted at that email address. i have no idea how helpful this
> would be, but i thought i'd offer a suggestion....
>
> On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
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> > that link was a dead end...
> >
> > --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> > > for the TX16W (the
> > > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> > > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/> <
> http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> > > <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> > >
> > > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl >
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi!
> > > >
> > > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> > > hacking into /
> > > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> > > fileformats it uses. I think there
> > > > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> > > code-hassle.
> > > >
> > > > I don't know if there's even some information
> > > 'bout the language the OS is
> > > > programmed in?
> > > >
> > > > Please keep me informed!
> > > >
> > > > Marco
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > voidant
> > > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> > > impossible os hack
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > hi there.
> > > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> > > kind of process
> > > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> > > mapping the file format
> > > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> > > information
> > > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> > > scraps of info would be
> > > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> > > is uses a super H
> > > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> > > pattern files, and
> > > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> > > the case. please
> > > > send any technical info you have to the list
> > > itself or directly to me
> > > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > > >
> > > > m.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
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> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > > on the web.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > > to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > >
> > >
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > > < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > > on the web.
> > > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > > email to:
> > > >
> > >
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________
> > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> > http://farechase.yahoo.com
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> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
> &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
>
>
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
> &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
>
>
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
>
>
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
> 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
>
>
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
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> g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subjec
t=Unsubscribe>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Frequency
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
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hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14222|14206|2005-11-04 07:34:47|John Wayne|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
This is a nice topic going on! If someone knows a good place where to 
find core info like this, post it please! I'm looking especially for 
core info about the RM1x.

Marco Tangelder wrote:

> I found this link:
>
> http://www.slinkp.com/code/su700notes.html
>
> It's a try to reverse engineer te SU700 fileformat etc.
>
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Brooks Mosher
> Sent: donderdag 3 november 2005 17:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> i would highly doubt that it is. but if there's someone who can hack 
> into a
> yamaha OS it *might* be the people behind the Typhoon upgrade. i'm 
> sure the
> RS7K has a similar OS to the A3000 samplers though. and the A3000 sampler
> seems to be a bit like the old Prophet 3000 samplers in terms of layout.
> i'm pretty sure that the TX16w's original OS was really bad and not user
> friendly at all. Also there was a company called Grey Matter that upgraded
> the DX-7 operating system.
> i guess i'm just thinking out loud. i don't know if this info would be
> helpful or not...
>
> On 11/2/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
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> > Is the OS of the TX16W in any way the same as the RS7k OS?
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > Brooks Mosher
> > Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:44
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
> >
> >
> > i don't think they have a website any longer, but maybe that person can
> > still be contacted at that email address. i have no idea how helpful 
> this
> > would be, but i thought i'd offer a suggestion....
> >
> > On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > that link was a dead end...
> > >
> > > --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> > > > for the TX16W (the
> > > > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> > > > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/> <
> > http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> > > > <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> > > >
> > > > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl >
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi!
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> > > > hacking into /
> > > > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> > > > fileformats it uses. I think there
> > > > > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> > > > code-hassle.
> > > > >
> > > > > I don't know if there's even some information
> > > > 'bout the language the OS is
> > > > > programmed in?
> > > > >
> > > > > Please keep me informed!
> > > > >
> > > > > Marco
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > voidant
> > > > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> > > > impossible os hack
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > hi there.
> > > > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> > > > kind of process
> > > > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> > > > mapping the file format
> > > > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> > > > information
> > > > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> > > > scraps of info would be
> > > > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> > > > is uses a super H
> > > > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> > > > pattern files, and
> > > > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> > > > the case. please
> > > > > send any technical info you have to the list
> > > > itself or directly to me
> > > > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > > > >
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> > > > > m.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > > > on the web.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > > > to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > > > < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------
> > > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > > > on the web.
> > > > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > > > email to:
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
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> > > > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > __________________________________
> > > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> > > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Frequency
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt>
> > &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
> >
> >
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> > s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt 
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> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt>
> > &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
> >
> >
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> > s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes>
> > &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
> >
> >
> izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
> > 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer
> > Yamaha
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer& 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&>
> > &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
> >
> >
> w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
> > g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subjec
> t=Unsubscribe>
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
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> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt>
> hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&
> s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes>
> izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9
> 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer 
> Yamaha
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer& 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&>
> w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si
> g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000 
>
> _____ 
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____ 
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14223|14223|2005-11-04 07:34:47|on4cit|Download link Yamaha SOUND VQ player|
Hello 
I am looking for the Yamaha VQ player to download. 
I can not find it on the web . 
This link, where it should be is dead 
http://www.yamaha-xg.com/english/xg/SoundVQ/index.html

Does anybody know were i can download the VQ player ?

Thanks all
| 14224|14206|2005-11-04 14:02:18|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
I've found some info about reverse engineering the RM1X OS and it's file
formats.

Try Googling on 'RM1X' and 'reverse engineer'.

There's more to find about the RM1X than about the RS7000 :-(

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
John Wayne
Sent: vrijdag 4 november 2005 9:16
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

This is a nice topic going on! If someone knows a good place where to 
find core info like this, post it please! I'm looking especially for 
core info about the RM1x.

Marco Tangelder wrote:

> I found this link:
>
> http://www.slinkp.com/code/su700notes.html
>
> It's a try to reverse engineer te SU700 fileformat etc.
>
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Brooks Mosher
> Sent: donderdag 3 november 2005 17:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> i would highly doubt that it is. but if there's someone who can hack 
> into a
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> yamaha OS it *might* be the people behind the Typhoon upgrade. i'm 
> sure the
> RS7K has a similar OS to the A3000 samplers though. and the A3000 sampler
> seems to be a bit like the old Prophet 3000 samplers in terms of layout.
> i'm pretty sure that the TX16w's original OS was really bad and not user
> friendly at all. Also there was a company called Grey Matter that upgraded
> the DX-7 operating system.
> i guess i'm just thinking out loud. i don't know if this info would be
> helpful or not...
>
> On 11/2/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > Is the OS of the TX16W in any way the same as the RS7k OS?
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > Brooks Mosher
> > Sent: dinsdag 1 november 2005 22:44
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
> >
> >
> > i don't think they have a website any longer, but maybe that person can
> > still be contacted at that email address. i have no idea how helpful 
> this
> > would be, but i thought i'd offer a suggestion....
> >
> > On 11/1/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > that link was a dead end...
> > >
> > > --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > > what about contacting the person who rewrote the OS
> > > > for the TX16W (the
> > > > Typhoon upgrade?). maybe they know some things.
> > > > www.nuedge-development.com <http://www.nuedge-development.com/> <
> > http://www.nuedge-development.com/>
> > > > <http://www.nuedge-development.com>
> > > >
> > > > On 11/1/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl >
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi!
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm also very interested if there is any way of
> > > > hacking into /
> > > > > reverse-enginering the OS or any of the
> > > > fileformats it uses. I think there
> > > > > can be a lot of improvements without to many
> > > > code-hassle.
> > > > >
> > > > > I don't know if there's even some information
> > > > 'bout the language the OS is
> > > > > programmed in?
> > > > >
> > > > > Please keep me informed!
> > > > >
> > > > > Marco
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > voidant
> > > > > Sent: maandag 31 oktober 2005 20:19
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] stupid question about amazingly
> > > > impossible os hack
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > hi there.
> > > > > did anybody out there ever at any point make any
> > > > kind of process
> > > > > whatsoever in decompiling the OS for rs7000,
> > > > mapping the file format
> > > > > for patterns, or collecting any kind of technical
> > > > information
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> > > > > whatsoever about the machine. even half assed
> > > > scraps of info would be
> > > > > usefull to me. all i can find out is that is that
> > > > is uses a super H
> > > > > processor, that somebody one time tried to map the
> > > > pattern files, and
> > > > > somebody thought about putting a hard drive inside
> > > > the case. please
> > > > > send any technical info you have to the list
> > > > itself or directly to me
> > > > > at paypal@fromthegut.org. i would appreciate it..
> > > > >
> > > > > m.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > > > on the web.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> > > > to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > > > > < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------
> > > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
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> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > - Visit your group "RS7000
> > > > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > > > on the web.
> > > > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > > > email to:
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > > > Yahoo! Terms of
> > > > > Service < http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > __________________________________
> > > Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
> > > http://farechase.yahoo.com
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Frequency
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> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt>
> > &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
> >
> >
>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&

> > s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt>
> > &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
> >
> >
>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&

> > s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes

> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes

> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes>
> > &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
> >
> >
>

izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9

> > 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer
> > Yamaha
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&

> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer& 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&

> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&>
> > &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
> >
> >
>

w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si

> > g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000
> >
> > _____
> >
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> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> >
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subjec

> t=Unsubscribe>
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Frequency
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
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> &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt>
>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&

> s=97&.sig=-djqA1pVMaFho3FtO6ILVw> synthesizer Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt

> &k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt>
>

hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&

> s=97&.sig=0tM3UgqZlQmEJDysTX_b1w> instrument Guitar
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes

> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes

> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes>
>

izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=9

> 7&.sig=lMS2SCESLqivK4b1QjWeNA> synthesizer 
> Yamaha
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&

> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer& 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&

> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&>
>

w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&c=4&s=97&.si

> g=aRZukQrh_kkV6fhVY9ZnJg> rs7000 
>
> _____ 
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____ 
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Electronic+ins
trument&w2=Yamaha+rs7000&w3=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=3&s=79&.sig=1XNBW5
IdI5y4ju3K-yxTRA> instrument Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Electronic+instrument&
w2=Yamaha+rs7000&w3=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=3&s=79&.sig=RlHb_pyHW_LzzK
aFHL2b2g> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Electron
ic+instrument&w2=Yamaha+rs7000&w3=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=3&s=79&.sig=
PMO3KlWuD4ErPNkLLwnvkg> instrument cases 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14225|14225|2005-11-05 11:39:45|aeriallovefeed2003|newbie load/save quesion|
Ok I realize the ROm is volatile so when you turn off the RS7000 nothing saves.
However, when you have a smartmedia card in, and you have stuff saved to it. Do you 
have to load it everytime you turn it on?
I mean, everytime you turn on the rs7000 there's nothing on it unless you load a card?

dumb question.. i know.
wade
| 14226|14225|2005-11-05 22:50:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: newbie load/save quesion|
On Nov 5, 2005, at 11:59 AM, aeriallovefeed2003 wrote:

> Ok I realize the ROm is volatile so when you turn off the RS7000 
> nothing saves.
> However, when you have a smartmedia card in, and you have stuff 
> saved to it. Do you
> have to load it everytime you turn it on?
> I mean, everytime you turn on the rs7000 there's nothing on it 
> unless you load a card?
>
> dumb question.. i know.
> wade

The 7000+ preset phrases and all of the internal TG sounds are stored 
in ROM and are there as soon as you turn the machine on. Any Styles, 
Songs, Samples or All data you want to have reload when you turn it 
on again later has to be saved to SmartMedia or SCSI drive. If you 
want to load your own styles or the demo styles that are on the 
SmartMedia card when you first get it you have to load them from the 
card each time you turn the machine on.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14227|14166|2005-11-07 12:03:31|h2a2p|Re: help with rs7000 in a live show|
This is from rs7000.org... i follow this advice and the rs always 
sounds good to me:

"Have you tried using the multiband compressor on the RS' master 
effects? You can achieve very polished results by setting the 
compressor to full bit with a little boost on each band and pulling the 
threshold back to -32. Obviously if you're playing live this is a best 
solution."

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
>
> i fooled around with it tonight and just compressed the bass rarther 
> than actually doing the mid and highs too.. ill try it in the sound 
> check next week ...
> 
>

| 14228|14197|2005-11-07 12:25:08|h2a2p|Re: Sample no play bug ?|
i don't know about your issue, but i was having some screwy sample 
problems, and it turns out i had bad memory installed. i replaced it 
with ram from a sampler guy on e-bay, and now it works perfect.

so if you have the extra ram installed, maybe run the 'full simm' 
test to check it. Switch off, press Pattern+Pattern Chain+Utility 
while switching on to enter test mode. then + till you get to 'simm 
test: full', OK means OK, and NG means No Good.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23" 
wrote:

>
> I have been playing around with the RS7k for a few weeks now, and I 

keep encountering an 
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> annoying bug, which I'm starting to wonder if it's just my machine.
> 
> When I load a song, it never plays back samples on the first play.
> I go into the mixer to see if the proper sample is in the right 

track, and it is.

> Still it does not play. So I scroll to a different sample, and 

then back again, and then it 

> does play (not always, but usually after that).
> 
> It's as if I have to 'confirm' that sample in that track.
> 
> Has anyone else had this problem? It's really annoying.
> Am I doing something wrong? I can't see how, because it's a 

sometimes it works, 

> sometimes it doesn't sort of thing.
> 
> Scott.
> ?????
>

| 14229|14229|2005-11-07 14:00:47|h2a2p|Smartmedia to Xd Memory adapter|
not sure if i ever mentioned this here, so thought i'd pass it 
along. I tested this smartmedia to Xd memory adapter with the RS and 
it works fine. Lets you use Xd memory with the RS. Just an option in 
case smartmedia goes away sometime. The place i got mine is blowing 
them out for $3 a piece now too: 

http://datavis.com/webapp/commerce/command/ProductDisplay?
prrfnbr=451513&prmenbr=2000

Takes up to a 128 MB Xd card. I tried larger sized Xd memory, but 
the RS doesn't seem to know what to do with them. Doesn't seem to 
affect save or load times. Only drawback is that it sticks out of 
the RS about an inch, but that hasn't brothered me. 

Other brands I didn't try:

http://www.expansys-usa.com/product.asp?code=121040&partner=froogle

http://www.pcmall.com/pcmall/shop/detail.asp?
dpno=342884&store=pcmall&source=pwbfroogle&adcampaign=email,pwbfroogle
&wt.mc_id=pwbfroogle
| 14230|14230|2005-11-07 20:35:00|jason rodgers|Re: mc 909 vs rs7000|
Just Wondering Thoughts On These 2
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <h2a2p@yahoo.com> wrote:

> i don't know about your issue, but i was having some

screwy sample 

> problems, and it turns out i had bad memory

installed. i replaced it 

> with ram from a sampler guy on e-bay, and now it

works perfect.

> 
> so if you have the extra ram installed, maybe run

the 'full simm' 

> test to check it. Switch off, press Pattern+Pattern

Chain+Utility 

> while switching on to enter test mode. then + till

you get to 'simm 

> test: full', OK means OK, and NG means No Good.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "painjunkie23"
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> wrote:
> >
> > I have been playing around with the RS7k for a few

weeks now, and I 

> keep encountering an 
> > annoying bug, which I'm starting to wonder if it's

just my machine.

> > 
> > When I load a song, it never plays back samples on

the first play.

> > I go into the mixer to see if the proper sample is

in the right 

> track, and it is.
> > Still it does not play. So I scroll to a

different sample, and 

> then back again, and then it 
> > does play (not always, but usually after that).
> > 
> > It's as if I have to 'confirm' that sample in that

track.

> > 
> > Has anyone else had this problem? It's really

annoying.

> > Am I doing something wrong? I can't see how,

because it's a 

> sometimes it works, 
> > sometimes it doesn't sort of thing.
> > 
> > Scott.
> > ?????
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! FareChase: Search multiple travel sites in one click.
http://farechase.yahoo.com
| 14231|14231|2005-11-12 09:33:32|inkluv|HipHop|
HipHoppers go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HipHopRS7000/
| 14232|14232|2005-11-12 18:34:22|raverjett|Using the RS as a drum module|
Has anyone here had success using the rs as a drum module?
I have tried over and over to get it to serve as a sampling module for 
my Yamaha DTX 2.0 drumset but have not been able to make it work 
right. If anyone has any information about this it would be extremely 
appreciated if you replied with some info. Thanks, Jett
| 14233|14233|2005-11-16 02:48:05|irrelevanceuk|Recording overdub from anywhere but the first measure!?|
Ok I'm totally bemused as to why there is noway of recording overdub from anywhere 
other than the 1st measure. This relates to my questions on groove edit in the past, 
whereby if i have 4bars of recorded midi and want to groove edit bars 2, 3 and 4 (anything 
past 1 basically) it's not possible. My workaround for this involves splitting the measure, 
moving it to a different style location or track groove editing and then moving back!! This 
takes far to long. 
So what is needed is either an option to use groove edit on a per measure basis or even 
better is to have overdub allow recording to take place from any measure, which would not 
only make groove edit a much fuller feauture but extend the on the fly sequencing power 
of the RS 

Comments/workarounds are always welcome
| 14234|14234|2005-11-16 07:20:33|Richard Schultz|Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
The volume of the click track on my RS7K is obnoxiously loud. I 
want to be able to turn it down. I've looked all through the 
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manual, fished around the different menus, etc. and I can't figure 
out how to turn it down. Anyone know? Surely you can!

Or alternatively... can I turn it OFF and just have track one 
sequenced to something quantized to quarters and sequence to 
that?

Or option 3 can it be output to something OTHER than the main 
outs? Then I could turn it down via my mixer.

And I suppose option 4, which I know would do work but would 
take the most time and effort- knowing that the click comes out 
the main outs I *COULD* program everything else to come out 
another output. I guess that assumes that the click is NOT 
present at every output. I've never checked. Anyone know?

I am getting comfortable on my RS7, but damn that click pisses 
me off!!
| 14235|14233|2005-11-16 07:54:04|wasted/su700fan|Re: Recording overdub from anywhere but the first measure!?|
On Nov 16, 2005, at 4:47 AM, irrelevanceuk wrote:

> Ok I'm totally bemused as to why there is noway of recording 
> overdub from anywhere
> other than the 1st measure. This relates to my questions on groove 
> edit in the past,
> whereby if i have 4bars of recorded midi and want to groove edit 
> bars 2, 3 and 4 (anything
> past 1 basically) it's not possible. My workaround for this 
> involves splitting the measure,
> moving it to a different style location or track groove editing and 
> then moving back!! This
> takes far to long.
> So what is needed is either an option to use groove edit on a per 
> measure basis or even
> better is to have overdub allow recording to take place from any 
> measure, which would not
> only make groove edit a much fuller feauture but extend the on the 
> fly sequencing power
> of the RS
>
> Comments/workarounds are always welcome

In Song mode there is a fifth Record type: Punch. That allows you to 
set Punch-In and Punch-Out recording points so that the data is only 
changed (hard-written to the sequencer) between those two points 
(i.e. beginning of measure 2 to end of measure 4). You could copy 
your phrase over to Song mode, make the changes you need by Punch 
Record mode, and then copy it back to Pattern mode. Maybe that would 
work for you?

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14236|14234|2005-11-16 08:42:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
On Nov 16, 2005, at 7:17 AM, Richard Schultz wrote:

> The volume of the click track on my RS7K is obnoxiously loud. I
> want to be able to turn it down. I've looked all through the
> manual, fished around the different menus, etc. and I can't figure
> out how to turn it down. Anyone know? Surely you can!

Unfortunately not. That's one of our major gripes for the wishlist. 
The SU700 has the ability to assign it to one of the Assignable Outs 
so it doesn't come out of the main outs. Unfortunately the RS7000 
does not. In the Utility Mode/System/Click Mode[page 2 of the System 
settings] you can set the click to Off, Record, Record and Play, or 
All. I usually just leave mine to Record if I need a click track 
while recording. That way when I'm playing back my results it 
doesn't have the click running during playback like it would if you 
have it set to Record and Play. The Click Beat setting lets you 
determine how frequently it sounds (16th, 8th, quarter, half, or 
whole notes).

> Or alternatively... can I turn it OFF and just have track one
> sequenced to something quantized to quarters and sequence to
> that?
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That would probably be your best bet (sequence a kick drum or hi-hat 
every quarter note, 8th note, or 16th note as needed for your 
resolution).

> Or option 3 can it be output to something OTHER than the main
> outs? Then I could turn it down via my mixer.

See response above to question 1.

> And I suppose option 4, which I know would do work but would
> take the most time and effort- knowing that the click comes out
> the main outs I *COULD* program everything else to come out
> another output. I guess that assumes that the click is NOT
> present at every output. I've never checked. Anyone know?

More of a pain in the ass then it's worth. And if you have 
everything coming out of the Assignable Outs (other than the click) 
you loose all of the 3 Effects blocks and the Master Effect block for 
use on your audio. So it's not a good choice, besides the fact that 
setup is a major chore.

> I am getting comfortable on my RS7, but damn that click pisses
> me off!!

You and everyone else. And that is something that should've been a 
simple programming fix when Yamaha updated the OS from 1.14 to 1.2 or 
even 1.21/1.22. I can't imagine it would take more than a few small 
changes to a few lines of code to adjust the volume level of an 
internal click track. If I remember correctly even my lowly RY20 
drum machine from 1994 has a click level volume setting (1-15 in 
intensity with 15 being the highest). So it's not like Yamaha hasn't 
had the settings done on previous gear.

Our other gripe is the Velocity Sensitivity of the 2 drum pads in the 
lower right corner. The RY20 has 4 sensitivity curves, so it 
shouldn't have been that much of a deal to program in a couple of 
curves for the RS7000. Right now you have to slam them pretty hard 
to get a velocity near or over 100 (with 127 being the max).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14237|14237|2005-11-16 23:51:11|Dave Jumpers|fixing rotary and track 1 button|
Has anyone here had the rotary and maybe the track buttons (grey
keys), replaced by a Yamaha dealer?

How much did that cost?

Has anyone done it themselves?

Thanks
-Dave-
www.davejumpers.com <- Music made with RS7000 and other Synths.
| 14238|14238|2005-11-20 15:58:38|Steve Cooke|Motif query: Incorporating sample loops into a song|
Hello there,

In Pattern Mode I've imported, edited and sliced six samples - four 1
measure stereo drum loops and two 4 measure mono guitar loops - for a
song that I'm putting together.

However, I'm having real problems transferring these to Song Mode, the
mode I prefer to work in.

I keep getting "Sample memory full" warnings whenever I try to put the
sliced loops onto a song track, even though the system information
tells me that I'm only using about 10MB of the 64MB RAM available. And
yes, I have tried cleaning up the sample bank and optimising the
memory.

I had intended to put all the drum loops onto a single track within
the song mix and have different loops playing at different points
within the song - e.g. beatA for measures 1-8 inclusive, beatB for
mea's 9-16, back to beatA for mea's 17-24 and so on. The same sort of
thing would happen with the guitar loops, one of which is part of the
song's verse and the other part of its chorus.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


What is the best way to incorporate sample material into a song like
this without going too close to the memory limits? I'm using a Motif
Classic, by the way.

Any help or advice would be most gratefully received!

Cheers,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14239|14238|2005-11-21 20:07:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: Motif query: Incorporating sample loops into a song|
On Nov 20, 2005, at 5:57 PM, Steve Cooke wrote:

> Hello there,
>
> In Pattern Mode I've imported, edited and sliced six samples - four 1
> measure stereo drum loops and two 4 measure mono guitar loops - for a
> song that I'm putting together.
>
> However, I'm having real problems transferring these to Song Mode, the
> mode I prefer to work in.
>
> I keep getting "Sample memory full" warnings whenever I try to put the
> sliced loops onto a song track, even though the system information
> tells me that I'm only using about 10MB of the 64MB RAM available. And
> yes, I have tried cleaning up the sample bank and optimising the
> memory.
>
> I had intended to put all the drum loops onto a single track within
> the song mix and have different loops playing at different points
> within the song - e.g. beatA for measures 1-8 inclusive, beatB for
> mea's 9-16, back to beatA for mea's 17-24 and so on. The same sort of
> thing would happen with the guitar loops, one of which is part of the
> song's verse and the other part of its chorus.
>
> What is the best way to incorporate sample material into a song like
> this without going too close to the memory limits? I'm using a Motif
> Classic, by the way.
>
> Any help or advice would be most gratefully received!
>
> Cheers,
>
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com

Steve--

Welcome to the group. FWIW, even though this group is welcome to all 
Yamaha sequencer/sampler owners (RS7000, SU700, SU200, A3000-A5000, 
and Motif series line), you don't really find many non-RS7000 owners 
speaking out on the list much. Hopefully somebody here can help you, 
but you might find better luck at the Motifator Forums site at:
http://www.motifator.com/forums

Good luck in either case.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14240|14225|2005-11-22 08:24:13|Richard Schultz|Re: newbie load/save quesion|

> If you 
> want to load your own styles or the demo styles that are on the 
> SmartMedia card when you first get it you have to load them from 
> the card each time you turn the machine on.

You can also create an autoload file that will load when you turn the 
machine on if you have the SmartMedia chip in. You can save pretty 
much your whole machine that way and have it come back up the way you 
left it.

I did this at first, but found it was inconvenient and now I just 
save "ALL" files for each song and load them as I need them. That 
seems to work better for me.
| 14241|14206|2005-11-23 11:15:32|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hi all,

i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and 
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programming.

i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
with it i can do things like:
next/previous section (sysex).
control changes.
notes etc.

sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak 
(always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay 
and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick 
freak to control the basskick etc.

currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but 
ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000) 
and pc.

i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here 
when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more 
reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.

i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still 
residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request 
towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that 
asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade 
fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the 
media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other 
barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware 
that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside 
the unit.

if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to 
write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of 
breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift 
the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now 
yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid 
unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because 
of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the 
file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..

IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os 
in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source 
OS thing.

so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS 
upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least 
3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are. 
(in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern 
length subroutin etc.)

but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and 
implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and 
keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you 
dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware 
sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround 
(just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on 
stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the 
hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if 
other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its 
always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for 
myself.a
| 14242|14206|2005-11-24 01:59:28|John Wayne|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Peter,

I cannot help you further with your OS hack but you seem to
have really knowledge of those Yamaha machines internals.

Maybe you know if it's possible to upgrade the RM1x memory?
I'd even pay for it while loosing warranty.

Peter de Man wrote:



> hi all,
>
> i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> programming.
>
> i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> with it i can do things like:
> next/previous section (sysex).
> control changes.
> notes etc.
>
> sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak
> (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay
> and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick
> freak to control the basskick etc.
>
> currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but
> ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000)
> and pc.
>
> i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here
> when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
>
> i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
> i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still
> residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that
> asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade
> fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the
> media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other
> barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware
> that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside
> the unit.
>
> if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of
> breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift
> the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid
> unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because
> of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the
> file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
>
> IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os
> in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source
> OS thing.
>
> so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least
> 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are.
> (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern
> length subroutin etc.)
>
> but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and
> implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and
> keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you
> dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware
> sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround
> (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on
> stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
> hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if
> other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its
> always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for
> myself.a
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>

| 14243|14243|2005-11-24 08:09:38|SJ-Groover|Re: Digest Number 1527|
actually i dont know,

i did do this trick when i was still a teenager (damm im old :S) with my Atari 1024 STE and Atari 512 STE.
i was possible to do hardware hacks like that.
the only reason it was possible is that the OS had a memory location counter that could handle greater numbers then there was RAM. the counter could produce
numbers/location pointers up to 4096 KB (22 bits).

the rm1x has 512 KB standart RAM if im am correct. just like the Atari 512 STE.
the only way you can upgrade RAM is by finding out how much bits the location/RAM pointer is.

i made this lookup table for you

1 bits => 2 bytes 
2 bits => 4 bytes 
3 bits => 8 bytes 
4 bits => 16 bytes 
8 bits => 256 bytes 
16 bits => 65536 bytes => 64 KB 
19 bits => 524288 bytes => 512 KB => 0.5 (rm1x can do this.. but can it do more ?!)
20 bits => 1048576 bytes => 1024 KB => 1 MB
21 bits => 2097152 bytes => 2048 KB => 2 MB
22 bits => 4194304 bytes => 4096 KB => 4 MB (Atari STE while default only 512 KB RAM was installed, it could adress up to 4MB due to his 22 bits location counter)
32 bits => 4294967296 bytes => 4194304 KB => 4096 MB => 4 GB

so find that information first then you at least know if the OS could support it.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

***************************

> Peter,
> 
> I cannot help you further with your OS hack but you seem to
> have really knowledge of those Yamaha machines internals.
> 
> Maybe you know if it's possible to upgrade the RM1x memory?
> I'd even pay for it while loosing warranty.
>

| 14244|14206|2005-11-24 10:05:29|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Hoi Peter!

Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!

So much for the Dutch! :-)

I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional programmer and
application designer (mostly web but I know some things about other stuff
too ;-).

The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can switch
phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live does (which
I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm afraid though
that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only by the knobs
on the machine itself ;-(
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Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which controls the
tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use mine for
controlling some other stuff).

So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!

On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main reason
Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give away
'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. So I think
it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we should plan a
raid on Yammie headquarters?

Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-language etc.?
It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.

Kind regards,
Marco Tangelder

PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd reverb cut the
1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

hi all,

i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and 
programming.

i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
with it i can do things like:
next/previous section (sysex).
control changes.
notes etc.

sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak 
(always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay 
and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick 
freak to control the basskick etc.

currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but 
ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000) 
and pc.

i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here 
when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more 
reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.

i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still 
residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request 
towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that 
asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade 
fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the 
media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other 
barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware 
that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside 
the unit.

if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to 
write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of 
breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift 
the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now 
yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid 
unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because 
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of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the 
file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..

IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os 
in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source 
OS thing.

so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS 
upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least 
3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are. 
(in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern 
length subroutin etc.)

but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and 
implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and 
keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you 
dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware 
sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround 
(just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on 
stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the 
hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if 
other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its 
always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for 
myself.a

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14245|14206|2005-11-24 10:05:35|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Peter,

Would it be possible to build a midicontroller with a temposlider and a push
and a hold button?

The push-button should push the tempo slightly forward and the hold button
should hold the tempo (duh!). After releasing the buttons the tempo should
go back to the 'old' value.
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This would be such a help when I try to beatmatch my RS to a record for
example.

Please let me know if this would be possible, 'cause I would buy!!!

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

hi all,

i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and 
programming.

i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
with it i can do things like:
next/previous section (sysex).
control changes.
notes etc.

sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak 
(always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay 
and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick 
freak to control the basskick etc.

currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but 
ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000) 
and pc.

i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here 
when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more 
reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.

i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still 
residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request 
towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that 
asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade 
fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the 
media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other 
barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware 
that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside 
the unit.

if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to 
write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of 
breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift 
the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now 
yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid 
unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because 
of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the 
file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..

IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os 
in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source 
OS thing.

so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS 
upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least 
3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are. 
(in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern 
length subroutin etc.)

but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and 
implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and 
keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you 
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dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware 
sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround 
(just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on 
stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the 
hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if 
other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its 
always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for 
myself.a

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14246|14206|2005-11-24 16:45:15|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hi again,

it is possible. in fact after the "connect any sensor box" is 
finished, my plans are to make a dedicated midi clock box.

features so far are.
* tempo up and down
* start
* stop
* rewind
* resync (waits untill 1st beat 1st measure and just before its 
sends..stop+rewind+start)
* 8 midi out connectors :D to make a nice midi clock star.

the resync is the main reason im planning this box.
sometimes when a slave units needs to load something and gets out of 
sync... pressing this feature button will resync it automaticly on 
the 1 beat without hearing :D this would be great in live situations.
no stress :D

the dj style push and drag tempo for a short time is a great idea to 
put in the box. actualy i didn't think of this feature. only how 
should the input be... a jog wheel orso?
i never used jogwheels in a design before.. so that would have to be 
researched how that works.

ps. this box is in concept fase so dont expect a box in your mail 
soon :D.
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greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Peter,
> 
> Would it be possible to build a midicontroller with a temposlider 
and a push
> and a hold button?
> 
> The push-button should push the tempo slightly forward and the 
hold button
> should hold the tempo (duh!). After releasing the buttons the 
tempo should
> go back to the 'old' value.
> 
> This would be such a help when I try to beatmatch my RS to a 
record for
> example.
> 
> Please let me know if this would be possible, 'cause I would buy!!!
> 
> Marco
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible 
os hack
> 
> 
> hi all,
> 
> i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and 
> programming.
> 
> i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> with it i can do things like:
> next/previous section (sysex).
> control changes.
> notes etc.
> 
> sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid 
freak 
> (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control 
decay 
> and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a 
basskick 
> freak to control the basskick etc.
> 
> currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick 
but 
> ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like 
rs7000) 
> and pc.
> 
> i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it 
here 
> when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more 
> reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
> 
> i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
> i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs 
still 
> residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request 
> towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 
that 
> asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an 
upgrade 
> fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come 
in the 
> media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from 
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other 
> barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external 
hardware 
> that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips 
inside 
> the unit.
> 
> if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to 
> write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead 
of 
> breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to 
lift 
> the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now 
> yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are 
afraid 
> unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall 
because 
> of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid 
the 
> file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
> 
> IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non 
official os 
> in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open 
source 
> OS thing.
> 
> so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS 
> upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at 
least 
> 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors 
are. 
> (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern 
> length subroutin etc.)
> 
> but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be 
listening and 
> implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). 
and 
> keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 
box.
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if 
you 
> dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a 
hardware 
> sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy 
workaround 
> (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more 
units on 
> stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the 
> hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if 
> other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. 
its 
> always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit 
for 
> myself.a
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
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> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14247|14206|2005-11-24 17:06:28|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hi

on the double dealy issue...

you can just lookup and combine adresses sysex codes.
you can find pieces of code and adresses in the back of the manual.

you can rapidly switch reverb settings or choose another 1.
in fact you can do it also with master volume eq en compressor.
also with reverb delay and variation lfo etc.

what realy happens is that you toggle between the lets say 2 reverbs 
very fast (or slow)... indeed it cuts off the old reverb.. but is 
sure gives you weird reverb fx and sounds :D.

try for yourself.
to start try it with a simple cutoff. make that toggle each 16th...
(no glide but jump!)
sounds funny... same with reverb etc.. only the code is not a simple 
control change but a longer sysex string. 

try building sysex like simple combining code 
start sysex, brand, chip, parameter, value, fx, value, etc.

i dont have my manual here... to produce you a real working sysex 
example. but look it up and try building your own sysex. it will 
force you to learn ;) switching section works with simple sysex too.
you can make ableton live automaticly select the right section in 
the rs7000 :D it works :D try it !

ps. sysex can make ya unit to halt for a veeerry short period.
so dont do big blocks of weird fx value strings etc.. use/spread 
them wisely else people will notice.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

ps. good example of good sysex use:
when the break comes... the master compressor lowers 
force/gain/speed or whatever.
then when the beat bangs back in. so do the hard compressor 
settings :D 

************************************************

PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd reverb 
cut the
1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
| 14248|14206|2005-11-24 17:10:24|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
i never felt he need for that. so i never tried or investigated.
try to find a sysex in the back of the manual that selects/sets 
phrases in a section. if you can find it... tadaaaaa. else i just dont 
know how it works...
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greetingz,
Peter de Man

************quote**************************
The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can switch
phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live does 
(which
I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm afraid 
though
that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only by the 
knobs
on the machine itself ;-(
| 14249|14237|2005-11-24 17:23:04|Peter de Man|Re: fixing rotary and track 1 button|
hi,

i cleaned a grey/white section button an an rm1x once.
afterwards it worked better again.

actually the rm1x was fun to open. it has a open and strong way of 
putting the hardware stuff in a box. the rs7000 looks and feels weak 
on the inside :S to much plastic and too little/weak support in some 
areas.

i bumbed and damaged my style rotary button (loose but working) and 
also rewind button has to pressed harder then should be needed after 
a wild gig :S... so i use another rs7000 as master unit now :D but 
soon i will have to open it again.. and i dont like it. 

so as for you question...
its hard to get too. mucho thinny wired between the diffenent layers 
of electronics, which you all have to unmount to get to the buttons 
your speaking of :S it doable... but make alot of digital pictures 
while taking it apart. then you can do the opposite direction of 
pictures to put it back again.

or if still in warranty and not needed for 1 or 2 months.. bring it 
to your dealer.

good luck.. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dave Jumpers" wrote:
>
> Has anyone here had the rotary and maybe the track buttons (grey
> keys), replaced by a Yamaha dealer?
> 
> How much did that cost?
> 
> Has anyone done it themselves?
> 
> Thanks
> -Dave-
> www.davejumpers.com <- Music made with RS7000 and other Synths.
>

| 14250|14250|2005-11-24 17:34:03|Peter de Man|file upload disabled?|
sorry to post 4 messages in a row.
its almost like im flooding :D

but is file upload disabled? cant seem to find the upload button.
i got some nice pics of the rs7000 in live situation :D

greetingz,
Peter de Man aka sj-groover
| 14251|14250|2005-11-24 22:12:12|wasted/su700fan|Re: file upload disabled?|
On Nov 24, 2005, at 7:33 PM, Peter de Man wrote:

> sorry to post 4 messages in a row.
> its almost like im flooding :D
>
> but is file upload disabled? cant seem to find the upload button.
> i got some nice pics of the rs7000 in live situation :D
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man aka sj-groover

I've had file upload disabled in the past in my Yahoo Groups I'm the 
Owner/Moderator of due to a couple reasons:
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1) Porn/spam/get rich quick/multi-level-marketing scheme links or 
pics that members have joined the group just to spam and not talk 
about the group's real topic.
2) On a couple of my groups the amount of files already uploaded is 
near the 20MB limit allowed by Yahoo. The RS7000 group is about 72% 
full now, so smaller sized images are ok.

I just opened this group for posting to the Files and Photos section 
by members. If the privilege is abused again by unscrupulous members 
I'll have to lock it down again and have all future uploads submitted 
through me. Sorry for the inconvenience, but there's way too many 
trolls hanging around Yahoo Groups (and other message boards) that 
owners/moderators need to be proactive to keep a healthy group.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14252|14250|2005-11-24 22:27:54|Dale Kay|Re: file upload disabled?|
you are so right...
on the seti group, I have had porn uploaded and other material...
locked down now...

zip the files to save space, open another group just for files, host files on another site with links too
all workable... you can pay yahoo for more space however but there is a point to cross somewhere doing that...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2005 8:53 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] file upload disabled?

On Nov 24, 2005, at 7:33 PM, Peter de Man wrote:

> sorry to post 4 messages in a row.
> its almost like im flooding :D
>
> but is file upload disabled? cant seem to find the upload button.
> i got some nice pics of the rs7000 in live situation :D
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man aka sj-groover

I've had file upload disabled in the past in my Yahoo Groups I'm the 
Owner/Moderator of due to a couple reasons:

1) Porn/spam/get rich quick/multi-level-marketing scheme links or 
pics that members have joined the group just to spam and not talk 
about the group's real topic.
2) On a couple of my groups the amount of files already uploaded is 
near the 20MB limit allowed by Yahoo. The RS7000 group is about 72% 
full now, so smaller sized images are ok.

I just opened this group for posting to the Files and Photos section 
by members. If the privilege is abused again by unscrupulous members 
I'll have to lock it down again and have all future uploads submitted 
through me. Sorry for the inconvenience, but there's way too many 
trolls hanging around Yahoo Groups (and other message boards) that 
owners/moderators need to be proactive to keep a healthy group.

-- wasted/su700fan
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http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com/
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
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The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14253|1220|2005-11-25 06:29:17|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /performances/sjgroover_live.jpg 
Uploaded by : d_pman <mail@sjgroover.com> 
Description : SJ Groover live at Metropool 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/performances/sjgroover_live.jpg 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/files

Regards,

d_pman <mail@sjgroover.com>
| 14254|14206|2005-11-25 06:43:59|John Wayne|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Marco, Peter,

you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the RS-7000..
how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds very very
interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a programmer).

Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Hoi Peter!
>
> Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
>
> So much for the Dutch! :-)
>
> I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional programmer and
> application designer (mostly web but I know some things about other stuff
> too ;-).
>
> The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can switch
> phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live does (which
> I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm afraid though
> that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only by the 
> knobs
> on the machine itself ;-(
>
> Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which controls the
> tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use mine for
> controlling some other stuff).
>
> So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!
>
>
> On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main reason
> Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give away
> 'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. So I think
> it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we should plan a
> raid on Yammie headquarters?
>
> Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-language etc.?
> It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.
>
> Kind regards,
> Marco Tangelder
>
> PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd reverb 
> cut the
> 1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> hi all,
>
> i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> programming.
>
> i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> with it i can do things like:
> next/previous section (sysex).
> control changes.
> notes etc.
>
> sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak
> (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay
> and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick
> freak to control the basskick etc.
>
> currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but
> ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000)
> and pc.
>
> i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here
> when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
>
> i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
> i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still
> residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that
> asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade
> fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the
> media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other
> barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware
> that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside
> the unit.
>
> if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of
> breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift
> the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid
> unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because
> of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the
> file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
>
> IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os
> in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source
> OS thing.
>
> so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least
> 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are.
> (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern
> length subroutin etc.)
>
> but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and
> implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and
> keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you
> dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware
> sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround
> (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on
> stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
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> hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if
> other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its
> always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for
> myself.a
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____ 
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>

| 14255|14206|2005-11-25 06:43:59|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
You build! Me Buy!
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:D

For pushing and dragging the tempo a jogwheel would be the ultimate!
Something like a Pioneer CDJ1000, but for midi!

Otherwise simple pushbuttons would be sufficient. A pot-meter for setting up
sensitivy of the pushbuttons would be nice also.

And I would love a bar of 4 leds that light on the beat! And a display that
shows the measure and beat!

Well, keep me informed, 'cause I'd be *very* interested!

Grtz,
Marco Tangelder

PS: If you're able to build this, I'll build you a full-blown e-commerce
website to sell this thing everywhere!

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 0:44
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

hi again,

it is possible. in fact after the "connect any sensor box" is 
finished, my plans are to make a dedicated midi clock box.

features so far are.
* tempo up and down
* start
* stop
* rewind
* resync (waits untill 1st beat 1st measure and just before its 
sends..stop+rewind+start)
* 8 midi out connectors :D to make a nice midi clock star.

the resync is the main reason im planning this box.
sometimes when a slave units needs to load something and gets out of 
sync... pressing this feature button will resync it automaticly on 
the 1 beat without hearing :D this would be great in live situations.
no stress :D

the dj style push and drag tempo for a short time is a great idea to 
put in the box. actualy i didn't think of this feature. only how 
should the input be... a jog wheel orso?
i never used jogwheels in a design before.. so that would have to be 
researched how that works.

ps. this box is in concept fase so dont expect a box in your mail 
soon :D.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Peter,
> 
> Would it be possible to build a midicontroller with a temposlider 
and a push
> and a hold button?
> 
> The push-button should push the tempo slightly forward and the 
hold button
> should hold the tempo (duh!). After releasing the buttons the 
tempo should
> go back to the 'old' value.
> 
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> This would be such a help when I try to beatmatch my RS to a 
record for
> example.
> 
> Please let me know if this would be possible, 'cause I would buy!!!
> 
> Marco
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible 
os hack
> 
> 
> hi all,
> 
> i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and 
> programming.
> 
> i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> with it i can do things like:
> next/previous section (sysex).
> control changes.
> notes etc.
> 
> sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid 
freak 
> (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control 
decay 
> and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a 
basskick 
> freak to control the basskick etc.
> 
> currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick 
but 
> ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like 
rs7000) 
> and pc.
> 
> i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it 
here 
> when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more 
> reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
> 
> i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
> i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs 
still 
> residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request 
> towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 
that 
> asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an 
upgrade 
> fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come 
in the 
> media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from 
other 
> barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external 
hardware 
> that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips 
inside 
> the unit.
> 
> if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to 
> write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead 
of 
> breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to 
lift 
> the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now 
> yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are 
afraid 
> unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall 
because 
> of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid 
the 
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> file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
> 
> IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non 
official os 
> in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open 
source 
> OS thing.
> 
> so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS 
> upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at 
least 
> 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors 
are. 
> (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern 
> length subroutin etc.)
> 
> but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be 
listening and 
> implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). 
and 
> keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 
box.
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if 
you 
> dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a 
hardware 
> sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy 
workaround 
> (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more 
units on 
> stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the 
> hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if 
> other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. 
its 
> always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit 
for 
> myself.a
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
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> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Frequency
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Frequency+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E
lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=a_NDNNpQgiJhX8CYbkSDEg>
synthesizer Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument&w1=Frequency+synt
hesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=E
lectronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=MRT3mXzY1MYweSIbhXXXRg> instrument
Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Frequency+synthes
izer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Elec
tronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=lxUI09YfOmxPjoBdQRbojg> synthesizer

Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Frequency+synthesizer&
w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs7000&w5=Electroni
c+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=cc2Vh7K27Zn2M9cdnReHdA> rs7000
Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+instrument+cases&w1=Frequenc
y+synthesizer&w2=Electronic+instrument&w3=Guitar+synthesizer&w4=Yamaha+rs700
0&w5=Electronic+instrument+cases&c=5&s=130&.sig=3RgK9lwEKwdoIWy_g_Dy-g>
instrument cases 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14256|14256|2005-11-25 09:14:52|jason rodgers|Re: mc 909 vs rs question|
They Both Seem To Be Very Close As Far As Grooveboxes
Go But Im Wondering If Any One Has Pros Or Cons To
Compare Them
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--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <holzkoppwayne@web.de>
wrote:

> Marco, Peter,
> 
> you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the

RS-7000..

> how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds

very very

> interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a

programmer).

> 
> 
> 
> 
> Marco Tangelder wrote:
> 
> > Hoi Peter!
> >
> > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
> >
> > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> >
> > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a

professional programmer and

> > application designer (mostly web but I know some

things about other stuff

> > too ;-).
> >
> > The very best and greatest thing would be a

controller that can switch

> > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like

Ableton Live does (which

> > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the

way). I'm afraid though

> > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in

any way, only by the 

> > knobs
> > on the machine itself ;-(
> >
> > Another GREAT addon would be a single

slider-controller which controls the

> > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I

like to use mine for

> > controlling some other stuff).
> >
> > So please, keep us informed about your

midi-devices!

> >
> >
> > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS.

IMO the main reason

> > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't

want to give away

> > 'secrets' they're still using in their main

product: the Motif. So I think
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> > it's impossible to get the source and the

compiler. Maybe we should plan a

> > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> >
> > Does someone have any information about the OS,

programming-language etc.?

> > It would be a giant leap forward to know where to

start.

> >
> > Kind regards,
> > Marco Tangelder
> >
> > PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track???

Doesn't the 2nd reverb 

> > cut the
> > 1st when it starts? And is this possible with

delays also?

> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

[mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of

> > Peter de Man
> > Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about

amazingly impossible os hack

> >
> >
> > hi all,
> >
> > i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio,

interaction and

> > programming.
> >
> > i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> > with it i can do things like:
> > next/previous section (sysex).
> > control changes.
> > notes etc.
> >
> > sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on

stage, so the acid freak
=== Message Truncated === 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14257|14206|2005-11-25 09:14:52|Marco Tangelder|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
We're investigating the possibility of reverse-engineering the OS, or
somehow get our hands on the original source code.

If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates, maybe we'll be able to do some
things ourselves.
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I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe we'll get somewhere!

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
John Wayne
Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

Marco, Peter,

you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the RS-7000..
how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds very very
interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a programmer).

Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Hoi Peter!
>
> Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
>
> So much for the Dutch! :-)
>
> I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional programmer and
> application designer (mostly web but I know some things about other stuff
> too ;-).
>
> The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can switch
> phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live does (which
> I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm afraid though
> that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only by the 
> knobs
> on the machine itself ;-(
>
> Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which controls the
> tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use mine for
> controlling some other stuff).
>
> So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!
>
>
> On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main reason
> Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give away
> 'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. So I think
> it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we should plan a
> raid on Yammie headquarters?
>
> Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-language etc.?
> It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.
>
> Kind regards,
> Marco Tangelder
>
> PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd reverb 
> cut the
> 1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
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> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> hi all,
>
> i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> programming.
>
> i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> with it i can do things like:
> next/previous section (sysex).
> control changes.
> notes etc.
>
> sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak
> (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay
> and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick
> freak to control the basskick etc.
>
> currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but
> ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000)
> and pc.
>
> i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here
> when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
>
> i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
> i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still
> residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that
> asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade
> fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the
> media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other
> barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware
> that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside
> the unit.
>
> if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of
> breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift
> the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid
> unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because
> of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the
> file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
>
> IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os
> in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source
> OS thing.
>
> so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least
> 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are.
> (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern
> length subroutin etc.)
>
> but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and
> implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and
> keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you
> dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware
> sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround
> (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on
> stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
> hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if
> other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its
> always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for
> myself.a
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____ 
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14258|14258|2005-11-25 10:11:41|phobicsj|RS7000 WITH SONAR|
hi there. anybody have a cakewalk sonar instrument definition file for 
the RS. i've only found dead links so far.
| 14259|14206|2005-11-25 18:55:23|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hi again,

watch out what you promise, because it WILL be build!!!
but in fact i have plans with a friend of mine to produce all kinds 
of handy midi tool boxes for realtime midi situations (interactive 
art and live sequencing). it would be great to have a website to 
sell those units. so dont be suprised if i realy ask you in 2 months 
to build that site... 

only a matter of time. i think the midiclock device will be ready 
for sale june 2006 (i hope). 

there will be at least the green red red red led thingy going to see 
wtf is going on. if there will be a bpm display (like in the center 
of the rs7000) i dont know. it would take longer to build... so 
maybe in a v2 version. the leds we need them also for debuging so 
that will be on it anywayz.

then for setting bpm, push buttons is the most easy to build. a 
slider is also doable and a jogwheel ... i just dont know, i never 
did that before..

handy with the slider aprouch is that we could use a sticker besides 
the slider to display what bpm your on :D we wouldnt need any 
display for that than :D.

maybe i should draw a design of the box and post it here for you to 
give feedback before i start building...

i have some other projects that have to be finished first. 1 uses 
the same chip (8051) as the CPU like... are is more clear on how it 
works already.. and it partialy REALY works already. 
this 8 sensor to midi should be ready for sale in the next 3 months. 
it can take eight 0-5V sensors (almost any sensor) and you can 
produce midi with them. you could build your own d-beam but 
bigger :D you would just need a distant meter and plug it into the 
box and the box in the rs7000. or a joystick and plug that in also 
(and yes at the same time :)

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> You build! Me Buy!
> 
> :D
> 
> For pushing and dragging the tempo a jogwheel would be the 
ultimate!
> Something like a Pioneer CDJ1000, but for midi!
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> 
> Otherwise simple pushbuttons would be sufficient. A pot-meter for 
setting up
> sensitivy of the pushbuttons would be nice also.
> 
> And I would love a bar of 4 leds that light on the beat! And a 
display that
> shows the measure and beat!
> 
> Well, keep me informed, 'cause I'd be *very* interested!
> 
> 
> Grtz,
> Marco Tangelder
> 
> PS: If you're able to build this, I'll build you a full-blown e-
commerce
> website to sell this thing everywhere!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 0:44
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible 
os hack
> 
> 
> hi again,
> 
> it is possible. in fact after the "connect any sensor box" is 
> finished, my plans are to make a dedicated midi clock box.
> 
> features so far are.
> * tempo up and down
> * start
> * stop
> * rewind
> * resync (waits untill 1st beat 1st measure and just before its 
> sends..stop+rewind+start)
> * 8 midi out connectors :D to make a nice midi clock star.
> 
> the resync is the main reason im planning this box.
> sometimes when a slave units needs to load something and gets out 
of 
> sync... pressing this feature button will resync it automaticly on 
> the 1 beat without hearing :D this would be great in live 
situations.
> no stress :D
> 
> the dj style push and drag tempo for a short time is a great idea 
to 
> put in the box. actualy i didn't think of this feature. only how 
> should the input be... a jog wheel orso?
> i never used jogwheels in a design before.. so that would have to 
be 
> researched how that works.
> 
> ps. this box is in concept fase so dont expect a box in your mail 
> soon :D.
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>

| 14260|14206|2005-11-25 19:13:51|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hi,

about hacking the rs7000?..
you can hack it in 3 ways IMO.

1. do sysex and changing stuff only accessable by sysex (like 
digital rs7000 master volume) or create rapid changes in settings 
and get weird new fx.
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2. build (or buy like foodpadel) breakout gear that adds new 
buttons / sensors.

3. rewrite/change the OS and flash it in just like an OS update from 
yamaha.

****************
the first way, i do all the time :D

the second way i did 2 or 3 things like that. a very simple 1 for 
you to try RIGHT NOW !!! it requires just a midi cable :D it goes a 
little something like this....
* plug the midi cable to the midi out and direcly in the midi in.
* code sysex at 4.1 of a 4 measure pattern to jump to another 
section (look it up in the manual, lazy asses;)

tadaaaa. now you can change section AUTOMATICLY without going into 
chain mode :D even better!! now you can overrule it if you change 
your mind in a live situation just by pressing another or same 
section at lets say 4.3

the third way, rewriting the OS. this is only going to happen if we 
could get our hands on the language/compiler/IDE and then it would 
be nice to have the latest OS hex file (what you flash into it) 
decompiled so we can read and change it. but untill now it doesnt 
look like this is going to happen soon. but if the tools are here. i 
will surely jump in and do some wicked recoding (yes i can program, 
i do it for a living all the time)

so if ya want to hack the rs7000, start by trying sysex and a simple 
midi cable. hope this answers your question.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

**************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> We're investigating the possibility of reverse-engineering the OS, 
or
> somehow get our hands on the original source code.
> 
> If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates, maybe we'll be able 
to do some
> things ourselves.
> 
> I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe we'll get 
somewhere!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> John Wayne
> Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly 
impossible os hack
> 
> 
> Marco, Peter,
> 
> you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the RS-7000..
> how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds very very
> interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a programmer).
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Marco Tangelder wrote:
> 
> > Hoi Peter!
> >
> > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
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> >
> > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> >
> > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional 
programmer and
> > application designer (mostly web but I know some things about 
other stuff
> > too ;-).
> >
> > The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can 
switch
> > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live 
does (which
> > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm 
afraid though
> > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only 
by the 
> > knobs
> > on the machine itself ;-(
> >
> > Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which 
controls the
> > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use 
mine for
> > controlling some other stuff).
> >
> > So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!
> >
> >
> > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main 
reason
> > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give 
away
> > 'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. 
So I think
> > it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we 
should plan a
> > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> >
> > Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-
language etc.?
> > It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.
> >
> > Kind regards,
> > Marco Tangelder
> >
> > PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd 
reverb 
> > cut the
> > 1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> > Peter de Man
> > Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible 
os hack
> >
> >
> > hi all,
> >
> > i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> > programming.
> >
> > i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> > with it i can do things like:
> > next/previous section (sysex).
> > control changes.
> > notes etc.
> >
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> > sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid 
freak
> > (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to 
control decay
> > and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a 
basskick
> > freak to control the basskick etc.
> >
> > currently im working on a device that can use not only a 
joystick but
> > ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like 
rs7000)
> > and pc.
> >
> > i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post 
it here
> > when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> > reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
> >
> > i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live 
performances.
> > i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs 
still
> > residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> > towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 
that
> > asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an 
upgrade
> > fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come 
in the
> > media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from 
other
> > barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external 
hardware
> > that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips 
inside
> > the unit.
> >
> > if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> > write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal 
instead of
> > breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to 
lift
> > the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> > yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are 
afraid
> > unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall 
because
> > of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are 
afraid the
> > file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
> >
> > IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non 
official os
> > in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open 
source
> > OS thing.
> >
> > so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> > upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know 
at least
> > 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors 
are.
> > (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update 
parttern
> > length subroutin etc.)
> >
> > but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be 
listening and
> > implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off 
cource). and
> > keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor-
>rs7000 box.
> >
> > warm greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style 
(if you
> > dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a 
hardware



> > sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy 
workaround
> > (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more 
units on
> > stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
> > hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... 
if
> > other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. 
its
> > always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit 
for
> > myself.a
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > 
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> > 
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > 
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > -----------------------------------------------------------------
-------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> > 
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
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> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>
> > 
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > -----------------------------------------------------------------
-------
> >
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14261|14256|2005-11-25 19:24:53|Peter de Man|Re: mc 909 vs rs question|
yes let me put it black/white,

mc909 sounds more warm and house right out of the box.
so for fast result go for roland. also it has d-beam (looks cool) 
and has better slicing and interfacing to pc. the rs7000 has better 
ways of sections jumping and track muting live. 

the rs7000 sounds harsh by default (i love techno/tekno, so perfect 
for me) for warm rich sounds you have to tweak/sample more to get 
that sound.

roland default perfect but the more you tweak the worse it sounds.
yamaha default harsh/thin but the more you tweak the better it 
sounds.

roland produce house at home and make money.
rs7000 do (hard) realtime live gigs and be happy.

ps. this is IMHO only.

hope this helps...
and now lets dont talk about mc909 but rs7000 only :p

greetingz,

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
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Peter de Man

**********************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jason rodgers 
wrote:

>
> They Both Seem To Be Very Close As Far As Grooveboxes
> Go But Im Wondering If Any One Has Pros Or Cons To
> Compare Them

| 14262|14262|2005-11-25 19:27:11|Peter de Man|file upload space|
hi,

there is a unused 30 mb at the "Photo" section.
we could move the pics and get the 20 mb for files nearly clean again.

greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 14263|14263|2005-11-25 20:06:12|Peter de Man|off topic rs7000 mindset|
hi,

just off topic.
i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll results at 
all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the 
list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units (sometime 
i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more for 
cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending 
bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S

and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an 
option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only one 
turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like that.
then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with anything 
that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can play. 
you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some kind of 
backup.. right guuuuys?!).

and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four notes 
and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound and 
set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... all on 
your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? whahaha). ITS 
ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!! 

i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you have 
time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the 
dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand 
possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit things 
(that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also the 
sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy 
important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down now....)

ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have here.
sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to 
improve this unit.

but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum. 

greetingz,
Peter de Man
| 14264|14234|2005-11-25 20:08:55|Peter de Man|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
dude, please read my previous post.
no offence
| 14265|14262|2005-11-25 20:22:05|wasted/su700fan|Re: file upload space|
On Nov 25, 2005, at 9:26 PM, Peter de Man wrote:

> hi,
>
> there is a unused 30 mb at the "Photo" section.
> we could move the pics and get the 20 mb for files nearly clean again.
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man

Only a small portion (perhaps 2-3MB) of the FILES section is 
pictures. I could reorganize those, but that would still probably 
leave us with 14 of the 20MB used. FWIW though, there is like a 5MB 
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per file upload limit for Yahoo Groups, so no big files are allowed 
in the FILES section. Maybe over the next couple weeks I'll try 
moving the pics section in the FILES section of the group to the 
PHOTOS section. It's quite a bit of work, as there's no easy 
interface to change files from one section to another. I'll have to 
download and re-upload the files, recreating the links as I go along.

If anybody has larger files they want to host, you might want to try 
your service provider's options for web space. I know Comcast offers 
25MB upload space, and I assume other ISP's have similar options. If 
you do host a file the group might be interested in, post a link to 
your hosting place along with any pertinent details (amount of time 
file will be hosted, etc.)

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14266|14263|2005-11-25 20:45:25|wasted/su700fan|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
On Nov 25, 2005, at 10:06 PM, Peter de Man wrote:

> hi,
>
> just off topic.
> i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll results at
> all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the
> list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units (sometime
> i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more for
> cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending
> bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S
>
> and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
> i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an
> option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only one
> turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like that.
> then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with anything
> that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
> also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can play.
> you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some kind of
> backup.. right guuuuys?!).
>
> and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four notes
> and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound and
> set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... all on
> your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? whahaha). ITS
> ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!!
>
> i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you have
> time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the
> dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand
> possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit things
> (that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also the
> sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy
> important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down now....)
>
> ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have here.
> sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to
> improve this unit.
>
> but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum.
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man

Peter--

Many of the "simpler" requests on the wishlist are just that: simple 
to implement requests that Yamaha could have done with minimal 
investment of time, staffing, programming code, and energy. As it is 
Yamaha (and most other larger gear manufacturers) don't really offer 
much support for most products (at least in the way of OS updates, 
expansion possibilities, etc.) after the hardware is actually for 
sale. If you want that, you need to go to the 2nd tier suppliers 
like Access Music with their Virus line of synths.

While some of the requests on the wishlist were more complicated, 
like some of your ideas mentioned might be, the idea of Yamaha even 2 
years ago (after the RS7000 was only 2 years old instead of 4) would 
even touch the OS to update it was highly unlikely. Now I'd gather 
they've already orphaned it and moved on completely to the next big 
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gear to sell to the unsuspecting masses. And you've got to notice 
the date of the wishlist (over 3 years ago). That was what our group 
members were asking for back then when there was a slight chance 
Yamaha might hear us. We should probably be happy Yamaha updated the 
OS from 1.14 to 1.2 (and then the 2 small bugfixes 1.21 and 1.22) and 
in the process of the OS update to 1.2 implemented the new filters 
and a small handful of simple fixes on the wishlist (hearing other 
tracks while recording in Grid Mode, jumping in and out of Record 
mode while the sequencer keeps playing back). At least they did 
listen to us a little back then.

Regarding the "buy 2 RS7000's and other gear": while that may be 
useful for professional musicians who can afford/justify the purchase 
of a second piece of the same type of gear, many of us hobbyists who 
don't perform live or make money from our hobby can't afford to shell 
another $500-1000 to buy another RS7000 to work around those issues. 
Not an attack at you, just explaining the rationale of the less 
fortunate of us who don't make money making music. While your 
suggestion would be a very good idea for live use, other alternatives 
include using other gear (synths, sequencers, samplers, effects 
units) to cover up the "hiccup" when switching styles, etc. These 
could be cheaper, more expensive, or about the same cost as another 
RS7000, depending on what you already own and how you want to work. 
Or you could do it the tried and true live act way and have a backup 
audio CD available if things go wrong (as I've seen big name acts do).

I wish you and the other people luck hacking the OS and improving 
upon it. Unfortunately I don't realistically see Yamaha (or any 
other major Synth/OS manufacturer) ever releasing trade secrets like 
the OS code to the public, as their competitors would then use that 
against them in a future product. So whatever you guys do will most 
likely have to involve reverse engineering or designing from 
scratch. Some guys did it in the 90s with the Typhoon OS for that 
other Yamaha synth/sampler (can't remember the name of it at the 
time), and actually improved it dramatically over the original crappy 
Yamaha based OS. Would be nice to see the RS7000 improved above and 
beyond what an already great product it is. Especially after 4 years 
of being on the market.

-- wasted/su700fan (list Owner/Moderator)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

P.S. I've already moved half of the Photos in the Files section to 
the Photos section. I'll probably finish the rest tomorrow. We now 
have only 42% of the Files section in use, so about 10-11MB should be 
available for relevant uploads. I've also deleted some three year 
old files that weren't updated in ages or seeing much recent activity.
| 14267|14262|2005-11-25 22:08:54|Peter de Man|Re: file upload space|
i c your point,
i might help moving these pics.
but now i have to sleep (6 am already gee :S LOL)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Nov 25, 2005, at 9:26 PM, Peter de Man wrote:
> 
> > hi,
> >
> > there is a unused 30 mb at the "Photo" section.
> > we could move the pics and get the 20 mb for files nearly clean 
again.
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> 
> Only a small portion (perhaps 2-3MB) of the FILES section is 
> pictures. I could reorganize those, but that would still 
probably 
> leave us with 14 of the 20MB used. FWIW though, there is like a 
5MB 
> per file upload limit for Yahoo Groups, so no big files are 
allowed 
> in the FILES section. Maybe over the next couple weeks I'll try 
> moving the pics section in the FILES section of the group to the 
> PHOTOS section. It's quite a bit of work, as there's no easy 
> interface to change files from one section to another. I'll have 
to 
> download and re-upload the files, recreating the links as I go 
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along.
> 
> If anybody has larger files they want to host, you might want to 
try 
> your service provider's options for web space. I know Comcast 
offers 
> 25MB upload space, and I assume other ISP's have similar options. 
If 
> you do host a file the group might be interested in, post a link 
to 
> your hosting place along with any pertinent details (amount of 
time 
> file will be hosted, etc.)
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

| 14268|14263|2005-11-25 22:47:45|Peter de Man|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
gee i must say... you are so right on those topics.

yeah the units old indeed and so is the wishlist. seems like 
yesterday i ordered the 1st unit (wasn't even in the shop, i just 
saw it as the promised followup for the rm1x which i loved, so i 
blindly ordered the rs7000 when i read it could SAMPLE! OMG RM1X 
with samples!!!) and now this great unit is old... im getting old...
OMG i even used Atari to make music dammm im old. lol
but even Atari usersgroups still live and make new tools hardware 
and upgrades for their Atari. Atarians they are called. are we the 
last rs7000ians? and if so shouldn't we be pimping our gear?

thats why i propose to hack it myself by external hardware and using 
more sysex to get acces to lower levels of the interface. a simple 
breakout that i could make is a 6 section buttons (the last 6 
offcourse).. that kind of things can be done easy. or filter out 
crap sysex commands between 2 units talking.. etc...

i will keep you guys informed on those idea's.
for now i have 2 breakouts done and some idea's:

* 1 midicable (for pattern mode with autojump section, try yourself:)
* a joystick (made only 1 and its not for sale (yet?)).
* any 8 sensors (will be for sale)
* advanced midi clock. allows repair sync and drag push bpm as 
proposed on this forum (will be for sale)
* 6 xtra section buttons (just an idea, like it?)
* midi sysex crap filter (those nasty change style commands comming 
for the master, grgrgrgrgr).

and im just getting warm...

i dont expect crap from yamaha employees anymore. (its even hard to 
get me a second softbag) so i do it myself.
what also could be great. is just ask yamaha to let me/us do an new 
OS. just ask for the tools. and tell em they can check it before 
release etc. they gain a "free/sponsored employee" and unit support..
maybe we should just ask..?

ps. to compare i love playing Red Alert 2... for years no updates. 
server got worse etc. a user group now manages the server !!! speed 
is better chat improved etc. they just KEPT asking and finally EA 
agreed.

proactive its called. a way of thinking. thats what i mean... this 
group can talk about what is... and what if.. but we can also MAKE 
EM HAPPEN if we share all knowledge and idea's we have even the 
weird ones ;P

pps. about earning money with music, i now after years earned the 2 
rs7000 units back, maybe... but its going a bit faster now... just 
keep rotating those knobs... bambedamdiedom yeah :D

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Nov 25, 2005, at 10:06 PM, Peter de Man wrote:
> 
> > hi,
> >
> > just off topic.
> > i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll 
results at
> > all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the
> > list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units 
(sometime
> > i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more 
for
> > cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending
> > bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S
> >
> > and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
> > i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an
> > option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only 
one
> > turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like 
that.
> > then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with 
anything
> > that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
> > also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can 
play.
> > you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some 
kind of
> > backup.. right guuuuys?!).
> >
> > and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four 
notes
> > and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound 
and
> > set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... 
all on
> > your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? 
whahaha). ITS
> > ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!!
> >
> > i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you 
have
> > time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the
> > dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand
> > possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit 
things
> > (that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also 
the
> > sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy
> > important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down 
now....)
> >
> > ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have 
here.
> > sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to
> > improve this unit.
> >
> > but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum.
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> 
> Peter--
> 
> Many of the "simpler" requests on the wishlist are just that: 
simple 
> to implement requests that Yamaha could have done with minimal 
> investment of time, staffing, programming code, and energy. As it 
is 
> Yamaha (and most other larger gear manufacturers) don't really 
offer 
> much support for most products (at least in the way of OS 
updates, 
> expansion possibilities, etc.) after the hardware is actually for 
> sale. If you want that, you need to go to the 2nd tier suppliers 
> like Access Music with their Virus line of synths.
> 
> While some of the requests on the wishlist were more complicated, 
> like some of your ideas mentioned might be, the idea of Yamaha 
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even 2 
> years ago (after the RS7000 was only 2 years old instead of 4) 
would 
> even touch the OS to update it was highly unlikely. Now I'd 
gather 
> they've already orphaned it and moved on completely to the next 
big 
> gear to sell to the unsuspecting masses. And you've got to 
notice 
> the date of the wishlist (over 3 years ago). That was what our 
group 
> members were asking for back then when there was a slight chance 
> Yamaha might hear us. We should probably be happy Yamaha updated 
the 
> OS from 1.14 to 1.2 (and then the 2 small bugfixes 1.21 and 1.22) 
and 
> in the process of the OS update to 1.2 implemented the new 
filters 
> and a small handful of simple fixes on the wishlist (hearing 
other 
> tracks while recording in Grid Mode, jumping in and out of Record 
> mode while the sequencer keeps playing back). At least they did 
> listen to us a little back then.
> 
> Regarding the "buy 2 RS7000's and other gear": while that may be 
> useful for professional musicians who can afford/justify the 
purchase 
> of a second piece of the same type of gear, many of us hobbyists 
who 
> don't perform live or make money from our hobby can't afford to 
shell 
> another $500-1000 to buy another RS7000 to work around those 
issues. 
> Not an attack at you, just explaining the rationale of the less 
> fortunate of us who don't make money making music. While your 
> suggestion would be a very good idea for live use, other 
alternatives 
> include using other gear (synths, sequencers, samplers, effects 
> units) to cover up the "hiccup" when switching styles, etc. 
These 
> could be cheaper, more expensive, or about the same cost as 
another 
> RS7000, depending on what you already own and how you want to 
work. 
> Or you could do it the tried and true live act way and have a 
backup 
> audio CD available if things go wrong (as I've seen big name acts 
do).
> 
> I wish you and the other people luck hacking the OS and improving 
> upon it. Unfortunately I don't realistically see Yamaha (or any 
> other major Synth/OS manufacturer) ever releasing trade secrets 
like 
> the OS code to the public, as their competitors would then use 
that 
> against them in a future product. So whatever you guys do will 
most 
> likely have to involve reverse engineering or designing from 
> scratch. Some guys did it in the 90s with the Typhoon OS for 
that 
> other Yamaha synth/sampler (can't remember the name of it at the 
> time), and actually improved it dramatically over the original 
crappy 
> Yamaha based OS. Would be nice to see the RS7000 improved above 
and 
> beyond what an already great product it is. Especially after 4 
years 
> of being on the market.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan (list Owner/Moderator)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> P.S. I've already moved half of the Photos in the Files section 
to 
> the Photos section. I'll probably finish the rest tomorrow. We 
now 
> have only 42% of the Files section in use, so about 10-11MB should 
be 
> available for relevant uploads. I've also deleted some three 
year 
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> old files that weren't updated in ages or seeing much recent 
activity.
>

| 14269|14263|2005-11-25 22:59:21|Dale Kay|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
same story with the A5000 series of samplers
I keep mine going, seldom used now.. I moderate the group (a5000), keep it going but...

Not just Yamaha, other main manufactures do the same. Try to get the sysex for the Alesis ION... ;-)

No time for me to dig into this code business anymore on my end, it's music now. I know I will always find a suitable tool to use to get what I want done. Be it hardware or
software. 

good luck

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Peter de Man 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2005 9:47 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: off topic rs7000 mindset

gee i must say... you are so right on those topics.

yeah the units old indeed and so is the wishlist. seems like 
yesterday i ordered the 1st unit (wasn't even in the shop, i just 
saw it as the promised followup for the rm1x which i loved, so i 
blindly ordered the rs7000 when i read it could SAMPLE! OMG RM1X 
with samples!!!) and now this great unit is old... im getting old...
OMG i even used Atari to make music dammm im old. lol
but even Atari usersgroups still live and make new tools hardware 
and upgrades for their Atari. Atarians they are called. are we the 
last rs7000ians? and if so shouldn't we be pimping our gear?

thats why i propose to hack it myself by external hardware and using 
more sysex to get acces to lower levels of the interface. a simple 
breakout that i could make is a 6 section buttons (the last 6 
offcourse).. that kind of things can be done easy. or filter out 
crap sysex commands between 2 units talking.. etc...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14270|14263|2005-11-26 06:23:17|Bo Bartels|My buttons become more and more laggy..|
hi friends
after more than 3 years of extentive use of my RS, live on stage, in the studio, at home allways next to my bed (in case i wake up with a good idea), my RS is getting old. 

the problem is, that the buttons of the minikeyboad are becomming more and more laggy, sometimes i have to press very strong to get a tone. this influences my music in a
way that's sometimes cool, but not allways... 

does some of you also have this problem, or solved? maybe there's a way to clean it..? i read about this in a A3000 forum, they cleaned the knobs of their samplers with
special spray..

thanks and h�ppy sampling!

benno
www.mopot.de 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14271|14263|2005-11-26 09:53:25|courtney baynes|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
well said.
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Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
hi,

just off topic.
i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll results at 
all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the 
list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units (sometime 
i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more for 
cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending 
bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S

and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an 
option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only one 
turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like that.
then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with anything 
that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can play. 
you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some kind of 
backup.. right guuuuys?!).

and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four notes 
and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound and 
set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... all on 
your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? whahaha). ITS 
ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!! 

i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you have 
time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the 
dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand 
possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit things 
(that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also the 
sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy 
important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down now....)

ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have here.
sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to 
improve this unit.

but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum. 

greetingz,
Peter de Man
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---------------------------------
Yahoo! Music Unlimited - Access over 1 million songs. Try it free.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14272|14263|2005-11-26 09:54:01|jason rodgers|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
A Lot Of U Probally Never Used It But The Su700 Was A
Great Sampler And It Would Be Nice To Have Some Of The
Better Sampling Options In The Rs
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:

> gee i must say... you are so right on those topics.
> 
> yeah the units old indeed and so is the wishlist.

seems like 

> yesterday i ordered the 1st unit (wasn't even in the

shop, i just 

> saw it as the promised followup for the rm1x which i

loved, so i 

> blindly ordered the rs7000 when i read it could

SAMPLE! OMG RM1X 

> with samples!!!) and now this great unit is old...

im getting old...

> OMG i even used Atari to make music dammm im old.

lol

> but even Atari usersgroups still live and make new

tools hardware 

> and upgrades for their Atari. Atarians they are

called. are we the 

> last rs7000ians? and if so shouldn't we be pimping

our gear?

> 
> thats why i propose to hack it myself by external

hardware and using 

> more sysex to get acces to lower levels of the

interface. a simple 

> breakout that i could make is a 6 section buttons

(the last 6 

> offcourse).. that kind of things can be done easy.

or filter out 

> crap sysex commands between 2 units talking.. etc...
> 
> i will keep you guys informed on those idea's.
> for now i have 2 breakouts done and some idea's:
> 
> * 1 midicable (for pattern mode with autojump

section, try yourself:)

> * a joystick (made only 1 and its not for sale

(yet?)).

> * any 8 sensors (will be for sale)
> * advanced midi clock. allows repair sync and drag

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:mail@sjgroover.com


push bpm as 

> proposed on this forum (will be for sale)
> * 6 xtra section buttons (just an idea, like it?)
> * midi sysex crap filter (those nasty change style

commands comming 

> for the master, grgrgrgrgr).
> 
> and im just getting warm...
> 
> i dont expect crap from yamaha employees anymore.

(its even hard to 

> get me a second softbag) so i do it myself.
> what also could be great. is just ask yamaha to let

me/us do an new 

> OS. just ask for the tools. and tell em they can

check it before 

> release etc. they gain a "free/sponsored employee"

and unit support..

> maybe we should just ask..?
> 
> ps. to compare i love playing Red Alert 2... for

years no updates. 

> server got worse etc. a user group now manages the

server !!! speed 

> is better chat improved etc. they just KEPT asking

and finally EA 

> agreed.
> 
> proactive its called. a way of thinking. thats what

i mean... this 

> group can talk about what is... and what if.. but we

can also MAKE 

> EM HAPPEN if we share all knowledge and idea's we

have even the 

> weird ones ;P
> 
> pps. about earning money with music, i now after

years earned the 2 

> rs7000 units back, maybe... but its going a bit

faster now... just 

> keep rotating those knobs... bambedamdiedom yeah :D
> 
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan

wrote:

> >
> > On Nov 25, 2005, at 10:06 PM, Peter de Man wrote:
> > 
> > > hi,
> > >

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > just off topic.
> > > i find it strange that i cant relate to the

wishlist poll 

> results at
> > > all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none

of them are in the

> > > list. maybe its because i always use at least 2

rs7000 units 

> (sometime
> > > i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so

i would ask more 

> for
> > > cooperation modes and better communication and

also not sending

> > > bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect

:S

> > >
> > > and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop

live set.

> > > i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and

a dj mixer(not an

> > > option in the poll). having "only" one feels

like a dj with only 

> one

=== Message Truncated === 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
| 14273|14263|2005-11-26 10:03:33|Steve Cooke|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
On 26/11/05, jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
> A Lot Of U Probally Never Used It But The Su700 Was A
> Great Sampler And It Would Be Nice To Have Some Of The
> Better Sampling Options In The Rs

I'd have to disagree with you there. I bought an SU700 and took it back
after a few weeks because it was clearly a toy instrument with next-to-no
MIDI compatibility.

Steve

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14274|14263|2005-11-26 10:52:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
On Nov 26, 2005, at 12:47 AM, Peter de Man wrote:

> gee i must say... you are so right on those topics.
>
> yeah the units old indeed and so is the wishlist. seems like
> yesterday i ordered the 1st unit (wasn't even in the shop, i just
> saw it as the promised followup for the rm1x which i loved, so i
> blindly ordered the rs7000 when i read it could SAMPLE! OMG RM1X
> with samples!!!) and now this great unit is old... im getting old...
> OMG i even used Atari to make music dammm im old. lol
> but even Atari usersgroups still live and make new tools hardware

http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
mailto:dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com


> and upgrades for their Atari. Atarians they are called. are we the
> last rs7000ians? and if so shouldn't we be pimping our gear?

I know what you mean. I used to own an Atari Jaguar (their last game 
system released in 1994 - 64 bit), and there still is a homebrew 
software group (albeit small) that still is developing for the Jaguar 
(11 years after originally release and 8 years after Atari officially 
died). Many people still swear by the MIDI timing of the old Atari 
computers that had it built into the motherboard itself.

We're still pimping our gear. Just mostly preaching to the already 
converted on this group and the www.rs7000.org message boards. :D 
FWIW, I steered a fellow member of another (very busy) mailing list 
I'm on (music-bar@ampfea.org) to buy an RS7000 for his hardware 
sequencing needs earlier this fall. I try to convince those who 
might be looking for a hardware sequencing solution that the RS7000 
is one of the most comprehensive hardware based sequencers around.

> thats why i propose to hack it myself by external hardware and using
> more sysex to get acces to lower levels of the interface. a simple
> breakout that i could make is a 6 section buttons (the last 6
> offcourse).. that kind of things can be done easy. or filter out
> crap sysex commands between 2 units talking.. etc...

The 1.2 OS update did allow for a quicker way to select Sections K-P 
(don't know if you knew that): hold down the [SHIFT] key while 
pressing the black [A-F] keyboard section pads to select the last 6 
Sections. See page 1 of the 4 page PDF file that comes with the OS 
update zipfile for the details.

> i will keep you guys informed on those idea's.
> for now i have 2 breakouts done and some idea's:
>
> * 1 midicable (for pattern mode with autojump section, try yourself:)
> * a joystick (made only 1 and its not for sale (yet?)).
> * any 8 sensors (will be for sale)
> * advanced midi clock. allows repair sync and drag push bpm as
> proposed on this forum (will be for sale)
> * 6 xtra section buttons (just an idea, like it?)
> * midi sysex crap filter (those nasty change style commands comming
> for the master, grgrgrgrgr).
>
> and im just getting warm...

Looking forward to seeing some of your final designs. You might have 
some customers from the list who need just what you're trying to fix 
with these external boxes.

> i dont expect crap from yamaha employees anymore. (its even hard to
> get me a second softbag) so i do it myself.
> what also could be great. is just ask yamaha to let me/us do an new
> OS. just ask for the tools. and tell em they can check it before
> release etc. they gain a "free/sponsored employee" and unit support..
> maybe we should just ask..?

I don't have much faith in them, but it certainly wouldn't hurt to 
try. Anybody here have any inside Yamaha contacts? FWIW, if we 
wanted to try reverse engineering the software I though somebody 
noticed when they opened up the RS7000 what type of processors the 
RS7000 used. It's probably buried deep in the archives of this list 
or the forums at www.rs7000.org. Maybe I'm imagining, but I thought 
it was the Hitachi SH-2 chipset like the Dreamcast system used to have.

Actually, upon a little more searching of this group's archives, it 
looks like it's built around an SH-3 processor. Anybody here have 
any low level programming skill with SH-3 processors? Search the 
archives for Hitachi as a keyword. One message in particular (9071) 
appears to be useful information. Reading the thread that message 
9071 is a reply to might give you some further info and ideas.

> ps. to compare i love playing Red Alert 2... for years no updates.
> server got worse etc. a user group now manages the server !!! speed
> is better chat improved etc. they just KEPT asking and finally EA

mailto:music-bar@ampfea.org


> agreed.

Aliens versus Predator 2 for the PC was improved with many new user 
designed maps and a few recent bugfixes that are related to spawning 
and spawn killing, so that spawn campers couldn't play as dirty. 
This is a 4 year old (2001 released) game that still has a small 
dedicated following (although I no longer have it installed on my 
computer since I don't play PC games much anymore, just PS2/PSP). If 
there is a dedicated user group, things CAN happen.

> proactive its called. a way of thinking. thats what i mean... this
> group can talk about what is... and what if.. but we can also MAKE
> EM HAPPEN if we share all knowledge and idea's we have even the
> weird ones ;P
>
> pps. about earning money with music, i now after years earned the 2
> rs7000 units back, maybe... but its going a bit faster now... just
> keep rotating those knobs... bambedamdiedom yeah :D
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man

Thanks for waking up the group recently Peter. We've grown a little 
quiet and complacent lately.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14275|14263|2005-11-26 10:58:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
On Nov 26, 2005, at 12:03 PM, Steve Cooke wrote:

> On 26/11/05, jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com> wrote:
>>
>> A Lot Of U Probally Never Used It But The Su700 Was A
>> Great Sampler And It Would Be Nice To Have Some Of The
>> Better Sampling Options In The Rs
>
> I'd have to disagree with you there. I bought an SU700 and took it 
> back
> after a few weeks because it was clearly a toy instrument with next- 
> to-no
> MIDI compatibility.
>
> Steve

It wasn't a toy instrument. It was designed as an all-in-one sampler/ 
sequencer concept that was meant to work just with itself (not 
external gear for the most part). For 1999, the design idea was new 
and fresh. Some of the RS7000's features (i.e. Slice and the pitch- 
based sampling) are originally features of the SU700. Many people 
might have bought it (like you) thinking it would be useful for 
sequencing external gear (which it really isn't as its external MIDI 
control capabilities are severely limited). If you used it's unique 
sequencer paradigm and sampling capabilities the way they were 
designed (just for samples loaded or sampled into the SU700), it 
could be quite a powerful tool. Loop, Composed Loop, and Free pads 
and their related sequencing methods for each made it quick to throw 
down a complete song in no time flat. The SU700 (which I no longer 
own) still was my most productive piece of gear I've ever owned, 
having written more songs on that than even the RS7000. The RS7000, 
even though much more powerful MIDI wise for controlling both 
internal and external TGs, is still a little confusing and 
unintuitive to laying down a quick beat before you loose the 
inspiration sometimes.

The SU700 wasn't perfect and had it's faults (just like any gear 
does): horribly slow SCSI speed (a feature all Yamaha products share 
due to a design decision, although newer products like the RS7000 and 
Motif line did make it more tolerable) being the most noticeable, 
among others. See the FAQ and Wishlist sections mentioned in my 
signature below to get an idea of what can be done and what we users 
would've liked in an updated SU700 (which never happened other than 
it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the RS7000). The SU700 
certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or A3000, but it wasn't a 
toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note polyphony, 3 effects 
banks, and other pro-level features allowed it to do some creative 
tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com


-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14276|14263|2005-11-26 14:11:42|Steve Cooke|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
On 26/11/05, wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

>
>
> it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the RS7000). The SU700
> certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or A3000, but it wasn't a
> toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note polyphony, 3 effects
> banks, and other pro-level features allowed it to do some creative
> tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.

It just so happens that I bought the SU700 as an *upgrade* from the SU10,
which was the only sampler I'd used previously.

Whilst the SU700 had lots more memory and flashy effects, the SU10 was more
use in conjunction with an external sequencer ( I used the QS300 workstation
at the time) than the 700.

The thing that finally did it for me with the 700 and which made me take it
back to the shop was finding that there was no way at all of programming the
switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of settings, including, crucially,
which samples were playing and which were muted) other than real time
recording of the song sequence.

Sample switchovers require very precise timing, but the 700 doesn't offer
any facility to program those changes in step time or edit the real time
recording.

That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type situation - if you're prepared to
watch over the one unit and ignore any others you have - but it's completely
useless for any kind of recording.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14277|14263|2005-11-26 14:58:14|joerg piringer|Re: My buttons become more and more laggy..|
i have this problem on my rm1x as well. they seem to have the same buttons.
unfortunately i have no solution for but i know it's really annoying.

joerg

Bo Bartels wrote:

> hi friends
> after more than 3 years of extentive use of my RS, live on stage, in the studio, at home allways next to my bed (in case i wake up with a good idea), my RS is
getting old. 
> 
> the problem is, that the buttons of the minikeyboad are becomming more and more laggy, sometimes i have to press very strong to get a tone. this influences
my music in a way that's sometimes cool, but not allways... 
> 
> does some of you also have this problem, or solved? maybe there's a way to clean it..? i read about this in a A3000 forum, they cleaned the knobs of their
samplers with special spray..
> 
> thanks and häppy sampling!
> 
> benno
> www.mopot.de 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> 
> 
> 
> 

-- 
http://joerg.piringer.net
http://www.transacoustic-research.com
http://www.iftaf.org
http://www.vegetableorchestra.org/
| 14278|14278|2005-11-26 15:07:24|Mark aka IronPig|Formatting a Iomega Jaz Drive 1GB - Tape|
When I try to format the drive the RS7000 finishes with the comment 
(unsupported disk). I have used this same Jaz drive with my E-MU E-
Synth. with no formatting problems. There is a dip switch on the back 
of the Iomega 1-0. I have not tried to switch that & then re-try the 
format procedure. If you have any suggestions they would be 
appreciated. 

Thanks

Mark 
AKA IronPig
| 14279|14263|2005-11-26 15:07:24|jason rodgers|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
I Dint Mention Midi Im Talking Serious A D Converters
And Tons Of Sampling Parameters
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> On 26/11/05, jason rodgers

<dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com> wrote:

> >
> > A Lot Of U Probally Never Used It But The Su700

Was A

> > Great Sampler And It Would Be Nice To Have Some Of

The

> > Better Sampling Options In The Rs
> 
> 
> 
> I'd have to disagree with you there. I bought an

SU700 and took it back

> after a few weeks because it was clearly a toy

instrument with next-to-no

> MIDI compatibility.
> 
> Steve
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been

removed]

> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14280|14263|2005-11-26 15:10:45|Steve Cooke|Re: My buttons become more and more laggy..|
If you don't want to tamper with the insides yourself, I suggest that
you get the unit serviced and make sure you alert the technician to
the problem with the buttons.

On 26/11/05, Bo Bartels <bo@mopot.de> wrote:
> hi friends
> after more than 3 years of extentive use of my RS, live on stage, in the studio, at home allways next to my bed (in case i wake up with a good idea), my RS is

http://joerg.piringer.net/
http://www.transacoustic-research.com/
http://www.iftaf.org/
http://www.vegetableorchestra.org/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
mailto:dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com
http://mail.yahoo.com/
mailto:bo@mopot.de


getting old.
>
> the problem is, that the buttons of the minikeyboad are becomming more and more laggy, sometimes i have to press very strong to get a tone. this influences
my music in a way that's sometimes cool, but not allways...
>
> does some of you also have this problem, or solved? maybe there's a way to clean it..? i read about this in a A3000 forum, they cleaned the knobs of their
samplers with special spray..
>
> thanks and häppy sampling!
>
> benno
> www.mopot.de

| 14281|14281|2005-11-26 16:05:00|raverjett|Loading and saving patterns|
All of the sudden my RS will not recognize .r3p file extensions. I 
recently saved them all to my smart media card and put them on my 
computer. After putting all my patterns onto the same smart media card 
i tried to load some patterns and only .r2p extensions show up on the 
card. Does anyone know what to do here. It's one thing after another 
with this machine.
| 14282|14263|2005-11-26 16:06:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
On Nov 26, 2005, at 4:11 PM, Steve Cooke wrote:

> The thing that finally did it for me with the 700 and which made me 
> take it
> back to the shop was finding that there was no way at all of 
> programming the
> switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of settings, including, 
> crucially,
> which samples were playing and which were muted) other than real time
> recording of the song sequence.
>
> Sample switchovers require very precise timing, but the 700 doesn't 
> offer
> any facility to program those changes in step time or edit the real 
> time
> recording.
>
> That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type situation - if you're 
> prepared to
> watch over the one unit and ignore any others you have - but it's 
> completely
> useless for any kind of recording.

That was one of the annoying issues we (the 
YamahaSU700SupportGroup@yahoogroups.com mailing list) had with the 
SU700. I think it's part of the wishlist. Unfortunately SCENE 
events could only be sequenced live and not edited later to be on the 
exact note timing you want it to be (i.e. 5:1:000) like you could 
edit the note timing on the SU700 after original sequencing. You 
couldn't even quantize the SCENE changes for the sequencer, although 
other types of MIDI data could be quantized (note, etc.).

Scenes/Markers are another SU700 feature that I'm glad the RS7000 
inherited. To many RS7000 users they're probably weird and 
considered useless but to somebody who's trained themselves on the 
SU700 first you can see the true power they behold: total recall of 
all System Settings (effects, levels, pan, CC# data, etc.) at the 
time the Scene was stored with the push of a button. Great for 
changing effects over the course of a Style or Song.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14283|14278|2005-11-26 16:06:10|wasted/su700fan|Re: Formatting a Iomega Jaz Drive 1GB - Tape|
On Nov 26, 2005, at 12:55 PM, Mark aka IronPig wrote:

> When I try to format the drive the RS7000 finishes with the comment
> (unsupported disk). I have used this same Jaz drive with my E-MU E-
> Synth. with no formatting problems. There is a dip switch on the back
> of the Iomega 1-0. I have not tried to switch that & then re-try the
> format procedure. If you have any suggestions they would be
> appreciated.
>
> Thanks
>
> Mark
> AKA IronPig

mailto:YamahaSU700SupportGroup@yahoogroups.com
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


One of the 2 types of Jaz drives (either the 1GB or 2GB variety) is 
not compatible. I believe it's the 1GB version that doesn't work 
with the RS7000, whilst the 2GB does. Check the archives of this 
group or the www.rs7000.org forums. I'm sure it's been mentioned 
somewhere between the 2 of these groups before.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14284|14281|2005-11-26 19:12:10|wasted/su700fan|Re: Loading and saving patterns|
On Nov 26, 2005, at 6:04 PM, raverjett wrote:

> All of the sudden my RS will not recognize .r3p file extensions. I
> recently saved them all to my smart media card and put them on my
> computer. After putting all my patterns onto the same smart media card
> i tried to load some patterns and only .r2p extensions show up on the
> card. Does anyone know what to do here. It's one thing after another
> with this machine.

The 2 in the file extension is the sequence data, and the 3 in the 
extension is the sample data. Whether or not you have any samples, 
each Song, Pattern/Style, or All file will have 2 files: the one with 
the 2 in the extension and the other with the 3 in the extension. 
Check to make sure that your SmartMedia card has both the .r2p and 
the .r3p files with the same name in the same directory on the card. 
If that's all good and it still doesn't work, I'm not sure what's 
going on. Corrupt save data?

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14285|14263|2005-11-27 13:58:42|Christian Wiesner|Re: My buttons become more and more laggy..|

>> does some of you also have this problem, or solved? maybe there's a 
>> way to clean it..? i read about this in a A3000 forum, they cleaned 
>> the knobs of their samplers with special spray..

Unfortunately not. I have to press button #3 very hard. I opened the 
RS, removed the PCB containing the switches, cleaned them with 
pressured air and used a spray called "Tuner 600" (Kontakt Chemie), 
which is intended for cleaning faders etc., but it did not help nothing 
:( I'm afraid, I have to reorder the switches, desolder the broken ones 
and replace them.

Christian
| 14286|14286|2005-11-27 18:48:38|wasted/su700fan|FILES & PHOTOS section of website|
The rest of the pictures originally housed in various subfolders of 
the FILES section of the RS7000 Yahoo Group have been moved to the 
PHOTOS section of the site. This should make the site more 
streamlined and easier to use. If you wish to upload pictures of 
your live performances or other RS7000 related photos, please do so 
in the appropriate Folder/Album in the PHOTOS section of the group. 
The FILES section is much more organized now and we are only using 
24% of the 20MB Yahoo Groups allows.

Any questions, feel free to ask me.

-- wasted/su700fan (RS7000 Group Owner/Moderator)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14287|14263|2005-11-28 05:47:52|Marco Tangelder|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
Hiya!

Regarding the Liveset, I've got only one thing to say:

Hook up a laptop running Ableton Live. (PLEASE DON'T KILL ME NOW, ALL YOU
NO-LAPTOP-ON-STAGE-ONLY-HARDWARE-PURISTS!!!)

Everything the RS7000 lacks will be filled in by Ableton (and you can run
all your cool VSTi's through your Master Effects too).

Oh! And buy a Deejay too! It's more fun with a friend on stage :-)

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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Sent: zaterdag 26 november 2005 4:06
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset

hi,

just off topic.
i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll results at 
all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the 
list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units (sometime 
i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more for 
cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending 
bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S

and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an 
option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only one 
turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like that.
then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with anything 
that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can play. 
you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some kind of 
backup.. right guuuuys?!).

and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four notes 
and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound and 
set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... all on 
your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? whahaha). ITS 
ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!! 

i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you have 
time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the 
dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand 
possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit things 
(that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also the 
sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy 
important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down now....)

ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have here.
sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to 
improve this unit.

but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum. 

greetingz,
Peter de Man

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
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* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14288|14256|2005-11-28 07:51:43|Paradigm|Re: mc 909 vs rs question|
Both machines have some really interesting quirks and
specs,and although they seem to work well,you have to
try them out.They both should have been planned out a
bit better for the future,yet with the OS updates,you
can do much with both.

--- jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> They Both Seem To Be Very Close As Far As
> Grooveboxes
> Go But Im Wondering If Any One Has Pros Or Cons To
> Compare Them
> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <holzkoppwayne@web.de>
> wrote:
> > Marco, Peter,
> > 
> > you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the
> RS-7000..
> > how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds
> very very
> > interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also
> a
> programmer).
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > 
> > > Hoi Peter!
> > >
> > > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
> > >
> > > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> > >
> > > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a
> professional programmer and
> > > application designer (mostly web but I know some
> things about other stuff
> > > too ;-).
> > >
> > > The very best and greatest thing would be a
> controller that can switch
> > > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something
> like
> Ableton Live does (which
> > > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the
> way). I'm afraid though
> > > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex
> in
> any way, only by the 
> > > knobs
> > > on the machine itself ;-(
> > >
> > > Another GREAT addon would be a single
> slider-controller which controls the
> > > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but
> I
> like to use mine for
> > > controlling some other stuff).
> > >
> > > So please, keep us informed about your
> midi-devices!
> > >
> > >
> > > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the
> OS.
> IMO the main reason
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> > > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they
> don't
> want to give away
> > > 'secrets' they're still using in their main
> product: the Motif. So I think
> > > it's impossible to get the source and the
> compiler. Maybe we should plan a
> > > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> > >
> > > Does someone have any information about the OS,
> programming-language etc.?
> > > It would be a giant leap forward to know where
> to
> start.
> > >
> > > Kind regards,
> > > Marco Tangelder
> > >
> > > PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track???
> Doesn't the 2nd reverb 
> > > cut the
> > > 1st when it starts? And is this possible with
> delays also?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > _____ 
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > Peter de Man
> > > Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about
> amazingly impossible os hack
> > >
> > >
> > > hi all,
> > >
> > > i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio,
> interaction and
> > > programming.
> > >
> > > i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> > > with it i can do things like:
> > > next/previous section (sysex).
> > > control changes.
> > > notes etc.
> > >
> > > sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on
> stage, so the acid freak
> === Message Truncated === 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
> http://mail.yahoo.com
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14289|14263|2005-11-28 08:13:26|Bo Bartels|Re[2]: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset|
Hi Marco
if you are able to rock on stage just with software, without beeing "just one of theese laptopliveacts where you only see someone starring on his screen" , it's really cool to
use ableton on stage. but unfortenately, in most of the cases, only-laptop-liveacts doesnt give a good show (for the ears - yes, but not for the eyes of the crowd)
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i'll rape my RS on stage to rock the place until it's completely damaged :)

let it roll, however you loke to

benno
www.mopot.de 

-- 
Antwort auf mail vom Montag, 28. November 2005 um 10:27 

> Hiya!

> Regarding the Liveset, I've got only one thing to say:

> Hook up a laptop running Ableton Live. (PLEASE DON'T KILL ME NOW, ALL YOU
> NO-LAPTOP-ON-STAGE-ONLY-HARDWARE-PURISTS!!!)

> Everything the RS7000 lacks will be filled in by Ableton (and you can run
> all your cool VSTi's through your Master Effects too).

> Oh! And buy a Deejay too! It's more fun with a friend on stage :-)

> Marco

> _____ 

> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: zaterdag 26 november 2005 4:06
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset

> hi,

> just off topic.
> i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll results at
> all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the 
> list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units (sometime
> i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more for
> cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending 
> bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S

> and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
> i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an 
> option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only one
> turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like that.
> then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with anything
> that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
> also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can play.
> you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some kind of
> backup.. right guuuuys?!).

> and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four notes
> and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound and 
> set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... all on
> your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? whahaha). ITS
> ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!! 

> i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you have 
> time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the 
> dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand 
> possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit things 
> (that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also the
> sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy 
> important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down now....)

> ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have here.
> sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to 
> improve this unit.

> but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum. 

> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
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> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

> _____ 

> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.

> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

> _____ 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14290|14263|2005-11-28 08:54:04|Peter de Man|Re: My buttons become more and more laggy..|
gee that sucks,
if you do this resolder action, could you take pictures of it and 
place them here?. we then would have a sort of service manual.

thanx and greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
>
> 
> >> does some of you also have this problem, or solved? maybe 
there's a 
> >> way to clean it..? i read about this in a A3000 forum, they 
cleaned 
> >> the knobs of their samplers with special spray..
> 
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> Unfortunately not. I have to press button #3 very hard. I opened 
the 
> RS, removed the PCB containing the switches, cleaned them with 
> pressured air and used a spray called "Tuner 600" (Kontakt Chemie), 
> which is intended for cleaning faders etc., but it did not help 
nothing 
> :( I'm afraid, I have to reorder the switches, desolder the broken 
ones 
> and replace them.
> 
> Christian
>

| 14291|14281|2005-11-28 10:59:49|raverjett|Re: Loading and saving patterns|
Thanks for the response man. I will have to try renaming them i guess. 
i think i might have renamed them once they were on my computer 
because i had several patterns named the same thing but on different 
smart media cards. Thanks again.

>

| 14292|14281|2005-11-28 11:04:51|raverjett|Re: Loading and saving patterns|
Thanks for the response man. I will have to try renaming them i guess. 
i think i might have renamed them once they were on my computer 
because i had several patterns named the same thing but on different 
smart media cards. Thanks again.

>

| 14293|14263|2005-11-28 13:25:17|Marco Tangelder|Re: Re[2]: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset|
LOL!

I use Live in combination with my RS, my friend.

And I DO look very very cool on stage, but that's mainly 'cause of the 6
almost buttnaked gogo-girls in the back...

:-)

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Bo
Bartels
Sent: maandag 28 november 2005 15:20
To: Marco Tangelder
Subject: Re[2]: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset

Hi Marco
if you are able to rock on stage just with software, without beeing "just
one of theese laptopliveacts where you only see someone starring on his
screen" , it's really cool to use ableton on stage. but unfortenately, in
most of the cases, only-laptop-liveacts doesnt give a good show (for the
ears - yes, but not for the eyes of the crowd)

i'll rape my RS on stage to rock the place until it's completely damaged :)

let it roll, however you loke to

benno
www.mopot.de 

-- 
Antwort auf mail vom Montag, 28. November 2005 um 10:27 

> Hiya!

> Regarding the Liveset, I've got only one thing to say:

> Hook up a laptop running Ableton Live. (PLEASE DON'T KILL ME NOW, ALL YOU
> NO-LAPTOP-ON-STAGE-ONLY-HARDWARE-PURISTS!!!)

> Everything the RS7000 lacks will be filled in by Ableton (and you can run
> all your cool VSTi's through your Master Effects too).

> Oh! And buy a Deejay too! It's more fun with a friend on stage :-)

> Marco
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> _____ 

> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: zaterdag 26 november 2005 4:06
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset

> hi,

> just off topic.
> i find it strange that i cant relate to the wishlist poll results at
> all. even worse i have lots of wishes but none of them are in the 
> list. maybe its because i always use at least 2 rs7000 units (sometime
> i trow in an extra rm1x) in live situations. so i would ask more for
> cooperation modes and better communication and also not sending 
> bullshit to slave units and more RAM support ect :S

> and also the poll on how to do a 1 hour non stop live set.
> i would say... buy at least 2 rs7000 units and a dj mixer(not an 
> option in the poll). having "only" one feels like a dj with only one
> turntable... its not fair to place yourself in a situation like that.
> then for a cheaper solution i agree just can make bridge with anything
> that can make a cool sound. while you load/select next style.
> also when you have 2 units live.. one can fail and you still can play.
> you got some backupheadroom so to speak (a pro always has some kind of
> backup.. right guuuuys?!).

> and the metronome volume thingy.. who cares?... just enter four notes
> and you have a metronome.. tadaa you can even choose your sound and 
> set volume, panning, metronome beatstrech/groove templates... all on
> your metronome whoeoeoe (or is that considered hacking? whahaha). ITS
> ALL THERE ALREADY !!! RTFM AND BE CREATIVE!!! 

> i tend to cry when something could go wrong LIVE. at home you have 
> time, or do you guys use a metronoom live ;) (poor people on the 
> dancefloor LOL) i would ask for updates only that realy expand 
> possibilies and stability... asking all those small bullshit things 
> (that are allready fixed just by thinking and RTFM and yes, also the
> sysex part in the back) will only keep em from doing the realy 
> important stuff... ok ok ok its only a poll....(calming down now....)

> ps. no offence to anyone, just dropping some frustrations i have here.
> sometimes i feel a bit left alone in how i look/think/use/want to 
> improve this unit.

> but to make you feel good this is the best rs7000 forum. 

> greetingz,
> Peter de Man

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

> _____ 

> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
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> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of

Service

> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

> _____ 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14294|14263|2005-11-28 14:49:20|Bo Bartels|Re[4]: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset|
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:) ok, i didnt get this that you're using both..

and, you're right on this, sex sells, man! you're sharing them with your dj after the show :P

greets from the mediterian see
bo

-- 
Antwort auf mail vom Montag, 28. November 2005 um 17:37 

> LOL!

> I use Live in combination with my RS, my friend.

> And I DO look very very cool on stage, but that's mainly 'cause of the 6
> almost buttnaked gogo-girls in the back...

> :-)

> _____ 

> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Bo
> Bartels
> Sent: maandag 28 november 2005 15:20
> To: Marco Tangelder
> Subject: Re[2]: [RS7000] off topic rs7000 mindset

> Hi Marco
> if you are able to rock on stage just with software, without beeing "just
> one of theese laptopliveacts where you only see someone starring on his
> screen" , it's really cool to use ableton on stage. but unfortenately, in
> most of the cases, only-laptop-liveacts doesnt give a good show (for the
> ears - yes, but not for the eyes of the crowd)

> i'll rape my RS on stage to rock the place until it's completely damaged :)

> let it roll, however you loke to

> benno
> www.mopot.de 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14295|14295|2005-11-28 19:20:43|ridszero|Does the RS have a Rigid Groove compared to MPCs?|
I have been wondering lately due to other discussion about this topic. Some people claim 
the RS7K has kind of a rigid groove. WHile the MPCs have more of an organic groove, due 
to varying output levels (just by a little), possible drift in the sequences, and maybe midi 
delay. But I'm just wondering what all you think about the groove in the RS7K. Have any of 
you used any of the MPCs to compare it to?

Nick
| 14296|14263|2005-11-29 01:34:01|Ian Vine|Re: My buttons become more and more laggy..|
Before you start buying new switches and replacing, check the pcb tracks around the switches, especially around the pads for cracks. This is a common fault with controls
mounted directly on a pcb. 

To fix:
scrap away the green lacquer around the crack
either make a solder bridge over the crack or solder a piece of wire over it.

Ian

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
>
> 
> >> does some of you also have this problem, or solved? maybe 
there's a 
> >> way to clean it..? i read about this in a A3000 forum, they 
cleaned 
> >> the knobs of their samplers with special spray..
> 
> Unfortunately not. I have to press button #3 very hard. I opened 
the 
> RS, removed the PCB containing the switches, cleaned them with 
> pressured air and used a spray called "Tuner 600" (Kontakt Chemie), 
> which is intended for cleaning faders etc., but it did not help 
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nothing 
> :( I'm afraid, I have to reorder the switches, desolder the broken 
ones 
> and replace them.
> 
> Christian
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Personals
Single? There's someone we'd like you to meet.
Lots of someones, actually. Yahoo! Personals

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14297|14263|2005-11-29 04:50:13|Paradigm|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
The thing is that many of us forget,is that
grooveboxes are automatically compromises.For one
thing,what's good for djs and live performers end up
not being good for studioheads,and with the available
technology vs price point,something has to give.I
recall asking a question about the Roland MV8000,and
it's USB connectivity,and the person made a good
point,by saying that if it connects fully to a
computer,then you're really missing the point,as it
was intended to be a standalone unit.Same thing with
the RS7000.Most of these units are not designed by
people who actually USE these samplers like WE do.It's
meant to be something for immediate results,not Mach
Five,Gigasampler,or Halion.Any connectivity will most
likely be limited to editing and dumping back into the
unit.For some reason,they have not made the parts on
some of these units more durable.Personally,I am
thinking that if I need a unit to suit my needs,I
better get on my grind,make that money and name for
myself FIRST,they contact the said company and
personally help in the design of the 'next best
thing'.Then,I won't have too many compromises for
me..lol.

I think we can all perhaps write to Yamaha,and send
them a wishlist,with price included along with
features.Let's be fair though,and not ask for 1Gb of
RAM,Firewire,USB,2000 filters,buttons,knobs,7 inch
touch screen,8 stereo balanced outs and ins,digital
I/O,Midi,and an internal 300Gb 7200rpm drive for
$500.Those who are more technically inclined,can even
send in actual designs.Now,this is an idea only,yet I
am a sampler owner and know I was left wanting,yet I
just work with what I have.I came into music before
any of this sampling was even affordable,in the
Synclavier days,so we just messed with tape and did
looping or edits.So if the knobs stick,the damn things
fall off(there's always Krazy Glue),if the sample time
is not enough,if the buttons stick a bit,fine.There

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


are worse things in life and I'm grateful to HAVE
gear,to Have some talent,and all I want to do is make
music and spin records anyway.I don't know about
anyone else,yet I am going to devote my time to making
music,having fun,and if something can be done to
create better gear by US,I'm with it. 

Someone please show me the way...

--- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> On 26/11/05, wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
> wrote:
> >
> >
> > it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the
> RS7000). The SU700
> > certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or
> A3000, but it wasn't a
> > toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note
> polyphony, 3 effects
> > banks, and other pro-level features allowed it to
> do some creative
> > tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.
> 
> 
> 
> It just so happens that I bought the SU700 as an
> *upgrade* from the SU10,
> which was the only sampler I'd used previously.
> 
> Whilst the SU700 had lots more memory and flashy
> effects, the SU10 was more
> use in conjunction with an external sequencer ( I
> used the QS300 workstation
> at the time) than the 700.
> 
> The thing that finally did it for me with the 700
> and which made me take it
> back to the shop was finding that there was no way
> at all of programming the
> switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of settings,
> including, crucially,
> which samples were playing and which were muted)
> other than real time
> recording of the song sequence.
> 
> Sample switchovers require very precise timing, but
> the 700 doesn't offer
> any facility to program those changes in step time
> or edit the real time
> recording.
> 
> That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type situation -
> if you're prepared to
> watch over the one unit and ignore any others you
> have - but it's completely
> useless for any kind of recording.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
| 14298|14263|2005-11-29 22:04:38|newwheels2day|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
get a computer and ableton live you will love yourself
for it 100x easier to do / put tracks together and way
better for live/ jamming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

--- Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
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> The thing is that many of us forget,is that
> grooveboxes are automatically compromises.For one
> thing,what's good for djs and live performers end up
> not being good for studioheads,and with the
> available
> technology vs price point,something has to give.I
> recall asking a question about the Roland MV8000,and
> it's USB connectivity,and the person made a good
> point,by saying that if it connects fully to a
> computer,then you're really missing the point,as it
> was intended to be a standalone unit.Same thing with
> the RS7000.Most of these units are not designed by
> people who actually USE these samplers like WE
> do.It's
> meant to be something for immediate results,not Mach
> Five,Gigasampler,or Halion.Any connectivity will
> most
> likely be limited to editing and dumping back into
> the
> unit.For some reason,they have not made the parts on
> some of these units more durable.Personally,I am
> thinking that if I need a unit to suit my needs,I
> better get on my grind,make that money and name for
> myself FIRST,they contact the said company and
> personally help in the design of the 'next best
> thing'.Then,I won't have too many compromises for
> me..lol.
> 
> I think we can all perhaps write to Yamaha,and send
> them a wishlist,with price included along with
> features.Let's be fair though,and not ask for 1Gb of
> RAM,Firewire,USB,2000 filters,buttons,knobs,7 inch
> touch screen,8 stereo balanced outs and ins,digital
> I/O,Midi,and an internal 300Gb 7200rpm drive for
> $500.Those who are more technically inclined,can
> even
> send in actual designs.Now,this is an idea only,yet
> I
> am a sampler owner and know I was left wanting,yet I
> just work with what I have.I came into music before
> any of this sampling was even affordable,in the
> Synclavier days,so we just messed with tape and did
> looping or edits.So if the knobs stick,the damn
> things
> fall off(there's always Krazy Glue),if the sample
> time
> is not enough,if the buttons stick a bit,fine.There
> are worse things in life and I'm grateful to HAVE
> gear,to Have some talent,and all I want to do is
> make
> music and spin records anyway.I don't know about
> anyone else,yet I am going to devote my time to
> making
> music,having fun,and if something can be done to
> create better gear by US,I'm with it. 
> 
> Someone please show me the way...
> 
> --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> > On 26/11/05, wasted/su700fan
> <su700fan@comcast.net>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the
> > RS7000). The SU700
> > > certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or
> > A3000, but it wasn't a
> > > toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note
> > polyphony, 3 effects
> > > banks, and other pro-level features allowed it
> to
> > do some creative
> > > tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > It just so happens that I bought the SU700 as an
> > *upgrade* from the SU10,
> > which was the only sampler I'd used previously.
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> > 
> > Whilst the SU700 had lots more memory and flashy
> > effects, the SU10 was more
> > use in conjunction with an external sequencer ( I
> > used the QS300 workstation
> > at the time) than the 700.
> > 
> > The thing that finally did it for me with the 700
> > and which made me take it
> > back to the shop was finding that there was no way
> > at all of programming the
> > switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of
> settings,
> > including, crucially,
> > which samples were playing and which were muted)
> > other than real time
> > recording of the song sequence.
> > 
> > Sample switchovers require very precise timing,
> but
> > the 700 doesn't offer
> > any facility to program those changes in step time
> > or edit the real time
> > recording.
> > 
> > That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type situation
> -
> > if you're prepared to
> > watch over the one unit and ignore any others you
> > have - but it's completely
> > useless for any kind of recording.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
> http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14299|14263|2005-11-30 08:02:14|Marco Tangelder|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
Yeah! I agree with you!

And now go out and buy an RS7000 also!!!!

7 reasons why:

'Cause it looks way cooler.

'Cause when you try to twist a knob on your laptop it'll break.

'Cause an RS sounds much better.

'Cause it has more flashing lights on it.

'Cause when you play live, you want to play. Live.

'Cause you don't want your laptop to produce a blue screen of death while
you're performing in front of a crowd of 5000 people.

'Cause your posting on the RS7000 group

Can we please cut the negative crap on what it can do and can't do? We all
know what it's capable off and what not.

http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
http://mail.yahoo.com/


Good suggestions on enhancing the RS (hardware or software or in whatever
way) are still welcome, IMO.

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
newwheels2day
Sent: dinsdag 29 november 2005 18:58
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: off topic rs7000 mindset

get a computer and ableton live you will love yourself
for it 100x easier to do / put tracks together and way
better for live/ jamming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

--- Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:

> The thing is that many of us forget,is that
> grooveboxes are automatically compromises.For one
> thing,what's good for djs and live performers end up
> not being good for studioheads,and with the
> available
> technology vs price point,something has to give.I
> recall asking a question about the Roland MV8000,and
> it's USB connectivity,and the person made a good
> point,by saying that if it connects fully to a
> computer,then you're really missing the point,as it
> was intended to be a standalone unit.Same thing with
> the RS7000.Most of these units are not designed by
> people who actually USE these samplers like WE
> do.It's
> meant to be something for immediate results,not Mach
> Five,Gigasampler,or Halion.Any connectivity will
> most
> likely be limited to editing and dumping back into
> the
> unit.For some reason,they have not made the parts on
> some of these units more durable.Personally,I am
> thinking that if I need a unit to suit my needs,I
> better get on my grind,make that money and name for
> myself FIRST,they contact the said company and
> personally help in the design of the 'next best
> thing'.Then,I won't have too many compromises for
> me..lol.
> 
> I think we can all perhaps write to Yamaha,and send
> them a wishlist,with price included along with
> features.Let's be fair though,and not ask for 1Gb of
> RAM,Firewire,USB,2000 filters,buttons,knobs,7 inch
> touch screen,8 stereo balanced outs and ins,digital
> I/O,Midi,and an internal 300Gb 7200rpm drive for
> $500.Those who are more technically inclined,can
> even
> send in actual designs.Now,this is an idea only,yet
> I
> am a sampler owner and know I was left wanting,yet I
> just work with what I have.I came into music before
> any of this sampling was even affordable,in the
> Synclavier days,so we just messed with tape and did
> looping or edits.So if the knobs stick,the damn
> things
> fall off(there's always Krazy Glue),if the sample
> time
> is not enough,if the buttons stick a bit,fine.There
> are worse things in life and I'm grateful to HAVE
> gear,to Have some talent,and all I want to do is
> make
> music and spin records anyway.I don't know about
> anyone else,yet I am going to devote my time to
> making
> music,having fun,and if something can be done to
> create better gear by US,I'm with it. 
> 
> Someone please show me the way...
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> 
> --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> > On 26/11/05, wasted/su700fan
> <su700fan@comcast.net>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the
> > RS7000). The SU700
> > > certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or
> > A3000, but it wasn't a
> > > toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note
> > polyphony, 3 effects
> > > banks, and other pro-level features allowed it
> to
> > do some creative
> > > tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > It just so happens that I bought the SU700 as an
> > *upgrade* from the SU10,
> > which was the only sampler I'd used previously.
> > 
> > Whilst the SU700 had lots more memory and flashy
> > effects, the SU10 was more
> > use in conjunction with an external sequencer ( I
> > used the QS300 workstation
> > at the time) than the 700.
> > 
> > The thing that finally did it for me with the 700
> > and which made me take it
> > back to the shop was finding that there was no way
> > at all of programming the
> > switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of
> settings,
> > including, crucially,
> > which samples were playing and which were muted)
> > other than real time
> > recording of the song sequence.
> > 
> > Sample switchovers require very precise timing,
> but
> > the 700 doesn't offer
> > any facility to program those changes in step time
> > or edit the real time
> > recording.
> > 
> > That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type situation
> -
> > if you're prepared to
> > watch over the one unit and ignore any others you
> > have - but it's completely
> > useless for any kind of recording.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
> http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14300|14263|2005-11-30 08:28:35|Brooks Mosher|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
and it doesn't look like your checking your email while a DAT tape is
playing... ;)

On 11/30/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Yeah! I agree with you!
>
> And now go out and buy an RS7000 also!!!!
>
>
> 7 reasons why:
>
> 'Cause it looks way cooler.
>
> 'Cause when you try to twist a knob on your laptop it'll break.
>
> 'Cause an RS sounds much better.
>
> 'Cause it has more flashing lights on it.
>
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> 'Cause when you play live, you want to play. Live.
>
> 'Cause you don't want your laptop to produce a blue screen of death while
> you're performing in front of a crowd of 5000 people.
>
> 'Cause your posting on the RS7000 group
>
>
> Can we please cut the negative crap on what it can do and can't do? We all
> know what it's capable off and what not.
>
> Good suggestions on enhancing the RS (hardware or software or in whatever
> way) are still welcome, IMO.
>
> M
>
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> newwheels2day
> Sent: dinsdag 29 november 2005 18:58
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: off topic rs7000 mindset
>
>
> get a computer and ableton live you will love yourself
> for it 100x easier to do / put tracks together and way
> better for live/ jamming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>
> --- Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> > The thing is that many of us forget,is that
> > grooveboxes are automatically compromises.For one
> > thing,what's good for djs and live performers end up
> > not being good for studioheads,and with the
> > available
> > technology vs price point,something has to give.I
> > recall asking a question about the Roland MV8000,and
> > it's USB connectivity,and the person made a good
> > point,by saying that if it connects fully to a
> > computer,then you're really missing the point,as it
> > was intended to be a standalone unit.Same thing with
> > the RS7000.Most of these units are not designed by
> > people who actually USE these samplers like WE
> > do.It's
> > meant to be something for immediate results,not Mach
> > Five,Gigasampler,or Halion.Any connectivity will
> > most
> > likely be limited to editing and dumping back into
> > the
> > unit.For some reason,they have not made the parts on
> > some of these units more durable.Personally,I am
> > thinking that if I need a unit to suit my needs,I
> > better get on my grind,make that money and name for
> > myself FIRST,they contact the said company and
> > personally help in the design of the 'next best
> > thing'.Then,I won't have too many compromises for
> > me..lol.
> >
> > I think we can all perhaps write to Yamaha,and send
> > them a wishlist,with price included along with
> > features.Let's be fair though,and not ask for 1Gb of
> > RAM,Firewire,USB,2000 filters,buttons,knobs,7 inch
> > touch screen,8 stereo balanced outs and ins,digital
> > I/O,Midi,and an internal 300Gb 7200rpm drive for
> > $500.Those who are more technically inclined,can
> > even
> > send in actual designs.Now,this is an idea only,yet
> > I
> > am a sampler owner and know I was left wanting,yet I
> > just work with what I have.I came into music before
> > any of this sampling was even affordable,in the
> > Synclavier days,so we just messed with tape and did
> > looping or edits.So if the knobs stick,the damn
> > things
> > fall off(there's always Krazy Glue),if the sample
> > time
> > is not enough,if the buttons stick a bit,fine.There
> > are worse things in life and I'm grateful to HAVE
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> > gear,to Have some talent,and all I want to do is
> > make
> > music and spin records anyway.I don't know about
> > anyone else,yet I am going to devote my time to
> > making
> > music,having fun,and if something can be done to
> > create better gear by US,I'm with it.
> >
> > Someone please show me the way...
> >
> > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > On 26/11/05, wasted/su700fan
> > <su700fan@comcast.net>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the
> > > RS7000). The SU700
> > > > certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or
> > > A3000, but it wasn't a
> > > > toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note
> > > polyphony, 3 effects
> > > > banks, and other pro-level features allowed it
> > to
> > > do some creative
> > > > tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > It just so happens that I bought the SU700 as an
> > > *upgrade* from the SU10,
> > > which was the only sampler I'd used previously.
> > >
> > > Whilst the SU700 had lots more memory and flashy
> > > effects, the SU10 was more
> > > use in conjunction with an external sequencer ( I
> > > used the QS300 workstation
> > > at the time) than the 700.
> > >
> > > The thing that finally did it for me with the 700
> > > and which made me take it
> > > back to the shop was finding that there was no way
> > > at all of programming the
> > > switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of
> > settings,
> > > including, crucially,
> > > which samples were playing and which were muted)
> > > other than real time
> > > recording of the song sequence.
> > >
> > > Sample switchovers require very precise timing,
> > but
> > > the 700 doesn't offer
> > > any facility to program those changes in step time
> > > or edit the real time
> > > recording.
> > >
> > > That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type situation
> > -
> > > if you're prepared to
> > > watch over the one unit and ignore any others you
> > > have - but it's completely
> > > useless for any kind of recording.
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________
> > Yahoo! Music Unlimited
> > Access over 1 million songs. Try it free.
> > http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
> >
>
>
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>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
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>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14301|14301|2005-11-30 11:29:06|Steve Cooke|Post-RS7000/next generation Motif wish list|
I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner if they produced a standard
sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but with an RS7000-style user
interface.

I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't incorporated into the Motif
ES, which has many of the features of the RS, but no significant
changes in the physical layout of the controls.

I think another improvement would be to increase the number of control
knobs that act as volume faders to at least eight. Having instant
access to the volume faders of only four tracks, as at present, is
very limiting. I'd prefer it if this total was doubled.

I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is always viewed as being in a
manufacturer's financial interests (built-in obscelence does at least
guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of equipment), but it would be
great if the sockets panel for connecting the workstation to external
memory and computing equipment could become a removable unit like the
mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the current range.

I have a Motif Classic, as well as my RS7000, and the SCSI socket on
that has long since been superseded by the USB port on the ES version.
Imagine how great it would be if you could upgrade that panel to the
next generation of connectors by purchasing a new panel and replacing
the old one. I don't know if there are too many technical problems
with doing that - perhaps others could enlighten me - but Yamaha would
be able to secure an income from providing the upgrade panels if they
took this approach.

Just a few thoughts ...

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14302|14301|2005-11-30 11:37:35|Paradigm|Re: Post-RS7000/next generation Motif wish list|
Steve,you are exactly right.These companies are
businesses,and it might not be their idea to create
something that would last for 10 years of
technology.It's easy to fuss about every little
thing,yet if you put together the wishes of 10
people,you might end up with something so
expensive,most of us would not buy it.Take the Yamaha
VLZ modeling synth.It did not sell.Nor did the Yamaha
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EX5.I still have yet to actually see more than 4
Yamaha A series samplers.I think you are right that in
that gear should just be modular,so you can swap out
boards.

--- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner if they
> produced a standard
> sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but with an
> RS7000-style user
> interface.
> 
> I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't
> incorporated into the Motif
> ES, which has many of the features of the RS, but no
> significant
> changes in the physical layout of the controls.
> 
> I think another improvement would be to increase the
> number of control
> knobs that act as volume faders to at least eight. 
> Having instant
> access to the volume faders of only four tracks, as
> at present, is
> very limiting. I'd prefer it if this total was
> doubled.
> 
> I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is always
> viewed as being in a
> manufacturer's financial interests (built-in
> obscelence does at least
> guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of
> equipment), but it would be
> great if the sockets panel for connecting the
> workstation to external
> memory and computing equipment could become a
> removable unit like the
> mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the current range.
> 
> I have a Motif Classic, as well as my RS7000, and
> the SCSI socket on
> that has long since been superseded by the USB port
> on the ES version.
> Imagine how great it would be if you could upgrade
> that panel to the
> next generation of connectors by purchasing a new
> panel and replacing
> the old one. I don't know if there are too many
> technical problems
> with doing that - perhaps others could enlighten me
> - but Yamaha would
> be able to secure an income from providing the
> upgrade panels if they
> took this approach.
> 
> Just a few thoughts ...
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
| 14303|14303|2005-11-30 11:57:39|Steve Cooke|Which are the real unit shifters?|
Does anyone know whether/how/where it's possible to obtain statistics
on the relative sales of different companies' electronic musical
instruments.

Take the competition in the market for synthesizer/sampling

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/


workstations, for example. We have the Yamaha Motif range, the Korg
Tritons, the Roland Phantoms and, just arrived, the Alesis Fusion.

Which range is selling the most?

You'd imagine from the hubbub that Yamaha attempt to create around
their products that the Motif was the market leader, but go to most
music stores in the UK and, whilst they will usually stock the Motif,
it's the Korg Triton that the staff who work there know their way
around and often use for their own music-making.

Which leads me to conclude that the Triton is probably outselling the
Motif and the Phantom. (Of course, one shouldn't overstate the
'rivalry' between Yamaha and Korg as the former has a controlling
interest in the latter.)

But that's just in the UK. Maybe the situation is different stateside?

The same, I suspect, also applies to the groovebox market. I get the
impression that the RS7000 is very much a minority choice here, with
the Korg and Roland equivalents being the most popular.

So where might I be able to get information on relative sales without
having to break into the various companies' office with my secret
camera and a box of Milk Tray?

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14304|14303|2005-11-30 12:11:13|Paradigm|Re: Which are the real unit shifters?|
From what I observe,and I try to keep current with
what WORKING artists are using,I would say the Triton
and Motif lead the pack.The Triton has those preset
sounds people love,and it's easy to work with.The
sampling seems to not even be mentioned mostly,and
when you look at bands like that Of Letterman or talk
shows,you'll see lots of Tritons.

Now,for price,ease of use,and if you want a
keyboard/sampler/sequencer,I see the Motif/Motif ES
leading the pack.It has some great presets,and when I
dabbled with it,I liked it,immediately.It's also well
laid-out,and easy for piano players to work with.When
I come in the Guitar Center,and someone is tickling
those ivorys,they are on the Motif and S90.

I have yet to really hear much about the Fantom,and it
seems to be more of a cult item,like the VSynth...They
are selling the Roland Mv-8000 though,and it's being
called 'The MPC Killer'..

You might be able to Google the exact info about
sales,using a Boolean search.

--- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> Does anyone know whether/how/where it's possible to
> obtain statistics
> on the relative sales of different companies'
> electronic musical
> instruments.
> 
> Take the competition in the market for
> synthesizer/sampling
> workstations, for example. We have the Yamaha Motif
> range, the Korg
> Tritons, the Roland Phantoms and, just arrived, the
> Alesis Fusion.
> 
> Which range is selling the most?
> 
> You'd imagine from the hubbub that Yamaha attempt to
> create around
> their products that the Motif was the market leader,
> but go to most
> music stores in the UK and, whilst they will usually

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
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> stock the Motif,
> it's the Korg Triton that the staff who work there
> know their way
> around and often use for their own music-making.
> 
> Which leads me to conclude that the Triton is
> probably outselling the
> Motif and the Phantom. (Of course, one shouldn't
> overstate the
> 'rivalry' between Yamaha and Korg as the former has
> a controlling
> interest in the latter.)
> 
> But that's just in the UK. Maybe the situation is
> different stateside?
> 
> The same, I suspect, also applies to the groovebox
> market. I get the
> impression that the RS7000 is very much a minority
> choice here, with
> the Korg and Roland equivalents being the most
> popular.
> 
> So where might I be able to get information on
> relative sales without
> having to break into the various companies' office
> with my secret
> camera and a box of Milk Tray?
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
| 14305|14263|2005-11-30 13:01:23|Paradigm|Re: off topic rs7000 mindset|
amen on that idea...Better to work and make msuic,and
have fun,than to talk about the shortcomings of
everything.Work with hwat you have,like in relations
with people.

--- newwheels2day <newwheels2day@yahoo.com> wrote:

> get a computer and ableton live you will love
> yourself
> for it 100x easier to do / put tracks together and
> way
> better for live/ jamming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> 
> --- Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> 
> > The thing is that many of us forget,is that
> > grooveboxes are automatically compromises.For one
> > thing,what's good for djs and live performers end
> up
> > not being good for studioheads,and with the
> > available
> > technology vs price point,something has to give.I
> > recall asking a question about the Roland
> MV8000,and
> > it's USB connectivity,and the person made a good
> > point,by saying that if it connects fully to a
> > computer,then you're really missing the point,as
> it
> > was intended to be a standalone unit.Same thing
> with
> > the RS7000.Most of these units are not designed by
> > people who actually USE these samplers like WE
> > do.It's
> > meant to be something for immediate results,not
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> Mach
> > Five,Gigasampler,or Halion.Any connectivity will
> > most
> > likely be limited to editing and dumping back into
> > the
> > unit.For some reason,they have not made the parts
> on
> > some of these units more durable.Personally,I am
> > thinking that if I need a unit to suit my needs,I
> > better get on my grind,make that money and name
> for
> > myself FIRST,they contact the said company and
> > personally help in the design of the 'next best
> > thing'.Then,I won't have too many compromises for
> > me..lol.
> > 
> > I think we can all perhaps write to Yamaha,and
> send
> > them a wishlist,with price included along with
> > features.Let's be fair though,and not ask for 1Gb
> of
> > RAM,Firewire,USB,2000 filters,buttons,knobs,7 inch
> > touch screen,8 stereo balanced outs and
> ins,digital
> > I/O,Midi,and an internal 300Gb 7200rpm drive for
> > $500.Those who are more technically inclined,can
> > even
> > send in actual designs.Now,this is an idea
> only,yet
> > I
> > am a sampler owner and know I was left wanting,yet
> I
> > just work with what I have.I came into music
> before
> > any of this sampling was even affordable,in the
> > Synclavier days,so we just messed with tape and
> did
> > looping or edits.So if the knobs stick,the damn
> > things
> > fall off(there's always Krazy Glue),if the sample
> > time
> > is not enough,if the buttons stick a
> bit,fine.There
> > are worse things in life and I'm grateful to HAVE
> > gear,to Have some talent,and all I want to do is
> > make
> > music and spin records anyway.I don't know about
> > anyone else,yet I am going to devote my time to
> > making
> > music,having fun,and if something can be done to
> > create better gear by US,I'm with it. 
> > 
> > Someone please show me the way...
> > 
> > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> > 
> > > On 26/11/05, wasted/su700fan
> > <su700fan@comcast.net>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > it's fusion with the RM1x & A3000 into the
> > > RS7000). The SU700
> > > > certainly wasn't as powerful as an RS7000 or
> > > A3000, but it wasn't a
> > > > toy like the SU10 or SU200 samplers. 64 note
> > > polyphony, 3 effects
> > > > banks, and other pro-level features allowed it
> > to
> > > do some creative
> > > > tasks that cheaper gear wouldn't be able to.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > It just so happens that I bought the SU700 as an
> > > *upgrade* from the SU10,
> > > which was the only sampler I'd used previously.
> > > 
> > > Whilst the SU700 had lots more memory and flashy
> > > effects, the SU10 was more
> > > use in conjunction with an external sequencer (
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> I
> > > used the QS300 workstation
> > > at the time) than the 700.
> > > 
> > > The thing that finally did it for me with the
> 700
> > > and which made me take it
> > > back to the shop was finding that there was no
> way
> > > at all of programming the
> > > switchover from one 'scene' (i.e. bunch of
> > settings,
> > > including, crucially,
> > > which samples were playing and which were muted)
> > > other than real time
> > > recording of the song sequence.
> > > 
> > > Sample switchovers require very precise timing,
> > but
> > > the 700 doesn't offer
> > > any facility to program those changes in step
> time
> > > or edit the real time
> > > recording.
> > > 
> > > That may be tolerable in a live DJ-type
> situation
> > -
> > > if you're prepared to
> > > watch over the one unit and ignore any others
> you
> > > have - but it's completely
> > > useless for any kind of recording.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________ 
> > Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> > Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
> > http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
> http://mail.yahoo.com
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14306|14301|2005-11-30 17:45:22|jason rodgers|Re: Post-RS7000/next generation Motif wish list|
I Have Never Heard Of The A Sampler From Them Which
Was That
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> Steve,you are exactly right.These companies are
> businesses,and it might not be their idea to create
> something that would last for 10 years of
> technology.It's easy to fuss about every little
> thing,yet if you put together the wishes of 10
> people,you might end up with something so
> expensive,most of us would not buy it.Take the

Yamaha
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> VLZ modeling synth.It did not sell.Nor did the

Yamaha

> EX5.I still have yet to actually see more than 4
> Yamaha A series samplers.I think you are right that

in

> that gear should just be modular,so you can swap out
> boards.
> 
> --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> > I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner if they
> > produced a standard
> > sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but with an
> > RS7000-style user
> > interface.
> > 
> > I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't
> > incorporated into the Motif
> > ES, which has many of the features of the RS, but

no

> > significant
> > changes in the physical layout of the controls.
> > 
> > I think another improvement would be to increase

the

> > number of control
> > knobs that act as volume faders to at least eight.

> > Having instant
> > access to the volume faders of only four tracks,

as

> > at present, is
> > very limiting. I'd prefer it if this total was
> > doubled.
> > 
> > I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is always
> > viewed as being in a
> > manufacturer's financial interests (built-in
> > obscelence does at least
> > guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of
> > equipment), but it would be
> > great if the sockets panel for connecting the
> > workstation to external
> > memory and computing equipment could become a
> > removable unit like the
> > mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the current

range.

> > 
> > I have a Motif Classic, as well as my RS7000, and
> > the SCSI socket on
> > that has long since been superseded by the USB

port

> > on the ES version.
> > Imagine how great it would be if you could

upgrade

> > that panel to the
> > next generation of connectors by purchasing a new
> > panel and replacing
> > the old one. I don't know if there are too many
> > technical problems
> > with doing that - perhaps others could enlighten

me

> > - but Yamaha would
> > be able to secure an income from providing the
> > upgrade panels if they
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> > took this approach.
> > 
> > Just a few thoughts ...
> > 
> > Regards,
> > 
> > Steve
> > --
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@gmail.com
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 

=== Message Truncated === 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14307|14301|2005-11-30 18:05:19|Steve Cooke|Re: Post-RS7000/next generation Motif wish list|
On 30/11/05, jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I Have Never Heard Of The A Sampler From Them Which
> Was That

It was Yamaha's A-series of rack-based samplers, the A3000, A3000 v2,
A4000 and A5000.

See the reviews on the Sound on Sound website at
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/apr00/articles/yamahaa5000.htm and
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/1997_articles/jul97/yamahaa3000.html

I owned an A3000 v2, but never really got on too well with it. I got
the unit after returning my SU700 to the dealer because the latter
wasn't sufficiently compatible with MIDI for my needs.

However, whilst the SU700 was very easy to use but too limiting, I
found the A3000 a real headache. It was a leap too far for me at the
time, my only grounding in sampling previously having been the dainty
little SU10 pocket-sized sampler.

And at the time - circa 1999/2000 - there was hardly anyone else
around who knew how to operate the A3000. All the people in my local
dealer - Sound Control, Newcastle - used Akai samplers. I probably
bought the A3000 out of misguided loyalty to Yamaha, imagining that my
familiarity with previous products from that company would ease the
learning curve. It didn't.

Although Yamaha had a video manual of sorts for the A3000, it wasn't
in the class of the Motif instructional DVDs produced by KeyFax more
recently. It was more a promotional tool than an aid to mastering the
product.

Yamaha really shouldn't be allowed to release any new product without
producing an instructional video to go with it. No idea whether rival
manufacturers' output is any more user-friendly though. Too scared to
try!

SC
| 14308|14301|2005-11-30 18:26:08|Paradigm|Re: Post-RS7000/next generation Motif wish list|
The Yamaha A3000,4000,and 5000
From what I heard they were nice yet the other stuff
that was out overshadowed them.Then,as quickly as they
came out,they were replaced with other gear,like the
EX5 and the RS7000...

--- jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
wrote:
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> I Have Never Heard Of The A Sampler From Them Which
> Was That
> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> > Steve,you are exactly right.These companies are
> > businesses,and it might not be their idea to
> create
> > something that would last for 10 years of
> > technology.It's easy to fuss about every little
> > thing,yet if you put together the wishes of 10
> > people,you might end up with something so
> > expensive,most of us would not buy it.Take the
> Yamaha
> > VLZ modeling synth.It did not sell.Nor did the
> Yamaha
> > EX5.I still have yet to actually see more than 4
> > Yamaha A series samplers.I think you are right
> that
> in
> > that gear should just be modular,so you can swap
> out
> > boards.
> > 
> > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> > 
> > > I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner if
> they
> > > produced a standard
> > > sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but with
> an
> > > RS7000-style user
> > > interface.
> > > 
> > > I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't
> > > incorporated into the Motif
> > > ES, which has many of the features of the RS,
> but
> no
> > > significant
> > > changes in the physical layout of the controls.
> > > 
> > > I think another improvement would be to increase
> the
> > > number of control
> > > knobs that act as volume faders to at least
> eight.
> 
> > > Having instant
> > > access to the volume faders of only four tracks,
> as
> > > at present, is
> > > very limiting. I'd prefer it if this total was
> > > doubled.
> > > 
> > > I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is always
> > > viewed as being in a
> > > manufacturer's financial interests (built-in
> > > obscelence does at least
> > > guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of
> > > equipment), but it would be
> > > great if the sockets panel for connecting the
> > > workstation to external
> > > memory and computing equipment could become a
> > > removable unit like the
> > > mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the current
> range.
> > > 
> > > I have a Motif Classic, as well as my RS7000,
> and
> > > the SCSI socket on
> > > that has long since been superseded by the USB
> port
> > > on the ES version.
> > > Imagine how great it would be if you could
> upgrade
> > > that panel to the
> > > next generation of connectors by purchasing a
> new
> > > panel and replacing
> > > the old one. I don't know if there are too many
> > > technical problems

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com
mailto:smcooke@gmail.com


> > > with doing that - perhaps others could enlighten
> me
> > > - but Yamaha would
> > > be able to secure an income from providing the
> > > upgrade panels if they
> > > took this approach.
> > > 
> > > Just a few thoughts ...
> > > 
> > > Regards,
> > > 
> > > Steve
> > > --
> > > Steve Cooke
> > > smcooke@gmail.com
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________ 
> > Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> > Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
> === Message Truncated === 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
> http://mail.yahoo.com
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Mail - PC Magazine Editors' Choice 2005 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14309|14301|2005-12-01 07:45:26|jason rodgers|Re: Post-RS7000/next generation Motif wish list|
Thanks I Never Did My Homework On Rack Samplers I Have
Always Had The Tabletop Groovebox Style
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> The Yamaha A3000,4000,and 5000
> From what I heard they were nice yet the other stuff
> that was out overshadowed them.Then,as quickly as

they

> came out,they were replaced with other gear,like the
> EX5 and the RS7000...
> 
> --- jason rodgers <dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> 
> > I Have Never Heard Of The A Sampler From Them

Which

> > Was That
> > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> > > Steve,you are exactly right.These companies are
> > > businesses,and it might not be their idea to
> > create
> > > something that would last for 10 years of
> > > technology.It's easy to fuss about every little
> > > thing,yet if you put together the wishes of 10
> > > people,you might end up with something so
> > > expensive,most of us would not buy it.Take the
> > Yamaha
> > > VLZ modeling synth.It did not sell.Nor did the
> > Yamaha
> > > EX5.I still have yet to actually see more than 4
> > > Yamaha A series samplers.I think you are right
> > that
> > in

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
http://mail.yahoo.com/
http://mail.yahoo.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com
mailto:dirtybeatzproductions@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com


> > > that gear should just be modular,so you can swap
> > out
> > > boards.
> > > 
> > > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> > > 
> > > > I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner if
> > they
> > > > produced a standard
> > > > sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but

with

> > an
> > > > RS7000-style user
> > > > interface.
> > > > 
> > > > I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't
> > > > incorporated into the Motif
> > > > ES, which has many of the features of the RS,
> > but
> > no
> > > > significant
> > > > changes in the physical layout of the

controls.

> > > > 
> > > > I think another improvement would be to

increase

> > the
> > > > number of control
> > > > knobs that act as volume faders to at least
> > eight.
> > 
> > > > Having instant
> > > > access to the volume faders of only four

tracks,

> > as
> > > > at present, is
> > > > very limiting. I'd prefer it if this total

was

> > > > doubled.
> > > > 
> > > > I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is

always

> > > > viewed as being in a
> > > > manufacturer's financial interests (built-in
> > > > obscelence does at least
> > > > guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of
> > > > equipment), but it would be
> > > > great if the sockets panel for connecting the
> > > > workstation to external
> > > > memory and computing equipment could become a
> > > > removable unit like the
> > > > mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the current
> > range.
> > > > 
> > > > I have a Motif Classic, as well as my RS7000,
> > and
> > > > the SCSI socket on
> > > > that has long since been superseded by the USB

=== Message Truncated === 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
| 14310|14301|2005-12-03 03:03:42|ridszero|Post-RS7000 wish list - More Seq. options!!!|
The ability to have MPC like random Output Levels and some drift in the sequencer. Some 
people claim that is why the MPCs have a nice groove. I would like the option of getting 

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/


different Sequencer grooves. Every sequencer has their own 'feel' of groove sequencing, 
rolands, korgs, yamahas, Akai.... That's what I'd Love

If some company came up with the ability, damn, they could have th best sequencer on the 
planet. But I don't know if it's possible, but that would make the RS7000 the best. Or if any 
Sequencer could do that, it would be hailed as King!

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jason rodgers wrote:
>
> Thanks I Never Did My Homework On Rack Samplers I Have
> Always Had The Tabletop Groovebox Style
> --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> wrote:
> > The Yamaha A3000,4000,and 5000
> > From what I heard they were nice yet the other stuff
> > that was out overshadowed them.Then,as quickly as
> they
> > came out,they were replaced with other gear,like the
> > EX5 and the RS7000...
> > 
> > --- jason rodgers 
> > wrote:
> > 
> > > I Have Never Heard Of The A Sampler From Them
> Which
> > > Was That
> > > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > wrote:
> > > > Steve,you are exactly right.These companies are
> > > > businesses,and it might not be their idea to
> > > create
> > > > something that would last for 10 years of
> > > > technology.It's easy to fuss about every little
> > > > thing,yet if you put together the wishes of 10
> > > > people,you might end up with something so
> > > > expensive,most of us would not buy it.Take the
> > > Yamaha
> > > > VLZ modeling synth.It did not sell.Nor did the
> > > Yamaha
> > > > EX5.I still have yet to actually see more than 4
> > > > Yamaha A series samplers.I think you are right
> > > that
> > > in
> > > > that gear should just be modular,so you can swap
> > > out
> > > > boards.
> > > > 
> > > > --- Steve Cooke wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > > I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner if
> > > they
> > > > > produced a standard
> > > > > sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but
> with
> > > an
> > > > > RS7000-style user
> > > > > interface.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't
> > > > > incorporated into the Motif
> > > > > ES, which has many of the features of the RS,
> > > but
> > > no
> > > > > significant
> > > > > changes in the physical layout of the
> controls.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I think another improvement would be to
> increase
> > > the
> > > > > number of control
> > > > > knobs that act as volume faders to at least
> > > eight.
> > > 
> > > > > Having instant
> > > > > access to the volume faders of only four

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> tracks,
> > > as
> > > > > at present, is
> > > > > very limiting. I'd prefer it if this total
> was
> > > > > doubled.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is
> always
> > > > > viewed as being in a
> > > > > manufacturer's financial interests (built-in
> > > > > obscelence does at least
> > > > > guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of
> > > > > equipment), but it would be
> > > > > great if the sockets panel for connecting the
> > > > > workstation to external
> > > > > memory and computing equipment could become a
> > > > > removable unit like the
> > > > > mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the current
> > > range.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I have a Motif Classic, as well as my RS7000,
> > > and
> > > > > the SCSI socket on
> > > > > that has long since been superseded by the USB
> === Message Truncated === 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________ 
> Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
> http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
>

| 14311|14301|2005-12-03 05:08:32|Paradigm|Re: Post-RS7000 wish list - More Seq. options!!!|
There is a piece of gear made by Elektron,called the
MachineDdrum.If you were to combine that with a
capable sample,it would blow many items out the
box.All you'd need then is Firewire,Maybe the
SCSI(kind of cultish now,and there are no other pieces
being made with it,per se,8 outs,Midi(3-5
ports),digital I/O,foot pedal outs,headphone
jacks,ability to use another power
connector,etc,etc....

--- ridszero <ridszero@hotmail.com> wrote:

> The ability to have MPC like random Output Levels
> and some drift in the sequencer. Some 
> people claim that is why the MPCs have a nice
> groove. I would like the option of getting 
> different Sequencer grooves. Every sequencer has
> their own 'feel' of groove sequencing, 
> rolands, korgs, yamahas, Akai.... That's what I'd
> Love
> 
> If some company came up with the ability, damn, they
> could have th best sequencer on the 
> planet. But I don't know if it's possible, but that
> would make the RS7000 the best. Or if any 
> Sequencer could do that, it would be hailed as King!
> 
> Nick
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, jason rodgers
> wrote:
> >
> > Thanks I Never Did My Homework On Rack Samplers I
> Have
> > Always Had The Tabletop Groovebox Style
> > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > wrote:
> > > The Yamaha A3000,4000,and 5000
> > > From what I heard they were nice yet the other
> stuff
> > > that was out overshadowed them.Then,as quickly

http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
mailto:ridszero@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> as
> > they
> > > came out,they were replaced with other gear,like
> the
> > > EX5 and the RS7000...
> > > 
> > > --- jason rodgers 
> > > wrote:
> > > 
> > > > I Have Never Heard Of The A Sampler From Them
> > Which
> > > > Was That
> > > > --- RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > Steve,you are exactly right.These companies
> are
> > > > > businesses,and it might not be their idea to
> > > > create
> > > > > something that would last for 10 years of
> > > > > technology.It's easy to fuss about every
> little
> > > > > thing,yet if you put together the wishes of
> 10
> > > > > people,you might end up with something so
> > > > > expensive,most of us would not buy it.Take
> the
> > > > Yamaha
> > > > > VLZ modeling synth.It did not sell.Nor did
> the
> > > > Yamaha
> > > > > EX5.I still have yet to actually see more
> than 4
> > > > > Yamaha A series samplers.I think you are
> right
> > > > that
> > > > in
> > > > > that gear should just be modular,so you can
> swap
> > > > out
> > > > > boards.
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- Steve Cooke wrote:
> > > > > 
> > > > > > I think that Yamaha would be onto a winner
> if
> > > > they
> > > > > > produced a standard
> > > > > > sized keyboard, as in the Motif range, but
> > with
> > > > an
> > > > > > RS7000-style user
> > > > > > interface.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I'm puzzled as to why that approach wasn't
> > > > > > incorporated into the Motif
> > > > > > ES, which has many of the features of the
> RS,
> > > > but
> > > > no
> > > > > > significant
> > > > > > changes in the physical layout of the
> > controls.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I think another improvement would be to
> > increase
> > > > the
> > > > > > number of control
> > > > > > knobs that act as volume faders to at
> least
> > > > eight.
> > > > 
> > > > > > Having instant
> > > > > > access to the volume faders of only four
> > tracks,
> > > > as
> > > > > > at present, is
> > > > > > very limiting. I'd prefer it if this
> total
> > was
> > > > > > doubled.
> > > > > > 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > > > > I don't suppose that 'future proofing' is
> > always
> > > > > > viewed as being in a
> > > > > > manufacturer's financial interests
> (built-in
> > > > > > obscelence does at least
> > > > > > guarantee a regular cycle of upgrading of
> > > > > > equipment), but it would be
> > > > > > great if the sockets panel for connecting
> the
> > > > > > workstation to external
> > > > > > memory and computing equipment could
> become a
> > > > > > removable unit like the
> > > > > > mLAN and I/O expansion boards on the
> current
> > > > range.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I have a Motif Classic, as well as my
> RS7000,
> > > > and
> > > > > > the SCSI socket on
> > > > > > that has long since been superseded by the
> USB
> > === Message Truncated === 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________ 
> > Yahoo! Music Unlimited 
> > Access over 1 million songs. Try it free. 
> > http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home page! 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14312|14312|2005-12-03 05:33:44|Steve Cooke|Taking a stand|
I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a solution to this issue.

In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and an RM1X. 
Unfortunately, however, limitations of space where I live (sharing the
place with my family) mean that I've yet to find a way of arranging
this gear so that I can use it all at the same time.

I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at waist height on a
keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a second tier above the
Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't see the display
window.

I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X" stand with height, tilt
and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd be able to keep my
RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the Motif on the first. 
Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the second tier is clearly
intended for something much longer than a groovebox (er ... like a
keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward tilt required to
position the support arms under the RS makes the whole thing seem
rather precarious.

Can any list members recommend appropriate keyboard/groovebox stands
that would provide a compact solution to this problem?

Cheers,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14313|14312|2005-12-03 08:26:52|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand|

http://music.yahoo.com/unlimited/
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
mailto:smcooke@gmail.com


Ok,you have several options I can think of.I have a
three -tier myself and took my third keyboard down
because of the height/angle issue.

You can put the Motif on the spot you want,get some
3/4 inch Birch wood,cut to a longer size,and make a
box,with the sides and back,not the front covered with
wood panels.

You can purchase a laptop caddy.I saw one in the
Adirondack.com catalog for about $70.The dimensions
are 29.5 x 15 x 27 3/8.You might be able to find
something similar which will fit BOTh the RS and the
RMX,that is on a swingarm,if that works for you.I was
thinking about DJ mixer cases,for the battle
mixers,because the front is also open.

I have similar issues,so what I am going to do is get
a long case for two turntables and mixer,then mount
them,if they fit,on an open wire shelving unit.That
could be an option too,now that I think about it.The
units are not that much and the shelves are height
adjustable.Mine has hundreds of vinyl records on it,so
I know they are strong,AND,they have CASTERS,so you
can wheel it out of the way when not in use.

Steve,I hope I helped somehow,and did not put you to
sleep....peace...lol

--- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a solution
> to this issue.
> 
> In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and an
> RM1X. 
> Unfortunately, however, limitations of space where I
> live (sharing the
> place with my family) mean that I've yet to find a
> way of arranging
> this gear so that I can use it all at the same time.
> 
> I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at
> waist height on a
> keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a second
> tier above the
> Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't see
> the display
> window.
> 
> I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X" stand
> with height, tilt
> and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd be
> able to keep my
> RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the Motif
> on the first. 
> Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the second
> tier is clearly
> intended for something much longer than a groovebox
> (er ... like a
> keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward tilt
> required to
> position the support arms under the RS makes the
> whole thing seem
> rather precarious.
> 
> Can any list members recommend appropriate
> keyboard/groovebox stands
> that would provide a compact solution to this
> problem?
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
> 

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
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__________________________________ 
Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home page! 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
| 14314|14312|2005-12-03 18:30:00|Christopher Layne|Re: Taking a stand|
I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle available at
any large hardware store.

This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted + rs7000s. I wanted
the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same way it sounds
you desire it. This method allowed me to set the angle exactly
and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80 as I could
while at the same time being invisible.

Pictures:

http://gallery.anodized.com/album03

(ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the landloards not
mine :) )

On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve Cooke wrote:
> I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a solution to this issue.
> 
> In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and an RM1X. 
> Unfortunately, however, limitations of space where I live (sharing the
> place with my family) mean that I've yet to find a way of arranging
> this gear so that I can use it all at the same time.
> 
> I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at waist height on a
> keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a second tier above the
> Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't see the display
> window.
> 
> I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X" stand with height, tilt
> and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd be able to keep my
> RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the Motif on the first. 
> Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the second tier is clearly
> intended for something much longer than a groovebox (er ... like a
> keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward tilt required to
> position the support arms under the RS makes the whole thing seem
> rather precarious.
> 
> Can any list members recommend appropriate keyboard/groovebox stands
> that would provide a compact solution to this problem?
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 14315|14312|2005-12-05 05:27:55|Christian Wiesner|OT Ducks|

>�http://gallery.anodized.com/album03

Nice work, but 

http://gallery.anodized.com/clayne/ducks_001
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LOOOOL!

Christian
| 14316|14312|2005-12-05 08:06:31|Marco Tangelder|Re: Taking a stand|
Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Christopher Layne
Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com; yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand

I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle available at
any large hardware store.

This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted + rs7000s. I wanted
the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same way it sounds
you desire it. This method allowed me to set the angle exactly
and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80 as I could
while at the same time being invisible.

Pictures:

http://gallery.anodized.com/album03

(ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the landloards not
mine :) )

On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve Cooke wrote:
> I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a solution to this issue.
> 
> In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and an RM1X. 
> Unfortunately, however, limitations of space where I live (sharing the
> place with my family) mean that I've yet to find a way of arranging
> this gear so that I can use it all at the same time.
> 
> I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at waist height on a
> keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a second tier above the
> Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't see the display
> window.
> 
> I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X" stand with height, tilt
> and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd be able to keep my
> RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the Motif on the first. 
> Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the second tier is clearly
> intended for something much longer than a groovebox (er ... like a
> keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward tilt required to
> position the support arms under the RS makes the whole thing seem
> rather precarious.
> 
> Can any list members recommend appropriate keyboard/groovebox stands
> that would provide a compact solution to this problem?
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:rm1x@yahoogroups.com
mailto:yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
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mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> 
> 
> 
> 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14317|14312|2005-12-05 08:36:31|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand|
how do the wall covering drapes sound? i mean they look cool so they must
sound really cool too. also, do they have an onboard sequencer?

On 12/5/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
>
> M
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
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> Christopher Layne
> Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com; yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
>
>
> I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle available at
> any large hardware store.
>
> This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted + rs7000s. I wanted
> the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same way it sounds
> you desire it. This method allowed me to set the angle exactly
> and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80 as I could
> while at the same time being invisible.
>
> Pictures:
>
> http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
>
> (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the landloards not
> mine :) )
>
> On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve Cooke wrote:
> > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a solution to this issue.
> >
> > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and an RM1X.
> > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space where I live (sharing the
> > place with my family) mean that I've yet to find a way of arranging
> > this gear so that I can use it all at the same time.
> >
> > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at waist height on a
> > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a second tier above the
> > Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't see the display
> > window.
> >
> > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X" stand with height, tilt
> > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd be able to keep my
> > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the Motif on the first.
> > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the second tier is clearly
> > intended for something much longer than a groovebox (er ... like a
> > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward tilt required to
> > position the support arms under the RS makes the whole thing seem
> > rather precarious.
> >
> > Can any list members recommend appropriate keyboard/groovebox stands
> > that would provide a compact solution to this problem?
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Steve
> > --
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@gmail.com
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
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>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14318|14312|2005-12-05 13:08:48|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand|
MarkerTek...they have acoustic blankets for $20....You
can sew some material to it for a better look,if that
matters.

--- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:

> Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
> 
> M
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Christopher Layne
> Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com;
> yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> 
> 
> I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle
> available at
> any large hardware store.
> 
> This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted + rs7000s.
> I wanted
> the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same way
> it sounds
> you desire it. This method allowed me to set the
> angle exactly
> and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80 as
> I could
> while at the same time being invisible.
> 
> Pictures:
> 
> http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> 
> (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the
> landloards not
> mine :) )
> 
> On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve
> Cooke wrote:
> > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a
> solution to this issue.
> > 
> > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and an
> RM1X. 
> > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space where
> I live (sharing the
> > place with my family) mean that I've yet to find a
> way of arranging
> > this gear so that I can use it all at the same
> time.
> > 
> > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at
> waist height on a
> > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a second
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> tier above the
> > Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't
> see the display
> > window.
> > 
> > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X" stand
> with height, tilt
> > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd be
> able to keep my
> > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the Motif
> on the first. 
> > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the second
> tier is clearly
> > intended for something much longer than a
> groovebox (er ... like a
> > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward tilt
> required to
> > position the support arms under the RS makes the
> whole thing seem
> > rather precarious.
> > 
> > Can any list members recommend appropriate
> keyboard/groovebox stands
> > that would provide a compact solution to this
> problem?
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > 
> > Steve
> > --
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@gmail.com
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> 
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Yamaha
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

>
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ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy

> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> rs7000 Electronic
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> payment Electronic
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

>

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer

>

&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> test equipment
> 
> Guitar
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> synthesizer
> Voice
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

>

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic

> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> synthesizer 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Start your day with Yahoo! - Make it your home page! 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14319|14312|2005-12-05 13:09:10|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand|
Do the drapes have an onboard sequencer?I doubt
it...Just kidding.That would be cool though....

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> how do the wall covering drapes sound? i mean they
> look cool so they must
> sound really cool too. also, do they have an
> onboard sequencer?
> 
> 
> On 12/5/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> >
> > Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
> >
> > M
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Christopher Layne
> > Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com;
> yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> >
> >
> > I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle
> available at
> > any large hardware store.
> >
> > This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted +
> rs7000s. I wanted
> > the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same
> way it sounds
> > you desire it. This method allowed me to set the
> angle exactly
> > and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80
> as I could
> > while at the same time being invisible.
> >
> > Pictures:
> >
> > http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> >
> > (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the
> landloards not
> > mine :) )
> >
> > On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve
> Cooke wrote:
> > > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a
> solution to this issue.
> > >
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> > > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and
> an RM1X.
> > > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space
> where I live (sharing the
> > > place with my family) mean that I've yet to find
> a way of arranging
> > > this gear so that I can use it all at the same
> time.
> > >
> > > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at
> waist height on a
> > > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a
> second tier above the
> > > Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't
> see the display
> > > window.
> > >
> > > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X"
> stand with height, tilt
> > > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd
> be able to keep my
> > > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the
> Motif on the first.
> > > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the
> second tier is clearly
> > > intended for something much longer than a
> groovebox (er ... like a
> > > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward
> tilt required to
> > > position the support arms under the RS makes the
> whole thing seem
> > > rather precarious.
> > >
> > > Can any list members recommend appropriate
> keyboard/groovebox stands
> > > that would provide a compact solution to this
> problem?
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Steve
> > > --
> > > Steve Cooke
> > > smcooke@gmail.com
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

> >
> >
>

ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy

> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> rs7000 Electronic
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> payment
> > Electronic
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

> >
> >
>

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer

> >
>

&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> test
> > equipment
> >
> > Guitar
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> synthesizer
> > Voice
> > <
> >
>

mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
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http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

> >
> >
>

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic

> >
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> synthesizer
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14320|14312|2005-12-05 18:47:30|Christopher Layne|Re: OT Ducks|
On Mon, Dec 05, 2005 at 01:27:41PM +0100, Christian Wiesner wrote:

> >?http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> 
> Nice work, but 
> 
> http://gallery.anodized.com/clayne/ducks_001
> 
> LOOOOL!
> 
> Christian

Yea, it's a city sign here. Means to watch out for ducks crossing
the road. :D. But here is one from New Zealand too:

http://blog.spokas.net/_photos/DSCF0222.JPG (not my photo)
| 14321|14312|2005-12-06 06:50:26|Marco Tangelder|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
The drapes actually can be used as cutoff filter in seven simple steps:

1. 

Build a rack using aluminium channel and angle (height depending on
the height of your PA-system).
2. 

Attach drapes on the top of the rack, using tape or screws.
3. 

Position ladder behind the rack.
4. 

Start your music.
5. 

Climb ladder.
6. 

When you want music to be filtered, lower drapes.

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
http://gallery.anodized.com/clayne/ducks_001
http://blog.spokas.net/_photos/DSCF0222.JPG


7. 

Remove drapes for less effect.

Success!

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Paradigm
Sent: maandag 5 december 2005 21:09
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand

Do the drapes have an onboard sequencer?I doubt
it...Just kidding.That would be cool though....

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> how do the wall covering drapes sound? i mean they
> look cool so they must
> sound really cool too. also, do they have an
> onboard sequencer?
> 
> 
> On 12/5/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> >
> > Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
> >
> > M
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Christopher Layne
> > Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com;
> yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> >
> >
> > I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle
> available at
> > any large hardware store.
> >
> > This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted +
> rs7000s. I wanted
> > the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same
> way it sounds
> > you desire it. This method allowed me to set the
> angle exactly
> > and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80
> as I could
> > while at the same time being invisible.
> >
> > Pictures:
> >
> > http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> >
> > (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the
> landloards not
> > mine :) )
> >
> > On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve
> Cooke wrote:
> > > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a
> solution to this issue.
> > >
> > > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and
> an RM1X.
> > > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
mailto:marco@clickfactor.nl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:rm1x@yahoogroups.com
mailto:yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
http://gallery.anodized.com/album03


> where I live (sharing the
> > > place with my family) mean that I've yet to find
> a way of arranging
> > > this gear so that I can use it all at the same
> time.
> > >
> > > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at
> waist height on a
> > > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a
> second tier above the
> > > Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't
> see the display
> > > window.
> > >
> > > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X"
> stand with height, tilt
> > > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd
> be able to keep my
> > > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the
> Motif on the first.
> > > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the
> second tier is clearly
> > > intended for something much longer than a
> groovebox (er ... like a
> > > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward
> tilt required to
> > > position the support arms under the RS makes the
> whole thing seem
> > > rather precarious.
> > >
> > > Can any list members recommend appropriate
> keyboard/groovebox stands
> > > that would provide a compact solution to this
> problem?
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Steve
> > > --
> > > Steve Cooke
> > > smcooke@gmail.com
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

> &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> >
> >
>

ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy

> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> rs7000 Electronic
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> &k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> payment
> > Electronic
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

> &k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> >
> >
>

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer

> >
>

&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> test
> > equipment
> >
> > Guitar
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>
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> synthesizer
> > Voice
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

> &k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> >
> >
>

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic

> >
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> synthesizer
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
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Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14322|14312|2005-12-06 09:20:57|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
That's pretty imaginative.

--- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:

> The drapes actually can be used as cutoff filter in
> seven simple steps:
> 
> 1. 
> 
> Build a rack using aluminium channel and angle
> (height depending on
> the height of your PA-system).
> 2. 
> 
> Attach drapes on the top of the rack, using tape or
> screws.
> 3. 
> 
> Position ladder behind the rack.
> 4. 
> 
> Start your music.
> 5. 
> 
> Climb ladder.
> 6. 
> 
> When you want music to be filtered, lower drapes.
> 7. 
> 
> Remove drapes for less effect.
> 
> 
> Success!
> 
> M
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Paradigm
> Sent: maandag 5 december 2005 21:09
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> 
> 

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
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> Do the drapes have an onboard sequencer?I doubt
> it...Just kidding.That would be cool though....
> 
> --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> > how do the wall covering drapes sound? i mean
> they
> > look cool so they must
> > sound really cool too. also, do they have an
> > onboard sequencer?
> > 
> > 
> > On 12/5/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
> > >
> > > M
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > Christopher Layne
> > > Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com;
> > yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> > >
> > >
> > > I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle
> > available at
> > > any large hardware store.
> > >
> > > This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted +
> > rs7000s. I wanted
> > > the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same
> > way it sounds
> > > you desire it. This method allowed me to set the
> > angle exactly
> > > and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80
> > as I could
> > > while at the same time being invisible.
> > >
> > > Pictures:
> > >
> > > http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> > >
> > > (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the
> > landloards not
> > > mine :) )
> > >
> > > On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve
> > Cooke wrote:
> > > > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a
> > solution to this issue.
> > > >
> > > > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and
> > an RM1X.
> > > > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space
> > where I live (sharing the
> > > > place with my family) mean that I've yet to
> find
> > a way of arranging
> > > > this gear so that I can use it all at the same
> > time.
> > > >
> > > > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit
> at
> > waist height on a
> > > > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a
> > second tier above the
> > > > Motif, but not covering it so much that I
> can't
> > see the display
> > > > window.
> > > >
> > > > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X"
> > stand with height, tilt
> > > > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd

mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > be able to keep my
> > > > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the
> > Motif on the first.
> > > > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the
> > second tier is clearly
> > > > intended for something much longer than a
> > groovebox (er ... like a
> > > > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward
> > tilt required to
> > > > position the support arms under the RS makes
> the
> > whole thing seem
> > > > rather precarious.
> > > >
> > > > Can any list members recommend appropriate
> > keyboard/groovebox stands
> > > > that would provide a compact solution to this
> > problem?
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > >
> > > > Steve
> > > > --
> > > > Steve Cooke
> > > > smcooke@gmail.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000
> GROUP================
> > > > Home:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> 
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=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14323|14312|2005-12-06 11:47:53|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
well, i've come to the conclusion that no studio is complete without those
drapes.

a little tip for everyone: forget that old Minimoog or Jupiter 8, forget
that new Access Virus or that new Elektron Machinedrum, GET A SET OF
THOSE DRAPES! you will be the envy of everyone and every studio
from Kraftwerk to Peter Gabriel....

On 12/6/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> The drapes actually can be used as cutoff filter in seven simple steps:
>
> 1.
>
> Build a rack using aluminium channel and angle (height depending on
> the height of your PA-system).
> 2.
>
> Attach drapes on the top of the rack, using tape or screws.
> 3.
>
> Position ladder behind the rack.
> 4.
>
> Start your music.
> 5.
>
> Climb ladder.
> 6.
>
> When you want music to be filtered, lower drapes.
> 7.
>
> Remove drapes for less effect.
>
>
> Success!
>
> M
>
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto: RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Paradigm
> Sent: maandag 5 december 2005 21:09
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
>
>
> Do the drapes have an onboard sequencer?I doubt
> it...Just kidding.That would be cool though....
>
> --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > how do the wall covering drapes sound? i mean they
> > look cool so they must
> > sound really cool too. also, do they have an
> > onboard sequencer?
> >
> >
> > On 12/5/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
> > >
> > > M
> > >
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> > > _____
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > Christopher Layne
> > > Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com;
> > yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> > >
> > >
> > > I built my own out of aluminum channel and angle
> > available at
> > > any large hardware store.
> > >
> > > This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted +
> > rs7000s. I wanted
> > > the keyboard in front of me, almost in the same
> > way it sounds
> > > you desire it. This method allowed me to set the
> > angle exactly
> > > and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the P80
> > as I could
> > > while at the same time being invisible.
> > >
> > > Pictures:
> > >
> > > http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> > >
> > > (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the
> > landloards not
> > > mine :) )
> > >
> > > On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000, Steve
> > Cooke wrote:
> > > > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a
> > solution to this issue.
> > > >
> > > > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6 and
> > an RM1X.
> > > > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space
> > where I live (sharing the
> > > > place with my family) mean that I've yet to find
> > a way of arranging
> > > > this gear so that I can use it all at the same
> > time.
> > > >
> > > > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit at
> > waist height on a
> > > > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a
> > second tier above the
> > > > Motif, but not covering it so much that I can't
> > see the display
> > > > window.
> > > >
> > > > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X"
> > stand with height, tilt
> > > > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking I'd
> > be able to keep my
> > > > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the
> > Motif on the first.
> > > > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the
> > second tier is clearly
> > > > intended for something much longer than a
> > groovebox (er ... like a
> > > > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of downward
> > tilt required to
> > > > position the support arms under the RS makes the
> > whole thing seem
> > > > rather precarious.
> > > >
> > > > Can any list members recommend appropriate
> > keyboard/groovebox stands
> > > > that would provide a compact solution to this
> > problem?
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > >
> > > > Steve
> > > > --
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> > > > Steve Cooke
> > > > smcooke@gmail.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > >
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> > &k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> > >
> > >
> >
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
>
> > > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> > rs7000 Electronic
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> > &k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> > >
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>
> > payment
> > > Electronic
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> > &k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
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> > >
> > >
> >
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> > >
> >
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>
> > test
> > > equipment
> > >
> > > Guitar
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> > &k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> > >
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>
> > synthesizer
> > > Voice
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> > &k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> > >
> > e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > synthesizer
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> > email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com ?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> === message truncated ===
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________________
> Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
> Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> dsl.yahoo.com
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 < http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
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> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14324|14312|2005-12-06 14:27:40|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
You'll have to convince me harder than that to get rid
of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some drapes.Drapes
do not create sound,and I can care less about being
the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I have yet
to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in their
studios.

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> well, i've come to the conclusion that no studio is
> complete without those
> drapes.
> 
> a little tip for everyone: forget that old Minimoog
> or Jupiter 8, forget
> that new Access Virus or that new Elektron
> Machinedrum, GET A SET OF
> THOSE DRAPES! you will be the envy of everyone and
> every studio
> from Kraftwerk to Peter Gabriel....
> 
> 
> On 12/6/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> >
> > The drapes actually can be used as cutoff filter
> in seven simple steps:
> >
> > 1.
> >
> > Build a rack using aluminium channel and
> angle (height depending on
> > the height of your PA-system).
> > 2.
> >
> > Attach drapes on the top of the rack, using
> tape or screws.
> > 3.
> >
> > Position ladder behind the rack.
> > 4.
> >
> > Start your music.
> > 5.
> >
> > Climb ladder.
> > 6.
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> >
> > When you want music to be filtered, lower
> drapes.
> > 7.
> >
> > Remove drapes for less effect.
> >
> >
> > Success!
> >
> > M
> >
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Paradigm
> > Sent: maandag 5 december 2005 21:09
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> >
> >
> > Do the drapes have an onboard sequencer?I doubt
> > it...Just kidding.That would be cool though....
> >
> > --- Brooks Mosher < brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > how do the wall covering drapes sound? i mean
> they
> > > look cool so they must
> > > sound really cool too. also, do they have an
> > > onboard sequencer?
> > >
> > >
> > > On 12/5/05, Marco Tangelder
> <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Where can I buy the wall covering drapes?
> > > >
> > > > M
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > Christopher Layne
> > > > Sent: zondag 4 december 2005 2:30
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Cc: rm1x@yahoogroups.com;
> > > yamahamotif678@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > I built my own out of aluminum channel and
> angle
> > > available at
> > > > any large hardware store.
> > > >
> > > > This is with a P80 88-key fully weighted +
> > > rs7000s. I wanted
> > > > the keyboard in front of me, almost in the
> same
> > > way it sounds
> > > > you desire it. This method allowed me to set
> the
> > > angle exactly
> > > > and get the rs7ks as close to the top of the
> P80
> > > as I could
> > > > while at the same time being invisible.
> > > >
> > > > Pictures:
> > > >
> > > > http://gallery.anodized.com/album03
> > > >
> > > > (ignore the wall covering/drapes, they're the
> > > landloards not
> > > > mine :) )
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> > > >
> > > > On Sat, Dec 03, 2005 at 12:32:40PM +0000,
> Steve
> > > Cooke wrote:
> > > > > I wonder if anyone out there can suggest a
> > > solution to this issue.
> > > > >
> > > > > In addition to my RS7000, I have a Motif 6
> and
> > > an RM1X.
> > > > > Unfortunately, however, limitations of space
> > > where I live (sharing the
> > > > > place with my family) mean that I've yet to
> find
> > > a way of arranging
> > > > > this gear so that I can use it all at the
> same
> > > time.
> > > > >
> > > > > I'd like a setup in which my Motif could sit
> at
> > > waist height on a
> > > > > keyboard stand with the RS7000 sitting on a
> > > second tier above the
> > > > > Motif, but not covering it so much that I
> can't
> > > see the display
> > > > > window.
> > > > >
> > > > > I bought a Quik-Lok QL-641 double-brace "X"
> > > stand with height, tilt
> > > > > and depth adjustable second tier, thinking
> I'd
> > > be able to keep my
> > > > > RS7000 (or RM1X) on the second tier with the
> > > Motif on the first.
> > > > > Unfortunately, it doesn't really work - the
> > > second tier is clearly
> > > > > intended for something much longer than a
> > > groovebox (er ... like a
> > > > > keyboard, I guess!) and the angle of
> downward
> > > tilt required to
> > > > > position the support arms under the RS makes
> the
> > > whole thing seem
> > > > > rather precarious.
> > > > >
> > > > > Can any list members recommend appropriate
> > > keyboard/groovebox stands
> > > > > that would provide a compact solution to
> this
> > > problem?
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers,
> > > > >
> > > > > Steve
> > > > > --
> > > > > Steve Cooke
> > > > > smcooke@gmail.com
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000
> GROUP================
> > > > > Home:
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto
> your

mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > > account.
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > >
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14325|14312|2005-12-06 14:59:16|Steve Cooke|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:

> You'll have to convince me harder than that to get rid
> of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some drapes.Drapes
> do not create sound,and I can care less about being
> the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I have yet
> to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in their
> studios.

Then you haven't listening properly.

See http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html
| 14326|14312|2005-12-06 18:52:19|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are full of
metaphor as well,not actually saying that someone
installed drapes and used them to create a
track/song.Everyone's an expert these
days....jeez...lol

--- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > You'll have to convince me harder than that to
> get rid
> > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> drapes.Drapes
> > do not create sound,and I can care less about
> being
> > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I have
> yet
> > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in
> their
> > studios.
> 
> 
> Then you haven't listening properly.
> 
> See
>

http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html

> 

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14327|14312|2005-12-07 10:14:57|Marco Tangelder|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
For all you non-believers:

http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif

Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars, Tritons, Motifs, eat you hard out:

FilterDrapes RULE!!!

mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com
http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html
mailto:smcooke@gmail.com
mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com
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_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Paradigm
Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)

Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are full of
metaphor as well,not actually saying that someone
installed drapes and used them to create a
track/song.Everyone's an expert these
days....jeez...lol

--- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > You'll have to convince me harder than that to
> get rid
> > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> drapes.Drapes
> > do not create sound,and I can care less about
> being
> > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I have
> yet
> > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in
> their
> > studios.
> 
> 
> Then you haven't listening properly.
> 
> See
>

http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html

> 

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
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Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14328|14312|2005-12-07 11:21:10|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
We did NOT say the drapes do not AFFECT the sound,we
said they do not make the sound/music.Thanks for the
effort in supplying the info though.Besides,that
sounds like a rig you need to have close by for when
you need it.You can do similar things with all sorts
of household items.That reference to Kraftwerk and
Peter Gabriel was just out of left field....I had to
put that on smash.

--- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:

> For all you non-believers:
> 
> http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif
> 
> 
> Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars, Tritons,
> Motifs, eat you hard out:
> 
> FilterDrapes RULE!!!
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Paradigm
> Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes
> as cutoff filter)
> 
> 
> Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
> music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
> CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are full
> of
> metaphor as well,not actually saying that someone
> installed drapes and used them to create a
> track/song.Everyone's an expert these
> days....jeez...lol
> 
> --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> > On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> > > You'll have to convince me harder than that to
> > get rid
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> > > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> > drapes.Drapes
> > > do not create sound,and I can care less about
> > being
> > > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I
> have
> > yet
> > > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in
> > their
> > > studios.
> > 
> > 
> > Then you haven't listening properly.
> > 
> > See
> >
>

http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html

> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________ 
> Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about. 
> Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
> dsl.yahoo.com 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Yamaha
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

>

ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy

> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> rs7000 Electronic
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> payment Electronic
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

>

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer

>

http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> test equipment
> 
> Guitar
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> synthesizer
> Voice
>

<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

>

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic

> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> synthesizer 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14329|14312|2005-12-07 11:58:52|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
I want to thank you all so much for enlightening me with these amazing
devices of sound creation and manipulation. I was going to buy a
Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I know that I would be making a
huge mistake.

Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I can only imagine the
sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be making if they knew about
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these things 25 years ago!!

I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*, but TWO of those drapes. I
already know that everyone's going to be asking me where I'm getting "that
sound". But it will be my little secret (well our little secret here on
this list).

I may even start a line of t-shirts that will say on the front, "listen to
my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all available in different colors.

On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> We did NOT say the drapes do not AFFECT the sound,we
> said they do not make the sound/music.Thanks for the
> effort in supplying the info though.Besides,that
> sounds like a rig you need to have close by for when
> you need it.You can do similar things with all sorts
> of household items.That reference to Kraftwerk and
> Peter Gabriel was just out of left field....I had to
> put that on smash.
>
> --- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> > For all you non-believers:
> >
> > http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif
> >
> >
> > Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars, Tritons,
> > Motifs, eat you hard out:
> >
> > FilterDrapes RULE!!!
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Paradigm
> > Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes
> > as cutoff filter)
> >
> >
> > Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
> > music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
> > CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are full
> > of
> > metaphor as well,not actually saying that someone
> > installed drapes and used them to create a
> > track/song.Everyone's an expert these
> > days....jeez...lol
> >
> > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> > > > You'll have to convince me harder than that to
> > > get rid
> > > > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> > > drapes.Drapes
> > > > do not create sound,and I can care less about
> > > being
> > > > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I
> > have
> > > yet
> > > > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in
> > > their
> > > > studios.
> > >
> > >
> > > Then you haven't listening properly.
> > >
> > > See
> > >
> >
> http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html
> > >
> >
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> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________________
> > Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
> > Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> > dsl.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> >
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> > rs7000 Electronic
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>
> > payment Electronic
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> >
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> >
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>
> > test equipment
> >
> > Guitar
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>
> > synthesizer
> > Voice
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> >
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> > e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > synthesizer
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
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> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________________
> Yahoo! DSL � Something to write home about.
> Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> dsl.yahoo.com
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14330|14312|2005-12-07 12:10:01|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Of course they make sound. We all know these are the premier devices of
sound creation. Nothing else comes close. I don't know why people are
spending thousands of dollars on synths and other studio gear when drapes
are available for practically everyone! Not only that, but they're easy to
use for the beginner of novice, but also provide plenty of flexibilty for
the pro.

Maybe someday I'll write a song about how great those drapes are!

On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> We did NOT say the drapes do not AFFECT the sound,we
> said they do not make the sound/music.Thanks for the
> effort in supplying the info though.Besides,that
> sounds like a rig you need to have close by for when
> you need it.You can do similar things with all sorts
> of household items.That reference to Kraftwerk and
> Peter Gabriel was just out of left field....I had to
> put that on smash.
>
> --- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> > For all you non-believers:
> >
> > http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif
> >
> >
> > Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars, Tritons,
> > Motifs, eat you hard out:
> >
> > FilterDrapes RULE!!!
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Paradigm
> > Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes
> > as cutoff filter)
> >
> >
> > Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
> > music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
> > CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are full
> > of
> > metaphor as well,not actually saying that someone
> > installed drapes and used them to create a
> > track/song.Everyone's an expert these
> > days....jeez...lol
> >
> > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > wrote:
> > > > You'll have to convince me harder than that to
> > > get rid
> > > > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> > > drapes.Drapes
> > > > do not create sound,and I can care less about
> > > being
> > > > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I
> > have
> > > yet
> > > > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes in
> > > their
> > > > studios.
> > >
> > >
> > > Then you haven't listening properly.
> > >
> > > See
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> > >
> >
> http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________________
> > Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
> > Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> > dsl.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> >
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> > rs7000 Electronic
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>
> > payment Electronic
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> >
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> >
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>
> > test equipment
> >
> > Guitar
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>
> > synthesizer
> > Voice
> >
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> >
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> > e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > synthesizer
> >
> > _____
> >
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> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> > Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> __________________________________________
> Yahoo! DSL � Something to write home about.
> Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> dsl.yahoo.com
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
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> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14331|14312|2005-12-07 12:16:20|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Yeah,stand by those drapes and wait for them to make
some music,and then you'll REALLY see where the
mistake was....lol.I guess the music drapers know more
than Brian Eno AND Tangerine Dream,who just so happen
to be pioneers with more than 30 years each of
experience.I guess they know more than every single
company that makes instruments,including
Korg,Roland,Oberheim,Kawai,Ensoniq,Yamaha,Waldorf,Sequential
Circuits,Technics,Arp,EMu,and many others.Why don't we
ALL just toss it all in the dumpsters and put the
drapes up?Then we can all be rich,famous,and have an
LP out every year.Why rely on ridiculous stuff like
talent,songwriting,arrangement,composition?Just use
the drapes.How silly we are to have been listening to
experimental music,like John Cage and Fripp,when the
answer has been hanging in our living rooms the whole
time.Can I shake those drapes and sample the sound,so
I can start working on my #1 hit?

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> I want to thank you all so much for enlightening me
> with these amazing
> devices of sound creation and manipulation. I was
> going to buy a
> Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I know
> that I would be making a
> huge mistake.
> 
> Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I
> can only imagine the
> sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be
> making if they knew about
> these things 25 years ago!!
> 
> I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*, but
> TWO of those drapes. I
> already know that everyone's going to be asking me
> where I'm getting "that
> sound". But it will be my little secret (well our
> little secret here on
> this list).
> 
> I may even start a line of t-shirts that will say on
> the front, "listen to
> my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all available in
> different colors.
> 
> 
> On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
> > We did NOT say the drapes do not AFFECT the
> sound,we
> > said they do not make the sound/music.Thanks for
> the
> > effort in supplying the info though.Besides,that
> > sounds like a rig you need to have close by for
> when
> > you need it.You can do similar things with all
> sorts
> > of household items.That reference to Kraftwerk and
> > Peter Gabriel was just out of left field....I had
> to
> > put that on smash.
> >
> > --- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > > For all you non-believers:
> > >
> > >

http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
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> http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif
> > >
> > >
> > > Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars, Tritons,
> > > Motifs, eat you hard out:
> > >
> > > FilterDrapes RULE!!!
> > >
> > > _____
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > Paradigm
> > > Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using
> drapes
> > > as cutoff filter)
> > >
> > >
> > > Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
> > > music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
> > > CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are
> full
> > > of
> > > metaphor as well,not actually saying that
> someone
> > > installed drapes and used them to create a
> > > track/song.Everyone's an expert these
> > > days....jeez...lol
> > >
> > > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > > On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > > wrote:
> > > > > You'll have to convince me harder than that
> to
> > > > get rid
> > > > > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> > > > drapes.Drapes
> > > > > do not create sound,and I can care less
> about
> > > > being
> > > > > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I
> > > have
> > > > yet
> > > > > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes
> in
> > > > their
> > > > > studios.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Then you haven't listening properly.
> > > >
> > > > See
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html

> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > __________________________________________
> > > Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
> > > Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> > > dsl.yahoo.com
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > >
> >
>
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha
> > >
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

> > >
> >
> >
>

ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy

> > > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> > > rs7000 Electronic
> > >
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> > >
> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> > >
> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> > > payment Electronic
> > >
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

> > >
> >
> >
>

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer

> > >
> >
>

&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> > > test equipment
> > >
> > > Guitar
> > >
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
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> > >
> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> > >
> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> > > synthesizer
> > > Voice
> > >
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

> > >
> >
> >
>

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic

> > >
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > > synthesizer
> > >
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14332|14312|2005-12-07 12:28:40|Dale Kay (arp)|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
They know about them now and what do they do?

reference "Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I can only imagine the
sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be making if they knew about
these things 25 years ago!!"

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.
"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Brooks Mosher 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2005 10:58 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)

I want to thank you all so much for enlightening me with these amazing
devices of sound creation and manipulation. I was going to buy a
Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I know that I would be making a
huge mistake.

Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I can only imagine the
sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be making if they knew about
these things 25 years ago!!

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
http://mail.yahoo.com/
mailto:dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com/
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
mailto:Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*, but TWO of those drapes. I
already know that everyone's going to be asking me where I'm getting "that
sound". But it will be my little secret (well our little secret here on
this list).

I may even start a line of t-shirts that will say on the front, "listen to
my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all available in different colors.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14333|14312|2005-12-07 12:29:49|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
exactly, now you're getting it!

good luck with those drapes my friend!

;)
Brooks

On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Yeah,stand by those drapes and wait for them to make
> some music,and then you'll REALLY see where the
> mistake was....lol.I guess the music drapers know more
> than Brian Eno AND Tangerine Dream,who just so happen
> to be pioneers with more than 30 years each of
> experience.I guess they know more than every single
> company that makes instruments,including
> Korg,Roland,Oberheim,Kawai,Ensoniq,Yamaha,Waldorf,Sequential
> Circuits,Technics,Arp,EMu,and many others.Why don't we
> ALL just toss it all in the dumpsters and put the
> drapes up?Then we can all be rich,famous,and have an
> LP out every year.Why rely on ridiculous stuff like
> talent,songwriting,arrangement,composition?Just use
> the drapes.How silly we are to have been listening to
> experimental music,like John Cage and Fripp,when the
> answer has been hanging in our living rooms the whole
> time.Can I shake those drapes and sample the sound,so
> I can start working on my #1 hit?
>
> --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > I want to thank you all so much for enlightening me
> > with these amazing
> > devices of sound creation and manipulation. I was
> > going to buy a
> > Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I know
> > that I would be making a
> > huge mistake.
> >
> > Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I
> > can only imagine the
> > sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be
> > making if they knew about
> > these things 25 years ago!!
> >
> > I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*, but
> > TWO of those drapes. I
> > already know that everyone's going to be asking me
> > where I'm getting "that
> > sound". But it will be my little secret (well our
> > little secret here on
> > this list).
> >
> > I may even start a line of t-shirts that will say on
> > the front, "listen to
> > my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all available in
> > different colors.
> >
> >
> > On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> > >
> > > We did NOT say the drapes do not AFFECT the
> > sound,we
> > > said they do not make the sound/music.Thanks for
> > the
> > > effort in supplying the info though.Besides,that

mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com
mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com


> > > sounds like a rig you need to have close by for
> > when
> > > you need it.You can do similar things with all
> > sorts
> > > of household items.That reference to Kraftwerk and
> > > Peter Gabriel was just out of left field....I had
> > to
> > > put that on smash.
> > >
> > > --- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> > >
> > > > For all you non-believers:
> > > >
> > > >
> > http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars, Tritons,
> > > > Motifs, eat you hard out:
> > > >
> > > > FilterDrapes RULE!!!
> > > >
> > > > _____
> > > >
> > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > Paradigm
> > > > Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using
> > drapes
> > > > as cutoff filter)
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes created
> > > > music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak of
> > > > CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics are
> > full
> > > > of
> > > > metaphor as well,not actually saying that
> > someone
> > > > installed drapes and used them to create a
> > > > track/song.Everyone's an expert these
> > > > days....jeez...lol
> > > >
> > > > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > On 06/12/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > > You'll have to convince me harder than that
> > to
> > > > > get rid
> > > > > > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> > > > > drapes.Drapes
> > > > > > do not create sound,and I can care less
> > about
> > > > > being
> > > > > > the envy of anyone,save my children...lol.I
> > > > have
> > > > > yet
> > > > > > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention drapes
> > in
> > > > > their
> > > > > > studios.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Then you haven't listening properly.
> > > > >
> > > > > See
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________________
> > > > Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
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> > > > Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> > > > dsl.yahoo.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > >
> >
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> > account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > > Yamaha
> > > >
> > > <
> > >
> >
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> > > > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> > > > rs7000 Electronic
> > > >
> > > <
> > >
> >
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> > > >
> > >
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>
> > > > payment Electronic
> > > >
> > > <
> > >
> >
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> > > >
> > >
> >
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>
> > > > test equipment
> > > >
> > > > Guitar
> > > >
> > > <
> > >
> >
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> > > >
> > >
> >
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>
> > > > synthesizer
> > > > Voice
> > > >
> > > <
> > >
> >
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> > > >
> > e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > > > synthesizer
> > > >
> >
> === message truncated ===
>
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
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>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14334|14312|2005-12-07 13:30:43|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
damn, this joke went too far didn't it.

On 12/7/05, Dale Kay (arp) <shoshone@kay-net.com> wrote:
>
> They know about them now and what do they do?
>
> reference "Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I can only
> imagine the
> sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be making if they knew
> about
> these things 25 years ago!!"
>
> dale
> dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
> Lancaster CA
>
> band web pages
> Inquisitor Betrayer
> http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
> http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
> Angel's Wings
> http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
>
> New synth programming group for all synths.
> Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when
> able.
> "without music, life would be a mistake"
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Brooks Mosher
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2005 10:58 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)
>
>
> I want to thank you all so much for enlightening me with these amazing
> devices of sound creation and manipulation. I was going to buy a
> Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I know that I would be
> making a
> huge mistake.
>
> Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go! I can only imagine the
> sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be making if they knew
> about
> these things 25 years ago!!
>
> I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*, but TWO of those drapes.
> I
> already know that everyone's going to be asking me where I'm getting
> "that
> sound". But it will be my little secret (well our little secret here on
>
> this list).
>
> I may even start a line of t-shirts that will say on the front, "listen
> to
> my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all available in different colors.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
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> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> <RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14335|14312|2005-12-07 14:23:47|Dale Kay (arp)|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
valid point you brought out, the what if, on the way back then
So much now and much more to come to make music with. Sort of wish they had some of this stuff then.

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.
"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Brooks Mosher 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2005 12:29 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)

damn, this joke went too far didn't it.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14336|14312|2005-12-07 16:35:57|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Yeah,I had to learn how to think outside the box on
that one.WAYYYY outside the box,outside the box of
reality...lol

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> exactly, now you're getting it!
> 
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> good luck with those drapes my friend!
> 
> 
> ;)
> Brooks
> 
> 
> On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
> > Yeah,stand by those drapes and wait for them to
> make
> > some music,and then you'll REALLY see where the
> > mistake was....lol.I guess the music drapers know
> more
> > than Brian Eno AND Tangerine Dream,who just so
> happen
> > to be pioneers with more than 30 years each of
> > experience.I guess they know more than every
> single
> > company that makes instruments,including
> >
>

Korg,Roland,Oberheim,Kawai,Ensoniq,Yamaha,Waldorf,Sequential

> > Circuits,Technics,Arp,EMu,and many others.Why
> don't we
> > ALL just toss it all in the dumpsters and put the
> > drapes up?Then we can all be rich,famous,and have
> an
> > LP out every year.Why rely on ridiculous stuff
> like
> > talent,songwriting,arrangement,composition?Just
> use
> > the drapes.How silly we are to have been listening
> to
> > experimental music,like John Cage and Fripp,when
> the
> > answer has been hanging in our living rooms the
> whole
> > time.Can I shake those drapes and sample the
> sound,so
> > I can start working on my #1 hit?
> >
> > --- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > > I want to thank you all so much for enlightening
> me
> > > with these amazing
> > > devices of sound creation and manipulation. I
> was
> > > going to buy a
> > > Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I
> know
> > > that I would be making a
> > > huge mistake.
> > >
> > > Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go!
> I
> > > can only imagine the
> > > sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would
> be
> > > making if they knew about
> > > these things 25 years ago!!
> > >
> > > I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*,
> but
> > > TWO of those drapes. I
> > > already know that everyone's going to be asking
> me
> > > where I'm getting "that
> > > sound". But it will be my little secret (well
> our
> > > little secret here on
> > > this list).
> > >
> > > I may even start a line of t-shirts that will
> say on
> > > the front, "listen to
> > > my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all
> available in
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> > > different colors.
> > >
> > >
> > > On 12/7/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > We did NOT say the drapes do not AFFECT the
> > > sound,we
> > > > said they do not make the sound/music.Thanks
> for
> > > the
> > > > effort in supplying the info
> though.Besides,that
> > > > sounds like a rig you need to have close by
> for
> > > when
> > > > you need it.You can do similar things with all
> > > sorts
> > > > of household items.That reference to Kraftwerk
> and
> > > > Peter Gabriel was just out of left field....I
> had
> > > to
> > > > put that on smash.
> > > >
> > > > --- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > For all you non-believers:
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > >
> http://www.mixedfight.nl/patentedfilterdrapes.gif
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Jupiters, Machinedrums, Nord Modulars,
> Tritons,
> > > > > Motifs, eat you hard out:
> > > > >
> > > > > FilterDrapes RULE!!!
> > > > >
> > > > > _____
> > > > >
> > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > Paradigm
> > > > > Sent: woensdag 7 december 2005 2:52
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using
> > > drapes
> > > > > as cutoff filter)
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Uhhhh...Where did YOU read where drapes
> created
> > > > > music?As a matter of fact,the lyrics speak
> of
> > > > > CURTAINS.Reading is fundamental.The lyrics
> are
> > > full
> > > > > of
> > > > > metaphor as well,not actually saying that
> > > someone
> > > > > installed drapes and used them to create a
> > > > > track/song.Everyone's an expert these
> > > > > days....jeez...lol
> > > > >
> > > > > --- Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > On 06/12/05, Paradigm
> <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > You'll have to convince me harder than
> that
> > > to
> > > > > > get rid
> > > > > > > of a Jupiter and Machineddrum for some
> > > > > > drapes.Drapes
> > > > > > > do not create sound,and I can care less
> > > about
> > > > > > being
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> > > > > > > the envy of anyone,save my
> children...lol.I
> > > > > have
> > > > > > yet
> > > > > > > to hear Klaus or Mr.Gabriel mention
> drapes
> > > in
> > > > > > their
> > > > > > > studios.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Then you haven't listening properly.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > See
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

http://www.lyricsdir.com/peter-gabriel-curtains-lyrics.html

> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > __________________________________________
> > > > > Yahoo! DSL - Something to write home about.
> > > > > Just $16.99/mo. or less.
> > > > > dsl.yahoo.com
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000
> GROUP================
> > > > > Home:
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ:
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14337|14312|2005-12-07 16:40:42|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Actually,it did not.When you think you know it all,and
want to be condescending to others,that comes with the
territory.I'm here to learn like anyone else,and I am
not master of anything,so I don't play myself as
such.I like to listen to,collect,play,and make
music.Music is artistic creation,and noone can really
be a "purist',although some do believe there are
'elite'.

Now stop bothering me with posts,so I can surf around
and find me some drapes.I have an album I want to
make in the next coming months.All I have right now
are there stupid computers,software and hardware,so I
need to sell them on Ebay for my DRAPE setup.

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> damn, this joke went too far didn't it.
> 
> 
> On 12/7/05, Dale Kay (arp) <shoshone@kay-net.com>
> wrote:
> >
> > They know about them now and what do they do?
> >
> > reference "Simply put: those drapes are the only
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> way to go! I can only
> > imagine the
> > sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would be
> making if they knew
> > about
> > these things 25 years ago!!"
> >
> > dale
> > dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
> > Lancaster CA
> >
> > band web pages
> > Inquisitor Betrayer
> > http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
> >
>

http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

> > Angel's Wings
> > http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
> >
> > New synth programming group for all synths.
> > Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Recent events require your assistance to your
> charities. Do give when
> > able.
> > "without music, life would be a mistake"
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Brooks Mosher
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2005 10:58 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using
> drapes as cutoff filter)
> >
> >
> > I want to thank you all so much for enlightening
> me with these amazing
> > devices of sound creation and manipulation. I
> was going to buy a
> > Moogerfooger or a used Waldorf Pole, but now I
> know that I would be
> > making a
> > huge mistake.
> >
> > Simply put: those drapes are the only way to go!
> I can only imagine the
> > sounds that Brian Eno and Tangerine Dream would
> be making if they knew
> > about
> > these things 25 years ago!!
> >
> > I'm selling my whole studio to get not *one*,
> but TWO of those drapes.
> > I
> > already know that everyone's going to be asking
> me where I'm getting
> > "that
> > sound". But it will be my little secret (well
> our little secret here on
> >
> > this list).
> >
> > I may even start a line of t-shirts that will
> say on the front, "listen
> > to
> > my drapes!" or "let's filterdrape!" all
> available in different colors.
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
>

rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>

> Electronic
> >
>

payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&

> Electronic
> > test
>

equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer

> Guitar
> >
>

synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&

> Voice
> >
>

synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s

> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
>

<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
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__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com 

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14338|14338|2005-12-07 20:45:41|Dave Jumpers|Force more RAM|
Has anyone tried to just force more RAM into the RS7000?

The Motif ES was said to go up to 512MB, then someone put in 1GB and
it worked.

It would be sweet if it worked the same on the RS, huh.

-Dave-
www.davejumpers.com
www.myspace.com/davejumpers
| 14339|14339|2005-12-07 20:45:53|Dave Jumpers|loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
Hi,
My RS7000 is maxed out to 64MB.

All 128 Common samples are filled with 60MB worth of vocals and stuff.

It takes 750 seconds (12.5 mins)to load or save all of it to the SD card.

Does everyone experience the same slow-ass load/save time?

Could it be that the SD card reader in the RS7000 is slow?
Could it be the RAM?

I was thinkging going scsi if it was the SD card. I wanted to know if
this was common, so that I don't invest money on scsci stuff, if it is
something else.

Thanks
-Dave-
www.davejumpers.com
www.myspace.com/davejumpers
| 14340|14340|2005-12-07 20:46:10|Dave Jumpers|scsi + rs7000 + winxp|
Hi,
I was reading around about connecting the RS7000 scsi port directly to
the comptuer, and possibly using TWE to pass samples.

I read that winxp is lame and asks for RS7000 drivers, and such
drivers do not exist.

So the question is:

Has anyone succesfully connected the RS7000 directly to windowsXP by
just connecting a scsi cable to the computer scsi card?

If so, what scsi card are you using?

Thanks
-Dave-
www.davejumpers.com
www.myspace.com/davejumpers
| 14341|14312|2005-12-07 20:50:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
On Dec 7, 2005, at 3:29 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> damn, this joke went too far didn't it.

Yes. This thread is dead, before tempers start to flare.

Thank you, please.

-- wasted/su700fan (list owner)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14342|14340|2005-12-08 02:12:47|Christian Wiesner|Re: scsi + rs7000 + winxp|

> Has anyone succesfully connected the RS7000 directly to windowsXP
> by just connecting a scsi cable to the computer scsi card?

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


Yes, the cards were a cheap Dawicontrol Ultra-SCSI-Card and an Adaptec Cardbus SCSI-Adapter.

The problem is, don't use TWE. It always says "No A3000 connected". I used Wavelab, it worked much better.

Christian
| 14343|14312|2005-12-08 07:25:41|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Actually the thread was dead and out of context when
that person chose to be condescending and flippant.It
should have been addressed then,not just now,when we
chose to be sarcastic and make light of it.There is a
theme here to discuss and share info about the RS7000
and any other gear or related ideas,not be be
snobbish,elitist,and a show off.Whether or not the
drapes worked was not in question or challenged,yet it
was brought across as though the rest of us were
dullards or something.There is a signal and THEN comes
the treatment of the signal,and if that's with a
certain preamp,EQ,amp,efx processor or drapes,whatever
works to make that money or music IS the right
thing.That being said,if a temper starts to flare as a
result of explaining those things,that is THEIR
personal issue.

Thank you...and you're welcome...please

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Dec 7, 2005, at 3:29 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:
> 
> > damn, this joke went too far didn't it.
> 
> Yes. This thread is dead, before tempers start to
> flare.
> 
> Thank you, please.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan (list owner)
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14344|14312|2005-12-08 07:45:49|Brooks Mosher|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
it was just funny when you originally wrote "please ignore the drapes,
they're the landlords" in reference to the picture your RS7000 stands. i
personally didn't care one way or another about the drapes in your picture.
sorry for the off topic joking around.

regards,

Brooks

On 12/8/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Actually the thread was dead and out of context when
> that person chose to be condescending and flippant.It
> should have been addressed then,not just now,when we
> chose to be sarcastic and make light of it.There is a
> theme here to discuss and share info about the RS7000
> and any other gear or related ideas,not be be
> snobbish,elitist,and a show off.Whether or not the
> drapes worked was not in question or challenged,yet it
> was brought across as though the rest of us were
> dullards or something.There is a signal and THEN comes
> the treatment of the signal,and if that's with a
> certain preamp,EQ,amp,efx processor or drapes,whatever
> works to make that money or music IS the right
> thing.That being said,if a temper starts to flare as a
> result of explaining those things,that is THEIR
> personal issue.
>
> Thank you...and you're welcome...please
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>
> --- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> > On Dec 7, 2005, at 3:29 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:
> >
> > > damn, this joke went too far didn't it.
> >
> > Yes. This thread is dead, before tempers start to
> > flare.
> >
> > Thank you, please.
> >
> > -- wasted/su700fan (list owner)
> > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14345|14312|2005-12-08 08:29:45|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Amen,whatever works for your music or projects is
fine.Just keep a sense of humility in life,whatever
your chosen path.

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
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> it was just funny when you originally wrote "please
> ignore the drapes,
> they're the landlords" in reference to the picture
> your RS7000 stands. i
> personally didn't care one way or another about the
> drapes in your picture.
> sorry for the off topic joking around.
> 
> regards,
> 
> Brooks
> 
> 
> On 12/8/05, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
> > Actually the thread was dead and out of context
> when
> > that person chose to be condescending and
> flippant.It
> > should have been addressed then,not just now,when
> we
> > chose to be sarcastic and make light of it.There
> is a
> > theme here to discuss and share info about the
> RS7000
> > and any other gear or related ideas,not be be
> > snobbish,elitist,and a show off.Whether or not the
> > drapes worked was not in question or
> challenged,yet it
> > was brought across as though the rest of us were
> > dullards or something.There is a signal and THEN
> comes
> > the treatment of the signal,and if that's with a
> > certain preamp,EQ,amp,efx processor or
> drapes,whatever
> > works to make that money or music IS the right
> > thing.That being said,if a temper starts to flare
> as a
> > result of explaining those things,that is THEIR
> > personal issue.
> >
> > Thank you...and you're welcome...please
> >
> > --- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
> >
> > > On Dec 7, 2005, at 3:29 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:
> > >
> > > > damn, this joke went too far didn't it.
> > >
> > > Yes. This thread is dead, before tempers start
> to
> > > flare.
> > >
> > > Thank you, please.
> > >
> > > -- wasted/su700fan (list owner)
> > > The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> > >
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around
> > http://mail.yahoo.com
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
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> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
>

rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>

> Electronic
> >
>

payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&

> Electronic
> > test
>

equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer

> Guitar
> >
>

synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&

> Voice
> >
>

synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s

> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > 
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14346|14340|2005-12-08 13:22:37|Dave Jumpers|Re: scsi + rs7000 + winxp|
Thanks for tip.

When you send the samples, do you get to choose where they go from the
software?
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For example, let's say you want:

+ Sample A to go to Comomon 123 pitch, 
+ Sample B to Local 68 pitch, 
+ Sample C to Common 33 kit C-2

Can you do all that from wavelab or Recycle? Or do you have to set the
RS7K to some state.

I'm feeling hope about not having to load sounds by repeadetly
pressing the load button.

Thanks for all the help.

-Dave-
www.davejumpers.com
www.myspace.com/davejumpers

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Wiesner wrote:
>
> 
> > Has anyone succesfully connected the RS7000 directly to windowsXP
> > by just connecting a scsi cable to the computer scsi card?
> 
> Yes, the cards were a cheap Dawicontrol Ultra-SCSI-Card and an
Adaptec Cardbus SCSI-Adapter.
> 
> The problem is, don't use TWE. It always says "No A3000 connected".
I used Wavelab, it worked much better.
> 
> Christian
>

| 14347|14312|2005-12-09 00:56:51|Christopher Layne|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
On Thu, Dec 08, 2005 at 09:39:46AM -0500, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> it was just funny when you originally wrote "please ignore the drapes,
> they're the landlords" in reference to the picture your RS7000 stands. i
> personally didn't care one way or another about the drapes in your picture.
> sorry for the off topic joking around.
> 
> regards,
> 
> Brooks

Actually I wrote "please ignore the drapes." I was the person who
originally replied to the guy asking about stands. I didn't really add
many replies to the jokes side of it because the drapes are just boring
to me by now after seeing them all the time, but I still thought it was
funny in an obtuse way.

-cl
| 14348|14312|2005-12-09 06:22:23|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Better watch those drape references,because there
appears to be those who did not like the
jokes....lol."Tempers might flare"...oooohh,scary...

--- Christopher Layne <clayne@anodized.com> wrote:

> On Thu, Dec 08, 2005 at 09:39:46AM -0500, Brooks
> Mosher wrote:
> > it was just funny when you originally wrote
> "please ignore the drapes,
> > they're the landlords" in reference to the picture
> your RS7000 stands. i
> > personally didn't care one way or another about
> the drapes in your picture.
> > sorry for the off topic joking around.
> > 
> > regards,
> > 
> > Brooks
> 
> Actually I wrote "please ignore the drapes." I was
> the person who
> originally replied to the guy asking about stands. I
> didn't really add
> many replies to the jokes side of it because the
> drapes are just boring
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> to me by now after seeing them all the time, but I
> still thought it was
> funny in an obtuse way.
> 
> -cl
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14349|14312|2005-12-09 08:50:49|wasted/su700fan|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
On Dec 9, 2005, at 8:22 AM, Paradigm wrote:

> Better watch those drape references,because there
> appears to be those who did not like the
> jokes....lol."Tempers might flare"...oooohh,scary...

I didn't mind the jokes, I just thought they were getting a little 
bit carried away and Off Topic. And it sounded like some people were 
beginning to take it in the wrong way and were sniping at each 
other. Being the Owner/Moderator of this group, I refuse to let it 
became a flamewar or spam breeding ground. I'm just trying to gently 
prod the list back on topic. If you've been on this group long 
enough like I have (i.e. 3-4 years), you've seen a few topics go sour 
and people arguing with each other. I'm just trying to keep the 
civility.

Besides which, if people really want to be assholes, I can just set 
their posting status back to "moderated", where I have to approve 
every post that they want to send to the list, deleting those that I 
don't think fit. That's how all new members posts are, until I 
determine they aren't spammers based on the content of their first 
few posts. I prefer the list to moderate itself for the most part, 
and I hope most members would understand that.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14350|14312|2005-12-09 08:52:18|Marco Tangelder|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
I agree. My last post on this thread:

http://www.mixedfight.nl/drapesgear.gif

(For anyone interested)

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
wasted/su700fan
Sent: donderdag 8 december 2005 4:50
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)

On Dec 7, 2005, at 3:29 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> damn, this joke went too far didn't it.

Yes. This thread is dead, before tempers start to flare.

Thank you, please.

-- wasted/su700fan (list owner)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14351|14312|2005-12-09 10:53:35|Dale Kay (arp)|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
fair rules, I do the same...

I must have missed the posts where it was going that on my end... sorry if I caused any misunderstandings.

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.
"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2005 7:50 AM
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Subject: Re: [RS7000] Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)

On Dec 9, 2005, at 8:22 AM, Paradigm wrote:

> Better watch those drape references,because there
> appears to be those who did not like the
> jokes....lol."Tempers might flare"...oooohh,scary...

I didn't mind the jokes, I just thought they were getting a little 
bit carried away and Off Topic. And it sounded like some people were 
beginning to take it in the wrong way and were sniping at each 
other. Being the Owner/Moderator of this group, I refuse to let it 
became a flamewar or spam breeding ground. I'm just trying to gently 
prod the list back on topic. If you've been on this group long 
enough like I have (i.e. 3-4 years), you've seen a few topics go sour 
and people arguing with each other. I'm just trying to keep the 
civility.

Besides which, if people really want to be assholes, I can just set 
their posting status back to "moderated", where I have to approve 
every post that they want to send to the list, deleting those that I 
don't think fit. That's how all new members posts are, until I 
determine they aren't spammers based on the content of their first 
few posts. I prefer the list to moderate itself for the most part, 
and I hope most members would understand that.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14352|14312|2005-12-09 11:44:48|Steve Cooke|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
On 09/12/05, Dale Kay (arp) <shoshone@kay-net.com> wrote:

>
> fair rules, I do the same...
>
> I must have missed the posts where it was going that on my end... sorry if
> I caused any misunderstandings.

As I started this thread with my query about keyboard stands, I think it's
only fair that I should have the last word.

And that was it.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14353|14312|2005-12-09 19:28:59|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
I personally understand and agree with MOST of what
you say.On the other hand,when a member FIRST gets out
of hand is the time to step in,not when others make
light of it with sarcasm.I know I was not'flaming'
anyone,just having a really good time being
sarcastic.You might have been here moderating for 3,4
or 50 years,yet the problem really comes when people
post condescending comments to the group,as though
they are elite or purists.We are SUPPOSED to be in
here sharing knowledge,not beating each other over the
head with it.Just because someone is aware of some
concept that the masses might not know of does not
make them a better person or automatically ensure them
a record deal.

Oh and by the way,I'm not your as-hole,if you are
implying that,and unless we are doing something
concrete that violates the policy of Yahoo,we can
express ourselves freely without reprisal.Like I said
several times(although it has not been addressed),when
it FIRST jumped off,it could have been "prodded" in
another direction.Fair is fair.Does Yahoo think it's
cool to call your group members vulgar names?

I'm not even affected by that,yet it just seems as
though there is some favoritism going on.If it was to
be snipped,it came a bit late.Besides,we already
stopped,so what's the point of discussing it?I'm sure
the person got the idea,and noone got slain over it.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:shoshone@kay-net.com


--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Dec 9, 2005, at 8:22 AM, Paradigm wrote:
> 
> > Better watch those drape references,because there
> > appears to be those who did not like the
> > jokes....lol."Tempers might
> flare"...oooohh,scary...
> 
> I didn't mind the jokes, I just thought they were
> getting a little 
> bit carried away and Off Topic. And it sounded like
> some people were 
> beginning to take it in the wrong way and were
> sniping at each 
> other. Being the Owner/Moderator of this group, I
> refuse to let it 
> became a flamewar or spam breeding ground. I'm just
> trying to gently 
> prod the list back on topic. If you've been on this
> group long 
> enough like I have (i.e. 3-4 years), you've seen a
> few topics go sour 
> and people arguing with each other. I'm just trying
> to keep the 
> civility.
> 
> Besides which, if people really want to be assholes,
> I can just set 
> their posting status back to "moderated", where I
> have to approve 
> every post that they want to send to the list,
> deleting those that I 
> don't think fit. That's how all new members posts
> are, until I 
> determine they aren't spammers based on the content
> of their first 
> few posts. I prefer the list to moderate itself for
> the most part, 
> and I hope most members would understand that.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14354|14312|2005-12-09 20:20:39|wasted/su700fan|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
On Dec 9, 2005, at 9:28 PM, Paradigm wrote:

> I personally understand and agree with MOST of what
> you say.On the other hand,when a member FIRST gets out
> of hand is the time to step in,not when others make
> light of it with sarcasm.I know I was not'flaming'
> anyone,just having a really good time being
> sarcastic.You might have been here moderating for 3,4
> or 50 years,yet the problem really comes when people
> post condescending comments to the group,as though
> they are elite or purists.We are SUPPOSED to be in
> here sharing knowledge,not beating each other over the
> head with it.Just because someone is aware of some
> concept that the masses might not know of does not
> make them a better person or automatically ensure them
> a record deal.
>
> Oh and by the way,I'm not your as-hole,if you are
> implying that,and unless we are doing something
> concrete that violates the policy of Yahoo,we can
> express ourselves freely without reprisal.Like I said
> several times(although it has not been addressed),when
> it FIRST jumped off,it could have been "prodded" in
> another direction.Fair is fair.Does Yahoo think it's
> cool to call your group members vulgar names?
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>
> I'm not even affected by that,yet it just seems as
> though there is some favoritism going on.If it was to
> be snipped,it came a bit late.Besides,we already
> stopped,so what's the point of discussing it?I'm sure
> the person got the idea,and noone got slain over it.

I was just making a point to the group that we need to keep it civil 
on the list, and not sound elitist, just like you mentioned. I agree 
with you wholeheartedly there. While I may have helped a lot of 
people on this and other lists with technical details relating to my 
gear, I am by no means an expert in music production or the gear 
itself, and am always looking to learn more. I frown upon seeing 
people think in such a manner. Everyone can always learn something new.

I would have people know that I do the ownership/moderation of this 
group with a very light hand, only stepping in when necessary to try 
and defuse a potential situation. I do not wish to censure other 
people's posts as long as they are not spam, porn, or against the 
policies of Yahoo and the Group.

I would also have people know that I have done this since 1999 for 
various Yahoo Groups and other organizations free of charge, without 
any personal benefit, just out of the love of music, love of the gear 
I own, willingness to help other people, and the enjoyment of seeing 
people communicating on a list about a topic/piece of gear they all 
work with and like. I am not paid (or even acknowledged for that 
matter) by Yahoo, Yamaha, or any other source. I do not get to demo 
any new gear coming from Yamaha, and have no inside contacts with any 
music manufacturer at all. For all I know, they have no idea me and 
the rest of this group are providing them a valuable free resource by 
being their technical help desk.

I am not calling you out personally or any other member on this list 
as an a-hole. I was just trying to make a point if worse comes to 
worse I might have to resort to that method. I would not like to do 
that, as so far in the past it's only been for people trying to spam 
the list with stuff that doesn't belong here (porn, MLM, get-rich- 
quick schemes, and that annoying guy who used to post the One Man 
Band software links he programmed, trying to get customers, while in 
the meantime not doing anything to help the group out with RS7000 
related issues). Please forgive my name calling, as it was not 
directed at anyone personally, more meant as a type of behavior.

Sorry I did not try to guide the thread back to a more civil level 
earlier in the conversation, but sometimes threads and conversations 
happen so fast they're hard to nip in the bud. I am not on my 
computer 24/7 moderating this and my other Yahoo Groups, so I can't 
always catch everything when it's beginning. I only get to check my 
mail once or twice a day, and sometimes only once every couple of 
days, what with having a job, home, family, and busy life. As I'm 
sure most of you know. To top it off, life has been rather hectic 
and unsettling for me lately, so the lists haven't been my top 
priority. My mother's cat of 15 years just died last Saturday and 
has been sick for the last 3 months, not having eaten for over 2 of 
those 3 months before she passed. So my emotional energy has been in 
other places.

Sorry if some members took my comments personally. I in no way meant 
them as such. I just want a happy, productive list where we all get 
along and help one another. Please, let's get back to talking RS7000 
and other music-production tips.

Thanks for listening and being considerate, everyone. This is my 
last word, and hopefully everybody else's also.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14355|14312|2005-12-09 22:42:27|Paradigm|Re: Taking a stand (using drapes as cutoff filter)|
Amen...You probably need to either be working FOR
Yamaha,or maybe we can collectively contact them and
engage them with our concerns.They just put out some
Workstations,more like the AW4416s,yet they also
sample.The problem is that the sampling implementation
is weird and somewhat lacking.I think they can
redesign the RS7000,and enable it with what most of us
might need,and still remian in the same price range.

I think we all agree on...
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More RAM
Firewire,USB 2.0
Digital I/O
at least different sample rates....22,31,44
FlashRAM
4-8 outs,2XLRs
Larger and clear Backlit screen
MiDi in,Thur,outs,pedal
16 velocity sensitive pads
Nice sequencer

Oh yeah,by the way,that other subject IS long dead.No
problem,and no offense taken,well not by me.I do not
trip on words,because they are arbitrary and we're
online anyway....lol...Next time I will temper my
length of distraction.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Dec 9, 2005, at 9:28 PM, Paradigm wrote:
> 
> > I personally understand and agree with MOST of
> what
> > you say.On the other hand,when a member FIRST gets
> out
> > of hand is the time to step in,not when others
> make
> > light of it with sarcasm.I know I was not'flaming'
> > anyone,just having a really good time being
> > sarcastic.You might have been here moderating for
> 3,4
> > or 50 years,yet the problem really comes when
> people
> > post condescending comments to the group,as though
> > they are elite or purists.We are SUPPOSED to be in
> > here sharing knowledge,not beating each other over
> the
> > head with it.Just because someone is aware of some
> > concept that the masses might not know of does not
> > make them a better person or automatically ensure
> them
> > a record deal.
> >
> > Oh and by the way,I'm not your as-hole,if you are
> > implying that,and unless we are doing something
> > concrete that violates the policy of Yahoo,we can
> > express ourselves freely without reprisal.Like I
> said
> > several times(although it has not been
> addressed),when
> > it FIRST jumped off,it could have been "prodded"
> in
> > another direction.Fair is fair.Does Yahoo think
> it's
> > cool to call your group members vulgar names?
> >
> > I'm not even affected by that,yet it just seems as
> > though there is some favoritism going on.If it was
> to
> > be snipped,it came a bit late.Besides,we already
> > stopped,so what's the point of discussing it?I'm
> sure
> > the person got the idea,and noone got slain over
> it.
> 
> I was just making a point to the group that we need
> to keep it civil 
> on the list, and not sound elitist, just like you
> mentioned. I agree 
> with you wholeheartedly there. While I may have
> helped a lot of 
> people on this and other lists with technical
> details relating to my 
> gear, I am by no means an expert in music production
> or the gear 
> itself, and am always looking to learn more. I
> frown upon seeing 
> people think in such a manner. Everyone can always
> learn something new.
> 
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> I would have people know that I do the
> ownership/moderation of this 
> group with a very light hand, only stepping in when
> necessary to try 
> and defuse a potential situation. I do not wish to
> censure other 
> people's posts as long as they are not spam, porn,
> or against the 
> policies of Yahoo and the Group.
> 
> I would also have people know that I have done this
> since 1999 for 
> various Yahoo Groups and other organizations free of
> charge, without 
> any personal benefit, just out of the love of music,
> love of the gear 
> I own, willingness to help other people, and the
> enjoyment of seeing 
> people communicating on a list about a topic/piece
> of gear they all 
> work with and like. I am not paid (or even
> acknowledged for that 
> matter) by Yahoo, Yamaha, or any other source. I do
> not get to demo 
> any new gear coming from Yamaha, and have no inside
> contacts with any 
> music manufacturer at all. For all I know, they
> have no idea me and 
> the rest of this group are providing them a valuable
> free resource by 
> being their technical help desk.
> 
> I am not calling you out personally or any other
> member on this list 
> as an a-hole. I was just trying to make a point if
> worse comes to 
> worse I might have to resort to that method. I
> would not like to do 
> that, as so far in the past it's only been for
> people trying to spam 
> the list with stuff that doesn't belong here (porn,
> MLM, get-rich- 
> quick schemes, and that annoying guy who used to
> post the One Man 
> Band software links he programmed, trying to get
> customers, while in 
> the meantime not doing anything to help the group
> out with RS7000 
> related issues). Please forgive my name calling, as
> it was not 
> directed at anyone personally, more meant as a type
> of behavior.
> 
> Sorry I did not try to guide the thread back to a
> more civil level 
> earlier in the conversation, but sometimes threads
> and conversations 
> happen so fast they're hard to nip in the bud. I am
> not on my 
> computer 24/7 moderating this and my other Yahoo
> Groups, so I can't 
> always catch everything when it's beginning. I only
> get to check my 
> mail once or twice a day, and sometimes only once
> every couple of 
> days, what with having a job, home, family, and busy
> life. As I'm 
> sure most of you know. To top it off, life has been
> rather hectic 
> and unsettling for me lately, so the lists haven't
> been my top 
> priority. My mother's cat of 15 years just died
> last Saturday and 
> has been sick for the last 3 months, not having
> eaten for over 2 of 
> those 3 months before she passed. So my emotional
> energy has been in 
> other places.
> 
> Sorry if some members took my comments personally. 
> I in no way meant 



> them as such. I just want a happy, productive list
> where we all get 
> along and help one another. Please, let's get back
> to talking RS7000 
> and other music-production tips.
> 
> Thanks for listening and being considerate,
> everyone. This is my 
> last word, and hopefully everybody else's also.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14356|14312|2005-12-09 23:03:42|wasted/su700fan|New Yamaha designs (AW4416, etc.)|
On Dec 10, 2005, at 12:42 AM, Paradigm wrote:

> Amen...You probably need to either be working FOR
> Yamaha,or maybe we can collectively contact them and
> engage them with our concerns.They just put out some
> Workstations,more like the AW4416s,yet they also
> sample.The problem is that the sampling implementation
> is weird and somewhat lacking.I think they can
> redesign the RS7000,and enable it with what most of us
> might need,and still remian in the same price range.
>
> I think we all agree on...
> More RAM
> Firewire,USB 2.0
> Digital I/O
> at least different sample rates....22,31,44
> FlashRAM
> 4-8 outs,2XLRs
> Larger and clear Backlit screen
> MiDi in,Thur,outs,pedal
> 16 velocity sensitive pads
> Nice sequencer
>
> Oh yeah,by the way,that other subject IS long dead.No
> problem,and no offense taken,well not by me.I do not
> trip on words,because they are arbitrary and we're
> online anyway....lol...Next time I will temper my
> length of distraction.

Speaking of the AW series, does anyone know what the differences are 
between the originally released (a couple of years ago) AW16G and the 
current version, the AW1600? Just curious. Those mixer/scratchpad 
sequencer & sampler/HD recorder devices have interested me for quite 
awhile, but I certainly can't afford to pony up $1000 or more until I 
can actually have enough songs/tracks written to justify purchasing 
more gear.

For now, I'd probably be happy for the next several years after 
writing a few more songs if I just got a more professional firewire/ 
USB2 sound card for getting audio & MIDI in and out of my Mac Mini. 
Right now I'm using a $35 Griffin iMic, since the Mini only has audio 
out, not in. For MIDI, I use a $40 M-Audio USB Uno 1x1, which seems 
to not like handling bulk dumps of SysEx data from my microKorg and 
DX200 editors, or dumps from my RY20 as backup data. Anyone have any 
decent priced recommendations for a USB2/FW based audio and MIDI I/O 
box that works well with OSX 10.4?

Regarding the successor to the RS7000, more modern RAM chips are 
definitely high priority. I don't know why when the RS7000 was 
released back in 2001 they weren't using SDRAM or DDRAM and instead 
were still using old 486/Pentium style 72-pin SIMM chips. By that 
point they had been in computers for a few years. I guess the 
development cycle for a new piece of music gear must be quite longer 
than we think. Hell, 2 512MB DDRAM chips on a modern RS7000 
replacement would make a killer sampler for you sample collection. 
Of course if it went that high in sampling space they'd really need 
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to update the speed to load the samples in, either via CompactFlash, 
Memory Stick Duo, or other high density flash-based storage, or 
better yet, also having a USB2/FW connector on the device itself for 
much faster loading than the current SCSI/SmartMedia saving and 
loading options.

Would be nice if the Digital I/O and Analog I/O were standard and 
didn't require a $200 add-on card. We'll I guess I'm happy Yamaha at 
least with the RS7000 included the SCSI port built on and didn't make 
me pay a 2nd $200 for a SCSI board like they did with the SU700.

XLR Outs: Great idea!!! Wish I would've though of that. Great for 
going into a mixer or house system without much adjustment of levels.

16 Velocity Sensitive pads: another requirement. And add a few 
sensitivity curves (unlike the current RS7000 beat 'em until you 
break 'em lack of curve).

I'd be willing to pay $1000-$1500 US for something similar to what we 
mention above. That is assuming I had the money when it came out. :D

The RS7000 sequencer I like, but even more fleshing out would make it 
better.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14357|14312|2005-12-10 07:39:30|Paradigm|Re: New Yamaha designs (AW4416, etc.)|
The Elektron Machineddrum,if it sampled,would put all
them on smash.It's so flexible,and the various types
of sequencing and track composition might appeal to a
larger variety of users.The problem is that these
companies create gear that only works within ONE
specific way of working,and that's wrong.Yamaha has a
reputation of being clinical and arcane with their
style of Operating Systems,menus,and difficult
usage.Most users are NOT from SAE,IAR,or trained at
Stanford.We are usually peole who make some kind of
ssacrifice and shop around for the best gear we can
afford for our chosen path.Most of us do nOT want to
spend more time in the manual than making music.Most
of us will nOT be wealthy from our musical
pursuits,and many do not even care,yet we DO want gear
that is easy,fun,and a joy to work with.By the time
most of us hac- or learn to hac- what we have,we have
wasted valuable time we could have been recording,so
we need to make these companies understand all
that.All our classics,for the most part are made with
simple gear,friendly gear,flexible gear,and gear we
can get our heads around.Let's not forget too,that we
have families,that there is more to life than
recording,and that at the end of the day,we might just
want to kick back with the knowledge we have create
something to stand the test of time.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Dec 10, 2005, at 12:42 AM, Paradigm wrote:
> 
> > Amen...You probably need to either be working FOR
> > Yamaha,or maybe we can collectively contact them
> and
> > engage them with our concerns.They just put out
> some
> > Workstations,more like the AW4416s,yet they also
> > sample.The problem is that the sampling
> implementation
> > is weird and somewhat lacking.I think they can
> > redesign the RS7000,and enable it with what most
> of us
> > might need,and still remian in the same price
> range.
> >
> > I think we all agree on...
> > More RAM
> > Firewire,USB 2.0
> > Digital I/O
> > at least different sample rates....22,31,44
> > FlashRAM
> > 4-8 outs,2XLRs
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> > Larger and clear Backlit screen
> > MiDi in,Thur,outs,pedal
> > 16 velocity sensitive pads
> > Nice sequencer
> >
> > Oh yeah,by the way,that other subject IS long
> dead.No
> > problem,and no offense taken,well not by me.I do
> not
> > trip on words,because they are arbitrary and we're
> > online anyway....lol...Next time I will temper my
> > length of distraction.
> 
> Speaking of the AW series, does anyone know what the
> differences are 
> between the originally released (a couple of years
> ago) AW16G and the 
> current version, the AW1600? Just curious. Those
> mixer/scratchpad 
> sequencer & sampler/HD recorder devices have
> interested me for quite 
> awhile, but I certainly can't afford to pony up
> $1000 or more until I 
> can actually have enough songs/tracks written to
> justify purchasing 
> more gear.
> 
> For now, I'd probably be happy for the next several
> years after 
> writing a few more songs if I just got a more
> professional firewire/ 
> USB2 sound card for getting audio & MIDI in and out
> of my Mac Mini. 
> Right now I'm using a $35 Griffin iMic, since the
> Mini only has audio 
> out, not in. For MIDI, I use a $40 M-Audio USB Uno
> 1x1, which seems 
> to not like handling bulk dumps of SysEx data from
> my microKorg and 
> DX200 editors, or dumps from my RY20 as backup data.
> Anyone have any 
> decent priced recommendations for a USB2/FW based
> audio and MIDI I/O 
> box that works well with OSX 10.4?
> 
> Regarding the successor to the RS7000, more modern
> RAM chips are 
> definitely high priority. I don't know why when the
> RS7000 was 
> released back in 2001 they weren't using SDRAM or
> DDRAM and instead 
> were still using old 486/Pentium style 72-pin SIMM
> chips. By that 
> point they had been in computers for a few years. I
> guess the 
> development cycle for a new piece of music gear must
> be quite longer 
> than we think. Hell, 2 512MB DDRAM chips on a
> modern RS7000 
> replacement would make a killer sampler for you
> sample collection. 
> Of course if it went that high in sampling space
> they'd really need 
> to update the speed to load the samples in, either
> via CompactFlash, 
> Memory Stick Duo, or other high density flash-based
> storage, or 
> better yet, also having a USB2/FW connector on the
> device itself for 
> much faster loading than the current SCSI/SmartMedia
> saving and 
> loading options.
> 
> Would be nice if the Digital I/O and Analog I/O were
> standard and 
> didn't require a $200 add-on card. We'll I guess
> I'm happy Yamaha at 
> least with the RS7000 included the SCSI port built
> on and didn't make 
> me pay a 2nd $200 for a SCSI board like they did
> with the SU700.



> 
> XLR Outs: Great idea!!! Wish I would've though of
> that. Great for 
> going into a mixer or house system without much
> adjustment of levels.
> 
> 16 Velocity Sensitive pads: another requirement. 
> And add a few 
> sensitivity curves (unlike the current RS7000 beat
> 'em until you 
> break 'em lack of curve).
> 
> I'd be willing to pay $1000-$1500 US for something
> similar to what we 
> mention above. That is assuming I had the money
> when it came out. :D
> 
> The RS7000 sequencer I like, but even more fleshing
> out would make it 
> better.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14358|14312|2005-12-10 23:45:27|courtney baynes|Re: New Yamaha designs (AW4416, etc.)|
ditto.

Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote: The Elektron Machineddrum,if it sampled,would put all
them on smash.It's so flexible,and the various types
of sequencing and track composition might appeal to a
larger variety of users.The problem is that these
companies create gear that only works within ONE
specific way of working,and that's wrong.Yamaha has a
reputation of being clinical and arcane with their
style of Operating Systems,menus,and difficult
usage.Most users are NOT from SAE,IAR,or trained at
Stanford.We are usually peole who make some kind of
ssacrifice and shop around for the best gear we can
afford for our chosen path.Most of us do nOT want to
spend more time in the manual than making music.Most
of us will nOT be wealthy from our musical
pursuits,and many do not even care,yet we DO want gear
that is easy,fun,and a joy to work with.By the time
most of us hac- or learn to hac- what we have,we have
wasted valuable time we could have been recording,so
we need to make these companies understand all
that.All our classics,for the most part are made with
simple gear,friendly gear,flexible gear,and gear we
can get our heads around.Let's not forget too,that we
have families,that there is more to life than
recording,and that at the end of the day,we might just
want to kick back with the knowledge we have create
something to stand the test of time.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Dec 10, 2005, at 12:42 AM, Paradigm wrote:
> 
> > Amen...You probably need to either be working FOR
> > Yamaha,or maybe we can collectively contact them
> and
> > engage them with our concerns.They just put out
> some
> > Workstations,more like the AW4416s,yet they also
> > sample.The problem is that the sampling
> implementation
> > is weird and somewhat lacking.I think they can
> > redesign the RS7000,and enable it with what most
> of us
> > might need,and still remian in the same price
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> range.
> >
> > I think we all agree on...
> > More RAM
> > Firewire,USB 2.0
> > Digital I/O
> > at least different sample rates....22,31,44
> > FlashRAM
> > 4-8 outs,2XLRs
> > Larger and clear Backlit screen
> > MiDi in,Thur,outs,pedal
> > 16 velocity sensitive pads
> > Nice sequencer
> >
> > Oh yeah,by the way,that other subject IS long
> dead.No
> > problem,and no offense taken,well not by me.I do
> not
> > trip on words,because they are arbitrary and we're
> > online anyway....lol...Next time I will temper my
> > length of distraction.
> 
> Speaking of the AW series, does anyone know what the
> differences are 
> between the originally released (a couple of years
> ago) AW16G and the 
> current version, the AW1600? Just curious. Those
> mixer/scratchpad 
> sequencer & sampler/HD recorder devices have
> interested me for quite 
> awhile, but I certainly can't afford to pony up
> $1000 or more until I 
> can actually have enough songs/tracks written to
> justify purchasing 
> more gear.
> 
> For now, I'd probably be happy for the next several
> years after 
> writing a few more songs if I just got a more
> professional firewire/ 
> USB2 sound card for getting audio & MIDI in and out
> of my Mac Mini. 
> Right now I'm using a $35 Griffin iMic, since the
> Mini only has audio 
> out, not in. For MIDI, I use a $40 M-Audio USB Uno
> 1x1, which seems 
> to not like handling bulk dumps of SysEx data from
> my microKorg and 
> DX200 editors, or dumps from my RY20 as backup data.
> Anyone have any 
> decent priced recommendations for a USB2/FW based
> audio and MIDI I/O 
> box that works well with OSX 10.4?
> 
> Regarding the successor to the RS7000, more modern
> RAM chips are 
> definitely high priority. I don't know why when the
> RS7000 was 
> released back in 2001 they weren't using SDRAM or
> DDRAM and instead 
> were still using old 486/Pentium style 72-pin SIMM
> chips. By that 
> point they had been in computers for a few years. I
> guess the 
> development cycle for a new piece of music gear must
> be quite longer 
> than we think. Hell, 2 512MB DDRAM chips on a
> modern RS7000 
> replacement would make a killer sampler for you
> sample collection. 
> Of course if it went that high in sampling space
> they'd really need 
> to update the speed to load the samples in, either
> via CompactFlash, 
> Memory Stick Duo, or other high density flash-based
> storage, or 
> better yet, also having a USB2/FW connector on the
> device itself for 
> much faster loading than the current SCSI/SmartMedia
> saving and 
> loading options.



> 
> Would be nice if the Digital I/O and Analog I/O were
> standard and 
> didn't require a $200 add-on card. We'll I guess
> I'm happy Yamaha at 
> least with the RS7000 included the SCSI port built
> on and didn't make 
> me pay a 2nd $200 for a SCSI board like they did
> with the SU700.
> 
> XLR Outs: Great idea!!! Wish I would've though of
> that. Great for 
> going into a mixer or house system without much
> adjustment of levels.
> 
> 16 Velocity Sensitive pads: another requirement. 
> And add a few 
> sensitivity curves (unlike the current RS7000 beat
> 'em until you 
> break 'em lack of curve).
> 
> I'd be willing to pay $1000-$1500 US for something
> similar to what we 
> mention above. That is assuming I had the money
> when it came out. :D
> 
> The RS7000 sequencer I like, but even more fleshing
> out would make it 
> better.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14359|14338|2005-12-11 14:12:24|Peter de Man|Re: Force more RAM|
waaw !! do you have links of how they did it?
i can at least look into it...
i can always put the original back if it fails i guess.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dave Jumpers" wrote:
>
> Has anyone tried to just force more RAM into the RS7000?
> 
> The Motif ES was said to go up to 512MB, then someone put in 1GB and
> it worked.
> 
> It would be sweet if it worked the same on the RS, huh.
> 
> -Dave-
> www.davejumpers.com
> www.myspace.com/davejumpers
>

| 14360|14229|2005-12-11 14:40:43|Peter de Man|Re: Smartmedia to Xd Memory adapter|
hi,

thats way cool !!!

i found this:
http://www.synchrotech.com/products/media-adapters_00.html

same kinda thing it says it support to 512.
do you know if the 128MB is a limit in the rs7000 or of your adapter?
sure if ya want lots of space better go scsi but i like that nothing 
moves or need extra power adapters and wires.
so i like the card idea.

the biggest card i now have is 128 normal smartmedia.
but the tracks dont fit on the card anymore so i need a bigger one.
but how large can the smartmedia go?, i never encountered a bigger 
one. and then is this a limit of the rs7000 or the smartmedia and can 
it be over come with an adapter?

do you know anything about this?

greetingz,
Peter de Man

********************************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> not sure if i ever mentioned this here, so thought i'd pass it 
> along. I tested this smartmedia to Xd memory adapter with the RS 
and 
> it works fine. Lets you use Xd memory with the RS. Just an option 
in 
> case smartmedia goes away sometime. The place i got mine is 
blowing 
> them out for $3 a piece now too: 
> 
> http://datavis.com/webapp/commerce/command/ProductDisplay?
> prrfnbr=451513&prmenbr=2000
> 
> Takes up to a 128 MB Xd card. I tried larger sized Xd memory, but 
> the RS doesn't seem to know what to do with them. Doesn't seem to 
> affect save or load times. Only drawback is that it sticks out of 
> the RS about an inch, but that hasn't brothered me. 
> 
> Other brands I didn't try:
> 
> http://www.expansys-usa.com/product.asp?code=121040&partner=froogle
> 
> http://www.pcmall.com/pcmall/shop/detail.asp?
> 
dpno=342884&store=pcmall&source=pwbfroogle&adcampaign=email,pwbfroogle
> &wt.mc_id=pwbfroogle
>

| 14361|14339|2005-12-11 15:05:49|Peter de Man|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
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hi,

yeah its slow ... and it sucks...
in a live situation.. if power fails and comes up again.
the rs7000 is dead for 12.5 minutes !!! 
and that is not a cool feeling during waiting 12 minutes i can tell 
from 1st hand.

i know that my scsi zip drive was at least 2 times faster.
but i dont like to carry around the extra adapters/wires etc.
so now i use smartmedia. light and simple but it sure sucks when the 
power goes bad.

i have the feeling its just the transferrate in the smartmedia port...
can someone confirm or disconfirm different speeds with different 
smartmedia?... and if someone happends to know the max of smartmedia 
and what the fastest brand around is...

or maybe better... this is just a proposal.
can we all together make a table of the transfer rates for loading 60 
MB of samples in an "ALL" autold_1 file.

i think it's very interesting what the outcome will be.
who's RS7000 loads the fastest and why.

like:
smartmedia/scsi, brand, size, loadtime
or even:
smartmedia/scsi, brand, size, adapterbrand/model, loadtime

are there scsi to card reader adapters? 
and can they go fast as hell? cause that would rock.

greetingz,
Peter de MAn

**********************************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dave Jumpers" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> My RS7000 is maxed out to 64MB.
> 
> All 128 Common samples are filled with 60MB worth of vocals and 
stuff.
> 
> It takes 750 seconds (12.5 mins)to load or save all of it to the SD 
card.
> 
> Does everyone experience the same slow-ass load/save time?
> 
> Could it be that the SD card reader in the RS7000 is slow?
> Could it be the RAM?
> 
> I was thinkging going scsi if it was the SD card. I wanted to know 
if
> this was common, so that I don't invest money on scsci stuff, if it 
is
> something else.
> 
> Thanks
> -Dave-
> www.davejumpers.com
> www.myspace.com/davejumpers
>

| 14362|14362|2005-12-11 17:12:58|juan escobar|hey|
hey guys i was wandering if you can school me up on how to use a rs 7000 cuz i ben trying to make beats but i can so it will be cool if you can help me like sending me
information or something 

"""thanks""""

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Shopping
Find Great Deals on Holiday Gifts at Yahoo! Shopping 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14363|14339|2005-12-11 18:49:40|Christopher Layne|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


At the rate you're going, why don't you just put a SCSI drive inside
the unit. I'm sure it's not THAT difficult.

On Sun, Dec 11, 2005 at 10:05:45PM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> hi,
> 
> yeah its slow ... and it sucks...
> in a live situation.. if power fails and comes up again.
> the rs7000 is dead for 12.5 minutes !!! 
> and that is not a cool feeling during waiting 12 minutes i can tell 
> from 1st hand.
> 
> i know that my scsi zip drive was at least 2 times faster.
> but i dont like to carry around the extra adapters/wires etc.
> so now i use smartmedia. light and simple but it sure sucks when the 
> power goes bad.

| 14364|14339|2005-12-11 19:29:46|Peter de Man|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
hi,

INSIDE the rs7000 wow!!
i dont know if there is enough space..
there is extra power supply available in the rs7000
those could be used. just never did that...
anyone did? (talking about the white connectors on/near the Powersupply)

but last hour i searched internet for scsi to compactflash (fastest
non moving media as far as i know)... the idea popped my mind to
insert compact flash to your rs7000 scsi port.. i couldn't find any
adapter for it (let me know if someone finds it, cause that would be
perfect :D )

i found these link though:
http://www.pc-pitstop.com/scsi_ide_adapters/
gives nice possibilities for wild ideas to come true

but a nice ready to go external scsi harddisk can also be very nice.
any size speed limits to that?

as for plain smartmedia i did expirience difference in speed between 2
128 SM cards i use in the rs7000. thats weird.. will post the load
times later.

ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
midiclock" projects.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
>
> 
> At the rate you're going, why don't you just put a SCSI drive inside
> the unit. I'm sure it's not THAT difficult.
> 
> On Sun, Dec 11, 2005 at 10:05:45PM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > hi,
> > 
> > yeah its slow ... and it sucks...
> > in a live situation.. if power fails and comes up again.
> > the rs7000 is dead for 12.5 minutes !!! 
> > and that is not a cool feeling during waiting 12 minutes i can tell 
> > from 1st hand.
> > 
> > i know that my scsi zip drive was at least 2 times faster.
> > but i dont like to carry around the extra adapters/wires etc.
> > so now i use smartmedia. light and simple but it sure sucks when the 
> > power goes bad.
>

| 14365|14339|2005-12-11 21:35:27|Christopher Layne|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:

> 
> ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> midiclock" projects.
> 
> greetingz,

http://www.pc-pitstop.com/scsi_ide_adapters/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Peter de Man

What's the dedicated midiclock project about?

I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
away from the mood).
| 14366|14229|2005-12-11 23:00:42|wasted/su700fan|Re: Smartmedia to Xd Memory adapter|
On Dec 11, 2005, at 4:40 PM, Peter de Man wrote:

> hi,
>
> thats way cool !!!
>
> i found this:
> http://www.synchrotech.com/products/media-adapters_00.html
>
> same kinda thing it says it support to 512.
> do you know if the 128MB is a limit in the rs7000 or of your adapter?
> sure if ya want lots of space better go scsi but i like that nothing
> moves or need extra power adapters and wires.
> so i like the card idea.
>
> the biggest card i now have is 128 normal smartmedia.
> but the tracks dont fit on the card anymore so i need a bigger one.
> but how large can the smartmedia go?, i never encountered a bigger
> one. and then is this a limit of the rs7000 or the smartmedia and can
> it be over come with an adapter?
>
> do you know anything about this?
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man

I think 128MB is the maximum size that SmartMedia was manufactured in 
and also therefore the largest size flash media the RS7000's current 
OS is programmed to read from. I may be wrong about that, it's only 
what I've seen at stores and online. Too bad Yamaha didn't go with 
Compact Flash or another flash media device that can go to a larger 
size (256MB, 512MB, 1 or 2 GB).

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14367|14339|2005-12-12 07:06:17|Marco Tangelder|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
It's been done before. I've seen pictures of a harddisk build in an RS and
pictures of a Nord MicroModular build in. THAT was cool!!!

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 3:30
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever

hi,

INSIDE the rs7000 wow!!
i dont know if there is enough space..
there is extra power supply available in the rs7000
those could be used. just never did that...
anyone did? (talking about the white connectors on/near the Powersupply)

but last hour i searched internet for scsi to compactflash (fastest
non moving media as far as i know)... the idea popped my mind to
insert compact flash to your rs7000 scsi port.. i couldn't find any
adapter for it (let me know if someone finds it, cause that would be
perfect :D )

i found these link though:
http://www.pc-pitstop.com/scsi_ide_adapters/
gives nice possibilities for wild ideas to come true

but a nice ready to go external scsi harddisk can also be very nice.
any size speed limits to that?
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as for plain smartmedia i did expirience difference in speed between 2
128 SM cards i use in the rs7000. thats weird.. will post the load
times later.

ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
midiclock" projects.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
>
> 
> At the rate you're going, why don't you just put a SCSI drive inside
> the unit. I'm sure it's not THAT difficult.
> 
> On Sun, Dec 11, 2005 at 10:05:45PM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > hi,
> > 
> > yeah its slow ... and it sucks...
> > in a live situation.. if power fails and comes up again.
> > the rs7000 is dead for 12.5 minutes !!! 
> > and that is not a cool feeling during waiting 12 minutes i can tell 
> > from 1st hand.
> > 
> > i know that my scsi zip drive was at least 2 times faster.
> > but i dont like to carry around the extra adapters/wires etc.
> > so now i use smartmedia. light and simple but it sure sucks when the 
> > power goes bad.
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14368|14339|2005-12-12 07:06:18|Marco Tangelder|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
Hi Peter,

Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
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I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, really use
one!!!

By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo of the RS
to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???

If not, this would be a great feature on the midiclock. Try to beatmatch a
record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!

Grtz,
Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Christopher Layne
Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever

On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> 
> ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> midiclock" projects.
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man

What's the dedicated midiclock project about?

I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
away from the mood).
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14369|14369|2005-12-12 07:07:25|Marco Tangelder|Playing Live|
Hi everybody!

Last saturday, I've played a techno liveset (the first one in a few years)
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and it was great! A dancing and yelling crowd and a lot of great compliments
:-)

I'd like to ask how you guys handle things when playing. Just out of
curiousity and perhaps for inspiration.

For starters, this is what I use on stage:

RS7000 (duh)
Behringer Ultrafex 3200 enhancer
Laptop + soundcard + Ableton Live + VSTi's
Behringer Tweakalizer

The DJ is using Pioneer DJX's
All audio-outs run into the main mixer.

I've laid out my tracks in Ableton Live. Every track is split up in several
sections, so I can choose which part of the track to run on the fly. Between
tracks, there are sections used to 'mix' a running track with the next one.

The RS is used for sound-generation, tweaking, effects etc.

A few questions:

How do you keep the RS in sync with any records playing? (I personally think
the tempo adjustment of the RS can't be adjusted fine enough, or am I
wrong?)
Do you use other RS master effects, besides the compressor? How? I'd like
the compressor to be 'on' all the time.
Are you using any additional gear, that adds functionality to the RS?
Do you guys have any nice RS-playing tricks that you're willing to share?

Grtz,

Marco Tangelder

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14370|14369|2005-12-12 07:24:57|Brooks Mosher|Re: Playing Live|

>
>
> A few questions:
>
> How do you keep the RS in sync with any records playing? (I personally
> think
> the tempo adjustment of the RS can't be adjusted fine enough, or am I
> wrong?)

i don't think there is any magical function that allows the RS7000 to sync
to a turntable *unless* the turntable had a midi clock out (which none
have). so i guess you would manually adjust the tempo on the RS7000??

using the RS7000 with Live is easy to do and Live can sync to external midi
clock no problem.

Do you use other RS master effects, besides the compressor? How? I'd like

> the compressor to be 'on' all the time.

i don't like the sound of the master effects section - i don't use them at
all, not even the compressor.

Are you using any additional gear, that adds functionality to the RS?

yes, a rack mount analog drum module for that techno you can feel. ;)



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14371|14339|2005-12-12 07:26:38|Brooks Mosher|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
why are you trying to match the RS7000 to the record?

i would do the opposite - instead of trying to fine tune the RS to match the
tempo of the record playing, why don't you adjust the fine pitch on the
record slowly to match the RS7000's tempo?

On 12/12/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Hi Peter,
>
> Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
>
> I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, really use
> one!!!
>
> By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo of the RS
> to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???
>
> If not, this would be a great feature on the midiclock. Try to beatmatch a
> record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!
>
> Grtz,
> Marco
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Christopher Layne
> Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever
>
>
> On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> >
> > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> > midiclock" projects.
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
>
> What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
>
> I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
> master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
> away from the mood).
>
>
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>
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>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14372|14369|2005-12-12 09:37:07|Marco Tangelder|Re: Playing Live|
I understand there's no automatic beatmatch-function (I wish there was).
Manually adjusting is easy if your mixing for a few measures. My problem is
the finetuning of the tempo for over a few minutes. A nasty thing with
records is that they almost never have a real steady tempo. One option is to
push/hold the record, but I'm curious to know how other RS-owners do this.

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Brooks Mosher
Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 15:23
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Playing Live

>
>
> A few questions:
>
> How do you keep the RS in sync with any records playing? (I personally
> think
> the tempo adjustment of the RS can't be adjusted fine enough, or am I
> wrong?)

i don't think there is any magical function that allows the RS7000 to sync
to a turntable *unless* the turntable had a midi clock out (which none
have). so i guess you would manually adjust the tempo on the RS7000??

using the RS7000 with Live is easy to do and Live can sync to external midi
clock no problem.
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Do you use other RS master effects, besides the compressor? How? I'd like

> the compressor to be 'on' all the time.

i don't like the sound of the master effects section - i don't use them at
all, not even the compressor.

Are you using any additional gear, that adds functionality to the RS?

yes, a rack mount analog drum module for that techno you can feel. ;)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14373|14369|2005-12-12 10:16:54|Brooks Mosher|Re: Playing Live|
just use the pitch on the turntable to do the fine adjustments....

kind of like when you're dj'ing and you adjust the pitches of both tables at
the same time to quickly line up the tempos.....

On 12/12/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> I understand there's no automatic beatmatch-function (I wish there was).
> Manually adjusting is easy if your mixing for a few measures. My problem
> is
> the finetuning of the tempo for over a few minutes. A nasty thing with
> records is that they almost never have a real steady tempo. One option is
> to
> push/hold the record, but I'm curious to know how other RS-owners do this.
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Brooks Mosher
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> Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 15:23
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Playing Live
>
>
> >
> >
> > A few questions:
> >
> > How do you keep the RS in sync with any records playing? (I personally
> > think
> > the tempo adjustment of the RS can't be adjusted fine enough, or am I
> > wrong?)
>
>
>
> i don't think there is any magical function that allows the RS7000 to sync
> to a turntable *unless* the turntable had a midi clock out (which none
> have). so i guess you would manually adjust the tempo on the RS7000??
>
> using the RS7000 with Live is easy to do and Live can sync to external
> midi
> clock no problem.
>
>
> Do you use other RS master effects, besides the compressor? How? I'd like
> > the compressor to be 'on' all the time.
>
>
>
> i don't like the sound of the master effects section - i don't use them at
> all, not even the compressor.
>
>
> Are you using any additional gear, that adds functionality to the RS?
>
>
>
> yes, a rack mount analog drum module for that techno you can feel. ;)
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14374|14339|2005-12-12 10:56:54|Peter de Man|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
hi,

the projects is about maing a midiclock with tab/drag/push bmp.
with a sync repair function (without hearing a gap!) etc.
it will get 8 midi outs (all same) to make a nice star midi network.

i think the dedicated midi clock project could help out.
can you discribe more about your problem? 
and what feature(s) the dedicated midiclock should have to overcome 
the problem.

warm greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christopher Layne wrote:
>
> On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > 
> > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> > midiclock" projects.
> > 
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> 
> What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
> 
> I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
> master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
> away from the mood).
>

| 14375|14339|2005-12-12 11:01:42|Peter de Man|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
hi,

point taken.
it will support at least 2 digits behind the comma.
its now in the list of minimal specs.

at this point the projects is in design and research fase.
so far i have a box with a working midi out port (which i can 
duplicate very easy). 
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the "problem" is the "any sensor->midi" box fas be to finished first. 
all experience learned there will be used in the clock box also.

the midi clock will not be finished/for sale for some months.
but it sure is the time to shout out a wishlist.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi Peter,
> 
> Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
> 
> I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, 
really use
> one!!!
> 
> By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo of 
the RS
> to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???
> 
> If not, this would be a great feature on the midiclock. Try to 
beatmatch a
> record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!
> 
> Grtz,
> Marco
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Christopher Layne
> Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes 
forever
> 
> 
> On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > 
> > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> > midiclock" projects.
> > 
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> 
> What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
> 
> I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
> master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
> away from the mood).
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
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> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14376|14339|2005-12-12 11:50:24|Paradigm|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
Maybe the person does not want the music to be out of
key,and changing pitch changes key.I know on the
Technics,there is no key correction.On some other
turntables,there is,yet some people swear by Technics
only.

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> why are you trying to match the RS7000 to the
> record?
> 
> i would do the opposite - instead of trying to fine
> tune the RS to match the
> tempo of the record playing, why don't you adjust
> the fine pitch on the
> record slowly to match the RS7000's tempo?
> 
> 
> On 12/12/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi Peter,
> >
> > Can you give any updates on the dedicated
> midiclock project?
> >
> > I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I
> could really, really use
> > one!!!
> >
> > By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to
> set the tempo of the RS
> > to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???
> >
> > If not, this would be a great feature on the
> midiclock. Try to beatmatch a
> > record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!
> >
> > Grtz,
> > Marco
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Christopher Layne
> > Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with
> samples takes forever
> >
> >
> > On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de
> Man wrote:
> > >
> > > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi"
> and "dedicated
> > > midiclock" projects.
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> > >
> > > greetingz,
> > > Peter de Man
> >
> > What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
> >
> > I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while
> syncing off the
> > master without forcing a stop on the master first
> (really takes
> > away from the mood).
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
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> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > 
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14377|14377|2005-12-12 12:22:40|Brooks Mosher|arranging|
i have a question for RS7000 users:

to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to use the
pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used to the
arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 is so
different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I find myself
wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly instead. so, i'm
just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from start to
end in the RS7000.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14378|14377|2005-12-12 13:05:05|Peter de Man|Re: arranging|
hi,

if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)

then use pattern mode only !!
press pattern again for Live kinda view.
there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to 
different sections of your song.

pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain 
cant remember what the best section order for this style was again ) 
or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons automaticly 
(to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and watch 
the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;) 

the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you 
cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins orso.. 
and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even 
faster :S )

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
wrote:

>
> i have a question for RS7000 users:
> 
> to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to 

use the
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> pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used to the
> arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 is 

so

> different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I 

find myself

> wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly instead. 

so, i'm

> just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from 

start to

> end in the RS7000.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14379|14377|2005-12-12 13:44:45|Brooks Mosher|Re: arranging|
yes, for live work and improvising i like pattern mode and selecting
different sections manually the best. however, i actually *have* dancing
gogo girls in my studio - so for recording i like to have it pre-arranged so
i can work the mix board and watch the girls...

dancing gogo girls are an essential part of any studio - more so than drapes
i believe!!

;)
Brooks

On 12/12/05, Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
>
> hi,
>
> if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)
>
> then use pattern mode only !!
> press pattern again for Live kinda view.
> there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to
> different sections of your song.
>
> pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain
> cant remember what the best section order for this style was again )
> or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons automaticly
> (to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and watch
> the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;)
>
> the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you
> cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins orso..
> and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even
> faster :S )
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> wrote:
> >
> > i have a question for RS7000 users:
> >
> > to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to
> use the
> > pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used to the
> > arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 is
> so
> > different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I
> find myself
> > wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly instead.
> so, i'm
> > just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from
> start to
> > end in the RS7000.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14380|14377|2005-12-12 16:32:43|Peter de Man|Re: arranging|
i agree.

my gogo girl (only have 1 but soon a second one has to come)
is not in my studio. she doesnt like it. too boring
she wants at least 100 horney man looking ;)
dirty mind those gogo girls :D
so for now only gogo girls during gigs.
o well... maybe its better... otherwise no track will ever be 
finished.

greetingz ;D
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
wrote:

>
> yes, for live work and improvising i like pattern mode and selecting
> different sections manually the best. however, i actually *have* 

dancing

> gogo girls in my studio - so for recording i like to have it pre-

arranged so

> i can work the mix board and watch the girls...
> 
> dancing gogo girls are an essential part of any studio - more so 

than drapes

> i believe!!
> 
> ;)
> Brooks
> 
> 
> On 12/12/05, Peter de Man wrote:
> >
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> > hi,
> >
> > if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)
> >
> > then use pattern mode only !!
> > press pattern again for Live kinda view.
> > there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to
> > different sections of your song.
> >
> > pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain
> > cant remember what the best section order for this style was 

again )

> > or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons 

automaticly

> > (to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and 

watch

> > the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;)
> >
> > the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you
> > cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins 

orso..

> > and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even
> > faster :S )
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > i have a question for RS7000 users:
> > >
> > > to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to
> > use the
> > > pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used 

to the

> > > arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 

is

> > so
> > > different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I
> > find myself
> > > wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly 

instead.

> > so, i'm
> > > just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from
> > start to
> > > end in the RS7000.
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
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> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"

> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14381|14377|2005-12-12 18:49:58|ridszero|Re: arranging|
Depends what kind of live use. Song mode is good as well when you are doing tweaks. It 
also lets you record and add stuff into your mix as the song is playing. Press play, and if 
you feel the need for some more riffs, then play them in. 

Song mode is great for more structured songs, but you can improvise what you like really. 
You make a 16 bars, but you want to add something before it, using the jod create 
measure will fit anything ahead of what you created. I find the Song mode most useful for 
getting your "Big Idea" down in form and hear what it really sounds like. I'm more of a live 
instrument guy though, not a play the sequences guy.

Hope that gives you some perspective.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
>
> i agree.
> 
> my gogo girl (only have 1 but soon a second one has to come)
> is not in my studio. she doesnt like it. too boring
> she wants at least 100 horney man looking ;)
> dirty mind those gogo girls :D
> so for now only gogo girls during gigs.
> o well... maybe its better... otherwise no track will ever be 
> finished.
> 
> greetingz ;D
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> wrote:
> >
> > yes, for live work and improvising i like pattern mode and selecting
> > different sections manually the best. however, i actually *have* 
> dancing
> > gogo girls in my studio - so for recording i like to have it pre-
> arranged so
> > i can work the mix board and watch the girls...
> > 
> > dancing gogo girls are an essential part of any studio - more so 
> than drapes
> > i believe!!
> > 
> > ;)
> > Brooks
> > 
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> > 
> > On 12/12/05, Peter de Man wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,
> > >
> > > if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)
> > >
> > > then use pattern mode only !!
> > > press pattern again for Live kinda view.
> > > there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to
> > > different sections of your song.
> > >
> > > pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain
> > > cant remember what the best section order for this style was 
> again )
> > > or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons 
> automaticly
> > > (to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and 
> watch
> > > the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;)
> > >
> > > the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you
> > > cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins 
> orso..
> > > and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even
> > > faster :S )
> > >
> > > greetingz,
> > > Peter de Man
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > i have a question for RS7000 users:
> > > >
> > > > to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to
> > > use the
> > > > pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used 
> to the
> > > > arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 
> is
> > > so
> > > > different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I
> > > find myself
> > > > wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly 
> instead.
> > > so, i'm
> > > > just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from
> > > start to
> > > > end in the RS7000.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > >
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> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 14382|14377|2005-12-12 19:09:57|Emiliano Braulio|Re: arranging|
one question:

How do you guys do for changing songs (styles) without a glich, on a 
non -stop mixed live set??

regards,

Nimitz

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Peter de Man" <mail@sjgroover.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2005 6:02 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: arranging

> hi,
>
> if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)
>
> then use pattern mode only !!
> press pattern again for Live kinda view.
> there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to
> different sections of your song.
>
> pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain
> cant remember what the best section order for this style was again )
> or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons automaticly
> (to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and watch
> the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;)
>
> the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you
> cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins orso..
> and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even
> faster :S )
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> wrote:
>>
>> i have a question for RS7000 users:
>>
>> to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to
> use the
>> pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used to the
>> arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 is
> so
>> different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I
> find myself
>> wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly instead.
> so, i'm
>> just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from
> start to
>> end in the RS7000.
>>
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14383|14369|2005-12-12 19:41:09|Christopher Layne|Re: Playing Live|
On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 03:47:03PM +0100, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> I understand there's no automatic beatmatch-function (I wish there was).
> Manually adjusting is easy if your mixing for a few measures. My problem is
> the finetuning of the tempo for over a few minutes. A nasty thing with
> records is that they almost never have a real steady tempo. One option is to
> push/hold the record, but I'm curious to know how other RS-owners do this.
> 
> _____ 

Just use a BPM<->midi clock convertor.
| 14384|14377|2005-12-13 01:45:30|Peter de Man|Re: arranging|
buy something to fill the gap.
i bough a second rs7000 so i can do it dj/style. 
some use a mp3 player with a fat pad/string.
and some just try to fit everything in 1 just style.
its your call

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Emiliano Braulio" 
wrote:

>
> one question:
> 
> How do you guys do for changing songs (styles) without a glich, on 

a 

> non -stop mixed live set??
> 
> regards,
> 
> Nimitz
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: "Peter de Man" 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, December 12, 2005 6:02 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: arranging
> 
> 
> > hi,
> >
> > if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)
> >
> > then use pattern mode only !!
> > press pattern again for Live kinda view.
> > there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to
> > different sections of your song.
> >
> > pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain
> > cant remember what the best section order for this style was 

again )

> > or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons 

automaticly
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> > (to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and 

watch

> > the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;)
> >
> > the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you
> > cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins 

orso..

> > and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even
> > faster :S )
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > wrote:
> >>
> >> i have a question for RS7000 users:
> >>
> >> to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to
> > use the
> >> pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used to 

the

> >> arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 

is

> > so
> >> different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I
> > find myself
> >> wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly instead.
> > so, i'm
> >> just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from
> > start to
> >> end in the RS7000.
> >>
> >>
> >> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>

| 14385|14369|2005-12-13 09:08:57|Marco Tangelder|Re: Playing Live|
Yeah, I know of Redsound. They seem to make a nice product. Any suggestions
for or experience with other products?

I'm especially curious about the precision of the beatmatch. Is it very
tight or just 'workable'?
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_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Christopher Layne
Sent: dinsdag 13 december 2005 3:40
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Playing Live

On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 03:47:03PM +0100, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> I understand there's no automatic beatmatch-function (I wish there was).
> Manually adjusting is easy if your mixing for a few measures. My problem
is
> the finetuning of the tempo for over a few minutes. A nasty thing with
> records is that they almost never have a real steady tempo. One option is
to
> push/hold the record, but I'm curious to know how other RS-owners do this.
> 
> _____ 

Just use a BPM<->midi clock convertor.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14386|14339|2005-12-13 09:10:40|Marco Tangelder|Wishlist for Peter :-)|
Hi Peter,

Please, don't be bothered by my questions or feature-requests. I'm just
spilling some ideas and hope you can do something with it. If so, great, if
not, too bad.

Anyway, let's start the wishlist:

---
Allready discussed:

Midiclock
Adjustable tempo with at least 2 digits behind the comma
Tempo-slider (pitch-slider)
Knob for adjusting the amount of pitch
'Push and hold the tempo' jogwheel
Knob for adjusting the amount of push/hold

---
New features on my wishlist:

Roll-function
Explanation: clock jumps back to begin of measure after X beats. The number
of beats can be adjusted on-the-fly using a knob. This way a drumroll-like
build-up can be achieved. (I'm not sure, but I think the Korg Electribe
range has this function.)

Tempo-tap button that works
Explanation: instead of setting the tempo using the time between 2 taps, I'd
like a tap-function that sets the tempo calculated over the number of taps.
For example: when tapped 32 times, the tempo is the average of the tempo
tapped over these 32 beats.

Send midi-command button
Send sysex-command button
Explanation: send any custom command to the receiving midi-gear at the press
of a button.

----

Marco

PS: My offer still stands: if you build this thing, I'll build and host you
a e-commerce website to sell it.

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 19:01
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever

hi,

point taken.
it will support at least 2 digits behind the comma.
its now in the list of minimal specs.

at this point the projects is in design and research fase.
so far i have a box with a working midi out port (which i can 
duplicate very easy). 

the "problem" is the "any sensor->midi" box fas be to finished first. 
all experience learned there will be used in the clock box also.

the midi clock will not be finished/for sale for some months.
but it sure is the time to shout out a wishlist.

greetingz,
Peter de Man
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi Peter,
> 
> Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
> 
> I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, 
really use
> one!!!
> 
> By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo of 
the RS
> to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???
> 
> If not, this would be a great feature on the midiclock. Try to 
beatmatch a
> record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!
> 
> Grtz,
> Marco
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Christopher Layne
> Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes 
forever
> 
> 
> On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > 
> > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> > midiclock" projects.
> > 
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> 
> What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
> 
> I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
> master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
> away from the mood).
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
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> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14387|14377|2005-12-13 09:11:43|Marco Tangelder|Re: arranging|
Don't switch styles. I'd use patterns and voice-changes in phraseheaders to
change from one song to the next.

By the way, if you can get your hands on a (cough cough) laptop, you should
try to hook up Ableton Live with your RS (don't tell anyone I told you this,
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but it'll make your life easier).

Grtz,
M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: dinsdag 13 december 2005 9:45
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: arranging

buy something to fill the gap.
i bough a second rs7000 so i can do it dj/style. 
some use a mp3 player with a fat pad/string.
and some just try to fit everything in 1 just style.
its your call

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Emiliano Braulio" 
wrote:

>
> one question:
> 
> How do you guys do for changing songs (styles) without a glich, on 

a 

> non -stop mixed live set??
> 
> regards,
> 
> Nimitz
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: "Peter de Man" 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Monday, December 12, 2005 6:02 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: arranging
> 
> 
> > hi,
> >
> > if you say.. on the fly.. (and loop based)
> >
> > then use pattern mode only !!
> > press pattern again for Live kinda view.
> > there you see all loops. press the section buttons to jump to
> > different sections of your song.
> >
> > pattern chain is only usefull for when you are lazy (or your brain
> > cant remember what the best section order for this style was 

again )

> > or when you want the rs7000 to press the section buttons 

automaticly

> > (to jump to the break after 16 bars, etc.) so you can chill and 

watch

> > the dancing gogo girls a bit more ;)
> >
> > the chain mode is not usefull for Live style or live gigs. as you
> > cant improvise and also you are very limitted in time (20 mins 

orso..

> > and for drum n bass bpm's the measures are counting down even
> > faster :S )
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > wrote:
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> >>
> >> i have a question for RS7000 users:
> >>
> >> to arrange patterns for a complete "song" sequence, do i have to
> > use the
> >> pattern chain or is there any other way to do this? i'm used to 

the

> >> arranging process in Cubase and Live for example and the RS7000 

is

> > so
> >> different from those in terms of arranging together patterns. I
> > find myself
> >> wanting to improvise and work the arrangement on the fly instead.
> > so, i'm
> >> just wondering how other people arrange out their sequences from
> > start to
> >> end in the RS7000.
> >>
> >>
> >> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 
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* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.
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* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14388|14339|2005-12-13 11:01:52|wasted/su700fan|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
On Dec 12, 2005, at 5:37 AM, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Hi Peter,
>
> Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
>
> I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, 
> really use
> one!!!
>
> By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo of 
> the RS
> to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???

The RS7k's sequencer can only be set to one digit past the decimal 
point (tenths). It would probably follow a hundredth's (2nd digit 
past the decimal point) MIDI clock sent from an external source.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14389|14362|2005-12-13 19:27:04|wasted/su700fan|Re: hey|
On Dec 11, 2005, at 7:00 PM, juan escobar wrote:

> hey guys i was wandering if you can school me up on how to use a 
> rs 7000 cuz i ben trying to make beats but i can so it will be 
> cool if you can help me like sending me information or something
>
> """thanks""""

Try the tutorial at the beginning of the manual (pages 27-49). Try 
it several times to let it sink in, choosing different phrases and 
samples, effects, each time. That will give you a good starting 
point for understanding the RS7000's major pattern creation 
features. Also, go into Pattern Patch mode (hit Pattern button so 
that you switch to that screen), dial in different preset phrases on 
different tracks while the sequencer is running and tweak until you 
like the results of the various phrases playing together.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14390|14339|2005-12-14 07:08:01|Peter de Man|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
hi Marco,

im not bothered at all. in fact i'm glad people with live setup 
experience let me know their wishes. I'm merging them into a text 
file and looking what are basics and what are extra's and what is 
possible and what should be a new project.

It would be great to have a sales website for it.
but as i said it will take some time to build it.

a quick walk through your wishes and my first reaction.

midiclock -> 
duh. otherwise its no midiclock ;D

tempo at least 2 digits behind the comma ->
i dont care at all. i can make the clock do 8 digits.
only how to let the user see it. that wont fit on a normal 7 segments 
display is a lot of work/resources for each digit. have to think 
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about that. i could not show the lasts digits to the user but they 
will work. have to think about that.

Tempo-slider (pitch-slider) ->
push buttons are easy, slider can be harder. i will try a slider.
but the push buttons will be there first i guess(easier).

Knob for adjusting the amount of pitch ->
not sure what you mean. but i can do a knob/slider for fine pitch for 
all tracks. have to see if i have room on the chip for it. its a good 
idea.

'Push and hold the tempo' jogwheel -> 
again nice idea... should be doable, but will need research.

Knob for adjusting the amount of push/hold -> 
can be done, if again i have room in the chip.
but i can always change it hard in the code if you dont like the 
default and send it back to you. but a nice button would be cooler 
offcourse again depends on resources of the chip (i only have so many 
i/o pins on the chip).

Roll-function ->
sound wicked. but i dont realy see how the interface of that should 
be. and i'm thinking maybe rolls should be done in the arrange and 
not in the central midiclock. this is something i would do only when 
all other functions work and i have time and resources left.

Tempo-tap button that works ->
will be 1 of THE main fuctions. will be a bitch to program.
but i think i can do it.

Send any midi-command button ->
the problem here is "any". that would require an input field to let 
the user program the sysex. something like the edit view of rs7000. 
or maybe there's another way. maybe the device could learn the sysex 
on an midi in.
but that would eat recources in terms of chip i/o pins.
what i can do hard code a sysex into it just for you. and send the 
custom device to you. but then its a fixed string triggered by a 
button.

fix/resync ->
this is THE reason im building this thing in the first place.
lets say 1 slave unit looses sync (reload file, broken cable, power 
fail, whatever) pressing this button will wait for 1.1 measure and 
there just in time send "rewind" + "start" :D

keep em comming.
in the next few months i will upload some drawings.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

****************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi Peter,
> 
> Please, don't be bothered by my questions or feature-requests. I'm 
just
> spilling some ideas and hope you can do something with it. If so, 
great, if
> not, too bad.
> 
> Anyway, let's start the wishlist:
> 
> ---
> Allready discussed:
> 
> Midiclock
> Adjustable tempo with at least 2 digits behind the comma
> Tempo-slider (pitch-slider)
> Knob for adjusting the amount of pitch
> 'Push and hold the tempo' jogwheel
> Knob for adjusting the amount of push/hold
> 
> ---
> New features on my wishlist:
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> 
> Roll-function
> Explanation: clock jumps back to begin of measure after X beats. 
The number
> of beats can be adjusted on-the-fly using a knob. This way a 
drumroll-like
> build-up can be achieved. (I'm not sure, but I think the Korg 
Electribe
> range has this function.)
> 
> Tempo-tap button that works
> Explanation: instead of setting the tempo using the time between 2 
taps, I'd
> like a tap-function that sets the tempo calculated over the number 
of taps.
> For example: when tapped 32 times, the tempo is the average of the 
tempo
> tapped over these 32 beats.
> 
> Send midi-command button
> Send sysex-command button
> Explanation: send any custom command to the receiving midi-gear at 
the press
> of a button.
> 
> ----
> 
> 
> 
> Marco
> 
> PS: My offer still stands: if you build this thing, I'll build and 
host you
> a e-commerce website to sell it.
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 19:01
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever
> 
> 
> hi,
> 
> point taken.
> it will support at least 2 digits behind the comma.
> its now in the list of minimal specs.
> 
> at this point the projects is in design and research fase.
> so far i have a box with a working midi out port (which i can 
> duplicate very easy). 
> 
> the "problem" is the "any sensor->midi" box fas be to finished 
first. 
> all experience learned there will be used in the clock box also.
> 
> the midi clock will not be finished/for sale for some months.
> but it sure is the time to shout out a wishlist.
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Peter,
> > 
> > Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
> > 
> > I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, 
> really use
> > one!!!
> > 
> > By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo 
of 
> the RS
> > to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???
> > 
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> > If not, this would be a great feature on the midiclock. Try to 
> beatmatch a
> > record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!
> > 
> > Grtz,
> > Marco
> > 
> > 
> > _____ 
> > 
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > Christopher Layne
> > Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes 
> forever
> > 
> > 
> > On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > > 
> > > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> > > midiclock" projects.
> > > 
> > > greetingz,
> > > Peter de Man
> > 
> > What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
> > 
> > I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
> > master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
> > away from the mood).

| 14391|13386|2005-12-14 07:34:46|pastorkamhunt|Transposing|
How come some tracks transpose and others don't?
| 14392|14339|2005-12-14 10:14:23|Marco Tangelder|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
Sounds great!!!

About the Roll-function:

I can see a 'Start Roll' button and a knob for the amount of beats after
which the clock should return to zero. This amount should be visible on the
display: let's say 1 for a single beat, 4 for a 4th, 16 for a 16th etc. When
adjusting the amount of beats by turning the knob, the Roll becomes more
intense.

About the Send midi-command button:

A few fixed midi-commands (preferably not commonly used CC-messages) would
be great also. Other midi-equipment could be programmed to react to these
specific commands. It would be helpfull to make a sequencer advance to
another part or to mute several tracks at once something like that.

Grtz,
Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: woensdag 14 december 2005 15:08
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)

hi Marco,

im not bothered at all. in fact i'm glad people with live setup 
experience let me know their wishes. I'm merging them into a text 
file and looking what are basics and what are extra's and what is 
possible and what should be a new project.

It would be great to have a sales website for it.
but as i said it will take some time to build it.

a quick walk through your wishes and my first reaction.

midiclock -> 
duh. otherwise its no midiclock ;D

tempo at least 2 digits behind the comma ->
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i dont care at all. i can make the clock do 8 digits.
only how to let the user see it. that wont fit on a normal 7 segments 
display is a lot of work/resources for each digit. have to think 
about that. i could not show the lasts digits to the user but they 
will work. have to think about that.

Tempo-slider (pitch-slider) ->
push buttons are easy, slider can be harder. i will try a slider.
but the push buttons will be there first i guess(easier).

Knob for adjusting the amount of pitch ->
not sure what you mean. but i can do a knob/slider for fine pitch for 
all tracks. have to see if i have room on the chip for it. its a good 
idea.

'Push and hold the tempo' jogwheel -> 
again nice idea... should be doable, but will need research.

Knob for adjusting the amount of push/hold -> 
can be done, if again i have room in the chip.
but i can always change it hard in the code if you dont like the 
default and send it back to you. but a nice button would be cooler 
offcourse again depends on resources of the chip (i only have so many 
i/o pins on the chip).

Roll-function ->
sound wicked. but i dont realy see how the interface of that should 
be. and i'm thinking maybe rolls should be done in the arrange and 
not in the central midiclock. this is something i would do only when 
all other functions work and i have time and resources left.

Tempo-tap button that works ->
will be 1 of THE main fuctions. will be a bitch to program.
but i think i can do it.

Send any midi-command button ->
the problem here is "any". that would require an input field to let 
the user program the sysex. something like the edit view of rs7000. 
or maybe there's another way. maybe the device could learn the sysex 
on an midi in.
but that would eat recources in terms of chip i/o pins.
what i can do hard code a sysex into it just for you. and send the 
custom device to you. but then its a fixed string triggered by a 
button.

fix/resync ->
this is THE reason im building this thing in the first place.
lets say 1 slave unit looses sync (reload file, broken cable, power 
fail, whatever) pressing this button will wait for 1.1 measure and 
there just in time send "rewind" + "start" :D

keep em comming.
in the next few months i will upload some drawings.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

****************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi Peter,
> 
> Please, don't be bothered by my questions or feature-requests. I'm 
just
> spilling some ideas and hope you can do something with it. If so, 
great, if
> not, too bad.
> 
> Anyway, let's start the wishlist:
> 
> ---
> Allready discussed:
> 
> Midiclock
> Adjustable tempo with at least 2 digits behind the comma
> Tempo-slider (pitch-slider)
> Knob for adjusting the amount of pitch
> 'Push and hold the tempo' jogwheel
> Knob for adjusting the amount of push/hold
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> 
> ---
> New features on my wishlist:
> 
> Roll-function
> Explanation: clock jumps back to begin of measure after X beats. 
The number
> of beats can be adjusted on-the-fly using a knob. This way a 
drumroll-like
> build-up can be achieved. (I'm not sure, but I think the Korg 
Electribe
> range has this function.)
> 
> Tempo-tap button that works
> Explanation: instead of setting the tempo using the time between 2 
taps, I'd
> like a tap-function that sets the tempo calculated over the number 
of taps.
> For example: when tapped 32 times, the tempo is the average of the 
tempo
> tapped over these 32 beats.
> 
> Send midi-command button
> Send sysex-command button
> Explanation: send any custom command to the receiving midi-gear at 
the press
> of a button.
> 
> ----
> 
> 
> 
> Marco
> 
> PS: My offer still stands: if you build this thing, I'll build and 
host you
> a e-commerce website to sell it.
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 19:01
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever
> 
> 
> hi,
> 
> point taken.
> it will support at least 2 digits behind the comma.
> its now in the list of minimal specs.
> 
> at this point the projects is in design and research fase.
> so far i have a box with a working midi out port (which i can 
> duplicate very easy). 
> 
> the "problem" is the "any sensor->midi" box fas be to finished 
first. 
> all experience learned there will be used in the clock box also.
> 
> the midi clock will not be finished/for sale for some months.
> but it sure is the time to shout out a wishlist.
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Peter,
> > 
> > Can you give any updates on the dedicated midiclock project?
> > 
> > I've played a live techno-set last saturday and I could really, 
> really use
> > one!!!
> > 
> > By the way, does anyone know if is it possible to set the tempo 
of 
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> the RS
> > to, let's say 132.25 BPM (two digit decimal)???
> > 
> > If not, this would be a great feature on the midiclock. Try to 
> beatmatch a
> > record for over a few minutes and you'll know why!
> > 
> > Grtz,
> > Marco
> > 
> > 
> > _____ 
> > 
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > Christopher Layne
> > Sent: maandag 12 december 2005 5:35
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes 
> forever
> > 
> > 
> > On Mon, Dec 12, 2005 at 02:29:38AM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:
> > > 
> > > ps. i'm still working on the "any sensor->midi" and "dedicated
> > > midiclock" projects.
> > > 
> > > greetingz,
> > > Peter de Man
> > 
> > What's the dedicated midiclock project about?
> > 
> > I use 2 rs7k's, and it's a bitch to record while syncing off the
> > master without forcing a stop on the master first (really takes
> > away from the mood).
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14393|14362|2005-12-14 16:52:22|juan escobar|Re: hey|
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ye but i dont have it cuz my friend le me borow it and he is out of town right now so he didnt tell me n e thing so 

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote: On Dec 11, 2005, at 7:00 PM, juan escobar wrote:

> hey guys i was wandering if you can school me up on how to use a 
> rs 7000 cuz i ben trying to make beats but i can so it will be 
> cool if you can help me like sending me information or something
>
> """thanks""""

Try the tutorial at the beginning of the manual (pages 27-49). Try 
it several times to let it sink in, choosing different phrases and 
samples, effects, each time. That will give you a good starting 
point for understanding the RS7000's major pattern creation 
features. Also, go into Pattern Patch mode (hit Pattern button so 
that you switch to that screen), dial in different preset phrases on 
different tracks while the sequencer is running and tweak until you 
like the results of the various phrases playing together.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Shopping
Find Great Deals on Holiday Gifts at Yahoo! Shopping 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14394|14362|2005-12-14 17:59:37|wasted/su700fan|Re: hey|
On Dec 14, 2005, at 6:10 PM, juan escobar wrote:

> ye but i dont have it cuz my friend le me borow it and he is out of 
> town right now so he didnt tell me n e thing so

You can download the manual in Adobe Acrobat Reader (PDF) format from:
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php

Just type RS7000 in the Model Name search box to the right and choose 
the 5,645Kb Owners Manual. Save it to your hard disk and start reading.

-- wasted/su700fan

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php


The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14395|14362|2005-12-14 19:39:53|juan escobar|Re: hey|
thanks a lot man 

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote: 

On Dec 14, 2005, at 6:10 PM, juan escobar wrote:

> ye but i dont have it cuz my friend le me borow it and he is out of 
> town right now so he didnt tell me n e thing so

You can download the manual in Adobe Acrobat Reader (PDF) format from:
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php

Just type RS7000 in the Model Name search box to the right and choose 
the 5,645Kb Owners Manual. Save it to your hard disk and start reading.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Shopping
Find Great Deals on Holiday Gifts at Yahoo! Shopping 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14396|14339|2005-12-15 08:10:22|versis82|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
hey guys,

nice project you're starting off here. let me contribute my thoughts
about it, maybe they're helpful =).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> tempo at least 2 digits behind the comma ->
> i dont care at all. i can make the clock do 8 digits.
> only how to let the user see it. that wont fit on a normal 7 segments 
> display is a lot of work/resources for each digit. have to think 
> about that. i could not show the lasts digits to the user but they 
> will work. have to think about that.

perhaps a normal 3x7segments display would work if you can switch
between pre-point digits and post-point digits. for example the bpm
value of 120.37 would show "120" for pre-point and "_37" for
post-point. this switching may be done via a button or automatically
by the cpu.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Tempo-tap button that works ->
> will be 1 of THE main fuctions. will be a bitch to program.
> but i think i can do it.

if wouldn't be much more complicated than the tap-tempo currently
implemented in the rs i guess - i don't understand why yamaha wasn't
able to this at all. let me sketch my algorithm idea for it
(only read it if you are interested, don't want to waste your time *g*):

the main thing is to define a "correct sequence of taps" only by the
first tap time and the number of taps since that event. on each new
tap event, you have to check if the bpm since the last tap (say 135)
is almost the same as the bpm measured since the
first tap of that sequence (say 132). if it is in that range
(135/132=1.027, so the defined fluctutation range has to be at least
that value), you increase totalTaps, else you reset the sequence.

------------------

required variables:
// timestamp of the last tap
lastTapTime : time
// timestamp of the first tap of the current sequence
firstTapTime : time
// total number of taps since firstTapTime
totalTaps : int

required constants (maybe adjustable):
// accepted fluctuation range
const fluct : double

algorithm (java pseudocode):
----------------------------
void init() {
lastTapTime = 0;
}
void onTap(time t) {
// check if initial event
if (lastTapTime == 0) {
lastTapTime = t;
firstTapTime = t;
totalTaps = 1;
return;
}
// calculate tap intervals
int intL = (t - lastTapTime); // since last
int intF = (t - firstTapTime) / totalTaps; // since first
// check if in fluct
if (max(intL, intF) / min(intL, intF) < fluct) {
// extend sequence, update bpm
totalTaps++;
lastTapTime = t;
updateBPM(intF);
}
else {
// reset sequence, don't update bpm
totalTaps = 1;
firstTapTime = t;
lastTapTime = t;
}
}
void updateBPM(int interval) {
// TODO use some of the basic time calculation formulas here
}

--------------------

it's pretty basic, but i guess it should work like that.
maybe fluct can be also be defined as a specific time interval, say
100ms, instead of such a percentage thing.

> fix/resync ->
> this is THE reason im building this thing in the first place.
> lets say 1 slave unit looses sync (reload file, broken cable, power 
> fail, whatever) pressing this button will wait for 1.1 measure and 
> there just in time send "rewind" + "start" :D

that's a great idea, i always have to manually resync my dx200 when
it's running out of sync, this would be a nice thing to have.



> roll-function

great idea too! having all devices rolling will sound awesome, kind of
like cd stuttering (check the phutboyslim vst plugin *g*). please
include non-straight rolls like 1/8T, straight gets boring (you may
include a global "coarse" switch button to include/exclude them, this
button may also be helpful for those bpm display issue i posted before.)

keep it up, i'm curious! =)
matthias

-- 
http://www.queaver.and.versis.de

| 14397|14339|2005-12-15 14:54:41|Peter de Man|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
hey matthias,

thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when you 
tab it should already calculate it and start going already in sync 
whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.

and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also 
because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip. but thanx 
for this idea i will save it in my project folder so i can look at 
it again when i'm at that point.

for the display. im thinking maybe it should have a real lcd.
i'm looking into it if there are small lcd's (gameboy classic like) 
that i can send seriel data. that would cutback on resources as i 
would only need 1 output pin of the chip. thats way better then 7 
segment display which eats more i/o pins and does a poor job 
comparing to the lcd. this is only an idea though.

if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just like 
the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just 
bellow the lcd :D 

greetingz,
Peter de Man 

*****************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "versis82" wrote:
>
> hey guys,
> 
> nice project you're starting off here. let me contribute my 
thoughts
> about it, maybe they're helpful =).
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> > tempo at least 2 digits behind the comma ->
> > i dont care at all. i can make the clock do 8 digits.
> > only how to let the user see it. that wont fit on a normal 7 
segments 
> > display is a lot of work/resources for each digit. have to think 
> > about that. i could not show the lasts digits to the user but 
they 
> > will work. have to think about that.
> 
> perhaps a normal 3x7segments display would work if you can switch
> between pre-point digits and post-point digits. for example the bpm
> value of 120.37 would show "120" for pre-point and "_37" for
> post-point. this switching may be done via a button or 
automatically
> by the cpu.
> 
> > Tempo-tap button that works ->
> > will be 1 of THE main fuctions. will be a bitch to program.
> > but i think i can do it.
> 
> if wouldn't be much more complicated than the tap-tempo currently
> implemented in the rs i guess - i don't understand why yamaha 
wasn't
> able to this at all. let me sketch my algorithm idea for it
> (only read it if you are interested, don't want to waste your time 
*g*):
> 

http://www.queaver.and.versis.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> the main thing is to define a "correct sequence of taps" only by 
the
> first tap time and the number of taps since that event. on each new
> tap event, you have to check if the bpm since the last tap (say 
135)
> is almost the same as the bpm measured since the
> first tap of that sequence (say 132). if it is in that range
> (135/132=1.027, so the defined fluctutation range has to be at 
least
> that value), you increase totalTaps, else you reset the sequence.
> 
> ------------------
> 
> required variables:
> // timestamp of the last tap
> lastTapTime : time
> // timestamp of the first tap of the current sequence
> firstTapTime : time
> // total number of taps since firstTapTime
> totalTaps : int
> 
> required constants (maybe adjustable):
> // accepted fluctuation range
> const fluct : double
> 
> algorithm (java pseudocode):
> ----------------------------
> void init() {
> lastTapTime = 0;
> }
> void onTap(time t) {
> // check if initial event
> if (lastTapTime == 0) {
> lastTapTime = t;
> firstTapTime = t;
> totalTaps = 1;
> return;
> }
> // calculate tap intervals
> int intL = (t - lastTapTime); // since last
> int intF = (t - firstTapTime) / totalTaps; // since first
> // check if in fluct
> if (max(intL, intF) / min(intL, intF) < fluct) {
> // extend sequence, update bpm
> totalTaps++;
> lastTapTime = t;
> updateBPM(intF);
> }
> else {
> // reset sequence, don't update bpm
> totalTaps = 1;
> firstTapTime = t;
> lastTapTime = t;
> }
> }
> void updateBPM(int interval) {
> // TODO use some of the basic time calculation formulas here
> }
> 
> --------------------
> 
> it's pretty basic, but i guess it should work like that.
> maybe fluct can be also be defined as a specific time interval, say
> 100ms, instead of such a percentage thing.
> 
> 
> > fix/resync ->
> > this is THE reason im building this thing in the first place.
> > lets say 1 slave unit looses sync (reload file, broken cable, 
power 
> > fail, whatever) pressing this button will wait for 1.1 measure 
and 
> > there just in time send "rewind" + "start" :D
> 
> that's a great idea, i always have to manually resync my dx200 when
> it's running out of sync, this would be a nice thing to have.
> 
> > roll-function
> 
> great idea too! having all devices rolling will sound awesome, 
kind of



> like cd stuttering (check the phutboyslim vst plugin *g*). please
> include non-straight rolls like 1/8T, straight gets boring (you may
> include a global "coarse" switch button to include/exclude them, 
this
> button may also be helpful for those bpm display issue i posted 
before.)
> 
> keep it up, i'm curious! =)
> matthias
> 
> -- 
> http://www.queaver.and.versis.de
>

| 14398|14339|2005-12-15 16:55:54|Peter de Man|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
hi,

i'm thinking:

http://www1.nl2.conrad.com/scripts/wgate/zcop_nl2/~flNlc3Npb249UDkwX0
5MX0IyQzpDX0FHQVRFMDg6MDAwMC4wMTEzLjEzNjU1OWViJn5odHRwX2NvbnRlbnRfY2h
hcnNldD1pc28tODg1OS0xJn5TdGF0ZT0zMTQ3MDA3NjY2====?
~template=PCAT_AREA_S_BROWSE&p_selected_area=%
24ROOT&perform_special_action=&glb_user_js=Y&shop=NL2&product_show_id
=&p_page_to_display=DirektSearch&~cookies=1&zhmmh_lfo=&zhmmh_area_kz=
8A&s_haupt_kategorie=&p_searchstring=lcd+serieel&r3_matn=&insert_kz=&
area_s_url=&area_url=&direkt_aufriss_area=&p_countdown=&p_80=&p_80_ca
tegory=&p_80_article=&p_next_template_after_login=&mindestbestellwert
=&login=&password=&bpemail=&bpid=&url=&show_wk=&use_search=1&p_back_t
emplate=pcat_suchergebnis_header&template=&kna_news=&p_status_scenari
o=&documentselector=&p_load_area=$ROOT&p_artikelbilder_mode=&p_sortop
t=&page=&p_catalog_max_results=10

wow thats a long url :D

or go to www.conrad.nl and search for "lcd serieel"

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
>
> hey matthias,
> 
> thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when 
you 
> tab it should already calculate it and start going already in sync 
> whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.
> 
> and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also 
> because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip. but thanx 
> for this idea i will save it in my project folder so i can look at 
> it again when i'm at that point.
> 
> for the display. im thinking maybe it should have a real lcd.
> i'm looking into it if there are small lcd's (gameboy classic 
like) 
> that i can send seriel data. that would cutback on resources as i 
> would only need 1 output pin of the chip. thats way better then 7 
> segment display which eats more i/o pins and does a poor job 
> comparing to the lcd. this is only an idea though.
> 
> if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just 
like 
> the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just 
> bellow the lcd :D 
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man 
> 
> *****************************************
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "versis82" wrote:
> >
> > hey guys,
> > 
> > nice project you're starting off here. let me contribute my 
> thoughts

http://www.queaver.and.versis.de/
http://www1.nl2.conrad.com/scripts/wgate/zcop_nl2/~flNlc3Npb249UDkwX0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > about it, maybe they're helpful =).
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> > > tempo at least 2 digits behind the comma ->
> > > i dont care at all. i can make the clock do 8 digits.
> > > only how to let the user see it. that wont fit on a normal 7 
> segments 
> > > display is a lot of work/resources for each digit. have to 
think 
> > > about that. i could not show the lasts digits to the user but 
> they 
> > > will work. have to think about that.
> > 
> > perhaps a normal 3x7segments display would work if you can switch
> > between pre-point digits and post-point digits. for example the 
bpm
> > value of 120.37 would show "120" for pre-point and "_37" for
> > post-point. this switching may be done via a button or 
> automatically
> > by the cpu.
> > 
> > > Tempo-tap button that works ->
> > > will be 1 of THE main fuctions. will be a bitch to program.
> > > but i think i can do it.
> > 
> > if wouldn't be much more complicated than the tap-tempo currently
> > implemented in the rs i guess - i don't understand why yamaha 
> wasn't
> > able to this at all. let me sketch my algorithm idea for it
> > (only read it if you are interested, don't want to waste your 
time 
> *g*):
> > 
> > the main thing is to define a "correct sequence of taps" only by 
> the
> > first tap time and the number of taps since that event. on each 
new
> > tap event, you have to check if the bpm since the last tap (say 
> 135)
> > is almost the same as the bpm measured since the
> > first tap of that sequence (say 132). if it is in that range
> > (135/132=1.027, so the defined fluctutation range has to be at 
> least
> > that value), you increase totalTaps, else you reset the sequence.
> > 
> > ------------------
> > 
> > required variables:
> > // timestamp of the last tap
> > lastTapTime : time
> > // timestamp of the first tap of the current sequence
> > firstTapTime : time
> > // total number of taps since firstTapTime
> > totalTaps : int
> > 
> > required constants (maybe adjustable):
> > // accepted fluctuation range
> > const fluct : double
> > 
> > algorithm (java pseudocode):
> > ----------------------------
> > void init() {
> > lastTapTime = 0;
> > }
> > void onTap(time t) {
> > // check if initial event
> > if (lastTapTime == 0) {
> > lastTapTime = t;
> > firstTapTime = t;
> > totalTaps = 1;
> > return;
> > }
> > // calculate tap intervals
> > int intL = (t - lastTapTime); // since last
> > int intF = (t - firstTapTime) / totalTaps; // since first
> > // check if in fluct
> > if (max(intL, intF) / min(intL, intF) < fluct) {
> > // extend sequence, update bpm
> > totalTaps++;
> > lastTapTime = t;
> > updateBPM(intF);

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > }
> > else {
> > // reset sequence, don't update bpm
> > totalTaps = 1;
> > firstTapTime = t;
> > lastTapTime = t;
> > }
> > }
> > void updateBPM(int interval) {
> > // TODO use some of the basic time calculation formulas here
> > }
> > 
> > --------------------
> > 
> > it's pretty basic, but i guess it should work like that.
> > maybe fluct can be also be defined as a specific time interval, 
say
> > 100ms, instead of such a percentage thing.
> > 
> > 
> > > fix/resync ->
> > > this is THE reason im building this thing in the first place.
> > > lets say 1 slave unit looses sync (reload file, broken cable, 
> power 
> > > fail, whatever) pressing this button will wait for 1.1 measure 
> and 
> > > there just in time send "rewind" + "start" :D
> > 
> > that's a great idea, i always have to manually resync my dx200 
when
> > it's running out of sync, this would be a nice thing to have.
> > 
> > > roll-function
> > 
> > great idea too! having all devices rolling will sound awesome, 
> kind of
> > like cd stuttering (check the phutboyslim vst plugin *g*). please
> > include non-straight rolls like 1/8T, straight gets boring (you 
may
> > include a global "coarse" switch button to include/exclude them, 
> this
> > button may also be helpful for those bpm display issue i posted 
> before.)
> > 
> > keep it up, i'm curious! =)
> > matthias
> > 
> > -- 
> > http://www.queaver.and.versis.de
> >
>

| 14399|14339|2005-12-15 17:07:45|Steve Cooke|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
And long URLs don't come out properly in emails distributed via text only
discussion lists like this one.

May I suggest you convert it to something more practical using
www.tinylink.com

SC

On 15/12/05, Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
>
> hi,
>
> i'm thinking:
>
> http://www1.nl2.conrad.com/scripts/wgate/zcop_nl2/~flNlc3Npb249UDkwX0>
> 5MX0IyQzpDX0FHQVRFMDg6MDAwMC4wMTEzLjEzNjU1OWViJn5odHRwX2NvbnRlbnRfY2h
> hcnNldD1pc28tODg1OS0xJn5TdGF0ZT0zMTQ3MDA3NjY2====?
> ~template=PCAT_AREA_S_BROWSE&p_selected_area=%
> 24ROOT&perform_special_action=&glb_user_js=Y&shop=NL2&product_show_id
> =&p_page_to_display=DirektSearch&~cookies=1&zhmmh_lfo=&zhmmh_area_kz=
> 8A&s_haupt_kategorie=&p_searchstring=lcd+serieel&r3_matn=&insert_kz=&
> area_s_url=&area_url=&direkt_aufriss_area=&p_countdown=&p_80=&p_80_ca
> tegory=&p_80_article=&p_next_template_after_login=&mindestbestellwert
> =&login=&password=&bpemail=&bpid=&url=&show_wk=&use_search=1&p_back_t
> emplate=pcat_suchergebnis_header&template=&kna_news=&p_status_scenari
> o=&documentselector=&p_load_area=$ROOT&p_artikelbilder_mode=&p_sortop

http://www.queaver.and.versis.de/
mailto:mail@sjgroover.com
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> t=&page=&p_catalog_max_results=10
>
> wow thats a long url :D
>
> or go to www.conrad.nl and search for "lcd serieel"
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> >
> > hey matthias,
> >
> > thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> > i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when
> you
> > tab it should already calculate it and start going already in sync
> > whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.
> >
> > and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also
> > because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip. but thanx
> > for this idea i will save it in my project folder so i can look at
> > it again when i'm at that point.
> >
> > for the display. im thinking maybe it should have a real lcd.
> > i'm looking into it if there are small lcd's (gameboy classic
> like)
> > that i can send seriel data. that would cutback on resources as i
> > would only need 1 output pin of the chip. thats way better then 7
> > segment display which eats more i/o pins and does a poor job
> > comparing to the lcd. this is only an idea though.
> >
> > if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just
> like
> > the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just
> > bellow the lcd :D
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14400|14339|2005-12-15 17:28:51|Dale Kay (arp)|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
I don't suppose you heard of
www.tinylink.com
and
www.tinyurl.com
?????
check those out for those long links...

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.
"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Peter de Man 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2005 3:55 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)

hi,

i'm thinking:

http://www1.nl2.conrad.com/scripts/wgate/zcop_nl2/~flNlc3Npb249UDkwX0%3Chttp://www1.nl2.conrad.com/scripts/wgate/zcop_nl2/~flNlc3Npb249UDkwX0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com/
http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
mailto:Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14401|14339|2005-12-15 19:18:49|Christopher Layne|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
On Thu, Dec 15, 2005 at 09:53:29PM -0000, Peter de Man wrote:

> hey matthias,
> 
> thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when you 
> tab it should already calculate it and start going already in sync 
> whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.

Tap averages should also be 95%th percentile to throw out rogue
taps that don't fall into consistent boundaries with the rest.
| 14402|14402|2005-12-15 21:47:11|er1aniques1|Internal Hard Drive?|
Can you install an internal SCSI Hard Drive inside the RS7K?

thanks

Jeff
| 14403|14339|2005-12-15 22:02:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
On Dec 11, 2005, at 5:05 PM, Peter de Man wrote:

> hi,
>
> yeah its slow ... and it sucks...
> in a live situation.. if power fails and comes up again.
> the rs7000 is dead for 12.5 minutes !!!
> and that is not a cool feeling during waiting 12 minutes i can tell
> from 1st hand.
>
> i know that my scsi zip drive was at least 2 times faster.
> but i dont like to carry around the extra adapters/wires etc.
> so now i use smartmedia. light and simple but it sure sucks when the
> power goes bad.
>
> i have the feeling its just the transferrate in the smartmedia port...
> can someone confirm or disconfirm different speeds with different
> smartmedia?... and if someone happends to know the max of smartmedia
> and what the fastest brand around is...
>
> or maybe better... this is just a proposal.
> can we all together make a table of the transfer rates for loading 60
> MB of samples in an "ALL" autold_1 file.
>
> i think it's very interesting what the outcome will be.
> who's RS7000 loads the fastest and why.
>
> like:
> smartmedia/scsi, brand, size, loadtime
> or even:
> smartmedia/scsi, brand, size, adapterbrand/model, loadtime
>
> are there scsi to card reader adapters?
> and can they go fast as hell? cause that would rock.
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de MAn

I think the speed of reading/writing to SmartMedia might have to do 
partially with the speed of the transfer rate in the SmartMedia port 
interface but also more likely due to the age of the technology 
itself (pre-2000). Newer technologies like Sony's Memory Stick Duo 
or more modern iterations of Compact Flash probably have a faster 
transfer rate, not to mention much higher capacities for storage 
(256MB, 512MB, and even 1 or 2GB).

If we want to do the study you are mentioning at the end of your 
post, to be consistent, we should all save/load the same file so that 
the conditions are the same. I.E. # of samples, total size loaded, 
etc. Perhaps one of the larger AUTOLD__ files on the CDROM that 
comes with the RS7000 brand new. Just an idea to keep the laboratory 
conditions the same.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


| 14404|14402|2005-12-16 01:29:50|Steve Cooke|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
On 16/12/05, er1aniques1 <er1aniques1@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
> Can you install an internal SCSI Hard Drive inside the RS7K?
>

Nope.

SC
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14405|14402|2005-12-16 04:10:39|Peter de Man|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
it should be doable. i did see some project on the internet.
but was not able to find a project that was finished.
so for now ... nope unless you are the first to make it happen and 
show it to the world.

greetz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
>
> On 16/12/05, er1aniques1 wrote:
> >
> > Can you install an internal SCSI Hard Drive inside the RS7K?
> >
> 
> Nope.
> 
> SC
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@g...
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14406|14339|2005-12-16 04:12:09|Peter de Man|Re: loading saving ALL with samples takes forever|
yeah i agree,

was there a cdrom? i only got a smartmedia crad with two 4mb all 
files. oyes and a cdrom with twe software. is it on there?.. sorry 
im not home the whole week otherwise i would have checked.

when home i will do it ASAP !
i will also test different smartmedia cards as i have the feeling 
some of my cards load way faster or slower.

greetz,
Peter 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Dec 11, 2005, at 5:05 PM, Peter de Man wrote:
> 
> > hi,
> >
> > yeah its slow ... and it sucks...
> > in a live situation.. if power fails and comes up again.
> > the rs7000 is dead for 12.5 minutes !!!
> > and that is not a cool feeling during waiting 12 minutes i can 
tell
> > from 1st hand.
> >
> > i know that my scsi zip drive was at least 2 times faster.
> > but i dont like to carry around the extra adapters/wires etc.
> > so now i use smartmedia. light and simple but it sure sucks when 
the
> > power goes bad.
> >
> > i have the feeling its just the transferrate in the smartmedia 
port...
> > can someone confirm or disconfirm different speeds with different
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> > smartmedia?... and if someone happends to know the max of 
smartmedia
> > and what the fastest brand around is...
> >
> > or maybe better... this is just a proposal.
> > can we all together make a table of the transfer rates for 
loading 60
> > MB of samples in an "ALL" autold_1 file.
> >
> > i think it's very interesting what the outcome will be.
> > who's RS7000 loads the fastest and why.
> >
> > like:
> > smartmedia/scsi, brand, size, loadtime
> > or even:
> > smartmedia/scsi, brand, size, adapterbrand/model, loadtime
> >
> > are there scsi to card reader adapters?
> > and can they go fast as hell? cause that would rock.
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de MAn
> 
> I think the speed of reading/writing to SmartMedia might have to 
do 
> partially with the speed of the transfer rate in the SmartMedia 
port 
> interface but also more likely due to the age of the technology 
> itself (pre-2000). Newer technologies like Sony's Memory Stick 
Duo 
> or more modern iterations of Compact Flash probably have a faster 
> transfer rate, not to mention much higher capacities for storage 
> (256MB, 512MB, and even 1 or 2GB).
> 
> If we want to do the study you are mentioning at the end of your 
> post, to be consistent, we should all save/load the same file so 
that 
> the conditions are the same. I.E. # of samples, total size 
loaded, 
> etc. Perhaps one of the larger AUTOLD__ files on the CDROM that 
> comes with the RS7000 brand new. Just an idea to keep the 
laboratory 
> conditions the same.
> 
> -- wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

| 14407|14339|2005-12-16 04:31:20|Peter de Man|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
hi,

never heard of those servies.
way cool. i tried to use em but the site i'm reffering to doesn't 
like it with the shoppingcard system orso.

better go to conrad.nl and search for "lcd serieel".
or just "lcd".

greetz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Dale Kay \(arp\)" 
wrote:

>
> I don't suppose you heard of
> www.tinylink.com
> and
> www.tinyurl.com
> ?????
> check those out for those long links...
> 
> dale
> dale@i...
> Lancaster CA
> 
> band web pages
> Inquisitor Betrayer
> http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
> http://www.soundclick.com/bands/7/inquisitorbetrayermusic.htm

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
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> Angel's Wings 
> http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
> 
> New synth programming group for all synths.
> Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give 

when able.

> "without music, life would be a mistake"
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Peter de Man 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2005 3:55 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)
> 
> 
> hi,
> 
> i'm thinking:
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14408|14402|2005-12-16 08:29:32|Marco Tangelder|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
Yep. It is possible. You need a SCSI laptop harddisk, which should have it's
own powersupply and link it to the SCSI port of the RS. Is this a nice
solution? Nope. The only advantage over an external drive is that you have
to carry less equipment around. Better buy a nice flight-case to store
everything together.

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Steve Cooke
Sent: vrijdag 16 december 2005 9:30
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Internal Hard Drive?

On 16/12/05, er1aniques1 <er1aniques1@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Can you install an internal SCSI Hard Drive inside the RS7K?
>

Nope.

SC
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14409|14339|2005-12-16 08:29:55|versis82|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:

> hey matthias,
> 
> thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when you 
> tab it should already calculate it and start going already in sync 
> whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.

the algorithm will do that. on the first tap, the thing won't change
the bpm (just like on the rs7000). but when you follow the code,
you'll notice that on the second call of onTap the variable intF
(interval since first tap) and intL (interval since last tap) are
equal, so at this point it will enter the if clause and change the bpm
already. for the following taps, the algorithm will use intF to
interpolate the bpm over all taps.
if you want to send a midi clock reset on the first tap, this will be
no problem either, just send that sysex in both reset sequences.

> and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also 
> because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip.

sure, assembler won't be easy to code for me now too =) but the
algorithm shouldn't take a lot of memory on the chip as binary.

> if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just like 
> the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just 
> bellow the lcd :D 

don't you think potentiometers instead of the jogwheels would do the
job? =) on the dx200 yahoogroups they've been talking on replacement
for the data knob (alps ec11 or panasonic), should be the same as the
4 encoders built in the rs7000 but i can't tell you the price.

have a nice weekend,
matthias

-- 
http://www.queaver.and.versis.de
| 14410|14402|2005-12-16 10:41:29|Steve Cooke|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
Just to say my 'nope' reply to this query assumed that Jeff's question was
asked within the parameters of the RS7k's official functionality.

I guess you can do just about *anything* if you're prepared to get into
serious customisation.

Especially our friend Peter de Man whom, I understand, has even soldered
naked go-go girls to the casing of this RS7k.

:)

On 16/12/05, Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
>
> it should be doable. i did see some project on the internet.
> but was not able to find a project that was finished.
> so for now ... nope unless you are the first to make it happen and
> show it to the world.
>
> greetz,
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> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> >
> > On 16/12/05, er1aniques1 wrote:
> > >
> > > Can you install an internal SCSI Hard Drive inside the RS7K?
> > >
> >
> > Nope.
> >
> > SC
> > --
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@g...
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14411|14206|2005-12-16 11:28:38|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
I tried a while ago to uncompile the Hex to various versions of C and also Assembly, and I had no luck at all. I don't know what I'm doing much though, but good luck to
you guys. I've got a feeling its some obscure language they are using, which makes it really dificult to reverse engineer the code. Not saying it can't be done, but its going
to be tough, not something I think the average or even an expert programer can do, not without some inside information. Just what I think and I won't keep my hopes up
any longer.

I had to get me a Spectralis recently. Very nice so far, but not as user friendly or intuitive as the RS7000 for sequencing and editing, but get this: The engineer who
designed it listens to the users and puts those changes in the new firmware updates. Adjustable metronome level, no prob. for it. I do love my RS, but I'm sorry, I'm afraid
where its at that its not going to grow any better than it already is from Yamaha or hackers. I'm hopeing to see a new line of similar units come out like the Spectralis to
compete more with the the RS7000 and other similar yet inferier units.

I don't think Jesus himself could even miracle that code of Yamaha's puckered asses.

Zamise
Quantum-Source.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 25 Nov 2005 16:02:04 +0100
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

We're investigating the possibility of reverse-engineering the OS, or
somehow get our hands on the original source code.

If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates, maybe we'll be able to do some
things ourselves.

I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe we'll get somewhere!

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
John Wayne
Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

Marco, Peter,

you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the RS-7000..
how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds very very
interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a programmer).

Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Hoi Peter!
>
> Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
>
> So much for the Dutch! :-)
>
> I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional programmer and
> application designer (mostly web but I know some things about other stuff
> too ;-).
>
> The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can switch
> phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live does (which
> I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm afraid though
> that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only by the 
> knobs
> on the machine itself ;-(
>
> Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which controls the
> tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use mine for
> controlling some other stuff).
>
> So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!
>
>
> On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main reason
> Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give away
> 'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. So I think
> it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we should plan a
> raid on Yammie headquarters?
>
> Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-language etc.?
> It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.
>
> Kind regards,
> Marco Tangelder
>
> PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd reverb 
> cut the
> 1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack
>
>
> hi all,
>
> i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> programming.
>
> i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> with it i can do things like:
> next/previous section (sysex).
> control changes.
> notes etc.
>
> sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid freak
> (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to control decay
> and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a basskick
> freak to control the basskick etc.
>
> currently im working on a device that can use not only a joystick but
> ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like rs7000)
> and pc.
>
> i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post it here
> when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
>
> i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live performances.
> i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs still
> residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 that
> asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an upgrade
> fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come in the
> media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from other
> barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external hardware
> that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips inside
> the unit.
>
> if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal instead of
> breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to lift
> the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are afraid
> unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall because
> of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are afraid the
> file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
>
> IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non official os
> in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open source
> OS thing.
>
> so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know at least
> 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors are.
> (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update parttern
> length subroutin etc.)
>
> but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be listening and
> implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off cource). and
> keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor->rs7000 box.
>
> warm greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style (if you
> dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a hardware
> sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy workaround
> (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more units on
> stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
> hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... if
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> other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. its
> always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit for
> myself.a
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> _____ 
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> 
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____ 
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
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> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> 
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> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
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FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14412|14339|2005-12-16 13:48:03|Marco Tangelder|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
Hey! I want at least one jogwheel!!!

;-)

Seriously: the jogwheel was originally intended for the tempo push-hold
function of the unit. For this option using a jogwheel would be way easier
to use than a potmeter or a knob.

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
versis82
Sent: vrijdag 16 december 2005 13:56
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> hey matthias,
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> 
> thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when you 
> tab it should already calculate it and start going already in sync 
> whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.

the algorithm will do that. on the first tap, the thing won't change
the bpm (just like on the rs7000). but when you follow the code,
you'll notice that on the second call of onTap the variable intF
(interval since first tap) and intL (interval since last tap) are
equal, so at this point it will enter the if clause and change the bpm
already. for the following taps, the algorithm will use intF to
interpolate the bpm over all taps.
if you want to send a midi clock reset on the first tap, this will be
no problem either, just send that sysex in both reset sequences.

> and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also 
> because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip.

sure, assembler won't be easy to code for me now too =) but the
algorithm shouldn't take a lot of memory on the chip as binary.

> if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just like 
> the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just 
> bellow the lcd :D 

don't you think potentiometers instead of the jogwheels would do the
job? =) on the dx200 yahoogroups they've been talking on replacement
for the data knob (alps ec11 or panasonic), should be the same as the
4 encoders built in the rs7000 but i can't tell you the price.

have a nice weekend,
matthias

-- 
http://www.queaver.and.versis.de

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 
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* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14413|14206|2005-12-16 13:50:28|jason rodgers|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
The Code Was All Wrote By Drunk Monkeys Of Scotch I
Think It Was So I Will Get The Scotch Anyone Got A
Hook Up At The Zoo
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:

> I tried a while ago to uncompile the Hex to various

versions of C and also Assembly, and I had no luck at
all. I don't know what I'm doing much though, but
good luck to you guys. I've got a feeling its some
obscure language they are using, which makes it really
dificult to reverse engineer the code. Not saying it
can't be done, but its going to be tough, not
something I think the average or even an expert
programer can do, not without some inside information.
Just what I think and I won't keep my hopes up any
longer.

> 
> I had to get me a Spectralis recently. Very nice so

far, but not as user friendly or intuitive as the
RS7000 for sequencing and editing, but get this: The
engineer who designed it listens to the users and puts
those changes in the new firmware updates. Adjustable
metronome level, no prob. for it. I do love my RS,
but I'm sorry, I'm afraid where its at that its not
going to grow any better than it already is from
Yamaha or hackers. I'm hopeing to see a new line of
similar units come out like the Spectralis to compete
more with the the RS7000 and other similar yet
inferier units.

> 
> I don't think Jesus himself could even miracle that

code of Yamaha's puckered asses.

> 
> Zamise
> Quantum-Source.com
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Fri, 25 Nov 2005 16:02:04 +0100
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about

amazingly impossible os hack

> 
> 
> We're investigating the possibility of

reverse-engineering the OS, or

> somehow get our hands on the original source code.
> 
> If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates, maybe
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we'll be able to do some

> things ourselves.
> 
> I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe

we'll get somewhere!

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

[mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of

> John Wayne
> Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about

amazingly impossible os hack

> 
> 
> Marco, Peter,
> 
> you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the

RS-7000..

> how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds

very very

> interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a

programmer).

> 
> 
> 
> 
> Marco Tangelder wrote:
> 
> > Hoi Peter!
> >
> > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
> >
> > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> >
> > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a

professional programmer and

> > application designer (mostly web but I know some

things about other stuff

> > too ;-).
> >
> > The very best and greatest thing would be a

controller that can switch

> > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like

Ableton Live does (which

> > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the

way). I'm afraid though

> > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in

any way, only by the 

> > knobs
> > on the machine itself ;-(
> >
> > Another GREAT addon would be a single
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slider-controller which controls the

> > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I

like to use mine for

> > controlling some other stuff).
> >
> > So please, keep us informed about your

midi-devices!

> >
> >
> > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS.

IMO the main reason

> > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't

want to give away

> > 'secrets' they're still using in their main

product: the Motif. So I think

> > it's impossible to get the source and the

compiler. Maybe we should plan a

> > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> >
> > Does someone have any information about the OS,

programming-language etc.?

> > It would be a giant leap forward to know where to

start.
=== Message Truncated === 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14414|14402|2005-12-16 13:50:57|Brooks Mosher|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
i'd love if there was a way to add say 8 extra individual outputs or even
better, like an ADAT out or something. i wonder if this would be possible.
has anyone used the digital output and does the sound improve with a nice
D/A convertor? not that the sound is bad, but it's not great. i think E-mu
samplers sound better though.

On 12/16/05, Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Just to say my 'nope' reply to this query assumed that Jeff's question
> was
> asked within the parameters of the RS7k's official functionality.
>
> I guess you can do just about *anything* if you're prepared to get into
> serious customisation.
>
> Especially our friend Peter de Man whom, I understand, has even soldered
> naked go-go girls to the casing of this RS7k.
>
> :)
>
>
> On 16/12/05, Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
> >
> > it should be doable. i did see some project on the internet.
> > but was not able to find a project that was finished.
> > so for now ... nope unless you are the first to make it happen and
> > show it to the world.
> >
> > greetz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> > >
> > > On 16/12/05, er1aniques1 wrote:
> > > >
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> > > > Can you install an internal SCSI Hard Drive inside the RS7K?
> > > >
> > >
> > > Nope.
> > >
> > > SC
> > > --
> > > Steve Cooke
> > > smcooke@g...
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
>
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
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>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14415|14402|2005-12-16 17:37:58|Peter de Man|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
whahahahahahaha :D
yeah,... and that was only because i was tired of carrying the 
rs7000 around. now i just have to follow the almost naked girl and 
rotate some knobs.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

> Just to say my 'nope' reply to this query assumed that Jeff's 

question was

> asked within the parameters of the RS7k's official functionality.
> 
> I guess you can do just about *anything* if you're prepared to get 

into

> serious customisation.
> 
> Especially our friend Peter de Man whom, I understand, has even 

soldered

> naked go-go girls to the casing of this RS7k.
> 
> :)

| 14416|14206|2005-12-16 17:47:41|Peter de Man|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
i could rewrite the os only with inside information.
decompiling brings such a unreadable code that i wouldn't understand 
it. so i try to find ways to unlock some posibilities already there 
through sysex. things that are not in the manual but are possible. 
and i did already unlock some things. like using pattern mode semi 
automated (combination between chain mode and pattern mode.) these 
things can be done easily.

but sure some other companies do provide better support/upgardes.
and also we should buy other gear. but that doesnt mean we should 
not get the max out of the rs7000 

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
>
> I tried a while ago to uncompile the Hex to various versions of C 
and also Assembly, and I had no luck at all. I don't know what I'm 
doing much though, but good luck to you guys. I've got a feeling 
its some obscure language they are using, which makes it really 
dificult to reverse engineer the code. Not saying it can't be done, 
but its going to be tough, not something I think the average or even 
an expert programer can do, not without some inside information. 
Just what I think and I won't keep my hopes up any longer.
> 
> I had to get me a Spectralis recently. Very nice so far, but not 
as user friendly or intuitive as the RS7000 for sequencing and 
editing, but get this: The engineer who designed it listens to the 
users and puts those changes in the new firmware updates. 
Adjustable metronome level, no prob. for it. I do love my RS, but 
I'm sorry, I'm afraid where its at that its not going to grow any 
better than it already is from Yamaha or hackers. I'm hopeing to 
see a new line of similar units come out like the Spectralis to 
compete more with the the RS7000 and other similar yet inferier 
units.
> 
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> I don't think Jesus himself could even miracle that code of 
Yamaha's puckered asses.
> 
> Zamise
> Quantum-Source.com
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Marco Tangelder 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Fri, 25 Nov 2005 16:02:04 +0100
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly 
impossible os hack
> 
> 
> We're investigating the possibility of reverse-engineering the OS, 
or
> somehow get our hands on the original source code.
> 
> If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates, maybe we'll be able 
to do some
> things ourselves.
> 
> I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe we'll get 
somewhere!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> John Wayne
> Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly 
impossible os hack
> 
> 
> Marco, Peter,
> 
> you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the RS-7000..
> how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds very very
> interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a programmer).
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Marco Tangelder wrote:
> 
> > Hoi Peter!
> >
> > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
> >
> > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> >
> > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional 
programmer and
> > application designer (mostly web but I know some things about 
other stuff
> > too ;-).
> >
> > The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can 
switch
> > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live 
does (which
> > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm 
afraid though
> > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only 
by the 
> > knobs
> > on the machine itself ;-(
> >
> > Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which 
controls the
> > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use 
mine for
> > controlling some other stuff).
> >
> > So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!
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> >
> >
> > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main 
reason
> > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give 
away
> > 'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. 
So I think
> > it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we 
should plan a
> > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> >
> > Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-
language etc.?
> > It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.
> >
> > Kind regards,
> > Marco Tangelder
> >
> > PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd 
reverb 
> > cut the
> > 1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> > Peter de Man
> > Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible 
os hack
> >
> >
> > hi all,
> >
> > i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> > programming.
> >
> > i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> > with it i can do things like:
> > next/previous section (sysex).
> > control changes.
> > notes etc.
> >
> > sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid 
freak
> > (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to 
control decay
> > and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a 
basskick
> > freak to control the basskick etc.
> >
> > currently im working on a device that can use not only a 
joystick but
> > ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like 
rs7000)
> > and pc.
> >
> > i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post 
it here
> > when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> > reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
> >
> > i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live 
performances.
> > i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs 
still
> > residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> > towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 
that
> > asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an 
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upgrade
> > fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come 
in the
> > media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from 
other
> > barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external 
hardware
> > that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips 
inside
> > the unit.
> >
> > if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> > write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal 
instead of
> > breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to 
lift
> > the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> > yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are 
afraid
> > unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall 
because
> > of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are 
afraid the
> > file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
> >
> > IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non 
official os
> > in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open 
source
> > OS thing.
> >
> > so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> > upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know 
at least
> > 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors 
are.
> > (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update 
parttern
> > length subroutin etc.)
> >
> > but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be 
listening and
> > implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off 
cource). and
> > keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor-
>rs7000 box.
> >
> > warm greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style 
(if you
> > dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a 
hardware
> > sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy 
workaround
> > (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more 
units on
> > stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
> > hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... 
if
> > other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. 
its
> > always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit 
for
> > myself.a
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > 
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> > 
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > 
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____ 
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > -----------------------------------------------------------------
-------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the web.
> > 
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>
> > 
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > -----------------------------------------------------------------
-------
> >
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
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> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14417|14339|2005-12-16 17:50:19|Peter de Man|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
hi,

the more i think about it. a pot meter is also weird with temps and 
also they have a limit to how far you can rotate. the more i think 
about it the more i think 4 jogwheels. no limits no wrong position 
when selecting the effect etc. but it's still an idea.

and for the code matthias. seems like you realy gave it a though and 
you are so right. thanx man :D

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hey! I want at least one jogwheel!!!
> 
> ;-)
> 
> Seriously: the jogwheel was originally intended for the tempo push-
hold
> function of the unit. For this option using a jogwheel would be 
way easier
> to use than a potmeter or a knob.
> 
> M
> 
> 
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> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> versis82
> Sent: vrijdag 16 december 2005 13:56
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> > hey matthias,
> > 
> > thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> > i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when 
you 
> > tab it should already calculate it and start going already in 
sync 
> > whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.
> 
> the algorithm will do that. on the first tap, the thing won't 
change
> the bpm (just like on the rs7000). but when you follow the code,
> you'll notice that on the second call of onTap the variable intF
> (interval since first tap) and intL (interval since last tap) are
> equal, so at this point it will enter the if clause and change the 
bpm
> already. for the following taps, the algorithm will use intF to
> interpolate the bpm over all taps.
> if you want to send a midi clock reset on the first tap, this will 
be
> no problem either, just send that sysex in both reset sequences.
> 
> > and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also 
> > because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip.
> 
> sure, assembler won't be easy to code for me now too =) but the
> algorithm shouldn't take a lot of memory on the chip as binary.
> 
> > if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just 
like 
> > the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just 
> > bellow the lcd :D 
> 
> don't you think potentiometers instead of the jogwheels would do 
the
> job? =) on the dx200 yahoogroups they've been talking on 
replacement
> for the data knob (alps ec11 or panasonic), should be the same as 
the
> 4 encoders built in the rs7000 but i can't tell you the price.
> 
> have a nice weekend,
> matthias
> 
> -- 
> http://www.queaver.and.versis.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
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> Yamaha
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> 
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=V
oice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 
Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> 
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment 
Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> 
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synt
hesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test 
equipment
> 
> Guitar
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> 
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> 
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&
w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14418|14206|2005-12-17 17:56:31|Paradigm|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Yamaha needs to step it up,if they want to finally get
a peiece of the sampler market.Right now,everything
out of people's mouths is MPC,Sp1200,and ASR10,when
you even hear samplers mentioned by producers and
magazines.The worst of it is,every single one of those
is way older than the RS7000.

--- Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:

> i could rewrite the os only with inside information.
> decompiling brings such a unreadable code that i
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> wouldn't understand 
> it. so i try to find ways to unlock some
> posibilities already there 
> through sysex. things that are not in the manual but
> are possible. 
> and i did already unlock some things. like using
> pattern mode semi 
> automated (combination between chain mode and
> pattern mode.) these 
> things can be done easily.
> 
> but sure some other companies do provide better
> support/upgardes.
> and also we should buy other gear. but that doesnt
> mean we should 
> not get the max out of the rs7000 
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> >
> > I tried a while ago to uncompile the Hex to
> various versions of C 
> and also Assembly, and I had no luck at all. I
> don't know what I'm 
> doing much though, but good luck to you guys. I've
> got a feeling 
> its some obscure language they are using, which
> makes it really 
> dificult to reverse engineer the code. Not saying
> it can't be done, 
> but its going to be tough, not something I think the
> average or even 
> an expert programer can do, not without some inside
> information. 
> Just what I think and I won't keep my hopes up any
> longer.
> > 
> > I had to get me a Spectralis recently. Very nice
> so far, but not 
> as user friendly or intuitive as the RS7000 for
> sequencing and 
> editing, but get this: The engineer who designed it
> listens to the 
> users and puts those changes in the new firmware
> updates. 
> Adjustable metronome level, no prob. for it. I do
> love my RS, but 
> I'm sorry, I'm afraid where its at that its not
> going to grow any 
> better than it already is from Yamaha or hackers. 
> I'm hopeing to 
> see a new line of similar units come out like the
> Spectralis to 
> compete more with the the RS7000 and other similar
> yet inferier 
> units.
> > 
> > I don't think Jesus himself could even miracle
> that code of 
> Yamaha's puckered asses.
> > 
> > Zamise
> > Quantum-Source.com
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Marco Tangelder 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Fri, 25 Nov 2005 16:02:04 +0100
> > Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about
> amazingly 
> impossible os hack
> > 
> > 
> > We're investigating the possibility of
> reverse-engineering the OS, 
> or
> > somehow get our hands on the original source code.
> > 
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> > If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates,
> maybe we'll be able 
> to do some
> > things ourselves.
> > 
> > I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe
> we'll get 
> somewhere!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > _____ 
> > 
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > John Wayne
> > Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about
> amazingly 
> impossible os hack
> > 
> > 
> > Marco, Peter,
> > 
> > you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the
> RS-7000..
> > how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds
> very very
> > interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also
> a programmer).
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > 
> > > Hoi Peter!
> > >
> > > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
> > >
> > > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> > >
> > > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a
> professional 
> programmer and
> > > application designer (mostly web but I know some
> things about 
> other stuff
> > > too ;-).
> > >
> > > The very best and greatest thing would be a
> controller that can 
> switch
> > > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something
> like Ableton Live 
> does (which
> > > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the
> way). I'm 
> afraid though
> > > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex
> in any way, only 
> by the 
> > > knobs
> > > on the machine itself ;-(
> > >
> > > Another GREAT addon would be a single
> slider-controller which 
> controls the
> > > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but
> I like to use 
> mine for
> > > controlling some other stuff).
> > >
> > > So please, keep us informed about your
> midi-devices!
> > >
> > >
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> > > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the
> OS. IMO the main 
> reason
> > > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they
> don't want to give 
> away
> > > 'secrets' they're still using in their main
> product: the Motif. 
> So I think
> > > it's impossible to get the source and the
> compiler. Maybe we 
> should plan a
> > > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> > >
> > > Does someone have any information about the OS,
> programming-
> language etc.?
> > > It would be a giant leap forward to know where
> to start.
> > >
> > > Kind regards,
> > > Marco Tangelder
> > >
> > > PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track???
> Doesn't the 2nd 
> reverb 
> > > cut the
> > > 1st when it starts? And is this possible with
> delays also?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14419|14206|2005-12-17 18:34:03|Dale Kay|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
I don't think samplers is a big market. I'll poke a bit at Yamaha next month at NAMM but for some reason, I think the major attention is on other areas that are more
profitable. Most everyone I know, is using soft samplers. Have a few hardware ones but do most of the work now on a computer based system. 

dale
dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
Lancaster CA

Recent events require your assistance to your charities. Do give when able.

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com

Angel's Wings 
http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings

New synth programming group for all synths.
Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

"without music, life would be a mistake"

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Paradigm 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, December 17, 2005 4:56 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

Yamaha needs to step it up,if they want to finally get
a peiece of the sampler market.Right now,everything
out of people's mouths is MPC,Sp1200,and ASR10,when
you even hear samplers mentioned by producers and
magazines.The worst of it is,every single one of those
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is way older than the RS7000.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14420|14206|2005-12-17 19:58:24|Paradigm|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Well,that would suck.what happened to tactile
musicianship?I certainly do not plan on replacing my
piano with software or strumming on a laptop.I
dunno,everything has it's place and some things get
all confused,because instead of technology making
things better,it just made bad music easier.It has
though,done away with inflexible formats like
DAT,DCC,and having to deal with gear having to be
maintained a s frequently.

--- Dale Kay <shoshone@kay-net.com> wrote:

> I don't think samplers is a big market. I'll poke a
> bit at Yamaha next month at NAMM but for some
> reason, I think the major attention is on other
> areas that are more profitable. Most everyone I
> know, is using soft samplers. Have a few hardware
> ones but do most of the work now on a computer based
> system. 
> 
> dale
> dale@inquisitorbetrayer.com
> Lancaster CA
> 
> Recent events require your assistance to your
> charities. Do give when able.
> 
> band web pages
> Inquisitor Betrayer
> http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com
> 
> Angel's Wings 
> http://www.soundclick.com/angelswings
> 
> New synth programming group for all synths.
> Synth_Programming-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> "without music, life would be a mistake"
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Paradigm 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Saturday, December 17, 2005 4:56 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about
> amazingly impossible os hack
> 
> 
> Yamaha needs to step it up,if they want to finally
> get
> a peiece of the sampler market.Right
> now,everything
> out of people's mouths is MPC,Sp1200,and
> ASR10,when
> you even hear samplers mentioned by producers and
> magazines.The worst of it is,every single one of
> those
> is way older than the RS7000.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14421|14206|2005-12-18 00:36:30|Dale Kay|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
I hear what you are saying. I just know that I see most using samplers on a computer and not hardware. I should say dedicated hardware samplers. Like me, there is a
Korg Extreme less than a foot from me. It's a sampler. Not it's only function. A A5000 in the rack, 2 foot away. Something I am beta testing 6 foot further back. But on my
DAW, there is a variety of samplers. A very large variety, some like the Bosendofer 290, only for that use. It's a different world for sure. 
I am not going to lean one way or the other on the soft/hard war. I use both. Something's work easier, some not. Some are a lot better sound wise, some work. Just got to
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keep a variety of options to choose from. 

dale

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Paradigm 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, December 17, 2005 6:57 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack

Well,that would suck.what happened to tactile
musicianship?I certainly do not plan on replacing my
piano with software or strumming on a laptop.I
dunno,everything has it's place and some things get
all confused,because instead of technology making
things better,it just made bad music easier.It has
though,done away with inflexible formats like
DAT,DCC,and having to deal with gear having to be
maintained a s frequently.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14422|14206|2005-12-18 09:05:37|Paradigm|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
Amen.It's weird,because all the producers I know do
not use software samplers.I do hear of some people who
do film work,scoring,composing/arrangements,and those
who have more access to loads of gear and advanced
computer setups,like a maxed out G5.What happens a lot
now is people do the beats and sampling on the
hardware,then importing it to ProTools.The crazy thing
about hardware,is that ALL of them,have this ONE quirk
which misses the mark really badly....lol.Why haven't
they at LEAST established some minimum standards for
ALL hardware samplers?

Like....8 outs,Nice big velocity sensitive pads

Firewire,USB,Digital I/O,LOTS of RAM,Nice clear big
screen,Flash RaM,Midi,and space for modules and
cards...

--- Dale Kay <shoshone@kay-net.com> wrote:

> I hear what you are saying. I just know that I see
> most using samplers on a computer and not hardware.
> I should say dedicated hardware samplers. Like me,
> there is a Korg Extreme less than a foot from me.
> It's a sampler. Not it's only function. A A5000 in
> the rack, 2 foot away. Something I am beta testing 6
> foot further back. But on my DAW, there is a variety
> of samplers. A very large variety, some like the
> Bosendofer 290, only for that use. It's a different
> world for sure. 
> I am not going to lean one way or the other on the
> soft/hard war. I use both. Something's work easier,
> some not. Some are a lot better sound wise, some
> work. Just got to keep a variety of options to
> choose from. 
> 
> dale
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Paradigm 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Saturday, December 17, 2005 6:57 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about
> amazingly impossible os hack
> 
> 
> Well,that would suck.what happened to tactile
> musicianship?I certainly do not plan on replacing
> my
> piano with software or strumming on a laptop.I
> dunno,everything has it's place and some things
> get
> all confused,because instead of technology making
> things better,it just made bad music easier.It has
> though,done away with inflexible formats like
> DAT,DCC,and having to deal with gear having to be
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> maintained a s frequently.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14423|14339|2005-12-19 08:41:12|Marco Tangelder|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
Hi,

I think the knobs and/or wheels should be endless rotaries if possible?

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: zaterdag 17 december 2005 1:50
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)

hi,

the more i think about it. a pot meter is also weird with temps and 
also they have a limit to how far you can rotate. the more i think 
about it the more i think 4 jogwheels. no limits no wrong position 
when selecting the effect etc. but it's still an idea.

and for the code matthias. seems like you realy gave it a though and 
you are so right. thanx man :D

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hey! I want at least one jogwheel!!!
> 
> ;-)
> 
> Seriously: the jogwheel was originally intended for the tempo push-
hold
> function of the unit. For this option using a jogwheel would be 
way easier
> to use than a potmeter or a knob.
> 
> M
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> versis82
> Sent: vrijdag 16 december 2005 13:56
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> > hey matthias,
> > 
> > thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> > i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when 
you 
> > tab it should already calculate it and start going already in 
sync 
> > whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.
> 
> the algorithm will do that. on the first tap, the thing won't 
change
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> the bpm (just like on the rs7000). but when you follow the code,
> you'll notice that on the second call of onTap the variable intF
> (interval since first tap) and intL (interval since last tap) are
> equal, so at this point it will enter the if clause and change the 
bpm
> already. for the following taps, the algorithm will use intF to
> interpolate the bpm over all taps.
> if you want to send a midi clock reset on the first tap, this will 
be
> no problem either, just send that sysex in both reset sequences.
> 
> > and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. also 
> > because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip.
> 
> sure, assembler won't be easy to code for me now too =) but the
> algorithm shouldn't take a lot of memory on the chip as binary.
> 
> > if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just 
like 
> > the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels just 
> > bellow the lcd :D 
> 
> don't you think potentiometers instead of the jogwheels would do 
the
> job? =) on the dx200 yahoogroups they've been talking on 
replacement
> for the data knob (alps ec11 or panasonic), should be the same as 
the
> 4 encoders built in the rs7000 but i can't tell you the price.
> 
> have a nice weekend,
> matthias
> 
> -- 
> http://www.queaver.and.versis.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Yamaha
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> 
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=V
oice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 
Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> 
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment 
Electronic
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> 
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synt
hesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test 
equipment
> 
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> Guitar
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> 
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> 
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&
w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14424|14402|2005-12-19 08:45:03|Marco Tangelder|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....

:D

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: zaterdag 17 december 2005 1:38
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal Hard Drive?

whahahahahahaha :D
yeah,... and that was only because i was tired of carrying the 
rs7000 around. now i just have to follow the almost naked girl and 
rotate some knobs.

greetingz,
Peter de Man

> Just to say my 'nope' reply to this query assumed that Jeff's 

question was

> asked within the parameters of the RS7k's official functionality.
> 
> I guess you can do just about *anything* if you're prepared to get 

into

> serious customisation.
> 
> Especially our friend Peter de Man whom, I understand, has even 

soldered

> naked go-go girls to the casing of this RS7k.
> 
> :)

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
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&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14425|14339|2005-12-19 09:29:08|Peter de Man|Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)|
i agree

greetz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I think the knobs and/or wheels should be endless rotaries if 
possible?
> 
> M
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: zaterdag 17 december 2005 1:50
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)
> 
> 
> hi,
> 
> the more i think about it. a pot meter is also weird with temps and 
> also they have a limit to how far you can rotate. the more i think 
> about it the more i think 4 jogwheels. no limits no wrong position 
> when selecting the effect etc. but it's still an idea.
> 
> and for the code matthias. seems like you realy gave it a though 
and 
> you are so right. thanx man :D
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> >
> > Hey! I want at least one jogwheel!!!
> > 
> > ;-)
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> > 
> > Seriously: the jogwheel was originally intended for the tempo 
push-
> hold
> > function of the unit. For this option using a jogwheel would be 
> way easier
> > to use than a potmeter or a knob.
> > 
> > M
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > _____ 
> > 
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > versis82
> > Sent: vrijdag 16 december 2005 13:56
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Wishlist for Peter :-)
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
> > > hey matthias,
> > > 
> > > thanx for the code idea. indeed it well be something like that.
> > > i'm still not clear on how to follow while tapping. i mean when 
> you 
> > > tab it should already calculate it and start going already in 
> sync 
> > > whith tapping and then adjust/fine tune while continue tapping.
> > 
> > the algorithm will do that. on the first tap, the thing won't 
> change
> > the bpm (just like on the rs7000). but when you follow the code,
> > you'll notice that on the second call of onTap the variable intF
> > (interval since first tap) and intL (interval since last tap) are
> > equal, so at this point it will enter the if clause and change 
the 
> bpm
> > already. for the following taps, the algorithm will use intF to
> > interpolate the bpm over all taps.
> > if you want to send a midi clock reset on the first tap, this 
will 
> be
> > no problem either, just send that sysex in both reset sequences.
> > 
> > > and off cource im doing it in assembly which is quite hard. 
also 
> > > because you have to keep in mind the limits of the chip.
> > 
> > sure, assembler won't be easy to code for me now too =) but the
> > algorithm shouldn't take a lot of memory on the chip as binary.
> > 
> > > if this idea goes.. then the layout of the box would look just 
> like 
> > > the rs7000 lcd (but smaller) with 4 buttons and 4 jogwheels 
just 
> > > bellow the lcd :D 
> > 
> > don't you think potentiometers instead of the jogwheels would do 
> the
> > job? =) on the dx200 yahoogroups they've been talking on 
> replacement
> > for the data knob (alps ec11 or panasonic), should be the same as 
> the
> > 4 encoders built in the rs7000 but i can't tell you the price.
> > 
> > have a nice weekend,
> > matthias
> > 
> > -- 
> > http://www.queaver.and.versis.de
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > SPONSORED LINKS 
> > Yamaha
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
> > 
> 
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=V
> oice+sy
> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 
> Electronic
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> > 
> 
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voi
> > ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment 
> Electronic
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
> > 
> 
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synt
> hesizer
> > &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test 
> equipment
> > 
> > Guitar
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
> > 
> 
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voi
> > ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> > Voice
> > <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
> > 
> 
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&
> w5=Voic
> > e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 
> 
> > 
> > _____ 
> > 
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> > 
> > 
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> > 
> > 
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of 
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> > 
> > 
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> > _____ 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14426|14402|2005-12-19 14:11:19|Brooks Mosher|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
tune in tokyo?

On 12/19/05, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....
>
> :D
>
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: zaterdag 17 december 2005 1:38
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal Hard Drive?
>
>
> whahahahahahaha :D
> yeah,... and that was only because i was tired of carrying the
> rs7000 around. now i just have to follow the almost naked girl and
> rotate some knobs.
>
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> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
>
> > Just to say my 'nope' reply to this query assumed that Jeff's
> question was
> > asked within the parameters of the RS7k's official functionality.
> >
> > I guess you can do just about *anything* if you're prepared to get
> into
> > serious customisation.
> >
> > Especially our friend Peter de Man whom, I understand, has even
> soldered
> > naked go-go girls to the casing of this RS7k.
> >
> > :)
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14427|14402|2005-12-20 13:47:17|Peter de Man|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
hi Brooks Mosher,

is that a question or an inventation?

greetingz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
wrote:

>
> tune in tokyo?
> 
> On 12/19/05, Marco Tangelder wrote:
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> >
> > I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....
> >
> > :D
> >
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 

Behalf Of

> > Peter de Man
> > Sent: zaterdag 17 december 2005 1:38
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal Hard Drive?
> >
> >
> > whahahahahahaha :D
> > yeah,... and that was only because i was tired of carrying the
> > rs7000 around. now i just have to follow the almost naked girl and
> > rotate some knobs.
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> >
> > > Just to say my 'nope' reply to this query assumed that Jeff's
> > question was
> > > asked within the parameters of the RS7k's official 

functionality.

> > >
> > > I guess you can do just about *anything* if you're prepared to 

get

> > into
> > > serious customisation.
> > >
> > > Especially our friend Peter de Man whom, I understand, has even
> > soldered
> > > naked go-go girls to the casing of this RS7k.
> > >
> > > :)
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

> >
> > 

ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Vo
ice+sy

> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 
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Electronic

> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> >
> > 

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&
w5=Voi

> > ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> > Electronic
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

> >
> > 

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synth
esizer

> > &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> > equipment
> >
> > Guitar
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> >
> > 

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&
w5=Voi

> > ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> > Voice
> > <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

> >
> > 

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w
5=Voic

> > e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "

> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 

of Service

> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
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> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic

> > payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> Electronic

> > test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+paymen
t&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesi
zer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> Guitar

> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> Voice

> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Ele
ctronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&
s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>

> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"

> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14428|14402|2005-12-20 17:17:09|Brooks Mosher|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
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oh, did you mean "invention" or "invitation"?

On 12/20/05, Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
> >
> > hi Brooks Mosher,
> >
> > is that a question or an inventation?
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > tune in tokyo?
> > >
> > > On 12/19/05, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....
> > > >
> > > > :D

| 14429|14402|2005-12-20 17:18:47|Brooks Mosher|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
Peter de Man,

that's from the John Hughes movie "16 Candles" so it was more of a
rhetorical question i suppose. have you ever had the fine privilege of
watching any John Hughes films?

cheers,

Brooks Mosher

On 12/20/05, Peter de Man <mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
>
> hi Brooks Mosher,
>
> is that a question or an inventation?
>
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> wrote:
> >
> > tune in tokyo?
> >
> > On 12/19/05, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > >
> > > I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....
> > >
> > > :D

| 14430|14402|2005-12-26 06:55:35|Peter de Man|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
ow i c...
i dont know. not that i know.
you make it seems like i should check it out :D

greetz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
wrote:

>
> Peter de Man,
> 
> that's from the John Hughes movie "16 Candles" so it was more of a
> rhetorical question i suppose. have you ever had the fine 

privilege of

> watching any John Hughes films?
> 
> cheers,
> 
> Brooks Mosher
> 
> On 12/20/05, Peter de Man wrote:
> >
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> > hi Brooks Mosher,
> >
> > is that a question or an inventation?
> >
> > greetingz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > tune in tokyo?
> > >
> > > On 12/19/05, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....
> > > >
> > > > :D
>

| 14431|14402|2005-12-27 12:39:10|Brooks Mosher|Re: Internal Hard Drive?|
no, there are definitely better things to check out than that... :)

On 12/26/05, Peter de Man < mail@sjgroover.com> wrote:
>
> ow i c...
> i dont know. not that i know.
> you make it seems like i should check it out :D
>
> greetz,
> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> wrote:
> >
> > Peter de Man,
> >
> > that's from the John Hughes movie "16 Candles" so it was more of a
> > rhetorical question i suppose. have you ever had the fine
> privilege of
> > watching any John Hughes films?
> >
> > cheers,
> >
> > Brooks Mosher
> >
> > On 12/20/05, Peter de Man wrote:
> > >
> > > hi Brooks Mosher,
> > >
> > > is that a question or an inventation?
> > >
> > > greetingz,
> > > Peter de Man
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > tune in tokyo?
> > > >
> > > > On 12/19/05, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I don't even want to KNOW which knobs you're tweaking....
> > > > >
> > > > > :D
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
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> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14432|14432|2005-12-28 06:41:07|Marq|Sample and Patterns on Smart Media Card|
Hello everyone, im new to this form, although i have had my RS7x for 
about 3yrs. I was wondering if anyone knows about if there are any 
patterns and samples out there for the RS7x. When i brought my unit 
it came with 1 Smart Media Card with loaded patterns and samples. 
With I love, however I would like to get more. Also, I purchased a 
Sample CD from Modem beats but the files are in WAVE so the only thing 
i can do is load the WAVE file in the RS7x, but looping it is the 
problem. If anyone knows any more information on this please let me 
know
Marq
| 14433|14432|2005-12-28 07:46:53|Marco Tangelder|Re: Sample and Patterns on Smart Media Card|
As far as I know there aren't any Smart Media Cards with samples or patterns
etc. A few years ago some guy tried to sell some samplepacks for the RS, but
I don't believe anyone bought one of them.

But you can import a wavefile and set the sampletype to loop. Try pressing
the sample edit button a few times and in the bottom right corner of the
screen, the sampletype should appear. By the way, you can slice your samples
also.

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Marq
Sent: woensdag 28 december 2005 4:14
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Sample and Patterns on Smart Media Card

Hello everyone, im new to this form, although i have had my RS7x for 
about 3yrs. I was wondering if anyone knows about if there are any 
patterns and samples out there for the RS7x. When i brought my unit 
it came with 1 Smart Media Card with loaded patterns and samples. 
With I love, however I would like to get more. Also, I purchased a 
Sample CD from Modem beats but the files are in WAVE so the only thing 
i can do is load the WAVE file in the RS7x, but looping it is the 
problem. If anyone knows any more information on this please let me 
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know
Marq
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nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
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Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14434|14434|2005-12-29 01:50:58|raverjett|Midi Sync Question?|
Does anyone here use or know of any gear that will sync all of my 
machines for a live performance. I really want to focus on performing 
rather than beatmatching. I'm using an RS, 2 SU700's and an MC-09. 
I've read that MTC can control in this way but is there an inexpensive 
unit that generates MTC? Basically i would like something that will 
start and stop my sequencers individually, without stopping other 
boxes that need to be playing, so that i can play fills, use effects 
and do some scratching of samples. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated. Thanks, Jett.
| 14435|14434|2005-12-29 07:32:29|Marco Tangelder|Re: Midi Sync Question?|
I think you can set the RS as master and the other midi-stuff as slaves.
Then sync them with midi?

On the other hand, if you want to control several sequencers with one
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controller, check out the posts about Peter de Man's Incredible Midi Clock
Box. This will be able to do all this and also have special 'playing live'
functions (beside some other great options like timetravelling, instant
gogo-girl-o-matic and making a good cup a' coffee).

:)

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
raverjett
Sent: donderdag 29 december 2005 9:47
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Midi Sync Question?

Does anyone here use or know of any gear that will sync all of my 
machines for a live performance. I really want to focus on performing 
rather than beatmatching. I'm using an RS, 2 SU700's and an MC-09. 
I've read that MTC can control in this way but is there an inexpensive 
unit that generates MTC? Basically i would like something that will 
start and stop my sequencers individually, without stopping other 
boxes that need to be playing, so that i can play fills, use effects 
and do some scratching of samples. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated. Thanks, Jett. 
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nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
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ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
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lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 
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* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14436|14434|2005-12-29 16:49:14|courtney baynes|Sorry Guys..............|
Happy Holidays for those who celebrate!!!!

DaMa's "Big Dreams" available at Itunes, Tower Records, Best Buy, Virgin Online, AOL's MusicNow, Yahoo Music, and other major retailers!!!! (With Music Almost
Exclusively Created With A Y RS7000)

http://www.dirtydama.com/news.html

raverjett <jettrink@cox.net> wrote:
Does anyone here use or know of any gear that will sync all of my 
machines for a live performance. I really want to focus on performing 
rather than beatmatching. I'm using an RS, 2 SU700's and an MC-09. 
I've read that MTC can control in this way but is there an inexpensive 
unit that generates MTC? Basically i would like something that will 
start and stop my sequencers individually, without stopping other 
boxes that need to be playing, so that i can play fills, use effects 
and do some scratching of samples. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated. Thanks, Jett. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14437|14434|2005-12-29 17:14:55|Paradigm|Re: Sorry Guys..............|
I think there is something made by Roland,the SBX
80...Roland/Boss had stuff like that...

--- courtney baynes <cb11212@yahoo.com> wrote:
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> Happy Holidays for those who celebrate!!!!
> 
> 
> 
> DaMa's "Big Dreams" available at Itunes, Tower
> Records, Best Buy, Virgin Online, AOL's MusicNow,
> Yahoo Music, and other major retailers!!!! (With
> Music Almost Exclusively Created With A Y RS7000)
> 
> http://www.dirtydama.com/news.html
> 
> 
> raverjett <jettrink@cox.net> wrote:
> Does anyone here use or know of any gear that will
> sync all of my 
> machines for a live performance. I really want to
> focus on performing 
> rather than beatmatching. I'm using an RS, 2 SU700's
> and an MC-09. 
> I've read that MTC can control in this way but is
> there an inexpensive 
> unit that generates MTC? Basically i would like
> something that will 
> start and stop my sequencers individually, without
> stopping other 
> boxes that need to be playing, so that i can play
> fills, use effects 
> and do some scratching of samples. Any help would be
> greatly 
> appreciated. Thanks, Jett. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
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> Voice synthesizer 
> 
> ---------------------------------
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> 
> 
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> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Yahoo! DSL Something to write home about. Just
> $16.99/mo. or less
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________ 
Yahoo! for Good - Make a difference this year. 
http://brand.yahoo.com/cybergivingweek2005/
| 14438|14432|2005-12-29 18:22:06|florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl|Re: Sample and Patterns on Smart Media Card|
Hi!

I always use the sequencer in the RS to repeat a drumloop. 
Just edit / record the appropriate midi-note (the note where you placed 
the drumloop when importing it) a few times into a phrase. 
Be sure that the BPM of the RS matches the BPM of the drumloop!

This is the only way the drumloop will always stay in exactly time with the RS. 
Using a sample set to "loop" and letting this be played with a "long" midi-note 
will eventually always drift away from the BPM in the RS unless you retrigger it.

Flo.

_____________________________

Hello everyone, im new to this form, although i have had my RS7x for
about 3yrs. I was wondering if anyone knows about if there are any
patterns and samples out there for the RS7x. When i brought my unit
it came with 1 Smart Media Card with loaded patterns and samples. 
With I love, however I would like to get more. Also, I purchased a
Sample CD from Modem beats but the files are in WAVE so the only thing
i can do is load the WAVE file in the RS7x, but looping it is the
problem. If anyone knows any more information on this please let me
know
| 14439|14434|2005-12-31 05:29:43|Peter de Man|Re: Midi Sync Question?|
hi Jett and Marco,

WHAHAHAA.... gogo-girl-o-matic ?! LOL
Well i'll place on the wishlist:
to add different mute for different midi-out-ports. 
but i dont know if that is possible with the pin resources.

that way you could mute some midi out ports.
(sends stop and stops sending midi clock to that port)
when unmuted it will send a resync/fix on the 1.1 beat and start
sending midi clock again. that should help doing what you want?

greetingz,
Peter de Man

******************************************

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> I think you can set the RS as master and the other midi-stuff as slaves.
> Then sync them with midi?
> 
> On the other hand, if you want to control several sequencers with one
> controller, check out the posts about Peter de Man's Incredible Midi
Clock
> Box. This will be able to do all this and also have special 'playing
live'
> functions (beside some other great options like timetravelling, instant
> gogo-girl-o-matic and making a good cup a' coffee).
> 
> :)
> 
> Marco
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> raverjett
> Sent: donderdag 29 december 2005 9:47
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> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Midi Sync Question?
> 
> 
> Does anyone here use or know of any gear that will sync all of my 
> machines for a live performance. I really want to focus on performing 
> rather than beatmatching. I'm using an RS, 2 SU700's and an MC-09. 
> I've read that MTC can control in this way but is there an inexpensive 
> unit that generates MTC? Basically i would like something that will 
> start and stop my sequencers individually, without stopping other 
> boxes that need to be playing, so that i can play fills, use effects 
> and do some scratching of samples. Any help would be greatly 
> appreciated. Thanks, Jett. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> FAQ: 
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> Yamaha
>
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>
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment 
Electronic
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
equipment
> 
> Guitar
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 
> 
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> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
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> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14440|14229|2006-01-03 01:17:52|h2a2p|Re: Smartmedia to Xd Memory adapter|
i believe 128MB is a limit of the RS, and probably most smart media 
based devices. unfortunately i think the adapter will only give you 
another media option, not more storage space.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
>
> hi,
> 
> thats way cool !!!
> 
> i found this:
> http://www.synchrotech.com/products/media-adapters_00.html
> 
> same kinda thing it says it support to 512.
> do you know if the 128MB is a limit in the rs7000 or of your 
adapter?
> sure if ya want lots of space better go scsi but i like that 
nothing 
> moves or need extra power adapters and wires.
> so i like the card idea.
> 
> the biggest card i now have is 128 normal smartmedia.
> but the tracks dont fit on the card anymore so i need a bigger one.
> but how large can the smartmedia go?, i never encountered a bigger 
> one. and then is this a limit of the rs7000 or the smartmedia and 
can 
> it be over come with an adapter?
> 
> do you know anything about this?
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> ********************************************************
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> >
> > not sure if i ever mentioned this here, so thought i'd pass it 
> > along. I tested this smartmedia to Xd memory adapter with the RS 
> and 
> > it works fine. Lets you use Xd memory with the RS. Just an 
option 
> in 
> > case smartmedia goes away sometime. The place i got mine is 
> blowing 
> > them out for $3 a piece now too: 
> > 
> > http://datavis.com/webapp/commerce/command/ProductDisplay?
> > prrfnbr=451513&prmenbr=2000
> > 
> > Takes up to a 128 MB Xd card. I tried larger sized Xd memory, 
but 
> > the RS doesn't seem to know what to do with them. Doesn't seem 
to 
> > affect save or load times. Only drawback is that it sticks out 
of 
> > the RS about an inch, but that hasn't brothered me. 
> > 
> > Other brands I didn't try:
> > 
> > http://www.expansys-usa.com/product.asp?
code=121040&partner=froogle
> > 
> > http://www.pcmall.com/pcmall/shop/detail.asp?
> > 
> 
dpno=342884&store=pcmall&source=pwbfroogle&adcampaign=email,pwbfroogle
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> > &wt.mc_id=pwbfroogle
> >
>

| 14441|14441|2006-01-04 03:58:40|Steve Cooke|Dust covers and gig bags|
Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag appropriate for carrying it
out & about?

The Yamaha UK website still advertises the SCYRS7000 soft carry case,
but apparently this is no longer available anywhere in the UK.

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14442|14441|2006-01-04 11:34:49|Peter de Man|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
in holland its quite hard also.
i'm trying for 2 months now to get a second bag.
untill now no success.

i'll let you know if i get 1.
also let me know if you have know where to get 1.

greetz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
>
> Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
> at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag appropriate for carrying 
it
> out & about?
> 
> The Yamaha UK website still advertises the SCYRS7000 soft carry 
case,
> but apparently this is no longer available anywhere in the UK.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@g...
>

| 14443|14441|2006-01-05 08:11:29|Marco Tangelder|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
I think I'm gonna buy a DAP DJC-05/4U flightcase. It's actually built for a
DJ-mixer, so it's got a slanted 19"-rack in it.

I believe the RS can be built into it, and there's enough space beneath the
RS to put additional gear.

Check this link for more info:

http://www.new-line.nl/webshop/view.asp?i=5591

It's about 89 euro's...

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Peter de Man
Sent: woensdag 4 januari 2006 19:34
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Dust covers and gig bags

in holland its quite hard also.
i'm trying for 2 months now to get a second bag.
untill now no success.

i'll let you know if i get 1.
also let me know if you have know where to get 1.
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greetz,
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
>
> Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
> at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag appropriate for carrying 
it
> out & about?
> 
> The Yamaha UK website still advertises the SCYRS7000 soft carry 
case,
> but apparently this is no longer available anywhere in the UK.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@g...
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14444|14441|2006-01-05 12:38:34|Brooks Mosher|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
a soft gig bag would be ideal for me - flightcases are heavier and bulkier
and a bit overkill for me. it seems like there has to be a company out
there who can make something. unfortunately it won't fit in my record bag!!

on a separate note, is the output expander still available? does anyone
know about that?

thanks,

Brooks

On 1/5/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> I think I'm gonna buy a DAP DJC-05/4U flightcase. It's actually built for
> a
> DJ-mixer, so it's got a slanted 19"-rack in it.
>
> I believe the RS can be built into it, and there's enough space beneath
> the
> RS to put additional gear.
>
> Check this link for more info:
>
> http://www.new-line.nl/webshop/view.asp?i=5591
>
> It's about 89 euro's...
>
> Marco
>
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Peter de Man
> Sent: woensdag 4 januari 2006 19:34
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Dust covers and gig bags
>
>
> in holland its quite hard also.
> i'm trying for 2 months now to get a second bag.
> untill now no success.
>
> i'll let you know if i get 1.
> also let me know if you have know where to get 1.
>
> greetz,
> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
> >
> > Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
> > at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag appropriate for carrying
> it
> > out & about?
> >
> > The Yamaha UK website still advertises the SCYRS7000 soft carry
> case,
> > but apparently this is no longer available anywhere in the UK.
> >
> > Regards,
> >
> > Steve
> > --
> > Steve Cooke
> > smcooke@g...
> >
>
>
>
>
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>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14445|14441|2006-01-05 12:46:59|Paradigm|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
The Guitar Center carries a line of gig bags and
record/gig bags you might be interested in.I have a
ProCo record bag,cost me about $55.The samplers should
fit in the gig bags...

--- Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:

> a soft gig bag would be ideal for me - flightcases
> are heavier and bulkier
> and a bit overkill for me. it seems like there has
> to be a company out
> there who can make something. unfortunately it
> won't fit in my record bag!!
> 
> on a separate note, is the output expander still
> available? does anyone
> know about that?
> 
> thanks,
> 
> Brooks
> 
> On 1/5/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> wrote:
> >
> > I think I'm gonna buy a DAP DJC-05/4U flightcase.
> It's actually built for
> > a
> > DJ-mixer, so it's got a slanted 19"-rack in it.
> >
> > I believe the RS can be built into it, and there's
> enough space beneath
> > the
> > RS to put additional gear.
> >
> > Check this link for more info:
> >
> > http://www.new-line.nl/webshop/view.asp?i=5591
> >
> > It's about 89 euro's...
> >
> > Marco
> >
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > Peter de Man
> > Sent: woensdag 4 januari 2006 19:34
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> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Dust covers and gig bags
> >
> >
> > in holland its quite hard also.
> > i'm trying for 2 months now to get a second bag.
> > untill now no success.
> >
> > i'll let you know if i get 1.
> > also let me know if you have know where to get 1.
> >
> > greetz,
> > Peter de Man
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke
> wrote:
> > >
> > > Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for
> protecting the RS7000
> > > at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag
> appropriate for carrying
> > it
> > > out & about?
> > >
> > > The Yamaha UK website still advertises the
> SCYRS7000 soft carry
> > case,
> > > but apparently this is no longer available
> anywhere in the UK.
> > >
> > > Regards,
> > >
> > > Steve
> > > --
> > > Steve Cooke
> > > smcooke@g...
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect

> >
> >
>

ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy

> > nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> rs7000 Electronic
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
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> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> payment
> > Electronic
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7

> >
> >
>

000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer

> >
>

&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> test
> > equipment
> >
> > Guitar
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=

> >
> >
>

Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi

> >
>

ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> synthesizer
> > Voice
> > <
> >
>

http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E

> >
> >
>

lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic

> >
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> synthesizer
> >
> > _____
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an
> email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> >
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > _____
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________ 
Yahoo! DSL  Something to write home about. 
Just $16.99/mo. or less. 
dsl.yahoo.com
| 14446|14441|2006-01-05 17:29:37|++haZy|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
urgh!

i gave up in disgust at the lack of carry bag for the thing.. yamaha 
kept on denying it even existed over here !!!

i ended up buying a cheap suitcase and padding it out with decent 
foam until i can afford to get a roadcase made.. it looks crappy but 
it works well

On 05/01/2006, at 4:33 AM, Peter de Man wrote:

> in holland its quite hard also.
> i'm trying for 2 months now to get a second bag.
> untill now no success.
>
> i'll let you know if i get 1.
> also let me know if you have know where to get 1.
>
> greetz,
> Peter de Man
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
>>
>> Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
>> at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag appropriate for carrying
> it
>> out & about?
>>
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>> The Yamaha UK website still advertises the SCYRS7000 soft carry
> case,
>> but apparently this is no longer available anywhere in the UK.
>>
>> Regards,
>>
>> Steve
>> --
>> Steve Cooke
>> smcooke@g...
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14447|14447|2006-01-05 18:00:24|Brooks Mosher|more things i wish...|
some things i wish the RS7000 had (to add to the wishlist):

1) the ability to shift the notes of a track by midi clock in increments of
1 instead of 5.
2) the ability to have the filter cutoff modulated by velocity (more
routings than just the envelope).
3) 2 oscillators per voice instead of one - i don't care if this would cut
polyphony in half.
4) high pass filter for the drum kits! why is it that we can only select
low pass for the drum kits?
5) a blue lcd screen ;)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14448|14447|2006-01-05 18:09:28|Steve Cooke|Re: more things i wish...|
And some more NON-dance drum phrases.

There's an awful lot of duplication in the current set, many of the phrases
being impossible to tell apart.

The RS seems lacking in funk patterns that aren't just slightly funky
versions of house/techno/etc rhythms.

SC

On 05/01/06, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> some things i wish the RS7000 had (to add to the wishlist):
>
> 1) the ability to shift the notes of a track by midi clock in increments
> of
> 1 instead of 5.
> 2) the ability to have the filter cutoff modulated by velocity (more
> routings than just the envelope).
> 3) 2 oscillators per voice instead of one - i don't care if this would
> cut
> polyphony in half.
> 4) high pass filter for the drum kits! why is it that we can only select
> low pass for the drum kits?
> 5) a blue lcd screen ;)
>
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>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14449|14447|2006-01-06 08:00:38|Brooks Mosher|Re: more things i wish...|
oh... and a better light show for the go-go girls that came with mine....

On 1/5/06, Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> And some more NON-dance drum phrases.
>
> There's an awful lot of duplication in the current set, many of the
> phrases
> being impossible to tell apart.
>
> The RS seems lacking in funk patterns that aren't just slightly funky
> versions of house/techno/etc rhythms.
>
> SC
>
> On 05/01/06, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > some things i wish the RS7000 had (to add to the wishlist):
> >
> > 1) the ability to shift the notes of a track by midi clock in increments
> > of
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> > 1 instead of 5.
> > 2) the ability to have the filter cutoff modulated by velocity (more
> > routings than just the envelope).
> > 3) 2 oscillators per voice instead of one - i don't care if this would
> > cut
> > polyphony in half.
> > 4) high pass filter for the drum kits! why is it that we can only
> select
> > low pass for the drum kits?
> > 5) a blue lcd screen ;)

| 14450|14447|2006-01-06 09:34:26|Marco Tangelder|Re: more things i wish...|
Damn! I KNEW I had to wait for the go-go girls update before buying my RS...

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Brooks Mosher
Sent: vrijdag 6 januari 2006 15:13
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] more things i wish...

oh... and a better light show for the go-go girls that came with mine....

On 1/5/06, Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> And some more NON-dance drum phrases.
>
> There's an awful lot of duplication in the current set, many of the
> phrases
> being impossible to tell apart.
>
> The RS seems lacking in funk patterns that aren't just slightly funky
> versions of house/techno/etc rhythms.
>
> SC
>
> On 05/01/06, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > some things i wish the RS7000 had (to add to the wishlist):
> >
> > 1) the ability to shift the notes of a track by midi clock in increments
> > of
> > 1 instead of 5.
> > 2) the ability to have the filter cutoff modulated by velocity (more
> > routings than just the envelope).
> > 3) 2 oscillators per voice instead of one - i don't care if this would
> > cut
> > polyphony in half.
> > 4) high pass filter for the drum kits! why is it that we can only
> select
> > low pass for the drum kits?
> > 5) a blue lcd screen ;)

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.
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* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14451|14451|2006-01-07 13:40:44|markxl1|rm1x factory patterns|
I used to have these files converted to r2p/r3p but I changed my pc!!
Can anyone email these to mdkadikat2@aol.com please.
I'm sure they used to be on this forum.
I use the rs7000 with cakewalk project5 v2 now and it really is the 
best combination/solution there is.
Try out the demo to see for yourself ;^)
Mark.
| 14452|14451|2006-01-07 13:42:35|Uwe Jülich|AW: [RS7000] rm1x factory patterns|
Yes, I use also P5V2 since it came out. Great Combination!

-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
Von: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] Im Auftrag von
markxl1
Gesendet: Samstag, 7. Januar 2006 21:41
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] rm1x factory patterns

I used to have these files converted to r2p/r3p but I changed my pc!!
Can anyone email these to mdkadikat2@aol.com please.
I'm sure they used to be on this forum.
I use the rs7000 with cakewalk project5 v2 now and it really is the 
best combination/solution there is.
Try out the demo to see for yourself ;^)
Mark.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links
| 14453|14451|2006-01-07 14:44:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: AW: [RS7000] rm1x factory patterns|
On Jan 7, 2006, at 3:42 PM, Uwe Jülich wrote:

> Yes, I use also P5V2 since it came out. Great Combination!
>
>
>
> -----Ursprüngliche Nachricht-----
> Von: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] Im 
> Auftrag von
> markxl1
> Gesendet: Samstag, 7. Januar 2006 21:41
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] rm1x factory patterns
>
> I used to have these files converted to r2p/r3p but I changed my pc!!
> Can anyone email these to mdkadikat2@aol.com please.
> I'm sure they used to be on this forum.
> I use the rs7000 with cakewalk project5 v2 now and it really is the
> best combination/solution there is.
> Try out the demo to see for yourself ;^)
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> Mark.

I've just uploaded them to the FILES section of this group. Under 
the FILES link to the left, choose the PHRASES subfolder, then the 
zipfile entitled: RM1xFactoryPatterns.zip (747 KB). These are still 
in RM1x (.r1p) format, but you can import them into the RS7000 and 
adjust as necessary.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14454|14441|2006-01-07 17:06:26|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
I keep a feather duster around for daily cleaning. For a carring case I got 
one on ebay, there is a New York company that makes a case for the RS7000. 
THe case is about $30 to 40 and the taxes is about $40 in total I think I 
payed $98 in change. Good luck

>From: Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Dust covers and gig bags
>Date: Wed, 4 Jan 2006 10:52:17 +0000
>
>
>
>
>
>Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
>
>at home/in the studio, and also a gig bag appropriate for carrying it
>
>out & about?
>
>
>
>The Yamaha UK website still advertises the SCYRS7000 soft carry case,
>
>but apparently this is no longer available anywhere in the UK.
>
>
>
>Regards,
>
>
>
>Steve
>
>--
>
>Steve Cooke
>
>smcooke@gmail.com
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>
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>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
>
>
>
>
> Yamaha rs7000
>
>
> Electronic payment
>
>
> Electronic test equipment
>
>
>
>
> Guitar synthesizer
>
>
> Voice synthesizer
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
>
> �Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>�
> �To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>�RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>�
> �Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14455|14455|2006-01-07 17:26:49|jaydarkshades2000|Carring Case for the RS7000|
I found a carring case on ebay. A New York company makes it for the 
RS7000. So if anyone is interested in making a up grade on 
transporting methods invest on the case it cost me about $98.
| 14456|14455|2006-01-07 18:01:52|Steve Cooke|Re: Carring Case for the RS7000|
On 08/01/06, jaydarkshades2000 <jaquarius@msn.com> wrote:
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>
> I found a carring case on ebay. A New York company makes it for the
> RS7000. So if anyone is interested in making a up grade on
> transporting methods invest on the case it cost me about $98.

Please would it be possible for you to provide more details about this
product, such as manufacturer, brand, model number, etc.

Many thanks.

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14457|14206|2006-01-14 19:04:23|voidant|Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible os hack|
hey, peter de man... i'd be really interesting in docs on whatever
you may have found out using sysex as far as extending the rs7000
capabilities. i see you made mention of it here, but i can't find
anything else you may have written about that..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:
>
> i could rewrite the os only with inside information.
> decompiling brings such a unreadable code that i wouldn't understand 
> it. so i try to find ways to unlock some posibilities already there 
> through sysex. things that are not in the manual but are possible. 
> and i did already unlock some things. like using pattern mode semi 
> automated (combination between chain mode and pattern mode.) these 
> things can be done easily.
> 
> but sure some other companies do provide better support/upgardes.
> and also we should buy other gear. but that doesnt mean we should 
> not get the max out of the rs7000 
> 
> greetingz,
> Peter de Man
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@a... wrote:
> >
> > I tried a while ago to uncompile the Hex to various versions of C 
> and also Assembly, and I had no luck at all. I don't know what I'm 
> doing much though, but good luck to you guys. I've got a feeling 
> its some obscure language they are using, which makes it really 
> dificult to reverse engineer the code. Not saying it can't be done, 
> but its going to be tough, not something I think the average or even 
> an expert programer can do, not without some inside information. 
> Just what I think and I won't keep my hopes up any longer.
> > 
> > I had to get me a Spectralis recently. Very nice so far, but not 
> as user friendly or intuitive as the RS7000 for sequencing and 
> editing, but get this: The engineer who designed it listens to the 
> users and puts those changes in the new firmware updates. 
> Adjustable metronome level, no prob. for it. I do love my RS, but 
> I'm sorry, I'm afraid where its at that its not going to grow any 
> better than it already is from Yamaha or hackers. I'm hopeing to 
> see a new line of similar units come out like the Spectralis to 
> compete more with the the RS7000 and other similar yet inferier 
> units.
> > 
> > I don't think Jesus himself could even miracle that code of 
> Yamaha's puckered asses.
> > 
> > Zamise
> > Quantum-Source.com
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Marco Tangelder 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Fri, 25 Nov 2005 16:02:04 +0100
> > Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly 
> impossible os hack
> > 
> > 
> > We're investigating the possibility of reverse-engineering the OS, 
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> or
> > somehow get our hands on the original source code.
> > 
> > If Yamaha isn't going to work on new updates, maybe we'll be able 
> to do some
> > things ourselves.
> > 
> > I have to say, it's a long shot. But hey, maybe we'll get 
> somewhere!
> > 
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
> Behalf Of
> > John Wayne
> > Sent: vrijdag 25 november 2005 9:20
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly 
> impossible os hack
> > 
> > Marco, Peter,
> > 
> > you both seem to be into "hacking" the OS of the RS-7000..
> > how does this work? how CAN it work? This sounds very very
> > interesting to me (besides the fact that I'm also a programmer).
> > 
> > Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > 
> > > Hoi Peter!
> > >
> > > Fijn dat er nog meer mensen meedenken!
> > >
> > > So much for the Dutch! :-)
> > >
> > > I'm also a dutch RS-owner. Besides that I'm a professional 
> programmer and
> > > application designer (mostly web but I know some things about 
> other stuff
> > > too ;-).
> > >
> > > The very best and greatest thing would be a controller that can 
> switch
> > > phrases (not patterns) on the fly. Something like Ableton Live 
> does (which
> > > I've got connected to my RS at the moment by the way). I'm 
> afraid though
> > > that this is not controllable by midi or sysex in any way, only 
> by the 
> > > knobs
> > > on the machine itself ;-(
> > >
> > > Another GREAT addon would be a single slider-controller which 
> controls the
> > > tempo (I know: just pick up a midicontroller but I like to use 
> mine for
> > > controlling some other stuff).
> > >
> > > So please, keep us informed about your midi-devices!
> > >
> > >
> > > On the software-side I'm also into hacking the OS. IMO the main 
> reason
> > > Yamaha won't let us do this, is 'cause they don't want to give 
> away
> > > 'secrets' they're still using in their main product: the Motif. 
> So I think
> > > it's impossible to get the source and the compiler. Maybe we 
> should plan a
> > > raid on Yammie headquarters?
> > >
> > > Does someone have any information about the OS, programming-
> language etc.?
> > > It would be a giant leap forward to know where to start.
> > >
> > > Kind regards,
> > > Marco Tangelder
> > >
> > > PS: How do you use more reverbs on 1 track??? Doesn't the 2nd 
> reverb 
> > > cut the
> > > 1st when it starts? And is this possible with delays also?
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
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> Behalf Of
> > > Peter de Man
> > > Sent: woensdag 23 november 2005 19:16
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: stupid question about amazingly impossible 
> os hack
> > >
> > >
> > > hi all,
> > >
> > > i'm a dutch artist specialised in art, audio, interaction and
> > > programming.
> > >
> > > i made a joystick 2 midi converter already.
> > > with it i can do things like:
> > > next/previous section (sysex).
> > > control changes.
> > > notes etc.
> > >
> > > sometimes i just aks some 1 from audience on stage, so the acid 
> freak
> > > (always recognizeable by the smiley on his T-shit :D ) to 
> control decay
> > > and cutoff-freq from the acid line.. always fun. or i ask a 
> basskick
> > > freak to control the basskick etc.
> > >
> > > currently im working on a device that can use not only a 
> joystick but
> > > ANY sensor on the market to interface with your midi gear (like 
> rs7000)
> > > and pc.
> > >
> > > i hope to have finished it in the next few months. i will post 
> it here
> > > when it is ready for sale. also i'm able to use (timeshare) more
> > > reverbs on the same track by using clever use of sysex.
> > >
> > > i own (not only) a rm1x and 2 rs7000 units to do live 
> performances.
> > > i know them pretty much by heart. i also know most of the bugs 
> still
> > > residing in the OS. and i did some informing and feature request
> > > towards yamaha.. but until now i'm always unlucky im the only 1 
> that
> > > asks for the things i ask for. yamaha only spends time on an 
> upgrade
> > > fix when more then 70%? of the users ask for it. or when it come 
> in the
> > > media as a shortcomming compaired with compareable devices from 
> other
> > > barnds. so mostly i upgrade the machine myself with external 
> hardware
> > > that produce sysex so i can directly access the different chips 
> inside
> > > the unit.
> > >
> > > if someone can give me the sourcecode and the compiler etc to
> > > write/upgrade the rs7000 OS directly (so upgrade internal 
> instead of
> > > breakout boxes that produce heavy sysex) i would be honoured to 
> lift
> > > the rs7000 OS to the limit the hardware can take. just untill now
> > > yamaha doesnt give out the information i need to do it. they are 
> afraid
> > > unstable OS's will get out and the name of the unit will fall 
> because
> > > of crashing units on stage due to bad OS etc. also they are 
> afraid the
> > > file format will be changed and the units loose compatibility..
> > >
> > > IMHO you loose all warrenty and when you falsh a custom/non 
> official os
> > > in the rs7000. but yamaha just dpoesnt want to go into the open 
> source
> > > OS thing.
> > >
> > > so if anyone can get me the tools... i am willing to make the OS
> > > upgrades. i have some feature request for myself :D and i know 
> at least
> > > 3 bugs in the latest os. i know the problems and what the errors 
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> are.
> > > (in 1 ccase imn sure they just forgot to call some update 
> parttern
> > > length subroutin etc.)
> > >
> > > but .. gimme the source and the compiler .. and i will be 
> listening and
> > > implementing the wishlist (if the hardware can do it off 
> cource). and
> > > keep an eye open for my post on the release on the sensor-
> >rs7000 box.
> > >
> > > warm greetingz,
> > > Peter de Man
> > >
> > > ps. the problem when syncing more rs7000 and then change style 
> (if you
> > > dont know what i mean, stop reading). I also want to make a 
> hardware
> > > sysex filter that will solve that problem. there is an easy 
> workaround
> > > (just go into a submenu on all slave units) but as i get more 
> units on
> > > stage this workaround gets me nervous in some situations. so the
> > > hardware fix will come.. just dont know when i have the time... 
> if
> > > other users would like to have this fix box. please let me know. 
> its
> > > always more motivating when to know im not only making the unit 
> for
> > > myself.a

| 14458|14206|2006-01-14 23:24:39|-=ATMAN=-|patterns|
dear rs7000 people,
i have a little primitive questions: 
1) im trying to find rs7000 patterns that came
originally with machine, there are should be about
5000 of them, i searched the web and couldnt find
them, please if any1 has, im really desperate(i know
they are cheez) but i need it badly, or even other BIG
libraries of patterns, that i could browse through on
the fly, for some reson my machine came with sounds
but no patterns(probably some1 reset it) 
2) can i import midi files(as patterns)? im sure i can
but do i have to convert them 1 by 1 to accomodate
rs7000 format, can i move hundreds midi files into it
and browse through them on the fly?

thanx alot for you attention

deepest respect

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14459|14206|2006-01-14 23:36:16|wasted/su700fan|Re: patterns|
On Jan 15, 2006, at 12:21 AM, -=ATMAN=- wrote:

> dear rs7000 people,
> i have a little primitive questions:
> 1) im trying to find rs7000 patterns that came
> originally with machine, there are should be about
> 5000 of them, i searched the web and couldnt find
> them, please if any1 has, im really desperate(i know
> they are cheez) but i need it badly, or even other BIG
> libraries of patterns, that i could browse through on
> the fly, for some reson my machine came with sounds
> but no patterns(probably some1 reset it)
> 2) can i import midi files(as patterns)? im sure i can
> but do i have to convert them 1 by 1 to accomodate
> rs7000 format, can i move hundreds midi files into it
> and browse through them on the fly?
>
> thanx alot for you attention
>
> deepest respect

The RS7000 patterns that you are speaking of are the built-in 
"phrases." These can't be deleted, as they are stored in ROM. What 
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you need to do is hit the Pattern button once (in Pattern/Style mode) 
to go into Pattern Patch mode and then select your track and turn the 
F1/F2 knobs as desired to choose the Preset Phrases you want to 
assign to each track. Press Play to hear them. Over 7000 of them 
are built into the RS7000, from many different styles of music. 
Tracks 1-8 will access the drum phrases, tracks 9-16 the Synth, 
Bassline, etc. phrases. This is also where you can choose what User 
Phrases you want to assign to which tracks.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14460|14460|2006-01-15 08:39:41|Steve Cooke|Using the RS7000 and the Motif at the same time|
Dear all,

I've got an RS7000 and a Motif 6 (classic version).

Due to its superb range of drum machine phrases and user-friendly
interface, I find the workflow easier on the RS7k so I use that for
sampling and programming sequences.

However, the sounds on the Motif are mostly of superior quality to the
RS7k's and I'd rather be using these, especially for stuff like Rhodes
pianos, bass guitars and strings.

I know ... the instrument I ought to own is the Motif ES, which
combines the best of both worlds. But I didn't know that when I
originally purchased this gear and I don't have the money for such a
major investment at this time.

Back to financial reality, supposing I want to get the best out of
both instruments and use them together, what's the best way of
configuring the MIDI on my system?

I want to use the Motif as a control keyboard for the RS7k, whilst at
the same time have some of the sequences I've programmed into the RS7k
play back using the sounds of the Motif.

What I don't want happening is live parts I play on the Motif's
keyboard always triggering sounds simultaneously on both instruments. 
If I want to play a live Rhodes piano during a programmed song
sequence, for example, I don't need that the RS7k to generating notes
based on what I'm playing with some other sound at the same time.

So how do I set up my system to avoid this problem?

Here's a scenario for an imaginary song programmed into the RS7k: I'd
like the RS7k to be providing the drum sounds on tracks 1 to 8, and a
synth sound on track 11, but I want the sounds of tracks 9, 10 and 12
to come from the Motif, leaving track 13 free for me to play live
parts on the Motif keyboard using the Motif's sounds.

Any advice would be gratefully received.

Hope all that makes sense. It's not easy to explain ...

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14461|14441|2006-01-15 23:31:46|h2a2p|Re: Dust covers and gig bags|
i made a dust cover from a clear vinyl shower curtain and super glue. 
it works ok. 

see: http://data.rs7000.org/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=11517

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:
>
> Can anyone recommend a dust cover suitable for protecting the RS7000
> at home/in the studio

| 14463|14206|2006-01-16 09:52:26|-=ATMAN=-|Re: MTC sync|
hi to all good ppl at rs7000
thanx alot to wasted/su700fan, for expaining the
phrase thingy, but i have the very last trouble wit
MTC this time. usually MTC is abit more tighter then
regular midi clock. once i set in the utilities
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MTC(instead of MIDI or Internal) and send the MTC from
cubase/logic, i cant really hear anything coming out
of rs7000, but if i set it to midi i clearly can
browse through phrases no problem life, but its abit
unsteady, whenever i start from beginning its always
different sync for some reason, never the same. so i
thought MTC would be abit more stabe, but setting
rs7000 to MTC doesnt really produces no sound at all,
could any1 help what am i doing wrong?
thanx to every1 thanx alot
deepest respect

atman

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14464|14464|2006-01-16 09:52:37|voidant|sample map loader|
greetings.

today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.

if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
to get to know you.

m.
| 14465|14465|2006-01-16 09:53:53|jason rodgers|Re: Using the RS7000 and a 2nd sampler|
How Many People Are Using A 2nd Hardware Or Software
Samplerwith The Rs
--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:

> Dear all,
> 
> I've got an RS7000 and a Motif 6 (classic version).
> 
> Due to its superb range of drum machine phrases and

user-friendly

> interface, I find the workflow easier on the RS7k so

I use that for

> sampling and programming sequences.
> 
> However, the sounds on the Motif are mostly of

superior quality to the

> RS7k's and I'd rather be using these, especially for

stuff like Rhodes

> pianos, bass guitars and strings.
> 
> I know ... the instrument I ought to own is the

Motif ES, which

> combines the best of both worlds. But I didn't know

that when I

> originally purchased this gear and I don't have the

money for such a

> major investment at this time.
> 
> Back to financial reality, supposing I want to get

the best out of

> both instruments and use them together, what's the

best way of

> configuring the MIDI on my system?
> 
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> I want to use the Motif as a control keyboard for

the RS7k, whilst at

> the same time have some of the sequences I've

programmed into the RS7k

> play back using the sounds of the Motif.
> 
> What I don't want happening is live parts I play on

the Motif's

> keyboard always triggering sounds simultaneously on

both instruments. 

> If I want to play a live Rhodes piano during a

programmed song

> sequence, for example, I don't need that the RS7k to

generating notes

> based on what I'm playing with some other sound at

the same time.

> 
> So how do I set up my system to avoid this problem?
> 
> Here's a scenario for an imaginary song programmed

into the RS7k: I'd

> like the RS7k to be providing the drum sounds on

tracks 1 to 8, and a

> synth sound on track 11, but I want the sounds of

tracks 9, 10 and 12

> to come from the Motif, leaving track 13 free for me

to play live

> parts on the Motif keyboard using the Motif's

sounds.

> 
> Any advice would be gratefully received.
> 
> Hope all that makes sense. It's not easy to explain

...

> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14466|14464|2006-01-16 10:38:09|Marco Tangelder|Re: sample map loader|
Hi!

As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.

If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together we might
be able to do some really nice things.

Interesting points may be:

The language files and OS are built in
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The development tools you're using
The way files are put together
Links to info on the internet
Etc. etc.

Grtz,

Marco T.
_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader

greetings.

today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.

if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
to get to know you.

m.
| 14467|14206|2006-01-16 11:56:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: MTC sync|
On Jan 15, 2006, at 8:29 PM, -=ATMAN=- wrote:

> hi to all good ppl at rs7000
> thanx alot to wasted/su700fan, for expaining the
> phrase thingy, but i have the very last trouble wit
> MTC this time. usually MTC is abit more tighter then
> regular midi clock. once i set in the utilities
> MTC(instead of MIDI or Internal) and send the MTC from
> cubase/logic, i cant really hear anything coming out
> of rs7000, but if i set it to midi i clearly can
> browse through phrases no problem life, but its abit
> unsteady, whenever i start from beginning its always
> different sync for some reason, never the same. so i
> thought MTC would be abit more stabe, but setting
> rs7000 to MTC doesnt really produces no sound at all,
> could any1 help what am i doing wrong?
> thanx to every1 thanx alot
> deepest respect
>
> atman

MTC Sync will only work in Song mode, not Pattern/Style or Pattern 
Chain. The RS7000 can only receive, not send, MTC Sync. Check to 
see you are using it in the appropriate mode.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14468|14468|2006-01-16 21:28:14|William Morris|Re: Digest Number 1564|
Does anyone know how to initialize the RS7000?

Thanks - Will
| 14469|14464|2006-01-16 21:28:58|Paul Dorman|Re: sample map loader|
Perhaps there's room for a RS7000 hacks wiki on the web site?

Hardware hacks - blue LED goodness (under not-very-useful-hacks :o)),
internal hard drive, replacing/retrofitting knobs, RS7000 repairs, replacing
120/240v power supply with 240/120v power supply (I'd like to do that), etc.
Software hacks - reverse engineering the OS, compelling Yamaha to help (ha),
etc.

Regards,
Paul

On 1/17/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Hi!
>
> As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
>
> If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together we
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> might
> be able to do some really nice things.
>
> Interesting points may be:
>
> The language files and OS are built in
> The development tools you're using
> The way files are put together
> Links to info on the internet
> Etc. etc.
>
> Grtz,
>
> Marco T.
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
>
> greetings.
>
> today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
>
> if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> to get to know you.
>
> m.

| 14470|14468|2006-01-16 21:42:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: Digest Number 1564|
On Jan 16, 2006, at 12:47 PM, William Morris wrote:

> Does anyone know how to initialize the RS7000?
>
> Thanks - Will

Page 25 of the manual: hold down [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] & [STORE] while 
turning the RS7000 on.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14471|14464|2006-01-16 22:22:39|voidant|Re: sample map loader|
yeah i was able to hack the sample file format... it's annoying to
load samples once at a time.. i'll have rudimentary program to take a
directory and make a loadable sample map out of it.. probably in a
couple of days. what would be really nice is if there is somebody
out there who has GUI skills.. cause a drag and drop sample mapper
would be very usefull.

i used winhex to hack the format. it's not that complicated, the r3p
files are the sample libraries, and they have a file header and then
each sample has a header and footer in within the file. i'll post my
results when i finish up so others can help ferret out more details. 
it should be pretty straightforward to make pitch maps and multiple
sample maps within one file.

hacking the OS is something that is of interest to me... in fact... i
think i started the thread that reads 'stupid question about amazing
impossible OS hack' .. it's pretty easy to find out the processor
for this thing, and there are disassemblers for it.. but as far as
getting it into a more usable formate (by decompiling, etc.) that's
where it gets hard.

at some point i plan on loading the OS into DataRescue IDA Pro (which
disassembles for this chip) and see where that gets me... however
extending the OS in assembler is nearly an impossible idea. 

I saw Peter Da Man mention that there are hidden SYSEX commands.. any
way I could find out what those are?

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
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> Hi!
> 
> As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> 
> If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together
we might
> be able to do some really nice things.
> 
> Interesting points may be:
> 
> The language files and OS are built in
> The development tools you're using
> The way files are put together
> Links to info on the internet
> Etc. etc.
> 
> Grtz,
> 
> Marco T.
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> 
> greetings.
> 
> today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> 
> if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> to get to know you.
> 
> m.
>

| 14472|14464|2006-01-17 10:50:40|Marco Tangelder|Re: sample map loader|
I'm a graphic / multimedie / software designer / developer (yeehaw, that
sounds impressive!).

I'd be more than happy to design a GUI. Let me know what you need.

Marco
_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: dinsdag 17 januari 2006 6:15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

yeah i was able to hack the sample file format... it's annoying to
load samples once at a time.. i'll have rudimentary program to take a
directory and make a loadable sample map out of it.. probably in a
couple of days. what would be really nice is if there is somebody
out there who has GUI skills.. cause a drag and drop sample mapper
would be very usefull.

i used winhex to hack the format. it's not that complicated, the r3p
files are the sample libraries, and they have a file header and then
each sample has a header and footer in within the file. i'll post my
results when i finish up so others can help ferret out more details. 
it should be pretty straightforward to make pitch maps and multiple
sample maps within one file.

hacking the OS is something that is of interest to me... in fact... i
think i started the thread that reads 'stupid question about amazing
impossible OS hack' .. it's pretty easy to find out the processor
for this thing, and there are disassemblers for it.. but as far as
getting it into a more usable formate (by decompiling, etc.) that's
where it gets hard.

at some point i plan on loading the OS into DataRescue IDA Pro (which
disassembles for this chip) and see where that gets me... however
extending the OS in assembler is nearly an impossible idea. 
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I saw Peter Da Man mention that there are hidden SYSEX commands.. any
way I could find out what those are?

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> 
> If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together
we might
> be able to do some really nice things.
> 
> Interesting points may be:
> 
> The language files and OS are built in
> The development tools you're using
> The way files are put together
> Links to info on the internet
> Etc. etc.
> 
> Grtz,
> 
> Marco T.
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> 
> greetings.
> 
> today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> 
> if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> to get to know you.
> 
> m.

| 14473|14464|2006-01-17 13:39:44|voidant|Re: sample map loader|
it would be very cool to have a hacks wiki.. if someone can set that
up. the list archives are usefull, but the search funciton sucks..
and the information is rarely compiled in a usable format as it could
be in wiki (over time).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paul Dorman wrote:
>
> Perhaps there's room for a RS7000 hacks wiki on the web site?
> 
> Hardware hacks - blue LED goodness (under not-very-useful-hacks :o)),
> internal hard drive, replacing/retrofitting knobs, RS7000 repairs,
replacing
> 120/240v power supply with 240/120v power supply (I'd like to do
that), etc.
> Software hacks - reverse engineering the OS, compelling Yamaha to
help (ha),
> etc.
> 
> Regards,
> Paul
> 
> On 1/17/06, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> >
> > Hi!
> >
> > As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the
moment
> > about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> >
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> > If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together we
> > might
> > be able to do some really nice things.
> >
> > Interesting points may be:
> >
> > The language files and OS are built in
> > The development tools you're using
> > The way files are put together
> > Links to info on the internet
> > Etc. etc.
> >
> > Grtz,
> >
> > Marco T.
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> > voidant
> > Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> >
> > greetings.
> >
> > today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> > file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> > sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> >
> > if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> > to get to know you.
> >
> > m.
>

| 14474|14464|2006-01-18 09:25:23|Marco Tangelder|Re: sample map loader|
Could you give some more information about the header and footer data in the
files?

I'm thinking of creating a program in which you can load a wavefile and
slice and dice it up the way you want using markers, normalize, set volume
for slices etc.

If I can make it save in the r3p format, it'll be great...

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: dinsdag 17 januari 2006 6:15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

yeah i was able to hack the sample file format... it's annoying to
load samples once at a time.. i'll have rudimentary program to take a
directory and make a loadable sample map out of it.. probably in a
couple of days. what would be really nice is if there is somebody
out there who has GUI skills.. cause a drag and drop sample mapper
would be very usefull.

i used winhex to hack the format. it's not that complicated, the r3p
files are the sample libraries, and they have a file header and then
each sample has a header and footer in within the file. i'll post my
results when i finish up so others can help ferret out more details. 
it should be pretty straightforward to make pitch maps and multiple
sample maps within one file.

hacking the OS is something that is of interest to me... in fact... i
think i started the thread that reads 'stupid question about amazing
impossible OS hack' .. it's pretty easy to find out the processor
for this thing, and there are disassemblers for it.. but as far as
getting it into a more usable formate (by decompiling, etc.) that's
where it gets hard.

at some point i plan on loading the OS into DataRescue IDA Pro (which
disassembles for this chip) and see where that gets me... however
extending the OS in assembler is nearly an impossible idea. 
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I saw Peter Da Man mention that there are hidden SYSEX commands.. any
way I could find out what those are?

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> 
> If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together
we might
> be able to do some really nice things.
> 
> Interesting points may be:
> 
> The language files and OS are built in
> The development tools you're using
> The way files are put together
> Links to info on the internet
> Etc. etc.
> 
> Grtz,
> 
> Marco T.
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> 
> greetings.
> 
> today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> 
> if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> to get to know you.
> 
> m.

| 14475|14464|2006-01-18 10:49:32|voidant|Re: sample map loader|
sure thing. i'll write something up, but even better i can give you
the c functions to write the files.. which might help in explaining
the file format along with a written description. 

what language are you thinking of writing your program in? once i
have this working in C, it would be cool to create the function in a
language with easier GUI development.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Could you give some more information about the header and footer
data in the
> files?
> 
> I'm thinking of creating a program in which you can load a wavefile and
> slice and dice it up the way you want using markers, normalize, set
volume
> for slices etc.
> 
> If I can make it save in the r3p format, it'll be great...
> 
> M
> 
> _____ 

>

| 14476|14464|2006-01-18 18:33:38|marcotangelder|Re: sample map loader|
That would be great. I think I'll use C# NET for development. I'm
quite used to this language and like you said, it is easier to develop
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a nice GUI using C#...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "voidant" wrote:
>
> sure thing. i'll write something up, but even better i can give you
> the c functions to write the files.. which might help in explaining
> the file format along with a written description. 
> 
> what language are you thinking of writing your program in? once i
> have this working in C, it would be cool to create the function in a
> language with easier GUI development.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> >
> > Could you give some more information about the header and footer
> data in the
> > files?
> > 
> > I'm thinking of creating a program in which you can load a
wavefile and
> > slice and dice it up the way you want using markers, normalize, set
> volume
> > for slices etc.
> > 
> > If I can make it save in the r3p format, it'll be great...
> > 
> > M
> > 
> > _____ 
> 
> >
>

| 14477|14464|2006-01-18 18:34:05|marcotangelder|Re: sample map loader|
I discovered something weird...

When you save a sample it is 16bit 44.1KHz, right?

But when I try to load the file into Soundforge (using Raw file as
filetype), it suddenly appears to be 16bits, 22.050Hz ???

Well actually it is 44.1KHz, but the sample is played at 2 times the
actual speed, so to play at normal tempo, the sample rate must be
divided by 2.

The strange thing is when the sample is played back on the RS the
quality is okay, but when it's played in Soundforge, quality drops
('cause of the samplerate of 22.050Hz).

Anyways, some technical data on the sample:

16 Bit PCM (Sampletype)
44.100 Hz (Samplerate)
Signed (Format)
Big-endian Motorola (Byte-order )
Stereo
| 14478|14464|2006-01-18 23:09:13|voidant|Re: sample map loader|
yep you are hot on the trail my friend. the rs7000 reduces the sample
to 22KHz. the format in the r3p file is as you have noted 16 bit PCM
motorola 22KHz. i discovered this by simply opening an r3p file in
CoolEdit using the Raw motorola type. I haven't actually compared
the soundquality coming out of the computer to the rs7000 on specific
samples.. if you are right that the quality drops let's make a not of
that... could be that the rs7k saves at a lower sample rate to reduce
file size and then has some kind of upsampling algorithm when they are
loaded. who knows.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
>
> I discovered something weird...
> 
> When you save a sample it is 16bit 44.1KHz, right?
> 
> But when I try to load the file into Soundforge (using Raw file as
> filetype), it suddenly appears to be 16bits, 22.050Hz ???
> 
> Well actually it is 44.1KHz, but the sample is played at 2 times the
> actual speed, so to play at normal tempo, the sample rate must be
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> divided by 2.
> 
> The strange thing is when the sample is played back on the RS the
> quality is okay, but when it's played in Soundforge, quality drops
> ('cause of the samplerate of 22.050Hz).
> 
> Anyways, some technical data on the sample:
> 
> 16 Bit PCM (Sampletype)
> 44.100 Hz (Samplerate)
> Signed (Format)
> Big-endian Motorola (Byte-order )
> Stereo
>

| 14479|14464|2006-01-19 02:40:10|Bo Bartels|Roland MC 808 ...|
Hi friends
roland has released a new groovebox.
http://www.rolandus.com/products/productdetails.aspx?ObjectId=766&ParentId=72

i have no idea who is really needing motorfaders on a groovebox, but maybe there is someone out there? 
It seems to be a limited MC909, mc909-users are very disappointed.. 
I am really waiting for yamaha to release a new groovebox. I love the RS but mine is more and more damaged, and i dont want to buy a new RS7000. 
As soon as the Sprectralis-Groovebox is in the shops i want to test it (www.spectralis.de )

Has anybody an idea if there are plans from Yamaha's side to release a RS8000 ?

salut
benno

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14480|14480|2006-01-19 08:11:59|Steve Cooke|RS7k users in North East England?|
Are there any RS7000/RM1X/Motif owners based in North East England who 
might be interested in helping to establish a local users' group?

This could be a learning network for NE-based users to get together 
every so often in order to share knowledge, experience and tips on 
getting the best out of the RS7k and its sister instruments.

I'm based in Stockton and had in mind a group covering Tyne & Wear, 
County Durham, Teesside and neighbouring parts of North Yorkshire.

Perhaps people who are interested in getting involved in this 
initiative could drop me a line ...

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14481|14464|2006-01-19 11:48:39|Paul Dorman|Re: sample map loader|
Oh please no, unless c# Net is fully compatible with Mono. I'm likely to use
Window$ exactly never (except when my work forces me to use it). There's
lots of portable GUI interface kits around (like QT4), could you possibly do
it in something like that. I'm sure other Linux users (and Mac users) would
prefer something that ran natively on their computers.

Rgds,
Paul

On 1/19/06, marcotangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> That would be great. I think I'll use C# NET for development. I'm
> quite used to this language and like you said, it is easier to develop
> a nice GUI using C#...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14482|14482|2006-01-19 12:13:44|Steve Cooke|Importing drum phrases|
The best thing about Yamaha's RS7000 (and the RM1X) is the facility to
patch together new beats from separate kick drum, snare, hi-hat and
percussion loops in the 'phrase factory'.

I have much more fun developing a song that way than going through the
lengthy process of importing, editing and slicing sampled drum loops.

Unfortunately, however, nearly all the non-drumkit and non-synth
voices on both these grooveboxes are pretty awful, especially the
weedy piano and bass guitar sounds.

The Motif Classic, on the other hand, has beautifully rich voices, but
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doesn't offer the phrase factory feature.

Supposing I come up with interesting beats using the RS7k or RM1X's
phrase factory, what would be the best way of importing them into a
Motif?

And please don't say I should buy a Motif ES! I'd love to, but I
don't have the money. (Well, not unless you're willing to swap your
ES for my Classic and RS7k or RM1X – then maybe we have a deal …)

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14483|14482|2006-01-19 13:30:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: Importing drum phrases|
On Jan 19, 2006, at 2:13 PM, Steve Cooke wrote:

> The best thing about Yamaha's RS7000 (and the RM1X) is the facility to
> patch together new beats from separate kick drum, snare, hi-hat and
> percussion loops in the 'phrase factory'.
>
> I have much more fun developing a song that way than going through the
> lengthy process of importing, editing and slicing sampled drum loops.
>
> Unfortunately, however, nearly all the non-drumkit and non-synth
> voices on both these grooveboxes are pretty awful, especially the
> weedy piano and bass guitar sounds.
>
> The Motif Classic, on the other hand, has beautifully rich voices, but
> doesn't offer the phrase factory feature.
>
> Supposing I come up with interesting beats using the RS7k or RM1X's
> phrase factory, what would be the best way of importing them into a
> Motif?
>
> And please don't say I should buy a Motif ES! I'd love to, but I
> don't have the money. (Well, not unless you're willing to swap your
> ES for my Classic and RS7k or RM1X – then maybe we have a deal …)
>
> Regards,
>
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com

If you have the Motif Classic and the RS7000 or RM1x, play the 
Motif's sounds (patches) with the RM1x's/RS7000's sequencer. That 
way you can dial up your phrases on the RM1x/RS7000 for the 
appropriate track you want to send out to the Motif. Just setup the 
MIDI Out Channel assignments appropriately in the Setup menu.

-- wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14484|14464|2006-01-19 13:34:32|alex|Re: sample map loader|
En/na Paul Dorman ha escrit:

> Oh please no, unless c# Net is fully compatible with Mono. I'm likely to use
> Window$ exactly never (except when my work forces me to use it). There's
> lots of portable GUI interface kits around (like QT4), could you possibly do
> it in something like that. I'm sure other Linux users (and Mac users) would
> prefer something that ran natively on their computers.
>
> 

i second that too :P

alex
| 14485|14485|2006-01-19 19:13:34|bigwilldc|What's Up|
I'm new to the fourm,Ive had my RS700 since it came out.But I'm just 
now begining to sample,Ive been using the sounds that came with it. So 
When I run into trouble I'm going to turn to you guys for advice.
| 14486|14464|2006-01-20 07:02:25|Marco Tangelder|Re: sample map loader|
I think the best way would be to build a platform-independent piece of
software that runs on 128Kb internal memory, grabs the best samples from the
internet while your sleeping and gets a buck from Bill Gate$ every time you
start up.

Oh! And automatically creates a new choreography for the gogo-girls attached
to your RS (check out the Peter de Man hardware-update).
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As soon as I'm able to build this, I'll let you guys know...

Seriously... At the moment my preferred OS is Windoze and the development
tools I use are win-based. Sorry. But as soon as I got this working, I'll
check out how to build a custom VSTi of it. As you know, VSTi's can be made
and run platform independent. So, if all you Mac/Linux/WeirdOS-addicts can
run VSTi's in your sequencers, we're set.

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
alex
Sent: donderdag 19 januari 2006 21:30
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

En/na Paul Dorman ha escrit:

> Oh please no, unless c# Net is fully compatible with Mono. I'm likely to

use

> Window$ exactly never (except when my work forces me to use it). There's
> lots of portable GUI interface kits around (like QT4), could you possibly

do

> it in something like that. I'm sure other Linux users (and Mac users)

would

> prefer something that ran natively on their computers.
>
> 

i second that too :P

alex
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14487|14485|2006-01-20 14:32:55|peter sedin|motifQ midifilter out all exept clock!|
im trying to do this but have no luck..any motifusers here?
peace
peter
bigwilldc <bigwilldc@yahoo.com> wrote: I'm new to the fourm,Ive had my RS700 since it came out.But I'm just 
now begining to sample,Ive been using the sounds that came with it. So 
When I run into trouble I'm going to turn to you guys for advice.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14488|14464|2006-01-20 16:27:23|Paul Dorman|Re: sample map loader|
Well, I'm not certain that VSTi's are so portable, but you'll know
more about it than me. Are you planning to make your efforts open
source? If so then we Linux geeks can probably port your code for you.
:o)
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Paul

On 1/20/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> I think the best way would be to build a platform-independent piece of
> software that runs on 128Kb internal memory, grabs the best samples from
> the
> internet while your sleeping and gets a buck from Bill Gate$ every time you
> start up.
>
> Oh! And automatically creates a new choreography for the gogo-girls
> attached
> to your RS (check out the Peter de Man hardware-update).
>
> As soon as I'm able to build this, I'll let you guys know...
>
>
> Seriously... At the moment my preferred OS is Windoze and the development
> tools I use are win-based. Sorry. But as soon as I got this working, I'll
> check out how to build a custom VSTi of it. As you know, VSTi's can be made
> and run platform independent. So, if all you Mac/Linux/WeirdOS-addicts can
> run VSTi's in your sequencers, we're set.
>
> Marco

| 14489|14464|2006-01-20 23:35:47|-=ATMAN=-|Midi Sync|
Hi everyone
whenever im trying to sync rs7000 via midi clock it
syncs and starts but with a tiny delay, everything
going solid but alittlebit delayed. Im sending clock
from cubase and syncing cubase with my second pc is
not a problem, but in this case i get this slight
delay wich eventually started to drive me insane,
could any1 help what to do? Unfortunatelly MTC works
only in a song mode :(, and i like to browse throu
phrases. Could anyone help?
Thanx!
Deepest respect!

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14490|14464|2006-01-21 03:54:27|peter sedin|Re: Midi Sync|
check in prefs. cubase if you have a midi delay option enable. if not..do you have a audiocard latency??
peace
peter

-=ATMAN=- <acidquaker@yahoo.com> wrote: Hi everyone
whenever im trying to sync rs7000 via midi clock it
syncs and starts but with a tiny delay, everything
going solid but alittlebit delayed. Im sending clock
from cubase and syncing cubase with my second pc is
not a problem, but in this case i get this slight
delay wich eventually started to drive me insane,
could any1 help what to do? Unfortunatelly MTC works
only in a song mode :(, and i like to browse throu
phrases. Could anyone help?
Thanx!
Deepest respect!

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14491|14491|2006-01-21 10:45:41|marcotangelder|Hacking the sample format|
Hi!

I discovered Yamaha has actually given the Motif sample format to the
guys at Chicken Systems to use in their Translator software!

I contacted them to ask for some information, so who knows?

Anybody out there that can check in which ways the sample formats are
different from eachother?

Marco

PS: Perhaps Yammie is willing to share the format with us too?
| 14492|14492|2006-01-21 10:46:37|marcotangelder|***HOT*** Sample format tip|
You can read .R3P files using Awave Studio!!! It'll recognize the file
format as being a Motif ES Sample file. And... it sees all samples and
midi-assignment stuff in it.

At the moment I can't try yet whether it is able to save it back, but
I think we're getting somewhere... Perhaps save it back as Motif ES
sample and rename it with the .R3P extension?

Marco
| 14493|14493|2006-01-21 10:48:46|marcotangelder|Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
Hi y'all!!!

I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
this into the RS7000.

This is how we do it:

First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).

Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P

The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.

Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.

In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. (If
you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)

Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)

Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
sound editing tool.

Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.

Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
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Layer 1 (right channel)
Region 1 = Phase Group 1
Region 2 = Phase Group 2

Layer 2 (left channel)
Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master

Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
overwritten.

That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, create a
samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.

Enjoy!!!

Marco Tangelder
| 14494|14494|2006-01-21 10:49:01|marcotangelder|I forgot to mention one important thing|
You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file.

The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
before loading it into your RS.

Marco
| 14495|14493|2006-01-21 11:05:21|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
WHOA. what the fuck. were you really able to do this with existing
software>? and i've been spending hours all week hacking the
fileformat and writing a library?>??? ahhh man.. welll i guess i'll
check out how this works.

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi y'all!!!
> 
> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> this into the RS7000.
> 
> This is how we do it:
> 
> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> 
> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> 
> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> 
> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> 
> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. (If
> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> 
> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> 
> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
> sound editing tool.
> 
> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
> 
> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> 
> Layer 1 (right channel)
> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> 
> Layer 2 (left channel)
> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> 
> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> overwritten.
> 
> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, create a
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> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> 
> Enjoy!!!
> 
> Marco Tangelder
>

| 14496|14493|2006-01-21 12:38:23|courtney baynes|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
That is fucking Crazy!!!!! Yall are Good!! This xtended the lifecycle of the RS tremendously!! What else could you do??!??
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| 14497|14493|2006-01-21 12:47:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
On Jan 21, 2006, at 1:05 PM, voidant wrote:

> WHOA. what the fuck. were you really able to do this with existing
> software>? and i've been spending hours all week hacking the
> fileformat and writing a library?>??? ahhh man.. welll i guess i'll
> check out how this works.
>
> m.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
>>
>> Hi y'all!!!
>>
>> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
>> this into the RS7000.
>>
>> This is how we do it:
>>
>> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
>>
>> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
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>>
>> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
>>
>> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
>>
>> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
>> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. 
>> (If
>> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
>>
>> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
>> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
>>
>> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
>> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
>> sound editing tool.
>>
>> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
>> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
>>
>> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
>> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
>> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
>>
>> Layer 1 (right channel)
>> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
>> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
>>
>> Layer 2 (left channel)
>> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
>> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
>>
>> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
>> overwritten.
>>
>> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 
>> create a
>> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
>>
>> Enjoy!!!
>>
>> Marco Tangelder

Thanks for all the research & work Marco & voidant!!! This should 
really help extend the usability of the RS7000 with computers.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14498|14498|2006-01-21 13:06:57|namiko982|German User's ???|
Hi folks,

i'm new here in the group and would like to know who are the german 
users. 
it would be fine if they let it me known for little conversations or 
tips via icq,msn,yahoo messenger ......

peace.
| 14499|14493|2006-01-21 16:19:07|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! |
alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco. 
it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good technique.

it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
format you can check out
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
sourceforge project on this. 

what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
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forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???

ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...) 
BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text

Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
ÿRMSX firmware %

!!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.

m.

> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
> >>
> >> Hi y'all!!!
> >>
> >> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> >> this into the RS7000.
> >>
> >> This is how we do it:
> >>
> >> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> >>
> >> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> >>
> >> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> >>
> >> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> >>
> >> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> >> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. 
> >> (If
> >> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> >>
> >> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> >> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> >>
> >> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> >> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
> >> sound editing tool.
> >>
> >> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> >> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
> >>
> >> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> >> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> >> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> >>
> >> Layer 1 (right channel)
> >> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> >> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> >>
> >> Layer 2 (left channel)
> >> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> >> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> >>
> >> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> >> overwritten.
> >>
> >> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 
> >> create a
> >> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> >>
> >> Enjoy!!!
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> >>
> >> Marco Tangelder

| 14500|14491|2006-01-21 16:21:08|voidant|Re: Hacking the sample format|
YO.

If you send me a Chicken Systems Translator sample file i can check to
see what the differences are... I am pretty familiar with the format
at this point..

cool.

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> I discovered Yamaha has actually given the Motif sample format to the
> guys at Chicken Systems to use in their Translator software!
> 
> I contacted them to ask for some information, so who knows?
> 
> Anybody out there that can check in which ways the sample formats are
> different from eachother?
> 
> Marco
> 
> PS: Perhaps Yammie is willing to share the format with us too?
>

| 14501|14493|2006-01-21 17:07:32|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! |
MARCO ... gotta hand it to you... using AWAVE is sweet for this. if
you use mono files only (not too bad for drums sounds anyway) making
the maps is simple as pie.. you just need 1 layer with 1 instrument,
then add all your samples.. save as type 'Yamaha Motif "Waves" File'
which is IN FACT, the exact format used by the RS7000 .. which i more
or less could verify in the hex editor. one thing folks should
watch out for though is make sure your root key is set right.. . wow
this is totally sweet. we're really opening shit up with this i feel.
| 14502|14493|2006-01-21 17:20:15|voidant|creating sample kits - multimap functionality|
as you know, one of the main functions missing from the rs7000 is the
ability to create pitched multimaps. i.e. using say 1 sample per octave.

i can report to you that actually the rs7000 DOES do this. if you
setup your files correctly using AWAVE, you can easily create
multimaps. the functionality exists already apparently in the Motif
ES core code, which runs the RS7000 (and ALSO EXPLAINS WHY YAMMMMAHA
WON"T GIVE US THE SOURCE). 

folks, we have just unlocked a much hungered for feature. 

thank you marco. what's also sweet about this is if there is still
desire to complete the reverse engineer of the sample format itself,
using awave will allow me to do this much much faster, without having
to pop r3p files back and forth from the rs.

VERY COOL FOLKS! we can give this machine a new life!

m.
| 14503|14503|2006-01-21 17:30:15|voidant|Motif ES Features|
Can somebody with a Motif ES Please post a list of sampling features
supported by the Motif ES that are not supported by the RS7000. I
have a serious suspicion that any extra features that may exist are
also in the RS7000, but are just hidden by the interface.
| 14504|14503|2006-01-22 05:49:13|Marco Tangelder|Re: Motif ES Features|
Hi,

I contacted Markus Dimdal from FMJ software (the creator of Awave Studio) to ask if he could share some info on the sample format. This was his reaction:

"I'm sorry - I would like to help - but I got my info directly from Yamaha under an NDA so I am not allowed to tell you anything..."

I can understand his point of view on this one. What I do NOT understand is that Yamaha gives away information on the sample format to FMJ software and won't give it
to us!!! I think we should start bothering Yamaha again with a serious request for information. Does anybody know which way to go on this one?

My ideas about the software to be developed:

It should be able to open samples in the R3P format
It should be able to open wave/aiff files (filemenu or drag/drop)
Samples can be dropped on a keyboard-view to set the keyrange and root note
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Slice 'n dice function: load a sample and cut it up in a waveform-view. Slices are put on midi-notes automatically.
Slices can be altered in volume, reversed etc.
Loop-points (forward, reverse, att/loop etc)
Dumping samples to the RS using SCSI

Most of these functions can be done using Awave studio, but I still would like to build a dedicated RS-Editor.

By the way, is there any info on the midi-data of the pattern? I think it should be possible to get this also. That way, you can copy/edit your patterns 'to and fro' the RS. I
know this can be done using export as SMF but hey, we're hacking the thing so why not do this also?

Marco

----- Original Message ----- 
From: voidant 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, January 22, 2006 1:29 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Motif ES Features

Can somebody with a Motif ES Please post a list of sampling features
supported by the Motif ES that are not supported by the RS7000. I
have a serious suspicion that any extra features that may exist are
also in the RS7000, but are just hidden by the interface.
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| 14505|14493|2006-01-22 05:52:33|Marco Tangelder|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! |
Matthew,

The link is dead?

M

----- Original Message ----- 
From: voidant 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, January 22, 2006 12:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! +++++

alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco. 
it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good technique.

it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
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format you can check out
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
sourceforge project on this. 

what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???

ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...) 
BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text

Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
ÿRMSX firmware %

!!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.

m.

> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
> >>
> >> Hi y'all!!!
> >>
> >> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> >> this into the RS7000.
> >>
> >> This is how we do it:
> >>
> >> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> >>
> >> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> >>
> >> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> >>
> >> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> >>
> >> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> >> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. 
> >> (If
> >> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> >>
> >> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> >> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> >>
> >> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> >> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
> >> sound editing tool.
> >>
> >> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> >> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
> >>
> >> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> >> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> >> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> >>
> >> Layer 1 (right channel)
> >> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> >> Region 2 = Phase Group 2

http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/
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> >>
> >> Layer 2 (left channel)
> >> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> >> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> >>
> >> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> >> overwritten.
> >>
> >> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 
> >> create a
> >> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> >>
> >> Enjoy!!!
> >>
> >> Marco Tangelder
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| 14506|14493|2006-01-22 06:04:02|Marco Tangelder|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! |
Would RMSX be the working title for the RS7K?

Kind of RM1X with an additional S for Sampler???

M

----- Original Message ----- 
From: voidant 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, January 22, 2006 12:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! +++++

alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco. 
it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good technique.

it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
format you can check out
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
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sourceforge project on this. 

what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???

ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...) 
BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text

Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
ÿRMSX firmware %

!!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.

m.

> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
> >>
> >> Hi y'all!!!
> >>
> >> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> >> this into the RS7000.
> >>
> >> This is how we do it:
> >>
> >> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> >>
> >> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> >>
> >> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> >>
> >> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> >>
> >> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> >> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. 
> >> (If
> >> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> >>
> >> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> >> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> >>
> >> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> >> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
> >> sound editing tool.
> >>
> >> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> >> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
> >>
> >> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> >> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> >> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> >>
> >> Layer 1 (right channel)
> >> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> >> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> >>
> >> Layer 2 (left channel)
> >> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> >> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> >>
> >> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> >> overwritten.
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> >>
> >> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 
> >> create a
> >> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> >>
> >> Enjoy!!!
> >>
> >> Marco Tangelder
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| 14507|14493|2006-01-22 10:06:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! |
On Jan 22, 2006, at 8:02 AM, Marco Tangelder wrote:

> Would RMSX be the working title for the RS7K?
>
> Kind of RM1X with an additional S for Sampler???
>
> M

That would be my guess. The RS7000 is the RM1x with sampling and the 
Slice functions, plus the SU700's Scene/Mute memory keys and phrase 
sampling. ReMixSamplerX instead of RM2x. Just speculation, though.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14508|14493|2006-01-22 10:37:36|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!! |
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Marco Tangelder wrote:

>
> Matthew,

WOOPs. sorry 
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/

> The link is dead?
> 
> M
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: voidant 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
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> Sent: Sunday, January 22, 2006 12:18 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into

RS7K: I did it!!! +++++

> 
> 
> alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco. 
> it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
> process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good

technique.

> 
> it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
> hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
> format you can check out
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
> it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
> simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
> figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
> various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
> as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
> sourceforge project on this. 
> 
> what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
> create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
> maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
> general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
> editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
> forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???
> 
> ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
> just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
> you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
> look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
> stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
> the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how

usefull...) 

> BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text
> 
> Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
> ÿRMSX firmware %
> 
> !!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
> console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
> allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
> try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
> out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
> all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.
> 
> m.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" 

wrote:

> > >>
> > >> Hi y'all!!!
> > >>
> > >> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and

loaded

> > >> this into the RS7000.
> > >>
> > >> This is how we do it:
> > >>
> > >> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> > >>
> > >> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> > >>
> > >> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> > >>

http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/
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> > >> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> > >>
> > >> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> > >> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding

with it. 

> > >> (If
> > >> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> > >>
> > >> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> > >> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> > >>
> > >> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I

split the

> > >> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel)

using a

> > >> sound editing tool.
> > >>
> > >> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new

sample to

> > >> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should

play it.

> > >>
> > >> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> > >> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right)

has 2

> > >> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> > >>
> > >> Layer 1 (right channel)
> > >> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> > >> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> > >>
> > >> Layer 2 (left channel)
> > >> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> > >> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> > >>
> > >> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files

will be

> > >> overwritten.
> > >>
> > >> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 
> > >> create a
> > >> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> > >>
> > >> Enjoy!!!
> > >>
> > >> Marco Tangelder
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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equipment 

> Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 
> 
> 
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of

Service. 

> 
> 
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14509|14503|2006-01-22 10:53:11|voidant|Re: Motif ES Features|
This sounds like a good start.. Basically what i see is all the
functionality of AWAVE, but organized differently to create a faster
and more intuitive workflow for the RS. For instance having to setup
stereo phrase linking, root note, and key range in awave for 100
samples is um pretty annoying! One thing to add might be to be able to
create key range blocks and then drop samples into them for creating
multi maps. I also noted that AWAVE has an 'articulation' panel..
which i think lets you apply some pitch and filter envelopes to the
samples before they are output.. This is very similar to Battery
actually and if we could get that into the RS app, it would be badass. 
A little more advanced b/c we talking doing actual processing on the
sound file, but I don't think it's out of range to start talking about
it. One more essential feature is to be able to preview the sounds in
the map.. so you can hear what the samps you're putting together sound
like. 

so i will continue decoding the file format.. using awave speeds this
up immensely.

as far as hacking the midi data, which would be in the r2p file.. i
can take a look at that after we've got this nailed. taking a whole
style's worth of midi phrases back and forth from the computer would
be really sweet for some of the ways i write music. 

> My ideas about the software to be developed:
> 
> It should be able to open samples in the R3P format
> It should be able to open wave/aiff files (filemenu or drag/drop)
> Samples can be dropped on a keyboard-view to set the keyrange and

root note

> Slice 'n dice function: load a sample and cut it up in a

waveform-view. Slices are put on midi-notes automatically.

> Slices can be altered in volume, reversed etc.
> Loop-points (forward, reverse, att/loop etc)
> Dumping samples to the RS using SCSI
> 
> Most of these functions can be done using Awave studio, but I still

would like to build a dedicated RS-Editor.

> 
> By the way, is there any info on the midi-data of the pattern? I
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think it should be possible to get this also. That way, you can
copy/edit your patterns 'to and fro' the RS. I know this can be done
using export as SMF but hey, we're hacking the thing so why not do
this also?

> 
> Marco
> 
>

| 14510|14498|2006-01-23 06:45:26|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: German User's ???|
namiko982 wrote:

>Hi folks,
>
>i'm new here in the group and would like to know who are the german 
>users. 
> 
>

Here, me!! German! Sieg Heil!
;)

>it would be fine if they let it me known for little conversations or 
>tips via icq,msn,yahoo messenger ......
> 
>

Here's my proposal: You can speak/write english (appearantly), so why 
not just try it that way. So if you have problems/solutions everyone 
here benefits from them. And if you dont understand specific things, 
just "let it us known" (BEST engleutsch phrase ever! ;)) and someone 
will translate.

>peace.
> 
>

boring ...
c.u.
Wildemar
| 14511|14498|2006-01-23 07:34:09|Marco Tangelder|Re: German User's ???|
All your base are belong to us...

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Wildemar Wildenburger
Sent: maandag 23 januari 2006 14:46
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] German User's ???

namiko982 wrote:

>Hi folks,
>
>i'm new here in the group and would like to know who are the german 
>users. 
> 
>

Here, me!! German! Sieg Heil!
;)

>it would be fine if they let it me known for little conversations or 
>tips via icq,msn,yahoo messenger ......
> 
>

Here's my proposal: You can speak/write english (appearantly), so why 
not just try it that way. So if you have problems/solutions everyone 
here benefits from them. And if you dont understand specific things, 
just "let it us known" (BEST engleutsch phrase ever! ;)) and someone 
will translate.
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>peace.
> 
>

boring ...
c.u.
Wildemar
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14512|14498|2006-01-23 08:01:40|Wildemar Wildenburger|Re: German User's ???|
Marco Tangelder wrote:

>All your base are belong to us...
> 
>

Just to nit-pick and be geeky:
That would be "japenglish" (as in 
http://www.classicgaming.com/rotw/zerowing/) or Engrish (as in 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero_Wing)

I am so smart! S.M.R.T.
;)
Wildemar
| 14513|14513|2006-01-23 20:15:10|Steve Cooke|MIDI drum patterns|
Does anyone know of any online resources (preferably free!) for
obtaining MIDI drum patterns?

I mean MIDI data files that you can import into a sequencer like the
Motif, RS7000 or RM1X.

Many thanks.

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14514|14464|2006-01-24 17:10:19|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sample map loader|
That would be cool to have a computer based sample mapper, however that is not OS hacking in my opinion and maybe a little more dooable, but I think still a mighty
tough one. Anyway, if your wanting to slice and dice samples it can be done pretty easily using the 16 step LFO on the Amp or simply use the square step wave on the amp
for a quick and dirty slice, by just turning the depth up to max and vary the speed till you find one that matches well to the tempo or not whatever your taste may be. Its
much like the Master Slice effect except done just on one track and more versitile actually using the LFO functions of the RS.

Heres an example on one I did on some vocal samples:
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http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/BadE.mp3 (1.6m)

The sample is still whole too so you don't loose any info and can still add other effects to it later etc. Of course can still mangle a sample in a PC editor too if feel the
need. Sometimes I'll resample parts back through my KP2 and do some crazy stuff too without haveing to ever import it onto my PC and do it through software.

Good Luck on that reverse engineering thing, really. I gave up long ago.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 18 Jan 2006 10:57:51 +0100
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

Could you give some more information about the header and footer data in the
files?

I'm thinking of creating a program in which you can load a wavefile and
slice and dice it up the way you want using markers, normalize, set volume
for slices etc.

If I can make it save in the r3p format, it'll be great...

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: dinsdag 17 januari 2006 6:15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

yeah i was able to hack the sample file format... it's annoying to
load samples once at a time.. i'll have rudimentary program to take a
directory and make a loadable sample map out of it.. probably in a
couple of days. what would be really nice is if there is somebody
out there who has GUI skills.. cause a drag and drop sample mapper
would be very usefull.

i used winhex to hack the format. it's not that complicated, the r3p
files are the sample libraries, and they have a file header and then
each sample has a header and footer in within the file. i'll post my
results when i finish up so others can help ferret out more details. 
it should be pretty straightforward to make pitch maps and multiple
sample maps within one file.

hacking the OS is something that is of interest to me... in fact... i
think i started the thread that reads 'stupid question about amazing
impossible OS hack' .. it's pretty easy to find out the processor
for this thing, and there are disassemblers for it.. but as far as
getting it into a more usable formate (by decompiling, etc.) that's
where it gets hard.

at some point i plan on loading the OS into DataRescue IDA Pro (which
disassembles for this chip) and see where that gets me... however
extending the OS in assembler is nearly an impossible idea. 

I saw Peter Da Man mention that there are hidden SYSEX commands.. any
way I could find out what those are?

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> 
> If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together
we might
> be able to do some really nice things.
> 
> Interesting points may be:
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> 
> The language files and OS are built in
> The development tools you're using
> The way files are put together
> Links to info on the internet
> Etc. etc.
> 
> Grtz,
> 
> Marco T.
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> 
> greetings.
> 
> today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> 
> if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> to get to know you.
> 
> m.
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| 14515|14464|2006-01-25 02:11:19|Marco Tangelder|Re: sample map loader|
Hi,

I agree sample-hacking ain't OS hacking, but one's got to start somewhere.

What I mean with slicing a sample is more like chopping it up and placing
the slices on corresponding midi-keys. Something the RS is already capable
of (except mine 'cause somehow it keeps on working on the slice-function and
won't come back, unless I restart - anyone got the same problem? I've got
original Yamaha RAM. Quite expensive too, grmbl.).

The slice-tool I've got in mind has extended slice functions, something like
the Rex player in Reason.

Anyway, nice trick with the LFO.

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Dbeam505@aol.com
Sent: woensdag 25 januari 2006 1:08
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader
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That would be cool to have a computer based sample mapper, however that is
not OS hacking in my opinion and maybe a little more dooable, but I think
still a mighty tough one. Anyway, if your wanting to slice and dice samples
it can be done pretty easily using the 16 step LFO on the Amp or simply use
the square step wave on the amp for a quick and dirty slice, by just turning
the depth up to max and vary the speed till you find one that matches well
to the tempo or not whatever your taste may be. Its much like the Master
Slice effect except done just on one track and more versitile actually using
the LFO functions of the RS.

Heres an example on one I did on some vocal samples:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/BadE.mp3 (1.6m)

The sample is still whole too so you don't loose any info and can still add
other effects to it later etc. Of course can still mangle a sample in a PC
editor too if feel the need. Sometimes I'll resample parts back through my
KP2 and do some crazy stuff too without haveing to ever import it onto my PC
and do it through software.

Good Luck on that reverse engineering thing, really. I gave up long ago.

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 18 Jan 2006 10:57:51 +0100
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

Could you give some more information about the header and footer data in the
files?

I'm thinking of creating a program in which you can load a wavefile and
slice and dice it up the way you want using markers, normalize, set volume
for slices etc.

If I can make it save in the r3p format, it'll be great...

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: dinsdag 17 januari 2006 6:15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader

yeah i was able to hack the sample file format... it's annoying to
load samples once at a time.. i'll have rudimentary program to take a
directory and make a loadable sample map out of it.. probably in a
couple of days. what would be really nice is if there is somebody
out there who has GUI skills.. cause a drag and drop sample mapper
would be very usefull.

i used winhex to hack the format. it's not that complicated, the r3p
files are the sample libraries, and they have a file header and then
each sample has a header and footer in within the file. i'll post my
results when i finish up so others can help ferret out more details. 
it should be pretty straightforward to make pitch maps and multiple
sample maps within one file.

hacking the OS is something that is of interest to me... in fact... i
think i started the thread that reads 'stupid question about amazing
impossible OS hack' .. it's pretty easy to find out the processor
for this thing, and there are disassemblers for it.. but as far as
getting it into a more usable formate (by decompiling, etc.) that's
where it gets hard.

at some point i plan on loading the OS into DataRescue IDA Pro (which
disassembles for this chip) and see where that gets me... however
extending the OS in assembler is nearly an impossible idea. 

I saw Peter Da Man mention that there are hidden SYSEX commands.. any
way I could find out what those are?
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m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> 
> If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together
we might
> be able to do some really nice things.
> 
> Interesting points may be:
> 
> The language files and OS are built in
> The development tools you're using
> The way files are put together
> Links to info on the internet
> Etc. etc.
> 
> Grtz,
> 
> Marco T.
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> 
> greetings.
> 
> today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> 
> if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> to get to know you.
> 
> m.

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14516|14464|2006-01-25 06:04:07|Phil O´Sound|Re: sample map loader|
Hi Marco,
regarding the RAM, have you checked it in Test Mode anyway (for getting to
Test Mode, see FAQ)? I had the very same problem with bad RAM that did
confirm the specs.
Sometimes even compatible Ram isn´t really compatible, at least from my
experiences.

Greetings, Thorsten

2006/1/25, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>:

>
> Hi,
>
> I agree sample-hacking ain't OS hacking, but one's got to start somewhere.
>
> What I mean with slicing a sample is more like chopping it up and placing
> the slices on corresponding midi-keys. Something the RS is already capable
> of (except mine 'cause somehow it keeps on working on the slice-function
> and
> won't come back, unless I restart - anyone got the same problem? I've got
> original Yamaha RAM. Quite expensive too, grmbl.).
>
> The slice-tool I've got in mind has extended slice functions, something
> like
> the Rex player in Reason.
>
> Anyway, nice trick with the LFO.
>
> Marco
>
>
>
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>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> Dbeam505@aol.com
> Sent: woensdag 25 januari 2006 1:08
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader
>
>
> That would be cool to have a computer based sample mapper, however that is
> not OS hacking in my opinion and maybe a little more dooable, but I think
> still a mighty tough one. Anyway, if your wanting to slice and dice
> samples
> it can be done pretty easily using the 16 step LFO on the Amp or simply
> use
> the square step wave on the amp for a quick and dirty slice, by just
> turning
> the depth up to max and vary the speed till you find one that matches well
> to the tempo or not whatever your taste may be. Its much like the Master
> Slice effect except done just on one track and more versitile actually
> using
> the LFO functions of the RS.
>
> Heres an example on one I did on some vocal samples:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/BadE.mp3 (1.6m)
>
> The sample is still whole too so you don't loose any info and can still
> add
> other effects to it later etc. Of course can still mangle a sample in a
> PC
> editor too if feel the need. Sometimes I'll resample parts back through
> my
> KP2 and do some crazy stuff too without haveing to ever import it onto my
> PC
> and do it through software.
>
> Good Luck on that reverse engineering thing, really. I gave up long ago.
>
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 18 Jan 2006 10:57:51 +0100
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader
>
>
> Could you give some more information about the header and footer data in
> the
> files?
>
> I'm thinking of creating a program in which you can load a wavefile and
> slice and dice it up the way you want using markers, normalize, set volume
> for slices etc.
>
> If I can make it save in the r3p format, it'll be great...
>
> M
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> voidant
> Sent: dinsdag 17 januari 2006 6:15
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample map loader
>
>
> yeah i was able to hack the sample file format... it's annoying to
> load samples once at a time.. i'll have rudimentary program to take a
> directory and make a loadable sample map out of it.. probably in a
> couple of days. what would be really nice is if there is somebody
> out there who has GUI skills.. cause a drag and drop sample mapper
> would be very usefull.
>
> i used winhex to hack the format. it's not that complicated, the r3p
> files are the sample libraries, and they have a file header and then
> each sample has a header and footer in within the file. i'll post my
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> results when i finish up so others can help ferret out more details.
> it should be pretty straightforward to make pitch maps and multiple
> sample maps within one file.
>
> hacking the OS is something that is of interest to me... in fact... i
> think i started the thread that reads 'stupid question about amazing
> impossible OS hack' .. it's pretty easy to find out the processor
> for this thing, and there are disassemblers for it.. but as far as
> getting it into a more usable formate (by decompiling, etc.) that's
> where it gets hard.
>
> at some point i plan on loading the OS into DataRescue IDA Pro (which
> disassembles for this chip) and see where that gets me... however
> extending the OS in assembler is nearly an impossible idea.
>
> I saw Peter Da Man mention that there are hidden SYSEX commands.. any
> way I could find out what those are?
>
> m.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
> >
> > Hi!
> >
> > As you might have seen on the group, there's quite a buzz at the moment
> > about reverse engineering the OS and fileformats.
> >
> > If you've managed to hack anything, please share the info. Together
> we might
> > be able to do some really nice things.
> >
> > Interesting points may be:
> >
> > The language files and OS are built in
> > The development tools you're using
> > The way files are put together
> > Links to info on the internet
> > Etc. etc.
> >
> > Grtz,
> >
> > Marco T.
> > _____
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On
> Behalf Of
> > voidant
> > Sent: zondag 15 januari 2006 3:03
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] sample map loader
> >
> > greetings.
> >
> > today i reverse engineered the the sampling aspects of the pattern
> > file format. this means that the ability to create and load entire
> > sample maps is now on the horizon. details soon to follow.
> >
> > if there are others on this group doing rs7000 hacking.. i would like
> > to get to know you.
> >
> > m.
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14517|14493|2006-01-25 14:05:19|florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
Hi!

I downloaded the source files from:
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
Thanks!

I was looking at the public functions for the class r3pwriter.
Clear is how to use this class to add wav-files but how to specify on which
note / note-range they should be placed?
Perhaps the function r3pwriter::addfile(char *) could get an extra argument
for specifying this?
Like:
addfile(char * wavFileName, int noteNumber )
or even:
addfile(char * wavFileName, int lowNoteNr, int highNoteNr )
for specifying a note range...

As the file format becomes more clear, we could add even more arguments to
specify the possible attributes for the sample in the samplemap.
I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out please let me
know.

Anyway, good job Matthew!

Floris.
| 14518|14493|2006-01-25 17:47:24|++haZy|Using master compressor on rs7000|
im looking for some general hints and tips for using the multi 
compressor in the master effects on the rs7000...

i use it for live work and get a great heavy compressed signal, but 
its probably a little too compressed.. even with barely anything on 
the dials..

anyone?
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On 26/01/2006, at 3:01 AM, florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl wrote:

> Hi!
>
> I downloaded the source files from:
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> Thanks!
>
> I was looking at the public functions for the class r3pwriter.
> Clear is how to use this class to add wav-files but how to specify 
> on which
> note / note-range they should be placed?
> Perhaps the function r3pwriter::addfile(char *) could get an extra 
> argument
> for specifying this?
> Like:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int noteNumber )
> or even:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int lowNoteNr, int highNoteNr )
> for specifying a note range...
>
> As the file format becomes more clear, we could add even more 
> arguments to
> specify the possible attributes for the sample in the samplemap.
> I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out 
> please let me
> know.
>
> Anyway, good job Matthew!
>
> Floris.
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14519|14493|2006-01-26 00:35:26|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
YO. thanks for the props. the r3pwriter class is definately in an
early stage just for checkin out. i definately mean to supply a class
that has functions to set all values for each sample, etc. at the
moment i'm distracted b/c marco found out how to use awave to create
maps. so i'll probably exhaust that before i get back to this.. but
awave WILL make hacking the file format easier.

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, florisvanrijswijk@z... wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> I downloaded the source files from:
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> Thanks!
> 
> I was looking at the public functions for the class r3pwriter.
> Clear is how to use this class to add wav-files but how to specify
on which
> note / note-range they should be placed?
> Perhaps the function r3pwriter::addfile(char *) could get an extra
argument
> for specifying this?
> Like:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int noteNumber )
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> or even:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int lowNoteNr, int highNoteNr )
> for specifying a note range...
> 
> As the file format becomes more clear, we could add even more
arguments to
> specify the possible attributes for the sample in the samplemap.
> I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out
please let me
> know.
> 
> Anyway, good job Matthew!
> 
> Floris.
>

| 14520|14493|2006-01-26 00:36:29|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
oh cool. i just noticed the text

> I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out 
> please let me

what do you know, me too (amoung other things). thats very cool, we
can definately work together on this.

i already did crack the note range functions for multimaps.. so i
guess if i should add that into what i've got up on the site. i still
gotta figure out stereo samples..
| 14521|14493|2006-01-26 02:49:22|Marco Tangelder|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
Well, EXCUSE ME for distracting you, hahahahahahaha!!!!

I'm not exactly a C++ specialist, but I can sort of read and translate the
code. Question: is it possible to use ActiveX or .dll's in C++?

If so, I can help on some GUI stuff or waveform-handling stuff.

Perhaps I can build the main functions for working on the .wav's and you can
build the conversion stuff?

Grtz,
Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: donderdag 26 januari 2006 8:31
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I
did it!!!

YO. thanks for the props. the r3pwriter class is definately in an
early stage just for checkin out. i definately mean to supply a class
that has functions to set all values for each sample, etc. at the
moment i'm distracted b/c marco found out how to use awave to create
maps. so i'll probably exhaust that before i get back to this.. but
awave WILL make hacking the file format easier.

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, florisvanrijswijk@z... wrote:
>
> Hi!
> 
> I downloaded the source files from:
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> Thanks!
> 
> I was looking at the public functions for the class r3pwriter.
> Clear is how to use this class to add wav-files but how to specify
on which
> note / note-range they should be placed?
> Perhaps the function r3pwriter::addfile(char *) could get an extra
argument
> for specifying this?
> Like:
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> addfile(char * wavFileName, int noteNumber )
> or even:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int lowNoteNr, int highNoteNr )
> for specifying a note range...
> 
> As the file format becomes more clear, we could add even more
arguments to
> specify the possible attributes for the sample in the samplemap.
> I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out
please let me
> know.
> 
> Anyway, good job Matthew!
> 
> Floris.
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14522|14493|2006-01-26 13:39:05|Brooks Mosher|Re: Using master compressor on rs7000|
i haven't found the master effects to sound very good on the RS so i just
don't use them at all... if you're playing live can you use the house
compressor?

Brooks

On 1/25/06, ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com> wrote:
>
>
> im looking for some general hints and tips for using the multi
> compressor in the master effects on the rs7000...
>
> i use it for live work and get a great heavy compressed signal, but
> its probably a little too compressed.. even with barely anything on
> the dials..
>
> anyone?
>
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>
> On 26/01/2006, at 3:01 AM, florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl wrote:
>
> > Hi!
> >
> > I downloaded the source files from:
> > http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> > Thanks!
> >
> > I was looking at the public functions for the class r3pwriter.
> > Clear is how to use this class to add wav-files but how to specify
> > on which
> > note / note-range they should be placed?
> > Perhaps the function r3pwriter::addfile(char *) could get an extra
> > argument
> > for specifying this?
> > Like:
> > addfile(char * wavFileName, int noteNumber )
> > or even:
> > addfile(char * wavFileName, int lowNoteNr, int highNoteNr )
> > for specifying a note range...
> >
> > As the file format becomes more clear, we could add even more
> > arguments to
> > specify the possible attributes for the sample in the samplemap.
> > I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out
> > please let me
> > know.
> >
> > Anyway, good job Matthew!
> >
> > Floris.
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> > faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
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>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14523|14523|2006-01-26 13:52:36|Steve Cooke|CD-ROM shipped with RS7000|
Perhaps someone could remind me as my memory appears to be failing ...

There's a CD-ROM that comes shipped with the RS7k, but I can't
remember which one. Is it the Acid XPress for Yamaha disk?

Cheers,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14524|14493|2006-01-26 14:53:58|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Using master compressor on rs7000|
There are no hints for that, just use it all the time and drop each level to just a hair underneath where it causes clipping. I have to ride them quite a bit during live
performances cause house systems usually sound like shit in the mids and highs, but bars and clubs have been getting their systems to sound a little better lately for synth
stiles and not just for grunged out guitar music.

Zam

P.S. I'm looking at the sample mapper code right now. I've not much a clue what it does or how it works. Trying to compile it in .net though, this kind of stuff is always
aggravating to me, wish it just worked. If it works for you guys why don'y you compile it with some instructions on how to use it as an executable? Maybe I missed too
many posts or something about that, its been a while since I've looked on here. Still would like to thank whom evers been trying.

-----Original Message-----
From: ++haZy <_hazy@hazyinseptember.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 26 Jan 2006 10:47:06 +1000
Subject: [RS7000] Using master compressor on rs7000

im looking for some general hints and tips for using the multi 
compressor in the master effects on the rs7000...

i use it for live work and get a great heavy compressed signal, but 
its probably a little too compressed.. even with barely anything on 
the dials..

anyone?

On 26/01/2006, at 3:01 AM, florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl wrote:

> Hi!
>
> I downloaded the source files from:
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> Thanks!
>
> I was looking at the public functions for the class r3pwriter.
> Clear is how to use this class to add wav-files but how to specify 
> on which
> note / note-range they should be placed?
> Perhaps the function r3pwriter::addfile(char *) could get an extra 
> argument
> for specifying this?
> Like:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int noteNumber )
> or even:
> addfile(char * wavFileName, int lowNoteNr, int highNoteNr )
> for specifying a note range...
>
> As the file format becomes more clear, we could add even more 
> arguments to
> specify the possible attributes for the sample in the samplemap.
> I am a C++ programmer and owner of a RS7000 so if I can help out 
> please let me
> know.
>
> Anyway, good job Matthew!
>
> Floris.
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14525|14523|2006-01-26 15:17:10|peter sedin|os upgrade..eprom or download?|
will recive on in a couple of days, and it seems like it has the old os.
and also..RAM that are safe to buy??
peace
peter

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
With a free 1 GB, there's more in store with Yahoo! Mail.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14526|14523|2006-01-26 19:34:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: os upgrade..eprom or download?|
On Jan 26, 2006, at 5:16 PM, peter sedin wrote:

> will recive on in a couple of days, and it seems like it has the 
> old os.
> and also..RAM that are safe to buy??
> peace
> peter

Latest OS EPROM that you can flash to the RS7000 is 1.22. You can 
download it from here:
http://www.yamahasynth.com/download/rs7000.html

Instructions are included in PDF form with the file.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14527|14523|2006-01-26 20:24:01|wasted/su700fan|Re: CD-ROM shipped with RS7000|
On Jan 26, 2006, at 3:48 PM, Steve Cooke wrote:

> Perhaps someone could remind me as my memory appears to be failing ...
>
> There's a CD-ROM that comes shipped with the RS7k, but I can't
> remember which one. Is it the Acid XPress for Yamaha disk?
>
> Cheers,
>
> Steve
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> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com

There's actually 2 of them that come new with the RS7000: the Acid 
Express 2.0 Demo you mention and the Yamaha Tools & Styles for RS7000 
CDROM for Windows, Macintosh & Audio disc.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14528|14493|2006-01-26 23:52:01|voidant|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
hehehe. finding out that awave works is a really cool find is all i
gotta say.

but having an open source editor to hack away at and add features to
could be literally amazing..

c++ supports all kinds of things like ActiveX, .dlls, etc. but i'm
not an expert on that side of it, especially in windows. 

ONE PROBLEM WITH AWAVE: 
It does not write the end tag on the sample data correctly (for
rs7000), so if you edit the endpoints of the waveform of you RS, it
seems to screw up. try it out it's pretty funny.. you will get a
sample that is basically a dump of the entire sample memory.. playing
backwards it seems. and then a little while later your rs7000 will
crash hard. so you want to know about that and watch out for it. 

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Well, EXCUSE ME for distracting you, hahahahahahaha!!!!
> 
> I'm not exactly a C++ specialist, but I can sort of read and
translate the
> code. Question: is it possible to use ActiveX or .dll's in C++?
> 
> If so, I can help on some GUI stuff or waveform-handling stuff.
> 
> Perhaps I can build the main functions for working on the .wav's and
you can
> build the conversion stuff?
> 
> Grtz,
> Marco
> 
>

| 14529|14529|2006-01-27 03:52:13|kusser smith|dual boot|
yo,
here's da link to the two new albums:

Deadly Disc Recordings Volume 0ne
http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/DD-vol-0ne.m3u

Kusser - TBA
http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/Kusser-TBA.m3u

tinkering with the sequencing, editing, mastering,
etc....

-k-

-- 
http://www.deadlydisc.com 

IndependentElectronicMusic

http://www.deadlydisc.com

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14530|14493|2006-01-27 05:28:00|Marco Tangelder|Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!|
Another option would be to create a ActiveX or .NET usercontrol of the wave
conversion and save as R3P function.
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If I could load the ActiveX that has a public method to send a wave and
properties to, we're set.

Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
voidant
Sent: vrijdag 27 januari 2006 7:52
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I
did it!!!

hehehe. finding out that awave works is a really cool find is all i
gotta say.

but having an open source editor to hack away at and add features to
could be literally amazing..

c++ supports all kinds of things like ActiveX, .dlls, etc. but i'm
not an expert on that side of it, especially in windows. 

ONE PROBLEM WITH AWAVE: 
It does not write the end tag on the sample data correctly (for
rs7000), so if you edit the endpoints of the waveform of you RS, it
seems to screw up. try it out it's pretty funny.. you will get a
sample that is basically a dump of the entire sample memory.. playing
backwards it seems. and then a little while later your rs7000 will
crash hard. so you want to know about that and watch out for it. 

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Well, EXCUSE ME for distracting you, hahahahahahaha!!!!
> 
> I'm not exactly a C++ specialist, but I can sort of read and
translate the
> code. Question: is it possible to use ActiveX or .dll's in C++?
> 
> If so, I can help on some GUI stuff or waveform-handling stuff.
> 
> Perhaps I can build the main functions for working on the .wav's and
you can
> build the conversion stuff?
> 
> Grtz,
> Marco
> 
> 
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* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14531|14531|2006-01-27 11:38:24|Steve Cooke|RS7000 traitor sells out|
Dear fellow RS7kers,

Some of you will probably call for me to be hanged, drawn and
quartered at Traitor's Gate, but I'm giving up on the 'groovebox'
thang for now and selling both my RS7000 and my RM1X.

For me it was a case of owning too many devices with broadly similar
functions - I own a Motif 6 as well - whereas I think the best way
forward at this point is investing in more narrowly focused gear, such
as the Boss DR-880 drum machine I bought the other day.

Anyway, if you're an RM1X owner and would like to upgrade to an RS7000
and add sampling to your setup, please do check out the one I'm
auctioning on eBay.co.uk

Alternatively, you might already own an RS7k but want a second for
some reason (as an emergency backup, to aid continuity between data
loading at live gigs, to keep one in every room of the house, to
create a breeding pair, whatever).

It's item number 7385669870. Clicking on this hyperlink will take you
to the relevant page on the eBay website:
http://tinylink.com/?loX9uxM4wm

If you're interested in buying my RM1X (item number 7385691780), the
details can be found at http://tinylink.com/?NEvhOTCx9H

Please note that I intend to sell these items via the eBay system and
will not accept out-of-eBay offers. I'm happy to answer queries about
the items via email, but any purchase must be conducted via the
official channels. They are being sold on the British version of
eBay.

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14532|14532|2006-01-27 21:05:11|midinote2004|scsi?????|
ive had this thing for bout 4 years now , and cant beleive that im 
still having troble with it . i cant get any ot the songs from my jaz 
drive to load, it keep on going into the auto load ,, how do i stop 
the rs from doing so? I know ive ran into this problem before but i 
dont know what i did to solve the problem
| 14533|14532|2006-01-27 22:22:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: scsi?????|
On Jan 27, 2006, at 11:02 PM, midinote2004 wrote:

> ive had this thing for bout 4 years now , and cant beleive that im
> still having troble with it . i cant get any ot the songs from my jaz
> drive to load, it keep on going into the auto load ,, how do i stop
> the rs from doing so? I know ive ran into this problem before but i
> dont know what i did to solve the problem

To turn off Auto Load hold down the White Key [10] while turning the 
RS7000 on. All future power ons will be with Auto Load Off until you 
reactivate Auto Load (see page 68 of the manual, column 2 for the 
specifics). Auto Load applies to either SCSI or SmartMedia.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14534|14534|2006-01-29 13:25:28|Steve Cooke|MIDI thru?|
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Does the RS7000 have a MIDI THRU facility?

The unit has a MIDI IN and two MIDI OUT sockets, labelled A and B, but
most other instruments I own have MIDI IN, OUT and THRU.

Can one of the OUTs be configured to cover the THRU function?

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14535|14531|2006-01-29 14:34:17|Christian Wiesner|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|

> but I'm giving up on the 'groovebox'

Reminds me of RvdK. Does anyone know if he is happy with his MPC4000?

Christian
| 14536|14531|2006-01-30 02:08:53|Marco Tangelder|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
Dunno... No one has ever heard from him since he made the switch to the dark
side... mwoehahahahaaaaaa (evil laughter)

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Christian Wiesner
Sent: zondag 29 januari 2006 20:14
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 traitor sells out

> but I'm giving up on the 'groovebox'

Reminds me of RvdK. Does anyone know if he is happy with his MPC4000?

Christian
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14537|14531|2006-01-30 02:38:18|Christian Wiesner|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
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>�Dunno... No one has ever heard from him since he made the switch to
>�the dark side... �mwoehahahahaaaaaa (evil laughter)

;) Mean. Since then, the amount of FAQs and Helpfiles for the MPC4K has doubled, I think. *g*

In other news: Thomann, a big german music dealer, lowered the price for the RS7K from approx. 1200 to 888 euro. [1] Is there a successor ahead at Frankfurt Messe?
Please post your speculations NOW.

Christian

[1] http://www.thomann.de/yamaha_rs7000_prodinfo.html?sn=4f634fab378454f2ae6ce893f12e397e
| 14538|14531|2006-01-30 02:57:19|++haZy|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
really? yamaha australia has been flogging them off for 1000$ aud 
over here.. until they sold all the units they had .. apparently no 
more are available to australia now

now if only they would do that with the expansion card, which is 
still currently sitting at 699$ AUD

+haZY

On 30/01/2006, at 7:04 PM, Christian Wiesner wrote:

>> Dunno... No one has ever heard from him since he made the switch to
>> the dark side... mwoehahahahaaaaaa (evil laughter)
>
> ;) Mean. Since then, the amount of FAQs and Helpfiles for the MPC4K 
> has doubled, I think. *g*
>
> In other news: Thomann, a big german music dealer, lowered the 
> price for the RS7K from approx. 1200 to 888 euro. [1] Is there a 
> successor ahead at Frankfurt Messe? Please post your speculations NOW.
>
> Christian
>
> [1] http://www.thomann.de/yamaha_rs7000_prodinfo.html? 
> sn=4f634fab378454f2ae6ce893f12e397e
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14539|14531|2006-01-30 03:41:46|Christian Wiesner|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|

>�really? yamaha australia has been flogging them off for 1000$ aud
>�over here.. until they sold all the units they had .. apparently no
>�more are available to australia now

1000 AUD are 620 EUR, so that's way cheaper than here... 

Doesn't sound like there is something new coming :(

Christian
| 14540|14531|2006-01-30 06:24:59|Steve Cooke|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
I'm not abandoning the ship entirely. The group is advertised as 
serving the whole Yamaha workstation family so I'll hang around for a 
while yet.

I've still got a Motif workstation at the heart of my setup. The 
trouble with the RS7k was just that it was too similar in 
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functionality to the Motif for me to justify keeping it. I could 
never make up my mind which one to centre my songs around, meaning 
the data was all over the place.

Owning an RS7k has served a useful purpose because much of the stuff 
I learned by using it has helped me to get a better grip on how the 
Motif works. The RS7k provided an easier way in to what is 
essentially the same basic operating system.

I now need to focus on one or the other though. Given the much 
better quality of the Motif's sounds, it was the logical choice. If 
only it was an ES ... but you can't have everything you want.

Regards,

Steve

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marco Tangelder" wrote:
>
> Dunno... No one has ever heard from him since he made the switch to 
the dark
> side... mwoehahahahaaaaaa (evil laughter)
> 
> _____ 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> Christian Wiesner
> Sent: zondag 29 januari 2006 20:14
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 traitor sells out
> 
> 
> > but I'm giving up on the 'groovebox'
> 
> Reminds me of RvdK. Does anyone know if he is happy with his 
MPC4000?
> 
> Christian
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000 
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
> 
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 
> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 
Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> _____ 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14541|14531|2006-01-30 07:43:33|Christian Wiesner|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|

> I've still got a Motif workstation at the heart of my setup. 

What do you do with your RS-Files? Can they be converted to Motif-Files?

The only reason I'm not selling my RS is, that half of my Live-PA runs on this box and I'm too lazy to sample it and convert it into Ableton Live-Files.

regards,
Christian
| 14542|14531|2006-01-30 07:50:18|peter sedin|steprecord event type? decay??|
hello.
i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could steprecord everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-7000?? i see in the manual that it can
steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not any other internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to control internal parameters..??
peace
peter

---------------------------------

What are the most popular cars? Find out at Yahoo! Autos 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14543|14531|2006-01-30 09:23:13|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: steprecord event type? decay??|
It only step records note data as far as I know. I could be wrong but have never needed to step record anything else really. There is an event viewer that you can add and
delete and modify just about anything else though like CC messages, filter tweaks, bank changes, etc. etc. etc.

-----Original Message-----
From: peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 06:49:02 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [RS7000] steprecord event type? decay??

hello.
i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could steprecord 
everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-7000?? i see in 
the manual that it can steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not any other 
internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to control internal 
parameters..??
peace
peter

---------------------------------

What are the most popular cars? Find out at Yahoo! Autos 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14544|14534|2006-01-30 09:36:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: MIDI thru?|
I think somewhere under the system options you can set the outs to be thrus, but I don't have my RS in front of me at the moment to double check what I'm claiming, maybe
someone else can before I get back to my RS.

-----Original Message-----
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From: Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sun, 29 Jan 2006 20:25:21 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] MIDI thru?

Does the RS7000 have a MIDI THRU facility?

The unit has a MIDI IN and two MIDI OUT sockets, labelled A and B, but
most other instruments I own have MIDI IN, OUT and THRU.

Can one of the OUTs be configured to cover the THRU function?

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14545|14531|2006-01-30 15:10:42|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
I thought about it once or twice, but I could *never* leave my go-go
girls...

Anyone know of a filter drape VST?

On a serious note - the RS7K is a great compliment to Ableton Live - they
work really well together and you can assign knobs (even the track and
section buttons!) to anything in Live...

On 1/30/06, Christian Wiesner <cw@midimonster.de> wrote:
>
>
>
> > I've still got a Motif workstation at the heart of my setup.
>
> What do you do with your RS-Files? Can they be converted to Motif-Files?
>
> The only reason I'm not selling my RS is, that half of my Live-PA runs on
> this box and I'm too lazy to sample it and convert it into Ableton
> Live-Files.
>
> regards,
> Christian
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
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>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14546|14534|2006-01-30 15:10:49|versis82|Re: MIDI thru?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Cooke wrote:

>
> Does the RS7000 have a MIDI THRU facility?
> 
> The unit has a MIDI IN and two MIDI OUT sockets, labelled A and B, but
> most other instruments I own have MIDI IN, OUT and THRU.
> 
> Can one of the OUTs be configured to cover the THRU function?
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve

Hey Steve,

the RS doesn't have a "hardwired" midi-thru, but you can configure the
function of the two midi-outs in detail.

to send your sequencer data on the Outs, press SETUP 4 times to go to
the Midi Out Ch function. to configure the midi thru behaviour, press
UTILITY twice and change the Echo Back value, and possibly the Midi
Clock settings if you need midi clock on the daisy-chained device (the
one you would connect to the thru port).
| 14547|14534|2006-01-30 15:10:54|Brooks Mosher|Re: MIDI thru?|
yes, you can set the outs to also serve as midi thrus in the utility page.
you can actually set it for Midi out A, Midi out B, or both...

On 1/30/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
>
> I think somewhere under the system options you can set the outs to be
> thrus, but I don't have my RS in front of me at the moment to double check
> what I'm claiming, maybe someone else can before I get back to my RS.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sun, 29 Jan 2006 20:25:21 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] MIDI thru?
>
>
> Does the RS7000 have a MIDI THRU facility?
>
> The unit has a MIDI IN and two MIDI OUT sockets, labelled A and B, but
> most other instruments I own have MIDI IN, OUT and THRU.
>
> Can one of the OUTs be configured to cover the THRU function?
>
> Regards,
>
> Steve
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com

| 14548|14531|2006-01-30 15:12:16|Brooks Mosher|Re: steprecord event type? decay??|
exactly - you can record control change data in replace or overdub record
mode with any midi controller or just add them in the event viewer.
unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC data...
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On 1/30/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
>
> It only step records note data as far as I know. I could be wrong but
> have never needed to step record anything else really. There is an event
> viewer that you can add and delete and modify just about anything else
> though like CC messages, filter tweaks, bank changes, etc. etc. etc.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 06:49:02 -0800 (PST)
> Subject: [RS7000] steprecord event type? decay??
>
>
> hello.
> i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could steprecord
> everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-7000?? i see
> in
> the manual that it can steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not any
> other
> internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to control
> internal
> parameters..??
> peace
> peter

| 14549|14549|2006-01-30 15:15:46|thetomatoblue|What are the main differance between the motif es and the rs7000?|
After a while i can see some people changing their setup to be around
a motif instead of the rs7000. I was wonderinh what are the main
differance between the motif es and the rs7000? Is the sequencer/song
part is the same? If i load my own sound would the rs7000 still sound
lower in quality than the motif es?

I have my eye on a rs7000 and I can see that the motif have good sound
but i do techno stuff and have a tons of samples. It's sad if
everybody make music with the same sample base workstation like the
motif. 
For sure you can tweak those but sometime its not enough. hehe

Anyway i'm waiting for your response.
peace
ALex
| 14550|14531|2006-01-30 15:30:53|Steve Cooke|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
It won't help your situation much, Christian, but I've only had the
RS7k for about six months anyway so there isn't that huge a quantity
of data to transfer to other machines.

Speaking personally, one of the disadvantages of owning three
instruments with quite similar functions (Motif, RS7k and RM1x) has
been the tendency only to scrape the surface of each one's potential
and the irresistable temptation to come up with lots of riffs but
never get round to finishing material.

Regards,

Steve

On 30/01/06, Christian Wiesner <cw@midimonster.de> wrote:
>
>
> > I've still got a Motif workstation at the heart of my setup.
>
> What do you do with your RS-Files? Can they be converted to Motif-Files?
>
> The only reason I'm not selling my RS is, that half of my Live-PA runs on
> this box and I'm too lazy to sample it and convert it into Ableton
> Live-Files.
>
> regards,
> Christian

| 14551|14531|2006-01-30 16:04:21|Christian Wiesner|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|

> been the tendency only to scrape the surface of each one's
> potential and the irresistable temptation to come up with lots of
> riffs but never get round to finishing material.

That's a noble thaught, I want to get as much out of a unit as well. You just have to carry less stuff to a gig ;) But only with an RS and two synths, I have a lot of unfinished
material, so this can happen with just one piece of gear too ;) I think from this point on it's a matter of discipline. Jamming around and creating sounds is fun, but
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afterwards, arranging and planning a set (or a song) is really hard work.

regards,
Christian
| 14552|14549|2006-01-30 16:07:19|Steve Cooke|Re: What are the main differance between the motif es and the rs700|
As I'm selling my RS7000 on eBay at the moment, my official response is that
it is the most brilliant piece of music-making kit in the universe and you
should bid for mine!

Seriously though, the RS7k is a lot easier to use than the Motif because the
way the interface is set out enables tasks to be done much more quickly.
Whilst the Motif, and especially the ES, can handle most of the same jobs,
it usually requires more thought to do these things so it's a rather less
spontaneous business.

On the other hand, the Motif's sounds knock the spots off most of the
RS7k's, especially with regard to imitations of more traditional musical
instruments, i.e. non-synth sounds. The RS7k's tend to sound very thin in
comparison with the Motif's. I noticed that particularly with instruments
like electric pianos, clavs, rhodes and bass guitars, probably because
they're my favourite types of sound.

Some on the list may well point out that less rich sounds such as those
found on the RS7k often work much better in the final mix for a song than
the sort of rich tones to be found on the Motif, which can fill up the
harmonic range and make it difficult to differentiate tracks in the mix.
There's some truth in that. However, if your personal method of writing
music is inspired by rich tones, as mine often is, then the difference is
not so positive an experience.

It's about personal preference ultimately and which setup works best for
you.

Regards,

Steve

On 30/01/06, thetomatoblue <konishiva@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
> After a while i can see some people changing their setup to be around
> a motif instead of the rs7000. I was wonderinh what are the main
> differance between the motif es and the rs7000? Is the sequencer/song
> part is the same? If i load my own sound would the rs7000 still sound
> lower in quality than the motif es?
>
> I have my eye on a rs7000 and I can see that the motif have good sound
> but i do techno stuff and have a tons of samples. It's sad if
> everybody make music with the same sample base workstation like the
> motif.
> For sure you can tweak those but sometime its not enough. hehe
>
> Anyway i'm waiting for your response.
> peace
> ALex
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
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t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14553|14531|2006-01-30 16:14:09|Steve Cooke|Re: RS7000 traitor sells out|
Guilty as charged, Christian. Self-discipline is the thing I probably lack,
but sometimes you just have to accept what/how you are and customise your
setup to maximise your strengths and minimise your weaknesses.

Life did seem a bit simpler in the days when my setup revolved around a
Yamaha QS300 workstation, SU10 'pocket' sampler and an MD8 MiniDisc-based
multitracker.

But then that was before I had other things on my mind like the day job,
family, my home's collapsing infrastructure, etc.

What a sob story, eh? Anyway, the moral is use what works best for you.

Steve

On 30/01/06, Christian Wiesner <cw@midimonster.de> wrote:
>
>
> > been the tendency only to scrape the surface of each one's
> > potential and the irresistable temptation to come up with lots of
> > riffs but never get round to finishing material.
>
> That's a noble thaught, I want to get as much out of a unit as well. You
> just have to carry less stuff to a gig ;) But only with an RS and two
> synths, I have a lot of unfinished material, so this can happen with just
> one piece of gear too ;) I think from this point on it's a matter of
> discipline. Jamming around and creating sounds is fun, but afterwards,
> arranging and planning a set (or a song) is really hard work.
>
> regards,
> Christian
>
>
>
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>
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14554|14554|2006-01-30 21:52:53|thetomatoblue|Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
Hi another question for all of you. Anybody have tried to sync the
rs7000 with ableton live 4 or 5. Thats the sequencer i used right now
and I hope i will be able to sync them together without problem or
timing error. Also, can the rs7000 be the master or it need to be the
slave. Also, Does ableton can control the rs7000 loop point?

I wonder if i can create a full track whith both side by side!!
| 14555|14554|2006-01-31 02:06:20|Marco Tangelder|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
If you're looking for the greatest software add-on for your RS, it's Ableton
Live.

At least, untill our dedicated RS-sampleloader software is ready, hehehe.

Ableton can sync to the RS and the RS can sync to Ableton and I've never
experienced any problem.

Dunno whether to looppoint of the RS can be controlled (not sure what you
mean either; sample looppoint or something else?).

This is how I do stuff:

In Ableton I record loops made on the RS (plain midi). Loops are finetuned
in Ableton.
Ableton is used as main sequencer ('cause of the large overview of all my
tracks)
RS (master) is controlling Ableton (slave) by midi: tempo, controls,
filters, play/stop etc.
Audio out (samples, VSti's) from Ableton is fed into the Audio in of the RS

You can even use the Velocity Sensitive Pads (for example) for controlling
transport in Ableton: hit 1st pad to advance in your sequence and hit 2nd
pad to jump back to a certain point.

Personnally, this is my favourite setup for producing and performing.
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Grtz,
Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
thetomatoblue
Sent: dinsdag 31 januari 2006 0:56
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?

Hi another question for all of you. Anybody have tried to sync the
rs7000 with ableton live 4 or 5. Thats the sequencer i used right now
and I hope i will be able to sync them together without problem or
timing error. Also, can the rs7000 be the master or it need to be the
slave. Also, Does ableton can control the rs7000 loop point?

I wonder if i can create a full track whith both side by side!! 
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<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
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e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 
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_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14556|14554|2006-01-31 09:18:24|Alexandre|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
When you are in arrange mode in ableton does the loop start and end point in ableton is the same as the loop start and end point in song mode in rs7000??

Could i use both sequencer at the same time instead of record the midi out of the rs7000 in a clip in ableton? (i'm asking this but i might actualy use your method of
recording the midi in ableton so that i can rework it easily.)

If you do this can you send midi for multiple drums from one midi track in ableton on one midi channel to the rs7000. ((Can i have ranged keyboard for like the kick and
another for the snare etc.. like most samplers)) (If you do this,does it take one track of the rs7000 or more??

with your method? In the same clip as recorded notes, can i record midi movement coming from the rs7000 that manipulate a rs7000 sound modifiers like the envellope or
filters of the rs7000?

Also, are the drums samples included sound fat?? Some people say synth sound arent that good but was wondering if the drums were fat ;)

thx
Alex

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Marco Tangelder 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2006 4:03 AM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?

If you're looking for the greatest software add-on for your RS, it's Ableton
Live.

At least, untill our dedicated RS-sampleloader software is ready, hehehe.

Ableton can sync to the RS and the RS can sync to Ableton and I've never
experienced any problem.

Dunno whether to looppoint of the RS can be controlled (not sure what you
mean either; sample looppoint or something else?).

This is how I do stuff:

In Ableton I record loops made on the RS (plain midi). Loops are finetuned
in Ableton.
Ableton is used as main sequencer ('cause of the large overview of all my
tracks)
RS (master) is controlling Ableton (slave) by midi: tempo, controls,
filters, play/stop etc.
Audio out (samples, VSti's) from Ableton is fed into the Audio in of the RS

You can even use the Velocity Sensitive Pads (for example) for controlling
transport in Ableton: hit 1st pad to advance in your sequence and hit 2nd
pad to jump back to a certain point.

Personnally, this is my favourite setup for producing and performing.

Grtz,
Marco

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
thetomatoblue
Sent: dinsdag 31 januari 2006 0:56
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?

Hi another question for all of you. Anybody have tried to sync the
rs7000 with ableton live 4 or 5. Thats the sequencer i used right now
and I hope i will be able to sync them together without problem or
timing error. Also, can the rs7000 be the master or it need to be the
slave. Also, Does ableton can control the rs7000 loop point?
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I wonder if i can create a full track whith both side by side!! 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14557|14554|2006-01-31 09:41:25|Marco Tangelder|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
---
When you are in arrange mode in ableton does the loop start and end point in
ableton is the same as the loop start and end point in song mode in rs7000??

---
Dunno, never used it in song mode actually.

--- 
Could i use both sequencer at the same time instead of record the midi out
of the rs7000 in a clip in ableton? (i'm asking this but i might actualy use
your method of recording the midi in ableton so that i can rework it
easily.)
--- 
Yep, you can play your phrases and patterns on the RS together with clips in
Ableton.

--- 
If you do this can you send midi for multiple drums from one midi track in
ableton on one midi channel to the rs7000. ((Can i have ranged keyboard for
like the kick and another for the snare etc.. like most samplers)) (If you
do this,does it take one track of the rs7000 or more? 
---
You can send from multiple tracks to a singe track (as long as they address
the same midi-channel).
If you create your own samplekits, ofcourse you can create a kick with
kicks, snares etc. You can use the internal kits of the RS also.

--- 
with your method? In the same clip as recorded notes, can i record midi
movement coming from the rs7000 that manipulate a rs7000 sound modifiers
like the envellope or filters of the rs7000? 
---
Yes. And vice versa. All midi controllers can be recorded and edited, using
envelopes. 

--- 
Also, are the drums samples included sound fat?? Some people say synth sound
arent that good but was wondering if the drums were fat ;)
--- 
The drumsamples of the RS are fat as gravy. Synths sound great also, as long
as you know how to tweak them. I must agree the 'dry' synths are quite,
well, dry. Use effects to crank 'm up.

Marco

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14558|14554|2006-01-31 20:16:22|Alexandre|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
Cool thx a lot Marco, you've been of great help. :) I think Ableton live + rs70000 + virus ti keyboard will be a really great setup hehe 
Cannot wait to have both the virus and the rs

peace
Alex

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Marco Tangelder 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2006 11:41 AM
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Subject: RE: [RS7000] Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?

---
When you are in arrange mode in ableton does the loop start and end point in
ableton is the same as the loop start and end point in song mode in rs7000??

---
Dunno, never used it in song mode actually.

--- 
Could i use both sequencer at the same time instead of record the midi out
of the rs7000 in a clip in ableton? (i'm asking this but i might actualy use
your method of recording the midi in ableton so that i can rework it
easily.)
--- 
Yep, you can play your phrases and patterns on the RS together with clips in
Ableton.

--- 
If you do this can you send midi for multiple drums from one midi track in
ableton on one midi channel to the rs7000. ((Can i have ranged keyboard for
like the kick and another for the snare etc.. like most samplers)) (If you
do this,does it take one track of the rs7000 or more? 
---
You can send from multiple tracks to a singe track (as long as they address
the same midi-channel).
If you create your own samplekits, ofcourse you can create a kick with
kicks, snares etc. You can use the internal kits of the RS also.

--- 
with your method? In the same clip as recorded notes, can i record midi
movement coming from the rs7000 that manipulate a rs7000 sound modifiers
like the envellope or filters of the rs7000? 
---
Yes. And vice versa. All midi controllers can be recorded and edited, using
envelopes. 

--- 
Also, are the drums samples included sound fat?? Some people say synth sound
arent that good but was wondering if the drums were fat ;)
--- 
The drumsamples of the RS are fat as gravy. Synths sound great also, as long
as you know how to tweak them. I must agree the 'dry' synths are quite,
well, dry. Use effects to crank 'm up.

Marco

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14559|14554|2006-01-31 20:16:22|Brooks Mosher|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
when i have Live slaved to the RS and i'm running a sequence in the RS at
the same time as a sequence (in arrange mode) in Live, Live starts at the
first measure when i hit play on the RS. another words, if i were to have
an 8 measure pattern playing in the RS and decided to start the pattern at
measure 4, Live won't start as measure 4 as well. so it won't follow like a
"song position pointer" as far as i know.

you can use both at the same time which is what i do. and the great thing
about live is that you can adjust the midi delay amount and you can adjust
the midi clock timing forward or backward (increments of 5) in the RS.

the sounds in the RS i suppose sound "thin" because it's only one oscillator
per voice. but i think it sounds fine especially for drum and percussive
sounds. the effects don't sound that great though in my opinion, but that's
what you can use Ableton for.

On 1/31/06, Alexandre <konishiva@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
> When you are in arrange mode in ableton does the loop start and end point
> in ableton is the same as the loop start and end point in song mode in
> rs7000??
>
> Could i use both sequencer at the same time instead of record the midi out
> of the rs7000 in a clip in ableton? (i'm asking this but i might actualy use
> your method of recording the midi in ableton so that i can rework it
> easily.)
>
> If you do this can you send midi for multiple drums from one midi track in
> ableton on one midi channel to the rs7000. ((Can i have ranged keyboard for
> like the kick and another for the snare etc.. like most samplers)) (If you
> do this,does it take one track of the rs7000 or more??
>
> with your method? In the same clip as recorded notes, can i record midi
> movement coming from the rs7000 that manipulate a rs7000 sound modifiers
> like the envellope or filters of the rs7000?
>
> Also, are the drums samples included sound fat?? Some people say synth
> sound arent that good but was wondering if the drums were fat ;)
>
> thx
> Alex
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Marco Tangelder
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2006 4:03 AM
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?
>
>
> If you're looking for the greatest software add-on for your RS, it's
> Ableton
> Live.
>
> At least, untill our dedicated RS-sampleloader software is ready,
> hehehe.
>
> Ableton can sync to the RS and the RS can sync to Ableton and I've never
> experienced any problem.
>
> Dunno whether to looppoint of the RS can be controlled (not sure what
> you
> mean either; sample looppoint or something else?).
>
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> This is how I do stuff:
>
> In Ableton I record loops made on the RS (plain midi). Loops are
> finetuned
> in Ableton.
> Ableton is used as main sequencer ('cause of the large overview of all
> my
> tracks)
> RS (master) is controlling Ableton (slave) by midi: tempo, controls,
> filters, play/stop etc.
> Audio out (samples, VSti's) from Ableton is fed into the Audio in of the
> RS
>
> You can even use the Velocity Sensitive Pads (for example) for
> controlling
> transport in Ableton: hit 1st pad to advance in your sequence and hit
> 2nd
> pad to jump back to a certain point.
>
> Personnally, this is my favourite setup for producing and performing.
>
> Grtz,
> Marco
>
>
>
>
> _____
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
> Of
> thetomatoblue
> Sent: dinsdag 31 januari 2006 0:56
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?
>
>
> Hi another question for all of you. Anybody have tried to sync the
> rs7000 with ableton live 4 or 5. Thats the sequencer i used right now
> and I hope i will be able to sync them together without problem or
> timing error. Also, can the rs7000 be the master or it need to be the
> slave. Also, Does ableton can control the rs7000 loop point?
>
> I wonder if i can create a full track whith both side by side!!
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
>
> ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
> nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment
> Electronic
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
>
> 000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
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> &w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test
> equipment
>
> Guitar
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
>
> Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
> ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
> Voice
> <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
>
> lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
> e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer
>
> _____
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> _____
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service.
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14560|14554|2006-02-01 03:06:06|Marco Tangelder|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
Tip on creating a fat sound:

Use 2 channels with the same voice, finetune one voice a bit lower and one
voice a bit higher and apply chorus to both. You can also use play-effects
to play an extra octave higher or lower.

Play the same pattern on both the channels or create a midi loopback and
play live on both channels at the same time.

Marco

the sounds in the RS i suppose sound "thin" because it's only one oscillator
per voice. but i think it sounds fine especially for drum and percussive
sounds. the effects don't sound that great though in my opinion, but that's
what you can use Ableton for.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14561|14561|2006-02-01 06:07:39|bojan premelc|M-audio projectmix|
I just get brand new M-audio projectmix (1200USA$ here in slovenia)
Wow!
Now I will start to combine it with Sw on PC (winxp) plus
my HW :RS7000,Kaos II,RM1X, two MIDI Kbd-s
plus two Behrigers :Composer PRO MDX2200 and Virtualizer PRO DSP2024P
plus VST-s from Steiberg to NI

I wish to put all under Live 6

Any experience ?
Idea ?
| 14562|14562|2006-02-01 18:18:02|Chel-C Faith|possible glitch question|
I periodically encounter a problem with the preset drum phrases in my 
RS-- When playing back in pattern mode, the phrase will play with one 
set of voices for a few bars, and then will switch to playing slightly 
different or quieter drum sounds on it's own. This doesn't happen too 
often, just here and there, but it's pretty annoying. Has anyone else 
experienced this problem or know how to keep the drum voices from 
switching around?

Love Chelsea
chelcfaith@defsf.com
| 14563|14563|2006-02-02 07:05:02|Paul Dorman|Transpose/note offset via MIDI?|
Hi all, does someone know how to control the note offset and transpose
features via MIDI? I would like to shift some notes from an external
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sequencer (on my computer), but I can't find the MIDI messages to send.

Any help very appreciated.

Thanks,
Paul

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14564|14564|2006-02-02 22:17:15|jadew779|Advice|
Hi, Im new and I have made 3 albums. I used 2 own an ASR X Pro. My partner had an MPC. About 5 years ago I went Pro Tools. I bought a MIDI keyboard and use
Acid,Reason, & Fruity 4 making beats. I miss the days of whipping up beats w/ a box! I like hitting pads and sampling vinyl. Ive narrowed my efforts 2 the MPC 1000 &
the RS. Isnt the RS loaded w/ the same sounds as the og motiff? Im leary of no pads, it looks like it is played like fruity. what media do u save ur work on if u have alot of
samples?
| 14565|14549|2006-02-03 12:41:07|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: What are the main differance between the motif es and the rs700|
The thing about the motif is that you get multiple voices per patch which the RS can only have one voice. Bigger layers on one channel on the motifs. Thats the only
reason why the motif's sound better in my opinion. Trick is on the RS that you just have to copy your tracks over to another and change your patch to something else. I
know this don't work with live play really easily, but how about getting a second or 3rd RS for the price of a single motif? Its a bit limiting with the total amount of voices,
but you can get the RS sounding a lot sweeter than most think it does I think. Its not the quality of the sound thats difrent, its just the thickness thats all, and that can be
compensated for if you know how on the RS7000. One thing the Motifs don't have is enogh knob control, dig the sliders but not enough knobs. The RS7000 kills the motifs,
it kills all!

Zam
Quantum-Source.com

-----Original Message-----
From: thetomatoblue <konishiva@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 21:39:31 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] What are the main differance between the motif es and the rs7000?

After a while i can see some people changing their setup to be around
a motif instead of the rs7000. I was wonderinh what are the main
differance between the motif es and the rs7000? Is the sequencer/song
part is the same? If i load my own sound would the rs7000 still sound
lower in quality than the motif es?

I have my eye on a rs7000 and I can see that the motif have good sound
but i do techno stuff and have a tons of samples. It's sad if
everybody make music with the same sample base workstation like the
motif. 
For sure you can tweak those but sometime its not enough. hehe

Anyway i'm waiting for your response.
peace
ALex
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14566|14562|2006-02-03 12:52:01|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: possible glitch question|
Preset drums suck, can make 90% of them in less than 2 minutes, make your own and then you know exactly whats going on with them and can go in and edit them real
quickly without haveing to copy over and whatever else you've got to do. I rarely use the canned phrasses, but it has happend and they always PMO eventually. Just an
idea.

-----Original Message-----
From: Chel-C Faith <chelcfaith@defsf.com>
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 01 Feb 2006 17:15:52 -0800
Subject: [RS7000] possible glitch question

I periodically encounter a problem with the preset drum phrases in my 
RS-- When playing back in pattern mode, the phrase will play with one 
set of voices for a few bars, and then will switch to playing slightly 
different or quieter drum sounds on it's own. This doesn't happen too 
often, just here and there, but it's pretty annoying. Has anyone else 
experienced this problem or know how to keep the drum voices from 
switching around?

Love Chelsea
chelcfaith@defsf.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14567|14561|2006-02-03 12:52:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: M-audio projectmix|
Hook it up and do it 8^) 

-----Original Message-----
From: bojan premelc <pibiadsl@siol.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 01 Feb 2006 13:05:38 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] M-audio projectmix

I just get brand new M-audio projectmix (1200USA$ here in slovenia)
Wow!
Now I will start to combine it with Sw on PC (winxp) plus
my HW :RS7000,Kaos II,RM1X, two MIDI Kbd-s
plus two Behrigers :Composer PRO MDX2200 and Virtualizer PRO DSP2024P
plus VST-s from Steiberg to NI

I wish to put all under Live 6

Any experience ?
Idea ?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14568|14563|2006-02-03 13:04:13|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Transpose/note offset via MIDI?|
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Don't know for sure, but record any changes by way of the RS7000 into itself, then go in and view the events to see what messages are being sent. Also, I'm not 100% sure
but transposes are just stepping the notes up or down on whatever is sending the midi to the RS it would seem which is simply done by changeing the note sent up or
down, seems simplist way. The other way isn't cause the transposes on the RS is recorded messages outside of the normal midi events in its own sequencer type area I
think, and how'd you'd control that area from something else I've no idea.

Good Luck, let us know if you find a better way!

Thanks! 

-----Original Message-----
From: Paul Dorman <paul.dorman@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 2 Feb 2006 20:39:17 +1300
Subject: [RS7000] Transpose/note offset via MIDI?

Hi all, does someone know how to control the note offset and transpose
features via MIDI? I would like to shift some notes from an external
sequencer (on my computer), but I can't find the MIDI messages to send.

Any help very appreciated.

Thanks,
Paul

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14569|14564|2006-02-03 13:08:50|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Advice|
The RS has the same tone generator which is the AWM2, but they do not exactly reproduce their sounds after that as similar makeing them fairly difrent sound engines.
Doesn't mean either one is better than one or the other in that respect, but the RS7000 has 2 pad, and you wont ever use them probably, but it has lots of knobs, and over
all I think it blows most MPCs away. If your looking for just sampling though, the RS isn't as great as them, but screw sampling, use the on board sounds on the RS which
are already there.

Happy hunting hardware!

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: jadew779 <jadew779@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 03 Feb 2006 05:07:42 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Advice

Hi, Im new and I have made 3 albums. I used 2 own an ASR X Pro. My partner had 
an MPC. About 5 years ago I went Pro Tools. I bought a MIDI keyboard and use 
Acid,Reason, & Fruity 4 making beats. I miss the days of whipping up beats w/ a 
box! I like hitting pads and sampling vinyl. Ive narrowed my efforts 2 the MPC 
1000 & the RS. Isnt the RS loaded w/ the same sounds as the og motiff? Im leary 
of no pads, it looks like it is played like fruity. what media do u save ur work 
on if u have alot of samples?
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Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14570|14562|2006-02-03 13:09:44|Steve Cooke|Re: possible glitch question|
Perhaps your pattern puritism and phrase phundamentalism is a product of
having more time at your disposal.

I learned how to program drum patterns pretty well on my Boss DR-110 in the
1980s and then my Yamaha QY10 and QS300 in the '90s. But then I wasn't
doing much else then.

Sometimes, though, you just want to lay down a track quickly and having a
good range of presets is really useful. You can manipulate them and add
fills and flourishes later.

SC

On 03/02/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
>
> Preset drums suck, can make 90% of them in less than 2 minutes, make your
> own and then you know exactly whats going on with them and can go in and
> edit them real quickly without haveing to copy over and whatever else you've
> got to do. I rarely use the canned phrasses, but it has happend and they
> always PMO eventually. Just an idea.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Chel-C Faith <chelcfaith@defsf.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 01 Feb 2006 17:15:52 -0800
> Subject: [RS7000] possible glitch question
>
>
> I periodically encounter a problem with the preset drum phrases in my
> RS-- When playing back in pattern mode, the phrase will play with one
> set of voices for a few bars, and then will switch to playing slightly
> different or quieter drum sounds on it's own. This doesn't happen too
> often, just here and there, but it's pretty annoying. Has anyone else
> experienced this problem or know how to keep the drum voices from
> switching around?
>
>
> Love Chelsea
> chelcfaith@defsf.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14571|14562|2006-02-03 13:40:44|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: possible glitch question|
Its not puritism, its rightism heh. I'd rather use the canned drum patterns off my QY70 (much older too) than the RS's. They are crud bundels in a picknick basket, you can
make those cant you?

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 3 Feb 2006 20:08:25 +0000
Subject: Re: [RS7000] possible glitch question

Perhaps your pattern puritism and phrase phundamentalism is a product of
having more time at your disposal.

I learned how to program drum patterns pretty well on my Boss DR-110 in the
1980s and then my Yamaha QY10 and QS300 in the '90s. But then I wasn't
doing much else then.

Sometimes, though, you just want to lay down a track quickly and having a
good range of presets is really useful. You can manipulate them and add
fills and flourishes later.

SC

On 03/02/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
>
> Preset drums suck, can make 90% of them in less than 2 minutes, make your
> own and then you know exactly whats going on with them and can go in and
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> edit them real quickly without haveing to copy over and whatever else you've
> got to do. I rarely use the canned phrasses, but it has happend and they
> always PMO eventually. Just an idea.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Chel-C Faith <chelcfaith@defsf.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 01 Feb 2006 17:15:52 -0800
> Subject: [RS7000] possible glitch question
>
>
> I periodically encounter a problem with the preset drum phrases in my
> RS-- When playing back in pattern mode, the phrase will play with one
> set of voices for a few bars, and then will switch to playing slightly
> different or quieter drum sounds on it's own. This doesn't happen too
> often, just here and there, but it's pretty annoying. Has anyone else
> experienced this problem or know how to keep the drum voices from
> switching around?
>
>
> Love Chelsea
> chelcfaith@defsf.com
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> 
Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
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>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14572|14562|2006-02-03 15:49:10|Steve Cooke|Re: possible glitch question|
Not saying they're the finished article, Zam; just that preset phrases
can be useful as sketchpads for developing song ideas or as building
blocks for more sophisticated programming.

The beats on the RS7k, however, are not a patch on the ones preloaded
into the Boss DR-880 that I bought last week.

On 03/02/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> Its not puritism, its rightism heh. I'd rather use the canned drum
> patterns off my QY70 (much older too) than the RS's. They are crud bundels
> in a picknick basket, you can make those cant you?
>
> Zam
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Fri, 3 Feb 2006 20:08:25 +0000
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] possible glitch question
>
>
> Perhaps your pattern puritism and phrase phundamentalism is a product of
> having more time at your disposal.
>
> I learned how to program drum patterns pretty well on my Boss DR-110 in the
> 1980s and then my Yamaha QY10 and QS300 in the '90s. But then I wasn't
> doing much else then.
>
> Sometimes, though, you just want to lay down a track quickly and having a
> good range of presets is really useful. You can manipulate them and add
> fills and flourishes later.
>
> SC
>
>
> On 03/02/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> >
> > Preset drums suck, can make 90% of them in less than 2 minutes, make
> your
> > own and then you know exactly whats going on with them and can go in and
> > edit them real quickly without haveing to copy over and whatever else
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> you've
> > got to do. I rarely use the canned phrasses, but it has happend and they
> > always PMO eventually. Just an idea.
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: Chel-C Faith <chelcfaith@defsf.com>
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wed, 01 Feb 2006 17:15:52 -0800
> > Subject: [RS7000] possible glitch question
> >
> >
> > I periodically encounter a problem with the preset drum phrases in my
> > RS-- When playing back in pattern mode, the phrase will play with one
> > set of voices for a few bars, and then will switch to playing slightly
> > different or quieter drum sounds on it's own. This doesn't happen too
> > often, just here and there, but it's pretty annoying. Has anyone else
> > experienced this problem or know how to keep the drum voices from
> > switching around?
> >
> >
> > Love Chelsea
> > chelcfaith@defsf.com
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha
> rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
>
> Electronic
> >
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
>
> Electronic
> > test
> equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar
> >
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
>
> Voice
> >
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> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> >
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
>
> --
> Steve Cooke
> smcooke@gmail.com
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
> ________________________________
>
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--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

| 14573|14562|2006-02-03 20:19:30|Dbeam505@aol.com|RS Dropped Off Site|
Probably old news but I just noticed that a picture of the RS7000 now links into yamahas DJ/Dance/Remix products but is nowhere to be found. Only the RM1x and
SU700 are left. Kind of sad and confusing, but on the other hand maybe it will become more sought and rare. Like, what is that really cool looking unit that links into the
DJ/Dance/Remix product area? Some sort of modded RM1x? Wow I got to have one of those after market casses that is able to fit the RM1x and the SU7000 into one unit
now! Heheh.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14574|14562|2006-02-03 20:22:20|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS Dropped Off Site|
On Feb 3, 2006, at 10:19 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> Probably old news but I just noticed that a picture of the RS7000 
> now links into yamahas DJ/Dance/Remix products but is nowhere to be 
> found. Only the RM1x and SU700 are left. Kind of sad and 
> confusing, but on the other hand maybe it will become more sought 
> and rare. Like, what is that really cool looking unit that links 
> into the DJ/Dance/Remix product area? Some sort of modded RM1x? 
> Wow I got to have one of those after market casses that is able to 
> fit the RM1x and the SU7000 into one unit now! Heheh.
>
> Zam

Very weird considering the RM1x & SU700 were released 2 years before 
the RS7000 (late 1998 - Spring 1999) and the RS7000 wasn't released 
until Summer 2001. Who knows what the website designers and product 
managers have decided in their infinite wisdom?

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14575|14554|2006-02-04 09:23:08|Paradigm|Re: Anybody use the rs7000 sync to ableton live 4-5?|
Well,I forged ahead and got the Yamaha A4000,for
$200,so I am about to get into that piece.I'm gonna
used a PC or older Mac,like G3,as a dedicated unit for
the sampler,and see what happens,using Ableton Live!
5.0.3...someone mentioned Live 6..I don't think it
exists...

--- Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:

> 
> ---
> When you are in arrange mode in ableton does the
> loop start and end point in
> ableton is the same as the loop start and end point
> in song mode in rs7000??
> 
> ---
> Dunno, never used it in song mode actually.
> 
> 
> --- 
> Could i use both sequencer at the same time instead
> of record the midi out
> of the rs7000 in a clip in ableton? (i'm asking this
> but i might actualy use
> your method of recording the midi in ableton so that
> i can rework it
> easily.)
> --- 
> Yep, you can play your phrases and patterns on the
> RS together with clips in
> Ableton.
> 
> 
> --- 
> If you do this can you send midi for multiple drums
> from one midi track in
> ableton on one midi channel to the rs7000. ((Can i
> have ranged keyboard for
> like the kick and another for the snare etc.. like
> most samplers)) (If you
> do this,does it take one track of the rs7000 or
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> more? 
> ---
> You can send from multiple tracks to a singe track
> (as long as they address
> the same midi-channel).
> If you create your own samplekits, ofcourse you can
> create a kick with
> kicks, snares etc. You can use the internal kits of
> the RS also.
> 
> --- 
> with your method? In the same clip as recorded
> notes, can i record midi
> movement coming from the rs7000 that manipulate a
> rs7000 sound modifiers
> like the envellope or filters of the rs7000? 
> ---
> Yes. And vice versa. All midi controllers can be
> recorded and edited, using
> envelopes. 
> 
> --- 
> Also, are the drums samples included sound fat??
> Some people say synth sound
> arent that good but was wondering if the drums were
> fat ;)
> --- 
> The drumsamples of the RS are fat as gravy. Synths
> sound great also, as long
> as you know how to tweak them. I must agree the
> 'dry' synths are quite,
> well, dry. Use effects to crank 'm up.
> 
> Marco
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14576|14576|2006-02-04 19:12:07|midinote2004|auto load|
is there someone out there that can please help me out, im using a jaz 
drive to store all my music , but none of it is coming up... some one 
told me to hold the white 10 key down while booting the rs up , but i 
dont see a white 10 key...
| 14577|14576|2006-02-04 22:27:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: auto load|
On Feb 4, 2006, at 9:12 PM, midinote2004 wrote:

> is there someone out there that can please help me out, im using a jaz
> drive to store all my music , but none of it is coming up... some one
> told me to hold the white 10 key down while booting the rs up , but i
> dont see a white 10 key...

I responded to your original message a week or two ago. The white 
keys mentioned in the manual are the bottom row of keys (the TRACK 
keys). To turn off Auto Load completely, hold the Track 10 key down 
while booting the RS7000.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14578|14578|2006-02-05 08:31:33|Peter de Man|modulation wheel is this same as LFO?|
hi,

i can't seem to set the speed of the modulation. i control it from an 
external keyboard. it doesn't seem to be linked to the LFO pitch amp 
and filter. as i can't find any voice settings numbers change in the 
rs7000 when i rotate the modulation wheel on my midi master keyboard. i 
like the lfo filter/amp settings of this track but i want just 
sometimes to have the classic modulation fx on this track only but a 
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bit faster then it does now.

any idea's?
thanx in advance

Peter de Man

ps. the sensor box is comming a bit closer. 
i got 1 input working. the goal is 4 or 8 :D
keep you all informed on that :D
| 14579|14578|2006-02-06 07:11:43|versis82|Re: modulation wheel is this same as LFO?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter de Man" wrote:

>
> hi,
> 
> i can't seem to set the speed of the modulation. i control it from an 
> external keyboard. it doesn't seem to be linked to the LFO pitch amp 
> and filter. as i can't find any voice settings numbers change in the 
> rs7000 when i rotate the modulation wheel on my midi master keyboard. i 
> like the lfo filter/amp settings of this track but i want just 
> sometimes to have the classic modulation fx on this track only but a 
> bit faster then it does now.
> 
> any idea's?
> thanx in advance

Hi Peter,

modulation settings aren't controlled by the usual modulation CC# 1 on
the RS.
modulation speed is controller 76,
modulation amount for
amp is 16
filter is 17
pitch is 77.

so i guess you need to change the modulation wheel assignment of your
keyboard, or you can try the KNOB ASSIGN function (press SETUP three
times), i don't know if this also sets the incoming midi contol number.

cheers,
versis
| 14580|14580|2006-02-06 09:44:13|voidant|broken / partially functional rs7000|
hey i'm looking for an broken or paritially functional rs7000 that
somebody would be willing to part with for cheap... it anyone has one
sitting around or knows of any leads to follow let me know.. i wanna
do some experiments with mods but i can't risk destroying my working
rs7000..
| 14581|14562|2006-02-07 07:41:31|Paradigm|Re: RS Dropped Off Site|
To all Yamaha heads.I'm willing to bet,that Yamaha is
about to unveil something new.Roland came out with 5
new samplers in the past couple of years,and Yamaha
had that new workstation with a sampler added,so I am
willing to bet there's something nice in the wings.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Feb 3, 2006, at 10:19 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> 
> > Probably old news but I just noticed that a
> picture of the RS7000 
> > now links into yamahas DJ/Dance/Remix products but
> is nowhere to be 
> > found. Only the RM1x and SU700 are left. Kind of
> sad and 
> > confusing, but on the other hand maybe it will
> become more sought 
> > and rare. Like, what is that really cool looking
> unit that links 
> > into the DJ/Dance/Remix product area? Some sort
> of modded RM1x? 
> > Wow I got to have one of those after market casses
> that is able to 
> > fit the RM1x and the SU7000 into one unit now!
> Heheh.
> >
> > Zam
> 
> Very weird considering the RM1x & SU700 were
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> released 2 years before 
> the RS7000 (late 1998 - Spring 1999) and the RS7000
> wasn't released 
> until Summer 2001. Who knows what the website
> designers and product 
> managers have decided in their infinite wisdom?
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14582|14562|2006-02-07 08:03:09|Marco Tangelder|Re: RS Dropped Off Site|
My idea too. I bet the RS9000 is coming...

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Paradigm
Sent: dinsdag 7 februari 2006 15:40
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS Dropped Off Site

To all Yamaha heads.I'm willing to bet,that Yamaha is
about to unveil something new.Roland came out with 5
new samplers in the past couple of years,and Yamaha
had that new workstation with a sampler added,so I am
willing to bet there's something nice in the wings.

--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Feb 3, 2006, at 10:19 PM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:
> 
> > Probably old news but I just noticed that a
> picture of the RS7000 
> > now links into yamahas DJ/Dance/Remix products but
> is nowhere to be 
> > found. Only the RM1x and SU700 are left. Kind of
> sad and 
> > confusing, but on the other hand maybe it will
> become more sought 
> > and rare. Like, what is that really cool looking
> unit that links 
> > into the DJ/Dance/Remix product area? Some sort
> of modded RM1x? 
> > Wow I got to have one of those after market casses
> that is able to 
> > fit the RM1x and the SU7000 into one unit now!
> Heheh.
> >
> > Zam
> 
> Very weird considering the RM1x & SU700 were
> released 2 years before 
> the RS7000 (late 1998 - Spring 1999) and the RS7000
> wasn't released 
> until Summer 2001. Who knows what the website
> designers and product 
> managers have decided in their infinite wisdom?
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
> 
> 
> 
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__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Elect
ronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+sy
nthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> rs7000 Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> payment Electronic
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7
000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer
&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> test equipment

Guitar
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=
Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voi
ce+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> synthesizer
Voice
<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=E
lectronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voic
e+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ> synthesizer 

_____ 

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

_____ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14583|14583|2006-02-13 23:13:24|Dbeam505@aol.com|Cool Trick|
Someone once mentioned to me that they have an LFO on their pan when I mentioned that my RS don't seem to have that great of stereo seperation in its default patchs,
and I thought dang it that would be cool if the RS7000 had one on the pan. It don't, but found a decent work around if anyone is intrested.

You just have to copy your patch over to another channel, swing the pan one all the way left and all the right on the other, then put a 180 degree phase setting on one with
the LFO Depth on the Amp maxed out on both patches/channels. Yes! You get automatic panning left to right to left to right cont... Of course you loose a channel, but oh
well.

Example:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/LFOAmp180phaseLR.mp3 (250k)

Zam
Quantum-Source.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14584|14584|2006-02-14 16:08:29|Steve Cooke|Conventions re instrumental locations in MIDI|
I've noticed that there appears to be a convention of using MIDI
channel 10 for drum parts. That's taken as read on the Keyfax video
manuals for the Motif workstation, for example.

However, the manuals for Yamaha's groovebox products, the RS7000 and
the RM1x, suggest using tracks 1 to 8 for drum parts and 9 to 16 for
other instruments.

Obviously, where to put what is ultimately down to personal choice,
but does anyone out there have a 'system' that works well for them?

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14585|14584|2006-02-14 19:50:31|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Conventions re instrumental locations in MIDI|
You are right. Channel ten is common for a drum channel, not just on the motif's. Its just on some groovegear like the RS7k, mc909, Spectralis & whatever else that does
things unconventionally like use the first several channels for drums, but this method still pretty useable for what seems to be more conventional on groovegear. This was
one of the things that turned me off about the RS initially, but I got use to it. If I had one of my wishes come true, somebody would invent a groovebox that puts all the
drums back onto one channel and use section mutes, much like the mc505 did, but with a whole 16 midi channels. It would free up 7 more tracks for synth parts, thats
almost doubles them, cause it seems like 8 is often just not quite enough. So, many times I've had to dump one of the lesser used drum parts on the first 8 channels and
drop in an extra synth when needed. However, its probably like a garage, the more room you have the more room you'll just wind up filling up with junk and still want just
a little more room anyway.

-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 14 Feb 2006 23:08:26 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Conventions re instrumental locations in MIDI

I've noticed that there appears to be a convention of using MIDI
channel 10 for drum parts. That's taken as read on the Keyfax video
manuals for the Motif workstation, for example.

However, the manuals for Yamaha's groovebox products, the RS7000 and
the RM1x, suggest using tracks 1 to 8 for drum parts and 9 to 16 for
other instruments.

Obviously, where to put what is ultimately down to personal choice,
but does anyone out there have a 'system' that works well for them?

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14586|14531|2006-02-15 06:30:46|a_lepusa|Re: steprecord event type? decay??|
unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC
data...

haven´t been here for a while...BUT-- well you can at least i do it
all the time...

1. enter record, choose STEP record.
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2. change the position NOTE (think it´s the F3 knob) to PB (pitch
bend)
or CC (CC075 for DECAY portion of the AEG)

3. use the pads (the white and the black) to insert your cc´s
most left pad is lowest, most right pad is highest value.
you can do it with every controller.

4. this is possible for internal as well as for external

HINT: take a different track and route it MIDI-wise (setup) to the track
u want to apply the controller data to,
so you can mess around with until u like what u hear- then you might
merge the 2 tracks (job-menue)

below is the complete controller listing
hope it helps ya

cheers

002 - breath controller
003 undefined number
004 Foot control
005 Portamento Time
006 Data entry MSB
007 Main Volume
008 used to be Balance (I don't know if that is used anymore)
009 like most of the numbers is undefined. Which means what you do
with it is up to you. the key here is you must set a physical device
to send this *and* a parameter to respond to it.
010 pan
011 expression
012-015 also undefined numbers
016-019 are called the General Purpose Controllers 1-4 (these are
used often within synthesizers as all purpose controllers. Like in
the Motif/S90 the Assignable Control Functions (ASA, ASB, AS1 and
AS2) use these four numbers. cc16&17 are used *per* Voice to control
definable parameters and 18&19 are *global* for all Voices and
Performances.
020-030 undefined numbers
031 resently has been defined as Sustain portion of the AEG
(amplitude envelope generator) for GM level 2
032-063 LSB for cc0-31
064 Sustain (Hold 1)
065 Portamento ON/OFF
066 Sostenuto pedal
067 Soft pedal
068 undefined
069 Hold 2
070 undefined
071 resonance (harmonic content)
072 release time
073 attack
074 Cutoff frequency (brightness)
075 Yamah uses this for DECAY portion of the AEG
076-079 undefined
080-083 General Purpose Controllers 5-8
084-090 undefined
091 Effect Depth (Reverb)
092 Effect Depth (???) not sure of this one
093 Effect depth (Chorus)
094 Effect depth (Variation)
095 Effect depth (?)
096 data increment
097 data decrement
098 non-registered parameter number LSB (NRPN)
099 non-registered parameter number MSB (NRPN)
100 registered parameter number LSB
101 registered parameter number MSB
102-120 undefined
121-127 reserved for channel mode messages (resets, all notes off,
mono mode, poly mode, etc.)

when you scroll through the RS7000's KNOB ASSIGN page (press SETUP
x4) you will see that it uses many of the undefined and General
Purpose numbers to accomplish the various parameter change control.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com RS7000@yahoogroups.com> , Brooks
Mosher wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>
> exactly - you can record control change data in replace or overdub

record

> mode with any midi controller or just add them in the event viewer.
> unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC data...
>
> On 1/30/06, Dbeam505@... wrote:
> >
> > It only step records note data as far as I know. I could be

wrong but

> > have never needed to step record anything else really. There is

an event

> > viewer that you can add and delete and modify just about anything

else

> > though like CC messages, filter tweaks, bank changes, etc. etc.

etc.

> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: peter sedin 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 06:49:02 -0800 (PST)
> > Subject: [RS7000] steprecord event type? decay??
> >
> >
> > hello.
> > i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could

steprecord

> > everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-

7000?? i see

> > in
> > the manual that it can steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not

any

> > other
> > internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to

control

> > internal
> > parameters..??
> > peace
> > peter
>

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher wrote:
>
> exactly - you can record control change data in replace or overdub
record
> mode with any midi controller or just add them in the event viewer.
> unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC data...
>
> On 1/30/06, Dbeam505@... Dbeam505@... wrote:
> >
> > It only step records note data as far as I know. I could be wrong
but
> > have never needed to step record anything else really. There is an
event
> > viewer that you can add and delete and modify just about anything
else
> > though like CC messages, filter tweaks, bank changes, etc. etc. etc.
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: peter sedin midihooker@...
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 06:49:02 -0800 (PST)
> > Subject: [RS7000] steprecord event type? decay??
> >
> >
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> > hello.
> > i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could
steprecord
> > everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-7000??
i see
> > in
> > the manual that it can steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not
any
> > other
> > internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to control
> > internal
> > parameters..??
> > peace
> > peter
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14587|14584|2006-02-15 08:26:49|Marco Tangelder|Re: Conventions re instrumental locations in MIDI|
Yup. Midi, normally uses channel 10 for drums.

But one channel for a complete drumsection is almost never enough (you need
different effects for several parts of the rythmsection, for example).

Personally, I like (and use) the 1-8 / 9-16 idea.

M

_____ 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Steve Cooke
Sent: woensdag 15 februari 2006 0:08
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Conventions re instrumental locations in MIDI

I've noticed that there appears to be a convention of using MIDI
channel 10 for drum parts. That's taken as read on the Keyfax video
manuals for the Motif workstation, for example.

However, the manuals for Yamaha's groovebox products, the RS7000 and
the RM1x, suggest using tracks 1 to 8 for drum parts and 9 to 16 for
other instruments.

Obviously, where to put what is ultimately down to personal choice,
but does anyone out there have a 'system' that works well for them?

Regards,

Steve
--
Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14588|14531|2006-02-15 09:55:23|Brooks Mosher|Re: steprecord event type? decay??|
wow this is great info - thanks!

On 2/15/06, a_lepusa <a_lepusa@yahoo.de> wrote:
>
>
> unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC
> data...
>
> haven´t been here for a while...BUT-- well you can at least i do it
> all the time...
>
> 1. enter record, choose STEP record.
>
> 2. change the position NOTE (think it´s the F3 knob) to PB (pitch
> bend)
> or CC (CC075 for DECAY portion of the AEG)
>
> 3. use the pads (the white and the black) to insert your cc´s
> most left pad is lowest, most right pad is highest value.
> you can do it with every controller.
>
> 4. this is possible for internal as well as for external
>
> HINT: take a different track and route it MIDI-wise (setup) to the track
> u want to apply the controller data to,
> so you can mess around with until u like what u hear- then you might
> merge the 2 tracks (job-menue)
>
> below is the complete controller listing
> hope it helps ya
>
> cheers
>
> 002 - breath controller
> 003 undefined number
> 004 Foot control
> 005 Portamento Time
> 006 Data entry MSB
> 007 Main Volume
> 008 used to be Balance (I don't know if that is used anymore)
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> 009 like most of the numbers is undefined. Which means what you do
> with it is up to you. the key here is you must set a physical device
> to send this *and* a parameter to respond to it.
> 010 pan
> 011 expression
> 012-015 also undefined numbers
> 016-019 are called the General Purpose Controllers 1-4 (these are
> used often within synthesizers as all purpose controllers. Like in
> the Motif/S90 the Assignable Control Functions (ASA, ASB, AS1 and
> AS2) use these four numbers. cc16&17 are used *per* Voice to control
> definable parameters and 18&19 are *global* for all Voices and
> Performances.
> 020-030 undefined numbers
> 031 resently has been defined as Sustain portion of the AEG
> (amplitude envelope generator) for GM level 2
> 032-063 LSB for cc0-31
> 064 Sustain (Hold 1)
> 065 Portamento ON/OFF
> 066 Sostenuto pedal
> 067 Soft pedal
> 068 undefined
> 069 Hold 2
> 070 undefined
> 071 resonance (harmonic content)
> 072 release time
> 073 attack
> 074 Cutoff frequency (brightness)
> 075 Yamah uses this for DECAY portion of the AEG
> 076-079 undefined
> 080-083 General Purpose Controllers 5-8
> 084-090 undefined
> 091 Effect Depth (Reverb)
> 092 Effect Depth (???) not sure of this one
> 093 Effect depth (Chorus)
> 094 Effect depth (Variation)
> 095 Effect depth (?)
> 096 data increment
> 097 data decrement
> 098 non-registered parameter number LSB (NRPN)
> 099 non-registered parameter number MSB (NRPN)
> 100 registered parameter number LSB
> 101 registered parameter number MSB
> 102-120 undefined
> 121-127 reserved for channel mode messages (resets, all notes off,
> mono mode, poly mode, etc.)
>
> when you scroll through the RS7000's KNOB ASSIGN page (press SETUP
> x4) you will see that it uses many of the undefined and General
> Purpose numbers to accomplish the various parameter change control.
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com RS7000@yahoogroups.com> , Brooks
> Mosher wrote:
> >
> > exactly - you can record control change data in replace or overdub
> record
> > mode with any midi controller or just add them in the event viewer.
> > unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC data...
> >
> > On 1/30/06, Dbeam505@... wrote:
> > >
> > > It only step records note data as far as I know. I could be
> wrong but
> > > have never needed to step record anything else really. There is
> an event
> > > viewer that you can add and delete and modify just about anything
> else
> > > though like CC messages, filter tweaks, bank changes, etc. etc.
> etc.
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: peter sedin 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > > Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 06:49:02 -0800 (PST)
> > > Subject: [RS7000] steprecord event type? decay??
> > >
> > >
> > > hello.
> > > i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could
> steprecord
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> > > everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-
> 7000?? i see
> > > in
> > > the manual that it can steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not
> any
> > > other
> > > internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to
> control
> > > internal
> > > parameters..??
> > > peace
> > > peter
> >
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher wrote:
> >
> > exactly - you can record control change data in replace or overdub
> record
> > mode with any midi controller or just add them in the event viewer.
> > unfortunately i don't think you can step edit/record in CC data...
> >
> > On 1/30/06, Dbeam505@... Dbeam505@... wrote:
> > >
> > > It only step records note data as far as I know. I could be wrong
> but
> > > have never needed to step record anything else really. There is an
> event
> > > viewer that you can add and delete and modify just about anything
> else
> > > though like CC messages, filter tweaks, bank changes, etc. etc. etc.
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: peter sedin midihooker@...
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Mon, 30 Jan 2006 06:49:02 -0800 (PST)
> > > Subject: [RS7000] steprecord event type? decay??
> > >
> > >
> > > hello.
> > > i had a ry-30 a couple of years ago..in that baby you could
> steprecord
> > > everything..like decay,release, etc..can this be done with rs-7000??
> i see
> > > in
> > > the manual that it can steprecord all CC# and ,gate, vel, but not
> any
> > > other
> > > internal parameters..? or can this CC# recording be used to control
> > > internal
> > > parameters..??
> > > peace
> > > peter

| 14589|14583|2006-02-17 19:14:03|wasted/su700fan|Re: Cool Trick|
On Feb 14, 2006, at 1:10 AM, Dbeam505@aol.com wrote:

> Someone once mentioned to me that they have an LFO on their pan 
> when I mentioned that my RS don't seem to have that great of stereo 
> seperation in its default patchs, and I thought dang it that would 
> be cool if the RS7000 had one on the pan. It don't, but found a 
> decent work around if anyone is intrested.
>
> You just have to copy your patch over to another channel, swing the 
> pan one all the way left and all the right on the other, then put a 
> 180 degree phase setting on one with the LFO Depth on the Amp maxed 
> out on both patches/channels. Yes! You get automatic panning left 
> to right to left to right cont... Of course you loose a channel, 
> but oh well.
>
> Example:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/LFOAmp180phaseLR.mp3 (250k)
>
> Zam
> Quantum-Source.com

The Auto Pan effect in the Effects Bank works similarly with a 
downside being you are using one of the 3 effects banks (specifically 
the Variation bank, the most useful). But your workaround is useful 
to save the effect bank for another, more useful bank. Thanks for 
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the tip.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14590|14590|2006-02-26 10:34:30|Steve Cooke|Survey of Motif workstation owners|
Quite a few people on this list own or use Motif series workstations.

Backbeat Books were planning to publish a title called Power Tools for
Yamaha Motif, but unfortunately the book has now been cancelled.

When I raised the issue on Motifator.com's online forum, someone from
KeyFax (the people who run Motifator.com) indicated they might be
interested in producing such a book if it could be shown there was a
genuine demand for one.

Personally, I think there's a lot to be said in favour of a paperback
book that brings together a range of illustrated step-by-step
instructions, practical tips and useful tips for working quickly and
efficiently with the Motif series. It's great to have so many online
support resources out there, but there's nothing to beat a
well-written and illustrated book as a handy source of reference.

Anyway, I've set up a poll to help assess the potential market for
this publication and I do hope you'll participate in this if you're a
Motif user.

You can find the poll on MotiForum at http://tinylink.com/?n3Dt5abaoS

Please note that you'll need to register with the site in order to
vote in the poll.

Many thanks.

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14591|14591|2006-02-26 22:38:16|David Swaddell|Use with AN200 0r DX200|
Hi. Has anyone used the DX200 (or AN200) with the RS7000? The Loop Factory series 
suggests using the RM1x and SU200 components. Wouldn't using the RS7000 be simpler?
| 14592|14583|2006-02-27 17:52:02|Peter de Man|Re: Cool Trick|
indeed cool, thanx!
Peter de Man

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Feb 14, 2006, at 1:10 AM, Dbeam505@... wrote:
> 
> > Someone once mentioned to me that they have an LFO on their pan 
> > when I mentioned that my RS don't seem to have that great of 
stereo 
> > seperation in its default patchs, and I thought dang it that 
would 
> > be cool if the RS7000 had one on the pan. It don't, but found a 
> > decent work around if anyone is intrested.
> >
> > You just have to copy your patch over to another channel, swing 
the 
> > pan one all the way left and all the right on the other, then put 
a 
> > 180 degree phase setting on one with the LFO Depth on the Amp 
maxed 
> > out on both patches/channels. Yes! You get automatic panning 
left 
> > to right to left to right cont... Of course you loose a 
channel, 
> > but oh well.
> >
> > Example:
> >
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/LFOAmp180phaseLR.mp3 
(250k)
> >
> > Zam
> > Quantum-Source.com
> 
> The Auto Pan effect in the Effects Bank works similarly with a 
> downside being you are using one of the 3 effects banks 
(specifically 
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> the Variation bank, the most useful). But your workaround is 
useful 
> to save the effect bank for another, more useful bank. Thanks for 
> the tip.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

| 14593|14593|2006-02-28 00:36:29|xiconk|Sustained notes and cords|
I'm having an issue with my sustained notes at the end of measures 
being cut short. I would like them to carry over the next measure 
fading out naturally...but once the next section is selected or the 
meaure loops again, the trail end sounds cease right at the split 
point. Are there anyways to deal with this?
| 14594|14594|2006-02-28 06:03:59|David Swaddell|Help Style and Phrase Names|
Hi,

I bought a used RS7000. I downloaded the owners manual from yamahasynth.com. But I 
can't find any documentation of styles and phrases. Okay, I can figure out the abreviations, 
but I would like to have a chart of the names so I could begin to make choices of favorites. 
I didn't get a CD about styles. Is the info on the CD? Is a chart posted online? For example, 
the AN200 and DX200 manuals have pattern AND voice lists.

Thanks,

Dave
| 14595|14594|2006-02-28 07:16:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: Help Style and Phrase Names|
On Feb 28, 2006, at 5:53 AM, David Swaddell wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I bought a used RS7000. I downloaded the owners manual from 
> yamahasynth.com. But I
> can't find any documentation of styles and phrases. Okay, I can 
> figure out the abreviations,
> but I would like to have a chart of the names so I could begin to 
> make choices of favorites.
> I didn't get a CD about styles. Is the info on the CD? Is a chart 
> posted online? For example,
> the AN200 and DX200 manuals have pattern AND voice lists.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Dave

There is no listing describing all 7000+ phrases. The 2 letter codes 
that describe the type of phrase are listed in the Phrase Category 
List at the top of page 313. The Voice List that lists the patch 
names starts on page 291 and runs through page 312. Included on the 
original SmartMedia card are 2 AutoLoad files that have some demo 
styles that use the built-in phrases (plus a couple also use some 
samples) to give you an idea of the types of music the RS7000 can 
create. These are also on the CDROM (Yamaha Tools & Styles for 
RS7000) that is included when the RS7000 is purchased new. This 
CDROM also has some other demo Styles (12) that all have audio 
samples along with the built-in phrases.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14596|14591|2006-02-28 07:21:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: Use with AN200 0r DX200|
On Feb 26, 2006, at 11:24 PM, David Swaddell wrote:

> Hi. Has anyone used the DX200 (or AN200) with the RS7000? The Loop 
> Factory series
> suggests using the RM1x and SU200 components. Wouldn't using the 
> RS7000 be simpler?

The Loop Factory series documentation suggests that since the RS7000 
wasn't released until after the SU200/AN200/DX200 came out. The 
RS7000 would work just as well (if not better, with the extra 
functions that were added to it over the RM1x) with the Loop Factory 
series. I've used the RS7000 to sequence the DX200.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
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The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14597|14597|2006-02-28 13:57:39|voidant|rs7000 jammin|
hey gotta question.. i'm curious about different ways that people out
there use the rs7000 in a more or less 'jamming' context... like if
you wanna use it with another person... obviously one of the big
missing features is not having the ability to switch into a recording
mode of your choosing without having to stop the sequencer.. but
there are still ways to use it to jam out.

ways that i've tried:
1) have some pre sequenced patterns and use the various features to
affect them live..
2) use grid record mode and quickly make changes to a bd pattern, or
do a similar this with step record.. 

p.s.
i am still looking for broken or partially functional rs7000s. what
the hell happens to these things once they wear out.. where do they go?
| 14598|14594|2006-02-28 14:46:22|David Swaddell|Re: Help Style and Phrase Names|
Hi.

Thanks for the response. I wonder about the code for phrase names, eg Brln1C11. Okay 
some Euro style phrase, maybe built on C. But sometimes the last letter is H. What's up 
with that? I guess I will have to audition everything to find the ones I like. Of course, one 
can make original phrases. But right now I would just like to get to square 1.

David

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Feb 28, 2006, at 5:53 AM, David Swaddell wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> >
> > I bought a used RS7000. I downloaded the owners manual from 
> > yamahasynth.com. But I
> > can't find any documentation of styles and phrases. Okay, I can 
> > figure out the abreviations,
> > but I would like to have a chart of the names so I could begin to 
> > make choices of favorites.
> > I didn't get a CD about styles. Is the info on the CD? Is a chart 
> > posted online? For example,
> > the AN200 and DX200 manuals have pattern AND voice lists.
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Dave
> 
> There is no listing describing all 7000+ phrases. The 2 letter codes 
> that describe the type of phrase are listed in the Phrase Category 
> List at the top of page 313. The Voice List that lists the patch 
> names starts on page 291 and runs through page 312. Included on the 
> original SmartMedia card are 2 AutoLoad files that have some demo 
> styles that use the built-in phrases (plus a couple also use some 
> samples) to give you an idea of the types of music the RS7000 can 
> create. These are also on the CDROM (Yamaha Tools & Styles for 
> RS7000) that is included when the RS7000 is purchased new. This 
> CDROM also has some other demo Styles (12) that all have audio 
> samples along with the built-in phrases.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

| 14599|14599|2006-02-28 14:46:23|David Swaddell|Playing A Voice Over Patterns|
I'm just getting into my RS7000. I've been able to select voices from my MIDI controller to 
play over patterns. This morning I assembled a pattern that I liked with tracks 1 and 9 thru 
14. I picked Ethnic for track 13 and picked a phrase I liked. I sent MSB 63 LSB 0 PGM 75 to 
play a sync lead over the pattern. Things were going well until I opened up the Mixer. On 
the display for track 13 the MSB and LSB were *** but the program number was 28. Then I 
twisted knob F1 and the display changed to MSB 63 LSB 5. After that operation my MIDI 
controller was linked to track 13 and the sound I got was the Ethnic sound. When I resent 
MSB 63 LSB 0 PGM 75, then track 13 switched to that bank. After 15 minutes of fiddling, I 
have not been able to return to the state before I turned knob F1 where I could play an 
independent lead over the pattern. Anyway, there must be a trick I'm missing. What is it?

Thanks,
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Dave
| 14600|14591|2006-02-28 14:46:32|David Swaddell|Re: Use with AN200 0r DX200|
Thanks,

I take my AN200 to drum circle jam sessions and play the synth over the rhythm pattern. 
The gripe aginst the AN200 is that it misses the first beat when switching patterns on the 
fly. The RS7000 moves from section to section very smoothly. So I want hook them up and 
try some re-sampling. 

David

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Feb 26, 2006, at 11:24 PM, David Swaddell wrote:
> 
> > Hi. Has anyone used the DX200 (or AN200) with the RS7000? The Loop 
> > Factory series
> > suggests using the RM1x and SU200 components. Wouldn't using the 
> > RS7000 be simpler?
> 
> The Loop Factory series documentation suggests that since the RS7000 
> wasn't released until after the SU200/AN200/DX200 came out. The 
> RS7000 would work just as well (if not better, with the extra 
> functions that were added to it over the RM1x) with the Loop Factory 
> series. I've used the RS7000 to sequence the DX200.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>

| 14601|14599|2006-02-28 17:16:36|David Swaddell|Re: Playing A Voice Over Patterns Mistake|
Okay, it was my fault. I connected an old controller, a Roland PC 200 mkII, and the 
transmit channel was set to 13, the channel I was having trouble with. I switched to 16 and 
everything is as I want it.

David

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "David Swaddell" wrote:
>
> I'm just getting into my RS7000. I've been able to select voices from my MIDI controller 
to 
> play over patterns. This morning I assembled a pattern that I liked with tracks 1 and 9 
thru 
> 14. I picked Ethnic for track 13 and picked a phrase I liked. I sent MSB 63 LSB 0 PGM 75 
to 
> play a sync lead over the pattern. Things were going well until I opened up the Mixer. 
On 
> the display for track 13 the MSB and LSB were *** but the program number was 28. Then 
I 
> twisted knob F1 and the display changed to MSB 63 LSB 5. After that operation my MIDI 
> controller was linked to track 13 and the sound I got was the Ethnic sound. When I 
resent 
> MSB 63 LSB 0 PGM 75, then track 13 switched to that bank. After 15 minutes of fiddling, 
I 
> have not been able to return to the state before I turned knob F1 where I could play an 
> independent lead over the pattern. Anyway, there must be a trick I'm missing. What is it?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

| 14602|14597|2006-03-02 11:06:40|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: rs7000 jammin|
Your #1. Works well for me.

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: voidant <paypal@fromthegut.org>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 20:57:33 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 jammin

hey gotta question.. i'm curious about different ways that people out
there use the rs7000 in a more or less 'jamming' context... like if
you wanna use it with another person... obviously one of the big
missing features is not having the ability to switch into a recording
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mode of your choosing without having to stop the sequencer.. but
there are still ways to use it to jam out.

ways that i've tried:
1) have some pre sequenced patterns and use the various features to
affect them live..
2) use grid record mode and quickly make changes to a bd pattern, or
do a similar this with step record.. 

p.s.
i am still looking for broken or partially functional rs7000s. what
the hell happens to these things once they wear out.. where do they go?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14603|14593|2006-03-02 11:26:14|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Sustained notes and cords|
Did you go into the event edit mode and check to see if there are patch change settings at the beginging or anywhere else? Did you try deleteing them so they don't load
and reset your release level everytime it hits that point? The RS seems to have the strange ability to still remember most of the patch settings without them being entered
as an event anywhere, not all settings, but I believe release is one. Hopefully thats all it is, otherwise it might get a little tricky entering those patch change events at the
right moments so it carries over to the next measure without reseting.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: xiconk <k3chamber6@aol.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 05:24:07 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Sustained notes and cords

I'm having an issue with my sustained notes at the end of measures 
being cut short. I would like them to carry over the next measure 
fading out naturally...but once the next section is selected or the 
meaure loops again, the trail end sounds cease right at the split 
point. Are there anyways to deal with this?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14604|14597|2006-03-02 17:22:50|Paul Dorman|Re: rs7000 jammin|
I do both :o).
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What I'd like is to use my RS7000 in conjunction with a midi-sync'd
sampler to loop the current RS7000 sound while I'm lining up a new
pattern or tweaking the filters, etc. It would be cheaper than two
RS7000's. I just need a few seconds to line up the next bit, then fade
or switch back from the sampler to the RS7000, do some live tweaks
(with the sampler continuously capturing what I'm up to), give it back
to the sampler, set up my next pattern, etc.

What amazes me is how much you can screw around with just one pattern.
I've been using just one pattern for the past two weeks. Not bored
yet!

Paul

On 3/3/06, Dbeam505@aol.com <Dbeam505@aol.com> wrote:
> Your #1. Works well for me.
>
> Zam
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: voidant <paypal@fromthegut.org>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tue, 28 Feb 2006 20:57:33 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 jammin
>
>
> hey gotta question.. i'm curious about different ways that people out
> there use the rs7000 in a more or less 'jamming' context... like if
> you wanna use it with another person... obviously one of the big
> missing features is not having the ability to switch into a recording
> mode of your choosing without having to stop the sequencer.. but
> there are still ways to use it to jam out.
>
> ways that i've tried:
> 1) have some pre sequenced patterns and use the various features to
> affect them live..
> 2) use grid record mode and quickly make changes to a bd pattern, or
> do a similar this with step record..
>
> p.s.
> i am still looking for broken or partially functional rs7000s. what
> the hell happens to these things once they wear out.. where do they go?

| 14605|14597|2006-03-03 16:33:35|David Swaddell|Re: rs7000 jammin|
Hi.

I'm usually the only keyboard player at a drum circle
jam. (I also bring a set of congas.) I've used the
preset AN200 rhythm patterns and made up backing
sequences on an Roland RS 70. Then I play the synth
part from the keyboard/contoller over the backing
tracks. On the RS 70, I can drop out parts like brass
and strings and just get down to drums and percusion.
In a few weeks, I'm going to take an RS7000 and play
the synth on track 16 over prerecorded setions using
the remaining 15 tracks. Since the jammers are all
playing hand drums, I use the electronic rhythm
sequences sparingly, maybe just two or three jams a
night. But it spices thing up.

David

--- voidant <paypal@fromthegut.org> wrote:

> hey gotta question.. i'm curious about different
> ways that people out
> there use the rs7000 in a more or less 'jamming'
> context... like if
> you wanna use it with another person... obviously
> one of the big
> missing features is not having the ability to switch
> into a recording
> mode of your choosing without having to stop the
> sequencer.. but
> there are still ways to use it to jam out.
> 
> ways that i've tried:
> 1) have some pre sequenced patterns and use the
> various features to
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> affect them live..
> 2) use grid record mode and quickly make changes to
> a bd pattern, or
> do a similar this with step record.. 
> 
> p.s.
> i am still looking for broken or partially
> functional rs7000s. what
> the hell happens to these things once they wear
> out.. where do they go?
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14606|14606|2006-03-03 18:23:01|Wayne|New Electronic music production forum in OZ|
Theres an new music production forum started up in OZ that may be of
interest to some ppl on the board.

check out http://mysound.com.au/forum/index.php?topic=5.0
sign up now to be one of the founding members

sorry to spam

cheers
W
| 14607|14607|2006-03-04 03:16:18|Steve Cooke|Triggering samples in song mode on the Motif Classic|
Hope someone can help me with this issue. When I've cracked it, I
think I might finally start to understand the Motif after 2.5
frustrating years and feelings of regret whenever I read someone
saying how much easier it is to use Roland's Fantom series.

In PATTERN mode, I've imported several single measure drum loops WAVs
into a waveform:001 and assigned each a keybank and range across the
entire span of notes from C -2 to C8.

Each loop has been sliced to create waveforms 002 to 008, which also
constitute user phrases 001 to 007.

Now how on earth do I get these loops into a SONG? I'm really
struggling with this one.

If I do the Put Phrase to Song JOB and paste the , the Motif says I've
run out of memory (it's a Classic, by the way, and yes I've got the
64MB upgrade) before I'm halfway through programming the song. So that
can't be the right way to approach it; otherwise I'd never be able to
put together a full gig/album set.

So how is this done? I want to be able to program a track in SONG mode
so that drum loops change at different points in the song, i.e. from
verse to chorus to middle eight.

Many thanks.

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com
| 14608|14607|2006-03-05 21:51:39|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Triggering samples in song mode on the Motif Classic|
Firstly, this is the RS7000 forum so you know incase you've not tried to get 
an answer from the motif forum first.

Anyway, 64 megs is not really a whole lot if your dealing with a major 
amount of samples and stuff depending on their sample rates etc. and it sounds 
like you may be using long samples since you say whole drum loops. Also, you 
can cut that down to 32megs if your attempting to convert them into your song. 
You need more than half left cause I believe it saves song samples 
separately, so it essentially doubles up the amount of space your samples are using 
while converting them to a song. So, this may be your trouble, not 100% 
positive, but it seems like it. You may be able to drop off some of the unused 
data and save a little space by doing the Wave Sample Optimize function if it 
has one, the RS7000 does in the system setup area.

Only other work around, which I've do sometimes is to leave your sampled 
portions until your in song mode, then do all your sample work, tough I know 
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especially if your doing a lot of drum sample looping.

Its either that or slice up your samples so you have your drum part samples 
all short and separated and build your own...oh well good luck, hope I gave 
some ideas or not.

Zam

In a message dated 3/4/2006 3:16:27 A.M. Mountain Standard Time, 
smcooke@gmail.com writes:

Hope someone can help me with this issue. When I've cracked it, I
think I might finally start to understand the Motif after 2.5
frustrating years and feelings of regret whenever I read someone
saying how much easier it is to use Roland's Fantom series.

In PATTERN mode, I've imported several single measure drum loops WAVs
into a waveform:001 and assigned each a keybank and range across the
entire span of notes from C -2 to C8.

Each loop has been sliced to create waveforms 002 to 008, which also
constitute user phrases 001 to 007.

Now how on earth do I get these loops into a SONG? I'm really
struggling with this one.

If I do the Put Phrase to Song JOB and paste the , the Motif says I've
run out of memory (it's a Classic, by the way, and yes I've got the
64MB upgrade) before I'm halfway through programming the song. So that
can't be the right way to approach it; otherwise I'd never be able to
put together a full gig/album set.

So how is this done? I want to be able to program a track in SONG mode
so that drum loops change at different points in the song, i.e. from
verse to chorus to middle eight.

Many thanks.

Regards,

Steve Cooke
smcooke@gmail.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14609|7029|2006-03-06 12:31:02|midinote2004|sample slice|
i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only works out 
for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or strings, i 
get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
times ,, but get the same thing, 

should i just give up already?
| 14610|7029|2006-03-06 13:31:13|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sample slice|
I'm confused... Are you trying to slice up basslines and strings and then it clicks and pops a lot after the process, or is there so many clicks and pops already in it before
you slice that the slicer process is haveing trouble dealing with them?

I'm not huge on sampleing or using the slicer on the RS, I've tried it a few times and I wouldn't trust it to slice up a piece of bread, I'd chop the sample up myself manually
in the wave editer area of the RS or on a computer wave editor if acuracy was of any importance, plus I'm thinking this other way might save some memory room for more
samples too without a bunch of unwanted bits and parts floating around.

Good luck!

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: midinote2004 <d.grundy@verizon.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, 06 Mar 2006 19:30:49 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] sample slice

i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only works out 
for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or strings, i 
get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
times ,, but get the same thing, 
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should i just give up already?

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14611|7029|2006-03-06 18:18:40|midinote2004|Re: sample slice|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@... wrote:

>the clicks and pops come after i use the slice and sequence...its a 

good thing that you mention doing it manually ,,, i would know where 
to strat slice it maully to get the sample to match the same bpm of 
my project. can you help me out on that ?

> I'm confused... Are you trying to slice up basslines and strings 

and then it clicks and pops a lot after the process, or is there so 
many clicks and pops already in it before you slice that the slicer 
process is haveing trouble dealing with them?

> 
> I'm not huge on sampleing or using the slicer on the RS, I've 

tried it a few times and I wouldn't trust it to slice up a piece of 
bread, I'd chop the sample up myself manually in the wave editer 
area of the RS or on a computer wave editor if acuracy was of any 
importance, plus I'm thinking this other way might save some memory 
room for more samples too without a bunch of unwanted bits and parts 
floating around.

> 
> Good luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: midinote2004 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Mon, 06 Mar 2006 19:30:49 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] sample slice
> 
> 
> i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only works 

out 

> for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or 

strings, i 

> get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
> times ,, but get the same thing, 
> 
> should i just give up already?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
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> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14612|14612|2006-03-07 10:09:27|voidant|sp/dif|
anybody out there use the sp/dif output on the expansion board much? i
am wondering if the sound quality is significantly different than the
analog jacks, since you are bypassing the sub par DACs . lemme know.
| 14613|14612|2006-03-07 13:26:59|Brooks Mosher|Re: sp/dif|
i'd like to know if those boards are still available somewhere...

On 3/7/06, voidant <paypal@fromthegut.org> wrote:
>
> anybody out there use the sp/dif output on the expansion board much? i
> am wondering if the sound quality is significantly different than the
> analog jacks, since you are bypassing the sub par DACs . lemme know.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
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>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14614|7029|2006-03-07 13:38:20|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sample slice|
If you hit the sample button several times it takes you into the sample utilities. What I'd probably do is...get the sample into it, copy it across several keys, move the start
and end points to the spots I want per each key then under the System utilites I think there is a Sample Optimiser or somewhere in that you can go do a process to remove
the portions of the samples that are unused and outside the start and stop points. Easy right?

I'm curious about what would be causeing the clicking and popping on your samples, cause the only other thing I can think of that might be causeing it and would help
would be that its at the imidate start and end of the samples, if thats the case then I beleive there is also another function that processes a sample to fade in or out for
when stuff like that occurs. Its all in the sample utilities by presseing the sample button several times will take you to those areas on the RS.

Good Luck!

Zam 

-----Original Message-----
From: midinote2004 <d.grundy@verizon.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 07 Mar 2006 01:18:31 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample slice

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@... wrote:
>the clicks and pops come after i use the slice and sequence...its a 
good thing that you mention doing it manually ,,, i would know where 
to strat slice it maully to get the sample to match the same bpm of 
my project. can you help me out on that ?

> I'm confused... Are you trying to slice up basslines and strings 
and then it clicks and pops a lot after the process, or is there so 
many clicks and pops already in it before you slice that the slicer 
process is haveing trouble dealing with them?
> 
> I'm not huge on sampleing or using the slicer on the RS, I've 
tried it a few times and I wouldn't trust it to slice up a piece of 
bread, I'd chop the sample up myself manually in the wave editer 
area of the RS or on a computer wave editor if acuracy was of any 
importance, plus I'm thinking this other way might save some memory 
room for more samples too without a bunch of unwanted bits and parts 
floating around.
> 
> Good luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: midinote2004 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Mon, 06 Mar 2006 19:30:49 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] sample slice
> 
> 
> i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only works 
out 
> for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or 
strings, i 
> get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
> times ,, but get the same thing, 
> 
> should i just give up already?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14615|14615|2006-03-07 13:52:25|loopmonky|Multi-samples on RS !!!!!!!!!!!!|
Ok Ive been taking from this site for a long time. Hope this can count
as giving back. I just loaded a multi sample from a akia cd........ 
Somthing i have dreamed of since i got my RS. Heres how 
You need CDxtract and Awave studio.

1. in cdxtract save instrument as .akp (a s5k/s6k file).

2. open .akp in Awave and save as .w2v (motif voices file)

3. now you have two files .w2v and .w3v , 
change the w3v to .r3p then take an old .r2p file from the RS 
and rename it the same as the .w2v kepping the .r2p

Thats it or at least what i did . Thanks to the other guys who posted
about Awave
| 14616|7029|2006-03-07 17:47:37|midinote2004|Re: sample slice|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@... wrote:

>that was some good info on spreading the sample out across several 

keys, i never would have thought of souch a thing... but let me ask 
you... doing so, what will make it play at the bpm of my project

> If you hit the sample button several times it takes you into the 

sample utilities. What I'd probably do is...get the sample into it, 
copy it across several keys, move the start and end points to the 
spots I want per each key then under the System utilites I think 
there is a Sample Optimiser or somewhere in that you can go do a 
process to remove the portions of the samples that are unused and 
outside the start and stop points. Easy right?

> 
> I'm curious about what would be causeing the clicking and popping 

on your samples, cause the only other thing I can think of that 
might be causeing it and would help would be that its at the imidate 
start and end of the samples, if thats the case then I beleive there 
is also another function that processes a sample to fade in or out 
for when stuff like that occurs. Its all in the sample utilities by 
presseing the sample button several times will take you to those 
areas on the RS.
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> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: midinote2004 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tue, 07 Mar 2006 01:18:31 -0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample slice
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@ wrote:
> >the clicks and pops come after i use the slice and sequence...its 

a 

> good thing that you mention doing it manually ,,, i would know 

where 

> to strat slice it maully to get the sample to match the same bpm 

of 

> my project. can you help me out on that ?
> 
> 
> 
> > I'm confused... Are you trying to slice up basslines and 

strings 

> and then it clicks and pops a lot after the process, or is there 

so 

> many clicks and pops already in it before you slice that the 

slicer 

> process is haveing trouble dealing with them?
> > 
> > I'm not huge on sampleing or using the slicer on the RS, I've 
> tried it a few times and I wouldn't trust it to slice up a piece 

of 

> bread, I'd chop the sample up myself manually in the wave editer 
> area of the RS or on a computer wave editor if acuracy was of any 
> importance, plus I'm thinking this other way might save some 

memory 

> room for more samples too without a bunch of unwanted bits and 

parts 

> floating around.
> > 
> > Good luck!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: midinote2004 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Mon, 06 Mar 2006 19:30:49 -0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] sample slice
> > 
> > 
> > i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only 

works 

> out 
> > for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or 
> strings, i 
> > get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
> > times ,, but get the same thing, 
> > 
> > should i just give up already?
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14617|14612|2006-03-07 18:02:57|abdul_tom|Re: sp/dif|
yes, I think they're the same as used on the Motif and in the UK everyone still sells them. 
Pricey though. Just search for AIEB2 I/o

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>
> i'd like to know if those boards are still available somewhere...
> 
> On 3/7/06, voidant wrote:
> >
> > anybody out there use the sp/dif output on the expansion board much? i
> > am wondering if the sound quality is significantly different than the
> > analog jacks, since you are bypassing the sub par DACs . lemme know.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
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> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic
+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> > payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=
LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> Electronic
> > test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3
=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> Guitar
> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=
ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> Voice
> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electron
ic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=8
4QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14618|14618|2006-03-07 18:03:11|abdul_tom|Midi Setup misery|
Hi, forgive my utter stupidity but I recently got an AW16G multitrack and I'm now well 
confused as to setup.

Basically, I have lots of boxes but the main issue is:

Ensoniq VFX-SD keyboard synth - I want to use its keyboard to control the RS7000 and to 
use the RS7000 to control its sounds. Fine, midi in to midi out, vice versa, job done.

But now, I want to sync the AW16G to the RS7000. Again, midi in to midi out, vice versa, 
job done. 

But how do I do both at once? The connections available are:

RS7000: 1 x Midi in, 2 x midi outs
Synth: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out, 1 x midi thru (I'd go from this into my other boxes, which 
are all slaves)
AW16G: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out

Really stuck on this one. Any help appreciated.

Abdul
| 14619|14618|2006-03-07 23:08:29|clayne@anodized.com|Re: Midi Setup misery|
On Tue, Mar 07, 2006 at 09:01:43PM -0000, abdul_tom wrote:

> Ensoniq VFX-SD keyboard synth - I want to use its keyboard to control the RS7000 and to 
> use the RS7000 to control its sounds. Fine, midi in to midi out, vice versa, job done.
> 
> But now, I want to sync the AW16G to the RS7000. Again, midi in to midi out, vice versa, 
> job done. 
> 
> But how do I do both at once? The connections available are:
> 
> RS7000: 1 x Midi in, 2 x midi outs
> Synth: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out, 1 x midi thru (I'd go from this into my other boxes, which 
> are all slaves)
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> AW16G: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out
> 
> Really stuck on this one. Any help appreciated.
> 
> Abdul

If you just want to sync the aw16g, via midi clock, and do not need to send midi out of it,
then just connect rs7000:out2 to aw16g:in. This configuration is a no brainer and doesn't
require anything special. But if you want to do more extensive things, you will need a 2x2
or 4x4 interface to have a reasonably optimal config without long midi chains.

-cl
| 14620|14618|2006-03-08 10:16:40|Toralf Fors|Re: Midi Setup misery|
Hiya!

RS midi out Ensonic. Ensonic midi through to AW16G midi in. AW 16G midi out to RS midi in. 
Could it be that simple?

Or maybe RS midi out A and B to the two devices and merge the outputs from them with a Midiman merge box (quite cheap and useful). The merged signals goes to RS
midi in.

Cheers

----- Original Message ----- 
From: abdul_tom 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 10:01 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Midi Setup misery

Hi, forgive my utter stupidity but I recently got an AW16G multitrack and I'm now well 
confused as to setup.

Basically, I have lots of boxes but the main issue is:

Ensoniq VFX-SD keyboard synth - I want to use its keyboard to control the RS7000 and to 
use the RS7000 to control its sounds. Fine, midi in to midi out, vice versa, job done.

But now, I want to sync the AW16G to the RS7000. Again, midi in to midi out, vice versa, 
job done. 

But how do I do both at once? The connections available are:

RS7000: 1 x Midi in, 2 x midi outs
Synth: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out, 1 x midi thru (I'd go from this into my other boxes, which 
are all slaves)
AW16G: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out

Really stuck on this one. Any help appreciated.

Abdul

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment 
Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
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b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14621|14618|2006-03-08 10:16:41|abdul_tom|Re: Midi Setup misery|
Yes, I did manage to get that one. Problem is then I can't use the 
AW16G as a remote mixer for the RS7000 (controlling track volumes with 
sliders is great) and normally it's preferable to have the AW16G as 
the master since the sequenced parts come before the recorded parts in 
my work practice. 

> 
> If you just want to sync the aw16g, via midi clock, and do not need 

to send midi out of it,

> then just connect rs7000:out2 to aw16g:in. This configuration is a 

no brainer and doesn't

> require anything special. But if you want to do more extensive 

things, you will need a 2x2

> or 4x4 interface to have a reasonably optimal config without long 

midi chains.

> 
> -cl
>

| 14622|14612|2006-03-08 10:16:47|Brooks Mosher|Re: sp/dif|
for some odd reason i didn't think they were available anymore since the
RS7000 isn't available new. but yeah, i should have looked at Sweetwater
Sound or something before i asked that... they are expensive - like $200
but totally worth it. i have so many $200 things i need to save up for!

On 3/7/06, abdul_tom <abdul_tom@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> yes, I think they're the same as used on the Motif and in the UK everyone
> still sells them.
> Pricey though. Just search for AIEB2 I/o
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
> >
> > i'd like to know if those boards are still available somewhere...
> >
> > On 3/7/06, voidant wrote:
> > >
> > > anybody out there use the sp/dif output on the expansion board much?
> i
> > > am wondering if the sound quality is significantly different than the
> > > analog jacks, since you are bypassing the sub par DACs . lemme know.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
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> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic
>
> +test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=sq-
> xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> > > payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
>
> t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
>
> nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=
> LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> Electronic
> > > test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
> t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3
>
> =Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
> 1&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> Guitar
> > > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
>
> t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
>
> nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=
> ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> Voice
> > > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
>
> t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electron
>
> ic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=121&.sig=8
> 4QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
>
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?
> subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
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> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14623|7029|2006-03-08 14:28:55|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: sample slice|
You split it into managable sections that would work at any BPM just like what you would hope the slicer would do. Thats sort of the whole concept or idea of sliceing or
splitting up a sample loop isn't it? Chop it so that either catch one note or drum hit per key. I've done it for vocal samples too, which you'd then put a single word on their
own individual keys. This concept help you any for breaking up samples into useable parts so you can play them back at a difrent BPM?

Sometimes you may need to also use the time stretch while retaining pitch process on a sample too to shorten or lengthen the it so it fits more properly to a new tempo.

Good Luck again, and hope I'm guiding you in a better direction rather than off some sort of bigger nightmare than what it sounded like you were haveing on it.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: midinote2004 <d.grundy@verizon.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 08 Mar 2006 00:47:28 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample slice

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@... wrote:
>that was some good info on spreading the sample out across several 
keys, i never would have thought of souch a thing... but let me ask 
you... doing so, what will make it play at the bpm of my project

> If you hit the sample button several times it takes you into the 
sample utilities. What I'd probably do is...get the sample into it, 
copy it across several keys, move the start and end points to the 
spots I want per each key then under the System utilites I think 
there is a Sample Optimiser or somewhere in that you can go do a 
process to remove the portions of the samples that are unused and 
outside the start and stop points. Easy right?
> 
> I'm curious about what would be causeing the clicking and popping 
on your samples, cause the only other thing I can think of that 
might be causeing it and would help would be that its at the imidate 
start and end of the samples, if thats the case then I beleive there 
is also another function that processes a sample to fade in or out 
for when stuff like that occurs. Its all in the sample utilities by 
presseing the sample button several times will take you to those 
areas on the RS.
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: midinote2004 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tue, 07 Mar 2006 01:18:31 -0000
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> Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample slice
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@ wrote:
> >the clicks and pops come after i use the slice and sequence...its 
a 
> good thing that you mention doing it manually ,,, i would know 
where 
> to strat slice it maully to get the sample to match the same bpm 
of 
> my project. can you help me out on that ?
> 
> 
> 
> > I'm confused... Are you trying to slice up basslines and 
strings 
> and then it clicks and pops a lot after the process, or is there 
so 
> many clicks and pops already in it before you slice that the 
slicer 
> process is haveing trouble dealing with them?
> > 
> > I'm not huge on sampleing or using the slicer on the RS, I've 
> tried it a few times and I wouldn't trust it to slice up a piece 
of 
> bread, I'd chop the sample up myself manually in the wave editer 
> area of the RS or on a computer wave editor if acuracy was of any 
> importance, plus I'm thinking this other way might save some 
memory 
> room for more samples too without a bunch of unwanted bits and 
parts 
> floating around.
> > 
> > Good luck!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: midinote2004 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Mon, 06 Mar 2006 19:30:49 -0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] sample slice
> > 
> > 
> > i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only 
works 
> out 
> > for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or 
> strings, i 
> > get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
> > times ,, but get the same thing, 
> > 
> > should i just give up already?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14624|14618|2006-03-08 15:41:23|abdul_tom|Re: Midi Setup misery|
I fear it couldn't be that simple. Won't that give me a lopp where 
the information just keeps going round and round?

I'll go for the mid merge. 

T

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Toralf Fors" wrote:
>
> Hiya!
> 
> RS midi out Ensonic. Ensonic midi through to AW16G midi in. AW 16G 
midi out to RS midi in. 
> Could it be that simple?
> 
> Or maybe RS midi out A and B to the two devices and merge the 
outputs from them with a Midiman merge box (quite cheap and useful). 
The merged signals goes to RS midi in.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: abdul_tom 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 10:01 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Midi Setup misery
> 
> 
> Hi, forgive my utter stupidity but I recently got an AW16G 
multitrack and I'm now well 
> confused as to setup.
> 
> Basically, I have lots of boxes but the main issue is:
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> 
> Ensoniq VFX-SD keyboard synth - I want to use its keyboard to 
control the RS7000 and to 
> use the RS7000 to control its sounds. Fine, midi in to midi out, 
vice versa, job done.
> 
> But now, I want to sync the AW16G to the RS7000. Again, midi in 
to midi out, vice versa, 
> job done. 
> 
> But how do I do both at once? The connections available are:
> 
> RS7000: 1 x Midi in, 2 x midi outs
> Synth: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out, 1 x midi thru (I'd go from 
this into my other boxes, which 
> are all slaves)
> AW16G: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out
> 
> Really stuck on this one. Any help appreciated.
> 
> Abdul
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic 
test equipment 
> Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 
> 
> 
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
of Service. 
> 
> 
> -------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14625|14618|2006-03-08 15:59:55|clayne@anodized.com|Re: Midi Setup misery|
In is not copied to out. In is only copied to thru.

-cl

On Wed, Mar 08, 2006 at 06:13:29PM -0000, abdul_tom wrote:
> I fear it couldn't be that simple. Won't that give me a lopp where 
> the information just keeps going round and round?
> 
> I'll go for the mid merge. 
> 
> T
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| 14626|14612|2006-03-09 04:36:09|Steve Cooke|Re: sp/dif|
They work fine on both instruments, yes. I transferred an AIEB2 from an
RS7k to my Motif. Can't say it's been particularly useful though. One of
those things you think you ought to have until you actually have it. For
completists only, I'd say.

Steve

On 07/03/06, abdul_tom <abdul_tom@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> yes, I think they're the same as used on the Motif and in the UK everyone
> still sells them.
> Pricey though. Just search for AIEB2 I/o
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
> >
> > i'd like to know if those boards are still available somewhere...
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14627|14618|2006-03-09 07:21:45|abdul_tom|Re: Midi Setup misery|
the problem with that set up is that the ensoniq is not going into the RS as keyboard 
controller. 

whatever way we look at it it only has one in, so I guess it has to be the midi merger. 

> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Toralf Fors" wrote:
> >
> > Hiya!
> > 
> > RS midi out Ensonic. Ensonic midi through to AW16G midi in. AW 16G 
> midi out to RS midi in. 
> > Could it be that simple?
> > 
> > Or maybe RS midi out A and B to the two devices and merge the 
> outputs from them with a Midiman merge box (quite cheap and useful). 
> The merged signals goes to RS midi in.
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: abdul_tom 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 10:01 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Midi Setup misery
> > 
> > 
> > Hi, forgive my utter stupidity but I recently got an AW16G 
> multitrack and I'm now well 
> > confused as to setup.
> > 
> > Basically, I have lots of boxes but the main issue is:
> > 
> > Ensoniq VFX-SD keyboard synth - I want to use its keyboard to 
> control the RS7000 and to 
> > use the RS7000 to control its sounds. Fine, midi in to midi out, 
> vice versa, job done.
> > 
> > But now, I want to sync the AW16G to the RS7000. Again, midi in 
> to midi out, vice versa, 
> > job done. 
> > 
> > But how do I do both at once? The connections available are:
> > 
> > RS7000: 1 x Midi in, 2 x midi outs
> > Synth: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out, 1 x midi thru (I'd go from 
> this into my other boxes, which 
> > are all slaves)
> > AW16G: 1 x midi in, 1 x midi out
> > 
> > Really stuck on this one. Any help appreciated.
> > 
> > Abdul
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > SPONSORED LINKS Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic 
> test equipment 
> > Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 
> > 
> > 
> > -------------------------------------------------------------------
> -----------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > 
> > a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > b.. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 
> of Service. 
> > 
> > 
> > -------------------------------------------------------------------
> -----------
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 14628|14612|2006-03-09 07:21:46|Brooks Mosher|Re: sp/dif|
i think this thread started from someone stating the DAC's are sub par on
the RS7000. i think it sounds fine for what i need. in fact, i load wave
files (particularly drums) into it and i can't tell the difference between
that and my PC's sound card (e-mu 0404) except that the PC is a little
brighter to my ears. so if they are sub par technically speaking that
doesn't mean they aren't musical. you could say the e-mu sp1200 has sub par
DAC's and bit depth sampling etc., but hip hop artists love those for it's
sound.

i guess the AIEB2 would be nice for the extra outputs, but i'm starting to
run out of inputs on my little mixer as it is!

On 3/9/06, Steve Cooke <smcooke@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> They work fine on both instruments, yes. I transferred an AIEB2 from an
> RS7k to my Motif. Can't say it's been particularly useful though. One of
> those things you think you ought to have until you actually have it. For
> completists only, I'd say.
>
> Steve
>
>
>
> On 07/03/06, abdul_tom <abdul_tom@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
> >
> > yes, I think they're the same as used on the Motif and in the UK
> everyone
> > still sells them.
> > Pricey though. Just search for AIEB2 I/o
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
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> > >
> > > i'd like to know if those boards are still available somewhere...
> > >
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14629|14629|2006-03-10 14:44:18|florisvanrijswijk|Program Change message in phraze changes filter setting too?|
Hi group!

I have inserted a program change message into a phraze at the
beginning of it so that when the phraze loops (starts again from the
beginning), the correct bank is selected (in this case, "common"
sample bank 1: 64-001-000). I use this so that I can have 2 sections
with different phrazes each using their own bank on channel 1. If I do
not use the program change message, swithing back and forth between
the sections in pattern-mode will keep using the same bank on channel
1. Ok, that works but I see the following strange behaviour:

Usually, when a phraze is looped without a program change message, the
filter setting of the channel is not changed but as soon as the
program change is send, the filter setting also changes to the
18db/okt LP-filter. 

Any ideas on this behaviour and how to workaround it?
Do other users have the same problem?

How to reproduce this behavour:
- Create a phraze on channel 1.
- Set filter to HP.
- Press play.
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=> The praze is played and when it starts from the beginning again,
the filter setting is still HP. => OK
- Press stop.
- Insert a program change message at the beginning of the phraze (for
instance in the "edit" page).
- Press play.
=> The praze is played and when it start from the beginning again, the
filter setting jump to LPF18. => Wrong (i.m.o.), the filter setting
should still be HP!

Floris.
| 14630|14615|2006-03-10 14:53:55|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Multi-samples on RS !!!!!!!!!!!!|
This is a great tip, thanks. I'll try it!

I wonder what happened to the guys from this group who where trying to
get a crack at the file format of the RS. Any progress?
Somebody posted a link to some C++ source files containing the basic
functionality to write RS files containing wav samples. How's that going?

I'm an experienced C++ programmer and are willing to colaborate on
coding this stuff together with a GUI for it as long as somebody
explains the format.

Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "loopmonky" wrote:
> I just loaded a multi sample from a akia cd........

| 14631|14629|2006-03-11 16:15:49|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Program Change message in phraze changes filter setting too?|
You can try to record a filter change into it as well that will set it to a predeturmend setting, go into edit mode and delete any extra filter changes so you have just one and
bump it to the beging of all the events. Usually works best if you put the filter all the way up to max or all the way down to min so that when you tweak it on the other
patch as a live tweak and you know its about to change you can crank it all the way to one or the side. Putting it near the center sort of works too, but unlikely you'll
match that exactly, just make somewhere so you have a rough idea of where to leave it so its not a harsh change over when the new program/patch change is loaded.

Hope that helps some?

Zam 
-----Original Message-----
From: florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 10 Mar 2006 21:44:06 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Program Change message in phraze changes filter setting too?

Hi group!

I have inserted a program change message into a phraze at the
beginning of it so that when the phraze loops (starts again from the
beginning), the correct bank is selected (in this case, "common"
sample bank 1: 64-001-000). I use this so that I can have 2 sections
with different phrazes each using their own bank on channel 1. If I do
not use the program change message, swithing back and forth between
the sections in pattern-mode will keep using the same bank on channel
1. Ok, that works but I see the following strange behaviour:

Usually, when a phraze is looped without a program change message, the
filter setting of the channel is not changed but as soon as the
program change is send, the filter setting also changes to the
18db/okt LP-filter. 

Any ideas on this behaviour and how to workaround it?
Do other users have the same problem?

How to reproduce this behavour:
- Create a phraze on channel 1.
- Set filter to HP.
- Press play.
=> The praze is played and when it starts from the beginning again,
the filter setting is still HP. => OK
- Press stop.
- Insert a program change message at the beginning of the phraze (for
instance in the "edit" page).
- Press play.
=> The praze is played and when it start from the beginning again, the
filter setting jump to LPF18. => Wrong (i.m.o.), the filter setting
should still be HP!

Floris.
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14632|14615|2006-03-12 20:09:17|voidant|Re: Multi-samples on RS !!!!!!!!!!!!|
yo.

i'll finish up the crack of the format this week. pretty much got it
all now except stereo files.. gotta figure that one out. i'll update
the source and let you know.

m.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:

>
> This is a great tip, thanks. I'll try it!
> 
> I wonder what happened to the guys from this group who where trying to
> get a crack at the file format of the RS. Any progress?
> Somebody posted a link to some C++ source files containing the basic
> functionality to write RS files containing wav samples. How's that

going?

> 
> I'm an experienced C++ programmer and are willing to colaborate on
> coding this stuff together with a GUI for it as long as somebody
> explains the format.
> 
> Floris.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "loopmonky" wrote:
> > I just loaded a multi sample from a akia cd........
>

| 14633|14615|2006-03-12 23:05:09|clayne@anodized.com|Re: Multi-samples on RS !!!!!!!!!!!!|
I'm interested.

C language here, so I can read C++ and read/write C as well to help with this.

On Mon, Mar 13, 2006 at 03:08:17AM -0000, voidant wrote:
> yo.
> 
> i'll finish up the crack of the format this week. pretty much got it
> all now except stereo files.. gotta figure that one out. i'll update
> the source and let you know.
> 
> m.

| 14634|7029|2006-03-14 08:11:14|harness360|Re: sample slice|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "midinote2004" wrote:

>
> i need help here..it seems to me that the sample slice only works out 
> for me when im sampling drums... when i sample baselines or strings, 

i 

> get somany pops and clicks ive read the manuall four million 
> times ,, but get the same thing, 
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> 
> should i just give up already?
>

the sample slice works for melodic samples, but its a bit tricky. the 
pops n click are from the RS not cutting clean and accurate. you just 
got to try different slice types and sensitivitys. make sure you have 
the measure adjusted to however long the full cycle of your sample is, 
set the sub divide to either 1/2 or 1/1, slice type to phrase 1 with 
sensitivity 4 or slice type phrase 2 with sensitivity 2. try different 
combos and audition them for pops n clicks before you press create.
| 14635|14615|2006-03-14 08:12:03|loopmonky|Re: Multi-samples on RS !!!!!!!!!!!!|
I knew the RS was for geniuses!!!!!
| 14636|14636|2006-03-16 19:45:37|anomecron|WANTED : RS7K ....for sale in Australia ? - (I'm a non ebay member)|
Any RS7000 user in Oz looking at selling their unit.
If so please let me know.
Looking for unit in good to excellent cosmetic condition.
No stuck contacts / loose knobs etc .
Sample ram not a necessity nor is out xpander.
Cheers.
Anomecron (aka FaX)
| 14637|14637|2006-03-16 20:12:07|David Swaddell|MIDI Message System Anomalies|
Hi. I'm a newbie, just beginning to play with the RS 7000. I hooked up an old MIDI 
controler, a Roland PC 200 mk II, to try out the synth sounds and to play a track while 
phases looped in the background. The MIDI communication from the PC 200 is primitive. 
You need to send one message at a time using a lot of keystrokes. Over the course of 
about a week somehow tracks 13 and 15 got corrupted for certain MIDI banks. For 
example, ET1 phrases would play the same on tracks 13 and 14, but the Bass and Lead 
bank did not. The volume was realy reduced on one track. No matter that I adjusted the 
mixer volume to 127, still very quiet. Also, the pan settings seemed to leave the default 
center and go hard left. So I'm guessing that I mistakenly sent some MIDI messages that 
fouled things up. The problem is that the LED display info for the mixer looks the same for 
a good track and a quiet track: the voice of the selected MIDI bank has the same 
parameters for both tracks, but one track remains very quiet. So I did a factory reset, and 
things are okay. What bothers me is the lack of a clue from the mxer display as to what 
might be the differences. Anyone have similar anomalies play the RS 7000 with a 
controller?
| 14638|14637|2006-03-17 08:04:21|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: MIDI Message System Anomalies|
Only midi problems I've run into was notes sticking on and not getting the off message ocasionally. Sending corrupted midi will probably drive anything wacky, I'd try to
avoid that ;)

-----Original Message-----
From: David Swaddell <deltadad2001@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 17 Mar 2006 01:43:22 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] MIDI Message System Anomalies

Hi. I'm a newbie, just beginning to play with the RS 7000. I hooked up an old 
MIDI 
controler, a Roland PC 200 mk II, to try out the synth sounds and to play a 
track while 
phases looped in the background. The MIDI communication from the PC 200 is 
primitive. 
You need to send one message at a time using a lot of keystrokes. Over the 
course of 
about a week somehow tracks 13 and 15 got corrupted for certain MIDI banks. For 
example, ET1 phrases would play the same on tracks 13 and 14, but the Bass and 
Lead 
bank did not. The volume was realy reduced on one track. No matter that I 
adjusted the 
mixer volume to 127, still very quiet. Also, the pan settings seemed to leave 
the default 
center and go hard left. So I'm guessing that I mistakenly sent some MIDI 
messages that 
fouled things up. The problem is that the LED display info for the mixer looks 
the same for 
a good track and a quiet track: the voice of the selected MIDI bank has the same 

parameters for both tracks, but one track remains very quiet. So I did a factory 
reset, and 
things are okay. What bothers me is the lack of a clue from the mxer display as 
to what 
might be the differences. Anyone have similar anomalies play the RS 7000 with a 
controller?
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
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FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14639|14629|2006-03-17 12:52:59|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Program Change message in phraze changes filter setting too?|
Thanks for the tip Zam! Much appreciated.

Would you by any change know how to insert a filter change that will
just change the type of filter that is used and not any setting of
cutoff or resonance?

Or is this in the manual somewhere (can't find it yet...)?

Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@... wrote:
>
> You can try to record a filter change into it as well that will set
it to a predeturmend setting, go into edit mode and delete any extra
filter changes so you have just one and bump it to the beging of all
the events. Usually works best if you put the filter all the way up to
max or all the way down to min so that when you tweak it on the other
patch as a live tweak and you know its about to change you can crank
it all the way to one or the side. Putting it near the center sort of
works too, but unlikely you'll match that exactly, just make somewhere
so you have a rough idea of where to leave it so its not a harsh
change over when the new program/patch change is loaded.
> 
> Hope that helps some?
> 
> Zam

| 14640|14636|2006-03-18 10:41:18|anomecron|Re: WANTED : RS7K ....for sale in Australia ? - (I'm a non ebay mem|
Just wanted to add will look at possibility of a purchase from a US
based seller also.
Will pay shipping etc and cover all postage expenses for an Australian
seller not located in Victoria.
Cheers (FaX)
Moderator RS7000.org

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "anomecron" wrote:

Any RS7000 user in Oz looking at selling their unit.
If so please let me know.
Looking for unit in good to excellent cosmetic condition.
No stuck contacts / loose knobs etc .
Sample ram not a necessity nor is out xpander.
Cheers.
Anomecron (aka FaX)

| 14641|14629|2006-03-19 03:30:55|Dbeam505@aol.com|Re: Program Change message in phraze changes filter setting too?|
I'm not sure, but I think it can be done in edit mode too. I'm thinking by adding an event and making it a PF event I think, but like I said I'm not sure, I'd have to double
check that and my RS is put away at the moment. Although if it is possible at all you'd most likely find it in the add event as one of the types of events you can add which is
in the event viewer area where you see all the note start/length/duration/velocity and all the extra junk. Another way to maybe check is to see if you can record the filter
change in Overdub record and if it takes, then go into the event viewer area and see what event it recorded for it and bump it around to where exactly you want it.

Good Luck and hope I gave you some ideas to try and have fun with even if don't work.
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Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 17 Mar 2006 19:52:00 -0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Program Change message in phraze changes filter setting too?

Thanks for the tip Zam! Much appreciated.

Would you by any change know how to insert a filter change that will
just change the type of filter that is used and not any setting of
cutoff or resonance?

Or is this in the manual somewhere (can't find it yet...)?

Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Dbeam505@... wrote:
>
> You can try to record a filter change into it as well that will set
it to a predeturmend setting, go into edit mode and delete any extra
filter changes so you have just one and bump it to the beging of all
the events. Usually works best if you put the filter all the way up to
max or all the way down to min so that when you tweak it on the other
patch as a live tweak and you know its about to change you can crank
it all the way to one or the side. Putting it near the center sort of
works too, but unlikely you'll match that exactly, just make somewhere
so you have a rough idea of where to leave it so its not a harsh
change over when the new program/patch change is loaded.
> 
> Hope that helps some?
> 
> Zam 

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14642|14642|2006-03-20 07:54:37|courtney baynes|Completely done on the RS7000|
DaMa's "Big Dreams" Album Available @ Itunes And Other Major Retailers, was completely done using the RS7000 . Just thought yall needed to know!!! 

Here is a link from AOL's Music Now

http://aol.musicnow.com/az/album.jhtml?id=5621352 

I would of posted an Itunes link,but it doesn't work, check it out though!!!

The RS7000 brings a different sound (other than your MPCs) to the Hip Hop game not heard since the SP1200 drum machine and 950 samplers.

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Mail
Use Photomail to share photos without annoying attachments.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14643|14643|2006-03-21 18:03:15|Royalston|Where to get the AIEB2 card?|
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Anyone know a place that is selling (and stocking) the AIEB2 card?
Thanks
Royalston
| 14644|14643|2006-03-21 18:04:16|clayne@anodized.com|Re: Where to get the AIEB2 card?|
On Wed, Mar 22, 2006 at 09:12:37AM +1100, Royalston wrote:

> Anyone know a place that is selling (and stocking) the AIEB2 card?
> Thanks
> Royalston

I'm pretty sure this is out there and available. Try 8thstreet.com
| 14645|14636|2006-03-22 08:13:22|carm_samuels|Re: WANTED : RS7K ....for sale in Australia ? - (I'm a non ebay mem|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "anomecron" wrote:

>
> Any RS7000 user in Oz looking at selling their unit.
> If so please let me know.
> Looking for unit in good to excellent cosmetic condition.
> No stuck contacts / loose knobs etc .
> Sample ram not a necessity nor is out xpander.
> Cheers.
> Anomecron (aka FaX)
>yeah got a good one. just a bit of marking where i been tweaking the hell out of the 

cutoff. ph 0411 419124 for more info
| 14646|14646|2006-03-25 07:50:19|mazotrance|dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
Sometimes when i put my card into the reader and cut and paste some 
data on it etc. the complete card is not readable anymore.
i searched on the internet but no solution was found, also not at 
yamaha.
So i tried lots of recoverytools.
I found one that helped me.

Recover My Files v3.90.3328

Recover your files.
Copy them into a new map.
Format the card in the RS.
Copy the files from the map into the card.
The card is now readable and ready for use.

greetz
| 14647|14646|2006-03-25 11:45:38|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|Re: dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
you may want to get extra smart cards and back it up that way. I lost about 
20 something songs but i had a back up disk so i did not lose my mind and go 
crazy. but it is messed up the thought of had i not have the extra card i 
would have lost months of work and went mad................. Good luck

>From: "mazotrance" <mazotrance@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] dataloss on smartmediacard solution
>Date: Sat, 25 Mar 2006 07:42:41 -0000
>
>
>
>
>Sometimes when i put my card into the reader and cut and paste some
>
>data on it etc. the complete card is not readable anymore.
>
>i searched on the internet but no solution was found, also not at
>
>yamaha.
>
>So i tried lots of recoverytools.
>
>I found one that helped me.
>
>
>
>Recover My Files v3.90.3328
>
>
>
>Recover your files.
>
>Copy them into a new map.
>
>Format the card in the RS.
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>
>Copy the files from the map into the card.
>
>The card is now readable and ready for use.
>
>
>
>greetz
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
>
> �Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>�
> �To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>�RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>�
> �Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>

| 14648|14643|2006-03-25 11:48:21|JAMES E. BULLOCK JR.|Re: Where to get the AIEB2 card?|
Try American Musical Supply they have it for $199

>From: Royalston <royalston@swiftdsl.com.au>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Where to get the AIEB2 card?
>Date: Wed, 22 Mar 2006 09:12:37 +1100
>
>
>
>
>
>Anyone know a place that is selling (and stocking) the AIEB2 card?
>
>Thanks
>
>Royalston
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
>FAQ:� http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
>
>
>
>
> Yamaha rs7000
>
>
> Electronic payment
>
>
> Electronic test equipment
>
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>
>
>
> Guitar synthesizer
>
>
> Voice synthesizer
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
>
> �Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>�
> �To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
>�RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>�
> �Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

| 14649|14646|2006-03-26 10:48:34|Matt Dopamine|Re: dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
It's also worth investing in a scsi HD if you can find one as smart 
media is rapidly being phased out and
becoming hard to find - not to mention very unreliable.

At 03:45 AM 26/03/2006, you wrote:

>you may want to get extra smart cards and back it up that way. I lost about
>20 something songs but i had a back up disk so i did not lose my mind and go
>crazy. but it is messed up the thought of had i not have the extra card i
>would have lost months of work and went mad................. Good luck
>
> >From: "mazotrance" <mazotrance@yahoo.com>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] dataloss on smartmediacard solution
> >Date: Sat, 25 Mar 2006 07:42:41 -0000
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >Sometimes when i put my card into the reader and cut and paste some
> >
> >data on it etc. the complete card is not readable anymore.
> >
> >i searched on the internet but no solution was found, also not at
> >
> >yamaha.
> >
> >So i tried lots of recoverytools.
> >
> >I found one that helped me.
> >
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> >
> >
> >Recover My Files v3.90.3328
> >
> >
> >
> >Recover your files.
> >
> >Copy them into a new map.
> >
> >Format the card in the RS.
> >
> >Copy the files from the map into the card.
> >
> >The card is now readable and ready for use.
> >
> >
> >
> >greetz
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> >Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> >
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
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> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>--
>No virus found in this incoming message.
>Checked by AVG Free Edition.
>Version: 7.1.385 / Virus Database: 268.3.1/292 - Release Date: 24/03/2006
>
>
>
>
>--
>No virus found in this incoming message.
>Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
>Version: 7.1.385 / Virus Database: 268.3.1/292 - Release Date: 24/03/2006

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.385 / Virus Database: 268.3.1/292 - Release Date: 24/03/2006
| 14650|14643|2006-03-26 10:48:35|-=ATMAN=-|MIDI UNSTABLE!|
Hey people!
i find rs7000 to be quite unstable as slave machine
via midi, MTC(more stable) unfortunately avaliable
only in song mode, and i was hoping to make patterns
and phrases on the fly in pattern mode. does expansion
board AIEB2 having SPDIF will be able to sync via
spdif to my motu interface and be tighter via SPDIF
then a midi? My english is not perfect so hopefully i
expressed properly, please correct me if im wrong

Thanx

Deepest Respect!

--- "JAMES E. BULLOCK JR." <jaquarius@msn.com> wrote:

> Try American Musical Supply they have it for $199
> 
> 
> >From: Royalston <royalston@swiftdsl.com.au>
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Where to get the AIEB2 card?
> >Date: Wed, 22 Mar 2006 09:12:37 +1100
> >
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> >
> >
> >
> >
> >Anyone know a place that is selling (and stocking)
> the AIEB2 card?
> >
> >Thanks
> >
> >Royalston
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >
> >Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> >FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> >
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >
> >Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> >
> >
> >To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >
> >RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >
> >My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Yamaha rs7000
> >
> >
> > Electronic payment
> >
> >
> > Electronic test equipment
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Guitar synthesizer
> >
> >
> > Voice synthesizer
> >
> >
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> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >  Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> >  To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> >  Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14651|14646|2006-03-26 10:49:02|wasted/su700fan|Re: dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
On Mar 25, 2006, at 1:45 PM, JAMES E. BULLOCK JR. wrote:

> you may want to get extra smart cards and back it up that way. I 
> lost about
> 20 something songs but i had a back up disk so i did not lose my 
> mind and go
> crazy. but it is messed up the thought of had i not have the extra 
> card i
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> would have lost months of work and went mad................. Good 
> luck

Or spend around $35 US to get a multi-media card reader (mine does 12 
different types) and after all your work on the card is done for the 
day put the SmartMedia card in the reader, attach it to your computer 
(PC/Mac), and back up the entire card to a directory on the 
computer. Then restore from your computer's hard drive backup to a 
new card if the original card ever goes bad.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14652|14646|2006-03-26 20:02:58|Matt Dopamine|Re: dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
The problem is that constantly moving the card around from RS to PC messes
with the cards so better to avoid them altogether if possible.
I have been having issues with SM since day one and the ONLY thing 
that fixed that problem was to stop using them.
Finding the correct SCSI HD can take a while on ebay or wherever but 
it's worth it. Faster loading and saving too.

matt

At 02:29 AM 27/03/2006, you wrote:

>On Mar 25, 2006, at 1:45 PM, JAMES E. BULLOCK JR. wrote:
>
> > you may want to get extra smart cards and back it up that way. I
> > lost about
> > 20 something songs but i had a back up disk so i did not lose my
> > mind and go
> > crazy. but it is messed up the thought of had i not have the extra
> > card i
> > would have lost months of work and went mad................. Good
> > luck
>
>Or spend around $35 US to get a multi-media card reader (mine does 12
>different types) and after all your work on the card is done for the
>day put the SmartMedia card in the reader, attach it to your computer
>(PC/Mac), and back up the entire card to a directory on the
>computer. Then restore from your computer's hard drive backup to a
>new card if the original card ever goes bad.
>
>-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
><http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm>http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
>
>
>
>
>===================RS7000 GROUP================
>Home: 
><http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/>http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>
>FAQ: 
><http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html>http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.motifator.com>http://www.motifator.com
>Yamaha Official: <http://www.yamahasynth.com>http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
>To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>----------
>YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
> * Visit your group 
> "<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>RS7000" on the web.
> *
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> * 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
>
> *
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
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>
>----------
>
>
>No virus found in this incoming message.
>Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
>Version: 7.1.385 / Virus Database: 268.3.1/292 - Release Date: 24/03/2006

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Anti-Virus.
Version: 7.1.385 / Virus Database: 268.3.1/292 - Release Date: 24/03/2006
| 14653|14643|2006-03-27 00:40:28|clayne@anodized.com|Re: MIDI UNSTABLE!|
The rs7000 is pretty solid, tempo-wise, using MBC (midi beat clock). What
are you trying to sync exactly? Audio? If you're trying to sync some form
of overlaying audio with MBC - forget it. Otherwise syncing via SPDIF is
only for the digital clock line used with digital output. Nothing to do
with syncing the tempo or triggering.

-cl

On Sat, Mar 25, 2006 at 05:26:24PM -0800, -=ATMAN=- wrote:
> Hey people!
> i find rs7000 to be quite unstable as slave machine
> via midi, MTC(more stable) unfortunately avaliable
> only in song mode, and i was hoping to make patterns
> and phrases on the fly in pattern mode. does expansion
> board AIEB2 having SPDIF will be able to sync via
> spdif to my motu interface and be tighter via SPDIF
> then a midi? My english is not perfect so hopefully i
> expressed properly, please correct me if im wrong
> 
> Thanx
> 
> Deepest Respect!

| 14654|14646|2006-03-29 05:34:45|florisvanrijswijk|Re: dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
Hi,

I've been using a smart media card (64M) 4 years now without ever
having a problem. I always use an USB card-reader to make backups on
the PC and to empty the card again when I need to put new stuff on it
so I never have to worry about data loss. I find this combination of
media card and card-reader to work perfectly!

Regards,
Floris.
| 14655|14646|2006-03-29 07:25:05|wasted/su700fan|Re: dataloss on smartmediacard solution|
On Mar 29, 2006, at 7:33 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I've been using a smart media card (64M) 4 years now without ever
> having a problem. I always use an USB card-reader to make backups on
> the PC and to empty the card again when I need to put new stuff on it
> so I never have to worry about data loss. I find this combination of
> media card and card-reader to work perfectly!
>
> Regards,
> Floris.

It could have to do with the quality of several brands of SmartMedia 
and/or it could also have to do with the way the user removes the SM 
card from the reader. I NEVER remove the card before ejecting it 
from the Finder on my Mac OS X or in Windows XP Home clicking on 
"Safely Remove Hardware" to eject the disk. This allows any last 
minute file writes to occur which should limit the chance of data 
corruption or loss.

I also uncheck the option in Windows for each drive (external or HD) 
that allows it to cache memory for future writes. That box allows 
you to supposedly write faster but also brings up the possibility of 
data loss if a power surge or improper removal occur. If you just 
pull the card out of the reader without ejecting it you might 
increase your chances of having problems with the card in the 
future. I also always format the media in the RS7000 to make sure it 
has the format it likes.



I still have the same 8MB card that came with the RS7000 4 1/2 years 
ago and a 128MB SM card that I bought shortly afterwards without any 
issues. Then again I probably don't use my RS7000 & built in SM card 
reader/writer nearly as much as other users on the list. Perhaps 
their readers need cleaning?

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14656|14656|2006-04-02 03:11:25|kusser smith|for sale|
fully expanded memory
expansion board
plus case

http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/index2.htm

$950 plus shipping(Austin, Tx)

email privately, por favor

IndependentElectronicMusic

http://www.deadlydisc.com

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14657|14656|2006-04-02 13:30:28|clayne@anodized.com|Re: for sale|
I'm not in the market but 950 seems a bit expensive to me.

-cl

On Sun, Apr 02, 2006 at 01:11:24AM -0800, kusser smith wrote:
> fully expanded memory
> expansion board
> plus case
> 
> http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/index2.htm
> 
> $950 plus shipping(Austin, Tx)
> 
> email privately, por favor
> 
> IndependentElectronicMusic
>

| 14658|14658|2006-04-03 07:53:41|kusser smith|Re: Digest Number 1616|
expansion board is $200 alone
plus custom hard flight case around $100
so $650 for the unit maxed out with memory doesnt seem
that far fetched
links from the webpage can show you current prices

-k-

--- RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> There is 1 message in this issue.
> 
> Topics in this digest:
> 
> 1. Re: for sale
> From: clayne@anodized.com
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> Message: 1 
> Date: Sun, 2 Apr 2006 12:30:22 -0700
> From: clayne@anodized.com
> Subject: Re: for sale

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/index2.htm
http://www.deadlydisc.com/
http://mail.yahoo.com/
http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/index2.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:clayne@anodized.com
mailto:clayne@anodized.com


> 
> I'm not in the market but 950 seems a bit expensive
> to me.
> 
> -cl
> 
> On Sun, Apr 02, 2006 at 01:11:24AM -0800, kusser
> smith wrote:
> > fully expanded memory
> > expansion board
> > plus case
> > 
> > http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/index2.htm
> > 
> > $950 plus shipping(Austin, Tx)
> > 
> > email privately, por favor
> > 
> > IndependentElectronicMusic
> > 
> 
> 
>

________________________________________________________________________

>

________________________________________________________________________

> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

> 
> 
> 
> 

IndependentElectronicMusic

http://www.deadlydisc.com

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14659|14656|2006-04-06 09:40:33|Gino Cartier|RS 7000 Item Needed|
Anyone have the smart card that comes with the RS7000.
It has about 20 samples of the various genres that the
unit is capable of doing. 

Also is there any RS 7000 users in Chicago???
dj staxx
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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--- kusser smith <kussersmith@yahoo.com> wrote:

> fully expanded memory
> expansion board
> plus case
> 
> http://www.nomadstudios.us/kusser/index2.htm
> 
> $950 plus shipping(Austin, Tx)
> 
> email privately, por favor
> 
> IndependentElectronicMusic
> 
> http://www.deadlydisc.com
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14660|14660|2006-04-07 21:43:13|Mogie Israel|World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
To hear these tracks go to ...

http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
| 14661|14656|2006-04-08 22:38:32|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: RS 7000 Item Needed|
get you a g-mail account and i will email you the
files off that card

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14662|14660|2006-04-10 04:03:30|Marco Tangelder|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it... ;-)

But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...

M

________________________________

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!

To hear these tracks go to ...

http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14663|14660|2006-04-10 21:26:46|Brooks Mosher|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
handicap" ??

On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it...
> ;-)
>
> But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
>
> M
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
> Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!
>
>
>
> To hear these tracks go to ...
>
>
> http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
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>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14664|14660|2006-04-10 21:26:57|courtney baynes|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
Those tracks were nice, comparable to some industry vets! Did i hear better?....yeah, but this guy has potential.

Check out some tracks that I did for this Brooklyn artist name DaMa. All created with the RS7000. Currently he has an album titked "Big Dreams" that is selling at iTunes
and other major retailers. The link is here:

http://www.myspace.com/dirtydama

Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it... ;-)

But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
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M

________________________________

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!

To hear these tracks go to ...

http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

---------------------------------
New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones from your PC and save big.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14665|14660|2006-04-10 21:40:21|wasted/su700fan|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
On Apr 10, 2006, at 11:27 AM, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> handicap" ??
>
> On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>>
>> They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt 
>> it...
>> ;-)
>>
>> But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
>>
>> M
>> ________________________________
>>
>> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
>> Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
>> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>> Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 
>> ALONE!!!!
>>
>> To hear these tracks go to ...
>>
>> http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael

Guys--

In the interest of making messages readable could you please CUT/ 
DELETE the duplicated footers at the bottom of each message that the 
listserv adds onto the end of each message (like I just did)? After 
3 or 4 successive replies the duplicated footers are longer than the 
entire thread of replies. Thanks in advance.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan (List Owner/Moderator)
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14666|14660|2006-04-10 22:32:24|Brooks Mosher|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
i thought all the hot rap and hip hop was done on sp-1200's and korg
tritons... ;)

On 4/7/06, Mogie Israel <mogieisrael@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> To hear these tracks go to ...
>
>
> http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14667|14660|2006-04-11 02:34:13|Marco Tangelder|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all alone, without my friends ;-)

Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a credit or two...

M

________________________________

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
Sent: Mon 4/10/2006 5:27 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!

is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
handicap" ??

On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it...
> ;-)
>
> But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
>
> M
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
> Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!
>
>
>
> To hear these tracks go to ...
>
>
> http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14668|14660|2006-04-11 06:19:23|chad something|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
Since 100% RS7000 hip hop seems to be the word of the
day... Check out this 100% RS produced hip hop.

www.myspace.com/theundergroundrailroad

everything from the internal sounds, to the master
effects, to they sampler... nothing else used but the
S, and a microphone... 

Damas beats were cool, but krunk is not quite my
style... The production was Definitely creative... 
Nice!

Peace...

Chadrok

--- courtney baynes <cb11212@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Those tracks were nice, comparable to some industry
> vets! Did i hear better?....yeah, but this guy has
> potential.
> 
> Check out some tracks that I did for this Brooklyn
> artist name DaMa. All created with the RS7000.
> Currently he has an album titked "Big Dreams" that
> is selling at iTunes and other major retailers. The
> link is here:
> 
> http://www.myspace.com/dirtydama
> 
> 
> Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the
> world? I doubt it... ;-)
> 
> But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> 
> M
> 
> 
> ________________________________
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> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie
> Israel
> Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on
> the rs7000 ALONE!!!!
> 
> 
> To hear these tracks go to ...
> 
> 
>

http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> 
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> 
> * Visit your group "RS7000
> <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.
> 
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> 
> 
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> 
> 
> 
> SPONSORED LINKS 
> Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment 
> Electronic test equipment Guitar synthesizer 
> Voice synthesizer 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> 
> 
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> 
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email
> to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the
> Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones
> from your PC and save big.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14669|14660|2006-04-11 08:03:05|Brooks Mosher|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and a
tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in the
UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...

On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> alone, without my friends ;-)
>
> Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a credit
> or two...
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
> Sent: Mon 4/10/2006 5:27 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> ALONE!!!!
>
>
>
> is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> handicap" ??
>
>
>
> On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
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> > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it...
> > ;-)
> >
> > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> >
> > M
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
> > Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> ALONE!!!!
> >
> >
> >
> > To hear these tracks go to ...
> >
> >
> > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
>
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
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>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14670|14660|2006-04-11 10:20:59|Marco Tangelder|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
Djeezzz....

You own a casio sk-1 AND a tascam 4 track portastudio????

Some guys have all the luck....

;-)

M

________________________________

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
Sent: Tue 4/11/2006 2:49 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!

if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and a
tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in the
UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...

On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
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> I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> alone, without my friends ;-)
>
> Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a credit
> or two...
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
> Sent: Mon 4/10/2006 5:27 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> ALONE!!!!
>
>
>
> is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> handicap" ??
>
>
>
> On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it...
> > ;-)
> >
> > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> >
> > M
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
> > Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> ALONE!!!!
> >
> >
> >
> > To hear these tracks go to ...
> >
> >
> > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
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> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
>
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic payment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic test equipment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14671|14660|2006-04-11 12:46:44|james hood|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
ok i think this is getting a little out of hand.... i love my rs7k.... but to say that u can only make banger on 1 machine.. is wack to me .. i can make a hot track on almost
anything i no how to use... mpc... triton... motif... even fruity loops and reason... come on dog step your game up... out of all of these the rs7k is my favorite... but i dont try
to limit myself to 1 machine... and if u guys dont believe me.. check out this page... 
http://www.myspace.com/xel1
all the songs were done on different machines.... but which one was done on the rs7k... i can make a bet that u would never guess the right track... lets see if yall can find
the rs7k track.. holla back...

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and a
tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in the
UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...

On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> alone, without my friends ;-)
>
> Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a credit
> or two...
>
> M
>

> is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> handicap" ??
>
>
>
> On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it...
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> > ;-)
> >
> > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> >
> > M
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> > To hear these tracks go to ...
> >
> >
> > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael

---------------------------------
Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great rates starting at 1¢/min.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14672|14660|2006-04-11 12:46:55|Brooks Mosher|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
you know it boyeee! i got the devilfish mod on the sk-1 too.

but it's not really luck Marco, it's just that i bought both items back in
tha day when nobody cared about them and you could get them really cheap.
then everyone heard what i did with the sk-1 and the portastudio (invented a
whole new genre of music) and the prices for those went crazy. nowadays
you're lucky to find an sk-1 for $1200.... ;)

On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Djeezzz....
>
> You own a casio sk-1 AND a tascam 4 track portastudio????
>
> Some guys have all the luck....
>
> ;-)
>
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
> Sent: Tue 4/11/2006 2:49 PM
>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> ALONE!!!!
>
>
> if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and a
> tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in
> the
> UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...
>
>
> On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> > alone, without my friends ;-)
> >
> > Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a
> credit
> > or two...
> >
> > M
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
> > Sent: Mon 4/10/2006 5:27 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> > ALONE!!!!
> >
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> >
> >
> > is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> > handicap" ??
> >
> >
> >
> > On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> > >
> > > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt
> it...
> > > ;-)
> > >
> > > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> > >
> > > M
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
> > > Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> > ALONE!!!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > To hear these tracks go to ...
> > >
> > >
> > > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>
> "
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service
> > > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
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> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w
> >
> > Electronic
> > > payment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Electronic
> > > test equipment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> >
> > Guitar
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Voice
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
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>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
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t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14673|14660|2006-04-11 17:25:33|courtney baynes|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
oh yeah i also feel we should start a RS700 production/networking/promo group that will focus on "our" projects. I mean we have the resources lets put them together in a
"virtual company or label" and get this thing poppin!!! 

Check out some tracks that I did for this Brooklyn

> artist name DaMa. All created with the RS7000.
> Currently he has an album titked "Big Dreams" that
> is selling at iTunes and other major retailers. The
> link is here:
> 
> http://www.myspace.com/dirtydama

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
you know it boyeee! i got the devilfish mod on the sk-1 too.

but it's not really luck Marco, it's just that i bought both items back in
tha day when nobody cared about them and you could get them really cheap.
then everyone heard what i did with the sk-1 and the portastudio (invented a
whole new genre of music) and the prices for those went crazy. nowadays
you're lucky to find an sk-1 for $1200.... ;)

On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Djeezzz....
>
> You own a casio sk-1 AND a tascam 4 track portastudio????
>
> Some guys have all the luck....
>
> ;-)
>
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
> Sent: Tue 4/11/2006 2:49 PM
>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> ALONE!!!!
>
>
> if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and a
> tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in
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> the
> UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...
>
>
> On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> > alone, without my friends ;-)
> >
> > Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a
> credit
> > or two...
> >
> > M
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Brooks Mosher
> > Sent: Mon 4/10/2006 5:27 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> > ALONE!!!!
> >
> >
> >
> > is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> > handicap" ??
> >
> >
> >
> > On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> > >
> > > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt
> it...
> > > ;-)
> > >
> > > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> > >
> > > M
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Mogie Israel
> > > Sent: Fri 4/7/2006 9:36 PM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000
> > ALONE!!!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > To hear these tracks go to ...
> > >
> > >
> > > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
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> > >
> > > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>
> "
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service
> > > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ > .
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w
> >
> > Electronic
> > > payment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Electronic
> > > test equipment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> >
> > Guitar
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Voice
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
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> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
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t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
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>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
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YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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---------------------------------
Love cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for just 2¢/min with Yahoo! Messenger with Voice.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14674|14660|2006-04-11 17:25:33|courtney baynes|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
I don't think he was limiting himself to one piece of equipment, but just like you i guess he prefers to work with it. I also feel that the RS7000 is a much slept on piece of
gear that is being shadowed by the "MPCS and Tritons"and i feel its long overdue that yamaha release something new based off of it (Not the motif). As far as your tracks
go there decent. Very doable, I also think that the track"all for the money" was created using the rs7000. If i'm wrong oh well i tried.

Check out some tracks that I did for this Brooklyn
artist name DaMa. All created with the RS7000.
Currently he has an album titled "Big Dreams" that
is selling at iTunes and other major retailers. The
link is here:

http://www.myspace.com/dirtydama

james hood <autorewind@yahoo.com> wrote:
ok i think this is getting a little out of hand.... i love my rs7k.... but to say that u can only make banger on 1 machine.. is wack to me .. i can make a hot track on almost
anything i no how to use... mpc... triton... motif... even fruity loops and reason... come on dog step your game up... out of all of these the rs7k is my favorite... but i dont try
to limit myself to 1 machine... and if u guys dont believe me.. check out this page... 
http://www.myspace.com/xel1
all the songs were done on different machines.... but which one was done on the rs7k... i can make a bet that u would never guess the right track... lets see if yall can find
the rs7k track.. holla back...

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and a
tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in the
UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...

On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> alone, without my friends ;-)
>
> Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a credit
> or two...
>
> M
>

> is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> handicap" ??
>
>
>
> On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt it...
> > ;-)
> >
> > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> >
> > M
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> > To hear these tracks go to ...
> >
> >
> > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael

---------------------------------
Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great rates starting at 1¢/min.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
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Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 
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---------------------------------
New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones from your PC and save big.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14675|14660|2006-04-11 17:25:33|Brooks Mosher|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
seriously i don't give a shit what anyone else uses for gear or if they can
make a great tune with one piece or a whole studio. the important thing is:
THE END RESULT.

so that's why i sent those silly postings - because i find this thread very
silly.

(and no, i don't own or use a casio sk-1 - not that anyone should really
care!)

:)
Brooks

On 4/11/06, james hood <autorewind@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> ok i think this is getting a little out of hand.... i love my rs7k....
> but to say that u can only make banger on 1 machine.. is wack to me .. i can
> make a hot track on almost anything i no how to use... mpc... triton...
> motif... even fruity loops and reason... come on dog step your game up...
> out of all of these the rs7k is my favorite... but i dont try to limit
> myself to 1 machine... and if u guys dont believe me.. check out this
> page...
> http://www.myspace.com/xel1
> all the songs were done on different machines.... but which one was done
> on the rs7k... i can make a bet that u would never guess the right track...
> lets see if yall can find the rs7k track.. holla back...
>
>
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> if i created the world's hottest track just using only a casio sk-1 and
> a
> tascam 4 track portastudio would that make my track the hottest track in
> the
> UNIVERSE??? something to think about: less is more you know...
>
>
> On 4/11/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > I think he means: I produced the world's hottest tracks on the RS all
> > alone, without my friends ;-)
> >
> > Anywayz, I think everyone who produces using only the RS deserves a
> credit
> > or two...
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> >
> > M
> >
>
> > is that like saying "i produced the world's hottest tracks and i had a
> > handicap" ??
> >
> >
> >
> > On 4/10/06, Marco Tangelder < marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> > >
> > > They're allright... but the hottest tracks in the world? I doubt
> it...
> > > ;-)
> > >
> > > But I'm not much into hiphop anyway...
> > >
> > > M
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > >
> > > To hear these tracks go to ...
> > >
> > >
> > > http://www.myspace.com/harvestworldentertainmentmogieisrael
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great
> rates starting at 1¢/min.
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>" on the
> web.
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>
> .
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14676|14660|2006-04-11 20:36:44|clayne@anodized.com|Re: World's Hottest tracks produced on the rs7000 ALONE!!!!|
On Tue, Apr 11, 2006 at 07:53:13AM -0700, james hood wrote:

> ok i think this is getting a little out of hand.... i love my rs7k.... but to say that u can only make banger on 1 machine.. is wack to me .. i can make a hot track
on almost anything i no how to use... mpc... triton... motif... even fruity loops and reason... come on dog step your game up... out of all of these the rs7k is my
favorite... but i dont try to limit myself to 1 machine... and if u guys dont believe me.. check out this page... 
> http://www.myspace.com/xel1
> all the songs were done on different machines.... but which one was done on the rs7k... i can make a bet that u would never guess the right track... lets see if
yall can find the rs7k track.. holla back...

straight from the hood
| 14677|14677|2006-04-27 15:47:06|painjunkie23|RS7000 Effects|
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Does anyone know if the effects found in the RS700 and the A series samplers are available in 
a Yamaha effects box on their own?

I think Yamaha only makes one rack effects processor, and it's expensive. But I was 
wondering if there is an old SPX type thing that would have the compression/distortion 
effects found in these samplers?

I sort of assume that there is, but I have not seen one.

Thanks.
Scott.
| 14678|14677|2006-04-27 21:29:55|Brigman, Corley|Re: RS7000 Effects|
I have heard that they are basically what's in the SPX990.
Don't know how correct it is, and I don't have an SPX990
(I'm actually not too fond of their effects :) They're pretty
expensive though, around $600-700 from what I saw on ebay. The
earlier SPX90 is cheap, though I don't know how close you will
get with those. 

The O1V is about the same vintage, and you could get one of those
for in the $500-600 range these days (same as the RS7000), 
then you'll get 16 compression effects and 2 (or 3, can't remember)
of the general purpose effects (including distortion). Not a 'cheap' way
to duplicate those effects necessarily, but a good deal on the package.
And, you get a digital mixer thrown in :)

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com
| 14679|14679|2006-04-28 02:06:25|Marco Tangelder|Mute and solo|
Hi,

Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands form the RS to external gear?

I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is some sysex?

Marco

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14680|14679|2006-04-28 08:22:31|Brooks Mosher|Re: Mute and solo|
i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have no
need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can transmit to
external gear....

On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Hi,
>
> Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands form
> the RS to external gear?
>
> I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is some
> sysex?
>
> Marco
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
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xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14681|14679|2006-04-28 10:45:56|Marco Tangelder|Re: Mute and solo|
???????

How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to the mute buttons??

M

________________________________

Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo

i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have no
need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can transmit to
external gear....

On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> Hi,
>
> Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands form
> the RS to external gear?
>
> I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is some
> sysex?
>
> Marco
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
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>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic payment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic test equipment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
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* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14682|14679|2006-04-28 11:44:44|Brooks Mosher|Re: Mute and solo|
hmmm, i thought my friend had my rs and live set up to do this. i thought
you click on the midi button in live next to the key button and you can
assign whatever controllers to various parameters in live.

i'm at work now, i'll check into it more later....

B

On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> ???????
>
> How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to the mute
> buttons??
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
>
>
>
> i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have no
> need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
> buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can transmit
> to
> external gear....
>
>
>
> On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> >
> > Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands
> form
> > the RS to external gear?
> >
> > I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is some
> > sysex?
> >
> > Marco
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
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> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
>
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
>
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
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> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14683|14679|2006-04-29 00:41:02|Marco Tangelder|Re: Mute and solo|
I know how to setup live to do this, but IMHO the RS isn't able to send a midi signal from the mute buttons?

I don't see the midi out led blink either...

If you can tell me how to, I'd be very gratefull!

M

________________________________

Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 19:08
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
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hmmm, i thought my friend had my rs and live set up to do this. i thought
you click on the midi button in live next to the key button and you can
assign whatever controllers to various parameters in live.

i'm at work now, i'll check into it more later....

B

On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> ???????
>
> How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to the mute
> buttons??
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
>
>
>
> i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have no
> need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
> buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can transmit
> to
> external gear....
>
>
>
> On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> >
> > Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands
> form
> > the RS to external gear?
> >
> > I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is some
> > sysex?
> >
> > Marco
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
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> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
>
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
>
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
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>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic payment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
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t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic test equipment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14684|14679|2006-04-29 08:07:53|courtney baynes|Re: Mute and solo|
I may be wrong ,but i don't think it's possible.

Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote: I know how to setup live to do this, but IMHO the RS isn't able to send a midi signal from the mute buttons?

I don't see the midi out led blink either...

If you can tell me how to, I'd be very gratefull!

M

________________________________

Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 19:08
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo

hmmm, i thought my friend had my rs and live set up to do this. i thought
you click on the midi button in live next to the key button and you can
assign whatever controllers to various parameters in live.

i'm at work now, i'll check into it more later....

B

On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> ???????
>
> How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to the mute
> buttons??
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
>
>
>
> i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have no
> need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
> buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can transmit
> to
> external gear....
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>
>
>
> On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> >
> > Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands
> form
> > the RS to external gear?
> >
> > I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is some
> > sysex?
> >
> > Marco
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
>
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
>
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
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> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
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Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic payment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic test equipment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer 

---------------------------------
YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

---------------------------------

---------------------------------
How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone call rates.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14685|14679|2006-05-01 07:34:29|Brooks Mosher|Re: Mute and solo|
well, i feel a little stupid now.

yes, the buttons don't transmit midi which sucks. but you could use one
track as a blank (no sound assigned to it or the volume down) and map the
keyboard to Live - you would essentially be using the "mute" buttons but
with the keyboard option pressed.

On 4/29/06, courtney baynes <cb11212@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I may be wrong ,but i don't think it's possible.
>
> Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote: I know how to setup live to
> do this, but IMHO the RS isn't able to send a midi signal from the mute
> buttons?
>
>
> I don't see the midi out led blink either...
>
> If you can tell me how to, I'd be very gratefull!
>
> M
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 19:08
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
>
>
> hmmm, i thought my friend had my rs and live set up to do this. i thought
> you click on the midi button in live next to the key button and you can
> assign whatever controllers to various parameters in live.
>
> i'm at work now, i'll check into it more later....
>
> B
>
> On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
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> > ???????
> >
> > How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to the mute
> > buttons??
> >
> > M
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> > Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
> > Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
> >
> >
> >
> > i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have
> no
> > need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
> > buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can
> transmit
> > to
> > external gear....
> >
> >
> >
> > On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > >
> > > Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands
> > form
> > > the RS to external gear?
> > >
> > > I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is
> some
> > > sysex?
> > >
> > > Marco
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w
> >
> > Electronic
> > > payment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Electronic
> > > test equipment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> >
> > Guitar
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
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t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Voice
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> >
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000 <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w
> >
> > Electronic payment <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Electronic test equipment <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> >
> >
> > Guitar synthesizer <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Voice synthesizer <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
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> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
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>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment
> Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer
>
> ---------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
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>
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
> ---------------------------------
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger�s low PC-to-Phone call
> rates.
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14686|14679|2006-05-01 07:44:27|Marco Tangelder|Re: Mute and solo|
Yeah, I use this workaround (I use channel 16 for a lot of similar things).

But, if someone knows a better solution....

Marco

________________________________

Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
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Verzonden: ma 1-5-2006 14:38
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo

well, i feel a little stupid now.

yes, the buttons don't transmit midi which sucks. but you could use one
track as a blank (no sound assigned to it or the volume down) and map the
keyboard to Live - you would essentially be using the "mute" buttons but
with the keyboard option pressed.

On 4/29/06, courtney baynes <cb11212@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I may be wrong ,but i don't think it's possible.
>
> Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote: I know how to setup live to
> do this, but IMHO the RS isn't able to send a midi signal from the mute
> buttons?
>
>
> I don't see the midi out led blink either...
>
> If you can tell me how to, I'd be very gratefull!
>
> M
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 19:08
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
>
>
> hmmm, i thought my friend had my rs and live set up to do this. i thought
> you click on the midi button in live next to the key button and you can
> assign whatever controllers to various parameters in live.
>
> i'm at work now, i'll check into it more later....
>
> B
>
> On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> >
> > ???????
> >
> > How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to the mute
> > buttons??
> >
> > M
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> > Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
> > Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
> >
> >
> >
> > i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. i have
> no
> > need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, the mute
> > buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can
> transmit
> > to
> > external gear....
> >
> >
> >
> > On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > >
> > > Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo commands
> > form
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> > > the RS to external gear?
> > >
> > > I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe there is
> some
> > > sysex?
> > >
> > > Marco
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w
> >
> > Electronic
> > > payment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Electronic
> > > test equipment<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> >
> > Guitar
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Voice
> > > synthesizer<
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> >
> > > on the web.
> > >
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
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> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000 <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w
> >
> > Electronic payment <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Electronic test equipment <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> >
> >
> > Guitar synthesizer <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> >
> > Voice synthesizer <
> >
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> > on the web.
> >
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service
> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic
> > payment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic
> > test equipment<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
> Guitar
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Voice
> > synthesizer<
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> >
> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>
> Electronic payment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
> Electronic test equipment <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
>
> Guitar synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
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> Voice synthesizer <
> http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
>
> * Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "
> on the web.
>
> * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service
> <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test equipment
> Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer
>
> ---------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service.
>
>
> ---------------------------------
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger?s low PC-to-Phone call
> rates.
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
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> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
>
>
> SPONSORED LINKS
> Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic
> payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic
> test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice
> synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c
> ------------------------------
> YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
>
>
> - Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"
> on the web.
>
> - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
>
> - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
>
>
> ------------------------------
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 

SPONSORED LINKS 
Yamaha rs7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=
xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic payment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Electronic test equipment <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synth
Guitar synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&
Voice synthesizer <http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?
t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c

________________________________

YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 

* Visit your group "RS7000 <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> " on the web.

* To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe> 

* Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> . 

________________________________
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14687|5229|2006-05-07 11:24:31|profselim|Hello|

>Please post a message introducing yourself, with a little bit about 
>what type of music you like to make, geographic location, etc

WHo?
Ed Miles,"Professional?" musician (fortunate soul w/ a gift of 
musical memory), Percussionist (mostly drums for those of you with 
bongos, congas, and shekere' in your minds-eye; Father of 2, Annika -
2.5 years, & Edward 8 months, married 7 years, 32, Aqaurius, Keeper 
of the FUNK!

I like to make good music - I have a few "Pocket" gigs, and Love 
playing Jazz. Anything I like is good; "stuff I don't like", is just 
my opinion. Check out my web-page if you want to see what's up :
www.ed-miles.com

What?
I don't know, the moderator asked me too

Why?
I've wanted one of these for years, I play primarily Acoustic stuff, 
Blues, Rock, Latin, Soul, Jazz: The RS7000 comes in with wanting a 
hardware sequencer and a music appliance I can take on the road 
(which 
I do sparingly now w/ the little ones) and I've dreamt of a solo / 
duo 
project which uses Electronica - read that word as Samples, 
Sequencing, 
trigered hits/phrases from the drums... The universe recently gifted 
me an Alternate Mode controller ( DK10), and the RS is the perfect 
complement for it. I'm here cuz I catch up reading about it untill I 
get one, then I'm gonna master it and start playing live.

Where?
I live in Austin TX, play anywhere in the world, (the pic on this 
was taken in Poland) www.ed-miles.com

WHen?
Now! I'm off to a 10:30 downbeat...

Ed
| 14688|5229|2006-05-07 17:48:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: Hello|
On May 7, 2006, at 10:30 AM, profselim wrote:

>> Please post a message introducing yourself, with a little bit about
>> what type of music you like to make, geographic location, etc
>
> WHo?
> Ed Miles,"Professional?" musician (fortunate soul w/ a gift of
> musical memory), Percussionist (mostly drums for those of you with
> bongos, congas, and shekere' in your minds-eye; Father of 2, Annika -
> 2.5 years, & Edward 8 months, married 7 years, 32, Aqaurius, Keeper
> of the FUNK!
>
> I like to make good music - I have a few "Pocket" gigs, and Love
> playing Jazz. Anything I like is good; "stuff I don't like", is just
> my opinion. Check out my web-page if you want to see what's up :
> www.ed-miles.com
>
> What?
> I don't know, the moderator asked me too
>
> Why?
> I've wanted one of these for years, I play primarily Acoustic stuff,
> Blues, Rock, Latin, Soul, Jazz: The RS7000 comes in with wanting a
> hardware sequencer and a music appliance I can take on the road
> (which
> I do sparingly now w/ the little ones) and I've dreamt of a solo /
> duo
> project which uses Electronica - read that word as Samples,
> Sequencing,
> trigered hits/phrases from the drums... The universe recently gifted
> me an Alternate Mode controller ( DK10), and the RS is the perfect



> complement for it. I'm here cuz I catch up reading about it untill I
> get one, then I'm gonna master it and start playing live.
>
> Where?
> I live in Austin TX, play anywhere in the world, (the pic on this
> was taken in Poland) www.ed-miles.com
>
> WHen?
> Now! I'm off to a 10:30 downbeat...
>
> Ed

Welcome to the group Ed/profselim. Nice to see a variety of musical 
styles around here that people are interested in (jazz, rock, 
electronic, etc.).

BTW, I was wondering where you got the 2-line "please post a message 
introducing yourself..." as nobody's done that in years (since the 
group was new). I forgot it was actually on the main page for the 
group. :) I guess some people actually do read the introductory 
emails they get hehe.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
The Official (Unofficial) SU700 FAQ:
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm
| 14689|14689|2006-05-07 22:25:28|Peter (Kosho)|Anybody have an extra knob for the RM1X?, one of mine fell off!!!!|
My unit was mint, now its missing the right most knob of the 4 knobs
under the LCD. Perhaps you have a second RM1X you are using for
parts. I can pay first class postage from anywhere with PayPal. I can
thank you profusely. I can send you a video clip via www.yousendit.com
of my video art. Thanks for any assistance. Peter (Kosho)
www.koshoart.com
| 14690|5229|2006-05-09 09:59:38|NewT|Re: Hello|
well, considering i just lurk around and read what other people have
to say on here and never say anything, i guess i might as well start too

WHo? N3wT, 21 years old been playing music sence i was 7...started
with piano and bass and now i just stick to synths and drum
machines...do some vocals occasionally, but not reciently

What? I produce all sorts of music, mostly programming for industrial
bands in the past, but now doing more of my own stuff, anything from
techno,house, ambient, drum n bass, gabber, IDM, and latley some trip hop
I love my rs7k..though i was pissed off when it ame out considering it
came in guitar center a week after i bouyght my rm1x...which i still
love to death

currently my gear list includes
rm1x, rs7k
emu px7, mo' phatt
waldorf Q, microwave xt, rack attack
Alesis dm5
Korg prophecy
Kurzweil k2500s
and a few various effects

used to have a nord 1, 2, soon to be getting a modular
novation k, ks4
emu xl1 turbo
korg ms2000
roland mc303, tr 505
i have had a lot of experiance with quite a few different peices of
gear....im a gear head...i love it :-)

some of my fav atrists include Aphext twin, Square pusher, v snares,
AUTECHRE, plaid, bjork, sneaker pimps, cevin key, front line assembly,
chemical brothers, nitzer ebb, and richie hawtin//
my major influence for creating electronic music would have to be
aphex twin

Im a big hardware guy, i dont use software much...all the music i make
and have recorded was all done live
i dont have any tracks recorded using the rs7k yet...well, not online
yet anyways
though the thing is my baby sence i got it

Why? music is fun,i love it...i love playing shows and getting an
awesome vibe from an awesome croud
Where? located in buffalo NY, though looking to relocated

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan/SU700FAQ/index.htm


if you want to hear some of the music i did check out
www.myspace.com/n3wt
www.myspace.com/digitalgeist

anyone else here from NY?
| 14691|14689|2006-05-16 11:32:32|h2a2p|Re: Anybody have an extra knob for the RM1X?, one of mine fell off!|
unless you want the exact original, you might be able to find a knob 
that fits at radio shack or an electronic parts place. i suppose you 
could take another knob off to try to match it, just don't lose it or 
you will have double the problem ;)
| 14692|14689|2006-05-16 14:27:45|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Anybody have an extra knob for the RM1X?, one of mine fell off!|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "h2a2p" <h2a2p@yahoo.com>

> unless you want the exact original, you might be able to find a knob 
> that fits at radio shack or an electronic parts place. i suppose you 
> could take another knob off to try to match it, just don't lose it or 
> you will have double the problem ;)

Also try calling Yamaha. They may be able to sell you the part (knob) and ship it to you. You'll probably have to pay more for shipping that the knob actually costs.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14693|14689|2006-05-16 18:16:09|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: Anybody have an extra knob for the RM1X?, one of mine fell off!|
i have an rmx1 that i lost the power supply for.....dunno if it works ..my brother passed away and it was his.....you can have it for $100.00 dollars as is...all of the knobs
are on it and it looks to be in perfect condition....i never wanted it because it reminds me of my brother....when i received his belongings the power supply was with
it..since i moved i havent seen it at all....so if you would like this unit, let me know...i love my rs7000....so i don't need anything else . thanks

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously low rates.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14694|14694|2006-05-23 02:08:20|++haZy|master mixer settings|
i have discoverd that my overall sound is much better for live work 
after i have played with the master eq on my rs7000..

ive been using the master compressor to pull highs and fatten basses, 
but would i be better off on just setting this thru the master eq? 
and what settings do people have theirs set to?
| 14695|14694|2006-05-23 03:39:39|Marco Tangelder|Re: master mixer settings|
The RS sounds a bit more crisp indeed after putting the mids a bit up in the master eq.

I do use the mastercompressor 'cause it certainly adds a lot to the sound, but I keep all knobs almost in the 'neutral' position to prevend it from cluttering up my mix.

But I think it depends on the result (and the type of music) you're trying to achieve.

M

________________________________

Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens ++haZy
Verzonden: di 23-5-2006 10:07
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: [RS7000] master mixer settings

i have discoverd that my overall sound is much better for live work 
after i have played with the master eq on my rs7000..

ive been using the master compressor to pull highs and fatten basses, 
but would i be better off on just setting this thru the master eq? 
and what settings do people have theirs set to?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14696|14694|2006-05-23 10:23:18|Brooks Mosher|Re: master mixer settings|
I don't even use the master effects section - they don't sound that great in
my opinion. i also keep my volume levels at a certain db below 0 so i can
keep a nice dynamic headroom....

On 5/23/06, Marco Tangelder <marco@clickfactor.nl> wrote:
>
> The RS sounds a bit more crisp indeed after putting the mids a bit up in
> the master eq.
>
> I do use the mastercompressor 'cause it certainly adds a lot to the sound,
> but I keep all knobs almost in the 'neutral' position to prevend it from
> cluttering up my mix.
>
> But I think it depends on the result (and the type of music) you're trying
> to achieve.
>
> M
>
> ________________________________
>
> Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens ++haZy
> Verzonden: di 23-5-2006 10:07
> Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Onderwerp: [RS7000] master mixer settings
>
> i have discoverd that my overall sound is much better for live work
> after i have played with the master eq on my rs7000..
>
> ive been using the master compressor to pull highs and fatten basses,
> but would i be better off on just setting this thru the master eq?
> and what settings do people have theirs set to?

| 14697|14697|2006-05-23 13:05:07|ecf1001|RS7000.midnam file|
Hi,

Being unable to select correct banks from within DP pissed me off enough, so I made one. 
Now in the files section. I know others have asked about it, enjoy.

I suppose some may want this in Cubase format, I'll upload that in a second.

Cheers,
Alex
| 14698|14698|2006-05-23 22:50:47|Chel-C Faith|SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
I have a zip drive and wanted to use it with my RS to back up data. I 
have the zip drive hooked up to the SCSI port, but I'm having some 
trouble getting it configured with the RS7000. When I go to the SCSI 
setup menu, it shows that the RS recognizes the zip drive, as it says 
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"IOMEGA ZIP 100" at the left of the screen. However, when I push the F1 
button to mount the zip drive, it doesn't respond. Does anyone have any 
advice on how to mount a zip drive or thoughts on what I might be doing 
wrong?

My main objective is to find a way to back up data from my smart media 
card, which is full, and have more storage in general. I have some gigs 
coming up and am unable to write and save new material... and I don't 
really want to play the same two hour set every time I play out. I know 
most people back up their data onto a computer, but my computer is not 
really capable of this, so I'm looking for an alternative. My first 
thought was to use the zip drive because it's what I've got sitting 
around, but is this the best method? I just really need more storage, 
really soon.... Any advice would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks!
Love Chelsea
| 14699|14698|2006-05-24 10:57:38|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: Chel-C Faith <chelcfaith@defsf.com>

> I have a zip drive and wanted to use it with my RS to back up data. I 
> have the zip drive hooked up to the SCSI port, but I'm having some 
> trouble getting it configured with the RS7000. When I go to the SCSI 
> setup menu, it shows that the RS recognizes the zip drive, as it says 
> "IOMEGA ZIP 100" at the left of the screen. However, when I push the F1 
> button to mount the zip drive, it doesn't respond. Does anyone have any 
> advice on how to mount a zip drive or thoughts on what I might be doing 
> wrong?
> 
> 
> My main objective is to find a way to back up data from my smart media 
> card, which is full, and have more storage in general. I have some gigs 
> coming up and am unable to write and save new material... and I don't 
> really want to play the same two hour set every time I play out. I know 
> most people back up their data onto a computer, but my computer is not 
> really capable of this, so I'm looking for an alternative. My first 
> thought was to use the zip drive because it's what I've got sitting 
> around, but is this the best method? I just really need more storage, 
> really soon.... Any advice would be greatly appreciated! 
> 
> 
> Thanks!
> Love Chelsea

Usually if the RS7000 is recognizing the drive it should automount it if there is only one partition on the disk in the SCSI drive. Mounting is normally only needed if you
have multiple partitions (like an A3k-format sample CDROM).

What you might need to do is format the ZIP disk so that it is in the appropriate format by using the RS7000's FORMAT menu command. After the disk is formatted, you
should be able to go into the SAVE menu and just hit the button on the SAVE screen (F1 IIRC) to switch from Card to SCSI. Then it should show the information currently
on your SCSI drive (if there is anything saved).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

BTW: Welcome to the group Chelsea! :)

Also, FWIW, unless your computer is like more than 10 years old and doesn't have USB on it you can get a USB multi-card reader for around $20-35 US, which is less
than the cost of 2-3 new blank ZIP100 disks (they run around $15 each where I live). Once you have a multi-card reader you can use your PC/Mac and it's internal hard
drive to store multiple backups of the data you currently have on your SmartMedia cards (or other devices like digital cameras' memory cards like Memory Stick, SD,
Compact Flash, etc.).

In this day and age (unless you have a stack lying around), ZIP disks are not worth the cost stores charge for them for only 100MB of storage (which is also prone to
failure - the famous ZIP drive 'click of death' being quite well know at the end of the 90's/early 2000's). If you do use a multi-card reader to backup your RS7000's
SmartMedia card, make sure you "eject" or "safely remove hardware" the drive that the reader is attached to so that you don't end up with corrupt data.

Even if you don't have USB built onto your computer, you can get a PCI (probably even EISA) USB add-on card. Although at that point it might be time to consider
upgrading to a slightly more modern computer. If you are on an old Atari computer, you're probably out of luck. Most Macs/PC's made since 1996 have USB on them.
| 14700|14700|2006-05-24 14:20:15|soniclabsaudio|Is the rs7000 a full fledged sampler?|
Meaning can i load a instrument patch of a guitar and play it across 
all the keys? I have a mpc 1000 already and am looking into adding a 
second sampler 1 with better effects and a tone gen built in and this 
looks perfect.If anyone uses this combo already let me know what you 
think.
| 14701|14700|2006-05-24 16:25:59|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Is the rs7000 a full fledged sampler?|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "soniclabsaudio" <soniclabsaudio@yahoo.com>

> Meaning can i load a instrument patch of a guitar and play it across 
> all the keys? I have a mpc 1000 already and am looking into adding a 
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> second sampler 1 with better effects and a tone gen built in and this 
> looks perfect.If anyone uses this combo already let me know what you 
> think.

The RS7000 can do Pitch sampling and Kit sampling. It does not do multi-sampling like rackmount samplers do (Yamaha A3000/A4000/A5000, Motif series, Akai S-
series). Multi-sampling refers to multiple samples mapped to the same note # that sound depending on the velocity or other means for modulating the note # data.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14702|14700|2006-05-24 17:11:38|jason rodgers|Re: Is the rs7000 a full fledged sampler?|
Im also buying this for the tone gen how do you rate the built in sounds on this?

su700fan@comcast.net wrote: -------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "soniclabsaudio" <soniclabsaudio@yahoo.com>

> Meaning can i load a instrument patch of a guitar and play it across 
> all the keys? I have a mpc 1000 already and am looking into adding a 
> second sampler 1 with better effects and a tone gen built in and this 
> looks perfect.If anyone uses this combo already let me know what you 
> think.

The RS7000 can do Pitch sampling and Kit sampling. It does not do multi-sampling like rackmount samplers do (Yamaha A3000/A4000/A5000, Motif series, Akai S-
series). Multi-sampling refers to multiple samples mapped to the same note # that sound depending on the velocity or other means for modulating the note # data.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14703|14700|2006-05-24 18:18:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: Is the rs7000 a full fledged sampler?|
On May 24, 2006, at 6:37 PM, jason rodgers wrote:

> Im also buying this for the tone gen how do you rate the built in 
> sounds on this?

Depends on what you what it for. It's based on Yamaha's AWM2 sample- 
based synthesis model. The drum sounds and some of the other sounds 
are fairly decent and good. Other sounds are just so-so (the natural 
sounding instruments like guitar & brass). They are all dry by 
default, and not loaded full of effects like Roland or other gear's 
sound sets might be. Once you work with them a little they are 
usually more than satisfactory.

The RS7000 is not a VA (Virtual Analog) type of synth (or FM 
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synthesis, or other kinds of synthesis for that matter). It is 
strictly a TG synth. If you're looking to build sounds from scratch, 
it probably won't be of much use for you.

Other users on this group can give you varied/better opinions of the 
RS7000's built in TG sounds.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14704|14704|2006-05-25 10:50:33|Pete Repeat|RS7k Service Manual|
anyone know where i can get one from ?? As in for free?? I found a 
printer who does all the yamaha stuff, but theyre trying to charge $35 
for it, but all i want to know is how the hell do i take the top cover 
off without killing it?? 

theres like 150 screws in here... :(

cheers
Pete
| 14705|14698|2006-05-25 10:50:42|Peter Andrews|Re: SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
Hello,

I have the same setup as you.
If it isn't already, try setting the 'termination' switch on the Zip drive to "off-0", as I think the RS700 SCSI termination in 'on' as default.
Also is the disk unformatted ?
Hope this helps.

Peter

PS: I always copy the contents of the zip disk to my PC, as I've found zips to be unreliable sometimes - I'm sure you knew this anyway ;)

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Chel-C Faith 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 4:34 AM
Subject: [RS7000] SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions

I have a zip drive and wanted to use it with my RS to back up data. I 
have the zip drive hooked up to the SCSI port, but I'm having some 
trouble getting it configured with the RS7000. When I go to the SCSI 
setup menu, it shows that the RS recognizes the zip drive, as it says 
"IOMEGA ZIP 100" at the left of the screen. However, when I push the F1 
button to mount the zip drive, it doesn't respond. Does anyone have any 
advice on how to mount a zip drive or thoughts on what I might be doing 
wrong?

My main objective is to find a way to back up data from my smart media 
card, which is full, and have more storage in general. I have some gigs 
coming up and am unable to write and save new material... and I don't 
really want to play the same two hour set every time I play out. I know 
most people back up their data onto a computer, but my computer is not 
really capable of this, so I'm looking for an alternative. My first 
thought was to use the zip drive because it's what I've got sitting 
around, but is this the best method? I just really need more storage, 
really soon.... Any advice would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks!
Love Chelsea
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a.. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
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RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

c.. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of Service. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14706|14706|2006-05-25 10:51:48|rukula_04|Creating Drumkit internal/sample|
Hi fellows,

at first I´d like to say sorry for my following question, doesn´t 
meant to be boring. But I was studying for days (and a couple of 
nights) the net, differnet forums, were googling, tried to find and 
understand the manual - I´m new to the machine, so please be kind:
1. I use different internal drumkits on differnet tracks, f.e. track 1 
BD Kit, 2 and 3 SD Kit and so on. Can I save my Kit-compilation and 
use it for other songs? How is it done, step-by-step would be kind!
2. Did I understand correctly: I upload samples at commonsamples, a 
bunch of drumsounds f.e. and can save them as my drumkit? This means 
each track owns a instrument, f.e. track 1 Bassdrum, track 2 snare and 
so on?

Thx.
| 14707|14698|2006-05-25 10:53:35|Peter Andrews|Re: SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
Hello again,

I've never had to use the SCSI Setup screen. I just SAVE as on p118 of the manual.

However my settings for the setup screen are:

Mount ID: 1 
Self ID: 6
( my zip disk has only 1 partition - this shows as a long black bar in the 'Mount Partition' box)

Also the SCSI ID on my Zip drive is: 5

Pressing F1 (Mount) doesnt appear to do anything BTW, probably becuase that partition is already mounted - in my case.

Once again, the manual says the disk should be formatted (p124 of the manual).

Good luck,

Peter

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Chel-C Faith 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 4:34 AM
Subject: [RS7000] SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions

I have a zip drive and wanted to use it with my RS to back up data. I 
have the zip drive hooked up to the SCSI port, but I'm having some 
trouble getting it configured with the RS7000. When I go to the SCSI 
setup menu, it shows that the RS recognizes the zip drive, as it says 
"IOMEGA ZIP 100" at the left of the screen. However, when I push the F1 
button to mount the zip drive, it doesn't respond. Does anyone have any 
advice on how to mount a zip drive or thoughts on what I might be doing 
wrong?

My main objective is to find a way to back up data from my smart media 
card, which is full, and have more storage in general. I have some gigs 
coming up and am unable to write and save new material... and I don't 
really want to play the same two hour set every time I play out. I know 
most people back up their data onto a computer, but my computer is not 
really capable of this, so I'm looking for an alternative. My first 
thought was to use the zip drive because it's what I've got sitting 
around, but is this the best method? I just really need more storage, 
really soon.... Any advice would be greatly appreciated! 
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Thanks!
Love Chelsea
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14709|14698|2006-05-25 12:31:40|dawn_sparks_ent|Re: SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
all you need to do is load all of your songs on to your rs7000 and
then save them to your zip drive...you dont have to mount the drive
or you can just have a zip drive on your computer as well as a smart
media reader and just transfer all of the files onto the zip disk then
wipe your smartmedia and start using it again.
| 14710|14710|2006-05-25 13:38:16|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: my studio pics|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "dawn_sparks_ent" <dawn_sparks_ent@yahoo.com>

> i needta show off my studio pics too
> although i'm lovin su700's studio too

Trust me, none of those pics are mine. :( I'm just the list owner/moderator, and my name (su700fan) is plastered all over the Photos section of the Group's website because
when Yahoo Groups changed their Photos to an album format I had to move all the pictures from the Files part of the group to the Photos section of the group, renaming
them as I did so.

All I own nowadays is the Yamaha RS7000 (fully expanded with 64MB RAM and AIEB2 I/O board), Yamaha RY20 drum machine, and an Electrix WarpFactory vocoder.
The Mackie DFX12 is my mixer, and I've got an external SCSI CDROM drive (for importing Yamaha A3000 sample CDs and .aif/.wav samples) and a SCSI ZIP100 drive
(for secondary backup of the RS7000's data).

I used to have a Korg microKorg VA synth, a Yamaha DX200 FM groovebox, a Jackson 6 string electric guitar, and a Roland PC-200 MKII MIDI Controller keyboard but
those 4 items had to be sold earlier this spring to get enough money to fix my wife's old car before I bought her a new one with the tax refund money. I wasn't using them
enough so I couldn't justify keeping them.

They are nice studio pics that several list members have posted in the Photos section.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14711|14704|2006-05-25 14:04:52|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Pete Repeat" <peterepeatrx@yahoo.com>

> anyone know where i can get one from ?? As in for free?? I found a 
> printer who does all the yamaha stuff, but theyre trying to charge $35 
> for it, but all i want to know is how the hell do i take the top cover 
> off without killing it?? 
> 
> theres like 150 screws in here... :(
> 
> cheers
> Pete
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Do you mean the actual service technician manual? I didn't even know they were available for the public to have access to. If it is an Adobe Acrobat Reader PDF file, just
print out the few pages you need on a local printer connected to your computer or some other place like Kinko's. If it is the regular RS7000 user's manual (350 pages),
that is available from the Yamaha Manual website as a PDF file. If you have the service technicial manual, any chance of sharing it with the group?

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/search.php?div=emi
is the link to Yamaha Japan's PDF manuals for their electronic musical instruments.
| 14712|14710|2006-05-25 15:46:01|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: my studio pics|
thats cool, did you like the ones i posted?...that is my studio...but i have more gear in the garage..my wife has a cow when i buy gear so i never get rid of old gear..i just
keep it and put it away till i need it again

---------------------------------
Love cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for just 2¢/min with Yahoo! Messenger with Voice.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14713|14710|2006-05-25 16:17:35|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: my studio pics|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: dawn balenger-ewers <dawn_sparks_ent@yahoo.com>

> thats cool, did you like the ones i posted?...that is my studio...but i have 
> more gear in the garage..my wife has a cow when i buy gear so i never get rid of 
> old gear..i just keep it and put it away till i need it again

Way cool, but way too much to figure out how to learn and operate effectively and figure out how to fit into a track. :) I guess certain gear for certain songs, other gear for
other songs. Good philosophy though (keeping old gear and putting it away until needed again).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14714|14710|2006-05-25 18:27:21|jason rodgers|Re: my studio pics|
Was it my eyes or do you have 3 mpc's ? I dint see any vinyl? Really nice pics man , really nice.

su700fan@comcast.net wrote: -------------- Original message ----------------------
From: dawn balenger-ewers <dawn_sparks_ent@yahoo.com>

> thats cool, did you like the ones i posted?...that is my studio...but i have 
> more gear in the garage..my wife has a cow when i buy gear so i never get rid of 
> old gear..i just keep it and put it away till i need it again

Way cool, but way too much to figure out how to learn and operate effectively and figure out how to fit into a track. :) I guess certain gear for certain songs, other gear for
other songs. Good philosophy though (keeping old gear and putting it away until needed again).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
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---------------------------------
Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Make PC-to-Phone Calls to the US (and 30+ countries) for 2¢/min or less.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14715|14710|2006-05-25 20:41:33|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: my studio pics|
yeah i have the mpc60 ll with tha 3000 kit on it with scsi
and the mpc4000 and the mpc2000xl
did ya also see my sp1200
and r8
heres the vinyl
i have over 17,846 recordz

---------------------------------
New Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. Call regular phones from your PC and save big.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14716|14716|2006-05-25 22:19:54|Jeremy Bowker|RS with PT LE|
Hi,

I have a beginner's question: How do I get Pro tools LE to trigger (in sync with PT) a sequence of patterns that I have composed with the RS? (Do I use "MTC," "MIDI,"
also what settings in pro tools need to be selected)? Thanks in advance to anyone with any advice. It's been a while since I was last on the group so I apologize in advance
if this question has been asked recently.

Thanks,
Jeremy

---------------------------------
Sneak preview the all-new Yahoo.com. It's not radically different. Just radically better. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14717|14710|2006-05-25 23:17:05|h2a2p|Re: my studio pics|
"i have over 17,846 recordz"

=8^O whoa WTF! that is a lot of vinyl! :)
| 14718|14716|2006-05-26 11:44:12|David J Russ|Re: RS with PT LE|
Jeremy,
Which interface do you have?
Which version of Pro Tools?
In Pro Tools there is an item in the Midi menu called
Midi beat Clock
You need to have that checked to the correct Midi output
that is hooked up to the RS.
Then on the RS you need to change the clock to Midi
Hit Utility twice>Change Midi Sync From Internal to Midi.
Put your RS on the correct pattern or Song, make sure it is at the 
top of the patt/song,
Then hit play on the RS.
It should sit and wait until you hit play/record in Pro Tools.
Remember Pro Tools is the Master, the RS will play the tempo of Pro 
Tools
so you might need to change that first.
Good Luck!
-djr

On May 25, 2006, at 11:11 PM, Jeremy Bowker wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have a beginner's question: How do I get Pro tools LE to trigger 
> (in sync with PT) a sequence of patterns that I have composed with 
> the RS? (Do I use "MTC," "MIDI," also what settings in pro tools 
> need to be selected)? Thanks in advance to anyone with any 
> advice. It's been a while since I was last on the group so I 
> apologize in advance if this question has been asked recently.
>
> Thanks,
> Jeremy

| 14719|14710|2006-05-26 11:46:47|Brooks Mosher|Re: my studio pics|
wow i bet you have a fun time moving... even 2,000 records suck to move.

just curious, why do you need both the MPC4000 *and* the MPC2000?

On 5/25/06, dawn balenger-ewers <dawn_sparks_ent@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> yeah i have the mpc60 ll with tha 3000 kit on it with scsi
> and the mpc4000 and the mpc2000xl
> did ya also see my sp1200

mailto:dawn_sparks_ent@yahoo.com


> and r8
> heres the vinyl
> i have over 17,846 recordz

| 14720|14704|2006-05-26 11:58:16|Pete RepeatRX|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
thanks for the reply, but yes, it is the actual technical service manual i need.. actually i just need the one page which shows me how to replace the friggin top cover... and
the bastard at the supply store (for Yam) wont be nice and photocopy it for me (oh but he WILL sell it to me.. )
ANother funny thing is down here, i do quite afew Demos and seminars for Yamaha equipment.. youd think theyd be nice enough to tell me how to get this friggin shel off..

I think ill just order the new top cover and see where the screwholes are on that and work it out in reverse from here.. 

thanks again

su700fan@comcast.net wrote:
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Pete Repeat" <peterepeatrx@yahoo.com>

> anyone know where i can get one from ?? As in for free?? I found a 
> printer who does all the yamaha stuff, but theyre trying to charge $35 
> for it, but all i want to know is how the hell do i take the top cover 
> off without killing it?? 
> 
> theres like 150 screws in here... :(
> 
> cheers
> Pete

Do you mean the actual service technician manual? I didn't even know they were available for the public to have access to. If it is an Adobe Acrobat Reader PDF file, just
print out the few pages you need on a local printer connected to your computer or some other place like Kinko's. If it is the regular RS7000 user's manual (350 pages),
that is available from the Yamaha Manual website as a PDF file. If you have the service technicial manual, any chance of sharing it with the group?

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/search.php?div=emi
is the link to Yamaha Japan's PDF manuals for their electronic musical instruments.
| 14721|14698|2006-05-26 14:27:44|Chel-C Faith|Re: SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
Thanks to all that sent me advice!

I still am unable to save to zip though, the RS gives me a "Bad 
Card/Disk" error message. The disks are formatted.... I've tried 
putting in several new disks, formatting them, and then getting the same 
message. Sigh. Perhaps it might be a better idea to just get a SCSI 
hard drive to save to? Does anyone know what might cause every disk I 
put in to give the error message?

--Chelsea

dawn_sparks_ent wrote:

>all you need to do is load all of your songs on to your rs7000 and
>then save them to your zip drive...you dont have to mount the drive
>or you can just have a zip drive on your computer as well as a smart
>media reader and just transfer all of the files onto the zip disk then
>wipe your smartmedia and start using it again.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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> 
>
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>
>
> 
>

| 14722|14698|2006-05-26 15:42:38|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: SCSI setup problems/data storage & back up questions|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: Chel-C Faith <chelcfaith@defsf.com>

> Thanks to all that sent me advice!
> 
> I still am unable to save to zip though, the RS gives me a "Bad 
> Card/Disk" error message. The disks are formatted.... I've tried 
> putting in several new disks, formatting them, and then getting the same 
> message. Sigh. Perhaps it might be a better idea to just get a SCSI 
> hard drive to save to? Does anyone know what might cause every disk I 
> put in to give the error message?
> 
> 
> --Chelsea

Sounds to me like your ZIP drive is going bad (if the termination switch is On on the back of the drive). Either that or you have a wonky cable connecting your ZIP drive
to your RS7000. ZIP drives and disks are notoriously flakey and easy to get data errors and bad disks with.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14723|14710|2006-05-26 18:57:26|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: my studio pics|
well i play live drums as well...and each of the mpc's i own have different filters in them...so they have a different effect with the sounds that are played backi have
sampled.....with my mpc60 ll its awesome when i take a scratch up vinyl sample and its full and compressed....my 4000 is awesome as well...but almost too perfect...and
my 2000xl gives you a metallic sound...just whatever preference i want..is all...and my 18 year old son uses the 2000 on occasion...cuz he knows not to ask for my 60 or
my 4000 *lol*

---------------------------------
How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone call rates.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14724|14724|2006-05-29 20:19:58|jeff1x2000|AIEB 1 Board in RS 7000|
I have an AIEB1 board from my su700 and was wondering if It could be 
installed in the RS 7000 and I saw an SU700 with the AIEB 2 board 
fitted.
| 14725|14725|2006-05-29 20:20:27|rukula_04|Please help!! Samples loaded, played but not heared??|
Listen, I know how to build a sample kit, the common way.
I know how to load samples. Yes, this works!
My nice drum samples inside the RS. Oh I´m that kind of happy.
But if I arrange a song, f.e. track 1 with the common sample plays but 
I can not hear anything.
When I start to record I can hear the klick, but no sound else from 
pushing the keys. I´m going craaazzzyyyy...... aaarg. How strong do I 
have to push the keys to hear any sound. Are these sado-velocity 
pads??? Ohhh....please help me, where´s the fault!!! Thx.
| 14726|14724|2006-05-29 21:36:02|wasted/su700fan|Re: AIEB 1 Board in RS 7000|
On May 29, 2006, at 12:48 AM, jeff1x2000 wrote:

> I have an AIEB1 board from my su700 and was wondering if It could be
> installed in the RS 7000 and I saw an SU700 with the AIEB 2 board
> fitted.

Unfortunately the older AIEB1 is not compatible with newer Yamaha 
gear (RS7000, Motif, A4000/5000). The AIEB2 has higher-bit 
convertors and other stuff that increases the sound quality. There 
is a switch on the AIEB2 that "downgrades" the convertors and other 
stuff to AIEB1 level.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14727|14727|2006-05-31 13:52:04|rukula_04|Samples don´t play|
I upload a sample, by smart media or scsi, both works, the rs seems to 
load the samples as common samples on different keys. But I can´t hear 
the samples, the keys keep sending midi signals but i can´t hear a 
sound. Even if I record and play a track, nothing! What I´m doin´ 
wrong?
| 14728|14728|2006-05-31 16:21:59|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Samples don´t play|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "rukula_04" <re-actio@mk-dlx.de>

> I upload a sample, by smart media or scsi, both works, the rs seems to 
> load the samples as common samples on different keys. But I can�t hear 
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> the samples, the keys keep sending midi signals but i can�t hear a 
> sound. Even if I record and play a track, nothing! What I�m doin� 
> wrong? 

I know you've already sent this (or a similar message) three times. Sorry we didn't get back to you sooner. I've been pretty busy lately and was hoping someone else on the
list would reply before me.

It looks like you've got the first step done (sampling the samples or loading them into a bank [Common Sample] in your case). Next step would be to select a track to
record to. Then go into the Mixer page and choose the appropriate patch for that Track (in your case whatever Common Sample bank you have your samples loaded in).
Then you should be able to play the keys on the RS7000 or an external controller keyboard for that track and, assuming samples are assigned to the note #'s you're
currently playing, you should hear your samples. They can then be recorded into the RS7000's sequencer for future playback by following the standard recording
procedure.

Hope this was of some help to you. See chapter 5 of the RS7000's manual for more information on the different sampling types.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14729|14706|2006-05-31 20:06:55|wasted/su700fan|Re: Creating Drumkit internal/sample|
On May 25, 2006, at 7:57 AM, rukula_04 wrote:

> Hi fellows,
>
> at first I´d like to say sorry for my following question, doesn´t
> meant to be boring. But I was studying for days (and a couple of
> nights) the net, differnet forums, were googling, tried to find and
> understand the manual - I´m new to the machine, so please be kind:
> 1. I use different internal drumkits on differnet tracks, f.e. track 1
> BD Kit, 2 and 3 SD Kit and so on. Can I save my Kit-compilation and
> use it for other songs? How is it done, step-by-step would be kind!
> 2. Did I understand correctly: I upload samples at commonsamples, a
> bunch of drumsounds f.e. and can save them as my drumkit? This means
> each track owns a instrument, f.e. track 1 Bassdrum, track 2 snare and
> so on?
>
> Thx.

Once you have a particular setup you like (with your internal TG 
sounds on various tracks already selected, MIDI In/Out Channels for 
each track selected in the SETUP/MIDI OUT CHANNEL menu, effects 
setups, etc.), you can save your Style, Song, or All file with a name 
that is easy to remember (I use "Default Style" and "Default Song" as 
names to store my settings). Then just load that Default Style up 
each time you start your RS7000. You can do this even easier by 
saving it as an ALL file and naming it AUTOLD_01 or another AUTOLD_## 
if you want it to be one of the 9 autoload options when you start the 
RS7000 up with a SmartMedia card inserted. See page 68 of the manual 
for information on autoload files.

Regarding question 2: if you are storing samples in different patch 
sets on different tracks in the Common Sample bank you will not be 
able to get them all to respond at once if you are trying to play 
them live from an external drum pad/keyboard controller to record 
them into the RS7000's sequencer unless you are in Song mode. In 
Pattern/Style mode, the RS7000 TG only responds to incoming MIDI data 
being played live on the currently selected track. In Song mode the 
RS7000 can respond to note info sent from multiple tracks and MIDI 
channels. See page 185 of the manual under the REC TRACK setting to 
see an explanation of the MULTI simultaneous recording setting in 
Song mode.

If you just have a couple of each type of sample (BD, SD, HH, etc.) 
it might be better to use Kit or Kit+Note sampling and load all your 
samples to one Common Sample bank patch that you select for the 
current track you wish to record to. That way you can play multiple 
samples at the same time on one track with your RS7000 keyboard or an 
external controller keyboard in any mode (Style or Song).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14730|14725|2006-05-31 20:23:25|wasted/su700fan|Re: Please help!! Samples loaded, played but not heared??|
On May 29, 2006, at 3:50 PM, rukula_04 wrote:

> Listen, I know how to build a sample kit, the common way.
> I know how to load samples. Yes, this works!
> My nice drum samples inside the RS. Oh I´m that kind of happy.
> But if I arrange a song, f.e. track 1 with the common sample plays but
> I can not hear anything.
> When I start to record I can hear the klick, but no sound else from
> pushing the keys. I´m going craaazzzyyyy...... aaarg. How strong do I



> have to push the keys to hear any sound. Are these sado-velocity
> pads??? Ohhh....please help me, where´s the fault!!! Thx.

To assign the 2 velocity sensitive pads to specific MIDI Note #'s you 
have to hold down the [TAP] button and the appropriate MIDI Note # 
key on the RS7000 keyboard while pressing the [PAD1] or [PAD2] pad 
you wish to assign that note to.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14731|14727|2006-06-01 01:42:51|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: Samples don´t play|
youn to check where you pitch shift is
and push it forward or back..till you hear the sound
the sample is always on c sharp key....so its there

---------------------------------
Sneak preview the all-new Yahoo.com. It's not radically different. Just radically better. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14732|14727|2006-06-01 09:53:14|wasted/su700fan|Re: [RS7000] Samples don´t play|
On May 31, 2006, at 4:47 PM, dawn balenger-ewers wrote:

>
> youn to check where you pitch shift is
> and push it forward or back..till you hear the sound
> the sample is always on c sharp key....so its there

That's where it's at by default, but you can assign it to any note as 
needed. Start looking for the sample there when playing the RS7000's 
keyboard. Or go into the Sampling menu and use the display to 
determine which note # it got assigned to.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14733|14727|2006-06-01 18:00:25|rukula_04|Re: Samples don´t play|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On May 31, 2006, at 4:47 PM, dawn balenger-ewers wrote:
> >
> > youn to check where you pitch shift is
> > and push it forward or back..till you hear the sound
> > the sample is always on c sharp key....so its there
> 
> That's where it's at by default, but you can assign it to any note 

as 

> needed. Start looking for the sample there when playing the 

RS7000's 

> keyboard. Or go into the Sampling menu and use the display to 
> determine which note # it got assigned to.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

First I want to thank you very much for your replies.
Anyway, it seems I miss one very important point.
I explain step by step:
1. Track 1 LED lights on
2. I choose common sample in the mixer page
3. I press load, load for smart media import or 4 times load for 
scsi import
4. Next I load f.e. to key C2 the BD, C#2 the snare and so on, all 
in one common sample, when I´m finished I exit
5. Now hitting the key for track 1 gives me a bad silence, checking 
the mixer page shows me the common sample is active for track 1

How do I tell the RS on which key my BD have to sound, f.e. track 
1=C2=BD, track 5=C#2=snare, maybe this is the missing point???
| 14734|14727|2006-06-01 18:14:28|su700fan|Re: Samples don´t play|

> First I want to thank you very much for your replies.
> Anyway, it seems I miss one very important point.
> I explain step by step:
> 1. Track 1 LED lights on
> 2. I choose common sample in the mixer page
> 3. I press load, load for smart media import or 4 times load for 
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> scsi import
> 4. Next I load f.e. to key C2 the BD, C#2 the snare and so on, all 
> in one common sample, when I´m finished I exit
> 5. Now hitting the key for track 1 gives me a bad silence, checking 
> the mixer page shows me the common sample is active for track 1
> 
> How do I tell the RS on which key my BD have to sound, f.e. track 
> 1=C2=BD, track 5=C#2=snare, maybe this is the missing point???

Sounds to me at this point that you need to hit the "Keyboard" button 
to turn the RS7000's 2-octave keyboard into a mini-keyboard instead of 
selecting tracks and sections with the Track button being active. 
After the RS7000 is in Keyboard mode you can play notes with the 
RS7000's mini keyboard, using the OCT DOWN & OCT UP buttons to go 
up/down 5 octaves to find the samples you're looking for.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14735|14727|2006-06-02 13:31:37|rukula_04|Re: Samples don´t play|
I say thank you for the music... big big thanks!!!
Yes, I still have found what I´m lookin´ for!
To start with key E2 gave me the result with the first sample on 
keyboard from the first key.
Wonderful hint with the keyboard and the octaves, the solution was 
so close, but I was always searching in the wrong direction...
So, I have to load up samples and get results with my music!

I´m on the way to the charts, see ya!

THANK YOU!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
>
> > First I want to thank you very much for your replies.
> > Anyway, it seems I miss one very important point.
> > I explain step by step:
> > 1. Track 1 LED lights on
> > 2. I choose common sample in the mixer page
> > 3. I press load, load for smart media import or 4 times load for 
> > scsi import
> > 4. Next I load f.e. to key C2 the BD, C#2 the snare and so on, 
all 
> > in one common sample, when I´m finished I exit
> > 5. Now hitting the key for track 1 gives me a bad silence, 
checking 
> > the mixer page shows me the common sample is active for track 1
> > 
> > How do I tell the RS on which key my BD have to sound, f.e. 
track 
> > 1=C2=BD, track 5=C#2=snare, maybe this is the missing point???
> 
> Sounds to me at this point that you need to hit the "Keyboard" 
button 
> to turn the RS7000's 2-octave keyboard into a mini-keyboard 
instead of 
> selecting tracks and sections with the Track button being active. 
> After the RS7000 is in Keyboard mode you can play notes with the 
> RS7000's mini keyboard, using the OCT DOWN & OCT UP buttons to go 
> up/down 5 octaves to find the samples you're looking for.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 14736|14736|2006-06-03 00:18:26|Royalston|RS7000 for Sale in Australia|
Hi
Im selling an RS7000 that i don't use.
Its on ebay, so bid if you want one....it's in perfect condition with 
the box and manuals. 4mb card included.
Ive got the 64mb Ram upgrade too.

If you want it - for $900 AUD I'll end the auction.

Thanks
Royalston
| 14737|14737|2006-06-03 15:34:12|rukula_04|Cubase and RS (problem?)|
Hello,

after I worked it out with your great help to play my imported 
samples a problem occured with Cubase and RS:
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Step 1. I recorded midi-datafile in cubase with my SR16. I took the 
mid-file and want to play the sample I imported in rs, f.e. a 
bassdrum. But the sound is not the bassdrum, it´s something like a 
fump-fump... I checked the key-setting in the rs and cubase I have 
set the bassdrum to e2 - be sure I can hear a sound in the rs and 
this comes from the sample - I checked sample edit and the sound of 
audition is the clear sound of the sample.

Step 2. I recorded a midi track in Cubase using the rs in keyboard 
mode. E2 is the key of track 1 and the sound which I have recorded 
in cubase is the sample sound. After recording I play it in cubase 
and the sound is the clear sample - no fump-fump!

Step 3. I play both sounds, the earlier midi-file (step1) and the 
recorded one - Í truly can´t understand. The earlier midi-file goes 
fump-fump (horrible) and the recorded one is the clear sample-sound! 
What the heck is going on? I thought a midi file is a neutral file 
for all the sound-gear?

I hope you can understand my story a little bit - if not don´t 
bother to ask! :-)
If you got the hint please let me know!

Thx fellows...
| 14738|14737|2006-06-03 17:38:10|rukula_04|Re: Cubase and RS (problem?)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:

>
> Hello,
> 
> after I worked it out with your great help to play my imported 
> samples a problem occured with Cubase and RS:
> 
> Step 1. I recorded midi-datafile in cubase with my SR16. I took 

the 

> mid-file and want to play the sample I imported in rs, f.e. a 
> bassdrum. But the sound is not the bassdrum, it´s something like a 
> fump-fump... I checked the key-setting in the rs and cubase I have 
> set the bassdrum to e2 - be sure I can hear a sound in the rs and 
> this comes from the sample - I checked sample edit and the sound 

of 

> audition is the clear sound of the sample.
> 
> Step 2. I recorded a midi track in Cubase using the rs in keyboard 
> mode. E2 is the key of track 1 and the sound which I have recorded 
> in cubase is the sample sound. After recording I play it in cubase 
> and the sound is the clear sample - no fump-fump!
> 
> Step 3. I play both sounds, the earlier midi-file (step1) and the 
> recorded one - Í truly can´t understand. The earlier midi-file 

goes 

> fump-fump (horrible) and the recorded one is the clear sample-

sound! 

> What the heck is going on? I thought a midi file is a neutral file 
> for all the sound-gear?
> 
> I hope you can understand my story a little bit - if not don´t 
> bother to ask! :-)
> If you got the hint please let me know!
> 
> Thx fellows...
>

Hey,

I found the solution.
I had to open the key-editor for the track which is making a 
horrible sound. After it I could see a lot of little - I name them 
stripes. These stripes are having a lenth of 0.0.0.2 whatever - 
seconds maybe. Mark them all in a row and change the length to 1. 
That´s it, sounds pretty nice with the sample!

Bye...have a nice weekend!
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| 14739|14736|2006-06-04 12:05:28|Pete RepeatRX|Re: RS7000 for Sale in Australia|
sorry to say this mate, but only last week i saw one go off for $610 AUD.. now to me, thats a depressing price.. considering the fact that the units themselves retaled for
over 3900 on release... i was lucky to get one at 2600 about 2 years ago, but in no way in teh world did i consider that these units would depreciate in value so much... 

I persoanlly blame software for HW's demise, in addition, I also blame the "music by numbers" generic releases of musical scores and albums for the mass market

Everyone is gettin in on the act, and with the advent of loop based software, like fruityloops, orion and ableton, coupled with the blatant piracy issues plaguing the
internet and the broadband boom, then people like you and me who invest good money in these units lose out more than anyone. 

Its funny, i called yamaha for a replaement front cover face for my RS7k, and theyre charging about $90 for it... when u consider that these units are going for about 600
bux, i may as well jsut get a whole new SH unit... 

Its a joke, and it pisses me off to no end.. 

Royalston <royalston@swiftdsl.com.au> wrote:
Hi
Im selling an RS7000 that i don't use.
Its on ebay, so bid if you want one....it's in perfect condition with 
the box and manuals. 4mb card included.
Ive got the 64mb Ram upgrade too.

If you want it - for $900 AUD I'll end the auction.

Thanks
Royalston
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14740|14740|2006-06-04 23:37:35|soniclabsaudio|an200 and dx200|
If i already have the rs7000 is it worth buying either of these or 
does the rs have a similiar soundset?
| 14741|14741|2006-06-05 16:07:18|Dave Jumpers|RS7000 for Sale (w/Midi Controller is you use BuyNow)|
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=7420760794

I have two, and only need one.
Do you want the other one?

I include Doepfer Pocket Fader controller if you use BUY NOW.

Thanks!
-Dave-
www.davejumpers.com
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| 14742|14740|2006-06-05 21:22:17|Aaron Chase|Re: an200 and dx200|
soniclabsaudio <soniclabsaudio@yahoo.com> wrote: If i already have the rs7000 is it worth buying either of these or 
does the rs have a similiar soundset?

From what I know about being a previous AN/DX200 owner, what you basicly either get is a physical FM groovesynth with filters, or a physical analogue groovesynth
that is similar to a virtual analogue keyboard module. They would make excellent tone machines to add on for extra sounds. Without a doubt, you'd have a ton of FM
synth sounds from all the DX7 sounds you can download from the internet. Yes, the RS7000 can re-sample these to your liking. I just picked up my RS7000, so far, I've
found alot of potential within it's AWM2 generator, but if I ever did get bored, I'd be looking for a DX200/AN200 for sure. 

Aaron Chase
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| 14743|14740|2006-06-06 10:24:01|soniclabsaudio|Re: an200 and dx200|
If you could only get 1 of them which would you get. I have drums
comming out my ass i own a mpc as well so im really looking for some
deep bass and synth sounds for hiphop?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Aaron Chase 
wrote:

>
>
>
> soniclabsaudio wrote: If i already have

the rs7000 is it worth buying either of these or

> does the rs have a similiar soundset?
>
> From what I know about being a previous AN/DX200 owner, what you

basicly either get is a physical FM groovesynth with filters, or a
physical analogue groovesynth that is similar to a virtual analogue
keyboard module. They would make excellent tone machines to add on
for extra sounds. Without a doubt, you'd have a ton of FM synth
sounds from all the DX7 sounds you can download from the internet.
Yes, the RS7000 can re-sample these to your liking. I just picked up
my RS7000, so far, I've found alot of potential within it's AWM2
generator, but if I ever did get bored, I'd be looking for a
DX200/AN200 for sure.
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>
> Aaron Chase

| 14744|14740|2006-06-06 18:28:30|Aaron Chase|Re: an200 and dx200|
soniclabsaudio <soniclabsaudio@yahoo.com> wrote:
If you could only get 1 of them which would you get. I have drums 
comming out my ass i own a mpc as well so im really looking for some 
deep bass and synth sounds for hiphop?

Again, this is really going to depend what kind of "sound" you wish to add. Digital or Analogue. Analogue sounds are what you'll get from the AN200. The tradeoff, is
you'll only be able to use 5 notes of polyphony. But bass sounds will be a plenty, and you can get some really booming tones. (Keep in mind, it's a digital emulation of
analogue, not real)

The DX200 would be more digital and cold like, but with a little programming knowledge of FM, you should be able to coax some nice bass sounds out of it. And even if
you can't figure out how to make up your own FM sounds, you could just download them off the internet. (Anything from the DX7 keyboard on up in the DX
keyboard/rackmount line). The good news is, you'll have 16 notes of polyphony. If you think you'd need more polyphony, and more exotic digital textured sounds, that's the
one to go for. But if you didn't need a whole lot of notes, but plenty of bass, perhaps the AN200 is what you want....

Aaron Chase
| 14745|14704|2006-06-06 21:38:17|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
Its not hard to figure out I'd think, I thought there were only like 
six screws or so, not 150. Pulls right off if I remember corectly, 
nothing fancy.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Pete RepeatRX wrote:
>
> thanks for the reply, but yes, it is the actual technical service 
manual i need.. actually i just need the one page which shows me how 
to replace the friggin top cover... and the bastard at the supply 
store (for Yam) wont be nice and photocopy it for me (oh but he WILL 
sell it to me.. )
> ANother funny thing is down here, i do quite afew Demos and 
seminars for Yamaha equipment.. youd think theyd be nice enough to 
tell me how to get this friggin shel off.. 
> 
> I think ill just order the new top cover and see where the 
screwholes are on that and work it out in reverse from here.. 
> 
> thanks again
> 
> su700fan@... wrote:
> -------------- Original message ----------------------
> From: "Pete Repeat" 
> > anyone know where i can get one from ?? As in for free?? I found 
a 
> > printer who does all the yamaha stuff, but theyre trying to 
charge $35 
> > for it, but all i want to know is how the hell do i take the top 
cover 
> > off without killing it?? 
> > 
> > theres like 150 screws in here... :(
> > 
> > cheers
> > Pete
> 
> Do you mean the actual service technician manual? I didn't even 
know they were available for the public to have access to. If it is 
an Adobe Acrobat Reader PDF file, just print out the few pages you 
need on a local printer connected to your computer or some other 
place like Kinko's. If it is the regular RS7000 user's manual (350 
pages), that is available from the Yamaha Manual website as a PDF 
file. If you have the service technicial manual, any chance of 
sharing it with the group?
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/search.php?div=emi
> is the link to Yamaha Japan's PDF manuals for their electronic 
musical instruments.
>

| 14746|14679|2006-06-06 21:58:05|zamisers7k|Re: Mute and solo|
Yep, no system messages for mutes either, aint that a bitch? Emailed 
Yam support about it a few weeks ago, they didn't seem to know either 
for mutes. Theres got to be one, but its apearently undocumented, 
and or stricktly internal programing to the RS7000. Tricks like 
turning the velocity down or using a dead instrament, will probably 
work, but nowhere near as cool if it could send and receive the mutes 
via sysex. I've been attempting to build songs useing sections 
better lately, probably like we are supposed to do, and removeing the 
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phrase instead of muteing so no notes at all get converted over, the 
channel is empty when there is nothing playing and no extra notes 
getting played or anything else. I do wonder if I could just turn the 
velocity down instead though, but dang it I bet It'll want to be 
turned back up again when section switches or something, something to 
try. I love muteing stuff in and out though istead, way more variety 
in punching stuff in and out rather then haveing a limited set of 10 
or 20 or so similar sections to chain.

What a piece of crap the RS7000 is ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> well, i feel a little stupid now.
> 
> yes, the buttons don't transmit midi which sucks. but you could 

use one

> track as a blank (no sound assigned to it or the volume down) and 

map the

> keyboard to Live - you would essentially be using the "mute" 

buttons but

> with the keyboard option pressed.
> 
> 
> 
> On 4/29/06, courtney baynes wrote:
> >
> > I may be wrong ,but i don't think it's possible.
> >
> > Marco Tangelder wrote: I know how to setup live to
> > do this, but IMHO the RS isn't able to send a midi signal from 

the mute

> > buttons?
> >
> >
> > I don't see the midi out led blink either...
> >
> > If you can tell me how to, I'd be very gratefull!
> >
> > M
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> > Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 19:08
> > Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
> >
> >
> > hmmm, i thought my friend had my rs and live set up to do this. 

i thought

> > you click on the midi button in live next to the key button and 

you can

> > assign whatever controllers to various parameters in live.
> >
> > i'm at work now, i'll check into it more later....
> >
> > B
> >
> > On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > >
> > > ???????
> > >
> > > How do you do this?? I Use Live too, but it does not respond to 

the mute
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> > > buttons??
> > >
> > > M
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > > Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com namens Brooks Mosher
> > > Verzonden: vr 28-4-2006 14:43
> > > Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Mute and solo
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > i'm not sure about the solo commands cause *i* never use them. 

i have

> > no
> > > need for them. i am above having to use them. okay, anyways, 

the mute

> > > buttons send out to Ableton Live so i would assume that they can
> > transmit
> > > to
> > > external gear....
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > On 4/28/06, Marco Tangelder wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi,
> > > >
> > > > Does anybody know if it's possible to send the mute and solo 

commands

> > > form
> > > > the RS to external gear?
> > > >
> > > > I know they affect the internal sequencer only, but maybe 

there is

> > some
> > > > sysex?
> > > >
> > > > Marco
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > > Yamaha rs7000<
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w

> > >
> > > Electronic
> > > > payment<
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> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ

> > >
> > > Electronic
> > > > test equipment<
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+paymen
t&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesi
zer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw

> > >
> > > Guitar
> > > > synthesizer<
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A

> > >
> > > Voice
> > > > synthesizer<
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Ele
ctronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&
s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ

> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > - Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"

> > >
> > > > on the web.
> > > >
> > > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > > >
> > > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! 

Terms of

> > > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
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> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000 <
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w

> > >
> > > Electronic payment <
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ

> > >
> > > Electronic test equipment <
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+paymen
t&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesi
zer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw

> > >
> > >
> > > Guitar synthesizer <
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A

> > >
> > > Voice synthesizer <
> > >
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Ele
ctronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&
s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ

> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > * Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "

> > > on the web.
> > >
> > >
> > > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 

of

> > Service
> > > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > SPONSORED LINKS
> > > Yamaha rs7000<
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>

> > Electronic
> > > payment<
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> > Electronic
> > > test equipment<
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+paymen
t&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesi
zer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> > Guitar
> > > synthesizer<
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> > Voice
> > > synthesizer<
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Ele
ctronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&
s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ

> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > >
> > > - Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"

> > > on the web.
> > >
> > > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com<
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> > >
> > > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 

of

> > > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------
> > >
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> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000 <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w>

> > Electronic payment <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ>

> > Electronic test equipment <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+paymen
t&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesi
zer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw>

> >
> > Guitar synthesizer <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A>

> > Voice synthesizer <
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Ele
ctronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&
s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>

> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> >
> > * Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000> "

> > on the web.
> >
> > * To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>
> >
> > * Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms 

of Service
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> > <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/> .
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000 Electronic payment Electronic test 

equipment

> > Guitar synthesizer Voice synthesizer
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> >
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service.

> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messengerï¿½s low PC-to-

Phone call

> > rates.
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> >
> >
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> > SPONSORED LINKS
> > Yamaha rs7000<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Yamaha+rs7000&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Electro
nic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&s=12
1&.sig=sq-xu5QuqIFJTJmRkGKy9w> Electronic

> > payment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+payment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=LBLxi604E5UDcZZSnsx6TQ> Electronic

> > test equipment<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Electronic+test+equipment&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+paymen
t&w3=Electronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesi
zer&c=5&s=121&.sig=cgid2tA0C0446oKsXCaHtw> Guitar

> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Guitar+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=El
ectronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5
&s=121&.sig=ZhC9ZTeL0bPVQch7ZF0T6A> Voice

> > synthesizer<http://groups.yahoo.com/gads?

t=ms&k=Voice+synthesizer&w1=Yamaha+rs7000&w2=Electronic+payment&w3=Ele
ctronic+test+equipment&w4=Guitar+synthesizer&w5=Voice+synthesizer&c=5&
s=121&.sig=84QZy9m7bDv1AeLyMW9rgQ>

> > ------------------------------
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> >
> >
> > - Visit your group "RS7000 

<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000>"

> > on the web.
> >
> > - To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com?subject=Unsubscribe>

> >
> > - Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of
> > Service <http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>.
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14747|14700|2006-06-06 22:21:19|zamisers7k|Re: Is the rs7000 a full fledged sampler?|
No it is not a full fledged sampler but it will do what your asking, 
its a 75% fledged one. What it won't do is layer multiple samples over 
a single note or assign a range of notes to a single sample and pitch 
range, and then another sample to a range of keys and pitch on the same 
instrament it won't do. However it can make one sample pitch across 
the whole range on single instrament, or assign a seperate sample to 
each key. You can do some processing, make 3 or 4 keys with same 
sample copied to it so difrent samples but the same, then process some 
pitch into them, just a trick if so needed. Now there is a Pitch+Kit 
mode, which I've not figured out yet, seems the same as Pitch, but its 
got to do something difrent I'm not sure and haven't toyed around with 
enough yet, maybe someone else can inligten us on that?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "soniclabsaudio" 
wrote:

>
> Meaning can i load a instrument patch of a guitar and play it across 
> all the keys? I have a mpc 1000 already and am looking into adding a 
> second sampler 1 with better effects and a tone gen built in and this 
> looks perfect.If anyone uses this combo already let me know what you 
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> think.
>

| 14748|14700|2006-06-06 22:28:18|zamisers7k|Re: Is the rs7000 a full fledged sampler?|
Ooops, didn't see wasted answered your first question already, been a 
while since I've been on this forum. Sound is awesome to me, I love 
it, but dry at times like he says already, needs tweaking on a lot of 
sounds to pull the best out of it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On May 24, 2006, at 6:37 PM, jason rodgers wrote:
> 
> > Im also buying this for the tone gen how do you rate the built 
in 
> > sounds on this?
> 
> Depends on what you what it for. It's based on Yamaha's AWM2 
sample- 
> based synthesis model. The drum sounds and some of the other 
sounds 
> are fairly decent and good. Other sounds are just so-so (the 
natural 
> sounding instruments like guitar & brass). They are all dry by 
> default, and not loaded full of effects like Roland or other 
gear's 
> sound sets might be. Once you work with them a little they are 
> usually more than satisfactory.
> 
> The RS7000 is not a VA (Virtual Analog) type of synth (or FM 
> synthesis, or other kinds of synthesis for that matter). It is 
> strictly a TG synth. If you're looking to build sounds from 
scratch, 
> it probably won't be of much use for you.
> 
> Other users on this group can give you varied/better opinions of 
the 
> RS7000's built in TG sounds.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 14749|14710|2006-06-07 00:15:19|zamisers7k|Re: my studio pics|
Accidently posted my studio in your area I think, if mods see they can 
delete, thought it was the studio area.

Awesome studio's in all the pics so far!

Zam
| 14750|14710|2006-06-07 11:31:10|dawn balenger-ewers|Re: my studio pics|
thanks...i just added all my old synths back in there now
my nord lead2, sequential circuits six-tracc board, yamaha sy35, yamaha dx7, crumar performer and an ensoniq eps.

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: Accidently posted my studio in your area I think, if mods see they can 
delete, thought it was the studio area.

Awesome studio's in all the pics so far!

Zam

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14751|14704|2006-06-07 11:32:12|Pete RepeatRX|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
i wish it was that easy.. 
actually its about 30 odd screws, i was just exhagerating, but still, its not coming off.. 

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
Its not hard to figure out I'd think, I thought there were only like 
six screws or so, not 150. Pulls right off if I remember corectly, 
nothing fancy.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Pete RepeatRX wrote:
>
> thanks for the reply, but yes, it is the actual technical service 
manual i need.. actually i just need the one page which shows me how 
to replace the friggin top cover... and the bastard at the supply 
store (for Yam) wont be nice and photocopy it for me (oh but he WILL 
sell it to me.. )
> ANother funny thing is down here, i do quite afew Demos and 
seminars for Yamaha equipment.. youd think theyd be nice enough to 
tell me how to get this friggin shel off.. 
> 
> I think ill just order the new top cover and see where the 
screwholes are on that and work it out in reverse from here.. 
> 
> thanks again
> 
> su700fan@... wrote:
> -------------- Original message ----------------------
> From: "Pete Repeat" 
> > anyone know where i can get one from ?? As in for free?? I found 
a 
> > printer who does all the yamaha stuff, but theyre trying to 
charge $35 
> > for it, but all i want to know is how the hell do i take the top 
cover 
> > off without killing it?? 
> > 
> > theres like 150 screws in here... :(
> > 
> > cheers
> > Pete
> 
> Do you mean the actual service technician manual? I didn't even 
know they were available for the public to have access to. If it is 
an Adobe Acrobat Reader PDF file, just print out the few pages you 
need on a local printer connected to your computer or some other 
place like Kinko's. If it is the regular RS7000 user's manual (350 
pages), that is available from the Yamaha Manual website as a PDF 
file. If you have the service technicial manual, any chance of 
sharing it with the group?
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/search.php?div=emi
> is the link to Yamaha Japan's PDF manuals for their electronic 
musical instruments.
>

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14752|14710|2006-06-07 14:49:40|soniclabsaudio|Re: my studio pics|
Whats the blue module next to the rs on the desk ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dawn balenger-ewers 
wrote:

>
> thanks...i just added all my old synths back in there now
> my nord lead2, sequential circuits six-tracc board, yamaha sy35, 

yamaha dx7, crumar performer and an ensoniq eps.

> 
> zamisers7k wrote: 

Accidently posted my studio in your area I think, if mods see they 
can 

> delete, thought it was the studio area.
> 
> Awesome studio's in all the pics so far!
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> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14753|14710|2006-06-08 06:37:48|brian|Re: my studio pics|
I love the studio pics! You guys do keep it clean... Unlike me...
I've taken the liberty to upload some of my own, and let me take this
opportunity me to introduce myself:
My name is Brian, I'm from Holland, I've been making music for almost 10
years now. I bought my RS7000 about a month ago, simply because I wanted to
get rid of my laptop for live performances. Haven't played live with it yet,
but after a month I've become quite confident with the machine. I signed up
here to search the group's database which by has been a great help, there
wasn't a reason to post a question sofar.
If you want to learn more about me or the music I make, you can always visit
my website: HYPERLINK "http://www.sternstudio.com"www.sternstudio.com

Cheers,

Brian.

_____ 

Van: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] Namens
soniclabsaudio
Verzonden: woensdag 7 juni 2006 22:34
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: [RS7000] Re: my studio pics

Whats the blue module next to the rs on the desk ?

--- In HYPERLINK "mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com"RS7000@yahoogroups.-com,
dawn balenger-ewers 
wrote:

>
> thanks...i just added all my old synths back in there now
> my nord lead2, sequential circuits six-tracc board, yamaha sy35, 

yamaha dx7, crumar performer and an ensoniq eps.

> 
> zamisers7k wrote: 

Accidently posted my studio in your area I think, if mods see they 
can 

> delete, thought it was the studio area.
> 
> Awesome studio's in all the pics so far!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ____________-_________-_________-_________-_________-__
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> HYPERLINK "http://mail.yahoo.com"http://mail.-yahoo.com 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

http://mail.yahoo.com/


--
No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.8.3/358 - Release Date: 7-6-2006

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.8.3/358 - Release Date: 7-6-2006

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14754|14704|2006-06-13 09:05:15|Ian Vine|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
Make sure you've taken off the screws on the back panel. 

IanV

Send instant messages to your online friends http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14755|14710|2006-06-13 17:25:37|dawn_sparks_ent|Re: my studio pics|
thats not a module on the desk....that a tascam us-428
its a multiple use controller.....its an external soundcard, i use it
to record to cubase or sonar with...all the controls are right there
instead of using a mouse, you also have inputs and a mixer on it as well
| 14756|14756|2006-06-16 13:49:41|rukula_04|Saving Settings ???|
Hi,

I think best way to get your help is to explain what I´m doin:
1. Turnin on RS7k
2. RS7K loads Autold-file correctly with my drumsamples
3. Now I have to set up Track 1 to 5 with the uploaded common-sample 
(which I have saved before with the All-Option)

Can I save my settings like explained at point 3 to automatically set 
up tracks 1 to 5? How is it done, I don´t think with the autold-file 
(Option All) or a midi file, I tried both but maybe I did something 
wrong.
I think there has to be an easier way because if I want to play live I 
have always to pause on stage and get my set up - I think my audience 
will get bored!

Thank you and I await your answers...

Michael
| 14757|14756|2006-06-17 19:09:32|marek Saulig|Re: Saving Settings ???|
Hello,
I think you may have sent me an email in error.
I just joined the RS7000 group a few days ago because
I'm planning to buy an RS7000 in the near future. 
I unfortunately have no idea what the answer is to
your question. 
Thanks for making me feel like part of the group so
soon though.
I hope you find the person you're looking for.
Marek

--- rukula_04 <re-actio@mk-dlx.de> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I think best way to get your help is to explain what
> I´m doin:
> 1. Turnin on RS7k
> 2. RS7K loads Autold-file correctly with my
> drumsamples
> 3. Now I have to set up Track 1 to 5 with the
> uploaded common-sample 
> (which I have saved before with the All-Option)
> 
> Can I save my settings like explained at point 3 to
> automatically set 
> up tracks 1 to 5? How is it done, I don´t think with
> the autold-file 

http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com/
mailto:re-actio@mk-dlx.de


> (Option All) or a midi file, I tried both but maybe
> I did something 
> wrong.
> I think there has to be an easier way because if I
> want to play live I 
> have always to pause on stage and get my set up - I
> think my audience 
> will get bored!
> 
> Thank you and I await your answers...
> 
> Michael
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14758|14756|2006-06-17 20:35:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: Saving Settings ???|
On Jun 17, 2006, at 8:18 PM, marek Saulig wrote:

> Hello,
> I think you may have sent me an email in error.
> I just joined the RS7000 group a few days ago because
> I'm planning to buy an RS7000 in the near future.
> I unfortunately have no idea what the answer is to
> your question.
> Thanks for making me feel like part of the group so
> soon though.
> I hope you find the person you're looking for.
> Marek

Actually, Marek: I think you may not understand the concept of a 
mailing list/email group. When you subscribe to a list (like this 
rs7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list), you end up receiving messages 
from every post that is sent to the list. Yahoo Groups are mailing 
lists, not bulletin board forums like the one at the www.rs7000.org 
website, where you HAVE to visit the website to read and/or post.

If you only want to read certain messages, you might want to go to 
the group's homepage:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/RS7000

sign in, go to Members, find your name in the list, choose Edit 
Membership, and change the Message Frequency setting so that you 
don't receive every message that is sent to the group. You can 
choose to read the messages at the group's homepage instead of 
getting them in your inbox each time a post is sent to the list. 
That way you can choose how often you want to read posts from the 
list and/or post questions and answers to the list yourself.

Sorry for the confusion. Hope that explains it better to you.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan (List Owner)
| 14759|14756|2006-06-18 20:39:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: Saving Settings ???|
On Jun 16, 2006, at 2:19 PM, rukula_04 wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I think best way to get your help is to explain what I´m doin:
> 1. Turnin on RS7k
> 2. RS7K loads Autold-file correctly with my drumsamples
> 3. Now I have to set up Track 1 to 5 with the uploaded common-sample
> (which I have saved before with the All-Option)
>
> Can I save my settings like explained at point 3 to automatically set
> up tracks 1 to 5? How is it done, I don´t think with the autold-file
> (Option All) or a midi file, I tried both but maybe I did something
> wrong.
> I think there has to be an easier way because if I want to play live I
> have always to pause on stage and get my set up - I think my audience
> will get bored!
>
> Thank you and I await your answers...

http://mail.yahoo.com/
mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
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>
> Michael

Once you've done step 3 one time and then saved the setup as an ALL 
file, it should still have your samples in the common sample banks 
pointing at the correct tracks (assuming you've already assigned the 
appropriate sample-loaded common sample bank Programs to the track 
you want [via the Mixer/Voice Select page]). When that ALL file is 
reloaded (either via an autoload or manually) it should still have 
the sample programs chosen for each track.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14760|14756|2006-06-19 09:05:53|rukula_04|Re: Saving Settings ???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On Jun 16, 2006, at 2:19 PM, rukula_04 wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> >
> > I think best way to get your help is to explain what I´m doin:
> > 1. Turnin on RS7k
> > 2. RS7K loads Autold-file correctly with my drumsamples
> > 3. Now I have to set up Track 1 to 5 with the uploaded common-

sample

> > (which I have saved before with the All-Option)
> >
> > Can I save my settings like explained at point 3 to 

automatically set

> > up tracks 1 to 5? How is it done, I don´t think with the autold-

file

> > (Option All) or a midi file, I tried both but maybe I did 

something

> > wrong.
> > I think there has to be an easier way because if I want to play 

live I

> > have always to pause on stage and get my set up - I think my 

audience

> > will get bored!
> >
> > Thank you and I await your answers...
> >
> > Michael
> 
> Once you've done step 3 one time and then saved the setup as an 

ALL 

> file, it should still have your samples in the common sample 

banks 

> pointing at the correct tracks (assuming you've already assigned 

the 

> appropriate sample-loaded common sample bank Programs to the 

track 

> you want [via the Mixer/Voice Select page]). When that ALL file 

is 

> reloaded (either via an autoload or manually) it should still 
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have 

> the sample programs chosen for each track.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Thx for your reply!
I´m sure I did like you told me before I wrote the post and I tried 
it again after your reply. After loading the All-file the tracks set 
up with GM-sample, which means GeneralMidi I think.
I can find my commonsample in the mixer-page (you don´t mean voice-
edit?) but have to set up each track again because of the GM-bank.
Any hint?
| 14761|14756|2006-06-19 11:35:14|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Saving Settings ???|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "rukula_04" <re-actio@mk-dlx.de>

> Thx for your reply!
> I�m sure I did like you told me before I wrote the post and I tried 
> it again after your reply. After loading the All-file the tracks set 
> up with GM-sample, which means GeneralMidi I think.
> I can find my commonsample in the mixer-page (you don�t mean voice-
> edit?) but have to set up each track again because of the GM-bank.
> Any hint?

They should not be setup with GM-sample (never even seen that before). If you go to the Mixer/Voice Select Page (hit the Mixer button once), you should see an MSB and
LSB set of numbers that can be changed with the F1/F2 knobs. See pages 93-94 of the manual. For the Common Sample bank, MSB should be 064 & LSB should be 001.
Then you need to choose the appropriate Program # (001-128) that has the samples loaded onto it for that track. You might need to record a short phrase to get it to stick
as being selected for that track (where you can choose *** *** Phrase in the MSB LSB settings).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14762|14756|2006-06-19 21:37:11|rukula_04|Re: Saving Settings ???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@... wrote:

>
> -------------- Original message ----------------------
> From: "rukula_04" 
> > Thx for your reply!
> > I´m sure I did like you told me before I wrote the post and I 

tried 

> > it again after your reply. After loading the All-file the tracks 

set 

> > up with GM-sample, which means GeneralMidi I think.
> > I can find my commonsample in the mixer-page (you don´t mean 

voice-

> > edit?) but have to set up each track again because of the GM-

bank.

> > Any hint?
> 
> They should not be setup with GM-sample (never even seen that 

before). If you go to the Mixer/Voice Select Page (hit the Mixer 
button once), you should see an MSB and LSB set of numbers that can 
be changed with the F1/F2 knobs. See pages 93-94 of the manual. 
For the Common Sample bank, MSB should be 064 & LSB should be 001. 
Then you need to choose the appropriate Program # (001-128) that has 
the samples loaded onto it for that track. You might need to record 
a short phrase to get it to stick as being selected for that track 
(where you can choose *** *** Phrase in the MSB LSB settings).

> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

I tried it a lot of times. Tried with autold and manual load. It 
does not work. It´s drivin´ me crazy.
If I tell this machine track 1 has to be the voice MSB61 LSB001 
Program 001 my common sample and I record some beats, save it as all-
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file - why don´t it give me my settings via autold after I turned 
off and then on? That´s can´t be - that´s unserious...the idea of 
the autold is to keep a project after turning off to get later on!
Hmmmppphhh...there must be a little little devil...
Let´s find it...
| 14763|14756|2006-06-20 09:22:02|wasted/su700fan|Re: Saving Settings ???|
On Jun 19, 2006, at 5:58 PM, rukula_04 wrote:

> I tried it a lot of times. Tried with autold and manual load. It
> does not work. It´s drivin´ me crazy.
> If I tell this machine track 1 has to be the voice MSB61 LSB001
> Program 001 my common sample and I record some beats, save it as all-
> file - why don´t it give me my settings via autold after I turned
> off and then on? That´s can´t be - that´s unserious...the idea of
> the autold is to keep a project after turning off to get later on!
> Hmmmppphhh...there must be a little little devil...
> Let´s find it...

At this point all I can suggest is trying a factory reset to set your 
RS7000's settings back to their defaults. Then retrying the save/ 
load procedure. I assume when you typed MSB61 up there you meant 
MSB064, which is where the sample banks are located. MSB061 does not 
point to any sound location (TG or sample based).

To do a factory reset, hold down [OCT DOWN] [OCT UP] & [STORE] while 
turning the RS7000 on (see page 25 of the manual).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14764|14756|2006-06-20 19:55:53|rukula_04|Re: Saving Settings ???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On Jun 19, 2006, at 5:58 PM, rukula_04 wrote:
> 
> > I tried it a lot of times. Tried with autold and manual load. It
> > does not work. It´s drivin´ me crazy.
> > If I tell this machine track 1 has to be the voice MSB61 LSB001
> > Program 001 my common sample and I record some beats, save it as 

all-

> > file - why don´t it give me my settings via autold after I turned
> > off and then on? That´s can´t be - that´s unserious...the idea of
> > the autold is to keep a project after turning off to get later 

on!

> > Hmmmppphhh...there must be a little little devil...
> > Let´s find it...
> 
> At this point all I can suggest is trying a factory reset to set 

your 

> RS7000's settings back to their defaults. Then retrying the save/ 
> load procedure. I assume when you typed MSB61 up there you meant 
> MSB064, which is where the sample banks are located. MSB061 does 

not 

> point to any sound location (TG or sample based).
> 
> To do a factory reset, hold down [OCT DOWN] [OCT UP] & [STORE] 

while 

> turning the RS7000 on (see page 25 of the manual).
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

Excuse me you´re right - MSB064 for sure - I think I was confused!
I did the factory reset, set up a new sample 1 with a bunch of 
drumsounds and a second only with snare-sounds - and it worked. 
Autold-file set up like I saved my settings.
Thx for your help!
| 14765|14756|2006-06-20 20:43:08|marek Saulig|sorry|
Whoops, sorry. I didn't realize that was how it
worked.
Thanks for letting me know, su700fan.
Rukula_04, again, good luck.
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--- wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

> On Jun 17, 2006, at 8:18 PM, marek Saulig wrote:
> 
> > Hello,
> > I think you may have sent me an email in error.
> > I just joined the RS7000 group a few days ago
> because
> > I'm planning to buy an RS7000 in the near future.
> > I unfortunately have no idea what the answer is to
> > your question.
> > Thanks for making me feel like part of the group
> so
> > soon though.
> > I hope you find the person you're looking for.
> > Marek
> 
> Actually, Marek: I think you may not understand the
> concept of a 
> mailing list/email group. When you subscribe to a
> list (like this 
> rs7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list), you end up
> receiving messages 
> from every post that is sent to the list. Yahoo
> Groups are mailing 
> lists, not bulletin board forums like the one at the
> www.rs7000.org 
> website, where you HAVE to visit the website to read
> and/or post.
> 
> If you only want to read certain messages, you might
> want to go to 
> the group's homepage:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/RS7000
> 
> sign in, go to Members, find your name in the list,
> choose Edit 
> Membership, and change the Message Frequency setting
> so that you 
> don't receive every message that is sent to the
> group. You can 
> choose to read the messages at the group's homepage
> instead of 
> getting them in your inbox each time a post is sent
> to the list. 
> That way you can choose how often you want to read
> posts from the 
> list and/or post questions and answers to the list
> yourself.
> 
> Sorry for the confusion. Hope that explains it
> better to you.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan (List Owner)
> 
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14766|14756|2006-06-21 08:12:17|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: sorry|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: marek Saulig <ontempojack@yahoo.com>

> Whoops, sorry. I didn't realize that was how it
> worked.
> Thanks for letting me know, su700fan.
> Rukula_04, again, good luck.

No problem. Don't worry about it. Some people mostly use Bulletin Boards/Forums and aren't used to old-fashioned mailing lists. Rukula finally got his problem fixed
after a Factory Reset procedure, so everything is cool.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14767|14756|2006-06-21 17:16:18|marek Saulig|Re: sorry|
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Good to hear.
I'm saving up for a second hand RS7000 that I saw in a local guitar shop.
I cannot wait. I've heard some good things about them. I've also heard they take time to really understand what they're fully capable of.
If anyone out there uses theirs for making hip hop, do you have any tips or opinions you would like to share about using them. Or anyone for that matter.
Marek 

su700fan@comcast.net wrote:
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: marek Saulig <ontempojack@yahoo.com>

> Whoops, sorry. I didn't realize that was how it
> worked.
> Thanks for letting me know, su700fan.
> Rukula_04, again, good luck.

No problem. Don't worry about it. Some people mostly use Bulletin Boards/Forums and aren't used to old-fashioned mailing lists. Rukula finally got his problem fixed
after a Factory Reset procedure, so everything is cool.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail Beta.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14768|14768|2006-06-22 08:23:41|kiro77de|Smartmedia Card Malfunction|
Need help!
From one day to another I hove no longer access to the included 8MB Card.
When I try to format, it says "Write Protected" But no sticker is on.

Tried some other cards, but nothing works.

When I put the Yamaha Card into my new usb-reader, all files are there
but not so in the RS!

The day before I tried to use an old mp3-player with Smartmedia-Slot
as an external reader/writer, with no success.
Could the player have damaged the cards?

Thank you!
| 14769|14768|2006-06-22 09:54:27|rukula_04|Re: Smartmedia Card Malfunction|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kiro77de" wrote:

>
> Need help!
> From one day to another I hove no longer access to the included 

8MB Card.

> When I try to format, it says "Write Protected" But no sticker is 

on.

> 
> Tried some other cards, but nothing works.
> 
> When I put the Yamaha Card into my new usb-reader, all files are 

there

> but not so in the RS!
> 
> The day before I tried to use an old mp3-player with Smartmedia-

Slot

> as an external reader/writer, with no success.
> Could the player have damaged the cards?
> 
> Thank you!
>

Excuse me, but did you put the card correctly in the rs-slot? Check 
this first. 
I don´t think the card is damaged because you can work with it in 
the reader. First I thought your mp3 could have made the mistake 
with your card but you can work with it if you put it in your reader.
So it´s worth a try. Save the hole files on your pc by copying them.
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Format the card with your reader, best would be you get a FAT-
format. This is the one RS can read/write. Put it in your RS and try 
to format it again. You could also try to make a RS-Reset by turning 
RS off and turning on again pressing octup-octdown and store.
| 14770|14768|2006-06-22 17:19:22|kiro77de|Re: Smartmedia Card Malfunction|
Thanks I solved it!
Got a new fresh Card from dealer and now it works.
seems that this noname mp3 has damaged the cards as I used it to
transfer patterns when I hadn´t the USB-reader yet.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kiro77de" wrote:
> >
> > Need help!
> > From one day to another I hove no longer access to the included 
> 8MB Card.
> > When I try to format, it says "Write Protected" But no sticker is 
> on.
> > 
> > Tried some other cards, but nothing works.
> > 
> > When I put the Yamaha Card into my new usb-reader, all files are 
> there
> > but not so in the RS!
> > 
> > The day before I tried to use an old mp3-player with Smartmedia-
> Slot
> > as an external reader/writer, with no success.
> > Could the player have damaged the cards?
> > 
> > Thank you!
> >
> Excuse me, but did you put the card correctly in the rs-slot? Check 
> this first. 
> I don´t think the card is damaged because you can work with it in 
> the reader. First I thought your mp3 could have made the mistake 
> with your card but you can work with it if you put it in your reader.
> So it´s worth a try. Save the hole files on your pc by copying them.
> Format the card with your reader, best would be you get a FAT-
> format. This is the one RS can read/write. Put it in your RS and try 
> to format it again. You could also try to make a RS-Reset by turning 
> RS off and turning on again pressing octup-octdown and store.
>

| 14771|14771|2006-06-22 17:19:31|kiro77de|--Just to say Hello --|
Hi!
I´m new here.
Got RS for one week now,
and trying...
My othe equipment RM1x , A 5000, AN200 and Waldorf Micro Q.
Tried to simulated a RS withe the Rm1x and A5K, but I think its better
to have all in one Box. Do you agree???

Selling the AN200 and Micro Q now, if anyone is interessted (paypal
possible).
Yours,
kiro
| 14772|14768|2006-06-22 17:19:49|kiro77de|Re: Smartmedia Card Malfunction|
By the way....
any idea how to re-animated the "damged" cards ?

I put 2 64MB and the original 8MB of Yamah in this damn mp3 because I
had no USB reader that day, to place pattern on it.:-(((

Mow I have a new one 128MB and everything is fine.
Trying tomorrow if the cards mentioned, now still work in this mp3-player.

Note: the "old" cards are not possible to format in the USB-reader
from now on. MYSTERIOUS !!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kiro77de" wrote:
> >
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> > Need help!
> > From one day to another I hove no longer access to the included 
> 8MB Card.
> > When I try to format, it says "Write Protected" But no sticker is 
> on.
> > 
> > Tried some other cards, but nothing works.
> > 
> > When I put the Yamaha Card into my new usb-reader, all files are 
> there
> > but not so in the RS!
> > 
> > The day before I tried to use an old mp3-player with Smartmedia-
> Slot
> > as an external reader/writer, with no success.
> > Could the player have damaged the cards?
> > 
> > Thank you!
> >
> Excuse me, but did you put the card correctly in the rs-slot? Check 
> this first. 
> I don´t think the card is damaged because you can work with it in 
> the reader. First I thought your mp3 could have made the mistake 
> with your card but you can work with it if you put it in your reader.
> So it´s worth a try. Save the hole files on your pc by copying them.
> Format the card with your reader, best would be you get a FAT-
> format. This is the one RS can read/write. Put it in your RS and try 
> to format it again. You could also try to make a RS-Reset by turning 
> RS off and turning on again pressing octup-octdown and store.
>

| 14773|14773|2006-06-22 17:20:00|kiro77de|RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
I heard that somebody installed an internal HD in it, and found the
connectors for eypansion boards on the mainboard, where Yamah planed
to integrate this like in the Motif.

Anyone knows a bit more?
Thank you
| 14774|14771|2006-06-22 18:42:30|wasted/su700fan|Re: --Just to say Hello --|
On Jun 22, 2006, at 6:43 PM, kiro77de wrote:

> Hi!
> I´m new here.
> Got RS for one week now,
> and trying...
> My othe equipment RM1x , A 5000, AN200 and Waldorf Micro Q.
> Tried to simulated a RS withe the Rm1x and A5K, but I think its better
> to have all in one Box. Do you agree???
>
> Selling the AN200 and Micro Q now, if anyone is interessted (paypal
> possible).
> Yours,
> kiro

Welcome to the group kiro!

When you have some time, search through the archives of the group. 
Over 14,773 posts (and counting) from the last 5 years might answer 
many of your questions. If you need help, feel free to mail the group.

Micro Q sounds interesting (to buy), but I don't have any money and I 
need to use the gear I already own more. Regarding the RM1x & A5000 
versus the RS7000 alone, the pair may be technically more powerful 
(especially the full-featured sampling on the A5000), but the all-in- 
one melding of the RM1x/SU700/A3000 series into the RS7000 makes for 
a worthwhile competitor.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14775|14768|2006-06-22 22:53:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: Smartmedia Card Malfunction|
On Jun 22, 2006, at 6:51 PM, kiro77de wrote:

> By the way....
> any idea how to re-animated the "damged" cards ?
>
> I put 2 64MB and the original 8MB of Yamah in this damn mp3 because I
> had no USB reader that day, to place pattern on it.:-(((
>
> Mow I have a new one 128MB and everything is fine.
> Trying tomorrow if the cards mentioned, now still work in this mp3- 



> player.
>
> Note: the "old" cards are not possible to format in the USB-reader
> from now on. MYSTERIOUS !!!!

I'd say don't try your luck. You might lose your data. Make sure 
you've backed up your new SmartMedia card using a reader/writer 
device to your PC/Mac so that in case your new card is screwed up by 
your test you'll still have a copy of the original data.

Some devices (like your old MP3 player) might not conform to the 
standard for Flash Memory devices, external drives and their file 
formats. If you want to use your MP3 player for music listening, 
keep a memory card just for it and do not share that card with any 
other devices like your RS7000 or other music gear, just to be safe.

All IMHO.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14776|14776|2006-06-23 07:31:04|brian|grid edit whilst playing a sequence|
Hi all, 

I need some help... I'm preparing a live set on my RS, and I noticed a
little problem which will make playing live less fun for me...

I programmed some strings and basslines, which are 4 meassures long. I hoped
to switch from play mode to record mode and program some live beats on the
RS in grid mode, like I'm used to do on my TR-X0X boxes. 
The problem is that when I switch from 'play' to 'rec', the RS will play
only one meassure of every track. I noticed it doesn't do this in 'step
record', but for beats that is far less intuitive compared to the grid
mode... Is there a function that makes the RS play all meassures of every
track when recording in grid mode? 

Brian.

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.2/373 - Release Date: 22-6-2006

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14777|14777|2006-06-23 07:31:42|brian|solved: grid edit whilst playing a sequence|
Sorry... I already solved my own problem...
After posting my question I gave the RS another look and noticed this lovely
function called 'measure hold'... When I switched it to 'off' it did what I
hoped it would do...
Again, sorry to have bothered you with this....

Brian.

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.1.394 / Virus Database: 268.9.2/373 - Release Date: 22-6-2006

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14778|14778|2006-06-23 13:53:26|midinote2004|cakewalk rapture|
I got copies of rapture for 10 bucks, I got it off ebay,the guy said that it was new and unregistered...

You know the end of that story. Palpal is trying to get me my money back now, but in the meanwhile. I'm going to sale me some copies of it. 

I would not mind paying 50 bucks for it if he told me it was registered. But to get it with the seal broken, and to find that he registered it. And I paid 122.50 dollar for it.
He got to pay. This is the best way that I know how
| 14779|14779|2006-06-26 13:22:39|wasubot|Awave and keymapping|
I have a problem- ive been trying to test out awave to create a drum kit,
I'm modifying another drum kit mapping which is the machine drum one from
the rs7000.org forum. Problem is that when i create my new kit the sounds
play back by default at the incorrect pitch. I can adjust them on the RS but
i would like to create the patch with them in the correct pitch by default.
Adjusting the bass key in awave seems to do nothing. Thanks in advance.

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14780|14780|2006-06-27 17:05:00|Allan|Having an issue...please help.|
Hello,

So I'm having some trouble, and would appreciate anyone's help. I'm
working with an RS purchased recently off of ebay. Everything works
fine, except one thing: the keys (when in keyboard mode) don't light
up when playing back. The key lights blink fine in track select mode.
The machine is practically unused, so I suspect there's just a menu
page where I can enable this feature. Can anyone point me in the right
direction?

Thanks,
Allan

PS. my friend Alex also posted this issue at the RS7000 resource center.
| 14781|14781|2006-06-28 08:50:17|Steve Roitstein|Loading Samples from CD Rom|
Hi Guys,

I have a SCSI CDROM drive. I would like to burn .wav loops onto CD-R 
from my Mac, put the CD-R into the SCSI CD-ROM drive, and import them 
into the RS7000 so I can slice them there and save them to cards.

Can anyone help?

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14782|14781|2006-06-28 12:07:24|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Loading Samples from CD Rom|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com>

> Hi Guys,
> 
> I have a SCSI CDROM drive. I would like to burn .wav loops onto CD-R 
> from my Mac, put the CD-R into the SCSI CD-ROM drive, and import them 
> into the RS7000 so I can slice them there and save them to cards.
> 
> Can anyone help?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@riotmusic.com

Just burn your .aif or .wav files as standard CDROM specs (ISO-9660 is it? or Joliet?) and make sure your .aif/.wav files match the RS7000's format for import (44.1Khz,
22.05Khz or 11.025Khz, 16 or 8 bit, stereo or mono) and you should be good. It probably would be in your best interest to keep the names of the .aif/.wav files to 8
characters or less, even though modern Mac & PC OS'es support longer filenames, so that the RS7k (and you) can read the sample's filename easier. Longer filenames
follow the old DOS naming convention of e.g. sample~1.wav with everything after the 6th character in the name given a shortened abbreviation (~ followed by a number).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14783|14783|2006-06-29 14:05:00|Andre|RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM|
Hi,
sorry for my bad english. I need help
If i MIDI connect my RS7000 to Cubase 3; 
the MIDI channels are not divided, but are all putted into one 
channel. 
So my question is: How can i split up the 1 MIDI channel into 16 
channels.

Thank You

Andre
| 14784|14780|2006-06-30 22:49:17|zamisers7k|Re: Having an issue...please help.|
Two possibilites. First the key lights only show up on playback on the 
later OS update I believe. Get and download the latest update, from 
like 2 years ago or so its not really that late, but do it if it 
doesn't have it allready. Secondly, make sure your on the right 
Octaves that the notes are being played on by going left or right for 
lower and higher note ranges by pressing one of the two transpose 

mailto:steve@riotmusic.com
mailto:steve@riotmusic.com
mailto:steve@riotmusic.com


buttons. You'll see on the display in the top left corner arrows 
growing or shrinking to indicate the octave range your in. Good Luck! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Allan" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> 
> So I'm having some trouble, and would appreciate anyone's help. I'm
> working with an RS purchased recently off of ebay. Everything works
> fine, except one thing: the keys (when in keyboard mode) don't light
> up when playing back. The key lights blink fine in track select mode.
> The machine is practically unused, so I suspect there's just a menu
> page where I can enable this feature. Can anyone point me in the right
> direction?
> 
> Thanks,
> Allan
> 
> PS. my friend Alex also posted this issue at the RS7000 resource 
center.
>

| 14785|14779|2006-06-30 23:00:02|zamisers7k|Re: Awave and keymapping|
I'm suspecting they are getting saved in awav at a lower or higher 
sample rate frequency then what the RS70000 is loading them as. Make 
sure you've got the right sample rates, pitch shouldn't be changeing 
for samples. Theres alway samplinging them in through line inputs 
too. I think I've only tried importing samples once, wasn't fun, so 
pretty much sample everything in through the inputs and can choose 
whatever sample rate etc. Just an idea. Good Luck!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasubot wrote:
>
> I have a problem- ive been trying to test out awave to create a 
drum kit,
> I'm modifying another drum kit mapping which is the machine drum 
one from
> the rs7000.org forum. Problem is that when i create my new kit the 
sounds
> play back by default at the incorrect pitch. I can adjust them on 
the RS but
> i would like to create the patch with them in the correct pitch by 
default.
> Adjusting the bass key in awave seems to do nothing. Thanks in 
advance.
> 
> -- 
> Wasubot
> ----------------------------
> Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14786|14781|2006-06-30 23:06:44|zamisers7k|Re: Loading Samples from CD Rom|
Do it just like you've said, the RS is capable, what do you need help 
with?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
>
> Hi Guys,
> 
> I have a SCSI CDROM drive. I would like to burn .wav loops onto CD-
R 
> from my Mac, put the CD-R into the SCSI CD-ROM drive, and import 
them 
> into the RS7000 so I can slice them there and save them to cards.
> 
> Can anyone help?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@...
> 
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> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14787|14783|2006-06-30 23:13:03|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM|
I suspect the problem is in Cubase, you'll need to route each track to 
difrent midi channels. The RS isn't defaulted to do that, not sure it 
can blend a bunch of tracks into one, but check out your RS's midi 
Setup Utilities too to see if they've been messed with on it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andre" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> sorry for my bad english. I need help
> If i MIDI connect my RS7000 to Cubase 3; 
> the MIDI channels are not divided, but are all putted into one 
> channel. 
> So my question is: How can i split up the 1 MIDI channel into 16 
> channels.
> 
> Thank You
> 
> Andre
>

| 14788|14783|2006-07-01 01:26:00|Chousein Sech|Re: RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM|
After loading the midi file rigth click on it go to "midi" then click to "disolve part" this will separate the channels good luck ;)

Chousein Sech aka Fantasma

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andre 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 9:27 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM

Hi,
sorry for my bad english. I need help
If i MIDI connect my RS7000 to Cubase 3; 
the MIDI channels are not divided, but are all putted into one 
channel. 
So my question is: How can i split up the 1 MIDI channel into 16 
channels.

Thank You

Andre

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14789|14780|2006-07-02 10:20:59|Allan|Re: Having an issue...please help.|
Thank you. I definitely need the updated software. Do you have the
link for the update? Also, will I need to get a SmartCard reader in
order to download the update from the web and then upload it into the
RS7000?

Sorry that I require a little more hand holding, but I'm very new to
this technology. 

Thanks again,
Allan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Two possibilites. First the key lights only show up on playback on the 
> later OS update I believe. Get and download the latest update, from 
> like 2 years ago or so its not really that late, but do it if it 
> doesn't have it allready. Secondly, make sure your on the right 
> Octaves that the notes are being played on by going left or right for 
> lower and higher note ranges by pressing one of the two transpose 
> buttons. You'll see on the display in the top left corner arrows 
> growing or shrinking to indicate the octave range your in. Good Luck! 
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> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Allan" wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> > 
> > 
> > So I'm having some trouble, and would appreciate anyone's help. I'm
> > working with an RS purchased recently off of ebay. Everything works
> > fine, except one thing: the keys (when in keyboard mode) don't light
> > up when playing back. The key lights blink fine in track select mode.
> > The machine is practically unused, so I suspect there's just a menu
> > page where I can enable this feature. Can anyone point me in the right
> > direction?
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Allan
> > 
> > PS. my friend Alex also posted this issue at the RS7000 resource 
> center.
> >
>

| 14790|14780|2006-07-02 11:42:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: Having an issue...please help.|
On Jul 2, 2006, at 3:45 AM, Allan wrote:

> Thank you. I definitely need the updated software. Do you have the
> link for the update? Also, will I need to get a SmartCard reader in
> order to download the update from the web and then upload it into the
> RS7000?
>
> Sorry that I require a little more hand holding, but I'm very new to
> this technology.
>
> Thanks again,
> Allan

http://www.yamahasynth.com/download/rs7000.html
is the page of Yamaha's website with the download for the latest OS 
version (1.22) for the RS7000. Follow the instructions included (PDF 
format) in the ZIPfile to install the latest OS to the RS7000.

You will need a SmartMedia reader/writer (or a multi-card reader/ 
writer device that has a SmartMedia slot) to copy the files from your 
PC/Mac to the SmartMedia card (after you unzip the file to your 
computer's HD).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14791|14783|2006-07-05 14:28:01|Andre|Re: RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM|
Thank you. 

it works fine now.

does anyone tried if 64MB sample-ram is realy the maximum???

regards,
Andre
| 14792|14783|2006-07-05 15:19:03|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Andre" <electribe75@aol.com>

> Thank you. 
> 
> it works fine now.
> 
> does anyone tried if 64MB sample-ram is realy the maximum???
> 
> 
> regards,
> Andre

64 MB is the maximum amount of sample RAM you can install (2 x 32MB 72 pin SIMMS).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14793|14783|2006-07-06 10:43:41|Dave Jumpers|128MB on the RS? [ was : Re: RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLEM ]|
The MotifES was said to go up 512MB and turned out it could take 1GB.

From the manual:
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"The SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16, or 32 MB."
"When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not
utilize more than 18 memory chips
per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate
correctly on the RS7000.)"

Old compaq servers used them, and some old Apple machines too.

Then I tought "Oh, 128 MB is not 1GB" and I did not investigate it
further.

I found this one yesterday. Not sure if it would work.
Anyone willing to try?

http://cgi.ebay.com/2-x-64MB-Total-128MB-EDO-SIMM-
60NS_W0QQitemZ190004349207QQihZ009QQcategoryZ4611QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem

-Dave-

> 64 MB is the maximum amount of sample RAM you can install (2 x 32MB

72 pin SIMMS).

> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 14794|14780|2006-07-06 12:32:23|Allan|Re: Having an issue...please help.|
Right on! You're awesome...thanks,

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

> 
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/download/rs7000.html
> is the page of Yamaha's website with the download for the latest OS 
> version (1.22) for the RS7000. Follow the instructions included (PDF 
> format) in the ZIPfile to install the latest OS to the RS7000.
> 
> You will need a SmartMedia reader/writer (or a multi-card reader/ 
> writer device that has a SmartMedia slot) to copy the files from your 
> PC/Mac to the SmartMedia card (after you unzip the file to your 
> computer's HD).
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 14795|14783|2006-07-06 12:37:33|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: 128MB on the RS? [ was : Re: RS7000 ->> Cubase SX3 MIDIPROBLE|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Dave Jumpers" <jumpers@davejumpers.com>

> The MotifES was said to go up 512MB and turned out it could take 1GB.
> 
> From the manual:
> "The SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16, or 32 MB."
> "When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not
> utilize more than 18 memory chips
> per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate
> correctly on the RS7000.)"
> 
> Old compaq servers used them, and some old Apple machines too.
> 
> Then I tought "Oh, 128 MB is not 1GB" and I did not investigate it
> further.
> 
> I found this one yesterday. Not sure if it would work.
> Anyone willing to try?
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/2-x-64MB-Total-128MB-EDO-SIMM-60NS_W0QQitemZ190004349207QQih
> Z009QQcategoryZ4611QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
> 
> -Dave-

Certainly worth a try. I wouldn't risk frying my RS7000 personally, though. How about you? ;) It's cheap enough. The specs appear to match. I'd say call Yamaha if you're
worried about trying it.

Even if it doesn't fry the RS7k (it probably wouldn't), the extra 64MB might or might not be recognized by the RS7k depending on how the RS7k's OS is designed to deal
with memory addressing issues. I.E. the RAM may be physically there, but the RS7k's OS can't see more than 64MB. I know with the SU700 when you added the 64MB
RAM SIMMS you could still use the built in 4MB sampling RAM for a total of 68MB sampling RAM. When you fully expand the RS7k's sampling RAM with 2x32MB
SIMMS you loose the built-in 4MB sampling RAM (which you don't loose when you don't fully expand the RAM [i.e. put in 2x16MB SIMMS and you have 32+4=36MB

http://cgi.ebay.com/2-x-64MB-Total-128MB-EDO-SIMM-60NS_W0QQitemZ190004349207QQihZ009QQcategoryZ4611QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
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sampling RAM]).

All just speculation. If you decide to try it and it works please let the group know of your success.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14796|14796|2006-07-16 09:04:50|blackwoodtebo|Syncing with Ableton Live 5 as Master sync|
For some reason The RS7k starts late and off sync when i press start on 
Ableton. I have the latency set very low, around 4ms. Is there some 
trick to getting the RS7k to start in sync with Ableton? FL Studio 
seems to work fine this way. I would assume Ableton Live can too. I 
use an Echo Audiofire 8 soundcard. The tempo is alright once I restart 
the RS7k on beat one of the next bar with ABleton, so that is my work 
around for now. Any pointers would be well apreciated because I am 
doing 2 shows this week and I would love to not have to manually sync 
the RS7k with Ableton. Thanks
| 14797|14796|2006-07-17 11:16:02|irrelevanceuk|Re: Syncing with Ableton Live 5 as Master sync|
could it be something to do with song pointer position being set in live?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
>
> For some reason The RS7k starts late and off sync when i press start on 
> Ableton. I have the latency set very low, around 4ms. Is there some 
> trick to getting the RS7k to start in sync with Ableton? FL Studio 
> seems to work fine this way. I would assume Ableton Live can too. I 
> use an Echo Audiofire 8 soundcard. The tempo is alright once I restart 
> the RS7k on beat one of the next bar with ABleton, so that is my work 
> around for now. Any pointers would be well apreciated because I am 
> doing 2 shows this week and I would love to not have to manually sync 
> the RS7k with Ableton. Thanks
>

| 14798|14798|2006-07-17 11:30:55|irrelevanceuk|Saved pattern has lost settings?|
Everytime I load up a saved pattern all voices revert to grand piano although in the mixer 
page the voices are correct? eg track 1 analog kit plays piano, track 2 kalimba1 plays 
piano and so on. To get out of this i have to move the pot forward and then back again 
and then it plays correctly. It's weird!!? Voice setup to tg is on. 
Last time i had weird sample problems i fixed it by reseating the memory, mabye I'll have 
to do this again.
| 14799|14799|2006-07-17 11:39:31|jimmyconyack|Rs7000 Chicago|
Is there anyone from Chicago who would like to get together with me and collaborate on 
some music.I also need some help in song mode.I enjoy working on house music and any 
cool groove stuff .Hit me back....Thanks. Jimmy Conyack.
| 14800|14800|2006-07-17 11:39:52|synthmdl76|royal oak - just wanted to say hi|
Hello, I just picked up a rs7000 and im amazed at it.. I cant beleive 
I can edit the voice amp, filter and pitch envelopes! and the 
sequencer rocks! 

this is the best $300 ive ever spent!
| 14801|14798|2006-07-17 21:49:36|tony oquendo|Re: Saved pattern has lost settings?|
try a factory reset. see if that works

irrelevanceuk <hot.deal@talk21.com> wrote: Everytime I load up a saved pattern all voices revert to grand piano although in the mixer 
page the voices are correct? eg track 1 analog kit plays piano, track 2 kalimba1 plays 
piano and so on. To get out of this i have to move the pot forward and then back again 
and then it plays correctly. It's weird!!? Voice setup to tg is on. 
Last time i had weird sample problems i fixed it by reseating the memory, mabye I'll have 
to do this again. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14802|14800|2006-07-17 21:58:49|wasted/su700fan|Re: royal oak - just wanted to say hi|
On Jul 17, 2006, at 2:48 AM, synthmdl76 wrote:

> Hello, I just picked up a rs7000 and im amazed at it.. I cant beleive
> I can edit the voice amp, filter and pitch envelopes! and the
> sequencer rocks!
>
> this is the best $300 ive ever spent!

Welcome to the group jimmyconyack and synthmdl76. Royal Oak, as in 
Royal Oak, MI? If so, we're only about 15-20 miles from each other. 
Cool. Didn't think there were any close RS7000 users around this 
group owner's neighborhood.
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-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14803|14798|2006-07-18 01:37:30|irrelevanceuk|Re: Saved pattern has lost settings?|
Nah that didn't work? Gonna have to open it up and see if cleaning the edge connecters on 
the ram helps. and mabye try another smart media card. Other than that i'm stumped?

thanks 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, tony oquendo wrote:
>
> try a factory reset. see if that works
> 
> irrelevanceuk wrote: Everytime I load up a saved pattern all voices 
revert to grand piano although in the mixer 
> page the voices are correct? eg track 1 analog kit plays piano, track 2 kalimba1 plays 
> piano and so on. To get out of this i have to move the pot forward and then back again 
> and then it plays correctly. It's weird!!? Voice setup to tg is on. 
> Last time i had weird sample problems i fixed it by reseating the memory, mabye I'll 
have 
> to do this again. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14804|87|2006-07-19 12:52:34|philip martin|Re: Welcome to RS7000|
graduated from the Detroit's intuite of recording ,looking to start my own production company( blue collar productions) .went out and bought the rs7 it seem like an
amazing machine just , need someone to sit down with me and show me how to get my patterns to get in song mode and other things, is there a video that Yamaha has .
please help

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14805|14805|2006-07-21 14:57:53|David Abku|abku|
Hi, I am abku, and i wold like to be a member of this group since I have some questions and meybe someone ken help...
I am spanish and my english is poor, but i think it shoud't be a problem, i guess.
I make drum'n bass and teknotribe with two rs7000 and more equipment.

looking forward to hearing from you. 

---------------------------------

LLama Gratis a cualquier PC del Mundo.
Llamadas a fijos y móviles desde 1 céntimo por minuto.
http://es.voice.yahoo.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14806|14799|2006-07-21 17:06:06|Gino Cartier|Re: Rs7000 Chicago|
Yes. My name is DJ Staxx.... I make wonderful House
Music on my RS 7000...... give me a holla at
773.403.8187

--- jimmyconyack <jimmyconyack@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Is there anyone from Chicago who would like to get
> together with me and collaborate on 
> some music.I also need some help in song mode.I
> enjoy working on house music and any 
> cool groove stuff .Hit me back....Thanks. 
> Jimmy Conyack.
> 
> 
> 
> 
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__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 14807|14796|2006-07-22 21:56:19|blackwoodtebo|Re: Syncing with Ableton Live 5 as Master sync|
I'm not sure how to set the song pointer position in Live, unless 
your talking about the Midi Timecode Start Offset. THing is I am 
trying to sync with Midi, not MTC. I tried MTC and couldn't get it 
work. I don't know why that is. But it seems to be starting on 
upbeats when synced with Midi, so i don't think it is song pointer 
position that is the issue. I'm looking all over Abletons manual and 
I don't see anything about setting the song pointer position in 
there. Do you know how to do this?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "irrelevanceuk" wrote:
>
> could it be something to do with song pointer position being set in 
live?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> >
> > For some reason The RS7k starts late and off sync when i press 
start on 
> > Ableton. I have the latency set very low, around 4ms. Is there 
some 
> > trick to getting the RS7k to start in sync with Ableton? FL 
Studio 
> > seems to work fine this way. I would assume Ableton Live can 
too. I 
> > use an Echo Audiofire 8 soundcard. The tempo is alright once I 
restart 
> > the RS7k on beat one of the next bar with ABleton, so that is my 
work 
> > around for now. Any pointers would be well apreciated because I 
am 
> > doing 2 shows this week and I would love to not have to manually 
sync 
> > the RS7k with Ableton. Thanks
> >
>

| 14808|87|2006-07-23 20:10:02|wasted/su700fan|Re: Welcome to RS7000|
On Jul 19, 2006, at 2:07 PM, philip martin wrote:

> graduated from the Detroit's intuite of recording ,looking to 
> start my own production company( blue collar productions) .went out 
> and bought the rs7 it seem like an amazing machine just , need 
> someone to sit down with me and show me how to get my patterns to 
> get in song mode and other things, is there a video that Yamaha 
> has . please help

Welcome to the group philip martin. Cool, you're from the metro 
Detroit area. I don't believe Yamaha produced a video tutorial for 
the RS7000 like they did for the Motif. Regarding getting patterns 
to go into Song mode from Style/Pattern mode, use the Pattern Chain 
mode to get the basic structure of your song together and the use the 
Job: "Convert Chain to Song" in Pattern Chain mode to get the Song. 
Then tweak in Song mode as necessary for final desired outcome.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14809|14805|2006-07-23 20:47:51|wasted/su700fan|Re: abku|
On Jul 21, 2006, at 4:48 PM, David Abku wrote:

> Hi, I am abku, and i wold like to be a member of this group since I 
> have some questions and meybe someone ken help...
> I am spanish and my english is poor, but i think it shoud't be a 
> problem, i guess.
> I make drum'n bass and teknotribe with two rs7000 and more 
> equipment.
>
> looking forward to hearing from you.

Welcome to the group David Abku. Any questions, feel free to ask. 
Also, read/search the archives of this group (over 14,000 messages 
since 2001) and search the forums at http://www.rs7000.org Many 
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questions have been answered between these two groups/forums.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14810|14810|2006-07-25 10:15:32|andreas_cruz|Help please!!!|
i checked a lot of web sites about groove machines, samplers, 
sequencers and i really want to get the rs-7000, the problem is that 
is really hard to find..on ebay it was only 1, do you guys know where 
can i get it( new if possible)..thanks for your help in advance..
| 14811|14810|2006-07-25 15:05:24|dav1df3nl3y|Re: Help please!!!|
Hey man, Unfortunately Yahama stopped making the RS a few years back. Ebay is most 
likely your best bet. I paid around $600.00 USD about 9 months ago on Ebay and there 
were a few up for sale. It is kind of a hassle but be patient.

David

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "andreas_cruz" wrote:
>
> i checked a lot of web sites about groove machines, samplers, 
> sequencers and i really want to get the rs-7000, the problem is that 
> is really hard to find..on ebay it was only 1, do you guys know where 
> can i get it( new if possible)..thanks for your help in advance..
>

| 14812|14810|2006-07-27 08:24:24|cockeyeye|About that Rs7000 for sale.|
Just in regards to my earlier post about my RS7000 for sale, if you 
want photos I can take a few an email them to you.
James
| 14813|14810|2006-07-27 08:42:13|cockeyeye|RS7000 for sale maybe?|
Hi, I might be interested in selling my RS7000, I'm in Australia but 
that shouldn't matter too much. My machine has had 4 years of use but 
is in perfect working order. I'll sell it with a 8mb and near new 
128mb memory card plus universal USB card reader. It's also had the 
internal memory expanded to the maximum 64mb.I've got all the manuals
(English/German/French)and the software Yamaha provided. The OS is the 
latest and, the machine has never had any problems.
These really are fantastic machines but my business has taken over my 
life at the momment and finding the time to make music has become 
almost impossible, so that's why I'm thinking of selling. If you're 
interested I'd like to get $675 US + postage. To think this unit cost 
AU$3500 just 4 years ago - Christ!
Drop me an email if this interests you and I can give you my phone 
number.
Regards
James
| 14814|14814|2006-07-28 20:02:06|SanjayChandrasekhar|Logic Environment!|
Hello Everybody!!!Im Sanjay From India.I am not able 2 gent a logic 
environment 4 my RS7000.Can anybody please!!! upload here.
Regards 2 all.
| 14815|14815|2006-07-30 14:07:36|voidant|rs7000 hacking wiki|
hi. a while ago we were having a flurry of discussion about some
rs7000 hacking projects.. one item was file format and sample map
creation.. sorta got sidetracked on other things, but i'm still very
interested in a number of possible extensions for this machine.. so i
set up a wiki as a place to gather technical information about the
rs7000, as well as possibly a place to catalogue tips, undocumented
features, and work arounds if people are interested. anyway, the url
is http://www.fromthegut.org/void/hacking/rs7000wiki check it out
give feedback, post info whatever.. 

m.
| 14816|14816|2006-07-31 20:40:59|rapfellernyc|Awave Equivalent OS X|
Hey everyone,

I don't own a PC and I'd like to create multi-sample for my RS, do you know if an equivalent 
of Awave exists for Mac os X ???

Alex
| 14817|14817|2006-08-01 10:24:20|Andre|Samples|
Is there anybody who can tell me how to create multi samples using 
Awave or equivalent software? Is it possible to load a multi as one 
file. Is it something about motif files? Please tell me "how to" ;-)

Thx,

regards Andre
| 14818|12493|2006-08-03 19:53:26|synthmdl76|Re: Separating effects for tracks|
yah! sure wish I could apply different effects to. I guess its 
another limiting factor to keep me thinking creativly
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> Well what do you guys do when you want different effercts on 
> different tracks, resort to the SysEx's?
> 
> 
> 
> You can't easily have 2 variations, reverbs or delay 
> > effects running on different tracks at the same time in the same 
> STYLE 
> > (without alot of fancy SysEx that is).
>

| 14819|14814|2006-08-04 23:04:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: Logic Environment!|
On Jul 28, 2006, at 10:51 AM, SanjayChandrasekhar wrote:

>
> Hello Everybody!!!Im Sanjay From India.I am not able 2 gent a logic
> environment 4 my RS7000.Can anybody please!!! upload here.
> Regards 2 all.

I don't know if anybody's created one for Logic yet. In the Files 
section of this group there are several Cubase/Cubase SX patch 
scripts, a Cakewalk definition file, and a plain text complete patch 
listing with MSB/LSB/Patch # information. You might want to search 
the internet or create one and upload it to the group for other 
future users.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14820|14815|2006-08-04 23:36:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: rs7000 hacking wiki|
On Jul 30, 2006, at 4:06 PM, voidant wrote:

> hi. a while ago we were having a flurry of discussion about some
> rs7000 hacking projects.. one item was file format and sample map
> creation.. sorta got sidetracked on other things, but i'm still very
> interested in a number of possible extensions for this machine.. so i
> set up a wiki as a place to gather technical information about the
> rs7000, as well as possibly a place to catalogue tips, undocumented
> features, and work arounds if people are interested. anyway, the url
> is http://www.fromthegut.org/void/hacking/rs7000wiki check it out
> give feedback, post info whatever..
>
> m.

Nice start voidant! Looking good. Feel free to cull useful bits of 
info from the 14,800+ posts already on this list over the past 5 1/2 
years. :)

Your wiki would be a nice place to have as a repository of all the 
useful tips and info gathered in one place without all the other 
posts to confuse searchers. If I ever have any free time (hahahah), 
I'll try and weed through some of the 14,800+ posts in this list's 
archives and pull a few gems out to put on the wiki site.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14821|14816|2006-08-05 09:37:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: Awave Equivalent OS X|
On Jul 31, 2006, at 6:19 PM, rapfellernyc wrote:

> Hey everyone,
>
> I don't own a PC and I'd like to create multi-sample for my RS, do 
> you know if an equivalent
> of Awave exists for Mac os X ???
>
> Alex

If you mean software for OS X that can read & create Motif formatted 
sample files and build a Motif sample kit that can be renamed to load 
into the RS7000, then I don't know of anything on OS X that can 
convert as many audio formats as AWave Studio for Windows does. If 
you have a newer Mac with the Intel chip inside you can run Windows 
via Boot Camp or Parallels software. See the reply to the other 
recent question directly below for further details.
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On Aug 1, 2006, at 6:36 AM, Andre wrote:
> Is there anybody who can tell me how to create multi samples using
> Awave or equivalent software? Is it possible to load a multi as one
> file. Is it something about motif files? Please tell me "how to" ;-)
>
> Thx,
>
> regards Andre

Voidant & Marcotangelder (members of this list) [along with a few 
other list members] wrote quite a few posts regarding using AWave 
Studio and creating/building a Motif-based sample kit that could be 
loaded into the RS7000 by renaming the Motif kit after it was built 
by AWave Studio. Search the archives of this group between January 
and March 2006 for all the details. Below is one post that gives 
some of the details. Check the 4 threads "Creating SampleKits on PC 
and load them into RS7K", "Motif ES Features", "sample map loader", & 
"Multi-samples on RS" for all the information that was fleshed out.

------------------Begin Quote------------------

alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco.
it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good 
technique.

it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
format you can check out
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
sourceforge project on this.

what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???

ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...)
BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text

Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
ÿRMSX firmware %

!!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.

m.

>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
>>>
>>> Hi y'all!!!
>>>
>>> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
>>> this into the RS7000.
>>>
>>> This is how we do it:
>>>
>>> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
>>>
>>> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
>>>
>>> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
>>>
>>> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
>>>
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>>> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
>>> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it.
>>> (If
>>> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
>>>
>>> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
>>> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
>>>
>>> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
>>> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
>>> sound editing tool.
>>>
>>> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
>>> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
>>>
>>> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
>>> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
>>> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
>>>
>>> Layer 1 (right channel)
>>> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
>>> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
>>>
>>> Layer 2 (left channel)
>>> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
>>> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
>>>
>>> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
>>> overwritten.
>>>
>>> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer,
>>> create a
>>> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
>>>
>>> Enjoy!!!
>>>
>>> Marco Tangelder

------------------End Quote------------------

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

| 14822|14816|2006-08-07 14:57:05|rapfellernyc|Re: Awave Equivalent OS X|
ok thank you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Jul 31, 2006, at 6:19 PM, rapfellernyc wrote:
> 
> > Hey everyone,
> >
> > I don't own a PC and I'd like to create multi-sample for my RS, do 
> > you know if an equivalent
> > of Awave exists for Mac os X ???
> >
> > Alex
> 
> If you mean software for OS X that can read & create Motif formatted 
> sample files and build a Motif sample kit that can be renamed to load 
> into the RS7000, then I don't know of anything on OS X that can 
> convert as many audio formats as AWave Studio for Windows does. If 
> you have a newer Mac with the Intel chip inside you can run Windows 
> via Boot Camp or Parallels software. See the reply to the other 
> recent question directly below for further details.
> 
> On Aug 1, 2006, at 6:36 AM, Andre wrote:
> > Is there anybody who can tell me how to create multi samples using
> > Awave or equivalent software? Is it possible to load a multi as one
> > file. Is it something about motif files? Please tell me "how to" ;-)
> >
> > Thx,
> >
> > regards Andre
> 
> Voidant & Marcotangelder (members of this list) [along with a few 
> other list members] wrote quite a few posts regarding using AWave 
> Studio and creating/building a Motif-based sample kit that could be 
> loaded into the RS7000 by renaming the Motif kit after it was built 
> by AWave Studio. Search the archives of this group between January 
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> and March 2006 for all the details. Below is one post that gives 
> some of the details. Check the 4 threads "Creating SampleKits on PC 
> and load them into RS7K", "Motif ES Features", "sample map loader", & 
> "Multi-samples on RS" for all the information that was fleshed out.
> 
> ------------------Begin Quote------------------
> 
> alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco.
> it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
> process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good 
> technique.
> 
> it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
> hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
> format you can check out
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
> it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
> simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
> figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
> various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
> as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
> sourceforge project on this.
> 
> what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
> create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
> maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
> general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
> editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
> forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???
> 
> ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
> just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
> you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
> look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
> stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
> the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...)
> BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text
> 
> Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
> ÿRMSX firmware %
> 
> !!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
> console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
> allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
> try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
> out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
> all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.
> 
> m.
> 
> >> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcotangelder" wrote:
> >>>
> >>> Hi y'all!!!
> >>>
> >>> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> >>> this into the RS7000.
> >>>
> >>> This is how we do it:
> >>>
> >>> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> >>>
> >>> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> >>>
> >>> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> >>>
> >>> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> >>>
> >>> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> >>> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it.
> >>> (If
> >>> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> >>>
> >>> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> >>> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> >>>
> >>> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> >>> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
> >>> sound editing tool.
> >>>
> >>> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> >>> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
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> >>>
> >>> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> >>> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> >>> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> >>>
> >>> Layer 1 (right channel)
> >>> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> >>> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> >>>
> >>> Layer 2 (left channel)
> >>> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> >>> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> >>>
> >>> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> >>> overwritten.
> >>>
> >>> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer,
> >>> create a
> >>> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> >>>
> >>> Enjoy!!!
> >>>
> >>> Marco Tangelder
> 
> ------------------End Quote------------------
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 14823|14823|2006-08-11 08:32:15|ahkentaten|scsi to usb|
I have seen scsi to usb adapter cables for sale. I read on a forum
that directly connecting a rs7k to a pc allows only for sample
transfers and does NOT allow you to save sequence data.

Since all SCSI drives are compatible with the rs7K, at least according
to spec, there must be a way to get the rs7k to recognize the pc hard
drive as a regular scsi external drive.

Anyone know how to do this?

thanks
Jim
| 14824|14823|2006-08-11 15:08:05|su700fan|Re: scsi to usb|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ahkentaten" wrote:

>
> I have seen scsi to usb adapter cables for sale. I read on a forum
> that directly connecting a rs7k to a pc allows only for sample
> transfers and does NOT allow you to save sequence data.
> 
> Since all SCSI drives are compatible with the rs7K, at least 

according

> to spec, there must be a way to get the rs7k to recognize the pc hard
> drive as a regular scsi external drive.
> 
> Anyone know how to do this?
> 
> thanks
> Jim

Not all SCSI drives are compatible with the RS7000. Drives greater 
than 8GB won't be recognized (at least not the extra space on the 
drive). If you connect the RS7000 to a SCSI card on your computer, 
your computer can be used to send samples via TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) 
to the RS7000 and vice versa.

I wouldn't recommend trying to share a drive between the RS7000 and 
your computer at the same time because if they both try to write to 
the drive at the same time it might become corrupted. This would be 
true whether you had an external SCSI HD connected with 2 separate 
cables to both the RS7000 and your computer or if you were trying to 
do what you mention above (using the computer's internal SCSI HD as a 
pseudo-external SCSI HD for the RS7000). If you have a SCSI card in 
your computer but a regular EIDE/ATAPI or SATA hard drive (i.e. not an 
internal SCSI HD connected to that SCSI card), this would not be 
recognized by the RS7000 at all because even though you have a SCSI 
card in your computer your HD is not SCSI.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
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| 14825|14825|2006-08-13 17:41:25|soniclabsaudio|nord mod in a rs 7000 sweet!|
http://www.sneak-thief.com/nordrs7000.html
| 14826|14826|2006-08-20 13:44:10|abku72|problems with program change|
Hi group, I wont to send a midi message (program change), for change 
the program in my virus, and I can´t.
In the midi filter is enable, and the leeds out a and out b they light 
properly like the message is send.
I olso triet to edit a event in the bigining of the fraze, in (edit 
change)window, but nothing.

cheers...
| 14827|14826|2006-08-23 19:19:36|wasted/su700fan|Re: problems with program change|
On Aug 20, 2006, at 12:46 PM, abku72 wrote:

> Hi group, I wont to send a midi message (program change), for change
> the program in my virus, and I can´t.
> In the midi filter is enable, and the leeds out a and out b they 
> light
> properly like the message is send.
> I olso triet to edit a event in the bigining of the fraze, in (edit
> change)window, but nothing.
>
> cheers...

Check to see if your Virus is setup to receive program change 
messages. If not, that may be your problem. Also, when sending a 
program change message in a phrase in Pattern/Style mode, you might 
want to have it only be in one section, and then switch after the 
section/phrase is done playing once to the next section (i.e. A-B). 
If the section loops, the phrase will keep resending that Program 
Change message out every time it loops. This can cause hiccups in 
your external gear (Virus).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14828|14828|2006-08-24 04:07:47|bari|External sequencer triggers TG unless track is muted.|
I've set the system settings and the TG is still triggered on every 
track as well as the pattern in the RS7000 starts to play at the sync 
tempo. I am using an Ensoniq SQ1+ as the master sequncer and the 
RS7000 slaves up nicely, no latencey. Does anyone know how I can get 
the RS to stop being triggered by the notes on my SQ1?
| 14829|14828|2006-08-24 04:23:44|wasted/su700fan|Re: External sequencer triggers TG unless track is muted.|
On Aug 23, 2006, at 11:43 PM, bari wrote:

> I've set the system settings and the TG is still triggered on every
> track as well as the pattern in the RS7000 starts to play at the sync
> tempo. I am using an Ensoniq SQ1+ as the master sequncer and the
> RS7000 slaves up nicely, no latencey. Does anyone know how I can get
> the RS to stop being triggered by the notes on my SQ1?

Is the SQ1 just transferring MIDI Control messages (Start, Stop, 
Play, Continue) or is it also transferring note data out it's MIDI 
Outs? If also note data, make sure that's filtered out of the RS7k 
via the Utility/MIDI Filter page. If it's still playing, I'm not 
sure why. You might need to make the RS7k the master sequencer in 
that case, and set it up to not send data to the appropriate MIDI Out 
port (A/B or both), just to send MMC.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14830|14828|2006-08-24 05:48:34|Ian Vine|Re: External sequencer triggers TG unless track is muted.|
Maybe change the Midi echo back setting to off. In the Utility Mode under midi setup

IanV
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On Aug 23, 2006, at 11:43 PM, bari wrote:

> I've set the system settings and the TG is still triggered on every
> track as well as the pattern in the RS7000 starts to play at the sync
> tempo. I am using an Ensoniq SQ1+ as the master sequncer and the
> RS7000 slaves up nicely, no latencey. Does anyone know how I can get
> the RS to stop being triggered by the notes on my SQ1?

Is the SQ1 just transferring MIDI Control messages (Start, Stop, 
Play, Continue) or is it also transferring note data out it's MIDI 
Outs? If also note data, make sure that's filtered out of the RS7k 
via the Utility/MIDI Filter page. If it's still playing, I'm not 
sure why. You might need to make the RS7k the master sequencer in 
that case, and set it up to not send data to the appropriate MIDI Out 
port (A/B or both), just to send MMC.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14831|14831|2006-08-25 06:57:49|darbykev|Hi!...new member|
Hi...Just got RS7000....is there a users guide published or easy start 
etc....Thanks..KEV...also is there a good sourse of free samples 
anywhere.....
| 14832|14832|2006-08-25 09:33:33|bob_at_work_2000|RS7000 vs SU700|
Hi. I am new to the group & thinking of abandoning an SU700 in favor
of the RS7000. Does anyone have enough experience with both to say I
can do everything the SU700 can do on the RS7000 and much more? I
know the human interfaces are different but there does not seem to be
much loop explanation in the RS7000 manual to really give me a clear
picture....

Thanks
Bob
El Segundo, CA
| 14833|14831|2006-08-25 10:20:00|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Hi!...new member|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "darbykev" <yarebeast@ntlworld.com>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> Hi...Just got RS7000....is there a users guide published or easy start 
> etc....Thanks..KEV...also is there a good sourse of free samples 
> anywhere.....

The 350 page manual and a couple smaller documents on the RS7k are available in PDF format at this site:
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php
Search for RS7000. Also, look in the FILES section of this group for a few other PDF files on using the RS7k (i.e. Live Performance how-to).

This page on Yamaha.com also has some Power User guides and downloads:
http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/ModelSeriesDetail/0,6373,CNTID%253D2274%2526CTID%253D207200,00.html
(Watch for line wrap; you may need to cut & paste into your browser's address bar).

As for free samples, there were quite a few sets of Akai MPC1000 based sample sets in .wav format that you can import to the RS7000 here:
http://www.akaipro.com/MPCKOTW.html
Make sure you click on the Archives link there. 27 sets in total.

Enjoy your new RS7k!!!

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14834|14832|2006-08-25 11:24:23|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: RS7000 vs SU700|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "bob_at_work_2000" <tttsystems@earthlink.net>

> Hi. I am new to the group & thinking of abandoning an SU700 in favor
> of the RS7000. Does anyone have enough experience with both to say I
> can do everything the SU700 can do on the RS7000 and much more? I
> know the human interfaces are different but there does not seem to be
> much loop explanation in the RS7000 manual to really give me a clear
> picture....
> 
> Thanks
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

Consider the RS7000 a hybrid of the SU700's phrase sampling and Scene/Marker abilities with the RM1x's sequencer (with a few extra features thrown in), along with the
kit sampling capability of the A3000/4000/5000 rackmount samplers, and a decent AWM2 tone generator (better than the RM1x's). The RS7000 is technically more
powerful than the SU700, but is also a little more complicated to use. The Integrated Sampling Sequencer (ISS) allows you to chop up samples into individual slices and
remix them on the fly allowing for variations in your beats, with the MIDI data that sequences the sliced samples also being saved.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14835|14835|2006-08-25 14:49:24|Bob S.|Re: RS7000 vs SU700 & RS7000 HD|
Thank you KWS

I do like the simplicity of the SU700 for those times when I don't have much time and want to put something together. And it is actually a little more portable than the
RS7000. Guess for now I'll keep both. I still would appreciate others telling me the things the RS can not do or do well compared the SU.

On another idea, has anyone been successful in installing a hard drive inside the RS7000....there looks to be enough space.........
I saw one web site that had his sketch but have no idea if he pulled it off......

http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: su700fan@comcast.net 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, August 25, 2006 9:57 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 vs SU700

-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "bob_at_work_2000" <tttsystems@earthlink.net>
> Hi. I am new to the group & thinking of abandoning an SU700 in favor
> of the RS7000. Does anyone have enough experience with both to say I
> can do everything the SU700 can do on the RS7000 and much more? I
> know the human interfaces are different but there does not seem to be
> much loop explanation in the RS7000 manual to really give me a clear
> picture....
> 
> Thanks
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

Consider the RS7000 a hybrid of the SU700's phrase sampling and Scene/Marker abilities with the RM1x's sequencer (with a few extra features thrown in),
along with the kit sampling capability of the A3000/4000/5000 rackmount samplers, and a decent AWM2 tone generator (better than the RM1x's). The
RS7000 is technically more powerful than the SU700, but is also a little more complicated to use. The Integrated Sampling Sequencer (ISS) allows you to
chop up samples into individual slices and remix them on the fly allowing for variations in your beats, with the MIDI data that sequences the sliced samples

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php
http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/ModelSeriesDetail/0,6373,CNTID%253D2274%2526CTID%253D207200,00.html
http://www.akaipro.com/MPCKOTW.html
mailto:tttsystems@earthlink.net
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also being saved.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14836|14826|2006-08-26 06:28:58|abku72|Re: problems with program change|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On Aug 20, 2006, at 12:46 PM, abku72 wrote:
> 
> > Hi group, I wont to send a midi message (program change), for 

change

> > the program in my virus, and I can´t.
> > In the midi filter is enable, and the leeds out a and out b 

they 

> > light
> > properly like the message is send.
> > I olso triet to edit a event in the bigining of the fraze, in 

(edit

> > change)window, but nothing.
> >
> > cheers...
> 
> Check to see if your Virus is setup to receive program change 
> messages. If not, that may be your problem. Also, when sending 

a 

> program change message in a phrase in Pattern/Style mode, you 

might 

> want to have it only be in one section, and then switch after the 
> section/phrase is done playing once to the next section (i.e. A-

B). 

> If the section loops, the phrase will keep resending that Program 
> Change message out every time it loops. This can cause hiccups 

in 

> your external gear (Virus).
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

Ok, thankyou!, now is working, the program is changing. I tried to 
change the number of the performance but only the program do, there 
is special numbers to change the performances?

thanks a loot... 

abku.
| 14837|14826|2006-08-27 09:19:16|wasted/su700fan|Re: problems with program change|
On Aug 26, 2006, at 6:55 AM, abku72 wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>>
>> On Aug 20, 2006, at 12:46 PM, abku72 wrote:
>>
>>> Hi group, I wont to send a midi message (program change), for
> change
>>> the program in my virus, and I can´t.
>>> In the midi filter is enable, and the leeds out a and out b
> they
>>> light
>>> properly like the message is send.
>>> I olso triet to edit a event in the bigining of the fraze, in
> (edit
>>> change)window, but nothing.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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>>>
>>> cheers...
>>
>> Check to see if your Virus is setup to receive program change
>> messages. If not, that may be your problem. Also, when sending
> a
>> program change message in a phrase in Pattern/Style mode, you
> might
>> want to have it only be in one section, and then switch after the
>> section/phrase is done playing once to the next section (i.e. A-
> B).
>> If the section loops, the phrase will keep resending that Program
>> Change message out every time it loops. This can cause hiccups
> in
>> your external gear (Virus).
>>
>> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>>
> Ok, thankyou!, now is working, the program is changing. I tried to
> change the number of the performance but only the program do, there
> is special numbers to change the performances?
>
> thanks a loot...
>
> abku.

If you mean the Multi programs on the Virus, they require different 
Program Bank MSB/LSB/Patch numbers to switch to them. A better way 
of doing it would be to do a multi-program dump to the RS7k in a 
patch on a track in one section of the RS7k and after the dump occurs 
switch to the next section and start your sequencing of the RS7k's 
sounds and the Virus' multi-program.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14838|14826|2006-08-28 22:06:40|abku72|Re: problems with program change|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On Aug 26, 2006, at 6:55 AM, abku72 wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >>
> >> On Aug 20, 2006, at 12:46 PM, abku72 wrote:
> >>
> >>> Hi group, I wont to send a midi message (program change), for
> > change
> >>> the program in my virus, and I can´t.
> >>> In the midi filter is enable, and the leeds out a and out b
> > they
> >>> light
> >>> properly like the message is send.
> >>> I olso triet to edit a event in the bigining of the fraze, in
> > (edit
> >>> change)window, but nothing.
> >>>
> >>> cheers...
> >>
> >> Check to see if your Virus is setup to receive program change
> >> messages. If not, that may be your problem. Also, when sending
> > a
> >> program change message in a phrase in Pattern/Style mode, you
> > might
> >> want to have it only be in one section, and then switch after the
> >> section/phrase is done playing once to the next section (i.e. A-
> > B).
> >> If the section loops, the phrase will keep resending that Program
> >> Change message out every time it loops. This can cause hiccups
> > in
> >> your external gear (Virus).
> >>
> >> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> >>
> > Ok, thankyou!, now is working, the program is changing. I tried 

to

> > change the number of the performance but only the program do, 

there
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> > is special numbers to change the performances?
> >
> > thanks a loot...
> >
> > abku.
> 
> If you mean the Multi programs on the Virus, they require 

different 

> Program Bank MSB/LSB/Patch numbers to switch to them. A better 

way 

> of doing it would be to do a multi-program dump to the RS7k in a 
> patch on a track in one section of the RS7k and after the dump 

occurs 

> switch to the next section and start your sequencing of the RS7k's 
> sounds and the Virus' multi-program.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

I have been dumping the multis and cool, everything is working all 
right, thankx again...

abku.
| 14839|14839|2006-09-03 10:05:28|touchmymagic|AWAVE (again) creating Kits|
Hi,

can anyone tell me, do I need the full version of AWAVE to create 
drumkits? Or is there a workaround so that I can use the trial version?

If I can get it to work then I will probably buy it anyway as this 
kind of functionality is important to me.

Thanks in advance

Immon
| 14840|14773|2006-09-03 11:06:03|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
On Jun 22, 2006, at 6:56 PM, kiro77de wrote:

> I heard that somebody installed an internal HD in it, and found the
> connectors for eypansion boards on the mainboard, where Yamah planed
> to integrate this like in the Motif.
>
> Anyone knows a bit more?
> Thank you

I don't think anybody's actually done it yet (or at least they 
haven't posted their final results to the list), but this site 
mentions a plan to do it:

http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

Thanks to Bob S. for his post on August 25, 2006 with the link to 
this website with the subject heading: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 vs SU700 & 
RS7000 HD

Sorry for bringing up a 2 1/2 month old post but I figured the 
original poster might want an answer. This answers at least part of 
his question (not the part about the expansion board, which I don't 
remember reading about [other than people wanting it as a wishlist 
item from Yamaha]).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14841|14773|2006-09-03 15:29:04|Bob S.|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
I am actually in the process of doing the HD install & I will let you know/send some photos after I complete it & get it working......

My approach uses a 20GB 2.5" notebook IDE drive, an IDE to SCSI adapter card & appropriate cables,brackets & cables......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/


----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, September 03, 2006 9:10 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards

On Jun 22, 2006, at 6:56 PM, kiro77de wrote:

> I heard that somebody installed an internal HD in it, and found the
> connectors for eypansion boards on the mainboard, where Yamah planed
> to integrate this like in the Motif.
>
> Anyone knows a bit more?
> Thank you

I don't think anybody's actually done it yet (or at least they 
haven't posted their final results to the list), but this site 
mentions a plan to do it:

http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

Thanks to Bob S. for his post on August 25, 2006 with the link to 
this website with the subject heading: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 vs SU700 & 
RS7000 HD

Sorry for bringing up a 2 1/2 month old post but I figured the 
original poster might want an answer. This answers at least part of 
his question (not the part about the expansion board, which I don't 
remember reading about [other than people wanting it as a wishlist 
item from Yamaha]).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14842|14842|2006-09-03 22:22:26|bittersweetkoko|axiom 25 controller with RS|
Hi, I just got an axiom 25 midi controller and I'm having a hard time 
trying to get the endless rotary knobs to work smoothly. I was 
wondering if anyone has one or knows if the RS is compatible with 
those knobs.

thanks,
koko
| 14843|14843|2006-09-04 20:00:00|soniclabsaudio|what tone gen is in the rs ?|
I think its the mu-100 but cant find the specific details on it does 
anyone know what tone gen they used?
| 14844|14843|2006-09-04 22:59:28|wasted/su700fan|Re: what tone gen is in the rs ?|
On Sep 4, 2006, at 7:28 PM, soniclabsaudio wrote:

> I think its the mu-100 but cant find the specific details on it does
> anyone know what tone gen they used?

As far as I understand the TG sounds built into the RS7000 and most 
other Yamaha gear are custom-built AWM2 soundsets that aren't tied to 
an original TG from the past. The RM1x has a similar soundset to the 
RS7000, but the RS7000 added extra sounds from the RM1x's original 
set and tweaked them to sound better. Each piece of Yamaha gear has 
a different size sound set, with the newer Motif ES line having over 
100MB of sound samples whereas something like the RM1x & RS7000 only 
have between 4 - 16MB of sound samples in their TG.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14845|14773|2006-09-08 07:47:11|Bob S.|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
OK...so I opened the RS7000 to start working on the idea of putting a hard disk internally to the unit. Well, too bad nobody knew enough about the inside of the RS to tell
me that there are no internal SCSI access points internally....only the one on the outside that is directly soldered to the main board. That means the only approaches would
be to hand solder 50 tiny wires to the connector....too tedious for someone of bad eyesight like myself....or, create a ribbon cable that would connect on the outside and
route to the inside and still allow another drive like a CD drive to connect to the RS.....messy at best.....

After I studied that sketch from that dandy danny link I left a week ago, I see he saw that and sketched separated wires that it appears he must of considered soldering to
the circuit board on the inside.......

Well, I'll think about it some more.....or maybe just save and use the small drive on other synth that is more friendly to an internal drive......

Bob
El Segundo, CA
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bob S. 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, September 03, 2006 10:38 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards

I am actually in the process of doing the HD install & I will let you know/send some photos after I complete it & get it working......

My approach uses a 20GB 2.5" notebook IDE drive, an IDE to SCSI adapter card & appropriate cables,brackets & cables......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, September 03, 2006 9:10 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards

On Jun 22, 2006, at 6:56 PM, kiro77de wrote:

> I heard that somebody installed an internal HD in it, and found the
> connectors for eypansion boards on the mainboard, where Yamah planed
> to integrate this like in the Motif.
>
> Anyone knows a bit more?
> Thank you

I don't think anybody's actually done it yet (or at least they 
haven't posted their final results to the list), but this site 
mentions a plan to do it:

http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

Thanks to Bob S. for his post on August 25, 2006 with the link to 
this website with the subject heading: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 vs SU700 & 
RS7000 HD

Sorry for bringing up a 2 1/2 month old post but I figured the 
original poster might want an answer. This answers at least part of 
his question (not the part about the expansion board, which I don't 
remember reading about [other than people wanting it as a wishlist 
item from Yamaha]).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14846|14839|2006-09-08 19:17:36|wasted/su700fan|Re: AWAVE (again) creating Kits|
On Sep 3, 2006, at 7:23 AM, touchmymagic wrote:

> Hi,
>
> can anyone tell me, do I need the full version of AWAVE to create
> drumkits? Or is there a workaround so that I can use the trial 
> version?
>
> If I can get it to work then I will probably buy it anyway as this
> kind of functionality is important to me.
>
> Thanks in advance
>
> Immon

I haven't played with Awave Studio but it looks like you need to 
purchase the full version to be able to save 'kits'. When you go to 
their site:
http://www.fmjsoft.com/awframe.html
and click on the Download trial version link the following page 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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mentions under the Limitations section that there is a 30-day trial 
time limit, after saving a file you must restart it before you can 
save it again, and you can save waveforms and single instruments, but 
not 'collections'.

Not having tried it to see how well it works with the workaround 
mentioned on this list earlier this year (Dec. 2005 - March 2006) 
regarding creating Motif kits, I can't vouch for how useful it may be 
for you. Other list members who documented this workaround might 
have more detailed information for you.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14847|14842|2006-09-08 19:18:28|wasted/su700fan|Re: axiom 25 controller with RS|
On Sep 4, 2006, at 12:15 AM, bittersweetkoko wrote:

> Hi, I just got an axiom 25 midi controller and I'm having a hard time
> trying to get the endless rotary knobs to work smoothly. I was
> wondering if anyone has one or knows if the RS is compatible with
> those knobs.
>
> thanks,
> koko

I've got an Axiom 49 (I wanted the data sliders along with the 8 
endless rotary encoders and 8 velocity sensitive drum pads [with 10 
different velocity curves unlike the RS7k's woohoo!]). I haven't had 
much chance to play with the Axiom 49 and my other gear yet but from 
what I read in the Axiom's manual the knobs, being endless rotary 
encoders, use relative values (+1/-1 from current value sent out) 
instead of knob specific values, since there isn't a start/end point 
of the knobs. That way you don't have to worry about the knobs 
jumping to a value you might not be expecting. There are several 
settings in the Axiom that you can choose that might help with the 
responsiveness of the RS7k receiving it's CC# data from the knobs. 
Sorry I can't give you a more specific, detailed solution. Check the 
manual to see about how to set up the Axiom to send data out of the 
knobs and try the two or three different mappings for it. Maybe one 
will work better than another. Good luck.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14848|14773|2006-09-08 19:22:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
On Sep 8, 2006, at 3:10 AM, Bob S. wrote:

> OK...so I opened the RS7000 to start working on the idea of putting 
> a hard disk internally to the unit. Well, too bad nobody knew 
> enough about the inside of the RS to tell me that there are no 
> internal SCSI access points internally....only the one on the 
> outside that is directly soldered to the main board. That means 
> the only approaches would be to hand solder 50 tiny wires to the 
> connector....too tedious for someone of bad eyesight like 
> myself....or, create a ribbon cable that would connect on the 
> outside and route to the inside and still allow another drive like 
> a CD drive to connect to the RS.....messy at best.....
>
> After I studied that sketch from that dandy danny link I left a 
> week ago, I see he saw that and sketched separated wires that it 
> appears he must of considered soldering to the circuit board on the 
> inside.......
>
> Well, I'll think about it some more.....or maybe just save and use 
> the small drive on other synth that is more friendly to an internal 
> drive......
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

With the AIEB2 I/O board installed there isn't much space left over 
for installing other internal devices like a SCSI HD or PLG card, so 
that's probably another reason why Yamaha didn't include an internal 
SCSI connector or internal PLG card connector (also probably due to 
extra work adding the PLG capability to the RS7k's OS). If the RS7k 
was like the A3000/4000/5000 or SU700 and you had to pay an extra 
$200 to buy the ASIB1 SCSI board you would have your internal 
connector for a ribbon cable along with the 50 pin mini SCSI-2 
external connector, as it's built onto the ASIB1.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14849|14773|2006-09-08 20:05:30|Bob S.|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|



Yes, I have an A4000. The A4000 & A5000 had the SCSI interface included and also has an IDE interface.

I have an SU700 and it has the an add-on SCSI interface. I have not checked the inside of the SU700 but it doesn't seem worth it for me to put a hard drive in there. I am
not even sure if I am keeping the SU700 once I start working with the RS7000.

I actually had enough space now for a drive in the RS7000, but only with today's technology (not the technology of the year of the RS7000). I was going to use a small
2.5" 20GB IDE notebook drive along with a small 2" x 2" IDE to SCSI bridge card....I would have mounted it them on the bottom cover so it cleared the AIEB2
card.......and it might have worked and maybe I still will try....

Except for real estate, there is no real problem with me using an external drive for any of these....it's just nice to have everything self-contained.

I also have an EX5r coming but I don't know if it has it's SCSI option. If it does not, I might have to steal the SCSI from the SU700 or find another SCSI card....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2006 5:13 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards

On Sep 8, 2006, at 3:10 AM, Bob S. wrote:

> OK...so I opened the RS7000 to start working on the idea of putting 
> a hard disk internally to the unit. Well, too bad nobody knew 
> enough about the inside of the RS to tell me that there are no 
> internal SCSI access points internally....only the one on the 
> outside that is directly soldered to the main board. That means 
> the only approaches would be to hand solder 50 tiny wires to the 
> connector....too tedious for someone of bad eyesight like 
> myself....or, create a ribbon cable that would connect on the 
> outside and route to the inside and still allow another drive like 
> a CD drive to connect to the RS.....messy at best.....
>
> After I studied that sketch from that dandy danny link I left a 
> week ago, I see he saw that and sketched separated wires that it 
> appears he must of considered soldering to the circuit board on the 
> inside.......
>
> Well, I'll think about it some more.....or maybe just save and use 
> the small drive on other synth that is more friendly to an internal 
> drive......
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

With the AIEB2 I/O board installed there isn't much space left over 
for installing other internal devices like a SCSI HD or PLG card, so 
that's probably another reason why Yamaha didn't include an internal 
SCSI connector or internal PLG card connector (also probably due to 
extra work adding the PLG capability to the RS7k's OS). If the RS7k 
was like the A3000/4000/5000 or SU700 and you had to pay an extra 
$200 to buy the ASIB1 SCSI board you would have your internal 
connector for a ribbon cable along with the 50 pin mini SCSI-2 
external connector, as it's built onto the ASIB1.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14850|14773|2006-09-08 21:23:01|h2a2p|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:

>
> or, create a ribbon cable that would connect on the outside and 

route to the inside and still allow another drive like a CD drive to 
connect to the RS.....messy at best.....

> 
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besides the scsi connector issue, power was also an issue i was 
trying to figure out. i could be wrong, but from my experience, the 
scsi drive has to be already spinning when the rs starts for the rs 
to read the drive properly. i know you have the 'mount' option on 
the rs, but even that never seemed to work for me unless the drive 
was spinning first when i booted the rs. if i am wrong on this 
someone please let me know! maybe it was just the few SCSI drives i 
have tried. i wonder if your IDE drive and adapter would be any 
different. 

so anyway, although i've seen someone say there is power inside the 
rs to power a drive, i wonder if this issue would be a problem, since 
the drive and rs would be powering up at the same time. and the 
drive needing its own power supply and on/off switch doesn't make the 
project any easier. 

the only work-around i have found to this, to have the drive and rs 
power up at the same time and the drive still be readable, was to 
boot the rs in test mode, let the drive start spinning for a moment, 
and then exit test mode. so then you have the rs operating system 
starting up and the drive is already spinning. 

i dunno. i ended up using external scsi drives. kind of like having 
2 bricks laying next to my rs. but it works. if someone does 
figure this internal HD issue out (and shares how to do it!) you can 
be sure i will consider doing it. 

well anyway i just thought i'd throw these thoughts out here. 
talking about my rs and hard drives. gotta love it :)
| 14852|14773|2006-09-08 22:35:04|Bob S.|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
It's great to have the RS7000 group up and talking.......

The issue of hard drive spin-up time versus synth boot time and drive detection is not unique to the RS7000. I have had an Emu ESI-2000 for several years that I put a
hard drive into (it was not designed with the thought of an internal hard drive) and the ESI sampler boots so fast that it misses the hard drive internally as the drive tries
to spin. With that setup, I have to remount the SCSI drive one time after I power up. 

It appears this is a common issue for those systems that the manufacturer really did not consider a hard drive internally powered up at the same time as the main synth
board. My Emu E6400 however (probably also for the A4000/A5000), was designed to have a hard drive internally. That system delays the boot process and waits for a
drive to be ready before it does a scan and mount so the drive is always correctly mounted......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: h2a2p 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2006 8:12 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> or, create a ribbon cable that would connect on the outside and 
route to the inside and still allow another drive like a CD drive to 
connect to the RS.....messy at best.....
> 

besides the scsi connector issue, power was also an issue i was 
trying to figure out. i could be wrong, but from my experience, the 
scsi drive has to be already spinning when the rs starts for the rs 
to read the drive properly. i know you have the 'mount' option on 
the rs, but even that never seemed to work for me unless the drive 
was spinning first when i booted the rs. if i am wrong on this 
someone please let me know! maybe it was just the few SCSI drives i 
have tried. i wonder if your IDE drive and adapter would be any 
different. 

so anyway, although i've seen someone say there is power inside the 
rs to power a drive, i wonder if this issue would be a problem, since 
the drive and rs would be powering up at the same time. and the 
drive needing its own power supply and on/off switch doesn't make the 
project any easier. 

the only work-around i have found to this, to have the drive and rs 
power up at the same time and the drive still be readable, was to 
boot the rs in test mode, let the drive start spinning for a moment, 
and then exit test mode. so then you have the rs operating system 
starting up and the drive is already spinning. 
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i dunno. i ended up using external scsi drives. kind of like having 
2 bricks laying next to my rs. but it works. if someone does 
figure this internal HD issue out (and shares how to do it!) you can 
be sure i will consider doing it. 

well anyway i just thought i'd throw these thoughts out here. 
talking about my rs and hard drives. gotta love it :)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14853|14825|2006-09-09 04:34:31|wasted/su700fan|Re: nord mod in a rs 7000 sweet!|
On Sep 8, 2006, at 11:20 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Thats pretty neat!
>
> I've been working on ways to get my RS to sound more nordish by
> itself.
>
> Copy a synth lead or bass line to another track, then on one of the
> tracks detune it by going into voice edit pitch and adjusting. Have
> both tracks play at the same time, maybe make some more slight
> adjustments, but you can't adjust them together. So, what you can do
> to go further is to resample them together on to a 3rd track in
> pitched mode kit, then can clear or free up the other two tracks if
> you want to save some track space, and then you'll have one big fat
> nord-like VAish instrament on the 3rd track you can play. Of course
> its not exact, but its probably a lot cooler of a sound than you
> might expect to come from an RS7000 alone.
>
> Zam

Thanks for the tip!

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14854|14773|2006-09-09 04:40:11|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
On Sep 8, 2006, at 9:58 PM, Bob S. wrote:

> Yes, I have an A4000. The A4000 & A5000 had the SCSI interface 
> included and also has an IDE interface.

Wasn't sure whether the A4000/5000 had SCSI as standard like the 
RS7000. I knew that it was an add-on card for the SU700 and A3000, 
since the ASIB1 board instructions when I purchased it for the SU700 
mentioned the A3000.

> I have an SU700 and it has the an add-on SCSI interface. I have 
> not checked the inside of the SU700 but it doesn't seem worth it 
> for me to put a hard drive in there. I am not even sure if I am 
> keeping the SU700 once I start working with the RS7000.

You must've bought your SU700 used with it already included by the 
previous owner, as it didn't come as standard. Between the ASIB1 and 
AIEB1, that was an extra $400 to fully option out the SU700 (not 
counting the 64MB RAM cost). There wasn't really much space inside 
the SU700 if you had both boards installed. If you check the 
archives of the yamahasu700supportgroup@yahoogroups.com mailing list 
you'll see how a couple of us members replaced the internal floppy 
drive with an internal SCSI ZIP100 drive to make it more portable 
(for saving large volumes without needing an external SCSI ZIP100 
drive and wall-wart power supply).

> I actually had enough space now for a drive in the RS7000, but only 
> with today's technology (not the technology of the year of the 
> RS7000). I was going to use a small 2.5" 20GB IDE notebook drive 
> along with a small 2" x 2" IDE to SCSI bridge card....I would have 
> mounted it them on the bottom cover so it cleared the AIEB2 
> card.......and it might have worked and maybe I still will try....
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The laptop drives you mention might fit in there easier, since 
they're smaller. I just haven't had any experience personally with 
using that bridge card/IDE-SCSI adapter to know how well it would 
work. Just know that only 8GB maximum disk space is all the RS7000 
will recognize (The rest of your 20GB probably wouldn't be seen by 
the RS7k). If you do get it going, setting up 1 or 2GB partitions 
might help it to see the 8GB. I've never worked with SCSI HD's and 
Yamaha gear before, just SCSI ZIPs, and the 8GB limit was something I 
read on some Yamaha documentation IIRC.

> Except for real estate, there is no real problem with me using an 
> external drive for any of these....it's just nice to have 
> everything self-contained.
>
> I also have an EX5r coming but I don't know if it has it's SCSI 
> option. If it does not, I might have to steal the SCSI from the 
> SU700 or find another SCSI card...

I think the regular EX5 (not the rack version) needed the ASIB1. Not 
sure if SCSI is built in as standard on the motherboard for the EX5r 
like it is for the RS7k.

> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

Disclaimer: all info above just recollections of my old addled mind. 
Some of this gear I haven't read about in 4-6 years so my 
recollections are probably fuzzy. In any case, let us know how it goes.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14855|14773|2006-09-09 08:31:21|Bob S.|Re: RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards|
Thanks k/w/s !

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2006 3:23 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 tuning - Internal HD and Yamaha Plugin Boards

On Sep 8, 2006, at 9:58 PM, Bob S. wrote:

> Yes, I have an A4000. The A4000 & A5000 had the SCSI interface 
> included and also has an IDE interface.

Wasn't sure whether the A4000/5000 had SCSI as standard like the 
RS7000. I knew that it was an add-on card for the SU700 and A3000, 
since the ASIB1 board instructions when I purchased it for the SU700 
mentioned the A3000.

> I have an SU700 and it has the an add-on SCSI interface. I have 
> not checked the inside of the SU700 but it doesn't seem worth it 
> for me to put a hard drive in there. I am not even sure if I am 
> keeping the SU700 once I start working with the RS7000.

You must've bought your SU700 used with it already included by the 
previous owner, as it didn't come as standard. Between the ASIB1 and 
AIEB1, that was an extra $400 to fully option out the SU700 (not 
counting the 64MB RAM cost). There wasn't really much space inside 
the SU700 if you had both boards installed. If you check the 
archives of the yamahasu700supportgroup@yahoogroups.com mailing list 
you'll see how a couple of us members replaced the internal floppy 
drive with an internal SCSI ZIP100 drive to make it more portable 
(for saving large volumes without needing an external SCSI ZIP100 
drive and wall-wart power supply).

> I actually had enough space now for a drive in the RS7000, but only 
> with today's technology (not the technology of the year of the 
> RS7000). I was going to use a small 2.5" 20GB IDE notebook drive 
> along with a small 2" x 2" IDE to SCSI bridge card....I would have 
> mounted it them on the bottom cover so it cleared the AIEB2 
> card.......and it might have worked and maybe I still will try....

The laptop drives you mention might fit in there easier, since 
they're smaller. I just haven't had any experience personally with 
using that bridge card/IDE-SCSI adapter to know how well it would 
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work. Just know that only 8GB maximum disk space is all the RS7000 
will recognize (The rest of your 20GB probably wouldn't be seen by 
the RS7k). If you do get it going, setting up 1 or 2GB partitions 
might help it to see the 8GB. I've never worked with SCSI HD's and 
Yamaha gear before, just SCSI ZIPs, and the 8GB limit was something I 
read on some Yamaha documentation IIRC.

> Except for real estate, there is no real problem with me using an 
> external drive for any of these....it's just nice to have 
> everything self-contained.
>
> I also have an EX5r coming but I don't know if it has it's SCSI 
> option. If it does not, I might have to steal the SCSI from the 
> SU700 or find another SCSI card...

I think the regular EX5 (not the rack version) needed the ASIB1. Not 
sure if SCSI is built in as standard on the motherboard for the EX5r 
like it is for the RS7k.

> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

Disclaimer: all info above just recollections of my old addled mind. 
Some of this gear I haven't read about in 4-6 years so my 
recollections are probably fuzzy. In any case, let us know how it goes.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14856|14825|2006-09-09 15:05:11|Brooks Mosher|Re: nord mod in a rs 7000 sweet!|
i wish they came out with an RS7000 mk II with double the polyphony and two
or four osc voices....

better yet, how about a box with all the sequencer functions of the RS but
modular- meaning you could add plug in boards for either va synthesis,
sampling, pcm playback, or even the ability to load vst plug ins into an
onboard processor board; add whatever you want.

On 9/9/06, wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> On Sep 8, 2006, at 11:20 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
>
> > Thats pretty neat!
> >
> > I've been working on ways to get my RS to sound more nordish by
> > itself.
> >
> > Copy a synth lead or bass line to another track, then on one of the
> > tracks detune it by going into voice edit pitch and adjusting. Have
> > both tracks play at the same time, maybe make some more slight
> > adjustments, but you can't adjust them together. So, what you can do
> > to go further is to resample them together on to a 3rd track in
> > pitched mode kit, then can clear or free up the other two tracks if
> > you want to save some track space, and then you'll have one big fat
> > nord-like VAish instrament on the 3rd track you can play. Of course
> > its not exact, but its probably a lot cooler of a sound than you
> > might expect to come from an RS7000 alone.
> >
> > Zam
>
> Thanks for the tip!
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14857|14857|2006-09-15 12:43:33|unheardmessages|hi- a new online ongoing talent competition for musicians! Read on|
Just wanted to tell you about Bam Bam Slam- a new online ongoing talent video
competition that has an "Instrument Solo" category... other categories include
"Acting",
"Singing", "Rock Band", "Rap Battle", "Modeling", "Dj Spin-Off"... as well as
over
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40 other
different video categories for all kinds of talent... check it out to see which
one is for you!

The cool part is, you don't even have to pay your entrance fee (which is only
5-10 bucks
anyway), but you can get a family member, friend, or fan to enter it for you
(after you post
it), and both of you split the winnings!

it's also an intimate setting, only competing against 4 people at a time.. and
the
participants are the judges. YOU get to choose who moves on to the next
level...

it's fun and it will help you improve in whatever field your in. this could
mean great exposure for you, and a chance to get selected to appear on an
upcoming
reality talent tv show spinoff... based on the winners of the online contest...

the site will be launching at the end of this month, but if you enter your email
address at bambamslam.com you will get a chance to enter some material in for
free,
being that you will be one of the first to try it out.... get in it before it
blows up, and you
can say you were among the first pioneers. that's always a cool feeling, right?
| 14858|14858|2006-09-18 09:54:25|heuvelhoofdig|syncing 3 sequencers: midi connections?|
Hi,

I'd like to sync three sequencers for producing, I can't figure out 
the midi connections though...
Basically I'd like to use ableton 5, a korg emx and my beloved yamaha 
rs 7000 as a master.
I also have a novation remote midikeyboard which I'd like to use as a 
master keyboard. 
(to control my rs7000, korg emx and ableton)

I sum up all the available midi ports:

- yamaha rs 7000 (master): midi in, out a, out b
- korg emx: midi in, midi out, midi thru
- pc with m audio delta 1010lt soundcard: midi in, midi out
- novation remote midikeyboard: midi in, midi out a, midi thru, midi 
out b and an usb port (= midi in + out)

I'd really appreciate some help regarding the midi connections and 
eventual midi settings problems.

cheers,
Thomas
| 14859|14859|2006-09-20 10:29:01|Andre|Illegal file -- again|
Hi group,
after saving some of my r2p files on my computer (win xp pro), i 
wanted to save them again on my sm-card. Trying to load a r2p, the RS 
doesn´t take it. Illegal File!!! What can i do? I think it´s that xp 
adding some extra data to the r2p, or something like that?

I hope there´s someone who can help me.

Thank You
| 14860|14859|2006-09-20 13:11:45|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Illegal file -- again|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Andre" <electribe75@aol.com>

> Hi group,
> after saving some of my r2p files on my computer (win xp pro), i 
> wanted to save them again on my sm-card. Trying to load a r2p, the RS 
> doesn�t take it. Illegal File!!! What can i do? I think it�s that xp 
> adding some extra data to the r2p, or something like that?
> 
> I hope there�s someone who can help me.
> 
> Thank You

Have you used the option "safely eject hardware" in the clock area of the taskbar to stop the Media card reader and prepare it for removal? If not, and you just pulled the
card prematurely, corruption of data to files on the card can occur, which might be the cause of your problem.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14861|14858|2006-09-23 12:35:11|bingo_theclowno|Re: syncing 3 sequencers: midi connections?|
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There is not much you can do but connect all devices in series. In 
other words RS7000 MIDI out to Device 1 MIDI in, Device 1 MIDI Thru 
to Device 2 MIDI in and so on. The MIDI Thru connection will echo 
whatever you put in MIDI in input. If you want to use your keyboard 
and RS7000 at the same time, I think you will need a MIDI box with 
multiple MIDI inputs. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "heuvelhoofdig" 
wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 
> I'd like to sync three sequencers for producing, I can't figure out 
> the midi connections though...
> Basically I'd like to use ableton 5, a korg emx and my beloved 

yamaha 

> rs 7000 as a master.
> I also have a novation remote midikeyboard which I'd like to use as 

a 

> master keyboard. 
> (to control my rs7000, korg emx and ableton)
> 
> I sum up all the available midi ports:
> 
> - yamaha rs 7000 (master): midi in, out a, out b
> - korg emx: midi in, midi out, midi thru
> - pc with m audio delta 1010lt soundcard: midi in, midi out
> - novation remote midikeyboard: midi in, midi out a, midi thru, 

midi 

> out b and an usb port (= midi in + out)
> 
> 
> I'd really appreciate some help regarding the midi connections and 
> eventual midi settings problems.
> 
> cheers,
> Thomas
>

| 14862|14858|2006-09-25 05:27:54|Ian Vine|Re: syncing 3 sequencers: midi connections?|
Midi clock can be a funny thing, chainig throuh devices can cause problems. 

Why not hook up laptop to midi out A and the EMX to midi out B, make sure that both out are sending clock and transport control

IanV

bingo_theclowno <bogdan@rinda.com> wrote:
There is not much you can do but connect all devices in series. In 
other words RS7000 MIDI out to Device 1 MIDI in, Device 1 MIDI Thru 
to Device 2 MIDI in and so on. The MIDI Thru connection will echo 
whatever you put in MIDI in input. If you want to use your keyboard 
and RS7000 at the same time, I think you will need a MIDI box with 
multiple MIDI inputs. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "heuvelhoofdig" 
wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 
> I'd like to sync three sequencers for producing, I can't figure out 
> the midi connections though...
> Basically I'd like to use ableton 5, a korg emx and my beloved 

yamaha 

> rs 7000 as a master.
> I also have a novation remote midikeyboard which I'd like to use as 

a 

> master keyboard. 
> (to control my rs7000, korg emx and ableton)
> 
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> I sum up all the available midi ports:
> 
> - yamaha rs 7000 (master): midi in, out a, out b
> - korg emx: midi in, midi out, midi thru
> - pc with m audio delta 1010lt soundcard: midi in, midi out
> - novation remote midikeyboard: midi in, midi out a, midi thru, 

midi 

> out b and an usb port (= midi in + out)
> 
> 
> I'd really appreciate some help regarding the midi connections and 
> eventual midi settings problems.
> 
> cheers,
> Thomas
>

---------------------------------
Yahoo! Cars NEW - sell your car and browse thousands of new and used cars online search now 
---------------------------------

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14863|14863|2006-09-27 06:43:54|taditouch|pre amp|
Hi all.
I need to know how do u record music to computer.
Do u use any preamp?
Do u use yamahas multi comp when recording?

thanx
| 14864|14863|2006-09-27 10:28:16|philp|help|
I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY LOOPS 
INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
| 14865|7575|2006-09-27 10:51:51|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: help|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "philp" <jodiphilip@sbcglobal.net>

> I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY LOOPS 
> INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?

First things first, please turn off the CAPS LOCK key. That is considered shouting when online. Makes it hard to read your message.

Second, if you mean putting your Styles/Patterns into Song mode, that's what the Pattern Chain mode is for. It lets you build songs by "chaining" different Sections of the
same pattern or multiple patterns together to create the foundations of a song, which can then be further tweaked in Song mode as necessary.

Third, I (the list owner/moderator) live in the Metro Detroit area so if you are REALLY stuck I can try to help you out a little personally. Try reading the section in the
manual for Pattern Chain mode and trying out some of the steps mentioned there first, though.

Good luck, and welcome to the group!!!

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14866|14863|2006-09-27 11:05:40|closeshavestubble|Re: help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "philp" wrote:

>
> I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY LOOPS 
> INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
>

Try reading the manual. Does no one ever read the Manual anymore these days??
| 14867|14863|2006-09-27 11:31:25|Brooks Mosher|Re: help|
mr. closeshavestubble -> smart ass.

On 9/27/06, closeshavestubble <closeshavestubble@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "philp"
> wrote:
> >
> > I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY LOOPS
> > INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
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> >
> Try reading the manual. Does no one ever read the Manual anymore these
> days??
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14868|7575|2006-09-27 11:31:58|Brooks Mosher|Re: help|
i'm in metro Detroit too, so i may be able to be of some assistance.

Brooks
brooksmosher@gmail.com

On 9/27/06, su700fan@comcast.net <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> -------------- Original message ----------------------
> From: "philp" <jodiphilip@sbcglobal.net >
> > I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY LOOPS
> > INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
>
> First things first, please turn off the CAPS LOCK key. That is considered
> shouting when online. Makes it hard to read your message.
>
> Second, if you mean putting your Styles/Patterns into Song mode, that's
> what the Pattern Chain mode is for. It lets you build songs by "chaining"
> different Sections of the same pattern or multiple patterns together to
> create the foundations of a song, which can then be further tweaked in Song
> mode as necessary.
>
> Third, I (the list owner/moderator) live in the Metro Detroit area so if
> you are REALLY stuck I can try to help you out a little personally. Try
> reading the section in the manual for Pattern Chain mode and trying out some
> of the steps mentioned there first, though.
>
> Good luck, and welcome to the group!!!
>
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14869|14863|2006-09-27 11:51:56|closeshavestubble|Re: help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:

>
> mr. closeshavestubble -> smart ass.
> 
> 
> 
> On 9/27/06, closeshavestubble wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "philp"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY LOOPS
> > > INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
> > >
> > Try reading the manual. Does no one ever read the Manual anymore these
> > days??
> >
> > smartass??....you must know me
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14870|14863|2006-09-27 12:26:04|Emiliano Braulio|Re: pre amp|
It´s better to record the sound flat and then master it on your computer than pre amp or pre compress...
This way you have a clean recorded signal and you can work on it.

peace

Nimitz
www.tensionworks.com
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: taditouch 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2006 8:50 AM
Subject: [RS7000] pre amp

Hi all.
I need to know how do u record music to computer.
Do u use any preamp?
Do u use yamahas multi comp when recording?

thanx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14871|14863|2006-09-27 14:28:29|Brooks Mosher|Re: help|
well i felt that your comment was a bit condescending.

anyways, in my opinion the manual for the RS7000 sucks (and YES i have read
it). i do refer to the manuals when i need to, but really the best thing
for me is hands on, trial and error, and just playing around with it to
learn how to use it. also, isn't there a faq on here? that's another good
place for a new user to look.

On 9/27/06, closeshavestubble <closeshavestubble@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> Mosher" wrote:
> >
> > mr. closeshavestubble -> smart ass.
> >
> >
> >
> > On 9/27/06, closeshavestubble wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > ps.com>, "philp"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY
> LOOPS
> > > > INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
> > > >
> > > Try reading the manual. Does no one ever read the Manual anymore these
> > > days??
> > >
> > > smartass??....you must know me
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14872|7575|2006-09-27 15:59:34|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: help|
Yes, there's a FAQ in the FILES section of the group's homepage (both in PDF format and Word IIRC).

Let's all play nice now boys. :) Not many people seem to like or know about Pattern Chain mode (the bastard hybrid mode between Pattern/Style and Song modes). Most
users seem to prefer working in one mode or the other, not both. I'm actually one of the users who prefers following the RS7000's design and workflow, starting in Style
mode, creating the basic song structure in Pattern Chain mode, and then use the job "convert to song" to work on final touches in Song mode.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Brooks Mosher" <brooksmosher@gmail.com>

> well i felt that your comment was a bit condescending.
> 
> anyways, in my opinion the manual for the RS7000 sucks (and YES i have read
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> it). i do refer to the manuals when i need to, but really the best thing
> for me is hands on, trial and error, and just playing around with it to
> learn how to use it. also, isn't there a faq on here? that's another good
> place for a new user to look.
> 
> On 9/27/06, closeshavestubble <closeshavestubble@yahoo.com> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > Mosher" wrote:
> > >
> > > mr. closeshavestubble -> smart ass.
> > >
> > > On 9/27/06, closeshavestubble wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > ps.com>, "philp"
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I AM FAIRLY NEW TO THE RS7000 AND WOULD LIKE SOME HELP ON GET MY
> > LOOPS
> > > > > INTO SONG MODE , IS ANYONE NEAR DETROIT MI ?
> > > > >
> > > > Try reading the manual. Does no one ever read the Manual anymore these
> > > > days??
> > > >
> > > > smartass??....you must know me

| 14873|14863|2006-09-27 19:56:56|wasubot|Re: pre amp|
I think its line level output anway so no preamp needed.

Wasubot

On 9/27/06, taditouch <taditouch@email.si > wrote:
>
> Hi all.
> I need to know how do u record music to computer.
> Do u use any preamp?
> Do u use yamahas multi comp when recording?
>
> thanx
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14874|14863|2006-09-29 00:29:20|clint codrington|Re: pre amp|
Hi you will need a A/D to D/A Converter running 24bit/96Khz (A/D stands for Analog to Digital ) that will be an interface

wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com> wrote: I think its line level output anway so no preamp needed.

Wasubot

On 9/27/06, taditouch <taditouch@email.si > wrote:
>
> Hi all.
> I need to know how do u record music to computer.
> Do u use any preamp?
> Do u use yamahas multi comp when recording?
>
> thanx
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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---------------------------------
Stay in the know. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com. Check it out. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14875|14863|2006-09-29 11:42:54|Chad M. Sells|Re: pre amp|
Your A/D D/A converter doesn't need to be 24 bit... The RS is only 16 bit, as well as the Audio CD's you will be burning your audio to (if you choose to burn your music),
so really its not that relevant, more just a personal preference... Its not of high recomendation, but you could technically use the "mic" or "line in" on a cheap sound
blaster, pc sound card if you didn't have the cash to afford a high end, a/d d/a converter...

I do recomend using the yamaha multi comp... Its a great tool to get the most out of the sound in the box.

Good Luck!

clint codrington <cclint301@yahoo.com> wrote:
Hi you will need a A/D to D/A Converter running 24bit/96Khz (A/D stands for Analog to Digital ) that will be an interface

wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com> wrote: I think its line level output anway so no preamp needed.

Wasubot

On 9/27/06, taditouch <taditouch@email.si > wrote:
>
> Hi all.
> I need to know how do u record music to computer.
> Do u use any preamp?
> Do u use yamahas multi comp when recording?
>
> thanx
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Stay in the know. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com. Check it out. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Do you Yahoo!?
Get on board. You're invited to try the new Yahoo! Mail.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14876|14863|2006-09-29 11:43:02|Brooks Mosher|Re: pre amp|
Hello, I think what Clint means is that you will need an audio interface for
you computer that accepts line level inputs (unbalanced). That's all you
need to record the audio into your computer. If you have digital in on your
computer's audio interface and you get the output expander for the RS you
may be able to record digitally directly into your computer.

The master effects section (ie, the multi comp) on the RS isn't that great
sounding in my opinion, so if i use it at all i would limit it's usage to
live situations only. you can always run any audio signal through a preamp
to color the sound if that's what you desire...

Brooks

On 9/28/06, clint codrington <cclint301@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Hi you will need a A/D to D/A Converter running 24bit/96Khz (A/D stands
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> for Analog to Digital ) that will be an interface
>
> wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com > wrote: I think its line
> level output anway so no preamp needed.
>
> Wasubot
>
> On 9/27/06, taditouch <taditouch@email.si > wrote:
> >
> > Hi all.
> > I need to know how do u record music to computer.
> > Do u use any preamp?
> > Do u use yamahas multi comp when recording?
> >
> > thanx
> >
> >
> >
>
> --
> Wasubot
> ----------------------------
> Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Stay in the know. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com. Check it out.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14877|14877|2006-09-29 19:23:37|ahkentaten|rs7000 using pc as sampler|
hello

I want to use a laptop as my "hardware sampler" and trigger the
samples on the fly with my rs7000. What software would you suggest? 
I want to be able to use all 16 midi channels. I will be triggering
loops as well as single shots.

thank you.
| 14878|14877|2006-09-29 19:52:05|Brooks Mosher|Re: rs7000 using pc as sampler|
Most any software that can run VST's or RTAS can do this. But you need a
plug in like Battery or something similar.

I use Cubase and Live but Live works much better with the RS since it can
sync to external midi clock.

Brooks

On 9/29/06, ahkentaten <ahkentaten@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
> hello
>
> I want to use a laptop as my "hardware sampler" and trigger the
> samples on the fly with my rs7000. What software would you suggest?
> I want to be able to use all 16 midi channels. I will be triggering
> loops as well as single shots.
>
> thank you.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14887|14887|2006-10-04 07:50:31|florisvanrijswijk|Memory card problem|
Hi group!

I'm using a 64mb SmartMedia memory card to move projects from the RS
to the PC and back again. This used to work fine untill last week when
I found the following problems:
- The PC is able to move project files to a sm-card and the Windows
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explorer shows these project files to be on the sm-card. I then put
the sm-card into the RS7000 and try to open the files. The RS shows
that there is no memory card and does not show the files at all.
- When trying to save a project from the RS7000 to the sm-card, RS
tells me that the card is write-protected but it is not because the PC
is able to save files on it and the write-protection sticker is not
applied to the sm-card! 

So I am not able to load my RS projects that I have stored on my PC
back into the RS and I cannot store projects made in the RS on the
64mb sm-card.

When I try a 8mb sm-card all works just fine.
Can the 64mb sm-card be malfunctioning? If so why does it only
malfunction on the RS and works just fine on the PC?

Any ideas?

Anyway this leads me to another problem:
The sm-cards are not for sale anymore! What kind of alternatives are
there now? I like the sm-cards because it is easy to takes projects
with me this way and load them into the RS when doing live gigs.
Is it possible to put a modern SD-card reader into the RS or is there
an adapter available to use other types of cards in the sm-card reader
of the RS7000?

Sorry for the long post... Thanks for any replies!

Floris.
| 14888|14887|2006-10-04 08:35:41|Bob S.|Re: Memory card problem|
I don't know about your particular problem but SmartMedia cards are extremely easy to buy. There are several hundred for sale on Ebay, some brand new.

In addition, CompuUSA & B&H Photo still sell them at great prices.......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: florisvanrijswijk 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, October 04, 2006 6:48 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Memory card problem

Hi group!

I'm using a 64mb SmartMedia memory card to move projects from the RS
to the PC and back again. This used to work fine untill last week when
I found the following problems:
- The PC is able to move project files to a sm-card and the Windows
explorer shows these project files to be on the sm-card. I then put
the sm-card into the RS7000 and try to open the files. The RS shows
that there is no memory card and does not show the files at all.
- When trying to save a project from the RS7000 to the sm-card, RS
tells me that the card is write-protected but it is not because the PC
is able to save files on it and the write-protection sticker is not
applied to the sm-card! 

So I am not able to load my RS projects that I have stored on my PC
back into the RS and I cannot store projects made in the RS on the
64mb sm-card.

When I try a 8mb sm-card all works just fine.
Can the 64mb sm-card be malfunctioning? If so why does it only
malfunction on the RS and works just fine on the PC?

Any ideas?

Anyway this leads me to another problem:
The sm-cards are not for sale anymore! What kind of alternatives are
there now? I like the sm-cards because it is easy to takes projects
with me this way and load them into the RS when doing live gigs.
Is it possible to put a modern SD-card reader into the RS or is there
an adapter available to use other types of cards in the sm-card reader
of the RS7000?

Sorry for the long post... Thanks for any replies!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Floris.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14889|14887|2006-10-04 09:00:07|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Memory card problem|
--------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "florisvanrijswijk" <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>

> Hi group!
> 
> I'm using a 64mb SmartMedia memory card to move projects from the RS
> to the PC and back again. This used to work fine untill last week when
> I found the following problems:
> - The PC is able to move project files to a sm-card and the Windows
> explorer shows these project files to be on the sm-card. I then put
> the sm-card into the RS7000 and try to open the files. The RS shows
> that there is no memory card and does not show the files at all.
> - When trying to save a project from the RS7000 to the sm-card, RS
> tells me that the card is write-protected but it is not because the PC
> is able to save files on it and the write-protection sticker is not
> applied to the sm-card! 
> 
> So I am not able to load my RS projects that I have stored on my PC
> back into the RS and I cannot store projects made in the RS on the
> 64mb sm-card.
> 
> When I try a 8mb sm-card all works just fine.
> Can the 64mb sm-card be malfunctioning? If so why does it only
> malfunction on the RS and works just fine on the PC?
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> Anyway this leads me to another problem:
> The sm-cards are not for sale anymore! What kind of alternatives are
> there now? I like the sm-cards because it is easy to takes projects
> with me this way and load them into the RS when doing live gigs.
> Is it possible to put a modern SD-card reader into the RS or is there
> an adapter available to use other types of cards in the sm-card reader
> of the RS7000?
> 
> Sorry for the long post... Thanks for any replies!
> 
> Floris.

Have you used the "safely eject media" option in the taskbar bottom right corner? If you, you might have corrupted the data on the SmartMedia card and possibly
rendered the filesystem unusable. It is also possible that the card might be worn out or having problems. Check the archives of the group. I believe somebody mentioned
an xD to SmartMedia adapter that allows you to put the smaller xD cards into a SM card sized adapter so that the RS7k's SM card slot can write to the xD card. Since the
RS7000 and SM cards max out at 128MB, larger xD cards won't be recognized.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14890|14887|2006-10-04 09:28:24|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Memory card problem|

> Have you used the "safely eject media" option in the taskbar bottom right 
> corner? If you, you might have corrupted the data on the SmartMedia card and 
> possibly rendered the filesystem unusable. It is also possible that the card 
> might be worn out or having problems. Check the archives of the group. I 
> believe somebody mentioned an xD to SmartMedia adapter that allows you to put 
> the smaller xD cards into a SM card sized adapter so that the RS7k's SM card 
> slot can write to the xD card via the adapter. Since the RS7000 and SM cards max out at 128MB, 
> larger xD cards won't be recognized.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan

Correction in first paragraph: "If you, you" should read "If not, you"
| 14891|14887|2006-10-04 10:12:22|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Memory card problem|
Hi!

Thanks for the replies.

Did anyone try this xD to SmartMedia Card Adapter in the RS?
So the RS will only accept 128mb xD cards then?

Floris.
| 14892|14887|2006-10-04 11:47:21|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Memory card problem|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "florisvanrijswijk" <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>
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> Hi!
> 
> Thanks for the replies.
> 
> Did anyone try this xD to SmartMedia Card Adapter in the RS?
> So the RS will only accept 128mb xD cards then?
> 
> Floris.

128MB is the maximum size memory card the RS7000 can see (since Smart Media cards largest size when they were produced was 128MB). Larger size xD cards will
probably not be recognized, or at least the extra space ignored.

--komatos/wasted/su7000fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14893|14887|2006-10-04 20:45:28|dj sparkle|Re: Memory card problem|
why dont you just get a zip drive instead of using faulty smartmedia....i use an iomega zip 100 drive or either a syquest 135 for saving all of my files...it makes it much
easier to have over 100's of files on a zip disk or syquest 135mb disk...than smartmedia....but if you just gotta have your smartmedia...then get the zip drive anyway and
backup your smartmedia to the zip...after everysong..so if your smartmedia jacks up..you still have the zip backup...trust me...i have had 2 rs7000's since they came
out..lost over 40 songs on smartmedia...so i have never looked back and save everything to a zip....
now i have 2 syquest and 2 zips...they both are scsi..which is what you need...
if you cant find one on ebay or something...email me back and for a small fee i might part with one of the extra drives *S*

su700fan@comcast.net wrote: > Have you used the "safely eject media" option in the taskbar bottom right 

> corner? If you, you might have corrupted the data on the SmartMedia card and 
> possibly rendered the filesystem unusable. It is also possible that the card 
> might be worn out or having problems. Check the archives of the group. I 
> believe somebody mentioned an xD to SmartMedia adapter that allows you to put 
> the smaller xD cards into a SM card sized adapter so that the RS7k's SM card 
> slot can write to the xD card via the adapter. Since the RS7000 and SM cards max out at 128MB, 
> larger xD cards won't be recognized.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan

Correction in first paragraph: "If you, you" should read "If not, you"

---------------------------------
Stay in the know. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com. Check it out. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14894|14894|2006-10-08 00:51:57|carboninuit|rs7000 test program|
hi, does anyone know what PANEL SW is on the test program ?
thanks inuit
| 14895|14894|2006-10-08 01:44:16|wasted/su700fan|Re: rs7000 test program|
On Oct 7, 2006, at 6:59 PM, carboninuit wrote:

> hi, does anyone know what PANEL SW is on the test program ?
> thanks inuit

First, press Enter. Then it tells you which buttons to press to make 
sure the switches (i.e. buttons) are working properly. The first 
button tested is Effect (upper left corner). Then you have to switch 
the Master Effect knob through it's 8 steps. Then the rest of the 
buttons as the screen displays them. These go in order from top 
left, then to the right, down to the next row of buttons and left to 
right again. This continues until the bottom button is reached.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14896|14894|2006-10-08 08:17:36|carboninuit|Re: rs7000 test program|
thanks got it now ,i was pressing the wrong effect button 
everything has tested ok .thanks for your help
i only purchased it yesterday so its all new to me
so far im very impressed
| 14897|14894|2006-10-08 08:18:30|carboninuit|Re: rs7000 test program|
do the midi ins and out ,scsi etc need to be connected to test ok?
| 14899|14894|2006-10-08 09:29:06|wasted/su700fan|Re: rs7000 test program|
On Oct 8, 2006, at 4:25 AM, carboninuit wrote:

> do the midi ins and out ,scsi etc need to be connected to test ok?
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For the MIDI tests, you need to connect one end of the MIDI cable to 
the In port on the RS7k and the other end to the appropriate MIDI Out 
port (A or B) currently being tested. You should get an OK if that 
is done (unless you're having MIDI port problems [not too likely]).

For the SCSI test, I don't remember but I think you need to have your 
SCSI drive connected (i.e. SCSI ZIP100, MO, or HD) and have a disk 
inserted into it that it can do a read/write test to. I'm not sure 
what result I got for this when I tested it but my SCSI ZIP100 disk 
works fine reading & writing with the RS7k.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14900|14894|2006-10-09 14:31:00|autorewind|Re: rs7000 test program|
just make sure u dont try to hot swap the SCSI port ... cause it 
wont read that the drive is connected if u do... so try pluggin it 
in before u turn on the rs7000.. and it should work....

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Oct 8, 2006, at 4:25 AM, carboninuit wrote:
> 
> > do the midi ins and out ,scsi etc need to be connected to test 
ok?
> 
> For the MIDI tests, you need to connect one end of the MIDI cable 
to 
> the In port on the RS7k and the other end to the appropriate MIDI 
Out 
> port (A or B) currently being tested. You should get an OK if 
that 
> is done (unless you're having MIDI port problems [not too likely]).
> 
> For the SCSI test, I don't remember but I think you need to have 
your 
> SCSI drive connected (i.e. SCSI ZIP100, MO, or HD) and have a 
disk 
> inserted into it that it can do a read/write test to. I'm not 
sure 
> what result I got for this when I tested it but my SCSI ZIP100 
disk 
> works fine reading & writing with the RS7k.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 14901|14901|2006-10-12 06:32:46|nairB|Importing Midi Files Issue|
Hello,

I'm importing midi file successfully to the rs7000. But on play back,
it seems as though you can't change voices on tracks. They change but
after playing a measure or two, they revert back to the original voice. 

Has anyone else seen this? Is there something I need to do to the
midi files?
| 14902|14901|2006-10-13 08:00:33|Richard Schultz|Re: Importing Midi Files Issue|

>I'm importing midi file successfully to the rs7000. But on play back,
>it seems as though you can't change voices on tracks. They change but
>after playing a measure or two, they revert back to the original voice. 
>
>Has anyone else seen this? Is there something I need to do to the
>midi files?

I am starting to do this sort of work as well. Here is what I have found.

You want to put a Program change line into your sequences on each channel that changes it to the correct program. Also check and see if there is already one in there
changing it to the WRONG sound and delete it. You can do this either on the external thing you're sequencing on (such as a computer) or on the RS7K. Then I have found
it works best to SAVE AS SONG and make an RS7K song file out of it after you import it. After that the sequences seem to play back fine for me and with the right sounds.
One other issue...

I also use other midi modules and sometimes when I do this it turns on a sound on the RS7K on those channels and I get the two sounds playing at once. What I think
should fix this is to go into setup and turn off "To TG" on those channels. I then save the RS7K song again.

This usually seems to work but sometimes it seems to revert itself at random. So I'm not 100% sure if those changes to the setup page save w/ each song or if you have to
do a SAVE ALL to store them. I am trying to organize my work so certain channels are always a certain midi module on all the songs so if I do have to do it globally w/
SAVE ALL it should work. But right now its not that way.

Let me know if any of that helps and please feel free to share any tips you discover.
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I really like sequencing on the RS7K but editing it and making different versions can be a bit tedious. So if I can fly it over to my computer and edit it in Cubase that is
great for me. Then I can make different longer and shorter versions, etc. Really quick and easy. I am still mastering the bringing it back to the RS7K part of the equation
myself.

Richard
Omaha, NE
www.richardschultzmusic.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14903|14903|2006-10-18 15:00:02|carboninuit|rs7000.org|
hi ,i want to post on rs7000.org ,its let me join and i can log in but it wony let me post or 
contact any admins .
any ideas, anyone whos a member over there .

thanks inuit
| 14904|14903|2006-10-18 18:07:32|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: rs7000.org|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "carboninuit" <mikenett@ntlworld.com>

> hi ,i want to post on rs7000.org ,its let me join and i can log in but it wony 
> let me post or 
> contact any admins .
> any ideas, anyone whos a member over there .
> 
> thanks inuit

Do you mean the forums at www.rs7000.org? There should be a login box in the upper right with user name and password. Once you put in the correct user name and
password you should get to a page that has all the forums listed and right below the "welcome: yourusername" message & the # of new unread messages since your last
visit to the forums. I've been a member of it since 2002 and it hasn't given me any problems. You might want to verify your username & password. If you're sure they're
correct, try creating a new username & password from the main forums page.

If you're logged in already at the main forums page you actually need to choose a forum before you can create a new post or reply to a current thread. There is a "new
thread" button in the upper right of each forum's thread listing. Hope this helps.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14905|14903|2006-10-19 11:20:46|carboninuit|Re: rs7000.org|
i get this message when i try to post

You do not have permission to access this page. This could be due to one of several 
reasons:
You do not have permission to access the page that you were trying to. Are you trying to 
edit someone else's post or trying to access administrative features? Check that you are 
allowed to perform this action in the Forum Rules.
If you are trying to post, the administrator may have disabled your account, or it may be 
awaiting activation.
Logged in user: inuit [logout]

Forgotten your password?

ive tried logging in with a new user name and a new e-mail address and i get the same 
message

ive also tried contacting darren@rs7000.org but get this delivery failure message

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at rackserver1.aits.co.uk.
I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses.
This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out.

?????????????
| 14906|14903|2006-10-19 14:22:05|tadi touch|Re: rs7000.org|
Jes its a mail problem- had the samo one. 
Log out and register with @msn.com, that will do it.
And im starting rs group at myspace.com/taditouch 

bye
tadi

On Wed, 18 Oct 2006 at 23:00:01, carboninuit wrote:

> hi ,i want to post on rs7000.org ,its let me join and i can log in but it
> wony let me post or 
> contact any admins .
> any ideas, anyone whos a member over there .
> 
> thanks inuit

mailto:mikenett@ntlworld.com
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____________________
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| 14907|14903|2006-10-19 15:04:18|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: rs7000.org|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "carboninuit" <mikenett@ntlworld.com>

> i get this message when i try to post
> 
> 
> You do not have permission to access this page. This could be due to one of 
> several 
> reasons:
> You do not have permission to access the page that you were trying to. Are you 
> trying to 
> edit someone else's post or trying to access administrative features? Check that 
> you are 
> allowed to perform this action in the Forum Rules.
> If you are trying to post, the administrator may have disabled your account, or 
> it may be 
> awaiting activation.
> Logged in user: inuit [logout]
> 
> Forgotten your password?
> 
> ive tried logging in with a new user name and a new e-mail address and i get the 
> same 
> message
> 
> ive also tried contacting darren@rs7000.org but get this delivery failure 
> message
> 
> Hi. This is the qmail-send program at rackserver1.aits.co.uk.
> I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses.
> This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out.
> 
> ?????????????

Sounds to me like you need to reply to an activation email send from rs7000.org before you can actually post a new message or reply to a currently active thread (to verify
you really wanted to add yourself to the rs7000.org forums). You might want to check your email at the rackserver1.aits.co.uk email account. The bottom part of the
message sounds like your account at that mail server is full or disabled. Perhaps you haven't checked mail from there in a long while? Otherwise, I would suggest getting
another free email account like the other member who replied to your post mentioned (Yahoo, hotmail, etc.).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14908|14903|2006-10-22 10:37:10|carboninuit|Re: rs7000.org|
im not getting sent an activation e-mail

ive tried 3 different e-mail addresses ntl , yahoo and msn and not had an activation e-mail 
sent to any of them
| 14909|14903|2006-10-22 12:52:40|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: rs7000.org|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "carboninuit" <mikenett@ntlworld.com>

> im not getting sent an activation e-mail
> 
> ive tried 3 different e-mail addresses ntl , yahoo and msn and not had an 
> activation e-mail 
> sent to any of them

I honestly have no idea what is going on at this point. Other than maybe you entering your username/password incorrectly, it should work. I'm not even sure if you need to
respond to an account activation email (it's been a very long time since I signed up for the message boards there). Try emailing darren@rs7000.org to see if he can help
you sort this out. Good luck!!!

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14910|14910|2006-10-23 09:58:49|SARoberge|Re: Digest Number 1706|
Hey All....Long time lurker...First time poster
Though i'd like to express how helpfull adn friendly this group is...I
should probably just get to the point :

I'm tryign to sync my RS via MTC from a master midi source.

The MMC commands seems to work as it will stop/start/locate...however I
can't get the two machines to sync up on the beats/measures count.

I have a tempo map on the master that matches the tempo in the RS
song...but perhaps I'm offbase somewhere else ?

http://www.email.si/
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I'm thinking it might be the MTC type (frame rate)
I've tried all the variations in the master but still can;t get it to
synch...

My main quastion here is : What MMC time code does the RS use...adn can it
be modified ?
( ie. from 30 fps to say... 29.97 NDF )

Any feedback would be helpful...

Muchos Nachos
/sar/
| 14911|14910|2006-10-23 21:12:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: Digest Number 1706|
On Oct 23, 2006, at 11:16 AM, SARoberge wrote:

> Hey All....Long time lurker...First time poster
> Though i'd like to express how helpfull adn friendly this group is...I
> should probably just get to the point :
>
> I'm tryign to sync my RS via MTC from a master midi source.
>
> The MMC commands seems to work as it will stop/start/ 
> locate...however I
> can't get the two machines to sync up on the beats/measures count.
>
> I have a tempo map on the master that matches the tempo in the RS
> song...but perhaps I'm offbase somewhere else ?
>
> I'm thinking it might be the MTC type (frame rate)
> I've tried all the variations in the master but still can;t get it to
> synch...
>
> My main quastion here is : What MMC time code does the RS use...adn 
> can it
> be modified ?
> ( ie. from 30 fps to say... 29.97 NDF )
>
> Any feedback would be helpful...
>
> Muchos Nachos
> /sar/

Disclaimer: I've never tried to sync up the RS7000 via MTC to any 
other gear.

First off, have you setup the RS7k to sync via MTC? See page 260 of 
the manual. UTILITY/MIDI Setup/MIDI Sync/MTC should be the correct 
setting.

Is your external device capable of sending MTC? If not then you 
can't sync via MTC, just MMC/MIDI.

If you're trying to sync the RS7k via MTC from an external device, 
are you in Song mode on the RS7k? That's the only mode that is 
appropriate for MTC Sync (since Pattern/Style mode is looping and 
wouldn't really apply to the MTC format [hours:minutes:seconds:frames]).

You might also need to adjust the setting on the next page of that 
UTILITY/MIDI Setup menu dealing with MTC offset.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14912|14912|2006-10-24 07:49:57|SARoberge|Re: Digest Number 1707|
Thanks much for going over the basics with me.

The machines have been setup adn are running together...but the Master
beat/measure is rolling ahead of it's slave...even though i have a tempo
map set on it.

I need to know what FRAME RATE the RS runs at and whether or not this can
be modified, since that is the only thing left (that i can think of) that
might cause the beat/measure synch to read wrong ???

Obi Wan ?
| 14913|14912|2006-10-25 00:42:36|wasted/su700fan|Re: Digest Number 1707|
On Oct 24, 2006, at 9:40 AM, SARoberge wrote:

> Thanks much for going over the basics with me.
>

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan


> The machines have been setup adn are running together...but the Master
> beat/measure is rolling ahead of it's slave...even though i have a 
> tempo
> map set on it.
>
> I need to know what FRAME RATE the RS runs at and whether or not 
> this can
> be modified, since that is the only thing left (that i can think 
> of) that
> might cause the beat/measure synch to read wrong ???
>
> Obi Wan ?

That I have no idea of. Perhaps Yamaha might be able to enlighten 
you on that? I don't believe there's any setting that allows you to 
change the frame rate on the RS7k, but I could be wrong about that 
(maybe a hidden option, although I doubt it).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14914|14914|2006-10-25 09:47:18|Jan-Ahrent Czmok|selling RS7000|
I am selling my RS7000:

http://cgi.ebay.de/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&ih=007&item=170042497564

if somebody is looking for one/another one.

--jan
| 14915|14912|2006-10-25 18:37:23|zamisers7k|Re: Digest Number 1707|
There is an MTC start offset which has frames in Utility Mode Midi 
Setup 2/2 that might do the trick?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Oct 24, 2006, at 9:40 AM, SARoberge wrote:
> 
> > Thanks much for going over the basics with me.
> >
> > The machines have been setup adn are running together...but the 
Master
> > beat/measure is rolling ahead of it's slave...even though i have 
a 
> > tempo
> > map set on it.
> >
> > I need to know what FRAME RATE the RS runs at and whether or not 
> > this can
> > be modified, since that is the only thing left (that i can think 
> > of) that
> > might cause the beat/measure synch to read wrong ???
> >
> > Obi Wan ?
> 
> That I have no idea of. Perhaps Yamaha might be able to enlighten 
> you on that? I don't believe there's any setting that allows you 
to 
> change the frame rate on the RS7k, but I could be wrong about that 
> (maybe a hidden option, although I doubt it).
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 14917|14901|2006-10-25 19:04:59|zamisers7k|Re: Importing Midi Files Issue|
I concur, you have to go into edit events, lots of times you'll see
program changes fowling things up, even when you convert a chain on
the RS to a song it still puts program changes and settings at the
very start of a song, before you hit play even once which makes the
RS capture those changes you have to delete the initial event which
is a program change and any subsequent ones too a midi file may have
otherwise you loose your settings of the instrament you've choosen
forever on that song. Once all those are gone, I don't know how but
the RS retains the settings for that instrament which I really doubt
is stored in midi format and has to be in the RS's song format and or
if done in pattern mode then the pattern format.

There is also a MIDI in/out filter on the RS that can filter program 
change events too, I've not always had a lot of luck with that though 
and is more for sending everything through midi I think instead of 
importing, I think its somewhere in the midi setup of Utility mode if 
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you decide to try it.

Hopefully some of that made some sense.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
wrote:

>
> >I'm importing midi file successfully to the rs7000. But on play 

back,

> >it seems as though you can't change voices on tracks. They change 

but

> >after playing a measure or two, they revert back to the original 

voice. 

> >
> >Has anyone else seen this? Is there something I need to do to the
> >midi files?
> 
> I am starting to do this sort of work as well. Here is what I have 

found.

> 
> You want to put a Program change line into your sequences on each 

channel that changes it to the correct program. Also check and see 
if there is already one in there changing it to the WRONG sound and 
delete it. You can do this either on the external thing you're 
sequencing on (such as a computer) or on the RS7K. Then I have found 
it works best to SAVE AS SONG and make an RS7K song file out of it 
after you import it. After that the sequences seem to play back fine 
for me and with the right sounds. One other issue...

> 
> I also use other midi modules and sometimes when I do this it turns 

on a sound on the RS7K on those channels and I get the two sounds 
playing at once. What I think should fix this is to go into setup 
and turn off "To TG" on those channels. I then save the RS7K song 
again.

> 
> This usually seems to work but sometimes it seems to revert itself 

at random. So I'm not 100% sure if those changes to the setup page 
save w/ each song or if you have to do a SAVE ALL to store them. I 
am trying to organize my work so certain channels are always a 
certain midi module on all the songs so if I do have to do it 
globally w/ SAVE ALL it should work. But right now its not that way.

> 
> Let me know if any of that helps and please feel free to share any 

tips you discover.

> 
> I really like sequencing on the RS7K but editing it and making 

different versions can be a bit tedious. So if I can fly it over to 
my computer and edit it in Cubase that is great for me. Then I can 
make different longer and shorter versions, etc. Really quick and 
easy. I am still mastering the bringing it back to the RS7K part of 
the equation myself.

> 
> Richard
> Omaha, NE
> www.richardschultzmusic.com
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14918|14918|2006-10-26 19:24:24|midinote2004|open closed hats|
i dont know quite how to word this , but im going to try my best ...

i want to take samples (non one shots) play on and when i hit the 
next sample key, make the first smple key stop, like the open and 
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closed hi hats.. this is something ive seen done on the mpc.... 
please tell me the rs does this
| 14919|14918|2006-10-27 08:52:40|su700fan|Re: open closed hats|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "midinote2004" wrote:

>
> i dont know quite how to word this , but im going to try my 

best ...

> 
> i want to take samples (non one shots) play on and when i hit the 
> next sample key, make the first smple key stop, like the open and 
> closed hi hats.. this is something ive seen done on the mpc.... 
> please tell me the rs does this

With the built-in tone generator sounds on certain drum kits (the 
Trigger type kits) there is an "alternate assign" group that certain 
complimentary sounds like the ones you mentioned (open/closed hi-
hat) will work like you mention: if one is sounding and the other is 
hit the first one stops sounding. See the Trigger drum kit sounds 
listing near the back of the manual (pages 298-304) for more info on 
the drum kits and sounds within them that are part of the "alternate 
assign" groups. There might be several sounds between several 
groups which will only respond to other sounds within their group 
being played (up to 4 "alternate assign" groups in certain Trigger 
type drum kits). I.E. open hi-hat and closed hi-hat in group 1 will 
work like you mention or open hi-hat and closed hi-hat in group 2 
will work with its group that way.

I didn't notice any settings in the manual for setting up samples as 
an "alternate assign" group but I didn't have time to do a thorough 
look at the manual to verify. If worse comes to worse, if you're 
playing it live, once you release the first note and then play the 
second note the first note should stop sounding (unless you have the 
release for the sample turned up high). Not a great solution, but 
real-time recording might help in this situation some.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14920|14918|2006-10-27 17:00:28|wasubot|Re: open closed hats|
You can just assign the hi hats to its own track and then set it to MONO
mode as opposed to POLY, this should cut them out with each other note. I
usually do this anyway as many of the knob functions such as cutoff, eg,
LFO etc are only for each track. A real shame they did it like that but at
least there are options and work arounds.

Regards

Wasubot

On 10/27/06, midinote2004 <d.grundy@verizon.net> wrote:
>
> i dont know quite how to word this , but im going to try my best ...
>
> i want to take samples (non one shots) play on and when i hit the
> next sample key, make the first smple key stop, like the open and
> closed hi hats.. this is something ive seen done on the mpc....
> please tell me the rs does this
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14921|14921|2006-10-30 20:24:28|michaelpaganharner|Remote Song Selection|
I need to be able to select the next song in a list for gigs. I'm 
thinking about buying a MFC10 to do that. Anybody else doing this?
| 14922|14922|2006-11-01 07:52:30|CHESUMAR SEEGARS|Jus lettin you know about me|
was goin on, my name is tony and i happy to be a part of this group. I had one question though, how do you use the sampler on the RS7000 and when you sample sounds
either internally or externally does the machine save the sounds even when its not hooked up to the source that it was sampled from any more?
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| 14923|14922|2006-11-01 09:16:23|Bob S.|Re: Jus lettin you know about me|
Samples are stored in digital form in the memory (RAM) of the RS7000. The RAM does not hold any information when the system is powered off so all sample settings &
the sample itself must be stored on to some memory form that is retained after power is removed....like the smart card or SCSI device (if you have the SCSI interface) like
a Zip or hard drive.....this is pretty much true of every sampler out there......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: CHESUMAR SEEGARS 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2006 12:16 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Jus lettin you know about me

was goin on, my name is tony and i happy to be a part of this group. I had one question though, how do you use the sampler on the RS7000 and when you
sample sounds either internally or externally does the machine save the sounds even when its not hooked up to the source that it was sampled from any more?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14924|13973|2006-11-01 20:52:12|midinote2004|Re: I got some questions.......|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brooks Mosher 
wrote:

>
> zero crossing is automotically finding the start point of the
> sample.... (at least i think that's what he means).
> 
> 
> On 7/1/05, ++haZy <_hazy@...> wrote:
> > hey phil
> > 
> > ive not had any problems slicing beats with the time streching.. 

yes it 

> > is trial and error but i can ususally get something decent 

second 

> > shot...it didnt work very well with a vocal sample but the 

effect i got 

> > was usable for something else..
> > 
> > yes it is basic but so far its done everything i need it to do.. 

ie.. 

> > slice a beat up so i can pitch it without losing tempo..
> > 
> > the realtime reference in my post was talking about the remix 

option 

> > which can be done realtime but just via presets.. i would 

shudder to 

> > think about trying to realtime slice a beat loop :S
> > 
> > the roland mc-09 did it but it was a pretty shit machine all 

around..

> > 
> > what do you mean by zero crossing? never heard it before
> > 
> > +=haZy
> > 
> > 
> > On 01/07/2005, at 12:25 AM, Philip Mucci wrote:
> > 
> > > Be warned haZy, the time stretching function sucks, it's very, 

very
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> > > basic. It is a painful process as you only stretch by %, not 

by beats,

> > > bars, clocks or anything midi related. (Which the RS is!) Now 

it's

> > > possible, but only by trial and error. You'll not be able to
> > > quantitatively stretch a sample and get it right the first 

time.

> > >
> > > You certainly can't do it in real time...
> > >
> > > And finding the zero crossing? Forget it...
> > >
> > > I've posted about this before, asking if someone had a better 

way...

> > >
> > > (I still love my RS...)
> > >
> > > Phil
> > >
> > > On Thu, 2005-06-30 at 13:43 +0000, haze_100 wrote:
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ++haZy <_hazy@h...> wrote:
> > > > > hey mate ..
> > > > > On 16/06/2005, at 3:15 AM, haze_100 wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > Im looking to get a rs7000 as soon as I see it for a 

good price

> > > > on
> > > > > > Ebay, but I have a few questions.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > 1. Does time stretch on this machine accurately stretch
> > > > according to
> > > > > > BPM? Say I chop a bar off a 4/4 soulr record will the 

snares

> > > > match up
> > > > > > or does thie time stretch only pitch up or down?
> > > > >
> > > > > no it stretches like recycle.. as in it keeps the same 

timing but

> > > > > pitches up and down.. so if you cut up a beat 4x4 you can 

strech

> > > > it in
> > > > > tempo and keep it the same beat..
> > > > >
> > > > > the other thing the rs7k does is let you remix your beat 

slices on

> > > > the
> > > > > fly.. so say you have a 4x4 drum slice.. you can remix it 

on the

> > > > fly
> > > > > using the remix function.. it does have preset remixes 

but there

> > > > are
> > > > > about 16 of em from memory
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > 2. I have heard good things about the sequencer,what 

makes it

> > > > so
> > > > > > great?
> > > > >
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> > > > > its very very flexable..
> > > > >
> > > > > you can program it either realtime, step mode ( with 16 

bar step

> > > > > sequence on the lcd, very useful ) and grid mode
> > > > >
> > > > > basically a sequence consists of up to 16 phrases ( ie
> > > > patterns ) .. so
> > > > > for a track you would have seperate phrases for say hi 

hats,

> > > > kicks, a
> > > > > sample, a bass line and a lead line. this lets you 

seperate each

> > > > one
> > > > > down and do things like change the midi data .. want your 

hats

> > > > phrase a
> > > > > bit faster? speed the thing up with a knob twist..
> > > > >
> > > > > feel like having a quick jam with mates? throw together a 

4x4 loop

> > > > > together in a matter of seconds using either presets in 

the

> > > > machine (
> > > > > there are 100's ) or your own presets..
> > > > >
> > > > > from the front of the box you can also pitch, effect, 

filter, set

> > > > the
> > > > > sustain decay etc all in realtime using the knobs on the 

front..

> > > > >
> > > > > you also have 10 places which you can store your patterns 

for

> > > > quick
> > > > > recall for each part of the song.. very very useful for 

live work

> > > > >
> > > > > acutally the whole unit is brilliant for live stuff..
> > > > >
> > > > > i hated mine when i first got it because its pretty deep, 

but

> > > > after
> > > > > awhile you see the glow :)
> > > > >
> > > > > > 3. The rs only has two pads. How are samples 

controlled and

> > > > accessed?
> > > > > > Example: On my MPC I can assign up to 16 samples for 

each bank

> > > > to
> > > > > > individual pads, and up to 4 samples on one pad. How 

does this

> > > > work on
> > > > > > the rs?



> > > > >
> > > > > you have 16 areas to assign to samples, patterns, 

loops .. each

> > > > with a
> > > > > button.. the pads on the side are for velocity 

programming..

> > > > > >
> > > > > > 4. If you have or have used an MPC2000xl? compare the 

rs to it.

> > > > Im
> > > > > > just curious.
> > > > >
> > > > > sorry never used one.. all i can say is its about the 

same size :)

> > > > >
> > > > > > 5 The on board sounds, how are they, should I invest 

in some

> > > > kind of
> > > > > > sound module or do you think the rs has great sounds. 

PLease

> > > > rank them
> > > > > > on a scale from 1-5.
> > > > >
> > > > > nah, rs7k has great sounds.. peoples oppinions will vary 

on this

> > > > one
> > > > > but i always find stuff i love on it... when i started 

using mine

> > > > i
> > > > > found the sounds were a little muffled but i upgraded my 

os and it

> > > > made
> > > > > the world of difference..
> > > > >
> > > > > > Im a sample based producer and if I cop an rs you can 

bet Ill b

> > > > > > communicating regularly with this group. Thanks in 

advance.

> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > hope this helps
> > > > >
> > > > > +=haZy
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for the reply, and the insight. I say in about 2-3 

weeks I

> > > > should have an RS in my set-up, and to tell you the truth. 

I can't

> > > > wait!
> > > >
> > > > Talk to you then.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >



> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ:
> > > >
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > >
> > 

_____________________________________________________________________
_

> > > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > > >
> > > > 1. Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > > > 
> > > > 2. To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > > 
> > > > 3. Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! 

Terms of

> > > > Service.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > >
> > 

_____________________________________________________________________
_

> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> > >
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > >
> > > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS
> > >
> > > â ª Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > > 
> > > â ª To unsubscribe from this group, send an email 

to:

> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > > 
> > > â ª Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the 

Yahoo! Terms of

> > > Service.
> > >

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> > FAQ: 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-

faq.html

> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > YAHOO! GROUPS LINKS 
> > 
> > Visit your group "RS7000" on the web.
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> > To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > 
> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> > Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo! Terms of 

Service. 

> > ________________________________
> >
>this is some bullshit.... i think im bout to go the mpc rout... the 

slice and sequence takes 40 days and 40 nights to get it right, even 
with that i want to play my samples out , you know like one of those 
kanye west type tracks... everytime i go to do something i find that 
i cant do it on the rs... will someone please give me 600 bucks for 
this thing????
| 14925|14925|2006-11-01 23:08:52|kussersmith|receive midi message for mute/scene store|
does anyone know how to send midi messages to the RS from an external
controller to trigger the stored mutes. i think the stored scenes are
system exclusively internal to the RS. but what about the mutes?

thanks

-k-
| 14926|14926|2006-11-02 10:19:51|michaelpaganharner|General MIDI Voice Assignments|
When I load GM songs into the RS7000 (or QY700) it sets up voices and 
drums just fine. But if I play the same file from Cakewalk output to 
the MIDI input, it misses voice assignments, especially drums. The 
drum channel (10 or any other) stays set to the default piano usually. 
This is a hassle cause I can't monitor final changes while editing in 
Cakewalk, I have to transer the file to the sequencer first. very 
frustrating. Who uses Cakewalk (Sonar) with RS7000?
| 14927|14927|2006-11-02 14:58:29|love_su_re_soulmyheart|drums .... no filter ?!|
hi,

i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing because it was not possible to 
filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?

i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you use 3 together at one time? 
and all the scene-buttens (8) ?

maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this piece.

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


| 14928|14927|2006-11-02 15:26:23|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
i think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that patch
(just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.

the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the sequencer
is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a huge
four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling out
$1,0000 on an SP-1200...

On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote:
>
> hi,
>
> i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing because
> it was not possible to
> filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
>
> i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you use 3
> together at one time?
> and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
>
> maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this piece.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14929|14929|2006-11-04 07:08:02|michaelpaganharner|Song Mode Voice Assignments|
When I import an SMF .mid song, the instrument assignments are 
assigned in the voice section, but the sound all comes out piano 
default. I've got the 'Voice Setup to TG' section set to 'on'. But 
it doesn't work. Any help please?
| 14930|14929|2006-11-08 17:57:51|wasted/su700fan|Re: Song Mode Voice Assignments|
On Nov 3, 2006, at 9:08 PM, michaelpaganharner wrote:

> When I import an SMF .mid song, the instrument assignments are
> assigned in the voice section, but the sound all comes out piano
> default. I've got the 'Voice Setup to TG' section set to 'on'. But
> it doesn't work. Any help please?

Voice Setup to TG works more appropriately for phrases originally 
created on the RS7000. When importing SMF files the voices don't 
always import properly. It might depend on the way the original 
software sequencer created the files, or the RS7000's MIDI voice 
mapping might not correspond to the original SMF file. If you go 
into Edit mode you should be able to delete the patch change message 
(usually at the beginning of the phrase; in the header part) and re- 
record or insert your appropriate patch change message at the 
beginning of each phrase. See pages 154-156 of the manual for Phrase 
Editing information in Style/Pattern mode; pages 225-226 for Song 
Editing information.

Voice Setup to TG also has more to do with keeping the appropriate 
voice and effect settings originally stored with each Style/Song 
loaded when a new Style/Song is selected. If it's set to OFF, when 
you choose a new Style/Song it will inherit the voice and effect 
settings of the previous Style/Song. See page 261 of the manual for 
a detailed explanation.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14931|14931|2006-11-11 05:58:12|mauro_mirisola|muddy sound by stereo outputs!!|
Hi there,
when playing the RS7000 by the main stereo outputs,the sound sounds 
boomy en muddy...(the master eq=flat) when i switch the track to the 
external outs 1&2 the sound sounds much better,more dynamics en clear.

Is this a known bug or is it just not possible to get the same 

mailto:s.tielsch@utanet.at
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan


quality at all outputs?
thanks
| 14932|14932|2006-11-11 05:58:31|mauro_mirisola|New Rom Update|
Hi there,
does anyone knows if there is getting a new rom update??
thanks
| 14933|14931|2006-11-11 14:05:55|wasted/su700fan|Re: muddy sound by stereo outputs!!|
On Nov 11, 2006, at 6:23 AM, mauro_mirisola wrote:

> Hi there,
> when playing the RS7000 by the main stereo outputs,the sound sounds
> boomy en muddy...(the master eq=flat) when i switch the track to the
> external outs 1&2 the sound sounds much better,more dynamics en clear.
>
> Is this a known bug or is it just not possible to get the same
> quality at all outputs?
> thanks

Sounds like you've got your Stereo Out set to a higher value. Go to 
Utility/System/page 4/Stereo Out Level and see if it is any other 
setting than +0dB. My guess is you might have it set to +6, +12, or 
+18dB. If your AS1&2 Out Level is +0dB and the Stereo Out Level is 
higher that would explain the muddiness and boom on the main outputs 
and the clear sound on the Assignable Outs.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14934|14932|2006-11-11 18:01:20|wasted/su700fan|Re: New Rom Update|
On Nov 11, 2006, at 6:16 AM, mauro_mirisola wrote:

> Hi there,
> does anyone knows if there is getting a new rom update??
> thanks

The last OS update (1.22) was Autumn 2004 and I doubt the RS7000 will 
see any more. It's been a couple years since the last update, and 5 
years since the RS7000 was originally released. Yamaha appears to be 
concentrating on the Motif ES line of synths nowadays.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14935|14931|2006-11-15 04:38:21|peter sedin|card/disc not ready -message!|
hi list.
im tryning to format my card but get this message! can the card reader on rs-7000 be broken? 
peace
peter

---------------------------------
Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music Unlimited.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14936|14931|2006-11-15 06:17:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: card/disc not ready -message!|
On Nov 15, 2006, at 6:28 AM, peter sedin wrote:

> hi list.
> im tryning to format my card but get this message! can the card 
> reader on rs-7000 be broken?
> peace
> peter

First try another SM card. The current card might be bad or possibly 
corrupted by a Windows/Mac read/write operation that didn't complete 
properly (or improper formatting on the computer). Also make sure 
that the write protect sticker isn't on the card. If other cards 
also don't work, then it might be the reader itself needs cleaning or 
replacement. At that point you'd need to contact Yamaha.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14937|14931|2006-11-15 11:49:24|peter sedin|Re: card/disc not ready -message!|

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan


ok thanx!
the card is new in from a unopen package.. no i havent tryid to format it on a computer.. only on rs itself.
peace
peter

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:

On Nov 15, 2006, at 6:28 AM, peter sedin wrote:

> hi list.
> im tryning to format my card but get this message! can the card 
> reader on rs-7000 be broken?
> peace
> peter

First try another SM card. The current card might be bad or possibly 
corrupted by a Windows/Mac read/write operation that didn't complete 
properly (or improper formatting on the computer). Also make sure 
that the write protect sticker isn't on the card. If other cards 
also don't work, then it might be the reader itself needs cleaning or 
replacement. At that point you'd need to contact Yamaha.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

---------------------------------
Cheap Talk? Check out Yahoo! Messenger's low PC-to-Phone call rates.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14938|14931|2006-11-15 12:06:12|Bob S.|Re: card/disc not ready -message!|
A few more things to check:

- Is the card a 3.3V card (not 5V) ?
- Does the card push all the way in a stay all the way in the slot ?
- Is the card in the right direction ?
- Are you selecting the right source/destination for the data (the card) ?

Hope something works here....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com>
>Sent: Nov 15, 2006 6:41 AM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] card/disc not ready -message!
>
>ok thanx!
> the card is new in from a unopen package.. no i havent tryid to format it on a computer.. only on rs itself.
> peace
> peter
>
>wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
> On Nov 15, 2006, at 6:28 AM, peter sedin wrote:
>
>> hi list.
>> im tryning to format my card but get this message! can the card 
>> reader on rs-7000 be broken?
>> peace
>> peter
>
>First try another SM card. The current card might be bad or possibly 
>corrupted by a Windows/Mac read/write operation that didn't complete 
>properly (or improper formatting on the computer). Also make sure 
>that the write protect sticker isn't on the card. If other cards 
>also don't work, then it might be the reader itself needs cleaning or 
>replacement. At that point you'd need to contact Yamaha.
>
>-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>
>

mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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>
> 
>
> 
>---------------------------------
>Cheap Talk? Check out Yahoo! Messenger's low PC-to-Phone call rates.
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14939|14939|2006-11-18 07:58:52|wasubot|rs7000 vs mpc1000|
1st day owning mpc comparison.

As much as i love the cuteness factor of the mpc1000 the rs7000 absolutely
kills it hands down. Its hard to believe you cant loop tracks of different
lengths in the mpc. Its really a deal breaker that one.

Damn its nice for making quick beats and i love the build and size and pads
but i think i retire the mpc1000 to just add pads to rs7000 sequencer- at
least untill such a time as JJ or Akai add looping of different lengths in
tracks. Getting around the akai is super slick i really like the way the
design works its dead fast for beats. Until you want to make something more
of your one loop then you got trouble. Rs7000 effects demolishes the mpc
ones also.

If it wasnt for that one flaw in the track mode it would be perfect and a
replacement- at least with an external effx. Ahh well i retire it to an
extra set of nice pads for my rs7000 and computer.

Just thought id let people know who where considering jumping ship. Rs7000
is still king of sequencing. I hate its ugly ass but hey there is little
other options out there.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14940|14939|2006-11-19 15:45:00|Brooks Mosher|Re: rs7000 vs mpc1000|
Thanks for the info, I like reading these gear comparisons.

I have a friend who sold me on the RS a long time ago, and I ended up
getting the RM1x thinking I could just use that for sequencing all my gear
(I was sequencing with Cubase before that). So I very quickly didn't like
the RM1x at all - trying to find notes in grid mode was a pain and it did
NOT have rock solid timing - if I had too many notes programmed in the
sequence it would stutter at times. This is not good at all. So... I sold
the RM1x and saved a little more money and got the RS and I've had the RS
since. The timing is much better, it's easier to sequence with (especially
in Grid mode), and it sounds better (and of course the sampling, etc).

So after getting my RS the person who "sold me" on it no longer had his so
he started dissing it, saying that the sound quality was crap and the
sampling engine was no good (isn't it the same sampling engine as the
A3000?).

Now he owns an MPC-1000. My question is this: how does the RS and the MPC
compare in terms of sound quality and sample quality?

Thanks in advance!

On 11/18/06, wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> 1st day owning mpc comparison.
>
> As much as i love the cuteness factor of the mpc1000 the rs7000 absolutely
> kills it hands down. Its hard to believe you cant loop tracks of different
> lengths in the mpc. Its really a deal breaker that one.
>
> Damn its nice for making quick beats and i love the build and size and
> pads
> but i think i retire the mpc1000 to just add pads to rs7000 sequencer- at
> least untill such a time as JJ or Akai add looping of different lengths in
> tracks. Getting around the akai is super slick i really like the way the
> design works its dead fast for beats. Until you want to make something
> more
> of your one loop then you got trouble. Rs7000 effects demolishes the mpc
> ones also.
>
> If it wasnt for that one flaw in the track mode it would be perfect and a
> replacement- at least with an external effx. Ahh well i retire it to an

mailto:wasubot@gmail.com


> extra set of nice pads for my rs7000 and computer.
>
> Just thought id let people know who where considering jumping ship. Rs7000
> is still king of sequencing. I hate its ugly ass but hey there is little
> other options out there.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14941|14939|2006-11-19 17:50:16|jason rodgers|Re: rs7000 vs mpc1000|
The mpc is as good as what you put into it , meaning you sample garbage you end up with garbage. I use the mpc for all my drums and samples and the rs midi in as a
slave to the mpc for the internal sounds and effects as i do not think the rs sequencer is close to the mpc's. I love both machines but for diffrent reasons. Out of all the
samplers i ahev owned the yamaha su 700 to me had the best sound for grimey tracks. Theres going to be alot of personall opinions on the subject of sampler / sequencers
but the mpc is got the number 1 sequencer ever made ect. all the programs and machines trying to copy its timing sig. I would love to own 100 samplers and just play with
them all but the mpc / rs combo is def a deadly mix. 

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: Thanks for the info, I like reading these gear comparisons.

I have a friend who sold me on the RS a long time ago, and I ended up
getting the RM1x thinking I could just use that for sequencing all my gear
(I was sequencing with Cubase before that). So I very quickly didn't like
the RM1x at all - trying to find notes in grid mode was a pain and it did
NOT have rock solid timing - if I had too many notes programmed in the
sequence it would stutter at times. This is not good at all. So... I sold
the RM1x and saved a little more money and got the RS and I've had the RS
since. The timing is much better, it's easier to sequence with (especially
in Grid mode), and it sounds better (and of course the sampling, etc).

So after getting my RS the person who "sold me" on it no longer had his so
he started dissing it, saying that the sound quality was crap and the
sampling engine was no good (isn't it the same sampling engine as the
A3000?).

Now he owns an MPC-1000. My question is this: how does the RS and the MPC
compare in terms of sound quality and sample quality?

Thanks in advance!

On 11/18/06, wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> 1st day owning mpc comparison.
>
> As much as i love the cuteness factor of the mpc1000 the rs7000 absolutely
> kills it hands down. Its hard to believe you cant loop tracks of different
> lengths in the mpc. Its really a deal breaker that one.
>
> Damn its nice for making quick beats and i love the build and size and
> pads
> but i think i retire the mpc1000 to just add pads to rs7000 sequencer- at
> least untill such a time as JJ or Akai add looping of different lengths in
> tracks. Getting around the akai is super slick i really like the way the
> design works its dead fast for beats. Until you want to make something
> more
> of your one loop then you got trouble. Rs7000 effects demolishes the mpc
> ones also.
>
> If it wasnt for that one flaw in the track mode it would be perfect and a
> replacement- at least with an external effx. Ahh well i retire it to an
> extra set of nice pads for my rs7000 and computer.
>
> Just thought id let people know who where considering jumping ship. Rs7000
> is still king of sequencing. I hate its ugly ass but hey there is little
> other options out there.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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---------------------------------
Check out the all-new Yahoo! Mail beta - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14942|14927|2006-11-21 16:15:41|Heartless Music|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5 bits. These sound very grungy. 

FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: i think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that patch
(just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.

the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the sequencer
is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a huge
four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling out
$1,0000 on an SP-1200...

On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote:
>
> hi,
>
> i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing because
> it was not possible to
> filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
>
> i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you use 3
> together at one time?
> and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
>
> maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this piece.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Sponsored Link

Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month. Intro-*Terms

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14943|14927|2006-11-21 19:34:42|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
reading these posts you are NOT correct.

Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different than
adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to adjust
this.

FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the multimode
filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be patched
into the lowpass filter.

On 11/21/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5 bits.
> These sound very grungy.
>
> FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
>
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> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote: i
> think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that patch
> (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
>
> the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
> RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the sequencer
> is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
> bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a huge
> four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling
> out
> $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
>
> On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at>
> wrote:
> >
> > hi,
> >
> > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing because
> > it was not possible to
> > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> >
> > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you use
> 3
> > together at one time?
> > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> >
> > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this piece.
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
>
> Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> Intro-*Terms
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14944|14927|2006-11-22 08:52:34|Heartless Music|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:

My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the same as using a bit reducing
effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums through the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty kicks.

Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick through dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters and percusion somtimes
through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are these not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.

Regards

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
reading these posts you are NOT correct.

Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different than
adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to adjust
this.

FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the multimode
filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be patched
into the lowpass filter.

mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
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On 11/21/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5 bits.
> These sound very grungy.
>
> FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote: i
> think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that patch
> (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
>
> the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
> RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the sequencer
> is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
> bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a huge
> four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling
> out
> $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
>
> On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at>
> wrote:
> >
> > hi,
> >
> > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing because
> > it was not possible to
> > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> >
> > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you use
> 3
> > together at one time?
> > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> >
> > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this piece.
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
>
> Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> Intro-*Terms
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Sponsored Link

Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's -in less than one year.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14945|14927|2006-11-22 09:04:35|su700fan|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone 

else
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> reading these posts you are NOT correct.
> 
> Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust 

the bit

> rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that 

allows

> you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very 

different than

> adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you 

to adjust

> this.
> 
> FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the 

multimode

> filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be 

patched

> into the lowpass filter.

You are correct in that you can't adjust the bit rate of the sampler 
section in the RS7000. I thought you could, but according to the 
specs on page 283 of the manual it only does 16 bit sampling. The 
SU700 allows both 16 & 8 bit sampling. There's probably a few other 
hardware samplers out there (older ones pre-2000 like the SU700) 
that allow bit rate changing to save memory space. Newer samplers 
(post 2000) probably don't due to having more memory available for 
sampling and the developers probably figured most users would want 
higher quality sampling and for those that wanted the lo-fi, grungy 
sound that they would use bitcrusher-type effects in the effects 
bank. That, and quite frankly, not many hardware samplers have been 
release post-2000. Most people appear to have moved to software 
samplers.

I know some older samplers from the late 80s - early 90s like the 
SP1200 had 12-bit sampling as it's default rate. That's what gave 
them their "crunch." Back then, 4 bit, 8 bit, and 12 bit sampling 
were standard and 16 bit was unheard of.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

(see the SU700 FAQ in my .sig above to see the 16 & 8 bit sample 
rates mentioned)
| 14946|14927|2006-11-22 10:14:32|Heartless Music|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
Clarification, not reduced bit rate but reduced sample frequency. You can reduce it down to 5k and this gives it that squared punchy souny sound.

Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote: Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:

My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the same as using a bit reducing
effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums through the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty kicks.

Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick through dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters and percusion somtimes
through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are these not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.

Regards

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
reading these posts you are NOT correct.

Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different than
adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to adjust
this.

FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the multimode
filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be patched
into the lowpass filter.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com
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On 11/21/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5 bits.
> These sound very grungy.
>
> FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote: i
> think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that patch
> (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
>
> the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
> RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the sequencer
> is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
> bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a huge
> four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling
> out
> $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
>
> On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at>
> wrote:
> >
> > hi,
> >
> > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing because
> > it was not possible to
> > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> >
> > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you use
> 3
> > together at one time?
> > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> >
> > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this piece.

| 14947|14927|2006-11-22 11:01:09|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
bit depth and sample rate are two different things...

On 11/22/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:
>
> My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by
> re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the same as
> using a bit reducing effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums through
> the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty kicks.
>
>
> Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick through
> dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters and
> percusion somtimes through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are these
> not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.
>
> Regards
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote:
> Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
> reading these posts you are NOT correct.
>
> Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
> rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
> you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different
> than
> adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to
> adjust
> this.
>
> FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> multimode
> filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be patched
> into the lowpass filter.
>
> On 11/21/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
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> >
> > You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> > sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5
> bits.
> > These sound very grungy.
> >
> > FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
> >
> > Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com >
> wrote: i
> > think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> > lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that
> patch
> > (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> > effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
> >
> > the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
> > RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the
> sequencer
> > is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
> > bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a
> huge
> > four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling
> > out
> > $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
> >
> > On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at
> >
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,
> > >
> > > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing
> because
> > > it was not possible to
> > > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> > > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> > >
> > > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you
> use
> > 3
> > > together at one time?
> > > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> > >
> > > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this
> piece.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Sponsored Link
> >
> > Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> > Intro-*Terms
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
>
> Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's -in
> less than one year.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14948|14927|2006-11-22 11:46:03|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
if i took an audio signal from an old Emulator or even a Mirage for that
matter and sampled it into the RS7000 it will sound different out of the RS
than it would out of the Emulator. due to the way the RS processes samples
it will not sound the same as the original 8 bit source.

On 11/22/06, su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone
> else
> > reading these posts you are NOT correct.
> >
> > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust
> the bit
> > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that
> allows
> > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very
> different than
> > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you
> to adjust
> > this.
> >
> > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> multimode
> > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be
> patched
> > into the lowpass filter.
>
> You are correct in that you can't adjust the bit rate of the sampler
> section in the RS7000. I thought you could, but according to the
> specs on page 283 of the manual it only does 16 bit sampling. The
> SU700 allows both 16 & 8 bit sampling. There's probably a few other
> hardware samplers out there (older ones pre-2000 like the SU700)
> that allow bit rate changing to save memory space. Newer samplers
> (post 2000) probably don't due to having more memory available for
> sampling and the developers probably figured most users would want
> higher quality sampling and for those that wanted the lo-fi, grungy
> sound that they would use bitcrusher-type effects in the effects
> bank. That, and quite frankly, not many hardware samplers have been
> release post-2000. Most people appear to have moved to software
> samplers.
>
> I know some older samplers from the late 80s - early 90s like the
> SP1200 had 12-bit sampling as it's default rate. That's what gave
> them their "crunch." Back then, 4 bit, 8 bit, and 12 bit sampling
> were standard and 16 bit was unheard of.
>
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
>
> (see the SU700 FAQ in my .sig above to see the 16 & 8 bit sample
> rates mentioned)
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14949|14927|2006-11-22 12:25:59|Bob S.|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
There is a small effects device built by Alesis called the BITRMAN that does both the bit reduction and sample rate reduction (decimation) to live audio and can be used
when resampling to create this effect.

The [BITRNESS] knob is quantized in Bit Reduction mode to provide 24-bit (bypass), 10-, 8-, 6-, 4-, 2-, and 1-bit resolutions,
with according jumps in after-stage gain to compensate.

Used Ebay prices for vary from $60 to $120 depending on bidding.....

http://www.alesis.com/products/modfx/
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http://www.alesis.com/downloads/manuals/ModFX_Bitrman_Manual.pdf

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
>Sent: Nov 22, 2006 6:04 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: drums .... no filter ?!
>
>if i took an audio signal from an old Emulator or even a Mirage for that
>matter and sampled it into the RS7000 it will sound different out of the RS
>than it would out of the Emulator. due to the way the RS processes samples
>it will not sound the same as the original 8 bit source.
>
>
>On 11/22/06, su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
>> Mosher" 
>> wrote:
>> >
>> > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone
>> else
>> > reading these posts you are NOT correct.
>> >
>> > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust
>> the bit
>> > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that
>> allows
>> > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very
>> different than
>> > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you
>> to adjust
>> > this.
>> >
>> > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
>> multimode
>> > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be
>> patched
>> > into the lowpass filter.
>>
>> You are correct in that you can't adjust the bit rate of the sampler
>> section in the RS7000. I thought you could, but according to the
>> specs on page 283 of the manual it only does 16 bit sampling. The
>> SU700 allows both 16 & 8 bit sampling. There's probably a few other
>> hardware samplers out there (older ones pre-2000 like the SU700)
>> that allow bit rate changing to save memory space. Newer samplers
>> (post 2000) probably don't due to having more memory available for
>> sampling and the developers probably figured most users would want
>> higher quality sampling and for those that wanted the lo-fi, grungy
>> sound that they would use bitcrusher-type effects in the effects
>> bank. That, and quite frankly, not many hardware samplers have been
>> release post-2000. Most people appear to have moved to software
>> samplers.
>>
>> I know some older samplers from the late 80s - early 90s like the
>> SP1200 had 12-bit sampling as it's default rate. That's what gave
>> them their "crunch." Back then, 4 bit, 8 bit, and 12 bit sampling
>> were standard and 16 bit was unheard of.
>>
>> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
>>
>> (see the SU700 FAQ in my .sig above to see the 16 & 8 bit sample
>> rates mentioned)
>>
>> 
>>
>
>
>[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14950|14927|2006-11-22 13:17:16|Heartless Music|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
Gotcha, thanks! I just listen and have not got into the tech - detatils too much. I think sampling the drums and reducing the rate to 5k then putting the sample a DualLow
pass filter gives a nice result. Any tips from your side?

http://www.alesis.com/downloads/manuals/ModFX_Bitrman_Manual.pdf
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Do you know if any SW samplers do less than 16 bit sampling. I know the new akai HW MPCs have bit grunger...not shure what that is. I have a feeling it is the same
thing on my virus.

FYI - thanks for the info

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: bit depth and sample rate are two different things...

On 11/22/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:
>
> My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by
> re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the same as
> using a bit reducing effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums through
> the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty kicks.
>
>
> Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick through
> dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters and
> percusion somtimes through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are these
> not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.
>
> Regards
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote:
> Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
> reading these posts you are NOT correct.
>
> Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
> rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
> you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different
> than
> adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to
> adjust
> this.
>
> FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> multimode
> filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be patched
> into the lowpass filter.
>
> On 11/21/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> >
> > You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> > sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5
> bits.
> > These sound very grungy.
> >
> > FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
> >
> > Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com >
> wrote: i
> > think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> > lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that
> patch
> > (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> > effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
> >
> > the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
> > RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the
> sequencer
> > is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
> > bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a
> huge
> > four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling
> > out
> > $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
> >
> > On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at
> >
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,
> > >
> > > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing
> because
> > > it was not possible to
> > > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
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> > > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> > >
> > > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you
> use
> > 3
> > > together at one time?
> > > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> > >
> > > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this
> piece.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Sponsored Link
> >
> > Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> > Intro-*Terms
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
>
> Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's -in
> less than one year.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Sponsored Link

Mortgage rates near historic lows: $150,000 loan as low as $579/mo. Intro-*Terms

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14951|14927|2006-11-22 13:25:19|Heartless Music|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
I have been sampling throuh a digital audio interface thoough the RS70000 optical option and it seems to capture the sound exactly as the source. So if you send the
sample from the emu to a high quality interface (24 bit digital audio converstion) and out the optical int to the RS optical interface you will should get the same sound.

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: if i took an audio signal from an old Emulator or even a Mirage for that
matter and sampled it into the RS7000 it will sound different out of the RS
than it would out of the Emulator. due to the way the RS processes samples
it will not sound the same as the original 8 bit source.

On 11/22/06, su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone
> else
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> > reading these posts you are NOT correct.
> >
> > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust
> the bit
> > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that
> allows
> > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very
> different than
> > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you
> to adjust
> > this.
> >
> > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> multimode
> > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be
> patched
> > into the lowpass filter.
>
> You are correct in that you can't adjust the bit rate of the sampler
> section in the RS7000. I thought you could, but according to the
> specs on page 283 of the manual it only does 16 bit sampling. The
> SU700 allows both 16 & 8 bit sampling. There's probably a few other
> hardware samplers out there (older ones pre-2000 like the SU700)
> that allow bit rate changing to save memory space. Newer samplers
> (post 2000) probably don't due to having more memory available for
> sampling and the developers probably figured most users would want
> higher quality sampling and for those that wanted the lo-fi, grungy
> sound that they would use bitcrusher-type effects in the effects
> bank. That, and quite frankly, not many hardware samplers have been
> release post-2000. Most people appear to have moved to software
> samplers.
>
> I know some older samplers from the late 80s - early 90s like the
> SP1200 had 12-bit sampling as it's default rate. That's what gave
> them their "crunch." Back then, 4 bit, 8 bit, and 12 bit sampling
> were standard and 16 bit was unheard of.
>
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
>
> (see the SU700 FAQ in my .sig above to see the 16 & 8 bit sample
> rates mentioned)
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Sponsored Link

Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's -in less than one year.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14952|14927|2006-11-22 13:39:39|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
yeah, the su700 - my crunchy darling - can sample or reduce after sampling the bit-rate 
to 8 bit!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Heartless Music wrote:
>
> Gotcha, thanks! I just listen and have not got into the tech - detatils too much. I think 
sampling the drums and reducing the rate to 5k then putting the sample a DualLow pass 
filter gives a nice result. Any tips from your side?
> 
> Do you know if any SW samplers do less than 16 bit sampling. I know the new akai HW 
MPCs have bit grunger...not shure what that is. I have a feeling it is the same thing on my 
virus.
> 
> FYI - thanks for the info
> 
> Brooks Mosher wrote: bit depth and sample 
rate are two different things...
> 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> On 11/22/06, Heartless Music wrote:
> >
> > Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:
> >
> > My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by
> > re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the same as
> > using a bit reducing effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums through
> > the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty kicks.
> >
> >
> > Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick through
> > dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters and
> > percusion somtimes through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are these
> > not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.
> >
> > Regards
> >
> > Brooks Mosher > wrote:
> > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
> > reading these posts you are NOT correct.
> >
> > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
> > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
> > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different
> > than
> > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to
> > adjust
> > this.
> >
> > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> > multimode
> > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be patched
> > into the lowpass filter.
> >
> > On 11/21/06, Heartless Music 40yahoo.com>>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> > > sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5
> > bits.
> > > These sound very grungy.
> > >
> > > FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
> > >
> > > Brooks Mosher 40gmail.com>>
> > wrote: i
> > > think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> > > lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that
> > patch
> > > (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> > > effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
> > >
> > > the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with the
> > > RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the
> > sequencer
> > > is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or 12
> > > bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a
> > huge
> > > four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without shelling
> > > out
> > > $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
> > >
> > > On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart 
> > >
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi,
> > > >
> > > > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing
> > because
> > > > it was not possible to
> > > > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for me.
> > > > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> > > >
> > > > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > > > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you
> > use
> > > 3
> > > > together at one time?
> > > > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> > > >



> > > > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this
> > piece.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ---------------------------------
> > > Sponsored Link
> > >
> > > Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> > > Intro-*Terms
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Sponsored Link
> >
> > Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's -in
> > less than one year.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
> 
> Mortgage rates near historic lows: $150,000 loan as low as $579/mo. Intro-*Terms
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 14953|14927|2006-11-22 14:28:13|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
I think that can help too. Also, using a nice preamp can thicken up the
sound. If you can overdrive your preamp, especially a tube pre you can get
a nice thick dirty sound.

I know that with Battery you can adjust the bit depth and the sample rate.
It's very easy to do, as you just select the sample's cell and adjust the
bit depth knob. Battery is nice, very user friendly and well laid out.
This may be just a bit grunger like on the MPC's, I'm not sure.

On 11/22/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Gotcha, thanks! I just listen and have not got into the tech - detatils
> too much. I think sampling the drums and reducing the rate to 5k then
> putting the sample a DualLow pass filter gives a nice result. Any tips from
> your side?
>
> Do you know if any SW samplers do less than 16 bit sampling. I know the
> new akai HW MPCs have bit grunger...not shure what that is. I have a feeling
> it is the same thing on my virus.
>
> FYI - thanks for the info
>

mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com


> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote:
> bit depth and sample rate are two different things...
>
> On 11/22/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> >
> > Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:
> >
> > My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by
> > re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the
> same as
> > using a bit reducing effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums
> through
> > the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty
> kicks.
> >
> >
> > Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick through
> > dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters
> and
> > percusion somtimes through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are
> these
> > not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.
> >
> > Regards
> >
> > Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > 40gmail.com>> wrote:
> > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
> > reading these posts you are NOT correct.
> >
> > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the bit
> > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that allows
> > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different
> > than
> > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to
> > adjust
> > this.
> >
> > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> > multimode
> > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be
> patched
> > into the lowpass filter.
> >
> > On 11/21/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com
> >
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> > > sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5
> > bits.
> > > These sound very grungy.
> > >
> > > FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
> > >
> > > Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > 40gmail.com>>
>
> > wrote: i
> > > think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with the
> > > lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that
> > patch
> > > (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use three
> > > effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
> > >
> > > the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with
> the
> > > RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the
> > sequencer
> > > is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit or
> 12
> > > bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy a
> > huge
> > > four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without
> shelling
> > > out
> > > $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
> > >
> > > On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at
> 
> > >
> > > wrote:

mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com
mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com
mailto:brooksmosher@gmail.com
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> > > >
> > > > hi,
> > > >
> > > > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing
> > because
> > > > it was not possible to
> > > > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for
> me.
> > > > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> > > >
> > > > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > > > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can you
> > use
> > > 3
> > > > together at one time?
> > > > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> > > >
> > > > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this
> > piece.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ---------------------------------
> > > Sponsored Link
> > >
> > > Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> > > Intro-*Terms
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Sponsored Link
> >
> > Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's
> -in
> > less than one year.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
>
> Mortgage rates near historic lows: $150,000 loan as low as $579/mo.
> Intro-*Terms
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14954|14927|2006-11-22 16:57:12|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
in theory sure, but really it doesn't come out sounding the same.



believe me if you sampled something into the Emulator and then sampled that
sound from the Emulator's outputs into a 24 bit audio interface, it still
comes out a bit different. it's kind of the same as taking a tape master
and then recording it digitally - you still get some of the artifacts *but*
the warmth seems to be missing somewhat.

On 11/22/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I have been sampling throuh a digital audio interface thoough the
> RS70000 optical option and it seems to capture the sound exactly as the
> source. So if you send the sample from the emu to a high quality interface
> (24 bit digital audio converstion) and out the optical int to the RS optical
> interface you will should get the same sound.
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote:
> if i took an audio signal from an old Emulator or even a Mirage for that
> matter and sampled it into the RS7000 it will sound different out of the
> RS
> than it would out of the Emulator. due to the way the RS processes samples
> it will not sound the same as the original 8 bit source.
>
> On 11/22/06, su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net >
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "Brooks
>
> > Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone
> > else
> > > reading these posts you are NOT correct.
> > >
> > > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust
> > the bit
> > > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that
> > allows
> > > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very
> > different than
> > > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you
> > to adjust
> > > this.
> > >
> > > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> > multimode
> > > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be
> > patched
> > > into the lowpass filter.
> >
> > You are correct in that you can't adjust the bit rate of the sampler
> > section in the RS7000. I thought you could, but according to the
> > specs on page 283 of the manual it only does 16 bit sampling. The
> > SU700 allows both 16 & 8 bit sampling. There's probably a few other
> > hardware samplers out there (older ones pre-2000 like the SU700)
> > that allow bit rate changing to save memory space. Newer samplers
> > (post 2000) probably don't due to having more memory available for
> > sampling and the developers probably figured most users would want
> > higher quality sampling and for those that wanted the lo-fi, grungy
> > sound that they would use bitcrusher-type effects in the effects
> > bank. That, and quite frankly, not many hardware samplers have been
> > release post-2000. Most people appear to have moved to software
> > samplers.
> >
> > I know some older samplers from the late 80s - early 90s like the
> > SP1200 had 12-bit sampling as it's default rate. That's what gave
> > them their "crunch." Back then, 4 bit, 8 bit, and 12 bit sampling
> > were standard and 16 bit was unheard of.
> >
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan><http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan
> >
> >
> > (see the SU700 FAQ in my .sig above to see the 16 & 8 bit sample
> > rates mentioned)
> >
> >
> >

mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com
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>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Sponsored Link
>
> Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's -in
> less than one year.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14955|14927|2006-11-22 17:31:42|Brooks Mosher|Re: drums .... no filter ?!|
you know, i LOVE my RS7000, but i want a sampler like an Emax or an SP-12
to go with it. shit, my Jomox overpowers the RS without even thinking about
it, so I need something that can stand up to it!

On 11/22/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote:
>
>
> yeah, the su700 - my crunchy darling - can sample or reduce after sampling
> the bit-rate
> to 8 bit!!
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Heartless Music
> wrote:
> >
> > Gotcha, thanks! I just listen and have not got into the tech - detatils
> too much. I think
> sampling the drums and reducing the rate to 5k then putting the sample a
> DualLow pass
> filter gives a nice result. Any tips from your side?
> >
> > Do you know if any SW samplers do less than 16 bit sampling. I know the
> new akai HW
> MPCs have bit grunger...not shure what that is. I have a feeling it is the
> same thing on my
> virus.
> >
> > FYI - thanks for the info
> >
> > Brooks Mosher wrote: bit depth and sample
> rate are two different things...
> >
> > On 11/22/06, Heartless Music wrote:
> > >
> > > Brooks Mosher and RS7000 users:
> > >
> > > My point is that it is possible to get reduced bit rate drum sounds by
> > > re-sampling the internal drums at at lower bit rate. This sounds the
> same as
> > > using a bit reducing effect. I have a Virus C and have run the drums
> through
> > > the bit reducer and the effect is essentialy the same => beefy gritty
> kicks.
> > >
> > >
> > > Question, since we are educating each other here, I run my kick
> through
> > > dual low pass filters sometimes through dual band elemination filters
> and
> > > percusion somtimes through the Low Pass + Band Elimiation filters. Are
> these
> > > not mulitmode filters? FYI - I do this before I sample and after.
> > >
> > > Regards
> > >
> > > Brooks Mosher > wrote:
> > > Heartless Music: please don't take offense to this but for anyone else
> > > reading these posts you are NOT correct.

mailto:s.tielsch@utanet.at
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > >
> > > Sample rate is not the same as the bit rate. You can not adjust the
> bit
> > > rate with the RS7000. I don't know of any sampler (hardware) that
> allows
> > > you to adust the bit rate. The sample frequency rate is very different
> > > than
> > > adjusting the bit rate, and there are many samplers that allow you to
> > > adjust
> > > this.
> > >
> > > FYI - Yes, you can have filters on every track and you can use the
> > > multimode
> > > filters on any voice EXCEPT a "drum" voice which can have ONLY be
> patched
> > > into the lowpass filter.
> > >
> > > On 11/21/06, Heartless Music > 40yahoo.com>>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > You can get those low sample rate drums by sampling them at a lower
> > > > sample rate with the RS interna sampler. You can do down to 11 or 5
> > > bits.
> > > > These sound very grungy.
> > > >
> > > > FYI - filters are available for every track on the RS. Always has.
> > > >
> > > > Brooks Mosher > 40gmail.com>>
> > > wrote: i
> > > > think it always had the capability to filter the drums. only with
> the
> > > > lowpass filter though, and it affects *all* the drum sounds in that
> > > patch
> > > > (just like the pitch and envelope settings, etc...). you can use
> three
> > > > effects at one time with different mix amounts for each track.
> > > >
> > > > the RS is great. on a separate note i wish that yamaha came out with
> the
> > > > RS7000 with only the sequencer and minus the sampler/synth. the
> > > sequencer
> > > > is THE bomb. and i also wish that someone would make a small 8 bit
> or 12
> > > > bit sampler so i can get those grundgy sounds without having to buy
> a
> > > huge
> > > > four space rack sampler (like the Emax or the 2002) or without
> shelling
> > > > out
> > > > $1,0000 on an SP-1200...
> > > >
> > > > On 11/2/06, love_su_re_soulmyheart > s.tielsch%40utanet.at>
>
> > > >
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > hi,
> > > > >
> > > > > i had one .. i think 5 years ago, + i gave it back after testing
> > > because
> > > > > it was not possible to
> > > > > filter the internal drums. - no lp, no resonance.. impossible for
> me.
> > > > > did this bad behaviour change by a new os ?
> > > > >
> > > > > i hav a su700 + there its no problem, the same with rm1x.
> > > > > i forgot: has the rs the same lofi-effects like the su? and can
> you
> > > use
> > > > 3
> > > > > together at one time?
> > > > > and all the scene-buttens (8) ?
> > > > >
> > > > > maybe if some update made it worth for me, i chnge my su for this
> > > piece.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >



> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ---------------------------------
> > > > Sponsored Link
> > > >
> > > > Mortgage rates as low as 4.625% - $150,000 loan for $579 a month.
> > > > Intro-*Terms
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ---------------------------------
> > > Sponsored Link
> > >
> > > Get an Online or Campus degree - Associate's, Bachelor's, or Master's
> -in
> > > less than one year.
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Sponsored Link
> >
> > Mortgage rates near historic lows: $150,000 loan as low as $579/mo.
> Intro-*Terms
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14956|14956|2006-11-26 12:30:10|achimschoedel|just look at my site maybe we could share some patterns|
if there are people who like my style or making that kinf of minimal
or housemusic,please write me.im always interested in new
inspiration.greetings from berlin.
im new here...so hello all
achim
| 14957|14956|2006-11-27 02:19:46|De Waele Patrick|just look at my site maybe we could share some patterns|
which site might that be ?

DISCLAIMER:
This e-mail may contain information which is privileged or confidential. If you received this e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by e-mail or telephone and delete
the e-mail without copying or disclosing its contents to any other person.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14958|14958|2006-11-27 15:56:40|Heartless Music|I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
All, 

I am using my RS7000 as a sequencer mainly. I love the ease of use. I use it to control other synths. I rarely use the rather internal sounds. I do, however, use the drum
sounds and patterns as starts. I am ready to get some awesome drum sounds and grooves going. I am thinking to get a drum pad controller and some good drum samples.
My question is this a good idea or should I get an MPC to compliment the RS? If so which one will best sync with the RS? I am leaning towards the 2000xl because it
seems the easiest with the most pro-features for the price. Also interesting is the 3000 and the 25000. If I do not have to spend any money I would rather not. So any beat
tips on the RS would be appreciated.



Thanks!

---------------------------------
Cheap Talk? Check out Yahoo! Messenger's low PC-to-Phone call rates.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14959|14959|2006-11-27 16:12:39|heartlessmusica|Beats, Drums ...ect - (MPC?)|
All, 

I am using my RS7000 as a sequencer mainly. I love the ease of use. 
I use it to control other synths. I rarely use the rather internal
sounds. I do, however, use the drum sounds and patterns as starts. I
am ready to get some awesome drum sounds and grooves going. I am
thinking to get a drum pad controller and some good drum samples. My
question is this a good idea or should I get an MPC to compliment the
RS? If so which one will best sync with the RS? I am leaning towards
the 2000xl because it seems the easiest with the most pro-features for
the price. Also interesting is the 3000 and the 25000. If I do not
have to spend any money I would rather not. So any beat tips on the
RS would be appreciated.

Thanks!
| 14960|14958|2006-11-27 16:32:58|Brooks Mosher|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
i don't see why you would need an MPC as this just seems redundant to me.

All,

>
> I am using my RS7000 as a sequencer mainly. I love the ease of use. I use
> it to control other synths. I rarely use the rather internal sounds. I do,
> however, use the drum sounds and patterns as starts. I am ready to get some
> awesome drum sounds and grooves going. I am thinking to get a drum pad
> controller and some good drum samples. My question is this a good idea or
> should I get an MPC to compliment the RS? If so which one will best sync
> with the RS? I am leaning towards the 2000xl because it seems the easiest
> with the most pro-features for the price. Also interesting is the 3000 and
> the 25000. If I do not have to spend any money I would rather not. So any
> beat tips on the RS would be appreciated.
> Thanks!
>
> ---------------------------------
> Cheap Talk? Check out Yahoo! Messenger's low PC-to-Phone call rates.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14961|14958|2006-11-28 09:24:53|wasted/su700fan|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
On Nov 27, 2006, at 6:18 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> i don't see why you would need an MPC as this just seems redundant 
> to me.
>
>
> All,
>>
>> I am using my RS7000 as a sequencer mainly. I love the ease of 
>> use. I use
>> it to control other synths. I rarely use the rather internal 
>> sounds. I do,
>> however, use the drum sounds and patterns as starts. I am ready to 
>> get some
>> awesome drum sounds and grooves going. I am thinking to get a drum 
>> pad
>> controller and some good drum samples. My question is this a good 
>> idea or
>> should I get an MPC to compliment the RS? If so which one will 
>> best sync
>> with the RS? I am leaning towards the 2000xl because it seems the 
>> easiest



>> with the most pro-features for the price. Also interesting is the 
>> 3000 and
>> the 25000. If I do not have to spend any money I would rather not. 
>> So any
>> beat tips on the RS would be appreciated.
>> Thanks!

A cheaper alternative might be to get a controller keyboard like the 
Axiom 49 with 8 velocity sensitive drum pads on it (along with extra 
knobs and sliders) to play your drum samples or internal TG sounds 
already in the RS7000. Or something like the Akai MPD16, which is a 
small box that has the 16 drum pads that the MPC series has (without 
the sampling engine). These controller devices will only run you a 
couple hundred dollars and add alot more expressiveness to playing 
drum hits, so your tracks hopefully don't sound as mechanical 
(assuming you're playing the pads and recording live, in Overdub/ 
Replace Record mode).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14962|14958|2006-11-28 12:21:18|Heartless Music|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
Do you know if each pad can be assigned to seperate midi channels?

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote: On Nov 27, 2006, at 6:18 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> i don't see why you would need an MPC as this just seems redundant 
> to me.
>
>
> All,
>>
>> I am using my RS7000 as a sequencer mainly. I love the ease of 
>> use. I use
>> it to control other synths. I rarely use the rather internal 
>> sounds. I do,
>> however, use the drum sounds and patterns as starts. I am ready to 
>> get some
>> awesome drum sounds and grooves going. I am thinking to get a drum 
>> pad
>> controller and some good drum samples. My question is this a good 
>> idea or
>> should I get an MPC to compliment the RS? If so which one will 
>> best sync
>> with the RS? I am leaning towards the 2000xl because it seems the 
>> easiest
>> with the most pro-features for the price. Also interesting is the 
>> 3000 and
>> the 25000. If I do not have to spend any money I would rather not. 
>> So any
>> beat tips on the RS would be appreciated.
>> Thanks!

A cheaper alternative might be to get a controller keyboard like the 
Axiom 49 with 8 velocity sensitive drum pads on it (along with extra 
knobs and sliders) to play your drum samples or internal TG sounds 
already in the RS7000. Or something like the Akai MPD16, which is a 
small box that has the 16 drum pads that the MPC series has (without 
the sampling engine). These controller devices will only run you a 
couple hundred dollars and add alot more expressiveness to playing 
drum hits, so your tracks hopefully don't sound as mechanical 
(assuming you're playing the pads and recording live, in Overdub/ 
Replace Record mode).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

---------------------------------
Want to start your own business? Learn how on Yahoo! Small Business.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14963|14958|2006-11-28 17:25:42|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com>

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
mailto:su700fan@comcast.net
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com


> Do you know if each pad can be assigned to seperate midi channels?

If you mean the Akai MPD16 or similar, I truly have no idea. If you mean the Axiom 49/61 controller keyboard with the drum pads built onto them, I haven't had enough
time working with them to definitely say yes or no. They can be assigned different note #'s on the same track, as I've hooked it up to the RS7000, hit the different drum
pads, and had different sounds in the same patch/voice come out. I think you can assign them to separate MIDI channels, it's just more work to set it up originally. Don't
quote me on this though, as I haven't had a thorough reading of the Axiom's manual (just the first 15-20 pages).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

See the Studio Pics section on my website listed in my signature line above for a picture of the Axiom 49 with it's 8 drum pads, 9 sliders, and 8 endless rotary knobs.
| 14964|14958|2006-11-28 20:47:45|Heartless Music|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
Yo, that looks cool, but I went out and got the Akai MPD24. I will let you know how it works.

FYI - (RSers ignore!) I cruised around your site and I also am a wipout and ace combat fan. I have AC5 but have not got into it and I love Wipout 3.

su700fan@comcast.net wrote: -------------- Original message ----------------------
From: Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com>

> Do you know if each pad can be assigned to seperate midi channels?

If you mean the Akai MPD16 or similar, I truly have no idea. If you mean the Axiom 49/61 controller keyboard with the drum pads built onto them, I haven't had enough
time working with them to definitely say yes or no. They can be assigned different note #'s on the same track, as I've hooked it up to the RS7000, hit the different drum
pads, and had different sounds in the same patch/voice come out. I think you can assign them to separate MIDI channels, it's just more work to set it up originally. Don't
quote me on this though, as I haven't had a thorough reading of the Axiom's manual (just the first 15-20 pages).

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

See the Studio Pics section on my website listed in my signature line above for a picture of the Axiom 49 with it's 8 drum pads, 9 sliders, and 8 endless rotary knobs.

---------------------------------
Cheap Talk? Check out Yahoo! Messenger's low PC-to-Phone call rates.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14965|14958|2006-11-28 21:52:09|wasted/su700fan|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
On Nov 28, 2006, at 10:45 PM, Heartless Music wrote:

> Yo, that looks cool, but I went out and got the Akai MPD24. I will 
> let you know how it works.
>
> FYI - (RSers ignore!) I cruised around your site and I also am a 
> wipout and ace combat fan. I have AC5 but have not got into it and 
> I love Wipout 3.

Please let us know. It'll be helpful for other RS7000 users who 
might want to try hooking it up to their systems. Any external 
control devices (keyboard, MPD, whatever) help add much 
expressiveness to the RS7000's sounds, since the 2 velocity pads of 
the RS are unfortunately not able to have their sensitivity 
adjusted. You have to pound them with unreasonable force to have 
them register high velocity levels.

Thanks for the comments on the site. I know it's a simplistic one 
that features my hobbies and such, but I wanted to get my site 
creation chops started with a WYSIWYG editor for my Mac in case I 
want to do more work in the field in the future. :-)

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14966|14958|2006-11-30 13:35:44|Heartless Music|Re: I have come to a limitation with Beats! - (MPC Needed?)|
The Akai MPD24 works extremely well. Way better than I thought. I don't believe I have ever been so impressed with a piece of gear. I did not expect it to be so easy to
make the drums sound like a human playing them. I know people swear by the MPC pads and now I know why. I wish I new about this a year ago. I know this was not out
but would have bought an MPC just for the pads. I almost went out and bought an electronic drum kit but I know the results would not have been this good! I am sure I
sound like an add, but it is awesome.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote: 

On Nov 28, 2006, at 10:45 PM, Heartless Music wrote:

> Yo, that looks cool, but I went out and got the Akai MPD24. I will 
> let you know how it works.
>

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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> FYI - (RSers ignore!) I cruised around your site and I also am a 
> wipout and ace combat fan. I have AC5 but have not got into it and 
> I love Wipout 3.

Please let us know. It'll be helpful for other RS7000 users who 
might want to try hooking it up to their systems. Any external 
control devices (keyboard, MPD, whatever) help add much 
expressiveness to the RS7000's sounds, since the 2 velocity pads of 
the RS are unfortunately not able to have their sensitivity 
adjusted. You have to pound them with unreasonable force to have 
them register high velocity levels.

Thanks for the comments on the site. I know it's a simplistic one 
that features my hobbies and such, but I wanted to get my site 
creation chops started with a WYSIWYG editor for my Mac in case I 
want to do more work in the field in the future. :-)

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

---------------------------------
Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail beta.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14967|14967|2006-12-01 23:42:07|blackfeather801|RS 7000 vs. Logic Pro|
I have been travelling for six months in France, Italy and India and had to leave my RS7000 
at home, taking only Logic Pro 7.2 on my Macbook Pro laptop. Well, I really miss the RS!! Its 
so quick to get a track up and running, plus all the versatility of midi - find a funky pattern 
of snares, switch it to a bass, audition it as a trombone, etc.

I recently downloaded Live 6 using a cellphone via Bluetooth to asccess the net in Mumbai - 
it took 6 hours to download!! - and the old RS 7000 is still quicker and more fun to create a 
track in than Live.

Sure, it's good to record a track from the Rs into Logic to mix and use Logic's soft synths 
etc., but as a sketchpad and intuitive tool, the RS rocks! Miss it.

Black feather
| 14968|14968|2006-12-02 15:39:35|heritage_flowline|Different instruments switching styles|
Im really hoping I`m wrong but when you switch sections do you have to 
use the same instruments on each track? or can you use different 
instruments?
| 14969|14967|2006-12-02 15:40:20|David Swaddell|Re: RS 7000 vs. Logic Pro|
Hi,

Did you encounter other RS7000 users? What is the
re-sale market like in Europe for an RS7000? Is the
dance music style different than America? (I'm
assuming that you are an American.) What are the dance
clubs like? Any other cultural music info will be
appreciated. 

Thanks,

Dave

--- blackfeather801 <blackfeather801@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I have been travelling for six months in France,
> Italy and India and had to leave my RS7000 
> at home, taking only Logic Pro 7.2 on my Macbook Pro
> laptop. Well, I really miss the RS!! Its 
> so quick to get a track up and running, plus all the
> versatility of midi - find a funky pattern 
> of snares, switch it to a bass, audition it as a
> trombone,
> I recently downloaded Live 6 using a cellphone via
> Bluetooth to asccess the net in Mumbai - 
> it took 6 hours to download!! - and the old RS 7000
> is still quicker and more fun to create a 
> track in than Live.
> 
> Sure, it's good to record a track from the Rs into
> Logic to mix and use Logic's soft synths 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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> etc., but as a sketchpad and intuitive tool, the RS
> rocks! Miss it.
> 
> Black feather
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail beta.
http://new.mail.yahoo.com
| 14970|14970|2006-12-02 15:40:55|heritage_flowline|How do you use your rs7000?|
Hi ,
I keep meaning to ask this but how do you use your rs7000?

I`ve just recorded on all 16 tracks,switched styles and muted/unmuted 
tracks which inlcudes external midi gear and used the effects and midi 
effects all live which is really great and presumably how you are 
supposed to use it but 
Sometimes i use breaks and use the cut up mode, other times i use 
samples or external drum machines with MIDI mapping and MIDI > cv 
equipment for analogue gear.

does anyone here use the song mode? 
if so how do you use it? 
or any other way you use your rs7000?

thanks

simon.
| 14971|14968|2006-12-03 10:01:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: Different instruments switching styles|
On Dec 2, 2006, at 4:01 PM, heritage_flowline wrote:

> Im really hoping I`m wrong but when you switch sections do you have to
> use the same instruments on each track? or can you use different
> instruments?

When switching Sections within the same Style the instrument settings 
are per Track across all Sections. This can be overridden by 
recording patch change messages into each Phrase header, then using 
the *** *** Phrase setting in the Mixer/Voice Select page. When 
switching to different Styles different instruments on each track are 
possible, with the above qualifications.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14972|14970|2006-12-03 10:12:35|wasted/su700fan|Re: How do you use your rs7000?|
On Dec 2, 2006, at 3:59 PM, heritage_flowline wrote:

> Hi ,
> I keep meaning to ask this but how do you use your rs7000?
>
> I`ve just recorded on all 16 tracks,switched styles and muted/unmuted
> tracks which inlcudes external midi gear and used the effects and midi
> effects all live which is really great and presumably how you are
> supposed to use it but
> Sometimes i use breaks and use the cut up mode, other times i use
> samples or external drum machines with MIDI mapping and MIDI > cv
> equipment for analogue gear.
>
> does anyone here use the song mode?
> if so how do you use it?
> or any other way you use your rs7000?
>
> thanks
>
> simon.

I usually follow the general design flow of the machine, starting 
with Pattern/Style mode (creating the patterns and sections with 
changes); then, after enough of that is done, moving to Pattern Chain 
mode and creating the basic layout of what will become the final song 
(i.e. chaining Sections of the Style I used together) which is then 
converted to Song mode using the Pattern Chain/Convert to Song Job. 

http://new.mail.yahoo.com/
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Final tweaks are made in Song mode to various tracks, etc.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14973|14970|2006-12-04 11:33:26|shadows7us|Re: How do you use your rs7000?|
hello , i use it simple i only have 2 pieces of gear a 
korg synth and a 1000 sometime i sequence with it and resample back 
into the rs then sequence on it then ill use the mutes un mute scene 
then loop remix it record it into the computer ..i use like im 
preforming when i have everything arranged on it .. i love my rs .. ive 
had it going on 4 years im still finding out new things on it ....ive 
had alot gear at one time sp,mpc2,3,60 asr-x,rm1x , qy70, hr-16, juno 
now i only have the mpc1000 a electribe ... but i really only need the 
rs7000 its my favorite piece my secret weapon 

peace raa
| 14974|14956|2006-12-04 11:36:07|Alton Bryson|Re: just look at my site maybe we could share some patterns|
Please what is your site?

De Waele Patrick <patrick.dewaele@cosmosworldwide.com> wrote: which site might that be ?

DISCLAIMER:
This e-mail may contain information which is privileged or confidential. If you received this e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by e-mail or telephone and delete
the e-mail without copying or disclosing its contents to any other person.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Want to start your own business? Learn how on Yahoo! Small Business.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14975|14956|2006-12-04 15:58:50|shadows7us|Re: just look at my site maybe we could share some patterns|
hello, i really like the minimal house music like kit 
clayton,farben (jan jelinik)etc.. .. i used to make hiphop now i make 
more avant guarde type stuff .. im from ny ... i love the stuff coming 
out of berlin and plan on making a trip out there its one of the places 
ive always wanted to go ...ive had the rs7000 for about 5 years its a 
incredibly deep machine for just about any genre of music and new genres

Raa
| 14976|14976|2006-12-05 21:38:21|wasubot|bit reduction|
Okay just to bring back that interesting conversation about bit reduction,
someone mentioned that alesis unit and a friend recommended this unit

http://www.frostwave.com/sonicalienator/

Which does the same thing and is meant to be quite good. I have to say
listening to the demo of the sounds it does sound remarkably similar to the
rs7000 master effect. I would expect because reducing sample rate is not the
same as reducing sample frequency it should sound different. Maybe it does
if I was actually listening to the unit no?

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14977|14976|2006-12-06 08:28:53|Heartless Music|Re: bit reduction|
I agree the lo-fi effect sounds similar. It all comes down to the audience. They don't care if you are using bit reduction or a 12 bit sampler or whatever. As long as the song
rocks thats all tha matters. You can play a live show with a cool bassline on a moog or a casio and it does not matter to the crowd as long as the song is good.

I alway keep this in mind so I don't get too wrapped up in gear lust. I know when working on music gear helps to inspire. That is important, but the audience does not
know the difference.

wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com> wrote: Okay just to bring back that interesting conversation about bit reduction,
someone mentioned that alesis unit and a friend recommended this unit

http://www.frostwave.com/sonicalienator/

Which does the same thing and is meant to be quite good. I have to say
listening to the demo of the sounds it does sound remarkably similar to the
rs7000 master effect. I would expect because reducing sample rate is not the
same as reducing sample frequency it should sound different. Maybe it does
if I was actually listening to the unit no?

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music Unlimited.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14978|14976|2006-12-06 09:13:03|Paradigm|Re: bit reduction|
Amen.Don't get caught up in the distraction of gear
and formats,because whatever works to move the
crowd,is the better choice.

--- Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I agree the lo-fi effect sounds similar. It all
> comes down to the audience. They don't care if you
> are using bit reduction or a 12 bit sampler or
> whatever. As long as the song rocks thats all tha
> matters. You can play a live show with a cool
> bassline on a moog or a casio and it does not matter
> to the crowd as long as the song is good.
> 
> I alway keep this in mind so I don't get too wrapped
> up in gear lust. I know when working on music gear
> helps to inspire. That is important, but the
> audience does not know the difference.
> 
> wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com> wrote: 
> Okay just to bring back that
> interesting conversation about bit reduction,
> someone mentioned that alesis unit and a friend
> recommended this unit
> 
> http://www.frostwave.com/sonicalienator/
> 
> Which does the same thing and is meant to be quite
> good. I have to say
> listening to the demo of the sounds it does sound
> remarkably similar to the
> rs7000 master effect. I would expect because
> reducing sample rate is not the
> same as reducing sample frequency it should sound
> different. Maybe it does
> if I was actually listening to the unit no?
> 
> -- 
> Wasubot
> ----------------------------
> Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music
> Unlimited.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

mailto:heartlessmusica@yahoo.com
mailto:wasubot@gmail.com
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____________________________________________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail beta.
http://new.mail.yahoo.com
| 14979|14976|2006-12-06 09:36:26|Brooks Mosher|Re: bit reduction|
Not to mention, the whole "gear lust" thing completely over-inflates the
price of used gear. For example I recently saw a Yamaha DX-100 go for OVER
$500 on ebay. Ridiculous. But, it's in all the techno booklets (you too
can make techno just by reading this book!!) that Juan Atkins and Derrick
May used it, so therefore it must be what you need! It's actually quite
funny to see people shelling out so much money for hyped up gear.

On 12/6/06, Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Amen.Don't get caught up in the distraction of gear
> and formats,because whatever works to move the
> crowd,is the better choice.
>
>
> --- Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
>
> > I agree the lo-fi effect sounds similar. It all
> > comes down to the audience. They don't care if you
> > are using bit reduction or a 12 bit sampler or
> > whatever. As long as the song rocks thats all tha
> > matters. You can play a live show with a cool
> > bassline on a moog or a casio and it does not matter
> > to the crowd as long as the song is good.
> >
> > I alway keep this in mind so I don't get too wrapped
> > up in gear lust. I know when working on music gear
> > helps to inspire. That is important, but the
> > audience does not know the difference.
> >
> > wasubot <wasubot@gmail.com > wrote:
> > Okay just to bring back that
> > interesting conversation about bit reduction,
> > someone mentioned that alesis unit and a friend
> > recommended this unit
> >
> > http://www.frostwave.com/sonicalienator/
> >
> > Which does the same thing and is meant to be quite
> > good. I have to say
> > listening to the demo of the sounds it does sound
> > remarkably similar to the
> > rs7000 master effect. I would expect because
> > reducing sample rate is not the
> > same as reducing sample frequency it should sound
> > different. Maybe it does
> > if I was actually listening to the unit no?
> >
> > --
> > Wasubot
> > ----------------------------
> > Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music
> > Unlimited.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> >
> >
>
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> __________________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail beta.
> http://new.mail.yahoo.com
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14980|14832|2006-12-08 06:55:29|Infrared|RS7000 vs SU700|
I've currently got an RM1x, and wondering if I should get an SU700 or
an RS7000? Would I be duplicating a bunch of sequencing features I
already have on the rm1x if I got an rs7000? Or should I just pickup
the su700 to get the sampling and loop tempo stuff?
| 14981|14832|2006-12-08 11:08:07|Heartless Music|Re: RS7000 vs SU700|
Not sure, from your question, if you know that the RS7000 is basically an RM1x with a built in sampler. Extremely similar to having of a Rm1x and SU700.

I am a huge fan of the RS7000. In my opinion from a work flow, ease of use, quick to make jam point of view, the RS7000 is better than having the RM1x and SU700
combo. I have used the SU and the RM1x. In my opinion the RS7000 works better than those combined. You will only have to work from one interface and only have to get
familiar with one window. I just think results are faster.

As far as presets and, I can not comment on that because I only use preset beats as a starting point then make may own for the final. The RS7000 has a lot more presets
than the RM1X, anyway. And I do not use the internal sounds. But for sure, in my opinion, the RS sounds are better than the RM, but still not great.

Infrared <infrared@yahoo.com> wrote: I've currently got an RM1x, and wondering if I should get an SU700 or
an RS7000? Would I be duplicating a bunch of sequencing features I
already have on the rm1x if I got an rs7000? Or should I just pickup
the su700 to get the sampling and loop tempo stuff?

---------------------------------
Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music Unlimited.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14982|14982|2006-12-08 13:54:20|dreamchimney|Arpeggio + REC|
is this part of the OS, when you select ARPEGGIO in REC mode, once it
hits the beginning again it automatically turns the ARPEGGIO select off ?

really bugging me figure its a massive bug.

thanks for any advice/tips

Ryan
| 14983|14832|2006-12-08 16:21:00|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS7000 vs SU700|
I agree. The RS7000's sequencer is better than the RM1x's, and I know this
because I've owned both. I sold the RM1x and quickly bought an RS. First
off, the sequencer seems more solid to me in terms of timing and the cpu not
getting bogged down if you have lots of tracks and notes playing at once.
Secondly, grid mode is much better on the RS (if you have the latest OS)
because you can easily find your notes. On the RM1x, you have to scroll
through each note where on the RS you just hit "scan" and if finds them for
you.

So, I would ditch the RM1x, forget about getting the SU and just buy an
RS....

On 12/8/06, Heartless Music <heartlessmusica@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Not sure, from your question, if you know that the RS7000 is basically
> an RM1x with a built in sampler. Extremely similar to having of a Rm1x and
> SU700.
>
> I am a huge fan of the RS7000. In my opinion from a work flow, ease of
> use, quick to make jam point of view, the RS7000 is better than having the
> RM1x and SU700 combo. I have used the SU and the RM1x. In my opinion the
> RS7000 works better than those combined. You will only have to work from one
> interface and only have to get familiar with one window. I just think
> results are faster.
>
> As far as presets and, I can not comment on that because I only use preset

http://new.mail.yahoo.com/
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> beats as a starting point then make may own for the final. The RS7000 has a
> lot more presets than the RM1X, anyway. And I do not use the internal
> sounds. But for sure, in my opinion, the RS sounds are better than the RM,
> but still not great.
>
> Infrared <infrared@yahoo.com > wrote: I've currently
> got an RM1x, and wondering if I should get an SU700 or
> an RS7000? Would I be duplicating a bunch of sequencing features I
> already have on the rm1x if I got an rs7000? Or should I just pickup
> the su700 to get the sampling and loop tempo stuff?
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music Unlimited.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 14984|14982|2006-12-08 21:38:52|wasted/su700fan|Re: Arpeggio + REC|
On Dec 8, 2006, at 3:53 PM, dreamchimney wrote:

> is this part of the OS, when you select ARPEGGIO in REC mode, once it
> hits the beginning again it automatically turns the ARPEGGIO select 
> off ?
>
> really bugging me figure its a massive bug.
>
> thanks for any advice/tips
>
> Ryan

I believe it's designed that way so that as the recording keeps 
looping it doesn't duplicate the arpeggiated notes over and over 
again quickly eating up polyphony. If the original arpeggiated notes 
are recorded and then on the second pass those newly recorded arp 
notes are also arpeggiated (and recorded) you'll quickly get stuck in 
a MIDI loop which will overload the system relatively quickly. Just 
my guess as to why it's implemented that way.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14985|14982|2006-12-08 21:53:26|simon --|Re: Arpeggio + REC|
I faced the same problem. Does that mean we cannot record whatever played by 
APREGGIO mode? Then what is it for?

>From: "dreamchimney" <dreamchimney@yahoo.com>
>Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Arpeggio + REC
>Date: Fri, 08 Dec 2006 20:53:06 -0000
>
>is this part of the OS, when you select ARPEGGIO in REC mode, once it
>hits the beginning again it automatically turns the ARPEGGIO select off ?
>
>really bugging me figure its a massive bug.
>
>thanks for any advice/tips
>
>Ryan
>

_________________________________________________________________
Get an advanced look at the new version of Windows Live Messenger. 
http://get.live.com/messenger/overview
| 14986|14986|2006-12-09 18:41:05|goran_barlund|file compatibility between os's|
Hi,

I have used a RS7000 for few a months now and have created a lot of
stuff I like. However, I haven't yet upgraded to the newest OS (well,
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as the upgrade process has been made so annoying, having to mess
around with old memory cards) so I've been using an older OS this far.
(Not sure which version, but my RS doesn't have any extra filters or
other features that v1.22 has.) Therefore, I'd like to know whether
the patterns made on older RS7K OS are fully compatible with the
OS1.22? Will my stuff sound the same (filter types, parameter edits,
samples and so on) after I upgrade to OS1.22?

gb
| 14987|14987|2006-12-10 09:36:08|nickeax|I'm new.|
Hello, I have recently purchased an RS7000. I found these forums and
hope to be a productive memeber. 

Cheers!
| 14988|14986|2006-12-10 10:44:43|wasted/su700fan|Re: file compatibility between os's|
On Dec 9, 2006, at 3:17 PM, goran_barlund wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I have used a RS7000 for few a months now and have created a lot of
> stuff I like. However, I haven't yet upgraded to the newest OS (well,
> as the upgrade process has been made so annoying, having to mess
> around with old memory cards) so I've been using an older OS this far.
> (Not sure which version, but my RS doesn't have any extra filters or
> other features that v1.22 has.) Therefore, I'd like to know whether
> the patterns made on older RS7K OS are fully compatible with the
> OS1.22? Will my stuff sound the same (filter types, parameter edits,
> samples and so on) after I upgrade to OS1.22?
>
>
> gb

They should be, but I can't definitely say they will be 100% 
compatible. If anything, the sounds may be slightly different due to 
the fact that even the original 6 filters included with the older OS 
might've also been tweaked (dunno for sure) like the 12 new filters 
that were added. No sounds were changed (the sound EPROM version # 
stayed the same), just the OS to add the extra features and fix a few 
small bugs.

FWIW, I only had a few styles made before I upgraded from 1.14 to 1.2 
(and then to 1.21, 1.22), and those styles seemed to sound identical 
between both versions of the OS IIRC. You can use your normal Smart 
Media card that you save your Styles, Songs, All data on for 
upgrading the RS7k's OS. You just need to unzip the OS file and and 
put the .PGM file in the root directory of the SM card and hold the 
correct key combination to start the update process.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14989|14987|2006-12-10 10:45:16|wasted/su700fan|Re: I'm new.|
On Dec 9, 2006, at 7:50 PM, nickeax wrote:

> Hello, I have recently purchased an RS7000. I found these forums and
> hope to be a productive memeber.
>
> Cheers!

Welcome to the group nickeax. Feel free to search the archives of 
this group and the forums at http://www.rs7000.org for any questions 
you may have.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 14990|14832|2006-12-10 11:49:45|peter sedin|a cheap hardrive for rs-7000?|
i like to get a hardrive for my rs.. any suggestions?
peace
peter

---------------------------------
Check out the all-new Yahoo! Mail beta - Fire up a more powerful email and get things done faster.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14991|14991|2006-12-10 19:29:09|nickeax|250MB SCSI ZIP Drive|
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I've just ordered one of these. For anyone interested, I'll report on
how I went with it.
| 14992|14832|2006-12-10 20:30:46|shadows7us|Re: a cheap hardrive for rs-7000?|
i got a few years ago try scusi4samplers but you need 
25 to 50 pin adapter and thats it ...

RA
| 14993|14991|2006-12-11 08:00:27|dj sparkle|Re: 250MB SCSI ZIP Drive|
it wont work with a 250...only 100mb drive

nickeax <nickeax@gmail.com> wrote: I've just ordered one of these. For anyone interested, I'll report on
how I went with it.

---------------------------------
Have a burning question? Go to Yahoo! Answers and get answers from real people who know.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 14994|14986|2006-12-11 14:48:23|goran_barlund|Re: file compatibility between os's|
Ok, thanks for help. I just did that, updated the OS and everything
seems to be fine. I have to say, the new step sequencer features are
really cool. The patterns (styles) made with older OS seem to work
pretty well. I don't hear any crucial elements being different,
although I thought I heard some difference between delay-effect
timings in some styles. Maybe they added some parameters to them at
some point... However, I didn't have the old version recorded, so I
can't confirm that. Very insignificant nevertheless.

gb

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> They should be, but I can't definitely say they will be 100% 
> compatible. If anything, the sounds may be slightly different due to 
> the fact that even the original 6 filters included with the older OS 
> might've also been tweaked (dunno for sure) like the 12 new filters 
> that were added. No sounds were changed (the sound EPROM version # 
> stayed the same), just the OS to add the extra features and fix a few 
> small bugs.
> 
> FWIW, I only had a few styles made before I upgraded from 1.14 to 1.2 
> (and then to 1.21, 1.22), and those styles seemed to sound identical 
> between both versions of the OS IIRC. You can use your normal Smart 
> Media card that you save your Styles, Songs, All data on for 
> upgrading the RS7k's OS. You just need to unzip the OS file and and 
> put the .PGM file in the root directory of the SM card and hold the 
> correct key combination to start the update process.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 14995|14976|2006-12-17 10:14:09|touchmymagic|Re: bit reduction|
Well I have been the victim of gearlust (many a time) and to be honest 
it hurts my brain more than it hurts my wallet (because I simply cant 
afford it). But I think its good when gear appreciates in value 
(unlike the RS-7000) as I often end-up selling stuff when I need a 
cash injection. And although the price of certain items can become 
inflated, you can always take the cheaper software route..........

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:

>
> Not to mention, the whole "gear lust" thing completely over-inflates 

the

> price of used gear. For example I recently saw a Yamaha DX-100 go 

for OVER
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> $500 on ebay. Ridiculous. But, it's in all the techno booklets 

(you too

> can make techno just by reading this book!!) that Juan Atkins and 

Derrick

> May used it, so therefore it must be what you need! It's actually 

quite

> funny to see people shelling out so much money for hyped up gear.
> 
>

| 14996|14982|2006-12-17 10:18:35|touchmymagic|Re: Arpeggio + REC|
hi, you can record the results of your arpeggio but you have to do 
it in one pass. As a workaround you could perhaps do it in song mode 
and them copy it back to your pattern...perhaps......

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "simon --" wrote:
>
> I faced the same problem. Does that mean we cannot record whatever 
played by 
> APREGGIO mode? Then what is it for?
> 
> 
> >From: "dreamchimney" 
> >Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] Arpeggio + REC
> >Date: Fri, 08 Dec 2006 20:53:06 -0000
> >
> >is this part of the OS, when you select ARPEGGIO in REC mode, 
once it
> >hits the beginning again it automatically turns the ARPEGGIO 
select off ?
> >
> >really bugging me figure its a massive bug.
> >
> >thanks for any advice/tips
> >
> >Ryan
> >
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get an advanced look at the new version of Windows Live Messenger. 
> http://get.live.com/messenger/overview
>

| 14997|14997|2006-12-18 00:06:01|zamisers7k|Patch Filter Changeing|
This might be a dificult one, or one of the really simple ones...

I've copied track, one with a pitched sample, to a couple other 
tracks, then I copied that section to another section. Now when I 
change the filter on those tracks then bounce back and forth the 
filter reverts. The pollyphoney is also reverting when I set it to 
mono it then goes back to polly when I switch sections too.

I look in the edit screen but there arnt any program changes, just 
notes. So I'm not sure where else to check or where its picking back 
up those patch settings from.

Is there somewhere else it could be picking it up from? It seems like 
it reverts back to some original settings somewhere.

It also seems this has never happend with internal sounds, just with 
this particular sample, and some of the tracks I copied the same 
sample to are keeping their filter setting etc., but a couple keep 
reverting every time I bounce to another section, even if I switch 
those settings back then go back it keeps reverting back. Possible 
bug maybe?

Any ideas?

Thanks for any help!

Zam
| 14998|14997|2006-12-18 08:09:12|su700fan|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> This might be a dificult one, or one of the really simple ones...
> 
> I've copied track, one with a pitched sample, to a couple other 
> tracks, then I copied that section to another section. Now when I 
> change the filter on those tracks then bounce back and forth the 
> filter reverts. The pollyphoney is also reverting when I set it to 
> mono it then goes back to polly when I switch sections too.
> 
> I look in the edit screen but there arnt any program changes, just 
> notes. So I'm not sure where else to check or where its picking 

back 

> up those patch settings from.
> 
> Is there somewhere else it could be picking it up from? It seems 

like 

> it reverts back to some original settings somewhere.
> 
> It also seems this has never happend with internal sounds, just 

with 

> this particular sample, and some of the tracks I copied the same 
> sample to are keeping their filter setting etc., but a couple keep 
> reverting every time I bounce to another section, even if I switch 
> those settings back then go back it keeps reverting back. Possible 
> bug maybe?
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> Thanks for any help!
> 
> Zam

Try the Copy Phrase job instead of Copy Track. Copy Track will copy 
the same phrase # over to the new track (and the track's other 
settings like filter). When you change settings on the original (or 
the new track), it will affect the other track. That would be my 
guess as to why it's acting weird.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 14999|14997|2006-12-18 16:13:30|zamisers7k|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > This might be a dificult one, or one of the really simple ones...
> > 
> > I've copied track, one with a pitched sample, to a couple other 
> > tracks, then I copied that section to another section. Now when 

I 

> > change the filter on those tracks then bounce back and forth the 
> > filter reverts. The pollyphoney is also reverting when I set it 

to 

> > mono it then goes back to polly when I switch sections too.
> > 
> > I look in the edit screen but there arnt any program changes, 

just 

> > notes. So I'm not sure where else to check or where its picking 
> back 
> > up those patch settings from.
> > 
> > Is there somewhere else it could be picking it up from? It seems 
> like 
> > it reverts back to some original settings somewhere.
> > 
> > It also seems this has never happend with internal sounds, just 
> with 
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> > this particular sample, and some of the tracks I copied the same 
> > sample to are keeping their filter setting etc., but a couple 

keep 

> > reverting every time I bounce to another section, even if I 

switch 

> > those settings back then go back it keeps reverting back. 

Possible 

> > bug maybe?
> > 
> > Any ideas?
> > 
> > Thanks for any help!
> > 
> > Zam
> 
> Try the Copy Phrase job instead of Copy Track. Copy Track will 

copy 

> the same phrase # over to the new track (and the track's other 
> settings like filter). When you change settings on the original 

(or 

> the new track), it will affect the other track. That would be my 
> guess as to why it's acting weird.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

Thanks for the reply Wasted, its not that though, I forgot to mention 
that I've already copied the phrase to a difrent phrase. I don't do 
copy phrases that often which might be partly why its doing it for 
some reason. Its doing it on the ones where I've only copied the 
phrases to another I've noticed, and then I changes the note 
sequence. I can change the filter on either or both phrases but when 
I bounce from section A to section C the filter & polly keep 
reverting like its grabbing default patch settings from somewhere. 
LPF18 don't seem like it would be default though, and the other 
strange thing is that it keeps most of the other settings like the 
cut off and res amounts don't change or revert. Its Weeeeird!

Zam
| 15000|14997|2006-12-18 22:12:20|wasted/su700fan|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
On Dec 18, 2006, at 6:12 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>>>
>>> This might be a dificult one, or one of the really simple ones...
>>>
>>> I've copied track, one with a pitched sample, to a couple other
>>> tracks, then I copied that section to another section. Now when
> I
>>> change the filter on those tracks then bounce back and forth the
>>> filter reverts. The pollyphoney is also reverting when I set it
> to
>>> mono it then goes back to polly when I switch sections too.
>>>
>>> I look in the edit screen but there arnt any program changes,
> just
>>> notes. So I'm not sure where else to check or where its picking
>> back
>>> up those patch settings from.
>>>
>>> Is there somewhere else it could be picking it up from? It seems
>> like
>>> it reverts back to some original settings somewhere.
>>>
>>> It also seems this has never happend with internal sounds, just
>> with
>>> this particular sample, and some of the tracks I copied the same
>>> sample to are keeping their filter setting etc., but a couple
> keep
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>>> reverting every time I bounce to another section, even if I
> switch
>>> those settings back then go back it keeps reverting back.
> Possible
>>> bug maybe?
>>>
>>> Any ideas?
>>>
>>> Thanks for any help!
>>>
>>> Zam
>>
>> Try the Copy Phrase job instead of Copy Track. Copy Track will
> copy
>> the same phrase # over to the new track (and the track's other
>> settings like filter). When you change settings on the original
> (or
>> the new track), it will affect the other track. That would be my
>> guess as to why it's acting weird.
>>
>> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>>
>
> Thanks for the reply Wasted, its not that though, I forgot to mention
> that I've already copied the phrase to a difrent phrase. I don't do
> copy phrases that often which might be partly why its doing it for
> some reason. Its doing it on the ones where I've only copied the
> phrases to another I've noticed, and then I changes the note
> sequence. I can change the filter on either or both phrases but when
> I bounce from section A to section C the filter & polly keep
> reverting like its grabbing default patch settings from somewhere.
> LPF18 don't seem like it would be default though, and the other
> strange thing is that it keeps most of the other settings like the
> cut off and res amounts don't change or revert. Its Weeeeird!
>
> Zam

Are the original and copied phrase on the same track or different 
tracks (you mention they're in different sections (A & C)? If 
they're on the same track, they'd share the same filter, etc. 
settings across all sections (A-P). If they're on different tracks, 
I dunno why it would do that.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15001|14997|2006-12-19 02:35:34|zamisers7k|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:

>
> On Dec 18, 2006, at 6:12 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
> >>
> >> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >>>
> >>> This might be a dificult one, or one of the really simple 

ones...

> >>>
> >>> I've copied track, one with a pitched sample, to a couple other
> >>> tracks, then I copied that section to another section. Now 

when

> > I
> >>> change the filter on those tracks then bounce back and forth 

the

> >>> filter reverts. The pollyphoney is also reverting when I set 

it

> > to
> >>> mono it then goes back to polly when I switch sections too.
> >>>
> >>> I look in the edit screen but there arnt any program changes,
> > just
> >>> notes. So I'm not sure where else to check or where its 
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picking

> >> back
> >>> up those patch settings from.
> >>>
> >>> Is there somewhere else it could be picking it up from? It 

seems

> >> like
> >>> it reverts back to some original settings somewhere.
> >>>
> >>> It also seems this has never happend with internal sounds, just
> >> with
> >>> this particular sample, and some of the tracks I copied the 

same

> >>> sample to are keeping their filter setting etc., but a couple
> > keep
> >>> reverting every time I bounce to another section, even if I
> > switch
> >>> those settings back then go back it keeps reverting back.
> > Possible
> >>> bug maybe?
> >>>
> >>> Any ideas?
> >>>
> >>> Thanks for any help!
> >>>
> >>> Zam
> >>
> >> Try the Copy Phrase job instead of Copy Track. Copy Track will
> > copy
> >> the same phrase # over to the new track (and the track's other
> >> settings like filter). When you change settings on the original
> > (or
> >> the new track), it will affect the other track. That would be 

my

> >> guess as to why it's acting weird.
> >>
> >> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> >>
> >
> > Thanks for the reply Wasted, its not that though, I forgot to 

mention

> > that I've already copied the phrase to a difrent phrase. I 

don't do

> > copy phrases that often which might be partly why its doing it 

for

> > some reason. Its doing it on the ones where I've only copied the
> > phrases to another I've noticed, and then I changes the note
> > sequence. I can change the filter on either or both phrases but 

when

> > I bounce from section A to section C the filter & polly keep
> > reverting like its grabbing default patch settings from 

somewhere.

> > LPF18 don't seem like it would be default though, and the other
> > strange thing is that it keeps most of the other settings like 

the

> > cut off and res amounts don't change or revert. Its Weeeeird!
> >
> > Zam
> 
> Are the original and copied phrase on the same track or different 
> tracks (you mention they're in different sections (A & C)? If 
> they're on the same track, they'd share the same filter, etc. 
> settings across all sections (A-P). If they're on different 



tracks, 

> I dunno why it would do that.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

I got it figured out woohoo!

This might help someone else sometime or a little tid bit of RS 
knoweledge for everyone.

Heres what is going. Whatever I did the sample on that track when I 
was switching sections was also switching samples on some sections 
on the same track. Apearently I somehow copied the sample over to 
another bank along with all the copying and moving around. So what 
happens on the RS is when you or I switch samples on a track during 
play it uses some sort of default settings or something it reverts 
to. Solution was to make sure the same sample on the same bank was 
playing even though I'm using a difrent phrase, which is done by 
going into mixer voice select and switching it to use the same 
banks. It probably does the same thing on internal voices/non 
sample too I'd bet, that it reverts to some default settings of that 
voice if its changed during mid play or if the voice changes during 
a section change. The strange thing is I think this happens more 
with samples as the sample is stored with the phrase, cause I don't 
think internal voices are stored with phrases and it just keeps the 
same voice or bank when phrases are changed. Just the samples it 
seems to do this, I could be mistaken, but anyway I got it figured 
out.

I've got so many tips I'd wish to share with everyone here over 
messing around with my RS for the past 5 years, but I'm too busy 
finding new tricks for myself still after all this time... back to 
making music on the RS :)

Thanks for trying tho Wasted and taking care of the message board.

Zam
| 15002|14997|2006-12-19 10:55:15|su700fan|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|

> I got it figured out woohoo!
> 
> This might help someone else sometime or a little tid bit of RS 
> knoweledge for everyone.
> 
> Heres what is going. Whatever I did the sample on that track when 

I 

> was switching sections was also switching samples on some sections 
> on the same track. Apearently I somehow copied the sample over to 
> another bank along with all the copying and moving around. So 

what 

> happens on the RS is when you or I switch samples on a track 

during 

> play it uses some sort of default settings or something it reverts 
> to. Solution was to make sure the same sample on the same bank 

was 

> playing even though I'm using a difrent phrase, which is done by 
> going into mixer voice select and switching it to use the same 
> banks. It probably does the same thing on internal voices/non 
> sample too I'd bet, that it reverts to some default settings of 

that 

> voice if its changed during mid play or if the voice changes 

during 

> a section change. The strange thing is I think this happens more 
> with samples as the sample is stored with the phrase, cause I 

don't 
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> think internal voices are stored with phrases and it just keeps 

the 

> same voice or bank when phrases are changed. Just the samples it 
> seems to do this, I could be mistaken, but anyway I got it figured 
> out.
> 
> I've got so many tips I'd wish to share with everyone here over 
> messing around with my RS for the past 5 years, but I'm too busy 
> finding new tricks for myself still after all this time... back to 
> making music on the RS :)
> 
> Thanks for trying tho Wasted and taking care of the message board.
> 
> Zam

Thanks for figuring it out Zam! It's kinda hard to figure weird 
stuff like that out without having the offending files in front of 
you. Your deductive reasoning will help future users with a similar 
issue.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

Maybe between the holidays I'll get a chance to spend some quality 
time with my RS7000. She's been feeling neglected lately. :-(
| 15003|15003|2006-12-19 13:00:59|carboninuit|controller keyboard|
im going to get a controller keyboard to go with my rs7000

i have about £100-150 ($200-300) to spend

your advise and recommendations please
| 15004|15003|2006-12-19 16:38:36|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: controller keyboard|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "carboninuit" <mikenett@ntlworld.com>

> im going to get a controller keyboard to go with my rs7000
> 
> i have about �100-150 ($200-300) to spend
> 
> your advise and recommendations please

Back in August 2006 I bought a new controller keyboard to replace the previous one I had. I got an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller keyboard for $249 US. 49 full-size
velocity sensitive, aftertouch pressure keys, 9 sliders, 8 endless encoder knobs, 8 drum pads, transport controls [record, stop, play, etc]. Great for software or hardware.
Compatible with Mac OS X and Windows XP. Runs off USB power (get a powered hub unless your computer has enough juice to send it ; my Mac Mini didn't) or a
separate AC adapter you have to purchase.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

See pics in my .sig above for a picture of the Axiom 49 and other gear.
| 15005|15003|2006-12-19 18:18:39|zamisers7k|Re: controller keyboard|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@... wrote:

>
> -------------- Original message ----------------------
> From: "carboninuit" 
> > im going to get a controller keyboard to go with my rs7000
> > 
> > i have about £100-150 ($200-300) to spend
> > 
> > your advise and recommendations please
> 
> Back in August 2006 I bought a new controller keyboard to replace 

the previous one I had. I got an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller 
keyboard for $249 US. 49 full-size velocity sensitive, aftertouch 
pressure keys, 9 sliders, 8 endless encoder knobs, 8 drum pads, 
transport controls [record, stop, play, etc]. Great for software or 
hardware. Compatible with Mac OS X and Windows XP. Runs off USB 
power (get a powered hub unless your computer has enough juice to 
send it ; my Mac Mini didn't) or a separate AC adapter you have to 
purchase.

> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
> 
> See pics in my .sig above for a picture of the Axiom 49 and other 
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gear.

>

I'd get something that has a slider/fader for each channel I could 
assign to velocity/volume, if I could. The rest would be bonus, have 
to wait a bit though, unles I can assign the faders from a JP 8080 to 
do that somehow, that'd be cool, but its not really a keyboard. 
Anyway, if I remember correctly some of the Axioms do look pretty 
cool and would prob be usefull with the RS. I also remember theres a 
cool novation controller I think out recently that I think displays 
everything on LEDs abouve the faders and switches, oooh I cant 
remember, but it looked so cool too, might be too much tho right now 
for me or you, but worthy of a mention I thought.

Good luck whatever you get!

Zam
| 15006|15003|2006-12-19 20:43:54|wasubot|Re: controller keyboard|
Yeh i'd get an axiom also if i was you. Looks well built and those drum pads
are very nice.

On 12/20/06, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , su700fan@...
> wrote:
> >
> > -------------- Original message ----------------------
> > From: "carboninuit" 
> > > im going to get a controller keyboard to go with my rs7000
> > >
> > > i have about £100-150 ($200-300) to spend
> > >
> > > your advise and recommendations please
> >
> > Back in August 2006 I bought a new controller keyboard to replace
> the previous one I had. I got an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller
> keyboard for $249 US. 49 full-size velocity sensitive, aftertouch
> pressure keys, 9 sliders, 8 endless encoder knobs, 8 drum pads,
> transport controls [record, stop, play, etc]. Great for software or
> hardware. Compatible with Mac OS X and Windows XP. Runs off USB
> power (get a powered hub unless your computer has enough juice to
> send it ; my Mac Mini didn't) or a separate AC adapter you have to
> purchase.
> >
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
> >
> > See pics in my .sig above for a picture of the Axiom 49 and other
> gear.
> >
>
> I'd get something that has a slider/fader for each channel I could
> assign to velocity/volume, if I could. The rest would be bonus, have
> to wait a bit though, unles I can assign the faders from a JP 8080 to
> do that somehow, that'd be cool, but its not really a keyboard.
> Anyway, if I remember correctly some of the Axioms do look pretty
> cool and would prob be usefull with the RS. I also remember theres a
> cool novation controller I think out recently that I think displays
> everything on LEDs abouve the faders and switches, oooh I cant
> remember, but it looked so cool too, might be too much tho right now
> for me or you, but worthy of a mention I thought.
>
> Good luck whatever you get!
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 15007|15003|2006-12-20 12:28:25|carboninuit|Re: controller keyboard|
thanks the axiom looks a really good keyboard

they are a bit more expensive here in the uk

might go for the 25 or see if i can get a 49 in the january sales

inuit
| 15008|15003|2006-12-22 10:32:35|Heartless Music|Re: controller keyboard|
It depends on your style, but I feel the best controller to get is the Akai MPD24. This opened up my music to a whole new world. I know this is not a keybard but a drum
pad. I think maybe cuz I think notes very easily, so the rs7000 features are good enough for me. But when it comes to drums I "feel" those and feeling is hard on the RS.
When I go see a band and they have a great drummer they are cool to watch for the crowd even if the rest of the band is just ok. If you watch a band that has an awsome
singer guitarist but only an ok drummer the band seems to just be ok to the crowd. I have noticed this phenomina for many years and for this reason I believe getting a
kick ass drum controller is the most important thing you can get fot your RS. Get those booties shaking!

Just get a cheap keyboard that has velocity for the rest of the stuff.

Regards,

Heartelssmusica

carboninuit <mikenett@ntlworld.com> wrote: thanks the axiom looks a really good keyboard

they are a bit more expensive here in the uk

might go for the 25 or see if i can get a 49 in the january sales

inuit

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15009|14997|2006-12-23 09:04:55|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
Hi!

Actually I have the same kind of problem but the proposed solution
does not work in my case (or I don't get it...).

Setup (pattern mode):
Phrase 1: Voice = local samples bank (Bank = 064 000) voice program 1
(PGM = 001), filter = LPF18.
Phrase 2: Voice = local samples bank (Bank = 064 000) voice program 2
(PGM = 002), filter = HP.
No program changes in the phrases.
Section A: Track 1 has phrase 1, track 2 has phrase 2.
Section B: Track 1 has phrase 2, track 2 has phrase 1.
I set the voice for these two tracks in the track mixer to *** ***
(phrase) which means "use the voice as defined by the phrase", see
manual page 79.

Now do the following (just an example scenario):

Select section A.
Select track1. Edit the voice by setting filter to LPF18.
Select track2. Edit the voice by setting filter to HPF.
Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18.
Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as HPF.

So far so good...

Select section B.
Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Why? Should have been
HPF according to the voice setup!
Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Ok, is as expected.

Select section A again.
Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Ok, is as expected.
Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Why? Should have been
HPF acoording to the voice setup!

I don't get it. I thought that each voice programm in a voice bank has
its own voice parameters like the filter to use. So why is my filter
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type reset to LPF18 when I switch to another section? I tried the
above scenario with the setting "voice setup to TG" in the utilities
menu both on and off and this makes no difference. Any suggestions?

Floris.
| 15010|15010|2006-12-25 07:28:13|omsmuse|any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?|
just wondering if there's any particularly stellar artists using the
rs box. i havn't been able to find any xept hardfloor, but i don't
think he uses it anymore.
peace
| 15011|15011|2006-12-25 16:32:42|rukula_04|RS7000 and Sounddiver|
How can I use RS7K with Sounddiver?
Anyone having a lib-file?
Tried to google but can´t find anything!
Please help! THx.

micha
| 15012|15010|2006-12-25 22:03:21|Matt Dopamine|Re: any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?|
dunno about stellar or idm but i've had a few releases using the rs... even
won an award...... :)

myspace.com/mattdopamine

I dont use it for everything anymore but I still use it for some things.

merry xmas
matt dopamine

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
omsmuse
Sent: Monday, December 25, 2006 2:34 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?

just wondering if there's any particularly stellar artists using the
rs box. i havn't been able to find any xept hardfloor, but i don't
think he uses it anymore.
peace

--
No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.432 / Virus Database: 268.15.26/601 - Release Date: 12/24/2006
11:31 AM

-- 
No virus found in this outgoing message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.432 / Virus Database: 268.15.26/601 - Release Date: 12/24/2006
11:31 AM

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15013|15013|2006-12-26 04:55:19|rukula_04|RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
Hello!

I have three sections. In every pattern I use a lot of phrases.
Now I wanted to record the settings, that means I use section A in 
which I mute differnt phrases and turn them on again. Later I want to 
change the section A to B and go back to A.
I recorded a Patt Chain once with the option Patt and once with the 
option Scene. Saved it - but the file seems to be empty. Did I 
understand something wrong or where´s my fault?

Any questions left - ask!
THx for your help.
Hav a nice time!
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micha
| 15014|15013|2006-12-26 06:17:55|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
Hi!

Indeed you can use pattern chains to record mute/scene memory 
operations and track mutes (SCENE = scene/mute track) and section 
changes (PATT = pattern track). So you're on the right track!

Note from the manual (page 161): 
"Before recording a pattern chain be sure to turn the UTILITY mode 
Memory Protect function OFF (Page 257). If the Memory Protect 
function is ON recording will not be possible."

Did you follow the pattern chain procedures described in the manual?
See page 162 for recording a pattern chain.
See page 166 for saving the pattern chain to memory card.

After recording the pattern chain on the PATT and SCENE tracks, 
we're you able to play it back as expected?
When saving it, did you save it while still in pattern chain mode 
and was the file type "ALL" so that file with the extension ".R2A" 
was created on the memory card (page 167)? These files are very 
small because a pattern chain does not contain a lot of information.
When loading it again, where you in pattern chain mode and did you 
load the file with the "ALL" file-type (page 169)?

Floris.
| 15015|15015|2006-12-26 06:47:28|florisvanrijswijk|Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
Hi!

When I read the manual I get the impression that voice parameters, 
like the filter type, are track based. So each track has a filter 
type setting for the voice that is used on it, right? On the other 
hand, each voice has its own voice parameters (like filter type). I 
find this a bit confusing.

When creating a phrase using a voice of the local sample bank, the 
RS7000 sets the filter type by default to LPF18. If I change the 
filter type for track 1 (that uses the new prase) to HPF, the RS 
does not seem to "remember" this setting. After saving and reloading 
the pattern, the filter type setting is reset to LPF18 again. Also 
when changing to another section and back again, the filter type is 
reset to LPF18. 

How can I change the filter type of a local sample voice so that the 
new filter type is stored into the voice?

I find a bit hard to describe the problem so if you have any 
questions please ask.

Floris.
| 15016|15013|2006-12-26 06:49:03|rukula_04|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi!
> 
> Indeed you can use pattern chains to record mute/scene memory 
> operations and track mutes (SCENE = scene/mute track) and section 
> changes (PATT = pattern track). So you're on the right track!
> 
> Note from the manual (page 161): 
> "Before recording a pattern chain be sure to turn the UTILITY mode 
> Memory Protect function OFF (Page 257). If the Memory Protect 
> function is ON recording will not be possible."
> 
> Did you follow the pattern chain procedures described in the manual?
> See page 162 for recording a pattern chain.
> See page 166 for saving the pattern chain to memory card.
> 
> After recording the pattern chain on the PATT and SCENE tracks, 
> we're you able to play it back as expected?
> When saving it, did you save it while still in pattern chain mode 
> and was the file type "ALL" so that file with the extension ".R2A" 
> was created on the memory card (page 167)? These files are very 
> small because a pattern chain does not contain a lot of information.
> When loading it again, where you in pattern chain mode and did you 
> load the file with the "ALL" file-type (page 169)?
> 
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> Floris.
>

Hi Floris,

yes, Utility Mode is off.
I followed the manual page 162/166.
I couldn´t play back.
I saved "ALL" with R2A ending.
I loaded the file.

My problems: Couldn´t play back after recording and the saved file 
would not give me back what I played?

Any suggestions...thx

micha
| 15017|15015|2006-12-26 13:29:14|Heartless Music|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
I had a similar problem. On my track 16 I had a patern using sample that kept reverting to a different filter setting than I wanted. I only was using track 16 on section F.
What I did was go to all the other sections I was using 16 and used the job to clear track 16. I made sure to uncheck the sample so I would not loose it. What happend is
that ion the other tracks a command to change the filter was recorded so I needed to erase it. I am 90% sure this is what you are experiencing. 

FYI - you can try just using the clear track job on the section you go to after and before the section with issues. Most of the time thats all that is needed.

Good Luck!

florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl> wrote: Hi!

When I read the manual I get the impression that voice parameters, 
like the filter type, are track based. So each track has a filter 
type setting for the voice that is used on it, right? On the other 
hand, each voice has its own voice parameters (like filter type). I 
find this a bit confusing.

When creating a phrase using a voice of the local sample bank, the 
RS7000 sets the filter type by default to LPF18. If I change the 
filter type for track 1 (that uses the new prase) to HPF, the RS 
does not seem to "remember" this setting. After saving and reloading 
the pattern, the filter type setting is reset to LPF18 again. Also 
when changing to another section and back again, the filter type is 
reset to LPF18. 

How can I change the filter type of a local sample voice so that the 
new filter type is stored into the voice?

I find a bit hard to describe the problem so if you have any 
questions please ask.

Floris.

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15018|15013|2006-12-26 15:32:02|rukula_04|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi!
> > 
> > Indeed you can use pattern chains to record mute/scene memory 
> > operations and track mutes (SCENE = scene/mute track) and section 
> > changes (PATT = pattern track). So you're on the right track!
> > 
> > Note from the manual (page 161): 
> > "Before recording a pattern chain be sure to turn the UTILITY 

mode 

> > Memory Protect function OFF (Page 257). If the Memory Protect 
> > function is ON recording will not be possible."
> > 
> > Did you follow the pattern chain procedures described in the 
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manual?

> > See page 162 for recording a pattern chain.
> > See page 166 for saving the pattern chain to memory card.
> > 
> > After recording the pattern chain on the PATT and SCENE tracks, 
> > we're you able to play it back as expected?
> > When saving it, did you save it while still in pattern chain mode 
> > and was the file type "ALL" so that file with the 

extension ".R2A" 

> > was created on the memory card (page 167)? These files are very 
> > small because a pattern chain does not contain a lot of 

information.

> > When loading it again, where you in pattern chain mode and did 

you 

> > load the file with the "ALL" file-type (page 169)?
> > 
> > Floris.
> >
> Hi Floris,
> 
> yes, Utility Mode is off.
> I followed the manual page 162/166.
> I couldn´t play back.
> I saved "ALL" with R2A ending.
> I loaded the file.
> 
> My problems: Couldn´t play back after recording and the saved file 
> would not give me back what I played?
> 
> Any suggestions...thx
> 
> micha
>

Hmmm, I wonder I wonder.
O.K., I recorded a pattern chain again. It worked better than 
yesterday evening, maybe I was too tired but there are still some 
questions left.

1.I can only record the change of sections in scene-record mode if I 
use F2 in Patt Chain-Record-Modus, right?
2.What is the difference between Patt and Scene in the Patt Chain 
Record mode? I think I didn´t understood correctly since now. I´m 
reading the manual on and on but I don´t understand the words truly.
3.Will the once recorded chain f.e. 01 be overwritten if I record 
again? It seemed to me it does not?

I say Thank You!

micha
| 15019|15013|2006-12-26 16:57:02|su700fan|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|

> Hmmm, I wonder I wonder.
> O.K., I recorded a pattern chain again. It worked better than 
> yesterday evening, maybe I was too tired but there are still some 
> questions left.
> 
> 1.I can only record the change of sections in scene-record mode if 

I 

> use F2 in Patt Chain-Record-Modus, right?
> 2.What is the difference between Patt and Scene in the Patt Chain 
> Record mode? I think I didn´t understood correctly since now. I´m 
> reading the manual on and on but I don´t understand the words 

truly.

> 3.Will the once recorded chain f.e. 01 be overwritten if I record 
> again? It seemed to me it does not?
> 
> I say Thank You!
> 
> micha



The difference between the two (Patt & Scene) in the Pattern Chain 
mode is that you have to record each seperately. I.E. Record your 
Pattern/Section changes on one pass, then switch to the Scene track 
and record your Scene/Mute changes. BPM Track would also work 
similarly (another recording pass). As long as you're recording the 
different tracks (Pattern, Scene, BPM) on each pass they shouldn't 
affect one another. If you do a Pattern record mode on one pass, 
then record again in Pattern on a second pass, the first will be 
overwritten (since Pattern & Scene/Mute tracks record in Replace 
Record mode). BPM Track can be recorded in Step Record Mode.

At least that's the way I understand it. I usually haven't done 
anything too fancy yet with Scene/Mute & BPM track recording yet. 
YMMV.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15020|15011|2006-12-26 23:11:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 and Sounddiver|
On Dec 25, 2006, at 6:29 PM, rukula_04 wrote:

> How can I use RS7K with Sounddiver?
> Anyone having a lib-file?
> Tried to google but can´t find anything!
> Please help! THx.
>
> micha

In the Files section of this group (and the Misc subfolder of the 
Files section) there are a few other programs patch list files 
(Cubase SX, Cakewalk, plain text format, Excel .XLS format) for all 
of the internal TG sounds. I don't see one there for SoundDiver, but 
perhaps one of those formats could make your conversion easier? Hope 
they help you if you do decide to take up the task of creating a 
SoundDiver library file.

I'm surprised SoundDiver is still being used regularly. I thought it 
wasn't supported on newer machines (OS X and newer Windows)? I could 
be wrong though. I just haven't heard much mention about it from the 
members on my music-based mailing lists I'm a member of.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15021|15011|2006-12-26 23:32:24|Bob S.|Re: RS7000 and Sounddiver|
There is a SoundDiver Yahoo group.

I am a member.

We used to have direct contact with one of the developers/application support guys of SoundDiver. The group still has some activity......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, December 26, 2006 10:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 and Sounddiver

On Dec 25, 2006, at 6:29 PM, rukula_04 wrote:

> How can I use RS7K with Sounddiver?
> Anyone having a lib-file?
> Tried to google but can´t find anything!
> Please help! THx.
>
> micha

In the Files section of this group (and the Misc subfolder of the 
Files section) there are a few other programs patch list files 
(Cubase SX, Cakewalk, plain text format, Excel .XLS format) for all 
of the internal TG sounds. I don't see one there for SoundDiver, but 
perhaps one of those formats could make your conversion easier? Hope 
they help you if you do decide to take up the task of creating a 
SoundDiver library file.

I'm surprised SoundDiver is still being used regularly. I thought it 
wasn't supported on newer machines (OS X and newer Windows)? I could 
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be wrong though. I just haven't heard much mention about it from the 
members on my music-based mailing lists I'm a member of.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15022|14997|2006-12-27 00:04:21|wasted/su700fan|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
On Dec 23, 2006, at 10:57 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

> Hi!
>
> Actually I have the same kind of problem but the proposed solution
> does not work in my case (or I don't get it...).
>
> Setup (pattern mode):
> Phrase 1: Voice = local samples bank (Bank = 064 000) voice program 1
> (PGM = 001), filter = LPF18.
> Phrase 2: Voice = local samples bank (Bank = 064 000) voice program 2
> (PGM = 002), filter = HP.
> No program changes in the phrases.
> Section A: Track 1 has phrase 1, track 2 has phrase 2.
> Section B: Track 1 has phrase 2, track 2 has phrase 1.
> I set the voice for these two tracks in the track mixer to *** ***
> (phrase) which means "use the voice as defined by the phrase", see
> manual page 79.
>
> Now do the following (just an example scenario):
>
> Select section A.
> Select track1. Edit the voice by setting filter to LPF18.
> Select track2. Edit the voice by setting filter to HPF.
> Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18.
> Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as HPF.
>
> So far so good...
>
> Select section B.
> Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Why? Should have been
> HPF according to the voice setup!
> Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Ok, is as expected.
>
> Select section A again.
> Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Ok, is as expected.
> Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Why? Should have been
> HPF acoording to the voice setup!
>
> I don't get it. I thought that each voice programm in a voice bank has
> its own voice parameters like the filter to use. So why is my filter
> type reset to LPF18 when I switch to another section? I tried the
> above scenario with the setting "voice setup to TG" in the utilities
> menu both on and off and this makes no difference. Any suggestions?
>
> Floris.

Have you seen Zamisers7k's reply from December 19? He had a similar 
situation to yours and his explanation of what happened is probably 
the same reason as to what is happening with your sample phrase/track 
issues. Subject line is: [RS7000] Re: Patch Filter Changeing. Maybe 
that is why the RS7k acts the way it does?

I really need to work with sampling and the RS7k more. I'm surprised 
this hasn't come up for me yet. I guess too often I keep a rigid 
structure when using the RS7k to compose. I don't often change 
voices in phrase headers so that different voices can be used on the 
same track across different sections. It's one of the many useful & 
powerful features that the RS7k can do but as a side effect it 
appears to have strange, bug-like effects that don't seem to record 
as one would expect. Zam's workaround should help (and so should 
Heartless Music's suggestion to use the Clear Track job on all other 
sections that the sample/phrase weren't being used on).

I guess it's a feature/way of working that we just have to 
acknowledge and get used to, like it or not. 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan


-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15023|15011|2006-12-27 00:16:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 and Sounddiver|
On Dec 27, 2006, at 1:32 AM, Bob S. wrote:

> There is a SoundDiver Yahoo group.
>
> I am a member.
>
> We used to have direct contact with one of the developers/ 
> application support guys of SoundDiver. The group still has some 
> activity......
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: wasted/su700fan
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, December 26, 2006 10:07 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 and Sounddiver
>
>
> On Dec 25, 2006, at 6:29 PM, rukula_04 wrote:
>
>> How can I use RS7K with Sounddiver?
>> Anyone having a lib-file?
>> Tried to google but can´t find anything!
>> Please help! THx.
>>
>> micha
>
> In the Files section of this group (and the Misc subfolder of the
> Files section) there are a few other programs patch list files
> (Cubase SX, Cakewalk, plain text format, Excel .XLS format) for all
> of the internal TG sounds. I don't see one there for SoundDiver, but
> perhaps one of those formats could make your conversion easier? Hope
> they help you if you do decide to take up the task of creating a
> SoundDiver library file.
>
> I'm surprised SoundDiver is still being used regularly. I thought it
> wasn't supported on newer machines (OS X and newer Windows)? I could
> be wrong though. I just haven't heard much mention about it from the
> members on my music-based mailing lists I'm a member of.
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

If anybody does come across a SoundDiver settings file for the RS7000 
(or creates one from scratch), feel free to upload it to the Files 
section of the group for the benefit of other members of the list 
(assuming these files aren't gigantic-sized and will fit in the 
available file space).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15024|15011|2006-12-27 01:33:18|Bob S.|Re: RS7000 and Sounddiver|
I'll keep looking for a SD adaptation for the RS7000 but there is so far no sign of one.......

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, December 26, 2006 10:38 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 and Sounddiver

On Dec 27, 2006, at 1:32 AM, Bob S. wrote:

> There is a SoundDiver Yahoo group.
>
> I am a member.
>
> We used to have direct contact with one of the developers/ 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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> application support guys of SoundDiver. The group still has some 
> activity......
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: wasted/su700fan
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, December 26, 2006 10:07 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 and Sounddiver
>
>
> On Dec 25, 2006, at 6:29 PM, rukula_04 wrote:
>
>> How can I use RS7K with Sounddiver?
>> Anyone having a lib-file?
>> Tried to google but can´t find anything!
>> Please help! THx.
>>
>> micha
>
> In the Files section of this group (and the Misc subfolder of the
> Files section) there are a few other programs patch list files
> (Cubase SX, Cakewalk, plain text format, Excel .XLS format) for all
> of the internal TG sounds. I don't see one there for SoundDiver, but
> perhaps one of those formats could make your conversion easier? Hope
> they help you if you do decide to take up the task of creating a
> SoundDiver library file.
>
> I'm surprised SoundDiver is still being used regularly. I thought it
> wasn't supported on newer machines (OS X and newer Windows)? I could
> be wrong though. I just haven't heard much mention about it from the
> members on my music-based mailing lists I'm a member of.
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

If anybody does come across a SoundDiver settings file for the RS7000 
(or creates one from scratch), feel free to upload it to the Files 
section of the group for the benefit of other members of the list 
(assuming these files aren't gigantic-sized and will fit in the 
available file space).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15025|15013|2006-12-27 16:00:31|rukula_04|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:

>
> > Hmmm, I wonder I wonder.
> > O.K., I recorded a pattern chain again. It worked better than 
> > yesterday evening, maybe I was too tired but there are still some 
> > questions left.
> > 
> > 1.I can only record the change of sections in scene-record mode 

if 

> I 
> > use F2 in Patt Chain-Record-Modus, right?
> > 2.What is the difference between Patt and Scene in the Patt Chain 
> > Record mode? I think I didn´t understood correctly since now. I´m 
> > reading the manual on and on but I don´t understand the words 
> truly.
> > 3.Will the once recorded chain f.e. 01 be overwritten if I record 
> > again? It seemed to me it does not?
> > 
> > I say Thank You!
> > 
> > micha
> 
> The difference between the two (Patt & Scene) in the Pattern Chain 
> mode is that you have to record each seperately. I.E. Record your 
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> Pattern/Section changes on one pass, then switch to the Scene track 
> and record your Scene/Mute changes. BPM Track would also work 
> similarly (another recording pass). As long as you're recording 

the 

> different tracks (Pattern, Scene, BPM) on each pass they shouldn't 
> affect one another. If you do a Pattern record mode on one pass, 
> then record again in Pattern on a second pass, the first will be 
> overwritten (since Pattern & Scene/Mute tracks record in Replace 
> Record mode). BPM Track can be recorded in Step Record Mode.
> 
> At least that's the way I understand it. I usually haven't done 
> anything too fancy yet with Scene/Mute & BPM track recording yet. 
> YMMV.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

I just wanted to tell you that you´re right. I first recorded scene 
in Patt Chain-Record Mod. After it Patt. Wonderful, it worked.
If someone interested in listening to my startups with the RS:
www.myspace.com/mkdlx

THx for your help, you´re great...

micha
| 15026|15003|2006-12-29 09:35:07|carboninuit|Re: controller keyboard|
i checked the mpd24 and it looked a good piece of kit,
but i went for the axiom 25 as im on a budget and couldnt afford a keyboard and 
the mpd24. the axiom has 8 drum pads on it above the keyboard so i think it was the
best option for me .
thanks inuit

are there any rs7000 templates for the axiom on the net anywhere?
| 15027|15003|2006-12-30 10:00:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: controller keyboard|
On Dec 29, 2006, at 11:34 AM, carboninuit wrote:

> i checked the mpd24 and it looked a good piece of kit,
> but i went for the axiom 25 as im on a budget and couldnt afford a 
> keyboard and
> the mpd24. the axiom has 8 drum pads on it above the keyboard so i 
> think it was the
> best option for me .
> thanks inuit
>
> are there any rs7000 templates for the axiom on the net anywhere?

From what it looks like from a quick Google search, no. Looks like 
one will need to be built by RS7000/Axiom users. The Axiom has 
templates for General MIDI, Ableton Live, Reason's various machines, 
GM sequencer mixer setup, GS/XG NRPN setup, GForce software, and a 
couple other softsynths built into it as the default settings (which 
can be overwritten).

The Enigma software you can download from M-Audio's website (http:// 
www.m-audio.com) allows you to quickly create/edit templates for the 
Axiom line of keyboards. Unfortunately their website doesn't even 
seem to a have a user-submitted template section.

Depending on the angle a template wanted to be built for the RS7000/ 
Axiom, I could see one of the preset templates like the GM sequencer 
mixer setup being fine tuned into an RS7000 version of the template. 
Same thing with the GS/XG NRPN setup.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15028|15028|2006-12-30 10:15:39|futureline2003|Transfer of data via the scsi to a pc.|
Hi there!

I am quite new to this machine, but I would like to know if anyone of 
you have tried to use a scsi - usb-cable to transfer settings from the 
RS to for example a laptop?

The smartmedia-cards are quite hard to get here in norway, so I need 
an alternative to store the info.

Scsi - usb is not a common cable-type, but it does exsist, and I can 
actually get my hands on one.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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So, does anyone have any ideas or experiences with this?
Is there any adjustments needed to be done, or anything?

Thanks.

Tc
| 15029|15028|2006-12-30 11:22:04|wasted/su700fan|Re: Transfer of data via the scsi to a pc.|
On Dec 30, 2006, at 5:24 AM, futureline2003 wrote:

> Hi there!
>
> I am quite new to this machine, but I would like to know if anyone of
> you have tried to use a scsi - usb-cable to transfer settings from the
> RS to for example a laptop?
>
> The smartmedia-cards are quite hard to get here in norway, so I need
> an alternative to store the info.
>
> Scsi - usb is not a common cable-type, but it does exsist, and I can
> actually get my hands on one.
>
> So, does anyone have any ideas or experiences with this?
> Is there any adjustments needed to be done, or anything?
>
> Thanks.
>
> Tc

Read the archives of this group and the forum at http:// 
www.rs7000.org. I believe they mentioned connecting the RS7000 to a 
computer using the USB/SCSI adapter cable. In any case, SCSI use on 
the RS7000 via a cable to another computer would be limited to sample 
transfer, not saving of styles/songs/all data. If you want to save 
your styles/songs/all data, you need either a SmartMedia card or an 
external SCSI drive (HD or ZIP/MO, not CDR/W, since the RS7k doesn't 
have the drivers for CD writing). I use both SM cards and an 
external SCSI ZIP100 drive to save all my work from the RS7000.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15030|15015|2007-01-02 07:23:38|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
I understand your suggestion but the thing is I want to use different
phrases (using different voices) on a few sections (A,B,C) of the same
track.
For this I set the track to use "*** ***" (use the voice of the
phrase) instead of setting a voice-bank for the track. This should
ensure that the voice settings will be used of the voice that the
phrase has.
The problem is that the voice filter setting, for voices in the local
sample voice-bank, seems to default to LPF18. When I change it (to
HPF) and change sections back and forth (A->B->A), the filter type
resets itself to LFP18. Any ideas on how to fix this?
| 15031|15028|2007-01-03 00:42:18|Heartless Music|Re: Transfer of data via the scsi to a pc.|
Sart media works the best as SCSI seems to be slow on this machine. Looks like eBay may be the solution.

futureline2003 <gattaca_2072@hotmail.com> wrote: Hi there!

I am quite new to this machine, but I would like to know if anyone of 
you have tried to use a scsi - usb-cable to transfer settings from the 
RS to for example a laptop?

The smartmedia-cards are quite hard to get here in norway, so I need 
an alternative to store the info.

Scsi - usb is not a common cable-type, but it does exsist, and I can 
actually get my hands on one.

So, does anyone have any ideas or experiences with this?
Is there any adjustments needed to be done, or anything?

Thanks.

Tc

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15032|15032|2007-01-03 09:48:54|keith saha|Re: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Hi,
I have just posted a message, but understand I need to let you know a bit about me first.

I have gad a RS7 for around 6 years. I produce mostly Hip-Hop and Grime but have been known to also dabble in musical scores for plays and youth theatre .
I am based in Liverpool and run a theatre company 20 STories HIgh
We specialise in new writing for young audience.

I have a problem using th smart card adaptor, am about to go into rehearsals next week hope it can be saved! Please can I have my message posted asap? thanks

best wishes

Keith Saha

www.myspace.com/20storieshigh
| 15033|15033|2007-01-03 09:53:13|Jose Acevedo|Cubase Device Panel for RS 7000?|
Hello all, I'm working within Cubase 4 and want to find a Cubase Device Panel .xml to use 
woth the program. Anyone have one on the works?
| 15034|15034|2007-01-03 09:53:19|keithsaha|smart media adaptor problem... help : (|
Hello fellow rs7000ers .. can any one help?

I bought a sm to xd adaptor and 128mb xd fuji card but when I try to
save to card
the only option I get is NEW
when I press that it gives me an option to start a new intitled folder
and when I press OK it says CANT MAKE FOLDER!!

Previously when Ive saved to Smart Media it has been really easy .
where am I going wrong???

Can anybody save me?

PS RS7 is an amazing Grime tool!
| 15035|15028|2007-01-03 09:59:14|cjh3000@comcast.net|Re: Transfer of data via the scsi to a pc.|
Get yourself a scsi harddrive from here:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/

Faster than smartmedia by a long shot.

If you need to edit samples or shoot files back & forth,
I would suggest an adapter for your RS' smart media slot,
& a card reader for your PC.

I don't know if scsi-usb cable works well or fast.
Send me one, I'll try it out for you!

good luck
| 15036|15036|2007-01-03 10:31:36|keithsaha|smart media adaptor|
sorry about duplications , am just getting used to the forum thang

have got a sm to xd adptor 128mb card but when I try to save on card
it only gives me the option NEW
I press that , it gives me option to make nfew folder (untitled) never
seen this before I press OK
it then says CANT MAKE FOLDER!!

Can anybody help me?

It says on the back of the fuji xd card packet that I have to format
card???

It used to be so easy with the SM cards

Help!
| 15037|15036|2007-01-03 11:36:10|Bob S.|Re: smart media adaptor|
Isn't this just an experiment? Who says an XD adapter should work on a RS7000?

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

http://mail.yahoo.com/
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>From: keithsaha <keithsaha@yahoo.co.uk>
>Sent: Jan 3, 2007 8:55 AM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] smart media adaptor
>
>sorry about duplications , am just getting used to the forum thang
>
>have got a sm to xd adptor 128mb card but when I try to save on card
>it only gives me the option NEW
>I press that , it gives me option to make nfew folder (untitled) never
>seen this before I press OK
>it then says CANT MAKE FOLDER!!
>
>Can anybody help me?
>
>It says on the back of the fuji xd card packet that I have to format
>card???
>
>It used to be so easy with the SM cards
>
>Help!
>

| 15038|15028|2007-01-03 13:59:13|futureline2003|Re: Transfer of data via the scsi to a pc.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, cjh3000@... wrote:

>
> Get yourself a scsi harddrive from here:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/
> 
> Faster than smartmedia by a long shot.
> 
> If you need to edit samples or shoot files back & forth,
> I would suggest an adapter for your RS' smart media slot,
> & a card reader for your PC.
> 
> I don't know if scsi-usb cable works well or fast.
> Send me one, I'll try it out for you!
> 
> good luck
>

Thanks a lot, that site was perfect for me, I'm taking a look at it 
now...

Regarding the Cable, I got it now, but it was so f....expencive 
(sorry), when it came to norway it costed me about a 100 Us$...
And, it was quite hard to get, it was actually only ONE of three 
listed sellers that would send it to Norway... so you'll have to 
excuse me for not sending it out again.. ;-)

Anyway, thanks for the support, to all of you!

:-)
| 15039|15036|2007-01-03 19:50:41|wasted/su700fan|Re: smart media adaptor|
On Jan 3, 2007, at 1:25 PM, Bob S. wrote:

> Isn't this just an experiment? Who says an XD adapter should work 
> on a RS7000?
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
>> From: keithsaha <keithsaha@yahoo.co.uk>
>> Sent: Jan 3, 2007 8:55 AM
>> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>> Subject: [RS7000] smart media adaptor
>>
>> sorry about duplications , am just getting used to the forum thang
>>
>> have got a sm to xd adptor 128mb card but when I try to save on card
>> it only gives me the option NEW
>> I press that , it gives me option to make nfew folder (untitled) 
>> never
>> seen this before I press OK
>> it then says CANT MAKE FOLDER!!
>>
>> Can anybody help me?
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>>
>> It says on the back of the fuji xd card packet that I have to format
>> card???
>>
>> It used to be so easy with the SM cards
>>
>> Help!

That's my understanding too. It certainly isn't officially supported 
by Yamaha, but it might work. The largest size SmartMedia card the 
RS7000 will accept is 128MB (as I believe that is the largest size SM 
card manufactured), so any xD cards over 128MB probably wouldn't 
work. You'd need to use the RS7k's Save/Format option first to 
format the card before you to try actually save your Pattern/Style, 
Song, or All file. Even after doing so, I don't know if it would 
work, as I haven't tried it. As long as it doesn't need drivers and 
works like a FAT drive, it might work. 

Try reading the forums at http://www.rs7000.org There were a few 
posts on this same topic awhile back. Use the "search" feature there 
to bring them up.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15040|15036|2007-01-04 17:01:24|keithsaha|Re: smart media adaptor|
How do I do this? (below)

You'd need to use the RS7k's Save/Format option first to 

> format the card before you to try actually save your Pattern/Style, 
> Song, or All file. 

Ive been using this machine very successfuly for over 5 years.Cant
believe Im having this much trouble!
| 15041|15036|2007-01-04 17:55:25|wasted/su700fan|Re: smart media adaptor|
On Jan 4, 2007, at 10:56 AM, keithsaha wrote:

> How do I do this? (below)
>
> You'd need to use the RS7k's Save/Format option first to
>> format the card before you to try actually save your Pattern/Style,
>> Song, or All file.
>
> Ive been using this machine very successfuly for over 5 years.Cant
> believe Im having this much trouble!

Press Save 5 times to get to the Format page. Press the F1 button to 
choose SCSI or Card as appropriate, then hit F4 (Format) to actually 
initiate the format. The format may take a few seconds or minutes. 
When it's finished, you should be able to exit back to the Save 
screen and save your volume. If not, it's probably that the RS7000 
doesn't like your SmartMedia -> xD adapter or card.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15042|15036|2007-01-04 17:57:39|Bob S.|Re: smart media adaptor|
A memory card acts like any other computer drive. If it is not preformatted for the machine you are using it on, it needs to be formatted.....

You mean in 5 years use, you have not seen the word "format card" under the Save menu button !!

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: keithsaha 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2007 7:56 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: smart media adaptor

How do I do this? (below)

You'd need to use the RS7k's Save/Format option first to 
> format the card before you to try actually save your Pattern/Style, 
> Song, or All file. 

http://www.rs7000.org/
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Ive been using this machine very successfuly for over 5 years.Cant
believe Im having this much trouble!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15043|15015|2007-01-04 18:31:59|wasted/su700fan|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
On Jan 2, 2007, at 9:16 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

> I understand your suggestion but the thing is I want to use different
> phrases (using different voices) on a few sections (A,B,C) of the same
> track.
> For this I set the track to use "*** ***" (use the voice of the
> phrase) instead of setting a voice-bank for the track. This should
> ensure that the voice settings will be used of the voice that the
> phrase has.
> The problem is that the voice filter setting, for voices in the local
> sample voice-bank, seems to default to LPF18. When I change it (to
> HPF) and change sections back and forth (A->B->A), the filter type
> resets itself to LFP18. Any ideas on how to fix this?

That's the way it should keep it's settings. I'm not sure if the 
voice filter setting is stored in the phrase header or not. If it is 
supposed to be stored in the phrase header, than that means there's a 
bug in the RS7000's OS. If not, then I guess filters can only be set 
per track.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15044|15013|2007-01-04 19:13:04|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
On Dec 27, 2006, at 5:56 PM, rukula_04 wrote:

> I just wanted to tell you that you´re right. I first recorded scene
> in Patt Chain-Record Mod. After it Patt. Wonderful, it worked.
> If someone interested in listening to my startups with the RS:
> www.myspace.com/mkdlx
>
> THx for your help, you´re great...
>
> micha

I liked the natural sounding drums on your "drum" track posted on the 
myspace page above. Interesting electronic sounds paired up with 
it. Cool!

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15045|15015|2007-01-08 04:49:02|zamisers7k|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
The RS don't like voice changes in middle of play, it does revert to 
the patches defaults when a phrase change happens that also includes 
a difrent voice or voice bank. What you have to do, sounds like 
your using preset phrases(?) copy the phrases to a user phrase, then 
use those instead, make sure in the edit screen that there are no 
program changes on each of the phrases on each section. Usually it 
will be the first event, then you can just delete it. I was having 
this issue with samples a month or so ago, I had to make sure it 
used the same sample for each phrase. Difrent sample meant it would 
revert, but it deals with samples slightly difrently then internal 
voices as they do seem stored with phrases. Internal voices arn't 
strored with the phrase on user buit ones, however on presets they 
do seem to be stored with the phrase for some odd reason and thats 
why when we scroll through preset phrases on the RS the voice does 
change. So, make the phrases user phrases and then you can edit 
them and keep the voice settings. Also I don't recomend inserting 
voice changes via a program event unless you know all the settings 
that go along with it, otherwise it reverts to the default voice 
settings and throws off your filter and other junk again.

Hope all that made some sort of sense? Good luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
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> On Jan 2, 2007, at 9:16 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:
> 
> > I understand your suggestion but the thing is I want to use 
different
> > phrases (using different voices) on a few sections (A,B,C) of 
the same
> > track.
> > For this I set the track to use "*** ***" (use the voice of the
> > phrase) instead of setting a voice-bank for the track. This 
should
> > ensure that the voice settings will be used of the voice that the
> > phrase has.
> > The problem is that the voice filter setting, for voices in the 
local
> > sample voice-bank, seems to default to LPF18. When I change it 
(to
> > HPF) and change sections back and forth (A->B->A), the filter 
type
> > resets itself to LFP18. Any ideas on how to fix this?
> 
> That's the way it should keep it's settings. I'm not sure if the 
> voice filter setting is stored in the phrase header or not. If it 
is 
> supposed to be stored in the phrase header, than that means 
there's a 
> bug in the RS7000's OS. If not, then I guess filters can only be 
set 
> per track.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 15046|15013|2007-01-08 05:40:33|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Phrases and Pattern Recordings aso.|
Sounded pretty dang good for a start...

I usually start by recording one Pattern with one Style and one 
Section, usually Style 1 Section A. Then sometimes if I want to get 
complicated I'll copy it across more Sections and make some note 
changes. Then I'll go into Pattern Chain mode and then set to Style 
1 Sec A and then record Patt. If its just one Style and one Section, 
which is a good way to begin and learn as it gets complicated 
quickly using multiple Styles and Sections, then I'll stop it right 
after it starts on Patt. No need to keep going until the end of a 
song unless your going to be changing Styles and or Sections, 
usually Sections. Then I record from Scenes, mostly doing a lot of 
muteing. Can do this on one pass, but its very hard to get perfect 
on first pass, so I'll jump to the areas that I did a bad mute on or 
off and redo those. That gets a bit tricky, and takes a little bit 
to learn where exactly you need to be to change those and make them 
right. Probably a lot of that can be accomplished using difrent 
styles as they punch in on the top of the measure rather then 
anytime like the mutes can do. But I've learned how it works over 
the years and still I get a little frustrated getting mutes just 
right sometimes. Anyway, it will also get more tricky on you 
sometimes cause if your not paying attention it will sometimes drop 
back to recording Patts instead of Scene mutes while you think your 
still set to record the Scenes. When it does that and and don't 
catch it then you have to hit rec edit and remove the added Style 
and Scene in Patt as its not necessary since you want the same one 
its been using anyway and will usually cause it to hicup thinking it 
has to reload and reset the same Style and Scene. Well once the 
Chain is recorded well, then convert it to song from the Job menu. 
Go into song and before you do anything select every track and 
remove the program change at the top of the event list as that will 
screw up the voice settings usually. If you miss one it'll be 
farged up permanantly, and then you'll have to Convert it to song 
again from chain and go back over each track and try deleteing that 
first program change event again. Now the song is set to do linear 
editing across a whole song. Good point to save, and also save the 
Chain and Patterns too. I usually leave a couple tracks open too so 
I can add something later like vocals, wierd stuff, and extra drums 
too.

Hopefully that made some sense, maybe good info. for folks at the 
intermediate level too on the RS. I'd like to get more into using 
more Scenes, as that probably is the more proper way. If you record 
mutes it works fine on the RS, but other midi gear don't understand 
the RS's mutes so the notes are still there and will play on 
anything else if store it as a midi file to play on something else.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan


Well, hopefully I confused a few folks who maybe intreasted in 
reading all that. Good Luck and happy RSing!

Zam
Quantum-Source.com 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Dec 27, 2006, at 5:56 PM, rukula_04 wrote:
> 
> > I just wanted to tell you that you´re right. I first recorded 
scene
> > in Patt Chain-Record Mod. After it Patt. Wonderful, it worked.
> > If someone interested in listening to my startups with the RS:
> > www.myspace.com/mkdlx
> >
> > THx for your help, you´re great...
> >
> > micha
> 
> I liked the natural sounding drums on your "drum" track posted on 
the 
> myspace page above. Interesting electronic sounds paired up with 
> it. Cool!
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 15047|15047|2007-01-08 06:11:31|zamisers7k|Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Tired of hearing about how the RS's voices arn't layered and don't 
sound quite as good as a multipart VAs, Analogs, or monster 
workstation? Try this...

Take your lead, pad, bass line, synth part and copy it onto another 
track, then go into voice edit #4 menu down 3 presses to Pitch and 
then adjust the detune. Play them simultanious and your RS will 
have this nice dual OSC layer to it.

If you want to save a track, sample it as a short waveform, or 
longer too if desire, to a 3rd track then copy your notes over onto 
that track and delete the first two. Now you basically have what 
sounds like 2 OSCs at once with a finely detuned sound, mmmm good 
stuff once you start playing around with some of the other settings 
you can make it sound just as good as any $2000 synth out there.

I also highly recomend using the HPF filter as often as possible and 
EQuing in more bass and treb from the mixer.

Zam

Bonus: Did you know you have like 12 more extra filter type 
varaions on the RS then just the 6 showing on the front pannel? 

Voice Edit Filter, Filter Type... Awesome!
| 15048|15047|2007-01-08 07:16:32|Brooks Mosher|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
what are the 12 other filter types and how do you access them?

On 1/8/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Tired of hearing about how the RS's voices arn't layered and don't
> sound quite as good as a multipart VAs, Analogs, or monster
> workstation? Try this...
>
> Take your lead, pad, bass line, synth part and copy it onto another
> track, then go into voice edit #4 menu down 3 presses to Pitch and
> then adjust the detune. Play them simultanious and your RS will
> have this nice dual OSC layer to it.
>
> If you want to save a track, sample it as a short waveform, or
> longer too if desire, to a 3rd track then copy your notes over onto
> that track and delete the first two. Now you basically have what
> sounds like 2 OSCs at once with a finely detuned sound, mmmm good
> stuff once you start playing around with some of the other settings
> you can make it sound just as good as any $2000 synth out there.
>
> I also highly recomend using the HPF filter as often as possible and
> EQuing in more bass and treb from the mixer.
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Zam
>
> Bonus: Did you know you have like 12 more extra filter type
> varaions on the RS then just the 6 showing on the front pannel?
>
> Voice Edit Filter, Filter Type... Awesome!
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15049|15047|2007-01-08 08:55:13|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Voice Edit #4 on the number pad, press 5x. Then the knob above the 
F3 button on the main display will scroll through them. They are:

Bypass
----------Regular
LPF24D
LPF18
LPF12
HPF24D
BPF12D
BEF12
----------- Extras
LPF24A
LPF18s
LPF6
HPF12
BPFw
BPF6
BEF6
Dual LPF
Dual HPF
Dual BPF
Dual BEF
LPF + BPF

I think some of those are included on the latest OS update. Not all 
on the original OS, not sure what all is in the orginal or not tho 
I'm sure they are listed exactly in the manuals & OS update 
documentations. A lot of specs listed on other sites don't mention 
these extra ones, so its not really well known I think. I've used 
them here and there, but mostly the HPF24D is my favorite. I should 
try to use the difrent ones a little more often, but thought this 
was cool to mention.

I might post some more tips later. I've got quite a few I've built 
up. Hope you and the rest don't mind, and get something worthwhile 
out of them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> what are the 12 other filter types and how do you access them?
> 
> 
> On 1/8/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > Tired of hearing about how the RS's voices arn't layered and 

don't

> > sound quite as good as a multipart VAs, Analogs, or monster
> > workstation? Try this...
> >
> > Take your lead, pad, bass line, synth part and copy it onto 

another

> > track, then go into voice edit #4 menu down 3 presses to Pitch 

and

> > then adjust the detune. Play them simultanious and your RS will
> > have this nice dual OSC layer to it.
> >

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > If you want to save a track, sample it as a short waveform, or
> > longer too if desire, to a 3rd track then copy your notes over 

onto

> > that track and delete the first two. Now you basically have what
> > sounds like 2 OSCs at once with a finely detuned sound, mmmm good
> > stuff once you start playing around with some of the other 

settings

> > you can make it sound just as good as any $2000 synth out there.
> >
> > I also highly recomend using the HPF filter as often as possible 

and

> > EQuing in more bass and treb from the mixer.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > Bonus: Did you know you have like 12 more extra filter type
> > varaions on the RS then just the 6 showing on the front pannel?
> >
> > Voice Edit Filter, Filter Type... Awesome!
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15050|14997|2007-01-08 09:12:50|zamisers7k|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
I think I answered this one on another thread, check it incase this 
don't help much, but I'm thinking your useing preset phrases? 
Instead copy the offending phrase to an empty user phrase. Then 
switch it to use those phrases instead and you can go in and edit 
any program changes to the patch settings, deleteing any if they are 
there will help maintain the same patch and filter settings as you 
bounce between sections.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi!
> 
> Actually I have the same kind of problem but the proposed solution
> does not work in my case (or I don't get it...).
> 
> Setup (pattern mode):
> Phrase 1: Voice = local samples bank (Bank = 064 000) voice 

program 1

> (PGM = 001), filter = LPF18.
> Phrase 2: Voice = local samples bank (Bank = 064 000) voice 

program 2

> (PGM = 002), filter = HP.
> No program changes in the phrases.
> Section A: Track 1 has phrase 1, track 2 has phrase 2.
> Section B: Track 1 has phrase 2, track 2 has phrase 1.
> I set the voice for these two tracks in the track mixer to *** ***
> (phrase) which means "use the voice as defined by the phrase", see
> manual page 79.
> 
> Now do the following (just an example scenario):
> 
> Select section A.
> Select track1. Edit the voice by setting filter to LPF18.
> Select track2. Edit the voice by setting filter to HPF.
> Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18.
> Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as HPF.
> 
> So far so good...
> 
> Select section B.
> Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Why? Should have 
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been

> HPF according to the voice setup!
> Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Ok, is as expected.
> 
> Select section A again.
> Select track1. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Ok, is as expected.
> Select track2. => RS7000 shows filter as LPF18. Why? Should have 

been

> HPF acoording to the voice setup!
> 
> I don't get it. I thought that each voice programm in a voice bank 

has

> its own voice parameters like the filter to use. So why is my 

filter

> type reset to LPF18 when I switch to another section? I tried the
> above scenario with the setting "voice setup to TG" in the 

utilities

> menu both on and off and this makes no difference. Any suggestions?
> 
> Floris.
>

| 15051|15010|2007-01-08 09:29:40|zamisers7k|Re: any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?|
Matt's is good stuff, try mine too, it might fit partially into that 
genra:

http://www.myspace.com/quantumsource

The RS is the Heart of my setup and will be for a long time to come 
I think. I've got a lot of gear that gets a lot more attention from 
other folks, yet I know the RS is the true workhorse behind 90 to 
95% of my stuff. My stuff is pretty hard though, sort of mix 
between D&B Hard Industrial and IDM, something big machines like to 
dance and work to, enjoy :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Matt Dopamine" wrote:
>
> dunno about stellar or idm but i've had a few releases using the 
rs... even
> won an award...... :)
> 
> myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> I dont use it for everything anymore but I still use it for some 
things.
> 
> merry xmas
> matt dopamine
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf Of
> omsmuse
> Sent: Monday, December 25, 2006 2:34 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?
> 
> 
> 
> just wondering if there's any particularly stellar artists using 
the
> rs box. i havn't been able to find any xept hardfloor, but i don't
> think he uses it anymore.
> peace
> 
> 
> 
> 

http://www.myspace.com/quantumsource
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> 
> 
> --
> No virus found in this incoming message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.5.432 / Virus Database: 268.15.26/601 - Release Date: 
12/24/2006
> 11:31 AM
> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> No virus found in this outgoing message.
> Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> Version: 7.5.432 / Virus Database: 268.15.26/601 - Release Date: 
12/24/2006
> 11:31 AM
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15052|15010|2007-01-08 10:06:59|Brooks Mosher|Re: any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?|
while we're on the subject, here's mine:

www.myspace.com/resonantmusic

the first two tracks were done before the RS7000 became part of my studio,
but the last two tracks were done pretty much with just the RS7000 and a few
other pieces of gear. i use the RS7000 mainly for sequencing and it has
really changed the way i build my tracks compared to when i used Cubase to
sequence. i also use it for sampling, and some of the onboard percussion...

Brooks

On 1/8/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Matt's is good stuff, try mine too, it might fit partially into that
> genra:
>
> http://www.myspace.com/quantumsource
>
> The RS is the Heart of my setup and will be for a long time to come
> I think. I've got a lot of gear that gets a lot more attention from
> other folks, yet I know the RS is the true workhorse behind 90 to
> 95% of my stuff. My stuff is pretty hard though, sort of mix
> between D&B Hard Industrial and IDM, something big machines like to
> dance and work to, enjoy :)
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Matt Dopamine"
> wrote:
> >
> > dunno about stellar or idm but i've had a few releases using the
> rs... even
> > won an award...... :)
> >
> > myspace.com/mattdopamine
> >
> > I dont use it for everything anymore but I still use it for some
> things.
> >
> > merry xmas
> > matt dopamine
> >
> >
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com ] On
> Behalf Of
> > omsmuse
> > Sent: Monday, December 25, 2006 2:34 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Subject: [RS7000] any idm'ish or other style artists using the rs?
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> >
> >
> >
> > just wondering if there's any particularly stellar artists using
> the
> > rs box. i havn't been able to find any xept hardfloor, but i don't
> > think he uses it anymore.
> > peace
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > --
> > No virus found in this incoming message.
> > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > Version: 7.5.432 / Virus Database: 268.15.26/601 - Release Date:
> 12/24/2006
> > 11:31 AM
> >
> >
> >
> > --
> > No virus found in this outgoing message.
> > Checked by AVG Free Edition.
> > Version: 7.5.432 / Virus Database: 268.15.26/601 - Release Date:
> 12/24/2006
> > 11:31 AM
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15053|15015|2007-01-10 15:46:39|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
Hi Zam and su700fan!

Thanks for the replies.

Now comes a fairly long post, sorry...

Actually, the whole thing whould not be a problem if the RS did not
have a small silence/gap when switching between styles. Then I would
just put the phrases and voices of a song into its own style so that a
track can be set to an explicit voice and thus can have its own voice
settings.
Because of the silence/gap when switching styles and also because the
RS is synchronised to an external master, I felt the necessity to use
the sections of one style as if they were different styles/songs. Each
section in my setup now contains the phrases of one song/style that I
play in at live gigs.

This lead to the following setup for live gigs:

My phrases are user phrases. Each of these phrases uses a local sample
voice that contains a sliced drum sample starting on key E0 and
followings keys. I have several sections where on each section, a
track plays a specific phrase. Every phrase uses a specific local
sample bank voice. The tracks on each section contain the phrases that
I play for one song. So I end up with for instance:
Section A
Track 1 -> plays phrase 1 that uses local sample bank voice 1
Track 2 -> plays phrase 2 that uses local sample bank voice 2
Section B
Track 1 -> plays phrase 3 that uses local sample bank voice 3
Track 2 -> plays phrase 4 that uses local sample bank voice 4
This is why I can not explicitly set the voice to use in the track
(like: Local sample bank voice 1), so I set the track to: "*** ***",
[voice nr to use]. 
If I do explicitly set a track to the voice to use, I would have to
insert a program change message at the beginning of each phrase to
ensure that the correct voice is used but this leads to other unwanted
behaviours (one of them being that the RS reverts to the stored voice
settings when the program change is executed, so everytime the phrase



loops, which disturbs any voice edits done while playing & improvising
in a live gig). 
If I do not explicitly set a track to the voice to use but instead set
it to "*** ***" at least the RS will not change any voice settings
while the phrase loops but only when changing to another section.
Downside of this solution is that it is not possible to store any
voice settings because the RS will revert to use the default voice
settings.

Well, nobody said it would be easy... It's just choosing between
annoyances...

As far as I get it until now:

Each local sample voice seems to starts its "life" on my RS with a
LPF12 filtertype when the track, that plays the user-phrase, is set
explicitly to the voice used by the user-phrase (for instance: Local
sample bank voice 1). When setting this to "*** ***" voice 1, the RS
still plays the correct voice used by the user-phrase but reverts the
default voice setting which is a LPF18 filtertype.
Only when the track has the voice explicitly set, the voice edits that
are made will be retained/stored as part of the project. So it is not
possible to edit the "default" voice settings and to expect these
voice settings to be used on whichever track that is programed to play
a user-phrase using that voice. One can only edit the voice settings
of a track that plays the phrase.

Oh well, I just have to live and deal with it...

Anyway, I still like using the RS because it gives me so much quick
"hands-on" possibilities while gigging. It's stable and fairly easy to
program. Using a computer on stage perhaps is the future way to go
because of flexibility but still the "hardware" RS gets me musical
results that I like in a more spontanious flow.

Thanks for the help!

Greetings,
Floris.
| 15054|15015|2007-01-10 17:48:27|wasted/su700fan|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
On Jan 10, 2007, at 5:46 PM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

> Hi Zam and su700fan!
>
> Thanks for the replies.
>
> Now comes a fairly long post, sorry...
>
> Actually, the whole thing whould not be a problem if the RS did not
> have a small silence/gap when switching between styles. Then I would
> just put the phrases and voices of a song into its own style so that a
> track can be set to an explicit voice and thus can have its own voice
> settings.
> Because of the silence/gap when switching styles and also because the
> RS is synchronised to an external master, I felt the necessity to use
> the sections of one style as if they were different styles/songs. Each
> section in my setup now contains the phrases of one song/style that I
> play in at live gigs.
>
> This lead to the following setup for live gigs:
>
> My phrases are user phrases. Each of these phrases uses a local sample
> voice that contains a sliced drum sample starting on key E0 and
> followings keys. I have several sections where on each section, a
> track plays a specific phrase. Every phrase uses a specific local
> sample bank voice. The tracks on each section contain the phrases that
> I play for one song. So I end up with for instance:
> Section A
> Track 1 -> plays phrase 1 that uses local sample bank voice 1
> Track 2 -> plays phrase 2 that uses local sample bank voice 2
> Section B
> Track 1 -> plays phrase 3 that uses local sample bank voice 3
> Track 2 -> plays phrase 4 that uses local sample bank voice 4
> This is why I can not explicitly set the voice to use in the track
> (like: Local sample bank voice 1), so I set the track to: "*** ***",
> [voice nr to use].
> If I do explicitly set a track to the voice to use, I would have to
> insert a program change message at the beginning of each phrase to
> ensure that the correct voice is used but this leads to other unwanted
> behaviours (one of them being that the RS reverts to the stored voice



> settings when the program change is executed, so everytime the phrase
> loops, which disturbs any voice edits done while playing & improvising
> in a live gig).
> If I do not explicitly set a track to the voice to use but instead set
> it to "*** ***" at least the RS will not change any voice settings
> while the phrase loops but only when changing to another section.
> Downside of this solution is that it is not possible to store any
> voice settings because the RS will revert to use the default voice
> settings.
>
> Well, nobody said it would be easy... It's just choosing between
> annoyances...
>
> As far as I get it until now:
>
> Each local sample voice seems to starts its "life" on my RS with a
> LPF12 filtertype when the track, that plays the user-phrase, is set
> explicitly to the voice used by the user-phrase (for instance: Local
> sample bank voice 1). When setting this to "*** ***" voice 1, the RS
> still plays the correct voice used by the user-phrase but reverts the
> default voice setting which is a LPF18 filtertype.
> Only when the track has the voice explicitly set, the voice edits that
> are made will be retained/stored as part of the project. So it is not
> possible to edit the "default" voice settings and to expect these
> voice settings to be used on whichever track that is programed to play
> a user-phrase using that voice. One can only edit the voice settings
> of a track that plays the phrase.
>
> Oh well, I just have to live and deal with it...
>
> Anyway, I still like using the RS because it gives me so much quick
> "hands-on" possibilities while gigging. It's stable and fairly easy to
> program. Using a computer on stage perhaps is the future way to go
> because of flexibility but still the "hardware" RS gets me musical
> results that I like in a more spontanious flow.
>
> Thanks for the help!
>
> Greetings,
> Floris.

Unfortunately it's just one of those design decisions Yamaha chose to 
made. The stutter between style changes is just the 1-2 seconds that 
it takes to change all the internal system settings between each 
style, which is unavoidable due to the RS7k's design. I would 
imagine most other hardware sequencers/samplers/TG suffer from a 
similar issue. :-(

I use the RS7k for the same reason you (and probably quite a few 
other members on this list) do: the immediacy and real-time control 
the design of its interface brings. It's hard enough for me to be 
spontaneous in creating music as it is. Software would just slow me 
down even more, since I'm used to the hands-on approach.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15055|15034|2007-01-10 18:43:46|florisvanrijswijk|Re: smart media adaptor problem... help : (|
Hi!

Can you format it?
Can you put a RS project on it that you perhaps have stored on your
computer and try to load it into the RS?

Sorry but I have no experience in using this adapter.

You can also try:
http://www.rs7000.org/
member: m2a2m
See post: Smartmedia Adapter
He tried this and said it works just fine!

Floris.
| 15056|15036|2007-01-10 18:49:22|florisvanrijswijk|Re: smart media adaptor|
Hi!

See also:
RS7000.ORG > RS7000 > Hardware > xD Memory -> Smartmedia Adapter
at:
http://data.rs7000.org/forums
Member m2a2m states that it shouild work!

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.rs7000.org/
http://data.rs7000.org/forums


Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Isn't this just an experiment? Who says an XD adapter should work
on a RS7000?
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> >From: keithsaha 
> >Sent: Jan 3, 2007 8:55 AM
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] smart media adaptor
> >
> >sorry about duplications , am just getting used to the forum thang
> >
> >have got a sm to xd adptor 128mb card but when I try to save on card
> >it only gives me the option NEW
> >I press that , it gives me option to make nfew folder (untitled) never
> >seen this before I press OK
> >it then says CANT MAKE FOLDER!!
> >
> >Can anybody help me?
> >
> >It says on the back of the fuji xd card packet that I have to format
> >card???
> >
> >It used to be so easy with the SM cards
> >
> >Help!
> >
>

| 15057|15047|2007-01-10 19:00:13|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Hi!

You can actually get multi-layered samples into the RS.
Quote from Loopmonky at http://data.rs7000.org/forums/
RS7000.ORG > RS7000 > General > Multi-samples on RS

"You need CDxtract and Awave studio.

1. in cdxtract save instrument as .akp (a s5k/s6k file).

2. open .akp in Awave and save as .w2v (motif voices file)

3. now you have two files .w2v and .w3v ,
change the w3v to .r3p then take an old .r2p file from the RS and
rename it the same as the .w2v keeping the .r2p"

There more info that you can find there!
Voidant is actually busy writing source code that can be used to
create a real RS multi-layered sample editor.

Floris.
| 15058|14997|2007-01-10 19:03:11|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Patch Filter Changeing|
Hi Zam!

I'm continuing this discussion in another thread: 
Filter setting of voices used on tracks 

I'm using user-phrases but I'm not explicitly setting the voice bank
to use in the tracks for reasons that I'm trying to explain in the
other tread. Let's continue there...

Thanks for your reply!

Greetings,
Floris.
| 15059|15036|2007-01-10 21:06:43|Bob S.|Re: smart media adaptor|
Good find....this might well be the answer why his XD does not work !

Bob
El Segundo, CA
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: florisvanrijswijk 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2007 5:46 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: smart media adaptor

Hi!

See also:
RS7000.ORG > RS7000 > Hardware > xD Memory -> Smartmedia Adapter
at:
http://data.rs7000.org/forums
Member m2a2m states that it shouild work!

Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Isn't this just an experiment? Who says an XD adapter should work
on a RS7000?
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> >From: keithsaha 
> >Sent: Jan 3, 2007 8:55 AM
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] smart media adaptor
> >
> >sorry about duplications , am just getting used to the forum thang
> >
> >have got a sm to xd adptor 128mb card but when I try to save on card
> >it only gives me the option NEW
> >I press that , it gives me option to make nfew folder (untitled) never
> >seen this before I press OK
> >it then says CANT MAKE FOLDER!!
> >
> >Can anybody help me?
> >
> >It says on the back of the fuji xd card packet that I have to format
> >card???
> >
> >It used to be so easy with the SM cards
> >
> >Help!
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15060|15015|2007-01-11 10:26:49|zamisers7k|Re: Filter setting of voices used on tracks|
Ah, awesome, not sure I comprehended all of it, gets pretty 
technical. Probably what happens when others read my posts, but 
from what I'm gathering you seem to be getting a pretty good 
understanding of how the samples and banks and it reverting settings 
seems to be taking place and some work arounds. Funny, I just ran 
into this about a month or so ago as I've been working deeper with 
the RS's sampling engine too lately, otherwise I probably wouldn't 
have had much of clue, the samples do seem treated slightly 
difrently then internal sound's patch settings. It does get a bit 
goofy, but still, no other piece of gear I have would I rather not 
be without at a performance then the RS7000.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi Zam and su700fan!
> 
> Thanks for the replies.
> 
> Now comes a fairly long post, sorry...
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> 
> Actually, the whole thing whould not be a problem if the RS did not
> have a small silence/gap when switching between styles. Then I 

would

> just put the phrases and voices of a song into its own style so 

that a

> track can be set to an explicit voice and thus can have its own 

voice

> settings.
> Because of the silence/gap when switching styles and also because 

the

> RS is synchronised to an external master, I felt the necessity to 

use

> the sections of one style as if they were different styles/songs. 

Each

> section in my setup now contains the phrases of one song/style 

that I

> play in at live gigs.
> 
> This lead to the following setup for live gigs:
> 
> My phrases are user phrases. Each of these phrases uses a local 

sample

> voice that contains a sliced drum sample starting on key E0 and
> followings keys. I have several sections where on each section, a
> track plays a specific phrase. Every phrase uses a specific local
> sample bank voice. The tracks on each section contain the phrases 

that

> I play for one song. So I end up with for instance:
> Section A
> Track 1 -> plays phrase 1 that uses local sample bank voice 1
> Track 2 -> plays phrase 2 that uses local sample bank voice 2
> Section B
> Track 1 -> plays phrase 3 that uses local sample bank voice 3
> Track 2 -> plays phrase 4 that uses local sample bank voice 4
> This is why I can not explicitly set the voice to use in the track
> (like: Local sample bank voice 1), so I set the track to: "*** 

***",

> [voice nr to use]. 
> If I do explicitly set a track to the voice to use, I would have to
> insert a program change message at the beginning of each phrase to
> ensure that the correct voice is used but this leads to other 

unwanted

> behaviours (one of them being that the RS reverts to the stored 

voice

> settings when the program change is executed, so everytime the 

phrase

> loops, which disturbs any voice edits done while playing & 

improvising

> in a live gig). 
> If I do not explicitly set a track to the voice to use but instead 

set

> it to "*** ***" at least the RS will not change any voice settings
> while the phrase loops but only when changing to another section.
> Downside of this solution is that it is not possible to store any



> voice settings because the RS will revert to use the default voice
> settings.
> 
> Well, nobody said it would be easy... It's just choosing between
> annoyances...
> 
> As far as I get it until now:
> 
> Each local sample voice seems to starts its "life" on my RS with a
> LPF12 filtertype when the track, that plays the user-phrase, is set
> explicitly to the voice used by the user-phrase (for instance: 

Local

> sample bank voice 1). When setting this to "*** ***" voice 1, the 

RS

> still plays the correct voice used by the user-phrase but reverts 

the

> default voice setting which is a LPF18 filtertype.
> Only when the track has the voice explicitly set, the voice edits 

that

> are made will be retained/stored as part of the project. So it is 

not

> possible to edit the "default" voice settings and to expect these
> voice settings to be used on whichever track that is programed to 

play

> a user-phrase using that voice. One can only edit the voice 

settings

> of a track that plays the phrase.
> 
> Oh well, I just have to live and deal with it...
> 
> Anyway, I still like using the RS because it gives me so much quick
> "hands-on" possibilities while gigging. It's stable and fairly 

easy to

> program. Using a computer on stage perhaps is the future way to go
> because of flexibility but still the "hardware" RS gets me musical
> results that I like in a more spontanious flow.
> 
> Thanks for the help!
> 
> Greetings,
> Floris.
>

| 15061|15047|2007-01-11 10:34:35|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Wow, I'll have to give this a try sometime, see exactly how well it 
works. Not sure how the RS's sampler engine would deal with more 
then one sample as a two part voice, if its actually layering it or 
just combineing the waveforms or something like that, sort of like 
what I'm doing. Curious to find if the samples can actually be 
affected seperately somehow during playback. Anyone actually try 
this already, and what happend?

I remember some folks here working on that editor, but havn't seen 
nor heard about it in a while, seems like tough stuff.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 

wrote:

>
> Hi!
> 
> You can actually get multi-layered samples into the RS.
> Quote from Loopmonky at http://data.rs7000.org/forums/
> RS7000.ORG > RS7000 > General > Multi-samples on RS
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> 
> "You need CDxtract and Awave studio.
> 
> 1. in cdxtract save instrument as .akp (a s5k/s6k file).
> 
> 2. open .akp in Awave and save as .w2v (motif voices file)
> 
> 3. now you have two files .w2v and .w3v ,
> change the w3v to .r3p then take an old .r2p file from the RS and
> rename it the same as the .w2v keeping the .r2p"
> 
> There more info that you can find there!
> Voidant is actually busy writing source code that can be used to
> create a real RS multi-layered sample editor.
> 
> Floris.
>

| 15062|15047|2007-01-11 13:04:29|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
It seems that the RS7000 OS is written from the same source code
libraries as the Motif series of Yamaha. The trick is to create a
project containing multi-layered voices using Awave and then to rename
them into RS files. So the RS is actually a sort of Motif sampler with
other functionalities (at least OS wise...).

There are already several people that have created real multi-layered
sample voices like this for the RS! They have created pitched
multimaps using for instance 1 sample per octave. Perhaps even
velocity-layered sapmple maps but I'm not sure about that one.

Also check out the forum treads at about how to do this:
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/
- "Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K"
- "Motif ES Features"
- "sample map loader"
- "Multi-samples on RS"

Some quotes on how create a multilayered sample voice with Awave:

--- Start Quote ---

Date: Sat, 21 Jan 2006 13:25:18 -0000
From: "marcotangelder" <marco@clickfactor.nl>
Subject: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!

Hi y'all!!!

I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
this into the RS7000.

This is how we do it:

First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).

Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P

The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.

Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.

In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. (If
you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)

Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)

Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
sound editing tool.

Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.

Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.

Layer 1 (right channel)
Region 1 = Phase Group 1
Region 2 = Phase Group 2
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Layer 2 (left channel)
Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master

Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
overwritten.

NOTE:
You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file!

The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
before loading it into your RS.

That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, create a
samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.

Marco Tangelder

--- End Quote ---

--- Start Quote ---

Date: Sun, 22 Jan 2006 00:20:07 -0000
From: "voidant" <paypal@fromthegut.org>
Subject: creating sample kits - multimap functionality

...
See also:
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/

--- End Quote ---

Bye!
Floris.
| 15063|15063|2007-01-12 07:44:36|Infrared|Newbie OS Update question|
Hi all,

I've been an RM1x user for quite some time now. I just got my RS7000
today, and I'm learning quickly all the neat things it does. A quick
question on the OS update though - If I hold down STOP and REC while
powering up, I see the following revisions on my screen:

Kernel 1.10
Firmware 1.20

Can I assume from this that I have the latest RS7000 OS?

thanks..
| 15064|15063|2007-01-12 08:17:25|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Newbie OS Update question|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "Infrared" <infrared@yahoo.com>

> Hi all,
> 
> I've been an RM1x user for quite some time now. I just got my RS7000
> today, and I'm learning quickly all the neat things it does. A quick
> question on the OS update though - If I hold down STOP and REC while
> powering up, I see the following revisions on my screen:
> 
> Kernel 1.10
> Firmware 1.20
> 
> Can I assume from this that I have the latest RS7000 OS?
> 
> thanks..

You got the new OS with the extra filters and other features added (1.2) but not the actual latest (1.22). 1.21 and 1.22 were just minor bugfixes to 1.20. Go to
http://www.yamahasynth.com/download/rs7000.html to download 1.22 for install if you want the latest OS version.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15065|15065|2007-01-12 09:23:03|love_su_re_soulmyheart|rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
hi,
sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last time):

if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT EFFECTS + FILTERS, are they 
sounding similar or very different?

i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing + sometimes playing with 
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internal stuff.
the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, i dont really need the sampler on 
board, the emu sounds better to me..

thanks
| 15066|15065|2007-01-12 15:36:20|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
They arnt the same sounds, though they might be using the same AWM2 
sound chip or whatever they are called, but they sound difrent to my 
ears. The RS's sounds seem better to me. Seems like a difrent set 
of voices too, some might be the same but I'm not sure which or 
whatever. I've heard the RS7000 uses better DACs or something like 
that too then the RM1X. How true that is I don't know but have heard 
and read that somewhere. I just know I like the RS's sound, didn't 
like the RM1Xs as much for the synthy sounds. Drums seem about the 
same, yamahas has always had good sounding drums and sets in my 
opinon.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> hi,
> sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last time):
> 
> if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT EFFECTS + 

FILTERS, are they 

> sounding similar or very different?
> 
> i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing + 

sometimes playing with 

> internal stuff.
> the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, i dont 

really need the sampler on 

> board, the emu sounds better to me..
> 
> thanks
>

| 15067|15065|2007-01-12 15:44:52|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
hi,
is it that just the a/d-converters can make a sound thinner, or less strong, or was it just 
my subjectiv ear..
i had the feeling that also the drums where weaker on the rm1x, but maybe not..

its just the size of the rs..really fat-

the sound seems a bit of warm + soft + lofi (nice) to me too, but the emu samplers have a 
lot of it..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> They arnt the same sounds, though they might be using the same AWM2 
> sound chip or whatever they are called, but they sound difrent to my 
> ears. The RS's sounds seem better to me. Seems like a difrent set 
> of voices too, some might be the same but I'm not sure which or 
> whatever. I've heard the RS7000 uses better DACs or something like 
> that too then the RM1X. How true that is I don't know but have heard 
> and read that somewhere. I just know I like the RS's sound, didn't 
> like the RM1Xs as much for the synthy sounds. Drums seem about the 
> same, yamahas has always had good sounding drums and sets in my 
> opinon.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > hi,
> > sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last time):
> > 
> > if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT EFFECTS + 
> FILTERS, are they 
> > sounding similar or very different?
> > 
> > i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing + 
> sometimes playing with 
> > internal stuff.
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> > the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, i dont 
> really need the sampler on 
> > board, the emu sounds better to me..
> > 
> > thanks
> >
>

| 15068|15047|2007-01-12 15:55:12|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
I must give this a try soon, but from what I'm reading these are just 
sample kits and yes you can obviously layer two notes with difrent 
samples on top of each other. The way I'm suggesting would be to get 
those two samples into a pitched voice and be able to play them like 
that. Seems like maybe what they are suggesting would be to use 
awave to assign one sample to left the other to right, kind of makes 
sense two completely dif samples, but one will be fully on the left 
the other fully on the right, so you'll have two yeah, right? No dif 
then re-sampling one instrament panned all to the right on one track, 
and another panned all the way to the left simultaniously it would 
seem like.

Anway, I must try it, and I've also not figured out the dif yet 
between pitched kit & kit yet, maybe that has something to do with 
it. Doesn't mention the difence in the manual, just pitched voice or 
sample kit, I think the extra sample mode was part of an OS update. 
Anyone know for sure? I might be utterly confused. Still kind of 
new at using the sample side of the RS.

Thanks for telling about awave though, gota load it up and try, but 
I've avoided computers when possible while doing stuff with music, 
but can't always for everything which this may be one of those times.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> It seems that the RS7000 OS is written from the same source code
> libraries as the Motif series of Yamaha. The trick is to create a
> project containing multi-layered voices using Awave and then to 

rename

> them into RS files. So the RS is actually a sort of Motif sampler 

with

> other functionalities (at least OS wise...).
> 
> There are already several people that have created real multi-

layered

> sample voices like this for the RS! They have created pitched
> multimaps using for instance 1 sample per octave. Perhaps even
> velocity-layered sapmple maps but I'm not sure about that one.
> 
> Also check out the forum treads at about how to do this:
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/
> - "Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K"
> - "Motif ES Features"
> - "sample map loader"
> - "Multi-samples on RS"
> 
> Some quotes on how create a multilayered sample voice with Awave:
> 
> --- Start Quote ---
> 
> Date: Sat, 21 Jan 2006 13:25:18 -0000
> From: "marcotangelder" 
> Subject: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did 

it!!!

> 
> Hi y'all!!!
> 
> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> this into the RS7000.
> 
> This is how we do it:
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> 
> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> 
> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> 
> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> 
> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> 
> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. 

(If

> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> 
> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> 
> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
> sound editing tool.
> 
> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
> 
> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> 
> Layer 1 (right channel)
> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> 
> Layer 2 (left channel)
> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> 
> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> overwritten.
> 
> NOTE:
> You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file!
> 
> The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
> before loading it into your RS.
> 
> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 

create a

> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> 
> Marco Tangelder
> 
> --- End Quote ---
> 
> --- Start Quote ---
> 
> Date: Sun, 22 Jan 2006 00:20:07 -0000
> From: "voidant" 
> Subject: creating sample kits - multimap functionality
> 
> ...
> See also:
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> 
> --- End Quote ---
> 
> Bye!
> Floris.
>

| 15069|15065|2007-01-12 16:14:04|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
I think its the converts, plus it seems yamaha might have just taken 
more time to develope those sounds. I would not get an RM1X for its 
sounds either, they just arn't quite alive as much as they are on the 
RS7000. Perhaps there is a lot more to it, I'm sure with a some 
playing around the RM1X can sound good too, but I think your right, 
in general the RM1X seems colder/deader then the RS7000.

As for the EMU samplers, as I understand it and I could be full of BS 

http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/


info., but EMU has its own proprietary sampling format that of which 
seems capable of higher sampling rates then the RSs. However if your 
talking the samples on their ROM chips such as yamahas AWM2s I can 
not tell you what the difrences in specs are, seems to be valuable 
trade secrets or something, hard to find any of that kind of info 
anywhere, but the AWM2 does seem like higher than 44.1khz rates to me 
cause when I sample the internal voices to the RS's sample engine the 
sound does loose a bit of quality to it. Also, just a forewarning if 
you do get an EMU, a friend of mine has an E-Synth which is what I'm 
baseing this on, his samples take 100 years to load off a SCSI zip 
disk. Don't know if all EMUs are like that, but his is, however the 
samples sound really great once he gets them loaded.

If you have an RS7000, I think the RM1X is pretty much an uneeded and 
redundent unit. Just my thoughts and opinion, maybe someone with 
more experience on them can give more precise and detailed opinions 
that may be difrent, I probably wouldn't argue with them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> hi,
> is it that just the a/d-converters can make a sound thinner, or 

less strong, or was it just 

> my subjectiv ear..
> i had the feeling that also the drums where weaker on the rm1x, but 

maybe not..

> 
> its just the size of the rs..really fat-
> 
> the sound seems a bit of warm + soft + lofi (nice) to me too, but 

the emu samplers have a 

> lot of it..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > They arnt the same sounds, though they might be using the same 

AWM2 

> > sound chip or whatever they are called, but they sound difrent to 

my 

> > ears. The RS's sounds seem better to me. Seems like a difrent 

set 

> > of voices too, some might be the same but I'm not sure which or 
> > whatever. I've heard the RS7000 uses better DACs or something 

like 

> > that too then the RM1X. How true that is I don't know but have 

heard 

> > and read that somewhere. I just know I like the RS's sound, 

didn't 

> > like the RM1Xs as much for the synthy sounds. Drums seem about 

the 

> > same, yamahas has always had good sounding drums and sets in my 
> > opinon.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,
> > > sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last time):
> > > 
> > > if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT 
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EFFECTS + 

> > FILTERS, are they 
> > > sounding similar or very different?
> > > 
> > > i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing + 
> > sometimes playing with 
> > > internal stuff.
> > > the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, i 

dont 

> > really need the sampler on 
> > > board, the emu sounds better to me..
> > > 
> > > thanks
> > >
> >
>

| 15070|15065|2007-01-12 16:32:39|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
there exists a program for all kind of samplers (+emu) which translates the formats via 
scsi: http://www.zuonics.com/
that would it make easyer..

i am not shure which constelation will be the best for organic, not technic-sounding 
electronic will be: 

rs as sequencer + sampler
su700 for the weired soundscapes
esi32 for some warm pads + filter-stuff

or:

an ultra for everything sampled
rm1x just for sequencing

i dont want my powerbook anymore for making music, just creating sounds + mastering.

best to you

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think its the converts, plus it seems yamaha might have just taken 
> more time to develope those sounds. I would not get an RM1X for its 
> sounds either, they just arn't quite alive as much as they are on the 
> RS7000. Perhaps there is a lot more to it, I'm sure with a some 
> playing around the RM1X can sound good too, but I think your right, 
> in general the RM1X seems colder/deader then the RS7000.
> 
> As for the EMU samplers, as I understand it and I could be full of BS 
> info., but EMU has its own proprietary sampling format that of which 
> seems capable of higher sampling rates then the RSs. However if your 
> talking the samples on their ROM chips such as yamahas AWM2s I can 
> not tell you what the difrences in specs are, seems to be valuable 
> trade secrets or something, hard to find any of that kind of info 
> anywhere, but the AWM2 does seem like higher than 44.1khz rates to me 
> cause when I sample the internal voices to the RS's sample engine the 
> sound does loose a bit of quality to it. Also, just a forewarning if 
> you do get an EMU, a friend of mine has an E-Synth which is what I'm 
> baseing this on, his samples take 100 years to load off a SCSI zip 
> disk. Don't know if all EMUs are like that, but his is, however the 
> samples sound really great once he gets them loaded.
> 
> If you have an RS7000, I think the RM1X is pretty much an uneeded and 
> redundent unit. Just my thoughts and opinion, maybe someone with 
> more experience on them can give more precise and detailed opinions 
> that may be difrent, I probably wouldn't argue with them.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > hi,
> > is it that just the a/d-converters can make a sound thinner, or 
> less strong, or was it just 
> > my subjectiv ear..
> > i had the feeling that also the drums where weaker on the rm1x, but 
> maybe not..
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> > 
> > its just the size of the rs..really fat-
> > 
> > the sound seems a bit of warm + soft + lofi (nice) to me too, but 
> the emu samplers have a 
> > lot of it..
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > They arnt the same sounds, though they might be using the same 
> AWM2 
> > > sound chip or whatever they are called, but they sound difrent to 
> my 
> > > ears. The RS's sounds seem better to me. Seems like a difrent 
> set 
> > > of voices too, some might be the same but I'm not sure which or 
> > > whatever. I've heard the RS7000 uses better DACs or something 
> like 
> > > that too then the RM1X. How true that is I don't know but have 
> heard 
> > > and read that somewhere. I just know I like the RS's sound, 
> didn't 
> > > like the RM1Xs as much for the synthy sounds. Drums seem about 
> the 
> > > same, yamahas has always had good sounding drums and sets in my 
> > > opinon.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi,
> > > > sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last time):
> > > > 
> > > > if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT 
> EFFECTS + 
> > > FILTERS, are they 
> > > > sounding similar or very different?
> > > > 
> > > > i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing + 
> > > sometimes playing with 
> > > > internal stuff.
> > > > the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, i 
> dont 
> > > really need the sampler on 
> > > > board, the emu sounds better to me..
> > > > 
> > > > thanks
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15071|15065|2007-01-12 16:59:42|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
I'd definatly take your first constelation

> rs as sequencer + sampler
> su700 for the weired soundscapes
> esi32 for some warm pads + filter-stuff

I'd drop the su700, the RS should cover it too unless you need an 
extra 16 tracks, I know I could sometimes. Maybe replace it with a 
virtual analog or analog piece of kit of some sort. I think you've 
hit the nail on the head with the esi32, another general opinion I 
have is that EMUs are great for organic filtered type sounds. 
Something about their filters I can't put a finger on but they have 
this nice squelch to them that isn't over the top, harsh, or too slow 
or fast, really nice softish filtered sound to the ones I've heard, 
but I'm no EMU expert. Might want to get some others opinions too. 
I'll pass that link on to my friend with an EMU.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> 
> there exists a program for all kind of samplers (+emu) which 

translates the formats via 
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> scsi: http://www.zuonics.com/
> that would it make easyer..
> 
> i am not shure which constelation will be the best for organic, not 

technic-sounding 

> electronic will be: 
> 
> rs as sequencer + sampler
> su700 for the weired soundscapes
> esi32 for some warm pads + filter-stuff
> 
> or:
> 
> an ultra for everything sampled
> rm1x just for sequencing
> 
> i dont want my powerbook anymore for making music, just creating 

sounds + mastering.

> 
> best to you
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I think its the converts, plus it seems yamaha might have just 

taken 

> > more time to develope those sounds. I would not get an RM1X for 

its 

> > sounds either, they just arn't quite alive as much as they are on 

the 

> > RS7000. Perhaps there is a lot more to it, I'm sure with a some 
> > playing around the RM1X can sound good too, but I think your 

right, 

> > in general the RM1X seems colder/deader then the RS7000.
> > 
> > As for the EMU samplers, as I understand it and I could be full 

of BS 

> > info., but EMU has its own proprietary sampling format that of 

which 

> > seems capable of higher sampling rates then the RSs. However if 

your 

> > talking the samples on their ROM chips such as yamahas AWM2s I 

can 

> > not tell you what the difrences in specs are, seems to be 

valuable 

> > trade secrets or something, hard to find any of that kind of info 
> > anywhere, but the AWM2 does seem like higher than 44.1khz rates 

to me 

> > cause when I sample the internal voices to the RS's sample engine 

the 

> > sound does loose a bit of quality to it. Also, just a 

forewarning if 

> > you do get an EMU, a friend of mine has an E-Synth which is what 

I'm 

> > baseing this on, his samples take 100 years to load off a SCSI 

http://www.zuonics.com/
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zip 

> > disk. Don't know if all EMUs are like that, but his is, however 

the 

> > samples sound really great once he gets them loaded.
> > 
> > If you have an RS7000, I think the RM1X is pretty much an uneeded 

and 

> > redundent unit. Just my thoughts and opinion, maybe someone with 
> > more experience on them can give more precise and detailed 

opinions 

> > that may be difrent, I probably wouldn't argue with them.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,
> > > is it that just the a/d-converters can make a sound thinner, or 
> > less strong, or was it just 
> > > my subjectiv ear..
> > > i had the feeling that also the drums where weaker on the rm1x, 

but 

> > maybe not..
> > > 
> > > its just the size of the rs..really fat-
> > > 
> > > the sound seems a bit of warm + soft + lofi (nice) to me too, 

but 

> > the emu samplers have a 
> > > lot of it..
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > They arnt the same sounds, though they might be using the 

same 

> > AWM2 
> > > > sound chip or whatever they are called, but they sound 

difrent to 

> > my 
> > > > ears. The RS's sounds seem better to me. Seems like a 

difrent 

> > set 
> > > > of voices too, some might be the same but I'm not sure which 

or 

> > > > whatever. I've heard the RS7000 uses better DACs or 

something 

> > like 
> > > > that too then the RM1X. How true that is I don't know but 

have 

> > heard 
> > > > and read that somewhere. I just know I like the RS's sound, 
> > didn't 
> > > > like the RM1Xs as much for the synthy sounds. Drums seem 

about 

> > the 
> > > > same, yamahas has always had good sounding drums and sets in 

my 
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> > > > opinon.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > hi,
> > > > > sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last 

time):

> > > > > 
> > > > > if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT 
> > EFFECTS + 
> > > > FILTERS, are they 
> > > > > sounding similar or very different?
> > > > > 
> > > > > i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing 

+ 

> > > > sometimes playing with 
> > > > > internal stuff.
> > > > > the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, 

i 

> > dont 
> > > > really need the sampler on 
> > > > > board, the emu sounds better to me..
> > > > > 
> > > > > thanks
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15072|15072|2007-01-13 16:32:25|marcelo.archila|question rs7000 with ableton live!!!|
i heard you can use ableton live with the rs7k to master the mix...

this is the rs7k hooked up on a mixer and the mixer out to a laptop 
using live, i want to know how to make that conection and how to set up 
live...
thanks
| 15073|15072|2007-01-14 11:46:10|Brooks Mosher|Re: question rs7000 with ableton live!!!|
i think the main purpose of using the rs with live is to so you can control
live with the rs through midi.

On 1/13/07, marcelo.archila <marcelo.archila@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> i heard you can use ableton live with the rs7k to master the mix...
>
> this is the rs7k hooked up on a mixer and the mixer out to a laptop
> using live, i want to know how to make that conection and how to set up
> live...
> thanks
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15074|15074|2007-01-14 19:35:33|marcelo.archila|set up|
hi everyone i have a simple question:

i have an RS7000 and an electribe ESX-1 i want to set them up to my 
laptop using ableton live so that live can sync the 2 machines and 
equalize the mix, can anyone tell me if that alright to do, and if so 
how the conection must be made...
thanks in advance.
| 15075|15075|2007-01-14 19:36:49|marcelo archila|new member!!!|
hi everyone, my name ius marcelo A.P i am part of a project called C.URIE DUO wich is me and my wife...with an RS7000 a Korg electribe ESX - 1 a mixer ad a lap top
with ableton live... we just started our new project I have been djing since 2000 mostly techno but now we have benn doing a line closer to minimal and electro like
Bodzin & hunteman (deep sounds with a lot of groove, hypnotik base lines and a kick drum that you wont bealive...)

---------------------------------
Sucker-punch spam with award-winning protection.
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Try the free Yahoo! Mail Beta.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15076|15065|2007-01-14 19:36:51|William Simpson|Re: rs7000 - rm1x - sound different?|
Hi, 

I own both the RS7000 and the RMX1. To me they are several differences, the RS 7000 has a few more drum kits and synth sounds than the RMX1. I also notice that some
of the bugs that the RMX1 had like when overdubbing over a recorded pharse you can not quantize again for some reason it jumbles up the sound. That is not the case
with the RS7000. That being said, I would not give up either one for any reason.

Atwil

love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote: hi,
sorry for a very very used question. but i want ask (last time):

if you compare the onboard sounds of this 2 units WITHOUT EFFECTS + FILTERS, are they 
sounding similar or very different?

i own now the rs, but would change to a rm1x for sequencing + sometimes playing with 
internal stuff.
the minus in os (grid, filters) i can handle. the thing is, i dont really need the sampler on 
board, the emu sounds better to me..

thanks

---------------------------------
Be a PS3 game guru.
Get your game face on with the latest PS3 news and previews at Yahoo! Games.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15077|15072|2007-01-14 19:36:55|marcelo archila|Re: question rs7000 with ableton live!!!|
yeah that sounds logical but i´ve heard of people who ar using live to sync all the machines used in a live performance and to master that mix as well...
thanks anyway
i have been producing for 4 years now but never with the rs7000 if you have extra tips for a beginer like me i will accept them gladly
att, 
Marcelo

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
i think the main purpose of using the rs with live is to so you can control
live with the rs through midi.

On 1/13/07, marcelo.archila <marcelo.archila@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> i heard you can use ableton live with the rs7k to master the mix...
>
> this is the rs7k hooked up on a mixer and the mixer out to a laptop
> using live, i want to know how to make that conection and how to set up
> live...
> thanks
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
8:00? 8:25? 8:40? Find a flick in no time
with theYahoo! Search movie showtime shortcut.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15078|15072|2007-01-14 22:15:50|Brooks Mosher|Re: question rs7000 with ableton live!!!|
yeah, you run the audio into Live from the RS (or from multiple sources if
you have more than two inputs on your audio interface) and select the
correct audio input for the RS in Live and click monitor. i'm different
though, if i was playing out, i would have the outputs from Live running
though my mixer along with my outboard gear...

Brooks
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On 1/14/07, marcelo archila <marcelo.archila@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> yeah that sounds logical but i´ve heard of people who ar using live to
> sync all the machines used in a live performance and to master that mix as
> well...
> thanks anyway
> i have been producing for 4 years now but never with the rs7000 if you
> have extra tips for a beginer like me i will accept them gladly
> att,
> Marcelo
>
> Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com > wrote:
> i think the main purpose of using the rs with live is to so you can
> control
> live with the rs through midi.
>
> On 1/13/07, marcelo.archila <marcelo.archila@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> >
> > i heard you can use ableton live with the rs7k to master the mix...
> >
> > this is the rs7k hooked up on a mixer and the mixer out to a laptop
> > using live, i want to know how to make that conection and how to set up
> > live...
> > thanks
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> ---------------------------------
> 8:00? 8:25? 8:40? Find a flick in no time
> with theYahoo! Search movie showtime shortcut.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15080|15072|2007-01-15 11:26:22|marcelo archila|Re: question rs7000 with ableton live!!!|
thanx man,GREAT help!!!! my mixer is a behringer zenith 1204 fx ( not a djmixer, it coms with 6 chanels and a boatload of fx its prety nice actually i also own a djm 400
but only for turn-tables...

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, January 15, 2007 2:31:23 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: question rs7000 with ableton live!!!

Frankly, you can leave ableton at home once you know the RS well. 
There are several ways to hook it up. You'll probably want Ableton to 
be your master clock so when you hit play on it the tempo to 
everything else will line up. You'll have to go midi out from it to 
your RS and maybe midi through the RS if you've got some more gear 
too. Or you can have the RS as your master clock too, it just depends 
if you'd rather press play with a mouse or a button on the RS. 
Anyhow, once you've got all the midi hooked up properly then you have 
to worry about the analog outs. Since you have a mixer, hopefully a 
decent ones, DJs mixers arn't usually that great, but what I'd do is 
put all your gear and into the mixer's inputs, you'll do your mixing 
between gear on it. You can then go out of the Auxilary outs for 
aditional processing like for effects etc. and back in. You can use 
aux outs for recording too back in to ableton or whatever, or you can 
use the Master outs to send as the final mix, and if you need 
something to monitor the signal if you can't through your computer, 
then plug some speakers up to the master XLR outs at the same time.

Make sense? Probably not, just give it a try and however you do it 
there probably is no wrong way if it works for you then do it that way.

Zam

Midi sync your equipment, have them go into your mixer's analog ins, 
send your Auxilary outs to ableton and back in to the mixer. This is 
so you can record back into ableton, add any FX etc
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "marcelo.archila" 
wrote:

>
> i heard you can use ableton live with the rs7k to master the mix...
> 
> this is the rs7k hooked up on a mixer and the mixer out to a laptop 
> using live, i want to know how to make that conection and how to set 

up 

> live...
> thanks
>

____________________________________________________________________________________
Bored stiff? Loosen up... 
Download and play hundreds of games for free on Yahoo! Games.
http://games.yahoo.com/games/front

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15081|15081|2007-01-16 13:25:36|marcelo.archila|cd-rom/dvd-rom for the RS|
hi everyone!!!
question: can you hook up a cd rom drive to the RS trhu the SCSI slot?
how about a dvd drive?
or even a USB adaptor so i can use my lap top as memmory, so
I dont have to use the SM cards... (is that even possible???)

thanks!!! everyone has benn very helpful...
| 15082|15047|2007-01-16 17:26:58|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Hi Zam!

If you import a sample into a pitched sample voice, you can only impor
t one sample. That sample has a root note in the RS. Playing the
keyboard will play that one sample and the RS will pitch it up or down
(without time-stretching) on order to play the correct pitch.

If you use the AWave trick you can actually havbe multiple samples for
a pitched voice like:
- Sample 1 on C0 up to C1
- Sample 2 on C1 up to C2
- etc.
This will give you a much more flexibility and sound quality for a
sample voice and is called: multisample voice.

You can even import for instance a multisample from an Akai sample CD
like this:
See
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=98983e6f489f2c462d4f2365c59a5eda&threadid=2169

-- Start Quote ---

Ok Ive been taking from this site for a long time. Hope this can count
as giving back. I just loaded a multi sample from a akia cd........
Somthing i have dreamed of since i got my RS. Heres how
You need CDxtract and Awave studio.

1. in cdxtract save instrument as .akp (a s5k/s6k file).

2. open .akp in Awave and save as .w2v (motif voices file)

3. now you have two files .w2v and .w3v ,
change the w3v to .r3p then take an old .r2p file from the RS and
rename it the same as the .w2v keeping the .r2p

-- End Quote ---

But this has a catch:

-- Start Quote ---

hey there has been some talk about this here recently.. there is
however a drawback.. if you attempt to change the sample length after
loading the sample maps, it will cause your rs7000 to crash after a
while.. this is because the files written by awave don't have a proper
delimiter set (they are motif not rs7000 files technically). but if

http://games.yahoo.com/games/front
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you don't change these, the thing seems to work (if it crashes though
in other situations, post those here also)

-- End Quote ---

Floris.
| 15083|15074|2007-01-16 17:46:08|florisvanrijswijk|Re: set up|
Setup Live to be the "master", it must send midi-clock to a
midi-output of the laptop. I don't know how to do this, I suggest youi
read Live's manual for this. Seach for synchronisation and midi-clock.

Setup both the RS and the Korg as "slaves", they must recieve the
midi-clock send by Live on their midi-inputs. 

For the RS this means to:
- Set "Midi Sync" to "Midi" in the second "utility" menu-page.
- Set "Midi Clock Out" to "Midi B" in order to output the recieved
midi-clock to its midi-B output.
- Set "Midi Control" to "In" in order to let the RS be started
automatically when starting play in Live.
- Set "Echo Back" to "Midi B" in order to output other recieved midi
(like NoteOn messages) from Live to its midi-B output.

For the Korg I have no idea, see its manual...

Connect a midi-cable from the laptop's midi-out to the midi-in of the RS.
Connect a midi-cable from the midi-B output of the RS to the midi-in
of the Korg.

Floris.
| 15084|15081|2007-01-16 18:30:40|futureline2003|Re: cd-rom/dvd-rom for the RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcelo.archila" 
wrote:

>
> hi everyone!!!
> question: can you hook up a cd rom drive to the RS trhu the SCSI 

slot?

> how about a dvd drive?
> or even a USB adaptor so i can use my lap top as 

memmory, so

> I dont have to use the SM cards... (is that even 

possible???)

> 
> thanks!!! everyone has benn very helpful...

I had a similar question a while ago, and ended up with the solution 
of an extra harddisk with a scsi-connection, and I think that may be 
the solution for you to.
I tried the scsi-usb adapter, but you can't transfer settings to 
your pc, just samples, so it is a bit limited and expencive too, to 
buy this cable.
So, I would think the solution for you would be a scsi-harddisk AND 
a cd-rom drive.
Take a look for the harddrive and cd-drive here: 
www.scsiforsamplers.com
This was the best tip I got, and it was perfect for me!

>

| 15085|15047|2007-01-16 20:59:03|Nick Fletcher|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Thanks heaps for that info! I'm going to play around with it now.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15086|15047|2007-01-18 21:01:23|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
Ah, you know what, that is cool! Ya know what else? Theres some 
multi sampled files right here on this message board someone has 
uploaded I can try too...I've got another tip comming up...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi Zam!
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> 
> If you import a sample into a pitched sample voice, you can only 

impor

> t one sample. That sample has a root note in the RS. Playing the
> keyboard will play that one sample and the RS will pitch it up or 

down

> (without time-stretching) on order to play the correct pitch.
> 
> If you use the AWave trick you can actually havbe multiple samples 

for

> a pitched voice like:
> - Sample 1 on C0 up to C1
> - Sample 2 on C1 up to C2
> - etc.
> This will give you a much more flexibility and sound quality for a
> sample voice and is called: multisample voice.
> 
> You can even import for instance a multisample from an Akai sample 

CD

> like this:
> See
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?

s=98983e6f489f2c462d4f2365c59a5eda&threadid=2169

> 
> -- Start Quote ---
> 
> Ok Ive been taking from this site for a long time. Hope this can 

count

> as giving back. I just loaded a multi sample from a akia cd........
> Somthing i have dreamed of since i got my RS. Heres how
> You need CDxtract and Awave studio.
> 
> 1. in cdxtract save instrument as .akp (a s5k/s6k file).
> 
> 2. open .akp in Awave and save as .w2v (motif voices file)
> 
> 3. now you have two files .w2v and .w3v ,
> change the w3v to .r3p then take an old .r2p file from the RS and
> rename it the same as the .w2v keeping the .r2p
> 
> -- End Quote ---
> 
> But this has a catch:
> 
> -- Start Quote ---
> 
> hey there has been some talk about this here recently.. there is
> however a drawback.. if you attempt to change the sample length 

after

> loading the sample maps, it will cause your rs7000 to crash after a
> while.. this is because the files written by awave don't have a 

proper

> delimiter set (they are motif not rs7000 files technically). but if
> you don't change these, the thing seems to work (if it crashes 

though

> in other situations, post those here also)
> 
> -- End Quote ---
> 
> Floris.
>

| 15089|15089|2007-01-18 21:27:07|zamisers7k|TIP: Good Chain to Song Conversion|
I hate that this happens, let me know if you know better way, but I've
learned to deal with it by doing this...

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?


First thing you have to do after converting your Chain to a Song is to
go into song mode first heh. OK, now do this for at least each synth
track maybe drums too, but before you touch anything like the play
button, cause once you touch play you'll have to re-convert again.
Anyway, select your track, then hit the edit #3 on the number pad I
think, then delete the first event which will be a program change
event. That program change is what screws up all the patch settings
you had saved with your pattern. Don't worry some how it will still
remember them without it there just like it does for the patterns.
Not sure how, but it does.

Zam

Bonus tip: Use a square wave LFO on Amp with full depth for a vocal
sample and tweak the time for that chopped/stuttering/slice effect.
Don't have to be vocal samples, any instrument will do, just coolest
with vocal samples cause it'd be hard to actually sing like that I
think.
| 15090|15090|2007-01-20 07:45:57|lsbicho|i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a sma|
I want to re-format a smart media card 32 (mb), for my RS7000 (yam),
i already have this problem about buying a new one. Now my last
copying of the os1.22 into a clean card (already RS formated),
whithout formating it on the PC, only copying the file into it. the
problem is that RS/== don´t accept the card now. I´ve tried to insert
the card that was working fine in the last week and it does´nt open my
saved files.

Shoul i buy a new one, or there is a way to re-format it in RS7000 os
again. 

ATT: i already tried to format it RE-format it in my RS7000.
| 15091|15090|2007-01-20 16:56:19|wasted/su700fan|Re: i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a|
On Jan 20, 2007, at 8:48 AM, lsbicho wrote:

> I want to re-format a smart media card 32 (mb), for my RS7000 (yam),
> i already have this problem about buying a new one. Now my last
> copying of the os1.22 into a clean card (already RS formated),
> whithout formating it on the PC, only copying the file into it. the
> problem is that RS/== don´t accept the card now. I´ve tried to insert
> the card that was working fine in the last week and it does´nt open my
> saved files.
>
> Shoul i buy a new one, or there is a way to re-format it in RS7000 os
> again.
>
> ATT: i already tried to format it RE-format it in my RS7000.

When you copied the file from your computer to the SmartMedia card 
via a SM card reader/writer attached to your PC/Mac, did you choose 
"safely eject/remove media" before removing the card from the reader/ 
writer? If not, you might have corrupted the card, as Windows/Mac OS 
might have not fully written all the data to the card before you 
removed the card. Sometimes OS'es cache data and don't actually 
write to drives until a later time. That's why it's always good 
practice to properly eject the media from the OS before removing it 
from the reader/writer.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15092|15090|2007-01-22 12:45:09|Heartless Music|Re: i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a|
FYI - It is the little arrow on your windows quick launch icon tray on the bottom right.

wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote: On Jan 20, 2007, at 8:48 AM, lsbicho wrote:

> I want to re-format a smart media card 32 (mb), for my RS7000 (yam),
> i already have this problem about buying a new one. Now my last
> copying of the os1.22 into a clean card (already RS formated),
> whithout formating it on the PC, only copying the file into it. the
> problem is that RS/== don´t accept the card now. I´ve tried to insert
> the card that was working fine in the last week and it does´nt open my
> saved files.
>
> Shoul i buy a new one, or there is a way to re-format it in RS7000 os
> again.
>
> ATT: i already tried to format it RE-format it in my RS7000.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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When you copied the file from your computer to the SmartMedia card 
via a SM card reader/writer attached to your PC/Mac, did you choose 
"safely eject/remove media" before removing the card from the reader/ 
writer? If not, you might have corrupted the card, as Windows/Mac OS 
might have not fully written all the data to the card before you 
removed the card. Sometimes OS'es cache data and don't actually 
write to drives until a later time. That's why it's always good 
practice to properly eject the media from the OS before removing it 
from the reader/writer.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

---------------------------------
Get your own web address.
Have a HUGE year through Yahoo! Small Business.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15093|15093|2007-01-23 06:47:24|a_apple2|Using the RS7000 as a ADC|
Hello all,
I' m in a band (guitar, bass, drums, vocals) and was
planning to use a friend' s RS7000 to record our songs... Yes, I know
this is not what the RS is intended for and it' s going to be very
time consuming/ annoying. But, as we' re poor students their isn' t
much choice :-(
The plan is, to record one track at a time (which will be
particularly fun for drums)then transferring the tracks via ZIP disk
through a SCSI interface on to a computer hard drive.
As I' ve intimated, I'm aware this is hardly the most desirable
method to record non electronic music and I was hoping some of the
members of this group could give me some practical advice/ criticism
regarding potential problems we may encounter.
Am quite concerned myself with the use of a software mixer, which no
one here need comment on as it' s a bit off topic.
Of more relevance to this forum would be concerns about; 
-the quality of the audio recorded using the RS' s inputs/ADCs
-the internal effects of the RS, fine for pissing about with a 
sample but what about more demanding tasks eg. compression/
reverb on vocals, etc.
- saving files as *.WAV 
While I' m sure there are also a great many other problems that we
are going to encounter that I haven' t mentioned above, these are all
the problems I can foresee of at the moment.

Any and all advice would be greatly appreciated,
John
| 15094|15093|2007-01-23 11:56:47|su700fan|Re: Using the RS7000 as a ADC|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_apple2" wrote:

>
> Hello all,
> I' m in a band (guitar, bass, drums, vocals) and was
> planning to use a friend' s RS7000 to record our songs... Yes, I 

know

> this is not what the RS is intended for and it' s going to be very
> time consuming/ annoying. But, as we' re poor students their isn' t
> much choice :-(
> The plan is, to record one track at a time (which will be
> particularly fun for drums)then transferring the tracks via ZIP 

disk

> through a SCSI interface on to a computer hard drive.
> As I' ve intimated, I'm aware this is hardly the most desirable
> method to record non electronic music and I was hoping some of the
> members of this group could give me some practical advice/ 

criticism

> regarding potential problems we may encounter.
> Am quite concerned myself with the use of a software mixer, 

which no
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> one here need comment on as it' s a bit off topic.
> Of more relevance to this forum would be concerns about; 
> -the quality of the audio recorded using the RS' s 

inputs/ADCs

> -the internal effects of the RS, fine for pissing about with 

a 

> sample but what about more demanding tasks eg. compression/
> reverb on vocals, etc.
> - saving files as *.WAV 
> While I' m sure there are also a great many other problems that we
> are going to encounter that I haven' t mentioned above, these are 

all

> the problems I can foresee of at the moment.
> 
> Any and all advice would be greatly appreciated,
> John

I know you probably don't want to hear this, but what you're trying 
to do (use the RS7000 as a hard disk recorder like a Yamaha 
AW16G/AW1600 or a similar model by Roland or other manufacturers) is 
not what the RS7k was designed to do. The RS7k does not record 
audio direct to disk/SmartMedia nor does it stream audio to/from 
disk/SM. The best you would be able to do is sample your 
instruments/tracks one at a time to the RS7k's internal sampler or 
sample the final stereo mixdown to a single stereo sample. That 
would prove to be a major PITA and IMHO wouldn't be worth the 
bother, since while to RS7k ADC convertors are decent/good they 
aren't as great as a standalone mixer, especially a high-quality 
mixer.

Each minute of 44.1Khz, 16bit, stereo sampling takes approximately 
10MB. If you did your recording as a single stereo master sample 
(not seperate samples for each track/instrument), the best you would 
be able to get is about 6 minutes 23 seconds worth of sampling time 
as audio. If you break it down into individual audio tracks (one 
for each instrument), your total sampling time decreases with each 
track. The maximum amount of RAM the RS7k can have installed for it 
is 64MB (base factory install is 4MB built on board, which is 
disabled when fully expanded with 2x32MB 72-pin 60ns SIMMS).

I know you probably don't have much to spend on other gear and you 
may be able to get away with what you already have. If you are 
trying to record your tracks to your computer using audio recording 
software all you really need is some way to get your audio into the 
computer (bypassing the RS7k entirely for audio recording). Your 
computer probably has a soundcard (built-in or add-on like a 
SoundBlaster Live/Audigy or similar). While not always the best 
quality for audio recording (noise level, etc.), until you can 
afford a professional sound card it should still do acceptable 
recording. If you have an audio line in on your computer's 
soundcard (usually 1/8" jack), you just need the appropriate cables 
to plug in from your gear to the line in jack. If you have a mixer 
(even a cheap $40-50 6 or 8 channel Behringer is fine to start 
with), that will offer you inputs for several tracks at once so you 
can mix levels of the individual sounds/tracks to your liking and 
the record the stereo output to your computer via a cable between 
the main outs of the mixer and the line in of your computer.

Once you have the correct cables/connections between your gear 
(guitar, drums, bass, etc.) and your computer's line in you just 
need to open up some audio recording software (SoundForge, 
WaveSurgeon, GarageBand, whatever) and record your tracks in audio 
format to the software. If you have multi-track audio recording 
software (Sonar, Cubase, Logic, GarageBand, etc.) you can actually 
record multiple tracks and adjust each individual track later as 
needed (move forward/backward along timeline, add effects, filters, 
whatever the software features allow).

If you don't have a soundcard in your machine or the line in built 
into the computer is of poor/noisy quality, just buy a cheap single 
stereo input soundcard like the Griffin iMic (USB). I bought one 
for $35 to get line in capabilities for my PowerPC based Mac Mini 
(they only originally came with line/headphone out, not line in). 
The audio quality even on these cheap USB soundcard devices is often 
better than the built on the motherboard line ins and often Sound 



Blaster based (read: non-professional) soundcards.

Sorry for the long-winded answer. Hope this helps steer you away 
from major headaches and still offers a cheap solution to get you 
started in recording audio.
| 15095|15093|2007-01-23 18:55:50|zamisers7k|Re: Using the RS7000 as a ADC|
I'm in total agreement here... Unless your planing to sample a brief 
sound from each instrament and reconstruct the notes and everything 
on the RS, you'll losse the life of the sound, you might be able to 
get away with it and add a difrent more synthy rather than acoustic 
life to it. Its 64 megs is just too limiting to use any other way, 
as well as most sampler sequencers to use for that kind of purpose, 
it would be a nightmare, possible, but a nightmare. Maybe you can 
keep your songs to under 25-30 seconds on the RS in that case? You 
should look into some Hardware Digital Recording Studios. Maybe 
check out something like a Korg D4, I've always wanted one of those, 
even though it is Korg. There's some other options too out there, 
just check around for Digital Recording Studios. Some arn't too 
fairly badly priced.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_apple2" wrote:
> >
> > Hello all,
> > I' m in a band (guitar, bass, drums, vocals) and was
> > planning to use a friend' s RS7000 to record our songs... Yes, I 
> know
> > this is not what the RS is intended for and it' s going to be very
> > time consuming/ annoying. But, as we' re poor students their isn' 
t
> > much choice :-(
> > The plan is, to record one track at a time (which will be
> > particularly fun for drums)then transferring the tracks via ZIP 
> disk
> > through a SCSI interface on to a computer hard drive.
> > As I' ve intimated, I'm aware this is hardly the most desirable
> > method to record non electronic music and I was hoping some of the
> > members of this group could give me some practical advice/ 
> criticism
> > regarding potential problems we may encounter.
> > Am quite concerned myself with the use of a software mixer, 
> which no
> > one here need comment on as it' s a bit off topic.
> > Of more relevance to this forum would be concerns about; 
> > -the quality of the audio recorded using the RS' s 
> inputs/ADCs
> > -the internal effects of the RS, fine for pissing about 
with 
> a 
> > sample but what about more demanding tasks eg. 
compression/
> > reverb on vocals, etc.
> > - saving files as *.WAV 
> > While I' m sure there are also a great many other problems that 
we
> > are going to encounter that I haven' t mentioned above, these are 
> all
> > the problems I can foresee of at the moment.
> > 
> > Any and all advice would be greatly appreciated,
> > John
> 
> I know you probably don't want to hear this, but what you're trying 
> to do (use the RS7000 as a hard disk recorder like a Yamaha 
> AW16G/AW1600 or a similar model by Roland or other manufacturers) 
is 
> not what the RS7k was designed to do. The RS7k does not record 
> audio direct to disk/SmartMedia nor does it stream audio to/from 
> disk/SM. The best you would be able to do is sample your 
> instruments/tracks one at a time to the RS7k's internal sampler or 
> sample the final stereo mixdown to a single stereo sample. That 
> would prove to be a major PITA and IMHO wouldn't be worth the 
> bother, since while to RS7k ADC convertors are decent/good they 
> aren't as great as a standalone mixer, especially a high-quality 
> mixer.
> 
> Each minute of 44.1Khz, 16bit, stereo sampling takes approximately 
> 10MB. If you did your recording as a single stereo master sample 
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> (not seperate samples for each track/instrument), the best you 
would 
> be able to get is about 6 minutes 23 seconds worth of sampling time 
> as audio. If you break it down into individual audio tracks (one 
> for each instrument), your total sampling time decreases with each 
> track. The maximum amount of RAM the RS7k can have installed for 
it 
> is 64MB (base factory install is 4MB built on board, which is 
> disabled when fully expanded with 2x32MB 72-pin 60ns SIMMS).
> 
> I know you probably don't have much to spend on other gear and you 
> may be able to get away with what you already have. If you are 
> trying to record your tracks to your computer using audio recording 
> software all you really need is some way to get your audio into the 
> computer (bypassing the RS7k entirely for audio recording). Your 
> computer probably has a soundcard (built-in or add-on like a 
> SoundBlaster Live/Audigy or similar). While not always the best 
> quality for audio recording (noise level, etc.), until you can 
> afford a professional sound card it should still do acceptable 
> recording. If you have an audio line in on your computer's 
> soundcard (usually 1/8" jack), you just need the appropriate cables 
> to plug in from your gear to the line in jack. If you have a mixer 
> (even a cheap $40-50 6 or 8 channel Behringer is fine to start 
> with), that will offer you inputs for several tracks at once so you 
> can mix levels of the individual sounds/tracks to your liking and 
> the record the stereo output to your computer via a cable between 
> the main outs of the mixer and the line in of your computer.
> 
> Once you have the correct cables/connections between your gear 
> (guitar, drums, bass, etc.) and your computer's line in you just 
> need to open up some audio recording software (SoundForge, 
> WaveSurgeon, GarageBand, whatever) and record your tracks in audio 
> format to the software. If you have multi-track audio recording 
> software (Sonar, Cubase, Logic, GarageBand, etc.) you can actually 
> record multiple tracks and adjust each individual track later as 
> needed (move forward/backward along timeline, add effects, filters, 
> whatever the software features allow).
> 
> If you don't have a soundcard in your machine or the line in built 
> into the computer is of poor/noisy quality, just buy a cheap single 
> stereo input soundcard like the Griffin iMic (USB). I bought one 
> for $35 to get line in capabilities for my PowerPC based Mac Mini 
> (they only originally came with line/headphone out, not line in). 
> The audio quality even on these cheap USB soundcard devices is 
often 
> better than the built on the motherboard line ins and often Sound 
> Blaster based (read: non-professional) soundcards.
> 
> Sorry for the long-winded answer. Hope this helps steer you away 
> from major headaches and still offers a cheap solution to get you 
> started in recording audio.
>

| 15096|15090|2007-01-23 19:09:11|zamisers7k|Re: i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a|
You ought to be able to format it on a computer, thinking standard DOS 
formated, Windows can do, I'm unsure, strange the RS7000 can't resolve 
such an issue, formating should wipe it clean whatever is on it, but 
I've never formated or had to reformat my cards on it. If its trouble, 
I bet you could take in to a local computer store tech, they might even 
do it for free, or at least confirm your card is garbage. It may have 
a bad sector or block of memory on it or something like that too 
perhaps the RS don't know how to deal with, you can have a computer 
mark it during formating I think too so perhaps the RS will know not to 
use that spot and get all screwed up... maybe. I've just never had any 
problems with my one 64meg memory card and I've not been all too nice 
to it too. Makes me wonder if there are some bad brands of memory out 
there I've been fortunate to not have to deal with on the RS7000.

Good Luck! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lsbicho" wrote:
>
> I want to re-format a smart media card 32 (mb), for my RS7000 (yam),
> i already have this problem about buying a new one. Now my last
> copying of the os1.22 into a clean card (already RS formated),
> whithout formating it on the PC, only copying the file into it. the
> problem is that RS/== don´t accept the card now. I´ve tried to insert
> the card that was working fine in the last week and it does´nt open my
> saved files.
> 
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> Shoul i buy a new one, or there is a way to re-format it in RS7000 os
> again. 
> 
> ATT: i already tried to format it RE-format it in my RS7000.
>

| 15097|15090|2007-01-24 13:01:26|leteclaypool|Re: i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a|
I have the same problem, the thing is that I can put files into the 
card with a reader/writer atached to the computer but when I connect 
the smart media in the RS7000 , this doesn't recognize the card and if 
I try to format it with the RS or try to load things into the card the 
display shows "write protected", I can't understand what's the problem.
| 15098|15090|2007-01-25 07:59:56|su700fan|Re: i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "leteclaypool" wrote:

>
> 
> I have the same problem, the thing is that I can put files into the 
> card with a reader/writer atached to the computer but when I connect 
> the smart media in the RS7000 , this doesn't recognize the card and 

if 

> I try to format it with the RS or try to load things into the card 

the 

> display shows "write protected", I can't understand what's the 

problem.

Do you have the silver, circle shaped, write protect sticker on the SM 
card over the circle shaped impression? If yes, that's why you can't 
write to the card. If not (which it sounds like you don't, since you 
say you can write to the card when it's connected to the card reader 
attached to the computer), either your card is corrupt or something 
happened to the file system by not ejecting it from the OS ("safely 
remove hardware" in lower right corner in Windows XP) before removing 
it from the card reader attached to the computer.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15099|15099|2007-01-27 02:09:17|rids|USB or Firewire to Scsi adapter for RS7K?|
I've looked for some USB to Scsi cords already and thought I'd get one. But I heard someone 
mention they were going to get a Firewire to Scsi convertor. What it be smarter to buy a 
Firewire to Scsi instead of a USB to Scsi cord? I'm guessing the Firewire cord is faster. I'm 
wondering if it works better. The only Firewire convertor I can find is the Ratoc FR1SX. 

Although, it might be easier for me to hook up my RS7000 to the USB port on my Macbook 
since I have 2 USB ports on my Macbook and my firewire port is already taken by my Audio 
Interface (Motu 828).

Also, does it work transferring samples from the computer to the RS7000 and Vice Versa with 
one of these convertors?
| 15100|15099|2007-01-27 07:52:14|futureline2003|Re: USB or Firewire to Scsi adapter for RS7K?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:

>
> I've looked for some USB to Scsi cords already and thought I'd get 

one. But I heard someone 

> mention they were going to get a Firewire to Scsi convertor. What 

it be smarter to buy a 

> Firewire to Scsi instead of a USB to Scsi cord? I'm guessing the 

Firewire cord is faster. I'm 

> wondering if it works better. The only Firewire convertor I can 

find is the Ratoc FR1SX. 

> 
> Although, it might be easier for me to hook up my RS7000 to the 

USB port on my Macbook 

> since I have 2 USB ports on my Macbook and my firewire port is 

already taken by my Audio 
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> Interface (Motu 828).
> 
> Also, does it work transferring samples from the computer to the 

RS7000 and Vice Versa with 

> one of these convertors?
>

I had a similar situation recently, and ended up with a not 
satisfying situation with the usb to scsi-cord.
The ONLY thing you can transfer is samples, as far as I could figure 
out...also, search the forum on this topics, there are som answers 
there..

I don't know about the firewire-solution...

The solution for me turned out to be to buy an external harddisk for 
my RS7000, and that was actually not much more expencive than the 
cord itself. much because the cord is quite rare where I come from...
www.scsiforsamplers.com
| 15101|15099|2007-01-27 16:37:59|rids|Re: USB or Firewire to Scsi adapter for RS7K?|
That's actually all I want to transfer. Can you send samples from a laptop to the RS7000? 
How about, can you send samples back from the RS7000 to a laptop?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "futureline2003" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
> >
> > I've looked for some USB to Scsi cords already and thought I'd get 
> one. But I heard someone 
> > mention they were going to get a Firewire to Scsi convertor. What 
> it be smarter to buy a 
> > Firewire to Scsi instead of a USB to Scsi cord? I'm guessing the 
> Firewire cord is faster. I'm 
> > wondering if it works better. The only Firewire convertor I can 
> find is the Ratoc FR1SX. 
> > 
> > Although, it might be easier for me to hook up my RS7000 to the 
> USB port on my Macbook 
> > since I have 2 USB ports on my Macbook and my firewire port is 
> already taken by my Audio 
> > Interface (Motu 828).
> > 
> > Also, does it work transferring samples from the computer to the 
> RS7000 and Vice Versa with 
> > one of these convertors?
> >
> 
> I had a similar situation recently, and ended up with a not 
> satisfying situation with the usb to scsi-cord.
> The ONLY thing you can transfer is samples, as far as I could figure 
> out...also, search the forum on this topics, there are som answers 
> there..
> 
> I don't know about the firewire-solution...
> 
> The solution for me turned out to be to buy an external harddisk for 
> my RS7000, and that was actually not much more expencive than the 
> cord itself. much because the cord is quite rare where I come from...
> www.scsiforsamplers.com
>

| 15102|15099|2007-01-27 19:51:07|futureline2003|Re: USB or Firewire to Scsi adapter for RS7K?|
Well, as I said, I didn't go for that solution, so I didn't test it 
out in a big scale, but the feedback I got on the question was that 
it should work just fine, as long as you use the Tinywave editor for 
the RS7000.
It works both ways.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
>
> That's actually all I want to transfer. Can you send samples from 
a laptop to the RS7000? 
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> How about, can you send samples back from the RS7000 to a laptop?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "futureline2003" 
wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
> > >
> > > I've looked for some USB to Scsi cords already and thought I'd 
get 
> > one. But I heard someone 
> > > mention they were going to get a Firewire to Scsi convertor. 
What 
> > it be smarter to buy a 
> > > Firewire to Scsi instead of a USB to Scsi cord? I'm guessing 
the 
> > Firewire cord is faster. I'm 
> > > wondering if it works better. The only Firewire convertor I 
can 
> > find is the Ratoc FR1SX. 
> > > 
> > > Although, it might be easier for me to hook up my RS7000 to 
the 
> > USB port on my Macbook 
> > > since I have 2 USB ports on my Macbook and my firewire port is 
> > already taken by my Audio 
> > > Interface (Motu 828).
> > > 
> > > Also, does it work transferring samples from the computer to 
the 
> > RS7000 and Vice Versa with 
> > > one of these convertors?
> > >
> > 
> > I had a similar situation recently, and ended up with a not 
> > satisfying situation with the usb to scsi-cord.
> > The ONLY thing you can transfer is samples, as far as I could 
figure 
> > out...also, search the forum on this topics, there are som 
answers 
> > there..
> > 
> > I don't know about the firewire-solution...
> > 
> > The solution for me turned out to be to buy an external harddisk 
for 
> > my RS7000, and that was actually not much more expencive than 
the 
> > cord itself. much because the cord is quite rare where I come 
from...
> > www.scsiforsamplers.com
> >
>

| 15103|15103|2007-01-28 07:56:45|marcelo.archila|wanting an rs7k|
hey if enyone wants to sell an rs7k I am very interested in buying one 
pls let me know

thank you
| 15104|15090|2007-01-28 13:31:44|florisvanrijswijk|Re: i have a slight problem? anyone have an idea how to re-format a|
Hi!

I have the same problem with a 64Mb card. The PC can use it just fine,
but the RS refuses to recognise it.
Also a format done on PC does not help. Formatting on the RS does not
work because it thinks it is a "write protected" card although it is not!
In the end I just gave up on it, diched the card, bought another one
second hand. These cards get more and more difficult to find these
days. Better stock-up on a few before your cards fail and be sure to
make data backups of your cards on PC!

Floris.
| 15105|15105|2007-01-29 08:33:33|marcelo.archila|diference between rs7k and rm1x|
i know rthe rs7k is way better but can a decent live performance be 
done qith the rm1x???

also i want an rs7k anybody willing to negotiate...
| 15106|15106|2007-01-29 19:45:33|cirustake|Velocity in RS7k|
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Hello everyone.

I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or something.
I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of times in 
the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely abandoned an 
unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who invested 
their money in it.

Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its sample 
format I started using it again and I am quite happy with the new 
possibillities.

Now my question is towards experienced users. 
Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the amplitude? 
I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time velocity 
can't affect filter cutoff frequency.

Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you guys, that 
are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could write 
sample maps for RS, all the best. 

Cheers
Kyros
| 15107|15106|2007-01-30 04:44:47|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity sensitivity for 
Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG controls since 
your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the Decay and 
Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease the 
velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and you'll 
have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the sellect 
button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in step mode 
there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. You can 
also turn the Track Volume knob too.

Hope one of those help you?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone.
> 
> I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or something.
> I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of times 
in 
> the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely abandoned 
an 
> unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who invested 
> their money in it.
> 
> Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its 
sample 
> format I started using it again and I am quite happy with the new 
> possibillities.
> 
> Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the 
amplitude? 
> I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time 
velocity 
> can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> 
> Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you guys, 
that 
> are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could write 
> sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> 
> Cheers
> Kyros
>

| 15108|15106|2007-01-30 04:47:35|rids|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
What kind of hacking has been done to the sample format? I haven't kept up with that 
either. And aren't there already ways to map out samples across the keyboard? Or what 
were you talking about?

I'll check if I can get the velocity to affect the amp.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone.
> 
> I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or something.
> I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of times in 
> the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely abandoned an 
> unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who invested 
> their money in it.
> 
> Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its sample 
> format I started using it again and I am quite happy with the new 
> possibillities.
> 
> Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the amplitude? 
> I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time velocity 
> can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> 
> Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you guys, that 
> are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could write 
> sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> 
> Cheers
> Kyros
>

| 15109|15105|2007-01-30 05:00:30|zamisers7k|Re: diference between rs7k and rm1x|
You can do a decent live performance with the RM1X, several folks I 
know use it to gig with, but they are usually using something with 
better sound for the synth parts. The RM1X's drums and sequenceing 
are still pretty great like most of Yamaha sequencers as far as I 
can tell. I do highly recomend an RS7000 over an RM1X though, you 
don't really need much else with an RS7000. You can gig with it 
alone if you desired. I've been giging with my RS for a few years 
now. I wouldn't do a show without it. And, I wouldn't sell mine 
unless I could buy at least two more RSs for my one. Have you 
checked Ebay? Seems to usually always be a couple for sale there 
between $450 to $600 range. Hope you find one, and good luck.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "marcelo.archila" 
wrote:

>
> i know rthe rs7k is way better but can a decent live performance 

be 

> done qith the rm1x???
> 
> also i want an rs7k anybody willing to negotiate...
>

| 15110|15106|2007-01-30 05:11:39|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
As far as I know the hacking some folks started hasn't resulted in 
anything substatial and useable yet. And yeah, we had a thread 
going a few weeks ago about how to do some sample mapping and 
multisampling using some software. Check under posts of Tips: 
Psuedo Layers. Velocity is basically amplification. You can assign 
the LFO to Amp too, do some pretty cool stuff, for example phase 
shift 180 between two tracks with one on left the other to right 
with a sine wave and you'll get crossfadeing if you use max depth 
and same speed. Perhpas they can use that to do what they want too, 
some awesome stuff can be done with the RS's 16 step programable 
LFO, can be assigned to Amp, Filter, and Pitch. Oh yeah, but not 
independently. Still dang cool though.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
>
> 
> What kind of hacking has been done to the sample format? I haven't 
kept up with that 
> either. And aren't there already ways to map out samples across 
the keyboard? Or what 
> were you talking about?
> 
> I'll check if I can get the velocity to affect the amp.
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> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> >
> > Hello everyone.
> > 
> > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
something.
> > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of 
times in 
> > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely abandoned 
an 
> > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who invested 
> > their money in it.
> > 
> > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its 
sample 
> > format I started using it again and I am quite happy with the 
new 
> > possibillities.
> > 
> > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the 
amplitude? 
> > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time 
velocity 
> > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > 
> > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you guys, 
that 
> > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could write 
> > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > 
> > Cheers
> > Kyros
> >
>

| 15111|15111|2007-01-30 11:26:11|rukula_04|Help with sections and phrases|
Hello,

once again I try to understand but even the manual gave me no hint.
I can´t remember if this problem occured once. Maybe you can give me 
a link or a keyword for my search.
The situation is that I got section A with preset-phrases on track 3 
to 12. Now I started section B with preset-phrases goin from 1 to 
upper tracks. When I came to track 3 on section B and switched to A 
my phrase on A was changed. I switched to mixer and solved it using 
Bank *** LSB ***. Changed section back to B and I had the phrase 3 I 
wanted. So I could use different phrases on Section A and B. On track 
4 this wouldn´t work - why ever.
If I use my phrase on B the Phrase on A changes too. And if I change 
the phrase back to the one I want on A the phrase on B isn´t the one 
I want. Uuuhu...
Next question is about the mixer´s settings. Is the RS using the same 
settings for all sections and phrases/tracks?
I thought I have section A on which I can use 16 phrases/tracks and 
either B with different phrases/tracks and all use their own mixer 
settings?
Did I understand something wrong or do I have to change something in 
the settings?

Puh, thx in the beginning, gotta get my head clear now and hoping for 
your solution...

;-)=
micha
| 15112|15106|2007-01-30 14:27:32|Heartless Music|Abelton or Other Vs RS7000|
Whay all the hacking? Could Ableton be an off the shelf solution? I see some people who use abelton and an RS, doesn't abelton features surpass the RS?

Does anyone know of a SW that has a similar pattern => pattern chain => song RS workflow?

~Heartlessmusica

---------------------------------
Don't pick lemons.
See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15113|15103|2007-01-30 16:19:22|Scott wardle|Re: wanting an rs7k|
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Hi, 

I have an RS7000. It's in pretty good condition. I bought it from a
friend a year ago for $650. It has some scratches on the top right edge.
But other than that, it's in good working order. It has a 128 MB
smartmedia card and 32 MB SIMMS memory installed. 

Now, I'm not really trying to sell it, but I would consider an offer
for around $500 plus shipping costs. 

-Scott

>>> "marcelo.archila" <marcelo.archila@yahoo.com> 01/25/07 11:45 AM
>>>

hey if enyone wants to sell an rs7k I am very interested in buying one

pls let me know

thank you
| 15114|15106|2007-01-30 16:30:35|cirustake|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple feature.
Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects volume.
Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of determing 
how much velocity would affect volume. You could for exapmple set it 
to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe even 
negative values meaning that when strike a note harder amplitude 
would decrease.
There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if there is 
a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not aware of.But 
I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 in terms 
expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have velocity 
splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could adjust 
velocity sensitivity.
Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity sensitivity for 
> Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG controls since 
> your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the Decay 
and 
> Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease the 
> velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and you'll 
> have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the sellect 
> button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in step mode 
> there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. You can 
> also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> 
> Hope one of those help you?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> >
> > Hello everyone.
> > 
> > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
something.
> > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of times 
> in 
> > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely abandoned 
> an 
> > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who invested 
> > their money in it.
> > 
> > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its 
> sample 
> > format I started using it again and I am quite happy with the new 
> > possibillities.
> > 
> > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the 
> amplitude? 
> > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time 
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> velocity 
> > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > 
> > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you guys, 
> that 
> > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could write 
> > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > 
> > Cheers
> > Kyros
> >
>

| 15115|15111|2007-01-30 20:26:26|zamisers7k|Re: Help with sections and phrases|
Copy your presets phrases to a user phrase and use all user phrases 
instead. Preset phrases seem to tend to revert voices back to 
defaults when switched between Sections I'm thinking. Not 100% 
positive, I try to stay away from the preset phrases, rather build my 
own from scratch.

As for the mixer settings, I think those are track dependent, not set 
to the voice or patch. You can have 16 difrent phrases on another 
section, however, as you've seem to run into with the presets, it 
doesn't swap out voices very well sometimes doing that. I'll change 
phrases in difrent sections but I try to keep the same voice and its 
settings and or sample on the same track. At least thats how I do it 
when I'm working on patterns.

Hope that helped some, and gets your head clear some too?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> once again I try to understand but even the manual gave me no hint.
> I can´t remember if this problem occured once. Maybe you can give 
me 
> a link or a keyword for my search.
> The situation is that I got section A with preset-phrases on track 
3 
> to 12. Now I started section B with preset-phrases goin from 1 to 
> upper tracks. When I came to track 3 on section B and switched to A 
> my phrase on A was changed. I switched to mixer and solved it using 
> Bank *** LSB ***. Changed section back to B and I had the phrase 3 
I 
> wanted. So I could use different phrases on Section A and B. On 
track 
> 4 this wouldn´t work - why ever.
> If I use my phrase on B the Phrase on A changes too. And if I 
change 
> the phrase back to the one I want on A the phrase on B isn´t the 
one 
> I want. Uuuhu...
> Next question is about the mixer´s settings. Is the RS using the 
same 
> settings for all sections and phrases/tracks?
> I thought I have section A on which I can use 16 phrases/tracks and 
> either B with different phrases/tracks and all use their own mixer 
> settings?
> Did I understand something wrong or do I have to change something 
in 
> the settings?
> 
> Puh, thx in the beginning, gotta get my head clear now and hoping 
for 
> your solution...
> 
> ;-)=
> micha
>

| 15116|15106|2007-01-30 21:04:42|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity to the 
RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if you've not 
yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the main 
display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from the left 
I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and see if it 
maintains the lower velocity settings?
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Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you don't.

I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially through 
midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every sequencer 
though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be a good 
idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to me.

Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something, first 
time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I don't use 
keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your talking 
about exactly.

Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of on the RS?

Zam

Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work you can 
give me your RS.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple feature.
> Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects volume.
> Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
determing 
> how much velocity would affect volume. You could for exapmple set 
it 
> to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe even 
> negative values meaning that when strike a note harder amplitude 
> would decrease.
> There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if there 
is 
> a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not aware 
of.But 
> I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 in terms 
> expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have velocity 
> splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could adjust 
> velocity sensitivity.
> Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity sensitivity 
for 
> > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG controls 
since 
> > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the Decay 
> and 
> > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease the 
> > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and you'll 
> > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the sellect 
> > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in step 
mode 
> > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. You 
can 
> > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > 
> > Hope one of those help you?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello everyone.
> > > 
> > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
> something.
> > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of 
times 
> > in 
> > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
abandoned 
> > an 
> > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who 
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invested 
> > > their money in it.
> > > 
> > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its 
> > sample 
> > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy with the 
new 
> > > possibillities.
> > > 
> > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the 
> > amplitude? 
> > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time 
> > velocity 
> > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > 
> > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you guys, 
> > that 
> > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could write 
> > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > 
> > > Cheers
> > > Kyros
> > >
> >
>

| 15117|15106|2007-01-31 04:29:19|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your right, 
with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with the 
note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on the 
velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I even 
tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, I 
couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm thinking you 
want is to just adjust the Track Volume.

Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some more 
ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later that 
may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a 
better answer if you can.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity to 
the 
> RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if you've not 
> yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the main 
> display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from the 
left 
> I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and see if 
it 
> maintains the lower velocity settings?
> 
> Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you don't.
> 
> I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially through 
> midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every sequencer 
> though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be a 
good 
> idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to me.
> 
> Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something, 
first 
> time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I don't 
use 
> keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your talking 
> about exactly.
> 
> Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of on the 
RS?
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work you 
can 
> give me your RS.
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> >
> > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple feature.
> > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects volume.
> > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
> determing 
> > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for exapmple 
set 
> it 
> > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe even 
> > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder amplitude 
> > would decrease.
> > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if 
there 
> is 
> > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not aware 
> of.But 
> > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 in 
terms 
> > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have velocity 
> > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could adjust 
> > velocity sensitivity.
> > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity sensitivity 
> for 
> > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG controls 
> since 
> > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the 
Decay 
> > and 
> > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease the 
> > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and 
you'll 
> > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the sellect 
> > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in step 
> mode 
> > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. You 
> can 
> > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > 
> > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > 
> > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
> > something.
> > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of 
> times 
> > > in 
> > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
> abandoned 
> > > an 
> > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who 
> invested 
> > > > their money in it.
> > > > 
> > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to its 
> > > sample 
> > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy with 
the 
> new 
> > > > possibillities.
> > > > 
> > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the 
> > > amplitude? 
> > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time 
> > > velocity 
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> > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > 
> > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you 
guys, 
> > > that 
> > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could 
write 
> > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > 
> > > > Cheers
> > > > Kyros
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15118|15103|2007-01-31 10:12:20|marcelo archila|Re: wanting an rs7k|
hi I got your msg... where do you live? so i can consider shipping costs...
thanks
is th unit fully functional?

----- Original Message ----
From: Scott wardle <swardle@boisestate.edu>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2007 7:43:58 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] wanting an rs7k

Hi, 

I have an RS7000. It's in pretty good condition. I bought it from a
friend a year ago for $650. It has some scratches on the top right edge.
But other than that, it's in good working order. It has a 128 MB
smartmedia card and 32 MB SIMMS memory installed. 

Now, I'm not really trying to sell it, but I would consider an offer
for around $500 plus shipping costs. 

-Scott

>>> "marcelo.archila" 01/25/07 11:45 AM
>>>

hey if enyone wants to sell an rs7k I am very interested in buying one

pls let me know

thank you

____________________________________________________________________________________
No need to miss a message. Get email on-the-go 
with Yahoo! Mail for Mobile. Get started.
http://mobile.yahoo.com/mail 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15119|15106|2007-01-31 10:16:50|cirustake|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
Unfortunately you don't get my point.
I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my external 
keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to lower 
as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume or a 
somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would be an 
X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would be 
100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects 
volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume to 
remain X or for example 120/127*X.

Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called velocity to 
volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity has no 
effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full effect 
to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative values.If 
for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and a 
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velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a velocity to 
filter cutoff.
The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic because 
because in nature real instruments are not linear in their response 
regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the above 
options.
Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according to my 
knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that just 
yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.

Cheers again
Kyros

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your right, 
> with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with the 
> note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on the 
> velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I even 
> tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, I 
> couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm thinking 
you 
> want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> 
> Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some more 
> ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later that 
> may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a 
> better answer if you can.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity to 
> the 
> > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if you've 
not 
> > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the main 
> > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from the 
> left 
> > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and see 
if 
> it 
> > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > 
> > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you don't.
> > 
> > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially through 
> > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every 
sequencer 
> > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be a 
> good 
> > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to me.
> > 
> > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something, 
> first 
> > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I don't 
> use 
> > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your talking 
> > about exactly.
> > 
> > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of on 
the 
> RS?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work you 
> can 
> > give me your RS.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> > >
> > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple 
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feature.
> > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects volume.
> > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
> > determing 
> > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for exapmple 
> set 
> > it 
> > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe even 
> > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder 
amplitude 
> > > would decrease.
> > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if 
> there 
> > is 
> > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not aware 
> > of.But 
> > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 in 
> terms 
> > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have 
velocity 
> > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could 
adjust 
> > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity 
sensitivity 
> > for 
> > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG controls 
> > since 
> > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the 
> Decay 
> > > and 
> > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease the 
> > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and 
> you'll 
> > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the 
sellect 
> > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in 
step 
> > mode 
> > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. 
You 
> > can 
> > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > 
> > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
> > > something.
> > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot of 
> > times 
> > > > in 
> > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
> > abandoned 
> > > > an 
> > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who 
> > invested 
> > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to 
its 
> > > > sample 
> > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy with 
> the 
> > new 
> > > > > possibillities.
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> > > > > 
> > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for the 
> > > > amplitude? 
> > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same time 
> > > > velocity 
> > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you 
> guys, 
> > > > that 
> > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that could 
> write 
> > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Cheers
> > > > > Kyros
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15120|15103|2007-01-31 10:41:01|Scott wardle|Re: wanting an rs7k|
Marcelo,

I live in Boise, ID. The unit is fully functional. 

-Scott

>>> marcelo archila <marcelo.archila@yahoo.com> 01/31/07 4:10 AM >>>

hi I got your msg... where do you live? so i can consider shipping
costs...
thanks
is th unit fully functional?

----- Original Message ----
From: Scott wardle <swardle@boisestate.edu>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2007 7:43:58 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] wanting an rs7k

Hi, 

I have an RS7000. It's in pretty good condition. I bought it from a
friend a year ago for $650. It has some scratches on the top right
edge.
But other than that, it's in good working order. It has a 128 MB
smartmedia card and 32 MB SIMMS memory installed. 

Now, I'm not really trying to sell it, but I would consider an offer
for around $500 plus shipping costs. 

-Scott

>>> "marcelo.archila" 01/25/07 11:45 AM
>>>

hey if enyone wants to sell an rs7k I am very interested in buying one

pls let me know

thank you

____________________________________________________________________________________
No need to miss a message. Get email on-the-go 
with Yahoo! Mail for Mobile. Get started.
http://mobile.yahoo.com/mail 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15121|15106|2007-01-31 10:47:13|su700fan|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
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>
> Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my 

external 

> keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to 

lower 

> as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume 

or a 

> somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would be 

an 

> X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would be 
> 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects 
> volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume to 
> remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> 
> Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called velocity 

to 

> volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity has 

no 

> effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full 

effect 

> to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative 

values.If 

> for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
> velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and a 
> velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a velocity 

to 

> filter cutoff.
> The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic because 
> because in nature real instruments are not linear in their 

response 

> regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the 

above 

> options.
> Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according to 

my 

> knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that 

just 

> yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> 
> Cheers again
> Kyros

Sounds like what you're looking for is a "velocity curve" or "pad 
sensitivity" setting. The RS7000 does not have such a setting. My 
first ever piece of semi-pro music gear, the Yamaha RY20 Rhythm 
Programmer (drum machine) from 1994 has what you're talking about. 
There are 4 curves in the RY20: easy, linear, hard, & constant. 
Easy sets the drum pads to the most sensitive level, so that you do 
not have to tap very hard to get a loud sound. Linear is a linear 
setting, where the velocity you hit the drum pads/keys in the exact 



same amount the machine responds to. Hard is the opposite of Easy, 
where you have to play the drum pads/keys very hard to get a loud 
sound. Constant sounds like what you're looking for. Constant 
turns off velocity sensitivity, and makes all notes the same 
velocity (127).

You can't set this in the RS7000, but your MIDI controller keyboard 
might have this setting. My M-Audio Axiom 49 MIDI controller 
keyboard has about 10 velocity settings curves, including one that 
is Constant. Check the manual for your controller keyboard and see 
if it does what you need. That would be the easy way to work around 
your issues.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15122|15106|2007-02-01 06:23:53|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
Yeah, you've sort of lost me. I do agree the RS is not in its 
element when it comes to generating acoustical/organic/sounds. Part 
of its charm for me is that its TG/sound engine is oriented toward 
groove styles and synthier non-natural sounds. If someone led you 
to believe that its great for those kind of other sounds then you 
should go smack them upside the head. Wether or not this makes it 
unprofesional or not as a sequencer then I'm not sure I'll ever 
quite fully understand that argument.

Have you taken a look at the features on the new Motif XS yet?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my 
external 
> keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to 
lower 
> as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume 
or a 
> somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would be 
an 
> X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would be 
> 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects 
> volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume to 
> remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> 
> Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called velocity 
to 
> volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity has 
no 
> effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full 
effect 
> to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative 
values.If 
> for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
> velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and a 
> velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a velocity 
to 
> filter cutoff.
> The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic because 
> because in nature real instruments are not linear in their 
response 
> regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the 
above 
> options.
> Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according to 
my 
> knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that 
just 
> yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> 
> Cheers again
> Kyros
> 
> 

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your 
right, 
> > with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with 
the 
> > note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on 
the 
> > velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I even 
> > tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, I 
> > couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm thinking 
> you 
> > want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> > 
> > Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some 
more 
> > ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later 
that 
> > may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a 
> > better answer if you can.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity 
to 
> > the 
> > > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if you've 
> not 
> > > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the 
main 
> > > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from 
the 
> > left 
> > > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and 
see 
> if 
> > it 
> > > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > > 
> > > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you 
don't.
> > > 
> > > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially 
through 
> > > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every 
> sequencer 
> > > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be a 
> > good 
> > > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to 
me.
> > > 
> > > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something, 
> > first 
> > > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I 
don't 
> > use 
> > > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your 
talking 
> > > about exactly.
> > > 
> > > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of on 
> the 
> > RS?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work 
you 
> > can 
> > > give me your RS.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
wrote:
> > > >
> > > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple 
> feature.
> > > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects 
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volume.
> > > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
> > > determing 
> > > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for 
exapmple 
> > set 
> > > it 
> > > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe 
even 
> > > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder 
> amplitude 
> > > > would decrease.
> > > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if 
> > there 
> > > is 
> > > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not 
aware 
> > > of.But 
> > > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 
in 
> > terms 
> > > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have 
> velocity 
> > > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could 
> adjust 
> > > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity 
> sensitivity 
> > > for 
> > > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG 
controls 
> > > since 
> > > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the 
> > Decay 
> > > > and 
> > > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease 
the 
> > > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and 
> > you'll 
> > > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the 
> sellect 
> > > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in 
> step 
> > > mode 
> > > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. 
> You 
> > > can 
> > > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 

> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
> > > > something.
> > > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot 
of 
> > > times 
> > > > > in 
> > > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
> > > abandoned 
> > > > > an 
> > > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who 
> > > invested 
> > > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > > 
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> > > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to 
> its 
> > > > > sample 
> > > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy 
with 
> > the 
> > > new 
> > > > > > possibillities.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for 
the 
> > > > > amplitude? 
> > > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same 
time 
> > > > > velocity 
> > > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you 
> > guys, 
> > > > > that 
> > > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that 
could 
> > write 
> > > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > Kyros
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15123|15106|2007-02-01 07:25:04|zamisers7k|Re: Abelton or Other Vs RS7000|
Didn't look like anyone has answered you yet so thought I'd give it 
a bit of go.

Ableton is a whole nother world compared to the RS. As an off the 
shelf solution, I guess it depends what your trying to solve. The 
hacks so far seem to be concentrated on the sampling data files, not 
on the RS's Operating System. There is a good reason its only been 
on these files which I won't go into depth on, but other than making 
samples work a little difrently on the RS, the plan would be to have 
stuff like adjustable click volume, pitch time that will throw the 
waveforms into a reversed direction, a velocity sensitivity curve 
feature (recently discussed here), stuff like that would be great if 
we could do those kinds of hacks. I'd like to see some changes in 
the chain to song conversion process too, stuff like that. Sure 
some of this could probably be accomplished with ableton instead, 
but we want it done on the RS. Some folks rather not have to use or 
depend on personal computers for doing their music on, if you know 
what I mean? It would make the RS better, but Yamaha has abandon 
resources for the RS without releaseing code to public or any other 
private vendors like propellerheads (the makers of ableton I think) 
for reprogramming or making the RS even more kick ass then already 
is to most of us.

Hope that helps explain a little at least, maybe not, but I've got 
to get some sleep now so I can do some more RSing later!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Heartless Music 
wrote:

>
> Whay all the hacking? Could Ableton be an off the shelf 

solution? I see some people who use abelton and an RS, doesn't 
abelton features surpass the RS?

> 
> Does anyone know of a SW that has a similar pattern => pattern 

chain => song RS workflow?

> 
> ~Heartlessmusica
> 
> ---------------------------------
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> Don't pick lemons.
> See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15124|15106|2007-02-01 07:53:47|Brooks Mosher|Re: Abelton or Other Vs RS7000|
Ableton is the manufacturer of Live, not Propellerheads which is the company
behind Rebirth and Reason.

It's really wierd to hear of someone comparing a software program such as
Live to the RS7000. Like as mentioned by Zam, a lot of people get into the
RS or other hardware units because they just like interfacing more with
hardware. Ableton is a whole other world compared to the RS because it's
software, they upgrade it more often, and it is dependant upon your computer
system (including your audio and midi interfaces). So to compare the two
doesn't make sense to me.

Not to mention the RS works really well in conjuction with Ableton Live.
But for me, this is more for studio work. If i were to play out i feel that
all i would need is the RS and a few other pieces of gear.

B

On 2/1/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Didn't look like anyone has answered you yet so thought I'd give it
> a bit of go.
>
> Ableton is a whole nother world compared to the RS. As an off the
> shelf solution, I guess it depends what your trying to solve. The
> hacks so far seem to be concentrated on the sampling data files, not
> on the RS's Operating System. There is a good reason its only been
> on these files which I won't go into depth on, but other than making
> samples work a little difrently on the RS, the plan would be to have
> stuff like adjustable click volume, pitch time that will throw the
> waveforms into a reversed direction, a velocity sensitivity curve
> feature (recently discussed here), stuff like that would be great if
> we could do those kinds of hacks. I'd like to see some changes in
> the chain to song conversion process too, stuff like that. Sure
> some of this could probably be accomplished with ableton instead,
> but we want it done on the RS. Some folks rather not have to use or
> depend on personal computers for doing their music on, if you know
> what I mean? It would make the RS better, but Yamaha has abandon
> resources for the RS without releaseing code to public or any other
> private vendors like propellerheads (the makers of ableton I think)
> for reprogramming or making the RS even more kick ass then already
> is to most of us.
>
> Hope that helps explain a little at least, maybe not, but I've got
> to get some sleep now so I can do some more RSing later!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Heartless Music
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Whay all the hacking? Could Ableton be an off the shelf
> solution? I see some people who use abelton and an RS, doesn't
> abelton features surpass the RS?
> >
> > Does anyone know of a SW that has a similar pattern => pattern
> chain => song RS workflow?
> >
> > ~Heartlessmusica
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Don't pick lemons.
> > See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15126|15106|2007-02-01 08:12:51|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
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Oh yeah! I bet I got it figured out!

I'm not gona tell though cause you said the RS is unproffesional...

Kidding, give this a shot though:

I think what you maybe looking for is called "expression" which
seems to be a standard cc message that can be sent via midi.
Yeah/No?

Well, what I did is go in to the knob assignments, I switched the
normal velocity knob to change to expression cc011. It doesn't seem
to go into reverse like you say, but it does seem to be controlling
amplitude aside from the track volume. And it works with a midi
keyboard controller hooked to it which it wasn't doing with the
regular velocity changes.

Well, give it a shot I guess, if thats not it, maybe another cc
message parm will be what your looking for?

Good luck and sorry if that still didn't help, I think I've about
drained myself of anymore ideas for it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah, you've sort of lost me. I do agree the RS is not in its 
> element when it comes to generating acoustical/organic/sounds. 
Part 
> of its charm for me is that its TG/sound engine is oriented toward 
> groove styles and synthier non-natural sounds. If someone led you 
> to believe that its great for those kind of other sounds then you 
> should go smack them upside the head. Wether or not this makes it 
> unprofesional or not as a sequencer then I'm not sure I'll ever 
> quite fully understand that argument.
> 
> Have you taken a look at the features on the new Motif XS yet?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> > Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> > I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> > What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my 
> external 
> > keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to 
> lower 
> > as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume 
> or a 
> > somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> > When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would 
be 
> an 
> > X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would 
be 
> > 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects 
> > volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume 
to 
> > remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> > 
> > Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called 
velocity 
> to 
> > volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity 
has 
> no 
> > effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full 
> effect 
> > to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative 
> values.If 
> > for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
> > velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and 
a 
> > velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> > The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a 
velocity 
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> to 
> > filter cutoff.
> > The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic 
because 
> > because in nature real instruments are not linear in their 
> response 
> > regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> > Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the 
> above 
> > options.
> > Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according 
to 
> my 
> > knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that 
> just 
> > yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> > If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> > 
> > Cheers again
> > Kyros
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your 
> right, 
> > > with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with 
> the 
> > > note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on 
> the 
> > > velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I 
even 
> > > tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, 
I 
> > > couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm 
thinking 
> > you 
> > > want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> > > 
> > > Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some 
> more 
> > > ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later 
> that 
> > > may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a 
> > > better answer if you can.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity 
> to 
> > > the 
> > > > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if 
you've 
> > not 
> > > > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the 
> main 
> > > > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from 
> the 
> > > left 
> > > > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and 
> see 
> > if 
> > > it 
> > > > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > > > 
> > > > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you 
> don't.
> > > > 
> > > > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially 
> through 
> > > > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every 
> > sequencer 
> > > > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be 
a 
> > > good 
> > > > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd 
to 
> me.
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> > > > 
> > > > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or 
something, 
> > > first 
> > > > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I 
> don't 
> > > use 
> > > > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your 
> talking 
> > > > about exactly.
> > > > 
> > > > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of 
on 
> > the 
> > > RS?
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't 
work 
> you 
> > > can 
> > > > give me your RS.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple 
> > feature.
> > > > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects 
> volume.
> > > > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
> > > > determing 
> > > > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for 
> exapmple 
> > > set 
> > > > it 
> > > > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe 
> even 
> > > > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder 
> > amplitude 
> > > > > would decrease.
> > > > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering 
if 
> > > there 
> > > > is 
> > > > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not 
> aware 
> > > > of.But 
> > > > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 
> in 
> > > terms 
> > > > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have 
> > velocity 
> > > > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could 
> > adjust 
> > > > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity 
> > sensitivity 
> > > > for 
> > > > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG 
> controls 
> > > > since 
> > > > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the 
the 
> > > Decay 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease 
> the 
> > > > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once 
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and 
> > > you'll 
> > > > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the 
> > sellect 
> > > > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes 
in 
> > step 
> > > > mode 
> > > > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter 
notes. 
> > You 
> > > > can 
> > > > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years 
or 
> > > > > something.
> > > > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a 
lot 
> of 
> > > > times 
> > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
> > > > abandoned 
> > > > > > an 
> > > > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people 
who 
> > > > invested 
> > > > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard 
to 
> > its 
> > > > > > sample 
> > > > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy 
> with 
> > > the 
> > > > new 
> > > > > > > possibillities.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for 
> the 
> > > > > > amplitude? 
> > > > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same 
> time 
> > > > > > velocity 
> > > > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to 
you 
> > > guys, 
> > > > > > that 
> > > > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that 
> could 
> > > write 
> > > > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > > Kyros
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15127|15106|2007-02-01 08:29:11|Bob S.|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
This velocity scaling of volume (along with offset/scaling of many MIDI messages) is easy to do with an outside piece of gear.......like the 4 channel MIDI processor
Yamaha MEP4. Check the manual below to verify it will do what you want......
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http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/MEP4E.PDF

This processor is sometimes dirt cheap on Ebay.....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, February 01, 2007 5:21 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Velocity in RS7k

Yeah, you've sort of lost me. I do agree the RS is not in its 
element when it comes to generating acoustical/organic/sounds. Part 
of its charm for me is that its TG/sound engine is oriented toward 
groove styles and synthier non-natural sounds. If someone led you 
to believe that its great for those kind of other sounds then you 
should go smack them upside the head. Wether or not this makes it 
unprofesional or not as a sequencer then I'm not sure I'll ever 
quite fully understand that argument.

Have you taken a look at the features on the new Motif XS yet?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my 
external 
> keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to 
lower 
> as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume 
or a 
> somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would be 
an 
> X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would be 
> 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects 
> volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume to 
> remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> 
> Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called velocity 
to 
> volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity has 
no 
> effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full 
effect 
> to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative 
values.If 
> for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
> velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and a 
> velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a velocity 
to 
> filter cutoff.
> The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic because 
> because in nature real instruments are not linear in their 
response 
> regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the 
above 
> options.
> Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according to 
my 
> knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that 
just 
> yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> 
> Cheers again
> Kyros

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/MEP4E.PDF
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> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your 
right, 
> > with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with 
the 
> > note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on 
the 
> > velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I even 
> > tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, I 
> > couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm thinking 
> you 
> > want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> > 
> > Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some 
more 
> > ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later 
that 
> > may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a 
> > better answer if you can.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity 
to 
> > the 
> > > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if you've 
> not 
> > > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the 
main 
> > > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from 
the 
> > left 
> > > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and 
see 
> if 
> > it 
> > > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > > 
> > > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you 
don't.
> > > 
> > > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially 
through 
> > > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every 
> sequencer 
> > > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be a 
> > good 
> > > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to 
me.
> > > 
> > > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something, 
> > first 
> > > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I 
don't 
> > use 
> > > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your 
talking 
> > > about exactly.
> > > 
> > > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of on 
> the 
> > RS?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work 
you 
> > can 
> > > give me your RS.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
wrote:
> > > >
> > > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple 
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> feature.
> > > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects 
volume.
> > > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
> > > determing 
> > > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for 
exapmple 
> > set 
> > > it 
> > > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe 
even 
> > > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder 
> amplitude 
> > > > would decrease.
> > > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if 
> > there 
> > > is 
> > > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not 
aware 
> > > of.But 
> > > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 
in 
> > terms 
> > > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have 
> velocity 
> > > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could 
> adjust 
> > > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity 
> sensitivity 
> > > for 
> > > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG 
controls 
> > > since 
> > > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the 
> > Decay 
> > > > and 
> > > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease 
the 
> > > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and 
> > you'll 
> > > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the 
> sellect 
> > > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in 
> step 
> > > mode 
> > > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes. 
> You 
> > > can 
> > > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 

> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or 
> > > > something.
> > > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot 
of 
> > > times 
> > > > > in 
> > > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
> > > abandoned 
> > > > > an 
> > > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who 
> > > invested 
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> > > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to 
> its 
> > > > > sample 
> > > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy 
with 
> > the 
> > > new 
> > > > > > possibillities.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for 
the 
> > > > > amplitude? 
> > > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same 
time 
> > > > > velocity 
> > > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you 
> > guys, 
> > > > > that 
> > > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that 
could 
> > write 
> > > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > Kyros
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15128|15106|2007-02-01 08:55:55|Brooks Mosher|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
there's always a work-around...

On 2/1/07, Bob S. <tttsystems@earthlink.net> wrote:
>
> This velocity scaling of volume (along with offset/scaling of many MIDI
> messages) is easy to do with an outside piece of gear.......like the 4
> channel MIDI processor Yamaha MEP4. Check the manual below to verify it will
> do what you want......
>
> http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/MEP4E.PDF
>
> This processor is sometimes dirt cheap on Ebay.....
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: zamisers7k
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, February 01, 2007 5:21 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Velocity in RS7k
>
> Yeah, you've sort of lost me. I do agree the RS is not in its
> element when it comes to generating acoustical/organic/sounds. Part
> of its charm for me is that its TG/sound engine is oriented toward
> groove styles and synthier non-natural sounds. If someone led you
> to believe that its great for those kind of other sounds then you
> should go smack them upside the head. Wether or not this makes it
> unprofesional or not as a sequencer then I'm not sure I'll ever
> quite fully understand that argument.
>
> Have you taken a look at the features on the new Motif XS yet?
>
> Zam
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>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "cirustake"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> > Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> > I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> > What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my
> external
> > keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to
> lower
> > as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume
> or a
> > somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> > When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would be
> an
> > X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would be
> > 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects
> > volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume to
> > remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> >
> > Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called velocity
> to
> > volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity has
> no
> > effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full
> effect
> > to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative
> values.If
> > for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a
> > velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and a
> > velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> > The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a velocity
> to
> > filter cutoff.
> > The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic because
> > because in nature real instruments are not linear in their
> response
> > regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> > Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the
> above
> > options.
> > Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according to
> my
> > knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that
> just
> > yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> > If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> >
> > Cheers again
> > Kyros
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> > >
> > > Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your
> right,
> > > with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with
> the
> > > note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on
> the
> > > velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I even
> > > tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, I
> > > couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm thinking
> > you
> > > want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> > >
> > > Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some
> more
> > > ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later
> that
> > > may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a
> > > better answer if you can.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> > > >
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> > > > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity
> to
> > > the
> > > > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if you've
> > not
> > > > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the
> main
> > > > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from
> the
> > > left
> > > > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and
> see
> > if
> > > it
> > > > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > > >
> > > > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you
> don't.
> > > >
> > > > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially
> through
> > > > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every
> > sequencer
> > > > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be a
> > > good
> > > > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to
> me.
> > > >
> > > > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something,
> > > first
> > > > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I
> don't
> > > use
> > > > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your
> talking
> > > > about exactly.
> > > >
> > > > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of on
> > the
> > > RS?
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work
> you
> > > can
> > > > give me your RS.
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "cirustake" 
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple
> > feature.
> > > > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects
> volume.
> > > > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of
> > > > determing
> > > > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for
> exapmple
> > > set
> > > > it
> > > > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe
> even
> > > > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder
> > amplitude
> > > > > would decrease.
> > > > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering if
> > > there
> > > > is
> > > > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not
> aware
> > > > of.But
> > > > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000
> in
> > > terms
> > > > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have
> > velocity
> > > > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could
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> > adjust
> > > > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity
> > sensitivity
> > > > for
> > > > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG
> controls
> > > > since
> > > > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the the
> > > Decay
> > > > > and
> > > > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease
> the
> > > > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and
> > > you'll
> > > > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the
> > sellect
> > > > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in
> > step
> > > > mode
> > > > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter notes.
> > You
> > > > can
> > > > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "cirustake"
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years or
> > > > > something.
> > > > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a lot
> of
> > > > times
> > > > > > in
> > > > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely
> > > > abandoned
> > > > > > an
> > > > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who
> > > > invested
> > > > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard to
> > its
> > > > > > sample
> > > > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy
> with
> > > the
> > > > new
> > > > > > > possibillities.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users.
> > > > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for
> the
> > > > > > amplitude?
> > > > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same
> time
> > > > > > velocity
> > > > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to you
> > > guys,
> > > > > > that
> > > > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that
> could
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> > > write
> > > > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > > Kyros
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15129|15106|2007-02-01 09:15:36|cirustake|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
hey Zam and SUfan, thanks a lot for your answers.

@SUfan:
No my friend that's not what I am looking for.I know how to configure 
my velocity curves in my remote25 and triggerfinger.That's not my 
problem.
I want to transmit low velocity values without transforming them to 
high velocity values.I want the RS to respond to low velocity values 
with higher amplitude.Furthermoere to explain myself why:
I have created velocity splitted patches that have different filter 
settings between the various layers and I don't want an amplitude 
decrease in the lower layers.If I go for the way you suggest then the 
only thing I can accomplish by transforming low velocities to high is 
to play only the high velocity layers.i want to play all velocity 
layers with equal amplitude.Every decent sampler(software or 
hardware) that I know of does this.

@Zam

All the above don't mean that I am looking for acoustical organic 
sounds my friend.I don't use these types of sounds.I am talking about 
groovy stuff.Have you ever played a synth which has this 
feature.Hitting one note with different velocities and changing the 
filter settings.Very cool.By using a PC you can emulate this 
behaviour by putting transformers in your midi signal(logic audio can 
do that and many vstmidi plugins).
I don't agree with you about the TG sound generator.
I think it's horrible.
Yamaha has implemented a very cheap wave rom into RS7000.Nearly all 
of the sounds are dull and unproffesional.If you put effects I know 
things can get better but I don't bother to use any of the TG 
sounds.I prefer to sample things. Remember it's always better to have 
a good sounding source otherwise you have to make corrections and 
enhancements all the time to produce a decent audio signal.

I have this machine for a long time now I know how to use it and have 
made up my mind about its disadvantages.The only thing that makes me 
feel a succer is that I bought it new and spent a lot of money for 
it.Nowdays the price you can find it as used is the price that the 
machine is really worth it. 
Finally don't get me wrong.I never said that RS sucks as a sequencer.
It sucks as a tone generator and is unsuitable for me.And most of all 
Yamaha sucks as a company that dumped this product and kept making 
products like RM1x and QY100. Yamaha people should be crucified for 
this attitude.

Cheers
Kyros

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah, you've sort of lost me. I do agree the RS is not in its 
> element when it comes to generating acoustical/organic/sounds. 
Part 
> of its charm for me is that its TG/sound engine is oriented toward 
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> groove styles and synthier non-natural sounds. If someone led you 
> to believe that its great for those kind of other sounds then you 
> should go smack them upside the head. Wether or not this makes it 
> unprofesional or not as a sequencer then I'm not sure I'll ever 
> quite fully understand that argument.
> 
> Have you taken a look at the features on the new Motif XS yet?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> > Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> > I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> > What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my 
> external 
> > keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to 
> lower 
> > as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same volume 
> or a 
> > somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> > When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would be 
> an 
> > X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would 
be 
> > 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity affects 
> > volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume to 
> > remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> > 
> > Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called velocity 
> to 
> > volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity 
has 
> no 
> > effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full 
> effect 
> > to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative 
> values.If 
> > for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
> > velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude and 
a 
> > velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> > The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a 
velocity 
> to 
> > filter cutoff.
> > The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic 
because 
> > because in nature real instruments are not linear in their 
> response 
> > regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> > Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the 
> above 
> > options.
> > Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according to 
> my 
> > knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that 
> just 
> > yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> > If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> > 
> > Cheers again
> > Kyros
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your 
> right, 
> > > with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted with 
> the 
> > > note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on 
> the 
> > > velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I even 
> > > tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the trick, 
I 
> > > couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm 
thinking 
> > you 
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> > > want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> > > 
> > > Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have some 
> more 
> > > ideas if they read this, or I might run across something later 
> that 
> > > may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for a 
> > > better answer if you can.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending velocity 
> to 
> > > the 
> > > > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if 
you've 
> > not 
> > > > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the 
> main 
> > > > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob from 
> the 
> > > left 
> > > > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and 
> see 
> > if 
> > > it 
> > > > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > > > 
> > > > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you 
> don't.
> > > > 
> > > > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially 
> through 
> > > > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every 
> > sequencer 
> > > > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might be 
a 
> > > good 
> > > > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd to 
> me.
> > > > 
> > > > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or something, 
> > > first 
> > > > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I 
> don't 
> > > use 
> > > > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your 
> talking 
> > > > about exactly.
> > > > 
> > > > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of 
on 
> > the 
> > > RS?
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't work 
> you 
> > > can 
> > > > give me your RS.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple 
> > feature.
> > > > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects 
> volume.
> > > > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity of 
> > > > determing 
> > > > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for 
> exapmple 
> > > set 
> > > > it 
> > > > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe 
> even 
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> > > > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder 
> > amplitude 
> > > > > would decrease.
> > > > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering 
if 
> > > there 
> > > > is 
> > > > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not 
> aware 
> > > > of.But 
> > > > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of RS7000 
> in 
> > > terms 
> > > > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have 
> > velocity 
> > > > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could 
> > adjust 
> > > > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity 
> > sensitivity 
> > > > for 
> > > > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG 
> controls 
> > > > since 
> > > > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the 
the 
> > > Decay 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also decrease 
> the 
> > > > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once and 
> > > you'll 
> > > > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the 
> > sellect 
> > > > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes in 
> > step 
> > > > mode 
> > > > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter 
notes. 
> > You 
> > > > can 
> > > > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years 
or 
> > > > > something.
> > > > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a 
lot 
> of 
> > > > times 
> > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who completely 
> > > > abandoned 
> > > > > > an 
> > > > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people who 
> > > > invested 
> > > > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard 
to 
> > its 
> > > > > > sample 
> > > > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy 
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> with 
> > > the 
> > > > new 
> > > > > > > possibillities.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity for 
> the 
> > > > > > amplitude? 
> > > > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the same 
> time 
> > > > > > velocity 
> > > > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to 
you 
> > > guys, 
> > > > > > that 
> > > > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that 
> could 
> > > write 
> > > > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > > Kyros
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15130|15130|2007-02-01 09:31:30|soniclabsaudio|new samples for 2007|
Moderator note: I approved this message (one time only) since this member has contributed to RS7000 and music-related threads in this group. Some of you might be
interested in his sample CDs. If not, please ignore.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan (Owner/Moderator)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Its 2007 and its time to drop new sounds for producers who need to get
off there dry spell. I have 22 volumes of samples with 2,000 samples
per volume. These sample packs are designed to get production jumping
again, each volume is packed with a little of everything. Drums ,
horns , woodwind , guitars , vinyl , pianos and everything else you
could possibly dream off. How much. 12 bucks per volume, with discounts for more than 5 volumes.

contact me at soniclabsaudio@yahoo.com or aim eyeo dbp.

can you really afford not to atleast try a volume?
----------------------------------------------------------------------
| 15131|15106|2007-02-01 09:53:11|su700fan|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:

>
> hey Zam and SUfan, thanks a lot for your answers.
> 
> @SUfan:
> No my friend that's not what I am looking for.I know how to 

configure 

> my velocity curves in my remote25 and triggerfinger.That's not my 
> problem.
> I want to transmit low velocity values without transforming them 

to 

> high velocity values.I want the RS to respond to low velocity 

values 

> with higher amplitude.Furthermoere to explain myself why:
> I have created velocity splitted patches that have different 

filter 

> settings between the various layers and I don't want an amplitude 
> decrease in the lower layers.If I go for the way you suggest then 

the 

> only thing I can accomplish by transforming low velocities to high 
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is 

> to play only the high velocity layers.i want to play all velocity 
> layers with equal amplitude.Every decent sampler(software or 
> hardware) that I know of does this.

What it sounds like you're asking for is not really possible on the 
RS7000. The RS7000 is not a full-fledged rack sampler like the 
Yamaha A-series (A3000, A4000, A5000) or the Akai S-x000 series 
(S1000-S6000) or Akai Z4/Z8 rackmount samplers.

I wonder if even the MPC boxes would do what you're asking for, 
since they aren't rackmount samplers and it looks like (judging from 
their feature listing) they have less (or about the same) sampling 
capabilities as the RS7000. I don't know for sure, just a guess, as 
I've never worked with the MPC series, only looked at spec sheets.

The sampler in the RS7000 is a hybrid between the SU700's basic 
phrase sampling capabilities (with slice/pitching of phrase 
samples), and the A-series samplers' pitch and basic drum kit sample 
mapping (one sample per MIDI Note#/Key). The RS7000 does NOT do 
multisample mapping of samples in its kits. What I mean by that is 
you can't map multiple samples to the same MIDI Note #/key, with the 
sample that plays varying depending on the velocity with which you 
strike the key/note. If you want that, you need to go to a full 
featured rackmount sampler or (better yet nowadays) a software 
sampler.

The workarounds that some users on this list are trying to do to 
make it easier to build sample kits by using Awave to convert Motif 
based sample/sequencer files to RS7k format probably won't help in 
the multisample, velocity sensitive sample mapping you're looking 
for. The RS7000's OS was not designed with multisampling in mind. 
It was designed to be a groovebox with a full-featured sequencer, 
decent TG, and basic sampling features (phrase, kit) with sample 
slicing & remixing features. A live production tool, not a 
rackmount sampler with all the extra features they tend to have like 
multi-velocity sample mapping.

Regarding filter settings being different between various levels of 
samples mapped to the same key: the filter and other settings are 
set per track on the RS7000, not per sample/TG sound, so multiple 
samples on the same key would most likely end up being played on the 
same track with the same filter settings. If you could even trick 
the RS7000 into playing multisamples.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15132|15106|2007-02-01 15:53:59|Heartless Music|Re: Abelton or Other Vs RS7000|
From my experience, using a hardware interface is much better. This is what I though when I got the RS. But this was my first endeavor in electronic music production.
The intuitive and inspiring workflow is why I chose the RS as my main source of music creation. Again, is there any SW with a similar workflow? pattern => chain =>
song.

I love the RS but I am wondering if there might be something more efficient. Maybe some sort of SW/HW combo ...anything. I am trying to become more productive and I
think the RS has become a bottle neck. It seems that the initial creation of a song, the skeleton, goes very fast. However, once you have the skeleton and you want to go
back in and add some embellishments etc. this is where the RS is capable but too slow for me. It would be nice to have a drag and drop interface. I am starting to think
that the RS was good for the training wheels phase of my production career and now that I have become much more advanced, I should look towards SW. I just don't want
to go and try out a bunch of different SW suits. I would rather get some advice/recomendations 1st.

Any Ideas?

~Heartlessmusica

Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote: Ableton is the manufacturer of Live, not Propellerheads which is the company
behind Rebirth and Reason.

It's really wierd to hear of someone comparing a software program such as
Live to the RS7000. Like as mentioned by Zam, a lot of people get into the
RS or other hardware units because they just like interfacing more with
hardware. Ableton is a whole other world compared to the RS because it's
software, they upgrade it more often, and it is dependant upon your computer
system (including your audio and midi interfaces). So to compare the two
doesn't make sense to me.

Not to mention the RS works really well in conjuction with Ableton Live.
But for me, this is more for studio work. If i were to play out i feel that
all i would need is the RS and a few other pieces of gear.

B
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On 2/1/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Didn't look like anyone has answered you yet so thought I'd give it
> a bit of go.
>
> Ableton is a whole nother world compared to the RS. As an off the
> shelf solution, I guess it depends what your trying to solve. The
> hacks so far seem to be concentrated on the sampling data files, not
> on the RS's Operating System. There is a good reason its only been
> on these files which I won't go into depth on, but other than making
> samples work a little difrently on the RS, the plan would be to have
> stuff like adjustable click volume, pitch time that will throw the
> waveforms into a reversed direction, a velocity sensitivity curve
> feature (recently discussed here), stuff like that would be great if
> we could do those kinds of hacks. I'd like to see some changes in
> the chain to song conversion process too, stuff like that. Sure
> some of this could probably be accomplished with ableton instead,
> but we want it done on the RS. Some folks rather not have to use or
> depend on personal computers for doing their music on, if you know
> what I mean? It would make the RS better, but Yamaha has abandon
> resources for the RS without releaseing code to public or any other
> private vendors like propellerheads (the makers of ableton I think)
> for reprogramming or making the RS even more kick ass then already
> is to most of us.
>
> Hope that helps explain a little at least, maybe not, but I've got
> to get some sleep now so I can do some more RSing later!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Heartless Music
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Whay all the hacking? Could Ableton be an off the shelf
> solution? I see some people who use abelton and an RS, doesn't
> abelton features surpass the RS?
> >
> > Does anyone know of a SW that has a similar pattern => pattern
> chain => song RS workflow?
> >
> > ~Heartlessmusica
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > Don't pick lemons.
> > See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

---------------------------------
We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love
(and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15133|15106|2007-02-01 16:51:01|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
Kyros dude,

Your kind of out there in left field with this I'm starting think 
now. Maybe its me, as I'm not fond of software sequencers or using 
workstations. I don't think its as common as you might think in the 
hardware seq. arena. I'd like to see it in action some time if you 
know of a synth that you can sequence this feature on. Its starting 
to sound more like special patch settings to me now. Seems like your 
coming more from the softseq universe. You know thats considered the 
dark side right?

Heheh, hope you find a sequencer with such features sometime you 
won't be imbarassed to own.
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You did try that "expression" cc011 knob assignment right? wasn't it?

Sorry bro, if you do feel like dumping your RS for cheap, let me know 
too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> hey Zam and SUfan, thanks a lot for your answers.
> 
> @SUfan:
> No my friend that's not what I am looking for.I know how to 
configure 
> my velocity curves in my remote25 and triggerfinger.That's not my 
> problem.
> I want to transmit low velocity values without transforming them to 
> high velocity values.I want the RS to respond to low velocity 
values 
> with higher amplitude.Furthermoere to explain myself why:
> I have created velocity splitted patches that have different filter 
> settings between the various layers and I don't want an amplitude 
> decrease in the lower layers.If I go for the way you suggest then 
the 
> only thing I can accomplish by transforming low velocities to high 
is 
> to play only the high velocity layers.i want to play all velocity 
> layers with equal amplitude.Every decent sampler(software or 
> hardware) that I know of does this.
> 
> @Zam
> 
> All the above don't mean that I am looking for acoustical organic 
> sounds my friend.I don't use these types of sounds.I am talking 
about 
> groovy stuff.Have you ever played a synth which has this 
> feature.Hitting one note with different velocities and changing the 
> filter settings.Very cool.By using a PC you can emulate this 
> behaviour by putting transformers in your midi signal(logic audio 
can 
> do that and many vstmidi plugins).
> I don't agree with you about the TG sound generator.
> I think it's horrible.
> Yamaha has implemented a very cheap wave rom into RS7000.Nearly all 
> of the sounds are dull and unproffesional.If you put effects I know 
> things can get better but I don't bother to use any of the TG 
> sounds.I prefer to sample things. Remember it's always better to 
have 
> a good sounding source otherwise you have to make corrections and 
> enhancements all the time to produce a decent audio signal.
> 
> I have this machine for a long time now I know how to use it and 
have 
> made up my mind about its disadvantages.The only thing that makes 
me 
> feel a succer is that I bought it new and spent a lot of money for 
> it.Nowdays the price you can find it as used is the price that the 
> machine is really worth it. 
> Finally don't get me wrong.I never said that RS sucks as a 
sequencer.
> It sucks as a tone generator and is unsuitable for me.And most of 
all 
> Yamaha sucks as a company that dumped this product and kept making 
> products like RM1x and QY100. Yamaha people should be crucified for 
> this attitude.
> 
> 
> Cheers
> Kyros
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, you've sort of lost me. I do agree the RS is not in its 
> > element when it comes to generating acoustical/organic/sounds. 
> Part 
> > of its charm for me is that its TG/sound engine is oriented 
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toward 
> > groove styles and synthier non-natural sounds. If someone led 
you 
> > to believe that its great for those kind of other sounds then you 
> > should go smack them upside the head. Wether or not this makes 
it 
> > unprofesional or not as a sequencer then I'm not sure I'll ever 
> > quite fully understand that argument.
> > 
> > Have you taken a look at the features on the new Motif XS yet?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey Zam you are very kind in trying here to help me out.
> > > Unfortunately you don't get my point.
> > > I'll try to explain it to you a bit further.
> > > What I want to achieve is when I play my RS keyboard or my 
> > external 
> > > keyboard at low velocities I want the volume of my track not to 
> > lower 
> > > as well proportionally. I want it either to have the same 
volume 
> > or a 
> > > somewhat less than full volume.I'll give you numbers as well.
> > > When I hit a note with a velocity of 127 then the volume would 
be 
> > an 
> > > X quantity.When you hit with a velocity of 100 the volume would 
> be 
> > > 100/127*X.This is a linear interpolation of how velocity 
affects 
> > > volume(amplitude).Instead of the above I would like the volume 
to 
> > > remain X or for example 120/127*X.
> > > 
> > > Lots of synths or samplers have a control that is called 
velocity 
> > to 
> > > volume that ranges from 0 to 100.If you assign 0 then velocity 
> has 
> > no 
> > > effect to amplitude.If you assign 100 then velocity has full 
> > effect 
> > > to amplitude.Some give you the option of assigning negative 
> > values.If 
> > > for eg again assign a -100 value to velocity to volume then a 
> > > velocity with a value of 127 would give you a zero amplitude 
and 
> a 
> > > velocity of 0 would give you maximum amplitude.
> > > The same stuff you would achieve for filter cutoff with a 
> velocity 
> > to 
> > > filter cutoff.
> > > The above factors affect how much a patch can be realistic 
> because 
> > > because in nature real instruments are not linear in their 
> > response 
> > > regarding the velocity that is applied to them.
> > > Apart from it you can achieve interesting effects by having the 
> > above 
> > > options.
> > > Sadly these options are not present in RS7000 always according 
to 
> > my 
> > > knowledge of course.These along with others are omissions that 
> > just 
> > > yield RS as unproffesional regarding its sound generation.
> > > If anyone has a different opinion I would gladly hear it.
> > > 
> > > Cheers again
> > > Kyros
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Got a chance to try what I was talking about, and yup your 
> > right, 
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> > > > with a midi keyboard attached the velocity is transmitted 
with 
> > the 
> > > > note information and wether or not you adjust the velocity on 
> > the 
> > > > velocity it records from the keyboard remains the same. I 
even 
> > > > tried some midi filter changes, though one might do the 
trick, 
> I 
> > > > couldn't find it. Closest thing I could do to what I'm 
> thinking 
> > > you 
> > > > want is to just adjust the Track Volume.
> > > > 
> > > > Sorry couldn't be more help, maybe someone else will have 
some 
> > more 
> > > > ideas if they read this, or I might run across something 
later 
> > that 
> > > > may help eventually, so maybe keep an eye out here still for 
a 
> > > > better answer if you can.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Ah, your using a controller with keys, your sending 
velocity 
> > to 
> > > > the 
> > > > > RS like that it seems? Heres something to try maybe if 
> you've 
> > > not 
> > > > > yet, go in to step record mode and hit record, ok, in the 
> > main 
> > > > > display you should see velocity I think on the 3rd knob 
from 
> > the 
> > > > left 
> > > > > I think, try turning the values on that down, hit stop, and 
> > see 
> > > if 
> > > > it 
> > > > > maintains the lower velocity settings?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Have you tried that? I'm going to try it later even if you 
> > don't.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've never heard of negative velocity before, especially 
> > through 
> > > > > midi, always thought it goes 0-127. I've not seen every 
> > > sequencer 
> > > > > though, so it'd be a new one to me. Sounds like it might 
be 
> a 
> > > > good 
> > > > > idea, not sure though, something still sounds a little odd 
to 
> > me.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hope ya find some sort of work around on the RS or 
something, 
> > > > first 
> > > > > time I've heard of such thing being a problem too, though I 
> > don't 
> > > > use 
> > > > > keys that often, so I am somewhat at a loss at what your 
> > talking 
> > > > > about exactly.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Maybe it can be adjusted via your key controller instead of 
> on 
> > > the 
> > > > RS?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
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> > > > > Thought I'd give it one more shot with ya, if that don't 
work 
> > you 
> > > > can 
> > > > > give me your RS.
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > No you misunderstood me I am talking about a very simple 
> > > feature.
> > > > > > Velocity sensitivity is the amount that velocity affects 
> > volume.
> > > > > > Just about every synth or sampler has this feature.
> > > > > > To be more specific I am talking about the possibillity 
of 
> > > > > determing 
> > > > > > how much velocity would affect volume. You could for 
> > exapmple 
> > > > set 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > to zero and velocity would not affect amplitude or maybe 
> > even 
> > > > > > negative values meaning that when strike a note harder 
> > > amplitude 
> > > > > > would decrease.
> > > > > > There is no specific control for this and I was wondering 
> if 
> > > > there 
> > > > > is 
> > > > > > a workaround maybe through a midi control that I am not 
> > aware 
> > > > > of.But 
> > > > > > I don't think there is. This is a major drawback of 
RS7000 
> > in 
> > > > terms 
> > > > > > expressiveness. Now that you can play patches that have 
> > > velocity 
> > > > > > splits(sample hacking) it would be very cool if you could 
> > > adjust 
> > > > > > velocity sensitivity.
> > > > > > Anyway thanks a lot for answers. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I'm not exactly sure what you mean by the velocity 
> > > sensitivity 
> > > > > for 
> > > > > > > Amplitude. I'm thinking you mean the ADSR under EG 
> > controls 
> > > > > since 
> > > > > > > your talking about the filter. For that just drop the 
> the 
> > > > Decay 
> > > > > > and 
> > > > > > > Sustain down (counter clockwise). You can also 
decrease 
> > the 
> > > > > > > velocity from Sequence Play FX by hitting select once 
and 
> > > > you'll 
> > > > > > > have access to change Velocity on the knob next to the 
> > > sellect 
> > > > > > > button instead of Swing. Also, if your entering notes 
in 
> > > step 
> > > > > mode 
> > > > > > > there is a velocity setting there too as you enter 
> notes. 
> > > You 
> > > > > can 
> > > > > > > also turn the Track Volume knob too.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hope one of those help you?
> > > > > > > 
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> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" 
> > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Hello everyone.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I am not a new member.I have owned RS7000 for 5 years 
> or 
> > > > > > something.
> > > > > > > > I haven't been using it and I was about to sell it a 
> lot 
> > of 
> > > > > times 
> > > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > > the past because of my anger for Yamaha who 
completely 
> > > > > abandoned 
> > > > > > > an 
> > > > > > > > unfinidhed product showing no respect to the people 
who 
> > > > > invested 
> > > > > > > > their money in it.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Because of the hacking that has taken place in regard 
> to 
> > > its 
> > > > > > > sample 
> > > > > > > > format I started using it again and I am quite happy 
> > with 
> > > > the 
> > > > > new 
> > > > > > > > possibillities.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Now my question is towards experienced users. 
> > > > > > > > Is there anyway to adjust the velocity sensitivity 
for 
> > the 
> > > > > > > amplitude? 
> > > > > > > > I pretty know that this is not possible as at the 
same 
> > time 
> > > > > > > velocity 
> > > > > > > > can't affect filter cutoff frequency.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Any answer would be highly appreciated and I wish to 
> you 
> > > > guys, 
> > > > > > > that 
> > > > > > > > are working on an OS hack and a PC application that 
> > could 
> > > > write 
> > > > > > > > sample maps for RS, all the best. 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > > > Kyros
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15134|15106|2007-02-01 17:19:12|zamisers7k|Re: Abelton or Other Vs RS7000|
Ahhh, I see where your comeing from. I too have felt the need of 
what your mention I think too. To go that extra distance after a song 
has been 80 to 90% completed. Recently I got a new laptop, and have 
been trying out various wares, mostly light version and or old 
versions I've had sitting around the barnyard. Nothing I've tried 
yet just compares, seems as though I can't be productive on anything 
yet, and most the stuff isn't running at full capacity like I'd like 
it to, and nags and that sort of stuff. I was sort of likeing Reason 
(by propellerheads I think not the makers of Ableton Live ::wink::), 
but Ableton seemed pretty cool too. I use to use Fruity Loops back 
in the day which I've heard has improved a lot but don't really know 
how much etc. Folks are going to laugh I think, I'm not really up to 
date on software. I still like using Cakewalk 9.0 and Cooledit 2000 
with my RS, no midi implementation involved, record songs into 
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Cooledit 2000, I like Cooledit 2000 cause I like its mp3 encoder 
better then some of the later versions I've tried which have multi 
tracking which is really cool, so I do my multitracking of the wavs 
on CW 9.0. Its probably not the best or latest and greatest way but 
its the way I like best so far still. Call me goofy. I'd like to 
try some more stuff to though like Reactor, etc. etc. see what other 
may come up with too for us. Something hopefully not too expensive 
and fully featured ya know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Heartless Music 
wrote:

>
> From my experience, using a hardware interface is much better. 

This is what I though when I got the RS. But this was my first 
endeavor in electronic music production. The intuitive and inspiring 
workflow is why I chose the RS as my main source of music creation. 
Again, is there any SW with a similar workflow? pattern => chain => 
song.

> 
> I love the RS but I am wondering if there might be something more 

efficient. Maybe some sort of SW/HW combo ...anything. I am trying 
to become more productive and I think the RS has become a bottle 
neck. It seems that the initial creation of a song, the skeleton, 
goes very fast. However, once you have the skeleton and you want to 
go back in and add some embellishments etc. this is where the RS is 
capable but too slow for me. It would be nice to have a drag and 
drop interface. I am starting to think that the RS was good for the 
training wheels phase of my production career and now that I have 
become much more advanced, I should look towards SW. I just don't 
want to go and try out a bunch of different SW suits. I would rather 
get some advice/recomendations 1st.

> 
> Any Ideas?
> 
> 
> ~Heartlessmusica
> 
> Brooks Mosher 

wrote: Ableton is the manufacturer 
of Live, not Propellerheads which is the company

> behind Rebirth and Reason.
> 
> It's really wierd to hear of someone comparing a software program 

such as

> Live to the RS7000. Like as mentioned by Zam, a lot of people get 

into the

> RS or other hardware units because they just like interfacing more 

with

> hardware. Ableton is a whole other world compared to the RS 

because it's

> software, they upgrade it more often, and it is dependant upon 

your computer

> system (including your audio and midi interfaces). So to compare 

the two

> doesn't make sense to me.
> 
> Not to mention the RS works really well in conjuction with Ableton 

Live.

> But for me, this is more for studio work. If i were to play out i 
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feel that

> all i would need is the RS and a few other pieces of gear.
> 
> B
> 
> On 2/1/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > Didn't look like anyone has answered you yet so thought I'd 

give it

> > a bit of go.
> >
> > Ableton is a whole nother world compared to the RS. As an off the
> > shelf solution, I guess it depends what your trying to solve. The
> > hacks so far seem to be concentrated on the sampling data files, 

not

> > on the RS's Operating System. There is a good reason its only 

been

> > on these files which I won't go into depth on, but other than 

making

> > samples work a little difrently on the RS, the plan would be to 

have

> > stuff like adjustable click volume, pitch time that will throw 

the

> > waveforms into a reversed direction, a velocity sensitivity curve
> > feature (recently discussed here), stuff like that would be 

great if

> > we could do those kinds of hacks. I'd like to see some changes in
> > the chain to song conversion process too, stuff like that. Sure
> > some of this could probably be accomplished with ableton instead,
> > but we want it done on the RS. Some folks rather not have to use 

or

> > depend on personal computers for doing their music on, if you 

know

> > what I mean? It would make the RS better, but Yamaha has abandon
> > resources for the RS without releaseing code to public or any 

other

> > private vendors like propellerheads (the makers of ableton I 

think)

> > for reprogramming or making the RS even more kick ass then 

already

> > is to most of us.
> >
> > Hope that helps explain a little at least, maybe not, but I've 

got

> > to get some sleep now so I can do some more RSing later!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

Heartless Music

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Whay all the hacking? Could Ableton be an off the shelf
> > solution? I see some people who use abelton and an RS, doesn't
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> > abelton features surpass the RS?
> > >
> > > Does anyone know of a SW that has a similar pattern => pattern
> > chain => song RS workflow?
> > >
> > > ~Heartlessmusica
> > >
> > > ---------------------------------
> > > Don't pick lemons.
> > > See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos.
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love
> (and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15135|15047|2007-02-01 17:21:23|zhel_id|Re: Tip: Psuedo Layers|
It's been a long time since I've posted my message here so I'll start 
with a greetings to old rs7k guns for keeping it up and welcome to 
all the young ones for joining the rs7k community.
I've decided to jump on this Pseudo Layer train cuz of one reason 
only.
Creating layers inside the rs7000 is the most important part of 
building a rich, fat sound.Period.
So no more 'sounds thin' excuses please.
In a way rs7000k is a perfect machine.
For the last 2-3 years I've had the opportunity to work with some 4,5 
figures equipment and while some of the machines I tried had better 
sounds 'from the box' I've never abandoned rs7k simply because if 
you're adventurous enough you'll end up with a better sound by 
tweaking the rs7000 itself.Now,,don't get me wrong that doesn't mean 
you'll get it in 10=15 mins, but eventually you can create rich sound 
which sounds unique.
Now, how to achieve that?
Well, lets start with the drums first (even though the drums are one 
of the better sounding stuff straight from the box)
What I do is to create a pattern ..let's say I play a pattern using 
hip hop settings.I copy that pattern to track 2 and detune it one 
tone down (not semitone)Then I go back and compress that track.Play 
the sequence and play with the effect settings with both tracks until 
you're happy with it.Then resample it internally onto a third track 
(keep the click muted).What I usually do here is to slice the 
sequence. That divides the drum kit into several samples which I then 
use to form a new sequence.You can later move the snare , hi hat on 
other empty track to get that 'space' or to export to cubase or mixer 
or whatever.What I'm trying to say is that as long as you 'build' 
your own sounds, rs7k lets you do whatever you want and you'll end up 
with some mad professionally sounding results.The same with pads, 
stabs,synths..use everything, add effects,,just play with 
it ,,sample, resample.
That's it for now.
Greetings to SU700fan...who I know from 'su700 wish list' days..:)
best 
zhel 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Tired of hearing about how the RS's voices arn't layered and don't 
> sound quite as good as a multipart VAs, Analogs, or monster 
> workstation? Try this...
> 
> Take your lead, pad, bass line, synth part and copy it onto another 
> track, then go into voice edit #4 menu down 3 presses to Pitch and 
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> then adjust the detune. Play them simultanious and your RS will 
> have this nice dual OSC layer to it.
> 
> If you want to save a track, sample it as a short waveform, or 
> longer too if desire, to a 3rd track then copy your notes over onto 
> that track and delete the first two. Now you basically have what 
> sounds like 2 OSCs at once with a finely detuned sound, mmmm good 
> stuff once you start playing around with some of the other settings 
> you can make it sound just as good as any $2000 synth out there.
> 
> I also highly recomend using the HPF filter as often as possible 
and 
> EQuing in more bass and treb from the mixer.
> 
> Zam
> 
> Bonus: Did you know you have like 12 more extra filter type 
> varaions on the RS then just the 6 showing on the front pannel? 
> 
> Voice Edit Filter, Filter Type... Awesome!
>

| 15136|15106|2007-02-01 21:31:11|Brooks Mosher|Re: Abelton or Other Vs RS7000|
live and the RS7000 are both similar in that they are sort of "performance"
sequencers. you set up your clips or your phrases and then you can
improvise the whole arrangement in realtime. i think this concept is so
intuitive.

i've never owned an mpc, but i owned an asq-10 a while ago as well as a
k2000 (which has an onboard sequencer).... my first sequencer ever was a
kawai sequencer and my first software sequencer was Cubase 1.0 running on
windows 3.1 on a 486 machine. but none of those sequencers were as friendly
and intuitive as the RS7000. i'm sure live is great using it with a decent
controller like the faderfox, etc...

i guess it's whatever you find simple to use and allows that creativity to
flow. use combinations of things as well. most of the time i use the
RS7000 as a starting point and record the audio into live and then arrange
it in live later...

B

On 2/1/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Ahhh, I see where your comeing from. I too have felt the need of
> what your mention I think too. To go that extra distance after a song
> has been 80 to 90% completed. Recently I got a new laptop, and have
> been trying out various wares, mostly light version and or old
> versions I've had sitting around the barnyard. Nothing I've tried
> yet just compares, seems as though I can't be productive on anything
> yet, and most the stuff isn't running at full capacity like I'd like
> it to, and nags and that sort of stuff. I was sort of likeing Reason
> (by propellerheads I think not the makers of Ableton Live ::wink::),
> but Ableton seemed pretty cool too. I use to use Fruity Loops back
> in the day which I've heard has improved a lot but don't really know
> how much etc. Folks are going to laugh I think, I'm not really up to
> date on software. I still like using Cakewalk 9.0 and Cooledit 2000
> with my RS, no midi implementation involved, record songs into
> Cooledit 2000, I like Cooledit 2000 cause I like its mp3 encoder
> better then some of the later versions I've tried which have multi
> tracking which is really cool, so I do my multitracking of the wavs
> on CW 9.0. Its probably not the best or latest and greatest way but
> its the way I like best so far still. Call me goofy. I'd like to
> try some more stuff to though like Reactor, etc. etc. see what other
> may come up with too for us. Something hopefully not too expensive
> and fully featured ya know.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Heartless Music
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > From my experience, using a hardware interface is much better.
> This is what I though when I got the RS. But this was my first
> endeavor in electronic music production. The intuitive and inspiring
> workflow is why I chose the RS as my main source of music creation.
> Again, is there any SW with a similar workflow? pattern => chain =>
> song.
> >
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> > I love the RS but I am wondering if there might be something more
> efficient. Maybe some sort of SW/HW combo ...anything. I am trying
> to become more productive and I think the RS has become a bottle
> neck. It seems that the initial creation of a song, the skeleton,
> goes very fast. However, once you have the skeleton and you want to
> go back in and add some embellishments etc. this is where the RS is
> capable but too slow for me. It would be nice to have a drag and
> drop interface. I am starting to think that the RS was good for the
> training wheels phase of my production career and now that I have
> become much more advanced, I should look towards SW. I just don't
> want to go and try out a bunch of different SW suits. I would rather
> get some advice/recomendations 1st.
> >
> > Any Ideas?
> >
> >
> > ~Heartlessmusica
> >
> > Brooks Mosher 
> wrote: Ableton is the manufacturer
> of Live, not Propellerheads which is the company
> > behind Rebirth and Reason.
> >
> > It's really wierd to hear of someone comparing a software program
> such as
> > Live to the RS7000. Like as mentioned by Zam, a lot of people get
> into the
> > RS or other hardware units because they just like interfacing more
> with
> > hardware. Ableton is a whole other world compared to the RS
> because it's
> > software, they upgrade it more often, and it is dependant upon
> your computer
> > system (including your audio and midi interfaces). So to compare
> the two
> > doesn't make sense to me.
> >
> > Not to mention the RS works really well in conjuction with Ableton
> Live.
> > But for me, this is more for studio work. If i were to play out i
> feel that
> > all i would need is the RS and a few other pieces of gear.
> >
> > B
> >
> > On 2/1/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> > >
> > > Didn't look like anyone has answered you yet so thought I'd
> give it
> > > a bit of go.
> > >
> > > Ableton is a whole nother world compared to the RS. As an off the
> > > shelf solution, I guess it depends what your trying to solve. The
> > > hacks so far seem to be concentrated on the sampling data files,
> not
> > > on the RS's Operating System. There is a good reason its only
> been
> > > on these files which I won't go into depth on, but other than
> making
> > > samples work a little difrently on the RS, the plan would be to
> have
> > > stuff like adjustable click volume, pitch time that will throw
> the
> > > waveforms into a reversed direction, a velocity sensitivity curve
> > > feature (recently discussed here), stuff like that would be
> great if
> > > we could do those kinds of hacks. I'd like to see some changes in
> > > the chain to song conversion process too, stuff like that. Sure
> > > some of this could probably be accomplished with ableton instead,
> > > but we want it done on the RS. Some folks rather not have to use
> or
> > > depend on personal computers for doing their music on, if you
> know
> > > what I mean? It would make the RS better, but Yamaha has abandon
> > > resources for the RS without releaseing code to public or any
> other
> > > private vendors like propellerheads (the makers of ableton I
> think)
> > > for reprogramming or making the RS even more kick ass then
> already
> > > is to most of us.



> > >
> > > Hope that helps explain a little at least, maybe not, but I've
> got
> > > to get some sleep now so I can do some more RSing later!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > ps.com>,
> Heartless Music
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Whay all the hacking? Could Ableton be an off the shelf
> > > solution? I see some people who use abelton and an RS, doesn't
> > > abelton features surpass the RS?
> > > >
> > > > Does anyone know of a SW that has a similar pattern => pattern
> > > chain => song RS workflow?
> > > >
> > > > ~Heartlessmusica
> > > >
> > > > ---------------------------------
> > > > Don't pick lemons.
> > > > See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos.
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ---------------------------------
> > We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love
> > (and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15137|15106|2007-02-02 08:14:42|cirustake|Re: Velocity in RS7k|

> The RS7000 does NOT do multisample mapping of samples in its kits. 

What I mean by that is 

> you can't map multiple samples to the same MIDI Note #/key, with 

the 

> sample that plays varying depending on the velocity with which you 
> strike the key/note. If you want that, you need to go to a full 
> featured rackmount sampler or (better yet nowadays) a software 
> sampler.

Hey SUfan you ain't right about this.
I have already made multisamples which are velocity splitted using 
awave.You can do all kinds of multisamples with awave for RS.
This is the reason that I started using RS7000 again.It has become 
more flexible through the awave hacking.

> Regarding filter settings being different between various levels of 
> samples mapped to the same key: the filter and other settings are 
> set per track on the RS7000, not per sample/TG sound, so multiple 
> samples on the same key would most likely end up being played on 

the 
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> same track with the same filter settings. If you could even trick 
> the RS7000 into playing multisamples.

However you are right about the above conclusion.But only if you are 
talking about polyphonic samples.If the sample is mono then you can 
do it since the filter would change for the only one voice playing.

Anyway I think we've made this issue a big deal. I pretty knew the 
answer to my question before talking to you guys. Been a pleasure 
chating with you anyway.

@Zam

No I am not selling my RS. I wouldn't gain something by selling 
it.Since it doesn't take up much space in my room and does some 
things pretty good I can live with it.

As far as other soft or hard synths/samplers there is quite a huge 
list of them having this feature.
Just give a look at the Motifs. My Roland XV5050 does this and from 
software give a look below.

SFZ(freeware awsome sampler)
Halion
Kontakt
Reaktor
ToxicIII
Microtonic
Imposcar
Wusikstation
FreeAlpha
Cameleon
Manyone
Eve
Battery

As you see software is on the bright side and I am far from 
embarassed of saying that I am using them.
Everybody appreciates its value nowdays.
If you want to give new life to your music maybe you should think 
about it and start shifting to soft along with your RS.

Cheers
Kyros
| 15138|15106|2007-02-02 08:26:35|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "cirustake" <ktsartinoglou@gmail.com>

> 
> > The RS7000 does NOT do multisample mapping of samples in its kits. 
> What I mean by that is 
> > you can't map multiple samples to the same MIDI Note #/key, with 
> the 
> > sample that plays varying depending on the velocity with which you 
> > strike the key/note. If you want that, you need to go to a full 
> > featured rackmount sampler or (better yet nowadays) a software 
> > sampler.
> 
> Hey SUfan you ain't right about this.
> I have already made multisamples which are velocity splitted using 
> awave.You can do all kinds of multisamples with awave for RS.
> This is the reason that I started using RS7000 again.It has become 
> more flexible through the awave hacking.

Let me rephrase my original post. According to the original specs, BY YAMAHA, the RS7000 is not designed to have a multisample, velocity sensitive sampler (like the
Motif, A#k series and other samplers do). While people on this group and the forums at www.rs7000.org might have found a workaround via Awave and the Motif
sample/sequence format trick, this is not official and is just that, a workaround. Using Awave as an easy kit builder (without the multisample velocity samples) is about as
far as I'd risk testing this out, since the RS7000 can do kits.

Even though the Motif's OS may use some of the RS7000's OS features (and vice versa), and possibly be based on the same original codebase, they are two separate OS'es
and trying to force one to directly replicate the other is going to give you problems. When you try to do something that isn't in the original specs, don't expect there to not
be difficulties. :-(

Short of Yamaha or some of us actually programming & releasing a new RS7000 specific OS with these features implemented (I don't see it happening from Yamaha's end
as it appears they've stopped OS support for the RS), anything trying to make the RS7k's OS do something it wasn't originally designed to do is a hack and may result in
corrupt files. The only thing I can suggest adventurous users such as you guys on the cutting edge RS hacking scene is making plenty of backups of your important song,
sample, sequence, all data, since if you're Awave experiments, etc. bug out you might loose all your hard work. Just my $.02.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15140|15106|2007-02-02 23:35:32|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
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Motif - Workstation blaaaah yuck!
XV5050 - Sound module, no sequencer right? No knobs!

I've been trying to get back more into soft, hate it, and I'm
thinking its mostly the RS's fault. Dumb thing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> 
> > The RS7000 does NOT do multisample mapping of samples in its 
kits. 
> What I mean by that is 
> > you can't map multiple samples to the same MIDI Note #/key, with 
> the 
> > sample that plays varying depending on the velocity with which 
you 
> > strike the key/note. If you want that, you need to go to a full 
> > featured rackmount sampler or (better yet nowadays) a software 
> > sampler.
> 
> Hey SUfan you ain't right about this.
> I have already made multisamples which are velocity splitted using 
> awave.You can do all kinds of multisamples with awave for RS.
> This is the reason that I started using RS7000 again.It has become 
> more flexible through the awave hacking.
> 
> 
> > Regarding filter settings being different between various levels 
of 
> > samples mapped to the same key: the filter and other settings are 
> > set per track on the RS7000, not per sample/TG sound, so multiple 
> > samples on the same key would most likely end up being played on 
> the 
> > same track with the same filter settings. If you could even 
trick 
> > the RS7000 into playing multisamples.
> 
> However you are right about the above conclusion.But only if you 
are 
> talking about polyphonic samples.If the sample is mono then you can 
> do it since the filter would change for the only one voice playing.
> 
> Anyway I think we've made this issue a big deal. I pretty knew the 
> answer to my question before talking to you guys. Been a pleasure 
> chating with you anyway.
> 
> @Zam
> 
> No I am not selling my RS. I wouldn't gain something by selling 
> it.Since it doesn't take up much space in my room and does some 
> things pretty good I can live with it.
> 
> As far as other soft or hard synths/samplers there is quite a huge 
> list of them having this feature.
> Just give a look at the Motifs. My Roland XV5050 does this and from 
> software give a look below.
> 
> SFZ(freeware awsome sampler)
> Halion
> Kontakt
> Reaktor
> ToxicIII
> Microtonic
> Imposcar
> Wusikstation
> FreeAlpha
> Cameleon
> Manyone
> Eve
> Battery
> 
> As you see software is on the bright side and I am far from 
> embarassed of saying that I am using them.
> Everybody appreciates its value nowdays.
> If you want to give new life to your music maybe you should think 
> about it and start shifting to soft along with your RS.
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> 
> Cheers
> Kyros
>

| 15142|15142|2007-02-05 17:33:26|zamisers7k|Tip: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
This don't have to be followed exactly for every song, but I like to
keep the same sort of sounds or voices on certain tracks for every 
song
I create on the RS. For live performances where I'm mixing and muteing
stuff it helps me to remember, usually, where each part for each track
is at if I'm playing a pattern. Not always, and sometimes I'll
ocassionaly put something somewhere I wasn't expecting, and I have to
remind myself not to do that with future songs, that I need to stick
the same stuff on the same tracks.

Example: I almost always have a Kick Drum on track 1, and Snares are
always on track 5, and 90% of the time my Crashes are on track 8. Some
of the tracks inbetween those get a little hairy sometimes. My bass
parts are usually on tracks 9-12, and melodies on 13-15, and samples 
on
16.

No reason you have to follow the way I do it either, thought it might
be intresting to hear if anyone else does theirs the same or or not 
and
their logic?

Zam

Bonus Tip: Someone told me about this years ago from this group, they
said to keep the Master Effects on the Compressor, that it really 
helps
for quickly trimming levels and EQing during performances. And, I've
pretty much not stopped using it since, not sure if thats always good
though, but my Master Compressor is always on.

2nd Bonus: Track 8, with my crashes in pattern mode, I usally put 
the Crash on the very first step and the very last step of the 
phrase. It sounds like one crash when looping cause they are so 
close together, but it also lets you start the loop with a crash and 
or end with one too if you want.
| 15143|15143|2007-02-06 06:57:39|soniclabsaudio|anyone need a AIEB1 I/O Expansion Board|
email me with offers. soniclabsaudio@yahoo.com
| 15144|15144|2007-02-06 07:00:47|wasted/su700fan|Re: TIP: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
Zam--

For some reason lately your posts have been coming through 2-3 times 
each. Yahoo Groups has been doing maintenance lately (last week or 
so). If you are resending your message a short while later thinking 
it didn't make it through the first time you might want to give it a 
few hours. Usually by then it comes through.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

On Feb 5, 2007, at 7:18 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> This don't have to be followed exactly for every song, but I like to
> keep the same sort of sounds or voices on certain tracks for every 
> song
> I create on the RS. For live performances where I'm mixing and 
> muteing
> stuff it helps me to remember, usually, where each part for each track
> is at if I'm playing a pattern. Not always, and sometimes I'll
> ocassionaly put something somewhere I wasn't expecting, and I have to
> remind myself not to do that with future songs, that I need to stick
> the same stuff on the same tracks.
>
> Example: I almost always have a Kick Drum on track 1, and Snares are
> always on track 5, and 90% of the time my Crashes are on track 8. 
> Some
> of the tracks inbetween those get a little hairy sometimes. My bass
> parts are usually on tracks 9-12, and melodies on 13-15, and 
> samples on
> 16.
>
> No reason you have to follow the way I do it either, thought it might
> be intresting to hear if anyone else does theirs the same or or not 
> and
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> their logic?
>
> Zam
>
> Bonus Tip: Someone told me about this years ago from this group, they
> said to keep the Master Effects on the Compressor, that it really 
> helps
> for quickly trimming levels and EQing during performances. And, I've
> pretty much not stopped using it since, not sure if thats always good
> though, but my Master Compressor is always on.

| 15145|15142|2007-02-06 16:33:33|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Tip: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
Hi Zam!

For live gigs (DnB) I put:
- drumloops on tracks 1-8
- basslines on track 9-12
- extra SFX on track 13-15
- External synth control on track 16 (sometimes I use an extra Clavia
Micro modular).

Just like you stated, it helps me remembering which track does what so
I can mute/unmute & control tracks without worrying to much about what
is where in the heat of performance.

Also, I use only one style (to avoid the small silence when switching
my "songs"), having one "song" per section. So I use the sections to
switch to other "songs" which are just loops that are sort of related
to eachother and sound nice together. All the tracks voices are set to
"xxx xxx" in the track mixer meaning "just use the voice as specified
by the phrase". I find that this works ok for now when gigging...

Furthermore I route the master output through a Kaospad2 for extra
modulation options. Perhaps for the next gig I will route the
drumtracks to my master output and thus through the Kaospad2 and route
all other tracks through line output 2 (of my extension board in the
RS) so not through the Kaospad2.

I gig together with a friend of mine. He is using a Roland 909 which
is set as master. Midi-clock is send from the 909 to my RS and the RS
is set to "slave" (using external midi-clock) with midi-control "on".
This ensures that our machines are perfectly synchronised and that
when my friend presses "play", the RS also starts playing. From then
on we just never "stop"...

Greetings,
Floris.
| 15146|15144|2007-02-07 23:47:46|zamisers7k|Re: TIP: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
No prob Wasted - I go through the web pages, it gives the option to 
delete, which I have sometimes, I think your still getting the 
emails tho, you can probably see my edits, ooops. I'll try to stop 
that, thanks for warning me, probably isn't pretty to see in your 
inbox.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> Zam--
> 
> For some reason lately your posts have been coming through 2-3 
times 
> each. Yahoo Groups has been doing maintenance lately (last week 
or 
> so). If you are resending your message a short while later 
thinking 
> it didn't make it through the first time you might want to give it 
a 
> few hours. Usually by then it comes through.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
> 
> On Feb 5, 2007, at 7:18 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > This don't have to be followed exactly for every song, but I 
like to
> > keep the same sort of sounds or voices on certain tracks for 
every 
> > song
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> > I create on the RS. For live performances where I'm mixing and 
> > muteing
> > stuff it helps me to remember, usually, where each part for each 
track
> > is at if I'm playing a pattern. Not always, and sometimes I'll
> > ocassionaly put something somewhere I wasn't expecting, and I 
have to
> > remind myself not to do that with future songs, that I need to 
stick
> > the same stuff on the same tracks.
> >
> > Example: I almost always have a Kick Drum on track 1, and Snares 
are
> > always on track 5, and 90% of the time my Crashes are on track 
8. 
> > Some
> > of the tracks inbetween those get a little hairy sometimes. My 
bass
> > parts are usually on tracks 9-12, and melodies on 13-15, and 
> > samples on
> > 16.
> >
> > No reason you have to follow the way I do it either, thought it 
might
> > be intresting to hear if anyone else does theirs the same or or 
not 
> > and
> > their logic?
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > Bonus Tip: Someone told me about this years ago from this 
group, they
> > said to keep the Master Effects on the Compressor, that it 
really 
> > helps
> > for quickly trimming levels and EQing during performances. And, 
I've
> > pretty much not stopped using it since, not sure if thats always 
good
> > though, but my Master Compressor is always on.
>

| 15147|15142|2007-02-08 00:01:28|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
My group's live setup probably seems pretty similar. Except, we 
have a second RS7000, made my friend buy it and he calls me about 
once a week to tell me how happy is with it too, and we have a 
second KP2 for it. Instead of sync up midi, we trade off songs, and 
usually use the KP2 to fade between them with effects, the other 
loads up while the other is playing. We have a lot of other gear 
sometimes too, but the RS's are our main beasts. Probably going to 
get the KP3 next month.

The mc909 seems pretty nice too, I'd not put it down or kick out our 
arsonal if someone brought one in with us, but I think I just enjoy 
the RS7000 more and know it so well ya know? I heard today that 
Roland just dropped the MC909 to legacy status, maybe that puts it 
even more on level field now to the RS7000 and support for it, I 
don't know, but it seems like it might momentus for its users.

Thanks for shareing your live setup, thinking this kind of 
discussion is very intresting for those like us that might be 
gigging with their RS.

Zam

P.S. Thinking my next tip will be about some cool tricks using RS 
voices in Mono mode and Gate timeing. I've been getting into that a 
lot lately on the RS.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi Zam!
> 
> For live gigs (DnB) I put:
> - drumloops on tracks 1-8
> - basslines on track 9-12
> - extra SFX on track 13-15
> - External synth control on track 16 (sometimes I use an extra 
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Clavia

> Micro modular).
> 
> Just like you stated, it helps me remembering which track does 

what so

> I can mute/unmute & control tracks without worrying to much about 

what

> is where in the heat of performance.
> 
> Also, I use only one style (to avoid the small silence when 

switching

> my "songs"), having one "song" per section. So I use the sections 

to

> switch to other "songs" which are just loops that are sort of 

related

> to eachother and sound nice together. All the tracks voices are 

set to

> "xxx xxx" in the track mixer meaning "just use the voice as 

specified

> by the phrase". I find that this works ok for now when gigging...
> 
> Furthermore I route the master output through a Kaospad2 for extra
> modulation options. Perhaps for the next gig I will route the
> drumtracks to my master output and thus through the Kaospad2 and 

route

> all other tracks through line output 2 (of my extension board in 

the

> RS) so not through the Kaospad2.
> 
> I gig together with a friend of mine. He is using a Roland 909 

which

> is set as master. Midi-clock is send from the 909 to my RS and the 

RS

> is set to "slave" (using external midi-clock) with midi-

control "on".

> This ensures that our machines are perfectly synchronised and that
> when my friend presses "play", the RS also starts playing. From 

then

> on we just never "stop"...
> 
> Greetings,
> Floris.
>

| 15148|15144|2007-02-08 09:54:16|su700fan|Re: TIP: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> No prob Wasted - I go through the web pages, it gives the option to 
> delete, which I have sometimes, I think your still getting the 
> emails tho, you can probably see my edits, ooops. I'll try to stop 
> that, thanks for warning me, probably isn't pretty to see in your 
> inbox.
> 
> Zam
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No problem Zam. Just wanted to let you know I've noticed as an 
owner/moderator logging onto the groups that Yahoo Groups was 
undergoing maintenance (regular members might also see these messages, 
not sure). That was most likely the reason for lagging/duplicate 
posts. It appears that the maintenance is finished so there shouldn't 
be any further problems .

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15149|15142|2007-02-08 16:23:06|Brooks Mosher|Re: Tip: Instrument to Track Philosophy|
hey floris and zam,

i usually keep drums and percussion on tracks 1-8 (internal rs drums on 1-4
and outboard via midi drums on 5-8).

synths go on 9-16 with the bass track on 9 and then various other parts on
the rest. i rarely even use all 16 tracks but if i do, the last few tracks
are reserved for more rs samples or instruments.

i love the rs for playing live. the few times i've gigged out with it i've
used a very minimal but effective set up. i don't even need a mixer as i
use the sample inputs as dual mono to run my jomox and my mfb synth into.
the main outs of the rs go right to the pa. not only that but i can run the
two outboard pieces through the rs' onboard effects.

floris, it seems like we use the same tracks for similar instruments. this
is just how i naturally did it, without thinking too much about it.

cheers!

brooks

On 2/6/07, florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl> wrote:
>
> Hi Zam!
>
> For live gigs (DnB) I put:
> - drumloops on tracks 1-8
> - basslines on track 9-12
> - extra SFX on track 13-15
> - External synth control on track 16 (sometimes I use an extra Clavia
> Micro modular).
>
> Just like you stated, it helps me remembering which track does what so
> I can mute/unmute & control tracks without worrying to much about what
> is where in the heat of performance.
>
> Also, I use only one style (to avoid the small silence when switching
> my "songs"), having one "song" per section. So I use the sections to
> switch to other "songs" which are just loops that are sort of related
> to eachother and sound nice together. All the tracks voices are set to
> "xxx xxx" in the track mixer meaning "just use the voice as specified
> by the phrase". I find that this works ok for now when gigging...
>
> Furthermore I route the master output through a Kaospad2 for extra
> modulation options. Perhaps for the next gig I will route the
> drumtracks to my master output and thus through the Kaospad2 and route
> all other tracks through line output 2 (of my extension board in the
> RS) so not through the Kaospad2.
>
> I gig together with a friend of mine. He is using a Roland 909 which
> is set as master. Midi-clock is send from the 909 to my RS and the RS
> is set to "slave" (using external midi-clock) with midi-control "on".
> This ensures that our machines are perfectly synchronised and that
> when my friend presses "play", the RS also starts playing. From then
> on we just never "stop"...
>
> Greetings,
> Floris.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15150|15150|2007-02-11 23:39:59|synthmdl76|INITIALIZING SOUND EDITS?|
Hello, 
Im wondering if there is a way to initialize a track without clearing
the midi data on a track (fresh power on settings). 
Say I have a bass line track and I made edits to the filter, Res,
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Amplitude Env and so on. If I like the bass line and just want to
clear the Filter, Res Amp Env back to the Preset setting is there a
way to do this other than having to manually setting them back each
edit? 
Its odd to me that when I change a sound or sample used on the track,
there would be no way to clear this data.
| 15151|15106|2007-02-11 23:40:16|synthmdl76|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
I just asked a similar question regaurding the Vel affecting the
Filter EG. I want the Filter To open up more when the Velocity of the
note is harder. I can adjust the Velocity in say the grid groove and
play the track with my Ensoniq ESQ-1 which acts on the different
velocity settings, but there seems to be no way I know of to make the
RS7000 sound Engine responed. I agree.. this is a very basic feature
I fun funny yamaha did not implement. Some on the RS R&D team was
sleeping.
| 15152|15152|2007-02-11 23:40:26|heezzi|I need to purchase a RS7000.|
If anybody have a extra, wants to sell, or knows somebody who wants to
sell, let me know. I live in FL.
| 15153|15106|2007-02-12 07:26:34|Brooks Mosher|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
I agree, this is one area that the RS lacks in. As far as I know, the
filter doesn't respond to velocity mod which is really quite a shame. the
only things that modulate the filter cutoff are the four stage envelope and
the LFO section. the LFO section is nice though in that you can program in
a sequence of varying amounts over 16 steps... but this is really only
useful with long sustained notes (such as a drum loop) unless you can trick
it somehow by holding a note down that doesn't have a sample mapped to it
and then playing your one shot drum samples.

On 2/11/07, synthmdl76 <synthmdl76@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I just asked a similar question regaurding the Vel affecting the
> Filter EG. I want the Filter To open up more when the Velocity of the
> note is harder. I can adjust the Velocity in say the grid groove and
> play the track with my Ensoniq ESQ-1 which acts on the different
> velocity settings, but there seems to be no way I know of to make the
> RS7000 sound Engine responed. I agree.. this is a very basic feature
> I fun funny yamaha did not implement. Some on the RS R&D team was
> sleeping.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15154|15150|2007-02-12 08:39:56|zamisers7k|Re: INITIALIZING SOUND EDITS?|
Yes there is a way.

Select your track, then do JOBS, CLEAR TRACK, uncheck the Seq & Events 
and it will leave most of the patch settings and other stuff intact. 
You can also keep it checked and uncheck the rest. This should do the 
trick?

Good Luck!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthmdl76" wrote:
>
> Hello, 
> Im wondering if there is a way to initialize a track without 
clearing
> the midi data on a track (fresh power on settings). 
> Say I have a bass line track and I made edits to the filter, Res,
> Amplitude Env and so on. If I like the bass line and just want to
> clear the Filter, Res Amp Env back to the Preset setting is there a
> way to do this other than having to manually setting them back each
> edit? 
> Its odd to me that when I change a sound or sample used on the track,
> there would be no way to clear this data.
>

| 15155|15150|2007-02-12 09:15:24|a_lepusa|Re: INITIALIZING SOUND EDITS?|
open up another track and set it to the same MIDI channel your 
bassline is on.
say you have the bassline on track 9 > switch to track 10 for 
example, enter setup and set track 10 to MIDI/TG 9.
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now perform your filtersweep or anything else and your bassline (on 
track 9)will be affected by the data of track 10. 
track 10 will contain the filter movements (CC)only > no note data. 
it gives you some more flexibility.

twiddle until you like what you hear, then perform the mix-phrase job.
hope i explained it clearly.

keep the possibility of sequencing controllers in mind too >
enter step recording and switch from note (F3?)to CC and you will be 
able to step-sequence the filter sweep or any other controller data.

hope that helps

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yes there is a way.
> 
> Select your track, then do JOBS, CLEAR TRACK, uncheck the Seq & 
Events 
> and it will leave most of the patch settings and other stuff 
intact. 
> You can also keep it checked and uncheck the rest. This should do 
the 
> trick?
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthmdl76" wrote:
> >
> > Hello, 
> > Im wondering if there is a way to initialize a track without 
> clearing
> > the midi data on a track (fresh power on settings). 
> > Say I have a bass line track and I made edits to the filter, Res,
> > Amplitude Env and so on. If I like the bass line and just want to
> > clear the Filter, Res Amp Env back to the Preset setting is there 
a
> > way to do this other than having to manually setting them back 
each
> > edit? 
> > Its odd to me that when I change a sound or sample used on the 
track,
> > there would be no way to clear this data.
> >
>

| 15156|15150|2007-02-12 09:55:49|zamisers7k|Re: INITIALIZING SOUND EDITS?|
That seems like a pretty cool trick, I must try that too sometime.

Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "a_lepusa" wrote:
>
> 
> open up another track and set it to the same MIDI channel your 
> bassline is on.
> say you have the bassline on track 9 > switch to track 10 for 
> example, enter setup and set track 10 to MIDI/TG 9.
> 
> now perform your filtersweep or anything else and your bassline 
(on 
> track 9)will be affected by the data of track 10. 
> track 10 will contain the filter movements (CC)only > no note 
data. 
> it gives you some more flexibility.
> 
> twiddle until you like what you hear, then perform the mix-phrase 
job.
> hope i explained it clearly.
> 
> keep the possibility of sequencing controllers in mind too >
> enter step recording and switch from note (F3?)to CC and you will 
be 
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> able to step-sequence the filter sweep or any other controller 
data.
> 
> hope that helps
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yes there is a way.
> > 
> > Select your track, then do JOBS, CLEAR TRACK, uncheck the Seq & 
> Events 
> > and it will leave most of the patch settings and other stuff 
> intact. 
> > You can also keep it checked and uncheck the rest. This should 
do 
> the 
> > trick?
> > 
> > Good Luck!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthmdl76" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello, 
> > > Im wondering if there is a way to initialize a track without 
> > clearing
> > > the midi data on a track (fresh power on settings). 
> > > Say I have a bass line track and I made edits to the filter, 
Res,
> > > Amplitude Env and so on. If I like the bass line and just 
want to
> > > clear the Filter, Res Amp Env back to the Preset setting is 
there 
> a
> > > way to do this other than having to manually setting them back 
> each
> > > edit? 
> > > Its odd to me that when I change a sound or sample used on the 
> track,
> > > there would be no way to clear this data.
> > >
> >
>

| 15157|15150|2007-02-12 14:09:57|florisvanrijswijk|Re: INITIALIZING SOUND EDITS?|
Yeah, nice little trick. Thanks!

Floris.
| 15158|15150|2007-02-12 14:28:13|synthmdl76|Re: INITIALIZING SOUND EDITS?|
Thanks!! Thats what I needed!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yes there is a way.
> 
> Select your track, then do JOBS, CLEAR TRACK, uncheck the Seq & Events 
> and it will leave most of the patch settings and other stuff intact. 
> You can also keep it checked and uncheck the rest. This should do the 
> trick?
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synthmdl76" wrote:
> >
> > Hello, 
> > Im wondering if there is a way to initialize a track without 
> clearing
> > the midi data on a track (fresh power on settings). 
> > Say I have a bass line track and I made edits to the filter, Res,
> > Amplitude Env and so on. If I like the bass line and just want to
> > clear the Filter, Res Amp Env back to the Preset setting is there a
> > way to do this other than having to manually setting them back each
> > edit? 
> > Its odd to me that when I change a sound or sample used on the track,
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> > there would be no way to clear this data.
> >
>

| 15159|15106|2007-02-12 14:28:44|synthmdl76|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
I did find you can go in and manually edit the filter, vel, res in the
track. but you must do each individually.
| 15160|15106|2007-02-12 14:47:04|Brooks Mosher|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
yeah but the modulation routings to the filter are limited.

On 2/12/07, synthmdl76 <synthmdl76@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I did find you can go in and manually edit the filter, vel, res in the
> track. but you must do each individually.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15161|15106|2007-02-12 16:05:35|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
It definatly is limited. Only 4megs of Operating code I see as its 
biggest problem. I think I would of given up my right my left butt 
cheak to have a second LFO for modulating the first on the RS. 
Unfortunetly, Yamaha are morons for not implimenting a Spectralis in 
its design.

Sorry guys and any gals, seriously, it does sound like a cool feature, 
but I wonder how vital it really is compared to everything else we get 
with it? I wonder what you'd give up on the RS in place of having 
these modulating, velocity, algorymic, portioning, -%, curving weird 
stuff in it, instead of say like havein a sampler section. Or, maybe 
have those instead of an LFO? I know the remix function I don't really 
use that often, I could probably give that up.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>
> yeah but the modulation routings to the filter are limited.
> 
> On 2/12/07, synthmdl76 wrote:
> >
> > I did find you can go in and manually edit the filter, vel, res 
in the
> > track. but you must do each individually.
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15162|15106|2007-02-12 16:33:22|Bob S.|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
So if someone wanted all these features (sampling, rompler, sequencer, enhanced velocity/modulation, groovebox/drum machine, effects) in a single package for say less
than a grand, or close to the current $500 of the RS7000, what would you (any og the group members) pick?

I suppose I myself could use my Emu XL-7 command station and Emu Ultra Sampler together to get this functionality, but that is not in a single package.....any other
suggestions?

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
>Sent: Feb 12, 2007 6:05 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Velocity in RS7k
>
>It definatly is limited. Only 4megs of Operating code I see as its 
>biggest problem. I think I would of given up my right my left butt 
>cheak to have a second LFO for modulating the first on the RS. 
>Unfortunetly, Yamaha are morons for not implimenting a Spectralis in 
>its design.
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>
>Sorry guys and any gals, seriously, it does sound like a cool feature, 
>but I wonder how vital it really is compared to everything else we get 
>with it? I wonder what you'd give up on the RS in place of having 
>these modulating, velocity, algorymic, portioning, -%, curving weird 
>stuff in it, instead of say like havein a sampler section. Or, maybe 
>have those instead of an LFO? I know the remix function I don't really 
>use that often, I could probably give that up.
>
>Zam
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>>
>> yeah but the modulation routings to the filter are limited.
>> 
>> On 2/12/07, synthmdl76 wrote:
>> >
>> > I did find you can go in and manually edit the filter, vel, res 
>in the
>> > track. but you must do each individually.
>> >
>> > 
>> >
>> 
>> 
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>
>
>

| 15163|15106|2007-02-12 16:34:14|Bob S.|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
So if someone wanted all these features (sampling, rompler, sequencer, enhanced velocity/modulation, groovebox/drum machine, effects) in a single package for say less
than a grand, or close to the current $500 of the RS7000, what would you (any og the group members) pick?

I suppose I myself could use my Emu XL-7 command station and Emu Ultra Sampler together to get this functionality, but that is not in a single package.....any other
suggestions?

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
>Sent: Feb 12, 2007 6:05 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] Re: Velocity in RS7k
>
>It definatly is limited. Only 4megs of Operating code I see as its 
>biggest problem. I think I would of given up my right my left butt 
>cheak to have a second LFO for modulating the first on the RS. 
>Unfortunetly, Yamaha are morons for not implimenting a Spectralis in 
>its design.
>
>Sorry guys and any gals, seriously, it does sound like a cool feature, 
>but I wonder how vital it really is compared to everything else we get 
>with it? I wonder what you'd give up on the RS in place of having 
>these modulating, velocity, algorymic, portioning, -%, curving weird 
>stuff in it, instead of say like havein a sampler section. Or, maybe 
>have those instead of an LFO? I know the remix function I don't really 
>use that often, I could probably give that up.
>
>Zam
>
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>>
>> yeah but the modulation routings to the filter are limited.
>> 
>> On 2/12/07, synthmdl76 wrote:
>> >
>> > I did find you can go in and manually edit the filter, vel, res 
>in the
>> > track. but you must do each individually.
>> >
>> > 
>> >
>> 
>> 
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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>>
>
>

| 15164|15106|2007-02-12 17:02:34|Brooks Mosher|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
i don't care too much about the rompler part. i love the sequencer of the
RS7000 and if it just had more "synth" functions for the sampler it would be
great. like two samples (oscillators) per voice, more than one LFO, lots of
modulation routings (velocity affecting things like filter cutoff,
resonance, envelope times, sample start times...).

and honestly, i would trade the onboard effects for 16 outs (like on the
E-mu EIII). oh, and how about being able to vary the bit rate input/output
for samples. i'm sure it wouldn't sound just like an old 12 bit sampler,
but it still would be a nice addition to load up your Oberheim DMX-1 samples
or Linndrum samples and have them play at 8 or 12 bit.

for me though, all in all, i think the RS7000 is a great unit just for the
sequencer part.

now if only Roger Linn would design a sequencer with grid xox style
sequencing!!!

On 2/12/07, Bob S. <tttsystems@earthlink.net> wrote:
>
> So if someone wanted all these features (sampling, rompler, sequencer,
> enhanced velocity/modulation, groovebox/drum machine, effects) in a single
> package for say less than a grand, or close to the current $500 of the
> RS7000, what would you (any og the group members) pick?
>
> I suppose I myself could use my Emu XL-7 command station and Emu Ultra
> Sampler together to get this functionality, but that is not in a single
> package.....any other suggestions?
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> >From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> >
> >Sent: Feb 12, 2007 6:05 PM
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> >Subject: [RS7000] Re: Velocity in RS7k
> >
> >It definatly is limited. Only 4megs of Operating code I see as its
> >biggest problem. I think I would of given up my right my left butt
> >cheak to have a second LFO for modulating the first on the RS.
> >Unfortunetly, Yamaha are morons for not implimenting a Spectralis in
> >its design.
> >
> >Sorry guys and any gals, seriously, it does sound like a cool feature,
> >but I wonder how vital it really is compared to everything else we get
> >with it? I wonder what you'd give up on the RS in place of having
> >these modulating, velocity, algorymic, portioning, -%, curving weird
> >stuff in it, instead of say like havein a sampler section. Or, maybe
> >have those instead of an LFO? I know the remix function I don't really
> >use that often, I could probably give that up.
> >
> >Zam
> >
> >--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> wrote:
> >>
> >> yeah but the modulation routings to the filter are limited.
> >>
> >> On 2/12/07, synthmdl76 wrote:
> >> >
> >> > I did find you can go in and manually edit the filter, vel, res
> >in the
> >> > track. but you must do each individually.
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >>
> >>
> >> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >>
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> >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15165|15106|2007-02-12 21:19:42|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
Your toying right? Come on, post it... OK I will.

http://www.davesmithinstruments.com/images/BoomChik_sm.jpg

The Dave Smith/Roger Linn designed BoomChik. I'm a wee bit worried, 
could be another new comeptetor to the RS, maybe? I know its going to 
run near the $2k mark I bet though.

Zam

> now if only Roger Linn would design a sequencer with grid xox style
> sequencing!!!
>

| 15166|15106|2007-02-13 06:45:23|Brooks Mosher|Re: Velocity in RS7k|
yeah, i know, i've seen this. it doesn't have the grid style Roland XOX
style sequencing which is what i was talking about. oh, and the Boomchick
isn't a sampler either - more of an "evolver" drum synth/roger linn mpc
style sequencer.

On 2/12/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Your toying right? Come on, post it... OK I will.
>
> http://www.davesmithinstruments.com/images/BoomChik_sm.jpg
>
> The Dave Smith/Roger Linn designed BoomChik. I'm a wee bit worried,
> could be another new comeptetor to the RS, maybe? I know its going to
> run near the $2k mark I bet though.
>
> Zam
>
> > now if only Roger Linn would design a sequencer with grid xox style
> > sequencing!!!
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15168|15168|2007-02-23 06:51:20|rids|Ratoc Firewire/Scsi - can't get the RS7K to turn on and mount!|
I just bought this Firewire to Scsi connector (Ratoc FR1SX) and I can't get the RS7000 to turn 
on completely. The light on the screen comes on, but it kind of freezes and doesn't do 
anything after that. When I disconnect the the FR1SX, the RS7000 powers up fine. Is there a 
setting I need to change on the RS7K or does this connector just not work? 

I heard people using USB to Scsi connector that worked for them to transfer samples. How 
did you guys setup the connector?

Nick
| 15169|15152|2007-02-23 09:09:42|Stefan Tielsch|Re: I need to purchase a RS7000.|
hi,
i sell mine: 64mb ram, 64mb card, good condition, for 580.-.

best - stefan

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "heezzi" wrote:
>>
>> If anybody have a extra, wants to sell, or knows somebody who wants
> to
>> sell, let me know. I live in FL.
>>
>
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>
> there is one up on ebay right now. it'd been dry for a while!

| 15170|15168|2007-02-23 10:29:54|h2a2p|Re: Ratoc Firewire/Scsi - can't get the RS7K to turn on and mount!|
maybe check the scsi ID's of the RS and the firewire adapter to make 
sure they are not the same. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
>
> 
> I just bought this Firewire to Scsi connector (Ratoc FR1SX) and I 
can't get the RS7000 to turn 
> on completely. The light on the screen comes on, but it kind of 
freezes and doesn't do 
> anything after that. When I disconnect the the FR1SX, the RS7000 
powers up fine. Is there a 
> setting I need to change on the RS7K or does this connector just 
not work? 
> 
> I heard people using USB to Scsi connector that worked for them to 
transfer samples. How 
> did you guys setup the connector?
> 
> Nick
>

| 15171|15168|2007-02-23 19:27:00|rids|Re: Ratoc Firewire/Scsi - can't get the RS7K to turn on and mount!|
The firewire ID is 7 and my RS is 6. I'm thinking it just doesn't work. 

Does anyone know if the TWE editor is for Mac (OSX) also?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> maybe check the scsi ID's of the RS and the firewire adapter to make 
> sure they are not the same. 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > I just bought this Firewire to Scsi connector (Ratoc FR1SX) and I 
> can't get the RS7000 to turn 
> > on completely. The light on the screen comes on, but it kind of 
> freezes and doesn't do 
> > anything after that. When I disconnect the the FR1SX, the RS7000 
> powers up fine. Is there a 
> > setting I need to change on the RS7K or does this connector just 
> not work? 
> > 
> > I heard people using USB to Scsi connector that worked for them to 
> transfer samples. How 
> > did you guys setup the connector?
> > 
> > Nick
> >
>

| 15172|15152|2007-02-26 13:53:57|heezzi|Re: I need to purchase a RS7000.|
USD correct?

How much for the shipping?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Stefan Tielsch" wrote:
>
> hi,
> i sell mine: 64mb ram, 64mb card, good condition, for 580.-.
> 
> best - stefan
> 
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "heezzi" wrote:
> >>
> >> If anybody have a extra, wants to sell, or knows somebody who wants
> > to
> >> sell, let me know. I live in FL.
> >>
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> >
> >
> > there is one up on ebay right now. it'd been dry for a while!
>

| 15173|15173|2007-02-26 13:55:56|abdul_tom|anyone using an HD24?|
I got an Alesis HD24 and I'd like to sync is with the RS, but I'm
sturggling. Anyone else manage to do this? 

Thanks
| 15174|15173|2007-02-27 06:46:54|abdul_tom|Re: anyone using an HD24?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abdul_tom" wrote:

>
> I got an Alesis HD24 and I'd like to sync is with the RS, but I'm
> sturggling. Anyone else manage to do this? 
> 
> Thanks
>

I worked out it's only possible in Song mode as it needs MTC
| 15175|15175|2007-02-27 13:37:49|Heartless Music|Motif ES Sequencer VS RS 7000 Sequencer - (comparison)|
All,

Can anyone compare/contrast the Motif ES Sequencer with the RS Sequencer. Any details would be much appreciated.

Thanks,

HM

---------------------------------
The fish are biting.
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15176|15176|2007-03-02 16:55:18|Brooks Mosher|sample edit|
alright, i must be losing it.... i know this is a dumb question, but how do
i select the sample to be edited in "sample edit"?

i'm working on something right now, and i'm about to pull my hair out!

B

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15177|15176|2007-03-02 17:23:08|Brooks Mosher|Re: sample edit|
oh, by the way, this is a drum map/multi sample patch so i should rephrase
this:

how do i select the note (or sample assigned to that note) to be edited!!

many thanks in advance!

B

On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> alright, i must be losing it.... i know this is a dumb question, but how
> do i select the sample to be edited in "sample edit"?
>
> i'm working on something right now, and i'm about to pull my hair out!
>
> B
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15178|15176|2007-03-02 20:12:55|Brooks Mosher|Re: sample edit|
okay, this is even more f'd up.

here's my scenario:

i have two different "drum/multi" sample patches in my rs. one is on track
one and the other is on track two. track two contains the sample map or
drum assignment or whatever the hell it's called (it's the opposite to
pitch) that has a sample on B flat that i need to edit the start point. but
it won't let me select it!! it's totally messed up because i just selected
track one which has the other sample patch (or program) and i hit "edit
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sample" and by selecting the keys on the rs it selects whatever sample is
assigned to it. but it won't do that with the other sample patch!!

why?????????

ugh.

On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> oh, by the way, this is a drum map/multi sample patch so i should rephrase
> this:
>
> how do i select the note (or sample assigned to that note) to be edited!!
>
> many thanks in advance!
>
>
> B
>
> On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > alright, i must be losing it.... i know this is a dumb question, but
> > how do i select the sample to be edited in "sample edit"?
> >
> > i'm working on something right now, and i'm about to pull my hair out!
> >
> > B
> >
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15179|15176|2007-03-03 10:27:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: sample edit|
Try choosing the correct sample voice once your on track 2 (in the 
Mixer page/Voice Select) before hitting the Edit Sample button. That 
should allow you to select samples on that voice bank's sample voice # 
(patch) like you did on track 1.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan

On Mar 2, 2007, at 6:47 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:

> okay, this is even more f'd up.
>
> here's my scenario:
>
> i have two different "drum/multi" sample patches in my rs. one is 
> on track
> one and the other is on track two. track two contains the sample 
> map or
> drum assignment or whatever the hell it's called (it's the opposite to
> pitch) that has a sample on B flat that i need to edit the start 
> point. but
> it won't let me select it!! it's totally messed up because i just 
> selected
> track one which has the other sample patch (or program) and i hit 
> "edit
> sample" and by selecting the keys on the rs it selects whatever 
> sample is
> assigned to it. but it won't do that with the other sample patch!!
>
> why?????????
>
> ugh.
>
> On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> oh, by the way, this is a drum map/multi sample patch so i should 
>> rephrase
>> this:
>>
>> how do i select the note (or sample assigned to that note) to be 
>> edited!!
>>
>> many thanks in advance!
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>>
>> B
>>
>> On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> alright, i must be losing it.... i know this is a dumb question, 
>>> but
>>> how do i select the sample to be edited in "sample edit"?
>>>
>>> i'm working on something right now, and i'm about to pull my hair 
>>> out!
>>>
>>> B

| 15180|15180|2007-03-04 03:11:47|rids|How do you guys like to tweak knobs/parameters in Realtime?|
I was just wondering if you guys like to record knob movements in the sequencer? What kind 
of tweaks are cool to do? Do you find tweaking effects works well?

Also, has anyone tried recording Midi clock shift, Gate, midi delay, etc. data into sequences? I 
was thinking other groovebox machines can't do this. But with the RS, you have dedicated 
knobs for these midi sequencer parameters and might produce some interesting results.
| 15181|15181|2007-03-04 20:13:15|zamisers7k|Spotted|
I spotted an RS7000 in the movie One Perfect Day. 1:39 minutes in 
toward the end of it. Not the greatest movie but it has my favorite 
piece of kit. Not being used tho, just sitting there looking pretty.
| 15182|15180|2007-03-04 20:19:39|zamisers7k|Re: How do you guys like to tweak knobs/parameters in Realtime?|
I don't record much knob movements in pattern mode. I'll usually do 
it after I've converted to song and can spread it over longer times. 
The midi clock can be step sequenced, I've done a few times, gota love 
the litte ding noise it makes when you enter it. I'll tweak times 
live but don't usually record them. Stuff like Res & Cut I'll record 
in, sometimes pitch changes. Do tweak a lot but don't record much 
else usually, that can take up a lot of event data, and when I'm 
haveing to look out at hitting its poly limit any way, its fun to do 
live, but recording it I'm a bit more reserved about. Thats what I 
use its LFO a lot for instead too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rids" wrote:
>
> 
> I was just wondering if you guys like to record knob movements in 
the sequencer? What kind 
> of tweaks are cool to do? Do you find tweaking effects works well?
> 
> Also, has anyone tried recording Midi clock shift, Gate, midi delay, 
etc. data into sequences? I 
> was thinking other groovebox machines can't do this. But with the 
RS, you have dedicated 
> knobs for these midi sequencer parameters and might produce some 
interesting results.
>

| 15183|15176|2007-03-04 21:24:40|Brooks Mosher|Re: sample edit|
hey thanks for the help...

On 3/3/07, wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net > wrote:
>
> Try choosing the correct sample voice once your on track 2 (in the
> Mixer page/Voice Select) before hitting the Edit Sample button. That
> should allow you to select samples on that voice bank's sample voice #
> (patch) like you did on track 1.
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
>
>
> On Mar 2, 2007, at 6:47 PM, Brooks Mosher wrote:
>
> > okay, this is even more f'd up.
> >
> > here's my scenario:
> >
> > i have two different "drum/multi" sample patches in my rs. one is
> > on track
> > one and the other is on track two. track two contains the sample
> > map or
> > drum assignment or whatever the hell it's called (it's the opposite to
> > pitch) that has a sample on B flat that i need to edit the start
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> > point. but
> > it won't let me select it!! it's totally messed up because i just
> > selected
> > track one which has the other sample patch (or program) and i hit
> > "edit
> > sample" and by selecting the keys on the rs it selects whatever
> > sample is
> > assigned to it. but it won't do that with the other sample patch!!
> >
> > why?????????
> >
> > ugh.
> >
> > On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
> wrote:
> >>
> >> oh, by the way, this is a drum map/multi sample patch so i should
> >> rephrase
> >> this:
> >>
> >> how do i select the note (or sample assigned to that note) to be
> >> edited!!
> >>
> >> many thanks in advance!
> >>
> >> B
> >>
> >> On 3/2/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
> wrote:
> >>>
> >>> alright, i must be losing it.... i know this is a dumb question,
> >>> but
> >>> how do i select the sample to be edited in "sample edit"?
> >>>
> >>> i'm working on something right now, and i'm about to pull my hair
> >>> out!
> >>>
> >>> B
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15184|15184|2007-03-06 00:37:04|h2a2p|Compact Flash Upgrade|
Well I finally got around to working on my internal storage 
project. Now I already have an External SCSI Hard Drive and an 
External SCSI compact flash reader. But for portability I wanted to 
try to integrate something into the RS. I also wanted to see what 
could be done with brand new parts that can still be easily 
purchased, and not discontinued or hard to find items. 

I ended up using an IDE compact flash drive with an IDE-SCSI 
adapter, and a 2GB flash card, basically giving me an internal 2GB 
drive. Both parts are powered from the RS's internal power 
supply. A SCSI ribbon cable comes out and connects to the RS's SCSI 
port. I also added an additional external scsi port so that I can 
still connect my external hard drive or USB-SCSI adapter to my PC. 

The RS does seem to hang for about 10-15 seconds longer at 
the 'Yamaha' screen when you first power on, but then it displays 
the 'searching for autoload' message and loads normally after that. 
The RS sees the flash drive right away. The problem of having to 
power on the scsi drive before the RS does not seem to apply here. 

Performance is similar to my external SCSI hard drive... a 55MB file 
loads from the external hard disk in 156 seconds... and the same 
file loads from the compact flash drive in 166 seconds... just 
slightly slower. (If I remember correctly, the same file takes 
about 10 minutes to load from the RS's SmartMedia card slot).

With my external SCSI hard drive connected to my added scsi port, 
the RS is able to see and use both drives. (The Hard Drive still 
needs to be powered on before the RS). My USB-SCSI adapter also 
works with my laptop, allowing me to drag-and-drop files onto the 
new compact flash drive right from my PC. However, there is still 
the issue of the RS and laptop accessing the drive at the same 
time. With enough time between disk operations, it appears to work 
fine, but the RS did freeze on me once when messing around with 
it... i think the PC was still accessing the flash drive when I 
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tried to load something on the RS.

Pics:

Can't really see much here, but it is all mounted on a metal plate 
where the expansion board would normally go:
http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0774.jpg

Sorry, hard to see whats there, but that is the flash card on the 
left, the added external scsi port, and the ribbon cable coming out:
http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0775.jpg

Yah i know... big ugly connector at the back of the RS... oh well... 
i think i can live with it!
http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0776.jpg

MORE DETAILS: 

I think this cost me about $125, including the flash memory card. 
You may be able to do it for less... I am including retail links 
here, but most of this stuff can be found on e-bay too, sometimes 
for less $$$. 

The two main parts are are the flash drive and the scsi-ide bridge. 
The bridge connects right to the drive, basically turning it into a 
compact flash scsi drive. (I had to remove a pin - key pin - from 
the IDE connector on the CF drive to make them fit together):

Acard AEC7720U SCSI-to-IDE Bridge
(http://www.axiontech.com/prdt.php?item=74790)

Corpsys CF2IDE Compact Flash to IDE Adapter
(http://www.axiontech.com/prdt.php?item=59826)

I used the following parts to connect the drive to the RS. I 
clipped off one end of the SCSI ribbon cable, crimped the male 
Centronics connector at the end of the cable, and then the HD50 to 
SCSI C50 adapter connects the ribbon to the RS's scsi port:

SCSI 50-pin Internal Ribbon Cable (3 Connectors) 
(http://computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=574)

Centronics 50 Ribbon Connector - Male 
(http://www.computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=1365)

SCSI 2 HD50 Male to SCSI 1 C50 Female Adapter
(http://www.computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=901)

For the additional SCSI port, I used an internal-to-external scsi 
adapter, the type that you might find on the back of a PC. It came 
with a PCI slot bracket that I removed. It connects to the leftover 
internal SCSI connector on the ribbon cable above:

SCSI-2 Internal IDC50F to External HD50M Adapter
(http://www.computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=898)

I bent a piece of metal to fit where the RS's expansion board goes, 
and mounted all the parts onto the metal. I did not make any 
permanent changes to the RS itself. 

I also made a slot where I can pull the compact flash card out if I 
want. The card doesn't really stick out, so I can just barely grab 
it to pull it out. But I plan to leave the same card in there most 
of the time so it is not a big deal to me. I have since seen some 
CF-IDE adapters on E-bay that have a smaller circuit board, so then 
you could have the card stick out more so it is easier to grab. 

Now the ribbon cable coming out of the RS... there could be a better 
solution, but this is the most cost-effective and clean-looking 
solution that I could come up with. I did find someone that could 
make me a custom scsi ribbon cable that would have a lower profile 
connector, but they wanted like $60 just for the cable (phew!).

Oh, also a note about the Power supply inside the RS... the large 4-
pin connectors are configured just like a hard drive power cable... 
12v-GND-GND-5V. However, it does not use a hard drive size 
connector. It is a smaller 4-pin Molex connector. I was able to 
find one that fit at a local electronics store.
| 15185|15184|2007-03-06 05:32:05|h2a2p|Re: Compact Flash Upgrade|
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update: 

SCSI-USB Adapter 

well it appears that my scsi-usb adapter is actually not completely 
getting along. i can bring up the RS flash drive on my laptop and 
transfer files, etc. however, the rs appears to be unable to access 
the flash drive after that. maybe a scsi termination issue? 
because the cf drive is terminated inside the rs, and i think the 
scsi-usb adapter might also be a terminator. not sure. anyways i 
guess it works, *if i restart the rs afterwards*. 

NO HOT SWAPPING

Originally I planned on just making this an internal drive. But I 
decided why not have the card accessible. But I never thought about 
hot-swapping the compact flash card (swapping it while the RS is 
running). Unfortunately it appears that this does not work. The RS 
gives a 'card not ready' error when trying to access the new card. 
The RS then needs to restarted and it will read the card then. 
Probably best to just power off, swap cards, then power back on. 

http://www.shopaddonics.com has a card reader, double the cost, but 
it has an eject mechanism... maybe it can hot swap. The IDE flash 
drive that I got I think is designed for internal use, where there 
would be no need to hot-swap. Or maybe its an IDE thing. Not sure. 

ACTIVITY LED

i noticed the scsi-ide adapter has 2 pins for a status LED, so i 
wired up a green 5v led and stuck it onto the side of the external 
scsi connector for now. it flashes when there is disk activity. i 
know its a minor touch but it looks 1000% better to me now. flashy 
lights are cool! 

Pic: http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0777.jpg
| 15186|15184|2007-03-06 11:52:33|h2a2p|Re: Compact Flash Upgrade|
I am posting this info at Yahoo Groups and RS7000.org... sorry for 
repost... just want to share this info with as many RS users as 
possible...

UPDATE

OOPS! i guess it was a late night... i didn't have my 2GB compact 
flash card in... I have been using my 512MB compact flash card. 
Unfortunately the 2GB card is not working. There appears to be an 
issue between the card and SCSI-IDE Adapter. The RS sees the same 
card in my external scsi reader, and my the internal CF reader sees 
the card when hooked straight to my PC. Something is not working 
when it is connected through the SCSI-IDE bridge. I just noticed it 
is a high speed flash card, so I don't know if that is the problem 
or not. Anyways the 512MB card is working great. :/

Also, I think the hot-swap issue is definitely an IDE issue. IDE is 
not made to hot swap. So yah I think the RS has to be powered off to 
swap the card out. Not really a deal breaker for me. 

Well this is not an exact science. Lots of trial and error. Well 
someone has to try these things, right?
| 15187|15187|2007-03-06 17:30:15|abdul_tom|RS7000 general opinions|
Just for the sake of discussion, I'm posting some opinions. Well, we
keep the technology alive : )

I've had the RS for 5 years and have hardly used it, put off by the
scary user interface and concentrating on guitar. Recently I got a job
to do a soundtrack for a short film which forced me to reconnect. Now,
I'm starting to get into it, and just bought an AIEB2 for some decent
EQing possibilities. 

MINUSES for me

It's huge. I mean by today's standards, it's huge.

The resampling is crap. Sampling from outputs internally creates a
load of noise and a low signal. I tried sampling a hihat part I'd
maxed out the phasing on and it overdrve, with boomy bass feedback
coming through. Ensoniq and Emu nailed this years ago. 

Saving samples as pattern tracks only is crap. 

http://www.shopaddonics.com/
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Midi sync options are limited. 

Poor manual - I mean it states the facts but doesn't tell how to
actually do anything. 

Not rackmountable. 

PLUSES for me

Onboard sounds, no matter how crap, mean you've got something to start
with. MPCs have finally cottoned on to this. 

User interactivity rocks, and they were way ahead with this.

It sounds good, especially after compression. 

Once you crack the unfriendliness most things are actually possible,
once you persuade the machine to do it : )

No competing machine can do the same things. 

Just my threepenny worth.
| 15188|15184|2007-03-06 17:31:35|abdul_tom|Re: Compact Flash Upgrade|
Super useful post, mate, thanks.
| 15189|15184|2007-03-06 20:07:07|zamisers7k|Re: Compact Flash Upgrade|
Pretty cool! I might have to do something like that sometime.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> Well I finally got around to working on my internal storage 
> project. Now I already have an External SCSI Hard Drive and an 
> External SCSI compact flash reader. But for portability I wanted 
to 
> try to integrate something into the RS. I also wanted to see what 
> could be done with brand new parts that can still be easily 
> purchased, and not discontinued or hard to find items. 
> 
> I ended up using an IDE compact flash drive with an IDE-SCSI 
> adapter, and a 2GB flash card, basically giving me an internal 2GB 
> drive. Both parts are powered from the RS's internal power 
> supply. A SCSI ribbon cable comes out and connects to the RS's 
SCSI 
> port. I also added an additional external scsi port so that I can 
> still connect my external hard drive or USB-SCSI adapter to my PC. 
> 
> The RS does seem to hang for about 10-15 seconds longer at 
> the 'Yamaha' screen when you first power on, but then it displays 
> the 'searching for autoload' message and loads normally after 
that. 
> The RS sees the flash drive right away. The problem of having to 
> power on the scsi drive before the RS does not seem to apply here. 
> 
> Performance is similar to my external SCSI hard drive... a 55MB 
file 
> loads from the external hard disk in 156 seconds... and the same 
> file loads from the compact flash drive in 166 seconds... just 
> slightly slower. (If I remember correctly, the same file takes 
> about 10 minutes to load from the RS's SmartMedia card slot).
> 
> With my external SCSI hard drive connected to my added scsi port, 
> the RS is able to see and use both drives. (The Hard Drive still 
> needs to be powered on before the RS). My USB-SCSI adapter also 
> works with my laptop, allowing me to drag-and-drop files onto the 
> new compact flash drive right from my PC. However, there is still 
> the issue of the RS and laptop accessing the drive at the same 
> time. With enough time between disk operations, it appears to work 
> fine, but the RS did freeze on me once when messing around with 
> it... i think the PC was still accessing the flash drive when I 
> tried to load something on the RS.
> 
> Pics:
> 
> Can't really see much here, but it is all mounted on a metal plate 
> where the expansion board would normally go:
> http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0774.jpg
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> 
> Sorry, hard to see whats there, but that is the flash card on the 
> left, the added external scsi port, and the ribbon cable coming out:
> http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0775.jpg
> 
> Yah i know... big ugly connector at the back of the RS... oh 
well... 
> i think i can live with it!
> http://i48.photobucket.com/albums/f228/h2a2p/DSCN0776.jpg
> 
> 
> 
> MORE DETAILS: 
> 
> I think this cost me about $125, including the flash memory card. 
> You may be able to do it for less... I am including retail links 
> here, but most of this stuff can be found on e-bay too, sometimes 
> for less $$$. 
> 
> The two main parts are are the flash drive and the scsi-ide 
bridge. 
> The bridge connects right to the drive, basically turning it into a 
> compact flash scsi drive. (I had to remove a pin - key pin - from 
> the IDE connector on the CF drive to make them fit together):
> 
> Acard AEC7720U SCSI-to-IDE Bridge
> (http://www.axiontech.com/prdt.php?item=74790)
> 
> Corpsys CF2IDE Compact Flash to IDE Adapter
> (http://www.axiontech.com/prdt.php?item=59826)
> 
> I used the following parts to connect the drive to the RS. I 
> clipped off one end of the SCSI ribbon cable, crimped the male 
> Centronics connector at the end of the cable, and then the HD50 to 
> SCSI C50 adapter connects the ribbon to the RS's scsi port:
> 
> SCSI 50-pin Internal Ribbon Cable (3 Connectors) 
> (http://computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=574)
> 
> Centronics 50 Ribbon Connector - Male 
> (http://www.computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=1365)
> 
> SCSI 2 HD50 Male to SCSI 1 C50 Female Adapter
> (http://www.computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=901)
> 
> For the additional SCSI port, I used an internal-to-external scsi 
> adapter, the type that you might find on the back of a PC. It came 
> with a PCI slot bracket that I removed. It connects to the 
leftover 
> internal SCSI connector on the ribbon cable above:
> 
> SCSI-2 Internal IDC50F to External HD50M Adapter
> (http://www.computercablestore.com/detail.aspx?ID=898)
> 
> I bent a piece of metal to fit where the RS's expansion board goes, 
> and mounted all the parts onto the metal. I did not make any 
> permanent changes to the RS itself. 
> 
> I also made a slot where I can pull the compact flash card out if I 
> want. The card doesn't really stick out, so I can just barely grab 
> it to pull it out. But I plan to leave the same card in there most 
> of the time so it is not a big deal to me. I have since seen some 
> CF-IDE adapters on E-bay that have a smaller circuit board, so then 
> you could have the card stick out more so it is easier to grab. 
> 
> Now the ribbon cable coming out of the RS... there could be a 
better 
> solution, but this is the most cost-effective and clean-looking 
> solution that I could come up with. I did find someone that could 
> make me a custom scsi ribbon cable that would have a lower profile 
> connector, but they wanted like $60 just for the cable (phew!).
> 
> Oh, also a note about the Power supply inside the RS... the large 4-
> pin connectors are configured just like a hard drive power 
cable... 
> 12v-GND-GND-5V. However, it does not use a hard drive size 
> connector. It is a smaller 4-pin Molex connector. I was able to 
> find one that fit at a local electronics store.
>

| 15190|15184|2007-03-07 06:05:49|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash Upgrade|
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Neat idea.

Maybe the hot swap problem is a scsi issue. Have you tried un mounting the scsi device, swap the card and then mount the scsi device again ?

Any updates on the 2gb card problem?

Ian

---------------------------------
Now you can scan emails quickly with a reading pane. Get the new Yahoo! Mail.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15191|15187|2007-03-07 07:16:17|abdul_tom|Re: RS7000 general opinions|
Oh yes, and it should have another midi in port, one for keyboard
controller, one for synching. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abdul_tom" wrote:
>
> Just for the sake of discussion, I'm posting some opinions. Well, we
> keep the technology alive : )
> 
> I've had the RS for 5 years and have hardly used it, put off by the
> scary user interface and concentrating on guitar. Recently I got a job
> to do a soundtrack for a short film which forced me to reconnect. Now,
> I'm starting to get into it, and just bought an AIEB2 for some decent
> EQing possibilities. 
> 
> MINUSES for me
> 
> It's huge. I mean by today's standards, it's huge.
> 
> The resampling is crap. Sampling from outputs internally creates a
> load of noise and a low signal. I tried sampling a hihat part I'd
> maxed out the phasing on and it overdrve, with boomy bass feedback
> coming through. Ensoniq and Emu nailed this years ago. 
> 
> Saving samples as pattern tracks only is crap. 
> 
> Midi sync options are limited. 
> 
> Poor manual - I mean it states the facts but doesn't tell how to
> actually do anything. 
> 
> Not rackmountable. 
> 
> 
> PLUSES for me
> 
> Onboard sounds, no matter how crap, mean you've got something to start
> with. MPCs have finally cottoned on to this. 
> 
> User interactivity rocks, and they were way ahead with this.
> 
> It sounds good, especially after compression. 
> 
> Once you crack the unfriendliness most things are actually possible,
> once you persuade the machine to do it : )
> 
> No competing machine can do the same things. 
> 
> 
> Just my threepenny worth.
>

| 15192|15187|2007-03-09 21:32:12|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 general opinions|
I don't want to seem like I'm jumping down your throat, just keeping 
the technology alive as you say, but I wanted to address some of your 
minuses...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abdul_tom" wrote:

> MINUSES for me
> 
> It's huge. I mean by today's standards, it's huge.

What are you compareing its size to?

> 
> The resampling is crap. Sampling from outputs internally creates a
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> load of noise and a low signal. I tried sampling a hihat part I'd
> maxed out the phasing on and it overdrve, with boomy bass feedback
> coming through. Ensoniq and Emu nailed this years ago.

Some of your levels maybe off, its defaulted to play low for some 
reason, I've turned mine up. Only complaint I've had is sampling 
from its inputs doesn't sound back out at nearly the same level to 
monitor for stuff like vocals it can be pain I agree. And, at 
44.1khz its still not quite as nice sounding as its internal engine, 
but almost. EMUs take two days to load their proprietary formats, 
but they do sound nice I agree too. I've not tried every EMU though, 
I'm baseing this on an EMU ESynth.

> 
> Saving samples as pattern tracks only is crap.

You mean the samples are saved as part of the phrases. It does get a 
little strange dealing with that sometimes, nothing that can't be 
overcome I think though.

> 
> Midi sync options are limited.

How so? It has one of the nicest and user friendliest midi facilites 
I've used on a piece of hardware. I've not used everything out there 
though, and I know software is leaps and bounds ahead of it, but what 
else isn't software leaps ahead of and don't cost two arms and a leg 
to get?

> 
> Poor manual - I mean it states the facts but doesn't tell how to
> actually do anything.

I don't find it too bad, all manuals could be better. I wish there 
was a fast start guide for newbs at though, cause once they get over 
that hump of not knowing where to start everyone falls in love with 
the thing.

> 
> Not rackmountable. 
> 

I've seen a couple in racks, it will fit I think, but they had to 
have custom made ears or screw mounts for it.

> 
> PLUSES for me
> 
> Onboard sounds, no matter how crap, mean you've got something to 
start
> with. MPCs have finally cottoned on to this. 
>

Agree, most are crap, until you get into editing them, it can really 
shine. Don't mention MPC around me, I might have to kill something.

> User interactivity rocks, and they were way ahead with this.
> 

I think so too, very intuitive for myself.

> It sounds good, especially after compression. 

Compression yes!

> 
> Once you crack the unfriendliness most things are actually possible,
> once you persuade the machine to do it : )
> 

I couldn't agree more!

> No competing machine can do the same things. 
> 

Theres a few out there, but everytime I use them I wan't for my 
RS7000.

> 



> Just my threepenny worth.
>

I'd probably be lost stepping into the guitar world. Had one once, 
only played it through vocoders and effects so I could make it sound 
better on a synth. I hope you and everyone uses their RS7000 more in 
the future and good look scoreing that film track with it, thats got 
to be awesome.

Zam

| 15193|15193|2007-03-10 14:54:47|shawn@opensrs.org|Re: Digest Number 1792|
Hey RS Fans

Quick coupla questions for consideration :

1>
How do you all feel about the OS upgrades ?
Is there a particular version that is the best..OS is the fully 
upgraded ver 1.22 the way to go? (no new bugs introduced in ver 1.22 I 
hope)

I recently did a factory reset on my RS, and now I can't recall what 
setting I used to be able to get the RS to echo the input MIDI signals 
back out (only) on the channel of the selected track#.

Essentially my controler keyboard could be set to any MIDI channel 
(out), and the RS would re-route (re-channelize?) that signal to 
whatever MIDI channel the current RS track would set to output 
on...Which made the RS a very usefull MIDI switcher so that I could 
selectively play different rack modules (receiving on different 
channels), and record sequences for any of them on the fly without 
touching any channel settings.

2> Sooo...
Does anyone have any idea how I managed to get the RS to behave that 
way, and therefore how I can set it up that way again ???

PS:
Has anyone had any issues with chaining more than one SCSI zip drive 
to the RS?
Is it more trouble than it's worth ?

Any feedback will be highly valued...Thanks

Devotedly
Jo
| 15194|15180|2007-03-10 15:08:40|touchmymagic|Re: How do you guys like to tweak knobs/parameters in Realtime?|
I often record midi delay in realtime as a fill at the end of a 4 or 8
bar drum loop.
| 15195|15193|2007-03-10 15:57:45|wasted/su700fan|Re: Digest Number 1792|
On Mar 10, 2007, at 12:06 PM, shawn@opensrs.org wrote:

> Hey RS Fans
>
> Quick coupla questions for consideration :
>
> 1>
> How do you all feel about the OS upgrades ?
> Is there a particular version that is the best..OS is the fully
> upgraded ver 1.22 the way to go? (no new bugs introduced in ver 1.22 I
> hope)
>
> I recently did a factory reset on my RS, and now I can't recall what
> setting I used to be able to get the RS to echo the input MIDI signals
> back out (only) on the channel of the selected track#.
>
> Essentially my controler keyboard could be set to any MIDI channel
> (out), and the RS would re-route (re-channelize?) that signal to
> whatever MIDI channel the current RS track would set to output
> on...Which made the RS a very usefull MIDI switcher so that I could
> selectively play different rack modules (receiving on different
> channels), and record sequences for any of them on the fly without
> touching any channel settings.
>
> 2> Sooo...
> Does anyone have any idea how I managed to get the RS to behave that
> way, and therefore how I can set it up that way again ???
>
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> PS:
> Has anyone had any issues with chaining more than one SCSI zip drive
> to the RS?
> Is it more trouble than it's worth ?
>
> Any feedback will be highly valued...Thanks
>
> Devotedly
> Jo

OS 1.22 has a couple of bugfixes from 1.20 and 1.21. 1.20 is the OS 
where Yamaha added the extra 12 filter types and allowed other tracks 
to be heard while recording in Grid Record mode. Regarding your 
second question, set Utility/Echo Back (Utility x 2) to Monitor 
(Rec). That will set it the way you had it before.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15196|15193|2007-03-10 19:20:54|shawn@opensrs.org|Re: Digest Number 1792|
OOOPS !

The answer to my own question is in the MidiSetup / EchoBack 
settings...I somehow didn't scroll all the way to the "Rec Monitor" 
setting !

Anyhow...
Maybe my stupid question (plus answer) will be helpfull to someone new 
to the RS ;-)

Sorry...
/sar
| 15197|15197|2007-03-12 16:03:12|abku72|iomega Jaz|
Hi! guys, do you know if the Iomega Jaz medium is supported with 
yamaha rs7000?
I have one and it looks like it reconizes the medium but when I add 
format to the disk says "unsupported disk".

thanks.
| 15198|15197|2007-03-12 22:14:05|dj sparkle|Re: iomega Jaz|
no it wont work with it...

abku72 <abku72@yahoo.es> wrote: Hi! guys, do you know if the Iomega Jaz medium is supported with 
yamaha rs7000?
I have one and it looks like it reconizes the medium but when I add 
format to the disk says "unsupported disk".

thanks.

---------------------------------
8:00? 8:25? 8:40? Find a flick in no time
with theYahoo! Search movie showtime shortcut.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15199|15197|2007-03-13 06:17:16|wasubot|Re: iomega Jaz|
Wait i had my iomega jazz working with it, dont remember the disk size
though or much else-it was some time ago. I ended up ditching that solution
as i couldnt deal with the hardware fan noise.

On 3/13/07, abku72 <abku72@yahoo.es> wrote:
>
> Hi! guys, do you know if the Iomega Jaz medium is supported with
> yamaha rs7000?
> I have one and it looks like it reconizes the medium but when I add
> format to the disk says "unsupported disk".
>
> thanks.
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
mailto:abku72@yahoo.es
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----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15200|15200|2007-03-15 07:47:31|abdul_tom|error in FAQ|
Hi, there's a slight error in the fAQ, but maybe it's not worth
changing it now. Namely:

in terms of naming while saving, if you select the the Pattern name
job from the Jobs list and it give it a name there it will
automatically fill it in when it comes to saving the pattern. A great
time saver, and it works for Pattern Chains and Songs too.
| 15201|15187|2007-03-15 08:54:38|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS7000 general opinions|
i really wish my RS7000 would make coffee for me in the morning, but until
then i'll just have to deal with it.

Brooks

On 3/9/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> I don't want to seem like I'm jumping down your throat, just keeping
> the technology alive as you say, but I wanted to address some of your
> minuses...
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "abdul_tom"
> wrote:
>
> > MINUSES for me
> >
> > It's huge. I mean by today's standards, it's huge.
>
> What are you compareing its size to?
>
> >
> > The resampling is crap. Sampling from outputs internally creates a
> > load of noise and a low signal. I tried sampling a hihat part I'd
> > maxed out the phasing on and it overdrve, with boomy bass feedback
> > coming through. Ensoniq and Emu nailed this years ago.
>
> Some of your levels maybe off, its defaulted to play low for some
> reason, I've turned mine up. Only complaint I've had is sampling
> from its inputs doesn't sound back out at nearly the same level to
> monitor for stuff like vocals it can be pain I agree. And, at
> 44.1khz its still not quite as nice sounding as its internal engine,
> but almost. EMUs take two days to load their proprietary formats,
> but they do sound nice I agree too. I've not tried every EMU though,
> I'm baseing this on an EMU ESynth.
>
> >
> > Saving samples as pattern tracks only is crap.
>
> You mean the samples are saved as part of the phrases. It does get a
> little strange dealing with that sometimes, nothing that can't be
> overcome I think though.
>
> >
> > Midi sync options are limited.
>
> How so? It has one of the nicest and user friendliest midi facilites
> I've used on a piece of hardware. I've not used everything out there
> though, and I know software is leaps and bounds ahead of it, but what
> else isn't software leaps ahead of and don't cost two arms and a leg
> to get?
>
> >
> > Poor manual - I mean it states the facts but doesn't tell how to
> > actually do anything.
>
> I don't find it too bad, all manuals could be better. I wish there
> was a fast start guide for newbs at though, cause once they get over
> that hump of not knowing where to start everyone falls in love with
> the thing.
>
> >
> > Not rackmountable.
> >
>
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> I've seen a couple in racks, it will fit I think, but they had to
> have custom made ears or screw mounts for it.
>
> >
> > PLUSES for me
> >
> > Onboard sounds, no matter how crap, mean you've got something to
> start
> > with. MPCs have finally cottoned on to this.
> >
>
> Agree, most are crap, until you get into editing them, it can really
> shine. Don't mention MPC around me, I might have to kill something.
>
> > User interactivity rocks, and they were way ahead with this.
> >
>
> I think so too, very intuitive for myself.
>
> > It sounds good, especially after compression.
>
> Compression yes!
>
> >
> > Once you crack the unfriendliness most things are actually possible,
> > once you persuade the machine to do it : )
> >
>
> I couldn't agree more!
>
> > No competing machine can do the same things.
> >
>
> Theres a few out there, but everytime I use them I wan't for my
> RS7000.
>
> >
> > Just my threepenny worth.
> >
>
> I'd probably be lost stepping into the guitar world. Had one once,
> only played it through vocoders and effects so I could make it sound
> better on a synth. I hope you and everyone uses their RS7000 more in
> the future and good look scoreing that film track with it, thats got
> to be awesome.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15202|15202|2007-03-15 18:09:25|jiuzu12|hey sampling problem|
i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im trying to import to 
use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i bounced from 
pro tools.
| 15203|15200|2007-03-15 18:25:07|wasted/su700fan|Re: error in FAQ|
On Mar 14, 2007, at 5:59 PM, abdul_tom wrote:

> Hi, there's a slight error in the fAQ, but maybe it's not worth
> changing it now. Namely:
>
> in terms of naming while saving, if you select the the Pattern name
> job from the Jobs list and it give it a name there it will
> automatically fill it in when it comes to saving the pattern. A great
> time saver, and it works for Pattern Chains and Songs too.

Thanks for pointing this out. I'll have to see about updating it in 
the near future (this weekend or the middle of next week when I'm off 
on a 4 day vacation from work). My Mac Mini with OSX has a "print to 
PDF" feature so that you don't need the full version of Adobe Acrobat 
to create PDF files. I'll need to change the original .html before 
saving the new PDF version of the FAQ. When done, I'll upload the 
corrected versions to the FILES section of the group, replacing the 
old versions. The whole FAQ could use an update, since it still 
shows 1.12 or 1.14 as the most recent version of the OS, when the 
current OS which was released in October 2004 is 1.22. When I make 
the changes I'll do a thorough read-through of the FAQ, making 



updates and corrections as necessary.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15204|15202|2007-03-15 18:35:30|wasted/su700fan|Re: hey sampling problem|
On Mar 15, 2007, at 5:47 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:

> i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im trying to import to
> use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i bounced from
> pro tools.

I believe I remember reading somewhere before (check the archives) 
that Pro Tools doesn't create strict .wav files, so that's why you're 
probably getting the "illegal file" message. Pro Tools might 
create .wav files with markers or other nonstandard info in the .wav 
itself. Try another audio editing program, import the .wavs created 
in Pro Tools, and re-save them. See if that works.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15205|15202|2007-03-15 19:32:33|Drew Derr|Re: hey sampling problem|
hi- something to consider is that the RS likes samples which are:

Sample Data Bits = 16
Sampling Frequency = 44.1kHz (or lower)

(Specifications in the Appendix, pg. 283)

-drew

----- Original Message ----
From: jiuzu12 <jiuzu12@yahoo.com>

i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im trying to import to 

use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i bounced from 

pro tools.

____________________________________________________________________________________
We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love 
(and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
http://tv.yahoo.com/collections/265 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15206|15202|2007-03-16 07:53:42|zamisers7k|Re: hey sampling problem|
I don't use ProTools, I use CoolEdit, it has an option to save 
as "Windows PCM .wav" there is another .wav option too that don't 
work so well sometimes. I always make sure I save my .wavs in 
Windows PCM format. Perhaps thats the trouble with the ProTools, 
its using that other .wav format, see if it has a Windows PCM .wav 
format to save to maybe instead.

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
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Also, I've only imported a sample this way only a couple times. 
Honestly, I import most my samples by just recording them in from 
the inputs, its not always quite as crisp and have to do some 
normalizing and res & cut boosting, but I know it works everytime.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
>
> hi- something to consider is that the RS likes samples which are:
> 
> Sample Data Bits = 16
> Sampling Frequency = 44.1kHz (or lower)
> 
> (Specifications in the Appendix, pg. 283)
> 
> 
> -drew
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: jiuzu12 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im trying 
to import to 
> 
> use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i bounced 
from 
> 
> pro tools.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________
> We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love 
> (and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
> http://tv.yahoo.com/collections/265 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15207|15202|2007-03-16 08:17:00|jiuzu12|Re: hey sampling problem|
thanks.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
>
> hi- something to consider is that the RS likes samples which are:
>
> Sample Data Bits = 16
> Sampling Frequency = 44.1kHz (or lower)
>
> (Specifications in the Appendix, pg. 283)
>
>
> -drew
>
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>
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: jiuzu12 
> i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im trying to import
> to use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i
> bounced from pro tools.

| 15208|15202|2007-03-16 08:17:11|jiuzu12|Re: hey sampling problem|
thanks ill try that. i was thinking that would be the case. ill use 
audacity. unless you guys know a better quality more convenient free 
audio editing program let me know.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Mar 15, 2007, at 5:47 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> 
> > i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im trying to import 
to
> > use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i 
bounced from
> > pro tools.
> 
> I believe I remember reading somewhere before (check the 
archives) 
> that Pro Tools doesn't create strict .wav files, so that's why 
you're 
> probably getting the "illegal file" message. Pro Tools might 
> create .wav files with markers or other nonstandard info in 
the .wav 
> itself. Try another audio editing program, import the .wavs 
created 
> in Pro Tools, and re-save them. See if that works.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 15209|15209|2007-03-16 10:28:55|crvenazvezda91|Help: Filter settings keep getting changed|
A desperate cry for help.... :|

I've got my entire set on the RS7000, all cool apart from one little
problem, the filter settings constantly keep changing back to "LPF12"
when I want them to stay at "Bypass"

Everything I'm using is on User Phases, "Voice Setup to TG" is turned
off, but still it keeps changing back.

I can do the sysex to reset them, but I'm going to be cycling through
20 styles during my set.

And it's driving me mad. I've searched, but can't seem to find a
simple/logical way of turning it off, so it doesn't automatically
apply the default filter setting.

For the record, all sounds are coming from "Common" sample voices,
which I'm changing via sysex for each song.

Did I mention my set is tomorrow?

Any help would be gratefully appreciated.

Thanks
| 15210|15209|2007-03-16 21:55:20|zamisers7k|Re: Help: Filter settings keep getting changed|
Yikes that might not be possible like your wanting. The RS stores 
its patch settings to the pattern or songs, not the phrases or 
patches themselfs. You might have to send it some sort of sysex 
messege to switch that along with the patches...Hopefully someone 
else will know of a better way than the way your doing it and maybe 
explain??? Hmmm...I'd like to hear how myself.

I normally load or change patterns or songs up during my sets instead 
of doing it the way your mentioning.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "crvenazvezda91" 
wrote:
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>
> A desperate cry for help.... :|
> 
> I've got my entire set on the RS7000, all cool apart from one little
> problem, the filter settings constantly keep changing back 

to "LPF12"

> when I want them to stay at "Bypass"
> 
> Everything I'm using is on User Phases, "Voice Setup to TG" is 

turned

> off, but still it keeps changing back.
> 
> I can do the sysex to reset them, but I'm going to be cycling 

through

> 20 styles during my set.
> 
> And it's driving me mad. I've searched, but can't seem to find a
> simple/logical way of turning it off, so it doesn't automatically
> apply the default filter setting.
> 
> For the record, all sounds are coming from "Common" sample voices,
> which I'm changing via sysex for each song.
> 
> Did I mention my set is tomorrow?
> 
> Any help would be gratefully appreciated.
> 
> Thanks
>

| 15211|15211|2007-03-17 18:40:35|Toralf fors|Need some help with sample slicing. I'm stuck in the owners manual |
Hi group!

I've been using the RS now for two years mainly using it as a sequencer and
a tone module. I figure it is time to do some sample mangling.

Here is my problem. I have loaded a 4-on-the-floor sample, from PC to memory
card, and loaded into RS. It plays just fine.

When I try to slice it, all I end up with, is a clicking sound and nothing
else.

When I audition the unsliced sample in the slice page I get the full loop.
It plays just as any unaffected sample when I audition. 

Lets say I choose 16th, the loop I one bar, 4 on sensitivity and then DO,
after a few seconds I can audition and get a short click. If I choose Beat
1 (or any other) then CREATE to track 2, which is empty, I may or may not
get a chort click on E0. I get no midi data or anything else.

What gives?

I strongly suspect that I have missed something fundamental here, or
possibly, a faulty machine.

I've been reading the manual on this topic an I just cant figure out what
the hell I'm doing wrong.

Can someone give me a hint or hopefully a walk through?

Cheers

///t



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15212|15202|2007-03-18 01:44:47|jiuzu12|Re: hey sampling problem|
my only problem with sampling in by sampling via input it is some 
samples need fades and its hard to get them exact without clicks 
sometimes. sometimes i have a buzz and my instrument cables are 
totally fine. also record volume is different and its hard to match 
it exactly unless your normalizing but it still is kind of choppy to 
me. although it is very traditional and something you really should 
know how to do and it is useful sometimes.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I don't use ProTools, I use CoolEdit, it has an option to save 
> as "Windows PCM .wav" there is another .wav option too that don't 
> work so well sometimes. I always make sure I save my .wavs in 
> Windows PCM format. Perhaps thats the trouble with the ProTools, 
> its using that other .wav format, see if it has a Windows PCM .wav 
> format to save to maybe instead.
> 
> Also, I've only imported a sample this way only a couple times. 
> Honestly, I import most my samples by just recording them in from 
> the inputs, its not always quite as crisp and have to do some 
> normalizing and res & cut boosting, but I know it works everytime.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:
> >
> > hi- something to consider is that the RS likes samples which are:
> > 
> > Sample Data Bits = 16
> > Sampling Frequency = 44.1kHz (or lower)
> > 
> > (Specifications in the Appendix, pg. 283)
> > 
> > 
> > -drew
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: jiuzu12 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > i have a ton of drum samples on my card that im 
trying 
> to import to 
> > 
> > use and it says "illegal file". they are all .wav files i 
bounced 
> from 
> > 
> > pro tools.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
_____________________________________________________________________
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> _______________
> > We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love 
> > (and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
> > http://tv.yahoo.com/collections/265 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15213|15211|2007-03-18 10:07:06|Toralf fors|Need some help with sample slicing. I'm stuck in the owners manual |
Hi group again.

Turned out to be a faulty memory problem.

Tossed them out and now it works as supposed.

I m off to scavenge some old computers for simms .

Cheers

///t

_____ 

Från: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] För Toralf fors
Skickat: den 17 mars 2007 16:52
Till: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Ämne: ****SPAM(8.3)**** [RS7000] Need some help with sample slicing. I'm
stuck in the owners manual hell.

Hi group!

I've been using the RS now for two years mainly using it as a sequencer and
a tone module. I figure it is time to do some sample mangling.

Here is my problem. I have loaded a 4-on-the-floor sample, from PC to memory
card, and loaded into RS. It plays just fine.

When I try to slice it, all I end up with, is a clicking sound and nothing
else.

When I audition the unsliced sample in the slice page I get the full loop.
It plays just as any unaffected sample when I audition. 

Lets say I choose 16th, the loop I one bar, 4 on sensitivity and then DO,
after a few seconds I can audition and get a short click. If I choose Beat
1 (or any other) then CREATE to track 2, which is empty, I may or may not
get a chort click on E0. I get no midi data or anything else.

What gives?

I strongly suspect that I have missed something fundamental here, or
possibly, a faulty machine.

I've been reading the manual on this topic an I just cant figure out what
the hell I'm doing wrong.

Can someone give me a hint or hopefully a walk through?

Cheers

///t

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15214|15214|2007-03-18 10:07:10|gaapzucht|Filter envelope amount at 0 still influences cutoff?|
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I don't understand the filter completely. I loaded up a bassdrum sample 
and applied a low pass filter to it. At +63 cutoff the bassdrum sample 
was still being filtered. So I changed the envelope amount from zero to 
something like +24 and only then the sample sounded like it was not 
being filtered. But then when I turned the cuttof down it only became 
audible at negative values (from 0 to -63).

So then I tested this with a 'wow' envelope on a saw and at 0 the 
envelope is still clearly audible.

How do you setup the filter so that there is no influence from the 
envelope at all?
| 15215|15215|2007-03-18 10:08:01|gaapzucht|Mute groups for hihats|
Hi,

How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed hihat) 
for sampled drumkits?

Thanks
| 15216|15215|2007-03-18 18:28:02|jiuzu12|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it 
wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro 
tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed 
hihat) 
> for sampled drumkits?
> 
> Thanks
>

| 15217|15215|2007-03-18 19:53:26|wasted/su700fan|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:

> cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it
> wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro
> tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>>
>> Hi,
>>
>> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> hihat)
>> for sampled drumkits?
>>
>> Thanks

For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit, 
Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign 
groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum 
kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign 
group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a 
limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround 
like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on the 
track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you 
can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start the 
closed hi-hat sample.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15218|15214|2007-03-19 02:04:44|zamisers7k|Re: Filter envelope amount at 0 still influences cutoff?|
Oh I also forgot to mention that if you select voice settings, #4 on 
the number pad you can go through edit some more settings that way. 
Also, perhaps you can just turn the filter off, not sure if that 
will make a difrence on Amp or pitch or filter envelopes though. 
Just some more ideas to try I guess.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> I don't understand the filter completely. I loaded up a bassdrum 
sample 
> and applied a low pass filter to it. At +63 cutoff the bassdrum 
sample 
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> was still being filtered. So I changed the envelope amount from 
zero to 
> something like +24 and only then the sample sounded like it was 
not 
> being filtered. But then when I turned the cuttof down it only 
became 
> audible at negative values (from 0 to -63).
> 
> So then I tested this with a 'wow' envelope on a saw and at 0 the 
> envelope is still clearly audible.
> 
> How do you setup the filter so that there is no influence from the 
> envelope at all?
>

| 15219|15214|2007-03-19 02:05:03|zamisers7k|Re: Filter envelope amount at 0 still influences cutoff?|
When a sample is imported or recorded I thought its automatically 
setup or defaulted to have no effect. I could be wrong, but anyway 
try this, on the LFO section move it so the filter is selected, then 
the ADSR envelope knobs to the right of it control parts of the 
filter, make sure they are all set to zero. However, I'm thinking 
your prob may be more in the Amp envelope. The Attack or A should 
be set to zero turned all the way to the left, and the rest Decay 
Sustain and Release DSR should be at max all the way to the right.

Hope that may helps some?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> I don't understand the filter completely. I loaded up a bassdrum 
sample 
> and applied a low pass filter to it. At +63 cutoff the bassdrum 
sample 
> was still being filtered. So I changed the envelope amount from 
zero to 
> something like +24 and only then the sample sounded like it was 
not 
> being filtered. But then when I turned the cuttof down it only 
became 
> audible at negative values (from 0 to -63).
> 
> So then I tested this with a 'wow' envelope on a saw and at 0 the 
> envelope is still clearly audible.
> 
> How do you setup the filter so that there is no influence from the 
> envelope at all?
>

| 15220|15215|2007-03-19 06:43:12|wasubot|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
I suggest just use a new track for your hihats and set the track to
mono....That will give you a mute groups for the 2 samples.

As for on board sounds...i never use them so i can't comment.

Wasubot

On 3/19/07, wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
>
> > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it
> > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro
> > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "gaapzucht"
> wrote:
> >>
> >> Hi,
> >>
> >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > hihat)
> >> for sampled drumkits?
> >>
> >> Thanks
>
> For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit,
> Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign
> groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum
> kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign
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> group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a
> limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround
> like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on the
> track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you
> can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start the
> closed hi-hat sample.
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15221|15215|2007-03-19 06:44:10|abdul_tom|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
Yes, basically you need a more fully featured sampler. The one on the
RS is quite limited, but you;ll be able to do it on even a fairly
basic dedicated sampler. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> 
> > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it
> > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro
> > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> >>
> >> Hi,
> >>
> >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > hihat)
> >> for sampled drumkits?
> >>
> >> Thanks
> 
> For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit, 
> Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign 
> groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum 
> kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign 
> group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a 
> limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround 
> like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on the 
> track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you 
> can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start the 
> closed hi-hat sample.
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>

| 15222|15215|2007-03-19 06:56:11|Brooks Mosher|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
yeah Tom, the RS7000 is a bit limited but guess what!!

with a little thought, there's a way to do this:

(set the voice that contains the hi hats to monophonic)

So anyways, maybe you should sell your RS7000 and buy yourself a full
featured sampler. That way you can leave this forum for people who actually
come up with solutions and work arounds with this "limited" sampler.

On 3/18/07, abdul_tom <abdul_tom@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> Yes, basically you need a more fully featured sampler. The one on the
> RS is quite limited, but you;ll be able to do it on even a fairly
> basic dedicated sampler.
>
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , wasted/su700fan
> wrote:
> >
> > On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> >
> > > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it
> > > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro
> > > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "gaapzucht"
> wrote:
> > >>
> > >> Hi,
> > >>
> > >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > > hihat)
> > >> for sampled drumkits?
> > >>
> > >> Thanks
> >
> > For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit,
> > Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign
> > groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum
> > kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign
> > group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a
> > limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround
> > like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on the
> > track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you
> > can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start the
> > closed hi-hat sample.
> >
> > -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15223|15215|2007-03-19 06:59:53|Brooks Mosher|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
bollucks...

On 3/18/07, abdul_tom <abdul_tom@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> Yes, basically you need a more fully featured sampler. The one on the
> RS is quite limited, but you;ll be able to do it on even a fairly
> basic dedicated sampler.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , wasted/su700fan
> wrote:
> >
> > On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> >
> > > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it
> > > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro
> > > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "gaapzucht"
> wrote:
> > >>
> > >> Hi,
> > >>
> > >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > > hihat)
> > >> for sampled drumkits?
> > >>
> > >> Thanks
> >
> > For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit,
> > Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign
> > groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum
> > kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign
> > group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a
> > limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround
> > like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on the
> > track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you
> > can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start the
> > closed hi-hat sample.
> >
> > -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
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> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15224|15215|2007-03-19 07:01:34|Brooks Mosher|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
whoops, i mean bollocks...

isn't that how they spell it in the UK?

On 3/19/07, Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> bollucks...
>
> On 3/18/07, abdul_tom <abdul_tom@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
> >
> > Yes, basically you need a more fully featured sampler. The one on the
> > RS is quite limited, but you;ll be able to do it on even a fairly
> > basic dedicated sampler.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> > wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > >
> > > On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> > >
> > > > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it and it
> > > > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such as pro
> > > > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> > "gaapzucht" wrote:
> > > >>
> > > >> Hi,
> > > >>
> > > >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > > > hihat)
> > > >> for sampled drumkits?
> > > >>
> > > >> Thanks
> > >
> > > For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit,
> > > Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign
> > > groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum
> > > kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign
> > > group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a
> > > limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround
> > > like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on the
> > > track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you
> > > can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start the
> > > closed hi-hat sample.
> > >
> > > -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan>
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15225|15215|2007-03-19 07:01:47|abdul_tom|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
Sensitive. I've got a couple of other boxes. The RS is the centre of
my studio. there's a crappy pic on the forum. nice solution : )))))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>
> yeah Tom, the RS7000 is a bit limited but guess what!!
> 
> with a little thought, there's a way to do this:
> 
> (set the voice that contains the hi hats to monophonic)
> 
> So anyways, maybe you should sell your RS7000 and buy yourself a full
> featured sampler. That way you can leave this forum for people who
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actually
> come up with solutions and work arounds with this "limited" sampler.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On 3/18/07, abdul_tom wrote:
> >
> > Yes, basically you need a more fully featured sampler. The one
on the
> > RS is quite limited, but you;ll be able to do it on even a fairly
> > basic dedicated sampler.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
wasted/su700fan
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> > >
> > > > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it
and it
> > > > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such
as pro
> > > > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
"gaapzucht"
> > wrote:
> > > >>
> > > >> Hi,
> > > >>
> > > >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > > > hihat)
> > > >> for sampled drumkits?
> > > >>
> > > >> Thanks
> > >
> > > For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit,
> > > Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign
> > > groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum
> > > kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign
> > > group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a
> > > limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround
> > > like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info
on the
> > > track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way you
> > > can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you
start the
> > > closed hi-hat sample.
> > >
> > > -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
<http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15226|15215|2007-03-19 10:22:21|su700fan|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abdul_tom" wrote:

>
> Sensitive. I've got a couple of other boxes. The RS is the centre 

of

> my studio. there's a crappy pic on the forum. nice solution : )))))
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 

wrote:

> >
> > yeah Tom, the RS7000 is a bit limited but guess what!!
> > 
> > with a little thought, there's a way to do this:
> > 
> > (set the voice that contains the hi hats to monophonic)
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> > 
> > So anyways, maybe you should sell your RS7000 and buy yourself a 

full

> > featured sampler. That way you can leave this forum for people 

who

> actually
> > come up with solutions and work arounds with this "limited" 

sampler.

Tom_abdul and brooksmosher--

Please, let's stop the sniping at one another. If this continues, 
I'll have to put you both back into Moderated status, where each 
post by you has to be approved before it reaches the list. I would 
hope we could all be a little more mature than resorting to such 
personal attacks as mentioned above and on the other posts.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan (List Owner/Moderator)
| 15227|15214|2007-03-19 12:39:18|Heartless Music|Re: Filter envelope amount at 0 still influences cutoff?|
I mostly use the filter depth param to remove the filter.

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: Oh I also forgot to mention that if you select voice settings, #4 on 
the number pad you can go through edit some more settings that way. 
Also, perhaps you can just turn the filter off, not sure if that 
will make a difrence on Amp or pitch or filter envelopes though. 
Just some more ideas to try I guess.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> I don't understand the filter completely. I loaded up a bassdrum 
sample 
> and applied a low pass filter to it. At +63 cutoff the bassdrum 
sample 
> was still being filtered. So I changed the envelope amount from 
zero to 
> something like +24 and only then the sample sounded like it was 
not 
> being filtered. But then when I turned the cuttof down it only 
became 
> audible at negative values (from 0 to -63).
> 
> So then I tested this with a 'wow' envelope on a saw and at 0 the 
> envelope is still clearly audible.
> 
> How do you setup the filter so that there is no influence from the 
> envelope at all?
>

---------------------------------
Don't get soaked. Take a quick peek at the forecast 
with theYahoo! Search weather shortcut.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15228|15215|2007-03-19 12:45:29|gaapzucht|Re: Mute groups for hihats|
Thank you wasubot! That should work!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasubot wrote:
>
> I suggest just use a new track for your hihats and set the track to
> mono....That will give you a mute groups for the 2 samples.
> 
> As for on board sounds...i never use them so i can't comment.
> 
> Wasubot
> 
> On 3/19/07, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >
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> > On Mar 18, 2007, at 2:09 PM, jiuzu12 wrote:
> >
> > > cant you just set up a track next to it with the opens on it 
and it
> > > wont cut it? if you were recording a song into a program such 
as pro
> > > tools you could just do open and closed on seperate tracks.
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "gaapzucht"
> > wrote:
> > >>
> > >> Hi,
> > >>
> > >> How do you set up mute groups (open hihat is cut off by closed
> > > hihat)
> > >> for sampled drumkits?
> > >>
> > >> Thanks
> >
> > For the internal TG drum kits, there are 2 types (Full Edit,
> > Trigger). The Full Edit drum kits don't have alternate assign
> > groups, whereas the Trigger kits do. Just like the Full Edit drum
> > kits, it appears that sample voices do not have alternate assign
> > group capabilities. I may be wrong, but it appears to be a
> > limitation of the RS7000's OS. The best you can do is a workaround
> > like jiuzu12 mentions above and judicious editing of note info on 
the
> > track(s) your samples you want as a group are located. That way 
you
> > can make sure an open hi-hat is still not sounding when you start 
the
> > closed hi-hat sample.
> >
> > -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan 7Esu700fan>
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> Wasubot
> ----------------------------
> Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15229|15214|2007-03-21 20:49:17|gaapzucht|Re: Filter envelope amount at 0 still influences cutoff?|
Yes and that should do the trick. But you can test this yourself. 
Create a filter envelope with a small attack and a small decay. Use a 
LP filter with a good amount of resonance on a sawtooth sound. This 
will create a 'wow' sound.

At filter depth '0' you will still be able to hear the envelop.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Heartless Music 
wrote:

>
> I mostly use the filter depth param to remove the filter.
> 
> zamisers7k wrote: Oh 

I also forgot to mention that if you select voice settings, #4 on 

> the number pad you can go through edit some more settings that 

way. 

> Also, perhaps you can just turn the filter off, not sure if that 
> will make a difrence on Amp or pitch or filter envelopes though. 
> Just some more ideas to try I guess.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> >
> > I don't understand the filter completely. I loaded up a bassdrum 
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> sample 
> > and applied a low pass filter to it. At +63 cutoff the bassdrum 
> sample 
> > was still being filtered. So I changed the envelope amount from 
> zero to 
> > something like +24 and only then the sample sounded like it was 
> not 
> > being filtered. But then when I turned the cuttof down it only 
> became 
> > audible at negative values (from 0 to -63).
> > 
> > So then I tested this with a 'wow' envelope on a saw and at 0 

the 

> > envelope is still clearly audible.
> > 
> > How do you setup the filter so that there is no influence from 

the 

> > envelope at all?
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Don't get soaked. Take a quick peek at the forecast 
> with theYahoo! Search weather shortcut.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15230|15230|2007-03-21 20:49:17|boogie_bionic|Zooming on Grid Mixer|
Howdy,

I am an owner of RM1x and now a RS7000 and i have had the same problem
with both. I cant seem be able to switch from 16th to 24th or 8ths in
the grid mode. I love the 808 style sequencer but it is very limiting
if i can only use 16th notes.

Please help thanks
| 15231|15230|2007-03-22 10:29:39|jiuzu12|Re: Zooming on Grid Mixer|
for this instance i just use step mode and you can go down even lower 
than 24ths.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boogie_bionic" 
wrote:

>
> Howdy,
> 
> I am an owner of RM1x and now a RS7000 and i have had the same 

problem

> with both. I cant seem be able to switch from 16th to 24th or 8ths 

in

> the grid mode. I love the 808 style sequencer but it is very 

limiting

> if i can only use 16th notes.
> 
> Please help thanks
>

| 15232|15230|2007-03-22 10:59:26|zamisers7k|Re: Zooming on Grid Mixer|
Agree Step mode is the way to go, can't think of great reason to 
even use x0x Grid style. Step is so much faster. Less than 16th 
notes is pretty rare too, maybe you need to up your bpms. Can also 
go into Edit Mode and change the note length there, can also use the 
Gate Time knob on Sequence Effects to chop your notes down to 
nothing or a lot more than what they actually are, I've been using 
it a lot lately to get pluckier sounds or sweet long and streatched 
out mono basses sorta makes it do like a psuado glide between notes 
with a little portamento on it.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jiuzu12" wrote:
>
> for this instance i just use step mode and you can go down even 
lower 
> than 24ths.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boogie_bionic" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Howdy,
> > 
> > I am an owner of RM1x and now a RS7000 and i have had the same 
> problem
> > with both. I cant seem be able to switch from 16th to 24th or 
8ths 
> in
> > the grid mode. I love the 808 style sequencer but it is very 
> limiting
> > if i can only use 16th notes.
> > 
> > Please help thanks
> >
>

| 15233|15233|2007-03-22 11:12:14|zamisers7k|Studio Manager & GTRC Templates, Editors|
Anyone use these on their Motifs or DX7s?

They show they got templates for QY100 too, no english version though
(?), so I've been looking into creating one for the RS7000.

The Motifs seem to have nice editors to go along with Studio Manager, 
but the more generic templates made with GTRC don't seem to do much of 
anything except maybe translate messages from something else maybe 
which seems like it would be pointless.

I actually got the Motif Rack (multi) Editor to connect up to the 
RS7000 but it just made a bunch of junky noises on the RS then nothing 
much worked on the RS7000 after that until I rebooted it. Was kind of 
a scary moment, but it looked like I might of been able to do 
something cool if it had worked.

Seems like its just mainly a SysEx message sender and receiver with 
the Editors being a nice interface on the computer. Seems pretty 
redundent though since the RS7000 has a great interface anyway. Be 
neat to be able to move and change banks and patches around and use a 
soft mixer type thing along with the RS through midi tho, but theres 
probably a more effortless way of doing it then Studio Manager & 
GTRC... Thought I'd give it a shot on the RS7000, still might try 
some more later, seems like something ought to be possible, just don't 
know how.

Zam
| 15234|15230|2007-03-22 11:27:20|Brooks Mosher|Re: Zooming on Grid Mixer|
you can use 24 stepds in grid mode... i think you just hit the right
locator button to zoom over. either that or the octave buttons ( i forget,
it's one of the two). Anyways, i've *never* used step mode and i've only
either recorded by playing the parts in or using grid mode.

plus grid mode is just too much fun with my Jomox Airbase... ;)

On 3/22/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Agree Step mode is the way to go, can't think of great reason to
> even use x0x Grid style. Step is so much faster. Less than 16th
> notes is pretty rare too, maybe you need to up your bpms. Can also
> go into Edit Mode and change the note length there, can also use the
> Gate Time knob on Sequence Effects to chop your notes down to
> nothing or a lot more than what they actually are, I've been using
> it a lot lately to get pluckier sounds or sweet long and streatched
> out mono basses sorta makes it do like a psuado glide between notes
> with a little portamento on it.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "jiuzu12"
> wrote:
> >
> > for this instance i just use step mode and you can go down even
> lower
> > than 24ths.
> >
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> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "boogie_bionic" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Howdy,
> > >
> > > I am an owner of RM1x and now a RS7000 and i have had the same
> > problem
> > > with both. I cant seem be able to switch from 16th to 24th or
> 8ths
> > in
> > > the grid mode. I love the 808 style sequencer but it is very
> > limiting
> > > if i can only use 16th notes.
> > >
> > > Please help thanks
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15235|15214|2007-03-23 15:33:55|Heartless Music|Re: Filter envelope amount at 0 still influences cutoff?|
Remeber to set the LFO depth to zero. Here is my process when getting wierd sounds:

1) Amp LFO set depth to zero
2) Amp ADSR set depth to zero
3) Filter LFO set depth to zero
4) Filter ADSR set depth to zero

Adjust pitch if the sound is whinnig a bit too.

~HM

When I get this issue I zero both the AMP and FILTER on the ADSR and the LFO. This works for me. You can also chose to not use a filter as well.

gaapzucht <phunk2000@hotmail.com> wrote: Yes and that should do the trick. But you can test this yourself. 
Create a filter envelope with a small attack and a small decay. Use a 
LP filter with a good amount of resonance on a sawtooth sound. This 
will create a 'wow' sound.

At filter depth '0' you will still be able to hear the envelop.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Heartless Music 
wrote:

>
> I mostly use the filter depth param to remove the filter.
> 
> zamisers7k wrote: Oh 

I also forgot to mention that if you select voice settings, #4 on 

> the number pad you can go through edit some more settings that 

way. 

> Also, perhaps you can just turn the filter off, not sure if that 
> will make a difrence on Amp or pitch or filter envelopes though. 
> Just some more ideas to try I guess.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> >
> > I don't understand the filter completely. I loaded up a bassdrum 
> sample 
> > and applied a low pass filter to it. At +63 cutoff the bassdrum 
> sample 
> > was still being filtered. So I changed the envelope amount from 
> zero to 
> > something like +24 and only then the sample sounded like it was 
> not 
> > being filtered. But then when I turned the cuttof down it only 
> became 
> > audible at negative values (from 0 to -63).
> > 
> > So then I tested this with a 'wow' envelope on a saw and at 0 
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the 

> > envelope is still clearly audible.
> > 
> > How do you setup the filter so that there is no influence from 

the 

> > envelope at all?
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Don't get soaked. Take a quick peek at the forecast 
> with theYahoo! Search weather shortcut.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

---------------------------------
Looking for earth-friendly autos? 
Browse Top Cars by "Green Rating" at Yahoo! Autos' Green Center. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15236|15236|2007-03-25 21:45:46|boogie_bionic|Where can I dl users manual?|
The link for the yamaha japanese page doesnt work. Anyone know where
to dl a manual?

Thankity thanks,
M
| 15237|15236|2007-03-25 22:25:40|wasted/su700fan|Re: Where can I dl users manual?|
On Mar 25, 2007, at 4:00 PM, boogie_bionic wrote:

> The link for the yamaha japanese page doesn't work. Anyone know where
> to dl a manual?
>
> Thankity thanks,
> M

The link in the Links section of the group has been updated. 
Basically the only part that changed in the link was the www2 became 
www. Here's the link so you don't have to go back to the group's 
Link page:

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php

Just search for RS7000 in the box to the right.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15238|15236|2007-03-25 22:33:59|Drew Derr|Re: Where can I dl users manual?|
Hi,
Try this link: http://www.usersmanualguide.com/yamaha_audio/synthesizers_(combo_products)
The RS materials are items 243-245. Unless they're too big or something, we probably should incorporate these .pdf files into the Files\Manuals section for this group.

drew

----- Original Message ----
From: boogie_bionic <boogie_bionic@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2007 1:00:07 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Where can I dl users manual?

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.usersmanualguide.com/yamaha_audio/synthesizers_(
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The link for the yamaha japanese page doesnt work. Anyone know where

to dl a manual?

Thankity thanks,

M

__

____________________________________________________________________________________
Now that's room service! Choose from over 150,000 hotels
in 45,000 destinations on Yahoo! Travel to find your fit.
http://farechase.yahoo.com/promo-generic-14795097

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15239|15236|2007-03-26 09:40:55|su700fan|Re: Where can I dl users manual?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Drew Derr wrote:

>
> Hi,
> Try this link: 

http://www.usersmanualguide.com/yamaha_audio/synthesizers_
(combo_products)

> The RS materials are items 243-245. Unless they're too big or 

something, we probably should incorporate these .pdf files into the 
Files\Manuals section for this group.

> 
> drew

It looks like Yahoo Groups upped the total size allowed for files in 
the Files section of the group to 100MB. Unfortunately the maximum 
size for an individual file is still 5MB (5120KB). I tried to upload 
the RS7000 Manual in PDF format but it was a little too big (5.34MB) so 
the upload wasn't allowed. The link in the Links section is corrected 
so that will work.
| 15240|15240|2007-03-26 23:53:37|rids|FS: RS7000 w/ Aieba 2, 64mb Ram, and Case|
Price is $800. It's in great condition. I have pictures of my RS available. Never gigged and 
kept in my smoke free studio. I'm in the US, but will ship internationally as well. I have many 
references on ebay ubder my name 'ridszero' and recently sold an Elektron Machinedrum and 
Prophet VS. E-mail me if you're interested. Thanks

Nick
| 15241|15241|2007-03-27 19:55:33|boogie_bionic|Cant audition track sound when muted?|
Is this how the RS works? Because i know rm1x when a track is muted
you can still play/audition it via keyboard. I think it might just be
a click away but cant find it.

http://farechase.yahoo.com/promo-generic-14795097
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Thanks for any advice,
M
| 15242|15242|2007-03-27 19:57:27|boogie_bionic|Wave Memory Full Problem|
First i would like to thank everyone who has helped and posted in the
past, yall are very helpfull!

Now my problem:

I have formatted my 3.3v disk and when i try to sample i get wave
memory full error. There are no samples loaded in the machine and it
wont let me load any! 

I want to sample to internal ram but cant figure out how.

Thnaks for any advice,
M
| 15243|15242|2007-03-27 20:14:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: Wave Memory Full Problem|
On Mar 27, 2007, at 8:11 PM, boogie_bionic wrote:

> First i would like to thank everyone who has helped and posted in the
> past, yall are very helpfull!
>
> Now my problem:
>
> I have formatted my 3.3v disk and when i try to sample i get wave
> memory full error. There are no samples loaded in the machine and it
> wont let me load any!
>
> I want to sample to internal ram but cant figure out how.
>
> Thnaks for any advice,
> M

First off: you can't sample directly to the SmartMedia card. The SM 
cards are just used for saving/loading Pattern/Style (.R2P/.R3P), 
Song (.R2S/.R3S), or All (.R2A/.R3A) data files and for importing/ 
exporting samples from/to a computer in .wav/.aif format. The .2 
files are the main sequence data and other info, while the .3 files 
are the sample data.

If you're trying to sample from the RS7000's Audio Inputs on the back 
of the RS7000, you need to have free sampling memory available. Hold 
down [Shift] and [Utility] to see available (free) and installed 
(total) memory. It's possible some pattern/style, song, or all data 
you have previously loaded filled up all the sample memory installed 
(either the internal 4MB RAM or up to 64MB RAM that you installed via 
extra SIMMS). Either clear the offending data from memory or start 
clean with no data being auto-loaded when you turn on the RS7000.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15244|15241|2007-03-28 09:28:16|zamisers7k|Re: Cant audition track sound when muted?|
As far as I know thats how the RS works. Its muted, unmuteing it to 
hear it works pretty well usually as far as I know. Heheh. 
Soometimes I do catch myself expecting to hear the track when 
sequenceing and then its muted, so I see how that might be helpfull at 
times. But its logical that it don't it seems like and I just unmute 
the track, it can be unmuted while your doing that stuff, don't have 
to drop out of record.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boogie_bionic" 
wrote:

>
> 
> Is this how the RS works? Because i know rm1x when a track is muted
> you can still play/audition it via keyboard. I think it might just 

be

> a click away but cant find it.
> 
> Thanks for any advice,
> M
>

| 15245|15241|2007-03-28 09:52:57|Heartless Music|Re: Cant audition track sound when muted?|
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When muted zero sound comes from the tracks. Just curiouse, why do you need to audition when it is muted?

boogie_bionic <boogie_bionic@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Is this how the RS works? Because i know rm1x when a track is muted
you can still play/audition it via keyboard. I think it might just be
a click away but cant find it.

Thanks for any advice,
M

---------------------------------
Sucker-punch spam with award-winning protection.
Try the free Yahoo! Mail Beta.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15248|15248|2007-03-28 14:53:38|jasonfarr2003|Exporting Preset Pattern Midi Data|
I am thinking about selling my RS7K, but if I do, I would like to 
export all of the midi pattern data from the preset patterns to my 
computer sequencer so they can be used later with my soft synths. Is 
there a way to do this? (Besides one at a time, in real time)

Thanks,

Jason
| 15250|15248|2007-03-29 08:27:40|su700fan|Re: Exporting Preset Pattern Midi Data|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jasonfarr2003" 
wrote:

>
> I am thinking about selling my RS7K, but if I do, I would like to 
> export all of the midi pattern data from the preset patterns to my 
> computer sequencer so they can be used later with my soft synths. Is 
> there a way to do this? (Besides one at a time, in real time)
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Jason

As far as I know the only way to do this is by hand, one style's 
section at a time. If you're talking the individual MIDI phrases, 
that's over 7000 individual phrases to record on your other 
sequencer. If you're just talking the 57 or so demo styles in the 2 
autoload files, that might be feasable with a few hours or days worth 
of work. You can export them as SMF (Standard MIDI File) for each 
section, them reimport into your computer's sequencer software. In 
any case, after you have the MIDI sequence data in your new sequencer 
software, you will need to probably reassign it to more appropriate 
sounds/samples to get the original sounding groove back.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15251|15251|2007-03-30 18:03:49|rids|Auction: RS 7000 on Ebay w/ Aieba 2 expansion|
I'm selling my RS-7000 on ebay that includes Max Ram, Case, Aieba 2 expansion and a Smart 
Media card.

http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS-7000-Rare-Aieba-2-expansion-Max-Ram-
Case_W0QQitemZ110109208137QQcategoryZ64387QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1QQcmdZ
ViewItem
| 15252|15248|2007-03-30 18:54:40|Christian Dahlmann|Re: Exporting Preset Pattern Midi Data|
I don't own an RS7000 yet ( but I will... :-) )
If there is a special change pattern midi command you maybe can use the 
Cubase lidt editor or something similar to automate the pattern/style??? 
changes. By this way you could send a pattern change command every 4 or 
16? bars und easily cut ist later after recording. No idea if this works 
, but this should be possible...

Regards,
Christian

su700fan schrieb:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "jasonfarr2003" 
> wrote:
> >
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> > I am thinking about selling my RS7K, but if I do, I would like to
> > export all of the midi pattern data from the preset patterns to my
> > computer sequencer so they can be used later with my soft synths. Is
> > there a way to do this? (Besides one at a time, in real time)
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Jason
>
> As far as I know the only way to do this is by hand, one style's
> section at a time. If you're talking the individual MIDI phrases,
> that's over 7000 individual phrases to record on your other
> sequencer. If you're just talking the 57 or so demo styles in the 2
> autoload files, that might be feasable with a few hours or days worth
> of work. You can export them as SMF (Standard MIDI File) for each
> section, them reimport into your computer's sequencer software. In
> any case, after you have the MIDI sequence data in your new sequencer
> software, you will need to probably reassign it to more appropriate
> sounds/samples to get the original sounding groove back.
>
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15253|15248|2007-03-31 05:52:40|cirustake|Re: Exporting Preset Pattern Midi Data|
I have already done this work with the preset patterns.
I can email them to you if want to.
i cannot post them here, I think it would be illegal.

Cheers
Kyros

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann 
wrote:

>
> I don't own an RS7000 yet ( but I will... :-) )
> If there is a special change pattern midi command you maybe can use 

the 

> Cubase lidt editor or something similar to automate the 

pattern/style??? 

> changes. By this way you could send a pattern change command every 

4 or 

> 16? bars und easily cut ist later after recording. No idea if this 

works 

> , but this should be possible...
> 
> Regards,
> Christian
> 
> 
> su700fan schrieb:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "jasonfarr2003" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I am thinking about selling my RS7K, but if I do, I would like 

to

> > > export all of the midi pattern data from the preset patterns to 

my

> > > computer sequencer so they can be used later with my soft 
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synths. Is

> > > there a way to do this? (Besides one at a time, in real time)
> > >
> > > Thanks,
> > >
> > > Jason
> >
> > As far as I know the only way to do this is by hand, one style's
> > section at a time. If you're talking the individual MIDI phrases,
> > that's over 7000 individual phrases to record on your other
> > sequencer. If you're just talking the 57 or so demo styles in the 

2

> > autoload files, that might be feasable with a few hours or days 

worth

> > of work. You can export them as SMF (Standard MIDI File) for each
> > section, them reimport into your computer's sequencer software. In
> > any case, after you have the MIDI sequence data in your new 

sequencer

> > software, you will need to probably reassign it to more 

appropriate

> > sounds/samples to get the original sounding groove back.
> >
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15254|15254|2007-04-01 07:47:13|touchmymagic|SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
Hi Guys,

I normally tend to post @ rs7000.org but the sites down at the 
moment. But I would just like top say I hope everyone is currently 
very productive with their music.

Anyway I just wanted to report on my experiences as I have recently 
installed a scsi card and hard drive into my pc. Please excuse the 
use of laymans terms!

I have owned the RS since it came out but have only been considering 
this step over the last couple of years. Having read numerous forum 
posts I thought I'd give it a go. I'm pleased to say that it was 
actually very easy. 
I got confused after I'd first installed the hard drive, but I 
realised I had not connected it properly. I needed to plug in the 
cable with 4 bits on it (the one connected to my main hard drive into 
the new one).

Just so you know, I purchased the Adaptec AHA 2940W/UW SCSI Card and 
IBM E-Server (Seagate) 18GB 10000rpm ScSi Hard Drive (model no 
ST318305LW). My SCSI cable is SCSI 2 HD50/HD50M - SCSI 3 HD68/HD68M. 
However to connect the cable to the RS I had to remove the side grips.
All these items where purchased from EBay sellers based in the UK.

I've made several partitions of 2gb and this works very well. It does 
not tell you anywhere, but if your using XP, its best to use 'device 
manager' to manage the hard drive. But once this is done you can drag 
and drop files at your leisure.

S'cuse the long post.

My RS love has been rekindled!

Cheers



Immon
| 15255|15254|2007-04-01 09:42:22|wasted/su700fan|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
On Apr 1, 2007, at 9:42 AM, touchmymagic wrote:

> Hi Guys,
>
> I normally tend to post @ rs7000.org but the sites down at the
> moment. But I would just like top say I hope everyone is currently
> very productive with their music.
>
> Anyway I just wanted to report on my experiences as I have recently
> installed a scsi card and hard drive into my pc. Please excuse the
> use of laymans terms!
>
> I have owned the RS since it came out but have only been considering
> this step over the last couple of years. Having read numerous forum
> posts I thought I'd give it a go. I'm pleased to say that it was
> actually very easy.
> I got confused after I'd first installed the hard drive, but I
> realised I had not connected it properly. I needed to plug in the
> cable with 4 bits on it (the one connected to my main hard drive into
> the new one).
>
>
> Just so you know, I purchased the Adaptec AHA 2940W/UW SCSI Card and
> IBM E-Server (Seagate) 18GB 10000rpm ScSi Hard Drive (model no
> ST318305LW). My SCSI cable is SCSI 2 HD50/HD50M - SCSI 3 HD68/HD68M.
> However to connect the cable to the RS I had to remove the side grips.
> All these items where purchased from EBay sellers based in the UK.
>
> I've made several partitions of 2gb and this works very well. It does
> not tell you anywhere, but if your using XP, its best to use 'device
> manager' to manage the hard drive. But once this is done you can drag
> and drop files at your leisure.
>
> S'cuse the long post.
>
> My RS love has been rekindled!
>
>
>
> Cheers
>
>
>
> Immon

Welcome to the RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list Immon. Thanks for 
coming here to report your findings. Any ideas on the current cost 
for the SCSI card and HD? They used to be quite expensive back in 
the day when SCSI was more commonplace (before FW/USB2 was widespread).

I hope more of the forum members from the www.rs7000.org list make it 
here, especially if the site doesn't make it back. I'm not exactly 
sure what happened. About 4 or 5 days ago the DNS entry for the site 
(s) stopped resolving properly. I checked the DNS registrar entries 
(WHOIS on www.networksolutions.com) and it doesn't look like it was 
expired (looks like it was recently renewed for another year: until 
March 25, 2008 from a last updated date of March 27, 2007), but the 
site is not being reached or is down. Hopefully it will get 
straightened out, and even updated to a later version of vBulletin 
with less possibility for the spambots to return.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
| 15256|15254|2007-04-01 10:28:01|touchmymagic|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
Yeah those Spambots are very annoying.

I got the card and hard drive for £28 including delivery which is 
awesome! The cable was £6.20 including delivery.

I'm just so pleased that it works, I was convinced that something would 
go wrong.

Say wasted, when are your Youtube videos going to be ready?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Nice one

Immon
| 15257|15254|2007-04-01 11:52:24|wasted/su700fan|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
On Apr 1, 2007, at 12:26 PM, touchmymagic wrote:

> Yeah those Spambots are very annoying.
>
> I got the card and hard drive for £28 including delivery which is
> awesome! The cable was £6.20 including delivery.
>
>
> I'm just so pleased that it works, I was convinced that something 
> would
> go wrong.
>
>
> Say wasted, when are your Youtube videos going to be ready?
>
>
> Nice one
>
>
> Immon

Not a bad price at all. Yeah you remember that heh? Still 
working on it. Hope to have episode one done sometime this week. A 
couple weeks behind schedule. Due to the fact that the wife told me 
to start working on this project we've been planning for awhile: 
ripping up the carpet and refinishing the hardwood floors 
underneath. Currently the minimal studio (RS7000, RY20, DFX12 mixer, 
Warp Factory, MA-12C monitor speakers) I normally have is very 
minimal now: just the RS7000 on a small stand with my 2 micro monitor 
speakers underneath the stand. This is upstairs in our bedroom/ 
temporary living area. I'm hoping I can record/edit a video sometime 
by midweek (Wednesday/Thursday) or next weekend. I'll update the 
list (and the RS7000.org forum if it comes back up).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15258|15254|2007-04-01 15:58:42|h2a2p|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
cool, congrats! Thanks for sharing. i know the speed and extra 
storage of my scsi drive really enhances the RS for me. 

it looks like that scsi card has an internal and external connector. 
so did you install the hard drive into the PC using the internal 
connector, and then you connect the RS using the external connector? 
sounds like a great idea for desktop pc users, clean installation with 
only the one cable between the PC and RS. Hmmm... sounds nice, makes 
me want to ditch the laptop and build a desktop PC! 

yah and definitely too bad about rs7000.org site... was one of my 
favorites. will be a shame if all that good information is lost 
forever :(
| 15259|15254|2007-04-01 19:08:38|wasubot|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success|
Just be aware that SCSI is only designed to have one master be that an
RS7000 or a computer.

If you are sharing this drive with both devices trying to acccess it they
expect issues like file corruption.

On 4/2/07, h2a2p <h2a2p@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> cool, congrats! Thanks for sharing. i know the speed and extra
> storage of my scsi drive really enhances the RS for me.
>
> it looks like that scsi card has an internal and external connector.
> so did you install the hard drive into the PC using the internal
> connector, and then you connect the RS using the external connector?
> sounds like a great idea for desktop pc users, clean installation with
> only the one cable between the PC and RS. Hmmm... sounds nice, makes
> me want to ditch the laptop and build a desktop PC!
>
> yah and definitely too bad about rs7000.org site... was one of my
> favorites. will be a shame if all that good information is lost
> forever :(

http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
mailto:h2a2p@yahoo.com


>
> 
>

-- 
Wasubot
----------------------------
Notes: Special Sequence Mixed For Dancing

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15260|15254|2007-04-02 02:25:26|touchmymagic|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success|

> 
> On 4/2/07, h2a2p wrote:
> >
> > cool, congrats! Thanks for sharing. i know the speed and extra
> > storage of my scsi drive really enhances the RS for me.
> >
> > it looks like that scsi card has an internal and external 

connector.

> > so did you install the hard drive into the PC using the internal
> > connector, and then you connect the RS using the external 

connector?

Yeah, theres an internal connection between the card and drive 
(really flat and wide cable) and the other cable I mentioned earlier 
is the one betwwen the rs and the card.

wasubot - thanks for pointing this out..... "be aware that SCSI is 
only designed to have one master be that an
RS7000 or a computer"

I need to look into this. I did experience some odd behaviour 
actually. I wanted to export a wav to the shared drive for some pc 
editing. But once exported, the file would not show up on the pc. The 
RS could see it but the PC could not, a reboot sorted this, but I 
suspect I need to check what you suggested.

Cheers

Immon
| 15261|15261|2007-04-02 09:48:15|Hiro|Wesite Down|
He I'm new here

I see that RS7000.org is Down will it be back up ?
| 15262|15261|2007-04-02 10:15:47|su700fan|Re: Wesite Down|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Hiro" wrote:

>
> He I'm new here
> 
> I see that RS7000.org is Down will it be back up ?

Unfortunately we have no idea. Darren Round is the founder of 
www.rs7000.org and it's forums. We haven't heard from him or the 
other forum moderators (Twin-X, FaxOrgy, and another mod) for quite 
awhile. There has been a major spambot problem on the forums off 
and on for the last 3-5 months.

It went down early last week and hasn't been back since. It looks 
like the site adress is still registered and has been renewed for 
another year acording the WHOIS DNS registration info. Not sure if 
the new DNS info hasn't resolved yet or if something or someone else 
has completely taken the site and forums down. Hopefully it will 
resurrect itself in a better/stronger format.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15263|15263|2007-04-04 08:58:22|feeltek23|Rs-7000 More then one Variation Effect @ the same time?|
Is this possible?
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if not, how can i use for example a Flanger and a Multibandcompressor?

I´am very very GRATEFUL for every answer!!

Big Thanx
| 15264|15263|2007-04-04 09:25:02|su700fan|Re: Rs-7000 More then one Variation Effect @ the same time?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:

>
> Is this possible?
> 
> if not, how can i use for example a Flanger and a 

Multibandcompressor?

> 
> I´am very very GRATEFUL for every answer!!
> 
> Big Thanx

At the same time in the same effect bank (i.e. 2 variation effect bank 
effects): unfortunately not. There are 3 effects banks in the RS7000 
(and other older Yamaha gear like the RM1x/SU700): Reverb, 
Delay/Chorus, and Variation. There is also a Master Effects bank 
which has 8 of the Variation effects, of which one master effect can 
be applied to all of the audio coming out the main L/R outs (not just 
to certain individual tracks).

Some of the Reverb and Delay/Chorus effects are duplicated in the 
Variation effect bank's selection of 100 effects, so you can use those 
effects in both the regular Reverb or Delay/Chorus effect bank and the 
Variation effect bank. The Variation effect bank also has effects 
that are not part of the Reverb or Delay/Chorus effects banks so 2 
separate effects that are only available in the Variation effect bank 
wouldn't be able to be applied simultaneously.

See pages 313-314 of the RS7k's manual for a listing of which effects 
banks each effect is part of. I.E. Hall 1 is effect#1 in the Reverb 
effect bank and also the Variation effect bank. Control Delay 
(Stereo) is effect#20 in the Delay/Reverb bank, effect#14 in the 
Variation bank, and also Master Effect#3.

In the case of your question (Flanger and Multiband Compressor), it is 
possible if you choose one of the flanger effects in the Delay/Chorus 
effects bank and choose the multiband compressor from the Variation or 
Master Effects bank.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15265|15263|2007-04-04 12:49:36|zamisers7k|Re: Rs-7000 More then one Variation Effect @ the same time?|
Its kind of a groovebox thing. Grooveboxes just don't have a lot of 
processor power for chaining effects like workstations can I think. 
What is cool about the RS tho is that you can sample with an effect 
on a part then use that sample with another effect on top of it. 
Probably not quite what your looking for, but its the next best 
thing I think. There are some effects in the vari effects list that 
do have two effects together, but their amounts are affected the 
same pretty much. You can go in and edit a lot of effect settings 
though, which I've been meaning to get more into those at some 
point, theres a lot of bonus stuff down those effect sub-menues. 
Otherwise, its pretty much like Wasted says, you've got your 3 basic 
effects across all tracks in varied amounts, then a main effect same 
amount across all tracks. It can be limiting, but thats how most 
groove gear works with their effects. We are lucky to be able to 
use as many as we have I think on the RS, and the master effect is 
an added bonus that with most other groove gear you'd need an extra 
external processor for it. So, I hope you don't feel like its 
lacking much in this department when compared to most other groove 
gear.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
> >
> > Is this possible?
> > 
> > if not, how can i use for example a Flanger and a 
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> Multibandcompressor?
> > 
> > I´am very very GRATEFUL for every answer!!
> > 
> > Big Thanx
> 
> At the same time in the same effect bank (i.e. 2 variation effect 
bank 
> effects): unfortunately not. There are 3 effects banks in the 
RS7000 
> (and other older Yamaha gear like the RM1x/SU700): Reverb, 
> Delay/Chorus, and Variation. There is also a Master Effects bank 
> which has 8 of the Variation effects, of which one master effect 
can 
> be applied to all of the audio coming out the main L/R outs (not 
just 
> to certain individual tracks).
> 
> Some of the Reverb and Delay/Chorus effects are duplicated in the 
> Variation effect bank's selection of 100 effects, so you can use 
those 
> effects in both the regular Reverb or Delay/Chorus effect bank and 
the 
> Variation effect bank. The Variation effect bank also has effects 
> that are not part of the Reverb or Delay/Chorus effects banks so 2 
> separate effects that are only available in the Variation effect 
bank 
> wouldn't be able to be applied simultaneously.
> 
> See pages 313-314 of the RS7k's manual for a listing of which 
effects 
> banks each effect is part of. I.E. Hall 1 is effect#1 in the 
Reverb 
> effect bank and also the Variation effect bank. Control Delay 
> (Stereo) is effect#20 in the Delay/Reverb bank, effect#14 in the 
> Variation bank, and also Master Effect#3.
> 
> In the case of your question (Flanger and Multiband Compressor), 
it is 
> possible if you choose one of the flanger effects in the 
Delay/Chorus 
> effects bank and choose the multiband compressor from the 
Variation or 
> Master Effects bank.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
> http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
>

| 15266|15263|2007-04-05 06:38:39|jiuzu12|Re: Rs-7000 More then one Variation Effect @ the same time?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:

>
> Is this possible?
> 
> if not, how can i use for example a Flanger and a 

Multibandcompressor?

> 
> I´am very very GRATEFUL for every answer!!
> 
> Big Thanx
>

what i do is. find a good sound for one track with effects, then 
record that into pro tools, its a way to have many different effects 
down on each individual track. 

sometimes its cool to do a variation effect with a master effect out 
recorded.
| 15267|15263|2007-04-05 06:39:10|keiner keine|Re: Rs-7000 More then one Variation Effect @ the same time?|
Thank you very much! You are GREAT!!

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> schrieb:

> Its kind of a groovebox thing. Grooveboxes just
> don't have a lot of 
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> processor power for chaining effects like
> workstations can I think. 
> What is cool about the RS tho is that you can sample
> with an effect 
> on a part then use that sample with another effect
> on top of it. 
> Probably not quite what your looking for, but its
> the next best 
> thing I think. There are some effects in the vari
> effects list that 
> do have two effects together, but their amounts are
> affected the 
> same pretty much. You can go in and edit a lot of
> effect settings 
> though, which I've been meaning to get more into
> those at some 
> point, theres a lot of bonus stuff down those effect
> sub-menues. 
> Otherwise, its pretty much like Wasted says, you've
> got your 3 basic 
> effects across all tracks in varied amounts, then a
> main effect same 
> amount across all tracks. It can be limiting, but
> thats how most 
> groove gear works with their effects. We are lucky
> to be able to 
> use as many as we have I think on the RS, and the
> master effect is 
> an added bonus that with most other groove gear
> you'd need an extra 
> external processor for it. So, I hope you don't
> feel like its 
> lacking much in this department when compared to
> most other groove 
> gear.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan"
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23"
> wrote:
> > >
> > > Is this possible?
> > > 
> > > if not, how can i use for example a Flanger and
> a 
> > Multibandcompressor?
> > > 
> > > I´am very very GRATEFUL for every answer!!
> > > 
> > > Big Thanx
> > 
> > At the same time in the same effect bank (i.e. 2
> variation effect 
> bank 
> > effects): unfortunately not. There are 3 effects
> banks in the 
> RS7000 
> > (and other older Yamaha gear like the RM1x/SU700):
> Reverb, 
> > Delay/Chorus, and Variation. There is also a
> Master Effects bank 
> > which has 8 of the Variation effects, of which one
> master effect 
> can 
> > be applied to all of the audio coming out the main
> L/R outs (not 
> just 
> > to certain individual tracks).
> > 
> > Some of the Reverb and Delay/Chorus effects are
> duplicated in the 
> > Variation effect bank's selection of 100 effects,
> so you can use 
> those 
> > effects in both the regular Reverb or Delay/Chorus
> effect bank and 
> the 
> > Variation effect bank. The Variation effect bank
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> also has effects 
> > that are not part of the Reverb or Delay/Chorus
> effects banks so 2 
> > separate effects that are only available in the
> Variation effect 
> bank 
> > wouldn't be able to be applied simultaneously.
> > 
> > See pages 313-314 of the RS7k's manual for a
> listing of which 
> effects 
> > banks each effect is part of. I.E. Hall 1 is
> effect#1 in the 
> Reverb 
> > effect bank and also the Variation effect bank. 
> Control Delay 
> > (Stereo) is effect#20 in the Delay/Reverb bank,
> effect#14 in the 
> > Variation bank, and also Master Effect#3.
> > 
> > In the case of your question (Flanger and
> Multiband Compressor), 
> it is 
> > possible if you choose one of the flanger effects
> in the 
> Delay/Chorus 
> > effects bank and choose the multiband compressor
> from the 
> Variation or 
> > Master Effects bank.
> > 
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
> > http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
> >
> 
> 
> 

___________________________________________________________ 
Der frühe Vogel fängt den Wurm. Hier gelangen Sie zum neuen Yahoo! Mail: http://mail.yahoo.de
| 15268|15268|2007-04-05 06:41:06|feeltek23|switch the metronom in sampling modus off??|
can anybody tell me that?

Thx
| 15269|15268|2007-04-05 11:03:05|h2a2p|Re: switch the metronom in sampling modus off??|
there is a setting called 'click mode'... press 'utility' then 
press 'f4' button under lcd display.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
>
> can anybody tell me that?
> 
> Thx
>

| 15270|15270|2007-04-05 19:38:40|edcaseivqjon|RS7000 Phrase Patches|
anyone no where i can get hold of some more rs7000 Phrases
jon harper thanks
| 15271|15271|2007-04-06 09:18:34|slipknotfkr|Files on site can't download|
Hi All,

I am trying to download some of the files from the group site and I
get a connection refused message. Any Ideas?

Thanks,

Dave
| 15272|15271|2007-04-06 09:24:26|wasted/su700fan|Re: Files on site can't download|
On Apr 6, 2007, at 10:17 AM, slipknotfkr wrote:
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> Hi All,
>
> I am trying to download some of the files from the group site and I
> get a connection refused message. Any Ideas?
>
> Thanks,
>
>
> Dave

It appears Yahoo Groups are having issues lately. Nothing wrong on 
your end. Earlier in the week they were having issues with 
duplicate, triplicate, quadruplicate copies of messages that were 
only sent once. Yahoo has been updating the Groups with new features 
and are having growing pains. Try downloading the needed files in a 
day or two, maybe it'll be fixed by then.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15273|15270|2007-04-06 09:53:48|wasted/su700fan|Re: RS7000 Phrase Patches|
On Apr 5, 2007, at 7:49 PM, edcaseivqjon wrote:

> anyone no where i can get hold of some more rs7000 Phrases
> jon harper thanks

I don't know of any specific RS7000 phrases available for download 
but there were a couple of Yamaha sites that had extra demo styles 
besides the original demo styles that came on the 8MB SM card. Try 
the Yamaha Europe site, I think that's where they might've been a 
couple of years ago. Also, if you have any generic MIDI phrase 
toolkit files those could be imported into the RS7k and used as 
phrases for internal TG or sampled sounds.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15274|15274|2007-04-09 03:14:28|ballisticbab00n|Yamaha RS7000 For Sale|
Yamaha RS7000 for sale. Mint condition, boxed with manuals, cables, 
disks, etc, as new. Fully expanded to include memory upgrade and AEIB2 
input / output expansion board: -

http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/Yamaha-RS7000-Music-Production-
Workstation_W0QQitemZ220100577600QQcategoryZ38070QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1
QQcmdZViewItem
| 15275|15275|2007-04-10 14:20:16|Brooks Mosher|clock shift|
one thing i wish the RS could do is shift individual tracks by smaller clock
amounts than increments of 5. some gear doesn't respond as fast to midi so
if i have two things playing percussion parts things get off to where it
doesn't sound good. especially if i layer two kicks from different devices.

is there any work around for this?

thanks!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15276|15275|2007-04-11 02:05:03|zamisers7k|Re: clock shift|
Beat Stretch @ 25% in combonation with clock shift maybe? Thinking 
you'll just have to increase the phrase to be 5x longer so the 
ratios stay the same then an incrament of 5 on the clock shift would 
be the same as 1. Just an idea to try as I have not, pondering also 
maybe just sampling your other gear into a kit on the RS. I've 
rarley hooked other stuff up to my RS via midi to be honest, have 
but not often enough to run into timeing troubles, anyway I'll 
usually sample some of my other gear into it and it never seems to 
have any timeing issues that way though there might be some other 
issues that come into play. It probably wouldn't be too much strain 
on the RS's sampler either if its just a drum hit or two. Also, to 
be even more honest, I don't see a whole lot of purpose of hooking 
up another drum machine to the RS either, I can usually find the 
drum sound I'm looking for in one of the RS's kits, but I could also 
see using a machine just for drums to free up all parts on the RS 
for synth sounds, but that would require the machine doing the drums 
to have its own sequencer which I'd then time on it to use the RS's 
clock for start/stop play instead of sequenceing it from one of the 
RS's tracks.

Good Luck and if you find a decent or better way to do what you want 
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pass it along to us.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> one thing i wish the RS could do is shift individual tracks by 

smaller clock

> amounts than increments of 5. some gear doesn't respond as fast 

to midi so

> if i have two things playing percussion parts things get off to 

where it

> doesn't sound good. especially if i layer two kicks from 

different devices.

> 
> is there any work around for this?
> 
> thanks!!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15277|15275|2007-04-11 07:42:56|h2a2p|Re: clock shift|
there is always the edit menu to fine tune note position, but its a 
little more work compared to the clock shift knob
| 15278|15275|2007-04-11 07:49:46|Brooks Mosher|Re: clock shift|
i think that's the only way is with list edit - which won't be too much work
on simple 1 or 2 bar sequences. tracks.

On 4/11/07, h2a2p <h2a2p@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> there is always the edit menu to fine tune note position, but its a
> little more work compared to the clock shift knob
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15279|15279|2007-04-15 05:25:54|zamisers7k|TIP: Vari Effect Boosting|
Hi RSers,

I've complained that the RS's Vary effect gets quiter the more I put 
on a sound. Well, I just dug into the effects a little bit, #5 2 
menues in, you can boost or increase the amounts and alter many 
difrent parameters or settings of the variation effect. I noticed on 
Amp and Distortion ones, those are the ones I like to use the most 
they are set at less than 100%, some far less, raising those seems to 
keep the volume from going down as much when twisting the Dry-Vari 
Effect Send knob.

Zam

Bonus: You can send an Input to the Effects too, under Setup #6 2 
presses down and go left a screen or two. Great if you have a mic or 
another synth, or even a guitar or some other device that just don't 
sound as great feeding into the RS dry.
| 15280|15279|2007-04-15 06:40:54|wasted/su700fan|Re: TIP: Vari Effect Boosting|
On Apr 15, 2007, at 7:23 AM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Hi RSers,
>
> I've complained that the RS's Vary effect gets quiter the more I put
> on a sound. Well, I just dug into the effects a little bit, #5 2
> menues in, you can boost or increase the amounts and alter many
> difrent parameters or settings of the variation effect. I noticed on
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> Amp and Distortion ones, those are the ones I like to use the most
> they are set at less than 100%, some far less, raising those seems to
> keep the volume from going down as much when twisting the Dry-Vari
> Effect Send knob.
>
> Zam
>
> Bonus: You can send an Input to the Effects too, under Setup #6 2
> presses down and go left a screen or two. Great if you have a mic or
> another synth, or even a guitar or some other device that just don't
> sound as great feeding into the RS dry.

Cool, thanks for the tips. I know you could apply the effects to the 
input on the SU700 but so far I've never tried verifying that on the 
RS7k (guess I hadn't found a need to yet).

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15281|15281|2007-04-15 08:21:01|wasted/su700fan|RS7k School Episode 1 (Parts 1-2) now available|
For those who might be interested, I've finally (1 1/2 months late) 
finished recording, editing and uploading Episode 1 of my RS7k School 
series tutorial/training videos. The video ended up being so long 
(19'57") that I had to split it in half (2 parts) to get it to meet 
YouTube's 10 minute long maximum length requirements. Total time 
between parts 1 & 2 is a couple of seconds under 20 minutes. If 
you're interested, see the YouTube link in my signature below. It 
was uploaded last night but I think YouTube's still indexing it so 
you might have to click around the site to either the main Channel, 
Videos, and/or Playlists sections to get both parts to show up.

For people on the RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list, most of the 
info in Episode 1 is very basic, but there may be a few gems of info 
in there you haven't learned yet. For people on the music- 
bar@ampfea.org mailing list or other people unfamiliar with the 
RS7000, this is a basic introduction to what the RS7000 is, what it 
comes with new, expansion options, main components/features/specs, 
etc, along with a short demo of Pattern/Style and Pattern Chain 
modes. It is also my introduction to using a DV camera to record and 
edit a movie. {:-O

I must apologize for the graininess of the last half of part 2 
(Pattern/Style & Pattern Chain demo). The display screen was 
readable in my original DV recording and iMovie edit of the episode, 
but after it was converted to CDROM quality in iMovie (and also due 
to YouTube's conversion feature) it is just about totally unreadable 
due to the darkness surrounding the backlit display. My DV camera, 
although a basic $275 beginner's model, does not record THAT bad in 
low-light conditions. For future episodes where I show a close up of 
the display screen I will need to record it in better lighting 
conditions (i.e. daylight or bright light pointing at the display) or 
increase the conversion rate so that it's better than CDROM quality 
video but less than 100MB total per episode.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15282|15281|2007-04-15 09:44:39|Bob S.|Re: RS7k School Episode 1 (Parts 1-2) now available|
I look forward to viewing it....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: ampfea.org music-bar ; RS7000 List 
Sent: Sunday, April 15, 2007 6:34 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7k School Episode 1 (Parts 1-2) now available

For those who might be interested, I've finally (1 1/2 months late) 
finished recording, editing and uploading Episode 1 of my RS7k School 
series tutorial/training videos. The video ended up being so long 
(19'57") that I had to split it in half (2 parts) to get it to meet 
YouTube's 10 minute long maximum length requirements. Total time 
between parts 1 & 2 is a couple of seconds under 20 minutes. If 
you're interested, see the YouTube link in my signature below. It 
was uploaded last night but I think YouTube's still indexing it so 
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you might have to click around the site to either the main Channel, 
Videos, and/or Playlists sections to get both parts to show up.

For people on the RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list, most of the 
info in Episode 1 is very basic, but there may be a few gems of info 
in there you haven't learned yet. For people on the music- 
bar@ampfea.org mailing list or other people unfamiliar with the 
RS7000, this is a basic introduction to what the RS7000 is, what it 
comes with new, expansion options, main components/features/specs, 
etc, along with a short demo of Pattern/Style and Pattern Chain 
modes. It is also my introduction to using a DV camera to record and 
edit a movie. {:-O

I must apologize for the graininess of the last half of part 2 
(Pattern/Style & Pattern Chain demo). The display screen was 
readable in my original DV recording and iMovie edit of the episode, 
but after it was converted to CDROM quality in iMovie (and also due 
to YouTube's conversion feature) it is just about totally unreadable 
due to the darkness surrounding the backlit display. My DV camera, 
although a basic $275 beginner's model, does not record THAT bad in 
low-light conditions. For future episodes where I show a close up of 
the display screen I will need to record it in better lighting 
conditions (i.e. daylight or bright light pointing at the display) or 
increase the conversion rate so that it's better than CDROM quality 
video but less than 100MB total per episode.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15283|7575|2007-04-15 12:03:39|robdardan|help|
I'm new to RS7K. New to sequencing/sampling. Absolutely not technical. 
The 350 page manual tells me what the device will do but not how to do 
anything. I need step-by-step, button-by-button, action-by-action 
instructions on what/how to do specific tasks. I'm interested only in 
having/taking possession of optimum quality, non-Yamaha, musical 
instrument samples/sounds/voices, installing/putting those 
samples/sounds/voices on sequences I created on a Yamaha QY100. I'm not 
interested in all the technical tweeking I have observed in emails 
since I joined this group. Any suggestions?
| 15284|7575|2007-04-15 13:34:41|su700fan|Re: help|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "robdardan" wrote:

>
> I'm new to RS7K. New to sequencing/sampling. Absolutely not 

technical. 

> The 350 page manual tells me what the device will do but not how 

to do 

> anything. I need step-by-step, button-by-button, action-by-action 
> instructions on what/how to do specific tasks. I'm interested only 

in 

> having/taking possession of optimum quality, non-Yamaha, musical 
> instrument samples/sounds/voices, installing/putting those 
> samples/sounds/voices on sequences I created on a Yamaha QY100. 

I'm not 

> interested in all the technical tweeking I have observed in emails 
> since I joined this group. Any suggestions?

If you're interested in loading those samples into the RS7000, 
checkout the tutorial (pages 43-45 specifically) at the beginning of 
the RS7000's manual and the chapter on sampling (Chapter 5 pages 227-
253). If you want to sequence these samples you've then loaded onto 
the RS7000 by using the QY100's sequencer, you would need to connect 
the MIDI Out of the QY100 to the MIDI In of the RS7000. Then setup 
the appropriate MIDI Channel assignments on the RS7000 in the 
Setup/MIDI Out page (page 110 in manual). You may need to setup 
MIDI Out assignments on your QY100 as well. If you're trying to 
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play back the samples loaded into the RS7000 on multiple tracks 
using your QY100's sequencer, you'll need to be in Song mode on the 
RS7000 to have it receive/send on multiple MIDI channels/tracks 
simultaneously.

I don't have the time to give you a step-by-step, every detail 
included instructions on how to do the above procedure, especially 
since I'm not familiar with the QY100's sequencer at all. It might 
be a good idea to just use the RS7000's built-in sequencer if you're 
bothering to import samples into the RS7000. The QY100 is like the 
QY700 and RM1x/RS7000's little baby brother and IIRC doesn't do 
sampling, just basic multitrack & chord sequencing (which the RS7k 
doesn't have that chord sequencing feature). I think it has a basic 
XG MIDI internal TG, so if you want to use samples you won't be able 
to load them into the QY100, just sequence them from the QY100.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15285|15285|2007-04-15 13:41:07|soniclabsaudio|yamaha AIEB1 board fs|
make offers. Also have a A4000 for sale. Willing to trade yamaha 
A4000+board for rs7000. A4000 has full ram , hd , scsi cd rom , sample 
cds , zip drive.
| 15286|15286|2007-04-15 19:02:35|vanyshproductions|Help! Simple question about MIDI syncing to Motif|
I have my RS synced to my motif classic rack.

When I record midi data to a channel on the RS everything is fine, but
when i switch to a new track, and want to record another voice, the
first track on the RS switches to this new voice... How can I record
MIDI data of different voices on different trakcs. What should my
setting be on the RS? Howabout the Motif??

I know this is a very simple issue, but for some reason I haven't been
able to figure it out.

Thus far, I have been recording the audio of my MIDI data to each
track (re-sampling) before I can continue, but this is such a burden.
I just want to be able to switch voices on the motif, but still have
the previous track playing a previous voice, not the one i switched to.

can someone help?!?
| 15287|15281|2007-04-16 02:30:21|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k School Episode 1 (Parts 1-2) now available|
Cool Wasted, I'll check it all out this week when I get a chance. I 
posted a couple of the RS on youtube a couple weeks ago. Didn't get 
quite the viewing response as the tb303 did I posted and another 
synth, not even close, even though its so much 100x better then either 
of them.

Zam
| 15288|7575|2007-04-16 02:48:10|zamisers7k|Re: help|
You can't put RS's sounds on to the QY100. You can trigger the RS's 
sounds from the QY, but it would be simpler to just learn the RS and 
how to sequence and sample and connect stuff up to via midi or load 
midi files into the RS. If you have songs built on the QY you can 
store them off to .smf and load them on the RS as a midi file I 
think. The patterns on the QY may be a little trickier, but I say 
learn some of the fundamentals on the RS, probably good for you it 
seems like to first learn how to switch/change/scroll through voices 
and playing them on the RS. Then get into sequnceing on it. Maybe 
check out Wasteds new tutorial on youtube too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "robdardan" wrote:
>
> I'm new to RS7K. New to sequencing/sampling. Absolutely not 
technical. 
> The 350 page manual tells me what the device will do but not how to 
do 
> anything. I need step-by-step, button-by-button, action-by-action 
> instructions on what/how to do specific tasks. I'm interested only 
in 
> having/taking possession of optimum quality, non-Yamaha, musical 
> instrument samples/sounds/voices, installing/putting those 
> samples/sounds/voices on sequences I created on a Yamaha QY100. I'm 
not 
> interested in all the technical tweeking I have observed in emails 
> since I joined this group. Any suggestions?
>

| 15289|15286|2007-04-16 02:53:40|zamisers7k|Re: Help! Simple question about MIDI syncing to Motif|
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I think you might be running into the program change event the RS at 
the begining of every track that includes voice bank. If it thats 
it, press the record button, select the track or scroll to it on the 
display then hit #3 I think which should be edit events, you should 
see an events list, the first one will be a program change and just 
delete it. Life will be much easier after you delete that event 
probably.

Good Luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vanyshproductions" 
wrote:

>
> I have my RS synced to my motif classic rack.
> 
> When I record midi data to a channel on the RS everything is fine, 

but

> when i switch to a new track, and want to record another voice, the
> first track on the RS switches to this new voice... How can I 

record

> MIDI data of different voices on different trakcs. What should my
> setting be on the RS? Howabout the Motif??
> 
> I know this is a very simple issue, but for some reason I haven't 

been

> able to figure it out.
> 
> Thus far, I have been recording the audio of my MIDI data to each
> track (re-sampling) before I can continue, but this is such a 

burden.

> I just want to be able to switch voices on the motif, but still 

have

> the previous track playing a previous voice, not the one i 

switched to.

> 
> can someone help?!?
>

| 15290|15286|2007-04-16 02:58:48|zamisers7k|Re: Help! Simple question about MIDI syncing to Motif|
Oops, its Enter or Edit next to #3 for getting into the events list, 
and I'm not sure if you have to be set to record first, I got 
confussed, setting to record first might bring up the mute list. 
Just select track and hit Edit I think, then delete the first event 
if its a program change. Sorry if I confused you, hope this message 
helps better.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think you might be running into the program change event the RS 
at 
> the begining of every track that includes voice bank. If it thats 
> it, press the record button, select the track or scroll to it on 
the 
> display then hit #3 I think which should be edit events, you 
should 
> see an events list, the first one will be a program change and 
just 
> delete it. Life will be much easier after you delete that event 
> probably.
> 
> Good Luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vanyshproductions" 
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> wrote:
> >
> > I have my RS synced to my motif classic rack.
> > 
> > When I record midi data to a channel on the RS everything is 
fine, 
> but
> > when i switch to a new track, and want to record another voice, 
the
> > first track on the RS switches to this new voice... How can I 
> record
> > MIDI data of different voices on different trakcs. What should 
my
> > setting be on the RS? Howabout the Motif??
> > 
> > I know this is a very simple issue, but for some reason I 
haven't 
> been
> > able to figure it out.
> > 
> > Thus far, I have been recording the audio of my MIDI data to each
> > track (re-sampling) before I can continue, but this is such a 
> burden.
> > I just want to be able to switch voices on the motif, but still 
> have
> > the previous track playing a previous voice, not the one i 
> switched to.
> > 
> > can someone help?!?
> >
>

| 15291|15291|2007-04-16 13:06:40|vanyshproductions|Drum roll and Flam|
How can I create a drum roll (snare roll) ?? 

The manual doesn't go into detail at all about this. But it does
mention i must be in "loop remix" to do this effect.

I just want to sample a snare and create a roll effect, is this possible?
| 15292|15286|2007-04-16 13:10:32|vanyshproductions|Re: Help! Simple question about MIDI syncing to Motif|
Okay, I figured it out, it was actually an issue with my Mo Rack. 
Thanks for your help though!
| 15293|15291|2007-04-16 13:39:34|su700fan@comcast.net|Re: Drum roll and Flam|
-------------- Original message ----------------------
From: "vanyshproductions" <vanyshproductions@yahoo.com>

> How can I create a drum roll (snare roll) ?? 
> 
> The manual doesn't go into detail at all about this. But it does
> mention i must be in "loop remix" to do this effect.
> 
> I just want to sample a snare and create a roll effect, is this possible?

You don't need to be in Loop Remix mode to do a drum roll. In Pattern Mode, go to Job 7 (Create Roll): there you are! Page 139 of the manual gives you all the details for
possible settings (range of measures for roll to be applied, note # to be rolled, step clock & velocity of the notes). With the step clock and velocity settings there is are start
and end parameters so for e.g. you can have a roll that starts quiet and slow but after a few measures becomes loud and super-fast.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15294|15294|2007-04-16 21:07:00|guelmies|stupid problem with expansion card|
hello everybody,i buy a aieb 1 expansion to work with the rs7k,dont
ask me why,(ebay you know),but im worried because it dont run ok ,the
question is : its imposible work with and aieb1 and the rs7k or
not?please,im stupid or not?(probably yes)
| 15295|15294|2007-04-16 22:31:10|wasted/su700fan|Re: stupid problem with expansion card|
On Apr 16, 2007, at 5:49 PM, guelmies wrote:

> hello everybody,i buy a aieb 1 expansion to work with the rs7k,dont
> ask me why,(ebay you know),but im worried because it dont run ok ,the
> question is : its imposible work with and aieb1 and the rs7k or
> not?please,im stupid or not?(probably yes)

The AIEB1 I/O board won't work with the RS7k. It's designed for 
older (late 1990's) Yamaha gear including the SU700 and A3000 
samplers. The RS7k and newer Yamaha gear need to AIEB2 I/O. The 
AIEB2 has a higher bitrate A/D D/A convertors to go with the 
capabilities of more modern Yamaha gear like the RS7k. There is a 
switch on the AIEB2 board that allows you to use it with older gear 
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like the SU700/A3000 that normally would take the AIEB1 board.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15296|15291|2007-04-17 02:21:50|zamisers7k|Re: Drum roll and Flam|
Sweeping the Midi Delay knob(selection under Clock Shift) can give 
you a bit of a quick and dirty snare roll effect too on a track with 
snares. You can set the timeing and amount on it too to get it more 
perfected perhaps, #9 on the pad I think. Might help to put a few 
extra snare hits toward the end of the measure too.

I did one like that on this song at about 2:30 if intrested in 
hearing it:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/kaka3.mp3 (3.6m)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, su700fan@... wrote:
>
> -------------- Original message ----------------------
> From: "vanyshproductions" 
> > How can I create a drum roll (snare roll) ?? 
> > 
> > The manual doesn't go into detail at all about this. But it does
> > mention i must be in "loop remix" to do this effect.
> > 
> > I just want to sample a snare and create a roll effect, is this 
possible?
> 
> You don't need to be in Loop Remix mode to do a drum roll. In 
Pattern Mode, go to Job 7 (Create Roll): there you are! Page 139 of 
the manual gives you all the details for possible settings (range of 
measures for roll to be applied, note # to be rolled, step clock & 
velocity of the notes). With the step clock and velocity settings 
there is are start and end parameters so for e.g. you can have a 
roll that starts quiet and slow but after a few measures becomes 
loud and super-fast.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
> http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
>

| 15297|15297|2007-04-17 08:27:18|keiner keine|Use Cubase sx 3 as a sequencer for the RS-7000?!|
Hi there

i want to know if there is a way, to save, (what
drumkit is choosen, on a track 1-16 without do a user
phrase or a other phrase) 

for example!

In cubase i have 16 midi tracks, for 16 tracks on the
RS-7000! midi channel 1 to 16! Here i can build
drumlines on my desktop and the Sounds comes out of
the Yamaha RS-7000!! no phrases!!!!!

I tried to save this Rs-7000 Song/Pattern on my
SD-Card, but when i reload the Song/Pattern from the
Card and user the mixer view. Suddenly on every Track
1-16, is the the Grand Piano! but bevor i saved my
file there was on track 1 = drukit 126/24, 2 = drukit
126/4...

The midi Clock is set to midi!! no midi control!!

I hope sombody would understand this and can give me a
solution! 

I´ll be very gratefull for this!!

Thomas

Heute schon einen Blick in die Zukunft von E-Mails wagen? Versuchen Sie´s mit dem neuen Yahoo! Mail. www.yahoo.de/mail
| 15298|15291|2007-04-17 16:48:46|vanyshproductions|Re: Drum roll and Flam|
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Cool, I never messed around with the midi delay too extensively. When
I try and change settings, it doesn't seem to have any effect on my
drum though? Any thoughts? I'll look deeper into it when I get home.
| 15299|15297|2007-04-17 20:50:43|zamisers7k|Re: Use Cubase sx 3 as a sequencer for the RS-7000?!|
Check your program change events on the RS7000 and Cubase. You might 
have to delete them or change to the bank patch your wanting or 
needing. On the RS its the button next to #3 its Enter/Edit, it'll 
show you an events list and you'll probabably see a program change in 
there at the start of the track or first measure probably, delete or 
change it. I'm not sure about changing those on Cubase. Hope that 
helps for the RS at least?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, keiner keine wrote:
>
> Hi there
> 
> i want to know if there is a way, to save, (what
> drumkit is choosen, on a track 1-16 without do a user
> phrase or a other phrase) 
> 
> for example!
> 
> In cubase i have 16 midi tracks, for 16 tracks on the
> RS-7000! midi channel 1 to 16! Here i can build
> drumlines on my desktop and the Sounds comes out of
> the Yamaha RS-7000!! no phrases!!!!!
> 
> I tried to save this Rs-7000 Song/Pattern on my
> SD-Card, but when i reload the Song/Pattern from the
> Card and user the mixer view. Suddenly on every Track
> 1-16, is the the Grand Piano! but bevor i saved my
> file there was on track 1 = drukit 126/24, 2 = drukit
> 126/4...
> 
> The midi Clock is set to midi!! no midi control!!
> 
> I hope sombody would understand this and can give me a
> solution! 
> 
> I´ll be very gratefull for this!!
> 
> Thomas
> 
> 
> Heute schon einen Blick in die Zukunft von E-Mails wagen? 
Versuchen Sie´s mit dem neuen Yahoo! Mail. www.yahoo.de/mail
>

| 15300|15291|2007-04-17 20:56:20|zamisers7k|Re: Drum roll and Flam|
It should, perhaps volume/velocity(?) is turned down on your midi delay 
repeats or your repeats is set to 0? Something to check if haven't 
yet, once its set up well enough I'll just twist the midi delay knob 
and the snares will start rolling until I back it off.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vanyshproductions" 
wrote:

>
> Cool, I never messed around with the midi delay too extensively. When
> I try and change settings, it doesn't seem to have any effect on my
> drum though? Any thoughts? I'll look deeper into it when I get home.
>

| 15301|15291|2007-04-17 22:24:49|wasted/su700fan|Re: Drum roll and Flam|
On Apr 17, 2007, at 4:18 AM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Sweeping the Midi Delay knob(selection under Clock Shift) can give
> you a bit of a quick and dirty snare roll effect too on a track with
> snares. You can set the timeing and amount on it too to get it more
> perfected perhaps, #9 on the pad I think. Might help to put a few
> extra snare hits toward the end of the measure too.
>
> I did one like that on this song at about 2:30 if intrested in
> hearing it:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/kaka3.mp3 (3.6m)
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>
> Zam

I hear what you mean. Another nice track Zam. This has a nice 
distorted industrial flavor.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15302|15302|2007-04-20 13:34:47|wasted/su700fan|Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up|
Both the forums and the website. Doesn't look like vBulletin board 
software has been updated, so who knows how long before it starts 
getting batches of spam posts, but at least it's up on the net again.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15303|15302|2007-04-20 13:48:32|Bob S.|Re: Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up|
Well now does anyone know what happened to the www.vintagesynth.org site ?

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: wasted/su700fan 
To: RS7000 List 
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2007 7:22 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up

Both the forums and the website. Doesn't look like vBulletin board 
software has been updated, so who knows how long before it starts 
getting batches of spam posts, but at least it's up on the net again.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15304|15302|2007-04-20 14:08:17|Brooks Mosher|Re: Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up|
awesome....

On 4/20/07, wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> Both the forums and the website. Doesn't look like vBulletin board
> software has been updated, so who knows how long before it starts
> getting batches of spam posts, but at least it's up on the net again.
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
> http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15305|15302|2007-04-20 14:18:00|wasted/su700fan|Re: Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up|
On Apr 20, 2007, at 3:47 PM, Bob S. wrote:

> Well now does anyone know what happened to the www.vintagesynth.org 
> site ?
>
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA

Seems to be coming up fine for me right now Bob. Maybe earlier it 
was having problems.
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-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
| 15306|15302|2007-04-20 14:30:10|Brooks Mosher|Re: Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up|
i've noticed it being down before as well...

On 4/20/07, wasted/su700fan < su700fan@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> On Apr 20, 2007, at 3:47 PM, Bob S. wrote:
>
> > Well now does anyone know what happened to the www.vintagesynth.org
> > site ?
> >
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
>
> Seems to be coming up fine for me right now Bob. Maybe earlier it
> was having problems.
>
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan <http://home.comcast.net/%7Esu700fan>
> http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15307|15302|2007-04-20 15:28:32|Bob S.|Re: Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up|
Thanks....I checked a few days ago and then today.....I'll try later....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: wasted/su700fan <su700fan@comcast.net>
>Sent: Apr 20, 2007 4:17 PM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [RS7000] Looks like www.rs7000.org is back up
>
>On Apr 20, 2007, at 3:47 PM, Bob S. wrote:
>
>> Well now does anyone know what happened to the www.vintagesynth.org 
>> site ?
>>
>> Bob
>> El Segundo, CA
>
>Seems to be coming up fine for me right now Bob. Maybe earlier it 
>was having problems.
>
>-- komatos/wasted/su700fan
>http://home.comcast.net/~su700fan
>http://www.youtube.com/KomatosRecordings
>

| 15308|15143|2007-04-22 00:10:48|soniclabsaudio|anyone need a AIEB1 I/O Expansion Board|
250.00 ......... hit me.
| 15309|15309|2007-04-25 00:56:30|rukula_04|RS7K MIDI w Cubase SX 2 problem|
Hello,

I wanted to record MIDI from my RS7K in Cubase SX 2.
I can see there´s a MIDI-In-Signal in Cubase, but I can´t record it.
If I start recording the signal at the track is no more and the 
recorded MIDI-File is empty or is erased by itself after pressing Stop.
Any hints or suggestions?
Remember:
The MIDI-cables connected correctly from MIDI-Out (RS7k) to MIDI-In of 
my SoundCard (PC).

Thx

;-)=
micha
| 15310|15310|2007-04-25 04:08:35|Gommaar Delneste|FS: Iomega ZIp 100 drive SCSI + SCSI WIDE 50 cable|
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For sale: Iomega ZIp 100 drive SCSI + SCSI WIDE 50 cable

I used this back in the days to load, save and backup styles, waves and
patterns from and to my RS7000.

I ship from EC and I listen to any offer!

Greetings,
G.D.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15311|15309|2007-04-25 07:14:03|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS7K MIDI w Cubase SX 2 problem|
hi micha,

i use cubase sx 2 along with an rs7000 as well (and sometimes live 5.0 w/
the rs7000).

it sounds like you have everything set up fine and this is more a cubase
issue. is it even recording the midi data into the selected track? do you
have the record enable on for the midi track you are recording into? also,
make sure you select the correct midi input channel for that track in cubase
as well (it may default to all midi ins).

anyways, if cubase is showing a midi in activity signal on the tape
transport then the rs7000 is working properly and sending out a midi
signal. so you need to figure out how to setup that track in cubase to
record properly.

brooks

On 4/25/07, rukula_04 <music@mk-dlx.de> wrote:
>
> Hello,
>
> I wanted to record MIDI from my RS7K in Cubase SX 2.
> I can see there´s a MIDI-In-Signal in Cubase, but I can´t record it.
> If I start recording the signal at the track is no more and the
> recorded MIDI-File is empty or is erased by itself after pressing Stop.
> Any hints or suggestions?
> Remember:
> The MIDI-cables connected correctly from MIDI-Out (RS7k) to MIDI-In of
> my SoundCard (PC).
>
> Thx
>
> ;-)=
> micha
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15312|15309|2007-04-25 14:05:46|rukula_04|Re: RS7K MIDI w Cubase SX 2 problem|
So first thing sounds nice - the Rs7k works fine. Yeah, I think 
that´s right. But what is Cubase doin´? I changed the setup so often 
I hav no more idea! Maybe some problem about the midi channel - I 
check this. Someone knows what cubase is doin´ if the recorded track 
is empty?

@Brooks: Thx but how did you setup your track. Yes enabling the track 
for recording. And what´s the other points to take care of?

;-)=
micha

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> hi micha,
> 
> i use cubase sx 2 along with an rs7000 as well (and sometimes live 

5.0 w/
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> the rs7000).
> 
> it sounds like you have everything set up fine and this is more a 

cubase

> issue. is it even recording the midi data into the selected 

track? do you

> have the record enable on for the midi track you are recording 

into? also,

> make sure you select the correct midi input channel for that track 

in cubase

> as well (it may default to all midi ins).
> 
> anyways, if cubase is showing a midi in activity signal on the tape
> transport then the rs7000 is working properly and sending out a midi
> signal. so you need to figure out how to setup that track in 

cubase to

> record properly.
> 
> 
> brooks
> 
> 
> On 4/25/07, rukula_04 wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> >
> > I wanted to record MIDI from my RS7K in Cubase SX 2.
> > I can see there´s a MIDI-In-Signal in Cubase, but I can´t record 

it.

> > If I start recording the signal at the track is no more and the
> > recorded MIDI-File is empty or is erased by itself after pressing 

Stop.

> > Any hints or suggestions?
> > Remember:
> > The MIDI-cables connected correctly from MIDI-Out (RS7k) to MIDI-

In of

> > my SoundCard (PC).
> >
> > Thx
> >
> > ;-)=
> > micha
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15313|15313|2007-04-28 16:39:35|soniclabsaudio|FS or trade roland spd-20 and yamaha A4000 loaded.|
Looking for emu mp-7 , akai mpc 2000xl or rs7k , or other offers.

spd-20 has roland stand ( 100 value ) asking 500.00

yamaha a4000 loaded with hd, scsi cd drie, 250gb zip drive, full ram , 
aieb1 exnsion board and factory cds and manual. asking 400.00
| 15314|15314|2007-05-03 12:25:28|blackwoodtebo|Setting up a Handsonic HPD-10 to control RS7k|
Hi, I am going to try and hook up my drummers HPD 10 to my RS7k so he 
can play the sounds i have made. I have been unable to figure out tho 
what Midi messages will control the specific sounds in the RS7k. Can 
anyone help me figure this out?
| 15315|15314|2007-05-03 13:27:01|Brooks Mosher|Re: Setting up a Handsonic HPD-10 to control RS7k|
midi out of hpd to the midi in of rs7000 and make sure the sound you want to
trigger are assigned to the same channel on the rs that you are triggering
from the hpd.



On 5/3/07, blackwoodtebo <basscount@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> Hi, I am going to try and hook up my drummers HPD 10 to my RS7k so he
> can play the sounds i have made. I have been unable to figure out tho
> what Midi messages will control the specific sounds in the RS7k. Can
> anyone help me figure this out?
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15316|15314|2007-05-06 07:23:12|blackwoodtebo|Re: Setting up a Handsonic HPD-10 to control RS7k|
Thanks, but the thing i am wondering is how do i figure out what 
channel the sounds in the RS7000 are on? I looked all over in the 
menus and manual and couldn't figure it out. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> midi out of hpd to the midi in of rs7000 and make sure the sound 

you want to

> trigger are assigned to the same channel on the rs that you are 

triggering

> from the hpd.
> 
> 
> On 5/3/07, blackwoodtebo wrote:
> >
> > Hi, I am going to try and hook up my drummers HPD 10 to my 

RS7k so he

> > can play the sounds i have made. I have been unable to figure 

out tho

> > what Midi messages will control the specific sounds in the RS7k. 

Can

> > anyone help me figure this out?
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15317|15314|2007-05-06 09:36:35|Brooks Mosher|Re: Setting up a Handsonic HPD-10 to control RS7k|
go to the setup page and hit the setup button twice. the default midi
channels will be the same number as the track number but you can change
them... hold track select down and select the track number you want to
change the MIDI channel on. change the "out select" from TG to MIDI A (make
sure your MIDI cable is plugged into MIDI A out of course) to select the
MIDI channel the RS7000 will send data out on that track.

hope this helps...

On 5/5/07, blackwoodtebo <basscount@comcast.net> wrote:
>
> Thanks, but the thing i am wondering is how do i figure out what
> channel the sounds in the RS7000 are on? I looked all over in the
> menus and manual and couldn't figure it out.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > midi out of hpd to the midi in of rs7000 and make sure the sound
> you want to
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> > trigger are assigned to the same channel on the rs that you are
> triggering
> > from the hpd.
> >
> >
> > On 5/3/07, blackwoodtebo wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi, I am going to try and hook up my drummers HPD 10 to my
> RS7k so he
> > > can play the sounds i have made. I have been unable to figure
> out tho
> > > what Midi messages will control the specific sounds in the RS7k.
> Can
> > > anyone help me figure this out?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15319|15319|2007-05-07 21:36:20|wasted/su700fan|Looking for new list owner/moderator|
I'm looking to find a new owner/moderator for the 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list (this list). I've been at the 
helm for 4-5 years now and I'd like to find a suitable replacement to 
take over the day-to-day ownership/moderating duties. Prior 
experience as an owner/moderator of a Yahoo Group is helpful but not 
necessary. Basic duties involve checking the group/your email 
regularly (1-2 times daily or every other day at least) to see if any 
new messages by new members need to be approved or deleted if they 
are spam messages. New members can be converted to regular member 
status after the list owner/moderator determines they're not 
spammers. People trying to spam can be banned outright. Any 
questions regarding moderator duties, feel free to ask me.

If interested, contact me off list at either su700fan@comcast.net or 
komatos@gmail.com. Thanks for your consideration.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15320|15209|2007-05-08 00:25:10|crvenazvezda91|Re: Help: Filter settings keep getting changed|
So I'm trying to figure out how the filter, pitchbend and mixer volume
and pan settings get stored, and I am at a loss as to how it works.

Here is what I do:

1) Turn on RS7000, look at Style 01, Section A, Track 01

Filter is set to LPF12
Bank is set to MSB: *** LSB: *** (Phrase) = 001 GrandPno

2) Setup parameters as such:

Filter is set to Bypass
Bank is set to MSB: 064 LSB: 001 (SmpCmn) = 001 ---------

3) Hit Pattern once (So in phrase view mode), press the record button,
and ensure that:

Bank = 064 001 SmpCmn
PGM = 001

4) Start recording, input a 4x4 beat on C1.

5) Filter and mixer settings are the same, select Load Sample (Load
x2), and import a kick drum into Common 001, C1

6) Filter and mixer settings are the same, I now name the Style, and
save to card.

7) I reboot the RS7000 and load in the pattern saved in step #6

8) The settings have now defaulted to:

Filter is set to LPF12
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Bank is set to MSB: *** LSB: *** (Phrase) = 001 GrandPno

When I saved it as:

Filter is set to Bypass
Bank is set to MSB: 064 LSB: 001 (SmpCmn) = 001 ---------

-----

Why does this happen?

And how can I bypass / fix it?

I can send Sysex data to automatically set the filter, volume and pan
settings; but need to do this at the beginning of each phrase.

Which is quite a pain to do... :(

I want that when I start/record/program a new phrase that it retains
the filter, pitchbend and mixer settings that I assign to it. Not
some default ones.

Is this a bug in the RS7000?

Or can someone explain to me how to bypass this behaviour.

Best,
Rusty

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yikes that might not be possible like your wanting. The RS stores 
> its patch settings to the pattern or songs, not the phrases or 
> patches themselfs. You might have to send it some sort of sysex 
> messege to switch that along with the patches...Hopefully someone 
> else will know of a better way than the way your doing it and maybe 
> explain??? Hmmm...I'd like to hear how myself.
> 
> I normally load or change patterns or songs up during my sets instead 
> of doing it the way your mentioning.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "crvenazvezda91" 
> wrote:
> >
> > A desperate cry for help.... :|
> > 
> > I've got my entire set on the RS7000, all cool apart from one little
> > problem, the filter settings constantly keep changing back 
> to "LPF12"
> > when I want them to stay at "Bypass"
> > 
> > Everything I'm using is on User Phases, "Voice Setup to TG" is 
> turned
> > off, but still it keeps changing back.
> > 
> > I can do the sysex to reset them, but I'm going to be cycling 
> through
> > 20 styles during my set.
> > 
> > And it's driving me mad. I've searched, but can't seem to find a
> > simple/logical way of turning it off, so it doesn't automatically
> > apply the default filter setting.
> > 
> > For the record, all sounds are coming from "Common" sample voices,
> > which I'm changing via sysex for each song.
> > 
> > Did I mention my set is tomorrow?
> > 
> > Any help would be gratefully appreciated.
> > 
> > Thanks
> >
>

| 15321|15209|2007-05-08 07:22:44|wasted/su700fan|Re: Help: Filter settings keep getting changed|
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Try loading/importing the sample (step 5) before doing the recording 
process (steps 3-4). That way hopefully your settings will stay in 
place. If not, maybe it is a bug.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

On May 8, 2007, at 2:21 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:

> So I'm trying to figure out how the filter, pitchbend and mixer volume
> and pan settings get stored, and I am at a loss as to how it works.
>
> Here is what I do:
>
> 1) Turn on RS7000, look at Style 01, Section A, Track 01
>
> Filter is set to LPF12
> Bank is set to MSB: *** LSB: *** (Phrase) = 001 GrandPno
>
> 2) Setup parameters as such:
>
> Filter is set to Bypass
> Bank is set to MSB: 064 LSB: 001 (SmpCmn) = 001 ---------
>
> 3) Hit Pattern once (So in phrase view mode), press the record button,
> and ensure that:
>
> Bank = 064 001 SmpCmn
> PGM = 001
>
> 4) Start recording, input a 4x4 beat on C1.
>
> 5) Filter and mixer settings are the same, select Load Sample (Load
> x2), and import a kick drum into Common 001, C1
>
> 6) Filter and mixer settings are the same, I now name the Style, and
> save to card.
>
> 7) I reboot the RS7000 and load in the pattern saved in step #6
>
> 8) The settings have now defaulted to:
>
> Filter is set to LPF12
> Bank is set to MSB: *** LSB: *** (Phrase) = 001 GrandPno
>
> When I saved it as:
>
> Filter is set to Bypass
> Bank is set to MSB: 064 LSB: 001 (SmpCmn) = 001 ---------
>
> -----
>
> Why does this happen?
>
> And how can I bypass / fix it?
>
> I can send Sysex data to automatically set the filter, volume and pan
> settings; but need to do this at the beginning of each phrase.
>
> Which is quite a pain to do... :(
>
> I want that when I start/record/program a new phrase that it retains
> the filter, pitchbend and mixer settings that I assign to it. Not
> some default ones.
>
> Is this a bug in the RS7000?
>
> Or can someone explain to me how to bypass this behaviour.
>
> Best,
> Rusty
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>>
>> Yikes that might not be possible like your wanting. The RS stores
>> its patch settings to the pattern or songs, not the phrases or
>> patches themselfs. You might have to send it some sort of sysex
>> messege to switch that along with the patches...Hopefully someone
>> else will know of a better way than the way your doing it and maybe
>> explain??? Hmmm...I'd like to hear how myself.
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>>
>> I normally load or change patterns or songs up during my sets instead
>> of doing it the way your mentioning.
>>
>> Zam
>>
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "crvenazvezda91" 
>> wrote:
>>>
>>> A desperate cry for help.... :|
>>>
>>> I've got my entire set on the RS7000, all cool apart from one little
>>> problem, the filter settings constantly keep changing back
>> to "LPF12"
>>> when I want them to stay at "Bypass"
>>>
>>> Everything I'm using is on User Phases, "Voice Setup to TG" is
>> turned
>>> off, but still it keeps changing back.
>>>
>>> I can do the sysex to reset them, but I'm going to be cycling
>> through
>>> 20 styles during my set.
>>>
>>> And it's driving me mad. I've searched, but can't seem to find a
>>> simple/logical way of turning it off, so it doesn't automatically
>>> apply the default filter setting.
>>>
>>> For the record, all sounds are coming from "Common" sample voices,
>>> which I'm changing via sysex for each song.
>>>
>>> Did I mention my set is tomorrow?
>>>
>>> Any help would be gratefully appreciated.
>>>
>>> Thanks

| 15322|15322|2007-05-08 10:45:08|moto_boy666|su700fan´s youtube clips|
Hi, watched them yesterday, very nice! But why are they gone today?
| 15323|15322|2007-05-08 11:20:48|su700fan|Re: su700fan´s youtube clips|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moto_boy666" wrote:

>
> Hi, watched them yesterday, very nice! But why are they gone today?

Thanks for the comment. I deleted my YouTube account (sorry) and am 
trying to find a new owner/moderator for this group and my other Yahoo 
Group (yamahasu700supportgroup@yahoogroups.com) to take over moderating 
duties for me. I've got a lot of stuff going on in my life currently 
and no longer have the time to devote to owning/moderating several 
mailing lists and being the member of another (very) active mailing 
list. I also don't have time for the forseeable future to record 
further episodes of RS7k School. My sincerest apologies if I got 
anybody's hopes up.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15324|15209|2007-05-08 12:58:09|zamisers7k|Re: Help: Filter settings keep getting changed|
When you use a sample the filter and pitch setting are stored to the 
sample, not to the pattern. Its wierd I know. When you go to save 
rotate the F1 knob to save All instead of Patt, this will save 
everything besides just the pattern info. When you load it'll be 
a .R2A file and not a .R2P. Hopefully that helps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> Try loading/importing the sample (step 5) before doing the 
recording 
> process (steps 3-4). That way hopefully your settings will stay 
in 
> place. If not, maybe it is a bug.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> On May 8, 2007, at 2:21 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> 
> > So I'm trying to figure out how the filter, pitchbend and mixer 
volume
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> > and pan settings get stored, and I am at a loss as to how it 
works.
> >
> > Here is what I do:
> >
> > 1) Turn on RS7000, look at Style 01, Section A, Track 01
> >
> > Filter is set to LPF12
> > Bank is set to MSB: *** LSB: *** (Phrase) = 001 GrandPno
> >
> > 2) Setup parameters as such:
> >
> > Filter is set to Bypass
> > Bank is set to MSB: 064 LSB: 001 (SmpCmn) = 001 ---------
> >
> > 3) Hit Pattern once (So in phrase view mode), press the record 
button,
> > and ensure that:
> >
> > Bank = 064 001 SmpCmn
> > PGM = 001
> >
> > 4) Start recording, input a 4x4 beat on C1.
> >
> > 5) Filter and mixer settings are the same, select Load Sample 
(Load
> > x2), and import a kick drum into Common 001, C1
> >
> > 6) Filter and mixer settings are the same, I now name the Style, 
and
> > save to card.
> >
> > 7) I reboot the RS7000 and load in the pattern saved in step #6
> >
> > 8) The settings have now defaulted to:
> >
> > Filter is set to LPF12
> > Bank is set to MSB: *** LSB: *** (Phrase) = 001 GrandPno
> >
> > When I saved it as:
> >
> > Filter is set to Bypass
> > Bank is set to MSB: 064 LSB: 001 (SmpCmn) = 001 ---------
> >
> > -----
> >
> > Why does this happen?
> >
> > And how can I bypass / fix it?
> >
> > I can send Sysex data to automatically set the filter, volume 
and pan
> > settings; but need to do this at the beginning of each phrase.
> >
> > Which is quite a pain to do... :(
> >
> > I want that when I start/record/program a new phrase that it 
retains
> > the filter, pitchbend and mixer settings that I assign to it. 
Not
> > some default ones.
> >
> > Is this a bug in the RS7000?
> >
> > Or can someone explain to me how to bypass this behaviour.
> >
> > Best,
> > Rusty
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >>
> >> Yikes that might not be possible like your wanting. The RS 
stores
> >> its patch settings to the pattern or songs, not the phrases or
> >> patches themselfs. You might have to send it some sort of sysex
> >> messege to switch that along with the patches...Hopefully 
someone
> >> else will know of a better way than the way your doing it and 
maybe
> >> explain??? Hmmm...I'd like to hear how myself.
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> >>
> >> I normally load or change patterns or songs up during my sets 
instead
> >> of doing it the way your mentioning.
> >>
> >> Zam
> >>
> >>
> >> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "crvenazvezda91" 

> >> wrote:
> >>>
> >>> A desperate cry for help.... :|
> >>>
> >>> I've got my entire set on the RS7000, all cool apart from one 
little
> >>> problem, the filter settings constantly keep changing back
> >> to "LPF12"
> >>> when I want them to stay at "Bypass"
> >>>
> >>> Everything I'm using is on User Phases, "Voice Setup to TG" is
> >> turned
> >>> off, but still it keeps changing back.
> >>>
> >>> I can do the sysex to reset them, but I'm going to be cycling
> >> through
> >>> 20 styles during my set.
> >>>
> >>> And it's driving me mad. I've searched, but can't seem to 
find a
> >>> simple/logical way of turning it off, so it doesn't 
automatically
> >>> apply the default filter setting.
> >>>
> >>> For the record, all sounds are coming from "Common" sample 
voices,
> >>> which I'm changing via sysex for each song.
> >>>
> >>> Did I mention my set is tomorrow?
> >>>
> >>> Any help would be gratefully appreciated.
> >>>
> >>> Thanks
>

| 15325|15319|2007-05-08 13:11:33|zamisers7k|Re: Looking for new list owner/moderator|
Hey Wasted, your a dang good mod here, its a thankless job it seems 
like, but if you can't find anyone else I'll give a shot. I don't 
like Yahoo, but I like trying to help fellow RSrs when I can.

Zamise@Quantum-Source.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
>
> I'm looking to find a new owner/moderator for the 
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list (this list). I've been at 
the 
> helm for 4-5 years now and I'd like to find a suitable replacement 
to 
> take over the day-to-day ownership/moderating duties. Prior 
> experience as an owner/moderator of a Yahoo Group is helpful but 
not 
> necessary. Basic duties involve checking the group/your email 
> regularly (1-2 times daily or every other day at least) to see if 
any 
> new messages by new members need to be approved or deleted if 
they 
> are spam messages. New members can be converted to regular 
member 
> status after the list owner/moderator determines they're not 
> spammers. People trying to spam can be banned outright. Any 
> questions regarding moderator duties, feel free to ask me.
> 
> If interested, contact me off list at either su700fan@... or 
> komatos@... Thanks for your consideration.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 15326|15319|2007-05-08 13:38:59|su700fan|Re: Looking for new list owner/moderator|
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Fellow list members--

Zamisers7k has graciously offered to take over owner/moderator 
duties for me for this group. If there are any other members who 
would like to share owner/moderator duties with zamise to help, 
please contact him so he can promote you to moderator status.

Thanks everyone for all the wonderful help and knowledge that has 
been shared over the years in this group and the rs7000.org forums. 
It's been fun!!! Take care all. Keep making music!

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Wasted, your a dang good mod here, its a thankless job it 
seems 
> like, but if you can't find anyone else I'll give a shot. I don't 
> like Yahoo, but I like trying to help fellow RSrs when I can.
> 
> Zamise@...
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> >
> > I'm looking to find a new owner/moderator for the 
> > RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list (this list). I've been at 
> the 
> > helm for 4-5 years now and I'd like to find a suitable 
replacement 
> to 
> > take over the day-to-day ownership/moderating duties. Prior 
> > experience as an owner/moderator of a Yahoo Group is helpful but 
> not 
> > necessary. Basic duties involve checking the group/your email 
> > regularly (1-2 times daily or every other day at least) to see 
if 
> any 
> > new messages by new members need to be approved or deleted if 
> they 
> > are spam messages. New members can be converted to regular 
> member 
> > status after the list owner/moderator determines they're not 
> > spammers. People trying to spam can be banned outright. Any 
> > questions regarding moderator duties, feel free to ask me.
> > 
> > If interested, contact me off list at either su700fan@ or 
> > komatos@ Thanks for your consideration.
> > 
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan

| 15327|15319|2007-05-08 14:03:06|zamisers7k|Re: Looking for new list owner/moderator|
Thanks Wasted. I hope I can do as well as you have here with 
moderating all this time, and that we will still see you around too.

Zam/zamisers7k

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
>
> Fellow list members--
> 
> Zamisers7k has graciously offered to take over owner/moderator 
> duties for me for this group. If there are any other members who 
> would like to share owner/moderator duties with zamise to help, 
> please contact him so he can promote you to moderator status.
> 
> Thanks everyone for all the wonderful help and knowledge that has 
> been shared over the years in this group and the rs7000.org 
forums. 
> It's been fun!!! Take care all. Keep making music!
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Wasted, your a dang good mod here, its a thankless job it 
> seems 
> > like, but if you can't find anyone else I'll give a shot. I 
don't 
> > like Yahoo, but I like trying to help fellow RSrs when I can.
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> > 
> > Zamise@
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm looking to find a new owner/moderator for the 
> > > RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list (this list). I've been at 
> > the 
> > > helm for 4-5 years now and I'd like to find a suitable 
> replacement 
> > to 
> > > take over the day-to-day ownership/moderating duties. Prior 
> > > experience as an owner/moderator of a Yahoo Group is helpful 
but 
> > not 
> > > necessary. Basic duties involve checking the group/your 
email 
> > > regularly (1-2 times daily or every other day at least) to see 
> if 
> > any 
> > > new messages by new members need to be approved or deleted if 
> > they 
> > > are spam messages. New members can be converted to regular 
> > member 
> > > status after the list owner/moderator determines they're not 
> > > spammers. People trying to spam can be banned outright. Any 
> > > questions regarding moderator duties, feel free to ask me.
> > > 
> > > If interested, contact me off list at either su700fan@ or 
> > > komatos@ Thanks for your consideration.
> > > 
> > > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 15328|15319|2007-05-08 14:03:28|moisme05|Re: Looking for new list owner/moderator|
Big thanks for all your work. I've been lurking and learning since
05. Definitely appreciated.

Peace, 

mo egeston
www.moanddawn.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "su700fan" wrote:
>
> Fellow list members--
> 
> Zamisers7k has graciously offered to take over owner/moderator 
> duties for me for this group. If there are any other members who 
> would like to share owner/moderator duties with zamise to help, 
> please contact him so he can promote you to moderator status.
> 
> Thanks everyone for all the wonderful help and knowledge that has 
> been shared over the years in this group and the rs7000.org forums. 
> It's been fun!!! Take care all. Keep making music!
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Wasted, your a dang good mod here, its a thankless job it 
> seems 
> > like, but if you can't find anyone else I'll give a shot. I don't 
> > like Yahoo, but I like trying to help fellow RSrs when I can.
> > 
> > Zamise@
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wasted/su700fan wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm looking to find a new owner/moderator for the 
> > > RS7000@yahoogroups.com mailing list (this list). I've been at 
> > the 
> > > helm for 4-5 years now and I'd like to find a suitable 
> replacement 
> > to 
> > > take over the day-to-day ownership/moderating duties. Prior 
> > > experience as an owner/moderator of a Yahoo Group is helpful but 
> > not 
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> > > necessary. Basic duties involve checking the group/your email 
> > > regularly (1-2 times daily or every other day at least) to see 
> if 
> > any 
> > > new messages by new members need to be approved or deleted if 
> > they 
> > > are spam messages. New members can be converted to regular 
> > member 
> > > status after the list owner/moderator determines they're not 
> > > spammers. People trying to spam can be banned outright. Any 
> > > questions regarding moderator duties, feel free to ask me.
> > > 
> > > If interested, contact me off list at either su700fan@ or 
> > > komatos@ Thanks for your consideration.
> > > 
> > > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

| 15329|15319|2007-05-08 21:12:52|zamisers7k|FWD: Looking for new list owner/moderator|
FWDed:

...Thanks for the kind words everyone. Take care. I 
may peek in from time to time, lurking in the background, if my load 
lightens up in the future.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 15330|15330|2007-05-11 14:12:44|peter663490|RS7000 pattern chain|
Hello there ive recently bought an rs7ooo and am having a few teething 
problems I am hoping some kind soul may help me out. First when using 
the pattern chain sometimes when the style number changes there is an 
audible glitch at the begining of the pattern this does not happen when 
changing sections only when changing styles. Also is there a way to 
record real time knob movements such as filter cutoff and resonance 
into the sequencer. I do have a manual but it is not clear on this 
point. Many Thanks fom peter duff
| 15331|15330|2007-05-11 14:35:37|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 pattern chain|
Congradulations on getting an RS7000!

The glitch you speak of is known, so your not alone in noticing that 
problem. I wish it didn't do it at all too, but sadly it is one of the 
limitations of the RS. When your changeing styles like that in chain 
mode the RS is loading all the setting for each track, instrument, 
section and etc. at that momemt. When I think about it, it is actually 
quite fast at doing this, the glitch isn't that bad, but still maybe 
yamaha should have handled making the RS load difrently like pre-
loading everything at the start. Anyway, to make long story short, 
your not going to be able to get rid of that glitch, you'll have to 
find ways to work around it. For instance, I always stay within one 
style while chaining, make use of the sections there are like 20 of 
them I think within each style, learn how to do mutes too within Chain 
mode how I do a lot of my stuff through mutes and actually just one 
section on one pattern section. If I have to change Styles in Chain 
Mode I mute a lot of the tracks out, maybe all so that glitch can't be 
noticed, then bring them back in after the change.

Yes you can record knob movements, but not on preset phrases. Either 
you've got to make your own phrase first or copy a preset one to a user 
phrase so you can edit it. Use Overdub in record mode to record your 
knob movements.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peter663490" wrote:
>
> Hello there ive recently bought an rs7ooo and am having a few 
teething 
> problems I am hoping some kind soul may help me out. First when using 
> the pattern chain sometimes when the style number changes there is an 
> audible glitch at the begining of the pattern this does not happen 
when 
> changing sections only when changing styles. Also is there a way to 
> record real time knob movements such as filter cutoff and resonance 
> into the sequencer. I do have a manual but it is not clear on this 
> point. Many Thanks fom peter duff
>

| 15332|15330|2007-05-12 18:25:36|PETER DUFF|Re: RS7000 pattern chain|
Thank u to zamisers7k for your your help i found the glitch disappears when you convert to 
song from patt chain but i am used to working in patterns i will take your advice i am sure this could work especially as i will be using it with other pattern based
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sequencers. best of luck with your music making. cheers from peter duff.

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
Congradulations on getting an RS7000!

The glitch you speak of is known, so your not alone in noticing that 
problem. I wish it didn't do it at all too, but sadly it is one of the 
limitations of the RS. When your changeing styles like that in chain 
mode the RS is loading all the setting for each track, instrument, 
section and etc. at that momemt. When I think about it, it is actually 
quite fast at doing this, the glitch isn't that bad, but still maybe 
yamaha should have handled making the RS load difrently like pre-
loading everything at the start. Anyway, to make long story short, 
your not going to be able to get rid of that glitch, you'll have to 
find ways to work around it. For instance, I always stay within one 
style while chaining, make use of the sections there are like 20 of 
them I think within each style, learn how to do mutes too within Chain 
mode how I do a lot of my stuff through mutes and actually just one 
section on one pattern section. If I have to change Styles in Chain 
Mode I mute a lot of the tracks out, maybe all so that glitch can't be 
noticed, then bring them back in after the change.

Yes you can record knob movements, but not on preset phrases. Either 
you've got to make your own phrase first or copy a preset one to a user 
phrase so you can edit it. Use Overdub in record mode to record your 
knob movements.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peter663490" wrote:
>
> Hello there ive recently bought an rs7ooo and am having a few 
teething 
> problems I am hoping some kind soul may help me out. First when using 
> the pattern chain sometimes when the style number changes there is an 
> audible glitch at the begining of the pattern this does not happen 
when 
> changing sections only when changing styles. Also is there a way to 
> record real time knob movements such as filter cutoff and resonance 
> into the sequencer. I do have a manual but it is not clear on this 
> point. Many Thanks fom peter duff
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15333|10040|2007-05-12 18:26:27|PETER DUFF|New Member|
Hi my name is peter duff I am from london. I recently bought rs7000 to add to my set up.
Ive been making music with sequencers and tone generators for about 4 years, previously i was a singer in a punk band. Currently making tunes in the vein of Beaumont
Hannant, Black Dog, Dr Walker and Richie Hawtin. Dont use computers for music so i thought the rs would be a good addition. I have mainly used roland grooveboxes
and recently electribes. The yamaha system is quite different but seems more comprehensive, bit of a learning curve but i am sure it will be fine once i get used to it. Very
good site this already had a couple of enquiries answered. Best wishes to you all. Get in touch if you want.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15334|10040|2007-05-12 18:40:09|zamisers7k|Re: New Member|
Thanks for the introduction. The RS ought to do you well I think. 
If you get stuck, don't hesitate to ask any questions. Someone here 
will hopefully respond fairly quickly or have a work around for 
you. The place isn't as active as it use to be, I just took over 
moderating, so it is still alive, seems like we go through bouts of 
activity and then some slow times like recently.

I've used quite a few grooveboxes myself and my RS is always my 
fallback/goto unit, if I want to be productive and get some music 
done and have fun doing it at the same time I jump on my RS. Its a 
great machine and I hope you'll find it great too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, PETER DUFF wrote:
>
> Hi my name is peter duff I am from london. I recently bought 
rs7000 to add to my set up.
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> Ive been making music with sequencers and tone generators for 
about 4 years, previously i was a singer in a punk band. Currently 
making tunes in the vein of Beaumont Hannant, Black Dog, Dr Walker 
and Richie Hawtin. Dont use computers for music so i thought the rs 
would be a good addition. I have mainly used roland grooveboxes and 
recently electribes. The yamaha system is quite different but seems 
more comprehensive, bit of a learning curve but i am sure it will be 
fine once i get used to it. Very good site this already had a couple 
of enquiries answered. Best wishes to you all. Get in touch if you 
want.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15335|10040|2007-05-12 21:44:22|Brooks Mosher|Re: New Member|
Hi Peter,

Thanks for the introduction. My name is Brooks, I currently reside in the
Detroit area, and I've been using the RS for a few years now. I hope I can
be of assistance at times. I'm a fan of Black Dog too!!

Cheers,

Brooks

On 5/12/07, PETER DUFF <peter_duff@btinternet.com> wrote:
>
> Hi my name is peter duff I am from london. I recently bought rs7000 to
> add to my set up.
> Ive been making music with sequencers and tone generators for about 4
> years, previously i was a singer in a punk band. Currently making tunes in
> the vein of Beaumont Hannant, Black Dog, Dr Walker and Richie Hawtin. Dont
> use computers for music so i thought the rs would be a good addition. I have
> mainly used roland grooveboxes and recently electribes. The yamaha system is
> quite different but seems more comprehensive, bit of a learning curve but i
> am sure it will be fine once i get used to it. Very good site this already
> had a couple of enquiries answered. Best wishes to you all. Get in touch if
> you want.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15336|15336|2007-05-15 17:56:18|zamisers7k|RS7000 Remix Contest?|
Anyone intrested?
| 15337|15336|2007-05-15 20:08:19|peter663490|Re: RS7000 Remix Contest?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Anyone intrested?
> Thanks for the info but im still really learning to use it properly 

tho getting on quite well. Good luck with the contest
| 15338|15338|2007-05-15 20:08:39|slipknotfkr|stupid newbie question|
Hi All,

I bought an RS7k a couple of months ago and recently have gotten out
of the initial phase of playing around with the on board stuff. I am
making an effort to create my own music using samples to start. My
question is, in pattern mode, how do I associate the sample I have
imported to a track so that it will play as part of the pattern. What
I get now(on my screen) is the "~" which I am assuming represents the
imported sample is above the track but the box below is empty. Any
help would be appreciated.

Thanks,

Dave
| 15339|15338|2007-05-15 20:15:21|zamisers7k|Re: stupid newbie question|
I think you just have to record some notes into the track now. 
Depending on if you imported the sample as a Kit or Pitched. If 
Pitched you ought to be able play and record any notes and you'll hear 
the sample, if it was as a Kit you'll have to find the right note it 
put the sample on, if I'm not mistaken it seems to default to C3 at 
least upon recording samples from analog ins, I've not done much 
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importing of .wavs or sample files so I could be completely mistaken. 
Hope I at least help point you in some direction you can go further on 
it though, good luck and let us know if it was something else or 
difrent.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slipknotfkr" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> I bought an RS7k a couple of months ago and recently have gotten out
> of the initial phase of playing around with the on board stuff. I am
> making an effort to create my own music using samples to start. My
> question is, in pattern mode, how do I associate the sample I have
> imported to a track so that it will play as part of the pattern. What
> I get now(on my screen) is the "~" which I am assuming represents the
> imported sample is above the track but the box below is empty. Any
> help would be appreciated.
> 
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

| 15340|15336|2007-05-16 14:44:44|timsewell|Re: RS7000 Remix Contest?|
Okay. 

Do you have the masters?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Anyone intrested?
>

| 15341|15336|2007-05-16 23:13:13|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Remix Contest?|
I've not done anything yet, was seeing if there would be any intrest. 
I'll try to have something over the weekend for remixing and post it 
for you and anyone else who might be intrested.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "timsewell" wrote:
>
> Okay. 
> 
> Do you have the masters?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Anyone intrested?
> >
>

| 15342|15336|2007-05-17 06:30:05|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS7000 Remix Contest?|
i might be interested if i get some free time...

B

On 5/17/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> I've not done anything yet, was seeing if there would be any intrest.
> I'll try to have something over the weekend for remixing and post it
> for you and anyone else who might be intrested.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "timsewell"
> wrote:
> >
> > Okay.
> >
> > Do you have the masters?
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
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> > >
> > > Anyone intrested?
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15343|15336|2007-05-17 14:32:17|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 Remix Contest?|
He, i'm game, although i have also little time. sounds like fun!
Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>
> i might be interested if i get some free time...
> 
> B
> 
> On 5/17/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > I've not done anything yet, was seeing if there would be any
intrest.
> > I'll try to have something over the weekend for remixing and post it
> > for you and anyone else who might be intrested.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "timsewell"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Okay.
> > >
> > > Do you have the masters?
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
"zamisers7k"
> > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Anyone intrested?
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15344|15344|2007-05-18 05:59:18|zamisers7k|ReMix:|
I have some files posted already if anyone wants to get a jump 
start. I really don't have any rules decided on so far, I think 
it'll probably be a free for all, if you don't like what I have then 
change, make it totally difrent.

Here are the RSfiles make sure you get both of them, one contains 
the pattern the other the vocal samples, just d/l them, put them on 
your card or SCSI if you've got, load it up the .R2P file I believe 
and the samples will load themselfs into track 5. I left room for 
improvement and I did things a little dif than normal hopeing it'll 
be easier to remix for others this way, anyway here they are:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/RSfiles/

I have a quick mix I did just to demo out whats there so far, its by 
no means perfect, just a look see:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/mp3s/rsmix4.mp3

I'll figure a prize out maybe, possibly a little mini toy synth I'll 
send out to ya or something MAYBE, and as a disclaimer I may send 
nothing too. We'll have to see how it goes, and I'll find a place 
for stuff to reside too so all can hear it with little to no adverts 
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I'm hopeing. Its mostly for fun and a learning experience for 
everyone I'm hoping.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam
| 15345|15344|2007-05-18 07:23:29|Brooks Mosher|Re: ReMix:|
so can we add our own samples or are we limitied to the onboard RS sounds
and the samples you give us?

On 5/18/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> I have some files posted already if anyone wants to get a jump
> start. I really don't have any rules decided on so far, I think
> it'll probably be a free for all, if you don't like what I have then
> change, make it totally difrent.
>
> Here are the RSfiles make sure you get both of them, one contains
> the pattern the other the vocal samples, just d/l them, put them on
> your card or SCSI if you've got, load it up the .R2P file I believe
> and the samples will load themselfs into track 5. I left room for
> improvement and I did things a little dif than normal hopeing it'll
> be easier to remix for others this way, anyway here they are:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/RSfiles/
>
> I have a quick mix I did just to demo out whats there so far, its by
> no means perfect, just a look see:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/mp3s/rsmix4.mp3
>
> I'll figure a prize out maybe, possibly a little mini toy synth I'll
> send out to ya or something MAYBE, and as a disclaimer I may send
> nothing too. We'll have to see how it goes, and I'll find a place
> for stuff to reside too so all can hear it with little to no adverts
> I'm hopeing. Its mostly for fun and a learning experience for
> everyone I'm hoping.
>
> Good Luck & Happy RSing!
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15346|15344|2007-05-18 15:58:49|zamisers7k|Re: ReMix:|
You can totally add your own samples. If you use another piece of 
kit or gear though then I would like to know what else you used on 
it, thats not required, but it would be nice to know and for anyone 
else who hears it and may want to do something similar perhaps. If 
its some top secret technique I can respect that too.

I'd also like to point out here, if it is not obvious, what we create 
will be be in the public domain, so keep that in mind too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> so can we add our own samples or are we limitied to the onboard RS 

sounds

> and the samples you give us?
> 
> 
> 
> On 5/18/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > I have some files posted already if anyone wants to get a jump
> > start. I really don't have any rules decided on so far, I think
> > it'll probably be a free for all, if you don't like what I have 

then
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> > change, make it totally difrent.
> >
> > Here are the RSfiles make sure you get both of them, one contains
> > the pattern the other the vocal samples, just d/l them, put them 

on

> > your card or SCSI if you've got, load it up the .R2P file I 

believe

> > and the samples will load themselfs into track 5. I left room for
> > improvement and I did things a little dif than normal hopeing 

it'll

> > be easier to remix for others this way, anyway here they are:
> >
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/RSfiles/
> >
> > I have a quick mix I did just to demo out whats there so far, its 

by

> > no means perfect, just a look see:
> >
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/mp3s/rsmix4.mp3
> >
> > I'll figure a prize out maybe, possibly a little mini toy synth 

I'll

> > send out to ya or something MAYBE, and as a disclaimer I may send
> > nothing too. We'll have to see how it goes, and I'll find a place
> > for stuff to reside too so all can hear it with little to no 

adverts

> > I'm hopeing. Its mostly for fun and a learning experience for
> > everyone I'm hoping.
> >
> > Good Luck & Happy RSing!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15347|15344|2007-05-18 22:32:47|Brooks Mosher|Re: ReMix:|
it would make sense to limit this to using just the RS7000 i think. which
still offers up a lot of remix options....

On 5/18/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> You can totally add your own samples. If you use another piece of
> kit or gear though then I would like to know what else you used on
> it, thats not required, but it would be nice to know and for anyone
> else who hears it and may want to do something similar perhaps. If
> its some top secret technique I can respect that too.
>
> I'd also like to point out here, if it is not obvious, what we create
> will be be in the public domain, so keep that in mind too.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > so can we add our own samples or are we limitied to the onboard RS
> sounds
> > and the samples you give us?
> >
> >
> >
> > On 5/18/07, zamisers7k wrote:
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> > >
> > > I have some files posted already if anyone wants to get a jump
> > > start. I really don't have any rules decided on so far, I think
> > > it'll probably be a free for all, if you don't like what I have
> then
> > > change, make it totally difrent.
> > >
> > > Here are the RSfiles make sure you get both of them, one contains
> > > the pattern the other the vocal samples, just d/l them, put them
> on
> > > your card or SCSI if you've got, load it up the .R2P file I
> believe
> > > and the samples will load themselfs into track 5. I left room for
> > > improvement and I did things a little dif than normal hopeing
> it'll
> > > be easier to remix for others this way, anyway here they are:
> > >
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/RSfiles/
> > >
> > > I have a quick mix I did just to demo out whats there so far, its
> by
> > > no means perfect, just a look see:
> > >
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/mp3s/rsmix4.mp3
> > >
> > > I'll figure a prize out maybe, possibly a little mini toy synth
> I'll
> > > send out to ya or something MAYBE, and as a disclaimer I may send
> > > nothing too. We'll have to see how it goes, and I'll find a place
> > > for stuff to reside too so all can hear it with little to no
> adverts
> > > I'm hopeing. Its mostly for fun and a learning experience for
> > > everyone I'm hoping.
> > >
> > > Good Luck & Happy RSing!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15348|15344|2007-05-19 04:10:45|zamisers7k|Re: ReMix:|
Yeah, I'd like to showcase our abilities and the RS's capabilities 
first and foremost. Sampling will not be limited tho, I'd like to 
hear some more samples in it and vocals too. Mine kind of suck. 
I'll draw up something a little more formal this weekend like a web 
page or something.

Zam

Basically, I'd like it to be thought of as if it was like you just 
brought your RS with you to a gig and that was it 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> it would make sense to limit this to using just the RS7000 i 

think. which

> still offers up a lot of remix options....
> 
> 
> 
> On 5/18/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > You can totally add your own samples. If you use another piece 

of
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> > kit or gear though then I would like to know what else you used 

on

> > it, thats not required, but it would be nice to know and for 

anyone

> > else who hears it and may want to do something similar perhaps. 

If

> > its some top secret technique I can respect that too.
> >
> > I'd also like to point out here, if it is not obvious, what we 

create

> > will be be in the public domain, so keep that in mind too.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks Mosher"

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > so can we add our own samples or are we limitied to the 

onboard RS

> > sounds
> > > and the samples you give us?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > On 5/18/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I have some files posted already if anyone wants to get a 

jump

> > > > start. I really don't have any rules decided on so far, I 

think

> > > > it'll probably be a free for all, if you don't like what I 

have

> > then
> > > > change, make it totally difrent.
> > > >
> > > > Here are the RSfiles make sure you get both of them, one 

contains

> > > > the pattern the other the vocal samples, just d/l them, put 

them

> > on
> > > > your card or SCSI if you've got, load it up the .R2P file I
> > believe
> > > > and the samples will load themselfs into track 5. I left 

room for

> > > > improvement and I did things a little dif than normal hopeing
> > it'll
> > > > be easier to remix for others this way, anyway here they are:
> > > >
> > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/RSfiles/
> > > >
> > > > I have a quick mix I did just to demo out whats there so 

far, its

> > by
> > > > no means perfect, just a look see:
> > > >
> > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/mp3s/rsmix4.mp3
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> > > >
> > > > I'll figure a prize out maybe, possibly a little mini toy 

synth

> > I'll
> > > > send out to ya or something MAYBE, and as a disclaimer I may 

send

> > > > nothing too. We'll have to see how it goes, and I'll find a 

place

> > > > for stuff to reside too so all can hear it with little to no
> > adverts
> > > > I'm hopeing. Its mostly for fun and a learning experience for
> > > > everyone I'm hoping.
> > > >
> > > > Good Luck & Happy RSing!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15349|15349|2007-05-21 17:17:45|zamisers7k|Remix Contest: Home Page|
I've got a page for the contest started at:

http://www.funender.com/music/bands/15900/

Hope all is cool, but any problems, questions, comments, etc.. You 
guys have the first say in helping me with it right now.

Zam
| 15350|15349|2007-05-23 15:15:47|Jeff|Re: Remix Contest: Home Page|
Wow, it's great that you're taking the time to do this! And here I was 
thinking this group was dead :)

I'm going to try and participate although I'm still kind of a noob to 
the RS.
| 15351|15351|2007-05-24 21:12:27|Mark aka IronPig|RS 7000 ReMix|
ZAM I'm in! Got the files and will start my ASSMIX. lol

The Tin Plated Fool
| 15352|15352|2007-05-26 23:41:03|fsmastering|FS yamaha su700 fully loaded + output expansion board|
will sell seprate if you need the output board only. Also roland spd-20 
electronic drum set with roland stand. Hit me for info.
| 15353|15349|2007-05-27 21:41:19|Ryan Mac|Re: Remix Contest: Home Page|
Excellent idea! I'm with it. 

Cheers to all.
-mac.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've got a page for the contest started at:
> 
> 
> http://www.funender.com/music/bands/15900/
> 
> 
> Hope all is cool, but any problems, questions, comments, etc.. You 
> guys have the first say in helping me with it right now.
> 
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> Zam
>

| 15354|15354|2007-05-29 03:55:39|basstrixxx|noob questions...help!|
Hello fellas, I am considering purchasing a rs7k in lieu of using a 
computer for sequencing/sampling... It appears infinitly superior to 
the mc909 but I have questions. (1) How is the beast at sequencing 
external gear? I have a few racks I'd like to aim it at. (2) Would it 
be easier to sequence and arrange loops as samples to build tracks? (3) 
Does the display show the wave form and permit me to allign certain 
points to sync sampled loops? (snares in a drum loop for example.) (4) 
In conjunction with external drums and synths can I realisticly arrange 
complete songs on this unit? I produce electro and not the particularly 
minimal type. Your input is greatly appreciated and I look forward to 
joining your ranks.
| 15355|15355|2007-05-29 03:56:16|Ryan Mac|Metronome control?|
Been using the RS for about 3 years now, and haven't found a way to change the 
internal metronome volume. It poses no true hindrance, but sometimes it would be 
convenient.

Anyone?
| 15356|15355|2007-05-29 04:08:26|zamisers7k|Re: Metronome control?|
Its one of the biggest complaints, top of the fix wish list for an OS 
update for the RS7000. Unfortionatly, Yamaha seems to have abondend 
updates for the RS, so it don't look like that will be adjustable 
anytime soon. Workaround it by making your click track and adjusting 
velocity on that track though, slight pain in the butt, won't work if 
all your tracks are full, but can be done if absolutly necessary. 
Maybe find a midi metrognome of sort too, I've seen them out there if 
that would help any and put it on the inputs and adjust the input vol.

Good luck and sorry to bring you that kind of news about the RS, it 
doesn't quite do everything, just one of those things.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ryan Mac" wrote:
>
> Been using the RS for about 3 years now, and haven't found a way to 
change the 
> internal metronome volume. It poses no true hindrance, but sometimes 
it would be 
> convenient.
> 
> Anyone?
>

| 15357|15354|2007-05-29 04:32:51|zamisers7k|Re: noob questions...help!|
1. Its pretty solid as far as I know for sequenceing externall 
gear, it has a decent midi facility, can assign tracks to difrent 
channels pretty easily and there is an events editor for entering 
specific types of program changes, special midi messages etc. The 
event editor is not as easy to use as on a computer sequencer but it 
should get the trick done I think for most purposes.

2. The greatest power in the RS is in its sequencing and pattern 
based looping abilities. Its sampling aranging is not top notch, no 
mega voice, or multisampling per say, but there are some work 
arounds to help it along in certain ways if you learn them. It does 
have a chop function and some other intresting processes it can 
perform on samples. Some of the processes arn't realtime like 
normalize and time streaching have to stop and processes and resave 
sample, most of synthesis type processes are realtime though like 
applying filter tweaks, lfo, effects, pitch shifting, etc. Either 
you should get or max out the RS's memory to 60meg, it will help, 
they came new with only 4megs, can't do a whole lot with 
that...moving on...

3. I have a lot of gear, and the RS's internal AWM tone generator 
covers most of my sounds. I only rarely put another synths sound in 
it, and when I do I find it easier to just sample it in and make an 
instrument out of it to tweak on the RS by itself instead of miding 
it up. You seem like you'll want to run a bunch gear with it 
though, maybe someone else here with more indepth knowledge of how 
well it runs a bunch of stuff at once eternally like that will speak 
up? One or two synths I know should run fine, more than that I just 
can't really say for sure, but I have heard that its more stable 
than some of yamahas older gear when comes to things like that.

BTW, I do think it is one of the next best things to using software 
based sequencing. Its fast and very productive once you learn a few 
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of the ins and outs of it. I wouldn't say it kicks the mc909s ass, 
but what I love about the RS is that I simply do not get board with 
it over long periods of time. And, everytime I turn it on I know 
I'll come up with some great sounds and a pretty whole sounding song 
or two too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "basstrixxx" wrote:
>
> Hello fellas, I am considering purchasing a rs7k in lieu of using 
a 
> computer for sequencing/sampling... It appears infinitly superior 
to 
> the mc909 but I have questions. (1) How is the beast at sequencing 
> external gear? I have a few racks I'd like to aim it at. (2) Would 
it 
> be easier to sequence and arrange loops as samples to build 
tracks? (3) 
> Does the display show the wave form and permit me to allign 
certain 
> points to sync sampled loops? (snares in a drum loop for example.) 
(4) 
> In conjunction with external drums and synths can I realisticly 
arrange 
> complete songs on this unit? I produce electro and not the 
particularly 
> minimal type. Your input is greatly appreciated and I look forward 
to 
> joining your ranks.
>

| 15358|15354|2007-05-29 06:27:21|Brooks Mosher|Re: noob questions...help!|
it's fine for sequencing external gear. you could just arrange loops as
samples but not necessary. not to mention arranging sequenced loops gives
you more flexibility. if you were just to use sampled loops, maybe you
should check into an SU700? the display makes editing very easy. you can
adjust start points of samples w/ no problem. the RS is really more of a
hands on piece than pre-arranging a song and just pressing play. you set up
your patterns and arrange things on the fly. that's where the RS shines...

regards

bmm

On 5/28/07, basstrixxx <basstrixxx@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Hello fellas, I am considering purchasing a rs7k in lieu of using a
> computer for sequencing/sampling... It appears infinitly superior to
> the mc909 but I have questions. (1) How is the beast at sequencing
> external gear? I have a few racks I'd like to aim it at. (2) Would it
> be easier to sequence and arrange loops as samples to build tracks? (3)
> Does the display show the wave form and permit me to allign certain
> points to sync sampled loops? (snares in a drum loop for example.) (4)
> In conjunction with external drums and synths can I realisticly arrange
> complete songs on this unit? I produce electro and not the particularly
> minimal type. Your input is greatly appreciated and I look forward to
> joining your ranks.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15359|15359|2007-06-02 07:56:42|hymen_blaster|bypassing internal TG / Pattern Chain|
It seems like some time ago, I find out a way to have some tracks 
bypass the internal tone generator(I'm sequencing external gear here). 
Right now I'm just going into the mixer and turning down the tracks I 
don't want the internal sounds on.

Secondly, I've seen mention in a few places that Pattern Chain on the 
RS is superior to the way it is implemented on the RM1x. What is the 
difference between the two?
| 15360|15359|2007-06-02 08:53:34|zamisers7k|Re: bypassing internal TG / Pattern Chain|
I think ther are a couple TG options. You can change the TG in 
Utility System Setup & Utility Midi Setup, I think you can also route 
Midi out track/channels in Setup #6 and F3 to difrent places too 
instead of unplugging your midi cable and then turning down your track 
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and then plugging it back in to the RS, or turning it back up on your 
external gear if you don't have Midi cable going back in to the RS. 
Chainging the volume/velocity on a track can be a bit of pain if 
external gear, some people like to hear both playing though, but I 
don't because when changing instruments they both will change too and 
you never what know what the combined sound will be like exactly when 
changed. They usually, not always, but usually one won't sound so 
great with the other on the same patch/bank. Hope that helps ya out 
some?

As far as the RM1X, I'm thinking the RS7000 is the only piece of 
groove gear I know that has a dedicated pattern Chain Mode seperate 
from the Song mode that can convert its Chains into a song for making 
edits across the entire Song rather than looping each pattern. I 
think the RS's Chain Mode is part of what makes it so special. I 
could be wrong though about that with the RM1X not having one like the 
RS, I've not had much experience with an the RM1X. I do think a lot 
of folks never convert their chains to songs though and use their 
Chain mode like it was a song. Nothing wrong with that, just that I 
like to usually convert my Chains to Songs for further editing, it can 
be a little tricky sometimes with loosing patch settings and stuff 
sometimes but I've found ways to keep some of that from happening, a 
little more time consuming, but not much and worth the trouble I think 
for being able to record stuff like smoother filter sweeps and volume 
fades across longer periods than a single pattern loop and not having 
it reset every loop or returning to its original setting when a 
section change would normally happens. Song mode turns your it to 
linear editing basically rather than looping. Plus, I think midi 
converts over to a standard midi file (.SMF) only in song mode on the 
RS too if you decide to export it off to a computer or another 
sequencer for further linear type editing. Cant edit chains or 
patterns like that I'm thinking. Doing stuff like that because of the 
Chain Mode conversion of patterns to Song is what I'm thinking maybe 
sets the RS appart from the RM1X most other units. I could be 
assuming a bit there and totally wrong again, but that is what I'm 
thinking.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> It seems like some time ago, I find out a way to have some tracks 
> bypass the internal tone generator(I'm sequencing external gear 
here). 
> Right now I'm just going into the mixer and turning down the tracks 
I 
> don't want the internal sounds on.
> 
> Secondly, I've seen mention in a few places that Pattern Chain on 
the 
> RS is superior to the way it is implemented on the RM1x. What is the 
> difference between the two?
>

| 15361|15361|2007-06-03 07:09:46|fashtrop|Record external gear|
Hi fellas,

this is my first post, so hello to u all.
I will get an RS7000 next week and i have a question in advance.
I want to sequence external gear with it.
Will it be possible, to record cc changes on an external synth?
So, tweaking the reso, fm or whatever, and record those changes over a
whole track?

Cheers

Daniel
| 15362|13808|2007-06-03 07:10:17|blackwoodtebo|Re: RS7000 with Behringer FCB1010!|
Hi I am trying to figure out how to use the Behringer FCB1010 midi 
Foot controller to change sections. Were you ever able to figure out 
how to do this? I need help, as this Midi control message stuff is not
my strength. Thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "stoute_vriend" 
wrote:

>
> 
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> 
> Newbie question:
> I just got a Behringer fcb1010 midi foot controller, and want to
> program it to control functions such as section change, start/stop,
> and maybe song/style select, etc.
> Can anyone tell me how to get the midi commands for these types of
> function from the RS7000?
> Thanks!
>

| 15363|15361|2007-06-03 07:15:55|zamisers7k|Re: Record external gear|
Reso ought to no problem, FM might be a little tricky. I'm not 
going to say its not possible, but the RS is able to record standard 
midi messages sent via midi, and resonance is a common one. You may 
have to change some settings and stuff to to get it to record FM 
changes if you have a special knob for that on your external synth. 
It might require reassigning some knobs on the RS or your external 
synth to send a difrent CC message or something. I'm just not sure 
about that one.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
>
> Hi fellas,
> 
> 
> this is my first post, so hello to u all.
> I will get an RS7000 next week and i have a question in advance.
> I want to sequence external gear with it.
> Will it be possible, to record cc changes on an external synth?
> So, tweaking the reso, fm or whatever, and record those changes 
over a
> whole track?
> 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Daniel
>

| 15364|15364|2007-06-04 03:21:40|blackwoodtebo|changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so that I can 
change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I appreaciate 
the help, Thanks.
| 15365|15352|2007-06-04 03:22:42|blackwoodtebo|Re: FS yamaha su700 fully loaded + output expansion board|
Hi, is the expansion board the AEIB2? If so, how much are you asking 
for it? My e-mail is bassount@comcast.net. Thanks,
Marc

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fsmastering" wrote:
>
> will sell seprate if you need the output board only. Also roland spd-
20 
> electronic drum set with roland stand. Hit me for info.
>

| 15366|15366|2007-06-04 03:24:32|zzzik242|Sample loading times|
Hi guys, 
New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will soon. 
I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the sequencer.
I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory (64megs)?

thx,
zzzik
| 15367|15364|2007-06-04 04:03:22|zamisers7k|Re: changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
If its midi and you can set it to send specific messages then you 
ought to be able to have it do this:

Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 

This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard 
controller or MIDI sequencer.

F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value 
from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
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Their are foot switches yamaha has designed specifically for doing 
what you want, they are pretty cheap, the Yamaha FC4 & FC5 are made 
to go in an analog type input in the back instead having to use 
midi. 

Good luck and hope that will help ya at least get pointed in the 
right direction.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
>
> Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so that I 
can 
> change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I 
appreaciate 
> the help, Thanks.
>

| 15368|15366|2007-06-04 04:15:35|zamisers7k|Re: Sample loading times|
It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs shouldn't take more 
than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya some. I 
use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between songs are 
not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your audiance a 
little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your whole 
set sounded.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Hi guys, 
> New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will soon. 
> I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
sequencer.
> I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory 
(64megs)?
> 
> thx,
> zzzik
>

| 15369|15352|2007-06-04 18:50:30|jason rodgers|Re: FS yamaha su700 fully loaded + output expansion board|
Its the 6 outs digital i/o board its the aeib1 im pretty sure.

blackwoodtebo <basscount@comcast.net> wrote: Hi, is the expansion board the AEIB2? If so, how much are you asking 
for it? My e-mail is bassount@comcast.net. Thanks,
Marc

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fsmastering" wrote:
>
> will sell seprate if you need the output board only. Also roland spd-
20 
> electronic drum set with roland stand. Hit me for info.
>

---------------------------------
Sick sense of humor? Visit Yahoo! TV's Comedy with an Edge to see what's on, when. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15370|15370|2007-06-04 18:50:31|soniclabsaudio|aieb2 i/o board fs|
need one let me know i have one thats mint.
| 15371|15366|2007-06-04 18:50:34|Thomas Hansen|Re: Sample loading times|
Hey Zam,
Thanks a lot for the quick reply! :)
I was fearing that loading times were equal to those of the su700, but 2-3 minutes for the whole memory will be no problem at all. I also have some other equipment, so
this will not be an issue in a live setting. Does this mean SCSI loads slower?
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Thanks again,
zzzik

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs shouldn't take more 
than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya some. I 
use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between songs are 
not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your audiance a 
little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your whole 
set sounded.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Hi guys, 
> New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will soon. 
> I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
sequencer.
> I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory 
(64megs)?
> 
> thx,
> zzzik
>

---------------------------------
Looking for a deal? Find great prices on flights and hotels with Yahoo! FareChase.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15372|15366|2007-06-04 18:51:06|zzzik242|Re: Sample loading times|
Ahh, fantastic. That's not bad at all, I was fearing it was like the 
su700 ;) And live work is no problem as I have some other gear as 
well. 
Thanks a lot for the quick reply! :D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs shouldn't take 
more 
> than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
> relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya some. I 
> use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between songs 
are 
> not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your audiance a 
> little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your whole 
> set sounded.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Hi guys, 
> > New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will 
soon. 
> > I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
> sequencer.
> > I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory 
> (64megs)?
> > 
> > thx,
> > zzzik
> >
>

| 15373|15366|2007-06-04 19:51:56|zamisers7k|Re: Sample loading times|
SCSI I think depends on the drive you are using. Some people seem to 
say faster, but I've seen them run dog slow with SCSCI Zip drives too 
specifically, slow CDRom readers etc. SM isn't blazing fast, but its 
a million times better than loading 50 floppies. I like using the SM 
cards, some people don't, I don't get those people. Hope I didn't 
sound like I was lecturing about break times after songs and junk 
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like that, I hear people complain about such things and thats was my 
usual kneejerk response to it. By the way, most of my songs as long 
as they arn't sample heavy will only take about 10 to 15 secs to 
load. I don't even bother loading more than one song on it at a time 
majority of the time because I know the next one will load over the 
other in less time than it takes for the echos of the last song to 
fade out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Hansen wrote:
>
> Hey Zam,
> Thanks a lot for the quick reply! :)
> I was fearing that loading times were equal to those of the 
su700, but 2-3 minutes for the whole memory will be no problem at 
all. I also have some other equipment, so this will not be an issue 
in a live setting. Does this mean SCSI loads slower?
> 
> Thanks again,
> zzzik
> 
> zamisers7k wrote:
> It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs 
shouldn't take more 
> than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
> relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya some. I 
> use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between songs 
are 
> not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your audiance a 
> little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your whole 
> set sounded.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Hi guys, 
> > New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will 
soon. 
> > I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
> sequencer.
> > I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory 
> (64megs)?
> > 
> > thx,
> > zzzik
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Looking for a deal? Find great prices on flights and hotels with 
Yahoo! FareChase.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15374|15361|2007-06-05 05:38:49|fashtrop|Re: Record external gear|
Hi zamisers,

i just wondered if i can record all knobtweaks on a Virus b.
Usually Reso, Cutoff, EnvAmt, ADSR stuff and the like.
Would be fantastic, i hope it will work out.
Every tip in that direction is helpful.

Cheers

Daniel
| 15375|15361|2007-06-05 06:39:20|zamisers7k|Re: Record external gear|
Hey Daniel,

It might not record all knob movements from an external synth, it 
depends more on what the external synth will be sending out via midi I 
think. I don't do record from other synths to the RS very often so I 
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had to check for myself just now. Pretty much if you see the midi in 
light lighting up then it can record those messages that its 
receiveing. LFO seemed to record SysEx messages, Res & Cut standard 
CC midi I knew it would take that, EnvAmt or Envelope Depth as its 
called on the RS it takes it too. ADSR was a little whacky though. 
The A D S worked normally but the S wasn't adjusting the RS's Sustain 
but it was recording a message for it so I'm assumeing it would send 
it back out to the other piece of gear as controlling its sustain. 
Some of the filter envelopes were takeing fine too, not all a little 
whacky. Pitch envlope and Velocity seemed to work OK too and should 
record fine it looks like I think.

If you know midi, hopefully better than I, then you should already 
know if you start sweeping these knobs a lot while then making 
multiple recording passes then the potential to cause hickups and midi 
lag etc., wierd stuff, will grow exponentially the RS but pretty much between any two pieces of gear, midi is just so 
slow, recording sweeps can also rack up the polly pretty fast on the 
RS too. The RS does have a data/event thin job which can help that 
sometimes. I also sugest getting to know your synths LFOs and the 
RS's when you get it, which can be a really great help sometimes for 
such things.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
>
> Hi zamisers,
> 
> i just wondered if i can record all knobtweaks on a Virus b.
> Usually Reso, Cutoff, EnvAmt, ADSR stuff and the like.
> Would be fantastic, i hope it will work out.
> Every tip in that direction is helpful.
> 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Daniel
>

| 15376|15366|2007-06-05 17:15:18|zzzik242|Re: Sample loading times|
Yeah, I'm planning on using SM cards, if only I can get hold of any...
Did someone try to use the adapter? I've also read about a 
SCSI->Firewire conversion box, which seems promising. Check it out 
here: http://www.ratocsystems.com/english/products/FR1SX.html 

For me, loading times in a live situation won't be a problem.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> SCSI I think depends on the drive you are using. Some people seem 
to 
> say faster, but I've seen them run dog slow with SCSCI Zip drives 
too 
> specifically, slow CDRom readers etc. SM isn't blazing fast, but 
its 
> a million times better than loading 50 floppies. I like using the 
SM 
> cards, some people don't, I don't get those people. Hope I didn't 
> sound like I was lecturing about break times after songs and junk 
> like that, I hear people complain about such things and thats was 
my 
> usual kneejerk response to it. By the way, most of my songs as 
long 
> as they arn't sample heavy will only take about 10 to 15 secs to 
> load. I don't even bother loading more than one song on it at a 
time 
> majority of the time because I know the next one will load over the 
> other in less time than it takes for the echos of the last song to 
> fade out.
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Hansen wrote:
> >
> > Hey Zam,
> > Thanks a lot for the quick reply! :)
> > I was fearing that loading times were equal to those of the 
> su700, but 2-3 minutes for the whole memory will be no problem at 
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> all. I also have some other equipment, so this will not be an issue 
> in a live setting. Does this mean SCSI loads slower?
> > 
> > Thanks again,
> > zzzik
> > 
> > zamisers7k wrote:
> > It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs 
> shouldn't take more 
> > than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
> > relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya some. 
I 
> > use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between songs 
> are 
> > not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your audiance 
a 
> > little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your 
whole 
> > set sounded.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi guys, 
> > > New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will 
> soon. 
> > > I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
> > sequencer.
> > > I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory 
> > (64megs)?
> > > 
> > > thx,
> > > zzzik
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Looking for a deal? Find great prices on flights and hotels with 
> Yahoo! FareChase.
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15377|15366|2007-06-05 22:22:52|zamisers7k|Re: Sample loading times|
You shouldn't have trouble finding those cards I'd think. I thought 
they were pretty common still? I've had just the one for my RS for 
several years, same one all this time, so its been a while since I've 
had to go out looking for one.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, I'm planning on using SM cards, if only I can get hold of 
any...
> Did someone try to use the adapter? I've also read about a 
> SCSI->Firewire conversion box, which seems promising. Check it out 
> here: http://www.ratocsystems.com/english/products/FR1SX.html 
> 
> For me, loading times in a live situation won't be a problem.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > SCSI I think depends on the drive you are using. Some people 
seem 
> to 
> > say faster, but I've seen them run dog slow with SCSCI Zip drives 
> too 
> > specifically, slow CDRom readers etc. SM isn't blazing fast, but 
> its 
> > a million times better than loading 50 floppies. I like using 
the 
> SM 
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> > cards, some people don't, I don't get those people. Hope I 
didn't 
> > sound like I was lecturing about break times after songs and junk 
> > like that, I hear people complain about such things and thats was 
> my 
> > usual kneejerk response to it. By the way, most of my songs as 
> long 
> > as they arn't sample heavy will only take about 10 to 15 secs to 
> > load. I don't even bother loading more than one song on it at a 
> time 
> > majority of the time because I know the next one will load over 
the 
> > other in less time than it takes for the echos of the last song 
to 
> > fade out.
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Hansen wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey Zam,
> > > Thanks a lot for the quick reply! :)
> > > I was fearing that loading times were equal to those of the 
> > su700, but 2-3 minutes for the whole memory will be no problem at 
> > all. I also have some other equipment, so this will not be an 
issue 
> > in a live setting. Does this mean SCSI loads slower?
> > > 
> > > Thanks again,
> > > zzzik
> > > 
> > > zamisers7k wrote:
> > > It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs 
> > shouldn't take more 
> > > than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
> > > relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya 
some. 
> I 
> > > use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between 
songs 
> > are 
> > > not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your 
audiance 
> a 
> > > little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your 
> whole 
> > > set sounded.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi guys, 
> > > > New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but will 
> > soon. 
> > > > I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
> > > sequencer.
> > > > I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire memory 
> > > (64megs)?
> > > > 
> > > > thx,
> > > > zzzik
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ---------------------------------
> > > Looking for a deal? Find great prices on flights and hotels 
with 
> > Yahoo! FareChase.
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15378|15361|2007-06-06 07:50:45|fashtrop|Re: Record external gear|
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Hi Zam,

first, thanks for the effort. 
I already read some messages about external gear now and i think the
RS will handle the things i want to record. I know about midi and
timing problems with event-packed parts. So i will definatley check
out that thin-out job u talked about.
I will write how everything worked out when i got the RS.

Best

Daniel
| 15379|15364|2007-06-06 22:42:15|blackwoodtebo|Re: changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
Hey thanks for the reply! Do you think a Boss FS-5U would work like 
the Yamaha FC4 & FC5? I have an old one laying around from my old 
Boss Loopstation pedal that I am letting a friend borrow. I guess I 
can safely try that without messing anything up on the RS7000 i 
hope. My next step is to find an expansion board for this unit. 
I'm so bummed that they don't make it anymore as i thought in the 
past that i would be able to get one in the future and never did. 
By the way, does Yamaha make an equivelent to the RS7000 now or do 
they plan to in the future? I looked on their website and onl;y saw 
the SU700 sampler i think. I love the RS7000 and I would hope they 
abandoned it only to make something even better. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> If its midi and you can set it to send specific messages then you 
> ought to be able to have it do this:
> 
> Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 
> 
> 
> 
> This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
> To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
> exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard 
> controller or MIDI sequencer.
> 
> F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
> NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value 
> from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section 
P)
> 
> 
> 
> Their are foot switches yamaha has designed specifically for doing 
> what you want, they are pretty cheap, the Yamaha FC4 & FC5 are 
made 
> to go in an analog type input in the back instead having to use 
> midi. 
> 
> Good luck and hope that will help ya at least get pointed in the 
> right direction.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> >
> > Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so that 
I 
> can 
> > change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I 
> appreaciate 
> > the help, Thanks.
> >
>

| 15380|15366|2007-06-06 22:43:05|zzzik242|Re: Sample loading times|
Actually they have stopped producing them. But I see quite a few on 
ebay, so it's still possible to get hold of them. Plus there is an 
adapter where you can use sd-cards. The Electribe guys recently 
discussed this, and it seems the unit may be a little picky, but it 
should work...
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> You shouldn't have trouble finding those cards I'd think. I 
thought 
> they were pretty common still? I've had just the one for my RS for 
> several years, same one all this time, so its been a while since 
I've 
> had to go out looking for one.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, I'm planning on using SM cards, if only I can get hold of 
> any...
> > Did someone try to use the adapter? I've also read about a 
> > SCSI->Firewire conversion box, which seems promising. Check it 
out 
> > here: http://www.ratocsystems.com/english/products/FR1SX.html 
> > 
> > For me, loading times in a live situation won't be a problem.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > SCSI I think depends on the drive you are using. Some people 
> seem 
> > to 
> > > say faster, but I've seen them run dog slow with SCSCI Zip 
drives 
> > too 
> > > specifically, slow CDRom readers etc. SM isn't blazing fast, 
but 
> > its 
> > > a million times better than loading 50 floppies. I like using 
> the 
> > SM 
> > > cards, some people don't, I don't get those people. Hope I 
> didn't 
> > > sound like I was lecturing about break times after songs and 
junk 
> > > like that, I hear people complain about such things and thats 
was 
> > my 
> > > usual kneejerk response to it. By the way, most of my songs as 
> > long 
> > > as they arn't sample heavy will only take about 10 to 15 secs 
to 
> > > load. I don't even bother loading more than one song on it at 
a 
> > time 
> > > majority of the time because I know the next one will load over 
> the 
> > > other in less time than it takes for the echos of the last song 
> to 
> > > fade out.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Hansen wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey Zam,
> > > > Thanks a lot for the quick reply! :)
> > > > I was fearing that loading times were equal to those of the 
> > > su700, but 2-3 minutes for the whole memory will be no problem 
at 
> > > all. I also have some other equipment, so this will not be an 
> issue 
> > > in a live setting. Does this mean SCSI loads slower?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks again,
> > > > zzzik
> > > > 
> > > > zamisers7k wrote:
> > > > It takes 1 to 2 secs per meg aproximatly. 64 megs 
> > > shouldn't take more 
> > > > than 2 to 3 mins that is if your loading off an SM Card. Its 
> > > > relatively quick I think. Good luck and hope this helps ya 
> some. 
> > I 
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> > > > use a second RS sometimes, but to be frank, breaks between 
> songs 
> > > are 
> > > > not a bad thing at all, if you've got mic, talk to your 
> audiance 
> > a 
> > > > little get some feedback per song or two rather than how your 
> > whole 
> > > > set sounded.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi guys, 
> > > > > New member here :) I haven't bought the rs7000 yet, but 
will 
> > > soon. 
> > > > > I have an rm1x from before, so I'm pretty familiar with the 
> > > > sequencer.
> > > > > I'm wondering how long it will take to load the entire 
memory 
> > > > (64megs)?
> > > > > 
> > > > > thx,
> > > > > zzzik
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ---------------------------------
> > > > Looking for a deal? Find great prices on flights and hotels 
> with 
> > > Yahoo! FareChase.
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15381|15370|2007-06-06 22:44:51|blackwoodtebo|Re: aieb2 i/o board fs|
I'm interested. You can e-mail me at basscount@comcast.net

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "soniclabsaudio" 
wrote:

>
> need one let me know i have one thats mint.
>

| 15382|15382|2007-06-06 22:45:14|zzzik242|Does the rs7000 read wav loop points?|
If I export or record an instrument as a wav file, and then edit it on 
my computer; will the rs7000 read the loop points?
Say I edit a pad or string type sound, I would want the sustain part to 
loop - I edit it and maybe use a loop crossfade algorithm. Will the 
rs7000 play back this wav file as I programmed it on my computer, that 
is smoothly, without audible glitches in the loop?

Thanks.
| 15383|15364|2007-06-07 08:06:04|blackwoodtebo|Re: changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
Thanks so much. The Boss FS-5U does work with the RS7k! This makes 
my life so much easier for my gig on Friday. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
>
> Hey thanks for the reply! Do you think a Boss FS-5U would work 
like 
> the Yamaha FC4 & FC5? I have an old one laying around from my old 
> Boss Loopstation pedal that I am letting a friend borrow. I guess 
I 
> can safely try that without messing anything up on the RS7000 i 
> hope. My next step is to find an expansion board for this unit. 
> I'm so bummed that they don't make it anymore as i thought in the 
> past that i would be able to get one in the future and never did. 
> By the way, does Yamaha make an equivelent to the RS7000 now or do 
> they plan to in the future? I looked on their website and onl;y 
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saw 
> the SU700 sampler i think. I love the RS7000 and I would hope 
they 
> abandoned it only to make something even better. 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > If its midi and you can set it to send specific messages then 
you 
> > ought to be able to have it do this:
> > 
> > Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > This information applies to the following models: RM1X and 
RS7000. 
> > To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
> > exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard 
> > controller or MIDI sequencer.
> > 
> > F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
> > NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a 
value 
> > from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = 
section 
> P)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Their are foot switches yamaha has designed specifically for 
doing 
> > what you want, they are pretty cheap, the Yamaha FC4 & FC5 are 
> made 
> > to go in an analog type input in the back instead having to use 
> > midi. 
> > 
> > Good luck and hope that will help ya at least get pointed in the 
> > right direction.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
wrote:
> > >
> > > Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so 
that 
> I 
> > can 
> > > change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I 
> > appreaciate 
> > > the help, Thanks.
> > >
> >
>

| 15384|15382|2007-06-07 08:34:14|zamisers7k|Re: Does the rs7000 read wav loop points?|
The RS reads .wav files, but loop points I do not think are part of a 
standard .wav Windows PCM file. The RS comes with a computer .wav 
editor called AWave I think, I've never used it. I edit my wavs on 
the RS, usually just edit the start and end loop points, but you can 
change the it to attack + loop and adjust the attack start time, then 
it plays from the start of the wav and then loops from the attack 
start loop point to the end. No cross fade algorythms, but maybe you 
can process a fade L&R channels of the .wav on some software, not the 
same as an algorythm doing it, but well, only other option is to maybe 
put some custom RS built echo or delay effect on top of it. The RS's 
effect have a lot editable parms on them, I don't think many of us get 
very deep into, but many of the effects do go a lot deeper then their 
default settings I think. Delays & echos seemed especially editable, 
can get them to sound better I think, I've made some changes on some 
of the defaults on mine, I'd like to get more into changing those 
around and messing with them a bit more. Anyway, hope I didn't 
confuse you more than I helped. Oh yeah, there was some folks working 
on some computer software .wav editing techniques or custom softwae, 
I remember hearing mention of it here a while back, and I think there 
may be some files here on the yahoo RS message forum, but I do 
remember seeing them on the RS7000.org site to download. Something to 
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do with multi-sampling, using L&R channels seperately with difrent 
samples or something like that, maybe check around for it if it 
intrests you, or let me know and I'll see if I can find it again for 
you. Good luck, and maybe you can find another alternative or 
workaround for what you want to do with .wavs betwen a computer editor 
and the RS on your own and let us know the details if you do. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> If I export or record an instrument as a wav file, and then edit it 
on 
> my computer; will the rs7000 read the loop points?
> Say I edit a pad or string type sound, I would want the sustain part 
to 
> loop - I edit it and maybe use a loop crossfade algorithm. Will the 
> rs7000 play back this wav file as I programmed it on my computer, 
that 
> is smoothly, without audible glitches in the loop?
> 
> Thanks.
>

| 15385|15364|2007-06-07 08:46:41|zamisers7k|Re: changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
Glad to hear that. I've got one comming up too, will be attemping 
to do a dual RS thing where we slave one to the other and basically 
have 32 channels, 16 for my friend to deal with and 16 for myself, 
one pattern section though, so we won't be jumping between sections, 
just fadeing and muting out individual tracks. Giving more of 
a "Live mix" feel to the songs hopefully. Should be intresting. 
The RS is a strong gigging machine by itself tho, and I hope yours 
goes well and the RS performs equally well for you as it has for me 
at your gig/s. Let us know how it went for ya!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
>
> Thanks so much. The Boss FS-5U does work with the RS7k! This 
makes 
> my life so much easier for my gig on Friday. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> >
> > Hey thanks for the reply! Do you think a Boss FS-5U would work 
> like 
> > the Yamaha FC4 & FC5? I have an old one laying around from my 
old 
> > Boss Loopstation pedal that I am letting a friend borrow. I 
guess 
> I 
> > can safely try that without messing anything up on the RS7000 i 
> > hope. My next step is to find an expansion board for this 
unit. 
> > I'm so bummed that they don't make it anymore as i thought in 
the 
> > past that i would be able to get one in the future and never 
did. 
> > By the way, does Yamaha make an equivelent to the RS7000 now or 
do 
> > they plan to in the future? I looked on their website and onl;y 
> saw 
> > the SU700 sampler i think. I love the RS7000 and I would hope 
> they 
> > abandoned it only to make something even better. 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > If its midi and you can set it to send specific messages then 
> you 
> > > ought to be able to have it do this:
> > > 
> > > Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > This information applies to the following models: RM1X and 
> RS7000. 
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> > > To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system 
> > > exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a 
keyboard 
> > > controller or MIDI sequencer.
> > > 
> > > F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
> > > NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a 
> value 
> > > from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = 
> section 
> > P)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Their are foot switches yamaha has designed specifically for 
> doing 
> > > what you want, they are pretty cheap, the Yamaha FC4 & FC5 are 
> > made 
> > > to go in an analog type input in the back instead having to 
use 
> > > midi. 
> > > 
> > > Good luck and hope that will help ya at least get pointed in 
the 
> > > right direction.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so 
> that 
> > I 
> > > can 
> > > > change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I 
> > > appreaciate 
> > > > the help, Thanks.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15386|15364|2007-06-07 09:16:06|zamisers7k|Re: changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
Oh not sure if I mentioned, the new Motif XS might be yamahas 
closest equivelent. Its new this year, its a workstation though so 
blahh, lots of better stuff features etc. probably but knobby 
control ridden interface is still lacking compared to the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Glad to hear that. I've got one comming up too, will be attemping 
> to do a dual RS thing where we slave one to the other and 
basically 
> have 32 channels, 16 for my friend to deal with and 16 for myself, 
> one pattern section though, so we won't be jumping between 
sections, 
> just fadeing and muting out individual tracks. Giving more of 
> a "Live mix" feel to the songs hopefully. Should be intresting. 
> The RS is a strong gigging machine by itself tho, and I hope yours 
> goes well and the RS performs equally well for you as it has for 
me 
> at your gig/s. Let us know how it went for ya!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks so much. The Boss FS-5U does work with the RS7k! This 
> makes 
> > my life so much easier for my gig on Friday. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey thanks for the reply! Do you think a Boss FS-5U would 
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work 
> > like 
> > > the Yamaha FC4 & FC5? I have an old one laying around from my 
> old 
> > > Boss Loopstation pedal that I am letting a friend borrow. I 
> guess 
> > I 
> > > can safely try that without messing anything up on the RS7000 
i 
> > > hope. My next step is to find an expansion board for this 
> unit. 
> > > I'm so bummed that they don't make it anymore as i thought in 
> the 
> > > past that i would be able to get one in the future and never 
> did. 
> > > By the way, does Yamaha make an equivelent to the RS7000 now 
or 
> do 
> > > they plan to in the future? I looked on their website and 
onl;y 
> > saw 
> > > the SU700 sampler i think. I love the RS7000 and I would hope 
> > they 
> > > abandoned it only to make something even better. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > If its midi and you can set it to send specific messages 
then 
> > you 
> > > > ought to be able to have it do this:
> > > > 
> > > > Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > This information applies to the following models: RM1X and 
> > RS7000. 
> > > > To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following 
system 
> > > > exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a 
> keyboard 
> > > > controller or MIDI sequencer.
> > > > 
> > > > F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
> > > > NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a 
> > value 
> > > > from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = 
> > section 
> > > P)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Their are foot switches yamaha has designed specifically for 
> > doing 
> > > > what you want, they are pretty cheap, the Yamaha FC4 & FC5 
are 
> > > made 
> > > > to go in an analog type input in the back instead having to 
> use 
> > > > midi. 
> > > > 
> > > > Good luck and hope that will help ya at least get pointed in 
> the 
> > > > right direction.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so 
> > that 
> > > I 
> > > > can 
> > > > > change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I 
> > > > appreaciate 
> > > > > the help, Thanks.
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> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15387|15387|2007-06-07 09:21:42|Brooks Mosher|RS replacement parts|
does anyone find that the section/track/mute buttons wear out quickly? does
yamaha offer replacement contacts/buttons?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15388|15387|2007-06-07 09:58:35|zamisers7k|Re: RS replacement parts|
The mini-keys? I had one that went touchy a while back, seems like 
it worked itself out tho, but I use them a lot, surprised and glad 
thats the most thats happend to mine. They've held up well. Yamaha 
might carry spares, check their support pages:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/Text_WithCatMenu_SC
/0,,CTID%25253D410040%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html

Email them or call, I heard once of someone getting a discontinued 
product part through them, wasn't an RS though was a key for an 
AN1X. They use those parts on other non-discontinued products I 
think, so it probably wouldn't hurt to try and find out I guess. 
Hope that link works.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> does anyone find that the section/track/mute buttons wear out 

quickly? does

> yamaha offer replacement contacts/buttons?
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15389|15387|2007-06-07 11:28:57|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS replacement parts|
thanks Zam.

yeah the mini-keys which double as track mute buttons. mine are getting to
where sometimes i have to hit it more than once. i don't bang on them
either, i'm quite gentle. but then, i bought my rs used. it wouldn't hurt
to have spares lying around as i plan on keeping my rs for a long time
(unless of coures yamaha comes out with an rs8000)!

On 6/7/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> The mini-keys? I had one that went touchy a while back, seems like
> it worked itself out tho, but I use them a lot, surprised and glad
> thats the most thats happend to mine. They've held up well. Yamaha
> might carry spares, check their support pages:
>
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/Text_WithCatMenu_SC
> /0,,CTID%25253D410040%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html
>
> Email them or call, I heard once of someone getting a discontinued
> product part through them, wasn't an RS though was a key for an
> AN1X. They use those parts on other non-discontinued products I
> think, so it probably wouldn't hurt to try and find out I guess.
> Hope that link works.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
>
> wrote:
> >
> > does anyone find that the section/track/mute buttons wear out
> quickly? does
> > yamaha offer replacement contacts/buttons?
> >
> >

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/Text_WithCatMenu_SC
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> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15390|15382|2007-06-07 18:21:16|zzzik242|Re: Does the rs7000 read wav loop points?|
Ok, thanks for this info, Zam. 
I have some ideas on how to create my pads, but it will be a little 
tedious. I'm thinking of using two samples; one with the attack that 
would fade slowly out, while I fade in a looped section of the pad. 
If I edit the sample so that it loops smoothly from beginning to end, 
it should do so in the rs7000 as well. 

Can't wait to try this out! :)
I'll get back to you when I've tried (if I do get the rs7000 next 
week).

Thanks again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The RS reads .wav files, but loop points I do not think are part of 
a 
> standard .wav Windows PCM file. The RS comes with a computer .wav 
> editor called AWave I think, I've never used it. I edit my wavs on 
> the RS, usually just edit the start and end loop points, but you 
can 
> change the it to attack + loop and adjust the attack start time, 
then 
> it plays from the start of the wav and then loops from the attack 
> start loop point to the end. No cross fade algorythms, but maybe 
you 
> can process a fade L&R channels of the .wav on some software, not 
the 
> same as an algorythm doing it, but well, only other option is to 
maybe 
> put some custom RS built echo or delay effect on top of it. The 
RS's 
> effect have a lot editable parms on them, I don't think many of us 
get 
> very deep into, but many of the effects do go a lot deeper then 
their 
> default settings I think. Delays & echos seemed especially 
editable, 
> can get them to sound better I think, I've made some changes on 
some 
> of the defaults on mine, I'd like to get more into changing those 
> around and messing with them a bit more. Anyway, hope I didn't 
> confuse you more than I helped. Oh yeah, there was some folks 
working 
> on some computer software .wav editing techniques or custom 
softwae, 
> I remember hearing mention of it here a while back, and I think 
there 
> may be some files here on the yahoo RS message forum, but I do 
> remember seeing them on the RS7000.org site to download. Something 
to 
> do with multi-sampling, using L&R channels seperately with difrent 
> samples or something like that, maybe check around for it if it 
> intrests you, or let me know and I'll see if I can find it again 
for 
> you. Good luck, and maybe you can find another alternative or 
> workaround for what you want to do with .wavs betwen a computer 
editor 
> and the RS on your own and let us know the details if you do. 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > If I export or record an instrument as a wav file, and then edit 
it 
> on 
> > my computer; will the rs7000 read the loop points?
> > Say I edit a pad or string type sound, I would want the sustain 
part 
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> to 
> > loop - I edit it and maybe use a loop crossfade algorithm. Will 
the 
> > rs7000 play back this wav file as I programmed it on my computer, 
> that 
> > is smoothly, without audible glitches in the loop?
> > 
> > Thanks.
> >
>

| 15391|15387|2007-06-07 18:33:10|zamisers7k|Re: RS replacement parts|
Could be just some dust or gunk got down in there maybe too. Maybe a 
cleaning or blow it out with some canned air might help too to try 
first. Try working those buttons, their contact points mayhave got a 
little caroded up, I noticed that on a friends RS, he got his used it 
looks like new and seemed like a couple buttons where like that. My 
RS looks used and warn, buttons all work perfect knock on wood.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> thanks Zam.
> 
> yeah the mini-keys which double as track mute buttons. mine are 

getting to

> where sometimes i have to hit it more than once. i don't bang on 

them

> either, i'm quite gentle. but then, i bought my rs used. it 

wouldn't hurt

> to have spares lying around as i plan on keeping my rs for a long 

time

> (unless of coures yamaha comes out with an rs8000)!
> 
> 
> On 6/7/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > The mini-keys? I had one that went touchy a while back, seems 

like

> > it worked itself out tho, but I use them a lot, surprised and glad
> > thats the most thats happend to mine. They've held up well. Yamaha
> > might carry spares, check their support pages:
> >
> > 

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/Text_WithCatMenu_SC

> > /0,,CTID%25253D410040%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html
> >
> > Email them or call, I heard once of someone getting a discontinued
> > product part through them, wasn't an RS though was a key for an
> > AN1X. They use those parts on other non-discontinued products I
> > think, so it probably wouldn't hurt to try and find out I guess.
> > Hope that link works.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 

Mosher"

> > 
> >
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > does anyone find that the section/track/mute buttons wear out
> > quickly? does
> > > yamaha offer replacement contacts/buttons?
> > >
> > >
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> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15392|15382|2007-06-07 19:03:55|zamisers7k|Re: Does the rs7000 read wav loop points?|
Ah, your making pad sounds... The RS does have an ADSR EG, so if you 
get a single cycle waveform or a smaller sample or even a bit of a 
lenghty sample the ADSR should do the trick I'd think with a little 
fiddling. You can use the RS's ADSR EG just like using a nice VA or 
Analog, only difrence being its a sampled waveform you made 
yourself. Romplers have had a bad wrap over the years, they really 
are the best bang for the buck when they've got a decent interface 
like the RS and all the extra polyphony to boot.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Ok, thanks for this info, Zam. 
> I have some ideas on how to create my pads, but it will be a little 
> tedious. I'm thinking of using two samples; one with the attack 
that 
> would fade slowly out, while I fade in a looped section of the pad. 
> If I edit the sample so that it loops smoothly from beginning to 
end, 
> it should do so in the rs7000 as well. 
> 
> Can't wait to try this out! :)
> I'll get back to you when I've tried (if I do get the rs7000 next 
> week).
> 
> Thanks again.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > The RS reads .wav files, but loop points I do not think are part 
of 
> a 
> > standard .wav Windows PCM file. The RS comes with a 
computer .wav 
> > editor called AWave I think, I've never used it. I edit my wavs 
on 
> > the RS, usually just edit the start and end loop points, but you 
> can 
> > change the it to attack + loop and adjust the attack start time, 
> then 
> > it plays from the start of the wav and then loops from the attack 
> > start loop point to the end. No cross fade algorythms, but maybe 
> you 
> > can process a fade L&R channels of the .wav on some software, not 
> the 
> > same as an algorythm doing it, but well, only other option is to 
> maybe 
> > put some custom RS built echo or delay effect on top of it. The 
> RS's 
> > effect have a lot editable parms on them, I don't think many of 
us 
> get 
> > very deep into, but many of the effects do go a lot deeper then 
> their 
> > default settings I think. Delays & echos seemed especially 
> editable, 
> > can get them to sound better I think, I've made some changes on 
> some 
> > of the defaults on mine, I'd like to get more into changing those 
> > around and messing with them a bit more. Anyway, hope I didn't 
> > confuse you more than I helped. Oh yeah, there was some folks 
> working 
> > on some computer software .wav editing techniques or custom 
> softwae, 
> > I remember hearing mention of it here a while back, and I think 
> there 
> > may be some files here on the yahoo RS message forum, but I do 
> > remember seeing them on the RS7000.org site to download. 
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Something 
> to 
> > do with multi-sampling, using L&R channels seperately with 
difrent 
> > samples or something like that, maybe check around for it if it 
> > intrests you, or let me know and I'll see if I can find it again 
> for 
> > you. Good luck, and maybe you can find another alternative or 
> > workaround for what you want to do with .wavs betwen a computer 
> editor 
> > and the RS on your own and let us know the details if you do. 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > If I export or record an instrument as a wav file, and then 
edit 
> it 
> > on 
> > > my computer; will the rs7000 read the loop points?
> > > Say I edit a pad or string type sound, I would want the sustain 
> part 
> > to 
> > > loop - I edit it and maybe use a loop crossfade algorithm. Will 
> the 
> > > rs7000 play back this wav file as I programmed it on my 
computer, 
> > that 
> > > is smoothly, without audible glitches in the loop?
> > > 
> > > Thanks.
> > >
> >
>

| 15393|15382|2007-06-08 16:48:24|zzzik242|Re: Does the rs7000 read wav loop points?|
Yes, I totally agree. My cs6x, for instance, is capable of generating 
some truly awesome sounds, and I found it way cooler than my an1x. 
I spent an hour and half last week with the rs7000, and found it very 
capable indeed. My only concern were that of samples as I've adressed 
here, but I agree there should be many ways to remedy this.
(Also, I'll be pairing it with a Roland sh-32, which will probably be 
used as a 4-part multitimbral module, eliminating the need for 
extensive sampling).
This will be an awesome summer! :D 

Thanks again,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ah, your making pad sounds... The RS does have an ADSR EG, so if 
you 
> get a single cycle waveform or a smaller sample or even a bit of a 
> lenghty sample the ADSR should do the trick I'd think with a little 
> fiddling. You can use the RS's ADSR EG just like using a nice VA 
or 
> Analog, only difrence being its a sampled waveform you made 
> yourself. Romplers have had a bad wrap over the years, they really 
> are the best bang for the buck when they've got a decent interface 
> like the RS and all the extra polyphony to boot.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, thanks for this info, Zam. 
> > I have some ideas on how to create my pads, but it will be a 
little 
> > tedious. I'm thinking of using two samples; one with the attack 
> that 
> > would fade slowly out, while I fade in a looped section of the 
pad. 
> > If I edit the sample so that it loops smoothly from beginning to 
> end, 
> > it should do so in the rs7000 as well. 
> > 
> > Can't wait to try this out! :)
> > I'll get back to you when I've tried (if I do get the rs7000 next 
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> > week).
> > 
> > Thanks again.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > The RS reads .wav files, but loop points I do not think are 
part 
> of 
> > a 
> > > standard .wav Windows PCM file. The RS comes with a 
> computer .wav 
> > > editor called AWave I think, I've never used it. I edit my 
wavs 
> on 
> > > the RS, usually just edit the start and end loop points, but 
you 
> > can 
> > > change the it to attack + loop and adjust the attack start 
time, 
> > then 
> > > it plays from the start of the wav and then loops from the 
attack 
> > > start loop point to the end. No cross fade algorythms, but 
maybe 
> > you 
> > > can process a fade L&R channels of the .wav on some software, 
not 
> > the 
> > > same as an algorythm doing it, but well, only other option is 
to 
> > maybe 
> > > put some custom RS built echo or delay effect on top of it. 
The 
> > RS's 
> > > effect have a lot editable parms on them, I don't think many of 
> us 
> > get 
> > > very deep into, but many of the effects do go a lot deeper then 
> > their 
> > > default settings I think. Delays & echos seemed especially 
> > editable, 
> > > can get them to sound better I think, I've made some changes on 
> > some 
> > > of the defaults on mine, I'd like to get more into changing 
those 
> > > around and messing with them a bit more. Anyway, hope I didn't 
> > > confuse you more than I helped. Oh yeah, there was some folks 
> > working 
> > > on some computer software .wav editing techniques or custom 
> > softwae, 
> > > I remember hearing mention of it here a while back, and I think 
> > there 
> > > may be some files here on the yahoo RS message forum, but I do 
> > > remember seeing them on the RS7000.org site to download. 
> Something 
> > to 
> > > do with multi-sampling, using L&R channels seperately with 
> difrent 
> > > samples or something like that, maybe check around for it if it 
> > > intrests you, or let me know and I'll see if I can find it 
again 
> > for 
> > > you. Good luck, and maybe you can find another alternative or 
> > > workaround for what you want to do with .wavs betwen a computer 
> > editor 
> > > and the RS on your own and let us know the details if you do. 
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > If I export or record an instrument as a wav file, and then 
> edit 
> > it 
> > > on 
> > > > my computer; will the rs7000 read the loop points?
> > > > Say I edit a pad or string type sound, I would want the 
sustain 
> > part 
> > > to 
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> > > > loop - I edit it and maybe use a loop crossfade algorithm. 
Will 
> > the 
> > > > rs7000 play back this wav file as I programmed it on my 
> computer, 
> > > that 
> > > > is smoothly, without audible glitches in the loop?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15394|15364|2007-06-10 11:24:44|blackwoodtebo|Re: changing Sections with Behringer FCB1010 Midi Foot Controller|
Thanks again. The gig went great. I was able to switch sections 
with the footswitch and seemless play bass while do so. I also used 
a Gibson echoplex Digital Plus as the master and slaved the RS7000 
to that so I was able to start tunes with the Echoplexes Undo button 
on its pedal board, then record a bassline perfectly in sync with 
the RS7k, then use the NextLoop button on the echoplexes pedal board 
right before i used the RS7k footswitch to switch sections (like a 
bridge) and start playing a new bassline without using my hands do 
do anything other than play bass. Then when i was going to mix in a 
new song i would sample part of the RS7k on the fly with My Kaoss 
pad 3's sampler. I'd mix in the sample i captured as i mixed the 
RS7k out of the mix and then I would Load the new song into the RS7k 
while we jammed over the new sample or I would start fucking with 
the sample using effects and chopping. Then when i wanted to mix in 
the new song on the RS7k, I would just start it by using the Undo 
button again on the Echoplex Pedal Board. It was a perfect 
combination. I may look into a small drum machine tho that i can 
also use for transitions Just to have something else to manipulate 
and mix. It has to be fairly small tho because my equipment already 
takes up a sizable table. I may look into the Yamaha SU700. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Glad to hear that. I've got one comming up too, will be attemping 
> to do a dual RS thing where we slave one to the other and 
basically 
> have 32 channels, 16 for my friend to deal with and 16 for myself, 
> one pattern section though, so we won't be jumping between 
sections, 
> just fadeing and muting out individual tracks. Giving more of 
> a "Live mix" feel to the songs hopefully. Should be intresting. 
> The RS is a strong gigging machine by itself tho, and I hope yours 
> goes well and the RS performs equally well for you as it has for 
me 
> at your gig/s. Let us know how it went for ya!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks so much. The Boss FS-5U does work with the RS7k! This 
> makes 
> > my life so much easier for my gig on Friday. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey thanks for the reply! Do you think a Boss FS-5U would 
work 
> > like 
> > > the Yamaha FC4 & FC5? I have an old one laying around from my 
> old 
> > > Boss Loopstation pedal that I am letting a friend borrow. I 
> guess 
> > I 
> > > can safely try that without messing anything up on the RS7000 
i 
> > > hope. My next step is to find an expansion board for this 
> unit. 
> > > I'm so bummed that they don't make it anymore as i thought in 
> the 
> > > past that i would be able to get one in the future and never 
> did. 
> > > By the way, does Yamaha make an equivelent to the RS7000 now 
or 
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> do 
> > > they plan to in the future? I looked on their website and 
onl;y 
> > saw 
> > > the SU700 sampler i think. I love the RS7000 and I would hope 
> > they 
> > > abandoned it only to make something even better. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > If its midi and you can set it to send specific messages 
then 
> > you 
> > > > ought to be able to have it do this:
> > > > 
> > > > Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > This information applies to the following models: RM1X and 
> > RS7000. 
> > > > To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following 
system 
> > > > exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a 
> keyboard 
> > > > controller or MIDI sequencer.
> > > > 
> > > > F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
> > > > NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a 
> > value 
> > > > from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = 
> > section 
> > > P)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Their are foot switches yamaha has designed specifically for 
> > doing 
> > > > what you want, they are pretty cheap, the Yamaha FC4 & FC5 
are 
> > > made 
> > > > to go in an analog type input in the back instead having to 
> use 
> > > > midi. 
> > > > 
> > > > Good luck and hope that will help ya at least get pointed in 
> the 
> > > > right direction.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" 
> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Could any please explain to me how you setup the RS7000 so 
> > that 
> > > I 
> > > > can 
> > > > > change sections using a Behringer Midi Foot Controller. I 
> > > > appreaciate 
> > > > > the help, Thanks.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15395|15395|2007-06-12 04:59:46|fashtrop|A few Questions|
Hi group,

tody i got my rs7000. After experimenting the whole day i have a few
questions now.
1. Can i adjust a different variation type - like a different delay -
for every channel - so on the hat a 3/4 and on the snare a 4/4 or the
like?

2. how can i recors knob tweaks into a simple pattern?
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hmmm, those are my first ones, surely i will come up with more
questions. Thanks in advance...
And, is there a GOOD Tutorial anywhere, beside the production guide or
the manual ?

Cheers

Daniel
| 15396|15382|2007-06-12 05:02:54|zamisers7k|Re: Does the rs7000 read wav loop points?|
Awesome! From the sound of it, seems like it would of been there to 
see and hear it. Where did you have it at if you don't mind me 
being nosy?

I've got a gig this weekend. Its always exciting.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yes, I totally agree. My cs6x, for instance, is capable of 
generating 
> some truly awesome sounds, and I found it way cooler than my an1x. 
> I spent an hour and half last week with the rs7000, and found it 
very 
> capable indeed. My only concern were that of samples as I've 
adressed 
> here, but I agree there should be many ways to remedy this.
> (Also, I'll be pairing it with a Roland sh-32, which will probably 
be 
> used as a 4-part multitimbral module, eliminating the need for 
> extensive sampling).
> This will be an awesome summer! :D 
> 
> Thanks again,
> zzzik242
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Ah, your making pad sounds... The RS does have an ADSR EG, so 
if 
> you 
> > get a single cycle waveform or a smaller sample or even a bit of 
a 
> > lenghty sample the ADSR should do the trick I'd think with a 
little 
> > fiddling. You can use the RS's ADSR EG just like using a nice 
VA 
> or 
> > Analog, only difrence being its a sampled waveform you made 
> > yourself. Romplers have had a bad wrap over the years, they 
really 
> > are the best bang for the buck when they've got a decent 
interface 
> > like the RS and all the extra polyphony to boot.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ok, thanks for this info, Zam. 
> > > I have some ideas on how to create my pads, but it will be a 
> little 
> > > tedious. I'm thinking of using two samples; one with the 
attack 
> > that 
> > > would fade slowly out, while I fade in a looped section of the 
> pad. 
> > > If I edit the sample so that it loops smoothly from beginning 
to 
> > end, 
> > > it should do so in the rs7000 as well. 
> > > 
> > > Can't wait to try this out! :)
> > > I'll get back to you when I've tried (if I do get the rs7000 
next 
> > > week).
> > > 
> > > Thanks again.
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> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > The RS reads .wav files, but loop points I do not think are 
> part 
> > of 
> > > a 
> > > > standard .wav Windows PCM file. The RS comes with a 
> > computer .wav 
> > > > editor called AWave I think, I've never used it. I edit my 
> wavs 
> > on 
> > > > the RS, usually just edit the start and end loop points, but 
> you 
> > > can 
> > > > change the it to attack + loop and adjust the attack start 
> time, 
> > > then 
> > > > it plays from the start of the wav and then loops from the 
> attack 
> > > > start loop point to the end. No cross fade algorythms, but 
> maybe 
> > > you 
> > > > can process a fade L&R channels of the .wav on some 
software, 
> not 
> > > the 
> > > > same as an algorythm doing it, but well, only other option 
is 
> to 
> > > maybe 
> > > > put some custom RS built echo or delay effect on top of it. 
> The 
> > > RS's 
> > > > effect have a lot editable parms on them, I don't think many 
of 
> > us 
> > > get 
> > > > very deep into, but many of the effects do go a lot deeper 
then 
> > > their 
> > > > default settings I think. Delays & echos seemed especially 
> > > editable, 
> > > > can get them to sound better I think, I've made some changes 
on 
> > > some 
> > > > of the defaults on mine, I'd like to get more into changing 
> those 
> > > > around and messing with them a bit more. Anyway, hope I 
didn't 
> > > > confuse you more than I helped. Oh yeah, there was some 
folks 
> > > working 
> > > > on some computer software .wav editing techniques or custom 
> > > softwae, 
> > > > I remember hearing mention of it here a while back, and I 
think 
> > > there 
> > > > may be some files here on the yahoo RS message forum, but I 
do 
> > > > remember seeing them on the RS7000.org site to download. 
> > Something 
> > > to 
> > > > do with multi-sampling, using L&R channels seperately with 
> > difrent 
> > > > samples or something like that, maybe check around for it if 
it 
> > > > intrests you, or let me know and I'll see if I can find it 
> again 
> > > for 
> > > > you. Good luck, and maybe you can find another alternative 
or 
> > > > workaround for what you want to do with .wavs betwen a 
computer 
> > > editor 
> > > > and the RS on your own and let us know the details if you 
do. 
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
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> > > > >
> > > > > If I export or record an instrument as a wav file, and 
then 
> > edit 
> > > it 
> > > > on 
> > > > > my computer; will the rs7000 read the loop points?
> > > > > Say I edit a pad or string type sound, I would want the 
> sustain 
> > > part 
> > > > to 
> > > > > loop - I edit it and maybe use a loop crossfade algorithm. 
> Will 
> > > the 
> > > > > rs7000 play back this wav file as I programmed it on my 
> > computer, 
> > > > that 
> > > > > is smoothly, without audible glitches in the loop?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15397|15395|2007-06-12 05:28:46|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
1. Sorry, the variation effect is across all tracks in but you can 
control the level per track. Same goes for the Delay/Echo and 
Room/Reverb. Personally, I don't see a whole lot of point to set 
the variation effect to a delay or reverb type effect on the 
variation, I usually use something like Amp/Distortion/Flanging most 
the time on it since there is a Delay effect. No need really for 
much Reverb type effect on the Vary effect too since thats there 
too. You Basically have 3 effects to work with across all channels, 
they are not chainable. This is a pretty common limitation of 
groove gear as they don't usually have the processing power of the 
bigger workstations. One of the limits that I think is actually 
nice to work with and not get so bogged down with like on 
workstations too. Plus you can always do a resample with an effect 
on and put another on top of the static sample. Little work but can 
pay off if you really must have more effects. Also, master effects 
can add a little on top of everything too if needed. Also, you can 
go in and do a lot of specific tweakage on almost each one of the 
effects, lots to dig in there if you get into it. Anyway...

2. Select track, push the Record button then move the F3 or F4 knob 
not sure which under the main screen until it says Overdub, then hit 
play and tweak away. It doesn't record every knob adjustment but 
most do.

And, congradulations on getting one. No tutorial I know about, best 
thing to do I think at first is try to work out a simple one two 
section pattern in Pattern mode, learn how to change instruments 
around there, sequence your own phrases keeping them all at 4 
measure lenghts will probably help too, then use what you made there 
to try and do a Chain in Chain Mode (it gets a little confusing how 
that works for newbs, might take a while to figure out how exactly 
it behaves as for editing in and out mutes and section changes after 
your first pass). Then if your not utterly confused by then export 
it to a Song and do further editing across the entire Song rather 
then just having your phrases loop. There will be little tricks you 
learn along the away, maybe come up with your own method for 
building a song, they don't have to be played back strictly in Song 
mode for a final cut, but it does basically go like that in order of 
the Mode buttons for me. Pattern -> Chain -> Song.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
>
> Hi group,
> 
> 
> tody i got my rs7000. After experimenting the whole day i have a 
few
> questions now.
> 1. Can i adjust a different variation type - like a different 
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delay -
> for every channel - so on the hat a 3/4 and on the snare a 4/4 or 
the
> like?
> 
> 2. how can i recors knob tweaks into a simple pattern?
> 
> hmmm, those are my first ones, surely i will come up with more
> questions. Thanks in advance...
> And, is there a GOOD Tutorial anywhere, beside the production 
guide or
> the manual ?
> 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Daniel
>

| 15398|15398|2007-06-12 05:38:14|zamisers7k|Remix Contest Update|
Hi All,

I didn't get a huge response for the remix project, and for some 
reason that I don't know the site I was hosting it on removed 
everything. I'll get it setup again soon probably on my own domain, 
it'll be more work and less interactive, but hopefully I won't have to 
worry about any rules and regulations and junk. I'll post the new 
address when I get up which probably won't be until sometime next 
week. And, I'll have deadline date posted too.

I've been pretty busy lately, hoping stuff will fall off a bit after 
this week and I can concentrate on it more, and we can have more fun 
sharing files and remixing songs etc. for those that choose to 
partisippate. I think it should be fun and maybe a good learning 
experience even for newbs on the RS, so don't count yourself out yet.

Zam
| 15399|15395|2007-06-12 05:48:59|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
Oh yeah I wanted to also mention if you get into editing effects on 
the latest OS there are a few Variation effects that have two 
together like Distorion + Delay, which might help a little, but like 
I mentioned, delay on the vary effect is not a whole of point to it, 
maybe come in usefull for you though if you want two difrent delays, 
one on variation and the other on the Delay effect.

Good Luck with it, hope even with the limitations you find yourself 
restricted more to composeing and producing music rather than fiddle 
farting around forever on getting one thing to sound absolutly 
perfect.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> 1. Sorry, the variation effect is across all tracks in but you 
can 
> control the level per track. Same goes for the Delay/Echo and 
> Room/Reverb. Personally, I don't see a whole lot of point to set 
> the variation effect to a delay or reverb type effect on the 
> variation, I usually use something like Amp/Distortion/Flanging 
most 
> the time on it since there is a Delay effect. No need really for 
> much Reverb type effect on the Vary effect too since thats there 
> too. You Basically have 3 effects to work with across all 
channels, 
> they are not chainable. This is a pretty common limitation of 
> groove gear as they don't usually have the processing power of the 
> bigger workstations. One of the limits that I think is actually 
> nice to work with and not get so bogged down with like on 
> workstations too. Plus you can always do a resample with an 
effect 
> on and put another on top of the static sample. Little work but 
can 
> pay off if you really must have more effects. Also, master 
effects 
> can add a little on top of everything too if needed. Also, you can 
> go in and do a lot of specific tweakage on almost each one of the 
> effects, lots to dig in there if you get into it. Anyway...
> 
> 2. Select track, push the Record button then move the F3 or F4 
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knob 
> not sure which under the main screen until it says Overdub, then 
hit 
> play and tweak away. It doesn't record every knob adjustment but 
> most do.
> 
> And, congradulations on getting one. No tutorial I know about, 
best 
> thing to do I think at first is try to work out a simple one two 
> section pattern in Pattern mode, learn how to change instruments 
> around there, sequence your own phrases keeping them all at 4 
> measure lenghts will probably help too, then use what you made 
there 
> to try and do a Chain in Chain Mode (it gets a little confusing 
how 
> that works for newbs, might take a while to figure out how exactly 
> it behaves as for editing in and out mutes and section changes 
after 
> your first pass). Then if your not utterly confused by then 
export 
> it to a Song and do further editing across the entire Song rather 
> then just having your phrases loop. There will be little tricks 
you 
> learn along the away, maybe come up with your own method for 
> building a song, they don't have to be played back strictly in 
Song 
> mode for a final cut, but it does basically go like that in order 
of 
> the Mode buttons for me. Pattern -> Chain -> Song.
> 
> Good Luck & Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
> >
> > Hi group,
> > 
> > 
> > tody i got my rs7000. After experimenting the whole day i have a 
> few
> > questions now.
> > 1. Can i adjust a different variation type - like a different 
> delay -
> > for every channel - so on the hat a 3/4 and on the snare a 4/4 
or 
> the
> > like?
> > 
> > 2. how can i recors knob tweaks into a simple pattern?
> > 
> > hmmm, those are my first ones, surely i will come up with more
> > questions. Thanks in advance...
> > And, is there a GOOD Tutorial anywhere, beside the production 
> guide or
> > the manual ?
> > 
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Daniel
> >
>

| 15400|15366|2007-06-12 19:10:46|h2a2p|Re: Sample loading times|
i use some large files, 50-60 MB, and here are my approximate load 
times:

- scsi hard disk: 2-3 minutes
- scsi compact flash reader: 2-3 minutes
- smartmedia card: 10-12 minutes 
- xD card using xD->smartmedia adapter: 10-12 minutes
| 15401|15366|2007-06-13 17:37:44|zzzik242|Re: Sample loading times|
Hmmm, that's very interesting and usable info, thanks alot! :)
Any recommendations on a SCSI compact flash reader? This might sound 
like a better option than them ol' zip-drives....

Thanks again
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> i use some large files, 50-60 MB, and here are my approximate load 
> times:
> 
> - scsi hard disk: 2-3 minutes
> - scsi compact flash reader: 2-3 minutes
> - smartmedia card: 10-12 minutes 
> - xD card using xD->smartmedia adapter: 10-12 minutes
>

| 15402|15395|2007-06-13 17:38:05|fashtrop|Re: A few Questions|
Hi Zam,

concerning the effects - i will workaround those issues. And, yeah,
maybe some creativity will be unlocked through that ;-).
But a delay for every part would be great anyway. 
2. Select track, push the Record button then move the F3 or F4 knob
not sure which under the main screen until it says Overdub, then hit
play and tweak away. It doesn't record every knob adjustment but
most do.

I will get familiar with the box for sure. Its just the startup...
And another question came up.
While in step record mode, when i have a pattern with 4 measures, how
can i copy one measure (one "site" on the display) to the 2nd 3rd and
4th measure (the next 3 "sites" on the display) ?
so i can step record a 1 measure melody, repeat it over the next 3
measures and then make a variation on the 4th one without having to
program 4 times the same notes?

Thx much for ur help !

Cheers

Daniel
| 15403|15395|2007-06-13 17:51:35|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
Look at Jobs. There is a Job for copying measures like that on it. 
I'm thinking there is a copy under one of the Notes Jobs for copying 
measures just like what you wanting to do. Copying tracks to other 
tracks is probably the most important or common Job function I 
perform, so good one to learn about too ASAP if not yet.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
>
> Hi Zam,
> 
> concerning the effects - i will workaround those issues. And, yeah,
> maybe some creativity will be unlocked through that ;-).
> But a delay for every part would be great anyway. 
> 2. Select track, push the Record button then move the F3 or F4 knob
> not sure which under the main screen until it says Overdub, then hit
> play and tweak away. It doesn't record every knob adjustment but
> most do.
> 
> I will get familiar with the box for sure. Its just the startup...
> And another question came up.
> While in step record mode, when i have a pattern with 4 measures, 
how
> can i copy one measure (one "site" on the display) to the 2nd 3rd 
and
> 4th measure (the next 3 "sites" on the display) ?
> so i can step record a 1 measure melody, repeat it over the next 3
> measures and then make a variation on the 4th one without having to
> program 4 times the same notes?
> 
> Thx much for ur help !
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Daniel
>

| 15404|15404|2007-06-14 07:30:08|feeltek23|RS-7000 RAM upgrade? is this sensefull??|
Please give me infos about the RAM-upgrade advantage!!

thx
| 15405|15405|2007-06-14 07:31:20|feeltek23|how to merge a few tracks to just one track?|
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is sampling the best way, or is there another solution??

is sampling also the best way to get more then one variation effekt??

we were very Gratefull for every answer!

THX
| 15406|15404|2007-06-14 07:43:05|zamisers7k|Re: RS-7000 RAM upgrade? is this sensefull??|
The RS comes from the manufacture with only 4meg of RAM. You can 
upgrade it to 64megs. Specs on how to do it are on page 273 and 274 
of the owners manual. Important things to remember from I've listed 
below:

IMPORTANT
 Before beginning the installation, please read 

precautions "Handling and Installation of Options," found at
the beginning of this manual.

 You need to use 72-pin SIMMs with access times of 70ns or less. 
The SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16,
or 32 MB. The RS7000 is designed for use with 32 bit SIMMs, but can 
also accept installation of 36 bit
(parity-type) SIMMs.

 When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not 
utilize more than 18 memory chips
per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate 
correctly on the RS7000.)

 SIMMs must be installed as a pair of the identical capacity. It is 
not possible to add just a single SIMM.

 The RS7000 ships with 4 MB of memory installed. This means that 
if, for example, you install a pair of 16
MB SIMMs, the sampling memory will be 4 + (16 × 2) = 36 MB. However, 
the maximum sampling memory
is 64 MB. For this reasons the original memory will effectively be 
disabled if you install a pair of 32 MB
SIMMs (one pair: 32 × 2 = 64 MB).

 YAMAHA recommends that you purchase SIMMs that conform to the 
JEDEC* standard.
Please be aware, however, that conformance to this standard does not 
guarantee that the SIMM will operate
on the RS7000 even if it operates on a personal computer.
* JEDEC (Joint Electron Device Engineering Council) sets standards 
for terminal configurations within electronic
devices.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
>
> Please give me infos about the RAM-upgrade advantage!!
> 
> thx
>

| 15407|15404|2007-06-14 08:04:08|Bob S.|Re: RS-7000 RAM upgrade? is this sensefull??|
The more RAM you have, the larger the sample & total number of samples that can be loaded. Yes, some drum samples are less than 100KB but synth/audio samples and
loops many times are 1MB or greater. At 1MB a sample, you can load only 4 samples with the factory RAM. With 64MB of RAM, you can load 64 of these types of
samples, for example. The proper RAM to get you to 64MB will cost you less than $20.00 USD, very little compared to the RS price and of great advantage.

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: feeltek23 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2007 5:25 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS-7000 RAM upgrade? is this sensefull??

Please give me infos about the RAM-upgrade advantage!!

thx

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 15408|15405|2007-06-14 08:05:48|zamisers7k|Re: how to merge a few tracks to just one track?|
It depends with merging songs, I wouldn't think sampling would be the 
best way, it'll take up a butt load of memory and load times, and 
really 64megs max would be a bit limiting for merging whole songs like 
that. It is doable though I suppose. There is a Job function for 
copying tracks over to others. You have to remember to choose all 
parts and merge them at the proper measures etc.. I'd check into 
doing it that way. I've not merged whole songs together like that 
though, only small parts or a few measures here and there rarely. You 
might find it using the same program changes and instruments on the 
same tracks as the song first song, because I don't think those copy 
over, they might though, I'm just not sure. Seems like it might be a 
huge hassle though. What I do is keep the songs seperate, load them 
seperately, between songs as I change over I'll use an external FX 
processor (a KAOSS pad) with a cool lengthy delay effect that sort of 
loops that last few sounds of the last song until I get the next song 
ready to go and hit play on it. If the songs take a while to load 
I'll preload them as song 2 or 3 on the RS and they'll be ready to go 
almost instantly when the previous song is done. I mostly don't 
preload songs though and usually load each song over Song 1 which 
usually only takes 10 to 20 seconds so the external effects don't have 
to loop out for too long. If it takes longer, I'll talk to the 
audiance for a minute or two sometimes too. Having a second RS or 
other gear helps a lot if you have to have a continuess set. I say be 
creative though, there are many ways I think you could keep the set 
going too even if you have just one RS and thats all, just have to 
experiment a little I think. Also, if this helps any, there is an 
autoload function upon bootup which might help you load all your songs 
up automatically instead of doing it manually for each song. Cool 
feature, but I don't use it personally, I should sometime, but I'm a 
bit lazy, and besides I might have a couple songs that take up more 
than having a 3rd song autoload may not work after that. I'll have 
several songs on my card, load each up as I get to them, and if I need 
more I'll swap out my card out of my RS and resave songs stored on my 
laptop that I bring too sometimes to the card. Usually only bring my 
laptop if I'm doing more than an hours worth of tunes, otherwise I try 
to keep a short, about 45mins worth of songs on one card. It becomes 
more and more dificult to that with more and more sample ladden songs 
since they take up so much memory. I try to minamise my sampling in 
songs. So, my method my not work as great for folks who do heavy 
sampling on the RS. Hope you find a good way for you though, and let 
us know what you wind up doing if your not too busy making music on 
the RS :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
>
> is sampling the best way, or is there another solution??
> 
> is sampling also the best way to get more then one variation effekt??
> 
> we were very Gratefull for every answer!
> 
> THX
>

| 15409|15405|2007-06-14 08:30:59|zamisers7k|Re: how to merge a few tracks to just one track?|
Forgot to adress your second question. Resampling is the only way I 
know of for getting more than one variation effect. There are some 
variation effects that have 2 effects combined though like Distortion 
+ Delay is one I know off hand. Its still considered one variation 
effect on the RS though, but you can adjust certain parameters in the 
effect's settings. Only other way to layer effects may be to get the 
AIEB expansion card with multiple outs and use the difrent outs to go 
to another FX processor. That can get a little complicated, 
especially if you start using stuff like Auxillary returns. Short 
answer though is no you can't do it with the RS alone unless you 
resample and then change the varation effect.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
>
> is sampling the best way, or is there another solution??
> 
> is sampling also the best way to get more then one variation effekt??
> 
> we were very Gratefull for every answer!
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> 
> THX
>

| 15410|15405|2007-06-14 08:48:48|zamisers7k|Re: how to merge a few tracks to just one track?|
Also wanted to mention just remembered, you can also use the MIDI 
delay as an psuedo delay effect too. Got to remember it adds to 
your polyphony unlike a delay effect since its actually playing 
those notes instead of processing them. They go out the midi too I 
think but it can be usefull on occassion, like having a 4th effect I 
guess, sort of, if that'll help you out?

I think I'm out of ideas for now, you might find some other ways on 
it to combine more effects though, or maybe not. I hope it don't 
hamper you from making music music on it too much whatever, it 
doesn't me, not much at least, but it is one of the things I too 
wish sometime it could of been more like a workstation than a 
groovebox. Oh well, I'm done replying, for now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Forgot to adress your second question. Resampling is the only way 
I 
> know of for getting more than one variation effect. There are 
some 
> variation effects that have 2 effects combined though like 
Distortion 
> + Delay is one I know off hand. Its still considered one 
variation 
> effect on the RS though, but you can adjust certain parameters in 
the 
> effect's settings. Only other way to layer effects may be to get 
the 
> AIEB expansion card with multiple outs and use the difrent outs to 
go 
> to another FX processor. That can get a little complicated, 
> especially if you start using stuff like Auxillary returns. Short 
> answer though is no you can't do it with the RS alone unless you 
> resample and then change the varation effect.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
> >
> > is sampling the best way, or is there another solution??
> > 
> > is sampling also the best way to get more then one variation 
effekt??
> > 
> > we were very Gratefull for every answer!
> > 
> > THX
> >
>

| 15411|15395|2007-06-14 16:39:01|fashtrop|Re: A few Questions|
is it possible to "prelisten" to the samples i want to import from the
smart media card?
or do i have to load the sample and then listen to it?

Best,

Daniel
| 15412|15395|2007-06-14 16:50:42|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
Not on the RS, its not possible, they have to be loaded. It was one of 
the major OS update wishes that will probably never get implimented. 
Personally, it don't make sense to me to have a prelisten before 
actually loading since prelisten would have to be preloaded I'd think 
anyway. I guess I could see an appealing side to it though so maybe 
there wouldn't be as much menu diving if you didn't know what sample 
you were wanting to load off the card.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
>
> is it possible to "prelisten" to the samples i want to import from the
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> smart media card?
> or do i have to load the sample and then listen to it?
> 
> 
> Best,
> 
> Daniel
>

| 15413|15366|2007-06-14 21:17:33|h2a2p|Re: Sample loading times|
You either want a SCSI compact flash reader/writer, or a SCSI PCMCIA 
reader/writer with a Compact Flash -> PCMCIA adapter. They can be 
hard to find though.

any reader/writer that uses standard scsi drivers and that show up 
as a standard scsi drive, like Microtech PCD-47B, Microtech DPAI, or 
Adtron Accent, should work. If the reader says it needs special 
software drivers for windows, etc., then it may be designed for 
security cards or something and probably won't work with the rs.

some times you can score one on ebay for like $20-$50, and sometimes 
they are going for like $200. took me quite a while and many lost 
auctions before i found one for a good price. 

Some how http://www.scsi4samplers.com has gotten their hands on some 
of the internal scsi microtech CF drives, and they are selling them 
for $150: http://scsiforsamplers.com/all_products.asp?MT-3
| 15414|15395|2007-06-15 07:55:29|Brooks Mosher|Re: A few Questions|
Daniel,

best thing to do is to prelisten to the samples from your smart media card
on your computer (assuming you don't have a 10 year old computer, it is much
faster to check out your samples with winamp or whatever you use).

On 6/14/07, fashtrop <fashtrop@yahoo.de> wrote:
>
> is it possible to "prelisten" to the samples i want to import from the
> smart media card?
> or do i have to load the sample and then listen to it?
>
> Best,
>
> Daniel
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15415|15366|2007-06-15 09:16:30|zzzik242|Re: Sample loading times|
Thanks a lot for the info & links.
It seems I would need the CR-2 MicroTech External Media Card Drive
http://scsiforsamplers.com/all_products.asp?CR-2

It doesn't list the rs7000 as one of the compatible Yamaha samplers, 
but I don't see any reason it shouldn't be. I guess the list isn't 
all up to date. One problem however is the size of the thing. 

Btw, what can you say about saving times? I mean, does it take a long 
time to save the songs as well?

Thanks.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> You either want a SCSI compact flash reader/writer, or a SCSI 
PCMCIA 
> reader/writer with a Compact Flash -> PCMCIA adapter. They can be 
> hard to find though.
> 
> any reader/writer that uses standard scsi drivers and that show up 
> as a standard scsi drive, like Microtech PCD-47B, Microtech DPAI, 
or 
> Adtron Accent, should work. If the reader says it needs special 
> software drivers for windows, etc., then it may be designed for 
> security cards or something and probably won't work with the rs.
> 

http://www.scsi4samplers.com/
http://scsiforsamplers.com/all_products.asp?MT-3
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> some times you can score one on ebay for like $20-$50, and 
sometimes 
> they are going for like $200. took me quite a while and many lost 
> auctions before i found one for a good price. 
> 
> Some how http://www.scsi4samplers.com has gotten their hands on 
some 
> of the internal scsi microtech CF drives, and they are selling them 
> for $150: http://scsiforsamplers.com/all_products.asp?MT-3
>

| 15416|15405|2007-06-15 09:17:06|keiner keine|Re: how to merge a few tracks to just one track?|
Hi Zam!!

I want to thank you once again you and your help is
really great! I am very happy about this infos!!!

BIG THX

i will try this things @ home and will tell you about!

Thomas

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> schrieb:

> Also wanted to mention just remembered, you can also
> use the MIDI 
> delay as an psuedo delay effect too. Got to
> remember it adds to 
> your polyphony unlike a delay effect since its
> actually playing 
> those notes instead of processing them. They go out
> the midi too I 
> think but it can be usefull on occassion, like
> having a 4th effect I 
> guess, sort of, if that'll help you out?
> 
> I think I'm out of ideas for now, you might find
> some other ways on 
> it to combine more effects though, or maybe not. I
> hope it don't 
> hamper you from making music music on it too much
> whatever, it 
> doesn't me, not much at least, but it is one of the
> things I too 
> wish sometime it could of been more like a
> workstation than a 
> groovebox. Oh well, I'm done replying, for now...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > Forgot to adress your second question. Resampling
> is the only way 
> I 
> > know of for getting more than one variation
> effect. There are 
> some 
> > variation effects that have 2 effects combined
> though like 
> Distortion 
> > + Delay is one I know off hand. Its still
> considered one 
> variation 
> > effect on the RS though, but you can adjust
> certain parameters in 
> the 
> > effect's settings. Only other way to layer
> effects may be to get 
> the 
> > AIEB expansion card with multiple outs and use the
> difrent outs to 
> go 
> > to another FX processor. That can get a little
> complicated, 
> > especially if you start using stuff like Auxillary
> returns. Short 

http://www.scsi4samplers.com/
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> > answer though is no you can't do it with the RS
> alone unless you 
> > resample and then change the varation effect.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23"
> wrote:
> > >
> > > is sampling the best way, or is there another
> solution??
> > > 
> > > is sampling also the best way to get more then
> one variation 
> effekt??
> > > 
> > > we were very Gratefull for every answer!
> > > 
> > > THX
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Sie sind Spam leid? Yahoo! Mail verfügt über einen herausragenden Schutz gegen Massenmails. 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 15417|15366|2007-06-15 11:10:04|h2a2p|Re: Sample loading times|
yah that should work, its just the microtech internal drive in an 
external case. it looks big in the picture, but the specs say it is 
3x5x7 inches, so that isn't bad.

yamaha tech support told me before that any scsi device should work 
with the rs, as long as the device appears to the system as a standard 
scsi hard drive. 

I think save times on the rs are usually just a little longer than 
load times. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Thanks a lot for the info & links.
> It seems I would need the CR-2 MicroTech External Media Card Drive
> http://scsiforsamplers.com/all_products.asp?CR-2
> 
>

| 15418|15418|2007-06-18 23:26:02|zzzik242|Bought a new Smart Media card today|
I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't figure out if 
it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V cards were 
dropped long before that?

Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
| 15419|15418|2007-06-18 23:33:01|zamisers7k|Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today|
Yeah I think the 5.5s were dropped a while ago, they are harder to come 
by and are kind of expensive. Like a 4megger 5.5V will run like $75 and 
a 64megger 3.3V will cost about the same or less. At least those were 
the prices the last time I looked at them, its been a while. I would 
think trying it out would not hurt anything, eiter it will work or it 
wont, but still try it at your own risk if you don't know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't figure out 
if 
> it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
> It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V cards were 
> dropped long before that?
> 
> Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
>
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| 15420|15420|2007-06-19 21:17:31|feeltek23|Pattern-Chain & Song Mode??|
If there is any possibility, please give me the exact discription 
about both and how we schould use this two modes the right way!!

I have allready read the usermanual a few times but i dont get clear 
about this two modes!

Wich mode would you use, to do for example a 1/2 our techno-liveact??

Please give me answere and make my head clear i would be extremly 
grateful!!

BIG BIG THX 

Thomas
| 15421|15418|2007-06-19 21:17:34|zzzik242|Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today|
Yeah, I'll probably do that. But isn't there supposed to be some kind 
of info on this stamped on the card? Well, it'll probably say in the 
brochure, anyway. Haven't opened it yet, in case I had to return it. 

Cheers :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah I think the 5.5s were dropped a while ago, they are harder to 
come 
> by and are kind of expensive. Like a 4megger 5.5V will run like $75 
and 
> a 64megger 3.3V will cost about the same or less. At least those 
were 
> the prices the last time I looked at them, its been a while. I 
would 
> think trying it out would not hurt anything, eiter it will work or 
it 
> wont, but still try it at your own risk if you don't know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't figure 
out 
> if 
> > it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
> > It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V cards 
were 
> > dropped long before that?
> > 
> > Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
> >
>

| 15422|15422|2007-06-19 21:18:29|gaapzucht|Looping in song mode|
I've always worked in pattern mode and never looked at the song mode. 
Yesterday I did and there's no looping? Really? Am I overlooking 
something?
| 15423|15422|2007-06-19 21:50:21|zamisers7k|Re: Looping in song mode|
Pg 182 in manual *notes section - Press [START] while holding [SHIFT] 
for repeat song playback.

It loops the song, you can also set a jump to spot too. However, I've 
got the feeling thats not what your wanting. Your probably wanting to 
be able to play pattern loops in Song mode like on a QY series. The RS 
doesn't work like that. The Patterns are looped and sequenced in Chain 
mode which then you can convert it to a further editable song in Song 
mode which allows for modifications and edits to your Song built from 
Pattern loops that would be longer than a single loop phrase. Cool 
stuff if you ask me, but hard to initially grasp the concept of 3 
Modes, most folks only use 2 as the chain mode on it is whats often 
refered to as Song mode on most other groove gear. It is quite a cool 
way of building songs and being able to further edit them in a linear 
fashion instead of keeping smaller parts looping and reseting every 
loop.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
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> I've always worked in pattern mode and never looked at the song mode. 
> Yesterday I did and there's no looping? Really? Am I overlooking 
> something?
>

| 15424|15420|2007-06-19 22:09:33|zamisers7k|Re: Pattern-Chain & Song Mode??|
You can use all 3 modes for a live act. Which ever suits you or your 
songs best. I bounce between them sometimes. The less polished songs 
and more easily remixable on the fly are done in Pattern Mode. Chain 
mode uses the Patterns and many things arn't editable, think of it as 
sequencer, but instead of sequencing notes your sequencing patterns, 
mutes, and I think tempo or bpm too. Making changes in Chain mode to 
anything else tends not to be saved. Song mode is where you make 
lenghty edits that will change across a longer period than a single 
pattern loop. You polish stuff off here and make the song so it don't 
have to be tweaked and can play straight through with all the 
neceassary tweakage recorded helpfull incase you have to run to the 
restroom during a set and the song won't sound as static. So, it just 
depends which way you like to do it. I mix my Modes up during shows, 
but always try to have the most perfected verson of a song finished in 
Song Mode. Its also helpfull to have decent live remixable version in 
Pattern mode too if I feel like goof ups and tightness of transitions 
won't mater as much, more for working the crowd as I've heard it put. 
Chain for me is an inbetween place, usually only use it if I've got a 
problem with one of the voice settings not converting correctly over 
into song mode for some reason or another I've not got it down well or 
saved in as a song in Song mode. I think folks tend not to go beyond 
Chaining and converting the chains of patterns into a song in Song mode 
because it screws up some voice settings some times. There is a way 
from preventing this from happening, if anyone runs into the problem 
let me know. Hope that helps your decision process for which Mode you 
might like to use for a live set. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feeltek23" wrote:
>
> If there is any possibility, please give me the exact discription 
> about both and how we schould use this two modes the right way!!
> 
> I have allready read the usermanual a few times but i dont get clear 
> about this two modes!
> 
> Wich mode would you use, to do for example a 1/2 our techno-liveact??
> 
> Please give me answere and make my head clear i would be extremly 
> grateful!!
> 
> BIG BIG THX 
> 
> Thomas
>

| 15425|15418|2007-06-19 22:22:07|zamisers7k|Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today|
I think they should say somewhere on the card too, I'll check when I 
get home later. I've a 5 volt one in my mc505 I'll check againt the 
one I use for my RS and let ya know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, I'll probably do that. But isn't there supposed to be some 
kind 
> of info on this stamped on the card? Well, it'll probably say in 
the 
> brochure, anyway. Haven't opened it yet, in case I had to return 
it. 
> 
> Cheers :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah I think the 5.5s were dropped a while ago, they are harder 
to 
> come 
> > by and are kind of expensive. Like a 4megger 5.5V will run like 
$75 
> and 
> > a 64megger 3.3V will cost about the same or less. At least those 
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> were 
> > the prices the last time I looked at them, its been a while. I 
> would 
> > think trying it out would not hurt anything, eiter it will work 
or 
> it 
> > wont, but still try it at your own risk if you don't know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't figure 
> out 
> > if 
> > > it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
> > > It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V cards 
> were 
> > > dropped long before that?
> > > 
> > > Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
> > >
> >
>

| 15426|15422|2007-06-20 12:45:32|gaapzucht|Re: Looping in song mode|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Pg 182 in manual *notes section - Press [START] while holding 

[SHIFT] 

> for repeat song playback.
> 
> It loops the song, you can also set a jump to spot too. However, 

I've 

> got the feeling thats not what your wanting. Your probably wanting 

to 

> be able to play pattern loops in Song mode like on a QY series. 

The RS 

> doesn't work like that. The Patterns are looped and sequenced in 

Chain 

> mode which then you can convert it to a further editable song in 

Song 

> mode which allows for modifications and edits to your Song built 

from 

> Pattern loops that would be longer than a single loop phrase. Cool 
> stuff if you ask me, but hard to initially grasp the concept of 3 
> Modes, most folks only use 2 as the chain mode on it is whats often 
> refered to as Song mode on most other groove gear. It is quite a 

cool 

> way of building songs and being able to further edit them in a 

linear 

> fashion instead of keeping smaller parts looping and reseting every 
> loop.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> >
> > I've always worked in pattern mode and never looked at the song 

mode. 
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> > Yesterday I did and there's no looping? Really? Am I overlooking 
> > something?
> >
>

Thanks!

Yes I've always used the pattern and chain mode like you've 
described. But I feel it's a bit limited when it comes to recording 
filter sweeps (or any modulation applied over several bars) because 
you have to make a copy of a phrase and put it in a different section 
for each modulation you want to occur at different times in a track.

Where as in song mode you could just record a 1 bar phrase. Append it 
so that it covers the length of the song and apply your modulations 
where you want them to happen.

Well maybe it doesn't easier ;) I feel it would be though.
| 15427|15395|2007-06-20 12:45:51|fashtrop|Re: A few Questions|
aaaaalright, new questions came up:

1. 
how to change the Arpeggiator apeed? Its always on 1/16 speed...

2. 
While in Song mode: Can i switch the tracks i want to edit changes to
while in record mode, or do i really have to stop everything, switch
the track, then start again? I mean, cant i press record, then begin
with a small tweak on part 1 , then switch to part 4 , do a little
tweak there and so on - while recording? 

3.
on certain sounds - in drumkits or else, i cant adjust some settings,
like envamt of the filter or the like. I just cant have the filter
envelope the way i want it....

4.
Is it posssible to change the -64 + 64 style on the adsr parameters. I
mean, that it goes from 0 to 128. 

more to come;-)

and, thx for ur effort ....

Best

Daniel
| 15428|15418|2007-06-20 12:55:08|zamisers7k|Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today|
The 4meg 5V card in my 505 has a label on it saying its 5v. The 
64meg card in my RS doesn't say its voltage anywhere on it.

Not sure if this helps ya with anything, but I checked what I could 
for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think they should say somewhere on the card too, I'll check when 
I 
> get home later. I've a 5 volt one in my mc505 I'll check againt 
the 
> one I use for my RS and let ya know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, I'll probably do that. But isn't there supposed to be some 
> kind 
> > of info on this stamped on the card? Well, it'll probably say in 
> the 
> > brochure, anyway. Haven't opened it yet, in case I had to return 
> it. 
> > 
> > Cheers :)
> > 
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> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah I think the 5.5s were dropped a while ago, they are 
harder 
> to 
> > come 
> > > by and are kind of expensive. Like a 4megger 5.5V will run 
like 
> $75 
> > and 
> > > a 64megger 3.3V will cost about the same or less. At least 
those 
> > were 
> > > the prices the last time I looked at them, its been a while. 
I 
> > would 
> > > think trying it out would not hurt anything, eiter it will 
work 
> or 
> > it 
> > > wont, but still try it at your own risk if you don't know.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't 
figure 
> > out 
> > > if 
> > > > it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
> > > > It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V 
cards 
> > were 
> > > > dropped long before that?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15429|15395|2007-06-20 13:34:29|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
1. You can't change the time of the Arps, but you can beat streach 
it ;) Beat Streaching does some strange things sometimes keep in 
mind. If you shorten it by half so its going twice the speed when 
you convert it into a song the beat streached sequence will only be 
half the length. Its goofy when you first run into that problem, 
you'll be like what the effen heck????? Usually okay if streach 
longer, its the streaching shorter that'll bite you later on.

2. Replace and Overdub = No you can't select onto other tracks 
while recording and have to stop first. Step and Grid = Yes you can 
select onto other tracks while recording so you don't have to stop. 
This is only for recording notes tho. Anything else like filter 
sweeps yeah those have to be done in replace or Overdub so you have 
to stop. Its a gripe those with MPC experience seem complain about 
the most. I've never used an MPC for any amount of time so I'm not 
sure what I'm missing. I get along pretty well without being able 
to select into dif tracks during recordings I think, could be a good 
idea tho if it was implimented on the RS I could see myself useing 
such a feature and not wantig to go back without it.

3. Yeah some drumkits and some instruments the filters just don't 
really effect them much, LFOs don't work on drum kits at all. Most 
everything else it works great on, including samples ;)

4. Um, I don't think so, 0 is sort of an easy to remember nuetral 
point, unaffected sound. Having that at 64 would seem kind of goofy 
to me, seems like yamaha mostly opted to do -64 to +64 or 0 to 127 
on things where it makes sense to have them that way. Only 
exception I can think of is on the LFO depth when it goes into 
negative it don't do much of anything it seems like, so half the 
knob range seems useless or wasted. Maybe there is some more knobs 
or settings like that on it, but I think they followed Midi 
standards with most of how those they are set like that I'm 
thinking, maybe not, I'm not really sure who decided which way was 
better or best. I think the pitch goes from like -45052 to + 45052 
range or something like that if you want really goofy. Anyway, I 
don't think there is a way to modify those value ranges like that, 
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maybe perhaps there is a way, I've an idea to try maybe with 
reassigning difrent knobs to those parms, might work, unlikely but 
maybe worth trying, only thing I can think of for now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
>
> aaaaalright, new questions came up:
> 
> 1. 
> how to change the Arpeggiator apeed? Its always on 1/16 speed...
> 
> 2. 
> While in Song mode: Can i switch the tracks i want to edit changes 
to
> while in record mode, or do i really have to stop everything, 
switch
> the track, then start again? I mean, cant i press record, then 
begin
> with a small tweak on part 1 , then switch to part 4 , do a little
> tweak there and so on - while recording? 
> 
> 3.
> on certain sounds - in drumkits or else, i cant adjust some 
settings,
> like envamt of the filter or the like. I just cant have the filter
> envelope the way i want it....
> 
> 4.
> Is it posssible to change the -64 + 64 style on the adsr 
parameters. I
> mean, that it goes from 0 to 128. 
> 
> 
> 
> more to come;-)
> 
> and, thx for ur effort ....
> 
> Best
> 
> Daniel
>

| 15430|15395|2007-06-20 14:09:21|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
Wanted to expand on the Arping a little more for ya. The RS's Arper 
basically sucks if you've not noticed, and it woulda been nice to 
have been able to program user arps into it. However, if I really 
need some good Arps its one of the few reasons I'll midi up another 
unit into the RS. If you want a decent programable Arper check out 
an Alesis Micron. As much as people toat the sounds in the micron 
as being one of the most Analog sounding VAs, once you get its Arps, 
actually called Rythms and/or Programs, sent into the RS's sound 
engine you might find the RS can sound even better and vastly more 
hands on tweakable. Also, besides using just beat streaching for 
timing on the RS have some fun adjusting the Gate time and Swing by 
using the Select button next to that row of knobs. Switch the voice 
into mono and WOW.

I forgot to mention, before anyone else says anything, that the time 
of the Arp on the RS is set to the Tempo, so adjusting the tempo 
does adjust the Arp time, but figured that was obvious, and not what 
you meant by adjusting its time. Setup button #6 takes you into Arp 
settings too, not much in there, but incase you wanted to look at 
that too thought I'd mention it as well.

Once you learn the RS well enough, Arping isn't all that important 
really, so I can see why it wasn't focused on much. Learning to 
step sequence and perhaps the Real Time Loop Remixing function too 
can take the place of decent programable Arp, but sometimes I still 
just have to break out other units for recording Arps into the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> 1. You can't change the time of the Arps, but you can beat 
streach 
> it ;) Beat Streaching does some strange things sometimes keep in 
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> mind. If you shorten it by half so its going twice the speed when 
> you convert it into a song the beat streached sequence will only 
be 
> half the length. Its goofy when you first run into that problem, 
> you'll be like what the effen heck????? Usually okay if streach 
> longer, its the streaching shorter that'll bite you later on.
> 
> 2. Replace and Overdub = No you can't select onto other tracks 
> while recording and have to stop first. Step and Grid = Yes you 
can 
> select onto other tracks while recording so you don't have to 
stop. 
> This is only for recording notes tho. Anything else like filter 
> sweeps yeah those have to be done in replace or Overdub so you 
have 
> to stop. Its a gripe those with MPC experience seem complain 
about 
> the most. I've never used an MPC for any amount of time so I'm 
not 
> sure what I'm missing. I get along pretty well without being able 
> to select into dif tracks during recordings I think, could be a 
good 
> idea tho if it was implimented on the RS I could see myself useing 
> such a feature and not wantig to go back without it.
> 
> 3. Yeah some drumkits and some instruments the filters just don't 
> really effect them much, LFOs don't work on drum kits at all. 
Most 
> everything else it works great on, including samples ;)
> 
> 
> 4. Um, I don't think so, 0 is sort of an easy to remember nuetral 
> point, unaffected sound. Having that at 64 would seem kind of 
goofy 
> to me, seems like yamaha mostly opted to do -64 to +64 or 0 to 127 
> on things where it makes sense to have them that way. Only 
> exception I can think of is on the LFO depth when it goes into 
> negative it don't do much of anything it seems like, so half the 
> knob range seems useless or wasted. Maybe there is some more 
knobs 
> or settings like that on it, but I think they followed Midi 
> standards with most of how those they are set like that I'm 
> thinking, maybe not, I'm not really sure who decided which way was 
> better or best. I think the pitch goes from like -45052 to + 
45052 
> range or something like that if you want really goofy. Anyway, I 
> don't think there is a way to modify those value ranges like that, 
> maybe perhaps there is a way, I've an idea to try maybe with 
> reassigning difrent knobs to those parms, might work, unlikely but 
> maybe worth trying, only thing I can think of for now.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
> >
> > aaaaalright, new questions came up:
> > 
> > 1. 
> > how to change the Arpeggiator apeed? Its always on 1/16 speed...
> > 
> > 2. 
> > While in Song mode: Can i switch the tracks i want to edit 
changes 
> to
> > while in record mode, or do i really have to stop everything, 
> switch
> > the track, then start again? I mean, cant i press record, then 
> begin
> > with a small tweak on part 1 , then switch to part 4 , do a 
little
> > tweak there and so on - while recording? 
> > 
> > 3.
> > on certain sounds - in drumkits or else, i cant adjust some 
> settings,
> > like envamt of the filter or the like. I just cant have the 
filter
> > envelope the way i want it....
> > 
> > 4.
> > Is it posssible to change the -64 + 64 style on the adsr 
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> parameters. I
> > mean, that it goes from 0 to 128. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > more to come;-)
> > 
> > and, thx for ur effort ....
> > 
> > Best
> > 
> > Daniel
> >
>

| 15431|15395|2007-06-20 14:17:58|zamisers7k|Re: A few Questions|
Oh yeah, how could I forget to mention this. Get into the user 
programable LFO. If you set it to control pitch and make the slopes 
steped you've basically got a 16 step apregiator too. It won't send 
out Midi, but it works pretty well within the RS's sound engine, and 
you can control the speed via LFO speed :)

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Wanted to expand on the Arping a little more for ya. The RS's 
Arper 
> basically sucks if you've not noticed, and it woulda been nice to 
> have been able to program user arps into it. However, if I really 
> need some good Arps its one of the few reasons I'll midi up 
another 
> unit into the RS. If you want a decent programable Arper check 
out 
> an Alesis Micron. As much as people toat the sounds in the micron 
> as being one of the most Analog sounding VAs, once you get its 
Arps, 
> actually called Rythms and/or Programs, sent into the RS's sound 
> engine you might find the RS can sound even better and vastly more 
> hands on tweakable. Also, besides using just beat streaching for 
> timing on the RS have some fun adjusting the Gate time and Swing 
by 
> using the Select button next to that row of knobs. Switch the 
voice 
> into mono and WOW.
> 
> I forgot to mention, before anyone else says anything, that the 
time 
> of the Arp on the RS is set to the Tempo, so adjusting the tempo 
> does adjust the Arp time, but figured that was obvious, and not 
what 
> you meant by adjusting its time. Setup button #6 takes you into 
Arp 
> settings too, not much in there, but incase you wanted to look at 
> that too thought I'd mention it as well.
> 
> Once you learn the RS well enough, Arping isn't all that important 
> really, so I can see why it wasn't focused on much. Learning to 
> step sequence and perhaps the Real Time Loop Remixing function too 
> can take the place of decent programable Arp, but sometimes I 
still 
> just have to break out other units for recording Arps into the RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > 1. You can't change the time of the Arps, but you can beat 
> streach 
> > it ;) Beat Streaching does some strange things sometimes keep 
in 
> > mind. If you shorten it by half so its going twice the speed 
when 
> > you convert it into a song the beat streached sequence will only 
> be 
> > half the length. Its goofy when you first run into that 
problem, 
> > you'll be like what the effen heck????? Usually okay if streach 
> > longer, its the streaching shorter that'll bite you later on.
> > 
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> > 2. Replace and Overdub = No you can't select onto other tracks 
> > while recording and have to stop first. Step and Grid = Yes you 
> can 
> > select onto other tracks while recording so you don't have to 
> stop. 
> > This is only for recording notes tho. Anything else like filter 
> > sweeps yeah those have to be done in replace or Overdub so you 
> have 
> > to stop. Its a gripe those with MPC experience seem complain 
> about 
> > the most. I've never used an MPC for any amount of time so I'm 
> not 
> > sure what I'm missing. I get along pretty well without being 
able 
> > to select into dif tracks during recordings I think, could be a 
> good 
> > idea tho if it was implimented on the RS I could see myself 
useing 
> > such a feature and not wantig to go back without it.
> > 
> > 3. Yeah some drumkits and some instruments the filters just 
don't 
> > really effect them much, LFOs don't work on drum kits at all. 
> Most 
> > everything else it works great on, including samples ;)
> > 
> > 
> > 4. Um, I don't think so, 0 is sort of an easy to remember 
nuetral 
> > point, unaffected sound. Having that at 64 would seem kind of 
> goofy 
> > to me, seems like yamaha mostly opted to do -64 to +64 or 0 to 
127 
> > on things where it makes sense to have them that way. Only 
> > exception I can think of is on the LFO depth when it goes into 
> > negative it don't do much of anything it seems like, so half the 
> > knob range seems useless or wasted. Maybe there is some more 
> knobs 
> > or settings like that on it, but I think they followed Midi 
> > standards with most of how those they are set like that I'm 
> > thinking, maybe not, I'm not really sure who decided which way 
was 
> > better or best. I think the pitch goes from like -45052 to + 
> 45052 
> > range or something like that if you want really goofy. Anyway, 
I 
> > don't think there is a way to modify those value ranges like 
that, 
> > maybe perhaps there is a way, I've an idea to try maybe with 
> > reassigning difrent knobs to those parms, might work, unlikely 
but 
> > maybe worth trying, only thing I can think of for now.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fashtrop" wrote:
> > >
> > > aaaaalright, new questions came up:
> > > 
> > > 1. 
> > > how to change the Arpeggiator apeed? Its always on 1/16 
speed...
> > > 
> > > 2. 
> > > While in Song mode: Can i switch the tracks i want to edit 
> changes 
> > to
> > > while in record mode, or do i really have to stop everything, 
> > switch
> > > the track, then start again? I mean, cant i press record, then 
> > begin
> > > with a small tweak on part 1 , then switch to part 4 , do a 
> little
> > > tweak there and so on - while recording? 
> > > 
> > > 3.
> > > on certain sounds - in drumkits or else, i cant adjust some 
> > settings,
> > > like envamt of the filter or the like. I just cant have the 
> filter
> > > envelope the way i want it....
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> > > 
> > > 4.
> > > Is it posssible to change the -64 + 64 style on the adsr 
> > parameters. I
> > > mean, that it goes from 0 to 128. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > more to come;-)
> > > 
> > > and, thx for ur effort ....
> > > 
> > > Best
> > > 
> > > Daniel
> > >
> >
>

| 15432|15395|2007-06-20 18:00:11|fashtrop|Re: A few Questions|
hey Zam,

thx for ur replies, im on it right now.
As for the functions im missing right now... i will work around them
and new ideas will pop up by then. I think its better to work
everything out on the ones way trough new things, better than
complaining all the time about things which one misses instead of
making music ;-)

Cheers

Daniel
| 15433|15418|2007-06-20 21:05:42|dc|Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today|
Hi ,

Definitely it is a 3.3v. I bought a bunch of these
http://www.flash-memory-store.com/kin32smarcar.html and they work like a
charm.

Dave

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of zamisers7k
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2007 2:52 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today

The 4meg 5V card in my 505 has a label on it saying its 5v. The 
64meg card in my RS doesn't say its voltage anywhere on it.

Not sure if this helps ya with anything, but I checked what I could 
for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,
"zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I think they should say somewhere on the card too, I'll check when 

I 

> get home later. I've a 5 volt one in my mc505 I'll check againt 

the 

> one I use for my RS and let ya know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,

"zzzik242" wrote:

> >
> > Yeah, I'll probably do that. But isn't there supposed to be some 
> kind 
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> > of info on this stamped on the card? Well, it'll probably say in 
> the 
> > brochure, anyway. Haven't opened it yet, in case I had to return 
> it. 
> > 
> > Cheers :)
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,

"zamisers7k" wrote:

> > >
> > > Yeah I think the 5.5s were dropped a while ago, they are 

harder 

> to 
> > come 
> > > by and are kind of expensive. Like a 4megger 5.5V will run 

like 

> $75 
> > and 
> > > a 64megger 3.3V will cost about the same or less. At least 

those 

> > were 
> > > the prices the last time I looked at them, its been a while. 

I 

> > would 
> > > think trying it out would not hurt anything, eiter it will 

work 

> or 
> > it 
> > > wont, but still try it at your own risk if you don't know.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,

"zzzik242" wrote:

> > > >
> > > > I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't 

figure 

> > out 
> > > if 
> > > > it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
> > > > It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V 

cards 

> > were 
> > > > dropped long before that?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15434|15418|2007-06-23 22:44:32|zzzik242|Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today|
Ok, thanks a lot for the help, guys.
I can now open it safely ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi ,
> 
> Definitely it is a 3.3v. I bought a bunch of these
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> http://www.flash-memory-store.com/kin32smarcar.html and they work 
like a
> charm.
> 
> 
> Dave
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf
> Of zamisers7k
> Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2007 2:52 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Bought a new Smart Media card today
> 
> The 4meg 5V card in my 505 has a label on it saying its 5v. The 
> 64meg card in my RS doesn't say its voltage anywhere on it.
> 
> Not sure if this helps ya with anything, but I checked what I could 
> for ya.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I think they should say somewhere on the card too, I'll check 
when 
> I 
> > get home later. I've a 5 volt one in my mc505 I'll check againt 
> the 
> > one I use for my RS and let ya know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,
> "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, I'll probably do that. But isn't there supposed to be 
some 
> > kind 
> > > of info on this stamped on the card? Well, it'll probably say 
in 
> > the 
> > > brochure, anyway. Haven't opened it yet, in case I had to 
return 
> > it. 
> > > 
> > > Cheers :)
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. 
com,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Yeah I think the 5.5s were dropped a while ago, they are 
> harder 
> > to 
> > > come 
> > > > by and are kind of expensive. Like a 4megger 5.5V will run 
> like 
> > $75 
> > > and 
> > > > a 64megger 3.3V will cost about the same or less. At least 
> those 
> > > were 
> > > > the prices the last time I looked at them, its been a while. 
> I 
> > > would 
> > > > think trying it out would not hurt anything, eiter it will 
> work 
> > or 
> > > it 
> > > > wont, but still try it at your own risk if you don't know.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. 
com,
> "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
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> > > > > I just bought a new Smart Media card today, but couldn't 
> figure 
> > > out 
> > > > if 
> > > > > it is a 3.3V or 5.5...?
> > > > > It is produced in 2004, am I correct to assume the 5.5V 
> cards 
> > > were 
> > > > > dropped long before that?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks for your previous reply, btw, h2a2p! :)
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15435|15435|2007-06-28 13:10:16|zzzik242|How long can the unit be switched on?|
Is the rs7000 hurt in any way by letting it be powered up for long 
periods of time? Can I let it more or less be permanently switched on? 

This way I wouldn't have to load up the projects if I'm working on the 
same one for a longer period of time.

zzzik242
| 15436|15435|2007-06-28 13:19:25|Bob S.|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
I have left many synths/drum machines on for extended periods of time without problems using certain rules:

1) Use a UPS to power the units so if your AC power drops for a short period, your synths/drum machines stay on.

2) Save & then backup your work (at some interval, like daily for the backup) to an external media or other device (like a PC)

3) Monitor synth/drum case temperatures every now and then by touching the power supply areas of the case....if it is almost too hot to touch, then it's too hot and there is
a problem

4) Dust the units lightly (no rag or spray cleaners) while powered with something like a feather duster.

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: zzzik242 <zzzik242@yahoo.com>
>Sent: Jun 28, 2007 2:45 AM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] How long can the unit be switched on?
>
>Is the rs7000 hurt in any way by letting it be powered up for long 
>periods of time? Can I let it more or less be permanently switched on? 
>
>This way I wouldn't have to load up the projects if I'm working on the 
>same one for a longer period of time.
>
>zzzik242
>

| 15437|15435|2007-06-28 13:19:48|Bob S.|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
I have left many synths/drum machines on for extended periods of time without problems using certain rules:

1) Use a UPS to power the units so if your AC power drops for a short period, your synths/drum machines stay on.

2) Save & then backup your work (at some interval, like daily for the backup) to an external media or other device (like a PC)

3) Monitor synth/drum case temperatures every now and then by touching the power supply areas of the case....if it is almost too hot to touch, then it's too hot and there is
a problem

4) Dust the units lightly (no rag or spray cleaners) while powered with something like a feather duster.

Bob
El Segundo, CA

-----Original Message-----
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>From: zzzik242 <zzzik242@yahoo.com>
>Sent: Jun 28, 2007 2:45 AM
>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] How long can the unit be switched on?
>
>Is the rs7000 hurt in any way by letting it be powered up for long 
>periods of time? Can I let it more or less be permanently switched on? 
>
>This way I wouldn't have to load up the projects if I'm working on the 
>same one for a longer period of time.
>
>zzzik242
>

| 15438|15435|2007-06-28 13:19:50|zamisers7k|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
It can be switched on permanently if you wish I think. I've had no 
problems leaving mine on for long periods of time, but I'm usually 
using it. I do switch it off if its going to be idle for any lengthy 
period of time. I find myself saving less often when I leave it on 
for longer periods, and that could lead to some problems if I get a 
power bump or something like that, but thats nothing to do with the 
machines fault. I have noticed lately like when I've used it outside 
in the heat that after a while the LCD starts to darken slightly on 
mine, but not on my friends which is wierd. It was still readable, 
but I couldn't find a contrast on it, so that had me a little worried, 
so I turned it off, put a fan over it, and kept it cooler and spaced 
away from the other gear to give room to breath.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Is the rs7000 hurt in any way by letting it be powered up for long 
> periods of time? Can I let it more or less be permanently switched 
on? 
> 
> This way I wouldn't have to load up the projects if I'm working on 
the 
> same one for a longer period of time.
> 
> zzzik242
>

| 15439|15435|2007-06-28 19:21:59|dj sparkle|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
left my first one on for 7 months before it burned out the motherboard, because one of my kids shoved a penny in the smartmedia slot and i couldnt turn it off and lose my
songs...and i couldnt turn it off and connect my zip drive because then i woulda lost my songs so it stayed on in my studio day and night for about 7 months before it died
on me..now i have 2 new ones

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: It can be switched on permanently if you wish I think. I've had no 
problems leaving mine on for long periods of time, but I'm usually 
using it. I do switch it off if its going to be idle for any lengthy 
period of time. I find myself saving less often when I leave it on 
for longer periods, and that could lead to some problems if I get a 
power bump or something like that, but thats nothing to do with the 
machines fault. I have noticed lately like when I've used it outside 
in the heat that after a while the LCD starts to darken slightly on 
mine, but not on my friends which is wierd. It was still readable, 
but I couldn't find a contrast on it, so that had me a little worried, 
so I turned it off, put a fan over it, and kept it cooler and spaced 
away from the other gear to give room to breath.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Is the rs7000 hurt in any way by letting it be powered up for long 
> periods of time? Can I let it more or less be permanently switched 
on? 
> 
> This way I wouldn't have to load up the projects if I'm working on 
the 
> same one for a longer period of time.
> 
> zzzik242
>
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---------------------------------
We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love
(and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15440|15435|2007-06-28 19:22:32|Paul Dorman|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
I tend to leave mine on all the time. I've had no problems though I think
there's an age-related issue with mine.

Actually, has anyone ever encountered the following?

- my pitch control doesn't work. It shows changes in the LCD, but no change
in sound. I've experienced it before, and fixed it with an OS reload.
- I get weird audio problems, usually in busy situations. Sometimes a track
will always use the same instrument, no matter what pattern I'm using.
Sometimes I'll be playing and the thing will just go crazy, as if all sound
is being put through an echo or reverb. It's kind of weird, as if an effect
was being applied without my control.

I'm wondering if I should reseat my RAM, reload the OS, or check for bad
capacitors, which I know is something that can produce unpredictable effects
with electronic equipment (like computers).

I think the fact is that all our RS7000s are starting to get old and are all
destined to break at some stage. What will we do then??? I doubt that Yamaha
is going to give us an RS8000, and there doesn't seem to be worthy
replacement unit.

Paul

-- 
"Science fiction writers are the only ones who care about the future"
-- Kurt Vonnegut

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15441|15435|2007-06-28 19:45:57|zamisers7k|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
There is a pitch bend amount in the voice setup a few presses down on 
#4 I think that can be checked, and also check to see if the knob 
hasn't been reassigned off pitch the pitch in Knob Assignments a few 
presses down on #6.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Paul Dorman" wrote:
>
> I tend to leave mine on all the time. I've had no problems though I 
think
> there's an age-related issue with mine.
> 
> Actually, has anyone ever encountered the following?
> 
> - my pitch control doesn't work. It shows changes in the LCD, but 
no change
> in sound. I've experienced it before, and fixed it with an OS 
reload.
> - I get weird audio problems, usually in busy situations. Sometimes 
a track
> will always use the same instrument, no matter what pattern I'm 
using.
> Sometimes I'll be playing and the thing will just go crazy, as if 
all sound
> is being put through an echo or reverb. It's kind of weird, as if 
an effect
> was being applied without my control.
> 
> I'm wondering if I should reseat my RAM, reload the OS, or check 
for bad
> capacitors, which I know is something that can produce 
unpredictable effects
> with electronic equipment (like computers).
> 
> I think the fact is that all our RS7000s are starting to get old 
and are all
> destined to break at some stage. What will we do then??? I doubt 
that Yamaha
> is going to give us an RS8000, and there doesn't seem to be worthy
> replacement unit.
> 
> Paul
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> 
> -- 
> "Science fiction writers are the only ones who care about the 
future"
> -- Kurt Vonnegut
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15442|15435|2007-06-28 19:49:52|zamisers7k|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
You could be right about the memory goofing things up too if you see 
none of the settings off. It sounds like what I remember hearing 
folks having problems with a while ago who didn't get proper memory, 
they switched it out if I remember right to spec ones and that stuff 
went away for them, if I remember right, that was a while ago on here.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> There is a pitch bend amount in the voice setup a few presses down 
on 
> #4 I think that can be checked, and also check to see if the knob 
> hasn't been reassigned off pitch the pitch in Knob Assignments a 
few 
> presses down on #6.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Paul Dorman" wrote:
> >
> > I tend to leave mine on all the time. I've had no problems though 
I 
> think
> > there's an age-related issue with mine.
> > 
> > Actually, has anyone ever encountered the following?
> > 
> > - my pitch control doesn't work. It shows changes in the LCD, but 
> no change
> > in sound. I've experienced it before, and fixed it with an OS 
> reload.
> > - I get weird audio problems, usually in busy situations. 
Sometimes 
> a track
> > will always use the same instrument, no matter what pattern I'm 
> using.
> > Sometimes I'll be playing and the thing will just go crazy, as if 
> all sound
> > is being put through an echo or reverb. It's kind of weird, as if 
> an effect
> > was being applied without my control.
> > 
> > I'm wondering if I should reseat my RAM, reload the OS, or check 
> for bad
> > capacitors, which I know is something that can produce 
> unpredictable effects
> > with electronic equipment (like computers).
> > 
> > I think the fact is that all our RS7000s are starting to get old 
> and are all
> > destined to break at some stage. What will we do then??? I doubt 
> that Yamaha
> > is going to give us an RS8000, and there doesn't seem to be worthy
> > replacement unit.
> > 
> > Paul
> > 
> > -- 
> > "Science fiction writers are the only ones who care about the 
> future"
> > -- Kurt Vonnegut
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15443|15443|2007-06-29 18:09:55|zzzik242|Finally bought it! :D|
Well, I've now finally bought the unit. Can you believe they still had 
a fresh, never-before-opened unit at the shop! :D 
Played with it all yesterday, and I must say the thing that surprised 
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me the most was the sound quality. I reckoned it was only slightly 
better than that of the rm1x, and I must say I was pleseantly surprised 
of the sound, which I found very good; not at all the somewhat muffled, 
undefined sound of the rm1x. 

Looking forward to using it extensively this summer. 

Thanks, btw, for all the answers to my question about keeping the unit 
turned on :)
| 15444|15443|2007-06-29 18:38:57|zamisers7k|Re: Finally bought it! :D|
Awesome & Congrats!!!!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Well, I've now finally bought the unit. Can you believe they still 
had 
> a fresh, never-before-opened unit at the shop! :D 
> Played with it all yesterday, and I must say the thing that surprised 
> me the most was the sound quality. I reckoned it was only slightly 
> better than that of the rm1x, and I must say I was pleseantly 
surprised 
> of the sound, which I found very good; not at all the somewhat 
muffled, 
> undefined sound of the rm1x. 
> 
> Looking forward to using it extensively this summer. 
> 
> Thanks, btw, for all the answers to my question about keeping the 
unit 
> turned on :)
>

| 15445|15435|2007-06-29 18:54:00|zamisers7k|Re: How long can the unit be switched on?|
That is a tragic RS7000 story I wanted to say to ya.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dj sparkle wrote:
>
> left my first one on for 7 months before it burned out the 
motherboard, because one of my kids shoved a penny in the smartmedia 
slot and i couldnt turn it off and lose my songs...and i couldnt turn 
it off and connect my zip drive because then i woulda lost my songs 
so it stayed on in my studio day and night for about 7 months before 
it died on me..now i have 2 new ones
> 
> zamisers7k wrote: It 
can be switched on permanently if you wish I think. I've had no 
> problems leaving mine on for long periods of time, but I'm usually 
> using it. I do switch it off if its going to be idle for any 
lengthy 
> period of time. I find myself saving less often when I leave it 
on 
> for longer periods, and that could lead to some problems if I get 
a 
> power bump or something like that, but thats nothing to do with 
the 
> machines fault. I have noticed lately like when I've used it 
outside 
> in the heat that after a while the LCD starts to darken slightly 
on 
> mine, but not on my friends which is wierd. It was still 
readable, 
> but I couldn't find a contrast on it, so that had me a little 
worried, 
> so I turned it off, put a fan over it, and kept it cooler and 
spaced 
> away from the other gear to give room to breath.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Is the rs7000 hurt in any way by letting it be powered up for 
long 
> > periods of time? Can I let it more or less be permanently 
switched 
> on? 
> > 
> > This way I wouldn't have to load up the projects if I'm working 
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on 
> the 
> > same one for a longer period of time.
> > 
> > zzzik242
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> We won't tell. Get more on shows you hate to love
> (and love to hate): Yahoo! TV's Guilty Pleasures list.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15446|15443|2007-06-29 22:44:16|zzzik242|Re: Finally bought it! :D|
Thanx! :) The coolest part of it was that I paid less for a brand new 
unit than the typical second-hand asking-price :D 
Now I have to get hold of some RAM, however. I've seen some on ebay. 
which seem to be the correct type. Does this seem like a decent deal?:
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/64MB-GOLD-Memory-Yamaha-PSR9000-RS7000-Motif-
SU700-
EX5R_W0QQitemZ150137452963QQihZ005QQcategoryZ38091QQssPageNameZWDVWQQr
dZ1QQcmdZViewItem

Thanks again,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Awesome & Congrats!!!!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Well, I've now finally bought the unit. Can you believe they 
still 
> had 
> > a fresh, never-before-opened unit at the shop! :D 
> > Played with it all yesterday, and I must say the thing that 
surprised 
> > me the most was the sound quality. I reckoned it was only 
slightly 
> > better than that of the rm1x, and I must say I was pleseantly 
> surprised 
> > of the sound, which I found very good; not at all the somewhat 
> muffled, 
> > undefined sound of the rm1x. 
> > 
> > Looking forward to using it extensively this summer. 
> > 
> > Thanks, btw, for all the answers to my question about keeping the 
> unit 
> > turned on :)
> >
>

| 15447|15447|2007-06-29 22:45:20|danielcomollatti|Sampler preparation? HELP!|
Hello Everybody

I have been making lots of custom loops and keyboard licks to bring 
into the RS7000 for live performance?!

How do I get my custom samples into the RS?

Do I record them over 16 bars and prep them in recycle?

Then once I have the samples on the smart card how do I get the sample 
to be come a pattern that I can call up like the ones already in the RS?

I would prefer to have them in the RS due to the extra control.

I have been for now for my live performances been using mixvibes on the 
laptop as it is very simple to get sample in and on beat, but tis 
laptop based - in Berlin infront of 400 people I had the windows - shut 
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down song go over the club system - ewww - arrrr - ouch.

SOMEONE HELP ME - please!!!! I want to use my beloved RS7000
| 15448|15448|2007-06-29 22:46:18|Markus|I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
...for a while but certain things put me off and i didn't feel i knew
enough to take the risk of buying one without first trying it out.I
recently got a korg emx and i haven't stopped using it since.I find my
self laying out ideas on the emx and sequencing in ableton.Could i do
this with the RS7000?How would i go about sequencing other hardware?Do
i need a midi interface?Could i sample vsts and play them as if they
were contained on the RS7000?I'm basically wondering if i could
replace my laptop with an RS7000 for live use as don't want to use it
and it would be less hassle(i think)to set up.I've read there's a
steep learning curve-could i be out and playing with it in a few weeks?

Cheers.
| 15449|15443|2007-06-29 22:54:18|zamisers7k|Re: Finally bought it! :D|
Yup, those chips should due ya. Says suitable for RS7000 right on 
it, specs as far as I can tell check out too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Thanx! :) The coolest part of it was that I paid less for a brand 
new 
> unit than the typical second-hand asking-price :D 
> Now I have to get hold of some RAM, however. I've seen some on 
ebay. 
> which seem to be the correct type. Does this seem like a decent 
deal?:
> http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/64MB-GOLD-Memory-Yamaha-PSR9000-RS7000-Motif-
> SU700-
> 
EX5R_W0QQitemZ150137452963QQihZ005QQcategoryZ38091QQssPageNameZWDVWQQr
> dZ1QQcmdZViewItem
> 
> Thanks again,
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Awesome & Congrats!!!!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Well, I've now finally bought the unit. Can you believe they 
> still 
> > had 
> > > a fresh, never-before-opened unit at the shop! :D 
> > > Played with it all yesterday, and I must say the thing that 
> surprised 
> > > me the most was the sound quality. I reckoned it was only 
> slightly 
> > > better than that of the rm1x, and I must say I was pleseantly 
> > surprised 
> > > of the sound, which I found very good; not at all the somewhat 
> > muffled, 
> > > undefined sound of the rm1x. 
> > > 
> > > Looking forward to using it extensively this summer. 
> > > 
> > > Thanks, btw, for all the answers to my question about keeping 
the 
> > unit 
> > > turned on :)
> > >
> >
>

| 15450|15447|2007-06-29 23:08:38|zamisers7k|Re: Sampler preparation? HELP!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hello Everybody
> 
> I have been making lots of custom loops and keyboard licks to bring 
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> into the RS7000 for live performance?!
> 
> How do I get my custom samples into the RS?

Load them in as PCM.wavs or sample it directly into the RS through 
its inputs.

> 
> Do I record them over 16 bars and prep them in recycle?
> 

You can if you want to, but I don't think you have to do it that way.

> Then once I have the samples on the smart card how do I get the 

sample 

> to be come a pattern that I can call up like the ones already in 

the RS?

> 

That depends on a lot of things. You can simply loop the sample, 
chop it into smaller parts and play the difrent parts in difrent 
seqeunces, or reconstruct each part of the sample using the RS's 
instruments on difrent tracks basically reconstructing your sample 
into midi and all its difrent parts. Might be some other ways, but I 
think your going to have to give it a shot to really get the feel of 
what would be going on with that process.

> I would prefer to have them in the RS due to the extra control.
> 
> I have been for now for my live performances been using mixvibes on 

the 

> laptop as it is very simple to get sample in and on beat, but tis 
> laptop based - in Berlin infront of 400 people I had the windows - 

shut 

> down song go over the club system - ewww - arrrr - ouch.
> 
> SOMEONE HELP ME - please!!!! I want to use my beloved RS7000
>

The RS isn't quite fruity loops or abliton live. It takes a little 
work, thing is, if you start your stuff out on the RS then you don't 
have to do much sampling and reconstructing at all, but you'll have 
to learn some of the ins and outs of it. I'm not sure what would be 
easiest for your situation. Maybe someone else here can help you 
along with this better than I?
| 15451|15448|2007-06-29 23:22:50|zamisers7k|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> ...for a while but certain things put me off and i didn't feel i knew
> enough to take the risk of buying one without first trying it out.I
> recently got a korg emx and i haven't stopped using it since.I find my
> self laying out ideas on the emx and sequencing in ableton.Could i do
> this with the RS7000?

Yes... and you might find you won't even need ableton after a little 
while too.

>How would i go about sequencing other hardware?Do
> i need a midi interface?

No the RS will be your midi interface, it has two Midi outs that can be 
assigned, I wouldn't daisy chain up more than 2 other synths a piece 
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form those outs, if you've got more than 4 synths then you may need 
something else to with the RS.

>Could i sample vsts and play them as if they
> were contained on the RS7000?

Yes

>I'm basically wondering if i could
> replace my laptop with an RS7000 for live use as don't want to use it
> and it would be less hassle(i think)to set up.I've read there's a
> steep learning curve-could i be out and playing with it in a few 

weeks?

Your right, there is an initial steep learning curve, but once you get 
over the hump you'll find its pretty intuitive and you'll be more 
productive and creative I think on it alone than your computer or EMX 
I'd hope, but you've got get over that hump. Its really not that hard 
with a little help from folks who know how to use it I think, get over 
the hump in a day or two, and it helps to look up stuff in the index of 
the manual a lot too if you need find something specific you want it to 
do.

> 
> Cheers.
>

| 15452|15447|2007-06-30 04:41:28|danielcomollatti|Re: Sampler preparation? HELP!|
Thanks - you have been a great help already - any more tips out there 
in RS world - please bring it on - Thanks peoples

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hello Everybody
> > 
> > I have been making lots of custom loops and keyboard licks to 
bring 
> > into the RS7000 for live performance?!
> > 
> > How do I get my custom samples into the RS?
> 
> Load them in as PCM.wavs or sample it directly into the RS through 
> its inputs.
> 
> > 
> > Do I record them over 16 bars and prep them in recycle?
> > 
> 
> You can if you want to, but I don't think you have to do it that 
way.
> 
> 
> 
> > Then once I have the samples on the smart card how do I get the 
> sample 
> > to be come a pattern that I can call up like the ones already in 
> the RS?
> > 
> 
> That depends on a lot of things. You can simply loop the sample, 
> chop it into smaller parts and play the difrent parts in difrent 
> seqeunces, or reconstruct each part of the sample using the RS's 
> instruments on difrent tracks basically reconstructing your sample 
> into midi and all its difrent parts. Might be some other ways, but 
I 
> think your going to have to give it a shot to really get the feel 
of 
> what would be going on with that process.
> 
> > I would prefer to have them in the RS due to the extra control.
> > 
> > I have been for now for my live performances been using mixvibes 
on 
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> the 
> > laptop as it is very simple to get sample in and on beat, but tis 
> > laptop based - in Berlin infront of 400 people I had the windows -

> shut 
> > down song go over the club system - ewww - arrrr - ouch.
> > 
> > SOMEONE HELP ME - please!!!! I want to use my beloved RS7000
> >
> 
> The RS isn't quite fruity loops or abliton live. It takes a little 
> work, thing is, if you start your stuff out on the RS then you 
don't 
> have to do much sampling and reconstructing at all, but you'll have 
> to learn some of the ins and outs of it. I'm not sure what would 
be 
> easiest for your situation. Maybe someone else here can help you 
> along with this better than I?
>

| 15453|15398|2007-06-30 21:11:26|Tim Sewell|Re: Remix Contest Update|
Hi,

I have got as far as Im going with my remix, Is there anywhere to post my entry?

T

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, 12 June, 2007 12:33:35 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Remix Contest Update

Hi All,

I didn't get a huge response for the remix project, and for some 

reason that I don't know the site I was hosting it on removed 

everything. I'll get it setup again soon probably on my own domain, 

it'll be more work and less interactive, but hopefully I won't have to 

worry about any rules and regulations and junk. I'll post the new 

address when I get up which probably won't be until sometime next 

week. And, I'll have deadline date posted too.

I've been pretty busy lately, hoping stuff will fall off a bit after 

this week and I can concentrate on it more, and we can have more fun 

sharing files and remixing songs etc. for those that choose to 

partisippate. I think it should be fun and maybe a good learning 

experience even for newbs on the RS, so don't count yourself out yet.

Zam 
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___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15454|15398|2007-06-30 21:20:47|zamisers7k|Re: Remix Contest Update|
Cool! Email it to me if you can, and any other info.. Group Name, 
homepage URL, etc..

zamise@quantum-source.com

I'll get something setup again soon, the site I was going threw to 
host it dropped the pages I had set up for no reason, but I suspect 
it was because I didn't upload any songs after so long. Anyway, I've 
been putting it off, I'll start bugging folks next week for their 
versions and get something all set up again soon so hopefully it 
looks at least a little bit official.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I have got as far as Im going with my remix, Is there anywhere to 
post my entry?
> 
> T
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, 12 June, 2007 12:33:35 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Remix Contest Update
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hi All,
> 
> 
> 
> I didn't get a huge response for the remix project, and for some 
> 
> reason that I don't know the site I was hosting it on removed 
> 
> everything. I'll get it setup again soon probably on my own 
domain, 
> 
> it'll be more work and less interactive, but hopefully I won't have 
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to 
> 
> worry about any rules and regulations and junk. I'll post the new 
> 
> address when I get up which probably won't be until sometime next 
> 
> week. And, I'll have deadline date posted too.
> 
> 
> 
> I've been pretty busy lately, hoping stuff will fall off a bit 
after 
> 
> this week and I can concentrate on it more, and we can have more 
fun 
> 
> sharing files and remixing songs etc. for those that choose to 
> 
> partisippate. I think it should be fun and maybe a good learning 
> 
> experience even for newbs on the RS, so don't count yourself out 
yet.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the 
answer. Try it
> now.
> http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15455|15448|2007-07-01 20:46:37|Markus|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
Yes... and you might find you won't even need ableton after a little

> while too.

Really?Could you expand on that?!

> >How would i go about sequencing other hardware?Do
> > i need a midi interface?
>
> No the RS will be your midi interface, it has two Midi outs that can

be

> assigned, I wouldn't daisy chain up more than 2 other synths a piece
> form those outs, if you've got more than 4 synths then you may need
> something else to with the RS.

Excellent.Doubt i'll want to sequence more than two other bits of gear
anyway :)

http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/


> >Could i sample vsts and play them as if they
> > were contained on the RS7000?
>
> Yes

Cool!Could i contain a whole set?Or in other words have the equivalent
of an emx and an esx in one unit with vsts and vocals?

> Your right, there is an initial steep learning curve, but once you get
> over the hump you'll find its pretty intuitive and you'll be more
> productive and creative I think on it alone than your computer or EMX
> I'd hope, but you've got get over that hump. Its really not that hard
> with a little help from folks who know how to use it I think, get over
> the hump in a day or two, and it helps to look up stuff in the index

of

> the manual a lot too if you need find something specific you want it

to

> do.

Well if it only takes a day or two thats fine by me ;-)

Thanks a lot for your help ,

Markus.
| 15456|15448|2007-07-01 21:16:38|zamisers7k|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> Yes... and you might find you won't even need ableton after a 

little

> > while too.
> 
> Really?Could you expand on that?!

The RS is a self contained production studio pretty much, you can do 
a lot on it. Maybe not all that Ableton does, BPM syncing samples 
of difrent tempos isn't so easy on the RS as Ableton, you can't 
expand and use VSTs on the RS, but you can sample VSTs into it and 
create your own instruments and do some funky chop sliceing on the 
RS to get dif tempos to match sorta. Its a difrent work flow, 
personally I just don't do a whole lot of external sampling into the 
RS to know how dificult of time or not you'll have on it in 
comparison to something like ableton. I just know I tried Ableton 
for a brief time and I just wasn't happy, though it is a pretty cool 
program, I just find it hard to get away from making music with the 
RS alone and I've got a lot of gear and software too, but I always 
go back to the RS when I want to be productive.

> 
> > >How would i go about sequencing other hardware?Do
> > > i need a midi interface?
> >
> > No the RS will be your midi interface, it has two Midi outs that 

can

> be
> > assigned, I wouldn't daisy chain up more than 2 other synths a 

piece

> > form those outs, if you've got more than 4 synths then you may 

need

> > something else to with the RS.
> 
> Excellent.Doubt i'll want to sequence more than two other bits 

of gear
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> anyway :)
> 
> > >Could i sample vsts and play them as if they
> > > were contained on the RS7000?
> >
> > Yes
> 
> Cool!Could i contain a whole set?Or in other words have the 

equivalent

> of an emx and an esx in one unit with vsts and vocals?
> 

What I would do, is build my songs on the other units and sync them 
up via midi and just use them as seperate kit, have the RS as master 
and slave the other gear. You can however sample pharses into the 
RS, I wouldn't get too long, 4 to 8 measures/basrs might be about 
max I would do, you could do more but if you expect to do any heavy 
job processing internally on the RS, like normalizing or streaching 
or sliceing etc., its gets a little slow and takes a while on really 
long and high bit rate samples. What I do personally, is sample a 
note or two in as a pitched sample and then you basically have a new 
instrument/voice that will sound pretty close to what you've sampled 
and use the RS's sequencing and synth engine for editing the voices 
and stuff further in most cases will sound even cooler than the 
original piece of gear. Thats just maybe me, and I've heard some 
folks do some heavy sampling, maybe they can explain in more depth 
for you if anyone here who does such things catches this post????

> > Your right, there is an initial steep learning curve, but once 

you get

> > over the hump you'll find its pretty intuitive and you'll be more
> > productive and creative I think on it alone than your computer 

or EMX

> > I'd hope, but you've got get over that hump. Its really not 

that hard

> > with a little help from folks who know how to use it I think, 

get over

> > the hump in a day or two, and it helps to look up stuff in the 

index

> of
> > the manual a lot too if you need find something specific you 

want it

> to
> > do.
> 
> Well if it only takes a day or two thats fine by me ;-)

That would be a day or two straight, like 48 hours of study on it. 
For your purposes you might want to start out learning how to get 
samples into it and using them as phrases and paterns and sequences, 
then get into building patterns, live mixing and punching in mutes 
and tracks etc., then chaining the patterns, then converting and 
doing further editing into songs that will play fine all by 
themselfs.

If you get one and get stuck anywhere along the way, I'll be around 
here you can always post a question to and I or someone else here 
will usually get back to ya in less than a day or two.

> 
> Thanks a lot for your help ,
>



You are welcome Markus - Zamise@Quantum-Source.com

> Markus.
>

| 15457|15457|2007-07-02 04:59:58|zzzik242|Resampling questions|
I got an idea for my setup:
If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton rack and back 
again, I would be able to sample it, right? That way I can sample 
something being processed by the Master output effects in the rs7000, 
and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up to seven can 
be used simultaneously :D

Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 5kHz, and was 
quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the dealt here, 
shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and distorted? ;)

Thanks, zzzik242
| 15458|15457|2007-07-02 05:16:16|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> I got an idea for my setup:
> If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton rack and 

back 

> again, I would be able to sample it, right?

I think so, but it wouldn't be resampling on the RS like internal 
resampling, you'll be sampling from the A/D inputs like you would 
normally with anything external to the RS. The tricky part I think 
would be is that you'd have to catch the loop right like on the 
second pass, or before the second pass starts and edit the loop 
point, not too hard, but could be a little tricky. This is only 
because you have to hit play on the RS first before you can hit 
record. I think it'l work though, the tritons have nice chainable 
effects unlike the RS. One of the few things I miss about not 
having a Triton was its effects section which was pretty cool.

>That way I can sample 
> something being processed by the Master output effects in the 

rs7000, 

> and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up to seven 

can 

> be used simultaneously :D
> 
> Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 5kHz, 

and was 

> quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the dealt 

here, 

> shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and distorted? ;)

When you lower sample rates mid range and bass arn't affected as 
much as the high end. Stuff like vocals can actually sound better 
and lower frequency bass tones sound more lo-fi and gritty. Stuff 
like hi-hats and snares the lower the sample rate the harder for the 
recording to catch the peaks and trophs and they get chopped or 
clipped and they tend to sound more toward the middle range. Lower 
freqs are slower waveform swells so the peaks and trophs are easier 
to catch at lower sample rates. Anyway, well thats my theory if 
100% true or not is your guess as much as mine I suppose - Zamise

> 
> Thanks, zzzik242
>

| 15459|15457|2007-07-02 05:49:57|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling questions|
Oh I also wanted to mention, I'm not sure about this, but if you 
have trouble, say like you get some wierd feedback loop from going 
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out of RS into triton and back into the RS, it might go back out to 
the Triton and back, forever... If it does that, you could sample 
the RS into the Triton first and replay it from the Triton with the 
inputs unplugged or turned off to prevent that from happening. The 
Triton has a bit nicer, more complex, sampling facility then the RS, 
put the effects on top of it there, then re-record it back into the 
RS's inputs while playing it on the Triton.

Be great if you don't wind up with a feedback loop though then never 
mind and sounds like it would be a lot of fun. The Triton has a 
kick ass vocoder too if you didn't know, one input can be routed to 
modulate the Tritons synth or other input so you could do like hook 
a mic up to one side the RS to the other and vocode using voice as 
an effect or something like that too. I use to do this when I had a 
Triton and back in my MC505 days. Was lots of fun for a while until 
I got my RS then they both kind of went to the wayside, sold my 
Triton to a startup studio, kept my 505 though, they just don't sell 
for much.

Good luck with it, could be easy, could be a nightmare, hopefully 
some fun experimenting either way.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I got an idea for my setup:
> > If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton rack and 
> back 
> > again, I would be able to sample it, right?
> 
> I think so, but it wouldn't be resampling on the RS like internal 
> resampling, you'll be sampling from the A/D inputs like you would 
> normally with anything external to the RS. The tricky part I 
think 
> would be is that you'd have to catch the loop right like on the 
> second pass, or before the second pass starts and edit the loop 
> point, not too hard, but could be a little tricky. This is only 
> because you have to hit play on the RS first before you can hit 
> record. I think it'l work though, the tritons have nice chainable 
> effects unlike the RS. One of the few things I miss about not 
> having a Triton was its effects section which was pretty cool.
> 
> >That way I can sample 
> > something being processed by the Master output effects in the 
> rs7000, 
> > and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up to 
seven 
> can 
> > be used simultaneously :D
> > 
> > Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 5kHz, 
> and was 
> > quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the dealt 
> here, 
> > shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and distorted? ;)
> 
> When you lower sample rates mid range and bass arn't affected as 
> much as the high end. Stuff like vocals can actually sound better 
> and lower frequency bass tones sound more lo-fi and gritty. Stuff 
> like hi-hats and snares the lower the sample rate the harder for 
the 
> recording to catch the peaks and trophs and they get chopped or 
> clipped and they tend to sound more toward the middle range. 
Lower 
> freqs are slower waveform swells so the peaks and trophs are 
easier 
> to catch at lower sample rates. Anyway, well thats my theory if 
> 100% true or not is your guess as much as mine I suppose - Zamise
> 
> > 
> > Thanks, zzzik242
> >
>

|
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15460|15457|2007-07-02 05:58:34|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling questions|
One more thing... In case you didn't know, you can set the amount 
of the RS's A/D inputs to go through its var effects, delay and 
reverb too if you wanted to add even more effects on top of it. 
#6/Setup on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh I also wanted to mention, I'm not sure about this, but if you 
> have trouble, say like you get some wierd feedback loop from going 
> out of RS into triton and back into the RS, it might go back out 
to 
> the Triton and back, forever... If it does that, you could sample 
> the RS into the Triton first and replay it from the Triton with 
the 
> inputs unplugged or turned off to prevent that from happening. 
The 
> Triton has a bit nicer, more complex, sampling facility then the 
RS, 
> put the effects on top of it there, then re-record it back into 
the 
> RS's inputs while playing it on the Triton.
> 
> Be great if you don't wind up with a feedback loop though then 
never 
> mind and sounds like it would be a lot of fun. The Triton has a 
> kick ass vocoder too if you didn't know, one input can be routed 
to 
> modulate the Tritons synth or other input so you could do like 
hook 
> a mic up to one side the RS to the other and vocode using voice as 
> an effect or something like that too. I use to do this when I had 
a 
> Triton and back in my MC505 days. Was lots of fun for a while 
until 
> I got my RS then they both kind of went to the wayside, sold my 
> Triton to a startup studio, kept my 505 though, they just don't 
sell 
> for much.
> 
> Good luck with it, could be easy, could be a nightmare, hopefully 
> some fun experimenting either way.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I got an idea for my setup:
> > > If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton rack 
and 
> > back 
> > > again, I would be able to sample it, right?
> > 
> > I think so, but it wouldn't be resampling on the RS like 
internal 
> > resampling, you'll be sampling from the A/D inputs like you 
would 
> > normally with anything external to the RS. The tricky part I 
> think 
> > would be is that you'd have to catch the loop right like on the 
> > second pass, or before the second pass starts and edit the loop 
> > point, not too hard, but could be a little tricky. This is only 
> > because you have to hit play on the RS first before you can hit 
> > record. I think it'l work though, the tritons have nice 
chainable 
> > effects unlike the RS. One of the few things I miss about not 
> > having a Triton was its effects section which was pretty cool.
> > 
> > >That way I can sample 
> > > something being processed by the Master output effects in the 
> > rs7000, 
> > > and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up to 
> seven 
> > can 
> > > be used simultaneously :D
> > > 
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> > > Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 
5kHz, 
> > and was 
> > > quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the dealt 
> > here, 
> > > shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and distorted? ;)
> > 
> > When you lower sample rates mid range and bass arn't affected as 
> > much as the high end. Stuff like vocals can actually sound 
better 
> > and lower frequency bass tones sound more lo-fi and gritty. 
Stuff 
> > like hi-hats and snares the lower the sample rate the harder for 
> the 
> > recording to catch the peaks and trophs and they get chopped or 
> > clipped and they tend to sound more toward the middle range. 
> Lower 
> > freqs are slower waveform swells so the peaks and trophs are 
> easier 
> > to catch at lower sample rates. Anyway, well thats my theory if 
> > 100% true or not is your guess as much as mine I suppose - Zamise
> > 
> > > 
> > > Thanks, zzzik242
> > >
> >
>

| 15461|15457|2007-07-03 06:22:54|zzzik242|Re: Resampling questions|
Thanks for these great tips, Zamise, much appreciated. 
One thing I thought of was to do as you suggested - sampling the 
audio into the Triton. I previously heard of some kind of floppy-disk 
adapter for Smart Media cards, wonder if this would work in the 
Triton...? If so, I'd be able to do sample editing in the Triton as 
well, exporting the files as wav to the Smart Media card, and 
importing them into the rs7000. This would be very cool if it worked!

Any thoughts on this?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> One more thing... In case you didn't know, you can set the amount 
> of the RS's A/D inputs to go through its var effects, delay and 
> reverb too if you wanted to add even more effects on top of it. 
> #6/Setup on the RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Oh I also wanted to mention, I'm not sure about this, but if you 
> > have trouble, say like you get some wierd feedback loop from 
going 
> > out of RS into triton and back into the RS, it might go back out 
> to 
> > the Triton and back, forever... If it does that, you could 
sample 
> > the RS into the Triton first and replay it from the Triton with 
> the 
> > inputs unplugged or turned off to prevent that from happening. 
> The 
> > Triton has a bit nicer, more complex, sampling facility then the 
> RS, 
> > put the effects on top of it there, then re-record it back into 
> the 
> > RS's inputs while playing it on the Triton.
> > 
> > Be great if you don't wind up with a feedback loop though then 
> never 
> > mind and sounds like it would be a lot of fun. The Triton has a 
> > kick ass vocoder too if you didn't know, one input can be routed 
> to 
> > modulate the Tritons synth or other input so you could do like 
> hook 
> > a mic up to one side the RS to the other and vocode using voice 
as 
> > an effect or something like that too. I use to do this when I 
had 
> a 
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> > Triton and back in my MC505 days. Was lots of fun for a while 
> until 
> > I got my RS then they both kind of went to the wayside, sold my 
> > Triton to a startup studio, kept my 505 though, they just don't 
> sell 
> > for much.
> > 
> > Good luck with it, could be easy, could be a nightmare, hopefully 
> > some fun experimenting either way.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I got an idea for my setup:
> > > > If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton rack 
> and 
> > > back 
> > > > again, I would be able to sample it, right?
> > > 
> > > I think so, but it wouldn't be resampling on the RS like 
> internal 
> > > resampling, you'll be sampling from the A/D inputs like you 
> would 
> > > normally with anything external to the RS. The tricky part I 
> > think 
> > > would be is that you'd have to catch the loop right like on the 
> > > second pass, or before the second pass starts and edit the loop 
> > > point, not too hard, but could be a little tricky. This is only 
> > > because you have to hit play on the RS first before you can hit 
> > > record. I think it'l work though, the tritons have nice 
> chainable 
> > > effects unlike the RS. One of the few things I miss about not 
> > > having a Triton was its effects section which was pretty cool.
> > > 
> > > >That way I can sample 
> > > > something being processed by the Master output effects in the 
> > > rs7000, 
> > > > and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up to 
> > seven 
> > > can 
> > > > be used simultaneously :D
> > > > 
> > > > Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 
> 5kHz, 
> > > and was 
> > > > quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the 
dealt 
> > > here, 
> > > > shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and distorted? ;)
> > > 
> > > When you lower sample rates mid range and bass arn't affected 
as 
> > > much as the high end. Stuff like vocals can actually sound 
> better 
> > > and lower frequency bass tones sound more lo-fi and gritty. 
> Stuff 
> > > like hi-hats and snares the lower the sample rate the harder 
for 
> > the 
> > > recording to catch the peaks and trophs and they get chopped or 
> > > clipped and they tend to sound more toward the middle range. 
> > Lower 
> > > freqs are slower waveform swells so the peaks and trophs are 
> > easier 
> > > to catch at lower sample rates. Anyway, well thats my theory 
if 
> > > 100% true or not is your guess as much as mine I suppose - 
Zamise
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks, zzzik242
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15462|15457|2007-07-03 06:53:42|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling questions|
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I did a quick search and they do make such things. If your going to 
that route, I'd try keeping it all digital, meaning resampling on 
the RS and storing it to SM then put it in the adapter and load it 
up on the Triton too. The adapters don't seem cheap, but maybe you 
can find a deal. You'd have do a resample with the Triton back into 
the Triton I imagine with the added effects. Frankly, I'm not sure 
if resampling actually keeps it all digital or not anyway. 
Personally, I probably wouldn't do it that way, I'd just play out 
audio and record them back in through the audios. As long as if you 
have decent wires that don't get any interference or static, the 
quality loss would be minimal Record them at the same sample rates 
too. It might actualy be quicker anyway, I don't think a floppy 
drive will read the files any quicker with the adapter, they are too 
dog gone slow. Good luck with it, and I'd not mind hearing your 
results if it all works out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Thanks for these great tips, Zamise, much appreciated. 
> One thing I thought of was to do as you suggested - sampling the 
> audio into the Triton. I previously heard of some kind of floppy-
disk 
> adapter for Smart Media cards, wonder if this would work in the 
> Triton...? If so, I'd be able to do sample editing in the Triton 
as 
> well, exporting the files as wav to the Smart Media card, and 
> importing them into the rs7000. This would be very cool if it 
worked!
> 
> Any thoughts on this?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > One more thing... In case you didn't know, you can set the 
amount 
> > of the RS's A/D inputs to go through its var effects, delay and 
> > reverb too if you wanted to add even more effects on top of it. 
> > #6/Setup on the RS.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Oh I also wanted to mention, I'm not sure about this, but if 
you 
> > > have trouble, say like you get some wierd feedback loop from 
> going 
> > > out of RS into triton and back into the RS, it might go back 
out 
> > to 
> > > the Triton and back, forever... If it does that, you could 
> sample 
> > > the RS into the Triton first and replay it from the Triton 
with 
> > the 
> > > inputs unplugged or turned off to prevent that from 
happening. 
> > The 
> > > Triton has a bit nicer, more complex, sampling facility then 
the 
> > RS, 
> > > put the effects on top of it there, then re-record it back 
into 
> > the 
> > > RS's inputs while playing it on the Triton.
> > > 
> > > Be great if you don't wind up with a feedback loop though then 
> > never 
> > > mind and sounds like it would be a lot of fun. The Triton has 
a 
> > > kick ass vocoder too if you didn't know, one input can be 
routed 
> > to 
> > > modulate the Tritons synth or other input so you could do like 
> > hook 
> > > a mic up to one side the RS to the other and vocode using 
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voice 
> as 
> > > an effect or something like that too. I use to do this when I 
> had 
> > a 
> > > Triton and back in my MC505 days. Was lots of fun for a while 
> > until 
> > > I got my RS then they both kind of went to the wayside, sold 
my 
> > > Triton to a startup studio, kept my 505 though, they just 
don't 
> > sell 
> > > for much.
> > > 
> > > Good luck with it, could be easy, could be a nightmare, 
hopefully 
> > > some fun experimenting either way.
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I got an idea for my setup:
> > > > > If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton 
rack 
> > and 
> > > > back 
> > > > > again, I would be able to sample it, right?
> > > > 
> > > > I think so, but it wouldn't be resampling on the RS like 
> > internal 
> > > > resampling, you'll be sampling from the A/D inputs like you 
> > would 
> > > > normally with anything external to the RS. The tricky part 
I 
> > > think 
> > > > would be is that you'd have to catch the loop right like on 
the 
> > > > second pass, or before the second pass starts and edit the 
loop 
> > > > point, not too hard, but could be a little tricky. This is 
only 
> > > > because you have to hit play on the RS first before you can 
hit 
> > > > record. I think it'l work though, the tritons have nice 
> > chainable 
> > > > effects unlike the RS. One of the few things I miss about 
not 
> > > > having a Triton was its effects section which was pretty 
cool.
> > > > 
> > > > >That way I can sample 
> > > > > something being processed by the Master output effects in 
the 
> > > > rs7000, 
> > > > > and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up 
to 
> > > seven 
> > > > can 
> > > > > be used simultaneously :D
> > > > > 
> > > > > Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 
> > 5kHz, 
> > > > and was 
> > > > > quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the 
> dealt 
> > > > here, 
> > > > > shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and 
distorted? ;)
> > > > 
> > > > When you lower sample rates mid range and bass arn't 
affected 
> as 
> > > > much as the high end. Stuff like vocals can actually sound 
> > better 
> > > > and lower frequency bass tones sound more lo-fi and gritty. 
> > Stuff 
> > > > like hi-hats and snares the lower the sample rate the harder 
> for 
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> > > the 
> > > > recording to catch the peaks and trophs and they get chopped 
or 
> > > > clipped and they tend to sound more toward the middle 
range. 
> > > Lower 
> > > > freqs are slower waveform swells so the peaks and trophs are 
> > > easier 
> > > > to catch at lower sample rates. Anyway, well thats my 
theory 
> if 
> > > > 100% true or not is your guess as much as mine I suppose - 
> Zamise
> > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks, zzzik242
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15463|15463|2007-07-03 15:41:26|Markus|Question about sample memory|
How do you check it?Trying to find out how much the one i'll be
getting has.If it hasn't been expanded is it easy to get hold of memory?

Cheers,

Markus
| 15464|15457|2007-07-03 15:43:37|zzzik242|Re: Resampling questions|
Ok, thanks for this info. 
The Triton isn't capable of resampling, however, so this wouldn't 
work. But I think you're right regarding sampling back into the 
rs7000, so if I can't get a decent price for the adapter, I'll just 
do that instead. Well, I'll let you know how using the Triton as an 
effect processor works out.

Cheers,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I did a quick search and they do make such things. If your going 
to 
> that route, I'd try keeping it all digital, meaning resampling on 
> the RS and storing it to SM then put it in the adapter and load it 
> up on the Triton too. The adapters don't seem cheap, but maybe you 
> can find a deal. You'd have do a resample with the Triton back 
into 
> the Triton I imagine with the added effects. Frankly, I'm not sure 
> if resampling actually keeps it all digital or not anyway. 
> Personally, I probably wouldn't do it that way, I'd just play out 
> audio and record them back in through the audios. As long as if 
you 
> have decent wires that don't get any interference or static, the 
> quality loss would be minimal Record them at the same sample rates 
> too. It might actualy be quicker anyway, I don't think a floppy 
> drive will read the files any quicker with the adapter, they are 
too 
> dog gone slow. Good luck with it, and I'd not mind hearing your 
> results if it all works out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks for these great tips, Zamise, much appreciated. 
> > One thing I thought of was to do as you suggested - sampling the 
> > audio into the Triton. I previously heard of some kind of floppy-
> disk 
> > adapter for Smart Media cards, wonder if this would work in the 
> > Triton...? If so, I'd be able to do sample editing in the Triton 
> as 
> > well, exporting the files as wav to the Smart Media card, and 
> > importing them into the rs7000. This would be very cool if it 
> worked!
> > 
> > Any thoughts on this?
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> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > One more thing... In case you didn't know, you can set the 
> amount 
> > > of the RS's A/D inputs to go through its var effects, delay and 
> > > reverb too if you wanted to add even more effects on top of 
it. 
> > > #6/Setup on the RS.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Oh I also wanted to mention, I'm not sure about this, but if 
> you 
> > > > have trouble, say like you get some wierd feedback loop from 
> > going 
> > > > out of RS into triton and back into the RS, it might go back 
> out 
> > > to 
> > > > the Triton and back, forever... If it does that, you could 
> > sample 
> > > > the RS into the Triton first and replay it from the Triton 
> with 
> > > the 
> > > > inputs unplugged or turned off to prevent that from 
> happening. 
> > > The 
> > > > Triton has a bit nicer, more complex, sampling facility then 
> the 
> > > RS, 
> > > > put the effects on top of it there, then re-record it back 
> into 
> > > the 
> > > > RS's inputs while playing it on the Triton.
> > > > 
> > > > Be great if you don't wind up with a feedback loop though 
then 
> > > never 
> > > > mind and sounds like it would be a lot of fun. The Triton 
has 
> a 
> > > > kick ass vocoder too if you didn't know, one input can be 
> routed 
> > > to 
> > > > modulate the Tritons synth or other input so you could do 
like 
> > > hook 
> > > > a mic up to one side the RS to the other and vocode using 
> voice 
> > as 
> > > > an effect or something like that too. I use to do this when 
I 
> > had 
> > > a 
> > > > Triton and back in my MC505 days. Was lots of fun for a 
while 
> > > until 
> > > > I got my RS then they both kind of went to the wayside, sold 
> my 
> > > > Triton to a startup studio, kept my 505 though, they just 
> don't 
> > > sell 
> > > > for much.
> > > > 
> > > > Good luck with it, could be easy, could be a nightmare, 
> hopefully 
> > > > some fun experimenting either way.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I got an idea for my setup:
> > > > > > If I route the output on the rs7000 into my Korg Triton 
> rack 
> > > and 
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> > > > > back 
> > > > > > again, I would be able to sample it, right?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I think so, but it wouldn't be resampling on the RS like 
> > > internal 
> > > > > resampling, you'll be sampling from the A/D inputs like you 
> > > would 
> > > > > normally with anything external to the RS. The tricky part 
> I 
> > > > think 
> > > > > would be is that you'd have to catch the loop right like on 
> the 
> > > > > second pass, or before the second pass starts and edit the 
> loop 
> > > > > point, not too hard, but could be a little tricky. This is 
> only 
> > > > > because you have to hit play on the RS first before you can 
> hit 
> > > > > record. I think it'l work though, the tritons have nice 
> > > chainable 
> > > > > effects unlike the RS. One of the few things I miss about 
> not 
> > > > > having a Triton was its effects section which was pretty 
> cool.
> > > > > 
> > > > > >That way I can sample 
> > > > > > something being processed by the Master output effects in 
> the 
> > > > > rs7000, 
> > > > > > and also effecting the signal with the Triton effects (up 
> to 
> > > > seven 
> > > > > can 
> > > > > > be used simultaneously :D
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Also, a comment on resampling; I resampled a synth-pad to 
> > > 5kHz, 
> > > > > and was 
> > > > > > quite shocked to hear the results were great. What's the 
> > dealt 
> > > > > here, 
> > > > > > shouldn't the audio be seriously downgraded and 
> distorted? ;)
> > > > > 
> > > > > When you lower sample rates mid range and bass arn't 
> affected 
> > as 
> > > > > much as the high end. Stuff like vocals can actually sound 
> > > better 
> > > > > and lower frequency bass tones sound more lo-fi and 
gritty. 
> > > Stuff 
> > > > > like hi-hats and snares the lower the sample rate the 
harder 
> > for 
> > > > the 
> > > > > recording to catch the peaks and trophs and they get 
chopped 
> or 
> > > > > clipped and they tend to sound more toward the middle 
> range. 
> > > > Lower 
> > > > > freqs are slower waveform swells so the peaks and trophs 
are 
> > > > easier 
> > > > > to catch at lower sample rates. Anyway, well thats my 
> theory 
> > if 
> > > > > 100% true or not is your guess as much as mine I suppose - 
> > Zamise
> > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Thanks, zzzik242
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15465|15463|2007-07-03 15:57:23|zamisers7k|Re: Question about sample memory|



Page 68 in manual:

If you press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
free memory will be shown while the buttons are held. The
amount of recordable memory (the amount of memory available
for recording or loading samples) may increase if the utility mode
wave memory optimize function is executed.
This will not be displayed while standing by for sequence or sample
recording, or during recording.

I don't think its too dificult or expensive if you have to get some 
for it, its an easy install too, just make sure you meet the requried 
specs, and probably use the same kind of memory sticks per any pair 
you'll get for it. Specs for chips are on pg 274 of manual. Here 
they are if you want to get a jump on it:

Before beginning the installation, please read precautions "Handling 
and Installation of Options," found at
the beginning of this manual.
� You need to use 72-pin SIMMs with access times of 70ns or less. The 
SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16,
or 32 MB. The RS7000 is designed for use with 32 bit SIMMs, but can 
also accept installation of 36 bit
(parity-type) SIMMs.
� When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not 
utilize more than 18 memory chips
per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate 
correctly on the RS7000.)
� SIMMs must be installed as a pair of the identical capacity. It is 
not possible to add just a single SIMM.
� The RS7000 ships with 4 MB of memory installed. This means that if, 
for example, you install a pair of 16
MB SIMMs, the sampling memory will be 4 + (16 × 2) = 36 MB. However, 
the maximum sampling memory
is 64 MB. For this reasons the original memory will effectively be 
disabled if you install a pair of 32 MB
SIMMs (one pair: 32 × 2 = 64 MB).
� YAMAHA recommends that you purchase SIMMs that conform to the 
JEDEC* standard.
Please be aware, however, that conformance to this standard does not 
guarantee that the SIMM will operate
on the RS7000 even if it operates on a personal computer.
* JEDEC (Joint

And incase you didn't know on pg. 114 the manual also lets you 
know "SmartMedia is a trademark of Toshiba Corporation." Thats 
really important to know heh. Anyway, you'll want to get an SM card 
or two probbably too if it doesn't come with any, specs for those on 
pg 114. Basically, a normal 3.3v will due.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> How do you check it?Trying to find out how much the one i'll be
> getting has.If it hasn't been expanded is it easy to get hold of 
memory?
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Markus
>

| 15466|15463|2007-07-06 16:45:43|zzzik242|Re: Question about sample memory|
Just wanted to say RAM chips are easy to find on ebay, and are really 
cheap, too. I paid 12£ for a couple of 32 meg chips. 
Also, Smart Media cards are available on ebay, these might be quite 
expensive, though. I got lucky and found a new 128 meg card at a 
photo shop :)

regards,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Page 68 in manual:
> 
> If you press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
> free memory will be shown while the buttons are held. The
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> amount of recordable memory (the amount of memory available
> for recording or loading samples) may increase if the utility mode
> wave memory optimize function is executed.
> This will not be displayed while standing by for sequence or sample
> recording, or during recording.
> 
> 
> I don't think its too dificult or expensive if you have to get some 
> for it, its an easy install too, just make sure you meet the 
requried 
> specs, and probably use the same kind of memory sticks per any pair 
> you'll get for it. Specs for chips are on pg 274 of manual. Here 
> they are if you want to get a jump on it:
> 
> Before beginning the installation, please read 
precautions "Handling 
> and Installation of Options," found at
> the beginning of this manual.
> � You need to use 72-pin SIMMs with access times of 70ns or less. 
The 
> SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16,
> or 32 MB. The RS7000 is designed for use with 32 bit SIMMs, but can 
> also accept installation of 36 bit
> (parity-type) SIMMs.
> � When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not 
> utilize more than 18 memory chips
> per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate 
> correctly on the RS7000.)
> � SIMMs must be installed as a pair of the identical capacity. It 
is 
> not possible to add just a single SIMM.
> � The RS7000 ships with 4 MB of memory installed. This means that 
if, 
> for example, you install a pair of 16
> MB SIMMs, the sampling memory will be 4 + (16 × 2) = 36 MB. 
However, 
> the maximum sampling memory
> is 64 MB. For this reasons the original memory will effectively be 
> disabled if you install a pair of 32 MB
> SIMMs (one pair: 32 × 2 = 64 MB).
> � YAMAHA recommends that you purchase SIMMs that conform to the 
> JEDEC* standard.
> Please be aware, however, that conformance to this standard does 
not 
> guarantee that the SIMM will operate
> on the RS7000 even if it operates on a personal computer.
> * JEDEC (Joint
> 
> 
> 
> And incase you didn't know on pg. 114 the manual also lets you 
> know "SmartMedia is a trademark of Toshiba Corporation." Thats 
> really important to know heh. Anyway, you'll want to get an SM 
card 
> or two probbably too if it doesn't come with any, specs for those 
on 
> pg 114. Basically, a normal 3.3v will due.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > How do you check it?Trying to find out how much the one i'll be
> > getting has.If it hasn't been expanded is it easy to get hold of 
> memory?
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > 
> > Markus
> >
>

| 15467|15448|2007-07-07 03:20:52|Markus|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" trevnefeliet@ wrote:
> >
> > Yes... and you might find you won't even need ableton after a
> little
> > > while too.
> >
> > Really?Could you expand on that?!
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>
> The RS is a self contained production studio pretty much, you can do
> a lot on it. Maybe not all that Ableton does, BPM syncing samples
> of difrent tempos isn't so easy on the RS as Ableton, you can't
> expand and use VSTs on the RS, but you can sample VSTs into it and
> create your own instruments and do some funky chop sliceing on the
> RS to get dif tempos to match sorta. Its a difrent work flow,
> personally I just don't do a whole lot of external sampling into the
> RS to know how dificult of time or not you'll have on it in
> comparison to something like ableton. I just know I tried Ableton
> for a brief time and I just wasn't happy, though it is a pretty cool
> program, I just find it hard to get away from making music with the
> RS alone and I've got a lot of gear and software too, but I always
> go back to the RS when I want to be productive.

Interesting..Abletons about the only software i can use,thats why i
wanted you to expand on what you said.What is it about the RS that puts
it ahead of everything else then?I've read similar statements from other
people :)

Also how would you rate the on board synth?Is there a vst you could
compare it to so i have an idea?

Thanks for your help zamisers [:)]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15468|15468|2007-07-07 03:21:35|moisme05|scsi question|
Hi all. I think one of my two smart media cards is now corrupted. 
Can't format it, Rs won't read it- gives me the "write protected" message.

I have the data on my second card (and on my PC) but I'm used to
having that back up card and am a bit panicked about heading out to
the gig tomorrow afternoon without a backup plan.

My question is about using a scsi drive. I'm a computer user but no
expert. What do I need to look for? I'm going to scour the manual,
previous posts and the web but any info on using scsi would be
appreciated.

I'm going to go find one in the AM before the gig on Saturday I hope.

Thanks!

mo
| 15469|15448|2007-07-07 03:42:34|zamisers7k|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly 
tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally difrent 
than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't have a 
whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling and 
aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an Akai MPC 
or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular case. I 
don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine isn't the 
greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of 
things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost anything 
else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a lot of 
creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else I've 
tried using alone.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" trevnefeliet@ wrote:
> > >
> > > Yes... and you might find you won't even need ableton after a
> > little
> > > > while too.
> > >
> > > Really?Could you expand on that?!
> >
> > The RS is a self contained production studio pretty much, you 
can do
> > a lot on it. Maybe not all that Ableton does, BPM syncing 
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samples
> > of difrent tempos isn't so easy on the RS as Ableton, you can't
> > expand and use VSTs on the RS, but you can sample VSTs into it 
and
> > create your own instruments and do some funky chop sliceing on 
the
> > RS to get dif tempos to match sorta. Its a difrent work flow,
> > personally I just don't do a whole lot of external sampling into 
the
> > RS to know how dificult of time or not you'll have on it in
> > comparison to something like ableton. I just know I tried 
Ableton
> > for a brief time and I just wasn't happy, though it is a pretty 
cool
> > program, I just find it hard to get away from making music with 
the
> > RS alone and I've got a lot of gear and software too, but I 
always
> > go back to the RS when I want to be productive.
> 
> Interesting..Abletons about the only software i can use,thats why 
i
> wanted you to expand on what you said.What is it about the RS that 
puts
> it ahead of everything else then?I've read similar statements from 
other
> people :)
> 
> Also how would you rate the on board synth?Is there a vst you could
> compare it to so i have an idea?
> 
> Thanks for your help zamisers [:)]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15470|15468|2007-07-07 03:52:08|zamisers7k|Re: scsi question|
Have you tried using some computer utilities to scan your corrupt 
card for bad spots etc.? I've yet to have one go bad on me, I've 
only had one actually tho, been using it for several years. I've 
not used SCSI before either, but from what I remember people saying 
about them is; 1. The internal drives are about impossible to find 
for the RS. 2. They seem to store and load faster. 3. A bit of 
pain to set up and get formated, but doable.

What I do for gigs, and since I only have one card that I've never 
had any troubles with is to bring my computer along and load up on 
to the SM card while a song or something else is going on. I've 
also got a fallback of a friend who I do shows with and also uses an 
RS and usually has several cards on hand. Plus, I bring some other 
gear too usually, usually enough I can pull something off if any one 
piece fails on me. Thankfully nothing catastrophic has happend, 
worse thing so far is I forgot my box of main wires, and had to 
scour through my box of random wires for a while and borrow some 
cords too.

Good luck at your gig, the one card ought to be enough, but I can 
feel your concern, maybe try to get another before then for backup.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:
>
> Hi all. I think one of my two smart media cards is now corrupted. 
> Can't format it, Rs won't read it- gives me the "write protected" 
message.
> 
> I have the data on my second card (and on my PC) but I'm used to
> having that back up card and am a bit panicked about heading out to
> the gig tomorrow afternoon without a backup plan.
> 
> My question is about using a scsi drive. I'm a computer user but 
no
> expert. What do I need to look for? I'm going to scour the 
manual,
> previous posts and the web but any info on using scsi would be
> appreciated.
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> 
> I'm going to go find one in the AM before the gig on Saturday I 
hope.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> mo
>

| 15471|15468|2007-07-07 09:18:38|florisvanrijswijk|Re: scsi question|
Hi, 

I've also got a 64Mb card go bad on me some time ago. It happened
after "ejecting" the card from my PC card-reader. From that moment on,
the card was "write-protected" according to the RS although my PC is
happy reading and writing to it. I've tried all kinds of things like
re-format but to no avail. 
When this happens, it has become useless for the RS. Just forget about
it, throw it away...

I bought another card (128Mb) second-hand and this still works fine
(keep my fingers crossed every-time I've ejected it from my PC and use
it in the RS).
Just got myself a second card (64Mb) as backup card. So even when one
fails, like just before having to do a gig, I know there is another
card that still works. This relieves a lot of stress let me tell you....

Some tips (when using the card with a PC and the RS): 
- Be sure to always "save-eject" the card from a PC card-reader (even
that does not give a 100% guarantee like in my case...)! This will /
should ensure that any data that still resides in the PC's write-cache
is written onto the card.
- Make sure all you're data is backed up for instance on a hard-disk
in your PC!! 
- Get yourself a second BACKUP CARD. Do not rely on only one card
because at some point in time it will fail! If that happens when you
have to do a gig you're in deep trouble.
- Don't wait for it to happen, make sure that when it does happen its
will not get you into trouble (like losing data or losing a gig)!!

Trying not to become paranoid... still loving the RS...

Floris.
| 15472|15468|2007-07-07 14:22:00|moisme05|Re: scsi question|
Yes the one card should be enough. I read a recent post about someone
finding a card at a camera supply shop. I'll try there this morning
and if not...I should be fine. OF course this happened as I was
trying to do the right thing and back everything up on PC.

thanks for getting back to me- back to bed now...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Have you tried using some computer utilities to scan your corrupt 
> card for bad spots etc.? I've yet to have one go bad on me, I've 
> only had one actually tho, been using it for several years. I've 
> not used SCSI before either, but from what I remember people saying 
> about them is; 1. The internal drives are about impossible to find 
> for the RS. 2. They seem to store and load faster. 3. A bit of 
> pain to set up and get formated, but doable.
> 
> What I do for gigs, and since I only have one card that I've never 
> had any troubles with is to bring my computer along and load up on 
> to the SM card while a song or something else is going on. I've 
> also got a fallback of a friend who I do shows with and also uses an 
> RS and usually has several cards on hand. Plus, I bring some other 
> gear too usually, usually enough I can pull something off if any one 
> piece fails on me. Thankfully nothing catastrophic has happend, 
> worse thing so far is I forgot my box of main wires, and had to 
> scour through my box of random wires for a while and borrow some 
> cords too.
> 
> Good luck at your gig, the one card ought to be enough, but I can 
> feel your concern, maybe try to get another before then for backup.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all. I think one of my two smart media cards is now corrupted. 
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> > Can't format it, Rs won't read it- gives me the "write protected" 
> message.
> > 
> > I have the data on my second card (and on my PC) but I'm used to
> > having that back up card and am a bit panicked about heading out to
> > the gig tomorrow afternoon without a backup plan.
> > 
> > My question is about using a scsi drive. I'm a computer user but 
> no
> > expert. What do I need to look for? I'm going to scour the 
> manual,
> > previous posts and the web but any info on using scsi would be
> > appreciated.
> > 
> > I'm going to go find one in the AM before the gig on Saturday I 
> hope.
> > 
> > Thanks!
> > 
> > mo
> >
>

| 15473|15448|2007-07-07 14:23:43|Markus|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly
> tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally difrent
> than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't have a
> whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling and
> aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an Akai MPC
> or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular case. I
> don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine isn't the
> greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of
> things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost anything
> else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a lot of
> creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else I've
> tried using alone.
>

Thats what i've read.I've also read that you've got to put the work in
to get the best out of it so no worries there,i'm ready to roll my
sleeves up and get stuck in.I love to tweak :)

Apart from anything else i need to be able to write complete songs on
thRS and i hear the sequencer is very good which is important.And i also
what to be able to resample different sources,such as
vsts,vocals,hardware etc and modify the sound or play them as a pitched
instrument.Aside from the limitations of the memory and sampler,can i
create and customise my own kits and synths (if you know what i mean)?

Cheers
Markus
| 15474|15448|2007-07-07 15:10:45|zamisers7k|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly
> > tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally 

difrent

> > than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't have 

a

> > whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling and
> > aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an Akai 

MPC

> > or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular case. I
> > don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine isn't 

the

> > greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of
> > things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost 
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anything

> > else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a 

lot of

> > creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else 

I've

> > tried using alone.
> >
> Thats what i've read.I've also read that you've got to put the 

work in

> to get the best out of it so no worries there,i'm ready to roll my
> sleeves up and get stuck in.I love to tweak :)
> 
> Apart from anything else i need to be able to write complete songs 

on

> thRS and i hear the sequencer is very good which is important.And 

i also

> what to be able to resample different sources,such as
> vsts,vocals,hardware etc and modify the sound or play them as a 

pitched

> instrument.Aside from the limitations of the memory and 

sampler,can i

> create and customise my own kits and synths (if you know what i 

mean)?

> 
> Cheers
> Markus
>

What you've heard is accurate I believe... There are 2 sample 
modes, Pitched Voice and Sample Kit which include sub modes of 
Slice+Seq, Kit, and Kit+Note. Hopefully I got that right. Anyway, 
I'm only familar with the Pitched Voice and Sample Kit/Kit modes 
which will do as far as what you are asking from it. Those should be 
sufficient enough I think. What the RS's sampler don't do as far as 
sampling goes that I know, is that it can not assign a pitched 
sample voice across a region of keys and another pitched voice 
across another region on the same track. It also don't do keyboard 
or key range splits. Its basically either one sample across all 
keys, or single sample per key. However, as always with the RS, 
there are also a few work arounds, exceptions, and tricks you can 
learn and pull off which allows it to still remain very competitive 
against any other unit. Probably should learn the basics first 
before worring about getting more into that kind of stuff though.

Zam
| 15475|15448|2007-07-07 15:35:08|zamisers7k|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
If it helps any, here is an example I did a while ago by sampling in 
a tb-303 as pitched voices and loading some 808 samples as a kit 
into the RS:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/818aRS7k.mp3

Some parts almost sound metalic but that is orignated from a tb-
303. Distortion added, quite a bit of tweakage etc. too, you could 
probably do something similar if not better with your VSTs and then 
sequencing the sounds as kits or pitched voices on the RS. Its a 
bit of work.

Here are the RS files if anyone else with an RS is intrested:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/818RS3.R2A

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/818RS3.R3A

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/818aRS7k.mp3
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/818RS3.R2A
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/818RS3.R3A


Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly
> > > tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally 
> difrent
> > > than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't 
have 
> a
> > > whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling 
and
> > > aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an 
Akai 
> MPC
> > > or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular 
case. I
> > > don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine isn't 
> the
> > > greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of
> > > things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost 
> anything
> > > else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a 
> lot of
> > > creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else 
> I've
> > > tried using alone.
> > >
> > Thats what i've read.I've also read that you've got to put the 
> work in
> > to get the best out of it so no worries there,i'm ready to roll 
my
> > sleeves up and get stuck in.I love to tweak :)
> > 
> > Apart from anything else i need to be able to write complete 
songs 
> on
> > thRS and i hear the sequencer is very good which is 
important.And 
> i also
> > what to be able to resample different sources,such as
> > vsts,vocals,hardware etc and modify the sound or play them as a 
> pitched
> > instrument.Aside from the limitations of the memory and 
> sampler,can i
> > create and customise my own kits and synths (if you know what i 
> mean)?
> > 
> > Cheers
> > Markus
> >
> 
> What you've heard is accurate I believe... There are 2 sample 
> modes, Pitched Voice and Sample Kit which include sub modes of 
> Slice+Seq, Kit, and Kit+Note. Hopefully I got that right. 
Anyway, 
> I'm only familar with the Pitched Voice and Sample Kit/Kit modes 
> which will do as far as what you are asking from it. Those should 
be 
> sufficient enough I think. What the RS's sampler don't do as far 
as 
> sampling goes that I know, is that it can not assign a pitched 
> sample voice across a region of keys and another pitched voice 
> across another region on the same track. It also don't do 
keyboard 
> or key range splits. Its basically either one sample across all 
> keys, or single sample per key. However, as always with the RS, 
> there are also a few work arounds, exceptions, and tricks you can 
> learn and pull off which allows it to still remain very 
competitive 
> against any other unit. Probably should learn the basics first 
> before worring about getting more into that kind of stuff though.
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> 
> Zam
>

| 15476|15448|2007-07-07 19:40:43|Kyros Tsartinoglou|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
Sorry to say all the following but I have to.
If you are happy with your korgs, ableton and your laptop don't try using
RS7k.
You will only get into trouble and loose time.
You won't be able to recreate the sound of vst's exactly as you lay them
down in your laptop.
You can build up kits and synths but it is a very slow proccess compared to
sampling and categorising sounds in a PC.
Korg ESX doesn't have all the abilities of RS7k but is much more faster for
the jobs that it supposed to do and has a better overall sound.
I can tell that because I own both.
Ableton can with the help of a keyboard be much more intuitive and faster
than RS7k.
RS7k internal sounds suck.You have to tweak them by putting effects in order
that they sound just OK.But then again you are very limited with the fx
section compared again with a PC and vstfx in terms of quality, quantity and
routings.
RS7k can be a good live tool if don't wanna use a laptop. But it will be
very far from the things you can do for example by using Ableton and a midi
keyboard.
RS7k was a very promising machine but Yamaha ditched it without giving any
further support.So it stayed limited in all aspects.
All these are personal views and I don't wanna persuade anyone into them.
I am still using my RS7k for sentimntal reasons and for special purposes
always in conjuction my PC. I would never rely solely on it.

Cheers
Kyros

On 7/7/07, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly
> > tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally difrent
> > than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't have a
> > whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling and
> > aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an Akai MPC
> > or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular case. I
> > don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine isn't the
> > greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of
> > things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost anything
> > else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a lot of
> > creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else I've
> > tried using alone.
> >
> Thats what i've read.I've also read that you've got to put the work in
> to get the best out of it so no worries there,i'm ready to roll my
> sleeves up and get stuck in.I love to tweak :)
>
> Apart from anything else i need to be able to write complete songs on
> thRS and i hear the sequencer is very good which is important.And i also
> what to be able to resample different sources,such as
> vsts,vocals,hardware etc and modify the sound or play them as a pitched
> instrument.Aside from the limitations of the memory and sampler,can i
> create and customise my own kits and synths (if you know what i mean)?
>
> Cheers
> Markus
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15477|15468|2007-07-07 19:40:48|moisme05|Re: scsi question|
Thanks for the additional thoughts on the Smart Media. Made it
through a 4 hour gig in the sun so I can't complain one bit. Been
using it steadily as the main engine for our gigs since 2005 so I'm
definitely an addict. (house, acid jazz, d&b, soul with a
singer/trumpet player- I also do keys)
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The irony was I fried my second card while backing everything up. 
Needless to say I'll be on ebay/web finding one or two more on Monday.

mo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:

>
> Hi, 
> 
> I've also got a 64Mb card go bad on me some time ago. It happened
> after "ejecting" the card from my PC card-reader. From that moment on,
> the card was "write-protected" according to the RS although my PC is
> happy reading and writing to it. I've tried all kinds of things like
> re-format but to no avail. 
> When this happens, it has become useless for the RS. Just forget about
> it, throw it away...
> 
> I bought another card (128Mb) second-hand and this still works fine
> (keep my fingers crossed every-time I've ejected it from my PC and use
> it in the RS).
> Just got myself a second card (64Mb) as backup card. So even when one
> fails, like just before having to do a gig, I know there is another
> card that still works. This relieves a lot of stress let me tell you....
> 
> Some tips (when using the card with a PC and the RS): 
> - Be sure to always "save-eject" the card from a PC card-reader (even
> that does not give a 100% guarantee like in my case...)! This will /
> should ensure that any data that still resides in the PC's write-cache
> is written onto the card.
> - Make sure all you're data is backed up for instance on a hard-disk
> in your PC!! 
> - Get yourself a second BACKUP CARD. Do not rely on only one card
> because at some point in time it will fail! If that happens when you
> have to do a gig you're in deep trouble.
> - Don't wait for it to happen, make sure that when it does happen its
> will not get you into trouble (like losing data or losing a gig)!!
> 
> Trying not to become paranoid... still loving the RS...
> 
> Floris.
>

| 15478|15478|2007-07-08 07:03:29|zamisers7k|Remix Contest Up Again|
Sorry for the delay on this folks, but I got it back up and hopefully 
it will stay this time.

http://www.funender.com/music/bands/16098/

Come on join the fun! I need some more songs. I know someone had one 
for me earlier, I've not heard back or got it yet. Hoping more songs 
will come soon. Just email them to me, or link me, or whatever. Its 
in progress, just ask if you've got questions or anything.

Zam
Zamise@quantum-source.com
| 15479|15448|2007-07-08 14:04:02|zzzik242|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
I beg to differ ;)
I think the rs7000 is quite awesome on its own. I agree the sounds 
are limited, but having said that there are still plenty of room for 
creativity. For instance it's not at all impossible to 
build "conventional" patches with several elements, only you have to 
use several tracks and probably resampling the results. Sound quality 
wise, it is a significant improvement over the rm1x, and the drumkits 
are very good. I have no complaints at all there, they have 
definately the punch and clarity you need. Overall I think the sound 
quality is very good.

As a sequencer it can cause some headache, but once you understand 
it, it's actually awesome and with fantastic possibilities. 
If you pair it with another synth or two, the possibilities are 
endless. For me, it gives a feeling of actually producing music, as I 
get a hands-on feeling. Sounds like a cliché, but that's how I feel. 

The rs7000 is definately a classic example of the sum being greater 
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than its parts.

Cheers,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyros Tsartinoglou" 
wrote:

>
> Sorry to say all the following but I have to.
> If you are happy with your korgs, ableton and your laptop don't try 

using

> RS7k.
> You will only get into trouble and loose time.
> You won't be able to recreate the sound of vst's exactly as you lay 

them

> down in your laptop.
> You can build up kits and synths but it is a very slow proccess 

compared to

> sampling and categorising sounds in a PC.
> Korg ESX doesn't have all the abilities of RS7k but is much more 

faster for

> the jobs that it supposed to do and has a better overall sound.
> I can tell that because I own both.
> Ableton can with the help of a keyboard be much more intuitive and 

faster

> than RS7k.
> RS7k internal sounds suck.You have to tweak them by putting effects 

in order

> that they sound just OK.But then again you are very limited with 

the fx

> section compared again with a PC and vstfx in terms of quality, 

quantity and

> routings.
> RS7k can be a good live tool if don't wanna use a laptop. But it 

will be

> very far from the things you can do for example by using Ableton 

and a midi

> keyboard.
> RS7k was a very promising machine but Yamaha ditched it without 

giving any

> further support.So it stayed limited in all aspects.
> All these are personal views and I don't wanna persuade anyone into 

them.

> I am still using my RS7k for sentimntal reasons and for special 

purposes

> always in conjuction my PC. I would never rely solely on it.
> 
> Cheers
> Kyros
> 
> 
> 
> On 7/7/07, Markus wrote:
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"

> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly
> > > tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally 

difrent

> > > than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't have 

a

> > > whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling and
> > > aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an Akai 

MPC

> > > or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular case. I
> > > don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine isn't 

the

> > > greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of
> > > things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost 

anything

> > > else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a 

lot of

> > > creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else 

I've

> > > tried using alone.
> > >
> > Thats what i've read.I've also read that you've got to put the 

work in

> > to get the best out of it so no worries there,i'm ready to roll my
> > sleeves up and get stuck in.I love to tweak :)
> >
> > Apart from anything else i need to be able to write complete 

songs on

> > thRS and i hear the sequencer is very good which is important.And 

i also

> > what to be able to resample different sources,such as
> > vsts,vocals,hardware etc and modify the sound or play them as a 

pitched

> > instrument.Aside from the limitations of the memory and 

sampler,can i

> > create and customise my own kits and synths (if you know what i 

mean)?

> >
> > Cheers
> > Markus
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15480|15448|2007-07-08 17:38:58|cirustake|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
Sorry to say all the following but I have to disagree.

If you are happy with your korgs, ableton and your laptop don't try 
using RS7k.
You will only get into trouble and loose time.



You won't be able to recreate the sound of vst's exactly as you lay 
them down in your laptop.

You can build up kits and synths but it is a very slow proccess 
compared to sampling and categorising sounds in a PC.

Korg ESX doesn't have all the abilities of RS7k but is much more 
faster for the jobs that it supposed to do and has a better overall 
sound.
I can tell that because I own both.

Ableton can with the help of a mid keyboard with knobs be much more 
intuitive and faster than RS7k.

RS7k internal sounds suck when they come out raw.You have to tweak 
them by putting effects in order that they sound just OK.But then 
again you are very limited with the fx section compared again with a 
PC and vstfx in terms of quality, quantity and routings. 

RS7k can be a good live tool if don't wanna use a laptop. But it will 
be very far from the things you can do for example by using Ableton 
and a midi keyboard.

RS7k was a very promising machine but Yamaha ditched it without 
giving any further support.So it stayed limited in all 
aspects.However there are some things that make the RS stand out like 
the pattern swtching and the mutes and solos, the loopremix section 
and some other stuff.

All these are personal views and I don't wanna persuade anyone into 
them.My advice is to try it thoroughly before you buy it.

I am still using my RS7k for sentimntal reasons and for special 
purposes always in conjuction with my PC. I would never rely solely 
on it driving other hardware.

Cheers
Kyros

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I beg to differ ;)
> I think the rs7000 is quite awesome on its own. I agree the sounds 
> are limited, but having said that there are still plenty of room 
for 
> creativity. For instance it's not at all impossible to 
> build "conventional" patches with several elements, only you have 
to 
> use several tracks and probably resampling the results. Sound 
quality 
> wise, it is a significant improvement over the rm1x, and the 
drumkits 
> are very good. I have no complaints at all there, they have 
> definately the punch and clarity you need. Overall I think the 
sound 
> quality is very good.
> 
> As a sequencer it can cause some headache, but once you understand 
> it, it's actually awesome and with fantastic possibilities. 
> If you pair it with another synth or two, the possibilities are 
> endless. For me, it gives a feeling of actually producing music, as 
I 
> get a hands-on feeling. Sounds like a cliché, but that's how I 
feel. 
> 
> The rs7000 is definately a classic example of the sum being greater 
> than its parts.
> 
> Cheers,
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyros Tsartinoglou" 
> wrote:
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> >
> > Sorry to say all the following but I have to.
> > If you are happy with your korgs, ableton and your laptop don't 
try 
> using
> > RS7k.
> > You will only get into trouble and loose time.
> > You won't be able to recreate the sound of vst's exactly as you 
lay 
> them
> > down in your laptop.
> > You can build up kits and synths but it is a very slow proccess 
> compared to
> > sampling and categorising sounds in a PC.
> > Korg ESX doesn't have all the abilities of RS7k but is much more 
> faster for
> > the jobs that it supposed to do and has a better overall sound.
> > I can tell that because I own both.
> > Ableton can with the help of a keyboard be much more intuitive 
and 
> faster
> > than RS7k.
> > RS7k internal sounds suck.You have to tweak them by putting 
effects 
> in order
> > that they sound just OK.But then again you are very limited with 
> the fx
> > section compared again with a PC and vstfx in terms of quality, 
> quantity and
> > routings.
> > RS7k can be a good live tool if don't wanna use a laptop. But it 
> will be
> > very far from the things you can do for example by using Ableton 
> and a midi
> > keyboard.
> > RS7k was a very promising machine but Yamaha ditched it without 
> giving any
> > further support.So it stayed limited in all aspects.
> > All these are personal views and I don't wanna persuade anyone 
into 
> them.
> > I am still using my RS7k for sentimntal reasons and for special 
> purposes
> > always in conjuction my PC. I would never rely solely on it.
> > 
> > Cheers
> > Kyros
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 7/7/07, Markus wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I'd not rate the RS's sounds too highly, but they are vastly
> > > > tweakable. I'm not familar with VSTs, the RS may be totally 
> difrent
> > > > than anything you are use to on a computer. It also, don't 
have 
> a
> > > > whole lot memory if your planning on doing a lot of sampling 
and
> > > > aranging of those samples. You might want to check out an 
Akai 
> MPC
> > > > or an MC909 might work better for you in your particular 
case. I
> > > > don't want to turn you off from the RS, its sound engine 
isn't 
> the
> > > > greatest, and its sampling isn't the greatest either, a lot of
> > > > things arn't great about it when you compare it to almost 
> anything
> > > > else, but it puts all these things together well and allows a 
> lot of
> > > > creativity flow out of it at a faster rate than anything else 
> I've
> > > > tried using alone.
> > > >
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> > > Thats what i've read.I've also read that you've got to put the 
> work in
> > > to get the best out of it so no worries there,i'm ready to roll 
my
> > > sleeves up and get stuck in.I love to tweak :)
> > >
> > > Apart from anything else i need to be able to write complete 
> songs on
> > > thRS and i hear the sequencer is very good which is 
important.And 
> i also
> > > what to be able to resample different sources,such as
> > > vsts,vocals,hardware etc and modify the sound or play them as a 
> pitched
> > > instrument.Aside from the limitations of the memory and 
> sampler,can i
> > > create and customise my own kits and synths (if you know what i 
> mean)?
> > >
> > > Cheers
> > > Markus
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15481|15448|2007-07-08 19:44:32|Markus|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
Damn i was writing a reply to all the answers but i lost it somehow :(

It's late so i'll just say,i've done a lot of research and i've been
sitting on this for a good 6 months.I do also want it for live use, in
fact thats the main reason.I've been trying to get an idea of what
it's capable of from other users and whether it could be used as as
main instrument in the studio.If not thats fine.I've seen a few vids
on youtube where it's used as the main sequencer,check out rhythm
droid he's pretty good :)

Synth is not a biggie,i'm sure i'll get some useable sounds out of it
and theres plenty of sample fodder on my harddrive.I hope i can push
the envelope with this beast

Anyway the one i'm getting is about the same as a used ESX and i
couldn't let this one pass.You know what they say about good things
and all that ;D

Cheers
Markus
| 15482|15448|2007-07-08 19:59:53|zamisers7k|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
Sweet! - (Napoleon Dynamite voice)

I had a long arse responce comming too, but well, I want to get back 
to remixing songs and more stuff on my RS now instead of doing more 
convincing ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Damn i was writing a reply to all the answers but i lost it 
somehow :(
> 
> It's late so i'll just say,i've done a lot of research and i've 
been
> sitting on this for a good 6 months.I do also want it for live 
use, in
> fact thats the main reason.I've been trying to get an idea of what
> it's capable of from other users and whether it could be used as as
> main instrument in the studio.If not thats fine.I've seen a few 
vids
> on youtube where it's used as the main sequencer,check out rhythm
> droid he's pretty good :)
> 
> Synth is not a biggie,i'm sure i'll get some useable sounds out of 
it
> and theres plenty of sample fodder on my harddrive.I hope i can 
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push
> the envelope with this beast
> 
> Anyway the one i'm getting is about the same as a used ESX and i
> couldn't let this one pass.You know what they say about good things
> and all that ;D
> 
> Cheers
> Markus
>

| 15483|15448|2007-07-08 22:00:11|Markus|Re: I've been thinking of getting an RS7000...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Sweet! - (Napoleon Dynamite voice)
> 
> I had a long arse responce comming too, but well, I want to get back 
> to remixing songs and more stuff on my RS now instead of doing more 
> convincing ;)
> 
> Zam

I put a deposit about a week ago so no convincing necessary ;)

Later,
Markus
| 15484|15484|2007-07-09 16:09:31|moisme05|found a smart media resource|
Probably should wait till I actually have it in hand but I'll pass
this on in case anyone else needs it.

http://www.pinecomputer.com/smmeflca.html

Placed the order today for 128mb Smart Media Card for $82 plus shipping.

mo
| 15485|15484|2007-07-09 20:17:01|Markus|Re: found a smart media resource|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:

>
> Probably should wait till I actually have it in hand but I'll pass
> this on in case anyone else needs it.
> 
> http://www.pinecomputer.com/smmeflca.html
> 
> Placed the order today for 128mb Smart Media Card for $82 plus shipping.
> 
> mo

Scuse me if i'm missing something but why not use the adapter with xD
cards?

Markus
| 15486|15484|2007-07-09 22:11:27|moisme05|Re: found a smart media resource|
Don't know- does it work? I don't know if anyone has brought that up
here but I haven't tried it. 

mo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:
> >
> > Probably should wait till I actually have it in hand but I'll pass
> > this on in case anyone else needs it.
> > 
> > http://www.pinecomputer.com/smmeflca.html
> > 
> > Placed the order today for 128mb Smart Media Card for $82 plus
shipping.
> > 
> > mo
> 
> Scuse me if i'm missing something but why not use the adapter with xD
> cards?
> 
> Markus
>

| 15487|15478|2007-07-10 06:35:46|Tim Sewell|Re: Remix Contest Up Again|
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Big thanks to Zam for putting the hours in to get the competition going, I have submitted my mix. Don't forget to vote people!

One thing I found when I was chaining the patterns for my entry, when I go from the tune pattern (pattern A) to a 2 bar rest pattern (Pattern B empty) then back to the
normal tune pattern (pattern A), it does not come back in very cleanly, you may be able to hear it in the mix. If I switch the patterns manually it is much tighter. I tried
moving all the scene & mute changes back a few clicks and I also tried creating a 2 bar blank section but it hasn't seemed to fix it. I'm not talking changing Styles as we
all know there is a delay, I'm talking about patterns within the same style. Anyone had a similar problem? Is there a workaround? 

T

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, 8 July, 2007 2:01:01 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Remix Contest Up Again

Sorry for the delay on this folks, but I got it back up and hopefully 
it will stay this time.

http://www.funender .com/music/ bands/16098/

Come on join the fun! I need some more songs. I know someone had one 
for me earlier, I've not heard back or got it yet. Hoping more songs 
will come soon. Just email them to me, or link me, or whatever. Its 
in progress, just ask if you've got questions or anything.

Zam
Zamise@quantum- source.com

___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15488|15478|2007-07-10 07:33:38|zamisers7k|Re: Remix Contest Up Again|
Thank you too!

Tim's mix is amazing... do check it out and I'd like to get more up 
there if anyone else is intrested?

http://www.funender.com/music/No Rest for RS7000

or @

http://www.funender.com/music/bands/16098/

Tim - I still get a bit confused when attempting to Chain Patterns 
with difrent Pattern Sections and difrent Phrase lengths myself. 
Trial and error seems to be my method, I understand how it works, 
but its confusing and hard to explain even knowing what its doing. 
Perhaps the best thing I can tell you is right before you hit play 
with rec. on standby press 0 (zero) on #pad to go in and edit Patern 
Style & Section sequences. There you can see and perhaps get a 
better feel for when the RS decides to restart a pattern loop or 
not. I don't think an editor exists for Track Mutes in Pattern Mode 
though which is a bit of a bummer, have to learn how to punch those 
in and out and get the timing just right. These areas of the RS is 
mighty confusing and I try to minimise it usually by keeping my 
Phrases all at 4 bars, in turn that keeps all my Pattern lengths and 
loops at 4 bars. When I deviate from that, like using 3 bar phrases 
with 4 bars or even 2 or 8 bars with 4 then my sanity starts to slip 
out of sync too in Chain Mode. Its tough as it is when trying to 
keep track of how the RS will behave with everything being at 4 bars 
even. Good luck with trying to get that figured out, if you or 
anyone else gets or has a better grasp and can explain better please 
post away to us.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Big thanks to Zam for putting the hours in to get the competition 
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going, I have submitted my mix. Don't forget to vote people!
> 
> One thing I found when I was chaining the patterns for my entry, 
when I go from the tune pattern (pattern A) to a 2 bar rest pattern 
(Pattern B empty) then back to the normal tune pattern (pattern A), 
it does not come back in very cleanly, you may be able to hear it in 
the mix. If I switch the patterns manually it is much tighter. I 
tried moving all the scene & mute changes back a few clicks and I 
also tried creating a 2 bar blank section but it hasn't seemed to 
fix it. I'm not talking changing Styles as we all know there is a 
delay, I'm talking about patterns within the same style. Anyone had 
a similar problem? Is there a workaround? 
> 
> T
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, 8 July, 2007 2:01:01 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Remix Contest Up Again
> 
> Sorry for the delay on this folks, but I got it back up and 
hopefully 
> it will stay this time.
> 
> http://www.funender .com/music/ bands/16098/
> 
> Come on join the fun! I need some more songs. I know someone had 
one 
> for me earlier, I've not heard back or got it yet. Hoping more 
songs 
> will come soon. Just email them to me, or link me, or whatever. 
Its 
> in progress, just ask if you've got questions or anything.
> 
> Zam
> Zamise@quantum- source.com
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the 
answer. Try it
> now.
> http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15489|15484|2007-07-10 15:20:05|Markus|Re: found a smart media resource|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:

>
> Don't know- does it work? I don't know if anyone has brought that up
> here but I haven't tried it. 
> 
> mo
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moisme05" wrote:
> > >
> > > Probably should wait till I actually have it in hand but I'll pass
> > > this on in case anyone else needs it.
> > > 
> > > http://www.pinecomputer.com/smmeflca.html
> > > 
> > > Placed the order today for 128mb Smart Media Card for $82 plus
> shipping.
> > > 
> > > mo
> > 
> > Scuse me if i'm missing something but why not use the adapter with xD
> > cards?
> > 
> > Markus
> >

Well i use one with my emx.Adapters cost $5-10 and the xD memory is a
lot cheaper than smartmedia,thats why i asked if there was some
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specific reason for getting the SM.Look on ebay for xD memory,it's
really cheap ;)
| 15490|15484|2007-07-10 15:30:59|Bob S.|Re: found a smart media resource|
I have seen this configuration before but what bothers me about going this way is that after plugging in the adapter and then a card, you now have a memory solution that
hangs out of the card slot maybe 3 or more unsightly inches out of the unit, ready to be run into by something or someone or pulled out by a child in the home......how do
you get around this ?

Bob
El Segundo, CA
| 15491|15484|2007-07-10 15:35:42|h2a2p|Re: found a smart media resource|
The xD adapters have been mentioned here before, they work fine with 
the RS7000. this link for smartmedia was posted on the rs7000.org 
forums not long ago:

http://cablesonline.stores.yahoo.net/12smmeflmeca.html
| 15492|15484|2007-07-10 15:39:15|h2a2p|Re: found a smart media resource|
mine only stick out 1 inch from the rs.
| 15493|15463|2007-07-10 22:10:52|Markus|Re: Question about sample memory|
Thanks :D
| 15494|15484|2007-07-11 04:00:07|florisvanrijswijk|Re: found a smart media resource|
Just got an xD to SmartMedia adapter. It really cheap (7 euro). Also
the xD memory card are much cheaper than the SmartMedia cards.
I've heard that the RS only accepts xD cards with a max size of 128Mb,
is that correct? These small xD cards are also not for sale anymore in
the Netherlands, only larger ones like 1G so I'll have to get them
secondhand...

Floris.
| 15495|15484|2007-07-11 15:59:13|h2a2p|Re: found a smart media resource|
Arrghh... the industry really dropped the ball on this one...

our family still has what were a couple of expensive Olympus digital 
cameras and an early mp3 player that use smartmedia. the rs7000, korg 
electribes, and much other audio gear uses smartmedia. 

So it seems like there are 1000's of devices out there that are 
basically going to be unusable and will get tossed into the trash when 
Smartmedia is gone for good.

Yah it is a terrible media compared to other forms out today, but 
still... all these devices that take smartmedia are still being used... 
people would still be buying the smartmedia... it should be readily 
available everywhere for like $20 / 128MB or something. 

Arrrghhh...

{end of rant}
| 15496|15484|2007-07-13 22:18:30|zzzik242|Re: found a smart media resource|
I also found a Smart Media card adapter today. It said on the box it 
supports up to 512mb xD cards. I think 512mb is the smallest card 
currently available, so if it does work with the rs7000, it may be wise 
to pick up a couple before they stop producing them. 

Anyone know if the rs7000 is capable of reading these cards?

zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Just got an xD to SmartMedia adapter. It really cheap (7 euro). Also
> the xD memory card are much cheaper than the SmartMedia cards.
> I've heard that the RS only accepts xD cards with a max size of 128Mb,
> is that correct? These small xD cards are also not for sale anymore in
> the Netherlands, only larger ones like 1G so I'll have to get them
> secondhand...
> 
> Floris.
>

| 15497|15497|2007-07-13 22:18:57|zzzik242|Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
I was thinking; since Smart Media cards are no longer produced, how 
realistic is it to attach a harddisk or similar media to the rs7000 
using duck tape or similar? I think this could be a viable solution. 
The reason I want to do it like this is obviously to keep the unit as 
'self contained' as possible. 

I remember hearing about a guy connecting a harddisk *inside* his 
rs7000, does anyone know how that turned out?

http://cablesonline.stores.yahoo.net/12smmeflmeca.html
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Any ideas on this subject?

zzzik242
| 15498|15497|2007-07-16 17:01:44|zamisers7k|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
There was made an internal drive for the RS if I remember correctly. 
There wasn't many of them made too it seemed like. It would be nice I 
think to have one, my personal worry would be that I wouldn't back my 
hard drive up anywhere and hope it never crashes. The SM Cards sort of 
force me to backup because once its full I wind up copying my whole 
card over to my computer every so often, so then I can clear some space 
for new tuneage. I do remember somebody a while back, don't remember 
who, but I think what they did was to mount an external SCSI drive 
inside it and brought the wires around to it from the back. With a 
little effort I imagine it could all be hidden, but I'm not sure they 
went through all the trouble hiding it all. I think, if I'm 
remembering right, they said something like the SCSI Ribbon cable was 
loop outside to the port. Don't remember if they had the power lead 
and adapter hidden or not. If I got one, I'd probably just keep it all 
on the outside unless I could do a fine job of hiding it all, and still 
be able to copy the hard drive to something else for backup, which 
would mean I'd need to hook up a SCSI to one of my computers, which 
would mean I've got it hooked to my computer's hard drive, which would 
mean I wouldn't need an external SCSI hard drive. Maybe I'm over 
thinking. Well, if you come up with something for yours, do share and 
tell us.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I was thinking; since Smart Media cards are no longer produced, how 
> realistic is it to attach a harddisk or similar media to the rs7000 
> using duck tape or similar? I think this could be a viable solution. 
> The reason I want to do it like this is obviously to keep the unit as 
> 'self contained' as possible. 
> 
> I remember hearing about a guy connecting a harddisk *inside* his 
> rs7000, does anyone know how that turned out?
> 
> Any ideas on this subject?
> 
> zzzik242
>

| 15499|15497|2007-07-18 10:31:00|Markus|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> I was thinking; since Smart Media cards are no longer produced, how 
> realistic is it to attach a harddisk or similar media to the rs7000 
> using duck tape or similar? I think this could be a viable solution. 
> The reason I want to do it like this is obviously to keep the unit as 
> 'self contained' as possible. 
> 
> I remember hearing about a guy connecting a harddisk *inside* his 
> rs7000, does anyone know how that turned out?
> 
> Any ideas on this subject?
> 
> zzzik242
>

Are you not keen using the adapters?Would be nice to have a drive
built in though,the SM only having 128meg..would make sample
management easier as well..
| 15500|15497|2007-07-18 13:34:09|h2a2p|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
Hey if you want to duct tape to your RS, go for it! hehe... must be 
a more elegant solution out there though ;) scsi4samplers.com has 
several external storage options for use with the RS. you can find 
external scsi drives on ebay too.

Here's some of my experiences, all learned through lots of trial and 
error:

xD->Smartmedia adapters work great. Size limit for RS is 128MB xD. 
Transfers at same speeds as smartmedia, 60 MB file takes 10-12 
minutes to load. Save times are just a little longer than load 
times. One downside is that the adapters will stick out about an 
inch from the RS. 

Any SCSI Hard Drive should work. just get the right cables to 
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connect it. SCSI hard drive is MUCH faster, 60 MB file takes 2-3 
minutes to load. You may need a scsi terminator on your drive, 
however my scsi drive works with or without a terminator attached. 
the only other thing is that the drive has to, by default, or 
through a jumper setting, automatically spin-up when powered on. 
The drive has to powered on and be spinning BEFORE you power on the 
RS, or else the RS will not be able to detect it properly. Some 
drives won't start spinning until the RS tries to talk to it, and 
then it is too late. If you run into this problem, try booting the 
RS in test mode, let the drive spinup, then exit test mode. 
Regarding drive sizes... Yamaha claims a 2GB partition limit, 8GB 
total size limit for scsi drives, however, I am using 8GB drives and 
the RS partioned it as 1 big 8GB partition, so I don't know if 
Yamaha is correct on that. 

For SCSI PCMCIA/Compact Flash Readers, you can use any that work on 
a computer like a standard hard drive. For PCMCIA drives, you use a 
PCMCIA->Compact Flash adapter. Compact Flash is just about as fast 
as SCSI hard drive. Now there are some PCMCIA drivers that are 
only made to work with PCMCIA security cards... those aren't meant 
for storage, and won't work with the RS. A good clue is if the 
reader/writer says it requires driver software for Windows... then 
it probably won't work with the RS. If it says it uses standard 
SCSI drivers, then good chance it will work with the RS. Microtech 
DPAI-SCSI or PC40B, or adtron accent should work if you can find one 
on ebay. I think scsi4samplers.com got their hands on some of the 
microtechs recently. 

There is both 12v DC and 5v DC power readily available inside the 
RS. However, for scsi hard drives, you have to think about the power-
on/spin-up issue. Again, the drive has to be powered on and 
spinning BEFORE you turn on the RS, so powering the drive from 
inside the RS won't work. Unless you do the 'test mode' trick i 
mentioned all the time. So for a SCSI hard drive you may want its 
own separate power supply. For compact flash drive, you shouldn't 
have the spin-up problem, and should be able to take power from 
within the RS. 

Now the only way to connect SCSI is on the back of the RS (unless 
you are a micro soldering master and want to try to tap directly 
into the connector from the inside). Since the SCSI connector for 
the drive is there at the back of the RS, you can always unhook your 
scsi cable and hook the drive to your PC or whatever to backup the 
drive or add/edit your samples, etc. And you can easily unhook it 
to connect a different SCSI device to the RS if you want.

So you either are gonna run power wires out of the RS and have your 
drive external, or you are gonna run your SCSI cable into the RS and 
have the drive internal. 

i put a compact flash reader/writer inside my RS, works great. I 
added a 2nd SCSI connector, so I can also connect my external scsi 
hard drive at the same time. the only thing coming out of the RS is 
the scsi ribbon cable to the scsi connector on the back of the RS. 
only downsides so far is 512MB is the largest card i got to work, 
and I have to power off to swap flash cards... no biggie!:

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
s=&threadid=2407&highlight=compact+flash

voidant installed a scsi hard drive inside his RS, he said it was 
working great. I think he mounted both the hard drive and the hard 
drive's separate power supply inside his RS, so he has the scsi 
cable and one extra power cord coming out:

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
s=&threadid=2439&highlight=compact+flash
| 15501|15497|2007-07-18 13:51:09|h2a2p|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
those links didn't go through right... 

here's the link to my Internal Compact Flash Upgrade: 
http://tinyurl.com/25colq

I should note, this is using a scsi-ide adapter and ide card reader. 
i have hit a 512mb limit with this setup for some reason. Now I do 
also have an actual external SCSI Compact Flash Drive, an Adtron 
Accent, and I have used 1GB and 2GB cards in there with no problem. 
Just thought I should clarify that.

And here's the link to Voidant's Internal Hard Drive Upgrade: 
http://tinyurl.com/2yp2bh
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| 15502|15497|2007-07-18 15:45:35|zzzik242|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
Wow! You truly did an awesome job there :D 
This is a job that is not for me, that's for sure, hehehe...
But: if I connect a harddrive the usual way on the back, will it get 
its power through the SCSI cable? Sorry if I missed this... 
I'm preffering to go the easy route here ;)

Thanks again,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> those links didn't go through right... 
> 
> here's the link to my Internal Compact Flash Upgrade: 
> http://tinyurl.com/25colq
> 
> I should note, this is using a scsi-ide adapter and ide card reader. 
> i have hit a 512mb limit with this setup for some reason. Now I do 
> also have an actual external SCSI Compact Flash Drive, an Adtron 
> Accent, and I have used 1GB and 2GB cards in there with no problem. 
> Just thought I should clarify that.
> 
> And here's the link to Voidant's Internal Hard Drive Upgrade: 
> http://tinyurl.com/2yp2bh
>

| 15503|15497|2007-07-18 15:48:43|zzzik242|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
h2a2p: 
"xD->Smartmedia adapters work great. Size limit for RS is 128MB xD."

Does this mean xD cards larger than 128mb won't work? I think the 
smallest cards still in production are 512mb, so that wouldn't really 
be ideal (the situation would more or less be the same as it is with 
original SM cards).

Regarding SCSI harddrives, they seem to be a good solution, 
requirinng a power source of their own, though. Your tip on Compact 
Flash seems good. I will have to go through your post a couple of 
times in order to fully understand the complexity. 

Thanks for the tips, guys!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> Hey if you want to duct tape to your RS, go for it! hehe... must 
be 
> a more elegant solution out there though ;) scsi4samplers.com has 
> several external storage options for use with the RS. you can find 
> external scsi drives on ebay too.
> 
> Here's some of my experiences, all learned through lots of trial 
and 
> error:
> 
> xD->Smartmedia adapters work great. Size limit for RS is 128MB 
xD. 
> Transfers at same speeds as smartmedia, 60 MB file takes 10-12 
> minutes to load. Save times are just a little longer than load 
> times. One downside is that the adapters will stick out about an 
> inch from the RS. 
> 
> Any SCSI Hard Drive should work. just get the right cables to 
> connect it. SCSI hard drive is MUCH faster, 60 MB file takes 2-3 
> minutes to load. You may need a scsi terminator on your drive, 
> however my scsi drive works with or without a terminator attached. 
> the only other thing is that the drive has to, by default, or 
> through a jumper setting, automatically spin-up when powered on. 
> The drive has to powered on and be spinning BEFORE you power on the 
> RS, or else the RS will not be able to detect it properly. Some 
> drives won't start spinning until the RS tries to talk to it, and 
> then it is too late. If you run into this problem, try booting the 
> RS in test mode, let the drive spinup, then exit test mode. 
> Regarding drive sizes... Yamaha claims a 2GB partition limit, 8GB 
> total size limit for scsi drives, however, I am using 8GB drives 
and 
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> the RS partioned it as 1 big 8GB partition, so I don't know if 
> Yamaha is correct on that. 
> 
> For SCSI PCMCIA/Compact Flash Readers, you can use any that work on 
> a computer like a standard hard drive. For PCMCIA drives, you use 
a 
> PCMCIA->Compact Flash adapter. Compact Flash is just about as fast 
> as SCSI hard drive. Now there are some PCMCIA drivers that are 
> only made to work with PCMCIA security cards... those aren't meant 
> for storage, and won't work with the RS. A good clue is if the 
> reader/writer says it requires driver software for Windows... then 
> it probably won't work with the RS. If it says it uses standard 
> SCSI drivers, then good chance it will work with the RS. Microtech 
> DPAI-SCSI or PC40B, or adtron accent should work if you can find 
one 
> on ebay. I think scsi4samplers.com got their hands on some of the 
> microtechs recently. 
> 
> There is both 12v DC and 5v DC power readily available inside the 
> RS. However, for scsi hard drives, you have to think about the 
power-
> on/spin-up issue. Again, the drive has to be powered on and 
> spinning BEFORE you turn on the RS, so powering the drive from 
> inside the RS won't work. Unless you do the 'test mode' trick i 
> mentioned all the time. So for a SCSI hard drive you may want its 
> own separate power supply. For compact flash drive, you shouldn't 
> have the spin-up problem, and should be able to take power from 
> within the RS. 
> 
> Now the only way to connect SCSI is on the back of the RS (unless 
> you are a micro soldering master and want to try to tap directly 
> into the connector from the inside). Since the SCSI connector for 
> the drive is there at the back of the RS, you can always unhook 
your 
> scsi cable and hook the drive to your PC or whatever to backup the 
> drive or add/edit your samples, etc. And you can easily unhook it 
> to connect a different SCSI device to the RS if you want.
> 
> So you either are gonna run power wires out of the RS and have your 
> drive external, or you are gonna run your SCSI cable into the RS 
and 
> have the drive internal. 
> 
> i put a compact flash reader/writer inside my RS, works great. I 
> added a 2nd SCSI connector, so I can also connect my external scsi 
> hard drive at the same time. the only thing coming out of the RS 
is 
> the scsi ribbon cable to the scsi connector on the back of the RS. 
> only downsides so far is 512MB is the largest card i got to work, 
> and I have to power off to swap flash cards... no biggie!:
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
> s=&threadid=2407&highlight=compact+flash
> 
> voidant installed a scsi hard drive inside his RS, he said it was 
> working great. I think he mounted both the hard drive and the hard 
> drive's separate power supply inside his RS, so he has the scsi 
> cable and one extra power cord coming out:
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
> s=&threadid=2439&highlight=compact+flash
>

| 15504|15497|2007-07-18 18:44:40|h2a2p|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
well the scsi cable connection is just for the data transfer. The hard 
drive does need a power connection as well. External SCSI hard drives 
usually are in their own case with its own power supply. They usually 
take the same kind of power cord as the RS. Check out 
scsi4samplers.com, you can see what I mean from the pictures there:

http://scsiforsamplers.com/storage.asp#drives

But: if I connect a harddrive the usual way on the back, will it get 

> its power through the SCSI cable? Sorry if I missed this...

| 15505|15497|2007-07-18 18:53:21|h2a2p|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|

> Does this mean xD cards larger than 128mb won't work? 

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
http://scsiforsamplers.com/storage.asp#drives


as far as what i have tried, only 128MB xD worked with the adapter. I 
tried larger xD, but the RS couldn't read it.
| 15506|15506|2007-07-20 03:50:24|therebeat|need service manual|
Hello there everyone!

I have a big problem with my RS700. It's not working for a couple of
YEARS ...and I tried every possible way and service station around to
fix it, unfortunately ...still not working. So where I am now is that
I need a service manual for the RS7000. Can anyone help me find it...
buy it, download it ...anything. Thanks in advance ...and keep having pHun

The Rebeat.
| 15507|15497|2007-07-20 03:51:32|zzzik242|Re: Attaching a harddisk to the rs7000?|
Hmm, ok. That means the problem will be the same as with the SM cards. 
Anyways; many thanks for all the information, much appreciated :)

btw: after playing the rs7000 the last days, I must say I absolutely 
love it. What a truly awesome piece of gear. I may actually get 
another one if my budget allows it! ;D

zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> 
> > Does this mean xD cards larger than 128mb won't work? 
> 
> as far as what i have tried, only 128MB xD worked with the adapter. 
I 
> tried larger xD, but the RS couldn't read it.
>

| 15508|15506|2007-07-20 04:04:30|zamisers7k|Re: need service manual|
There isn't a service manual. There is an owners manual @:

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

You can also try this page for contact and Yamaha Support:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/ContentDetail/Text_WithCatMenu_SC/0
,,CTID%25253D410040%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html

Whats the problem with your RS? Does it not power on? Have you 
checked to see if your memory is seated well, tried reseating its 
memory, proper specs on the memory etc. etc...?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "therebeat" wrote:
>
> Hello there everyone!
> 
> I have a big problem with my RS700. It's not working for a couple of
> YEARS ...and I tried every possible way and service station around to
> fix it, unfortunately ...still not working. So where I am now is that
> I need a service manual for the RS7000. Can anyone help me find it...
> buy it, download it ...anything. Thanks in advance ...and keep 
having pHun
> 
> The Rebeat.
>

| 15509|15509|2007-07-22 22:50:50|fsmastering|su 700 fs|
Yamaha su 700 with maxed ram and output board asking 500.00 take 
offers. Pics availiable.
| 15510|15510|2007-07-25 07:21:30|zzzik242|Strange behavior from my rs7000|
I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-sampling my tracks 
as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have troble coping; 
it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against its limit. 

The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a couple of tracks 
with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), are muted. Do 
they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would seem so, as I 
notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the samples 
would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo samples). 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted all of a 
sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty cool, 
actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 

Any thoughts on this? 

(one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I found a little 
odd as the machine is factory new)
| 15511|15510|2007-07-25 08:02:16|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
That does sound a little strange on your samples messing up. You 
might be right about pushing it to its limits. As for the RS's 
polyphony when dealing with mutes, yep your right again, the poly 
count still totals up even with the tracks muted. The notes/events 
still play as far as I know, they are just muted so you can't hear 
anything. I've ran into some poly limits here and there on mine, 
and it did start acting a little wierd too. It starts dropping less 
priority events, stuff thats on like track 16 and then 15. The 
distored samples I think may have happend to me once a long time 
ago, and some other wierd things ocasionally with samples. Things 
to try to maybe help prevent that:

1. Make sure you have the latest OS update.

2. Before you hit play try bumping the Song or Pattern forward 
several measures then hit play and see if its still doing that. If 
it works OK then there might be a setting/program change/or internal 
setting you can't see or change of some sort at the start that its 
picking up causeing the problem. If that is so you may have to 
rebuild that part of the song or pattern. That can be tricky, and 
it could also have something to do with poly limits too. I'm not 
really sure, its happend to me for one song, and I just delt with 
it, if I remember right, by inserting several blank measures at the 
start of the song and then before I hit play I skipped the RS past 
those measures into the song and then hit play.

3. See if there are any wierd settings or events in the events list 
you can delete.

4. Reboot the RS. The one time some really strange distortion 
happend to me on samples, rebooting fixed it, never knew why it 
happend, but glad it only happend the one time and hasn't again 
after a reboot.

5. This only happens with external gear, so this won't likely 
pertain to your problem since your using only the RS, but I'm 
mentioning it because its been a problem more recently for me when 
I've hooked two RS's up to each other... Anyway check the AD input 
settings, they are stored to the pattern and song and not global, so 
when I was loading a song and certain patterns the input would 
switch from line to mic and effects on the inputs would change too. 
At first I couldn't figure this out, but now its just anoying I have 
to remember to check that they didn't change after reloading a new 
pattern or song when chaining another synth or RS up to the inputs.

6. Try reducing your poly. Move your more important tracks to a 
lower track number. I think there is a data thin job too which 
might help, not always. Try to use your LFO to sweep filters etc. 
and don't record too many manual sweeps. LFO don't take up poly, 
but manual recorded sweeps put in a lot of extra events. I try not 
to record or do knob sweeps on more than one track at a time, 2 
tracks can be done, 3 your really pushing it.

None of this might help, but thought I'd mention it just incase any 
of it does or will help. Its stuff I try to keep in mind while I 
build songs and patterns and replay them and look into if I notice 
some strange problems occuring on my RS. As for the knob falling 
off, they arn't glued on or anything, they are meant to come off 
with a little tug. If one gets loose and comes off too easily maybe 
you could put a little dab of elmers glue on it or something like 
that to help keep it on there?

Goodluck, The RS does have its limits and they can be well limiting 
sometimes, let us know if you get it all figured out. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-sampling my 
tracks 
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> as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have troble 
coping; 
> it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against its 
limit. 
> 
> The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a couple of 
tracks 
> with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), are 
muted. Do 
> they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would seem so, 
as I 
> notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the samples 
> would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo samples). 
> 
> Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted all of 
a 
> sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty cool, 
> actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 
> 
> Any thoughts on this? 
> 
> (one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I found a 
little 
> odd as the machine is factory new)
>

| 15512|15510|2007-07-25 08:21:43|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
One more thing can do if your reaching poly limits:

Instead of using mutes, use your pattern sections and puting the 
tracks that you want muted to an empty phrase. This is how the RS 
is intended to be used I believe. I tend to use one section and 15 
or 16 simultanius tracks and just record mute changes in chain 
mode. This isn't good I've noticed when converting to song and then 
storing the song as midi to play on anything else. The mutes don't 
work on midi, but the note data is still there so all tracks play 
through the whole song if I load the midi file up and play it on 
something like my computer. If I use sections and keep the empty 
phrases on tracks that I wanted muted, then the song will convert to 
midi more properly. Pain in the rump to do it properly, muting is 
so much faster, but its worth it sometimes to do it the right and 
proper way sometimes and it will help keep the poly down too I think.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> That does sound a little strange on your samples messing up. You 
> might be right about pushing it to its limits. As for the RS's 
> polyphony when dealing with mutes, yep your right again, the poly 
> count still totals up even with the tracks muted. The 
notes/events 
> still play as far as I know, they are just muted so you can't hear 
> anything. I've ran into some poly limits here and there on mine, 
> and it did start acting a little wierd too. It starts dropping 
less 
> priority events, stuff thats on like track 16 and then 15. The 
> distored samples I think may have happend to me once a long time 
> ago, and some other wierd things ocasionally with samples. Things 
> to try to maybe help prevent that:
> 
> 1. Make sure you have the latest OS update.
> 
> 2. Before you hit play try bumping the Song or Pattern forward 
> several measures then hit play and see if its still doing that. 
If 
> it works OK then there might be a setting/program change/or 
internal 
> setting you can't see or change of some sort at the start that its 
> picking up causeing the problem. If that is so you may have to 
> rebuild that part of the song or pattern. That can be tricky, and 
> it could also have something to do with poly limits too. I'm not 
> really sure, its happend to me for one song, and I just delt with 
> it, if I remember right, by inserting several blank measures at 
the 
> start of the song and then before I hit play I skipped the RS past 
> those measures into the song and then hit play.
> 
> 3. See if there are any wierd settings or events in the events 
list 
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> you can delete.
> 
> 4. Reboot the RS. The one time some really strange distortion 
> happend to me on samples, rebooting fixed it, never knew why it 
> happend, but glad it only happend the one time and hasn't again 
> after a reboot.
> 
> 5. This only happens with external gear, so this won't likely 
> pertain to your problem since your using only the RS, but I'm 
> mentioning it because its been a problem more recently for me when 
> I've hooked two RS's up to each other... Anyway check the AD 
input 
> settings, they are stored to the pattern and song and not global, 
so 
> when I was loading a song and certain patterns the input would 
> switch from line to mic and effects on the inputs would change 
too. 
> At first I couldn't figure this out, but now its just anoying I 
have 
> to remember to check that they didn't change after reloading a new 
> pattern or song when chaining another synth or RS up to the inputs.
> 
> 6. Try reducing your poly. Move your more important tracks to a 
> lower track number. I think there is a data thin job too which 
> might help, not always. Try to use your LFO to sweep filters etc. 
> and don't record too many manual sweeps. LFO don't take up poly, 
> but manual recorded sweeps put in a lot of extra events. I try 
not 
> to record or do knob sweeps on more than one track at a time, 2 
> tracks can be done, 3 your really pushing it.
> 
> None of this might help, but thought I'd mention it just incase 
any 
> of it does or will help. Its stuff I try to keep in mind while I 
> build songs and patterns and replay them and look into if I notice 
> some strange problems occuring on my RS. As for the knob falling 
> off, they arn't glued on or anything, they are meant to come off 
> with a little tug. If one gets loose and comes off too easily 
maybe 
> you could put a little dab of elmers glue on it or something like 
> that to help keep it on there?
> 
> Goodluck, The RS does have its limits and they can be well 
limiting 
> sometimes, let us know if you get it all figured out. 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-sampling my 
> tracks 
> > as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have troble 
> coping; 
> > it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against its 
> limit. 
> > 
> > The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a couple of 
> tracks 
> > with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), are 
> muted. Do 
> > they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would seem so, 
> as I 
> > notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the 
samples 
> > would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo 
samples). 
> > 
> > Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted all 
of 
> a 
> > sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty cool, 
> > actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 
> > 
> > Any thoughts on this? 
> > 
> > (one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I found a 
> little 
> > odd as the machine is factory new)
> >
>
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| 15513|15510|2007-07-25 15:56:58|zzzik242|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Many thanks for the great tips, Zam. 
Now, however, I am faced with another problem; I apparently had to 
little space left on the SM card while saving a new song, and I 
therefore took out the card (according to the correct procedure, of 
course), and dumped some stuff to the computer.

Now, before I was to save the song, I figured it couldn't hurt 
running the "Wave memory optimize" procedure. I started it and it 
still hasn't stopped. The count is no at 5306 and still going. It 
seems the machine is hanging, but I'm hoping it will turn back to 
normal operation after the counter has reached 9999 (which should be 
in about an hour) I'm guessing. however, that this won't be the case. 
Which is a total bummer as I'm very pleased with what I programmed :(

I'm starting to suspect my unit may be damaged...
Any thoughts? This is the second time it's frozen on me since I got 
it, and I haven't spent that much time with it either.

-zzzik242-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> One more thing can do if your reaching poly limits:
> 
> Instead of using mutes, use your pattern sections and puting the 
> tracks that you want muted to an empty phrase. This is how the RS 
> is intended to be used I believe. I tend to use one section and 15 
> or 16 simultanius tracks and just record mute changes in chain 
> mode. This isn't good I've noticed when converting to song and 
then 
> storing the song as midi to play on anything else. The mutes don't 
> work on midi, but the note data is still there so all tracks play 
> through the whole song if I load the midi file up and play it on 
> something like my computer. If I use sections and keep the empty 
> phrases on tracks that I wanted muted, then the song will convert 
to 
> midi more properly. Pain in the rump to do it properly, muting is 
> so much faster, but its worth it sometimes to do it the right and 
> proper way sometimes and it will help keep the poly down too I 
think.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > That does sound a little strange on your samples messing up. You 
> > might be right about pushing it to its limits. As for the RS's 
> > polyphony when dealing with mutes, yep your right again, the poly 
> > count still totals up even with the tracks muted. The 
> notes/events 
> > still play as far as I know, they are just muted so you can't 
hear 
> > anything. I've ran into some poly limits here and there on mine, 
> > and it did start acting a little wierd too. It starts dropping 
> less 
> > priority events, stuff thats on like track 16 and then 15. The 
> > distored samples I think may have happend to me once a long time 
> > ago, and some other wierd things ocasionally with samples. 
Things 
> > to try to maybe help prevent that:
> > 
> > 1. Make sure you have the latest OS update.
> > 
> > 2. Before you hit play try bumping the Song or Pattern forward 
> > several measures then hit play and see if its still doing that. 
> If 
> > it works OK then there might be a setting/program change/or 
> internal 
> > setting you can't see or change of some sort at the start that 
its 
> > picking up causeing the problem. If that is so you may have to 
> > rebuild that part of the song or pattern. That can be tricky, 
and 
> > it could also have something to do with poly limits too. I'm not 
> > really sure, its happend to me for one song, and I just delt with 
> > it, if I remember right, by inserting several blank measures at 
> the 
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> > start of the song and then before I hit play I skipped the RS 
past 
> > those measures into the song and then hit play.
> > 
> > 3. See if there are any wierd settings or events in the events 
> list 
> > you can delete.
> > 
> > 4. Reboot the RS. The one time some really strange distortion 
> > happend to me on samples, rebooting fixed it, never knew why it 
> > happend, but glad it only happend the one time and hasn't again 
> > after a reboot.
> > 
> > 5. This only happens with external gear, so this won't likely 
> > pertain to your problem since your using only the RS, but I'm 
> > mentioning it because its been a problem more recently for me 
when 
> > I've hooked two RS's up to each other... Anyway check the AD 
> input 
> > settings, they are stored to the pattern and song and not global, 
> so 
> > when I was loading a song and certain patterns the input would 
> > switch from line to mic and effects on the inputs would change 
> too. 
> > At first I couldn't figure this out, but now its just anoying I 
> have 
> > to remember to check that they didn't change after reloading a 
new 
> > pattern or song when chaining another synth or RS up to the 
inputs.
> > 
> > 6. Try reducing your poly. Move your more important tracks to a 
> > lower track number. I think there is a data thin job too which 
> > might help, not always. Try to use your LFO to sweep filters 
etc. 
> > and don't record too many manual sweeps. LFO don't take up poly, 
> > but manual recorded sweeps put in a lot of extra events. I try 
> not 
> > to record or do knob sweeps on more than one track at a time, 2 
> > tracks can be done, 3 your really pushing it.
> > 
> > None of this might help, but thought I'd mention it just incase 
> any 
> > of it does or will help. Its stuff I try to keep in mind while I 
> > build songs and patterns and replay them and look into if I 
notice 
> > some strange problems occuring on my RS. As for the knob falling 
> > off, they arn't glued on or anything, they are meant to come off 
> > with a little tug. If one gets loose and comes off too easily 
> maybe 
> > you could put a little dab of elmers glue on it or something like 
> > that to help keep it on there?
> > 
> > Goodluck, The RS does have its limits and they can be well 
> limiting 
> > sometimes, let us know if you get it all figured out. 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-sampling my 
> > tracks 
> > > as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have troble 
> > coping; 
> > > it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against its 
> > limit. 
> > > 
> > > The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a couple of 
> > tracks 
> > > with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), are 
> > muted. Do 
> > > they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would seem 
so, 
> > as I 
> > > notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the 
> samples 
> > > would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo 
> samples). 
> > > 
> > > Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted all 
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> of 
> > a 
> > > sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty 
cool, 
> > > actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 
> > > 
> > > Any thoughts on this? 
> > > 
> > > (one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I found a 
> > little 
> > > odd as the machine is factory new)
> > >
> >
>

| 15514|15510|2007-07-25 16:07:36|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
I'm not sure exactly how the wave optimize works. The important 
thing is to do it before you have too little memory left. If you 
only have a little memory left thats the max size of the chunks it 
can move around at a time. So the less you have the longer its going 
to take for that. I'd say let it count off, if you interupt it then 
it might goof something up. If it takes a couple hours let it go, if 
its running on 3 or 4 without saying done it might be time to do a 
ctrl+alt+delete. Kidding on the keyboard shortcut, thats for locked 
computers, use the on/off and hope that something didn't get royally
effed up. If you let it sit for a good couple of hours then you know 
theres nothing else you could of done, that is if you wait that 
long. I know mine took over an hour once, I just sat back and watch 
a couple episodes Sealab2021 in the mean time. It only saved me a 
little space and I didn't notice much of a speed or load time 
increase on anything, so I don't know how worth it the wave memory 
optimize function really is or not to do. Hope you were able to wait 
it out by the time you read this post.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Many thanks for the great tips, Zam. 
> Now, however, I am faced with another problem; I apparently had to 
> little space left on the SM card while saving a new song, and I 
> therefore took out the card (according to the correct procedure, of 
> course), and dumped some stuff to the computer.
> 
> Now, before I was to save the song, I figured it couldn't hurt 
> running the "Wave memory optimize" procedure. I started it and it 
> still hasn't stopped. The count is no at 5306 and still going. It 
> seems the machine is hanging, but I'm hoping it will turn back to 
> normal operation after the counter has reached 9999 (which should 
be 
> in about an hour) I'm guessing. however, that this won't be the 
case. 
> Which is a total bummer as I'm very pleased with what I programmed :
(
> 
> I'm starting to suspect my unit may be damaged...
> Any thoughts? This is the second time it's frozen on me since I got 
> it, and I haven't spent that much time with it either.
> 
> -zzzik242-
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > One more thing can do if your reaching poly limits:
> > 
> > Instead of using mutes, use your pattern sections and puting the 
> > tracks that you want muted to an empty phrase. This is how the 
RS 
> > is intended to be used I believe. I tend to use one section and 
15 
> > or 16 simultanius tracks and just record mute changes in chain 
> > mode. This isn't good I've noticed when converting to song and 
> then 
> > storing the song as midi to play on anything else. The mutes 
don't 
> > work on midi, but the note data is still there so all tracks play 
> > through the whole song if I load the midi file up and play it on 
> > something like my computer. If I use sections and keep the empty 
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> > phrases on tracks that I wanted muted, then the song will convert 
> to 
> > midi more properly. Pain in the rump to do it properly, muting 
is 
> > so much faster, but its worth it sometimes to do it the right and 
> > proper way sometimes and it will help keep the poly down too I 
> think.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > That does sound a little strange on your samples messing up. 
You 
> > > might be right about pushing it to its limits. As for the RS's 
> > > polyphony when dealing with mutes, yep your right again, the 
poly 
> > > count still totals up even with the tracks muted. The 
> > notes/events 
> > > still play as far as I know, they are just muted so you can't 
> hear 
> > > anything. I've ran into some poly limits here and there on 
mine, 
> > > and it did start acting a little wierd too. It starts dropping 
> > less 
> > > priority events, stuff thats on like track 16 and then 15. The 
> > > distored samples I think may have happend to me once a long 
time 
> > > ago, and some other wierd things ocasionally with samples. 
> Things 
> > > to try to maybe help prevent that:
> > > 
> > > 1. Make sure you have the latest OS update.
> > > 
> > > 2. Before you hit play try bumping the Song or Pattern forward 
> > > several measures then hit play and see if its still doing 
that. 
> > If 
> > > it works OK then there might be a setting/program change/or 
> > internal 
> > > setting you can't see or change of some sort at the start that 
> its 
> > > picking up causeing the problem. If that is so you may have to 
> > > rebuild that part of the song or pattern. That can be tricky, 
> and 
> > > it could also have something to do with poly limits too. I'm 
not 
> > > really sure, its happend to me for one song, and I just delt 
with 
> > > it, if I remember right, by inserting several blank measures at 
> > the 
> > > start of the song and then before I hit play I skipped the RS 
> past 
> > > those measures into the song and then hit play.
> > > 
> > > 3. See if there are any wierd settings or events in the events 
> > list 
> > > you can delete.
> > > 
> > > 4. Reboot the RS. The one time some really strange distortion 
> > > happend to me on samples, rebooting fixed it, never knew why it 
> > > happend, but glad it only happend the one time and hasn't again 
> > > after a reboot.
> > > 
> > > 5. This only happens with external gear, so this won't likely 
> > > pertain to your problem since your using only the RS, but I'm 
> > > mentioning it because its been a problem more recently for me 
> when 
> > > I've hooked two RS's up to each other... Anyway check the AD 
> > input 
> > > settings, they are stored to the pattern and song and not 
global, 
> > so 
> > > when I was loading a song and certain patterns the input would 
> > > switch from line to mic and effects on the inputs would change 
> > too. 
> > > At first I couldn't figure this out, but now its just anoying I 
> > have 
> > > to remember to check that they didn't change after reloading a 
> new 
> > > pattern or song when chaining another synth or RS up to the 
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> inputs.
> > > 
> > > 6. Try reducing your poly. Move your more important tracks to 
a 
> > > lower track number. I think there is a data thin job too which 
> > > might help, not always. Try to use your LFO to sweep filters 
> etc. 
> > > and don't record too many manual sweeps. LFO don't take up 
poly, 
> > > but manual recorded sweeps put in a lot of extra events. I try 
> > not 
> > > to record or do knob sweeps on more than one track at a time, 2 
> > > tracks can be done, 3 your really pushing it.
> > > 
> > > None of this might help, but thought I'd mention it just incase 
> > any 
> > > of it does or will help. Its stuff I try to keep in mind while 
I 
> > > build songs and patterns and replay them and look into if I 
> notice 
> > > some strange problems occuring on my RS. As for the knob 
falling 
> > > off, they arn't glued on or anything, they are meant to come 
off 
> > > with a little tug. If one gets loose and comes off too easily 
> > maybe 
> > > you could put a little dab of elmers glue on it or something 
like 
> > > that to help keep it on there?
> > > 
> > > Goodluck, The RS does have its limits and they can be well 
> > limiting 
> > > sometimes, let us know if you get it all figured out. 
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-sampling 
my 
> > > tracks 
> > > > as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have 
troble 
> > > coping; 
> > > > it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against 
its 
> > > limit. 
> > > > 
> > > > The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a couple 
of 
> > > tracks 
> > > > with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), are 
> > > muted. Do 
> > > > they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would seem 
> so, 
> > > as I 
> > > > notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the 
> > samples 
> > > > would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo 
> > samples). 
> > > > 
> > > > Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted 
all 
> > of 
> > > a 
> > > > sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty 
> cool, 
> > > > actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 
> > > > 
> > > > Any thoughts on this? 
> > > > 
> > > > (one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I found 
a 
> > > little 
> > > > odd as the machine is factory new)
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15515|15510|2007-07-25 16:55:18|h2a2p|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
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re: distorted samples...

try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM test, if you 
haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one time, samples 
getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips failed the test, 
so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
| 15516|15510|2007-07-25 21:00:09|zzzik242|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Thanks for the quick reply. I thought I was getting towards the end 
of the counter, but unbelievably it continued over into A000 after 
9999 (!). I'm guessing it'll end at FFFF, but for all I now it'll 
probably run throuth the whole alfabeth. It'll nevertheless go on for 
at least 2 more hours, then. 

What a bummer. Come to think of it, I probably didn't save the song I 
was originally working on either; the new one came out as an idea 
from the first one, and I just got into the new song instead. 

Man, what bad luck! I'll probably just go to bed and see what's up 
tomorrow. 

Thanks again.

zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm not sure exactly how the wave optimize works. The important 
> thing is to do it before you have too little memory left. If you 
> only have a little memory left thats the max size of the chunks it 
> can move around at a time. So the less you have the longer its 
going 
> to take for that. I'd say let it count off, if you interupt it 
then 
> it might goof something up. If it takes a couple hours let it go, 
if 
> its running on 3 or 4 without saying done it might be time to do a 
> ctrl+alt+delete. Kidding on the keyboard shortcut, thats for 
locked 
> computers, use the on/off and hope that something didn't get royally
> effed up. If you let it sit for a good couple of hours then you 
know 
> theres nothing else you could of done, that is if you wait that 
> long. I know mine took over an hour once, I just sat back and 
watch 
> a couple episodes Sealab2021 in the mean time. It only saved me a 
> little space and I didn't notice much of a speed or load time 
> increase on anything, so I don't know how worth it the wave memory 
> optimize function really is or not to do. Hope you were able to 
wait 
> it out by the time you read this post.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Many thanks for the great tips, Zam. 
> > Now, however, I am faced with another problem; I apparently had 
to 
> > little space left on the SM card while saving a new song, and I 
> > therefore took out the card (according to the correct procedure, 
of 
> > course), and dumped some stuff to the computer.
> > 
> > Now, before I was to save the song, I figured it couldn't hurt 
> > running the "Wave memory optimize" procedure. I started it and it 
> > still hasn't stopped. The count is no at 5306 and still going. It 
> > seems the machine is hanging, but I'm hoping it will turn back to 
> > normal operation after the counter has reached 9999 (which should 
> be 
> > in about an hour) I'm guessing. however, that this won't be the 
> case. 
> > Which is a total bummer as I'm very pleased with what I 
programmed :
> (
> > 
> > I'm starting to suspect my unit may be damaged...
> > Any thoughts? This is the second time it's frozen on me since I 
got 
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> > it, and I haven't spent that much time with it either.
> > 
> > -zzzik242-
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > One more thing can do if your reaching poly limits:
> > > 
> > > Instead of using mutes, use your pattern sections and puting 
the 
> > > tracks that you want muted to an empty phrase. This is how the 
> RS 
> > > is intended to be used I believe. I tend to use one section 
and 
> 15 
> > > or 16 simultanius tracks and just record mute changes in chain 
> > > mode. This isn't good I've noticed when converting to song and 
> > then 
> > > storing the song as midi to play on anything else. The mutes 
> don't 
> > > work on midi, but the note data is still there so all tracks 
play 
> > > through the whole song if I load the midi file up and play it 
on 
> > > something like my computer. If I use sections and keep the 
empty 
> > > phrases on tracks that I wanted muted, then the song will 
convert 
> > to 
> > > midi more properly. Pain in the rump to do it properly, muting 
> is 
> > > so much faster, but its worth it sometimes to do it the right 
and 
> > > proper way sometimes and it will help keep the poly down too I 
> > think.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > That does sound a little strange on your samples messing up. 
> You 
> > > > might be right about pushing it to its limits. As for the 
RS's 
> > > > polyphony when dealing with mutes, yep your right again, the 
> poly 
> > > > count still totals up even with the tracks muted. The 
> > > notes/events 
> > > > still play as far as I know, they are just muted so you can't 
> > hear 
> > > > anything. I've ran into some poly limits here and there on 
> mine, 
> > > > and it did start acting a little wierd too. It starts 
dropping 
> > > less 
> > > > priority events, stuff thats on like track 16 and then 15. 
The 
> > > > distored samples I think may have happend to me once a long 
> time 
> > > > ago, and some other wierd things ocasionally with samples. 
> > Things 
> > > > to try to maybe help prevent that:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. Make sure you have the latest OS update.
> > > > 
> > > > 2. Before you hit play try bumping the Song or Pattern 
forward 
> > > > several measures then hit play and see if its still doing 
> that. 
> > > If 
> > > > it works OK then there might be a setting/program change/or 
> > > internal 
> > > > setting you can't see or change of some sort at the start 
that 
> > its 
> > > > picking up causeing the problem. If that is so you may have 
to 
> > > > rebuild that part of the song or pattern. That can be 
tricky, 
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> > and 
> > > > it could also have something to do with poly limits too. I'm 
> not 
> > > > really sure, its happend to me for one song, and I just delt 
> with 
> > > > it, if I remember right, by inserting several blank measures 
at 
> > > the 
> > > > start of the song and then before I hit play I skipped the RS 
> > past 
> > > > those measures into the song and then hit play.
> > > > 
> > > > 3. See if there are any wierd settings or events in the 
events 
> > > list 
> > > > you can delete.
> > > > 
> > > > 4. Reboot the RS. The one time some really strange 
distortion 
> > > > happend to me on samples, rebooting fixed it, never knew why 
it 
> > > > happend, but glad it only happend the one time and hasn't 
again 
> > > > after a reboot.
> > > > 
> > > > 5. This only happens with external gear, so this won't 
likely 
> > > > pertain to your problem since your using only the RS, but I'm 
> > > > mentioning it because its been a problem more recently for me 
> > when 
> > > > I've hooked two RS's up to each other... Anyway check the AD 
> > > input 
> > > > settings, they are stored to the pattern and song and not 
> global, 
> > > so 
> > > > when I was loading a song and certain patterns the input 
would 
> > > > switch from line to mic and effects on the inputs would 
change 
> > > too. 
> > > > At first I couldn't figure this out, but now its just anoying 
I 
> > > have 
> > > > to remember to check that they didn't change after reloading 
a 
> > new 
> > > > pattern or song when chaining another synth or RS up to the 
> > inputs.
> > > > 
> > > > 6. Try reducing your poly. Move your more important tracks 
to 
> a 
> > > > lower track number. I think there is a data thin job too 
which 
> > > > might help, not always. Try to use your LFO to sweep filters 
> > etc. 
> > > > and don't record too many manual sweeps. LFO don't take up 
> poly, 
> > > > but manual recorded sweeps put in a lot of extra events. I 
try 
> > > not 
> > > > to record or do knob sweeps on more than one track at a time, 
2 
> > > > tracks can be done, 3 your really pushing it.
> > > > 
> > > > None of this might help, but thought I'd mention it just 
incase 
> > > any 
> > > > of it does or will help. Its stuff I try to keep in mind 
while 
> I 
> > > > build songs and patterns and replay them and look into if I 
> > notice 
> > > > some strange problems occuring on my RS. As for the knob 
> falling 
> > > > off, they arn't glued on or anything, they are meant to come 
> off 
> > > > with a little tug. If one gets loose and comes off too 
easily 
> > > maybe 
> > > > you could put a little dab of elmers glue on it or something 



> like 
> > > > that to help keep it on there?
> > > > 
> > > > Goodluck, The RS does have its limits and they can be well 
> > > limiting 
> > > > sometimes, let us know if you get it all figured out. 
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-
sampling 
> my 
> > > > tracks 
> > > > > as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have 
> troble 
> > > > coping; 
> > > > > it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against 
> its 
> > > > limit. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a 
couple 
> of 
> > > > tracks 
> > > > > with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), 
are 
> > > > muted. Do 
> > > > > they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would 
seem 
> > so, 
> > > > as I 
> > > > > notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the 
> > > samples 
> > > > > would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo 
> > > samples). 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted 
> all 
> > > of 
> > > > a 
> > > > > sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty 
> > cool, 
> > > > > actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Any thoughts on this? 
> > > > > 
> > > > > (one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I 
found 
> a 
> > > > little 
> > > > > odd as the machine is factory new)
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15517|15510|2007-07-25 21:00:51|zzzik242|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Hmm, now I got the beautiful idea that the processor might overheat 
while I'm sleeping. I know it's perfectly safe to keep the unit 
turned on, but I'm thinking the bug may be damaging if the cpu is 
caught in this loop for a long time. 

Man, I don't really understand these things, but the paranoia got to 
me. I think I'll turn it off now :(

zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm not sure exactly how the wave optimize works. The important 
> thing is to do it before you have too little memory left. If you 
> only have a little memory left thats the max size of the chunks it 
> can move around at a time. So the less you have the longer its 
going 
> to take for that. I'd say let it count off, if you interupt it 
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then 
> it might goof something up. If it takes a couple hours let it go, 
if 
> its running on 3 or 4 without saying done it might be time to do a 
> ctrl+alt+delete. Kidding on the keyboard shortcut, thats for 
locked 
> computers, use the on/off and hope that something didn't get royally
> effed up. If you let it sit for a good couple of hours then you 
know 
> theres nothing else you could of done, that is if you wait that 
> long. I know mine took over an hour once, I just sat back and 
watch 
> a couple episodes Sealab2021 in the mean time. It only saved me a 
> little space and I didn't notice much of a speed or load time 
> increase on anything, so I don't know how worth it the wave memory 
> optimize function really is or not to do. Hope you were able to 
wait 
> it out by the time you read this post.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Many thanks for the great tips, Zam. 
> > Now, however, I am faced with another problem; I apparently had 
to 
> > little space left on the SM card while saving a new song, and I 
> > therefore took out the card (according to the correct procedure, 
of 
> > course), and dumped some stuff to the computer.
> > 
> > Now, before I was to save the song, I figured it couldn't hurt 
> > running the "Wave memory optimize" procedure. I started it and it 
> > still hasn't stopped. The count is no at 5306 and still going. It 
> > seems the machine is hanging, but I'm hoping it will turn back to 
> > normal operation after the counter has reached 9999 (which should 
> be 
> > in about an hour) I'm guessing. however, that this won't be the 
> case. 
> > Which is a total bummer as I'm very pleased with what I 
programmed :
> (
> > 
> > I'm starting to suspect my unit may be damaged...
> > Any thoughts? This is the second time it's frozen on me since I 
got 
> > it, and I haven't spent that much time with it either.
> > 
> > -zzzik242-
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > One more thing can do if your reaching poly limits:
> > > 
> > > Instead of using mutes, use your pattern sections and puting 
the 
> > > tracks that you want muted to an empty phrase. This is how the 
> RS 
> > > is intended to be used I believe. I tend to use one section 
and 
> 15 
> > > or 16 simultanius tracks and just record mute changes in chain 
> > > mode. This isn't good I've noticed when converting to song and 
> > then 
> > > storing the song as midi to play on anything else. The mutes 
> don't 
> > > work on midi, but the note data is still there so all tracks 
play 
> > > through the whole song if I load the midi file up and play it 
on 
> > > something like my computer. If I use sections and keep the 
empty 
> > > phrases on tracks that I wanted muted, then the song will 
convert 
> > to 
> > > midi more properly. Pain in the rump to do it properly, muting 
> is 
> > > so much faster, but its worth it sometimes to do it the right 
and 
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> > > proper way sometimes and it will help keep the poly down too I 
> > think.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > That does sound a little strange on your samples messing up. 
> You 
> > > > might be right about pushing it to its limits. As for the 
RS's 
> > > > polyphony when dealing with mutes, yep your right again, the 
> poly 
> > > > count still totals up even with the tracks muted. The 
> > > notes/events 
> > > > still play as far as I know, they are just muted so you can't 
> > hear 
> > > > anything. I've ran into some poly limits here and there on 
> mine, 
> > > > and it did start acting a little wierd too. It starts 
dropping 
> > > less 
> > > > priority events, stuff thats on like track 16 and then 15. 
The 
> > > > distored samples I think may have happend to me once a long 
> time 
> > > > ago, and some other wierd things ocasionally with samples. 
> > Things 
> > > > to try to maybe help prevent that:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. Make sure you have the latest OS update.
> > > > 
> > > > 2. Before you hit play try bumping the Song or Pattern 
forward 
> > > > several measures then hit play and see if its still doing 
> that. 
> > > If 
> > > > it works OK then there might be a setting/program change/or 
> > > internal 
> > > > setting you can't see or change of some sort at the start 
that 
> > its 
> > > > picking up causeing the problem. If that is so you may have 
to 
> > > > rebuild that part of the song or pattern. That can be 
tricky, 
> > and 
> > > > it could also have something to do with poly limits too. I'm 
> not 
> > > > really sure, its happend to me for one song, and I just delt 
> with 
> > > > it, if I remember right, by inserting several blank measures 
at 
> > > the 
> > > > start of the song and then before I hit play I skipped the RS 
> > past 
> > > > those measures into the song and then hit play.
> > > > 
> > > > 3. See if there are any wierd settings or events in the 
events 
> > > list 
> > > > you can delete.
> > > > 
> > > > 4. Reboot the RS. The one time some really strange 
distortion 
> > > > happend to me on samples, rebooting fixed it, never knew why 
it 
> > > > happend, but glad it only happend the one time and hasn't 
again 
> > > > after a reboot.
> > > > 
> > > > 5. This only happens with external gear, so this won't 
likely 
> > > > pertain to your problem since your using only the RS, but I'm 
> > > > mentioning it because its been a problem more recently for me 
> > when 
> > > > I've hooked two RS's up to each other... Anyway check the AD 
> > > input 
> > > > settings, they are stored to the pattern and song and not 
> global, 
> > > so 
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> > > > when I was loading a song and certain patterns the input 
would 
> > > > switch from line to mic and effects on the inputs would 
change 
> > > too. 
> > > > At first I couldn't figure this out, but now its just anoying 
I 
> > > have 
> > > > to remember to check that they didn't change after reloading 
a 
> > new 
> > > > pattern or song when chaining another synth or RS up to the 
> > inputs.
> > > > 
> > > > 6. Try reducing your poly. Move your more important tracks 
to 
> a 
> > > > lower track number. I think there is a data thin job too 
which 
> > > > might help, not always. Try to use your LFO to sweep filters 
> > etc. 
> > > > and don't record too many manual sweeps. LFO don't take up 
> poly, 
> > > > but manual recorded sweeps put in a lot of extra events. I 
try 
> > > not 
> > > > to record or do knob sweeps on more than one track at a time, 
2 
> > > > tracks can be done, 3 your really pushing it.
> > > > 
> > > > None of this might help, but thought I'd mention it just 
incase 
> > > any 
> > > > of it does or will help. Its stuff I try to keep in mind 
while 
> I 
> > > > build songs and patterns and replay them and look into if I 
> > notice 
> > > > some strange problems occuring on my RS. As for the knob 
> falling 
> > > > off, they arn't glued on or anything, they are meant to come 
> off 
> > > > with a little tug. If one gets loose and comes off too 
easily 
> > > maybe 
> > > > you could put a little dab of elmers glue on it or something 
> like 
> > > > that to help keep it on there?
> > > > 
> > > > Goodluck, The RS does have its limits and they can be well 
> > > limiting 
> > > > sometimes, let us know if you get it all figured out. 
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm working on a song with fairly large samples (re-
sampling 
> my 
> > > > tracks 
> > > > > as I proceed), and yesterday the machine seemed to have 
> troble 
> > > > coping; 
> > > > > it was almost as if the processor was being pushed against 
> its 
> > > > limit. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > The song has like samples in 9 or 10 of the tracks, a 
couple 
> of 
> > > > tracks 
> > > > > with midi, plus midi on tracks 1-4. These however (1-4), 
are 
> > > > muted. Do 
> > > > > they still affect the polyphony in the rs7000? It would 
seem 
> > so, 
> > > > as I 
> > > > > notice note stealing when programming a new track. And the 
> > > samples 
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> > > > > would only take 2 voices each, right? (I'm using stereo 
> > > samples). 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Anyways, yesterday all the samples were seriously distorted 
> all 
> > > of 
> > > > a 
> > > > > sudden (a kind of ultra-metallic, sharp disortion - pretty 
> > cool, 
> > > > > actually ;) On reloading they were fine, luckily. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Any thoughts on this? 
> > > > > 
> > > > > (one of the knobs came off as well, yesterday, which I 
found 
> a 
> > > > little 
> > > > > odd as the machine is factory new)
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15518|15510|2007-07-25 21:00:53|zzzik242|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my computer once, and 
it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy some new ones. 
Luckily they aren't expensive. 

Thanks again.

zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> re: distorted samples...
> 
> try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM test, if you 
> haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one time, samples 
> getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips failed the 
test, 
> so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
>

| 15519|15510|2007-07-26 06:59:38|zzzik242|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems fine. The 
other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to hang when 
running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told to 
press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to press "Effect," 
and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the machine 
does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 

I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, but when 
pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. What 
does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)

zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my computer once, 
and 
> it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy some new 
ones. 
> Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> 
> Thanks again.
> 
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> >
> > re: distorted samples...
> > 
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> > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM test, if 
you 
> > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one time, 
samples 
> > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips failed the 
> test, 
> > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> >
>

| 15520|15510|2007-07-26 07:21:48|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Ya know, I don't think I've ran all those tests on my RS, I must try 
and see for myself what I get. If error messages arn't in the 
manual I'm at a bit of a loss. My last resort would be to email 
yamaha support about it, but I'm not sure they would know much 
outside the manual as well. I'll get back to ya after I run my 
tests, your guess will be is as good as mine. I was thinking Not 
Good or No Good too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems fine. 
The 
> other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to hang 
when 
> running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told to 
> press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to 
press "Effect," 
> and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the 
machine 
> does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> 
> I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, but 
when 
> pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. What 
> does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> 
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my computer 
once, 
> and 
> > it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> > I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy some 
new 
> ones. 
> > Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> > 
> > Thanks again.
> > 
> > zzzik242
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > >
> > > re: distorted samples...
> > > 
> > > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM test, 
if 
> you 
> > > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one time, 
> samples 
> > > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips failed 
the 
> > test, 
> > > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> > >
> >
>

| 15521|15510|2007-07-26 08:00:58|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Man I thought I was never going to get my RS into test mode. 
Couldn't find it in the manual, but thanks for the search function 
here found out its Pattern+Pattern Chain+Utility while booting.
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By the way, I get NG when pressing effect too and can't do anything 
after that as far as I can tell.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ya know, I don't think I've ran all those tests on my RS, I must 
try 
> and see for myself what I get. If error messages arn't in the 
> manual I'm at a bit of a loss. My last resort would be to email 
> yamaha support about it, but I'm not sure they would know much 
> outside the manual as well. I'll get back to ya after I run my 
> tests, your guess will be is as good as mine. I was thinking Not 
> Good or No Good too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems 
fine. 
> The 
> > other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to hang 
> when 
> > running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told to 
> > press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to 
> press "Effect," 
> > and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the 
> machine 
> > does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> > 
> > I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, but 
> when 
> > pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. What 
> > does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> > 
> > zzzik242
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my computer 
> once, 
> > and 
> > > it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> > > I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy some 
> new 
> > ones. 
> > > Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> > > 
> > > Thanks again.
> > > 
> > > zzzik242
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > re: distorted samples...
> > > > 
> > > > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM 
test, 
> if 
> > you 
> > > > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one time, 
> > samples 
> > > > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips 
failed 
> the 
> > > test, 
> > > > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15522|15510|2007-07-26 08:03:50|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
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EFFECT is the Master EFFECT button, it continues on the test after 
press it, The LCD LCD test was pretty, still doing more tests...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ya know, I don't think I've ran all those tests on my RS, I must 
try 
> and see for myself what I get. If error messages arn't in the 
> manual I'm at a bit of a loss. My last resort would be to email 
> yamaha support about it, but I'm not sure they would know much 
> outside the manual as well. I'll get back to ya after I run my 
> tests, your guess will be is as good as mine. I was thinking Not 
> Good or No Good too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems 
fine. 
> The 
> > other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to hang 
> when 
> > running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told to 
> > press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to 
> press "Effect," 
> > and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the 
> machine 
> > does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> > 
> > I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, but 
> when 
> > pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. What 
> > does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> > 
> > zzzik242
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my computer 
> once, 
> > and 
> > > it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> > > I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy some 
> new 
> > ones. 
> > > Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> > > 
> > > Thanks again.
> > > 
> > > zzzik242
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > re: distorted samples...
> > > > 
> > > > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM 
test, 
> if 
> > you 
> > > > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one time, 
> > samples 
> > > > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips 
failed 
> the 
> > > test, 
> > > > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15523|15510|2007-07-26 08:09:49|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
I cant find the ISOLAT button grrr.... ISOLAT NG
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> EFFECT is the Master EFFECT button, it continues on the test after 
> press it, The LCD LCD test was pretty, still doing more tests...
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Ya know, I don't think I've ran all those tests on my RS, I must 
> try 
> > and see for myself what I get. If error messages arn't in the 
> > manual I'm at a bit of a loss. My last resort would be to email 
> > yamaha support about it, but I'm not sure they would know much 
> > outside the manual as well. I'll get back to ya after I run my 
> > tests, your guess will be is as good as mine. I was thinking 
Not 
> > Good or No Good too.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems 
> fine. 
> > The 
> > > other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to 
hang 
> > when 
> > > running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told 
to 
> > > press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to 
> > press "Effect," 
> > > and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the 
> > machine 
> > > does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> > > 
> > > I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, but 
> > when 
> > > pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. 
What 
> > > does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> > > 
> > > zzzik242
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my 
computer 
> > once, 
> > > and 
> > > > it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> > > > I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy 
some 
> > new 
> > > ones. 
> > > > Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks again.
> > > > 
> > > > zzzik242
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > re: distorted samples...
> > > > > 
> > > > > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM 
> test, 
> > if 
> > > you 
> > > > > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one 
time, 
> > > samples 
> > > > > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips 
> failed 
> > the 
> > > > test, 
> > > > > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> > > > >
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> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15524|15510|2007-07-26 08:11:29|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Got it, duh it the ISOLATION master effect when switched to that 
then continues on...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I cant find the ISOLAT button grrr.... ISOLAT NG
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > EFFECT is the Master EFFECT button, it continues on the test 
after 
> > press it, The LCD LCD test was pretty, still doing more tests...
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ya know, I don't think I've ran all those tests on my RS, I 
must 
> > try 
> > > and see for myself what I get. If error messages arn't in the 
> > > manual I'm at a bit of a loss. My last resort would be to 
email 
> > > yamaha support about it, but I'm not sure they would know much 
> > > outside the manual as well. I'll get back to ya after I run 
my 
> > > tests, your guess will be is as good as mine. I was thinking 
> Not 
> > > Good or No Good too.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems 
> > fine. 
> > > The 
> > > > other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to 
> hang 
> > > when 
> > > > running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told 
> to 
> > > > press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to 
> > > press "Effect," 
> > > > and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the 
> > > machine 
> > > > does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> > > > 
> > > > I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, 
but 
> > > when 
> > > > pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. 
> What 
> > > > does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> > > > 
> > > > zzzik242
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my 
> computer 
> > > once, 
> > > > and 
> > > > > it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> > > > > I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy 
> some 
> > > new 
> > > > ones. 
> > > > > Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks again.
> > > > > 
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> > > > > zzzik242
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > re: distorted samples...
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full RAM 
> > test, 
> > > if 
> > > > you 
> > > > > > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one 
> time, 
> > > > samples 
> > > > > > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips 
> > failed 
> > > the 
> > > > > test, 
> > > > > > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15525|15510|2007-07-26 08:23:07|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Well that was an excercise. Kind of cool, mine all checks OK it 
looked like. 6+ years still and can still learn something new on 
the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Got it, duh it the ISOLATION master effect when switched to that 
> then continues on...
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I cant find the ISOLAT button grrr.... ISOLAT NG
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > EFFECT is the Master EFFECT button, it continues on the test 
> after 
> > > press it, The LCD LCD test was pretty, still doing more 
tests...
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ya know, I don't think I've ran all those tests on my RS, I 
> must 
> > > try 
> > > > and see for myself what I get. If error messages arn't in 
the 
> > > > manual I'm at a bit of a loss. My last resort would be to 
> email 
> > > > yamaha support about it, but I'm not sure they would know 
much 
> > > > outside the manual as well. I'll get back to ya after I run 
> my 
> > > > tests, your guess will be is as good as mine. I was 
thinking 
> > Not 
> > > > Good or No Good too.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM 
seems 
> > > fine. 
> > > > The 
> > > > > other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to 
> > hang 
> > > > when 
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> > > > > running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm 
told 
> > to 
> > > > > press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to 
> > > > press "Effect," 
> > > > > and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that 
the 
> > > > machine 
> > > > > does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, 
> but 
> > > > when 
> > > > > pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other 
tests. 
> > What 
> > > > > does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> > > > > 
> > > > > zzzik242
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Ahh, that's a good tip. I had some damaged RAM in my 
> > computer 
> > > > once, 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > it resulted in the machine freezing up quite often. 
> > > > > > I'll do the RAM test tomorrow, and if it fails, I'll buy 
> > some 
> > > > new 
> > > > > ones. 
> > > > > > Luckily they aren't expensive. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Thanks again.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > zzzik242
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > re: distorted samples...
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > try booting the rs in test mode and running the full 
RAM 
> > > test, 
> > > > if 
> > > > > you 
> > > > > > > haven't already. I had some weird stuff going on one 
> > time, 
> > > > > samples 
> > > > > > > getting messed up, etc. turns out one of my RAM chips 
> > > failed 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > test, 
> > > > > > > so I replaced it, and have not had any problems since.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15526|15510|2007-07-26 08:35:13|Markus|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Ok, a quick update; I did the system test and the RAM seems fine. The 
> other parts of the machine also seem fine, but it seems to hang when 
> running the "Panel SW" test; when entering the test I'm told to 
> press "Enter" - ok, no problem. But then I'm told to press "Effect," 
> and when doing so I get the message "NG". And after that the machine 
> does not respond (not when pressing exit either). 
> 
> I get the message "NG" on some of the other tests as well, but when 
> pressing "Exit," I'm allowed to proceed to the other tests. What 
> does "NG" stand for? "No Good"? ;)
> 
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> zzzik242

Something like that but it's not hanging,it just means your not
pressing the right button to activate that part of the test!One you
press the right button it will proceed,you'll get the NG message if
you don't press the right one thats all :)

Hope this helps
| 15527|15510|2007-07-26 08:36:17|Markus|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
This is a test; i replied about the NG message about an hour
ago which would've saved you trouble and it hasn't appeared yet so i want
see how long my messages are taking cos other replies seem to appear
very quickly..
| 15528|15510|2007-07-26 08:41:47|zamisers7k|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Hey Markus,

Your still under new member status. All new member messages have to 
be approved from a pending area. Sorry for the delay, I didn't check 
it for a bit while I was since I was messing around on the test thing 
on my RS and got all excited. I try to check it at least a couple 
times a day. I'm not sure what gets folks out of new member status. 
Gets a little old after a while of checking folks I know are plenty 
cool. I'll have to figure that out and see if I can get folks I know 
are fine aproved or off new member status quicker.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> This is a test; i replied about the NG message about an hour
> ago which would've saved you trouble and it hasn't appeared yet so i 
want
> see how long my messages are taking cos other replies seem to appear
> very quickly..
>

| 15529|15510|2007-07-26 08:44:16|zzzik242|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
Zam; Markus;

Thanks for the replies. According to this, there is in other words 
nothing wrong with my unit (at least as far as its own tests can 
determine).

Hmm. I will have to play some more with it, and first & foremost 
remember to save regularly and often. But I think it's a bit strange 
that it's already frozen two times on me, plus the odd playback of the 
samples. 
I'll let you know if more problems occur.

Thanks again,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> This is a test; i replied about the NG message about an hour
> ago which would've saved you trouble and it hasn't appeared yet so i 
want
> see how long my messages are taking cos other replies seem to appear
> very quickly..
>

| 15530|15530|2007-07-26 09:11:18|zamisers7k|Moderation of New Members|
FYI All,

I've taken moderation off new members so they can get help quicker and 
not have to wait for their messages to be approved.

I don't see us getting any spammy stuff through registered members 
whom it seems you have to be a member to post here. The filters and 
registration process seem to be doing a good job preventing spam 
messages. If this changes or anything wierd starts happening I can 
put it back, let me know if any of you are having any kind of troubles 
or dificulties with this change to the forum/list.

Thanks & Happy RSing!
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Zam
| 15531|15530|2007-07-26 09:39:31|zzzik242|Re: Moderation of New Members|
Cool! :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> FYI All,
> 
> I've taken moderation off new members so they can get help quicker 
and 
> not have to wait for their messages to be approved.
> 
> I don't see us getting any spammy stuff through registered members 
> whom it seems you have to be a member to post here. The filters 
and 
> registration process seem to be doing a good job preventing spam 
> messages. If this changes or anything wierd starts happening I can 
> put it back, let me know if any of you are having any kind of 
troubles 
> or dificulties with this change to the forum/list.
> 
> Thanks & Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 15532|15532|2007-07-26 09:44:43|zzzik242|Workflow?|
I just wanted to know about the way you guys work when composing songs; 
specifically how you set up your effects..
I haven't got as far as gluing songs together yet (which is a problem 
I've had for years - make a few patterns & then move on to new projects)

But; because of the limitations in effects and polyphony I realise I 
must be a little clever when programming. So far I think the best idea 
would be to use different styles (A, B, C etc) when programming - this 
would enable me to retain the proper effects for the various phrases. 
However, exporting these as wav-files takes long time, but as far as 
I've understood samples are initially saved locally to a style, but it 
is possible to save them globally. This would solve some problems. 
I would then save my project as an "All"-file. 

The biggest problem is in regards to string-sounds & sustained pads; 
resampling these will cause problems concerning the loop points.
Therefore I gather they shouldn't be resampled at all (which presents 
some challenges, of course).

Any good tips on improving workflow?

btw Zam, I tried your tip on assigning the lfo to the filter, and it 
was awesome :) It really gave the phrase a very nice motion. Thanks! :)

regards
zzzik242
| 15533|15530|2007-07-26 10:30:44|zamisers7k|Re: Moderation of New Members|
I'm not sure this is working or has kicked in yet, I had to approve 
this message still, so I hope it will be cool soon tho. Yahoo's 
help and support is near useless for figuring this stuff out. Hope 
you all don't mind too much while I get this figured out.

Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Cool! :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > FYI All,
> > 
> > I've taken moderation off new members so they can get help 
quicker 
> and 
> > not have to wait for their messages to be approved.
> > 
> > I don't see us getting any spammy stuff through registered 
members 
> > whom it seems you have to be a member to post here. The filters 
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> and 
> > registration process seem to be doing a good job preventing spam 
> > messages. If this changes or anything wierd starts happening I 
can 
> > put it back, let me know if any of you are having any kind of 
> troubles 
> > or dificulties with this change to the forum/list.
> > 
> > Thanks & Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 15534|15510|2007-07-26 10:54:01|h2a2p|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
come to think of it, my RS was locking up on me when I first got it... 
turned out I was staying in Record mode too long. 

when in overdub or replace record mode, you can 'pause' the recording 
(instead of stopping), to drop in and out of record mode, and you can 
switch tracks to record to different tracks, without stopping. Well I 
was 'pausing' recording, and then messing around searching through 
sounds, tweaking effects, changing tracks, etc. Like I would start 
Recording, and Never exit Record mode. Eventually it would lock up on 
me. 

It seems like maybe it has a midi buffer or something the gets full. 
Anyways, my workaround? Don't stay in Record for too long, just 
record a what you are doing, then hit Stop. Then tweak around with 
the next track, and record it on its own. 

I've heard of others having RS lock-ups when overloading it with MIDI 
data, too.
| 15535|15532|2007-07-26 10:57:52|h2a2p|Re: Workflow?|
thats how i do it, different style for each 'song'. The RS has both a 
Local and a Common sample bank. Local samples can be accessed from 
the current Style. Common samples can be accessed from all Styles. 

Easiest way I load a common sample is select a track, hit Mixer to 
select your Sound, scroll sound bank to SmpCom (common sample), select 
a sample slot number, then hit Load twice to load the sample, and it 
should load it into the common sample slot that you had previously 
selected.
| 15536|15510|2007-07-26 16:30:09|Markus|Re: Strange behavior from my rs7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Zam; Markus;
> 
> Thanks for the replies. According to this, there is in other words 
> nothing wrong with my unit (at least as far as its own tests can 
> determine).
> 
> Hmm. I will have to play some more with it, and first & foremost 
> remember to save regularly and often. But I think it's a bit strange 
> that it's already frozen two times on me, plus the odd playback of the 
> samples. 
> I'll let you know if more problems occur.
> 
> Thanks again,
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > This is a test; i replied about the NG message about an hour
> > ago which would've saved you trouble and it hasn't appeared yet so i 
> want
> > see how long my messages are taking cos other replies seem to appear
> > very quickly..
> >
>

Well i'm glad you established that.I hope you can get to the bottom of
it and find a solution!I save regularly anyway,something i've picked
up from software but i'm not at the song writing stage yet so i don't
know how i'll work then with the limitations of memory etc..

Markus
| 15537|15537|2007-07-26 17:11:26|zamisers7k|New Member Moderation Stuff Again|
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Hi Group,

Just another FYI and then I'll knock it off, hopefully.

As I've gathered, new member from now on will be able to post without 
approval. If you're a new member from before this change went into 
effect your messages will still be moderated and need approval before 
they get posted, that is until your either no longer a new member or I 
manually edit your message posting privlages. I've changed a few new 
members already so they can post now and not have to wait, but if you 
notice you are still having to wait for approval then don't hesitate to 
ask me to fix that for you. Or, you can resign up as a new member I 
suppose too.

End of Line

Zam
| 15538|15532|2007-07-27 08:21:06|zamisers7k|Re: Workflow?|
I do most my songs on Pattern Style 1 and work on each song seperatly 
on the RS. Never have had more than one Pattern/Chain/Song loaded at 
a time. I load them over each other, however I'm not all that sample 
heavy or dependent on samples with my stuff though, so I've not taken 
the time to learn how to load and deal with samples globally. I do 
know samples can do some wierd stuff if you copy them over to another 
track, some settings cary over and are stored with the sample as a 
voice and not the track which is difrent then how the internal voices 
work. Internal voices you can make a change on a track with the same 
voice as another track and they won't effect each other. Sometimes 
with samples when you make a change it will carry over to a second 
track and do some funky stuff if you don't understand whats going on, 
and then when you switch Sections the Sample voice will switch back to 
its default, can really throw you off until you figure you need to 
have the same sample stored in a difrent bank or whatever so you can 
have a difrent defualt settings stored to it. Anyway, for me each song 
has their own samples. Also, I'd definatly try to avoid making one 
Song or Chain using several Styles though, because they seem to tend 
to make the RS hicup while re-loading all that info and settings 
during playback. Once I get it converted and edited all down to 
a "whole" song in Song mode I know I can then load Songs onto difrent 
and more than one Song # if I really need to do so. I'll ocassionaly, 
usually for gigs, and when I have a sample heavy song I'll preload a 
couple onto the RS as Songs so I don't have to make the audiance wait 
as long between loads for the songs I've got a lot of sample time on. 
My samples are usually vocals or quotes or sayings that I've ripped 
from movies, shhhhh. This method works best for me and I wouldn't say 
its the best or most proper way either, it can be intresting to see 
how others with more formal music training or none at all and how they 
proceed about learning what works best for them. I see the 
weaslebuster dude on youtube, his stuff is done totally difrent than 
the way I do it, I can see him using the scene/mutes and all patterns 
and lots of sections for his live stuff. Its intresting, more proper 
or better way, I don't, whats best I think is how you learn to use it 
for yourself and what works best for you. Hard to write about it, so 
much easier to just show someone, and I think a lot of RSers have been 
and learned this stuff on their own so there are probably many ways of 
doing and making songs, none of them is more right or wrong I think, 
all cool as long as it works for you and your not all frustrated with 
doing it that way then I think you'll have tons of fun whatever and 
however way you like to make your songs on the RS.

Zam

Building songs from scratch 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> thats how i do it, different style for each 'song'. The RS has both 
a 
> Local and a Common sample bank. Local samples can be accessed from 
> the current Style. Common samples can be accessed from all Styles. 
> 
> Easiest way I load a common sample is select a track, hit Mixer to 
> select your Sound, scroll sound bank to SmpCom (common sample), 
select 
> a sample slot number, then hit Load twice to load the sample, and it 
> should load it into the common sample slot that you had previously 
> selected.
>

| 15539|15539|2007-07-27 12:41:32|Markus|Thought my memory was expanded but..|
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I keep keep getting wave memory full every time i try to execute
something i get 'Wave Memory Full'!

Wave Memory says 272kb free and (Recordable 272kb)doesn't 
seem to be expanded to me lol!So if this is the case how do i get
around with that amount of sampling memory?

I had the money as well, just bought a freakin chair off ebay!Tell me
i'm wrong :(

Cheers,
Markus
| 15540|15539|2007-07-27 15:02:49|Markus|Re: Thought my memory was expanded but..|
Anyone?I can't even slice a sampled loop without getting the
message!How do i free up memory?Cheers.
| 15541|15539|2007-07-27 16:02:30|zamisers7k|Re: Thought my memory was expanded but..|
Your running off 4 megs?

Free up the most memory quickly by removing or replacing samples... 
You might be able to convert them to a lower sample rate too in the 
sample jobs. Won't sound quite as good, might sound better if your 
wanting a lo-fi sound.

Must upgrade if you plan on doing any sampling. 4 megs is not near 
enough to do much with sampling.

Store your stuff to SM before you upgrade the internal memory, and 
you ought not to loose anything. Make sure your SIMs meet the RS 
specs too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Anyone?I can't even slice a sampled loop without getting the
> message!How do i free up memory?Cheers.
>

| 15542|15539|2007-07-27 17:07:39|Markus|Re: Thought my memory was expanded but..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Your running off 4 megs?
> 
> Free up the most memory quickly by removing or replacing samples... 
> You might be able to convert them to a lower sample rate too in the 
> sample jobs. Won't sound quite as good, might sound better if your 
> wanting a lo-fi sound.
> 
> Must upgrade if you plan on doing any sampling. 4 megs is not near 
> enough to do much with sampling.
> 
> Store your stuff to SM before you upgrade the internal memory, and 
> you ought not to loose anything. Make sure your SIMs meet the RS 
> specs too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > Anyone?I can't even slice a sampled loop without getting the
> > message!How do i free up memory?Cheers.
> >
>

Thanks Zam.

I think so..what is the combo to check the memory other than
shift+utility?Do samples remain the RS if they are saved to sample
common using up available memory,even after loading a new song?I
opened a new song to edit the loop i had recorded so i treid to slice
it then i got the 'memory full' message so i checked available me and
now i have 607kb!What happened to the rest from earlier?!

Still getting my head round the RS so i Hope you don't mind me asking
these questions as they come up; right
now i'm going through the power user guides and the manual,figured i
may get quicker answer posting on here..

Do you remember i asked about the RS before i got it and you said
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something like i may find i won't use ableton and vsts as much?Well
you were right about that!The RS superb..
| 15543|15539|2007-07-27 17:54:44|zamisers7k|Re: Thought my memory was expanded but..|
Hey Markus,

Try Pattern + Pat Chain + Utility while turning it on takes it to 
that test mode, it does a full memory check somewhere in there I 
believe. I'm not at my RS right now to verify exactly what it checks 
and will give you for all the info. you need to know. There is the 
possibility even with a fully expanded RS you can still run low on 
memory sometimes fairly quickly if your doing a lot of sampling at 
high sample rates. 64 megs is max, that not a whole lot when your 
doing high sample rates and lengths, I'll often switch between rates 
to conserve memory when I record the samples into the RS, and is one 
of the reasons I don't load more then one song I'm working on at a 
time into it. I want to have maximum samplitude for each song if and 
when I'd maybe ever need it. I've maxed it out once or twice on one 
song before, but I'm not doing much sliceing and bunches of 
individual smaller samples. Usually when thats happend its been on 
just a few lenghty high quality vocals.

Hey just thought of something that might help... if you've edited 
some of your samples start and stop points there may be large areas 
that arn't played on them and I think there is a sample job that 
removes those parts, forget what its called, check for it though, 
might free ya up some more memory.

Do get the extra memory if you don't have it, could just pop the case 
open and look too. Maybe it did and they came unseated or something 
like that, it'd be empty and then you'd know for sure you need a 
couple memory sticks for it.

Zam

> Thanks Zam.
> 
> I think so..what is the combo to check the memory other than
> shift+utility?Do samples remain the RS if they are saved to sample
> common using up available memory,even after loading a new song?I
> opened a new song to edit the loop i had recorded so i treid to 

slice

> it then i got the 'memory full' message so i checked available me 

and

> now i have 607kb!What happened to the rest from earlier?!
> 
> Still getting my head round the RS so i Hope you don't mind me 

asking

> these questions as they come up; right
> now i'm going through the power user guides and the manual,figured i
> may get quicker answer posting on here..
> 
> Do you remember i asked about the RS before i got it and you said
> something like i may find i won't use ableton and vsts as much?Well
> you were right about that!The RS superb..
>

| 15544|15539|2007-07-27 20:30:40|Markus|Re: Thought my memory was expanded but..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Your running off 4 megs?
> > 
> > Free up the most memory quickly by removing or replacing samples... 
> > You might be able to convert them to a lower sample rate too in the 
> > sample jobs. Won't sound quite as good, might sound better if your 
> > wanting a lo-fi sound.
> > 
> > Must upgrade if you plan on doing any sampling. 4 megs is not near 
> > enough to do much with sampling.
> > 
> > Store your stuff to SM before you upgrade the internal memory, and 
> > you ought not to loose anything. Make sure your SIMs meet the RS 
> > specs too.
> > 
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> > Zam

Only 4meg!So i've been resampling@5khz(for the sake of experimentation
y'know ;))and recording loops into ableton,which i'll use until i get
the upgrade.Even with the limitations of the RS7000,there is still so
much you can do.It's very inspiring and i'm truly enjoying the process
of learning how it works now i'm getting into it :D

Keep rockin'

Markus
| 15545|15545|2007-07-30 18:21:03|Markus|Quick question|
The filter settings on a synth patch keep resetting themselves if i
stop playback and restart it,is there a way to prevent or do i have to
copy the phrase to a user location?I assume it does it because it's a
factory preset?

Thanks :)
| 15546|15545|2007-07-30 19:53:35|zamisers7k|Re: Quick question|
Yup probably, I very rarely use user phrases. I don't recall any 
resetting on the filter though when I stop & restart though. Anyway, 
copying it to a user phrase is a good excercise to learn if you've not 
yet. You'll be able to edit the sequence or any other miscellaneous 
things that could be causeing it to reset. Your not using a user 
phrase with a sample that you've made are you? If so what you've got 
to do probably is copy the sample to another spot too, I forget exactly 
how, not at my RS, but I won't worry about until I find out if you are 
or not.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> The filter settings on a synth patch keep resetting themselves if i
> stop playback and restart it,is there a way to prevent or do i have to
> copy the phrase to a user location?I assume it does it because it's a
> factory preset?
> 
> Thanks :)
>

| 15547|15545|2007-07-30 19:56:54|zamisers7k|Re: Quick question|
Ooops, I meant rarely use preset phrases. Hope didn't confuse ya.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yup probably, I very rarely use user phrases. I don't recall any 
> resetting on the filter though when I stop & restart though. 
Anyway, 
> copying it to a user phrase is a good excercise to learn if you've 
not 
> yet. You'll be able to edit the sequence or any other 
miscellaneous 
> things that could be causeing it to reset. Your not using a user 
> phrase with a sample that you've made are you? If so what you've 
got 
> to do probably is copy the sample to another spot too, I forget 
exactly 
> how, not at my RS, but I won't worry about until I find out if you 
are 
> or not.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > The filter settings on a synth patch keep resetting themselves if 
i
> > stop playback and restart it,is there a way to prevent or do i 
have to
> > copy the phrase to a user location?I assume it does it because 
it's a
> > factory preset?
> > 
> > Thanks :)
> >
>
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| 15548|15545|2007-07-30 21:20:58|Markus|Re: Quick question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Ooops, I meant rarely use preset phrases. Hope didn't confuse ya.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yup probably, I very rarely use user phrases. I don't recall any 
> > resetting on the filter though when I stop & restart though. 
> Anyway, 
> > copying it to a user phrase is a good excercise to learn if you've 
> not 
> > yet. You'll be able to edit the sequence or any other 
> miscellaneous 
> > things that could be causeing it to reset. Your not using a user 
> > phrase with a sample that you've made are you? If so what you've 
> got 
> > to do probably is copy the sample to another spot too, I forget 
> exactly 
> > how, not at my RS, but I won't worry about until I find out if you 
> are 
> > or not.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > The filter settings on a synth patch keep resetting themselves if 
> i
> > > stop playback and restart it,is there a way to prevent or do i 
> have to
> > > copy the phrase to a user location?I assume it does it because 
> it's a
> > > factory preset?
> > > 
> > > Thanks :)
> > >
> >
>

Yeah i was reading about some of the concepts of user phrases
yesterday,so this is the learning curve i've read about :^D

I was going to do that but i wasn't sure whether the phrase resetting
itself was normal or some setting in one of the menus i haven't got to
yet.

Another question:

With the styles,can i have 16 different instruments/kits in each
one?Is this a way of playing live,merging one into another?

Thanks..
| 15549|15545|2007-07-30 22:58:22|zamisers7k|Re: Quick question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Ooops, I meant rarely use preset phrases. Hope didn't confuse ya.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yup probably, I very rarely use user phrases. I don't recall 

any 

> > > resetting on the filter though when I stop & restart though. 
> > Anyway, 
> > > copying it to a user phrase is a good excercise to learn if 

you've 

> > not 
> > > yet. You'll be able to edit the sequence or any other 
> > miscellaneous 
> > > things that could be causeing it to reset. Your not using a 

user 
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> > > phrase with a sample that you've made are you? If so what 

you've 

> > got 
> > > to do probably is copy the sample to another spot too, I forget 
> > exactly 
> > > how, not at my RS, but I won't worry about until I find out if 

you 

> > are 
> > > or not.
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > The filter settings on a synth patch keep resetting 

themselves if 

> > i
> > > > stop playback and restart it,is there a way to prevent or do 

i 

> > have to
> > > > copy the phrase to a user location?I assume it does it 

because 

> > it's a
> > > > factory preset?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks :)
> > > >
> > >
> >
> Yeah i was reading about some of the concepts of user phrases
> yesterday,so this is the learning curve i've read about :^D
> 
> I was going to do that but i wasn't sure whether the phrase 

resetting

> itself was normal or some setting in one of the menus i haven't got 

to

> yet.
> 
> Another question:
> 
> With the styles,can i have 16 different instruments/kits in each
> one?Is this a way of playing live,merging one into another?
> 
> Thanks..
>

You have 16 difrent instrament/voices per style. 1 for each track. 
You generally don't want to switch styles or voices in middle of a 
song. You can do it, but its not something that I think mixes very 
easily or smoothly form one style/pattern to another without 
stopping. What you want to do, not now, but more later once you get 
the basics down is to switch phrases up on one track by switching to 
another section on the same style/pattern then switch the 
instrument/voice as a program change in the events list. This may 
seem like a lot more work then just switching style/patterns but it 
might be less prone to hiccuping on you during playback. I can't say 
for sure either way, and to be honest with you I've always just kept 
my instruments to 16 and under for every song I've done. Its a good 
reason why I want to get a second RS for building songs. You can 
switch phrases fairly easily between sections and I don't even do 
that really all that often, or even use other sections all that 
much. To be more honest, theres a lot of potential I know the RS has 
that I've not tapped into because I've tried to keep it fairly simple 
for myself. I may have said this before I'm not sure, but newbs 
should concentrate on Style 1 Section A, get a nice pattern going 
there all by itself then move on to chaining and recording mutes in 
Chain mode on the one Style and Section. Its a start. I spend the 
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majority of my time on Style 1 Section A. You may want to do 
something difrent eventually, and if anyone else has some better 
suggestions for starting out post away! Sorry so much to read 
through, hope I didn't confuse too much more. I can try sumerizing 
for you later if none of this is making any sense. I'm running on no 
sleep today so I might be bableing and not making any sense a lot.

Zam
| 15550|15545|2007-07-31 08:08:45|Markus|Re: Quick question|

> You have 16 difrent instrament/voices per style. 1 for each track.
> You generally don't want to switch styles or voices in middle of a
> song. You can do it, but its not something that I think mixes very
> easily or smoothly form one style/pattern to another without
> stopping. What you want to do, not now, but more later once you get
> the basics down is to switch phrases up on one track by switching to
> another section on the same style/pattern then switch the
> instrument/voice as a program change in the events list. This may
> seem like a lot more work then just switching style/patterns but it
> might be less prone to hiccuping on you during playback. I can't say
> for sure either way, and to be honest with you I've always just kept
> my instruments to 16 and under for every song I've done. Its a good
> reason why I want to get a second RS for building songs. You can
> switch phrases fairly easily between sections and I don't even do
> that really all that often, or even use other sections all that
> much. To be more honest, theres a lot of potential I know the RS has
> that I've not tapped into because I've tried to keep it fairly simple
> for myself. I may have said this before I'm not sure, but newbs
> should concentrate on Style 1 Section A, get a nice pattern going
> there all by itself then move on to chaining and recording mutes in
> Chain mode on the one Style and Section. Its a start. I spend the
> majority of my time on Style 1 Section A. You may want to do
> something difrent eventually, and if anyone else has some better
> suggestions for starting out post away! Sorry so much to read
> through, hope I didn't confuse too much more. I can try sumerizing
> for you later if none of this is making any sense. I'm running on no
> sleep today so I might be bableing and not making any sense a lot.
>
> Zam
>

No worries Zam.My questions may seem mundane but they're helping me get
a feel for the RS.Ido refer to the manual but it's a bit hit and miss.I
am focusing on Style 1 Section A and working with mutes/groups right
now,i could get away with play live just using those features and the
onboard fx!I'm really keen to get out there and start playing asap!Think
i'll spend a couple more weeks with the RS then start rehearsing.So user
phrases is the way forward..Can i contain program changes and other
settings in a user phrase?

Cheers!
Markus
| 15551|15545|2007-07-31 10:11:59|Markus|Re: Quick question|
I recorded a sequence from my microx.I changed the voice but it reset
to the one i recorded after the sequence looped,even if it was a
different bank.I hope i can override this as i was going to resample
different voices from the microx.
| 15553|15545|2007-07-31 11:44:33|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: Quick question|
check your midi setup page for each midi channel via your utility options 
(see utility menu) 

************************************** Get a sneak peek of the all-new AOL at 
http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15554|15545|2007-07-31 11:46:26|domepeacemusic|Re: Quick question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> I recorded a sequence from my microx.I changed the voice but it reset
> to the one i recorded after the sequence looped,even if it was a
> different bank.I hope i can override this as i was going to resample
> different voices from the microx.
>

check your midi setup page for each midi channel via your utility 
options (see utility menu)
| 15555|15545|2007-07-31 13:25:40|zamisers7k|Re: Quick question|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I recorded a sequence from my microx.I changed the voice but it 

reset

> > to the one i recorded after the sequence looped,even if it was a
> > different bank.I hope i can override this as i was going to 

resample

> > different voices from the microx.
> >
> check your midi setup page for each midi channel via your utility 
> options (see utility menu)
>

It might of recorded a Program Change too. Check your events in 
Edit #0 on the keypad, select your track and see what events are in 
there. You also might want to find out how to set your microx not 
to send program changes with the midi, and make sure its just send 
midi notess to the RS if your sending sequences or arpegiations. 
You might also can set the RS to filter out Program Change events it 
receives, but if its already recorded in there you need to remove it 
from the events list or re-record it with that filtered. If 
something else going on, there is no Program Change in the events 
list resetting it then I'll have to think about this one some more...

Also, in a previous post you mention using mute groups. Thats cool, 
but I don't use them that often, mostly the first just the one for 
muting all the channels or unmutting them all at once. Otherwise I 
just hold the mute button and press that track. Later, once you get 
Sections setup so your using like 1A, 1B, 1C, and have the phrases 
change or set be no phrase for tracks you'd like muted instead, you 
can bounce around sections and it stays all tight. Muting isn't 
always that tight and you have to ear it and give yourself cues when 
would be a good time to punch in or out a track using mutes.

Hope this helps ya some, and don't feel dumb for asking. Getting 
over that initial learning hump is important I think to realizing 
how great the RS really is for song creation and knowing you don't 
have to utilize everything on it the way it was intended and stick 
to making songs on it in any specific way or method.

Good luck and keep at it!

Zam
| 15556|15545|2007-07-31 21:39:52|Markus|Re: Quick question|
Thanks for the help guys!I thought i should let you know Zam,someone
is spamming the groups,they already hit novation and korg ms2000 and
since you eased off on the moderating i thought i should let you know
before you get spammed!

Don't stop the music..

Markus
| 15557|15557|2007-08-01 07:22:54|hoffmanrs7000|Pattern Chain and Songs - help!|
Hi there, 

Have been using the RS7000 for some time but have never figured out 
how to create pattern chains and then songs. I have gone through the 
manual plenty of times and still can't work it out. If anyone can help 
that would be great. I have created pletny of patterns i just want to 
be able to link them up. Maybe it's very simple but it's beyond me!

Thanks!
| 15558|15254|2007-08-01 07:45:57|hoffmanrs7000|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
Hey there - is the scsi hard drive in addition to your normal other 
drives?

Hoff

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "touchmymagic" 
wrote:

>
> Hi Guys,
> 
> I normally tend to post @ rs7000.org but the sites down at the 
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> moment. But I would just like top say I hope everyone is currently 
> very productive with their music.
> 
> Anyway I just wanted to report on my experiences as I have 

recently 

> installed a scsi card and hard drive into my pc. Please excuse the 
> use of laymans terms!
> 
> I have owned the RS since it came out but have only been 

considering 

> this step over the last couple of years. Having read numerous 

forum 

> posts I thought I'd give it a go. I'm pleased to say that it was 
> actually very easy. 
> I got confused after I'd first installed the hard drive, but I 
> realised I had not connected it properly. I needed to plug in the 
> cable with 4 bits on it (the one connected to my main hard drive 

into 

> the new one).
> 
> 
> Just so you know, I purchased the Adaptec AHA 2940W/UW SCSI Card 

and 

> IBM E-Server (Seagate) 18GB 10000rpm ScSi Hard Drive (model no 
> ST318305LW). My SCSI cable is SCSI 2 HD50/HD50M - SCSI 3 

HD68/HD68M. 

> However to connect the cable to the RS I had to remove the side 

grips.

> All these items where purchased from EBay sellers based in the UK.
> 
> I've made several partitions of 2gb and this works very well. It 

does 

> not tell you anywhere, but if your using XP, its best to 

use 'device 

> manager' to manage the hard drive. But once this is done you can 

drag 

> and drop files at your leisure.
> 
> S'cuse the long post.
> 
> My RS love has been rekindled!
> 
> 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> 
> 
> Immon
>

| 15559|15254|2007-08-01 08:14:23|domepeacemusic|Re: SCSI Hard drive & SCSI Card installation Success!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hoffmanrs7000" 
wrote:

>
> Hey there - is the scsi hard drive in addition to your normal other 
> drives?
> 
> Hoff
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "touchmymagic" 
> wrote:
> >
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> > Hi Guys,
> > 
> > I normally tend to post @ rs7000.org but the sites down at the 
> > moment. But I would just like top say I hope everyone is 

currently 

> > very productive with their music.
> > 
> > Anyway I just wanted to report on my experiences as I have 
> recently 
> > installed a scsi card and hard drive into my pc. Please excuse 

the 

> > use of laymans terms!
> > 
> > I have owned the RS since it came out but have only been 
> considering 
> > this step over the last couple of years. Having read numerous 
> forum 
> > posts I thought I'd give it a go. I'm pleased to say that it was 
> > actually very easy. 
> > I got confused after I'd first installed the hard drive, but I 
> > realised I had not connected it properly. I needed to plug in the 
> > cable with 4 bits on it (the one connected to my main hard drive 
> into 
> > the new one).
> > 
> > 
> > Just so you know, I purchased the Adaptec AHA 2940W/UW SCSI Card 
> and 
> > IBM E-Server (Seagate) 18GB 10000rpm ScSi Hard Drive (model no 
> > ST318305LW). My SCSI cable is SCSI 2 HD50/HD50M - SCSI 3 
> HD68/HD68M. 
> > However to connect the cable to the RS I had to remove the side 
> grips.
> > All these items where purchased from EBay sellers based in the UK.
> > 
> > I've made several partitions of 2gb and this works very well. It 
> does 
> > not tell you anywhere, but if your using XP, its best to 
> use 'device 
> > manager' to manage the hard drive. But once this is done you can 
> drag 
> > and drop files at your leisure.
> > 
> > S'cuse the long post.
> > 
> > My RS love has been rekindled!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Immon
> >
>thanks Immon. Extremely helpful post considering that most storage 

card companies are discontinuing or have already discontinued their 
smartmedia cards 3.3v (i.e., Kingston). I was just pondering the idea 
of a scsi storage plan the other day since my smartmedia disk is 
full. I definitely 
will be utilizing your blueprint in the future. Cheers.
| 15560|15545|2007-08-01 10:06:30|zamisers7k|Re: Quick question|
If I start seeing more spam I'll have to go back to the way the group 
was setup. Hopefully it was just a one time deal. I deleted a post 
out of the group forum and put that member on moderate status. Let me 
know if you keep getting spammers spamming from this group. Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the help guys!I thought i should let you know Zam,someone
> is spamming the groups,they already hit novation and korg ms2000 and
> since you eased off on the moderating i thought i should let you know
> before you get spammed!
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> 
> Don't stop the music..
> 
> Markus
>

| 15561|15557|2007-08-01 10:12:30|zamisers7k|Re: Pattern Chain and Songs - help!|
Are you having trouble getting started in Chain? Where are you getting 
stuck trying to do it?

Try Chaining just one Pattern first into a song maybe and go from 
there. Don't have to put a bunch patterns together, not sure that 
always works so great too, I usually stick to one pattern in Chain 
myself, record mutes and section changes on the one pattern, then 
convert it to a Song.

I've been at it for years and I still get a little confused in Chain 
Mode too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hoffmanrs7000" 
wrote:

>
> Hi there, 
> 
> Have been using the RS7000 for some time but have never figured out 
> how to create pattern chains and then songs. I have gone through the 
> manual plenty of times and still can't work it out. If anyone can 

help 

> that would be great. I have created pletny of patterns i just want 

to 

> be able to link them up. Maybe it's very simple but it's beyond me!
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 15562|15562|2007-08-01 17:57:22|zzzik242|'Wave Memory Full'|
It seems there's no end to my problems; 
when trying to load a song I'm working on, I got the message 'Wave 
Memory Full' - obviously this shouldn't be, as it's an ALL-file. So 
instead I started working on a new project, and when trying to load it 
again this evening I got the same message as with the other file; Wave 
Memory Full. 

I took out the SM card and tested it on my pc - it found no errors. So 
I ran another SIMM test in the rs7000, and again - no problems found. 
I'm starting to get seriously annoyed now, as I've now lost 4 of my 
projects. 
What should I do? Is it possible the SIMM test failed, and that there 
is indeed a case of damaged RAM? Or should I have the unit returned?

Any tips appreciated.

-zzzik242-
| 15563|15562|2007-08-01 19:56:44|domepeacemusic|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> It seems there's no end to my problems; 
> when trying to load a song I'm working on, I got the message 'Wave 
> Memory Full' - obviously this shouldn't be, as it's an ALL-file. So 
> instead I started working on a new project, and when trying to load 

it 

> again this evening I got the same message as with the other file; 

Wave 

> Memory Full. 
> 
> I took out the SM card and tested it on my pc - it found no errors. 

So 
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> I ran another SIMM test in the rs7000, and again - no problems 

found. 

> I'm starting to get seriously annoyed now, as I've now lost 4 of my 
> projects. 
> What should I do? Is it possible the SIMM test failed, and that 

there 

> is indeed a case of damaged RAM? Or should I have the unit returned?
> 
> Any tips appreciated.
> 
> -zzzik242-
>

try the wave optimize operation, it should do the trick if you have 
enough memory in your machine. As far as loading work and getting the 
same alert, the problem should be avoidable if starting a brand new 
project with nothing else loaded in the machine, or any other 
patterns being used with midi or audio files loaded or recorded. 
Hopely it'll help. 

domepeacemusic
| 15564|15562|2007-08-01 19:56:57|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
try wave memory optiimizing 

************************************** Get a sneak peek of the all-new AOL at 
http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15565|15562|2007-08-01 20:39:03|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should be erased 
anyways, right...?

I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-up, but 
still the same message. Something is not right, and for now, neither 
the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going crazy here. 

But thanks anyway for the tip! :)

-zzzik242-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> try wave memory optiimizing 
> 
> 
> 
> ************************************** Get a sneak peek of the all-
new AOL at 
> http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15566|15562|2007-08-01 20:51:47|domepeacemusic|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should be 

erased 

> anyways, right...?
> 
> I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-up, but 
> still the same message. Something is not right, and for now, 

neither 
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> the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going crazy 

here. 

> 
> But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> 
> -zzzik242-
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> >
> > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ************************************** Get a sneak peek of the 

all-

> new AOL at 
> > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
| 15567|15562|2007-08-01 21:16:03|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
I have 64mb's installed

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should be 
> erased 
> > anyways, right...?
> > 
> > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-up, but 
> > still the same message. Something is not right, and for now, 
> neither 
> > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going crazy 
> here. 
> > 
> > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > 
> > -zzzik242-
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > >
> > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek of the 
> all-
> > new AOL at 
> > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
>

| 15568|15562|2007-08-01 21:45:02|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card is 
filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If you've 
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got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe the card 
clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so you can 
wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what would 
save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 15 songs 
usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the card, 
when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my card 
usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during that 
time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a save I 
know will work.

If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting that 
message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about sending 
it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I have 64mb's installed
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should be 
> > erased 
> > > anyways, right...?
> > > 
> > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-up, 
but 
> > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for now, 
> > neither 
> > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going crazy 
> > here. 
> > > 
> > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > 
> > > -zzzik242-
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > >
> > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek of 
the 
> > all-
> > > new AOL at 
> > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> >
>

| 15569|15562|2007-08-01 22:07:22|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.

You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it off 
and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have to load 
more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
something does sound really weird.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
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> I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card is 
> filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
you've 
> got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe the card 
> clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so you can 
> wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what would 
> save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 15 
songs 
> usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the card, 
> when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my card 
> usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during that 
> time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a save I 
> know will work.
> 
> If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting that 
> message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
sending 
> it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I have 64mb's installed
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should 
be 
> > > erased 
> > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > 
> > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-up, 
> but 
> > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for now, 
> > > neither 
> > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going 
crazy 
> > > here. 
> > > > 
> > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > 
> > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek of 
> the 
> > > all-
> > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > 
> > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > >
> >
>

| 15570|15562|2007-08-01 22:23:24|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Could you have somehow be loading a couple patterns that where 
resaved at difrent times, one with longer samples or more data then 
before while the other wasn't loaded into the RS somehow? Hmmm.... 
Thinking... if there was a way to load those patterns seperatly and 
see how much memory they are taking up? Hmmm.... 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> 
> You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it off 
> and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have to 
load 
> more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> something does sound really weird.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card is 
> > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> you've 
> > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe the 
card 
> > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so you 
can 
> > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what would 
> > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 15 
> songs 
> > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
card, 
> > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my card 
> > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during that 
> > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a save 
I 
> > know will work.
> > 
> > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting that 
> > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> sending 
> > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should 
> be 
> > > > erased 
> > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-
up, 
> > but 
> > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
now, 
> > > > neither 
> > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going 
> crazy 
> > > > here. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > 
> > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
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> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek 
of 
> > the 
> > > > all-
> > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15571|15562|2007-08-01 22:29:44|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I could 
also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get the same 
thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I know my 
memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did you? That 
was probably a bad joke.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> 
> You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it off 
> and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have to 
load 
> more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> something does sound really weird.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card is 
> > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> you've 
> > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe the 
card 
> > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so you 
can 
> > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what would 
> > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 15 
> songs 
> > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
card, 
> > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my card 
> > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during that 
> > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a save 
I 
> > know will work.
> > 
> > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting that 
> > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> sending 
> > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
wrote:
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> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should 
> be 
> > > > erased 
> > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-
up, 
> > but 
> > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
now, 
> > > > neither 
> > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going 
> crazy 
> > > > here. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > 
> > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek 
of 
> > the 
> > > > all-
> > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15572|15562|2007-08-01 22:36:25|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if I can 
send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, or do you 
have an alternate email-adress?

Thanks,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I could 
> also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get the same 
> thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I know my 
> memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did you? That 
> was probably a bad joke.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > 
> > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it 
off 
> > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have to 
> load 
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> > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> > something does sound really weird.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card 
is 
> > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> > you've 
> > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe the 
> card 
> > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so you 
> can 
> > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what 
would 
> > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 15 
> > songs 
> > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
> card, 
> > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my 
card 
> > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during 
that 
> > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a 
save 
> I 
> > > know will work.
> > > 
> > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting that 
> > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> > sending 
> > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory 
should 
> > be 
> > > > > erased 
> > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-
> up, 
> > > but 
> > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
> now, 
> > > > > neither 
> > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going 
> > crazy 
> > > > > here. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek 
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> of 
> > > the 
> > > > > all-
> > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15573|15562|2007-08-02 00:11:19|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@quantum-source.com

If that don't work we can try something else.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
> That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if I can 
> send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, or do 
you 
> have an alternate email-adress?
> 
> Thanks,
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I could 
> > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get the same 
> > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I know my 
> > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did you? 
That 
> > was probably a bad joke.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > > 
> > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it 
> off 
> > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have 
to 
> > load 
> > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> > > something does sound really weird.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card 
> is 
> > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> > > you've 
> > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe 
the 
> > card 
> > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so 
you 
> > can 
> > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what 
> would 
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> > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 
15 
> > > songs 
> > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
> > card, 
> > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my 
> card 
> > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during 
> that 
> > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a 
> save 
> > I 
> > > > know will work.
> > > > 
> > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting 
that 
> > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> > > sending 
> > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory 
> should 
> > > be 
> > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after 
power-
> > up, 
> > > > but 
> > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
> > now, 
> > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm 
going 
> > > crazy 
> > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak 
peek 
> > of 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
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> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15574|15557|2007-08-02 02:38:22|hoffmanrs7000|Re: Pattern Chain and Songs - help!|
Hey Zam

Thanks for that - i actually gave chains another go last night and 
had some success. I will try what you suggest as well - thanks for 
the tip!

It's great to see that people are still actively using the RS. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Are you having trouble getting started in Chain? Where are you 
getting 
> stuck trying to do it?
> 
> Try Chaining just one Pattern first into a song maybe and go from 
> there. Don't have to put a bunch patterns together, not sure that 
> always works so great too, I usually stick to one pattern in Chain 
> myself, record mutes and section changes on the one pattern, then 
> convert it to a Song.
> 
> I've been at it for years and I still get a little confused in 
Chain 
> Mode too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hoffmanrs7000" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi there, 
> > 
> > Have been using the RS7000 for some time but have never figured 
out 
> > how to create pattern chains and then songs. I have gone through 
the 
> > manual plenty of times and still can't work it out. If anyone 
can 
> help 
> > that would be great. I have created pletny of patterns i just 
want 
> to 
> > be able to link them up. Maybe it's very simple but it's beyond 
me!
> > 
> > Thanks!
> >
>

| 15575|15562|2007-08-02 05:41:29|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Ok, the files are in your mail box! :D

-zzzik242-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@...
> 
> If that don't work we can try something else.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
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> > That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if I 
can 
> > send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, or do 
> you 
> > have an alternate email-adress?
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > zzzik242
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I 
could 
> > > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get the 
same 
> > > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I know my 
> > > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did you? 
> That 
> > > was probably a bad joke.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > > > 
> > > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned 
it 
> > off 
> > > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have 
> to 
> > > load 
> > > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come 
up, 
> > > > something does sound really weird.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM 
card 
> > is 
> > > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. 
If 
> > > > you've 
> > > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe 
> the 
> > > card 
> > > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so 
> you 
> > > can 
> > > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what 
> > would 
> > > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 
> 15 
> > > > songs 
> > > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on 
the 
> > > card, 
> > > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off 
my 
> > card 
> > > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS 
during 
> > that 
> > > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a 
> > save 
> > > I 
> > > > > know will work.
> > > > > 
> > > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting 
> that 
> > > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think 
about 
> > > > sending 
> > > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
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> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory 
> > should 
> > > > be 
> > > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after 
> power-
> > > up, 
> > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and 
for 
> > > now, 
> > > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm 
> going 
> > > > crazy 
> > > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak 
> peek 
> > > of 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your 
RS7000.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15576|15562|2007-08-02 05:47:07|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Ooops, that didn't work, got a failure message on your account. 
Is your account on yahoo? I can't see it from your post, it only 
reads Zamise@..., and when I click on this email adress, there is no 
way to attach files...
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Ok, the files are in your mail box! :D
> 
> -zzzik242-
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@
> > 
> > If that don't work we can try something else.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
> > > That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if I 
> can 
> > > send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, or 
do 
> > you 
> > > have an alternate email-adress?
> > > 
> > > Thanks,
> > > zzzik242
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I 
> could 
> > > > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get the 
> same 
> > > > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I know 
my 
> > > > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did you? 
> > That 
> > > > was probably a bad joke.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > > > > 
> > > > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned 
> it 
> > > off 
> > > > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd 
have 
> > to 
> > > > load 
> > > > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come 
> up, 
> > > > > something does sound really weird.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM 
> card 
> > > is 
> > > > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to 
it. 
> If 
> > > > > you've 
> > > > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you 
wipe 
> > the 
> > > > card 
> > > > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else 
so 
> > you 
> > > > can 
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> > > > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than 
what 
> > > would 
> > > > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 
to 
> > 15 
> > > > > songs 
> > > > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on 
> the 
> > > > card, 
> > > > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off 
> my 
> > > card 
> > > > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS 
> during 
> > > that 
> > > > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for 
a 
> > > save 
> > > > I 
> > > > > > know will work.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting 
> > that 
> > > > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think 
> about 
> > > > > sending 
> > > > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the 
memory 
> > > should 
> > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after 
> > power-
> > > > up, 
> > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and 
> for 
> > > > now, 
> > > > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm 
> > going 
> > > > > crazy 
> > > > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a 
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sneak 
> > peek 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your 
> RS7000.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15577|15562|2007-08-02 14:01:13|dj sparkle|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
if you want to send your files get you an account at "yousendit.com" and you can send your files...thats how me and other california producers in my clicc send eachother
files

zzzik242 <zzzik242@yahoo.com> wrote: Ooops, that didn't work, got a failure message on your account. 
Is your account on yahoo? I can't see it from your post, it only 
reads Zamise@..., and when I click on this email adress, there is no 
way to attach files...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Ok, the files are in your mail box! :D
> 
> -zzzik242-
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@
> > 
> > If that don't work we can try something else.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
> > > That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if I 
> can 
> > > send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, or 
do 
> > you 
> > > have an alternate email-adress?
> > > 
> > > Thanks,
> > > zzzik242
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I 
> could 
> > > > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get the 
> same 
> > > > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I know 
my 
> > > > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did you? 
> > That 
> > > > was probably a bad joke.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
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> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > > > > 
> > > > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned 
> it 
> > > off 
> > > > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd 
have 
> > to 
> > > > load 
> > > > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come 
> up, 
> > > > > something does sound really weird.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM 
> card 
> > > is 
> > > > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to 
it. 
> If 
> > > > > you've 
> > > > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you 
wipe 
> > the 
> > > > card 
> > > > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else 
so 
> > you 
> > > > can 
> > > > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than 
what 
> > > would 
> > > > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 
to 
> > 15 
> > > > > songs 
> > > > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on 
> the 
> > > > card, 
> > > > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off 
> my 
> > > card 
> > > > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS 
> during 
> > > that 
> > > > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for 
a 
> > > save 
> > > > I 
> > > > > > know will work.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting 
> > that 
> > > > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think 
> about 
> > > > > sending 
> > > > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
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> > > > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the 
memory 
> > > should 
> > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after 
> > power-
> > > > up, 
> > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and 
> for 
> > > > now, 
> > > > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm 
> > going 
> > > > > crazy 
> > > > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a 
sneak 
> > peek 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your 
> RS7000.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

---------------------------------
Sick sense of humor? Visit Yahoo! TV's Comedy with an Edge to see what's on, when. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15578|15578|2007-08-02 14:01:58|gaapzucht|Recording performance in patern chain mode|
Hi,

When I record a perfomance in the chain mode only the section changes 
get recorded. I'm also muting tracks while recording but this doesn't 
get recorded?

Is it possible to do this all in one pass? ie record a life performance?
| 15579|15562|2007-08-02 14:03:12|remmermueller|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Hi there !
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I don´t know if this mentioned ,but to load patterns separatly from
ALL_**.PSA you hit load ,choose file type PATT and then open the
all.RSA file.You can see your listed styles(projects) ,from 001..to 00*.

good time
remmer

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Could you have somehow be loading a couple patterns that where 
> resaved at difrent times, one with longer samples or more data then 
> before while the other wasn't loaded into the RS somehow? Hmmm.... 
> Thinking... if there was a way to load those patterns seperatly and 
> see how much memory they are taking up? Hmmm.... 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > 
> > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it off 
> > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have to 
> load 
> > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> > something does sound really weird.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card is 
> > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> > you've 
> > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe the 
> card 
> > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so you 
> can 
> > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what would 
> > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 15 
> > songs 
> > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
> card, 
> > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my card 
> > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during that 
> > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a save 
> I 
> > > know will work.
> > > 
> > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting that 
> > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> > sending 
> > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory should 
> > be 
> > > > > erased 
> > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after power-
> up, 
> > > but 
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> > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
> now, 
> > > > > neither 
> > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm going 
> > crazy 
> > > > > here. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak peek 
> of 
> > > the 
> > > > > all-
> > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15580|15562|2007-08-02 15:06:45|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Dang Yahoo!

Try: zamise atsymbol quantum-source dot com

Hopefully you can figure that out and Yahoo wont censor that. If 
your still having trouble I can set something up for ya with an email 
account and or place to temporarly ftp your stuff to so I can check 
it all out if your still willing.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Ooops, that didn't work, got a failure message on your account. 
> Is your account on yahoo? I can't see it from your post, it only 
> reads Zamise@, and when I click on this email adress, there is no 
> way to attach files...
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, the files are in your mail box! :D
> > 
> > -zzzik242-
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@
> > > 
> > > If that don't work we can try something else.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
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> > > > That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if 
I 
> > can 
> > > > send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, or 
> do 
> > > you 
> > > > have an alternate email-adress?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks,
> > > > zzzik242
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? I 
> > could 
> > > > > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get 
the 
> > same 
> > > > > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I 
know 
> my 
> > > > > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did 
you? 
> > > That 
> > > > > was probably a bad joke.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Um never mind this message, I was totally 
misunderstanding.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you 
turned 
> > it 
> > > > off 
> > > > > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd 
> have 
> > > to 
> > > > > load 
> > > > > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to 
come 
> > up, 
> > > > > > something does sound really weird.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your 
SM 
> > card 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to 
> it. 
> > If 
> > > > > > you've 
> > > > > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you 
> wipe 
> > > the 
> > > > > card 
> > > > > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something 
else 
> so 
> > > you 
> > > > > can 
> > > > > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than 
> what 
> > > > would 
> > > > > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 
10 
> to 
> > > 15 
> > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored 
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on 
> > the 
> > > > > card, 
> > > > > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk 
off 
> > my 
> > > > card 
> > > > > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS 
> > during 
> > > > that 
> > > > > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in 
for 
> a 
> > > > save 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > > know will work.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still 
getting 
> > > that 
> > > > > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think 
> > about 
> > > > > > sending 
> > > > > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no 
luck. 
> > > > > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the 
> memory 
> > > > should 
> > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately 
after 
> > > power-
> > > > > up, 
> > > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, 
and 
> > for 
> > > > > now, 
> > > > > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. 
I'm 
> > > going 
> > > > > > crazy 
> > > > > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
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> > > > > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a 
> sneak 
> > > peek 
> > > > > of 
> > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your 
> > RS7000.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15581|15578|2007-08-02 15:16:42|zamisers7k|Re: Recording performance in patern chain mode|
Nope not as far as I know, recording mutes have to be done seperately 
from the section & style recording in Chain mode. You'll see next to 
Patt when you hit rec without hitting play yet, a BPM and a Scene check 
square. Before you hit play scroll selection over to Scene and then 
hit play, now you can record your mutes.

Personally, I mostly just record scene mutes for my songs, havn't done 
a whole lot of section recording. If you switch to Pattern or Song 
Mode and go back to chain remember to scroll selection back over to 
Scene or you start recording Patts and Section changes instead of Scene 
mutes. It'll happen to you I garuntee it, when it does you have to 
edit #0 while on Patt rec, before you hit play on rec standby, and 
you'll see the events list for your sections and delete the accidental 
ones you meant for recording mutes. Sometimes it wont be obvious until 
you notice the RS hiccuping or a pattern restarting in middle of a loop.

Hope that helps ya!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> When I record a perfomance in the chain mode only the section changes 
> get recorded. I'm also muting tracks while recording but this doesn't 
> get recorded?
> 
> Is it possible to do this all in one pass? ie record a life 
performance?
>

| 15582|15582|2007-08-02 16:05:06|domepeacemusic|saving files options|
Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. In my 
search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the reality of the 
nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one time buy 
128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who are still 
selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and unreasonable 
prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer hard 
drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with connecting 
their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this option in 
recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but have only 
been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious on how my 
fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to quite one 
of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.

domepeacemusic
| 15583|15562|2007-08-02 16:10:32|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Awesome, if this works, it might be a good way to isolate how much 
space each pattern takes up. If you have more than one and they 
total more than 64megs, well it probably won't load right. If I get 
zzzik242 and its causeing this on mine too, hopefully I can do this 
to check and see more exactly what might be happening, or they can 
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too.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "remmermueller" wrote:
>
> Hi there !
> 
> I don´t know if this mentioned ,but to load patterns separatly from
> ALL_**.PSA you hit load ,choose file type PATT and then open the
> all.RSA file.You can see your listed styles(projects) ,from 001..to 
00*.
> 
> good time
> remmer
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Could you have somehow be loading a couple patterns that where 
> > resaved at difrent times, one with longer samples or more data 
then 
> > before while the other wasn't loaded into the RS somehow? 
Hmmm.... 
> > Thinking... if there was a way to load those patterns seperatly 
and 
> > see how much memory they are taking up? Hmmm.... 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > > 
> > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it 
off 
> > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have 
to 
> > load 
> > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> > > something does sound really weird.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card 
is 
> > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> > > you've 
> > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe 
the 
> > card 
> > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so 
you 
> > can 
> > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what 
would 
> > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 
15 
> > > songs 
> > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
> > card, 
> > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my 
card 
> > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during 
that 
> > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a 
save 
> > I 
> > > > know will work.
> > > > 
> > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting 
that 
> > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> > > sending 
> > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > 
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> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory 
should 
> > > be 
> > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after 
power-
> > up, 
> > > > but 
> > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
> > now, 
> > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm 
going 
> > > crazy 
> > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak 
peek 
> > of 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15584|15582|2007-08-02 16:15:07|Bob S.|Re: saving files options|
Ebay, Ebay, Ebay !!

64MB SM for generally around $25 to $40...the best used market for this kind of stuff....or just connect a SCSI Zip or hard drive to the RS and use that.....

Bob
El Segundo ,CA

-----Original Message-----

>From: domepeacemusic <kbkb2912@aol.com>
>Sent: Aug 2, 2007 3:04 PM
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>To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [RS7000] saving files options
>
>Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. In my 
>search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the reality of the 
>nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one time buy 
>128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who are still 
>selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and unreasonable 
>prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer hard 
>drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with connecting 
>their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this option in 
>recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but have only 
>been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious on how my 
>fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to quite one 
>of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.
>
>domepeacemusic
>

| 15585|15582|2007-08-02 16:32:56|domepeacemusic|Re: saving files options|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:

>
> Ebay, Ebay, Ebay !!
> 
> 64MB SM for generally around $25 to $40...the best used market for 

this kind of stuff....or just connect a SCSI Zip or hard drive to the 
RS and use that.....

> 
> Bob
> El Segundo ,CA
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> >From: domepeacemusic 
> >Sent: Aug 2, 2007 3:04 PM
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] saving files options
> >
> >Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. In 

my 

> >search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the reality of 

the 

> >nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one time 

buy 

> >128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who are 

still 

> >selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and 

unreasonable 

> >prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer hard 
> >drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with 

connecting 

> >their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this option in 
> >recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but have 

only 

> >been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious on 

how my 

> >fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to quite 

one 

> >of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.
> >
> >domepeacemusic
> >
> Any suggestions on where to find a 50pin scsi zip drive. I've been 
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searching the web for the last couple of days and haven't had much 
success.
| 15586|15582|2007-08-02 18:33:57|Bob S.|Re: saving files options|
Again EBay, EBay, EBay !!

I just checked and saw about a hundred of them up for sale there !!

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: domepeacemusic 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2007 3:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: saving files options

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Ebay, Ebay, Ebay !!
> 
> 64MB SM for generally around $25 to $40...the best used market for 
this kind of stuff....or just connect a SCSI Zip or hard drive to the 
RS and use that.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo ,CA
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> >From: domepeacemusic 
> >Sent: Aug 2, 2007 3:04 PM
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] saving files options
> >
> >Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. In 
my 
> >search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the reality of 
the 
> >nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one time 
buy 
> >128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who are 
still 
> >selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and 
unreasonable 
> >prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer hard 
> >drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with 
connecting 
> >their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this option in 
> >recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but have 
only 
> >been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious on 
how my 
> >fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to quite 
one 
> >of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.
> >
> >domepeacemusic
> >
> Any suggestions on where to find a 50pin scsi zip drive. I've been 
searching the web for the last couple of days and haven't had much 
success. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15587|15582|2007-08-02 18:47:49|Bob S.|Re: saving files options|
Oh...one more thing....Zip drives do not have to have a 50 pin SCSI...many have 25 pin D connector SCSI and this is fine, you just need a 25pin D to 50pin SCSI HD
cable, a very commonly used SCSI peripheral cable...

Bob
El Segundo, CA

PS. These are my last few messages to the group...sold my RS7000 and moving on with other hardware...
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: domepeacemusic 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2007 3:28 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: saving files options

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Ebay, Ebay, Ebay !!
> 
> 64MB SM for generally around $25 to $40...the best used market for 
this kind of stuff....or just connect a SCSI Zip or hard drive to the 
RS and use that.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo ,CA
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> >From: domepeacemusic 
> >Sent: Aug 2, 2007 3:04 PM
> >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [RS7000] saving files options
> >
> >Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. In 
my 
> >search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the reality of 
the 
> >nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one time 
buy 
> >128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who are 
still 
> >selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and 
unreasonable 
> >prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer hard 
> >drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with 
connecting 
> >their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this option in 
> >recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but have 
only 
> >been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious on 
how my 
> >fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to quite 
one 
> >of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.
> >
> >domepeacemusic
> >
> Any suggestions on where to find a 50pin scsi zip drive. I've been 
searching the web for the last couple of days and haven't had much 
success. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15588|15582|2007-08-02 19:20:38|domepeacemusic|Re: saving files options|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:

>
> Again EBay, EBay, EBay !!
> 
> I just checked and saw about a hundred of them up for sale there !!
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: domepeacemusic 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2007 3:28 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: saving files options
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Ebay, Ebay, Ebay !!
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> > 
> > 64MB SM for generally around $25 to $40...the best used market 

for 

> this kind of stuff....or just connect a SCSI Zip or hard drive to 

the 

> RS and use that.....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo ,CA
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > >From: domepeacemusic 
> > >Sent: Aug 2, 2007 3:04 PM
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] saving files options
> > >
> > >Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. 

In 

> my 
> > >search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the 

reality of 

> the 
> > >nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one 

time 

> buy 
> > >128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who 

are 

> still 
> > >selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and 
> unreasonable 
> > >prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer 

hard 

> > >drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with 
> connecting 
> > >their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this 

option in 

> > >recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but 

have 

> only 
> > >been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious 

on 

> how my 
> > >fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to 

quite 

> one 
> > >of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.
> > >
> > >domepeacemusic
> > >
> > Any suggestions on where to find a 50pin scsi zip drive. I've 

been 

> searching the web for the last couple of days and haven't had 

much 

> success. 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15589|15582|2007-08-02 19:29:17|domepeacemusic|Re: saving files options|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:

>
> Again EBay, EBay, EBay !!
> 
> I just checked and saw about a hundred of them up for sale there !!
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: domepeacemusic 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2007 3:28 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: saving files options
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Ebay, Ebay, Ebay !!
> > 
> > 64MB SM for generally around $25 to $40...the best used market 

for 

> this kind of stuff....or just connect a SCSI Zip or hard drive to 

the 

> RS and use that.....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo ,CA
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > >From: domepeacemusic 
> > >Sent: Aug 2, 2007 3:04 PM
> > >To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [RS7000] saving files options
> > >
> > >Hello all. I recently ran out of memory on my smartmedia card. 

In 

> my 
> > >search for a new one I have been rudely awakened by the 

reality of 

> the 
> > >nearing extinction of smartmedia cards. Where I could at one 

time 

> buy 
> > >128MBs for anywhere from 29 to 49 dollars, the companies who 

are 

> still 
> > >selling this rare item are selling them for ubsurd and 
> unreasonable 
> > >prices ($89 -$149). I recall the post about scsi to computer 

hard 

> > >drive, but i'm wondering if anyone has had any success with 
> connecting 
> > >their RS to an Iomega zip drive. I've been persuing this 

option in 

> > >recent days, due to outrage with smartmedia card prices, but 

have 
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> only 
> > >been able to come across usb drives instead of scsi. Curious 

on 

> how my 
> > >fellow RS7K comrades are dealing with yet another attempt to 

quite 

> one 
> > >of the most powerful sampler workstations of all time.
> > >
> > >domepeacemusic
> > >
> > Any suggestions on where to find a 50pin scsi zip drive. I've 

been 

> searching the web for the last couple of days and haven't had 

much 

> success. 
> 
> 
> thanks Bob and the rest of you all you responded with sound 

recommendations. But I have great news that will help us all save 
tons of cash. I spoke with a good musician friend of mine, and he 
advised using a usb smartcard reader. Well, theres a big market 
dedicated to this idea, and thus I was able to find a usb multi card 
reader and writer. All you do is take your files from the RS on your 
smartmedia card and slide into the reader/writer and make a folder 
where you can copy youur files (just like with a jump drive for 
documents and other files). So you can empty your files from the card 
and put them back on when ever you want to. Make me a little tedious 
after a while, but hey it works and it'll allow you to save some cash 
and keep ya machine functional in the years when theirs no more 
smartmedia cards. God speed!

Domepeacemusic 

> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15590|15562|2007-08-03 15:00:08|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Thanks for the offer, djsparkle. 
I've now however succeded in sending the files to Zam, maybe I'll get 
back to you if further help is needed. 

Thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dj sparkle wrote:
>
> if you want to send your files get you an account 
at "yousendit.com" and you can send your files...thats how me and 
other california producers in my clicc send eachother files
> 
> zzzik242 wrote: 
Ooops, that didn't work, got a failure message on your account. 
> Is your account on yahoo? I can't see it from your post, it only 
> reads Zamise@, and when I click on this email adress, there is no 
> way to attach files...
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, the files are in your mail box! :D
> > 
> > -zzzik242-
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@
> > > 
> > > If that don't work we can try something else.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
> > > > That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see if 
I 
> > can 
> > > > send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, 
or 
> do 
> > > you 
> > > > have an alternate email-adress?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks,
> > > > zzzik242
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your files? 
I 
> > could 
> > > > > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get 
the 
> > same 
> > > > > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I 
know 
> my 
> > > > > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did 
you? 
> > > That 
> > > > > was probably a bad joke.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Um never mind this message, I was totally 
misunderstanding.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you 
turned 
> > it 
> > > > off 
> > > > > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd 
> have 
> > > to 
> > > > > load 
> > > > > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to 
come 
> > up, 
> > > > > > something does sound really weird.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your 
SM 
> > card 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to 
> it. 
> > If 
> > > > > > you've 
> > > > > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you 
> wipe 
> > > the 
> > > > > card 
> > > > > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something 
else 
> so 
> > > you 
> > > > > can 
> > > > > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than 
> what 
> > > > would 
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> > > > > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 
10 
> to 
> > > 15 
> > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored 
on 
> > the 
> > > > > card, 
> > > > > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk 
off 
> > my 
> > > > card 
> > > > > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS 
> > during 
> > > > that 
> > > > > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in 
for 
> a 
> > > > save 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > > know will work.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still 
getting 
> > > that 
> > > > > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think 
> > about 
> > > > > > sending 
> > > > > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no 
luck. 
> > > > > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the 
> memory 
> > > > should 
> > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately 
after 
> > > power-
> > > > > up, 
> > > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, 
and 
> > for 
> > > > > now, 
> > > > > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. 
I'm 
> > > going 
> > > > > > crazy 
> > > > > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > 
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> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a 
> sneak 
> > > peek 
> > > > > of 
> > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your 
> > RS7000.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Sick sense of humor? Visit Yahoo! TV's Comedy with an Edge to see 
what's on, when. 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15591|15562|2007-08-03 15:16:32|zzzik242|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
Amazingly, I am able to load the files this way. Awesome tip!
Thanks, remmer! :D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "remmermueller" wrote:
>
> Hi there !
> 
> I don´t know if this mentioned ,but to load patterns separatly from
> ALL_**.PSA you hit load ,choose file type PATT and then open the
> all.RSA file.You can see your listed styles(projects) ,from 001..to 
00*.
> 
> good time
> remmer
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Could you have somehow be loading a couple patterns that where 
> > resaved at difrent times, one with longer samples or more data 
then 
> > before while the other wasn't loaded into the RS somehow? 
Hmmm.... 
> > Thinking... if there was a way to load those patterns seperatly 
and 
> > see how much memory they are taking up? Hmmm.... 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Um never mind this message, I was totally misunderstanding.
> > > 
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> > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you turned it 
off 
> > > and back on should give you all that free to load, you'd have 
to 
> > load 
> > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to come up, 
> > > something does sound really weird.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when your SM card 
is 
> > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff to it. If 
> > > you've 
> > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if you wipe 
the 
> > card 
> > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something else so 
you 
> > can 
> > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more than what 
would 
> > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 to 10 to 
15 
> > > songs 
> > > > usually with their various patterns and chains stored on the 
> > card, 
> > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer junk off my 
card 
> > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the RS during 
that 
> > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back in for a 
save 
> > I 
> > > > know will work.
> > > > 
> > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still getting 
that 
> > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to think about 
> > > sending 
> > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no luck. 
> > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the memory 
should 
> > > be 
> > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately after 
power-
> > up, 
> > > > but 
> > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not right, and for 
> > now, 
> > > > > > neither 
> > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the problem. I'm 
going 
> > > crazy 
> > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > 
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> > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a sneak 
peek 
> > of 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in your RS7000.
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15592|15562|2007-08-03 16:17:16|zamisers7k|Re: 'Wave Memory Full'|
I got your email and files zzzik242, and I'll give them a shot later 
tonight then let ya know what happens.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the offer, djsparkle. 
> I've now however succeded in sending the files to Zam, maybe I'll 
get 
> back to you if further help is needed. 
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, dj sparkle wrote:
> >
> > if you want to send your files get you an account 
> at "yousendit.com" and you can send your files...thats how me and 
> other california producers in my clicc send eachother files
> > 
> > zzzik242 wrote: 
> Ooops, that didn't work, got a failure message on your account. 
> > Is your account on yahoo? I can't see it from your post, it only 
> > reads Zamise@, and when I click on this email adress, there is 
no 
> > way to attach files...
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ok, the files are in your mail box! :D
> > > 
> > > -zzzik242-
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Can try emailing it to me: Zamise@
> > > > 
> > > > If that don't work we can try something else.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Haha, yeah, it's probably infected with something ;) 
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> > > > > That is a really nice offer of you, Zam, I'll try and see 
if 
> I 
> > > can 
> > > > > send it to you tomorrow. Do you prefer your Yahoo-account, 
> or 
> > do 
> > > > you 
> > > > > have an alternate email-adress?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks,
> > > > > zzzik242
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Wondering if there is a way you could get me your 
files? 
> I 
> > > could 
> > > > > > also try loading it on mine and see what I get, if I get 
> the 
> > > same 
> > > > > > thing maybe your files are getting corrupted somehow, I 
> know 
> > my 
> > > > > > memories are well. You didn't give your RS a virus did 
> you? 
> > > > That 
> > > > > > was probably a bad joke.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Um never mind this message, I was totally 
> misunderstanding.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > You said the 64 meg in your RS checked out, then you 
> turned 
> > > it 
> > > > > off 
> > > > > > > and back on should give you all that free to load, 
you'd 
> > have 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > load 
> > > > > > > more than 64 megs from the card to get that message to 
> come 
> > > up, 
> > > > > > > something does sound really weird.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I believe thats the message the RS displays when 
your 
> SM 
> > > card 
> > > > > is 
> > > > > > > > filled up and the RS is trying to still save stuff 
to 
> > it. 
> > > If 
> > > > > > > you've 
> > > > > > > > got a 64 meg card, and your RS is 64 megs, and if 
you 
> > wipe 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > card 
> > > > > > > > clean or store your stuff off the card to something 
> else 
> > so 
> > > > you 
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> > > > > > can 
> > > > > > > > wipe clean then you can never fill the RS up more 
than 
> > what 
> > > > > would 
> > > > > > > > save to the card. I run into this message after 5 
to 
> 10 
> > to 
> > > > 15 
> > > > > > > songs 
> > > > > > > > usually with their various patterns and chains 
stored 
> on 
> > > the 
> > > > > > card, 
> > > > > > > > when it happens then I know its time to transfer 
junk 
> off 
> > > my 
> > > > > card 
> > > > > > > > usually starting with it 100% free, don't shut the 
RS 
> > > during 
> > > > > that 
> > > > > > > > time or loose my stuff, then drop the SM card back 
in 
> for 
> > a 
> > > > > save 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > > know will work.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > If you know what I'm talking about and your still 
> getting 
> > > > that 
> > > > > > > > message still, hmmm... perhaps you might want to 
think 
> > > about 
> > > > > > > sending 
> > > > > > > > it back, yeah could be something goofed with it.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Zam 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 

> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > I have 64mb's installed
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" 
> > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" 
> 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > Yes, I've tried optimising the memory, but no 
> luck. 
> > > > > > > > > > > And since I'm trying to load an ALL-file, the 
> > memory 
> > > > > should 
> > > > > > > be 
> > > > > > > > > > erased 
> > > > > > > > > > > anyways, right...?
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > I've also tried loading the files immediately 
> after 
> > > > power-
> > > > > > up, 
> > > > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > > > > > still the same message. Something is not 
right, 
> and 
> > > for 
> > > > > > now, 
> > > > > > > > > > neither 
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> > > > > > > > > > > the RAM nor the SM card seem to be the 
problem. 
> I'm 
> > > > going 
> > > > > > > crazy 
> > > > > > > > > > here. 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > But thanks anyway for the tip! :)
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > -zzzik242-
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > try wave memory optiimizing 
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > ************************************** Get a 
> > sneak 
> > > > peek 
> > > > > > of 
> > > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > > > all-
> > > > > > > > > > > new AOL at 
> > > > > > > > > > > > http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> > > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > wondering how memory do you have installed in 
your 
> > > RS7000.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Sick sense of humor? Visit Yahoo! TV's Comedy with an Edge to see 
> what's on, when. 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15593|15593|2007-08-03 16:29:47|Markus|Know where i can get memory upgrades in the uk?|
Checking on ebay there's plenty in the us but nothing in the uk.I seem
to remember a place in the uk that specializes in memory upgrades for
samplers,anyone know the name?

I'll keep looking round maybe i can find,just want to be sure i'm
buying from a reliable source.

Cheers,
Markus.
| 15594|15593|2007-08-03 21:31:04|Markus|Re: Know where i can get memory upgrades in the uk?|
One other question,deos it have to be specific to the RS7000?I've seen
it listed for different hardware so if the listing on ebay dosn't
specify the RS will it still be compatible as long as it's 64meg?I can
always ask the seller but if someone here could confirm at leat that
broadens my options..

Thanks,Markus.
| 15595|15593|2007-08-04 11:07:12|Markus|Re: Know where i can get memory upgrades in the uk?|
Anyone?I've contacted a few people in the past two days regarding this
but i've yet to hear back from anyone!Help!
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Markus
| 15596|15596|2007-08-04 14:16:41|danielcomollatti|export each track as an individual wave file?|
how - please - someone please help
| 15597|15597|2007-08-04 14:40:21|zamisers7k|For zzzik242 "wave memory full" Prob.|
Hey zzzik242,

I checked out your files, and from what I'm getting is that the R2A 
file somehow got corrupted. I get the same message "Wave memory full" 
when I try to load it. Its only like 5megs it should load OK in mine 
and its not. However I did go into the Pattern Mode and go into the 
sub folder and loaded 001 file successfully and was able to work with 
the pattern a little, resampled some on to another track and all was 
OK, then went back into Chain Mode recorded a short Chain using that 
pattern and resaved all, rebooted and reloaded the new R2A file in 
Chain and it loaded OK.

I think somehow your R2A file got corrupted or some bad data got on it.

Just a suggestion too, the samples you have on it you could probably 
convert those down to a lot lower sample rate and it would sound 
almost as good and save a lot of space. It looked like they where at 
44.1 and it was like a good 10-15 second sample of some stringy droney 
sounds. If your sample don't sound quite as good at a lower rate, 
what I'll do sometimes is boost the resonance and cutoff on the tracks 
I've got lower sample rates on and it'll bring some of the highend 
back into it. 44.1 sample rate I'll usually reserve for stuff that I 
need to keep the highend crystal clear, stuff like hi-hats, crashes, 
whispery type vocals etc.

Anyway, perhaps you've got a bad spot on your SM card or you've got 
some corrupt memory spots on your internal memory on the RS could be 
causing that. What I'd do is try another memory card and if its still 
happening to you a lot you it might be problem with the RS itself with 
its basic memory or something else. The memory it comes with 4 or 5 
megs or so isn't easily replacable as far as I know, it'd have to go 
into a shop for that maybe. However, if you've got it expanded to 64 
megs you could also try replacing those sticks of memory which is 
pretty easy. Got to make sure you get the right kinds tho, cause I've 
heard about the RS doing funky stuff like that with poor expanded 
memory too.

Good luck, and I hope you can get it resolved, not sure what more I 
can tell ya as far as making sure your stuff gets saved off well so 
you can turn your RS off and come back and reload it again later and 
have it working properly. My RS has always saved fine, but I know 
I've got good memory all around on mine with the SM Card and the 
internal expanded memory. I hope for your sake thats all your needing 
and its not some bigger issue. I suppose it could be something like 
the contacts may just need to be reseated. Sometimes just pulling the 
SM card out and making sure its seated well when you put it back in 
and do the same with the internal memory could do the trick too, never 
know.

Zam
| 15598|15596|2007-08-04 14:52:09|zamisers7k|Re: export each track as an individual wave file?|
Um, I'm not sure that is a function of the RS. At least not without 
going through some trouble. The RS saves its samples to .wavs on to a 
file and I think you can grab individual samples from that. Or, can 
mute all your tracks except one for re-sampling to an empty track and 
resave it and grab the individual sample as .wav to something else 
like on a computer. Delete that track are start at step one again for 
another track. It'll take up a lot of space on the RS and will be a 
pain. The other way is to mute tracks exept the one you to record 
seperately and record it to another device like your 
DAW/Computer/Multitrack Tape. Or, and probably an expensive but least 
time consuming would be to have a DAW with mulitple inputs that can 
record simultaniously and get the AIEB2 board for the RS and assign 
tracks to its output and record each seperate tracks simultaniusly to 
your DAW in one pass. However, I don't think and I could be wrong, 
but the AEIB2 expansion board don't cover all 16 tracks individually 
out still. Some tracks like the synth parts are crammed together but 
there are multiple outs for the drum parts I'm thinking, I could be 
wrong about that, I don't have the board, but maybe someone here who 
has that could go into more depth or detail for you if you want to 
gothat route????

Otherwise, I'm not sure how else you mean you'd be wanting to record 
individual tracks as a .wav file.



Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> how - please - someone please help
>

| 15599|15599|2007-08-04 18:02:41|zhel_id|RS7K couldn't sell|
I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell a good 
condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
. Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want twice.What's 
up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
| 15600|15596|2007-08-04 18:21:29|zhel_id|Re: export each track as an individual wave file?|
"Some tracks like the synth parts are crammed together but
there are multiple outs for the drum parts I'm thinking, I could be
wrong about that, I don't have the board, but maybe someone here who
has that could go into more depth or detail for you if you want to
gothat route???? "

No worries, you are wrong, mate.
You can assign each track to any of the A1-A6 + 2 master output.
There's no limitation on what/where you can output.
Obviously you can route one way or the other. 
Example...Bd=A1,Sn=A2, Hats=A3, Bass, A4, synth main=A5,synth back A6,
everything else pan right or left and route master output.
That way, you get 8 channels out.You can route some tracks which 
don't play at the same time to the output and separate them later in 
DAW.
And yes, you need 8 inputs 24 bit soundcard.
If you don't, but have enough outboard gear,mixer, effects etc then 
route it to your desk, mix it there and use comp for mastering only.
These days, I switch back and forth, do the sample processing in 
Cubase, sample it back.
The trick is not to fall in love with the routine.
Hope this helpzzz

Z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Um, I'm not sure that is a function of the RS. At least not 
without 
> going through some trouble. The RS saves its samples to .wavs on 
to a 
> file and I think you can grab individual samples from that. Or, 
can 
> mute all your tracks except one for re-sampling to an empty track 
and 
> resave it and grab the individual sample as .wav to something else 
> like on a computer. Delete that track are start at step one again 
for 
> another track. It'll take up a lot of space on the RS and will be 
a 
> pain. The other way is to mute tracks exept the one you to record 
> seperately and record it to another device like your 
> DAW/Computer/Multitrack Tape. Or, and probably an expensive but 
least 
> time consuming would be to have a DAW with mulitple inputs that can 
> record simultaniously and get the AIEB2 board for the RS and assign 
> tracks to its output and record each seperate tracks simultaniusly 
to 
> your DAW in one pass. However, I don't think and I could be wrong, 
> but the AEIB2 expansion board don't cover all 16 tracks 
individually 
> out still. Some tracks like the synth parts are crammed together 
but 
> there are multiple outs for the drum parts I'm thinking, I could be 
> wrong about that, I don't have the board, but maybe someone here 
who 
> has that could go into more depth or detail for you if you want to 
> gothat route????
> 
> Otherwise, I'm not sure how else you mean you'd be wanting to 
record 
> individual tracks as a .wav file.
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> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> wrote:
> >
> > how - please - someone please help
> >
>

| 15601|15599|2007-08-04 19:14:21|Bob S.|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zhel_id 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell

I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell a good 
condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
. Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want twice.What's 
up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15602|15597|2007-08-05 00:33:04|zzzik242|Re: For zzzik242 "wave memory full" Prob.|
Thanks a lot for the help, Zam!
I did also succeed in loading the individual pattern, so I guess 
you're right about the ALL-file being corrupted. I do have another 
card, so I'll have a go saving something onto that one (I did try the 
card, but I was trying to load the same file as before).

I guess the SM drive itself could be damaged as well...
Well, I'll have a go with the other card, and I'll update you on the 
situation. 
Thanks again, much appreciated :)

Cheers!
-zzzik242-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey zzzik242,
> 
> I checked out your files, and from what I'm getting is that the R2A 
> file somehow got corrupted. I get the same message "Wave memory 
full" 
> when I try to load it. Its only like 5megs it should load OK in 
mine 
> and its not. However I did go into the Pattern Mode and go into 
the 
> sub folder and loaded 001 file successfully and was able to work 
with 
> the pattern a little, resampled some on to another track and all 
was 
> OK, then went back into Chain Mode recorded a short Chain using 
that 
> pattern and resaved all, rebooted and reloaded the new R2A file in 
> Chain and it loaded OK.
> 
> I think somehow your R2A file got corrupted or some bad data got on 
it.
> 
> Just a suggestion too, the samples you have on it you could 
probably 
> convert those down to a lot lower sample rate and it would sound 
> almost as good and save a lot of space. It looked like they where 
at 
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> 44.1 and it was like a good 10-15 second sample of some stringy 
droney 
> sounds. If your sample don't sound quite as good at a lower rate, 
> what I'll do sometimes is boost the resonance and cutoff on the 
tracks 
> I've got lower sample rates on and it'll bring some of the highend 
> back into it. 44.1 sample rate I'll usually reserve for stuff that 
I 
> need to keep the highend crystal clear, stuff like hi-hats, 
crashes, 
> whispery type vocals etc.
> 
> Anyway, perhaps you've got a bad spot on your SM card or you've got 
> some corrupt memory spots on your internal memory on the RS could 
be 
> causing that. What I'd do is try another memory card and if its 
still 
> happening to you a lot you it might be problem with the RS itself 
with 
> its basic memory or something else. The memory it comes with 4 or 
5 
> megs or so isn't easily replacable as far as I know, it'd have to 
go 
> into a shop for that maybe. However, if you've got it expanded to 
64 
> megs you could also try replacing those sticks of memory which is 
> pretty easy. Got to make sure you get the right kinds tho, cause 
I've 
> heard about the RS doing funky stuff like that with poor expanded 
> memory too.
> 
> Good luck, and I hope you can get it resolved, not sure what more I 
> can tell ya as far as making sure your stuff gets saved off well so 
> you can turn your RS off and come back and reload it again later 
and 
> have it working properly. My RS has always saved fine, but I know 
> I've got good memory all around on mine with the SM Card and the 
> internal expanded memory. I hope for your sake thats all your 
needing 
> and its not some bigger issue. I suppose it could be something 
like 
> the contacts may just need to be reseated. Sometimes just pulling 
the 
> SM card out and making sure its seated well when you put it back in 
> and do the same with the internal memory could do the trick too, 
never 
> know.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15603|15578|2007-08-05 17:17:28|gaapzucht|Re: Recording performance in patern chain mode|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Nope not as far as I know, recording mutes have to be done 

seperately 

> from the section & style recording in Chain mode. You'll see next 

to 

> Patt when you hit rec without hitting play yet, a BPM and a Scene 

check 

> square. Before you hit play scroll selection over to Scene and 

then 

> hit play, now you can record your mutes.
> 
> Personally, I mostly just record scene mutes for my songs, havn't 

done 

> a whole lot of section recording. If you switch to Pattern or Song 
> Mode and go back to chain remember to scroll selection back over to 
> Scene or you start recording Patts and Section changes instead of 

Scene 
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> mutes. It'll happen to you I garuntee it, when it does you have to 
> edit #0 while on Patt rec, before you hit play on rec standby, and 
> you'll see the events list for your sections and delete the 

accidental 

> ones you meant for recording mutes. Sometimes it wont be obvious 

until 

> you notice the RS hiccuping or a pattern restarting in middle of a 

loop.

> 
> Hope that helps ya!
> 
> Zam

Thanks Zam. Bit of a shame though.
| 15604|15599|2007-08-06 07:14:09|zhel_id|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which would 
replace it so it would be no point anyway.
For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell a 
good 
> condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
twice.What's 
> up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15605|15599|2007-08-06 08:06:59|Bob S.|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and that sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that
was fair for me....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zhel_id 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell

Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which would 
replace it so it would be no point anyway.
For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell a 
good 
> condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
twice.What's 
> up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15606|15599|2007-08-06 18:58:59|zhel_id|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I think.
Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 4,5 
years ago which is 
around $2800 USD.
I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya get me.
It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same thing 
anyway.
I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set up.
I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, that's all.
Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I get 16 
output channels.
I'd like that actually..
So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
Z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and that 
sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete 
upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which would 
> replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > 
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> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell a 
> good 
> > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> twice.What's 
> > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15607|15599|2007-08-06 19:14:39|Bob S.|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other synths.....enough to work with for now.....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zhel_id 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell

Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I think.
Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 4,5 
years ago which is 
around $2800 USD.
I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya get me.
It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same thing 
anyway.
I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set up.
I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, that's all.
Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I get 16 
output channels.
I'd like that actually..
So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
Z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and that 
sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete 
upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
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> Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which would 
> replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell a 
> good 
> > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> twice.What's 
> > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15608|15599|2007-08-06 20:28:57|zhel_id|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
That makes sense..
I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler and you 
need one to work on the fly :)
Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to go for 
on ebay..
mc 505 or 909 ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command 
Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I 
think.
> Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 4,5 
> years ago which is 
> around $2800 USD.
> I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya 
get me.
> It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same 
thing 
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> anyway.
> I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set up.
> I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, that's 
all.
> Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I get 
16 
> output channels.
> I'd like that actually..
> So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> Z
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and 
that 
> sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete 
> upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which would 
> > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > >
> > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > > 
> > > Bob
> > > El Segundo, CA
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: zhel_id 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell 
a 
> > good 
> > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> > twice.What's 
> > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15609|15599|2007-08-06 20:54:31|Bob S.|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
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I am also a member of the MC505 user group and there has been a good discussion this week regarding which to have or keep, the MC505, MC808 or MC909....you
should join the group and review that discussion.....many have kept both the 505 and 909 but I think the MC909 should do if you must have sampling....or use the MC505
and add a low cost sampler like the Emu ESI-2000 or Yamaha A4000......many did not like the MC808 as it required a PC to edit many of the functions.....

Bob
El Segundo, CA

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zhel_id 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 7:27 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell

That makes sense..
I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler and you 
need one to work on the fly :)
Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to go for 
on ebay..
mc 505 or 909 ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command 
Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I 
think.
> Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 4,5 
> years ago which is 
> around $2800 USD.
> I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya 
get me.
> It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same 
thing 
> anyway.
> I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set up.
> I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, that's 
all.
> Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I get 
16 
> output channels.
> I'd like that actually..
> So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> Z
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and 
that 
> sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete 
> upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
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> > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which would 
> > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > >
> > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > > 
> > > Bob
> > > El Segundo, CA
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: zhel_id 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't sell 
a 
> > good 
> > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> > twice.What's 
> > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15610|15599|2007-08-06 23:09:06|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
I have an mc505 too, if you want to talk about depreciated value the 
mc-505s are usually going for a steal these days, really one of the 
best bargans I think anyone can pick up, but like has been mentioned, 
you'll still need a sampler to go with it.

I've also got a Spectralis... I still like my RS more. Tried a 909 
for a bit, I think I'd rather have an MC505 and a sampler of some 
sort personally, but the RS is my deal. I think it'll still be a 
long time before I'm without an RS7000. I want to increase my RS 
stock to two or more eventually too.

I don't think the RS's vaule will be going down any more. The mc-
505s I'm not sure they can get too much lower either, next stop is 
free, and I've heard about people getting them free too. The 909 is 
still on its way down, its almost down to RS prices for used ones it 
seems like. Sometimes I feel a bit bad for the 909s, I really wanted 
to like it, maybe one day I'll give one another go.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> I am also a member of the MC505 user group and there has been a 
good discussion this week regarding which to have or keep, the MC505, 
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MC808 or MC909....you should join the group and review that 
discussion.....many have kept both the 505 and 909 but I think the 
MC909 should do if you must have sampling....or use the MC505 and add 
a low cost sampler like the Emu ESI-2000 or Yamaha A4000......many 
did not like the MC808 as it required a PC to edit many of the 
functions.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 7:27 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> That makes sense..
> I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler and 
you 
> need one to work on the fly :)
> Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to go 
for 
> on ebay..
> mc 505 or 909 ?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command 
> Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
> synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I 
> think.
> > Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 
4,5 
> > years ago which is 
> > around $2800 USD.
> > I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya 
> get me.
> > It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same 
> thing 
> > anyway.
> > I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set 
up.
> > I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, that's 
> all.
> > Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I get 
> 16 
> > output channels.
> > I'd like that actually..
> > So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> > Z
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > >
> > > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and 
> that 
> > sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete 
> > upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > > 
> > > Bob
> > > El Segundo, CA
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: zhel_id 
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> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> > > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which 
would 
> > > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > > > 
> > > > Bob
> > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't 
sell 
> a 
> > > good 
> > > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> > > twice.What's 
> > > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15611|15599|2007-08-07 11:25:17|zhel_id|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Thanx. It's not really for me, but my mate asked me and since I've 
never used Roland gear apart from the 'space echo' (it's just 
happened to be the case)I thought to ask you guys.
Yes, I'll tell him to check that 505 forum.
I just didn't know if 505 or 909 had the same synth engine to start 
with.
I agree with another poster who's thinking to add another rs7k.(with 
AIEB2)
If you think about it..you get a pretty tight sequencer sampler with 
16 output channels.
For me to to get that, I'd need to buy another 8 ins outs soundcard 
as well as some midi controller (m-audio looks cool).
Btw, while we're at it..does anyone use akai mpd 24 along with rs7k?
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
>
> I am also a member of the MC505 user group and there has been a 
good discussion this week regarding which to have or keep, the MC505, 
MC808 or MC909....you should join the group and review that 
discussion.....many have kept both the 505 and 909 but I think the 
MC909 should do if you must have sampling....or use the MC505 and add 
a low cost sampler like the Emu ESI-2000 or Yamaha A4000......many 
did not like the MC808 as it required a PC to edit many of the 
functions.....
> 
> Bob
> El Segundo, CA
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: zhel_id 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 7:27 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> 
> 
> That makes sense..
> I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler and 
you 
> need one to work on the fly :)
> Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to go 
for 
> on ebay..
> mc 505 or 909 ?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command 
> Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
> synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I 
> think.
> > Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 
4,5 
> > years ago which is 
> > around $2800 USD.
> > I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya 
> get me.
> > It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same 
> thing 
> > anyway.
> > I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set 
up.
> > I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, that's 
> all.
> > Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I get 
> 16 
> > output channels.
> > I'd like that actually..
> > So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> > Z
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > >
> > > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD and 
> that 
> > sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the complete 
> > upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > > 
> > > Bob
> > > El Segundo, CA
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> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: zhel_id 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> > > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which 
would 
> > > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro box.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > > > 
> > > > Bob
> > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't 
sell 
> a 
> > > good 
> > > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> > > twice.What's 
> > > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15612|15612|2007-08-07 12:21:19|Markus|I think the RS7000 has crashed|
It's stopped responding.I was scrolling through the soundbanks at the
time.Now none of the controls respond.Is there anything i can do?Had a
good mix coming together so i'd like to save it if i can.Does it
freezing suggest a bigger problem or is this known to happen?
| 15613|15612|2007-08-07 12:37:54|Brooks Mosher|Re: I think the RS7000 has crashed|
i think i've maybe had my freeze once in all the years i've used it. turned
it off and back on and it was fine...

On 8/7/07, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> It's stopped responding.I was scrolling through the soundbanks at the
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> time.Now none of the controls respond.Is there anything i can do?Had a
> good mix coming together so i'd like to save it if i can.Does it
> freezing suggest a bigger problem or is this known to happen?
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15614|15612|2007-08-07 14:51:46|Markus|Re: I think the RS7000 has crashed|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:

>
> i think i've maybe had my freeze once in all the years i've used it.

turned

> it off and back on and it was fine...

Thanks.It's a bit concerning though,now i don't know whether i should
save every five minute.I usually save before i make any major changes
or i'm taking a break.Ironic thing is i usually have ableton on so i
can record phrases and jams but today was about learning more of the
RS7000.

A question about the sounds;is sampling where it's real
strength lies? I'm limited as i only have 4mb of ram till i upgrade so
i haven't really put anything into it yet apart from some loops.Ive
resampled stuff but not actually used any sampled audio to write
with.I find the drums are good with a bit of tweaking and some fx,same
with the synth but processing those sounds and resampling the and
putting them back in must give some fairly cutting edge sounds?
| 15615|15612|2007-08-07 15:08:04|Brooks Mosher|Re: I think the RS7000 has crashed|
yeah, definitely load it up with more RAM. it's cheap enough that you can't
afford NOT to do it. 64 megs and you're good to go. the best thing about
it is that you can load wav files via the smard card from your pc. so
imagine taking things from Ableton and loading them into the RS. lots of
possibilities.

and it is always a good idea to save often, although i don't find myself
doing that as much as i should! ;)

good luck man...

On 8/7/07, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> Mosher" wrote:
> >
> > i think i've maybe had my freeze once in all the years i've used it.
> turned
> > it off and back on and it was fine...
>
> Thanks.It's a bit concerning though,now i don't know whether i should
> save every five minute.I usually save before i make any major changes
> or i'm taking a break.Ironic thing is i usually have ableton on so i
> can record phrases and jams but today was about learning more of the
> RS7000.
>
> A question about the sounds;is sampling where it's real
> strength lies? I'm limited as i only have 4mb of ram till i upgrade so
> i haven't really put anything into it yet apart from some loops.Ive
> resampled stuff but not actually used any sampled audio to write
> with.I find the drums are good with a bit of tweaking and some fx,same
> with the synth but processing those sounds and resampling the and
> putting them back in must give some fairly cutting edge sounds?
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15616|15612|2007-08-07 16:11:54|zamisers7k|Re: I think the RS7000 has crashed|
Saving before any major tweeks is a good idea even if your RS don't 
ever lock up. Did you mention if you have the latest OS installed or 
not? The old OS would lock up more randomly and periodically it 
seemed like to me. After I updated mine years ago, I think I may have 
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only had it lock up maybe once or twice too, its been a very stable 
platform for me to work on music. Update the OS if you've not yet 
and yeah you've got to get the memory maxed out if you plan on doing 
any kind of sampling or processing of samples on it.

I would not say that sampling is its strength, there aren't many 
sounds out there that I feel like I can't get or recreate by doing 
some tweaks on its internal built in sounds that come with it. The 
RS's strengths in my opinion are its sequencing and manipulation of 
sounds whether they are canned or sampled into it, which is what I'd 
call its sound engine. So, it has a pretty strong sound engine and 
sequencer, at least in my hands it does, I'm no sampling guru.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> yeah, definitely load it up with more RAM. it's cheap enough that 

you can't

> afford NOT to do it. 64 megs and you're good to go. the best 

thing about

> it is that you can load wav files via the smard card from your pc. 

so

> imagine taking things from Ableton and loading them into the RS. 

lots of

> possibilities.
> 
> and it is always a good idea to save often, although i don't find 

myself

> doing that as much as i should! ;)
> 
> good luck man...
> 
> 
> On 8/7/07, Markus wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks

> > Mosher" wrote:
> > >
> > > i think i've maybe had my freeze once in all the years i've 

used it.

> > turned
> > > it off and back on and it was fine...
> >
> > Thanks.It's a bit concerning though,now i don't know whether i 

should

> > save every five minute.I usually save before i make any major 

changes

> > or i'm taking a break.Ironic thing is i usually have ableton on 

so i

> > can record phrases and jams but today was about learning more of 

the

> > RS7000.
> >
> > A question about the sounds;is sampling where it's real
> > strength lies? I'm limited as i only have 4mb of ram till i 
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upgrade so

> > i haven't really put anything into it yet apart from some 

loops.Ive

> > resampled stuff but not actually used any sampled audio to write
> > with.I find the drums are good with a bit of tweaking and some 

fx,same

> > with the synth but processing those sounds and resampling the and
> > putting them back in must give some fairly cutting edge sounds?
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15617|15612|2007-08-07 17:27:51|Markus|Re: I think the RS7000 has crashed|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Saving before any major tweeks is a good idea even if your RS don't 
> ever lock up. Did you mention if you have the latest OS installed or 
> not? The old OS would lock up more randomly and periodically it 
> seemed like to me. After I updated mine years ago, I think I may have 
> only had it lock up maybe once or twice too, its been a very stable 
> platform for me to work on music. Update the OS if you've not yet 
> and yeah you've got to get the memory maxed out if you plan on doing 
> any kind of sampling or processing of samples on it.
> 
> I would not say that sampling is its strength, there aren't many 
> sounds out there that I feel like I can't get or recreate by doing 
> some tweaks on its internal built in sounds that come with it. The 
> RS's strengths in my opinion are its sequencing and manipulation of 
> sounds whether they are canned or sampled into it, which is what I'd 
> call its sound engine. So, it has a pretty strong sound engine and 
> sequencer, at least in my hands it does, I'm no sampling guru.
> 
> Zam

I know!I've read so many good things about the RS prior to buying it
but nothing about any crashing or freezing.Last thing i expected to
happen tbh.I'm learning the RS right now so anything that comes about
is coincidental and saved for later so it's not too big a deal and i'd
saved it earlier anyway.It doesn't feel like a chore working with the
RS if you know what i mean!

I recorded a loop the other day from my emx into the RS and it was
pitched mode so playing higher up the keys gave me instant D&B!!!

There's a few good resources out there but any others worth knowing?I
believe there's a dvd from motifator.com.Is it worth getting or is
there anything else out there like that,preferably free?

Thanks.
| 15618|15618|2007-08-08 11:56:50|Markus|I can't record replace|
I'm sure it's something simple but i'm trying to record some synth
parts into the RS' first few tracks so i can play about with the
editing functions but i record the part and the user phrase that i
selected has gone after i finish recording,there's nothing there.I've
had a look at the manual and gone through the menus but i can't see
anything relating to this.Hopefully it's something i've
deactivated,any ideas?

I have to step record instead!

Thanks.
| 15619|15618|2007-08-08 13:01:43|Markus|Re: I can't record replace|
I'm thinking of factory resetting it.Is there anything to be aware of
before i do?

I checked the tutorial and followed it to the letter but same thing
happened,the user phrase i had selected had disappeared,vamoosh!

Any help appreciated :)

Oh yeah zam you asked before if my os was the latest,it is,i updated
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it not long after i got it.Maybe worth running again?Also i got the memory
upgraded sorted,should have it soon.

Markus
| 15620|15618|2007-08-08 15:10:47|h2a2p|Re: I can't record replace|
hmm... have you tried 'overdub' record mode? you can try also leaving 
the USR phrase blank (don't select one) and then try recording. The RS 
should automatically assign the next available USR phrase to the 
track. i guess also be sure you are not changing styles or sections by 
accident.
| 15621|15618|2007-08-08 15:33:45|zamisers7k|Re: I can't record replace|
Good sugestions h2a2p! Especially using overdub. If his phrase is 
looping back to the begining on normal record and its stoped I'm 
thinking it just may be clearing the phrase out. I always use overdub 
unless I'm wanting clear the phrase on each pass. I usually don't so 
its overdub ususally for me when I'm not stepping.

Markus's probs keep getting stranger and stranger. I hope his RS's 
isn't defective.

I don't know if this will mean anything, but tracks 1-8 are treated a 
little difrently then 9-16 on the RS. I don't know what in the RS 
tells it to do so, but the RS tends to like drums better on the first 8 
tracks and synthy parts on the second 8. See if it records any better 
for you on on one of the 9-16 tracks. If so, maybe you ran into one of 
those wierd conciendence when it likes to do things a certain way. I 
do know if you use synth parts on tracks 1-8 they don't seem to 
transpose, so I'm basing my theory on that assumtion. I've no idea why 
the first 8 tracks won't transpose, sort of like I have no idea why 
what you've recorded would disapear.

And Markus, get those memory in ASAP, I'm also wondering if a lot of 
your problems are simply extening from not having just enough memory in 
it to do squat. If your running it with a few samples in it, basically 
maxed out and keep working and doing stuff on it, I'm not really all 
that familiar with working on an RS with the minamum amount. I 
upgraded mine the day after I got it. Maybe once you get that memory 
installed things will get better on your RS.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> hmm... have you tried 'overdub' record mode? you can try also 
leaving 
> the USR phrase blank (don't select one) and then try recording. The 
RS 
> should automatically assign the next available USR phrase to the 
> track. i guess also be sure you are not changing styles or sections 
by 
> accident.
>

| 15622|15618|2007-08-08 16:01:41|Markus|Re: I can't record replace|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Good sugestions h2a2p! Especially using overdub. If his phrase is 
> looping back to the begining on normal record and its stoped I'm 
> thinking it just may be clearing the phrase out. I always use overdub 
> unless I'm wanting clear the phrase on each pass. I usually don't so 
> its overdub ususally for me when I'm not stepping.
> 
> Markus's probs keep getting stranger and stranger. I hope his RS's 
> isn't defective.
> 
> I don't know if this will mean anything, but tracks 1-8 are treated a 
> little difrently then 9-16 on the RS. I don't know what in the RS 
> tells it to do so, but the RS tends to like drums better on the first 8 
> tracks and synthy parts on the second 8. See if it records any better 
> for you on on one of the 9-16 tracks. If so, maybe you ran into one of 
> those wierd conciendence when it likes to do things a certain way. I 
> do know if you use synth parts on tracks 1-8 they don't seem to 
> transpose, so I'm basing my theory on that assumtion. I've no idea why 
> the first 8 tracks won't transpose, sort of like I have no idea why 
> what you've recorded would disapear.
> 
> And Markus, get those memory in ASAP, I'm also wondering if a lot of 
> your problems are simply extening from not having just enough memory in 
> it to do squat. If your running it with a few samples in it, basically 
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> maxed out and keep working and doing stuff on it, I'm not really all 
> that familiar with working on an RS with the minamum amount. I 
> upgraded mine the day after I got it. Maybe once you get that memory 
> installed things will get better on your RS.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> >
> > hmm... have you tried 'overdub' record mode? you can try also 
> leaving 
> > the USR phrase blank (don't select one) and then try recording. The 
> RS 
> > should automatically assign the next available USR phrase to the 
> > track. i guess also be sure you are not changing styles or sections 
> by 
> > accident.
> >
>

Tried overdub,same thing.It was fine before,thats why i think i may
have disabled something.Mostly i was tweaking preset phrases at first
but whenever i recorded something myself it was there afterwards and
the RS created a new phrase if needed.I think a factory reset may be
the best option,it should work again and if it doesn't this means
there is a problem.And it will probably be quicker than searching
through the manual looking for an answer that may not be there..

I'll try it anyway.I'm not using samples because of the limited
memory,i'm just working with the onboard sounds so i don't think thats
affecting it.I tried on track 9 too,no joy.It seems odd to me that
there would be a function that would erase a phrase that you
recorded.What would be the purpose of that!!!?

Anyway thanks for the suggestions,i'll reset and let you know the outcome.

Peace
| 15623|15618|2007-08-08 17:38:05|zamisers7k|Re: I can't record replace|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Good sugestions h2a2p! Especially using overdub. If his phrase 

is 

> > looping back to the begining on normal record and its stoped I'm 
> > thinking it just may be clearing the phrase out. I always use 

overdub 

> > unless I'm wanting clear the phrase on each pass. I usually 

don't so 

> > its overdub ususally for me when I'm not stepping.
> > 
> > Markus's probs keep getting stranger and stranger. I hope his 

RS's 

> > isn't defective.
> > 
> > I don't know if this will mean anything, but tracks 1-8 are 

treated a 

> > little difrently then 9-16 on the RS. I don't know what in the 

RS 

> > tells it to do so, but the RS tends to like drums better on the 

first 8 

> > tracks and synthy parts on the second 8. See if it records any 

better 

> > for you on on one of the 9-16 tracks. If so, maybe you ran into 
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one of 

> > those wierd conciendence when it likes to do things a certain 

way. I 

> > do know if you use synth parts on tracks 1-8 they don't seem to 
> > transpose, so I'm basing my theory on that assumtion. I've no 

idea why 

> > the first 8 tracks won't transpose, sort of like I have no idea 

why 

> > what you've recorded would disapear.
> > 
> > And Markus, get those memory in ASAP, I'm also wondering if a lot 

of 

> > your problems are simply extening from not having just enough 

memory in 

> > it to do squat. If your running it with a few samples in it, 

basically 

> > maxed out and keep working and doing stuff on it, I'm not really 

all 

> > that familiar with working on an RS with the minamum amount. I 
> > upgraded mine the day after I got it. Maybe once you get that 

memory 

> > installed things will get better on your RS.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
> > >
> > > hmm... have you tried 'overdub' record mode? you can try also 
> > leaving 
> > > the USR phrase blank (don't select one) and then try 

recording. The 

> > RS 
> > > should automatically assign the next available USR phrase to 

the 

> > > track. i guess also be sure you are not changing styles or 

sections 

> > by 
> > > accident.
> > >
> >
> Tried overdub,same thing.It was fine before,thats why i think i may
> have disabled something.Mostly i was tweaking preset phrases at 

first

> but whenever i recorded something myself it was there afterwards and
> the RS created a new phrase if needed.I think a factory reset may be
> the best option,it should work again and if it doesn't this means
> there is a problem.And it will probably be quicker than searching
> through the manual looking for an answer that may not be there..
> 
> I'll try it anyway.I'm not using samples because of the limited
> memory,i'm just working with the onboard sounds so i don't think 

thats

> affecting it.I tried on track 9 too,no joy.It seems odd to me that
> there would be a function that would erase a phrase that you
> recorded.What would be the purpose of that!!!?
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> 
> Anyway thanks for the suggestions,i'll reset and let you know the 

outcome.

> 
> Peace
>

Yeah let us know how it goes, factory reset oughta work hopefully. 
If it don't, maybe check see in Utility Mode too, I'm thinking you 
might have turned memory protect on too. That will keep you from 
recording patterns, songs, and sample voices. Turn it back off maybe 
if its on. Good luck.

Zam
| 15624|15618|2007-08-08 17:38:49|Markus|Re: I can't record replace|
Unless it's not recording it in the first place!I step recorded some
notes them i tried overdubbing the phrase playing in some notes but
they're not recording.But the phrase was still there.So i took another
look at the menus and the tick box in filters for note in was
unticked.Ticked it,hit record and played some notes and the notes
played back.So all's well.Thanks for your help.I'll be
sure to double check things next time,it was the phrase disappearing
that threw me,and that the notes were playing.

Markus
| 15625|15618|2007-08-08 17:46:20|zamisers7k|Re: I can't record replace|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> Unless it's not recording it in the first place!I step recorded some
> notes them i tried overdubbing the phrase playing in some notes but
> they're not recording.But the phrase was still there.So i took another
> look at the menus and the tick box in filters for note in was
> unticked.Ticked it,hit record and played some notes and the notes
> played back.So all's well.Thanks for your help.I'll be
> sure to double check things next time,it was the phrase disappearing
> that threw me,and that the notes were playing.
> 
> Markus
>

Ah yeah! Filtering notes, gota laugh a little on that one, but glad 
you got it figured out.

Zam
| 15626|15599|2007-08-09 06:34:33|zzzik242|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
There have been a lot of debate on the mc-909 & mc-808 over at the 
Roland Clan forums (and probably other fora as well). 
Apparently there is an unresolved bug in song-mode. 
Get more information here: 
http://forums.rolandclan.info/index.php?
action=show_thread&thread=19648&fid=3&page=1

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> That makes sense..
> I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler and 
you 
> need one to work on the fly :)
> Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to go 
for 
> on ebay..
> mc 505 or 909 ?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> >
> > Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command 
> Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
> synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> > 
> > Bob
> > El Segundo, CA
> > 
> > 
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> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: zhel_id 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > 
> > 
> > Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway I 
> think.
> > Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 
4,5 
> > years ago which is 
> > around $2800 USD.
> > I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if ya 
> get me.
> > It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the same 
> thing 
> > anyway.
> > I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set 
up.
> > I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, 
that's 
> all.
> > Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I 
get 
> 16 
> > output channels.
> > I'd like that actually..
> > So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> > Z
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > >
> > > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD 
and 
> that 
> > sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the 
complete 
> > upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > > 
> > > Bob
> > > El Segundo, CA
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: zhel_id 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> > > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which 
would 
> > > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro 
box.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > > > 
> > > > Bob
> > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't 
sell 
> a 
> > > good 
> > > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> > > twice.What's 
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> > > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15627|15618|2007-08-09 12:53:14|Markus|Re: I can't record replace|

> Ah yeah! Filtering notes, gota laugh a little on that one, but glad 
> you got it figured out.
> 
> Zam

Thanks Zam.Now to look at sequencing.Hopefully i won't be back for a
while!

Markus
| 15628|15599|2007-08-09 17:39:40|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Intresting reading... Lets not let these folks pick up an RS7000 ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> There have been a lot of debate on the mc-909 & mc-808 over at the 
> Roland Clan forums (and probably other fora as well). 
> Apparently there is an unresolved bug in song-mode. 
> Get more information here: 
> http://forums.rolandclan.info/index.php?
> action=show_thread&thread=19648&fid=3&page=1
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > That makes sense..
> > I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler and 
> you 
> > need one to work on the fly :)
> > Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to go 
> for 
> > on ebay..
> > mc 505 or 909 ?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > >
> > > Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu Command 
> > Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
> > synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> > > 
> > > Bob
> > > El Segundo, CA
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: zhel_id 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK anyway 
I 
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> > think.
> > > Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB etc) 
> 4,5 
> > > years ago which is 
> > > around $2800 USD.
> > > I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid if 
ya 
> > get me.
> > > It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the 
same 
> > thing 
> > > anyway.
> > > I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my set 
> up.
> > > I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, 
> that's 
> > all.
> > > Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so I 
> get 
> > 16 
> > > output channels.
> > > I'd like that actually..
> > > So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> > > Z
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for $150.00USD 
> and 
> > that 
> > > sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the 
> complete 
> > > upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > > > 
> > > > Bob
> > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> > > > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > > > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which 
> would 
> > > > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > > > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based pro 
> box.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 days.....
> > > > > 
> > > > > Bob
> > > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one couldn't 
> sell 
> > a 
> > > > good 
> > > > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction want 
> > > > twice.What's 
> > > > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
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> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15629|15629|2007-08-10 13:05:37|Markus|A bit of a dilemma?|
I've started on a live mix.So i got a pattern together and copied some
phrases to section B but then i thought 'must be another way' so i
read the live performance howto by Timo Hummel and his approach seems
the best as it offers a lot more scope for playing live(and less
problems).I've already got 7 phrases on 7 tracks and i need to
rearrange them so i can have my bassline on 1-4 etc.Question is if i
reorganise my tracks in such a way can i import the other tracks when
i have changed things round.

Only thing i can think of is copying the section to style 2 and then
bringing the phrases back in one at a time to create variations.I
could copy each phrase now but then each one will be 7 phrases apart
which could run into problems..i want to be organised from the get go :)

Obvioulsy it's really important to get it right from the start with
the RS.I don't know how easy it is to change things round,i'm still
reading the manual!

Will this work or is there another way?

Appreciate your help on this.Thanks,

Markus
| 15630|15629|2007-08-10 17:44:36|zamisers7k|Re: A bit of a dilemma?|
I'm thinking what Timo Hummel is getting at, I just read it, is he is 
using just one Style and one Section in Pattern mode, but is using 16 
seperate Phrases for each track for doing his live mixes. He is 
mixing the songs in and out one phrase and one track at a time. He 
has 256 user phrases he will go through by the end of his set and he 
has a scheme so he can remember which phrases belong on which track 
for each song. He never has to leave Style A section 1 to do a live 
mix in Pattern mode. Sounds like he is pressing Pattern twice to go 
in a swap phrases out I'm thinking. Reassigning knobs too, doable 
and can help sometimes, but I'm not sure I'd permanently reasssign 
them. I like mine the way they are for the most. 

His way does sound great for live mixing, probably is great, but I 
see a couple things that may be problematic if I'm getting what he is 
doing right.

First, his method won't work so hot for recording Chains. The Chain 
mode editor AFAIK isn't able to record phrase changes unless you 
assign the phraseses to Sections which it does record Section changes 
and Style Changes. The other problem is, instruments or voices will 
have to remain the same throughout unless you go in and add Program 
Changes into the Phrase itself which is not always a good idea, but 
can be done, pain in da rump but can, and sampled in voices my come 
up with a whole nother set of problems, I don't know, they might 
actually work better though for all I know.

Anyway, probably great for live mixing, I'm just not sure about if 
you decide to start recording your stuff into chain and later convert 
it into song for further editing how great or not it would work.

If you need to move stuff around you need to make sure you've got an 
open spot to do it with on the RS. For Tracks I generally try to 
keep Track 16 open. For phrases, I've never even came close to using 
all of them, but I'm thinking if 256 is max then you might want to 
keep phrase #256 open for swapping stuff around, that would be Song 
16 Track 16 Aux2 with Timo's method. Sections, you might want one to 
be left open for copying too, and maybe even the last Song or Style 



too incase you ever need to move that stuff around.

Or I might just be thourughly confussed and perhaps someone else has 
better ways, I'm open to hearing them all and finding better ways 
myself.

I see nothing really wrong with doing stuff this or that way and 
being organized as such, just might be way more work and effort 
sometimes. I must do things pretty disorganizedly (is that a word?) 
on my RS. I do each of my songs seperatly, its a clean RS slate I 
start off with for every Song or mix I do. Songs don't overlap in 
any way when I do them. My method is to mostly stick to pattern 
style A section 1 too but I don't do a lot of phrase switching, 
sometimes, but I do do a lot of track mutting which can be recorded 
in chain mode and converted in song. Just won't convert into .smf or 
midi for some reason.

Well, thats my 2 cents. Oh I do keep my insturments pretty close to 
the same tracks Timo does on his, except for some reason I lik my 
regular old Snare hit to generally almost always be on Track 5. 

Zam

I've never come close to having that many personally, I'm luc

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I've started on a live mix.So i got a pattern together and copied 
some
> phrases to section B but then i thought 'must be another way' so i
> read the live performance howto by Timo Hummel and his approach 
seems
> the best as it offers a lot more scope for playing live(and less
> problems).I've already got 7 phrases on 7 tracks and i need to
> rearrange them so i can have my bassline on 1-4 etc.Question is if i
> reorganise my tracks in such a way can i import the other tracks 
when
> i have changed things round.
> 
> Only thing i can think of is copying the section to style 2 and then
> bringing the phrases back in one at a time to create variations.I
> could copy each phrase now but then each one will be 7 phrases apart
> which could run into problems..i want to be organised from the get 
go :)
> 
> Obvioulsy it's really important to get it right from the start with
> the RS.I don't know how easy it is to change things round,i'm still
> reading the manual!
> 
> Will this work or is there another way?
> 
> Appreciate your help on this.Thanks,
> 
> Markus
>

| 15631|15631|2007-08-10 21:18:36|zhel_id|RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
Did anyone buy one of those? 
It looks like a perfect company...
Opinions?
| 15632|15632|2007-08-10 22:13:10|zamisers7k|Turkish Translation of RS Manual?|
Anyone speak or know much Turkish?

I don't think there is a Turkish version of the RS manual, and someone 
is requesting one from another forum of the RS manal. I'm not sure 
what to tell them. Ideas?

Zam
| 15633|15631|2007-08-10 22:26:35|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
Could be cool, but I don't think I would use it much, but hard to say 
for sure since I don't have one. I'm just going off what I can look and 
see about it on the net. If I was going to get the RS a companion piece 
I'd like something that has at least 16 assignable knobs or sliders on 
it in a row so I can control velocity on all the difrent tracks at 
once. I do use a Korg Kaoss Pad II with my RS pretty often for 
effects, been wanting to get a KP3 too, but the KP2s been holding out 
pretty well so far.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Did anyone buy one of those? 
> It looks like a perfect company...
> Opinions?
>

| 15634|15634|2007-08-10 22:58:36|roboticturnip|blank/dead screen|
hiya,
i think i've got myself a dead screen. It happened when I was living
in tropical Darwin, Australia - so I suspect it was th humidity.
One day when i turned it on, the screen just had vertical lines on it
- now it's totally blank.
I can still play sounds and effect them using th knobs - i can't
navigate very well though.

I've taken out th ram, and done A factory reset (or at least i think i
did one, it was hard to tell :).

i was curious as to whether anyone had any advice on how to pull the
screen out ? i've looked but the sheer volume of screws has made me a
tad reticent.
or any other advice ?

thanks, edward
| 15635|14704|2007-08-10 23:36:25|roboticturnip|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
did you have any luck ?

i've got a dead screen and i sort of looked at the screws involved and
thought,mmmmm... service manual..

edwarrd

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Pete RepeatRX wrote:
>
> i wish it was that easy.. 
> actually its about 30 odd screws, i was just exhagerating, but
still, its not coming off.. 
> 
>

| 15636|14704|2007-08-11 01:15:03|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
I say go for it. Pull it apart if you've got the guts. Or have a 
tech look at it. I wonder if you could get a replacement from 
Yahama or see what their support would tell ya to do too. Thats a 
bummer. My screen gets a little light and hard to see when its been 
on for a while and or using it in a hot environment. Hope mine 
don't go out like that, it'd be nice to know if its repairable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "roboticturnip" 
wrote:

>
> did you have any luck ?
> 
> i've got a dead screen and i sort of looked at the screws involved 

and

> thought,mmmmm... service manual..
> 
> edwarrd
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Pete RepeatRX wrote:
> >
> > i wish it was that easy.. 
> > actually its about 30 odd screws, i was just exhagerating, but
> still, its not coming off.. 
> > 
> >
>
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| 15637|15599|2007-08-11 08:26:19|zzzik242|Re: RS7K couldn't sell|
Hehe, well it seems many people agree the rs7000 is superior when it 
comes to sequencing and being an all-in one production unit, in 
spite of the 909 having deeper synthesis and sampling capabilities. 
Often people will couple their groovebox with additional gear 
anyway, and when doing so, solid sequencing is a must. 

I have, btw, ordered another memory card plus a new pair of SIMM, 
hopefully this will solve my problems :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Intresting reading... Lets not let these folks pick up an 
RS7000 ;)
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > There have been a lot of debate on the mc-909 & mc-808 over at 
the 
> > Roland Clan forums (and probably other fora as well). 
> > Apparently there is an unresolved bug in song-mode. 
> > Get more information here: 
> > http://forums.rolandclan.info/index.php?
> > action=show_thread&thread=19648&fid=3&page=1
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > That makes sense..
> > > I have other stuff too, but this is my only groovebox sampler 
and 
> > you 
> > > need one to work on the fly :)
> > > Since you have MC-505, my mate is asking me a question what to 
go 
> > for 
> > > on ebay..
> > > mc 505 or 909 ?
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Sold because I needed cash but already had MC505, Emu 
Command 
> > > Station, Quasimidi 309, 2 Samplers and over a dozen other 
> > > synths.....enough to work with for now.....
> > > > 
> > > > Bob
> > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 5:58 PM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Yeah, ok, but rs7k was a bit cheaper in US than in UK 
anyway 
> I 
> > > think.
> > > > Here it costed me 1400£ (fully upgraded, memory and AIEB 
etc) 
> > 4,5 
> > > > years ago which is 
> > > > around $2800 USD.
> > > > I'm not that desperate to sell it for 20% of what I paid 
if 
> ya 
> > > get me.
> > > > It's not like there's so many better boxes which does the 
> same 
> > > thing 
> > > > anyway.
> > > > I rather keep it cuz it still is an important piece of my 
set 
> > up.
> > > > I was a bit surprised to see that the price drop so low, 
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> > that's 
> > > all.
> > > > Maybe it's a good time to buy another one and sync it..so 
I 
> > get 
> > > 16 
> > > > output channels.
> > > > I'd like that actually..
> > > > So, did ya buy any new gear or you needed cash?
> > > > Z
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." 
wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I sold the expansion card AIEB2 separately for 
$150.00USD 
> > and 
> > > that 
> > > > sold in about an hour....that makes $700.00USD for the 
> > complete 
> > > > upgraded unit, sold in pieces....that was fair for me....
> > > > > 
> > > > > Bob
> > > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 6:13 AM
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Interesting..rs7k going for peanuts.
> > > > > I wouldn't sell mine fully expanded for less than 700£.
> > > > > Ok, no one would buy it, but I don't see a machine which 
> > would 
> > > > > replace it so it would be no point anyway.
> > > > > For me it's still the fastest, intuitive sample based 
pro 
> > box.
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bob S." 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Price too high....sold mine for $550.00USD in 2 
days.....
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Bob
> > > > > > El Segundo, CA
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > > From: zhel_id 
> > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2007 5:01 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] RS7K couldn't sell
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I've been watching an auction on ebay where one 
couldn't 
> > sell 
> > > a 
> > > > > good 
> > > > > > condit. maxed Ram RSk, even though it was a bargain.
> > > > > > . Starting bid =300£ ended with 0 bids. That auction 
want 
> > > > > twice.What's 
> > > > > > up..everyone bought guitars?? ;)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
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> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15638|15634|2007-08-11 08:29:58|zzzik242|Re: blank/dead screen|
Have you tried adjusting the contrast? Also, have you done a system 
check? As far as I remember, the screen is also checked in this 
procedure..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "roboticturnip" 
wrote:

>
> hiya,
> i think i've got myself a dead screen. It happened when I was 

living

> in tropical Darwin, Australia - so I suspect it was th humidity.
> One day when i turned it on, the screen just had vertical lines on 

it

> - now it's totally blank.
> I can still play sounds and effect them using th knobs - i can't
> navigate very well though.
> 
> I've taken out th ram, and done A factory reset (or at least i 

think i

> did one, it was hard to tell :).
> 
> i was curious as to whether anyone had any advice on how to pull 

the

> screen out ? i've looked but the sheer volume of screws has made 

me a

> tad reticent.
> or any other advice ?
> 
> thanks, edward
>

| 15639|15634|2007-08-11 12:22:59|h2a2p|Re: blank/dead screen|
ah i cant find the link right now, but someone out there has a web 
page talking about replacing their LCD with a red backlit one... 
hmmm i'll see if i can find it on google...

here;s sneakthief's post from livepa.org about repairing lcd, that 
may be of interest:

1. check your contrast knob: is it turned the right way? 
2. is your contrast knob loose? it could be broken and need 
repairing and/or replacing 

if it's loose, open up the rm1x and investigate the pot housing. you 
may be able to take some pliers and re-assemble the loose part by 
squeezing the metal tabs that keep it in place and have bent out 

this happened to me on my rs7000. 

3. check the connector that goes from the lcd screen to the 
motherboard. it's very doubtful that it came loose, but it's 
possible 

4. worst case scenario: the flat ribbon cable that goes to the lcd 
screen has lost contact with the silicone contacts on the lcd plate. 
the only solution would be to improvise some kind of clamp to keep 
in on.
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| 15640|15634|2007-08-11 13:52:13|zamisers7k|Re: blank/dead screen: Contrast|
If someone finds a contrast setting or adjustment for the LCD on the 
RS7000 please do share. All I've seen so far is a reverse contrast 
on it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> ah i cant find the link right now, but someone out there has a web 
> page talking about replacing their LCD with a red backlit one... 
> hmmm i'll see if i can find it on google...
> 
> here;s sneakthief's post from livepa.org about repairing lcd, that 
> may be of interest:
> 
> 1. check your contrast knob: is it turned the right way? 
> 2. is your contrast knob loose? it could be broken and need 
> repairing and/or replacing 
> 
> if it's loose, open up the rm1x and investigate the pot housing. 
you 
> may be able to take some pliers and re-assemble the loose part by 
> squeezing the metal tabs that keep it in place and have bent out 
> 
> this happened to me on my rs7000. 
> 
> 3. check the connector that goes from the lcd screen to the 
> motherboard. it's very doubtful that it came loose, but it's 
> possible 
> 
> 4. worst case scenario: the flat ribbon cable that goes to the lcd 
> screen has lost contact with the silicone contacts on the lcd 
plate. 
> the only solution would be to improvise some kind of clamp to keep 
> in on.
>

| 15641|15641|2007-08-11 14:00:41|danielcomollatti|reset a tracks to naked sound|
Hello

I have tweaked the living crap of of a few tracks and while
in a creative spirit - i added on some new tracks then saved it - opps.

RESULT - some tracks have so much tweak-age to them
i DO NOT know how to get them back to original

Anyway to clean back all the tweak?

Thanks everybody - this yahoo group - ROCKS
| 15642|15641|2007-08-11 14:11:22|zamisers7k|Re: reset a tracks to naked sound|
Sorta depends what you tweaked. There are a couple ways.

Select track with too much tweakage, then hit the record standby and 
then hit button #0 Edit I think and it will give you the events 
list, you can delete individual events there. Also, doing a data 
thin job before hand might eliminate some that too so you won't have 
to delete 200 events for stuff like res & cuts and pitch bends maybe 
too I'm thinking, but not 100% sure thats what that does or not. 
Give it try.

Also, you can do a clear track and uncheck Seq Event (that will 
leave your notes I believe) and Voice Sample (that will leave the 
voice I believe) everything else gets removed I think and you'll be 
left with just your notes and voice you had on that track. Maybe 
more maybe less, but it might help.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hello
> 
> I have tweaked the living crap of of a few tracks and while
> in a creative spirit - i added on some new tracks then saved it - 

opps.
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> 
> RESULT - some tracks have so much tweak-age to them
> i DO NOT know how to get them back to original
> 
> Anyway to clean back all the tweak?
> 
> Thanks everybody - this yahoo group - ROCKS
>

| 15643|15629|2007-08-11 17:18:13|Markus|Re: A bit of a dilemma?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'm thinking what Timo Hummel is getting at, I just read it, is he is 
> using just one Style and one Section in Pattern mode, but is using 16 
> seperate Phrases for each track for doing his live mixes. He is 
> mixing the songs in and out one phrase and one track at a time. He 
> has 256 user phrases he will go through by the end of his set and he 
> has a scheme so he can remember which phrases belong on which track 
> for each song. He never has to leave Style A section 1 to do a live 
> mix in Pattern mode. Sounds like he is pressing Pattern twice to go 
> in a swap phrases out I'm thinking. Reassigning knobs too, doable 
> and can help sometimes, but I'm not sure I'd permanently reasssign 
> them. I like mine the way they are for the most. 
> 
> His way does sound great for live mixing, probably is great, but I 
> see a couple things that may be problematic if I'm getting what he is 
> doing right.
> 
> First, his method won't work so hot for recording Chains. The Chain 
> mode editor AFAIK isn't able to record phrase changes unless you 
> assign the phraseses to Sections which it does record Section changes 
> and Style Changes. The other problem is, instruments or voices will 
> have to remain the same throughout unless you go in and add Program 
> Changes into the Phrase itself which is not always a good idea, but 
> can be done, pain in da rump but can, and sampled in voices my come 
> up with a whole nother set of problems, I don't know, they might 
> actually work better though for all I know.
> 
> Anyway, probably great for live mixing, I'm just not sure about if 
> you decide to start recording your stuff into chain and later convert 
> it into song for further editing how great or not it would work.
> 
> If you need to move stuff around you need to make sure you've got an 
> open spot to do it with on the RS. For Tracks I generally try to 
> keep Track 16 open. For phrases, I've never even came close to using 
> all of them, but I'm thinking if 256 is max then you might want to 
> keep phrase #256 open for swapping stuff around, that would be Song 
> 16 Track 16 Aux2 with Timo's method. Sections, you might want one to 
> be left open for copying too, and maybe even the last Song or Style 
> too incase you ever need to move that stuff around.
> 
> Or I might just be thourughly confussed and perhaps someone else has 
> better ways, I'm open to hearing them all and finding better ways 
> myself.
> 
> I see nothing really wrong with doing stuff this or that way and 
> being organized as such, just might be way more work and effort 
> sometimes. I must do things pretty disorganizedly (is that a word?) 
> on my RS. I do each of my songs seperatly, its a clean RS slate I 
> start off with for every Song or mix I do. Songs don't overlap in 
> any way when I do them. My method is to mostly stick to pattern 
> style A section 1 too but I don't do a lot of phrase switching, 
> sometimes, but I do do a lot of track mutting which can be recorded 
> in chain mode and converted in song. Just won't convert into .smf or 
> midi for some reason.
> 
> Well, thats my 2 cents. Oh I do keep my insturments pretty close to 
> the same tracks Timo does on his, except for some reason I lik my 
> regular old Snare hit to generally almost always be on Track 5. 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> I've never come close to having that many personally, I'm luc

Yeah i'll have to give it a try but i'm sticking with sections on this
one for the moment.In fact i'm writing my first song from the phrases
i created and i can do that until i got it figured out.You mention
possible issues with pattern chaining etc so i'll have copies for
different things,keeping the priginal intact ;)
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I can always resample the tracks.I think copying the phrases to
another style and then rearranging the patterns to work with the
phrases that way would be the best
solution,then i can organise my patterns,and maybe create my own
system based around this one.Then i can have parts of a set contained
in each section,or entire sets in each one..

Can the timing of switching sections be changes so
when i press section B it changes at the end of the measure,just like
clips in ableton?Be surprised if it can't,it would be a problem
live,in the dark if you missed your timing!

Markus
| 15644|15629|2007-08-11 21:16:42|zamisers7k|Re: A bit of a dilemma?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

> Can the timing of switching sections be changes so
> when i press section B it changes at the end of the measure,just like
> clips in ableton?Be surprised if it can't,it would be a problem
> live,in the dark if you missed your timing!
> 
> Markus
>

Yep it can, its in Utility setup. It goes up to one measure and I 
think down to 1/16th. Not sure where exactly but its in there 
somewhere if you search for it. It don't work on mutes tho FYI, mutes 
kick in and out and record when you press them, to me its one of the 
major things that set it apart from the mc505. MC505 mutes have its a 
little more dificult to kick mutes in and out, but I do miss the 
velocity faders for each track.

I was looking at a Motef XS6 today. I was liking it a lot, but was 
also missing some things I liked more on the RS. Step sequencing like 
the RS's I couldn't find, and the LFO wasn't as readily available for 
tweaking it seemed like, but I was liking it. $2100 US smackos tho =
( I think I'll pick up a few more RSs before I'd get one of them.

Zam
| 15645|15629|2007-08-12 21:04:23|sp808hack|Re: A bit of a dilemma?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> 
> > Can the timing of switching sections be changes so
> > when i press section B it changes at the end of the measure,just 

like

> > clips in ableton?Be surprised if it can't,it would be a problem
> > live,in the dark if you missed your timing!
> > 
> > Markus
> >
> 
> Yep it can, its in Utility setup. It goes up to one measure and I 
> think down to 1/16th. Not sure where exactly but its in there 
> somewhere if you search for it. It don't work on mutes tho FYI, 

mutes 

> kick in and out and record when you press them, to me its one of 

the 

> major things that set it apart from the mc505. MC505 mutes have 

its a 

> little more dificult to kick mutes in and out, but I do miss the 
> velocity faders for each track.
> 
> I was looking at a Motef XS6 today. I was liking it a lot, but was 
> also missing some things I liked more on the RS. Step sequencing 

like 

> the RS's I couldn't find, and the LFO wasn't as readily available 
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for 

> tweaking it seemed like, but I was liking it. $2100 US smackos tho 

=

> ( I think I'll pick up a few more RSs before I'd get one of them.
> 
> Zam
>If you want the faders of the 505, have you thought of just grabbing 

a simple midi controler off ebay and use that for volume controls and 
then some?
| 15646|15629|2007-08-13 02:28:56|zamisers7k|Re: A bit of a dilemma?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sp808hack" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > 
> > > Can the timing of switching sections be changes so
> > > when i press section B it changes at the end of the 

measure,just 

> like
> > > clips in ableton?Be surprised if it can't,it would be a problem
> > > live,in the dark if you missed your timing!
> > > 
> > > Markus
> > >
> > 
> > Yep it can, its in Utility setup. It goes up to one measure and 

I 

> > think down to 1/16th. Not sure where exactly but its in there 
> > somewhere if you search for it. It don't work on mutes tho FYI, 
> mutes 
> > kick in and out and record when you press them, to me its one of 
> the 
> > major things that set it apart from the mc505. MC505 mutes have 
> its a 
> > little more dificult to kick mutes in and out, but I do miss the 
> > velocity faders for each track.
> > 
> > I was looking at a Motef XS6 today. I was liking it a lot, but 

was 

> > also missing some things I liked more on the RS. Step 

sequencing 

> like 
> > the RS's I couldn't find, and the LFO wasn't as readily 

available 

> for 
> > tweaking it seemed like, but I was liking it. $2100 US smackos 

tho 

> =
> > ( I think I'll pick up a few more RSs before I'd get one of 

them.

> > 
> > Zam
> >If you want the faders of the 505, have you thought of just 

grabbing 

> a simple midi controler off ebay and use that for volume controls 

and 

> then some?
>
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I have, theres not a whole lot with 16 faders in a row or knobs. Ya 
know, I'm not sure but I think perhaps one day I'll hook up my 505 
or my spectrallis which does have 16 knobs on the bottom, use them 
to control the velocities on my RS7000. Not sure if I can assign 
them to diffrent tracks though, but I should give it a shot some day.

Today I bent a Casio PT-87. Added a PIA touch plate to control 
pitches and a couple knobs too. Was kinda fun, cost like maybe $20 
altogether. Think I'll sample it into the next song I do on my RS.

Zam
| 15647|15634|2007-08-13 21:30:34|h2a2p|Re: blank/dead screen: Contrast|
other than the knob on the back of the unit? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> If someone finds a contrast setting or adjustment for the LCD on the 
> RS7000 please do share. All I've seen so far is a reverse contrast 
> on it.
> 
> Zam
> 
>

| 15648|15631|2007-08-13 21:37:29|zhel_id|Re: RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
- 16 assignable knobs or sliders
-so I can control velocity

Now,,that would be cool!

Do you know what gear can do that?

>
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Could be cool, but I don't think I would use it much, but hard to say
> for sure since I don't have one. I'm just going off what I can look
and
> see about it on the net. If I was going to get the RS a companion
piece
> I'd like something that has at least 16 assignable knobs or sliders on
> it in a row so I can control velocity on all the difrent tracks at
> once. I do use a Korg Kaoss Pad II with my RS pretty often for
> effects, been wanting to get a KP3 too, but the KP2s been holding out
> pretty well so far.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" zhel_id@ wrote:
> >
> > Did anyone buy one of those?
> > It looks like a perfect company...
> > Opinions?
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15649|15634|2007-08-14 04:11:21|zamisers7k|Re: blank/dead screen: Contrast|
Well holly crap! I didn't know that was there, where is the 
embarassed emoticon now?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> other than the knob on the back of the unit? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > If someone finds a contrast setting or adjustment for the LCD on 
the 
> > RS7000 please do share. All I've seen so far is a reverse 
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contrast 
> > on it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> >
>

| 15650|15631|2007-08-14 04:38:04|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
Besides some midi capable mixing desks, the only thing I'm seeing 
that would probably be like I'd like it is the Kenton Control Freak.

Theres a lot a lot out there that come close though. Some Novation 
Remote keyboard controllers have a lot, but not 16 in a row. CME, 
who I think Yamaha has some kind of share or stock in make some kind 
of neat controllers with lots of knobs and motorized faders, but 
parts of them look a little cheap. Radikal Technologies, same folks 
who make the Spectralis and in way sortof or partly formerly 
Quasimidi, makes a thing called a SAC unit with the expansion would 
be pretty cool. These are probably pretty expensive options, 
Novation might be the cheapest route, but the Kenton Control freak 
looks the best to me. If you've got the extra smackos burning a 
hole in your pocket maybe get a JazzMutant Lemur. I looked it up 
the other day, really cool Startrek Next Gen. type programable 
virtual interface. Not sure it has midi out though, but if you've 
got that kind of cash I'm sure something could be figured out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> 
> - 16 assignable knobs or sliders
> -so I can control velocity
> 
> Now,,that would be cool!
> 
> Do you know what gear can do that?
> 
> 
> 
> >
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Could be cool, but I don't think I would use it much, but hard 
to say
> > for sure since I don't have one. I'm just going off what I can 
look
> and
> > see about it on the net. If I was going to get the RS a companion
> piece
> > I'd like something that has at least 16 assignable knobs or 
sliders on
> > it in a row so I can control velocity on all the difrent tracks 
at
> > once. I do use a Korg Kaoss Pad II with my RS pretty often for
> > effects, been wanting to get a KP3 too, but the KP2s been 
holding out
> > pretty well so far.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" zhel_id@ wrote:
> > >
> > > Did anyone buy one of those?
> > > It looks like a perfect company...
> > > Opinions?
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15651|15631|2007-08-14 14:30:08|zhel_id|Re: RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
Nice one, cheers.
I'll check all that stuff-soon.
The thing is that I started enjoying doing stuff on rs7k again after 
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I've completed a full circle...sort of.
Rs7k, outboard gear to cubase and softsynths etc, but now I prefer 
the quickness of rs7k and 16 channel limitation.
I need to work quick otherwise I lose interst and become too 
mechanical.
That said, I do record some stuff on my comp and process it there 
using Waves plugins (mostly) and then I sample it back to rs7k.
That's why I think it would be great to add a controler which will 
make things even more 'natural'.
Thanx once more, your post was very informative.
For now
z 

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Besides some midi capable mixing desks, the only thing I'm seeing 
> that would probably be like I'd like it is the Kenton Control Freak.
> 
> Theres a lot a lot out there that come close though. Some Novation 
> Remote keyboard controllers have a lot, but not 16 in a row. CME, 
> who I think Yamaha has some kind of share or stock in make some 

kind 

> of neat controllers with lots of knobs and motorized faders, but 
> parts of them look a little cheap. Radikal Technologies, same 

folks 

> who make the Spectralis and in way sortof or partly formerly 
> Quasimidi, makes a thing called a SAC unit with the expansion would 
> be pretty cool. These are probably pretty expensive options, 
> Novation might be the cheapest route, but the Kenton Control freak 
> looks the best to me. If you've got the extra smackos burning a 
> hole in your pocket maybe get a JazzMutant Lemur. I looked it up 
> the other day, really cool Startrek Next Gen. type programable 
> virtual interface. Not sure it has midi out though, but if you've 
> got that kind of cash I'm sure something could be figured out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > - 16 assignable knobs or sliders
> > -so I can control velocity
> > 
> > Now,,that would be cool!
> > 
> > Do you know what gear can do that?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Could be cool, but I don't think I would use it much, but hard 
> to say
> > > for sure since I don't have one. I'm just going off what I can 
> look
> > and
> > > see about it on the net. If I was going to get the RS a 

companion

> > piece
> > > I'd like something that has at least 16 assignable knobs or 
> sliders on
> > > it in a row so I can control velocity on all the difrent tracks 
> at
> > > once. I do use a Korg Kaoss Pad II with my RS pretty often for
> > > effects, been wanting to get a KP3 too, but the KP2s been 
> holding out
> > > pretty well so far.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" zhel_id@ wrote:
> > > >
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> > > > Did anyone buy one of those?
> > > > It looks like a perfect company...
> > > > Opinions?
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15652|15631|2007-08-14 14:57:14|zhel_id|Re: RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
I did check Kenton Control Freak Studio with 16 faders
and that lookslike the way to go for me.Don'r like their logo 
though ;)
Other way to go would be 'JazzMutant Lemur' and that way is..WOW.
Definitely 'the next generation', like you said.
Still, I kinda think the price of 1599£ and 1799£ will significantly 
drop soon and is not only way out of my budget, but a bit of a 
novelty albeit a good one.
I see Korg doing similar controler for 500£ in about one year.
Friend of mine works with touch screen applications and that 
technology takes giant leaps almost day in day out.
That said, I'd like Lemur for Birthday, but nobody loves me that much!
;)
Kenton Control Freak looks very capable.Let's hope it's not some 
cheap plastic running faders....

x

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Nice one, cheers.
> I'll check all that stuff-soon.
> The thing is that I started enjoying doing stuff on rs7k again 
after 
> I've completed a full circle...sort of.
> Rs7k, outboard gear to cubase and softsynths etc, but now I prefer 
> the quickness of rs7k and 16 channel limitation.
> I need to work quick otherwise I lose interst and become too 
> mechanical.
> That said, I do record some stuff on my comp and process it there 
> using Waves plugins (mostly) and then I sample it back to rs7k.
> That's why I think it would be great to add a controler which will 
> make things even more 'natural'.
> Thanx once more, your post was very informative.
> For now
> z 
> 
> 
> -- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Besides some midi capable mixing desks, the only thing I'm seeing 
> > that would probably be like I'd like it is the Kenton Control 
Freak.
> > 
> > Theres a lot a lot out there that come close though. Some 
Novation 
> > Remote keyboard controllers have a lot, but not 16 in a row. 
CME, 
> > who I think Yamaha has some kind of share or stock in make some 
> kind 
> > of neat controllers with lots of knobs and motorized faders, but 
> > parts of them look a little cheap. Radikal Technologies, same 
> folks 
> > who make the Spectralis and in way sortof or partly formerly 
> > Quasimidi, makes a thing called a SAC unit with the expansion 
would 
> > be pretty cool. These are probably pretty expensive options, 
> > Novation might be the cheapest route, but the Kenton Control 
freak 
> > looks the best to me. If you've got the extra smackos burning a 
> > hole in your pocket maybe get a JazzMutant Lemur. I looked it up 
> > the other day, really cool Startrek Next Gen. type programable 
> > virtual interface. Not sure it has midi out though, but if 
you've 
> > got that kind of cash I'm sure something could be figured out.
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> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > - 16 assignable knobs or sliders
> > > -so I can control velocity
> > > 
> > > Now,,that would be cool!
> > > 
> > > Do you know what gear can do that?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Could be cool, but I don't think I would use it much, but 
hard 
> > to say
> > > > for sure since I don't have one. I'm just going off what I 
can 
> > look
> > > and
> > > > see about it on the net. If I was going to get the RS a 
> companion
> > > piece
> > > > I'd like something that has at least 16 assignable knobs or 
> > sliders on
> > > > it in a row so I can control velocity on all the difrent 
tracks 
> > at
> > > > once. I do use a Korg Kaoss Pad II with my RS pretty often for
> > > > effects, been wanting to get a KP3 too, but the KP2s been 
> > holding out
> > > > pretty well so far.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" zhel_id@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Did anyone buy one of those?
> > > > > It looks like a perfect company...
> > > > > Opinions?
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15653|15631|2007-08-14 21:16:02|zhel_id|Re: RS7000 and Korg padkontrol|
I'm gonna add two more to check out
Doepfer Regelwerk and
Peavey 1600x.
Both looks kinda cool, but are probably discontinued and are nowhere 
to be found...hm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> I did check Kenton Control Freak Studio with 16 faders
> and that lookslike the way to go for me.Don'r like their logo 
> though ;)
> Other way to go would be 'JazzMutant Lemur' and that way is..WOW.
> Definitely 'the next generation', like you said.
> Still, I kinda think the price of 1599£ and 1799£ will 
significantly 
> drop soon and is not only way out of my budget, but a bit of a 
> novelty albeit a good one.
> I see Korg doing similar controler for 500£ in about one year.
> Friend of mine works with touch screen applications and that 
> technology takes giant leaps almost day in day out.
> That said, I'd like Lemur for Birthday, but nobody loves me that 
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much!
> ;)
> Kenton Control Freak looks very capable.Let's hope it's not some 
> cheap plastic running faders....
> 
> x
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Nice one, cheers.
> > I'll check all that stuff-soon.
> > The thing is that I started enjoying doing stuff on rs7k again 
> after 
> > I've completed a full circle...sort of.
> > Rs7k, outboard gear to cubase and softsynths etc, but now I 
prefer 
> > the quickness of rs7k and 16 channel limitation.
> > I need to work quick otherwise I lose interst and become too 
> > mechanical.
> > That said, I do record some stuff on my comp and process it there 
> > using Waves plugins (mostly) and then I sample it back to rs7k.
> > That's why I think it would be great to add a controler which 
will 
> > make things even more 'natural'.
> > Thanx once more, your post was very informative.
> > For now
> > z 
> > 
> > 
> > -- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Besides some midi capable mixing desks, the only thing I'm 
seeing 
> > > that would probably be like I'd like it is the Kenton Control 
> Freak.
> > > 
> > > Theres a lot a lot out there that come close though. Some 
> Novation 
> > > Remote keyboard controllers have a lot, but not 16 in a row. 
> CME, 
> > > who I think Yamaha has some kind of share or stock in make some 
> > kind 
> > > of neat controllers with lots of knobs and motorized faders, 
but 
> > > parts of them look a little cheap. Radikal Technologies, same 
> > folks 
> > > who make the Spectralis and in way sortof or partly formerly 
> > > Quasimidi, makes a thing called a SAC unit with the expansion 
> would 
> > > be pretty cool. These are probably pretty expensive options, 
> > > Novation might be the cheapest route, but the Kenton Control 
> freak 
> > > looks the best to me. If you've got the extra smackos burning 
a 
> > > hole in your pocket maybe get a JazzMutant Lemur. I looked it 
up 
> > > the other day, really cool Startrek Next Gen. type programable 
> > > virtual interface. Not sure it has midi out though, but if 
> you've 
> > > got that kind of cash I'm sure something could be figured out.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > > - 16 assignable knobs or sliders
> > > > -so I can control velocity
> > > > 
> > > > Now,,that would be cool!
> > > > 
> > > > Do you know what gear can do that?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Could be cool, but I don't think I would use it much, but 
> hard 
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> > > to say
> > > > > for sure since I don't have one. I'm just going off what I 
> can 
> > > look
> > > > and
> > > > > see about it on the net. If I was going to get the RS a 
> > companion
> > > > piece
> > > > > I'd like something that has at least 16 assignable knobs or 
> > > sliders on
> > > > > it in a row so I can control velocity on all the difrent 
> tracks 
> > > at
> > > > > once. I do use a Korg Kaoss Pad II with my RS pretty often 
for
> > > > > effects, been wanting to get a KP3 too, but the KP2s been 
> > > holding out
> > > > > pretty well so far.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" zhel_id@ wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Did anyone buy one of those?
> > > > > > It looks like a perfect company...
> > > > > > Opinions?
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15654|15654|2007-08-15 08:25:07|domepeacemusic|Iomega zip drive|
Curious if any one is using an Iomega zip drive to save their files. 
Just purchased a refurbished 250 unit and wanted to hear of any 
experiences you guys may have had with this product.
| 15655|15654|2007-08-15 10:44:14|zhel_id|Re: Iomega zip drive|
S'all good.
That's what you need anyway.You need 50 to 25 pin scart lead and off 
you go.
I've been using it since 2002 and never had any problems with it (knock 
on wood)
I recommend using 128 mb smartmedia card+reader as well so you can back 
up all your projects on computer as well.
hope that helps
z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:
>
> Curious if any one is using an Iomega zip drive to save their files. 
> Just purchased a refurbished 250 unit and wanted to hear of any 
> experiences you guys may have had with this product.
>

| 15656|15654|2007-08-15 11:50:02|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: Iomega zip drive|
thanks. I was able to find a 50 to 25 pin at J &R Computer world. Now all I 
have to do is try to find a power adapter since the refurbished model didn't 
ship with one. 

************************************** Get a sneak peek of the all-new AOL at 
http://discover.aol.com/memed/aolcom30tour

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15657|15657|2007-08-15 15:10:27|arp_albert|Memory Protect Error|
Hi guys, when I try to save anything to my memory card it won't allow me and it has a 
message "Memory Protect". The memory card protect in the menu is always off. I tried the 
card in other device like MC808 and it works just fine. I have clean the memory card and the 
slot as well, but it still won't allow me. I have also replaced the CR2032 internal battery, still 
doesn't help. However I can still save to my SCSI Zip Disk.
Has anybody experienced this or has the cure? Thanks beforehand.
| 15658|15657|2007-08-15 15:22:35|zamisers7k|Re: Memory Protect Error|
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I've not experienced this problem, knock on wood, but if I were you I'd 
probably try another card to see if it stops. If it does then its 
probably the RS not liking that particular card for some reason. If it 
still does it then I'd suspect something faulty with the RS SM drive. 
Sounds sort of like what it supposed to say if you put a write protect 
tab on the card I'm thinking. Maybe a piece of dust or lint got on the 
part that reads that on the card. What did you clean the drive out 
with? Might try giving it a good blow out with a can compressed air 
maybe if you havn't yet too. Good luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "arp_albert" wrote:
>
> Hi guys, when I try to save anything to my memory card it won't allow 
me and it has a 
> message "Memory Protect". The memory card protect in the menu is 
always off. I tried the 
> card in other device like MC808 and it works just fine. I have clean 
the memory card and the 
> slot as well, but it still won't allow me. I have also replaced the 
CR2032 internal battery, still 
> doesn't help. However I can still save to my SCSI Zip Disk.
> Has anybody experienced this or has the cure? Thanks beforehand.
>

| 15659|15634|2007-08-16 02:42:26|roboticturnip|Re: blank/dead screen|
I am not sure which these are/easily accesible, (lcd connectors)

i'm not that keen to go beyond taking the back off without some sort
of guide :)

so has anyone documented pulling their RS7000 apart ?

eewadrda

> 
> this happened to me on my rs7000. 
> 
> 3. check the connector that goes from the lcd screen to the 
> motherboard. it's very doubtful that it came loose, but it's 
> possible 
> 
> 4. worst case scenario: the flat ribbon cable that goes to the lcd 
> screen has lost contact with the silicone contacts on the lcd plate. 
> the only solution would be to improvise some kind of clamp to keep 
> in on.
>

| 15660|14704|2007-08-16 02:45:24|roboticturnip|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
I did get a quote for a new screen from a supplier in the states, I
just want to either a) get enough guts :)
or b) get a guide..

I've already waited 12 months so a bit longer isn't too bad.

edwadrdd

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I say go for it. Pull it apart if you've got the guts. Or have a 
> tech look at it. I wonder if you could get a replacement from 
> Yahama or see what their support would tell ya to do too. Thats a 
> bummer. My screen gets a little light and hard to see when its been 
> on for a while and or using it in a hot environment. Hope mine 
> don't go out like that, it'd be nice to know if its repairable.
> 
> Zam
> 
>

| 15661|14704|2007-08-16 05:50:04|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
Cool, glad you found a screen for it. I'd hate to be without my RS 
in working order for any amount of time. Whomever installs it, you 
or a tech whichever, watch it be something like a ribbon cable came 
loose and just needs to be reseated inside and then you'll have a 
spare screen. Won't hurt to have a spare tho, better a spare then 
none at all IMHO.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "roboticturnip" 
wrote:

>
> I did get a quote for a new screen from a supplier in the states, I
> just want to either a) get enough guts :)
> or b) get a guide..
> 
> I've already waited 12 months so a bit longer isn't too bad.
> 
> edwadrdd
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I say go for it. Pull it apart if you've got the guts. Or have 

a 

> > tech look at it. I wonder if you could get a replacement from 
> > Yahama or see what their support would tell ya to do too. Thats 

a 

> > bummer. My screen gets a little light and hard to see when its 

been 

> > on for a while and or using it in a hot environment. Hope mine 
> > don't go out like that, it'd be nice to know if its repairable.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> >
>

| 15662|15662|2007-08-16 07:13:21|Markus|Got the memory upgrade today!|
Now i can get into some creative sampling and resampling!Been itching
to use the loop remix function and process the onboard sounds trough
the master fx to create new tones,especially the drums.Oh yeah,and now
i can add vocals and sounds from my softsynths and other gear =)

Things are gonna be interesting..

Peace
| 15663|14704|2007-08-16 08:54:49|Brooks Mosher|Re: RS7k Service Manual|
how much experience do you have repairing electronics? if you have none i'd
have a technician do the repair just to be on the safe side. you don't want
to end up with an even worse scenario if you were to do something wrong
trying to repair it yourself.

btw, there was some info on the net a few years back about changing the
color of the screen. anyone remember seeing this? i've tried finding it
again but had no luck...

On 8/16/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Cool, glad you found a screen for it. I'd hate to be without my RS
> in working order for any amount of time. Whomever installs it, you
> or a tech whichever, watch it be something like a ribbon cable came
> loose and just needs to be reseated inside and then you'll have a
> spare screen. Won't hurt to have a spare tho, better a spare then
> none at all IMHO.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "roboticturnip"
> 
>
> wrote:
> >
> > I did get a quote for a new screen from a supplier in the states, I
> > just want to either a) get enough guts :)
> > or b) get a guide..
> >
> > I've already waited 12 months so a bit longer isn't too bad.
> >
> > edwadrdd
> >
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> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> > >
> > > I say go for it. Pull it apart if you've got the guts. Or have
> a
> > > tech look at it. I wonder if you could get a replacement from
> > > Yahama or see what their support would tell ya to do too. Thats
> a
> > > bummer. My screen gets a little light and hard to see when its
> been
> > > on for a while and or using it in a hot environment. Hope mine
> > > don't go out like that, it'd be nice to know if its repairable.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15665|15662|2007-08-16 11:57:04|zzzik242|Re: Got the memory upgrade today!|
Cool! The resampling functionality is brilliantly integrated.

Have fun :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Now i can get into some creative sampling and resampling!Been itching
> to use the loop remix function and process the onboard sounds trough
> the master fx to create new tones,especially the drums.Oh yeah,and now
> i can add vocals and sounds from my softsynths and other gear =)
> 
> Things are gonna be interesting..
> 
> Peace
>

| 15666|15662|2007-08-16 13:54:30|Markus|Re: Got the memory upgrade today!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Cool! The resampling functionality is brilliantly integrated.
> 
> Have fun :)

I am =D

Putting new sounds through the RS is fantastic.

Was wondering though,which sampling mode do you record sequences in?I
see in the sample menus there is a slice function so can you record
the sequence in pitched mode and then slice it the same as slice and
sequence?Then i can play around with the sound before slicing them so
i have more control.Also can i record a synth voice and play it
without affecting the speed of the voice?Just checkin':D

Peace
| 15667|15662|2007-08-16 15:35:48|zamisers7k|Re: Got the memory upgrade today!|
The Sample Slice Job chops a Pitched Sampled voice into a kit for you 
basically by spreading the parts across the keys. You can sequence 
notes in it however you want after that, the notes will be the sliced 
up samples a lot like a drum kit, or sample kit. You've probably 
figured this out already though, doesn't take too much playing around 
time to get the idea. The Slice+Seq during record enters the notes 
for you so the slices will play in order if I remember correctly. 
The Slice Job might have some more options for ya but doesn't do any 
sequencing, thats up to you or whatever is already sequenced on the 
track.

You can do a Pitch Job on your sample without affecting its time. 
Works best in kit mode. Pitched mode changes the pitch by changing 
the speed of the sample. So it can do what you ask but it has to be 
pre processed. Pitching voices without changing time takes a bit of 
processing power to do in real time, most samplers can't handle 
that. Some newer ones can, like the V-Synth I believe does, but the 
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RS just don't have the processing power I think to pull that off in 
real time. The Time streach Job is quite cool sounding too on the RS 
if you've not tried it, which will preserve the pitch and quality 
somewhat if you don't want to sound like Alvin the Chipmonk or the 
Jolly Green Giant for speeding up or slowing down vocals.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Cool! The resampling functionality is brilliantly integrated.
> > 
> > Have fun :)
> 
> I am =D
> 
> Putting new sounds through the RS is fantastic.
> 
> Was wondering though,which sampling mode do you record sequences in?
I
> see in the sample menus there is a slice function so can you record
> the sequence in pitched mode and then slice it the same as slice and
> sequence?Then i can play around with the sound before slicing them 
so
> i have more control.Also can i record a synth voice and play it
> without affecting the speed of the voice?Just checkin':D
> 
> Peace
>

| 15668|15662|2007-08-16 16:22:11|zamisers7k|Re: Got the memory upgrade today!|
Oh and, also the Kaoss Pads do some pretty cool sample manipulation 
with pitch & time, don't expect too much precision from them though. 
I often sample to the RS by going through a KP2 first. KP3s might be 
even better at doing what your wanting, but they are limited. There 
is probably plenty of computer software out there too that can do 
Time & Pitch streaching too in difrent ways if you need some software 
named off, ask, otherwise I won't worry about it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The Sample Slice Job chops a Pitched Sampled voice into a kit for 
you 
> basically by spreading the parts across the keys. You can sequence 
> notes in it however you want after that, the notes will be the 
sliced 
> up samples a lot like a drum kit, or sample kit. You've probably 
> figured this out already though, doesn't take too much playing 
around 
> time to get the idea. The Slice+Seq during record enters the notes 
> for you so the slices will play in order if I remember correctly. 
> The Slice Job might have some more options for ya but doesn't do 
any 
> sequencing, thats up to you or whatever is already sequenced on the 
> track.
> 
> You can do a Pitch Job on your sample without affecting its time. 
> Works best in kit mode. Pitched mode changes the pitch by changing 
> the speed of the sample. So it can do what you ask but it has to 
be 
> pre processed. Pitching voices without changing time takes a bit 
of 
> processing power to do in real time, most samplers can't handle 
> that. Some newer ones can, like the V-Synth I believe does, but 
the 
> RS just don't have the processing power I think to pull that off in 
> real time. The Time streach Job is quite cool sounding too on the 
RS 
> if you've not tried it, which will preserve the pitch and quality 
> somewhat if you don't want to sound like Alvin the Chipmonk or the 
> Jolly Green Giant for speeding up or slowing down vocals.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
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> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Cool! The resampling functionality is brilliantly integrated.
> > > 
> > > Have fun :)
> > 
> > I am =D
> > 
> > Putting new sounds through the RS is fantastic.
> > 
> > Was wondering though,which sampling mode do you record sequences 
in?
> I
> > see in the sample menus there is a slice function so can you 
record
> > the sequence in pitched mode and then slice it the same as slice 
and
> > sequence?Then i can play around with the sound before slicing 
them 
> so
> > i have more control.Also can i record a synth voice and play it
> > without affecting the speed of the voice?Just checkin':D
> > 
> > Peace
> >
>

| 15669|15669|2007-08-17 16:34:32|zamisers7k|Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an invaluable 
tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 lately.

First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be but some 
voices will sound better than others for this, then go step record 
some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 100%, 
75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or RND2, 
whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.

Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full 
time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can be 
adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part, 
change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times, 
most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and lots of 
stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to it, 
not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select 
button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate time 
so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap 
because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend into 
each other.

Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around with 
Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and also 
if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a fine 
detune on it.

Yeaaaa Groovy!

Zam
| 15670|15670|2007-08-17 17:24:34|Brooks Mosher|something to share|
okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i started on
this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would feel on a 76
degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded straight into
my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit of noise here
and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but you'll get the
idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.

http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15671|15669|2007-08-17 18:01:58|Markus|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
I've been mixing and recording with the RS all day!I thought it was a
bit quiet so i set the output to +6db and what a difference!The drums
really come through now!I'm really starting to enjoy music again,the
RS7000 is like inspiration in a box and is gonna be an great
foundation for my music.The RS7000 is the bomb.I'll post something later.

Thanks for the tip Zam.Nicely ;)

Did you say 73 degrees Brooks?We're lucky if we get 7.3 these days..
| 15672|15669|2007-08-17 18:06:04|Markus|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an invaluable 
> tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 lately.
> 
> First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be but some 
> voices will sound better than others for this, then go step record 
> some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 100%, 
> 75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or RND2, 
> whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.
> 
> Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full 
> time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can be 
> adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part, 
> change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times, 
> most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and lots of 
> stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to it, 
> not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select 
> button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate time 
> so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap 
> because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend into 
> each other.
> 
> Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around with 
> Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and also 
> if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a fine 
> detune on it.
> 
> Yeaaaa Groovy!
> 
> Zam
>

Sweet!Bet you can you get it screaming with the distortion too..Good
point about the basses as well..
| 15673|15670|2007-08-17 18:55:20|zhel_id|Re: something to share|
I like the vibe of it.
Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing some 
unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.
These are technicalities anyway.
The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic in 
a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this comment 
the right way ;)

z

Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove 
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i 

started on

> this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would 

feel on a 76

> degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded 

straight into

> my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit of 

noise here

> and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but you'll 

get the

> idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> 
> 
> http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> 
> 
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15674|15670|2007-08-17 21:08:05|zamisers7k|Re: something to share|
I liked it from about 6:00 minutes on. The first half was little 
boring with just paddy sounds. Personally I think thats why they are 
called pads if I'm not mistaken, so they can be padding for other 
sounds, not something I'd make half a song out of personally, but 
thats my own thing, I was wanting to mix in more stuff through the 
first half of your song, but nothing wrong if you enjoy it that way, 
peronal taste sort of thing I guess. When the drums kicked in is 
when it got a more exciting for me. It is a pretty mellow song 
though and I do like your choice of the sounds and arangement seems 
pretty pleasent, which seems to be more along the lines of analog 
synthy sounding strings and drums rather then the acoustic bangy 
clangy grungy ones that I ususally wind up with in my songs. Nice 
work on it so far, and I didn't notice any staticy parts, but was 
listening to it out of poor PC speaker with lots of other noises 
going on too at the moment. Not the best condition to pick up on 
subtilties.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> I like the vibe of it.
> Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing some 
> unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.
> These are technicalities anyway.
> The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic in 
> a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this 
comment 
> the right way ;)
> 
> z
> 
> 
> Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i 
> started on
> > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would 
> feel on a 76
> > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded 
> straight into
> > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit of 
> noise here
> > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but you'll 
> get the
> > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> > 
> > 
> > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15675|15670|2007-08-18 07:26:22|zhel_id|Re: something to share|
Ok , rambling in detail now ;)
I actually like those pads!
It's probably because I do a lot of ambient stuff myself so I agree 
with ya..
it's personal ..taste thing.
My only negatives were that those pads in order to keep them 'muddy' 
needed some eq-ing cuz they sound too mono-ish , too close and they 
need to be cut around 730-800 hz to lose that nasty frequency and 
still keep the same feel.
So it's not the cable distorting around 4.02 min it's the frequency.
I do have two sets of very good monitors and more than capable 
headphones so in this case I might be right.
Also, bass on its own was too resemblant of that Police song I 
mentioned earlier which I would avoid personally...no offense.
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Also Zam, you know that you can built a song out of anything. Pds..so 
be it.
There's no strict rule saying that pads have to be padding for other 
sounds.
That's just a common name for a particular sounding synth lines.Liek 
strings means what it means and brass doesn't mean you literarily 
translate it. 
I mean you can have a song without drums and the song just made out 
of drums.
The thing is too follow your vibe and be consistent with it on the 
other songs.Don't matter.
You have to know the rules though so if you wanna break them you at 
least know what you're doing...it's like robbing the bank..you know 
it's illegal and against the rules, but then again, some people get 
away with it;)
Same with music. Breaking the rules can often produce an awful 
outcome, but we have to try doing it in order to push the music 
further.Many of us won't make it (sentimental music in the backgound;)
If Kraftwerk or Eno made their songs like the Rolling Stones or James 
Brown played his songs like Nat King Cole we'd probably never get to 
a point where Daft Punk, Prodigy, Massive attack, Murcof (random 
names) would exist.
I only believe that for one particular project the sounds need to be 
consistent and thinking need to be consistent and you need not to be 
afraid of experimenting. Everything else is up to you, your 
imagination and talent (and some dosh for the gear)
Don't plug rs7k into toaster yet!

z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I liked it from about 6:00 minutes on. The first half was little 
> boring with just paddy sounds. Personally I think thats why they 
are 
> called pads if I'm not mistaken, so they can be padding for other 
> sounds, not something I'd make half a song out of personally, but 
> thats my own thing, I was wanting to mix in more stuff through the 
> first half of your song, but nothing wrong if you enjoy it that 
way, 
> peronal taste sort of thing I guess. When the drums kicked in is 
> when it got a more exciting for me. It is a pretty mellow song 
> though and I do like your choice of the sounds and arangement seems 
> pretty pleasent, which seems to be more along the lines of analog 
> synthy sounding strings and drums rather then the acoustic bangy 
> clangy grungy ones that I ususally wind up with in my songs. Nice 
> work on it so far, and I didn't notice any staticy parts, but was 
> listening to it out of poor PC speaker with lots of other noises 
> going on too at the moment. Not the best condition to pick up on 
> subtilties.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > I like the vibe of it.
> > Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> > 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing 
some 
> > unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> > Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> > Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.
> > These are technicalities anyway.
> > The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic in 
> > a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> > The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this 
> comment 
> > the right way ;)
> > 
> > z
> > 
> > 
> > Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i 
> > started on
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> > > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would 
> > feel on a 76
> > > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded 
> > straight into
> > > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit 
of 
> > noise here
> > > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but 
you'll 
> > get the
> > > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15676|15670|2007-08-19 10:40:12|Brooks Mosher|Re: something to share|
yeah, thanks z - i appreciate that.

this was just something i did for kicks, and it was fun putting it together
last Friday.

On 8/17/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I like the vibe of it.
> Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing some
> unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.
> These are technicalities anyway.
> The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic in
> a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this comment
> the right way ;)
>
> z
>
> Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
>
> wrote:
> >
> > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i
> started on
> > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would
> feel on a 76
> > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded
> straight into
> > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit of
> noise here
> > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but you'll
> get the
> > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> >
> >
> > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15677|15669|2007-08-19 12:47:33|Brooks Mosher|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?

it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your thing) or use
the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
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On 8/17/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an invaluable
> tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 lately.
>
> First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be but some
> voices will sound better than others for this, then go step record
> some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 100%,
> 75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or RND2,
> whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.
>
> Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full
> time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can be
> adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part,
> change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times,
> most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and lots of
> stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to it,
> not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select
> button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate time
> so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap
> because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend into
> each other.
>
> Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around with
> Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and also
> if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a fine
> detune on it.
>
> Yeaaaa Groovy!
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15678|15670|2007-08-19 12:53:06|Brooks Mosher|Re: something to share|
i don't much care what they're called - pads, whatever, it doesn't mean
anything to me. i'll use "bass" sounds in the RS for other types of things
other than bass. it think it's all about experimenting sometimes for me.

i like ambient stuff (Roach, Rich, Richard James, Jonah Sharp) and i sort of
put a precursor on this little "sketch" i recorded on friday that it was
drifty, floaty, etc.

On 8/17/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> I liked it from about 6:00 minutes on. The first half was little
> boring with just paddy sounds. Personally I think thats why they are
> called pads if I'm not mistaken, so they can be padding for other
> sounds, not something I'd make half a song out of personally, but
> thats my own thing, I was wanting to mix in more stuff through the
> first half of your song, but nothing wrong if you enjoy it that way,
> peronal taste sort of thing I guess. When the drums kicked in is
> when it got a more exciting for me. It is a pretty mellow song
> though and I do like your choice of the sounds and arangement seems
> pretty pleasent, which seems to be more along the lines of analog
> synthy sounding strings and drums rather then the acoustic bangy
> clangy grungy ones that I ususally wind up with in my songs. Nice
> work on it so far, and I didn't notice any staticy parts, but was
> listening to it out of poor PC speaker with lots of other noises
> going on too at the moment. Not the best condition to pick up on
> subtilties.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zhel_id"
> wrote:
> >
> > I like the vibe of it.
> > Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> > 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing some
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> > unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> > Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> > Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.
> > These are technicalities anyway.
> > The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic in
> > a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> > The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this
> comment
> > the right way ;)
> >
> > z
> >
> >
> > Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i
> > started on
> > > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would
> > feel on a 76
> > > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded
> > straight into
> > > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit of
> > noise here
> > > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but you'll
> > get the
> > > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> > >
> > >
> > > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15679|15670|2007-08-19 17:47:34|zhel_id|Re: something to share|
Yep.
Some rs7k basses are pretty cool keyboard sounds when you tweak 'em a 
little.
That's how many 'oldies' pushed the music forward, by tweaking 
something you're not suppose to tweak by playing the 'wrong notes' 
etc.
Cool stuff made out of mistakes and limitations.
How did we happen to like tube distortion? Well , that was a mistake 
at a time..a tape compression? same thing.
These were all considered mistakes back in time, but now we perceive 
them as industry standard in order to get 'the good sound'.
Today we can't go lower or higher in frequencies because you can't 
hear it anyway..So production is stuck in ,,,nowhere to go in that 
aspect, but there are other elements to play with, other angles to 
twist. Again, that's just my opinion based on music history analysis.
Tough stuff ;)
Still,,,
Too many options/ presets make you lazy anyway.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> i don't much care what they're called - pads, whatever, it doesn't 

mean

> anything to me. i'll use "bass" sounds in the RS for other types 

of things

> other than bass. it think it's all about experimenting sometimes 

for me.
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> 
> i like ambient stuff (Roach, Rich, Richard James, Jonah Sharp) and 

i sort of

> put a precursor on this little "sketch" i recorded on friday that 

it was

> drifty, floaty, etc.
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/17/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > I liked it from about 6:00 minutes on. The first half was little
> > boring with just paddy sounds. Personally I think thats why they 

are

> > called pads if I'm not mistaken, so they can be padding for other
> > sounds, not something I'd make half a song out of personally, but
> > thats my own thing, I was wanting to mix in more stuff through the
> > first half of your song, but nothing wrong if you enjoy it that 

way,

> > peronal taste sort of thing I guess. When the drums kicked in is
> > when it got a more exciting for me. It is a pretty mellow song
> > though and I do like your choice of the sounds and arangement 

seems

> > pretty pleasent, which seems to be more along the lines of analog
> > synthy sounding strings and drums rather then the acoustic bangy
> > clangy grungy ones that I ususally wind up with in my songs. Nice
> > work on it so far, and I didn't notice any staticy parts, but was
> > listening to it out of poor PC speaker with lots of other noises
> > going on too at the moment. Not the best condition to pick up on
> > subtilties.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I like the vibe of it.
> > > Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> > > 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing 

some

> > > unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> > > Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> > > Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.
> > > These are technicalities anyway.
> > > The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic 

in

> > > a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> > > The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this
> > comment
> > > the right way ;)
> > >
> > > z
> > >
> > >
> > > Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks

> > Mosher" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i
> > > started on
> > > > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would
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> > > feel on a 76
> > > > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded
> > > straight into
> > > > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit 

of

> > > noise here
> > > > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but 

you'll

> > > get the
> > > > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15680|15670|2007-08-19 21:12:06|zamisers7k|Re: something to share|
I agree with what everyone has mentioned. I hope you guys arn't 
thinking that I was being negative about the abondance stringy pads 
in the song at the begining. Ambient is just not my favorite cup of 
tea, but if I were on a beach somewhere it might be perfect. Not 
many beaches though where I'm from, maybe that has something to do 
with it ;)

The RS is great for experimental music, if any one person would know 
that it would be me. The looks I get sometimes when I play my stuff 
for regular old joes who are use to radio music; priceless!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Yep.
> Some rs7k basses are pretty cool keyboard sounds when you 
tweak 'em a 
> little.
> That's how many 'oldies' pushed the music forward, by tweaking 
> something you're not suppose to tweak by playing the 'wrong notes' 
> etc.
> Cool stuff made out of mistakes and limitations.
> How did we happen to like tube distortion? Well , that was a 
mistake 
> at a time..a tape compression? same thing.
> These were all considered mistakes back in time, but now we 
perceive 
> them as industry standard in order to get 'the good sound'.
> Today we can't go lower or higher in frequencies because you can't 
> hear it anyway..So production is stuck in ,,,nowhere to go in that 
> aspect, but there are other elements to play with, other angles to 
> twist. Again, that's just my opinion based on music history 
analysis.
> Tough stuff ;)
> Still,,,
> Too many options/ presets make you lazy anyway.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > i don't much care what they're called - pads, whatever, it 
doesn't 
> mean
> > anything to me. i'll use "bass" sounds in the RS for other 
types 
> of things
> > other than bass. it think it's all about experimenting 
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sometimes 
> for me.
> > 
> > i like ambient stuff (Roach, Rich, Richard James, Jonah Sharp) 
and 
> i sort of
> > put a precursor on this little "sketch" i recorded on friday 
that 
> it was
> > drifty, floaty, etc.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/17/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> > >
> > > I liked it from about 6:00 minutes on. The first half was 
little
> > > boring with just paddy sounds. Personally I think thats why 
they 
> are
> > > called pads if I'm not mistaken, so they can be padding for 
other
> > > sounds, not something I'd make half a song out of personally, 
but
> > > thats my own thing, I was wanting to mix in more stuff through 
the
> > > first half of your song, but nothing wrong if you enjoy it 
that 
> way,
> > > peronal taste sort of thing I guess. When the drums kicked in 
is
> > > when it got a more exciting for me. It is a pretty mellow song
> > > though and I do like your choice of the sounds and arangement 
> seems
> > > pretty pleasent, which seems to be more along the lines of 
analog
> > > synthy sounding strings and drums rather then the acoustic 
bangy
> > > clangy grungy ones that I ususally wind up with in my songs. 
Nice
> > > work on it so far, and I didn't notice any staticy parts, but 
was
> > > listening to it out of poor PC speaker with lots of other 
noises
> > > going on too at the moment. Not the best condition to pick up 
on
> > > subtilties.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I like the vibe of it.
> > > > Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> > > > 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly 
pushing 
> some
> > > > unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> > > > Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> > > > Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 
60hz.
> > > > These are technicalities anyway.
> > > > The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit 
melodic 
> in
> > > > a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> > > > The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this
> > > comment
> > > > the right way ;)
> > > >
> > > > z
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > Mosher" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something 
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i
> > > > started on
> > > > > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you 
would
> > > > feel on a 76
> > > > > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and 
recorded
> > > > straight into
> > > > > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a 
bit 
> of
> > > > noise here
> > > > > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but 
> you'll
> > > > get the
> > > > > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15681|15669|2007-08-19 22:39:18|zamisers7k|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Many reasons I can think of, but the biggest one is that its a 
popular synth to emulate, and emulating a TB-303 is not something 
that is readibly available and easy to do well on the RS I think. 
Besides that, the real thing is twice as expensive and does 1/10th 
of what the RS can do. Plus, I still think it does impart its own 
special, almost maybe a signature, RS quality sound to it as well. 
Only a real 303 sounds like a real 303 I think many folks would 
debate and have argued much about over the years. It can be 
dificult to get something to sound close to something else sometimes 
I think, no one piece of gear sounds exactly like any other piece of 
gear when you rally get down to finest of points. I also thouht it 
might be a fun exercise to maybe learn some functions on the RS if 
you didn't know about them already. Lastly, since the list was a 
little slow at the time, I was seeing if the community was still 
alive, it is, and it was all I could think of that moment to write 
about, hence why I thought it might be a cool tip or trick to share 
with you all.

Nothing wrong with trying to emulate something else with the RS in 
my opinion, even something thats been done to death like tb-303 acid 
lines. Nothing wrong with coming up with something completly 
original too. Maybe next tip I'll try to think of something a 
little more unique to the RS as long as nobody minds these kinds of 
posts ocassionally. 

Until then, happy RSing!

Zam 8^)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> 
> it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your thing) 

or use

> the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/17/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an 
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invaluable

> > tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 

lately.

> >
> > First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be but 

some

> > voices will sound better than others for this, then go step 

record

> > some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 

100%,

> > 75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or 

RND2,

> > whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.
> >
> > Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full
> > time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can be
> > adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part,
> > change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times,
> > most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and lots 

of

> > stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to 

it,

> > not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select
> > button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate 

time

> > so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap
> > because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend 

into

> > each other.
> >
> > Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around 

with

> > Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and 

also

> > if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a 

fine

> > detune on it.
> >
> > Yeaaaa Groovy!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15682|15670|2007-08-19 23:15:54|Mo Egeston|Re: something to share|
Yep I dig it. thanks for sharing.

Maurice "Mo" Egeston 
MO-ISME Productions
mo&dawn: the remix project 
mo&dawn: the acid jazz lounge
myspace.com/moanddawn
moegeston.com
moanddawn.com



moisme@sbcglobal.net 
"Music is music...play it well"

----- Original Message ----
From: Brooks Mosher <brooksmosher@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2007 11:38:22 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: something to share

yeah, thanks z - i appreciate that.

this was just something i did for kicks, and it was fun putting it together

last Friday.

On 8/17/07, zhel_id wrote:

>

> I like the vibe of it.

> Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.

> 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly pushing some

> unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.

> Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.

> Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 60hz.

> These are technicalities anyway.

> The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit melodic in

> a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.

> The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this comment

> the right way ;)

>

> z

>

> Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com , "Brooks Mosher"

> 

>

> wrote:

> >

> > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's something i

> started on
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> > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you would

> feel on a 76

> > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and recorded

> straight into

> > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a bit of

> noise here

> > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but you'll

> get the

> > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.

> >

> >

> > http://www.lightnin gmp3.com/ live/file. php?fid=8771

> >

> >

> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

> >

>

> 

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15683|15669|2007-08-20 02:26:56|touchmymagic|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
By the same note (if you'll excuse the pun) its good fun to resample 
these kind of phrases, slice the result and switch the sample to mono 
with portamento as before, and loop remix it etc. Then you can move 
beyond acid to an even more wonky sound. Its all good though. x

Immon

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Many reasons I can think of, but the biggest one is that its a 
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> popular synth to emulate, and emulating a TB-303 is not something 
> that is readibly available and easy to do well on the RS I think. 
> Besides that, the real thing is twice as expensive and does 1/10th 
> of what the RS can do. Plus, I still think it does impart its own 
> special, almost maybe a signature, RS quality sound to it as well. 
> Only a real 303 sounds like a real 303 I think many folks would 
> debate and have argued much about over the years. It can be 
> dificult to get something to sound close to something else 
sometimes 
> I think, no one piece of gear sounds exactly like any other piece 
of 
> gear when you rally get down to finest of points. I also thouht it 
> might be a fun exercise to maybe learn some functions on the RS if 
> you didn't know about them already. Lastly, since the list was a 
> little slow at the time, I was seeing if the community was still 
> alive, it is, and it was all I could think of that moment to write 
> about, hence why I thought it might be a cool tip or trick to share 
> with you all.
> 
> Nothing wrong with trying to emulate something else with the RS in 
> my opinion, even something thats been done to death like tb-303 
acid 
> lines. Nothing wrong with coming up with something completly 
> original too. Maybe next tip I'll try to think of something a 
> little more unique to the RS as long as nobody minds these kinds of 
> posts ocassionally. 
> 
> Until then, happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > 
> > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your 
thing) 
> or use
> > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/17/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> > >
> > > Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an 
> invaluable
> > > tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 
> lately.
> > >
> > > First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be 
but 
> some
> > > voices will sound better than others for this, then go step 
> record
> > > some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 
> 100%,
> > > 75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or 
> RND2,
> > > whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.
> > >
> > > Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full
> > > time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can 
be
> > > adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part,
> > > change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times,
> > > most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and 
lots 
> of
> > > stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to 
> it,
> > > not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select
> > > button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate 
> time
> > > so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap
> > > because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend 
> into
> > > each other.
> > >
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> > > Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around 
> with
> > > Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and 
> also
> > > if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a 
> fine
> > > detune on it.
> > >
> > > Yeaaaa Groovy!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15684|15670|2007-08-20 06:41:54|zhel_id|Re: something to share|
S'all good mate. 
It's perfectly ok to voice your opinion out.
I just think that we don't have to play by the rules in any style and 
genre because that is how we get stuck and end up not thinking 
forward.
z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I agree with what everyone has mentioned. I hope you guys arn't 
> thinking that I was being negative about the abondance stringy pads 
> in the song at the begining. Ambient is just not my favorite cup 
of 
> tea, but if I were on a beach somewhere it might be perfect. Not 
> many beaches though where I'm from, maybe that has something to do 
> with it ;)
> 
> The RS is great for experimental music, if any one person would 
know 
> that it would be me. The looks I get sometimes when I play my 
stuff 
> for regular old joes who are use to radio music; priceless!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Yep.
> > Some rs7k basses are pretty cool keyboard sounds when you 
> tweak 'em a 
> > little.
> > That's how many 'oldies' pushed the music forward, by tweaking 
> > something you're not suppose to tweak by playing the 'wrong 
notes' 
> > etc.
> > Cool stuff made out of mistakes and limitations.
> > How did we happen to like tube distortion? Well , that was a 
> mistake 
> > at a time..a tape compression? same thing.
> > These were all considered mistakes back in time, but now we 
> perceive 
> > them as industry standard in order to get 'the good sound'.
> > Today we can't go lower or higher in frequencies because you 
can't 
> > hear it anyway..So production is stuck in ,,,nowhere to go in 
that 
> > aspect, but there are other elements to play with, other angles 
to 
> > twist. Again, that's just my opinion based on music history 
> analysis.
> > Tough stuff ;)
> > Still,,,
> > Too many options/ presets make you lazy anyway.
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > i don't much care what they're called - pads, whatever, it 
> doesn't 
> > mean
> > > anything to me. i'll use "bass" sounds in the RS for other 
> types 
> > of things
> > > other than bass. it think it's all about experimenting 
> sometimes 
> > for me.
> > > 
> > > i like ambient stuff (Roach, Rich, Richard James, Jonah Sharp) 
> and 
> > i sort of
> > > put a precursor on this little "sketch" i recorded on friday 
> that 
> > it was
> > > drifty, floaty, etc.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > On 8/17/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I liked it from about 6:00 minutes on. The first half was 
> little
> > > > boring with just paddy sounds. Personally I think thats why 
> they 
> > are
> > > > called pads if I'm not mistaken, so they can be padding for 
> other
> > > > sounds, not something I'd make half a song out of personally, 
> but
> > > > thats my own thing, I was wanting to mix in more stuff 
through 
> the
> > > > first half of your song, but nothing wrong if you enjoy it 
> that 
> > way,
> > > > peronal taste sort of thing I guess. When the drums kicked in 
> is
> > > > when it got a more exciting for me. It is a pretty mellow song
> > > > though and I do like your choice of the sounds and arangement 
> > seems
> > > > pretty pleasent, which seems to be more along the lines of 
> analog
> > > > synthy sounding strings and drums rather then the acoustic 
> bangy
> > > > clangy grungy ones that I ususally wind up with in my songs. 
> Nice
> > > > work on it so far, and I didn't notice any staticy parts, but 
> was
> > > > listening to it out of poor PC speaker with lots of other 
> noises
> > > > going on too at the moment. Not the best condition to pick up 
> on
> > > > subtilties.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I like the vibe of it.
> > > > > Just it needs some EQ-ing I think.
> > > > > 'Muddy' synths in the bacground which are occasionaly 
> pushing 
> > some
> > > > > unpleasant freqs- try to cut between 740-800hz maybe.
> > > > > Bass needs to be sorted a little as well.
> > > > > Try cutting very little around 300hz and add some around 
> 60hz.
> > > > > These are technicalities anyway.
> > > > > The only song comment I have is that the bass is a bit 
> melodic 
> > in
> > > > > a 'Walking on the moon' tam-tam-taaaaaam Police style.
> > > > > The track itself is good.I hope you're taking the whole this
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> > > > comment
> > > > > the right way ;)
> > > > >
> > > > > z
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Cut somewhere between 740-800khz to remove
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > okay, since the list has been slow....... here's 
something 
> i
> > > > > started on
> > > > > > this afternoon. it's kind of drifty, dreamy, and how you 
> would
> > > > > feel on a 76
> > > > > > degree sunny afternoon. all done with the RS7000 and 
> recorded
> > > > > straight into
> > > > > > my computer with no edits afterwards. there seems to be a 
> bit 
> > of
> > > > > noise here
> > > > > > and there, maybe from a short in my cables? not sure, but 
> > you'll
> > > > > get the
> > > > > > idea. it's very preliminary and a rough mix at best.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8771
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15685|15669|2007-08-20 11:59:07|h2a2p|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano sounds, use a 
real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything instead of 
samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> 
> it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your thing) 

or use

> the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> 
>

| 15686|15669|2007-08-20 11:59:28|h2a2p|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
cool, will try this later, thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an invaluable 
> tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 lately.
>

| 15687|15669|2007-08-20 16:00:32|techsnorkler|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Hi , and thanx for a great tip

I will trye the same but with a EBM aprouch :-)
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More tips like this !!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an 
invaluable 
> tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 lately.
> 
> First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be but 
some 
> voices will sound better than others for this, then go step record 
> some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 
100%, 
> 75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or 
RND2, 
> whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.
> 
> Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full 
> time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can be 
> adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part, 
> change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times, 
> most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and lots of 
> stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to it, 
> not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select 
> button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate time 
> so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap 
> because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend into 
> each other.
> 
> Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around with 
> Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and also 
> if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a fine 
> detune on it.
> 
> Yeaaaa Groovy!
> 
> Zam
>

| 15688|15669|2007-08-20 21:01:57|zhel_id|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Yep, that's a good little tip.
Mono is the new stereo!;)
cheers

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Group seemed a little slow today so I thought I'd post an 
> invaluable 
> > tip that I've been finding a lot of fun to do on my RS7000 lately.
> > 
> > First, find a 303ish sounding lead voice, doesn't have to be but 
> some 
> > voices will sound better than others for this, then go step 

record 

> > some randomish notes with their gate times set somewhere under 
> 100%, 
> > 75% probably work best. Maybe even set the velocity to RND1 or 
> RND2, 
> > whatever those settings are above 127 on velcoity.
> > 
> > Next thing to do is edit the voice. Kick in the portamento, full 
> > time seems to work better and about half or 50% time which can be 
> > adjusted more precisly later. Then heres the really cool part, 
> > change the voice to be MONO. Thats #4 on the pad a couple times, 
> > most voices are set to POLY, which is great for strings and lots 

of 

> > stuff, but bass lines who needs it? Now hit play and listen to 

it, 

> > not quite there yet. Under Sequence Play Effects hit the Select 
> > button once so you can tweak the Gate time. Increase the gate 
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time 

> > so that notes start to overlap, but they won't actually overlap 
> > because you but the voice in Mono mode and the notes will bend 

into 

> > each other.
> > 
> > Hope thats not too much to comprehend? Can fiddle fart around 

with 

> > Res & Cut too helps, try switch LFO types and lengths too, and 

also 

> > if you want a fatter sound copy it to another track and put a 

fine 

> > detune on it.
> > 
> > Yeaaaa Groovy!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 15689|15689|2007-08-21 00:12:57|zamisers7k|TIP: Scene Storing for Live Mixing|
A few weeks ago someone here was talking about a method for mixing 
16 songs or so live in one set, and then I mentioned that its cool 
and all with some limitations. Well, you can knock one of those 
limitations I mentioned right off my list against doing things that 
way.

My problem was that I thought you'd not be able to easily change 
voices on the same track during this process without editing in a 
program change into the event data. Guess what? I was wrong. I've 
been fidling around with Storing Scenes and Mutes in Pattern Mode 
today. Turns out if you store what you have to scene 1 by holding 
Store and pressing scene 1, then change the voice of one of the 
track you want, I mean by switching it to another voice bank, then 
store again to scene 2, now you can bounce back and forth and the 
voice will change. It will also store most other settings too, if 
you don't want to change voice but say Res & Cut it'll take that too 
it seems like.

I may be jumping the gun here, I've just started playing storing 
scenes, but it seems like you could 5 totally difrent scenes with 
difrent voices and their settings. That would be pretty good for 5 
pretty difrent sounding songs you could do on Style 1 if you utilize 
Sections and using the Mute Store too or manual mutes. These Scene 
memories will be recorded into your Chain as Scene Memory Changes in 
the same events list as your mutes. Bad part maybe though that 
you'll still have to record you Section Changes on a second pass 
while having Patt Selected.

I'm sure some, if not then most of you probably arleady knew about 
this, but its new to me and seems like it might open up a world of 
possibilites for doing more stuff utilizing one Pattern Style.

Pretty cool I think, and after all this time with my RS I'm just now 
getting into recording and storing Scenes.

From the RS manual page 62:

Scene/Mute Memory
Up to 5 complete scene and mute setups for each song and style
can stored in memory and recalled whenever needed.
A "scene" includes all parameter settings for all tracks (all mixer,
voice edit, mute on/off, groove, play effect, MIDI delay, BPM
and transpose settings). A mute setup includes the mute on/off
status for all tracks.
The ability to store and instantly recall complete scene and mute
setups means that even complex setups that would take a considerable
amount of time to program in real time can be called up at
the touch of a button. Recall operations can be recorded to pattern
chains and songs as well.
The [SCENE/MUTE] button switches between the scene and
mute memory functions. The SCENE and MUTE indicators light
alternately each time the button is pressed.



Have fun trying this on your RS, I'll be playing around with it for 
my next song/songs. Hope its a good tip for you all too if you 
didn't know about it already. It got me excited, after all these 
years the RS is still revealing new and usefull surprises to me. 
Hard to beat that!

Zam
| 15690|15690|2007-08-21 17:50:46|slipknotfkr|Styles|
Another newbie question here... Is there any way I can import style
files from other hardware like the Motif or Yamah SY series workstations?

Thanks,

Dave.
| 15691|15691|2007-08-21 17:51:09|Jose Acevedo|Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo tracks (multitrack kick, snare , 
HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be wasting resources and disk 
space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to record drum machine sounds 
into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
| 15692|15691|2007-08-21 18:05:20|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
This doesn't sound like an RS question, but I'll give my thoughts on 
your problem. I think it depends on how much resources you have at 
hand. If you've got a lot of hard drive space and fast computer each 
sound should have its own track. Common for the Pros to have about 8 
seperate tracks for drums I thinking. Tracks are generally recorded in 
mono, stereo is treated almost like a second track, actually channel, 
and its not really necessary for drum IMHO, some maybe like the crashes 
and snares maybe, but high hats and kicks you'll be putting unessary 
effort or time trying to record them in stereo, when you can record 
them in mono and they'll sound just as good seperating them into stereo 
left or right from a mono recording. Hi hats can be panned there, 
Kicks don't seem to do much good panning them either way, drum rolls 
might be good to pan around a bit, but I don't think they need to be 
recorded that way into Cubase or anything else. Just my unprofessional 
opinion on the mater.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jose Acevedo" wrote:
>
> What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo tracks 
(multitrack kick, snare , 
> HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be 
wasting resources and disk 
> space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to 
record drum machine sounds 
> into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
>

| 15693|15690|2007-08-21 18:12:33|zamisers7k|Re: Styles|
I'm not really sure about this one, I'd give it a maybe chane of 
possibly being able to do it, but I'd not expect it to do so. RM1X 
files are the only other unit I know the RS7000 supposed to be able to 
import. I guess it depends on how the Motif stores its style format, 
file extension name is similar to what the RS uses or maybe can be 
renamed to an that extension and then loaded or some goofy way. It'd 
be intresting to find out, anyone else know for sure if can or not, has 
tried to do it?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slipknotfkr" wrote:
>
> Another newbie question here... Is there any way I can import style
> files from other hardware like the Motif or Yamah SY series 
workstations?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> 
> Dave.
>

| 15694|15691|2007-08-21 18:29:00|Brooks Mosher|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
stereo.

unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should be mono.
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but i personally think it would sound better to to record all drum parts
from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be able to edit
things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.

On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo <flight4twenty@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
> What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo tracks
> (multitrack kick, snare ,
> HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be wasting
> resources and disk
> space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to record
> drum machine sounds
> into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15695|15691|2007-08-21 18:49:05|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Professional way to do is to have each drum part on its own separate 
track either through output board or master output.That means MONO 
tracks.
If you don't have output board then you'll have to output more than 
once.
Example phase 1) kick pan left, snare right,everything else MUTED
Cubase RECORD=track 1 (kick) and track 2 (snare)
Then you repeat the process for other parts on track 3, 4,5 etc.
You always want to avoid the whole drum set output on stereo because 
you lose mixing control over the drum parts later on.You can do ti 
that way, but it's amateurish.
If you don't have the output board or multi channel soundcard, but 
you want to transfer your Rs7k tracks into Cubase I suggest you buy 
it because it will speed up your process big time.
Alernatively you do step by step.
Hope this helps.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> stereo.
> 
> unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should be 

mono.

> 
> 
> but i personally think it would sound better to to record all drum 

parts

> from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be able 

to edit

> things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> >
> > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo 

tracks

> > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be 

wasting

> > resources and disk
> > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to 

record
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> > drum machine sounds
> > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15696|15691|2007-08-21 18:58:51|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and everything 
else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know because I 
recorded them many times.
In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono mikes to 
mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts out of 
rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal track and 
pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..

z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> stereo.
> 
> unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should be 

mono.

> 
> 
> but i personally think it would sound better to to record all drum 

parts

> from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be able 

to edit

> things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> >
> > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo 

tracks

> > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be 

wasting

> > resources and disk
> > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to 

record

> > drum machine sounds
> > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15697|15691|2007-08-21 20:17:53|Brooks Mosher|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog tape machine.
we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone is going to hear
any difference if you were to record the whole drum track from the RS as a
stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything individually.

and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded everything
individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in the DAW) and
where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of all my outboard
gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds better (most
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likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there isn't a bunch of
digital summing going on).

On 8/21/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and everything
> else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know because I
> recorded them many times.
> In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono mikes to
> mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts out of
> rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal track and
> pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
>
> z
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > stereo.
> >
> > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should be
> mono.
> >
> >
> > but i personally think it would sound better to to record all drum
> parts
> > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be able
> to edit
> > things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.
> >
> >
> >
> > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > >
> > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo
> tracks
> > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be
> wasting
> > > resources and disk
> > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to
> record
> > > drum machine sounds
> > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15698|15691|2007-08-21 20:20:51|Brooks Mosher|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
kind of contradicting yourself here though aren't you? it's good to
experiment with sounds on the RS, but using a different method of recording
into Cubase is amateurish?

seriously, speaking for myself, i would get better mixes with a Soundcraft
mixer than doing everything within Cubase. and since i sequence everything
out, i can do this.

On 8/21/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Professional way to do is to have each drum part on its own separate
> track either through output board or master output.That means MONO
> tracks.
> If you don't have output board then you'll have to output more than
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> once.
> Example phase 1) kick pan left, snare right,everything else MUTED
> Cubase RECORD=track 1 (kick) and track 2 (snare)
> Then you repeat the process for other parts on track 3, 4,5 etc.
> You always want to avoid the whole drum set output on stereo because
> you lose mixing control over the drum parts later on.You can do ti
> that way, but it's amateurish.
> If you don't have the output board or multi channel soundcard, but
> you want to transfer your Rs7k tracks into Cubase I suggest you buy
> it because it will speed up your process big time.
> Alernatively you do step by step.
> Hope this helps.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > stereo.
> >
> > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should be
> mono.
> >
> >
> > but i personally think it would sound better to to record all drum
> parts
> > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be able
> to edit
> > things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.
> >
> >
> >
> > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > >
> > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo
> tracks
> > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I be
> wasting
> > > resources and disk
> > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way to
> record
> > > drum machine sounds
> > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15699|15669|2007-08-21 20:26:14|Brooks Mosher|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's not what i
said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else. it's a
synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't expect to break
out a Mike Dunn track.

and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much hype. it's
ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on! i laugh
when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had friend who
bought one for $200 years ago.

On 8/20/07, h2a2p <h2a2p@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano sounds, use a
> real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything instead of
> samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
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> >
> > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> >
> > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your thing)
> or use
> > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15700|15691|2007-08-21 20:46:45|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , Protools 
etc is the same in its principle.
You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order to 
compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you might want 
to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a whole.
If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but the guy 
asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very capable 
multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering the whole 
drum set in stereo.
I like to have more freedom. That's all.

you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog tape 

machine.

> we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone is 

going to hear

> any difference if you were to record the whole drum track from the 

RS as a

> stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything individually.
> 
> and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 

everything

> individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in the DAW) 

and

> where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of all my 

outboard

> gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds better 

(most

> likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there isn't a 

bunch of

> digital summing going on).
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> >
> > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and everything
> > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know because 

I

> > recorded them many times.
> > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono mikes 

to

> > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts out of
> > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
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> > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal track 

and

> > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> >
> > z
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 

Mosher"

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > stereo.
> > >
> > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should be
> > mono.
> > >
> > >
> > > but i personally think it would sound better to to record all 

drum

> > parts
> > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be able
> > to edit
> > > things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > >
> > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo
> > tracks
> > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will I 

be

> > wasting
> > > > resources and disk
> > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best way 

to

> > record
> > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15701|15669|2007-08-21 21:16:40|zamisers7k|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Who is Mike Dunn? And, what does he use that would keep someone with 
an RS7000 from breaking out a track like his? I'm curious, not 
trying to be insulting or anything, at least not yet. Is it a tb-
303? If he makes extensive use of MPCs then I might just have to go 
ballistic on you.

Plese do keep it friendly here though folks, thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's 
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not what i

> said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else. 

it's a

> synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't expect 

to break

> out a Mike Dunn track.
> 
> and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 

hype. it's

> ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on! 

i laugh

> when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had 

friend who

> bought one for $200 years ago.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> >
> > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano 

sounds, use a

> > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything instead of
> > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 

Mosher"

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > >
> > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your 

thing)

> > or use
> > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15702|15669|2007-08-21 21:32:58|Markus|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Who is Mike Dunn? And, what does he use that would keep someone with 
> an RS7000 from breaking out a track like his? I'm curious, not 
> trying to be insulting or anything, at least not yet. Is it a tb-
> 303? If he makes extensive use of MPCs then I might just have to go 
> ballistic on you.
> 
> Plese do keep it friendly here though folks, thanks!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's 
> not what i
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> > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else. 
> it's a
> > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't expect 
> to break
> > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > 
> > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 
> hype. it's
> > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on! 
> i laugh
> > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had 
> friend who
> > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > >
> > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano 
> sounds, use a
> > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything instead of
> > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > >
> > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your 
> thing)
> > > or use
> > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

Whatever your feelings about the 303 been outdated it's still useful
to a beginner or a new owner of the RS.You don't have to limit
yourself to a 303 but you can use the technique and build on it using
different synth voices.To be able to emulate it on the RS is
great(thats what i thought the 18db lp filter is for),saves me having
to sample a vst thus saving sample memory and it can serve as a good
foundation for my own monophonic basslines.It's all good :)

Peace
| 15703|15691|2007-08-21 21:33:41|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo pass on 
my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it inside my 
RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
considered very professional way to do things either since its hard 
to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or send it 
to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound more 
like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to do it I 
think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose one then 
try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.

Zam 8^)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
Protools 
> etc is the same in its principle.
> You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order to 
> compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you might want 
> to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a whole.
> If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but the guy 
> asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very capable 
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> multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering the 
whole 
> drum set in stereo.
> I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> 
> you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog tape 
> machine.
> > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone is 
> going to hear
> > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track from 
the 
> RS as a
> > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything individually.
> > 
> > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 
> everything
> > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in the 
DAW) 
> and
> > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of all my 
> outboard
> > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds better 
> (most
> > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there isn't 
a 
> bunch of
> > digital summing going on).
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > >
> > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and everything
> > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know 
because 
> I
> > > recorded them many times.
> > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono 
mikes 
> to
> > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts out 
of
> > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal 
track 
> and
> > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > >
> > > z
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > stereo.
> > > >
> > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which should 
be
> > > mono.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to record all 
> drum
> > > parts
> > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be 
able
> > > to edit
> > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi tracking.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of stereo
> > > tracks
> > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
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> > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or will 
I 
> be
> > > wasting
> > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best 
way 
> to
> > > record
> > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15704|15691|2007-08-21 22:03:05|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
I totally agree with you on that.
I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what was 
asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what would 
sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set mixdown 
(stereo) right?
I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have all 
the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case Cubase.
Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer etc, 
but he asked about Cubase.
Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better studio 
that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even though I 
usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, sample, 
resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go pass 
through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my thing I 
suppose.
Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo ' 
question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving him 
some options 
a) this is professional way to do 
b) this is more DJ way to treat it
c) this is how I do it..etc etc
..stuff like that.
There's no MUST DO in music.
As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
sums it up for me.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo pass on 
> my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
> pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it inside my 
> RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
> considered very professional way to do things either since its hard 
> to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or send 
it 
> to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound more 
> like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to do it 
I 
> think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose one 
then 
> try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
> Protools 
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> > etc is the same in its principle.
> > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order to 
> > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you might 
want 
> > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a whole.
> > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but the 
guy 
> > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very 
capable 
> > multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering the 
> whole 
> > drum set in stereo.
> > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > 
> > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog 
tape 
> > machine.
> > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone is 
> > going to hear
> > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track from 
> the 
> > RS as a
> > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything individually.
> > > 
> > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 
> > everything
> > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in the 
> DAW) 
> > and
> > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of all 
my 
> > outboard
> > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds 
better 
> > (most
> > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there 
isn't 
> a 
> > bunch of
> > > digital summing going on).
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
everything
> > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know 
> because 
> > I
> > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono 
> mikes 
> > to
> > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts 
out 
> of
> > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal 
> track 
> > and
> > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > >
> > > > z
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > Mosher"
> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > stereo.
> > > > >
> > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which 
should 
> be
> > > > mono.
> > > > >
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> > > > >
> > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to record 
all 
> > drum
> > > > parts
> > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be 
> able
> > > > to edit
> > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
tracking.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of 
stereo
> > > > tracks
> > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or 
will 
> I 
> > be
> > > > wasting
> > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best 
> way 
> > to
> > > > record
> > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15705|15669|2007-08-22 01:29:54|h2a2p|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
i didn't say you said anything. i will put my **** in your mouth 
though. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's 

not what i

> said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else. 

it's a

> synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't expect 

to break

> out a Mike Dunn track.
> 
> and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 

hype. it's

> ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on! 

i laugh

> when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had 

friend who
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> bought one for $200 years ago.
> 
>

| 15706|15691|2007-08-22 03:00:59|matty@djdopamine.com|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from the RS into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not perfect and will never line up exactly
with the grid of your sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i never used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight to the mastering
engineer after recording the output of the rs. when i eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using the rs altogether because the timing issues gave me too
many headaches.

matt dopamine
www.myspace.com/mattdopamine

-----Original Message-----
From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4

I totally agree with you on that.
I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what was 
asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what would 
sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set mixdown 
(stereo) right?
I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have all 
the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case Cubase.
Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer etc, 
but he asked about Cubase.
Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better studio 
that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even though I 
usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, sample, 
resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go pass 
through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my thing I 
suppose.
Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo ' 
question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving him 
some options 
a) this is professional way to do 
b) this is more DJ way to treat it
c) this is how I do it..etc etc
..stuff like that.
There's no MUST DO in music.
As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
sums it up for me.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo pass on 
> my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
> pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it inside my 
> RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
> considered very professional way to do things either since its hard 
> to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or send 
it 
> to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound more 
> like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to do it 
I 
> think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose one 
then 
> try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> 
> Zam 8^)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
> Protools 
> > etc is the same in its principle.
> > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order to 
> > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you might 
want 
> > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a whole.
> > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but the 
guy 
> > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very 
capable 
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> > multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering the 
> whole 
> > drum set in stereo.
> > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > 
> > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog 
tape 
> > machine.
> > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone is 
> > going to hear
> > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track from 
> the 
> > RS as a
> > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything individually.
> > > 
> > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 
> > everything
> > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in the 
> DAW) 
> > and
> > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of all 
my 
> > outboard
> > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds 
better 
> > (most
> > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there 
isn't 
> a 
> > bunch of
> > > digital summing going on).
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
everything
> > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know 
> because 
> > I
> > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono 
> mikes 
> > to
> > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts 
out 
> of
> > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal 
> track 
> > and
> > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > >
> > > > z
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > Mosher"
> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > stereo.
> > > > >
> > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which 
should 
> be
> > > > mono.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to record 
all 
> > drum
> > > > parts
> > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to be 
> able
> > > > to edit
> > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
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tracking.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of 
stereo
> > > > tracks
> > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or 
will 
> I 
> > be
> > > > wasting
> > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the best 
> way 
> > to
> > > > record
> > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15707|15669|2007-08-22 03:33:25|zamisers7k|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Carefull folks.

Please lets try to stay logical and curtious to each other. I don't 
want to have to put anyone back on moderation status because they 
can't keep their cool or do any banning unless its really necessary.

Thanks! 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> i didn't say you said anything. i will put my **** in your mouth 
> though. 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's 
> not what i
> > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything 
else. 
> it's a
> > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't 
expect 
> to break
> > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > 
> > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 
> hype. it's
> > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move 
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on! 
> i laugh
> > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had 
> friend who
> > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > 
> >
>

| 15708|15691|2007-08-22 04:13:42|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up using 
instead?

I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe even 
the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky when 
it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other gear 
trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?

I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top notch, but 
to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.

There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can go to 
pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might come 
in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried everything 
to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut it. 
However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between what 
you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific to 
the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can do 
multitrack recordings.

Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing on 
yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who might 
want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to also 
hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS if 
anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come down to 
that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
something before it would come down to it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:
>
> the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from the RS 
into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i never 
used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight to 
the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. when i 
eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using the rs 
altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
> 
> I totally agree with you on that.
> I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what was 
> asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what 
would 
> sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set mixdown 
> (stereo) right?
> I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have all 
> the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case 
Cubase.
> Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer etc, 
> but he asked about Cubase.
> Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better studio 
> that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even though I 
> usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, sample, 
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> resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go pass 
> through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my thing I 
> suppose.
> Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo ' 
> question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving him 
> some options 
> a) this is professional way to do 
> b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> ..stuff like that.
> There's no MUST DO in music.
> As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> sums it up for me.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo pass 
on 
> > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
> > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it inside 
my 
> > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
> > considered very professional way to do things either since its 
hard 
> > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or 
send 
> it 
> > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound 
more 
> > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to do 
it 
> I 
> > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose one 
> then 
> > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > 
> > Zam 8^)
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
> > Protools 
> > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order 
to 
> > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you might 
> want 
> > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a 
whole.
> > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but 
the 
> guy 
> > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very 
> capable 
> > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering 
the 
> > whole 
> > > drum set in stereo.
> > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > 
> > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
Mosher" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog 
> tape 
> > > machine.
> > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone 
is 
> > > going to hear
> > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track 
from 
> > the 
> > > RS as a
> > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
individually.
> > > > 
> > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 
> > > everything
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> > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in 
the 
> > DAW) 
> > > and
> > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of 
all 
> my 
> > > outboard
> > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds 
> better 
> > > (most
> > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there 
> isn't 
> > a 
> > > bunch of
> > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> everything
> > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know 
> > because 
> > > I
> > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono 
> > mikes 
> > > to
> > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum 
parts 
> out 
> > of
> > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
cymbal 
> > track 
> > > and
> > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > > >
> > > > > z
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > Mosher"
> > > > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which 
> should 
> > be
> > > > > mono.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
record 
> all 
> > > drum
> > > > > parts
> > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to 
be 
> > able
> > > > > to edit
> > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> tracking.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of 
> stereo
> > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or 
> will 
> > I 
> > > be
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> > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the 
best 
> > way 
> > > to
> > > > > record
> > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15709|15691|2007-08-22 05:24:04|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
That's correct Matt.
I had the same problem when I went to a studio and imported all the 
track wavs into Protools (which were previously transfered from Rs7k 
into Cubase)Studio engineer couldn't grid them cuz timing went 
bananas after some bars.
That said, after we scrutinized it, we realized that timing went 
slightly off after 32 bars (apporx.) and totally bye- bye after 2 
minutes of the song.
So, one way to overcome this could be to record one or two loops only 
and loop-repeat it inside cubase.I do it sometimes and that way 
timing is ok with grid.
Good that you mention the timing issue which is the problem.
These days I output my main tracks through AEIB2 into mixer where I 
have some insert compressors and route it back to RS.Comp I use for 
some additional processing of samples, vocals and later mixdown 
mastering. I like to change the way I work to keep things interesting 
so that might change though...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:
>
> the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from the RS 
into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i never 
used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight to 
the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. when i 
eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using the rs 
altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
> 
> I totally agree with you on that.
> I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what was 
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> asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what would 
> sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set mixdown 
> (stereo) right?
> I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have all 
> the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case 
Cubase.
> Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer etc, 
> but he asked about Cubase.
> Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better studio 
> that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even though I 
> usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, sample, 
> resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go pass 
> through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my thing I 
> suppose.
> Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo ' 
> question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving him 
> some options 
> a) this is professional way to do 
> b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> ..stuff like that.
> There's no MUST DO in music.
> As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> sums it up for me.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo pass 
on 
> > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
> > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it inside 
my 
> > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
> > considered very professional way to do things either since its 
hard 
> > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or 
send 
> it 
> > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound 
more 
> > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to do 
it 
> I 
> > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose one 
> then 
> > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > 
> > Zam 8^)
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
> > Protools 
> > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order to 
> > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you might 
> want 
> > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a 
whole.
> > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but the 
> guy 
> > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very 
> capable 
> > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering the 
> > whole 
> > > drum set in stereo.
> > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > 
> > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track analog 
> tape 
> > > machine.
> > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone 
is 
> > > going to hear
> > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track 
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from 
> > the 
> > > RS as a
> > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
individually.
> > > > 
> > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 
> > > everything
> > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in 
the 
> > DAW) 
> > > and
> > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of all 
> my 
> > > outboard
> > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds 
> better 
> > > (most
> > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there 
> isn't 
> > a 
> > > bunch of
> > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> everything
> > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know 
> > because 
> > > I
> > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several mono 
> > mikes 
> > > to
> > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum parts 
> out 
> > of
> > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy cymbal 
> > track 
> > > and
> > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > > >
> > > > > z
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > Mosher"
> > > > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which 
> should 
> > be
> > > > > mono.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to record 
> all 
> > > drum
> > > > > parts
> > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want to 
be 
> > able
> > > > > to edit
> > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> tracking.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of 
> stereo
> > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
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> > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, or 
> will 
> > I 
> > > be
> > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the 
best 
> > way 
> > > to
> > > > > record
> > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15710|15691|2007-08-22 06:09:15|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer clock 
problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he reckons 
that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
interrupted by little things , services running in the backgorund etc 
and that affects the clock and timing later. 
Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the grid. 
We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that quite 
a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock is 
tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be the 
main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm not sure 
about it.
Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is actually ok, 
but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length rather 
than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit etc.
That was the only way to do it because the project I've done was a 
pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take your 
tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you might 
have.
Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the tracks 
from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed in 
Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked big 
time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very pleasant 
experience.
Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn from 
each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our opinion 
so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
recently drop below the standard of this group to please restrain 
themselves from such a comments. 
Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
someone else's.
There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which is a 
learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
Cheers

Z



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
> majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up using 
> instead?
> 
> I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe even 
> the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky when 
> it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other gear 
> trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> 
> I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top notch, but 
> to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> 
> There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can go 
to 
> pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might come 
> in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried everything 
> to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut it. 
> However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between what 
> you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific to 
> the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can do 
> multitrack recordings.
> 
> Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing on 
> yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who might 
> want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to 
also 
> hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS if 
> anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come down to 
> that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> something before it would come down to it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from the 
RS 
> into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
> perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i never 
> used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight to 
> the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. when i 
> eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using the 
rs 
> altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > I totally agree with you on that.
> > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what 
was 
> > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what 
> would 
> > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set mixdown 
> > (stereo) right?
> > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have 
all 
> > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case 
> Cubase.
> > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer 
etc, 
> > but he asked about Cubase.
> > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
studio 
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> > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even though I 
> > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, sample, 
> > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go pass 
> > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my thing 
I 
> > suppose.
> > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo ' 
> > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving 
him 
> > some options 
> > a) this is professional way to do 
> > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > ..stuff like that.
> > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > sums it up for me.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo 
pass 
> on 
> > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
> > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it inside 
> my 
> > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
> > > considered very professional way to do things either since its 
> hard 
> > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or 
> send 
> > it 
> > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound 
> more 
> > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to do 
> it 
> > I 
> > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose one 
> > then 
> > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > 
> > > Zam 8^)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
> > > Protools 
> > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order 
> to 
> > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
might 
> > want 
> > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a 
> whole.
> > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but 
> the 
> > guy 
> > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very 
> > capable 
> > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering 
> the 
> > > whole 
> > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > 
> > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> Mosher" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
analog 
> > tape 
> > > > machine.
> > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think anyone 
> is 
> > > > going to hear
> > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track 
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> from 
> > > the 
> > > > RS as a
> > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> individually.
> > > > > 
> > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've recorded 
> > > > everything
> > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in 
> the 
> > > DAW) 
> > > > and
> > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of 
> all 
> > my 
> > > > outboard
> > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds 
> > better 
> > > > (most
> > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there 
> > isn't 
> > > a 
> > > > bunch of
> > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> > everything
> > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I know 
> > > because 
> > > > I
> > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several 
mono 
> > > mikes 
> > > > to
> > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum 
> parts 
> > out 
> > > of
> > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
> cymbal 
> > > track 
> > > > and
> > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > > > >
> > > > > > z
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which 
> > should 
> > > be
> > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
> record 
> > all 
> > > > drum
> > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want 
to 
> be 
> > > able
> > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> > tracking.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
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> > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch of 
> > stereo
> > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, 
or 
> > will 
> > > I 
> > > > be
> > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the 
> best 
> > > way 
> > > > to
> > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15711|15691|2007-08-22 06:38:10|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
That is intresting, though I'm not sure I'd put the RS7000 at fault 
for such a timing issue as what I think your describing to us.

I may be totally wrong and this is just my theory, but from my 
experience I think the proper way would of been to re-record from 
the RS with its clock synced to protools as the master clock or the 
RS as master and protools slaved off its clock.

.wav files don't contain the kind of information that allows it to 
easily stay in sync with even at the same tempo and even on the same 
machine often times after a long recording, after a while it will 
inevitbly be off. Its like trying to get two difrent record players 
playing the same song at the exact same speed. Unless you have 
something that can analize and detect and adjust automatically for 
the slightest tempo changes throught the whole thing. It might be 
called BPM recognition or something like that, I'm not sure, might 
go by something else too. I do think Albleton has it, probably 
protools too, but from my experince, which really isn't that much to 
be honest, its not always a precise science to use for syncing and 
timing things together.

Lately I've been using some software called MAGIX Music Maker ver 11 
for doing this, its pretty cheap, but I'm finding it more use to me 
then I ever did Cubase or Cakewalk, even AEIB and I know I shouldn't 
be using the cheap stuff, but for multitracking and syncing .wavs 
up, even with video and some neat special effects, and pretty cool 
mastering fasilaties too, its been like a dream for me. Although, 
I've not got deep into everything on it, I couldn't resist 
mentioning it for the pricetag its a pretty sweet deal for the home 
recording artist like myself. I'm wondering what it can't do at 
this point because I've not tried to do any external plug ins, 
VSTIs, or sync it up to external gear yet, but I gotta say so far 
its been pretty cool for me.



Anyway, yeah, if your gona use samples or pre-recorded stuff 
like .wav files to try to sync up acurately to other stuff, its not 
as simple of a task I think. Better to sync your gears internal 
clocks to each other by slaving one from another then recording. If 
can't do, I agree using shorter loops can help that out. I believe 
its actually one of the reasons why the RS Slice job is in there 
which will take apart a sampled loop and help you to better sync it 
to difrent tempos. I think of it more as a chop function though 
personally then slicing, Yamaha might of not named it what I'd of 
liked, but it can still be pretty cool the few times I've used it 
even if they had called it a trash compactor, it can do a pretty 
good job of chopping stuff up into useable parts for syncing up 
inexact tempos.

Man, I should get some sleep now before I write a whole novel in 24 
hours here...

Happy RSing to all!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> That's correct Matt.
> I had the same problem when I went to a studio and imported all 
the 
> track wavs into Protools (which were previously transfered from 
Rs7k 
> into Cubase)Studio engineer couldn't grid them cuz timing went 
> bananas after some bars.
> That said, after we scrutinized it, we realized that timing went 
> slightly off after 32 bars (apporx.) and totally bye- bye after 2 
> minutes of the song.
> So, one way to overcome this could be to record one or two loops 
only 
> and loop-repeat it inside cubase.I do it sometimes and that way 
> timing is ok with grid.
> Good that you mention the timing issue which is the problem.
> These days I output my main tracks through AEIB2 into mixer where 
I 
> have some insert compressors and route it back to RS.Comp I use 
for 
> some additional processing of samples, vocals and later mixdown 
> mastering. I like to change the way I work to keep things 
interesting 
> so that might change though...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from the 
RS 
> into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
> perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i never 
> used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight to 
> the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. when 
i 
> eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using the 
rs 
> altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > I totally agree with you on that.
> > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what 
was 
> > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what 
would 
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> > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set mixdown 
> > (stereo) right?
> > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have 
all 
> > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case 
> Cubase.
> > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer 
etc, 
> > but he asked about Cubase.
> > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
studio 
> > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even though 
I 
> > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, sample, 
> > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go 
pass 
> > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my thing 
I 
> > suppose.
> > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo ' 
> > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving 
him 
> > some options 
> > a) this is professional way to do 
> > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > ..stuff like that.
> > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > sums it up for me.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo 
pass 
> on 
> > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. Sounds 
> > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
inside 
> my 
> > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it isn't 
> > > considered very professional way to do things either since its 
> hard 
> > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer or 
> send 
> > it 
> > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does sound 
> more 
> > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to 
do 
> it 
> > I 
> > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose 
one 
> > then 
> > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > 
> > > Zam 8^)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into Cubase , 
> > > Protools 
> > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in order 
to 
> > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
might 
> > want 
> > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as a 
> whole.
> > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, but 
the 
> > guy 
> > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a very 
> > capable 
> > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of transfering 
the 
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> > > whole 
> > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > 
> > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
Mosher" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
analog 
> > tape 
> > > > machine.
> > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
anyone 
> is 
> > > > going to hear
> > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum track 
> from 
> > > the 
> > > > RS as a
> > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> individually.
> > > > > 
> > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
recorded 
> > > > everything
> > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down in 
> the 
> > > DAW) 
> > > > and
> > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording of 
all 
> > my 
> > > > outboard
> > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method sounds 
> > better 
> > > > (most
> > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and there 
> > isn't 
> > > a 
> > > > bunch of
> > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> > everything
> > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I 
know 
> > > because 
> > > > I
> > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several 
mono 
> > > mikes 
> > > > to
> > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum 
parts 
> > out 
> > > of
> > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
cymbal 
> > > track 
> > > > and
> > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > > > >
> > > > > > z
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare which 
> > should 
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> > > be
> > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
record 
> > all 
> > > > drum
> > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you want 
to 
> be 
> > > able
> > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> > tracking.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch 
of 
> > stereo
> > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound better, 
or 
> > will 
> > > I 
> > > > be
> > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What the 
> best 
> > > way 
> > > > to
> > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15712|15691|2007-08-22 06:50:57|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota remember 
to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio and 
recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking it 
out when I recorded.

I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
level people, thanks!

Zam 



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
clock 
> problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he reckons 
> that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> interrupted by little things , services running in the backgorund 
etc 
> and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
grid. 
> We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
quite 
> a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock is 
> tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
the 
> main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm not 
sure 
> about it.
> Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is actually 
ok, 
> but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
rather 
> than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
etc.
> That was the only way to do it because the project I've done was a 
> pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take your 
> tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you might 
> have.
> Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
tracks 
> from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed in 
> Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked big 
> time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
pleasant 
> experience.
> Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
from 
> each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
opinion 
> so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> recently drop below the standard of this group to please restrain 
> themselves from such a comments. 
> Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> someone else's.
> There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which is a 
> learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> Cheers
> 
> Z
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
> > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
using 
> > instead?
> > 
> > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
even 
> > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky 
when 
> > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
gear 
> > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > 
> > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top notch, 
but 
> > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > 
> > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can 
go 
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> to 
> > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
come 
> > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
everything 
> > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
it. 
> > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
what 
> > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific 
to 
> > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can 
do 
> > multitrack recordings.
> > 
> > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing 
on 
> > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who might 
> > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to 
> also 
> > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS 
if 
> > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come down 
to 
> > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > something before it would come down to it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > >
> > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
the 
> RS 
> > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
> > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
never 
> > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight 
to 
> > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
when i 
> > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
the 
> rs 
> > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> > > 
> > > matt dopamine
> > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > 
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 
or 
> > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > 
> > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what 
> was 
> > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what 
> > would 
> > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
mixdown 
> > > (stereo) right?
> > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have 
> all 
> > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case 
> > Cubase.
> > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer 
> etc, 
> > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> studio 
> > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
though I 
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> > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
sample, 
> > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go 
pass 
> > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
thing 
> I 
> > > suppose.
> > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
' 
> > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving 
> him 
> > > some options 
> > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > ..stuff like that.
> > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > sums it up for me.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo 
> pass 
> > on 
> > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
Sounds 
> > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
inside 
> > my 
> > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
isn't 
> > > > considered very professional way to do things either since 
its 
> > hard 
> > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer 
or 
> > send 
> > > it 
> > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
sound 
> > more 
> > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to 
do 
> > it 
> > > I 
> > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose 
one 
> > > then 
> > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
Cubase , 
> > > > Protools 
> > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
order 
> > to 
> > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
> might 
> > > want 
> > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as 
a 
> > whole.
> > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
but 
> > the 
> > > guy 
> > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
very 
> > > capable 
> > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
transfering 
> > the 
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> > > > whole 
> > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > 
> > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > Mosher" 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> analog 
> > > tape 
> > > > > machine.
> > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
anyone 
> > is 
> > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
track 
> > from 
> > > > the 
> > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > individually.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
recorded 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down 
in 
> > the 
> > > > DAW) 
> > > > > and
> > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording 
of 
> > all 
> > > my 
> > > > > outboard
> > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
sounds 
> > > better 
> > > > > (most
> > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
there 
> > > isn't 
> > > > a 
> > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> > > everything
> > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I 
know 
> > > > because 
> > > > > I
> > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several 
> mono 
> > > > mikes 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum 
> > parts 
> > > out 
> > > > of
> > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
> > cymbal 
> > > > track 
> > > > > and
> > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > z
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > wrote:
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> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
which 
> > > should 
> > > > be
> > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
> > record 
> > > all 
> > > > > drum
> > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
want 
> to 
> > be 
> > > > able
> > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> > > tracking.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch 
of 
> > > stereo
> > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
better, 
> or 
> > > will 
> > > > I 
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
the 
> > best 
> > > > way 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15713|15691|2007-08-22 07:04:07|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Yeah I'm replying to myself. I was thinking AIEB was Albleaton live 
early, duh I goofed. I've not use an AIEB board in my RS, seems good 
way to go though if multi-tracking.



I'm outa here for a bit now, but "I'll be back" so "behave" 8^)

Zam
| 15714|15691|2007-08-22 07:40:58|matty@djdopamine.com|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the RS as it was my platform and was loathe
to change but the facts were there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine hiccups
quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it but if you put a little strain on the sequencer it
becomes very apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the timing of everything in
Ableton before then rendering to wavs to use in Sonar (my current seq).

Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from your RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see the beats landing in and around the
grid constantly. I also tried recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my recording setup but it was the same.

Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something you try to iron out.

matt dopamine
www.myspace.com/mattdopamine

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4

Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota remember 
to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio and 
recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking it 
out when I recorded.

I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
level people, thanks!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
clock 
> problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he reckons 
> that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> interrupted by little things , services running in the backgorund 
etc 
> and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
grid. 
> We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
quite 
> a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock is 
> tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
the 
> main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm not 
sure 
> about it.
> Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is actually 
ok, 
> but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
rather 
> than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
etc.
> That was the only way to do it because the project I've done was a 
> pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take your 
> tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you might 
> have.
> Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
tracks 
> from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed in 
> Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked big 
> time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
pleasant 
> experience.
> Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
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from 
> each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
opinion 
> so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> recently drop below the standard of this group to please restrain 
> themselves from such a comments. 
> Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> someone else's.
> There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which is a 
> learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> Cheers
> 
> Z
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
> > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
using 
> > instead?
> > 
> > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
even 
> > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky 
when 
> > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
gear 
> > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > 
> > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top notch, 
but 
> > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > 
> > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can 
go 
> to 
> > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
come 
> > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
everything 
> > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
it. 
> > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
what 
> > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific 
to 
> > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can 
do 
> > multitrack recordings.
> > 
> > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing 
on 
> > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who might 
> > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to 
> also 
> > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS 
if 
> > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come down 
to 
> > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > something before it would come down to it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > >
> > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
the 
> RS 
> > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
> > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
never 
> > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight 
to 
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> > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
when i 
> > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
the 
> rs 
> > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> > > 
> > > matt dopamine
> > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > 
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 
or 
> > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > 
> > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do what 
> was 
> > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what 
> > would 
> > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
mixdown 
> > > (stereo) right?
> > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to have 
> all 
> > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his case 
> > Cubase.
> > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer 
> etc, 
> > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> studio 
> > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
though I 
> > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
sample, 
> > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go 
pass 
> > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
thing 
> I 
> > > suppose.
> > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
' 
> > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be giving 
> him 
> > > some options 
> > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > ..stuff like that.
> > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > sums it up for me.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo 
> pass 
> > on 
> > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
Sounds 
> > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
inside 
> > my 
> > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
isn't 
> > > > considered very professional way to do things either since 
its 
> > hard 
> > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer 
or 
> > send 
> > > it 
> > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
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sound 
> > more 
> > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way to 
do 
> > it 
> > > I 
> > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose 
one 
> > > then 
> > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
Cubase , 
> > > > Protools 
> > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
order 
> > to 
> > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
> might 
> > > want 
> > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as 
a 
> > whole.
> > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
but 
> > the 
> > > guy 
> > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
very 
> > > capable 
> > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
transfering 
> > the 
> > > > whole 
> > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > 
> > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > Mosher" 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> analog 
> > > tape 
> > > > > machine.
> > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
anyone 
> > is 
> > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
track 
> > from 
> > > > the 
> > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > individually.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
recorded 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down 
in 
> > the 
> > > > DAW) 
> > > > > and
> > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording 
of 
> > all 
> > > my 
> > > > > outboard
> > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
sounds 
> > > better 
> > > > > (most
> > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
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there 
> > > isn't 
> > > > a 
> > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> > > everything
> > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I 
know 
> > > > because 
> > > > > I
> > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several 
> mono 
> > > > mikes 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum 
> > parts 
> > > out 
> > > > of
> > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
> > cymbal 
> > > > track 
> > > > > and
> > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience etc..
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > z
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
which 
> > > should 
> > > > be
> > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
> > record 
> > > all 
> > > > > drum
> > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
want 
> to 
> > be 
> > > > able
> > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> > > tracking.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a bunch 
of 
> > > stereo
> > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
better, 
> or 
> > > will 
> > > > I 
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
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the 
> > best 
> > > > way 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15715|15691|2007-08-22 08:42:16|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the RS 
and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing the 
same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting one 
as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? The 
warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I was 
getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself soon 
just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:
>
> I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you 
the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the RS 
as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it but 
if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to use 
in Sonar (my current seq).
> 
> Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from your 
RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see the 
beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
recording setup but it was the same.
> 
> Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something 
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you try to iron out.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
> 
> Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
> during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
remember 
> to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio and 
> recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
> dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking 
it 
> out when I recorded.
> 
> I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> level people, thanks!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
> clock 
> > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
reckons 
> > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
backgorund 
> etc 
> > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> grid. 
> > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> quite 
> > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock is 
> > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
> the 
> > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm not 
> sure 
> > about it.
> > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is actually 
> ok, 
> > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> rather 
> > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
> etc.
> > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done was 
a 
> > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
your 
> > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
might 
> > have.
> > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> tracks 
> > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
in 
> > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
big 
> > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> pleasant 
> > experience.
> > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> from 
> > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> opinion 
> > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
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> > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
restrain 
> > themselves from such a comments. 
> > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > someone else's.
> > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which is 
a 
> > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Z
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
> > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> using 
> > > instead?
> > > 
> > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
> even 
> > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky 
> when 
> > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> gear 
> > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > 
> > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
notch, 
> but 
> > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > > 
> > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can 
> go 
> > to 
> > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
> come 
> > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> everything 
> > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
> it. 
> > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
> what 
> > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific 
> to 
> > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can 
> do 
> > > multitrack recordings.
> > > 
> > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing 
> on 
> > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
might 
> > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to 
> > also 
> > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS 
> if 
> > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
down 
> to 
> > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > >
> > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
> the 
> > RS 
> > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
not 
> > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> never 
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> > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
straight 
> to 
> > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> when i 
> > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
> the 
> > rs 
> > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
headaches.
> > > > 
> > > > matt dopamine
> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
stereo 
> or 
> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > 
> > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
what 
> > was 
> > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
what 
> > > would 
> > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> mixdown 
> > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
have 
> > all 
> > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
case 
> > > Cubase.
> > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
mixer 
> > etc, 
> > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> > studio 
> > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> though I 
> > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> sample, 
> > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go 
> pass 
> > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> thing 
> > I 
> > > > suppose.
> > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> ' 
> > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
giving 
> > him 
> > > > some options 
> > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
stereo 
> > pass 
> > > on 
> > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> Sounds 
> > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
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> inside 
> > > my 
> > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> isn't 
> > > > > considered very professional way to do things either since 
> its 
> > > hard 
> > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer 
> or 
> > > send 
> > > > it 
> > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> sound 
> > > more 
> > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way 
to 
> do 
> > > it 
> > > > I 
> > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
choose 
> one 
> > > > then 
> > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> Cubase , 
> > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> order 
> > > to 
> > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
> > might 
> > > > want 
> > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
as 
> a 
> > > whole.
> > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
> but 
> > > the 
> > > > guy 
> > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> very 
> > > > capable 
> > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> transfering 
> > > the 
> > > > > whole 
> > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> > analog 
> > > > tape 
> > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> anyone 
> > > is 
> > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> track 
> > > from 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > individually.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> recorded 
> > > > > > everything
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> > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
down 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording 
> of 
> > > all 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> sounds 
> > > > better 
> > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> there 
> > > > isn't 
> > > > > a 
> > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
and 
> > > > everything
> > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I 
> know 
> > > > > because 
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
several 
> > mono 
> > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
drum 
> > > parts 
> > > > out 
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
> > > cymbal 
> > > > > track 
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
etc..
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> which 
> > > > should 
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
> > > record 
> > > > all 
> > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> want 
> > to 
> > > be 
> > > > > able
> > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
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multi 
> > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
bunch 
> of 
> > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> better, 
> > or 
> > > > will 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
> the 
> > > best 
> > > > > way 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15716|15691|2007-08-22 08:48:35|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
OK, maybe RS is showing some human qualities by not keeping the 
perfect timing and add natural swing to the hard quantized beat?
;)))
On a serious note, I think what we need here is to establish some key 
points ..here it is my suggestion:

1. If you are doing quick loops (ideas) in RS in order to later 
transfer them into DAW of your choice , use RS as a sketchpad of some 
sort and output your parts in form of short phrases and do your loops 
and additional recording in your comp.
Don't built a whole song in RS, simple as that.You might do that, but 
you'll have to rebuilt it completely anyway.
2.If RS is your main sequencer then try to do everything inside it 
and eventually use output board for some additional real-time 
processing.



Obviously, you must built a whole song in RS, and do the usual...sync 
other synths , use outboard mixer and let your comp be just a stereo 
recorder.
Now, there are different variations of both methods as well as other 
methods so guys you're free to add some ideas.
Also to comment on Matt's message, I've never had such timing 
problems at least not that audible. That said, I've noticed some 
hiccups here and there.I don't use SONG mode much, but I know for a 
fact that there's no audible problems there. RS is more likely to 
struggle when you loop the sections.I don't use much of internal 
sounds and I don't use more than one(rarely two) external synths. I 
mainly sample.
Again, that's just my theory.I'd be interested to hear how you guys 
organize your stuff
peace
z

>
> I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you 

the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the RS 
as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it but 
if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very apparent. 
I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end trying to 
multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the timing of 
everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to use in Sonar 
(my current seq).

> 
> Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from your 

RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see the 
beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
recording setup but it was the same.

> 
> Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 

unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something 
you try to iron out.

> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 

Mono in Cubase 4

> 
> Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
> during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota remember 
> to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio and 
> recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
> dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking 

it 

> out when I recorded.
> 
> I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> level people, thanks!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
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> > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
> clock 
> > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 

reckons 

> > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > interrupted by little things , services running in the backgorund 
> etc 
> > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> grid. 
> > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> quite 
> > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock is 
> > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
> the 
> > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm not 
> sure 
> > about it.
> > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is actually 
> ok, 
> > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> rather 
> > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
> etc.
> > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done was 

a 

> > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 

your 

> > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you might 
> > have.
> > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> tracks 
> > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed in 
> > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked big 
> > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> pleasant 
> > experience.
> > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> from 
> > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> opinion 
> > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > recently drop below the standard of this group to please restrain 
> > themselves from such a comments. 
> > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > someone else's.
> > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which is 

a 

> > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Z
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
> > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> using 
> > > instead?
> > > 
> > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
> even 
> > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky 
> when 
> > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> gear 
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> > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > 
> > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top notch, 
> but 
> > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > > 
> > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can 
> go 
> > to 
> > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
> come 
> > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> everything 
> > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
> it. 
> > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
> what 
> > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific 
> to 
> > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can 
> do 
> > > multitrack recordings.
> > > 
> > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing 
> on 
> > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 

might 

> > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to 
> > also 
> > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS 
> if 
> > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come down 
> to 
> > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > >
> > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
> the 
> > RS 
> > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is not 
> > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> never 
> > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went straight 
> to 
> > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> when i 
> > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
> the 
> > rs 
> > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many headaches.
> > > > 
> > > > matt dopamine
> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 
> or 
> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > 
> > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 

what 

> > was 
> > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked what 
> > > would 
> > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> mixdown 
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> > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 

have 

> > all 
> > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 

case 

> > > Cubase.
> > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard mixer 
> > etc, 
> > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> > studio 
> > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> though I 
> > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> sample, 
> > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go 
> pass 
> > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> thing 
> > I 
> > > > suppose.
> > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> ' 
> > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 

giving 

> > him 
> > > > some options 
> > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one stereo 
> > pass 
> > > on 
> > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> Sounds 
> > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> inside 
> > > my 
> > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> isn't 
> > > > > considered very professional way to do things either since 
> its 
> > > hard 
> > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer 
> or 
> > > send 
> > > > it 
> > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> sound 
> > > more 
> > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way 

to 

> do 
> > > it 
> > > > I 
> > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, choose 
> one 
> > > > then 
> > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
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> > > > > >
> > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> Cubase , 
> > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> order 
> > > to 
> > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
> > might 
> > > > want 
> > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set as 
> a 
> > > whole.
> > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
> but 
> > > the 
> > > > guy 
> > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> very 
> > > > capable 
> > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> transfering 
> > > the 
> > > > > whole 
> > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> > analog 
> > > > tape 
> > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> anyone 
> > > is 
> > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> track 
> > > from 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > individually.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> recorded 
> > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things down 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording 
> of 
> > > all 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> sounds 
> > > > better 
> > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> there 
> > > > isn't 
> > > > > a 
> > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked and 
> > > > everything
> > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I 
> know 
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> > > > > because 
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of several 
> > mono 
> > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your drum 
> > > parts 
> > > > out 
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
> > > cymbal 
> > > > > track 
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 

etc..

> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> which 
> > > > should 
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
> > > record 
> > > > all 
> > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> want 
> > to 
> > > be 
> > > > > able
> > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider multi 
> > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 

bunch 

> of 
> > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> better, 
> > or 
> > > > will 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
> the 
> > > best 
> > > > > way 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
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> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 

removed]

> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15717|15691|2007-08-22 08:50:14|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Dunno about the others, but I've never tried it and you might be 
right.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the 
RS 
> and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing 
the 
> same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting one 
> as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? 
The 
> warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I 
was 
> getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
> syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself 
soon 
> just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
> even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
> resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you 
> the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the 
RS 
> as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
> there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
> program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
> hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
> machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it 
but 
> if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
> apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
> trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
> timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to 
use 
> in Sonar (my current seq).
> > 
> > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from 
your 
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> RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see 
the 
> beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
> recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
> recording setup but it was the same.
> > 
> > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
> unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something 
> you try to iron out.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
> > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
> remember 
> > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio 
and 
> > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
> > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking 
> it 
> > out when I recorded.
> > 
> > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> > level people, thanks!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
> > clock 
> > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
> reckons 
> > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
> backgorund 
> > etc 
> > > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> > grid. 
> > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> > quite 
> > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock 
is 
> > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
> > the 
> > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm 
not 
> > sure 
> > > about it.
> > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is 
actually 
> > ok, 
> > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> > rather 
> > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
> > etc.
> > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done 
was 
> a 
> > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
> your 
> > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
> might 
> > > have.
> > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> > tracks 
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> > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
> in 
> > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
> big 
> > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> > pleasant 
> > > experience.
> > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> > from 
> > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> > opinion 
> > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
> restrain 
> > > themselves from such a comments. 
> > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > > someone else's.
> > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which 
is 
> a 
> > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> > > Cheers
> > > 
> > > Z
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having 
any 
> > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> > using 
> > > > instead?
> > > > 
> > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
> > even 
> > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad 
flaky 
> > when 
> > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> > gear 
> > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > 
> > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
> notch, 
> > but 
> > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > > > 
> > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that 
can 
> > go 
> > > to 
> > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
> > come 
> > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> > everything 
> > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
> > it. 
> > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
> > what 
> > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue 
specific 
> > to 
> > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that 
can 
> > do 
> > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > 
> > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the 
timing 
> > on 
> > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
> might 
> > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good 
to 
> > > also 
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> > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the 
RS 
> > if 
> > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
> down 
> > to 
> > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
> > the 
> > > RS 
> > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
> not 
> > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> > never 
> > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
> straight 
> > to 
> > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> > when i 
> > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
> > the 
> > > rs 
> > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
> headaches.
> > > > > 
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> stereo 
> > or 
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > 
> > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
> what 
> > > was 
> > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
> what 
> > > > would 
> > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> > mixdown 
> > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
> have 
> > > all 
> > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
> case 
> > > > Cubase.
> > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
> mixer 
> > > etc, 
> > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> > > studio 
> > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> > though I 
> > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> > sample, 
> > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff 
go 
> > pass 
> > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> > thing 
> > > I 
> > > > > suppose.
> > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
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> > ' 
> > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
> giving 
> > > him 
> > > > > some options 
> > > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
> stereo 
> > > pass 
> > > > on 
> > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> > Sounds 
> > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> > inside 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> > isn't 
> > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either 
since 
> > its 
> > > > hard 
> > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the 
computer 
> > or 
> > > > send 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> > sound 
> > > > more 
> > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way 
> to 
> > do 
> > > > it 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
> choose 
> > one 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> > Cubase , 
> > > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> > order 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect 
you 
> > > might 
> > > > > want 
> > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
> as 
> > a 
> > > > whole.
> > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
> > but 
> > > > the 
> > > > > guy 
> > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> > very 
> > > > > capable 
> > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> > transfering 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > whole 
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> > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> > > analog 
> > > > > tape 
> > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> > anyone 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> > track 
> > > > from 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> > recorded 
> > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
> down 
> > in 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master 
recording 
> > of 
> > > > all 
> > > > > my 
> > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> > sounds 
> > > > > better 
> > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> > there 
> > > > > isn't 
> > > > > > a 
> > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono 
mics.
> > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
> and 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the 
ambience.I 
> > know 
> > > > > > because 
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
> several 
> > > mono 
> > > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
> drum 
> > > > parts 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can 
copy 
> > > > cymbal 
> > > > > > track 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
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> etc..
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> > which 
> > > > > should 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to 
to 
> > > > record 
> > > > > all 
> > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> > want 
> > > to 
> > > > be 
> > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
> multi 
> > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
> bunch 
> > of 
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> > better, 
> > > or 
> > > > > will 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
> > the 
> > > > best 
> > > > > > way 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
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> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15718|15691|2007-08-22 08:54:59|matty@djdopamine.com|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried bypassing the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're getting what i'm saying. This was not a
problem I was having, it's a flaw with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they were exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came out and
I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so we're straight. ;)

You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself if you like.

matt dopamine
www.myspace.com/mattdopamine

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4

Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the RS 
and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing the 
same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting one 
as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? The 
warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I was 
getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself soon 
just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:
>
> I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you 
the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the RS 
as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it but 
if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to use 
in Sonar (my current seq).
> 
> Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from your 
RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see the 
beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
recording setup but it was the same.
> 
> Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something 
you try to iron out.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
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> 
> Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
> during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
remember 
> to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio and 
> recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
> dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking 
it 
> out when I recorded.
> 
> I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> level people, thanks!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
> clock 
> > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
reckons 
> > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
backgorund 
> etc 
> > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> grid. 
> > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> quite 
> > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock is 
> > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
> the 
> > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm not 
> sure 
> > about it.
> > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is actually 
> ok, 
> > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> rather 
> > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
> etc.
> > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done was 
a 
> > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
your 
> > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
might 
> > have.
> > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> tracks 
> > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
in 
> > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
big 
> > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> pleasant 
> > experience.
> > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> from 
> > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> opinion 
> > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
restrain 
> > themselves from such a comments. 
> > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > someone else's.
> > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which is 
a 
> > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Z
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having any 
> > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> using 
> > > instead?
> > > 
> > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
> even 
> > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad flaky 
> when 
> > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> gear 
> > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > 
> > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
notch, 
> but 
> > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > > 
> > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that can 
> go 
> > to 
> > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
> come 
> > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> everything 
> > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
> it. 
> > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
> what 
> > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue specific 
> to 
> > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that can 
> do 
> > > multitrack recordings.
> > > 
> > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the timing 
> on 
> > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
might 
> > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good to 
> > also 
> > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the RS 
> if 
> > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
down 
> to 
> > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > >
> > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
> the 
> > RS 
> > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
not 
> > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> never 
> > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
straight 
> to 
> > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> when i 
> > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
> the 
> > rs 
> > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
headaches.
> > > > 
> > > > matt dopamine
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> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
stereo 
> or 
> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > 
> > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
what 
> > was 
> > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
what 
> > > would 
> > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> mixdown 
> > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
have 
> > all 
> > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
case 
> > > Cubase.
> > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
mixer 
> > etc, 
> > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> > studio 
> > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> though I 
> > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> sample, 
> > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff go 
> pass 
> > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> thing 
> > I 
> > > > suppose.
> > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> ' 
> > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
giving 
> > him 
> > > > some options 
> > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
stereo 
> > pass 
> > > on 
> > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> Sounds 
> > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> inside 
> > > my 
> > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> isn't 
> > > > > considered very professional way to do things either since 
> its 
> > > hard 
> > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the computer 
> or 
> > > send 
> > > > it 
> > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
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> sound 
> > > more 
> > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way 
to 
> do 
> > > it 
> > > > I 
> > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
choose 
> one 
> > > > then 
> > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> Cubase , 
> > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> order 
> > > to 
> > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect you 
> > might 
> > > > want 
> > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
as 
> a 
> > > whole.
> > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
> but 
> > > the 
> > > > guy 
> > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> very 
> > > > capable 
> > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> transfering 
> > > the 
> > > > > whole 
> > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> > analog 
> > > > tape 
> > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> anyone 
> > > is 
> > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> track 
> > > from 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > individually.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> recorded 
> > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
down 
> in 
> > > the 
> > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master recording 
> of 
> > > all 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
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> sounds 
> > > > better 
> > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> there 
> > > > isn't 
> > > > > a 
> > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono mics.
> > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
and 
> > > > everything
> > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the ambience.I 
> know 
> > > > > because 
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
several 
> > mono 
> > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
drum 
> > > parts 
> > > > out 
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can copy 
> > > cymbal 
> > > > > track 
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
etc..
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> which 
> > > > should 
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to to 
> > > record 
> > > > all 
> > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> want 
> > to 
> > > be 
> > > > > able
> > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
multi 
> > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
bunch 
> of 
> > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > tracks
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> > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> better, 
> > or 
> > > > will 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
> the 
> > > best 
> > > > > way 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15719|15691|2007-08-22 10:19:35|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Matt Dude, I just tried it out by syncing my RS's clock up to 
Cakewalk 9, I know its old, but I did multiple passes to difrent 
tracks, entered in like a dozen program changes in the events list 
only on one track for the RS tho, tried all kinds of stuff and I 
couldn't get them to go out of syc from each other across 40 
measures or so, not even a slight hicup on me. Grant it I only 
spent an hour or so at it, and I've got to wake up in couple hours, 
but your right, I'm not getting something about what you had did to 
have the RS bomb timing, at least not the way I tried it. If 
intrested I could post links to a screen cap or two and an mp3, but 
will have to do later as I'm really strung out now. Hmmm, you do 
have me baffled to some degree, not sure what else to try or say, RS 
seemed solid to me. Was it because you were recording all the 
tracks simultaniously out an AEB board or something hmmmmm I'll 
probably dream about this even now...

Zam



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:
>
> I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried 
bypassing the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think 
you're getting what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, 
it's a flaw with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and 
they were exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it 
came out and I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, 
just so we're straight. ;)
> 
> You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself 
if you like.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
> 
> Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the 
RS 
> and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing 
the 
> same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting 
one 
> as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? 
The 
> warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I 
was 
> getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
> syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself 
soon 
> just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
> even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
> resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure 
you 
> the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the 
RS 
> as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
> there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
> program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
> hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
> machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it 
but 
> if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
> apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
> trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
> timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to 
use 
> in Sonar (my current seq).
> > 
> > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from 
your 
> RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see 
the 
> beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
> recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
> recording setup but it was the same.
> > 
> > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
> unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are 
something 
> you try to iron out.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
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> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes 
running 
> > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
> remember 
> > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio 
and 
> > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even 
as 
> > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up 
taking 
> it 
> > out when I recorded.
> > 
> > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> > level people, thanks!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the 
computer 
> > clock 
> > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
> reckons 
> > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
> backgorund 
> > etc 
> > > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> > grid. 
> > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> > quite 
> > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock 
is 
> > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could 
be 
> > the 
> > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm 
not 
> > sure 
> > > about it.
> > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is 
actually 
> > ok, 
> > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> > rather 
> > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, 
cooledit 
> > etc.
> > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done 
was 
> a 
> > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
> your 
> > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
> might 
> > > have.
> > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> > tracks 
> > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
> in 
> > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
> big 
> > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> > pleasant 
> > > experience.
> > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> > from 
> > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
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> > opinion 
> > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
> restrain 
> > > themselves from such a comments. 
> > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > > someone else's.
> > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which 
is 
> a 
> > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the 
other.
> > > Cheers
> > > 
> > > Z
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having 
any 
> > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> > using 
> > > > instead?
> > > > 
> > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, 
maybe 
> > even 
> > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad 
flaky 
> > when 
> > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> > gear 
> > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > 
> > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
> notch, 
> > but 
> > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my 
RS.
> > > > 
> > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that 
can 
> > go 
> > > to 
> > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that 
might 
> > come 
> > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> > everything 
> > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't 
cut 
> > it. 
> > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem 
between 
> > what 
> > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue 
specific 
> > to 
> > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that 
can 
> > do 
> > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > 
> > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the 
timing 
> > on 
> > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
> might 
> > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good 
to 
> > > also 
> > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the 
RS 
> > if 
> > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means 
saying 
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> > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
> down 
> > to 
> > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording 
from 
> > the 
> > > RS 
> > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
> not 
> > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> > never 
> > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
> straight 
> > to 
> > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> > when i 
> > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop 
using 
> > the 
> > > rs 
> > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
> headaches.
> > > > > 
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> stereo 
> > or 
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > 
> > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
> what 
> > > was 
> > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
> what 
> > > > would 
> > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> > mixdown 
> > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
> have 
> > > all 
> > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
> case 
> > > > Cubase.
> > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
> mixer 
> > > etc, 
> > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a 
better 
> > > studio 
> > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> > though I 
> > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> > sample, 
> > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff 
go 
> > pass 
> > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> > thing 
> > > I 
> > > > > suppose.
> > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> > ' 
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> > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
> giving 
> > > him 
> > > > > some options 
> > > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
> stereo 
> > > pass 
> > > > on 
> > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> > Sounds 
> > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> > inside 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> > isn't 
> > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either 
since 
> > its 
> > > > hard 
> > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the 
computer 
> > or 
> > > > send 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> > sound 
> > > > more 
> > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong 
way 
> to 
> > do 
> > > > it 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
> choose 
> > one 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> > Cubase , 
> > > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> > order 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect 
you 
> > > might 
> > > > > want 
> > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
> as 
> > a 
> > > > whole.
> > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is 
fine, 
> > but 
> > > > the 
> > > > > guy 
> > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> > very 
> > > > > capable 
> > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
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> > transfering 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > whole 
> > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > you want to have --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 
track 
> > > analog 
> > > > > tape 
> > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> > anyone 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> > track 
> > > > from 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> > recorded 
> > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
> down 
> > in 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master 
recording 
> > of 
> > > > all 
> > > > > my 
> > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> > sounds 
> > > > > better 
> > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> > there 
> > > > > isn't 
> > > > > > a 
> > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono 
mics.
> > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
> and 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the 
ambience.I 
> > know 
> > > > > > because 
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
> several 
> > > mono 
> > > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
> drum 
> > > > parts 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can 
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copy 
> > > > cymbal 
> > > > > > track 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
> etc..
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> > which 
> > > > > should 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to 
to 
> > > > record 
> > > > > all 
> > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> > want 
> > > to 
> > > > be 
> > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
> multi 
> > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
> bunch 
> > of 
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> > better, 
> > > or 
> > > > > will 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? 
What 
> > the 
> > > > best 
> > > > > > way 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
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> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15720|15691|2007-08-22 10:52:18|matty@djdopamine.com|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
It could have a lot to do with how demanding you are on your sequencer. As mentioned I used a lot of sysex programming and program changes when using the RS which
slow the machine down considerably. Running it in midi sync with a kick drum running would not satisfy as a control test in this case. As a professional user I expect to
be able to record from my equipment no matter what I throw at it and unfortunately the RS didn't allow for that. If it works for you then more power to you.

Have you tried the examples I gave you yet? 

matt

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:19 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4

Matt Dude, I just tried it out by syncing my RS's clock up to 
Cakewalk 9, I know its old, but I did multiple passes to difrent 
tracks, entered in like a dozen program changes in the events list 
only on one track for the RS tho, tried all kinds of stuff and I 
couldn't get them to go out of syc from each other across 40 
measures or so, not even a slight hicup on me. Grant it I only 
spent an hour or so at it, and I've got to wake up in couple hours, 
but your right, I'm not getting something about what you had did to 
have the RS bomb timing, at least not the way I tried it. If 
intrested I could post links to a screen cap or two and an mp3, but 
will have to do later as I'm really strung out now. Hmmm, you do 
have me baffled to some degree, not sure what else to try or say, RS 
seemed solid to me. Was it because you were recording all the 
tracks simultaniously out an AEB board or something hmmmmm I'll 
probably dream about this even now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:
>
> I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried 
bypassing the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think 
you're getting what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, 
it's a flaw with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and 
they were exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it 
came out and I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, 
just so we're straight. ;)
> 
> You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself 
if you like.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> -----Original Message-----
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> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
> 
> Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the 
RS 
> and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing 
the 
> same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting 
one 
> as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? 
The 
> warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I 
was 
> getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
> syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself 
soon 
> just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
> even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
> resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure 
you 
> the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the 
RS 
> as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
> there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
> program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
> hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
> machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it 
but 
> if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
> apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
> trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
> timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to 
use 
> in Sonar (my current seq).
> > 
> > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from 
your 
> RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see 
the 
> beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
> recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
> recording setup but it was the same.
> > 
> > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
> unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are 
something 
> you try to iron out.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes 
running 
> > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
> remember 
> > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio 
and 
> > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even 
as 
> > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up 
taking 
> it 
> > out when I recorded.
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> > 
> > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> > level people, thanks!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the 
computer 
> > clock 
> > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
> reckons 
> > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
> backgorund 
> > etc 
> > > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> > grid. 
> > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> > quite 
> > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock 
is 
> > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could 
be 
> > the 
> > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm 
not 
> > sure 
> > > about it.
> > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is 
actually 
> > ok, 
> > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> > rather 
> > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, 
cooledit 
> > etc.
> > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done 
was 
> a 
> > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
> your 
> > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
> might 
> > > have.
> > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> > tracks 
> > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
> in 
> > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
> big 
> > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> > pleasant 
> > > experience.
> > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> > from 
> > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> > opinion 
> > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
> restrain 
> > > themselves from such a comments. 
> > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > > someone else's.
> > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which 
is 
> a 
> > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the 
other.
> > > Cheers
> > > 
> > > Z
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having 
any 
> > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> > using 
> > > > instead?
> > > > 
> > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, 
maybe 
> > even 
> > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad 
flaky 
> > when 
> > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> > gear 
> > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > 
> > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
> notch, 
> > but 
> > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my 
RS.
> > > > 
> > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that 
can 
> > go 
> > > to 
> > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that 
might 
> > come 
> > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> > everything 
> > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't 
cut 
> > it. 
> > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem 
between 
> > what 
> > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue 
specific 
> > to 
> > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that 
can 
> > do 
> > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > 
> > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the 
timing 
> > on 
> > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
> might 
> > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good 
to 
> > > also 
> > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the 
RS 
> > if 
> > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means 
saying 
> > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
> down 
> > to 
> > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording 
from 
> > the 
> > > RS 
> > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
> not 
> > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
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> > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> > never 
> > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
> straight 
> > to 
> > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> > when i 
> > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop 
using 
> > the 
> > > rs 
> > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
> headaches.
> > > > > 
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> stereo 
> > or 
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > 
> > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
> what 
> > > was 
> > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
> what 
> > > > would 
> > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> > mixdown 
> > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
> have 
> > > all 
> > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
> case 
> > > > Cubase.
> > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
> mixer 
> > > etc, 
> > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a 
better 
> > > studio 
> > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> > though I 
> > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> > sample, 
> > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff 
go 
> > pass 
> > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> > thing 
> > > I 
> > > > > suppose.
> > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> > ' 
> > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
> giving 
> > > him 
> > > > > some options 
> > > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
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> stereo 
> > > pass 
> > > > on 
> > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> > Sounds 
> > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> > inside 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> > isn't 
> > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either 
since 
> > its 
> > > > hard 
> > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the 
computer 
> > or 
> > > > send 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> > sound 
> > > > more 
> > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong 
way 
> to 
> > do 
> > > > it 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
> choose 
> > one 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> > Cubase , 
> > > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> > order 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect 
you 
> > > might 
> > > > > want 
> > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
> as 
> > a 
> > > > whole.
> > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is 
fine, 
> > but 
> > > > the 
> > > > > guy 
> > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> > very 
> > > > > capable 
> > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> > transfering 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > whole 
> > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > you want to have --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 
track 
> > > analog 
> > > > > tape 
> > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
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> > anyone 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> > track 
> > > > from 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> > recorded 
> > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
> down 
> > in 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master 
recording 
> > of 
> > > > all 
> > > > > my 
> > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> > sounds 
> > > > > better 
> > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> > there 
> > > > > isn't 
> > > > > > a 
> > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono 
mics.
> > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
> and 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the 
ambience.I 
> > know 
> > > > > > because 
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
> several 
> > > mono 
> > > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
> drum 
> > > > parts 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can 
copy 
> > > > cymbal 
> > > > > > track 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
> etc..
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
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> > which 
> > > > > should 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to 
to 
> > > > record 
> > > > > all 
> > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> > want 
> > > to 
> > > > be 
> > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
> multi 
> > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
> bunch 
> > of 
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> > better, 
> > > or 
> > > > > will 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? 
What 
> > the 
> > > > best 
> > > > > > way 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 



> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15721|15691|2007-08-22 10:54:07|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I tried 
to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into 
Cubase.
I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first beat to 
120bpm Cubase grid.
Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song' 
finished.
Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave and 
record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end result 
was the same. Am I right?
We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible unless 
you push it quite hard?

Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@... wrote:

>
> I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried bypassing 

the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're getting 
what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a flaw 
with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they were 
exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came out and 
I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so we're 
straight. ;)

> 
> You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself 

if you like.

> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 

Mono in Cubase 4

> 
> Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the 

RS 

> and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing the 
> same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting one 
> as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? The 
> warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I 

was 

> getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
> syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself soon 
> just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
> even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
> resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
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> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you 
> the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the 

RS 

> as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
> there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
> program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
> hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
> machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it 

but 

> if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
> apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
> trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
> timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to 

use 

> in Sonar (my current seq).
> > 
> > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from 

your 

> RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see 

the 

> beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
> recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
> recording setup but it was the same.
> > 
> > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
> unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something 
> you try to iron out.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running 
> > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
> remember 
> > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio 

and 

> > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as 
> > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking 
> it 
> > out when I recorded.
> > 
> > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> > level people, thanks!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer 
> > clock 
> > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
> reckons 
> > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
> backgorund 
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> > etc 
> > > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> > grid. 
> > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> > quite 
> > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock 

is 

> > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be 
> > the 
> > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm 

not 

> > sure 
> > > about it.
> > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is 

actually 

> > ok, 
> > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> > rather 
> > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit 
> > etc.
> > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done 

was 

> a 
> > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
> your 
> > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
> might 
> > > have.
> > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> > tracks 
> > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
> in 
> > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
> big 
> > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> > pleasant 
> > > experience.
> > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> > from 
> > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> > opinion 
> > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
> restrain 
> > > themselves from such a comments. 
> > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > > someone else's.
> > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which 

is 

> a 
> > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> > > Cheers
> > > 
> > > Z
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having 

any 

> > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> > using 
> > > > instead?
> > > > 
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> > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe 
> > even 
> > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad 

flaky 

> > when 
> > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> > gear 
> > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > 
> > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
> notch, 
> > but 
> > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > > > 
> > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that 

can 

> > go 
> > > to 
> > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might 
> > come 
> > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> > everything 
> > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut 
> > it. 
> > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between 
> > what 
> > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue 

specific 

> > to 
> > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that 

can 

> > do 
> > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > 
> > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the 

timing 

> > on 
> > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
> might 
> > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good 

to 

> > > also 
> > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the 

RS 

> > if 
> > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying 
> > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
> down 
> > to 
> > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from 
> > the 
> > > RS 
> > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
> not 
> > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> > never 
> > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
> straight 
> > to 
> > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
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> > when i 
> > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using 
> > the 
> > > rs 
> > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
> headaches.
> > > > > 
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> stereo 
> > or 
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > 
> > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
> what 
> > > was 
> > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
> what 
> > > > would 
> > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> > mixdown 
> > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
> have 
> > > all 
> > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
> case 
> > > > Cubase.
> > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
> mixer 
> > > etc, 
> > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better 
> > > studio 
> > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> > though I 
> > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> > sample, 
> > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff 

go 

> > pass 
> > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> > thing 
> > > I 
> > > > > suppose.
> > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> > ' 
> > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
> giving 
> > > him 
> > > > > some options 
> > > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
> stereo 
> > > pass 
> > > > on 
> > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> > Sounds 
> > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> > inside 
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> > > > my 
> > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> > isn't 
> > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either 

since 

> > its 
> > > > hard 
> > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the 

computer 

> > or 
> > > > send 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> > sound 
> > > > more 
> > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way 
> to 
> > do 
> > > > it 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
> choose 
> > one 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> > Cubase , 
> > > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> > order 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect 

you 

> > > might 
> > > > > want 
> > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
> as 
> > a 
> > > > whole.
> > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine, 
> > but 
> > > > the 
> > > > > guy 
> > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> > very 
> > > > > capable 
> > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> > transfering 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > whole 
> > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track 
> > > analog 
> > > > > tape 
> > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> > anyone 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> > track 
> > > > from 
> > > > > > the 
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> > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> > recorded 
> > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
> down 
> > in 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master 

recording 

> > of 
> > > > all 
> > > > > my 
> > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> > sounds 
> > > > > better 
> > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> > there 
> > > > > isn't 
> > > > > > a 
> > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono 

mics.

> > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
> and 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the 

ambience.I 

> > know 
> > > > > > because 
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
> several 
> > > mono 
> > > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
> drum 
> > > > parts 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can 

copy 

> > > > cymbal 
> > > > > > track 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
> etc..
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
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> > which 
> > > > > should 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to 

to 

> > > > record 
> > > > > all 
> > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> > want 
> > > to 
> > > > be 
> > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
> multi 
> > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
> bunch 
> > of 
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> > better, 
> > > or 
> > > > > will 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What 
> > the 
> > > > best 
> > > > > > way 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 



> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15722|15691|2007-08-22 11:00:26|Brooks Mosher|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
syncing Ableton Live to the RS works fine for me.

with Cubase you have to sync the RS to your PC (which doesn't sound like the
best idea to me).

On 8/22/07, matty@djdopamine.com <matty@djdopamine.com> wrote:
>
> It could have a lot to do with how demanding you are on your sequencer.
> As mentioned I used a lot of sysex programming and program changes when
> using the RS which slow the machine down considerably. Running it in midi
> sync with a kick drum running would not satisfy as a control test in this
> case. As a professional user I expect to be able to record from my equipment
> no matter what I throw at it and unfortunately the RS didn't allow for that.
> If it works for you then more power to you.
>
> Have you tried the examples I gave you yet?
>
> matt
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
> ]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:19 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in
> Cubase 4
>
> Matt Dude, I just tried it out by syncing my RS's clock up to
> Cakewalk 9, I know its old, but I did multiple passes to difrent
> tracks, entered in like a dozen program changes in the events list
> only on one track for the RS tho, tried all kinds of stuff and I
> couldn't get them to go out of syc from each other across 40
> measures or so, not even a slight hicup on me. Grant it I only
> spent an hour or so at it, and I've got to wake up in couple hours,
> but your right, I'm not getting something about what you had did to
> have the RS bomb timing, at least not the way I tried it. If
> intrested I could post links to a screen cap or two and an mp3, but
> will have to do later as I'm really strung out now. Hmmm, you do
> have me baffled to some degree, not sure what else to try or say, RS
> seemed solid to me. Was it because you were recording all the
> tracks simultaniously out an AEB board or something hmmmmm I'll
> probably dream about this even now...
>
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@... wrote:
> >
> > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried
> bypassing the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think
> you're getting what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having,
> it's a flaw with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and
> they were exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it
> came out and I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error,
> just so we're straight. ;)
> >
> > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself
> if you like.
> >
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
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> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or
> Mono in Cubase 4
> >
> > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the
> RS
> > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing
> the
> > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting
> one
> > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track?
> The
> > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I
> was
> > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo
> > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself
> soon
> > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking
> > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or
> > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@ wrote:
> > >
> > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure
> you
> > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the
> RS
> > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were
> > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a
> > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine
> > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the
> > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it
> but
> > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end
> > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the
> > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to
> use
> > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > >
> > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from
> your
> > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see
> the
> > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried
> > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my
> > recording setup but it was the same.
> > >
> > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but
> > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are
> something
> > you try to iron out.
> > >
> > > matt dopamine
> > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > >
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or
> > Mono in Cubase 4
> > >
> > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes
> running
> > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > remember
> > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio
> and
> > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even
> as
> > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and
> > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up
> taking
> > it
> > > out when I recorded.
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> > >
> > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders
> > > level people, thanks!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zhel_id"
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the
> computer
> > > clock
> > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he
> > reckons
> > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is
> > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > backgorund
> > > etc
> > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is
> > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the
> > > grid.
> > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that
> > > quite
> > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock
> is
> > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could
> be
> > > the
> > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm
> not
> > > sure
> > > > about it.
> > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> actually
> > > ok,
> > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length
> > > rather
> > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools,
> cooledit
> > > etc.
> > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done
> was
> > a
> > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take
> > your
> > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you
> > might
> > > > have.
> > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the
> > > tracks
> > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed
> > in
> > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked
> > big
> > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very
> > > pleasant
> > > > experience.
> > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn
> > > from
> > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our
> > > opinion
> > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating
> > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > restrain
> > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on
> > > > someone else's.
> > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which
> is
> > a
> > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the
> other.
> > > > Cheers
> > > >
> > > > Z
> > > >
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having
> any
> > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up
> > > using
> > > > > instead?
> > > > >
> > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature,
> maybe
> > > even
> > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad
> flaky
> > > when
> > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other
> > > gear
> > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > >
> > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top
> > notch,
> > > but
> > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my
> RS.
> > > > >
> > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that
> can
> > > go
> > > > to
> > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that
> might
> > > come
> > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another
> > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > everything
> > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't
> cut
> > > it.
> > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem
> between
> > > what
> > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> specific
> > > to
> > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that
> can
> > > do
> > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > >
> > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the
> timing
> > > on
> > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who
> > might
> > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good
> to
> > > > also
> > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the
> RS
> > > if
> > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means
> saying
> > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come
> > down
> > > to
> > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook
> > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@
> wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording
> from
> > > the
> > > > RS
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> > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is
> > not
> > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your
> > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i
> > > never
> > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > straight
> > > to
> > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs.
> > > when i
> > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop
> using
> > > the
> > > > rs
> > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > headaches.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in
> > stereo
> > > or
> > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do
> > what
> > > > was
> > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked
> > what
> > > > > would
> > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set
> > > mixdown
> > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to
> > have
> > > > all
> > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his
> > case
> > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard
> > mixer
> > > > etc,
> > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a
> better
> > > > studio
> > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even
> > > though I
> > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW,
> > > sample,
> > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff
> go
> > > pass
> > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my
> > > thing
> > > > I
> > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > '
> > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be
> > giving
> > > > him
> > > > > > some options
> > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best"
> > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
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> "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one
> > stereo
> > > > pass
> > > > > on
> > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase.
> > > Sounds
> > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it
> > > inside
> > > > > my
> > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it
> > > isn't
> > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either
> since
> > > its
> > > > > hard
> > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> computer
> > > or
> > > > > send
> > > > > > it
> > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does
> > > sound
> > > > > more
> > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong
> way
> > to
> > > do
> > > > > it
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best,
> > choose
> > > one
> > > > > > then
> > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zhel_id" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into
> > > Cubase ,
> > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in
> > > order
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect
> you
> > > > might
> > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set
> > as
> > > a
> > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is
> fine,
> > > but
> > > > > the
> > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a
> > > very
> > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > transfering
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > you want to have --- In
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24
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> track
> > > > analog
> > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think
> > > anyone
> > > > > is
> > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum
> > > track
> > > > > from
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything
> > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've
> > > recorded
> > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things
> > down
> > > in
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> recording
> > > of
> > > > > all
> > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method
> > > sounds
> > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and
> > > there
> > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono
> mics.
> > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked
> > and
> > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> ambience.I
> > > know
> > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of
> > several
> > > > mono
> > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your
> > drum
> > > > > parts
> > > > > > out
> > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can
> copy
> > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > track
> > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience
> > etc..
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > 
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> > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare
> > > which
> > > > > > should
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to
> to
> > > > > record
> > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you
> > > want
> > > > to
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider
> > multi
> > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a
> > bunch
> > > of
> > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound
> > > better,
> > > > or
> > > > > > will
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality?
> What
> > > the
> > > > > best
> > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >



> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15723|15691|2007-08-22 11:01:09|Brooks Mosher|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
i think the MIDI timing coming out of a PC sucks. at least with a dedicated
sequencer you won't get hang ups.

On 8/22/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I tried
> to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into
> Cubase.
> I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first beat to
> 120bpm Cubase grid.
> Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song'
> finished.
> Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave and
> record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end result
> was the same. Am I right?
> We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible unless
> you push it quite hard?
>
> Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@...
> wrote:
> >
> > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried bypassing
> the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're getting
> what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a flaw
> with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they were
> exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came out and
> I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so we're
> straight. ;)
> >
> > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself
> if you like.
> >
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@...]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or
> Mono in Cubase 4
> >
> > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the
> RS
> > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing the
> > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting one
> > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? The
> > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I
> was
> > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo
> > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself soon
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> > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking
> > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or
> > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@ wrote:
> > >
> > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure you
> > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the
> RS
> > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were
> > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a
> > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine
> > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the
> > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it
> but
> > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end
> > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the
> > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to
> use
> > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > >
> > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from
> your
> > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see
> the
> > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried
> > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my
> > recording setup but it was the same.
> > >
> > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but
> > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are something
> > you try to iron out.
> > >
> > > matt dopamine
> > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > >
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or
> > Mono in Cubase 4
> > >
> > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes running
> > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > remember
> > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio
> and
> > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even as
> > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and
> > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up taking
> > it
> > > out when I recorded.
> > >
> > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders
> > > level people, thanks!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zhel_id"
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the computer
> > > clock
> > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he
> > reckons
> > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is
> > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > backgorund
> > > etc
> > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is
> > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the
> > > grid.
> > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that
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> > > quite
> > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock
> is
> > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could be
> > > the
> > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm
> not
> > > sure
> > > > about it.
> > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> actually
> > > ok,
> > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length
> > > rather
> > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, cooledit
> > > etc.
> > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done
> was
> > a
> > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take
> > your
> > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you
> > might
> > > > have.
> > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the
> > > tracks
> > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed
> > in
> > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked
> > big
> > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very
> > > pleasant
> > > > experience.
> > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn
> > > from
> > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our
> > > opinion
> > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating
> > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > restrain
> > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on
> > > > someone else's.
> > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which
> is
> > a
> > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the other.
> > > > Cheers
> > > >
> > > > Z
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having
> any
> > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up
> > > using
> > > > > instead?
> > > > >
> > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, maybe
> > > even
> > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad
> flaky
> > > when
> > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other
> > > gear
> > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > >
> > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top
> > notch,
> > > but
> > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my RS.
> > > > >
> > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that
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> can
> > > go
> > > > to
> > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that might
> > > come
> > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another
> > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > everything
> > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't cut
> > > it.
> > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem between
> > > what
> > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> specific
> > > to
> > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that
> can
> > > do
> > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > >
> > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the
> timing
> > > on
> > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who
> > might
> > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good
> to
> > > > also
> > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the
> RS
> > > if
> > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means saying
> > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come
> > down
> > > to
> > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook
> > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@
> wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording from
> > > the
> > > > RS
> > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is
> > not
> > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your
> > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i
> > > never
> > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > straight
> > > to
> > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs.
> > > when i
> > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop using
> > > the
> > > > rs
> > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > headaches.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in
> > stereo
> > > or
> > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do
> > what
> > > > was
> > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked
> > what
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> > > > > would
> > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set
> > > mixdown
> > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to
> > have
> > > > all
> > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his
> > case
> > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard
> > mixer
> > > > etc,
> > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a better
> > > > studio
> > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even
> > > though I
> > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW,
> > > sample,
> > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff
> go
> > > pass
> > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my
> > > thing
> > > > I
> > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > '
> > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be
> > giving
> > > > him
> > > > > > some options
> > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best"
> > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one
> > stereo
> > > > pass
> > > > > on
> > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase.
> > > Sounds
> > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it
> > > inside
> > > > > my
> > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it
> > > isn't
> > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either
> since
> > > its
> > > > > hard
> > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> computer
> > > or
> > > > > send
> > > > > > it
> > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does
> > > sound
> > > > > more
> > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong way
> > to
> > > do
> > > > > it
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best,
> > choose
> > > one
> > > > > > then
> > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam 8^)
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> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into
> > > Cubase ,
> > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in
> > > order
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect
> you
> > > > might
> > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set
> > as
> > > a
> > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is fine,
> > > but
> > > > > the
> > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a
> > > very
> > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > transfering
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > you want to have --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com,
> "Brooks
> > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 track
> > > > analog
> > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think
> > > anyone
> > > > > is
> > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum
> > > track
> > > > > from
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything
> > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've
> > > recorded
> > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things
> > down
> > > in
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> recording
> > > of
> > > > > all
> > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method
> > > sounds
> > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and
> > > there
> > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > >
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> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono
> mics.
> > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked
> > and
> > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> ambience.I
> > > know
> > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of
> > several
> > > > mono
> > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your
> > drum
> > > > > parts
> > > > > > out
> > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can
> copy
> > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > track
> > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience
> > etc..
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare
> > > which
> > > > > > should
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to
> to
> > > > > record
> > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you
> > > want
> > > > to
> > > > > be
> > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider
> > multi
> > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a
> > bunch
> > > of
> > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound
> > > better,
> > > > or
> > > > > > will
> > > > > > > I
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> > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? What
> > > the
> > > > > best
> > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15724|15691|2007-08-22 11:31:04|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Ok,,,,#
Now I've synced RS to Cubase using MIDI clock and recorded 4 tracks 
simultaneously 2 master outs 2 separate outs and checked it.
S'all perfect now! Timing's great after 40 odd bars.
I'm using RME Hammerfall Multiface soundcard so midi goes through it.
That's it for now
bzzz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I tried 
> to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into 
> Cubase.
> I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first beat 
to 
> 120bpm Cubase grid.
> Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song' 
> finished.
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> Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave 
and 
> record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end 
result 
> was the same. Am I right?
> We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible 
unless 
> you push it quite hard?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried 
bypassing 
> the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're 
getting 
> what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a flaw 
> with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they were 
> exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came out 
and 
> I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so we're 
> straight. ;)
> > 
> > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself 
> if you like.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the 
> RS 
> > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing 
the 
> > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting 
one 
> > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? 
The 
> > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I 
> was 
> > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
> > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself 
soon 
> > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
> > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
> > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > >
> > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure 
you 
> > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the 
> RS 
> > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
> > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
> > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
> > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
> > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it 
> but 
> > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
> > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
> > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected 
the 
> > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to 
> use 
> > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > > 
> > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from 
> your 
> > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see 
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> the 
> > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
> > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
> > recording setup but it was the same.
> > > 
> > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
> > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are 
something 
> > you try to iron out.
> > > 
> > > matt dopamine
> > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > 
> > > 
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 
or 
> > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > 
> > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes 
running 
> > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
> > remember 
> > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio 
> and 
> > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even 
as 
> > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up 
taking 
> > it 
> > > out when I recorded.
> > > 
> > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and 
faders 
> > > level people, thanks!
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the 
computer 
> > > clock 
> > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
> > reckons 
> > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
> > backgorund 
> > > etc 
> > > > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It 
is 
> > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on 
the 
> > > grid. 
> > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did 
that 
> > > quite 
> > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock 
> is 
> > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could 
be 
> > > the 
> > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm 
> not 
> > > sure 
> > > > about it.
> > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is 
> actually 
> > > ok, 
> > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern 
length 
> > > rather 
> > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, 
cooledit 
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> > > etc.
> > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done 
> was 
> > a 
> > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
> > your 
> > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
> > might 
> > > > have.
> > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing 
the 
> > > tracks 
> > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be 
mixed 
> > in 
> > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
> > big 
> > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole 
project.
> > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> > > pleasant 
> > > > experience.
> > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and 
learn 
> > > from 
> > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> > > opinion 
> > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of 
communicating 
> > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
> > restrain 
> > > > themselves from such a comments. 
> > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack 
on 
> > > > someone else's.
> > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which 
> is 
> > a 
> > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the 
other.
> > > > Cheers
> > > > 
> > > > Z
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having 
> any 
> > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> > > using 
> > > > > instead?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, 
maybe 
> > > even 
> > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad 
> flaky 
> > > when 
> > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any 
other 
> > > gear 
> > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
> > notch, 
> > > but 
> > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my 
RS.
> > > > > 
> > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that 
> can 
> > > go 
> > > > to 
> > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that 
might 
> > > come 
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> > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with 
another 
> > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> > > everything 
> > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't 
cut 
> > > it. 
> > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem 
between 
> > > what 
> > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue 
> specific 
> > > to 
> > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that 
> can 
> > > do 
> > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the 
> timing 
> > > on 
> > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
> > might 
> > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good 
> to 
> > > > also 
> > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the 
> RS 
> > > if 
> > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means 
saying 
> > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
> > down 
> > > to 
> > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't 
overlook 
> > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matty@ wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording 
from 
> > > the 
> > > > RS 
> > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
> > not 
> > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of 
your 
> > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 
i 
> > > never 
> > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
> > straight 
> > > to 
> > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the 
rs. 
> > > when i 
> > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop 
using 
> > > the 
> > > > rs 
> > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
> > headaches.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> > stereo 
> > > or 
> > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
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> > what 
> > > > was 
> > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
> > what 
> > > > > would 
> > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> > > mixdown 
> > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
> > have 
> > > > all 
> > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
> > case 
> > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
> > mixer 
> > > > etc, 
> > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a 
better 
> > > > studio 
> > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> > > though I 
> > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> > > sample, 
> > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff 
> go 
> > > pass 
> > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's 
my 
> > > thing 
> > > > I 
> > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> > > ' 
> > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
> > giving 
> > > > him 
> > > > > > some options 
> > > > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
> > stereo 
> > > > pass 
> > > > > on 
> > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> > > Sounds 
> > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do 
it 
> > > inside 
> > > > > my 
> > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that 
it 
> > > isn't 
> > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either 
> since 
> > > its 
> > > > > hard 
> > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the 
> computer 
> > > or 
> > > > > send 
> > > > > > it 
> > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it 
does 
> > > sound 
> > > > > more 
> > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong 
way 
> > to 
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> > > do 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
> > choose 
> > > one 
> > > > > > then 
> > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> > > Cubase , 
> > > > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed 
in 
> > > order 
> > > > > to 
> > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect 
> you 
> > > > might 
> > > > > > want 
> > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum 
set 
> > as 
> > > a 
> > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is 
fine, 
> > > but 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > guy 
> > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is 
a 
> > > very 
> > > > > > capable 
> > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> > > transfering 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > whole 
> > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > you want to have --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks 
> > > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 
track 
> > > > analog 
> > > > > > tape 
> > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't 
think 
> > > anyone 
> > > > > is 
> > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> > > track 
> > > > > from 
> > > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> > > recorded 
> > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
> > down 
> > > in 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master 
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> recording 
> > > of 
> > > > > all 
> > > > > > my 
> > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> > > sounds 
> > > > > > better 
> > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer 
and 
> > > there 
> > > > > > isn't 
> > > > > > > a 
> > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono 
> mics.
> > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
> > and 
> > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the 
> ambience.I 
> > > know 
> > > > > > > because 
> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
> > several 
> > > > mono 
> > > > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
> > drum 
> > > > > parts 
> > > > > > out 
> > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can 
> copy 
> > > > > cymbal 
> > > > > > > track 
> > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
> > etc..
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> > > which 
> > > > > > should 
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to 
> to 
> > > > > record 
> > > > > > all 
> > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if 
you 
> > > want 
> > > > to 
> > > > > be 
> > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
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> > multi 
> > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
> > bunch 
> > > of 
> > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> > > better, 
> > > > or 
> > > > > > will 
> > > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? 
What 
> > > the 
> > > > > best 
> > > > > > > way 
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15725|15725|2007-08-22 15:58:22|Tim Sewell|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Hello all,

For the record, my unit has slowed with some of the tasks I have given it. Not with syncing but when using the unit in isolation. Don't need no .wav analysis, I can hear it
wit my ears & in my bones. 



As a work-around I lightened the load by removing some of the duplicated drum patterns I had created (about 10 x same pattern). Still hear it now and again, very slightly
in tracks which I can usually live with and cover over with a bit of fairy dust, but it is a bit of a shame as its a basic requirement to keep the beat, right?

In my mind too, it should take what you can throw at it. Reminds me of back in the day when I figured that by step programming an extremely complex drum pattern in to
a Yamaha RX11 I could get it to crash into some kind of service mode where I could mess about with the pcm samples. Every OS can be broken I guess. I always found
the Atari stfm the most rock solid midi clock to date. but don't want to get into a chip discussion thanks.

Still down with the RS for an all in one music production thing tho, new RS7K album due out soon, will let you know when and you can all tell me whats wrong with it.

T

----- Original Message ----
From: "matty@djdopamine.com" <matty@djdopamine.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 22 August, 2007 5:45:26 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4

It could have a lot to do with how demanding you are on your sequencer. As mentioned I used a lot of sysex programming and program changes when using the RS which
slow the machine down considerably. Running it in midi sync with a kick drum running would not satisfy as a control test in this case. As a professional user I expect to
be able to record from my equipment no matter what I throw at it and unfortunately the RS didn't allow for that. If it works for you then more power to you.

Have you tried the examples I gave you yet? 

matt

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@quantum- source.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:19 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4

Matt Dude, I just tried it out by syncing my RS's clock up to 
Cakewalk 9, I know its old, but I did multiple passes to difrent 
tracks, entered in like a dozen program changes in the events list 
only on one track for the RS tho, tried all kinds of stuff and I 
couldn't get them to go out of syc from each other across 40 
measures or so, not even a slight hicup on me. Grant it I only 
spent an hour or so at it, and I've got to wake up in couple hours, 
but your right, I'm not getting something about what you had did to 
have the RS bomb timing, at least not the way I tried it. If 
intrested I could post links to a screen cap or two and an mp3, but 
will have to do later as I'm really strung out now. Hmmm, you do 
have me baffled to some degree, not sure what else to try or say, RS 
seemed solid to me. Was it because you were recording all the 
tracks simultaniously out an AEB board or something hmmmmm I'll 
probably dream about this even now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, matty@... wrote:
>
> I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried 
bypassing the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think 
you're getting what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, 
it's a flaw with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and 
they were exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it 
came out and I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, 
just so we're straight. ;)
> 
> You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself 
if you like.
> 
> matt dopamine
> www.myspace. com/mattdopamine
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@ ...]
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
Mono in Cubase 4
> 
> Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the 
RS 
> and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing 
the 
> same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting 
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one 
> as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track? 
The 
> warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I 
was 
> getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo 
> syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself 
soon 
> just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking 
> even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or 
> resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, matty@ wrote:
> >
> > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure 
you 
> the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the 
RS 
> as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were 
> there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a 
> program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine 
> hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the 
> machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it 
but 
> if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very 
> apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end 
> trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected the 
> timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to 
use 
> in Sonar (my current seq).
> > 
> > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from 
your 
> RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see 
the 
> beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried 
> recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my 
> recording setup but it was the same.
> > 
> > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but 
> unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are 
something 
> you try to iron out.
> > 
> > matt dopamine
> > www.myspace. com/mattdopamine
> > 
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@ ]
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or 
> Mono in Cubase 4
> > 
> > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes 
running 
> > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota 
> remember 
> > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio 
and 
> > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even 
as 
> > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and 
> > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up 
taking 
> it 
> > out when I recorded.
> > 
> > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and faders 
> > level people, thanks!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the 
computer 



> > clock 
> > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he 
> reckons 
> > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is 
> > > interrupted by little things , services running in the 
> backgorund 
> > etc 
> > > and that affects the clock and timing later. 
> > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It is 
> > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on the 
> > grid. 
> > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did that 
> > quite 
> > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock 
is 
> > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could 
be 
> > the 
> > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm 
not 
> > sure 
> > > about it.
> > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is 
actually 
> > ok, 
> > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern length 
> > rather 
> > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools, 
cooledit 
> > etc.
> > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done 
was 
> a 
> > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take 
> your 
> > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you 
> might 
> > > have.
> > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing the 
> > tracks 
> > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be mixed 
> in 
> > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked 
> big 
> > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole project.
> > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very 
> > pleasant 
> > > experience.
> > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and learn 
> > from 
> > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our 
> > opinion 
> > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of communicating 
> > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please 
> restrain 
> > > themselves from such a comments. 
> > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack on 
> > > someone else's.
> > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which 
is 
> a 
> > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the 
other.
> > > Cheers
> > > 
> > > Z
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having 
any 
> > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up 
> > using 
> > > > instead?
> > > > 



> > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature, 
maybe 
> > even 
> > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad 
flaky 
> > when 
> > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any other 
> > gear 
> > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > 
> > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top 
> notch, 
> > but 
> > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my 
RS.
> > > > 
> > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that 
can 
> > go 
> > > to 
> > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that 
might 
> > come 
> > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with another 
> > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried 
> > everything 
> > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't 
cut 
> > it. 
> > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem 
between 
> > what 
> > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue 
specific 
> > to 
> > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that 
can 
> > do 
> > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > 
> > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the 
timing 
> > on 
> > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who 
> might 
> > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good 
to 
> > > also 
> > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the 
RS 
> > if 
> > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means 
saying 
> > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come 
> down 
> > to 
> > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't overlook 
> > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, matty@ wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording 
from 
> > the 
> > > RS 
> > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is 
> not 
> > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of your 
> > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000 i 
> > never 
> > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went 
> straight 
> > to 
> > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the rs. 
> > when i 
> > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop 
using 
> > the 
> > > rs 



> > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many 
> headaches.
> > > > > 
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace. com/mattdopamine
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_ id@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> stereo 
> > or 
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > 
> > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do 
> what 
> > > was 
> > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked 
> what 
> > > > would 
> > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set 
> > mixdown 
> > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to 
> have 
> > > all 
> > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his 
> case 
> > > > Cubase.
> > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard 
> mixer 
> > > etc, 
> > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a 
better 
> > > studio 
> > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even 
> > though I 
> > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW, 
> > sample, 
> > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff 
go 
> > pass 
> > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's my 
> > thing 
> > > I 
> > > > > suppose.
> > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo 
> > ' 
> > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be 
> giving 
> > > him 
> > > > > some options 
> > > > > a) this is professional way to do 
> > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best" 
> > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one 
> stereo 
> > > pass 
> > > > on 
> > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase. 
> > Sounds 
> > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do it 
> > inside 
> > > > my 
> > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that it 
> > isn't 
> > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either 



since 
> > its 
> > > > hard 
> > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the 
computer 
> > or 
> > > > send 
> > > > > it 
> > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it does 
> > sound 
> > > > more 
> > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong 
way 
> to 
> > do 
> > > > it 
> > > > > I 
> > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best, 
> choose 
> > one 
> > > > > then 
> > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into 
> > Cubase , 
> > > > > > Protools 
> > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed in 
> > order 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect 
you 
> > > might 
> > > > > want 
> > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum set 
> as 
> > a 
> > > > whole.
> > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is 
fine, 
> > but 
> > > > the 
> > > > > guy 
> > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is a 
> > very 
> > > > > capable 
> > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of 
> > transfering 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > whole 
> > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > you want to have --- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Brooks 
> > > > Mosher" 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24 
track 
> > > analog 
> > > > > tape 
> > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't think 
> > anyone 
> > > > is 
> > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum 
> > track 
> > > > from 
> > > > > > the 
> > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything 
> > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > 



> > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've 
> > recorded 
> > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things 
> down 
> > in 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > DAW) 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master 
recording 
> > of 
> > > > all 
> > > > > my 
> > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method 
> > sounds 
> > > > > better 
> > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer and 
> > there 
> > > > > isn't 
> > > > > > a 
> > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono 
mics.
> > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked 
> and 
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the 
ambience.I 
> > know 
> > > > > > because 
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of 
> several 
> > > mono 
> > > > > > mikes 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your 
> drum 
> > > > parts 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can 
copy 
> > > > cymbal 
> > > > > > track 
> > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience 
> etc..
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com > > > > > > 40yahoogroups. com>, "Brooks 
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare 
> > which 
> > > > > should 
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to 
to 
> > > > record 
> > > > > all 
> > > > > > > drum



> > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if you 
> > want 
> > > to 
> > > > be 
> > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider 
> multi 
> > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a 
> bunch 
> > of 
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound 
> > better, 
> > > or 
> > > > > will 
> > > > > > I 
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality? 
What 
> > the 
> > > > best 
> > > > > > way 
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15726|15725|2007-08-22 16:54:02|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Please do, can't wait to check it out Tim!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
>new RS7K album due out soon, will let you know when and you can all 
tell me whats wrong with it.
> 
> 
> T
>

| 15727|15691|2007-08-22 17:08:05|Brooks Mosher|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
i'm sure with a hammerfall you'll get good performance.

but if someone were using an older usb interface they will not.

On 8/22/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Ok,,,,#
> Now I've synced RS to Cubase using MIDI clock and recorded 4 tracks
> simultaneously 2 master outs 2 separate outs and checked it.
> S'all perfect now! Timing's great after 40 odd bars.
> I'm using RME Hammerfall Multiface soundcard so midi goes through it.
> That's it for now
> bzzz
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zhel_id"
> wrote:
> >
> > I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I tried
> > to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into
> > Cubase.
> > I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first beat
> to
> > 120bpm Cubase grid.
> > Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song'
> > finished.
> > Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> > Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave
> and
> > record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end
> result
> > was the same. Am I right?
> > We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible
> unless
> > you push it quite hard?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@
> wrote:
> > >
> > > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried
> bypassing
> > the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're
> getting
> > what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a flaw
> > with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they were
> > exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came out
> and
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> > I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so we're
> > straight. ;)
> > >
> > > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for yourself
> > if you like.
> > >
> > > matt dopamine
> > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or
> > Mono in Cubase 4
> > >
> > > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync the
> > RS
> > > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just useing
> the
> > > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and setting
> one
> > > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your track?
> The
> > > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is what I
> > was
> > > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for tempo
> > > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself
> soon
> > > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm thinking
> > > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up or
> > > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can assure
> you
> > > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss the
> > RS
> > > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts were
> > > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc edits, a
> > > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine
> > > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows the
> > > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice it
> > but
> > > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the end
> > > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected
> the
> > > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs to
> > use
> > > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > > >
> > > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track from
> > your
> > > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll see
> > the
> > > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried
> > > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was my
> > > recording setup but it was the same.
> > > >
> > > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but
> > > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are
> something
> > > you try to iron out.
> > > >
> > > > matt dopamine
> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo
> or
> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > >
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> > > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes
> running
> > > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > > remember
> > > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for studio
> > and
> > > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff even
> as
> > > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs and
> > > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up
> taking
> > > it
> > > > out when I recorded.
> > > >
> > > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and
> faders
> > > > level people, thanks!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zhel_id"
> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the
> computer
> > > > clock
> > > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he
> > > reckons
> > > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is
> > > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > > backgorund
> > > > etc
> > > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. It
> is
> > > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on
> the
> > > > grid.
> > > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did
> that
> > > > quite
> > > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC clock
> > is
> > > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself could
> be
> > > > the
> > > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but I'm
> > not
> > > > sure
> > > > > about it.
> > > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> > actually
> > > > ok,
> > > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern
> length
> > > > rather
> > > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools,
> cooledit
> > > > etc.
> > > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've done
> > was
> > > a
> > > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different enviroment.
> > > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna take
> > > your
> > > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems you
> > > might
> > > > > have.
> > > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing
> the
> > > > tracks
> > > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be
> mixed
> > > in
> > > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms sucked
> > > big
> > > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole
> project.
> > > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very
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> > > > pleasant
> > > > > experience.
> > > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and
> learn
> > > > from
> > > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice our
> > > > opinion
> > > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of
> communicating
> > > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > > restrain
> > > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an attack
> on
> > > > > someone else's.
> > > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side(which
> > is
> > > a
> > > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the
> other.
> > > > > Cheers
> > > > >
> > > > > Z
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically having
> > any
> > > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind up
> > > > using
> > > > > > instead?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature,
> maybe
> > > > even
> > > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad
> > flaky
> > > > when
> > > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any
> other
> > > > gear
> > > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top
> > > notch,
> > > > but
> > > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with my
> RS.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode that
> > can
> > > > go
> > > > > to
> > > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that
> might
> > > > come
> > > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with
> another
> > > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > > everything
> > > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just didn't
> cut
> > > > it.
> > > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem
> between
> > > > what
> > > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> > specific
> > > > to
> > > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers that
> > can
> > > > do
> > > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the
> > timing
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> > > > on
> > > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else who
> > > might
> > > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be good
> > to
> > > > > also
> > > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of the
> > RS
> > > > if
> > > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means
> saying
> > > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never come
> > > down
> > > > to
> > > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't
> overlook
> > > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , matty@
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording
> from
> > > > the
> > > > > RS
> > > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the rs is
> > > not
> > > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of
> your
> > > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the rs7000
> i
> > > > never
> > > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > > straight
> > > > to
> > > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the
> rs.
> > > > when i
> > > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop
> using
> > > > the
> > > > > rs
> > > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > > headaches.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in
> > > stereo
> > > > or
> > > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' to do
> > > what
> > > > > was
> > > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' asked
> > > what
> > > > > > would
> > > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum set
> > > > mixdown
> > > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would be to
> > > have
> > > > > all
> > > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in his
> > > case
> > > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, outboard
> > > mixer
> > > > > etc,
> > > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a
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> better
> > > > > studio
> > > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY even
> > > > though I
> > > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to DAW,
> > > > sample,
> > > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and stuff
> > go
> > > > pass
> > > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, that's
> my
> > > > thing
> > > > > I
> > > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > > '
> > > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it be
> > > giving
> > > > > him
> > > > > > > some options
> > > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best"
> > > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one
> > > stereo
> > > > > pass
> > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not Cubase.
> > > > Sounds
> > > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I do
> it
> > > > inside
> > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think that
> it
> > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either
> > since
> > > > its
> > > > > > hard
> > > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> > computer
> > > > or
> > > > > > send
> > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it
> does
> > > > sound
> > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No wrong
> way
> > > to
> > > > do
> > > > > > it
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best,
> > > choose
> > > > one
> > > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other way.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zhel_id" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into
> > > > Cubase ,
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> > > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as needed
> in
> > > > order
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin effect
> > you
> > > > > might
> > > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum
> set
> > > as
> > > > a
> > > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is
> fine,
> > > > but
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase is
> a
> > > > very
> > > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > > transfering
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > you want to have --- In
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24
> track
> > > > > analog
> > > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't
> think
> > > > anyone
> > > > > > is
> > > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole drum
> > > > track
> > > > > > from
> > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording everything
> > > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where i've
> > > > recorded
> > > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed things
> > > down
> > > > in
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> > recording
> > > > of
> > > > > > all
> > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter method
> > > > sounds
> > > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer
> and
> > > > there
> > > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > > >
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> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 mono
> > mics.
> > > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely miked
> > > and
> > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> > ambience.I
> > > > know
> > > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of
> > > several
> > > > > mono
> > > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output your
> > > drum
> > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > out
> > > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you can
> > copy
> > > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > > track
> > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more ambience
> > > etc..
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and snare
> > > > which
> > > > > > > should
> > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound better to
> > to
> > > > > > record
> > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if
> you
> > > > want
> > > > > to
> > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might consider
> > > multi
> > > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will making a
> > > bunch
> > > > of
> > > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way sound
> > > > better,
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > will
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> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality?
> What
> > > > the
> > > > > > best
> > > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15728|15669|2007-08-22 17:35:55|zzzik242|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
"and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much hype"

Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being 
one of them ;) 
The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a 
significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite Prodigy 
tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-tweaking. 
When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And it 
still is.

btw: great tip, Zam! :)



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's 

not what i

> said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else. 

it's a

> synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't expect 

to break

> out a Mike Dunn track.
> 
> and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 

hype. it's

> ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on! 

i laugh

> when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had 

friend who

> bought one for $200 years ago.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> >
> > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano 

sounds, use a

> > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything instead of
> > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 

Mosher"

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > >
> > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your 

thing)

> > or use
> > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15729|15691|2007-08-22 19:04:01|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
ok, if that was the situation I'd rather use an outboard sequencer 
and treat RS like a sampler/sound module with 8 outs.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> i'm sure with a hammerfall you'll get good performance.
> 
> but if someone were using an older usb interface they will not.
> 
> 
> On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> >
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> > Ok,,,,#
> > Now I've synced RS to Cubase using MIDI clock and recorded 4 

tracks

> > simultaneously 2 master outs 2 separate outs and checked it.
> > S'all perfect now! Timing's great after 40 odd bars.
> > I'm using RME Hammerfall Multiface soundcard so midi goes through 

it.

> > That's it for now
> > bzzz
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I 

tried

> > > to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into
> > > Cubase.
> > > I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first 

beat

> > to
> > > 120bpm Cubase grid.
> > > Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song'
> > > finished.
> > > Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> > > Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave
> > and
> > > record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end
> > result
> > > was the same. Am I right?
> > > We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible
> > unless
> > > you push it quite hard?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

matty@

> > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried
> > bypassing
> > > the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're
> > getting
> > > what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a 

flaw

> > > with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they 

were

> > > exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came 

out

> > and
> > > I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so 

we're

> > > straight. ;)
> > > >
> > > > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for 

yourself

> > > if you like.
> > > >
> > > > matt dopamine
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> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > >
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 

or

> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > >
> > > > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync 

the

> > > RS
> > > > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just 

useing

> > the
> > > > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and 

setting

> > one
> > > > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your 

track?

> > The
> > > > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is 

what I

> > > was
> > > > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for 

tempo

> > > > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself
> > soon
> > > > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm 

thinking

> > > > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up 

or

> > > > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

matty@

> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can 

assure

> > you
> > > > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss 

the

> > > RS
> > > > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts 

were

> > > > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc 

edits, a

> > > > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine
> > > > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows 

the

> > > > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice 
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it

> > > but
> > > > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > > > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the 

end

> > > > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected
> > the
> > > > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs 

to

> > > use
> > > > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > > > >
> > > > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track 

from

> > > your
> > > > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll 

see

> > > the
> > > > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried
> > > > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was 

my

> > > > recording setup but it was the same.
> > > > >
> > > > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but
> > > > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are
> > something
> > > > you try to iron out.
> > > > >
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 

stereo

> > or
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > >
> > > > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes
> > running
> > > > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > > > remember
> > > > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for 

studio

> > > and
> > > > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff 

even

> > as
> > > > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs 

and

> > > > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up
> > taking
> > > > it
> > > > > out when I recorded.
> > > > >
> > > > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and
> > faders
> > > > > level people, thanks!
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
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> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the
> > computer
> > > > > clock
> > > > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he
> > > > reckons
> > > > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is
> > > > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > > > backgorund
> > > > > etc
> > > > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. 

It

> > is
> > > > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on
> > the
> > > > > grid.
> > > > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did
> > that
> > > > > quite
> > > > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC 

clock

> > > is
> > > > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself 

could

> > be
> > > > > the
> > > > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but 

I'm

> > > not
> > > > > sure
> > > > > > about it.
> > > > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> > > actually
> > > > > ok,
> > > > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern
> > length
> > > > > rather
> > > > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools,
> > cooledit
> > > > > etc.
> > > > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've 

done

> > > was
> > > > a
> > > > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different 

enviroment.

> > > > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna 

take

> > > > your
> > > > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems 

you

> > > > might
> > > > > > have.
> > > > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing
> > the
> > > > > tracks
> > > > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be
> > mixed
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> > > > in
> > > > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms 

sucked

> > > > big
> > > > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole
> > project.
> > > > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very
> > > > > pleasant
> > > > > > experience.
> > > > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and
> > learn
> > > > > from
> > > > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice 

our

> > > > > opinion
> > > > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of
> > communicating
> > > > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > > > restrain
> > > > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an 

attack

> > on
> > > > > > someone else's.
> > > > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side

(which

> > > is
> > > > a
> > > > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the
> > other.
> > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Z
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> > "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically 

having

> > > any
> > > > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind 

up

> > > > > using
> > > > > > > instead?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature,
> > maybe
> > > > > even
> > > > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad
> > > flaky
> > > > > when
> > > > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any
> > other
> > > > > gear
> > > > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top
> > > > notch,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with 

my

> > RS.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode 
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that

> > > can
> > > > > go
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that
> > might
> > > > > come
> > > > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with
> > another
> > > > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just 

didn't

> > cut
> > > > > it.
> > > > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem
> > between
> > > > > what
> > > > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> > > specific
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers 

that

> > > can
> > > > > do
> > > > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the
> > > timing
> > > > > on
> > > > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else 

who

> > > > might
> > > > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be 

good

> > > to
> > > > > > also
> > > > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of 

the

> > > RS
> > > > > if
> > > > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means
> > saying
> > > > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never 

come

> > > > down
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't
> > overlook
> > > > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, matty@

> > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording
> > from
> > > > > the
> > > > > > RS
> > > > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the 

rs is

> > > > not
> > > > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of
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> > your
> > > > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the 

rs7000

> > i
> > > > > never
> > > > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > > > straight
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the
> > rs.
> > > > > when i
> > > > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop
> > using
> > > > > the
> > > > > > rs
> > > > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > > > headaches.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in
> > > > stereo
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' 

to do

> > > > what
> > > > > > was
> > > > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' 

asked

> > > > what
> > > > > > > would
> > > > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum 

set

> > > > > mixdown
> > > > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would 

be to

> > > > have
> > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in 

his

> > > > case
> > > > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, 

outboard

> > > > mixer
> > > > > > etc,
> > > > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a
> > better
> > > > > > studio
> > > > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY 

even

> > > > > though I
> > > > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to 

DAW,
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> > > > > sample,
> > > > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and 

stuff

> > > go
> > > > > pass
> > > > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, 

that's

> > my
> > > > > thing
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > > > '
> > > > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it 

be

> > > > giving
> > > > > > him
> > > > > > > > some options
> > > > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best"
> > > > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>,

> > "zamisers7k" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one
> > > > stereo
> > > > > > pass
> > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not 

Cubase.

> > > > > Sounds
> > > > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I 

do

> > it
> > > > > inside
> > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think 

that

> > it
> > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either
> > > since
> > > > > its
> > > > > > > hard
> > > > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> > > computer
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > send
> > > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it
> > does
> > > > > sound
> > > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No 

wrong

> > way
> > > > to
> > > > > do
> > > > > > > it
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> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best,
> > > > choose
> > > > > one
> > > > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other 

way.

> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>,

> > "zhel_id" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into
> > > > > Cubase ,
> > > > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as 

needed

> > in
> > > > > order
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin 

effect

> > > you
> > > > > > might
> > > > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum
> > set
> > > > as
> > > > > a
> > > > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is
> > fine,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase 

is

> > a
> > > > > very
> > > > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > > > transfering
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > you want to have --- In
> > RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24
> > track
> > > > > > analog
> > > > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't
> > think
> > > > > anyone
> > > > > > > is
> > > > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole 

drum

> > > > > track
> > > > > > > from
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> > > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording 

everything

> > > > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where 

i've

> > > > > recorded
> > > > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed 

things

> > > > down
> > > > > in
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> > > recording
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter 

method

> > > > > sounds
> > > > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer
> > and
> > > > > there
> > > > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 

mono

> > > mics.
> > > > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely 

miked

> > > > and
> > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> > > ambience.I
> > > > > know
> > > > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of
> > > > several
> > > > > > mono
> > > > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output 

your

> > > > drum
> > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > out
> > > > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you 

can



> > > copy
> > > > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > > > track
> > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more 

ambience

> > > > etc..
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>

> > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and 

snare

> > > > > which
> > > > > > > > should
> > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound 

better to

> > > to
> > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if
> > you
> > > > > want
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might 

consider

> > > > multi
> > > > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo 

wrote:

> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will 

making a

> > > > bunch
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way 

sound

> > > > > better,
> > > > > > or
> > > > > > > > will
> > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
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> > > > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality?
> > What
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > best
> > > > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15730|15691|2007-08-22 19:05:41|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
ok, if that was the situation I'd rather use an outboard sequencer 
and treat RS like a sampler/sound module with 8 outs.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> i'm sure with a hammerfall you'll get good performance.
> 
> but if someone were using an older usb interface they will not.
> 
> 
> On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> >
> > Ok,,,,#
> > Now I've synced RS to Cubase using MIDI clock and recorded 4 

tracks
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> > simultaneously 2 master outs 2 separate outs and checked it.
> > S'all perfect now! Timing's great after 40 odd bars.
> > I'm using RME Hammerfall Multiface soundcard so midi goes through 

it.

> > That's it for now
> > bzzz
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I 

tried

> > > to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into
> > > Cubase.
> > > I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first 

beat

> > to
> > > 120bpm Cubase grid.
> > > Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song'
> > > finished.
> > > Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> > > Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave
> > and
> > > record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end
> > result
> > > was the same. Am I right?
> > > We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible
> > unless
> > > you push it quite hard?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

matty@

> > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried
> > bypassing
> > > the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're
> > getting
> > > what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a 

flaw

> > > with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they 

were

> > > exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came 

out

> > and
> > > I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so 

we're

> > > straight. ;)
> > > >
> > > > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for 

yourself

> > > if you like.
> > > >
> > > > matt dopamine
> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > >
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
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> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 

or

> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > >
> > > > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync 

the

> > > RS
> > > > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just 

useing

> > the
> > > > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and 

setting

> > one
> > > > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your 

track?

> > The
> > > > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is 

what I

> > > was
> > > > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for 

tempo

> > > > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself
> > soon
> > > > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm 

thinking

> > > > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up 

or

> > > > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

matty@

> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can 

assure

> > you
> > > > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss 

the

> > > RS
> > > > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts 

were

> > > > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc 

edits, a

> > > > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine
> > > > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows 

the

> > > > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice 

it
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> > > but
> > > > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > > > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the 

end

> > > > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected
> > the
> > > > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs 

to

> > > use
> > > > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > > > >
> > > > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track 

from

> > > your
> > > > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll 

see

> > > the
> > > > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried
> > > > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was 

my

> > > > recording setup but it was the same.
> > > > >
> > > > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but
> > > > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are
> > something
> > > > you try to iron out.
> > > > >
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 

stereo

> > or
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > >
> > > > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes
> > running
> > > > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > > > remember
> > > > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for 

studio

> > > and
> > > > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff 

even

> > as
> > > > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs 

and

> > > > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up
> > taking
> > > > it
> > > > > out when I recorded.
> > > > >
> > > > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and
> > faders
> > > > > level people, thanks!
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the
> > computer
> > > > > clock
> > > > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he
> > > > reckons
> > > > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is
> > > > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > > > backgorund
> > > > > etc
> > > > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. 

It

> > is
> > > > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on
> > the
> > > > > grid.
> > > > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did
> > that
> > > > > quite
> > > > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC 

clock

> > > is
> > > > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself 

could

> > be
> > > > > the
> > > > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but 

I'm

> > > not
> > > > > sure
> > > > > > about it.
> > > > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> > > actually
> > > > > ok,
> > > > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern
> > length
> > > > > rather
> > > > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools,
> > cooledit
> > > > > etc.
> > > > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've 

done

> > > was
> > > > a
> > > > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different 

enviroment.

> > > > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna 

take

> > > > your
> > > > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems 

you

> > > > might
> > > > > > have.
> > > > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing
> > the
> > > > > tracks
> > > > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be
> > mixed
> > > > in
> > > > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms 



sucked

> > > > big
> > > > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole
> > project.
> > > > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very
> > > > > pleasant
> > > > > > experience.
> > > > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and
> > learn
> > > > > from
> > > > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice 

our

> > > > > opinion
> > > > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of
> > communicating
> > > > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > > > restrain
> > > > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an 

attack

> > on
> > > > > > someone else's.
> > > > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side

(which

> > > is
> > > > a
> > > > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the
> > other.
> > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Z
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> > "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically 

having

> > > any
> > > > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind 

up

> > > > > using
> > > > > > > instead?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature,
> > maybe
> > > > > even
> > > > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad
> > > flaky
> > > > > when
> > > > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any
> > other
> > > > > gear
> > > > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top
> > > > notch,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with 

my

> > RS.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode 

that
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> > > can
> > > > > go
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that
> > might
> > > > > come
> > > > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with
> > another
> > > > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just 

didn't

> > cut
> > > > > it.
> > > > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem
> > between
> > > > > what
> > > > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> > > specific
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers 

that

> > > can
> > > > > do
> > > > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the
> > > timing
> > > > > on
> > > > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else 

who

> > > > might
> > > > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be 

good

> > > to
> > > > > > also
> > > > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of 

the

> > > RS
> > > > > if
> > > > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means
> > saying
> > > > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never 

come

> > > > down
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't
> > overlook
> > > > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, matty@

> > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording
> > from
> > > > > the
> > > > > > RS
> > > > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the 

rs is

> > > > not
> > > > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of
> > your
> > > > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the 
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rs7000

> > i
> > > > > never
> > > > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > > > straight
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the
> > rs.
> > > > > when i
> > > > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop
> > using
> > > > > the
> > > > > > rs
> > > > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > > > headaches.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in
> > > > stereo
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' 

to do

> > > > what
> > > > > > was
> > > > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' 

asked

> > > > what
> > > > > > > would
> > > > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum 

set

> > > > > mixdown
> > > > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would 

be to

> > > > have
> > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in 

his

> > > > case
> > > > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, 

outboard

> > > > mixer
> > > > > > etc,
> > > > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a
> > better
> > > > > > studio
> > > > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY 

even

> > > > > though I
> > > > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to 

DAW,

> > > > > sample,
> > > > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and 
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stuff

> > > go
> > > > > pass
> > > > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, 

that's

> > my
> > > > > thing
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > > > '
> > > > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it 

be

> > > > giving
> > > > > > him
> > > > > > > > some options
> > > > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best"
> > > > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>,

> > "zamisers7k" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one
> > > > stereo
> > > > > > pass
> > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not 

Cubase.

> > > > > Sounds
> > > > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I 

do

> > it
> > > > > inside
> > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think 

that

> > it
> > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either
> > > since
> > > > > its
> > > > > > > hard
> > > > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> > > computer
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > send
> > > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it
> > does
> > > > > sound
> > > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No 

wrong

> > way
> > > > to
> > > > > do
> > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best,
> > > > choose
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> > > > > one
> > > > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other 

way.

> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>,

> > "zhel_id" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into
> > > > > Cubase ,
> > > > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as 

needed

> > in
> > > > > order
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin 

effect

> > > you
> > > > > > might
> > > > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum
> > set
> > > > as
> > > > > a
> > > > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is
> > fine,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase 

is

> > a
> > > > > very
> > > > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > > > transfering
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > you want to have --- In
> > RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24
> > track
> > > > > > analog
> > > > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't
> > think
> > > > > anyone
> > > > > > > is
> > > > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole 

drum

> > > > > track
> > > > > > > from
> > > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording 
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everything

> > > > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where 

i've

> > > > > recorded
> > > > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed 

things

> > > > down
> > > > > in
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> > > recording
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter 

method

> > > > > sounds
> > > > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer
> > and
> > > > > there
> > > > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 

mono

> > > mics.
> > > > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely 

miked

> > > > and
> > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> > > ambience.I
> > > > > know
> > > > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of
> > > > several
> > > > > > mono
> > > > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output 

your

> > > > drum
> > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > out
> > > > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you 

can

> > > copy
> > > > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > > > track



> > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more 

ambience

> > > > etc..
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>

> > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and 

snare

> > > > > which
> > > > > > > > should
> > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound 

better to

> > > to
> > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if
> > you
> > > > > want
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might 

consider

> > > > multi
> > > > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo 

wrote:

> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will 

making a

> > > > bunch
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way 

sound

> > > > > better,
> > > > > > or
> > > > > > > > will
> > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality?
> > What
> > > > > the
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> > > > > > > best
> > > > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15731|15691|2007-08-22 19:10:39|zamisers7k|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Raising hand, I was doing allright with an M-Audio Audiophile USB 
soundcard. I love this card, latency and lag buffers adjust out to 
nil usually. Shames Soundblaster's USB, that was unreliable but 
sounded nice, and M-Audio's propretary BS to protools which sounded 
like crud recordings to me anyway, USB Audiophile has been great for 
me for quite some years now. I prob do need to get a faster 
connecting card one of these days with more inputs though.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> i'm sure with a hammerfall you'll get good performance.
> 
> but if someone were using an older usb interface they will not.
> 
> 
> On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
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> >
> > Ok,,,,#
> > Now I've synced RS to Cubase using MIDI clock and recorded 4 

tracks

> > simultaneously 2 master outs 2 separate outs and checked it.
> > S'all perfect now! Timing's great after 40 odd bars.
> > I'm using RME Hammerfall Multiface soundcard so midi goes through 

it.

> > That's it for now
> > bzzz
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I 

tried

> > > to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) into
> > > Cubase.
> > > I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first 

beat

> > to
> > > 120bpm Cubase grid.
> > > Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song'
> > > finished.
> > > Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> > > Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a slave
> > and
> > > record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end
> > result
> > > was the same. Am I right?
> > > We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible
> > unless
> > > you push it quite hard?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

matty@

> > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried
> > bypassing
> > > the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're
> > getting
> > > what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a 

flaw

> > > with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they 

were

> > > exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came 

out

> > and
> > > I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so 

we're

> > > straight. ;)
> > > >
> > > > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for 

yourself

> > > if you like.
> > > >
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> > > > matt dopamine
> > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > >
> > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo 

or

> > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > >
> > > > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you sync 

the

> > > RS
> > > > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just 

useing

> > the
> > > > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and 

setting

> > one
> > > > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your 

track?

> > The
> > > > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is 

what I

> > > was
> > > > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for 

tempo

> > > > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go myself
> > soon
> > > > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm 

thinking

> > > > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back up 

or

> > > > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 

matty@

> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can 

assure

> > you
> > > > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to dismiss 

the

> > > RS
> > > > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the facts 

were

> > > > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc 

edits, a

> > > > program change and some hex all on the same point. The machine
> > > > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it shows 

the
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> > > > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never notice 

it

> > > but
> > > > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > > > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in the 

end

> > > > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I corrected
> > the
> > > > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to wavs 

to

> > > use
> > > > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > > > >
> > > > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track 

from

> > > your
> > > > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. You'll 

see

> > > the
> > > > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also tried
> > > > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it was 

my

> > > > recording setup but it was the same.
> > > > >
> > > > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround but
> > > > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are
> > something
> > > > you try to iron out.
> > > > >
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 

stereo

> > or
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > >
> > > > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes
> > running
> > > > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > > > remember
> > > > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for 

studio

> > > and
> > > > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff 

even

> > as
> > > > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs 

and

> > > > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up
> > taking
> > > > it
> > > > > out when I recorded.
> > > > >
> > > > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and
> > faders
> > > > > level people, thanks!
> > > > >
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> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"

> > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the
> > computer
> > > > > clock
> > > > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and he
> > > > reckons
> > > > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock is
> > > > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > > > backgorund
> > > > > etc
> > > > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is affected. 

It

> > is
> > > > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it on
> > the
> > > > > grid.
> > > > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC did
> > that
> > > > > quite
> > > > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC 

clock

> > > is
> > > > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself 

could

> > be
> > > > > the
> > > > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, but 

I'm

> > > not
> > > > > sure
> > > > > > about it.
> > > > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> > > actually
> > > > > ok,
> > > > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern
> > length
> > > > > rather
> > > > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools,
> > cooledit
> > > > > etc.
> > > > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've 

done

> > > was
> > > > a
> > > > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different 

enviroment.

> > > > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and wanna 

take

> > > > your
> > > > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems 

you

> > > > might
> > > > > > have.
> > > > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was bouncing
> > the
> > > > > tracks
> > > > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be
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> > mixed
> > > > in
> > > > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms 

sucked

> > > > big
> > > > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole
> > project.
> > > > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a very
> > > > > pleasant
> > > > > > experience.
> > > > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and
> > learn
> > > > > from
> > > > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to voice 

our

> > > > > opinion
> > > > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of
> > communicating
> > > > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > > > restrain
> > > > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an 

attack

> > on
> > > > > > someone else's.
> > > > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side

(which

> > > is
> > > > a
> > > > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on the
> > other.
> > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Z
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> > "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically 

having

> > > any
> > > > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you wind 

up

> > > > > using
> > > > > > > instead?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this nature,
> > maybe
> > > > > even
> > > > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a tad
> > > flaky
> > > > > when
> > > > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any
> > other
> > > > > gear
> > > > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where top
> > > > notch,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning with 

my

> > RS.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode 
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that

> > > can
> > > > > go
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought that
> > might
> > > > > come
> > > > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with
> > another
> > > > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > > > everything
> > > > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just 

didn't

> > cut
> > > > > it.
> > > > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem
> > between
> > > > > what
> > > > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> > > specific
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers 

that

> > > can
> > > > > do
> > > > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with the
> > > timing
> > > > > on
> > > > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone else 

who

> > > > might
> > > > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might be 

good

> > > to
> > > > > > also
> > > > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead of 

the

> > > RS
> > > > > if
> > > > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means
> > saying
> > > > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never 

come

> > > > down
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't
> > overlook
> > > > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, matty@

> > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack recording
> > from
> > > > > the
> > > > > > RS
> > > > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the 

rs is

> > > > not
> > > > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid of
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> > your
> > > > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the 

rs7000

> > i
> > > > > never
> > > > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > > > straight
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of the
> > rs.
> > > > > when i
> > > > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to stop
> > using
> > > > > the
> > > > > > rs
> > > > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > > > headaches.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in
> > > > stereo
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' 

to do

> > > > what
> > > > > > was
> > > > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' 

asked

> > > > what
> > > > > > > would
> > > > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or drum 

set

> > > > > mixdown
> > > > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would 

be to

> > > > have
> > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, in 

his

> > > > case
> > > > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, 

outboard

> > > > mixer
> > > > > > etc,
> > > > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a
> > better
> > > > > > studio
> > > > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY 

even

> > > > > though I
> > > > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to 

DAW,
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> > > > > sample,
> > > > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and 

stuff

> > > go
> > > > > pass
> > > > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, 

that's

> > my
> > > > > thing
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > > > '
> > > > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer it 

be

> > > > giving
> > > > > > him
> > > > > > > > some options
> > > > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat best"
> > > > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>,

> > "zamisers7k" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into one
> > > > stereo
> > > > > > pass
> > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not 

Cubase.

> > > > > Sounds
> > > > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change I 

do

> > it
> > > > > inside
> > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think 

that

> > it
> > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things either
> > > since
> > > > > its
> > > > > > > hard
> > > > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> > > computer
> > > > > or
> > > > > > > send
> > > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but it
> > does
> > > > > sound
> > > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No 

wrong

> > way
> > > > to
> > > > > do
> > > > > > > it
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> > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat best,
> > > > choose
> > > > > one
> > > > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the other 

way.

> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>,

> > "zhel_id" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or into
> > > > > Cubase ,
> > > > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as 

needed

> > in
> > > > > order
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin 

effect

> > > you
> > > > > > might
> > > > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a drum
> > set
> > > > as
> > > > > a
> > > > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that is
> > fine,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and Cubase 

is

> > a
> > > > > very
> > > > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > > > transfering
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > you want to have --- In
> > RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 24
> > track
> > > > > > analog
> > > > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't
> > think
> > > > > anyone
> > > > > > > is
> > > > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the whole 

drum

> > > > > track
> > > > > > > from
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> > > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording 

everything

> > > > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where 

i've

> > > > > recorded
> > > > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed 

things

> > > > down
> > > > > in
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> > > recording
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter 

method

> > > > > sounds
> > > > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard mixer
> > and
> > > > > there
> > > > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 

mono

> > > mics.
> > > > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely 

miked

> > > > and
> > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> > > ambience.I
> > > > > know
> > > > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out of
> > > > several
> > > > > > mono
> > > > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output 

your

> > > > drum
> > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > out
> > > > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you 

can



> > > copy
> > > > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > > > track
> > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more 

ambience

> > > > etc..
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>

> > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and 

snare

> > > > > which
> > > > > > > > should
> > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound 

better to

> > > to
> > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, if
> > you
> > > > > want
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might 

consider

> > > > multi
> > > > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo 

wrote:

> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will 

making a

> > > > bunch
> > > > > of
> > > > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way 

sound

> > > > > better,
> > > > > > or
> > > > > > > > will
> > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
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> > > > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in quality?
> > What
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > best
> > > > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15732|15691|2007-08-22 20:04:29|zhel_id|Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in stereo or Mono in Cubase 4|
Audiophile line from M-Audio are actually very good cards. I can 
remember M-audio audiophile PCI 24/96 gettin some great reviews at 
the time as well as their 8 ins /outs pro cards.
That said, usb can serve you for some things, but you really wanna go 
pci firewire, but you said that already.
You mentioned Magik software earlier. I know it.
It's a decent capable little combo for video and music if you don't 
wanna go too much in depth , but still get some creative juices going.
Still, for something more serious you need to go to Adobe platform at 
least, but that's a whole another subject...time for bed ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Raising hand, I was doing allright with an M-Audio Audiophile USB 
> soundcard. I love this card, latency and lag buffers adjust out to 
> nil usually. Shames Soundblaster's USB, that was unreliable but 
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> sounded nice, and M-Audio's propretary BS to protools which sounded 
> like crud recordings to me anyway, USB Audiophile has been great 
for 
> me for quite some years now. I prob do need to get a faster 
> connecting card one of these days with more inputs though.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > i'm sure with a hammerfall you'll get good performance.
> > 
> > but if someone were using an older usb interface they will not.
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > >
> > > Ok,,,,#
> > > Now I've synced RS to Cubase using MIDI clock and recorded 4 
> tracks
> > > simultaneously 2 master outs 2 separate outs and checked it.
> > > S'all perfect now! Timing's great after 40 odd bars.
> > > I'm using RME Hammerfall Multiface soundcard so midi goes 
through 
> it.
> > > That's it for now
> > > bzzz
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I don't know about every possible method of recording , but I 
> tried
> > > > to record a testing drum loop 120 bpm (through stereo out) 
into
> > > > Cubase.
> > > > I've let it run for approx 3 min and then corrected the first 
> beat
> > > to
> > > > 120bpm Cubase grid.
> > > > Well my RS7k was actually ahead of Cubase grid when the 'song'
> > > > finished.
> > > > Not by much, but still quite away from perfect timing.
> > > > Now, I've never tried syncing RS and Cubase using one as a 
slave
> > > and
> > > > record it that way, but it seems that Matt did try and the end
> > > result
> > > > was the same. Am I right?
> > > > We'll have to agree that RS timing sucks, but it's not audible
> > > unless
> > > > you push it quite hard?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Last --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, 
> matty@
> > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I tried every possible method of recording - I even tried
> > > bypassing
> > > > the computer and using a hardware device. I dont think you're
> > > getting
> > > > what i'm saying. This was not a problem I was having, it's a 
> flaw
> > > > with the machine. I tried it with two other machines and they 
> were
> > > > exactly the same. I have owned my RS since just after it came 
> out
> > > and
> > > > I also know sonar inside out. It was not user error, just so 
> we're
> > > > straight. ;)
> > > > >
> > > > > You could try the examples I mentioned and hear them for 
> yourself
> > > > if you like.
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> > > > >
> > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > >
> > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 10:42 AM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
stereo 
> or
> > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > >
> > > > > Sorry if I seem blunt, I should be sleeping, but did you 
sync 
> the
> > > > RS
> > > > > and your software's clocks up before recording? Not just 
> useing
> > > the
> > > > > same tempos, but syncing them up using a midi cable and 
> setting
> > > one
> > > > > as master and the other slaved then recording it to your 
> track?
> > > The
> > > > > warping and BPM syncing of already recorded .wav files is 
> what I
> > > > was
> > > > > getting at earlier as not being a very precise method for 
> tempo
> > > > > syncing. This is bothering me a bit, I may give it a go 
myself
> > > soon
> > > > > just so I know it really is that problematic or not. I'm 
> thinking
> > > > > even if it does hiccup when stressed, it should catch back 
up 
> or
> > > > > resyc almost imediatly to the master clock.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> matty@
> > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I have been to great lengths on this subject and I can 
> assure
> > > you
> > > > > the RS does not keep perfect time. I was not quick to 
dismiss 
> the
> > > > RS
> > > > > as it was my platform and was loathe to change but the 
facts 
> were
> > > > > there. You can even hear it audibly if you put a few cc 
> edits, a
> > > > > program change and some hex all on the same point. The 
machine
> > > > > hiccups quite badly. This is an extreme example but it 
shows 
> the
> > > > > machine slowing down. Most of the time you would never 
notice 
> it
> > > > but
> > > > > if you put a little strain on the sequencer it becomes very
> > > > > apparent. I did a lot of sysex programming on my RS so in 
the 
> end
> > > > > trying to multitrack from it was impossible unless I 
corrected
> > > the
> > > > > timing of everything in Ableton before then rendering to 
wavs 
> to
> > > > use
> > > > > in Sonar (my current seq).
> > > > > >
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> > > > > > Another simple way of testing the timing, record a track 
> from
> > > > your
> > > > > RS then load the wav into ableton and warp marker it. 
You'll 
> see
> > > > the
> > > > > beats landing in and around the grid constantly. I also 
tried
> > > > > recording a track onto a hard disk recorder to see if it 
was 
> my
> > > > > recording setup but it was the same.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Recording short loops and phrases is a decent workaround 
but
> > > > > unfortunately when you're as busy as I am workarounds are
> > > something
> > > > > you try to iron out.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > From: zamisers7k [mailto:zamise@]
> > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 08:50 AM
> > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums in 
> stereo
> > > or
> > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Well said and wise, and thanks. Yep, background processes
> > > running
> > > > > > during recording can really blow and cause headaches. Gota
> > > > > remember
> > > > > > to keep those in check. Having a dedicated platform for 
> studio
> > > > and
> > > > > > recording work is nice if you can do. Man, I've had stuff 
> even
> > > as
> > > > > > dumb as my network card interupting and causing drop outs 
> and
> > > > > > various problems and sticks until I got so sick I wound up
> > > taking
> > > > > it
> > > > > > out when I recorded.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I must hit the hay for a while now... Keep your heads and
> > > faders
> > > > > > level people, thanks!
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zhel_id"
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Actually, I wouldn't be too quick to dismiss RS timing.
> > > > > > > It might not even be its timing problem but moreso the
> > > computer
> > > > > > clock
> > > > > > > problem (the comp clock not the DAW clock)
> > > > > > > I had a good chat with one studio engineer about it and 
he
> > > > > reckons
> > > > > > > that when you record onto a computer at home, its clock 
is
> > > > > > > interrupted by little things , services running in the
> > > > > backgorund
> > > > > > etc
> > > > > > > and that affects the clock and timing later.
> > > > > > > Since your DAW clock is perfect your timing is 
affected. 
> It
> > > is
> > > > > > > nothing major, you can't really hear it, but you see it 
on
> > > the
> > > > > > grid.
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> > > > > > > We made some tests in the studio and realized that PC 
did
> > > that
> > > > > > quite
> > > > > > > a bit while MAC stayed pretty much ok.Could be that MAC 
> clock
> > > > is
> > > > > > > tighter and less prone to interruption and that itself 
> could
> > > be
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > main reason why major studios work on that platform, 
but 
> I'm
> > > > not
> > > > > > sure
> > > > > > > about it.
> > > > > > > Maybe that itself suggests that RS timing on its own is
> > > > actually
> > > > > > ok,
> > > > > > > but I had to go back to recording of the actual pattern
> > > length
> > > > > > rather
> > > > > > > than song length and loop it inside the Cubase, tools,
> > > cooledit
> > > > > > etc.
> > > > > > > That was the only way to do it because the project I've 
> done
> > > > was
> > > > > a
> > > > > > > pretty big one and had to be mixed in a different 
> enviroment.
> > > > > > > So, if you find yourself in a similar position and 
wanna 
> take
> > > > > your
> > > > > > > tracks to a big studio to mix it these are the problems 
> you
> > > > > might
> > > > > > > have.
> > > > > > > Also, my timing could've been affected when I was 
bouncing
> > > the
> > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > from Cubase. I had to do that becauase they needed to be
> > > mixed
> > > > > in
> > > > > > > Protools and compatibility between those two platforms 
> sucked
> > > > > big
> > > > > > > time so they'd rather import track wavs then the whole
> > > project.
> > > > > > > Dunno if the compatibility changed, but that wasn't a 
very
> > > > > > pleasant
> > > > > > > experience.
> > > > > > > Also, I'd like to point out that we're here to share and
> > > learn
> > > > > > from
> > > > > > > each others experience etc and are given freedom to 
voice 
> our
> > > > > > opinion
> > > > > > > so I'd like to warn a few members whose level of
> > > communicating
> > > > > > > recently drop below the standard of this group to please
> > > > > restrain
> > > > > > > themselves from such a comments.
> > > > > > > Also, one's independent opinion isn't immidiately an 
> attack
> > > on
> > > > > > > someone else's.
> > > > > > > There's still a visible line between debate on one side
> (which
> > > > is
> > > > > a
> > > > > > > learning tool) and personal attacks or patronizing on 
the
> > > other.
> > > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > >



> > > > > > > Z
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>,
> > > "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Curious, first I've heard about the RS specifically 
> having
> > > > any
> > > > > > > > majora syncing problem with software. What did you 
wind 
> up
> > > > > > using
> > > > > > > > instead?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I've read the RM1X had some sync issues of this 
nature,
> > > maybe
> > > > > > even
> > > > > > > > the first version of the RS's Operating System was a 
tad
> > > > flaky
> > > > > > when
> > > > > > > > it came to syncing. Did you have this problem with any
> > > other
> > > > > > gear
> > > > > > > > trying to sync to your software or just the RS7000?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I've always assumed the RS's syncing abilities where 
top
> > > > > notch,
> > > > > > but
> > > > > > > > to be honest I've never tried what your mentioning 
with 
> my
> > > RS.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > There is an MTC start offset in the RS's Utility mode 
> that
> > > > can
> > > > > > go
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > pretty small incraments, which I've always thought 
that
> > > might
> > > > > > come
> > > > > > > > in usefull maybe if timing became that critical with
> > > another
> > > > > > > > device. Perhaps not though, and I'm assuming you tried
> > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > to fix the problem with your setup and the RS just 
> didn't
> > > cut
> > > > > > it.
> > > > > > > > However, I am also wondering if it was more a problem
> > > between
> > > > > > what
> > > > > > > > you were using specifically with the RS then an issue
> > > > specific
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > the RS and any or all other software based sequencers 
> that
> > > > can
> > > > > > do
> > > > > > > > multitrack recordings.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Again, thanks for the heads up, you had issues with 
the
> > > > timing
> > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > yours so I can't say it wouldn't happen to anyone 
else 
> who
> > > > > might
> > > > > > > > want to do the same thing then. Therefore, it might 
be 
> good
> > > > to
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> > > > > > > also
> > > > > > > > hear about what you wound up doing and using instead 
of 
> the
> > > > RS
> > > > > > if
> > > > > > > > anyone else runs into the same probs, even if it means
> > > saying
> > > > > > > > goodbye to a beloved machine. I'd hope it would never 
> come
> > > > > down
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > that though, so I'd also want to make sure I didn't
> > > overlook
> > > > > > > > something before it would come down to it.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, matty@
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > the biggest problem you will face multitrack 
recording
> > > from
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > RS
> > > > > > > > into a compter sequencer is timing. the timing on the 
> rs is
> > > > > not
> > > > > > > > perfect and will never line up exactly with the grid 
of
> > > your
> > > > > > > > sequencing software. when i wrote everything on the 
> rs7000
> > > i
> > > > > > never
> > > > > > > > used to use anything else for mixdowns. my tracks went
> > > > > straight
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > the mastering engineer after recording the output of 
the
> > > rs.
> > > > > > when i
> > > > > > > > eventually began sequencing with software i had to 
stop
> > > using
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > rs
> > > > > > > > altogether because the timing issues gave me too many
> > > > > headaches.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > matt dopamine
> > > > > > > > > www.myspace.com/mattdopamine
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > -----Original Message-----
> > > > > > > > > From: zhel_id [mailto:zhel_id@]
> > > > > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2007 12:03 AM
> > > > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Should I record RS 7000 Drums 
in
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > or
> > > > > > > > Mono in Cubase 4
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > I totally agree with you on that.
> > > > > > > > > I was trying to explain the 'most professional way' 
> to do
> > > > > what
> > > > > > > was
> > > > > > > > > asked. After all, 'Jose Acevedo ' 
> asked
> > > > > what
> > > > > > > > would
> > > > > > > > > sound better , individual drum tracks (mono) or 
drum 
> set
> > > > > > mixdown
> > > > > > > > > (stereo) right?
> > > > > > > > > I tried to explain that professional approach would 
> be to
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> > > > > have
> > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > the parts separated in order to treat them in DAW, 
in 
> his
> > > > > case
> > > > > > > > Cubase.
> > > > > > > > > Ofcourse you can mix them with internal mixer, 
> outboard
> > > > > mixer
> > > > > > > etc,
> > > > > > > > > but he asked about Cubase.
> > > > > > > > > Also as you pointed out, if he was to take that to a
> > > better
> > > > > > > studio
> > > > > > > > > that would be the standard, hence my suggestion.
> > > > > > > > > That said, you can learn your craft using Rs7k ONLY 
> even
> > > > > > though I
> > > > > > > > > usually need outboard gear and go back and forth to 
> DAW,
> > > > > > sample,
> > > > > > > > > resample add some plugins, some analogue delays and 
> stuff
> > > > go
> > > > > > pass
> > > > > > > > > through my reel to reel for a particualr sounds, 
> that's
> > > my
> > > > > > thing
> > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > suppose.
> > > > > > > > > Lastly it is hard to answer the 'Jose Acevedo
> > > > > > '
> > > > > > > > > question 'What would sound better'? We can answer 
it 
> be
> > > > > giving
> > > > > > > him
> > > > > > > > > some options
> > > > > > > > > a) this is professional way to do
> > > > > > > > > b) this is more DJ way to treat it
> > > > > > > > > c) this is how I do it..etc etc
> > > > > > > > > ..stuff like that.
> > > > > > > > > There's no MUST DO in music.
> > > > > > > > > As you put it.."Which ever way floats your boat 
best"
> > > > > > > > > sums it up for me.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>,
> > > "zamisers7k" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > I usually record all 16 tracks out of my RS into 
one
> > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > pass
> > > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > > > my DAW too. Cool Edit 2000 usually though, not 
> Cubase.
> > > > > > Sounds
> > > > > > > > > > pretty good to me and if I want to make a change 
I 
> do
> > > it
> > > > > > inside
> > > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > > RS7000, not in the computer. However, I do think 
> that
> > > it
> > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > > considered very professional way to do things 
either
> > > > since
> > > > > > its
> > > > > > > > hard
> > > > > > > > > > to post process individual sounds that way on the
> > > > computer
> > > > > > or
> > > > > > > > send
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> > > > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > > > to anyone else to do any major work with it, but 
it
> > > does
> > > > > > sound
> > > > > > > > more
> > > > > > > > > > like a live or alive feeling song to me too. No 
> wrong
> > > way
> > > > > to
> > > > > > do
> > > > > > > > it
> > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > think buddies. Which ever way floats your boat 
best,
> > > > > choose
> > > > > > one
> > > > > > > > > then
> > > > > > > > > > try it and if don't like it, then try it the 
other 
> way.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Zam 8^)
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>,
> > > "zhel_id" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > Recording drums to a analogue tape machine or 
into
> > > > > > Cubase ,
> > > > > > > > > > Protools
> > > > > > > > > > > etc is the same in its principle.
> > > > > > > > > > > You want to divide it into as many tracks as 
> needed
> > > in
> > > > > > order
> > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > compress it (usually) or add any other plugin 
> effect
> > > > you
> > > > > > > might
> > > > > > > > > want
> > > > > > > > > > > to a separate part of a drum rather than to a 
drum
> > > set
> > > > > as
> > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > whole.
> > > > > > > > > > > If you wanna do the whole track in RS7000 that 
is
> > > fine,
> > > > > > but
> > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > guy
> > > > > > > > > > > asked about transfering it into Cubase and 
Cubase 
> is
> > > a
> > > > > > very
> > > > > > > > > capable
> > > > > > > > > > > multitrack software so I don't see any point of
> > > > > > transfering
> > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > > whole
> > > > > > > > > > > drum set in stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > > I like to have more freedom. That's all.
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > you want to have --- In
> > > RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks
> > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > we're not talking about recording drums to a 
24
> > > track
> > > > > > > analog
> > > > > > > > > tape
> > > > > > > > > > > machine.
> > > > > > > > > > > > we're talking about Cubase, and really i don't
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> > > think
> > > > > > anyone
> > > > > > > > is
> > > > > > > > > > > going to hear
> > > > > > > > > > > > any difference if you were to record the 
whole 
> drum
> > > > > > track
> > > > > > > > from
> > > > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > > > RS as a
> > > > > > > > > > > > stereo track into Cubase vs. recording 
> everything
> > > > > > > > individually.
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > and furthermore, after comparing tracks where 
> i've
> > > > > > recorded
> > > > > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > > individually into Cubase or Live (and mixed 
> things
> > > > > down
> > > > > > in
> > > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > > DAW)
> > > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > > where i've recorded a one take stereo master
> > > > recording
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > my
> > > > > > > > > > > outboard
> > > > > > > > > > > > gear (more of a "live" approach), the latter 
> method
> > > > > > sounds
> > > > > > > > > better
> > > > > > > > > > > (most
> > > > > > > > > > > > likely because i'm mixing with my outboard 
mixer
> > > and
> > > > > > there
> > > > > > > > > isn't
> > > > > > > > > > a
> > > > > > > > > > > bunch of
> > > > > > > > > > > > digital summing going on).
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > Natural drums are always recorded with 6-8 
> mono
> > > > mics.
> > > > > > > > > > > > > The main parts kick, snare hats are closely 
> miked
> > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > everything
> > > > > > > > > > > > > else you can record in pairs to catch the
> > > > ambience.I
> > > > > > know
> > > > > > > > > > because
> > > > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > > > > recorded them many times.
> > > > > > > > > > > > > In other words, big drum sound is made out 
of
> > > > > several
> > > > > > > mono
> > > > > > > > > > mikes
> > > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > > mono channels. By the same token you output 
> your
> > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > out
> > > > > > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > > > > > rs7000 through output board (if you have it)
> > > > > > > > > > > > > Later you pan them the way you want it, you 
> can
> > > > copy
> > > > > > > > cymbal
> > > > > > > > > > track



> > > > > > > > > > > and
> > > > > > > > > > > > > pan them hard left and right to get more 
> ambience
> > > > > etc..
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > z
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > stereo.
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > unless you're just recording the kick and 
> snare
> > > > > > which
> > > > > > > > > should
> > > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > > mono.
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > but i personally think it would sound 
> better to
> > > > to
> > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > all
> > > > > > > > > > > drum
> > > > > > > > > > > > > parts
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > from the rs at once into cubase. however, 
if
> > > you
> > > > > > want
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > able
> > > > > > > > > > > > > to edit
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > things out and such later, you might 
> consider
> > > > > multi
> > > > > > > > > tracking.
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > On 8/21/07, Jose Acevedo 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > What will give a better sound? Will 
> making a
> > > > > bunch
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > > > > stereo
> > > > > > > > > > > > > tracks
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > (multitrack kick, snare ,
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > HH, Toms) and recording them that way 
> sound
> > > > > > better,
> > > > > > > or
> > > > > > > > > will
> > > > > > > > > > I
> > > > > > > > > > > be
> > > > > > > > > > > > > wasting
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > resources and disk
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > space with no noticable change in 
quality?
> > > What
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > best
> > > > > > > > > > way
> > > > > > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > > > > > record
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > drum machine sounds
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > into Cubase? MONO or STEREO?
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have 
been
> > > > > removed]
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> > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > > removed]
> > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been 
removed]
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15733|15669|2007-08-22 20:34:33|Brooks Mosher|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Prodigy.... pffft.

On 8/22/07, zzzik242 <zzzik242@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much hype"
>
> Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being
> one of them ;)
> The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite Prodigy
> tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-tweaking.
> When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And it
> still is.
>
> btw: great tip, Zam! :)
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's
> not what i
> > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else.
> it's a
> > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't expect
> to break
> > out a Mike Dunn track.
> >
> > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> hype. it's
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> > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on!
> i laugh
> > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had
> friend who
> > bought one for $200 years ago.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > >
> > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> sounds, use a
> > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything instead of
> > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > ps.com>, "Brooks
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > >
> > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your
> thing)
> > > or use
> > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15734|15669|2007-08-22 21:17:14|zhel_id|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my guns 
before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but that's a 
fact.
Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see that 
the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on ebay.
At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you know..for 
some emulating will never die.peace

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> Prodigy.... pffft.
> 
> 
> On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> >
> > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 

hype"

> >
> > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being
> > one of them ;)
> > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite 

Prodigy

> > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-

tweaking.

> > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And 

it
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> > still is.
> >
> > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 

Mosher"

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's
> > not what i
> > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else.
> > it's a
> > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't 

expect

> > to break
> > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > >
> > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> > hype. it's
> > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on!
> > i laugh
> > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had
> > friend who
> > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > >
> > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> > sounds, use a
> > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything 

instead of

> > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>

> > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > Mosher"
> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > >
> > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your
> > thing)
> > > > or use
> > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15735|15669|2007-08-22 21:47:30|Brooks Mosher|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
is far as i knew the instrument Liam really loved was the WS-30, not the
303.

if you want to talk 303, listen to stuff by Phuture or Chip-E or other stuff
on Trax Records or DJ International. this is the stuff that started the
"acid house" sound which influenced everything else afterwards. the 303 was
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used by these artists in a way that was different than Roland's original
intent. so people experimented and used it to create a new sound. but if
you want to just do what other people have already done, than cool, have fun
with it. but don't expect to come up with anything groundbreaking. let me
ask you this: do you think Liam is trying to emulate 303 sounds with an
RS-7000 right now?

On 8/22/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my guns
> before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
> Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but that's a
> fact.
> Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see that
> the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on ebay.
> At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you know..for
> some emulating will never die.peace
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Prodigy.... pffft.
> >
> >
> > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > >
> > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> hype"
> > >
> > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being
> > > one of them ;)
> > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite
> Prodigy
> > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-
> tweaking.
> > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And
> it
> > > still is.
> > >
> > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > ps.com>, "Brooks
>
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's
> > > not what i
> > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else.
> > > it's a
> > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't
> expect
> > > to break
> > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > >
> > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> > > hype. it's
> > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on!
> > > i laugh
> > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had
> > > friend who
> > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> > > sounds, use a
> > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything
> instead of
> > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > > > >
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> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > Mosher"
> > > > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your
> > > thing)
> > > > > or use
> > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15736|15669|2007-08-22 22:06:56|Brooks Mosher|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
as soon as people start posting shit about how to make 303 lines for their
bullshit rave music with the RS i'm done.

i have no use for this list any longer.

good luck peeps.

On 8/22/07, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my guns
> before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
> Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but that's a
> fact.
> Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see that
> the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on ebay.
> At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you know..for
> some emulating will never die.peace
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Prodigy.... pffft.
> >
> >
> > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > >
> > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> hype"
> > >
> > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being
> > > one of them ;)
> > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite
> Prodigy
> > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-
> tweaking.
> > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And
> it
> > > still is.
> > >
> > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > ps.com>, "Brooks
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>
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's
> > > not what i
> > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else.
> > > it's a
> > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't
> expect
> > > to break
> > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > >
> > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> > > hype. it's
> > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on!
> > > i laugh
> > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had
> > > friend who
> > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> > > sounds, use a
> > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything
> instead of
> > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > Mosher"
> > > > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your
> > > thing)
> > > > > or use
> > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15737|15669|2007-08-22 22:51:49|zhel_id|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
wrong address mate.
I'm not emulating no one and I don't give a toss about which synth 
Liam liked more to be honest.My buddies saw him playing a gig using 
Korg EM-1 just to prove a point he can use whatever he wants, 10 or 
10k equip.
I just said that some people like 303 sound and they use rs7000 to 
emulate it.
I don't do it that way , I'm trying to create new sounds out of 
everything I own.
For example I'd be mad to use any natural instrument sound in RS 
without some serious tweaking..and I mean serious.
As you know RS7k doesn't have very powerful synth engine or 
oscillators and that is a fact. 
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There's no Motiff chip in there or card expansion (the latter being a 
big omition, remember many critics said it could've turned RS into a 
long life clasic)Still is in my opinion..but
The sounds out of the box are relatively weak when you compare them 
to Virus, Nord, Alesis, Moog etc list goes on, but with the use of 
filters can be made to sound very good especially if you like to 
experiment and tweak till death...sample resample etc.
That is the main thing with Rs.You gotta work the machine.
I think RS excells when properly used for experiment, ambient, 
electronica or hip-hop.
Drums and bass sounds are very good and some effects are too.Add 
filters and sampling capability you get the best standalone 
production box in the market still in my opinion.
That is my Rs verdict.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
wrote:

>
> is far as i knew the instrument Liam really loved was the WS-30, 

not the

> 303.
> 
> if you want to talk 303, listen to stuff by Phuture or Chip-E or 

other stuff

> on Trax Records or DJ International. this is the stuff that 

started the

> "acid house" sound which influenced everything else afterwards. 

the 303 was

> used by these artists in a way that was different than Roland's 

original

> intent. so people experimented and used it to create a new sound. 

but if

> you want to just do what other people have already done, than cool, 

have fun

> with it. but don't expect to come up with anything 

groundbreaking. let me

> ask you this: do you think Liam is trying to emulate 303 sounds 

with an

> RS-7000 right now?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> >
> > Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my guns
> > before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
> > Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but 

that's a

> > fact.
> > Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see 

that

> > the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on ebay.
> > At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you 

know..for

> > some emulating will never die.peace
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 
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Mosher"

> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Prodigy.... pffft.
> > >
> > >
> > > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > > >
> > > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so 

much

> > hype"
> > > >
> > > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself 

being

> > > > one of them ;)
> > > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite
> > Prodigy
> > > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-
> > tweaking.
> > > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. 

And

> > it
> > > > still is.
> > > >
> > > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>

> > ps.com>, "Brooks
> >
> > Mosher"
> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because 

that's

> > > > not what i
> > > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything 

else.

> > > > it's a
> > > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't
> > expect
> > > > to break
> > > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > > >
> > > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so 

much

> > > > hype. it's
> > > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move 

on!

> > > > i laugh
> > > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have 

had

> > > > friend who
> > > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
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> > > > sounds, use a
> > > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything
> > instead of
> > > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at 

all

> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 

> > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's 

your

> > > > thing)
> > > > > > or use
> > > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15738|15669|2007-08-22 23:23:53|zamisers7k|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
zhel - FYI brooks took themself off the list.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> wrong address mate.
> I'm not emulating no one and I don't give a toss about which synth 
> Liam liked more to be honest.My buddies saw him playing a gig using 
> Korg EM-1 just to prove a point he can use whatever he wants, 10 or 
> 10k equip.
> I just said that some people like 303 sound and they use rs7000 to 
> emulate it.
> I don't do it that way , I'm trying to create new sounds out of 
> everything I own.
> For example I'd be mad to use any natural instrument sound in RS 
> without some serious tweaking..and I mean serious.
> As you know RS7k doesn't have very powerful synth engine or 
> oscillators and that is a fact. 
> There's no Motiff chip in there or card expansion (the latter being 
a 
> big omition, remember many critics said it could've turned RS into 
a 
> long life clasic)Still is in my opinion..but
> The sounds out of the box are relatively weak when you compare them 
> to Virus, Nord, Alesis, Moog etc list goes on, but with the use of 
> filters can be made to sound very good especially if you like to 
> experiment and tweak till death...sample resample etc.
> That is the main thing with Rs.You gotta work the machine.
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> I think RS excells when properly used for experiment, ambient, 
> electronica or hip-hop.
> Drums and bass sounds are very good and some effects are too.Add 
> filters and sampling capability you get the best standalone 
> production box in the market still in my opinion.
> That is my Rs verdict.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > is far as i knew the instrument Liam really loved was the WS-30, 
> not the
> > 303.
> > 
> > if you want to talk 303, listen to stuff by Phuture or Chip-E or 
> other stuff
> > on Trax Records or DJ International. this is the stuff that 
> started the
> > "acid house" sound which influenced everything else afterwards. 
> the 303 was
> > used by these artists in a way that was different than Roland's 
> original
> > intent. so people experimented and used it to create a new 
sound. 
> but if
> > you want to just do what other people have already done, than 
cool, 
> have fun
> > with it. but don't expect to come up with anything 
> groundbreaking. let me
> > ask you this: do you think Liam is trying to emulate 303 sounds 
> with an
> > RS-7000 right now?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > >
> > > Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my 
guns
> > > before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
> > > Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but 
> that's a
> > > fact.
> > > Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see 
> that
> > > the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on 
ebay.
> > > At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you 
> know..for
> > > some emulating will never die.peace
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Prodigy.... pffft.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so 
> much
> > > hype"
> > > > >
> > > > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. 
Myself 
> being
> > > > > one of them ;)
> > > > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > > > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite
> > > Prodigy
> > > > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-
> > > tweaking.
> > > > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly 
awesome. 
> And
> > > it
> > > > > still is.
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> > > > >
> > > > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > >
> > > Mosher"
> > > > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because 
> that's
> > > > > not what i
> > > > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything 
> else.
> > > > > it's a
> > > > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but 
don't
> > > expect
> > > > > to break
> > > > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so 
> much
> > > > > hype. it's
> > > > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. 
move 
> on!
> > > > > i laugh
> > > > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have 
> had
> > > > > friend who
> > > > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> > > > > sounds, use a
> > > > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything
> > > instead of
> > > > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at 
> all
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com> 
> > > > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if 
that's 
> your
> > > > > thing)
> > > > > > > or use
> > > > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> >
>

| 15739|15669|2007-08-23 00:19:08|zhel_id|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
You mean he's not a member of the rs7k group anymore?
I bet he's reading this right now
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> zhel - FYI brooks took themself off the list.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > wrong address mate.
> > I'm not emulating no one and I don't give a toss about which 
synth 
> > Liam liked more to be honest.My buddies saw him playing a gig 
using 
> > Korg EM-1 just to prove a point he can use whatever he wants, 10 
or 
> > 10k equip.
> > I just said that some people like 303 sound and they use rs7000 
to 
> > emulate it.
> > I don't do it that way , I'm trying to create new sounds out of 
> > everything I own.
> > For example I'd be mad to use any natural instrument sound in RS 
> > without some serious tweaking..and I mean serious.
> > As you know RS7k doesn't have very powerful synth engine or 
> > oscillators and that is a fact. 
> > There's no Motiff chip in there or card expansion (the latter 
being 
> a 
> > big omition, remember many critics said it could've turned RS 
into 
> a 
> > long life clasic)Still is in my opinion..but
> > The sounds out of the box are relatively weak when you compare 
them 
> > to Virus, Nord, Alesis, Moog etc list goes on, but with the use 
of 
> > filters can be made to sound very good especially if you like to 
> > experiment and tweak till death...sample resample etc.
> > That is the main thing with Rs.You gotta work the machine.
> > I think RS excells when properly used for experiment, ambient, 
> > electronica or hip-hop.
> > Drums and bass sounds are very good and some effects are too.Add 
> > filters and sampling capability you get the best standalone 
> > production box in the market still in my opinion.
> > That is my Rs verdict.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > is far as i knew the instrument Liam really loved was the WS-
30, 
> > not the
> > > 303.
> > > 
> > > if you want to talk 303, listen to stuff by Phuture or Chip-E 
or 
> > other stuff
> > > on Trax Records or DJ International. this is the stuff that 
> > started the
> > > "acid house" sound which influenced everything else 
afterwards. 
> > the 303 was
> > > used by these artists in a way that was different than Roland's 
> > original
> > > intent. so people experimented and used it to create a new 
> sound. 
> > but if
> > > you want to just do what other people have already done, than 
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> cool, 
> > have fun
> > > with it. but don't expect to come up with anything 
> > groundbreaking. let me
> > > ask you this: do you think Liam is trying to emulate 303 
sounds 
> > with an
> > > RS-7000 right now?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my 
> guns
> > > > before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those 
knobs.
> > > > Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but 
> > that's a
> > > > fact.
> > > > Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't 
see 
> > that
> > > > the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on 
> ebay.
> > > > At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you 
> > know..for
> > > > some emulating will never die.peace
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Brooks 
> > Mosher"
> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Prodigy.... pffft.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with 
so 
> > much
> > > > hype"
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. 
> Myself 
> > being
> > > > > > one of them ;)
> > > > > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays 
a
> > > > > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my 
favourite
> > > > Prodigy
> > > > > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 
303-
> > > > tweaking.
> > > > > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly 
> awesome. 
> > And
> > > > it
> > > > > > still is.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > >
> > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? 
because 
> > that's
> > > > > > not what i
> > > > > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like 
anything 
> > else.
> > > > > > it's a
> > > > > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but 
> don't
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> > > > expect
> > > > > > to break
> > > > > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with 
so 
> > much
> > > > > > hype. it's
> > > > > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. 
> move 
> > on!
> > > > > > i laugh
> > > > > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i 
have 
> > had
> > > > > > friend who
> > > > > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs 
piano
> > > > > > sounds, use a
> > > > > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything
> > > > instead of
> > > > > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs 
at 
> > all
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com> 
> > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid 
line?
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if 
> that's 
> > your
> > > > > > thing)
> > > > > > > > or use
> > > > > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 15740|15669|2007-08-23 06:29:16|Jose Acevedo|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
Let's keep the Tips on coming. We all NEED to know how to get more out of this box, how 
to work past the limitations of it and exploiting its strengths. I like the fact that someone 
took the time to write how to closely emulate the sound of this much sought after box, 
and what a stir it has caused. Anyways, anyone else have any cool emulating tips? Perhaps 
a Juno Pad or Bass, Arp 2600, OB-8, Synthi or whatever. Just one of these old synths cost 
a lot these days, and filling the computer with plug-ins can really hurt the wallet as well. 
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So learning how to get the RS to at least mimic the sound of these great synths is a good 
thing.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my guns 
> before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
> Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but that's a 
> fact.
> Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see that 
> the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on ebay.
> At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you know..for 
> some emulating will never die.peace
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Prodigy.... pffft.
> > 
> > 
> > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > >
> > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much 
> hype"
> > >
> > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being
> > > one of them ;)
> > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite 
> Prodigy
> > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-
> tweaking.
> > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And 
> it
> > > still is.
> > >
> > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks 
> Mosher"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's
> > > not what i
> > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else.
> > > it's a
> > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't 
> expect
> > > to break
> > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > >
> > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> > > hype. it's
> > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on!
> > > i laugh
> > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had
> > > friend who
> > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> > > sounds, use a
> > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything 
> instead of
> > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > Mosher"
> > > > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your
> > > thing)
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> > > > > or use
> > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15741|15741|2007-08-23 06:49:57|zhel_id|Drum set > filtering|
It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? You can on synth 
sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to be able to 
divide the drum track and apply different filter on its parts. Now in 
order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
| 15742|15669|2007-08-23 07:00:34|Jose Acevedo|Re: Cool Tip: 303 type acid lines|
What, no likey rave music, ahh too bad. I bet ur into T-Pain, or that SUUicidal crap. Buy 
yo'self a drink.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brooks Mosher" wrote:
>
> as soon as people start posting shit about how to make 303 lines for their
> bullshit rave music with the RS i'm done.
> 
> i have no use for this list any longer.
> 
> good luck peeps.
> 
> 
> On 8/22/07, zhel_id wrote:
> >
> > Man, you don't have to like Prodigy, but I'd first check my guns
> > before I dismissed Liam Howlett's ability to tweak those knobs.
> > Some people still enjoy 303 sounds. I'm not one of them, but that's a
> > fact.
> > Like..Moog has been produced decades ago, but I still don't see that
> > the price went down or that you can get one for a tenner on ebay.
> > At the same time I can see where ya coming from...but you know..for
> > some emulating will never die.peace
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brooks Mosher"
> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Prodigy.... pffft.
> > >
> > >
> > > On 8/22/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > > >
> > > > "and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> > hype"
> > > >
> > > > Well, there still are people enjoying acid out there. Myself being
> > > > one of them ;)
> > > > The 303 is part of many truly *awesome* tracks, and plays a
> > > > significant part of them. For instance, one of my favourite
> > Prodigy
> > > > tracks is "Claustrophobic Sting", which has mindbending 303-
> > tweaking.
> > > > When programmed the right way, the 303 can be truly awesome. And
> > it
> > > > still is.
> > > >
> > > > btw: great tip, Zam! :)
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > ps.com>, "Brooks
> >
> > Mosher"
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> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > do you often put words in other people's mouths? because that's
> > > > not what i
> > > > > said. the RS doesn't emulate shit 100% just like anything else.
> > > > it's a
> > > > > synth/sampler, and it's great for certain things, but don't
> > expect
> > > > to break
> > > > > out a Mike Dunn track.
> > > > >
> > > > > and really, why is the 303 thing still surrounded with so much
> > > > hype. it's
> > > > > ridiculous. it's been done. it was done 20 years ago. move on!
> > > > i laugh
> > > > > when i see people spending $1200 for a TB-303 when i have had
> > > > friend who
> > > > > bought one for $200 years ago.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On 8/20/07, h2a2p wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > so with that logic, use a real piano instead of rs piano
> > > > sounds, use a
> > > > > > real bass instead of rs bass sounds, use real anything
> > instead of
> > > > > > samples... ok, so i guess we should never use the rs at all
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > 40yahoogroups.com> > > > > ps.com>, "Brooks
> > > > Mosher"
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > why would you want to try and copy a tb-303 acid line?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > it seems like you would either use a tb-303 (if that's your
> > > > thing)
> > > > > > or use
> > > > > > > the RS7000 for new ideas (not rehashing the old).
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15743|15741|2007-08-23 07:17:29|Markus|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? You can on synth 
> sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to be able to 
> divide the drum track and apply different filter on its parts. Now in 
> order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
>

You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should be able to
apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
| 15744|15741|2007-08-23 08:30:16|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
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>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? You can on 

synth 

> > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to be able to 
> > divide the drum track and apply different filter on its parts. Now 

in 

> > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> >
> You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should be able to
> apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
>

Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. Brings out 
their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but couldn't make 
pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't think LFO does 
much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't know why, but 
its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into other patches 
too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even though 
sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what causes that and 
would be nice to find out.

Zam
| 15745|15741|2007-08-23 08:59:36|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply any of 
the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied in bypass 
mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? You can 
on 
> synth 
> > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to be able 
to 
> > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on its parts. 
Now 
> in 
> > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > >
> > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should be able 
to
> > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> >
> 
> Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. Brings out 
> their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but couldn't make 
> pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't think LFO 
does 
> much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't know why, 
but 
> its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into other 
patches 
> too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even though 
> sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what causes that 
and 
> would be nice to find out.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15746|15741|2007-08-23 09:50:11|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits but it 
does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, other 
than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. Why they 
don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back to ya 
what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets to you 
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first on why it don't or can't do it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply any of 
> the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied in 
bypass 
> mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? You 
can 
> on 
> > synth 
> > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to be 
able 
> to 
> > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on its 
parts. 
> Now 
> > in 
> > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > >
> > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should be 
able 
> to
> > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > >
> > 
> > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. Brings 
out 
> > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but couldn't 
make 
> > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't think LFO 
> does 
> > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't know 
why, 
> but 
> > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into other 
> patches 
> > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even though 
> > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what causes that 
> and 
> > would be nice to find out.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 15747|15741|2007-08-23 10:07:58|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full editing" 
capability:

23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)

If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a normal 
type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously but 
thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type as 
being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with it I'm 
not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent type 
too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some Voice 
Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no real 
reason why.

Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this matter 
speak up if you don't mind.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
> before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits but 
it 
> does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, other 
> than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. Why 
they 
> don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back to 
ya 
> what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets to you 
> first on why it don't or can't do it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply any 
of 
> > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied in 
> bypass 
> > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? You 
> can 
> > on 
> > > synth 
> > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to be 
> able 
> > to 
> > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on its 
> parts. 
> > Now 
> > > in 
> > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > >
> > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should be 
> able 
> > to
> > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > >
> > > 
> > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
Brings 
> out 
> > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but couldn't 
> make 
> > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't think 
LFO 
> > does 
> > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't know 
> why, 
> > but 
> > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into other 
> > patches 
> > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
though 
> > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what causes 
that 
> > and 
> > > would be nice to find out.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> >
>

| 15748|15741|2007-08-23 10:28:20|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
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Yes, thanks. 
That was precisely what I was talking about.
I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum sounds 
on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more with 
internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
which is a shame because some filters are really good and could alte 
your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track and 
slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
something I'm doing at the moment.
I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made very 
fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks paned 
symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add just 
alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo ( you 
need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I moved 
onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva sound 
which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any of the 
sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full editing" 
> capability:
> 
> 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> 
> If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
normal 
> type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
> percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously but 
> thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type as 
> being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
> or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with it 
I'm 
> not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
> going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent type 
> too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some Voice 
> Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no real 
> reason why.
> 
> Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this matter 
> speak up if you don't mind.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
> > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits but 
> it 
> > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, other 
> > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. Why 
> they 
> > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back to 
> ya 
> > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets to 
you 
> > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply any 
> of 
> > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied in 
> > bypass 
> > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
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> > > > > >
> > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? 
You 
> > can 
> > > on 
> > > > synth 
> > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to 
be 
> > able 
> > > to 
> > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on its 
> > parts. 
> > > Now 
> > > > in 
> > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > >
> > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should 
be 
> > able 
> > > to
> > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
> Brings 
> > out 
> > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but couldn't 
> > make 
> > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't think 
> LFO 
> > > does 
> > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't know 
> > why, 
> > > but 
> > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into 
other 
> > > patches 
> > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
> though 
> > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what causes 
> that 
> > > and 
> > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15749|15741|2007-08-23 10:39:11|Markus|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full editing" 
> capability:
> 
> 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> 

That is good but what about the hihats?I'd much rather have access to
those filters and lfos on the hats than the toms!I'm pretty sure i
have had the lfos working on the hats when playing with phrases..
| 15750|15741|2007-08-23 10:59:48|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
We were talking about different low-high pass filters not lfo's. 
You can apply any LFO wave to anything. The filters have restriciton and
we were trying to figure why is that.
Some workarounds are explained below. Hope this helps

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full editing" 
> > capability:
> > 
> > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > 
> That is good but what about the hihats?I'd much rather have access to
> those filters and lfos on the hats than the toms!I'm pretty sure i
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> have had the lfos working on the hats when playing with phrases..
>

| 15751|15741|2007-08-23 11:17:13|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
There are more , I've just checked.
In order to have full editing capabilties you need to select your 
kick, snare, hats , toms and cymbals from 
Drum Kit :021 BD Kit
022 HH&CyKit
023 SD Kit
024 Tom Kit
025 SFX Kit
026 SFX Kit2

Others Hip Hop Kits. Analog kit etc can't go through the filter, but 
hey at least we managed to find something!
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
editing" 
> > capability:
> > 
> > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > 
> That is good but what about the hihats?I'd much rather have access 
to
> those filters and lfos on the hats than the toms!I'm pretty sure i
> have had the lfos working on the hats when playing with phrases..
>

| 15752|15741|2007-08-23 11:20:12|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Glad its not too detrimental for ya. I've not tried what your 
saying with drums, but do it all the synth parts. I'll have to try 
that too. I do often like to put my kicks in Unison x2, gives it a 
bit of a strange phase effect and brings them out a bit more too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Yes, thanks. 
> That was precisely what I was talking about.
> I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum 
sounds 
> on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more with 
> internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
> which is a shame because some filters are really good and could 
alte 
> your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track 
and 
> slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
> something I'm doing at the moment.
> I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made 
very 
> fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks 
paned 
> symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
> applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add 
just 
> alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
> resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo ( 
you 
> need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I 
moved 
> onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva 
sound 
> which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any of 
the 
> sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
editing" 
> > capability:
> > 
> > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > 
> > If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
> normal 
> > type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
> > percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously 
but 
> > thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type as 
> > being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
> > or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with it 
> I'm 
> > not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
> > going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent type 
> > too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some 
Voice 
> > Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no real 
> > reason why.
> > 
> > Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this 
matter 
> > speak up if you don't mind.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
> > > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits 
but 
> > it 
> > > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, 
other 
> > > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. 
Why 
> > they 
> > > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back 
to 
> > ya 
> > > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets to 
> you 
> > > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply 
any 
> > of 
> > > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied in 
> > > bypass 
> > > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? 
> You 
> > > can 
> > > > on 
> > > > > synth 
> > > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like 
to 
> be 
> > > able 
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> > > > to 
> > > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on 
its 
> > > parts. 
> > > > Now 
> > > > > in 
> > > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You 
should 
> be 
> > > able 
> > > > to
> > > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
> > Brings 
> > > out 
> > > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but 
couldn't 
> > > make 
> > > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't 
think 
> > LFO 
> > > > does 
> > > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't 
know 
> > > why, 
> > > > but 
> > > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into 
> other 
> > > > patches 
> > > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
> > though 
> > > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what 
causes 
> > that 
> > > > and 
> > > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15753|15741|2007-08-23 11:32:06|Markus|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> We were talking about different low-high pass filters not lfo's. 
> You can apply any LFO wave to anything. The filters have restriciton and
> we were trying to figure why is that.
> Some workarounds are explained below. Hope this helps
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full editing" 
> > > capability:
> > > 
> > > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > > 
> > That is good but what about the hihats?I'd much rather have access to
> > those filters and lfos on the hats than the toms!I'm pretty sure i
> > have had the lfos working on the hats when playing with phrases..
> >
>

The lfos seem to have no effect on drums either.If full editing is
available on those three kits,why not the hihats?Would be far more use
to me than filter toms!Nevermind;i just checked and the different
filters work on the hihat and cymbals kit!Thought it be odd if they
didn't hehe.The filters work on the SFX kits but the filter lfo has no
effect on those either..
| 15754|15741|2007-08-23 11:40:05|Markus|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
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>
> There are more , I've just checked.
> In order to have full editing capabilties you need to select your 
> kick, snare, hats , toms and cymbals from 
> Drum Kit :021 BD Kit
> 022 HH&CyKit
> 023 SD Kit
> 024 Tom Kit
> 025 SFX Kit
> 026 SFX Kit2
> 
> Others Hip Hop Kits. Analog kit etc can't go through the filter, but 
> hey at least we managed to find something!
> ;)

It's a good thing you brought this up,now i know if i want to filter
drum parts to use those kits from the start :D.It's also got me
thinking of setting up a template using those kits as it will be so
much easier and quicker to change the kick,snare or hihat on the
fly.Also be very useful live ;)
| 15755|15741|2007-08-23 12:09:24|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
No, I didnt' try that with drums, I did it with synth sounds as well, 
maybe I didn't explain that the right way.
I think it would have no much use for drums even though if you detune 
it a little it won't phase so who knows..
I remember doing snares like that back in the day.
The thing is to create some space width on the instrument without 
using room or reverb.That was my initial idea and the side effect is 
a much thicker sound.It actually sounds like it's coming from 2 or 4 
oscillators engine.
That said I've never tried it on the whole drum set...but now when I 
mentioned it ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Glad its not too detrimental for ya. I've not tried what your 
> saying with drums, but do it all the synth parts. I'll have to try 
> that too. I do often like to put my kicks in Unison x2, gives it a 
> bit of a strange phase effect and brings them out a bit more too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Yes, thanks. 
> > That was precisely what I was talking about.
> > I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum 
> sounds 
> > on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more with 
> > internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
> > which is a shame because some filters are really good and could 
> alte 
> > your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track 
> and 
> > slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
> > something I'm doing at the moment.
> > I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made 
> very 
> > fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks 
> paned 
> > symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
> > applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add 
> just 
> > alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
> > resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo ( 
> you 
> > need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I 
> moved 
> > onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva 
> sound 
> > which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any of 
> the 
> > sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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> > >
> > > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
> editing" 
> > > capability:
> > > 
> > > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > > 
> > > If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
> > normal 
> > > type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
> > > percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously 
> but 
> > > thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type 
as 
> > > being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
> > > or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with 
it 
> > I'm 
> > > not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
> > > going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent 
type 
> > > too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some 
> Voice 
> > > Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no 
real 
> > > reason why.
> > > 
> > > Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this 
> matter 
> > > speak up if you don't mind.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
> > > > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits 
> but 
> > > it 
> > > > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, 
> other 
> > > > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. 
> Why 
> > > they 
> > > > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back 
> to 
> > > ya 
> > > > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets 
to 
> > you 
> > > > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply 
> any 
> > > of 
> > > > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied 
in 
> > > > bypass 
> > > > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on 
drums? 
> > You 
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> > > > can 
> > > > > on 
> > > > > > synth 
> > > > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like 
> to 
> > be 
> > > > able 
> > > > > to 
> > > > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on 
> its 
> > > > parts. 
> > > > > Now 
> > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You 
> should 
> > be 
> > > > able 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
> > > Brings 
> > > > out 
> > > > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but 
> couldn't 
> > > > make 
> > > > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't 
> think 
> > > LFO 
> > > > > does 
> > > > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't 
> know 
> > > > why, 
> > > > > but 
> > > > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into 
> > other 
> > > > > patches 
> > > > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
> > > though 
> > > > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what 
> causes 
> > > that 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15756|15741|2007-08-23 12:19:02|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Yep, that's right.It's a totally different ballgame now when you 
tweak different filter knobs on separate drum parts.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > There are more , I've just checked.
> > In order to have full editing capabilties you need to select your 
> > kick, snare, hats , toms and cymbals from 
> > Drum Kit :021 BD Kit
> > 022 HH&CyKit
> > 023 SD Kit
> > 024 Tom Kit
> > 025 SFX Kit
> > 026 SFX Kit2
> > 
> > Others Hip Hop Kits. Analog kit etc can't go through the filter, 
but 
> > hey at least we managed to find something!
> > ;)
> 
> It's a good thing you brought this up,now i know if i want to filter
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> drum parts to use those kits from the start :D.It's also got me
> thinking of setting up a template using those kits as it will be so
> much easier and quicker to change the kick,snare or hihat on the
> fly.Also be very useful live ;)
>

| 15757|15741|2007-08-23 17:47:45|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Sense we're kind of on the subject... Does anyone know how to do AFX 
(Richard James) type drums? I hear people doing them all the time, and 
I've kind of never been able to reproduce them to a T, not that I'd 
want to all the time but always had me curious. Is he sampling them 
into an Attack Loop so they repeat at a smaller interval then the first 
start point when the note is held? Is that the trick, or is there 
something more to them? I've asked people before and they say they 
program each drum hit in there, I've trouble believing them, theres got 
to be a little bit of a trick or short cut they arn't telling me abou 
that would really help to reproduce those kind of stuttery clicks and 
pops etc.

Thanks if can help me with a long time how'd they do that question.

Zam
| 15758|15741|2007-08-23 19:37:58|zzzik242|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Great description on how to make phat synth sounds, zhel_id :)
One question, though; did you manage to loop the sound inside of the 
RS7000, or did you export it as a wav for further editing on your 
computer?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Yes, thanks. 
> That was precisely what I was talking about.
> I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum sounds 
> on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more with 
> internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
> which is a shame because some filters are really good and could 
alte 
> your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track and 
> slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
> something I'm doing at the moment.
> I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made very 
> fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks paned 
> symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
> applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add 
just 
> alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
> resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo ( 
you 
> need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I 
moved 
> onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva 
sound 
> which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any of 
the 
> sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
editing" 
> > capability:
> > 
> > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > 
> > If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
> normal 
> > type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
> > percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously but 
> > thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type as 
> > being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
> > or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with it 
> I'm 
> > not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
> > going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent type 
> > too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some 
Voice 
> > Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no real 
> > reason why.
> > 
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> > Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this 
matter 
> > speak up if you don't mind.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
> > > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits 
but 
> > it 
> > > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, 
other 
> > > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. Why 
> > they 
> > > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back 
to 
> > ya 
> > > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets to 
> you 
> > > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply 
any 
> > of 
> > > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied in 
> > > bypass 
> > > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on drums? 
> You 
> > > can 
> > > > on 
> > > > > synth 
> > > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like to 
> be 
> > > able 
> > > > to 
> > > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on its 
> > > parts. 
> > > > Now 
> > > > > in 
> > > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You should 
> be 
> > > able 
> > > > to
> > > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
> > Brings 
> > > out 
> > > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but 
couldn't 
> > > make 
> > > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't 
think 
> > LFO 
> > > > does 
> > > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't 
know 
> > > why, 
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> > > > but 
> > > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into 
> other 
> > > > patches 
> > > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
> > though 
> > > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what causes 
> > that 
> > > > and 
> > > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15759|15741|2007-08-23 19:46:59|zzzik242|Re: Drum set > filtering|
I think certain effect types are ideal for producing these kinds of 
beats, for instance there is an effect in some of Korgs units 
called "Grain Shifter", which repeats parts of the beat with certain 
intervals (think that's the one).

It is very possible to do these beats several different ways, not 
sure how to do them in the rs7000, though. I remember using trackers 
for this kind of programming, and apparently Aaron Funk of Venetian 
Snares still do it this way (and his programming is truly top notch).

How about experimenting with chopping up beats and triggering them 
with the arpeggiator? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sense we're kind of on the subject... Does anyone know how to do 
AFX 
> (Richard James) type drums? I hear people doing them all the time, 
and 
> I've kind of never been able to reproduce them to a T, not that I'd 
> want to all the time but always had me curious. Is he sampling them 
> into an Attack Loop so they repeat at a smaller interval then the 
first 
> start point when the note is held? Is that the trick, or is there 
> something more to them? I've asked people before and they say they 
> program each drum hit in there, I've trouble believing them, theres 
got 
> to be a little bit of a trick or short cut they arn't telling me 
abou 
> that would really help to reproduce those kind of stuttery clicks 
and 
> pops etc.
> 
> Thanks if can help me with a long time how'd they do that question.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15760|15741|2007-08-23 19:53:56|danielcomollatti|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Hey everybody

Beat tweak is what I love.

Thanks for that trick with the UNISON effect x 1 or 2. Wow it does 
really fill out sounds with that phat love.

With kick drum I like to put distortion on, reverb and when I make it 
build up I put full delay on it to give it a roll. On the kick I also 
like to beat stretch, change the pitch to match the other samples and 
ofcourse who can pass up using cut and reso while in full peak tweak 
mode.

Thanks for the great ideas, information and entertainment peoples.

Love this group

Take care - d

www.myspace.com/dboytimothy
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Great description on how to make phat synth sounds, zhel_id :)
> One question, though; did you manage to loop the sound inside of 
the 
> RS7000, or did you export it as a wav for further editing on your 
> computer?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Yes, thanks. 
> > That was precisely what I was talking about.
> > I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum 
sounds 
> > on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more with 
> > internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
> > which is a shame because some filters are really good and could 
> alte 
> > your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track 
and 
> > slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
> > something I'm doing at the moment.
> > I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made 
very 
> > fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks 
paned 
> > symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
> > applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add 
> just 
> > alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
> > resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo ( 
> you 
> > need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I 
> moved 
> > onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva 
> sound 
> > which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any of 
> the 
> > sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
> editing" 
> > > capability:
> > > 
> > > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > > 
> > > If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
> > normal 
> > > type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
> > > percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously 
but 
> > > thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type 
as 
> > > being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
> > > or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with 
it 
> > I'm 
> > > not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
> > > going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent 
type 
> > > too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some 
> Voice 
> > > Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no 
real 
> > > reason why.
> > > 
> > > Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this 
> matter 
> > > speak up if you don't mind.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
> > > > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits 
> but 
> > > it 
> > > > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, 
> other 
> > > > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. 
Why 
> > > they 
> > > > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back 
> to 
> > > ya 
> > > > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets 
to 
> > you 
> > > > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply 
> any 
> > > of 
> > > > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied 
in 
> > > > bypass 
> > > > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on 
drums? 
> > You 
> > > > can 
> > > > > on 
> > > > > > synth 
> > > > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like 
to 
> > be 
> > > > able 
> > > > > to 
> > > > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on 
its 
> > > > parts. 
> > > > > Now 
> > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You 
should 
> > be 
> > > > able 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
> > > Brings 
> > > > out 
> > > > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but 
> couldn't 
> > > > make 
> > > > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't 
> think 
> > > LFO 
> > > > > does 
> > > > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't 
> know 
> > > > why, 
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> > > > > but 
> > > > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into 
> > other 
> > > > > patches 
> > > > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
> > > though 
> > > > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what 
causes 
> > > that 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15761|15741|2007-08-23 19:55:54|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
I'm not sure what type of his drums are you talking about exactly 
(name me a song), but some of his stuff (song called 'film') is done 
with pattern sequencing and different live motion of delay (often 
very short) For those separate snare or kick rolls you can either use 
some gear with a roll feature, but you can also built a section with 
kick or snare only and use that in conjunction with other patterns ( 
at breaks) with a help of delay (playing around with its tempo and 
feedback).Something like that anyway...;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sense we're kind of on the subject... Does anyone know how to do 
AFX 
> (Richard James) type drums? I hear people doing them all the time, 
and 
> I've kind of never been able to reproduce them to a T, not that I'd 
> want to all the time but always had me curious. Is he sampling them 
> into an Attack Loop so they repeat at a smaller interval then the 
first 
> start point when the note is held? Is that the trick, or is there 
> something more to them? I've asked people before and they say they 
> program each drum hit in there, I've trouble believing them, theres 
got 
> to be a little bit of a trick or short cut they arn't telling me 
abou 
> that would really help to reproduce those kind of stuttery clicks 
and 
> pops etc.
> 
> Thanks if can help me with a long time how'd they do that question.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15762|15741|2007-08-23 20:20:11|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Thanks. You don't need to export it to the comp.
You just need to set your sequencer to record, measure 8 bars, hit C3 
(or any other note )and hold until the end of 8th bar. Do the same 
with the track2 and quantize them both so you're sure they both start 
on 001;1:000 .
Then you select track 3 and click STAND BY- START/STOP button. There 
you dial KIT +NOTE , SOURCE you dial STEREO OUT RESAMPLING, STEREO .
click ok and press STAND BY again.Make sure you disable the click 
track before you do the resampling because it's gonna resample the 
bugger as well.If you're happy with it go SAMPLE EDIT>FILE>MOVE PRESS 
audition to make sure you're on the right track and dial F3 until you 
see the number 00something and 8 starts underneath , go dial F4 
counterclockwise and press shift and dial until you se PITCHED , then 
press DO.Go back to the same track, press mixer Smpl Local and find 
your new sample. If everything ok you'll have your new 
synth 'multisampled' and ready to be played. No one's stopping you to 
repeat the process adding something else and make it even phatter. I 
did that and it sounds Andromeda ;)
Hope it helps. It definitely does help RS to sound much much more 
expensive and likeable.Alternatively you can do all that tweaking in 
the comp and just sample the outcome to pitch.It's what you feel more 
at ease with really...
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Great description on how to make phat synth sounds, zhel_id :)
> One question, though; did you manage to loop the sound inside of 
the 
> RS7000, or did you export it as a wav for further editing on your 
> computer?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Yes, thanks. 
> > That was precisely what I was talking about.
> > I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum 
sounds 
> > on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more with 
> > internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
> > which is a shame because some filters are really good and could 
> alte 
> > your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track 
and 
> > slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
> > something I'm doing at the moment.
> > I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made 
very 
> > fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks 
paned 
> > symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
> > applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add 
> just 
> > alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
> > resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo ( 
> you 
> > need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I 
> moved 
> > onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva 
> sound 
> > which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any of 
> the 
> > sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
> editing" 
> > > capability:
> > > 
> > > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > > 
> > > If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
> > normal 
> > > type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular type 
> > > percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously 
but 
> > > thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type 
as 
> > > being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" type 
> > > or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with 
it 
> > I'm 
> > > not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with whats 
> > > going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent 
type 
> > > too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some 
> Voice 
> > > Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no 
real 
> > > reason why.
> > > 
> > > Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this 
> matter 
> > > speak up if you don't mind.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that limitation 
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> > > > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum kits 
> but 
> > > it 
> > > > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, 
> other 
> > > > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. 
Why 
> > > they 
> > > > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get back 
> to 
> > > ya 
> > > > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets 
to 
> > you 
> > > > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't apply 
> any 
> > > of 
> > > > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied 
in 
> > > > bypass 
> > > > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on 
drums? 
> > You 
> > > > can 
> > > > > on 
> > > > > > synth 
> > > > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd like 
to 
> > be 
> > > > able 
> > > > > to 
> > > > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on 
its 
> > > > parts. 
> > > > > Now 
> > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You 
should 
> > be 
> > > > able 
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and crashes. 
> > > Brings 
> > > > out 
> > > > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but 
> couldn't 
> > > > make 
> > > > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't 
> think 
> > > LFO 
> > > > > does 
> > > > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't 
> know 
> > > > why, 
> > > > > but 
> > > > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run into 
> > other 
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> > > > > patches 
> > > > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either even 
> > > though 
> > > > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what 
causes 
> > > that 
> > > > > and 
> > > > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15763|15741|2007-08-24 20:33:28|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Yeah I usto know some folks doing that AFX sound with ModPlug Tracker 
it seemed like. Pretty simple stuff and why I'm thinking a lot of it 
had something to do with having the samples in an attack loop. Maybe 
I'll give it a go again sometime with the RS using what I know now. 
Try some of that Grain shift or whatever thats called too, I've heard 
of it, kinda know what it does, but I'm not sure it was used much if 
any back in the day. Its those stuttering ticks and swishy kicks 
that sorta sound like a ball bouncing or marble bead in a glass 
bowl. Its the older AFX Twin stuff, I don't have anything new from 
him. Really not bought much of any music in the last several years. 
One of the few albums I've bought though was the Prodigy's new one.

As it was discussed a few days ago... My understanding Prodigy was 
big on composing and producing their stuff on MPCs. Last interview I 
read Liam said that he composed it mostly with Ableton. I've also 
always thought their best sounds, maybe not Liams fav or most loved 
instrument I don't know, but that they usually either came out of a 
Roland JD800 or a Korg Prophecy, thats probably just my semi-
malinformed opinion and kind of what I vaugly remember some other 
folks going on about with what prodigy had used and their examples 
seemed pretty convicing to me, so don't quote me on any of that if 
I'm wrong at all. I thought they had a lot of difrent stuff though 
in the past, nothing would surprise me if they had it and used it. 
On their new album though I do hear some of the sounds that I like 
the most is that dual detuned osc sound, which is what we have been 
talking about sorta with doing on the RS7000 lately. I had it as a 
tip a while back, I called it Psuedo Layering.

Don't know if I mentioned this yet, but maybe I can come up with some 
other sweet tips or info on emulating some other clasic gear which 
was also mentioned. I particularly like using OB sounds to start off 
with and mess around on with not just on the RS7000 but other synths 
as well. I have an OB-SX too maybe help make comparisons to also 
for 'that OB sound'. I hope we can settle on an ARP Odyssey emulation 
tip instead of a 2600 some day too as thats the closet thing I have 
to try to make a decent comparison with making the RS maybe sound 
similar. What else? I'll have to think of some more for later on 
down the line, and I'll try not to stick to just emulations either 
for those who may have some kind childish elitist notions on the 
verge of storming off the list like a crybaby, that is if the rest of 
the heard don't bore you to death first with all our mooing and 
farting until then. Thanks for sticking around everyone else and not 
getting too far overboard and being able to mooooooove on past that 
kind of lameness.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I think certain effect types are ideal for producing these kinds of 
> beats, for instance there is an effect in some of Korgs units 
> called "Grain Shifter", which repeats parts of the beat with 
certain 
> intervals (think that's the one).
> 
> It is very possible to do these beats several different ways, not 
> sure how to do them in the rs7000, though. I remember using 
trackers 
> for this kind of programming, and apparently Aaron Funk of Venetian 
> Snares still do it this way (and his programming is truly top 
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notch).
> 
> How about experimenting with chopping up beats and triggering them 
> with the arpeggiator? 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Sense we're kind of on the subject... Does anyone know how to do 
> AFX 
> > (Richard James) type drums? I hear people doing them all the 
time, 
> and 
> > I've kind of never been able to reproduce them to a T, not that 
I'd 
> > want to all the time but always had me curious. Is he sampling 
them 
> > into an Attack Loop so they repeat at a smaller interval then the 
> first 
> > start point when the note is held? Is that the trick, or is 
there 
> > something more to them? I've asked people before and they say 
they 
> > program each drum hit in there, I've trouble believing them, 
theres 
> got 
> > to be a little bit of a trick or short cut they arn't telling me 
> abou 
> > that would really help to reproduce those kind of stuttery clicks 
> and 
> > pops etc.
> > 
> > Thanks if can help me with a long time how'd they do that 
question.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 15764|15741|2007-08-24 22:08:13|zhel_id|Re: Drum set > filtering|
If you wanna hear how 'grain' works, there's a.clip on korg website.
http://www.korg.com/downloads/mp3/EMX1/EMX_Grain.mp3

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah I usto know some folks doing that AFX sound with ModPlug 
Tracker 
> it seemed like. Pretty simple stuff and why I'm thinking a lot of 
it 
> had something to do with having the samples in an attack loop. 
Maybe 
> I'll give it a go again sometime with the RS using what I know 
now. 
> Try some of that Grain shift or whatever thats called too, I've 
heard 
> of it, kinda know what it does, but I'm not sure it was used much 
if 
> any back in the day. Its those stuttering ticks and swishy kicks 
> that sorta sound like a ball bouncing or marble bead in a glass 
> bowl. Its the older AFX Twin stuff, I don't have anything new 
from 
> him. Really not bought much of any music in the last several 
years. 
> One of the few albums I've bought though was the Prodigy's new one.
> 
> As it was discussed a few days ago... My understanding Prodigy was 
> big on composing and producing their stuff on MPCs. Last interview 
I 
> read Liam said that he composed it mostly with Ableton. I've also 
> always thought their best sounds, maybe not Liams fav or most loved 
> instrument I don't know, but that they usually either came out of a 
> Roland JD800 or a Korg Prophecy, thats probably just my semi-
> malinformed opinion and kind of what I vaugly remember some other 
> folks going on about with what prodigy had used and their examples 
> seemed pretty convicing to me, so don't quote me on any of that if 
> I'm wrong at all. I thought they had a lot of difrent stuff though 
> in the past, nothing would surprise me if they had it and used it. 
> On their new album though I do hear some of the sounds that I like 
> the most is that dual detuned osc sound, which is what we have been 
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> talking about sorta with doing on the RS7000 lately. I had it as a 
> tip a while back, I called it Psuedo Layering.
> 
> Don't know if I mentioned this yet, but maybe I can come up with 
some 
> other sweet tips or info on emulating some other clasic gear which 
> was also mentioned. I particularly like using OB sounds to start 
off 
> with and mess around on with not just on the RS7000 but other 
synths 
> as well. I have an OB-SX too maybe help make comparisons to also 
> for 'that OB sound'. I hope we can settle on an ARP Odyssey 
emulation 
> tip instead of a 2600 some day too as thats the closet thing I have 
> to try to make a decent comparison with making the RS maybe sound 
> similar. What else? I'll have to think of some more for later on 
> down the line, and I'll try not to stick to just emulations either 
> for those who may have some kind childish elitist notions on the 
> verge of storming off the list like a crybaby, that is if the rest 
of 
> the heard don't bore you to death first with all our mooing and 
> farting until then. Thanks for sticking around everyone else and 
not 
> getting too far overboard and being able to mooooooove on past that 
> kind of lameness.
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I think certain effect types are ideal for producing these kinds 
of 
> > beats, for instance there is an effect in some of Korgs units 
> > called "Grain Shifter", which repeats parts of the beat with 
> certain 
> > intervals (think that's the one).
> > 
> > It is very possible to do these beats several different ways, not 
> > sure how to do them in the rs7000, though. I remember using 
> trackers 
> > for this kind of programming, and apparently Aaron Funk of 
Venetian 
> > Snares still do it this way (and his programming is truly top 
> notch).
> > 
> > How about experimenting with chopping up beats and triggering 
them 
> > with the arpeggiator? 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Sense we're kind of on the subject... Does anyone know how to 
do 
> > AFX 
> > > (Richard James) type drums? I hear people doing them all the 
> time, 
> > and 
> > > I've kind of never been able to reproduce them to a T, not that 
> I'd 
> > > want to all the time but always had me curious. Is he sampling 
> them 
> > > into an Attack Loop so they repeat at a smaller interval then 
the 
> > first 
> > > start point when the note is held? Is that the trick, or is 
> there 
> > > something more to them? I've asked people before and they say 
> they 
> > > program each drum hit in there, I've trouble believing them, 
> theres 
> > got 
> > > to be a little bit of a trick or short cut they arn't telling 
me 
> > abou 
> > > that would really help to reproduce those kind of stuttery 
clicks 
> > and 
> > > pops etc.
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> > > 
> > > Thanks if can help me with a long time how'd they do that 
> question.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> >
>

| 15765|15741|2007-08-25 06:48:06|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
That is pretty dang cool sounding. BUT! Guess what?...

Not sure I got it totally figured out, but you all have to try this 
on your RSs. Heres what I did, sorta.

RESAMPLE KICK & SNARE TO NEW TRACK:

I resampled a short part of a couple quick kicks and and another 
resample of a couple snare hits on a new track together difrent 
notes of course. Then I pressed sample edit a couple times adjusted 
their start/end points, pressed sample edit once or twice again and 
did the Extract job on it so that it cut the head and tale room off.

ATTACK LOOPING:

Heres kind of the first cool thing, then I press Exit once I think 
it was, switch the Play Mode type from Loop to Atk + Loop, then Exit 
again to where you can edit Attack Start & End Points. If you press 
F2 button you can edit the Loop Start point as well as Attack Start 
point if you hit it again. Adjust all these points to where you get 
some wierdness going on. Make it so it sound difrent from the 
initial hit to holding it down it loops sort of quickly in one spot.

SEQUNCE AND PITCH SWEEP:

Alright, now step sequence in a few hits here and there for those 
notes with the samples in on that track or whatever you need to do 
so they'll play, maybe in sync with the Kick & Snare you originally 
resampled them from. You, might also want to put that track in 
Unison x2 and maybe put the EQ type on Boost 12 or so as well. Once 
you get that all down, do this next while its playing... Sweep the 
Pitch knob!

Freakin cool as hell. I also just now made it so my LFO sweeps the 
pitch for me adjusting depth and speed. Pretty amazing, who needs 
grainular synthisis now? I'll have to record some of this in my 
next song :)

Got some song making to do now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> If you wanna hear how 'grain' works, there's a.clip on korg 
website.
> http://www.korg.com/downloads/mp3/EMX1/EMX_Grain.mp3
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah I usto know some folks doing that AFX sound with ModPlug 
> Tracker 
> > it seemed like. Pretty simple stuff and why I'm thinking a lot 
of 
> it 
> > had something to do with having the samples in an attack loop. 
> Maybe 
> > I'll give it a go again sometime with the RS using what I know 
> now. 
> > Try some of that Grain shift or whatever thats called too, I've 
> heard 
> > of it, kinda know what it does, but I'm not sure it was used 
much 
> if 
> > any back in the day. Its those stuttering ticks and swishy 
kicks 
> > that sorta sound like a ball bouncing or marble bead in a glass 
> > bowl. Its the older AFX Twin stuff, I don't have anything new 
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> from 
> > him. Really not bought much of any music in the last several 
> years. 
> > One of the few albums I've bought though was the Prodigy's new 
one.
> > 
> > As it was discussed a few days ago... My understanding Prodigy 
was 
> > big on composing and producing their stuff on MPCs. Last 
interview 
> I 
> > read Liam said that he composed it mostly with Ableton. I've 
also 
> > always thought their best sounds, maybe not Liams fav or most 
loved 
> > instrument I don't know, but that they usually either came out 
of a 
> > Roland JD800 or a Korg Prophecy, thats probably just my semi-
> > malinformed opinion and kind of what I vaugly remember some 
other 
> > folks going on about with what prodigy had used and their 
examples 
> > seemed pretty convicing to me, so don't quote me on any of that 
if 
> > I'm wrong at all. I thought they had a lot of difrent stuff 
though 
> > in the past, nothing would surprise me if they had it and used 
it. 
> > On their new album though I do hear some of the sounds that I 
like 
> > the most is that dual detuned osc sound, which is what we have 
been 
> > talking about sorta with doing on the RS7000 lately. I had it 
as a 
> > tip a while back, I called it Psuedo Layering.
> > 
> > Don't know if I mentioned this yet, but maybe I can come up with 
> some 
> > other sweet tips or info on emulating some other clasic gear 
which 
> > was also mentioned. I particularly like using OB sounds to 
start 
> off 
> > with and mess around on with not just on the RS7000 but other 
> synths 
> > as well. I have an OB-SX too maybe help make comparisons to also 
> > for 'that OB sound'. I hope we can settle on an ARP Odyssey 
> emulation 
> > tip instead of a 2600 some day too as thats the closet thing I 
have 
> > to try to make a decent comparison with making the RS maybe 
sound 
> > similar. What else? I'll have to think of some more for later 
on 
> > down the line, and I'll try not to stick to just emulations 
either 
> > for those who may have some kind childish elitist notions on the 
> > verge of storming off the list like a crybaby, that is if the 
rest 
> of 
> > the heard don't bore you to death first with all our mooing and 
> > farting until then. Thanks for sticking around everyone else 
and 
> not 
> > getting too far overboard and being able to mooooooove on past 
that 
> > kind of lameness.
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I think certain effect types are ideal for producing these 
kinds 
> of 
> > > beats, for instance there is an effect in some of Korgs units 
> > > called "Grain Shifter", which repeats parts of the beat with 
> > certain 
> > > intervals (think that's the one).
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> > > 
> > > It is very possible to do these beats several different ways, 
not 
> > > sure how to do them in the rs7000, though. I remember using 
> > trackers 
> > > for this kind of programming, and apparently Aaron Funk of 
> Venetian 
> > > Snares still do it this way (and his programming is truly top 
> > notch).
> > > 
> > > How about experimenting with chopping up beats and triggering 
> them 
> > > with the arpeggiator? 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Sense we're kind of on the subject... Does anyone know how 
to 
> do 
> > > AFX 
> > > > (Richard James) type drums? I hear people doing them all 
the 
> > time, 
> > > and 
> > > > I've kind of never been able to reproduce them to a T, not 
that 
> > I'd 
> > > > want to all the time but always had me curious. Is he 
sampling 
> > them 
> > > > into an Attack Loop so they repeat at a smaller interval 
then 
> the 
> > > first 
> > > > start point when the note is held? Is that the trick, or is 
> > there 
> > > > something more to them? I've asked people before and they 
say 
> > they 
> > > > program each drum hit in there, I've trouble believing them, 
> > theres 
> > > got 
> > > > to be a little bit of a trick or short cut they arn't 
telling 
> me 
> > > abou 
> > > > that would really help to reproduce those kind of stuttery 
> clicks 
> > > and 
> > > > pops etc.
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks if can help me with a long time how'd they do that 
> > question.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15766|15766|2007-08-25 07:30:43|zamisers7k|Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)

Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.

Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts here 
before asking too as we've been discussing some of the techniques I 
used in this song already.

Zam
| 15767|15741|2007-08-25 09:17:27|Markus|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> That is pretty dang cool sounding. BUT! Guess what?...
> 
> Not sure I got it totally figured out, but you all have to try this 
> on your RSs. Heres what I did, sorta.
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> 
> RESAMPLE KICK & SNARE TO NEW TRACK:
> 
> I resampled a short part of a couple quick kicks and and another 
> resample of a couple snare hits on a new track together difrent 
> notes of course. Then I pressed sample edit a couple times adjusted 
> their start/end points, pressed sample edit once or twice again and 
> did the Extract job on it so that it cut the head and tale room off.
> 
> ATTACK LOOPING:
> 
> Heres kind of the first cool thing, then I press Exit once I think 
> it was, switch the Play Mode type from Loop to Atk + Loop, then Exit 
> again to where you can edit Attack Start & End Points. If you press 
> F2 button you can edit the Loop Start point as well as Attack Start 
> point if you hit it again. Adjust all these points to where you get 
> some wierdness going on. Make it so it sound difrent from the 
> initial hit to holding it down it loops sort of quickly in one spot.
> 
> SEQUNCE AND PITCH SWEEP:
> 
> Alright, now step sequence in a few hits here and there for those 
> notes with the samples in on that track or whatever you need to do 
> so they'll play, maybe in sync with the Kick & Snare you originally 
> resampled them from. You, might also want to put that track in 
> Unison x2 and maybe put the EQ type on Boost 12 or so as well. Once 
> you get that all down, do this next while its playing... Sweep the 
> Pitch knob!
> 
> Freakin cool as hell. I also just now made it so my LFO sweeps the 
> pitch for me adjusting depth and speed. Pretty amazing, who needs 
> grainular synthisis now? I'll have to record some of this in my 
> next song :)
> 
> Got some song making to do now...
> 
> Zam

Sounds good but just so i'm clear which sample mode did you use when
resampling?If i understand you resampled the kick pattern to C1 on the
new track and the snare to D1(for example)?Does attack loop adjust the
attack points of each hit?S you have seperat parameters for each drum
hit on the same track?If so didn't realize this :^D
| 15768|15766|2007-08-25 09:18:38|Markus|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> 
> Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> 
> Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts here 
> before asking too as we've been discussing some of the techniques I 
> used in this song already.
> 
> Zam
>

Downloading now
| 15769|15741|2007-08-25 09:51:42|zamisers7k|Re: Drum set > filtering|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > That is pretty dang cool sounding. BUT! Guess what?...
> > 
> > Not sure I got it totally figured out, but you all have to try 

this 

> > on your RSs. Heres what I did, sorta.
> > 
> > RESAMPLE KICK & SNARE TO NEW TRACK:
> > 
> > I resampled a short part of a couple quick kicks and and another 
> > resample of a couple snare hits on a new track together difrent 
> > notes of course. Then I pressed sample edit a couple times 
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adjusted 

> > their start/end points, pressed sample edit once or twice again 

and 

> > did the Extract job on it so that it cut the head and tale room 

off.

> > 
> > ATTACK LOOPING:
> > 
> > Heres kind of the first cool thing, then I press Exit once I 

think 

> > it was, switch the Play Mode type from Loop to Atk + Loop, then 

Exit 

> > again to where you can edit Attack Start & End Points. If you 

press 

> > F2 button you can edit the Loop Start point as well as Attack 

Start 

> > point if you hit it again. Adjust all these points to where you 

get 

> > some wierdness going on. Make it so it sound difrent from the 
> > initial hit to holding it down it loops sort of quickly in one 

spot.

> > 
> > SEQUNCE AND PITCH SWEEP:
> > 
> > Alright, now step sequence in a few hits here and there for 

those 

> > notes with the samples in on that track or whatever you need to 

do 

> > so they'll play, maybe in sync with the Kick & Snare you 

originally 

> > resampled them from. You, might also want to put that track in 
> > Unison x2 and maybe put the EQ type on Boost 12 or so as well. 

Once 

> > you get that all down, do this next while its playing... Sweep 

the 

> > Pitch knob!
> > 
> > Freakin cool as hell. I also just now made it so my LFO sweeps 

the 

> > pitch for me adjusting depth and speed. Pretty amazing, who 

needs 

> > grainular synthisis now? I'll have to record some of this in my 
> > next song :)
> > 
> > Got some song making to do now...
> > 
> > Zam
> 
> Sounds good but just so i'm clear which sample mode did you use 

when

> resampling?If i understand you resampled the kick pattern to C1 on 



the

> new track and the snare to D1(for example)?Does attack loop adjust 

the

> attack points of each hit?S you have seperat parameters for each 

drum

> hit on the same track?If so didn't realize this :^D
>

Oh sorry, yeah it was in Kit. Resampled kick on C1 and then 
resampled snare on D1 yup sorta like that then switched the loop for 
each into atk+loop and adjusted points. May have to fill in some 
more gaps I may have left out too, hoping it'll come to ya naturally 
though once you get the attack looping down and sweeping pitch which 
causes the loop to vary its time with the pitch. Hope that makes 
some sense.

Zam
| 15770|15766|2007-08-25 10:07:33|zamisers7k|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some time 
later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> > 
> > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> > 
> > Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts 
here 
> > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
techniques I 
> > used in this song already.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Downloading now
>

| 15771|15766|2007-08-25 10:55:21|zhel_id|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
That would be great Zam.
I think I'm a bit slow today and I'm not getting it properly.
;)
thnx

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some time 
> later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> > > 
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> > > 
> > > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> > > 
> > > Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts 
> here 
> > > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
> techniques I 
> > > used in this song already.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
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> > Downloading now
> >
>

| 15772|15766|2007-08-25 10:57:19|zhel_id|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
Is that your song?
Good stuff btw.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> > 
> > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> > 
> > Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts 
here 
> > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the techniques I 
> > used in this song already.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Downloading now
>

| 15773|15766|2007-08-25 11:13:41|Markus|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some time 
> later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> > > 
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> > > 
> > > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> > > 
> > > Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts 
> here 
> > > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
> techniques I 
> > > used in this song already.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> > Downloading now
> >

Haven't done what you did but i loaded a breakbeat loop into the RS
and applied the techniques you used and i now have a nice warm analog
synth patch,very nord lead like :)

If i come up with anything interesting on my travels with the RS i'll
post it here.Was wondering,at maximum zoom in the sample edit how do
you navigate through the waveform?Can't see it in the manual

Cheers!
| 15774|15766|2007-08-25 11:57:10|Markus|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some time 
> > later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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> > > >
> > > > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> > > > 
> > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> > > > 
> > > > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> > > > 
> > > > Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts 
> > here 
> > > > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
> > techniques I 
> > > > used in this song already.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > Downloading now
> > >
> Haven't done what you did but i loaded a breakbeat loop into the RS
> and applied the techniques you used and i now have a nice warm analog
> synth patch,very nord lead like :)
> 
> If i come up with anything interesting on my travels with the RS i'll
> post it here.Was wondering,at maximum zoom in the sample edit how do
> you navigate through the waveform?Can't see it in the manual
> 
> Cheers!
>

Another question!:D

How do you save your sample edits?I can only see copy or move in the
sample edit menu.Do i have to resample and export the wav?I want to
keep the settings though so i can create more sounds from the original..

I'll get back to you on your track Zam i'm, listening on crappy laptop
speakers so can't hear everything sounds good though ;)
| 15775|15766|2007-08-25 12:09:38|zhel_id|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some 

time 

> > > later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the 

link.

> > > > > 
> > > > > Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent 

posts 

> > > here 
> > > > > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
> > > techniques I 
> > > > > used in this song already.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > Downloading now
> > > >
> > Haven't done what you did but i loaded a breakbeat loop into the 

RS
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> > and applied the techniques you used and i now have a nice warm 

analog

> > synth patch,very nord lead like :)
> > 
> > If i come up with anything interesting on my travels with the RS 

i'll

> > post it here.Was wondering,at maximum zoom in the sample edit how 

do

> > you navigate through the waveform?Can't see it in the manual
> > 
> > Cheers!
> >
> Another question!:D
> 
> How do you save your sample edits?I can only see copy or move in the
> sample edit menu.Do i have to resample and export the wav?I want to
> keep the settings though so i can create more sounds from the 

original..

> 
> I'll get back to you on your track Zam i'm, listening on crappy 

laptop

Go SAVE > EXPORT WAV from SAVE menu. You can save the original sample 
with attack loop on it.

>

| 15776|15766|2007-08-25 13:06:58|zamisers7k|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some 
> time 
> > > > later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 

wrote:

> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 

wrote:

> > > > > >
> > > > > > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing 

simmilar.

> > > > > > 
> > > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 

(2.9m)

> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on 

the 

> link.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Any questions? May want to check some of the more 

recent 

> posts 
> > > > here 
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> > > > > > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
> > > > techniques I 
> > > > > > used in this song already.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > Downloading now
> > > > >
> > > Haven't done what you did but i loaded a breakbeat loop into 

the 

> RS
> > > and applied the techniques you used and i now have a nice warm 
> analog
> > > synth patch,very nord lead like :)
> > > 
> > > If i come up with anything interesting on my travels with the 

RS 

> i'll
> > > post it here.Was wondering,at maximum zoom in the sample edit 

how 

> do
> > > you navigate through the waveform?Can't see it in the manual
> > > 
> > > Cheers!
> > >
> > Another question!:D
> > 
> > How do you save your sample edits?I can only see copy or move in 

the

> > sample edit menu.Do i have to resample and export the wav?I want 

to

> > keep the settings though so i can create more sounds from the 
> original..
> > 
> > I'll get back to you on your track Zam i'm, listening on crappy 
> laptop
> 
> Go SAVE > EXPORT WAV from SAVE menu. You can save the original 

sample 

> with attack loop on it.
> >
>

You can use the copy too, switch the voice to that sample bank it 
should retain settings.

For the zoom navigation. I'm not 100% sure, but I think it only 
zooms in to show between your start and end points??? You can 
adjust the step in incraments of 10x to move around faster, but not 
sure you can move around the whole sample. I have to mess with it 
and see exactly how that woks when I get a chance.

Zam
| 15777|15766|2007-08-25 14:52:25|Markus|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I'll post the RS files to look at too later when I get some 
> > time 
> > > > > later today or tomorrow if it helps anyone any...
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam 
> > > > > 
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> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
> wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing 
> simmilar.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 
> (2.9m)
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on 
> the 
> > link.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Any questions? May want to check some of the more 
> recent 
> > posts 
> > > > > here 
> > > > > > > before asking too as we've been discussing some of the 
> > > > > techniques I 
> > > > > > > used in this song already.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > Downloading now
> > > > > >
> > > > Haven't done what you did but i loaded a breakbeat loop into 
> the 
> > RS
> > > > and applied the techniques you used and i now have a nice warm 
> > analog
> > > > synth patch,very nord lead like :)
> > > > 
> > > > If i come up with anything interesting on my travels with the 
> RS 
> > i'll
> > > > post it here.Was wondering,at maximum zoom in the sample edit 
> how 
> > do
> > > > you navigate through the waveform?Can't see it in the manual
> > > > 
> > > > Cheers!
> > > >
> > > Another question!:D
> > > 
> > > How do you save your sample edits?I can only see copy or move in 
> the
> > > sample edit menu.Do i have to resample and export the wav?I want 
> to
> > > keep the settings though so i can create more sounds from the 
> > original..
> > > 
> > > I'll get back to you on your track Zam i'm, listening on crappy 
> > laptop
> > 
> > Go SAVE > EXPORT WAV from SAVE menu. You can save the original 
> sample 
> > with attack loop on it.
> > >
> >
> You can use the copy too, switch the voice to that sample bank it 
> should retain settings.
> 
> For the zoom navigation. I'm not 100% sure, but I think it only 
> zooms in to show between your start and end points??? You can 
> adjust the step in incraments of 10x to move around faster, but not 
> sure you can move around the whole sample. I have to mess with it 
> and see exactly how that woks when I get a chance.
> 
> Zam

Don't worry about it i think your right.That would make sense anyway.I
may have side this before but the more i get into the RS the more
impressed i am by what you can do with it.

As the french would say;

C'est incroyable!
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| 15778|15778|2007-08-25 20:57:28|zhel_id|Tenori|
Hi guys, check this out.
http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is going 'multi-
touch screen' route.
I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
| 15779|15779|2007-08-26 12:47:23|Markus|I need a stand for the RS..|
Can you recommend anything?Something that i could use at home and on
stage thats adjustable and can be angled if poss.

I am in the uk

Thanks.
| 15780|15741|2007-08-26 13:40:54|zzzik242|Re: Drum set > filtering|
Thanks for the detailed description. What is was after, however, was 
whether you get the sound to loop without hearing the 'click' in the 
loop point. Since there is no loop crossfade function on the rs7000, 
one would need to export pads, strings and such to the computer for 
this kind of editing in order to get it to loop flawlessly. Unless 
there is a clever way to do it on the rs7000.

Sorry if I misunderstood you, anf thanks again ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Thanks. You don't need to export it to the comp.
> You just need to set your sequencer to record, measure 8 bars, hit 
C3 
> (or any other note )and hold until the end of 8th bar. Do the same 
> with the track2 and quantize them both so you're sure they both 
start 
> on 001;1:000 .
> Then you select track 3 and click STAND BY- START/STOP button. 
There 
> you dial KIT +NOTE , SOURCE you dial STEREO OUT RESAMPLING, STEREO .
> click ok and press STAND BY again.Make sure you disable the click 
> track before you do the resampling because it's gonna resample the 
> bugger as well.If you're happy with it go SAMPLE EDIT>FILE>MOVE 
PRESS 
> audition to make sure you're on the right track and dial F3 until 
you 
> see the number 00something and 8 starts underneath , go dial F4 
> counterclockwise and press shift and dial until you se PITCHED , 
then 
> press DO.Go back to the same track, press mixer Smpl Local and find 
> your new sample. If everything ok you'll have your new 
> synth 'multisampled' and ready to be played. No one's stopping you 
to 
> repeat the process adding something else and make it even phatter. 
I 
> did that and it sounds Andromeda ;)
> Hope it helps. It definitely does help RS to sound much much more 
> expensive and likeable.Alternatively you can do all that tweaking 
in 
> the comp and just sample the outcome to pitch.It's what you feel 
more 
> at ease with really...
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Great description on how to make phat synth sounds, zhel_id :)
> > One question, though; did you manage to loop the sound inside of 
> the 
> > RS7000, or did you export it as a wav for further editing on your 
> > computer?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yes, thanks. 
> > > That was precisely what I was talking about.
> > > I've never really tried it myself as well. I had my fav drum 
> sounds 
> > > on smartmedia so I used sample, but now I'm doing a lot more 
with 
> > > internal sounds and noticed that limitation...
> > > which is a shame because some filters are really good and 
could 
> > alte 
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> > > your drum sound big time.I guess we can resample the drum track 
> and 
> > > slice it then move the parts onto separate tracks which is the 
> > > something I'm doing at the moment.
> > > I think RS is built with that in mind because yesterday I made 
> very 
> > > fat synth using two tracks of the same one note , both tracks 
> paned 
> > > symetrically, one left +08, the other right +08.On the other I 
> > > applied Dual LPF and pitched detune it down to 1.20. Also I add 
> > just 
> > > alittle bit of room effect on track 1. Then, those two tracks I 
> > > resampled onto a new track using 'kit+note-resample out -stereo 
( 
> > you 
> > > need stereo because you wanna keep that width).The new sample I 
> > moved 
> > > onto a new sample but dialed to PITCH . Now I have one helluva 
> > sound 
> > > which I can tweak even more and it sounds much better that any 
of 
> > the 
> > > sounds in RS. All together 1.5 mb lost.I can live with that 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > There are what apear to be 3 drum kits that do have "full 
> > editing" 
> > > > capability:
> > > > 
> > > > 23 (BD kit), 24 (Tom kit), & 63 (a SFX kit)
> > > > 
> > > > If I got those right, they arn't very complete or more like a 
> > > normal 
> > > > type regular kits, they seem concentrated on a particular 
type 
> > > > percusion sounds, except the SFX kit is more varied obviously 
> but 
> > > > thats not really a drum kit. They are refered to as kit type 
> as 
> > > > being "full editing". The rest are whats called "Trigger" 
type 
> > > > or "Note On/Off Type" kits. If this has something to do with 
> it 
> > > I'm 
> > > > not absolutly sure, but it must have something to do with 
whats 
> > > > going on inside the RS. The rest of SFX kits are a difrent 
> type 
> > > > too, but if its not fully editable the manual just says "Some 
> > Voice 
> > > > Edit parameters will have no effect on the sound.", with no 
> real 
> > > > reason why.
> > > > 
> > > > Hope that helps, and if anyone else has some insite on this 
> > matter 
> > > > speak up if you don't mind.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Gotcha, your right, I've never really noticed that 
limitation 
> > > > > before, just tried it out. I can switch filters on drum 
kits 
> > but 
> > > > it 
> > > > > does seem to stay on bypass whichever I'm on. Intresting, 
> > other 
> > > > > than resampling them, not sure what else to do about that. 
> Why 
> > > > they 
> > > > > don't is beyond me too. I'm looking into it though, get 
back 
> > to 
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> > > > ya 
> > > > > what else I may find out about it, unless someone else gets 
> to 
> > > you 
> > > > > first on why it don't or can't do it.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I think you're mixed up . First one, I said you can't 
apply 
> > any 
> > > > of 
> > > > > > the low pass, high pass and all other 'pass' filters.
> > > > > > Cut off and resonance which you talk about can be applied 
> in 
> > > > > bypass 
> > > > > > mode. I'm talking about FILTER TYPES
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" 
> wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > It's probably answered already, but can't find it.
> > > > > > > > > Does anyone know why you can't apply filters on 
> drums? 
> > > You 
> > > > > can 
> > > > > > on 
> > > > > > > synth 
> > > > > > > > > sounds and samples, why not on drum sounds? I'd 
like 
> to 
> > > be 
> > > > > able 
> > > > > > to 
> > > > > > > > > divide the drum track and apply different filter on 
> its 
> > > > > parts. 
> > > > > > Now 
> > > > > > > in 
> > > > > > > > > order to do that I need to resample the stereo outs.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > You can.I use the filter on drums all the time.You 
> should 
> > > be 
> > > > > able 
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > apply different filter settings for each drum part :)
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Me too, I often add res & cut to high hats and 
crashes. 
> > > > Brings 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > > their eyes. Doesn't seem to afftect kicks much, but 
> > couldn't 
> > > > > make 
> > > > > > > pongy snares without some filter on them too. I don't 
> > think 
> > > > LFO 
> > > > > > does 
> > > > > > > much if anything at all with drums sets though, I don't 
> > know 
> > > > > why, 
> > > > > > but 
> > > > > > > its kind of a bummer sometimes. Sometimes I'll run 
into 
> > > other 
> > > > > > patches 
> > > > > > > too here and there that LFO don't do much on either 
even 
> > > > though 
> > > > > > > sweeping filters manually works fine. Not sure what 
> causes 
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> > > > that 
> > > > > > and 
> > > > > > > would be nice to find out.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15781|15766|2007-08-26 13:49:43|zzzik242|Re: Song /w Stuff We've Been Talking About|
Awesome track! This is music right up my alley.
You should send your tracks to Warp records and land a nice record 
deal :D

-zzzik242-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> All done on RS7000, so no stopping you from doing simmilar.
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Grump2.mp3 (2.9m)
> 
> Hope that works and Yahoo don't do one of its jobs on the link.
> 
> Any questions? May want to check some of the more recent posts 
here 
> before asking too as we've been discussing some of the techniques I 
> used in this song already.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15782|15778|2007-08-26 13:52:09|zzzik242|Re: Tenori|
Yes! The Tenorion will be awesome, and I'm definately buying one! 
I won't, however, have the money until late spring 2008, so I'm hoping 
it won't be released just yet. Any info on its release date?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Hi guys, check this out.
> http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
> After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is 
going 'multi-
> touch screen' route.
> I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
>

| 15783|15778|2007-08-26 14:44:26|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Yes! The Tenorion will be awesome, and I'm definately buying one! 
> I won't, however, have the money until late spring 2008, so I'm 

hoping 

> it won't be released just yet. Any info on its release date?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Hi guys, check this out.
> > http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
> > After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is 
> going 'multi-
> > touch screen' route.
> > I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
> >
>

It's going to be released in 10 days
here I found more information as well as the clip.
Looks pretty good;)
http://www.myspace.com/tenorion
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| 15784|15778|2007-08-26 14:57:40|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yes! The Tenorion will be awesome, and I'm definately buying one! 
> > I won't, however, have the money until late spring 2008, so I'm 
> hoping 
> > it won't be released just yet. Any info on its release date?
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi guys, check this out.
> > > http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
> > > After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is 
> > going 'multi-
> > > touch screen' route.
> > > I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
> > >
> >
> It's going to be released in 10 days
> here I found more information as well as the clip.
> Looks pretty good;)
> http://www.myspace.com/tenorion
>

It's gonna costs on or around £500 .
Here is the very good info clip with UK Yamaha Peter Peck raving 
about it.
http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=4357
| 15785|15778|2007-08-26 15:15:59|Markus|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yes! The Tenorion will be awesome, and I'm definately buying one! 
> > > I won't, however, have the money until late spring 2008, so I'm 
> > hoping 
> > > it won't be released just yet. Any info on its release date?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi guys, check this out.
> > > > http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
> > > > After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is 
> > > going 'multi-
> > > > touch screen' route.
> > > > I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
> > > >
> > >
> > It's going to be released in 10 days
> > here I found more information as well as the clip.
> > Looks pretty good;)
> > http://www.myspace.com/tenorion
> >
> It's gonna costs on or around £500 .
> Here is the very good info clip with UK Yamaha Peter Peck raving 
> about it.
> http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=4357
>

Ah yes thats the video i saw awhile back.10 days you say..may hold off
on the kaoss pad/padkontrol i was thinking of getting..If it can be
used as a controller as well it's definitely on the list as my next
purchase.Considering it's a motif..
| 15786|15778|2007-08-26 17:31:35|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Yes! The Tenorion will be awesome, and I'm definately buying 
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one! 

> > > > I won't, however, have the money until late spring 2008, so 

I'm 

> > > hoping 
> > > > it won't be released just yet. Any info on its release date?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi guys, check this out.
> > > > > http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
> > > > > After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is 
> > > > going 'multi-
> > > > > touch screen' route.
> > > > > I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > It's going to be released in 10 days
> > > here I found more information as well as the clip.
> > > Looks pretty good;)
> > > http://www.myspace.com/tenorion
> > >
> > It's gonna costs on or around £500 .
> > Here is the very good info clip with UK Yamaha Peter Peck raving 
> > about it.
> > http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=4357
> >
> Ah yes thats the video i saw awhile back.10 days you say..may hold 

off

> on the kaoss pad/padkontrol i was thinking of getting..If it can be
> used as a controller as well it's definitely on the list as my next
> purchase.Considering it's a motif..

You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but initially 
Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer 
+matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime effects 
or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it, but 
my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff 
sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 

>

| 15787|15778|2007-08-26 18:25:26|Markus|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Yes! The Tenorion will be awesome, and I'm definately buying 
> one! 
> > > > > I won't, however, have the money until late spring 2008, so 
> I'm 
> > > > hoping 
> > > > > it won't be released just yet. Any info on its release date?
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hi guys, check this out.
> > > > > > http://www.global.yamaha.com/design/tenori-on/
> > > > > > After I've seen Jazzmutant Lemur it now seems everyone is 
> > > > > going 'multi-
> > > > > > touch screen' route.
> > > > > > I can link this thing to RS providing it costs under 500 ;)
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > It's going to be released in 10 days
> > > > here I found more information as well as the clip.
> > > > Looks pretty good;)
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> > > > http://www.myspace.com/tenorion
> > > >
> > > It's gonna costs on or around £500 .
> > > Here is the very good info clip with UK Yamaha Peter Peck raving 
> > > about it.
> > > http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=4357
> > >
> > Ah yes thats the video i saw awhile back.10 days you say..may hold 
> off
> > on the kaoss pad/padkontrol i was thinking of getting..If it can be
> > used as a controller as well it's definitely on the list as my next
> > purchase.Considering it's a motif..
> 
> You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but initially 
> Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer 
> +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime effects 
> or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it, but 
> my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff 
> sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 
> >
>

I'm going to check it out but i was just thinking how it would resolve
so many problems live!It could fit in your backpack!Go round to your
mates pull that out and start jamming,turn up at the open mic night
and plug that in..i'd love to see the crowds reaction :D

You might be right about it been a new gen RS with the motif sounds
but how much easier will that make playing live?Yep i think i'll be
getting one and i'll leave the RS at 'ome ;D
| 15788|15778|2007-08-26 20:23:43|Markus|Re: Tenori|

> You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but initially 
> Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer 
> +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime effects 
> or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it, but 
> my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff 
> sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 
> >

There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details on how
it works

http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on

Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like it would
make a great addition to the RS7000.
| 15789|15778|2007-08-26 20:53:47|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but 

initially 

> > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer 
> > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime 

effects 

> > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it, 

but 

> > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff 
> > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 
> > >
> There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details on 

how

> it works
> 
> http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on
> 
> Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like it 

would
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> make a great addition to the RS7000.
>

Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch screen 
equipment.
I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it I'd 
still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like to 
read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed so I 
might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not directly 
connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch 
technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new technology 
developments!
;)
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html
I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
| 15790|15778|2007-08-26 23:58:46|danielcomollatti|Re: Tenori|
Hello

I have a KP3 and it is very cool - 
though to make it work well on the fly takes much practise.

I say this cause if you want to use the kp3 without rough transitions
between effects you really have to know your way around the kp3 and
the effects. Also the rs7000 just sounds so flat after it has had some
amazing effect on it. 

I have resorted (at this stage) to using the kp3 only when doing crazy
adlib sections after I have the bulk of the tweaking and the most part
of the song done. I am sure I will get more confident with more hours.

Very much fun though and it also adds one more layer to live
performance activity for the crowd to see if you use the rs7000 and
the kp3 on the fly.

k - thats my 2 bob

later
d

www.myspace.com/dboytimothy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but 
> initially 
> > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer 
> > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime 
> effects 
> > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it, 
> but 
> > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff 
> > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 
> > > >
> > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details on 
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> how
> > it works
> > 
> > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on
> > 
> > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like it 
> would
> > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> >
> 
> Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch screen 
> equipment.
> I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it I'd 
> still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like to 
> read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed so I 
> might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not directly 
> connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch 
> technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new technology 
> developments!
> ;)
> http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html
> I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
>

| 15791|15778|2007-08-27 08:01:52|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
Ca't you gradually go 'dry' or into bypass mode and then select the 
new effect?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hello
> 
> I have a KP3 and it is very cool - 
> though to make it work well on the fly takes much practise.
> 
> I say this cause if you want to use the kp3 without rough 

transitions

> between effects you really have to know your way around the kp3 and
> the effects. Also the rs7000 just sounds so flat after it has had 

some

> amazing effect on it. 
> 
> I have resorted (at this stage) to using the kp3 only when doing 

crazy

> adlib sections after I have the bulk of the tweaking and the most 

part

> of the song done. I am sure I will get more confident with more 

hours.

> 
> Very much fun though and it also adds one more layer to live
> performance activity for the crowd to see if you use the rs7000 and
> the kp3 on the fly.
> 
> k - thats my 2 bob
> 
> later
> d
> 
> www.myspace.com/dboytimothy
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but 
> > initially 
> > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and 

sequencer 

> > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime 
> > effects 
> > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over 

it, 

> > but 
> > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with 

motiff 

> > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 
> > > > >
> > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details 

on 

> > how
> > > it works
> > > 
> > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on
> > > 
> > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like 

it 

> > would
> > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > >
> > 
> > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch 

screen 

> > equipment.
> > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it I'd 
> > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like 

to 

> > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed 

so I 

> > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not 

directly 

> > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch 
> > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 

technology 

> > developments!
> > ;)
> > http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html
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> > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> >
>

| 15792|5523|2007-08-27 09:30:36|Markus|Help!|
I reloaded an intro i started he other night and it doesn't play back
the voices!I just want to know what would cause this,whether it's a
setting in utility i changed before i saved it or a fault with the
saving process.I had changed the settings when setting up a template
to use with the microX but aren't they saved with each song?Any i set
them to defaults and reloaded it but it was the same :(

The voices were correct on lcd under the mixer menu but what was
playing back was different.I loaded other song and they played back
correctly so i'm not sure what happened here.fortunately i can recover
it but i would hate for this to happen if i had 16 tracks go screwy
like this.

Quick post but ask if you want any more info,

Thanks :)
| 15793|15779|2007-08-27 09:34:07|domepeacemusic|Re: I need a stand for the RS..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> Can you recommend anything?Something that i could use at home and on
> stage thats adjustable and can be angled if poss.
> 
> I am in the uk
> 
> Thanks.
>

quicklok
| 15794|5523|2007-08-27 11:19:18|zhel_id|Re: Help!|
Reset/ switch off/on your RS and load the pattern again.
PRESS SCENE 1 and play.
I recommend next time to save your settings into scenes. If that don't 
fix your problem then reset the factory settings and do the same 
procedure as above.
Hope this helps

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I reloaded an intro i started he other night and it doesn't play back
> the voices!I just want to know what would cause this,whether it's a
> setting in utility i changed before i saved it or a fault with the
> saving process.I had changed the settings when setting up a template
> to use with the microX but aren't they saved with each song?Any i set
> them to defaults and reloaded it but it was the same :(
> 
> The voices were correct on lcd under the mixer menu but what was
> playing back was different.I loaded other song and they played back
> correctly so i'm not sure what happened here.fortunately i can recover
> it but i would hate for this to happen if i had 16 tracks go screwy
> like this.
> 
> Quick post but ask if you want any more info,
> 
> Thanks :)
>

| 15795|15778|2007-08-27 16:05:22|Daniel Comollatti|Re: Tenori|
Yes - you can ! All is possible but as I said - practise practise practise

Serious there are so many effects and using only one effect looses its wonder after a very short time.

I have found with the song I am doing much practise on I am using 4 differnet effects at differnet parts along with a few samples I loaded into the KP3. So that SD card
with effect saving setting is a god sent.

Do not get me wrong very cool piece of hardware
but with any new toy such as this, hours are required.

d

----- Original Message ----
From: zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, 27 August, 2007 11:58:05 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Tenori
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Ca't you gradually go 'dry' or into bypass mode and then select the 
new effect?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hello
> 
> I have a KP3 and it is very cool - 
> though to make it work well on the fly takes much practise.
> 
> I say this cause if you want to use the kp3 without rough 

transitions

> between effects you really have to know your way around the kp3 and
> the effects. Also the rs7000 just sounds so flat after it has had 

some

> amazing effect on it. 
> 
> I have resorted (at this stage) to using the kp3 only when doing 

crazy

> adlib sections after I have the bulk of the tweaking and the most 

part

> of the song done. I am sure I will get more confident with more 

hours.

> 
> Very much fun though and it also adds one more layer to live
> performance activity for the crowd to see if you use the rs7000 and
> the kp3 on the fly.
> 
> k - thats my 2 bob
> 
> later
> d
> 
> www.myspace. com/dboytimothy
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol' ?
> > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but 
> > initially 
> > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and 

sequencer 

> > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime 
> > effects 
> > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over 

it, 



> > but 
> > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with 

motiff 

> > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong 
> > > > >
> > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details 

on 

> > how
> > > it works
> > > 
> > > http://www.pixelsum o.com/post/ tenori-on
> > > 
> > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like 

it 

> > would
> > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > >
> > 
> > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch 

screen 

> > equipment.
> > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it I'd 
> > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like 

to 

> > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed 

so I 

> > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not 

directly 

> > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch 
> > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 

technology 

> > developments!
> > ;)
> > http://www.popularm echanics. com/technology/ industry/ 4217348.html
> > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> >
>

____________________________________________________________________________________ Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited
storage. 
http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15796|5523|2007-08-27 16:08:22|zamisers7k|Re: Help!|
If I'm getting this right... Problem maybe, what might be happening 
is when the RS loads its patterns or song etc. it is selecting a 
voice bank, this voice bank will corispond to a bank on the microX 
which it will load in turn with the track and Song/Pattern during the 
RS's load process. The settings that your saving for that 
voice/patch on will remain on the RS voice but are not sent out like 
the voice bank. If that makes any sense?

Perhaps what you need to do is store the patch changes on your microX 
for that voice so when it loads or switches to that bank the settings 
will be the way you want it, probably the way I'd go. Or you can 
record your setting changes into the RS in Overdub mode. What I'll 
do sometimes is get some of knobs close to where I like the settings, 
as soon as it starts recording nudge the knob slightly enough for the 

http://www.pixelsum/
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RS to register a setting change but not much of one so its close to 
what you want, then go into the RS's events list and move the 
settings for the parms up to the begining of the events list 0:00:00 
spot or whatever 0 is so the those changes happen before the first 
note.

Hope that helps some, or at least gives you something to look around 
and get an idea to see what else might be happening.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Reset/ switch off/on your RS and load the pattern again.
> PRESS SCENE 1 and play.
> I recommend next time to save your settings into scenes. If that 
don't 
> fix your problem then reset the factory settings and do the same 
> procedure as above.
> Hope this helps
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I reloaded an intro i started he other night and it doesn't play 
back
> > the voices!I just want to know what would cause this,whether it's 
a
> > setting in utility i changed before i saved it or a fault with the
> > saving process.I had changed the settings when setting up a 
template
> > to use with the microX but aren't they saved with each song?Any i 
set
> > them to defaults and reloaded it but it was the same :(
> > 
> > The voices were correct on lcd under the mixer menu but what was
> > playing back was different.I loaded other song and they played 
back
> > correctly so i'm not sure what happened here.fortunately i can 
recover
> > it but i would hate for this to happen if i had 16 tracks go 
screwy
> > like this.
> > 
> > Quick post but ask if you want any more info,
> > 
> > Thanks :)
> >
>

| 15797|5523|2007-08-27 17:45:29|zzzik242|Re: Help!|
Hi Kelly!

The rs7000 may seem difficult to understand at first, but actually 
the concept is quite brilliant. I suggest you take a look at some of 
the help-files at this very site (look under Files). 

In order to load demo songs, you need to insert the included Smart 
Media card, and press the load button on the rs7000. Then navigate 
your way to the files :)

regards,
zzzik242

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kelly644" wrote:
>
> I just got my RS7000 today... for the love of life, this the 
hardest 
> interface I've come across :) I'm sure it will be all fine and 
dandy 
> once I get the basics down, but I had an easier time with my CS6x 
and 
> Virus Kb :)
> 
> Anyway, a couple simple questions:
> 
> 1. How do I load demo songs?
> 
> 2. How to I load full patterns to listen to (Instead of single 
track 
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> phrases with no FX)?
> 
> 3. What is on the CD rom that comes with it... mine didnt come 
with 
> one :P
> 
> Thanks
> 
> - Kelly
>

| 15798|15778|2007-08-27 18:31:03|Christian Dahlmann|Re: Tenori|
Hey looks nice !!!

I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only a 10th of it. 
But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...

Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also with some 
musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular synthesizer.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc

Enjoy,
Christian

PS: Hi Group ! ;-)

zhel_id schrieb:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but
> initially
> > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer
> > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime
> effects
> > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it,
> but
> > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff
> > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > >
> > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details on
> how
> > it works
> >
> > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> >
> > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like it
> would
> > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> >
>
> Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch screen
> equipment.
> I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it I'd
> still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like to
> read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed so I
> might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not directly
> connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch
> technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new technology
> developments!
> ;)
> http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> <http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 15799|5523|2007-08-27 18:41:03|zamisers7k|Re: Help!|
Um, I'm seeing Kelly joined in 2002. I'm a tad confused on this 
one...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Hi Kelly!
> 
> The rs7000 may seem difficult to understand at first, but actually 
> the concept is quite brilliant. I suggest you take a look at some 
of 
> the help-files at this very site (look under Files). 
> 
> In order to load demo songs, you need to insert the included Smart 
> Media card, and press the load button on the rs7000. Then navigate 
> your way to the files :)
> 
> regards,
> zzzik242
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kelly644" wrote:
> >
> > I just got my RS7000 today... for the love of life, this the 
> hardest 
> > interface I've come across :) I'm sure it will be all fine and 
> dandy 
> > once I get the basics down, but I had an easier time with my CS6x 
> and 
> > Virus Kb :)
> > 
> > Anyway, a couple simple questions:
> > 
> > 1. How do I load demo songs?
> > 
> > 2. How to I load full patterns to listen to (Instead of single 
> track 
> > phrases with no FX)?
> > 
> > 3. What is on the CD rom that comes with it... mine didnt come 
> with 
> > one :P
> > 
> > Thanks
> > 
> > - Kelly
> >
>

| 15800|15778|2007-08-27 20:05:39|Markus|Re: Tenori|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann wrote:

>
> Hey looks nice !!!
> 
> I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only a 10th of

it. 

> But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...
> 
> Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also with some 
> musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular synthesizer.
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc
> 
> 
> Enjoy,
> Christian
> 
> PS: Hi Group ! ;-)
> 
> zhel_id schrieb:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "Markus" wrote:
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> > >
> > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but
> > initially
> > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and sequencer
> > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of realtime
> > effects
> > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused over it,
> > but
> > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with motiff
> > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > > >
> > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with details on
> > how
> > > it works
> > >
> > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> > <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> > >
> > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like it
> > would
> > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > >
> >
> > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch screen
> > equipment.
> > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it I'd
> > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like to
> > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed so I
> > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not directly
> > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch
> > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new technology
> > developments!
> > ;)
> > http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> > <http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

I'll wait and see what the word is but now i know the quality and
capability of yamaha stuff i'm kinda excited about this.I've been
putting the hours in with the RS so my emx hasn't been getting
used..really depends on the synth on the tenori-on but if it's motif
quality and capable of producing the sounds i need i'll probably sell
the mx and put the funds towards one of
these.I've always wanted a super compact live setup that could fit in
a gigbag and be lightweight.I like the fact you can hold it in both
hands and play it and you don't need a stand!Use it anywhere and
everywhere ;^D
| 15801|5523|2007-08-27 20:41:54|Markus|Re: Help!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> If I'm getting this right... Problem maybe, what might be happening
> is when the RS loads its patterns or song etc. it is selecting a
> voice bank, this voice bank will corispond to a bank on the microX
> which it will load in turn with the track and Song/Pattern during the
> RS's load process. The settings that your saving for that
> voice/patch on will remain on the RS voice but are not sent out like
> the voice bank. If that makes any sense?
>
> Perhaps what you need to do is store the patch changes on your microX
> for that voice so when it loads or switches to that bank the settings
> will be the way you want it, probably the way I'd go. Or you can
> record your setting changes into the RS in Overdub mode. What I'll
> do sometimes is get some of knobs close to where I like the settings,
> as soon as it starts recording nudge the knob slightly enough for the
> RS to register a setting change but not much of one so its close to
> what you want, then go into the RS's events list and move the
> settings for the parms up to the begining of the events list 0:00:00
> spot or whatever 0 is so the those changes happen before the first
> note.
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>
> Hope that helps some, or at least gives you something to look around
> and get an idea to see what else might be happening.
>
> Zam

Not sure..all i was doing was sequencing voices from the microX,i wasn't
sending progran change data or anything like that.I fully recovered it
anyway and saved it as a scene,thanks zhel_id.I'll reload the original
and see what happens when i press scene,i'll also see if there's any
program change data embedded in it in case it's something the RS did.How
do you put sample you import into the sampling modes?Is only pitch or
kit available for the imported sample and do i have to resample to use
it in slice&sequence mode?

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" zhel_id@ wrote:
> >
> > Reset/ switch off/on your RS and load the pattern again.
> > PRESS SCENE 1 and play.
> > I recommend next time to save your settings into scenes. If that
> don't
> > fix your problem then reset the factory settings and do the same
> > procedure as above.
> > Hope this helps

Scenes are powerful,being able to recall 5 different setups of the same
mix is crazy..
| 15802|5523|2007-08-27 21:12:04|Markus|Re: Help!|
Forget that last question i see the options are available in the
menus.Now to slice up some breakbeats..
| 15803|5523|2007-08-27 21:38:14|zhel_id|Re: Help!|
You know , he just needed some time to think about it...

[:D]

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Um, I'm seeing Kelly joined in 2002. I'm a tad confused on this
> one...
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" zzzik242@ wrote:
> >
> > Hi Kelly!
> >
> > The rs7000 may seem difficult to understand at first, but actually
> > the concept is quite brilliant. I suggest you take a look at some
> of
> > the help-files at this very site (look under Files).
> >
> > In order to load demo songs, you need to insert the included Smart
> > Media card, and press the load button on the rs7000. Then navigate
> > your way to the files :)
> >
> > regards,
> > zzzik242
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kelly644" wrote:
> > >
> > > I just got my RS7000 today... for the love of life, this the
> > hardest
> > > interface I've come across :) I'm sure it will be all fine and
> > dandy
> > > once I get the basics down, but I had an easier time with my CS6x
> > and
> > > Virus Kb :)
> > >
> > > Anyway, a couple simple questions:
> > >
> > > 1. How do I load demo songs?
> > >
> > > 2. How to I load full patterns to listen to (Instead of single
> > track
> > > phrases with no FX)?
> > >
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> > > 3. What is on the CD rom that comes with it... mine didnt come
> > with
> > > one :P
> > >
> > > Thanks
> > >
> > > - Kelly
> > >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15804|15778|2007-08-27 21:49:13|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
Thanx for those links.
The second one. multi touch modular synth is something I've seen in 
action. Bjork used that in Glastonbury this year.
There's a clip on youtube to see that as well.
I like that from a midi controlling point of view. I'm not sure about 
all the aspects of composing because I understand that by moving the 
image you'll be able to shape the sound etc, but that is not where 
the buzz is in my book. I think that the main battle will be to 
create an ultimate (or to work towards it) intuitive tool which act 
and feel natural in interactive sense.
The ultimate goal is to play through the hologram, manipulating data 
by the movement of out body, like you play the guitar or drums. That 
in my view will be the future.
Multi touch screen will be the future of computing no doubt about 
that. So tell your computer 'mouse' that retirement is around the 
corner.
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann wrote:
> >
> > Hey looks nice !!!
> > 
> > I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only a 10th 
of
> it. 
> > But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...
> > 
> > Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also with 
some 
> > musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular synthesizer.
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc
> > 
> > 
> > Enjoy,
> > Christian
> > 
> > PS: Hi Group ! ;-)
> > 
> > zhel_id schrieb:
> > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, 
> > > "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but
> > > initially
> > > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and 
sequencer
> > > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of 
realtime
> > > effects
> > > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused 
over it,
> > > but
> > > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with 
motiff
> > > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > > > >
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> > > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with 
details on
> > > how
> > > > it works
> > > >
> > > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> > > <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> > > >
> > > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like 
it
> > > would
> > > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > > >
> > >
> > > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch 
screen
> > > equipment.
> > > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it 
I'd
> > > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like 
to
> > > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed 
so I
> > > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not 
directly
> > > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch
> > > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 
technology
> > > developments!
> > > ;)
> > > 
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> > > 
<http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> > > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> I'll wait and see what the word is but now i know the quality and
> capability of yamaha stuff i'm kinda excited about this.I've been
> putting the hours in with the RS so my emx hasn't been getting
> used..really depends on the synth on the tenori-on but if it's motif
> quality and capable of producing the sounds i need i'll probably 
sell
> the mx and put the funds towards one of
> these.I've always wanted a super compact live setup that could fit 
in
> a gigbag and be lightweight.I like the fact you can hold it in both
> hands and play it and you don't need a stand!Use it anywhere and
> everywhere ;^D
>

| 15805|15805|2007-08-28 15:18:27|zzzik242|Scenes question|
There is some mention in another thread about the scenes saving 
different mix settings. Does this also include effect settings? I 
mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert effect, and 
then, in another scene, set up different effects?
| 15806|15805|2007-08-28 15:56:46|zamisers7k|Re: Scenes question|
I'm thinking it will save and change the parms, but the effects will 
probably have to remain the same. I can't confirm this at the moment, 
but it probably wouldn't be too dificult to try this on your own and 
see what happens. I'll give it go when I get the chance. If you've not 
figured it out on your own by then, I'll post what I find out. It 
might be able to change though and that would be neat, could be usefull 
sometime.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> There is some mention in another thread about the scenes saving 
> different mix settings. Does this also include effect settings? I 
> mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert effect, and 
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> then, in another scene, set up different effects?
>

| 15807|15807|2007-08-28 23:35:32|danielcomollatti|MIDI KEYBOARD|
Hello Everybody

I have just got home with my new 88note keyboard with all bells and 
whistles but I am having trouble getting out of first track with the 
RS7000.

I can play the first track no problem.

But when I select the second track on the RS7000 she does not budge.
Stuck in first track.

Any ideas?

Thanks in advance
Danny
| 15808|15805|2007-08-28 23:52:11|Markus|Re: Scenes question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> There is some mention in another thread about the scenes saving 
> different mix settings. Does this also include effect settings? I 
> mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert effect, and 
> then, in another scene, set up different effects?
>

Page 62 of the manual says what parameters will be saved with a scene
but doesn't specify effects.Looks like it's only the values that can
be saved.
| 15809|15807|2007-08-28 23:59:46|Markus|Re: MIDI KEYBOARD|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti"
wrote:

>
> Hello Everybody
> 
> I have just got home with my new 88note keyboard with all bells and 
> whistles but I am having trouble getting out of first track with the 
> RS7000.
> 
> I can play the first track no problem.
> 
> But when I select the second track on the RS7000 she does not budge.
> Stuck in first track.
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> Thanks in advance
> Danny
>

Did you select the midi track on your keyboard?Is it still on track
one when you switch on the RS?Sounds like it :)
| 15810|15807|2007-08-29 00:42:31|Daniel Comollatti|Re: MIDI KEYBOARD|
hehehe =- yes

Thanks - button with channel written on it - hehe

All working well now

Thanks

d

----- Original Message ----
From: Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 29 August, 2007 3:59:42 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: MIDI KEYBOARD

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti"
wrote:

>
> Hello Everybody
> 
> I have just got home with my new 88note keyboard with all bells and 
> whistles but I am having trouble getting out of first track with the 
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> RS7000.
> 
> I can play the first track no problem.
> 
> But when I select the second track on the RS7000 she does not budge.
> Stuck in first track.
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> Thanks in advance
> Danny
>

Did you select the midi track on your keyboard?Is it still on track
one when you switch on the RS?Sounds like it :)

____________________________________________________________________________________ Get the World's number 1 free email service. 
http://mail.yahoo.com.au 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15811|15807|2007-08-29 02:11:04|Markus|Re: MIDI KEYBOARD|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Daniel Comollatti 
wrote:

>
> hehehe =- yes
>
> Thanks - button with channel written on it - hehe
>
> All working well now
>
> Thanks
>
> d
>
> [B-)]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15812|15779|2007-08-29 02:13:01|Markus|Re: I need a stand for the RS..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" trevnefeliet@ wrote:
> >
> > Can you recommend anything?Something that i could use at home and on
> > stage thats adjustable and can be angled if poss.
> >
> > I am in the uk
> >
> > Thanks.
> >
> quicklok
>

Spot on thanks
| 15813|15813|2007-08-29 07:21:11|zamisers7k|RS Files for Grump Song|
Sorry, had net connect probs over weekend. If anybody wanted them 
they are at:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/Grump2/

You'll need both files, load in pattern mode.

Have fun RSing!

Zam
| 15814|15805|2007-08-29 07:29:46|zamisers7k|Re: Scenes question|
Confirmed. Effect values are stored with scene memory, but it seems 
the effect itself is not stored with it and remains whatever you have 
it set to for that Pattern/Style for whichever scene memory your on or 
switch to. That would of been kind of neat but oh well.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > There is some mention in another thread about the scenes saving 
> > different mix settings. Does this also include effect settings? I 
> > mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert effect, and 
> > then, in another scene, set up different effects?
> >
> Page 62 of the manual says what parameters will be saved with a 
scene
> but doesn't specify effects.Looks like it's only the values that can
> be saved.
>

| 15815|15805|2007-08-29 08:34:29|zhel_id|Re: Scenes question|
That's correct. The effects are stored per project/style. You can 
have diferent set of effects, but they have to be on a different 
style.So, if you load some other pattern on STYLE 002 it will have 
the effects you previously stored.One workaround would be to have the 
same song on different style with a different effects. There would be 
a sound drop put though.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Confirmed. Effect values are stored with scene memory, but it 
seems 
> the effect itself is not stored with it and remains whatever you 
have 
> it set to for that Pattern/Style for whichever scene memory your on 
or 
> switch to. That would of been kind of neat but oh well.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > There is some mention in another thread about the scenes saving 
> > > different mix settings. Does this also include effect settings? 
I 
> > > mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert effect, 
and 
> > > then, in another scene, set up different effects?
> > >
> > Page 62 of the manual says what parameters will be saved with a 
> scene
> > but doesn't specify effects.Looks like it's only the values that 
can
> > be saved.
> >
>

| 15816|15816|2007-08-29 09:19:56|zhel_id|traffic|
Just realized that this August messages traffic has been the best since 
October 2003.
| 15817|15779|2007-08-29 11:21:21|Drew Derr|Re: I need a stand for the RS..|
Yeah the quiklok QL-400 is ideal.
Look under mixer stands... http://www.quiklok.com

----- Original Message ----
From: Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 1:12:55 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: I need a stand for the RS..
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:

>

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" trevnefeliet@ wrote:

> >

> > Can you recommend anything?Something that i could use at home and on

> > stage thats adjustable and can be angled if poss.

> >

> > I am in the uk

> >

> > Thanks.

> >

> quicklok

>

Spot on thanks

____________________________________________________________________________________
Got a little couch potato? 
Check out fun summer activities for kids.
http://search.yahoo.com/search?fr=oni_on_mail&p=summer+activities+for+kids&cs=bz 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15818|15818|2007-08-29 16:50:30|hymen_blaster|disappearing sounds|
Allrighty,

So I've got my RS7000 going and I load up one of the cheeseball
built-in drum phrases just to get something going. I decide I want to
use that sound but change a few of the notes. So, I do a phrase copy
so I can edit the preset phrase.

Fine...everything is OK. I've switched to the user phrase I just
created. It plays fine. It shows up in the pattern screen as a User
phrase with an instrument assigned to it. As soon as I hit record, it
vanishes and becomes a completely blank phrase with no instrument or
note data. I mean, I can see where the note data might disappear if
I'm using REPLACE...but the instrument itself? 

What am I doing wrong here?
| 15819|15818|2007-08-29 17:20:28|zamisers7k|Re: disappearing sounds|
Only thing I can think of off the top of my head is wonder if you've 
got the track selected with that phrase your wanting to edit first 
and not on an empty one? Otherwise I'll have to give mine a shot to 
see if I can reproduce that behavior in my RS, or if you are doing 
something crazy wrong.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> Allrighty,
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> 
> So I've got my RS7000 going and I load up one of the cheeseball
> built-in drum phrases just to get something going. I decide I want 
to
> use that sound but change a few of the notes. So, I do a phrase copy
> so I can edit the preset phrase.
> 
> Fine...everything is OK. I've switched to the user phrase I just
> created. It plays fine. It shows up in the pattern screen as a User
> phrase with an instrument assigned to it. As soon as I hit record, 
it
> vanishes and becomes a completely blank phrase with no instrument or
> note data. I mean, I can see where the note data might disappear if
> I'm using REPLACE...but the instrument itself? 
> 
> What am I doing wrong here?
>

| 15820|15816|2007-08-29 18:08:17|zamisers7k|Re: traffic|
Wow!

Best or the most? I definatly dig all the enthusiasm around here 
lately. Little crazy to follow along sometimes, but its all good I 
hope.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Just realized that this August messages traffic has been the best 
since 
> October 2003.
>

| 15821|15816|2007-08-29 19:22:41|zhel_id|Re: traffic|
Yeah, definitely 'the most', but the quality was/is pretty high too.
I like the fact that discussion is not always about the knobs and 
faders, but some guys need to understand that a debate isn't a 
foreplay for tantrums and personal attacks.
It's good to positively clash opinions, exchange experiences.
Anyway, the one who went bananas returned to jungle.
So far so good.
;)
z

In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Wow!
> 
> Best or the most? I definatly dig all the enthusiasm around here 
> lately. Little crazy to follow along sometimes, but its all good I 
> hope.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Just realized that this August messages traffic has been the best 
> since 
> > October 2003.
> >
>

| 15822|15822|2007-08-30 03:41:34|gaapzucht|Stop button transmits CC's|
Hi,

I've got a rs7000 hooked up to a 01v mixer via midi and I control the 
01v's parameters via CC's. The problem is every time I press the stop 
button on the RS certain parameters on the 01v change (the pan settings 
on channels 9 and 10 of the mixer to be exact).

The only logical conclusion is that the RS stop button transmits CC's. 
Is there any way I can stop the stop button (pun a bit intended) to 
transmit CC's?
| 15823|15822|2007-08-30 05:28:52|zamisers7k|Re: Stop button transmits CC's|
That sure sounds odd. I don't think I've ever had my RS hooked up 
like yours, but maybe I can give you a few ideas to check if you've 
not already.
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Firstly, the stop button does transmit something via midi, I can see 
the midi light come on when pressed. My assumption would be that 
its just sending a stop signal, if its CCs or not I'm unsure. There 
are a few places on the RS you can check to see if midi is all setup 
right. If it does this for all songs even on blank new ones then 
you may want to check the System Midi Setup in Utility Mode for 
something strange in there. If its just happening on one Song or 
Pattern you may want to check Midi Setup down 4 presses in Setup 
#6. Also down in that #6 menu there are knob assignments, see if 
maybe some of those are off, not sure there is anything for stop 
button tho, but maybe worth a check. Lastly on the RS perhaps check 
to see if your Midi filters are set properly too, they'll filter out 
certain events. In Utility there is a set for in & out, maybe try 
changeing some of those, and there are some to change down a couple 
in #3 View Filter.

The only other thing I can think of is that maybe its something on 
your mixer. If can try another sequencer on it and see if 
transmitting the stop message does the same thing. If so then its 
in the mixer not the RS. If you don't have another sequencer test 
it out then only thing I can think would be to check its manual or 
see if it has its own user forum for asking such a question and see 
if anyone else has delt with similar problem.

As far as I know I've never heard of this being a problem on the RS 
with anything else, but there is always a first time for 
everything. Maybe your the first to use the RS to such an extent. 
It sounds like a cool deal if you can keep that from happening. Let 
us know if you get it resolved and how etc. Sorry for the lenghty 
reply and hope you can make some kind of heads or tales out 
something I may have mentioned to help you. And, as always anyone 
here else is welcome to suggest something to you I may not have 
thought of, hoping there'll be more ideas.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I've got a rs7000 hooked up to a 01v mixer via midi and I control 
the 
> 01v's parameters via CC's. The problem is every time I press the 
stop 
> button on the RS certain parameters on the 01v change (the pan 
settings 
> on channels 9 and 10 of the mixer to be exact).
> 
> The only logical conclusion is that the RS stop button transmits 
CC's. 
> Is there any way I can stop the stop button (pun a bit intended) 
to 
> transmit CC's?
>

| 15824|15822|2007-08-30 06:16:59|zamisers7k|Re: Stop button transmits CC's|
Have a couple other dumb ideas. This might sound stupid, but perhaps 
swap you midi out to be on B if its A or vise versa. Maybe try 
another midi cable too. I've had bad midi cables do some wierd 
things before.

I know some gear will treat channel 10 a little difrent since its 
often set to be a drum track, but you say ch 9's pan is affected 
too, so I'm not sure that could lead to anything. Boy, I'm at a bit 
of loss what else it could cause something like that to happen. 
Just the Pan setting on ch9 & 10 freaky, its such an unused setting 
on the RS that stop would cause it to change on those channels, bugs 
me, I'll be thinking about this for a while if you don't get it 
figured out hmmm....

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> That sure sounds odd. I don't think I've ever had my RS hooked up 
> like yours, but maybe I can give you a few ideas to check if 
you've 
> not already.
> 
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> Firstly, the stop button does transmit something via midi, I can 
see 
> the midi light come on when pressed. My assumption would be that 
> its just sending a stop signal, if its CCs or not I'm unsure. 
There 
> are a few places on the RS you can check to see if midi is all 
setup 
> right. If it does this for all songs even on blank new ones then 
> you may want to check the System Midi Setup in Utility Mode for 
> something strange in there. If its just happening on one Song or 
> Pattern you may want to check Midi Setup down 4 presses in Setup 
> #6. Also down in that #6 menu there are knob assignments, see if 
> maybe some of those are off, not sure there is anything for stop 
> button tho, but maybe worth a check. Lastly on the RS perhaps 
check 
> to see if your Midi filters are set properly too, they'll filter 
out 
> certain events. In Utility there is a set for in & out, maybe try 
> changeing some of those, and there are some to change down a 
couple 
> in #3 View Filter.
> 
> The only other thing I can think of is that maybe its something on 
> your mixer. If can try another sequencer on it and see if 
> transmitting the stop message does the same thing. If so then its 
> in the mixer not the RS. If you don't have another sequencer test 
> it out then only thing I can think would be to check its manual or 
> see if it has its own user forum for asking such a question and 
see 
> if anyone else has delt with similar problem.
> 
> As far as I know I've never heard of this being a problem on the 
RS 
> with anything else, but there is always a first time for 
> everything. Maybe your the first to use the RS to such an 
extent. 
> It sounds like a cool deal if you can keep that from happening. 
Let 
> us know if you get it resolved and how etc. Sorry for the lenghty 
> reply and hope you can make some kind of heads or tales out 
> something I may have mentioned to help you. And, as always anyone 
> here else is welcome to suggest something to you I may not have 
> thought of, hoping there'll be more ideas.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I've got a rs7000 hooked up to a 01v mixer via midi and I 
control 
> the 
> > 01v's parameters via CC's. The problem is every time I press the 
> stop 
> > button on the RS certain parameters on the 01v change (the pan 
> settings 
> > on channels 9 and 10 of the mixer to be exact).
> > 
> > The only logical conclusion is that the RS stop button transmits 
> CC's. 
> > Is there any way I can stop the stop button (pun a bit intended) 
> to 
> > transmit CC's?
> >
>

| 15825|15822|2007-08-30 07:14:11|gaapzucht|Re: Stop button transmits CC's|
Well please don't lose any sleep over it ;-)

Thanks for your suggestions man, I'll check 'm out tonight.

BTW the midi channel I'm using to communicate between the RS and the 
01v is nr 16. The mixer's channels do not respond to the 
corresponding midi channels, you just select one midi channel on the 
01v to receive all the midi data on.

If I remember correctly, but I'll have to check the 01v's manual to 
be sure, the pan setting for channels 9 and 10 on the 01v respond to 
CC 64 and 65 respectively.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Have a couple other dumb ideas. This might sound stupid, but 
perhaps 
> swap you midi out to be on B if its A or vise versa. Maybe try 
> another midi cable too. I've had bad midi cables do some wierd 
> things before.
> 
> I know some gear will treat channel 10 a little difrent since its 
> often set to be a drum track, but you say ch 9's pan is affected 
> too, so I'm not sure that could lead to anything. Boy, I'm at a 
bit 
> of loss what else it could cause something like that to happen. 
> Just the Pan setting on ch9 & 10 freaky, its such an unused setting 
> on the RS that stop would cause it to change on those channels, 
bugs 
> me, I'll be thinking about this for a while if you don't get it 
> figured out hmmm....
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > That sure sounds odd. I don't think I've ever had my RS hooked 
up 
> > like yours, but maybe I can give you a few ideas to check if 
> you've 
> > not already.
> > 
> > Firstly, the stop button does transmit something via midi, I can 
> see 
> > the midi light come on when pressed. My assumption would be that 
> > its just sending a stop signal, if its CCs or not I'm unsure. 
> There 
> > are a few places on the RS you can check to see if midi is all 
> setup 
> > right. If it does this for all songs even on blank new ones then 
> > you may want to check the System Midi Setup in Utility Mode for 
> > something strange in there. If its just happening on one Song or 
> > Pattern you may want to check Midi Setup down 4 presses in Setup 
> > #6. Also down in that #6 menu there are knob assignments, see if 
> > maybe some of those are off, not sure there is anything for stop 
> > button tho, but maybe worth a check. Lastly on the RS perhaps 
> check 
> > to see if your Midi filters are set properly too, they'll filter 
> out 
> > certain events. In Utility there is a set for in & out, maybe 
try 
> > changeing some of those, and there are some to change down a 
> couple 
> > in #3 View Filter.
> > 
> > The only other thing I can think of is that maybe its something 
on 
> > your mixer. If can try another sequencer on it and see if 
> > transmitting the stop message does the same thing. If so then 
its 
> > in the mixer not the RS. If you don't have another sequencer 
test 
> > it out then only thing I can think would be to check its manual 
or 
> > see if it has its own user forum for asking such a question and 
> see 
> > if anyone else has delt with similar problem.
> > 
> > As far as I know I've never heard of this being a problem on the 
> RS 
> > with anything else, but there is always a first time for 
> > everything. Maybe your the first to use the RS to such an 
> extent. 
> > It sounds like a cool deal if you can keep that from happening. 
> Let 
> > us know if you get it resolved and how etc. Sorry for the 
lenghty 
> > reply and hope you can make some kind of heads or tales out 
> > something I may have mentioned to help you. And, as always 
anyone 
> > here else is welcome to suggest something to you I may not have 
> > thought of, hoping there'll be more ideas.
> > 
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> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I've got a rs7000 hooked up to a 01v mixer via midi and I 
> control 
> > the 
> > > 01v's parameters via CC's. The problem is every time I press 
the 
> > stop 
> > > button on the RS certain parameters on the 01v change (the pan 
> > settings 
> > > on channels 9 and 10 of the mixer to be exact).
> > > 
> > > The only logical conclusion is that the RS stop button 
transmits 
> > CC's. 
> > > Is there any way I can stop the stop button (pun a bit 
intended) 
> > to 
> > > transmit CC's?
> > >
> >
>

| 15826|15826|2007-08-30 10:34:53|Markus|A question about track layout on the RS|
How do you develop your songs or live mixes?The thing thats bothering
me is keeping the phrases organised when working on larger projects.At
the minute i'm learning the RS but a few good things have come out
it.Just wondering what your workflow is and if you've got any tips as
an experienced user.It's more for live use than anything,i want to
keep my phrases and patterns organised as much as possible but what if
i want to start moving things round or change the order of the
tracks,wont the numbers be mixed up?I may want to sketch out an idea
in sec A and rearrange the track order in section B for example and
copy back to A.So i'm tryingto work out the best way to develop my
ideas into songs which i hadn't planned on if you see what i mean :)

I could say in section A and extend the phrases to upto 256 measures
but i not sure how that would go with automation and editing.I was
thinking sec a 16 tracks phrase 1-16,sec B 17-32..thinking about it
it's a case of just selecting the phrase if i want to start working on
a variation in section B..but do you assign so many phrases to the
kick,say 1&2,3&4 to the hihats and so on?

The Rs is really making me think about this stuff {[-_-]}

Cheers
| 15827|15826|2007-08-30 16:12:09|zamisers7k|Re: A question about track layout on the RS|
I believe there is no one proper most way. Probably a difrent way 
for each person maybe even.

For years I've stuck to just 1A, and remixing it in Chain then 
further finalizing in Song, but lately I've been atempting to set it 
up so I can do more mixing of patterns live using more sections, 
memory & scene mutes, more phrases per track etc. It gets 
complicated quick, and keeping it orginized is difficult, but I'm 
getting better at it. I think it'll be less stagnant and rigid and 
make a bigger impression on the audiance since I'll be working the RS 
more during the performance and able to adjust more to the feel or 
vibe of the room. I'll still probably make a Chain Mode version and 
Song Mode version though just in case, they won't be whole sets, just 
one song in the RS at a time for me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> How do you develop your songs or live mixes?The thing thats 
bothering
> me is keeping the phrases organised when working on larger 
projects.At
> the minute i'm learning the RS but a few good things have come out
> it.Just wondering what your workflow is and if you've got any tips 
as
> an experienced user.It's more for live use than anything,i want to
> keep my phrases and patterns organised as much as possible but what 
if
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> i want to start moving things round or change the order of the
> tracks,wont the numbers be mixed up?I may want to sketch out an idea
> in sec A and rearrange the track order in section B for example and
> copy back to A.So i'm tryingto work out the best way to develop my
> ideas into songs which i hadn't planned on if you see what i mean :)
> 
> I could say in section A and extend the phrases to upto 256 measures
> but i not sure how that would go with automation and editing.I was
> thinking sec a 16 tracks phrase 1-16,sec B 17-32..thinking about it
> it's a case of just selecting the phrase if i want to start working 
on
> a variation in section B..but do you assign so many phrases to the
> kick,say 1&2,3&4 to the hihats and so on?
> 
> The Rs is really making me think about this stuff {[-_-]}
> 
> Cheers
>

| 15828|15779|2007-08-30 16:15:56|David Swaddell|Re: I need a stand for the RS..|
You can a ton of money by using a ten dollar X stand
and an appropriate size shelving that you can find at
any large home products store for about ten dollars
per shelf. It won't tilt, but if you set the X stand
low enough, it will be quiet stable.

--- Drew Derr <drewderr@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Yeah the quiklok QL-400 is ideal.
> Look under mixer stands... http://www.quiklok.com
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 1:12:55 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: I need a stand for the RS..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "domepeacemusic"
> wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus"
> trevnefeliet@ wrote:
> 
> > >
> 
> > > Can you recommend anything?Something that i
> could use at home and on
> 
> > > stage thats adjustable and can be angled if
> poss.
> 
> > >
> 
> > > I am in the uk
> 
> > >
> 
> > > Thanks.
> 
> > >
> 
> > quicklok
> 
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> >
> 
> Spot on thanks
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

____________________________________________________________________________________

> Got a little couch potato? 
> Check out fun summer activities for kids.
>

http://search.yahoo.com/search?fr=oni_on_mail&p=summer+activities+for+kids&cs=bz

> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________
Pinpoint customers who are looking for what you sell. 
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com/
| 15829|15822|2007-08-31 10:18:49|gaapzucht|Re: Stop button transmits CC's|
Update:

The stop button definately transmits CCs. Number 64 an 66 to be exact 
and on the 01v these control the pan settings on channels 9 and 11 
(not 10 as I previously said) by default. Both skip measure buttons 
actually generate these CCs too. Very weird and I did not find a way 
to stop the RS from sending these.

Luckily on the 01v you can set a CC to have no effect on any of the 
01v's parameters so this was the solution to my problem.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> Well please don't lose any sleep over it ;-)
> 
> Thanks for your suggestions man, I'll check 'm out tonight.
> 
> BTW the midi channel I'm using to communicate between the RS and 
the 
> 01v is nr 16. The mixer's channels do not respond to the 
> corresponding midi channels, you just select one midi channel on 
the 
> 01v to receive all the midi data on.
> 
> If I remember correctly, but I'll have to check the 01v's manual to 
> be sure, the pan setting for channels 9 and 10 on the 01v respond 
to 
> CC 64 and 65 respectively.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Have a couple other dumb ideas. This might sound stupid, but 
> perhaps 
> > swap you midi out to be on B if its A or vise versa. Maybe try 
> > another midi cable too. I've had bad midi cables do some wierd 
> > things before.
> > 
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> > I know some gear will treat channel 10 a little difrent since its 
> > often set to be a drum track, but you say ch 9's pan is affected 
> > too, so I'm not sure that could lead to anything. Boy, I'm at a 
> bit 
> > of loss what else it could cause something like that to happen. 
> > Just the Pan setting on ch9 & 10 freaky, its such an unused 
setting 
> > on the RS that stop would cause it to change on those channels, 
> bugs 
> > me, I'll be thinking about this for a while if you don't get it 
> > figured out hmmm....
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > That sure sounds odd. I don't think I've ever had my RS hooked 
> up 
> > > like yours, but maybe I can give you a few ideas to check if 
> > you've 
> > > not already.
> > > 
> > > Firstly, the stop button does transmit something via midi, I 
can 
> > see 
> > > the midi light come on when pressed. My assumption would be 
that 
> > > its just sending a stop signal, if its CCs or not I'm unsure. 
> > There 
> > > are a few places on the RS you can check to see if midi is all 
> > setup 
> > > right. If it does this for all songs even on blank new ones 
then 
> > > you may want to check the System Midi Setup in Utility Mode for 
> > > something strange in there. If its just happening on one Song 
or 
> > > Pattern you may want to check Midi Setup down 4 presses in 
Setup 
> > > #6. Also down in that #6 menu there are knob assignments, see 
if 
> > > maybe some of those are off, not sure there is anything for 
stop 
> > > button tho, but maybe worth a check. Lastly on the RS perhaps 
> > check 
> > > to see if your Midi filters are set properly too, they'll 
filter 
> > out 
> > > certain events. In Utility there is a set for in & out, maybe 
> try 
> > > changeing some of those, and there are some to change down a 
> > couple 
> > > in #3 View Filter.
> > > 
> > > The only other thing I can think of is that maybe its something 
> on 
> > > your mixer. If can try another sequencer on it and see if 
> > > transmitting the stop message does the same thing. If so then 
> its 
> > > in the mixer not the RS. If you don't have another sequencer 
> test 
> > > it out then only thing I can think would be to check its manual 
> or 
> > > see if it has its own user forum for asking such a question and 
> > see 
> > > if anyone else has delt with similar problem.
> > > 
> > > As far as I know I've never heard of this being a problem on 
the 
> > RS 
> > > with anything else, but there is always a first time for 
> > > everything. Maybe your the first to use the RS to such an 
> > extent. 
> > > It sounds like a cool deal if you can keep that from 
happening. 
> > Let 
> > > us know if you get it resolved and how etc. Sorry for the 
> lenghty 
> > > reply and hope you can make some kind of heads or tales out 
> > > something I may have mentioned to help you. And, as always 
> anyone 
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> > > here else is welcome to suggest something to you I may not have 
> > > thought of, hoping there'll be more ideas.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi,
> > > > 
> > > > I've got a rs7000 hooked up to a 01v mixer via midi and I 
> > control 
> > > the 
> > > > 01v's parameters via CC's. The problem is every time I press 
> the 
> > > stop 
> > > > button on the RS certain parameters on the 01v change (the 
pan 
> > > settings 
> > > > on channels 9 and 10 of the mixer to be exact).
> > > > 
> > > > The only logical conclusion is that the RS stop button 
> transmits 
> > > CC's. 
> > > > Is there any way I can stop the stop button (pun a bit 
> intended) 
> > > to 
> > > > transmit CC's?
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15830|15826|2007-08-31 13:15:47|Markus|Re: A question about track layout on the RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I believe there is no one proper most way. Probably a difrent way 
> for each person maybe even.
> 
> For years I've stuck to just 1A, and remixing it in Chain then 
> further finalizing in Song, but lately I've been atempting to set it 
> up so I can do more mixing of patterns live using more sections, 
> memory & scene mutes, more phrases per track etc. It gets 
> complicated quick, and keeping it orginized is difficult, but I'm 
> getting better at it. I think it'll be less stagnant and rigid and 
> make a bigger impression on the audiance since I'll be working the RS 
> more during the performance and able to adjust more to the feel or 
> vibe of the room. I'll still probably make a Chain Mode version and 
> Song Mode version though just in case, they won't be whole sets, just 
> one song in the RS at a time for me.
> 
> Zam
> 

Thats part of the reason i'm asking;i can see several different ways
of approaching it and i understand that it's going to be different for
each person but i was curious as to what tried and tested techniques
work with track arrangement on the RS when playing live,apart from the
live user guide that timo(?)wrote.I'm also thinking what if i write a
song and then i want to remix and add some parts to it.move some
tracks around etc..guess i'm impatient to get going live with the RS
but i'm having to learn how it works.I remember read that learning the
RS was like starting all over again and i now see what they were
talking about :^)

As there are 16 sections and a possible 256 phrases it would make
sense to assign phrases 1-16 to track 1,phrases 17-32 to track 2 etc
which i think is the idea and is why there are 256 phrases.This works
for me anyway and it makes good use of all the phrases and keeps
things organised in such a way that i can do crazy things if i want
and not lose track(pun intended;))pretty amazing sequencer when you
think about it..

Any way thanks everyone for the help and answers to my questions,i
think i'm getting there haha

Peace

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > How do you develop your songs or live mixes?The thing thats 
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> bothering
> > me is keeping the phrases organised when working on larger 
> projects.At
> > the minute i'm learning the RS but a few good things have come out
> > it.Just wondering what your workflow is and if you've got any tips 
> as
> > an experienced user.It's more for live use than anything,i want to
> > keep my phrases and patterns organised as much as possible but what 
> if
> > i want to start moving things round or change the order of the
> > tracks,wont the numbers be mixed up?I may want to sketch out an idea
> > in sec A and rearrange the track order in section B for example and
> > copy back to A.So i'm tryingto work out the best way to develop my
> > ideas into songs which i hadn't planned on if you see what i mean :)
> > 
> > I could say in section A and extend the phrases to upto 256 measures
> > but i not sure how that would go with automation and editing.I was
> > thinking sec a 16 tracks phrase 1-16,sec B 17-32..thinking about it
> > it's a case of just selecting the phrase if i want to start working 
> on
> > a variation in section B..but do you assign so many phrases to the
> > kick,say 1&2,3&4 to the hihats and so on?
> > 
> > The Rs is really making me think about this stuff {[-_-]}
> > 
> > Cheers
> >
>

| 15831|15805|2007-08-31 14:32:53|zzzik242|Re: Scenes question|
Hmm... But isn't it possible to change the effect via a midi command? 
I don't know too much about this, but I remember this mentioned on an 
old rm1x forum back in the days. That way you could have, let's say 
an amp simulator on section A, then when switching to section B, you 
could change the ins efx to for instance the auto-synth effect. 

Anyone know how to do this?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> That's correct. The effects are stored per project/style. You can 
> have diferent set of effects, but they have to be on a different 
> style.So, if you load some other pattern on STYLE 002 it will have 
> the effects you previously stored.One workaround would be to have 
the 
> same song on different style with a different effects. There would 
be 
> a sound drop put though.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Confirmed. Effect values are stored with scene memory, but it 
> seems 
> > the effect itself is not stored with it and remains whatever you 
> have 
> > it set to for that Pattern/Style for whichever scene memory your 
on 
> or 
> > switch to. That would of been kind of neat but oh well.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > There is some mention in another thread about the scenes 
saving 
> > > > different mix settings. Does this also include effect 
settings? 
> I 
> > > > mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert 
effect, 
> and 
> > > > then, in another scene, set up different effects?
> > > >
> > > Page 62 of the manual says what parameters will be saved with 
a 
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> > scene
> > > but doesn't specify effects.Looks like it's only the values 
that 
> can
> > > be saved.
> > >
> >
>

| 15832|15822|2007-08-31 15:46:26|zamisers7k|Re: Stop button transmits CC's|
Glad you got something worked out. From what I've been looking at 
CC64 & CC66 are for damper and sostaino pedals. What I'm thinking 
the reasoning may be for this is that the RS7000 can be told to start 
and stop and change sections using those pedals too if needed. So 
perhaps that is for some reason why it sends those messages out too. 
I've not figured out how to keep it from doing that, but at least it 
seems like it has some kind of reasoning behind it. Why its on ch9 & 
11, I've still no idea. However, I'm thinking that maybe if you 
wanted to start & stop the RS using CCs those would be the ones to 
use, and if that is common practice amongst all other sequencers or 
not, if its just the RS that is goofy or not about this, I'm not sure 
either, but I kind of hope they all do this goofy thing for the RS's 
good name sake and its not just another goofy RS thing. It might 
well be though. Glad you got a work around for it though by stopping 
it from receiveing those messages on your other unit.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
>
> Update:
> 
> The stop button definately transmits CCs. Number 64 an 66 to be 
exact 
> and on the 01v these control the pan settings on channels 9 and 11 
> (not 10 as I previously said) by default. Both skip measure buttons 
> actually generate these CCs too. Very weird and I did not find a 
way 
> to stop the RS from sending these.
> 
> Luckily on the 01v you can set a CC to have no effect on any of the 
> 01v's parameters so this was the solution to my problem.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> >
> > Well please don't lose any sleep over it ;-)
> > 
> > Thanks for your suggestions man, I'll check 'm out tonight.
> > 
> > BTW the midi channel I'm using to communicate between the RS and 
> the 
> > 01v is nr 16. The mixer's channels do not respond to the 
> > corresponding midi channels, you just select one midi channel on 
> the 
> > 01v to receive all the midi data on.
> > 
> > If I remember correctly, but I'll have to check the 01v's manual 
to 
> > be sure, the pan setting for channels 9 and 10 on the 01v respond 
> to 
> > CC 64 and 65 respectively.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Have a couple other dumb ideas. This might sound stupid, but 
> > perhaps 
> > > swap you midi out to be on B if its A or vise versa. Maybe try 
> > > another midi cable too. I've had bad midi cables do some wierd 
> > > things before.
> > > 
> > > I know some gear will treat channel 10 a little difrent since 
its 
> > > often set to be a drum track, but you say ch 9's pan is 
affected 
> > > too, so I'm not sure that could lead to anything. Boy, I'm at 
a 
> > bit 
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> > > of loss what else it could cause something like that to 
happen. 
> > > Just the Pan setting on ch9 & 10 freaky, its such an unused 
> setting 
> > > on the RS that stop would cause it to change on those channels, 
> > bugs 
> > > me, I'll be thinking about this for a while if you don't get it 
> > > figured out hmmm....
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > That sure sounds odd. I don't think I've ever had my RS 
hooked 
> > up 
> > > > like yours, but maybe I can give you a few ideas to check if 
> > > you've 
> > > > not already.
> > > > 
> > > > Firstly, the stop button does transmit something via midi, I 
> can 
> > > see 
> > > > the midi light come on when pressed. My assumption would be 
> that 
> > > > its just sending a stop signal, if its CCs or not I'm 
unsure. 
> > > There 
> > > > are a few places on the RS you can check to see if midi is 
all 
> > > setup 
> > > > right. If it does this for all songs even on blank new ones 
> then 
> > > > you may want to check the System Midi Setup in Utility Mode 
for 
> > > > something strange in there. If its just happening on one 
Song 
> or 
> > > > Pattern you may want to check Midi Setup down 4 presses in 
> Setup 
> > > > #6. Also down in that #6 menu there are knob assignments, 
see 
> if 
> > > > maybe some of those are off, not sure there is anything for 
> stop 
> > > > button tho, but maybe worth a check. Lastly on the RS 
perhaps 
> > > check 
> > > > to see if your Midi filters are set properly too, they'll 
> filter 
> > > out 
> > > > certain events. In Utility there is a set for in & out, 
maybe 
> > try 
> > > > changeing some of those, and there are some to change down a 
> > > couple 
> > > > in #3 View Filter.
> > > > 
> > > > The only other thing I can think of is that maybe its 
something 
> > on 
> > > > your mixer. If can try another sequencer on it and see if 
> > > > transmitting the stop message does the same thing. If so 
then 
> > its 
> > > > in the mixer not the RS. If you don't have another sequencer 
> > test 
> > > > it out then only thing I can think would be to check its 
manual 
> > or 
> > > > see if it has its own user forum for asking such a question 
and 
> > > see 
> > > > if anyone else has delt with similar problem.
> > > > 
> > > > As far as I know I've never heard of this being a problem on 
> the 
> > > RS 
> > > > with anything else, but there is always a first time for 
> > > > everything. Maybe your the first to use the RS to such an 
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> > > extent. 
> > > > It sounds like a cool deal if you can keep that from 
> happening. 
> > > Let 
> > > > us know if you get it resolved and how etc. Sorry for the 
> > lenghty 
> > > > reply and hope you can make some kind of heads or tales out 
> > > > something I may have mentioned to help you. And, as always 
> > anyone 
> > > > here else is welcome to suggest something to you I may not 
have 
> > > > thought of, hoping there'll be more ideas.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gaapzucht" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi,
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've got a rs7000 hooked up to a 01v mixer via midi and I 
> > > control 
> > > > the 
> > > > > 01v's parameters via CC's. The problem is every time I 
press 
> > the 
> > > > stop 
> > > > > button on the RS certain parameters on the 01v change (the 
> pan 
> > > > settings 
> > > > > on channels 9 and 10 of the mixer to be exact).
> > > > > 
> > > > > The only logical conclusion is that the RS stop button 
> > transmits 
> > > > CC's. 
> > > > > Is there any way I can stop the stop button (pun a bit 
> > intended) 
> > > > to 
> > > > > transmit CC's?
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15833|15805|2007-08-31 15:51:49|zamisers7k|Re: Scenes question|
It might be possible, might be able to do it via NRPN messages too 
maybe. Let me know when you get those all figured out... heheh. I 
try to use that stuff as little as possible, though I'm sure there 
can be some extra powerfull and usefull features when they are dug 
into deeply enough.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Hmm... But isn't it possible to change the effect via a midi 
command? 
> I don't know too much about this, but I remember this mentioned on 
an 
> old rm1x forum back in the days. That way you could have, let's say 
> an amp simulator on section A, then when switching to section B, 
you 
> could change the ins efx to for instance the auto-synth effect. 
> 
> Anyone know how to do this?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > That's correct. The effects are stored per project/style. You can 
> > have diferent set of effects, but they have to be on a different 
> > style.So, if you load some other pattern on STYLE 002 it will 
have 
> > the effects you previously stored.One workaround would be to have 
> the 
> > same song on different style with a different effects. There 
would 
> be 
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> > a sound drop put though.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Confirmed. Effect values are stored with scene memory, but it 
> > seems 
> > > the effect itself is not stored with it and remains whatever 
you 
> > have 
> > > it set to for that Pattern/Style for whichever scene memory 
your 
> on 
> > or 
> > > switch to. That would of been kind of neat but oh well.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > There is some mention in another thread about the scenes 
> saving 
> > > > > different mix settings. Does this also include effect 
> settings? 
> > I 
> > > > > mean, can I program some stuff using a specific insert 
> effect, 
> > and 
> > > > > then, in another scene, set up different effects?
> > > > >
> > > > Page 62 of the manual says what parameters will be saved 
with 
> a 
> > > scene
> > > > but doesn't specify effects.Looks like it's only the values 
> that 
> > can
> > > > be saved.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15834|15826|2007-08-31 16:14:46|zamisers7k|Re: A question about track layout on the RS|
I think that Timo dude's plan sounds good in theory. I've yet to put 
it to practice though myself. Once I do, maybe it will help a lot, 
seems like it couldn't hurt. The way I learned on my own was to just 
let the RS put the phrases whereever it felt like, it didn't become 
much of a problem until I'd start using another section and then 
wanting some difrent notes on the same track. When that would happen 
I'd copy the phrase off to like user #50 and go up from there as I 
edited in difrent notes for the difrent phrases. It wasn't really 
organized, but it worked OK for me for a long time. I'd like to 
think thats the easy way for starting out, I did it the easy yet 
unorganized way for a long time. Now I'm wanting to get more 
complicated and to keep it easy I may need to find some way of 
organizing stuff more like Timo's way. If your starting off, I'm 
thinking you may be overwhelming yourself now, but perhaps it will 
help in the long run to be organized from the start.

We kind of went over Timo's stuff and things like it not long ago it 
seemed like, might be why didn't get more respones on this topic. 
Anyway, I hope you find your self a good way to go about doing it. 
I've been gigging my RS for years, I try to make each one of my songs 
with the mindset that I might want to gig it, but never really was 
really organized. If I gigged more often I might have found some 
better ways, but I only do it once every 4 to 6 months it seems like, 
the RS is my bread and butter still, wouldn't know what to do without 
it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I believe there is no one proper most way. Probably a difrent 
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way 
> > for each person maybe even.
> > 
> > For years I've stuck to just 1A, and remixing it in Chain then 
> > further finalizing in Song, but lately I've been atempting to set 
it 
> > up so I can do more mixing of patterns live using more sections, 
> > memory & scene mutes, more phrases per track etc. It gets 
> > complicated quick, and keeping it orginized is difficult, but I'm 
> > getting better at it. I think it'll be less stagnant and rigid 
and 
> > make a bigger impression on the audiance since I'll be working 
the RS 
> > more during the performance and able to adjust more to the feel 
or 
> > vibe of the room. I'll still probably make a Chain Mode version 
and 
> > Song Mode version though just in case, they won't be whole sets, 
just 
> > one song in the RS at a time for me.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> Thats part of the reason i'm asking;i can see several different ways
> of approaching it and i understand that it's going to be different 
for
> each person but i was curious as to what tried and tested techniques
> work with track arrangement on the RS when playing live,apart from 
the
> live user guide that timo(?)wrote.I'm also thinking what if i write 
a
> song and then i want to remix and add some parts to it.move some
> tracks around etc..guess i'm impatient to get going live with the RS
> but i'm having to learn how it works.I remember read that learning 
the
> RS was like starting all over again and i now see what they were
> talking about :^)
> 
> As there are 16 sections and a possible 256 phrases it would make
> sense to assign phrases 1-16 to track 1,phrases 17-32 to track 2 etc
> which i think is the idea and is why there are 256 phrases.This 
works
> for me anyway and it makes good use of all the phrases and keeps
> things organised in such a way that i can do crazy things if i want
> and not lose track(pun intended;))pretty amazing sequencer when you
> think about it..
> 
> Any way thanks everyone for the help and answers to my questions,i
> think i'm getting there haha
> 
> Peace
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > How do you develop your songs or live mixes?The thing thats 
> > bothering
> > > me is keeping the phrases organised when working on larger 
> > projects.At
> > > the minute i'm learning the RS but a few good things have come 
out
> > > it.Just wondering what your workflow is and if you've got any 
tips 
> > as
> > > an experienced user.It's more for live use than anything,i want 
to
> > > keep my phrases and patterns organised as much as possible but 
what 
> > if
> > > i want to start moving things round or change the order of the
> > > tracks,wont the numbers be mixed up?I may want to sketch out an 
idea
> > > in sec A and rearrange the track order in section B for example 
and
> > > copy back to A.So i'm tryingto work out the best way to develop 
my
> > > ideas into songs which i hadn't planned on if you see what i 
mean :)
> > > 
> > > I could say in section A and extend the phrases to upto 256 
measures
> > > but i not sure how that would go with automation and editing.I 
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was
> > > thinking sec a 16 tracks phrase 1-16,sec B 17-32..thinking 
about it
> > > it's a case of just selecting the phrase if i want to start 
working 
> > on
> > > a variation in section B..but do you assign so many phrases to 
the
> > > kick,say 1&2,3&4 to the hihats and so on?
> > > 
> > > The Rs is really making me think about this stuff {[-_-]}
> > > 
> > > Cheers
> > >
> >
>

| 15835|15778|2007-08-31 20:12:21|zamisers7k|Re: Tenori|
I'm heard an estamate that they are going to release these at around 
600 lbs in UK and $1200 US. They do look durable, but for that price 
I think I'd want it do more, a lot more too. I'm not seeing any 
stats for it yet. Is it capable of midi out, does it have built in 
FX, reprogramability, as we know with the RS, Yamaha keeps that stuff 
to themselfs. I think it will need to be in the KP3s cost range to 
compete or do something amazing (a killer ap) that nothing else does 
if its going to be a hit. I can't wait to see the specs on it, which 
looks like that info won't be out until Sept 4th. I do love yamaha 
gear and my RS tops the list of all gear of course, so I do hope for 
the best for the Tenori.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann wrote:
> >
> > Hey looks nice !!!
> > 
> > I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only a 10th 
of
> it. 
> > But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...
> > 
> > Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also with 
some 
> > musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular synthesizer.
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc
> > 
> > 
> > Enjoy,
> > Christian
> > 
> > PS: Hi Group ! ;-)
> > 
> > zhel_id schrieb:
> > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, 
> > > "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but
> > > initially
> > > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and 
sequencer
> > > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of 
realtime
> > > effects
> > > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused 
over it,
> > > but
> > > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with 
motiff
> > > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > > > >
> > > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with 
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details on
> > > how
> > > > it works
> > > >
> > > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> > > <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> > > >
> > > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks like 
it
> > > would
> > > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > > >
> > >
> > > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch 
screen
> > > equipment.
> > > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it 
I'd
> > > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd like 
to
> > > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting speed 
so I
> > > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not 
directly
> > > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch
> > > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 
technology
> > > developments!
> > > ;)
> > > 
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> > > 
<http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> > > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> I'll wait and see what the word is but now i know the quality and
> capability of yamaha stuff i'm kinda excited about this.I've been
> putting the hours in with the RS so my emx hasn't been getting
> used..really depends on the synth on the tenori-on but if it's motif
> quality and capable of producing the sounds i need i'll probably 
sell
> the mx and put the funds towards one of
> these.I've always wanted a super compact live setup that could fit 
in
> a gigbag and be lightweight.I like the fact you can hold it in both
> hands and play it and you don't need a stand!Use it anywhere and
> everywhere ;^D
>

| 15836|15836|2007-08-31 23:18:37|Markus|Something i did with the RS and korg emx..|
http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8975

Actually it's mostly the emx,the synth that comes in around 1:20 is
from the RS7000.I recorded clips from each and arranged them in live
but i'm thinking of playing this type of thing live,what do yout
think?There'll be more going on live;more of an intro and build up and
more percussive stuff with vocals and fx and breakdowns :)

But i'm liking recording stuff into live to warp and twist up to
create new sounds..

Peace
| 15837|15778|2007-09-01 04:12:48|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
The main Yamaha guy in Uk was talking about 500 GBP, but that was in 
March.
"Is it capable of midi out, does it have built in 

> FX, reprogramability"

As far as I could see it and from the people who tried it, it does 
have midi out and you can use it as a sequencer...and you can sample 
sounds.
Big tweakability? I doubt it.
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The sounds are from Motiff and it seems are more ambient oriented 
because I heard 10 demos and they all sounds like 'Elecktroplankton'.
The thing I'm interested in is that 'live', 'bounce' and 'random' 
loop options where you can really play the thing realtime.
The more I think about it, the more I see it as a live sequencer, 
more playable than RS.That could be its strength. The improv side of 
it.Sound editing is probably impossible(or through the menu dial) and 
I doubt it has a strong set of effects, if any.
Still, it may end up being a hit and I agree with you, the price 
would have to come down a bit to least 450GBP or 900$.
Still, kudos to Yamaha for pushing the boundaries once again.
I may be waiting for RS9000 which is RS and Tenori together basically.
;)))))

Reprogram--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:

>
> I'm heard an estamate that they are going to release these at 

around 

> 600 lbs in UK and $1200 US. They do look durable, but for that 

price 

> I think I'd want it do more, a lot more too. I'm not seeing any 
> stats for it yet. Is it capable of midi out, does it have built in 
> FX, reprogramability, as we know with the RS, Yamaha keeps that 

stuff 

> to themselfs. I think it will need to be in the KP3s cost range to 
> compete or do something amazing (a killer ap) that nothing else 

does 

> if its going to be a hit. I can't wait to see the specs on it, 

which 

> looks like that info won't be out until Sept 4th. I do love yamaha 
> gear and my RS tops the list of all gear of course, so I do hope 

for 

> the best for the Tenori.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann 

wrote:

> > >
> > > Hey looks nice !!!
> > > 
> > > I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only a 

10th 

> of
> > it. 
> > > But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...
> > > 
> > > Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also with 
> some 
> > > musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular 

synthesizer.

> > > 
> > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss
> > > 
> > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Enjoy,
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> > > Christian
> > > 
> > > PS: Hi Group ! ;-)
> > > 
> > > zhel_id schrieb:
> > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, 
> > > > "Markus" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, but
> > > > initially
> > > > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and 
> sequencer
> > > > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of 
> realtime
> > > > effects
> > > > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still confused 
> over it,
> > > > but
> > > > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda with 
> motiff
> > > > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > > > > >
> > > > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with 
> details on
> > > > how
> > > > > it works
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> > > > <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> > > > >
> > > > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks 

like 

> it
> > > > would
> > > > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar touch 
> screen
> > > > equipment.
> > > > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using it 
> I'd
> > > > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd 

like 

> to
> > > > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > > > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting 

speed 

> so I
> > > > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > > > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > > > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's not 
> directly
> > > > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new multitouch
> > > > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 
> technology
> > > > developments!
> > > > ;)
> > > > 
> http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> > > > 
> <http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> > > > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > I'll wait and see what the word is but now i know the quality and
> > capability of yamaha stuff i'm kinda excited about this.I've been
> > putting the hours in with the RS so my emx hasn't been getting
> > used..really depends on the synth on the tenori-on but if it's 
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motif

> > quality and capable of producing the sounds i need i'll probably 
> sell
> > the mx and put the funds towards one of
> > these.I've always wanted a super compact live setup that could 

fit 

> in
> > a gigbag and be lightweight.I like the fact you can hold it in 

both

> > hands and play it and you don't need a stand!Use it anywhere and
> > everywhere ;^D
> >
>

| 15838|15836|2007-09-01 04:13:35|zamisers7k|Re: Something i did with the RS and korg emx..|
Sounded pretty dang awesome to me!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8975
> 
> Actually it's mostly the emx,the synth that comes in around 1:20 is
> from the RS7000.I recorded clips from each and arranged them in 
live
> but i'm thinking of playing this type of thing live,what do yout
> think?There'll be more going on live;more of an intro and build up 
and
> more percussive stuff with vocals and fx and breakdowns :)
> 
> But i'm liking recording stuff into live to warp and twist up to
> create new sounds..
> 
> Peace
>

| 15839|15836|2007-09-01 13:16:39|Markus|Re: Something i did with the RS and korg emx..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Sounded pretty dang awesome to me!
> 
> Zam

Thanks Zam!Seems to have lost some clarity;the 303 at the end should
be clesrer but it's buried in the mix.Don't know if it's when i
converted it or uploaded it.Anyway glad you like it and thanks for the
comment!

Markus

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8975
> > 
> > Actually it's mostly the emx,the synth that comes in around 1:20 is
> > from the RS7000.I recorded clips from each and arranged them in 
> live
> > but i'm thinking of playing this type of thing live,what do yout
> > think?There'll be more going on live;more of an intro and build up 
> and
> > more percussive stuff with vocals and fx and breakdowns :)
> > 
> > But i'm liking recording stuff into live to warp and twist up to
> > create new sounds..
> > 
> > Peace
> >
>

| 15840|15836|2007-09-01 14:00:28|zamisers7k|Re: Something i did with the RS and korg emx..|
It sounded perfect to me. Probably your EQ levels on your player. 
Uploading won't change that unless your host is doing some 
processing on files before they make it downloadable. The encoding 
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process to .mp3 can cause some loss too sometimes if you've got it 
44.1khz pcm. Some encoders sound better than others IMO, don't know 
why, sometimes it can be a setting, other times using a difrent mp3 
encoder will help lots. Anyway, it sounded great on my side, the 
303 fit in the mix well and I liked the last 3rd of the song the 
best, so I'm suspecting maybe your .mp3 player may have its EQ off. 
Maybe bump up the midrange or take down the bass & treb perhaps. 
Thanks for sharing with us too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Sounded pretty dang awesome to me!
> > 
> > Zam
> 
> Thanks Zam!Seems to have lost some clarity;the 303 at the end 
should
> be clesrer but it's buried in the mix.Don't know if it's when i
> converted it or uploaded it.Anyway glad you like it and thanks for 
the
> comment!
> 
> Markus
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=8975
> > > 
> > > Actually it's mostly the emx,the synth that comes in around 
1:20 is
> > > from the RS7000.I recorded clips from each and arranged them 
in 
> > live
> > > but i'm thinking of playing this type of thing live,what do 
yout
> > > think?There'll be more going on live;more of an intro and 
build up 
> > and
> > > more percussive stuff with vocals and fx and breakdowns :)
> > > 
> > > But i'm liking recording stuff into live to warp and twist up 
to
> > > create new sounds..
> > > 
> > > Peace
> > >
> >
>

| 15841|15778|2007-09-01 21:06:11|zamisers7k|Re: Tenori|
A grand USD might put it in my pocket book range. I figure give it 
a year or two and prices will drop further and picking one up used 
might make it a bargan deal. The more I look at the more it seems 
like something that would pair up with an RS7000 well, maybe do well 
on its own. RS9000 including a Tenori I like the sound of that too 
8^)

Hope you don't mind zhel but I used some of your comments posted 
here as a source of info I to post on another message forum. I gave 
you credit there for that info., and I also didn't want to make you 
sound as though you were the authority on it or anything like that, 
just that you seemed so far to have more knowledge on it then anyone 
else's stuff that I've read about on the Tenori. If you want me to 
CC or link you to the thread or something let me know. Shouldn't be 
a big deal I'd hope. Its over on VintageSynth forums, they've been 
talking about it too lately.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> The main Yamaha guy in Uk was talking about 500 GBP, but that was 
in 
> March.
> "Is it capable of midi out, does it have built in 
> > FX, reprogramability"
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> As far as I could see it and from the people who tried it, it does 
> have midi out and you can use it as a sequencer...and you can 
sample 
> sounds.
> Big tweakability? I doubt it.
> The sounds are from Motiff and it seems are more ambient oriented 
> because I heard 10 demos and they all sounds 
like 'Elecktroplankton'.
> The thing I'm interested in is that 'live', 'bounce' and 'random' 
> loop options where you can really play the thing realtime.
> The more I think about it, the more I see it as a live sequencer, 
> more playable than RS.That could be its strength. The improv side 
of 
> it.Sound editing is probably impossible(or through the menu dial) 
and 
> I doubt it has a strong set of effects, if any.
> Still, it may end up being a hit and I agree with you, the price 
> would have to come down a bit to least 450GBP or 900$.
> Still, kudos to Yamaha for pushing the boundaries once again.
> I may be waiting for RS9000 which is RS and Tenori together 
basically.
> ;)))))
> 
> 
> Reprogram--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
> wrote:
> >
> > I'm heard an estamate that they are going to release these at 
> around 
> > 600 lbs in UK and $1200 US. They do look durable, but for that 
> price 
> > I think I'd want it do more, a lot more too. I'm not seeing any 
> > stats for it yet. Is it capable of midi out, does it have built 
in 
> > FX, reprogramability, as we know with the RS, Yamaha keeps that 
> stuff 
> > to themselfs. I think it will need to be in the KP3s cost range 
to 
> > compete or do something amazing (a killer ap) that nothing else 
> does 
> > if its going to be a hit. I can't wait to see the specs on it, 
> which 
> > looks like that info won't be out until Sept 4th. I do love 
yamaha 
> > gear and my RS tops the list of all gear of course, so I do hope 
> for 
> > the best for the Tenori.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann 
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey looks nice !!!
> > > > 
> > > > I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only a 
> 10th 
> > of
> > > it. 
> > > > But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...
> > > > 
> > > > Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also 
with 
> > some 
> > > > musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular 
> synthesizer.
> > > > 
> > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss
> > > > 
> > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Enjoy,
> > > > Christian
> > > > 
> > > > PS: Hi Group ! ;-)
> > > > 
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> > > > zhel_id schrieb:
> > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, 
> > > > > "Markus" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi capabilities, 
but
> > > > > initially
> > > > > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds and 
> > sequencer
> > > > > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of 
> > realtime
> > > > > effects
> > > > > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still 
confused 
> > over it,
> > > > > but
> > > > > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda 
with 
> > motiff
> > > > > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with 
> > details on
> > > > > how
> > > > > > it works
> > > > > >
> > > > > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> > > > > <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and looks 
> like 
> > it
> > > > > would
> > > > > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar 
touch 
> > screen
> > > > > equipment.
> > > > > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of using 
it 
> > I'd
> > > > > still like to stare at those circles going up and down.I'd 
> like 
> > to
> > > > > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > > > > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting 
> speed 
> > so I
> > > > > might wait a few months for other companies to answer that.
> > > > > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > > > > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's 
not 
> > directly
> > > > > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new 
multitouch
> > > > > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 
> > technology
> > > > > developments!
> > > > > ;)
> > > > > 
> > http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> > > > > 
> > 
<http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> > > > > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > I'll wait and see what the word is but now i know the quality 
and
> > > capability of yamaha stuff i'm kinda excited about this.I've 
been
> > > putting the hours in with the RS so my emx hasn't been getting
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> > > used..really depends on the synth on the tenori-on but if it's 
> motif
> > > quality and capable of producing the sounds i need i'll 
probably 
> > sell
> > > the mx and put the funds towards one of
> > > these.I've always wanted a super compact live setup that could 
> fit 
> > in
> > > a gigbag and be lightweight.I like the fact you can hold it in 
> both
> > > hands and play it and you don't need a stand!Use it anywhere 
and
> > > everywhere ;^D
> > >
> >
>

| 15842|15778|2007-09-02 04:34:17|zhel_id|Re: Tenori|
No worries mate.As long as I'm being credeited I know I'll get my 
money..!
LOL
That said, I don't know too much about it. I may have read one or two 
press cuts more than the others.
We still need to hear more about its sampling, midi, synth 
capabilities in detail.
(I heard it can sample, but I have a feeling that is not even close 
to pro standards-but more close to Kaoss standards)
We'll have to wait and see.
I might go Tuesday eve to watch the UK launch presentation, but I 
sense it'll be packed and they won't be giving them for free...
;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> A grand USD might put it in my pocket book range. I figure give it 
> a year or two and prices will drop further and picking one up used 
> might make it a bargan deal. The more I look at the more it seems 
> like something that would pair up with an RS7000 well, maybe do 
well 
> on its own. RS9000 including a Tenori I like the sound of that too 
> 8^)
> 
> Hope you don't mind zhel but I used some of your comments posted 
> here as a source of info I to post on another message forum. I gave 
> you credit there for that info., and I also didn't want to make you 
> sound as though you were the authority on it or anything like that, 
> just that you seemed so far to have more knowledge on it then 
anyone 
> else's stuff that I've read about on the Tenori. If you want me to 
> CC or link you to the thread or something let me know. Shouldn't 
be 
> a big deal I'd hope. Its over on VintageSynth forums, they've been 
> talking about it too lately.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > The main Yamaha guy in Uk was talking about 500 GBP, but that was 
> in 
> > March.
> > "Is it capable of midi out, does it have built in 
> > > FX, reprogramability"
> > As far as I could see it and from the people who tried it, it 
does 
> > have midi out and you can use it as a sequencer...and you can 
> sample 
> > sounds.
> > Big tweakability? I doubt it.
> > The sounds are from Motiff and it seems are more ambient oriented 
> > because I heard 10 demos and they all sounds 
> like 'Elecktroplankton'.
> > The thing I'm interested in is that 'live', 'bounce' and 'random' 
> > loop options where you can really play the thing realtime.
> > The more I think about it, the more I see it as a live sequencer, 
> > more playable than RS.That could be its strength. The improv side 
> of 
> > it.Sound editing is probably impossible(or through the menu dial) 
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> and 
> > I doubt it has a strong set of effects, if any.
> > Still, it may end up being a hit and I agree with you, the price 
> > would have to come down a bit to least 450GBP or 900$.
> > Still, kudos to Yamaha for pushing the boundaries once again.
> > I may be waiting for RS9000 which is RS and Tenori together 
> basically.
> > ;)))))
> > 
> > 
> > Reprogram--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm heard an estamate that they are going to release these at 
> > around 
> > > 600 lbs in UK and $1200 US. They do look durable, but for that 
> > price 
> > > I think I'd want it do more, a lot more too. I'm not seeing 
any 
> > > stats for it yet. Is it capable of midi out, does it have 
built 
> in 
> > > FX, reprogramability, as we know with the RS, Yamaha keeps that 
> > stuff 
> > > to themselfs. I think it will need to be in the KP3s cost 
range 
> to 
> > > compete or do something amazing (a killer ap) that nothing else 
> > does 
> > > if its going to be a hit. I can't wait to see the specs on it, 
> > which 
> > > looks like that info won't be out until Sept 4th. I do love 
> yamaha 
> > > gear and my RS tops the list of all gear of course, so I do 
hope 
> > for 
> > > the best for the Tenori.
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Christian Dahlmann 
> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hey looks nice !!!
> > > > > 
> > > > > I think the Tenori is a payable version , as it costs only 
a 
> > 10th 
> > > of
> > > > it. 
> > > > > But it is unbelievwable how far this technology is...
> > > > > 
> > > > > Here are also two must see videos on a research step. Also 
> with 
> > > some 
> > > > > musical examples. The 2nd one is a multitouch modular 
> > synthesizer.
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftJhDBZqss
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h-RhyopUmc
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Enjoy,
> > > > > Christian
> > > > > 
> > > > > PS: Hi Group ! ;-)
> > > > > 
> > > > > zhel_id schrieb:
> > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, 
> > > > > > "Markus" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > You're thinking 'kaoss kp-3' or korg 'padkontrol'?
> > > > > > > > we'll yet have to read about Tenori midi 
capabilities, 
> but
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> > > > > > initially
> > > > > > > > Tenori-on is kinda like RS. It's a box with sounds 
and 
> > > sequencer
> > > > > > > > +matrix so you might still need KP-3 for hundreds of 
> > > realtime
> > > > > > effects
> > > > > > > > or padkontrol for..well hitting notes.I'm still 
> confused 
> > > over it,
> > > > > > but
> > > > > > > > my verdict is that this is a new generation RS kinda 
> with 
> > > motiff
> > > > > > > > sounds and matrix.We'll see.I might be wrong
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > There's a lot of info on it here and theres a pdf with 
> > > details on
> > > > > > how
> > > > > > > it works
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on 
> > > > > > <http://www.pixelsumo.com/post/tenori-on>
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Apparently it can be used as a midi controller and 
looks 
> > like 
> > > it
> > > > > > would
> > > > > > > make a great addition to the RS7000.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Pesonally I think this is just a beginning of similar 
> touch 
> > > screen
> > > > > > equipment.
> > > > > > I'm not buying the fact that in three months time of 
using 
> it 
> > > I'd
> > > > > > still like to stare at those circles going up and 
down.I'd 
> > like 
> > > to
> > > > > > read how tweakable the sounds are etc.Also,
> > > > > > 'Multi touch screen' technology is developing at lighting 
> > speed 
> > > so I
> > > > > > might wait a few months for other companies to answer 
that.
> > > > > > That said I'd like to tenori-on right now!;)
> > > > > > There's one link, I'd like to share with the group. It's 
> not 
> > > directly
> > > > > > connected to the music 'per se', but it's about new 
> multitouch
> > > > > > technology.I think RS group need to be updated about new 
> > > technology
> > > > > > developments!
> > > > > > ;)
> > > > > > 
> > > 
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html 
> > > > > > 
> > > 
> <http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/industry/4217348.html>
> > > > > > I'm waiting to see some music gear incorporating this!
> > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > I'll wait and see what the word is but now i know the quality 
> and
> > > > capability of yamaha stuff i'm kinda excited about this.I've 
> been
> > > > putting the hours in with the RS so my emx hasn't been getting
> > > > used..really depends on the synth on the tenori-on but if 
it's 
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> > motif
> > > > quality and capable of producing the sounds i need i'll 
> probably 
> > > sell
> > > > the mx and put the funds towards one of
> > > > these.I've always wanted a super compact live setup that 
could 
> > fit 
> > > in
> > > > a gigbag and be lightweight.I like the fact you can hold it 
in 
> > both
> > > > hands and play it and you don't need a stand!Use it anywhere 
> and
> > > > everywhere ;^D
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15843|15843|2007-09-03 03:26:46|danielcomollatti|SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
Hello

I am hoping that this is possible.

Can you for example

1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
2) import it as sample
3) trim it to perfection
4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any other beat?

I get to point three and loose my mind.

Anyone - please - HELP

Thanks

dANNY
| 15844|15843|2007-09-03 03:44:13|zamisers7k|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
Once you get the sample imported you have to press the Sample Edit 
button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample and then 
move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit button 
some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform more 
processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its enough to 
get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do for your 
samples or not.

Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.

Good luck and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hello
> 
> I am hoping that this is possible.
> 
> Can you for example
> 
> 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> 2) import it as sample
> 3) trim it to perfection
> 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any other 

beat?

> 
> I get to point three and loose my mind.
> 
> Anyone - please - HELP
> 
> Thanks
> 
> dANNY
>

| 15845|15843|2007-09-03 04:03:26|Markus|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Once you get the sample imported you have to press the Sample Edit 
> button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample and then 
> move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit button 
> some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform more 
> processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its enough to 
> get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do for your 
> samples or not.
> 
> Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.
> 
> Good luck and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hello
> > 
> > I am hoping that this is possible.
> > 
> > Can you for example
> > 
> > 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> > 2) import it as sample
> > 3) trim it to perfection
> > 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any other 
> beat?
> > 
> > I get to point three and loose my mind.
> > 
> > Anyone - please - HELP
> > 
> > Thanks
> > 
> > dANNY
> >
>

If you mean drum hits i think you have to select kit when you import
the beat and assign it to one of the keys so if you assign it to C2
you'll be able to play or sequence it as anything else,import a snare
to C2# etc..then you can edit away :)

Hope this helps
| 15846|15843|2007-09-03 04:22:22|Daniel Comollatti|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
wow - oh f_cking wow

This is amazing - i have mxing on the RS700 is amazing if you sample in beats and stuff you rip from other djs - oh my god - and the power at your finger tips -
ahhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

thanks guys - i am out of here to annoy the world with some experiment-tation

----- Original Message ----
From: Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, 3 September, 2007 8:02:50 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Once you get the sample imported you have to press the Sample Edit 
> button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample and then 
> move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit button 
> some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform more 
> processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its enough to 
> get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do for your 
> samples or not.
> 
> Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.
> 
> Good luck and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hello
> > 
> > I am hoping that this is possible.
> > 
> > Can you for example
> > 
> > 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> > 2) import it as sample
> > 3) trim it to perfection
> > 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any other 
> beat?
> > 
> > I get to point three and loose my mind.
> > 
> > Anyone - please - HELP
> > 
> > Thanks
> > 
> > dANNY
> >
>
If you mean drum hits i think you have to select kit when you import
the beat and assign it to one of the keys so if you assign it to C2
you'll be able to play or sequence it as anything else,import a snare
to C2# etc..then you can edit away :)

Hope this helps

____________________________________________________________________________________
Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited storage.
http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15847|15843|2007-09-03 07:22:18|zhel_id|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
;-))))))))
Kinda miss that enthusiasm myself these days

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Daniel Comollatti 
wrote:

>
> wow - oh f_cking wow
> 
> This is amazing - i have mxing on the RS700 is amazing if you 

sample in beats and stuff you rip from other djs - oh my god - and 
the power at your finger tips - ahhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

> 
> thanks guys - i am out of here to annoy the world with some 

experiment-tation

> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Markus 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, 3 September, 2007 8:02:50 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Once you get the sample imported you have to press the Sample 

Edit 

> > button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample and 

then 
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> > move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit 

button 

> > some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform more 
> > processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its enough 

to 

> > get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do for 

your 

> > samples or not.
> > 
> > Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.
> > 
> > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello
> > > 
> > > I am hoping that this is possible.
> > > 
> > > Can you for example
> > > 
> > > 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> > > 2) import it as sample
> > > 3) trim it to perfection
> > > 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any other 
> > beat?
> > > 
> > > I get to point three and loose my mind.
> > > 
> > > Anyone - please - HELP
> > > 
> > > Thanks
> > > 
> > > dANNY
> > >
> >
> If you mean drum hits i think you have to select kit when you import
> the beat and assign it to one of the keys so if you assign it to C2
> you'll be able to play or sequence it as anything else,import a 

snare

> to C2# etc..then you can edit away :)
> 
> Hope this helps
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

______________________________________________________________________
______________

> Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited 

storage.

> http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15848|15843|2007-09-03 22:22:48|zamisers7k|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
I still get excited almost every time I boot up my RS and discover 
something new I can do with it I've not tried yet.

I've attempted to do some remix work. I'll sample a short like 1 or 
2 bar loop. Then sequence in a whole note at 200% with the sample, 
that is max without going in to edit the length in the events list 
so 2 bars works well. Then I'll try to match the tempo. Once I get 
the tempo or BPMs down, then I'll try to reconstruct it using the 
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RS's sounds by letting it play in a loop while I match the drums, 
then the bass and melodies. Its tough to do, but once you get it 
pretty close then you can remix it all difrent ways, change tempos, 
change instraments etc.. You can also put effects and filters on 
the original sample too if you keep it. It can be fun, can also be 
a ton of work and frustrating. Feels like I'm ruining the original 
more then remixing usually. Here is one I was trying to do a while 
back if intrested in hearing:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bmn1.mp3

Nothing great but was a learning experince. I couldn't get 
permission or help or support from the original artist, that can be 
important. Do be carefull who's stuff your remixing and sampling. I 
lost intrest in it, but I've been thinking of doing some more 
remixing for a Milla Jovavich song. She gives permission on her 
website for remixing, but can't sell it. And, if you hear any 
amount of the original work, you'll know most of her stuff sounds 
like it needs some major remixing work. Perhaps I can improve on 
Milla's stuff, be hard to make worse, but thats always possible too.

Anyway, its always good to see or hear about someone's excitment 
when they discover new versatilities of the RS. Inspires me too. 

Good luck with the mixing/remixing.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> ;-))))))))
> Kinda miss that enthusiasm myself these days
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Daniel Comollatti 
> wrote:
> >
> > wow - oh f_cking wow
> > 
> > This is amazing - i have mxing on the RS700 is amazing if you 
> sample in beats and stuff you rip from other djs - oh my god - and 
> the power at your finger tips - ahhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
> > 
> > thanks guys - i am out of here to annoy the world with some 
> experiment-tation
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: Markus 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Monday, 3 September, 2007 8:02:50 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Once you get the sample imported you have to press the Sample 
> Edit 
> > > button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample 
and 
> then 
> > > move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit 
> button 
> > > some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform 
more 
> > > processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its 
enough 
> to 
> > > get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do for 
> your 
> > > samples or not.
> > > 
> > > Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.
> > > 
> > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bmn1.mp3
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello
> > > > 
> > > > I am hoping that this is possible.
> > > > 
> > > > Can you for example
> > > > 
> > > > 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> > > > 2) import it as sample
> > > > 3) trim it to perfection
> > > > 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any 
other 
> > > beat?
> > > > 
> > > > I get to point three and loose my mind.
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone - please - HELP
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks
> > > > 
> > > > dANNY
> > > >
> > >
> > If you mean drum hits i think you have to select kit when you 
import
> > the beat and assign it to one of the keys so if you assign it to 
C2
> > you'll be able to play or sequence it as anything else,import a 
> snare
> > to C2# etc..then you can edit away :)
> > 
> > Hope this helps
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
_____________________________________________________________________
_
> ______________
> > Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited 
> storage.
> > http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15849|15843|2007-09-03 23:14:24|Daniel Comollatti|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
I love the RS for doing live performance but the RS beats have always been a little behind one what is current. So now that I have made this discovery for myself on the
RS what I have done it taken my favourite drums loops out of REASON - house loops and loaded them into the RS as samples. Then recorded them onto a track in pattern
mode at the correct BPM and then straight away quantinise, then most of the time they are spot on and ready to go. 

This has brought a new element to the RS for me being able to put in the very latest-est beats then creating around them and added to them with existing RS beats. I have
a sore back from shaking my ass all night to 127 to 135 BPM last night - hehe

These new beats with the tweak factor is way cool. I am going to London soon and my mix tapes will sound like more production then mixing due to how I am able to
isolate and tweak one track as apposed to an entire song matching another. 

One thing though - if you load up lots of samples every now and then the RS does slow up and show some lag in performance - is there any way to beef her up more? I
recently put in the 64mg of SIMM RAMM making all this sample stuff possible.

Thanks Everyone

d

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, 4 September, 2007 2:21:47 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?

I still get excited almost every time I boot up my RS and discover 

http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html


something new I can do with it I've not tried yet.

I've attempted to do some remix work. I'll sample a short like 1 or 
2 bar loop. Then sequence in a whole note at 200% with the sample, 
that is max without going in to edit the length in the events list 
so 2 bars works well. Then I'll try to match the tempo. Once I get 
the tempo or BPMs down, then I'll try to reconstruct it using the 
RS's sounds by letting it play in a loop while I match the drums, 
then the bass and melodies. Its tough to do, but once you get it 
pretty close then you can remix it all difrent ways, change tempos, 
change instraments etc.. You can also put effects and filters on 
the original sample too if you keep it. It can be fun, can also be 
a ton of work and frustrating. Feels like I'm ruining the original 
more then remixing usually. Here is one I was trying to do a while 
back if intrested in hearing:

http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ bmn1.mp3

Nothing great but was a learning experince. I couldn't get 
permission or help or support from the original artist, that can be 
important. Do be carefull who's stuff your remixing and sampling. I 
lost intrest in it, but I've been thinking of doing some more 
remixing for a Milla Jovavich song. She gives permission on her 
website for remixing, but can't sell it. And, if you hear any 
amount of the original work, you'll know most of her stuff sounds 
like it needs some major remixing work. Perhaps I can improve on 
Milla's stuff, be hard to make worse, but thats always possible too.

Anyway, its always good to see or hear about someone's excitment 
when they discover new versatilities of the RS. Inspires me too. 

Good luck with the mixing/remixing.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> ;-))))))))
> Kinda miss that enthusiasm myself these days
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Daniel Comollatti 
> wrote:
> >
> > wow - oh f_cking wow
> > 
> > This is amazing - i have mxing on the RS700 is amazing if you 
> sample in beats and stuff you rip from other djs - oh my god - and 
> the power at your finger tips - ahhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrr
> > 
> > thanks guys - i am out of here to annoy the world with some 
> experiment-tation
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: Markus 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Monday, 3 September, 2007 8:02:50 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Once you get the sample imported you have to press the Sample 
> Edit 
> > > button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample 
and 
> then 
> > > move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit 
> button 
> > > some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform 
more 
> > > processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its 
enough 
> to 
> > > get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do for 
> your 
> > > samples or not.
> > > 
> > > Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.



> > > 
> > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello
> > > > 
> > > > I am hoping that this is possible.
> > > > 
> > > > Can you for example
> > > > 
> > > > 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> > > > 2) import it as sample
> > > > 3) trim it to perfection
> > > > 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any 
other 
> > > beat?
> > > > 
> > > > I get to point three and loose my mind.
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone - please - HELP
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks
> > > > 
> > > > dANNY
> > > >
> > >
> > If you mean drum hits i think you have to select kit when you 
import
> > the beat and assign it to one of the keys so if you assign it to 
C2
> > you'll be able to play or sequence it as anything else,import a 
> snare
> > to C2# etc..then you can edit away :)
> > 
> > Hope this helps
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
____________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _
_
> ____________ __
> > Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited 
> storage.
> > http://au.docs. yahoo.com/ mail/unlimitedst orage.html
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

____________________________________________________________________________________
Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited storage.
http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15850|15843|2007-09-04 00:07:07|zamisers7k|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
No not really, the RS has some issues when it comes to being able to 
process a lot of stuff at once. I personally think its not bad 
considering everything sometimes. What might help is to convert 
some of your samples to a lower sample rate, and do stuff like boost 
the treb and Res & Cut to get the highend back, but it won't likely 
sound quite as good qood quality as the original. You can make that 
work for you sometimes, the Lo-Fi sound is in fashion more now then 
ever I think. If it becomes a huge problem, you may want to look at 
beefier gear when it comes to sampling. Motifs, MPCs, MC-909 maybe.

Zam



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Daniel Comollatti 
wrote:

>
> I love the RS for doing live performance but the RS beats have 

always been a little behind one what is current. So now that I have 
made this discovery for myself on the RS what I have done it taken 
my favourite drums loops out of REASON - house loops and loaded them 
into the RS as samples. Then recorded them onto a track in pattern 
mode at the correct BPM and then straight away quantinise, then most 
of the time they are spot on and ready to go. 

> 
> This has brought a new element to the RS for me being able to put 

in the very latest-est beats then creating around them and added to 
them with existing RS beats. I have a sore back from shaking my ass 
all night to 127 to 135 BPM last night - hehe

> 
> These new beats with the tweak factor is way cool. I am going to 

London soon and my mix tapes will sound like more production then 
mixing due to how I am able to isolate and tweak one track as 
apposed to an entire song matching another. 

> 
> One thing though - if you load up lots of samples every now and 

then the RS does slow up and show some lag in performance - is there 
any way to beef her up more? I recently put in the 64mg of SIMM RAMM 
making all this sample stuff possible.

> 
> Thanks Everyone
> 
> d
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, 4 September, 2007 2:21:47 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?
> 
> I still get excited almost every time I boot up my RS and discover 
> something new I can do with it I've not tried yet.
> 
> I've attempted to do some remix work. I'll sample a short like 1 

or 

> 2 bar loop. Then sequence in a whole note at 200% with the sample, 
> that is max without going in to edit the length in the events list 
> so 2 bars works well. Then I'll try to match the tempo. Once I get 
> the tempo or BPMs down, then I'll try to reconstruct it using the 
> RS's sounds by letting it play in a loop while I match the drums, 
> then the bass and melodies. Its tough to do, but once you get it 
> pretty close then you can remix it all difrent ways, change 

tempos, 

> change instraments etc.. You can also put effects and filters on 
> the original sample too if you keep it. It can be fun, can also be 
> a ton of work and frustrating. Feels like I'm ruining the original 
> more then remixing usually. Here is one I was trying to do a while 
> back if intrested in hearing:
> 
> http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ bmn1.mp3
> 
> Nothing great but was a learning experince. I couldn't get 
> permission or help or support from the original artist, that can 

be 

> important. Do be carefull who's stuff your remixing and sampling. 

I 



> lost intrest in it, but I've been thinking of doing some more 
> remixing for a Milla Jovavich song. She gives permission on her 
> website for remixing, but can't sell it. And, if you hear any 
> amount of the original work, you'll know most of her stuff sounds 
> like it needs some major remixing work. Perhaps I can improve on 
> Milla's stuff, be hard to make worse, but thats always possible 

too.

> 
> Anyway, its always good to see or hear about someone's excitment 
> when they discover new versatilities of the RS. Inspires me too. 
> 
> Good luck with the mixing/remixing.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > ;-))))))))
> > Kinda miss that enthusiasm myself these days
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Daniel Comollatti 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > wow - oh f_cking wow
> > > 
> > > This is amazing - i have mxing on the RS700 is amazing if you 
> > sample in beats and stuff you rip from other djs - oh my god - 

and 

> > the power at your finger tips - ahhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrr
> > > 
> > > thanks guys - i am out of here to annoy the world with some 
> > experiment-tation
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----
> > > From: Markus 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > Sent: Monday, 3 September, 2007 8:02:50 PM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Once you get the sample imported you have to press the 

Sample 

> > Edit 
> > > > button, its at the top, and there you can select the sample 
> and 
> > then 
> > > > move the start and end points. If you press the Sample Edit 
> > button 
> > > > some more it'll take you to a job menu where you can perform 
> more 
> > > > processes on the sample. Its not very extensive, but its 
> enough 
> > to 
> > > > get by, worth checking out and learning all what it can do 

for 

> > your 
> > > > samples or not.
> > > > 
> > > > Hope that helps or gets you pointed in the right direction.
> > > > 
> > > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello
> > > > > 
> > > > > I am hoping that this is possible.



> > > > > 
> > > > > Can you for example
> > > > > 
> > > > > 1) take a house beat or anybeat in WAVE format
> > > > > 2) import it as sample
> > > > > 3) trim it to perfection
> > > > > 4) Make it a pattern enabling you to pull it up like any 
> other 
> > > > beat?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I get to point three and loose my mind.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Anyone - please - HELP
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks
> > > > > 
> > > > > dANNY
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > If you mean drum hits i think you have to select kit when you 
> import
> > > the beat and assign it to one of the keys so if you assign it 

to 

> C2
> > > you'll be able to play or sequence it as anything else,import 

a 

> > snare
> > > to C2# etc..then you can edit away :)
> > > 
> > > Hope this helps
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> ____________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _
> _
> > ____________ __
> > > Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited 
> > storage.
> > > http://au.docs. yahoo.com/ mail/unlimitedst orage.html
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

_____________________________________________________________________
_______________

> Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited 

storage.

> http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15851|15851|2007-09-04 00:14:19|zamisers7k|Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
More info is up on it now:

http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html

I'm really liking the idea of pairing it up with the RS. Maybe not 
today, but down the road a bit when I don't have to take out a loan 
for it hopefully.

Hoping Zhel's got some more promising info for us on it soon too.

http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html


Zam
| 15852|15843|2007-09-04 08:27:41|Markus|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Daniel Comollatti
wrote:

>
> I love the RS for doing live performance but the RS beats have

always been a little behind one what is current. So now that I have
made this discovery for myself on the RS what I have done it taken my
favourite drums loops out of REASON - house loops and loaded them into
the RS as samples. Then recorded them onto a track in pattern mode at
the correct BPM and then straight away quantinise, then most of the
time they are spot on and ready to go. 

> 
> This has brought a new element to the RS for me being able to put in

the very latest-est beats then creating around them and added to them
with existing RS beats. I have a sore back from shaking my ass all
night to 127 to 135 BPM last night - hehe

> 
> These new beats with the tweak factor is way cool. I am going to

London soon and my mix tapes will sound like more production then
mixing due to how I am able to isolate and tweak one track as apposed
to an entire song matching another. 

> 
> One thing though - if you load up lots of samples every now and then

the RS does slow up and show some lag in performance - is there any
way to beef her up more? I recently put in the 64mg of SIMM RAMM
making all this sample stuff possible.

> 
> Thanks Everyone
> 
> d

You know the BD,SN,TOM and hihat kits can be tweaked with the filters
and lfo's?And don't forget about resampling!Try putting those hits
through the master fx and process ;D

I'm just thinking maybe you could get more out of the RS if using many
samples is becoming an issue.

I agree about sample though,the creative scope is huge.I bought a
sample cd some time back and i only now started using the samples with
the RS.The other day i loaded in a break with the slice function and
simply adjusted note shift down 3 and had a wicked offbeat
break,sequenced some synth parts and bass notes and already have the
basis for a live set for a night where mcs get up on the stage and mc
over the music.

> ----- Original Message ----
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, 4 September, 2007 2:21:47 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?
> 
> I still get excited almost every time I boot up my RS and discover 
> something new I can do with it I've not tried yet.
> 
> I've attempted to do some remix work. I'll sample a short like 1 or 
> 2 bar loop. Then sequence in a whole note at 200% with the sample, 
> that is max without going in to edit the length in the events list 
> so 2 bars works well. Then I'll try to match the tempo. Once I get 
> the tempo or BPMs down, then I'll try to reconstruct it using the 
> RS's sounds by letting it play in a loop while I match the drums, 
> then the bass and melodies. Its tough to do, but once you get it 
> pretty close then you can remix it all difrent ways, change tempos, 
> change instraments etc.. You can also put effects and filters on 
> the original sample too if you keep it. It can be fun, can also be 
> a ton of work and frustrating. Feels like I'm ruining the original 
> more then remixing usually. Here is one I was trying to do a while 
> back if intrested in hearing:
> 



> http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ bmn1.mp3
> 
> Nothing great but was a learning experince. I couldn't get 
> permission or help or support from the original artist, that can be 
> important. Do be carefull who's stuff your remixing and sampling. I 
> lost intrest in it, but I've been thinking of doing some more 
> remixing for a Milla Jovavich song. She gives permission on her 
> website for remixing, but can't sell it. And, if you hear any 
> amount of the original work, you'll know most of her stuff sounds 
> like it needs some major remixing work. Perhaps I can improve on 
> Milla's stuff, be hard to make worse, but thats always possible too.
> 
> Anyway, its always good to see or hear about someone's excitment 
> when they discover new versatilities of the RS. Inspires me too. 
> 
> Good luck with the mixing/remixing.
> 
> Zam 
> 

That sounds cool Zam.I'd love to remix Milla Jovovichs' music!Any
other artists you know of do that?

The Rs is like having some of the best software and fx in a single
unit but with total control over every aspect of it but with little
extras that make all the difference.Nothing get in the way of the
creative process(apart from having to learn how it works).I think the
word i'm looking for is streamlined but really powerful.

Peace
| 15853|15851|2007-09-04 09:08:43|zhel_id|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> More info is up on it now:
> 
> http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html
> 
> I'm really liking the idea of pairing it up with the RS. Maybe not 
> today, but down the road a bit when I don't have to take out a loan 
> for it hopefully.
> 
> Hoping Zhel's got some more promising info for us on it soon too.
> 
> Zam

I think you've nailed it. I'd wait a little b4 buying one. Anyway, 
specs are here for all to see...hm. nothing interesting in the 
sampling dpt that's for sure. I wonder why, we're not in the year 
2000. We'll have to wait and see how it works as a midi controller 
and we won't find that one out unless someone pair those two and 
start tweaking it.It has a potential to be a good RS buddy inmo.
I'm not buying one tomorrow morning, my VISA says noooooooo
;)

>

| 15854|15851|2007-09-04 16:30:22|zamisers7k|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
I downloaded and looked at the manual. I'm not so sure now. Voice 
editing is almost nothing, and it don't look like midi out would be 
able to do much as far as controlling external gear. It might be a 
starting point though, room for imporovement, the hardware is there 
maybe it'll just require some major upgrades in the futures if Yamaha 
decides to pursue it further and not abandon it. It still looks 
promising, but not just quite there yet for me at this moment I'm 
thinking now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > More info is up on it now:
> > 
> > http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html
> > 
> > I'm really liking the idea of pairing it up with the RS. Maybe 
not 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html


> > today, but down the road a bit when I don't have to take out a 
loan 
> > for it hopefully.
> > 
> > Hoping Zhel's got some more promising info for us on it soon too.
> > 
> > Zam
> 
> 
> I think you've nailed it. I'd wait a little b4 buying one. Anyway, 
> specs are here for all to see...hm. nothing interesting in the 
> sampling dpt that's for sure. I wonder why, we're not in the year 
> 2000. We'll have to wait and see how it works as a midi controller 
> and we won't find that one out unless someone pair those two and 
> start tweaking it.It has a potential to be a good RS buddy inmo.
> I'm not buying one tomorrow morning, my VISA says noooooooo
> ;)
> >
>

| 15855|15843|2007-09-04 16:44:05|zamisers7k|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
Maybe we can make a project out of it...

None others I know of besides my music and I'm not much on singing 
either. I'm sure there's a lot more out there, I just don't know of 
them. I do have some friends here and there with great songs I'd love 
to remix too, but well their pretty faces arn't planted across any 
movie screens. I'll try to keep an eye open for any other artists that 
might be worthy of destroying, um I mean remixing on the RS.

Zam 

> That sounds cool Zam.I'd love to remix Milla Jovovichs' music!Any
> other artists you know of do that?

| 15856|15843|2007-09-04 17:41:20|Markus|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Maybe we can make a project out of it...
> 
> None others I know of besides my music and I'm not much on singing 
> either. I'm sure there's a lot more out there, I just don't know of 
> them. I do have some friends here and there with great songs I'd love 
> to remix too, but well their pretty faces arn't planted across any 
> movie screens. I'll try to keep an eye open for any other artists that 
> might be worthy of destroying, um I mean remixing on the RS.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> > That sounds cool Zam.I'd love to remix Milla Jovovichs' music!Any
> > other artists you know of do that?

Don't know if you've heard of it but there's a site called
ccmixter:http://ccmixter.org/ and you can remix and mashup other
peoples music.Wicked site,i knew of it but i'd forgotten about
it,,been lookng for stuff like this for the RS7000 as
well,particularly vocals that i can use in my music.Maybe this'll be
good for all you RSers too!No shortage of sample fodder anyway and
vocal stuff that you can use thats not copyright infringement!Check
out SilviaO fro Colombia ;D

Any DJ Vadims put a few of his tracks up so that'll keep me busy for a
while :)

Peace
| 15857|15843|2007-09-04 17:51:17|Markus|Re: SAMPLE TO PATTERN?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Maybe we can make a project out of it...
> > 
> > None others I know of besides my music and I'm not much on singing 
> > either. I'm sure there's a lot more out there, I just don't know of 
> > them. I do have some friends here and there with great songs I'd
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love 

> > to remix too, but well their pretty faces arn't planted across any 
> > movie screens. I'll try to keep an eye open for any other artists

that 

> > might be worthy of destroying, um I mean remixing on the RS.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > > That sounds cool Zam.I'd love to remix Milla Jovovichs' music!Any
> > > other artists you know of do that?
> 
> Don't know if you've heard of it but there's a site called
> ccmixter:http://ccmixter.org/ and you can remix and mashup other
> peoples music.Wicked site,i knew of it but i'd forgotten about
> it,,been lookng for stuff like this for the RS7000 as
> well,particularly vocals that i can use in my music.Maybe this'll be
> good for all you RSers too!No shortage of sample fodder anyway and
> vocal stuff that you can use thats not copyright infringement!Check
> out SilviaO fro Colombia ;D
> 
> Any DJ Vadims put a few of his tracks up so that'll keep me busy for a
> while :)
> 
> Peace
>

PS a project sounds like a good idea.
| 15858|15851|2007-09-05 15:48:45|zzzik242|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Yeah, I agree. The concept is awesome, but no editing or storing of 
user patches (?) puts it off for me. And 0.97 secs of sampling? I was 
under the impression it was supposed to contain a Motif chip, but this 
is far from it. 
I would nevertheless love to try it out, drum programming seems quite 
awesome at least.

> I downloaded and looked at the manual. I'm not so sure now. Voice 
> editing is almost nothing, and it don't look like midi out would be 
> able to do much as far as controlling external gear. It might be a 
> starting point though, room for imporovement, the hardware is there 
> maybe it'll just require some major upgrades in the futures if Yamaha 
> decides to pursue it further and not abandon it. It still looks 
> promising, but not just quite there yet for me at this moment I'm 
> thinking now.
> 
> Zam

| 15859|15851|2007-09-06 12:26:25|zhel_id|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Dunno why, but this could end up being another SU700 type of thing..
inventive idea, but not really thought through. Soon abandoned.
Also, as you put no editing, no storing, caveman sampling makes it a 
rather expensive toy you can't take seriously enough.
Now I'm thinking the real value is more close to 200GBP or 400USD.
Still, you can make music on tin cans so...
I'm puzzled.
Tenori-Off?

z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, I agree. The concept is awesome, but no editing or storing of 
> user patches (?) puts it off for me. And 0.97 secs of sampling? I 
was 
> under the impression it was supposed to contain a Motif chip, but 
this 
> is far from it. 
> I would nevertheless love to try it out, drum programming seems 
quite 
> awesome at least.
> 
> 
> > I downloaded and looked at the manual. I'm not so sure now. 
Voice 
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> > editing is almost nothing, and it don't look like midi out would 
be 
> > able to do much as far as controlling external gear. It might be 
a 
> > starting point though, room for imporovement, the hardware is 
there 
> > maybe it'll just require some major upgrades in the futures if 
Yamaha 
> > decides to pursue it further and not abandon it. It still looks 
> > promising, but not just quite there yet for me at this moment I'm 
> > thinking now.
> > 
> > Zam
>

| 15860|15851|2007-09-06 14:06:49|zzzik242|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Yeah, it probably won't be on top of my list when I get to buy more 
gear (probably late spring). But if prices have fallen somewhat by 
then, I might still consider it (well - prices will most definately 
not have fallen, but maybe I can get a good deal).

I'm praying Yamaha will continue to develop this technology; if user 
patches are included with an expanded sound generator & extensive efx 
(Motif-style), this will definately be a killer machine. And a bit 
more than 1 second sample time ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Dunno why, but this could end up being another SU700 type of thing..
> inventive idea, but not really thought through. Soon abandoned.
> Also, as you put no editing, no storing, caveman sampling makes it 
a 
> rather expensive toy you can't take seriously enough.
> Now I'm thinking the real value is more close to 200GBP or 400USD.
> Still, you can make music on tin cans so...
> I'm puzzled.
> Tenori-Off?
> 
> z
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, I agree. The concept is awesome, but no editing or storing 
of 
> > user patches (?) puts it off for me. And 0.97 secs of sampling? I 
> was 
> > under the impression it was supposed to contain a Motif chip, but 
> this 
> > is far from it. 
> > I would nevertheless love to try it out, drum programming seems 
> quite 
> > awesome at least.
> > 
> > 
> > > I downloaded and looked at the manual. I'm not so sure now. 
> Voice 
> > > editing is almost nothing, and it don't look like midi out 
would 
> be 
> > > able to do much as far as controlling external gear. It might 
be 
> a 
> > > starting point though, room for imporovement, the hardware is 
> there 
> > > maybe it'll just require some major upgrades in the futures if 
> Yamaha 
> > > decides to pursue it further and not abandon it. It still 
looks 
> > > promising, but not just quite there yet for me at this moment 
I'm 
> > > thinking now.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> >
>
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| 15861|15851|2007-09-06 17:59:41|zhel_id|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Yeah, definitely agree.
That said, I see other companies developing that sort of hands on 
touch screen technology as well.
1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to control 
RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even if the 
price go down.
I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that matter ;) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, it probably won't be on top of my list when I get to buy more 
> gear (probably late spring). But if prices have fallen somewhat by 
> then, I might still consider it (well - prices will most definately 
> not have fallen, but maybe I can get a good deal).
> 
> I'm praying Yamaha will continue to develop this technology; if 
user 
> patches are included with an expanded sound generator & extensive 
efx 
> (Motif-style), this will definately be a killer machine. And a bit 
> more than 1 second sample time ;)
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Dunno why, but this could end up being another SU700 type of 
thing..
> > inventive idea, but not really thought through. Soon abandoned.
> > Also, as you put no editing, no storing, caveman sampling makes 
it 
> a 
> > rather expensive toy you can't take seriously enough.
> > Now I'm thinking the real value is more close to 200GBP or 400USD.
> > Still, you can make music on tin cans so...
> > I'm puzzled.
> > Tenori-Off?
> > 
> > z
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, I agree. The concept is awesome, but no editing or 
storing 
> of 
> > > user patches (?) puts it off for me. And 0.97 secs of sampling? 
I 
> > was 
> > > under the impression it was supposed to contain a Motif chip, 
but 
> > this 
> > > is far from it. 
> > > I would nevertheless love to try it out, drum programming seems 
> > quite 
> > > awesome at least.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > I downloaded and looked at the manual. I'm not so sure now. 
> > Voice 
> > > > editing is almost nothing, and it don't look like midi out 
> would 
> > be 
> > > > able to do much as far as controlling external gear. It 
might 
> be 
> > a 
> > > > starting point though, room for imporovement, the hardware is 
> > there 
> > > > maybe it'll just require some major upgrades in the futures 
if 
> > Yamaha 
> > > > decides to pursue it further and not abandon it. It still 
> looks 
> > > > promising, but not just quite there yet for me at this moment 
> I'm 
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> > > > thinking now.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > >
> >
>

| 15862|15851|2007-09-07 15:23:19|g_nom21|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Hi,
I'm also looking forward to have somthing like this for a new way of
creating patterns. I think the sound generation is more that you can
start right away messing with it and the main thing is the new
input/interaction concept.

there is a nice 10 minute video of the device on sonicstate.com

http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=5236

check it out.

cheers
Bo 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> More info is up on it now:
> 
> http://www.global.yamaha.com/tenori-on/features/index.html
> 
> I'm really liking the idea of pairing it up with the RS. Maybe not 
> today, but down the road a bit when I don't have to take out a loan 
> for it hopefully.
> 
> Hoping Zhel's got some more promising info for us on it soon too.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15863|15851|2007-09-07 18:56:34|Markus|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "g_nom21" wrote:

>
> Hi,
> I'm also looking forward to have somthing like this for a new way of
> creating patterns. I think the sound generation is more that you can
> start right away messing with it and the main thing is the new
> input/interaction concept.
> 
> there is a nice 10 minute video of the device on sonicstate.com
> 
> http://www.sonicstate.com/news/shownews.cfm?newsid=5236
> 
> check it out.
> 
> cheers
> Bo 

Nice Vid.It was good to see how the different loop modes work
| 15864|15851|2007-09-07 18:58:11|zzzik242|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Yeah, it might be wise to wait till mk2 of the Tenori-on. Having said 
that, I still think it would be awesome for programming beats. And 
the 0,97 sample limitation is per sample, as I understand. And it is 
possible to run 16 samples at a time...? Or is it 3? Don't really 
understand what they mean, but this sample spec would limit the unit 
to beat samples for me. 

I get the impression that Yamaha develop fantastic technologies, only 
to leave them behind and move on. Which is very sad; I mean, why 
didn't they develop the fs1r further? They could've at least offered 
it as a plg for the Motif line. And the FDSP technology in the EX5? 
Also, the rs7000 should definately be replaced by the rs8000, 
incorporating a Motif ES chip and loop crossfading. This would be the 
ultimate machine, if you ask me... 

I really can't understand many of these decisions.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Yeah, definitely agree.
> That said, I see other companies developing that sort of hands on 
> touch screen technology as well.
> 1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
> Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to 
control 
> RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even if the 
> price go down.
> I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that matter ;) 
>

| 15865|15851|2007-09-07 19:30:42|zhel_id|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
The answer is MONEY.
There's no company which wants to produce something called ULTIMATE
They key thing for them is to generate sale every year.
That's why they produce imperfect machines even though they can make 
them much better.
If they put motiff chip inside RS, what would be the motiff selling 
point?
Tenori -on is also a part of the strategy. No company on a scale of 
yamaha do anything random or out of the blue. They know what's their 
next product and how they develop things. In that sesnse they test 
the water with some products to see where to invest more. 
We talked about touch screen technologies here on rs forum and you 
can see that the progress in that field is immense.
Gear like Lemur are much more advanced than Tenori.
I thought Tenori will be less advanced in display dpt but more 
intuitive, easier, like an real instrument and will have more pro 
features.
I understand that..ok..you can sample kick, snare..each 1 sec...hm..
.limitation can work out well etc, but I'm leaning close to those who 
feel this is a gadget will be soon replaced with something else. Nice 
to witness all that though..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, it might be wise to wait till mk2 of the Tenori-on. Having 
said 
> that, I still think it would be awesome for programming beats. And 
> the 0,97 sample limitation is per sample, as I understand. And it 
is 
> possible to run 16 samples at a time...? Or is it 3? Don't really 
> understand what they mean, but this sample spec would limit the 
unit 
> to beat samples for me. 
> 
> I get the impression that Yamaha develop fantastic technologies, 
only 
> to leave them behind and move on. Which is very sad; I mean, why 
> didn't they develop the fs1r further? They could've at least 
offered 
> it as a plg for the Motif line. And the FDSP technology in the EX5? 
> Also, the rs7000 should definately be replaced by the rs8000, 
> incorporating a Motif ES chip and loop crossfading. This would be 
the 
> ultimate machine, if you ask me... 
> 
> I really can't understand many of these decisions.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, definitely agree.
> > That said, I see other companies developing that sort of hands on 
> > touch screen technology as well.
> > 1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
> > Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to 
> control 
> > RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even if 
the 
> > price go down.
> > I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that matter ;) 
> >
>

| 15866|15851|2007-09-08 04:00:23|zamisers7k|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
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Money is important, but if they don't have the resources and or time 
a product can fall short of its target as well. You've got to also 
look at the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) too to see how 
companies decide to further progress a product or not. No amount of 
money can help sometimes. Most money is usually spent in the 
Research, Design & Development of a system. More Resources & Time 
are often spent in the Implimentation and usually little to none of 
any of it is left for Maintainence. Which, on a personal note, is 
sad for me because that is the phase where my field of expertise 
falls most of the time.

It seems they've done well with the motifs. They keep getting more 
of that mentioned above for them. The RS they seem to have been 
abondoned after the first Life Cycle. The Tenori is just getting 
into the implimentation phase of its first Life Cycle.

I agree though, Yamaha knows what they are doing and what their 
bottom line is, and if something isn't cutting it or don't fit well 
in their game plan, sometimes called a mission statement, then its 
asta la vista baby. Also, I may be totally off the mark here too 
since its been a while since I've had to study all that kind of 
stuff.

Zam

P.S. Today I got my RS's line outs routed through my Spectralis's 
filter banks and that was a lot of fun. Makes me want to get in the 
market for an AEIB2 board, and I've been looking actually. I've 
also got a performance comming up next week, the RS is my workhorse 
and I've got to prepare, so I may not be with it here as much as I 
usually am until that is out of the way. I want to see about doing 
a Milla remix project and maybe some more tips afterword too if 
things here are little slow. I'll still be keeping an eye out 
though, so hopefully there won't be too much funny business going on 
here without me.

P.S.S. Happy RSing!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> The answer is MONEY.
> There's no company which wants to produce something called ULTIMATE
> They key thing for them is to generate sale every year.
> That's why they produce imperfect machines even though they can 
make 
> them much better.
> If they put motiff chip inside RS, what would be the motiff 
selling 
> point?
> Tenori -on is also a part of the strategy. No company on a scale 
of 
> yamaha do anything random or out of the blue. They know what's 
their 
> next product and how they develop things. In that sesnse they test 
> the water with some products to see where to invest more. 
> We talked about touch screen technologies here on rs forum and you 
> can see that the progress in that field is immense.
> Gear like Lemur are much more advanced than Tenori.
> I thought Tenori will be less advanced in display dpt but more 
> intuitive, easier, like an real instrument and will have more pro 
> features.
> I understand that..ok..you can sample kick, snare..each 1 
sec...hm..
> .limitation can work out well etc, but I'm leaning close to those 
who 
> feel this is a gadget will be soon replaced with something else. 
Nice 
> to witness all that though..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, it might be wise to wait till mk2 of the Tenori-on. Having 
> said 
> > that, I still think it would be awesome for programming beats. 
And 
> > the 0,97 sample limitation is per sample, as I understand. And 
it 
> is 
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> > possible to run 16 samples at a time...? Or is it 3? Don't 
really 
> > understand what they mean, but this sample spec would limit the 
> unit 
> > to beat samples for me. 
> > 
> > I get the impression that Yamaha develop fantastic technologies, 
> only 
> > to leave them behind and move on. Which is very sad; I mean, why 
> > didn't they develop the fs1r further? They could've at least 
> offered 
> > it as a plg for the Motif line. And the FDSP technology in the 
EX5? 
> > Also, the rs7000 should definately be replaced by the rs8000, 
> > incorporating a Motif ES chip and loop crossfading. This would 
be 
> the 
> > ultimate machine, if you ask me... 
> > 
> > I really can't understand many of these decisions.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, definitely agree.
> > > That said, I see other companies developing that sort of hands 
on 
> > > touch screen technology as well.
> > > 1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
> > > Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to 
> > control 
> > > RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even if 
> the 
> > > price go down.
> > > I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that 
matter ;) 
> > >
> >
>

| 15867|15836|2007-09-08 04:41:42|Markus|Re: Something i did with the RS and korg emx..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> It sounded perfect to me. Probably your EQ levels on your player. 
> Uploading won't change that unless your host is doing some 
> processing on files before they make it downloadable. The encoding 
> process to .mp3 can cause some loss too sometimes if you've got it 
> 44.1khz pcm. Some encoders sound better than others IMO, don't know 
> why, sometimes it can be a setting, other times using a difrent mp3 
> encoder will help lots. Anyway, it sounded great on my side, the 
> 303 fit in the mix well and I liked the last 3rd of the song the 
> best, so I'm suspecting maybe your .mp3 player may have its EQ off. 
> Maybe bump up the midrange or take down the bass & treb perhaps. 
> Thanks for sharing with us too.
> 
> Zam

Thanks Zam.On listening again it sounded a lot clearer.I usually
listen flat so i don't know what it was..

Thanks for the comment too.I think the first bit is too long without
change but easily sorted.I picked up a padkontrol yesterday and hooked
it up to the emx,was groovin in no time.Doesn't seem to work on mains
power though so have to bus power it to use with the hardware

Now i can turn the RS into an mpc ;)
| 15868|15779|2007-09-08 05:00:49|Markus|Re: I need a stand for the RS..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, David Swaddell wrote:

>
> You can a ton of money by using a ten dollar X stand
> and an appropriate size shelving that you can find at
> any large home products store for about ten dollars
> per shelf. It won't tilt, but if you set the X stand
> low enough, it will be quiet stable.
> 
> 
> --- Drew Derr wrote:
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> 
> > Yeah the quiklok QL-400 is ideal.
> > Look under mixer stands... http://www.quiklok.com
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: Markus 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 1:12:55 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: I need a stand for the RS..

I was looking at snare stands for my elecribe but i don't know how
strong they are and if they could safely take the weight of an RS,or
how practical they are.Anyone using one?

I'll get the QL400 eventually but i need something i can use in the
meantime for home use so i can free up some space!Needs to be height
adjustable and angleable(is that a word?)

Thanks for any suggestions
| 15869|15851|2007-09-08 20:23:42|zhel_id|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
I suggest you take the output board mate.
It's more fun when you can route out some individual channels.
As per tenori-yamaha developmetn issue etc , yeah I agree motifs done 
well, but it's a synth, clasic platform in a way.
They've abandoned all those revolutionary stuff they've made even 
though they've produced some great stuff like RS.
They probably thought they finished their job or they can't earn any 
money in the long run, but will spend a lot etc.
Akai for example came out with MPC4000. In the same manner Yamaha 
could've continued RS line of products, but maybe they thought RS was 
at the end of that RMX1, SU700 story. 
Tenori-on might look more 21st century and may have some cool loop 
editing capabilities, but everything else is a league under RS7k 
which was produced in 2001 or so.
6 years in IT is a massive time.After the initial excitement with 
tenori-on my opinion somewhat changed.
I've expected something more from Yamaha.Something for professional 
musicians actually.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Money is important, but if they don't have the resources and or 
time 
> a product can fall short of its target as well. You've got to also 
> look at the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) too to see how 
> companies decide to further progress a product or not. No amount 
of 
> money can help sometimes. Most money is usually spent in the 
> Research, Design & Development of a system. More Resources & Time 
> are often spent in the Implimentation and usually little to none of 
> any of it is left for Maintainence. Which, on a personal note, is 
> sad for me because that is the phase where my field of expertise 
> falls most of the time.
> 
> It seems they've done well with the motifs. They keep getting more 
> of that mentioned above for them. The RS they seem to have been 
> abondoned after the first Life Cycle. The Tenori is just getting 
> into the implimentation phase of its first Life Cycle.
> 
> I agree though, Yamaha knows what they are doing and what their 
> bottom line is, and if something isn't cutting it or don't fit well 
> in their game plan, sometimes called a mission statement, then its 
> asta la vista baby. Also, I may be totally off the mark here too 
> since its been a while since I've had to study all that kind of 
> stuff.
> 
> Zam
> 
> P.S. Today I got my RS's line outs routed through my Spectralis's 
> filter banks and that was a lot of fun. Makes me want to get in 
the 
> market for an AEIB2 board, and I've been looking actually. I've 
> also got a performance comming up next week, the RS is my workhorse 
> and I've got to prepare, so I may not be with it here as much as I 
> usually am until that is out of the way. I want to see about doing 
> a Milla remix project and maybe some more tips afterword too if 
> things here are little slow. I'll still be keeping an eye out 
> though, so hopefully there won't be too much funny business going 
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on 
> here without me.
> 
> 
> P.S.S. Happy RSing!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > The answer is MONEY.
> > There's no company which wants to produce something called 
ULTIMATE
> > They key thing for them is to generate sale every year.
> > That's why they produce imperfect machines even though they can 
> make 
> > them much better.
> > If they put motiff chip inside RS, what would be the motiff 
> selling 
> > point?
> > Tenori -on is also a part of the strategy. No company on a scale 
> of 
> > yamaha do anything random or out of the blue. They know what's 
> their 
> > next product and how they develop things. In that sesnse they 
test 
> > the water with some products to see where to invest more. 
> > We talked about touch screen technologies here on rs forum and 
you 
> > can see that the progress in that field is immense.
> > Gear like Lemur are much more advanced than Tenori.
> > I thought Tenori will be less advanced in display dpt but more 
> > intuitive, easier, like an real instrument and will have more pro 
> > features.
> > I understand that..ok..you can sample kick, snare..each 1 
> sec...hm..
> > .limitation can work out well etc, but I'm leaning close to those 
> who 
> > feel this is a gadget will be soon replaced with something else. 
> Nice 
> > to witness all that though..
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, it might be wise to wait till mk2 of the Tenori-on. 
Having 
> > said 
> > > that, I still think it would be awesome for programming beats. 
> And 
> > > the 0,97 sample limitation is per sample, as I understand. And 
> it 
> > is 
> > > possible to run 16 samples at a time...? Or is it 3? Don't 
> really 
> > > understand what they mean, but this sample spec would limit the 
> > unit 
> > > to beat samples for me. 
> > > 
> > > I get the impression that Yamaha develop fantastic 
technologies, 
> > only 
> > > to leave them behind and move on. Which is very sad; I mean, 
why 
> > > didn't they develop the fs1r further? They could've at least 
> > offered 
> > > it as a plg for the Motif line. And the FDSP technology in the 
> EX5? 
> > > Also, the rs7000 should definately be replaced by the rs8000, 
> > > incorporating a Motif ES chip and loop crossfading. This would 
> be 
> > the 
> > > ultimate machine, if you ask me... 
> > > 
> > > I really can't understand many of these decisions.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Yeah, definitely agree.
> > > > That said, I see other companies developing that sort of 
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hands 
> on 
> > > > touch screen technology as well.
> > > > 1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
> > > > Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to 
> > > control 
> > > > RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even 
if 
> > the 
> > > > price go down.
> > > > I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that 
> matter ;) 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15870|15870|2007-09-10 16:19:37|zamisers7k|Quick Tip: How to make Robot Vocals|
Sample in your vocal. Then use the Master Effect Control-Delay, you 
might need to fiddle around a bit with the settings, but once you get 
it you'll know it and then you can resample it onto another track then 
put your Master Effects back on the compressor where it should be most 
of the time anyway. Its not quite vocoding, but I've had people 
confuse it as such.
| 15871|15851|2007-09-10 18:25:00|zzzik242|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Obviously money is a key issue. But how would an rs8000 make less 
money for Yamaha? Implementing a Motif ES chip with a expanded 
functionality in the sampler (first and foremost including loop 
crossfade) would by no means threaten the sale of the Motif's in my 
view; my impression is that Motif buyers need quality sounds and a 
quality keyboard, the latter in which a groovebox doesn't have. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> The answer is MONEY.
> There's no company which wants to produce something called ULTIMATE
> They key thing for them is to generate sale every year.
> That's why they produce imperfect machines even though they can 
make 
> them much better.
> If they put motiff chip inside RS, what would be the motiff 
selling 
> point?
> Tenori -on is also a part of the strategy. No company on a scale 
of 
> yamaha do anything random or out of the blue. They know what's 
their 
> next product and how they develop things. In that sesnse they test 
> the water with some products to see where to invest more. 
> We talked about touch screen technologies here on rs forum and you 
> can see that the progress in that field is immense.
> Gear like Lemur are much more advanced than Tenori.
> I thought Tenori will be less advanced in display dpt but more 
> intuitive, easier, like an real instrument and will have more pro 
> features.
> I understand that..ok..you can sample kick, snare..each 1 
sec...hm..
> .limitation can work out well etc, but I'm leaning close to those 
who 
> feel this is a gadget will be soon replaced with something else. 
Nice 
> to witness all that though..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, it might be wise to wait till mk2 of the Tenori-on. Having 
> said 
> > that, I still think it would be awesome for programming beats. 
And 
> > the 0,97 sample limitation is per sample, as I understand. And 
it 
> is 
> > possible to run 16 samples at a time...? Or is it 3? Don't 
really 
> > understand what they mean, but this sample spec would limit the 
> unit 
> > to beat samples for me. 
> > 
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> > I get the impression that Yamaha develop fantastic technologies, 
> only 
> > to leave them behind and move on. Which is very sad; I mean, why 
> > didn't they develop the fs1r further? They could've at least 
> offered 
> > it as a plg for the Motif line. And the FDSP technology in the 
EX5? 
> > Also, the rs7000 should definately be replaced by the rs8000, 
> > incorporating a Motif ES chip and loop crossfading. This would 
be 
> the 
> > ultimate machine, if you ask me... 
> > 
> > I really can't understand many of these decisions.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, definitely agree.
> > > That said, I see other companies developing that sort of hands 
on 
> > > touch screen technology as well.
> > > 1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
> > > Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to 
> > control 
> > > RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even if 
> the 
> > > price go down.
> > > I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that 
matter ;) 
> > >
> >
>

| 15872|15851|2007-09-10 20:34:12|zhel_id|Re: Tenori-On Info Is Now Up!|
Yes,
if they ask you and me, but groovebox sale is in decline since some 
time so no company is developing anything new there.
The new platform is based on touchscreen or some gizmo ideas like 
Tenori-on. You'll see more of that less RS, MPC etc.
I hope I'm wrong though.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Obviously money is a key issue. But how would an rs8000 make less 
> money for Yamaha? Implementing a Motif ES chip with a expanded 
> functionality in the sampler (first and foremost including loop 
> crossfade) would by no means threaten the sale of the Motif's in my 
> view; my impression is that Motif buyers need quality sounds and a 
> quality keyboard, the latter in which a groovebox doesn't have. 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > The answer is MONEY.
> > There's no company which wants to produce something called 
ULTIMATE
> > They key thing for them is to generate sale every year.
> > That's why they produce imperfect machines even though they can 
> make 
> > them much better.
> > If they put motiff chip inside RS, what would be the motiff 
> selling 
> > point?
> > Tenori -on is also a part of the strategy. No company on a scale 
> of 
> > yamaha do anything random or out of the blue. They know what's 
> their 
> > next product and how they develop things. In that sesnse they 
test 
> > the water with some products to see where to invest more. 
> > We talked about touch screen technologies here on rs forum and 
you 
> > can see that the progress in that field is immense.
> > Gear like Lemur are much more advanced than Tenori.
> > I thought Tenori will be less advanced in display dpt but more 
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> > intuitive, easier, like an real instrument and will have more pro 
> > features.
> > I understand that..ok..you can sample kick, snare..each 1 
> sec...hm..
> > .limitation can work out well etc, but I'm leaning close to those 
> who 
> > feel this is a gadget will be soon replaced with something else. 
> Nice 
> > to witness all that though..
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, it might be wise to wait till mk2 of the Tenori-on. 
Having 
> > said 
> > > that, I still think it would be awesome for programming beats. 
> And 
> > > the 0,97 sample limitation is per sample, as I understand. And 
> it 
> > is 
> > > possible to run 16 samples at a time...? Or is it 3? Don't 
> really 
> > > understand what they mean, but this sample spec would limit the 
> > unit 
> > > to beat samples for me. 
> > > 
> > > I get the impression that Yamaha develop fantastic 
technologies, 
> > only 
> > > to leave them behind and move on. Which is very sad; I mean, 
why 
> > > didn't they develop the fs1r further? They could've at least 
> > offered 
> > > it as a plg for the Motif line. And the FDSP technology in the 
> EX5? 
> > > Also, the rs7000 should definately be replaced by the rs8000, 
> > > incorporating a Motif ES chip and loop crossfading. This would 
> be 
> > the 
> > > ultimate machine, if you ask me... 
> > > 
> > > I really can't understand many of these decisions.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Yeah, definitely agree.
> > > > That said, I see other companies developing that sort of 
hands 
> on 
> > > > touch screen technology as well.
> > > > 1 sec sampler? I thought it was a misprint.
> > > > Now if I can't use it as a midi controller, using 'bounce' to 
> > > control 
> > > > RS drum samples or stuff like that..I'm not interested even 
if 
> > the 
> > > > price go down.
> > > > I rather wait 'Tenori-ON v2.0' or 'RS7000-ON' for that 
> matter ;) 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15873|15873|2007-09-12 21:29:28|greatestofalltymes|Loop Remix|
Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that of the 
RS7000's?

Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix function?

Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
| 15874|15873|2007-09-13 08:58:54|zamisers7k|Re: Loop Remix|
The RS has two loop remix functions. One rearanges a sample part for 
you I think for instance by slicing a sampled beat up and then 
rearranging the kit parts, this takes processing time. The other 
rearranges note data live or in realtime. I'll use the realtime one 
every once in a while with some decent results, the sample loop remix 
I think I tried once and don't remember how well the results were or 
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not.

Anyhow, looking at the XS manual it looks to only have something 
similar to the sample remix function of the RS. It might have 
something more like the realtime loop remix on it but I didn't look 
deep enough to see if they called it something else or it just isn't 
there or not.

Maybe you could look at the SUs loop remix function/functions in the 
manual to find out the answer to your other question. Yamaha keeps 
them online. Check out YamahaSynth.com. Also, I'm not sure if there 
are software programs out there to do something similar or not, I'd 
think there would be, but I'm not big into software to give you 
definate answer.

I do know the RS basically contains an SU700 in it, maybe not exactly 
everything, and I had an SU700 for a week or so a while back and I 
just didn't enjoy it, mainly for the fact that it contained no built 
in sounds. I didn't like having to get my sounds in it first before I 
go to have fun sequencing them. I think I returned the SU and bought 
the RS not long after that and never looked back. They thought I was 
crazy, and ever since then and a couple other instances with returning 
sugested items, it was last time I trusted sales rep's words at GC.

As for Software remixers, maybe try looking at arpegiator functions, 
also perhaps see how extensive their quantizers are, and on the Yamaha 
QY series they had something called Groove Templates that were really 
cool and kind of similar to the loop remixer, so see if perhaps some 
software or other hardware has a feature with similar name as that too 
perhaps.

Good luck whatever you find and use and maybe some other folks will 
have more info to add than I here too for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that of the 
> RS7000's?
> 
> Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix function?
> 
> Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
>

| 15875|15873|2007-09-13 09:30:49|zamisers7k|Re: Loop Remix|
Oops, no SUs on yamaha synth, the manual library is @:

http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/index.php

I just looked at the SU200, it looks like it has a sample remix 
function similar to the RS's and SXs. Just breaks a sample into 
parts and performs Variation remix, looks like just the amount of 
reverse playback on the SU200. The RS's variations I think mixes up 
the note data, probably does the same on the XS, but I can't confirm 
it for you.

You are more concerned about the sample slice & loop remix function 
I'm supposing more than the realtime remix I'm thinking, so perhaps 
the answers is yes for the XS but not quite the same for the SU200. 
The XS is a nice machine, I had a chance to look one over a few 
weeks ago. Its gona cost a bit though, and to be honest I was still 
missing some of the quick voice editing and interface of the RS 
while I was using it. The SU200 I looked at one once, I kinda 
laughed it off real quick as being no competitor to the RS, but I'm 
sure it still has some power in it for its size and probably be a 
decent portable Sampler Unit. Be neat to see someone abuse it to 
its fullest, but not sure that will ever be someone who already has 
an RS7000. Never know though.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The RS has two loop remix functions. One rearanges a sample part 
for 
> you I think for instance by slicing a sampled beat up and then 
> rearranging the kit parts, this takes processing time. The other 
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> rearranges note data live or in realtime. I'll use the realtime 
one 
> every once in a while with some decent results, the sample loop 
remix 
> I think I tried once and don't remember how well the results were 
or 
> not.
> 
> Anyhow, looking at the XS manual it looks to only have something 
> similar to the sample remix function of the RS. It might have 
> something more like the realtime loop remix on it but I didn't 
look 
> deep enough to see if they called it something else or it just 
isn't 
> there or not.
> 
> Maybe you could look at the SUs loop remix function/functions in 
the 
> manual to find out the answer to your other question. Yamaha 
keeps 
> them online. Check out YamahaSynth.com. Also, I'm not sure if 
there 
> are software programs out there to do something similar or not, 
I'd 
> think there would be, but I'm not big into software to give you 
> definate answer.
> 
> I do know the RS basically contains an SU700 in it, maybe not 
exactly 
> everything, and I had an SU700 for a week or so a while back and I 
> just didn't enjoy it, mainly for the fact that it contained no 
built 
> in sounds. I didn't like having to get my sounds in it first 
before I 
> go to have fun sequencing them. I think I returned the SU and 
bought 
> the RS not long after that and never looked back. They thought I 
was 
> crazy, and ever since then and a couple other instances with 
returning 
> sugested items, it was last time I trusted sales rep's words at GC.
> 
> As for Software remixers, maybe try looking at arpegiator 
functions, 
> also perhaps see how extensive their quantizers are, and on the 
Yamaha 
> QY series they had something called Groove Templates that were 
really 
> cool and kind of similar to the loop remixer, so see if perhaps 
some 
> software or other hardware has a feature with similar name as that 
too 
> perhaps.
> 
> Good luck whatever you find and use and maybe some other folks 
will 
> have more info to add than I here too for ya.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that of 
the 
> > RS7000's?
> > 
> > Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix function?
> > 
> > Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
> >
>

| 15876|15873|2007-09-13 09:40:52|Markus|Re: Loop Remix|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that of the 
> RS7000's?
> 
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> Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix function?
> 
> Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
>

Have you checked out Stylus RMX?I don't think i works in the same way
as the RS but it's designed for realtime loop manipulation and
remixing.Seems to be the industry standard anyway.Thats the only one i
can think of off the top of my head right now.Ive been meaning to
delve into the lrf and i think it's about time ;)

http://www.spectrasonics.net/index.html
| 15877|15877|2007-09-13 11:31:40|zzzik242|How do I make a phrase sustain?|
How do I make a phrase sustain when the pattern is looping? 
I have programmed a phrase with a pad, and I want to avoid it being cut 
off abruptly when the pattern loops. How do I do this? 

This is an absolute must when playing pads, strings and the like.
| 15878|15877|2007-09-13 15:28:34|zamisers7k|Re: How do I make a phrase sustain?|
It shouldn't be cutting itself off unless you have some settings that 
recorded a change in something like the velocity or release level for 
that voice during the loop. What its doing in that case is jumping 
from one setting instantly to another setting, and thats not always 
pleaseing to hear. In that case you have to match the settings at 
the start of the loop to be close to or the same at the end of the 
loop.

If your recording mutes or pattern changes in chain mode it might be 
another story on how to keep it from cutting stuff off. You may have 
to create an empty phrase or a phrase that its notes don't play all 
the way through it so they have time to fall off on that particular 
track so it will hold the sustain level until you can find a good 
time to mute that track and or change the pattern without it sounding 
like it just got cut off.

Sometimes the cutting off and jumping like that can be usefull, I've 
used it to my advantage at times, so don't think of it as a bug or a 
problem with the RS, it might well could have been made like that 
intentionally.

Unless, your talking about something else going on that I'm mistaking 
or unfamiliar with on the RS, I hope what I've mentioned helps.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> How do I make a phrase sustain when the pattern is looping? 
> I have programmed a phrase with a pad, and I want to avoid it being 
cut 
> off abruptly when the pattern loops. How do I do this? 
> 
> This is an absolute must when playing pads, strings and the like.
>

| 15879|15877|2007-09-13 20:04:57|Nick Fletcher|Re: How do I make a phrase sustain?|
It could be to do your amplifier envelope. Make sure your pad has the same
attack level at the start of the loop as its decay (should be 0) at the end.

On 9/14/07, zzzik242 <zzzik242@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> How do I make a phrase sustain when the pattern is looping?
> I have programmed a phrase with a pad, and I want to avoid it being cut
> off abruptly when the pattern loops. How do I do this?
>
> This is an absolute must when playing pads, strings and the like.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15880|15880|2007-09-14 12:58:41|Markus|Software to recover deleted files?|
I was just backing up my smart media and was deleting old mixes to
free up some space on the SM card.Anyway i undid my last action and it
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deleted the stuff i'd copied onto my hd!So the stuff i'd copied is
gone and a few files from the card.I thought ctrl-z would put them
back not delete them!Anyway they're not in my recycle folder so can i
get them back i and how do i do it?I know of file recovery software
tha can retrieve accidentally deleted data but which should i use?Or
is there a way within windows i get them back or find them.It's the
ones i copied onto my hd i want to get back.Help! :^(

Thanks
| 15881|15880|2007-09-15 08:11:41|Markus|Re: Software to recover deleted files?|
Never mind,i got them back.There's a free program called restoration
that doesn't need installing.It recovered the R2A and R3A whereas the
first one i tried only recovered the R2A files.

Sure is quiet on here.
| 15882|15873|2007-09-15 12:33:04|Markus|Re: Loop Remix|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that of the 
> RS7000's?
> 
> Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix function?
> 
> Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
>

Just had a play with the loop remix function and i think that Stylus
is the closest thing to it in software but i could be wrong as there
is so much software and new stuff coming out all the time.There might
be something like it built into some software hosts out there that i'm
not aware of.I assume you know how it works but i didn't until just
now and tbh i don't know of anything in software that emulates it.

Are you thinking of getting an RS and looking into the alternatives?
| 15883|15873|2007-09-15 13:04:36|greatestofalltymes|Re: Loop Remix|
I have an RS. Just thinking of getting some software that can emulate 
that loop remix function. Isn't this function expanded in the new 
Motif XS?

I just bought Stylus RMX, gonna see how it does later.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that of 
the 
> > RS7000's?
> > 
> > Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix function?
> > 
> > Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
> >
> Just had a play with the loop remix function and i think that Stylus
> is the closest thing to it in software but i could be wrong as there
> is so much software and new stuff coming out all the time.There 
might
> be something like it built into some software hosts out there that 
i'm
> not aware of.I assume you know how it works but i didn't until just
> now and tbh i don't know of anything in software that emulates it.
> 
> Are you thinking of getting an RS and looking into the alternatives?
>

| 15884|15873|2007-09-15 18:02:32|zhel_id|Re: Loop Remix|
Why do you need to use a software for it? 
Use the RS you just bought.Experiment, read manual etc..you'll be 
rewarded.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> I have an RS. Just thinking of getting some software that can 
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emulate 

> that loop remix function. Isn't this function expanded in the new 
> Motif XS?
> 
> I just bought Stylus RMX, gonna see how it does later.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Is the Loop Remix function on the Motif XS eqiuvalent to that 

of 

> the 
> > > RS7000's?
> > > 
> > > Is there any software that emulates the RS's loop remix 

function?

> > > 
> > > Is the SU200's remix function not up to par with the RS's?
> > >
> > Just had a play with the loop remix function and i think that 

Stylus

> > is the closest thing to it in software but i could be wrong as 

there

> > is so much software and new stuff coming out all the time.There 
> might
> > be something like it built into some software hosts out there 

that 

> i'm
> > not aware of.I assume you know how it works but i didn't until 

just

> > now and tbh i don't know of anything in software that emulates it.
> > 
> > Are you thinking of getting an RS and looking into the 

alternatives?

> >
>

| 15885|15873|2007-09-15 20:02:19|greatestofalltymes|Re: Loop Remix|
The RS is my baby. Had it since 2001 and it has taught me plenty. I 
just wondered if there was a software equivalent to that feature which 
would be quicker to use (drag & drop, etc.)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Why do you need to use a software for it? 
> Use the RS you just bought.Experiment, read manual etc..you'll be 
> rewarded.

| 15886|15873|2007-09-16 09:58:13|zhel_id|Re: Loop Remix|
I thought you said you just got your RS. My bad ;)
Anyway, what you're looking for is actually> random slicing and 
rearranging, yes?
Did you try Recycle, LiveSlice, Dr.Rex..stuff like that?

-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> The RS is my baby. Had it since 2001 and it has taught me plenty. I 
> just wondered if there was a software equivalent to that feature 
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which 

> would be quicker to use (drag & drop, etc.)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > Why do you need to use a software for it? 
> > Use the RS you just bought.Experiment, read manual etc..you'll be 
> > rewarded.
>

| 15887|15873|2007-09-16 19:17:31|greatestofalltymes|Re: Loop Remix|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> I thought you said you just got your RS. My bad ;)
> Anyway, what you're looking for is actually> random slicing and 
> rearranging, yes?
> Did you try Recycle, LiveSlice, Dr.Rex..stuff like that?

I've tried all but Dr. Rex. The RS'Real Time Loop Remix feature is what 
I'm looking for in software. Isn't it patented? Maybe that's why I 
can't find anything similar.
| 15888|15873|2007-09-16 23:48:22|zhel_id|Re: Loop Remix|
As far as I know there's no software version of loop remix.You'll find 
it in A5000. Motif line..but that's it.
pHATmatik pro is worth checking..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > I thought you said you just got your RS. My bad ;)
> > Anyway, what you're looking for is actually> random slicing and 
> > rearranging, yes?
> > Did you try Recycle, LiveSlice, Dr.Rex..stuff like that?
> 
> I've tried all but Dr. Rex. The RS'Real Time Loop Remix feature is 

what 

> I'm looking for in software. Isn't it patented? Maybe that's why I 
> can't find anything similar.
>

| 15889|15873|2007-09-17 14:35:53|greatestofalltymes|Re: Loop Remix|
I have the phatmatik pro demo. I'll have to check it out some more. 
Thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> As far as I know there's no software version of loop remix.You'll 
find 
> it in A5000. Motif line..but that's it.
> pHATmatik pro is worth checking..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "greatestofalltymes" 
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> > >
> > > I thought you said you just got your RS. My bad ;)
> > > Anyway, what you're looking for is actually> random slicing and 
> > > rearranging, yes?
> > > Did you try Recycle, LiveSlice, Dr.Rex..stuff like that?
> > 
> > I've tried all but Dr. Rex. The RS'Real Time Loop Remix feature 
is 
> what 
> > I'm looking for in software. Isn't it patented? Maybe that's why 
I 
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> > can't find anything similar.
> >
>

| 15890|15890|2007-09-19 18:32:02|zamisers7k|Wake Up!|
Hey Folks,

I just got my RS7000 unpacked and set back up from my last show, so I'm 
around again. Don't look like I missed much. I happen to purchase an 
AIEB2 card from someone whos been on the list here too, but I got it 
off ebay, you know who you are if your still watching... thanks. I'm 
excited to get it and start sending my outs to difrent things for 
seperate real time processing, should be fun fun fun until the sun goes 
down. Also, I hope this weekend or sooner I'll have time to get some 
sort of Milla-Mix started and be able to share the RS files with all of 
you.

Zam
| 15891|15890|2007-09-19 18:53:07|Markus|Re: Wake Up!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Hey Folks,
> 
> I just got my RS7000 unpacked and set back up from my last show, so I'm 
> around again. Don't look like I missed much. I happen to purchase an 
> AIEB2 card from someone whos been on the list here too, but I got it 
> off ebay, you know who you are if your still watching... thanks. I'm 
> excited to get it and start sending my outs to difrent things for 
> seperate real time processing, should be fun fun fun until the sun goes 
> down. Also, I hope this weekend or sooner I'll have time to get some 
> sort of Milla-Mix started and be able to share the RS files with all of 
> you.
> 
> Zam
>

I wondered why it was so quiet!Good to see you back Zam.How was the
show?I've been setting up my gear so i can get the stuff i've been
working on into my daw for mixing but i've been having sync issues
with live so i'm currently trying FL Studio and it seems to be ok.It's
been a bit of a show stopper so i had to get it sorted out one way or
the other.Let us know how the show went.

Markus
| 15892|15890|2007-09-19 19:32:01|zamisers7k|Re: Wake Up!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Folks,
> > 
> > I just got my RS7000 unpacked and set back up from my last show, 

so I'm 

> > around again. Don't look like I missed much. I happen to 

purchase an 

> > AIEB2 card from someone whos been on the list here too, but I got 

it 

> > off ebay, you know who you are if your still watching... thanks. 

I'm 

> > excited to get it and start sending my outs to difrent things for 
> > seperate real time processing, should be fun fun fun until the 

sun goes 

> > down. Also, I hope this weekend or sooner I'll have time to get 

some 

> > sort of Milla-Mix started and be able to share the RS files with 

all of 
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> > you.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> I wondered why it was so quiet!Good to see you back Zam.How was the
> show?I've been setting up my gear so i can get the stuff i've been
> working on into my daw for mixing but i've been having sync issues
> with live so i'm currently trying FL Studio and it seems to be 

ok.It's

> been a bit of a show stopper so i had to get it sorted out one way 

or

> the other.Let us know how the show went.
> 
> Markus
>

It was awesome! I was getting folks asking about stuff in middle of 
my set, so it sort of became an interactive session at times.

BTW, I remember having to fiddle a bit with Live's buffer to get it 
to run smooth, you probably tried it. I ususally have to mess with 
the buffer on most music recording software though, too little and or 
too much can both be bad it seems like sometimes. Have to find a 
sweet spot it seems like usually with the buffers. Takes a bit of 
trial and error sometimes, dropouts really suck, and sometimes if 
your running background processes too they can interupt. I try to 
minamise other stuff running at the same time, can be hard, if your 
running windows you can still have like 30 processes running and not 
even be doing anything on it. Doesn't seem to be getting any better 
in that department which is one reason I like using dedicated 
hardware when I can. I usually record one pass in Cool Edit and I'm 
good. Will have to eventually break down my parts to seperate 
tracks, but personally I'm going to avoid it for as long as I can, as 
I don't think its fair for people at a show to hear stuff in my 
recordings that won't or can't be in my live performances. That may 
be too much info and straying off topic so I'm gona stop now. Hope 
you get it worked out, FL is good proggie and the new Yamaha XS's 
pattern sequencers reminded me a bit of how FL works, or at least 
usto work when I had FL like 10 years ago. If you get something 
down, send it my way.

Zam
| 15893|15877|2007-09-20 16:45:40|zzzik242|Re: How do I make a phrase sustain?|
Hmmm, not sure if I've missed the obvious, but; if I have a section 
playing 8 measures, I can not get the instrument to sustain, 
obviously because when the section loops, the instrument is triggered 
again. So it would, even if the instrument has a really short attack. 

The only way around this I think will be to program all my string and 
pad sounds in song mode. But that would be very tiresome. 
Am I missing the obvious here, guys? ;) 
Thanks for your help.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> It could be to do your amplifier envelope. Make sure your pad has 
the same
> attack level at the start of the loop as its decay (should be 0) at 
the end.
> 
> 
> On 9/14/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> >
> > How do I make a phrase sustain when the pattern is looping?
> > I have programmed a phrase with a pad, and I want to avoid it 
being cut
> > off abruptly when the pattern loops. How do I do this?
> >
> > This is an absolute must when playing pads, strings and the like.
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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| 15894|15890|2007-09-20 17:29:12|Markus|Re: Wake Up!|

> > I wondered why it was so quiet!Good to see you back Zam.How was the
> > show?I've been setting up my gear so i can get the stuff i've been
> > working on into my daw for mixing but i've been having sync issues
> > with live so i'm currently trying FL Studio and it seems to be 
> ok.It's
> > been a bit of a show stopper so i had to get it sorted out one way 
> or
> > the other.Let us know how the show went.
> > 
> > Markus
> >
> It was awesome! I was getting folks asking about stuff in middle of 
> my set, so it sort of became an interactive session at times.
> 
> BTW, I remember having to fiddle a bit with Live's buffer to get it 
> to run smooth, you probably tried it. I ususally have to mess with 
> the buffer on most music recording software though, too little and or 
> too much can both be bad it seems like sometimes. Have to find a 
> sweet spot it seems like usually with the buffers. Takes a bit of 
> trial and error sometimes, dropouts really suck, and sometimes if 
> your running background processes too they can interupt. I try to 
> minamise other stuff running at the same time, can be hard, if your 
> running windows you can still have like 30 processes running and not 
> even be doing anything on it. Doesn't seem to be getting any better 
> in that department which is one reason I like using dedicated 
> hardware when I can. I usually record one pass in Cool Edit and I'm 
> good. Will have to eventually break down my parts to seperate 
> tracks, but personally I'm going to avoid it for as long as I can, as 
> I don't think its fair for people at a show to hear stuff in my 
> recordings that won't or can't be in my live performances. That may 
> be too much info and straying off topic so I'm gona stop now. Hope 
> you get it worked out, FL is good proggie and the new Yamaha XS's 
> pattern sequencers reminded me a bit of how FL works, or at least 
> usto work when I had FL like 10 years ago. If you get something 
> down, send it my way.
> 
> Zam
>

Cool.Is it a regular thing?Did you record it?How many 1000's of people
were there? ;)

Well FL just created more problems.From what i've been reading midi
clock is not ideal for sequencers and i should b using mmc but i'd
have to slave the RS to live so i'd be left with the same
problem.However,i have got the notes close enough that all i have to
is quantize them after recording the in.And tbh when i play back the
midi parts they don't sound out of sync anyway so i can work with
it.It's not perfect but it's good enough.I can live with it

I'll check out Millas' site for this remix.What does she do with the
results?If it's good claim it to be hers and release it lol

Peace
| 15895|15877|2007-09-20 19:43:35|zamisers7k|Re: How do I make a phrase sustain?|
Maybe you can email me your pattern, and I can check it out. Sustain 
should carry through the loop, man I've had sustatin carry on forever 
sometimes. I've got a feeling something is a little goofed up on 
that pattern, if I could take a look at it then maybe I could tell 
you for sure what the problem is and or if its solveable or 
workaroundable.

My email addy is:

z a m i s e @ q u a n t u m - s o u r c e . c o m

Without any spaces if you want to send them to me.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Hmmm, not sure if I've missed the obvious, but; if I have a section 
> playing 8 measures, I can not get the instrument to sustain, 
> obviously because when the section loops, the instrument is 
triggered 
> again. So it would, even if the instrument has a really short 
attack. 
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> 
> The only way around this I think will be to program all my string 
and 
> pad sounds in song mode. But that would be very tiresome. 
> Am I missing the obvious here, guys? ;) 
> Thanks for your help.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > It could be to do your amplifier envelope. Make sure your pad has 
> the same
> > attack level at the start of the loop as its decay (should be 0) 
at 
> the end.
> > 
> > 
> > On 9/14/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > >
> > > How do I make a phrase sustain when the pattern is looping?
> > > I have programmed a phrase with a pad, and I want to avoid it 
> being cut
> > > off abruptly when the pattern loops. How do I do this?
> > >
> > > This is an absolute must when playing pads, strings and the 
like.
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 15896|15890|2007-09-20 20:00:25|zamisers7k|Re: Wake Up!|

> Cool.Is it a regular thing?Did you record it?How many 1000's of people
> were there? ;)
> 
> Well FL just created more problems.From what i've been reading midi
> clock is not ideal for sequencers and i should b using mmc but i'd
> have to slave the RS to live so i'd be left with the same
> problem.However,i have got the notes close enough that all i have to
> is quantize them after recording the in.And tbh when i play back the
> midi parts they don't sound out of sync anyway so i can work with
> it.It's not perfect but it's good enough.I can live with it
> 
> I'll check out Millas' site for this remix.What does she do with the
> results?If it's good claim it to be hers and release it lol
> 
> Peace
>

My gigs are irregular, maybe do 3 a year or so. I get them usually 
through a network of friends in the local scene. Lucky if 100 people 
show up, but the audiance has grown through the years. Started off 
with none showing other then the venue owner, then next show two people 
would show wondering if they came to the right place which was supposed 
to be accross the street. Now I see regulars, and they are the ones 
who have their own groups and things going on that I'll try to make an 
effort to go to too.

Bummer about the sync problems, someone a while back was having similar 
issues and gave up on the RS, I think it might of been the guy I'm 
getting my AEIB2 card from.

I don't think any one has tried to mix her stuff before, we'll probably 
be the first. Her web site invited remixing, but no reselling, and I'd 
expect the same from her if she happens to hear one of our mixes. 
There is nothing offical or formal going on, I just thought it might be 
fun to try to lend her stuff a bit of a helping hand if maybe we can 
make something better out it. Could turn into a nightmare though, have 
to give it a try to see. Her sight I think is at millj.com.
| 15897|15890|2007-09-20 20:10:42|zamisers7k|Re: Wake Up!|
Oops, that supposed to been millaj.com
| 15898|15890|2007-09-21 20:14:47|Markus|Re: Wake Up!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Oops, that supposed to been millaj.com
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>

I knew she'd done some something with music but she's been at since
she was 12!This is great,it will give me something to practise with on
the RS.What do you have in mind for this Milla remix thing?You know i
think there's a few artists that let you remix their music.Two i can
think of is Beastie Boys and(i think) the chemical brothers..
| 15899|15877|2007-09-21 21:24:37|zzzik242|Re: How do I make a phrase sustain?|
Thanks a lot for the offer, Zam, I might take you up on that! 
I'll have another go when I get back home, so I'll get back to you 
asap :)

Thanks again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Maybe you can email me your pattern, and I can check it out. 
Sustain 
> should carry through the loop, man I've had sustatin carry on 
forever 
> sometimes. I've got a feeling something is a little goofed up on 
> that pattern, if I could take a look at it then maybe I could tell 
> you for sure what the problem is and or if its solveable or 
> workaroundable.
> 
> My email addy is:
> 
> z a m i s e @ q u a n t u m - s o u r c e . c o m
> 
> Without any spaces if you want to send them to me.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Hmmm, not sure if I've missed the obvious, but; if I have a 
section 
> > playing 8 measures, I can not get the instrument to sustain, 
> > obviously because when the section loops, the instrument is 
> triggered 
> > again. So it would, even if the instrument has a really short 
> attack. 
> > 
> > The only way around this I think will be to program all my string 
> and 
> > pad sounds in song mode. But that would be very tiresome. 
> > Am I missing the obvious here, guys? ;) 
> > Thanks for your help.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> > >
> > > It could be to do your amplifier envelope. Make sure your pad 
has 
> > the same
> > > attack level at the start of the loop as its decay (should be 
0) 
> at 
> > the end.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > On 9/14/07, zzzik242 wrote:
> > > >
> > > > How do I make a phrase sustain when the pattern is looping?
> > > > I have programmed a phrase with a pad, and I want to avoid it 
> > being cut
> > > > off abruptly when the pattern loops. How do I do this?
> > > >
> > > > This is an absolute must when playing pads, strings and the 
> like.
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
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> >
>

| 15900|15890|2007-09-21 23:02:45|zamisers7k|Re: Wake Up!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Oops, that supposed to been millaj.com
> >
> I knew she'd done some something with music but she's been at since
> she was 12!This is great,it will give me something to practise with on
> the RS.What do you have in mind for this Milla remix thing?You know i
> think there's a few artists that let you remix their music.Two i can
> think of is Beastie Boys and(i think) the chemical brothers..
>

Not sure what song yet, something maybe where we can pull some 
individual sounds from and a vocal or two from it. I'll go over them 
this weekend and see unless someone has an idea which would be good 
already.

Zam
| 15901|15901|2007-09-23 18:53:30|zamisers7k|Milla: Remix Project|
Howdy Folks,

I got something started. I decided to go with the song called Bring 
It On.

http://www.millaj.com/sounds/Bring%20It%20On.mp3

*"You are welcome to download and remix these demos, but you may not 
sell them. Enjoy!"*

My notes on it: Bring it On - nice beat, bad humm in it, cool easy 
bass line to recreate, could be remixed made better. Some plucky 
guitars.

Here is my rough version so far:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/MillaBIO.mp3

I had to do a lot of clean up work to get some anoying buzz/humm 
that was in it, then recreated the bass line and beat and added some 
of my own tid bits to it.

Here are the RSfiles:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R2P
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R3P

Hope those work well, need both files, one is the Pattern the other 
is the Samples. Lets see what else we can do to it, and tear into 
it and "Bring It On" I say!

Zam
| 15902|15890|2007-09-24 10:48:48|h2a2p|Re: AIEB2 card|
haha oh shoot i thought your screen name looked familiar. did you get 
the card and get it installed OK? yah i'm still around. still have 
an RS (had 2, sold 1). recently sold off a bunch of my gear, and my 
studio room is in shambles. but it will be back! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I happen to purchase an 
> AIEB2 card from someone whos been on the list here too,

| 15903|15890|2007-09-24 12:03:14|zamisers7k|Re: AIEB2 card|
I'm glad to hear that your not RSless. I've been considering getting 
a second one for a while but keep getting other gear, none of which so 
far makes me as happy as my RS. Anyway, I did get the AIEB2 card and 
its already installed, I've not tested it yet though, but I'm going to 
go give you positive feedback right now.

Thanks!
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h2a2p" wrote:
>
> haha oh shoot i thought your screen name looked familiar. did you 
get 
> the card and get it installed OK? yah i'm still around. still 
have 
> an RS (had 2, sold 1). recently sold off a bunch of my gear, and my 
> studio room is in shambles. but it will be back! 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I happen to purchase an 
> > AIEB2 card from someone whos been on the list here too,
>

| 15904|15904|2007-09-24 15:27:35|danielcomollatti|travel -= with RS|
Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having or had
the nightmare I am.

Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 6kgs.
That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on measurements are 
56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.

So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it as
Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I do
suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 36cms.

Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one with a
snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.

You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same material. 

I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots for knobs
and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain compressed
the entire time during travel.

I am going to London first then all europe after that - pushing beats.

Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been feeling
for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK

danny
<< ^_^ >>
| 15905|15904|2007-09-24 18:18:48|zamisers7k|Re: travel -= with RS|
I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've kept 
mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too and I've 
some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got the 
keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS out of 
my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow mark my 
gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was a neat 
sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my shows 
but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my back 
turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
gigging, or traveling too I guess.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having or had
> the nightmare I am.
> 
> Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 6kgs.
> That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on measurements are 
> 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> 
> So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it as
> Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I do
> suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 36cms.
> 
> Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one with a
> snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> 
> You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same material. 
> 
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> I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots for knobs
> and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain compressed
> the entire time during travel.
> 
> I am going to London first then all europe after that - pushing 

beats.

> 
> Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 

feeling

> for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> 
> danny
> << ^_^ >>
>

| 15906|15904|2007-09-24 23:21:28|SevinSinz|Re: travel -= with RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've kept 
> mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too and 

I've 

> some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got the 
> keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS out 

of 

> my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow mark 

my 

> gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was a 

neat 

> sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my shows 
> but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my back 
> turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
> gigging, or traveling too I guess.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having or 

had

> > the nightmare I am.
> > 
> > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 

6kgs.

> > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on measurements 

are 

> > 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> > 
> > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it as
> > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I do
> > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 36cms.
> > 
> > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one with a
> > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> > 
> > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same material. 
> > 
> > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots for 

knobs

> > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 

compressed
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> > the entire time during travel.
> > 
> > I am going to London first then all europe after that - pushing 
> beats.
> > 
> > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 
> feeling
> > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> > 
> > danny
> > << ^_^ >>
> >
>

Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 
musiciansfriend.com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 
accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the largest 
fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds the 
rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small outside 
compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs and 
adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 
compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help for 
anyone thanks>>>>>>>SEV
| 15907|15904|2007-09-25 00:23:31|danielcomollatti|Re: travel -= with RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've kept 
> > mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too and 
> I've 
> > some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got the 
> > keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS out 
> of 
> > my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow mark 
> my 
> > gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was a 
> neat 
> > sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my shows 
> > but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my back 
> > turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
> > gigging, or traveling too I guess.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having or 
> had
> > > the nightmare I am.
> > > 
> > > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 
> 6kgs.
> > > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on measurements 
> are 
> > > 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> > > 
> > > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it as
> > > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I do
> > > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 36cms.
> > > 
> > > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one with a
> > > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> > > 
> > > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same material. 
> > > 
> > > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots for 
> knobs
> > > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 
> compressed
> > > the entire time during travel.
> > > 
> > > I am going to London first then all europe after that - pushing 
> > beats.
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> > > 
> > > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 
> > feeling
> > > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> > > 
> > > danny
> > > << ^_^ >>
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 
> musiciansfriend.com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 
> accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the largest 
> fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds the 
> rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small outside 
> compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs and 
> adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 
> compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help for 
> anyone thanks>>>>>>>SEV
>

Hey - that is great!!!!! Thanks man

I have just spoken to the Australian distributor - he can get one sent
to me in 3 days - i leave in 11 - MOST EXCELLENT - I cancelled the
construction of the other bag!! 

Have you taken it on airlines before?

Thanks again for the info - i appreciate it greatly!
| 15908|15904|2007-09-25 07:36:16|anthony warthen|Re: travel -= with RS|
i havent taken it on the plane yet,but i do have a piece of luggage roughly the same size as the gigskinz and it qualified as a carryon the last time i flew, but thats here in
the US,but it all may depend on the individual airlines polocies ive also loaded a photo of it on the forum board.thanks

danielcomollatti <danielcomollatti@yahoo.com.au> wrote: --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've kept 
> > mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too and 
> I've 
> > some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got the 
> > keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS out 
> of 
> > my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow mark 
> my 
> > gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was a 
> neat 
> > sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my shows 
> > but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my back 
> > turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
> > gigging, or traveling too I guess.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having or 
> had
> > > the nightmare I am.
> > > 
> > > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 
> 6kgs.
> > > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on measurements 
> are 
> > > 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> > > 
> > > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it as
> > > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I do
> > > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 36cms.
> > > 
> > > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one with a
> > > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> > > 
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> > > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same material. 
> > > 
> > > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots for 
> knobs
> > > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 
> compressed
> > > the entire time during travel.
> > > 
> > > I am going to London first then all europe after that - pushing 
> > beats.
> > > 
> > > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 
> > feeling
> > > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> > > 
> > > danny
> > > << ^_^ >>
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 
> musiciansfriend.com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 
> accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the largest 
> fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds the 
> rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small outside 
> compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs and 
> adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 
> compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help for 
> anyone thanks>>>>>>>SEV
>

Hey - that is great!!!!! Thanks man

I have just spoken to the Australian distributor - he can get one sent
to me in 3 days - i leave in 11 - MOST EXCELLENT - I cancelled the
construction of the other bag!! 

Have you taken it on airlines before?

Thanks again for the info - i appreciate it greatly!

---------------------------------
Fussy? Opinionated? Impossible to please? Perfect. Join Yahoo!'s user panel and lay it on us.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15909|15904|2007-09-25 16:51:43|zamisers7k|Re: travel -= with RS|
That is a pretty cool carrying bag, hmmm...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, anthony warthen 
wrote:

>
> i havent taken it on the plane yet,but i do have a piece of luggage 

roughly the same size as the gigskinz and it qualified as a carryon 
the last time i flew, but thats here in the US,but it all may depend 
on the individual airlines polocies ive also loaded a photo of it on 
the forum board.thanks

> 
> danielcomollatti wrote: --- In 

RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've 

kept 
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> > > mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too and 
> > I've 
> > > some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got 

the 

> > > keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS 

out 

> > of 
> > > my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow 

mark 

> > my 
> > > gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was a 
> > neat 
> > > sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my 

shows 

> > > but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my 

back 

> > > turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
> > > gigging, or traveling too I guess.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having 

or 

> > had
> > > > the nightmare I am.
> > > > 
> > > > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 
> > 6kgs.
> > > > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on 

measurements 

> > are 
> > > > 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> > > > 
> > > > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it 

as

> > > > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I 

do

> > > > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 

36cms.

> > > > 
> > > > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one 

with a

> > > > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> > > > 
> > > > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same 

material. 

> > > > 
> > > > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots 

for 

> > knobs
> > > > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 
> > compressed
> > > > the entire time during travel.
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> > > > 
> > > > I am going to London first then all europe after that - 

pushing 

> > > beats.
> > > > 
> > > > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 
> > > feeling
> > > > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> > > > 
> > > > danny
> > > > << ^_^ >>
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 
> > musiciansfriend.com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 
> > accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the 

largest 

> > fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds 

the 

> > rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small 

outside 

> > compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs 

and 

> > adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 
> > compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help 

for 

> > anyone thanks>>>>>>>SEV
> >
> 
> Hey - that is great!!!!! Thanks man
> 
> I have just spoken to the Australian distributor - he can get one 

sent

> to me in 3 days - i leave in 11 - MOST EXCELLENT - I cancelled the
> construction of the other bag!! 
> 
> Have you taken it on airlines before?
> 
> Thanks again for the info - i appreciate it greatly!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Fussy? Opinionated? Impossible to please? Perfect. Join Yahoo!'s 

user panel and lay it on us.

> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15910|15901|2007-09-25 19:03:24|Markus|Re: Milla: Remix Project|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Howdy Folks,
> 
> I got something started. I decided to go with the song called Bring 
> It On.
> 
> http://www.millaj.com/sounds/Bring%20It%20On.mp3
> 
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> *"You are welcome to download and remix these demos, but you may not 
> sell them. Enjoy!"*
> 
> My notes on it: Bring it On - nice beat, bad humm in it, cool easy 
> bass line to recreate, could be remixed made better. Some plucky 
> guitars.
> 
> Here is my rough version so far:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/MillaBIO.mp3
> 
> I had to do a lot of clean up work to get some anoying buzz/humm 
> that was in it, then recreated the bass line and beat and added some 
> of my own tid bits to it.
> 
> Here are the RSfiles:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R2P
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R3P
> 
> Hope those work well, need both files, one is the Pattern the other 
> is the Samples. Lets see what else we can do to it, and tear into 
> it and "Bring It On" I say!
> 
> 
> Zam
>

Will have a listen.I've just recently got my setup sorted after quite
a long period of issues so i'm well into a couple of projects right
now so i'll have to get back to you on this :)

I'll also look for any other artists out there that can be remixed but
i've got to get a demo out to a couple of people and i want to get out
playing live with the RS!

Still working out a system and still learning things about the RS. 

Btw,how do you manage samples?

Markus..
| 15911|15904|2007-09-25 20:18:21|Markus|Re: travel -= with RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've kept 
> > mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too and 
> I've 
> > some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got the 
> > keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS out 
> of 
> > my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow mark 
> my 
> > gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was a 
> neat 
> > sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my shows 
> > but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my back 
> > turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
> > gigging, or traveling too I guess.
> > 
> > Zam

> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having or 
> had
> > > the nightmare I am.
> > > 
> > > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 
> 6kgs.
> > > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on measurements 
> are 
> > > 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> > > 
> > > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it as
> > > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I do
> > > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 36cms.
> > > 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/MillaBIO.mp3
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R2P
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> > > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one with a
> > > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> > > 
> > > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same material. 
> > > 
> > > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots for 
> knobs
> > > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 
> compressed
> > > the entire time during travel.
> > > 
> > > I am going to London first then all europe after that - pushing 
> > beats.
> > > 
> > > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 
> > feeling
> > > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> > > 
> > > danny
> > > << ^_^ >>

> Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 
> musiciansfriend.com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 
> accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the largest 
> fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds the 
> rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small outside 
> compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs and 
> adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 
> compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help for 
> anyone thanks>>>>>>>SEV
>

I'm sure glad this came up,have been on the lookout for a gigbag for
the RS and a laptop/groovebox just for playing out around the city
etc.Several searches didn't turn anything suitable up but this is
absolutely perfect,thanks SEV :D

Hey Zam can you get insurance for your gear when playing live?In the
uk we have music guard which aimed at gigging musicians and has all
kinds of cover geared towards playing in venues such as public
liability insurance.I don't know about laserpods but i'd hate to lose
any of my gear and i won't start playing out until i have insurance
then i know i'm covered ;)

Peace,
Markus
| 15912|15901|2007-09-25 21:22:43|zamisers7k|Re: Milla: Remix Project|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Howdy Folks,
> > 
> > I got something started. I decided to go with the song called 

Bring 

> > It On.
> > 
> > http://www.millaj.com/sounds/Bring%20It%20On.mp3
> > 
> > *"You are welcome to download and remix these demos, but you may 

not 

> > sell them. Enjoy!"*
> > 
> > My notes on it: Bring it On - nice beat, bad humm in it, cool 

easy 

> > bass line to recreate, could be remixed made better. Some plucky 
> > guitars.
> > 
> > Here is my rough version so far:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/MillaBIO.mp3
> > 
> > I had to do a lot of clean up work to get some anoying buzz/humm 
> > that was in it, then recreated the bass line and beat and added 
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some 

> > of my own tid bits to it.
> > 
> > Here are the RSfiles:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R2P
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/Milla/MILLA3.R3P
> > 
> > Hope those work well, need both files, one is the Pattern the 

other 

> > is the Samples. Lets see what else we can do to it, and tear 

into 

> > it and "Bring It On" I say!
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Will have a listen.I've just recently got my setup sorted after 

quite

> a long period of issues so i'm well into a couple of projects right
> now so i'll have to get back to you on this :)
> 
> I'll also look for any other artists out there that can be remixed 

but

> i've got to get a demo out to a couple of people and i want to get 

out

> playing live with the RS!
> 
> Still working out a system and still learning things about the RS. 
> 
> Btw,how do you manage samples?
> 
> Markus..
>

I record my samples into the RS's analog inputs and let the RS deal 
with them however it manages them. There is a sampler utility that 
comes with the RS for PC & Mac I think, but I've never used it. I'm 
just not very big on sampling, mostly create my beats and sounds with 
the internal engine, and add a couple vocals or movie samples here 
and there, sometimes doing some re-sampleing within the RS. Some 
other folks here use sampling more extensively I'm sure, perhaps they 
will speak up with some better tips????

Zam
| 15913|15904|2007-09-25 21:30:31|zamisers7k|Re: travel -= with RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've 

kept 

> > > mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too 

and 

> > I've 
> > > some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got 

the 

> > > keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS 

out 

> > of 
> > > my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow 
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mark 

> > my 
> > > gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was 

a 

> > neat 
> > > sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my 

shows 

> > > but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my 

back 

> > > turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 
> > > gigging, or traveling too I guess.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having 

or 

> > had
> > > > the nightmare I am.
> > > > 
> > > > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 
> > 6kgs.
> > > > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on 

measurements 

> > are 
> > > > 56x36(RSis36)x23cm-Depth.
> > > > 
> > > > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it 

as

> > > > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I 

do

> > > > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 

36cms.

> > > > 
> > > > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one 

with a

> > > > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.
> > > > 
> > > > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same 

material. 

> > > > 
> > > > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots 

for 

> > knobs
> > > > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 
> > compressed
> > > > the entire time during travel.
> > > > 
> > > > I am going to London first then all europe after that - 

pushing 

> > > beats.
> > > > 
> > > > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 
> > > feeling
> > > > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK
> > > > 
> > > > danny

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > > << ^_^ >>
> 
> > Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 
> > musiciansfriend.com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 
> > accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the 

largest 

> > fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds 

the 

> > rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small 

outside 

> > compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs 

and 

> > adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 
> > compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help 

for 

> > anyone thanks>>>>>>>SEV
> >
> I'm sure glad this came up,have been on the lookout for a gigbag for
> the RS and a laptop/groovebox just for playing out around the city
> etc.Several searches didn't turn anything suitable up but this is
> absolutely perfect,thanks SEV :D
> 
> Hey Zam can you get insurance for your gear when playing live?In the
> uk we have music guard which aimed at gigging musicians and has all
> kinds of cover geared towards playing in venues such as public
> liability insurance.I don't know about laserpods but i'd hate to 

lose

> any of my gear and i won't start playing out until i have insurance
> then i know i'm covered ;)
> 
> Peace,
> Markus
>

I can probably get some kind of insurance I'm sure, but my auto 
insurance or homeowners/renters insurance should cover anything over 
a certain amount as long as I give a little white lie. They don't 
have to know I gig if you know what I mean? The laser pod was only 
like $75 so it falls less than anything they'd cover if I said it was 
stollen out of my vehicle or something like that, plus I'm not sure 
I'd want them raising my rates over a $75 claim. If my RS or Specki 
was stollen might be another story, but I watch them very closely. 
Its always the little things, stool, mic stand, power strip that 
turns up missing it seems like after shows. Gear tends to get a 
little more dinged up too for some reason. My CS2x has taken quite a 
few beatings as well as my mc-505, but thankfully are still fully 
functional.
| 15914|15904|2007-09-25 21:53:53|Daniel Comollatti|Re: travel -= with RS|
Markus many thanks for the heads up on insurance - I had not even thought that far ahead.

I spoke to the local insurance brokers and they had no idea what I was talking about but basically said get it in UK. So I have emailed the guys at
http://www.musicguard.co.uk/ 

I am going to be touring eastern europe first, I can not think of anything worse then being without my RS or KP3 or laptop/reason.

THIS FORUM ROCKS

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 26 September, 2007 1:29:38 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: travel -= with RS

http://www.musicguard.co.uk/
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" wrote:

>

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

> >

> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> > >

> > > I've not had to take mine on plane trips, but when I gig I've 

kept 

> > > mine in an old Sampsonite suitcase. Its thick and vinyl too 

and 

> > I've 

> > > some foam in it too, benifit of having locks too if you've got 

the 

> > > keys to go with it. I don't have keys, but I don't let my RS 

out 

> > of 

> > > my site. I think I'm going to make an effort soon to somehow 

mark 

> > my 

> > > gear. I had piece of equipment stollen at my last gig, it was 

a 

> > neat 

> > > sort of expensive laser-pod light,which isn't essetial to my 

shows 

> > > but it really bugs me had the guts to steal it when I had my 

back 

> > > turned for just a few moments. Can never be too carefull when 

> > > gigging, or traveling too I guess.

> > > 

> > > Zam

> 

> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "danielcomollatti" 

> > > wrote:

> > > >

> > > > Hey peoples - I just wanted to see if anybody else is having 

or 

> > had

> > > > the nightmare I am.



> > > > 

> > > > Carry on luggage for international from Australia now is only 

> > 6kgs.

> > > > That is how much the RS weighs. Then the carry on 

measurements 

> > are 

> > > > 56x36(RSis36) x23cm-Depth.

> > > > 

> > > > So - i looked at all options getting something made up for it 

as

> > > > Yamaha Australia can not get there hands on a RS case, but I 

do

> > > > suspect that it would be bulky putting the RS beyond the 

36cms.

> > > > 

> > > > Solution. I have found a vynil company that can make up one 

with a

> > > > snug snug fit and a carry handle and carry strap for $185AUD.

> > > > 

> > > > You know the soft sides of truck trailers, that same 

material. 

> > > > 

> > > > I have also got some high density rubber and cut out spots 

for 

> > knobs

> > > > and the lower track buttons to ensure they do not remain 

> > compressed

> > > > the entire time during travel.

> > > > 

> > > > I am going to London first then all europe after that - 

pushing 

> > > beats.

> > > > 

> > > > Well - just wanted to share some ideas and pain - I have been 

> > > feeling

> > > > for the past 2 weeks. AIRLINES SUCK

> > > > 

> > > > danny

> > > > << ^_^ >>

> 



> > Hello fellow RSers i purchased a gig bag @ 4months ago from 

> > musiciansfriend. com the brand name is GIGSKINZ if you look under 

> > accessories then click on mixer cases they have 3 sizes the 

largest 

> > fits the RS perfectly it has 3 compartments and the largest holds 

the 

> > rs then the other 2 i use 1 for my laptop and the other small 

outside 

> > compart depending on what it can hold my dr770 or all my plugs 

and 

> > adapters the inside has a thick plush padded lining in all the 

> > compartments i paid 69.99usd plus shipping hope this can be help 

for 

> > anyone thanks>>>>>> >SEV

> >

> I'm sure glad this came up,have been on the lookout for a gigbag for

> the RS and a laptop/groovebox just for playing out around the city

> etc.Several searches didn't turn anything suitable up but this is

> absolutely perfect,thanks SEV :D

> 

> Hey Zam can you get insurance for your gear when playing live?In the

> uk we have music guard which aimed at gigging musicians and has all

> kinds of cover geared towards playing in venues such as public

> liability insurance.I don't know about laserpods but i'd hate to 

lose

> any of my gear and i won't start playing out until i have insurance

> then i know i'm covered ;)

> 

> Peace,

> Markus

>

I can probably get some kind of insurance I'm sure, but my auto 

insurance or homeowners/renters insurance should cover anything over 

a certain amount as long as I give a little white lie. They don't 

have to know I gig if you know what I mean? The laser pod was only 

like $75 so it falls less than anything they'd cover if I said it was 

stollen out of my vehicle or something like that, plus I'm not sure 

I'd want them raising my rates over a $75 claim. If my RS or Specki 

was stollen might be another story, but I watch them very closely. 

Its always the little things, stool, mic stand, power strip that 



turns up missing it seems like after shows. Gear tends to get a 

little more dinged up too for some reason. My CS2x has taken quite a 

few beatings as well as my mc-505, but thankfully are still fully 

functional.

Sick of deleting your inbox? Yahoo!7 Mail has free unlimited storage.
http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15915|15915|2007-09-27 03:04:16|Markus|New tenori-on video|
http://www.sonicstate.com/video/index.cfm?manid=2

Reviewer pretty much echoes what people have been saying,limited
features/sounds and slightly overpriced but believes there will be
improvements in future updates.

£599 still seems like a lot of money for what you get though!Id have
to try it myself to form a proper opinion about it,still don't know.

The short music clips i guess are teasers but they sounded quite
good,not the like the stuff i'd been hearing on previous demos :)
| 15916|15916|2007-09-30 16:01:59|zzzik242|Bad ram seems to be the cause of my problems|
Since there's not much happening at the moment, I thought I'd share 
that my previous problems with the rs7000 seem to have been solved; I 
switched to a new pair of RAM chips, and have had no problems after 
that - knock on wood ;)
| 15917|15916|2007-09-30 20:46:49|zamisers7k|Re: Bad ram seems to be the cause of my problems|
Got to have good ram! Glad you got that cured. I forgot, what was it 
doing with the bad ram in it? Glad you got it fixed tho, must of been 
frustrating, bad ram always is soooo frusting in any machine.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Since there's not much happening at the moment, I thought I'd share 
> that my previous problems with the rs7000 seem to have been solved; 
I 
> switched to a new pair of RAM chips, and have had no problems after 
> that - knock on wood ;)
>

| 15918|15916|2007-10-01 17:44:26|zzzik242|Re: Bad ram seems to be the cause of my problems|
Yeah, well I bought the RAM just this summer off of a guy at ebay. I 
don't think he runs a foul business, I was just unlucky. 

http://au.docs.yahoo.com/mail/unlimitedstorage.html
http://www.sonicstate.com/video/index.cfm?manid=2
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


The results were anyway strange error messages ans corrupted files. 
Hopefully these are now a thing of the past ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Got to have good ram! Glad you got that cured. I forgot, what 
was it 
> doing with the bad ram in it? Glad you got it fixed tho, must of 
been 
> frustrating, bad ram always is soooo frusting in any machine.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Since there's not much happening at the moment, I thought I'd 
share 
> > that my previous problems with the rs7000 seem to have been 
solved; 
> I 
> > switched to a new pair of RAM chips, and have had no problems 
after 
> > that - knock on wood ;)
> >
>

| 15919|15919|2007-10-02 22:41:02|hymen_blaster|write playfx to phrase?|
So I have a specific phrase that sounds cool with some play fx applied, 
but I don't want the play fx to affect the whole track.

Using the Normalize Effect job seems to alter the entire track so that 
other phrases throughout the same pattern are affected. I need 
something that actually alters the sequence data within a phrase. Is 
there any way to do this?
| 15920|15919|2007-10-03 06:18:09|zamisers7k|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:

>
> So I have a specific phrase that sounds cool with some play fx 

applied, 

> but I don't want the play fx to affect the whole track.
> 
> Using the Normalize Effect job seems to alter the entire track so 

that 

> other phrases throughout the same pattern are affected. I need 
> something that actually alters the sequence data within a phrase. Is 
> there any way to do this?
>

I'm a tad confused. There is no Normalize in Play FX. Normalize is 
Sample Job. There are 3 effect parts that can be applied in varied 
amounts to any or all tracks. They are Various/Delay/Reverb effects. 
None of them have a Normalize effect in them either that I seen or 
know. So, I'm assuming your doing the Normalize processing Job on a 
sample. I'm wondering if this is so and if so then do you have the 
same sample on any other tracks? You may need to copy/save the 
original sample over to another bank and switch it to that bank on the 
other tracks that use that sample, so then when you are making any 
modifications or processing Jobs to the original sample then it won't 
affect anything on the other tracks or the other samples that were 
copy/saved.

Hope you can follow what I'm saying there, its kind of hard to 
understand exactly what is going on with the RS's samples some times. 
I hope it helps you maybe, if not maybe you can give us some more 
details on exactly what your doing and the RS is doing. Good luck and 
let us know if you get it figured out.

Zam
| 15921|15919|2007-10-03 06:38:07|zamisers7k|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
> >

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > So I have a specific phrase that sounds cool with some play fx 
> applied, 
> > but I don't want the play fx to affect the whole track.
> > 
> > Using the Normalize Effect job seems to alter the entire track 

so 

> that 
> > other phrases throughout the same pattern are affected. I need 
> > something that actually alters the sequence data within a 

phrase. Is 

> > there any way to do this?
> >
> 
> I'm a tad confused. There is no Normalize in Play FX. Normalize 

is 

> Sample Job. There are 3 effect parts that can be applied in 

varied 

> amounts to any or all tracks. They are Various/Delay/Reverb 

effects. 

> None of them have a Normalize effect in them either that I seen or 
> know. So, I'm assuming your doing the Normalize processing Job on 

a 

> sample. I'm wondering if this is so and if so then do you have 

the 

> same sample on any other tracks? You may need to copy/save the 
> original sample over to another bank and switch it to that bank on 

the 

> other tracks that use that sample, so then when you are making any 
> modifications or processing Jobs to the original sample then it 

won't 

> affect anything on the other tracks or the other samples that were 
> copy/saved.
> 
> Hope you can follow what I'm saying there, its kind of hard to 
> understand exactly what is going on with the RS's samples some 

times. 

> I hope it helps you maybe, if not maybe you can give us some more 
> details on exactly what your doing and the RS is doing. Good luck 

and 

> let us know if you get it figured out.
> 
> Zam
>

I was also thinking... if you are normalizing a sample, sometimes 
instead you can increase or decrease the note velocity in the 
individual phrase sequences too I think. Basically thats all 
normalizing is doing is increasing or decreasing volume or amplitude 
of the sample. If your using a built in phrase your going to need 
to copy it to a user phrase before you can edit it. To edit a user 
phrase, have your track selected with that user phrase and then push 
the edit button, the one next #3 on the pad, and it will show you 
the events list in that phrase. I think you may then be able to 
change the velocity of individual notes there.

Thats a bit of work to do though, not sure if it will help any 
either, but maybe worth a try. I'm just not sure exactly what your 
saying is going on. Anyway, if I think of more ideas I'll let ya 
know.

Zam



| 15922|15919|2007-10-03 08:10:56|hymen_blaster|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
There is a pattern job called "Normalize Play Effect" which writes your 
play fx data into the track. Yes, it's really there. No, I'm not 
talking about normalizing a sample. It's on page 150 of the manual.

What this does is write your play fx settings INTO THE TRACK. I don't 
want this...I would like my play fx settings to be written INTO A 
PHRASE. 

If you try Normalize Play Effect, you will find that it affects all 
other phrases in the selected track for the entire pattern. Or at least 
it does on mine. I would like to alter only one phrase. That's what I'm 
asking.
| 15923|15919|2007-10-03 09:13:40|zhel_id|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
I know what you're saying.
"Normalize Play Effect" is a TRACK job only, and it's not a phrase job.
Hm..the only way to overcome this would be to copy phrase onto 
different track and use different effect -knob 'motion' there.
You can't have separate play-effect settings inside the one track.
It's like you'd use programmable external send effects.
They affect the WHOLE channel or in RS, A TRACK.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> There is a pattern job called "Normalize Play Effect" which writes 
your 
> play fx data into the track. Yes, it's really there. No, I'm not 
> talking about normalizing a sample. It's on page 150 of the manual.
> 
> What this does is write your play fx settings INTO THE TRACK. I don't 
> want this...I would like my play fx settings to be written INTO A 
> PHRASE. 
> 
> If you try Normalize Play Effect, you will find that it affects all 
> other phrases in the selected track for the entire pattern. Or at 
least 
> it does on mine. I would like to alter only one phrase. That's what 
I'm 
> asking.
>

| 15924|15919|2007-10-03 09:20:13|zhel_id|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
Zam, you might got confused with that NORMALIZE part.
It actually doesn't 'normalize' anything. It just writes your effect 
movements into a track PERMANENTLY so they're not lost after you 
twiddle those knobs again.
That said, as far as I know, the effect movements can be stored into 
the scenes as well.
for now..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> I know what you're saying.
> "Normalize Play Effect" is a TRACK job only, and it's not a phrase 
job.
> Hm..the only way to overcome this would be to copy phrase onto 
> different track and use different effect -knob 'motion' there.
> You can't have separate play-effect settings inside the one track.
> It's like you'd use programmable external send effects.
> They affect the WHOLE channel or in RS, A TRACK.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
> >
> > There is a pattern job called "Normalize Play Effect" which 
writes 
> your 
> > play fx data into the track. Yes, it's really there. No, I'm not 
> > talking about normalizing a sample. It's on page 150 of the 
manual.
> > 
> > What this does is write your play fx settings INTO THE TRACK. I 
don't 
> > want this...I would like my play fx settings to be written INTO A 
> > PHRASE. 
> > 
> > If you try Normalize Play Effect, you will find that it affects 
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all 
> > other phrases in the selected track for the entire pattern. Or at 
> least 
> > it does on mine. I would like to alter only one phrase. That's 
what 
> I'm 
> > asking.
> >
>

| 15925|15919|2007-10-03 15:35:54|zamisers7k|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
Ah OK, that makes sense. Yep I was confused, I don't think I have 
ever actualy used that Job. It is sounding goofy and sort of 
useless, I'll have to try it out tonight and see exactly what maybe 
it supposed to be doing and why it would even be needed. Doesn't 
sound like it has much of a purpose cause yeah, effects and voice 
parms are usually stored per track anyway. I can see how you might 
want to have them stored to the phrase instead if your switching up 
phrases for live type mixing. What you might have to do is do an 
overdub record to that phrase, make an ever so slight tweak to 
certain knobs you feel like you need to record setting changes to, 
then go into the edit mode and bump the start time of the first 
recorded knob move event to the start before any notes and delete any 
of the other events for knob movement that it cought. Thats what I 
think I might do, but might also have to remember that those events 
will loop in the phrase as well. Could be a pain in da rear I know.

I've been working more with saving scene memories lately. Its not 
quite the same thing and it wont affect a track at the same time a 
phrase is changed up, might be able to coordinate it closely enough 
though, but it can help maybe help a bit with settings and voice 
changes too since they won't be stored in with the phrase therby 
looping too every time it loops. Might help, just another idea is 
all.

If you get something difrent figured out let us know. In the mean 
time I will have to get that Normalize Play effect Job in the Pattern 
Jobs stored into my memory banks.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Zam, you might got confused with that NORMALIZE part.
> It actually doesn't 'normalize' anything. It just writes your 
effect 
> movements into a track PERMANENTLY so they're not lost after you 
> twiddle those knobs again.
> That said, as far as I know, the effect movements can be stored 
into 
> the scenes as well.
> for now..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > I know what you're saying.
> > "Normalize Play Effect" is a TRACK job only, and it's not a 
phrase 
> job.
> > Hm..the only way to overcome this would be to copy phrase onto 
> > different track and use different effect -knob 'motion' there.
> > You can't have separate play-effect settings inside the one track.
> > It's like you'd use programmable external send effects.
> > They affect the WHOLE channel or in RS, A TRACK.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
> > >
> > > There is a pattern job called "Normalize Play Effect" which 
> writes 
> > your 
> > > play fx data into the track. Yes, it's really there. No, I'm 
not 
> > > talking about normalizing a sample. It's on page 150 of the 
> manual.
> > > 
> > > What this does is write your play fx settings INTO THE TRACK. I 
> don't 
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> > > want this...I would like my play fx settings to be written INTO 
A 
> > > PHRASE. 
> > > 
> > > If you try Normalize Play Effect, you will find that it affects 
> all 
> > > other phrases in the selected track for the entire pattern. Or 
at 
> > least 
> > > it does on mine. I would like to alter only one phrase. That's 
> what 
> > I'm 
> > > asking.
> > >
> >
>

| 15926|15919|2007-10-03 17:14:35|hymen_blaster|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
It's actually a really handy job. I use it on basslines with beat 
stretch to turn basic 16ths into really nice pulsing goa bass.

And by the way, I figured out a workaround. Program your bassline (or 
whatever) in an empty pattern, tweak to your liking, Normalize Play 
Effect, then export as a SMF and reimport to the pattern/style you're 
working on. This is where Normalize Play Effect comes in handy, because 
the play fx settings you normalized get written into the midi file.
| 15927|15919|2007-10-03 18:38:38|zhel_id|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
Now, that IS a good tip.
I don't need it right now, but I'll make a mental note.
thanx

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> It's actually a really handy job. I use it on basslines with beat 
> stretch to turn basic 16ths into really nice pulsing goa bass.
> 
> And by the way, I figured out a workaround. Program your bassline (or 
> whatever) in an empty pattern, tweak to your liking, Normalize Play 
> Effect, then export as a SMF and reimport to the pattern/style you're 
> working on. This is where Normalize Play Effect comes in handy, 
because 
> the play fx settings you normalized get written into the midi file.
>

| 15928|15919|2007-10-03 19:53:10|zamisers7k|Re: write playfx to phrase?|
Yeah awesome tip! I'm going to try it later. Sounds similar to what 
it does when it converts a pattern chain to a song. It throws an 
event at the start of the track that I usually always wind up 
deleting tho., however it will keep the beat streach in there even 
after I delete it. I can't wait to get home and try out the 
normalize effect job to see exactly what its doing. I beat streach 
my stuff quite often too. Maybe it will come in handy for me. Glad 
to hear you got it figured out and its usefull to you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> Now, that IS a good tip.
> I don't need it right now, but I'll make a mental note.
> thanx
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
> >
> > It's actually a really handy job. I use it on basslines with beat 
> > stretch to turn basic 16ths into really nice pulsing goa bass.
> > 
> > And by the way, I figured out a workaround. Program your bassline 
(or 
> > whatever) in an empty pattern, tweak to your liking, Normalize 
Play 
> > Effect, then export as a SMF and reimport to the pattern/style 
you're 
> > working on. This is where Normalize Play Effect comes in handy, 
> because 
> > the play fx settings you normalized get written into the midi 
file.
> >
>
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| 15929|15929|2007-10-04 02:08:57|Markus|It kinda grows on ya|
I've been using live on a laptop and recording from the RS and a korg
emx but the RS wasn't in a good position for me to use so i moved
things around so i could have a jam with and i also slaved the emx for
drums and synth stabs etc and what a combination.They work really well
together and there i was thinking do i need the RS with the release of
Reason 4 ;)

The more i use it the better it seems to get,even though it's 6/7
years old.Anyway if your looking for something to add to the RS i'd
say the emx is worth a look.

Once i get one of those gig bags i'm pretty much set..maybe get a kp3
for transitions when playing live and to overcome any continuation
issues with RS when changing scenes etc

I think that would be a wicked live setup.

Oh yeah Zam,what did you use to get the vocals out of the milla
jovovich song?Thanks.

Peace
| 15930|15929|2007-10-04 06:25:26|zamisers7k|Re: It kinda grows on ya|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> I've been using live on a laptop and recording from the RS and a 

korg

> emx but the RS wasn't in a good position for me to use so i moved
> things around so i could have a jam with and i also slaved the emx 

for

> drums and synth stabs etc and what a combination.They work really 

well

> together and there i was thinking do i need the RS with the 

release of

> Reason 4 ;)
> 
> The more i use it the better it seems to get,even though it's 6/7
> years old.Anyway if your looking for something to add to the RS i'd
> say the emx is worth a look.
> 
> Once i get one of those gig bags i'm pretty much set..maybe get a 

kp3

> for transitions when playing live and to overcome any continuation
> issues with RS when changing scenes etc
> 
> I think that would be a wicked live setup.
> 
> Oh yeah Zam,what did you use to get the vocals out of the milla
> jovovich song?Thanks.
> 
> Peace
>

Funny thing, the other member in my group is named Mark, and he just 
got an EMX too to go with his RS7000. I'll probably have to go over 
to his house this weekend to help him get it connected up and 
working properly, ya know. So, I've been looking into them a bit 
lately. Not sure I'd want one, but they are nice sounding and he 
has been eyeballing it for a while when we go looking for gear. 
I've been contemplating an ES though, even though I'm not a big fan 
of Korg, or perhaps I shold go with the new Madison Mini Modular 
instead I've been gassing over, big price difrence there, but I've 
been wanting to start a modular and the MMM actually seems fairly 
affordable and portable to boot. Hmmm, probably wind up getting none 
of the above, fun thinking about...

Anyhow, I didn't pull the vocals out of Milla's music, that would of 
been nice if I could of done that and got clean vocals. I was able 
to bring the vocals up a bit by sampling those parts at a lesser 
sample rate, which brings out the midrange a tad by doing that, but 
the music is still there in with it. The thing I had to remove was 
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a bad ground hum in it, which I used some processes in CoolEdit 
2000. I procced it out the best I could, probably could of done 
better if I spent more time at it, perhaps maybe done the same with 
vocals too, but once the music is there with them its pretty hard to 
remove it and wind up with perfectly clean vocals.

The intresting thing I discovered with the RS and vocal samples is 
that you can use the ADSR on Amp and fade the sample in and out by 
increasing the Attack and Decay. Makes the volume on it a little 
smoother as it comes in and goes out, it isn't an immediate jump in 
and out. Anyhow, I'm still working on it, and trying to make a 
better version.

Good luck with your EMX & RS combo, at least sound wise I think they 
ought to compliment each other prety well.

Zam
| 15931|15931|2007-10-05 18:37:38|zzzik242|Hissing & noise after resampling|
Almost always after I've resampled something, the resulting sample has 
a lot of background noise/hissing. What's the deal with that? Isn't 
the whole point with internal resampling to avoid this exact problem?

What I've done is use a lowpass filter to hide the noise, but 
obviously this isn't a solution in the long run.

Any ideas?

ps: what I usually do is resample as kit+note. If I need a pitched 
sample, I just export it as a wav-file, and then load this file. I 
haven't figured out the other modes, tbh.
| 15932|15931|2007-10-05 20:42:08|zhel_id|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
One thing would be to turn the REC VOLUME knob down since you don't 
need it for internal resampling. If its open then you get the input 
channel noise.
Hope this helps
z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Almost always after I've resampled something, the resulting sample 
has 
> a lot of background noise/hissing. What's the deal with that? Isn't 
> the whole point with internal resampling to avoid this exact problem?
> 
> What I've done is use a lowpass filter to hide the noise, but 
> obviously this isn't a solution in the long run.
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> ps: what I usually do is resample as kit+note. If I need a pitched 
> sample, I just export it as a wav-file, and then load this file. I 
> haven't figured out the other modes, tbh.
>

| 15933|15931|2007-10-05 21:23:27|zamisers7k|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
I don't think I've ever noticed any hiss when resampling enternally. 
Zhel might be on to something, but I was think it 100% bypasses the 
inputs. As another thought, and if that don't work, I've always 
unplugged anything going into the inputs when I'm not sampling 
through them, so maybe try that too if you've got something plugged 
in to the inputs.

I have noticed on mine when resampling even at 44.1khz that there is 
an ever so slight loss in quality from the original, but some mild 
tweaks on the Res & Cut usually seem to help bring it back.

Good luck with figuring it out, hope its not something wrong with the 
internals on your RS. Hiss no good!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
>
> One thing would be to turn the REC VOLUME knob down since you don't 
> need it for internal resampling. If its open then you get the input 
> channel noise.
> Hope this helps
> z
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
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> >
> > Almost always after I've resampled something, the resulting 
sample 
> has 
> > a lot of background noise/hissing. What's the deal with that? 
Isn't 
> > the whole point with internal resampling to avoid this exact 
problem?
> > 
> > What I've done is use a lowpass filter to hide the noise, but 
> > obviously this isn't a solution in the long run.
> > 
> > Any ideas?
> > 
> > ps: what I usually do is resample as kit+note. If I need a 
pitched 
> > sample, I just export it as a wav-file, and then load this file. 
I 
> > haven't figured out the other modes, tbh.
> >
>

| 15934|15934|2007-10-06 05:52:10|vinceantwerp|PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Hi there,

I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as well.

I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the pattern chain were 
I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song with the melodies I 
have set up in Cubase.

When I start playback, everything goes exactly like I programmed it. 
This pattern chain was saved too.

My problem is that when I come back the day after, I load the patt 
chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost all the mute setup I 
had made the day before. 

Is there something I'm doing wrong? During record? During loading? 
I just don't know.

Thanks for your help

Vince
| 15935|15934|2007-10-06 09:33:22|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Hi Vince,

First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!

It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern Chain properly. 
When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I reload it the next 
day it always comes back exact.

You might also be recording with Patt selected which don't record 
your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after you hit the rec 
button and before you hit play that instead of Patt or BPM that it 
has Scene select and then hit play. Only then will it record mutes 
being punched in and out. Then you can save the pattern Chain and 
it should load back in with the mutes the way they were recorded.

If its not either of those problems you might have something wrong 
with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your saving to on it. 
Lets hope its not that though and one of the things I mentioned 
above fixes your problem.

Let us know, and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp" 
wrote:

>
> Hi there,
> 
> I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as well.
> 
> I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the pattern chain 

were 
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> I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song with the 

melodies I 

> have set up in Cubase.
> 
> When I start playback, everything goes exactly like I programmed 

it. 

> This pattern chain was saved too.
> 
> My problem is that when I come back the day after, I load the patt 
> chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost all the mute setup 

I 

> had made the day before. 
> 
> Is there something I'm doing wrong? During record? During 

loading? 

> I just don't know.
> 
> Thanks for your help
> 
> Vince
>

| 15936|15934|2007-10-06 09:47:32|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Hey Vince,

I just remembered something else that might help ya too, or maybe 
not.

Anyway, if you are recording mutes, the goofy thing is sometimes 
that when returning to the begining of Chain it will keep the mute 
settings from the last place where you left off, that is unless 
you've got some mutes punched in right at the start the way you 
want. Its a little tricky sometimes. If you go in or let it play 
for several measures perhaps the mutes will kick in to where they 
supposed to be and wanted them. If thats the case you'll just have 
to get them set or recorded in right at the very begining. It takes 
a little practice to get the mutes right at the start of a chain 
sometimes. Sometimes I still have trouble getting mine right at the 
very start of a chain.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi Vince,
> 
> First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> 
> It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern Chain properly. 
> When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I reload it the next 
> day it always comes back exact.
> 
> You might also be recording with Patt selected which don't record 
> your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after you hit the rec 
> button and before you hit play that instead of Patt or BPM that it 
> has Scene select and then hit play. Only then will it record 
mutes 
> being punched in and out. Then you can save the pattern Chain and 
> it should load back in with the mutes the way they were recorded.
> 
> If its not either of those problems you might have something wrong 
> with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your saving to on it. 
> Lets hope its not that though and one of the things I mentioned 
> above fixes your problem.
> 
> Let us know, and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp" 
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> wrote:
> >
> > Hi there,
> > 
> > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as well.
> > 
> > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the pattern chain 
> were 
> > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song with the 
> melodies I 
> > have set up in Cubase.
> > 
> > When I start playback, everything goes exactly like I programmed 
> it. 
> > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > 
> > My problem is that when I come back the day after, I load the 
patt 
> > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost all the mute 
setup 
> I 
> > had made the day before. 
> > 
> > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During record? During 
> loading? 
> > I just don't know.
> > 
> > Thanks for your help
> > 
> > Vince
> >
>

| 15937|15934|2007-10-07 03:46:00|Vince Antwerp|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Hi Zam

Thank you for the warm welcome!

I thought I did a save all but will try it again. I'm
sure it's not that I record BPM or TRACK. I did it on
SCENE. Once it is recorded it plays back the way I
recorded it so that works. It's when I turn off the
machine and put it back on. So I will try to do a
save all this time.

Thanks!

Oh I hope it's not the machine... 

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Hi Vince,
> 
> First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> 
> It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> Chain properly. 
> When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> reload it the next 
> day it always comes back exact.
> 
> You might also be recording with Patt selected which
> don't record 
> your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after you
> hit the rec 
> button and before you hit play that instead of Patt
> or BPM that it 
> has Scene select and then hit play. Only then will
> it record mutes 
> being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> pattern Chain and 
> it should load back in with the mutes the way they
> were recorded.
> 
> If its not either of those problems you might have
> something wrong 
> with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> saving to on it. 
> Lets hope its not that though and one of the things
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> I mentioned 
> above fixes your problem.
> 
> Let us know, and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi there,
> > 
> > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> well.
> > 
> > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the
> pattern chain 
> were 
> > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song
> with the 
> melodies I 
> > have set up in Cubase.
> > 
> > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> like I programmed 
> it. 
> > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > 
> > My problem is that when I come back the day after,
> I load the patt 
> > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost
> all the mute setup 
> I 
> > had made the day before. 
> > 
> > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> record? During 
> loading? 
> > I just don't know.
> > 
> > Thanks for your help
> > 
> > Vince
> >
> 
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________
Looking for a deal? Find great prices on flights and hotels with Yahoo! FareChase.
http://farechase.yahoo.com/
| 15938|15934|2007-10-07 03:48:44|Vince Antwerp|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
I'm glad you pointed this out too because I have
noticed this problem too. 

So you are saying that when I start recording, I have
to mute immediately the ones I don't want to hear at
the start to solve this problem. I usually start by
muting, than only start recording. 

I must say this is a strange thing... 

Thanks for your help!

Vince

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Hey Vince,
> 
> I just remembered something else that might help ya
> too, or maybe 
> not.
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> 
> Anyway, if you are recording mutes, the goofy thing
> is sometimes 
> that when returning to the begining of Chain it will
> keep the mute 
> settings from the last place where you left off,
> that is unless 
> you've got some mutes punched in right at the start
> the way you 
> want. Its a little tricky sometimes. If you go in
> or let it play 
> for several measures perhaps the mutes will kick in
> to where they 
> supposed to be and wanted them. If thats the case
> you'll just have 
> to get them set or recorded in right at the very
> begining. It takes 
> a little practice to get the mutes right at the
> start of a chain 
> sometimes. Sometimes I still have trouble getting
> mine right at the 
> very start of a chain.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi Vince,
> > 
> > First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> > 
> > It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> Chain properly. 
> > When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> reload it the next 
> > day it always comes back exact.
> > 
> > You might also be recording with Patt selected
> which don't record 
> > your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after
> you hit the rec 
> > button and before you hit play that instead of
> Patt or BPM that it 
> > has Scene select and then hit play. Only then
> will it record 
> mutes 
> > being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> pattern Chain and 
> > it should load back in with the mutes the way they
> were recorded.
> > 
> > If its not either of those problems you might have
> something wrong 
> > with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> saving to on it. 
> > Lets hope its not that though and one of the
> things I mentioned 
> > above fixes your problem.
> > 
> > Let us know, and happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi there,
> > > 
> > > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> well.
> > > 
> > > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to
> the pattern chain 
> > were 
> > > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my
> song with the 
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> > melodies I 
> > > have set up in Cubase.
> > > 
> > > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> like I programmed 
> > it. 
> > > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > > 
> > > My problem is that when I come back the day
> after, I load the 
> patt 
> > > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost
> all the mute 
> setup 
> > I 
> > > had made the day before. 
> > > 
> > > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> record? During 
> > loading? 
> > > I just don't know.
> > > 
> > > Thanks for your help
> > > 
> > > Vince
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________
Fussy? Opinionated? Impossible to please? Perfect. Join Yahoo!'s user panel and lay it on us. http://surveylink.yahoo.com/gmrs/yahoo_panel_invite.asp?a=7
| 15939|15934|2007-10-07 06:10:58|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Yeah, I seem to always try to set the mutes before I record too, but 
they just don't always take. If you've got a click lead in and push 
them during that time they seem to take then, sometimes it seems 
like, sometimes it don't. Recording Scene Mutes just gets a little 
funky sometimes, takes a while to get use to its behavior and what 
to expect especially if you try to re-record them in middle of a 
Chain. It gets better after a while, just frustrating at first 
until you get the hang of it.

If you don't get it figured out after a bit whats causeing your 
mutes not to save, perhaps you can send me your files and I can take 
a look at it and see on mine perhaps what maybe going on.

There have been cases of bad memory and bad SM cards that cause the 
RS to do funky stuff. First I've heard of not storing mutes 
specifically, but its always some kind of random wierdness which is 
a possibility with yours.

Only other thing if its still not working right is try reloading its 
Operating System or perhaps even a factory reset, I think it has a 
factory reset, but not sure. I'll wait to hear from ya before I go 
into any further details about that stuff.

I wonder if its some kind of interaction between your computer 
software and it too. Only way would to be sure about that I guess 
would be to unhook it from midi and try again.

Well wish you luck getting it figured out, I'll keep my fingers 
crossed its not something bad going on inside the machine.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp 
wrote:

>
> I'm glad you pointed this out too because I have
> noticed this problem too. 
> 
> So you are saying that when I start recording, I have
> to mute immediately the ones I don't want to hear at
> the start to solve this problem. I usually start by
> muting, than only start recording. 
> 
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> I must say this is a strange thing... 
> 
> Thanks for your help!
> 
> Vince
> 
> 
> --- zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Hey Vince,
> > 
> > I just remembered something else that might help ya
> > too, or maybe 
> > not.
> > 
> > Anyway, if you are recording mutes, the goofy thing
> > is sometimes 
> > that when returning to the begining of Chain it will
> > keep the mute 
> > settings from the last place where you left off,
> > that is unless 
> > you've got some mutes punched in right at the start
> > the way you 
> > want. Its a little tricky sometimes. If you go in
> > or let it play 
> > for several measures perhaps the mutes will kick in
> > to where they 
> > supposed to be and wanted them. If thats the case
> > you'll just have 
> > to get them set or recorded in right at the very
> > begining. It takes 
> > a little practice to get the mutes right at the
> > start of a chain 
> > sometimes. Sometimes I still have trouble getting
> > mine right at the 
> > very start of a chain.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi Vince,
> > > 
> > > First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> > > 
> > > It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> > Chain properly. 
> > > When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> > reload it the next 
> > > day it always comes back exact.
> > > 
> > > You might also be recording with Patt selected
> > which don't record 
> > > your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after
> > you hit the rec 
> > > button and before you hit play that instead of
> > Patt or BPM that it 
> > > has Scene select and then hit play. Only then
> > will it record 
> > mutes 
> > > being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> > pattern Chain and 
> > > it should load back in with the mutes the way they
> > were recorded.
> > > 
> > > If its not either of those problems you might have
> > something wrong 
> > > with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> > saving to on it. 
> > > Lets hope its not that though and one of the
> > things I mentioned 
> > > above fixes your problem.
> > > 
> > > Let us know, and happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi there,
> > > > 
> > > > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> > well.
> > > > 
> > > > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to
> > the pattern chain 
> > > were 
> > > > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my
> > song with the 
> > > melodies I 
> > > > have set up in Cubase.
> > > > 
> > > > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> > like I programmed 
> > > it. 
> > > > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > > > 
> > > > My problem is that when I come back the day
> > after, I load the 
> > patt 
> > > > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost
> > all the mute 
> > setup 
> > > I 
> > > > had made the day before. 
> > > > 
> > > > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> > record? During 
> > > loading? 
> > > > I just don't know.
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for your help
> > > > 
> > > > Vince
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 

_____________________________________________________________________
_______________

> Fussy? Opinionated? Impossible to please? Perfect. Join Yahoo!'s 

user panel and lay it on us. 
http://surveylink.yahoo.com/gmrs/yahoo_panel_invite.asp?a=7

>

| 15940|15929|2007-10-07 13:54:03|Markus|Re: It kinda grows on ya|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" trevnefeliet@ wrote:
> >
> > I've been using live on a laptop and recording from the RS and a
> korg
> > emx but the RS wasn't in a good position for me to use so i moved
> > things around so i could have a jam with and i also slaved the emx
> for
> > drums and synth stabs etc and what a combination.They work really
> well
> > together and there i was thinking do i need the RS with the
> release of
> > Reason 4 ;)
> >
> > The more i use it the better it seems to get,even though it's 6/7
> > years old.Anyway if your looking for something to add to the RS i'd
> > say the emx is worth a look.
> >
> > Once i get one of those gig bags i'm pretty much set..maybe get a
> kp3
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> > for transitions when playing live and to overcome any continuation
> > issues with RS when changing scenes etc
> >
> > I think that would be a wicked live setup.
> >
> > Oh yeah Zam,what did you use to get the vocals out of the milla
> > jovovich song?Thanks.
> >
> > Peace
> >
>
> Funny thing, the other member in my group is named Mark, and he just
> got an EMX too to go with his RS7000. I'll probably have to go over
> to his house this weekend to help him get it connected up and
> working properly, ya know. So, I've been looking into them a bit
> lately. Not sure I'd want one, but they are nice sounding and he
> has been eyeballing it for a while when we go looking for gear.
> I've been contemplating an ES though, even though I'm not a big fan
> of Korg, or perhaps I shold go with the new Madison Mini Modular
> instead I've been gassing over, big price difrence there, but I've
> been wanting to start a modular and the MMM actually seems fairly
> affordable and portable to boot. Hmmm, probably wind up getting none
> of the above, fun thinking about...

It's a lot of fun to program and so easy.I don't know if your friend is
used to the xox style of programming but it took me a while to get used
to it,i only just recently started using the step edit functions more
extensively to tighten up my patterns or make adjustments.You can get
some really nice sounds out of it once yo know your way round and the
tubes ar nice :-)

> Anyhow, I didn't pull the vocals out of Milla's music, that would of
> been nice if I could of done that and got clean vocals. I was able
> to bring the vocals up a bit by sampling those parts at a lesser
> sample rate, which brings out the midrange a tad by doing that, but
> the music is still there in with it. The thing I had to remove was
> a bad ground hum in it, which I used some processes in CoolEdit
> 2000. I procced it out the best I could, probably could of done
> better if I spent more time at it, perhaps maybe done the same with
> vocals too, but once the music is there with them its pretty hard to
> remove it and wind up with perfectly clean vocals.

Cool,i thought you might have used the phase cancellation method to
extract the vocal,oh wait you'd need an instrumental version to do
that!lol

>
> The intresting thing I discovered with the RS and vocal samples is
> that you can use the ADSR on Amp and fade the sample in and out by
> increasing the Attack and Decay. Makes the volume on it a little
> smoother as it comes in and goes out, it isn't an immediate jump in
> and out. Anyhow, I'm still working on it, and trying to make a
> better version.
>
> Good luck with your EMX & RS combo, at least sound wise I think they
> ought to compliment each other prety well.
>
> Zam
>

They do.I thought i'd sell my emx once i got the RS but it has a sound
all of it's own and it's great for laying ideas down and the bottom line
is, it's a blast to use :D

Peace
| 15941|15931|2007-10-07 19:02:11|zzzik242|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
Interesting tips, guys!
Will try them out :)

Thanx

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I don't think I've ever noticed any hiss when resampling 
enternally. 
> Zhel might be on to something, but I was think it 100% bypasses the 
> inputs. As another thought, and if that don't work, I've always 
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> unplugged anything going into the inputs when I'm not sampling 
> through them, so maybe try that too if you've got something plugged 
> in to the inputs.
> 
> I have noticed on mine when resampling even at 44.1khz that there 
is 
> an ever so slight loss in quality from the original, but some mild 
> tweaks on the Res & Cut usually seem to help bring it back.
> 
> Good luck with figuring it out, hope its not something wrong with 
the 
> internals on your RS. Hiss no good!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:
> >
> > One thing would be to turn the REC VOLUME knob down since you 
don't 
> > need it for internal resampling. If its open then you get the 
input 
> > channel noise.
> > Hope this helps
> > z
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Almost always after I've resampled something, the resulting 
> sample 
> > has 
> > > a lot of background noise/hissing. What's the deal with that? 
> Isn't 
> > > the whole point with internal resampling to avoid this exact 
> problem?
> > > 
> > > What I've done is use a lowpass filter to hide the noise, but 
> > > obviously this isn't a solution in the long run.
> > > 
> > > Any ideas?
> > > 
> > > ps: what I usually do is resample as kit+note. If I need a 
> pitched 
> > > sample, I just export it as a wav-file, and then load this 
file. 
> I 
> > > haven't figured out the other modes, tbh.
> > >
> >
>

| 15942|15931|2007-10-08 17:59:48|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
make sure your machine is grounded, or the machine your sample from is 
grounded. If not, you will certainly get this annoying white noise. Or maybe you 
could try a mpc. 

************************************** See what's new at http://www.aol.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15943|15943|2007-10-09 01:12:45|zamisers7k|TIP: A-WAH-DDR Var Effect has Filters & LFOs etc.!|
I just happend across this recently and have been messing around 
with it.

Remember how we couldn't get filters to sweep on most Drum Kits? 
Then you must read on...

Well, I notice the A-WAH-DDR has LFOs, Speed, Depth, Res, LPF, 
Distion, Overdrive, EQ low mids & highs, a bunch of stuff if you go 
in and edit it. Two presses of button #5 takes you into effects 
edit menu for it after you put it on, its Var Effect #75.

Now I noticed it seems to affect sounds a bit difrently then 
expected. Sometimes I can turn the sound all the way down and the A-
WAH-DDR will still be processing it. Also it seems to affect most 
the release part of the amp. Thats the *R* on ADSR of the Amp. Not 
entirely so, but lengthening the release seems to affect the sound 
the most with it. Back it off and its still there but it seems to 
go away quickly after the gate of the note closes. Some other 
strange things I have to get use to, but its fun trying to figure it 
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all out.

Anyway, I'm having mucho fun playing around with it. It seemed like 
it was defaulted for a fast LFO so the wahwah was more noticeable, 
but I slowed it down and its like having a second LFO. I suggest 
farting around with the settings on yours too, see what you get out 
of it. Its pretty amazing I think and you know what? You can put 
it on a drum tracks, any track and listen to the filters and 
distortion go crazy on it. You can actually adjust it to while its 
playing if you want, sweeping the Resonance and LPF I think too and 
other stuff. Fun stuff.

There are probably other effects like this too in the RS. I've just 
been messing with this one recently. Who knows what other cool 
stuff is burried in the RS's effects?

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 15944|15944|2007-10-10 06:25:35|love_su_re_soulmyheart|header-voice-settings|
hi to all,

have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before quickly, but foun my way to it 
now...love it!

there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt recive a registration-
confirming mail yet), i cant follow.

like "flimflam" wrote:

>a track contains those settings like which instrument with what kind of settings, this 
>information is embedded in the track-header.
>a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations embedded, so you can assign 
>different settings.
>leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
>then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you have to know what userphrase 
>number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing phrase.
>when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to the same track on another 
>section.
>if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see the patched phrases in the 
>display.
>then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to hit play-, so your new 
>settings will be applied to your new phrase.
>leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with different filtersettings on the 
>same track being different phrases on different sections while the phrase itself plays the 
>same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with other parameter settings

>oh...and about applying information to the phrase header...you have to hit record 

(overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit record AGAIN...

i tested it + its not right i guess.

nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except the voice-sound.

everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the mixer-hold off-) the sound 
resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store your sound without using 
scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!

am i wrong??
| 15945|15944|2007-10-10 07:39:01|zamisers7k|Re: header-voice-settings|
It is kind of hard to follow. The RS never shows you track header 
settings that I know. What it appears they are trying to do is just 
copy one user phrase to another, then use that phrase on difrent 
track by pushing the Pattern button twice so you can see what 
phrases are assigned to each track. You can do this for preset 
phrases too, copy them to a user phrase then switch it to that user 
phrase and then you can go in and edit or step in new notes or 
whatever other settings you might want to change and the RS will 
keep it and store the changes.

Phrases only contain certain types of event data called sequenced 
data. Most only contain notes, but it can contain CC messages and 
program changes(voice), pretty much anything you can see when you 
look at the events list for that track and phrase.

Now, the RS does have an area like track header information where it 
will store the tracks initial settings and those can be altered in 
the normal ways, twiddling knobs changing voices and parms etc., but 
they are stored to scenes I believe and you can't really look at 



them as track headers in anyway that I know of or see them in a list 
or anything, they just load and or save when you do a save pattern 
or song and you've got to look at each parm or see what voice it 
loaded by going to it, or by just listening to it then you can 
usually get a good idea too.

Hitting record a second time in overdub record mode lets you play 
along without recording, it doesn't show any track header info. as 
far as I can tell or know.

Maybe I'm missing something, I'm always finding new stuff I never 
knew about on the RS, but that message post is a bit hard to follow.

Also, be aware if you copy tracks instead it might be a lot easier 
in some, maybe most cases. I usually copy tracks, then edit voices 
etc., there are some checks you can do in there when you copy the 
tracks to another to keep from copying over certain data too. For 
instance the voice or sequence data, grooves, and samples can be 
checked or unchecked. Samples can work a little difrent then 
internal voices, their settings, what that poster is calling header 
info., are stored to the sample and not necessarly the phrase, so 
that can get a little tricky dealing with, I won't go any further 
into it unless asked. Note, copying tracks with preset phrases 
don't necessarly follow the same rules either if you want to change 
something on it after or during copying it and that is when I'll 
usually copy the phrases instead of copying the track.

Hope that helps and not confuses more, good luck & happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> hi to all,
> 
> have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before quickly, but 

foun my way to it 

> now...love it!
> 
> there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt recive 

a registration-

> confirming mail yet), i cant follow.
> 
> like "flimflam" wrote:
> >a track contains those settings like which instrument with what 

kind of settings, this 

> >information is embedded in the track-header.
> >a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations embedded, 

so you can assign 

> >different settings.
> >leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
> >then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you have to 

know what userphrase 

> >number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing phrase.
> >when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to the same 

track on another 

> >section.
> >if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see the 

patched phrases in the 

> >display.
> >then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to hit 

play-, so your new 
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> >settings will be applied to your new phrase.
> >leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with 

different filtersettings on the 

> >same track being different phrases on different sections while 

the phrase itself plays the 

> >same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with other 

parameter settings

> 
> >oh...and about applying information to the phrase header...you 

have to hit record 

> (overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit record 

AGAIN...

> 
> i tested it + its not right i guess.
> 
> nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except the 

voice-sound.

> 
> everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the mixer-

hold off-) the sound 

> resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store your 

sound without using 

> scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!
> 
> am i wrong??
>

| 15946|15944|2007-10-10 08:02:39|zamisers7k|Re: header-voice-settings|
Something I should of mentioned too that might help wrap your mind 
around it a little.

If you use the same phrase on a difrent track and edit that phrase 
on one track the other track will change with your edits in the 
sequence data because its using the same phrase. When you copy a 
track to another the RS automatically copies the phrase to a difrent 
user phrase so when you edit the sequence data it won't affect the 
other similar phrase on the track you copied it from.

This comes in handy knowing when you start using Sections, you can 
actually assign difrent phrases on the same track, they will use the 
same voice and settings though. Perhaps that is what the other 
poster is getting at too, if you want to change phrases and its 
voice and settings on the same track but difrent section.

Seesh, I could write a book on this, its so confusing sometimes. 
Anyway again, hope I'm not making maters worse or more confusing for 
you, once you get your head wraped around it, it makes a lot of 
sense and you'll have one of those AHhaa moments with your RS. This 
is more in the advanced understanding of it, but if you can get it 
early it might help you build better more advanced songs earlier 
than you would without understanding all this on it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> It is kind of hard to follow. The RS never shows you track header 
> settings that I know. What it appears they are trying to do is 
just 
> copy one user phrase to another, then use that phrase on difrent 
> track by pushing the Pattern button twice so you can see what 
> phrases are assigned to each track. You can do this for preset 
> phrases too, copy them to a user phrase then switch it to that 
user 
> phrase and then you can go in and edit or step in new notes or 
> whatever other settings you might want to change and the RS will 
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> keep it and store the changes.
> 
> Phrases only contain certain types of event data called sequenced 
> data. Most only contain notes, but it can contain CC messages and 
> program changes(voice), pretty much anything you can see when you 
> look at the events list for that track and phrase.
> 
> Now, the RS does have an area like track header information where 
it 
> will store the tracks initial settings and those can be altered in 
> the normal ways, twiddling knobs changing voices and parms etc., 
but 
> they are stored to scenes I believe and you can't really look at 
> them as track headers in anyway that I know of or see them in a 
list 
> or anything, they just load and or save when you do a save pattern 
> or song and you've got to look at each parm or see what voice it 
> loaded by going to it, or by just listening to it then you can 
> usually get a good idea too.
> 
> Hitting record a second time in overdub record mode lets you play 
> along without recording, it doesn't show any track header info. as 
> far as I can tell or know.
> 
> Maybe I'm missing something, I'm always finding new stuff I never 
> knew about on the RS, but that message post is a bit hard to 
follow.
> 
> Also, be aware if you copy tracks instead it might be a lot easier 
> in some, maybe most cases. I usually copy tracks, then edit 
voices 
> etc., there are some checks you can do in there when you copy the 
> tracks to another to keep from copying over certain data too. For 
> instance the voice or sequence data, grooves, and samples can be 
> checked or unchecked. Samples can work a little difrent then 
> internal voices, their settings, what that poster is calling 
header 
> info., are stored to the sample and not necessarly the phrase, so 
> that can get a little tricky dealing with, I won't go any further 
> into it unless asked. Note, copying tracks with preset phrases 
> don't necessarly follow the same rules either if you want to 
change 
> something on it after or during copying it and that is when I'll 
> usually copy the phrases instead of copying the track.
> 
> Hope that helps and not confuses more, good luck & happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > hi to all,
> > 
> > have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before quickly, 
but 
> foun my way to it 
> > now...love it!
> > 
> > there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt 
recive 
> a registration-
> > confirming mail yet), i cant follow.
> > 
> > like "flimflam" wrote:
> > >a track contains those settings like which instrument with what 
> kind of settings, this 
> > >information is embedded in the track-header.
> > >a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations 
embedded, 
> so you can assign 
> > >different settings.
> > >leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
> > >then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you have to 
> know what userphrase 
> > >number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing 
phrase.
> > >when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to the 
same 
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> track on another 
> > >section.
> > >if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see the 
> patched phrases in the 
> > >display.
> > >then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to hit 
> play-, so your new 
> > >settings will be applied to your new phrase.
> > >leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with 
> different filtersettings on the 
> > >same track being different phrases on different sections while 
> the phrase itself plays the 
> > >same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with other 
> parameter settings
> > 
> > >oh...and about applying information to the phrase header...you 
> have to hit record 
> > (overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit 
record 
> AGAIN...
> > 
> > i tested it + its not right i guess.
> > 
> > nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except the 
> voice-sound.
> > 
> > everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the mixer-
> hold off-) the sound 
> > resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store your 
> sound without using 
> > scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!
> > 
> > am i wrong??
> >
>

| 15947|15943|2007-10-10 13:35:10|Markus|Re: TIP: A-WAH-DDR Var Effect has Filters & LFOs etc.!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I just happend across this recently and have been messing around 
> with it.
> 
> Remember how we couldn't get filters to sweep on most Drum Kits? 
> Then you must read on...
> 
> Well, I notice the A-WAH-DDR has LFOs, Speed, Depth, Res, LPF, 
> Distion, Overdrive, EQ low mids & highs, a bunch of stuff if you go 
> in and edit it. Two presses of button #5 takes you into effects 
> edit menu for it after you put it on, its Var Effect #75.
> 
> Now I noticed it seems to affect sounds a bit difrently then 
> expected. Sometimes I can turn the sound all the way down and the A-
> WAH-DDR will still be processing it. Also it seems to affect most 
> the release part of the amp. Thats the *R* on ADSR of the Amp. Not 
> entirely so, but lengthening the release seems to affect the sound 
> the most with it. Back it off and its still there but it seems to 
> go away quickly after the gate of the note closes. Some other 
> strange things I have to get use to, but its fun trying to figure it 
> all out.
> 
> Anyway, I'm having mucho fun playing around with it. It seemed like 
> it was defaulted for a fast LFO so the wahwah was more noticeable, 
> but I slowed it down and its like having a second LFO. I suggest 
> farting around with the settings on yours too, see what you get out 
> of it. Its pretty amazing I think and you know what? You can put 
> it on a drum tracks, any track and listen to the filters and 
> distortion go crazy on it. You can actually adjust it to while its 
> playing if you want, sweeping the Resonance and LPF I think too and 
> other stuff. Fun stuff.
> 
> There are probably other effects like this too in the RS. I've just 
> been messing with this one recently. Who knows what other cool 
> stuff is burried in the RS's effects?
> 
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>
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Hey Zam that effect sounds amazing anyway!Wowowow!And with the master
fx on top adds a new dimension to the sound though i have to keep
recording bits as i go as i don't know how to save master fx
settings,is it possible?Even if it's with the mix.I shall scour the
manual :)

Nice tip Zam!It's like a voyage of discovery for me ;)

Markus.
| 15948|15944|2007-10-10 13:44:32|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: header-voice-settings|
wow zamisers, thanks for this essay.
the most i understood allready, i have to be more clear:

section A track 1 user phrase 1 copied to section B track 1 user phrase 2.
phrase 1 has sound x phrase 2 give sound y, all in ***phrase*** - mode, in mixer "hold" is 
off.
so, as this flimflam - guy mentioned it should be possible to record different filter-
settings to phrase x + phrase y by just hitting rec in section a + b 2 times...means writing 
this voice-settings into something like a header, so that they are stored with the phrase 
(or maybe the track).
but this isnt true i think. for my opinion its IMPOSSIBLE to store my own filter-settings to 
voices. you just can alter your phrases in the voice-edit window (filter, lfo..) but its not 
stored WITH THE SOUND. its just sored in the style all over.
so every time you change a phrases sound (with your new filter-settings) to another + 
switch back after to the one with your filter-settings, they are gone, it has been resetted.

understand..?

an other "normal" way, like the most synths work, would be to alter a sound to your needs 
+ store it. so ready to use anywhere. th rs has its own priorities with default values for 
filter, lfo..+ jumps back to them every time you engage a voice (sound) to a phrase (track).
just the scenes gives you an easy workaround (5...).

am i right with this?

zamiser, i know you a little from the specky-forum. are you still happy with it, put joerg 
some new tools into his machine?

best - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Something I should of mentioned too that might help wrap your mind 
> around it a little.
> 
> If you use the same phrase on a difrent track and edit that phrase 
> on one track the other track will change with your edits in the 
> sequence data because its using the same phrase. When you copy a 
> track to another the RS automatically copies the phrase to a difrent 
> user phrase so when you edit the sequence data it won't affect the 
> other similar phrase on the track you copied it from.
> 
> This comes in handy knowing when you start using Sections, you can 
> actually assign difrent phrases on the same track, they will use the 
> same voice and settings though. Perhaps that is what the other 
> poster is getting at too, if you want to change phrases and its 
> voice and settings on the same track but difrent section.
> 
> Seesh, I could write a book on this, its so confusing sometimes. 
> Anyway again, hope I'm not making maters worse or more confusing for 
> you, once you get your head wraped around it, it makes a lot of 
> sense and you'll have one of those AHhaa moments with your RS. This 
> is more in the advanced understanding of it, but if you can get it 
> early it might help you build better more advanced songs earlier 
> than you would without understanding all this on it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > It is kind of hard to follow. The RS never shows you track header 
> > settings that I know. What it appears they are trying to do is 
> just 
> > copy one user phrase to another, then use that phrase on difrent 
> > track by pushing the Pattern button twice so you can see what 
> > phrases are assigned to each track. You can do this for preset 
> > phrases too, copy them to a user phrase then switch it to that 
> user 
> > phrase and then you can go in and edit or step in new notes or 
> > whatever other settings you might want to change and the RS will 
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> > keep it and store the changes.
> > 
> > Phrases only contain certain types of event data called sequenced 
> > data. Most only contain notes, but it can contain CC messages and 
> > program changes(voice), pretty much anything you can see when you 
> > look at the events list for that track and phrase.
> > 
> > Now, the RS does have an area like track header information where 
> it 
> > will store the tracks initial settings and those can be altered in 
> > the normal ways, twiddling knobs changing voices and parms etc., 
> but 
> > they are stored to scenes I believe and you can't really look at 
> > them as track headers in anyway that I know of or see them in a 
> list 
> > or anything, they just load and or save when you do a save pattern 
> > or song and you've got to look at each parm or see what voice it 
> > loaded by going to it, or by just listening to it then you can 
> > usually get a good idea too.
> > 
> > Hitting record a second time in overdub record mode lets you play 
> > along without recording, it doesn't show any track header info. as 
> > far as I can tell or know.
> > 
> > Maybe I'm missing something, I'm always finding new stuff I never 
> > knew about on the RS, but that message post is a bit hard to 
> follow.
> > 
> > Also, be aware if you copy tracks instead it might be a lot easier 
> > in some, maybe most cases. I usually copy tracks, then edit 
> voices 
> > etc., there are some checks you can do in there when you copy the 
> > tracks to another to keep from copying over certain data too. For 
> > instance the voice or sequence data, grooves, and samples can be 
> > checked or unchecked. Samples can work a little difrent then 
> > internal voices, their settings, what that poster is calling 
> header 
> > info., are stored to the sample and not necessarly the phrase, so 
> > that can get a little tricky dealing with, I won't go any further 
> > into it unless asked. Note, copying tracks with preset phrases 
> > don't necessarly follow the same rules either if you want to 
> change 
> > something on it after or during copying it and that is when I'll 
> > usually copy the phrases instead of copying the track.
> > 
> > Hope that helps and not confuses more, good luck & happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > hi to all,
> > > 
> > > have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before quickly, 
> but 
> > foun my way to it 
> > > now...love it!
> > > 
> > > there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt 
> recive 
> > a registration-
> > > confirming mail yet), i cant follow.
> > > 
> > > like "flimflam" wrote:
> > > >a track contains those settings like which instrument with what 
> > kind of settings, this 
> > > >information is embedded in the track-header.
> > > >a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations 
> embedded, 
> > so you can assign 
> > > >different settings.
> > > >leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
> > > >then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you have to 
> > know what userphrase 
> > > >number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing 
> phrase.
> > > >when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to the 
> same 
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> > track on another 
> > > >section.
> > > >if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see the 
> > patched phrases in the 
> > > >display.
> > > >then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to hit 
> > play-, so your new 
> > > >settings will be applied to your new phrase.
> > > >leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with 
> > different filtersettings on the 
> > > >same track being different phrases on different sections while 
> > the phrase itself plays the 
> > > >same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with other 
> > parameter settings
> > > 
> > > >oh...and about applying information to the phrase header...you 
> > have to hit record 
> > > (overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit 
> record 
> > AGAIN...
> > > 
> > > i tested it + its not right i guess.
> > > 
> > > nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except the 
> > voice-sound.
> > > 
> > > everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the mixer-
> > hold off-) the sound 
> > > resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store your 
> > sound without using 
> > > scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!
> > > 
> > > am i wrong??
> > >
> >
>

| 15949|15944|2007-10-10 14:51:15|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: header-voice-settings|
ok,ok, i found some postings...a lot here in this forum. seems that flimflam missed 
something. its not possible to store the settings in the header. so everything is normal..in 
our brains...

thanx zam!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
>
> wow zamisers, thanks for this essay.
> the most i understood allready, i have to be more clear:
> 
> section A track 1 user phrase 1 copied to section B track 1 user phrase 2.
> phrase 1 has sound x phrase 2 give sound y, all in ***phrase*** - mode, in mixer "hold" 
is 
> off.
> so, as this flimflam - guy mentioned it should be possible to record different filter-
> settings to phrase x + phrase y by just hitting rec in section a + b 2 times...means 
writing 
> this voice-settings into something like a header, so that they are stored with the phrase 
> (or maybe the track).
> but this isnt true i think. for my opinion its IMPOSSIBLE to store my own filter-settings to 
> voices. you just can alter your phrases in the voice-edit window (filter, lfo..) but its not 
> stored WITH THE SOUND. its just sored in the style all over.
> so every time you change a phrases sound (with your new filter-settings) to another + 
> switch back after to the one with your filter-settings, they are gone, it has been 
resetted.
> 
> understand..?
> 
> an other "normal" way, like the most synths work, would be to alter a sound to your 
needs 
> + store it. so ready to use anywhere. th rs has its own priorities with default values for 
> filter, lfo..+ jumps back to them every time you engage a voice (sound) to a phrase 
(track).
> just the scenes gives you an easy workaround (5...).
> 
> am i right with this?
> 
> zamiser, i know you a little from the specky-forum. are you still happy with it, put joerg 
> some new tools into his machine?
> 
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> best - stef
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Something I should of mentioned too that might help wrap your mind 
> > around it a little.
> > 
> > If you use the same phrase on a difrent track and edit that phrase 
> > on one track the other track will change with your edits in the 
> > sequence data because its using the same phrase. When you copy a 
> > track to another the RS automatically copies the phrase to a difrent 
> > user phrase so when you edit the sequence data it won't affect the 
> > other similar phrase on the track you copied it from.
> > 
> > This comes in handy knowing when you start using Sections, you can 
> > actually assign difrent phrases on the same track, they will use the 
> > same voice and settings though. Perhaps that is what the other 
> > poster is getting at too, if you want to change phrases and its 
> > voice and settings on the same track but difrent section.
> > 
> > Seesh, I could write a book on this, its so confusing sometimes. 
> > Anyway again, hope I'm not making maters worse or more confusing for 
> > you, once you get your head wraped around it, it makes a lot of 
> > sense and you'll have one of those AHhaa moments with your RS. This 
> > is more in the advanced understanding of it, but if you can get it 
> > early it might help you build better more advanced songs earlier 
> > than you would without understanding all this on it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > It is kind of hard to follow. The RS never shows you track header 
> > > settings that I know. What it appears they are trying to do is 
> > just 
> > > copy one user phrase to another, then use that phrase on difrent 
> > > track by pushing the Pattern button twice so you can see what 
> > > phrases are assigned to each track. You can do this for preset 
> > > phrases too, copy them to a user phrase then switch it to that 
> > user 
> > > phrase and then you can go in and edit or step in new notes or 
> > > whatever other settings you might want to change and the RS will 
> > > keep it and store the changes.
> > > 
> > > Phrases only contain certain types of event data called sequenced 
> > > data. Most only contain notes, but it can contain CC messages and 
> > > program changes(voice), pretty much anything you can see when you 
> > > look at the events list for that track and phrase.
> > > 
> > > Now, the RS does have an area like track header information where 
> > it 
> > > will store the tracks initial settings and those can be altered in 
> > > the normal ways, twiddling knobs changing voices and parms etc., 
> > but 
> > > they are stored to scenes I believe and you can't really look at 
> > > them as track headers in anyway that I know of or see them in a 
> > list 
> > > or anything, they just load and or save when you do a save pattern 
> > > or song and you've got to look at each parm or see what voice it 
> > > loaded by going to it, or by just listening to it then you can 
> > > usually get a good idea too.
> > > 
> > > Hitting record a second time in overdub record mode lets you play 
> > > along without recording, it doesn't show any track header info. as 
> > > far as I can tell or know.
> > > 
> > > Maybe I'm missing something, I'm always finding new stuff I never 
> > > knew about on the RS, but that message post is a bit hard to 
> > follow.
> > > 
> > > Also, be aware if you copy tracks instead it might be a lot easier 
> > > in some, maybe most cases. I usually copy tracks, then edit 
> > voices 
> > > etc., there are some checks you can do in there when you copy the 
> > > tracks to another to keep from copying over certain data too. For 
> > > instance the voice or sequence data, grooves, and samples can be 
> > > checked or unchecked. Samples can work a little difrent then 
> > > internal voices, their settings, what that poster is calling 
> > header 
> > > info., are stored to the sample and not necessarly the phrase, so 
> > > that can get a little tricky dealing with, I won't go any further 
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> > > into it unless asked. Note, copying tracks with preset phrases 
> > > don't necessarly follow the same rules either if you want to 
> > change 
> > > something on it after or during copying it and that is when I'll 
> > > usually copy the phrases instead of copying the track.
> > > 
> > > Hope that helps and not confuses more, good luck & happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi to all,
> > > > 
> > > > have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before quickly, 
> > but 
> > > foun my way to it 
> > > > now...love it!
> > > > 
> > > > there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt 
> > recive 
> > > a registration-
> > > > confirming mail yet), i cant follow.
> > > > 
> > > > like "flimflam" wrote:
> > > > >a track contains those settings like which instrument with what 
> > > kind of settings, this 
> > > > >information is embedded in the track-header.
> > > > >a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations 
> > embedded, 
> > > so you can assign 
> > > > >different settings.
> > > > >leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
> > > > >then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you have to 
> > > know what userphrase 
> > > > >number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing 
> > phrase.
> > > > >when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to the 
> > same 
> > > track on another 
> > > > >section.
> > > > >if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see the 
> > > patched phrases in the 
> > > > >display.
> > > > >then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to hit 
> > > play-, so your new 
> > > > >settings will be applied to your new phrase.
> > > > >leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with 
> > > different filtersettings on the 
> > > > >same track being different phrases on different sections while 
> > > the phrase itself plays the 
> > > > >same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with other 
> > > parameter settings
> > > > 
> > > > >oh...and about applying information to the phrase header...you 
> > > have to hit record 
> > > > (overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit 
> > record 
> > > AGAIN...
> > > > 
> > > > i tested it + its not right i guess.
> > > > 
> > > > nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except the 
> > > voice-sound.
> > > > 
> > > > everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the mixer-
> > > hold off-) the sound 
> > > > resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store your 
> > > sound without using 
> > > > scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!
> > > > 
> > > > am i wrong??
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15950|15943|2007-10-10 15:37:12|zamisers7k|Re: TIP: A-WAH-DDR Var Effect has Filters & LFOs etc.!|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I just happend across this recently and have been messing around 
> > with it.
> > 
> > Remember how we couldn't get filters to sweep on most Drum Kits? 
> > Then you must read on...
> > 
> > Well, I notice the A-WAH-DDR has LFOs, Speed, Depth, Res, LPF, 
> > Distion, Overdrive, EQ low mids & highs, a bunch of stuff if you 

go 

> > in and edit it. Two presses of button #5 takes you into effects 
> > edit menu for it after you put it on, its Var Effect #75.
> > 
> > Now I noticed it seems to affect sounds a bit difrently then 
> > expected. Sometimes I can turn the sound all the way down and 

the A-

> > WAH-DDR will still be processing it. Also it seems to affect 

most 

> > the release part of the amp. Thats the *R* on ADSR of the Amp. 

Not 

> > entirely so, but lengthening the release seems to affect the 

sound 

> > the most with it. Back it off and its still there but it seems 

to 

> > go away quickly after the gate of the note closes. Some other 
> > strange things I have to get use to, but its fun trying to figure 

it 

> > all out.
> > 
> > Anyway, I'm having mucho fun playing around with it. It seemed 

like 

> > it was defaulted for a fast LFO so the wahwah was more 

noticeable, 

> > but I slowed it down and its like having a second LFO. I suggest 
> > farting around with the settings on yours too, see what you get 

out 

> > of it. Its pretty amazing I think and you know what? You can 

put 

> > it on a drum tracks, any track and listen to the filters and 
> > distortion go crazy on it. You can actually adjust it to while 

its 

> > playing if you want, sweeping the Resonance and LPF I think too 

and 

> > other stuff. Fun stuff.
> > 
> > There are probably other effects like this too in the RS. I've 

just 

> > been messing with this one recently. Who knows what other cool 
> > stuff is burried in the RS's effects?
> > 
> > 
> > Happy RSing!
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> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Hey Zam that effect sounds amazing anyway!Wowowow!And with the 

master

> fx on top adds a new dimension to the sound though i have to keep
> recording bits as i go as i don't know how to save master fx
> settings,is it possible?Even if it's with the mix.I shall scour the
> manual :)
> 
> Nice tip Zam!It's like a voyage of discovery for me ;)
> 
> Markus.
>

I'm gona say no, the RS don't store Master effect settings to memory 
anywhere. There might be ways to control and store settings via 
SysSex messages or something, might take some digging to get it 
figured out if so or not, but I'm going to say it doesn't for now. 
Good idea they maybe should have had it do, or do more easily.

Glad you like the tip too :)

Zam
| 15951|15944|2007-10-10 16:17:28|zamisers7k|Re: header-voice-settings|
Yeah the header threw me for a bit of loop too. I see what your 
saying, yeah voices reset to default values anytime you change them 
on a track at anytime. I think for what your wanting to do yeah 
Scene Memories are as close to easy as your probably going to get on 
it.

Anyhow, yeah, I'm still enjoying my Spectralis. I think I will for 
many many many years. Do you have one too then? Nice to see more 
people with both an RS & Speckie if so. Joerg is great and so is the 
Spectralis, but the RS is still my main workhorse unit.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> ok,ok, i found some postings...a lot here in this forum. seems that 

flimflam missed 

> something. its not possible to store the settings in the header. so 

everything is normal..in 

> our brains...
> 
> thanx zam!!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 

wrote:

> >
> > wow zamisers, thanks for this essay.
> > the most i understood allready, i have to be more clear:
> > 
> > section A track 1 user phrase 1 copied to section B track 1 user 

phrase 2.

> > phrase 1 has sound x phrase 2 give sound y, all in ***phrase*** - 

mode, in mixer "hold" 

> is 
> > off.
> > so, as this flimflam - guy mentioned it should be possible to 

record different filter-

> > settings to phrase x + phrase y by just hitting rec in section a 
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+ b 2 times...means 

> writing 
> > this voice-settings into something like a header, so that they 

are stored with the phrase 

> > (or maybe the track).
> > but this isnt true i think. for my opinion its IMPOSSIBLE to 

store my own filter-settings to 

> > voices. you just can alter your phrases in the voice-edit window 

(filter, lfo..) but its not 

> > stored WITH THE SOUND. its just sored in the style all over.
> > so every time you change a phrases sound (with your new filter-

settings) to another + 

> > switch back after to the one with your filter-settings, they are 

gone, it has been 

> resetted.
> > 
> > understand..?
> > 
> > an other "normal" way, like the most synths work, would be to 

alter a sound to your 

> needs 
> > + store it. so ready to use anywhere. th rs has its own 

priorities with default values for 

> > filter, lfo..+ jumps back to them every time you engage a voice 

(sound) to a phrase 

> (track).
> > just the scenes gives you an easy workaround (5...).
> > 
> > am i right with this?
> > 
> > zamiser, i know you a little from the specky-forum. are you still 

happy with it, put joerg 

> > some new tools into his machine?
> > 
> > best - stef
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Something I should of mentioned too that might help wrap your 

mind 

> > > around it a little.
> > > 
> > > If you use the same phrase on a difrent track and edit that 

phrase 

> > > on one track the other track will change with your edits in the 
> > > sequence data because its using the same phrase. When you copy 

a 

> > > track to another the RS automatically copies the phrase to a 

difrent 

> > > user phrase so when you edit the sequence data it won't affect 

the 

> > > other similar phrase on the track you copied it from.
> > > 
> > > This comes in handy knowing when you start using Sections, you 

can 
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> > > actually assign difrent phrases on the same track, they will 

use the 

> > > same voice and settings though. Perhaps that is what the other 
> > > poster is getting at too, if you want to change phrases and its 
> > > voice and settings on the same track but difrent section.
> > > 
> > > Seesh, I could write a book on this, its so confusing 

sometimes. 

> > > Anyway again, hope I'm not making maters worse or more 

confusing for 

> > > you, once you get your head wraped around it, it makes a lot of 
> > > sense and you'll have one of those AHhaa moments with your RS. 

This 

> > > is more in the advanced understanding of it, but if you can get 

it 

> > > early it might help you build better more advanced songs 

earlier 

> > > than you would without understanding all this on it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > It is kind of hard to follow. The RS never shows you track 

header 

> > > > settings that I know. What it appears they are trying to do 

is 

> > > just 
> > > > copy one user phrase to another, then use that phrase on 

difrent 

> > > > track by pushing the Pattern button twice so you can see what 
> > > > phrases are assigned to each track. You can do this for 

preset 

> > > > phrases too, copy them to a user phrase then switch it to 

that 

> > > user 
> > > > phrase and then you can go in and edit or step in new notes 

or 

> > > > whatever other settings you might want to change and the RS 

will 

> > > > keep it and store the changes.
> > > > 
> > > > Phrases only contain certain types of event data called 

sequenced 

> > > > data. Most only contain notes, but it can contain CC 

messages and 

> > > > program changes(voice), pretty much anything you can see when 

you 

> > > > look at the events list for that track and phrase.
> > > > 
> > > > Now, the RS does have an area like track header information 

where 
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> > > it 
> > > > will store the tracks initial settings and those can be 

altered in 

> > > > the normal ways, twiddling knobs changing voices and parms 

etc., 

> > > but 
> > > > they are stored to scenes I believe and you can't really look 

at 

> > > > them as track headers in anyway that I know of or see them in 

a 

> > > list 
> > > > or anything, they just load and or save when you do a save 

pattern 

> > > > or song and you've got to look at each parm or see what voice 

it 

> > > > loaded by going to it, or by just listening to it then you 

can 

> > > > usually get a good idea too.
> > > > 
> > > > Hitting record a second time in overdub record mode lets you 

play 

> > > > along without recording, it doesn't show any track header 

info. as 

> > > > far as I can tell or know.
> > > > 
> > > > Maybe I'm missing something, I'm always finding new stuff I 

never 

> > > > knew about on the RS, but that message post is a bit hard to 
> > > follow.
> > > > 
> > > > Also, be aware if you copy tracks instead it might be a lot 

easier 

> > > > in some, maybe most cases. I usually copy tracks, then edit 
> > > voices 
> > > > etc., there are some checks you can do in there when you copy 

the 

> > > > tracks to another to keep from copying over certain data too. 

For 

> > > > instance the voice or sequence data, grooves, and samples can 

be 

> > > > checked or unchecked. Samples can work a little difrent then 
> > > > internal voices, their settings, what that poster is calling 
> > > header 
> > > > info., are stored to the sample and not necessarly the 

phrase, so 

> > > > that can get a little tricky dealing with, I won't go any 

further 

> > > > into it unless asked. Note, copying tracks with preset 

phrases 

> > > > don't necessarly follow the same rules either if you want to 
> > > change 



> > > > something on it after or during copying it and that is when 

I'll 

> > > > usually copy the phrases instead of copying the track.
> > > > 
> > > > Hope that helps and not confuses more, good luck & happy 

RSing!

> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > hi to all,
> > > > > 
> > > > > have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before 

quickly, 

> > > but 
> > > > foun my way to it 
> > > > > now...love it!
> > > > > 
> > > > > there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt 
> > > recive 
> > > > a registration-
> > > > > confirming mail yet), i cant follow.
> > > > > 
> > > > > like "flimflam" wrote:
> > > > > >a track contains those settings like which instrument with 

what 

> > > > kind of settings, this 
> > > > > >information is embedded in the track-header.
> > > > > >a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations 
> > > embedded, 
> > > > so you can assign 
> > > > > >different settings.
> > > > > >leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
> > > > > >then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you 

have to 

> > > > know what userphrase 
> > > > > >number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing 
> > > phrase.
> > > > > >when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to 

the 

> > > same 
> > > > track on another 
> > > > > >section.
> > > > > >if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see 

the 

> > > > patched phrases in the 
> > > > > >display.
> > > > > >then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to 

hit 

> > > > play-, so your new 
> > > > > >settings will be applied to your new phrase.
> > > > > >leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with 
> > > > different filtersettings on the 
> > > > > >same track being different phrases on different sections 

while 

> > > > the phrase itself plays the 
> > > > > >same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with 

other 
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> > > > parameter settings
> > > > > 
> > > > > >oh...and about applying information to the phrase 

header...you 

> > > > have to hit record 
> > > > > (overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit 
> > > record 
> > > > AGAIN...
> > > > > 
> > > > > i tested it + its not right i guess.
> > > > > 
> > > > > nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except 

the 

> > > > voice-sound.
> > > > > 
> > > > > everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the 

mixer-

> > > > hold off-) the sound 
> > > > > resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store 

your 

> > > > sound without using 
> > > > > scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!
> > > > > 
> > > > > am i wrong??
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15952|15952|2007-10-11 13:39:59|zzzik242|Any Triton-users here?|
I'm trying to get my Triton's arpeggiator to output midi into my 
rs7000, but no luck. 
Anyone know how?
| 15953|15952|2007-10-11 15:18:10|hymen_blaster|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> I'm trying to get my Triton's arpeggiator to output midi into my 
> rs7000, but no luck. 
> Anyone know how?
>

From a google search:

http://www.tritonhaven.com/faq/index.html#11_1_
| 15954|15952|2007-10-11 16:40:16|zzzik242|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
Yeah, I had a look at that one, but it only gives an explanation on 
how to do it on the keyboard version. I have the rack, and it lacks 
the sequencer...

Thanks anaway! :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I'm trying to get my Triton's arpeggiator to output midi into my 
> > rs7000, but no luck. 
> > Anyone know how?
> >
> 
> From a google search:
> 
> http://www.tritonhaven.com/faq/index.html#11_1_
>

| 15955|15952|2007-10-11 17:06:05|zamisers7k|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
I use to have a Triton. It had one of the greatest arpeggiators I've 
ever used, with one major draw back, it only arped internally to itself 
and not out nor in through midi that I remember when I had one some 
years ago.
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Newer models than what I had, or possibly ones with updated OSes since 
I had might have fixed that issue. I'd hope for those that remain 
Triton users they did something about that, it was pretty upsetting to 
me it couldn't and one of the reasons I sold mine.

If you need something fairly cheap with an alright arpeggiator that you 
can also program, sends & recieves midi too, then look into an Alesis 
Micron. Great little keyboard companion for the RS since the RS's Arps 
kind of suck. Its neat to compare their sounds too, with a little 
tweaking the RS usually sounds better than the Microns sounds to me as 
well with the Micron doing the Arping into it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I'm trying to get my Triton's arpeggiator to output midi into my 
> > rs7000, but no luck. 
> > Anyone know how?
> >
> 
> From a google search:
> 
> http://www.tritonhaven.com/faq/index.html#11_1_
>

| 15956|15952|2007-10-11 18:44:43|zzzik242|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
Yeah, that might be the case (OS updated), 'cause from what I 
understand it is capable of outputting the arps as midi. I just 
haven't figured out how. 
I have thought about the Micron, actually. Seems like a great little 
synth. But for the moment I'm set up good with the gear I have. 
Just need to solve the arp-issue ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I use to have a Triton. It had one of the greatest arpeggiators 
I've 
> ever used, with one major draw back, it only arped internally to 
itself 
> and not out nor in through midi that I remember when I had one 
some 
> years ago.
> 
> Newer models than what I had, or possibly ones with updated OSes 
since 
> I had might have fixed that issue. I'd hope for those that remain 
> Triton users they did something about that, it was pretty 
upsetting to 
> me it couldn't and one of the reasons I sold mine.
> 
> If you need something fairly cheap with an alright arpeggiator 
that you 
> can also program, sends & recieves midi too, then look into an 
Alesis 
> Micron. Great little keyboard companion for the RS since the RS's 
Arps 
> kind of suck. Its neat to compare their sounds too, with a little 
> tweaking the RS usually sounds better than the Microns sounds to 
me as 
> well with the Micron doing the Arping into it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm trying to get my Triton's arpeggiator to output midi into 
my 
> > > rs7000, but no luck. 
> > > Anyone know how?
> > >
> > 
> > From a google search:
> > 
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> > http://www.tritonhaven.com/faq/index.html#11_1_
> >
>

| 15957|15952|2007-10-12 00:56:07|Markus|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Yeah, that might be the case (OS updated), 'cause from what I 
> understand it is capable of outputting the arps as midi. I just 
> haven't figured out how. 
> I have thought about the Micron, actually. Seems like a great little 
> synth. But for the moment I'm set up good with the gear I have. 
> Just need to solve the arp-issue ;)

What about the microX?It's a cut down triton from what i've read and i
can use the arp with the RS :)

Have you tried using the midifx with the arp?Using the groove you
could create pseudo arp patterns.I use it to create groove anyway.I
know it's not the same but i thought i'd mention it as it's a good
feature of the RS that might be overlooked.

I know it's obvious but did you set the RS to midi so it's receiving
clock from the triton?
| 15958|15944|2007-10-13 11:56:14|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: header-voice-settings|
no, no spectralis.
i would have to sell to many other gear to afford one, + i am not sure if i would like its 
workflow.
my "problem" is to find a way to produce good sounding tracks without mac.
mv8000 from roland would have been 1 joice. but here too: workflow..??
the rs is the best for putting some tracks, ideas together in an original sounding way. the 
arrangement + mastering...maybe mv8000 or logic...dont know..
dont like working on laptop to much, + heard some very homogenic soundsing tracks 
made on a mv8000 (vivi pedraglio: http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?
fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=123376339)

so..do it anywhere!

stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah the header threw me for a bit of loop too. I see what your 
> saying, yeah voices reset to default values anytime you change them 
> on a track at anytime. I think for what your wanting to do yeah 
> Scene Memories are as close to easy as your probably going to get on 
> it.
> 
> Anyhow, yeah, I'm still enjoying my Spectralis. I think I will for 
> many many many years. Do you have one too then? Nice to see more 
> people with both an RS & Speckie if so. Joerg is great and so is the 
> Spectralis, but the RS is still my main workhorse unit.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > ok,ok, i found some postings...a lot here in this forum. seems that 
> flimflam missed 
> > something. its not possible to store the settings in the header. so 
> everything is normal..in 
> > our brains...
> > 
> > thanx zam!!
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> > >
> > > wow zamisers, thanks for this essay.
> > > the most i understood allready, i have to be more clear:
> > > 
> > > section A track 1 user phrase 1 copied to section B track 1 user 
> phrase 2.
> > > phrase 1 has sound x phrase 2 give sound y, all in ***phrase*** - 
> mode, in mixer "hold" 
> > is 
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> > > off.
> > > so, as this flimflam - guy mentioned it should be possible to 
> record different filter-
> > > settings to phrase x + phrase y by just hitting rec in section a 
> + b 2 times...means 
> > writing 
> > > this voice-settings into something like a header, so that they 
> are stored with the phrase 
> > > (or maybe the track).
> > > but this isnt true i think. for my opinion its IMPOSSIBLE to 
> store my own filter-settings to 
> > > voices. you just can alter your phrases in the voice-edit window 
> (filter, lfo..) but its not 
> > > stored WITH THE SOUND. its just sored in the style all over.
> > > so every time you change a phrases sound (with your new filter-
> settings) to another + 
> > > switch back after to the one with your filter-settings, they are 
> gone, it has been 
> > resetted.
> > > 
> > > understand..?
> > > 
> > > an other "normal" way, like the most synths work, would be to 
> alter a sound to your 
> > needs 
> > > + store it. so ready to use anywhere. th rs has its own 
> priorities with default values for 
> > > filter, lfo..+ jumps back to them every time you engage a voice 
> (sound) to a phrase 
> > (track).
> > > just the scenes gives you an easy workaround (5...).
> > > 
> > > am i right with this?
> > > 
> > > zamiser, i know you a little from the specky-forum. are you still 
> happy with it, put joerg 
> > > some new tools into his machine?
> > > 
> > > best - stef
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Something I should of mentioned too that might help wrap your 
> mind 
> > > > around it a little.
> > > > 
> > > > If you use the same phrase on a difrent track and edit that 
> phrase 
> > > > on one track the other track will change with your edits in the 
> > > > sequence data because its using the same phrase. When you copy 
> a 
> > > > track to another the RS automatically copies the phrase to a 
> difrent 
> > > > user phrase so when you edit the sequence data it won't affect 
> the 
> > > > other similar phrase on the track you copied it from.
> > > > 
> > > > This comes in handy knowing when you start using Sections, you 
> can 
> > > > actually assign difrent phrases on the same track, they will 
> use the 
> > > > same voice and settings though. Perhaps that is what the other 
> > > > poster is getting at too, if you want to change phrases and its 
> > > > voice and settings on the same track but difrent section.
> > > > 
> > > > Seesh, I could write a book on this, its so confusing 
> sometimes. 
> > > > Anyway again, hope I'm not making maters worse or more 
> confusing for 
> > > > you, once you get your head wraped around it, it makes a lot of 
> > > > sense and you'll have one of those AHhaa moments with your RS. 
> This 
> > > > is more in the advanced understanding of it, but if you can get 
> it 
> > > > early it might help you build better more advanced songs 
> earlier 
> > > > than you would without understanding all this on it.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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> > > > >
> > > > > It is kind of hard to follow. The RS never shows you track 
> header 
> > > > > settings that I know. What it appears they are trying to do 
> is 
> > > > just 
> > > > > copy one user phrase to another, then use that phrase on 
> difrent 
> > > > > track by pushing the Pattern button twice so you can see what 
> > > > > phrases are assigned to each track. You can do this for 
> preset 
> > > > > phrases too, copy them to a user phrase then switch it to 
> that 
> > > > user 
> > > > > phrase and then you can go in and edit or step in new notes 
> or 
> > > > > whatever other settings you might want to change and the RS 
> will 
> > > > > keep it and store the changes.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Phrases only contain certain types of event data called 
> sequenced 
> > > > > data. Most only contain notes, but it can contain CC 
> messages and 
> > > > > program changes(voice), pretty much anything you can see when 
> you 
> > > > > look at the events list for that track and phrase.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Now, the RS does have an area like track header information 
> where 
> > > > it 
> > > > > will store the tracks initial settings and those can be 
> altered in 
> > > > > the normal ways, twiddling knobs changing voices and parms 
> etc., 
> > > > but 
> > > > > they are stored to scenes I believe and you can't really look 
> at 
> > > > > them as track headers in anyway that I know of or see them in 
> a 
> > > > list 
> > > > > or anything, they just load and or save when you do a save 
> pattern 
> > > > > or song and you've got to look at each parm or see what voice 
> it 
> > > > > loaded by going to it, or by just listening to it then you 
> can 
> > > > > usually get a good idea too.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hitting record a second time in overdub record mode lets you 
> play 
> > > > > along without recording, it doesn't show any track header 
> info. as 
> > > > > far as I can tell or know.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Maybe I'm missing something, I'm always finding new stuff I 
> never 
> > > > > knew about on the RS, but that message post is a bit hard to 
> > > > follow.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Also, be aware if you copy tracks instead it might be a lot 
> easier 
> > > > > in some, maybe most cases. I usually copy tracks, then edit 
> > > > voices 
> > > > > etc., there are some checks you can do in there when you copy 
> the 
> > > > > tracks to another to keep from copying over certain data too. 
> For 
> > > > > instance the voice or sequence data, grooves, and samples can 
> be 
> > > > > checked or unchecked. Samples can work a little difrent then 
> > > > > internal voices, their settings, what that poster is calling 
> > > > header 
> > > > > info., are stored to the sample and not necessarly the 
> phrase, so 
> > > > > that can get a little tricky dealing with, I won't go any 
> further 
> > > > > into it unless asked. Note, copying tracks with preset 
> phrases 
> > > > > don't necessarly follow the same rules either if you want to 
> > > > change 



> > > > > something on it after or during copying it and that is when 
> I'll 
> > > > > usually copy the phrases instead of copying the track.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hope that helps and not confuses more, good luck & happy 
> RSing!
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > hi to all,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > have my 3rd rs now since 2000, sold the 2 ones before 
> quickly, 
> > > > but 
> > > > > foun my way to it 
> > > > > > now...love it!
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > there are some statements in the rs7000.org (where i didnt 
> > > > recive 
> > > > > a registration-
> > > > > > confirming mail yet), i cant follow.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > like "flimflam" wrote:
> > > > > > >a track contains those settings like which instrument with 
> what 
> > > > > kind of settings, this 
> > > > > > >information is embedded in the track-header.
> > > > > > >a phrase (copy phrase) does NOT have these informations 
> > > > embedded, 
> > > > > so you can assign 
> > > > > > >different settings.
> > > > > > >leave the original phrase (track) as it is on section A
> > > > > > >then perform the copy PHRASE job. only drawback is you 
> have to 
> > > > > know what userphrase 
> > > > > > >number is "phraseless" to prevent overwriting an existing 
> > > > phrase.
> > > > > > >when phrase copy to a unused phrase is done patch it to 
> the 
> > > > same 
> > > > > track on another 
> > > > > > >section.
> > > > > > >if youre not in pattern mode switch to it so you can see 
> the 
> > > > > patched phrases in the 
> > > > > > >display.
> > > > > > >then hit record and switch to overdub- even don´t need to 
> hit 
> > > > > play-, so your new 
> > > > > > >settings will be applied to your new phrase.
> > > > > > >leave the record mode and now it should do the trick with 
> > > > > different filtersettings on the 
> > > > > > >same track being different phrases on different sections 
> while 
> > > > > the phrase itself plays the 
> > > > > > >same beats/melody as in the previous section BUT with 
> other 
> > > > > parameter settings
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > >oh...and about applying information to the phrase 
> header...you 
> > > > > have to hit record 
> > > > > > (overdub or replace doesn't matter)....then you have to hit 
> > > > record 
> > > > > AGAIN...
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > i tested it + its not right i guess.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > nothing is written into a header on phrase or track except 
> the 
> > > > > voice-sound.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > everytime you change the sound (via ***phrase***, in the 
> mixer-
> > > > > hold off-) the sound 
> > > > > > resets to some yammy-defaults..no chance. you cant store 
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> your 
> > > > > sound without using 
> > > > > > scenes, cc, sysex. NO HEADER!!
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > am i wrong??
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15959|15944|2007-10-13 18:05:12|hymen_blaster|Re: header-voice-settings|
I have had a MV-8000 since summer 2004. There are some nice things 
about them, but there are some significant issues. Personally, I find 
that the RS7k is a little more "immediate". I can get solid grooves 
going with the RS about 20 times faster than on the MV8000 and for me 
this is important - if I don't get something worth working on in the 
first 20 minutes or so in my studio, I always go do something else.

The main issue for me, being a live performer, is that you have to stop 
the sequencer to load new songs. That's a dealbreaker. I don't sample 
much except for my own gear, so perhaps if you're really into hip-hop 
or something with a lot of sampling you'd like the MV better even 
though there is no scrolling cursor in the waveform view.

The newer 8800 isn't much of an upgrade either. It's the same machine 
with a color screen and the ability to sequence patterns live (on the 
8000 you can only do it in step rec) and the ability to automatically 
fade the ends of a sample. But other than that, it's the exact same 
machine and has the same limitations.
| 15960|15952|2007-10-13 18:31:15|zzzik242|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
There's something wrong with the midi settings, I just don't know 
where to look.

I haven't actually looked at the grid groove features in the rs7000 at 
all, so thanks for reminding me :)

> Have you tried using the midifx with the arp?Using the groove you
> could create pseudo arp patterns.I use it to create groove anyway.I
> know it's not the same but i thought i'd mention it as it's a good
> feature of the RS that might be overlooked.
> 
> I know it's obvious but did you set the RS to midi so it's receiving
> clock from the triton?
>

| 15961|15952|2007-10-15 15:05:14|zamisers7k|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> There's something wrong with the midi settings, I just don't know 
> where to look.

Your not thinking its the RS holding you up from Arping right? Just 
wanted to be sure.

You can also do another type of pseudo arp by defining certain settings 
with the user LFO and Pitch etc. too. If that'd help ya out any let us 
know too and I can go into more detail on how to set that up.

Zam
| 15962|15931|2007-10-16 13:25:21|zzzik242|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
Unbelievable. I tried turning down the "rec volume" knob, and it 
worked - no more hiss. 
Until today that is, when resampling now it's even worse than before. 
Could I be experiencing another set of bad RAM chips? 

When you say grounded, kbkb2912, what does this actually mean? Isn't 
the unit grounded through the electrical cord?

Thanks.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> make sure your machine is grounded, or the machine your sample from 
is 
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> grounded. If not, you will certainly get this annoying white noise. 
Or maybe you 
> could try a mpc.

| 15963|15952|2007-10-16 13:27:35|zzzik242|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
Yeah, I still haven't figured out the Triton :(
Your tips on pseudo-arps sound very interesting, please share! :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > There's something wrong with the midi settings, I just don't know 
> > where to look.
> 
> Your not thinking its the RS holding you up from Arping right? Just 
> wanted to be sure.
> 
> You can also do another type of pseudo arp by defining certain 
settings 
> with the user LFO and Pitch etc. too. If that'd help ya out any let 
us 
> know too and I can go into more detail on how to set that up.
> 
> Zam
>

| 15964|15931|2007-10-16 15:28:26|zamisers7k|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
I know from experience grounding devices work funky and not always 
how you'd expect sometimes. Usually though, that produces an anoying 
60 cycle ground hum though. Air & hisses yousually come from 
something being over cranked with amperage with nothing playing 
through it. I'm just saying generally that seems the case, I'm no 
electrician. The hiss comming in intermittenly would have me 
concerned. Most likey canidates may be bad or poor cables, or ones 
that are not shielded very well from some kind of outside 
interference. I'd try moving the wires and cables around a bit see if 
that affects it, maybe even try replacing them. A bad knob or 
electrical component, lets hope not though, not in the RS. Are you 
going through a mixer? Perhaps you left a channel up with nothing 
going into it, that happens to me quite often, turn all your channels 
down except those you are using or going to use while recording. 

Just some ideas.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Unbelievable. I tried turning down the "rec volume" knob, and it 
> worked - no more hiss. 
> Until today that is, when resampling now it's even worse than 
before. 
> Could I be experiencing another set of bad RAM chips? 
> 
> When you say grounded, kbkb2912, what does this actually mean? 
Isn't 
> the unit grounded through the electrical cord?
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> >
> > make sure your machine is grounded, or the machine your sample 
from 
> is 
> > grounded. If not, you will certainly get this annoying white 
noise. 
> Or maybe you 
> > could try a mpc.
>

| 15965|15952|2007-10-16 16:00:12|zamisers7k|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
Hope you can get that figured out. In the mean time you can give 
this a try with the LFO...

I'm going off memory here, but here goes:
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I don't think this will work well with drum kits, but who knows. 
This is more for synthy parts I'm thinking since the steps will best 
be heard affecting the notes or sounds being played that are 
sustained across a whole measure or so.

1. Select your track and voice
2. On LFO Wave select User, then assign it to affect Pitch.
3. Put Speed all the way down, Depth all the way up.
4. Go in and edit the LFO by pushing Voice Edit #4 on the Pad.

This might be where it gets a little hazzy sense I don't have the RS 
in front of me at the moment.

5. Key on Reset should be set Off.
6. BPM Sync should be On
7. LFO Speed should be somewhere less then a whole, I think I usually 
put as low (far left or counter clockwise) as possible. Try to get 
it so each step is a 16th and that will make the LFO cycle one 
measure long. You prob get the idea.
8. Page right/F4 a couple menus until you get into the User Wave Page.
9. Make the Slopes Off.
10. Now play notes and you can adjust the steps which will control 
pitch over a measure.

11. Make further adjustments with Amp & Filter and you'll have the RS 
sounding sort of like what I think a Modular synth can sound like.
12. One last thing, enjoy!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, I still haven't figured out the Triton :(
> Your tips on pseudo-arps sound very interesting, please share! :)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > There's something wrong with the midi settings, I just don't 
know 
> > > where to look.
> > 
> > Your not thinking its the RS holding you up from Arping right? 
Just 
> > wanted to be sure.
> > 
> > You can also do another type of pseudo arp by defining certain 
> settings 
> > with the user LFO and Pitch etc. too. If that'd help ya out any 
let 
> us 
> > know too and I can go into more detail on how to set that up.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 15966|15931|2007-10-16 16:22:47|zamisers7k|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
P.S. I doubt its another set of bad Ram. Just don't seem likely 
that would cause such a thing, but I wouldn't put anything over bad 
ram.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I know from experience grounding devices work funky and not always 
> how you'd expect sometimes. Usually though, that produces an 
anoying 
> 60 cycle ground hum though. Air & hisses yousually come from 
> something being over cranked with amperage with nothing playing 
> through it. I'm just saying generally that seems the case, I'm no 
> electrician. The hiss comming in intermittenly would have me 
> concerned. Most likey canidates may be bad or poor cables, or ones 
> that are not shielded very well from some kind of outside 
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> interference. I'd try moving the wires and cables around a bit see 
if 
> that affects it, maybe even try replacing them. A bad knob or 
> electrical component, lets hope not though, not in the RS. Are you 
> going through a mixer? Perhaps you left a channel up with nothing 
> going into it, that happens to me quite often, turn all your 
channels 
> down except those you are using or going to use while recording. 
> 
> Just some ideas.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Unbelievable. I tried turning down the "rec volume" knob, and it 
> > worked - no more hiss. 
> > Until today that is, when resampling now it's even worse than 
> before. 
> > Could I be experiencing another set of bad RAM chips? 
> > 
> > When you say grounded, kbkb2912, what does this actually mean? 
> Isn't 
> > the unit grounded through the electrical cord?
> > 
> > Thanks.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> > >
> > > make sure your machine is grounded, or the machine your sample 
> from 
> > is 
> > > grounded. If not, you will certainly get this annoying white 
> noise. 
> > Or maybe you 
> > > could try a mpc.
> >
>

| 15967|15952|2007-10-16 16:32:43|zamisers7k|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
Oops, key on reset step 5 can probably be on or off. On might behave 
a little more as expected.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hope you can get that figured out. In the mean time you can give 
> this a try with the LFO...
> 
> I'm going off memory here, but here goes:
> 
> I don't think this will work well with drum kits, but who knows. 
> This is more for synthy parts I'm thinking since the steps will 
best 
> be heard affecting the notes or sounds being played that are 
> sustained across a whole measure or so.
> 
> 1. Select your track and voice
> 2. On LFO Wave select User, then assign it to affect Pitch.
> 3. Put Speed all the way down, Depth all the way up.
> 4. Go in and edit the LFO by pushing Voice Edit #4 on the Pad.
> 
> This might be where it gets a little hazzy sense I don't have the 
RS 
> in front of me at the moment.
> 
> 5. Key on Reset should be set Off.
> 6. BPM Sync should be On
> 7. LFO Speed should be somewhere less then a whole, I think I 
usually 
> put as low (far left or counter clockwise) as possible. Try to get 
> it so each step is a 16th and that will make the LFO cycle one 
> measure long. You prob get the idea.
> 8. Page right/F4 a couple menus until you get into the User Wave 
Page.
> 9. Make the Slopes Off.
> 10. Now play notes and you can adjust the steps which will control 
> pitch over a measure.
> 
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> 11. Make further adjustments with Amp & Filter and you'll have the 
RS 
> sounding sort of like what I think a Modular synth can sound like.
> 12. One last thing, enjoy!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah, I still haven't figured out the Triton :(
> > Your tips on pseudo-arps sound very interesting, please share! :)
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > There's something wrong with the midi settings, I just don't 
> know 
> > > > where to look.
> > > 
> > > Your not thinking its the RS holding you up from Arping right? 
> Just 
> > > wanted to be sure.
> > > 
> > > You can also do another type of pseudo arp by defining certain 
> > settings 
> > > with the user LFO and Pitch etc. too. If that'd help ya out 
any 
> let 
> > us 
> > > know too and I can go into more detail on how to set that up.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> >
>

| 15968|15968|2007-10-17 00:31:09|Markus|Here ya go Zam ;)|
Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the first part
is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from the
EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know what you
think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)

Peace,

Markus
| 15969|15968|2007-10-17 03:53:34|Nick Fletcher|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.

On 10/17/07, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the first part
> is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from the
> EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know what you
> think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
>
> Peace,
>
> Markus
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15970|15968|2007-10-17 04:29:13|Markus|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>
> I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> 
> On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> >
> > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the first

part
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> > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from the
> > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know what you
> > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> >
> > Peace,
> >
> > Markus

Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!

http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx 

Should appear this time.
| 15971|15968|2007-10-17 05:00:17|Nick Fletcher|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
Very nice. You've created a little microcosm there. :-)

On 10/17/07, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> >
> > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > >
> > > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the first
> part
> > > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from the
> > > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know what you
> > > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> > >
> > > Peace,
> > >
> > > Markus
>
> Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!
>
> http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
>
> Should appear this time.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15972|15968|2007-10-17 12:10:21|zamisers7k|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
Is the site down at the moment? I'm getting server not found :(

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> Very nice. You've created a little microcosm there. :-)
> 
> On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> > Fletcher" wrote:
> > >
> > > I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> > >
> > > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the 
first
> > part
> > > > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from 
the
> > > > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know 
what you
> > > > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> > > >
> > > > Peace,
> > > >
> > > > Markus
> >
> > Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!
> >
> > http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
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> >
> > Should appear this time.
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15973|15968|2007-10-17 14:07:37|Nick Fletcher|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
When I get home in 12 hours, I can host it if it's still not working.

On 10/18/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Is the site down at the moment? I'm getting server not found :(
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick Fletcher"
> wrote:
> >
> > Very nice. You've created a little microcosm there. :-)
> >
> > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > ps.com>, "Nick
> > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> > > >
> > > > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the
> first
> > > part
> > > > > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from
> the
> > > > > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know
> what you
> > > > > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> > > > >
> > > > > Peace,
> > > > >
> > > > > Markus
> > >
> > > Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!
> > >
> > > http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
> > >
> > > Should appear this time.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15974|15968|2007-10-17 18:04:02|Markus|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Is the site down at the moment? I'm getting server not found :(

No but i think there are some problems accessing us sites from the uk
and vice versa(which sounds dubious)so maybe try again tomorrow.Or i
can upload to lightning mp3..The box.net link had a built in player so
you don't have to download it.

I'll put it on lightningmp3
| 15975|15931|2007-10-17 18:25:01|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
yeah, the rs is grounded, but some of your sampling sources may not be, i.e. 
turntable or cd player, depending on its make. 
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************************************** See what's new at http://www.aol.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15976|15931|2007-10-17 20:33:46|zamisers7k|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
Ya know, there is a possibility it could be the new memory you got for 
it. I just remembered and I may be mistaken, but long ago I thought I 
might have read a thread where someone said they where getting some 
noises in the samples that weren't there before recording it and they'd 
turn up only after in the recorded samples and they fixed it by getting 
some more memory. I may be totally remembering wrong though, and I'd 
not like to not think its bad memory again after you had just bought 
more to fix problems with the first pair of SIMs that you had in it.

Did you make sure the ones you got met specs? I know the RS is touchy 
with difrent types of memory. If you need an exact brand and specs I 
can pop mine open and look? I've never had any such problems, knock on 
wood.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> yeah, the rs is grounded, but some of your sampling sources may not 
be, i.e. 
> turntable or cd player, depending on its make. 
> 
> 
> 
> ************************************** See what's new at 
http://www.aol.com
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 15977|15968|2007-10-17 20:38:34|zamisers7k|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
No prob bob, I'll check back for it tomorrow.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Is the site down at the moment? I'm getting server not found :(
> 
> No but i think there are some problems accessing us sites from the uk
> and vice versa(which sounds dubious)so maybe try again tomorrow.Or i
> can upload to lightning mp3..The box.net link had a built in player so
> you don't have to download it.
> 
> I'll put it on lightningmp3
>

| 15978|15931|2007-10-17 21:04:57|Markus|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Ya know, there is a possibility it could be the new memory you got for 
> it. I just remembered and I may be mistaken, but long ago I thought I 
> might have read a thread where someone said they where getting some 
> noises in the samples that weren't there before recording it and they'd 
> turn up only after in the recorded samples and they fixed it by getting 
> some more memory. I may be totally remembering wrong though, and I'd 
> not like to not think its bad memory again after you had just bought 
> more to fix problems with the first pair of SIMs that you had in it.
> 
> Did you make sure the ones you got met specs? I know the RS is touchy 
> with difrent types of memory. If you need an exact brand and specs I 
> can pop mine open and look? I've never had any such problems, knock on 
> wood.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> >
> > yeah, the rs is grounded, but some of your sampling sources may not 
> be, i.e. 
> > turntable or cd player, depending on its make. 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ************************************** See what's new at 
> http://www.aol.com
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

I'm uing the RS as a mixer for my microX,i was recording parts through
the master fx the other day and i had the v-distortion on a high
setting and i could hear a rhythmic pulsr coming through the speakers
so i turned eveything down but it was still there.It was only when i
looked at the tempo light on the microX that i realised noise was
coming from it!I probably wouldn't otherwise notice it if it wasn't
for the v-distortion so maybe there is something else in your chain
that could be responsible that your not hearing at the sampling stage.
If you can be 100% certain that it's not sounds like a prob with the
ram but i don't eenough about the RS to comment.

Hope you get it sorted :)

Markus
| 15979|15952|2007-10-18 13:40:19|zzzik242|Re: Any Triton-users here?|
Awesome tip & description, Zam! 
Thanks a million, can't wait to try it out! :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oops, key on reset step 5 can probably be on or off. On might 
behave 
> a little more as expected.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hope you can get that figured out. In the mean time you can 
give 
> > this a try with the LFO...
> > 
> > I'm going off memory here, but here goes:
> > 
> > I don't think this will work well with drum kits, but who 
knows. 
> > This is more for synthy parts I'm thinking since the steps will 
> best 
> > be heard affecting the notes or sounds being played that are 
> > sustained across a whole measure or so.
> > 
> > 1. Select your track and voice
> > 2. On LFO Wave select User, then assign it to affect Pitch.
> > 3. Put Speed all the way down, Depth all the way up.
> > 4. Go in and edit the LFO by pushing Voice Edit #4 on the Pad.
> > 
> > This might be where it gets a little hazzy sense I don't have 
the 
> RS 
> > in front of me at the moment.
> > 
> > 5. Key on Reset should be set Off.
> > 6. BPM Sync should be On
> > 7. LFO Speed should be somewhere less then a whole, I think I 
> usually 
> > put as low (far left or counter clockwise) as possible. Try to 
get 
> > it so each step is a 16th and that will make the LFO cycle one 
> > measure long. You prob get the idea.
> > 8. Page right/F4 a couple menus until you get into the User Wave 
> Page.
> > 9. Make the Slopes Off.
> > 10. Now play notes and you can adjust the steps which will 
control 
> > pitch over a measure.
> > 
> > 11. Make further adjustments with Amp & Filter and you'll have 
the 
> RS 
> > sounding sort of like what I think a Modular synth can sound 
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like.
> > 12. One last thing, enjoy!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Yeah, I still haven't figured out the Triton :(
> > > Your tips on pseudo-arps sound very interesting, please 
share! :)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > There's something wrong with the midi settings, I just 
don't 
> > know 
> > > > > where to look.
> > > > 
> > > > Your not thinking its the RS holding you up from Arping 
right? 
> > Just 
> > > > wanted to be sure.
> > > > 
> > > > You can also do another type of pseudo arp by defining 
certain 
> > > settings 
> > > > with the user LFO and Pitch etc. too. If that'd help ya out 
> any 
> > let 
> > > us 
> > > > know too and I can go into more detail on how to set that up.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 15980|15968|2007-10-18 14:30:14|Markus|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>
> Very nice. You've created a little microcosm there. :-)
> 
> On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> > Fletcher" wrote:
> > >
> > > I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> > >
> > > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the first
> > part
> > > > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is from the
> > > > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know what you
> > > > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> > > >
> > > > Peace,
> > > >
> > > > Markus
> >
> > Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!
> >
> > http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
> >
> > Should appear this time.

Forgot to say thanks Nick,microcosms a good word,got me thinking about
writing some vocals for it now :D

Cheers

Brw does it work now Zam?I'm uploading the wav as i type this..
| 15981|15931|2007-10-18 16:00:15|zzzik242|Re: Hissing & noise after resampling|
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Thanks for valuble advice, guys. The thing is I've primarily done 
internal resampling, so the problem definately isn't due to other 
equipment. I'm really pussled here. I bought the ram off a guy at ebay 
who sell ram specifically for Yamaha & Korg samplers/workstations. 
Come to think of it, though, the ram chips were not the same 
manufacturer. At least so it seemed. I think I'll have to open it to 
make sure. Thanks for your offer on opening your unit, Zam, maybe I'll 
come back to you if I still can't work it out! :)

regards,
zzzik242
| 15982|15968|2007-10-19 00:46:53|zamisers7k|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > Very nice. You've created a little microcosm there. :-)
> > 
> > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com

40yahoogroups.com>, "Nick

> > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> > > >
> > > > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the 

first

> > > part
> > > > > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is 

from the

> > > > > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know 

what you

> > > > > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> > > > >
> > > > > Peace,
> > > > >
> > > > > Markus
> > >
> > > Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!
> > >
> > > http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
> > >
> > > Should appear this time.
> 
> Forgot to say thanks Nick,microcosms a good word,got me thinking 

about

> writing some vocals for it now :D
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Brw does it work now Zam?I'm uploading the wav as i type this..
>

Sorry bro, I'm still getting server not found when I try to connect 
to:

http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx

:(

My friend Mark who lives in my neighborhood also has an RS and an 
EMX told me today he was able to get though, strange. My ISP 
blocking that site or something, be a first I've known if they are 
and thats not cool of them if so, I just got this new one about a 
month ago and I've not been too happy with it so far dang it.

Let me know if you get it uploaded elsewhere. Thanks!
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Zam
| 15983|15968|2007-10-19 05:58:32|Nick Fletcher|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
" Forgot to say thanks Nick,microcosms a good word,got me thinking about
writing some vocals for it now :D

Cheers"

No worries. I look forward to hearing the vox! I'm new to the RS and the
EMX1.

On 10/19/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Markus"
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> Fletcher" wrote:
> > >
> > > Very nice. You've created a little microcosm there. :-)
> > >
> > > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Nick
> > > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I can't see the download. I'm on GMAIL.
> > > > >
> > > > > On 10/17/07, Markus wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Here's a slice from my first track with the RS and EMX.the
> first
> > > > part
> > > > > > is the RS and the synth stab and high pass sequence is
> from the
> > > > > > EMX.I'm still working on the arrangement but let me know
> what you
> > > > > > think.If i go live i'll be playing stuff like this :)
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Peace,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Markus
> > > >
> > > > Oops i think i may have forgotten to add the link hehe!
> > > >
> > > > http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
> > > >
> > > > Should appear this time.
> >
> > Forgot to say thanks Nick,microcosms a good word,got me thinking
> about
> > writing some vocals for it now :D
> >
> > Cheers
> >
> > Brw does it work now Zam?I'm uploading the wav as i type this..
> >
>
> Sorry bro, I'm still getting server not found when I try to connect
> to:
>
> http://www.box.net/shared/pejeb4mjbx
>
> :(
>
> My friend Mark who lives in my neighborhood also has an RS and an
> EMX told me today he was able to get though, strange. My ISP
> blocking that site or something, be a first I've known if they are
> and thats not cool of them if so, I just got this new one about a
> month ago and I've not been too happy with it so far dang it.
>
> Let me know if you get it uploaded elsewhere. Thanks!
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 15984|15968|2007-10-19 09:07:19|Markus|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|

> My friend Mark who lives in my neighborhood also has an RS and an 
> EMX told me today he was able to get though, strange. My ISP 
> blocking that site or something, be a first I've known if they are 
> and thats not cool of them if so, I just got this new one about a 
> month ago and I've not been too happy with it so far dang it.
> 
> Let me know if you get it uploaded elsewhere. Thanks!
> 
> Zam
>

The site is www.box.net,can you access the main site?It's well known
file sharing service,good too as it has a built in media player which
doesn't always work for some reason but it did this time :shrug:

Odd that you isp would block such a site,maybe it's something else..

I uploaded the wav anyway which is 13mb:

http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=9650

Let me know if there are any problems though.

Cheers,

Markus.
| 15985|15968|2007-10-19 10:59:07|Markus|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
I'm a dope,can't upload wavs to that site so here it is again,in mp3
format lol:

http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=9668

Try now

I hope it works this time! 

Markus
| 15986|15986|2007-10-19 14:11:32|zzzik242|Regarding pseudo-arps on the rs7000|
Hey Zam! Awesome tip on programming with the lfo! 
I've been programming some acid today using this feature, and it 
totally rocks!
The lfo is "only" 16 steps, but in order to get longer arpeggio-like 
patterns going, I just programmed the first measure on one track, the 
next on another, and so on. Combined with some distortion and delay, 
the results were totally mindbending :D

Can't wait to explore this further! 
Thanks again for the tip :)
| 15987|15968|2007-10-19 16:13:29|Mark aka IronPig|EMX RS|
Sounds good! How are you setting up the EMX RS? Midi Digital etc?

I have the same set up EMX-1 RS700 (EMU-E Synth) Novation X Station K 
Pad.

Thanks
Mark
| 15988|15968|2007-10-19 18:40:02|Nick Fletcher|Re: EMX RS|
I don't combine mine really at the moment. You see, I can't create any good
sounding music! But when the inspiration strikes me, I'll probably use a DAW
running a MIDI to produce audio tracks. I am really a fan of sequencing
everything either, I like to play parts live and leave them unless there's
some horrible castastrophe...

I've been getting into vintage synths recently, and love to play my minimoog
over a clinical sounding pattern. :-)

On 10/20/07, Mark aka IronPig <ironpigthefreak@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Sounds good! How are you setting up the EMX RS? Midi Digital etc?
>
> I have the same set up EMX-1 RS700 (EMU-E Synth) Novation X Station K
> Pad.
>
> Thanks
> Mark
>
> 
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 15989|15968|2007-10-20 01:44:47|Markus|Re: EMX RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig"
wrote:

>
> Sounds good! How are you setting up the EMX RS? Midi Digital etc?
> 
> I have the same set up EMX-1 RS700 (EMU-E Synth) Novation X Station K 
> Pad.
> 
> Thanks
> Mark
>

If i'm recording i have the RS connected to my soundcard(midi and
audio) and the second midi out on the RS sending midi clock to the
emx.I also have the audio from the mx connected to my soundcard for
recording patterns on the fly or using the mx as a sound module.Mainly
it all goes into ableton live which is a fantastic program for taking
things further.I've been recording the intro to the clip i posted in
live and for each drum part in my track i have the piano roll in live
and can creat lots of variations of the original and export them back
into the RS7000,or have 16 tracks of drums if i like with sub mixes
with fx.This is where things like scene are useful,i can record a
bassline and change the voice to create some layers and restore the
scene when i'm done.If i want to record midi from the emx i hook it up
to a novation remote zero.But there is a midi sync issue with live so
i can't run everything together as i would like it loses sync,i think
the correct term is midi drift.

For live use i'll just route the mx into the inputs of the RS,again
sending midi clock from the RS to the mx and i'll use the second midi
out to sequence the microX.Then the issue is gettig everthing into the
venues pa system,haven't figured that out yet.I could run everything
through my laptop or get a mixer. I also plan to get a k-pad for crazy
fx manipulation shenanigans :D

Hope this makes sense.Ask away if you want to know anything else,

Markus.
| 15991|15990|2007-10-20 10:20:26|zamisers7k|Re: They Are Legals|
Sorry folks, that was spam junk. It can be ignored. If we start 
getting more I'll put the list back on having to approve all newb 
posters. This one slipped through and I'll be giving their website 
admin a piece of my mind.

Zam
| 15992|15968|2007-10-20 10:42:36|zamisers7k|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
Sounded good bro, your making me jelous!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I'm a dope,can't upload wavs to that site so here it is again,in mp3
> format lol:
> 
> http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=9668
> 
> Try now
> 
> I hope it works this time! 
> 
> Markus
>

| 15993|15968|2007-10-20 19:49:22|Nick Fletcher|Re: EMX RS|
I think I know what you mean..! I have a simpler approach if I actually am
sequencing (not my usual way of doing things). I just drive the RS and the
EMX from the comp and record their audio.

I don't play live with my electronic gear!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 15994|15934|2007-10-21 09:31:39|Vince Antwerp|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Hey Zam,
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I'm back with my problem. I have just tested all the
tings you said last time. I saved ALL DATA but when I
turn the RS off and on again it loses my mutes...

When I save a normal Pattern there is no problem so I
guess the memory card is ok? So maybe there is a
problem with the RS? How can I know this?

Vinc

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Hi Vince,
> 
> First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> 
> It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> Chain properly. 
> When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> reload it the next 
> day it always comes back exact.
> 
> You might also be recording with Patt selected which
> don't record 
> your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after you
> hit the rec 
> button and before you hit play that instead of Patt
> or BPM that it 
> has Scene select and then hit play. Only then will
> it record mutes 
> being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> pattern Chain and 
> it should load back in with the mutes the way they
> were recorded.
> 
> If its not either of those problems you might have
> something wrong 
> with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> saving to on it. 
> Lets hope its not that though and one of the things
> I mentioned 
> above fixes your problem.
> 
> Let us know, and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi there,
> > 
> > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> well.
> > 
> > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the
> pattern chain 
> were 
> > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song
> with the 
> melodies I 
> > have set up in Cubase.
> > 
> > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> like I programmed 
> it. 
> > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > 
> > My problem is that when I come back the day after,
> I load the patt 
> > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost
> all the mute setup 
> I 
> > had made the day before. 
> > 
> > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
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> record? During 
> loading? 
> > I just don't know.
> > 
> > Thanks for your help
> > 
> > Vince
> >
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 15995|15934|2007-10-21 13:17:52|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Hi Vinc,

I don't remember all the stuff I suggested. I remember it being a 
strange problem you have with your RS not recalling certain things 
when you load the files back up into it in Pattern Chain. Is that 
right? The mutes arn't comming back?

I forget. Did you try a factory reset?

There is also I think a memory protect option in System setup that 
keeps certain things from being overwritten on the RS. Not sure 
what its use is, but I always keep mine set to Off.

Hmm, what else? There is a test mode on the RS that tests 
everything to make sure its OK. Things like the internal battery 
might be dead perhaps.

Not sure what else it could be except maybe unreliable or bad memory 
in yours. That seems to be a common occurance with the RS.

You can still send me your files and I can try them out to see if 
its something to do with them and if they affect my RS. Let me know 
and I'll give you my email address.

Hope we can get it figured out, good luck, let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp 
wrote:

>
> 
> Hey Zam,
> 
> I'm back with my problem. I have just tested all the
> tings you said last time. I saved ALL DATA but when I
> turn the RS off and on again it loses my mutes...
> 
> When I save a normal Pattern there is no problem so I
> guess the memory card is ok? So maybe there is a
> problem with the RS? How can I know this?
> 
> Vinc
> 
> 
> 
> --- zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Hi Vince,
> > 
> > First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> > 
> > It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> > Chain properly. 
> > When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> > reload it the next 
> > day it always comes back exact.
> > 
> > You might also be recording with Patt selected which
> > don't record 
> > your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after you
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> > hit the rec 
> > button and before you hit play that instead of Patt
> > or BPM that it 
> > has Scene select and then hit play. Only then will
> > it record mutes 
> > being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> > pattern Chain and 
> > it should load back in with the mutes the way they
> > were recorded.
> > 
> > If its not either of those problems you might have
> > something wrong 
> > with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> > saving to on it. 
> > Lets hope its not that though and one of the things
> > I mentioned 
> > above fixes your problem.
> > 
> > Let us know, and happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> > 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi there,
> > > 
> > > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> > well.
> > > 
> > > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the
> > pattern chain 
> > were 
> > > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song
> > with the 
> > melodies I 
> > > have set up in Cubase.
> > > 
> > > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> > like I programmed 
> > it. 
> > > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > > 
> > > My problem is that when I come back the day after,
> > I load the patt 
> > > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost
> > all the mute setup 
> > I 
> > > had made the day before. 
> > > 
> > > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> > record? During 
> > loading? 
> > > I just don't know.
> > > 
> > > Thanks for your help
> > > 
> > > Vince
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>

| 15996|15934|2007-10-21 17:16:26|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Vince,

Can you d/l pattern chains? I just put these up:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/db1/

D/L both files onto your SM card and load DB1 into the RS's Pattern 
Chain mode and it should sound similar to this:
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http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/db1.mp3

Its all RS, I used the RS's master compression too to make it sound 
a bit better than what you might get without and also a few tweaks 
while it was playing. Other than that I just normalized it to 90% 
in CoolEdit. Thats it. All original material I've been working on 
this weekend from scratch on the RS. I might make it better down 
the road but its sounding pretty good I think and I hope the mutes 
are working on it for you. If not I might be at a loss as to what 
to tell you to try next to fix your problem.

Everyone else is welcome d/l it too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi Vinc,
> 
> I don't remember all the stuff I suggested. I remember it being a 
> strange problem you have with your RS not recalling certain things 
> when you load the files back up into it in Pattern Chain. Is that 
> right? The mutes arn't comming back?
> 
> I forget. Did you try a factory reset?
> 
> There is also I think a memory protect option in System setup that 
> keeps certain things from being overwritten on the RS. Not sure 
> what its use is, but I always keep mine set to Off.
> 
> Hmm, what else? There is a test mode on the RS that tests 
> everything to make sure its OK. Things like the internal battery 
> might be dead perhaps.
> 
> Not sure what else it could be except maybe unreliable or bad 
memory 
> in yours. That seems to be a common occurance with the RS.
> 
> You can still send me your files and I can try them out to see if 
> its something to do with them and if they affect my RS. Let me 
know 
> and I'll give you my email address.
> 
> Hope we can get it figured out, good luck, let us know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp 
> wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hey Zam,
> > 
> > I'm back with my problem. I have just tested all the
> > tings you said last time. I saved ALL DATA but when I
> > turn the RS off and on again it loses my mutes...
> > 
> > When I save a normal Pattern there is no problem so I
> > guess the memory card is ok? So maybe there is a
> > problem with the RS? How can I know this?
> > 
> > Vinc
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- zamisers7k wrote:
> > 
> > > Hi Vince,
> > > 
> > > First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> > > 
> > > It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> > > Chain properly. 
> > > When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
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> > > reload it the next 
> > > day it always comes back exact.
> > > 
> > > You might also be recording with Patt selected which
> > > don't record 
> > > your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after you
> > > hit the rec 
> > > button and before you hit play that instead of Patt
> > > or BPM that it 
> > > has Scene select and then hit play. Only then will
> > > it record mutes 
> > > being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> > > pattern Chain and 
> > > it should load back in with the mutes the way they
> > > were recorded.
> > > 
> > > If its not either of those problems you might have
> > > something wrong 
> > > with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> > > saving to on it. 
> > > Lets hope its not that though and one of the things
> > > I mentioned 
> > > above fixes your problem.
> > > 
> > > Let us know, and happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi there,
> > > > 
> > > > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> > > well.
> > > > 
> > > > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to the
> > > pattern chain 
> > > were 
> > > > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my song
> > > with the 
> > > melodies I 
> > > > have set up in Cubase.
> > > > 
> > > > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> > > like I programmed 
> > > it. 
> > > > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > > > 
> > > > My problem is that when I come back the day after,
> > > I load the patt 
> > > > chain and press playback in cubase, I have lost
> > > all the mute setup 
> > > I 
> > > > had made the day before. 
> > > > 
> > > > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> > > record? During 
> > > loading? 
> > > > I just don't know.
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for your help
> > > > 
> > > > Vince
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> > http://mail.yahoo.com
> >
>

| 15997|15968|2007-10-22 11:50:01|Mark aka IronPig|Re: EMX RS (Markus)|
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Thanks for the set up Info. It gives me some new ideas.

Mark aka The Iron Pig

> If i'm recording i have the RS connected to my soundcard(midi and
> audio) and the second midi out on the RS sending midi clock to the
> emx.I also have the audio from the mx connected to my soundcard for
> recording patterns on the fly or using the mx as a sound 

module.Mainly

> it all goes into ableton live which is a fantastic program for 

taking

> things further.I've been recording the intro to the clip i posted 

in

> live and for each drum part in my track i have the piano roll in 

live

> and can creat lots of variations of the original and export them 

back

> into the RS7000,or have 16 tracks of drums if i like with sub mixes
> with fx.This is where things like scene are useful,i can record a
> bassline and change the voice to create some layers and restore the
> scene when i'm done.If i want to record midi from the emx i hook 

it up

> to a novation remote zero.But there is a midi sync issue with live 

so

> i can't run everything together as i would like it loses sync,i 

think

> the correct term is midi drift.
> 
> For live use i'll just route the mx into the inputs of the RS,again
> sending midi clock from the RS to the mx and i'll use the second 

midi

> out to sequence the microX.Then the issue is gettig everthing into 

the

> venues pa system,haven't figured that out yet.I could run 

everything

> through my laptop or get a mixer. I also plan to get a k-pad for 

crazy

> fx manipulation shenanigans :D
> 
> Hope this makes sense.Ask away if you want to know anything else,
> 
> Markus.
>

| 15998|15968|2007-10-23 06:43:59|Markus|Re: Here ya go Zam ;)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Sounded good bro, your making me jelous!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I'm a dope,can't upload wavs to that site so here it is again,in mp3
> > format lol:
> > 
> > http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?fid=9668
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> > 
> > Try now
> > 
> > I hope it works this time! 
> > 
> > Markus

Hey thanks Zam.If your talking about the clip i put a lot of work into
it.I feel i've improved the most since i got the emx/RS7000 an i was
on the verge of jacking it in before i tried the hardware approach so
thanks for your comment.

I'd like to start playing out soon but it may not be the best time of
year as winter comes on,i think it's gonna be a cold one :(

There's a good place i can rehearse though,it's a pub with a pa system
and if they like the music they can always ask me to play,i won't mind :D 

Cheers,

Markus.
| 15999|15968|2007-10-23 06:47:14|Markus|Re: EMX RS (Markus)|
No worries :D 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig"
wrote:

>
> Thanks for the set up Info. It gives me some new ideas.
> 
> Mark aka The Iron Pig

| 16000|16000|2007-10-23 12:52:46|knobs234|awerds live rs7000 + a looper|
hello folks. just wanted to post a message about a vid we put up using
just an rs7000 and a looper with a vocalist(dra). Any feedback would
be useful. Im just starting to get my head around the RS7000 and drop
my laptop setup completely. if your interested check it out let me
know what you think. Thanks again.

http://youtube.com/watch?v=8uCypsSVjz0

(yes this is my first post but I been lurking here since I got my rs)

drew.
| 16001|16000|2007-10-23 12:56:42|zamisers7k|Re: awerds live rs7000 + a looper|
That was a pretty dang awesome song! I like all the AFX type random 
stutering on the drums. Were you using the midi delay for that or 
something else?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "knobs234" wrote:
>
> hello folks. just wanted to post a message about a vid we put up using
> just an rs7000 and a looper with a vocalist(dra). Any feedback would
> be useful. Im just starting to get my head around the RS7000 and drop
> my laptop setup completely. if your interested check it out let me
> know what you think. Thanks again.
> 
> http://youtube.com/watch?v=8uCypsSVjz0
> 
> (yes this is my first post but I been lurking here since I got my rs)
> 
> 
> drew.
>

| 16002|16000|2007-10-23 16:55:27|knobs234|Re: awerds live rs7000 + a looper|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> That was a pretty dang awesome song! I like all the AFX type random 
> stutering on the drums.

--thanks a bunch. It was our first show together.

Were you using the midi delay for that or 

> something else?
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--midi delay/pitch/clock/with scenes set up to cut the time in half
and change stuff. Ive had the rs like 3-4 months now and I mainly work
in Pattern mode live instead of song or pattern chain. Using the
scenes you get things as messed up as you like and on land back on cue
with just a button push. 

thanks again. were working on a record now got about 6-7 tracks pretty
well done. Ill post some tunes when we get em recorded.
| 16003|16003|2007-10-24 12:30:53|demont256|midi data|
hello,

i search french groups rs7000 !!! 
i have a little problem and use rm1x. I can play directly
a sample in my sampler with this groove box but we listen a sound.

we can play note on or off with the micro keyboard like on the rs7000.
Can you change the type of message midi ?

have a nice day.
| 16004|16003|2007-10-24 13:40:15|demont256|Re: midi data|
i've found.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "demont256" wrote:
>
> hello,
> 
> i search french groups rs7000 !!! 
> i have a little problem and use rm1x. I can play directly
> a sample in my sampler with this groove box but we listen a sound.
> 
> we can play note on or off with the micro keyboard like on the rs7000.
> Can you change the type of message midi ?
> 
> have a nice day.
>

| 16005|16000|2007-10-25 12:49:15|Mark aka IronPig|Re: awerds live rs7000 + a looper|
Drew,

Sweet! I like the Glich Studder stuff at the end. Stay away from the 
dark side. Keep using the RS. Dra for the first show that was great. 
It's hard to sync vocals to a loop track. Nice

Mark aka IronPig (Quantum-Source.com)
| 16006|15934|2007-10-27 05:54:03|Vince Antwerp|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Thanks for all your help already. As I don't have the
RS that long yet and I'm still a perfect newbie to
everything.

I will do that test mode you talked about and
eventually a factory reset. I guess I don't lose the
data on the memory card when I do those things?

I really have no idea on how to send you my files... 
if this is an option you will have to explain me this.

Vince

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Hi Vinc,
> 
> I don't remember all the stuff I suggested. I
> remember it being a 
> strange problem you have with your RS not recalling
> certain things 
> when you load the files back up into it in Pattern
> Chain. Is that 
> right? The mutes arn't comming back?
> 
> I forget. Did you try a factory reset?
> 
> There is also I think a memory protect option in
> System setup that 
> keeps certain things from being overwritten on the
> RS. Not sure 
> what its use is, but I always keep mine set to Off.
> 
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> Hmm, what else? There is a test mode on the RS that
> tests 
> everything to make sure its OK. Things like the
> internal battery 
> might be dead perhaps.
> 
> Not sure what else it could be except maybe
> unreliable or bad memory 
> in yours. That seems to be a common occurance with
> the RS.
> 
> You can still send me your files and I can try them
> out to see if 
> its something to do with them and if they affect my
> RS. Let me know 
> and I'll give you my email address.
> 
> Hope we can get it figured out, good luck, let us
> know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp
> 
> wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hey Zam,
> > 
> > I'm back with my problem. I have just tested all
> the
> > tings you said last time. I saved ALL DATA but
> when I
> > turn the RS off and on again it loses my mutes...
> > 
> > When I save a normal Pattern there is no problem
> so I
> > guess the memory card is ok? So maybe there is a
> > problem with the RS? How can I know this?
> > 
> > Vinc
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- zamisers7k wrote:
> > 
> > > Hi Vince,
> > > 
> > > First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> > > 
> > > It sounds like you may be not saving the pattern
> > > Chain properly. 
> > > When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> > > reload it the next 
> > > day it always comes back exact.
> > > 
> > > You might also be recording with Patt selected
> which
> > > don't record 
> > > your mutes punching in or out. Make sure after
> you
> > > hit the rec 
> > > button and before you hit play that instead of
> Patt
> > > or BPM that it 
> > > has Scene select and then hit play. Only then
> will
> > > it record mutes 
> > > being punched in and out. Then you can save the
> > > pattern Chain and 
> > > it should load back in with the mutes the way
> they
> > > were recorded.
> > > 
> > > If its not either of those problems you might
> have
> > > something wrong 
> > > with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> > > saving to on it. 
> > > Lets hope its not that though and one of the
> things
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> > > I mentioned 
> > > above fixes your problem.
> > > 
> > > Let us know, and happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> > > 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi there,
> > > > 
> > > > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000 as
> > > well.
> > > > 
> > > > I have been setting up a pattern, switched to
> the
> > > pattern chain 
> > > were 
> > > > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my
> song
> > > with the 
> > > melodies I 
> > > > have set up in Cubase.
> > > > 
> > > > When I start playback, everything goes exactly
> > > like I programmed 
> > > it. 
> > > > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > > > 
> > > > My problem is that when I come back the day
> after,
> > > I load the patt 
> > > > chain and press playback in cubase, I have
> lost
> > > all the mute setup 
> > > I 
> > > > had made the day before. 
> > > > 
> > > > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> > > record? During 
> > > loading? 
> > > > I just don't know.
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for your help
> > > > 
> > > > Vince
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________
> > Do You Yahoo!?
> > Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around 
> > http://mail.yahoo.com
> >
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 16007|15934|2007-10-27 05:55:05|Vince Antwerp|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
How do I put these on the memory card? 

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Vince,
> 
> Can you d/l pattern chains? I just put these up:
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> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/db1/
> 
> D/L both files onto your SM card and load DB1 into
> the RS's Pattern 
> Chain mode and it should sound similar to this:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/db1.mp3
> 
> Its all RS, I used the RS's master compression too
> to make it sound 
> a bit better than what you might get without and
> also a few tweaks 
> while it was playing. Other than that I just
> normalized it to 90% 
> in CoolEdit. Thats it. All original material I've
> been working on 
> this weekend from scratch on the RS. I might make
> it better down 
> the road but its sounding pretty good I think and I
> hope the mutes 
> are working on it for you. If not I might be at a
> loss as to what 
> to tell you to try next to fix your problem.
> 
> Everyone else is welcome d/l it too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi Vinc,
> > 
> > I don't remember all the stuff I suggested. I
> remember it being a 
> > strange problem you have with your RS not
> recalling certain things 
> > when you load the files back up into it in Pattern
> Chain. Is that 
> > right? The mutes arn't comming back?
> > 
> > I forget. Did you try a factory reset?
> > 
> > There is also I think a memory protect option in
> System setup that 
> > keeps certain things from being overwritten on the
> RS. Not sure 
> > what its use is, but I always keep mine set to
> Off.
> > 
> > Hmm, what else? There is a test mode on the RS
> that tests 
> > everything to make sure its OK. Things like the
> internal battery 
> > might be dead perhaps.
> > 
> > Not sure what else it could be except maybe
> unreliable or bad 
> memory 
> > in yours. That seems to be a common occurance
> with the RS.
> > 
> > You can still send me your files and I can try
> them out to see if 
> > its something to do with them and if they affect
> my RS. Let me 
> know 
> > and I'll give you my email address.
> > 
> > Hope we can get it figured out, good luck, let us
> know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/db1/
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/db1.mp3
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> 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Hey Zam,
> > > 
> > > I'm back with my problem. I have just tested
> all the
> > > tings you said last time. I saved ALL DATA but
> when I
> > > turn the RS off and on again it loses my
> mutes...
> > > 
> > > When I save a normal Pattern there is no problem
> so I
> > > guess the memory card is ok? So maybe there is
> a
> > > problem with the RS? How can I know this?
> > > 
> > > Vinc
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- zamisers7k wrote:
> > > 
> > > > Hi Vince,
> > > > 
> > > > First, welcome to the group and the RS7000!
> > > > 
> > > > It sounds like you may be not saving the
> pattern
> > > > Chain properly. 
> > > > When I save a Chain I do a Save All and when I
> > > > reload it the next 
> > > > day it always comes back exact.
> > > > 
> > > > You might also be recording with Patt selected
> which
> > > > don't record 
> > > > your mutes punching in or out. Make sure
> after you
> > > > hit the rec 
> > > > button and before you hit play that instead of
> Patt
> > > > or BPM that it 
> > > > has Scene select and then hit play. Only then
> will
> > > > it record mutes 
> > > > being punched in and out. Then you can save
> the
> > > > pattern Chain and 
> > > > it should load back in with the mutes the way
> they
> > > > were recorded.
> > > > 
> > > > If its not either of those problems you might
> have
> > > > something wrong 
> > > > with your RS or its memory or the SM Card your
> > > > saving to on it. 
> > > > Lets hope its not that though and one of the
> things
> > > > I mentioned 
> > > > above fixes your problem.
> > > > 
> > > > Let us know, and happy RSing!
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vinceantwerp"
> > > > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi there,
> > > > > 
> > > > > I'm new to this group and new to the RS7000
> as
> > > > well.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I have been setting up a pattern, switched
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> to the
> > > > pattern chain 
> > > > were 
> > > > > I recorded some mutes so I could built up my
> song
> > > > with the 
> > > > melodies I 
> > > > > have set up in Cubase.
> > > > > 
> > > > > When I start playback, everything goes
> exactly
> > > > like I programmed 
> > > > it. 
> > > > > This pattern chain was saved too.
> > > > > 
> > > > > My problem is that when I come back the day
> after,
> > > > I load the patt 
> > > > > chain and press playback in cubase, I have
> lost
> > > > all the mute setup 
> > > > I 
> > > > > had made the day before. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Is there something I'm doing wrong? During
> > > > record? During 
> > > > loading? 
> > > > > I just don't know.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks for your help
> > > > > 
> > > > > Vince
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> 

=== message truncated ===

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 16008|15934|2007-10-27 18:35:37|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp wrote:

>
> How do I put these on the memory card? 
> 
> 

You've got to get a SM reader/writer for your computer. One that plugs 
into a USB port on your computer are pretty cheap if you can get one. 
Then you can transfer files from your RS to your computer and vice 
versa.

Um, you are using a SM Card in your RS7000 to store your songs to with 
the mute settings right? If not, then there is your problem.

Zam
| 16009|16000|2007-10-28 05:13:29|Markus|Re: awerds live rs7000 + a looper|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig"
wrote:

>
> Drew,
> 
> Sweet! I like the Glich Studder stuff at the end. Stay away from the 
> dark side. Keep using the RS. Dra for the first show that was great. 
> It's hard to sync vocals to a loop track. Nice
> 
> Mark aka IronPig (Quantum-Source.com)
>

Yeah nice work i'd like to hear it in hi fidelity though.You've given
me some ideas to use the scenes more creatively.Nothing like a good
collab to get the creative juices flowing.Congrats on your first
gig.Keep pushing things forward 
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<<<<<<<-_->>>>>>>

Markus
| 16010|15934|2007-10-28 06:09:37|Vince Antwerp|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
Yes I'm using a SM card. I only have an SD card
reader so I'll have to go out and find a SM card
reader.

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp
> wrote:
> >
> > How do I put these on the memory card? 
> > 
> > 
> 
> You've got to get a SM reader/writer for your
> computer. One that plugs 
> into a USB port on your computer are pretty cheap if
> you can get one. 
> Then you can transfer files from your RS to your
> computer and vice 
> versa.
> 
> Um, you are using a SM Card in your RS7000 to store
> your songs to with 
> the mute settings right? If not, then there is your
> problem.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 16011|15934|2007-10-28 16:58:43|zamisers7k|Re: PATT CHAIN newbie question|
I use a Imation FlashGo!2.0 Hi-Speed USB. It has 4 or 5 difrent 
slots for difrent kinds of memory cards. I got mine for free, but I 
don't think they cost much still if you can find one. They look 
like this:

http://www.imation.ae/products/flashgo_devices/flashgo2_writer.html

Hope you can get one or something similar, got to have one so you 
can swap out songs and stuff when your SM card gets full or for 
trading songs and remixing through the internet with other RS 
users. Once you get one and get my files or send me yours maybe 
then we can see perhaps see where your mutes are going wrong.

It could still be an internal memory problem your having though, in 
which case you'll have to break open your RS, its not hard, and pull 
your 32pin Simms out, see if they match each other and the RS's 
required Sim specs. Test mode don't seem to always catch bad or 
incompatable simms either, but worth a try.

To enter Test Mode: Push and hold the Pattern + Pat Chain + Utility 
while turning it on. Push Enter 0 on the number pad to start test, 
then use F3 -1 or F4 +1 button to get to #19 Simm Full test and push 
Enter on it and I think it'll do a full test on your expanded memory 
chips. Just did mine, it said "OK". There might be some other 
tests you can do too, like Battery test might be another good one to 
test.

Good luck, hope you get it figured out, let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp 
wrote:

>
> Yes I'm using a SM card. I only have an SD card
> reader so I'll have to go out and find a SM card
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> reader.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > How do I put these on the memory card? 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > You've got to get a SM reader/writer for your
> > computer. One that plugs 
> > into a USB port on your computer are pretty cheap if
> > you can get one. 
> > Then you can transfer files from your RS to your
> > computer and vice 
> > versa.
> > 
> > Um, you are using a SM Card in your RS7000 to store
> > your songs to with 
> > the mute settings right? If not, then there is your
> > problem.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>

| 16012|16012|2007-10-29 14:08:29|zzzik242|Changing voices, but keeping user lfo settings?|
I've been having a lot of fun programming the user lfo lately, but it 
seems the lfo is 'ignored' if I change the waveform/voice afterwards... 
Is there any way around this problem?
| 16013|16012|2007-10-29 15:25:11|zamisers7k|Re: Changing voices, but keeping user lfo settings?|
'ignored' is a good way to put it. I know exactly what you are talking 
about and it is a bit of a pain in the butt. What I usually wind up 
doing after a voice change is drop it the LFO back into user then go 
into edit it and make a small change, usually on one of the 16 steps, 
then put it back and it'll jump back on to the voice.

I don't know of any other way, been doing it like that for a long 
time. If you find a better way let me know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> I've been having a lot of fun programming the user lfo lately, but it 
> seems the lfo is 'ignored' if I change the waveform/voice 
afterwards... 
> Is there any way around this problem?
>

| 16014|16000|2007-10-29 19:02:52|knobs234|Re: awerds live rs7000 + a looper|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig"
> wrote:
> >
> > Drew,
> > 
> > Sweet! I like the Glich Studder stuff at the end. Stay away from the 
> > dark side. Keep using the RS. Dra for the first show that was great. 
> > It's hard to sync vocals to a loop track. Nice
> > 
> > Mark aka IronPig (Quantum-Source.com)
> >
> Yeah nice work i'd like to hear it in hi fidelity though.You've given
> me some ideas to use the scenes more creatively.Nothing like a good
> collab to get the creative juices flowing.Congrats on your first
> gig.Keep pushing things forward 
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> 
> <<<<<<<-_->>>>>>>
> 
> Markus

Thanks for responding and the nice comments. Ill update you folks when
we get tunes recorded properly for a better listen. Currently Im
trying to dig a good bit deeper into the sampler/re-sampler with some
external gear if i can make a couple multi-banks

>

| 16015|16012|2007-10-30 13:22:40|zzzik242|Re: Changing voices, but keeping user lfo settings?|
Hmmm, strange... Some sort of buf they never sorted out. 
Ok, thanks for the tip! :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> 'ignored' is a good way to put it. I know exactly what you are 
talking 
> about and it is a bit of a pain in the butt. What I usually wind 
up 
> doing after a voice change is drop it the LFO back into user then 
go 
> into edit it and make a small change, usually on one of the 16 
steps, 
> then put it back and it'll jump back on to the voice.
> 
> I don't know of any other way, been doing it like that for a long 
> time. If you find a better way let me know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > I've been having a lot of fun programming the user lfo lately, 
but it 
> > seems the lfo is 'ignored' if I change the waveform/voice 
> afterwards... 
> > Is there any way around this problem?
> >
>

| 16016|16016|2007-10-30 14:28:13|Michael Kirk|Patch files from CDROM archived?|
Hi,

I am the new owner of a used RS7000 without the CDROM. Are the CD-ROM
"Style data" files listed in the documentation available somewhere for
download? I did a quick search on this list and found the SmartCard
files, but did not see those on the CDROM.

If someone could post a link or show me where these are, it would be
greatly appreciated.

Thanks,

-Mike

Specifically I am looking for these CDROM "Style" file names
01BIGBT4.R2A
01BIGBT4.R3A
02BREKTR.R2A
02BREKTR.R3A
03MINML2.R2A
03MINML2.R3A
04EUROBT.R2A
04EUROBT.R3A
05DREMDN.R2A
05DREMDN.R3A
06AMBHUS.R2A
06AMBHUS.R3A
07IBIZA.R2A
07IBIZA.R3A
08AMBPS2.R2A
08AMBPS2.R3A
09FLPHP3.R2A
09FLPHP3.R3A
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10MADHOP.R2A
10MADHOP.R3A
11INTLHP.R2A
11INTLHP.R3A
12FUNKRB.R2A
12FUNKRB.R3A
| 16017|16017|2007-10-30 14:31:20|Michael Kirk|OS v1.22 worth the effort?|
I just picked up a used RS7000 with OS v1.2.

Is installing the latest v1.22 worth the time and effort?

Regards,

-Mike
| 16018|16017|2007-10-30 15:27:07|zamisers7k|Re: OS v1.22 worth the effort?|
Yes if you can, get the latest OS in it. 1.2 I think has all the extra 
features, but I'm thinking 1.22 was meant to be more stable. I've yet 
to have my RS lock up on me with 1.22, did a few times in previous 
versions.

Also, the CD Stuff, if you can get your hands on it from someone cool, 
but I don't have it, well I might in a long lost box somewhere in a 
closet maybe, but anyway I've never heard of anyone who's actually got 
much use from it except for maybe as a frisbee or coaster. Just 
saying, don't drive yourself nuts trying to find it or get a copy of it 
for yourself unless you already know there is something specific you 
can't live without on it, then I am sorry.

Welcome to the club and may you have many happy years to come with your 
RS7000! Shoot us line here if you find yourself having troubles with 
it, we can usually help out, most of the time.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> I just picked up a used RS7000 with OS v1.2.
> 
> Is installing the latest v1.22 worth the time and effort?
> 
> Regards,
> 
> -Mike
>

| 16019|13567|2007-10-30 19:48:40|SevinSinz|memory|
Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i got it about 5months 
ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just downloaded the 
manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the system and when it got to 
the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and eveything else read ok 
even on the next page (full simm test)does this mean the memory is no 
good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good brands.THANKS IN 
ADVANCE
SEV
| 16020|13567|2007-10-30 20:10:18|zamisers7k|Re: memory|
Yeah I think NG means no or not good if I remember right, what it 
actually stands for I don't know. I might be wrong, I'll have to 
double check that and also get back to you on a good brand of memory 
too, unless someone else knows for sure, I'll crack my RS open tonight 
and check my memory's brand. I've had no problems with my memory knock 
on wood. I got it at Guitar Center a few days after I bought my RS tho 
like 6 years ago however, and it cost a little more then the going rate 
at the time, but I wanted to make sure it was good and would work with 
my RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:
>
> Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i got it about 
5months 
> ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just downloaded the 
> manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the system and when it got 
to 
> the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and eveything else read ok 
> even on the next page (full simm test)does this mean the memory is no 
> good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good brands.THANKS IN 
> ADVANCE
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> SEV
>

| 16021|16021|2007-10-31 06:56:59|olivier_wright_gill|How can I tell which os version|
Just picked up an RS7000 and found this group (Hi there).

I have been looking for one for a few months and the price was right
so it's sitting on my desk. Anyway, I'd like to find out a few things:

1) How can I tell which OS version I have?
2) I have 4MB mem. Any good sources for compatible 64 MB?
3) Any recommendations on compatible SIM cards?
4) Is the Expansion board worth it??
5) Where can I download the contents of the CD that was shipped with
the unit?
Thanks, Oli
| 16022|16021|2007-10-31 15:51:59|zamisers7k|Re: How can I tell which os version|
Hi Oli,

Welcome to the RS7000 yahoo group forum list thing!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
wrote:

>
> Just picked up an RS7000 and found this group (Hi there).
> 
> I have been looking for one for a few months and the price was right
> so it's sitting on my desk. Anyway, I'd like to find out a few things:
> 
> 1) How can I tell which OS version I have?

"With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & 
UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the RS7000 
test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number." - 
Unofficial RS7000 FAQ

> 2) I have 4MB mem. Any good sources for compatible 64 MB?

People seem to get them off Ebay, I don't think they always have the 
best of luck doing that too. I'd suggest Guitar Center or a 
knowledgable Computer Store whom can exactly match your memory to the 
RS's specs or some compatable SIMMs. Specs and other install info on 
pg. 274 of the manual.

> 3) Any recommendations on compatible SIM cards?

I was actually just going to crack my RS open last night and look for 
someone else. My Simms have been great, no problems. Some people 
seem to have probs with their memory, but I was supososed to check mine 
last night but I got too busy doing something else (I fell asleep), so 
I'll try to get the brand I'm using again tonight if it will help. The 
RS does seem to be touchy with its memory, you can't just throw any 
32pin simm in there, sometimes they seem to let the RS work but you can 
get strange problems if its not all right.

> 4) Is the Expansion board worth it??

I just got one, so far its not really been worth it. It'll come in 
handy eventually, but unless you plan on recording parts seperatly and 
simultaniously into your DAT or want to send seperate parts to difrent 
effects or external gear, the RS works fine without and you can always 
do multiple passes if recording to tracks. Up to you if you want to 
spend the extra, I got along fine without for years, but if your use to 
using more old school drum machine with individual outs and have the 
mixer and console space etc. etc. etc., then I suppose get it then too.

> 5) Where can I download the contents of the CD that was shipped with
> the unit?

Its not for download anywhere I know. Its basically worthless, you 
wont and shouldn't need it for anything.
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> Thanks, Oli
>

Hope you have lots of fun with your RS, if you get stuck on it your 
welcome to post more questions here and I hope we can answer them for 
you.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16023|13567|2007-10-31 15:55:20|zamisers7k|Re: memory|
Sorry Sev, I didn't get a chance to check last night. I'll try again 
to get my brand of Simms tonight for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah I think NG means no or not good if I remember right, what it 
> actually stands for I don't know. I might be wrong, I'll have to 
> double check that and also get back to you on a good brand of 
memory 
> too, unless someone else knows for sure, I'll crack my RS open 
tonight 
> and check my memory's brand. I've had no problems with my memory 
knock 
> on wood. I got it at Guitar Center a few days after I bought my RS 
tho 
> like 6 years ago however, and it cost a little more then the going 
rate 
> at the time, but I wanted to make sure it was good and would work 
with 
> my RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:
> >
> > Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i got it about 
> 5months 
> > ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just downloaded the 
> > manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the system and when it 
got 
> to 
> > the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and eveything else 
read ok 
> > even on the next page (full simm test)does this mean the memory 
is no 
> > good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good brands.THANKS 
IN 
> > ADVANCE
> > SEV
> >
>

| 16024|16021|2007-10-31 16:52:19|olivier_wright_gill|Re: How can I tell which os version|
Hey thanks for the info that helps.

So I have an earlier OS and bummer I noticed I can only update it with
a SM card, which was not shipped with the unit.

Just picked up a 128 3.3 SM card from blowoutcameras.com for 28 bucks.
Thought I'd put that in the message if anyone else needs one. They
appear to be pretty expensive on other sites.

Anyway I also purchased some memory this afternoon from an ebay vendor
- the seller mentions his mem is totally compatible with the RS7000.
Cross fingers that it is. Spent 14 bucks on that + shipping.

I'll let you guys know if it's ok.

I have another question but I'll post it as a separate thread.

oli

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi Oli,
> 
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> Welcome to the RS7000 yahoo group forum list thing!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Just picked up an RS7000 and found this group (Hi there).
> > 
> > I have been looking for one for a few months and the price was right
> > so it's sitting on my desk. Anyway, I'd like to find out a few things:
> > 
> > 1) How can I tell which OS version I have?
> 
> "With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & 
> UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the RS7000 
> test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number." - 
> Unofficial RS7000 FAQ
> 
> > 2) I have 4MB mem. Any good sources for compatible 64 MB?
> 
> People seem to get them off Ebay, I don't think they always have the 
> best of luck doing that too. I'd suggest Guitar Center or a 
> knowledgable Computer Store whom can exactly match your memory to the 
> RS's specs or some compatable SIMMs. Specs and other install info on 
> pg. 274 of the manual.
> 
> > 3) Any recommendations on compatible SIM cards?
> 
> I was actually just going to crack my RS open last night and look for 
> someone else. My Simms have been great, no problems. Some people 
> seem to have probs with their memory, but I was supososed to check mine 
> last night but I got too busy doing something else (I fell asleep), so 
> I'll try to get the brand I'm using again tonight if it will help. The 
> RS does seem to be touchy with its memory, you can't just throw any 
> 32pin simm in there, sometimes they seem to let the RS work but you can 
> get strange problems if its not all right.
> 
> > 4) Is the Expansion board worth it??
> 
> I just got one, so far its not really been worth it. It'll come in 
> handy eventually, but unless you plan on recording parts seperatly and 
> simultaniously into your DAT or want to send seperate parts to difrent 
> effects or external gear, the RS works fine without and you can always 
> do multiple passes if recording to tracks. Up to you if you want to 
> spend the extra, I got along fine without for years, but if your use to 
> using more old school drum machine with individual outs and have the 
> mixer and console space etc. etc. etc., then I suppose get it then too.
> 
> > 5) Where can I download the contents of the CD that was shipped with
> > the unit?
> 
> Its not for download anywhere I know. Its basically worthless, you 
> wont and shouldn't need it for anything.
> 
> > Thanks, Oli
> >
> 
> 
> Hope you have lots of fun with your RS, if you get stuck on it your 
> welcome to post more questions here and I hope we can answer them for 
> you.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16025|13567|2007-10-31 18:17:35|anthony warthen|Re: memory|
zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: Sorry Sev, I didn't get a chance to check last night. I'll try again 
to get my brand of Simms tonight for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeah I think NG means no or not good if I remember right, what it 
> actually stands for I don't know. I might be wrong, I'll have to 
> double check that and also get back to you on a good brand of 
memory 
> too, unless someone else knows for sure, I'll crack my RS open 
tonight 
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> and check my memory's brand. I've had no problems with my memory 
knock 
> on wood. I got it at Guitar Center a few days after I bought my RS 
tho 
> like 6 years ago however, and it cost a little more then the going 
rate 
> at the time, but I wanted to make sure it was good and would work 
with 
> my RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:
> >
> > Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i got it about 
> 5months 
> > ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just downloaded the 
> > manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the system and when it 
got 
> to 
> > the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and eveything else 
read ok 
> > even on the next page (full simm test)does this mean the memory 
is no 
> > good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good brands.THANKS 
IN 
> > ADVANCE
> > SEV
> >
>

thanks and i'll keep searching the web 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16026|16026|2007-11-01 01:30:45|zamisers7k|My Simm Memory|
Lifetime Memory Products
8x32-60 2K
I464727s
8036E REVB 94V-0

Thats what it said on mine. Lifetime Memory Products has a site:

http://www.lifetimememory.com/

And, they have some Motif 6/7/8 Memory available it looks like which 
might work just as well, but I can't confirm that 100% or not, that 
looks like it can be ordered from this page:

http://www.lifetimememory.com/result.asp?modelid=3768

If you decide to go with them, maybe email them first to confirm 
their memory will work in an RS7000 first.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16027|13567|2007-11-01 10:27:28|Vince Antwerp|Re: memory|
Hi Zam

I was talking to you last week about having problems
saving my Mutes. I have done a memory test now and
these things came up.

Version O.S. 1.21
MIDI A: NG TIME OUT
MIDI B: NG TIME OUT
SCSI: NG
SIMM OK Memory size 16MW
SIMM (Full): NG
ROM and RAM OK

Don't know what it means with the MIDI A and B,
neither with the SCSI. I'm a total nOOb at the
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machine.

Someone can help me out with this info?

Thanks

Vince

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Yeah I think NG means no or not good if I remember
> right, what it 
> actually stands for I don't know. I might be wrong,
> I'll have to 
> double check that and also get back to you on a good
> brand of memory 
> too, unless someone else knows for sure, I'll crack
> my RS open tonight 
> and check my memory's brand. I've had no problems
> with my memory knock 
> on wood. I got it at Guitar Center a few days after
> I bought my RS tho 
> like 6 years ago however, and it cost a little more
> then the going rate 
> at the time, but I wanted to make sure it was good
> and would work with 
> my RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i
> got it about 
> 5months 
> > ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just
> downloaded the 
> > manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the
> system and when it got 
> to 
> > the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and
> eveything else read ok 
> > even on the next page (full simm test)does this
> mean the memory is no 
> > good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good
> brands.THANKS IN 
> > ADVANCE
> > SEV
> >
> 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com
| 16028|13567|2007-11-01 16:08:28|zamisers7k|Re: memory|
Hi Vince,

You don't have the latest OS it looks like, 1.21 seemed a bit buggy. 
Here is what I think would be best for you to do at least for now if 
you can do it.

Pull any extra memory out of it. If you need details on how to do it 
then you can look on pg 272 of the manual and follow those 
instructions. 

Get that SM Card reader we were talking about so you can copy files 
from your computer to the RS, you'll need an SM Card to go with it.

Download latest OS from

http://www.yamahasynth.com/download/rs7000.html
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You'll need an unzip utility software to unzip the zipped file, if 
its a problem let me know and I'll put up an unzipped version 
somewhere for you. Then follow the instructions of the included 
RS7000ReadMe.txt file to update.

Retry the tests in test mode and see if your errors go away. I'm 
thinking they will and if not then your RS has some hardware issues 
or failures that need to be fixed before you try anything further.

Next put your memory back in and test it out. If your still 
getting "NG"s on it or any other wierd stuff then you may want to 
find some more memory to put in it. I just posted a thread "My Simm 
Memmory" if you need an idea where to go to make sure you can get 
good memory for it.

Hoping that'll help and do it for you.

Just thought of something else, did you already try changing the TG 
Mute Mode settings in System Utility mode pg 258 in manual? I don't 
think it would fix your problem, but might be something else to try 
if you've not yet.

Good Luck!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Vince Antwerp wrote:
>
> Hi Zam
> 
> I was talking to you last week about having problems
> saving my Mutes. I have done a memory test now and
> these things came up.
> 
> Version O.S. 1.21
> MIDI A: NG TIME OUT
> MIDI B: NG TIME OUT
> SCSI: NG
> SIMM OK Memory size 16MW
> SIMM (Full): NG
> ROM and RAM OK
> 
> Don't know what it means with the MIDI A and B,
> neither with the SCSI. I'm a total nOOb at the
> machine.
> 
> Someone can help me out with this info?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Vince
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Yeah I think NG means no or not good if I remember
> > right, what it 
> > actually stands for I don't know. I might be wrong,
> > I'll have to 
> > double check that and also get back to you on a good
> > brand of memory 
> > too, unless someone else knows for sure, I'll crack
> > my RS open tonight 
> > and check my memory's brand. I've had no problems
> > with my memory knock 
> > on wood. I got it at Guitar Center a few days after
> > I bought my RS tho 
> > like 6 years ago however, and it cost a little more
> > then the going rate 
> > at the time, but I wanted to make sure it was good
> > and would work with 
> > my RS.
> > 
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> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i
> > got it about 
> > 5months 
> > > ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just
> > downloaded the 
> > > manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the
> > system and when it got 
> > to 
> > > the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and
> > eveything else read ok 
> > > even on the next page (full simm test)does this
> > mean the memory is no 
> > > good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good
> > brands.THANKS IN 
> > > ADVANCE
> > > SEV
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> http://mail.yahoo.com
>

| 16029|13567|2007-11-02 02:05:25|Markus|Re: memory|

> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello fellow RS'ers been learning the rs since i
> > > got it about 
> > > 5months 
> > > > ago,ive learned it fairly well considering i just
> > > downloaded the 
> > > > manual.@ 2 weeks ago anyway was checking the
> > > system and when it got 
> > > to 
> > > > the SIMM page after i hit enter it read NG and
> > > eveything else read ok 
> > > > even on the next page (full simm test)does this
> > > mean the memory is no 
> > > > good and if so can anyone of you suggest any good
> > > brands.THANKS IN 
> > > > ADVANCE
> > > > SEV

It does mean no good but what this means for midi A&B i don't know.It
must be testing the connection so maybe you need to connect a device
that can send a receive midi.For zipfiles i use 7zip which is free

http://www.7-zip.org/
| 16030|16030|2007-11-02 07:49:41|olivier_wright_gill|SM Card favor|
Hi there, so i thought I purchased a SM card from a reputable source:
blowoutcameras.com. Just found out that they are a scam site. They did
not charge my card yet, I had to call my bank. What a hassle.

Anyway I'm finally getting a SCSI drive to go with my RS 7000. The
issues is that I need to update my OS to 1.22.

I looked all over for SM cards, XD adapters for SM... It's pretty
expensive. Considering that I will use it only once is there any
generous person that could loan me a SM card so I can update my OS?

Thanks, oli
| 16032|16032|2007-11-02 13:17:57|rrrs7000|Applying swing to one measure of an 8-bar phrase/sequence|
I tried to apply some swing to a snare fill at the end of a track(bar 8),
via Job edit.
After that the track doesn't loop-play anymore;
The track plays 8 bars with the "swinged" 8th bar once,but than stops
and starts playing snares off-time from bar 4...

The other tracks play on normally
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I,ve got two Rs's with OS 1.22...
Maybe I should just try to do this in overdub record mode?
| 16033|16030|2007-11-03 03:46:36|olivier_wright_gill|Re: SM Card favor|
Never mind found someone that could hook me up.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
wrote:

>
> Hi there, so i thought I purchased a SM card from a reputable source:
> blowoutcameras.com. Just found out that they are a scam site. They did
> not charge my card yet, I had to call my bank. What a hassle.
> 
> Anyway I'm finally getting a SCSI drive to go with my RS 7000. The
> issues is that I need to update my OS to 1.22.
> 
> I looked all over for SM cards, XD adapters for SM... It's pretty
> expensive. Considering that I will use it only once is there any
> generous person that could loan me a SM card so I can update my OS?
> 
> Thanks, oli
>

| 16034|16032|2007-11-03 04:26:51|zamisers7k|Re: Applying swing to one measure of an 8-bar phrase/sequence|
Sounds wierd. I could not recreate this problem on mine v1.22 too. 
Hmmm, first time I've actually tried the quantize job with changing 
swing rates. I'll usually adjust the swing via the Midi Effect Swing 
knob. However that won't exactly always work well for just one 
measure of eight. If you can't get it, perhaps you can send me your 
pattern file and I can take a look it?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rrrs7000" wrote:
>
> I tried to apply some swing to a snare fill at the end of a track
(bar 8),
> via Job edit.
> After that the track doesn't loop-play anymore;
> The track plays 8 bars with the "swinged" 8th bar once,but than stops
> and starts playing snares off-time from bar 4...
> 
> The other tracks play on normally
> 
> I,ve got two Rs's with OS 1.22...
> Maybe I should just try to do this in overdub record mode?
>

| 16035|16030|2007-11-03 04:30:04|zamisers7k|Re: SM Card favor|
Yeaaa! Glad you got hooked up. I was thinking of digging through my 
stuff to see if I can find my original 4meg SM card that came with 
mine for ya. I've not seen since I got the RS, so I might of been 
looking for a while.

Let us know when you get it and if you need some help after that 
getting the OS updated or the rest.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
wrote:

>
> Never mind found someone that could hook me up.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi there, so i thought I purchased a SM card from a reputable 

source:

> > blowoutcameras.com. Just found out that they are a scam site. 

They did

> > not charge my card yet, I had to call my bank. What a hassle.
> > 
> > Anyway I'm finally getting a SCSI drive to go with my RS 7000. 
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The

> > issues is that I need to update my OS to 1.22.
> > 
> > I looked all over for SM cards, XD adapters for SM... It's pretty
> > expensive. Considering that I will use it only once is there any
> > generous person that could loan me a SM card so I can update my 

OS?

> > 
> > Thanks, oli
> >
>

| 16036|16036|2007-11-03 13:17:52|rogavit|external storage and data transfer|
Hi everyone,

I'm a bit of an RS7000 newbie and I was wondering if it's possible to 
have some type of cable that would join the SCSI port to the USB port 
on a PC to exchange data.

Recording samples one by one into the beast is going to be a bit of a 
hassle, is there some kind of magic short cut?

One more thing, is it possible to load new waves into the machine, or 
edit waves within the machine? I don't see much capability to do that, 
but I did stumble upon some cool ways to make customized user made lfo 
shapes. It would be ultra cool to be able to manipulate the machines 
digital waveforms like that.

Thanks!
| 16037|16037|2007-11-03 15:39:14|hymen_blaster|pause between styles, latency|
I noticed a while back that there's a pause and a stutter when you 
switch styles. I'm well aware of that issue since it's documented on 
rs7000.org. I had a live show last night, so I just decided to cover up 
those stutters by triggering a pattern from my machinedrum via a midi 
note on measure 1, beat 1 of Section P, track 16 (of the outgoing 
style) and then just setting it to a blank pattern In section B of the 
incoming style.

This worked well when I practiced, but last night every time I hit 
section P of an outgoing style and my machinedrum started playing to 
cover up the transition, it was off by at least a beat or more. It was 
actually just starting late every time.

My question is...do you think that being on track 16 made that big a 
difference on the timing? Since midi is a serial protocol, I believe 
the RS prioritizes tracks with lower numbers....this means that 
patterns on track 1 are most likely to fall closest to the intended 
tick. But still, that seems crazy that something could be THAT far off. 

Anyone had a similar experience?
| 16038|16036|2007-11-03 22:37:41|zamisers7k|Re: external storage and data transfer|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rogavit" wrote:

>
> 
> Hi everyone,
> 
> I'm a bit of an RS7000 newbie and I was wondering if it's possible 

to 

> have some type of cable that would join the SCSI port to the USB 

port 

> on a PC to exchange data.
> 

Maybe, I don't know anyone whos done it but there are SCSI to USB 
adapters out there you can try and see how it works for you. It'll 
probably cost around as much as a USB SM Card reader/writer I'm 
assuming. The RS only holds 64megs in its memory at max so for me 
one 64meg SM card is very manageable just swaping it between my PC & 
RS when it gets full. Its your choice though, I'm told SCSI is 
faster for load times, but well I'm happy with the speed of just 
using my one 64meg card and the SM Reader.
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> Recording samples one by one into the beast is going to be a bit 

of a 

> hassle, is there some kind of magic short cut?
> 

There's a PC editer for the PC and the RS will load .wav files, but 
you'll have to read up on those to use, I won't be much help in 
advising you on that because I don't do a whole lot of sampling, I 
do some however when I do its almost always through the RS's inputs.

> One more thing, is it possible to load new waves into the machine, 

or 

> edit waves within the machine? I don't see much capability to do 

that, 

> but I did stumble upon some cool ways to make customized user made 

lfo 

> shapes. It would be ultra cool to be able to manipulate the 

machines 

> digital waveforms like that.

The wave shapes in it are based on the AWM2 sound set, a good bunch 
of sounds IMHO that can be vastly manipulated through the RS's sound 
engine. However, you can not change the AWM2 sounds themselves. If 
you want a new wave shape you can sample and edit the wave through 
the RS's sampler. You can make yourself single cycle wave forms 
record and edit them in the RS and basically build your own sound 
sets, use long wave forms like samples, and even re-sample 
internally and then manipulate the wave form. There is a vast 
amount things you can do, but it won't do everything always how'd 
you'd might expect from using a top of the line workstation or 
sampler. This is where knowing little tricks the RS can do and will 
come in handy later once you get a basic understanding of it down.

> 
> Thanks!
>

Hope that helps ya out some. I'd suggest for you digging into how 
to use the RS's sound engine for its built in voices, you can do 
quite a lot and its quite extensive, you have Amp, filter and pitch 
envelopes, a bunch of filters, its LFO is pretty great and most of 
it can be controlled without digging too deep into menus. The RS 
does have its limitations, but don't give up on it. Most people 
fall in love with after they get over the steep initial learning 
curve and then you become unstopable and addicted to it.

Most importantly, have fun with it and if your struggling or stuck 
doing something on it your welcome to seek help from me or this 
message list.

Zam
| 16039|16037|2007-11-03 22:46:47|zamisers7k|Re: pause between styles, latency|
I don't master slave my sequencers in live setups much like you are 
doing. I was wondering though if perhaps it'd help if they sync up 
for you better if switch which one is the master and the other to be 
slave. The other thing I don't do much is swap patterns during live 
play, not without stopping the RS first and allowing it to load it 
up while letting something else play if I were to not want any dead 
time. I actually don't sync up anything via midi.

Wish I could be of more help, but I hope you find a method that 
works better for you. Those hiccups can be hell if your trying to 
keep a continuess set and switching patterns.



My two cents, maybe someone else has some more ideas for you too????

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> I noticed a while back that there's a pause and a stutter when you 
> switch styles. I'm well aware of that issue since it's documented 
on 
> rs7000.org. I had a live show last night, so I just decided to 
cover up 
> those stutters by triggering a pattern from my machinedrum via a 
midi 
> note on measure 1, beat 1 of Section P, track 16 (of the outgoing 
> style) and then just setting it to a blank pattern In section B of 
the 
> incoming style.
> 
> This worked well when I practiced, but last night every time I hit 
> section P of an outgoing style and my machinedrum started playing 
to 
> cover up the transition, it was off by at least a beat or more. It 
was 
> actually just starting late every time.
> 
> My question is...do you think that being on track 16 made that big 
a 
> difference on the timing? Since midi is a serial protocol, I 
believe 
> the RS prioritizes tracks with lower numbers....this means that 
> patterns on track 1 are most likely to fall closest to the 
intended 
> tick. But still, that seems crazy that something could be THAT far 
off. 
> 
> Anyone had a similar experience?
>

| 16040|16040|2007-11-04 05:58:01|zamisers7k|A Wierd One (Voice Pan Question)?|
Hi RS folks!

Check out Voice MSB 063 LSB SyBa&Ld2007 Program 87 ResTouch

Now tell me whats wierd about it?

Well for me, it is panning Left & Right on its own, very cool 
actually, it bounces back and fourth every note press, its not a 
full pan either, it seems to be in a random amount that favors the 
oposite side every other keypress.

I've looked at everything I could think of on the RS and I don't 
really see any setting doing that to it. Its like its built into 
the voice itself somehow. I know there is a random pan setting, but 
its not on it and well its a bit random and seems to dominate one or 
the other sides as you use higher numbers. The LFO is set to S&H, 
but I don't think that is not it either, what else could it be? Any 
ideas?

It'd be neat to get this to happen on other voices. I wonder if its 
a setting somehow I can send to via midi/sysex or something somehow 
from another synth. Is it a GM setting, hmmmm? I'm baffled.

Any ideas? I might post this one over on Motivator or the Motif 
board if nobody else knows whats going on, they might, but thought 
I'd try here first. Thanks for any info on this phenomina if you 
know how its done on the RS.

Zam
| 16041|16040|2007-11-04 08:55:31|zhel_id|Re: A Wierd One (Voice Pan Question)?|
Hm, 
I've noticed that before.
It has two settings, not really random parameters because it always 
go the same amount on left or right and no matter which key you press 
if the previous panned left the next will pan right.To me, that 
sounds like it's programmed in the voice.
Sysex, CC..no idea, but yeah I agree that would be totally awesome if 
it can be applied/programmed to other sounds.
Now, I have other >problem< to solve. Had to reinstal windows, 
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drivers etc and now can't sync rs7000 to cubase for some reason..
It's one of those days when I can't see can't see the wood for the 
trees probably..and it's driving me nuts!
Zam, Hope someone at Motif board knows a bit more about pre-
programmed voices..
z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi RS folks!
> 
> Check out Voice MSB 063 LSB SyBa&Ld2007 Program 87 ResTouch
> 
> Now tell me whats wierd about it?
> 
> Well for me, it is panning Left & Right on its own, very cool 
> actually, it bounces back and fourth every note press, its not a 
> full pan either, it seems to be in a random amount that favors the 
> oposite side every other keypress.
> 
> I've looked at everything I could think of on the RS and I don't 
> really see any setting doing that to it. Its like its built into 
> the voice itself somehow. I know there is a random pan setting, 
but 
> its not on it and well its a bit random and seems to dominate one 
or 
> the other sides as you use higher numbers. The LFO is set to S&H, 
> but I don't think that is not it either, what else could it be? 
Any 
> ideas?
> 
> It'd be neat to get this to happen on other voices. I wonder if 
its 
> a setting somehow I can send to via midi/sysex or something somehow 
> from another synth. Is it a GM setting, hmmmm? I'm baffled.
> 
> Any ideas? I might post this one over on Motivator or the Motif 
> board if nobody else knows whats going on, they might, but thought 
> I'd try here first. Thanks for any info on this phenomina if you 
> know how its done on the RS.
> 
> Zam
>

| 16042|16037|2007-11-04 10:16:24|hymen_blaster|Re: pause between styles, latency|
I've had time to test it out now. I've found that, just as I suspected, 
switching things around and putting my machinedrum control track as 
track 1 made a huge change in timing. I also found that, for some 
reason, it's more responsive when slaved to midi out A than midi out 
B...but I have no idea why this would be the case.

The strangest thing is that these differences are only apparent when 
using a machinedrum. I slaved a bunch of other stuff and it was fine.

And wow, you actually stop your sequencer when playing live? I've never 
seen anyone do that.
| 16043|16037|2007-11-04 11:19:28|zhel_id|Re: pause between styles, latency|
Zam said that he stopped RS7k "while letting something else play ".
I've seen people do that.
He uses RS7k internal sequencer to plays stuff , probably mix it with
something else, while rs7k loads a new pattern.
It's like playing records.You do what you find more intuitive for yer 
thing.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:
>
> I've had time to test it out now. I've found that, just as I 
suspected, 
> switching things around and putting my machinedrum control track as 
> track 1 made a huge change in timing. I also found that, for some 
> reason, it's more responsive when slaved to midi out A than midi 
out 
> B...but I have no idea why this would be the case.
> 
> The strangest thing is that these differences are only apparent 
when 
> using a machinedrum. I slaved a bunch of other stuff and it was 
fine.
> 
> And wow, you actually stop your sequencer when playing live? I've 
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never 
> seen anyone do that.
>

| 16044|16040|2007-11-04 17:12:47|cirustake|Re: A Wierd One (Voice Pan Question)?|
There are lots of things hidden inside the voices.You can find voices 
with different filter settings per velocity, auto pan, etc.... stuff 
that guys using motifs are better familiar with.Poor RS users are 
provided with low frequency samoked waves and hidden functionalities.
what a pity about Yamaha.They underdeveloped such a promising product.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi RS folks!
> 
> Check out Voice MSB 063 LSB SyBa&Ld2007 Program 87 ResTouch
> 
> Now tell me whats wierd about it?
> 
> Well for me, it is panning Left & Right on its own, very cool 
> actually, it bounces back and fourth every note press, its not a 
> full pan either, it seems to be in a random amount that favors the 
> oposite side every other keypress.
> 
> I've looked at everything I could think of on the RS and I don't 
> really see any setting doing that to it. Its like its built into 
> the voice itself somehow. I know there is a random pan setting, 
but 
> its not on it and well its a bit random and seems to dominate one 
or 
> the other sides as you use higher numbers. The LFO is set to S&H, 
> but I don't think that is not it either, what else could it be? 
Any 
> ideas?
> 
> It'd be neat to get this to happen on other voices. I wonder if 
its 
> a setting somehow I can send to via midi/sysex or something somehow 
> from another synth. Is it a GM setting, hmmmm? I'm baffled.
> 
> Any ideas? I might post this one over on Motivator or the Motif 
> board if nobody else knows whats going on, they might, but thought 
> I'd try here first. Thanks for any info on this phenomina if you 
> know how its done on the RS.
> 
> Zam
>

| 16045|16037|2007-11-04 17:48:34|zamisers7k|Re: pause between styles, latency|
Glad you got something figured out. There's been a lot of complaints 
more recently about the RS's midi timing and stuff like that. I don't 
like to think it is flawed in this department, and its just a matter of 
asking it to do stuff most other hardware sequencers would completely 
choke up on, but perhaps there is something more to it. Yep, I don't 
rely on my RS's midi, never have used it much. I usually load my next 
song up seperately while the other is playing on a second piece of gear 
for shows. I keep them independent and will do fades, other background 
sounds and synth noises, add also effects between songs so tempos don't 
have to match. My group has been thinking of trying to sync our two 
RS's and some other stuff up more via midi for live shows, but I'm 
thinking hmmm, that may not be the greatest idea now. Have to give it 
a shot myself one of these days though. Oh yeah, its very important to 
me and my group, something we've learned, a continuous set of songs are 
not good. Sometimes we will actually talk to our 'audiance' between 
songs believe it or not. 

Zam 

@yahoogroups.com, "hymen_blaster" wrote:

>
> I've had time to test it out now. I've found that, just as I 

suspected, 

> switching things around and putting my machinedrum control track as 
> track 1 made a huge change in timing. I also found that, for some 
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> reason, it's more responsive when slaved to midi out A than midi out 
> B...but I have no idea why this would be the case.
> 
> The strangest thing is that these differences are only apparent when 
> using a machinedrum. I slaved a bunch of other stuff and it was fine.
> 
> And wow, you actually stop your sequencer when playing live? I've 

never 

> seen anyone do that.
>

| 16046|16040|2007-11-04 17:53:12|zamisers7k|Re: A Wierd One (Voice Pan Question)?|
One day they will get it right, or maybe not. Curious whats samoked 
mean?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> There are lots of things hidden inside the voices.You can find 
voices 
> with different filter settings per velocity, auto pan, etc.... 
stuff 
> that guys using motifs are better familiar with.Poor RS users are 
> provided with low frequency samoked waves and hidden 
functionalities.
> what a pity about Yamaha.They underdeveloped such a promising 
product.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hi RS folks!
> > 
> > Check out Voice MSB 063 LSB SyBa&Ld2007 Program 87 ResTouch
> > 
> > Now tell me whats wierd about it?
> > 
> > Well for me, it is panning Left & Right on its own, very cool 
> > actually, it bounces back and fourth every note press, its not a 
> > full pan either, it seems to be in a random amount that favors 
the 
> > oposite side every other keypress.
> > 
> > I've looked at everything I could think of on the RS and I don't 
> > really see any setting doing that to it. Its like its built 
into 
> > the voice itself somehow. I know there is a random pan setting, 
> but 
> > its not on it and well its a bit random and seems to dominate 
one 
> or 
> > the other sides as you use higher numbers. The LFO is set to 
S&H, 
> > but I don't think that is not it either, what else could it be? 
> Any 
> > ideas?
> > 
> > It'd be neat to get this to happen on other voices. I wonder if 
> its 
> > a setting somehow I can send to via midi/sysex or something 
somehow 
> > from another synth. Is it a GM setting, hmmmm? I'm baffled.
> > 
> > Any ideas? I might post this one over on Motivator or the Motif 
> > board if nobody else knows whats going on, they might, but 
thought 
> > I'd try here first. Thanks for any info on this phenomina if 
you 
> > know how its done on the RS.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 16047|16040|2007-11-04 17:56:47|zamisers7k|Re: A Wierd One (Voice Pan Question)?|
Hey thanks, I was wondering if that be the case. How much hidden 
stuff is there in the voices and man would it be cool to edit some 
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of these some how. They seriously need to try to combine a Motif & 
an RS into a single unit again one of these days.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
>
> There are lots of things hidden inside the voices.You can find 
voices 
> with different filter settings per velocity, auto pan, etc.... 
stuff 
> that guys using motifs are better familiar with.Poor RS users are 
> provided with low frequency samoked waves and hidden 
functionalities.
> what a pity about Yamaha.They underdeveloped such a promising 
product.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hi RS folks!
> > 
> > Check out Voice MSB 063 LSB SyBa&Ld2007 Program 87 ResTouch
> > 
> > Now tell me whats wierd about it?
> > 
> > Well for me, it is panning Left & Right on its own, very cool 
> > actually, it bounces back and fourth every note press, its not a 
> > full pan either, it seems to be in a random amount that favors 
the 
> > oposite side every other keypress.
> > 
> > I've looked at everything I could think of on the RS and I don't 
> > really see any setting doing that to it. Its like its built 
into 
> > the voice itself somehow. I know there is a random pan setting, 
> but 
> > its not on it and well its a bit random and seems to dominate 
one 
> or 
> > the other sides as you use higher numbers. The LFO is set to 
S&H, 
> > but I don't think that is not it either, what else could it be? 
> Any 
> > ideas?
> > 
> > It'd be neat to get this to happen on other voices. I wonder if 
> its 
> > a setting somehow I can send to via midi/sysex or something 
somehow 
> > from another synth. Is it a GM setting, hmmmm? I'm baffled.
> > 
> > Any ideas? I might post this one over on Motivator or the Motif 
> > board if nobody else knows whats going on, they might, but 
thought 
> > I'd try here first. Thanks for any info on this phenomina if 
you 
> > know how its done on the RS.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 16048|16036|2007-11-05 00:40:24|rogavit|Re: external storage and data transfer|
Too cool for school Zam, thanks very much for your advice!
| 16049|16036|2007-11-05 02:00:14|Markus|Re: external storage and data transfer|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rogavit" wrote:

>
> 
> Too cool for school Zam, thanks very much for your advice!
>

Did you find an adapter?Will any standard adapter do?Be great to
connect directly and send stuff to and from the RS :P
| 16050|16050|2007-11-05 13:46:08|komatos|I'm baaaccckkkk!!! What did I miss?|
It's been about 6 months now (left early May), but my life has lightened up
somewhat (not enough, but somewhat less overwhelming) so that I am able to
rejoin a couple of my more active mailing lists I was on. I'm also missed
my fellow mailing list members & their conversations. Helps bring a little
bit of sanity to the chaos. :-)
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Judging by the archives, it looks like this list has been quite active in my
absence. I'll have some catching up to do over the next couple of weeks.

Looks like you've been doing a great job holding down the fort Zamise.
Thanks for taking over back then, I really appreciate it.

Looking forward to contributing to some great RS7k conversations in the near
future.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16051|16050|2007-11-05 15:56:00|zamisers7k|Re: I'm baaaccckkkk!!! What did I miss?|
Hey Wasted!

We didn't have too much fun without you. Glad your able to check 
back in and I hope things stay less overwhelming for ya for a while. 
You'll always be welcome to join in the conversations here.

Have you checked out the new Yamaha Jupiter-8?

http://www.quantum-source.com/images/klingAlicia2.jpg

Zamise

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:
>
> It's been about 6 months now (left early May), but my life has 
lightened up
> somewhat (not enough, but somewhat less overwhelming) so that I am 
able to
> rejoin a couple of my more active mailing lists I was on. I'm also 
missed
> my fellow mailing list members & their conversations. Helps bring 
a little
> bit of sanity to the chaos. :-)
> 
> Judging by the archives, it looks like this list has been quite 
active in my
> absence. I'll have some catching up to do over the next couple of 
weeks.
> 
> Looks like you've been doing a great job holding down the fort 
Zamise.
> Thanks for taking over back then, I really appreciate it.
> 
> Looking forward to contributing to some great RS7k conversations in 
the near
> future.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16052|16050|2007-11-05 16:35:23|komatos|Re: I'm baaaccckkkk!!! What did I miss?|
On 11/5/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>
> Hey Wasted!
>
> We didn't have too much fun without you. Glad your able to check
> back in and I hope things stay less overwhelming for ya for a while.
> You'll always be welcome to join in the conversations here.
>
> Have you checked out the new Yamaha Jupiter-8?
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/images/klingAlicia2.jpg

Heheh. Cool. Sweet. Klingon lounge act complete with earthbound music
instrument. Nice pics.

--komatos

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16053|16053|2007-11-06 16:39:34|olivier_wright_gill|Found some memory that works|
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I there I received two 32 M memory chips over the weekend and they
work nicely. I went into test mode and checked them out. No problems.

I found them on ebay. The vendor is fourniersean. Quick delivery as well.

Anyway thought that someone may find this useful.
| 16054|16054|2007-11-06 16:47:31|olivier_wright_gill|Basic sampling question|
So I've gone back and forth in the manual to understanding the
sampling functionalities of the RS. I'm confused!

I'm trying to sample let's say a 15 second riff comming out of one of
my synths. 

I'm in Pattern mode.

I've gone to the mixer selected local sample, selected the track where
I want the sample to go, selected the right input values, entered the
standby mode, selected KIT, pressed start, I see the sample being
recorded and click stop.

OK I want this sample to loop forever without having to input a note.

Basically if I press play on the RS I would expect that sample to
play, unless the track is muted. Is this correct?

If someone can explain simply how to do this it would be sweet.

thx, oli
| 16055|16055|2007-11-06 16:48:53|olivier_wright_gill|Basic sampling ??|
So I've gone back and forth in the manual to understanding the
sampling functionalities of the RS. I'm confused!

I'm trying to sample let's say a 15 second riff comming out of one of
my synths. 

I'm in Pattern mode.

I've gone to the mixer selected local sample, selected the track where
I want the sample to go, selected the right input values, entered the
standby mode, selected KIT, pressed start, I see the sample being
recorded and click stop.

OK I want this sample to loop forever without having to input a note.

Basically if I press play on the RS I would expect that sample to
play, unless the track is muted. Is this correct?

If someone can explain simply how to do this it would be sweet.

thx, oli
| 16056|16055|2007-11-06 17:17:08|Markus|Re: Basic sampling ??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
wrote:

>
> So I've gone back and forth in the manual to understanding the
> sampling functionalities of the RS. I'm confused!
> 
> I'm trying to sample let's say a 15 second riff comming out of one of
> my synths. 
> 
> I'm in Pattern mode.
> 
> I've gone to the mixer selected local sample, selected the track where
> I want the sample to go, selected the right input values, entered the
> standby mode, selected KIT, pressed start, I see the sample being
> recorded and click stop.
> 
> OK I want this sample to loop forever without having to input a note.
> 
> Basically if I press play on the RS I would expect that sample to
> play, unless the track is muted. Is this correct?
> 
> If someone can explain simply how to do this it would be sweet.
> 
> thx, oli
>

You still need to sequence that riff.If you look on the left in the
sample standby page you should see assign key,that will bethe key that
triggers whatever you record.Once you've sampled your riff find the
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key and record it into a phrase and you'll be able to loop it ad
infinitum!You may be better recording in kit¬e mode for sequencing
the sampled audio.I usually record synth parts in pitch mode :)
| 16057|16055|2007-11-06 18:10:06|olivier_wright_gill|Re: Basic sampling ??|
Ok thanks for the tip. So I've sampled a 15 second clip, assigned it
to C-3.

In pattern mode set the Pharse to USR 001, went to edit mode, added a
C-3 Note. OK it just plays a second of the sampled sound. Is there a
length parameter i need to set up?

thx,o

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
> wrote:
> >
> > So I've gone back and forth in the manual to understanding the
> > sampling functionalities of the RS. I'm confused!
> > 
> > I'm trying to sample let's say a 15 second riff comming out of one of
> > my synths. 
> > 
> > I'm in Pattern mode.
> > 
> > I've gone to the mixer selected local sample, selected the track where
> > I want the sample to go, selected the right input values, entered the
> > standby mode, selected KIT, pressed start, I see the sample being
> > recorded and click stop.
> > 
> > OK I want this sample to loop forever without having to input a note.
> > 
> > Basically if I press play on the RS I would expect that sample to
> > play, unless the track is muted. Is this correct?
> > 
> > If someone can explain simply how to do this it would be sweet.
> > 
> > thx, oli
> >
> You still need to sequence that riff.If you look on the left in the
> sample standby page you should see assign key,that will bethe key that
> triggers whatever you record.Once you've sampled your riff find the
> key and record it into a phrase and you'll be able to loop it ad
> infinitum!You may be better recording in kit¬e mode for sequencing
> the sampled audio.I usually record synth parts in pitch mode :)
>

| 16058|16053|2007-11-06 18:40:40|zamisers7k|Re: Found some memory that works|
Awesomeness!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
wrote:

>
> I there I received two 32 M memory chips over the weekend and they
> work nicely. I went into test mode and checked them out. No problems.
> 
> I found them on ebay. The vendor is fourniersean. Quick delivery as 

well.

> 
> Anyway thought that someone may find this useful.
>

| 16059|16055|2007-11-06 18:53:33|zamisers7k|Re: Basic sampling ??|
Yeah, were you added the note, change the note to a whole note, and 
it'll play a measure long, you can change the gate to %200 percent 
and it'll play 2 measures. Any longer you'll have have do an overdub 
record instead of stepping the note in there, or go into the events 
editor and change the note length. You can also put a long release 
envelope on its Amp(ADSR), kinda ify but is cool I'm learning 
recently that samples can be treated just like voices. Can have 
smooth ins and outs, be filtered and attack looped with LFO on pitch 
and manual pitching, freakin wild stuff. 

Seems like your just starting with some of the fun of sampling on the 
RS now. Fun stuff ahead, good Luck!

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
wrote:

>
> Ok thanks for the tip. So I've sampled a 15 second clip, assigned it
> to C-3.
> 
> In pattern mode set the Pharse to USR 001, went to edit mode, added 

a

> C-3 Note. OK it just plays a second of the sampled sound. Is there a
> length parameter i need to set up?
> 
> thx,o
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > So I've gone back and forth in the manual to understanding the
> > > sampling functionalities of the RS. I'm confused!
> > > 
> > > I'm trying to sample let's say a 15 second riff comming out of 

one of

> > > my synths. 
> > > 
> > > I'm in Pattern mode.
> > > 
> > > I've gone to the mixer selected local sample, selected the 

track where

> > > I want the sample to go, selected the right input values, 

entered the

> > > standby mode, selected KIT, pressed start, I see the sample 

being

> > > recorded and click stop.
> > > 
> > > OK I want this sample to loop forever without having to input a 

note.

> > > 
> > > Basically if I press play on the RS I would expect that sample 

to

> > > play, unless the track is muted. Is this correct?
> > > 
> > > If someone can explain simply how to do this it would be sweet.
> > > 
> > > thx, oli
> > >
> > You still need to sequence that riff.If you look on the left in 

the

> > sample standby page you should see assign key,that will bethe key 

that

> > triggers whatever you record.Once you've sampled your riff find 

the

> > key and record it into a phrase and you'll be able to loop it ad
> > infinitum!You may be better recording in kit¬e mode for 

sequencing

> > the sampled audio.I usually record synth parts in pitch mode :)
> >
>

| 16060|16053|2007-11-07 20:43:51|SevinSinz|Re: Found some memory that works|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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>
> Awesomeness!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
> wrote:
> >
> > I there I received two 32 M memory chips over the weekend and they
> > work nicely. I went into test mode and checked them out. No 

problems.

> > 
> > I found them on ebay. The vendor is fourniersean. Quick delivery as 
> well.
> > 
> > Anyway thought that someone may find this useful.
> >
>

Hey RS'ers finally got my memory i found at www.datamemorysystems.com i 
havent installed it yet just wanted to know before installing is there 
anything i need to do prior to installing, like saving or is everything 
important already on the memory card and should i leave the mem card in 
or take it out, thanks for looking and informing us Zam about 
Fourniersean i think ill order some extra mem incase they dwindle and 
become almost extinct like the SM cards thanks again
SEV
| 16061|16053|2007-11-07 21:19:32|zamisers7k|Re: Found some memory that works|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Awesomeness!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > I there I received two 32 M memory chips over the weekend and 

they

> > > work nicely. I went into test mode and checked them out. No 
> problems.
> > > 
> > > I found them on ebay. The vendor is fourniersean. Quick 

delivery as 

> > well.
> > > 
> > > Anyway thought that someone may find this useful.
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> Hey RS'ers finally got my memory i found at 

www.datamemorysystems.com i 

> havent installed it yet just wanted to know before installing is 

there 

> anything i need to do prior to installing, like saving or is 

everything 

> important already on the memory card and should i leave the mem 

card in 

> or take it out, thanks for looking and informing us Zam about 
> Fourniersean i think ill order some extra mem incase they dwindle 

and 

> become almost extinct like the SM cards thanks again
> SEV
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>

I think that was olivier_wright_gill not I, Zam, who mentioned about 
Fourniersean.

There shouldn't be anything you have to worry about saving before you 
install the memory. Anything you've been working if saved to the SM 
card should not be lost, the SM card is non-volitle memory, means it 
doesn't need power to remember what it has stored on it.

Good Luck and happy unscrewing (Lots of screws on the bottom of the 
RS, don't loose any).

Zam
| 16062|16062|2007-11-09 05:34:54|love_su_re_soulmyheart|bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
hello everybody,

bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to europe...so the last generation..

x) please follow my scientific lab experiment first:

.) empty style/pattern

.) track 1 adjust tempo to 100

.) store it to scene 1

.) same track tempo to 200

.) store to scene 2

.) recall scene 1...tempo 100

.) push "job"-button---> tempo resets to 200

===> the "job"-function rests the tempo to the last scene-stored one....BUG??

x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-changes need looong time, 
pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer period..), when i have about 6-10 
tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a higher tempo....250...

is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, have 64mb inside, not much 
of realtime-midi-stuff happening...

could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?

x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW
| 16063|16062|2007-11-09 06:36:26|zamisers7k|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
I've never tried storing tempo to a scene, thats intresting. I'm not 
sure its a bug, but it appears to always jump back to the last scene 
memories tempo stored whenever you go off and do something else and 
come back to that pattern. I'm not exactly sure how you should deal 
with that, I'm assuming at least I just don't switch tempos often in 
a single pattern like that to have it bother me. I don't know about 
anyone else on this matter though.

As for the RS Slowing down. Yeah its proccessors wern't even top of 
the line when it came out like 7 years ago. It can't handle a lot 
of events at once really, you might be taxing it quite heavily with 
only 7 or so tracks. Check your events list for each track and if 
you see more than a couple with a lot of filter sweeps or pitch 
bends or stuff like that in them then you'll need to thin them out. 
Note start/stops arn't too taxing, but if your recording knob 
movements then you need to be conserative. You can also try 
assigning LFOs to do some things for you that you might be doing 
with Amp, Filter, and Pitch sweeps. It can help, but it might not 
do everything you may be wanting to do. If you can't seem to get 
the lag to go away then you may want to go with something newer with 
a faster beefier processor for handling a lot of event data at 
once. Stay away from older hardware sequencers. The name of the 
game is to work within their limitations and find where you do 
little tricks and workarounds for going beyond what can be expected 
from them.

My Simm test 18 is saying 32MW too, that kind of worries me as I'm 
supposed to have 64megs in mine too. Can anyone else confirm this 
with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too? I pulled one of my 
memory sticks out recently, don't want to have to open it back up 
again and try reseating it to make sure if I don't have to.

Good luck with your RS, and I hope you don't find it too limiting 
and buggy. So far what your saying it seems yours is as normal as 
mine, even if its a bit weak in some areas I still love mine to 
death.



Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> hello everybody,
> 
> bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to 

europe...so the last generation..

> 
> x) please follow my scientific lab experiment first:
> 
> .) empty style/pattern
> .) track 1 adjust tempo to 100
> .) store it to scene 1
> .) same track tempo to 200
> .) store to scene 2
> .) recall scene 1...tempo 100
> .) push "job"-button---> tempo resets to 200
> 
> ===> the "job"-function rests the tempo to the last scene-stored 

one....BUG??

> 
> x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-

changes need looong time, 

> pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer period..), 

when i have about 6-10 

> tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a higher 

tempo....250...

> 
> is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, have 

64mb inside, not much 

> of realtime-midi-stuff happening...
> 
> could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?
> 
> x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
> i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW
>

| 16064|16062|2007-11-09 06:41:26|zamisers7k|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
I just remembered that I can check free memory too Shift + Utility 
mode button was showing me 65535k on mine so I'm think I've got all 
my memory in OK. 32MW is probably what it supposed to say on test 
18 Simm. I hope.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've never tried storing tempo to a scene, thats intresting. I'm 
not 
> sure its a bug, but it appears to always jump back to the last 
scene 
> memories tempo stored whenever you go off and do something else 
and 
> come back to that pattern. I'm not exactly sure how you should 
deal 
> with that, I'm assuming at least I just don't switch tempos often 
in 
> a single pattern like that to have it bother me. I don't know 
about 
> anyone else on this matter though.
> 
> As for the RS Slowing down. Yeah its proccessors wern't even top 
of 
> the line when it came out like 7 years ago. It can't handle a lot 
> of events at once really, you might be taxing it quite heavily 
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with 
> only 7 or so tracks. Check your events list for each track and if 
> you see more than a couple with a lot of filter sweeps or pitch 
> bends or stuff like that in them then you'll need to thin them 
out. 
> Note start/stops arn't too taxing, but if your recording knob 
> movements then you need to be conserative. You can also try 
> assigning LFOs to do some things for you that you might be doing 
> with Amp, Filter, and Pitch sweeps. It can help, but it might not 
> do everything you may be wanting to do. If you can't seem to get 
> the lag to go away then you may want to go with something newer 
with 
> a faster beefier processor for handling a lot of event data at 
> once. Stay away from older hardware sequencers. The name of the 
> game is to work within their limitations and find where you do 
> little tricks and workarounds for going beyond what can be 
expected 
> from them.
> 
> My Simm test 18 is saying 32MW too, that kind of worries me as I'm 
> supposed to have 64megs in mine too. Can anyone else confirm this 
> with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too? I pulled one of my 
> memory sticks out recently, don't want to have to open it back up 
> again and try reseating it to make sure if I don't have to.
> 
> Good luck with your RS, and I hope you don't find it too limiting 
> and buggy. So far what your saying it seems yours is as normal as 
> mine, even if its a bit weak in some areas I still love mine to 
> death.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > hello everybody,
> > 
> > bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to 
> europe...so the last generation..
> > 
> > x) please follow my scientific lab experiment first:
> > 
> > .) empty style/pattern
> > .) track 1 adjust tempo to 100
> > .) store it to scene 1
> > .) same track tempo to 200
> > .) store to scene 2
> > .) recall scene 1...tempo 100
> > .) push "job"-button---> tempo resets to 200
> > 
> > ===> the "job"-function rests the tempo to the last scene-stored 
> one....BUG??
> > 
> > x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-
> changes need looong time, 
> > pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer period..), 
> when i have about 6-10 
> > tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a higher 
> tempo....250...
> > 
> > is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, have 
> 64mb inside, not much 
> > of realtime-midi-stuff happening...
> > 
> > could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?
> > 
> > x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
> > i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW
> >
>

| 16065|16062|2007-11-09 06:58:18|zamisers7k|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
Here is trick that may help you too. You say your switching from 
100 to 200, those are multiples of each other so perhaps you could 
drop the beat streach on each track to half and save the scene like 
that? Not sure it'll work, or work for all circumstances even if 
does the trick in this case, but won't hurt to try I'm thinking.

I also wanted to mention about sampling. Sample load times can be 
slow, it can slow down the RS if its trying to stuff samples in its 
memory during a patten change, but scene changes I'm thinking it 
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shouldn't do that unless its loading a new styles with difrent 
samples, could be happening there I guess. However once the samples 
are loaded, the RS don't preload it only concentrates on whats 
current usually for that, the samples that are there shouldn't slow 
the RS down much and should play them back relatively quickly. I'm 
not sure, but this may be more to do with the transfer speed of the 
SM card into the RS's sample memory which once there does play them 
back plenty fast enough usually once they are in there...So, perhaps 
you could also try making a sample kit with more of your samples you 
might be switching out often into one kit and don't change the 
styles as often as you might be doing, then you'd just have to 
rerecord the note sequence those samples are on perhaps. Just 
another idea to try, if it helps great, if not sorry and maybe some 
other folks around here have some more ideas you can try too to help 
speed up your RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I just remembered that I can check free memory too Shift + Utility 
> mode button was showing me 65535k on mine so I'm think I've got 
all 
> my memory in OK. 32MW is probably what it supposed to say on test 
> 18 Simm. I hope.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've never tried storing tempo to a scene, thats intresting. I'm 
> not 
> > sure its a bug, but it appears to always jump back to the last 
> scene 
> > memories tempo stored whenever you go off and do something else 
> and 
> > come back to that pattern. I'm not exactly sure how you should 
> deal 
> > with that, I'm assuming at least I just don't switch tempos 
often 
> in 
> > a single pattern like that to have it bother me. I don't know 
> about 
> > anyone else on this matter though.
> > 
> > As for the RS Slowing down. Yeah its proccessors wern't even 
top 
> of 
> > the line when it came out like 7 years ago. It can't handle a 
lot 
> > of events at once really, you might be taxing it quite heavily 
> with 
> > only 7 or so tracks. Check your events list for each track and 
if 
> > you see more than a couple with a lot of filter sweeps or pitch 
> > bends or stuff like that in them then you'll need to thin them 
> out. 
> > Note start/stops arn't too taxing, but if your recording knob 
> > movements then you need to be conserative. You can also try 
> > assigning LFOs to do some things for you that you might be doing 
> > with Amp, Filter, and Pitch sweeps. It can help, but it might 
not 
> > do everything you may be wanting to do. If you can't seem to 
get 
> > the lag to go away then you may want to go with something newer 
> with 
> > a faster beefier processor for handling a lot of event data at 
> > once. Stay away from older hardware sequencers. The name of 
the 
> > game is to work within their limitations and find where you do 
> > little tricks and workarounds for going beyond what can be 
> expected 
> > from them.
> > 
> > My Simm test 18 is saying 32MW too, that kind of worries me as 
I'm 
> > supposed to have 64megs in mine too. Can anyone else confirm 
this 
> > with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too? I pulled one of 
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my 
> > memory sticks out recently, don't want to have to open it back 
up 
> > again and try reseating it to make sure if I don't have to.
> > 
> > Good luck with your RS, and I hope you don't find it too 
limiting 
> > and buggy. So far what your saying it seems yours is as normal 
as 
> > mine, even if its a bit weak in some areas I still love mine to 
> > death.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > hello everybody,
> > > 
> > > bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to 
> > europe...so the last generation..
> > > 
> > > x) please follow my scientific lab experiment first:
> > > 
> > > .) empty style/pattern
> > > .) track 1 adjust tempo to 100
> > > .) store it to scene 1
> > > .) same track tempo to 200
> > > .) store to scene 2
> > > .) recall scene 1...tempo 100
> > > .) push "job"-button---> tempo resets to 200
> > > 
> > > ===> the "job"-function rests the tempo to the last scene-
stored 
> > one....BUG??
> > > 
> > > x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-
> > changes need looong time, 
> > > pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer 
period..), 
> > when i have about 6-10 
> > > tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a 
higher 
> > tempo....250...
> > > 
> > > is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, 
have 
> > 64mb inside, not much 
> > > of realtime-midi-stuff happening...
> > > 
> > > could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?
> > > 
> > > x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
> > > i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW
> > >
> >
>

| 16066|16062|2007-11-09 13:37:05|komatos|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
On 11/9/07, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote:

>
> hello everybody,
>
> bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to europe...so the
> last generation..
>
> x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-changes
> need looong time,
> pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer period..), when i
> have about 6-10
> tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a higher
> tempo....250...
>
> is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, have 64mb
> inside, not much
> of realtime-midi-stuff happening...
>
> could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?
>
> x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
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> i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW

No offense meant, but are you sure it's actually "new" and not used? Some
sites try to pass off stuff as new when they really aren't (especially older
out-of-production gear). Older, heavily-used gear can have problems similar
to what your are describing (display taking awhile to update, button
problems, etc.). Have you went into test mode and run the full battery of
tests? If not, I suggest you do. That way you can determine if the display
screen, LCD, LEDs, and switches, knobs and drum pads are functioning ok or
whether they're having difficulty due to heavy usage and wear.

If you have 6-10 tracks, with more than a couple using the MIDI Delay effect
feature, that quickly will eat up your sequencer polyphony to the point
where it might have to drop some notes. MIDI Delay is ok in small doses
(1-2 tracks), but any more than that quickly doubles, triples, quadruples
the MIDI Note data being played. If you want to use MIDI Delay on multiple
tracks, you might want to consider resampling those tracks as audio (with
the non-MIDI Delay tracks muted) to free up sequencer polyphony. Playback
of a stereo resample of your original MIDI Delay tracks only takes up 2
notes of polyphony as opposed to 10, 20, 30 or even more depending on how
complex your note, CC#, etc. data is for those tracks.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16067|16062|2007-11-09 17:22:12|zamisers7k|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:

>
> On 11/9/07, love_su_re_soulmyheart wrote:
> >
> > hello everybody,
> >
> > bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to 

europe...so the

> > last generation..
> >
> > x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-

changes

> > need looong time,
> > pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer period..), 

when i

> > have about 6-10
> > tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a higher
> > tempo....250...
> >
> > is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, have 

64mb

> > inside, not much
> > of realtime-midi-stuff happening...
> >
> > could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?
> >
> > x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
> > i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW
> 
> 
> No offense meant, but are you sure it's actually "new" and not 

used? Some

> sites try to pass off stuff as new when they really aren't 

(especially older

> out-of-production gear). Older, heavily-used gear can have 

problems similar

> to what your are describing (display taking awhile to update, button
> problems, etc.). Have you went into test mode and run the full 
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battery of

> tests? If not, I suggest you do. That way you can determine if 

the display

> screen, LCD, LEDs, and switches, knobs and drum pads are 

functioning ok or

> whether they're having difficulty due to heavy usage and wear.
> 
> If you have 6-10 tracks, with more than a couple using the MIDI 

Delay effect

> feature, that quickly will eat up your sequencer polyphony to the 

point

> where it might have to drop some notes. MIDI Delay is ok in small 

doses

> (1-2 tracks), but any more than that quickly doubles, triples, 

quadruples

> the MIDI Note data being played. If you want to use MIDI Delay on 

multiple

> tracks, you might want to consider resampling those tracks as audio 

(with

> the non-MIDI Delay tracks muted) to free up sequencer polyphony. 

Playback

> of a stereo resample of your original MIDI Delay tracks only takes 

up 2

> notes of polyphony as opposed to 10, 20, 30 or even more depending 

on how

> complex your note, CC#, etc. data is for those tracks.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Oooh yea I totally agree with Wasted on the midi delay. It will eat 
up polly like there is no tomorrow. Use a delay effect instead if 
you can. I spare my midi delays for use with just my active track 
I'm tweaking and I almost always drop it down to none when moving off 
that track to another.

I can see a new or never been used one out there. I'd be skeptical 
of its newness too tho. They do seem as though they need more 
breaking in on the buttons the less and longer they've not been used 
it seems like me. Mine gets a lot of use and its probably one of the 
earlier ones released and all the buttons and knobs are still nice to 
use, on a friend's I noticed when he got his that his keys needed a 
little more press when depressing than mine to get them to work, his 
looked brand spanking new hardly used at all when he got it, now his 
seems to be working better but maybe not quite as well as mine. Not 
sure if thats a usage factor, or if its case of difrent quality 
control on the later models or not, I don't know. I suppose someone 
could have abused it, but if it looks like new and was supposed to be 
new, then I wonder a bit about that, you might just need to break it 
in or perhaps the later produced ones didn't have the same quality of 
contacts under some of the buttons. Maybe both or neither too, hmmm, 
anyway, back to RSing for me...

Zam
| 16068|16062|2007-11-10 00:32:14|zzzik242|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|



Zam said:
"Can anyone else confirm this
with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too?"

Yeah, I can confirm this :)
| 16069|16062|2007-11-10 04:58:34|SevinSinz|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Zam said:
> "Can anyone else confirm this
> with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too?"
> 
> Yeah, I can confirm this :)
>

just put 2 64 megs sticks in thurs eve and it shows 32 megs i thought 
they may have sent me the wrong kind.but all works well
| 16070|16062|2007-11-10 07:52:31|g_nom21|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Zam said:
> "Can anyone else confirm this
> with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too?"
> 
> Yeah, I can confirm this :)
>

Hi,
32MW, I think means MegaWords, or ~ million sample words or values.
With a 16bit sampler, where every word is 2 byte that means 64MB.

Boy, this gave me some serious headache the first time with a 12bit
sampler... 

Hope this helps,

Keep on RSing
Boris
| 16071|16062|2007-11-10 08:52:37|zhel_id|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "g_nom21" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> >
> > Zam said:
> > "Can anyone else confirm this
> > with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too?"
> > 
> > Yeah, I can confirm this :)
> >
> 
> Hi,
> 32MW, I think means MegaWords, or ~ million sample words or values.
> With a 16bit sampler, where every word is 2 byte that means 64MB.
> 
> Boy, this gave me some serious headache the first time with a 12bit
> sampler... 
> 
> Hope this helps,
> 
> Keep on RSing
> Boris

That is correct.
MW stands for Mega words, not megabytes or memory write.
I have original yamaha memory and it shows 32MW
I think in RS case every 'word' is 2,04796 bytes to be precise, 
hence the 65535 bytes recordable when you press shift and utility.
| 16072|16062|2007-11-10 11:27:39|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
wow, thanksto all! 
zamir, wasted, you act like mothers, won`t you bake a cake next time + send it to berlin?!

Zamir: i didn`t use any cc, sysex..in my patterns! just between 6 + 10 "static" tracks with 
maybe 5 of them mididelayed (6 repeats). for testing i put the tempo to 260...300bpm...
THATS the point where everything starts to slow down: display, knob-responses, scene 
changes).
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Wasted: NO note-dropouts!
Zam: NO contact-problem!

this unit was second hand but new at january 2007 + looks new at all.
it`s of course possible that something in the production process changes in the end of it.
i had 2 su700: 1 old + the "last one" available in europe. so maybe 4 years between..
the old one sounded less agressiv, better balanced to me. the newer one had more base + 
a sharper resonance..so i sold it again. what? converter, power unit, my ears??

so it`s hard to verify if it`s a internal prob or not. 300bpm aren`t necessary for dance 
machines...

best to you - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:
> >
> > On 11/9/07, love_su_re_soulmyheart wrote:
> > >
> > > hello everybody,
> > >
> > > bought a "new" rs on bay, one of the last ones shipped to 
> europe...so the
> > > last generation..
> > >
> > > x) another thing is that my rs starts to "break down" (display-
> changes
> > > need looong time,
> > > pushing buttons dont do anything or just after longer period..), 
> when i
> > > have about 6-10
> > > tracks working, some with midi-delays (not too much) + a higher
> > > tempo....250...
> > >
> > > is this machine really soo weak?? i use maybe 2-3 samples, have 
> 64mb
> > > inside, not much
> > > of realtime-midi-stuff happening...
> > >
> > > could this be some material-prob inside the last produced rs`?
> > >
> > > x) what does your rs write in test-mode for the simms?
> > > i have 64 mb installed, but he tells me: 32mW
> > 
> > 
> > No offense meant, but are you sure it's actually "new" and not 
> used? Some
> > sites try to pass off stuff as new when they really aren't 
> (especially older
> > out-of-production gear). Older, heavily-used gear can have 
> problems similar
> > to what your are describing (display taking awhile to update, button
> > problems, etc.). Have you went into test mode and run the full 
> battery of
> > tests? If not, I suggest you do. That way you can determine if 
> the display
> > screen, LCD, LEDs, and switches, knobs and drum pads are 
> functioning ok or
> > whether they're having difficulty due to heavy usage and wear.
> > 
> > If you have 6-10 tracks, with more than a couple using the MIDI 
> Delay effect
> > feature, that quickly will eat up your sequencer polyphony to the 
> point
> > where it might have to drop some notes. MIDI Delay is ok in small 
> doses
> > (1-2 tracks), but any more than that quickly doubles, triples, 
> quadruples
> > the MIDI Note data being played. If you want to use MIDI Delay on 
> multiple
> > tracks, you might want to consider resampling those tracks as audio 
> (with
> > the non-MIDI Delay tracks muted) to free up sequencer polyphony. 
> Playback
> > of a stereo resample of your original MIDI Delay tracks only takes 
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> up 2
> > notes of polyphony as opposed to 10, 20, 30 or even more depending 
> on how
> > complex your note, CC#, etc. data is for those tracks.
> > 
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> Oooh yea I totally agree with Wasted on the midi delay. It will eat 
> up polly like there is no tomorrow. Use a delay effect instead if 
> you can. I spare my midi delays for use with just my active track 
> I'm tweaking and I almost always drop it down to none when moving off 
> that track to another.
> 
> I can see a new or never been used one out there. I'd be skeptical 
> of its newness too tho. They do seem as though they need more 
> breaking in on the buttons the less and longer they've not been used 
> it seems like me. Mine gets a lot of use and its probably one of the 
> earlier ones released and all the buttons and knobs are still nice to 
> use, on a friend's I noticed when he got his that his keys needed a 
> little more press when depressing than mine to get them to work, his 
> looked brand spanking new hardly used at all when he got it, now his 
> seems to be working better but maybe not quite as well as mine. Not 
> sure if thats a usage factor, or if its case of difrent quality 
> control on the later models or not, I don't know. I suppose someone 
> could have abused it, but if it looks like new and was supposed to be 
> new, then I wonder a bit about that, you might just need to break it 
> in or perhaps the later produced ones didn't have the same quality of 
> contacts under some of the buttons. Maybe both or neither too, hmmm, 
> anyway, back to RSing for me...
> 
> Zam
>

| 16073|16062|2007-11-10 12:59:30|komatos|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
On 11/10/07, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote:

>
> wow, thanksto all!
> zamir, wasted, you act like mothers, won`t you bake a cake next time +
> send it to berlin?!
>
> Zamir: i didn`t use any cc, sysex..in my patterns! just between 6 + 10
> "static" tracks with
> maybe 5 of them mididelayed (6 repeats). for testing i put the tempo to
> 260...300bpm...
> THATS the point where everything starts to slow down: display,
> knob-responses, scene
> changes).
> Wasted: NO note-dropouts!
> Zam: NO contact-problem!
>
> this unit was second hand but new at january 2007 + looks new at all.
> it`s of course possible that something in the production process changes
> in the end of it.
> i had 2 su700: 1 old + the "last one" available in europe. so maybe 4
> years between..
> the old one sounded less agressiv, better balanced to me. the newer one
> had more base +
> a sharper resonance..so i sold it again. what? converter, power unit, my
> ears??
>
> so it`s hard to verify if it`s a internal prob or not. 300bpm aren`t
> necessary for dance
> machines...
>
>
> best to you - stef

250+ BPM is pretty high. Even though the RS7k is spec'ed for 1-300 BPM I
can see it (or any other machine for that matter) choking at that high of a
BPM with that much MIDI note data passing through it so quickly (6-10 tracks
with 5 or so of them doubling up due to MIDI delay effect). The effects you
mention above are probably due to overwhelming the poor little Hitachi &
Yamaha processors/chipsets. :-( And also the MIDI spec itself, which runs
at serial connector speeds (i.e. 31250 bits per second)
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My suggestion would be to lower the BPM to about half of what you need (i.e.
125 instead of 250 BPM) and double the note density in the measures (i.e. 4
measures at 250BPM = 2 measures at 125BPM but with the note data closer
together [1/2 timing]). That way you achieve the same result but you're not
pushing the timing system to its knees.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16074|16062|2007-11-10 23:30:12|zamisers7k|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zhel_id" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "g_nom21" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
> > >
> > > Zam said:
> > > "Can anyone else confirm this
> > > with theirs that supposed to have 64megs too?"
> > > 
> > > Yeah, I can confirm this :)
> > >
> > 
> > Hi,
> > 32MW, I think means MegaWords, or ~ million sample words or 

values.

> > With a 16bit sampler, where every word is 2 byte that means 64MB.
> > 
> > Boy, this gave me some serious headache the first time with a 

12bit

> > sampler... 
> > 
> > Hope this helps,
> > 
> > Keep on RSing
> > Boris
> 
> That is correct.
> MW stands for Mega words, not megabytes or memory write.
> I have original yamaha memory and it shows 32MW
> I think in RS case every 'word' is 2,04796 bytes to be precise, 
> hence the 65535 bytes recordable when you press shift and utility.
>

Thanks for double checking on that MW everyone! So I guess that is 
the right amount.
| 16075|16062|2007-11-10 23:34:26|zamisers7k|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:

>
> On 11/10/07, love_su_re_soulmyheart wrote:
> >
> > wow, thanksto all!
> > zamir, wasted, you act like mothers, won`t you bake a cake next 

time +

> > send it to berlin?!
> >
> > Zamir: i didn`t use any cc, sysex..in my patterns! just between 

6 + 10

> > "static" tracks with
> > maybe 5 of them mididelayed (6 repeats). for testing i put the 

tempo to

> > 260...300bpm...
> > THATS the point where everything starts to slow down: display,
> > knob-responses, scene
> > changes).
> > Wasted: NO note-dropouts!
> > Zam: NO contact-problem!
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> >
> > this unit was second hand but new at january 2007 + looks new at 

all.

> > it`s of course possible that something in the production process 

changes

> > in the end of it.
> > i had 2 su700: 1 old + the "last one" available in europe. so 

maybe 4

> > years between..
> > the old one sounded less agressiv, better balanced to me. the 

newer one

> > had more base +
> > a sharper resonance..so i sold it again. what? converter, power 

unit, my

> > ears??
> >
> > so it`s hard to verify if it`s a internal prob or not. 300bpm 

aren`t

> > necessary for dance
> > machines...
> >
> >
> > best to you - stef
> 
> 
> 250+ BPM is pretty high. Even though the RS7k is spec'ed for 1-

300 BPM I

> can see it (or any other machine for that matter) choking at that 

high of a

> BPM with that much MIDI note data passing through it so quickly (6-

10 tracks

> with 5 or so of them doubling up due to MIDI delay effect). The 

effects you

> mention above are probably due to overwhelming the poor little 

Hitachi &

> Yamaha processors/chipsets. :-( And also the MIDI spec itself, 

which runs

> at serial connector speeds (i.e. 31250 bits per second)
> 
> My suggestion would be to lower the BPM to about half of what you 

need (i.e.

> 125 instead of 250 BPM) and double the note density in the 

measures (i.e. 4

> measures at 250BPM = 2 measures at 125BPM but with the note data 

closer

> together [1/2 timing]). That way you achieve the same result but 

you're not

> pushing the timing system to its knees.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]



>

260+ bpms wow! Um yeah, thats quite a lot of bpms in my book. What 
kind of music are you doing?

Mother Zam ;)
| 16076|16030|2007-11-11 06:27:39|olivier_wright_gill|Re: SM Card favor|
Hey there, so the dude I bought a SCSI drive from had an extra 16m
card that he let me borrow. Fortunately I have an old computer with an
integrated card reader. Formatted & put the new OS on the card popped
in in the RS turned on the Unit in update mode and there you go.
I'm all ready to go. 1.22 is loaded.
Sweet!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yeaaa! Glad you got hooked up. I was thinking of digging through my 
> stuff to see if I can find my original 4meg SM card that came with 
> mine for ya. I've not seen since I got the RS, so I might of been 
> looking for a while.
> 
> Let us know when you get it and if you need some help after that 
> getting the OS updated or the rest.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Never mind found someone that could hook me up.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi there, so i thought I purchased a SM card from a reputable 
> source:
> > > blowoutcameras.com. Just found out that they are a scam site. 
> They did
> > > not charge my card yet, I had to call my bank. What a hassle.
> > > 
> > > Anyway I'm finally getting a SCSI drive to go with my RS 7000. 
> The
> > > issues is that I need to update my OS to 1.22.
> > > 
> > > I looked all over for SM cards, XD adapters for SM... It's pretty
> > > expensive. Considering that I will use it only once is there any
> > > generous person that could loan me a SM card so I can update my 
> OS?
> > > 
> > > Thanks, oli
> > >
> >
>

| 16077|16036|2007-11-11 06:48:35|olivier_wright_gill|Re: external storage and data transfer|
I'm a noober as well.

I think you may be able to send a sample to the RS from your PC and
vice versa.

What you need to do is get a cheap 10 dollar SCSI card for your PC and
get the right cable running from the card to the RS.

From the unoffical FAQ:

"Yes, the RS supports the SMDI protocol that allows samples to be sent
to/from a PC or Mac using a SCSI cable. Any audio editor program that
supports SMDI should work. Set the the RS in the SCSI Communication
page (press Load 4 times). See page 132 of the English manual."

Keep in mind that this is just to send/receive samples to and fro. I
do not think you can use this for storage purposes, you'll need a SCSI
drive or SM card for this.

I'm actually about to try this this week so I'll let you know if the
SMIDI thing works for me or not!

Hope this helps, oli
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rogavit" wrote:
>
> 
> Hi everyone,
> 
> I'm a bit of an RS7000 newbie and I was wondering if it's possible to 
> have some type of cable that would join the SCSI port to the USB port 
> on a PC to exchange data.
> 
> Recording samples one by one into the beast is going to be a bit of a 
> hassle, is there some kind of magic short cut?
> 
> One more thing, is it possible to load new waves into the machine, or 
> edit waves within the machine? I don't see much capability to do that, 
> but I did stumble upon some cool ways to make customized user made lfo 
> shapes. It would be ultra cool to be able to manipulate the machines 
> digital waveforms like that.
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 16078|16036|2007-11-11 07:59:03|komatos|Re: external storage and data transfer|
On Nov 11, 2007, at 8:48 AM, olivier_wright_gill wrote:

> I'm a noober as well.
>
> I think you may be able to send a sample to the RS from your PC and
> vice versa.
>
> What you need to do is get a cheap 10 dollar SCSI card for your PC and
> get the right cable running from the card to the RS.
>
> From the unoffical FAQ:
>
> "Yes, the RS supports the SMDI protocol that allows samples to be sent
> to/from a PC or Mac using a SCSI cable. Any audio editor program that
> supports SMDI should work. Set the the RS in the SCSI Communication
> page (press Load 4 times). See page 132 of the English manual."
>
> Keep in mind that this is just to send/receive samples to and fro. I
> do not think you can use this for storage purposes, you'll need a SCSI
> drive or SM card for this.
>
> I'm actually about to try this this week so I'll let you know if the
> SMIDI thing works for me or not!
>
> Hope this helps, oli

Just make sure you check the Windows HCL (Hardware Compatibility List 
or whatever it's called now) to make sure that particular SCSI card 
is supported for your operating system (Win 98, ME, 2000, XP, Vista, 
whatever). I tried a SCSI card I had lying around about 6 years ago 
in my XP machine (Adaptec AHA-2920) and every other Adaptec SCSI card 
except that one had drivers for XP (AHA-2910, 2930, 2930UW, etc.). 
Just so's you don't waste your $10 or $20 + shipping.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 16079|16030|2007-11-11 20:24:37|zamisers7k|Re: SM Card favor|
Awesome! Hopefully any problems or glitches you might of been 
experiencing will have gone away too. Glad you got it all sorted 
out. 1.22 has been pretty rock solid for me, knock on wood, I think 
I've had maybe one or two minor problems this version in many years 
that went away after a reboot and I wasn't sure what caused them. 
So I'm hoping the same for you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
wrote:

>
> Hey there, so the dude I bought a SCSI drive from had an extra 16m
> card that he let me borrow. Fortunately I have an old computer 

with an

> integrated card reader. Formatted & put the new OS on the card 

popped
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> in in the RS turned on the Unit in update mode and there you go.
> I'm all ready to go. 1.22 is loaded.
> Sweet!
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yeaaa! Glad you got hooked up. I was thinking of digging 

through my 

> > stuff to see if I can find my original 4meg SM card that came 

with 

> > mine for ya. I've not seen since I got the RS, so I might of 

been 

> > looking for a while.
> > 
> > Let us know when you get it and if you need some help after that 
> > getting the OS updated or the rest.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Never mind found someone that could hook me up.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "olivier_wright_gill"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi there, so i thought I purchased a SM card from a 

reputable 

> > source:
> > > > blowoutcameras.com. Just found out that they are a scam 

site. 

> > They did
> > > > not charge my card yet, I had to call my bank. What a hassle.
> > > > 
> > > > Anyway I'm finally getting a SCSI drive to go with my RS 

7000. 

> > The
> > > > issues is that I need to update my OS to 1.22.
> > > > 
> > > > I looked all over for SM cards, XD adapters for SM... It's 

pretty

> > > > expensive. Considering that I will use it only once is there 

any

> > > > generous person that could loan me a SM card so I can update 

my 

> > OS?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks, oli
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16080|16062|2007-11-12 12:05:34|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: bugs...bunnies...whats happening with my rs??|
aehm...my average temposetting is...80-100bpm..

0 0
?
´ - --`

it was for testing the machine, not you ;=+

but it`s funny to screw the speed up sometimes + listen whats happening, maybe i can 
use it..
+ so i was surprised that it can`t handle a half empty arrangement.
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i am in a deeeeep conflict now: bought a nearly new macbook, wanted ro sell my old 
titanium+ don`t like it at all. i need some platform for adjusting good mix/sound after 
enyoing my rs (+ other outboard)..logic..
dont know what to do..

ciao - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:
> >
> > On 11/10/07, love_su_re_soulmyheart wrote:
> > >
> > > wow, thanksto all!
> > > zamir, wasted, you act like mothers, won`t you bake a cake next 
> time +
> > > send it to berlin?!
> > >
> > > Zamir: i didn`t use any cc, sysex..in my patterns! just between 
> 6 + 10
> > > "static" tracks with
> > > maybe 5 of them mididelayed (6 repeats). for testing i put the 
> tempo to
> > > 260...300bpm...
> > > THATS the point where everything starts to slow down: display,
> > > knob-responses, scene
> > > changes).
> > > Wasted: NO note-dropouts!
> > > Zam: NO contact-problem!
> > >
> > > this unit was second hand but new at january 2007 + looks new at 
> all.
> > > it`s of course possible that something in the production process 
> changes
> > > in the end of it.
> > > i had 2 su700: 1 old + the "last one" available in europe. so 
> maybe 4
> > > years between..
> > > the old one sounded less agressiv, better balanced to me. the 
> newer one
> > > had more base +
> > > a sharper resonance..so i sold it again. what? converter, power 
> unit, my
> > > ears??
> > >
> > > so it`s hard to verify if it`s a internal prob or not. 300bpm 
> aren`t
> > > necessary for dance
> > > machines...
> > >
> > >
> > > best to you - stef
> > 
> > 
> > 250+ BPM is pretty high. Even though the RS7k is spec'ed for 1-
> 300 BPM I
> > can see it (or any other machine for that matter) choking at that 
> high of a
> > BPM with that much MIDI note data passing through it so quickly (6-
> 10 tracks
> > with 5 or so of them doubling up due to MIDI delay effect). The 
> effects you
> > mention above are probably due to overwhelming the poor little 
> Hitachi &
> > Yamaha processors/chipsets. :-( And also the MIDI spec itself, 
> which runs
> > at serial connector speeds (i.e. 31250 bits per second)
> > 
> > My suggestion would be to lower the BPM to about half of what you 
> need (i.e.
> > 125 instead of 250 BPM) and double the note density in the 
> measures (i.e. 4
> > measures at 250BPM = 2 measures at 125BPM but with the note data 
> closer
> > together [1/2 timing]). That way you achieve the same result but 
> you're not
> > pushing the timing system to its knees.
> > 
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
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> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 260+ bpms wow! Um yeah, thats quite a lot of bpms in my book. What 
> kind of music are you doing?
> 
> Mother Zam ;)
>

| 16081|16081|2007-11-13 01:44:06|alleyfoo|right about now|
Hi,
Im Perttu from Finland. Iv been creating electronic music for about 10-
15 years now, you can check my music from www.garageband.com/alleyfoo 
if interested. 

I just wanted to ask from the list a few questions..

Im thinking about buying a used rs-7000 and before i buy one i wanted 
to know if people are still recommending it still or are there more 
superior units available ?

Anyone selling rs-7000 on europe with expansion board with decent 
price ? 

Ill accompany it with my Nord Modular and Cubase 4. Hopefully they all 
live together in peace.

Thanks for any replies,
- Perttu
| 16082|16081|2007-11-13 06:39:17|zamisers7k|Re: right about now|
Your asking RS users if there is a superior unit? There is not ;)

Hope you can find one with what you want and join us in making some 
great music with it.

Z

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "alleyfoo" 
wrote:

>
> Hi,
> Im Perttu from Finland. Iv been creating electronic music for 

about 10-

> 15 years now, you can check my music from 

www.garageband.com/alleyfoo 

> if interested. 
> 
> I just wanted to ask from the list a few questions..
> 
> Im thinking about buying a used rs-7000 and before i buy one i 

wanted 

> to know if people are still recommending it still or are there 

more 

> superior units available ?
> 
> Anyone selling rs-7000 on europe with expansion board with decent 
> price ? 
> 
> Ill accompany it with my Nord Modular and Cubase 4. Hopefully they 

all 

> live together in peace.
> 
> Thanks for any replies,
> - Perttu
>

| 16083|16083|2007-11-15 04:16:57|zamisers7k|Song...|
Hey Everyone,
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Boards been kind of dead the last couple days so thought I'd post a 
little song I've been working on if noone minds:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Herp1.mp3 (6.6meg)

Drums - needs some work all RS7000
Grungy Guitar - RS7000
Detuned Pads - RS7000
303ish Acid - AN1X
Ringy Bells - Alesis Micron

All one pattern and one section 14 tracks, tweaked, punched, muted, 
mixed live through a Yamaha MW10 usb into a Toshiba Satilite 
Notebook. Digitally recorded in CoolEdit 2000. Mastered (still 
learning) in Magix Music Maker 11. Samples from a DJ Station toy 
attack looped in the RS7000, some interfernce from my Sony VCR 
spinning up a whine sound then amplified via 500% Normalize RS Job 
during VHS tape loading from the RCA input (note not the output) on 
the VCR to one Left or Right I forget which input on the RS7000.

I'm still working on it, but if anyone else is intrested in remixing 
on their RS let me know and I'll send you the file.

Don't usually include this much info in my liner notes for songs, 
usually no notes, top secret stuff you know ;)

Zam
| 16084|16083|2007-11-15 07:28:59|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Song...|
whao0O0oahw

this is the one + only possible christmaseveningmusic, the alternative one.

super spreading atmosphere + soooo much energy + entertaining though not my style, 
but i like it very!

soundwise it`s very organic, i would take care of the deeper frequencies a bit more. the 
high ones are responsible for this track, but differentiate them each from another 
frequencywise would maybe do good. (hope u understand my engelish..)

let the angels take fire - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Everyone,
> 
> Boards been kind of dead the last couple days so thought I'd post a 
> little song I've been working on if noone minds:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Herp1.mp3 (6.6meg)
> 
> Drums - needs some work all RS7000
> Grungy Guitar - RS7000
> Detuned Pads - RS7000
> 303ish Acid - AN1X
> Ringy Bells - Alesis Micron
> 
> All one pattern and one section 14 tracks, tweaked, punched, muted, 
> mixed live through a Yamaha MW10 usb into a Toshiba Satilite 
> Notebook. Digitally recorded in CoolEdit 2000. Mastered (still 
> learning) in Magix Music Maker 11. Samples from a DJ Station toy 
> attack looped in the RS7000, some interfernce from my Sony VCR 
> spinning up a whine sound then amplified via 500% Normalize RS Job 
> during VHS tape loading from the RCA input (note not the output) on 
> the VCR to one Left or Right I forget which input on the RS7000.
> 
> I'm still working on it, but if anyone else is intrested in remixing 
> on their RS let me know and I'll send you the file.
> 
> Don't usually include this much info in my liner notes for songs, 
> usually no notes, top secret stuff you know ;)
> 
> Zam
>

| 16085|16085|2007-11-15 07:53:56|love_su_re_soulmyheart|test my rs|
please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files are uploaded under 
"testfile for rs cpu-load"

16 tracks with user-phrases.
scene 1: no mididelay

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Herp1.mp3
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scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay

try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 causes slowdown + scene 4 "death" 
of my rs.

i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a little strange to me that with only 
4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.

+ PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..

thanx - stef
| 16086|16085|2007-11-15 15:40:54|zamisers7k|Re: test my rs|
Hey Stef,

I see the files, I'll give them a try tonight and report back to you 
how my RS reacts to them.

Thanks for checking out the song I've been working on too, I'll take 
note of those lower frequencies, and I think I'm going to try to re-
record it using a difrent mixer until I get my new one figured out, 
that seems where I lost a lot of my low end freqs. "Let the Angels 
take fire" where did you come up with that saying? Its awesome.

I'll get back to you on these midi delays causing 'death' to your RS 
soon. I've got a feeling the polyphoney limit will be reached before 
the RS dies, but I'll see what happens...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files are 

uploaded under 

> "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> 
> 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> scene 1: no mididelay
> scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> 
> try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 causes 

slowdown + scene 4 "death" 

> of my rs.
> 
> i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a little 

strange to me that with only 

> 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> 
> + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> 
> thanx - stef
>

| 16087|16085|2007-11-16 00:34:42|zamisers7k|Re: test my rs|
Hey, can you zip or rar them up and post them again? They seem to 
only be coming across yahoo as text files, and even though I rename 
them back, I'm getting illegal file message when loading them into 
my RS. Or, send them to my email address: z a m i s e @ q u a n t 
u m - s o u r c e . c o m without spaces.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files are 

uploaded under 
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> "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> 
> 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> scene 1: no mididelay
> scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> 
> try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 causes 

slowdown + scene 4 "death" 

> of my rs.
> 
> i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a little 

strange to me that with only 

> 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> 
> + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> 
> thanx - stef
>

| 16088|16085|2007-11-16 11:28:58|Mark aka IronPig|Re: test my rs|
Yep. I tried to load these files and recieved and illegal file 
message. Not sure why.

Mark

>
> please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files are 

uploaded under 

> "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> 
> 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> scene 1: no mididelay
> scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> 
> try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 causes 

slowdown + scene 4 "death" 

> of my rs.
> 
> i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a little 

strange to me that with only 

> 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> 
> + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> 
> thanx - stef
>

| 16089|16085|2007-11-16 14:29:35|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: test my rs|
uploaded the files again...should work.

thnx - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig" wrote:
>
> Yep. I tried to load these files and recieved and illegal file 
> message. Not sure why.
> 
> Mark
> 
> >
> > please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files are 
> uploaded under 
> > "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> > 
> > 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> > scene 1: no mididelay
> > scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
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> > scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> > scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> > 
> > try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 causes 
> slowdown + scene 4 "death" 
> > of my rs.
> > 
> > i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a little 
> strange to me that with only 
> > 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> > 
> > + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> > 
> > thanx - stef
> >
>

| 16090|16085|2007-11-18 06:45:42|zamisers7k|Re: test my rs|
Hey Stef,

Long message I hope you've got time to read...

I got your test pattern loaded, and I seem to have some difrent 
delay settings then what you've mentioned. I see what they are 
exactly by pressing #9 on the number pad for Midi Delay. There 
seems to be actually twice as many tracks with midi delay then what 
you have listed. Here was what I am getting on your test pattern:

All delay times are 120 x3 at 300 bpms.

Scene 1 = trk2 lvl 38, trk6 lvl 38, trk10 lvl 38, trk 14 lvl 38.

Scene 2 = Scene1 + trk1 lvl 64, trk5 lvl 64.

Scene 3 = Scene 2 + trk9 lvl 64.

Scene 4 = Scene 3 + trk13 lvl 64.

So by looking at this, it looks like by Scene 4 you have a total of 
8 tracks with midi delay on them. With those settings I was actually 
surprised that my RS held out as well as it did. By Scene 3 I 
didn't notice much performance change if any, but the moment I kick 
in scene 4 the sound and performance rapidly dwindled. At that point 
I could not do much except hit stop play to get to stop. Its like 
it took a lot and adding that last track with midi delay was like 
the last straw that broke the camel's back.

I noticed if I dropped trks 2 6 10 & 14, levels down to 0 then it 
seems to do alright again with your test pattern. Those are the 
ones that you showed as not having any midi delay on them, but they 
did on mine when I loaded your pattern.

I must warn you if you've not been already that adding midi delay to 
any track does tax the processor quite a bit, but it also increases 
the polyphoney count exponentially. The RS can only handle about 63 
or so events at once then it starts dropping notes and events and 
doing other funky things like slow downing etc.. What you are doing 
with the midi delay seems a bit difrent though, it seems almost more 
like midi lag but still somewhat difrent too, instead of just 
goofing up completly and jumping around it seems to get quieter too, 
almost like there is so much sound going all at once that they are 
phasing each other out and the amplitude of the sounds that can be 
heard slowly drops off. So, I'm not exactly sure what all is going 
on, but you are right that it is not good sounding and the RS is 
lagging a bunch when attempting to menu dive or make adjustments to 
get it back in order.

Anyhow, what I'm suggesting for you to do is knock your midi delays 
off some or all of your tracks, and use it sparingly. Where you 
should be doing more of your delays is in the Effects Section. The 
Effects Section uses a difrent processor I think or either it taxes 
difrent resources that are more capable of handling the delays. 
Using delay effects won't be transmitted though midi or always bpm 
synced so it won't work to send it to external gear like sending 
delayed midi messages, but you can however proccess sounds from 
external gear into the RS's inputs via going into A/D setup button 
#6 on the pad and adjusting send levels and plugging the external 
gear's out into the RS's Ins. Then you can adjust the timing 
amplitude and a bunch of other stuff via buttton #5 on the number 
pad. Delay is 3 presses in and you can manually adjust a lot of 
things on the Effects delay that way. Its quite powerfull and most 



people I don't think even bother looking there much. It won't be 
quite the same as midi delay, but it could help you and the RS a lot 
from bogging down if you need a lot of delays on multiple tracks and 
the input like mentioned.

Also, perhaps instead of using midi delay you can add or just 
program the notes into the sequence which might be a little less 
stressfull on the RS. If you are using preset styles you can copy 
them to a user and then edit that and switch to that user style and 
edit it then.

I actually rarely use midi delay, when I do on my RS it is mainly 
for drum rolls. Done on the selected track during a live 
performance before I go into or out of a break. I'll slowly 
increase it then quickly drop it back down before I move off to 
tweak another track.

Hope this helps you and your RS some?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> uploaded the files again...should work.
> 
> thnx - stef
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig" 

wrote:

> >
> > Yep. I tried to load these files and recieved and illegal file 
> > message. Not sure why.
> > 
> > Mark
> > 
> > >
> > > please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files 

are 

> > uploaded under 
> > > "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> > > 
> > > 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> > > scene 1: no mididelay
> > > scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> > > scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> > > scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> > > 
> > > try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 

causes 

> > slowdown + scene 4 "death" 
> > > of my rs.
> > > 
> > > i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a 

little 

> > strange to me that with only 
> > > 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> > > 
> > > + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> > > 
> > > thanx - stef
> > >
> >
>

| 16091|16083|2007-11-18 07:34:05|zhel_id|Re: Song...|
Yeah, I agree.
It's pretty wild track. That's good.
Technically you should go easy on your compressor/limiter/exciter 
because
you made it hot and loud, but also too flat and hissy.
To make it PUMPing increase the area around 80Hz because you don't 
seem to have much going on there (according to me analyzer+ me ears)
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and lose some frequency around 13-15 khz because they are too loud at 
the mo and not pleasant.
As "love_su_re_soulmyheart" said , go back to your RS and didvide 
those high freqz so they don't fight each other and you'll have much 
better mix. Hope that helps. Someone sold his RS on ebay for like 
1100 USD the other day.No output board on it..I'm glad that 
RS 'shares' are going up!
Enjoy

and --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> whao0O0oahw
> 
> this is the one + only possible christmaseveningmusic, the 

alternative one.

> 
> super spreading atmosphere + soooo much energy + entertaining 

though not my style, 

> but i like it very!
> 
> soundwise it`s very organic, i would take care of the deeper 

frequencies a bit more. the 

> high ones are responsible for this track, but differentiate them 

each from another 

> frequencywise would maybe do good. (hope u understand my engelish..)
> 
> let the angels take fire - stef
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Everyone,
> > 
> > Boards been kind of dead the last couple days so thought I'd post 

a 

> > little song I've been working on if noone minds:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Herp1.mp3 (6.6meg)
> > 
> > Drums - needs some work all RS7000
> > Grungy Guitar - RS7000
> > Detuned Pads - RS7000
> > 303ish Acid - AN1X
> > Ringy Bells - Alesis Micron
> > 
> > All one pattern and one section 14 tracks, tweaked, punched, 

muted, 

> > mixed live through a Yamaha MW10 usb into a Toshiba Satilite 
> > Notebook. Digitally recorded in CoolEdit 2000. Mastered (still 
> > learning) in Magix Music Maker 11. Samples from a DJ Station toy 
> > attack looped in the RS7000, some interfernce from my Sony VCR 
> > spinning up a whine sound then amplified via 500% Normalize RS 

Job 

> > during VHS tape loading from the RCA input (note not the output) 

on 

> > the VCR to one Left or Right I forget which input on the RS7000.
> > 
> > I'm still working on it, but if anyone else is intrested in 

remixing 

> > on their RS let me know and I'll send you the file.
> > 
> > Don't usually include this much info in my liner notes for songs, 
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> > usually no notes, top secret stuff you know ;)
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 16092|16085|2007-11-18 15:51:00|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: test my rs|
hi, thanks for testing!

as i mentioned: this is just a performance-test, not a track! i mean, i know how to use 
delay-lines. i am an audio engineer since 20 years...
i wanted a simple way to put the rs to his edge.

so, strange that there are suddenly more delays then i put in first...dont know..

interesting for me is: on which pount (scene) did the graphic start to slow down. you can 
see it when you push the "pattern"-button twice or "edit". on my unit the screen starts to 
"delay" on scene 2, scene 3 is very obviuos + 4 stops everything.

please, thats the only thing i want to know.

thanks - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Stef,
> 
> Long message I hope you've got time to read...
> 
> I got your test pattern loaded, and I seem to have some difrent 
> delay settings then what you've mentioned. I see what they are 
> exactly by pressing #9 on the number pad for Midi Delay. There 
> seems to be actually twice as many tracks with midi delay then what 
> you have listed. Here was what I am getting on your test pattern:
> 
> All delay times are 120 x3 at 300 bpms.
> 
> Scene 1 = trk2 lvl 38, trk6 lvl 38, trk10 lvl 38, trk 14 lvl 38.
> 
> Scene 2 = Scene1 + trk1 lvl 64, trk5 lvl 64.
> 
> Scene 3 = Scene 2 + trk9 lvl 64.
> 
> Scene 4 = Scene 3 + trk13 lvl 64.
> 
> So by looking at this, it looks like by Scene 4 you have a total of 
> 8 tracks with midi delay on them. With those settings I was actually 
> surprised that my RS held out as well as it did. By Scene 3 I 
> didn't notice much performance change if any, but the moment I kick 
> in scene 4 the sound and performance rapidly dwindled. At that point 
> I could not do much except hit stop play to get to stop. Its like 
> it took a lot and adding that last track with midi delay was like 
> the last straw that broke the camel's back.
> 
> I noticed if I dropped trks 2 6 10 & 14, levels down to 0 then it 
> seems to do alright again with your test pattern. Those are the 
> ones that you showed as not having any midi delay on them, but they 
> did on mine when I loaded your pattern.
> 
> I must warn you if you've not been already that adding midi delay to 
> any track does tax the processor quite a bit, but it also increases 
> the polyphoney count exponentially. The RS can only handle about 63 
> or so events at once then it starts dropping notes and events and 
> doing other funky things like slow downing etc.. What you are doing 
> with the midi delay seems a bit difrent though, it seems almost more 
> like midi lag but still somewhat difrent too, instead of just 
> goofing up completly and jumping around it seems to get quieter too, 
> almost like there is so much sound going all at once that they are 
> phasing each other out and the amplitude of the sounds that can be 
> heard slowly drops off. So, I'm not exactly sure what all is going 
> on, but you are right that it is not good sounding and the RS is 
> lagging a bunch when attempting to menu dive or make adjustments to 
> get it back in order.
> 
> Anyhow, what I'm suggesting for you to do is knock your midi delays 
> off some or all of your tracks, and use it sparingly. Where you 
> should be doing more of your delays is in the Effects Section. The 
> Effects Section uses a difrent processor I think or either it taxes 
> difrent resources that are more capable of handling the delays. 
> Using delay effects won't be transmitted though midi or always bpm 
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> synced so it won't work to send it to external gear like sending 
> delayed midi messages, but you can however proccess sounds from 
> external gear into the RS's inputs via going into A/D setup button 
> #6 on the pad and adjusting send levels and plugging the external 
> gear's out into the RS's Ins. Then you can adjust the timing 
> amplitude and a bunch of other stuff via buttton #5 on the number 
> pad. Delay is 3 presses in and you can manually adjust a lot of 
> things on the Effects delay that way. Its quite powerfull and most 
> people I don't think even bother looking there much. It won't be 
> quite the same as midi delay, but it could help you and the RS a lot 
> from bogging down if you need a lot of delays on multiple tracks and 
> the input like mentioned.
> 
> Also, perhaps instead of using midi delay you can add or just 
> program the notes into the sequence which might be a little less 
> stressfull on the RS. If you are using preset styles you can copy 
> them to a user and then edit that and switch to that user style and 
> edit it then.
> 
> I actually rarely use midi delay, when I do on my RS it is mainly 
> for drum rolls. Done on the selected track during a live 
> performance before I go into or out of a break. I'll slowly 
> increase it then quickly drop it back down before I move off to 
> tweak another track.
> 
> Hope this helps you and your RS some?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > uploaded the files again...should work.
> > 
> > thnx - stef
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig" 
> wrote:
> > >
> > > Yep. I tried to load these files and recieved and illegal file 
> > > message. Not sure why.
> > > 
> > > Mark
> > > 
> > > >
> > > > please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the files 
> are 
> > > uploaded under 
> > > > "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> > > > 
> > > > 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> > > > scene 1: no mididelay
> > > > scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> > > > scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> > > > scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> > > > 
> > > > try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 
> causes 
> > > slowdown + scene 4 "death" 
> > > > of my rs.
> > > > 
> > > > i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a 
> little 
> > > strange to me that with only 
> > > > 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> > > > 
> > > > + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> > > > 
> > > > thanx - stef
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16093|16085|2007-11-19 07:16:30|zamisers7k|Re: test my rs|
Oh ok, sorry for all the extra junk then... I just tried again, my 
screen when press pattern on scene 2 is a bit slower displaying, 
scene 3 maybe a slight bit more, scene 4 death as you say.

Hope that helps ya out?
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> hi, thanks for testing!
> 
> as i mentioned: this is just a performance-test, not a track! i 

mean, i know how to use 

> delay-lines. i am an audio engineer since 20 years...
> i wanted a simple way to put the rs to his edge.
> 
> so, strange that there are suddenly more delays then i put in 

first...dont know..

> 
> interesting for me is: on which pount (scene) did the graphic 

start to slow down. you can 

> see it when you push the "pattern"-button twice or "edit". on my 

unit the screen starts to 

> "delay" on scene 2, scene 3 is very obviuos + 4 stops everything.
> 
> please, thats the only thing i want to know.
> 
> thanks - stef
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Stef,
> > 
> > Long message I hope you've got time to read...
> > 
> > I got your test pattern loaded, and I seem to have some difrent 
> > delay settings then what you've mentioned. I see what they are 
> > exactly by pressing #9 on the number pad for Midi Delay. There 
> > seems to be actually twice as many tracks with midi delay then 

what 

> > you have listed. Here was what I am getting on your test 

pattern:

> > 
> > All delay times are 120 x3 at 300 bpms.
> > 
> > Scene 1 = trk2 lvl 38, trk6 lvl 38, trk10 lvl 38, trk 14 lvl 38.
> > 
> > Scene 2 = Scene1 + trk1 lvl 64, trk5 lvl 64.
> > 
> > Scene 3 = Scene 2 + trk9 lvl 64.
> > 
> > Scene 4 = Scene 3 + trk13 lvl 64.
> > 
> > So by looking at this, it looks like by Scene 4 you have a total 

of 

> > 8 tracks with midi delay on them. With those settings I was 

actually 

> > surprised that my RS held out as well as it did. By Scene 3 I 
> > didn't notice much performance change if any, but the moment I 

kick 

> > in scene 4 the sound and performance rapidly dwindled. At that 

point 

> > I could not do much except hit stop play to get to stop. Its 

like 

> > it took a lot and adding that last track with midi delay was 
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like 

> > the last straw that broke the camel's back.
> > 
> > I noticed if I dropped trks 2 6 10 & 14, levels down to 0 then 

it 

> > seems to do alright again with your test pattern. Those are the 
> > ones that you showed as not having any midi delay on them, but 

they 

> > did on mine when I loaded your pattern.
> > 
> > I must warn you if you've not been already that adding midi 

delay to 

> > any track does tax the processor quite a bit, but it also 

increases 

> > the polyphoney count exponentially. The RS can only handle 

about 63 

> > or so events at once then it starts dropping notes and events 

and 

> > doing other funky things like slow downing etc.. What you are 

doing 

> > with the midi delay seems a bit difrent though, it seems almost 

more 

> > like midi lag but still somewhat difrent too, instead of just 
> > goofing up completly and jumping around it seems to get quieter 

too, 

> > almost like there is so much sound going all at once that they 

are 

> > phasing each other out and the amplitude of the sounds that can 

be 

> > heard slowly drops off. So, I'm not exactly sure what all is 

going 

> > on, but you are right that it is not good sounding and the RS is 
> > lagging a bunch when attempting to menu dive or make adjustments 

to 

> > get it back in order.
> > 
> > Anyhow, what I'm suggesting for you to do is knock your midi 

delays 

> > off some or all of your tracks, and use it sparingly. Where you 
> > should be doing more of your delays is in the Effects Section. 

The 

> > Effects Section uses a difrent processor I think or either it 

taxes 

> > difrent resources that are more capable of handling the delays. 
> > Using delay effects won't be transmitted though midi or always 

bpm 

> > synced so it won't work to send it to external gear like sending 
> > delayed midi messages, but you can however proccess sounds from 
> > external gear into the RS's inputs via going into A/D setup 



button 

> > #6 on the pad and adjusting send levels and plugging the 

external 

> > gear's out into the RS's Ins. Then you can adjust the timing 
> > amplitude and a bunch of other stuff via buttton #5 on the 

number 

> > pad. Delay is 3 presses in and you can manually adjust a lot of 
> > things on the Effects delay that way. Its quite powerfull and 

most 

> > people I don't think even bother looking there much. It won't 

be 

> > quite the same as midi delay, but it could help you and the RS a 

lot 

> > from bogging down if you need a lot of delays on multiple tracks 

and 

> > the input like mentioned.
> > 
> > Also, perhaps instead of using midi delay you can add or just 
> > program the notes into the sequence which might be a little less 
> > stressfull on the RS. If you are using preset styles you can 

copy 

> > them to a user and then edit that and switch to that user style 

and 

> > edit it then.
> > 
> > I actually rarely use midi delay, when I do on my RS it is 

mainly 

> > for drum rolls. Done on the selected track during a live 
> > performance before I go into or out of a break. I'll slowly 
> > increase it then quickly drop it back down before I move off to 
> > tweak another track.
> > 
> > Hope this helps you and your RS some?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > uploaded the files again...should work.
> > > 
> > > thnx - stef
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig" 
> > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Yep. I tried to load these files and recieved and illegal 

file 

> > > > message. Not sure why.
> > > > 
> > > > Mark
> > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > > please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the 

files 

> > are 
> > > > uploaded under 
> > > > > "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> > > > > 
> > > > > 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> > > > > scene 1: no mididelay
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> > > > > scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> > > > > scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> > > > > scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> > > > > 
> > > > > try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 
> > causes 
> > > > slowdown + scene 4 "death" 
> > > > > of my rs.
> > > > > 
> > > > > i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a 
> > little 
> > > > strange to me that with only 
> > > > > 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> > > > > 
> > > > > + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> > > > > 
> > > > > thanx - stef
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16094|16085|2007-11-19 12:28:53|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: test my rs|
thanks so much!!!

if you come to berlin sone time, there`s a bed for you...

stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh ok, sorry for all the extra junk then... I just tried again, my 
> screen when press pattern on scene 2 is a bit slower displaying, 
> scene 3 maybe a slight bit more, scene 4 death as you say.
> 
> Hope that helps ya out?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> > hi, thanks for testing!
> > 
> > as i mentioned: this is just a performance-test, not a track! i 
> mean, i know how to use 
> > delay-lines. i am an audio engineer since 20 years...
> > i wanted a simple way to put the rs to his edge.
> > 
> > so, strange that there are suddenly more delays then i put in 
> first...dont know..
> > 
> > interesting for me is: on which pount (scene) did the graphic 
> start to slow down. you can 
> > see it when you push the "pattern"-button twice or "edit". on my 
> unit the screen starts to 
> > "delay" on scene 2, scene 3 is very obviuos + 4 stops everything.
> > 
> > please, thats the only thing i want to know.
> > 
> > thanks - stef
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey Stef,
> > > 
> > > Long message I hope you've got time to read...
> > > 
> > > I got your test pattern loaded, and I seem to have some difrent 
> > > delay settings then what you've mentioned. I see what they are 
> > > exactly by pressing #9 on the number pad for Midi Delay. There 
> > > seems to be actually twice as many tracks with midi delay then 
> what 
> > > you have listed. Here was what I am getting on your test 
> pattern:
> > > 
> > > All delay times are 120 x3 at 300 bpms.
> > > 
> > > Scene 1 = trk2 lvl 38, trk6 lvl 38, trk10 lvl 38, trk 14 lvl 38.
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> > > 
> > > Scene 2 = Scene1 + trk1 lvl 64, trk5 lvl 64.
> > > 
> > > Scene 3 = Scene 2 + trk9 lvl 64.
> > > 
> > > Scene 4 = Scene 3 + trk13 lvl 64.
> > > 
> > > So by looking at this, it looks like by Scene 4 you have a total 
> of 
> > > 8 tracks with midi delay on them. With those settings I was 
> actually 
> > > surprised that my RS held out as well as it did. By Scene 3 I 
> > > didn't notice much performance change if any, but the moment I 
> kick 
> > > in scene 4 the sound and performance rapidly dwindled. At that 
> point 
> > > I could not do much except hit stop play to get to stop. Its 
> like 
> > > it took a lot and adding that last track with midi delay was 
> like 
> > > the last straw that broke the camel's back.
> > > 
> > > I noticed if I dropped trks 2 6 10 & 14, levels down to 0 then 
> it 
> > > seems to do alright again with your test pattern. Those are the 
> > > ones that you showed as not having any midi delay on them, but 
> they 
> > > did on mine when I loaded your pattern.
> > > 
> > > I must warn you if you've not been already that adding midi 
> delay to 
> > > any track does tax the processor quite a bit, but it also 
> increases 
> > > the polyphoney count exponentially. The RS can only handle 
> about 63 
> > > or so events at once then it starts dropping notes and events 
> and 
> > > doing other funky things like slow downing etc.. What you are 
> doing 
> > > with the midi delay seems a bit difrent though, it seems almost 
> more 
> > > like midi lag but still somewhat difrent too, instead of just 
> > > goofing up completly and jumping around it seems to get quieter 
> too, 
> > > almost like there is so much sound going all at once that they 
> are 
> > > phasing each other out and the amplitude of the sounds that can 
> be 
> > > heard slowly drops off. So, I'm not exactly sure what all is 
> going 
> > > on, but you are right that it is not good sounding and the RS is 
> > > lagging a bunch when attempting to menu dive or make adjustments 
> to 
> > > get it back in order.
> > > 
> > > Anyhow, what I'm suggesting for you to do is knock your midi 
> delays 
> > > off some or all of your tracks, and use it sparingly. Where you 
> > > should be doing more of your delays is in the Effects Section. 
> The 
> > > Effects Section uses a difrent processor I think or either it 
> taxes 
> > > difrent resources that are more capable of handling the delays. 
> > > Using delay effects won't be transmitted though midi or always 
> bpm 
> > > synced so it won't work to send it to external gear like sending 
> > > delayed midi messages, but you can however proccess sounds from 
> > > external gear into the RS's inputs via going into A/D setup 
> button 
> > > #6 on the pad and adjusting send levels and plugging the 
> external 
> > > gear's out into the RS's Ins. Then you can adjust the timing 
> > > amplitude and a bunch of other stuff via buttton #5 on the 
> number 
> > > pad. Delay is 3 presses in and you can manually adjust a lot of 
> > > things on the Effects delay that way. Its quite powerfull and 
> most 
> > > people I don't think even bother looking there much. It won't 
> be 
> > > quite the same as midi delay, but it could help you and the RS a 
> lot 



> > > from bogging down if you need a lot of delays on multiple tracks 
> and 
> > > the input like mentioned.
> > > 
> > > Also, perhaps instead of using midi delay you can add or just 
> > > program the notes into the sequence which might be a little less 
> > > stressfull on the RS. If you are using preset styles you can 
> copy 
> > > them to a user and then edit that and switch to that user style 
> and 
> > > edit it then.
> > > 
> > > I actually rarely use midi delay, when I do on my RS it is 
> mainly 
> > > for drum rolls. Done on the selected track during a live 
> > > performance before I go into or out of a break. I'll slowly 
> > > increase it then quickly drop it back down before I move off to 
> > > tweak another track.
> > > 
> > > Hope this helps you and your RS some?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > uploaded the files again...should work.
> > > > 
> > > > thnx - stef
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Yep. I tried to load these files and recieved and illegal 
> file 
> > > > > message. Not sure why.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Mark
> > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > > please could anyone test this file on his rs?! ...the 
> files 
> > > are 
> > > > > uploaded under 
> > > > > > "testfile for rs cpu-load"
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 16 tracks with user-phrases.
> > > > > > scene 1: no mididelay
> > > > > > scene 2: tr 1 + 5 mididelay
> > > > > > scene 3: tr1 + 5 + 9 mididelay
> > > > > > scene 4 : tr1 + 5 + 9 + 13 mididelay
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > try to change the patch screens, edit...whatever. scene 3 
> > > causes 
> > > > > slowdown + scene 4 "death" 
> > > > > > of my rs.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > i want to know if i have to change the machine. it seems a 
> > > little 
> > > > > strange to me that with only 
> > > > > > 4 mididelays used (slow down starts with 2) the cpu quits.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > + PLEASE: it`s not my new track...put down the volume..
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > thanx - stef
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16095|15497|2007-11-20 15:40:22|Steve Roitstein|USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
Hi All,

I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. My goals:

1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to my Mac 
G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to the RS.
2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that I can 
use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
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Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-cuban funk 
band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo

My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). My 
current routine:

1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use that to 
transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha Tiny Wave 
Editor software.
3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.

Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16096|15497|2007-11-20 15:57:15|Markus|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

>
> Hi All,
> 
> I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. My goals:
> 
> 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to my Mac 
> G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to the RS.
> 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that I can 
> use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> 
> Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-cuban funk 
> band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> 
> My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). My 
> current routine:
> 
> 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use that to 
> transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha Tiny Wave 
> Editor software.
> 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
> 
> Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

I too am looking for a better solution.I know there are scsi pci cards
which should enable you to transfer files from pc to RS.Is it the same
for a mac?I use a laptop so i wss looking for something similar;usb to
scsi.Couldn't find anything but i did find scsi pcmcia cards but i'm
not sure how well they would work..Is there a usb to scsi adapter that
could be used to transfer samples to and from the RS?Be great if there
is.I'm not using samples a much as i'd like due to the process
involved in getting samples into the RS.Just lazy i guess!Maybe there
is some adapter/connector available for the mac :-)

Markus.
| 16097|15497|2007-11-20 16:06:55|zamisers7k|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
Hi Steve,

I'm hoping someone with more experience with Macs and what you need 
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will come along and give you some better advice than I, but anyhow 
I'll try to see if I can maybe give you some ideas.

Would it be dificult or possible to pull the SCSI out of your old Mac 
and put it in your newer one?

There are SCSI to USB converts I've seen, someone else here recently 
that was wondering the same thing, and I'm not sure if they found a 
working solution, but I believe they located some adapters. Have you 
tried google searching "SCSI to USB adapters" or "SCSI to Firewire 
adapters"?

There are also XD to Smart Media adapters out there too you can 
search for and get. Personally, I think they are ugly and I've no 
need for one yet since I transfer my files back and forth using just 
one 64meg SM card to my computer through a USB SM Card Reader to my 
computers.

I'm not sure how the Wave Editer that came with the RS7000 works, 
I've never used it. I wonder if it makes importing .wavs a lot 
easier from a computer to the RS then doing a .wav file import from 
the SM Card to a sample bank on the RS. Or perhaps maybe can do as I 
always do as a fallback, sample in through the RS's analog inputs. 
Its a little tricky at first, and if you are doing a lot perhaps 
doing on a computer with software would make it a lot quicker and 
easier.

How or whatever you decide to do I hope you can find an as convient 
way of doing it as you have been and let us know what you wind up 
doing.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. My 
goals:
> 
> 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to my 
Mac 
> G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to the RS.
> 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that I can 
> use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> 
> Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-cuban 
funk 
> band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> 
> My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). My 
> current routine:
> 
> 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use that 
to 
> transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha Tiny 
Wave 
> Editor software.
> 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
> 
> Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16098|15497|2007-11-20 16:12:08|zamisers7k|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
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>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> >
> > Hi All,
> > 
> > I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. My 

goals:

> > 
> > 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to my 

Mac 

> > G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to the 

RS.

> > 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that I 

can 

> > use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> > 
> > Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-cuban 

funk 

> > band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> > 
> > My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). My 
> > current routine:
> > 
> > 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> > 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use that 

to 

> > transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha Tiny 

Wave 

> > Editor software.
> > 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> > 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
> > 
> > Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > 
> > Steve Roitstein
> > Riot Music, Miami
> > steve@
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> I too am looking for a better solution.I know there are scsi pci 

cards

> which should enable you to transfer files from pc to RS.Is it the 

same

> for a mac?I use a laptop so i wss looking for something similar;usb 

to

> scsi.Couldn't find anything but i did find scsi pcmcia cards but i'm
> not sure how well they would work..Is there a usb to scsi adapter 

that

> could be used to transfer samples to and from the RS?Be great if 

there

> is.I'm not using samples a much as i'd like due to the process
> involved in getting samples into the RS.Just lazy i guess!Maybe 

there
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> is some adapter/connector available for the mac :-)
> 
> Markus.
>

I seen a SCSI PCMCIA card cables along with zip drive at the second 
hand store last weekend for less then $20. I almost picked it up, 
but thought naw I don't really need it. Would of been just to try 
out I think, if no good I only spent $20, then thought about it too 
much and didn't do it. Maybe I'll run back tonight and see if its 
still there...

Zam
| 16099|15497|2007-11-20 16:15:02|zamisers7k|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi All,
> > > 
> > > I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. My 
> goals:
> > > 
> > > 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to my 
> Mac 
> > > G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to the 
> RS.
> > > 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that I 
> can 
> > > use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> > > 
> > > Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-cuban 
> funk 
> > > band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> > > 
> > > My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). My 
> > > current routine:
> > > 
> > > 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> > > 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use 

that 

> to 
> > > transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha Tiny 
> Wave 
> > > Editor software.
> > > 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> > > 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
> > > 
> > > Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> > > 
> > > Thanks,
> > > 
> > > Steve Roitstein
> > > Riot Music, Miami
> > > steve@
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > I too am looking for a better solution.I know there are scsi pci 
> cards
> > which should enable you to transfer files from pc to RS.Is it the 
> same
> > for a mac?I use a laptop so i wss looking for something 

similar;usb 

> to
> > scsi.Couldn't find anything but i did find scsi pcmcia cards but 

i'm

> > not sure how well they would work..Is there a usb to scsi adapter 
> that
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> > could be used to transfer samples to and from the RS?Be great if 
> there
> > is.I'm not using samples a much as i'd like due to the process
> > involved in getting samples into the RS.Just lazy i guess!Maybe 
> there
> > is some adapter/connector available for the mac :-)
> > 
> > Markus.
> >
> 
> I seen a SCSI PCMCIA card cables along with zip drive at the second 
> hand store last weekend for less then $20. I almost picked it up, 
> but thought naw I don't really need it. Would of been just to try 
> out I think, if no good I only spent $20, then thought about it too 
> much and didn't do it. Maybe I'll run back tonight and see if its 
> still there...
> 
> Zam
>

Oh and it also had two USB cables with it too if I remember right, 
but for what I'm not exactly sure, hoping its still there...
| 16100|15497|2007-11-20 16:56:12|zamisers7k|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi All,
> > > > 
> > > > I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. 

My 

> > goals:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to 

my 

> > Mac 
> > > > G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to 

the 

> > RS.
> > > > 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that 

I 

> > can 
> > > > use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> > > > 
> > > > Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-

cuban 

> > funk 
> > > > band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> > > > 
> > > > My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). 

My 

> > > > current routine:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> > > > 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use 
> that 
> > to 
> > > > transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha 

Tiny 

> > Wave 
> > > > Editor software.
> > > > 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> > > > 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
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> > > > 
> > > > Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks,
> > > > 
> > > > Steve Roitstein
> > > > Riot Music, Miami
> > > > steve@
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > I too am looking for a better solution.I know there are scsi 

pci 

> > cards
> > > which should enable you to transfer files from pc to RS.Is it 

the 

> > same
> > > for a mac?I use a laptop so i wss looking for something 
> similar;usb 
> > to
> > > scsi.Couldn't find anything but i did find scsi pcmcia cards 

but 

> i'm
> > > not sure how well they would work..Is there a usb to scsi 

adapter 

> > that
> > > could be used to transfer samples to and from the RS?Be great 

if 

> > there
> > > is.I'm not using samples a much as i'd like due to the process
> > > involved in getting samples into the RS.Just lazy i guess!Maybe 
> > there
> > > is some adapter/connector available for the mac :-)
> > > 
> > > Markus.
> > >
> > 
> > I seen a SCSI PCMCIA card cables along with zip drive at the 

second 

> > hand store last weekend for less then $20. I almost picked it 

up, 

> > but thought naw I don't really need it. Would of been just to 

try 

> > out I think, if no good I only spent $20, then thought about it 

too 

> > much and didn't do it. Maybe I'll run back tonight and see if 

its 

> > still there...
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> Oh and it also had two USB cables with it too if I remember right, 
> but for what I'm not exactly sure, hoping its still there...

Well, somebody had taken PCMCIA card and USB cables were gone but 
left the Zip drive in the box ??? Dang! The SCSI Zip drive I noticed 
that it had both SCSI & USB ports on it, so something similar might 
work as a SCSI to usb converter, or perhaps just get an adapter of 
some sort. Anyway, I tried, and I don't think I'll be getting 



anything new just to try out myself, so good luck you guys. Let us 
know if you get something going with the SCSI and USB stuff.

Zam
| 16101|15497|2007-11-20 17:11:20|Markus|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi All,
> > > > 
> > > > I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards. My 
> > goals:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to my 
> > Mac 
> > > > G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to the 
> > RS.
> > > > 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that I 
> > can 
> > > > use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> > > > 
> > > > Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-cuban 
> > funk 
> > > > band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> > > > 
> > > > My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire). My 
> > > > current routine:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> > > > 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use 
> that 
> > to 
> > > > transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha Tiny 
> > Wave 
> > > > Editor software.
> > > > 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> > > > 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
> > > > 
> > > > Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks,
> > > > 
> > > > Steve Roitstein
> > > > Riot Music, Miami
> > > > steve@
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > I too am looking for a better solution.I know there are scsi pci 
> > cards
> > > which should enable you to transfer files from pc to RS.Is it the 
> > same
> > > for a mac?I use a laptop so i wss looking for something 
> similar;usb 
> > to
> > > scsi.Couldn't find anything but i did find scsi pcmcia cards but 
> i'm
> > > not sure how well they would work..Is there a usb to scsi adapter 
> > that
> > > could be used to transfer samples to and from the RS?Be great if 
> > there
> > > is.I'm not using samples a much as i'd like due to the process
> > > involved in getting samples into the RS.Just lazy i guess!Maybe 
> > there
> > > is some adapter/connector available for the mac :-)
> > > 
> > > Markus.
> > >
> > 
> > I seen a SCSI PCMCIA card cables along with zip drive at the second 
> > hand store last weekend for less then $20. I almost picked it up, 
> > but thought naw I don't really need it. Would of been just to try 
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> > out I think, if no good I only spent $20, then thought about it too 
> > much and didn't do it. Maybe I'll run back tonight and see if its 
> > still there...
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> Oh and it also had two USB cables with it too if I remember right, 
> but for what I'm not exactly sure, hoping its still there...
>

I've seen those.A quick search on ebay brings up USB to SCSI cables
but they are meant for connecting scsi drives to the pc/laptop so i
wonder if it would be possible with a drive between the pc and RS but
from speaking to a friend the cables can be expensive..I'll have to
look into it further but i don' think it's possible to direct connect
usb to scsi for data transfer,i think you have to have a drive in
between though i could be wrong :-)

Markus.
| 16102|15497|2007-11-20 20:32:12|Anthony Smith|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
Well, as it happens I recently bought a G5 and there was a SCSI card in
there.
$10 + postage (from Australia) and it's yours.
The brand is ATTO, the model is UL3D.
Regards
Smudge

On 21/11/2007, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Markus"
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Steve
> Roitstein wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi All,
> > > > >
> > > > > I seek reliable replacements for SCSI and SmartMedia cards.
> My
> > > goals:
> > > > >
> > > > > 1. Find a SCSI to USB adapter so I can connect the RS7000 to
> my
> > > Mac
> > > > > G5 using the Yamaha Tiny Wave editor to transfer samples to
> the
> > > RS.
> > > > > 2. Find a reliable replacement for the SmartMedia cards that
> I
> > > can
> > > > > use to save and load my songs/samples on the RS.
> > > > >
> > > > > Currently I use two RS7000's and a keyboard with my afro-
> cuban
> > > funk
> > > > > band PALO! www.myspace.com/gopalo
> > > > >
> > > > > My studio has a Mac G5 (no SCSI - it has USB and Firewire).
> My
> > > > > current routine:
> > > > >
> > > > > 1. Create sample loops on the Mac, burn them to CD.
> > > > > 2. A walk CD over to my ANCIENT Mac G3 which has SCSI. I use
> > that
> > > to
> > > > > transfer the samples to the RS7000 via SCSI and the Yamaha
> Tiny
> > > Wave
> > > > > Editor software.
> > > > > 3. Edit and chop the sample loops inside the RS. Create songs.
> > > > > 4. Save songs/samples to SmartMedia Cards.
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> > > > >
> > > > > Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated!!!!
> > > > >
> > > > > Thanks,
> > > > >
> > > > > Steve Roitstein
> > > > > Riot Music, Miami
> > > > > steve@
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > I too am looking for a better solution.I know there are scsi
> pci
> > > cards
> > > > which should enable you to transfer files from pc to RS.Is it
> the
> > > same
> > > > for a mac?I use a laptop so i wss looking for something
> > similar;usb
> > > to
> > > > scsi.Couldn't find anything but i did find scsi pcmcia cards
> but
> > i'm
> > > > not sure how well they would work..Is there a usb to scsi
> adapter
> > > that
> > > > could be used to transfer samples to and from the RS?Be great
> if
> > > there
> > > > is.I'm not using samples a much as i'd like due to the process
> > > > involved in getting samples into the RS.Just lazy i guess!Maybe
> > > there
> > > > is some adapter/connector available for the mac :-)
> > > >
> > > > Markus.
> > > >
> > >
> > > I seen a SCSI PCMCIA card cables along with zip drive at the
> second
> > > hand store last weekend for less then $20. I almost picked it
> up,
> > > but thought naw I don't really need it. Would of been just to
> try
> > > out I think, if no good I only spent $20, then thought about it
> too
> > > much and didn't do it. Maybe I'll run back tonight and see if
> its
> > > still there...
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> >
> > Oh and it also had two USB cables with it too if I remember right,
> > but for what I'm not exactly sure, hoping its still there...
>
> Well, somebody had taken PCMCIA card and USB cables were gone but
> left the Zip drive in the box ??? Dang! The SCSI Zip drive I noticed
> that it had both SCSI & USB ports on it, so something similar might
> work as a SCSI to usb converter, or perhaps just get an adapter of
> some sort. Anyway, I tried, and I don't think I'll be getting
> anything new just to try out myself, so good luck you guys. Let us
> know if you get something going with the SCSI and USB stuff.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16103|15497|2007-11-20 20:55:56|zamisers7k|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
Ok, I've been told from a source (s/n Altitude) over on VSE help forums 
that and I quote:

"I know for a fact that USB to SCSI does not work for A series stuff so 
the RS should follow suite"



So try at your own risk. I did see some SCSI to USB cables on the net 
for agoogly but they were expensive, over $100, which is a lot to pay 
not knowning if it'll work with the RS or not. Not sure what else to 
say, but if you do find a way please keep us informed.

Zam
| 16104|15497|2007-11-23 09:58:51|Markus|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Ok, I've been told from a source (s/n Altitude) over on VSE help forums 
> that and I quote:
> 
> "I know for a fact that USB to SCSI does not work for A series stuff so 
> the RS should follow suite"
> 
> So try at your own risk. I did see some SCSI to USB cables on the net 
> for agoogly but they were expensive, over $100, which is a lot to pay 
> not knowning if it'll work with the RS or not. Not sure what else to 
> say, but if you do find a way please keep us informed.
> 
> Zam
>

I spoke to a friend previously as well and he said at best scsi is
temperamental and you have to be sue you have the right cables etc and
they can cost around £65!Thats why i was hoping there ws an
alternative method..Looks like there aren't any workarounds for
it.Maybe a better option to just to get a scsi drive,maybe the usb
port on the sscsi drive you saw Zam was to transfer data from a pc to
a scsi device via the drive..

Marko
| 16105|15497|2007-11-23 10:13:33|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: USB - away from SCSI & Smartmedia|
try datacitys website. That's where I bought my scsi cable. my scsi runs to 
a 250 zip drive (Iomega). You can get a refurbished one from them for under 
$50 american dollars. package doesn't come with a power adapter, however

**************************************Check out AOL's list of 2007's hottest 
products.
(http://money.aol.com/special/hot-products-2007?NCID=aoltop00030000000001)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16106|16106|2007-11-28 17:01:44|zamisers7k|Tip: Bad Arse Bass|
List has been slow, so...

Here are some extra tricks I use on my RS.

Use the LFO to sweep the filter for you. The intresting thing I've 
noticed lately is that instead of putting the depth in the positive 
like I usually do for most synthy parts, go negative instead for the 
bass, ooooooh yeah.

Go into mixer and EQ the Low end Freq. I tend to EQ the Gain up to 
32 on both low and high end up a lot, however I adjust the frequncy 
to be closer to the mids. Seems to give the RS punchier bass and 
sometimes you can even retain some treble with it too if you've got 
some stickyness or growl to it. It don't have to be deep and 
disturbing but if you want you can do it there too for individual 
tracks. If you just need it louder use a boost 6, 12, or 18 EQ type.

Sometimes increasing the Unison x2 in PlayFX can give your kicks a 
nicer edge.

Other thing I've recently learned is the Vary effects knob can be 
odd, it can actually control velocity/volume of the source tone along 
with wet/dryness of that effect together. Center is Full|Full so 
thats the loudest your going to get it. You can fiddle around with 
those settings sometimes making them difrent in the Mixer effects 
send levels too. Get some heavier grundge going or even put it at 
Zero|Zero basically like turning the TG off, but guess what, you'll 
be able to add it in when you want with the vary effects knob so you 
don't screw up the velocity of another synth if you've got it 
connected up to that channel.

Enough for now I guess, and if I got something wrong or not 100% 
right your welcome to correct me.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Zam

P.S. Here's my latest with the RS:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/jij2.mp3

Always welcome to remix if intrested let me know.
| 16107|16106|2007-11-28 17:19:28|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Bad Arse Bass|
Oh man, I just seen something else I've not ever messed with on my RS. 
There is a voice parameter Hold On/Off on the voice select page I've 
never noticed I can change. Got to give this a try soon, see if I like 
it or not the way its always been defaulted to or not.

Zam
| 16108|16106|2007-11-28 17:25:13|Nick Fletcher|Re: Tip: Bad Arse Bass|
Thanks for the tip mate! Listening to your track now and it sounds
excellent! That's pretty full on. Good to hear a triangle bass too. :-)

I don't know how much value this will be, but I feel that I want to
contribute something. Here's a little guide I made as a beginners guide to
making a bass sound using subtractive synthesis
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtRvFyw8cYA

On Nov 29, 2007 11:19 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Oh man, I just seen something else I've not ever messed with on my RS.
> There is a voice parameter Hold On/Off on the voice select page I've
> never noticed I can change. Got to give this a try soon, see if I like
> it or not the way its always been defaulted to or not.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16109|16106|2007-11-28 18:12:48|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Bad Arse Bass|
That is cool and a nicely edited video. Is that some sort of Moog? 
I think the RS is a great machine to also learn subtractive synthesis 
from, not quite like an old analog or modular, but some of the 
important basics definatly. Thanks for sharing that vid, lucky you 
whatever that synth is, it looks pretty sweet. Wish I had a better 
speaker at the moment to hear it. Will prob check it out again later.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the tip mate! Listening to your track now and it sounds
> excellent! That's pretty full on. Good to hear a triangle bass 
too. :-)
> 
> I don't know how much value this will be, but I feel that I want to
> contribute something. Here's a little guide I made as a beginners 
guide to
> making a bass sound using subtractive synthesis
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtRvFyw8cYA
> 
> On Nov 29, 2007 11:19 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Oh man, I just seen something else I've not ever messed with on 
my RS.
> > There is a voice parameter Hold On/Off on the voice select page 
I've
> > never noticed I can change. Got to give this a try soon, see if I 
like
> > it or not the way its always been defaulted to or not.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16110|16106|2007-11-28 18:34:51|Markus|Re: Tip: Bad Arse Bass|

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/jij2.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtRvFyw8cYA
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> List has been slow, so...
> 
> Here are some extra tricks I use on my RS.
> 
> Use the LFO to sweep the filter for you. The intresting thing I've 
> noticed lately is that instead of putting the depth in the positive 
> like I usually do for most synthy parts, go negative instead for the 
> bass, ooooooh yeah.
> 
> Go into mixer and EQ the Low end Freq. I tend to EQ the Gain up to 
> 32 on both low and high end up a lot, however I adjust the frequncy 
> to be closer to the mids. Seems to give the RS punchier bass and 
> sometimes you can even retain some treble with it too if you've got 
> some stickyness or growl to it. It don't have to be deep and 
> disturbing but if you want you can do it there too for individual 
> tracks. If you just need it louder use a boost 6, 12, or 18 EQ type.
> 
> Sometimes increasing the Unison x2 in PlayFX can give your kicks a 
> nicer edge.
> 
> Other thing I've recently learned is the Vary effects knob can be 
> odd, it can actually control velocity/volume of the source tone along 
> with wet/dryness of that effect together. Center is Full|Full so 
> thats the loudest your going to get it. You can fiddle around with 
> those settings sometimes making them difrent in the Mixer effects 
> send levels too. Get some heavier grundge going or even put it at 
> Zero|Zero basically like turning the TG off, but guess what, you'll 
> be able to add it in when you want with the vary effects knob so you 
> don't screw up the velocity of another synth if you've got it 
> connected up to that channel.
> 
> Enough for now I guess, and if I got something wrong or not 100% 
> right your welcome to correct me.
> 
> Zam
> 
> P.S. Here's my latest with the RS:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/jij2.mp3
> 
> Always welcome to remix if intrested let me know.
>

Hey still here!Not using my RS much atm.Got a lot of patterns i made
with my emx so i've started recording parts into ableton,building up a
library of my own sounds.I also know live pretty well andi work much
faster.I've got some stuff worked out on the RS but i'll probsbly end
up recording that into live as well.Im thinking of going live with my
laptop,synth and the emx(plug that into an echo mia)and keep the RS in
the studio for now.

I don't know if you use a pc or a mac but there is an fx plugin called
ohmicide from the ohmboyz and it's a 4 band distortion unit.Has
changed the way i look at distortion.It's not your typical
plugin.Anyway thats my tip :D 

Markus
| 16111|16106|2007-11-28 19:50:13|Nick Fletcher|Re: Tip: Bad Arse Bass|
Yeah, that synth is a minimoog (1974), thanks for the compliment!

I also just bought an AW1600 and I think it'll be a perfect companion for
the RS. I am only too happy to use the computer as little as possible. :-)

On Nov 29, 2007 12:12 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> That is cool and a nicely edited video. Is that some sort of Moog?
> I think the RS is a great machine to also learn subtractive synthesis
> from, not quite like an old analog or modular, but some of the
> important basics definatly. Thanks for sharing that vid, lucky you
> whatever that synth is, it looks pretty sweet. Wish I had a better
> speaker at the moment to hear it. Will prob check it out again later.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick Fletcher"
> wrote:
> >
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> > Thanks for the tip mate! Listening to your track now and it sounds
> > excellent! That's pretty full on. Good to hear a triangle bass
> too. :-)
> >
> > I don't know how much value this will be, but I feel that I want to
> > contribute something. Here's a little guide I made as a beginners
> guide to
> > making a bass sound using subtractive synthesis
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtRvFyw8cYA
> >
> > On Nov 29, 2007 11:19 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > Oh man, I just seen something else I've not ever messed with on
> my RS.
> > > There is a voice parameter Hold On/Off on the voice select page
> I've
> > > never noticed I can change. Got to give this a try soon, see if I
> like
> > > it or not the way its always been defaulted to or not.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16113|16113|2007-11-28 21:42:57|zamisers7k|Spammers of RS7000 List|
We don't get many, but some seem to still slip through occasionally. 

I've banned them and reported them to yahoo customer service.

I can take further action if spam becomes more of a problem, hoping not 
and hopefully you all understand.

Thanks!

Zam
| 16115|16115|2007-12-01 13:05:49|Markus|Problems syncing the RS to Live|
I have been trying to record some stuff from the RS into Live.I want
to slave the RS but i have to press play on the RS before i press play
in live for the RS to play,i can't just hit play in live and the RS
start playing in sync.Even then the beat is late so i can't record
anything in time.Is this how the RS is supposed to work?

So i have to slave live to the RS which is fine but i my phrases are 8
bar measures so i have to wait 8 bars before i can start to
record(can't trigger the clip in live when i hit play on the RS)so
this takes up a lot of time.

Also when live is slaved the tempo fluctuates when i trigger
playback.Say it is 125bpm on the RS,it will change to 123,then 127bpm
for a couple of bars then it will settle down.It could be midi jitter
or a problem with my soundcard.Anyone else had timing problems with
the RS or trouble slaving it to a daw?It seems odd that it wont sync
unless i press play play first,and even then it's out of time so i
can't slave it to record pattern and phrases.

It could be my soundcard.I have another midi interface i can try but
if this is the way the RS is supposed to work how do i slave it and
keep it in sync and whats with the tempo fluctuations?Bad midi timing?

Cheers,

Markus
| 16116|16115|2007-12-01 17:52:35|Markus|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
I've been recording through my novation remote zero and results are
better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can record
without timing issues and having to be at arms length between RS and
laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were caused the
soundcard
as well..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtRvFyw8cYA


Markus
| 16117|16117|2007-12-01 21:02:01|Michael Kirk|SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
Hi,

I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a solution.

My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made the error
of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can format/store/read
files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no problems,
but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get a "write
protected" error message in either operation. I do not have the
silver write protect sticker on this card.

Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not accessible
from the RS7000. 

I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' utilities targeted
at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
http://www.datarescue.com 
These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's patterns on
my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors reported.

What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is corrupted. 
Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the RS7000
have a preferred CIS block format?

Any suggestions are appreciated.

Regards,

Mike
| 16118|16115|2007-12-02 02:26:15|zamisers7k|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
Hey Markus,

My stuff is still packed up from a gig so I can't confirm any of this 
at the moment and I'm going off memory.

You should be able to hit play on live and have the RS automatically 
start. Clock on RS needs to be set to external. The trick or problem 
might come in that software on the computer should also have a 
setting. Make sure you check its settings too to see that it is 
sending start/stop clock signal out.

Good luck with it and perhaps yeah your card may be part of the problem 
hard to say.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I've been recording through my novation remote zero and results are
> better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can record
> without timing issues and having to be at arms length between RS and
> laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were caused the
> soundcard
> as well..
> 
> Markus
>

| 16119|16117|2007-12-02 02:30:12|zamisers7k|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
Hi Mike,

I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a format 
card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't work 
then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities out 
there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't know any 
off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can scan the 
card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a fix for 
it let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a solution.
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> 
> My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made the error
> of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
format/store/read
> files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
problems,
> but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get a "write
> protected" error message in either operation. I do not have the
> silver write protect sticker on this card.
> 
> Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not accessible
> from the RS7000. 
> 
> I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' utilities 
targeted
> at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> http://www.datarescue.com 
> These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's patterns 
on
> my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors reported.
> 
> What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is corrupted. 
> Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the RS7000
> have a preferred CIS block format?
> 
> Any suggestions are appreciated.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Mike
>

| 16120|16117|2007-12-02 09:01:34|florisvanrijswijk|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
Hi Mike, 

Me and some others also had the same problem and did not find a
solution. In the end I gave up, ditched the malfunctioning card and
got myself two others (second hand ones). I got two because one of
them will be my backup in case this happens again. Also I keep a
backup of my RS files on my PC, just in case. 
Suggestion until now to prevent this is to make sure you eject the
card in a "save" manner via the Window Explorer (right-click on the
card-reader drive and select: Eject) before removing it from the card
reader. This makes ensures that Windows will flush any data that still
needs to be written on the card from its cache memory (or something...).
Imo this is all a drag and makes me very paranoid working with the
memory card on the PC especially now that the cards are getting
difficult to find (in the Netherlands that is...).

Floris.
| 16121|16115|2007-12-02 09:15:55|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
Hi, 

There are two different thinks when synchronising:
- Midi Machine Control 
- Midi Time Clock

The first is used when a remote machine (Live/PC) needs to control the
RS: Play / stop / transport. 
The second is used only to let the two machines (Live and RS) play in
sync because the slave (RS) knows the "time" of the master (Live). 

When you say that you need to press play on the RS and then start Live
to get them both playing in sync I guess you're using the second
option. I use this also and feel no need to use MMC. It works fine
when recording material from the RS into Cubase. I just leave a few
measures "empty"/unused so that everythng can syncup nicely. 

You do need a good quality midi-interface to send all these Midi Time
Code messages nicely. It's a lot of them! A soundcard is usually not a
good quality midi-interface but luckily a good dedicated
midi-interface is cheep these days.

When I play with a friend of mine, we sync his Roland 505 (master)
with my RS (slave) only with MTC. I have to press play on the RS
first. Then the RS is waiting for the MTC messages from the master.
When play is pressed on the master (Roland 505), the RS starts playing
and everything is kept in sync perfectly during the whole gig (as long
nobody presses stop...). We play 195 BPM drum and bass with a very
tight rhythm (sliced drumloops on both machines) so we would notice
immediately when the machines would not be in sync. 

http://www.datarescue.com/


Floris.
| 16122|16122|2007-12-02 09:22:07|florisvanrijswijk|Sending sample slices from Recycle to RS|
Hi, 

Does anybody know or has experience in sending sample slices make in
Recycle directly to the RS? 
Until now I had to: 
- Export the sliced samples first onto a memory card. 
- Export the midi file from Recycle onto the memory card. 
- Put that card into the RS. 
- Import the samples one by one. 
- Import the midi file from Recycle into a track.

Very cumbersome and no fun! Is there not a better way to do this? I
saw that Recycle has some sort of "send samples to sampler" function
but I do not know how to get this to work.

Thanks already, 
Floris.
| 16123|16122|2007-12-02 10:27:25|komatos|Re: Sending sample slices from Recycle to RS|
On Dec 2, 2007, at 11:22 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

> Hi,
>
> Does anybody know or has experience in sending sample slices make in
> Recycle directly to the RS?
> Until now I had to:
> - Export the sliced samples first onto a memory card.
> - Export the midi file from Recycle onto the memory card.
> - Put that card into the RS.
> - Import the samples one by one.
> - Import the midi file from Recycle into a track.
>
> Very cumbersome and no fun! Is there not a better way to do this? I
> saw that Recycle has some sort of "send samples to sampler" function
> but I do not know how to get this to work.
>
> Thanks already,
> Floris.

Recycle used to have a SMIDI transfer function for samples/MIDI files 
via SCSI & MIDI. The Yamaha A3000 and other "pro" rackmount samplers 
with multi-velocity sample mapping were recognized (Akai S1000/3000, 
etc.). Unfortunately the RS7000 was not one of the samplers that a 
template had been created for.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 16124|16115|2007-12-02 11:02:43|Markus|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
Hi Zam.

It does as long as i hit play on the RS first.Terrible midi timing on
the soundcard though!Other possibility is the firewire port..it's a
good card though and i've never come across mention of an problem with
the midi but it was better through the remote which is has dedicated
midi interface.It has a second midi out so i should be able to sync up
the emx too :D

Watch this space!

Markus 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Markus,
> 
> My stuff is still packed up from a gig so I can't confirm any of this 
> at the moment and I'm going off memory.
> 
> You should be able to hit play on live and have the RS automatically 
> start. Clock on RS needs to be set to external. The trick or problem 
> might come in that software on the computer should also have a 
> setting. Make sure you check its settings too to see that it is 
> sending start/stop clock signal out.
> 
> Good luck with it and perhaps yeah your card may be part of the problem 
> hard to say.
> 
> Zam
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I've been recording through my novation remote zero and results are
> > better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can record
> > without timing issues and having to be at arms length between RS and
> > laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were caused the
> > soundcard
> > as well..
> > 
> > Markus
> >
>

| 16125|16115|2007-12-02 11:39:22|peter sedin|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
no. you should have your rs.7000 synced as slave to live. and while you have both of them running, with lives metronome, and rs-7000 metronome, so you can here both
beats.. you open live prefs. and go to MIDI/sync, there in the bottem of the page there is a "sync delay" pref., to the right of the sync output.. tweak that until its right on
beat!
peace..
peter

Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: Hi Zam.

It does as long as i hit play on the RS first.Terrible midi timing on
the soundcard though!Other possibility is the firewire port..it's a
good card though and i've never come across mention of an problem with
the midi but it was better through the remote which is has dedicated
midi interface.It has a second midi out so i should be able to sync up
the emx too :D

Watch this space!

Markus 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Markus,
> 
> My stuff is still packed up from a gig so I can't confirm any of this 
> at the moment and I'm going off memory.
> 
> You should be able to hit play on live and have the RS automatically 
> start. Clock on RS needs to be set to external. The trick or problem 
> might come in that software on the computer should also have a 
> setting. Make sure you check its settings too to see that it is 
> sending start/stop clock signal out.
> 
> Good luck with it and perhaps yeah your card may be part of the problem 
> hard to say.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I've been recording through my novation remote zero and results are
> > better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can record
> > without timing issues and having to be at arms length between RS and
> > laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were caused the
> > soundcard
> > as well..
> > 
> > Markus
> >
>

---------------------------------
Be a better sports nut! Let your teams follow you with Yahoo Mobile. Try it now.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16126|16122|2007-12-03 05:35:28|zamisers7k|Re: Sending sample slices from Recycle to RS|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:

>
> On Dec 2, 2007, at 11:22 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:
> 
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> > Hi,
> >
> > Does anybody know or has experience in sending sample slices 

make in

> > Recycle directly to the RS?
> > Until now I had to:
> > - Export the sliced samples first onto a memory card.
> > - Export the midi file from Recycle onto the memory card.
> > - Put that card into the RS.
> > - Import the samples one by one.
> > - Import the midi file from Recycle into a track.
> >
> > Very cumbersome and no fun! Is there not a better way to do 

this? I

> > saw that Recycle has some sort of "send samples to sampler" 

function

> > but I do not know how to get this to work.
> >
> > Thanks already,
> > Floris.
> 
> Recycle used to have a SMIDI transfer function for samples/MIDI 

files 

> via SCSI & MIDI. The Yamaha A3000 and other "pro" rackmount 

samplers 

> with multi-velocity sample mapping were recognized (Akai 

S1000/3000, 

> etc.). Unfortunately the RS7000 was not one of the samplers that 

a 

> template had been created for.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>

Would it be possible to record your sliced up samples into one .wav 
then have the RS slice it up for you? Just a thought, otherwise yea 
it sounds very combersome. Sounds like your doing a lot of sample 
work, perhaps a sampler like one of the ones kamatos suggested would 
help speed things up for you? The RS is a fun and fast piece of 
gear to work with most of the time, do wish Yamaha would have 
continued updates with more features in this department. Good luck, 
and as always if you find a way of doing something to make it easier 
for the rest of us RSers with the RS, let us know.

Zam
| 16127|16115|2007-12-03 05:53:44|zamisers7k|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
Peter sounds like they know what they are doing here. I hope this 
helped ya out. I've got Live, but I'm more familar with Cakewalk, 
which I've never had any timing issues between it and any other 
hardware sequencers. I hit play on on CW and other gear slaved to 
it through midi starts right up on cue. Even have used punch in 
points sucessufully. Been a while since had midi hook to my 
computer though. I'm still not too big on using softseqs. Seems a 
lot more folks lately are trying to combine them with outboard gear, 
seqs, along with the RS. Anyhow, once I get my stuff unpacked today 
or tomorrow hopefully I can give some of this stuff a shot myself 
and also with some other software as well. Just get myself a little 
more familar with all their behaviors along with the RS. Finicky 
stuff it seems like, I'm probably in for a few headaches. Glad some 
others here have more experience and can help on these maters. 

Thanks all for responding and helping with these kinds of issues!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:
>
> no. you should have your rs.7000 synced as slave to live. and 
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while you have both of them running, with lives metronome, and rs-
7000 metronome, so you can here both beats.. you open live prefs. 
and go to MIDI/sync, there in the bottem of the page there is 
a "sync delay" pref., to the right of the sync output.. tweak that 
until its right on beat!
> peace..
> peter
> 
> Markus wrote: Hi 
Zam.
> 
> It does as long as i hit play on the RS first.Terrible midi 
timing on
> the soundcard though!Other possibility is the firewire port..it's 
a
> good card though and i've never come across mention of an problem 
with
> the midi but it was better through the remote which is has 
dedicated
> midi interface.It has a second midi out so i should be able to 
sync up
> the emx too :D
> 
> Watch this space!
> 
> Markus 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Markus,
> > 
> > My stuff is still packed up from a gig so I can't confirm any 
of this 
> > at the moment and I'm going off memory.
> > 
> > You should be able to hit play on live and have the RS 
automatically 
> > start. Clock on RS needs to be set to external. The trick or 
problem 
> > might come in that software on the computer should also have a 
> > setting. Make sure you check its settings too to see that it 
is 
> > sending start/stop clock signal out.
> > 
> > Good luck with it and perhaps yeah your card may be part of the 
problem 
> > hard to say.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > I've been recording through my novation remote zero and 
results are
> > > better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can 
record
> > > without timing issues and having to be at arms length between 
RS and
> > > laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were 
caused the
> > > soundcard
> > > as well..
> > > 
> > > Markus
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Be a better sports nut! Let your teams follow you with Yahoo 
Mobile. Try it now.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16128|16115|2007-12-03 06:38:19|peter sedin|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
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ye.. i switch master from time to time.. i make stuff almoust finnished with my hardware gear, and then start my computer, record big audiofiles and edit..more fun that
way..like remixing.
but havent had any problem with rs starting on time with live if i want.
havent used cakewalk, but heard god thing about it, as long its simple and fast to use.
peace..
peter

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: Peter sounds like they know what they are doing here. I hope this 
helped ya out. I've got Live, but I'm more familar with Cakewalk, 
which I've never had any timing issues between it and any other 
hardware sequencers. I hit play on on CW and other gear slaved to 
it through midi starts right up on cue. Even have used punch in 
points sucessufully. Been a while since had midi hook to my 
computer though. I'm still not too big on using softseqs. Seems a 
lot more folks lately are trying to combine them with outboard gear, 
seqs, along with the RS. Anyhow, once I get my stuff unpacked today 
or tomorrow hopefully I can give some of this stuff a shot myself 
and also with some other software as well. Just get myself a little 
more familar with all their behaviors along with the RS. Finicky 
stuff it seems like, I'm probably in for a few headaches. Glad some 
others here have more experience and can help on these maters. 

Thanks all for responding and helping with these kinds of issues!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:
>
> no. you should have your rs.7000 synced as slave to live. and 
while you have both of them running, with lives metronome, and rs-
7000 metronome, so you can here both beats.. you open live prefs. 
and go to MIDI/sync, there in the bottem of the page there is 
a "sync delay" pref., to the right of the sync output.. tweak that 
until its right on beat!
> peace..
> peter
> 
> Markus wrote: Hi 
Zam.
> 
> It does as long as i hit play on the RS first.Terrible midi 
timing on
> the soundcard though!Other possibility is the firewire port..it's 
a
> good card though and i've never come across mention of an problem 
with
> the midi but it was better through the remote which is has 
dedicated
> midi interface.It has a second midi out so i should be able to 
sync up
> the emx too :D
> 
> Watch this space!
> 
> Markus 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Markus,
> > 
> > My stuff is still packed up from a gig so I can't confirm any 
of this 
> > at the moment and I'm going off memory.
> > 
> > You should be able to hit play on live and have the RS 
automatically 
> > start. Clock on RS needs to be set to external. The trick or 
problem 
> > might come in that software on the computer should also have a 
> > setting. Make sure you check its settings too to see that it 
is 
> > sending start/stop clock signal out.
> > 
> > Good luck with it and perhaps yeah your card may be part of the 
problem 
> > hard to say.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
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> > >
> > > I've been recording through my novation remote zero and 
results are
> > > better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can 
record
> > > without timing issues and having to be at arms length between 
RS and
> > > laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were 
caused the
> > > soundcard
> > > as well..
> > > 
> > > Markus
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ---------------------------------
> Be a better sports nut! Let your teams follow you with Yahoo 
Mobile. Try it now.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

---------------------------------
Be a better sports nut! Let your teams follow you with Yahoo Mobile. Try it now.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16129|16117|2007-12-03 11:10:37|Michael Kirk|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
Zam,

Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card feature and
it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check the SM
slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck over the
write protect sensor?

I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block. Which
most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the problem I
have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.

Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess that it
has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 format on
Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery of many
of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out perfectly OK
on a PC.

I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no longer
fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)

Regards,

Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi Mike,
> 
> I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a format 
> card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't work 
> then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities out 
> there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't know any 
> off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can scan the 
> card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a fix for 
> it let us know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
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> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a solution.
> > 
> > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made the error
> > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> format/store/read
> > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
> problems,
> > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get a "write
> > protected" error message in either operation. I do not have the
> > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > 
> > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not accessible
> > from the RS7000. 
> > 
> > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' utilities 
> targeted
> > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's patterns 
> on
> > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors reported.
> > 
> > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is corrupted. 
> > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the RS7000
> > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > 
> > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > 
> > Regards,
> > 
> > Mike
> >
>

| 16130|16117|2007-12-03 13:27:39|zamisers7k|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
I read around a little on the net. There is this software called 
smartprep at:

http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm

Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work. Give 
it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> Zam,
> 
> Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card feature 
and
> it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check the SM
> slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck over 
the
> write protect sensor?
> 
> I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block. 
Which
> most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the 
problem I
> have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> 
> Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess 
that it
> has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 format 
on
> Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery of 
many
> of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
perfectly OK
> on a PC.
> 
> I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no longer
> fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)
> 
> 
> Regards,

http://www.datarescue.com/
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> 
> Mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Mike,
> > 
> > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a 
format 
> > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't 
work 
> > then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities 
out 
> > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't know 
any 
> > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can scan 
the 
> > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a fix 
for 
> > it let us know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a 
solution.
> > > 
> > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made the 
error
> > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > format/store/read
> > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
> > problems,
> > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get 
a "write
> > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not have 
the
> > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > 
> > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not 
accessible
> > > from the RS7000. 
> > > 
> > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' utilities 
> > targeted
> > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's 
patterns 
> > on
> > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors reported.
> > > 
> > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is 
corrupted. 
> > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the 
RS7000
> > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > 
> > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > 
> > > Regards,
> > > 
> > > Mike
> > >
> >
>

| 16131|16117|2007-12-03 16:38:35|Michael Kirk|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only work
with specific USB readers (see bottom of site): 

Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin

I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for one on Ebay.

I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let you know
what happens.
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-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I read around a little on the net. There is this software called 
> smartprep at:
> 
> http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm
> 
> Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work. Give 
> it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> >
> > Zam,
> > 
> > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card feature 
> and
> > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check the SM
> > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck over 
> the
> > write protect sensor?
> > 
> > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block. 
> Which
> > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the 
> problem I
> > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > 
> > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess 
> that it
> > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 format 
> on
> > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery of 
> many
> > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
> perfectly OK
> > on a PC.
> > 
> > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no longer
> > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)
> > 
> > 
> > Regards,
> > 
> > Mike
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi Mike,
> > > 
> > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a 
> format 
> > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't 
> work 
> > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities 
> out 
> > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't know 
> any 
> > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can scan 
> the 
> > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a fix 
> for 
> > > it let us know.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi,
> > > > 
> > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a 
> solution.
> > > > 
> > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made the 
> error
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> > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > > format/store/read
> > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
> > > problems,
> > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get 
> a "write
> > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not have 
> the
> > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > 
> > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not 
> accessible
> > > > from the RS7000. 
> > > > 
> > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' utilities 
> > > targeted
> > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's 
> patterns 
> > > on
> > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors reported.
> > > > 
> > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is 
> corrupted. 
> > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the 
> RS7000
> > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > 
> > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > 
> > > > Regards,
> > > > 
> > > > Mike
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16132|16117|2007-12-03 17:08:58|zamisers7k|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
I hope it works for you. Only other thing I can think of is and this 
is a long shot and a total headach even if it works. Maybe see if can 
find a DOS USB driver for the USB drive that will work, boot with a 
DOS system disk along with fdisk and format commands on it and will 
probably have to have config.sys file on it edited to load up the usb 
driver so DOS will see it, which might be especially dificult if 
you've got no floppy drive but then maybe have to burn it on to a 
CD. Then boot with your machine as a DOS machine and perform a 
format that way, maybe with a /u switch. Totally old school, might 
be possible to just get an old DOS format.com command from somewhere 
and go to a DOS cmd window and the USB port might still come up with 
the right drive letter for you to use that format command with. I 
just don't know for sure if that will do anything or worth the 
trouble without doing some experimenting first, and I want to be 
carefull I don't ruin my one and only SM card by accident.

Good luck to you, please let us know, seems others might be intrested 
too if we can find a way. Does seem like a big waste if its just 
software related that is limiting a semi valuable piece of hardware 
from operating properly.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only work
> with specific USB readers (see bottom of site): 
> 
> Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin
> 
> I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for one 
on Ebay.
> 
> I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let you know
> what happens.
> 
> -Mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
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> > I read around a little on the net. There is this software called 
> > smartprep at:
> > 
> > http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm
> > 
> > Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work. 
Give 
> > it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > >
> > > Zam,
> > > 
> > > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card 
feature 
> > and
> > > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check 
the SM
> > > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck 
over 
> > the
> > > write protect sensor?
> > > 
> > > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block. 
> > Which
> > > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the 
> > problem I
> > > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > > 
> > > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess 
> > that it
> > > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 
format 
> > on
> > > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery 
of 
> > many
> > > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
> > perfectly OK
> > > on a PC.
> > > 
> > > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no 
longer
> > > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Regards,
> > > 
> > > Mike
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi Mike,
> > > > 
> > > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a 
> > format 
> > > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't 
> > work 
> > > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities 
> > out 
> > > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't 
know 
> > any 
> > > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can 
scan 
> > the 
> > > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a 
fix 
> > for 
> > > > it let us know.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" 
wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi,
> > > > > 
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> > > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a 
> > solution.
> > > > > 
> > > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made 
the 
> > error
> > > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > > > format/store/read
> > > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
> > > > problems,
> > > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get 
> > a "write
> > > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not 
have 
> > the
> > > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not 
> > accessible
> > > > > from the RS7000. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' 
utilities 
> > > > targeted
> > > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's 
> > patterns 
> > > > on
> > > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors 
reported.
> > > > > 
> > > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is 
> > corrupted. 
> > > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the 
> > RS7000
> > > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Regards,
> > > > > 
> > > > > Mike
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16133|16115|2007-12-03 22:39:10|Markus|Re: Problems syncing the RS to Live|
Peters tip about the metronomes was a good one,and kinda obvious now i
think about it.can't think of a better way to check te timing between
various devices.Anyway the timing is the same on both my soundcard and
midi interface so i can use the soundcards midi connections.I've
tweaked all the settings in live and now the timing is pretty good.So
thanks for the tips ;)

At Zam,the new version of live has got some pretty tight features such
as external instruments and drum racks.Someone was just asking about
better ways to slice loops on the RS,maybe live 7 is something you
could use along side the RS.I know i will be.You say your not big on
softseqs,live is the biznit!Have a play with the demo of version 7 and
see what you think.On the midi timing,it could be my gear thats the
problem.As i've been reading,people with hi end audio equipment rarely
experience these issues,probably cos their better designed to handle
all the information that is been sent between host and outboard
equipment :)

So thanks for all the help and advice and keep RSing,

Peace!

Markus

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Peter sounds like they know what they are doing here. I hope this 
> helped ya out. I've got Live, but I'm more familar with Cakewalk, 
> which I've never had any timing issues between it and any other 
> hardware sequencers. I hit play on on CW and other gear slaved to 
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> it through midi starts right up on cue. Even have used punch in 
> points sucessufully. Been a while since had midi hook to my 
> computer though. I'm still not too big on using softseqs. Seems a 
> lot more folks lately are trying to combine them with outboard gear, 
> seqs, along with the RS. Anyhow, once I get my stuff unpacked today 
> or tomorrow hopefully I can give some of this stuff a shot myself 
> and also with some other software as well. Just get myself a little 
> more familar with all their behaviors along with the RS. Finicky 
> stuff it seems like, I'm probably in for a few headaches. Glad some 
> others here have more experience and can help on these maters. 
> 
> Thanks all for responding and helping with these kinds of issues!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:
> >
> > no. you should have your rs.7000 synced as slave to live. and 
> while you have both of them running, with lives metronome, and rs-
> 7000 metronome, so you can here both beats.. you open live prefs. 
> and go to MIDI/sync, there in the bottem of the page there is 
> a "sync delay" pref., to the right of the sync output.. tweak that 
> until its right on beat!
> > peace..
> > peter
> > 
> > Markus wrote: Hi 
> Zam.
> > 
> > It does as long as i hit play on the RS first.Terrible midi 
> timing on
> > the soundcard though!Other possibility is the firewire port..it's 
> a
> > good card though and i've never come across mention of an problem 
> with
> > the midi but it was better through the remote which is has 
> dedicated
> > midi interface.It has a second midi out so i should be able to 
> sync up
> > the emx too :D
> > 
> > Watch this space!
> > 
> > Markus 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey Markus,
> > > 
> > > My stuff is still packed up from a gig so I can't confirm any 
> of this 
> > > at the moment and I'm going off memory.
> > > 
> > > You should be able to hit play on live and have the RS 
> automatically 
> > > start. Clock on RS needs to be set to external. The trick or 
> problem 
> > > might come in that software on the computer should also have a 
> > > setting. Make sure you check its settings too to see that it 
> is 
> > > sending start/stop clock signal out.
> > > 
> > > Good luck with it and perhaps yeah your card may be part of the 
> problem 
> > > hard to say.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I've been recording through my novation remote zero and 
> results are
> > > > better so it seems the soundcard is the problem.Anyway i can 
> record
> > > > without timing issues and having to be at arms length between 
> RS and
> > > > laptop.I'll have to see if the timing fluctuations were 
> caused the
> > > > soundcard
> > > > as well..
> > > > 
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> > > > Markus
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ---------------------------------
> > Be a better sports nut! Let your teams follow you with Yahoo 
> Mobile. Try it now.
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16134|16117|2007-12-04 14:03:59|Michael Kirk|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000?|
All:

The SmartMedia forum was dissolved as of May 2007. All the SM
technical and software specifications are now FREE for download (after
registering).

http://www.ssfdc.or.jp/english/index.htm (main site)

http://www.ssfdc.or.jp/english/user2/index.htm (Documents)

I plan to go through these docs and hopefully find a method to 'trick'
my RS7000 into formatting my SM card.

-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I hope it works for you. Only other thing I can think of is and this 
> is a long shot and a total headach even if it works. Maybe see if can 
> find a DOS USB driver for the USB drive that will work, boot with a 
> DOS system disk along with fdisk and format commands on it and will 
> probably have to have config.sys file on it edited to load up the usb 
> driver so DOS will see it, which might be especially dificult if 
> you've got no floppy drive but then maybe have to burn it on to a 
> CD. Then boot with your machine as a DOS machine and perform a 
> format that way, maybe with a /u switch. Totally old school, might 
> be possible to just get an old DOS format.com command from somewhere 
> and go to a DOS cmd window and the USB port might still come up with 
> the right drive letter for you to use that format command with. I 
> just don't know for sure if that will do anything or worth the 
> trouble without doing some experimenting first, and I want to be 
> carefull I don't ruin my one and only SM card by accident.
> 
> Good luck to you, please let us know, seems others might be intrested 
> too if we can find a way. Does seem like a big waste if its just 
> software related that is limiting a semi valuable piece of hardware 
> from operating properly.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> >
> > I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only work
> > with specific USB readers (see bottom of site): 
> > 
> > Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin
> > 
> > I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for one 
> on Ebay.
> > 
> > I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let you know
> > what happens.
> > 
> > -Mike
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I read around a little on the net. There is this software called 
> > > smartprep at:
> > > 
> > > http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm
> > > 
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> > > Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work. 
> Give 
> > > it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Zam,
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card 
> feature 
> > > and
> > > > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check 
> the SM
> > > > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck 
> over 
> > > the
> > > > write protect sensor?
> > > > 
> > > > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block. 
> > > Which
> > > > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the 
> > > problem I
> > > > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > > > 
> > > > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess 
> > > that it
> > > > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 
> format 
> > > on
> > > > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery 
> of 
> > > many
> > > > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
> > > perfectly OK
> > > > on a PC.
> > > > 
> > > > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no 
> longer
> > > > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Regards,
> > > > 
> > > > Mike
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi Mike,
> > > > > 
> > > > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a 
> > > format 
> > > > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't 
> > > work 
> > > > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities 
> > > out 
> > > > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't 
> know 
> > > any 
> > > > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can 
> scan 
> > > the 
> > > > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a 
> fix 
> > > for 
> > > > > it let us know.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" 
> wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hi,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a 
> > > solution.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made 
> the 
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> > > error
> > > > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > > > > format/store/read
> > > > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
> > > > > problems,
> > > > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get 
> > > a "write
> > > > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not 
> have 
> > > the
> > > > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not 
> > > accessible
> > > > > > from the RS7000. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' 
> utilities 
> > > > > targeted
> > > > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > > > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's 
> > > patterns 
> > > > > on
> > > > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors 
> reported.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is 
> > > corrupted. 
> > > > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the 
> > > RS7000
> > > > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Mike
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16135|16135|2007-12-08 23:17:47|Robert Danzman|tutor|
Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid tutoring on the RS7000?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16136|16135|2007-12-08 23:40:49|Nick Fletcher|Re: tutor|
What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth enough to
require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to break it
down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and sampler. Run
through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.

If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting anywhere, ask us
some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be better
than a tutor! :-)

Cheers,

Nick.

On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:

> Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid tutoring on
> the RS7000?
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16137|16135|2007-12-09 09:20:42|Robert Danzman|Re: tutor|
Nick,

Thank you very much for the response. What am I having trouble with? Well, it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult male to admit this.......but.......almost
everything. Here's why. I don't understand ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety percent of the functionality of the device. Reading the manual and
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looking at the illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on the outside looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.

I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, now, and am constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have absolutely no idea what you guys are
saying.

The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical performances that are possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very simple(by comparison to what all of
you guys are doing) spectrum to produce what I want.

Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.

I'm open to any suggestions.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Nick Fletcher 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor

What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth enough to
require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to break it
down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and sampler. Run
through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.

If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting anywhere, ask us
some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be better
than a tutor! :-)

Cheers,

Nick.

On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:

> Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid tutoring on
> the RS7000?
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16138|16135|2007-12-09 09:48:07|Nick Fletcher|Re: tutor|
When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then over MSN
or something similar, we'll work through the basics.

Sound OK?

On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
> Nick,
>
> Thank you very much for the response. What am I having trouble with? Well,
> it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult male to admit
> this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't understand
> ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety percent of the
> functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking at the
> illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on the outside
> looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
>
> I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, now, and am
> constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have absolutely no idea
> what you guys are saying.
>
> The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical performances that are
> possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very simple(by
> comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to produce what I
> want.
>
> Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
>
> I'm open to any suggestions.
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>
> Robert
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nick Fletcher
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
>
>
> What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth enough to
> require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to break it
> down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and sampler.
> Run
> through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.
>
> If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting anywhere, ask
> us
> some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be better
> than a tutor! :-)
>
> Cheers,
>
> Nick.
>
> On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
>
> > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid tutoring on
> > the RS7000?
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

| 16139|16135|2007-12-09 09:53:09|Robert Danzman|Re: tutor|
Nick,

Thank you.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Nick Fletcher 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 11:48 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor

When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then over MSN
or something similar, we'll work through the basics.

Sound OK?

On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
> Nick,
>
> Thank you very much for the response. What am I having trouble with? Well,
> it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult male to admit
> this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't understand
> ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety percent of the
> functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking at the
> illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on the outside
> looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
>
> I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, now, and am
> constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have absolutely no idea
> what you guys are saying.
>
> The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical performances that are
> possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very simple(by
> comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to produce what I
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> want.
>
> Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
>
> I'm open to any suggestions.
>
> Robert
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nick Fletcher
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
>
>
> What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth enough to
> require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to break it
> down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and sampler.
> Run
> through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.
>
> If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting anywhere, ask
> us
> some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be better
> than a tutor! :-)
>
> Cheers,
>
> Nick.
>
> On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
>
> > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid tutoring on
> > the RS7000?
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16140|16135|2007-12-09 10:31:33|Nick Fletcher|Re: tutor|
I'm in Australia, but it shouldn't present too many problems. I think
that after three or four walk throughs, you'll know enough to move
forward.

Please contact me on nickeax AT gmail

On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
> Nick,
>
> Thank you.
>
> Robert
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nick Fletcher
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 11:48 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
>
>
> When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then over MSN
> or something similar, we'll work through the basics.
>
> Sound OK?
>
> On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
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> > Nick,
> >
> > Thank you very much for the response. What am I having trouble with?
> Well,
> > it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult male to admit
> > this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't understand
> > ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety percent of the
> > functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking at the
> > illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on the outside
> > looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
> >
> > I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, now, and am
> > constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have absolutely no
> idea
> > what you guys are saying.
> >
> > The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical performances that
> are
> > possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very simple(by
> > comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to produce what I
> > want.
> >
> > Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
> >
> > I'm open to any suggestions.
> >
> > Robert
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Nick Fletcher
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> >
> >
> > What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth enough
> to
> > require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to break it
> > down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and sampler.
> > Run
> > through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.
> >
> > If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting anywhere,
> ask
> > us
> > some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be better
> > than a tutor! :-)
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Nick.
> >
> > On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
> >
> > > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid tutoring
> on
> > > the RS7000?
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

| 16141|16135|2007-12-09 12:51:09|dc|Re: tutor|
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Hi,

I wouldn't mind getting in on that if possible.

Thanks,

Dave

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of Nick Fletcher
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 12:32 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor

I'm in Australia, but it shouldn't present too many problems. I think
that after three or four walk throughs, you'll know enough to move
forward.

Please contact me on nickeax AT gmail

On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman 
com> wrote:

> Nick,
>
> Thank you.
>
> Robert
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Nick Fletcher
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 11:48 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
>
>
> When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then over MSN
> or something similar, we'll work through the basics.
>
> Sound OK?
>
> On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman

com> wrote:

> > Nick,
> >
> > Thank you very much for the response. What am I having trouble with?
> Well,
> > it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult male to

admit

> > this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't

understand

> > ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety percent of

the

> > functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking at the
> > illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on the

outside

> > looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
> >
> > I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, now, and

am

> > constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have absolutely

no

> idea
> > what you guys are saying.
> >
> > The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical performances

that
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> are
> > possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very

simple(by

> > comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to produce

what I

> > want.
> >
> > Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
> >
> > I'm open to any suggestions.
> >
> > Robert
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Nick Fletcher
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> >
> >
> > What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth

enough

> to
> > require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to

break it

> > down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and

sampler.

> > Run
> > through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.
> >
> > If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting

anywhere,

> ask
> > us
> > some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be

better

> > than a tutor! :-)
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Nick.
> >
> > On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman

com> wrote:

> >
> > > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid

tutoring

> on
> > > the RS7000?
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
>



>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16142|16135|2007-12-09 13:32:59|Nick Fletcher|Re: tutor|
Cool Dave. If your up for something in the next couple of hours let me know,
as I have a few hours free.

Cheers,

Nick.

On Dec 10, 2007 6:51 AM, dc <carrda@sympatico.ca> wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I wouldn't mind getting in on that if possible.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Dave
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com ] On Behalf
> Of Nick Fletcher
> Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 12:32 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
>
> I'm in Australia, but it shouldn't present too many problems. I think
> that after three or four walk throughs, you'll know enough to move
> forward.
>
> Please contact me on nickeax AT gmail
>
> On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman 
> com> wrote:
> > Nick,
> >
> > Thank you.
> >
> > Robert
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: Nick Fletcher
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 11:48 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> >
> >
> > When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then over MSN
> > or something similar, we'll work through the basics.
> >
> > Sound OK?
> >
> > On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman > com> wrote:
> > > Nick,
> > >
> > > Thank you very much for the response. What am I having trouble with?
> > Well,
> > > it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult male to
> admit
> > > this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't
> understand
> > > ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety percent of
> the
> > > functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking at the
> > > illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on the
> outside
> > > looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
> > >
> > > I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, now, and
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> am
> > > constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have absolutely
> no
> > idea
> > > what you guys are saying.
> > >
> > > The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical performances
> that
> > are
> > > possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very
> simple(by
> > > comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to produce
> what I
> > > want.
> > >
> > > Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
> > >
> > > I'm open to any suggestions.
> > >
> > > Robert
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: Nick Fletcher
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> > >
> > >
> > > What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-depth
> enough
> > to
> > > require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try to
> break it
> > > down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module and
> sampler.
> > > Run
> > > through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get clearer.
> > >
> > > If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting
> anywhere,
> > ask
> > > us
> > > some specific questions about what's not making sense. This'll be
> better
> > > than a tutor! :-)
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Nick.
> > >
> > > On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman > com> wrote:
> > >
> > > > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for paid
> tutoring
> > on
> > > > the RS7000?
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>



> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16143|16135|2007-12-09 19:03:44|zamisers7k|Re: tutor|
I hope you guys get something worked out. The trick on the RS7000 
is getting over that initial "I don't even know where to start" 
phase I think too, then its a fun and easy machine, yet still with 
some complicatednesses if thats a word too. Can always get a hold 
of me here too if anyone needs anything specific answered.

When I've shown people the RS or any synth, the first things I like 
to know or show to do is how to play a sound on it and change 
voices. If I can't figure out how to that on a synth then that is 
when I usually get put off. Everything else after that is a bonus 
feature.

The RS isn't defaulted to initially be able to change voices and 
play them at boot up. Once I learned to press the Keyboard button 
way over on the left so I could play the mini keys, and then the 
Mixer button next to #9 on the pad to scroll through voices using 
the F1 & F3 knobs then the rest pretty much mostly came fairly 
naturally to me.

Its a good place to start if you've not got that far on it yet. 
Then can start learning how to record, edit a voice, sequence, 
patterns, chains, edit songs, and the sampler section. Those are 
the major areas of the RS. And to be honest, Pattern Chaining still 
causes me some confusion sometimes. 

Good luck you guys, and hope the tutoring goes well!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> Cool Dave. If your up for something in the next couple of hours 
let me know,
> as I have a few hours free.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
> 
> On Dec 10, 2007 6:51 AM, dc wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> >
> > I wouldn't mind getting in on that if possible.
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Dave
> >
> >
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:
> > RS7000@yahoogroups.com ] On Behalf
> > Of Nick Fletcher
> > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 12:32 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> >
> > I'm in Australia, but it shouldn't present too many problems. I 
think
> > that after three or four walk throughs, you'll know enough to 
move
> > forward.
> >
> > Please contact me on nickeax AT gmail
> >
> > On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman 40thearcadian.com>
> > com> wrote:
> > > Nick,
> > >
> > > Thank you.
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> > >
> > > Robert
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: Nick Fletcher
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 11:48 AM
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> > >
> > >
> > > When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then 
over MSN
> > > or something similar, we'll work through the basics.
> > >
> > > Sound OK?
> > >
> > > On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman > > com> wrote:
> > > > Nick,
> > > >
> > > > Thank you very much for the response. What am I having 
trouble with?
> > > Well,
> > > > it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult 
male to
> > admit
> > > > this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't
> > understand
> > > > ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety 
percent of
> > the
> > > > functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking 
at the
> > > > illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on 
the
> > outside
> > > > looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
> > > >
> > > > I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, 
now, and
> > am
> > > > constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have 
absolutely
> > no
> > > idea
> > > > what you guys are saying.
> > > >
> > > > The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical 
performances
> > that
> > > are
> > > > possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very
> > simple(by
> > > > comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to 
produce
> > what I
> > > > want.
> > > >
> > > > Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
> > > >
> > > > I'm open to any suggestions.
> > > >
> > > > Robert
> > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > From: Nick Fletcher
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-
depth
> > enough
> > > to
> > > > require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try 
to
> > break it
> > > > down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module 
and
> > sampler.
> > > > Run
> > > > through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get 
clearer.



> > > >
> > > > If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting
> > anywhere,
> > > ask
> > > > us
> > > > some specific questions about what's not making sense. 
This'll be
> > better
> > > > than a tutor! :-)
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > >
> > > > Nick.
> > > >
> > > > On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman > > com> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for 
paid
> > tutoring
> > > on
> > > > > the RS7000?
> > > > >

| 16144|16135|2007-12-09 20:26:58|Markus|Re: tutor|
I found the tutorial invaluable.If it wasn't for that i'd probably
need tuition as well lol!It's only recently that i've 'clicked' with
the RS as i've been using it more and more.I've picked up some good
tips on here that have helped me get more out of the RS and reading
the manual has definitely helped discover some of the features of the
RS i wouldn't have otherwise.Just keep with it.The members on here are
really helpful so i'm sure you'll get to grips with it no problem ;)

Markus

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I hope you guys get something worked out. The trick on the RS7000 
> is getting over that initial "I don't even know where to start" 
> phase I think too, then its a fun and easy machine, yet still with 
> some complicatednesses if thats a word too. Can always get a hold 
> of me here too if anyone needs anything specific answered.
> 
> When I've shown people the RS or any synth, the first things I like 
> to know or show to do is how to play a sound on it and change 
> voices. If I can't figure out how to that on a synth then that is 
> when I usually get put off. Everything else after that is a bonus 
> feature.
> 
> The RS isn't defaulted to initially be able to change voices and 
> play them at boot up. Once I learned to press the Keyboard button 
> way over on the left so I could play the mini keys, and then the 
> Mixer button next to #9 on the pad to scroll through voices using 
> the F1 & F3 knobs then the rest pretty much mostly came fairly 
> naturally to me.
> 
> Its a good place to start if you've not got that far on it yet. 
> Then can start learning how to record, edit a voice, sequence, 
> patterns, chains, edit songs, and the sampler section. Those are 
> the major areas of the RS. And to be honest, Pattern Chaining still 
> causes me some confusion sometimes. 
> 
> Good luck you guys, and hope the tutoring goes well!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > Cool Dave. If your up for something in the next couple of hours 
> let me know,
> > as I have a few hours free.
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > 
> > Nick.
> > 
> > On Dec 10, 2007 6:51 AM, dc wrote:
> > 
> > > Hi,
> > >
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> > > I wouldn't mind getting in on that if possible.
> > >
> > > Thanks,
> > >
> > > Dave
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:
> > > RS7000@yahoogroups.com ] On Behalf
> > > Of Nick Fletcher
> > > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 12:32 PM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> > >
> > > I'm in Australia, but it shouldn't present too many problems. I 
> think
> > > that after three or four walk throughs, you'll know enough to 
> move
> > > forward.
> > >
> > > Please contact me on nickeax AT gmail
> > >
> > > On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman > 40thearcadian.com>
> > > com> wrote:
> > > > Nick,
> > > >
> > > > Thank you.
> > > >
> > > > Robert
> > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > From: Nick Fletcher
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 11:48 AM
> > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > When I get back from work, I'll put something together. Then 
> over MSN
> > > > or something similar, we'll work through the basics.
> > > >
> > > > Sound OK?
> > > >
> > > > On 12/10/07, Robert Danzman > > > com> wrote:
> > > > > Nick,
> > > > >
> > > > > Thank you very much for the response. What am I having 
> trouble with?
> > > > Well,
> > > > > it's difficult for an educated, intelligent, mature adult 
> male to
> > > admit
> > > > > this.......but.......almost everything. Here's why. I don't
> > > understand
> > > > > ninety percent of the language. I don't understand ninety 
> percent of
> > > the
> > > > > functionality of the device. Reading the manual and looking 
> at the
> > > > > illustrations don't provide for someone like me who is "on 
> the
> > > outside
> > > > > looking in". Don't really know how to explain it.
> > > > >
> > > > > I have been reading everyone of the group posts for months, 
> now, and
> > > am
> > > > > constantly amazed at what I'm reading eve though I have 
> absolutely
> > > no
> > > > idea
> > > > > what you guys are saying.
> > > > >
> > > > > The breadth and depth of all the obviously technical 
> performances
> > > that
> > > > are
> > > > > possible with this device is not my interest. I have a very
> > > simple(by
> > > > > comparison to what all of you guys are doing) spectrum to 
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> produce
> > > what I
> > > > > want.
> > > > >
> > > > > Tuition is exactly what it will take to get me started.
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm open to any suggestions.
> > > > >
> > > > > Robert
> > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > From: Nick Fletcher
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > > > Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2007 1:40 AM
> > > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] tutor
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > What are you having trouble with mate? The unit is not in-
> depth
> > > enough
> > > > to
> > > > > require tuition. It may seem overwhelming initially, but try 
> to
> > > break it
> > > > > down into it's three main sections. Sequencer, sound module 
> and
> > > sampler.
> > > > > Run
> > > > > through the manual tutorials and things will begin to get 
> clearer.
> > > > >
> > > > > If, after going through the manual you still aren't getting
> > > anywhere,
> > > > ask
> > > > > us
> > > > > some specific questions about what's not making sense. 
> This'll be
> > > better
> > > > > than a tutor! :-)
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers,
> > > > >
> > > > > Nick.
> > > > >
> > > > > On Dec 8, 2007 3:59 PM, Robert Danzman > > > com> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > Anyone near Scranton, Pennsylvania who is available for 
> paid
> > > tutoring
> > > > on
> > > > > > the RS7000?
> > > > > >
>

| 16147|16117|2007-12-11 10:04:25|Michael Kirk|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000 - SUCCESS!|
All:

I don't have time to give full details (will post later), but I was
able to recover my 128MB SM card and use it in my RS7000!

RS7000 was reporting this card as "write protected" for writing and
formatting.

Summary:
1) Ordered used ZIO (Dazzle) Microtech SM reader on Amazon.com US$9.00
2) Used smprep2.exe from Minolta camera repair website. smprep.exe is 
only compatible with ZIO/Dazzle/SanDisk type readers
http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun
This software reported that the CIS block was missing and performed 
a block erase, low-level format with new CIS block and did a full 
card verification.
3) Card was recognized by RS7000

Lesson:
1) Do not use multi (7-in-1) generic flash card readers
- just VIEWING the files on my SM card with one of these readers 
(no copying, no formatting, no deleting) in WinXP corrupted the CIS
block (or file structure) and required a repeat of steps 1 & 2 above
with the ZIO/Microtech reader.

More details when I have more time.

http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun


-Mike

> -Mike
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I hope it works for you. Only other thing I can think of is and this 
> > is a long shot and a total headach even if it works. Maybe see if can 
> > find a DOS USB driver for the USB drive that will work, boot with a 
> > DOS system disk along with fdisk and format commands on it and will 
> > probably have to have config.sys file on it edited to load up the usb 
> > driver so DOS will see it, which might be especially dificult if 
> > you've got no floppy drive but then maybe have to burn it on to a 
> > CD. Then boot with your machine as a DOS machine and perform a 
> > format that way, maybe with a /u switch. Totally old school, might 
> > be possible to just get an old DOS format.com command from somewhere 
> > and go to a DOS cmd window and the USB port might still come up with 
> > the right drive letter for you to use that format command with. I 
> > just don't know for sure if that will do anything or worth the 
> > trouble without doing some experimenting first, and I want to be 
> > carefull I don't ruin my one and only SM card by accident.
> > 
> > Good luck to you, please let us know, seems others might be intrested 
> > too if we can find a way. Does seem like a big waste if its just 
> > software related that is limiting a semi valuable piece of hardware 
> > from operating properly.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > >
> > > I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only work
> > > with specific USB readers (see bottom of site): 
> > > 
> > > Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin
> > > 
> > > I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for one 
> > on Ebay.
> > > 
> > > I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let you know
> > > what happens.
> > > 
> > > -Mike
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I read around a little on the net. There is this software called 
> > > > smartprep at:
> > > > 
> > > > http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm
> > > > 
> > > > Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work. 
> > Give 
> > > > it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam,
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card 
> > feature 
> > > > and
> > > > > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check 
> > the SM
> > > > > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck 
> > over 
> > > > the
> > > > > write protect sensor?
> > > > > 
> > > > > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block. 
> > > > Which
> > > > > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the 
> > > > problem I
> > > > > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess 
> > > > that it
> > > > > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 
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> > format 
> > > > on
> > > > > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery 
> > of 
> > > > many
> > > > > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
> > > > perfectly OK
> > > > > on a PC.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no 
> > longer
> > > > > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Regards,
> > > > > 
> > > > > Mike
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hi Mike,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a 
> > > > format 
> > > > > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't 
> > > > work 
> > > > > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities 
> > > > out 
> > > > > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't 
> > know 
> > > > any 
> > > > > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can 
> > scan 
> > > > the 
> > > > > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a 
> > fix 
> > > > for 
> > > > > > it let us know.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" 
> > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hi,
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a 
> > > > solution.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made 
> > the 
> > > > error
> > > > > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > > > > > format/store/read
> > > > > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no 
> > > > > > problems,
> > > > > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get 
> > > > a "write
> > > > > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not 
> > have 
> > > > the
> > > > > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not 
> > > > accessible
> > > > > > > from the RS7000. 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' 
> > utilities 
> > > > > > targeted
> > > > > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > > > > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > > > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's 
> > > > patterns 
> > > > > > on
> > > > > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors 
> > reported.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is 
> > > > corrupted. 
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> > > > > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the 
> > > > RS7000
> > > > > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Mike
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16148|2590|2007-12-11 10:43:27|coming4yoking|Sampling|
Is there a way you can sample the voices internally from the RS 7k?
| 16149|16117|2007-12-11 11:17:16|Michael Kirk|FYI: SM card - ZIO readers on eBay|
All:

Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.

http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065

Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling

This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!

-Mike

P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
interest in these.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> All:
> 
> I don't have time to give full details (will post later), but I was
> able to recover my 128MB SM card and use it in my RS7000!
> 
> RS7000 was reporting this card as "write protected" for writing and
> formatting.
> 
> Summary:
> 1) Ordered used ZIO (Dazzle) Microtech SM reader on Amazon.com US$9.00
> 2) Used smprep2.exe from Minolta camera repair website. smprep.exe is 
> only compatible with ZIO/Dazzle/SanDisk type readers
> http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun
> This software reported that the CIS block was missing and performed 
> a block erase, low-level format with new CIS block and did a full 
> card verification.
> 3) Card was recognized by RS7000
> 
> Lesson:
> 1) Do not use multi (7-in-1) generic flash card readers
> - just VIEWING the files on my SM card with one of these readers 
> (no copying, no formatting, no deleting) in WinXP corrupted the CIS
> block (or file structure) and required a repeat of steps 1 & 2 above
> with the ZIO/Microtech reader.
> 
> More details when I have more time.
> 
> -Mike
> 
> > -Mike
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope it works for you. Only other thing I can think of is and
this 
> > > is a long shot and a total headach even if it works. Maybe see
if can 
> > > find a DOS USB driver for the USB drive that will work, boot with a 
> > > DOS system disk along with fdisk and format commands on it and will 
> > > probably have to have config.sys file on it edited to load up
the usb 
> > > driver so DOS will see it, which might be especially dificult if 
> > > you've got no floppy drive but then maybe have to burn it on to a 
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> > > CD. Then boot with your machine as a DOS machine and perform a 
> > > format that way, maybe with a /u switch. Totally old school, might 
> > > be possible to just get an old DOS format.com command from
somewhere 
> > > and go to a DOS cmd window and the USB port might still come up
with 
> > > the right drive letter for you to use that format command with. I 
> > > just don't know for sure if that will do anything or worth the 
> > > trouble without doing some experimenting first, and I want to be 
> > > carefull I don't ruin my one and only SM card by accident.
> > > 
> > > Good luck to you, please let us know, seems others might be
intrested 
> > > too if we can find a way. Does seem like a big waste if its just 
> > > software related that is limiting a semi valuable piece of hardware 
> > > from operating properly.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only work
> > > > with specific USB readers (see bottom of site): 
> > > > 
> > > > Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin
> > > > 
> > > > I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for one 
> > > on Ebay.
> > > > 
> > > > I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let
you know
> > > > what happens.
> > > > 
> > > > -Mike
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I read around a little on the net. There is this software
called 
> > > > > smartprep at:
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm
> > > > > 
> > > > > Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work. 
> > > Give 
> > > > > it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card 
> > > feature 
> > > > > and
> > > > > > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check 
> > > the SM
> > > > > > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck 
> > > over 
> > > > > the
> > > > > > write protect sensor?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS
block. 
> > > > > Which
> > > > > > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the 
> > > > > problem I
> > > > > > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would
guess 
> > > > > that it
> > > > > > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16 
> > > format 
> > > > > on
> > > > > > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery 
> > > of 
> > > > > many
> > > > > > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
> > > > > perfectly OK
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> > > > > > on a PC.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no 
> > > longer
> > > > > > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now.
:-)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Mike
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hi Mike,
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a 
> > > > > format 
> > > > > > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still
don't 
> > > > > work 
> > > > > > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some
utilities 
> > > > > out 
> > > > > > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't 
> > > know 
> > > > > any 
> > > > > > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can 
> > > scan 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a 
> > > fix 
> > > > > for 
> > > > > > > it let us know.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Hi,
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a 
> > > > > solution.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I
made 
> > > the 
> > > > > error
> > > > > > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > > > > > > format/store/read
> > > > > > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader
with no 
> > > > > > > problems,
> > > > > > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card.
I get 
> > > > > a "write
> > > > > > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not 
> > > have 
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not 
> > > > > accessible
> > > > > > > > from the RS7000. 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' 
> > > utilities 
> > > > > > > targeted
> > > > > > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > > > > > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > > > > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's 
> > > > > patterns 
> > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors 
> > > reported.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is 
> > > > > corrupted. 
> > > > > > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? 
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Does the 
> > > > > RS7000
> > > > > > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Mike
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16150|16150|2007-12-11 13:17:07|it_goes_darker_still|RS Wonder|
So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been loading them
into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and voila, they
play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I record
it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? thanks very
much in advance.
| 16151|16151|2007-12-11 15:37:42|manylov|question about sampling & resampling|
Have some problem when I use sampling or resampling function. Whenever 
I try to audition sample I hear weird sound with strange effect like a 
small delay (but during record sound are fine). I don't understand why 
it happeness & what does it mean. Anybody knows? May be my RS broken?
| 16152|16117|2007-12-11 15:42:57|Nick Fletcher|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000 - SUCCESS!|
Thanks very much! I managed to mess my card up last night. I have ordered a
ZIO brand card off eBay.

On Dec 12, 2007 4:04 AM, Michael Kirk <mjkirk12@yahoo.com> wrote:

> All:
>
> I don't have time to give full details (will post later), but I was
> able to recover my 128MB SM card and use it in my RS7000!
>
> RS7000 was reporting this card as "write protected" for writing and
> formatting.
>
> Summary:
> 1) Ordered used ZIO (Dazzle) Microtech SM reader on Amazon.com US$9.00
> 2) Used smprep2.exe from Minolta camera repair website. smprep.exe is
> only compatible with ZIO/Dazzle/SanDisk type readers
> http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun <http://www.marshost.com/%7Erashmun>
> This software reported that the CIS block was missing and performed
> a block erase, low-level format with new CIS block and did a full
> card verification.
> 3) Card was recognized by RS7000
>
> Lesson:
> 1) Do not use multi (7-in-1) generic flash card readers
> - just VIEWING the files on my SM card with one of these readers
> (no copying, no formatting, no deleting) in WinXP corrupted the CIS
> block (or file structure) and required a repeat of steps 1 & 2 above
> with the ZIO/Microtech reader.
>
> More details when I have more time.
>
> -Mike
>
> > -Mike
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope it works for you. Only other thing I can think of is and this
> > > is a long shot and a total headach even if it works. Maybe see if can
> > > find a DOS USB driver for the USB drive that will work, boot with a
> > > DOS system disk along with fdisk and format commands on it and will
> > > probably have to have config.sys file on it edited to load up the usb
> > > driver so DOS will see it, which might be especially dificult if
> > > you've got no floppy drive but then maybe have to burn it on to a
> > > CD. Then boot with your machine as a DOS machine and perform a
> > > format that way, maybe with a /u switch. Totally old school, might
> > > be possible to just get an old DOS format.com command from somewhere
> > > and go to a DOS cmd window and the USB port might still come up with
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> > > the right drive letter for you to use that format command with. I
> > > just don't know for sure if that will do anything or worth the
> > > trouble without doing some experimenting first, and I want to be
> > > carefull I don't ruin my one and only SM card by accident.
> > >
> > > Good luck to you, please let us know, seems others might be intrested
> > > too if we can find a way. Does seem like a big waste if its just
> > > software related that is limiting a semi valuable piece of hardware
> > > from operating properly.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Michael
> Kirk" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only work
> > > > with specific USB readers (see bottom of site):
> > > >
> > > > Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin
> > > >
> > > > I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for one
> > > on Ebay.
> > > >
> > > > I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let you know
> > > > what happens.
> > > >
> > > > -Mike
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I read around a little on the net. There is this software called
> > > > > smartprep at:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm>
> > > > >
> > > > > Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might work.
> > > Give
> > > > > it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you do.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Michael
> Kirk" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format card
> > > feature
> > > > > and
> > > > > > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to check
> > > the SM
> > > > > > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material stuck
> > > over
> > > > > the
> > > > > > write protect sensor?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS block.
> > > > > Which
> > > > > > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is the
> > > > > problem I
> > > > > > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would guess
> > > > > that it
> > > > > > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard FAT16
> > > format
> > > > > on
> > > > > > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the recovery
> > > of
> > > > > many
> > > > > > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out
> > > > > perfectly OK
> > > > > > on a PC.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may no
> > > longer
> > > > > > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for now. :-)
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Regards,
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> > > > > >
> > > > > > Mike
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hi Mike,
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS has a
> > > > > format
> > > > > > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still don't
> > > > > work
> > > > > > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some utilities
> > > > > out
> > > > > > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I don't
> > > know
> > > > > any
> > > > > > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think can
> > > scan
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you find a
> > > fix
> > > > > for
> > > > > > > it let us know.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "Michael Kirk" 
> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Hi,
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not see a
> > > > > solution.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I made
> > > the
> > > > > error
> > > > > > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can
> > > > > > > format/store/read
> > > > > > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader with no
> > > > > > > problems,
> > > > > > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. I get
> > > > > a "write
> > > > > > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do not
> > > have
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are not
> > > > > accessible
> > > > > > > > from the RS7000.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe'
> > > utilities
> > > > > > > targeted
> > > > > > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at
> > > > > > > > http://www.datarescue.com
> > > > > > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 0's
> > > > > patterns
> > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors
> > > reported.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card is
> > > > > corrupted.
> > > > > > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? Does the
> > > > > RS7000
> > > > > > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Mike
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
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> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16153|16153|2007-12-11 15:52:34|Paradigm|Re: Earn!! à 5000 US Dollars per month without Investment|
this is really messed up,that there is SPAM in this
music group...what is this?????

--- "priya.vasuki" <priya.vasuki@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Genuine Lifetime Income!! 
> www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB
> <http://www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB> Earn!!
> à 5000 US Dollars
> per month without Investment By working only one
> hour per day from
> the cyber café or PC Guaranteed Earnings
> for Lifetime!! 
> 100% Legal 100% No Investment 100% No Scam 100%
> Free Training
> Support 100% No Door to Door Selling Products 
> For more details
> visit : www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB
> <http://www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB> Check
> Your Mail ID - Inbox
> Immediately after logging in Note : If u want to
> make genuine and
> handsome Income, please login immediately otherwise
> please ignore. 
> Notice; u r receiving this message b'coz u r the
> member of yahoo
> groups Thank You
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________
Be a better friend, newshound, and 
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
| 16154|16153|2007-12-11 16:08:14|zamisers7k|Re: Spammer not tollerated|
I'm going to try moderating new members for a while again. This 
stuff, though occasional, I don't like having to appalogize for these 
turds.

Here is the contact info for this last spammer and their business. 
They suck it big time, you may wish to let them know that, or not, I 
have already.

SFIMG.com

SFI Marketing Group
A division of Carson Services, Inc. 
5945 Cornhusker Hwy, Suite A 
Lincoln, NE 68507

USA Phone: 402-434-8480 
Fax: 402-434-8483 
E-mail: 

Contact Your Sponsor: 
Name: Anthony Nigro 
State: OH 
Country: US 
E-Mail: Tncorcafe@aol.com 

E-mail: support@sfimg.com 
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Phone: (402) 434-8480 (Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
CST) 
Fax: (402) 434-8483
Address: 5945 Cornhusker Hwy, Ste A, Lincoln, NE 68507 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm wrote:
>
> this is really messed up,that there is SPAM in this
> music group...what is this?????
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- "priya.vasuki" wrote:
> 
> > Genuine Lifetime Income!! 
> > www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB
> > <http://www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB> Earn!!
> > à 5000 US Dollars
> > per month without Investment By working only one
> > hour per day from
> > the cyber café or PC Guaranteed Earnings
> > for Lifetime!! 
> > 100% Legal 100% No Investment 100% No Scam 100%
> > Free Training
> > Support 100% No Door to Door Selling Products 
> > For more details
> > visit : www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB
> > <http://www.moreinfo247.com/9623416/CB> Check
> > Your Mail ID - Inbox
> > Immediately after logging in Note : If u want to
> > make genuine and
> > handsome Income, please login immediately otherwise
> > please ignore. 
> > Notice; u r receiving this message b'coz u r the
> > member of yahoo
> > groups Thank You
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been
> > removed]
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
______________________________________________________________________
______________
> Be a better friend, newshound, and 
> know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. 
http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>

| 16155|16153|2007-12-11 16:17:32|Dale (Inquisitor Betrayer)|Re: Spammer not tollerated|
yep
I feel your pain. All the groups I own and moderate, new users to moderate
wait a post or two if unsure, set them to un-moderate

sad fact of life and takes up a lot of time sometimes and
new users get very angry at you for not being quick

as one owner/moderator to another

good job!!!

over all very little spam flows here

dale

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
New CD "Space Elevator" Get it at http://cdbaby.com/cd/inquisitorbetrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com ,
http://www.myspace.com/inquisitorbetrayer ,
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http://cdbaby.com/cd/inquisitorbetrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com/
http://www.myspace.com/inquisitorbetrayer


http://www.musicforte.com/member/ib_staff and
Angel's Wings www.myspace.com/lorrainekay
iTunes
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewAlbum?playListId=200365877
Podcast
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewPodcast?id=204307934
New group for Jerome Froese Jerome_Froese@yahoogroups.com 16 year member of
Tangerine Dream

Escuchen a los Inquisitor - Musica para Inteligentes.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k

I'm going to try moderating new members for a while again. This
stuff, though occasional, I don't like having to appalogize for these
turds.

| 16156|16156|2007-12-11 16:23:03|zamisers7k|New Members are Moderated again.|
No quick help for new members anymore, sorry. I'll have to manually 
aprove all new members posts again, which is kind of a bummer. Not 
that I don't mind doing it, just that I don't really know how long it 
takes before Yahoo considers someone not new and I like for people to 
get as quick of help as possible. If I notice your post is lagit and 
your new I'll aprove it as soon as I can, and I'll try bumping your 
status if I can do that too so your not new. If your a spammer, you 
wont be completely ignored as I'll be reporting you and doing whatever 
I can to keep you out of here and in a prison with your pal Buba.

Zam
| 16157|16156|2007-12-11 16:25:21|Nick Fletcher|Re: New Members are Moderated again.|
I've never understood spamming. Nobody is every going to click on one of
those links.

Keep up the good work mate,

On Dec 12, 2007 10:23 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> No quick help for new members anymore, sorry. I'll have to manually
> aprove all new members posts again, which is kind of a bummer. Not
> that I don't mind doing it, just that I don't really know how long it
> takes before Yahoo considers someone not new and I like for people to
> get as quick of help as possible. If I notice your post is lagit and
> your new I'll aprove it as soon as I can, and I'll try bumping your
> status if I can do that too so your not new. If your a spammer, you
> wont be completely ignored as I'll be reporting you and doing whatever
> I can to keep you out of here and in a prison with your pal Buba.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16158|16117|2007-12-11 16:36:28|zamisers7k|Re: SM card - 'write protected' on RS7000 - SUCCESS!|
Thanks for sharing that. I use a multi card reader, no problems with 
it yet, but I know its not a top notch drive (I got it free), I'll 
keep my fingers crossed I don't have to ever get a dazzle drive to 
fix my card.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> All:
> 
> I don't have time to give full details (will post later), but I was
> able to recover my 128MB SM card and use it in my RS7000!
> 
> RS7000 was reporting this card as "write protected" for writing and
> formatting.
> 
> Summary:
> 1) Ordered used ZIO (Dazzle) Microtech SM reader on Amazon.com 
US$9.00
> 2) Used smprep2.exe from Minolta camera repair website. smprep.exe 
is 

http://www.musicforte.com/member/ib_staff
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewAlbum?playListId=200365877
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewPodcast?id=204307934
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> only compatible with ZIO/Dazzle/SanDisk type readers
> http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun
> This software reported that the CIS block was missing and 
performed 
> a block erase, low-level format with new CIS block and did a 
full 
> card verification.
> 3) Card was recognized by RS7000
> 
> Lesson:
> 1) Do not use multi (7-in-1) generic flash card readers
> - just VIEWING the files on my SM card with one of these 
readers 
> (no copying, no formatting, no deleting) in WinXP corrupted the CIS
> block (or file structure) and required a repeat of steps 1 & 2 above
> with the ZIO/Microtech reader.
> 
> More details when I have more time.
> 
> -Mike
> 
> > -Mike
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope it works for you. Only other thing I can think of is 
and this 
> > > is a long shot and a total headach even if it works. Maybe see 
if can 
> > > find a DOS USB driver for the USB drive that will work, boot 
with a 
> > > DOS system disk along with fdisk and format commands on it and 
will 
> > > probably have to have config.sys file on it edited to load up 
the usb 
> > > driver so DOS will see it, which might be especially dificult 
if 
> > > you've got no floppy drive but then maybe have to burn it on to 
a 
> > > CD. Then boot with your machine as a DOS machine and perform a 
> > > format that way, maybe with a /u switch. Totally old school, 
might 
> > > be possible to just get an old DOS format.com command from 
somewhere 
> > > and go to a DOS cmd window and the USB port might still come up 
with 
> > > the right drive letter for you to use that format command 
with. I 
> > > just don't know for sure if that will do anything or worth the 
> > > trouble without doing some experimenting first, and I want to 
be 
> > > carefull I don't ruin my one and only SM card by accident.
> > > 
> > > Good luck to you, please let us know, seems others might be 
intrested 
> > > too if we can find a way. Does seem like a big waste if its 
just 
> > > software related that is limiting a semi valuable piece of 
hardware 
> > > from operating properly.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I was aware of this website, but the software appears to only 
work
> > > > with specific USB readers (see bottom of site): 
> > > > 
> > > > Dazzle_ZIO Sandisk Microtech_Cameramate Delkin
> > > > 
> > > > I do not have one of these. But I am considering looking for 
one 
> > > on Ebay.
> > > > 
> > > > I will try this software with my generic USB reader and let 
you know
> > > > what happens.
> > > > 
> > > > -Mike
> > > > 
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> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I read around a little on the net. There is this software 
called 
> > > > > smartprep at:
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun/smprep.htm
> > > > > 
> > > > > Read to use it and try a full format on the card. Might 
work. 
> > > Give 
> > > > > it a shot I say if you want let us know how it goes if you 
do.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Thanks for the response. I tried the RS7000's format 
card 
> > > feature 
> > > > > and
> > > > > > it gives the "Write Protected" error. Maybe I need to 
check 
> > > the SM
> > > > > > slot "up close" and confirm there is no shiny material 
stuck 
> > > over 
> > > > > the
> > > > > > write protect sensor?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I really think that the only problem is with the SM CIS 
block. 
> > > > > Which
> > > > > > most PC USB card readers do not allow to view. This is 
the 
> > > > > problem I
> > > > > > have read about with digital cameras that use SM cards.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Did Yamaha ever publish their CIS block format? I would 
guess 
> > > > > that it
> > > > > > has some bit(s) that are different than the standard 
FAT16 
> > > format 
> > > > > on
> > > > > > Windows XP. Having this information would allow the 
recovery 
> > > of 
> > > > > many
> > > > > > of the so-called 'dead' smart cards. Cards that test out 
> > > > > perfectly OK
> > > > > > on a PC.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I realize the RS7000 is a few years old - and Yamaha may 
no 
> > > longer
> > > > > > fully support it. I have my 100MB SCSI ZIP drive for 
now. :-)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Mike
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" 
wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hi Mike,
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I can't check at the moment, but I'm thinking the RS 
has a 
> > > > > format 
> > > > > > > card feature. If it does try that out and if it still 
don't 
> > > > > work 
> > > > > > > then it might be new card time. I know theres some 
utilities 
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> > > > > out 
> > > > > > > there for scanning and checking stuff like that but I 
don't 
> > > know 
> > > > > any 
> > > > > > > off the top of my head. The RS's test facility I think 
can 
> > > scan 
> > > > > the 
> > > > > > > card maybe tell you if its bad, but not fix. If you 
find a 
> > > fix 
> > > > > for 
> > > > > > > it let us know.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" 

> > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Hi,
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I searched the archives on this group, but did not 
see a 
> > > > > solution.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > My 128MB SM card was working fine in my RS7000, but I 
made 
> > > the 
> > > > > error
> > > > > > > > of reformatting it on my Windows XP box. Now, I can 
> > > > > > > format/store/read
> > > > > > > > files to the SM on my PC using a SM USB card reader 
with no 
> > > > > > > problems,
> > > > > > > > but the RS7000 will not "save" or "format" this card. 
I get 
> > > > > a "write
> > > > > > > > protected" error message in either operation. I do 
not 
> > > have 
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > > silver write protect sticker on this card.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Any RS7000 files I store on this card from my PC are 
not 
> > > > > accessible
> > > > > > > > from the RS7000. 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I have purchased and downloaded various 'card wipe' 
> > > utilities 
> > > > > > > targeted
> > > > > > > > at digital camera users, e.g. card wipe tools at 
> > > > > > > > http://www.datarescue.com 
> > > > > > > > These also verify the card by writing all 1's and all 
0's 
> > > > > patterns 
> > > > > > > on
> > > > > > > > my PC SM USB card reader fine. No bad blocks/sectors 
> > > reported.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > What I am thinking is that the CIS block on this card 
is 
> > > > > corrupted. 
> > > > > > > > Has anyone seen a tool to clean up the CIS block? 
Does the 
> > > > > RS7000
> > > > > > > > have a preferred CIS block format?
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Any suggestions are appreciated.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Regards,
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Mike
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
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> > >
> >
>

| 16159|2590|2007-12-11 16:41:21|zamisers7k|Re: Sampling|
Yes, when you go to do a sample switch the Source from A/D input to 
Stereo Out Resampling. Page 231 in manual.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "coming4yoking" 
wrote:

>
> Is there a way you can sample the voices internally from the RS 7k?
>

| 16160|16117|2007-12-11 16:43:25|zamisers7k|Re: FYI: SM card - ZIO readers on eBay|
Thanks, I think I'll get one just if ever incase.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> All:
> 
> Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.
> 
> http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065
> 
> Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling
> 
> This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!
> 
> -Mike
> 
> P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
> interest in these.
>

| 16161|16117|2007-12-11 16:47:15|Nick Fletcher|Re: FYI: SM card - ZIO readers on eBay|
I purchased one before I saw this post. It's a ZIO, dedicated SM reader.
Will this have the correct drivers?

On Dec 12, 2007 10:43 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Thanks, I think I'll get one just if ever incase.
>
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Michael Kirk"
> wrote:
> >
> > All:
> >
> > Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.
> >
> > http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065
> >
> > Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling
> >
> > This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!
> >
> > -Mike
> >
> > P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
> > interest in these.
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16162|16156|2007-12-11 16:48:01|komatos|Re: New Members are Moderated again.|
On 12/11/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>
> No quick help for new members anymore, sorry. I'll have to manually
> aprove all new members posts again, which is kind of a bummer. Not
> that I don't mind doing it, just that I don't really know how long it
> takes before Yahoo considers someone not new and I like for people to
> get as quick of help as possible. If I notice your post is lagit and
> your new I'll aprove it as soon as I can, and I'll try bumping your
> status if I can do that too so your not new. If your a spammer, you
> wont be completely ignored as I'll be reporting you and doing whatever
> I can to keep you out of here and in a prison with your pal Buba.
>
> Zam

Zamise--

What I used to do is check all the moderated members names once every month
or three (about once a season), do a search in the archives to see if
they've actually posted several RS7k or music related postings (that you
would've had to approve during that time), and if they had and they didn't
seem to have a quick temper or drift too far off topic, change them manually
to unmoderated status. Took me a few hours every 3 months or so (since we
have over 1,000 members). Often, if a new member was active enough in the
first couple of weeks (if I remembered having to approve 5-10 or more
messages of his/hers), I'd turn them to unmoderated status early.

Hope these tips help. Lemme know if you need any other info regarding
moderator/group ownership duties.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16163|16150|2007-12-11 16:50:38|zamisers7k|Re: RS Wonder|
Hmmm... I get cought every once in a while when I can't find my samples 
I just recorded too. Sometimes its a mater of transposing to get my 
samples back on the right keys. Sometimes gota check the track is not 
muted, sometimes I can't figure out where it went and thats when I 
reboot and start over. Does seem like the RS will do some funky things 
like that with samples, I can't always explain it, just assume I got 
more confused than it usually, but who knows, maybe there is some sort 
of bug still in the OS when that happens. Seems like the more I've 
experimented with the sampler though, the less frequent it happens to 
me, so I'm never above suspecting user somehow goofed it up ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
wrote:

>
> So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been loading them
> into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and voila, they
> play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I record
> it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? thanks very
> much in advance.
>

| 16164|16151|2007-12-11 17:01:14|zamisers7k|Re: question about sampling & resampling|
Um, I've not had this problem. My resampling is a slight bit quieter 
then original, but I've not had an echo unless I already had that 
effect on it already which would be noticable during the recording. It 
might not be noticable at first if the track your recording to has an 
effect on it. I usually just incase do a Clear Track Job on it before 
I start sampling to it.

Otherwise, I've read that the memory requriments for the RS need to be 
matched or you can risk sampling problems. If I remember right Yamaha 
claims the memory is speced specific for sampling. So it could be your 
memory. We've had a few folks here lately, hard to keep track all who, 
that seemed like they where having memory troubles, hope it wasn't you 
because I'm going to ask... have you checked yours to make sure it 
meets the RS's memory requirements and all that stuff?

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "manylov" wrote:
>
> Have some problem when I use sampling or resampling function. 
Whenever 
> I try to audition sample I hear weird sound with strange effect like 
a 
> small delay (but during record sound are fine). I don't understand 
why 
> it happeness & what does it mean. Anybody knows? May be my RS broken?
>

| 16165|16156|2007-12-11 17:05:10|zamisers7k|Re: New Members are Moderated again.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:

>
> On 12/11/07, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > No quick help for new members anymore, sorry. I'll have to 

manually

> > aprove all new members posts again, which is kind of a bummer. 

Not

> > that I don't mind doing it, just that I don't really know how 

long it

> > takes before Yahoo considers someone not new and I like for 

people to

> > get as quick of help as possible. If I notice your post is lagit 

and

> > your new I'll aprove it as soon as I can, and I'll try bumping 

your

> > status if I can do that too so your not new. If your a spammer, 

you

> > wont be completely ignored as I'll be reporting you and doing 

whatever

> > I can to keep you out of here and in a prison with your pal Buba.
> >
> > Zam
> 
> 
> Zamise--
> 
> What I used to do is check all the moderated members names once 

every month

> or three (about once a season), do a search in the archives to see 

if

> they've actually posted several RS7k or music related postings 

(that you

> would've had to approve during that time), and if they had and they 

didn't

> seem to have a quick temper or drift too far off topic, change them 

manually

> to unmoderated status. Took me a few hours every 3 months or so 

(since we

> have over 1,000 members). Often, if a new member was active enough 

in the

> first couple of weeks (if I remembered having to approve 5-10 or 
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more

> messages of his/hers), I'd turn them to unmoderated status early.
> 
> Hope these tips help. Lemme know if you need any other info 

regarding

> moderator/group ownership duties.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Thanks Wasted, I'll give that a shot, see how things go...
| 16166|16117|2007-12-11 17:09:53|Michael Kirk|Re: FYI: SM card - ZIO readers on eBay|
I can't guarantee it, but it is highly likely it should work.

I did NOT install the drivers that came with my ZIO, I let it use the
WinXP drivers. My ZIO is was used (from Amazon seller, not this eBay
seller). Mine may only support USB v1.1 and not the USB v2.0 standard.
Or perhaps ZIO never made a SMC reader that supported USB v2.0.

But this shouldn't matter, just run the smprep2.exe file which should
find the ZIO reader. I think all USB devices maintain an
identification with Windows and smprep2.exe looks for this ID when it
starts up.

Cheers,

-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> I purchased one before I saw this post. It's a ZIO, dedicated SM reader.
> Will this have the correct drivers?
> 
> On Dec 12, 2007 10:43 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Thanks, I think I'll get one just if ever incase.
> >
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Michael
Kirk"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > All:
> > >
> > > Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.
> > >
> > > http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065
> > >
> > > Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling
> > >
> > > This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!
> > >
> > > -Mike
> > >
> > > P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
> > > interest in these.
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16167|16117|2007-12-11 17:59:16|Nick Fletcher|Re: FYI: SM card - ZIO readers on eBay|
That's not good enough. If it is not 100% successful, I'll sue.

On Dec 12, 2007 11:09 AM, Michael Kirk <mjkirk12@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I can't guarantee it, but it is highly likely it should work.
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>
> I did NOT install the drivers that came with my ZIO, I let it use the
> WinXP drivers. My ZIO is was used (from Amazon seller, not this eBay
> seller). Mine may only support USB v1.1 and not the USB v2.0 standard.
> Or perhaps ZIO never made a SMC reader that supported USB v2.0.
>
> But this shouldn't matter, just run the smprep2.exe file which should
> find the ZIO reader. I think all USB devices maintain an
> identification with Windows and smprep2.exe looks for this ID when it
> starts up.
>
> Cheers,
>
> -Mike
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick Fletcher"
> wrote:
> >
> > I purchased one before I saw this post. It's a ZIO, dedicated SM reader.
> > Will this have the correct drivers?
> >
> > On Dec 12, 2007 10:43 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > Thanks, I think I'll get one just if ever incase.
> > >
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Michael
> Kirk"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > All:
> > > >
> > > > Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.
> > > >
> > > > http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065
> > > >
> > > > Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling
> > > >
> > > > This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!
> > > >
> > > > -Mike
> > > >
> > > > P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
> > > > interest in these.
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16168|16151|2007-12-12 15:43:15|manylov|Re: question about sampling & resampling|
zam, good day. its so strange for me but reason is wrong type of
memory. i have 3 some, but only one is right (i bought it with rs).
thanx for your help, good luck
---
denis
| 16169|16169|2007-12-12 18:38:01|komatos|Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix Warp Fa|
I hate to do it, but I'm falling too far behind, and need to right 
the ship before it goes under. It is with great sadness that I have 
to sell my flagship pieces of music gear (and all that's left of my 
once larger home studio), but do so I must. After this, all I'll 
have have is an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller keyboard, 2 Roland MA-12C 
micro monitors, my AKG K-240M monitor headphones and a few softsynths 
to work with (Live Lite M-Audio powered edition 6.0.10, ReBirth 
2.0.1, ReCycle! 1.7, Garage Band 2.0.2, and whatever freeware 
softsynths pique my interest).

For those who may be interested, here's the RS7000 on eBay currently 
(watch for line wrap):
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http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-fully-expanded-many- 
extras_W0QQitemZ200183880490QQihZ010QQcategoryZ38070QQssPageNameZWDVWQQr 
dZ1QQcmdZViewItem

The Warp Factory will be on later tonight or tomorrow night at the 
latest (as soon as I can take pictures and write up a description for 
the auction). I'll post the Warp Factory auction to the lists when 
it's on eBay.

Thanks for your interest. I hope whoever ends up with these gets 
more usage out of them than I did. I loved them, but never had 
enough time to work with any of my music gear to justify keeping it 
when times are tough.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 16170|16169|2007-12-12 18:40:59|Nick Fletcher|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Bummer. I hope you can get back to where you once belonged soon.

On Dec 13, 2007 12:37 PM, komatos <komatos@gmail.com> wrote:

> I hate to do it, but I'm falling too far behind, and need to right
> the ship before it goes under. It is with great sadness that I have
> to sell my flagship pieces of music gear (and all that's left of my
> once larger home studio), but do so I must. After this, all I'll
> have have is an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller keyboard, 2 Roland MA-12C
> micro monitors, my AKG K-240M monitor headphones and a few softsynths
> to work with (Live Lite M-Audio powered edition 6.0.10, ReBirth
> 2.0.1, ReCycle! 1.7, Garage Band 2.0.2, and whatever freeware
> softsynths pique my interest).
>
> For those who may be interested, here's the RS7000 on eBay currently
> (watch for line wrap):
> http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-fully-expanded-many-
> extras_W0QQitemZ200183880490QQihZ010QQcategoryZ38070QQssPageNameZWDVWQQr
> dZ1QQcmdZViewItem
>
> The Warp Factory will be on later tonight or tomorrow night at the
> latest (as soon as I can take pictures and write up a description for
> the auction). I'll post the Warp Factory auction to the lists when
> it's on eBay.
>
> Thanks for your interest. I hope whoever ends up with these gets
> more usage out of them than I did. I loved them, but never had
> enough time to work with any of my music gear to justify keeping it
> when times are tough.
>
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16171|16169|2007-12-12 19:08:21|zamisers7k|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Yep, total bummers dude. Hope things get better for ya too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> Bummer. I hope you can get back to where you once belonged soon.
> 
> On Dec 13, 2007 12:37 PM, komatos wrote:
> 
> > I hate to do it, but I'm falling too far behind, and need to 
right
> > the ship before it goes under. It is with great sadness that I 
have
> > to sell my flagship pieces of music gear (and all that's left of 
my
> > once larger home studio), but do so I must. After this, all I'll
> > have have is an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller keyboard, 2 Roland MA-
12C
> > micro monitors, my AKG K-240M monitor headphones and a few 
softsynths
> > to work with (Live Lite M-Audio powered edition 6.0.10, ReBirth
> > 2.0.1, ReCycle! 1.7, Garage Band 2.0.2, and whatever freeware
> > softsynths pique my interest).
> >
> > For those who may be interested, here's the RS7000 on eBay 

http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-fully-expanded-many-
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currently
> > (watch for line wrap):
> > http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-fully-expanded-many-
> > 
extras_W0QQitemZ200183880490QQihZ010QQcategoryZ38070QQssPageNameZWDVWQ
Qr
> > dZ1QQcmdZViewItem
> >
> > The Warp Factory will be on later tonight or tomorrow night at the
> > latest (as soon as I can take pictures and write up a description 
for
> > the auction). I'll post the Warp Factory auction to the lists when
> > it's on eBay.
> >
> > Thanks for your interest. I hope whoever ends up with these gets
> > more usage out of them than I did. I loved them, but never had
> > enough time to work with any of my music gear to justify keeping 
it
> > when times are tough.
> >
> > --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16172|16169|2007-12-12 20:58:59|komatos|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Thanks for the well wishes everyone. It's been a pleasure being on 
these lists helping and being helped by fellow RS7k users. Maybe 
I'll eventually find the time to at least learn my Axiom 49 and a 
couple of softsynths enough to create a few tracks.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

On Dec 12, 2007, at 9:08 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Yep, total bummers dude. Hope things get better for ya too.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>>
>> Bummer. I hope you can get back to where you once belonged soon.
>>
>> On Dec 13, 2007 12:37 PM, komatos wrote:
>>
>>> I hate to do it, but I'm falling too far behind, and need to
> right
>>> the ship before it goes under. It is with great sadness that I
> have
>>> to sell my flagship pieces of music gear (and all that's left of
> my
>>> once larger home studio), but do so I must. After this, all I'll
>>> have have is an M-Audio Axiom 49 controller keyboard, 2 Roland MA-
> 12C
>>> micro monitors, my AKG K-240M monitor headphones and a few
> softsynths
>>> to work with (Live Lite M-Audio powered edition 6.0.10, ReBirth
>>> 2.0.1, ReCycle! 1.7, Garage Band 2.0.2, and whatever freeware
>>> softsynths pique my interest).
>>>
>>> For those who may be interested, here's the RS7000 on eBay
> currently
>>> (watch for line wrap):
>>> http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-fully-expanded-many-
>>>
> extras_W0QQitemZ200183880490QQihZ010QQcategoryZ38070QQssPageNameZWDVWQ
> Qr
>>> dZ1QQcmdZViewItem
>>>
>>> The Warp Factory will be on later tonight or tomorrow night at the
>>> latest (as soon as I can take pictures and write up a description
> for
>>> the auction). I'll post the Warp Factory auction to the lists when
>>> it's on eBay.
>>>
>>> Thanks for your interest. I hope whoever ends up with these gets
>>> more usage out of them than I did. I loved them, but never had
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>>> enough time to work with any of my music gear to justify keeping
> it
>>> when times are tough.
>>>
>>> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>
>
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 16173|16169|2007-12-13 00:16:03|komatos|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Here's the listing for the Warp Factory, in case anyone's interested:

http://cgi.ebay.com/Electrix-Warp-Factory-Vocoder- 
extras_W0QQitemZ200183949171QQihZ010QQcategoryZ23790QQssPageNameZWDVWQQr 
dZ1QQcmdZViewItem

Thanks in advance for your consideration.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
| 16174|2590|2007-12-13 17:26:52|coming4yoking|Re: Sampling|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Yes, when you go to do a sample switch the Source from A/D input to 
> Stereo Out Resampling. Page 231 in manual.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "coming4yoking" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Is there a way you can sample the voices internally from the RS 7k?
> >
>

Thanks, 

I got a chance to resample a trax I was messing around with.
I went back to do some serious sampling & forgot the last step I did 
to get the sample in the 1st place.
So tonite; that's what I will be working on.
Thanks again!
| 16175|16175|2007-12-14 13:26:55|implode7@comcast.net|Trade my k5000s for your rs7000?|
On the off chance that someone is looking for a k5000s. Email me privately if you're interested. I need to know rather soon....

thanks,
Gene
| 16176|16150|2007-12-15 14:00:29|it_goes_darker_still|Re: RS Wonder|
I dont understand. This is extremely frustraiting.
| 16177|16150|2007-12-15 14:25:08|Markus|Re: RS Wonder|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
wrote:

>
> So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been loading them
> into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and voila, they
> play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I record
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> it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? thanks very
> much in advance.
>

Sounds odd.Is your sample still there in th mixer menu.Don't you have
to record in kit and note mode to be able to sequence the notes?I hace
recorded in pitch mode so maybe not.I'll try loading some samples into
the RS and recording and see what happens.You sure it's not the
sampling mode?
| 16178|16150|2007-12-15 22:17:52|zamisers7k|Re: RS Wonder|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
> wrote:
> >
> > So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been loading 

them

> > into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and voila, 

they

> > play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I 

record

> > it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? thanks 

very

> > much in advance.
> >
> Sounds odd.Is your sample still there in th mixer menu.Don't you 

have

> to record in kit and note mode to be able to sequence the notes?I 

hace

> recorded in pitch mode so maybe not.I'll try loading some samples 

into

> the RS and recording and see what happens.You sure it's not the
> sampling mode?
>

Agree, seems odd. Can you tell if your notes are being recorded? 
Maybe the memory protection is on? Check in Utility for that.
| 16179|16150|2007-12-16 03:03:43|zhel_id|Re: RS Wonder|
Maybe you're in 'stand by' recording mode.
Check for rec. button led if it's blinking or not..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been 
loading 
> them
> > > into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and 
voila, 
> they
> > > play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I 
> record
> > > it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? 
thanks 
> very
> > > much in advance.
> > >
> > Sounds odd.Is your sample still there in th mixer menu.Don't you 
> have
> > to record in kit and note mode to be able to sequence the notes?I 
> hace
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> > recorded in pitch mode so maybe not.I'll try loading some samples 
> into
> > the RS and recording and see what happens.You sure it's not the
> > sampling mode?
> >
> 
> 
> Agree, seems odd. Can you tell if your notes are being recorded? 
> Maybe the memory protection is on? Check in Utility for that.
>

| 16180|16180|2007-12-16 06:33:55|zzzik242|Sample management + a synth suggestion ;)|
Hi guys,
I want to make some sample programs of standard & much used sounds. 
Specifically I'm looking at building some drumkits & string sounds. 
The strings are particularly important, as those in the rs7000 are of 
varying quality. 

Any tips on how to best set up a program? I'll need the whole keybed 
& the samples to loop. What I'm thinking is that if I do a crossfade 
in my pc editor, it should be possible to get a smooth loop going in 
the rs (although it ignores the loop points, the crossfade will get 
the start & end points to correlate). And I'll use a slow attack in 
the rs. 
Obviously I'll need several samples to cover one program - this is 
possible, right?

I haven't tried this myself yet, as the rs is at a friends house, and 
I won't get hold of it for some time still. So I thought I'd check if 
any of you guys had any immediate thoughts ;)

Also; a synth tip for you good people (most of you are probably aware 
of it, but here goes anyway); Waldorf are back in business with a 
synth called the Blofeld. This is a VA & Wavetable synth with a 
*very* powerful & advanced engine. The size & price indicate that 
this is a synth that will fit the rs7000 *perfectly*.
Read more here:
http://www.waldorfmusic.de/en/products/blofeld/blofeld_overview

Hold all are well! :)
| 16181|16180|2007-12-16 06:35:26|zzzik242|Re: Sample management + a synth suggestion ;)|
*Hope* all are well ;)
| 16182|16180|2007-12-16 23:40:50|zamisers7k|Re: Sample management + a synth suggestion ;)|
Yo,

Drum kits you'll want to do like you'd expect I think. On a kit 
where each note represents a drum hit. For the strings you'd 
probably want to do it as a pitched. You may want to use an attack 
loop on some of the samples, probably more so with the strings. 
Crossfading isn't so easy of a thing to do on the RS, but doable. 
What I'd probably do for that is copy the track to a second and use 
the LFO on amp with difrent phases and set one track to left channel 
and the other to right. Takes up a track so maybe you can find a 
better way to cross fade useing a stereo sample, not sure.

I've mention this to folks here before who are wanting to do heavey 
sampling. The RS's sampler is OK, but its not quite up to the best 
of them. There are quite a few work arounds, can be a pain, but if 
your looking to do some heavy sampling you may want to go with 
something like the A3000, Motif, even the Tritons have pretty nice 
samplers in them, maybe an mc909, some EMUs are grea, and or last 
resort maybe with an MPC.

Also, the RS's drum kits are pretty great, I've resampled its own 
kits with some success and am able to add LFOs and some other cool 
effects like attack looping. Maybe there isn't a whole lot of 
string patches in the RS, but I've modified many patches to sound 
completely difrent then the original. Basically use the RS's 
limited internal sounds and extend them into just about any sound I 
may be looking for, getting to the RS's engine may save you some 
sampling time. I can shape most of its built in sounds to my liking 
majority of the time. Need a string sound? Kick up the attack 
emvelope and release time on many of the synthy bass voices, give it 
some HPF and saw on LFO's filter for that smooth automatic sweep 
sound. Many things you can do is all I'm saying, not always 
necessary to have to do a lot of sampling on the RS.

As for the Blofeld, thanks for mentioning it. I've seen a lot about 
it lately, but I've not actually listened to one yet. Not sure how 
great of a companion it would make for the RS, but really many 
things can be great with the RS, as I'm sure the Blofeld could 
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likely be another good one. If anyone does get a Blofeld and hooks 
it the RS I'd enjoy hearing more...

I'll have a tip on hopefully the awesomist companion for the RS 
ever, which I'll tell more about in a week or two hopefully. Right 
now I want to keep it as secret, but can't wait to see if I can get 
one. 

Happy Holidays and RSing and all are doing well too!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> I want to make some sample programs of standard & much used 
sounds. 
> Specifically I'm looking at building some drumkits & string 
sounds. 
> The strings are particularly important, as those in the rs7000 are 
of 
> varying quality. 
> 
> Any tips on how to best set up a program? I'll need the whole 
keybed 
> & the samples to loop. What I'm thinking is that if I do a 
crossfade 
> in my pc editor, it should be possible to get a smooth loop going 
in 
> the rs (although it ignores the loop points, the crossfade will 
get 
> the start & end points to correlate). And I'll use a slow attack 
in 
> the rs. 
> Obviously I'll need several samples to cover one program - this is 
> possible, right?
> 
> I haven't tried this myself yet, as the rs is at a friends house, 
and 
> I won't get hold of it for some time still. So I thought I'd check 
if 
> any of you guys had any immediate thoughts ;)
> 
> Also; a synth tip for you good people (most of you are probably 
aware 
> of it, but here goes anyway); Waldorf are back in business with a 
> synth called the Blofeld. This is a VA & Wavetable synth with a 
> *very* powerful & advanced engine. The size & price indicate that 
> this is a synth that will fit the rs7000 *perfectly*.
> Read more here:
> http://www.waldorfmusic.de/en/products/blofeld/blofeld_overview
> 
> Hold all are well! :)
>

| 16183|16183|2007-12-16 23:55:58|zamisers7k|Zam gone for a few days|
Hey All,

From Tuesday 18th and back on Friday 21st I'll be away from my 
computer.

Please don't freak out if I don't get back to anyone right away during 
this time for any RS help and or moderating stuff here.

Thanks and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16184|16183|2007-12-17 06:04:47|Nick Fletcher|Re: Zam gone for a few days|
I'll help were I'm able. I'm getting to know my way around the RS quite well.

On 12/17/07, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> Hey All,
>
> From Tuesday 18th and back on Friday 21st I'll be away from my
> computer.
>
> Please don't freak out if I don't get back to anyone right away during
> this time for any RS help and or moderating stuff here.
>
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> Thanks and Happy RSing!
>
> Zam
>
>

| 16185|2830|2007-12-17 17:26:00|logiosor|AIEB2|
Hello all.
Does anyone know any place i can buy AIEB2 from europe i am trying to find a plce all week 
and i cant find one.

Thanks in advance

p.s. i'd buy also second handed.
| 16186|2830|2007-12-17 20:10:35|zamisers7k|Re: AIEB2|
Yamaha.com & click on international for the audio products, select your 
country or region and then see if there is a Dealer Locator and select 
the closest one and call them up. If they don't have one maybe they 
can direct you to someone who would. I'm not sure Yamaha even still 
produces the AIEB2 board, so its going to have to be old stock, or get 
one used from someone. I got mine off ebay. I see one in the US for 
sale right now on ebay, they shouldn't cost too much to ship overseas 
if you don't have luck anywhere more local to you. Hope you can find 
one for your RS.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "logiosor" wrote:
>
> Hello all.
> Does anyone know any place i can buy AIEB2 from europe i am trying to 
find a plce all week 
> and i cant find one.
> 
> Thanks in advance
> 
> p.s. i'd buy also second handed.
>

| 16187|16187|2007-12-17 21:31:28|nickeax|RS7000 vs Akai s3000xl|
Hello everyone,

I recently purchased an Akai s3000xl off eBay and I'm in my formative
learning phase at the moment! I plan to use this with the RS7000, to
beef up the sampling and provide some nice options.

If anyone has done this before, I'd like to hear about successes,
failures and techniques of this marriage.

After only using the 3000 for about ten minutes, I must say, it seems
like it's going to be a LOT of fun!

Cheers,

Nick.
| 16188|16150|2007-12-18 02:24:43|it_goes_darker_still|Re: RS Wonder|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
wrote:

>
> So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been loading them
> into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and voila, they
> play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I record
> it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? thanks very
> much in advance.
>

so i decided to restore, and now it works great.
only now when i want to load a sample it says "wave memory full". I
already optimized the wave memory. I turned the rs off and reloaded me
stuff and it still says "wave memory full" Is there anything I can do?

do i need new ram?
| 16189|16180|2007-12-18 07:59:52|zzzik242|Re: Sample management + a synth suggestion ;)|
Many thanks for your insightful comments, Zam, always helpful. 
And I second the tip on modifying sounds to ones liking, there is 
much to be gained from experimenting with this. Regarding crossfading 
sustained samples I've had problems disguising the usual clicks in 
the loop point. I'll do some experimenting with this over the 
holidays, and see if I get about a workable solution.
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Unfortunatelty I still suffer with noisy sounds after resampling, but 
I'm hoping a new pair of ram-chips will solve the problem (it'll be 
my third!). Can anyone recommend a seller, maybe one at ebay? 

Regarding the Blofeld, I think it would complement the rs7000 for the 
following reasons; 
- it seems to be totally self contained - all editing can be done on 
the unit itself
- the synth engine seems very advanced (VA + Wavetable synthesis), 
and should be capable of some truly earth-shattering sounds (follow 
the link supplied earlier for some demos)
- it has a very advanced, user progammable arpeggiator, applicable 
for all 16 parts (at least so it says in the spec)
- 16 parts multitimbral, all parts with their own insert effect (1 pr 
part, although one of the algorithms is in fact 3 in 1). Plus one 
global effect.
- last but not least; it's very small & highly portable :)
Only minus is the lack of midi out, but hooked up to the rs7000, this 
should be no problem. Programming the controllers on the rs to 
transmit sys-ex to the Waldorf should be little hassle. And from what 
I'm told, Waldorf are known to use standard midi messages to most of 
their synths parameters.

But now you got me curious, Zam! Can't wait to hear about your secret 
synth ;)

And happy holidays to all! :)

--- zzzik242

ps: always remember to program the rs7000 lfos! :D
| 16190|2830|2007-12-18 08:10:22|zzzik242|Re: AIEB2|
When I bought my rs7000 this summer, I got them to check with Yamaha if 
these were still available. Unfortunately there were noone in stock, 
and it was out of production (at least so I was told). Bummer. 

In preperation for a live performance recently I did recently, it 
occured to me the expansion is very useful; I wanted to manipulate some 
samples live by sending a signal through my V-Synth. But with only one 
stereo out this would effect the entire song. 
I'm actually considering picking up a second rs7000 with the AIEB2 
installed (if I come across one), as they seem to be awfully expensive 
on their own (well, the rs7000 would naturally be more expansive than 
only the card itself, but who wouldn't want another rs7000, right? ;)

regards,
zzzik242
| 16191|16150|2007-12-18 09:12:32|komatos|Re: RS Wonder|
On Dec 18, 2007, at 4:24 AM, it_goes_darker_still wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
> wrote:
>>
>> So I've been importing samples into my RS7000. I've been loading them
>> into the keyboard, record then play (set on replace), and voila, they
>> play on the track in the sequencer. Now all of a sudden when I record
>> it won't go to the track. You guys and girls have ideas? thanks very
>> much in advance.
>>
>
> so i decided to restore, and now it works great.
> only now when i want to load a sample it says "wave memory full". I
> already optimized the wave memory. I turned the rs off and reloaded me
> stuff and it still says "wave memory full" Is there anything I can do?
>
> do i need new ram?

Sounds like you filled up the whole 64MB (or most of it) with 
samples. You'll need to either delete unused samples or change your 
samples from 44.1Khz, 16bit stereo to lower quality samples (i.e. 
22.05Khz, mono or lower). There are jobs in the RS7k to lower the 
sampling frequency and change from stereo to mono.

Also, if you have long samples, you might want to set the start/end 
points of the sample that you want to use and "trim" the excess to 
free up a little more memory.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan
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| 16192|16032|2007-12-19 07:22:07|Tim Sewell|Re: Applying swing to one measure of an 8-bar phrase/sequence|
Hi,

Maybe you swung the off-note beyond the on-note. Youcould try re-establishing the on note via a edit (delete insert).

Its a guess

TS

----- Original Message ----
From: rrrs7000 <rrrs7000@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, 2 November, 2007 7:17:53 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Applying swing to one measure of an 8-bar phrase/sequence

I tried to apply some swing to a snare fill at the end of a track(bar 8),
via Job edit.
After that the track doesn't loop-play anymore;
The track plays 8 bars with the "swinged" 8th bar once,but than stops
and starts playing snares off-time from bar 4...

The other tracks play on normally

I,ve got two Rs's with OS 1.22...
Maybe I should just try to do this in overdub record mode?

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail - a smarter inbox http://uk.mail.yahoo.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16193|16193|2007-12-19 15:22:50|demont256|good !!|
i've found the best link for zip scsi information :
http://www.iomega.com/europe/support/francais/manuals/zip2s/chainmac.htm
l

if you use this interface.
| 16194|16194|2007-12-20 02:29:18|Tim Sewell|RS7000 tracks|
Hi Group,

The Band is called Cronon Atom. 

I have put this years tracks onto my site. The Album is titled Outsiders.

http://www.zen22563.zen.co.uk/music.html

All tracks on Outsiders are built around the RS7000 (Monkey mix album is pre RS7000).

Any feedback gratefully received.

TS

___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/
| 16195|16169|2007-12-20 08:44:04|komatosrecordings|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
My RS7k and Warp Factory have officially sold on eBay and will be out 
of my possession after the next couple of days (as soon as the payment 
clears my account and I ship it to the winning bidders). It truly has 
been an honor being on this mailing list the last 5 1/2 years. I've 
learned alot and hope I've helped as many as have helped me.

I wish everyone the best of luck, both in life and their musical 
endeavors. Take care y'all!!!
| 16196|16169|2007-12-20 10:39:20|zzzik242|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Thanks, and good luck on your new endevour! :D
| 16197|16197|2007-12-21 06:08:42|zeewelc|how to change starting point of playing sample or stretch it on whol|
Howdy,
I am a brand new user here, so welcome to everybody here! And i'm just
in a half of reading the manual so I haven't found the clue for it yet.

So let's say, for example, I've sampled something into the lenght of
whole sequence. Then I cropped it down little bit cause I didn't like
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some parts at the start and end (so I made the lenght bit shorter). I
looped that. And after that when I pressed play, it didn't play sample
just from the begining of the sequence, it's quiet for some time, and
just after that it starts the sample repeatedly. 
How to make that sample playing just from the start of the sequence?
Or can i stretch it into the whole sequence?

merry christmas, btw :]
| 16198|16197|2007-12-21 17:35:10|zamisers7k|Re: how to change starting point of playing sample or stretch it on |
How long is your sequence that you are talking about?

What I've done in the past is try to keep my longer samples that I want 
to loop to about one measure long. If its a measure long you can 
simply insert a whole note with 100% gate at the begining of each 
measure and listen to it loop. See if its too short or too long make 
adjustments to sample, and or tempo then so it'll match. You can 
streach samples too within the job menu, but you might want to test it 
out on shorter samples until you get the hang of it.

Merry Christmas to you too and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zeewelc" wrote:
>
> Howdy,
> I am a brand new user here, so welcome to everybody here! And i'm just
> in a half of reading the manual so I haven't found the clue for it 
yet.
> 
> So let's say, for example, I've sampled something into the lenght of
> whole sequence. Then I cropped it down little bit cause I didn't like
> some parts at the start and end (so I made the lenght bit shorter). I
> looped that. And after that when I pressed play, it didn't play sample
> just from the begining of the sequence, it's quiet for some time, and
> just after that it starts the sample repeatedly. 
> How to make that sample playing just from the start of the sequence?
> Or can i stretch it into the whole sequence?
> 
> merry christmas, btw :]
>

| 16199|16169|2007-12-21 17:41:44|zamisers7k|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
I'm sad, you're welcome to hang around here still with the RSers tho 
bro.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "komatosrecordings" wrote:
>
> My RS7k and Warp Factory have officially sold on eBay and will be out 
> of my possession after the next couple of days (as soon as the 
payment 
> clears my account and I ship it to the winning bidders). It truly 
has 
> been an honor being on this mailing list the last 5 1/2 years. I've 
> learned alot and hope I've helped as many as have helped me.
> 
> I wish everyone the best of luck, both in life and their musical 
> endeavors. Take care y'all!!!
>

| 16200|16200|2007-12-21 20:00:29|domepeacemusic|mpc2500 and MPC 2500|
anyone of you fellow users using an mpc2500 along with the rs 7K. If 
so, please shed some knowledge on how to get the two to midi sync 
successfully. Why does Yamaha continue to make everything so darn 
difficult?
| 16201|16200|2007-12-21 21:49:03|zamisers7k|Re: mpc2500 and MPC 2500|
Have you looked at page 260 of the RS7000 manual?

Midi syncing is generally the same on most gear I've used it seems 
like, the RS7000 has been pretty easy for me to get figured out.

If your having troubles specifically beteen the RS and mpc not syncing 
up I'm not sure I can be of much more help, hope someone can shed some 
more light on it for you then I. If not, maybe you can describe your 
issues with a little more detail, maybe so we can see and understand 
more of what might be going on or not with your RS and MPCs.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:
>
> anyone of you fellow users using an mpc2500 along with the rs 7K. If 
> so, please shed some knowledge on how to get the two to midi sync 
> successfully. Why does Yamaha continue to make everything so darn 
> difficult?
>

| 16202|16169|2007-12-22 21:43:41|komatos|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
I'll be around for awhile longer ('til the end of the year at least), 
and I might peek around in here once in awhile just to see what the 
latest news is in Yamaha sequencer/sampler land. Thanks for the well 
wishes everyone.

--komatos/wasted/su700fan

On Dec 21, 2007, at 7:41 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> I'm sad, you're welcome to hang around here still with the RSers tho
> bro.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "komatosrecordings" 
> wrote:
>>
>> My RS7k and Warp Factory have officially sold on eBay and will be out
>> of my possession after the next couple of days (as soon as the
> payment
>> clears my account and I ship it to the winning bidders). It truly
> has
>> been an honor being on this mailing list the last 5 1/2 years. I've
>> learned alot and hope I've helped as many as have helped me.
>>
>> I wish everyone the best of luck, both in life and their musical
>> endeavors. Take care y'all!!!

| 16203|16200|2007-12-23 19:51:56|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: mpc2500 and MPC 2500|
thanks for the response. I was anticipating using the mpc as the sequencer 
for the rs. I tried the traditional midi sync midi in midi out as described in 
the rs manual but to no avail. At this point I am running the rs thru my korg 
karma and just leaving midi channels from the korg open for the rs to work. 
But as far as running it directly into the mpc the two just won't coexist in 
that type of marriage.

**************************************See AOL's top rated recipes 
(http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16204|16200|2007-12-24 00:42:19|zamisers7k|Re: mpc2500 and MPC 2500|
Just some more ideas if you've not given up yet... Build and 
sequence your songs seperately on your two sequencers. It will save 
you 16 channels, then all you need to do is have midi start stop 
signal sent if you can get one slaved from the other. The RS can be 
used to send start stops I do know, but I'm not super familar with 
doing things that way since I use my RS alone most of the time. I 
have also got my RS to sync to other seqs without to much trouble. 
Sounds as if you may be looking to send specific channels instead? 
Maybe check Midi Out channel facillity #6 some presses, make sure 
the channels are setup properly there. And also, maybe switch to 
using the RS as your main sequencer and adjust the channels there. 
Perhaps as well if you've checked the Midi Setup & Midi Filter in 
Utility Mode already then maybe also check your midi filters for 
the Ins on #Enter (next to 3) some presses... Just stuff to check 
if not already on the RS. Sorry if you can't seem to get them to 
work together, I'd have thought, assume, they should be able to some 
how, but just can't always tell for sure on these things sometimes 
until you've got them sitting in front of you and you know you've 
tried everything.

Good luck with it, hope your work arounds will due.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> thanks for the response. I was anticipating using the mpc as the 
sequencer 
> for the rs. I tried the traditional midi sync midi in midi out as 
described in 
> the rs manual but to no avail. At this point I am running the rs 
thru my korg 
> karma and just leaving midi channels from the korg open for the 
rs to work. 
> But as far as running it directly into the mpc the two just won't 
coexist in 
> that type of marriage.
> 
> 
> 
> **************************************See AOL's top rated recipes 
> (http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16205|16169|2007-12-24 01:05:42|zamisers7k|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Right on then Wasted :) Oh and thanks for answering someones post 
while I was away for a bit a few days ago too. I got a complaint 
the other the day on one of my RS youtube vids that I suck as new 
mod here believe it or not, and I should give my RS to someone who 
knows what they are doing etc etc blah blah, lots of cussing me 
out. Rather hiliarious actually. It was from our good friend 
brooksmosher who I know was the biggest idiot jerk to have ever 
subcribed here still holding a grudge, blamming me for the downfall 
of quality of the RS Yahoo list since you left as mod. I hope it 
aint true, and they are just one of those internet drama queens 
where ever they go.

If I ever win the lotery or run into extra cash, you are my first 
choice to give my RS too, and I'll be buying myself 3 or 4 more for 
myself.

Take care and I wish ya well Komatos, don't ever give up all your 
stuff and keep pressing forword through the hard times and for sure 
never stop the music, only pausing is allowed ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, komatos wrote:
>
> I'll be around for awhile longer ('til the end of the year at 
least), 
> and I might peek around in here once in awhile just to see what 
the 
> latest news is in Yamaha sequencer/sampler land. Thanks for the 
well 
> wishes everyone.
> 
> --komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> On Dec 21, 2007, at 7:41 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > I'm sad, you're welcome to hang around here still with the RSers 
tho
> > bro.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "komatosrecordings" 
> > wrote:
> >>
> >> My RS7k and Warp Factory have officially sold on eBay and will 
be out
> >> of my possession after the next couple of days (as soon as the
> > payment
> >> clears my account and I ship it to the winning bidders). It 
truly
> > has
> >> been an honor being on this mailing list the last 5 1/2 years. 
I've
> >> learned alot and hope I've helped as many as have helped me.
> >>
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> >> I wish everyone the best of luck, both in life and their musical
> >> endeavors. Take care y'all!!!
>

| 16206|16169|2007-12-25 06:32:39|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Bills are mounting, so I have to sell my RS7000 and Electrix War|
Komatos: 
Im very sorry for your misfortune. Hope things will improve quickly
for you! Thanks for all the help you have provided over the years. It
was a real treat to have had you aboard the RS-express. I salute you, sir!

Zam: 
Somebody's cussing you about being our new moderator? That person must
be insane... really sad... imo you're a great moderator, very
consistent, accurate, friendly and fast! What would I ever want more
or different from our moderator? => Nothing!! Don't let that fool get
you down!

Greetings, lots of fun and inspiration to everybody! 
Remember to listen to good music often!
Take care of each other, try to be friendly and compassionate. The
world suffers enough as it is, lets make it a warmer place for each
other! 

Floris.
| 16207|16180|2007-12-25 07:02:59|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Sample management + a synth suggestion ;)|
Also a nice cheap synth I use attached to the RS is the Nord
Micro-Modular from Clavia. 

Get one second hand (100 to 150 euro), hook it up to channel 16 on the
RS via midi-out. Connect the audio-out of the micro to the audio-in of
the RS. Total integration, no extra mixer needed! Its getting old and
is only mono timbral (one patch at a time) but it still sounds great!
I love the modular editing, very "open" / flexible architecture.
Thousands of free user patches can be downloaded from Clavia. Great
for VA leads , basses, sirenes and other sound-effects. Stack up many
oscilators and filters with LFO's, no problem! Very small, easy to
cary, easy to use next to the RS. 3 dedicated real-time knobs to
tweak. Every parameter can be tweaked via Midi-CC with the RS knobs
too! Even multiple parameters can be tweaked at the same time with one
knob by using a "morph group". Downside: Pathes can only be edited
while connected to a PC. 
(Btw, I'm not from Clavia or something, I just love my micro).

Floris
| 16208|16197|2007-12-25 08:03:37|florisvanrijswijk|Re: how to change starting point of playing sample or stretch it on |
You can adjust the start and end time of the sample in "sample edit"
mode. Setting the start point exactly where you want the sample to
start ensures that when you play the sample via a note on a track, it
starts at the defined "start time". The sample play will stop when
reaching the defined "end time" or will start its loop there. Makes
sense, right? ;-) 
Just read the manual for the info about this mode. 

Happy RS-ing!
Floris.
| 16209|16193|2007-12-25 08:06:52|florisvanrijswijk|Re: good !!|
Right, but it in French. I'm not very good with French: 
Un croisant s'il vous plais!

Bonjour, 
Floris.
| 16211|16211|2007-12-26 17:20:01|zamisers7k|Tip: Don't Stop the Music!|
Trying again...

Hey All!

Hope your Xmas was smashing :::Austin Powers Voice:::

Looks like Floris kept the list alive a bit while we were unwrapping 
our presents ;P

I had mentioned something about the awesomist companion for the RS 
when someone had mentioned the Blofeld. Well, I didn't get it, I'll 
keep trying, its sort of a rare item, seems sought after too and I 
don't want to pay out the rear for one. Anyway, not sure if its been 
mentioned here before, but I've been looking for a Peavey PC-1600 or 
PC-1600x Programmable 16 slider midi console. Its so small and cute 
I could pinch its cheeks. They don't make them anymore tho, why? I 
don't know, but if anyone sees one, get a hold of it fast, and if you 
don't like it let me know.



On to the Tips:

Yep Tips, plural. I have two�

First, I remember it being a big deal that the RS didn't do this 
originally, and I'm sure its been covered here before, but I finally 
used it a little on my RS during Jesus' birthday yesterday. I'm 
talking about bouncing around tracks, entering notes in Step Rec, 
while the RS plays instead of stopping.

Click track came in while doing it so you may have to turn that off 
in Utility somewhere, but after pushing record and seeing the step 
editor, you can simply switch tracks by pushing Track Select and 
selecting your track. This can get confusing though, which track did 
I just choose, and or did it actually change tracks while its 
Rec+Playing etc. etc.?

Well this is new to me even if its not new to you, but I learned that 
instead of pushing the Stop button to figure which track I want to go 
to next to edit in notes and junk, I hit the play button again and it 
takes it out of Rec+Play and puts it right into Play without skipping 
a beat as far as I could tell (I might be wrong, let me know if so, 
but it sure seemed like mine stayed in time). If I'm right, then you 
can Select Track over to another and while its still playing press 
the Rec button and the RS will drop back into Step Recording.

I like using Step Record mode, so this works great for me, however 
I'm not sure if this works in Grid Record mode which is what I think 
majority of xOx groove programmers are use to using, it might 
though. I hope it does still. Maybe someone else can give it a shot 
and let us know if it does or not for sure. I will later if nobody 
else does.

Second tip, I mentioned a while back I tell how to make your RS sound 
Oberheimish. This is not as easy as it may be to write, probably a 
lot easier just show but I'll try if anyone is interested. Hope you 
can follow along with me here.
You'll have to take some RS limitations into account here. You'll 
probably need to dedicate at least two tracks for this maybe more if 
your wanting a bigger Unison type sound. I suggest for starters is 
two tracks 9 & 10.

On track 9 choose a voice with a decent bass sound, something like oh 
maybe an OB Bass ;) Then record your notes or lines. Now it won't 
sound really OBish quite yet and here is what you can do and why.

OBs usually have what I think are called sub oscillators on each 
voice. Correct me if I'm wrong, but for this what I'll do is copy 
that track exactly to a second track, track 10.

From there go into Mixer +/- on the number pad until your at the 
EQ. Use the Low&High EQ type and boost Low Gain on track 9, then F4 
(page right) and boost High Gain on Track 10.

You can repeat this for as many tracks as you like, and I'll often 
put a fine detune on some of the tracks, and slightly difrent LFOs on 
the filter.

Basically, you want to emulate two analog ossilators per Cem Curtis 
voice board is I think is what they are called. And, having them on 
two tracks on the RS will accomplish this with slightly different 
settings for each since the RS basically is one voice per track. You 
might think it's a limitation, but wait, whats cool is that you can 
edit the parms of one track without affecting the parms of the other 
voice on the other track. Sweep the Res & Cut of track 10 with the 
high end EQed in there and it won't affect the bassy part. That's 
cool in my opinion. Sadly though, you can't play them together by 
hand as far as I know unless you get some kind of midi track combiner 
box deal so you can play two tracks at once. RS might be able to 
some how, I've tried putting 2 tracks to the same channel but they 
feedback into each other and kills the RS after a few seconds needing 
a reboot.

Dang, way too long of a post to read, but if you read any of it then 
I hope you find some of it useful for ya. Consider it a belated gift 
from me to the list I guess.

Laters, and have happy New Year too!



Zam
| 16212|16211|2007-12-27 16:15:31|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Tip: Don't Stop the Music!|
Zam, thanks for the tips! 
One way to control two RS tracks with one controller knob:
- Select an empty RS channel like 16.
- Route the midi via RS-midi-out to a PC.
- Run some midi handling program that can send the recieved midi from
channel 16, back to the RS-midi-in, to both channels 9 & 10 =>
Midi-to-Midi translation. I would use Reaktor (Native Instruments) for
that or Max or Cubase. Perhaps there is also a more simple freeware
midi tool for that. 

Have fun! Flo.
| 16213|16213|2007-12-27 16:52:00|it_goes_darker_still|Working with measures|
I love music, I love to make it, I love to love it. I don't know all
the technocalities of it all but I just do it through intuition.

I got the RS7000 to experiment. 
For instance, I recorded a drum part that is 2.3.3 measures long of 4/4.
I want to loop this drum part in the RS but how could I make it loop
without chopping off part of it? 
Is there a way to record in the RS without measures.
Assume I know nothing. 

Could any of you read up and smart ladies or gentleman help me?
| 16214|16211|2007-12-27 20:37:00|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Don't Stop the Music!|
I'd like to try this sometime. I have Cakewalk tho, might do the trick 
too I don't know. I do know from experience that puting the midi out 
to midi in on the RS does not work so hot, there has to be some 
translator inbetween somewhere, I was thinking mainly for playing keys, 
but knob movements are a good idea too across multiple tracks if can 
do. Got to try it one of these days. Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Zam, thanks for the tips! 
> One way to control two RS tracks with one controller knob:
> - Select an empty RS channel like 16.
> - Route the midi via RS-midi-out to a PC.
> - Run some midi handling program that can send the recieved midi from
> channel 16, back to the RS-midi-in, to both channels 9 & 10 =>
> Midi-to-Midi translation. I would use Reaktor (Native Instruments) for
> that or Max or Cubase. Perhaps there is also a more simple freeware
> midi tool for that. 
> 
> Have fun! Flo.
>

| 16215|16213|2007-12-27 20:58:01|zamisers7k|Re: Working with measures|
Have you tried the Slice job? If its a beat about a measure long, 
I'd think the Slice Job might be perfect for it.

Other than that its a matter of getting the tempo down to be close to 
the same as the measure of the drums you've sampled into the RS and 
moving the start & stop points so it will loop smoothly without a 
hicup. Make sure you change the sample to be a loop type sample and 
not a single hit, and you can keep auditioning I think by playing and 
holding the note or the F4 Audition button I think see how it loops.

If it just aint catching right with a 4x4, try changing the meter, I 
think its shift+F1 and the meter time will highligh on the normal 
display screen next to style, scroll through see if one fits better 
for that 2.3.3 or whatever that is for you.

Hope some of that made sense and helps ya a bit maybe.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
wrote:

>
> I love music, I love to make it, I love to love it. I don't know 

all
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> the technocalities of it all but I just do it through intuition.
> 
> I got the RS7000 to experiment. 
> For instance, I recorded a drum part that is 2.3.3 measures long of 

4/4.

> I want to loop this drum part in the RS but how could I make it loop
> without chopping off part of it? 
> Is there a way to record in the RS without measures.
> Assume I know nothing. 
> 
> Could any of you read up and smart ladies or gentleman help me?
>

| 16216|16213|2007-12-27 21:09:01|zamisers7k|Re: Working with measures|
Also, even if you get it to loop spot on, you still may want to keep 
your note lengths when you sequence it short. Sample loops just 
won't stay in sync for really long times, its dificult, so what I do 
it just have it start over every measure, if the sample is a little 
longer then a measure then it won't really matter.

There are probably other ways of dealing with them. I'm just not a 
sample guru, but hope I at least get you going on some ideas to try 
with the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Have you tried the Slice job? If its a beat about a measure long, 
> I'd think the Slice Job might be perfect for it.
> 
> Other than that its a matter of getting the tempo down to be close 
to 
> the same as the measure of the drums you've sampled into the RS and 
> moving the start & stop points so it will loop smoothly without a 
> hicup. Make sure you change the sample to be a loop type sample 
and 
> not a single hit, and you can keep auditioning I think by playing 
and 
> holding the note or the F4 Audition button I think see how it loops.
> 
> If it just aint catching right with a 4x4, try changing the meter, 
I 
> think its shift+F1 and the meter time will highligh on the normal 
> display screen next to style, scroll through see if one fits better 
> for that 2.3.3 or whatever that is for you.
> 
> Hope some of that made sense and helps ya a bit maybe.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
> wrote:
> >
> > I love music, I love to make it, I love to love it. I don't know 
> all
> > the technocalities of it all but I just do it through intuition.
> > 
> > I got the RS7000 to experiment. 
> > For instance, I recorded a drum part that is 2.3.3 measures long 
of 
> 4/4.
> > I want to loop this drum part in the RS but how could I make it 
loop
> > without chopping off part of it? 
> > Is there a way to record in the RS without measures.
> > Assume I know nothing. 
> > 
> > Could any of you read up and smart ladies or gentleman help me?
> >
>

| 16217|16217|2007-12-28 14:26:24|timsewell|New photo & tracks|
Hi group,
I uploaded a photo of my live set up to the gallery.
Love to hear any feedback on my RS7000 album, "Outsiders"
I put the mp3s on http://www.zen22563.zen.co.uk/music.html
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Happy new year to all RS7K fans.

T
| 16218|16218|2007-12-28 15:29:09|pegaso1423|Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
HAPPY NEW YEAR to all RS7000 users out there!!
I've had my rs for a few years now and it's the center of my studio
but I've not participated much in online disscussion so it's time to
contribute a few things, Thanks to all who have shared their knowlege
in the past, Long live the mighty RS7000.

2 Oscillator Synth
I'm sure everyones copied a pattern to another track and put a detune
etc to make a richer sound but you have to mess about copying
sequences and settings, always wishing you could play and sequence
both sounds together from the onboard keyboard and use 1 knob to sweep
the filter on both tracks...Impossible?

Heres how. You need a midi lead. Connect it from MIDI IN to MIDI OUT
B. Press UTILITY button twice for MIDI SETUP and check that ECHO BACK
is set to MIDI A, if it's set to MIDI B the machine will crash.
Exit and press SETUP 4 times for MIDI OUT CHANNEL. Set MIDI B to OFF
for all channels except TRACK 1, which must be set to MIDI CHANNEL 2. 

Got that? 
Now select your sounds for tracks 1 and 2, maybe pan them in different
directions. Select track 1 and turn on keyboard mode, play a few
note's and both track 1 and 2 will sound. turn any of the voice edit
knobs and it will affect both 'Oscillators'. If you want to edit
'oscillator 1' without affecting 'oscillator 2' then edit thru the
screen, this doesn't send midi so for example you could set the lfos
differently for each 'oscillator' but sweep both filters together from
the front panel. Any sequencing you do from track 1 will sound both
oscillators and the track mute function is linked too. 
If you select track 2 the editing knobs eg filter cutoff will only
affect oscillator 2 and any sequencing you do will only play that
track. I use this loophole for stuff like making cool tape echo style
delays and wavesequencing...

If you want to play from a master keyboard then look in the midisetup
section of your masterkeyboard otherwise you need a standalone midi
patchbay/router. I use a MOTU midi timepiece AV and can make the RS
behave like a 16 oscillator synth...

The second tip is get yourself a box with 16 faders that send midi,
Its so much easier mixing on the RS it's just not funny. I use an
AW4416 as my 16 track recorder, 32+ channel mixer and control surface.
It has 2 layers of 17 flying midi faders, I use 1 layer for track
levels on the RS, the other layer can be for pan or whatever. The RS
is connected via AIEB2 digital and sound's much better.

Hope this helped and that everybody checks out the newfound abilitys
hidden in the RS. Please continue sharing all your knowlege on the
internet, It's great.

HAPPY NEW YEAR from a fellow YAMAHA fanboy...
cheers.
| 16219|16218|2007-12-28 15:40:12|zamisers7k|Re: Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
Awesome post!!! I've been trying to fing myself a Peavey 1600, will 
have to check on a AW4416 now. I must of had my echo back set wrong 
cause thats what my RS would do was crash. I'll definatly be trying 
what you suggest out, tonight probably, it'll be freakin great I hope.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> HAPPY NEW YEAR to all RS7000 users out there!!
> I've had my rs for a few years now and it's the center of my studio
> but I've not participated much in online disscussion so it's time to
> contribute a few things, Thanks to all who have shared their 
knowlege
> in the past, Long live the mighty RS7000.
> 
> 2 Oscillator Synth
> I'm sure everyones copied a pattern to another track and put a 
detune
> etc to make a richer sound but you have to mess about copying
> sequences and settings, always wishing you could play and sequence
> both sounds together from the onboard keyboard and use 1 knob to 
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sweep
> the filter on both tracks...Impossible?
> 
> Heres how. You need a midi lead. Connect it from MIDI IN to MIDI OUT
> B. Press UTILITY button twice for MIDI SETUP and check that ECHO 
BACK
> is set to MIDI A, if it's set to MIDI B the machine will crash.
> Exit and press SETUP 4 times for MIDI OUT CHANNEL. Set MIDI B to OFF
> for all channels except TRACK 1, which must be set to MIDI CHANNEL 
2. 
> 
> Got that? 
> Now select your sounds for tracks 1 and 2, maybe pan them in 
different
> directions. Select track 1 and turn on keyboard mode, play a few
> note's and both track 1 and 2 will sound. turn any of the voice edit
> knobs and it will affect both 'Oscillators'. If you want to edit
> 'oscillator 1' without affecting 'oscillator 2' then edit thru the
> screen, this doesn't send midi so for example you could set the lfos
> differently for each 'oscillator' but sweep both filters together 
from
> the front panel. Any sequencing you do from track 1 will sound both
> oscillators and the track mute function is linked too. 
> If you select track 2 the editing knobs eg filter cutoff will only
> affect oscillator 2 and any sequencing you do will only play that
> track. I use this loophole for stuff like making cool tape echo 
style
> delays and wavesequencing...
> 
> If you want to play from a master keyboard then look in the 
midisetup
> section of your masterkeyboard otherwise you need a standalone midi
> patchbay/router. I use a MOTU midi timepiece AV and can make the RS
> behave like a 16 oscillator synth...
> 
> The second tip is get yourself a box with 16 faders that send midi,
> Its so much easier mixing on the RS it's just not funny. I use an
> AW4416 as my 16 track recorder, 32+ channel mixer and control 
surface.
> It has 2 layers of 17 flying midi faders, I use 1 layer for track
> levels on the RS, the other layer can be for pan or whatever. The RS
> is connected via AIEB2 digital and sound's much better.
> 
> Hope this helped and that everybody checks out the newfound abilitys
> hidden in the RS. Please continue sharing all your knowlege on the
> internet, It's great.
> 
> HAPPY NEW YEAR from a fellow YAMAHA fanboy...
> cheers.
>

| 16220|16217|2007-12-28 15:43:35|zamisers7k|Re: New photo & tracks|
I'll be checking it out later when I get a few moments on something 
with decent sound on it. I know it'll be good from your past stuff...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "timsewell" wrote:
>
> Hi group,
> I uploaded a photo of my live set up to the gallery.
> Love to hear any feedback on my RS7000 album, "Outsiders"
> I put the mp3s on http://www.zen22563.zen.co.uk/music.html
> 
> Happy new year to all RS7K fans.
> 
> T
>

| 16221|16218|2007-12-28 16:11:32|zamisers7k|Re: Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
Looked at the AW4416 which is really nice, but does way more than I 
need and its huge as hell. Maybe one day when I get more of a pro 
studio setup then I'll grab it. I really want a Peavey PC-1600 and 
bad, wish yamaha had something close to it out I could just buy off 
the shelf.

Still an awesome post with suggestions & tips etc. for us.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Awesome post!!! I've been trying to fing myself a Peavey 1600, 
will 
> have to check on a AW4416 now. I must of had my echo back set 
wrong 
> cause thats what my RS would do was crash. I'll definatly be 
trying 
> what you suggest out, tonight probably, it'll be freakin great I 
hope.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > HAPPY NEW YEAR to all RS7000 users out there!!
> > I've had my rs for a few years now and it's the center of my 
studio
> > but I've not participated much in online disscussion so it's time 
to
> > contribute a few things, Thanks to all who have shared their 
> knowlege
> > in the past, Long live the mighty RS7000.
> > 
> > 2 Oscillator Synth
> > I'm sure everyones copied a pattern to another track and put a 
> detune
> > etc to make a richer sound but you have to mess about copying
> > sequences and settings, always wishing you could play and sequence
> > both sounds together from the onboard keyboard and use 1 knob to 
> sweep
> > the filter on both tracks...Impossible?
> > 
> > Heres how. You need a midi lead. Connect it from MIDI IN to MIDI 
OUT
> > B. Press UTILITY button twice for MIDI SETUP and check that ECHO 
> BACK
> > is set to MIDI A, if it's set to MIDI B the machine will crash.
> > Exit and press SETUP 4 times for MIDI OUT CHANNEL. Set MIDI B to 
OFF
> > for all channels except TRACK 1, which must be set to MIDI 
CHANNEL 
> 2. 
> > 
> > Got that? 
> > Now select your sounds for tracks 1 and 2, maybe pan them in 
> different
> > directions. Select track 1 and turn on keyboard mode, play a few
> > note's and both track 1 and 2 will sound. turn any of the voice 
edit
> > knobs and it will affect both 'Oscillators'. If you want to edit
> > 'oscillator 1' without affecting 'oscillator 2' then edit thru the
> > screen, this doesn't send midi so for example you could set the 
lfos
> > differently for each 'oscillator' but sweep both filters together 
> from
> > the front panel. Any sequencing you do from track 1 will sound 
both
> > oscillators and the track mute function is linked too. 
> > If you select track 2 the editing knobs eg filter cutoff will only
> > affect oscillator 2 and any sequencing you do will only play that
> > track. I use this loophole for stuff like making cool tape echo 
> style
> > delays and wavesequencing...
> > 
> > If you want to play from a master keyboard then look in the 
> midisetup
> > section of your masterkeyboard otherwise you need a standalone 
midi
> > patchbay/router. I use a MOTU midi timepiece AV and can make the 
RS
> > behave like a 16 oscillator synth...
> > 
> > The second tip is get yourself a box with 16 faders that send 
midi,
> > Its so much easier mixing on the RS it's just not funny. I use an
> > AW4416 as my 16 track recorder, 32+ channel mixer and control 
> surface.
> > It has 2 layers of 17 flying midi faders, I use 1 layer for track
> > levels on the RS, the other layer can be for pan or whatever. The 
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RS
> > is connected via AIEB2 digital and sound's much better.
> > 
> > Hope this helped and that everybody checks out the newfound 
abilitys
> > hidden in the RS. Please continue sharing all your knowlege on the
> > internet, It's great.
> > 
> > HAPPY NEW YEAR from a fellow YAMAHA fanboy...
> > cheers.
> >
>

| 16222|16197|2007-12-28 18:50:13|pegaso1423|Re: how to change starting point of playing sample or stretch it on |
Hi,
It can bit a bit of a pain if you have edit sample start and end
points then figure out timestretching and pitchshifting to make it fit.
Its much easier if you sample it right in the first place.

If your resampling your loop or sampling from a connected midi
instrument, when you press the sample button, select kit+note as the
sampling type, press ok then change the trigger to measure. Set the
measures you want to sample between then press the sample button to
start. after the sample is recorded press play, the sample should loop
perfectly.

If your sampling yourself playing or singing thru a microphone etc you
can use the measure setting to drop in and out of recording while your
song plays much like a multitrack recorder. 

If your sampling from turntables, from the main screen press f3 and
set the length to 32. use grid mode to record a 4/4 kick pattern for
the whole 32 bars (you have to press > for the next bar). play it back
to make sure it's right. rewind to beggining. change tracks and change
the length (f3) to how long you want your sample to be (eg 1 for 1
bar). kit+note and only set to sample on the last measures. (eg 31
-end in our example) 

You can use the long count in to beatmatch your record deck using the
pitch shift and the rs will sample you a loop thats as good as your
beatmatching skills. you have to start turntable the right number of
bars back from the sample you want to record. 

If your having to pitch the record too much and you dont have any
other sampled loops setting your tempo, you can hit the tap tempo
button on the RS to the beat during your long count in to beatmatch.
This technique can also be used if sampling from a cd player etc with
no tempo control. If 

If you already have some sampled loops in your song and want to sample
another that might be a different tempo, use the slice sample job on
you existing loop first, cut it into 16th's or 32nd's. now when you
change tempo or use the tap tempo button to beatmatch a new loop, the
old one will stretch to fit. slice the new loop the same way then set
the tempo your song. use realtime loop remix to mess your new loops or
resequence them.

And finally, If your sampling from a sample cd, set the RS to the
tempo of the sample (it' usually included in the cd book) and use the
trigger record mode. Trigger recording is also good for recording hits
for your own drumkit.

hope this helps, sorry for such a long post..
cheers.
| 16223|16180|2007-12-28 19:14:13|zzzik242|Re: Sample management + a synth suggestion ;)|
Thanks for the tip, Floris, I might take a look at one :)
| 16224|16218|2007-12-28 19:22:08|zzzik242|Re: Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
Fantastic tips, pegaso! Happy new year to you, and to all rs7000'ers 
all across the world! Hyper-Hyper! :D
| 16225|16197|2007-12-28 19:38:06|zamisers7k|Re: how to change starting point of playing sample or stretch it on |
Another awesome post! Thanks for passing along some of your sampling 
skills, I'll probably be trying some of the stuff you mention that I 
havn't tried before with the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> It can bit a bit of a pain if you have edit sample start and end
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> points then figure out timestretching and pitchshifting to make it 
fit.
> Its much easier if you sample it right in the first place.
> 
> If your resampling your loop or sampling from a connected midi
> instrument, when you press the sample button, select kit+note as the
> sampling type, press ok then change the trigger to measure. Set the
> measures you want to sample between then press the sample button to
> start. after the sample is recorded press play, the sample should 
loop
> perfectly.
> 
> If your sampling yourself playing or singing thru a microphone etc 
you
> can use the measure setting to drop in and out of recording while 
your
> song plays much like a multitrack recorder. 
> 
> If your sampling from turntables, from the main screen press f3 and
> set the length to 32. use grid mode to record a 4/4 kick pattern for
> the whole 32 bars (you have to press > for the next bar). play it 
back
> to make sure it's right. rewind to beggining. change tracks and 
change
> the length (f3) to how long you want your sample to be (eg 1 for 1
> bar). kit+note and only set to sample on the last measures. (eg 31
> -end in our example) 
> 
> You can use the long count in to beatmatch your record deck using 
the
> pitch shift and the rs will sample you a loop thats as good as your
> beatmatching skills. you have to start turntable the right number of
> bars back from the sample you want to record. 
> 
> If your having to pitch the record too much and you dont have any
> other sampled loops setting your tempo, you can hit the tap tempo
> button on the RS to the beat during your long count in to beatmatch.
> This technique can also be used if sampling from a cd player etc 
with
> no tempo control. If 
> 
> If you already have some sampled loops in your song and want to 
sample
> another that might be a different tempo, use the slice sample job on
> you existing loop first, cut it into 16th's or 32nd's. now when you
> change tempo or use the tap tempo button to beatmatch a new loop, 
the
> old one will stretch to fit. slice the new loop the same way then 
set
> the tempo your song. use realtime loop remix to mess your new loops 
or
> resequence them.
> 
> And finally, If your sampling from a sample cd, set the RS to the
> tempo of the sample (it' usually included in the cd book) and use 
the
> trigger record mode. Trigger recording is also good for recording 
hits
> for your own drumkit.
> 
> hope this helps, sorry for such a long post..
> cheers.
>

| 16226|16197|2007-12-28 19:48:43|zamisers7k|Re: how to change starting point of playing sample or stretch it on |
Thats pretty much what I do most of the time with my samples. There 
is also a trim, actually extract Job too that will remove the extra 
parts off the front and ends that arn't being used and can save some 
sample space I might add.

Someone else also mentioned about a particular way of sampling it 
right in the first place. I'm not exactly sure which way I usually 
do it, but when I sample from the inputs into the RS I usually use 
the trigger level and drop it down a bit and for some reason, I don't 
know how exactly, but the RS usually seems to catch great start 
points pretty dang well. Not sure how to explain it, it just seems 
to work well majority of the time for me without having to do much 
fiddling with start and end points.

Zam



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> You can adjust the start and end time of the sample in "sample edit"
> mode. Setting the start point exactly where you want the sample to
> start ensures that when you play the sample via a note on a track, 

it

> starts at the defined "start time". The sample play will stop when
> reaching the defined "end time" or will start its loop there. Makes
> sense, right? ;-) 
> Just read the manual for the info about this mode. 
> 
> Happy RS-ing!
> Floris.
>

| 16227|16218|2007-12-30 07:37:40|Markus|Re: Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:

>
> Fantastic tips, pegaso! Happy new year to you, and to all rs7000'ers 
> all across the world! Hyper-Hyper! :D
>

Happy new year to all on this board when it comes.Have a great 2008
and keep rockin' the RS!

Markus
| 16228|16217|2007-12-31 03:20:34|zamisers7k|Re: New photo & tracks|
All pretty dang good songs. I did recognize a lot of RS in the 
songs. I can't seem to pick a fav or one that stands out way above 
the other. The triple song maybe, reminded me of Beasty Boys I 
guess. I liked the vocals and guitar work too in the other album 
even though you've got some air noise in some of the songs. Didn't 
see where the pictures where? Keep up the awesome RS work :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'll be checking it out later when I get a few moments on 
something 
> with decent sound on it. I know it'll be good from your past 
stuff...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "timsewell" wrote:
> >
> > Hi group,
> > I uploaded a photo of my live set up to the gallery.
> > Love to hear any feedback on my RS7000 album, "Outsiders"
> > I put the mp3s on http://www.zen22563.zen.co.uk/music.html
> > 
> > Happy new year to all RS7K fans.
> > 
> > T
> >
>

| 16229|16217|2008-01-01 08:30:06|Tim Sewell|Re: New photo & tracks|
Cheers Zam,

Thanks for checking it. The photo is in the group photo area.

The other album goes back a few years and yeah, has some air noise. One time i put a mic out the window as I thought the track needed a bit of atmosphere. I'm not
kidding. 
But i think what you are talking about is the tape hiss. 

Slightly off topic, any suggestions as to how I can edit the arrangements? I want to put them in a visual editing program and cut and paste bars (mostly cut) got any ideas
anyone? 

Happy New Year to all RS users

TS

----- Original Message ----
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From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, 31 December, 2007 10:20:32 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New photo & tracks

All pretty dang good songs. I did recognize a lot of RS in the 
songs. I can't seem to pick a fav or one that stands out way above 
the other. The triple song maybe, reminded me of Beasty Boys I 
guess. I liked the vocals and guitar work too in the other album 
even though you've got some air noise in some of the songs. Didn't 
see where the pictures where? Keep up the awesome RS work :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'll be checking it out later when I get a few moments on 
something 
> with decent sound on it. I know it'll be good from your past 
stuff...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "timsewell" wrote:
> >
> > Hi group,
> > I uploaded a photo of my live set up to the gallery.
> > Love to hear any feedback on my RS7000 album, "Outsiders"
> > I put the mp3s on http://www.zen22563 .zen.co.uk/ music.html
> > 
> > Happy new year to all RS7K fans.
> > 
> > T
> >
>

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail - a smarter inbox http://uk.mail.yahoo.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16230|16217|2008-01-02 08:31:18|pegaso1423|Re: New photo & tracks|
Hi Tim
I listened to a few of your songs and they were pretty good. thanks
for sharing them. as for constructive criticism they took a long time
to start and I was left wishing that musicaly, they developed a bit
more but thats just my personal taste.

To answer your question about rearranging your tracks on a computer, I
think the most important thing is to keep the quality as high as you
can. If you have the digital expansion card then record each track
digitaly, if you don't have the card I would suggest resampling each
track on the rs and then loading the wav files from the memory card to
the pc. It's a bit of work but it will pay off in the quality of your
finished tracks. use whatever pc program u have or like using. I like
ableton live but if you don't need to stretch your samples keep that
elastic audio bit turned off because it dosen't sound too good to my
ears. I'm not a huge fan of the mix engine either, protools sounds
better, there was one free version if you want to check it out. I
'visualy arrange' on my aw4416. 

Or you could just rearrange your songs on the rs. Um... rs=remix studio?
BTW Nice compact setup in the photo.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Cheers Zam,

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
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> 
> Thanks for checking it. The photo is in the group photo area.
> 
> The other album goes back a few years and yeah, has some air noise.
One time i put a mic out the window as I thought the track needed a
bit of atmosphere. I'm not kidding. 
> But i think what you are talking about is the tape hiss. 
> 
> Slightly off topic, any suggestions as to how I can edit the
arrangements? I want to put them in a visual editing program and cut
and paste bars (mostly cut) got any ideas anyone? 
> 
> Happy New Year to all RS users
>

| 16231|16213|2008-01-03 23:25:03|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Working with measures|
You definitely helped me. I'm gonna play around on this and take it
where it goes.
thanks zam.'
| 16232|16217|2008-01-04 04:41:28|Tim Sewell|Re: New photo & tracks|
Hi,
Thanks for the feedback, In the words of my executive producer your comments are "spot on".
Looks like i need to put a bit more effort into the project.

I mix down via the AIEB2 digital out to a korg digi studio which acts as the midi master. Inside the korg I can cut and paste the bars i need using the bar numbers and
{select track -> edit -> select start pnt -> select end pnt -> cut -> select track -> edit -> select insert pnt-> paste} but it is very long winded and i soon lose the will after
about 5 cycles of this activity. Once I'm done editing I line out to wavelab on my PC (no digi in). I like the mastering effects on the korg and it doesn't glitch like the PC
can now and again. I like to think its a bit like the real thing where the musicians do their bit (RS), the producer adds some fairy dust (korg) and then the mastering studio
ensure broadcast quality (PC).

What i am hoping to do is put the arrangement on a screen, highlight the bars i want, drag and drop to a new arrangement. I have considered re-sampling internally to the
RS but for me, there is a marked loss of quality when i do this. In technical terms, it gets a bit muffled.

I just had a brainwave. Maybe use a pen and paper and write the arrangement down!

Thanks again for responding.

TS

----- Original Message ----
From: pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 2 January, 2008 3:31:17 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New photo & tracks

Hi Tim
I listened to a few of your songs and they were pretty good. thanks
for sharing them. as for constructive criticism they took a long time
to start and I was left wishing that musicaly, they developed a bit
more but thats just my personal taste.

To answer your question about rearranging your tracks on a computer, I
think the most important thing is to keep the quality as high as you
can. If you have the digital expansion card then record each track
digitaly, if you don't have the card I would suggest resampling each
track on the rs and then loading the wav files from the memory card to
the pc. It's a bit of work but it will pay off in the quality of your
finished tracks. use whatever pc program u have or like using. I like
ableton live but if you don't need to stretch your samples keep that
elastic audio bit turned off because it dosen't sound too good to my
ears. I'm not a huge fan of the mix engine either, protools sounds
better, there was one free version if you want to check it out. I
'visualy arrange' on my aw4416. 

Or you could just rearrange your songs on the rs. Um... rs=remix studio?
BTW Nice compact setup in the photo.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Cheers Zam,
> 
> Thanks for checking it. The photo is in the group photo area.
> 
> The other album goes back a few years and yeah, has some air noise.
One time i put a mic out the window as I thought the track needed a
bit of atmosphere. I'm not kidding. 
> But i think what you are talking about is the tape hiss. 
> 

mailto:pegaso1423@hotmail.com
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> Slightly off topic, any suggestions as to how I can edit the
arrangements? I want to put them in a visual editing program and cut
and paste bars (mostly cut) got any ideas anyone? 
> 
> Happy New Year to all RS users
> 

___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16233|16217|2008-01-04 13:21:22|pegaso1423|Re: New photo & tracks|
Hi Tim,
Yeah that does sound like hard work arranging on the korg. I'm glad my
aw came with a mouse. 
I had a quick look at the sos review of the d12?
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/jul01/articles/korgd12.asp

It seems to me your best bet is to export each track as a wav file 
and then load the tracks to your pc program. If you have the internal
cd writer then this would be easist otherwise you need to look into an
scsi card for your pc or an scsi cd burner etc. 

I'm not sure how your getting a muffled sound resampling on the rs?
For example if I internally resample on the rs and export the wav file
to my aw4416 (they share partitioned scsi hd & backup hd) I get the
same quality as recording thru spdif. If I record the regular analog
signal it sounds worse (muffled). The d/a converters arnt great on the
rs, it sounds better if I moniter through the aw (via digital) and
even better if I moniter through the d/a converters on my behringer
v-verb. I want a behringer src-pro sample rate converter, the a/d &
d/a aparently sounds excellent for the price, comparable to apogee or
benchmark which cost 10x more. It can upsample the rs's 16bit signal
to 24bit so I can record everything on the aw at 24 bit, it won't mix
bitrates in one song and the v-verb reverbs etc sound better at 24bit.
Like you said, 'fairy dust'...

It's important to avoid converting from digital to analog and back
again if you can help it because it can really degrade the sound. I
really noticed all this quality loss after finally getting some decent
monitors and also a pair of senhesier hd650 and I cringe a bit
listening to some of my older recordings...

Ok while I was typing all this I was also listening to your songs on
the hd650's and taking notes. The sound quality was good for mp3 but
I'm sure you'd notice a difference avioding the analog recording to pc.
Chiffon- I liked,nice flute, wish it developed more and the arp too.
Street-nice bass guitar, didd'nt really like the horns, bit much
reverb on the drums and some of the piano stabs don't work well.
Wind child- I really like this track, reminds me of robert miles.
maybe a stronger bassline. 
translucence-maybe had a bit too much eq. I liked the end section more.
Rainbow angel- I can hear some poor recording (or atmosphere?) at the
begining.the bass gets repetitive, to much eq again, 2.55 made me turn
the volume down to avoid any more nasty suprises. ouch.
wine bar-funky but again I don't like the horns.
Triple-80's funk? maybe a bit much reverb on the vocals at the bigining 
chez-4 bar loop?
Ibiza-promising, needs to be arranged better. maybe keep the bass
during the funky drum solo and keep the drums for longer at the end.
dog-nice intro but where's the rest
witches-the guitar gets boring pretty quick and u can hear the
pitchshiting
Teenrage-one of my favorites along with wind child and chiffon girl
vibe-maybe a bit much flanger/phaser on the drums.

Whew. hope I don't sound to hard on you, remember it's just my opinion
and there your songs not mine. overall I liked the housy/trancey songs
more than others, especially wind child which borders on psytrance, if
you ever want a harder psytrance remix on it let me know. 

http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/
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Have fun. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hi,
> Thanks for the feedback, In the words of my executive producer your
comments are "spot on".
> Looks like i need to put a bit more effort into the project.
> 
> I mix down via the AIEB2 digital out to a korg digi studio which
acts as the midi master. Inside the korg I can cut and paste the bars
i need using the bar numbers and {select track -> edit -> select start
pnt -> select end pnt -> cut -> select track -> edit -> select insert
pnt-> paste} but it is very long winded and i soon lose the will after
about 5 cycles of this activity. Once I'm done editing I line out to
wavelab on my PC (no digi in). I like the mastering effects on the
korg and it doesn't glitch like the PC can now and again. I like to
think its a bit like the real thing where the musicians do their bit
(RS), the producer adds some fairy dust (korg) and then the mastering
studio ensure broadcast quality (PC).
> 
> What i am hoping to do is put the arrangement on a screen, highlight
the bars i want, drag and drop to a new arrangement. I have considered
re-sampling internally to the RS but for me, there is a marked loss of
quality when i do this. In technical terms, it gets a bit muffled.
> 
> I just had a brainwave. Maybe use a pen and paper and write the
arrangement down!
> 
> Thanks again for responding.
> 
> TS
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: pegaso1423 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, 2 January, 2008 3:31:17 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New photo & tracks
> 
> Hi Tim
> I listened to a few of your songs and they were pretty good. thanks
> for sharing them. as for constructive criticism they took a long time
> to start and I was left wishing that musicaly, they developed a bit
> more but thats just my personal taste.
> 
> To answer your question about rearranging your tracks on a computer, I
> think the most important thing is to keep the quality as high as you
> can. If you have the digital expansion card then record each track
> digitaly, if you don't have the card I would suggest resampling each
> track on the rs and then loading the wav files from the memory card to
> the pc. It's a bit of work but it will pay off in the quality of your
> finished tracks. use whatever pc program u have or like using. I like
> ableton live but if you don't need to stretch your samples keep that
> elastic audio bit turned off because it dosen't sound too good to my
> ears. I'm not a huge fan of the mix engine either, protools sounds
> better, there was one free version if you want to check it out. I
> 'visualy arrange' on my aw4416. 
> 
> Or you could just rearrange your songs on the rs. Um... rs=remix
studio?
> BTW Nice compact setup in the photo.
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Tim Sewell wrote:
> >
> > Cheers Zam,
> > 
> > Thanks for checking it. The photo is in the group photo area.
> > 
> > The other album goes back a few years and yeah, has some air noise.
> One time i put a mic out the window as I thought the track needed a
> bit of atmosphere. I'm not kidding. 
> > But i think what you are talking about is the tape hiss. 
> > 
> > Slightly off topic, any suggestions as to how I can edit the
> arrangements? I want to put them in a visual editing program and cut
> and paste bars (mostly cut) got any ideas anyone? 
> > 
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> > Happy New Year to all RS users
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer.
Try it
> now.
> http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16234|16218|2008-01-04 13:28:26|pegaso1423|Re: Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
Hey did anyone try out the 2 oscillator synth tip on the rs yet. I've
got some great sounds out of it over the holidays with just the midicable.

cheers.
| 16235|16218|2008-01-04 16:30:43|zamisers7k|Re: Happy New Year & a few RS Synth tips|
Damnit, I knew there was something I forgot to do. I'll give it a try 
soon cause I was excited about it, hopefully tonight.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hey did anyone try out the 2 oscillator synth tip on the rs yet. I've
> got some great sounds out of it over the holidays with just the 
midicable.
> 
> cheers.
>

| 16236|16217|2008-01-04 16:56:16|zamisers7k|Re: New photo & tracks|
I arrange all on my RS, always keeping in mind that I may have to 
perform this song live sometime with the RS alone at a gig...so I 
hope pegaso's advice helps you out more than mine does and prob will.

I've been feeling a bit of an urge to do more computer arranging and 
remixing too, however I just have too much fun on my RS. I've tried 
out a bit of stuff, Ableton seems the way a lot of folks have been 
going for that kind of thing, but I've not been able to get into 
software arranging much. I've got a little into using a program 
called Magix Music Maker lately, but yet to arrange individual songs 
on it. Its been working pretty great for mastering and grouping of 
songs for like an album, so far.

I know what your talking about with the slight loss of quality 
resampling on the RS. I believe the D/A converters on the RS, at 
least on mine to be freakin great, however 44.1khz CD quality 
sampling just misses some very subtle nuances, usually on the higher 
end, that can't be captured like listening directly out from any 
machine, even when recorded into a computer and not the RS. 
Resampling on the RS usually requires some extra enhancements, filter 
tweaks, to get some of that quality back into the sample. Not sure 
I'd want to use it as a pro or high-end phrase sampling and looping 
device either. Totally what I think computers are still better at 
doing and using than through a piece of dedicated hardware. I've 
also read before from various places that they do most their 
arranging with sampling way above CD quality sample rates, not sure 
the exact rates, but it made some sense to me at the time I read 
about it.

Anyway, sorry not a whole lot of advice for ya from me, more my 2 
cent opinions there... I had looked at that Korg D4 for a while too, 
ooh baby, I wanted one, but I keep telling myself I've got a computer 
for that stuff... I've gotta get goin before I run on this message 
forever... Hope ya can get something worthy of your tallents figured 
out for doing what you want with that.

Zam

http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hi,
> Thanks for the feedback, In the words of my executive producer your 
comments are "spot on".
> Looks like i need to put a bit more effort into the project.
> 
> I mix down via the AIEB2 digital out to a korg digi studio which 
acts as the midi master. Inside the korg I can cut and paste the bars 
i need using the bar numbers and {select track -> edit -> select 
start pnt -> select end pnt -> cut -> select track -> edit -> select 
insert pnt-> paste} but it is very long winded and i soon lose the 
will after about 5 cycles of this activity. Once I'm done editing I 
line out to wavelab on my PC (no digi in). I like the mastering 
effects on the korg and it doesn't glitch like the PC can now and 
again. I like to think its a bit like the real thing where the 
musicians do their bit (RS), the producer adds some fairy dust 
(korg) and then the mastering studio ensure broadcast quality (PC).
> 
> What i am hoping to do is put the arrangement on a screen, 
highlight the bars i want, drag and drop to a new arrangement. I have 
considered re-sampling internally to the RS but for me, there is a 
marked loss of quality when i do this. In technical terms, it gets a 
bit muffled.
> 
> I just had a brainwave. Maybe use a pen and paper and write the 
arrangement down!
> 
> Thanks again for responding.
> 
> TS
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: pegaso1423 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, 2 January, 2008 3:31:17 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New photo & tracks
> 
> Hi Tim
> I listened to a few of your songs and they were pretty good. thanks
> for sharing them. as for constructive criticism they took a long 
time
> to start and I was left wishing that musicaly, they developed a bit
> more but thats just my personal taste.
> 
> To answer your question about rearranging your tracks on a 
computer, I
> think the most important thing is to keep the quality as high as 
you
> can. If you have the digital expansion card then record each track
> digitaly, if you don't have the card I would suggest resampling 
each
> track on the rs and then loading the wav files from the memory 
card to
> the pc. It's a bit of work but it will pay off in the quality of 
your
> finished tracks. use whatever pc program u have or like using. I 
like
> ableton live but if you don't need to stretch your samples keep 
that
> elastic audio bit turned off because it dosen't sound too good to 
my
> ears. I'm not a huge fan of the mix engine either, protools sounds
> better, there was one free version if you want to check it out. I
> 'visualy arrange' on my aw4416. 
> 
> Or you could just rearrange your songs on the rs. Um... rs=remix 
studio?
> BTW Nice compact setup in the photo.
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Tim Sewell wrote:
> >
> > Cheers Zam,
> > 
> > Thanks for checking it. The photo is in the group photo area.
> > 
> > The other album goes back a few years and yeah, has some air 
noise.
> One time i put a mic out the window as I thought the track needed a
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> bit of atmosphere. I'm not kidding. 
> > But i think what you are talking about is the tape hiss. 
> > 
> > Slightly off topic, any suggestions as to how I can edit the
> arrangements? I want to put them in a visual editing program and 
cut
> and paste bars (mostly cut) got any ideas anyone? 
> > 
> > Happy New Year to all RS users
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the 
answer. Try it
> now.
> http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16237|16237|2008-01-05 01:12:34|zamisers7k|Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Via Pegaso1423...

Just a rehash incase anyone missed it, thanks mucho Pegaso, Floris 
you may want to take note because I didn't try your technique yet 
using my computer and midi in and out yet. Pegaso's way seems to 
work with the RS alone. I did a litte difrently but princables 
where the same, I got it using track 9 channel 9 and set a few other 
tracks to use it, but anyway here it is again quoating Pegaso's tip:

2 Oscillator Synth
I'm sure everyones copied a pattern to another track and put a detune
etc to make a richer sound but you have to mess about copying
sequences and settings, always wishing you could play and sequence
both sounds together from the onboard keyboard and use 1 knob to 
sweep
the filter on both tracks...Impossible?

Heres how. You need a midi lead. Connect it from MIDI IN to MIDI OUT
B. Press UTILITY button twice for MIDI SETUP and check that ECHO BACK
is set to MIDI A, if it's set to MIDI B the machine will crash.
Exit and press SETUP 4 times for MIDI OUT CHANNEL. Set MIDI B to OFF
for all channels except TRACK 1, which must be set to MIDI CHANNEL 2.

Got that?
Now select your sounds for tracks 1 and 2, maybe pan them in 
different
directions. Select track 1 and turn on keyboard mode, play a few
note's and both track 1 and 2 will sound. turn any of the voice edit
knobs and it will affect both 'Oscillators'. If you want to edit
'oscillator 1' without affecting 'oscillator 2' then edit thru the
screen, this doesn't send midi so for example you could set the lfos
differently for each 'oscillator' but sweep both filters together 
from
the front panel. Any sequencing you do from track 1 will sound both
oscillators and the track mute function is linked too.
If you select track 2 the editing knobs eg filter cutoff will only
affect oscillator 2 and any sequencing you do will only play that
track. I use this loophole for stuff like making cool tape echo style
delays and wavesequencing...

If you want to play from a master keyboard then look in the midisetup
section of your masterkeyboard otherwise you need a standalone midi
patchbay/router. I use a MOTU midi timepiece AV and can make the RS
behave like a 16 oscillator synth...

Zam here again, do cool I thought it diserves a repost, everyone 
should try this. I did notice, if wasn't mentioned that it seems to 
retriger itself as well, not positive, but it sounds like unison 
x2. Maybe I'll post a demo later.

http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/


Zam
| 16238|16237|2008-01-05 02:55:38|zamisers7k|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Youtube demo:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wP-cDVxMaKQ

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16239|16237|2008-01-05 06:27:49|pegaso1423|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Hy, 
nice demo, thanks for putting this up. It sounds even 'fatter' if you
pan each voice slightly away from each other or put abit of random
pan. of course you can't hear this on youtube which is mono.

I hope everyone trys this out, It really is awsome and opens up huge
potential on the RS. I just wish Yamaha had made this standard, eg if
your using 8 of the tracks for sequencing other gear then your wasting
half of your multimberality. (you could layer with your other gear thou) 

I think it would be easy for Yamaha to implement this in an OS patch,
of course they don't want lose potential sales from the motif. :( 

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Youtube demo:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wP-cDVxMaKQ
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16240|16237|2008-01-05 07:57:05|zzzik242|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Awesome demo, Zam! Nice work, can't wait to try this out, thanks 
Pegaso1423 :D
| 16241|16241|2008-01-08 08:23:04|nickeax|A strange work around to the SM card conundrum!|
I have purchased one of those ZiO! USB SM card readers and installed
the drivers etc, but I STILL had the same old message appear on the RS!

CARD NOT READY,,,

I tried formatting the card once again. I tried factory reseting the
RS; all to no avail!

Finally, on the 'CARD NOT READY' screen, I removed the card and
re-inserted it. Pressing F4 (Exit OK), I pressed F4 (OK (to load)) and
it worked!

So, if worst comes to worst, just try that.
| 16242|16241|2008-01-08 18:02:53|zamisers7k|Re: A strange work around to the SM card conundrum!|
How odd. I hope I never have to go through that, but if do I'll try to 
remmember its not the end of the world. Thanks for letting us know, as 
it seems good SM cards will be getting more and more limited probably 
now. I wonder how many bad ones are out there, and how many that were 
even thrown out, when they could of been recovered.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:
>
> I have purchased one of those ZiO! USB SM card readers and installed
> the drivers etc, but I STILL had the same old message appear on the 
RS!
> 
> CARD NOT READY,,,
> 
> I tried formatting the card once again. I tried factory reseting the
> RS; all to no avail!
> 
> Finally, on the 'CARD NOT READY' screen, I removed the card and
> re-inserted it. Pressing F4 (Exit OK), I pressed F4 (OK (to load)) and
> it worked!
> 
> So, if worst comes to worst, just try that.
>

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wP-cDVxMaKQ
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 16243|16237|2008-01-09 15:06:55|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Thanks for this tip. So, the trick is to send the MIDI of track 1 to
track 2 via MidiOutB -> MidiIn using the Midi-Send-Matrix under the
SETUP menu, right? Lets try that for a simple 2 saw oscillator "Hover"
DnB sound... 
... 
Well, I just tried it and its great! I really like it. Opens up the RS
much more for some great sound designing without needing the computer
to merge the midi for layering sounds. Will keep a Midi cable plugged
into my MidiOutB for a while... 

Fast Hover bass sound: 
Track 1 & 2: 
- Simple saw sound: SyMater 1 => Saw 1 A
- Reset filter envelope to 0.
- Reset amp and filter attack / decay to 0.
- Set a LPF12 filter (both track 1 and 2).
- Set the filter cutoff to something like -40 for nice bass sound. 
- Put a bit of resonance on it (+9).
- Detune track 1 to +10Hz and track 2 to -10Hz.
- Put a bit of distortion on it so that you can generate some
harmonics with it after the track's filter.
- Put a bit of reverb on it.
- Put a bit of delay on it.
- Put D-Filter as Master FX (LPF12) and set its dynamics to 0 and its
cutoff and a bit of resonance wherever sounds nice. Use it cutoff the
distortion harshness. 
- Play some low notes on the RS keyboard (set it to -3 octaves). 
- Notice the nice "beating" of the detuned oscilators which speed
increases as you play higher notes.

Floris.
| 16244|16237|2008-01-09 18:53:47|zamisers7k|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Gota love that hoover sound :)

I finally won a Peavey PC-1600 on the bay recently, just wanted to 
mention to anyone who might give two squirts, and I can't wait to get 
it and hook the sucker up to my RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Thanks for this tip. So, the trick is to send the MIDI of track 1 to
> track 2 via MidiOutB -> MidiIn using the Midi-Send-Matrix under the
> SETUP menu, right? Lets try that for a simple 2 saw 

oscillator "Hover"

> DnB sound... 
> ... 
> Well, I just tried it and its great! I really like it. Opens up the 

RS

> much more for some great sound designing without needing the 

computer

> to merge the midi for layering sounds. Will keep a Midi cable 

plugged

> into my MidiOutB for a while... 
> 
> Fast Hover bass sound: 
> Track 1 & 2: 
> - Simple saw sound: SyMater 1 => Saw 1 A
> - Reset filter envelope to 0.
> - Reset amp and filter attack / decay to 0.
> - Set a LPF12 filter (both track 1 and 2).
> - Set the filter cutoff to something like -40 for nice bass sound. 
> - Put a bit of resonance on it (+9).
> - Detune track 1 to +10Hz and track 2 to -10Hz.
> - Put a bit of distortion on it so that you can generate some
> harmonics with it after the track's filter.
> - Put a bit of reverb on it.
> - Put a bit of delay on it.
> - Put D-Filter as Master FX (LPF12) and set its dynamics to 0 and 
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its

> cutoff and a bit of resonance wherever sounds nice. Use it cutoff 

the

> distortion harshness. 
> - Play some low notes on the RS keyboard (set it to -3 octaves). 
> - Notice the nice "beating" of the detuned oscilators which speed
> increases as you play higher notes.
> 
> Floris.
>

| 16245|16237|2008-01-11 07:49:19|Tim Sewell|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Hey Zam,
Off group topic but ...
I also won a Peavey PC-1600 on the UK bay but the seller has gone awol on me. I hope its not the same item!
Found this tho
http://www.defectiverecords.com/pc1600/pc1600.html

TS

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, 10 January, 2008 1:53:45 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth

Gota love that hoover sound :)

I finally won a Peavey PC-1600 on the bay recently, just wanted to 
mention to anyone who might give two squirts, and I can't wait to get 
it and hook the sucker up to my RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Thanks for this tip. So, the trick is to send the MIDI of track 1 to
> track 2 via MidiOutB -> MidiIn using the Midi-Send-Matrix under the
> SETUP menu, right? Lets try that for a simple 2 saw 

oscillator "Hover"

> DnB sound... 
> ... 
> Well, I just tried it and its great! I really like it. Opens up the 

RS

> much more for some great sound designing without needing the 

computer

> to merge the midi for layering sounds. Will keep a Midi cable 

plugged

> into my MidiOutB for a while... 
> 
> Fast Hover bass sound: 
> Track 1 & 2: 
> - Simple saw sound: SyMater 1 => Saw 1 A
> - Reset filter envelope to 0.
> - Reset amp and filter attack / decay to 0.
> - Set a LPF12 filter (both track 1 and 2).
> - Set the filter cutoff to something like -40 for nice bass sound. 
> - Put a bit of resonance on it (+9).
> - Detune track 1 to +10Hz and track 2 to -10Hz.
> - Put a bit of distortion on it so that you can generate some
> harmonics with it after the track's filter.
> - Put a bit of reverb on it.
> - Put a bit of delay on it.
> - Put D-Filter as Master FX (LPF12) and set its dynamics to 0 and 

its

> cutoff and a bit of resonance wherever sounds nice. Use it cutoff 

the

http://www.defectiverecords.com/pc1600/pc1600.html
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
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> distortion harshness. 
> - Play some low notes on the RS keyboard (set it to -3 octaves). 
> - Notice the nice "beating" of the detuned oscilators which speed
> increases as you play higher notes.
> 
> Floris.
>

___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16246|16237|2008-01-11 21:00:48|zamisers7k|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Sorry to hear that, I hope I'm not getting it from same jerk. It was 
on US Ebay where I won mine. I always keep my fingers crossed until 
receive item, so far I've yet to be burned.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hey Zam,
> Off group topic but ...
> I also won a Peavey PC-1600 on the UK bay but the seller has gone 
awol on me. I hope its not the same item!
> Found this tho
> http://www.defectiverecords.com/pc1600/pc1600.html

| 16247|16247|2008-01-11 21:16:55|zamisers7k|Quick Tip: Shift Button|
List has been a little slow lately, so here is a quick tip incase you 
didn't know about it already. Not sure if I might of mentioned it 
before too, but incase not, then here it is again anyway...

Hold the Shift button down (left of the Rec button) while scrolling 
through many difrent data settings. It'll speed up the process if you 
are needing to skip larger then one incrament at a time. Its not 
allowed on some functions, but I'll often use it for normalizing a 
sample & detuning a voice. Try it out on difrent stuff and see if it 
helps ya do some things a little quicker on the RS7000 if you didn't 
know about it.

Zam
| 16248|16247|2008-01-12 05:39:21|Nick Fletcher|Re: Quick Tip: Shift Button|
Thanks for the info mate, but I am so smart that I already knew that! :-)
Nah, I have a QY-70 and I knew the shift thing from using that. Oddly, the
AW1600 does not seem to have any way to speed settings up in this way. :-(

On Jan 12, 2008 3:16 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> List has been a little slow lately, so here is a quick tip incase you
> didn't know about it already. Not sure if I might of mentioned it
> before too, but incase not, then here it is again anyway...
>
> Hold the Shift button down (left of the Rec button) while scrolling
> through many difrent data settings. It'll speed up the process if you
> are needing to skip larger then one incrament at a time. Its not
> allowed on some functions, but I'll often use it for normalizing a
> sample & detuning a voice. Try it out on difrent stuff and see if it
> helps ya do some things a little quicker on the RS7000 if you didn't
> know about it.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16249|16249|2008-01-12 05:41:26|nickeax|What is better out of a Moog Minimoog and a Korg microKORG?|
Below are some audio examples of two synthesisers trying to sound like
one another. One is a 1974 Minimoog, the other is a new Korg
microKORG. The Minimoog uses discreet, analog circuitry to produce
it's sounds, the Korg uses an on-board computer to digitally model an
analog circuit.

I made the two instruments sound as close to one another as possible,
mostly getting the initial sound on the Moog. Sometimes, I simply
couldn't get the Korg to sound like the Moog... A good example is the
'Dual Saw Bass'. I spent a fair while tweaking the Korg, but it was
never going to sound like the 'Vienna' bass line. :)

NOTE: I deem this to be a general topic for all to enjoy, as it comes
down to either liking a sound or not. So I reckon it's a good topic
for general discussion, not just for the audio geeks. :-) I didn't
include the RS7000, as it's not really a modeling synth, but a ROM
synth. And everyone has their own anyway! :-)

Ok, here are some short, poorly played samples of the two instruments:

Single oscillators producing saw tooth waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSaw.mp3 125KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSaw.mp3 127KB

Two sawtooth waveforms stacked:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSaw.mp3 129KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSaw.mp3 127KB

Single oscillator triangle waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgTriangle.mp3 244KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogTriangle.mp3 247KB

Single oscillator square waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSquare.mp3 288KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSquare.mp3 229KB

Dual oscillator square waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSquare.mp3 192MB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSquare.mp3 190MB

Using an envelope on the filters:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogEnvFilter.mp3 159KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgEnvFilter.mp3 143KB

Using an envelope on the filters with dual sawtooth waveform oscillators:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSawEnvFilter.mp3 151KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSawEnvFilter.mp3 173KB

Dual sawtooth waveform basses:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSawBass.mp3 336KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSawBass.mp3 380KB

Manually sweeping the filters:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogFilterSweeps.mp3 435KB
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgEnvFilter.mp3 291KB

And there you have it. I think the Moog is quite easy to pick, but the
Korg does a fine job for what it is. I love them both. :)
| 16250|16249|2008-01-12 06:04:54|Nick Fletcher|Re: What is better out of a Moog Minimoog and a Korg microKORG?|
Here's the images (not scaled, but it's still clear of what the functions
are)

Single oscillators producing saw tooth waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSaw.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSaw.jpg

Two sawtooth waveforms stacked:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSaw.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSaw.jpg

Single oscillator triangle waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgTriangle.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogTriangle.jpg

Single oscillator square waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSquare.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSquare.jpg

Dual oscillator square waveforms:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSquare.jpg

http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSaw.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSaw.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSaw.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSaw.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgTriangle.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogTriangle.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSquare.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSquare.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSquare.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSquare.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogEnvFilter.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgEnvFilter.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSawEnvFilter.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSawEnvFilter.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSawBass.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSawBass.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogFilterSweeps.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgEnvFilter.mp3
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSaw.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSaw.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSaw.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSaw.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgTriangle.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogTriangle.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgSquare.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogSquare.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogDualSquare.jpg


http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSquare.jpg

Using an envelope on the filters:
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogEnvFilter.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgEnvFilter.jpg

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16251|16247|2008-01-12 21:41:42|Markus|Re: Quick Tip: Shift Button|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> List has been a little slow lately, so here is a quick tip incase 

you 

> didn't know about it already. Not sure if I might of mentioned it 
> before too, but incase not, then here it is again anyway...
> 
> Hold the Shift button down (left of the Rec button) while scrolling 
> through many difrent data settings. It'll speed up the process if 

you 

> are needing to skip larger then one incrament at a time. Its not 
> allowed on some functions, but I'll often use it for normalizing a 
> sample & detuning a voice. Try it out on difrent stuff and see if 

it 

> helps ya do some things a little quicker on the RS7000 if you 

didn't 

> know about it.
> 
> 
> Zam
>

Hey Zam why not create a list of tips&tricks for the RS?I think a lot 
of people could benefit from it and members of the group could 
contribute their own discoveries to it.I knew about the shift 
function but the two oscillator tip i didn't know about(which is 
sweet).A list of tips could really help beginners and speed up the 
learning curve and help them to get more out of the RS.There's an 
awful lot to it and i think a comprehensive list of tips and tricks 
could help people of all levels get more out of the RS.

What do you think?

Markus
| 16252|16247|2008-01-13 04:28:20|zamisers7k|Re: Quick Tip: Shift Button|
Sounds like a good idea. I won't have anything to post when the 
list is slow tho. I'll try get something together, see how it turns 
out...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > List has been a little slow lately, so here is a quick tip 
incase 
> you 
> > didn't know about it already. Not sure if I might of mentioned 
it 
> > before too, but incase not, then here it is again anyway...
> > 
> > Hold the Shift button down (left of the Rec button) while 
scrolling 
> > through many difrent data settings. It'll speed up the process 
if 
> you 
> > are needing to skip larger then one incrament at a time. Its 
not 
> > allowed on some functions, but I'll often use it for normalizing 
a 
> > sample & detuning a voice. Try it out on difrent stuff and see 

http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgDualSquare.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/moogEnvFilter.jpg
http://www.guitaraustralia.com/SynthCompare/korgEnvFilter.jpg
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if 
> it 
> > helps ya do some things a little quicker on the RS7000 if you 
> didn't 
> > know about it.
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> Hey Zam why not create a list of tips&tricks for the RS?I think a 
lot 
> of people could benefit from it and members of the group could 
> contribute their own discoveries to it.I knew about the shift 
> function but the two oscillator tip i didn't know about(which is 
> sweet).A list of tips could really help beginners and speed up the 
> learning curve and help them to get more out of the RS.There's an 
> awful lot to it and i think a comprehensive list of tips and 
tricks 
> could help people of all levels get more out of the RS.
> 
> What do you think?
> 
> Markus
>

| 16253|16249|2008-01-13 05:01:28|zamisers7k|Re: What is better out of a Moog Minimoog and a Korg microKORG?|
Thanks! One day I'd like to get myself some sort of Moog unit.

To keep things on track here as much as possible... Maybe someone 
could use your stuff to sample into their RS if you'd not mind? Or 
use it to compare to something that can be done with the RS?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:
>
> Below are some audio examples of two synthesisers trying to sound 
like
> one another. One is a 1974 Minimoog, the other is a new Korg
> microKORG. The Minimoog uses discreet, analog circuitry to produce
> it's sounds, the Korg uses an on-board computer to digitally model 

| 16254|16249|2008-01-13 05:28:09|Nick Fletcher|Re: What is better out of a Moog Minimoog and a Korg microKORG?|
Sorry mate, I kind of thought it'd be interesting for people in general.
I'll stick to RS stuff from now on.

Cheers.

On 1/13/08, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
>
> Thanks! One day I'd like to get myself some sort of Moog unit.
>
> To keep things on track here as much as possible... Maybe someone
> could use your stuff to sample into their RS if you'd not mind? Or
> use it to compare to something that can be done with the RS?
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "nickeax"
> wrote:
> >
> > Below are some audio examples of two synthesisers trying to sound
> like
> > one another. One is a 1974 Minimoog, the other is a new Korg
> > microKORG. The Minimoog uses discreet, analog circuitry to produce
> > it's sounds, the Korg uses an on-board computer to digitally model
> 
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16255|16255|2008-01-14 05:57:44|mshuster9|Knob therapy needed|
Sadly, this first post of mine is a sad one. It all started when I 
abused my master volume knob a bit by bumping it into a low shelf on 
my desk. Now sometimes when I turn the knob all the sound cuts out of 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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the L&R output (I have the output expansion board) now the same thing 
happens when I use the track volume reverb delay and dry/vari knobs. 
I'm not sure what's going on, but I figure they are all connected. 
This happen to anyone? where did you ship it for repairs? How much did 
it cost?

Thanks.
| 16256|16255|2008-01-14 07:00:13|Malcolm Dixon|Re: Knob therapy needed|
Hi it may not be as bad as it sounds. Most of the pots used by yamaha 
are held together by clips on the side. If you opeb the box and have a 
look you'll you most likely discover that the clips have been bent so 
the spindle can wobble from side to side.

In fact if you try and wiggle it you'll be able to tell.

To fix the wobble just make sure the bits are centre and squeeze the 
clips back together with long nosed pliers then push them flat against 
the pot with a large flat headed screw driver.

I hope this helps.

Cheers Malcolm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:
>
> Sadly, this first post of mine is a sad one. It all started when I 
> abused my master volume knob a bit by bumping it into a low shelf on 
> my desk. Now sometimes when I turn the knob all the sound cuts out of 
> the L&R output (I have the output expansion board) now the same thing 
> happens when I use the track volume reverb delay and dry/vari knobs. 
> I'm not sure what's going on, but I figure they are all connected. 
> This happen to anyone? where did you ship it for repairs? How much 
did 
> it cost?
> 
> Thanks.
>

| 16257|16257|2008-01-16 16:45:40|nickeax|A question of note.|
Hello RS users,

I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing certain
notes from a whole track and leaving others. For instance, I wish to
leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick, snare and
hi-hats.

If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.

Cheers,

Nick.
| 16258|16257|2008-01-16 17:06:18|Markus|Re: A question of note.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:

>
> Hello RS users,
> 
> I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing certain
> notes from a whole track and leaving others. For instance, I wish to
> leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick, snare and
> hi-hats.
> 
> If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
>

Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can set it to
play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once and you'll
see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes and you'll
see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are in the
phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If you hit
play again it will play back the part as you edit it which is where
measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the bars of
your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i started
using it,it rocks my socks :D

The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well worth reading
if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Cheers,

Mark
| 16259|16257|2008-01-16 17:45:15|Nick Fletcher|Re: A question of note.|
Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I will have to go
through each measure individually.

On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "nickeax"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hello RS users,
> >
> > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing certain
> > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For instance, I wish to
> > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick, snare and
> > hi-hats.
> >
> > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Nick.
> >
> Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can set it to
> play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once and you'll
> see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes and you'll
> see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are in the
> phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If you hit
> play again it will play back the part as you edit it which is where
> measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the bars of
> your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i started
> using it,it rocks my socks :D
>
> The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well worth reading
> if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
>
> Cheers,
>
> Mark
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16260|16257|2008-01-17 09:04:25|zamisers7k|Re: A question of note.|
Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number pad). It'll 
take you to an event editor. If your playing through your song you 
and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, and the 
event in question on that track should be nearby, might take a 
little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the track is 
unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as well as 
Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.

Good luck and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I will have 
to go
> through each measure individually.
> 
> On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello RS users,
> > >
> > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing 
certain
> > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For instance, I 
wish to
> > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick, 
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snare and
> > > hi-hats.
> > >
> > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Nick.
> > >
> > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can set it 
to
> > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once and 
you'll
> > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes and 
you'll
> > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are in 
the
> > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If you 
hit
> > play again it will play back the part as you edit it which is 
where
> > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the 
bars of
> > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i 
started
> > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> >
> > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well worth 
reading
> > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Mark
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16261|16257|2008-01-17 09:10:15|zamisers7k|Re: A question of note.|
Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode too. F4 
button I believe, but if there is another note on the same step it 
deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then grid I 
think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do what I 
mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor and delete 
the unwanted note/event.

Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have to use a 
Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then change that 
track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and finally 
then you can do whatever you want to it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number pad). It'll 
> take you to an event editor. If your playing through your song 
you 
> and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, and the 
> event in question on that track should be nearby, might take a 
> little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the track is 
> unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as well as 
> Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> 
> Good luck and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I will 
have 
> to go
> > through each measure individually.
> > 
> > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
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> > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello RS users,
> > > >
> > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing 
> certain
> > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For instance, I 
> wish to
> > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick, 
> snare and
> > > > hi-hats.
> > > >
> > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > >
> > > > Nick.
> > > >
> > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can set 
it 
> to
> > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once 
and 
> you'll
> > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes and 
> you'll
> > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are 
in 
> the
> > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If you 
> hit
> > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it which is 
> where
> > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the 
> bars of
> > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i 
> started
> > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > >
> > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well worth 
> reading
> > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Mark
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16262|16257|2008-01-17 14:41:44|Nick Fletcher|Re: A question of note.|
Thanks for the tips guys. I'm trying to find a way to do it that doesn't
involve manually editing each note. I am looking for the equivalent of
drag-selecting a whole row of notes in software sequencer for the whole
song. I don't think it's possible on the RS, but it's not a show stopper. I
can just use Cubase Le.

Cheers,

Nick.

On Jan 18, 2008 3:10 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode too. F4
> button I believe, but if there is another note on the same step it
> deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then grid I
> think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do what I
> mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor and delete
> the unwanted note/event.
>
> Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have to use a
> Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then change that
> track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and finally
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> then you can do whatever you want to it.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number pad). It'll
> > take you to an event editor. If your playing through your song
> you
> > and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, and the
> > event in question on that track should be nearby, might take a
> > little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the track is
> > unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as well as
> > Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> >
> > Good luck and happy RSing!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> Fletcher" wrote:
> > >
> > > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I will
> have
> > to go
> > > through each measure individually.
> > >
> > > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello RS users,
> > > > >
> > > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing
> > certain
> > > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For instance, I
> > wish to
> > > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick,
> > snare and
> > > > > hi-hats.
> > > > >
> > > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers,
> > > > >
> > > > > Nick.
> > > > >
> > > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can set
> it
> > to
> > > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once
> and
> > you'll
> > > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes and
> > you'll
> > > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are
> in
> > the
> > > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If you
> > hit
> > > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it which is
> > where
> > > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the
> > bars of
> > > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i
> > started
> > > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > > >
> > > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well worth
> > reading
> > > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > >
> > > > Mark
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
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> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16263|16257|2008-01-17 16:09:24|zamisers7k|Re: A question of note.|
Have you tried all the Jobs?

They might not work exactly like cut-n-pasting notes, but you can 
select sections, parts of measures, append, and split them I 
believe. Don't have the manual in front of me at the moment. But I 
think you may be wanting to do a Phrase Split. I used this the other 
day to split of the unwanted measures which had like 19 measures of 
nada/nothing in them anyway and sent them off to like user phrase 90 
or somewheres around there, which then I think you can leave it and 
just not use it or delete it.

I wish there was an easier way for this too, just delete the 
unwanted measures and they'd go away, but its like once you start 
with say 8 or append to 4 to make 8 then you can't get it back down 
to four. This is in pattern mode only too I think for phrases, I've 
got to check out and see if there might be some similar way to do it 
in Song mode. Frankly, I don't do much linear building of songs in 
Song mode like say I would on a computer, its what Patterns and Pat 
Chaining is for, get it right in those modes first and then convert 
to Song, and then do further linear type song wide editing.

Just got a Peavy PC-1600 tho yesturday to hook to my RS, and as I've 
just started using it I'm thinking I may have to re-evaluate how I do 
songs in Chain mode and Song mode since I can control multiple 
channel parms like Velocities at the same time now. Hmmm, story for 
another post maybe...

I try to stick to my RS as much as possible, but the RS can't always 
do everything, almost tho ;)

Good luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the tips guys. I'm trying to find a way to do it that 
doesn't
> involve manually editing each note. I am looking for the equivalent 
of
> drag-selecting a whole row of notes in software sequencer for the 
whole
> song. I don't think it's possible on the RS, but it's not a show 
stopper. I
> can just use Cubase Le.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
> 
> On Jan 18, 2008 3:10 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode too. 
F4
> > button I believe, but if there is another note on the same step it
> > deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then grid I
> > think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do what I
> > mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor and 
delete
> > the unwanted note/event.
> >
> > Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have to 
use a
> > Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then change that
> > track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and 
finally
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> > then you can do whatever you want to it.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number pad). 
It'll
> > > take you to an event editor. If your playing through your song
> > you
> > > and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, and 
the
> > > event in question on that track should be nearby, might take a
> > > little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the track 
is
> > > unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as well as
> > > Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> > >
> > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I will
> > have
> > > to go
> > > > through each measure individually.
> > > >
> > > > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hello RS users,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing
> > > certain
> > > > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For 
instance, I
> > > wish to
> > > > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick,
> > > snare and
> > > > > > hi-hats.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Nick.
> > > > > >
> > > > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can 
set
> > it
> > > to
> > > > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once
> > and
> > > you'll
> > > > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes 
and
> > > you'll
> > > > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are
> > in
> > > the
> > > > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If 
you
> > > hit
> > > > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it which 
is
> > > where
> > > > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the
> > > bars of
> > > > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i
> > > started
> > > > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > > > >
> > > > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well 
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worth
> > > reading
> > > > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers,
> > > > >
> > > > > Mark
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16264|16257|2008-01-17 17:01:10|Nick Fletcher|Re: A question of note.|
zamise7k,

I agree about doing as much as possible on the RS. I can't fault it, and
it's rock solid, unlike some PCs that I've been close to throwing into the
wall after losing a day's work... :-)

Where the computer wins out is in editing though. Visual editing. I work
mainly with SMFs on the RS (well I am at the moment (backing tracks for
myself and a drummer(just for jamming!))) and I edit all the Prgm Changes
and effects right in the file on the RS. I think the visual editing will
suite me best for the initial purposes I mentioned.

Thanks again for you great help and advice, at the very least, you've opened
my eyes to some techniques which would have been unknown to me for ages!

Cheers,

Nick.

On Jan 18, 2008 10:09 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Have you tried all the Jobs?
>
> They might not work exactly like cut-n-pasting notes, but you can
> select sections, parts of measures, append, and split them I
> believe. Don't have the manual in front of me at the moment. But I
> think you may be wanting to do a Phrase Split. I used this the other
> day to split of the unwanted measures which had like 19 measures of
> nada/nothing in them anyway and sent them off to like user phrase 90
> or somewheres around there, which then I think you can leave it and
> just not use it or delete it.
>
> I wish there was an easier way for this too, just delete the
> unwanted measures and they'd go away, but its like once you start
> with say 8 or append to 4 to make 8 then you can't get it back down
> to four. This is in pattern mode only too I think for phrases, I've
> got to check out and see if there might be some similar way to do it
> in Song mode. Frankly, I don't do much linear building of songs in
> Song mode like say I would on a computer, its what Patterns and Pat
> Chaining is for, get it right in those modes first and then convert
> to Song, and then do further linear type song wide editing.
>
> Just got a Peavy PC-1600 tho yesturday to hook to my RS, and as I've
> just started using it I'm thinking I may have to re-evaluate how I do
> songs in Chain mode and Song mode since I can control multiple
> channel parms like Velocities at the same time now. Hmmm, story for
> another post maybe...
>
> I try to stick to my RS as much as possible, but the RS can't always
> do everything, almost tho ;)
>
> Good luck!
>
>
> Zam
>
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick Fletcher"
> wrote:
> >
> > Thanks for the tips guys. I'm trying to find a way to do it that
> doesn't
> > involve manually editing each note. I am looking for the equivalent
> of
> > drag-selecting a whole row of notes in software sequencer for the
> whole
> > song. I don't think it's possible on the RS, but it's not a show
> stopper. I
> > can just use Cubase Le.
> >
> > Cheers,
> >
> > Nick.
> >
> > On Jan 18, 2008 3:10 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode too.
> F4
> > > button I believe, but if there is another note on the same step it
> > > deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then grid I
> > > think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do what I
> > > mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor and
> delete
> > > the unwanted note/event.
> > >
> > > Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have to
> use a
> > > Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then change that
> > > track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and
> finally
> > > then you can do whatever you want to it.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number pad).
> It'll
> > > > take you to an event editor. If your playing through your song
> > > you
> > > > and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, and
> the
> > > > event in question on that track should be nearby, might take a
> > > > little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the track
> is
> > > > unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as well as
> > > > Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> > > >
> > > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
>
> > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I will
> > > have
> > > > to go
> > > > > through each measure individually.
> > > > >
> > > > > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hello RS users,
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly removing
> > > > certain
> > > > > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For
> instance, I
> > > > wish to
> > > > > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the kick,
> > > > snare and
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> > > > > > > hi-hats.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Nick.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You can
> set
> > > it
> > > > to
> > > > > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play once
> > > and
> > > > you'll
> > > > > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the notes
> and
> > > > you'll
> > > > > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum hits are
> > > in
> > > > the
> > > > > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the keys.If
> you
> > > > hit
> > > > > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it which
> is
> > > > where
> > > > > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through all the
> > > > bars of
> > > > > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this since i
> > > > started
> > > > > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > > > > >
> > > > > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well
> worth
> > > > reading
> > > > > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Mark
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16265|16257|2008-01-17 18:19:22|zamisers7k|Re: A question of note.|
Cool, the computer does sound right for your doing with .smf/midi 
files.

I'm curious, are you copying them back and forth to be loaded in the 
RS and your computer software seperately, or are you sending all the 
tracks out to the the RS by running them through the software and out 
to the RS midi input? Am I making any sense?

I guess I kind of feel like if you've got to use a computer and be 
manipulating the midi like that anyway, maybe beter just use the 
computer as your main seq, and treat the RS like a sound module.

If thats what your doing or not already?

I can see a benifit to editing on computer then resaving and loading 
onto the RS too, like maybe so you don't have to drag a computer 
around if you gig, but if your always in studio and doing it like you 



say then I'd probably just treat my RS like any other sound module 
with 16 assignable channels instead of maybe just one or two channels 
you might get with a performance synth.

I'm just being curious, intrested in how other folks are using the 
RS, as long as your using it and not wanting to throw it out a 
windonw then there is no wrong way.

...Man I'm loving this PC-1600 with my RS. Its almost like another 
machine, RS7000+ or RS2300PC if that adds up right, same width as RS 
too, slightly smaller which is perfecto, um enough OT stuff, I'm 
sorry, am little excited...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> zamise7k,
> 
> I agree about doing as much as possible on the RS. I can't fault 
it, and
> it's rock solid, unlike some PCs that I've been close to throwing 
into the
> wall after losing a day's work... :-)
> 
> Where the computer wins out is in editing though. Visual editing. I 
work
> mainly with SMFs on the RS (well I am at the moment (backing tracks 
for
> myself and a drummer(just for jamming!))) and I edit all the Prgm 
Changes
> and effects right in the file on the RS. I think the visual editing 
will
> suite me best for the initial purposes I mentioned.
> 
> Thanks again for you great help and advice, at the very least, 
you've opened
> my eyes to some techniques which would have been unknown to me for 
ages!
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
> 
> On Jan 18, 2008 10:09 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Have you tried all the Jobs?
> >
> > They might not work exactly like cut-n-pasting notes, but you can
> > select sections, parts of measures, append, and split them I
> > believe. Don't have the manual in front of me at the moment. But I
> > think you may be wanting to do a Phrase Split. I used this the 
other
> > day to split of the unwanted measures which had like 19 measures 
of
> > nada/nothing in them anyway and sent them off to like user phrase 
90
> > or somewheres around there, which then I think you can leave it 
and
> > just not use it or delete it.
> >
> > I wish there was an easier way for this too, just delete the
> > unwanted measures and they'd go away, but its like once you start
> > with say 8 or append to 4 to make 8 then you can't get it back 
down
> > to four. This is in pattern mode only too I think for phrases, 
I've
> > got to check out and see if there might be some similar way to do 
it
> > in Song mode. Frankly, I don't do much linear building of songs in
> > Song mode like say I would on a computer, its what Patterns and 
Pat
> > Chaining is for, get it right in those modes first and then 
convert
> > to Song, and then do further linear type song wide editing.
> >
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> > Just got a Peavy PC-1600 tho yesturday to hook to my RS, and as 
I've
> > just started using it I'm thinking I may have to re-evaluate how 
I do
> > songs in Chain mode and Song mode since I can control multiple
> > channel parms like Velocities at the same time now. Hmmm, story 
for
> > another post maybe...
> >
> > I try to stick to my RS as much as possible, but the RS can't 
always
> > do everything, almost tho ;)
> >
> > Good luck!
> >
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick 
Fletcher"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Thanks for the tips guys. I'm trying to find a way to do it that
> > doesn't
> > > involve manually editing each note. I am looking for the 
equivalent
> > of
> > > drag-selecting a whole row of notes in software sequencer for 
the
> > whole
> > > song. I don't think it's possible on the RS, but it's not a show
> > stopper. I
> > > can just use Cubase Le.
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Nick.
> > >
> > > On Jan 18, 2008 3:10 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > >
> > > > Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode too.
> > F4
> > > > button I believe, but if there is another note on the same 
step it
> > > > deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then grid 
I
> > > > think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do what 
I
> > > > mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor and
> > delete
> > > > the unwanted note/event.
> > > >
> > > > Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have to
> > use a
> > > > Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then change 
that
> > > > track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and
> > finally
> > > > then you can do whatever you want to it.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number pad).
> > It'll
> > > > > take you to an event editor. If your playing through your 
song
> > > > you
> > > > > and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, 
and
> > the
> > > > > event in question on that track should be nearby, might 
take a
> > > > > little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the 
track
> > is
> > > > > unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as 
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well as
> > > > > Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> > > > >
> > > > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "Nick
> >
> > > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. I 
will
> > > > have
> > > > > to go
> > > > > > through each measure individually.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Hello RS users,
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly 
removing
> > > > > certain
> > > > > > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For
> > instance, I
> > > > > wish to
> > > > > > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove the 
kick,
> > > > > snare and
> > > > > > > > hi-hats.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Nick.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You 
can
> > set
> > > > it
> > > > > to
> > > > > > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press play 
once
> > > > and
> > > > > you'll
> > > > > > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the 
notes
> > and
> > > > > you'll
> > > > > > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum 
hits are
> > > > in
> > > > > the
> > > > > > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the 
keys.If
> > you
> > > > > hit
> > > > > > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it 
which
> > is
> > > > > where
> > > > > > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through 
all the
> > > > > bars of
> > > > > > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this 
since i
> > > > > started
> > > > > > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is well
> > worth
> > > > > reading
> > > > > > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Cheers,
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> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Mark
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16266|16257|2008-01-17 18:25:31|zamisers7k|Re: A question of note.|
I just remembered something else, not sure if this will help you or 
anyone else or not but thought I'd mention it.

I think you can load .smfs into Pattern mode too if there are extra 
Jobs or editing stuff there you might not be able to do in Song 
mode. I've only done this once I think for a short song, not sure 
how limiting it would be over song mode or not, but thought I'd throw 
that out there too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Cool, the computer does sound right for your doing with .smf/midi 
> files.
> 
> I'm curious, are you copying them back and forth to be loaded in 
the 
> RS and your computer software seperately, or are you sending all 
the 
> tracks out to the the RS by running them through the software and 
out 
> to the RS midi input? Am I making any sense?
> 
> I guess I kind of feel like if you've got to use a computer and be 
> manipulating the midi like that anyway, maybe beter just use the 
> computer as your main seq, and treat the RS like a sound module.
> 
> If thats what your doing or not already?
> 
> I can see a benifit to editing on computer then resaving and 
loading 
> onto the RS too, like maybe so you don't have to drag a computer 
> around if you gig, but if your always in studio and doing it like 
you 
> say then I'd probably just treat my RS like any other sound module 
> with 16 assignable channels instead of maybe just one or two 
channels 
> you might get with a performance synth.
> 
> I'm just being curious, intrested in how other folks are using the 
> RS, as long as your using it and not wanting to throw it out a 
> windonw then there is no wrong way.
> 
> 
> 
> ...Man I'm loving this PC-1600 with my RS. Its almost like another 
> machine, RS7000+ or RS2300PC if that adds up right, same width as 
RS 
> too, slightly smaller which is perfecto, um enough OT stuff, I'm 
> sorry, am little excited...
> 
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> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > zamise7k,
> > 
> > I agree about doing as much as possible on the RS. I can't fault 
> it, and
> > it's rock solid, unlike some PCs that I've been close to throwing 
> into the
> > wall after losing a day's work... :-)
> > 
> > Where the computer wins out is in editing though. Visual editing. 
I 
> work
> > mainly with SMFs on the RS (well I am at the moment (backing 
tracks 
> for
> > myself and a drummer(just for jamming!))) and I edit all the Prgm 
> Changes
> > and effects right in the file on the RS. I think the visual 
editing 
> will
> > suite me best for the initial purposes I mentioned.
> > 
> > Thanks again for you great help and advice, at the very least, 
> you've opened
> > my eyes to some techniques which would have been unknown to me 
for 
> ages!
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > 
> > Nick.
> > 
> > On Jan 18, 2008 10:09 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > 
> > > Have you tried all the Jobs?
> > >
> > > They might not work exactly like cut-n-pasting notes, but you 
can
> > > select sections, parts of measures, append, and split them I
> > > believe. Don't have the manual in front of me at the moment. 
But I
> > > think you may be wanting to do a Phrase Split. I used this the 
> other
> > > day to split of the unwanted measures which had like 19 
measures 
> of
> > > nada/nothing in them anyway and sent them off to like user 
phrase 
> 90
> > > or somewheres around there, which then I think you can leave it 
> and
> > > just not use it or delete it.
> > >
> > > I wish there was an easier way for this too, just delete the
> > > unwanted measures and they'd go away, but its like once you 
start
> > > with say 8 or append to 4 to make 8 then you can't get it back 
> down
> > > to four. This is in pattern mode only too I think for phrases, 
> I've
> > > got to check out and see if there might be some similar way to 
do 
> it
> > > in Song mode. Frankly, I don't do much linear building of songs 
in
> > > Song mode like say I would on a computer, its what Patterns and 
> Pat
> > > Chaining is for, get it right in those modes first and then 
> convert
> > > to Song, and then do further linear type song wide editing.
> > >
> > > Just got a Peavy PC-1600 tho yesturday to hook to my RS, and as 
> I've
> > > just started using it I'm thinking I may have to re-evaluate 
how 
> I do
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> > > songs in Chain mode and Song mode since I can control multiple
> > > channel parms like Velocities at the same time now. Hmmm, story 
> for
> > > another post maybe...
> > >
> > > I try to stick to my RS as much as possible, but the RS can't 
> always
> > > do everything, almost tho ;)
> > >
> > > Good luck!
> > >
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick 
> Fletcher"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for the tips guys. I'm trying to find a way to do it 
that
> > > doesn't
> > > > involve manually editing each note. I am looking for the 
> equivalent
> > > of
> > > > drag-selecting a whole row of notes in software sequencer for 
> the
> > > whole
> > > > song. I don't think it's possible on the RS, but it's not a 
show
> > > stopper. I
> > > > can just use Cubase Le.
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > >
> > > > Nick.
> > > >
> > > > On Jan 18, 2008 3:10 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode 
too.
> > > F4
> > > > > button I believe, but if there is another note on the same 
> step it
> > > > > deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then 
grid 
> I
> > > > > think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do 
what 
> I
> > > > > mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor 
and
> > > delete
> > > > > the unwanted note/event.
> > > > >
> > > > > Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have 
to
> > > use a
> > > > > Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then 
change 
> that
> > > > > track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and
> > > finally
> > > > > then you can do whatever you want to it.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number 
pad).
> > > It'll
> > > > > > take you to an event editor. If your playing through your 
> song
> > > > > you
> > > > > > and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above, 
> and
> > > the
> > > > > > event in question on that track should be nearby, might 
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> take a
> > > > > > little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the 
> track
> > > is
> > > > > > unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as 
> well as
> > > > > > Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Nick
> > >
> > > > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode. 
I 
> will
> > > > > have
> > > > > > to go
> > > > > > > through each measure individually.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Hello RS users,
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly 
> removing
> > > > > > certain
> > > > > > > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For
> > > instance, I
> > > > > > wish to
> > > > > > > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove 
the 
> kick,
> > > > > > snare and
> > > > > > > > > hi-hats.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Nick.
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You 
> can
> > > set
> > > > > it
> > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press 
play 
> once
> > > > > and
> > > > > > you'll
> > > > > > > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the 
> notes
> > > and
> > > > > > you'll
> > > > > > > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum 
> hits are
> > > > > in
> > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the 
> keys.If
> > > you
> > > > > > hit
> > > > > > > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it 
> which
> > > is
> > > > > > where
> > > > > > > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through 
> all the
> > > > > > bars of
> > > > > > > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this 
> since i
> > > > > > started
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> > > > > > > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is 
well
> > > worth
> > > > > > reading
> > > > > > > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Mark
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16267|16257|2008-01-17 18:40:55|Nick Fletcher|Re: A question of note.|
I import SMF files from the SM card. It may not be the best way, but I like
to edit the headers on the RS. I like the interface. :-)

I have tried to abandon using computers where I can. I bought a Yamaha
AW1600 and it's great for just setting and going (I do mostly guitar based
stuff). No patches, no configurations. Just go and stop when you want to,
not when a crash occurs.

On Jan 18, 2008 12:25 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> I just remembered something else, not sure if this will help you or
> anyone else or not but thought I'd mention it.
>
> I think you can load .smfs into Pattern mode too if there are extra
> Jobs or editing stuff there you might not be able to do in Song
> mode. I've only done this once I think for a short song, not sure
> how limiting it would be over song mode or not, but thought I'd throw
> that out there too.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > Cool, the computer does sound right for your doing with .smf/midi
> > files.
> >
> > I'm curious, are you copying them back and forth to be loaded in
> the
> > RS and your computer software seperately, or are you sending all
> the
> > tracks out to the the RS by running them through the software and
> out
> > to the RS midi input? Am I making any sense?
> >
> > I guess I kind of feel like if you've got to use a computer and be
> > manipulating the midi like that anyway, maybe beter just use the
> > computer as your main seq, and treat the RS like a sound module.
> >
> > If thats what your doing or not already?
> >
> > I can see a benifit to editing on computer then resaving and
> loading
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> > onto the RS too, like maybe so you don't have to drag a computer
> > around if you gig, but if your always in studio and doing it like
> you
> > say then I'd probably just treat my RS like any other sound module
> > with 16 assignable channels instead of maybe just one or two
> channels
> > you might get with a performance synth.
> >
> > I'm just being curious, intrested in how other folks are using the
> > RS, as long as your using it and not wanting to throw it out a
> > windonw then there is no wrong way.
> >
> >
> >
> > ...Man I'm loving this PC-1600 with my RS. Its almost like another
> > machine, RS7000+ or RS2300PC if that adds up right, same width as
> RS
> > too, slightly smaller which is perfecto, um enough OT stuff, I'm
> > sorry, am little excited...
> >
> >
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> Fletcher" wrote:
> > >
> > > zamise7k,
> > >
> > > I agree about doing as much as possible on the RS. I can't fault
> > it, and
> > > it's rock solid, unlike some PCs that I've been close to throwing
> > into the
> > > wall after losing a day's work... :-)
> > >
> > > Where the computer wins out is in editing though. Visual editing.
> I
> > work
> > > mainly with SMFs on the RS (well I am at the moment (backing
> tracks
> > for
> > > myself and a drummer(just for jamming!))) and I edit all the Prgm
> > Changes
> > > and effects right in the file on the RS. I think the visual
> editing
> > will
> > > suite me best for the initial purposes I mentioned.
> > >
> > > Thanks again for you great help and advice, at the very least,
> > you've opened
> > > my eyes to some techniques which would have been unknown to me
> for
> > ages!
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > >
> > > Nick.
> > >
> > > On Jan 18, 2008 10:09 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > >
> > > > Have you tried all the Jobs?
> > > >
> > > > They might not work exactly like cut-n-pasting notes, but you
> can
> > > > select sections, parts of measures, append, and split them I
> > > > believe. Don't have the manual in front of me at the moment.
> But I
> > > > think you may be wanting to do a Phrase Split. I used this the
> > other
> > > > day to split of the unwanted measures which had like 19
> measures
> > of
> > > > nada/nothing in them anyway and sent them off to like user
> phrase
> > 90
> > > > or somewheres around there, which then I think you can leave it
> > and
> > > > just not use it or delete it.
> > > >
> > > > I wish there was an easier way for this too, just delete the
> > > > unwanted measures and they'd go away, but its like once you
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> start
> > > > with say 8 or append to 4 to make 8 then you can't get it back
> > down
> > > > to four. This is in pattern mode only too I think for phrases,
> > I've
> > > > got to check out and see if there might be some similar way to
> do
> > it
> > > > in Song mode. Frankly, I don't do much linear building of songs
> in
> > > > Song mode like say I would on a computer, its what Patterns and
> > Pat
> > > > Chaining is for, get it right in those modes first and then
> > convert
> > > > to Song, and then do further linear type song wide editing.
> > > >
> > > > Just got a Peavy PC-1600 tho yesturday to hook to my RS, and as
> > I've
> > > > just started using it I'm thinking I may have to re-evaluate
> how
> > I do
> > > > songs in Chain mode and Song mode since I can control multiple
> > > > channel parms like Velocities at the same time now. Hmmm, story
> > for
> > > > another post maybe...
> > > >
> > > > I try to stick to my RS as much as possible, but the RS can't
> > always
> > > > do everything, almost tho ;)
> > > >
> > > > Good luck!
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> > Fletcher"
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Thanks for the tips guys. I'm trying to find a way to do it
> that
> > > > doesn't
> > > > > involve manually editing each note. I am looking for the
> > equivalent
> > > > of
> > > > > drag-selecting a whole row of notes in software sequencer for
> > the
> > > > whole
> > > > > song. I don't think it's possible on the RS, but it's not a
> show
> > > > stopper. I
> > > > > can just use Cubase Le.
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers,
> > > > >
> > > > > Nick.
> > > > >
> > > > > On Jan 18, 2008 3:10 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > Oh and, you can also easily delete notes in Step rec mode
> too.
> > > > F4
> > > > > > button I believe, but if there is another note on the same
> > step it
> > > > > > deletes too, but it is a faster way to edit usually then
> grid
> > I
> > > > > > think. When two notes are on the same step, then I'll do
> what
> > I
> > > > > > mentioned in previous post by going into the event editor
> and
> > > > delete
> > > > > > the unwanted note/event.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Also, if its a preset canned phrase, then you'll first have
> to
> > > > use a
> > > > > > Job to copy it to a user phrase first, and change then
> change
> > that
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> > > > > > track to use the user phrase instead of the canned one, and
> > > > finally
> > > > > > then you can do whatever you want to it.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "zamisers7k"
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Select track, press edit button (next to #3 on number
> pad).
> > > > It'll
> > > > > > > take you to an event editor. If your playing through your
> > song
> > > > > > you
> > > > > > > and you find event you don't like, stop and repeat above,
> > and
> > > > the
> > > > > > > event in question on that track should be nearby, might
> > take a
> > > > > > > little up down scrolling with F1 knob. Might help if the
> > track
> > > > is
> > > > > > > unmuted too. This can be done in Song mode with ease as
> > well as
> > > > > > > Pattern mode. Works a little difrent in Pat Chain mode.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Good luck and happy RSing!
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Nick
> > > >
> > > > > > Fletcher" wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Thank you very much. This works, but I'm in song mode.
> I
> > will
> > > > > > have
> > > > > > > to go
> > > > > > > > through each measure individually.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > On Jan 17, 2008 11:06 AM, Markus wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > > 40yahoogroups.com>
> > > > > > > > > > > 40yahoogroups.com>, "nickeax"
> > > > > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Hello RS users,
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > I would like to know if there's a way of quickly
> > removing
> > > > > > > certain
> > > > > > > > > > notes from a whole track and leaving others. For
> > > > instance, I
> > > > > > > wish to
> > > > > > > > > > leave the percussion in a drum track, but remove
> the
> > kick,
> > > > > > > snare and
> > > > > > > > > > hi-hats.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > If not, I will just do it in Cubase or some such.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > > Nick.
> > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Yes,Grid mode.Arm your track and select grid mode.You
> > can
> > > > set
> > > > > > it
> > > > > > > to
> > > > > > > > > play one measure or the full number of bars.Press
> play
> > once
> > > > > > and
> > > > > > > you'll
> > > > > > > > > see scan on the left.With this you scan through the
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> > notes
> > > > and
> > > > > > > you'll
> > > > > > > > > see red leds when you hit the notes where your drum
> > hits are
> > > > > > in
> > > > > > > the
> > > > > > > > > phrase.Now you can edit them as you please via the
> > keys.If
> > > > you
> > > > > > > hit
> > > > > > > > > play again it will play back the part as you edit it
> > which
> > > > is
> > > > > > > where
> > > > > > > > > measure on is useful so you don't have to go through
> > all the
> > > > > > > bars of
> > > > > > > > > your sequence.I've been having lots of fun with this
> > since i
> > > > > > > started
> > > > > > > > > using it,it rocks my socks :D
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > The manual explains it pretty well anyway,which is
> well
> > > > worth
> > > > > > > reading
> > > > > > > > > if you want to get the best out of the RS ;)
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > > Mark
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16268|16257|2008-01-17 19:21:30|zamisers7k|Re: A question of note.|
Sorry if I'm being overly curious... your editing the headers with the 
RS's event editor then right? So you knew all about that then 
already... unless there is another way I don't know, is there?

Hey, guitars? More accoustic or electric? Have you tried FMBass 2 I 
think it is on the RS? It sounds very FMish, plucky tinny sounding 
start. I noticed the other day if I switch over to adjust the Decay of 
the filter envelope on it and put it up higher it really extends out 
the plucky part and makes it a really grundgy nice sounding electric 
lead guitar. I mean really nice, especially with some free run/key 
reset off. I'm telling ya its a really bad mofo sounding guitar . Next 
song I do is gona have it fo shows. Ya dig?

Er..uh...Where'd all that funkadelic stuff just come out of me from...

Zam 8^)



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> I import SMF files from the SM card. It may not be the best way, but 
I like
> to edit the headers on the RS. I like the interface. :-)
> 
> I have tried to abandon using computers where I can. I bought a Yamaha
> AW1600 and it's great for just setting and going (I do mostly guitar 
based
> stuff). No patches, no configurations. Just go and stop when you 
want to,
> not when a crash occurs.
> 
> On Jan 18, 2008 12:25 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 

| 16269|16257|2008-01-17 20:47:07|Nick Fletcher|Re: A question of note.|
Yeah mate, I know a fair amount about the RS, I like to play around with
gear, probably like yourself! :-)

I only use real guitars (electric and acoustic) at this stage, but I'd love
to hear your usage of the guitar patch.

On Jan 18, 2008 1:21 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Sorry if I'm being overly curious... your editing the headers with the
> RS's event editor then right? So you knew all about that then
> already... unless there is another way I don't know, is there?
>
> Hey, guitars? More accoustic or electric? Have you tried FMBass 2 I
> think it is on the RS? It sounds very FMish, plucky tinny sounding
> start. I noticed the other day if I switch over to adjust the Decay of
> the filter envelope on it and put it up higher it really extends out
> the plucky part and makes it a really grundgy nice sounding electric
> lead guitar. I mean really nice, especially with some free run/key
> reset off. I'm telling ya its a really bad mofo sounding guitar . Next
> song I do is gona have it fo shows. Ya dig?
>
> Er..uh...Where'd all that funkadelic stuff just come out of me from...
>
> Zam 8^)
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick Fletcher"
> wrote:
> >
> > I import SMF files from the SM card. It may not be the best way, but
> I like
> > to edit the headers on the RS. I like the interface. :-)
> >
> > I have tried to abandon using computers where I can. I bought a Yamaha
> > AW1600 and it's great for just setting and going (I do mostly guitar
> based
> > stuff). No patches, no configurations. Just go and stop when you
> want to,
> > not when a crash occurs.
> >
> > On Jan 18, 2008 12:25 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> 
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16270|16270|2008-01-18 16:13:58|jgesq|Newbie Question|
Hi everyone,
I've upgraded from the RM1X to the RS7000 and don't claim any great
sequencing or song writing skills - I liked how I can use the Presets
in the RM1X and jump around accordingly.

Are there Preset Songs for the RS7K? How do I get them? 

Any help would be appreciated.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


many thx
JG
| 16271|16270|2008-01-18 16:35:03|zamisers7k|Re: Newbie Question|
If I remember correctly, there are a few not so great preset songs and 
patterns that comes with the RS7000 on a 4meg SM card when they 
were/are new. Mostly garbage, but maybe someone still has it around 
somewhere, anyone(?), I might somewhere, but I'll have to look hard and 
its not really worth it. There are however, a lot canned and preset 
phrases built into the RS's internal memory that can be used anytime 
too. Most of them are garbage as well, but they might help to get 
someone new started out with the RS. Just press Pattern mode once or 
twice and it'll take you to where you can scroll through each phrase on 
individually selected tracks and listen to them with each other when 
playing. I always suggest using them as little as possibe to newbs and 
try to start making your own as soon as possible. The RS will shine 
more brightly when you make it your own.

Welcome to the list and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jgesq" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
> I've upgraded from the RM1X to the RS7000 and don't claim any great
> sequencing or song writing skills - I liked how I can use the Presets
> in the RM1X and jump around accordingly.
> 
> Are there Preset Songs for the RS7K? How do I get them? 
> 
> Any help would be appreciated.
> 
> many thx
> JG
>

| 16272|16270|2008-01-19 08:21:08|jgesq|Re: Newbie Question|
Thanks for your advice.
JG
| 16273|16270|2008-01-19 09:46:09|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Newbie Question|
I agree with Zam, the factory stuff is not very good. I have the
original stuff and could get it to you but it is really not
interesting at all. Just try out the (by Zam) described factory
patterns from the internal memory to get you going. Then start with
you're own stuff!!

Have fun, 
Floris.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> If I remember correctly, there are a few not so great preset songs and 
> patterns that comes with the RS7000 on a 4meg SM card when they 
> were/are new. Mostly garbage, but maybe someone still has it around 
> somewhere, anyone(?), I might somewhere, but I'll have to look hard and 
> its not really worth it. There are however, a lot canned and preset 
> phrases built into the RS's internal memory that can be used anytime 
> too. Most of them are garbage as well, but they might help to get 
> someone new started out with the RS. Just press Pattern mode once or 
> twice and it'll take you to where you can scroll through each phrase on 
> individually selected tracks and listen to them with each other when 
> playing. I always suggest using them as little as possibe to newbs and 
> try to start making your own as soon as possible. The RS will shine 
> more brightly when you make it your own.
> 
> Welcome to the list and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jgesq" wrote:
> >
> > Hi everyone,
> > I've upgraded from the RM1X to the RS7000 and don't claim any great
> > sequencing or song writing skills - I liked how I can use the Presets
> > in the RM1X and jump around accordingly.
> > 
> > Are there Preset Songs for the RS7K? How do I get them? 
> > 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > Any help would be appreciated.
> > 
> > many thx
> > JG
> >
>

| 16274|16274|2008-01-20 09:18:40|zamisers7k|Song|
Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on 
it. Anyone want to check it out? 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3

Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?

If it sucks, I can take it.

Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot on 
the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual distorion.

Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.

Zam
| 16275|16274|2008-01-20 11:57:36|peter sedin|Re: Song|
it dosent suck! is sounds a bit like justice, french house industry type of sound, what you really should have to lift this type of sound to the sky, is an expensive high end
compressor.. so the next time you saving up for a synth..look at this thing instead!
http://www.bswusa.com/proditem.asp?item=GERMANIUM-COMP

peace..
peter

zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on 
it. Anyone want to check it out? 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3

Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?

If it sucks, I can take it.

Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot on 
the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual distorion.

Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.

Zam

---------------------------------
Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16276|16274|2008-01-21 13:24:58|Nick Fletcher|Re: Song|
I've been listening to your song and really like it. I wouldn't call myself
a huge fan of electronic music, but I really like to muck around with it! As
in, I don't know what I'm listening to, but I like to play around with the
gear and like the sounds.

Anyway, this number has all the things I like about EM and more. The
elements you've used are very well chosen and combine into the piece as a
whole, making it difficult to think of them in separate terms. The flow is
dynamic and always keeps it interesting. So yes, I like this track.

Cheers.

On Jan 21, 2008 5:57 AM, peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com> wrote:

> it dosent suck! is sounds a bit like justice, french house industry type
> of sound, what you really should have to lift this type of sound to the sky,
> is an expensive high end compressor.. so the next time you saving up for a
> synth..look at this thing instead!
> http://www.bswusa.com/proditem.asp?item=GERMANIUM-COMP

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3
http://www.bswusa.com/proditem.asp?item=GERMANIUM-COMP
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3
mailto:midihooker@yahoo.com
http://www.bswusa.com/proditem.asp?item=GERMANIUM-COMP


>
> peace..
> peter
>
> zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com >
> wrote: Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on
>
> it. Anyone want to check it out?
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3
>
> Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?
>
> If it sucks, I can take it.
>
> Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some
> awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot on
> the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual distorion.
>
> Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in
> remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.
>
> Zam
>
>
>
>
>
> ---------------------------------
> Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16277|16274|2008-01-21 15:55:54|dc|Re: Song|
I find the levels a bit high. It sounded a bit distorted. But that might
be the industrial thing. Other than that I gotta say very well done.
Nice, and yes I would be interested in taking a crack at a re-mix.

Dave
-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of zamisers7k
Sent: Sunday, January 20, 2008 11:19 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Song

Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on 
it. Anyone want to check it out? 

http://www.quantum-

source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3

Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?

If it sucks, I can take it.

Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot on 
the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual distorion.

Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16278|16274|2008-01-22 09:42:29|zamisers7k|Re: Song|
Thanks guys.

I'll be trying to perfect the song and levels some more. I always 
have trouble with levels. An expensive compressor prob would help, 
but well its expensive ;) One day maybe.

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3


Anyway, I sent an email with a link to the RS files to ya Dave. 
Maybe you can get something better out of it?

Anyone else is welcome to try too if intrested, let me know.

Thanks & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dc" wrote:
>
> I find the levels a bit high. It sounded a bit distorted. But that 
might
> be the industrial thing. Other than that I gotta say very well 
done.
> Nice, and yes I would be interested in taking a crack at a re-mix.
> 
> Dave
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On 
Behalf
> Of zamisers7k
> Sent: Sunday, January 20, 2008 11:19 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Song
> 
> Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on 
> it. Anyone want to check it out? 
> 
> http://www.quantum-
> 
> source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3
> 
> Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?
> 
> If it sucks, I can take it.
> 
> Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
> awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot 
on 
> the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual 
distorion.
> 
> Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
> remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16279|16279|2008-01-22 23:16:52|John V|Finding an RS7000|
Hello All

I would like to say "fellow RS owners" but am yet to join the club.

Ignoring the obvious "keep checking ebay", is there anywhere else that 
I should be looking to buy a RS7000? There have been a few for sale on 
ebay in Australia (which is where I live), but none anywhere else. I am 
new to synthesis and beat creation, so my domain is to start with pre-
loved gear to build a small production studio.

Saying that, I actually won an RS7000 auction with a bid of $A405 
(bargain!), but the seller failed to supply (insert favoured 
expletive). So I have bought a Korg ES1mk2 to keep me entertained in 
the short term.

I am also thinking about buying an AN200 or RM1X, just so I can get my 
head around Yamaha architecture. Is this worthwhile? Any other 
alternative gear selections in the meantime? I am looking at getting 
some analog modelling keys, but that is for a different forum.

Cheers
JV
| 16280|16279|2008-01-23 07:59:54|Mike Kirk|Finding an RS7000|



In the USA, a few RS7000s show up as used by some music store chains:

http://www.musicgoround.com

http://used.guitarcenter.com/usedgear/index.cfm

There may be similar stores in Australia.

Also, in the US we have Craigslist: http://www.craigslist.com
where you can search for gear and post free wanted ads for gear.

Cheers,

-Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16281|16279|2008-01-23 09:10:20|Jeff|Re: Finding an RS7000|

> I am also thinking about buying an AN200 or RM1X, just so I can get 

my 

> head around Yamaha architecture. Is this worthwhile? Any other 
> alternative gear selections in the meantime? I am looking at getting 
> some analog modelling keys, but that is for a different forum.
> 
> Cheers
> JV

I own both the AN200 and DX200 and they're simply amazing machines; 
totally underrated. Make sure you get the CD that came with them for 
the software editor. A completely working version of XG Works Lite 
seems impossible to find anywhere. I sequence them from the RS instead 
of using their own sequencers.

I don't know that this will necessarily help you get your head around 
Yamaha architecture; the loopfactories aren't really very similar to 
either the rm1x or rs7000.
| 16282|16279|2008-01-23 09:35:43|Robert Danzman|Re: Finding an RS7000|
JV,

Do I understand correctly that you want to purchase an RS7000?

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: John V 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2008 1:09 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Finding an RS7000

Hello All

I would like to say "fellow RS owners" but am yet to join the club.

Ignoring the obvious "keep checking ebay", is there anywhere else that 
I should be looking to buy a RS7000? There have been a few for sale on 
ebay in Australia (which is where I live), but none anywhere else. I am 
new to synthesis and beat creation, so my domain is to start with pre-
loved gear to build a small production studio.

Saying that, I actually won an RS7000 auction with a bid of $A405 
(bargain!), but the seller failed to supply (insert favoured 
expletive). So I have bought a Korg ES1mk2 to keep me entertained in 
the short term.

I am also thinking about buying an AN200 or RM1X, just so I can get my 
head around Yamaha architecture. Is this worthwhile? Any other 
alternative gear selections in the meantime? I am looking at getting 
some analog modelling keys, but that is for a different forum.

Cheers
JV

http://www.musicgoround.com/
http://used.guitarcenter.com/usedgear/index.cfm
http://www.craigslist.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16283|16283|2008-01-24 10:48:00|deathebecomesheruk|RS7000 technical difficulties|
Hello guys...I am hoping you can help me out?
I am the proud owner of an RS7000 unit...and have been quite happy 
for years.....but recently i have started to dabble with additional 
sounds and samples etc and have aquired some wav file discs and need 
to transfer that info to the RS7000.
I have availed myself of a scsi interface card and appropriate lead 
but do not have the original disc with the wave editor programme so i 
can transfer data between my pc and unit.
so...i am turning to you guys for some assisitance if poss.......
any ideas where i can get the programme or a copy of a disc or any 
information would be greatly appreciated!
Or...am i being a complete doofuss and totally goofing it up???
when i try and send data the error message says "disc/drive not 
ready".

cheerz for your time!!

(It seems a tad ironic that I can use the RS7000 on its own...but 
cant link the bloody thing to a pc!!! ha ha ha)

regards

Dal
| 16284|16279|2008-01-24 10:48:04|William Simpson|Re: Finding an RS7000|
Hello John,

I can not speak on where you might find a rs7000, however I own an RMX1 also. It is a great machine and would give you a very good start to learning to use a RS7000
since all an rs is, is a RMX1+an su700 sampler combined for the most part. I made terriffic tracks on the RMX1, even though I have not use mine in a while I would never
dream of parting with it.

----- Original Message ----
From: John V <virtuallyjohnny@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2008 1:09:50 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Finding an RS7000

Hello All

I would like to say "fellow RS owners" but am yet to join the club.

Ignoring the obvious "keep checking ebay", is there anywhere else that 
I should be looking to buy a RS7000? There have been a few for sale on 
ebay in Australia (which is where I live), but none anywhere else. I am 
new to synthesis and beat creation, so my domain is to start with pre-
loved gear to build a small production studio.

Saying that, I actually won an RS7000 auction with a bid of $A405 
(bargain!), but the seller failed to supply (insert favoured 
expletive). So I have bought a Korg ES1mk2 to keep me entertained in 
the short term.

I am also thinking about buying an AN200 or RM1X, just so I can get my 
head around Yamaha architecture. Is this worthwhile? Any other 
alternative gear selections in the meantime? I am looking at getting 
some analog modelling keys, but that is for a different forum.

Cheers
JV

____________________________________________________________________________________
Looking for last minute shopping deals? 
Find them fast with Yahoo! Search. http://tools.search.yahoo.com/newsearch/category.php?category=shopping

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16285|16283|2008-01-24 10:54:19|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
Yamaha has it on their site, just had to do a search for it in their 
knowlege base. Came up with this:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/ProductMedia/Software/TWE.exe

Don't know how well it works or not. Let us know if it works out 
for you OK or not, good luck.

mailto:virtuallyjohnny@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://tools.search.yahoo.com/newsearch/category.php?category=shopping
http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/ProductMedia/Software/TWE.exe


Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "deathebecomesheruk" 
wrote:

>
> Hello guys...I am hoping you can help me out?
> I am the proud owner of an RS7000 unit...and have been quite happy 
> for years.....but recently i have started to dabble with 

additional 

> sounds and samples etc and have aquired some wav file discs and 

need 

> to transfer that info to the RS7000.
> I have availed myself of a scsi interface card and appropriate 

lead 

> but do not have the original disc with the wave editor programme 

so i 

> can transfer data between my pc and unit.
> so...i am turning to you guys for some assisitance if poss.......
> any ideas where i can get the programme or a copy of a disc or any 
> information would be greatly appreciated!
> Or...am i being a complete doofuss and totally goofing it up???
> when i try and send data the error message says "disc/drive not 
> ready".
> 
> cheerz for your time!!
> 
> (It seems a tad ironic that I can use the RS7000 on its own...but 
> cant link the bloody thing to a pc!!! ha ha ha)
> 
> regards
> 
> Dal
>

| 16286|16279|2008-01-24 11:16:15|zamisers7k|Re: Finding an RS7000|
I agree, the RM1x would probably be the next clossest thing to 
learning the RS7000. AN200 and DX200 are neat, sound great, but I 
don't think they'd be great for pre-schooling you into a RS7000. 

Don't settle for less than an RS7000 though if you don't have to, 
RS7000 is the machine...

The RM1X is a popular sequencer, but well yeah its missing out some 
cool things that RS has and I won't go into much, but you may also 
want to check out the QY series as well while your at it. They'll 
give you good grounding in how their sequencers work and jobs too. 
Great arrow navigation too to start learning on which the RS won't 
have and you'll have to get use to being without once you do get an 
RS, but the RS is plenty fast and makes sense without that once you 
pick it up. You won't have as great of a sound set to work from the 
QYs or RM1x, but you'll get an idea how Yamaha has done some things 
and most of those concepts will transfer over to the RS, and some 
won't. You might actually get a little frustrated at first that the 
RS is not quite as user friendly as them at first, but once you get 
the hang of it, you'll wonder why more gear havn't done things 
similar to the RS, you'll not want to go without a RS ever again. 
Only thing that might be all around better than an RS really perhaps 
is a Motif Workstation keyboard, in my opinion, but I think 
workstations of any sort just arn't as much fun as groovebox style 
gear.

Good luck with whatever you get.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:
>
> Hello John,
> 
> I can not speak on where you might find a rs7000, however I own an 
RMX1 also. It is a great machine and would give you a very good 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


start to learning to use a RS7000 since all an rs is, is a RMX1+an 
su700 sampler combined for the most part. I made terriffic tracks 
on the RMX1, even though I have not use mine in a while I would 
never dream of parting with it.
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: John V 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2008 1:09:50 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Finding an RS7000
> 
> Hello All
> 
> I would like to say "fellow RS owners" but am yet to join the club.
> 
> Ignoring the obvious "keep checking ebay", is there anywhere else 
that 
> I should be looking to buy a RS7000? There have been a few for 
sale on 
> ebay in Australia (which is where I live), but none anywhere else. 
I am 
> new to synthesis and beat creation, so my domain is to start with 
pre-
> loved gear to build a small production studio.
> 
> Saying that, I actually won an RS7000 auction with a bid of $A405 
> (bargain!), but the seller failed to supply (insert favoured 
> expletive). So I have bought a Korg ES1mk2 to keep me entertained 
in 
> the short term.
> 
> I am also thinking about buying an AN200 or RM1X, just so I can 
get my 
> head around Yamaha architecture. Is this worthwhile? Any other 
> alternative gear selections in the meantime? I am looking at 
getting 
> some analog modelling keys, but that is for a different forum.
> 
> Cheers
> JV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________
> Looking for last minute shopping deals? 
> Find them fast with Yahoo! Search. 
http://tools.search.yahoo.com/newsearch/category.php?
category=shopping
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16287|16274|2008-01-24 15:53:18|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Song|
Hi Zam, 

Not bad! Nice dark heavy electronic industrial sound. 

If any comments below are percieved as blunt or something I apologise
beforehand. It's late and I just want to give my musical opinion,
nothing personal intended. Not trying to hurt anybody's feelings!

Structure & arangement: 
As often with electronic music like this there is too much going on
for my taste in the first 3rd of the song. Too many different sounds,
too crowded. Select half of the sounds and let them have more impact
and identity. Less is more! Ask yourself: What is the purpose of this
sound, what function / identity has it in this arangement /
composition. Do I need it, what happens if I leave it out? 
The break at 1/3rd of the song is good. 
I'm not a real fan of the high melodic chord sounds coming in after
that untill ~1/2 of the song. Either remove it or remix it into
something more electronic / industrial. For instance record it into
the PC. Remix the sound by cutting it up, stutter it or something more
glitchy and change it with plugins. 
I like the filtered sound going up and down (between 1/2 and 2/3 of
the song). Gives a cool break when the beats are temporarily stopped. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Last 3rd of the song works out very good. Especially because the
number of sound elements is restricted to a few clear sounds that have
a clear purpose: Melody, beat/rhythm, bass. This leads to a better
defined musical structure that feels more at easy and at the same time
still has the heavy industrial vibe. Clear example of less is more
compared to the first part of the song. 

Mixing: 
The mix is to hot. Signals are distorting where they should not. Make
sure that all your sounds are put down in volume (-6db volume on all
tracks, for instance). Better to have a clean mix output with a bit
(3db->6db) of headroom than a maximum output level that clips into
distortion. I suggest that you record the mix or submixes into a audio
editor / sequencer to finalise / master your mix. This is where you
can do final EQ, compression, limiting / maximising. 

Thanks for sharing Zam! 

Floris.
| 16288|16274|2008-01-24 19:20:24|zamisers7k|Re: Song|
Thanks too Floris. I know exactly what your talking about and 
saying. Nothing I've not heard before really, no feelings hurt not 
at all. A good reminder to do the less is more, I get too involved 
into it sometimes and forget about that concept. I was using some 
mastering on it actually, main reason I wanted levels checked out by 
someone else, see if the same thing is happening and I'm not going 
crazy, I'll have to minamise the use of the mastering tools I'm using 
then too I think. The original seemed to sound better before 
mastering, sort of needed more opinions on that then my own, a 
confirmation on what I thought about it too has been verified. So I 
agree 100% on with ya, and I can't thank you and the rest of you all 
enough for checking on it for me.

I don't want to bog the list down much more with my song 
crud/problems really not much related to the RS7000 specifically. 
I'll have to spend some more time on it, remix it down some more 
closer to perfection perhaps, but if anything its usefull info for 
future songs I'll keep doing too on the RS7000 and the rest of my 
setup.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi Zam, 
> 
> Not bad! Nice dark heavy electronic industrial sound. 
> 
> If any comments below are percieved as blunt or something I 

apologise

> beforehand. It's late and I just want to give my musical opinion,
> nothing personal intended. Not trying to hurt anybody's feelings!
> 
> Structure & arangement: 
> As often with electronic music like this there is too much going on
> for my taste in the first 3rd of the song. Too many different 

sounds,

> too crowded. Select half of the sounds and let them have more impact
> and identity. Less is more! Ask yourself: What is the purpose of 

this

> sound, what function / identity has it in this arangement /
> composition. Do I need it, what happens if I leave it out? 
> The break at 1/3rd of the song is good. 
> I'm not a real fan of the high melodic chord sounds coming in after
> that untill ~1/2 of the song. Either remove it or remix it into
> something more electronic / industrial. For instance record it into
> the PC. Remix the sound by cutting it up, stutter it or something 

more

> glitchy and change it with plugins. 
> I like the filtered sound going up and down (between 1/2 and 2/3 of
> the song). Gives a cool break when the beats are temporarily 
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stopped. 

> Last 3rd of the song works out very good. Especially because the
> number of sound elements is restricted to a few clear sounds that 

have

> a clear purpose: Melody, beat/rhythm, bass. This leads to a better
> defined musical structure that feels more at easy and at the same 

time

> still has the heavy industrial vibe. Clear example of less is more
> compared to the first part of the song. 
> 
> Mixing: 
> The mix is to hot. Signals are distorting where they should not. 

Make

> sure that all your sounds are put down in volume (-6db volume on all
> tracks, for instance). Better to have a clean mix output with a bit
> (3db->6db) of headroom than a maximum output level that clips into
> distortion. I suggest that you record the mix or submixes into a 

audio

> editor / sequencer to finalise / master your mix. This is where you
> can do final EQ, compression, limiting / maximising. 
> 
> Thanks for sharing Zam! 
> 
> Floris.
>

| 16289|16283|2008-01-25 02:08:18|deathebecomesheruk|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
Hi there!
cheerz for the speedy reply!
I did a search initially on yamaha for the twe...and my search 
returned with '0' results according to the meesage on my screen! lol
typical huh!
cheerz for that link...I have since run the program, which seems to 
be fine(cheerz!).....not sure if you are up to speed with the TWE but 
when you go to the 'File' option and look down the options, 
the 'import from sampler' and 'export to sampler' options are in grey 
text and cannot be clicked on, even when a sample has been opened 
and/or modified...tried that also.

Is this the only way to upload new wav files to the RS7000?
I have many cd's with new samples I want to get cracking with...but 
cant seem to get them uploaded.....I have since copied the wav files 
off the cd to my hard drive in som ehope that that would assist..but 
no joy just yet.......I have checked the scsi rivers and all seems to 
be working fine.The only thing I did read somewhere that I dont know 
if it is a problem is the hard drive on my pc was formatted using 
the 'FAT' system......but not sure wot the RS7000 hard drive was 
formatted with. Would this stop them transferring data perhaps?

any ideas?

I am stumped!

cheerz again for your time and assistance!

Dal

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yamaha has it on their site, just had to do a search for it in 
their 
> knowlege base. Came up with this:
> 
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/ProductMedia/Software/TWE.exe
> 
> Don't know how well it works or not. Let us know if it works out 
> for you OK or not, good luck.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "deathebecomesheruk" 
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> wrote:
> >
> > Hello guys...I am hoping you can help me out?
> > I am the proud owner of an RS7000 unit...and have been quite 
happy 
> > for years.....but recently i have started to dabble with 
> additional 
> > sounds and samples etc and have aquired some wav file discs and 
> need 
> > to transfer that info to the RS7000.
> > I have availed myself of a scsi interface card and appropriate 
> lead 
> > but do not have the original disc with the wave editor programme 
> so i 
> > can transfer data between my pc and unit.
> > so...i am turning to you guys for some assisitance if poss.......
> > any ideas where i can get the programme or a copy of a disc or 
any 
> > information would be greatly appreciated!
> > Or...am i being a complete doofuss and totally goofing it up???
> > when i try and send data the error message says "disc/drive not 
> > ready".
> > 
> > cheerz for your time!!
> > 
> > (It seems a tad ironic that I can use the RS7000 on its own...but 
> > cant link the bloody thing to a pc!!! ha ha ha)
> > 
> > regards
> > 
> > Dal
> >
>

| 16290|16274|2008-01-25 09:40:51|Tim Sewell|Re: Song|
Hey Zam,
Got some nice elements in there but I think its a bit overcooked on the levels. Dont you got the optical out on the RS? I'm guessing the MP3 came off a PC, maybe you
could go optical to optical?

Love to try a remix on it

TS

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, 20 January, 2008 4:18:39 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Song

Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on 

it. Anyone want to check it out? 

http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ Beat4Headz. mp3

Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?

If it sucks, I can take it.

Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 



awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot on 

the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual distorion.

Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 

remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.

Zam

___________________________________________________________
Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the answer. Try it
now.
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16291|16274|2008-01-25 22:18:39|zamisers7k|Re: Song|
Thanks Tim,

I emailed ya a link to the RS files. I loved what you did with the 
last song, look forward to seeing/hearing if you get something even 
better out of this one.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hey Zam,
> Got some nice elements in there but I think its a bit overcooked on 
the levels. Dont you got the optical out on the RS? I'm guessing the 
MP3 came off a PC, maybe you could go optical to optical?
> 
> Love to try a remix on it
> 
> TS
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, 20 January, 2008 4:18:39 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Song
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 



> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my 
levels are on 
> 
> it. Anyone want to check it out? 
> 
> 
> 
> http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ Beat4Headz. mp3
> 
> 
> 
> Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?
> 
> 
> 
> If it sucks, I can take it.
> 
> 
> 
> Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
> 
> awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot 
on 
> 
> the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual 
distorion.
> 
> 
> 
> Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
> 
> remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the 
answer. Try it
> now.
> http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 
> 



> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16292|16274|2008-01-25 22:21:03|zamisers7k|Re: Song|
Oh yeah I do have optical outs now on my RS, I might have to break 
out my old Sound Blaster with optical ins to run it to my computer, 
give it a try out, thanks for the idea bro.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hey Zam,
> Got some nice elements in there but I think its a bit overcooked on 
the levels. Dont you got the optical out on the RS? I'm guessing the 
MP3 came off a PC, maybe you could go optical to optical?
> 
> Love to try a remix on it
> 
> TS
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, 20 January, 2008 4:18:39 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Song
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my 
levels are on 
> 
> it. Anyone want to check it out? 
> 
> 
> 
> http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ Beat4Headz. mp3
> 
> 
> 
> Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?
> 
> 
> 
> If it sucks, I can take it.
> 
> 
> 
> Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
> 
> awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot 
on 
> 
> the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual 
distorion.
> 
> 
> 
> Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
> 
> remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 



> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ___________________________________________________________
> Yahoo! Answers - Got a question? Someone out there knows the 
answer. Try it
> now.
> http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/ 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16293|16283|2008-01-26 13:04:28|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
I put the wav files on a memory card in my PC and stick that into the
RS. Then I go to the "import"-page and load them into the RS. Its a
bit of a hassle but it works fine. 

I'm intrigueg by this TWE program. Never thied it. Did not know one
could use it upload samples into the RS. Does it work ok? What do I
need for that, a SCII card in my PC or something? 

Floris.
| 16294|16283|2008-01-26 16:55:38|Chris Holt|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "deathebecomesheruk" 
wrote:

>
> Hi there!
> cheerz for the speedy reply!
> I did a search initially on yamaha for the twe...and my search
> returned with '0' results according to the meesage on my screen! lol
> typical huh!
> cheerz for that link...I have since run the program, which seems to
> be fine(cheerz!).....not sure if you are up to speed with the TWE but
> when you go to the 'File' option and look down the options,
> the 'import from sampler' and 'export to sampler' options are in grey
> text and cannot be clicked on, even when a sample has been opened
> and/or modified...tried that also.
>
> Is this the only way to upload new wav files to the RS7000?
> I have many cd's with new samples I want to get cracking with...but
> cant seem to get them uploaded.....I have since copied the wav files
> off the cd to my hard drive in som ehope that that would assist..but
> no joy just yet.......I have checked the scsi rivers and all seems to
> be working fine.The only thing I did read somewhere that I dont know
> if it is a problem is the hard drive on my pc was formatted using
> the 'FAT' system......but not sure wot the RS7000 hard drive was
> formatted with. Would this stop them transferring data perhaps?
>
> any ideas?
>
> I am stumped!
>
> cheerz again for your time and assistance!
>
> Dal
>
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" zamise@ wrote:
> >
> > Yamaha has it on their site, just had to do a search for it in
> their
> > knowlege base. Came up with this:
> >
> > http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/ProductMedia/Software/TWE.exe
> >
> > Don't know how well it works or not. Let us know if it works out
> > for you OK or not, good luck.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "deathebecomesheruk" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello guys...I am hoping you can help me out?
> > > I am the proud owner of an RS7000 unit...and have been quite
> happy
> > > for years.....but recently i have started to dabble with
> > additional
> > > sounds and samples etc and have aquired some wav file discs and
> > need
> > > to transfer that info to the RS7000.
> > > I have availed myself of a scsi interface card and appropriate
> > lead
> > > but do not have the original disc with the wave editor programme
> > so i
> > > can transfer data between my pc and unit.
> > > so...i am turning to you guys for some assisitance if poss.......
> > > any ideas where i can get the programme or a copy of a disc or
> any
> > > information would be greatly appreciated!
> > > Or...am i being a complete doofuss and totally goofing it up???
> > > when i try and send data the error message says "disc/drive not
> > > ready".
> > >
> > > cheerz for your time!!
> > >
> > > (It seems a tad ironic that I can use the RS7000 on its own...but
> > > cant link the bloody thing to a pc!!! ha ha ha)
> > >
> > > regards
> > >
> > > Dal
> > >
> >
>

| 16295|16283|2008-01-26 17:39:03|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
my best suggestion would be to buy an Iomega 100 or 250 scsi drive. It is 
very dependable. I bought two refurbished ones straight from the company last 
summer and never have to worry about saving files again on an unreasonable 
priced not to smart smartmedia card. In terms of finding the right scsi cable 
that will connect with the RS just do a google search for MPC scsi cables and 
you'll come across a company called Data City. They sell the right cable for 
around $60 (american dollars). But trust me, you'll never have this problem 
again if you decide to go this route. I've tried to put many on this forum on 
to this idea. But I think many want to go from RS to a PC which is very 
unpredictable. The only thing you ever need after that is zip disk, with come in 3 
packs. Think about it a smartmedia card 64MB $80 to $125 or a pack of 3 100MB 
disk for $40 dollars. Feel free to thank me later. 

Domepeace

I used the below link to buy my scsi. The rest is great music making 
history. 

_http://www.datacity.com/360_systems_digicart_drum_sampler_akai_mpc.html_ 
(http://www.datacity.com/360_systems_digicart_drum_sampler_akai_mpc.html) 

In fact the MPC uses the same scsi cable so you can even use the following 
link as well. But the first link should provide you with all the clarity you 
need. And get this, I spent less than $150 (american dollars) to get it all 
done. 

_http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-.html_ 
(http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-.html) 
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**************Biggest Grammy Award surprises of all time on AOL Music. 
(http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?NCID=aolcmp003000000025
48)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16296|16283|2008-01-26 18:58:53|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
Hey there Guys & Gals,

About TWE... I've not used it, but I remember looking at it when I 
got my RS several years ago. As I understood it, its just a very 
simple wave editor. It didn't seem like it could do anything the RS 
couldn't do on its own. As far as importing/exporting from it 
directly between an RS and a PC via SCSI, I wouldn't put any faith in 
it, but it might be possible I don't know 100% for sure. The Greying 
out of the import/export options on it may mean that its original 
purpose was for to be used with another sampler, again I'm not 100%.

About SCSI & SM Cards... The thing is that what they are sending 
information to is a drive or storage device on a drive. It was my 
understand, and I could be wrong again or not, but as I understood it 
is if you have SCSI hooked to your computer and drives on your 
computer then you can use your computer's drives to store the RS 
files. The RS will recogonise the SCSI as place to put and store 
your files when you go to save your stuff. Hence, your not importing 
or exporting directly into the memory of a program on either a PC or 
the RS. You are only storing to a medium which would be sort of like 
an export, from that medium you can then load which would sort of be 
like an import into the RS or software like the TWE on your PC. So, 
its not directly to one or the other, there is still a manual process 
of saving and loading.

The thing is, if your using SCSI to your computer with a drive on 
your computer then your computer will recognise the drive is there 
already and there won't be any need for zip disks or smart media 
cards.

Smart Media (SM) cards - You really only ever need one if you've got 
a computer with a SM read/writer attached or built in to it. You can 
exchange the files between the card and another drive such as your 
Hard Drive via the SM card read/writer. Its a fairly simple process 
and I personally prefer and use this method myself.

Importing/Exporting .WAVs... I believe, and I could be wrong again, 
the best your going to get is to store what you've got to one of the 
mediums like the SM Cards or a SCSI drive, then it'll need to be 
reloaded into the RS by the same means either route you go. I'm not 
sure of this next part, but I'm thinking TWE might be able to let you 
store difrent .WAV files on to difrent keys/notes of what the RS 
would load so you can import or load up a whole sample set at once as 
a single file and not have to import them individually on the RS to 
build a sample set. I'd hope this would be possible on the TWE or 
some software that is out there, because I think I've heard or read 
before here of people doing this, I hope those that have might come 
out to tell you and I and the rest of how that is done.

It might just be easiest to set your computer up to play analog line 
outs into the line inputs of the RS and just record your .wavs to the 
RS as you play them, very manual, but people have been doing it for 
years, too much work if you ask me, why I prefer the RS with its AWM2 
Tone Generator over something like the MPCs or SU700s or any other 
strictly sampler with seq unit. Restrict the sampling to a minamum 
and use the internal sounds already there.

Anyhow, I hope this clears up some of the confusion that maybe seems 
to be going on and not makes things any worse. It would be nice to 
have a direct import/export between a PC program and the RS's 
Sampler, but I don't think it will works like that, I could be wrong 
because I've never looked into it, but that is my main point, I don't 
think its going to work like I think maybe some folks are expecting 
between SCSI and the RS.

Good Luck though, and if if there someone knows difrintly then what 
I've mentioned your welcome to speak up, let us know what you wind up 
doing and how...whew long message...

Zam
| 16298|16297|2008-02-02 18:41:06|zamisers7k|Warning: Better way to access Yahoo Groups|

http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?NCID=aolcmp003000000025


Just a warning to all, this could be a valid post, but it has very 
little to do with this group and more a cruddy advertisement plus the 
text is form lettereque. It could be an attempt at a phishing scam to 
get peoples yahoo accounts and passwords.

wurlybird9 - I'm removing your account and this post from the weblist 
since this has been your only post. Sorry if you mean well, and you 
can email me if you need back on the list for RS7000 stuff.

Sorry to the rest of the list if any troubles arise because this post 
slipped through.

Zam
| 16299|16297|2008-02-02 19:22:23|Nick Fletcher|Re: Warning: Better way to access Yahoo Groups|
No need to apologise mate. I would never had noticed any potential trouble.
Thanks for acting quick on our behalf.

On Feb 3, 2008 12:41 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Just a warning to all, this could be a valid post, but it has very
> little to do with this group and more a cruddy advertisement plus the
> text is form lettereque. It could be an attempt at a phishing scam to
> get peoples yahoo accounts and passwords.
>
> wurlybird9 - I'm removing your account and this post from the weblist
> since this has been your only post. Sorry if you mean well, and you
> can email me if you need back on the list for RS7000 stuff.
>
> Sorry to the rest of the list if any troubles arise because this post
> slipped through.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16300|16297|2008-02-03 18:05:47|moisme05|Re: Warning: Better way to access Yahoo Groups|
Yeah ditto on the apology not needed. Appreciate the efforts as
moderator. (never posting always lurking)

mo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> No need to apologise mate. I would never had noticed any potential
trouble.
> Thanks for acting quick on our behalf.
> 
> On Feb 3, 2008 12:41 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Just a warning to all, this could be a valid post, but it has very
> > little to do with this group and more a cruddy advertisement plus the
> > text is form lettereque. It could be an attempt at a phishing scam to
> > get peoples yahoo accounts and passwords.
> >
> > wurlybird9 - I'm removing your account and this post from the weblist
> > since this has been your only post. Sorry if you mean well, and you
> > can email me if you need back on the list for RS7000 stuff.
> >
> > Sorry to the rest of the list if any troubles arise because this post
> > slipped through.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16301|16301|2008-02-03 18:42:18|zhel_id|NAMM Yam gadget|
I always liked music gadgets and this one looks cool to me.
I wonder how good is this mic?

http://www.yamahasynth.com/products/pocketrak/index.html

You can multitrack on this one, has cubase and halion in some form. 
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The best recording compression formats are linear PCM and MP3 , 3hours 
of 44khz 16 bit and up to 1411kbps.
Sounds good to me.Price around 440USD, 249GBP
out in April 08
Aloha
z
| 16302|16301|2008-02-03 19:06:26|Nick Fletcher|Re: NAMM Yam gadget|
Get a Zoom H4. :-)

On Feb 4, 2008 12:42 PM, zhel_id <zhel_id@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I always liked music gadgets and this one looks cool to me.
> I wonder how good is this mic?
>
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/products/pocketrak/index.html
>
> You can multitrack on this one, has cubase and halion in some form.
> The best recording compression formats are linear PCM and MP3 , 3hours
> of 44khz 16 bit and up to 1411kbps.
> Sounds good to me.Price around 440USD, 249GBP
> out in April 08
> Aloha
> z
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16303|16283|2008-02-04 01:24:39|deathebecomesheruk|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
Hello there..soz fo rthe late reply....i have been off work with the 
dreaded man-flu! lol
yeah...have heard i could do that....wot about ab external scsi cd 
rom drive.....would that do the same job?could i load the wav's from 
the cd and then insert a formatted cdrw and save the info????
or am i barking up the wrong tree? lol
ha ha ha
cheerz again for your much appreciated time and help!
Dal

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> my best suggestion would be to buy an Iomega 100 or 250 scsi 
drive. It is 
> very dependable. I bought two refurbished ones straight from the 
company last 
> summer and never have to worry about saving files again on an 
unreasonable 
> priced not to smart smartmedia card. In terms of finding the right 
scsi cable 
> that will connect with the RS just do a google search for MPC scsi 
cables and 
> you'll come across a company called Data City. They sell the right 
cable for 
> around $60 (american dollars). But trust me, you'll never have 
this problem 
> again if you decide to go this route. I've tried to put many on 
this forum on 
> to this idea. But I think many want to go from RS to a PC which is 
very 
> unpredictable. The only thing you ever need after that is zip disk, 
with come in 3 
> packs. Think about it a smartmedia card 64MB $80 to $125 or a pack 
of 3 100MB 
> disk for $40 dollars. Feel free to thank me later. 
> 
> Domepeace
> 
> I used the below link to buy my scsi. The rest is great music 
making 
> history. 
> 
> 
_http://www.datacity.com/360_systems_digicart_drum_sampler_akai_mpc.ht
ml_ 
> 
(http://www.datacity.com/360_systems_digicart_drum_sampler_akai_mpc.ht
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ml) 
> 
> In fact the MPC uses the same scsi cable so you can even use the 
following 
> link as well. But the first link should provide you with all the 
clarity you 
> need. And get this, I spent less than $150 (american dollars) to 
get it all 
> done. 
> 
> _http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-.html_ 
> (http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-.html) 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> **************Biggest Grammy Award surprises of all time on AOL 
Music. 
> (http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?
NCID=aolcmp003000000025
> 48)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16304|16283|2008-02-04 06:07:41|deathebecomesheruk|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
Hello there!
well...we have tried that already.....but when we tried toimport from 
the card it wouldnt actually detect any wav files...only the project 
files saved from the rs.
we tried using a blank disc and formatted it on the rs and saved the 
wav from the cd to the hard disc and then copied back onto the smart 
card...and it still wouldnt detect it.
we will be trying to format the card in the pc 1st...the repeat the 
procedure...praps that will work???
as for the TWE program (T)iny (W)ave (E)ditor)
i think you can fiddle or adjust the imported wav file and then 
export it to disk or something?...we havent quite got the scsi 
connection sorted yet...(we are struggling)
all soooooooooo complicated huh!!! lol
cheerz again for ur help
Dal

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> I put the wav files on a memory card in my PC and stick that into 

the

> RS. Then I go to the "import"-page and load them into the RS. Its a
> bit of a hassle but it works fine. 
> 
> I'm intrigueg by this TWE program. Never thied it. Did not know one
> could use it upload samples into the RS. Does it work ok? What do I
> need for that, a SCII card in my PC or something? 
> 
> Floris.
>

| 16305|16283|2008-02-04 15:36:21|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
You have to go through the Import(sample load)/Export(sample save) 
procedures, not Pattern/Chain/Song procedures. Heres a couple things 
from the manual that might help I'll list below. Looks like the TWE 
with SCSI if hooked up right to a computer might actually do some 
cool stuff, but hard to say for sure, anyway... stuff I've found in 
the manual if it helps ya any, and good luck:

Page 126 Load Procedure for Samples (should include for .wavs)

1. Press the [LOAD] button from the PATTERN Play or Patch
mode to go to the Load page.
2. Use [Knob 2] (FILE TYPE) to select the type of file you want
to load.
3. Press [F1] (CARD/SCSI) to specify whether you want to load
from a memory card or disk.
4. Press [F4] (OK) to go to the load execution page.

http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-.html_
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5. Use [Knob 1] to select the file to be loaded.
If the file to be loaded is inside a folder, Use [F1] ( ) and
[F2] (OPEN) to move to the folder containing the file.
6. Use [Knob 4] to select the style or track to which the data is
to be loaded.
If the ALL file type was selected in step 2, this parameter
does not need to be set and will appear as a blank on the display.
7. Press [F4] to execute the load operation.
If the destination style or sample voice already contains data
the "Are You Sure? No[F2]/Yes[F3]" confirmation prompt
will appear.
The confirmation prompt will always appear when the "ALL"
file type is selected.
Press [F3] if it is OK to overwrite the corresponding memory
contents.
Press [F2] to abort the load operation and return to the status
of the RS7000 prior to pressing the [F1] button.
8. Press [EXIT] to return to the PATTERN Play or Patch

Note*When the LOAD service is a SCSI disk it is necessary
to select the appropriate SCSI ID and partition
in the SCSI Setup page.

Page 132 (Some intresting stuff on TWE)

About the YAMAHA TWE Wave Editor
The Yamaha TWE Wave Editor can be used to edit RS7000 wave
data on a personal computer.
TWE Communication Page Procedure
1. Connect the RS7000 to a personal computer via the SCSI
connector.
2. Launch TWE on the personal computer.
3. In the PATTERN Play mode select the pattern to which the
sample you want to edit is assigned.
4. From the PATTERN Play or Patch mode press [LOAD] 4
times to go to the SCSI Communication page.
5. Using TWE, transfer the sample to be edited to the personal
computer.
Copy protected samples are invisible from TWE. Refer to
"Notes on musical copyright" on page 21.
6. Edit the wave data using TWE.
7. Use [Knob 1] (TRACK) to select the track to which the
edited wave data is to be returned.
8. Use [Knob 2] (TYPE) to select the sample voice type.
9. Using TWE, transfer the edited wave data back to the
RS7000.
10. Press [EXIT] 4 times to return to the PATTERN Play or Patch
mode.

Happy RSing!
Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "deathebecomesheruk" 
wrote:

>
> Hello there!
> well...we have tried that already.....but when we tried toimport 

from 

> the card it wouldnt actually detect any wav files...only the 

project 

> files saved from the rs.
> we tried using a blank disc and formatted it on the rs and saved 

the 

> wav from the cd to the hard disc and then copied back onto the 

smart 

> card...and it still wouldnt detect it.
> we will be trying to format the card in the pc 1st...the repeat the 
> procedure...praps that will work???
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> as for the TWE program (T)iny (W)ave (E)ditor)
> i think you can fiddle or adjust the imported wav file and then 
> export it to disk or something?...we havent quite got the scsi 
> connection sorted yet...(we are struggling)
> all soooooooooo complicated huh!!! lol
> cheerz again for ur help
> Dal
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
> wrote:
> >
> > I put the wav files on a memory card in my PC and stick that into 
> the
> > RS. Then I go to the "import"-page and load them into the RS. Its 

a

> > bit of a hassle but it works fine. 
> > 
> > I'm intrigueg by this TWE program. Never thied it. Did not know 

one

> > could use it upload samples into the RS. Does it work ok? What do 

I

> > need for that, a SCII card in my PC or something? 
> > 
> > Floris.
> >
>

| 16306|16283|2008-02-04 16:05:57|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
This is just my personal opinion, but I think you might be barking up 
the wrong tree. Have you tried to play stuff into the RS and re-
sample from the inputs?

The RS has a knack for lining things up pretty well on its own. I'm 
not exactly sure how it does it, but it usually catches start and 
stop points of samples pretty dang well. I'm just not sure how to 
explain it, but it works surprising better than I'd have thought.

For anyone that plans on doing a lot of sampling, the RS is not your 
machine. In fact if you've got a computer with a large hard drive 
and lots of memory then I must say it will be hard to find a hardware 
sampler to top it for sampling and sample manipulation.

I don't want to encourage folks away from the RS, but it does seem 
like those that are expecting to do a lot of sampling on the RS seem 
to have the most dificulty with this concept. Their expectations 
seem to be a lot higher. Seems like most come from a computer based 
software background and someone told them that the RS7000 is the next 
best thing. Well it is to a degree, its not going to get email or 
need an update every 25 days, and its also not going to be as great 
for sampling. Expectations have to change a little bit, it will boot 
in less 20 seconds and your buffer sizes never have to be adjusted 
for drop outs.

Anyway, I'm probably going on about stuff you've already thought 
about. I got the man-flu lately too, so my brain may not be at 100% 
capacity. Dang man-flu... Good luck with it, I would like to hear 
that you got it working for you some how, and always neat to hear of 
new ways even if its not the best way.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "deathebecomesheruk" 
wrote:

>
> Hello there..soz fo rthe late reply....i have been off work with 

the 

> dreaded man-flu! lol
> yeah...have heard i could do that....wot about ab external scsi cd 
> rom drive.....would that do the same job?could i load the wav's 

from 
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> the cd and then insert a formatted cdrw and save the info????
> or am i barking up the wrong tree? lol
> ha ha ha
> cheerz again for your much appreciated time and help!
> Dal
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> >
> > my best suggestion would be to buy an Iomega 100 or 250 scsi 
> drive. It is 
> > very dependable. I bought two refurbished ones straight from the 
> company last 
> > summer and never have to worry about saving files again on an 
> unreasonable 
> > priced not to smart smartmedia card. In terms of finding the 

right 

> scsi cable 
> > that will connect with the RS just do a google search for MPC 

scsi 

> cables and 
> > you'll come across a company called Data City. They sell the 

right 

> cable for 
> > around $60 (american dollars). But trust me, you'll never have 
> this problem 
> > again if you decide to go this route. I've tried to put many on 
> this forum on 
> > to this idea. But I think many want to go from RS to a PC which 

is 

> very 
> > unpredictable. The only thing you ever need after that is zip 

disk, 

> with come in 3 
> > packs. Think about it a smartmedia card 64MB $80 to $125 or a 

pack 

> of 3 100MB 
> > disk for $40 dollars. Feel free to thank me later. 
> > 
> > Domepeace
> > 
> > I used the below link to buy my scsi. The rest is great music 
> making 
> > history. 
> > 
> > 
> 

_http://www.datacity.com/360_systems_digicart_drum_sampler_akai_mpc.ht

> ml_ 
> > 
> 

(http://www.datacity.com/360_systems_digicart_drum_sampler_akai_mpc.ht

> ml) 
> > 
> > In fact the MPC uses the same scsi cable so you can even use the 
> following 
> > link as well. But the first link should provide you with all the 
> clarity you 
> > need. And get this, I spent less than $150 (american dollars) to 
> get it all 
> > done. 
> > 
> > _http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-

.html_ 
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> > (http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-

.html) 

> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > **************Biggest Grammy Award surprises of all time on AOL 
> Music. 
> > (http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?
> NCID=aolcmp003000000025
> > 48)
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16307|16283|2008-02-06 10:11:46|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 technical difficulties|
Zam, thanks for that TWE info. 
Does sound like a nice and interesting TWE feature that can save some
hassle: Import from RS into PC => Edit in PC => Export back to RS. 
I'm doing this now with a memory card but this sounds easier. 
Hummm, perhaps I should get myself a simple SCSII card... 

Flo.
| 16308|16308|2008-02-10 21:54:27|levet8|havin troubles sequencing|
im laying down tracks on bank "A" and whenever i tweek them and lay 
somethin down on bank "B" it affects the trax on "A" why cant i tweek 
somethin with out it affecting other trax. Also is there a normalize 
function to get rid of over zealous knob tweeking and gwet back to 
original sound. thanx.
| 16309|16309|2008-02-10 21:54:36|bobhumid3|New Instruments Support Request Form - VOTE FOR RS7000!!!|
cheers everyone,

some months ago I wrote here that it is a pity that the allmighty
SOUND QUEST software is not yet supporting the RS7000 ..

http://www.squest.com/Forms/instrreq.html

now the sound quest originators have scripted a Support Request Form
which makes it easy for you to ask them to include our powerful
baby... the more ppl vote the better...

please use some 20 seconds of your life to vote for the RS7000. sound
quest support would be really great!

it would be like handling / automising the RS7000 from within your
favourite audio / midi sequencer via a VST-PlugIn Interface... ths
RS1X is already supported..

do it now! :-) thanx!

robert

__________________
http://bobhumid.de/fatex (studio)
http://myspace.com/bobhumid (artist)

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s
************
*****
*********
| 16310|16308|2008-02-10 21:58:16|Nick Fletcher|Re: havin troubles sequencing|
It's because the mixer settings (ie channel voice assignments) are setup for
a particular pattern number. These assignments affect each of the sections,
named with the letters. For independent tweaking, just start a new pattern
number.

Things are setup this way because the sections are meant to be from the same
song. For instance, you may have section 'A' as the intro, section 'B' as
the first verse and then have lead ins and outs for those different
sections. It's just Yamaha's way of doing things, and it's useful once you
get used to it.

I hope I helped.

http://www.samplersource.com/100mb-scsi-zip-drive-for-akai-
http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?
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On Feb 11, 2008 3:35 PM, levet8 <levet8@yahoo.com> wrote:

> im laying down tracks on bank "A" and whenever i tweek them and lay
> somethin down on bank "B" it affects the trax on "A" why cant i tweek
> somethin with out it affecting other trax. Also is there a normalize
> function to get rid of over zealous knob tweeking and gwet back to
> original sound. thanx.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16311|16309|2008-02-10 22:09:24|Nick Fletcher|Re: New Instruments Support Request Form - VOTE FOR RS7000!!!|
Done! Nice to see Perl being used there too! :-)

On Feb 11, 2008 5:56 AM, bobhumid3 <bobhumid@ish.de> wrote:

> cheers everyone,
>
> some months ago I wrote here that it is a pity that the allmighty
> SOUND QUEST software is not yet supporting the RS7000 ..
>
> http://www.squest.com/Forms/instrreq.html
>
> now the sound quest originators have scripted a Support Request Form
> which makes it easy for you to ask them to include our powerful
> baby... the more ppl vote the better...
>
> please use some 20 seconds of your life to vote for the RS7000. sound
> quest support would be really great!
>
> it would be like handling / automising the RS7000 from within your
> favourite audio / midi sequencer via a VST-PlugIn Interface... ths
> RS1X is already supported..
>
> do it now! :-) thanx!
>
> robert
>
> __________________
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex (studio)
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid (artist)
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s
> ************
> *****
> *********
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16312|16308|2008-02-10 22:16:18|zamisers7k|Re: havin troubles sequencing|
Those are sections I think you are talking about on the RS? If you s 
switch sections you have to use a difrent user phrase then one on 
another section for that track. Sometimes its easier to copy the 
phrase to another phrase, then switch to the other section you want to 
edit the phrase on and switch that track to the new user phrase before 
editing it and then it won't affect the sequence on the other section 
of the same track.

Hope that makes some sense? Its a little tough to get the hang of at 
first. The voice will remain the same, if you need to change voice on 
that track with the new sequence then you've got to use scene memory 
stores. Generally though I keep the voices the same though.

For over zealous knob tweaking I'll change the voice and change it 
back, it'll catch its original settings sometimes but not always. If 
it still don't what you can do is do a Clear Job and uncheck all the 
checks except Seq Event. Remember which voice you were using though 
and switch it back to it. There are some other ways too I think but I 
hope these will work well enough for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "levet8" wrote:
>
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> im laying down tracks on bank "A" and whenever i tweek them and lay 
> somethin down on bank "B" it affects the trax on "A" why cant i 
tweek 
> somethin with out it affecting other trax. Also is there a normalize 
> function to get rid of over zealous knob tweeking and gwet back to 
> original sound. thanx.
>

| 16313|16308|2008-02-10 22:41:51|levet8|Re: havin troubles sequencing|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>
> It's because the mixer settings (ie channel voice assignments) are 

setup for

> a particular pattern number. These assignments affect each of the 

sections,

> named with the letters. For independent tweaking, just start a new 

pattern

> number.
> 
> Things are setup this way because the sections are meant to be from 

the same

> song. For instance, you may have section 'A' as the intro, 

section 'B' as

> the first verse and then have lead ins and outs for those different
> sections. It's just Yamaha's way of doing things, and it's useful 

once you

> get used to it.
> thanx for youre help 

> I hope I helped.
> 
> On Feb 11, 2008 3:35 PM, levet8 wrote:
> 
> > im laying down tracks on bank "A" and whenever i tweek them and 

lay

> > somethin down on bank "B" it affects the trax on "A" why cant i 

tweek

> > somethin with out it affecting other trax. Also is there a 

normalize

> > function to get rid of over zealous knob tweeking and gwet back to
> > original sound. thanx.
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16314|16314|2008-02-10 22:48:06|levet8|thanx for youre help|
im going to try know, im new to this group and really do apreeciate 
youre responses! Im sure this will be only the begining of many more 
questions. The manual makes my head hurt.
| 16315|16309|2008-02-10 23:07:10|Markus|Re: New Instruments Support Request Form - VOTE FOR RS7000!!!|
Also done!I hope they will do the RS.They've done the motifs as well
so i don't see why not if they get enough interest..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobhumid3" wrote:
>
> cheers everyone,
> 
> some months ago I wrote here that it is a pity that the allmighty
> SOUND QUEST software is not yet supporting the RS7000 ..
> 
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> http://www.squest.com/Forms/instrreq.html
> 
> now the sound quest originators have scripted a Support Request Form
> which makes it easy for you to ask them to include our powerful
> baby... the more ppl vote the better...
> 
> please use some 20 seconds of your life to vote for the RS7000. sound
> quest support would be really great!
> 
> it would be like handling / automising the RS7000 from within your
> favourite audio / midi sequencer via a VST-PlugIn Interface... ths
> RS1X is already supported..
> 
> do it now! :-) thanx!
> 
> robert
> 
> __________________
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex (studio)
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid (artist)
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s
> ************
> *****
> *********
>

| 16316|16309|2008-02-11 08:51:42|pegaso1423|Re: New Instruments Support Request Form - VOTE FOR RS7000!!!|
my votes in...
I asked them about 2 yrs ago for this but got no reply. Soundquest is
great, If anyones got a minute please vote...

Otherwise you can make your own instrument definitions but I never
tried...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobhumid3" wrote:
>
> cheers everyone,
> 
> some months ago I wrote here that it is a pity that the allmighty
> SOUND QUEST software is not yet supporting the RS7000 ..
> 
> http://www.squest.com/Forms/instrreq.html
> 
> now the sound quest originators have scripted a Support Request Form
> which makes it easy for you to ask them to include our powerful
> baby... the more ppl vote the better...
> 
> please use some 20 seconds of your life to vote for the RS7000. sound
> quest support would be really great!
> 
> it would be like handling / automising the RS7000 from within your
> favourite audio / midi sequencer via a VST-PlugIn Interface... ths
> RS1X is already supported..
> 
> do it now! :-) thanx!
> 
> robert
> 
> __________________
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex (studio)
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid (artist)
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s
> ************
> *****
> *********
>

| 16317|16279|2008-02-11 09:44:06|pegaso1423|Re: Finding an RS7000|
Hi JV,
Sorry about the late reply,
The thing is I also never received an rs off ebay australia for my
brother when his korg esx was stolen, so he only had a microkorg and
moniters. Too bad it took me months to find out he never received it.
It was about 9mths ago from melbourne, au$425(cheap), I have the name
and bank account of the person, If you think its the same scammer let
me know. (at hot mail dot com)
Good luck getting an rs, I think your best off waiting until you find
one but most yamahas with a 'big screen' are pretty similar to use.
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Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "John V" wrote:
>
> Hello All
> 
> I would like to say "fellow RS owners" but am yet to join the club.
> 
> Ignoring the obvious "keep checking ebay", is there anywhere else that 
> I should be looking to buy a RS7000? There have been a few for sale on 
> ebay in Australia (which is where I live), but none anywhere else. I am 
> new to synthesis and beat creation, so my domain is to start with pre-
> loved gear to build a small production studio.
> 
> Saying that, I actually won an RS7000 auction with a bid of $A405 
> (bargain!), but the seller failed to supply (insert favoured 
> expletive). So I have bought a Korg ES1mk2 to keep me entertained in 
> the short term.
> 
> I am also thinking about buying an AN200 or RM1X, just so I can get my 
> head around Yamaha architecture. Is this worthwhile? Any other 
> alternative gear selections in the meantime? I am looking at getting 
> some analog modelling keys, but that is for a different forum.
> 
> Cheers
> JV
>

| 16318|16308|2008-02-11 10:02:54|pegaso1423|Re: havin troubles sequencing|
Normally you select the voice in the 'mixer' menu... well after you
sequence the voice you will have a phrase, which contains the sequence
and ALL voice data. 

But you have the same voice selected for all sections so if you tweak
one section it will affect all...

In the mixer menu select ***phrase*** as the voice and in the pattern
menu select the phrase you have recorded. This way each track can have
a different voice setup for each section a-p.
The other way is to use the scene buttons.
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "levet8" wrote:
>
> im laying down tracks on bank "A" and whenever i tweek them and lay 
> somethin down on bank "B" it affects the trax on "A" why cant i tweek 
> somethin with out it affecting other trax. Also is there a normalize 
> function to get rid of over zealous knob tweeking and gwet back to 
> original sound. thanx.
>

| 16319|16309|2008-02-11 15:18:01|zamisers7k|Re: New Instruments Support Request Form - VOTE FOR RS7000!!!|
Not sure I'd get it or need it, but I submited too. Anytime anyone is 
doing anything for or with the RS I'm in support.

Zam
| 16320|16320|2008-02-18 11:11:53|megons|power supply warning|
Hi everybody!

It's been a long time since I've posted on here. I discovered
something interesting today that concerns anyone who tours with their
RS7000.

- Problem: 

In the last 6 months, I noticed that one of my RS' would turn off and
on, sometimes repeatedly. This, no doubt, doesn't instill much
confidence when one is about to perform in front of an audience.

The odd thing is that after 30min of being on, it would stop doing this. 

I finally cracked open my RS and took out the power supply board. I
nearly fell off my chair when I noticed that 3 of the pins from the
main transformer had developed cold solder-joints (ie. the connections
had cracked).

After 7 years of touring with my RS, the solder-joints simply couldn't
handle the weight of the transformer when being dragged around in a
suitcase or thrown by careless airline baggage handlers. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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- Solution:

Reheating the joint with a little bit of solder easily solved the problem.

Interestingly enough, I looked at the power supply of my 2nd RS7000
which rarely leaves my studio - and I was surprised to see that its
transformer solder-joints, although not yet broken, didn't look very 
good. Needless to say, I fixed that too while I had it open.

Cheers,

Michel (sneak-thief)
| 16321|16274|2008-02-18 12:36:50|Markus|Re: Song|
Great Zam.Would sound great in the club trough a massive pa system i'm
sure!XD

Nice work on the sounds,you obviously know the RS well,i'm still
getting to know it but when i hear a track like this it shows the
potential of what can be achieved.

I think the mix sounds good,there's a lot of processing but i'd say
sounds good in the midrange.

I'm sure if you dropped this in live set the crowd would jump on the
dance floor!

Cheers dude :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are on 
> it. Anyone want to check it out? 
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3
> 
> Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?
> 
> If it sucks, I can take it.
> 
> Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
> awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a lot on 
> the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual distorion.
> 
> Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
> remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.
> 
> Zam
>

| 16322|16274|2008-02-18 22:17:11|zamisers7k|Re: Song|
Thanks for checking it Markus! Its definatly one I'll be playing at 
next gig whenever that will be, with some minor touch ups to make it 
sound even better thanks to you alls advice here.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Great Zam.Would sound great in the club trough a massive pa system 
i'm
> sure!XD
> 
> Nice work on the sounds,you obviously know the RS well,i'm still
> getting to know it but when i hear a track like this it shows the
> potential of what can be achieved.
> 
> I think the mix sounds good,there's a lot of processing but i'd say
> sounds good in the midrange.
> 
> I'm sure if you dropped this in live set the crowd would jump on 
the
> dance floor!
> 
> Cheers dude :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
> > Its kind of industrial. I'm mostly wondering how my levels are 
on 
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> > it. Anyone want to check it out? 
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Beat4Headz.mp3
> > 
> > Too much bass & treb, not enough mid range punch? Anything else?
> > 
> > If it sucks, I can take it.
> > 
> > Its a song, all RS, I had mentioned in an earlier post with some 
> > awesome FM Bass2 patches I tweaked out. I also used pitch1 a 
lot on 
> > the vary effects which gave some beef instead of the usual 
distorion.
> > 
> > Thanks for checking it if you do and as always, if intrested in 
> > remixing let me know and I'll link ya the RS files.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 16323|16320|2008-02-18 22:46:28|zamisers7k|Re: power supply warning|
Wow, wouldn't expect something like that to happen in a machine with 
a built in PS. Glad to know it can take quite a beating, and this 
would be the first thing to show signs of wear, abuse, or long term 
heavy use, and is also fairly easily fixable with an iron and 
screwdriver. I'll check my joints out next chance I get. I've had 
similar happen on gear with external supplies, but nothing with an 
internal one. My RS gets pretty beat up even though I try to take 
the best care of it, but it can still gets thrown around a lot too 
in its suit case, but I never let it out of my site and gaurd it 
with my life. It has been more of a trooper of a machine 
considering all then anything else I've owned over years.

Let me know if you ever tour around Denver, I'd love to see someone 
operating two RSs.

My group has two, only ones I've seen any one use first hand, 
however one is mine and the other is another group member's RS. So 
we've got a little bit of a fall back plan if one fails. Hi 
Mark :) Its also great to not have to pack mine up to take over for 
practice, just use his and will bring my SM card over usually.

My live performance power issues usually envolve me accidently 
unplugging someone elses gear while they are playing it. 
Ooooopsie!.. Has happend a couple times, so its good to also 
remember to not plug your gear or RS into other groups power strips, 
heheh. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "megons" wrote:
>
> Hi everybody!
> 
> It's been a long time since I've posted on here. I discovered
> something interesting today that concerns anyone who tours with 
their
> RS7000.
> 
> - Problem: 
> 
> In the last 6 months, I noticed that one of my RS' would turn off 
and
> on, sometimes repeatedly. This, no doubt, doesn't instill much
> confidence when one is about to perform in front of an audience.
> 
> The odd thing is that after 30min of being on, it would stop doing 
this. 
> 
> I finally cracked open my RS and took out the power supply board. I
> nearly fell off my chair when I noticed that 3 of the pins from the
> main transformer had developed cold solder-joints (ie. the 
connections
> had cracked).
> 
> After 7 years of touring with my RS, the solder-joints simply 
couldn't
> handle the weight of the transformer when being dragged around in a
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> suitcase or thrown by careless airline baggage handlers. 
> 
> - Solution:
> 
> Reheating the joint with a little bit of solder easily solved the 
problem.
> 
> Interestingly enough, I looked at the power supply of my 2nd RS7000
> which rarely leaves my studio - and I was surprised to see that its
> transformer solder-joints, although not yet broken, didn't look 
very 
> good. Needless to say, I fixed that too while I had it open.
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Michel (sneak-thief)
>

| 16324|16324|2008-02-19 06:14:24|Bike|RS7000 Producers Guide|
Hi All,
My name is Bill and I'm a newbie here.
btw, I just traveled back a bit into the used to be great RS7000.com.
I read something about the RS7000 advanced "Producers Guide"
http://web.archive.org/web/20020413213550/www.rs7000.abraxas-webdesign.com/index2.htm
I'm very interested with that. Do you guys know where to get it?
thank you.

Regards,
Billy
| 16325|16324|2008-02-19 07:12:07|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Producers Guide|
Hi Bill,

Thanks for the link, some intresting reading. I've never heard or 
seen an "advanced producers guide". Sounds like it would of been 
neat. Perhaps it never got completed. That site is archived, looks 
like last updates to where sometime in 2001. It might have been a 
predecessor to RS7000.org. When I go to RS700.com now it says the 
domain was recently registered. Lets hope its for someone intrested 
in doing Yamaha RS7000. I do know IBM makes or has made an RS7000 
mainframe computer system too which might conflict with us RS7000 
users if they bought it up or something like that, I don't know.

If you happen upon an advanced user guide, let us know about it. 
There is a pretty good guide by Timo Hummel in the file section here 
under docs if you've not checked it out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> My name is Bill and I'm a newbie here.
> btw, I just traveled back a bit into the used to be great RS7000.com.
> I read something about the RS7000 advanced "Producers Guide"
> http://web.archive.org/web/20020413213550/www.rs7000.abraxas-
webdesign.com/index2.htm
> I'm very interested with that. Do you guys know where to get it?
> thank you.
> 
> Regards,
> Billy
>

| 16326|16324|2008-02-20 00:31:22|Bike|Re: RS7000 Producers Guide|
Hi Zam,
Glad to see you here :O)
Sure, when I ever found it, I'll let you know.
I read everything from the files section, those are great materials.
Thanks for all.

Cheers,
Billy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi Bill,
> 
> Thanks for the link, some intresting reading. I've never heard or 
> seen an "advanced producers guide". Sounds like it would of been 
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> neat. Perhaps it never got completed. That site is archived, looks 
> like last updates to where sometime in 2001. It might have been a 
> predecessor to RS7000.org. When I go to RS700.com now it says the 
> domain was recently registered. Lets hope its for someone intrested 
> in doing Yamaha RS7000. I do know IBM makes or has made an RS7000 
> mainframe computer system too which might conflict with us RS7000 
> users if they bought it up or something like that, I don't know.
> 
> If you happen upon an advanced user guide, let us know about it. 
> There is a pretty good guide by Timo Hummel in the file section here 
> under docs if you've not checked it out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > Hi All,
> > My name is Bill and I'm a newbie here.
> > btw, I just traveled back a bit into the used to be great RS7000.com.
> > I read something about the RS7000 advanced "Producers Guide"
> > http://web.archive.org/web/20020413213550/www.rs7000.abraxas-
> webdesign.com/index2.htm
> > I'm very interested with that. Do you guys know where to get it?
> > thank you.
> > 
> > Regards,
> > Billy
> >
>

| 16327|16327|2008-02-22 20:22:58|zamisers7k|Whats BD stand for in the drum kits?|
I thought maybe it meant Base Drum, but there are BD hits of all kinds, 
and I can't seem to find a clue anywhere on the net. Anyone know? I'm 
just curious. Probably be one of those duh moments when I find out.

Thanks!

Zam
| 16328|16327|2008-02-22 20:47:43|zamisers7k|Re: Whats BD stand for in the drum kits?|
Never mind, I think it must mean Bass Drums, not Base Drum, duh, there 
does seem to be BD stuff that isn't a Bass Drum though, it through me 
off. Unless you've got another idea as to what it might also mean then 
never mind my dumb question.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I thought maybe it meant Base Drum, but there are BD hits of all 
kinds, 
> and I can't seem to find a clue anywhere on the net. Anyone know? 
I'm 
> just curious. Probably be one of those duh moments when I find out.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16329|16327|2008-02-23 04:40:43|Markus|Re: Whats BD stand for in the drum kits?|
I don't know,i'll have to have a look later.Can't think of anything
else they would be..But it raises another question i've been meaning
to ask;what are the duplicate kits with the n next to them for?Forgive
me if it's in the manual but i'm pretty sure i checked..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Never mind, I think it must mean Bass Drums, not Base Drum, duh, there 
> does seem to be BD stuff that isn't a Bass Drum though, it through me 
> off. Unless you've got another idea as to what it might also mean then 
> never mind my dumb question.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I thought maybe it meant Base Drum, but there are BD hits of all 
> kinds, 
> > and I can't seem to find a clue anywhere on the net. Anyone know? 
> I'm 
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> > just curious. Probably be one of those duh moments when I find out.
> > 
> > Thanks!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 16330|14903|2008-02-26 04:14:30|Bike|rs7000.org|
Hi All,
I'm very interested with the style files from above site.
but no luck in accessing them. they always ask for the serial number
under the unit which is none in mine. Anyone know something about it?
Also would anyone kindly share those files here?
I'm also having a difficulties in joining the forum..is it a ghost
town now? I believe there are some people from the forum that might
kindly help about this. thank you.

Regards,
Bill
| 16331|14903|2008-02-26 15:53:12|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000.org|
Hey Billy,

I just did a little hacking and got something for ya ;)

See if these links will work if you put them in your browser:

http://www.rs7000.org/stylesa.zip
http://www.rs7000.org/stylesb.zip

Sorry I didn't have try my hacking skills earlier, which consisted of 
the first letter of my RS's serial number to something it was 
expecting instead of what it actually is, but anyway hope those work 
for ya. I'm gona give them a try as soon as I get my home internet 
connection back up from moving.

No idea yet why you may not be able to register in the forum, I'll 
check that out and see what happens to me too when I get a chance.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> I'm very interested with the style files from above site.
> but no luck in accessing them. they always ask for the serial number
> under the unit which is none in mine. Anyone know something about 
it?
> Also would anyone kindly share those files here?
> I'm also having a difficulties in joining the forum..is it a ghost
> town now? I believe there are some people from the forum that might
> kindly help about this. thank you.
> 
> Regards,
> Bill
>

| 16332|14903|2008-02-26 16:50:27|pegaso1423|Re: rs7000.org|
Hi,
You beat me to it...
I was trying to put the factorydisk on the files section here but it 
wouldn't work.
You can also get it and a few other things that are hidden away at:
http://www.yamaha-
europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/10_musical_instruments/synt
hesizer/sequenzer_drumcomputer/RS7000/index.php?country=uk

Another good link is :
http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/KnowledgebaseDrillDo
wn/0,,CTID%25253D410000%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html?selectAreas=-
1&TextKeyword=rs7000&hSubmit=Search

I'll put these in the link section.

I also can't join rs7000.org, I tried ages ago and even sent messages 
to all the moderators with no reply. I think new members not being 
able to join along with all the spam and no moderators slowed down 
the forum. 
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By the way, the drumkits with n after them are note on/off rather 
than trigger and I'm pretty sure BD means bass drum.

Hope everyone is enjoying the 2osc tip, I've got a few more GOOD tips 
to share for the rs but I was thinking of doing a few youtube video's 
when I get a decent videocamera, otherwise I'll do a writeup and put 
it in the files section because it will be quite long. I've been away 
from the studio for a while and working with just the rs and a 
midicable... 

Cheers.
| 16333|14903|2008-02-27 00:41:12|Bike|Re: rs7000.org|
Woow..Zam, thanks a lot for that..seems like that's exactly the
materials that I've been looking :O) I'm going to try that soon, when
My 128 SM card arrive, I'm using a loaded 64 mb now.
thank again and all are very appreciated.

regards,
Bill

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Billy,
> 
> I just did a little hacking and got something for ya ;)
> 
> See if these links will work if you put them in your browser:
> 
> http://www.rs7000.org/stylesa.zip
> http://www.rs7000.org/stylesb.zip
> 
> Sorry I didn't have try my hacking skills earlier, which consisted of 
> the first letter of my RS's serial number to something it was 
> expecting instead of what it actually is, but anyway hope those work 
> for ya. I'm gona give them a try as soon as I get my home internet 
> connection back up from moving.
> 
> No idea yet why you may not be able to register in the forum, I'll 
> check that out and see what happens to me too when I get a chance.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > Hi All,
> > I'm very interested with the style files from above site.
> > but no luck in accessing them. they always ask for the serial number
> > under the unit which is none in mine. Anyone know something about 
> it?
> > Also would anyone kindly share those files here?
> > I'm also having a difficulties in joining the forum..is it a ghost
> > town now? I believe there are some people from the forum that might
> > kindly help about this. thank you.
> > 
> > Regards,
> > Bill
> >
>

| 16334|14903|2008-02-27 00:45:31|Bike|Re: rs7000.org|
thank you for the links, that was helpful.
Pity that Yamaha didn't support their one and only desktop
synth/sampling box. Even the old MPC60 got some update..I hope it
would be updated one day with the MotifES ARP section.
more youtube education/pdf material for the RS would be great.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> You beat me to it...
> I was trying to put the factorydisk on the files section here but it 
> wouldn't work.
> You can also get it and a few other things that are hidden away at:
> http://www.yamaha-
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> europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/10_musical_instruments/synt
> hesizer/sequenzer_drumcomputer/RS7000/index.php?country=uk
> 
> Another good link is :
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/KnowledgebaseDrillDo
> wn/0,,CTID%25253D410000%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html?selectAreas=-
> 1&TextKeyword=rs7000&hSubmit=Search
> 
> I'll put these in the link section.
> 
> I also can't join rs7000.org, I tried ages ago and even sent messages 
> to all the moderators with no reply. I think new members not being 
> able to join along with all the spam and no moderators slowed down 
> the forum. 
> 
> By the way, the drumkits with n after them are note on/off rather 
> than trigger and I'm pretty sure BD means bass drum.
> 
> Hope everyone is enjoying the 2osc tip, I've got a few more GOOD tips 
> to share for the rs but I was thinking of doing a few youtube video's 
> when I get a decent videocamera, otherwise I'll do a writeup and put 
> it in the files section because it will be quite long. I've been away 
> from the studio for a while and working with just the rs and a 
> midicable... 
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 16335|16335|2008-02-27 00:52:50|Bike|Easy Sounds RS7000 material|
Has anyone tried it:
http://www.easysounds.de/Yamaha%20RS7000%20Pattern_Styles%20E.htm
If not mistaken, it was one released by Yamaha (UK?/on smart media?)
for even pricier than that. How's the included samples quality. This
is interesting, since they refer to use at least a 16 mb smartmedia.
Anyone knows more sources for RS7000 material other than the Yamaha
sites and rs7000.org? Thank you.
| 16336|14903|2008-02-27 07:23:00|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7000.org|
Thanks for the links. I'll check it out. 
Flo.
| 16337|16249|2008-02-27 17:49:35|jdcx64|Re: What is better out of a Moog Minimoog and a Korg microKORG?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:

> (...) I didn't
> include the RS7000, as it's not really a modeling synth, but a ROM
> synth. And everyone has their own anyway! :-)

Is a ROM synth with filters, modulation and envelopes not a modeling
synth?
| 16338|16249|2008-02-27 18:00:33|zamisers7k|Re: What is better out of a Moog Minimoog and a Korg microKORG?|
I don't think so, "modeling" when refered to as a kind of synth usually 
means its ossilators are being modeled, also known as a Virtual 
Analog. I forget what that was all about, but hope I helped.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:
> 
> > (...) I didn't
> > include the RS7000, as it's not really a modeling synth, but a ROM
> > synth. And everyone has their own anyway! :-)
> 
> Is a ROM synth with filters, modulation and envelopes not a modeling
> synth?
>

| 16339|14903|2008-02-27 18:13:00|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000.org|
The 2osc tip is the most asskicking tip ever you know. Thanks for 
the links here too pegaso!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> You beat me to it...
> I was trying to put the factorydisk on the files section here but 
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it 
> wouldn't work.
> You can also get it and a few other things that are hidden away at:
> http://www.yamaha-
> 
europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/10_musical_instruments/synt
> hesizer/sequenzer_drumcomputer/RS7000/index.php?country=uk
> 
> Another good link is :
> 
http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/KnowledgebaseDrillDo
> wn/0,,CTID%25253D410000%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html?selectAreas=-
> 1&TextKeyword=rs7000&hSubmit=Search
> 
> I'll put these in the link section.
> 
> I also can't join rs7000.org, I tried ages ago and even sent 
messages 
> to all the moderators with no reply. I think new members not being 
> able to join along with all the spam and no moderators slowed down 
> the forum. 
> 
> By the way, the drumkits with n after them are note on/off rather 
> than trigger and I'm pretty sure BD means bass drum.
> 
> Hope everyone is enjoying the 2osc tip, I've got a few more GOOD 
tips 
> to share for the rs but I was thinking of doing a few youtube 
video's 
> when I get a decent videocamera, otherwise I'll do a writeup and 
put 
> it in the files section because it will be quite long. I've been 
away 
> from the studio for a while and working with just the rs and a 
> midicable... 
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 16340|14903|2008-02-27 21:25:46|Bike|Re: rs7000.org|
where can I find this 2osc tip? thank you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The 2osc tip is the most asskicking tip ever you know. Thanks for 
> the links here too pegaso!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > You beat me to it...
> > I was trying to put the factorydisk on the files section here but 
> it 
> > wouldn't work.
> > You can also get it and a few other things that are hidden away at:
> > http://www.yamaha-
> > 
> europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/10_musical_instruments/synt
> > hesizer/sequenzer_drumcomputer/RS7000/index.php?country=uk
> > 
> > Another good link is :
> > 
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/KnowledgeBase/KnowledgebaseDrillDo
> > wn/0,,CTID%25253D410000%252526CNTYP%25253D,00.html?selectAreas=-
> > 1&TextKeyword=rs7000&hSubmit=Search
> > 
> > I'll put these in the link section.
> > 
> > I also can't join rs7000.org, I tried ages ago and even sent 
> messages 
> > to all the moderators with no reply. I think new members not being 
> > able to join along with all the spam and no moderators slowed down 
> > the forum. 
> > 
> > By the way, the drumkits with n after them are note on/off rather 
> > than trigger and I'm pretty sure BD means bass drum.
> > 
> > Hope everyone is enjoying the 2osc tip, I've got a few more GOOD 



> tips 
> > to share for the rs but I was thinking of doing a few youtube 
> video's 
> > when I get a decent videocamera, otherwise I'll do a writeup and 
> put 
> > it in the files section because it will be quite long. I've been 
> away 
> > from the studio for a while and working with just the rs and a 
> > midicable... 
> > 
> > Cheers.
> >
>

| 16341|14903|2008-02-27 21:38:03|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000.org|
Link:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/16237

Its very cool!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> where can I find this 2osc tip? thank you.
> 

| 16342|16342|2008-02-28 14:56:35|rustyjames54|Help! I hardly know what I'm doing here, but the rs7000 is great, I |
So I am a guitar player, not a keyboard player. I rock and roll and I
also studied a full classical course so I do that too, usually in
church if I go. So people, this is what I did. Seeing how I love music
and all I envied the keyboard crowd being able to do all that midi and
sampling stuff and basically do a one man show, so I did a little
research and bought this rs7000 off of Ebay for 500.00. Now I'm not
dumb, so the learning curve on this baby is pretty steep, has to be. I
read the entire pdf manual after printing it out, but part of my
problem is I'm not a keyboard guy and all the terminology is
intellectual overload. This is where I am now, my digital musicians.
While reading the manual I worked hands on to create my first smooth
jazz number, took a year in my off and on approach. So I did the
patterns, chained them, converted them to a song and mastered the
tracks and I must say the results were amazing. But let me say just
how dull I am to the world of keys, I thought I had to design my own
gigging files, it was like and epiphany when I realized I could
download everyone else's work on line. So I have dozens of files now,
I figured how to edit the voices right cause they never are, but I
still think I'm missing something. Is there some way to set up all the
files in sets for gigging? I tried to convert the midi files to a song
or even a chain, but these downloaded files are in one pattern, or is
that section, you know A or B. There is nothing on line for a gigging
tutorial for this unit. So I need some experienced musicians to put me
on the fast track with some methods for using downloaded midi files on
a gig. Right now I am loading each midi for each song from the smart
card. Also how do you adjust the delay or reverb send for each track?
On the edit page I see reverb level but no delay, I'm confused on
that. If you change the parameters for effects while you are listening
to the file does that change the file? Hey, is there a gig tutorial
for dummies out there cause I got all these unanswered questions, it's
like a fog. Well, I see I anyone helps me with this much for now, I
appreciate what ever clue you can help me get. 

Thanks Rusty James
| 16343|16342|2008-02-28 15:37:14|zamisers7k|Re: Help! I hardly know what I'm doing here, but the rs7000 is great|
I'll see if I can get all anwsered for you, and if not anyone else is 
welcome to chime in to, as what I say and do with my RS is pretty 
difrent than I think how you are expecting to use it and there might 
be someone better informed than I here.

Sounds like your wanting to load and use pre made midi files during 
your performances. This may not be the correctest way to do it but 
how I'd attack that would be to load one of the midi files into Song 
mode, probably into the Song 1. Do your edits to the 
song/voices/notes/etc., then resave it on the RS7000 as an RS7000 
song, not back to as a .mid or .smf song. Do that for each song then 
when you got them all the way you want and before a performance load 
as many as you can into Song1 then Song2 then Song3 and on like 
that. Then when done playing one song move over to the next and the 
RS won't have to load it, its already there, wait for audiance to 
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finish clapping and then hit play.

The RS's delay and reverb are seperate effects and can be used 
independently from each other in varying amounts across each of the 
16 tracks along with the vari effect. Their settings will be stored 
with the Song or Pattern data. Where you leave them will be where it 
should load to, that is unless you record in changes to those 
settings during the song. I usually don't do that, I adjust them 
once and leave them for that song. You can have difrent effects for 
difrent songs though, to change them its #5 on the keypad. They 
won't come back though to what you set them as unless you resave the 
Song into an RS Song, not the .mid or .smf, you might loose that info 
if you save back to a .mid or .smf. So always save your changes back 
to an RS Song and it'll remember how you had left it.

Let us know what you wind up doing, or if anything helped, good luck.

Zam

I usually load one Song at a time from the SM Card, overwriting the 
previous song in the RS's memory for whichever current 
song/chain/pattern I want to play during my performances. I 
concentrate on one song at a time usually and don't want any other 
junk left around confusing me around anywhere on it. It can take a 
little longer between songs, but not usually more than 20 or 30 
seconds, smaller songs can take less then 10 seconds, can take up to 
a couple minutes though depending how big the samples are and stuff.

Ocassionally I'll load 2 or 3 up at a time, so I can pretty much go 
continuously, but I'll have external effects processor add some huge 
delay between them so I can bounce to the next song without anyone 
noticing, or I'll have another machine play another song and mix the 
extro into the intros between the two.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> So I am a guitar player, not a keyboard player. I rock and roll and 

I

> also studied a full classical course so I do that too, usually in
> church if I go. So people, this is what I did. Seeing how I love 

music

> and all I envied the keyboard crowd being able to do all that midi 

and

> sampling stuff and basically do a one man show, so I did a little
> research and bought this rs7000 off of Ebay for 500.00. Now I'm not
> dumb, so the learning curve on this baby is pretty steep, has to 

be. I

> read the entire pdf manual after printing it out, but part of my
> problem is I'm not a keyboard guy and all the terminology is
> intellectual overload. This is where I am now, my digital musicians.
> While reading the manual I worked hands on to create my first smooth
> jazz number, took a year in my off and on approach. So I did the
> patterns, chained them, converted them to a song and mastered the
> tracks and I must say the results were amazing. But let me say just
> how dull I am to the world of keys, I thought I had to design my own
> gigging files, it was like and epiphany when I realized I could
> download everyone else's work on line. So I have dozens of files 

now,

> I figured how to edit the voices right cause they never are, but I
> still think I'm missing something. Is there some way to set up all 

the

> files in sets for gigging? I tried to convert the midi files to a 

song

> or even a chain, but these downloaded files are in one pattern, or 

is
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> that section, you know A or B. There is nothing on line for a 

gigging

> tutorial for this unit. So I need some experienced musicians to put 

me

> on the fast track with some methods for using downloaded midi files 

on

> a gig. Right now I am loading each midi for each song from the smart
> card. Also how do you adjust the delay or reverb send for each 

track?

> On the edit page I see reverb level but no delay, I'm confused on
> that. If you change the parameters for effects while you are 

listening

> to the file does that change the file? Hey, is there a gig tutorial
> for dummies out there cause I got all these unanswered questions, 

it's

> like a fog. Well, I see I anyone helps me with this much for now, I
> appreciate what ever clue you can help me get. 
> 
> Thanks Rusty James
>

| 16344|16342|2008-02-28 15:41:18|zamisers7k|Re: Help! I hardly know what I'm doing here, but the rs7000 is great|
I also wanted to add there is an autoload function on the RS too if 
you've read about it, it may help too if you want it load a bunch of 
songs on bootup for you so you don't have to do it. I don't use it, 
but I could see it being usefull if you want to perform identical 
sets at difrent performance, I hope you know what I mean???

Again, let us know, good luck and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'll see if I can get all anwsered for you, and if not anyone else 
is 
> welcome to chime in to, as what I say and do with my RS is pretty 
> difrent than I think how you are expecting to use it and there 
might 
> be someone better informed than I here.
> 
> Sounds like your wanting to load and use pre made midi files during 
> your performances. This may not be the correctest way to do it but 
> how I'd attack that would be to load one of the midi files into 
Song 
> mode, probably into the Song 1. Do your edits to the 
> song/voices/notes/etc., then resave it on the RS7000 as an RS7000 
> song, not back to as a .mid or .smf song. Do that for each song 
then 
> when you got them all the way you want and before a performance 
load 
> as many as you can into Song1 then Song2 then Song3 and on like 
> that. Then when done playing one song move over to the next and 
the 
> RS won't have to load it, its already there, wait for audiance to 
> finish clapping and then hit play.
> 
> The RS's delay and reverb are seperate effects and can be used 
> independently from each other in varying amounts across each of the 
> 16 tracks along with the vari effect. Their settings will be 
stored 
> with the Song or Pattern data. Where you leave them will be where 
it 
> should load to, that is unless you record in changes to those 
> settings during the song. I usually don't do that, I adjust them 
> once and leave them for that song. You can have difrent effects 
for 
> difrent songs though, to change them its #5 on the keypad. They 
> won't come back though to what you set them as unless you resave 
the 
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> Song into an RS Song, not the .mid or .smf, you might loose that 
info 
> if you save back to a .mid or .smf. So always save your changes 
back 
> to an RS Song and it'll remember how you had left it.
> 
> Let us know what you wind up doing, or if anything helped, good 
luck.
> 
> Zam
> 
> I usually load one Song at a time from the SM Card, overwriting the 
> previous song in the RS's memory for whichever current 
> song/chain/pattern I want to play during my performances. I 
> concentrate on one song at a time usually and don't want any other 
> junk left around confusing me around anywhere on it. It can take a 
> little longer between songs, but not usually more than 20 or 30 
> seconds, smaller songs can take less then 10 seconds, can take up 
to 
> a couple minutes though depending how big the samples are and stuff.
> 
> Ocassionally I'll load 2 or 3 up at a time, so I can pretty much go 
> continuously, but I'll have external effects processor add some 
huge 
> delay between them so I can bounce to the next song without anyone 
> noticing, or I'll have another machine play another song and mix 
the 
> extro into the intros between the two.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
> >
> > So I am a guitar player, not a keyboard player. I rock and roll 
and 
> I
> > also studied a full classical course so I do that too, usually in
> > church if I go. So people, this is what I did. Seeing how I love 
> music
> > and all I envied the keyboard crowd being able to do all that 
midi 
> and
> > sampling stuff and basically do a one man show, so I did a little
> > research and bought this rs7000 off of Ebay for 500.00. Now I'm 
not
> > dumb, so the learning curve on this baby is pretty steep, has to 
> be. I
> > read the entire pdf manual after printing it out, but part of my
> > problem is I'm not a keyboard guy and all the terminology is
> > intellectual overload. This is where I am now, my digital 
musicians.
> > While reading the manual I worked hands on to create my first 
smooth
> > jazz number, took a year in my off and on approach. So I did the
> > patterns, chained them, converted them to a song and mastered the
> > tracks and I must say the results were amazing. But let me say 
just
> > how dull I am to the world of keys, I thought I had to design my 
own
> > gigging files, it was like and epiphany when I realized I could
> > download everyone else's work on line. So I have dozens of files 
> now,
> > I figured how to edit the voices right cause they never are, but I
> > still think I'm missing something. Is there some way to set up 
all 
> the
> > files in sets for gigging? I tried to convert the midi files to a 
> song
> > or even a chain, but these downloaded files are in one pattern, 
or 
> is
> > that section, you know A or B. There is nothing on line for a 
> gigging
> > tutorial for this unit. So I need some experienced musicians to 
put 
> me
> > on the fast track with some methods for using downloaded midi 
files 
> on
> > a gig. Right now I am loading each midi for each song from the 
smart
> > card. Also how do you adjust the delay or reverb send for each 
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> track?
> > On the edit page I see reverb level but no delay, I'm confused on
> > that. If you change the parameters for effects while you are 
> listening
> > to the file does that change the file? Hey, is there a gig 
tutorial
> > for dummies out there cause I got all these unanswered questions, 
> it's
> > like a fog. Well, I see I anyone helps me with this much for now, 
I
> > appreciate what ever clue you can help me get. 
> > 
> > Thanks Rusty James
> >
>

| 16345|14903|2008-02-29 01:24:06|Bike|Re: rs7000.org|
thank you, that was awesome. I also watch your youtube video about it.
thanks again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Link:
> 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/16237
> 
> Its very cool!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > where can I find this 2osc tip? thank you.
> > 
> 
>

| 16346|16342|2008-02-29 01:44:28|Bike|Re: Help! I hardly know what I'm doing here, but the rs7000 is great|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 

> is there a gig tutorial
> for dummies out there cause I got all these unanswered questions, it's
> like a fog.

there are some very good additional guide for the RS including some
Live performance tips under Files > Doc in this forum.
| 16347|16342|2008-02-29 06:38:48|rustyjames54|Re: Help! I hardly know what I'm doing here, but the rs7000 is great|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> > is there a gig tutorial
> > for dummies out there cause I got all these unanswered questions, it's
> > like a fog.
> 
> there are some very good additional guide for the RS including some
> Live performance tips under Files > Doc in this forum.
>

Thanks for the directions Billy,I'm new to this forum but I like it
already, I got some useful replies in a single day, I'm checking out
the docs today, thanks again, Rusty James
| 16348|16348|2008-02-29 06:45:18|danielcomollatti|i want to buy one - my got stolen - AHHHHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR|
Hello - anybody in the UK wish to part with their RS7000?
| 16349|16348|2008-02-29 13:29:29|zamisers7k|Re: i want to buy one - my got stolen - AHHHHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR|
Thats so wrong, like stealing someones pet. I hope the butthole who 
stole it gets cought and you get it back or you can find another to 
replace it. Better luck to ya.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danielcomollatti" 
wrote:

>
> Hello - anybody in the UK wish to part with their RS7000?
>
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| 16350|16348|2008-02-29 14:52:38|Robert Danzman|Re: i want to buy one - my got stolen - AHHHHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR|
Hello,

I'm not in the U.K. but my RS7000 (mint condition with full memory) is for sale. You can direct email me .......

r@thearcadian.com

Robert/U.S.A.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: danielcomollatti 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 8:45 AM
Subject: [RS7000] i want to buy one - my got stolen - AHHHHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Hello - anybody in the UK wish to part with their RS7000?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16351|16351|2008-02-29 18:16:36|jdcx64|RS7000 hacks|
I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM file: it is
not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a couple of
bytes in it, just for the fun.

What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will the RS7000
still boot into software update mode and allow the update to be redone?

One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, the smaller
one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard to read.

Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' indicator for
multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the next good
thing after motorized faders.

Joaquim
| 16352|16351|2008-02-29 20:24:07|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 hacks|
I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in compiled low 
level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've tried 
some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a darn. 
Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.

What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The small LCD 
will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can see 
pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big screen if 
you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you are 
talking about?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM file: it is
> not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a couple of
> bytes in it, just for the fun.
> 
> What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will the 
RS7000
> still boot into software update mode and allow the update to be 
redone?
> 
> One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, the 
smaller
> one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard to read.
> 
> Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' indicator 
for
> multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the next good
> thing after motorized faders.
> 
> Joaquim
>

| 16353|16351|2008-03-01 06:47:50|jdcx64|Re: RS7000 hacks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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>
> I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in compiled low 
> level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've tried 
> some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a darn. 

To have a look at the code we need to know what processor it runs on
(ARM/x86/PPC/SH2/etc.) and disassemble the relevant parts of the flash
file, it contains other things than CPU instructions. There are free
(GNU) assemblers/disassemblers for most of the modern processors that
could be in the RS.
The font files should be plain 1 bit per pixel bitmaps and easily
editable in software that works with monochrome raw files, like the Gimp.

> Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
> anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.

That's why I need to know if the RS7000 will still boot up into
firmware update mode when the current firmware is broken. I don't want
to risk bricking my RS, it would be a brick too large.

> What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The small LCD 
> will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can see 
> pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big screen if 
> you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you are 
> talking about?

I didn't mean the knob value but the current value of the parameter
we're going to edit. Touching a knob that has previously been used to
access another function (like the filter of another track) will cause
an immediate jump in the parameter, which is bad for real time
performance.

Joaquim

> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> >
> > I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM file: it is
> > not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a couple of
> > bytes in it, just for the fun.
> > 
> > What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will the 
> RS7000
> > still boot into software update mode and allow the update to be 
> redone?
> > 
> > One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, the 
> smaller
> > one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard to read.
> > 
> > Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' indicator 
> for
> > multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the next good
> > thing after motorized faders.
> > 
> > Joaquim
> >
>

| 16354|16351|2008-03-01 21:05:19|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 hacks|
I turned my Spectralis into a "brick" on an update once, but I had 
access to the engineer that built the sucker and he helped me flash 
it through sysex and midi to get back to normal. Wasn't my fault, 
just a faulty update from too old of an OS version when I got it. It 
was hell fixing, but we got it. I don't think anyone would be as 
fortunate with Yamaha and the RS if that were to happen, you'd 
probably have to send it to them to have it fixed if anyone there 
would even know enough about it to help in such a way.

So, I think its a possibily you could mess up your RS to the point 
you couldn't recover it by yourself. However, like you say, if you 
know the chipset you might be able to decompile it, get a look at it 
and make changes and see where to avoid stuff like breaking the SM 
reader and other important stuff, see what is going on before you 
change anything and attempt to update it using your own custom code. 
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Its certainly doable I think, but very risky without knowing what 
exactly your changing or doing first. Its a tough call, I'd say it's 
just easier and better not to risk it. If someone wants to though 
that is their choice and I wish them the best of luck and let us know 
the results if any. Nothing I'd love more then to be able to program 
my RS's OS myself, but you do encure the risk of bricking it to 
unrecoverable point without some major help from Yamaha.

As for the knobs, all parms as far as I can tell can be accessed and 
kept from jumping by using the settings on the number pad and the 
endless rotory encoders on the main display. Voice editing is #4, 
and can bump the menu to right and left using the buttons. Effects 
are in the Mixer +/- last option, and the cool thing about that is 
you can get some settings with variation and wet/dry difrent then 
using the regular rotary knobs. They will catch where its left off 
instead of jumping, just a little menu diving to do it and know how, 
so its probably not as immediate as what your talking about, but I 
think it could still be usefull to do similar to what you want, maybe 
not exact, but hope it helps some if jumping parms during live 
performances is bothersome. Sometimes I dig the jumps, but not 
always either, there are some anoyances I've learned from my 
Spectralis, its nice for live, but its also nice to know when you've 
got to the end or begining too without having to look at the display 
to tell which can't be done on the Spectralis. I wish it came with 
both options like the RS. I'm getting off topic... Hope some of what 
I said will help at least a little bit. My apollogies if just a 
bunch of mumbo jibberish.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in compiled 
low 
> > level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've 
tried 
> > some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a 
darn. 
> 
> To have a look at the code we need to know what processor it runs on
> (ARM/x86/PPC/SH2/etc.) and disassemble the relevant parts of the 
flash
> file, it contains other things than CPU instructions. There are free
> (GNU) assemblers/disassemblers for most of the modern processors 
that
> could be in the RS.
> The font files should be plain 1 bit per pixel bitmaps and easily
> editable in software that works with monochrome raw files, like the 
Gimp.
> 
> > Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
> > anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.
> 
> That's why I need to know if the RS7000 will still boot up into
> firmware update mode when the current firmware is broken. I don't 
want
> to risk bricking my RS, it would be a brick too large.
> 
> > What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The small 
LCD 
> > will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can see 
> > pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big 
screen if 
> > you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you are 
> > talking about?
> 
> I didn't mean the knob value but the current value of the parameter
> we're going to edit. Touching a knob that has previously been used 
to
> access another function (like the filter of another track) will 
cause
> an immediate jump in the parameter, which is bad for real time
> performance.
> 
> Joaquim
> 
> > Zam
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> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > >
> > > I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM file: 
it is
> > > not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a couple 
of
> > > bytes in it, just for the fun.
> > > 
> > > What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will the 
> > RS7000
> > > still boot into software update mode and allow the update to be 
> > redone?
> > > 
> > > One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, the 
> > smaller
> > > one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard to 
read.
> > > 
> > > Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' 
indicator 
> > for
> > > multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the next 
good
> > > thing after motorized faders.
> > > 
> > > Joaquim
> > >
> >
>

| 16355|16351|2008-03-02 05:41:33|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 hacks|
This was also discussed on http://rs7000.org/
My advice: Don't do it unless you have the code and know exactly what
you are doing. I know it can be done but what's the use? Get some
other fonts or something non-musical related change while risking your
RS. I would not do it but hey, it's a free world (at least here...) so
do what you like. Just saying I wouldn't and I'm a master in
electronics and computer informatics... 

Flo.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in compiled low 
> > level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've tried 
> > some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a darn. 
> 
> To have a look at the code we need to know what processor it runs on
> (ARM/x86/PPC/SH2/etc.) and disassemble the relevant parts of the flash
> file, it contains other things than CPU instructions. There are free
> (GNU) assemblers/disassemblers for most of the modern processors that
> could be in the RS.
> The font files should be plain 1 bit per pixel bitmaps and easily
> editable in software that works with monochrome raw files, like the
Gimp.
> 
> > Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
> > anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.
> 
> That's why I need to know if the RS7000 will still boot up into
> firmware update mode when the current firmware is broken. I don't want
> to risk bricking my RS, it would be a brick too large.
> 
> > What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The small LCD 
> > will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can see 
> > pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big screen if 
> > you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you are 
> > talking about?
> 
> I didn't mean the knob value but the current value of the parameter
> we're going to edit. Touching a knob that has previously been used to
> access another function (like the filter of another track) will cause
> an immediate jump in the parameter, which is bad for real time
> performance.
> 
> Joaquim
> 
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> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > >
> > > I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM file: it is
> > > not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a couple of
> > > bytes in it, just for the fun.
> > > 
> > > What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will the 
> > RS7000
> > > still boot into software update mode and allow the update to be 
> > redone?
> > > 
> > > One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, the 
> > smaller
> > > one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard to read.
> > > 
> > > Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' indicator 
> > for
> > > multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the next good
> > > thing after motorized faders.
> > > 
> > > Joaquim
> > >
> >
>

| 16356|16356|2008-03-02 06:13:36|rustyjames54|Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Alright, I gotta say this is a good forum, lots of people here who
really use this hardware, but enough kudos, I got a novice question.
First I'm a guitarist not a pianist so don't assume I know all the
language, hey I'm trying. What I have seen is that the tone generator
in the rs is adequate for gigging but I think I might want to use some
pro quality piano samples I bought for recording some original songs
I'm working on. I've yet to create a sample, though I've read the
manual about it. I think my first attempt will be some background
vocals. I think I understand how to do this but loading up a keyboard
full of sounds isn't so clear. So like I said I am the neophyte, but I
have read the entire manual--big S.O.B--still I don't think my brain
wants to learn that way. So how would you explain to a beginner about
doing this. It might help to explain I'm not using the machine for
techno or rap like I understand it is geared for, I play square white
guy rock, blues, country and smooth jazz. I'm just sayin' I'm no
Justin Timberlake so that might help you understand what I'm trying to
do. So help me out.
Rusty James
| 16357|16357|2008-03-02 09:14:31|Bike|SCSI to USB adaptor|
Has anyone tried using a SCSI to USB adaptor to connect the RS with PC
or USB flash device?
| 16358|16357|2008-03-02 10:08:24|Markus|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:

>
> Has anyone tried using a SCSI to USB adaptor to connect the RS with PC
> or USB flash device?
>

I think this has come up before but it'd not possible to usb..Afaik
you need a scsi drive between the RS,you can't connect directly to the
RS.Then again,there is some kind of scsi pci card which i think allows
you to connect a cable from your pc to the RS.Just did a quick search
as it's something i want to do to and i came across this: 

http://www.futureproducers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=48464

Now i was under the impression from people i spoke to (and from posts
i read on here) that i need a scsi drive between my laptop and the RS
and the cost involved has put me off.Is it as simple as getting a
pcmcia scsi card for the laptop?

I don't know the ins and outs of connecting scsi so maybe someone else
can chime in.I'd love to be able to connect my lappy to the RS..

Markus
| 16359|16357|2008-03-02 10:36:13|Markus|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
Also found this over at RS7000.org:

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961

Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all working
but it's doable.
| 16360|1220|2008-03-02 10:58:37|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
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Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
Uploaded by : rustyjames54 <rustyjames54@yahoo.com> 
Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live lead guitar performance 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htmlfiles

Regards,

rustyjames54 <rustyjames54@yahoo.com>
| 16361|16351|2008-03-02 15:07:24|jdcx64|Re: RS7000 hacks|
...it would be 100% safe IF the firmware loader on a different chip
than the one that gets re-flashed. Is there any technical info
available on the RS7000?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:

>
> This was also discussed on http://rs7000.org/
> My advice: Don't do it unless you have the code and know exactly what
> you are doing. I know it can be done but what's the use? Get some
> other fonts or something non-musical related change while risking your
> RS. I would not do it but hey, it's a free world (at least here...) so
> do what you like. Just saying I wouldn't and I'm a master in
> electronics and computer informatics... 
> 
> Flo.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in

compiled low 

> > > level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've tried 
> > > some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a

darn. 

> > 
> > To have a look at the code we need to know what processor it runs on
> > (ARM/x86/PPC/SH2/etc.) and disassemble the relevant parts of the flash
> > file, it contains other things than CPU instructions. There are free
> > (GNU) assemblers/disassemblers for most of the modern processors that
> > could be in the RS.
> > The font files should be plain 1 bit per pixel bitmaps and easily
> > editable in software that works with monochrome raw files, like the
> Gimp.
> > 
> > > Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
> > > anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.
> > 
> > That's why I need to know if the RS7000 will still boot up into
> > firmware update mode when the current firmware is broken. I don't want
> > to risk bricking my RS, it would be a brick too large.
> > 
> > > What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The small

LCD 

> > > will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can see 
> > > pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big

screen if 

> > > you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you are 
> > > talking about?
> > 
> > I didn't mean the knob value but the current value of the parameter
> > we're going to edit. Touching a knob that has previously been used to
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> > access another function (like the filter of another track) will cause
> > an immediate jump in the parameter, which is bad for real time
> > performance.
> > 
> > Joaquim
> > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM file:

it is

> > > > not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a couple of
> > > > bytes in it, just for the fun.
> > > > 
> > > > What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will the 
> > > RS7000
> > > > still boot into software update mode and allow the update to be 
> > > redone?
> > > > 
> > > > One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, the 
> > > smaller
> > > > one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard to

read.

> > > > 
> > > > Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' indicator 
> > > for
> > > > multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the

next good

> > > > thing after motorized faders.
> > > > 
> > > > Joaquim
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16362|1220|2008-03-02 17:17:19|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
I'll prob check this file out later tonight or soon...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
>
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> Uploaded by : rustyjames54 
> Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live lead 
guitar performance 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> 
> To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> 
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htm
lfiles
> 
> Regards,
> 
> rustyjames54 
>

| 16363|16356|2008-03-02 17:37:25|zamisers7k|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
The easist way would be to use just one sample, like a middle C, 
record or import it into middle C on the RS as a pitched voice. The 
sample will pitch itself across the whole key range. I'd adjust to 
sampling lower and higher notes depending on which will be used more 
dominantly. This is because the RS's sampler isn't extensive, it 
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can't do pitched ranges and it pitches via time changes, so it don't 
streach the sample via realtime processing. If you wanted to spend 
some time at it you could do each note as a kit. That could be 
really time consuming though, so a pitched voice works pretty well 
from a single sample, then you can edit start and loop points, and 
adjust the ADSR, filter, and other stuff.

The RS does come with some Piano voices already, some arn't bad, I 
use them occasionally. Sometime can edit some of the string voices to 
sound pretty good and almost piano like too, can save some time, and 
reserve the sample space for stuff like vocals and other wierd 
instruments that are hard for the RS to replicate via AWM2 and sound 
engine.

Good luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> Alright, I gotta say this is a good forum, lots of people here who
> really use this hardware, but enough kudos, I got a novice question.
> First I'm a guitarist not a pianist so don't assume I know all the
> language, hey I'm trying. What I have seen is that the tone 

generator

> in the rs is adequate for gigging but I think I might want to use 

some

> pro quality piano samples I bought for recording some original songs
> I'm working on. I've yet to create a sample, though I've read the
> manual about it. I think my first attempt will be some background
> vocals. I think I understand how to do this but loading up a 

keyboard

> full of sounds isn't so clear. So like I said I am the neophyte, 

but I

> have read the entire manual--big S.O.B--still I don't think my brain
> wants to learn that way. So how would you explain to a beginner 

about

> doing this. It might help to explain I'm not using the machine for
> techno or rap like I understand it is geared for, I play square 

white

> guy rock, blues, country and smooth jazz. I'm just sayin' I'm no
> Justin Timberlake so that might help you understand what I'm trying 

to

> do. So help me out.
> Rusty James
>

| 16364|16356|2008-03-02 18:54:52|pegaso1423|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Hi Rusty James,
I listened to your song, It's good but I bet it sound's even better 
when your playing along on the guitar. 

I think Zam covered your first question, but I'd just like to add 
that when you have all your different songs (up to 20) loaded in the 
order you want then you can save it as an ALL file. When you load the 
ALL file it will have all the songs and can also have 64 styles
(pattern mode) included. It might be easier than having to load each 
song at the gig. 

If you want more contol over the RS at gigs you could use a 
footswitch to switch patterns or you could get a midi pedalboard like 
behringer fbc1010 to switch songs or patterns and even use it like as 
an fx controller ie wah pedal, delay send etc for your guitar using 
the RS's fx. Your different guitar tones would be saved with each 
song. If you want to plug your guitar into the RS for fx or sampling 
make sure you use a DI box or similar to convert the signal to line 
level.
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To adjust fx levels press the mixer button 4 times and use the track 
select buttons to select the track you want to adjust.

To load samples like the piano you mentioned, press load twice. 
pitched means the RS will pitch one sample across the keyboard, you 
set the pitch of the sample so it plays right. You generally get more 
realistic results if your sample is a low pitch.

Sample kit is meant for making your own drum kits but you can also 
use it for multisampling, loading each pitched sample to the 
apropriate key. If you want to use alot of multisampled instruments 
it might be worth getting an scsi cd drive, the RS can load data from 
akai s1000 s3000 and yamaha a3000 a4000 a5000, there are alot of 
sample cd's in these formats.

Hope this helps,
Cheers.
| 16365|16351|2008-03-02 19:21:38|pegaso1423|Re: RS7000 hacks|
Hey good luck on the os hack. I'm not sure but I think the factory os 
is on rom and updated os is on eprom? You can check by doing a 
factory reset and seeing if the rs reverts to an early os. If it does 
then I think it would be pretty safe, just do a factory reset 
everytime somthing goes wrong. On the processor, I'd guess it's more 
likly a custom ic from yamaha lsi rather than arm, x86 etc. for more 
info open your RS to get the ic name and search for datasheets etc.
Cheers. 

WARNING: All user stored data will be deleted. If the current 
settings and data are not expendable, create a backup before 
executing the Factory Reset procedure.
1) Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] 
buttons while turning the power ON. 

2) Release the buttons once the power is ON. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> ...it would be 100% safe IF the firmware loader on a different chip
> than the one that gets re-flashed. Is there any technical info
> available on the RS7000?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> wrote:
> >
> > This was also discussed on http://rs7000.org/
> > My advice: Don't do it unless you have the code and know exactly 
what
> > you are doing. I know it can be done but what's the use? Get some
> > other fonts or something non-musical related change while risking 
your
> > RS. I would not do it but hey, it's a free world (at least 
here...) so
> > do what you like. Just saying I wouldn't and I'm a master in
> > electronics and computer informatics... 
> > 
> > Flo.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in
> compiled low 
> > > > level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've 
tried 
> > > > some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a
> darn. 
> > > 
> > > To have a look at the code we need to know what processor it 
runs on
> > > (ARM/x86/PPC/SH2/etc.) and disassemble the relevant parts of 
the flash
> > > file, it contains other things than CPU instructions. There are 
free
> > > (GNU) assemblers/disassemblers for most of the modern 
processors that
> > > could be in the RS.
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> > > The font files should be plain 1 bit per pixel bitmaps and 
easily
> > > editable in software that works with monochrome raw files, like 
the
> > Gimp.
> > > 
> > > > Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
> > > > anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.
> > > 
> > > That's why I need to know if the RS7000 will still boot up into
> > > firmware update mode when the current firmware is broken. I 
don't want
> > > to risk bricking my RS, it would be a brick too large.
> > > 
> > > > What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The 
small
> LCD 
> > > > will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can 
see 
> > > > pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big
> screen if 
> > > > you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you 
are 
> > > > talking about?
> > > 
> > > I didn't mean the knob value but the current value of the 
parameter
> > > we're going to edit. Touching a knob that has previously been 
used to
> > > access another function (like the filter of another track) will 
cause
> > > an immediate jump in the parameter, which is bad for real time
> > > performance.
> > > 
> > > Joaquim
> > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM 
file:
> it is
> > > > > not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a 
couple of
> > > > > bytes in it, just for the fun.
> > > > > 
> > > > > What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will 
the 
> > > > RS7000
> > > > > still boot into software update mode and allow the update 
to be 
> > > > redone?
> > > > > 
> > > > > One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, 
the 
> > > > smaller
> > > > > one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard 
to
> read.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' 
indicator 
> > > > for
> > > > > multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the
> next good
> > > > > thing after motorized faders.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Joaquim
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16366|16356|2008-03-02 20:15:51|rustyjames54|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

>Hey those are some interesting ideas, with the pitched voices, do you

have to take care as to assigning the sample to the right pitch or
will the unit figure this out on it's own? Ya know what? I bought this
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RS off Ebay and the seller sent me a scsi yamaha CD disk reader in the
box, I've never hooked it up, you're sayin' I buy a disk of samples
made for a keyboard and the RS will automatically load them, or I
still have to tediously load each pitch for a kit. I did actually try
loading my downloaded stienway grand samples to compare the sound to
the RS patches. That is where I got confused about matching the
pitches up with the key assignments. Uh...does the RS read the samples
from the disk instead of using my 64mb ram, or was I right to think
every sample has to be loaded into ram before it can be used. Hey
these questions might sound stupid, I know, but remember my RS is the
first real synth I ever owned, unless you want to include my $100
casio...I doubt you'd want to do that...I wouldn't. You tried my song,
that's cool, it makes me feel like a star! Someone listened to my song
man! LOL Really though I wrote a novel and tried to sell it but no one
cared, I ended up with three wasted years and a book no one read.
Maybe bustin' grooves on a sequencer is a more rewarding hobby, at
least some people can share in your creativity. I hope I uploaded the
right file, that is the finished file, it was supposed to be a
straight forward smooth jazz number but took on a Lion King meets the
X-files lilt but I liked the results anyway, so I called it
Otherworld. Hey it's my first try. Hope I got the sticktuitiveness to
kick out more songs, I got a rambling short attention span lately.
Anyway, I'm glad for the help I'm finding in this community. When I
first bought my RS a few years ago I was incredibly disappointed
because I couldn't even make it make a sound. I figured out how to
make a sound and was disappointed in the quality of the sound, then I
figured out how to tweak the filters and effects to make the patches
sound right and realized it was a good machine. So what I'm sayin' is
this mother has a steep learning curve and so I am glad other people
have figured this stuff out already. Rusty James

> Hi Rusty James,
> I listened to your song, It's good but I bet it sound's even better 
> when your playing along on the guitar. 
> 
> I think Zam covered your first question, but I'd just like to add 
> that when you have all your different songs (up to 20) loaded in the 
> order you want then you can save it as an ALL file. When you load the 
> ALL file it will have all the songs and can also have 64 styles
> (pattern mode) included. It might be easier than having to load each 
> song at the gig. 
> 
> If you want more contol over the RS at gigs you could use a 
> footswitch to switch patterns or you could get a midi pedalboard like 
> behringer fbc1010 to switch songs or patterns and even use it like as 
> an fx controller ie wah pedal, delay send etc for your guitar using 
> the RS's fx. Your different guitar tones would be saved with each 
> song. If you want to plug your guitar into the RS for fx or sampling 
> make sure you use a DI box or similar to convert the signal to line 
> level.
> 
> To adjust fx levels press the mixer button 4 times and use the track 
> select buttons to select the track you want to adjust.
> 
> To load samples like the piano you mentioned, press load twice. 
> pitched means the RS will pitch one sample across the keyboard, you 
> set the pitch of the sample so it plays right. You generally get more 
> realistic results if your sample is a low pitch.
> 
> Sample kit is meant for making your own drum kits but you can also 
> use it for multisampling, loading each pitched sample to the 
> apropriate key. If you want to use alot of multisampled instruments 
> it might be worth getting an scsi cd drive, the RS can load data from 
> akai s1000 s3000 and yamaha a3000 a4000 a5000, there are alot of 
> sample cd's in these formats.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> Cheers.
>

| 16367|16357|2008-03-02 21:06:18|pegaso1423|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
scsi again...
I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to check 
anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and external scsi 
drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as long as only 
1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links sombody said 
they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external drive so that 
should work alright. 

I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect directly to a 
pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried to access 



the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.

You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the reason people 
have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the transfer 
from the rs, it's in the manual.

Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the rs can read 
is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, mo etc. No 
maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.

In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd card with an 
adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should work... 
There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.

btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer link, 'duder' saying how 
his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 banks = 64 
samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of filters, fx 
etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
> 
> Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all working
> but it's doable.
>

| 16368|16357|2008-03-02 21:51:14|Bike|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
thank you for all help,
it's great to hear that it would works with a 2gb XD!!!
May be I'm going to try the SM adaptor + 2 GB XD first, since
it's likely going to be more than enough for a while.
But it's even greater to hear that would works with 36 gh HD!!!
May be I'll get that latter when necessary and link the SCSI to USB
to PC. It's amazing that with all the limitations, actually the RS
still could be the center of a sampling studio with practically 
huge and flexible storage system.
Anyone with similar experience, please chime in. I really would
love to hear more about how well is the 2GB XD works, since what
I mostly heard that 128 mb is the max size..
But well, the 2 GB limit is sorted out with the HD.
Hope than the XD will also sort the limit. thanks again for all.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> scsi again...
> I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to check 
> anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and external scsi 
> drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as long as only 
> 1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links sombody said 
> they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external drive so that 
> should work alright. 
> 
> I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect directly to a 
> pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried to access 
> the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.
> 
> You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the reason people 
> have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the transfer 
> from the rs, it's in the manual.
> 
> Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the rs can read 
> is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, mo etc. No 
> maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.
> 
> In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd card with an 
> adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should work... 
> There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.
> 
> btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer link, 'duder' saying how 
> his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 banks = 64 
> samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of filters, fx 
> etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 
> 
> Cheers.
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> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> > 
> > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
> > 
> > Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all working
> > but it's doable.
> >
>

| 16369|16356|2008-03-03 09:24:31|pegaso1423|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Hi again,
No the rs dosen't know the pitch of a sample, only what you tell it. 
If I don't know the pitch of a sample I use a cheap little guitar 
tuner, surely youve got one?

The rs will load samples in those formats off scsi, if it keeps the 
kemapping I dont know, try downloading some free samples off the 
internet and burn them to cd to try. or maybe sombody here has tried 
already?

It's a bit tedious to load individual samples to a kit but you only 
have to do it once and you don't have to load in the whole 128 keys 
if your only going to use a few octaves. If you want to use the 
samples in more than one song be sure to load them as common samples 
not local samples. There's more about in the manual but basically 
press mixer and turn the left knob to samplcom? before you sample or 
load samples.

cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >Hey those are some interesting ideas, with the pitched voices, do 

you

> have to take care as to assigning the sample to the right pitch or
> will the unit figure this out on it's own? Ya know what? I bought 

this

> RS off Ebay and the seller sent me a scsi yamaha CD disk reader in 

the

> box, I've never hooked it up, you're sayin' I buy a disk of samples
> made for a keyboard and the RS will automatically load them, or I
> still have to tediously load each pitch for a kit. I did actually 

try

> loading my downloaded stienway grand samples to compare the sound to
> the RS patches. That is where I got confused about matching the
> pitches up with the key assignments. Uh...does the RS read the 

samples

> from the disk instead of using my 64mb ram, or was I right to think
> every sample has to be loaded into ram before it can be used. Hey
> these questions might sound stupid, I know, but remember my RS is 

the

> first real synth I ever owned, unless you want to include my $100
> casio...I doubt you'd want to do that...I wouldn't. You tried my 

song,

> that's cool, it makes me feel like a star! Someone listened to my 

song

> man! LOL Really though I wrote a novel and tried to sell it but no 

one
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> cared, I ended up with three wasted years and a book no one read.
> Maybe bustin' grooves on a sequencer is a more rewarding hobby, at
> least some people can share in your creativity. I hope I uploaded 

the

> right file, that is the finished file, it was supposed to be a
> straight forward smooth jazz number but took on a Lion King meets 

the

> X-files lilt but I liked the results anyway, so I called it
> Otherworld. Hey it's my first try. Hope I got the sticktuitiveness 

to

> kick out more songs, I got a rambling short attention span lately.
> Anyway, I'm glad for the help I'm finding in this community. When I
> first bought my RS a few years ago I was incredibly disappointed
> because I couldn't even make it make a sound. I figured out how to
> make a sound and was disappointed in the quality of the sound, then 

I

> figured out how to tweak the filters and effects to make the patches
> sound right and realized it was a good machine. So what I'm sayin' 

is

> this mother has a steep learning curve and so I am glad other people
> have figured this stuff out already. Rusty James
> > Hi Rusty James,
> > I listened to your song, It's good but I bet it sound's even 

better 

> > when your playing along on the guitar. 
> > 
> > I think Zam covered your first question, but I'd just like to add 
> > that when you have all your different songs (up to 20) loaded in 

the 

> > order you want then you can save it as an ALL file. When you load 

the 

> > ALL file it will have all the songs and can also have 64 styles
> > (pattern mode) included. It might be easier than having to load 

each 

> > song at the gig. 
> > 
> > If you want more contol over the RS at gigs you could use a 
> > footswitch to switch patterns or you could get a midi pedalboard 

like 

> > behringer fbc1010 to switch songs or patterns and even use it 

like as 

> > an fx controller ie wah pedal, delay send etc for your guitar 

using 

> > the RS's fx. Your different guitar tones would be saved with each 
> > song. If you want to plug your guitar into the RS for fx or 

sampling 

> > make sure you use a DI box or similar to convert the signal to 

line 

> > level.
> > 
> > To adjust fx levels press the mixer button 4 times and use the 

track 

> > select buttons to select the track you want to adjust.
> > 



> > To load samples like the piano you mentioned, press load twice. 
> > pitched means the RS will pitch one sample across the keyboard, 

you 

> > set the pitch of the sample so it plays right. You generally get 

more 

> > realistic results if your sample is a low pitch.
> > 
> > Sample kit is meant for making your own drum kits but you can 

also 

> > use it for multisampling, loading each pitched sample to the 
> > apropriate key. If you want to use alot of multisampled 

instruments 

> > it might be worth getting an scsi cd drive, the RS can load data 

from 

> > akai s1000 s3000 and yamaha a3000 a4000 a5000, there are alot of 
> > sample cd's in these formats.
> > 
> > Hope this helps,
> > Cheers.
> >
>

| 16370|16370|2008-03-03 09:39:26|jdcx64|Your opinion on using patterns|
How creative is using the RS ROM patterns in our songs?

I remember that on the MC-303 the included multi-track patterns
sounded like ready-made dance music that you could play with one
button press. You could mute a few tracks and try to be 'creative'
like that but basically you were playing with other people's music.

On the RS the ROM patterns are a lot more abstract, they're single
track and don't have a strong character of their own. If we use them
in our own songs can we feel the result like our own?

I'm a lot more proficient at identifying fun rythms than at building
them from scratch. At lunch time I went home, ate an apple and started
mixing RS drum tracks at random, I found a combination of three plus
that worked, I started playing with filter envelopes and it was fun, I
added some bass notes and the result, for me, was a !!!!!! How much of
what I did was done by me? I feel like I'm standing on the shoulders
of giants.
| 16371|16357|2008-03-03 09:43:38|pegaso1423|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
Hey I'm not sure it will work with a 2GB xd card but there really 
cheap on ebay so I'm going to get one to try. In the rs manual the 
biggest smartmedia it mentions is 32 meg but larger can be used if 
they comply with the format. 128mb was the largest samartmedia ever 
made, 256 was planned. according to wikipedia xd and smartmedia are 
near identical. the original xd was available 16-512mb and later they 
had a type m version has 'multi level cell' architecture and is 
available 256mb-2gb. There's an even newer type h which is faster.

Maybe the rs will only recognise the original xd's (256 512?), I 
don't know, but like I said I'm going to bet a 5er to see if it 
works. if it dosent I'll put it back on ebay and try a smaller one.
Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> thank you for all help,
> it's great to hear that it would works with a 2gb XD!!!
> May be I'm going to try the SM adaptor + 2 GB XD first, since
> it's likely going to be more than enough for a while.
> But it's even greater to hear that would works with 36 gh HD!!!
> May be I'll get that latter when necessary and link the SCSI to USB
> to PC. It's amazing that with all the limitations, actually the RS
> still could be the center of a sampling studio with practically 
> huge and flexible storage system.
> Anyone with similar experience, please chime in. I really would
> love to hear more about how well is the 2GB XD works, since what
> I mostly heard that 128 mb is the max size..
> But well, the 2 GB limit is sorted out with the HD.
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> Hope than the XD will also sort the limit. thanks again for all.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > scsi again...
> > I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to check 
> > anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and external 
scsi 
> > drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as long as 
only 
> > 1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links sombody 
said 
> > they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external drive so 
that 
> > should work alright. 
> > 
> > I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect directly 
to a 
> > pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried to 
access 
> > the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.
> > 
> > You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the reason 
people 
> > have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the 
transfer 
> > from the rs, it's in the manual.
> > 
> > Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the rs can 
read 
> > is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, mo 
etc. No 
> > maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.
> > 
> > In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd card 
with an 
> > adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should 
work... 
> > There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.
> > 
> > btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer link, 'duder' 
saying how 
> > his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 banks = 
64 
> > samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of filters, 
fx 
> > etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 
> > 
> > Cheers.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > >
> > > Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> > > 
> > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
> > > 
> > > Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all 
working
> > > but it's doable.
> > >
> >
>

| 16372|16351|2008-03-03 09:51:06|jdcx64|Re: RS7000 hacks|
I could make a hobby of hacking the RS but I bought it so that I could
have a hobby being creative with music, technical work is what I do
for a living.

I used the RS for a couple of hours and the way I see it has changed.
On a good tool I don't look for imperfections. I would do the large
fonts of the RS different but I don't have to change them! I was being
silly.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hey good luck on the os hack. I'm not sure but I think the factory os 
> is on rom and updated os is on eprom? You can check by doing a 
> factory reset and seeing if the rs reverts to an early os. If it does 
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> then I think it would be pretty safe, just do a factory reset 
> everytime somthing goes wrong. On the processor, I'd guess it's more 
> likly a custom ic from yamaha lsi rather than arm, x86 etc. for more 
> info open your RS to get the ic name and search for datasheets etc.
> Cheers. 
> 
> WARNING: All user stored data will be deleted. If the current 
> settings and data are not expendable, create a backup before 
> executing the Factory Reset procedure.
> 1) Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] 
> buttons while turning the power ON. 
> 
> 2) Release the buttons once the power is ON. 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> >
> > ...it would be 100% safe IF the firmware loader on a different chip
> > than the one that gets re-flashed. Is there any technical info
> > available on the RS7000?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > This was also discussed on http://rs7000.org/
> > > My advice: Don't do it unless you have the code and know exactly 
> what
> > > you are doing. I know it can be done but what's the use? Get some
> > > other fonts or something non-musical related change while risking 
> your
> > > RS. I would not do it but hey, it's a free world (at least 
> here...) so
> > > do what you like. Just saying I wouldn't and I'm a master in
> > > electronics and computer informatics... 
> > > 
> > > Flo.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I've looked at too, it may not be encrypted but it is in
> > compiled low 
> > > > > level form which for the most part makes it unreadable. I've 
> tried 
> > > > > some decompilers on it, but none of them really worked worth a
> > darn. 
> > > > 
> > > > To have a look at the code we need to know what processor it 
> runs on
> > > > (ARM/x86/PPC/SH2/etc.) and disassemble the relevant parts of 
> the flash
> > > > file, it contains other things than CPU instructions. There are 
> free
> > > > (GNU) assemblers/disassemblers for most of the modern 
> processors that
> > > > could be in the RS.
> > > > The font files should be plain 1 bit per pixel bitmaps and 
> easily
> > > > editable in software that works with monochrome raw files, like 
> the
> > > Gimp.
> > > > 
> > > > > Changing anything in the compliled code could do just about 
> > > > > anything. I'd say mess with it at your own risk.
> > > > 
> > > > That's why I need to know if the RS7000 will still boot up into
> > > > firmware update mode when the current firmware is broken. I 
> don't want
> > > > to risk bricking my RS, it would be a brick too large.
> > > > 
> > > > > What do you mean by having a current value indicator? The 
> small
> > LCD 
> > > > > will show current value when a knob is changed, and you can 
> see 
> > > > > pretty much any values of any of the other knobs on the big
> > screen if 
> > > > > you go into their setups. Is it something difrent that you 
> are 
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> > > > > talking about?
> > > > 
> > > > I didn't mean the knob value but the current value of the 
> parameter
> > > > we're going to edit. Touching a knob that has previously been 
> used to
> > > > access another function (like the filter of another track) will 
> cause
> > > > an immediate jump in the parameter, which is bad for real time
> > > > performance.
> > > > 
> > > > Joaquim
> > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I just had a look inside the RS7000 software update PGM 
> file:
> > it is
> > > > > > not encrypted and I feel a strong temptation to change a 
> couple of
> > > > > > bytes in it, just for the fun.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > What is the consequence of a botched software update? Will 
> the 
> > > > > RS7000
> > > > > > still boot into software update mode and allow the update 
> to be 
> > > > > redone?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > One thing I don't like on the RS7000 is the screen fonts, 
> the 
> > > > > smaller
> > > > > > one is OK but I find the larger ones a bit cheesy and hard 
> to
> > read.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Another thing that would be useful is a 'current value' 
> indicator 
> > > > > for
> > > > > > multi-function knobs, like the one on the Korg MS2000, the
> > next good
> > > > > > thing after motorized faders.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Joaquim
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16373|16357|2008-03-03 17:23:35|zamisers7k|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
I think there are also compact flash or SD Card adapters, not sure 
which or maybe both, that will fit in SM slots now too. They hang 
out and are ugly as sin, but some of those can hold a lot of data and 
are pretty cheap. Not sure if anyone has tried one yet with the RS? 
Just another option to consider if havn't, don't remember where to 
get them but I can find out if anyone needs to know.

ZAm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hey I'm not sure it will work with a 2GB xd card but there really 
> cheap on ebay so I'm going to get one to try. In the rs manual the 
> biggest smartmedia it mentions is 32 meg but larger can be used if 
> they comply with the format. 128mb was the largest samartmedia ever 
> made, 256 was planned. according to wikipedia xd and smartmedia are 
> near identical. the original xd was available 16-512mb and later 
they 
> had a type m version has 'multi level cell' architecture and is 
> available 256mb-2gb. There's an even newer type h which is faster.
> 
> Maybe the rs will only recognise the original xd's (256 512?), I 
> don't know, but like I said I'm going to bet a 5er to see if it 
> works. if it dosent I'll put it back on ebay and try a smaller one.
> Cheers. 
> 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > thank you for all help,
> > it's great to hear that it would works with a 2gb XD!!!
> > May be I'm going to try the SM adaptor + 2 GB XD first, since
> > it's likely going to be more than enough for a while.
> > But it's even greater to hear that would works with 36 gh HD!!!
> > May be I'll get that latter when necessary and link the SCSI to 
USB
> > to PC. It's amazing that with all the limitations, actually the RS
> > still could be the center of a sampling studio with practically 
> > huge and flexible storage system.
> > Anyone with similar experience, please chime in. I really would
> > love to hear more about how well is the 2GB XD works, since what
> > I mostly heard that 128 mb is the max size..
> > But well, the 2 GB limit is sorted out with the HD.
> > Hope than the XD will also sort the limit. thanks again for all.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > >
> > > scsi again...
> > > I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to check 
> > > anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and external 
> scsi 
> > > drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as long 
as 
> only 
> > > 1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links 
sombody 
> said 
> > > they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external drive 
so 
> that 
> > > should work alright. 
> > > 
> > > I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect 
directly 
> to a 
> > > pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried to 
> access 
> > > the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.
> > > 
> > > You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the 
reason 
> people 
> > > have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the 
> transfer 
> > > from the rs, it's in the manual.
> > > 
> > > Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the rs 
can 
> read 
> > > is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, mo 
> etc. No 
> > > maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.
> > > 
> > > In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd card 
> with an 
> > > adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should 
> work... 
> > > There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.
> > > 
> > > btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer link, 'duder' 
> saying how 
> > > his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 banks 
= 
> 64 
> > > samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of 
filters, 
> fx 
> > > etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 
> > > 
> > > Cheers.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> > > > 
> > > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
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> > > > 
> > > > Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all 
> working
> > > > but it's doable.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16374|16357|2008-03-03 17:40:43|Markus|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
Has anyone had any success connecting their RS to a laptop?The smart
media is fine but saving and loading samples is so slow,i end up doing
that on my laptop anyway.I'd like something faster and with more
space.I suppose it would equate to having an external hd for large
sample libraries.I've got some really good samples recently and i'd
like to use them in the RS but it's time consuming loading the samples
onto the card and then into the RS,not to mention the time it takes to
load or save a song that contains samples.I guess you'd need a scsi
drive with a usb port and the cable to connect the scsi drive to the
usb port?Which ones are known to work?I figured it wasn't worth it
before but it's something i'd like to do and maybe other people would
like to get the best out their RS like me and OP ;)

Markus

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think there are also compact flash or SD Card adapters, not sure 
> which or maybe both, that will fit in SM slots now too. They hang 
> out and are ugly as sin, but some of those can hold a lot of data and 
> are pretty cheap. Not sure if anyone has tried one yet with the RS? 
> Just another option to consider if havn't, don't remember where to 
> get them but I can find out if anyone needs to know.
> 
> ZAm
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > Hey I'm not sure it will work with a 2GB xd card but there really 
> > cheap on ebay so I'm going to get one to try. In the rs manual the 
> > biggest smartmedia it mentions is 32 meg but larger can be used if 
> > they comply with the format. 128mb was the largest samartmedia ever 
> > made, 256 was planned. according to wikipedia xd and smartmedia are 
> > near identical. the original xd was available 16-512mb and later 
> they 
> > had a type m version has 'multi level cell' architecture and is 
> > available 256mb-2gb. There's an even newer type h which is faster.
> > 
> > Maybe the rs will only recognise the original xd's (256 512?), I 
> > don't know, but like I said I'm going to bet a 5er to see if it 
> > works. if it dosent I'll put it back on ebay and try a smaller one.
> > Cheers. 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> > >
> > > thank you for all help,
> > > it's great to hear that it would works with a 2gb XD!!!
> > > May be I'm going to try the SM adaptor + 2 GB XD first, since
> > > it's likely going to be more than enough for a while.
> > > But it's even greater to hear that would works with 36 gh HD!!!
> > > May be I'll get that latter when necessary and link the SCSI to 
> USB
> > > to PC. It's amazing that with all the limitations, actually the RS
> > > still could be the center of a sampling studio with practically 
> > > huge and flexible storage system.
> > > Anyone with similar experience, please chime in. I really would
> > > love to hear more about how well is the 2GB XD works, since what
> > > I mostly heard that 128 mb is the max size..
> > > But well, the 2 GB limit is sorted out with the HD.
> > > Hope than the XD will also sort the limit. thanks again for all.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > scsi again...
> > > > I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to check 
> > > > anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and external 
> > scsi 
> > > > drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as long 
> as 
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> > only 
> > > > 1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links 
> sombody 
> > said 
> > > > they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external drive 
> so 
> > that 
> > > > should work alright. 
> > > > 
> > > > I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect 
> directly 
> > to a 
> > > > pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried to 
> > access 
> > > > the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.
> > > > 
> > > > You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the 
> reason 
> > people 
> > > > have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the 
> > transfer 
> > > > from the rs, it's in the manual.
> > > > 
> > > > Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the rs 
> can 
> > read 
> > > > is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, mo 
> > etc. No 
> > > > maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.
> > > > 
> > > > In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd card 
> > with an 
> > > > adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should 
> > work... 
> > > > There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.
> > > > 
> > > > btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer link, 'duder' 
> > saying how 
> > > > his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 banks 
> = 
> > 64 
> > > > samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of 
> filters, 
> > fx 
> > > > etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 
> > > > 
> > > > Cheers.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
> > > > > 
> > > > > Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all 
> > working
> > > > > but it's doable.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16375|16370|2008-03-03 17:59:58|zamisers7k|Re: Your opinion on using patterns|
Those are Styles I think that you are refering to on the RS instead 
of Patterns and they almost all blow awefully. I will one on very 
rare occasions, if I'm in a rut I'll go through the styles. If I find 
something that helps or is a tad intresting then I'll usually copy it 
to a user style so I can edit and make changes to it. So they can 
help sometimes, probably more so for beginers, and it does work 
difrently then how most pattern based groove machines work too which 
load whole patterns up, but anyway too many of the Styles are very 
similar, and or are just plain caca. 99% of the time I build my 
stuff from scratch and I've done it that way pretty much since I got 
it. I think it really helps not to just know the RS better, but to 
also know every aspect of your own song, which will help during 
remixing in the Chain mode and further more in the Song mode. Stuff 
like having a crash the last step of a Style, but also the first step 
too, and other types of lead in indicators like swooshes right before 
you go to a break and transitions too that it helps to know where 
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things are in your Styles for good Pattern looping. My 2 cents, no 
way is the wrong way as long as your using an RS to do it ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> How creative is using the RS ROM patterns in our songs?
> 
> I remember that on the MC-303 the included multi-track patterns
> sounded like ready-made dance music that you could play with one
> button press. You could mute a few tracks and try to be 'creative'
> like that but basically you were playing with other people's music.
> 
> On the RS the ROM patterns are a lot more abstract, they're single
> track and don't have a strong character of their own. If we use them
> in our own songs can we feel the result like our own?
> 
> I'm a lot more proficient at identifying fun rythms than at building
> them from scratch. At lunch time I went home, ate an apple and 
started
> mixing RS drum tracks at random, I found a combination of three plus
> that worked, I started playing with filter envelopes and it was 
fun, I
> added some bass notes and the result, for me, was a !!!!!! How much 
of
> what I did was done by me? I feel like I'm standing on the shoulders
> of giants.
>

| 16376|16357|2008-03-03 18:59:43|zamisers7k|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
I don't want to encourage or discourage you guys from what your 
trying to do with the SCSI stuff on your RS, but I personally think 
it may be just a ton easier to stick to a computer and soft proggies 
if you plan on doing a lot of heavy sample work. Sorry if that seems 
like a totally negative or harsh response, kind of why I've kept sort 
of quiet on this subject. Please don't think I'm ignoring the topic 
or you guys whom are intrested in speeding up your RS's load times. 
I'm not that familiar with hooking up SCSI stuff, so I'm gona relax 
and let those with more experience with using SCSI with the RS keep 
me from talking out my butt any more on it ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Has anyone had any success connecting their RS to a laptop?The smart
> media is fine but saving and loading samples is so slow,i end up 
doing
> that on my laptop anyway.I'd like something faster and with more
> space.I suppose it would equate to having an external hd for large
> sample libraries.I've got some really good samples recently and i'd
> like to use them in the RS but it's time consuming loading the 
samples
> onto the card and then into the RS,not to mention the time it takes 
to
> load or save a song that contains samples.I guess you'd need a scsi
> drive with a usb port and the cable to connect the scsi drive to the
> usb port?Which ones are known to work?I figured it wasn't worth it
> before but it's something i'd like to do and maybe other people 
would
> like to get the best out their RS like me and OP ;)
> 
> Markus
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I think there are also compact flash or SD Card adapters, not 
sure 
> > which or maybe both, that will fit in SM slots now too. They 
hang 
> > out and are ugly as sin, but some of those can hold a lot of data 
and 
> > are pretty cheap. Not sure if anyone has tried one yet with the 
RS? 
> > Just another option to consider if havn't, don't remember where 
to 
> > get them but I can find out if anyone needs to know.
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> > 
> > ZAm
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey I'm not sure it will work with a 2GB xd card but there 
really 
> > > cheap on ebay so I'm going to get one to try. In the rs manual 
the 
> > > biggest smartmedia it mentions is 32 meg but larger can be used 
if 
> > > they comply with the format. 128mb was the largest samartmedia 
ever 
> > > made, 256 was planned. according to wikipedia xd and smartmedia 
are 
> > > near identical. the original xd was available 16-512mb and 
later 
> > they 
> > > had a type m version has 'multi level cell' architecture and is 
> > > available 256mb-2gb. There's an even newer type h which is 
faster.
> > > 
> > > Maybe the rs will only recognise the original xd's (256 512?), 
I 
> > > don't know, but like I said I'm going to bet a 5er to see if it 
> > > works. if it dosent I'll put it back on ebay and try a smaller 
one.
> > > Cheers. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > thank you for all help,
> > > > it's great to hear that it would works with a 2gb XD!!!
> > > > May be I'm going to try the SM adaptor + 2 GB XD first, since
> > > > it's likely going to be more than enough for a while.
> > > > But it's even greater to hear that would works with 36 gh 
HD!!!
> > > > May be I'll get that latter when necessary and link the SCSI 
to 
> > USB
> > > > to PC. It's amazing that with all the limitations, actually 
the RS
> > > > still could be the center of a sampling studio with 
practically 
> > > > huge and flexible storage system.
> > > > Anyone with similar experience, please chime in. I really 
would
> > > > love to hear more about how well is the 2GB XD works, since 
what
> > > > I mostly heard that 128 mb is the max size..
> > > > But well, the 2 GB limit is sorted out with the HD.
> > > > Hope than the XD will also sort the limit. thanks again for 
all.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" 
wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > scsi again...
> > > > > I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to 
check 
> > > > > anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and 
external 
> > > scsi 
> > > > > drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as 
long 
> > as 
> > > only 
> > > > > 1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links 
> > sombody 
> > > said 
> > > > > they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external 
drive 
> > so 
> > > that 
> > > > > should work alright. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect 
> > directly 
> > > to a 
> > > > > pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried 
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to 
> > > access 
> > > > > the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.
> > > > > 
> > > > > You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the 
> > reason 
> > > people 
> > > > > have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the 
> > > transfer 
> > > > > from the rs, it's in the manual.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the 
rs 
> > can 
> > > read 
> > > > > is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, 
mo 
> > > etc. No 
> > > > > maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.
> > > > > 
> > > > > In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd 
card 
> > > with an 
> > > > > adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should 
> > > work... 
> > > > > There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.
> > > > > 
> > > > > btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer 
link, 'duder' 
> > > saying how 
> > > > > his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 
banks 
> > = 
> > > 64 
> > > > > samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of 
> > filters, 
> > > fx 
> > > > > etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Cheers.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" 
wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it 
all 
> > > working
> > > > > > but it's doable.
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16377|16357|2008-03-03 21:22:04|Bike|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
i see. those seems very possible.
pls kindly let us know if the 2gb is works for you.
that should be the best solution for me.
also would love to hear how it went with the
SM to SD or PCMCIA adapter. cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hey I'm not sure it will work with a 2GB xd card but there really 
> cheap on ebay so I'm going to get one to try. In the rs manual the 
> biggest smartmedia it mentions is 32 meg but larger can be used if 
> they comply with the format. 128mb was the largest samartmedia ever 
> made, 256 was planned. according to wikipedia xd and smartmedia are 
> near identical. the original xd was available 16-512mb and later they 
> had a type m version has 'multi level cell' architecture and is 
> available 256mb-2gb. There's an even newer type h which is faster.
> 
> Maybe the rs will only recognise the original xd's (256 512?), I 
> don't know, but like I said I'm going to bet a 5er to see if it 
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> works. if it dosent I'll put it back on ebay and try a smaller one.
> Cheers. 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > thank you for all help,
> > it's great to hear that it would works with a 2gb XD!!!
> > May be I'm going to try the SM adaptor + 2 GB XD first, since
> > it's likely going to be more than enough for a while.
> > But it's even greater to hear that would works with 36 gh HD!!!
> > May be I'll get that latter when necessary and link the SCSI to USB
> > to PC. It's amazing that with all the limitations, actually the RS
> > still could be the center of a sampling studio with practically 
> > huge and flexible storage system.
> > Anyone with similar experience, please chime in. I really would
> > love to hear more about how well is the 2GB XD works, since what
> > I mostly heard that 128 mb is the max size..
> > But well, the 2 GB limit is sorted out with the HD.
> > Hope than the XD will also sort the limit. thanks again for all.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > >
> > > scsi again...
> > > I'm no expert and I don't have access to my scsi gear to check 
> > > anything. In the studio I use a SIIG scsi pci card and external 
> scsi 
> > > drives and can drag and drop from the pc to the drives as long as 
> only 
> > > 1 device is accessing the drive at any time. In the links sombody 
> said 
> > > they had used a usb>scsi converter to access an external drive so 
> that 
> > > should work alright. 
> > > 
> > > I haven't tried but I think you might be able to connect directly 
> to a 
> > > pc and access the pc drive from the rs but if the pc tried to 
> access 
> > > the drive at the same time somthing bad would happen.
> > > 
> > > You can connect directly between pc and rs using TWE, the reason 
> people 
> > > have trouble getting it working is that you have to do the 
> transfer 
> > > from the rs, it's in the manual.
> > > 
> > > Also alot of people seem to think the maximum sized hd the rs can 
> read 
> > > is 2GB, but thats only for REMOVABLE drives like zip, jaz, mo 
> etc. No 
> > > maximum size is stated for hard drives, I know 36GB works.
> > > 
> > > In the end it's just as easy using 128mb smartmedia or xd card 
> with an 
> > > adaptor. I've only used a 128mb xd but I think a 2GB should 
> work... 
> > > There super cheap so I'm going to buy one to check.
> > > 
> > > btw it was funny to read on the futureproducer link, 'duder' 
> saying how 
> > > his mpc was so good because he could load 16 samples to 4 banks = 
> 64 
> > > samples and he could chop them up, nevermind the lack of filters, 
> fx 
> > > etc. haha 128 and still have 15 free tracks. 
> > > 
> > > Cheers.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Also found this over at RS7000.org:
> > > > 
> > > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?postid=12961
> > > > 
> > > > Looks like there might be some outlay involved to get it all 
> working
> > > > but it's doable.
> > > >
> > >
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> >
>

| 16378|16378|2008-03-03 22:11:48|Bike|RS and A5000 loop remix|
After using the loop remix more, I really appreciate the power of it.
BTW, I just read from the sampler hand book that instead of the 5
types of Groove Remix avail in the RS (norm, rev, break, roll, pitch),
there are another type in the A5000 which very interesting to me, the
"lofi" and "gate". I wonder if this is actually available somewhere in
the RS?
I also see there's a user loop remix type in the A, is it possible to
create user type in the RS?
Above all, how do you guys feel about the two..which got a better
realtime loop remix features or a better loop remix from the sampler
perspective? thank you.
| 16379|16370|2008-03-04 10:30:03|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Your opinion on using patterns|

> If we use them 
> in our own songs can we feel the result like our own?

Imo, if you are busy structuring sound in time you're making music! 
So when you are muting / unmuting stuff or re-using /re-ordering
snippets from others you're busy creating a new structure, so there
you go... 

Have fun! 
Flo.
| 16380|16356|2008-03-04 10:38:04|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
The main problem with using the RS as a sampler to play high quality
samples, is that it does not allow multiple samples to be used for one
"pitched" patch. So basically you can use only one sample. So much for
a high quality piano patch... 

On RS7000.org however there was a lively discussion on using a
software tool for the Yamaha Motif series to create multi sample
patches. It seems that the RS has the same "core" as the Yamaha Motif
series. The RS is able, with a small file renaming hack, to load up
the patches made with this tool for the Motif series. This was very
exiting news and several people have tried this appraoch with succes! 

I can post some more details later if anybody is interested...

Flo.
| 16381|16357|2008-03-04 10:41:41|florisvanrijswijk|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|

> ... but I personally think 
> it may be just a ton easier to stick to a computer and soft proggies 
> if you plan on doing a lot of heavy sample work. 

Yes, I agree. The RS is simply not designed to be used as a regular
sampler. It does not fullfill the requirements that are implemented on
the current batch of software samplers or regular dedicated hardware
samplers. 

Flo.
| 16382|16357|2008-03-04 10:48:22|florisvanrijswijk|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
As far as I'm aware and know of reports from other users (and I have
done some research on this): 

- The RS can only use maximum 128MB XD cards. I remember a report of
somebody trying a 128MB XD card with an adapter with success while
trying a 258Mb XD card failed. 

- It was also reported that SCSII harddisks can be read by the RS but
only the first 2GB can be used. The RS can not adress more than than
and will report only the first 2GB of drive space. 

This has nothing to do with USB but perhaps somebody is interested. 

Flo.
| 16383|16356|2008-03-04 15:49:51|zamisers7k|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Thanks for the infos on this and the other stuff today Flo. I think 
this would be intresting reading about if you can find more info on 
it. I remember a while back on here we discussed some weird sample 
tricks like this, its been a while, so a rehash of it might be nice. 
And, if its something difrent and cooler then all the better.

Zam



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> The main problem with using the RS as a sampler to play high quality
> samples, is that it does not allow multiple samples to be used for one
> "pitched" patch. So basically you can use only one sample. So much for
> a high quality piano patch... 
> 
> On RS7000.org however there was a lively discussion on using a
> software tool for the Yamaha Motif series to create multi sample
> patches. It seems that the RS has the same "core" as the Yamaha Motif
> series. The RS is able, with a small file renaming hack, to load up
> the patches made with this tool for the Motif series. This was very
> exiting news and several people have tried this appraoch with succes! 
> 
> I can post some more details later if anybody is interested...
> 
> Flo.
>

| 16384|16378|2008-03-04 16:08:12|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
I remember a similar Groove Remix function in sample jobs being asked 
before a while ago, but I don't remember the answer. I think it might 
of had to do with SU700's more the A5000. Anyway, I don't think there 
are more than that on the RS7000. User Loop Remix will be done in Step 
Record Mode, if you know what I mean ;)

I've heard a lot of good stuff about the A5000, I've never tried one, 
but my thought is its probably better for a lot of things, sampling is 
probably one of them. It lacks an interface as a rack mount unit I 
believe, so you'll need some other gear to operate it more conviently, 
other than that your guess is as good as mine. I do get the feeling 
there is a lot of untapped potential in the A5000s. Ya know if Yamaha 
cared to listen more to its users instead of the $$$, we would probably 
have an RS7000 combined with something like the A5000 and an extra slot 
to put stuff like piano or AN PLG cards into it.

I know we complain about the RS not being better, but its still the 
best thing going I think so I can't complain too much, just I don't 
think Yamaha or anyone else really knew it at the time the RS came out 
how close they were to perfection.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> After using the loop remix more, I really appreciate the power of it.
> BTW, I just read from the sampler hand book that instead of the 5
> types of Groove Remix avail in the RS (norm, rev, break, roll, pitch),
> there are another type in the A5000 which very interesting to me, the
> "lofi" and "gate". I wonder if this is actually available somewhere in
> the RS?
> I also see there's a user loop remix type in the A, is it possible to
> create user type in the RS?
> Above all, how do you guys feel about the two..which got a better
> realtime loop remix features or a better loop remix from the sampler
> perspective? thank you.
>

| 16385|16357|2008-03-04 19:45:51|pegaso1423|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
Hi Floris
Thanks for the info on the xd cards, sorry for getting anyones hopes 
up. I didn't find any reports of anyone trying a bigger card, I guess 
I didn't look hard enough. Do you know if the 256mb card tried was a 
type M, (and in what format?) because I was thinking this would 
probably be were any problem would be, with the multi level 
architecture. The original xd's are probably as hard to find as 
smartmedia though.

About the scsi disk 2GB limit, quoting from the manual pg 116:

-When formatted using the the rs7000, disks with a capacity less than 
260mb are formatted FAT16, larger disks are formatted FAT32.

-The rs7000 can use up to 2GB REMOVABLE disks. Even if a larger disk 
is connected the rs7000 will use a maximum of 2 GB. Further, all 
removable disks are formatted using FAT16.

I originaly thought 2GB was the maximum hard disk size so that's the 
size I got. It was only later when I was looking at getting an 
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external scsi HD as backup for my AW4416 I realized the 2GB limit is 
only for REMOVABLE disks. No maximum HD size is listed. 

I bought a 36GB and formatted/partitioned (18x2GB) it with the AW4416 
because it only reads FAT16 and I thought the RS would format in 
FAT32. 2GB is the original maximum volume size for FAT16 but xp can 
read 4GB volumes.

My RS can read and write to the entire 36GB (in 2GB partitions). I 
don't know if this is normal, maybe it's because the AW4416 
formated/partitioned the disk?

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/compchart.asp
Shows the RS having the same compatibility as motif- 36GB is ok

I was considering getting one of there scsi card readers, Might be a 
good option for sombody. 

My 2gb scsi HD is now in a funny ?mac/iso format for my ex5 and I'm 
away from home with just a laptop(no music software;) and rs so I'm 
using smartmedia again. Hence the interest in the bigger xd cards.

anyway, sorry for the long rant.
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> As far as I'm aware and know of reports from other users (and I have
> done some research on this): 
> 
> - The RS can only use maximum 128MB XD cards. I remember a report of
> somebody trying a 128MB XD card with an adapter with success while
> trying a 258Mb XD card failed. 
> 
> - It was also reported that SCSII harddisks can be read by the RS 

but

> only the first 2GB can be used. The RS can not adress more than than
> and will report only the first 2GB of drive space. 
> 
> This has nothing to do with USB but perhaps somebody is interested. 
> 
> Flo.
>

| 16386|16356|2008-03-04 20:19:14|pegaso1423|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. There are 2 examples 
in the files section here in the multisample's folder. I might have to 
make a 'high quality' piano patch to upload.

I've just looked on rs7000.org but I haven't found the motif workaround 
you mentioned, could you give us the lowdown,
Thanks.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> The main problem with using the RS as a sampler to play high quality
> samples, is that it does not allow multiple samples to be used for one
> "pitched" patch. So basically you can use only one sample. So much for
> a high quality piano patch... 
> 
> On RS7000.org however there was a lively discussion on using a
> software tool for the Yamaha Motif series to create multi sample
> patches. It seems that the RS has the same "core" as the Yamaha Motif
> series. The RS is able, with a small file renaming hack, to load up
> the patches made with this tool for the Motif series. This was very
> exiting news and several people have tried this appraoch with succes! 
> 
> I can post some more details later if anybody is interested...
> 
> Flo.
>

| 16387|16378|2008-03-04 20:43:36|Bike|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
yeah I understand that the record more would do kind of a user loop
remix :O) as well as the "gate time", which could be the substitution
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of the gate loop remix type of the A series.
What interest me is the Lo-fi type..
Is there any references about the 16 variations of the remix type in
the RS??? I feel some kind of a lofi pitch change in the pitch type
remix..but still guessing in the dark about what actually happening
in each variation that a brief variation description would make things
much clearer.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I remember a similar Groove Remix function in sample jobs being asked 
> before a while ago, but I don't remember the answer. I think it might 
> of had to do with SU700's more the A5000. Anyway, I don't think there 
> are more than that on the RS7000. User Loop Remix will be done in Step 
> Record Mode, if you know what I mean ;)
> 
> I've heard a lot of good stuff about the A5000, I've never tried one, 
> but my thought is its probably better for a lot of things, sampling is 
> probably one of them. It lacks an interface as a rack mount unit I 
> believe, so you'll need some other gear to operate it more conviently, 
> other than that your guess is as good as mine. I do get the feeling 
> there is a lot of untapped potential in the A5000s. Ya know if Yamaha 
> cared to listen more to its users instead of the $$$, we would probably 
> have an RS7000 combined with something like the A5000 and an extra slot 
> to put stuff like piano or AN PLG cards into it.
> 
> I know we complain about the RS not being better, but its still the 
> best thing going I think so I can't complain too much, just I don't 
> think Yamaha or anyone else really knew it at the time the RS came out 
> how close they were to perfection.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > After using the loop remix more, I really appreciate the power of it.
> > BTW, I just read from the sampler hand book that instead of the 5
> > types of Groove Remix avail in the RS (norm, rev, break, roll, pitch),
> > there are another type in the A5000 which very interesting to me, the
> > "lofi" and "gate". I wonder if this is actually available somewhere in
> > the RS?
> > I also see there's a user loop remix type in the A, is it possible to
> > create user type in the RS?
> > Above all, how do you guys feel about the two..which got a better
> > realtime loop remix features or a better loop remix from the sampler
> > perspective? thank you.
> >
>

| 16388|16356|2008-03-04 21:21:00|pegaso1423|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Sorry,
I found the posts on rs7000.org,
The 2 multisamples in the files section were created by the method 
floris mentioned. I'll have to get myself a copy of awave and give it 
a try. 

I've gotten some decent results using sample kits but if I want 
serious multi-sampling i use other gear.

It would be great if soundquest could implement keymapping with there 
hopeful rs7000 midiquest support. Maybe we should ask them.
Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. There are 2 
examples 
> in the files section here in the multisample's folder. I might have 
to 
> make a 'high quality' piano patch to upload.
> 
> I've just looked on rs7000.org but I haven't found the motif 
workaround 
> you mentioned, could you give us the lowdown,
> Thanks.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
> wrote:
> >
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> > The main problem with using the RS as a sampler to play high 
quality
> > samples, is that it does not allow multiple samples to be used 
for one
> > "pitched" patch. So basically you can use only one sample. So 
much for
> > a high quality piano patch... 
> > 
> > On RS7000.org however there was a lively discussion on using a
> > software tool for the Yamaha Motif series to create multi sample
> > patches. It seems that the RS has the same "core" as the Yamaha 
Motif
> > series. The RS is able, with a small file renaming hack, to load 
up
> > the patches made with this tool for the Motif series. This was 
very
> > exiting news and several people have tried this appraoch with 
succes! 
> > 
> > I can post some more details later if anybody is interested...
> > 
> > Flo.
> >
>

| 16389|16378|2008-03-04 23:40:45|pegaso1423|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
I can't belive I just downloaded the a5000 manual to see these 
missing loop remix types. Had a quick browse through, I always 
thought the a series was alot more advanvced....I'm keeping the ex.

few ideas: 
A series has no slice effect. (but does have hp & lp filters as fx, 
up to 48db...damn.)
A series has no programable lfo.

So if you want the gate remix, sync the lfo, set amp to max and user 
lfo. press random until your happy. If your not happy then program 
the gates youself with cc. Or overdub record, twiddling the track 
volume knob(if it sends cc?,maybe you have to re-asign it). If you 
hold the shift key the knob wont send it's value so you can make big 
jumps. If you can't go fast enough, turn the tempo down for 
recording. 

If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a lower 
bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop remixes 
until your happy. If your not happy then program the fx yourself with 
cc and sysex, it' fun;)
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?
s=09c801a26be81c1e24adea60a2a00ba8&threadid=420

I agree with Zam on the RS being near perfect, especially the 
sequencer. Sure the audio side isn't up with the latest and geatest 
but it's the ease of use and immediate results that make up for it
(for me anyway). If you want better sounds they put 2 midi outs for a 
reason;)
BTW (shh) also the greatest drum machine ever made. 

I'll shut up now.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> yeah I understand that the record more would do kind of a user loop
> remix :O) as well as the "gate time", which could be the 
substitution
> of the gate loop remix type of the A series.
> What interest me is the Lo-fi type..
> Is there any references about the 16 variations of the remix type in
> the RS??? I feel some kind of a lofi pitch change in the pitch type
> remix..but still guessing in the dark about what actually happening
> in each variation that a brief variation description would make 
things
> much clearer.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I remember a similar Groove Remix function in sample jobs being 
asked 
> > before a while ago, but I don't remember the answer. I think it 
might 
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> > of had to do with SU700's more the A5000. Anyway, I don't think 
there 
> > are more than that on the RS7000. User Loop Remix will be done 
in Step 
> > Record Mode, if you know what I mean ;)
> > 
> > I've heard a lot of good stuff about the A5000, I've never tried 
one, 
> > but my thought is its probably better for a lot of things, 
sampling is 
> > probably one of them. It lacks an interface as a rack mount unit 
I 
> > believe, so you'll need some other gear to operate it more 
conviently, 
> > other than that your guess is as good as mine. I do get the 
feeling 
> > there is a lot of untapped potential in the A5000s. Ya know if 
Yamaha 
> > cared to listen more to its users instead of the $$$, we would 
probably 
> > have an RS7000 combined with something like the A5000 and an 
extra slot 
> > to put stuff like piano or AN PLG cards into it.
> > 
> > I know we complain about the RS not being better, but its still 
the 
> > best thing going I think so I can't complain too much, just I 
don't 
> > think Yamaha or anyone else really knew it at the time the RS 
came out 
> > how close they were to perfection.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> > >
> > > After using the loop remix more, I really appreciate the power 
of it.
> > > BTW, I just read from the sampler hand book that instead of the 
5
> > > types of Groove Remix avail in the RS (norm, rev, break, roll, 
pitch),
> > > there are another type in the A5000 which very interesting to 
me, the
> > > "lofi" and "gate". I wonder if this is actually available 
somewhere in
> > > the RS?
> > > I also see there's a user loop remix type in the A, is it 
possible to
> > > create user type in the RS?
> > > Above all, how do you guys feel about the two..which got a 
better
> > > realtime loop remix features or a better loop remix from the 
sampler
> > > perspective? thank you.
> > >
> >
>

| 16390|16356|2008-03-05 06:05:41|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

> yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 

So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of course
that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when you
have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano samples
that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
Thanks. 

Flo.
| 16391|16357|2008-03-05 06:10:14|florisvanrijswijk|Re: SCSI to USB adaptor|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

> ... Do you know if the 256mb card tried was a type M, (and in what

format?) ... 

Sorry, I don't know that. 
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> The original xd's are probably as hard to find as smartmedia though.

Yes, the 12Mb xd card is also hard to find. 
I'm buying second hand smart media cards. 

> My RS can read and write to the entire 36GB (in 2GB partitions).

That's great news! Thanks!

Flo.
| 16392|16356|2008-03-05 06:17:28|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
This is what I had stored on creating pitched multi sample kits with
the RS (I think it came from posts on RS7000.org): 

Multisample kit for RS7000:

Voidant & Marcotangelder (members of this list) [along with a few 
other list members] wrote quite a few posts regarding using AWave 
Studio and creating/building a Motif-based sample kit that could be 
loaded into the RS7000 by renaming the Motif kit after it was built 
by AWave Studio. Search the archives of this group between January 
and March 2006 for all the details. Below is one post that gives 
some of the details. Check the 4 threads "Creating SampleKits on PC 
and load them into RS7K", "Motif ES Features", "sample map loader", & 
"Multi-samples on RS" for all the information that was fleshed out.

-- komatos/wasted/su700fan

____________________________________________

alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco.
it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good 
technique.

it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
format you can check out
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am with
it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all the
various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can start a
sourceforge project on this.

what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a better
forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???

ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info that
you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others would
look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names of
the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...)
BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text

Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
ÿRMSX firmware %

!!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is a
console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list of
all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.

m.

____________________________________________

Date: Sat, 21 Jan 2006 13:25:18 -0000
From: "marcotangelder" <marco@clickfactor.nl>
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Subject: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!

Hi y'all!!!

I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
this into the RS7000.

This is how we do it:

First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).

Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P

The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.

Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.

In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. (If
you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)

Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)

Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
sound editing tool.

Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.

Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.

Layer 1 (right channel)
Region 1 = Phase Group 1
Region 2 = Phase Group 2

Layer 2 (left channel)
Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master

Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
overwritten.

NOTE:
You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file!

The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
before loading it into your RS.

That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, create a
samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.

Marco Tangelder

____________________________________________

Date: Sun, 22 Jan 2006 00:20:07 -0000
From: "voidant" <paypal@fromthegut.org>
Subject: creating sample kits - multimap functionality

as you know, one of the main functions missing from the rs7000 is the
ability to create pitched multimaps. i.e. using say 1 sample per octave.

i can report to you that actually the rs7000 DOES do this. if you
setup your files correctly using AWAVE, you can easily create
multimaps. the functionality exists already apparently in the Motif
ES core code, which runs the RS7000 (and ALSO EXPLAINS WHY YAMMMMAHA
WON"T GIVE US THE SOURCE). 

folks, we have just unlocked a much hungered for feature. 

thank you marco. what's also sweet about this is if there is still
desire to complete the reverse engineer of the sample format itself,
using awave will allow me to do this much much faster, without having
to pop r3p files back and forth from the rs.
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See also:
http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
| 16393|16356|2008-03-05 14:14:10|pegaso1423|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Thanks for the great info,
I'm going to try this awave trick now.

Do you know if anybody tried finding the key combo for the console 
mode mentioned and if they made a list? The only ones I know are 
pattern+pattern chain+utility = test mode, rec+play = os update, 
octave up+octave down+store = factory reset. These are all very easy 
with one hand, so I tried a few similar combo's at random but didn't 
find anything. I did accidently reset my rs though :¬o it stayed at 
the same os... Maybe a special sysex string? Im going ask a few 
places about getting a copy of the service manual.

Yeah I ment a sample on every key. If you only have a sample for 
every octave you can use a pc or even the rs to create the pitches 
inbetween but it's a bit of work. Like I said before, you only have 
to do it once and you don't have to fill the entire keyrange if your 
only going to use a few octaves.

cheers.

Oh BTW I just want to add that in my last post I failed to mention, 
when using the user lfo as a gate (remix), you need to set the lfo 
reset to off for it to work. each on means it's a 16 stage envelope 
for every note on...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> This is what I had stored on creating pitched multi sample kits with
> the RS (I think it came from posts on RS7000.org): 
> 
> Multisample kit for RS7000:
> 
> Voidant & Marcotangelder (members of this list) [along with a few 
> other list members] wrote quite a few posts regarding using AWave 
> Studio and creating/building a Motif-based sample kit that could be 
> loaded into the RS7000 by renaming the Motif kit after it was built 
> by AWave Studio. Search the archives of this group between January 
> and March 2006 for all the details. Below is one post that gives 
> some of the details. Check the 4 threads "Creating SampleKits on 

PC 

> and load them into RS7K", "Motif ES Features", "sample map loader", 

& 

> "Multi-samples on RS" for all the information that was fleshed out.
> 
> 
> -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> 
> ____________________________________________
> 
> 
> alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work marco.
> it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though the
> process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good 
> technique.
> 
> it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up my
> hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
> format you can check out
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am 

with

> it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
> simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the format
> figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all 

the

> various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave file
> as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can 

start a
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> sourceforge project on this.
> 
> what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
> create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
> maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
> general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
> editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a 

better

> forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???
> 
> ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
> just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info 

that

> you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others 

would

> look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a few
> stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the names 

of

> the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how usefull...)
> BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text
> 
> Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
> ÿRMSX firmware %
> 
> !!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there is 

a

> console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
> allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants to
> try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to figure
> out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a list 

of

> all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.
> 
> m.
> 
> ____________________________________________
> 
> Date: Sat, 21 Jan 2006 13:25:18 -0000
> From: "marcotangelder" 
> Subject: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did 

it!!!

> 
> Hi y'all!!!
> 
> I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> this into the RS7000.
> 
> This is how we do it:
> 
> First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> 
> Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> 
> The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> 
> Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> 
> In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. 

(If

> you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> 
> Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> 
> Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
> file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a



> sound editing tool.
> 
> Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
> this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.
> 
> Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
> regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> 
> Layer 1 (right channel)
> Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> 
> Layer 2 (left channel)
> Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> 
> Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
> overwritten.
> 
> NOTE:
> You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file!
> 
> The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
> before loading it into your RS.
> 
> That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 

create a

> samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> 
> 
> Marco Tangelder
> 
> ____________________________________________
> 
> 
> Date: Sun, 22 Jan 2006 00:20:07 -0000
> From: "voidant" 
> Subject: creating sample kits - multimap functionality
> 
> as you know, one of the main functions missing from the rs7000 is 

the

> ability to create pitched multimaps. i.e. using say 1 sample per 

octave.

> 
> i can report to you that actually the rs7000 DOES do this. if you
> setup your files correctly using AWAVE, you can easily create
> multimaps. the functionality exists already apparently in the Motif
> ES core code, which runs the RS7000 (and ALSO EXPLAINS WHY YAMMMMAHA
> WON"T GIVE US THE SOURCE). 
> 
> folks, we have just unlocked a much hungered for feature. 
> 
> thank you marco. what's also sweet about this is if there is still
> desire to complete the reverse engineer of the sample format itself,
> using awave will allow me to do this much much faster, without 

having

> to pop r3p files back and forth from the rs.
> 
> See also:
> http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
>

| 16394|16356|2008-03-05 15:27:21|zamisers7k|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Yeah good stuff and info you guys!

You can do some pretty sweet stuff with the RS's LFO. Never under 
estimate the powers of the old LFO.

Zam

http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the great info,
> I'm going to try this awave trick now.
> 
> Do you know if anybody tried finding the key combo for the console 
> mode mentioned and if they made a list? The only ones I know are 
> pattern+pattern chain+utility = test mode, rec+play = os update, 
> octave up+octave down+store = factory reset. These are all very 
easy 
> with one hand, so I tried a few similar combo's at random but 
didn't 
> find anything. I did accidently reset my rs though :¬o it stayed at 
> the same os... Maybe a special sysex string? Im going ask a few 
> places about getting a copy of the service manual.
> 
> Yeah I ment a sample on every key. If you only have a sample for 
> every octave you can use a pc or even the rs to create the pitches 
> inbetween but it's a bit of work. Like I said before, you only have 
> to do it once and you don't have to fill the entire keyrange if 
your 
> only going to use a few octaves.
> 
> cheers.
> 
> Oh BTW I just want to add that in my last post I failed to mention, 
> when using the user lfo as a gate (remix), you need to set the lfo 
> reset to off for it to work. each on means it's a 16 stage envelope 
> for every note on...
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
> wrote:
> >
> > This is what I had stored on creating pitched multi sample kits 
with
> > the RS (I think it came from posts on RS7000.org): 
> > 
> > Multisample kit for RS7000:
> > 
> > Voidant & Marcotangelder (members of this list) [along with a few 
> > other list members] wrote quite a few posts regarding using AWave 
> > Studio and creating/building a Motif-based sample kit that could 
be 
> > loaded into the RS7000 by renaming the Motif kit after it was 
built 
> > by AWave Studio. Search the archives of this group between 
January 
> > and March 2006 for all the details. Below is one post that gives 
> > some of the details. Check the 4 threads "Creating SampleKits on 
> PC 
> > and load them into RS7K", "Motif ES Features", "sample map 
loader", 
> & 
> > "Multi-samples on RS" for all the information that was fleshed 
out.
> > 
> > 
> > -- komatos/wasted/su700fan
> > 
> > ____________________________________________
> > 
> > 
> > alright! i checked this out and it's pretty cool. good work 
marco.
> > it's very interesting that awave will open these files.. though 
the
> > process for adding samples seems mildly cumbersome it's a good 
> > technique.
> > 
> > it's funny though that you found this just as i was finishing up 
my
> > hack of the file format! for anyone that is interested in the r3p
> > format you can check out
> > http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacks/rs7000/ to see where i am 
> with
> > it. the .h file has the file format in it, the .cpp files are a
> > simple r3p writer i wrote. more or less i have most of the 
format
> > figured out, just gotta spend a little more time to tweak out all 
> the
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> > various settings... and also gotta make it read a standard wave 
file
> > as opposed to a raw file. if there is interest i think we can 
> start a
> > sourceforge project on this.
> > 
> > what i think would be great, if marco or anyone is up to it, is to
> > create a drag and drop interface that can be used to build sample
> > maps. especially if it could have various custom layouts (like
> > general midi drum layout)... other features might be simple sample
> > editing and adjusting settings. these could be discussed in a 
> better
> > forum format, like sourceforge. what do you think???
> > 
> > ALSO, just to keep things spicy... i opened the OS in a hex editor
> > just to take a look... there are definately some tidbits of info 
> that
> > you can get just by doing that.. and it would be cool if others 
> would
> > look also. with enough eyes we can definately figure at least a 
few
> > stupid and useless things out (like if you want to change the 
names 
> of
> > the default pattern set... i can do that for you!!!! how 
usefull...)
> > BUT.. probably the most intriguing tidbit is the following text
> > 
> > Hello! Welcome to the RMSx console world! :-)
> > ÿRMSX firmware %
> > 
> > !!! for this and other things in the file i can tell that there 
is 
> a
> > console interface built into the OS, which would be something that
> > allows settings to be altered in the firmware... OK.. who wants 
to
> > try every single key combination on the RS during boot up to 
figure
> > out what boots into the console? somebody want to write up a 
list 
> of
> > all the key combos and we can divvy them up>?... you get my gist.
> > 
> > m.
> > 
> > ____________________________________________
> > 
> > Date: Sat, 21 Jan 2006 13:25:18 -0000
> > From: "marcotangelder" 
> > Subject: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did 
> it!!!
> > 
> > Hi y'all!!!
> > 
> > I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
> > this into the RS7000.
> > 
> > This is how we do it:
> > 
> > First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).
> > 
> > Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P
> > 
> > The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.
> > 
> > Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.
> > 
> > In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
> > regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with 
it. 
> (If
> > you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)
> > 
> > Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
> > Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)
> > 
> > Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split 
the
> > file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using 
a



> > sound editing tool.
> > 
> > Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample 
to
> > this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play 
it.
> > 
> > Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
> > link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 
2
> > regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.
> > 
> > Layer 1 (right channel)
> > Region 1 = Phase Group 1
> > Region 2 = Phase Group 2
> > 
> > Layer 2 (left channel)
> > Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
> > Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master
> > 
> > Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will 
be
> > overwritten.
> > 
> > NOTE:
> > You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file!
> > 
> > The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
> > before loading it into your RS.
> > 
> > That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, 
> create a
> > samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.
> > 
> > 
> > Marco Tangelder
> > 
> > ____________________________________________
> > 
> > 
> > Date: Sun, 22 Jan 2006 00:20:07 -0000
> > From: "voidant" 
> > Subject: creating sample kits - multimap functionality
> > 
> > as you know, one of the main functions missing from the rs7000 is 
> the
> > ability to create pitched multimaps. i.e. using say 1 sample 
per 
> octave.
> > 
> > i can report to you that actually the rs7000 DOES do this. if you
> > setup your files correctly using AWAVE, you can easily create
> > multimaps. the functionality exists already apparently in the 
Motif
> > ES core code, which runs the RS7000 (and ALSO EXPLAINS WHY 
YAMMMMAHA
> > WON"T GIVE US THE SOURCE). 
> > 
> > folks, we have just unlocked a much hungered for feature. 
> > 
> > thank you marco. what's also sweet about this is if there is 
still
> > desire to complete the reverse engineer of the sample format 
itself,
> > using awave will allow me to do this much much faster, without 
> having
> > to pop r3p files back and forth from the rs.
> > 
> > See also:
> > http://programming.fromthegut.org/hacking/rs7000/
> >
>

| 16395|16356|2008-03-05 18:47:42|rustyjames54|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 
> 
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> So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of course
> that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when you
> have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano samples
> that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
> Thanks. 
> 
> Flo.
>Wow what a can of worms I opened. Since I have never been one to hack

my phone or mod my Xbox, I think I will try the kit angle, I think
this is not over my head. Besides, it seems I have a full plate just
trying to figure out the RS as it is. Case in point: I've been
downloading SMF's of popular rock and then sorting out the voice
assignments, locking them in with PC in the edit mode. I wanted to
convert the finished files into songs so I can load them all at once,
so I could have 20 songs ready at once. I haven't figured out how to
do this. I got the files to pattern chain mode, then tagged the end of
the file with END, but when I try to convert to song I get the message
"no data". I'm about ready to give up on this and just load each file
as I need it. I made an original song, the patterns then chained them
and converted them to song and it worked fine. When I open a SMF from
the internet on my RS it loads in a single pattern so there isn't
anything to chain, but I tagged the last measure with END and I
thought that would allow me to convert it to a song. Has anyone else
tried to import a midi file not arranged on the RS and then convert it
to a song?
| 16396|16356|2008-03-05 21:23:11|zamisers7k|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Have you tried to import the .smf straight into Song Mode? Skip 
loading it in pattern. Patterns good for short loops, not whole 
songs, and you have to record in some patterns and mutes and stuff in 
Chain before it has something it can convert to a Song. Either way, 
you may likely have to go into the event editor and remove the 
Program Change events so you can choose and keep difrent voice 
settings.

I think you'll get it if you keep trying.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > > yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 
> > 
> > So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of course
> > that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when you
> > have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano 

samples

> > that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
> > Thanks. 
> > 
> > Flo.
> >Wow what a can of worms I opened. Since I have never been one to 

hack

> my phone or mod my Xbox, I think I will try the kit angle, I think
> this is not over my head. Besides, it seems I have a full plate just
> trying to figure out the RS as it is. Case in point: I've been
> downloading SMF's of popular rock and then sorting out the voice
> assignments, locking them in with PC in the edit mode. I wanted to
> convert the finished files into songs so I can load them all at 

once,

> so I could have 20 songs ready at once. I haven't figured out how to
> do this. I got the files to pattern chain mode, then tagged the end 

of

> the file with END, but when I try to convert to song I get the 

message

> "no data". I'm about ready to give up on this and just load each 
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file

> as I need it. I made an original song, the patterns then chained 

them

> and converted them to song and it worked fine. When I open a SMF 

from

> the internet on my RS it loads in a single pattern so there isn't
> anything to chain, but I tagged the last measure with END and I
> thought that would allow me to convert it to a song. Has anyone else
> tried to import a midi file not arranged on the RS and then convert 

it

> to a song?
>

| 16397|16370|2008-03-05 21:24:23|zamisers7k|Re: Your opinion on using patterns|
P.S. I meant Phrases instead of Styles on this message oops. Stuff 
does get a little confusing ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Those are Styles I think that you are refering to on the RS instead 
> of Patterns and they almost all blow awefully. I will one on very 
> rare occasions, if I'm in a rut I'll go through the styles. If I 
find 
> something that helps or is a tad intresting then I'll usually copy 
it 
> to a user style so I can edit and make changes to it. So they can 
> help sometimes, probably more so for beginers, and it does work 
> difrently then how most pattern based groove machines work too 
which 
> load whole patterns up, but anyway too many of the Styles are very 
> similar, and or are just plain caca. 99% of the time I build my 
> stuff from scratch and I've done it that way pretty much since I 
got 
> it. I think it really helps not to just know the RS better, but to 
> also know every aspect of your own song, which will help during 
> remixing in the Chain mode and further more in the Song mode. 
Stuff 
> like having a crash the last step of a Style, but also the first 
step 
> too, and other types of lead in indicators like swooshes right 
before 
> you go to a break and transitions too that it helps to know where 
> things are in your Styles for good Pattern looping. My 2 cents, no 
> way is the wrong way as long as your using an RS to do it ;)
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
> >
> > How creative is using the RS ROM patterns in our songs?
> > 
> > I remember that on the MC-303 the included multi-track patterns
> > sounded like ready-made dance music that you could play with one
> > button press. You could mute a few tracks and try to be 'creative'
> > like that but basically you were playing with other people's 
music.
> > 
> > On the RS the ROM patterns are a lot more abstract, they're single
> > track and don't have a strong character of their own. If we use 
them
> > in our own songs can we feel the result like our own?
> > 
> > I'm a lot more proficient at identifying fun rythms than at 
building
> > them from scratch. At lunch time I went home, ate an apple and 
> started
> > mixing RS drum tracks at random, I found a combination of three 
plus
> > that worked, I started playing with filter envelopes and it was 
> fun, I
> > added some bass notes and the result, for me, was a !!!!!! How 
much 
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> of
> > what I did was done by me? I feel like I'm standing on the 
shoulders
> > of giants.
> >
>

| 16398|16356|2008-03-07 09:40:10|rustyjames54|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Have you tried to import the .smf straight into Song Mode? Skip 
> loading it in pattern. Patterns good for short loops, not whole 
> songs, and you have to record in some patterns and mutes and stuff in 
> Chain before it has something it can convert to a Song. Either way, 
> you may likely have to go into the event editor and remove the 
> Program Change events so you can choose and keep difrent voice 
> settings.
> 
> I think you'll get it if you keep trying.
> 
> Zam 
> Yea, that worked, sorry, I didn't realize I could do that. Hey, I am

starting to catch on to a lot of things now though, I appreciate the help.

> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > > > yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 
> > > 
> > > So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of course
> > > that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when you
> > > have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano 
> samples
> > > that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
> > > Thanks. 
> > > 
> > > Flo.
> > >Wow what a can of worms I opened. Since I have never been one to 
> hack
> > my phone or mod my Xbox, I think I will try the kit angle, I think
> > this is not over my head. Besides, it seems I have a full plate just
> > trying to figure out the RS as it is. Case in point: I've been
> > downloading SMF's of popular rock and then sorting out the voice
> > assignments, locking them in with PC in the edit mode. I wanted to
> > convert the finished files into songs so I can load them all at 
> once,
> > so I could have 20 songs ready at once. I haven't figured out how to
> > do this. I got the files to pattern chain mode, then tagged the end 
> of
> > the file with END, but when I try to convert to song I get the 
> message
> > "no data". I'm about ready to give up on this and just load each 
> file
> > as I need it. I made an original song, the patterns then chained 
> them
> > and converted them to song and it worked fine. When I open a SMF 
> from
> > the internet on my RS it loads in a single pattern so there isn't
> > anything to chain, but I tagged the last measure with END and I
> > thought that would allow me to convert it to a song. Has anyone else
> > tried to import a midi file not arranged on the RS and then convert 
> it
> > to a song?
> >
>

| 16399|16356|2008-03-08 05:29:12|rustyjames54|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" wrote:

>I downloaded the shareware version of AWAVE studio, I'd never heard

of it before. I also am cut and pasting all of the tips you guys are
dishing out, pasting them in text files in an RS7000 folder on my
desktop. I may try this sampling trick in the future but for now I
think I'm going to focus on the basics using the RS tone generator. I
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thought my samples had every note but I checked and they don't include
chromatic notes so in order to do the kit thing I guess I could pitch
sample and then resample to the left and right of the pure sample to
get every key. Last night I did The Police "Every little thing she do
is magic" with the RS grand piano and it sounded pretty good, I think
I'll put the multi sample trick off until I've delved deeper into the
basic functionality of the machine. Thanks for the info::::RustyJames

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > > yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 
> > 
> > So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of course
> > that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when you
> > have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano samples
> > that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
> > Thanks. 
> > 
> > Flo.
> >Wow what a can of worms I opened. Since I have never been one to hack
> my phone or mod my Xbox, I think I will try the kit angle, I think
> this is not over my head. Besides, it seems I have a full plate just
> trying to figure out the RS as it is. Case in point: I've been
> downloading SMF's of popular rock and then sorting out the voice
> assignments, locking them in with PC in the edit mode. I wanted to
> convert the finished files into songs so I can load them all at once,
> so I could have 20 songs ready at once. I haven't figured out how to
> do this. I got the files to pattern chain mode, then tagged the end of
> the file with END, but when I try to convert to song I get the message
> "no data". I'm about ready to give up on this and just load each file
> as I need it. I made an original song, the patterns then chained them
> and converted them to song and it worked fine. When I open a SMF from
> the internet on my RS it loads in a single pattern so there isn't
> anything to chain, but I tagged the last measure with END and I
> thought that would allow me to convert it to a song. Has anyone else
> tried to import a midi file not arranged on the RS and then convert it
> to a song?
>

| 16400|16356|2008-03-08 21:56:27|zamisers7k|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
Thats cool. I spend a lot of time adjusting and tweaking the sounds 
that are already in the RS myself. Its surprising how much you can 
pull out of one voice alone if you know how subtractive synthsis 
works then your a step ahead of the game already :) Hey, if you get 
those tips all in one file, I noticed I think pegaso recently started 
a tip file in files section here, throw it in there with it if you 
get them all compiled. I was gona do it, but well I've been lazy and 
putting it off.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" wrote:
> >I downloaded the shareware version of AWAVE studio, I'd never heard
> of it before. I also am cut and pasting all of the tips you guys are
> dishing out, pasting them in text files in an RS7000 folder on my
> desktop. I may try this sampling trick in the future but for now I
> think I'm going to focus on the basics using the RS tone generator. 

I

> thought my samples had every note but I checked and they don't 

include

> chromatic notes so in order to do the kit thing I guess I could 

pitch

> sample and then resample to the left and right of the pure sample to
> get every key. Last night I did The Police "Every little thing she 

do

> is magic" with the RS grand piano and it sounded pretty good, I 

think
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> I'll put the multi sample trick off until I've delved deeper into 

the

> basic functionality of the machine. Thanks for the 

info::::RustyJames

> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > > > yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 
> > > 
> > > So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of 

course

> > > that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when 

you

> > > have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano 

samples

> > > that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
> > > Thanks. 
> > > 
> > > Flo.
> > >Wow what a can of worms I opened. Since I have never been one to 

hack

> > my phone or mod my Xbox, I think I will try the kit angle, I think
> > this is not over my head. Besides, it seems I have a full plate 

just

> > trying to figure out the RS as it is. Case in point: I've been
> > downloading SMF's of popular rock and then sorting out the voice
> > assignments, locking them in with PC in the edit mode. I wanted to
> > convert the finished files into songs so I can load them all at 

once,

> > so I could have 20 songs ready at once. I haven't figured out how 

to

> > do this. I got the files to pattern chain mode, then tagged the 

end of

> > the file with END, but when I try to convert to song I get the 

message

> > "no data". I'm about ready to give up on this and just load each 

file

> > as I need it. I made an original song, the patterns then chained 

them

> > and converted them to song and it worked fine. When I open a SMF 

from

> > the internet on my RS it loads in a single pattern so there isn't
> > anything to chain, but I tagged the last measure with END and I
> > thought that would allow me to convert it to a song. Has anyone 

else

> > tried to import a midi file not arranged on the RS and then 

convert it

> > to a song?
> >
>

| 16401|16356|2008-03-08 22:37:56|Markus|Re: Loading pro quality piano samples and using them for recording|
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Me too.It's amazing how much you can pull out of the RS alone if you
dig a little deeper.I like the acoustic sounds as well and have been
using them a lot more recently.I thought when i got mine that i'd be
using the sampler to load voices into the RS but that has not been
case,the built in sounds are very good :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thats cool. I spend a lot of time adjusting and tweaking the sounds 
> that are already in the RS myself. Its surprising how much you can 
> pull out of one voice alone if you know how subtractive synthsis 
> works then your a step ahead of the game already :) Hey, if you get 
> those tips all in one file, I noticed I think pegaso recently started 
> a tip file in files section here, throw it in there with it if you 
> get them all compiled. I was gona do it, but well I've been lazy and 
> putting it off.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" wrote:
> > >I downloaded the shareware version of AWAVE studio, I'd never heard
> > of it before. I also am cut and pasting all of the tips you guys are
> > dishing out, pasting them in text files in an RS7000 folder on my
> > desktop. I may try this sampling trick in the future but for now I
> > think I'm going to focus on the basics using the RS tone generator. 
> I
> > thought my samples had every note but I checked and they don't 
> include
> > chromatic notes so in order to do the kit thing I guess I could 
> pitch
> > sample and then resample to the left and right of the pure sample to
> > get every key. Last night I did The Police "Every little thing she 
> do
> > is magic" with the RS grand piano and it sounded pretty good, I 
> think
> > I'll put the multi sample trick off until I've delved deeper into 
> the
> > basic functionality of the machine. Thanks for the 
> info::::RustyJames
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > > > > yes but you can use kit's for a similar purpose. 
> > > > 
> > > > So you are putting a sample on each key then? Ah, right, of 
> course
> > > > that will work ... that option slipped my mind. Good idea when 
> you
> > > > have a sample for each note! I'll try that with some el piano 
> samples
> > > > that I have... (now why didn't I think of that?...) 
> > > > Thanks. 
> > > > 
> > > > Flo.
> > > >Wow what a can of worms I opened. Since I have never been one to 
> hack
> > > my phone or mod my Xbox, I think I will try the kit angle, I think
> > > this is not over my head. Besides, it seems I have a full plate 
> just
> > > trying to figure out the RS as it is. Case in point: I've been
> > > downloading SMF's of popular rock and then sorting out the voice
> > > assignments, locking them in with PC in the edit mode. I wanted to
> > > convert the finished files into songs so I can load them all at 
> once,
> > > so I could have 20 songs ready at once. I haven't figured out how 
> to
> > > do this. I got the files to pattern chain mode, then tagged the 
> end of
> > > the file with END, but when I try to convert to song I get the 
> message
> > > "no data". I'm about ready to give up on this and just load each 
> file
> > > as I need it. I made an original song, the patterns then chained 
> them
> > > and converted them to song and it worked fine. When I open a SMF 
> from
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> > > the internet on my RS it loads in a single pattern so there isn't
> > > anything to chain, but I tagged the last measure with END and I
> > > thought that would allow me to convert it to a song. Has anyone 
> else
> > > tried to import a midi file not arranged on the RS and then 
> convert it
> > > to a song?
> > >
> >
>

| 16402|16378|2008-03-09 21:01:20|Bike|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
thx for the reply,
I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it would
re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" alternative.
this is going to be very preferable. thx again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

> If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a lower 
> bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop remixes

| 16403|16378|2008-03-09 22:20:59|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
I'm not absolutly sure of this info, but as I understand it, when 
sampling the frequency does not mean the frequency of a waveform, it 
means the frequency of the sample rate. This is difrent then the bit 
rate. Bit rate means 4, 8, 16 etc. bits of info are passed through the 
buss, you can have an 8 bit sample at twice the rate of a 16bit and 
it'll sound roughly the same, that is if thats how you choose it. Not 
sure that makes much sense, but anyway trying to make a long story 
short...

When your sampling in standby mode you can choose your frequency. 
44.1k is a lot of samples per second, it takes up a bit of memory, and 
its high quality and will catch the higher frequency peaks a little 
better for stuff like bells, and high hats, maybe piano sounds will 
sound better too at that rate. Vocals and stuff that don't need as 
high of a quality can be dropped to a lesser rate. 22, ll & 5, can 
save you some memory at a cost of quality. Lower frequencies usually 
don't distort as much at lower freq/sample rates becasue the peak and 
trophs of their waveforms are spread out longer therby allowing them to 
still be cought at the fewer sample points.

There is frequency convert job in the Sample Edit list that will cut 
your sample rate/frequency in half each time its processed which will 
cut its memory usage in half, but you'll get that loss of quality going 
on again there. There are also some other usefull jobs in the Sample 
Edit list too you should explore.

I'd also like to add, that sometimes if you do decide to use a lesser 
sample rate and you do lose some of the high end frequencies sometimes 
you can bring them back in there a little by EQing and turning up the 
Res & Cut filters for that track. It can help free some of the limited 
sample space. And sometimes some things like I said earlier, vocals 
and bass tones can seem to actually sound better at lower sample rates, 
but not always.

Hope thats not too much info to consume and will help ya out a bit.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> thx for the reply,
> I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it would
> re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
alternative.
> this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> 
> > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a 
lower 
> > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop remixes
>
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| 16404|16378|2008-03-09 22:52:00|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
P.S. I believe the RS always samples at 16bit rate too, so if your 
looking for an 8 or 4bit lo-fi sound then the sample rate/freq should 
be cut to half for roughly the same effect. The lo-fi effects arn't 
really cutting the bit rates down as far as I know, its just an 
effect, if that makes any sense(?), and re-recording them back into 
it at a higher 16 bit rate and sample rate will retain that effect 
even though it won't be as necessary to do so, but you've no choice 
on the bit rate its gona be 16, but the sample rate/frequency is what 
you'll find important. These other lo-fi bit rates I think can be 
further explored and more experienced with recording software, it 
becomes more important on encoding .mp3s too. Also, you may notice 
even at the RS's highest setting which is 44.1khz it still not as 
perfect as the original sound if your really into nuonces, and this 
is where filters and EQing can help out some more too.

Jeez I could go on all day on this stuff without explaining it 
probably very well, but I hope its making some sense. Good luck with 
it, any other specific stuff your welcome to ask, I can always try to 
explain, but its hard sometimes to be brief about it and explain it 
all without making some human errors and giving some missinfo on 
occasion. Anyone else able to explain better then your welcome to 
speak up too here. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm not absolutly sure of this info, but as I understand it, when 
> sampling the frequency does not mean the frequency of a waveform, 
it 
> means the frequency of the sample rate. This is difrent then the 
bit 
> rate. Bit rate means 4, 8, 16 etc. bits of info are passed through 
the 
> buss, you can have an 8 bit sample at twice the rate of a 16bit and 
> it'll sound roughly the same, that is if thats how you choose it. 
Not 
> sure that makes much sense, but anyway trying to make a long story 
> short...
> 
> When your sampling in standby mode you can choose your frequency. 
> 44.1k is a lot of samples per second, it takes up a bit of memory, 
and 
> its high quality and will catch the higher frequency peaks a little 
> better for stuff like bells, and high hats, maybe piano sounds will 
> sound better too at that rate. Vocals and stuff that don't need as 
> high of a quality can be dropped to a lesser rate. 22, ll & 5, can 
> save you some memory at a cost of quality. Lower frequencies 
usually 
> don't distort as much at lower freq/sample rates becasue the peak 
and 
> trophs of their waveforms are spread out longer therby allowing 
them to 
> still be cought at the fewer sample points.
> 
> There is frequency convert job in the Sample Edit list that will 
cut 
> your sample rate/frequency in half each time its processed which 
will 
> cut its memory usage in half, but you'll get that loss of quality 
going 
> on again there. There are also some other usefull jobs in the 
Sample 
> Edit list too you should explore.
> 
> I'd also like to add, that sometimes if you do decide to use a 
lesser 
> sample rate and you do lose some of the high end frequencies 
sometimes 
> you can bring them back in there a little by EQing and turning up 
the 
> Res & Cut filters for that track. It can help free some of the 
limited 
> sample space. And sometimes some things like I said earlier, 
vocals 
> and bass tones can seem to actually sound better at lower sample 
rates, 
> but not always.
> 
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> Hope thats not too much info to consume and will help ya out a bit.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > thx for the reply,
> > I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> > but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it 
would
> > re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
> alternative.
> > this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > 
> > > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a 
> lower 
> > > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop 
remixes
> >
>

| 16405|16405|2008-03-10 02:03:40|Bike|RS7000 promo disc|
this looks interesting:
http://www.discogs.com/release/810209
has anyone listened to that? anywhere to get it?
thanks.
| 16406|16378|2008-03-10 05:08:29|Ian Vine|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to change the word length parameter

IanV

----- Original Message ----
From: Bike <billykurniadi@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix

thx for the reply,
I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it would
re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" alternative.
this is going to be very preferable. thx again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

> If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a lower 
> bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop remixes

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
The World's Favourite Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16407|16407|2008-03-10 08:16:19|rustyjames54|Channel after touch|
Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit mode
(bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program change, vol
and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there and I ran
across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel after
touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs tone generator. 
I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like synth guitar
performances so I can play them myself. What other "must know" tweaks
are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said to delete
the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. So if I
plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I just delete
the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will automatically
remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to manually
insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just delete the PC
command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys of
summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old school R&R.
Rusty James
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| 16408|16405|2008-03-10 15:25:22|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 promo disc|
I've never seen nor heard. No idea where to get it, looks like we 
could put it on a want list on there tho. I guess incase one turns up 
for sale perhaps. Hmmm???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> this looks interesting:
> http://www.discogs.com/release/810209
> has anyone listened to that? anywhere to get it?
> thanks.
>

| 16409|16407|2008-03-10 15:39:01|zamisers7k|Re: Channel after touch|
Yup its that first PC line and maybe any others if you see them. The 
RS somehow remembers what voices you switch it to if you save it back 
to an RS Song file. Don't ask me how it knows, because I don't know 
how exactly, it just does for some reason. You did it right ;)

Aftertouch is used on many regular synth keyboards. It works after 
the initial note on event and it can do a variety of things, most 
common tho I think is to modulate the Amp/Velocity/Volume for a 
tremeleo type effect. However it might and do some other things to I 
think. The RS's minikeys don't have aftertouch sensitivity, but the 
2 pads might, I'm not really sure about that. There are lots and 
lots of events that can be added in the Event Editor. I've not got 
into to much other then to delete those PC ones, and sometime 
entering long notes that I may want exactly say 4.5 measures long 
since the step seq only allows maximum of whole notes with a 200% 
gate. Sometimes some other things too on ocasion, but not much 
else. Theres also if you go into Rec Standby mode I think it'll take 
you to Mute edits, punching in & out, adding & minusing of mutes 
which I'll change around quite often too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit mode
> (bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program change, 

vol

> and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there and I ran
> across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel after
> touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs tone 

generator. 

> I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like synth 

guitar

> performances so I can play them myself. What other "must know" 

tweaks

> are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said to 

delete

> the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. So if I
> plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I just 

delete

> the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will 

automatically

> remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to manually
> insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just delete the 

PC

> command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys of
> summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old 
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school R&R.

> Rusty James
>

| 16410|16407|2008-03-10 15:47:21|zamisers7k|Re: Channel after touch|
Oh and um, sorry bit tired today, aftertouch happens when you press 
down harder on a synth keyboard key if I didn't explain well 
enough... And hit Rec once to go into Rec Standby mode then hit the 
Edit bottom right button on the # pad and that will take you into the 
track mute edits. Important to know that and also the removeing the 
PC line I think if your converting your Chains into Songs. You have 
to remove that line on all tracks before you hit play in song mode, I 
can explain why later if you get curious why your Songs don't sound 
exactly like your Patterns & Chains if you need to know.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yup its that first PC line and maybe any others if you see them. 
The 
> RS somehow remembers what voices you switch it to if you save it 
back 
> to an RS Song file. Don't ask me how it knows, because I don't 
know 
> how exactly, it just does for some reason. You did it right ;)
> 
> Aftertouch is used on many regular synth keyboards. It works after 
> the initial note on event and it can do a variety of things, most 
> common tho I think is to modulate the Amp/Velocity/Volume for a 
> tremeleo type effect. However it might and do some other things to 
I 
> think. The RS's minikeys don't have aftertouch sensitivity, but 
the 
> 2 pads might, I'm not really sure about that. There are lots and 
> lots of events that can be added in the Event Editor. I've not got 
> into to much other then to delete those PC ones, and sometime 
> entering long notes that I may want exactly say 4.5 measures long 
> since the step seq only allows maximum of whole notes with a 200% 
> gate. Sometimes some other things too on ocasion, but not much 
> else. Theres also if you go into Rec Standby mode I think it'll 
take 
> you to Mute edits, punching in & out, adding & minusing of mutes 
> which I'll change around quite often too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit mode
> > (bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program 
change, 
> vol
> > and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there and I 
ran
> > across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel after
> > touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs tone 
> generator. 
> > I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like synth 
> guitar
> > performances so I can play them myself. What other "must know" 
> tweaks
> > are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said to 
> delete
> > the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. So 
if I
> > plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I just 
> delete
> > the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will 
> automatically
> > remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to manually
> > insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just delete 
the 
> PC
> > command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys of
> > summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old 
> school R&R.
> > Rusty James
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> >
>

| 16411|16407|2008-03-10 16:04:21|zamisers7k|Re: Channel after touch|
Um yeah, also I'm not sure the RS's voices will even respond to 
aftertouch, I've never tried it. It might be more for sending the 
event message out to another synth that responds to that message, the 
RS will record it too if its sent to it from another synth, I beleive 
its a standard midi message. Give it a try I say see what it does if 
anything to the RS voices, can always delete it out if it don't do 
anything. Tremolo can be achive on an RS voice by tweaking the LFO 
depth and rate if it helps any, but I think aftertouch can trigger 
other things too, like a second OSC or second voice on a megavoice 
patch. I think it can do a variety of things depending, anyway maybe 
worth experimenting with see what all it can or can't do.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh and um, sorry bit tired today, aftertouch happens when you press 
> down harder on a synth keyboard key if I didn't explain well 
> enough... And hit Rec once to go into Rec Standby mode then hit 
the 
> Edit bottom right button on the # pad and that will take you into 
the 
> track mute edits. Important to know that and also the removeing 
the 
> PC line I think if your converting your Chains into Songs. You 
have 
> to remove that line on all tracks before you hit play in song mode, 
I 
> can explain why later if you get curious why your Songs don't sound 
> exactly like your Patterns & Chains if you need to know.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Yup its that first PC line and maybe any others if you see them. 
> The 
> > RS somehow remembers what voices you switch it to if you save it 
> back 
> > to an RS Song file. Don't ask me how it knows, because I don't 
> know 
> > how exactly, it just does for some reason. You did it right ;)
> > 
> > Aftertouch is used on many regular synth keyboards. It works 
after 
> > the initial note on event and it can do a variety of things, most 
> > common tho I think is to modulate the Amp/Velocity/Volume for a 
> > tremeleo type effect. However it might and do some other things 
to 
> I 
> > think. The RS's minikeys don't have aftertouch sensitivity, but 
> the 
> > 2 pads might, I'm not really sure about that. There are lots and 
> > lots of events that can be added in the Event Editor. I've not 
got 
> > into to much other then to delete those PC ones, and sometime 
> > entering long notes that I may want exactly say 4.5 measures long 
> > since the step seq only allows maximum of whole notes with a 200% 
> > gate. Sometimes some other things too on ocasion, but not much 
> > else. Theres also if you go into Rec Standby mode I think it'll 
> take 
> > you to Mute edits, punching in & out, adding & minusing of mutes 
> > which I'll change around quite often too.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit mode
> > > (bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program 
> change, 
> > vol
> > > and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there and 
I 
> ran
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> > > across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel 
after
> > > touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs tone 
> > generator. 
> > > I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like synth 
> > guitar
> > > performances so I can play them myself. What other "must know" 
> > tweaks
> > > are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said to 
> > delete
> > > the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. So 
> if I
> > > plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I just 
> > delete
> > > the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will 
> > automatically
> > > remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to 
manually
> > > insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just delete 
> the 
> > PC
> > > command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys of
> > > summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old 
> > school R&R.
> > > Rusty James
> > >
> >
>

| 16412|16407|2008-03-10 19:54:42|rustyjames54|Re: Channel after touch|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>Yea I did another song by deleting all the edit commands and the

machine remembered the settings. I did assume since the mini keyboard
wouldn't do velocity that it wouldn't do much else but enter note
data, still its better than nothing, I can take this camping and still
make some music, in fact I have. That's part of the reason I was
trying to learn how to edit in functions like after touch after the
fact, cause I don't have a quality dedicated keyboard. Let me ask
another question, I hope I can describe what I was trying to do a few
minutes ago. I was using the tenor sax on a faster song. On slower
songs I have been able to tweak the LFO speed and depth to get that
airy sounding vibrato but I have a problem getting that kind of
expression on faster songs. I have to admit I don't know about all the
settings in the voice edit menu but after saving my file I tweaked
every one of them trying to get some results. The time between when
the note sounds and the LFO kicks in needs to be shortened but I can't
figure out how to do this. Don't even know if I can but it seems like
I should be able to. See the notes don't last long enough for the lfo
to kick in and the horn playing sounds bland. Anyway I'm trying to
learn about editing voices, so far the three knobs at the bottom seem
to do the most for making them sound better, resonance ect. Is it good
to turn these filters off altogether or are they vital for some
reason. So I guess channel after touch is for driving another sound
module or keyboard is what your saying. Oh well thanks for the help, I
appreciate all I can get. Rusty James

> Yup its that first PC line and maybe any others if you see them. The 
> RS somehow remembers what voices you switch it to if you save it back 
> to an RS Song file. Don't ask me how it knows, because I don't know 
> how exactly, it just does for some reason. You did it right ;)
> 
> Aftertouch is used on many regular synth keyboards. It works after 
> the initial note on event and it can do a variety of things, most 
> common tho I think is to modulate the Amp/Velocity/Volume for a 
> tremeleo type effect. However it might and do some other things to I 
> think. The RS's minikeys don't have aftertouch sensitivity, but the 
> 2 pads might, I'm not really sure about that. There are lots and 
> lots of events that can be added in the Event Editor. I've not got 
> into to much other then to delete those PC ones, and sometime 
> entering long notes that I may want exactly say 4.5 measures long 
> since the step seq only allows maximum of whole notes with a 200% 
> gate. Sometimes some other things too on ocasion, but not much 
> else. Theres also if you go into Rec Standby mode I think it'll take 
> you to Mute edits, punching in & out, adding & minusing of mutes 
> which I'll change around quite often too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
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> >
> > Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit mode
> > (bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program change, 
> vol
> > and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there and I ran
> > across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel after
> > touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs tone 
> generator. 
> > I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like synth 
> guitar
> > performances so I can play them myself. What other "must know" 
> tweaks
> > are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said to 
> delete
> > the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. So if I
> > plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I just 
> delete
> > the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will 
> automatically
> > remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to manually
> > insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just delete the 
> PC
> > command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys of
> > summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old 
> school R&R.
> > Rusty James
> >
>

| 16413|16407|2008-03-10 20:12:58|zamisers7k|Re: Channel after touch|
No prob Bob, I mean RustyJames... I'm a little loopy from lack of 
sleep so hope I don't sound too dopey...

If you press voice edit #4 it'll take you into LFO settings, you'll 
probably want to change the Ky On Reset value to off. I've heard 
called called as a free running LFO on other synths. This means it 
won't be reseting on each note which is what most voices are 
defaulted to do, so on faster songs its reseting itself before you 
get the chance to really hear it. The free run's properties you'll 
notice its a little difrent hopefully more intresting once you tweak 
the Depth and rate/speed some more while its set on Amp or Filter, 
don't use it on the pitch too much but can for fun too.

LFO isn't necessary, but it sure makes a sound a lot more intresting 
when setup properly, which most the voices are defaulted not to use 
and be very "dry". I think of it more as exellent starting point to 
start tweaking out the voices, because who'd know whats been tweaked 
or not when they've changed for you to some "wet" settings.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >Yea I did another song by deleting all the edit commands and the
> machine remembered the settings. I did assume since the mini 

keyboard

> wouldn't do velocity that it wouldn't do much else but enter note
> data, still its better than nothing, I can take this camping and 

still

> make some music, in fact I have. That's part of the reason I was
> trying to learn how to edit in functions like after touch after the
> fact, cause I don't have a quality dedicated keyboard. Let me ask
> another question, I hope I can describe what I was trying to do a 

few

> minutes ago. I was using the tenor sax on a faster song. On slower
> songs I have been able to tweak the LFO speed and depth to get that
> airy sounding vibrato but I have a problem getting that kind of
> expression on faster songs. I have to admit I don't know about all 

the
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> settings in the voice edit menu but after saving my file I tweaked
> every one of them trying to get some results. The time between when
> the note sounds and the LFO kicks in needs to be shortened but I 

can't

> figure out how to do this. Don't even know if I can but it seems 

like

> I should be able to. See the notes don't last long enough for the 

lfo

> to kick in and the horn playing sounds bland. Anyway I'm trying to
> learn about editing voices, so far the three knobs at the bottom 

seem

> to do the most for making them sound better, resonance ect. Is it 

good

> to turn these filters off altogether or are they vital for some
> reason. So I guess channel after touch is for driving another sound
> module or keyboard is what your saying. Oh well thanks for the 

help, I

> appreciate all I can get. Rusty James
> > Yup its that first PC line and maybe any others if you see them. 

The 

> > RS somehow remembers what voices you switch it to if you save it 

back 

> > to an RS Song file. Don't ask me how it knows, because I don't 

know 

> > how exactly, it just does for some reason. You did it right ;)
> > 
> > Aftertouch is used on many regular synth keyboards. It works 

after 

> > the initial note on event and it can do a variety of things, most 
> > common tho I think is to modulate the Amp/Velocity/Volume for a 
> > tremeleo type effect. However it might and do some other things 

to I 

> > think. The RS's minikeys don't have aftertouch sensitivity, but 

the 

> > 2 pads might, I'm not really sure about that. There are lots and 
> > lots of events that can be added in the Event Editor. I've not 

got 

> > into to much other then to delete those PC ones, and sometime 
> > entering long notes that I may want exactly say 4.5 measures long 
> > since the step seq only allows maximum of whole notes with a 200% 
> > gate. Sometimes some other things too on ocasion, but not much 
> > else. Theres also if you go into Rec Standby mode I think it'll 

take 

> > you to Mute edits, punching in & out, adding & minusing of mutes 
> > which I'll change around quite often too.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit mode
> > > (bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program 

change, 
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> > vol
> > > and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there and 

I ran

> > > across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel 

after

> > > touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs tone 
> > generator. 
> > > I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like synth 
> > guitar
> > > performances so I can play them myself. What other "must know" 
> > tweaks
> > > are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said to 
> > delete
> > > the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. So 

if I

> > > plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I just 
> > delete
> > > the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will 
> > automatically
> > > remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to 

manually

> > > insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just delete 

the 

> > PC
> > > command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys of
> > > summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old 
> > school R&R.
> > > Rusty James
> > >
> >
>

| 16414|16378|2008-03-10 21:35:05|pegaso1423|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Yeah sorry, I ment lower sample rate not bitrate but like IanV says 
you can get lower bitrates through fx. I was just tryng to show a way 
of getting some 'lofi' loop remixing by resampling a few slices then 
remixing. If you want better then send your samples through a real 
lofi/8bit/4bit machine. They all sound a bit different...
cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to change the 
word length parameter
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Bike 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> 
> thx for the reply,
> I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it 
would
> re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
alternative.
> this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" 
wrote:
> 
> > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a 
lower 
> > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop remixes
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> __________________________________________________________
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> The World's Favourite Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16415|16407|2008-03-10 22:06:55|pegaso1423|Re: Channel after touch|
Hi, edit mode is good for in depth editing of notes+cc+sysex etc, 
even if the rs won't respond to some of the edting it can be sent to 
other machines via midi. eg my studio master keyboard (ex5) sends and 
responds to aftertouch but the rs has never responded. But I can 
record, edit and send aftertouch messages with the rs. Look in the 
manual for all the cc's and sysex the rs will respond to, and you can 
therefore sequence in edit mode (or job).

My latest experiments in edit mode have been for basic FM synthesis, 
It needs alot more work but I have fm with the rs. i'd better start a 
new thread on that...
Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> No prob Bob, I mean RustyJames... I'm a little loopy from lack of 
> sleep so hope I don't sound too dopey...
> 
> If you press voice edit #4 it'll take you into LFO settings, you'll 
> probably want to change the Ky On Reset value to off. I've heard 
> called called as a free running LFO on other synths. This means it 
> won't be reseting on each note which is what most voices are 
> defaulted to do, so on faster songs its reseting itself before you 
> get the chance to really hear it. The free run's properties you'll 
> notice its a little difrent hopefully more intresting once you 
tweak 
> the Depth and rate/speed some more while its set on Amp or Filter, 
> don't use it on the pitch too much but can for fun too.
> 
> LFO isn't necessary, but it sure makes a sound a lot more 
intresting 
> when setup properly, which most the voices are defaulted not to use 
> and be very "dry". I think of it more as exellent starting point 
to 
> start tweaking out the voices, because who'd know whats been 
tweaked 
> or not when they've changed for you to some "wet" settings.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >Yea I did another song by deleting all the edit commands and the
> > machine remembered the settings. I did assume since the mini 
> keyboard
> > wouldn't do velocity that it wouldn't do much else but enter note
> > data, still its better than nothing, I can take this camping and 
> still
> > make some music, in fact I have. That's part of the reason I was
> > trying to learn how to edit in functions like after touch after 
the
> > fact, cause I don't have a quality dedicated keyboard. Let me ask
> > another question, I hope I can describe what I was trying to do a 
> few
> > minutes ago. I was using the tenor sax on a faster song. On slower
> > songs I have been able to tweak the LFO speed and depth to get 
that
> > airy sounding vibrato but I have a problem getting that kind of
> > expression on faster songs. I have to admit I don't know about 
all 
> the
> > settings in the voice edit menu but after saving my file I tweaked
> > every one of them trying to get some results. The time between 
when
> > the note sounds and the LFO kicks in needs to be shortened but I 
> can't
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> > figure out how to do this. Don't even know if I can but it seems 
> like
> > I should be able to. See the notes don't last long enough for the 
> lfo
> > to kick in and the horn playing sounds bland. Anyway I'm trying to
> > learn about editing voices, so far the three knobs at the bottom 
> seem
> > to do the most for making them sound better, resonance ect. Is it 
> good
> > to turn these filters off altogether or are they vital for some
> > reason. So I guess channel after touch is for driving another 
sound
> > module or keyboard is what your saying. Oh well thanks for the 
> help, I
> > appreciate all I can get. Rusty James
> > > Yup its that first PC line and maybe any others if you see 
them. 
> The 
> > > RS somehow remembers what voices you switch it to if you save 
it 
> back 
> > > to an RS Song file. Don't ask me how it knows, because I don't 
> know 
> > > how exactly, it just does for some reason. You did it right ;)
> > > 
> > > Aftertouch is used on many regular synth keyboards. It works 
> after 
> > > the initial note on event and it can do a variety of things, 
most 
> > > common tho I think is to modulate the Amp/Velocity/Volume for a 
> > > tremeleo type effect. However it might and do some other 
things 
> to I 
> > > think. The RS's minikeys don't have aftertouch sensitivity, 
but 
> the 
> > > 2 pads might, I'm not really sure about that. There are lots 
and 
> > > lots of events that can be added in the Event Editor. I've not 
> got 
> > > into to much other then to delete those PC ones, and sometime 
> > > entering long notes that I may want exactly say 4.5 measures 
long 
> > > since the step seq only allows maximum of whole notes with a 
200% 
> > > gate. Sometimes some other things too on ocasion, but not much 
> > > else. Theres also if you go into Rec Standby mode I think 
it'll 
> take 
> > > you to Mute edits, punching in & out, adding & minusing of 
mutes 
> > > which I'll change around quite often too.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi again, its Rusty James, I was dinking around in the edit 
mode
> > > > (bottom right button) so far I can only adjust the program 
> change, 
> > > vol
> > > > and rev, I was messing around to see what else is in there 
and 
> I ran
> > > > across channel after touch. I was wondering what is channel 
> after
> > > > touch and how can I use it to affect the voices on the rs 
tone 
> > > generator. 
> > > > I have used the edit mode to delete certain info like 
synth 
> > > guitar
> > > > performances so I can play them myself. What other "must 
know" 
> > > tweaks
> > > > are available through the edit screen? Zam I think you said 
to 
> > > delete
> > > > the PC line if I wanted the machine to remember my settings. 
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So 
> if I
> > > > plan to go through a file and reset and remix all of it I 
just 
> > > delete
> > > > the first commands in the edit sequence and the rs will 
> > > automatically
> > > > remember all my settings? What I mean is I don't have to 
> manually
> > > > insert a PC command for a new voice assignment if I just 
delete 
> the 
> > > PC
> > > > command? That sound right? I tried this on Don Henley's "Boys 
of
> > > > summer" last night and it seemed to work. Yea, I like the old 
> > > school R&R.
> > > > Rusty James
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16416|16416|2008-03-10 23:02:47|pegaso1423|FM on RS|
Alot of people probably don't care about this subject, using the 
sequencer to frequency modulate rs sounds or samples.

I understand fm and I own & have used quite a few fm synths.

Ive been trying to use the sequencer to modulate pitch in order to 
generate fm sounds, it works. If anybody is interested I can share my 
current files and info. It's not that great YET and I also can't wait 
to get back to my 'real' fm machines...anyway.

Cheers.
| 16417|16416|2008-03-11 16:14:39|Jakob Elgstrand|SV: [RS7000] FM on RS|
Nice work !

Please post you ideas and files this would be
much apritiated .

Kudos

--- pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com> skrev:

> Alot of people probably don't care about this
> subject, using the 
> sequencer to frequency modulate rs sounds or
> samples.
> 
> I understand fm and I own & have used quite a few fm
> synths.
> 
> Ive been trying to use the sequencer to modulate
> pitch in order to 
> generate fm sounds, it works. If anybody is
> interested I can share my 
> current files and info. It's not that great YET and
> I also can't wait 
> to get back to my 'real' fm machines...anyway.
> 
> Cheers. 
> 
> 

__________________________________________________________
Ta semester! - sök efter resor hos Yahoo! Shopping.
Jämför pris på flygbiljetter och hotellrum här:
http://shopping.yahoo.se/c-169901-resor-biljetter.html?partnerId=96914052
| 16418|16416|2008-03-11 17:09:36|zamisers7k|Re: FM on RS|
I like using the FM Bass voices a lot on my RS, though its not real FM, 
it sounds pretty dang good with a little extra tweaking. I'd be 
intrested in hearing and seeing what you do with the sequencer to get 
FM. I know with the LFO on its higher speeds can come close to making 
FM type sounds. Anyway, yeah lets see what you've done, I'm intrested 
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too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Alot of people probably don't care about this subject, using the 
> sequencer to frequency modulate rs sounds or samples.
> 
> I understand fm and I own & have used quite a few fm synths.
> 
> Ive been trying to use the sequencer to modulate pitch in order to 
> generate fm sounds, it works. If anybody is interested I can share 
my 
> current files and info. It's not that great YET and I also can't wait 
> to get back to my 'real' fm machines...anyway.
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 16419|16405|2008-03-11 19:35:23|zzzik242|Re: RS7000 promo disc|
Wow! Awesome :D 
I'm a huge fan of Ramon Zenker, so I'd very much like to hear these 
tracks. In fact, I'll mention this record to my friend who is a 
diehard Hardfloor fan (Ramon Zenker + Oliver Bondzio), maybe he'll 
get hold of it. If so, I could maybe post examples on youtube 
(unless it's against the law...?). 

Awesome find, Bike!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've never seen nor heard. No idea where to get it, looks like we 
> could put it on a want list on there tho. I guess incase one 
turns up 
> for sale perhaps. Hmmm???
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > this looks interesting:
> > http://www.discogs.com/release/810209
> > has anyone listened to that? anywhere to get it?
> > thanks.
> >
>

| 16420|16378|2008-03-11 20:42:38|Bike|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
yeah, I did this already. hmm, any conversion of the wavelength value
(128) to the bit rate value? I assume if that 128 supposed to be 16
bit, may be 64 is 8 bit? can anyone confirm about this?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to change the
word length parameter
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Bike 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> 
> thx for the reply,
> I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it would
> re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" alternative.
> this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> 
> > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a lower 
> > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop remixes
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________________
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> The World's Favourite Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16421|16405|2008-03-11 20:49:36|Bike|Re: RS7000 promo disc|
I want to hear this too. it would be great if Yamaha would simply
provide the files in RS songs format :O) going to be way more enjoyable..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zzzik242" wrote:
>
> Wow! Awesome :D 
> I'm a huge fan of Ramon Zenker, so I'd very much like to hear these 
> tracks. In fact, I'll mention this record to my friend who is a 
> diehard Hardfloor fan (Ramon Zenker + Oliver Bondzio), maybe he'll 
> get hold of it. If so, I could maybe post examples on youtube 
> (unless it's against the law...?). 
> 
> Awesome find, Bike!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I've never seen nor heard. No idea where to get it, looks like we 
> > could put it on a want list on there tho. I guess incase one 
> turns up 
> > for sale perhaps. Hmmm???
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> > >
> > > this looks interesting:
> > > http://www.discogs.com/release/810209
> > > has anyone listened to that? anywhere to get it?
> > > thanks.
> > >
> >
>

| 16422|16378|2008-03-11 22:48:03|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
I'm thinking that the RS is always pushing 16bits. So a 4k sample 
freq/rate would be closest to simulating 8bits at the same rate. I 
think that may be setting 10 for 4khz. If you know the 8bit sound 
better than I perhaps try it out and see what freq/rates come 
clossest to what you are looking for, then resample it at at 44.1k 
just to make sure it'll stay sounding the closest to original then 
try resample again at lower or do the sample rate reduction job and 
see how much difrent or not it sounds.

Just ideas, guesses and my thoughts, no proof of if any of that will 
actually be true.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> yeah, I did this already. hmm, any conversion of the wavelength 
value
> (128) to the bit rate value? I assume if that 128 supposed to be 16
> bit, may be 64 is 8 bit? can anyone confirm about this?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to change 
the
> word length parameter
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: Bike 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> > 
> > thx for the reply,
> > I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> > but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it 
would
> > re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
alternative.
> > this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" 
wrote:
> > 
> > > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a 
lower 
> > > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop 
remixes
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________________
> > Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> > The World's Favourite Email 
http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16423|16416|2008-03-12 16:45:49|Nick Fletcher|Re: FM on RS|
I would also like to read about your techniques, if you'd be so kind as to
share them, thanks!

On Wed, Mar 12, 2008 at 10:09 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> I like using the FM Bass voices a lot on my RS, though its not real FM,
> it sounds pretty dang good with a little extra tweaking. I'd be
> intrested in hearing and seeing what you do with the sequencer to get
> FM. I know with the LFO on its higher speeds can come close to making
> FM type sounds. Anyway, yeah lets see what you've done, I'm intrested
> too.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "pegaso1423"
> wrote:
> >
> > Alot of people probably don't care about this subject, using the
> > sequencer to frequency modulate rs sounds or samples.
> >
> > I understand fm and I own & have used quite a few fm synths.
> >
> > Ive been trying to use the sequencer to modulate pitch in order to
> > generate fm sounds, it works. If anybody is interested I can share
> my
> > current files and info. It's not that great YET and I also can't wait
> > to get back to my 'real' fm machines...anyway.
> >
> > Cheers.
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16424|16378|2008-03-12 18:10:50|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Hey Bike,

This probably won't help any, but I was just looking at the stats for 
the RS7000 that yamahasynth.com has listed,(They just put up 2 new 
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rehatched synths MM8 & Motif Rack XS I think)and anyway, under 
sampling stats I noticed it has the following info listed for the RS:

A/D Converson 20bit 64 times oversampling 
D/A Converson 24bit 128 times oversampling 
Sampling Frequencies Analog input: 44.1kHz (Stereo / Mono), 22.05kHz, 
11.025kHz,5.5125kHz (LoFi Mode, Stereo / Mono)
Digital input (only when optional AIEB I/O board is installed): 
48kHz, 44.1kHz, 32kHz external synchronized recording (stereo only) 
[1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 LoFi undersampling is 

Looks like they choped off info after the "undersampling is"... is 
what? The A/D D/A converters are more than 16bit, not sure if that 
means the RS is using 16bits sampling or what not, I'd still think it 
was, but I'm more confused than ever if any of that means anything or 
is correct.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm thinking that the RS is always pushing 16bits. So a 4k sample 
> freq/rate would be closest to simulating 8bits at the same rate. I 
> think that may be setting 10 for 4khz. If you know the 8bit sound 
> better than I perhaps try it out and see what freq/rates come 
> clossest to what you are looking for, then resample it at at 44.1k 
> just to make sure it'll stay sounding the closest to original then 
> try resample again at lower or do the sample rate reduction job and 
> see how much difrent or not it sounds.
> 
> Just ideas, guesses and my thoughts, no proof of if any of that 
will 
> actually be true.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > yeah, I did this already. hmm, any conversion of the wavelength 
> value
> > (128) to the bit rate value? I assume if that 128 supposed to be 
16
> > bit, may be 64 is 8 bit? can anyone confirm about this?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > >
> > > The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to change 
> the
> > word length parameter
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----
> > > From: Bike 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> > > 
> > > thx for the reply,
> > > I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> > > but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that 
it 
> would
> > > re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
> alternative.
> > > this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" 
> wrote:
> > > 
> > > > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to 
a 
> lower 
> > > > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop 
> remixes
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> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > __________________________________________________________
> > > Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> > > The World's Favourite Email 
> http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 16425|16378|2008-03-13 13:42:37|jdcx64|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Hi,

The effects of 8 bits sampling and a low sample rate are unrelated.

8 bits sampling: low resolution, low dynamic range, large steps
between sample values, sampling noise

low sampling rate: inability to reproduce frequencies higher than half
the sampling rate; aliasing noise is produced when the signal to be
sampled contains out of range frequencies and is not pre-filtered

To reproduce the effect of 8 bits sampling sample signals at level 256
times lower than normal so that samples will range from 0 to 255 (8
bits value), then normalize the sample so that the output volume is
OK, you'll get 'perfect' 8 bits noise if that's what you want.

Joaquim

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm thinking that the RS is always pushing 16bits. So a 4k sample 
> freq/rate would be closest to simulating 8bits at the same rate. I 
> think that may be setting 10 for 4khz. If you know the 8bit sound 
> better than I perhaps try it out and see what freq/rates come 
> clossest to what you are looking for, then resample it at at 44.1k 
> just to make sure it'll stay sounding the closest to original then 
> try resample again at lower or do the sample rate reduction job and 
> see how much difrent or not it sounds.
> 
> Just ideas, guesses and my thoughts, no proof of if any of that will 
> actually be true.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> >
> > yeah, I did this already. hmm, any conversion of the wavelength 
> value
> > (128) to the bit rate value? I assume if that 128 supposed to be 16
> > bit, may be 64 is 8 bit? can anyone confirm about this?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > >
> > > The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to change 
> the
> > word length parameter
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----
> > > From: Bike 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> > > 
> > > thx for the reply,
> > > I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> > > but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that it 
> would
> > > re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
> alternative.
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> > > this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" 
> wrote:
> > > 
> > > > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices to a 
> lower 
> > > > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop 
> remixes
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > __________________________________________________________
> > > Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> > > The World's Favourite Email 
> http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 16426|16378|2008-03-13 19:03:23|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Yep I know they are unreleated. I think the key words here are that 
you are using the word "reproduce" and I'm saying "to simulate". 

This is because I don't think the RS is reproducing 8bit sampling, 
its simulating it. I think this because I also think it is still 
pushing 16bits at a time through the RS's sampling architecture no 
mater what it sounds like, it is just not doing it as often when it 
does it. That would mean it is still pushing 16bits at a time 
through it though it will sound similar, not actuly reproducing, 8bit 
sound at the same freq/rate.

You can do the opposite, make 8bit sound similar to 16bit by 
increasing its sample freq/rate to double or more I'm thinking. 
However, maybe I'm completely off the mark. There might have to be 
more error checking going on for the smaller bit rates which would 
slow it down more, but I'm not entirely sure if that is how the RS's 
architecture is set up or not. I'm not sure if that is how it really 
works or not.

I'm just guessing, perhaps it actually is reducing the bit amount to 
reduce 16bit to 8bit therby reproducing it. However, if you re-
record or resample the 8bit to 16bit at the same freq/rate it will 
sound the same. Is my thinking correct or wrong?

They may not be related, but I'm thinking that there is a 
relationship between them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> The effects of 8 bits sampling and a low sample rate are unrelated.
> 
> 8 bits sampling: low resolution, low dynamic range, large steps
> between sample values, sampling noise
> 
> low sampling rate: inability to reproduce frequencies higher than 
half
> the sampling rate; aliasing noise is produced when the signal to be
> sampled contains out of range frequencies and is not pre-filtered
> 
> To reproduce the effect of 8 bits sampling sample signals at level 
256
> times lower than normal so that samples will range from 0 to 255 (8
> bits value), then normalize the sample so that the output volume is
> OK, you'll get 'perfect' 8 bits noise if that's what you want.
> 
> Joaquim
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm thinking that the RS is always pushing 16bits. So a 4k 
sample 
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> > freq/rate would be closest to simulating 8bits at the same rate. 
I 
> > think that may be setting 10 for 4khz. If you know the 8bit 
sound 
> > better than I perhaps try it out and see what freq/rates come 
> > clossest to what you are looking for, then resample it at at 
44.1k 
> > just to make sure it'll stay sounding the closest to original 
then 
> > try resample again at lower or do the sample rate reduction job 
and 
> > see how much difrent or not it sounds.
> > 
> > Just ideas, guesses and my thoughts, no proof of if any of that 
will 
> > actually be true.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> > >
> > > yeah, I did this already. hmm, any conversion of the wavelength 
> > value
> > > (128) to the bit rate value? I assume if that 128 supposed to 
be 16
> > > bit, may be 64 is 8 bit? can anyone confirm about this?
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > > >
> > > > The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to 
change 
> > the
> > > word length parameter
> > > > 
> > > > IanV
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----
> > > > From: Bike 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> > > > 
> > > > thx for the reply,
> > > > I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> > > > but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that 
it 
> > would
> > > > re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
> > alternative.
> > > > this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" 

> > wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices 
to a 
> > lower 
> > > > > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop 
> > remixes
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
__________________________________________________________
> > > > Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> > > > The World's Favourite Email 
> > http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16427|16378|2008-03-13 21:31:54|Brigman, Corley|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
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hi, long time lurker delurking (i love my RS, wish I had more time to
use it). here's a lot of (mostly useless) info about sampling rates:

simulating 8/12 bit sampling is pretty easy actually, you just 0 out the

LSBs, so that a sample like 1101 0011 0101 1000 becomes 1101 0011 0000
0000.
This is functionally equivalent, as you are throwing away precision.
Think of it like a fraction, where all numbers are 0.something (all 0s,
like 0000 0000 = 0.0 and all 1s, like 1111 1111 = 0.999999) and you
'reduce' a number like 0.33694 by cutting numbers off the end (to, say,
.336 or maybe .337 if you round). 

It's actually probably pushing through 24 bits most of the time. To get
a 24 bit number from a 16 bit number, usually you just add 0s at the end
(same 0.3 is the same as 0.30, 1101 0011 in 8 bits becomes 1101 0011
0000 0000 in
16 bits, and so on up). You can dither (1) but it's probably not doing
that,
and the 24 bits are still useful because when you set this track's
volume to (say) 94 out of 128, it can do that multiply and then some of
those lower bit precisions get used. Note there is no problem going from
low bits to high bits; and very little going from high to low (you
aren't going to cause aliasing, you will create a grainier signal and
little else), unlike with changing the sampling frequency (2).

You have a divide, where you cut bits off the bottom (16->8) and then
add bits to get them back (8->24), which looks like a divide and then a
multiply (first divide by 256, then multiply by 65536); you could
probably simulate weird fractional bit depths like 8.4 by changing the
multiply/divide numbers, so it's probably not a tradition bit depth
reduction.

Anyways, this still isn't going to sound like (say) an SP1200 or an
Emax, because one, the output DAC knows that it's only 8 bits and so the
filtering is a little different on the output, but more importantly
sampling hardware isn't perfect (and varies in implementation,
especially in the older ones), and each of them impart their own
'sound'. That's what people mean when they say it isn't 'real' 8-bit
sampling. But it will sound 'rougher' in its own way. 

And BTW, you're not completely wrong, ideally there's no connection
between sampling rate and bit rate, but realistically there are ways to
convert one into the other, depending on the method used - most ADCs are
actually sigma/delta type, which are really 1 bit at a really fast
sampling rate (say, 2.4MHz), and DSD/SACD formats just use this
directly....

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com

(1) - dither just means they try to put something useful in those low
bits, to reduce the overall noise of the signal. It's guessing, but it
can improve things. 

(2) - Changing the sampling frequency can hit those aliasing things
mentioned before, which can actually add unwanted frequencies to your
signal. Bit depth reduction will not, at least directly (but the
sampling
noise will increase). 

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of zamisers7k
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2008 9:03 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix

Yep I know they are unreleated. I think the key words here are that 
you are using the word "reproduce" and I'm saying "to simulate". 

This is because I don't think the RS is reproducing 8bit sampling, 
its simulating it. I think this because I also think it is still 
pushing 16bits at a time through the RS's sampling architecture no 
mater what it sounds like, it is just not doing it as often when it 
does it. That would mean it is still pushing 16bits at a time 
through it though it will sound similar, not actuly reproducing, 8bit 
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sound at the same freq/rate.

You can do the opposite, make 8bit sound similar to 16bit by 
increasing its sample freq/rate to double or more I'm thinking. 
However, maybe I'm completely off the mark. There might have to be 
more error checking going on for the smaller bit rates which would 
slow it down more, but I'm not entirely sure if that is how the RS's 
architecture is set up or not. I'm not sure if that is how it really 
works or not.

I'm just guessing, perhaps it actually is reducing the bit amount to 
reduce 16bit to 8bit therby reproducing it. However, if you re-
record or resample the 8bit to 16bit at the same freq/rate it will 
sound the same. Is my thinking correct or wrong?

They may not be related, but I'm thinking that there is a 
relationship between them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> The effects of 8 bits sampling and a low sample rate are unrelated.
> 
> 8 bits sampling: low resolution, low dynamic range, large steps
> between sample values, sampling noise
> 
> low sampling rate: inability to reproduce frequencies higher than 
half
> the sampling rate; aliasing noise is produced when the signal to be
> sampled contains out of range frequencies and is not pre-filtered
> 
> To reproduce the effect of 8 bits sampling sample signals at level 
256
> times lower than normal so that samples will range from 0 to 255 (8
> bits value), then normalize the sample so that the output volume is
> OK, you'll get 'perfect' 8 bits noise if that's what you want.
> 
> Joaquim
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm thinking that the RS is always pushing 16bits. So a 4k 
sample 
> > freq/rate would be closest to simulating 8bits at the same rate. 
I 
> > think that may be setting 10 for 4khz. If you know the 8bit 
sound 
> > better than I perhaps try it out and see what freq/rates come 
> > clossest to what you are looking for, then resample it at at 
44.1k 
> > just to make sure it'll stay sounding the closest to original 
then 
> > try resample again at lower or do the sample rate reduction job 
and 
> > see how much difrent or not it sounds.
> > 
> > Just ideas, guesses and my thoughts, no proof of if any of that 
will 
> > actually be true.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
> > >
> > > yeah, I did this already. hmm, any conversion of the wavelength 
> > value
> > > (128) to the bit rate value? I assume if that 128 supposed to 
be 16
> > > bit, may be 64 is 8 bit? can anyone confirm about this?
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > > >
> > > > The lo-fi effect will do the lower bit rate, you need to 
change 
> > the
> > > word length parameter
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> > > > 
> > > > IanV
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----
> > > > From: Bike 
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Sent: Monday, 10 March, 2008 3:01:18 AM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS and A5000 loop remix
> > > > 
> > > > thx for the reply,
> > > > I know that we can resample with the lo-fi fx.
> > > > but how do you resample to a lower bit rate? I also know that 
it 
> > would
> > > > re-sample to a lower frequency range, but I found no "bit" 
> > alternative.
> > > > this is going to be very preferable. thx again.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "pegaso1423" 

> > wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > > If you want some random lofi action resample a few slices 
to a 
> > lower 
> > > > > bitrate or with some of the lofi fx on and do regular loop 
> > remixes
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
__________________________________________________________
> > > > Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> > > > The World's Favourite Email 
> > http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

------------------------------------
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| 16428|16378|2008-03-15 05:41:10|jdcx64|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Sample at input levels that use only the 8 lower bits (less than 2
pixels high on the RS input level meter) and you'll be doing true 8
bits sampling on a 16 bits ADC.

(a normalize job is then required but the RS can also do that)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brigman, Corley" 
wrote:

> simulating 8/12 bit sampling is pretty easy actually, you just 0 out the
> 
> LSBs, so that a sample like 1101 0011 0101 1000 becomes 1101 0011 0000
> 0000.

| 16429|16429|2008-03-16 03:23:04|kzimpact|Does the RS7k meet my needs|
Hi there. 

I'm a composer/arranger and a keyboard player. In the past, I used to 
use a Kurzweil K2600, which was my main instrument, as well as 
sequencer. Lately I have decided to switch to a different instrument, 
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Clavia's Nord Stage, which is great, but doesn't include a sequencer, 
and I'm looking for something that will fullfill my needs in that area. 

What I actually need is something that I can program complete songs 
into, including changes of tempo and time signature between parts of 
the song. I'm also very intersted in the device's synth and sampling 
options, but that is less significant for me than the sequencing 
capabilities.

Also, do you know if any of the older Yamaha sequencers (such as the 
QY300, QY100, RM1X...) can change tempo and time signatures between 
parts?

Thanks in advance,
Eyal Amir
| 16430|16378|2008-03-16 03:52:18|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Some intresting reading on the sample and bit stuff we have been going 
over.

Anyhow, I wanted to commend the group on staying civil with the 
respondces, something that could of easily got heated.

In the end I think it boils down to how it sounds. Its an intresting 
topic, I don't want to cut it off or not continue it, but I hope those 
that needed the help that they got their RS to sound how they wanted 
which or whatever way they wound up trying out. 

Zam
| 16431|16378|2008-03-16 03:55:28|zamisers7k|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
Oh and welcome to the RS forum from lurking theophilus316. Nice BIT of 
infos :)

Zam
| 16432|16429|2008-03-16 04:03:37|zamisers7k|Re: Does the RS7k meet my needs|
Hi and welcome to the list.

The RS7000 is a great sequencer. It might meet your needs, and if it 
don't I'm not really sure what else to recomend beyond going with 
some softseqs.

Anyway, the RS can change tempo and tempo changes can be programed 
into it. I've done it a few times but I don't use it extensively.

The time signature I'm even a little less familar with, I know it can 
change, but I'm unsure if it can be changed in middle of a song or 
not. It might be able to do it, but I'd have to look into it to be 
sure, anyone else on here know for sure or have done it?

As for composing, it sounds like you may be more into linear 
sequencing which can be done on the RS too, but its also a great 
pattern looper which can help speed repetive parts up. I tell 
everyone this who is intrested in the RS, that the RS can be a tough 
learn at first but once the basics are down you'll fall in love with 
it.

Good luck on your decision, anything else you might like to know 
about don't hesitate to ask.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kzimpact" wrote:
>
> Hi there. 
> 
> I'm a composer/arranger and a keyboard player. In the past, I used 
to 
> use a Kurzweil K2600, which was my main instrument, as well as 
> sequencer. Lately I have decided to switch to a different 
instrument, 
> Clavia's Nord Stage, which is great, but doesn't include a 
sequencer, 
> and I'm looking for something that will fullfill my needs in that 
area. 
> 
> What I actually need is something that I can program complete songs 
> into, including changes of tempo and time signature between parts 
of 
> the song. I'm also very intersted in the device's synth and 
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sampling 
> options, but that is less significant for me than the sequencing 
> capabilities.
> 
> Also, do you know if any of the older Yamaha sequencers (such as 
the 
> QY300, QY100, RM1X...) can change tempo and time signatures between 
> parts?
> 
> Thanks in advance,
> Eyal Amir
>

| 16433|1220|2008-03-16 04:33:40|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Hey, sorry about the delay, I had moved and a lot of my gear is still 
not set up, but I've finally got one thing running, my RS of 
course... Anyway its a damn nice song. I'd probably tweak out some 
of the sounds in it, theay are a bit dry. Something you'll probably 
get more familar with as you go along. Composition is great, you've 
done things difrently then I would do because the first thing I 
notice is none of your tracks mute in or out. I'm always muting 
tracks in and out, but I probably don't use the RS in the best way, I 
think it might be sort of like cheating what I do, but it works well 
for me... I'm probably not making any sense, what I'll probably do if 
you don't mind is take a few mins and Zam it up a bit and repost 
it ;) Don't want to turn you off from experimenting, I just like to 
tweak see what I come can up with using someone elses stuff for 
inspiration. I don't get that chance very often.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
>
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> Uploaded by : rustyjames54 
> Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live lead 
guitar performance 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> 
> To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> 
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htm
lfiles
> 
> Regards,
> 
> rustyjames54 
>

| 16434|16378|2008-03-16 05:26:44|Bike|Re: RS and A5000 loop remix|
thank you for all the great lofi conversation and sharing.
it's very appreciated and enjoyable. thanks again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh and welcome to the RS forum from lurking theophilus316. Nice BIT of 
> infos :)
> 
> Zam
>

| 16435|1220|2008-03-16 06:39:38|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Here is what I did in a few mins of messing around:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/EAR1.R2S

I know its kind of difrent then the original and its still pretty 
rough in parts, but I was just having fun with it. I imported parts 
into the pattern mode, rearraged a few things, Chained it then 
converted to Song, but some of the origninal is still in there. It 
could still use a lot of tweaking out. I might do more to it, but 
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its time for me to hit the hay now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey, sorry about the delay, I had moved and a lot of my gear is 
still 
> not set up, but I've finally got one thing running, my RS of 
> course... Anyway its a damn nice song. I'd probably tweak out some 
> of the sounds in it, theay are a bit dry. Something you'll 
probably 
> get more familar with as you go along. Composition is great, 
you've 
> done things difrently then I would do because the first thing I 
> notice is none of your tracks mute in or out. I'm always muting 
> tracks in and out, but I probably don't use the RS in the best way, 
I 
> think it might be sort of like cheating what I do, but it works 
well 
> for me... I'm probably not making any sense, what I'll probably do 
if 
> you don't mind is take a few mins and Zam it up a bit and repost 
> it ;) Don't want to turn you off from experimenting, I just like 
to 
> tweak see what I come can up with using someone elses stuff for 
> inspiration. I don't get that chance very often.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hello,
> > 
> > This email message is a notification to let you know that
> > a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> > group.
> > 
> > File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > Uploaded by : rustyjames54 
> > Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live lead 
> guitar performance 
> > 
> > You can access this file at the URL:
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > 
> > To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> > 
> 
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htm
> lfiles
> > 
> > Regards,
> > 
> > rustyjames54 
> >
>

| 16436|1220|2008-03-16 21:21:26|rustyjames54|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>Rusty James says Zam it up dude, I listened to the techno remix and I

say, I sounds even more otherworldy than the original version, you
made it all your own for sure. I really don't know how to use my
machine like that, programming in mute scenes and such, I read about
it though. Or was that a real time remix like you might try at a club?
By the way, I've been working twelve hour shifts so not much RSing
going on but I think I'm about to try to build that steinway piano
sample kit we were talking about a few posts ago, got one day off to
try it. Like to hear more original stuff from the forum, so post away
all you digital musicians, squeeze some funk out dat muse!
Rusty James

> Here is what I did in a few mins of messing around:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/EAR1.R2S
> 
> I know its kind of difrent then the original and its still pretty 
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> rough in parts, but I was just having fun with it. I imported parts 
> into the pattern mode, rearraged a few things, Chained it then 
> converted to Song, but some of the origninal is still in there. It 
> could still use a lot of tweaking out. I might do more to it, but 
> its time for me to hit the hay now.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey, sorry about the delay, I had moved and a lot of my gear is 
> still 
> > not set up, but I've finally got one thing running, my RS of 
> > course... Anyway its a damn nice song. I'd probably tweak out some 
> > of the sounds in it, theay are a bit dry. Something you'll 
> probably 
> > get more familar with as you go along. Composition is great, 
> you've 
> > done things difrently then I would do because the first thing I 
> > notice is none of your tracks mute in or out. I'm always muting 
> > tracks in and out, but I probably don't use the RS in the best way, 
> I 
> > think it might be sort of like cheating what I do, but it works 
> well 
> > for me... I'm probably not making any sense, what I'll probably do 
> if 
> > you don't mind is take a few mins and Zam it up a bit and repost 
> > it ;) Don't want to turn you off from experimenting, I just like 
> to 
> > tweak see what I come can up with using someone elses stuff for 
> > inspiration. I don't get that chance very often.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Hello,
> > > 
> > > This email message is a notification to let you know that
> > > a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> > > group.
> > > 
> > > File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > > Uploaded by : rustyjames54 
> > > Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live lead 
> > guitar performance 
> > > 
> > > You can access this file at the URL:
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > > 
> > > To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> > > 
> > 
> http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htm
> > lfiles
> > > 
> > > Regards,
> > > 
> > > rustyjames54 
> > >
> >
>

| 16437|1220|2008-03-17 15:36:05|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Its kind of close to what a real time remix would be like for me as 
far as punching mutes in and out goes, but not much else. In all 
honesty I don't do many realtime remixing at shows, but I will 
ocassionally. Usually most of my live stuff is done in Songs like 
that one and I just do some res & cut tweaking and add some KP2 FX on 
top of it and worry about which song to load up next. Shhh, don't 
tell anyone. When I do the realtime remixing stuff I'll be in 
pattern mode punching tracks in and out like in that song though 
among other things too. Surprisingly, I've learned thats what the 
audiance likes most at live gigs, they seem to like the mistakes more 
than having a solidly tightly composed song. Don't ask me why, 
that'll be a whole nother post.

12 hour work days can be rough, hope you can get your piano samps in 
and sounding nice on your day off, but don't stress over it too much. 
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Maybe get some rest, then have some fun.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >Rusty James says Zam it up dude, I listened to the techno remix 

and I

> say, I sounds even more otherworldy than the original version, you
> made it all your own for sure. I really don't know how to use my
> machine like that, programming in mute scenes and such, I read about
> it though. Or was that a real time remix like you might try at a 

club?

> By the way, I've been working twelve hour shifts so not much RSing
> going on but I think I'm about to try to build that steinway piano
> sample kit we were talking about a few posts ago, got one day off to
> try it. Like to hear more original stuff from the forum, so post 

away

> all you digital musicians, squeeze some funk out dat muse!
> Rusty James
> > Here is what I did in a few mins of messing around:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/EAR1.R2S
> > 
> > I know its kind of difrent then the original and its still pretty 
> > rough in parts, but I was just having fun with it. I imported 

parts 

> > into the pattern mode, rearraged a few things, Chained it then 
> > converted to Song, but some of the origninal is still in there. 

It 

> > could still use a lot of tweaking out. I might do more to it, 

but 

> > its time for me to hit the hay now.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey, sorry about the delay, I had moved and a lot of my gear is 
> > still 
> > > not set up, but I've finally got one thing running, my RS of 
> > > course... Anyway its a damn nice song. I'd probably tweak out 

some 

> > > of the sounds in it, theay are a bit dry. Something you'll 
> > probably 
> > > get more familar with as you go along. Composition is great, 
> > you've 
> > > done things difrently then I would do because the first thing I 
> > > notice is none of your tracks mute in or out. I'm always 

muting 

> > > tracks in and out, but I probably don't use the RS in the best 

way, 

> > I 
> > > think it might be sort of like cheating what I do, but it works 
> > well 
> > > for me... I'm probably not making any sense, what I'll probably 

do 

> > if 
> > > you don't mind is take a few mins and Zam it up a bit and 
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repost 

> > > it ;) Don't want to turn you off from experimenting, I just 

like 

> > to 
> > > tweak see what I come can up with using someone elses stuff for 
> > > inspiration. I don't get that chance very often.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > > Hello,
> > > > 
> > > > This email message is a notification to let you know that
> > > > a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> > > > group.
> > > > 
> > > > File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > > > Uploaded by : rustyjames54 
> > > > Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live 

lead 

> > > guitar performance 
> > > > 
> > > > You can access this file at the URL:
> > > > 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 

> > > > 
> > > > To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> > > > 
> > > 
> > 

http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htm

> > > lfiles
> > > > 
> > > > Regards,
> > > > 
> > > > rustyjames54 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16438|1220|2008-03-17 22:39:59|rustyjames54|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>Hey I got a new headache: So I was trying to make a grand piano kit.

The sample kit I bought on line was downloadable wav files and it does
sound a little better than the rs, I've loaded some voices in pitch
mode and let the sequencer tracks play the samples so I know that that
works. My sample kit does not have chromatic notes so as tedious as it
sounds I sat down to try to use the resampling feature to get the
chromatic notes so I would have a sample for every key. I loaded a
sample on track 1 then selected track 8 for a target, with the mixer I
selected a ram memory target. I had C2 as my first low key and I was
going to resample C#2 and save it to file. I set stereo L/R out for
the source and stereo to mono L & R for the output type. As far as I
understood the manual this was right. I'm missing something. I've
never really tried this before so I don't know where my problem is. I
hit the standby/record button and set the sampler to level, original
key C2 (I also tried C#2 as that was my destination key, I'm not clear
on what the settings mean, I've tried several variations) but then I
cant hear the sound in my headphones though the line level LED is
flickering from a signal. I got the input gain set to line, do I have
to actually run a cable from the stereo out to an input or is it
internal? Hey I don't know I've never done this before. So does
anything strike you as to what might be the oversight? Hey help me if
you can, anybody out there...help! Rusty James

> Its kind of close to what a real time remix would be like for me as 
> far as punching mutes in and out goes, but not much else. In all 
> honesty I don't do many realtime remixing at shows, but I will 
> ocassionally. Usually most of my live stuff is done in Songs like 
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> that one and I just do some res & cut tweaking and add some KP2 FX on 
> top of it and worry about which song to load up next. Shhh, don't 
> tell anyone. When I do the realtime remixing stuff I'll be in 
> pattern mode punching tracks in and out like in that song though 
> among other things too. Surprisingly, I've learned thats what the 
> audiance likes most at live gigs, they seem to like the mistakes more 
> than having a solidly tightly composed song. Don't ask me why, 
> that'll be a whole nother post.
> 
> 12 hour work days can be rough, hope you can get your piano samps in 
> and sounding nice on your day off, but don't stress over it too much. 
> Maybe get some rest, then have some fun.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" 
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >Rusty James says Zam it up dude, I listened to the techno remix 
> and I
> > say, I sounds even more otherworldy than the original version, you
> > made it all your own for sure. I really don't know how to use my
> > machine like that, programming in mute scenes and such, I read about
> > it though. Or was that a real time remix like you might try at a 
> club?
> > By the way, I've been working twelve hour shifts so not much RSing
> > going on but I think I'm about to try to build that steinway piano
> > sample kit we were talking about a few posts ago, got one day off to
> > try it. Like to hear more original stuff from the forum, so post 
> away
> > all you digital musicians, squeeze some funk out dat muse!
> > Rusty James
> > > Here is what I did in a few mins of messing around:
> > > 
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/EAR1.R2S
> > > 
> > > I know its kind of difrent then the original and its still pretty 
> > > rough in parts, but I was just having fun with it. I imported 
> parts 
> > > into the pattern mode, rearraged a few things, Chained it then 
> > > converted to Song, but some of the origninal is still in there. 
> It 
> > > could still use a lot of tweaking out. I might do more to it, 
> but 
> > > its time for me to hit the hay now.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey, sorry about the delay, I had moved and a lot of my gear is 
> > > still 
> > > > not set up, but I've finally got one thing running, my RS of 
> > > > course... Anyway its a damn nice song. I'd probably tweak out 
> some 
> > > > of the sounds in it, theay are a bit dry. Something you'll 
> > > probably 
> > > > get more familar with as you go along. Composition is great, 
> > > you've 
> > > > done things difrently then I would do because the first thing I 
> > > > notice is none of your tracks mute in or out. I'm always 
> muting 
> > > > tracks in and out, but I probably don't use the RS in the best 
> way, 
> > > I 
> > > > think it might be sort of like cheating what I do, but it works 
> > > well 
> > > > for me... I'm probably not making any sense, what I'll probably 
> do 
> > > if 
> > > > you don't mind is take a few mins and Zam it up a bit and 
> repost 
> > > > it ;) Don't want to turn you off from experimenting, I just 
> like 
> > > to 
> > > > tweak see what I come can up with using someone elses stuff for 
> > > > inspiration. I don't get that chance very often.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
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> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hello,
> > > > > 
> > > > > This email message is a notification to let you know that
> > > > > a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> > > > > group.
> > > > > 
> > > > > File : /phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > > > > Uploaded by : rustyjames54 
> > > > > Description : fist song attempt, accompanyment for live 
> lead 
> > > > guitar performance 
> > > > > 
> > > > > You can access this file at the URL:
> > > > > 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/phrases/OTHERWOR.R2S 
> > > > > 
> > > > > To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htm
> > > > lfiles
> > > > > 
> > > > > Regards,
> > > > > 
> > > > > rustyjames54 
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16439|1220|2008-03-18 12:23:44|florisvanrijswijk|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Perhaps the "pitch convert" job is easier to use than to resample. 
Check out the manual: 
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
07 PITCH CONVERT Changes the pitch of the sample without affecting its
length. P.248

Flo.
| 16440|16440|2008-03-18 12:32:51|florisvanrijswijk|Please trim your messages|
Dear group, 

Please be so kind to trim the messages that are send to the group when
replying. The replies keep including the original messages and get
pretty long. Very tedious to scroll through when reading the daily
digests. Thanks! 

Flo.
| 16441|1220|2008-03-18 14:36:45|rustyjames54|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Thanks Flo, I had only a couple of page turns to go before I would
have seen this, this seems like the obvious way to go, I'm going to
take a stab at it before I go in for the night shift, hope I get some
satisfaction. I know I ain't the RS guru, that's why I joined this
forum because I had this machine for a long time and never figured out
how to use it, so I appreciate the help, it's much appreciated. I
realize I'm not the same kind of musician a lot of rs users are, but
you have to see the RS is the perfect "band in a can" for a solo
guitar rocker. I've mostly been tweaking midi files I've downloaded of
popular cover music but I am a big fan of smooth jazz and I thought if
I drum up some of my own on the RS I could use sample kits for a
better sound for recording, otherwise I'll only use the tone
generator. Anyways, thanks again and I'll try not to dumb down your
forum too much...over and out - RJ

>

| 16442|1220|2008-03-18 15:57:50|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Hey Rusty, hope the pitch convert job will work well for you. Probably 
what I'd use to get the missing notes. Also, I thought I'd mention if 
your having trouble hearing things while sampling or resampling, then 
under pad #6 submenu A/D Setup there is Input Gain, Level settings, 
etc. that adjusting might help ya out too if you've not looked at 
already for sampling and resampling. There is also an Input volume 
knob next to the sampling stuff I'm sure you noticed too. You should 
be able to hear what your sampling and resampling. If your doing 
resampling from the RS and not an input, make sure when in standby rec 
you change the input source I think its called to RS Resamp instead of 
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L/R input. Trick there is playing the samples and sounds you want from 
the RS to resample at the right moments.

Good Luck, everyone goes through this trouble I think when new at it. 
For the longest time I couldn't figure out why when I was sampling it 
was always quieter while sampling then louder when done. Anyhow I 
learned the Normalize Samp Job cames in handy a lot too for boosting 
sample level after its been recorded.

Zam
| 16443|16443|2008-03-24 16:27:19|zamisers7k|I Love My RS7000|
Just an appreciation post to see if the list is all OK.

Zam
| 16444|16443|2008-03-24 19:02:29|Markus|Re: I Love My RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Just an appreciation post to see if the list is all OK.
> 
> Zam
>

Yes thanks Zam!Don't post on here as much as i'd like.I have been
setting up my desktop as daw.Was using my lappy but it's not
ideal,felt restricted somehow and was starting to feel the fx of a
lower spec cpu so i brought my dtop out of retirement.Maybe i'll get
the RS hooked via scsi for sample transfers,if its practical.It will
be a lot easier to do anyway.Anyway got some tracks cooking
atm,recently upgraded the tubes in my emx and it sounds the sh*t now
so i've basically got a new MX and it's been like starting again
because it sounds so much better..

Anyway,hope everyone's makin good music with the RS and having a good
easter weekend.Don't eat too many eggs! ;)

Peace,

Mark
| 16445|14656|2008-03-24 19:25:45|Robert Danzmasn|for sale|
Hello All,

It's time for me to part with my RS7000. I bought it fifteen months ago to integrate into my little music world.....but didn't. It is in absolute pristine condition. It is in
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. I will ship anywhere buyer wants at buyer's expense. Out of country buyer will have to make all the necessary arrangements. Price
is $500.00.

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16446|16443|2008-03-25 08:17:36|zamisers7k|Re: I Love My RS7000|
I'd love to hear your new tracks when you get them, send them my 
way. I've heard about replacing the tubes on the emx, I don't have 
one, but the other member of my group (hey Mark!) does and it does 
sound pretty awesome with the RS. They seem to make a nice combo.

I was reading my RS manual resently looking for some wierd dual 
filter setting I've never noticed and ran across a little blurb side 
note* saying that some 2 voice elements will have a difrent filter 
for each element. Funny, I thought all the voices in the RS are one 
element, but perhaps not, not sure how to access the second element 
if its actually there, maybe its left over text from the motif manual.

Anyhow, glad to see the list isn't completely dead, so I'm gona post 
a new quick tip on this dual filter thing next if anyone is 
intrested...

Good luck and Happy RSing to all!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Just an appreciation post to see if the list is all OK.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Yes thanks Zam!Don't post on here as much as i'd like.I have been
> setting up my desktop as daw.Was using my lappy but it's not
> ideal,felt restricted somehow and was starting to feel the fx of a
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> lower spec cpu so i brought my dtop out of retirement.Maybe i'll get
> the RS hooked via scsi for sample transfers,if its practical.It will
> be a lot easier to do anyway.Anyway got some tracks cooking
> atm,recently upgraded the tubes in my emx and it sounds the sh*t now
> so i've basically got a new MX and it's been like starting again
> because it sounds so much better..
> 
> Anyway,hope everyone's makin good music with the RS and having a 
good
> easter weekend.Don't eat too many eggs! ;)
> 
> Peace,
> 
> Mark
>

| 16447|16447|2008-03-25 08:27:25|zamisers7k|Quick Tip: CutOff/Dst Tweaking the Second Filter|
Hey Folks!

I just noticed something new, not in the manual, so I think maybe it 
was part of the later OS update I never that I never noticed before 
with the filter Cutoff settings.

Its the Dst part of the CutOff setting. If your editing the voice in 
Filter Settings you'll see it. "CUTOFF/DST" DST is usually "---", 
but if you use one of the dual or combo filters it comes up with a 
setting -31 to +31. I'm not sure what DST stands for (anyone know?), 
I thought it might add some extra distortion, but it seems to sound 
more like its controlling the second filter's setting.

So, I'm thinking on the dual and combo filters, the second filter is 
not changing, there is no knob for it to work seperately from the 
first. The only way to adjust it is to go into voice edit under 
filter, push the F1 button, and turn the rotary above it while using 
the cutoff knob and WOW! Sounds like two cutoffs at once being 
tweaked on the same sound.

Pretty cool if you ask me. Hope someone else finds it intresting 
too, maybe add more info about it here too if they know more.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16448|16448|2008-03-25 16:13:33|zamisers7k|TIP: Knob Reassignments|
I was just having a little fun experimenting with this and thought this 
was kind of neat... Using Setup #6 submenu Knob Assign I turned my 
effects section knobs and EG section knobs into volume mixers for 
tracks 8-16. I switch them all to use CC 07 I think it was, same as 
the Track Volume knob, except switched it off AUTO for track and 
assigned each one a track in order 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. Who 
needs to use those knobs to edit with anyway once you've got your patch 
sounding perfect, just remember not to resave it under same pattern 
name just incase you do want to go back and edit it. You'll still have 
to punch in your Drum tracks, but it might make the synth tracks a 
little more fun for performance purposes for smoother lead ins and 
exits.

I'll have to try cutoffs for each synth track maybe next, that could be 
wild...

Zam
| 16449|16447|2008-03-26 08:10:51|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Quick Tip: CutOff/Dst Tweaking the Second Filter|

> I'm not sure what DST stands for (anyone know?), 

No idea...

> The only way to adjust it is to go into voice edit under 
> filter, push the F1 button, and turn the rotary above it while using 
> the cutoff knob and WOW! Sounds like two cutoffs at once being 
> tweaked on the same sound.

Nice tip! I'll go and try this... 

Flo.
| 16450|16448|2008-03-26 08:14:43|florisvanrijswijk|Re: TIP: Knob Reassignments|
Yeah I tried this and it can be handy. Pitty is that the knob
assignments can not be saved as presets or something and its too much
a hassle to redo it every time... 



These days I use a simple Behringer 32 rotary knob thingy BCR2000 and
program knob assignment presets for the RS into that. The are cheap
and work great! Perfect utility to increase the nr of knobs for a
synth (like my 3 knob micro-modular) or to use for soft synths (I'm
not affiliated with them btw...). 

My favorites: 
1) Delay amount and cutoff frequency for all 16 RS tracks under 32 knobs. 
2) Volume and cutoff frequency for all 16 tracks. 
Nice for live work! 

Flo.
| 16451|16443|2008-03-26 11:57:19|Markus|Re: I Love My RS7000|
Cheers mate i will.The MX really does sound like a different
instrument,some seriously phat bass and wicked stabs!Now i can turn
the tube gain all the way up and still hear everything clearly.Big
difference :)

It sounds like there is a lot of untapped potential with the RS from
some of the posts i've read.I don't use mine the full,mostly for
sketching out beats but at that alone it's superb.I'd really like to
use the sampler more which is why i want to get scsi set up.Has anyone
here put an internal drive in the RS?How do you the samples onto
it?I'll have to post cos i need some hwlp on what's needed to get it
set up.. 

Always interested in learning things i don't know about the RS Zam ;)

Peace.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'd love to hear your new tracks when you get them, send them my 
> way. I've heard about replacing the tubes on the emx, I don't have 
> one, but the other member of my group (hey Mark!) does and it does 
> sound pretty awesome with the RS. They seem to make a nice combo.
> 
> I was reading my RS manual resently looking for some wierd dual 
> filter setting I've never noticed and ran across a little blurb side 
> note* saying that some 2 voice elements will have a difrent filter 
> for each element. Funny, I thought all the voices in the RS are one 
> element, but perhaps not, not sure how to access the second element 
> if its actually there, maybe its left over text from the motif manual.
> 
> Anyhow, glad to see the list isn't completely dead, so I'm gona post 
> a new quick tip on this dual filter thing next if anyone is 
> intrested...
> 
> Good luck and Happy RSing to all!
> 
> Zam

| 16452|16443|2008-03-26 15:25:46|zamisers7k|Re: I Love My RS7000|
This is heresay and old memories, but I'll say it anyway. I think 
Yamaha had made an internal drive for the RS, meaning like there was 
just one made or only 4 or some really small number. Not sure where 
I remember hearing this from but its in my head for some reason, I 
could be totally wrong about it. I also for some reason remember 
someone taking a regular SCSI HD and putting it inside and then 
wrapping the SCSI cable around to the outside port. So it was an 
internal drive using the RS's power but used the outside SCSI port 
and connection on the outside. It looked a bit odd still, and had 
the thought that it might as well have used an external drive, but it 
was still pretty cool that someone did it. That was quite a while 
ago, anyone else remember seeing that?

Anyhow, its probably pretty uncommon or rare to have an internal HD 
in the RS is what I'm thinking. I'd love to be wrong about this 
assumption.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Cheers mate i will.The MX really does sound like a different
> instrument,some seriously phat bass and wicked stabs!Now i can turn
> the tube gain all the way up and still hear everything clearly.Big
> difference :)
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> 
> It sounds like there is a lot of untapped potential with the RS 
from
> some of the posts i've read.I don't use mine the full,mostly for
> sketching out beats but at that alone it's superb.I'd really like to
> use the sampler more which is why i want to get scsi set up.Has 
anyone
> here put an internal drive in the RS?How do you the samples onto
> it?I'll have to post cos i need some hwlp on what's needed to get it
> set up.. 
> 
> Always interested in learning things i don't know about the RS 
Zam ;)
> 
> Peace.

| 16453|16448|2008-03-26 15:50:15|zamisers7k|Re: TIP: Knob Reassignments|
I didn't think about that, but now that you mention it Flo, yeah it 
could be quite a hassle if you want to do it on every song. I wonder 
if that means a second RS should be used instead of something like the 
BCR2000?? Oh yeah, another excuse I could use to get a second RS one of 
these days :) I did finally get my paws on a Peavy PC16000 for similar 
purposes tho, with 16 sliders/faderes, it works pretty great too with 
the RS, I like it a lot. For those that don't have them then knob 
reassignments might be the next best thing to experiencing them. Maybe 
still fun to try out and if they like using the RS like that, so its 
temporarly cool, then maybe its time they invest in a midi slider or 
knob box too, or a second RS ;)

Zam
| 16454|16447|2008-03-27 00:55:38|Bike|Re: Quick Tip: CutOff/Dst Tweaking the Second Filter|
the DST is stand for "Distance", a parameter to adjusting some range
between two filters. glad to see that you also find it to be useful,
the 2 filters are rock!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> I'm not sure what DST stands for (anyone know?)

| 16455|16448|2008-03-27 01:01:13|Bike|Re: TIP: Knob Reassignments|
another great tip, I should try this with the X-stn one day.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:

> My favorites: 
> 1) Delay amount and cutoff frequency for all 16 RS tracks under 32

knobs. 

> 2) Volume and cutoff frequency for all 16 tracks. 
> Nice for live work!

| 16456|16443|2008-03-27 01:11:50|Bike|Re: I Love My RS7000|
I remember reading about it here:
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2439

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> was still pretty cool that someone did it. That was quite a while 
> ago, anyone else remember seeing that?

| 16457|16443|2008-03-27 01:20:23|Bike|Re: I Love My RS7000|
aah, this two elements stuff. there's also the same impression with
some of their earlier module such as the MU100..patches like piano
strings supposed to contained 2 multisamples in a form of the so
called normal voice. but never clearly if it was a 2 elements. If ever
the RS could use to separate elements in a voice, that would make a
huge difference!
I imagine 2 osc with 2 dual filters (kind of 4 filters!) that would
make it a more capable pad synth, not to mention lead and bass. Can
anyone make things clear about this?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> some 2 voice elements will have a difrent filter for each element.

| 16458|16443|2008-03-27 08:29:26|Markus|Re: I Love My RS7000|
Cheers Zam.The internal is only going to be useful for loading
projects aint it?I saw the modded scsi on RS7000.org if thats the one
you mean(cheers Bike).I want to connect the RS to my desktop for
loading samples from my hds.This way at least i can browse samples on
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my hd and load them onto the RS,just like you would browse a sample
library or vst bank.Is this possible with a scsi card and cable
connected to the RS?I'll start a new thread as i have some questions
about this in terms of components etc.

I'd stick with an external drive if i was to go that route i
think.Makes me wonder though,is the scsi drive safer inside the RS
than outside at the mercy of the elements(ie people)? ;)

Peace.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> This is heresay and old memories, but I'll say it anyway. I think 
> Yamaha had made an internal drive for the RS, meaning like there was 
> just one made or only 4 or some really small number. Not sure where 
> I remember hearing this from but its in my head for some reason, I 
> could be totally wrong about it. I also for some reason remember 
> someone taking a regular SCSI HD and putting it inside and then 
> wrapping the SCSI cable around to the outside port. So it was an 
> internal drive using the RS's power but used the outside SCSI port 
> and connection on the outside. It looked a bit odd still, and had 
> the thought that it might as well have used an external drive, but it 
> was still pretty cool that someone did it. That was quite a while 
> ago, anyone else remember seeing that?
> 
> Anyhow, its probably pretty uncommon or rare to have an internal HD 
> in the RS is what I'm thinking. I'd love to be wrong about this 
> assumption.
> 
> Zam

| 16459|16443|2008-03-27 12:53:04|William Simpson|Re: I Love My RS7000|
Marcus

try scsiforsamplers.com I got a 9gb hard enclosure for my rs7000 works great.

----- Original Message ----
From: Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 10:27:49 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: I Love My RS7000

Cheers Zam.The internal is only going to be useful for loading
projects aint it?I saw the modded scsi on RS7000.org if thats the one
you mean(cheers Bike).I want to connect the RS to my desktop for
loading samples from my hds.This way at least i can browse samples on
my hd and load them onto the RS,just like you would browse a sample
library or vst bank.Is this possible with a scsi card and cable
connected to the RS?I'll start a new thread as i have some questions
about this in terms of components etc.

I'd stick with an external drive if i was to go that route i
think.Makes me wonder though,is the scsi drive safer inside the RS
than outside at the mercy of the elements(ie people)? ;)

Peace.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> This is heresay and old memories, but I'll say it anyway. I think 
> Yamaha had made an internal drive for the RS, meaning like there was 
> just one made or only 4 or some really small number. Not sure where 
> I remember hearing this from but its in my head for some reason, I 
> could be totally wrong about it. I also for some reason remember 
> someone taking a regular SCSI HD and putting it inside and then 
> wrapping the SCSI cable around to the outside port. So it was an 
> internal drive using the RS's power but used the outside SCSI port 
> and connection on the outside. It looked a bit odd still, and had 
> the thought that it might as well have used an external drive, but it 
> was still pretty cool that someone did it. That was quite a while 
> ago, anyone else remember seeing that?
> 
> Anyhow, its probably pretty uncommon or rare to have an internal HD 
> in the RS is what I'm thinking. I'd love to be wrong about this 
> assumption.
> 
> Zam
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____________________________________________________________________________________
Be a better friend, newshound, and 
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16460|16443|2008-03-27 22:18:25|Bike|Re: I Love My RS7000|
whenever you go that route, someone mentioning that a scsi to USB
would work as: RS>HD>SCSI>USB>PC. I would like to try that myself one
day, but currently, the card reader and a 128 mb SM card still works.
If you try that, pls keep posting. cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> I want to connect the RS to my desktop for
> loading samples from my hds.
> 
> I'd stick with an external drive if i was to go that route i
> think.

| 16461|16443|2008-03-27 22:24:11|Bike|Re: I Love My RS7000|
more about the two elements and two filters.
here's where I found about the DST parameter:
http://www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/10_musical_instruments/synthesizer/sequenzer_drumcomputer/RS7000/RS7000_OS_Ver_1_2.zip
and in the SOS review, it is mentioned that it is consist of up to two
elements. But the second is not freely editable as the first. when the
filter being changed on the first, the second will follow that change.
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/Oct01/articles/yamahars7000.asp
this confirmation can also be found in the side note (as Zam
mentioned) on the filter explanation in the manual. and as the tittle
of this thread, I love the RS even more :O)
| 16462|16443|2008-03-28 16:41:29|Markus|Re: I Love My RS7000|
Thanks for the tip William.I'm in the uk so i'll have to see how much
shipping costs would be but they're prices are really good.I found a
uk supplier of scsi stuff for samplers and i also found this: 

http://www.tweakheadz.com/surviving_scsi_hell.html

Sees like it can be quite involved but the box on the left is exactly
what i want to be able to do :-)

Can you connect the drive to your pc as well?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:
>
> Marcus
> 
> try scsiforsamplers.com I got a 9gb hard enclosure for my rs7000
works great.

| 16463|16443|2008-03-28 20:42:42|zamisers7k|Re: I Love My RS7000|
Thanks for the bouns infos... I'm lookin at the voice list, and there 
are a lot of 2 element voices. I never knew that. I'd suspected there 
was more going on to some of them then just one waveform. My guess is 
its not quite the same as a "megavoice" like on the motifs still, but 
yeah its cool to know. Seems the 2 element voices double up the polly 
count to. Might help in future to know that if I'm hitting the limits 
maybe changing one of the tracks to a 1 element voice will help.

Good luck on the SCSI stuff there guys. I'm happy with the SM cards 
too. During my move I found an extra brand new 64m card at the bottom 
of my dresser that I totally forgot about hmmm...

Zam
| 16464|16443|2008-03-28 22:57:28|pegaso1423|Re: I Love My RS7000|
hi guys
yeah i love my rs7000 :)

ive been really REALLY busy lately so sorry to all who might be waiting 
for that fm stuff i was talking about a while ago, ill do a post on it 
as soon as i find the time, i decided it wasn't really that great just 
some fun.

yeah dst means distance between cutoff points in the dual filters so 
you can sweep 2 filters together, seperated by dst. cc79 ;)
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some voices use 2 elements which uses 2 polyphony but they share all 
paramaters and theres no way to edit them seperatly or detune etc.

if your setting the knobs to control other cc's you CAN save it as 
all+system. i was looking at those behringer controlers when they first 
came out, i didn't like the fader one because you cant have layers so i 
ended up with the aw with 2x16 named and easy to setup/save/automate 
onscreen but that stays it the studio so the knobby behringer would be 
nice, still considering novation sl as a portable master keyboard but 
there a bit expensive... 

I'm sure you can mount an internal scsi hd you just need to get the 
connections right. I think sombody did do it on the rs but i can't 
remember where i saw it. suspect similar to info on ex5tech.com 
tutorial. scsi card reader for 2gb sd etc is probably safer if your 
planning to travel but i dont know how fast they are. 

hey william, good to hear the 9gb scsi hd is working well for you, how 
did you format the disk? is it fat32 and do you have any partitions? I 
was trying to tell people they could use more than 2gb hd's but i 
formatted my 32gb to fat16 in 2gb partitions to be compatible with 
other gear so it would be helpful for others to know how you done yours.

cheers.
| 16465|16465|2008-03-30 07:23:12|eric|Weird [RS7000] error?|
Hi list,

Got a really weird error here.
Everything on the RS7000 is working fine including grid record,step 
record
BUT for some bizarre reason realtime doesnt work,
after you have recorded something there are no notes created and no 
track,
Im sure its not one of the settings, any ideas????

Thanks
si
| 16466|16447|2008-03-30 07:24:25|mcrabbiat|Re: Quick Tip: CutOff/Dst Tweaking the Second Filter|
Hi there DST means distance. You can choose the distance between the 2 
filters(f.E to make em selfoszillate). What sucks is that you cant
record the movement of the assigned button(DST dont have its own
button) Any idea to solve that problem?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Folks!
> 
> I just noticed something new, not in the manual, so I think maybe it 
> was part of the later OS update I never that I never noticed before 
> with the filter Cutoff settings.
> 
> Its the Dst part of the CutOff setting. If your editing the voice in 
> Filter Settings you'll see it. "CUTOFF/DST" DST is usually "---", 
> but if you use one of the dual or combo filters it comes up with a 
> setting -31 to +31. I'm not sure what DST stands for (anyone know?), 
> I thought it might add some extra distortion, but it seems to sound 
> more like its controlling the second filter's setting.
> 
> So, I'm thinking on the dual and combo filters, the second filter is 
> not changing, there is no knob for it to work seperately from the 
> first. The only way to adjust it is to go into voice edit under 
> filter, push the F1 button, and turn the rotary above it while using 
> the cutoff knob and WOW! Sounds like two cutoffs at once being 
> tweaked on the same sound.
> 
> Pretty cool if you ask me. Hope someone else finds it intresting 
> too, maybe add more info about it here too if they know more.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16467|16465|2008-03-30 07:58:32|zamisers7k|Re: Weird [RS7000] error?|
Hiya and welcome to the list,

I'm assuming your using Replace or Overdub record modes. They work a 
little dif from each other, if your using Replace it'll clear the 
track before you record. I'm thinking this maybe what your doing. 
Overdub will keep the notes and add notes on top. Overdub is what I 
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usually use for realtime recording so I don't lose whats there 
already, and then do some knob tweaking while it records with those 
notes.

The other thing it may be, and lets hope not, is it could be memory 
issue. If I remember right, impropperly speced, or bad or just not 
entirelly compatable memory have caused simmilar issues with other 
folks on here in the past. I think they replaced their memory and it 
stopped doing that, but it was a while ago, and my memory in my head 
doesn't always work so great.

Let us know if the first thing didn't fix your problem and then we 
can go into testing your RS and seeing if there is anything else 
wrong and make sure you have latest OS and memory and everything 
tests out etc. or not.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Hi list,
> 
> Got a really weird error here.
> Everything on the RS7000 is working fine including grid 
record,step 
> record
> BUT for some bizarre reason realtime doesnt work,
> after you have recorded something there are no notes created and 
no 
> track,
> Im sure its not one of the settings, any ideas????
> 
> Thanks
> si
>

| 16468|16447|2008-03-30 08:06:44|zamisers7k|Re: Quick Tip: CutOff/Dst Tweaking the Second Filter|
I think, in the other tip on knob reassignments I gave recently, you 
might be able to use that to temporarly reassign something like the 
portemento knob or some other rarely used one to tweak the DST (CC79 
is it?). I'd have to try to be sure and see if it actually records 
those movements in Overdub record mode to be sure, but off the top of 
my head I'm thinking that ought to do it...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcrabbiat" wrote:
>
> Hi there DST means distance. You can choose the distance between 
the 2 
> filters(f.E to make em selfoszillate). What sucks is that you cant
> record the movement of the assigned button(DST dont have its own
> button) Any idea to solve that problem?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Folks!

| 16469|16447|2008-03-30 08:13:09|zamisers7k|Re: Quick Tip: CutOff/Dst Tweaking the Second Filter|
Yes, just checked, reassigning portamento to cc79 distance and 
recording in Overdub does record those event changes when twisting the 
portamento knob.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think, in the other tip on knob reassignments I gave recently, you 
> might be able to use that to temporarly reassign something like the 
> portemento knob or some other rarely used one to tweak the DST (CC79 
> is it?). I'd have to try to be sure and see if it actually records 
> those movements in Overdub record mode to be sure, but off the top of 
> my head I'm thinking that ought to do it...
> 
> Zam

| 16470|16443|2008-03-30 12:10:29|William Simpson|Re: I Love My RS7000|
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pegaso,

I used the format utility in the rs7000, it formatted with out any problems. It's great for long samples storage. I still have to import my sample via smartmedia, however I
always like to have my samples backed up different places.

----- Original Message ----
From: pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2008 12:57:27 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: I Love My RS7000

hi guys
yeah i love my rs7000 :)

ive been really REALLY busy lately so sorry to all who might be waiting 
for that fm stuff i was talking about a while ago, ill do a post on it 
as soon as i find the time, i decided it wasn't really that great just 
some fun.

yeah dst means distance between cutoff points in the dual filters so 
you can sweep 2 filters together, seperated by dst. cc79 ;)

some voices use 2 elements which uses 2 polyphony but they share all 
paramaters and theres no way to edit them seperatly or detune etc.

if your setting the knobs to control other cc's you CAN save it as 
all+system. i was looking at those behringer controlers when they first 
came out, i didn't like the fader one because you cant have layers so i 
ended up with the aw with 2x16 named and easy to setup/save/automate 
onscreen but that stays it the studio so the knobby behringer would be 
nice, still considering novation sl as a portable master keyboard but 
there a bit expensive... 

I'm sure you can mount an internal scsi hd you just need to get the 
connections right. I think sombody did do it on the rs but i can't 
remember where i saw it. suspect similar to info on ex5tech.com 
tutorial. scsi card reader for 2gb sd etc is probably safer if your 
planning to travel but i dont know how fast they are. 

hey william, good to hear the 9gb scsi hd is working well for you, how 
did you format the disk? is it fat32 and do you have any partitions? I 
was trying to tell people they could use more than 2gb hd's but i 
formatted my 32gb to fat16 in 2gb partitions to be compatible with 
other gear so it would be helpful for others to know how you done yours.

cheers.

____________________________________________________________________________________
Be a better friend, newshound, and 
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16471|16471|2008-03-31 07:26:29|olivier_wright_gill|Selling my RS7000|
Unfortunately I need to let my baby go. The unit is in great condition.

1) It has the max ram and the latest operating system. $550.00

2) Also including the AIEB2 Output Expansion Board which gives you
Optical and coaxial connectors, plus 3 stereo analog Assignable Output
pairs (6 analog jacks). $180.00

3) Seagate 18GB SCSI Hard Drive + Cables $150.00

4) 16M SM Card Free with Unit

I live in Brooklyn, NY. Local buyers appreciated.

Let me know, thx, oli
| 16472|16465|2008-03-31 10:53:29|eric|Weird [RS7000] error?|
ah sussed it out,
i had turned off the note filter in the filter page!
by mistake..
| 16473|16465|2008-03-31 15:14:51|zamisers7k|Weird [RS7000] error?|
Yeaaah! That would of been my next guess, in like a million years. 
Great you got it sussed out.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> ah sussed it out,
> i had turned off the note filter in the filter page!
> by mistake..
>

| 16474|16474|2008-03-31 18:02:09|trenten.healy|Manually Chopping Samples|
So I am not an expert on the RS? But I have many other pieces of gear
that are newer and the auto-chop features are more adjustable - case
in point the mv 8000. Enough said I like the timing of the RS and it
works well for my beats. I would like to know instead of using the
automatic slicing - how do people on the list manually chop samples?
Do you copy the sample across and map to keys? Its an long process to
copy a sample across - and then extract the parts you don't want and
map to a key - is there any simpler way that someone knows about?
Thanks for your help and or arguments in advance.

-T
| 16475|16474|2008-03-31 18:11:20|zamisers7k|Re: Manually Chopping Samples|
Probably just me, but I rarely rarly use the chop sample job. Have a 
couple times just for fun to try it out. I don't sample my beats 
either, I make them in the RS, but I'll use movie samples and vocals. 
I usually just rewind and play it back into the RS onto another note in 
a kit, then move the start, end, and attack loop points. Probably not 
what you want to hear about, so I'll let some other folks hopefully 
tell you better ways they may be doing it on the RS. Thats the way I 
do it usually tho.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trenten.healy" wrote:
>
> So I am not an expert on the RS? Are you asking or telling? 
heh 8P

| 16476|16476|2008-04-03 02:33:22|brainztain|On-board sounds: RS7000 VS. MC-909/808/307/505|
Let's try to keep this as objective as possible.

If you've owned both the RS7000 AND a Roland MC let us know what you 
think.

This is about ON-BOARD SOUNDS ONLY. We basically all know the RS is 
better in every other aspect, but please, let's keep it on the default 
sounds.

Thanks!
| 16477|16476|2008-04-03 03:10:59|zamisers7k|Re: On-board sounds: RS7000 VS. MC-909/808/307/505|
I own the RS & an MC505. I've knocked around the other MCs a tad bit 
too, but I know the MC505s sound and engine pretty well. It boils down 
to taste however, and though the 505 sounds better in certain areas, so 
does the RS in difrent areas. You take each piece of gear down to 
using one single waveform and you'll hear that the RS holds its ground 
there. Its when you get into two elements max on the RS which we've 
been discussing a bit here lately, 3 like on the MCs, and 4 like on the 
Motifs and CS2X too which I have by the way that tends to make some 
difrences per individual voice. However, once you start adding the 
rest of the editability of its sound engine plus the user interface 
front control panel, menu diving etc., thats where the RS gains its 
ground back on the rest of them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "brainztain" wrote:
>
> Let's try to keep this as objective as possible.
> 
> If you've owned both the RS7000 AND a Roland MC let us know what you 
> think.
> 
> This is about ON-BOARD SOUNDS ONLY. We basically all know the RS is 
> better in every other aspect, but please, let's keep it on the 
default 
> sounds.
> 
> Thanks!
>
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| 16478|16478|2008-04-04 10:32:51|rustyjames54|key change of a song|
Hi kids, its Rusty James back from hiatus. (I'm overworked)
I got another one of those novice questions. This really is
rudimentary, I looked in the index thinking I would find the solution
under Key or pitch but all I've seen is this pitch adjustment with
such a fine resolution I thought there must be a better way. I got
this U2 song called Pride that's just a little high for me to sing. I
want to drop the key a step or two, I was wondering what was the
sensible way to do this in song mode where it can be saved. I didn't
see anything tailored to this job but I admit I'm taking the easy way
out trying to pry it out of some more experienced users in this forum.
The manual puts my brain to sleep. By the way Zam if you are reading
the simple tip on how to get my midi into song mode has proven most
useful, I got four songs polished so far and working on more, I think
I'm going to achieve my goal of using this RS as my jamming band. Hey
the sounds great.
Rusty
| 16479|16478|2008-04-04 15:25:20|zamisers7k|Re: key change of a song|
Hey Rusty! Glad to hear back... In the Jobs menu #3 on the pad there 
is a Transpose, try using that and see what you get. You should be 
able to transpose up or down to where you need for part or all of the 
notes for that phrase or track. You select the measures, then the 
transpose amount + 12 or - 12 equals an octave, 24 equals two octaves. 
Hope that works and you get time for the rest of your polishing, on the 
RS.

Zam
| 16480|16478|2008-04-05 12:01:47|rustyjames54|Re: key change of a song|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>That was the job. I had already looked at this job but thought it

could only be used on one track at a time. I did a song one track at a
time and ally stumbled onto the last track option that was
"all tracks" so that was the tool I was trying to find. 
Hey, I took my rs to jam with an old friend yesterday, hadn't seen
him in years. I set up my stuff (fyi I have an american strat with a
Johnson amp, a portable PA with a dymamic mic going through one of
those stand mounted digitech VR vocal harmonizers)and we jammed a few
hours. Then in a lull he said he was jealous of all my stuff, said he
felt like he did in school when he opened his box of 12 crayons and
the kid next to him had one of those boxes with 50 crayons of colors
he didn't know existed. He's a funny guy. But he mostly marveled at my
rs7000, we agreed it was awesome, played guitar good as us a lot of
the time (not quite) I joked I didn't have to play at all if I didn't
want to. Guitarist are notorious for falling into the rut of playing
hooks or licks or other pieces of songs without playing the whole
song. Using a sequencer fixes this and I really like this a lot.
Anyways, once again you are spot on, thanks for the help. 
Rusty James

> Hey Rusty! Glad to hear back... In the Jobs menu #3 on the pad there 
> is a Transpose, try using that and see what you get. You should be 
> able to transpose up or down to where you need for part or all of the 
> notes for that phrase or track. You select the measures, then the 
> transpose amount + 12 or - 12 equals an octave, 24 equals two octaves. 
> Hope that works and you get time for the rest of your polishing, on the 
> RS.
> 
> Zam
>

| 16481|16474|2008-04-05 20:16:52|pegaso1423|Re: Manually Chopping Samples|
Hi,
Import or sample to a key in a kit then in sample jobs copy the sample
to as many keys as you need (it doesn't use more memory). On the
waveform screen press the keys to select which slice you want to
edit/chop, you can play the keyboard as you go to see if its right. On
the second waveform screen you can adjust the level/pan/pitch/reverse
etc of each of your slices. 

Copying the sample is a bit slow but the editing is quick and easy
once you get the hang of it.
Cheers.
| 16482|16474|2008-04-06 08:42:29|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Manually Chopping Samples|
I use the RS mainly as a live loop playing and manipulation tool, not
as a beat creation tool. 

I found manually chopping beats in the RS to be a dull and labouring
process. I tried it several times and never did it again. 
These days I create complete beat loops in my PC with sequencer
software and lots of plugins. Then I either: 
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- Import the whole beat into the RS and use the auto slice job to cut
it into pieces. The auto slice is a bit troublesome and does not
always work very nice but for my DnB loops is does its job well
enough. I like that it automatically slices, puts the slices serially
on the selected track and adds a Midi sequence for it. 
- Use software like Recycle to cut it up into pieces and import the
pieces one by one into the RS (which is also a drag) together with a
Midi file for the loop. 

This works fastest for me. 

Flo.
| 16483|16483|2008-04-07 09:36:16|trenten.healy|manually chopping samples|
Thanks for all the responses to this - so the way my work flow ended
on this was to copy the sample across the keyboard buttons and
manually edit the start points for each button. yes it took some time
but the results were better than the auto-slice. It was nice that you
can pin point the zero cross with the zoom feature. I am beginning to
like this much more than my mpc. The next I need to really mess with
is chaining patterns, groove, and quantize.
| 16484|16484|2008-04-07 17:12:46|Markus|Loop remix question :(|
Is there a way to stop the loop remix pattern being copied to the next
available phrase?I usually assign 10 to each track and it would be
good if i could if i could somehow stop the remixed pattern being
copied to the next available phrase in track one if i'm remixing a
pattern in track 10!If not are there any other workarounds apart from
copying each phrase to back to it's track.

Thanks.
| 16485|16484|2008-04-07 17:35:10|zamisers7k|Re: Loop remix question :(|
Not sure I'm 100% sure about what your asking or is going on... I'm 
thinking why it may be using another phrase after you do a loop remix 
may be because its a track using a samples for the voice perhaps? When 
I've done a loop remix, or maybe I've just never noticed, I've thought 
it overwrites the phrase its using, I never noticed if its been copied 
to another phrase.

Anyway, what it seems to sound like might also be going on that is that 
you are using the same phrase on track 1 as on track 10, so when you 
loop remix 10 then track 1 changes too since its using the same phrase. 

Something you may want try that might help stop that is to use the Copy 
Phrase Job first I'm thinking... Copy track 1's phrase to another empty 
phrase # first, or use your phrase # numbering convention perhaps if 
you've got one, then go into Patt Play mode where you see your phrases 
assignments per track, and change trac 10 to use the copied phrase, now 
you can do Loop Remixing on that phrase without affecting another 
phrase on another track.

Would that work, or make any sense to do for ya? 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Is there a way to stop the loop remix pattern being copied to the next
> available phrase?I usually assign 10 to each track and it would be
> good if i could if i could somehow stop the remixed pattern being
> copied to the next available phrase in track one if i'm remixing a
> pattern in track 10!If not are there any other workarounds apart from
> copying each phrase to back to it's track.
> 
> Thanks.
>

| 16486|16484|2008-04-07 22:14:32|Markus|Re: Loop remix question :(|
Thanks for replying so quickly Zam.

The problem is if i want to remix phrase 91 in track 10 it will copy
the remixed phrase to the first available empty user phrase in track 1
and i want to copy it to 92.So i have to copy it to 92 and delete the
original.I'll check to see if there's an option to move phrase,i'm not
in front of the RS right now but i'll be firing it up soon so i'll see
what other options there are...

One that occurred to me was to record the remixed loop straight into
ableton and cancel the remix so it doesn't get copied to an empty
phrase and i have to mess around copying/moving phrases,then i can do
several at once quickly and load the midi files back into the RS,plus
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i can edit them further in Live :0)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Not sure I'm 100% sure about what your asking or is going on... I'm 
> thinking why it may be using another phrase after you do a loop remix 
> may be because its a track using a samples for the voice perhaps? When 
> I've done a loop remix, or maybe I've just never noticed, I've thought 
> it overwrites the phrase its using, I never noticed if its been copied 
> to another phrase.
> 
> Anyway, what it seems to sound like might also be going on that is that 
> you are using the same phrase on track 1 as on track 10, so when you 
> loop remix 10 then track 1 changes too since its using the same phrase. 
> 
> Something you may want try that might help stop that is to use the Copy 
> Phrase Job first I'm thinking... Copy track 1's phrase to another empty 
> phrase # first, or use your phrase # numbering convention perhaps if 
> you've got one, then go into Patt Play mode where you see your phrases 
> assignments per track, and change trac 10 to use the copied phrase, now 
> you can do Loop Remixing on that phrase without affecting another 
> phrase on another track.
> 
> Would that work, or make any sense to do for ya? 
> 
> Zam

| 16487|16487|2008-04-08 06:51:57|gregor444|memory cards?|
anyone know where to buy memory cards for the rs7000? seems like radio 
shack and staples etc phased them out?

where can i buy them if at all?
| 16488|16484|2008-04-08 07:24:42|zamisers7k|Re: Loop remix question :(|
I just tried it, and I've never noticed it does do what you are 
saying, copies the remixed phrase to the first available empty one 
and switches that track to use it. I'm still not sure what you mean 
by it going to track 1 though as well. There is no move phrase, so 
copy and clear would be the only thing can do within the RS itself. 
If it works better or faster through a soft seq like Ableton then I 
say go for it.

I guess when I do a song or pattern I usually start off with a clean 
slate and keep only the one in memory at a time, open and used 
phrases don't seem as critical for me the way I do it I guess, but 
still, I see how it could become somewhat of a problem. Especially 
if you want to have a whole set of patterns for multiple songs to 
remix loaded up at the same time.

I also don't use the remix function all that often. I generally re-
edit my sequences in step record mode too, but I do ocassionally get 
stuck in a rut and using it will help come up with somethind difrent 
yet similar. And I also see how it could help a bunch if your trying 
to loop remix samples into new phrases.

Sorry I couldn't be of more help on this issue, just one of those 
things, thats the way the RS works, can't see a great work around for 
it. A bit of a pain in the rear got to deal with that is on it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Thanks for replying so quickly Zam.
> 
> The problem is if i want to remix phrase 91 in track 10 it will copy
> the remixed phrase to the first available empty user phrase in 
track 1
> and i want to copy it to 92.So i have to copy it to 92 and delete 
the
> original.I'll check to see if there's an option to move phrase,i'm 
not
> in front of the RS right now but i'll be firing it up soon so i'll 
see
> what other options there are...
> 
> One that occurred to me was to record the remixed loop straight into
> ableton and cancel the remix so it doesn't get copied to an empty
> phrase and i have to mess around copying/moving phrases,then i can 
do
> several at once quickly and load the midi files back into the 
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RS,plus
> i can edit them further in Live :0)
> 

| 16489|16487|2008-04-08 08:02:13|zamisers7k|Re: memory cards?|
Ebay seems to be good for those, but we all know that comes with its 
risks. Maybe try Amazon too. If you can't use an online vendor, 
maybe try your local Guitar Center if you have one, talk to a synth 
department Rep. If all else fails you can get an SD Flash Card to SM 
Adapter since they still make SD Cards. I don't know how well they 
work with the RS or not and they are kind of ugly, but well if the 
future is SD Cards it might not be so bad. Amazon has them listed 
not too expensive at $29.95. Here is a link for the one I just ran 
across searching:

http://www.amazon.com/Memory-Smartmedia-Reader-Writer-
Adapter/dp/B000L12F10/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?
ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=1207662794&sr=8-1

Good luck with finding one, and if your still having trouble, I do 
have a spare 64megger I've never used laying around somewhere... hate 
to have to sell it incase my regular one ever goes out, but if its to 
help someone with their RS7000 let me know.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gregor444" wrote:
>
> anyone know where to buy memory cards for the rs7000? seems like 
radio 
> shack and staples etc phased them out?
> 
> where can i buy them if at all?
>

| 16490|16487|2008-04-08 08:08:21|zamisers7k|Re: memory cards?|
Ooops I meant XD Cards not SD Cards. They have some SM Cards listed on 
Amazon.com too.

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_ss_e/002-0505150-8992864?url=search-
alias%3Delectronics&field-keywords=Smart+Media

I recomend the 64meg ones, more is not really necessary if you've get 
an SM Reader to hook to your puter for backing up your RS files.

Zam
| 16491|16487|2008-04-09 00:24:33|Bike|Re: memory cards?|
it will work with up to 128 mb SM as I used in mine:
http://www.memoryx.net/smarmedflas.html

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gregor444" wrote:
>
> anyone know where to buy memory cards for the rs7000? seems like radio 
> shack and staples etc phased them out?
> 
> where can i buy them if at all?
>

| 16492|16492|2008-04-09 13:17:43|synapsecollapse|amount of ram|
hey guys,

could you tell me how to find out how much ram i have installed from
inside of the RS's OS (i.e. not taking it apart and looking at the ram
sticks)

thanks!
| 16493|16492|2008-04-09 18:25:55|zamisers7k|Re: amount of ram|
Shift + Utility = Free Memory Display screen I think

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "synapsecollapse" wrote:
>
> hey guys,
> 
> could you tell me how to find out how much ram i have installed from
> inside of the RS's OS (i.e. not taking it apart and looking at the ram
> sticks)

http://www.amazon.com/Memory-Smartmedia-Reader-Writer-
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_ss_e/002-0505150-8992864?url=search-
http://www.memoryx.net/smarmedflas.html
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> 
> thanks!
>

| 16494|16494|2008-04-11 23:15:45|trenten.healy|sync'ing two rs-7000|
ok so has anyone ever accomplished this - i was reading the rs7k.org
forum about how one person did it - but it didn't specify slave and
master. so if I have rs7k1 -> synced to rs7k2 do I have the ability to
have all the sounds from one slaved during pattern/song mode? I used
to chain my mpc2k's together this way and it gave me 64x4 banks x 2
mpc's and that was awesome when I built 15 minute songs....anything
similar possible on rs7k? Thanks
| 16495|16494|2008-04-12 04:11:57|zamisers7k|Re: sync'ing two rs-7000|
My friend Mark (Hi Mark!) and I have master/slaved our RS's up. Wasn't 
any trouble that I remember. Just the normal things you'd might 
expect. One person looses their bpm control while the other gets to do 
that for them, and you've got to watch patch changing on, it might also 
switch on the other too, so you have to get it set up to not do that, 
which if I remember correctly has to be done for each pattern since 
that setting is saved to the pattern, which might also be the same in 
song mode too, not sure. So if you've already got a bunch of patterns 
without that setting set on it, then when load it up you have to 
remember to switch the setting on it first thing or the other RS might 
start switch patches on the other, if that makes any sense? If not 
you'll get the hang of what mean if you do it.

Theres someone else on here, forget who, who I know uses two RS and 
tours with them, but I don't remember if they keep them synced up or 
not. Most the shows my friend and I have done we don't sync them up, 
we'll have one play while the other is loading up the next song to play 
and switch back and forth.

Hope this info helps ya out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trenten.healy" wrote:
>
> ok so has anyone ever accomplished this - i was reading the rs7k.org
> forum about how one person did it - but it didn't specify slave and
> master. so if I have rs7k1 -> synced to rs7k2 do I have the ability to
> have all the sounds from one slaved during pattern/song mode? I used
> to chain my mpc2k's together this way and it gave me 64x4 banks x 2
> mpc's and that was awesome when I built 15 minute songs....anything
> similar possible on rs7k? Thanks
>

| 16496|16494|2008-04-12 09:40:43|Steve Roitstein|Re: sync'ing two rs-7000|
I use 2 RS7k's live onstage. I don't use sync because I found it too 
limiting - as I recall I couldn't un-sync them mid-song or mid 
pattern. Or maybe I was too lazy to figure it out. Anyway...

The reason I use 2 is that I like to do smooth transitions from one 
song to another, and I don't use CDs or turntables, just the 2 RS7's 
and live musicians on stage. I do not sync the 2 machines, I just 
start one and when I want to start the other I match the tempo and 
hit play at the right moment. It takes a bit of practice to get it 
right but it's fine. If you don't hit it perfectly you can quickly 
compensate with the tempo to allow one machine to catch up. I suppose 
if you wanted you could use a DJ mixer and listen in "cue" mode 
before mixing in the second machine but I have never had a problem 
manually hitting play and letting the whole room hear it. By the way, 
once both machines sound in sync, they seem to stay stable and in 
time with each other for a LONG time.

The other night we did very high end art gallery event. After pausing 
a couple of times between songs I just felt that this event called 
for continuous music. So after a couple of pauses and talking on the 
mic, most of the rest of the show was done without stopping between 
songs. It just felt better that way.

Good luck,

Steve Roitstein
Miami, Florida
PALO! - Afro-Cuban Jazz/Funk Band
http://www.myspace.com/gopalo
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On Apr 12, 2008, at 1:15 AM, trenten.healy wrote:

> ok so has anyone ever accomplished this - i was reading the rs7k.org
> forum about how one person did it - but it didn't specify slave and
> master. so if I have rs7k1 -> synced to rs7k2 do I have the ability to
> have all the sounds from one slaved during pattern/song mode? I used
> to chain my mpc2k's together this way and it gave me 64x4 banks x 2
> mpc's and that was awesome when I built 15 minute songs....anything
> similar possible on rs7k? Thanks
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16497|16494|2008-04-12 17:48:44|pegaso1423|Re: sync'ing two rs-7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

>
> I use 2 RS7k's live onstage. I don't use sync because I found it too 
> limiting - as I recall I couldn't un-sync them mid-song or mid 
> pattern. Or maybe I was too lazy to figure it out. Anyway...

Hi,
You must have had midi control (mmc) turned on when you tried, if you
have only midi clock you can eg stop one machine to load another song
while the other continues playing. when you press play again you have
to do it on the correct beat/measure, but it will lock right on and
follow the tempo of the master machine if you change it.

The other thing is the midi out channels on the master machine, If
it's on for a channel the slave will play the same notes as the master
much like the 2osc tip, if you want the slave machine to play its own
sequence then turn midi out off for that channel, this will also stop
the possible switching of sounds Zam mentioned, that has never
happened to me? 

My explanations not very good, if anyone needs more help on how do do
this just ask.

Nice music on myspace...

Cheers.

Oh btw you can use a track on the master machine to send mute and
section change messages or complete scenes to the second machine. you
can also do it on a single machine using a midi loop like my 2 osc
tip. you put section change messages on one track just before the
correct measure and the rs will switch sections automatically like
pattern chain. If you mute this track your back to normal pattern
mode. TG mute mode has to be set to midi for this to work.

I do all my songs like this...a bit more work but very flexible.
I was going to do some youtube tutorials on this and other stuff but I
still need a better camera...

quote: 
Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI
This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000.
To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system
exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard
controller or MIDI sequencer.
F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7
NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value
from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
| 16498|1220|2008-04-12 18:04:56|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /AW4416-AW2816GUIDE_TO_MIDI.pdf 
Uploaded by : pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com> 
Description : Info on how to sync the RS7000 to AW or other hard disk recorders and sequencers /PC / another RS. 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/AW4416-AW2816GUIDE_TO_MIDI.pdf 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htmlfiles

Regards,

pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
| 16499|1220|2008-04-12 18:10:37|pegaso1423|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
The first page is about the AW4416 but after that is alot of good info
on the RS, midi sync and section changes;)
| 16500|1220|2008-04-12 22:33:01|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Thanks pegaso! I've not looked at it yet, but will, I trust your 
uploads, you give very good help and tips. Which reminds me... Any 
time for explaining that FM stuff maybe, still looking forward to it 
when you get a chance. That's you right? I'm not good with names 
sometimes.

I've been looking at effects lately, Ring-Mod stuff I want to 
experiment with, man there is a lot of cool hidden stuff in the 
effects, prob gona try the Talk-Mod out tonight, looks like it does 
vowels a/e/i/o/u, wondering if it'll sound as cool as I'm thinking it 
might or not...

Laters, and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> The first page is about the AW4416 but after that is alot of good info
> on the RS, midi sync and section changes;)
>

| 16501|16501|2008-04-15 21:45:42|trenten.healy|ableton live and yamaha|
so does anyone have any tips on using ableton live and yamaha rs-7k? I
do a mean asr-10 and ableton sync but thats through floppy ;) if
anyone has good tips that would be nice to hear experiences. I record
all my asr-10 loops, sounds, and sets using ableton live as my daw...i
was wondering if someone has used this setup live so that I can take
some of what they do and use it for my recording setup, else I will
have to do the midi route and well its just a long process - though I
get great timestretch through ableton live...thanks guys - i bought my
second rs7k last week - and sold my mpc - cmon i kept the asr-10 - and
purchased my second rs7k...I just need to learn how to replace the
parts on this puppy and I am good - those knobs can wear fast i
suppose. anyways thanks for any helpful tips - cheers...

-T
| 16502|16501|2008-04-16 05:04:35|pegaso1423|Re: ableton live and yamaha|
Hi,
Not exactly sure what you want to do but the way I've used ableton
live in the past was to have the rs as the midi master and live as the
slave with mmc (midi machine control) turned on, and each clip
assigned to a different note number. Basically using live as a giant
phrase sampler / vsti controlled by the rs.

Ive also used it as a simple vsti host with all sequencing done on the
rs. You can then save each clip as a wav to load on the rs.

I hardly use ableton anymore, occasionally make loops or midi sequence
if I only have a laptop and boredom, then load it back to the rs.
Of course you can do it the otherway to, export your rs loops as wav
files to be mixed on the pc. 

Do you want to use ableton on gigs or just in recording? What exactly
are you trying to do with the asr? (ensoniq is cool,I always wanted an
esq..) Maybe somebody else here uses live more often or in a better way...
Cheers.

BTW Zam I will still do the fm thing soon. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "trenten.healy" wrote:
>
> so does anyone have any tips on using ableton live and yamaha rs-7k? I
> do a mean asr-10 and ableton sync but thats through floppy ;) if
> anyone has good tips that would be nice to hear experiences. I record
> all my asr-10 loops, sounds, and sets using ableton live as my daw...i
> was wondering if someone has used this setup live so that I can take
> some of what they do and use it for my recording setup, else I will
> have to do the midi route and well its just a long process - though I
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> get great timestretch through ableton live...thanks guys - i bought my
> second rs7k last week - and sold my mpc - cmon i kept the asr-10 - and
> purchased my second rs7k...I just need to learn how to replace the
> parts on this puppy and I am good - those knobs can wear fast i
> suppose. anyways thanks for any helpful tips - cheers...
> 
> -T
>

| 16503|16503|2008-04-16 15:28:38|elektric_shaker0888|hello ... RS7000 group ...|
I have a topic that i dodn´t know if it was talked or mentioned in
this group so i post it anyway, i´m a menber for some time now and i
real good thing is that i´m not tired to belong to this community, so
the question is about side chain without any other piece of hardware.
How to make an effect side chain with a drum and a bass in rs7000?

"Basics"
Mixer
chn-1-drum
chn-2-synth

chn1
Drum Box(to spliter and thru spliter to chn1+thru to side chain)
Spliter 

chn2
synth(to compress in/out to mixer chn2)
Compress+side chain

This is basic config with 5 hardware pieces, so the question is how to
do it in RS7000 only.
Perhaps copy and mix phrazes...
if anyone can help me in this topic i´ll be pleased.

regards 
Luis Bicho
| 16504|16501|2008-04-16 15:51:06|zamisers7k|Re: ableton live and yamaha|
I've not tried it myself, I have Ableton but only used it once or 
twice a while ago, but I've read posts on the list in the past with 
mixed results it seems like with folks trying to do time 
streaching/warping of saved samples from the RS in Ableton Live. If 
I remember right the claim was that the RS couldn't keep itself 
perfectly in time. However, we never really knew what kind of stress 
they were putting the RS through, and they were talking whole songs 
as one sample, instead of a few or several measures and looping the 
samples which I think would be the way to go if doing phrase 
sampling. Whole songs isn't sampling in my book, thats the whole 
enchilada. Anyhow, I say give it a shot, make me jelous with that 
second RS too. Personally I'd prob sync them up master/slave them up 
too via midi or the MMC or which ever too, so if one does fall behind 
or whatever it'll catch back up using the clock of the master. It 
makes sense I'd hope. Take it easy on your knobs. I know a couple of 
my knobs are a little looser then the rest, but they aint too bad 
considering the amount of twisting I've put on them.

> BTW Zam I will still do the fm thing soon.

Sweet! I'm still curious about how that works. I tried the Talk-Mod 
effect the other day, I need to fart around with it some more, it 
wasn't quite what I expected, but there is some sort of FMing going 
on with it too sort of like Ring-Moding, except instead of specific 
freqs its using vowels, which don't sound much like vowels I could 
tell, but do sound slight bit dif from each another. Could be some 
more fun in it, resampling it, wouldn't want to use it as my 
permanant vary effect.

I should stop typing now...

Zam
| 16505|16503|2008-04-16 16:14:54|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 group ...|
Hi Luis,

I'm not sure exactly what you are asking, but I'll give it a shot and 
see...

Setup #6 twice to A/D Setup submenu, page to the right using F4 once 
or twice and it should have amounts of the RS's effects you can add 
to gear you hook up through the RS's inputs and a few other options. 
Its nothing great, I add some extra effects to my vocals sometimes 



this way, good for guitars, and probably a chained up drum machine 
too. The effects there are pretty static though, that means they are 
set and pretty much stay the same unless you go in to that menu to 
adjust their settings.

I hope that is what your asking to do on the RS? Let us know if it 
wasn't and we can give it another shot.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "elektric_shaker0888" 
wrote:

>
> I have a topic that i dodn´t know if it was talked or mentioned in
> this group so i post it anyway, i´m a menber for some time now and i
> real good thing is that i´m not tired to belong to this community, 

so

> the question is about side chain without any other piece of 

hardware.

> How to make an effect side chain with a drum and a bass in rs7000?
> 
> "Basics"
> Mixer
> chn-1-drum
> chn-2-synth
> 
> chn1
> Drum Box(to spliter and thru spliter to chn1+thru to side chain)
> Spliter 
> 
> chn2
> synth(to compress in/out to mixer chn2)
> Compress+side chain
> 
> This is basic config with 5 hardware pieces, so the question is how 

to

> do it in RS7000 only.
> Perhaps copy and mix phrazes...
> if anyone can help me in this topic i´ll be pleased.
> 
> regards 
> Luis Bicho
>

| 16506|16503|2008-04-17 06:14:53|pegaso1423|Re: hello ... RS7000 group ...|

> How to make an effect side chain with a drum and a bass in rs7000?

Hi luis,
I've got sidechain compressors coming out my ears on the AW so Ive not
tried too hard on the RS but my guess is you wont be able to do it.

You could use the classic 'ride the faders', programing the bass for a
lower volume whenever there is a kick, using job 14. It would be
easier to use the programmable lfo on the bass, synced 16th's and
reducing the amplitude for every kick... Not as good as a real
sidechain compressor but might be acceptable.

If you have a compressor you could run the bass out rs left,
kick(sidechain) out right then sample the results or you could run
live if you have aieb2. or just sample the tracks and import to pc for
proccessing but this isn't doing it all on the rs like you asked..

Maybe you might want to experiment with multi compressor 2. Another
idea is running a high frequency click instead of the kick to trigger
the compressor to lower the bass then sampling just the bass. or eqing
/filtering the click out.

One trick that will be helpful to you is to use parametric eq on the
bass, removing the main frequency of the kick so they sit better. band
eliminate filter (bef) would work for this as well.

I hope this helps.
Cheers.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 16507|16501|2008-04-17 06:40:39|pegaso1423|Re: ableton live and yamaha|

> If I remember right the claim was that the RS couldn't keep itself 
> perfectly in time. 

Thats why I used The RS as midi master.

>Personally I'd prob sync them up master/slave them up 
> too via midi or the MMC or which ever too, so if one does fall behind 
> or whatever it'll catch back up using the clock of the master. It 
> makes sense I'd hope.

If there synced with midi clock they won't ever fall out of time. 

>Take it easy on your knobs. I know a couple of 
> my knobs are a little looser then the rest, but they aint too bad 
> considering the amount of twisting I've put on them.

On my older rs knob f1 is REALLY lose side to side and master fx knob
one moves up and down alot. been like this for 4+years with no
problems but I would like to fix it. also key 11 needs brute force to
trigger, I think it needs a new microswitch? has anybody taken the rs
completelely apart and is it very hard?

> I tried the Talk-Mod 
> effect the other day, I need to fart around with it some more, it 
> wasn't quite what I expected, but there is some sort of FMing going 
> on with it too sort of like Ring-Moding, except instead of specific 
> freqs its using vowels, which don't sound much like vowels I could 
> tell, but do sound slight bit dif from each another. 

Yeah it's trying to simulate a talkbox and dosen't really make much
sense until you use midi sysex to change the vowels quicker and I
think you need to run it at 100% wet. Youtube 'talkbox' to see what
it's meant to sound like...

Cheers.
| 16508|16503|2008-04-17 16:02:42|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 group ...|
I'm reading up on side chaining, not what I thought it was at all, so 
my info I gave out probably won't help much, sorry. Pegaso's info will 
help out I hope. From the description I've found of side chaining, it 
seems like its a compression technique using one signal's compression 
settings to dynamically process a difrent signal 'side chained' on 
another channel, gatting and limiting, boosting it etc... Benny 
Benassi seems to come to mind for this for some reason. Anyhow, some 
things are popping into my head at fast rates, I think they may be some 
ideas, not sure how I'm going to work the RS into them, but I've got 
some ideas I'll have to try out...

Zam
| 16509|16503|2008-04-17 17:21:18|elektric_shaker0888|Re: hello ... RS7000 group ...|
Hello Zam my name like the other post is an idea, when i received the
message it was only different or it cud work i didn´t tried and i was
ready to make another port today, my last description is missing one
thing, like you now ...

"Basics"

> Mixer
> chn-1-drum_connect
> chn-2-synth_connect
>
> chn1 is the 
> Drum Box(aux return) in and thru(aux send)out to chn1 to side chain)
>
> chn2
> sequenced synth(to compress with side chain in/out to mixer chn2)

With a hardware compressor/sc it´s not simple but in a few hours it
works out, and i was thinking about the master effects of the rs7000
to this job but didn´t work out because is mounted in one way without
the use of tracks to assign this parameter i shoul need two tracks
phrazing each other creating a sustainned kick bass. Is like mixing
two equal tracks in a turntable, so i tried another thing copying and



mixing two phrazes using master multi compress in low and mid type and
didn´t work out but the effect is cool...

i go to keep on trying this perhaps i have luck ...

or else like many say buy a compress/sc .
| 16510|16503|2008-04-18 01:31:27|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 group ...|
I've been messing with my RS tonight, and I am able to simulate the 
ducting or sucking side chain effect, but its not quite the same 
thing. So I have to agree with Pegaso here, simple answer is NO it 
can't be done on the RS. Can come close with a bunch of effect 
adjustments though, too bad inputs can't be used as modulator on the 
RS for this, and vocoding type processes. Just one of those things I 
guess too bad yamaha didn't think about adding to the RS.

There are plenty of other tricks can do to pump up kicks and bring 
out the synth bass, sounds like we are learning some of them, but we 
are just not going to get quite the same thing without doing it with 
some computer software or an external compressor with side chain 
abilities, or maybe even another synth were inputs can be routed for 
modulating a source signal.

Kind of sad, and sorry, but I tried, come close, but just not the 
same. I might have break out a synth I can do vocoding on maybe see 
if that works and use my expansion board to route from dif outs on 
the RS to it, see how that goes for me since I don't seem to have any 
hardware compressors. I know I can do it software I've got, but 
thats no fun. Maybe one day get a compressor or mixer with that on 
it too.

Zam
| 16511|16511|2008-04-18 12:56:23|gregor444|sampling with a foot pedal?|
hello

Im a drummer and like to sample/seq beats using my rs7k, however it's 
sometimes difficult to reach over and hit the sample record button and 
begin playing at the same time...

My question:

Is the rs7k able to use a foot pedal to trigger a sample recording? 
...or am i just stuck with hitting the record button?

If i can us a pedal this would be an awesome feature for live sampling 
at shows.

thanks

greg
| 16512|16511|2008-04-18 15:26:17|zamisers7k|Re: sampling with a foot pedal?|
I've not tried myself, but yes it looks like it supposed to do that. 
In Utility mode there is a Foot Switch option, set it to sampling and 
it supposed to function like the button standby/start/stop button. I 
think that is if you've got the right kind of pedal, set to trigger 
or switch I'm thinking.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gregor444" wrote:
>
> hello
> 
> Im a drummer and like to sample/seq beats using my rs7k, however 
it's 
> sometimes difficult to reach over and hit the sample record button 
and 
> begin playing at the same time...
> 
> My question:
> 
> Is the rs7k able to use a foot pedal to trigger a sample recording? 
> ...or am i just stuck with hitting the record button?
> 
> If i can us a pedal this would be an awesome feature for live 
sampling 
> at shows.
> 
> thanks
> 
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> greg
>

| 16513|16513|2008-04-18 17:42:05|domepeacemusic|rs7k for sale... 8 outs, 64 mb sampler, scsi zip drive included|
rs7k for sale... 8 outs, 64 mb sampler, scsi zip drive included... if 
interested contact me. Sale price $800
| 16514|16514|2008-04-18 17:44:46|domepeacemusic|correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive inclu|
rs7k for sale... 8 outs, 128 mb sampler, scsi zip drive included
| 16515|16514|2008-04-18 19:14:10|pegaso1423|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive i|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:

>
> rs7k for sale... 8 outs, 128 mb sampler, scsi zip drive included
>

I'm sorry but you were right the first time with 64mb. I've been
ripped off in the past buying an rs on ebay that didn't arrive so I'd
like to warn everybody to be careful, Ive noticed alot of people
trying to sell rs's here lately and don't want anybody to get burned.
maybe it would be better if you put it on ebay (with GOOD feedback)
and then posted a link here.

Thanks.
| 16516|16503|2008-04-18 21:32:48|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 group [SideChain]|
I've got another plan for side-chaining from a bud over on 
VintageSynthForums.

The plan does involve using a mixer and it will use the RS's Compressor 
or Noise Gate Vary Effect to act as a side-chain through having a 
pumper coming from one output into one of the RS's inputs and the 
Pumpee coming from and into the other, then panning the output of that 
to the pumpee side so thats all I'll hear on whichever output, I'm not 
sure which that will come out from to send to the mixer. I think the 
AIEB output expansion board will be a requirment too, but not sure yet.

I'll get back to you guys soon with my results from this plan.

Zam
| 16517|16517|2008-04-18 21:39:02|semj_1|RS + A5000|
first off i'm new to both of these machines , so go easy one me :)

i wanted to know how someone might use them together....

i'm thinking of recording samples to the a5000 and taking advantage of
it's 6 effect blocks and harddrive and then, when the time is right,
record the samples to the rs.

can i share files from a5000 -> rs via scsi ??

OR is there a better way to use them together? 

i was originally going to use the rs strictly as a midi sequencer and
control the a5000 that way (using none of the rs's sounds AND
features!) but i imagine i might lose out on the options of the rs if
i do this because by the looks of it it is a much more powerful piece
of gear then i had first thought....

what would you do if you were in my shoes?
| 16518|16514|2008-04-18 21:45:12|ookie646|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive i|
Kool, how much??

sent from ookie's T-Mobile DASH.....!

-----Original Message-----
From: domepeacemusic <kbkb2912@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2008 7:44 PM
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive included

rs7k for sale... 8 outs, 128 mb sampler, scsi zip drive included

=

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16519|16517|2008-04-18 21:52:15|zamisers7k|Re: RS + A5000|
SCSI between the RS and anything else is a mystery to me, you might 
get better advice from other list memebers then I on it. I say give 
it a shot see if it works out or not.

I've that the A5000 can do some awesome stuff with samples, but if I 
remember right its just a rack, so you'll probably want to hook up 
midi cables from the RS to it so you can use the RS as a control 
surface too. Other than that, I say experiment away with transfering 
samples between them, the RS's sampler is a bit limited, but cool 
thing is the RS's controls, samples can be use like a regular voice 
on it as it goes through the RS's engine, LFOing, Filter sweeps, 
etc...

Good luck with them, let us know how it goes and Happy RSing + 
A5000ing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> first off i'm new to both of these machines , so go easy one me :)
> 
> i wanted to know how someone might use them together....
> 
> i'm thinking of recording samples to the a5000 and taking advantage 
of
> it's 6 effect blocks and harddrive and then, when the time is right,
> record the samples to the rs.
> 
> 
> can i share files from a5000 -> rs via scsi ??
> 
> OR is there a better way to use them together? 
> 
> 
> 
> i was originally going to use the rs strictly as a midi sequencer 
and
> control the a5000 that way (using none of the rs's sounds AND
> features!) but i imagine i might lose out on the options of the rs 
if
> i do this because by the looks of it it is a much more powerful 
piece
> of gear then i had first thought....
> 
> what would you do if you were in my shoes?
>

| 16520|16514|2008-04-18 22:09:25|zamisers7k|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive i|
You might want to heed Pagso's warning, be extra carefull dealing here 
with a sellers... I'm thinking they probably have a 128m SM Card, RS's 
sample memory does only go up to 64m as far as I know, and I think they 
probably assumed the the SM card is the RS's sample memory size, its 
not, and the actual sample memory size on their RS is not known.

Zam

P.S. I think they were asking $800 in the first post. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, ookie646 wrote:
>
> Kool, how much??
> 
> 
> 

| 16521|16503|2008-04-19 02:56:58|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 group [SideChain]|
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I've been at it for hours, trying to pan right & left, through inputs, 
to mixer, Auxilary outs, blah blah blah...tried all kinds of difrent 
ways, I've got some cool effects going on, but not getting a really 
good side chain going on. Sorry RS brothers and sisters, it may be 
possible some how, but I'm pretty much thinking its going to be 100 
times easier just to use something with side-chain ability built into 
it.

I'll keep trying, but done with it for today, got to get some sleep now.

Zam
| 16522|16522|2008-04-19 06:53:44|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive i|
$800 is the going price... and after consulting the manual I found that it 
is actually 64 MB of memory. Sorry for the mistake. But the machine is in great 
condition, its just that it not really getting used to much in my set up 
with the addition of my mpc 2500. 

**************Need a new ride? Check out the largest site for U.S. used car 
listings at AOL Autos. 
(http://autos.aol.com/used?NCID=aolcmp00300000002851)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16523|16523|2008-04-19 15:48:21|semj_1|tweaking causing meltdown|
maybe it's because i just got mine but i play around with the effects
, more and more, and then i can't get it back the way it was, and it's
doing crazy delay and some really loud reverb, basically just slowing
down the machine and stuck it seems
is there a way to reset a phrases effects so it goes back to the way
it was.
i'd like to think that i could tweak as much as i want because that's
generally how i end up finding something that really works.
| 16524|16524|2008-04-19 22:50:34|semj_1|playing with the amen break|
has anyone created good dnb/drill on their rs7000? is it easy? discuss
| 16525|16517|2008-04-19 23:46:27|Jay Arroyo|Re: RS + A5000|
This is a totally sick combo. Definitely Scsi these
units together with a CDrom in the middle of the chain
(unterminated). That way both units will be able to
share and read Akai format sample CDs. If you can get
a glyph combo unit(SCSIforSamplers.com), you can have
an external harddrive, CDrom, and media reader to
resolve all storage/file transfer needs!!! 

In terms of the units, The RS7000 and A5000 go
together like an MPC2000 and an S2000 from Akai. One
is to sequence, the other is almost the same sound
engine in a rack to save space. I do believe the A5000
unit has a couple more phrase/loop remix features and
128mb ram instead of 64. The biggest difference will
be the full multisampling capabilities of the A5000.
You can sample all 128 notes and assign them to
individual keys on a single patch and it's automated
this process for you (Multisampling is very
difficult,tedious, and time consuming)! This is the
one feature that seperates the units, as the RS
doesn't have the capability. The RS would probably
expect you to sequence your A5000, then sample loops
coming off your A5000 to free it up for other things!

--- zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> SCSI between the RS and anything else is a mystery
> to me, you might 
> get better advice from other list memebers then I on
> it. I say give 
> it a shot see if it works out or not.
> 
> I've that the A5000 can do some awesome stuff with
> samples, but if I 
> remember right its just a rack, so you'll probably
> want to hook up 
> midi cables from the RS to it so you can use the RS
> as a control 
> surface too. Other than that, I say experiment away
> with transfering 
> samples between them, the RS's sampler is a bit
> limited, but cool 
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> thing is the RS's controls, samples can be use like
> a regular voice 
> on it as it goes through the RS's engine, LFOing,
> Filter sweeps, 
> etc...
> 
> Good luck with them, let us know how it goes and
> Happy RSing + 
> A5000ing!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1"
> wrote:
> >
> > first off i'm new to both of these machines , so
> go easy one me :)
> > 
> > i wanted to know how someone might use them
> together....
> > 
> > i'm thinking of recording samples to the a5000 and
> taking advantage 
> of
> > it's 6 effect blocks and harddrive and then, when
> the time is right,
> > record the samples to the rs.
> > 
> > 
> > can i share files from a5000 -> rs via scsi ??
> > 
> > OR is there a better way to use them together? 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > i was originally going to use the rs strictly as a
> midi sequencer 
> and
> > control the a5000 that way (using none of the rs's
> sounds AND
> > features!) but i imagine i might lose out on the
> options of the rs 
> if
> > i do this because by the looks of it it is a much
> more powerful 
> piece
> > of gear then i had first thought....
> > 
> > what would you do if you were in my shoes?
> >
> 
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________
Be a better friend, newshound, and 
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
| 16526|16514|2008-04-20 07:36:34|rustyjames54|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive i|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "domepeacemusic" wrote:
> >
> > rs7k for sale... 8 outs, 128 mb sampler, scsi zip drive included
> >
> 
> I'm sorry but you were right the first time with 64mb. I've been
> ripped off in the past buying an rs on ebay that didn't arrive so I'd
> like to warn everybody to be careful, Ive noticed alot of people
> trying to sell rs's here lately and don't want anybody to get burned.
> maybe it would be better if you put it on ebay (with GOOD feedback)
> and then posted a link here.
> 
> Thanks.
>Hey, I bought my rs7000 off Ebay and when it came the box was packed
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so poorly it was dented in good on the back corner. UPS must have
banged the hell out of it. So I filed a complaint with UPS and they
sent the seller a $500 (insurance)check for the damaged goods so he
had my 500 and UPS' 500, he was making out good. Then UPS called me
wanting the rs7000. By this time I realized I had to trust the seller
to refund my money and I didn't. I also had poked about the sequencer
enough to see it worked OK so I told UPS hell no, and I recanted my
damage claim. See the seller quit returning my Emails which is always
a bad sign. Still for 500 I got the RS and an scsi drive. I did OK. At
the time I didn't know this but at christmas I bought a copy of Halo 3
from Ebay and it never came so I filed a complaint, and Ebay credited
my card account. To sell on Ebay you have to agree to this, they
debited the sellers account. Ebay's safe enough; So hey, it's an
interesting story...
| 16527|16527|2008-04-20 08:48:37|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip dri...|
its unfortunate that you all went through such ordeals with sellers. As for 
me, I just think that it would be best for me to part with this machine, since 
its not really a hip hop/ r and b hardware piece. I did invest a lot of 
money in it over the years, but that's just how it goes sometimes. At this point 
I'm enjoying my relationship with my MPC 2500 and I'm about to purchase a 
fantom X6. So I really don't have space for the rs or much need for it. 

**************Need a new ride? Check out the largest site for U.S. used car 
listings at AOL Autos. 
(http://autos.aol.com/used?NCID=aolcmp00300000002851)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16528|16522|2008-04-21 15:23:28|zamisers7k|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip drive i|
Thats sad to me that it is not getting its use, thanks for reafirming 
the correct memory on it. I hope it finds a good new home.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> $800 is the going price... and after consulting the manual I found 
that it 
> is actually 64 MB of memory. Sorry for the mistake. But the machine 
is in great 
> condition, its just that it not really getting used to much in my 
set up 
> with the addition of my mpc 2500. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> **************Need a new ride? Check out the largest site for U.S. 
used car 
> listings at AOL Autos. 
> (http://autos.aol.com/used?NCID=aolcmp00300000002851)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16529|16523|2008-04-21 15:35:07|zamisers7k|Re: tweaking causing meltdown|
If your using preset phrases I think you can do a couple things. 
Probably the easiest is to just remember which phrase it was and do a 
clear track job on it and then go back to that phrase. Another thing 
you can do is copy the phrase to a user phrase and swith to that 
phrase, but before you do any tweaking you should save the pattern, 
that way you can load it back up pretweaked fast and whenever you want.

If the RS is slowing down on you to the point of that you can't do much 
on it, its probabably usally I think would most likely be from the midi 
delay in the Sequencer Play FX section. Do a reboot on it then load 
your untweaked pattern back up. You have to be carefull when using the 
midi dealy function as it can bost the polyphoney count rather quickly 
to and past the RS's limits. Use the Delay in the Effects send section 
to do similar without the slowing down and locking up.

Good luck & Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
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> maybe it's because i just got mine but i play around with the effects
> , more and more, and then i can't get it back the way it was, and it's
> doing crazy delay and some really loud reverb, basically just slowing
> down the machine and stuck it seems
> is there a way to reset a phrases effects so it goes back to the way
> it was.
> i'd like to think that i could tweak as much as i want because that's
> generally how i end up finding something that really works.
>

| 16530|16524|2008-04-21 15:44:11|zamisers7k|Re: playing with the amen break|
I've done some DnB. You don't really need an Amen Break sample as the 
RS has great drum kits, one is even a DnB kit (probably some of the 
original amen in it somewhere already) and there is a Jungle kit I 
think is also a good one to use for DnB styles. I personally like the 
Hard kit probably the most. However, you can probably rip apart the 
Amen Break or any sampled drums to new levels using the RS. The RS is 
pretty great for DnB. I'd go so far as to say it is one of the best 
machines for that style.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> has anyone created good dnb/drill on their rs7000? is it easy? discuss
>

| 16531|16527|2008-04-21 22:40:55|trenten.healy|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip dri...|
Actually its a pretty versatile machine...it just depends how you use
it. I have had all the mpc's - an mv 8000, asr-10 to asr-x , flstudio,
logic, midi keyboards, wait wait -- you can't count how much I traded
and bought on ebay to find the machine _ don't get me wrong the mpc
brand does have a good feel but you know - to say a machine can't
produce a certain music is to say you can't use the machine to do that
type of music....not hatin just statin...there are plenty of people
who use the rs7k's - rza has used it before, kmd group has used it,
silc da relic uses it on youtube, a guy under hicstudio's on youtube
uses it to produce hiphop music...it might not match you but damn man
it can produce the music..thats all...I like it for a pretty solid
timing and well yeah the mpc "swing isn't there" because it has more
ppq resolution and you have to count notes...anyways wish you luck and
hope you sell the machine - but i have had it for 2 months and have
had great luck producing hip hop beats on it...cheers.

-T
| 16532|16527|2008-04-22 06:10:33|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: correction 128 mb sampler...not 64; 8 outs, and scsi zip dri...|
yes, the machine is quite a treasure chest of freshness. I am not stating 
that I can longer make music on this ole silver box known affectionately as the 
rs7k. No, I am merely stating that my needs have out grown it. I have made 
great music on it in the past ( ask TameOne). The point is, it's now time to 
move on.

**************Need a new ride? Check out the largest site for U.S. used car 
listings at AOL Autos. 
(http://autos.aol.com/used?NCID=aolcmp00300000002851)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16533|16533|2008-04-22 07:28:17|elektric_shaker0888|side chain in rs7000 ...|
hello again zamisers, pegaso and group, due the last post of sidechain
i tryed your posts and the solution was external sidechain to the mix,
to get a real good vibe inside the techno, electro, or even house so
i´ve done it with the pegaso post that includes the bef filter and
tweaking the cutoff knob you will ear the changes coming up the sound
in this case is assigned in the drum beat, tweaking the resonance you
get it more clear and using the envelope adsr to expande more the
sound in the field, the others i tryied but with no desired results.
In software like cubase 4 it already comes with an integrated weak
sidechain that arrest the sound on an seq of drum and bass, or using
the waves utility to do the samebut with a litle more power in the
mix, in reason it also comes handy with the in-built compressor
joinning the drum a good bassline. well it was cool that rs7000 came
with a built in side chain, doing the share of two phrazes into one
track and assignning a built in SC, like roland new mc-808, this way
we have one solution that is to use an external compress and a
instrument connection table to the job, but i heard pegaso ....

pegaso said aieb2.
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I have another question: do we can divide and play only two phazes in
tracks to two channels of the mixer and use the compress to the
bassline(sc to the drum), playing all the rest of the song phrazes in
tracks to other channel, or this is another speculation?

well more to come...

zamisers i need one thing is the online topics for song job in Yamaha
RS7000 if you could answer i´ll be pleased.

thanks for the attention, sorry the huge text, don´t happen next time 
regards
luis bicho
| 16534|16534|2008-04-22 08:56:08|elektric_shaker0888|filter change without request ...|
hello group my name is luis bicho, i go to put a question to the group
because i´m trying to solve the problem so here goes in pattern mode i
assign a filter to the phraze track 1 and everything is fine, i finish
the arrangement and pass it to pattchain mode in patt chain mode the
filter seem s to be the same because it sounds like it, i convert it
to song and the problem starts the filter change thru bef to lpf,
anyone had a problem like this please contact me.
regards 
luis bicho
| 16535|16533|2008-04-22 15:52:57|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 ...|
Hi Luis,

I'm looking to get an external compressor/gate/limiter with Side 
Chain to do it now...

I'm not sure what you are wanting...

Are you looking for all the topics about it on this Yahoo list? 
There is a keyword search function to search all posts, I'd probably 
just search "Song Jobs" for you and post the results, you can also 
search it too like me.

Or

Do you need some more explaining on how some of the Song jobs in the 
RS work? Page 212 in the manual has some brief explanations, and then 
goes into more detail on each in the following pages.

Let me know if you still need some help with anything, I'll try my 
best.

Zam
| 16536|16534|2008-04-22 16:06:44|zamisers7k|Re: filter change without request ...|
Yes, I think this is an undocumented bug/feature.

Before you press play or do anything in song mode, you must Select the 
Track you want to keep the filter settings the same on, then press the 
Enter button on the #pad. This will bring you into the Event Editor, 
delete the fist event in the list. It should be a Program Change, 
which usually resets the patch. Don't worry, the RS will still 
remember the settings you left it on when you save the song.

I usually do this for each track after I do a patt chain convert to 
song. Important that PC event is removed before you press play or do 
anything else because once the RS reads it then it resets the voice 
settings.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "elektric_shaker0888" 
wrote:

>
> hello group my name is luis bicho, i go to put a question to the group
> because i´m trying to solve the problem so here goes in pattern mode i
> assign a filter to the phraze track 1 and everything is fine, i finish
> the arrangement and pass it to pattchain mode in patt chain mode the
> filter seem s to be the same because it sounds like it, i convert it
> to song and the problem starts the filter change thru bef to lpf,
> anyone had a problem like this please contact me.
> regards 
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> luis bicho
>

| 16537|16533|2008-04-22 20:55:25|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 ...|
I got a dbx 266XL Compressor/Gate Stereo or Dual mono with Side Chain 
on both sides to try out tonight with the RS. Oh yeah, I'm excited!
| 16538|16533|2008-04-23 00:33:25|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 ...|
Well, I'm trying it out and its not doing quite what I want it to do. 
Maybe I've got something hooked up wrong. The side chain seems to only 
be gating with the source sound. So, the bass synth sound is only 
comming in when the drums hit, and gives no sound when no drums are 
present. I want it to do the reverse of this, like it needs a reverse 
gate. The bass synth needs to get louder after the drum hits, or 
softer on drum hits so its louder the rest of the time. No idea how to 
do this yet, any ideas or help from anyone?

Did I get the wrong kind of compressor with side chain to do this? All 
the tutorials I see online are for software based, makes it look so 
easy.

Sorry, I know this isn't exactly RS related, more production technique, 
but what I can do within the RS itself through its onboard effects and 
other stuff seem to be getting me closer to what I want to do then this 
particular external compressor. Hmmm....

Thanks for any help anyone?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I got a dbx 266XL Compressor/Gate Stereo or Dual mono with Side Chain 
> on both sides to try out tonight with the RS. Oh yeah, I'm excited!
>

| 16539|16533|2008-04-23 03:11:24|Ian Vine|Re: side chain in rs7000 ...|
Hi Zam,

sounds like you are gating rather than compressing. Check out http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/nov06/articles/sidechain.htm it does only talk about software but the
techniques are the same

IanV

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 23 April, 2008 7:33:24 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: side chain in rs7000 ...

Well, I'm trying it out and its not doing quite what I want it to do. 
Maybe I've got something hooked up wrong. The side chain seems to only 
be gating with the source sound. So, the bass synth sound is only 
comming in when the drums hit, and gives no sound when no drums are 
present. I want it to do the reverse of this, like it needs a reverse 
gate. The bass synth needs to get louder after the drum hits, or 
softer on drum hits so its louder the rest of the time. No idea how to 
do this yet, any ideas or help from anyone?

Did I get the wrong kind of compressor with side chain to do this? All 
the tutorials I see online are for software based, makes it look so 
easy.

Sorry, I know this isn't exactly RS related, more production technique, 
but what I can do within the RS itself through its onboard effects and 
other stuff seem to be getting me closer to what I want to do then this 
particular external compressor. Hmmm....

Thanks for any help anyone?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I got a dbx 266XL Compressor/Gate Stereo or Dual mono with Side Chain 
> on both sides to try out tonight with the RS. Oh yeah, I'm excited!
>
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__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16540|16533|2008-04-23 04:36:21|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 ...|
Thanks Ian. From that article it seems what I'm wanting to do is 
refered to as ducking. I need to be able to set the gate into negative 
values. As far as I can tell the gate on the compressor I got has 
negative values shown around the knobs on the front panels, but they 
arn't really going into reverse or negative like I'm wanting. They 
seem more like a dry/wet mix, where the negatives give it a more dry 
signal rather than reversing and getting louder. Maybe I'm wrong and 
just need to fiddle around with it some more. I'm about ready to give 
up tho. I'm going try a few more things and see, then I'm not sure 
what I'm going to do next...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi Zam,
> 
> sounds like you are gating rather than compressing. Check out 
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/nov06/articles/sidechain.htm it does 
only talk about software but the techniques are the same
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

| 16541|16533|2008-04-23 05:00:15|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 ...|
Woohoo, I got it! Its some freaky ass settings to do ducking. Not 
what I expected. I'll post a demo soon.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thanks Ian. From that article it seems what I'm wanting to do is 
> refered to as ducking. I need to be able to set the gate into 
negative 
> values. As far as I can tell the gate on the compressor I got has 
> negative values shown around the knobs on the front panels, but 
they 
> arn't really going into reverse or negative like I'm wanting. They 
> seem more like a dry/wet mix, where the negatives give it a more 
dry 
> signal rather than reversing and getting louder. Maybe I'm wrong 
and 
> just need to fiddle around with it some more. I'm about ready to 
give 
> up tho. I'm going try a few more things and see, then I'm not sure 
> what I'm going to do next...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Hi Zam,
> > 
> > sounds like you are gating rather than compressing. Check out 
> http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/nov06/articles/sidechain.htm it 
does 
> only talk about software but the techniques are the same
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> 
>

| 16542|16524|2008-04-23 06:02:05|florisvanrijswijk|Re: playing with the amen break|
Warning: Long post.... -> 

I have created DnB with the RS with success and pleasure. Here is what
I used to do: 
- Get drumbreaks from DnB sample CDs. Import them into the RS. Chop
them up using the slice job and store the patterns on various tracks
(1 -> 8).
- Create my own loops from scratch using either the RS drum kits or in
a sequencer on the PC, using drum kit hits from sample CDs. Create
short loop wav files from them. Put them through VST FXs like
compressors, distortions etc. Import them into the RS. Chop them up
using the slice job and store the patterns on various tracks (1 -> 8).
- Create bass loops in a sequencer on the PC using softsynths and VST
FXs. Import them into the RS. Store the patterns on various tracks (9
->12). 
- Create FX sounds on the RS or on the PC, Export them to wav files.
Put them through VST FXs on the PC. Export them to wav files again.
Import hem into the RS and store them to patterns on tracks (13 -> 16). 

Now repeat this whole thing in several songs. 
There you go: An amazing live DnB setup that you can tweak and f$ckup
with all the interaction RS power of the tracks and knobs. It contains
all basic DnB song necessities. 

Now put the Midi out and the Audio out of the RS into on a PC, startup
a sequencer program and set it up to record everything the RS does
(use midi sync to keep the RS and the PC in time!). 
Hit play on the RS and jam away like a madman! 
When done, listen to the recorded audio and midi in the PC (play-back
the midi to the RS). Cut out what you like (audio and midi) and save
to other tracks in the PC sequencer. 
Do this as much as you like to retrieve enough good stuff as building
blocks for a DnB song. Layer at will... 
Now use all these blocks and put them into a good song structure. 
Use VST FXs to pump-up the sound of the sounds. 
Export pieces again to wav files. Import into the RS. Use the slice
job to chop them up (if needed) and store them into patterns on tracks
on the RS. Jam these pieces to hell again! Record all this back into
the PC. 

Well, you get the drift... 

1 Create simple basic stuff 
-> 
2 Put it into the RS 
-> 
3 Jam away like crazy 
-> 
4 Record everything into a PC 
-> 
5 Select carefully and cut stuff. Save the really good stuff. 
-> 
6 Create song structure with it in PC. 
-> 
7 Repeat 2 till 6 at will. 
-> 
8 Mix in PC 
-> 
9 Master
-> 
10 Export to CD/mp3/internet/etc.

The RS is not a one stop tool on which I can create a completely
finished song. I use it to have a good live interaction with my sounds
and do crazy unexpected interesting stuff that would otherwise take me
hours to program (if even possible!). Its just to record everything
and select and reuse only the best pieces and delete the rest. If you
do this process over and over again like a painter painting layer on
top of layer, you will get some amazing results that defy all static
programming techniques and will humanise the otherwise static loop
creation and song-making process. 

The RS is really a great tool for this! Use it as a live interaction
tool and use a PC for recording, structuring, programming, FXs, mixing
and mastering. 



Have loads of fun, take your time, be merciless on your music, have a
lot of patience and perseverance. 

Flo.
| 16543|16533|2008-04-23 08:15:49|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 .[video demo}|
I know this isn't perfected, but wanted to demo it out. Some ducking 
with a Side Chain with a compressor/gate. I did use a mixer and used 
channel 1 & 5 to AIEB2 outs1 as the pump, and the Synth bass on AIEB 
outs2 as the pumpeee. Copied the drums to track 7 & 8 to split so 
retain them. Pretty tough to do, not fun, I don't recomend it unless 
really wanting a headach.

Zam
| 16544|16533|2008-04-23 08:16:36|zamisers7k|Re: side chain in rs7000 .[video demo}|
Ooops, heres the vid link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyYGRuvZPH0

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I know this isn't perfected, but wanted to demo it out. Some ducking 
> with a Side Chain with a compressor/gate. I did use a mixer and used 
> channel 1 & 5 to AIEB2 outs1 as the pump, and the Synth bass on AIEB 
> outs2 as the pumpeee. Copied the drums to track 7 & 8 to split so 
> retain them. Pretty tough to do, not fun, I don't recomend it unless 
> really wanting a headach.
> 
> Zam
>

| 16545|16545|2008-04-23 12:01:38|gregor444|finding and saving files|
easy question...i think.

After i create a project on a memory card and want to save it again 
and again, at times I forget the title of the project im working in so 
i end up saving it as a different project and deleting the old 
one...too much work.

How can i find the title of the project while im working in it?

thanks
g-
| 16546|16545|2008-04-23 15:43:02|zamisers7k|Re: finding and saving files|
Good question...

Only thing I can think of to do is to name the pattern/chain/song the 
same as the file its stored to so I think it will always display the 
name of it on the screen. It is one of the Jobs. Pattern I think only 
names the styles tho, so maybe do that for pattern. It'll be a little 
longer process to name and then store it each time with the same name, 
but I imagine it could help. I never do it, I try to remember the name 
but I know I've forgot before too and I cant spell very well which 
don't help much either, I'll have one called "bean12" and another 
called "been12". Which was it? I usually put numbers on the end of 
the names, higer usually means later version of course.

Other then that, I'm not sure there is a way to see the name of what 
you are working on before you save it. I think the RS automatically 
clears out that text field when going to save. Or puts in "untitled" or 
something like that. Right? Maybe trying to use folders would help? 
I've never used them on the RS. Anyone else know? Hmmm...cant think 
right now... had a late night with the RS & new compressor.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gregor444" wrote:
>
> easy question...i think.
> 
> After i create a project on a memory card and want to save it 
again 
> and again, at times I forget the title of the project im working in 
so 
> i end up saving it as a different project and deleting the old 
> one...too much work.
> 
> How can i find the title of the project while im working in it?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyYGRuvZPH0
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> 
> thanks
> g-
>

| 16547|16533|2008-04-23 16:45:41|elektric_shaker0888|Re: side chain in rs7000 .[video demo}|
hello zam perfection ...

http://www.record-producer.com/

take a look several good files to check about 

compression/gates/sc/multichannel etc

nice voyage
regards 
luis bicho
| 16548|16548|2008-04-27 18:40:34|komatosrecordings|A parting gift from me to the members of the RS7k community|
Before I sold off my RY20 drum machine and RS7k last year I sampled the RY20's sounds 
into my Mac, loaded the samples one-by-one into my RS7k, and then created 8 Common 
Sample Bank kits with all 300 of the RY20's internal sounds. All sounds are in 16Bit, 
44.1Khz, mono. The sample banks take about 24MB RAM in the RS7k. Many interesting 
samples in there including non-electronic drum sounds like acoustic, stand, power, jazz 
and other realistic drum kit sounds.

If you're interested, feel free to download the 20.8MB ZIPfile with the two .ALL files and 
four PDFs listing the names of the original RY20 samples from my newly recreated 
website:
http://home.comcast.net/~komatos
The file should be on the Music page, along with some tracks I've worked on over the last 
nine years.

I just stopped by to say hello really quick, keep up the good work Zamisers7k, and keep 
on groovin' everybody. Any questions or comments, feel free to email me with the link on 
my website as I'll be off-list after this post.

--komatos/wasted

P.S. Zam: Feel free to upload the RY20KITS.ZIP file to the Files section of this group if you 
like.
| 16549|16548|2008-04-27 18:54:59|zamisers7k|Re: A parting gift from me to the members of the RS7k community|
Thanks Wasted! I'll check it all tonight. Listening to some of your 
mp3s right now... Good stuff. Noticed you've got some Iron Maiden 
posters in your studio, reminded me of someone else's I know studio. I 
hope you keep doin the tunes and of course your always welcome to come 
back, visit, give advice and help here anytime.

Zam
| 16551|16551|2008-04-30 00:31:09|jdcx64|Free synths; synth development tools|
I don't find RS synthesis all that hot, I prefer the sounds of my
CZ-1, JX-8p or MS2000 but the cabling for them gets too untidy. Using
just the RS and a laptop would be much better so I began looking for
virtual synths. I found a few good ones for free:
http://synthmaker.co.uk/examples.html
One of the free synths available is a TB-303, a virtual one not made
with samples.
The funny thing is that those synths were made by non-programmers
using a (non free) graphical tool called SynthMaker: with a few mouse
clicks component modules are chosen chosen from a selection of knobs,
midi io things, oscillators, envelopes. filters, etc. and placed on
the working area and their input/output terminals connected with
virtual patch cables. The resulting instruments can be saved as
stand-alone executables or VST modules and distributed for free or for
profit.
Synths must have real knobs so I got a MIDI control thing (the mighty
yet inexpensive BCF2000 with motorized faders) and I'm trying to
overcome my MS phobia just to use this stuff. If I find Windows too
annoying I still have the (free) SonicBirth on the Mac, not as good
but still great.

Joaquim
| 16552|16551|2008-04-30 00:43:13|zamisers7k|Re: Free synths; synth development tools|
Thanks for the links and suggestions Joaquim, you can always fall 
back on the RS too ;) Its not that bad in my opinion.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> I don't find RS synthesis all that hot, I prefer the sounds of my
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> CZ-1, JX-8p or MS2000 but the cabling for them gets too untidy. 
Using
> just the RS and a laptop would be much better so I began looking for
> virtual synths. I found a few good ones for free:
> http://synthmaker.co.uk/examples.html
> One of the free synths available is a TB-303, a virtual one not made
> with samples.
> The funny thing is that those synths were made by non-programmers
> using a (non free) graphical tool called SynthMaker: with a few 
mouse
> clicks component modules are chosen chosen from a selection of 
knobs,
> midi io things, oscillators, envelopes. filters, etc. and placed on
> the working area and their input/output terminals connected with
> virtual patch cables. The resulting instruments can be saved as
> stand-alone executables or VST modules and distributed for free or 
for
> profit.
> Synths must have real knobs so I got a MIDI control thing (the 
mighty
> yet inexpensive BCF2000 with motorized faders) and I'm trying to
> overcome my MS phobia just to use this stuff. If I find Windows too
> annoying I still have the (free) SonicBirth on the Mac, not as good
> but still great.
> 
> Joaquim
>

| 16553|16551|2008-04-30 01:35:20|Nick Fletcher|Re: Free synths; synth development tools|
I just purchased a Prophet 08, and I plan to use it a lot with the RS. I'll
see how I go, I'm not real good at music, but I'm practicing!

On Wed, Apr 30, 2008 at 4:43 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> Thanks for the links and suggestions Joaquim, you can always fall
> back on the RS too ;) Its not that bad in my opinion.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "jdcx64"
> wrote:
> >
> > I don't find RS synthesis all that hot, I prefer the sounds of my
> > CZ-1, JX-8p or MS2000 but the cabling for them gets too untidy.
> Using
> > just the RS and a laptop would be much better so I began looking for
> > virtual synths. I found a few good ones for free:
> > http://synthmaker.co.uk/examples.html
> > One of the free synths available is a TB-303, a virtual one not made
> > with samples.
> > The funny thing is that those synths were made by non-programmers
> > using a (non free) graphical tool called SynthMaker: with a few
> mouse
> > clicks component modules are chosen chosen from a selection of
> knobs,
> > midi io things, oscillators, envelopes. filters, etc. and placed on
> > the working area and their input/output terminals connected with
> > virtual patch cables. The resulting instruments can be saved as
> > stand-alone executables or VST modules and distributed for free or
> for
> > profit.
> > Synths must have real knobs so I got a MIDI control thing (the
> mighty
> > yet inexpensive BCF2000 with motorized faders) and I'm trying to
> > overcome my MS phobia just to use this stuff. If I find Windows too
> > annoying I still have the (free) SonicBirth on the Mac, not as good
> > but still great.
> >
> > Joaquim
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16554|16551|2008-04-30 08:49:33|Markus|Re: Free synths; synth development tools|
Yep totally agree!It's a good synth once you dig into it.At least
that's been my experience.Not the best in th world but the sounds are
definitely usable.The track i'm working on atm uses the RS,EMX and
korg R3 plus software mixed in Live.I'll post it up when it's
finished.I think the RS sounds good,love the filters! ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the links and suggestions Joaquim, you can always fall 
> back on the RS too ;) Its not that bad in my opinion.
> 
> Zam

| 16555|16555|2008-04-30 18:20:07|BruceW|Re: New to RS7000|
Hi everyone,

I just purchased an RS7000 unit that should arrive tomorrow. Since I have 7 days to check it out, I would appreciate any advice on things to check out during the grace
period.

I've wanted an RS7000 since like forever, but the stars just aligned to make it happened. There's just so much gear and so little time and $$! The RS7000 will be joining
my two Moogs (a Little Phatty and Voyager), a Yamaha CS6x. Any advice about using any external synths would also be much appreciated.

Just wanted to say this is a fantastic resource and I am glad that I found it. Unlike the groups for the CS6x which all seem to have died off, you all have a thriving
community here and are all to be commended!

-bruce

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16556|16555|2008-04-30 18:42:27|zamisers7k|Re: New to RS7000|
Congradulations Bruce!

From the look of it, and if you've been reading some of the latest 
posts here, your Moogs & CS6x will probably already have great 
sounds, the RS takes a little coaching in that dept. Since those are 
some dang fine performance synthsizers already, I think you may want 
to try and learn how the 3 modes on the RS work first. Patterns, 
Chains, and Songs. Then probably worry about how to tweak the 
sounds on the RS to get them sounding better or closer to your moogs 
or CS6x, witch will be a hard feat, but the RS can pull some pretty 
incredable sounds out of it when given a chance. You can hook the 
midi up and sequence those synths from it anytime, or just sample 
them into the RS which is sometimes easier. Try not to get too 
frustrated right off the bat, if you get stuck shoot us a post 
here. There is no real good reason not to fall in love with the 
RS7000.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BruceW" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
> 
> I just purchased an RS7000 unit that should arrive tomorrow. Since 
I have 7 days to check it out, I would appreciate any advice on 
things to check out during the grace period.
> 
> I've wanted an RS7000 since like forever, but the stars just 
aligned to make it happened. There's just so much gear and so little 
time and $$! The RS7000 will be joining my two Moogs (a Little 
Phatty and Voyager), a Yamaha CS6x. Any advice about using any 
external synths would also be much appreciated.
> 
> Just wanted to say this is a fantastic resource and I am glad that 
I found it. Unlike the groups for the CS6x which all seem to have 
died off, you all have a thriving community here and are all to be 
commended!
> 
> -bruce
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16557|16555|2008-05-01 10:02:39|BruceW|Re: New to RS7000|
Thanks Zam,

The RS arrived in good shape and I'm pleased that it is 100% functional. I didn't have any trouble upgrading the OS to 1.22 and I was pleased to see it maxed out with
64MB of memory. 

Like you said, I can see it's going to take some slogging through the tutorial on Patterns, Chains and Songs to help me get my head around this little beastie. It's been so
long since I've seen on of these in a store that I have forgotten how big it is!

-bruce

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16558|16558|2008-05-05 20:13:36|carloscience|play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
I've been reading the posts on recording multiple midi channels and
understand that this can only be done in SONG mode. But I'm not sure
if this is the problem I'm having. In pattern mode, I record a synth
phrase on midi channel 1 using Access Virus TI into RS7000. The phrase
plays back on midi channel 1. Then I record a second phrase on midi
channel 2 with the same synth. When I play the pattern back, only the
newly recorded phrase plays back because the synth is set to Midi
channel 2 now. Is there a way to record the midi channel number in
addition to the external synth patch into the phrase in Pattern mode
so that when I play back the pattern it plays two different patches on
the Virus TI? I've verified that the midi channels are set to the
right tracks in Setup mode.
| 16559|16558|2008-05-05 20:39:41|Nick Fletcher|Re: play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
Forgive my ignorance when it comes to synths, but is the TI multitimbral? If
it is, you'll need to make sure it's set to receive MIDI data in 'omni' mode
or 'All Channels'. I suspect most devices are set by default to only receive
on one channel.

On Tue, May 6, 2008 at 8:36 AM, carloscience <carloscience@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I've been reading the posts on recording multiple midi channels and
> understand that this can only be done in SONG mode. But I'm not sure
> if this is the problem I'm having. In pattern mode, I record a synth
> phrase on midi channel 1 using Access Virus TI into RS7000. The phrase
> plays back on midi channel 1. Then I record a second phrase on midi
> channel 2 with the same synth. When I play the pattern back, only the
> newly recorded phrase plays back because the synth is set to Midi
> channel 2 now. Is there a way to record the midi channel number in
> addition to the external synth patch into the phrase in Pattern mode
> so that when I play back the pattern it plays two different patches on
> the Virus TI? I've verified that the midi channels are set to the
> right tracks in Setup mode.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16560|16558|2008-05-05 20:42:19|zamisers7k|Re: play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
I'm not sure if the Virus TI can play multiple channels 
simultaniously. It might, but I consider it a performance synth, 
basically means only one channel receiving at a time synth. If thats 
the case I don't think its possible to do what you are wanting, but I 
could very well be wrong there.

On the RS, you can enter a Program Control change messages in the Event 
Editor, it helps to know what bank and # on the synth because it'll 
also change the RS's which will sound difrent of course but you can 
turn the RS's off so you hear the synth only, and if the Virus is setup 
and able to recieve a PC (Program Change) event it'll switch to that 
patch/voice. In Pattern mode though on the RS you have to remember its 
going to loop that event too, so if you manually change the Synth patch 
on the synth, that PC event will change it back every loop.

Also look in the Utility Midi Setup, make sure that is setup all right 
which is a global setings. Also the Setup submenu Midi Out Ch to 
change which tracks are being sent to which channels, TG/midi A/midi B 
outs, which is stored with the Pattern & or Song settings.

It takes a little fiddling but not too much usually to get those sorted 
out, that is if your Virus can receive on channel 1&2, the RS can send 
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those tracks seperately. I'd think the ideal way would be to have two 
performance synths if you plan on sending out to two difrent channels, 
but I'm just not sure about it, if you can assign difrent OSCs to 
difrent channels or if it can receive on multiple channels etc, I think 
Yamaha CS1X and CS2X can receive on all 16 channels, but only one will 
be the performance sounds and rest Genral Midi. I just don't know 
enough about the Virus, so it could be possible the TI implimented 
something similar, or not.

Hope that helps some, if not let us know, maybe someone else has some 
more info here about your problem too...

Good Luck & Happy RSing.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "carloscience" wrote:
>
> I've been reading the posts on recording multiple midi channels and
> understand that this can only be done in SONG mode. But I'm not sure
> if this is the problem I'm having. In pattern mode, I record a synth
> phrase on midi channel 1 using Access Virus TI into RS7000. The phrase
> plays back on midi channel 1. Then I record a second phrase on midi
> channel 2 with the same synth. When I play the pattern back, only the
> newly recorded phrase plays back because the synth is set to Midi
> channel 2 now. Is there a way to record the midi channel number in
> addition to the external synth patch into the phrase in Pattern mode
> so that when I play back the pattern it plays two different patches on
> the Virus TI? I've verified that the midi channels are set to the
> right tracks in Setup mode.
>

| 16561|16561|2008-05-06 00:12:33|nickeax|'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
I've always, from a young age, been fascinated by this Pink Floyd
song. It's a simple, yet mesmerising little connecting piece between
'Breathe' and 'Time' on "Dark Side Of The Moon".

I've never tried to emulate it for some reason. Until today! I admit,
I was lazy and looked up the notes on Wikipedia and they are as
follows (all eighth notes):

E -> G -> A -> G (these are all an octave below middle C)
D -> C -> D -> E (these are in the same octave as middle C)

Now, get those notes going in a 166bpm loop of eight eighth notes with
a pulse width waveform. The 'duty cycle' of the pulse width wave
should be 50%, so in other words, it's just your bog standard square wave.

It's that simple really, and of course play around with the filter! I
liked tweaking the 'release' of the filter envelope to get those
really wobbly noises happening. If you get the resonance just right,
you can get that other monk tone happening.

I used an analogue sequencer and just dialed in those notes. The same
with the 'high-hats'. They're created with a noise generator whose
envelope allows for quick stabs of noise. I used the same sequencer to
sequence the amp level of the noise generator.

Anyway, here is my version, now show me how you did! I'm sure the RS
can handle this. :-)

http://www.guitaraustralia.com/run.mp3 (4.67MB)
| 16562|16561|2008-05-06 03:34:50|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
'On The Run' I think BiGod20. Don't know if its a remix of Pink Floyd 
or not, but good song I know. Anyhow, this could be a fun assignment 
to try out on the RS. I think it could probably be done with the RS's 
simple arpegiator. None of the notes are the same, and just use sort 
order by notes entered if they are only 1 octave apart. I think the 
RS's Arp can probably handle it. The rawness of your Analog OSC might 
be hard to duplicate, and your filter sounds quite nice too. Have to 
see what I can come up with on the RS, and if anyone else wants to try 
to. Post my results in a bit...

Zam
| 16563|16561|2008-05-06 04:27:35|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
Oops, cant use Arps for it, there are some repeat notes. Stepping them 
in...

Zam
| 16564|16561|2008-05-06 05:14:14|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
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I got what I got...

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/OnRun.mp3

All RS7000, some sounds surprisingly pretty analogish too. I think 
shows off quite a bit of the RS's sonic range.

I used the 2 OSC detune trick on second filter (LPF 12) sweep, muted 
2nd osc a bit after I Octaved it a couple times up & down, then I 
start flipping through a lot dif stuff tweaking the hell out of it, 
and then overdosed on something at the end and shut it down. The 
only thing I think really gives it away that it is a PCM waveform 
oscillator is at the very end in the low low pitch I can hear the RS 
not doing any aliasing, the sample points get too spread out and just 
sounds like a really low rate bad sample. Still kind of cool in its 
own way though if you know what I mean?

Hope I entered the right notes on it?

Enjoy!

Zam
| 16565|16558|2008-05-06 08:03:50|Brigman, Corley|Re: play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
Right idea, but not 'omni'. You want 'multi' or whatever they call it
there
(older korgs call it a 'combo', everybody has their own way of doing
it). In single patch mode, it will only respond on one channel; omni
just makes it play that single patch for notes on any channel, not what
you want.

You will have to set something up on the virus to tell it which patch to
play on which channel. Sounds like you've already got the RS set up
correctly.

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of Nick Fletcher
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2008 10:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] play back multiple midi chanels on external synth

Forgive my ignorance when it comes to synths, but is the TI
multitimbral? If
it is, you'll need to make sure it's set to receive MIDI data in 'omni'
mode
or 'All Channels'. I suspect most devices are set by default to only
receive
on one channel.

On Tue, May 6, 2008 at 8:36 AM, carloscience <carloscience@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> I've been reading the posts on recording multiple midi channels and
> understand that this can only be done in SONG mode. But I'm not sure
> if this is the problem I'm having. In pattern mode, I record a synth
> phrase on midi channel 1 using Access Virus TI into RS7000. The phrase
> plays back on midi channel 1. Then I record a second phrase on midi
> channel 2 with the same synth. When I play the pattern back, only the
> newly recorded phrase plays back because the synth is set to Midi
> channel 2 now. Is there a way to record the midi channel number in
> addition to the external synth patch into the phrase in Pattern mode
> so that when I play back the pattern it plays two different patches on
> the Virus TI? I've verified that the midi channels are set to the
> right tracks in Setup mode.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16566|16558|2008-05-06 09:06:30|BruceW|Re: play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
Corley's right, you want to set up the TI for multi-mode. The TI is mult-timbral. 
See page 165 in the current Virus TI manual (Chapter 6: Mult-Mode Reference).
There you can see how to designate what part and midi channel to include in a patch.

BTW, the CS6x also uses the part concept with a performance. You can assign up two 20 parts to a performance (
(16 Internal Voices + A/D Input + Plug-in 1 & Plug-in 2) but the rub there is that you can only assign voices to a part.

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Brigman, Corley 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2008 10:03 AM
Subject: RE: [RS7000] play back multiple midi chanels on external synth

Right idea, but not 'omni'. You want 'multi' or whatever they call it
there
(older korgs call it a 'combo', everybody has their own way of doing
it). In single patch mode, it will only respond on one channel; omni
just makes it play that single patch for notes on any channel, not what
you want.

You will have to set something up on the virus to tell it which patch to
play on which channel. Sounds like you've already got the RS set up
correctly.

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of Nick Fletcher
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2008 10:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] play back multiple midi chanels on external synth

Forgive my ignorance when it comes to synths, but is the TI
multitimbral? If
it is, you'll need to make sure it's set to receive MIDI data in 'omni'
mode
or 'All Channels'. I suspect most devices are set by default to only
receive
on one channel.

On Tue, May 6, 2008 at 8:36 AM, carloscience <carloscience@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> I've been reading the posts on recording multiple midi channels and
> understand that this can only be done in SONG mode. But I'm not sure
> if this is the problem I'm having. In pattern mode, I record a synth
> phrase on midi channel 1 using Access Virus TI into RS7000. The phrase
> plays back on midi channel 1. Then I record a second phrase on midi
> channel 2 with the same synth. When I play the pattern back, only the
> newly recorded phrase plays back because the synth is set to Midi
> channel 2 now. Is there a way to record the midi channel number in
> addition to the external synth patch into the phrase in Pattern mode
> so that when I play back the pattern it plays two different patches on
> the Virus TI? I've verified that the midi channels are set to the
> right tracks in Setup mode.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16567|16567|2008-05-06 09:25:19|elektric_shaker0888|hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...|
hello rs7000 group, this is a question i had rm1x and there was in it
the low boost in pattern and song jobs. Does the rs7000 have one two
or i have to simple use the equalization with the freq-Q-gain to built
one, or isert an effect to send variation like eq3 to expand the low
frequencie and gain for each track separetly.

does it have a lowboost... 
regards
luis bicho
| 16568|16567|2008-05-06 11:03:23|Ian Vine|Re: hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...|
The RS has a four band master eq which will can do a low boost
IanV

----- Original Message ----
From: elektric_shaker0888 <etshkr_@portugalmail.pt>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, 6 May, 2008 4:25:18 PM
Subject: [RS7000] hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...

hello rs7000 group, this is a question i had rm1x and there was in it
the low boost in pattern and song jobs. Does the rs7000 have one two
or i have to simple use the equalization with the freq-Q-gain to built
one, or isert an effect to send variation like eq3 to expand the low
frequencie and gain for each track separetly.

does it have a lowboost... 
regards
luis bicho

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16569|16558|2008-05-06 11:12:05|carloscience|Re: play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
Awesome! I got it to work in multi mode. Thanks alot for the helpful
advice.

Carlos

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brigman, Corley" 
wrote:

>
> Right idea, but not 'omni'. You want 'multi' or whatever they call it
> there
> (older korgs call it a 'combo', everybody has their own way of doing
> it). In single patch mode, it will only respond on one channel; omni
> just makes it play that single patch for notes on any channel, not what
> you want.
> 
> You will have to set something up on the virus to tell it which patch to
> play on which channel. Sounds like you've already got the RS set up
> correctly.
> 
> corley brigman
> intel corp.

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:etshkr_@portugalmail.pt
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http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
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> corley.brigman@...
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
> Of Nick Fletcher
> Sent: Monday, May 05, 2008 10:40 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] play back multiple midi chanels on external synth
> 
> Forgive my ignorance when it comes to synths, but is the TI
> multitimbral? If
> it is, you'll need to make sure it's set to receive MIDI data in 'omni'
> mode
> or 'All Channels'. I suspect most devices are set by default to only
> receive
> on one channel.
> 
> On Tue, May 6, 2008 at 8:36 AM, carloscience 
> wrote:
> 
> > I've been reading the posts on recording multiple midi channels and
> > understand that this can only be done in SONG mode. But I'm not sure
> > if this is the problem I'm having. In pattern mode, I record a synth
> > phrase on midi channel 1 using Access Virus TI into RS7000. The phrase
> > plays back on midi channel 1. Then I record a second phrase on midi
> > channel 2 with the same synth. When I play the pattern back, only the
> > newly recorded phrase plays back because the synth is set to Midi
> > channel 2 now. Is there a way to record the midi channel number in
> > addition to the external synth patch into the phrase in Pattern mode
> > so that when I play back the pattern it plays two different patches on
> > the Virus TI? I've verified that the midi channels are set to the
> > right tracks in Setup mode.
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>

| 16570|16567|2008-05-06 12:57:52|Brigman, Corley|Re: hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...|
Don't forget resampling. There is far less need for special jobs like
that on the RS7000. 

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of elektric_shaker0888
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2008 11:25 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...

hello rs7000 group, this is a question i had rm1x and there was in it
the low boost in pattern and song jobs. Does the rs7000 have one two
or i have to simple use the equalization with the freq-Q-gain to built
one, or isert an effect to send variation like eq3 to expand the low
frequencie and gain for each track separetly.

does it have a lowboost... 
regards
luis bicho

------------------------------------
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
| 16571|16561|2008-05-06 15:23:27|Nick Fletcher|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
That's very cool! The OSCs sound great, but I don't like the filter. Oh no!
I've become an analogue snob! LOL. Thanks for sharing mate, I'm gonna try
one on the RS too.

The original is at 166BPM.

On Tue, May 6, 2008 at 9:14 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> I got what I got...
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/OnRun.mp3
>
> All RS7000, some sounds surprisingly pretty analogish too. I think
> shows off quite a bit of the RS's sonic range.
>
> I used the 2 OSC detune trick on second filter (LPF 12) sweep, muted
> 2nd osc a bit after I Octaved it a couple times up & down, then I
> start flipping through a lot dif stuff tweaking the hell out of it,
> and then overdosed on something at the end and shut it down. The
> only thing I think really gives it away that it is a PCM waveform
> oscillator is at the very end in the low low pitch I can hear the RS
> not doing any aliasing, the sample points get too spread out and just
> sounds like a really low rate bad sample. Still kind of cool in its
> own way though if you know what I mean?
>
> Hope I entered the right notes on it?
>
> Enjoy!
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16572|16561|2008-05-06 15:35:46|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
I like the HPF the most, but it seemed like the LPF 12 matched closer 
to yours on the sweep to whatever you had, what synth did you use any 
way?

I had the RS set at 166bpms, seemed a slight bit slower than yours. 
Maybe I used the wrong note length or something hmmm...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> That's very cool! The OSCs sound great, but I don't like the 
filter. Oh no!
> I've become an analogue snob! LOL. Thanks for sharing mate, I'm 
gonna try
> one on the RS too.
> 
> The original is at 166BPM.
> 
> On Tue, May 6, 2008 at 9:14 PM, zamisers7k 
> wrote:
> 

| 16573|16558|2008-05-06 15:56:36|zamisers7k|Re: play back multiple midi chanels on external synth|
Glad you guys got that one all figured out. Although I'd love to have 
one of those bad boys, I don't think I could of just run out and got 
myself a Virus TI to get it all figured out.

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/OnRun.mp3
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Zam
| 16574|16567|2008-05-06 16:19:46|zamisers7k|Re: hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...|
I often use the EQ Type "Low&High" and bring up the gain to almost max 
at +32 and turn up freq KHz closer to the mids, and then page over to 
the right and do the same for the highs. I also probably over use the 
master effects compression as 3 band EQ too. Can boost and or remove a 
lot of bass & treb there too. Its a must use when at gigs and their 
house system and levels seem to always favor the bass so you can keep 
your RS from sounding like muffled caca.

I've rarely gone into the Master Master EQ. Mine is probably still set 
on the same levels as the day I got it.
| 16575|16561|2008-05-06 20:33:15|Nick Fletcher|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
OK, here is my RS7000 version!

http://www.guitaraustralia.com/RS7K_Run.mp3 2.23MB

It seems that semi-quavers are required! I don't know very much at all about
music, so I stumble along randomly until it sounds 'correct'. :-)

I just stepped the same pattern through twice, using semi-quavers and a BPM
of 166 to get the above results. I used the LPF12 filter also. I used a
Minimoog with LFO filter mod for the 'vehicles' passing by effect! I
manually tweaked the OSC fine tuning knob. I know, it sounds pretty crap!

For my first version, I used the gated step sequencer on the Prophet 08. The
filter was a four pole 24 dB/Oct LPF. The high-hats were just the noise
generator using the sequencer to modulate the amp.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16576|16576|2008-05-06 20:36:28|it_goes_darker_still|effects`|
i've been reading on forums that you can apply different effects to
different tracks? 
i can't seem to do this.

any one have any ideas?

thanks!
| 16577|16576|2008-05-06 20:43:52|Nick Fletcher|Re: effects`|
I would also read the manual. People recommend it all the time, but there's
a good reason for that!

For the briefest of information about the FX section, you have reverb, delay
and 'vari' effects that may be applied to each track in varying amounts.
Whichever track is selected will be affected by adjusting the controls in
the effects section. You can change the parameters for every one of the
three effects, but the same effects are used for all tracks, only the amount
of effect applied to each track may be altered on a track by track basis.

But have a look in the manual, it's really very clear and helpful. It's how
most of us learned the basics, and it saves us repeating the same
information many times over.

Here is a link:
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

On Wed, May 7, 2008 at 12:36 PM, it_goes_darker_still <
it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com> wrote:

> i've been reading on forums that you can apply different effects to
> different tracks?
> i can't seem to do this.
>
> any one have any ideas?
>
> thanks!
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16578|16561|2008-05-06 20:59:14|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
I'll have to check out your RS version later when I can get a good 
listen and comment back then on it.

P08 - nice!

http://www.guitaraustralia.com/RS7K_Run.mp3
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
mailto:it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com


I might try later on some of my other gear, see what kind of results I 
get, its a fun excercise, shows off some of the basic building blocks, 
rawness, of how great a synth can sound or not without a bunch of other 
stuff getting in the way. Not sure I'll post the results here if it 
hasn't much to do with the RS, I don't want to jam up the board here 
and get too far away from the RS7000 here. I'll post them somewheres, 
and email a link to anyone else who might be intrested in hearing.

Zam
| 16579|16576|2008-05-06 21:08:19|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
Nick is on the money on how the RS's effects block work. It is a tad 
limiting compared to some workstations where you can have a totally 
difrent effect on each track and chain multiple difrent effects etc. 
Its more similar to the Groovebox/Groovegear way of doing them in my 
opinion, doesn't bog you down, lets you be a little more creative with 
them. Here is some other hopefully helpfull advice if your still 
finding effects limiting: Get to know the RS's LFO, you can consider 
it almost like a seperate effect, or difrent kind of effect, does some 
really cool stuff once you get to know it, and that can be difrent for 
each track/voice. Also, re-sampling can give you some extra fun with 
effects

Zam
| 16580|16561|2008-05-07 03:44:38|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
Listened to it... The RS holds up well I think, so it aint quite as 
awesome sounding, but dang good still I think. Your new version kind 
of makes me wish the LFO could be assigned to do L&R panning sweeps on 
the same track. Can do it with 2 tracks as long as the LFO is not 
doing other stuff, otherwise its got to be done manually which is not 
as not quite as cool for tight timing pursposes, but oh well, maybe why 
its also good to have another performance synth for the little extra 
things that might be missed on with the RS alone. Thanks!

Zam
| 16581|16561|2008-05-07 05:38:43|Nick Fletcher|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
See I only like instruments that can 'do it all' if it's because you wanna
be mobile or because of some constraint. Now the RS is a little different,
because it's a marvel of design and forward thinking! However, it's also
great to add auxiliary units to it, like the a good controller or second
synth. But I guess it always comes down to your style and intentions.

I have no idea what mine are!

On Wed, May 7, 2008 at 7:44 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> Listened to it... The RS holds up well I think, so it aint quite as
> awesome sounding, but dang good still I think. Your new version kind
> of makes me wish the LFO could be assigned to do L&R panning sweeps on
> the same track. Can do it with 2 tracks as long as the LFO is not
> doing other stuff, otherwise its got to be done manually which is not
> as not quite as cool for tight timing pursposes, but oh well, maybe why
> its also good to have another performance synth for the little extra
> things that might be missed on with the RS alone. Thanks!
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16582|16561|2008-05-07 08:31:40|Ian Vine|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
You can create continuous controller data to do your panning (or quite a few other things for that matter). You can use the create continuous command to create lines or
curves and put several together to sawtooth, triangle, sine(ish), square and so on.
IanV

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com


To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 7 May, 2008 10:44:36 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).

Listened to it... The RS holds up well I think, so it aint quite as 
awesome sounding, but dang good still I think. Your new version kind 
of makes me wish the LFO could be assigned to do L&R panning sweeps on 
the same track. Can do it with 2 tracks as long as the LFO is not 
doing other stuff, otherwise its got to be done manually which is not 
as not quite as cool for tight timing pursposes, but oh well, maybe why 
its also good to have another performance synth for the little extra 
things that might be missed on with the RS alone. Thanks!

Zam

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16583|16561|2008-05-07 15:30:24|zamisers7k|Re: 'On The Run' - my cover version (and howto guide).|
I've never used the Create Continous job, never even looked at it 
before, I'm gona have to try it out now. From the looks of it, I'm 
going to have a bunch of cool new ideas try... Thanks IanV!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> You can create continuous controller data to do your panning (or 
quite a few other things for that matter). You can use the create 
continuous command to create lines or curves and put several together 
to sawtooth, triangle, sine(ish), square and so on.
> IanV
>

| 16584|16576|2008-05-07 19:11:17|it_goes_darker_still|Re: effects`|
Thanks guys,
i knew you could have 3 effects going (vari.,delay,reverb). 
still working my way through the manual. i think what i was looking
for was resampling the effects to vary them.
loving the lfo on this. and the filter is amazing.

thanks again guys.
| 16585|16585|2008-05-08 16:14:16|mclagett|Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi tra|
Hi --

I apologize if this question has been asked here before, but I'm 
looking for a hardware sequencer that can allow me to prepare 
integrated performances of audio tracks (guitar, horns, etc.) and midi 
tracks (keyboard, drums, etc.) to back me up as I do solo performing. 
I have no interest in the hip-hop capabilities of this unit and would 
be more interested in using it as a way to play back performances 
prepared in my software sequencer (I have Sonar) but without having to 
bring a laptop to the gig. Do people use the RS7000 for this purpose? 
And if so, how does one synchronize playback of audio and midi tracks? 

Some particular features I would find valuable:

Possible to trigger and control playback from an external MIDI 
controller

Ability to jump to specific measures on demand (triggered by MIDI) and 
loop through sections of measures so that I can prepare sections of 
songs, but have the actual structure of the performance determined 
dynamically by me.

Ability to store songs on a hard drive of some kind and load them on 
demand as I choose which song(s) to perform next.

Ability to integrate control of numerous external MIDI sound producing 
devices into the performance.

That's enough for now. If anyone can help me determine if the RS7000 
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can be used for this purpose (or if some other device is better) I 
would be greatly appreciative. Thanks much
| 16586|16585|2008-05-08 16:22:51|Nick Fletcher|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|
A lot of what you require is nothing to do with the RS, but with the device
controlling it. It can easily jump to measures, beats etc, but you need a
way of telling it this information. When you say, 'sync to audio', what type
of audio? There is no system (that I know of!) that can automatically sync
to general audio files. For MIDI gear to sync, the pieces of gear need to be
receiving the same MIDI clock data stream. The RS cannot play back audio
other than samples, so it's not like a HDD recorder.

On Fri, May 9, 2008 at 6:12 AM, mclagett <mclagett@comcast.net> wrote:

> Hi --
>
> I apologize if this question has been asked here before, but I'm
> looking for a hardware sequencer that can allow me to prepare
> integrated performances of audio tracks (guitar, horns, etc.) and midi
> tracks (keyboard, drums, etc.) to back me up as I do solo performing.
> I have no interest in the hip-hop capabilities of this unit and would
> be more interested in using it as a way to play back performances
> prepared in my software sequencer (I have Sonar) but without having to
> bring a laptop to the gig. Do people use the RS7000 for this purpose?
> And if so, how does one synchronize playback of audio and midi tracks?
>
> Some particular features I would find valuable:
>
> Possible to trigger and control playback from an external MIDI
> controller
>
> Ability to jump to specific measures on demand (triggered by MIDI) and
> loop through sections of measures so that I can prepare sections of
> songs, but have the actual structure of the performance determined
> dynamically by me.
>
> Ability to store songs on a hard drive of some kind and load them on
> demand as I choose which song(s) to perform next.
>
> Ability to integrate control of numerous external MIDI sound producing
> devices into the performance.
>
> That's enough for now. If anyone can help me determine if the RS7000
> can be used for this purpose (or if some other device is better) I
> would be greatly appreciative. Thanks much
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16587|16585|2008-05-08 16:54:35|zamisers7k|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|
I'm having some trouble contemplating a perfect answer for you... 
The quick answer is it probably would not be the best thing for your 
what your wanting. It might, but probably not... It can do 
everything you are asking, however I'd be concerned about the stuff 
your making with sonar and playing it back from the RS. The RS is 
capable of it, it can sample, but its amount of sampling time is 
relatively low, you don't want to use the RS as a digital recording 
studio, there is gear out there for that which might better suit 
you. If your willing to break apart the stuff you do in Sonar to 
smaller chunks, say like 1 to 4 measures or less like a single note 
or a few cycles of a waveform, drum hits, sound effects type stuff, 
and then take the time to recreate the songs with those sounds in 
pattern loops you'll be amazed at the live remix performance 
abilities of the RS. I also encourage use of the RS's internal Tone 
Generator and Engine. It really is capable of producing a wide 
variety of sounds on its own, not all, but a lot and it does take 
some practice at that too. As far as the midi integration and 
playback to and from other gear from the RS shouldn't be a concern, 
it can do it as well as most anything.

Other options to look at would be:

Digital Recording Mixers - concern there would be the midi 
integration but lots and lots of sample and record time. I've always 
wanted to get a Korg D2. 

MPCs - concern there is that they are mostly pad/button driven, many 
lack or have much of a synth engine, they are primearly for sampling 

mailto:mclagett@comcast.net


and sequencing, lots of people use them & love them too. 

Workstation Synthesizer - concern is bulkyness if laptop is too much 
to take with you to a gig, but if you get a nice one it can be and do 
just about everything and anything for you'd want and not. I'd love 
to get a Yamaha Motif ES6 someday, but still having lots of fun and 
not work with my RS7000.

Roland MC909 perhaps look at too... Maybe stick to your laptop and 
softsynths and get a nice keyboard controller... Some other options 
I've not thought of or know about yet...??? ???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mclagett" wrote:
>
> Hi --
> 
> I apologize if this question has been asked here before, but I'm 
> looking for a hardware sequencer that can allow me to prepare 
> integrated performances of audio tracks (guitar, horns, etc.) and 
midi 
> tracks (keyboard, drums, etc.) to back me up as I do solo 
performing. 
> I have no interest in the hip-hop capabilities of this unit and 
would 
> be more interested in using it as a way to play back performances 
> prepared in my software sequencer (I have Sonar) but without having 
to 
> bring a laptop to the gig. Do people use the RS7000 for this 
purpose? 
> And if so, how does one synchronize playback of audio and midi 
tracks? 
> 
> Some particular features I would find valuable:
> 
> Possible to trigger and control playback from an external MIDI 
> controller
> 
> Ability to jump to specific measures on demand (triggered by MIDI) 
and 
> loop through sections of measures so that I can prepare sections of 
> songs, but have the actual structure of the performance determined 
> dynamically by me.
> 
> Ability to store songs on a hard drive of some kind and load them 
on 
> demand as I choose which song(s) to perform next.
> 
> Ability to integrate control of numerous external MIDI sound 
producing 
> devices into the performance.
> 
> That's enough for now. If anyone can help me determine if the 
RS7000 
> can be used for this purpose (or if some other device is better) I 
> would be greatly appreciative. Thanks much
>

| 16588|16585|2008-05-08 17:07:12|mclagett|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|
Thank you so much. This was very helpful. Together with the 
response that follows it, I'm getting the distinct impression that 
the RS7000 is not what I should be looking at. The closest thing 
I've seen to what I want is the Fantom workstation from Roland (or 
the Korg one that's in the same league). This has an on-board 
sequencer with audio tracks and midi tracks. My problem with these 
is the expense and the fact that I already have a great keyboard 
controller that I love very much. The Fantom rack unit, however, 
doesn't have the sequencer. I haven't looked closely at Korg's unit 
yet; maybe it offers a rack version of what I need. Anyway, thanks 
much for the input.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> A lot of what you require is nothing to do with the RS, but with 
the device
> controlling it. It can easily jump to measures, beats etc, but you 
need a
> way of telling it this information. When you say, 'sync to audio', 
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what type
> of audio? There is no system (that I know of!) that can 
automatically sync
> to general audio files. For MIDI gear to sync, the pieces of gear 
need to be
> receiving the same MIDI clock data stream. The RS cannot play back 
audio
> other than samples, so it's not like a HDD recorder.
> 
> On Fri, May 9, 2008 at 6:12 AM, mclagett wrote:
> 
> > Hi --
> >
> > I apologize if this question has been asked here before, but I'm
> > looking for a hardware sequencer that can allow me to prepare
> > integrated performances of audio tracks (guitar, horns, etc.) and 
midi
> > tracks (keyboard, drums, etc.) to back me up as I do solo 
performing.
> > I have no interest in the hip-hop capabilities of this unit and 
would
> > be more interested in using it as a way to play back performances
> > prepared in my software sequencer (I have Sonar) but without 
having to
> > bring a laptop to the gig. Do people use the RS7000 for this 
purpose?
> > And if so, how does one synchronize playback of audio and midi 
tracks?
> >
> > Some particular features I would find valuable:
> >
> > Possible to trigger and control playback from an external MIDI
> > controller
> >
> > Ability to jump to specific measures on demand (triggered by 
MIDI) and
> > loop through sections of measures so that I can prepare sections 
of
> > songs, but have the actual structure of the performance determined
> > dynamically by me.
> >
> > Ability to store songs on a hard drive of some kind and load them 
on
> > demand as I choose which song(s) to perform next.
> >
> > Ability to integrate control of numerous external MIDI sound 
producing
> > devices into the performance.
> >
> > That's enough for now. If anyone can help me determine if the 
RS7000
> > can be used for this purpose (or if some other device is better) I
> > would be greatly appreciative. Thanks much
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16589|16585|2008-05-08 17:08:12|zamisers7k|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|

Some other options 

> I've not thought of or know about yet...??? ???
> 

Maybe a Roland SP-808 or other SP, or Korg ES series electribes might 
be worth a look see too, but don't hold your breath on any of them for 
too long for what all wanting to do. Just thinking what else could 
also work best or maybe just work for ya hmmm...???...

Zam
| 16590|16585|2008-05-08 17:49:52|DerDahli|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|
( Hi Group ! ... Yes I have ebayed one !!! :-) )

An important problem might be the sampling time. The RS has about 12 
minutes monosampling.



The Electribe SX has about 6 minutes and can only handle max 8 measure 
patterns. The SX is mainly a drummachine and not for exact replaying of 
long sampels.

The Roland SP404 might be a very cheap tool for playing very long 
samples/tracks, it can read directly from a 1GB memory card but uses a 
mp3 like lossy compression to get some hours of samplingtime. And it is 
small enough that there is no need to remotecontrol it.

For livearranging of external midigear the RS is very powerful, but 
should be used with its own interface, i think.

Kind regards and thanks for a long time of lurking here. I might have 
some questions in the next time ....

Christian

zamisers7k schrieb:

> 
> Some other options
> > I've not thought of or know about yet...??? ???
> >
> 
>
> Maybe a Roland SP-808 or other SP, or Korg ES series electribes might
> be worth a look see too, but don't hold your breath on any of them for
> too long for what all wanting to do. Just thinking what else could
> also work best or maybe just work for ya hmmm...???...
>
> Zam
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16591|16576|2008-05-08 18:43:11|Markus|Re: effects`|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
wrote:

>
> Thanks guys,
> i knew you could have 3 effects going (vari.,delay,reverb). 
> still working my way through the manual. i think what i was looking
> for was resampling the effects to vary them.
> loving the lfo on this. and the filter is amazing.
> 
> 
> thanks again guys.
>

If you could use different fx on each track the RS would be so much
more powerful! <3

As it is yeah you would have to resample.
| 16592|16585|2008-05-09 00:32:43|zamisers7k|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, DerDahli wrote:

>
> ( Hi Group ! ... Yes I have ebayed one !!! :-) )
> 

Congrats!

> Kind regards and thanks for a long time of lurking here. I might have 
> some questions in the next time ....
> 

If you get stuck don't hesitate to ask here, we'll be around for ya.

Zam
| 16593|16576|2008-05-09 00:36:00|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
If this is a major problem for you, you can always try to get ya an 
AIEB2 expansion outs board and assign tracks to difrent outs for 
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external processing too. I don't use mine that often but it does come 
in handy occasionally for such things.

Zam

> If you could use different fx on each track the RS would be so much
> more powerful! <3
> 
> As it is yeah you would have to resample.
>

| 16594|16594|2008-05-09 12:17:47|Markus|Autoload doesn't see to work :-(|
Going by the manual i save the file under 'all' as 'AUTOLD_1'.I did
this and held down the gray key with the number one above it when i
turned on the RS.it showed 'scanning autoload 1...' but it didn't
load.I'm sure it's the right key as when i tried the first white key
it said 'scanning autoload 5...' (in the manual it says hold the white
key) when i turned the RS on.Any idea what's going on?

Thanks,

Markus.
| 16595|16594|2008-05-09 15:25:16|zamisers7k|Re: Autoload doesn't see to work :-(|
Looks like you spelled AUTOLOAD_1 without the O and second A.

Should be saved as 'AUTOLOAD_1'

autold_1.r2a is the file name it stores under it looks like that it 
looks for when booting with it. Been a while since I've tried to do an 
autoload but hope that helped ya?

Zam
| 16596|16596|2008-05-09 15:30:13|bleekanderton|RS7000 Ram Limit|
I just picked up an RS and I am loving it even more than I thought I 
would. The only real issue I have with it is the 64mb RAM limitation. 
Due to slow load times (both scsi and SM), this makes live performance 
a bit of a challenge. 

The RS7000 manual states that it take up to 64mb RAM, but has anyone 
actually tested this limit out? I'm curious because my SY85 is only 
supposed to take up to 2mb, but I have 16mb installed and it is able to 
address it perfectly. 

Hopefully it is not an issue of the OS not being able to address more 
than 64mb, although the fact that the internal 4mb is disabled when you 
max out the RAM tends to support that case. 

I'd try myself but I don't have any larger chips. Just wondering if its 
worth trying to track some down to experiment with. An RS7000 with 
128+mb of internal RAM would be fairly special.
| 16597|16594|2008-05-09 15:43:43|Markus|Re: Autoload doesn't see to work :-(|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Looks like you spelled AUTOLOAD_1 without the O and second A.
> 
> Should be saved as 'AUTOLOAD_1'
> 
> autold_1.r2a is the file name it stores under it looks like that it 
> looks for when booting with it. Been a while since I've tried to do an 
> autoload but hope that helped ya?
> 
> Zam
>

That's how i read it in the manual but there aren't enough spaces
available to save the full name.I an only save it as Autold_1 or
Autoload.It says save as AUTOLOAD_1 but then it says save the project
with the filename AUTOLD_1 in the second paragraph (PAGE 68)

Would love for this to work.I tried it before when i first got the RS
and had the same issue.Should i save as ALL+system?Now i have need of
it,hope it's not a fault :(

Markus.
| 16598|16596|2008-05-09 16:00:39|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Ram Limit|
64 megs is max as far as I know. Seems like I remember someone here 
trying to put more in it a long time ago, if I remember right it didn't 
work out, but I could be remembering wrong and who knows maybe they 
just didn't have the right specifications for the RS to recognize it as 
more. The RS is touchy with its memory I do know, I'm thinking the OS 
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will only recognize 64 max even if it recognizes the memory. I don't 
think it would hurt anything to give it a try, but keep your original 
memory around for a while incase it don't work, problems might not show 
up on it right away. Let us know how it goes if you try it, I'd love 
to have more memory in mine too if it could handle it.

Zam
| 16599|16594|2008-05-09 16:07:24|zamisers7k|Re: Autoload doesn't see to work :-(|
The manual does make it a bit confusing, I know I got mine to do it 
once, I can't get to my RS to try it at the moment, but yeah see a 
save ALL will work with AUTOLOAD_1 OR AUTOLD_1. The underscore might 
mean a space instead of an underscore too perhaps?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Looks like you spelled AUTOLOAD_1 without the O and second A.
> > 
> > Should be saved as 'AUTOLOAD_1'
> > 
> > autold_1.r2a is the file name it stores under it looks like that 
it 
> > looks for when booting with it. Been a while since I've tried to 
do an 
> > autoload but hope that helped ya?
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> That's how i read it in the manual but there aren't enough spaces
> available to save the full name.I an only save it as Autold_1 or
> Autoload.It says save as AUTOLOAD_1 but then it says save the 
project
> with the filename AUTOLD_1 in the second paragraph (PAGE 68)
> 
> Would love for this to work.I tried it before when i first got the 
RS
> and had the same issue.Should i save as ALL+system?Now i have need 
of
> it,hope it's not a fault :(
> 
> Markus.
>

| 16600|16594|2008-05-09 16:13:56|Markus|Re: Autoload doesn't see to work :-(|
I got it.I was saving it in a subfolder i created but i tried saving
it in the main directory and it worked.

Loving the RS!
| 16601|16576|2008-05-09 20:37:11|it_goes_darker_still|Re: effects`|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> If this is a major problem for you, you can always try to get ya an 
> AIEB2 expansion outs board and assign tracks to difrent outs for 
> external processing too. I don't use mine that often but it does come 
> in handy occasionally for such things.
>

that would be something to definitely look into, once i get some more
cash.
| 16602|16576|2008-05-09 20:39:13|it_goes_darker_still|Re: effects`|

> If you could use different fx on each track the RS would be so much
> more powerful! <3
> 
> As it is yeah you would have to resample.
>

one problem i have is that after i resample i have to wait until the
the time signature starts back at one before the track will play.

this doesnt apply, of course, to something that is 1/1.

do any of you know a way around it?
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| 16603|16576|2008-05-10 02:22:30|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
I've never tried this, I usually just wait for my loop to start over 
after first loop with the trigger level way down, but have you tried 
using Punch IN/OUT and set the measures under Trigger Mode before 
starting to resample? Does it do the trick for ya?

Zam

> one problem i have is that after i resample i have to wait until the
> the time signature starts back at one before the track will play.
> 
> this doesnt apply, of course, to something that is 1/1.
> 
> do any of you know a way around it?
>

| 16604|16585|2008-05-11 16:02:28|pegaso1423|Re: Is the RS7000 good for one-man-band sequencing of audio and midi|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mclagett" wrote:

>
> Hi --
> 
> I apologize if this question has been asked here before, but I'm 
> looking for a hardware sequencer that can allow me to prepare 
> integrated performances of audio tracks (guitar, horns, etc.) and midi 
> tracks (keyboard, drums, etc.) to back me up as I do solo performing. 
> I have no interest in the hip-hop capabilities of this unit and would 
> be more interested in using it as a way to play back performances 
> prepared in my software sequencer (I have Sonar) but without having to 
> bring a laptop to the gig. Do people use the RS7000 for this purpose? 

Yes the RS7000 can be used for this purpose 

> And if so, how does one synchronize playback of audio and midi tracks? 

If you want to be able to change sections on the fly then midi clock?

> Some particular features I would find valuable:
> 
> Possible to trigger and control playback from an external MIDI 
> controller 

You can control RS section changes and track mutes with midi sysex but
your controller might not be able to send these messages? 

> Ability to jump to specific measures on demand (triggered by MIDI) and 
> loop through sections of measures so that I can prepare sections of 
> songs, but have the actual structure of the performance determined 
> dynamically by me.

The RS is excellent at this but usually controlled from the front
panel. If you want to do it by midi then you have to send sysex...

> 
> Ability to store songs on a hard drive of some kind and load them on 
> demand as I choose which song(s) to perform next.

Yes. You can have many songs/setups loaded at once and select between
them easily in real time (called 'styles'). If your only sequencing
midi loading is pretty quick and you can have many styles loaded at
once but loading 64mb of samples is somewhere like a minute...You
could have ie 6 songs loaded at the same time and each would have 2
min sampling time.

> 
> Ability to integrate control of numerous external MIDI sound producing 
> devices into the performance.

Yes, 16.
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> 
> That's enough for now. If anyone can help me determine if the RS7000 
> can be used for this purpose (or if some other device is better) I 
> would be greatly appreciative. Thanks much
>

I think the RS might be suitable if your controller will send sysex or
your prepared to change section from the RS. Also if your going to be
using alot of recorded audio tracks then it would be best to also get
a sampler with large memory to play your audio parts, controlled by
the RS. A digital multitrack recorder would not work well because they
generally play back the complete song from start to end.
You could also check out other gear that has sequencing and harddisk
multitracking but I dont think they will be as flexible in realtime as
you want. Yamaha motifs have a very similar sequencer to the RS, If
you want another controller keyboard then a motif xs would be
excellent with 1gig of ram... the motif racks lack a sequencer.

Or just keep using your laptop. If you want to control everything by
midi anyway then ableton live would work very well for you...
Just read the manual of anything your considering to see if it's right.
Cheers.
| 16605|16576|2008-05-13 20:20:36|it_goes_darker_still|Re: effects`|
i'm sorry, i didn't make that clear enough. what i meant to stay is
that after i've resampled something on kit+note, and have it all ready
and playing on a track, when i unmute a track it won't play until it's
reached the beggining of the phrase.

this is pattern mode.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've never tried this, I usually just wait for my loop to start over 
> after first loop with the trigger level way down, but have you tried 
> using Punch IN/OUT and set the measures under Trigger Mode before 
> starting to resample? Does it do the trick for ya?
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> > one problem i have is that after i resample i have to wait until the
> > the time signature starts back at one before the track will play.
> > 
> > this doesnt apply, of course, to something that is 1/1.
> > 
> > do any of you know a way around it?
> >
>

| 16606|16576|2008-05-13 20:47:57|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
Ah uh oh, I think I know what you are talking about, if I remember 
right there is a setting in utility mode System settings for Unmute...

I think its the TG Mute Mode setting, whatever its on try the the other 
setting see if that helps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
wrote:

>
> i'm sorry, i didn't make that clear enough. what i meant to stay is
> that after i've resampled something on kit+note, and have it all ready
> and playing on a track, when i unmute a track it won't play until it's
> reached the beggining of the phrase.
> 
> this is pattern mode.
> 

| 16607|16576|2008-05-13 21:09:15|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
Wait, I'm not sure thats it, wont hurt to try tho, but I can't get my 
RS at the moment to confirm it will or not, I'll try later tonight 
when I get home if nobody else gets back to ya. It might not be 
possible, but it seems like I remember a setting for that, but it 
might of been for something else in System settings.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ah uh oh, I think I know what you are talking about, if I remember 
> right there is a setting in utility mode System settings for 
Unmute...
> 
> I think its the TG Mute Mode setting, whatever its on try the the 
other 
> setting see if that helps?
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
> wrote:
> >
> > i'm sorry, i didn't make that clear enough. what i meant to stay 
is
> > that after i've resampled something on kit+note, and have it all 
ready
> > and playing on a track, when i unmute a track it won't play until 
it's
> > reached the beggining of the phrase.
> > 
> > this is pattern mode.
> > 
> 
>

| 16608|16548|2008-05-13 22:15:10|Bike|Re: A parting gift from me to the members of the RS7k community|
Hi there,
thanks for the gift, I'll give it a try.
some nice songs you got there.
Even the RS is gone, hope the spirit will stay :O)
and you are always welcome here, as a friend.

Cheers,
Billy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "komatosrecordings" wrote:
>
> Before I sold off my RY20 drum machine and RS7k last year I sampled
the RY20's sounds 
> into my Mac, loaded the samples one-by-one into my RS7k, and then
created 8 Common 
> Sample Bank kits with all 300 of the RY20's internal sounds. All
sounds are in 16Bit, 
> 44.1Khz, mono. The sample banks take about 24MB RAM in the RS7k.
Many interesting 
> samples in there including non-electronic drum sounds like acoustic,
stand, power, jazz 
> and other realistic drum kit sounds.
> 
> If you're interested, feel free to download the 20.8MB ZIPfile with
the two .ALL files and 
> four PDFs listing the names of the original RY20 samples from my
newly recreated 
> website:
> http://home.comcast.net/~komatos
> The file should be on the Music page, along with some tracks I've
worked on over the last 
> nine years.
> 
> I just stopped by to say hello really quick, keep up the good work
Zamisers7k, and keep 
> on groovin' everybody. Any questions or comments, feel free to email
me with the link on 
> my website as I'll be off-list after this post.
> 
> --komatos/wasted
> 
> P.S. Zam: Feel free to upload the RY20KITS.ZIP file to the Files
section of this group if you 
> like.
>

| 16609|16609|2008-05-13 23:13:08|zamisers7k|Memory & Ordering|
I happend across this today, and just for future refrence for anyone 
that gets memory issues...

Toshiba 64MB SmartMedia Card; Part # DDSMFLS2-64
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Thats the Memory Yamaha recomends from their FAQ. The FAQ shows 
128meggers may work too, but I have my doubts if the RS would 
recognize all or any of it since it applies to some of their other 
newer synths too. Anyhow, they also refer to Motifator.com for 
ordering, and I looked further and ran across this page for ordering 
the 64meg SIMs on Motifator and it also shows 64meg SM cards too. 
Yeah! I've not ordered from them so I don't know how well it'd go or 
not, just providing something it seems Yamaha deemed OK to use as a 
3rd party support and vendor.

Not cheap, but tested Yamaha Certified, here is the order page:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16610|16609|2008-05-14 02:18:39|BruceW|Re: Memory & Ordering|
According to the RS7000's manual, 128MB Smart Media cards should work as long as they adhere to the SSFDC's standards.

There's a seller on eBay that I've had good luck with when I got two 32MB Smart Media cards for my CS6x, and I just ordered a new generic 128mb SM card for a little
cheaper 
than a 64MB card that is on the KeyFax site. I'll post when it arrives and after I have tested it.

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 1:13 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Memory & Ordering

I happend across this today, and just for future refrence for anyone 
that gets memory issues...

Toshiba 64MB SmartMedia Card; Part # DDSMFLS2-64

Thats the Memory Yamaha recomends from their FAQ. The FAQ shows 
128meggers may work too, but I have my doubts if the RS would 
recognize all or any of it since it applies to some of their other 
newer synths too. Anyhow, they also refer to Motifator.com for 
ordering, and I looked further and ran across this page for ordering 
the 64meg SIMs on Motifator and it also shows 64meg SM cards too. 
Yeah! I've not ordered from them so I don't know how well it'd go or 
not, just providing something it seems Yamaha deemed OK to use as a 
3rd party support and vendor.

Not cheap, but tested Yamaha Certified, here is the order page:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

Happy RSing!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16611|16576|2008-05-14 03:49:00|Ian Vine|Re: effects`|
I think you're right. The mute mode (under utility) can be set to audio or midi. If the sample is being triggered by a single midi note at the start of the pattern that explains
why the loop only starts playing from the start of the pattern.
Set mute mode to audio will sort out the problem. If you have gear connected via midi, track mutes will no longer work as the midi is still transmitted. I guess in this case
you could slice your sample and leave the mute mode set to midi.
IanV 

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 14 May, 2008 3:47:55 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: effects`
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Ah uh oh, I think I know what you are talking about, if I remember 
right there is a setting in utility mode System settings for Unmute...

I think its the TG Mute Mode setting, whatever its on try the the other 
setting see if that helps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "it_goes_darker_ still" 
wrote:

>
> i'm sorry, i didn't make that clear enough. what i meant to stay is
> that after i've resampled something on kit+note, and have it all ready
> and playing on a track, when i unmute a track it won't play until it's
> reached the beggining of the phrase.
> 
> this is pattern mode.
> 

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16612|16576|2008-05-14 15:46:33|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
Sorry Guys,

I had a bit of a late night at work I wasn't expecting, so I've not 
been able to confirm mute mode causing the sample not punching back in 
when unmuted, or if its something else... Looks like Ian agrees that 
should be what does the trick???? Hope it does do it? Let us know.

Zam
| 16613|16613|2008-05-14 20:33:52|Psy-nox|A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
Hello people. I am interested in people giving their opinion on the 
overall sound & coloration of individual samplers. 

From brand to brand and model to model, each sampler has a different 
sound about it. You can take the exact waveform and have it played back 
over 2 or 3 different models of the same brand and they all have their 
own distinct sound.

From whatever you have owned before to Yamaha rig, please give your 
opinions.

Thanks
| 16614|16613|2008-05-14 21:24:02|zamisers7k|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
I can't say I've ran specific or the same samples across all of these, 
but I have used them for some sampling purposes:

Korg Triton - Sounded OK, the DA/AD converters seem to add almost kind 
of wet feel to it.

Yamaha RS7000 - I notice it looses some the very high end high freqs, 
but otherwise very dry and pretty close to identical to original 
source. Can get back some of the high end loss with adjusting the 
filters.

Korg Kaoss Pad II - not really a sampler but has some sampleabilities, 
pretty much gets it all muddy, but can do some mangling glitchy stuff 
to a sample nothing else it seems can get in real time.

Radikal Technologies Spectralis - Havn't done any sampling of my own on 
it, but it uses Sound Blaster sound founts and you can if you wanted 
build them yourself, but the sounds it came with for drums and synths 
is just freaking spot on, limited amount of samples but if I was to 
define a character to it I'd say a bit on the cold side probably 
because it was so perfect, it does have the ability to modulate sample 
start times for an even more analog feel tho. However, the thing is 
that it seems to have more frequency overhead than anything else I've 
used, it'll go beyond the ranges of human hearing, so if you wanted 
saranade whales or dolphins then you could probably do that with it. 
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I've used an MPC before but it was a really long time ago and brief, 
just for looping some hip-hop type stuff, don't really remember its 
quality or feel to it. Also had a SU700 for a short while, basically I 
remember it sounding the same as the RS7000 when came to sample 
quality, I don't remember any distinguishing characteristics it added. 
I've also done a lot sampling into some dif computer trackers and 
proggies which is of course dependent a lot on the computer system more 
then the software itself so pointless to discuss all that stuff.

Zam
| 16615|16576|2008-05-15 03:25:23|zamisers7k|Re: effects`|
Yep, its definatly TG Mute Mode, I tried it out and that is what it 
does, it needs to be set to Audio and not Midi if you want your samps 
to punch in when you unmute the track instead of waiting until the next 
note. If that don't do it, let us know.

Zam
| 16616|16609|2008-05-15 12:36:35|William Simpson|Re: Memory & Ordering|
I use a 128meg smart media card with my rs7000.  The only thing you have to worry about it being 3.3v.
Secure Media.
William

----- Original Message ----
From: BruceW 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 4:18:18 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Memory & Ordering

According to the RS7000's manual, 128MB Smart Media cards should work as long as they adhere to the SSFDC's standards.

There's a seller on eBay that I've had good luck with when I got two 32MB Smart Media cards for my CS6x, and I just ordered a new generic 128mb SM card for a little
cheaper 
than a 64MB card that is on the KeyFax site. I'll post when it arrives and after I have tested it.

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 1:13 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Memory & Ordering

I happend across this today, and just for future refrence for anyone 
that gets memory issues...

Toshiba 64MB SmartMedia Card; Part # DDSMFLS2-64

Thats the Memory Yamaha recomends from their FAQ. The FAQ shows 
128meggers may work too, but I have my doubts if the RS would 
recognize all or any of it since it applies to some of their other 
newer synths too. Anyhow, they also refer to Motifator.com for 
ordering, and I looked further and ran across this page for ordering 
the 64meg SIMs on Motifator and it also shows 64meg SM cards too. 
Yeah! I've not ordered from them so I don't know how well it'd go or 
not, just providing something it seems Yamaha deemed OK to use as a 
3rd party support and vendor.

Not cheap, but tested Yamaha Certified, here is the order page:

http://secure. keyfax.com/ Merchant2/ merchant. mvc?
Screen=PROD& Store_Code= M&Product_ Code=MEK64

Happy RSing!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16617|16576|2008-05-17 14:24:22|it_goes_darker_still|Re: effects`|



you guys are awesome.
this site has been so friendly and helpful.

you guys definitely know the rs.
| 16618|16576|2008-05-19 04:09:37|pegaso1423|Re: effects`|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Yep, its definatly TG Mute Mode, I tried it out and that is what it 
> does, it needs to be set to Audio and not Midi if you want your samps 
> to punch in when you unmute the track instead of waiting until the

next note 

If your sequencing other gear with midi you generally want to leave it
in midi mute mode or you can't mute the midi gear. Like somebody
mentioned slice the sample, this will also help keep the mutes clean
and prevent unmuting halfway through a drum hit etc.
| 16619|16613|2008-05-19 05:43:01|pegaso1423|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-nox" wrote:

>
> Hello people. I am interested in people giving their opinion on the 
> overall sound & coloration of individual samplers. 

The ad/da converters affect the sound but also the format the sound is
stored, any compression of the sample to save memory and the sound of
the synth engine.
owned:
zoom sampletrack st224-hard, raw, dirty, like mpc60? 
akai s3000xl-clean and exact but a bit cold, 2dimensional and without
character. similar through digital out. 
yamaha rs7000/ex5- slightly muffled and lacking in the highs but warm
and analog sounding, full bodied. better through digital out to
quality da.
yamaha vss30-distorted hardcore gabba
casio rz1-really crap but in a good way
inbuilt sampler on yamaha aw4416-good

used/tried:
korg triton-clean with an 'overpolished' sheen i don't like, sounds
like euphoric trance?
korg electribe es1-poor, like 128kbps mp3
boss sp202/sp303- even worse
roland mc909-average/didn't notice anything
roland mv5000/fantom-horrible
akai mpc's-like s3000xl
akai mpc60-like zoom st224
yamaha motif/a series-similar rs7000/ex5.
emu e series-nice

just my 2 cents, the stuff I've used but not owned might be poor
monitoring to blame for the crap sound?
Have fun but best try before you buy...
| 16620|16613|2008-05-19 12:29:53|Brigman, Corley|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|

>Hello people. I am interested in people giving their opinion on the 
>overall sound & coloration of individual samplers. 

this would be mine (for the ones I have used enough to really know,
though I'm not a professional or even a very prolific amateur, so this
is just from me playing around with these):

emu emax: Like walking around with a blanket over your head. But hey,
it's got Analogue Filters(tm) so it must be cool right? err.. maybe in
1988.

Korg DSS-1: Take blanket off, put on rose colored glasses. Until you get
smacked upside the head with a unison stack of squarewaves through the
12db filter. Sounds hi-fi but gritty due to 12 bit sampling. Not much
sampling RAM, but this thing sounds great. 

Prophet 3000: Very raw and punchy. One of my favorites for drums. Has a
bad temper and unfinished OS, and is a pain in the rear to get samples
into (only midi SDS), but easy to fit into the mix, and it has a wired
remote (very cool). 

Emu EIII: Also nice, but more refined. Like champagne to the prophet
3000's Pan Galactic Gargle Blaster. Still more 'forward' sounding than
the E4s.
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Emu E4: Glassy. Great for pads, strings, pianos, anything you want to
sound a little laid back. Even when it's aggressive, it's still somehow
polite about it. Pretty good balance though. 

Emu ESI32: Wishes it could have been a real Emu, and sits in the corner
dark and depressed since it isn't. Put it next to an E4, and it sounds
similar, but 'smaller' somehow. Not really by that much, but I enjoy
listening to my E4, and I didn't really the ESI32. 

Yamaha RS7000: Like an hyperactive 5 year old in a jumpy house. Punchy,
but maybe somewhat hyped and overexcited. 

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com
| 16621|16613|2008-05-19 16:38:33|TOM ROSE|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
I still think Gain structure and watching levels will make any sampler sound like what you want. I agree the Rs clips a little on the highs but like when I was working back
in the tape days, we would add highs knowing that the tape would roll them off as we recorded other tracks. Know thyself as well as thy Sampler and watch the Youtube
posts. Those cats like my man in Brooklyn "the living Fossil" bring light to all that is hidden in this excellent kit. There's enough MPC copycats faking the funk. I think I
need the aieb2. Sampling through the Digital in must be cleaner no? Any input would be helpful.

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: pegaso1423@hotmail.comDate: Mon, 19 May 2008 11:42:58 +0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and
quality-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Psy-nox" wrote:>> Hello people. I am interested in people giving their opinion on the > overall sound & coloration of individual
samplers. The ad/da converters affect the sound but also the format the sound isstored, any compression of the sample to save memory and the sound ofthe synth
engine.owned:zoom sampletrack st224-hard, raw, dirty, like mpc60? akai s3000xl-clean and exact but a bit cold, 2dimensional and withoutcharacter. similar through
digital out. yamaha rs7000/ex5- slightly muffled and lacking in the highs but warmand analog sounding, full bodied. better through digital out toquality da.yamaha vss30-
distorted hardcore gabbacasio rz1-really crap but in a good wayinbuilt sampler on yamaha aw4416-goodused/tried:korg triton-clean with an 'overpolished' sheen i don't
like, soundslike euphoric trance?korg electribe es1-poor, like 128kbps mp3boss sp202/sp303- even worseroland mc909-average/didn't notice anythingroland
mv5000/fantom-horribleakai mpc's-like s3000xlakai mpc60-like zoom st224yamaha motif/a series-similar rs7000/ex5.emu e series-nicejust my 2 cents, the stuff I've used
but not owned might be poormonitoring to blame for the crap sound?Have fun but best try before you buy... 

_________________________________________________________________
E-mail for the greater good. Join the i�m Initiative from Microsoft.
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ GreaterGood

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16622|16613|2008-05-19 17:07:26|zamisers7k|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
Some of the EMUs do seem like pretty nice samplers. My understanding 
is that they, at least some of them it seems like use a propriatary 
format, its not a pcm .wav, and they can do higher rates then the RS. 
Not sure if thats correct, but thats what I was thinking. The person I 
know with an E-Synth, the thing sounds great, but I remember the 
samples taking forever to load, maybe there was something more to it I 
don't know. It reminds me of when I hear people complain that the RS 
takes forever to load sample heavy songs, I always think its not too 
bad and really beats loading them off floppy disks or a slow SCSI zip 
drive. EMU geer seems pretty respectable in general, those XL7s & MP7s 
seem pretty neat too, seems like they are one of the few pieces of kit 
that could possibly contend well with the RS7000. I'm rambling, not 
even food for thought or 2 cents, just blabbing my mouth off.

Zam
| 16623|16613|2008-05-19 20:46:50|Psy-nox|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
Daaaymn people. Thanks so much for your responses. I am appreciative 
of it all. Even to the one's who think they were rambling. Its all 
appreciated very much. Say more if you wish guys/gurls.

Your're great!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brigman, Corley" 
wrote:

>
> >Hello people. I am interested in people giving their opinion on 

the 
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> >overall sound & coloration of individual samplers. 
> 
> this would be mine (for the ones I have used enough to really know,
> though I'm not a professional or even a very prolific amateur, so 

this

> is just from me playing around with these):
> 
> emu emax: Like walking around with a blanket over your head. But 

hey,

> it's got Analogue Filters(tm) so it must be cool right? err.. maybe 

in

> 1988.
> 
> Korg DSS-1: Take blanket off, put on rose colored glasses. Until 

you get

> smacked upside the head with a unison stack of squarewaves through 

the

> 12db filter. Sounds hi-fi but gritty due to 12 bit sampling. Not 

much

> sampling RAM, but this thing sounds great. 
> 
> Prophet 3000: Very raw and punchy. One of my favorites for drums. 

Has a

> bad temper and unfinished OS, and is a pain in the rear to get 

samples

> into (only midi SDS), but easy to fit into the mix, and it has a 

wired

> remote (very cool). 
> 
> Emu EIII: Also nice, but more refined. Like champagne to the prophet
> 3000's Pan Galactic Gargle Blaster. Still more 'forward' sounding 

than

> the E4s.
> 
> Emu E4: Glassy. Great for pads, strings, pianos, anything you want 

to

> sound a little laid back. Even when it's aggressive, it's still 

somehow

> polite about it. Pretty good balance though. 
> 
> Emu ESI32: Wishes it could have been a real Emu, and sits in the 

corner

> dark and depressed since it isn't. Put it next to an E4, and it 

sounds

> similar, but 'smaller' somehow. Not really by that much, but I enjoy
> listening to my E4, and I didn't really the ESI32. 
> 
> Yamaha RS7000: Like an hyperactive 5 year old in a jumpy house. 

Punchy,

> but maybe somewhat hyped and overexcited. 
> 
> corley brigman
> intel corp.
> corley.brigman@...
>



| 16624|16613|2008-05-20 12:34:25|pegaso1423|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:

>
> 
> I still think Gain structure and watching levels will make any
>sampler sound like what you want. I agree the Rs clips a little on
>the highs but like when I was working back in the tape days, we would
>add highs knowing that the tape would roll them off as we recorded
>other tracks. Know thyself as well as thy Sampler and watch the
>Youtube posts. Those cats like my man in Brooklyn "the living Fossil"
>bring light to all that is hidden in this excellent kit. There's
>enough MPC copycats faking the funk. I think I need the aieb2.
>Sampling through the Digital in must be cleaner no? Any input would
>be helpful.
> 

Yeah gain structure is going to affect how your sample sounds but I
don't think you can make it sound like something else just with that.

aieb2-If your sampling through digital on aieb2 then your going to be
getting the qualitys of the AD converters your using, a crap converter
is still going to sound crap. I usually sample digitally through my
aw4416 to the RS because everything is already plugged in and its
easier than trying to start plugging cables everytime I want to
sample. The standard inputs/converters on that sound similar/slightly
better to the RS so I only notice a small improvement, I also have a
24bit96k input card (running at 16/44) and sampling throught that is a
definate improvement on the rs. I particularly like the converters on
my behringer vverb (24bit96k AD then dithered and 'noise shaped' to
16bit 44k)but have to start plugging cables if I want to use it as a
front end to the RS so I dont bother much, just use it for fx, I need
some patchbays...

I've heard really good things about behringer src pro as a cheap
converter that sounds like the really expensive stuff, alot of
audiophiles use them on expensive stereo systems...also it will
convert the RS's 16bit digital to 24bit so I can run the AW at 24bit.

If you already have a good soundcard (ie 24/96)for your computer and
don't mind sampling with software then you can record high quality
samples and load them to the rs. voxengo makes a really good free
software to convert/dither/noiseshape from 24/96 to 16/44. It will
mess with your workflow but the results will be as good and free
compared to the cost of aieb2+quality converters. I personally find
workflow to be the most important thing which is why I mostly stopped
using the computer for music and stuck to the RS and am happy to pay
for more stuff to improve workflow.

Cheers.
| 16625|16613|2008-05-20 17:50:16|zamisers7k|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
Tom,

With the RS its funflow ;)

Zam
| 16626|16613|2008-05-22 12:00:57|TOM ROSE|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
I agree. Workflow is a priority and one of the reasons I got the RS.I do find software quicker and will load wav files in and chop in the RS. I wish it had USB connectivity.
Anyone use the Roland 909? I feel Yamaha sort of abandoned us, Elektron hasn't figured out the sampler on their new Monomachine and that Spectralis is nice but over
the top expense wise. What will be the next wave of RS that we use? Synth/Sampler/Drum box and incredible sequencing. Tough to beat. I hear Autechre is using an RS
along with all of their Elektron machines. 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: pegaso1423@hotmail.comDate: Tue, 20 May 2008 18:34:24 +0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and
quality-

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:>> > I still think Gain structure and watching levels will make any>sampler sound like what you want. I agree the
Rs clips a little on>the highs but like when I was working back in the tape days, we would>add highs knowing that the tape would roll them off as we recorded>other
tracks. Know thyself as well as thy Sampler and watch the>Youtube posts. Those cats like my man in Brooklyn "the living Fossil">bring light to all that is hidden in this
excellent kit. There's>enough MPC copycats faking the funk. I think I need the aieb2.>Sampling through the Digital in must be cleaner no? Any input would>be helpful.>
Yeah gain structure is going to affect how your sample sounds but Idon't think you can make it sound like something else just with that.aieb2-If your sampling through
digital on aieb2 then your going to begetting the qualitys of the AD converters your using, a crap converteris still going to sound crap. I usually sample digitally through
myaw4416 to the RS because everything is already plugged in and itseasier than trying to start plugging cables everytime I want tosample. The standard inputs/converters
on that sound similar/slightlybetter to the RS so I only notice a small improvement, I also have a24bit96k input card (running at 16/44) and sampling throught that is
adefinate improvement on the rs. I particularly like the converters onmy behringer vverb (24bit96k AD then dithered and 'noise shaped' to16bit 44k)but have to start
plugging cables if I want to use it as afront end to the RS so I dont bother much, just use it for fx, I needsome patchbays...I've heard really good things about behringer src
pro as a cheapconverter that sounds like the really expensive stuff, alot ofaudiophiles use them on expensive stereo systems...also it willconvert the RS's 16bit digital to
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24bit so I can run the AW at 24bit.If you already have a good soundcard (ie 24/96)for your computer anddon't mind sampling with software then you can record high
qualitysamples and load them to the rs. voxengo makes a really good freesoftware to convert/dither/noiseshape from 24/96 to 16/44. It willmess with your workflow but
the results will be as good and freecompared to the cost of aieb2+quality converters. I personally findworkflow to be the most important thing which is why I mostly
stoppedusing the computer for music and stuck to the RS and am happy to payfor more stuff to improve workflow.Cheers. 

_________________________________________________________________
Make every e-mail and IM count. Join the i�m Initiative from Microsoft.
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ MakeCount

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16627|16613|2008-05-24 11:28:59|pegaso1423|Re: A/D & D/A converter sound and quality-|
I've used a a friends mc909 a few times but I really don't like the
sequencer on it, also you have to change patterns with the dial which
sux, much like on mpc's. Tried a spectralis in a shop but couldn't
figure out how to use it, seemed complicated. Later saw the designer
doing a demo with it and it sounded great...

I'm not sure yamaha will ever make another RS, seems like they've
given up and decided everybody want's to work on pc so they bought
steinberg. Only the motif survives, I've tried the new one and it's
nice but they cut it right back to just samples, a 10 year old yamaha
ex5 still kicks it as a synth (imho) but lacks the usb, color screen
and 2gb sample memory. And I'm sort of stuck on having knobs under the
screen. Anyway the motif is still nice and would make a great
starting point for a new RS but I'm not holding my breath, just stick
with what I've already got. 

Have fun. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> I agree. Workflow is a priority and one of the reasons I got the
RS.I do find software quicker and will load wav files in and chop in
the RS. I wish it had USB connectivity. Anyone use the Roland 909? I
feel Yamaha sort of abandoned us, Elektron hasn't figured out the
sampler on their new Monomachine and that Spectralis is nice but over
the top expense wise. What will be the next wave of RS that we use? 
Synth/Sampler/Drum box and incredible sequencing. Tough to beat. I
hear Autechre is using an RS along with all of their Elektron machines.

| 16628|16628|2008-05-24 13:19:12|pegaso1423|Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
I typed out a long post on this a while ago but my pc crashed, also
been meaning to do some youtube videos but it dosen't seem like I'll
get a decent camera anytime soon so...

I hear a few people mentioning that the RS's arpeggiator is a bit
simple and others recently that they couldn't recreate 'on the run'
using it. Seems your missing something because the arpeggiator on the
RS excellent. 

Try this: Turn on your RS and select track 10, you should have a 303
type sound (rez bass), change it to monophonic and portamento to
fingered. Turn on keyboard mode and the arp, press a few keys to get a
basic arp going, you can adjust the speed, note length etc using the
play fx knobs.

Now press Grid groove, select which 16th notes you want to edit with
the 16 track keys. So press a few keys and adjust the note, you should
hear the pattern change. More fun to be had with note length, select
a few different keys and make the note length longer and you should
hear a few slides, adjust play fx note length and portamento time to
suit. Increase the velocity on a few other notes and adjust the filter
and filter env you should get a nice 303ish accent, if your chasing a
303 sound turn the filter env a s r to 0 and just use decay. And
finally you can adjust note timing to create a push or pull feel to
your pattern.

After you've got a 'groovy' pattern exit grid groove and play some
differnt keys to hear your arp in action. press record and play while
the arp is still running, it records the basic arp to a pattern and
keeps all the grid groove settings.

Grid groove is also fun to use as a quick and dirty 1 bar sequencer,
use grid record and run your finger along 16 keys to put a note on
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every 16th. press play then go in to grid groove to do your
sequencing. Seems very similar to waldorf Q and mQ? 

Have fun.
| 16629|16628|2008-05-24 23:49:42|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
That was me trying to do it on the RS's arp...

I still think the RS's arper stinks, however I didn't even think to use 
grid groove to get a note the same as another, awesome idea, combining 
grid groove with the arp. I know there are other ways to make the arp 
do cooler things too, such as with the LFO. Can also use the transpose 
button to transpose tracks 9-10 up down scales, might help improve 
arping a bit too if you're notes seem a bit static. If all else fails, 
can always revert back to just entering them in as phrase instead, 
mucho easier most of the time :)

I've been messing around lately with the arp on my AN1X lately, it has 
surprised me how awesome it can be, if anyone is looking for a better 
arpeggiator then get an AN1X. It goes great with the RS. Can record 
programable arps from it to the RS, or send notes out from the RS to 
arps on the AN1X, even coolist is sending to multiple arps on the AN1X 
and have it set for a split keyboard so one side has a difrent arp on 
each key and the other side will transpose it.

I'm going OT with non RS stuff again tho, so I'll shut up now...but if 
anyone is intrested I've got a vid of them working together doing some 
cool arp stuff, let me know and I'll send ya a link.

Gota get back to RSing now...

Zam

> I hear a few people mentioning that the RS's arpeggiator is a bit
> simple and others recently that they couldn't recreate 'on the run'
> using it. Seems your missing something because the arpeggiator on the
> RS excellent. 

| 16630|16628|2008-05-25 06:59:11|Markus|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
I mentioned using the Grid Groove with play fx and the arp a while
back.Oh well it's good to have it brought up again,i hardly ever use
the arp on mine.I think the play fx controls are taken from controls
you'd normally find on an arp anyway,plus the grid groove makes it a
lot more flexible.It's a lot like the arp on my korg R3 just doesn't
have all the arp types.Again it shows how ahead of the curve the RS is 8)

I do like the RS though,mine was off for a few days while changing my
setup around so i plugged it back in and within a short time i had
something good.Part of the reason for this was i set up the RS with an
autoload template so it's ready to go as soon as i turn it on and i'm
not searching through all the sounds.Autoload is a really useful
feature,saves a lot of time loading up.

In short the RS rocks and it's good to see this group is keeping it
alive! ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> That was me trying to do it on the RS's arp...
> 
> I still think the RS's arper stinks, however I didn't even think to use 
> grid groove to get a note the same as another, awesome idea, combining 
> grid groove with the arp. I know there are other ways to make the arp 
> do cooler things too, such as with the LFO. Can also use the transpose 
> button to transpose tracks 9-10 up down scales, might help improve 
> arping a bit too if you're notes seem a bit static. If all else fails, 
> can always revert back to just entering them in as phrase instead, 
> mucho easier most of the time :)
> 
> I've been messing around lately with the arp on my AN1X lately, it has 
> surprised me how awesome it can be, if anyone is looking for a better 
> arpeggiator then get an AN1X. It goes great with the RS. Can record 
> programable arps from it to the RS, or send notes out from the RS to 
> arps on the AN1X, even coolist is sending to multiple arps on the AN1X 
> and have it set for a split keyboard so one side has a difrent arp on 
> each key and the other side will transpose it.
> 
> I'm going OT with non RS stuff again tho, so I'll shut up now...but if 
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> anyone is intrested I've got a vid of them working together doing some 
> cool arp stuff, let me know and I'll send ya a link.
> 
> Gota get back to RSing now...
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > I hear a few people mentioning that the RS's arpeggiator is a bit
> > simple and others recently that they couldn't recreate 'on the run'
> > using it. Seems your missing something because the arpeggiator on the
> > RS excellent. 
> 
>

| 16631|16628|2008-05-25 12:26:02|pegaso1423|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Sorry if you already mentioned it I didn't realize, I've used it
occasionally for a while, just thought I'd share and maybe help some
people out there. Maybe I originally got the idea off your post, don't
know. Kudos to you anyway.
If I remember right I first tried it while using the arp on my waldorf
mQ which is very similar to grid groove with the little arrows etc,
almost like they copied the idea, so I tried grid grooving the arp on
the RS... How's the r3, I had a karma with moss board I think it's
similar, couldn't get a good lead sound only thundering bass, guess I
just don't like the korg sound? 

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I mentioned using the Grid Groove with play fx and the arp a while
> back.Oh well it's good to have it brought up again,i hardly ever use
> the arp on mine.I think the play fx controls are taken from controls
> you'd normally find on an arp anyway,plus the grid groove makes it a
> lot more flexible.It's a lot like the arp on my korg R3 just doesn't
> have all the arp types.Again it shows how ahead of the curve the RS
is 8)
> 
> I do like the RS though,mine was off for a few days while changing my
> setup around so i plugged it back in and within a short time i had
> something good.Part of the reason for this was i set up the RS with an
> autoload template so it's ready to go as soon as i turn it on and i'm
> not searching through all the sounds.Autoload is a really useful
> feature,saves a lot of time loading up.
> 
> In short the RS rocks and it's good to see this group is keeping it
> alive! ;)

| 16632|16628|2008-05-25 13:14:26|pegaso1423|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Yeah try the grid groove hopefully you'll realize the RS arp doesn't
smell so bad...You don't need lots of patterns when you can basically
make your own, like you say you can make it even better with the lfo. 

Been a very long time since I tried an AN1x but my ex5 has a duphonic
one built in and it still sounds the business after all these years,
really analog but maybe a little basic compared to some newer stuff.
Maybe the arp's are similar too, on the ex you have a step/realtime
sequencer just for the arp and can load in midi files, actualy 4 arps
and they trigger off each other and all sorts of crazy stuff but it's
hell complicated and takes ages of headscratching with for me to get
results out of it so I don't use it much. It can do anything though,
ie all the 1000's of arp patterns on the motifs were made on the ex...
I guess that's why I like the RS's arp with grid groove so much, It
can do the most important stuff and is so much quicker and easier to
use, good workflow makes good fun and hopefully good music;) 
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> That was me trying to do it on the RS's arp...
> 
> I still think the RS's arper stinks, however I didn't even think to use 
> grid groove to get a note the same as another, awesome idea, combining 
> grid groove with the arp. I know there are other ways to make the arp 
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> do cooler things too, such as with the LFO. Can also use the transpose 
> button to transpose tracks 9-10 up down scales, might help improve 
> arping a bit too if you're notes seem a bit static. If all else fails, 
> can always revert back to just entering them in as phrase instead, 
> mucho easier most of the time :)
> 
> I've been messing around lately with the arp on my AN1X lately, it has 
> surprised me how awesome it can be, if anyone is looking for a better 
> arpeggiator then get an AN1X. It goes great with the RS. Can record 
> programable arps from it to the RS, or send notes out from the RS to 
> arps on the AN1X, even coolist is sending to multiple arps on the AN1X 
> and have it set for a split keyboard so one side has a difrent arp on 
> each key and the other side will transpose it.
> 
> I'm going OT with non RS stuff again tho, so I'll shut up now...but if 
> anyone is intrested I've got a vid of them working together doing some 
> cool arp stuff, let me know and I'll send ya a link.
> 
> Gota get back to RSing now...
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > I hear a few people mentioning that the RS's arpeggiator is a bit
> > simple and others recently that they couldn't recreate 'on the run'
> > using it. Seems your missing something because the arpeggiator on the
> > RS excellent. 
> 
>

| 16633|16628|2008-05-25 15:06:59|Markus|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Totally cool mate!You've taken it further anyway,all i said at time
was it could be used in combination :)I'm just glad someone mentioned
it again,it is a really powerful feature.

> Sorry if you already mentioned it I didn't realize, I've used it
> occasionally for a while, just thought I'd share and maybe help some
> people out there. Maybe I originally got the idea off your post, don't
> know. Kudos to you anyway.

| 16634|16628|2008-05-26 16:25:09|Markus|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

>

How's the r3, I had a karma with moss board I think it's

> similar, couldn't get a good lead sound only thundering bass, guess I
> just don't like the korg sound? 
> 
> Cheers.

The R3 is excellent.Sound engine on it is one of the best i've heard
of any synth,it's incredibly versatile.Having owned a mkorg previously
i was expecting something similar and at first i was bit disappointed
when i tried programming the R3 the same as the mkorg but after
playing with it some more i realised it's a completely different
synth.Similar feature set but waaay more powerful.The fx are from the
kp3 and you have 2 per timbre plus 1 master fx.

You can get so much out of one timbre it's going to take a while to
explore everything it can do.It's definitely a sound designers
synth,also perfect for realtime performance as the 4 knobs on the
front panel can be assigned to the most useful parameters inthe sub
menus,such as fx amount or lfo speed.

I'm not familiar with the moss expansion so i don't know if it's the
same but the R3 is basically a cut down Radias.

The R3 is to me a great example of what can be achieved with good
design,it's really well thought out and it sounds great!Oh yeah,did i
mention the mod sequencer? d8)

Markus.
| 16635|16635|2008-05-27 05:05:43|zamisers7k|Grid Groove?|
Grid Groove is pretty sweet...
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I know I should know this stuff, and I'll find out if nobody else 
knows...

But does Grid Groove send its changes out through Midi too?

Zam
| 16636|16567|2008-05-27 07:42:57|elektric_shaker0888|Re: hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...|
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
hello everybody ... low boost in rs7000 ...
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Later ...
||||||||||||||||||||||
Hello rs7000 group, this is a question i had rm1x and there was in it
the low boost in pattern and song jobs. Does the rs7000 have one or i
have to simple use the equalization with the freq-Q-gain to built
one, or insert an effect to send variation like eq3 to expand the low
frequencie and gain for each track separetly.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Effect send variation eQ 2, eQ 3 to get a bit more and better results
in a sound where you want an evidency of more low&High the mid
frequêncie stays almost untouchable.
Mixer - FreQ-Q-Gain - tracks separetly
Master - FreQ-Q - Global
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Hello everybody, a few weeks ago i wrote above info, i was checking 

in mixer settings, and ticking 3 times you arrive to mixer eQ, there
are several boostes, in first knob there are boost 6 | 12 | 18, aswell
as a PEQ and in the master ticking 1 time you arrive to Master |EQ
Page where there are an 4 band equalizer and in there you have |boost
low, and mid 1, where you can modify the frequencie _ next |page, and
to get more Q you have to modify next page settings to |lower Q´S to
get a good kick drum or bassline. Normally you have 75hz |bassdrum,
150hz, 200hz, 250hz |mid bassdrum.
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
| 16637|16524|2008-05-27 13:15:05|TOM ROSE|Re: playing with the amen break|
I'mm finishing up a DNB set where I'll be using the Rs7000 with a DrumKat 3.5 live. I'll post a You tube video in the next few weeks. Every time I think I know ever liitle
bit of this kit I read something that blows it wide open all over again. 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: trunkey22@hotmail.comDate: Sun, 20 Apr 2008 04:50:30 +0000Subject: [RS7000] playing with the amen break

has anyone created good dnb/drill on their rs7000? is it easy? discuss 

_________________________________________________________________
Change the world with e-mail. Join the i�m Initiative from Microsoft.
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16638|16628|2008-05-27 13:24:41|pegaso1423|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Cool, I'll have to try the R3 out, seems korg really keep on the ball
with new synths...

I'm after an ultra-portable setup which is currently RS, Waldorf mQ
and Behringer v-verb, I need a small keyboard and would rather have
another synth than just a basic midi controller. Been hoping the
blofeld might be available as a keyboard to swap for mQ... 

All the fx on the R3 would be very nice, but whats special about the
mod sequencer, surely you just record all that to your main sequencer/RS?

Oh yeah moss is basically prophecy/z1 card for triton/karma, a dozen
oscillator types and physical modeling/ mod matrix etc. Killer evil
bass but weak lead, always sounded gay no matter how hard you tried to
program it...lol 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

> The R3 is excellent.Sound engine on it is one of the best i've heard
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> of any synth,it's incredibly versatile.Having owned a mkorg previously
> i was expecting something similar and at first i was bit disappointed
> when i tried programming the R3 the same as the mkorg but after
> playing with it some more i realised it's a completely different
> synth.Similar feature set but waaay more powerful.The fx are from the
> kp3 and you have 2 per timbre plus 1 master fx.
> 
> You can get so much out of one timbre it's going to take a while to
> explore everything it can do.It's definitely a sound designers
> synth,also perfect for realtime performance as the 4 knobs on the
> front panel can be assigned to the most useful parameters inthe sub
> menus,such as fx amount or lfo speed.
> 
> I'm not familiar with the moss expansion so i don't know if it's the
> same but the R3 is basically a cut down Radias.
> 
> The R3 is to me a great example of what can be achieved with good
> design,it's really well thought out and it sounds great!Oh yeah,did i
> mention the mod sequencer? d8)
> 
> Markus.
>

| 16639|16635|2008-05-27 13:42:19|pegaso1423|Re: Grid Groove?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Grid Groove is pretty sweet...
> 
> I know I should know this stuff, and I'll find out if nobody else 
> knows...
> 
> But does Grid Groove send its changes out through Midi too?
> 
> Zam
>

Yes it sends midi. 
Every phrase has it's own grid groove, it's basically a little 1 bar
looping sequencer that changes the midi data already in the track (&
arp;). Surly you've used it before, It's the first button in the sub
menu's?
| 16640|16524|2008-05-27 13:47:35|pegaso1423|Re: playing with the amen break|
You must be a good drummer... Can't wait to see the video.
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> I'mm finishing up a DNB set where I'll be using the Rs7000 with a
DrumKat 3.5 live. I'll post a You tube video in the next few weeks.
Every time I think I know ever liitle bit of this kit I read something
that blows it wide open all over again. 
> 
> 
> To: RS7000@...: trunkey22@...: Sun, 20 Apr 2008 04:50:30
+0000Subject: [RS7000] playing with the amen break
> 
> 
> 
> 
> has anyone created good dnb/drill on their rs7000? is it easy? discuss 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Change the world with e-mail. Join the i'm Initiative from Microsoft.
>
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16641|16524|2008-05-27 15:32:51|smilligan.daemar|Re: playing with the amen break|
here is a trick for dnb/jungle production on any machine: record the drums @ 100 BPM (I 
always sing out Toni Basil's "Mickey" to help get that classic dnb amen step) then speed it 
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up to 160-180. Now record the bass line @ the final 160-180bpm, if you find it too fast 
then just chill out, the bass line should actually be at about half that tempo so you have to 
learn to make slow lines at a rapid tempo. It's pretty easy to use old samples of layed back 
songs but they must be 80-90bpm then just make sure the tempo is exactly twice the 
song's tempo. You need that frantic pace drums and super chilled bass line to be real 
jungle. Its all tempo tricks, oh and acoustic drums (no effects) with highly dubed bass (lots 
of effects but reverb hogs too much space)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> You must be a good drummer... Can't wait to see the video.
> Cheers.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
> >
> > 
> > I'mm finishing up a DNB set where I'll be using the Rs7000 with a
> DrumKat 3.5 live. I'll post a You tube video in the next few weeks.
> Every time I think I know ever liitle bit of this kit I read something
> that blows it wide open all over again. 
> > 
> > 
> > To: RS7000@: trunkey22@: Sun, 20 Apr 2008 04:50:30
> +0000Subject: [RS7000] playing with the amen break
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > has anyone created good dnb/drill on their rs7000? is it easy? discuss 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > _________________________________________________________________
> > Change the world with e-mail. Join the i'm Initiative from Microsoft.
> >
> http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16642|16635|2008-05-27 15:37:30|zamisers7k|Re: Grid Groove?|

> Yes it sends midi. 
> Every phrase has it's own grid groove, it's basically a little 1 bar
> looping sequencer that changes the midi data already in the track (&
> arp;). Surly you've used it before, It's the first button in the sub
> menu's?
>

Thanks for confirming that it sends out, I think I may want to try it 
out on some other gear as well then too. Yeah, I've used it maybe once 
or twice, never got into it, but never was trying it out again recently 
since we've been talking about it a little bit. Its a bit more 
intresting than I thought...

Zam
| 16643|16635|2008-05-27 15:45:12|michael|Re: Grid Groove?|
I have been reading posts here and there because I have the A4000 sampler and the QY700 sequencer,and I am geeting some idea how Yamaha stuff is...it seems their gear
suits those ready to experiment,tinker,and create new paths of making music... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> 

Date: Tue, 27 May 2008 21:37:29 
To:RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Grid Groove? 

> Yes it sends midi. 
> Every phrase has it's own grid groove, it's basically a little 1 bar
> looping sequencer that changes the midi data already in the track (&
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> arp;). Surly you've used it before, It's the first button in the sub
> menu's?
>

Thanks for confirming that it sends out, I think I may want to try it 
out on some other gear as well then too. Yeah, I've used it maybe once 
or twice, never got into it, but never was trying it out again recently 
since we've been talking about it a little bit. Its a bit more 
intresting than I thought...

Zam
| 16644|16524|2008-05-27 15:45:41|zamisers7k|Re: playing with the amen break|

> always sing out Toni Basil's "Mickey"

Thats funny! I always start out with that kick and snare too on dnb 
songs. Then I'll start singing it too which I should only do when 
nobody else is around.

Zam
| 16645|16635|2008-05-27 15:55:08|zamisers7k|Re: Grid Groove?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:

>
> I have been reading posts here and there because I have the A4000 

sampler and the QY700 sequencer,and I am geeting some idea how Yamaha 
stuff is...it seems their gear suits those ready to 
experiment,tinker,and create new paths of making music...

> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile

Sounds like a good description to me 8^)

Zam
| 16646|16628|2008-05-27 18:48:08|Markus|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Yeah they do.I think korg have reacted well to the development of
computer based music,offering instruments that are unique and offer
something different to what's available in software.Speaking of
software though,check out Stray411s' vids with the padkontrol on
youtube...

Btw,how do you carry your gear?I'd like to use the RS live but there's
no way i could carry all my hw to gigs.I'm trying to put an ultra
utlra portable setup that goes on my back!I got a gigbag for the RS
but it's not like i can just sling it over my shoulder.Maybe i should
think about gettin a coffin.

The R3 has excellent midi implementation so you could use it as a
controller as well.The vocoder can be bypassed nd you can use the mic
as a normal condenser.It has two independant audio ins so you can plug
any audio input and process the sound.Here's the cool thing,there is a
formant motion recorder so you can record 16 vocoded phrases and treat
them like an oscillator!Take a drum loop and turn it into a motion
pad... 8)

With the mod sequencer you can record knob movements of pretty much
any control then go in and change the destination,reverse etc it so
all kinds of rhythmic sequences possible in conjuncton with the
arp,and you have 6 virtual patch assignements!Has a decent software
editor too but i've hardly used it as i haven't quite figured it out yet' 

It's the first hw synth that i've come across that feels unlimited,it
kinda reminds me of absynth in that respect.A vst version would also
be nice :D

I'm not familiar with korgs workstation/rompler type synths but i 
have a microX and i prefer the R3,although the microX is very good but
the case id fragile and it's difficult to program,even with the vst
editor.I suppose it's ok if you like using a mouse but i don't...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Cool, I'll have to try the R3 out, seems korg really keep on the ball
> with new synths...
> 
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> I'm after an ultra-portable setup which is currently RS, Waldorf mQ
> and Behringer v-verb, I need a small keyboard and would rather have
> another synth than just a basic midi controller. Been hoping the
> blofeld might be available as a keyboard to swap for mQ... 
> 
> All the fx on the R3 would be very nice, but whats special about the
> mod sequencer, surely you just record all that to your main
sequencer/RS?
> 
> Oh yeah moss is basically prophecy/z1 card for triton/karma, a dozen
> oscillator types and physical modeling/ mod matrix etc. Killer evil
> bass but weak lead, always sounded gay no matter how hard you tried to
> program it...lol

| 16647|16524|2008-05-28 13:41:55|TOM ROSE|Re: playing with the amen break|
Man, we should get a Rs Mickey remix contest. Anyone got an accapella? 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: zamise@quantum-source.comDate: Tue, 27 May 2008 21:45:41 +0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break

> always sing out Toni Basil's "Mickey"Thats funny! I always start out with that kick and snare too on dnb songs. Then I'll start singing it too which I should only do
when nobody else is around.Zam 
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| 16648|16524|2008-05-28 13:55:15|TOM ROSE|Re: playing with the amen break|
Also mess with the gate functions so you can tighten up the samples live, (cool to go from an acoustic snare to a rim with a twist), Once they are chopped. Also another
person mentioned using the LFO to help the sample sit in its new tempo. Really tightened things up for me and another exaple why this group rocks!. RS7000 is deeper
than my credit card debt! Mickey should have a number of rs remixes. Anyone got an accapella?

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: smilligan.daemar@yahoo.comDate: Tue, 27 May 2008 20:52:23 +0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break

here is a trick for dnb/jungle production on any machine: record the drums @ 100 BPM (I always sing out Toni Basil's "Mickey" to help get that classic dnb amen step)
then speed it up to 160-180. Now record the bass line @ the final 160-180bpm, if you find it too fast then just chill out, the bass line should actually be at about half that
tempo so you have to learn to make slow lines at a rapid tempo. It's pretty easy to use old samples of layed back songs but they must be 80-90bpm then just make sure the
tempo is exactly twice the song's tempo. You need that frantic pace drums and super chilled bass line to be real jungle. Its all tempo tricks, oh and acoustic drums (no
effects) with highly dubed bass (lots of effects but reverb hogs too much space)--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:>> You must be a good drummer...
Can't wait to see the video.> Cheers.> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:> >> > > > I'mm finishing up a DNB set where I'll be using the Rs7000
with a> DrumKat 3.5 live. I'll post a You tube video in the next few weeks.> Every time I think I know ever liitle bit of this kit I read something> that blows it wide open
all over again. > > > > > > To: RS7000@: trunkey22@: Sun, 20 Apr 2008 04:50:30> +0000Subject: [RS7000] playing with the amen break> > > > > > > > > > has
anyone created good dnb/drill on their rs7000? is it easy? discuss > > > > > > > > > > > > > > __________________________________________________________> >
Change the world with e-mail. Join the i'm Initiative from Microsoft.> >> http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld> > > >
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]> >> 
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| 16649|16524|2008-05-28 15:18:59|zamisers7k|Re: playing with the amen break|
I'd love to do a Mickey remix, can't sing tho, wish I could, but can't 
to save my life. I'd have to use a speech proggie, probably sound like 
a robot.

Zam
| 16650|16524|2008-05-28 16:33:19|Scott Milligan|Re: playing with the amen break|
I thought y'all would like that, singing the girly "mickey" to try and create one of the toughest beats around.... "I tink a jungle rmx of dat song would empty a hall in the
UK pretty quick bruv", one friend said, lol !! Anyway, I don't copy the beat per say, it just helps me find that lagging kick for some reason at the slower tempo. Starting
the sequence with the snare would be unique but technically not a modern jungle riddim. And yeah, some light dub on the snare can work or maybe try combining two
snare sounds together. fellow geek.
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--- On Tue, 5/27/08, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2008, 2:45 PM
> 
> > always sing out Toni Basil's "Mickey"
> 
> 
> Thats funny! I always start out with that kick and snare
> too on dnb 
> songs. Then I'll start singing it too which I should
> only do when 
> nobody else is around.
> 
> Zam

| 16651|16524|2008-05-28 17:44:26|TOM ROSE|Re: playing with the amen break|
The Mickey remix would be the floor Killa! Want to go home? Drop the mickey! Robots might have a fightin' chance. Too bad the Jungle is too heavy for most souls in
Amerikkka. Most Jungle shows in NYC are sausage festivals anyway. Not that theres anything wrong with that... sort of... 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Wed, 28 May 2008 21:18:58 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break

I'd love to do a Mickey remix, can't sing tho, wish I could, but can't 

to save my life. I'd have to use a speech proggie, probably sound like 

a robot.

Zam
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| 16652|16524|2008-05-28 18:20:49|Scott Milligan|Re: playing with the amen break|
..thud snap thud-thud snap, no girls, thud snap thud-thud snap, nobody dancing .... I still love dnb though. "robots might have a fighting chance" - good stuff lol

--- On Wed, 5/28/08, TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com> wrote:

> From: TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com>
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break
> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, May 28, 2008, 4:44 PM
> The Mickey remix would be the floor Killa! Want to go home?
> Drop the mickey! Robots might have a fightin' chance.
> Too bad the Jungle is too heavy for most souls in
> Amerikkka. Most Jungle shows in NYC are sausage festivals
> anyway. Not that theres anything wrong with that... sort
> of... 
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: zamise@quantum-source.com
> Date: Wed, 28 May 2008 21:18:58 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> I'd love to do a Mickey remix, can't
> sing tho, wish I could, but can't 
> 
> to save my life. I'd have to use a speech proggie,
> probably sound like 
> 
> a robot.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> _________________________________________________________________
> Make every e-mail and IM count. Join the i知 Initiative
> from Microsoft.
> http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_
> MakeCount
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!
> Groups Links
> 
> 
>

| 16653|16524|2008-05-28 19:20:36|TOM ROSE|Re: playing with the amen break|
Was just watching Jo Jo Mayers Nerve documentary on youtube. Back in 1998 jungle had girls. Incredible DNB though a must see for all Junglists. 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: smilligan.daemar@yahoo.com
Date: Wed, 28 May 2008 17:20:47 -0700
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break

..thud snap thud-thud snap, no girls, thud snap thud-thud snap, nobody dancing .... I still love dnb though. "robots might have a fighting chance" - good stuff lol

--- On Wed, 5/28/08, TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com> wrote:

> From: TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com>

> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break

> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com

> Date: Wednesday, May 28, 2008, 4:44 PM

> The Mickey remix would be the floor Killa! Want to go home?

> Drop the mickey! Robots might have a fightin' chance.

> Too bad the Jungle is too heavy for most souls in

> Amerikkka. Most Jungle shows in NYC are sausage festivals

> anyway. Not that theres anything wrong with that... sort

http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_
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> of... 

> 

> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

> From: zamise@quantum-source.com

> Date: Wed, 28 May 2008 21:18:58 +0000

> Subject: [RS7000] Re: playing with the amen break

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> I'd love to do a Mickey remix, can't

> sing tho, wish I could, but can't 

> 

> to save my life. I'd have to use a speech proggie,

> probably sound like 

> 

> a robot.

> 

> 

> 

> Zam

> 

> 

> 

> 
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> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> __________________________________________________________

> Make every e-mail and IM count. Join the i知 Initiative

> from Microsoft.

> http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_

> MakeCount

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

> 

> 

> ------------------------------------

> 

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================

> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 

> FAQ: 

> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com

> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

> 

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 

http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_
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> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!

> Groups Links

> 

> 

> 

_________________________________________________________________
Change the world with e-mail. Join the i’m Initiative from Microsoft.
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16654|16654|2008-05-29 19:10:47|zamisers7k|Cool Surprise Comming!|
Somebody might have a cool surprise for all of us soon. I'm excited...

Zam
| 16655|16654|2008-05-29 19:32:29|Markus|Re: Cool Surprise Comming!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Somebody might have a cool surprise for all of us soon. I'm excited...
> 
> Zam
>

Would that someone be Yamaha and would that surprise be related to the
RS7000? o_O
| 16656|16654|2008-05-29 23:29:30|pegaso1423|Re: Cool Surprise Comming!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Somebody might have a cool surprise for all of us soon. I'm excited...
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Would that someone be Yamaha and would that surprise be related to the
> RS7000? o_O
>

I wish. Most likely zam's busy with his voice extraction softwares and
a copy of 'mickey' so we can have a remix comp. He who clears the
dancefloor fastest wins...
| 16657|16654|2008-05-29 23:38:05|michael|Re: Cool Surprise Comming!|
How about an updated RS?... 

Flash memory 
Accepts 4 GB Ram 
Scsi,USB2,Firewire 
Larger pads and screen,accepts VGA 
2 ins 4 out 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
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From: "pegaso1423" <pegaso1423@hotmail.com> 

Date: Fri, 30 May 2008 05:29:26 
To:RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Cool Surprise Comming! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Somebody might have a cool surprise for all of us soon. I'm excited...
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> Would that someone be Yamaha and would that surprise be related to the
> RS7000? o_O
>
I wish. Most likely zam's busy with his voice extraction softwares and
a copy of 'mickey' so we can have a remix comp. He who clears the
dancefloor fastest wins...

| 16658|16628|2008-05-29 23:51:29|pegaso1423|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

> Btw,how do you carry your gear?I'd like to use the RS live but there's
> no way i could carry all my hw to gigs.I'm trying to put an ultra
> utlra portable setup that goes on my back!I got a gigbag for the RS
> but it's not like i can just sling it over my shoulder.Maybe i should
> think about gettin a coffin.

http://www.bagsetc.co.uk/index.asp?pid=3741509&pg=1&level1=SUITCASES&level2=HARD+CASES&level3=

Is my cheapo/temporary suitcase solution. Not ideal but passes for
hand luggage on UK flights unexpanded with room for bubblewrap,
cables, RS, mQ and v-verb and space spare for a SMALL keyboard (R3's 4
1/2inchs too long damn) looks like microkorg or xiosynth are the only
synths that will fit, might just get a controller. Just fit's 2 Rs's
when expanded.

Beware I'd only ever take this as hand luggagge, if your sending your
gear as checked baggage you need a proper hardcase, somthing like-
http://www.gatorcases.com/RackSpecs/SlantTopConsoleRackCases.pdf
with a slide out draw for keyboard would be very cool. Or a big mixer
case/coffin with removable lid. Not sure about your backpack idea?
Somthing like 
http://www.gatorcases.com/productsmodeldetail.aspx?LID=3&PID=174&MID=564
But bigger obviously. You could probably get someone to make
something to the size you want? If your handy you could even make one
yourself from plywood and the proper flightcase hardware? 
Cheers.
| 16659|16628|2008-05-30 01:16:44|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> > Btw,how do you carry your gear?

I use an old Sampsonite suitcase too for my RS.
| 16660|16654|2008-05-30 01:22:45|zamisers7k|Re: Cool Surprise Comming!|
I'm spelled comming wrong oops. Anyway someone does not equal Yamaha, 
but it is RS applicable, don't get too excited, I've not seen it yet 
but someone emailed me about it and I'm hoping they'll email me back 
with it or they'll post it to the file section here. I've not heard 
back from them yet.

Its not a Micky remix either, but hey, maybe we can start doing a 
little informal DnB contest with that idea in mind here soon too... 
I'll kick snare it off in a couple days if nobody else volenteers to 
host it.

Zam
| 16661|16654|2008-05-30 10:01:43|TOM ROSE|Re: Cool Surprise Comming!|
Man, Paradigm has been looking at my list for Santa. Please no larger than the new MPC 5000.(and not the cost of $3500 (thats like 10 Rs7000's at this point; Hmmm a
room full of rs 7000's ahhh... Also custom colour options so I can pimp my ride. "They're spinning!") Saw the MPC at Namm and laughed. Turn it over, presto... a dining
room table for 4! 
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16662|16654|2008-05-30 10:42:43|Paradigm|Re: Cool Surprise Comming!|
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actually i have the Yamaha A4000 and the Ensoniq ASR10
so a new Yamaha sampler with pads would
be...orgasmic?>>yeah,what is the deal with those crazy
prices???

that's the same fate software almost is just as good
or sometimes better than other stuff?

i hope someone builds their own sampler,for like
$500...

--- TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com> wrote:

> 
> Man, Paradigm has been looking at my list for Santa.
> Please no larger than the new MPC 5000.(and not the
> cost of $3500 (thats like 10 Rs7000's at this point;
> Hmmm a room full of rs 7000's ahhh... Also custom
> colour options so I can pimp my ride. "They're
> spinning!") Saw the MPC at Namm and laughed. Turn it
> over, presto... a dining room table for 4! 
>

http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?source=EML_WL_ChangeWorld

> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been
> removed]
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: 
>

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo
> account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 16663|16663|2008-05-30 16:16:05|Richard Schultz|RS Case|
Hey gang-

Long time lurker, definitely not a power user of the RS but I do love it.

Anyway, saw the post about using a Samsonite suitcase for it. I carry mine
around in an Odyssey turntable case and it works perfectly. I just had to
trim the hard foam a bit to get it in there. I can just lift up the back of
it to expose the connections while leaving it in the case and thus set up
and tear down is super fast.

I kinda figured everyone did it this way because it works so easily. I
think I got the turntable case at a pawnshop for about $40.

I can take pics and post if it would be useful to anyone.

Richard

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16664|16664|2008-05-30 17:05:03|zamisers7k|Surprise Is There Now|
In files under a folder called Service Manual

I'd like to thank Mike for getting it to me for us to have, its the 
first I've seen of one.

I split it into two zip files, .001 & .002, both are needed to unzip 
it. If Yahoo decides to allow us to upload larger than 5meg files I'll 
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put it back to a .pdf. Some sectioned off .pdfs smaller than 5megs may 
show up soon too, or maybe not, depending.

Tak a look at it if get the chance! I'm still looking it over myself.

Zam
| 16665|16665|2008-05-30 17:44:00|elektric_shaker0888|001 and 002 !|
to join this files try http://www.freebyte.com/hjsplit/#win32 

thks luis
| 16666|16664|2008-05-31 09:19:22|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Ah, a service manual, that's great! 
But... how do I unzip these two files?
| 16667|16664|2008-05-31 10:38:34|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Guess I have to use this: 
HJSplit 
http://www.freebyte.com/hjsplit/#win32 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:

>
> Ah, a service manual, that's great! 
> But... how do I unzip these two files?
>

| 16668|16664|2008-05-31 10:42:34|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Yep, HjSlit works ... great utility anyway ... now for some reading...
:) Thanks!
| 16669|16664|2008-05-31 12:37:21|BruceW|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Nice catch on the HjSlit and thanks for posting the Service Manual, Zam!

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: florisvanrijswijk 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, May 31, 2008 12:42 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Surprise Is There Now

Yep, HjSlit works ... great utility anyway ... now for some reading...
:) Thanks! 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16670|16664|2008-05-31 14:00:17|dc|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Thank You Zam for posting the Service Manual and thank You Mike for
sharing.

Dave

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of zamisers7k
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2008 7:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Surprise Is There Now

In files under a folder called Service Manual

I'd like to thank Mike for getting it to me for us to have, its the 
first I've seen of one.

I split it into two zip files, .001 & .002, both are needed to unzip 
it. If Yahoo decides to allow us to upload larger than 5meg files I'll 
put it back to a .pdf. Some sectioned off .pdfs smaller than 5megs may 
show up soon too, or maybe not, depending.

Tak a look at it if get the chance! I'm still looking it over myself.

Zam

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG.
Version: 8.0.100 / Virus Database: 269.24.4/1475 - Release Date:
5/30/2008 2:53 PM
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16671|16663|2008-05-31 15:37:46|pegaso1423|Re: RS Case|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
wrote:

>
> Hey gang-
> 
> Long time lurker, 

Welcome to the forum, feel free to jump in on any discussions, The
more the merrier.. 

>definitely not a power user of the RS but I do love it.

We can fix that. read+ask. 

> Anyway, saw the post about using a Samsonite suitcase for it. I

carry mine

> around in an Odyssey turntable case and it works perfectly.

I think it's been mentioned before somewhere that the RS is a good fit
for most turntable flightcases, particularly technics 1200's? My own
suitcase is defiantly just a temporary fix, a 'coffin' (ie 2 turntable
+mixer case with removable lid) for cheap would be snapped up by me,
good fit for my (possible) live gear.
Cheers.
| 16672|16664|2008-05-31 15:42:27|pegaso1423|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> In files under a folder called Service Manual

Sweeet, thanks...

> I'd like to thank Mike for getting it to me for us to have, its the 
> first I've seen of one.

Free beer for Mike.
Cheers.
| 16673|16664|2008-05-31 17:44:57|Nick Fletcher|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Thanks! I've also mirrored it here:

http://www.guitaraustralia.com/RS7000_ServiceManual.pdf 8.61MB

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16674|16674|2008-06-01 01:22:59|nickeax|MIDI connections to AW1600?|
Hi everyone,

I feel like a bit of an idiot because I'm pretty new to MIDI and can't
seem to get the RS to talk with the AW1600 (hard disk based multitracker).

This is what I would like to achieve:
- Record sequences onto the RS using a MIDI controller
- Use RS to drive non-multi timbral synths to record audio tracks one
at a time, using the same sequence.
- Use the RS to record mix information from the AW for later
automation type control. (this will be completely separate from the
music sequence)

So I really just want to lock these machines together, but I'm not
sure of a couple of things. I don't know which type of messages will
be the most suitable for each task, and I don't know the 'ID' number
of the RS7000.

And really, I don't know what I'm doing at all! Any help would be very
much appreciated.

Cheers,
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Nick.
| 16675|16674|2008-06-01 05:25:57|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI connections to AW1600?|
Hey Nick,

Midi can be a complicated thing...

I'm no expert either, the best thing may be for you to read the 
manual on it. I know thats lame to suggest, but there is a lot to go 
over and I think the manual covers it pretty well. Starts out on 
Midi Basics pg 264.

Device ID or Device Number is probably something you won't need to 
know right off. I'm not sure tho, you might have a good reason to 
know it, I never have tho, the manual don't seem to go into much 
detail on that in it. 

Probably the most important thing is just to get the midi cords 
hooked up right and do some messing around before you get into the 
more complicated aspects of midi. Look at the Midi Setup areas on 
the RS, there is one in the Utility menu which affects global parms, 
and another under Setup #6 for local parms that will store with each 
pattern or song. Stuff like assigning channels properly to tracks is 
what will probably be the most important between your DAW and other 
devices like your AW and controllers.

Once you get that stuff figured out, you should be able to get along 
fairly well, maybe then stuff like Device ID numbers, using CC and 
other types of messages will become more important, but I don't know 
that for sure either...How quickly that you'll need to know that 
stuff to get your gear talking to each other properly?

Goodluck, hope you get it, it may not be easy, but the RS shouldn't 
be to hard to get figured out in this department, well at least in 
comparison to most other gear and sequencers I think. For the most 
part its pretty straight forward once you know the basics.

Your also welcome to ask anything here, if I don't know it, hopfully 
someone else will and speak up about it in aa a polite as possible 
way too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
> 
> I feel like a bit of an idiot because I'm pretty new to MIDI and 
can't
> seem to get the RS to talk with the AW1600 (hard disk based 
multitracker).
> 
> This is what I would like to achieve:
> - Record sequences onto the RS using a MIDI controller
> - Use RS to drive non-multi timbral synths to record audio tracks 
one
> at a time, using the same sequence.
> - Use the RS to record mix information from the AW for later
> automation type control. (this will be completely separate from the
> music sequence)
> 
> So I really just want to lock these machines together, but I'm not
> sure of a couple of things. I don't know which type of messages will
> be the most suitable for each task, and I don't know the 'ID' number
> of the RS7000.
> 
> And really, I don't know what I'm doing at all! Any help would be 
very
> much appreciated.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
>

| 16676|16664|2008-06-01 05:35:16|zamisers7k|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
I used a proggie called 7zip to split the zip file up.
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http://www.7zip.com/

HJ Split should work too I've used that for years, my first time using 
7zip for anything was on this, and or also try the mirror for the full 
pdf unzipped someone left in a link too.

Yahoo don't seem to know there heads from a hole in the ground when it 
comes to support, so it don't look like they'll be able to do anything 
else for us as far as the 5meg per file limit goes.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16677|16674|2008-06-01 05:51:34|Nick Fletcher|Re: MIDI connections to AW1600?|
Thanks Zam! I really appreciate the effort you've gone to with your advice.
I have been mucking and can get the sequencing working OK. I haven't tried
recording the automation yet, but moving a fader sends a message to the RS,
so I think it's just a matter of recording that data.

You're 100% correct though, the best way to learn is to just do it. Read the
manual as you're plugging around with things!

Thanks again mate!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16678|16674|2008-06-01 21:23:14|pegaso1423|Re: MIDI connections to AW1600?|
Hi Nick, I'll try and help.
Firstly, using a controller to record should be easy, just plug the
midi out of the controller to RS's midi in, The next thing to aware of
is the midi channel the controller is set to is the channel the RS
will respond/record to. You can change the controllers midi send
channel (1-16) each time you want to record on another track or the RS
has a option to 'respond / record midi on the currently selected
track regardless of midi channel' which makes things alot quicker. For
this in the midi setup menu change loopback to rec/monitor. It's in
the manual p261.

To sequence a midi module you need to go into setup pg 4, 'midi out
ch', its a big midi patchbay to select the midi channels which tracks
send and respond on, you select which track to edit with the RS's 16
track select buttons. ie If your midi module is set to respond to midi
channel 1 and is plugged into midi out A, on the RS set track 1 to
off for TG(tone generator) so the RS doesn't play the sequence as
well, and make sure midi A is set to channel 1.

Are you trying to 'double up' your midi modules to get a rich sound?
One way is to set the modules to there own tracks on the RS and then
copy the sequence across, another option is to have one module plugged
into midi A and the other into midi B, both modules set to the same
midi channel. (in the midi out ch page you'll have to turn midi b on).
This way you can play both the modules at the same time from your
controller and don't have to copy the sequence.

With the AW1600 first you want to get them synced together, I uploaded
a yamaha tutorial on syncing RS to Aw4416 in the files section that
should help.
Basically one has to be the master and the other the slave so they
stay in sync. If your working in pattern mode you have to use midi
clock, they will stay in beat together but you have to control the
measures( the AW should have an option to display measure instead of
time which makes this alot easier! also set the RS to display measure
instead of bpm). If your working in song mode you use MTC(midi time
code) and they will stay at the same measure of the song. Rs also
responds to MMC (midi machine control) if AW is the master, pressing
play, fastforward etc on the AW will control the RS too so they always
stay in sync and at the correct part of the song together.

I'm not sure about recording automation data because my AW4416 records
it itself but I think it should be similar to midi modules, the only
thing that might be an issue is if your using the rec/mon setting I
mentioned earlier you will have to have the same track selected on the
RS as you want to record the automation!! just be carefull of midi
feedback where the same midi data gets send back and forth endlessly
and crashes the rs, you should be able to turn the loop off for just
the automation channel on the AW, otherwise don't use the rec/mon
setting (ie turn loop off). You can have 1 RS track for automation and
the other 15 for sequencing, you don't have to keep them separate.

Its a good idea to get everything plugged in together and working the
way you want then save it as an all file on the RS and also on the AW.

http://www.7zip.com/


Then you have a template to start new songs without the bother, and
it's good not to have to swap midi cables around all the time. A basic
way to connect the midi is to daisy chain everything ie RS out >midi
module>AW>controller>RS in, or whatever combo works best, this will
also allow you to record the knobs/keyboard on your midi modules to
the RS. If rec/mon causes feedback problems turn loop off and select
the midi channels from the controller instead. 

Hope this helps you out and I didn't confuse it to much, anything else
just ask. 
Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
> 
> I feel like a bit of an idiot because I'm pretty new to MIDI and can't
> seem to get the RS to talk with the AW1600 (hard disk based
multitracker).
> This is what I would like to achieve:
> - Record sequences onto the RS using a MIDI controller
> - Use RS to drive non-multi timbral synths to record audio tracks
one at a time, using the same sequence.
> - Use the RS to record mix information from the AW for later
> automation type control. (this will be completely separate from the
> music sequence)
> 
> So I really just want to lock these machines together, but I'm not
> sure of a couple of things. I don't know which type of messages will
> be the most suitable for each task, and I don't know the 'ID' number
> of the RS7000.
> 
> And really, I don't know what I'm doing at all! Any help would be very
> much appreciated.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
>

| 16679|16674|2008-06-02 08:23:31|TOM ROSE|CC #s not listed in the Manual Thaks Bad Mister the RS7000 guru.|
Control Change numbers will vary - some have a defined purpose some do not. For example, cc004 is Foot Controller - it does not control any specific thing but can be
used in the receiving device to change something. Typically in a programmable synthesizer keyboard you would be able to assign parameters within the synth to a cc #
and assign a physical device in this case a FOOT CONTROLLER. If you were to assign maybe Filter Cutoff to cc004, and assign a Pedal jack to cc004 then you would
have a wah-wah pedal. If you assigned AEG RELEASE to cc004, then the pedal set to send cc004 would change the key-off time. If you are using the RS to control
external synth modules you could assign a parameter in that synth to respond to this cc # and when you turned the RS knob set to send this it would control it. 002 - breath
controller 003 undefined number 004 Foot control 005 Portamento Time 006 Data entry MSB 007 Main Volume 008 used to be Balance (I don't know if that is used
anymore) 009 like most of the numbers is undefined. Which means what you do with it is up to you. the key here is you must set a physical device to send this *and* a
parameter to respond to it. 010 pan 011 expression 012-015 also undefined numbers 016-019 are called the General Purpose Controllers 1-4 (these are used often within
synthesizers as all purpose controllers. Like in the Motif/S90 the Assignable Control Functions (ASA, ASB, AS1 and AS2) use these four numbers. cc16&17 are used
*per* Voice to control definable parameters and 18&19 are *global* for all Voices and Performances. 020-030 undefined numbers 031 resently has been defined as
Sustain portion of the AEG (amplitude envelope generator) for GM level 2 032-063 LSB for cc0-31 064 Sustain (Hold 1) 065 Portamento ON/OFF 066 Sostenuto pedal
067 Soft pedal 068 undefined 069 Hold 2 070 undefined 071 resonance (harmonic content) 072 release time 073 attack 074 Cutoff frequency (brightness) 075 Yamah uses
this for DECAY portion of the AEG 076-079 undefined 080-083 General Purpose Controllers 5-8 084-090 undefined 091 Effect Depth (Reverb) 092 Effect Depth (???)
not sure of this one 093 Effect depth (Chorus) 094 Effect depth (Variation) 095 Effect depth (?) 096 data increment 097 data decrement 098 non-registered parameter
number LSB (NRPN) 099 non-registered parameter number MSB (NRPN) 100 registered parameter number LSB 101 registered parameter number MSB 102-120
undefined 121-127 reserved for channel mode messages (resets, all notes off, mono mode, poly mode, etc.) when you scroll through the RS7000's KNOB ASSIGN page
(press SETUP x4) you will see that it uses many of the undefined and General Purpose numbers to accomplish the various parameter change control. If you want to
change the cc number that the DEPTH knob is sending then you can on the SETUP x4 screen; set it to any number and/or MIDI channel to transmit on. 

_________________________________________________________________
Give to a good cause with every e-mail. Join the i�m Initiative from Microsoft.
http://im.live.com/Messenger/IM/Join/Default.aspx?souce=EML_WL_ GoodCause

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16680|16664|2008-06-02 08:33:19|Michael Kirk|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Hi Zam,

I split the SM into 3 PDF files and uploaded them. Broken up into
"equal" page sections, but file sizes are not equal.

Also the Bookmarks for each PDF show all 97 pages, but those not in
the section won't be accessible, as you would expect.

You may notice that some pages are blank - service manuals from Japan
usually include the original Japanese text with the English
translation. My Adobe tools do not support the Japanese fonts - so
they show up as blank pages for me. Or perhaps they deleted the
Japanese text in the English version.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Hope this helps those wishing to repair, modify, test or order parts
for the RS7000. Maybe "roll your own" AIEB2 digital interface?

-Mike

P.S. Once again, if Yamaha objects, go ahead and take the files down. 
The manual is probably copyrighted, but so is the owner's manual - and
they haven't objected to that being posted on the site. :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I used a proggie called 7zip to split the zip file up.
> 
> http://www.7zip.com/
> 
> HJ Split should work too I've used that for years, my first time using 
> 7zip for anything was on this, and or also try the mirror for the full 
> pdf unzipped someone left in a link too.
> 
> Yahoo don't seem to know there heads from a hole in the ground when it 
> comes to support, so it don't look like they'll be able to do anything 
> else for us as far as the 5meg per file limit goes.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16681|16664|2008-06-02 13:03:01|Michael Kirk|SM for RM1x also available|
Anyone interested in the Service Manual for the RM1x, please let me know.

RM1x has similar functionality as RS-7000 but smaller sequencer and no
sampler.

Other manuals for Yamaha equipment for years prior to 2002 are also
available from Ebay seller: http://myworld.ebay.com/scophile

I have no connection to the eBay seller, just a satisfied customer.

-Mike
| 16682|16664|2008-06-02 16:08:57|zamisers7k|Re: Surprise Is There Now|
Super big thanks Mike!

It looks like one could practically build an RS from scratch with it.

Zam
| 16683|16674|2008-06-02 16:18:50|zamisers7k|Re: CC #s not listed in the Manual Thaks Bad Mister the RS7000 guru.|
Who is Bad Mister the RS7000 guru? Does he wear a mask so we can not 
identify him/her? A cape too? Heh.

Yeah thats some cool stuff. I thought I had read some of that stuff in 
the RS's manual somewhere at one time, maybe not, don't remember it 
being explained all that well to me. I did get my portemento to become 
my the second cutoff knob for the distance on the dual filters which 
was nice, and I remember reading about the all notes off thing too for 
some reason, wondering if that would help at certain occasions when 
using controllers, I know the Micron will do this with the RS, where 
your changing voices while still playing and notes will hang.

Anyway, good stuff, thanks!

Zam
| 16684|16684|2008-06-02 19:19:38|pl_sm|Argh...What happened?!?|
Hey guys...Maybe someone here might be able to help me figure out why
my RS7K decided to change all of the phrases in my styles?

Every Style Ive created that I have saved to mem card is now a mumbo
jumbo mess of phrases and patches and even different midi data. And I
had some sweet mixes I was working on..:-(

Did my RS7K melt down or is it something I did???

The only thing I have been doing different lately is changing midi
parameters in the Utility mode and Setup sub mode as I have been
experimenting with syncing and slaving another drum machine to it.

Any thoughts as to why this occurred would be very much appreciated.

Thanks...
| 16685|16684|2008-06-02 19:36:20|zamisers7k|Re: Argh...What happened?!?|
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Chaning the Midi settings shouldn't change your stored phrases in 
your styles. Sounds like a wierd one.

Maybe try a factory reset and see if they come back?

[OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power 
ON. 

If that don't do it see if you can copy your tracks and or phrases 
over to a new pattern or song with the default Midi settings and see 
if it goes back to normal.

And if that don't work, you may need to test the memory, try another 
SM Card, don't turn it off while its saving etc... hmm not sure what 
else would cause that to happen.

Perhaps some odd controller message was getting sent to it from 
another device telling it to change phrases without you knowing and 
then you saved it... hmmm...

Never has happened to me before... Hope your RS isn't melting.

Let us know if you get it figured out, or not.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pl_sm" wrote:
>
> Hey guys...Maybe someone here might be able to help me figure out 
why
> my RS7K decided to change all of the phrases in my styles?
> 
> Every Style Ive created that I have saved to mem card is now a mumbo
> jumbo mess of phrases and patches and even different midi data. And 
I
> had some sweet mixes I was working on..:-(
> 
> Did my RS7K melt down or is it something I did???
> 
> The only thing I have been doing different lately is changing midi
> parameters in the Utility mode and Setup sub mode as I have been
> experimenting with syncing and slaving another drum machine to it.
> 
> Any thoughts as to why this occurred would be very much appreciated.
> 
> Thanks...
>

| 16686|16684|2008-06-02 20:14:02|William Simpson|Re: Argh...What happened?!?|
Hey, 
Try going back into the utility mode, hit it twice. now press the f4 button look to see if "voice setup to TG" is set to Off.
It needs to be be On. Try this!!

Good Luck

----- Original Message ----
From: pl_sm <pl_sm@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, June 2, 2008 8:24:14 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Argh...What happened?!?

Hey guys...Maybe someone here might be able to help me figure out why
my RS7K decided to change all of the phrases in my styles?

Every Style Ive created that I have saved to mem card is now a mumbo
jumbo mess of phrases and patches and even different midi data. And I
had some sweet mixes I was working on..:-(

Did my RS7K melt down or is it something I did???

The only thing I have been doing different lately is changing midi
parameters in the Utility mode and Setup sub mode as I have been
experimenting with syncing and slaving another drum machine to it.

Any thoughts as to why this occurred would be very much appreciated.

Thanks...

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:pl_sm@yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16687|16684|2008-06-02 20:19:51|pl_sm|Re: Argh...What happened?!?|
Hey Zam...Thanks for the quick reply...

I retraced some of the recent tweaks I was making using a Midi
controller and the RS...In Utility mode I must of set my Voice Setup
to TG off. I turned it back on and everything is back to normal.

...Phew

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Chaning the Midi settings shouldn't change your stored phrases in 
> your styles. Sounds like a wierd one.
> 
> Maybe try a factory reset and see if they come back?
> 
> [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power 
> ON. 
> 
> If that don't do it see if you can copy your tracks and or phrases 
> over to a new pattern or song with the default Midi settings and see 
> if it goes back to normal.
> 
> And if that don't work, you may need to test the memory, try another 
> SM Card, don't turn it off while its saving etc... hmm not sure what 
> else would cause that to happen.
> 
> Perhaps some odd controller message was getting sent to it from 
> another device telling it to change phrases without you knowing and 
> then you saved it... hmmm...
> 
> Never has happened to me before... Hope your RS isn't melting.
> 
> Let us know if you get it figured out, or not.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pl_sm" wrote:
> >
> > Hey guys...Maybe someone here might be able to help me figure out 
> why
> > my RS7K decided to change all of the phrases in my styles?
> > 
> > Every Style Ive created that I have saved to mem card is now a mumbo
> > jumbo mess of phrases and patches and even different midi data. And 
> I
> > had some sweet mixes I was working on..:-(
> > 
> > Did my RS7K melt down or is it something I did???
> > 
> > The only thing I have been doing different lately is changing midi
> > parameters in the Utility mode and Setup sub mode as I have been
> > experimenting with syncing and slaving another drum machine to it.
> > 
> > Any thoughts as to why this occurred would be very much appreciated.
> > 
> > Thanks...
> >
>

| 16688|16684|2008-06-02 20:22:52|pl_sm|Re: Argh...What happened?!?-Problem Solved Thanks-|
Yup...it was off and now its back on and Im jammin again..tx

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:
>
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> Hey, 
> Try going back into the utility mode, hit it twice. now press the f4
button look to see if "voice setup to TG" is set to Off.
> It needs to be be On. Try this!!
> 
> Good Luck
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: pl_sm 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, June 2, 2008 8:24:14 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Argh...What happened?!?
> 
> 
> Hey guys...Maybe someone here might be able to help me figure out why
> my RS7K decided to change all of the phrases in my styles?
> 
> Every Style Ive created that I have saved to mem card is now a mumbo
> jumbo mess of phrases and patches and even different midi data. And I
> had some sweet mixes I was working on..:-(
> 
> Did my RS7K melt down or is it something I did???
> 
> The only thing I have been doing different lately is changing midi
> parameters in the Utility mode and Setup sub mode as I have been
> experimenting with syncing and slaving another drum machine to it.
> 
> Any thoughts as to why this occurred would be very much appreciated.
> 
> Thanks...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16689|16689|2008-06-03 07:54:33|bleekanderton|Slaving the RS7000 to Midi Beat Clock|
Hello, I would like to slave my RS7000 to my DR770 drum machine so the 
tempo is controlled by the DR770. This seems to work fine, except that 
the pattern playing on the DR770 seems to be transmitted as MIDI, where 
it is then played by the RS7000. 

I have found a workaround which involves leaving track 16 unused & 
muted, and I set the DR770 to transmit on channel 16. This way the 
incoming MIDI notes are not played, but I would prefer to do this in a 
way that doesn't require sacrificing a track. I took a look at the MIDI 
filter in the RS, but it only seems to filter outgoing data. The DR has 
no such filter.

Can anyone suggest a better solution? 

Thanks,
Joshua
| 16690|16690|2008-06-03 13:45:03|TOM ROSE|my first youtube video|
Got the Kat a week ago and put this together real quick. See whatcha think... I'll be doing more elaborate setups soon ...I hope Peas

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw

_________________________________________________________________
Now you can invite friends from Facebook and other groups to join you on Windows Live� Messenger. Add now.
https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_AddNow_Now

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16691|16689|2008-06-03 15:18:12|zamisers7k|Re: Slaving the RS7000 to Midi Beat Clock|
Can transmit be set on the DR to be OFF instead of Ch 1-16?

Maybe you could swap and use the RS as Master instead and slave the 
DR from it, the RS can turn its transmit channels off if needed. The 
RS makes a good Master unit if you can switch them.

Anyone else have some better suggestions? I'm thinking there might 
be a better way then that...

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bleekanderton" 
wrote:

>
> Hello, I would like to slave my RS7000 to my DR770 drum machine so 

the 

> tempo is controlled by the DR770. This seems to work fine, except 

that 

> the pattern playing on the DR770 seems to be transmitted as MIDI, 

where 

> it is then played by the RS7000. 
> 
> I have found a workaround which involves leaving track 16 unused & 
> muted, and I set the DR770 to transmit on channel 16. This way the 
> incoming MIDI notes are not played, but I would prefer to do this 

in a 

> way that doesn't require sacrificing a track. I took a look at the 

MIDI 

> filter in the RS, but it only seems to filter outgoing data. The DR 

has 

> no such filter.
> 
> Can anyone suggest a better solution? 
> 
> Thanks,
> Joshua
>

| 16692|16690|2008-06-03 21:56:50|zamisers7k|Re: my first youtube video|
Pretty cool. Seems I've noticed more folks lately getting into 
electronic drumming along with their electronic setups. Am I just 
noticing it more because it seems more intresting to me, or is it a bit 
of a fad as of late, or just getting to be a bit more popular than it 
has been in the past for some other strange reason?

Zam
| 16693|16690|2008-06-04 09:01:39|TOM ROSE|Re: my first youtube video|
I think that when synthesizers showed up, alot of futurists saw the keyboard as part of the old regime. New interfaces are really inspiring as well as bring the happy
(sometimes not so happy) accidents to your music. I love the rs7000 for the interface among a million things. I love the idea of live elektronika being just that... futurejazz
style. I hope to dial this in when I've had my new kitty for more than a week. Thanks for czeching it out.

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: zamise@quantum-source.comDate: Wed, 4 Jun 2008 03:56:49 +0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: my first youtube video

Pretty cool. Seems I've noticed more folks lately getting into electronic drumming along with their electronic setups. Am I just noticing it more because it seems more
intresting to me, or is it a bit of a fad as of late, or just getting to be a bit more popular than it has been in the past for some other strange reason?Zam 

_________________________________________________________________
Search that pays you back! Introducing Live Search cashback.
http://search.live.com/cashback/?&pkw=form=MIJAAF/publ=HMTGL/crea=srchpaysyouback

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16694|16690|2008-06-04 09:49:44|Brigman, Corley|Re: my first youtube video|

>Pretty cool. Seems I've noticed more folks lately getting into

electronic >drumming along with their electronic setups. Am I just
noticing it more >because it seems more intresting to me, or is it a bit
of a fad as of late, >or just getting to be a bit more popular than it
has been in the past for >some other strange reason?

My guess: It's getting cheap. I hate those little drum trigger pads (a
la Yamaha DD-5 or even something cool like the Roland HPD-15 or the SPD
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series). An electronic drum kit actually set up like a real kit is a
completely different animal and 'feels' better. But those have always
been VERY expensive.

Now, you can get a fairly decent Roland or Yamaha hit for like 6-700
bucks,
or (on ebay) on the cheap, there are those cheap Ion kits, as cheap as
like $140! (for the USB version, I think it's like 170-180 for a version
that outputs midi and actually has a drum machine included, a version of
the venerable Alesis SR-16 i think). I've been seriously looking at
picking up one of the cheap sets for my son to play with, as it would
let him play with drums without deafening my wife (or the neighbors). 

Innovations are almost always driven when things get cheap, not when
they are cool. Look at our old friends the 303 and 909 :) 

corley brigman
intel corp.
corley.brigman@intel.com
| 16695|16684|2008-06-05 01:13:03|pegaso1423|Re: Argh...What happened?!?-Problem Solved Thanks-|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pl_sm" wrote:

>
> Yup...it was off and now its back on and Im jammin again..tx
>

Glad you got it sorted. The exact same thing happened to me years ago
and I thought the memory card must be corrupt so I formatted it then
realized the problem... doh, was not happy to lose all my work too a
stupid mistake but it was the last reminder I needed to back up
EVERYTHING, and keep at least 2 copies. 

Got a usb card reader? You can copy then rearrange your memory card on
the pc, just keep folder names less than 6? characters. Then make 2
copies, cdr's are cheap or a usb memory stick etc.
Don't forget to backup drum machine patterns and synth sounds too, all
it takes is a flat internal battery and there all gone, not fun, I
found out the hard way. 

It's easy, just connect the gear to the RS's midi in (or a pc), on the
RS go into a new song and start recording, do a sysex dump on the
gear. When it's finished you can check it's ok in edit, then export
the song to memorycard as a midifile, including the name of the gear
and date in the file name. ( ie dr770, today- dr7_68.mid ) Put it with
the rest of your backups. Also a good idea to include a few .txt files
listing whats in the backup;)

Cheers.

> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:
> >
> > Hey, 
> > Try going back into the utility mode, hit it twice. now press the f4
> button look to see if "voice setup to TG" is set to Off.
> > It needs to be be On. Try this!!
> > 
> > Good Luck
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: pl_sm 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Monday, June 2, 2008 8:24:14 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Argh...What happened?!?
> > 
> > 
> > Hey guys...Maybe someone here might be able to help me figure out why
> > my RS7K decided to change all of the phrases in my styles?
> > 
> > Every Style Ive created that I have saved to mem card is now a mumbo
> > jumbo mess of phrases and patches and even different midi data. And I
> > had some sweet mixes I was working on..:-(
> > 
> > Did my RS7K melt down or is it something I did???
> > 
> > The only thing I have been doing different lately is changing midi
> > parameters in the Utility mode and Setup sub mode as I have been
> > experimenting with syncing and slaving another drum machine to it.
> > 
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> > Any thoughts as to why this occurred would be very much appreciated.
> > 
> > Thanks...
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16696|16689|2008-06-05 01:59:40|pegaso1423|Re: Slaving the RS7000 to Midi Beat Clock|
I think Zam is right, turn transmit off on the dr770, use the RS as
master or live with it how it is. If it's really important you could
get another midi box that will filter the data or channels. Cheapest
thing I can think of is a yamaha pss480 (mine cost $2) (or a 680),
it's really quick & easy to turn the midi filter on or off for any
channel. basic but good 2op fm synth also included or you could just
hide it away. Lot's of other gear will do the same job as well.

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Can transmit be set on the DR to be OFF instead of Ch 1-16?
> 
> Maybe you could swap and use the RS as Master instead and slave the 
> DR from it, the RS can turn its transmit channels off if needed. The 
> RS makes a good Master unit if you can switch them.
> 
> Anyone else have some better suggestions? I'm thinking there might 
> be a better way then that...
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bleekanderton" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hello, I would like to slave my RS7000 to my DR770 drum machine so 
> the 
> > tempo is controlled by the DR770. This seems to work fine, except 
> that 
> > the pattern playing on the DR770 seems to be transmitted as MIDI, 
> where 
> > it is then played by the RS7000. 
> > 
> > I have found a workaround which involves leaving track 16 unused & 
> > muted, and I set the DR770 to transmit on channel 16. This way the 
> > incoming MIDI notes are not played, but I would prefer to do this 
> in a 
> > way that doesn't require sacrificing a track. I took a look at the 
> MIDI 
> > filter in the RS, but it only seems to filter outgoing data. The DR 
> has 
> > no such filter.
> > 
> > Can anyone suggest a better solution? 
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Joshua
> >
>

| 16697|16690|2008-06-05 02:23:30|pegaso1423|Re: my first youtube video|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:

>
> 
> Got the Kat a week ago and put this together real quick. See whatcha

think... I'll be doing more elaborate setups soon ...I hope Peas

> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Nice video and drumming, did you change the sounds with scene or
section? I had a dr55 I used as a controller ages ago but my drumming
with sticks sux so I stick to fingers and the 2 pads on the RS,
wouldn't mind an mpc type controller though.
Have fun.
| 16698|16698|2008-06-05 06:20:22|zamisers7k|Micky is Fine|
I'm gona try to start the Compo by this weekend. I'll come up with 
rules that'll give myself an advantage, just kidding, so far I'm 
thinking it just needs to have a recognizable Micky's beat in it 
somewhere is all.

I'm thinking of giving away a little better synth this time, but we'll 
have to see about that. Thinking about a vintage Yamaha Porta Synth PS-
3 to enduce more entries, thinking, don't mean I will be as of yet, 
just an idea. Also thinking of opening up to not just RS users, anyone 
can create that beat on just about anything.

Let me know if any objections, or anything else that may help out. 
I'll consider it before I get something going this weekend or before 
then.

Zam
| 16699|16690|2008-06-05 06:49:49|TOM ROSE|Re: my first youtube video|
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: pegaso1423@hotmail.com
Date: Thu, 5 Jun 2008 08:23:27 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: my first youtube video

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:

>

> 

> Got the Kat a week ago and put this together real quick. See whatcha

think... I'll be doing more elaborate setups soon ...I hope Peas

> 

> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw

Nice video and drumming, did you change the sounds with scene or

section? I had a dr55 I used as a controller ages ago but my drumming

with sticks sux so I stick to fingers and the 2 pads on the RS,

wouldn't mind an mpc type controller though.

Have fun.
The sounds change because you can stack 8 notes on each pad and have them trigger by velocity, alternates or utter randomness. Cool for a 1996 controller... 

Thanks 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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_________________________________________________________________
It�s easy to add contacts from Facebook and other social sites through Windows Live� Messenger. Learn how.
https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_LearnHow

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16700|1220|2008-06-05 07:19:40|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /Mickey.mp3 
Uploaded by : mofo1415 <mofo1414@msn.com> 
Description : Mickey compo mashup mp3 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Mickey.mp3 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htmlfiles

Regards,

mofo1415 <mofo1414@msn.com>
| 16701|16701|2008-06-05 07:22:01|TOM ROSE|Re: Micky is mo betta|
Hey the guys with the other equipment are the ones at a disadvantage. Kill the dancefloor any way you can. Got something for an added bonus mash-up stylie. Uploaded
to the yahoo gods.

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Thu, 5 Jun 2008 12:20:21 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Micky is Fine

I'm gona try to start the Compo by this weekend. I'll come up with 
rules that'll give myself an advantage, just kidding, so far I'm 
thinking it just needs to have a recognizable Micky's beat in it 
somewhere is all.

I'm thinking of giving away a little better synth this time, but we'll 
have to see about that. Thinking about a vintage Yamaha Porta Synth PS-
3 to enduce more entries, thinking, don't mean I will be as of yet, 
just an idea. Also thinking of opening up to not just RS users, anyone 
can create that beat on just about anything.

Let me know if any objections, or anything else that may help out. 
I'll consider it before I get something going this weekend or before 
then.

Zam

_________________________________________________________________
Search that pays you back! Introducing Live Search cashback.
http://search.live.com/cashback/?&pkw=form=MIJAAF/publ=HMTGL/crea=srchpaysyouback

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16702|16690|2008-06-05 08:40:40|Markus|Re: my first youtube video|
Very nice Tom.Shame about the youtube quality but the drumming was
solid.I have a padkontrol which i wanted to hook up to the RS but i
need to get a korg power supply for it.Anyway your video got me
thinking i need to sort that out!Also,Want! <3

https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_LearnHow
mailto:mofo1414@msn.com
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Cheers!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> Got the Kat a week ago and put this together real quick. See whatcha
think... I'll be doing more elaborate setups soon ...I hope Peas
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw

| 16703|16690|2008-06-05 09:04:22|TOM ROSE|Re: my first youtube video|
Thanks, the Rs community is a kind bunch. Get that adapter! I think the more stuff you have to bang on the less you need a psychiatrist. That Padkontrol has some nifty
feature sets, Rolls on a kaos type pad etc Real kool.

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk
Date: Thu, 5 Jun 2008 14:40:39 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: my first youtube video

Very nice Tom.Shame about the youtube quality but the drumming was

solid.I have a padkontrol which i wanted to hook up to the RS but i

need to get a korg power supply for it.Anyway your video got me

thinking i need to sort that out!Also,Want! <3

Cheers!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:

>

> 

> Got the Kat a week ago and put this together real quick. See whatcha

think... I'll be doing more elaborate setups soon ...I hope Peas

> 

> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw
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_________________________________________________________________
Search that pays you back! Introducing Live Search cashback.
http://search.live.com/cashback/?&pkw=form=MIJAAF/publ=HMTGL/crea=srchpaysyouback

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16704|16704|2008-06-05 10:27:27|Markus|Liveset Part 1|
Hey RSers!

Here's a liveset i've been working on.Breakbeat.Part one is pretty
much complete:

http://www.fileden.com/files/2008/6/4/1945097/phosphorescence.mp3

The idea is that i produce my own tracks and then mix em live,doing it
differently each time.I used the RS for the snare roll and the crash
so not much of the RS in this track but important nonetheless ;)

Enjoy!
| 16705|16704|2008-06-05 13:42:57|TOM ROSE|Re: Liveset Part 1|
Nice. Sound quality is great. What is the kit you are using?

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk
Date: Thu, 5 Jun 2008 16:27:24 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Liveset Part 1

Hey RSers!

Here's a liveset i've been working on.Breakbeat.Part one is pretty

much complete:

http://www.fileden.com/files/2008/6/4/1945097/phosphorescence.mp3

The idea is that i produce my own tracks and then mix em live,doing it

differently each time.I used the RS for the snare roll and the crash

so not much of the RS in this track but important nonetheless ;)

Enjoy!

http://search.live.com/cashback/?&pkw=form=MIJAAF/publ=HMTGL/crea=srchpaysyouback
http://www.fileden.com/files/2008/6/4/1945097/phosphorescence.mp3
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_________________________________________________________________
Instantly invite friends from Facebook and other social networks to join you on Windows Live� Messenger.
https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_InviteFriends

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16706|16704|2008-06-05 14:29:03|Markus|Re: Liveset Part 1|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:

>
> 
> Nice. Sound quality is great. What is the kit you are using?
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: trevnefeliet@...
> Date: Thu, 5 Jun 2008 16:27:24 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Liveset Part 1

Thanks Tom.Ableton Live running on a laptop with various vst plugins
and fx.On the master i used the PSP mixpack plugins which are
excellent.I forgot,the pad at the beginning is the korg r3 run through
the lofi effect on the RS which i'd recorded previously but fit really
well.Wish i had a vsti version of that synth..Glad to hear it sounds
good,i've uploaded mp3s before and the conversion usually sounds crap.

Cheers.
| 16707|16704|2008-06-05 20:07:53|Markus|Re: Liveset Part 1|
Forgot the most important bit!I use a focusrite saffire le.Great
quality for a budget soundcard.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> Nice. Sound quality is great. What is the kit you are using?

| 16708|16708|2008-06-05 20:54:44|slipknotfkr|Rs7000 to RM1X|
Hi All,

A buddy of mine has a RM1X and I was wondering if anyone knows if I
can save my RS7000 patterns so that his RM1X can read them.

Thanks,

Dave
| 16709|16708|2008-06-06 01:57:08|pegaso1423|Re: Rs7000 to RM1X|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slipknotfkr" wrote:

>
> Hi All,
> 
> A buddy of mine has a RM1X and I was wondering if anyone knows if I
> can save my RS7000 patterns so that his RM1X can read them.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_InviteFriends
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hi,
press save twice for export and select smf as the file type, this will
save the sequence (but not the sound or sample) as a standard midi
file (*.mid) the rm1x can import. write down what sound was in each
track and try and recreate it on the rm1x, I think they might share
some waveforms. If your pattern has samples and your friend has a
sampler you can export them as .wav which most samplers can import.
cheers.
| 16710|16701|2008-06-06 02:24:04|zamisers7k|Re: Micky is mo betta|
I was not expecting that, heh... If anyone wants to add that too, as 
part of a mash that is cool, but just so nobody gets confussed its the 
Toni Basil - Hey Mickey song I'll want to hear the beat to somewhere in 
it.

I'll leave that file up for a bit, but I'll prob take it down later, 
don't wan't to clutter the file section here up with non RS stuff. 
I'll try to get us a site or something where we can post mp3s and stuff 
pertaining to this compo.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Hey the guys with the other equipment are the ones at a disadvantage. 
Kill the dancefloor any way you can. Got something for an added bonus 
mash-up stylie. Uploaded to the yahoo gods.
>

| 16711|16711|2008-06-06 04:45:28|zamisers7k|Mickey is Fine RS Pattern Files for Compo|
I took a bit of time on this, tried to make it proper as possible.

Download the two files here and load them up in Pattern Mode:

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/

Remix Time!

Its kind of basic still, with basic voices, but you can float through 
Sections A-H and you'll have a basic Hey Mickey song on your RS. I 
left plenty of room hopefully for adding some tracks and can always 
do simple some simple voice edits too. Tracks 7, 10, 11,13, 15, and 
16 is where I'd suggest adding more stuff to it to, the other tracks 
might have something on them already. You'll see if you try it out.

I'll have something a little more official by this weekend as far as 
rules, prize, or anything else, so get a jump start on it if you wish 
and d/l it now and start tweeking.

Let me know if something don't work right or anything else...

Zam
| 16712|16711|2008-06-06 07:47:50|TOM ROSE|Re: Mickey is Fine RS Pattern Files for Compo|
Thanks Zam!!! Couldn't help myself with the march. cheers!

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Fri, 6 Jun 2008 10:45:25 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Mickey is Fine RS Pattern Files for Compo
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I took a bit of time on this, tried to make it proper as possible.

Download the two files here and load them up in Pattern Mode:

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/

Remix Time!

Its kind of basic still, with basic voices, but you can float through 

Sections A-H and you'll have a basic Hey Mickey song on your RS. I 

left plenty of room hopefully for adding some tracks and can always 

do simple some simple voice edits too. Tracks 7, 10, 11,13, 15, and 

16 is where I'd suggest adding more stuff to it to, the other tracks 

might have something on them already. You'll see if you try it out.

I'll have something a little more official by this weekend as far as 

rules, prize, or anything else, so get a jump start on it if you wish 

and d/l it now and start tweeking.

Let me know if something don't work right or anything else...

Zam

_________________________________________________________________
Search that pays you back! Introducing Live Search cashback.
http://search.live.com/cashback/?&pkw=form=MIJAAF/publ=HMTGL/crea=srchpaysyouback

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16713|16708|2008-06-06 12:41:03|dc|Re: Rs7000 to RM1X|
Thanks man I'll give that a try.

Dave

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/
http://search.live.com/cashback/?&pkw=form=MIJAAF/publ=HMTGL/crea=srchpaysyouback


-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of pegaso1423
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2008 3:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Rs7000 to RM1X

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,
"slipknotfkr" wrote:

>
> Hi All,
> 
> A buddy of mine has a RM1X and I was wondering if anyone knows if I
> can save my RS7000 patterns so that his RM1X can read them.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

hi,
press save twice for export and select smf as the file type, this will
save the sequence (but not the sound or sample) as a standard midi
file (*.mid) the rm1x can import. write down what sound was in each
track and try and recreate it on the rm1x, I think they might share
some waveforms. If your pattern has samples and your friend has a
sampler you can export them as .wav which most samplers can import.
cheers. 

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG.
Version: 8.0.100 / Virus Database: 270.0.0/1487 - Release Date: 6/6/2008
8:01 AM

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16714|16704|2008-06-06 17:57:55|Markus|Re: Liveset Part 1|
Did anyone else have a listen?
| 16715|16704|2008-06-06 19:06:04|zamisers7k|Re: Liveset Part 1|
Sounded pretty freaking awesome to me. Its got some quite crispy 
sounds in it. Glad you got the RS in there. Maybe work on making the 
transitions a little smoother or tighter, unless you like them a little 
rough and loose, took a while for things to get going or moving in it, 
that can be good its nothing bad, transitions are always the toughest 
parts for me, can always nit pick and find something to make better I'm 
sure, but its already extreamly great as it is too.

Zam
| 16716|16716|2008-06-07 02:18:38|zamisers7k|Transpose not working on tracks 9-16?|
I've prob asked this before, I know I've ran into it before...

Anyway, after coping a track from the drum side 1-8trks, which don't 
transpose via the transpose button, over to the synth side trks 9-16 
which supposed to transpose it still don't transpose, and I want to get 
the transpose button to function in it again.

Any ideas? Without having to go through a lot of trouble of clearing 
the track and re-entering notes manually?

Zam
| 16717|16704|2008-06-07 06:26:06|Markus|Re: Liveset Part 1|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Sounded pretty freaking awesome to me. Its got some quite crispy 
> sounds in it. Glad you got the RS in there. Maybe work on making the 
> transitions a little smoother or tighter, unless you like them a little 
> rough and loose, took a while for things to get going or moving in it, 
> that can be good its nothing bad, transitions are always the toughest 
> parts for me, can always nit pick and find something to make better I'm 
> sure, but its already extreamly great as it is too.
> 
> Zam
>

Thanks Zam.Transitions are tough for me as well and your right, a few
parts of the track need tightening up.i wanted to get some feedback on
th mix as it's quite long.Next i'll go in and do some deeper
editing on the structure.I'll post the new version when it's
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finished.Thanks for listening mate,appreciate your feedback.Cheers,

-Markus
| 16718|16716|2008-06-07 10:02:02|pegaso1423|Re: Transpose not working on tracks 9-16?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I've prob asked this before, I know I've ran into it before...
> 
> Anyway, after coping a track from the drum side 1-8trks, which don't 
> transpose via the transpose button, over to the synth side trks 9-16 
> which supposed to transpose it still don't transpose, and I want to get 
> the transpose button to function in it again.
> 
> Any ideas? Without having to go through a lot of trouble of clearing 
> the track and re-entering notes manually?
> 
> Zam
>

go to pattern screen 2 (patch) and press record, you can turn
transpose on or off for each track. also if you want different sounds
on the same track for different sections then select the sound here
and in mixer select **phrase** as the sound. Obviously a phrase can
only have 1 sound assigned to it so use copy phrase job if you want
the same phrase with a different sound on the same track. The
(1-16)different sounds on the same track will share the track/knob
settings though so use scene memory when you change sections ;)
This could be used for example in Toms drumcat video, change to
section B scene 2 and have a completely different sound setup...

Cheers.
| 16719|16704|2008-06-07 10:15:07|pegaso1423|Re: Liveset Part 1|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>i wanted to get some feedback on
> th mix as it's quite long.Next i'll go in and do some deeper
> editing on the structure.

Nice production, sounds great. The only thing I didn't like was the
sound that kept panning left then right for almost the entire song,
maybe a break in the middle? I really liked the last bit but not sure
if it's the intro to the next song in the liveset, if it's the same
song maybe move some of that to the beginning and middle would be cool...

Cheers.
| 16720|16704|2008-06-07 18:27:06|Markus|Re: Liveset Part 1|
Thanks pegaso.Was it the sound itself,the or the repeatin?I wanted to
change it throughout but it's part of a backing track i recorded
earlier.I'm going to jazz it up next,i just wanted to get a good mix
and the feedback on that is good so i can focus on the arrangement and
the next part of the set.The ending is the intro to the next song,glad
you liked it.Thanks for listening! 8^b

-Markus. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >i wanted to get some feedback on
> > th mix as it's quite long.Next i'll go in and do some deeper
> > editing on the structure.
> 
> Nice production, sounds great. The only thing I didn't like was the
> sound that kept panning left then right for almost the entire song,
> maybe a break in the middle? I really liked the last bit but not sure
> if it's the intro to the next song in the liveset, if it's the same
> song maybe move some of that to the beginning and middle would be
cool...
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 16721|16716|2008-06-08 23:19:07|zamisers7k|Re: Transpose not working on tracks 9-16?|

> go to pattern screen 2 (patch) and press record, you can turn
> transpose on or off for each track. also if you want different 

sounds
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> on the same track for different sections then select the sound here
> and in mixer select **phrase** as the sound. Obviously a phrase can
> only have 1 sound assigned to it so use copy phrase job if you want
> the same phrase with a different sound on the same track. The
> (1-16)different sounds on the same track will share the track/knob
> settings though so use scene memory when you change sections ;)
> This could be used for example in Toms drumcat video, change to
> section B scene 2 and have a completely different sound setup...
> 
> Cheers.
>

Thannks Pegaso! You da man! I never knew I could go in there and do 
record like that and bring up some extra options. Truely awesome! 

Anyone whos following this with the Mickey Remix and d/led my 
Patterns should take note too on this, its why I asked because I 
couldn't get the synth tracks to transpose.

Got to finish officialating the official rules on it before weekend 
is up.

Thanks again Pegaso!

Zam
| 16722|16722|2008-06-09 00:06:19|zamisers7k|Mickey Remix Competition Rules|
1. The Rules are subject to change. This is an unsanctioned event. 
Its informal, meaning its not formal, we are to have fun with it. If 
any legal issues arise, or it becomes unfun due to copyrights or any 
other kind of garbage I'll stop the whole thing.

2. I've decided the prize will be a semi rare Vintage Yamaha PS-3 
synthesizer, owned by me, and though its a pretty cool, old, and 
cheap little synthesizer with some minor problems too I might add, it 
does work for the most part. Nothing to cry over if you don't win 
it, but cool enough to hopefully get some folks partisipating.

3. Make a Mickey remix. I've provided some files to help the RS 
users with it already, they are at:

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/

You don't have to use them or your RS to make it, but you might 
gain extra points from the RS folks around here when it gets to be 
judged. Also extra credit to having at least some part of it 
recognizable as being from the Toni Basil - Mickey song. If all of 
it sounds completely unrecognizable, I see no point in using that 
song or any song to do a remix. Don't make it identical either, use 
your brain a bit and this concept of remixing should make sense to 
most, hopefully.

4. Submit it. Due Date: Midnight of july 15th 2008 Mountain 
Standard Time. I'll be wanting standard formated .mp3s. I've not 
found a place to post them yet, but I will as things get going and we 
start finishing our remixes. Can send them to me via email, or link 
to them from your own site will work cool too. Include any info 
you'd like to include with, names, contact info etc.

5. Judging, I suppose we'll vote on it some how, I've still got to 
figure this out, but I'm probably going to have final say who gets 
the prize. I don't want to give it to anyone who cheated or did 
anything that completely smells fishy, but I hope we as group can 
come to a conclusion or definative choice to whom will get the prize.

6. I'll send the prize and you'll get kudos from the rest of the 
RS7000 group too hopefully.

Thanks all, hope its fun, and I'll try to stay on top of things as 
best as I can, any questions or anything you are welcome to email me 
or ask the group about it too.

Zam
| 16723|16723|2008-06-09 05:53:34|elektric_shaker0888|hello ... RS7000 Community ...|

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/


hello every one i have a litle surprise for the group specially to
moderators and all the people who still believe that the machine is
alive well here goes :

http://www.zeromotion.co.uk/terminalstation/audio/subliminal_senses/subliminal_senses-time_of_changes/Subliminal_Senses-Time_of_Changes.rar

some fruit of working of and trying to keep this feeling alive.
CC - creative commons license / read license

Free to listen, download and perform all made in RS7000 and external
record devices.
| 16724|16716|2008-06-09 16:12:30|TOM ROSE|Re: Transpose not working on tracks 9-16?|
Many thanks Pegaso! You are so da man! Seriously proud and pleased to be hanging with you guys. This machine just blows my mind and this group is so deep. I'm going
to do that as soon as I get back to my setup. 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Mon, 9 Jun 2008 05:19:06 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Transpose not working on tracks 9-16?

> go to pattern screen 2 (patch) and press record, you can turn

> transpose on or off for each track. also if you want different 

sounds

> on the same track for different sections then select the sound here

> and in mixer select **phrase** as the sound. Obviously a phrase can

> only have 1 sound assigned to it so use copy phrase job if you want

> the same phrase with a different sound on the same track. The

> (1-16)different sounds on the same track will share the track/knob

> settings though so use scene memory when you change sections ;)

> This could be used for example in Toms drumcat video, change to

> section B scene 2 and have a completely different sound setup...

> 

> Cheers.

>

Thannks Pegaso! You da man! I never knew I could go in there and do 

record like that and bring up some extra options. Truely awesome! 

Anyone whos following this with the Mickey Remix and d/led my 
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Patterns should take note too on this, its why I asked because I 

couldn't get the synth tracks to transpose.

Got to finish officialating the official rules on it before weekend 

is up.

Thanks again Pegaso!

Zam 

_________________________________________________________________
It�s easy to add contacts from Facebook and other social sites through Windows Live� Messenger. Learn how.
https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_LearnHow

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16725|16722|2008-06-09 16:21:19|TOM ROSE|Re: Mickey Remix Competition Rules|
Sounds great. Very kind of you Zam to provide the prize. I look forward to what you guys come up with! I'm starting soon...
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Mon, 9 Jun 2008 06:06:18 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Mickey Remix Competition Rules

1. The Rules are subject to change. This is an unsanctioned event. 

Its informal, meaning its not formal, we are to have fun with it. If 

any legal issues arise, or it becomes unfun due to copyrights or any 

other kind of garbage I'll stop the whole thing.

https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_LearnHow
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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2. I've decided the prize will be a semi rare Vintage Yamaha PS-3 

synthesizer, owned by me, and though its a pretty cool, old, and 

cheap little synthesizer with some minor problems too I might add, it 

does work for the most part. Nothing to cry over if you don't win 

it, but cool enough to hopefully get some folks partisipating.

3. Make a Mickey remix. I've provided some files to help the RS 

users with it already, they are at:

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/

You don't have to use them or your RS to make it, but you might 

gain extra points from the RS folks around here when it gets to be 

judged. Also extra credit to having at least some part of it 

recognizable as being from the Toni Basil - Mickey song. If all of 

it sounds completely unrecognizable, I see no point in using that 

song or any song to do a remix. Don't make it identical either, use 

your brain a bit and this concept of remixing should make sense to 

most, hopefully.

4. Submit it. Due Date: Midnight of july 15th 2008 Mountain 

Standard Time. I'll be wanting standard formated .mp3s. I've not 

found a place to post them yet, but I will as things get going and we 

start finishing our remixes. Can send them to me via email, or link 

to them from your own site will work cool too. Include any info 

you'd like to include with, names, contact info etc.

5. Judging, I suppose we'll vote on it some how, I've still got to 

figure this out, but I'm probably going to have final say who gets 

the prize. I don't want to give it to anyone who cheated or did 

anything that completely smells fishy, but I hope we as group can 

come to a conclusion or definative choice to whom will get the prize.

6. I'll send the prize and you'll get kudos from the rest of the 

RS7000 group too hopefully.

Thanks all, hope its fun, and I'll try to stay on top of things as 

best as I can, any questions or anything you are welcome to email me 

or ask the group about it too.

http://www.quantum-source.com/mickey/RSfiles/


Zam

_________________________________________________________________
It�s easy to add contacts from Facebook and other social sites through Windows Live� Messenger. Learn how.
https://www.invite2messenger.net/im/?source=TXT_EML_WLH_LearnHow

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16726|16635|2008-06-09 16:56:20|moroeat|Re: Grid Groove?|
can the grid groove parameters be controlled with sysex commands ?

greets

moroe
| 16727|16635|2008-06-09 17:18:22|zamisers7k|Re: Grid Groove?|
I don't think so, but I could be wrong about that and it might can do 
it. Have you checked out page 326 in the manual? It goes over some 
SysEx stuff, but I don't see anything on Grid Groove, so I'm not sure, 
anyone else know for sure?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moroeat" wrote:
>
> can the grid groove parameters be controlled with sysex commands ?
> 
> greets
> 
> moroe
>

| 16728|16723|2008-06-09 19:37:30|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 Community ...|
Sweet, all RS! I'll check it out soonest I get a chance...

Zam
| 16729|16729|2008-06-10 15:46:01|rustyjames54|volume leveling|
Hi It's Rusty James. I jus did a cool cover, Pink Floyd Money. I used
the RS sampler to sample all the cash register sounds with a condenser
mike I got and it worked so good it's just funny. Now that I have
about eight songs I noticed that some of them are a little louder than
others, so what I was wondering is what is the easiest way to level
the volume of your songs, is there a master for each song, or do you
have to remix the song at a different volume? I want a quick and dirty
method and I hope there is one, you RS savants would be the ones to
know. So am I stuck remixing my tracks at a different volume or I just
haven't figured out the right way to do this task.
Thanx a million; Rusty
| 16730|16729|2008-06-10 17:52:45|zamisers7k|Re: volume leveling|
Quick and dirtiest is to ride the Master Volume. There are several 
other dirty ways too, but I'm thinking you want the levels to be 
roughly the same for each song so you don't have to do that every 
time. I don't know of a clear cut and fast way off the top of my head, 
but you can adjust and boost many levels through the Master pad #0 and 
Mixer above the Master buton and those should store to the pattern and 
tracks.

There is also the velocity knob for each track, don't always have to 
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turn up the rest but can also turn the higher or louder ones down may 
help. And my favorite, I almost always keep the Master Effects set to 
Mult Comp. then I ride those setting quite a bit, difrent for each song.

Also I usually do a normalize on my .wav files after recording and try 
get them sounding roughly close to the same levels, theres always one 
or two peaks though cause problems. 

Anyway, hope one way or another works for ya, there are probably more 
ways too, so good luck whichever way you wind up doing it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" wrote:
>
> Hi It's Rusty James. I jus did a cool cover, Pink Floyd Money. I used
> the RS sampler to sample all the cash register sounds with a condenser
> mike I got and it worked so good it's just funny. Now that I have
> about eight songs I noticed that some of them are a little louder than
> others, so what I was wondering is what is the easiest way to level
> the volume of your songs, is there a master for each song, or do you
> have to remix the song at a different volume? I want a quick and dirty
> method and I hope there is one, you RS savants would be the ones to
> know. So am I stuck remixing my tracks at a different volume or I just
> haven't figured out the right way to do this task.
> Thanx a million; Rusty
>

| 16731|16723|2008-06-11 00:37:36|zamisers7k|Re: hello ... RS7000 Community ...|
Listened to majority of your CD.

The artwork was pretty cool. I like 06 Wild Cat the best. A lot of 
good sounding drums going on throughout it, would of liked to hear some 
more synthy stuff too. Most of the sounds you chose where good, and 
surprised at how well the RS sounded, there were a few sounds that 
where kind of dry or weak, but not many, those may have sounded better 
with some tweaking or another synth, but over all it was pretty tight, 
sortof tribal, danceable, maybe trancy too. Good work!

Zam
| 16732|16732|2008-06-16 03:35:50|zamisers7k|Mickey Live|
Some inspiration to make better for compo...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdfMiNDHbWg

Still fun no matter if suck or great, heheh.

Zam
| 16733|16729|2008-06-16 06:27:00|rustyjames54|Re: volume leveling|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Thanks, been back at work so I haven't had a chance to try these but

thanks in advance..,Rusty
| 16734|16734|2008-06-17 15:33:47|triboo0501|memory issue on my rs|
hi everyone ,
i'm new here and i enjoy there is so many people loving rs!
i recently bought a pair of two SIMM 2x32mo, and i was so exited that i could sample! the 
fact is after 3 samples recorded, i have my disk card memory full.
So i was wondering if anyone has a card disk to sell or even a SCSI connect.Maybe someone 
could give me some advice to be able to have more than 3 samples on a pattern...
thanks!!
| 16735|16735|2008-06-17 15:34:23|Glenn Fin|Syncing with MTC|
Hey folks... I'm new to the RS and I'm hoping I can get some opinions.

Does anyone sync up their RS to a digital audio recorder using MTC? I'd 
like to hear your experiences.. I know it says it's possible in the 
manual, but sometimes reality is, well you know.. (grin)

I'd like to use the MTC out from my Tascam recorder and have the RS 
slave to it..

Any success or problems with this? anybody?

Thanks!
| 16736|16734|2008-06-17 15:53:39|zamisers7k|Re: memory issue on my rs|
Make sure the SIMMs are to specifications, see the manual for that, 
because if they arn't there is a good chance problems of many various 
kinds can occur. The ones you got probably arn't even being 
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recognized at all by the RS.

I've not tried ordering these, but here ya go for Yamaha approved 
SIMMs and SM Cards:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

You may need to cut and paste that link in to your address bar in two 
sections, its supposed to be one line, but yahoo bites it sometimes.

Good luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triboo0501" wrote:
>
> hi everyone ,
> i'm new here and i enjoy there is so many people loving rs!
> i recently bought a pair of two SIMM 2x32mo, and i was so exited 
that i could sample! the 
> fact is after 3 samples recorded, i have my disk card memory full.
> So i was wondering if anyone has a card disk to sell or even a SCSI 
connect.Maybe someone 
> could give me some advice to be able to have more than 3 samples on 
a pattern...
> thanks!!
>

| 16737|16735|2008-06-17 16:01:05|zamisers7k|Re: Syncing with MTC|
I think I did use MTC from my computer once to slave my RS, don't 
remember which card it was going through, but it seemed to do fine if I 
remember right.

Some people have said the RS has timing issues here and there, but I 
continue to remain skeptical about their claims. Anyhow, give it a 
shot, it shouldn't hurt, and see what happens with it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
>
> Hey folks... I'm new to the RS and I'm hoping I can get some opinions.
> 
> Does anyone sync up their RS to a digital audio recorder using MTC? 
I'd 
> like to hear your experiences.. I know it says it's possible in the 
> manual, but sometimes reality is, well you know.. (grin)
> 
> I'd like to use the MTC out from my Tascam recorder and have the RS 
> slave to it..
> 
> Any success or problems with this? anybody?
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 16738|16738|2008-06-18 09:08:06|Glenn Fin|Some help from the experts please?|
Ok, first an apology... I should have read through the archives 
before posting my questions in my other post "syncing to MTC" .... 
Now that I've done that, I can see quite a few helpful posts 
from "Robert" and others on this subject.

Now to back pedal a bit.... I'm a guitarist that also plays 
keyboards, bass, drums and Chapman stick. My original music is mostly 
Rock, prog-rock, with a healthy does of ambient weird stuff thrown 
in. I am not into hip-hop, dance music, etc, so I don't need a "beat 
box" per say. I also have a nice collection of synth sound modules. I 
would like to purchase a LINEAR hardware sequencer to use with my 
digital multitrack that will reliably lock to the MIDI timecode 
output from the multitrack . The multitrack generates both MTC and 
MIDI clock. Some of the tracks in my songs will be recorded audio 
tracks (guitars, bass, vocals) others will be MIDI sequenced tracks 
(keyboards, Roland V-drums).

At one time I owned an QY700 and was very happy with it. (now very 
sorry I sold it) I've been looking at the RS7000 as my linear 
hardware sequencer solution but I'm wondering if this may be over 
kill...Also, even after looking at the RS manual, I'm still not sure 
if the RS can be used as a true linear sequencer (not having to chain 
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patterns together).

Another issue to consider is the storage thing... the RS is one of 
the few hardware sequencers that allows storage to a memory card... 
The QY700 and my other consideration the Roland MC-80, only have 
floppy storage although I'm assuming I can do a MIDI dump with both 
of these...

I'd love to hear everyone's comments........

The QY700 seems to be very hard to find as does the MC-80, but there 
appear to be plenty of RS7000's available...

Thanks!!!!

Glennfin
| 16739|16734|2008-06-18 10:36:35|bleekanderton|Re: memory issue on my rs|
I bought one of these to use with my RS and it is working out quite 
well. It's lighter and less bulky than an external SCSI HD, and more 
reliable. Looks like there is one left:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&rd=1&item=370024780853&ssPageName=STRK:MEWA:IT&ih=024

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "triboo0501" wrote:
>
> hi everyone ,
> i'm new here and i enjoy there is so many people loving rs!
> i recently bought a pair of two SIMM 2x32mo, and i was so exited 
that i could sample! the 
> fact is after 3 samples recorded, i have my disk card memory full.
> So i was wondering if anyone has a card disk to sell or even a SCSI 
connect.Maybe someone 
> could give me some advice to be able to have more than 3 samples on 
a pattern...
> thanks!!
>

| 16740|16738|2008-06-18 15:48:47|zamisers7k|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
Hi again Glenn,

The RS does do linear sequencing, it does it mainly in what it calls 
Song Mode. Can also do it in Pattern Mode too if you want, but Song 
Mode is probably better for it. It also shouldn't give you any more 
trouble syncing up to your computer or anything else that anything 
else would not give you trouble with syncing. Um that was probably a 
double negative statement and made no sense at all? It don't have 
DIN sync tho, but you shouldn't have to worry about that hopefully. 
The RS might be overkill for your needs, however, it'll be the good 
kind of overkill if thats possible. Seems everyone has a bit of 
trouble getting over the initial learning curve on it, but if you had 
a QY700 at one time then you might find some of the basics familar to 
you already. There will be some big difrences, but hopefully if you 
get it then you'll see most of it is a vast improvement over the QY 
series. If your looking to get away a bit cheaper maybe also maybe 
look into a Yamaha RM1X too. The RS7000 is where its at though.

Hope I covered everything?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
>
> Ok, first an apology... I should have read through the archives 
> before posting my questions in my other post "syncing to MTC" .... 
> Now that I've done that, I can see quite a few helpful posts 
> from "Robert" and others on this subject.
> 
> Now to back pedal a bit.... I'm a guitarist that also plays 
> keyboards, bass, drums and Chapman stick. My original music is 
mostly 
> Rock, prog-rock, with a healthy does of ambient weird stuff thrown 
> in. I am not into hip-hop, dance music, etc, so I don't need 
a "beat 
> box" per say. I also have a nice collection of synth sound modules. 
I 
> would like to purchase a LINEAR hardware sequencer to use with my 
> digital multitrack that will reliably lock to the MIDI timecode 
> output from the multitrack . The multitrack generates both MTC and 
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> MIDI clock. Some of the tracks in my songs will be recorded audio 
> tracks (guitars, bass, vocals) others will be MIDI sequenced tracks 
> (keyboards, Roland V-drums).
> 
> At one time I owned an QY700 and was very happy with it. (now very 
> sorry I sold it) I've been looking at the RS7000 as my linear 
> hardware sequencer solution but I'm wondering if this may be over 
> kill...Also, even after looking at the RS manual, I'm still not 
sure 
> if the RS can be used as a true linear sequencer (not having to 
chain 
> patterns together).
> 
> Another issue to consider is the storage thing... the RS is one of 
> the few hardware sequencers that allows storage to a memory card... 
> The QY700 and my other consideration the Roland MC-80, only have 
> floppy storage although I'm assuming I can do a MIDI dump with both 
> of these...
> 
> I'd love to hear everyone's comments........
> 
> The QY700 seems to be very hard to find as does the MC-80, but 
there 
> appear to be plenty of RS7000's available...
> 
> Thanks!!!!
> 
> Glennfin
>

| 16741|16738|2008-06-19 06:25:45|Glenn Fin|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
Hi Zam and thanks very much for the reply and info.

I think I will go with the RS7000. I also checked out the RM1X and 
that looks pretty interesting except it uses a floppy drive for 
storage (like the QY700). Being able to store sequences on a memory 
card and move them to a PC with a standard card reader is a nice 
feature for backup purposes. I'm hoping there are some decent usable 
drum sounds in the RS, not just the typical cardboard box sounding 
hip-hop drums...

Thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi again Glenn,
> 
> The RS does do linear sequencing, it does it mainly in what it 
calls 
> Song Mode. Can also do it in Pattern Mode too if you want, but 
Song 
> Mode is probably better for it. It also shouldn't give you any 
more 
> trouble syncing up to your computer or anything else that anything 
> else would not give you trouble with syncing. Um that was probably 
a 
> double negative statement and made no sense at all? It don't have 
> DIN sync tho, but you shouldn't have to worry about that 
hopefully. 
> The RS might be overkill for your needs, however, it'll be the good 
> kind of overkill if thats possible. Seems everyone has a bit of 
> trouble getting over the initial learning curve on it, but if you 
had 
> a QY700 at one time then you might find some of the basics familar 
to 
> you already. There will be some big difrences, but hopefully if 
you 
> get it then you'll see most of it is a vast improvement over the QY 
> series. If your looking to get away a bit cheaper maybe also maybe 
> look into a Yamaha RM1X too. The RS7000 is where its at though.
> 
> Hope I covered everything?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, first an apology... I should have read through the archives 
> > before posting my questions in my other post "syncing to 
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MTC" .... 
> > Now that I've done that, I can see quite a few helpful posts 
> > from "Robert" and others on this subject.
> > 
> > Now to back pedal a bit.... I'm a guitarist that also plays 
> > keyboards, bass, drums and Chapman stick. My original music is 
> mostly 
> > Rock, prog-rock, with a healthy does of ambient weird stuff 
thrown 
> > in. I am not into hip-hop, dance music, etc, so I don't need 
> a "beat 
> > box" per say. I also have a nice collection of synth sound 
modules. 
> I 
> > would like to purchase a LINEAR hardware sequencer to use with my 
> > digital multitrack that will reliably lock to the MIDI timecode 
> > output from the multitrack . The multitrack generates both MTC 
and 
> > MIDI clock. Some of the tracks in my songs will be recorded audio 
> > tracks (guitars, bass, vocals) others will be MIDI sequenced 
tracks 
> > (keyboards, Roland V-drums).
> > 
> > At one time I owned an QY700 and was very happy with it. (now 
very 
> > sorry I sold it) I've been looking at the RS7000 as my linear 
> > hardware sequencer solution but I'm wondering if this may be over 
> > kill...Also, even after looking at the RS manual, I'm still not 
> sure 
> > if the RS can be used as a true linear sequencer (not having to 
> chain 
> > patterns together).
> > 
> > Another issue to consider is the storage thing... the RS is one 
of 
> > the few hardware sequencers that allows storage to a memory 
card... 
> > The QY700 and my other consideration the Roland MC-80, only have 
> > floppy storage although I'm assuming I can do a MIDI dump with 
both 
> > of these...
> > 
> > I'd love to hear everyone's comments........
> > 
> > The QY700 seems to be very hard to find as does the MC-80, but 
> there 
> > appear to be plenty of RS7000's available...
> > 
> > Thanks!!!!
> > 
> > Glennfin
> >
>

| 16742|16738|2008-06-19 07:02:29|Ian Vine|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
The patterns in the RS can be up to 256 bars in length, which works out around 8 1/2 minutes at 120bpm. Each pattern also has 16 sections which you can switch
between using a footswitch
As far as druim sounds go there is a good selection, and if those don't fit your sound you can create your own sampled kit.
IanV

----- Original Message ----
From: Glenn Fin <glennfin@triad.rr.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 1:25:41 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?

Hi Zam and thanks very much for the reply and info.

I think I will go with the RS7000. I also checked out the RM1X and 
that looks pretty interesting except it uses a floppy drive for 
storage (like the QY700). Being able to store sequences on a memory 
card and move them to a PC with a standard card reader is a nice 
feature for backup purposes. I'm hoping there are some decent usable 
drum sounds in the RS, not just the typical cardboard box sounding 
hip-hop drums...

Thanks!
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi again Glenn,
> 
> The RS does do linear sequencing, it does it mainly in what it 
calls 
> Song Mode. Can also do it in Pattern Mode too if you want, but 
Song 
> Mode is probably better for it. It also shouldn't give you any 
more 
> trouble syncing up to your computer or anything else that anything 
> else would not give you trouble with syncing. Um that was probably 
a 
> double negative statement and made no sense at all? It don't have 
> DIN sync tho, but you shouldn't have to worry about that 
hopefully. 
> The RS might be overkill for your needs, however, it'll be the good 
> kind of overkill if thats possible. Seems everyone has a bit of 
> trouble getting over the initial learning curve on it, but if you 
had 
> a QY700 at one time then you might find some of the basics familar 
to 
> you already. There will be some big difrences, but hopefully if 
you 
> get it then you'll see most of it is a vast improvement over the QY 
> series. If your looking to get away a bit cheaper maybe also maybe 
> look into a Yamaha RM1X too. The RS7000 is where its at though.
> 
> Hope I covered everything?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
> >
> > Ok, first an apology... I should have read through the archives 
> > before posting my questions in my other post "syncing to 
MTC" .... 
> > Now that I've done that, I can see quite a few helpful posts 
> > from "Robert" and others on this subject.
> > 
> > Now to back pedal a bit.... I'm a guitarist that also plays 
> > keyboards, bass, drums and Chapman stick. My original music is 
> mostly 
> > Rock, prog-rock, with a healthy does of ambient weird stuff 
thrown 
> > in. I am not into hip-hop, dance music, etc, so I don't need 
> a "beat 
> > box" per say. I also have a nice collection of synth sound 
modules. 
> I 
> > would like to purchase a LINEAR hardware sequencer to use with my 
> > digital multitrack that will reliably lock to the MIDI timecode 
> > output from the multitrack . The multitrack generates both MTC 
and 
> > MIDI clock. Some of the tracks in my songs will be recorded audio 
> > tracks (guitars, bass, vocals) others will be MIDI sequenced 
tracks 
> > (keyboards, Roland V-drums).
> > 
> > At one time I owned an QY700 and was very happy with it. (now 
very 
> > sorry I sold it) I've been looking at the RS7000 as my linear 
> > hardware sequencer solution but I'm wondering if this may be over 
> > kill...Also, even after looking at the RS manual, I'm still not 
> sure 
> > if the RS can be used as a true linear sequencer (not having to 
> chain 
> > patterns together).
> > 
> > Another issue to consider is the storage thing... the RS is one 
of 
> > the few hardware sequencers that allows storage to a memory 
card... 
> > The QY700 and my other consideration the Roland MC-80, only have 
> > floppy storage although I'm assuming I can do a MIDI dump with 
both 
> > of these...
> > 
> > I'd love to hear everyone's comments.... ....
> > 
> > The QY700 seems to be very hard to find as does the MC-80, but 



> there 
> > appear to be plenty of RS7000's available...
> > 
> > Thanks!!!!
> > 
> > Glennfin
> >
>

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16743|16738|2008-06-19 11:04:13|Glenn Fin|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
Hi Ian;

So you still record patterns even though I'll be recording in song 
mode? 8 1/2 minuets doesn't sound like very much especially if you 
increase the BPM...

I thought the RS7000 could do true linear sequencing?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> The patterns in the RS can be up to 256 bars in length, which works 
out around 8 1/2 minutes at 120bpm. Each pattern also has 16 sections 
which you can switch betweenÂ using a footswitch
> As far as druim sounds go there is a good selection, and if those 
don't fit your sound you can create your own sampled kit.
> IanV
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Glenn Fin 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 1:25:41 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?
> 
> 
> Hi Zam and thanks very much for the reply and info.
> 
> I think I will go with the RS7000. I also checked out the RM1X and 
> that looks pretty interesting except it uses a floppy drive for 
> storage (like the QY700). Being able to store sequences on a memory 
> card and move them to a PC with a standard card reader is a nice 
> feature for backup purposes. I'm hoping there are some decent 
usable 
> drum sounds in the RS, not just the typical cardboard box sounding 
> hip-hop drums...
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 16744|16738|2008-06-19 12:44:46|Ian Vine|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
I was just illustrting what you could do in pattern mode. 
Song mode does linear sequencing up to 999 bars.   

----- Original Message ----
From: Glenn Fin <glennfin@triad.rr.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 6:04:11 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?

Hi Ian;

So you still record patterns even though I'll be recording in song 
mode? 8 1/2 minuets doesn't sound like very much especially if you 
increase the BPM...

I thought the RS7000 could do true linear sequencing?
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> The patterns in the RS can be up to 256 bars in length, which works 
out around 8 1/2 minutes at 120bpm. Each pattern also has 16 sections 
which you can switch betweenÂ using a footswitch
> As far as druim sounds go there is a good selection, and if those 
don't fit your sound you can create your own sampled kit.
> IanV
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Glenn Fin 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 1:25:41 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?
> 
> 
> Hi Zam and thanks very much for the reply and info.
> 
> I think I will go with the RS7000. I also checked out the RM1X and 
> that looks pretty interesting except it uses a floppy drive for 
> storage (like the QY700). Being able to store sequences on a memory 
> card and move them to a PC with a standard card reader is a nice 
> feature for backup purposes. I'm hoping there are some decent 
usable 
> drum sounds in the RS, not just the typical cardboard box sounding 
> hip-hop drums...
> 
> Thanks!
> 

__________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16745|16738|2008-06-19 16:37:35|zamisers7k|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
Pattern mode is really cool on the RS. Once you get linear 
sequencing down in the RS's Song Mode, you should check out the 
Pattern Mode still. The intresting thing about the RS is that its 
patterns are not accompaniments for Songs like on the QYs, they can 
be Chained then converted into a Song for further linear editing 
across the whole song rather than having it go back to its initial 
loop settings every loop like most pattern based sequencers. It is a 
beautiful thing once it is fully understood, I'll promise you that, 
and of course you can always just keep it in Song Mode too. There is 
no wrong way of doing things on the RS. Well there is, but there is 
also probably as many ways to do things on it as there are people who 
have one.

I hope you'll enjoy it as much as the rest of us do, if you get one.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> I was just illustrting what you could do in pattern mode. 
> Song modeÂ does linear sequencingÂ up to 999 bars.Â Â  
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Glenn Fin 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 6:04:11 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?
> 
> 
> Hi Ian;
> 
> So you still record patterns even though I'll be recording in song 
> mode? 8 1/2 minuets doesn't sound like very much especially if you 
> increase the BPM...
> 
> I thought the RS7000 could do true linear sequencing?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
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> >
> > The patterns in the RS can be up to 256 bars in length, which 
works 
> out around 8 1/2 minutes at 120bpm. Each pattern also has 16 
sections 
> which you can switch betweenÃ�Â using a footswitch
> > As far as druim sounds go there is a good selection, and if those 
> don't fit your sound you can create your own sampled kit.
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: Glenn Fin 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 1:25:41 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?
> > 
> > 
> > Hi Zam and thanks very much for the reply and info.
> > 
> > I think I will go with the RS7000. I also checked out the RM1X 
and 
> > that looks pretty interesting except it uses a floppy drive for 
> > storage (like the QY700). Being able to store sequences on a 
memory 
> > card and move them to a PC with a standard card reader is a nice 
> > feature for backup purposes. I'm hoping there are some decent 
> usable 
> > drum sounds in the RS, not just the typical cardboard box 
sounding 
> > hip-hop drums...
> > 
> > Thanks!
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> __________________________________________________________
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16746|16738|2008-06-20 07:24:22|Glenn Fin|Re: Some help from the experts please?|
Hi Zam;

That's cool!!!. I can't wait to get one! I'm currently doing all of 
my audio/MIDI recording on a Tascam SX-1 which is ok but it's a big 
complicated monster, not portable and not the most stable thing in 
the world. 

I ordered a Yamaha AW-1600 that will be sync'd to the RS7000 using 
MTC. These two may eventually replace the SX-1. The reason I was so 
concerned about MTC sync with the RS7000 is I have had some bad 
experiences in the past trying to sync up my former laptop MIDI 
system to various units using MTC and had all kinds of problems. This 
may have been due to the fact that the software packages unstalled on 
the laptop were "light" freebe versions.. I remember reading 
somewhere that the MTC functions on these lite versions did not work 
correctly, or it may have been the cheap MIDI interface I was using...

I'm really hoping the MTC connection/sync between the AW-1600 and the 
RS7000 will be plug-n-play... 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Pattern mode is really cool on the RS. Once you get linear 
> sequencing down in the RS's Song Mode, you should check out the 
> Pattern Mode still. The intresting thing about the RS is that its 
> patterns are not accompaniments for Songs like on the QYs, they can 
> be Chained then converted into a Song for further linear editing 
> across the whole song rather than having it go back to its initial 
> loop settings every loop like most pattern based sequencers. It is 
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a 
> beautiful thing once it is fully understood, I'll promise you that, 
> and of course you can always just keep it in Song Mode too. There 
is 
> no wrong way of doing things on the RS. Well there is, but there 
is 
> also probably as many ways to do things on it as there are people 
who 
> have one.
> 
> I hope you'll enjoy it as much as the rest of us do, if you get one.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > I was just illustrting what you could do in pattern mode. 
> > Song modeÂ does linear sequencingÂ up to 999 bars.Â Â  
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----
> > From: Glenn Fin 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 6:04:11 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?
> > 
> > 
> > Hi Ian;
> > 
> > So you still record patterns even though I'll be recording in 
song 
> > mode? 8 1/2 minuets doesn't sound like very much especially if 
you 
> > increase the BPM...
> > 
> > I thought the RS7000 could do true linear sequencing?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > >
> > > The patterns in the RS can be up to 256 bars in length, which 
> works 
> > out around 8 1/2 minutes at 120bpm. Each pattern also has 16 
> sections 
> > which you can switch betweenÃ�Â using a footswitch
> > > As far as druim sounds go there is a good selection, and if 
those 
> > don't fit your sound you can create your own sampled kit.
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----
> > > From: Glenn Fin 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > Sent: Thursday, 19 June, 2008 1:25:41 PM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Some help from the experts please?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Hi Zam and thanks very much for the reply and info.
> > > 
> > > I think I will go with the RS7000. I also checked out the RM1X 
> and 
> > > that looks pretty interesting except it uses a floppy drive for 
> > > storage (like the QY700). Being able to store sequences on a 
> memory 
> > > card and move them to a PC with a standard card reader is a 
nice 
> > > feature for backup purposes. I'm hoping there are some decent 
> > usable 
> > > drum sounds in the RS, not just the typical cardboard box 
> sounding 
> > > hip-hop drums...
> > > 
> > > Thanks!
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > __________________________________________________________
> > Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> > A Smarter Email http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html
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> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16747|16747|2008-06-20 15:55:21|Charles Ingersoll|os card|
Where can i get the new os smart media card for my rs7000? I'm looking for a store in the L.A. CA area or the internet.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16748|16747|2008-06-20 16:07:19|zamisers7k|Re: os card|
I'm not sure we are thinking the same thing for "os", do you mean a 
new SM card with the latest Operation System for the RS already on it?

If so, that is not going to happen. You have to download the latest 
OS from the file section here, or from Yamaha's support area on their 
website.

Maybe try your local Guitar Center or you might want to try this link 
to get approved by Yamaha SM Cards and or memory online:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

You may need to cut and paste that link in to your address bar in two
sections, its supposed to be one line, but yahoo bites it sometimes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Ingersoll 
wrote:

>
> Where can i get the new os smart media card for my rs7000? I'm 

looking for a store in the L.A. CA area or the internet.

> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16749|16747|2008-06-20 17:36:09|Glenn Fin|Re: os card|
Isn't it just a matter of downloading the OS, copying it to a smart 
media card using a PC card reader, then loading it into the RS?

Not sure what you mean by "approved" Zam...

Forgive me if I got it wrong... I'm still in the learning stages.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm not sure we are thinking the same thing for "os", do you mean a 
> new SM card with the latest Operation System for the RS already on 
it?
> 
> If so, that is not going to happen. You have to download the 
latest 
> OS from the file section here, or from Yamaha's support area on 
their 
> website.
> 
> Maybe try your local Guitar Center or you might want to try this 
link 
> to get approved by Yamaha SM Cards and or memory online:
> 
> http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
> Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64
> 
> You may need to cut and paste that link in to your address bar in 
two
> sections, its supposed to be one line, but yahoo bites it sometimes.
> 
> 

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
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> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Ingersoll 
> wrote:
> >
> > Where can i get the new os smart media card for my rs7000? I'm 
> looking for a store in the L.A. CA area or the internet.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16750|16747|2008-06-20 18:26:17|zamisers7k|Re: os card|
Yep that's how an OS update is done. That site also sells a SM Reader 
too if clicking on link to buy an SM card, it advertises a reader at 
the bottom.

Approved means the stuff should work because its tested to work 
specifically with Yamaha's gear, also they seem like Yamaha's official 
online vendor for this kind of stuff. It might be more expensive, but 
it'll be less risky. I'm not condoning purchasing from them or anyone, 
but it seems like Yamaha does, so hope that explains, didn't know what 
else to call it to keep it short other than "approved".

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
>
> Isn't it just a matter of downloading the OS, copying it to a smart 
> media card using a PC card reader, then loading it into the RS?
> 
> Not sure what you mean by "approved" Zam...
> 
> Forgive me if I got it wrong... I'm still in the learning stages.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

| 16751|16747|2008-06-21 08:47:53|Glenn Fin|Re: os card|
Ok, I see what you mean now Zam... a Smart Media card that's been 
tested by Yamaha to work with the RS.. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Yep that's how an OS update is done. That site also sells a SM 
Reader 
> too if clicking on link to buy an SM card, it advertises a reader 
at 
> the bottom.
> 
> Approved means the stuff should work because its tested to work 
> specifically with Yamaha's gear, also they seem like Yamaha's 
official 
> online vendor for this kind of stuff. It might be more expensive, 
but 
> it'll be less risky. I'm not condoning purchasing from them or 
anyone, 
> but it seems like Yamaha does, so hope that explains, didn't know 
what 
> else to call it to keep it short other than "approved".
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
> >
> > Isn't it just a matter of downloading the OS, copying it to a 
smart 
> > media card using a PC card reader, then loading it into the RS?
> > 
> > Not sure what you mean by "approved" Zam...
> > 
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> > Forgive me if I got it wrong... I'm still in the learning stages.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
>

| 16752|16752|2008-06-21 13:42:51|Glenn Fin|AW to RS7000 MIDI document|
I just finished reading the document posted in the files section;

File : /AW4416-AW2816GUIDE_TO_MIDI.pdf

This is a well written and very helpful doc by Phil Clendeninn from 
Yamaha regarding various issues connecting the Yamaha AW hard disk 
workstations via MIDI to the RS7000 and Motif keyboards.

This calmed my fears about syncing my AW-1600 (arriving in three days) 
to the RS7000 all except one burning question..........

Phil says;

"The clocking options are very flexible and will
allow you to work with the Sequencer (in record)
while maintaining synchronization with the AW"

If I'm working with the sequencer in record, and the AW MIDI out is 
connected to the RS7000 MIDI in for synchronization, how do I record my 
keyboard parts into the RS if the MIDI in jack is being used for sync?

I can only see two possible solutions...

1) use a MIDI merge box to merge both the keyboard MIDI output and the 
AW MIDI output into the single RS7000 MIDI in jack.

2)Plug the keyboard into the AW MIDI input so it appears at the AW MIDI 
out/thru jack, then on to the RS..

Does this make sense?
| 16753|16752|2008-06-21 23:20:49|zamisers7k|Re: AW to RS7000 MIDI document|
You can do that, however I'd see if you can put the midi from your 
clock source in to your controller then chain it back out to the 
RS7000. The controller *might* have an option to let that signal 
pass trough it to the RS. Also, I'm not 100% sure of this, maybe 
someone else can help me confirm it as I'm not home to do, but I 
think that you might be able to re-assign one of the two RS's midi 
outs to be a second midi input. Not positive thats possible though. 
Also, if the AW has a midi input, you can also maybe hook your 
controller in on it and have it pass through to the out of the RS, 
and the clock signal will go out with it as well, which is your 
suggesting on option 2.

I guess what I'm saying, in short, try to see if you can get it going 
first with what you have before you decide if you need another piece 
of gear like a midi merge box.

Good luck, if can let know how it works out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
>
> I just finished reading the document posted in the files section;
> 
> File : /AW4416-AW2816GUIDE_TO_MIDI.pdf
> 
> This is a well written and very helpful doc by Phil Clendeninn from 
> Yamaha regarding various issues connecting the Yamaha AW hard disk 
> workstations via MIDI to the RS7000 and Motif keyboards.
> 
> This calmed my fears about syncing my AW-1600 (arriving in three 
days) 
> to the RS7000 all except one burning question..........
> 
> Phil says;
> 
> "The clocking options are very flexible and will
> allow you to work with the Sequencer (in record)
> while maintaining synchronization with the AW"
> 
> If I'm working with the sequencer in record, and the AW MIDI out is 
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> connected to the RS7000 MIDI in for synchronization, how do I 
record my 
> keyboard parts into the RS if the MIDI in jack is being used for 
sync?
> 
> I can only see two possible solutions...
> 
> 1) use a MIDI merge box to merge both the keyboard MIDI output and 
the 
> AW MIDI output into the single RS7000 MIDI in jack.
> 
> 2)Plug the keyboard into the AW MIDI input so it appears at the AW 
MIDI 
> out/thru jack, then on to the RS..
> 
> Does this make sense?
>

| 16754|16752|2008-06-22 06:08:24|Glenn Fin|Re: AW to RS7000 MIDI document|
Hi Zam;

Thanks for option 3!.. I didn't think about that one, having the AW 
output (clock source) feeding the controller in, then controller out 
to RS MIDI in. I didn't see the option you mentioned about 
configuring the second RS MIDI out as an in.. that would be great, 
I'll look through the manual again...

My controller is a Motif ES-6

Thanks for the help!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> You can do that, however I'd see if you can put the midi from your 
> clock source in to your controller then chain it back out to the 
> RS7000. The controller *might* have an option to let that signal 
> pass trough it to the RS. Also, I'm not 100% sure of this, maybe 
> someone else can help me confirm it as I'm not home to do, but I 
> think that you might be able to re-assign one of the two RS's midi 
> outs to be a second midi input. Not positive thats possible 
though. 
> Also, if the AW has a midi input, you can also maybe hook your 
> controller in on it and have it pass through to the out of the RS, 
> and the clock signal will go out with it as well, which is your 
> suggesting on option 2.
> 
> I guess what I'm saying, in short, try to see if you can get it 
going 
> first with what you have before you decide if you need another 
piece 
> of gear like a midi merge box.
> 
> Good luck, if can let know how it works out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Glenn Fin" wrote:
> >
> > I just finished reading the document posted in the files section;
> > 
> > File : /AW4416-AW2816GUIDE_TO_MIDI.pdf
> > 
> > This is a well written and very helpful doc by Phil Clendeninn 
from 
> > Yamaha regarding various issues connecting the Yamaha AW hard 
disk 
> > workstations via MIDI to the RS7000 and Motif keyboards.
> > 
> > This calmed my fears about syncing my AW-1600 (arriving in three 
> days) 
> > to the RS7000 all except one burning question..........
> > 
> > Phil says;
> > 
> > "The clocking options are very flexible and will
> > allow you to work with the Sequencer (in record)
> > while maintaining synchronization with the AW"
> > 
> > If I'm working with the sequencer in record, and the AW MIDI out 
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is 
> > connected to the RS7000 MIDI in for synchronization, how do I 
> record my 
> > keyboard parts into the RS if the MIDI in jack is being used for 
> sync?
> > 
> > I can only see two possible solutions...
> > 
> > 1) use a MIDI merge box to merge both the keyboard MIDI output 
and 
> the 
> > AW MIDI output into the single RS7000 MIDI in jack.
> > 
> > 2)Plug the keyboard into the AW MIDI input so it appears at the 
AW 
> MIDI 
> > out/thru jack, then on to the RS..
> > 
> > Does this make sense?
> >
>

| 16755|16752|2008-06-25 09:52:08|pegaso1423|Re: AW to RS7000 MIDI document|
Hi
That yamaha doc does a great job explaining midi sync. I don't think
you'll have any timing problems syncing the RS with AW1600. I agree on
option 3 so the motif can be synced too. Are you going to use the
motif in local off mode and sequence it from the RS or use it's own
sequencer? If you use local off then from RS midi out to AW in and
terminate the midi loop on the RS... I dont know if the AW1600 has
automation, if it doesn't you can use a track on the RS to record it.
I think it does have a midi mixer mode so you can use the faders to
control the RS's internal mixer.

There are so many different configurations possible, it's best to
experiment to find what suits your way of working. For example, you
want to work in song mode with MMC while I alway use pattern mode,
midi clock from AW4416, and use sysex section change messages to build
the song because I find it alot more flexible. I'm trying to get used
to controlling the AW's markers, loop points, scenes and layers from
the RS with sysex, basically using the AW as a giant phrase sampler. 
So I can't really recommend exactly how you should setup but I'll try
and help if you have any problems, just ask.
Cheers.
| 16756|16716|2008-06-25 10:24:32|pegaso1423|Re: Transpose not working on tracks 9-16?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:

>I'm going to do that as soon as I get back to my setup. 

Sorry about the delay in replying. I thought you'd find that handy,
the other way is to put program change messages (change sound) at the
beginning of the section and insert all the cc's needed to alter the
sound as required but if you have to change more than a few tracks it
can be alot of work.
Cheers.
| 16757|16729|2008-06-25 11:28:55|pegaso1423|Re: volume leveling|
Hi Rusty,
I don't know a quick way to get all your songs the same volume but if
thats happening then some of the songs aren't mixed properly so I
personally would mix them all again, it dosent take that long.

The second most important thing (after quality speakers) when mixing
is to have good level meters, that could be on your recorder, mixer,
cheap stereo, pc etc, the more increments the better and peak hold is
very helpful too. Setup a gain structure between the RS and meters and
ALWAYS keep it the same, easiest is RS at maximum. Start with your
loudest sounds (ie kick drum? If it's samples make sure their
maximised) mixed on the RS somewhere around 120 - 125 and it should be
showing on your meters around -3 to -5 decibels, turn down the volume
on all the other sounds to suit. It's good to always leave a bit of
headroom but be consistent to -3 decibels and all your songs will be
(hopefully) well mixed and be at the same volume.

also panning-loudest sounds center and the quieter they are the more
they can be panned but generally never max panning cause it sounds
crap on headphones.

Hope this helps, maybe you can avoid the problem in the future.

Oh btw ages ago when we were talking about multisampled pianos, you
CAN use a kit to make a multisample with just a few samples maybe an
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octave apart, copy the sample to the keys that that you don't have a
sample for and on the second sampling waveform screen you can adjust
the tuning...

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rustyjames54" wrote:
>
> Hi It's Rusty James. I jus did a cool cover, Pink Floyd Money. I used
> the RS sampler to sample all the cash register sounds with a condenser
> mike I got and it worked so good it's just funny. Now that I have
> about eight songs I noticed that some of them are a little louder than
> others, so what I was wondering is what is the easiest way to level
> the volume of your songs, is there a master for each song, or do you
> have to remix the song at a different volume? I want a quick and dirty
> method and I hope there is one, you RS savants would be the ones to
> know. So am I stuck remixing my tracks at a different volume or I just
> haven't figured out the right way to do this task.
> Thanx a million; Rusty
>

| 16758|16758|2008-06-27 14:52:16|eric|sequencing delay time etc?|
Hi,

How would you go about changing the delay times in a sequence as its 
playing switching different delay times, would you use sysex?
if so what would be the code,, i just cant work it out...,maybe you 
have to connect the MIDI out to the IN?
ALso can you change output assignment of a track in the pattern like 
from L&R to the individual outs or vice versa?
Thank you,

Robert.
| 16759|16758|2008-06-27 17:53:53|zamisers7k|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
Are you talking about like sequencing changes of delay times? The 
effects delay can be recorded in real time, just use overdub record and 
sweep in some delay. Then can go in and look at the events list to see 
what events it used to do it if you want to send the same thing to it 
from another machine or sequencer. If your talking about the midi 
delay, I think you can do the same thing with it in overdub record 
mode, might have to push #8 to get into the delay settings, one of them 
is time I believe and change it while recording. Not sure that'll work 
but it might. Worth a shot I suppose before you start trying to use 
sysex commands.

For your second question, the answer is no unless you have the IEB2 
expansion card. The card allows you to assign a track to difrent outs, 
however the main L&R out is always together. The phones always has all 
tracks I think. They are assigned in the Mixer part of the RS if I'm 
remembering right. If you don't have the IEB2 then you have to use 
panning which is also in the Mixer area on the RS, which does the same 
thing basically if you pan it all to one side or the other. Also, I 
beleive panning too can be recorded in overdub record mode and seen as 
an event as well in the events editor incase you need to see what type 
of event is controlling that to have another machine control it.

Good luck, hope that makes some sense, and Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> 
> Hi,
> 
> How would you go about changing the delay times in a sequence as its 
> playing switching different delay times, would you use sysex?
> if so what would be the code,, i just cant work it out...,maybe you 
> have to connect the MIDI out to the IN?
> ALso can you change output assignment of a track in the pattern 
like 
> from L&R to the individual outs or vice versa?
> Thank you,
> 
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> Robert.
>

| 16760|16758|2008-06-27 18:07:28|zamisers7k|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
Shoot, ya know what? I think what I'm talking about only records the 
amount. Not sure if actual time changes can be sequences. It might 
need sysex commands to do that, no idea though how that would work, 
I've never used sysex on the RS to control anything. Hmmm...

Also, IEB2 = AIEB2 I/O expansion :)

I'm a little pattern loopy today, sorry.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Are you talking about like sequencing changes of delay times? The 
> effects delay can be recorded in real time, just use overdub record 
and 
> sweep in some delay. Then can go in and look at the events list to 
see 
> what events it used to do it if you want to send the same thing to 
it 
> from another machine or sequencer. If your talking about the midi 
> delay, I think you can do the same thing with it in overdub record 
> mode, might have to push #8 to get into the delay settings, one of 
them 
> is time I believe and change it while recording. Not sure that'll 
work 
> but it might. Worth a shot I suppose before you start trying to 
use 
> sysex commands.
> 
> For your second question, the answer is no unless you have the IEB2 
> expansion card. The card allows you to assign a track to difrent 
outs, 
> however the main L&R out is always together. The phones always has 
all 
> tracks I think. They are assigned in the Mixer part of the RS if 
I'm 
> remembering right. If you don't have the IEB2 then you have to use 
> panning which is also in the Mixer area on the RS, which does the 
same 
> thing basically if you pan it all to one side or the other. Also, 
I 
> beleive panning too can be recorded in overdub record mode and seen 
as 
> an event as well in the events editor incase you need to see what 
type 
> of event is controlling that to have another machine control it.
> 
> Good luck, hope that makes some sense, and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hi,
> > 
> > How would you go about changing the delay times in a sequence as 
its 
> > playing switching different delay times, would you use sysex?
> > if so what would be the code,, i just cant work it out...,maybe 
you 
> > have to connect the MIDI out to the IN?
> > ALso can you change output assignment of a track in the pattern 
> like 
> > from L&R to the individual outs or vice versa?
> > Thank you,
> > 
> > Robert.
> >
>

| 16761|16761|2008-06-28 18:16:45|semj_1|rs and midi drums|
does anyone use electronic drums with their rs? i was thinking the
rectangular kind with touch sensitive squares as this is probably
cheapest and basic to learn. i do not have any drumming experience but
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can keep a beat. what should i do? what do you do and how do you do it?

~peace
| 16762|16761|2008-06-28 20:03:16|TOM ROSE|Re: rs and midi drums|
RS rocks for drums. Play against your own sequences, wack time sig's etc. Load up your favorite kit samples and have sweet performance. Record your drums into the RS
play the sequence and remix yourself. This is the sickest beat machine that you'll never get bored. I Love this thing ...I put up a quick vid a while back,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw
It's a lil wack, but you can see how I'm using it LFO Style...
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: trunkey22@hotmail.com
Date: Sun, 29 Jun 2008 00:16:42 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] rs and midi drums

does anyone use electronic drums with their rs? i was thinking the

rectangular kind with touch sensitive squares as this is probably

cheapest and basic to learn. i do not have any drumming experience but

can keep a beat. what should i do? what do you do and how do you do it?

~peace

_________________________________________________________________
Need to know now? Get instant answers with Windows Live Messenger.
http://www.windowslive.com/messenger/connect_your_way.html?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_Refresh_messenger_062008

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16763|16758|2008-06-29 23:33:39|bty78743|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
Thanks for the reply,
Yeah I was talking about delay times and not amount,any RSgurus out there that know 
how to do this?
Yes I have the extra audio outs.
The reason I want to do this is because I want to have program changes to use different 
sounds on the same track when switching sections but on these different sounds id like to 
have them assigned to different outputs so for example

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW2qtDW-DFw
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track 1 section A is a drum track
track 1 section B is a bassline

this can be achieved using 2 program changes but the problem is that the assigned output 
to track 1 wont change, so im wondering you must be able to enter in sysex to change this 
output assignement, how do you bloody do it?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Shoot, ya know what? I think what I'm talking about only records the 
> amount. Not sure if actual time changes can be sequences. It might 
> need sysex commands to do that, no idea though how that would work, 
> I've never used sysex on the RS to control anything. Hmmm...
> 
> Also, IEB2 = AIEB2 I/O expansion :)
> 
> I'm a little pattern loopy today, sorry.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Are you talking about like sequencing changes of delay times? The 
> > effects delay can be recorded in real time, just use overdub record 
> and 
> > sweep in some delay. Then can go in and look at the events list to 
> see 
> > what events it used to do it if you want to send the same thing to 
> it 
> > from another machine or sequencer. If your talking about the midi 
> > delay, I think you can do the same thing with it in overdub record 
> > mode, might have to push #8 to get into the delay settings, one of 
> them 
> > is time I believe and change it while recording. Not sure that'll 
> work 
> > but it might. Worth a shot I suppose before you start trying to 
> use 
> > sysex commands.
> > 
> > For your second question, the answer is no unless you have the IEB2 
> > expansion card. The card allows you to assign a track to difrent 
> outs, 
> > however the main L&R out is always together. The phones always has 
> all 
> > tracks I think. They are assigned in the Mixer part of the RS if 
> I'm 
> > remembering right. If you don't have the IEB2 then you have to use 
> > panning which is also in the Mixer area on the RS, which does the 
> same 
> > thing basically if you pan it all to one side or the other. Also, 
> I 
> > beleive panning too can be recorded in overdub record mode and seen 
> as 
> > an event as well in the events editor incase you need to see what 
> type 
> > of event is controlling that to have another machine control it.
> > 
> > Good luck, hope that makes some sense, and Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > How would you go about changing the delay times in a sequence as 
> its 
> > > playing switching different delay times, would you use sysex?
> > > if so what would be the code,, i just cant work it out...,maybe 
> you 
> > > have to connect the MIDI out to the IN?
> > > ALso can you change output assignment of a track in the pattern 
> > like 
> > > from L&R to the individual outs or vice versa?
> > > Thank you,
> > > 
> > > Robert.
> > >
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> >
>

| 16764|16758|2008-06-29 23:42:21|zamisers7k|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
Ah, I see what your wanting to do with outs. Change the outs of a 
track in middle of song... Yeah, not sure the RS is capable of doing 
that either, even with sysex commands, but I'm not sure about that, 
never sure what is possible with sysex and the RS. I've just never 
used the RS like that, and the manual's explanation of those kinds of 
commands is really vague to me, it don't make much sense, but perhaps 
they would more to someone who's use to doing more stuff with sysex.

I'm hoping someone who is more experienced in that area will come to 
your rescue here. If not, I have some more ideas for you to try, but 
I'll have to get back to you on it as I'd like to test them out on my 
RS before I assume they work or not and pass that info on to the 
group...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bty78743" 
wrote:

>
> Thanks for the reply,
> Yeah I was talking about delay times and not amount,any RSgurus out 

there that know 

> how to do this?
> Yes I have the extra audio outs.
> The reason I want to do this is because I want to have program 

changes to use different 

> sounds on the same track when switching sections but on these 

different sounds id like to 

> have them assigned to different outputs so for example
> 
> track 1 section A is a drum track
> track 1 section B is a bassline
> 
> this can be achieved using 2 program changes but the problem is 

that the assigned output 

> to track 1 wont change, so im wondering you must be able to enter 

in sysex to change this 

> output assignement, how do you bloody do it?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Shoot, ya know what? I think what I'm talking about only records 

the 

> > amount. Not sure if actual time changes can be sequences. It 

might 

> > need sysex commands to do that, no idea though how that would 

work, 

> > I've never used sysex on the RS to control anything. Hmmm...
> > 
> > Also, IEB2 = AIEB2 I/O expansion :)
> > 
> > I'm a little pattern loopy today, sorry.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Are you talking about like sequencing changes of delay times? 

The 
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> > > effects delay can be recorded in real time, just use overdub 

record 

> > and 
> > > sweep in some delay. Then can go in and look at the events 

list to 

> > see 
> > > what events it used to do it if you want to send the same thing 

to 

> > it 
> > > from another machine or sequencer. If your talking about the 

midi 

> > > delay, I think you can do the same thing with it in overdub 

record 

> > > mode, might have to push #8 to get into the delay settings, one 

of 

> > them 
> > > is time I believe and change it while recording. Not sure 

that'll 

> > work 
> > > but it might. Worth a shot I suppose before you start trying 

to 

> > use 
> > > sysex commands.
> > > 
> > > For your second question, the answer is no unless you have the 

IEB2 

> > > expansion card. The card allows you to assign a track to 

difrent 

> > outs, 
> > > however the main L&R out is always together. The phones always 

has 

> > all 
> > > tracks I think. They are assigned in the Mixer part of the RS 

if 

> > I'm 
> > > remembering right. If you don't have the IEB2 then you have to 

use 

> > > panning which is also in the Mixer area on the RS, which does 

the 

> > same 
> > > thing basically if you pan it all to one side or the other. 

Also, 

> > I 
> > > beleive panning too can be recorded in overdub record mode and 

seen 

> > as 
> > > an event as well in the events editor incase you need to see 

what 

> > type 
> > > of event is controlling that to have another machine control it.
> > > 



> > > Good luck, hope that makes some sense, and Happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > > Hi,
> > > > 
> > > > How would you go about changing the delay times in a sequence 

as 

> > its 
> > > > playing switching different delay times, would you use sysex?
> > > > if so what would be the code,, i just cant work it 

out...,maybe 

> > you 
> > > > have to connect the MIDI out to the IN?
> > > > ALso can you change output assignment of a track in the 

pattern 

> > > like 
> > > > from L&R to the individual outs or vice versa?
> > > > Thank you,
> > > > 
> > > > Robert.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 16765|16758|2008-06-30 15:58:41|zamisers7k|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
I've been looking at this SysEx stuff in the manual, and though I've 
got an idea what its capable of, I've no idea how to use this wierd 
stuff. It looks like it might be possible to program changes in the 
delay times using SysEx messages, but it don't look like much fun if it 
can be done. If you can get that stuff figured out then your a smarter 
person than I, but it does seem to list these parms to be used in SysEx 
commands for effect changes in the manual.

I'd like to test this theory ASAP, which I'll probably give it a shot 
later tonight. I'm thinking of using the scene/mute memory buttons. 
I'm going to make those changes, with delay times and even attempt 
changing ouput assignments too and see if they'll stick in a scene 
memory. Then I'm gona Chain the pattern and record scene changes 
etc.. Convert it to song and look see what events its put down in the 
editor if it takes.

Hmmm...

Zam
| 16766|16766|2008-06-30 17:55:02|semj_1|adding peripherals and managing files|
does anyone sync their rs's with their computer via scsi or do most
people use external backups like zip drives?

i got a zip drive a while back and heard the rs has it's own format so
it won't be as simple as moving the zip back and forth from the
computer to the rs will it?

also, is it simple loading a sample cd into an rs, how does that work

how bout this setup rs-->zip -->cd -drive.

^ is above easy enough to copy the audio files you need and then save
them to the zip

sorry if this post is all over the place, just stuff i need to know as
i'm new 

thanks a ton
| 16767|16766|2008-06-30 20:31:04|zamisers7k|Re: adding peripherals and managing files|
I've not heard that the RS uses a difrent format for zips. Don't 
mean it don't, just thats the first time I've heard any mention that 
it does. I would assume it uses the same, why it wouldn't I'm not 
sure.

If you've got a computer with SCSI, the thing to do would probably be 
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to hook it up directly to that to see if you can access files between 
them that way.

I believe most of us use a usb SM Read/Writer between computer and 
the RS. At least thats the way I do and havn't ever really felt the 
need to go any other way.

I know some of us have tried the difrent ways, and I'd read them 
trying, and trying, seems they get it eventually, but sounds like a 
pain to me. I think you should just be able to bounce a zip drive 
back and forth between them, but not 100% sure.

All you really need is one working 64m SM Card and a cheap ass USB 
read/write drive, I've seen places giving those drives away the SM 
Cards are getting scarcer but you really only need one, then bounce 
the SM Card between your computer and RS to copy and back up your RS 
files to your hard drive, its such a piece of cake I don't understand 
why folks need to do any other way. The RS's internal memory can't 
handle more than 64meg anyway, so once its filled up then you know 
your RS can load anything and all on it at once if you needed to do 
so. I keep my backups in folders on my laptop with dates, and guess 
what, none of the folders are over 64megs, I just clear my SM Card, 
load it up with that folder and put it in the RS and I'm ready to go.

For loading samples, I believe they have to load in standard pcm .wav 
formats. Single file at a time, you just copy the .wav file onto the 
card or drive and import it onto the RS. Its fairly simple, but I've 
heard people complain there is no pre demoing of the sample before 
you load it, but hey, can't you do that on your computer? It'll load 
it into a sample bank on the RS, can be local or global, but the RS 
basically has a kit (one sample per note) mode, or pitched (one 
sample pitched across all keys) mode. Nothing much more fancier than 
that really, it does a little more, but no need to go into it now. 
See the manual on sample importing if need more help. Its not too 
hard really, but personally, I prefere recodring my samps from the 
analog inputs most of the time instead of importing .wavs.

Good luck with the zip, give it a shot since you've already got it, I 
don't think it'd hurt anything to try it out, but I take no 
responsibility if it catches on fire and burns your house down or 
causes any other disasters.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> does anyone sync their rs's with their computer via scsi or do most
> people use external backups like zip drives?
> 
> i got a zip drive a while back and heard the rs has it's own format 
so
> it won't be as simple as moving the zip back and forth from the
> computer to the rs will it?
> 
> also, is it simple loading a sample cd into an rs, how does that 
work
> 
> how bout this setup rs-->zip -->cd -drive.
> 
> ^ is above easy enough to copy the audio files you need and then 
save
> them to the zip
> 
> sorry if this post is all over the place, just stuff i need to know 
as
> i'm new 
> 
> thanks a ton
>

| 16768|16758|2008-07-01 04:13:36|zamisers7k|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
I've tested some things out. This is what I've discovered so far...

Track Output Select changes will store to Scene Memory. I don't know 
yet how to sequence scene memory changes via an outside seq, but the 
RS can sequence them internally. So, if you first store to scene 
memory 1 then change output of a track from L&R to say AS1 then store 
to scene memory 2 it will remember that setting change when press 
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those scenes. Then when you record move the F1 knob over to Scene 
(next to BPM) and you can enter or record them like sequenced events 
on its own track.

As for the delay time, I've not figured out any sysex commands yet 
for it either yet, and the changes do not seem to store to scene 
memory. What you change the time to within the effect settings is 
where it will stay.

However, time changes do store to a Pattern Styles & Songs too I 
assume.

This means you can sequence the Pattern Styles with difrent delay 
times in Chain Mode and it will remember use them. It still will not 
convert them into a Song Mode though, it seems to use the settings 
for last delay time it played in Chain Mode as the setting it 
converts the Chain from.

Even though its possible in Chain, I advise being cautious when using 
more than one Pattern Style per Chain, as when and if you have a lot 
of stuff going in a Pattern Style the RS needs a bit more load time, 
and it resets to the first measure as well as all the new settings. 
So, this can not only cause some confusion (Why is it playing the 
second measure of a pattern when its should be playing the first?) 
down the line, as well as cause to the RS to hiccup.

The RS is capable of changing Styles in Chain Mode, it can be a good 
thing when done right, like at slow spots in a song when not a lot is 
going on. The secret I believe to using chain mode and keeping the 
RS from hiccuping is recording section changes and track mutes within 
one Pattern Style.

I hope this info may help some? Probably not much, but hey, you 
can't say its impossible to do these things yet on the RS, just maybe 
troublesome. Its also perhaps a lot more troublesome on most other 
hardware sequencers. The fun is working within these boundries and 
pushing them to their limits, maybe even finding new limits nobody 
else has tried before on a sequencer.

If I figure out how to do it via sysex I'll let ya know, or if you do 
please let us know too, until then Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16769|16758|2008-07-01 05:24:33|cirustake|Re: sequencing delay time etc?|
Guys it's very easy to write sysex messages into the sequencer 
without knowing which are the excact messages.
I use my computer and a program called midi-ox which is a midi viewer 
and at the same time it can reroute midi throughout ports.
You have to set tgparameter out to on value at first.
Then connect midi in and out from rs to midi out and in of the 
computer.Use midi-ox to route midi out from RS to the midi in of RS 
filtering all midi messages except from sysex.
Now all the sysex that is sent out from RS comes back in and can be 
recorded into rs tracks.These messages can be recorded to any track 
without having to worry about a midi channel because they are global 
messages.
I hope haven't confused you a lot.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've tested some things out. This is what I've discovered so far...
> 
> Track Output Select changes will store to Scene Memory. I don't 
know 
> yet how to sequence scene memory changes via an outside seq, but 
the 
> RS can sequence them internally. So, if you first store to scene 
> memory 1 then change output of a track from L&R to say AS1 then 
store 
> to scene memory 2 it will remember that setting change when press 
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> those scenes. Then when you record move the F1 knob over to Scene 
> (next to BPM) and you can enter or record them like sequenced 
events 
> on its own track.
> 
> As for the delay time, I've not figured out any sysex commands yet 
> for it either yet, and the changes do not seem to store to scene 
> memory. What you change the time to within the effect settings is 
> where it will stay.
> 
> However, time changes do store to a Pattern Styles & Songs too I 
> assume.
> 
> This means you can sequence the Pattern Styles with difrent delay 
> times in Chain Mode and it will remember use them. It still will 
not 
> convert them into a Song Mode though, it seems to use the settings 
> for last delay time it played in Chain Mode as the setting it 
> converts the Chain from.
> 
> Even though its possible in Chain, I advise being cautious when 
using 
> more than one Pattern Style per Chain, as when and if you have a 
lot 
> of stuff going in a Pattern Style the RS needs a bit more load 
time, 
> and it resets to the first measure as well as all the new settings. 
> So, this can not only cause some confusion (Why is it playing the 
> second measure of a pattern when its should be playing the first?) 
> down the line, as well as cause to the RS to hiccup.
> 
> The RS is capable of changing Styles in Chain Mode, it can be a 
good 
> thing when done right, like at slow spots in a song when not a lot 
is 
> going on. The secret I believe to using chain mode and keeping the 
> RS from hiccuping is recording section changes and track mutes 
within 
> one Pattern Style.
> 
> I hope this info may help some? Probably not much, but hey, you 
> can't say its impossible to do these things yet on the RS, just 
maybe 
> troublesome. Its also perhaps a lot more troublesome on most other 
> hardware sequencers. The fun is working within these boundries and 
> pushing them to their limits, maybe even finding new limits nobody 
> else has tried before on a sequencer.
> 
> If I figure out how to do it via sysex I'll let ya know, or if you 
do 
> please let us know too, until then Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16770|16766|2008-07-01 13:59:15|florisvanrijswijk|Re: adding peripherals and managing files|
+1 for the SM card. I need nothing else for managing my files between
PC and RS.
| 16771|16771|2008-07-01 14:10:03|florisvanrijswijk|Just for the record: Zam, you rule!|
Thanks Zam for (still) modarating this forum and answering all the
posts with such diligence. That just rules! I read all the posts... 

Although these days I mostly lurk and haven't powered up my RS for 6
months and haven't gigged with it for a year now it's still my most
beloved studio gear for the more than 6 years that I own it. 
But the thing is, a year ago I bought my new Fender American
Telecaster guitar and it has completely rekindled my love for playing
guitar, sounds effects (which I DIY), direct music making and playing
live with people. It just stole my heart away from my studio and also
the RS... well, that's live... everything is in flux... but I will
NEVER sell my RS!! 

One day I will try to use multi-samples with the RS. That's just way
too cool!! 

Best regards Zam and all RS users out there! 
Floris.
| 16772|16758|2008-07-01 15:16:34|Jörg Remmer Müller|Re: sequencing delay time etc and MASTER EFFECTS :)|
Hello RS Guys

My experience with writing sysex data into our RS:



-Midi Cable from RS_MIDI OUT B into RS_MIDi IN :)
-In Utility Midi Setup (push Utility twice) do some changes:
midi sync >internal
midi clock out> midi a
midi control out >midi a
echo back >off
TG parameter out> out b
voice setup to TG > on
..
- all MIDI Filters in/out are checked

Now I can record the master effect knob turnings and some other sysex data .
I choose one free Track an have my fun

I hope you enjoy

Remmer

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "cirustake" <ktsartinoglou@gmail.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 1:24 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sequencing delay time etc?

> Guys it's very easy to write sysex messages into the sequencer
> without knowing which are the excact messages.
> I use my computer and a program called midi-ox which is a midi viewer
> and at the same time it can reroute midi throughout ports.
> You have to set tgparameter out to on value at first.
> Then connect midi in and out from rs to midi out and in of the
> computer.Use midi-ox to route midi out from RS to the midi in of RS
> filtering all midi messages except from sysex.
> Now all the sysex that is sent out from RS comes back in and can be
> recorded into rs tracks.These messages can be recorded to any track
> without having to worry about a midi channel because they are global
> messages.
> I hope haven't confused you a lot.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>>
>> I've tested some things out. This is what I've discovered so far...
>>
>> Track Output Select changes will store to Scene Memory. I don't
> know
>> yet how to sequence scene memory changes via an outside seq, but
> the
>> RS can sequence them internally. So, if you first store to scene
>> memory 1 then change output of a track from L&R to say AS1 then
> store
>> to scene memory 2 it will remember that setting change when press
>> those scenes. Then when you record move the F1 knob over to Scene
>> (next to BPM) and you can enter or record them like sequenced
> events
>> on its own track.
>>
>> As for the delay time, I've not figured out any sysex commands yet
>> for it either yet, and the changes do not seem to store to scene
>> memory. What you change the time to within the effect settings is
>> where it will stay.
>>
>> However, time changes do store to a Pattern Styles & Songs too I
>> assume.
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>>
>> This means you can sequence the Pattern Styles with difrent delay
>> times in Chain Mode and it will remember use them. It still will
> not
>> convert them into a Song Mode though, it seems to use the settings
>> for last delay time it played in Chain Mode as the setting it
>> converts the Chain from.
>>
>> Even though its possible in Chain, I advise being cautious when
> using
>> more than one Pattern Style per Chain, as when and if you have a
> lot
>> of stuff going in a Pattern Style the RS needs a bit more load
> time,
>> and it resets to the first measure as well as all the new settings.
>> So, this can not only cause some confusion (Why is it playing the
>> second measure of a pattern when its should be playing the first?)
>> down the line, as well as cause to the RS to hiccup.
>>
>> The RS is capable of changing Styles in Chain Mode, it can be a
> good
>> thing when done right, like at slow spots in a song when not a lot
> is
>> going on. The secret I believe to using chain mode and keeping the
>> RS from hiccuping is recording section changes and track mutes
> within
>> one Pattern Style.
>>
>> I hope this info may help some? Probably not much, but hey, you
>> can't say its impossible to do these things yet on the RS, just
> maybe
>> troublesome. Its also perhaps a lot more troublesome on most other
>> hardware sequencers. The fun is working within these boundries and
>> pushing them to their limits, maybe even finding new limits nobody
>> else has tried before on a sequencer.
>>
>> If I figure out how to do it via sysex I'll let ya know, or if you
> do
>> please let us know too, until then Happy RSing!
>>
>> Zam
>>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 16773|16771|2008-07-01 15:25:43|zamisers7k|Re: Just for the record: Zam, you rule!|
:::blush::: Thanks bro... Stay rocking no matter what your stocking! 
And, don't ever sell your RS unless its to me for free ;)

Zam
| 16774|16758|2008-07-01 15:31:15|zamisers7k|Re: sequencing delay time etc and MASTER EFFECTS :)|
Thanks for the extra tips on SysEx guys! I'm gona have to give them a 
shot soon and see how it all works. Sounds like it might be 
intresting...

Zam
| 16775|16775|2008-07-02 02:51:57|zamisers7k|Mickey Update: Don't forget!|
Win a vintage Yamaha PS-3!!!!

I've not yet, but I might open it up to others besides the RS message 
board. You guys will have primary say in the winner... I might extend 
it past the deadline too, depending on stuff... See how it goes, but 
next week I'll be putting in an extra effort to gather submitals as I 
have a few days off work.

Get your Mickey remixes ready!!!! I'm hoping some RS folk will win the 
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prize! OK? Keep at it!

Zam
| 16776|16771|2008-07-02 11:56:42|BruceW|Re: Just for the record: Zam, you rule!|
Well deserved praise or a job well done, Floris. 

There's a ton of info here and the best part is that Zam is still making it happen!

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: florisvanrijswijk 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 4:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Just for the record: Zam, you rule!

Thanks Zam for (still) modarating this forum and answering all the
posts with such diligence. That just rules! I read all the posts... 

Although these days I mostly lurk and haven't powered up my RS for 6
months and haven't gigged with it for a year now it's still my most
beloved studio gear for the more than 6 years that I own it. 
But the thing is, a year ago I bought my new Fender American
Telecaster guitar and it has completely rekindled my love for playing
guitar, sounds effects (which I DIY), direct music making and playing
live with people. It just stole my heart away from my studio and also
the RS... well, that's live... everything is in flux... but I will
NEVER sell my RS!! 

One day I will try to use multi-samples with the RS. That's just way
too cool!! 

Best regards Zam and all RS users out there! 
Floris. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16777|16777|2008-07-03 15:38:58|tb303orys|WTB: RS7000|
hi there,

i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.

Cheers
Tio
| 16778|16777|2008-07-03 16:45:15|Robert Danzman|Re: WTB: RS7000|
Tio,

My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: tb303orys 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000

hi there,

i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.

Cheers
Tio
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16779|16777|2008-07-04 00:16:30|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: WTB: RS7000|
price?

On Fri, Jul 4, 2008 at 1:44 AM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:

> Tio,
>
> My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.
>
> Robert
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: tb303orys
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
>
> hi there,
>
> i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
> Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
> Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
> expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.
>
> Cheers
> Tio
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16780|16780|2008-07-06 12:03:03|semj_1|RS7000 vs. MPC|
i've never used an mpc but as you know, everyone talks about the mpc
as the all you need piece of gear. what about the rs though? why is it
so often over-looked? do you think some of the mpc's are better or is
the rs unknown to alot of people?
i mean the only mpcs that the rs competes with it seems is the 4000
and the 5000
thoughts
| 16781|16781|2008-07-06 13:26:47|eric|Making pattern chains|
Hi,

So One thing I cant understand is why you cant record section changes 
AND mute changes at the same time into pattern record before making a 
song, am I missing something?
I mean you have to stop the sequencer and select either scene record 
or mute record?
This doesnt make ANY sense to me, surely you want to be able to mute 
tracks on/off AND select different sections on the fly, doing it 
individually seems wrong?
Any guidance?
| 16782|16780|2008-07-06 18:23:43|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
it took me a while to admit the obvious, the MPC series is hands down better 
than the RS. The RS was a better machine when the 1000 was out(2001), but 
since then Akai has made sure that the RS could never match up to its abilities. 
Sequencing and sampling abilities - MPC. effects - RS. Believe me I know, 
and I am currently trying to find a new home for my rs - fully upgraded with 8 
outs and full sampling - but as a hip hop producer and emcee, the mpc is the 
true music production center. I know that there is a dedicated community of 
RS users out there, and I can understand the love for the machine, killer bass 
sounds, but I am now able to say good bye to the great grey box and go on 
with my life.

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16783|16780|2008-07-06 18:51:50|semj_1|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
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the thing is though, to compete with the sampling and synth sounds you
have to buy one of the newer models of MPC's which will cost you at
least 2000 dollars more than the rs will.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> it took me a while to admit the obvious, the MPC series is hands
down better 
> than the RS. The RS was a better machine when the 1000 was
out(2001), but 
> since then Akai has made sure that the RS could never match up to
its abilities. 
> Sequencing and sampling abilities - MPC. effects - RS. Believe me I
know, 
> and I am currently trying to find a new home for my rs - fully
upgraded with 8 
> outs and full sampling - but as a hip hop producer and emcee, the
mpc is the 
> true music production center. I know that there is a dedicated
community of 
> RS users out there, and I can understand the love for the machine,
killer bass 
> sounds, but I am now able to say good bye to the great grey box and
go on 
> with my life.
> 
> 
> 
> **************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
> fuel-efficient used cars. 
(http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16784|16781|2008-07-06 21:29:52|zamisers7k|Re: Making pattern chains|
It probably would be nice to do what you say on the RS so you can do it 
all in one pass. There does seem to be no real logical reason why they 
kept them seperate like that, however my personal opinion is that if 
you set up your pattern with its sections properly, the way its 
probably supposed to be done and intended then recording mutes arn't 
all that necessary. Instead you should have an empty track on that 
section. This is important if you're trying to do it properly, because 
the thing is, if and when you ever decide to convert it to a song the 
notes are still there, just muted, and then if you save it to a midi 
file, guess what, the mutes don't record so you've got the notes 
running through the whole song if want to load it up on another piece 
of gear via midi. So the most proper way is not to use and record in 
mutes instead use empty tracks.

On the other hand, that takes a bit of setting up, mutes are much 
funner and quicker for building songs, and the RS recognises its own 
mute sequences, so I'm pretty use to just using one section and just 
punch mutes in and out for creating songs. Its a lot faster then 
setting up sections properly, but I know to expect that its not going 
to transfer well as an .smf song over to anything else, who needs 
anything else though ;)

I did try to set up Mickey song for the remix contest the more proper 
way though, I'm sure its not perfect either, but it may be worth a look 
if this not how your using your RS.

Basically, mutes are cheating in my book, but there is actually nothing 
wrong with cheating either, if it works well then use it that way. 
Combining both, cheating way and proper way can result in even better 
songs and chains, but they start to get a bet confusining. I've been 
trying to do my songs the more proper way so I can pass them along to 
others if needed for better remixing, but its too easy to cheat with 
the mutes and use just one or two sections.

Well, I've probably confused enough, hope some of it made sense...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> So One thing I cant understand is why you cant record section 
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changes 
> AND mute changes at the same time into pattern record before making 
a 
> song, am I missing something?
> I mean you have to stop the sequencer and select either scene record 
> or mute record?
> This doesnt make ANY sense to me, surely you want to be able to mute 
> tracks on/off AND select different sections on the fly, doing it 
> individually seems wrong?
> Any guidance?
>

| 16785|16780|2008-07-06 22:11:42|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
Its all about the layout of the user interface. Nothing yet beats 
the RS by itself. Tell me you don't have to hook a keyboard 
controller or knob box up to the mpc to play it well, something other 
than Hip Hop. Hip hop is pretty simple stuff, MPCs are great for 
that I'll admit, get into some more sophisticated stuff, your going 
to need another piece of gear to go with it. You don't have to with 
the RS, it can stand on its own very very well. There are other 
boxes that have come close, maybe even a workstation or two, but 
somewhere along the line, cost or fun factor gets lost. The RS is 
still the badest ass all around great machine, by itself, under the 
sun.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> the thing is though, to compete with the sampling and synth sounds 
you
> have to buy one of the newer models of MPC's which will cost you at
> least 2000 dollars more than the rs will.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@ wrote:
> >
> > it took me a while to admit the obvious, the MPC series is hands
> down better 
> > than the RS. The RS was a better machine when the 1000 was
> out(2001), but 
> > since then Akai has made sure that the RS could never match up to
> its abilities. 
> > Sequencing and sampling abilities - MPC. effects - RS. Believe 
me I
> know, 
> > and I am currently trying to find a new home for my rs - fully
> upgraded with 8 
> > outs and full sampling - but as a hip hop producer and emcee, the
> mpc is the 
> > true music production center. I know that there is a dedicated
> community of 
> > RS users out there, and I can understand the love for the 
machine,
> killer bass 
> > sounds, but I am now able to say good bye to the great grey box 
and
> go on 
> > with my life.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > **************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
> > fuel-efficient used cars. 
> (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 16786|16777|2008-07-07 02:56:00|Alex Boswell|Re: WTB: RS7000|
i want it how much u want for the rs????? 

--- On Thu, 7/3/08, oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com> wrote:

From: oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 3, 2008, 11:16 PM
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price?

On Fri, Jul 4, 2008 at 1:44 AM, Robert Danzman wrote:

> Tio,
>
> My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.
>
> Robert
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: tb303orys
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
> Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
>
> hi there,
>
> i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
> Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
> Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
> expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.
>
> Cheers
> Tio
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16787|16777|2008-07-07 03:09:46|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: WTB: RS7000|
hey i asked the price to buy first!!!!

On Mon, Jul 7, 2008 at 2:26 AM, Alex Boswell <pee_body_420@yahoo.com> wrote:

> i want it how much u want for the rs?????
>
> --- On Thu, 7/3/08, oratiosh@gmail.com <
> oratiosh@gmail.com > wrote:
>
> From: oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com
> >
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Date: Thursday, July 3, 2008, 11:16 PM
>
>
> price?
>
> On Fri, Jul 4, 2008 at 1:44 AM, Robert Danzman wrote:
>
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> > Tio,
> >
> > My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.
> >
> > Robert
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: tb303orys
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
> > Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
> >
> > hi there,
> >
> > i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
> > Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
> > Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
> > expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.
> >
> > Cheers
> > Tio
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16788|16788|2008-07-07 06:18:14|Charles Ingersoll|rock guitar|
How can i turn my guitars into great rock guitar sounds?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16789|16788|2008-07-07 06:30:48|Nick Fletcher|Re: rock guitar|
First, get a great rock player. Then, get a great rock guitar and amp. There
is no secret to this!

Once you have recorded the above, try copying this performance to another
track and pan the original and the copy hard left and right. Then shift one
of them forward by say 20ms. This'll give you a big sound.

But the trick is to get things as good as possible from the source.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16790|16777|2008-07-07 07:06:37|Robert Danzman|Re: WTB: RS7000|
Hello,

$500.00 plus shipping.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alex Boswell 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, July 06, 2008 7:26 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000

i want it how much u want for the rs????? 

--- On Thu, 7/3/08, oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com> wrote:

From: oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 3, 2008, 11:16 PM
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price?

On Fri, Jul 4, 2008 at 1:44 AM, Robert Danzman wrote:

> Tio,
>
> My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.
>
> Robert
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: tb303orys
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
> Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
>
> hi there,
>
> i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
> Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
> Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
> expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.
>
> Cheers
> Tio
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16791|16777|2008-07-07 07:07:18|Robert Danzman|Re: WTB: RS7000|
Hello,

$500.00 plus shipping.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: oratiosh@gmail.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2008 5:09 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000

hey i asked the price to buy first!!!!

On Mon, Jul 7, 2008 at 2:26 AM, Alex Boswell <pee_body_420@yahoo.com> wrote:

> i want it how much u want for the rs?????
>
> --- On Thu, 7/3/08, oratiosh@gmail.com <
> oratiosh@gmail.com > wrote:
>
> From: oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com
> >
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Date: Thursday, July 3, 2008, 11:16 PM
>
>
> price?
>
> On Fri, Jul 4, 2008 at 1:44 AM, Robert Danzman wrote:
>
> > Tio,
> >
> > My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.
> >
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> > Robert
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: tb303orys
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
> > Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
> >
> > hi there,
> >
> > i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
> > Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
> > Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
> > expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.
> >
> > Cheers
> > Tio
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16792|16777|2008-07-07 08:03:15|Alex Boswell|Re: WTB: RS7000|
ok sorry! u going to get it? let me knowif u dont want it! sorry man!

--- On Mon, 7/7/08, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:

From: Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, July 7, 2008, 6:06 AM

Hello,

$500.00 plus shipping.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: oratiosh@gmail. com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2008 5:09 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000

hey i asked the price to buy first!!!!

On Mon, Jul 7, 2008 at 2:26 AM, Alex Boswell wrote:

> i want it how much u want for the rs?????
>
> --- On Thu, 7/3/08, oratiosh@gmail. com <
> oratiosh@gmail. com > wrote:
>
> From: oratiosh@gmail. com 
> >
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
> Date: Thursday, July 3, 2008, 11:16 PM

mailto:r@thearcadian.com
mailto:r@thearcadian.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>
>
> price?
>
> On Fri, Jul 4, 2008 at 1:44 AM, Robert Danzman wrote:
>
> > Tio,
> >
> > My RS7000 is for sale. Mint condition.
> >
> > Robert
> >
> >
> > ----- Original Message -----
> > From: tb303orys
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
> > Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2008 3:01 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] WTB: RS7000
> >
> > hi there,
> >
> > i am interested in buying a Yamaha RS7000 at a low price.
> > Also interested in part exchanging with my fully expanded Quasimidi
> > Rave-o-lution 309 in mint condition. Expansions include drums
> > expansion, synth expansion, and outputs expansion. Latest ROM installed.
> >
> > Cheers
> > Tio
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16793|16777|2008-07-07 08:26:08|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: WTB: RS7000|
i have one for sale as well - $ 500 - full sample memory; 8 outs; and scsi 
memory cable and external hard drive - 250 omega zip 
Let me know if you are anyone is interested.

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16794|16794|2008-07-07 08:36:22|bleekanderton|RS7000 Carrying Case|
Can anyone recommend something I can use as an RS7000 carrying case? 
I've looked into cases for turntables, but they always seem to come 
sized for 2 turntables. I only have one RS7000... Can anyone make a 
recommendation?

http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)


Thanks kindly,
Joshua
| 16795|16780|2008-07-07 08:40:47|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
name producers who have been successful with the RS. Now name producers who 
are successful with the RS...furthermore, I wouldn't suggest using the MPC 
without an added synth, but lets be honest, its about the music, not a overly 
scientific approach to making the music...who needs a bunch of backwards logic 
rather than simple straight forward operations (as in the MPC's operating 
system) when it comes to making good music. The MPC's operating system just 
makes sense - its very logically for sequencing and programming.
Now remember, I am a RS owner, but for me, I have made beats on the MPC 2500 
that are light years ahead of what I accomplished on the RS. I can still 
make music on the RS, ( and I do love its bass sounds, keys, some of it's 
drums, and effects) but its poor operating system makes it too much of a task, and 
ultimately defeats the purpose. After 7 years with the machine, I rather 
just sell it to some other happy want to be user.

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16796|16780|2008-07-07 08:44:06|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
typo: meant to say "now name producers who have been successful with the 
MPC..."

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16797|16780|2008-07-07 09:16:45|michael|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
That is one longggg list 
Dj Shadow 
Dre 
And tons of hiphop and electronic music producers...I know some who use Yamaha gear like Brian Eno yet they tend to be the more cerebral people who do not mind the
learning curve 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: kbkb2912@aol.com 

Date: Mon, 7 Jul 2008 10:43:58 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 vs. MPC 

typo: meant to say "now name producers who have been successful with the 
MPC..." 

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007) 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16798|16780|2008-07-07 09:19:43|michael|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
Personally I would love this 
Yamaha Motif XS 
A5000 
RS7000 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: kbkb2912@aol.com 

Date: Mon, 7 Jul 2008 10:43:58 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 vs. MPC 

http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
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typo: meant to say "now name producers who have been successful with the 
MPC..." 

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007) 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16799|16780|2008-07-07 09:55:41|cirustake|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
Never used an mpc and I am thinking of buying one.
I have only one question guys about the comparison between mpc and RS.
Is MPC faster than RS regarding sample loading times.
Even though I use a scsi hard disk to load samples I think it is very 
slow compared to computer samplers.How about the mpc?Is it getting 
any better?and I mean loading through the fastest way which is I 
suppose an internal hard disk.
In terms of speed in laying down a track I think MPC would be better 
since i think you don't have to stop play in order to record which is 
partly the same for RS but not exactly and the more midi tracks that 
you have available.Someone correct me if I am wrong please.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
>
> Personally I would love this
> Yamaha Motif XS
> A5000
> RS7000
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: kbkb2912@...
> 
> Date: Mon, 7 Jul 2008 10:43:58 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 vs. MPC
> 
> 
> typo: meant to say "now name producers who have been successful 
with the 
> MPC..."
> 
> 
> 
> **************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
> fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?
ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16800|16781|2008-07-07 15:07:32|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: Making pattern chains|
unfortunately, this proves my point exactly. I wish it wasn't so (especially 
with all the money I put into the machine) but it is. Making music shouldn't 
be that difficult - and it isn't with the MPC. And for the record we all 
know that successful producers are using the yamaha - isn't just not the rs.

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16801|16777|2008-07-07 16:08:33|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: WTB: RS7000|
email sent!

On 7/7/08, kbkb2912@aol.com <kbkb2912@aol.com> wrote:
> i have one for sale as well - $ 500 - full sample memory; 8 outs; and scsi
> memory cable and external hard drive - 250 omega zip
> Let me know if you are anyone is interested.
>
>
>
> **************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for
> fuel-efficient used cars.
> (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

| 16802|16777|2008-07-07 16:51:12|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: WTB: RS7000|
does this mean that your interested?

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16803|16780|2008-07-07 16:56:13|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: RS7000 vs. MPC|
well making that would scare away hobbist, but for serious producers, you 
got to spend some cash sometimes (most of the times is more like it). Keep in 
mind, when I first brought the machine it was when it first came out, therefore 
I paid 1200 american dollars. YOu can get a solid MPC 1000 for that price 
now, so where's the problem. And if you only want to shell out 500 smackaroos 
then you can get the 500 for 500 and work it with your PC or mac

**************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16804|16794|2008-07-07 18:06:33|Rick M|Re: RS7000 Carrying Case|
i use a really old school leather laptop computer case. yea its not a hardshell case but i has room for the rs7000 4 audiocables my midi cables and power supply. good luck
cause i had that same problem

----- Original Message ----
From: bleekanderton <marekivanov@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, July 7, 2008 7:36:20 AM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 Carrying Case

Can anyone recommend something I can use as an RS7000 carrying case? 
I've looked into cases for turntables, but they always seem to come 
sized for 2 turntables. I only have one RS7000... Can anyone make a 
recommendation?

Thanks kindly,
Joshua

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16805|16805|2008-07-07 18:11:25|Robert Danzman|RS for sale|
Hello,

I lost track (no pun intended). Who wants my RS 7000?

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16806|16794|2008-07-07 18:19:16|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Carrying Case|
There is a photo of some kind of carrying bag for the RS in the Photos 
here. Maybe worth a check out. I use a hard suitcase and some foam I 
got at the second hand store.

Zam
| 16807|16781|2008-07-07 19:57:44|zamisers7k|Re: Making pattern chains|
I don't think it proves your point at all. The RS isn't that 
difficult to learn, if it is, we get it, that is when you should get 
an MPC then instead ;)

Hands down, the RS whoops the MPCs. Even if Akai comes out with an 
MPC 30 million and two times X and its sequncer has wireless brain 
wave pattern recognition, and even timberland's mama uses one. The 
RS will still beat it.

Because, that is how the real RSers roll baby!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> unfortunately, this proves my point exactly. I wish it wasn't so 
(especially 
> with all the money I put into the machine) but it is. Making music 
shouldn't 
> be that difficult - and it isn't with the MPC. And for the record 
we all 
> know that successful producers are using the yamaha - isn't just 
not the rs.
> 
> 
> 
> **************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for 
> fuel-efficient used cars. (http://autos.aol.com/used?
ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16808|16805|2008-07-07 21:47:36|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: RS for sale|
me? price?

On 7/8/08, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:
> Hello,
>
> I lost track (no pun intended). Who wants my RS 7000?
>
> Robert
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

| 16809|16777|2008-07-07 21:49:04|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: WTB: RS7000|
yes!

On 7/8/08, kbkb2912@aol.com <kbkb2912@aol.com> wrote:
> does this mean that your interested?
>
>
>
> **************Gas prices getting you down? Search AOL Autos for
> fuel-efficient used cars.
> (http://autos.aol.com/used?ncid=aolaut00050000000007)
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

| 16810|16794|2008-07-08 01:25:21|8_bit_boy|Re: RS7000 Carrying Case|
i've got a single turntable case and it fits perfect ( with a little 
bit of the foam taken off the bottom ! )

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://autos.aol.com/used?
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keep looking, they are not that hard to find.. :)

On 08/07/2008, at 12:36 AM, bleekanderton wrote:

> Can anyone recommend something I can use as an RS7000 carrying case?
> I've looked into cases for turntables, but they always seem to come
> sized for 2 turntables. I only have one RS7000... Can anyone make a
> recommendation?
>
> Thanks kindly,
> Joshua
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16811|16794|2008-07-08 01:41:47|Daniel Comollatti|Re: RS7000 Carrying Case|
Hey - here you go
 
I travelled Europe with one of these bags - large one - 
and a strap on wheel set for luggage
http://www.gigskinz.com/
 
I phoned them with dimensions - and they had what I needed - 
they shipped it in 12 hours - great i says
 
I had the rs7000, cables, pc and KP3
 
To be extra sure - I cut semi hard rubber for the top of the rs and the top of the kp3
I did it with a drill and blade myself
 
hope this helps 
later
d

----- Original Message ----
From: 8_bit_boy <junk@hazyinseptember.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, 8 July, 2008 4:36:49 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 Carrying Case

i've got a single turntable case and it fits perfect ( with a little 
bit of the foam taken off the bottom ! )

keep looking, they are not that hard to find.. :)

On 08/07/2008, at 12:36 AM, bleekanderton wrote:

> Can anyone recommend something I can use as an RS7000 carrying case?
> I've looked into cases for turntables, but they always seem to come
> sized for 2 turntables. I only have one RS7000... Can anyone make a
> recommendation?
>
> Thanks kindly,
> Joshua
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Start at the new Yahoo!7 for a better online experience. www.yahoo7.com.au

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16812|16812|2008-07-08 04:24:03|Markus|Need some advice fellas..|
I recently dropped my RS for an ESX/MX combo in a bid to streamline my
live setup which is great but i am missing the grey beast and it's
possible i can get it back tomorrow. 

Like others have mentioned the learning curve is quite steep, it's not

http://www.gigskinz.com/
mailto:junk@hazyinseptember.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


as fast or intuitive as the electribes imo but it's a lot more
powerful. I was thinking about trading in my MX for something with a
better synth engine but then i found out the RS was available again. 

Now if i get it back i will be learning it inside out and using the
sampler much more but(!)does the RS colour the sound? I hardly used
the sampler but the few times i did i thought it sounded ok. I mean, i
have the SX now and it sweet but i run out of parts pretty quickly. I
could keep the MX but i've had it a while and want some fresh sounds.

So right now i don't know whether to let it go and move on and get
something else or get it back (if i can) and stick with it. I've
looked at other grooveboxes like the MC-808 and each has it's problems
or limitations. If i get it back i will be doing a lot more resampling
and processing with the RS. I didn't use it to it's full potential
which is part fo the reason i traded it, originally i got it for the
sampling to use with my MX.

I like the synth on the MX i do really want a good VA to replace it
but i have a korg R3 which i can of course sample anyway. Are you
using the sampler much on your RS? How do you use it creatively?

If i get it back i'll probably have a lot of questions about the RS as
i never really got into it so i hope you guys can help me on the path
to RS enlightenment! I know it's a really good box but what if i was
right and it's just not the right thing for me? Please advise!

Thanks,

Markus.
| 16813|16805|2008-07-08 09:01:12|Alex Boswell|Re: RS for sale|
e-mail me please! another guy asked before me so if he wants it let him have it but i might have a friend that wants it e-mail with the updates pee_body_420@yahoo.com
thanks

--- On Mon, 7/7/08, oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com> wrote:

From: oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS for sale
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, July 7, 2008, 8:47 PM

me? price?

On 7/8/08, Robert Danzman wrote:
> Hello,
>
> I lost track (no pun intended). Who wants my RS 7000?
>
> Robert
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16814|16805|2008-07-08 09:07:39|michael|Re: RS for sale|
To everyone., 

mailto:pee_body_420@yahoo.com
mailto:oratiosh@gmail.com
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I would suggest that everyone keep a spare CPU with a floppy disk drive and a magnetoptical drive and media because those formats along with tape have proved to be
extremely robust and reliable over a long period of time..- I am glad my Ensoniq and Yamaha gear have floppy drives as well as SCSI capability 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Alex Boswell <pee_body_420@yahoo.com> 

Date: Tue, 8 Jul 2008 08:01:08 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS for sale 

e-mail me please! another guy asked before me so if he wants it let him have it but i might have a friend that wants it e-mail with the updates pee_body_420@yahoo.com
thanks 

--- On Mon, 7/7/08, oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com> wrote: 

From: oratiosh@gmail.com <oratiosh@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS for sale 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Date: Monday, July 7, 2008, 8:47 PM 

me? price? 

On 7/8/08, Robert Danzman wrote: 
> Hello, 
> 
> I lost track (no pun intended). Who wants my RS 7000? 
> 
> Robert 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16815|16815|2008-07-08 09:11:45|keninverse|FS: RS7000|
I have a pretty much mint RS7000 available for sale. Fully expanded 
memory, comes in the original box, packing materials, some docs may be 
lost but can be had easily. I think the plastic is still on the LCD 
cover. Never gigged and seen studio use only. Send me a mail and what 
you think it's worth at keninverse at gmail dot com. You can check my 
ebay feedback on ebay (username keninverse).

ken m.
| 16816|16812|2008-07-08 12:20:20|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
If i get it back i might try the nord micromodular hack, then i would
have the va synth onboard. I think i will get it back if it's
available, ido miss it. It's when i started to work with samples in
the Sx that i realised how much potential there is with the RS but i
remember it being painfully slow to load anything wihch is why i never
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bothered with samples. I guess i'll have to be a lil more patient with
it. :)

Oh, and rtfm front to back...
| 16817|16812|2008-07-08 14:28:21|8_bit_boy|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
i use samples regularly, as well as the resample feature..

it does not seem to be colouring the sound.. and while its a little 
bit of a pain to get the samples in, its nothing like the trouble of 
loading samples on an electribe es-1

i also find the synth in the rs to do mostly what i want, even if it 
takes a bit of fucking around to get there..

but with the midi capabilities the rs7000 is made to be midi'd up to 
an external synth..

i always load in kick's, as i find the kick drums in the rs7000 a 
little weak...

cheers

On 08/07/2008, at 8:24 PM, Markus wrote:

> I recently dropped my RS for an ESX/MX combo in a bid to streamline my
> live setup which is great but i am missing the grey beast and it's
> possible i can get it back tomorrow.
>
> Like others have mentioned the learning curve is quite steep, it's not
> as fast or intuitive as the electribes imo but it's a lot more
> powerful. I was thinking about trading in my MX for something with a
> better synth engine but then i found out the RS was available again.
>
> Now if i get it back i will be learning it inside out and using the
> sampler much more but(!)does the RS colour the sound? I hardly used
> the sampler but the few times i did i thought it sounded ok. I mean, i
> have the SX now and it sweet but i run out of parts pretty quickly. I
> could keep the MX but i've had it a while and want some fresh sounds.
>
> So right now i don't know whether to let it go and move on and get
> something else or get it back (if i can) and stick with it. I've
> looked at other grooveboxes like the MC-808 and each has it's problems
> or limitations. If i get it back i will be doing a lot more resampling
> and processing with the RS. I didn't use it to it's full potential
> which is part fo the reason i traded it, originally i got it for the
> sampling to use with my MX.
>
> I like the synth on the MX i do really want a good VA to replace it
> but i have a korg R3 which i can of course sample anyway. Are you
> using the sampler much on your RS? How do you use it creatively?
>
> If i get it back i'll probably have a lot of questions about the RS as
> i never really got into it so i hope you guys can help me on the path
> to RS enlightenment! I know it's a really good box but what if i was
> right and it's just not the right thing for me? Please advise!
>
> Thanks,
>
> Markus.
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16818|16812|2008-07-08 19:18:10|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
Thanks for you reply. Yeah it's a powerful instrument and as i'm not
using software as much these days it's worth getting back for the
sequencer alone. On the sampling it does seem quicker on the SX so i
could do quick and dirty sample stuff on that and load or resample
into the RS..

Havta leave it there, battery on my lappy is running out. Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> i use samples regularly, as well as the resample feature..

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> it does not seem to be colouring the sound.. and while its a little 
> bit of a pain to get the samples in, its nothing like the trouble of 
> loading samples on an electribe es-1
> 
> i also find the synth in the rs to do mostly what i want, even if it 
> takes a bit of fucking around to get there..
> 
> but with the midi capabilities the rs7000 is made to be midi'd up to 
> an external synth..
> 
> i always load in kick's, as i find the kick drums in the rs7000 a 
> little weak...
> 
> cheers

| 16819|16812|2008-07-08 22:47:40|peter663490|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
I have a similar set up to you with 2 mx's and an sx. I got the RS 
mainly for sequencing but most users on the forum speak very highly 
of the RS as a sampler.Just a couple of points. You may want to 
upgrade the onboard sampling memory and get hold of a few Smart Media 
128 mb cards as the sample and sequence mmemory is not retained at 
power off as Im sure you know. They are available reasonably cheap at 
Amazon. The rs is very comprehensive but I find it a lot less hands 
on intuitive as a sequencer than the mxs one of which I use to 
sequence outboard gear. The main downside for me is the mx being step 
sequencers can sometimes be frustrating if you want to offset a few 
notes. However for fast intuitive and experimental use of sequencing 
I think the mx scores higher. The rx is much more comprehensive 
though and is often touted as the only stand alone rival to computer 
set ups. I dont know how long you had yours but Im persevering with 
mine as eventually i would like to take advantage of its more 
sophisticated features. However one last point I found the onboard 
synth of the rs is nowhere near as good as the mx. But as many people 
have pointed out this is mainly a sampling sequencer and as such may 
well fit the bill for you perfectly--- In 
RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

>
> I recently dropped my RS for an ESX/MX combo in a bid to streamline 

my

> live setup which is great but i am missing the grey beast and it's
> possible i can get it back tomorrow. 
> 
> Like others have mentioned the learning curve is quite steep, it's 

not

> as fast or intuitive as the electribes imo but it's a lot more
> powerful. I was thinking about trading in my MX for something with a
> better synth engine but then i found out the RS was available 

again. 

> 
> Now if i get it back i will be learning it inside out and using the
> sampler much more but(!)does the RS colour the sound? I hardly used
> the sampler but the few times i did i thought it sounded ok. I 

mean, i

> have the SX now and it sweet but i run out of parts pretty quickly. 

I

> could keep the MX but i've had it a while and want some fresh 

sounds.

> 
> So right now i don't know whether to let it go and move on and get
> something else or get it back (if i can) and stick with it. I've
> looked at other grooveboxes like the MC-808 and each has it's 

problems

> or limitations. If i get it back i will be doing a lot more 

resampling
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> and processing with the RS. I didn't use it to it's full potential
> which is part fo the reason i traded it, originally i got it for the
> sampling to use with my MX.
> 
> I like the synth on the MX i do really want a good VA to replace it
> but i have a korg R3 which i can of course sample anyway. Are you
> using the sampler much on your RS? How do you use it creatively?
> 
> If i get it back i'll probably have a lot of questions about the RS 

as

> i never really got into it so i hope you guys can help me on the 

path

> to RS enlightenment! I know it's a really good box but what if i was
> right and it's just not the right thing for me? Please advise!
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Markus.
>

| 16820|16812|2008-07-08 23:53:12|zamisers7k|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
If you get your RS back I'd say to try to learn the ins and outs of its 
synth engine more and you won't need to use the sampler as much and or 
long as much for a VA or Analog to have as a companion for it.

I find it intresting that even though you changed to something that 
sounds better off the shelf than the RS, that the RS still calls out 
back to you.

I've tried a lot of other gear, and I know the RS so well, I can see 
the appeal of the other gears at first, but it doesn't take very long 
for me to get back to my RS and go "Oh yeah, that was what I wanted to 
do!".

Good luck, hope you get it back, and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16821|16812|2008-07-09 00:27:52|Nick Fletcher|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
How can you run out of sounds with an MX? Do you mean the drum samples?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16822|16812|2008-07-09 06:08:33|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>
> How can you run out of sounds with an MX? Do you mean the drum samples?
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Not the MX the SX. It's great for laying ideas down but i quickly run
out of parts. Thats where the MX comes in so i'm looking at swapping
the MX for the RS. Ideally i'd like to keep it but i don't have space.
I like the synth, i can get the fattest basses from it. I have to
think about what i'll be losing as well as gaining. MX/SX or RS/SX???
| 16823|16812|2008-07-09 06:43:30|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
Thats what i will be doing. 

Well i was using live and vsts a lot so i felt that the RS was
overkill but recently i am using hw more and more. I have a good va in
the R3. The SX does it for sample mangling and building grooves, i
have a kp2 for realtime fx processing so need something to bring it
all together. You might be right about the synth on the RS. At least
it doesn't have the limitations of the MX. 

I think it is possible to download the sample rom in wav format for
the MX from somewhere online. I could always run the RS through a tube
preamp anyway. But i feel right now it would be a mistake to let the
RS go.

Re the sampling, it's something i want to do and i never exploited
half the functions of the RS. It's funny, getting the SX made me
realise this!

One other thing, the RS gives me everything i need to play live. The
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downside is the slow loading times but nothing is perfect eh?

I'll try and get it back and if it doesn't work out i'll stick it on
the bay.

Cheers!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> If you get your RS back I'd say to try to learn the ins and outs of its 
> synth engine more and you won't need to use the sampler as much and or 
> long as much for a VA or Analog to have as a companion for it.
> 
> I find it intresting that even though you changed to something that 
> sounds better off the shelf than the RS, that the RS still calls out 
> back to you.
> 
> I've tried a lot of other gear, and I know the RS so well, I can see 
> the appeal of the other gears at first, but it doesn't take very long 
> for me to get back to my RS and go "Oh yeah, that was what I wanted to 
> do!".
> 
> Good luck, hope you get it back, and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 16824|16812|2008-07-09 12:27:21|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
Nevermind my RS isn't available as i was originally told. Maybe in a
couple of weeks but i don't want to hang around for something that
might happen. So i'll stick with my tribes for now. Anyway the MX can
produce the sickest basslines i've heard. I will miss the advanced
features of the RS but c'est la vie! I'll focus on building sets with
the tribes for now and see what happens with the RS in a few weeks.
Anyway it's been good being a member here. 

If you don't hear back from me you'll know why. I might post the
occasional track if that's cool but for now, see ya!

Markus.
| 16825|16812|2008-07-09 16:12:32|zamisers7k|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
RS + MX is a pretty sick ass combo if you can pull it off. RS + EA 
might be nearly as bad ass too and save ya few $$$. Its nice to have 
almost any one VA paired up with the RS whatever it is, but its not 
necessary either IMHO.

Zam
| 16826|16812|2008-07-09 16:22:43|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
what about rs7000 + er-1 ???
this is what i am planning to get in exchange of my fully expanded quasimidi
309.

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 1:12 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> RS + MX is a pretty sick ass combo if you can pull it off. RS + EA
> might be nearly as bad ass too and save ya few $$$. Its nice to have
> almost any one VA paired up with the RS whatever it is, but its not
> necessary either IMHO.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16827|16812|2008-07-09 16:25:15|zamisers7k|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
Bummer Dude!

I was gona say, if you do wind up doing live gigs and making any mula 
off it, thats kind of rare, but if you do invest in two RSs and that'll 
help ya with load times.

My group has been using 2 RSs for a while, more recently along with an 
MX, a couple various VAs (X-Station/AN1X/Micron), and ocassionaly an 
old Analog (ARP Oddy my fav) and a couple KPIIs as well for our live 
shows. They all have their goods and their bad points, but if we had 
to narrow it down to just a pair, it probably would be an RS + an MX.
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Better luck getting it back next time, give your friend a good smack if 
you find out they arn't using much of YOUR RS .

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Nevermind my RS isn't available as i was originally told. Maybe in a
> couple of weeks but i don't want to hang around for something that
> might happen. So i'll stick with my tribes for now. Anyway the MX can
> produce the sickest basslines i've heard. I will miss the advanced
> features of the RS but c'est la vie! I'll focus on building sets with
> the tribes for now and see what happens with the RS in a few weeks.
> Anyway it's been good being a member here. 
> 
> If you don't hear back from me you'll know why. I might post the
> occasional track if that's cool but for now, see ya!
> 
> Markus.
>

| 16828|16812|2008-07-09 16:34:42|zamisers7k|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
Its been a while since I messed around on a er-1. I'm thinking it 
mostly models drums, which probably might sound good for a song or 
two, but gets tiring of hearing the same drum kit, the drums it has 
though do sound nice. If I'm not mistaken it has a synth part??? 
I'm not sure though how well that is modeled, if its like a decent VA 
or not. The RS should do drums fairly well, but maybe what you can 
do, is do more drums on the er-1 and reserve more of the first 8 
tracks of the RS for synth parts. That might be a good plan, as I've 
always wished the RS had another 8 tracks or so for synth parts.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, oratiosh@... wrote:
>
> what about rs7000 + er-1 ???
> this is what i am planning to get in exchange of my fully expanded 
quasimidi
> 309.
> 
> On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 1:12 AM, zamisers7k

| 16829|16812|2008-07-09 16:37:26|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
man i will rid the 309 and use my 777 along with the Revo R2 and the
Xbase09, and then Rs7000 comes in with the ER-1 which i will use for weird
drum sounds.
i am thinking of machinedrum too or even a spectralis

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 1:34 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> Its been a while since I messed around on a er-1. I'm thinking it
> mostly models drums, which probably might sound good for a song or
> two, but gets tiring of hearing the same drum kit, the drums it has
> though do sound nice. If I'm not mistaken it has a synth part???
> I'm not sure though how well that is modeled, if its like a decent VA
> or not. The RS should do drums fairly well, but maybe what you can
> do, is do more drums on the er-1 and reserve more of the first 8
> tracks of the RS for synth parts. That might be a good plan, as I've
> always wished the RS had another 8 tracks or so for synth parts.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , oratiosh@...
> wrote:
> >
> > what about rs7000 + er-1 ???
> > this is what i am planning to get in exchange of my fully expanded
> quasimidi
> > 309.
> >
> > On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 1:12 AM, zamisers7k 
>
> 
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>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16830|16830|2008-07-09 17:06:22|Robert Danzman|disappeared|
Hello,

What happened to the guys who were interested in/wanted my RS7000? They disappeared.

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16831|16812|2008-07-09 17:34:51|zamisers7k|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
You have a 777? Nice! I've a Spectralis, it may not be the greatest 
companion for the RS, it could be, but if you find the RS a tough 
learn, definatly don't get a Specki, although being familiar with the 
309 might help.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, oratiosh@... wrote:
>
> man i will rid the 309 and use my 777 along with the Revo R2 and the
> Xbase09, and then Rs7000 comes in with the ER-1 which i will use for 
weird
> drum sounds.
> i am thinking of machinedrum too or even a spectralis
> 
> On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 1:34 AM, zamisers7k 
> wrote:
> 
>

| 16832|16832|2008-07-09 18:49:34|zamisers7k|Mickey: MRC Website Is Up|
Hi RSers,

I figure I'll just host the Mickey Remix Contest on my own domain. No 
BS for me to deal with. One drawback, I'll probably take it down after 
a while to conserve space and costs depending on how much it takes up 
and intrest etc.

Here is a preview...

http://www.quantum-source.com/MRC/index.htm

If you've got any helpfull ideas, throw them out there for me and I'll 
consider it.

Only 6 more days until deadline! No rush tho, as it'll likely be 
extended, but hopefully I'll be ready to start accepting submitals.

Zam
| 16833|16812|2008-07-09 19:41:32|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
It's ok, i'm happy with the tribes. The SX has a lot of potential.
Doesn't seem like it at first but you can do some crazy things with
drums and other audio. Plus i have a laptop running live and Guru
which comes with 4GB
of samples so plenty of fodder to load into the SX. Plus, they make
great sequencers, i just discovered i can sequence guru with the SX so
i can build loops of that, layer resample and load back into the SX. 

What they lack in features the electribes make up for in workflow, you
can write patterns while the sequencer is playing to the next empty
slot and you return to the current pattern your editing so it's great
for building up sequences that work together. I do seem to get more
done quicker with the tribes than i did the RS and my main focus right
now is getting some material together and getting out and playing
live. Times apassing. =0b

I'll let you know how it goes with the RS. Like i say i'm happy with
the tribes but i do miss the RS. :'(

Later,

Markus

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Bummer Dude!
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> 
> I was gona say, if you do wind up doing live gigs and making any mula 
> off it, thats kind of rare, but if you do invest in two RSs and that'll 
> help ya with load times.
> 
> My group has been using 2 RSs for a while, more recently along with an 
> MX, a couple various VAs (X-Station/AN1X/Micron), and ocassionaly an 
> old Analog (ARP Oddy my fav) and a couple KPIIs as well for our live 
> shows. They all have their goods and their bad points, but if we had 
> to narrow it down to just a pair, it probably would be an RS + an MX.
> 
> Better luck getting it back next time, give your friend a good smack if 
> you find out they arn't using much of YOUR RS .
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > Nevermind my RS isn't available as i was originally told. Maybe in a
> > couple of weeks but i don't want to hang around for something that
> > might happen. So i'll stick with my tribes for now. Anyway the MX can
> > produce the sickest basslines i've heard. I will miss the advanced
> > features of the RS but c'est la vie! I'll focus on building sets with
> > the tribes for now and see what happens with the RS in a few weeks.
> > Anyway it's been good being a member here. 
> > 
> > If you don't hear back from me you'll know why. I might post the
> > occasional track if that's cool but for now, see ya!
> > 
> > Markus.
> >
>

| 16834|16812|2008-07-09 21:16:10|Nick Fletcher|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
I was referring to "I
could keep the MX but i've had it a while and want some fresh sounds."

Because the MX is like five mono microKORGs with less modulation
possibilities.

I thought you had given up trying to program new sounds, but it seems that's
not the case.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16835|16832|2008-07-09 21:53:44|TOM ROSE|Re: Mickey: MRC Website Is Up|
Cool about the extension. I've got a lot of work to get this finished!!!!

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2008 00:49:33 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Mickey: MRC Website Is Up

Hi RSers,

I figure I'll just host the Mickey Remix Contest on my own domain. No 
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BS for me to deal with. One drawback, I'll probably take it down after 

a while to conserve space and costs depending on how much it takes up 

and intrest etc.

Here is a preview...

http://www.quantum-source.com/MRC/index.htm

If you've got any helpfull ideas, throw them out there for me and I'll 

consider it.

Only 6 more days until deadline! No rush tho, as it'll likely be 

extended, but hopefully I'll be ready to start accepting submitals.

Zam

_________________________________________________________________
Making the world a better place one message at a time.
http://www.imtalkathon.com/?source=EML_WLH_Talkathon_BetterPlace

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16836|16812|2008-07-10 01:37:36|8_bit_boy|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
i really disliked the er-1.. crazy sounds.. not very useable IMHO but 
for someone making kid-606 style could be great!!

On 10/07/2008, at 8:22 AM, oratiosh@gmail.com wrote:

> what about rs7000 + er-1 ???
> this is what i am planning to get in exchange of my fully expanded 
> quasimidi
> 309.
>
> On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 1:12 AM, zamisers7k > source.com>
> wrote:
>
> > RS + MX is a pretty sick ass combo if you can pull it off. RS + EA
> > might be nearly as bad ass too and save ya few $$$. Its nice to have
> > almost any one VA paired up with the RS whatever it is, but its not
> > necessary either IMHO.
> >
> > Zam
> >
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> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16837|16830|2008-07-10 01:57:26|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: disappeared|
man, i was one of the guys interested.
i have some guy in japan wanting to trade his rs7000 without any upgrades
for my fully expanded 309.
i don't have ANY money right now.
i had the car engine blown and now i am in really deep shite.

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 2:06 AM, Robert Danzman <r@thearcadian.com> wrote:

> Hello,
>
> What happened to the guys who were interested in/wanted my RS7000? They
> disappeared.
>
> Robert
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16838|16628|2008-07-10 02:26:06|Tim Sewell|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Hi all,
Love this post, didn't know about this stuff before. Question : How do I get the arpeggios to sync in time with the track? If I stop the track the arpeggios keep running, like
wise I start the track the arpeggiator just continues but maybe its a couple micro beats out unless I pressed start at exactly the right time. Anyone else have this?

T

----- Original Message ----
From: pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, 24 May, 2008 8:19:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Arpeggiator and Grid Groove

I typed out a long post on this a while ago but my pc crashed, also
been meaning to do some youtube videos but it dosen't seem like I'll
get a decent camera anytime soon so...

I hear a few people mentioning that the RS's arpeggiator is a bit
simple and others recently that they couldn't recreate 'on the run'
using it. Seems your missing something because the arpeggiator on the
RS excellent. 

Try this: Turn on your RS and select track 10, you should have a 303
type sound (rez bass), change it to monophonic and portamento to
fingered. Turn on keyboard mode and the arp, press a few keys to get a
basic arp going, you can adjust the speed, note length etc using the
play fx knobs.

Now press Grid groove, select which 16th notes you want to edit with
the 16 track keys. So press a few keys and adjust the note, you should
hear the pattern change. More fun to be had with note length, select
a few different keys and make the note length longer and you should
hear a few slides, adjust play fx note length and portamento time to
suit. Increase the velocity on a few other notes and adjust the filter
and filter env you should get a nice 303ish accent, if your chasing a
303 sound turn the filter env a s r to 0 and just use decay. And
finally you can adjust note timing to create a push or pull feel to
your pattern.

After you've got a 'groovy' pattern exit grid groove and play some
differnt keys to hear your arp in action. press record and play while
the arp is still running, it records the basic arp to a pattern and
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keeps all the grid groove settings.

Grid groove is also fun to use as a quick and dirty 1 bar sequencer,
use grid record and run your finger along 16 keys to put a note on
every 16th. press play then go in to grid groove to do your
sequencing. Seems very similar to waldorf Q and mQ? 

Have fun. 

__________________________________________________________
Not happy with your email address?.
Get the one you really want - millions of new email addresses available now at Yahoo! http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/ymail/new.html

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16839|16628|2008-07-10 03:33:24|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
I tried that out and I see what you mean, you can get the sucker off by 
quite a lot if you slow the tempo down. The arpeggiator doesn't 
reset. I don't see a way around that unless you either record the arp 
to the track, or remember what notes you had it playing and turn it off 
and back on and press those notes. It might help if you go into the 
arp settings and turn hold off and then it'll only play while your 
holding the notes down. Thats what I do usually with my external 
synths. Can attempt turning the clock shift too, but still seemed a 
bit hard to line back up. Stopping then starting the arp and 
repressing the same notes seemed to work best for me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Tim Sewell wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Love this post, didn't know about this stuff before. Question : How 
do I get the arpeggios to sync in time with the track? If I stop the 
track the arpeggios keep running, like wise I start the track the 
arpeggiator just continues but maybe its a couple micro beats out 
unless I pressed start at exactly the right time. Anyone else have this?
> 
> T
>

| 16840|16628|2008-07-10 04:03:39|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
I've also been messing with grid groove more lately, its a bit 
frustrating. I almost wish I'd rather just program the notes, gates, 
and velocity on its own. But anyway, what I've been doing is using a 
1/16 note and 16 of the same notes across one measure, then changing 
the pitch and the rest in grid groove, therby keeping the arp out of 
the equation. I also seem to get better results if I put the voice in 
mono mode, can get some very tb-303 acidish type slides, removing a 
note here and there if I extend the gate and use some portamento too.

Copy it over to another track and put a fine detune on it and my RS 
sounds like a Virus ;) Since it was only a measure long, I also re-
sampled the two tracks to a 3rd and deleted the original two to free 
those tracks up. The usual fun stuff to do on the RS. Fun fun stuff:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/FThat.mp3

A lot of Grid Groove goen in that using the same note, just difrent 
tweaks.

Zam
| 16841|16628|2008-07-10 08:45:56|TOM ROSE|Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove|
Zam that rocks. I've been using my Indigo 2 in my Drumkat setup and your mp3 is making me (for the 12th million time have to rethink how I use the RS. 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.comFrom: zamise@quantum-source.comDate: Thu, 10 Jul 2008 10:03:37 +0000Subject: [RS7000] Re: Arpeggiator and Grid Groove

I've also been messing with grid groove more lately, its a bit frustrating. I almost wish I'd rather just program the notes, gates, and velocity on its own. But anyway, what
I've been doing is using a 1/16 note and 16 of the same notes across one measure, then changing the pitch and the rest in grid groove, therby keeping the arp out of the
equation. I also seem to get better results if I put the voice in mono mode, can get some very tb-303 acidish type slides, removing a note here and there if I extend the gate
and use some portamento too.Copy it over to another track and put a fine detune on it and my RS sounds like a Virus ;) Since it was only a measure long, I also re-
sampled the two tracks to a 3rd and deleted the original two to free those tracks up. The usual fun stuff to do on the RS. Fun fun stuff:http://www.quantum-
source.com/Sounds/mp3s/FThat.mp3A lot of Grid Groove goen in that using the same note, just difrent tweaks.Zam 
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_________________________________________________________________
Use video conversation to talk face-to-face with Windows Live Messenger.
http://www.windowslive.com/messenger/connect_your_way.html?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_Refresh_messenger_video_072008

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16842|16830|2008-07-10 09:31:00|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: disappeared|
as always, you have to do what's best for your situation. I'm not mad at 
that. I probable will sell my RS today to Rogue Music. 

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16843|16812|2008-07-10 09:49:13|Markus|Re: Need some advice fellas..|
Ah. I hadn't thought of it like that, five mono microkorgs... 

No i program all my own sounds. What i meant by fresh sounds is
something different, like a micromodular or desktop evolver. The MX is
an awesome synth and the sequencer rocks. I'll see what happens with
the RS but the two tribes are working well, better than i expected. I
have a live set on the go and now i need to focus on the performance
aspect but i have all the sounds i need tbh. It would have been a
sacrifice to trade the MX for the RS but i wanted it back. At the end
of the day, it just may not be the right thing for me, we all work
differently.

Peace.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> I was referring to "I
> could keep the MX but i've had it a while and want some fresh sounds."
> 
> Because the MX is like five mono microKORGs with less modulation
> possibilities.
> 
> I thought you had given up trying to program new sounds, but it
seems that's
> not the case.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16844|16830|2008-07-10 14:11:23|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: disappeared|
i just wish you take my 309 for exchange man.

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 6:30 PM, <kbkb2912@aol.com> wrote:

> as always, you have to do what's best for your situation. I'm not mad at
>
> that. I probable will sell my RS today to Rogue Music.
>
> **************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live
> music
> scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com!
> (http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16845|16830|2008-07-10 14:33:28|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: disappeared|
I'm not even familiar with the machine that your referring to. I'm sure 
everything will work out for. This may be a way for you to recognize your love 
for the machine or for you just to move on and go into another direction. For 
example, I use to think that I could do so much with the RS if I just did this 
or that, but last October I brought a MPC 2500 and began to realize that your 
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understanding of your vision for music can change. While you may have a 
vision to do this or that with your music, as you go on, you began to understand 
what pieces of gear make that dream a reality. Remember, as technology 
advances we can now do things with new pieces of gear that make what we were trying 
to accomplish on old pieces of gear now possible or even easier. . This is 
what I discovered with my new piece of gear - the mpc 2500. Lets be honest, 
you may be able to achieve what you want to do with a piece of software or a 
newer piece of hardware. Vintage gear serves it purposes, but unless you are a 
serious vintage gear collector it may be much more advantageous to look to 
the future. 
And in terms of what people in this user group say about learning curves, 
and not being afraid to learn the RS's, do you really have to go such a quest 
to learn a machine to just do simple things like create sequences? I think 
the opposite. Cheers!

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16846|16830|2008-07-10 14:41:10|Robert Danzman|Re: disappeared|
Hey,

I applaud everyone for doing what is in their best interest I am not sophisticated/knowledgeable/talented enough trade for anything. I bought the RS7000 a year and a half
ago in a fog of ignorance beieving that it would do what I want to do........only to find that I would have to change everything I do to what it wants to do. At the same time
I also bought an E-MU ULTRA 4XT (with ALL the bells and whistles)........also in a fog of ignorance. My level of ignorance has declined a little.....and I've been able to
put together the devices I need to do things "my way". So I now need to sell my RS7000 and theE-MU.

Anybody interested?

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: oratiosh@gmail.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2008 4:11 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] disappeared

i just wish you take my 309 for exchange man.

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 6:30 PM, <kbkb2912@aol.com> wrote:

> as always, you have to do what's best for your situation. I'm not mad at
>
> that. I probable will sell my RS today to Rogue Music.
>
> **************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live
> music
> scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com!
> (http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16847|16830|2008-07-10 17:12:43|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: disappeared|
good comment Robert. I guess most of the members of this board find it 
difficult to admit when a piece of gear doesn't work for them any more. I held 
onto my foolish pride for 7 years with RS until I finally woke up and said to 
myself its got to be a better and more efficient way to make music. I then began 
to pay close attention to what successful music makers were doing, versus 
hobbyist. Now this is not to knock anyone, but if your going to be successful 
you have to understand what brings success. You need creativity, talent, and a 
machine that will compliment the fore mentioned. Now if you feel that the RS 
is what does it for you then fine. But for me, I am no longer letting pride 
stand in the way of being successful in the music field. As of today, I am no 
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longer a RS 7000 user. I sold it around 6 today to Rogue Music located in 
NYC. Although I miss that great gray box, I know I made the right decision. 
This was reaffirmed when I came out the building and saw to guys selling vinyls 
two stores down. Picked up a Herbie Mann album - cool. 

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16848|16830|2008-07-10 19:35:34|Robert Danzman|Re: disappeared|
Hey,

Herby Mann? That name brings some fabulous memories. Which is another story for another time. It wasn't that I "outgrew" the RS7000.......I never used it........nothing.
Very simple. Soon after I bought it it became abundantly clrear that it won't do what I want to do. You see, I'm "old school"........big band/jazz trio-quartet-quintet........a
pianist/vocalist/arranger/composer..........so I'm not interested in "new sounds"/electronic "music" (or whatever it's called)...............just wanted to do arrangements(charts)
on, as an example, "All The Things You Are"......using a sequencer to do percussion/brass/reeds/strings/et cetera.........and then "install" REAL instrument samples........so
that I have a "REAL" band to back my piano/vocal. Learning to use a sequencer wasn't that difficult since I'm not "sampling"/creating new electronic sounds. Just putting
different instruments on different tracks.......creating my "band". Some of my charts are bass and drums to accompany my live piano and vocal work...........some charts are
full blown orchestra........some are "big band".........some are various size "groups". I had become aware that there are some fabulous almost perfect nearly as good as real
"samples" of every instrument and section..........but I just was not smart enough to know what I needed to get those sounds/samples onto my sequenced charts...........until
a few months ago. Computer/software. 

One of the guys in Australia was kind enough to spend considerable email time with me last year which led me to understand that the RS7000 wasn't for me.

I have read hundreds(maybe thousands) of postings by many of you RS7000 guys..........and never understood anything I read..........all too technical and advanced for me.
But I was mesmerized by it all. 

So, I have the RS7000 and E-MU 4XT ULTRA.........FOR SALE.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: kbkb2912@aol.com 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2008 7:12 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] disappeared

good comment Robert. I guess most of the members of this board find it 
difficult to admit when a piece of gear doesn't work for them any more. I held 
onto my foolish pride for 7 years with RS until I finally woke up and said to 
myself its got to be a better and more efficient way to make music. I then began 
to pay close attention to what successful music makers were doing, versus 
hobbyist. Now this is not to knock anyone, but if your going to be successful 
you have to understand what brings success. You need creativity, talent, and a 
machine that will compliment the fore mentioned. Now if you feel that the RS 
is what does it for you then fine. But for me, I am no longer letting pride 
stand in the way of being successful in the music field. As of today, I am no 
longer a RS 7000 user. I sold it around 6 today to Rogue Music located in 
NYC. Although I miss that great gray box, I know I made the right decision. 
This was reaffirmed when I came out the building and saw to guys selling vinyls 
two stores down. Picked up a Herbie Mann album - cool. 

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16849|16830|2008-07-10 19:49:37|zamisers7k|Re: disappeared|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:

>
> good comment Robert. I guess most of the members of this board find 

it 

> difficult to admit when a piece of gear doesn't work for them any 
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more.

You guys are right about using what works for you, either the RS 
works for you or it don't, I'm sorry it didn't for those that it 
don't, but don't assume the rest of this group will find it hard to 
admit it don't, because that simply isn't true. If you guys have had 
difuculty using the RS, don't blame the machine, and it also doesn't 
mean its not used within the industry or on pro levels. If you are 
more for another piece of gear fine, that is great, but my tollorance 
for others putting the RS in a negative light has its limits.

I'm just saying watch out, know where you are posting messages to 
now. I don't want to have to smack anyone around, around here, for 
not loving the best machine in the universe and will be until the end 
of time. 

Zam
| 16850|16830|2008-07-10 20:30:07|Robert Danzman|Re: disappeared|
Zam,

Please don't interpret my "confessions" as proffering anything negative about the RS7000. My commentary had nothing to do with what the RS7000 is. Merely the
confessions of a pianist/vocalist/arranger/composer/performer that he is not of the "modern technology era".........and has great difficulty in comprehending the
complexities of these devices which are used to produce "music". It's been kind of like trying to verbally describe a spiral staircase to a blind person blind from birth. Ain't
easy to teach old dogs new tricks. Or, I can put it this way.........I don't want to know how to make a clock.....I just want to know what time it is. I have so much respect for
and am in complete awe of all you guys who have mastered the use of all these modern electronic things. I'm quite envious. 

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2008 9:49 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: disappeared

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> good comment Robert. I guess most of the members of this board find 
it 
> difficult to admit when a piece of gear doesn't work for them any 
more.

You guys are right about using what works for you, either the RS 
works for you or it don't, I'm sorry it didn't for those that it 
don't, but don't assume the rest of this group will find it hard to 
admit it don't, because that simply isn't true. If you guys have had 
difuculty using the RS, don't blame the machine, and it also doesn't 
mean its not used within the industry or on pro levels. If you are 
more for another piece of gear fine, that is great, but my tollorance 
for others putting the RS in a negative light has its limits.

I'm just saying watch out, know where you are posting messages to 
now. I don't want to have to smack anyone around, around here, for 
not loving the best machine in the universe and will be until the end 
of time. 

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16851|16830|2008-07-10 20:58:54|TOM ROSE|Re: disappeared|
How much did Rogue give you for the RS?They're usually pretty fair.

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: oratiosh@gmail.com
Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2008 23:11:19 +0300
Subject: Re: [RS7000] disappeared
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i just wish you take my 309 for exchange man.

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 6:30 PM, <kbkb2912@aol.com> wrote:

> as always, you have to do what's best for your situation. I'm not mad at

>

> that. I probable will sell my RS today to Rogue Music.

>

> **************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live

> music

> scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com!

> (http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

>

>

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

>

> 

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_________________________________________________________________
It�s a talkathon � but it�s not just talk.

mailto:kbkb2912@aol.com
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http://www.imtalkathon.com/?source=EML_WLH_Talkathon_JustTalk

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16852|16830|2008-07-10 21:15:27|zamisers7k|Re: disappeared|
Its all OK Robert, I understand your delima, you've been pretty cool 
about it.

Zam
| 16853|16853|2008-07-10 22:39:26|semj_1|quantizing|
hey, how do i quantize on the rs my beats, so if they are rough , they
are placed perfectly and sound like a great beat? 
i saw a video tutorial and the guy uses quantize on a hip hop beat and
it sounded so much better.
i don't know how to quantize period, but an example for the rs would
be great. thanks
| 16854|16853|2008-07-11 00:10:04|Nick Fletcher|Re: quantizing|
You can have Quantize applied during programming if you like. Basically, you
set the quantize 'resolution' to be the same as the quickest note duration.
For example, if your beat has 16th note high-hats as the fastest occurrence
of notes, you would set the quantize resolution to be quavers. You may also
define how strongly the quantize function corrects the fall of notes. A
strength of 100% will of course mean your notes are pulled to fall exactly
on the closest timing for the resolution. However, if you select a
quantization level of less than 100%, your notes will be adjusted to
'part-way' towards the exact note fall position.

To perform a quantize after you've recorded your MIDI performance, you
simply press 'Job', then select the Quantize function.

Maybe what I've written above is complete jibberish to you? If so, I'd be
only too happy to explain what I've written in more detail!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16855|16853|2008-07-11 00:11:03|Nick Fletcher|Re: quantizing|
CORRECTION - 'semi-quavers' nor 'quavers'!

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 10:10 PM, Nick Fletcher <nickeax@gmail.com> wrote:

> You can have Quantize applied during programming if you like. Basically,
> you set the quantize 'resolution' to be the same as the quickest note
> duration. For example, if your beat has 16th note high-hats as the fastest
> occurrence of notes, you would set the quantize resolution to be quavers.
> You may also define how strongly the quantize function corrects the fall of
> notes. A strength of 100% will of course mean your notes are pulled to fall
> exactly on the closest timing for the resolution. However, if you select a
> quantization level of less than 100%, your notes will be adjusted to
> 'part-way' towards the exact note fall position.
>
> To perform a quantize after you've recorded your MIDI performance, you
> simply press 'Job', then select the Quantize function.
>
> Maybe what I've written above is complete jibberish to you? If so, I'd be
> only too happy to explain what I've written in more detail!
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16856|16853|2008-07-11 05:23:13|TOM ROSE|Re: quantizing|
Hey if the beats are really off, I sometimes scroll through a whole bunch of loop remixes and see what variations there are. I did not know we could effect strength of
quantize on the way in. How do you set that up? I know how to do it afterward and have always thought the control afterward made the other obsolete. . Yet another day
learning the RS!

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: nickeax@gmail.com
Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2008 22:11:01 -0800
Subject: Re: [RS7000] quantizing
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CORRECTION - 'semi-quavers' nor 'quavers'!

On Thu, Jul 10, 2008 at 10:10 PM, Nick Fletcher <nickeax@gmail.com> wrote:

> You can have Quantize applied during programming if you like. Basically,

> you set the quantize 'resolution' to be the same as the quickest note

> duration. For example, if your beat has 16th note high-hats as the fastest

> occurrence of notes, you would set the quantize resolution to be quavers.

> You may also define how strongly the quantize function corrects the fall of

> notes. A strength of 100% will of course mean your notes are pulled to fall

> exactly on the closest timing for the resolution. However, if you select a

> quantization level of less than 100%, your notes will be adjusted to

> 'part-way' towards the exact note fall position.

>

> To perform a quantize after you've recorded your MIDI performance, you

> simply press 'Job', then select the Quantize function.

>

> Maybe what I've written above is complete jibberish to you? If so, I'd be

> only too happy to explain what I've written in more detail!

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

_________________________________________________________________
Need to know now? Get instant answers with Windows Live Messenger.
http://www.windowslive.com/messenger/connect_your_way.html?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_messenger_072008

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16857|16857|2008-07-11 22:59:05|it_goes_darker_still|so i think my rs is pretty much effed|
i just got done trying to record a sample and when finished, a couple
of my bass tracks (tracks i had not touched since loading) would just
stop to silence in the middle and come back on. 

also the recording of my sample was all screwed too, like there was a
lag on recording it or something.

also a drum track is screwed too. (another track i had not touched
since loading) 

i noticed in the past it would change little bits of a track here or
there, but I always just assumed i had messed something up or bumped a
knob or something.... 

but it can't be anything i've done. i literally just turned it on,
loaded my pattern and recorded a sample. once the strangeness with my
bass and drum tracks messed up i just turned it off, obviously didnt
save, and when i reloaded it the tracks are still messed up.

any ideas? is it fixable? 
wish this post didnt sound so sad, i love this machine and couldnt
wait to put on my new guitar sample..

sigh. best machine ever. sigh.
| 16858|16857|2008-07-12 01:13:43|zamisers7k|Re: so i think my rs is pretty much effed|
Sorry to hear about the troubles. It sounds a lot like it could be a 
bad memory issue. Have you done a system check on your RS? Pattern 
+ Pat Chain + Utility while turning it on I think should take you 
into test mode. If you don't know for sure still, pop it open and 
pull memory out and see if the matches stats are same as approved 
memory. Maybe just get some good memory to be sure and pop it in 
there see if gets better. It could be bad SM card too, try another 
SM card see if it gets any better.

Other than that, turning it off while its processing or running or 
saving something, the obvious stuff, could cause that too. Not sure 
you'll be able to recover already messed up stuff, but perhaps you 
can prevent it in the future. Also check to see if you've got latest 
OS installed.

Good luck, let us know if it gets better or not.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
wrote:

>
> 
> 
> i just got done trying to record a sample and when finished, a 

couple

> of my bass tracks (tracks i had not touched since loading) would 

just

> stop to silence in the middle and come back on. 
> 
> also the recording of my sample was all screwed too, like there was 

a

> lag on recording it or something.
> 
> also a drum track is screwed too. (another track i had not touched
> since loading) 
> 
> i noticed in the past it would change little bits of a track here or
> there, but I always just assumed i had messed something up or 

bumped a

> knob or something.... 
> 
> but it can't be anything i've done. i literally just turned it on,
> loaded my pattern and recorded a sample. once the strangeness with 

my
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> bass and drum tracks messed up i just turned it off, obviously didnt
> save, and when i reloaded it the tracks are still messed up.
> 
> any ideas? is it fixable? 
> wish this post didnt sound so sad, i love this machine and couldnt
> wait to put on my new guitar sample..
> 
> 
> sigh. best machine ever. sigh.
>

| 16859|16857|2008-07-12 05:44:00|mcrabbiat|Re: so i think my rs is pretty much effed|
Hi! I could be of you installed additional SIMMs, that one or even
both are broken. A friend of mine had the same problem and could fix
it with installing a new pair of Simms. I hope I could help.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
wrote:

>
> 
> 
> i just got done trying to record a sample and when finished, a couple
> of my bass tracks (tracks i had not touched since loading) would just
> stop to silence in the middle and come back on. 
> 
> also the recording of my sample was all screwed too, like there was a
> lag on recording it or something.
> 
> also a drum track is screwed too. (another track i had not touched
> since loading) 
> 
> i noticed in the past it would change little bits of a track here or
> there, but I always just assumed i had messed something up or bumped a
> knob or something.... 
> 
> but it can't be anything i've done. i literally just turned it on,
> loaded my pattern and recorded a sample. once the strangeness with my
> bass and drum tracks messed up i just turned it off, obviously didnt
> save, and when i reloaded it the tracks are still messed up.
> 
> any ideas? is it fixable? 
> wish this post didnt sound so sad, i love this machine and couldnt
> wait to put on my new guitar sample..
> 
> 
> sigh. best machine ever. sigh.
>

| 16860|16860|2008-07-12 06:22:23|zamisers7k|RS7000 Day|
I don't know if this will work, but I've trying with my state 
government to declare a special day in honor of the Yamaha RS7000.

It probably wont amount to much, but if it does I'll keep everyone 
posted on it.

Zam :)
| 16861|16857|2008-07-12 09:21:46|Michael Kirk|Re: so i think my rs is pretty much effed|
Pull out the expansion RAM and see if it still works with the base of
4MB internal.

Also, the files section of this site has the Service Manual for the
RS7000. SM contains full diagnostic checks as Zam mentioned in a
previous post.

Good luck.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mcrabbiat" wrote:
>
> Hi! I could be of you installed additional SIMMs, that one or even
> both are broken. A friend of mine had the same problem and could fix
> it with installing a new pair of Simms. I hope I could help.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
> wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > i just got done trying to record a sample and when finished, a couple
> > of my bass tracks (tracks i had not touched since loading) would just
> > stop to silence in the middle and come back on. 
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> > 
> > also the recording of my sample was all screwed too, like there was a
> > lag on recording it or something.
> > 
> > also a drum track is screwed too. (another track i had not touched
> > since loading) 
> > 
> > i noticed in the past it would change little bits of a track here or
> > there, but I always just assumed i had messed something up or bumped a
> > knob or something.... 
> > 
> > but it can't be anything i've done. i literally just turned it on,
> > loaded my pattern and recorded a sample. once the strangeness with my
> > bass and drum tracks messed up i just turned it off, obviously didnt
> > save, and when i reloaded it the tracks are still messed up.
> > 
> > any ideas? is it fixable? 
> > wish this post didnt sound so sad, i love this machine and couldnt
> > wait to put on my new guitar sample..
> > 
> > 
> > sigh. best machine ever. sigh.
> >
>

| 16862|16857|2008-07-12 09:32:57|Robert Danzman|Re: so i think my rs is pretty much effed|
Hey,

I can't offer any intelligent comments on what appears to be a problem with your RS7000......simply because I am absolutely not qualified. BUT......if you need to replace
your RS7000.......mine is for sale.

Robert
\

----- Original Message ----- 
From: it_goes_darker_still 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, July 12, 2008 12:59 AM
Subject: [RS7000] so i think my rs is pretty much effed

i just got done trying to record a sample and when finished, a couple
of my bass tracks (tracks i had not touched since loading) would just
stop to silence in the middle and come back on. 

also the recording of my sample was all screwed too, like there was a
lag on recording it or something.

also a drum track is screwed too. (another track i had not touched
since loading) 

i noticed in the past it would change little bits of a track here or
there, but I always just assumed i had messed something up or bumped a
knob or something.... 

but it can't be anything i've done. i literally just turned it on,
loaded my pattern and recorded a sample. once the strangeness with my
bass and drum tracks messed up i just turned it off, obviously didnt
save, and when i reloaded it the tracks are still messed up.

any ideas? is it fixable? 
wish this post didnt sound so sad, i love this machine and couldnt
wait to put on my new guitar sample..

sigh. best machine ever. sigh.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16863|16863|2008-07-12 12:58:06|moroeat|Can the Grid Groove parameters be controled via Sysex ?|
Hello 

Can the Grid Groove parameters be controled via Sysex ?

Just found the ability to control the grid groove parameters with
another knob of the RS7000 (via the knob assign menu.
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So its possible to change the clock shift of a step while being in
grid recording mode.
But this works only if you select a step in the grid groove menu
before you go in the grid record mode. 

I wanna build a external controler with 16 Knobs.
Each knob should drive a single step. 
But i need the sysex commands for each step.

Or is it possible to set the steps (note number, velocity,gate
lenght..) in grid recording mode via sysex ?

Greets 

Moroe
| 16864|16863|2008-07-13 04:38:42|zamisers7k|Re: Can the Grid Groove parameters be controled via Sysex ?|
I'm not familar with sysex commands, maybe someone can offer more 
insite than I (?), but I have idear for ya, maybe.

Not sure how your knob box is going to work either, but perhaps if 
you can have with it be a 16 step sequencer then it'll receive the 
RS's Midi clock signal, then have 3 modes for the 16 knobs. One for 
pitch, one for gate, one for velocity. These can all be controlled 
with GM parms instead of sysex. Each knob equals control of one of 
the steps and it can loop one measure or so like the Grid Groove.

Just an idea. Might be more dificult to impliment, but perhaps 
doable if the sysex commands for controlling Grid Groove work out.

I have a peavey PC-16 16 slider box that does some pretty cool stuff 
similar already to what it sounds like what you are wanting to build, 
it works pretty great with the RS when I've used it, but I've not 
tried programming any sysex commands in it yet to do any thing like 
what your wanting, but anyway, next chance I get I'm going to see if 
any of this would be possibility using it with the RS... Might be 
something for you to look in to too.

In the mean time, until you get it, or not, Happy RSing!

If you get it, let us know about it too, it does sound intresting.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moroeat" wrote:
>
> Hello 
> 
> Can the Grid Groove parameters be controled via Sysex ?
> 
> Just found the ability to control the grid groove parameters with
> another knob of the RS7000 (via the knob assign menu.
> 
> So its possible to change the clock shift of a step while being in
> grid recording mode.
> But this works only if you select a step in the grid groove menu
> before you go in the grid record mode. 
> 
> I wanna build a external controler with 16 Knobs.
> Each knob should drive a single step. 
> But i need the sysex commands for each step.
> 
> Or is it possible to set the steps (note number, velocity,gate
> lenght..) in grid recording mode via sysex ?
> 
> Greets 
> 
> Moroe
>

| 16865|16830|2008-07-14 13:25:38|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: disappeared|
my comments are not to be taken as offensive, but in fact informative

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16866|16830|2008-07-15 07:47:02|zhel_id|Re: disappeared|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:

>
> my comments are not to be taken as offensive, but in fact informative
> 
> 
> 
> **************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the

live music 

> scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
> (http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

I've been reading this thread and have gotten a little sick. Here's
what I think;
Dom, I bet you're happy with your new MPC, but I believe equipment
exists to inspire our creativity. RS obviously didn't work for you
anymore so you bought a new 'car'. No need to come here and talk about
RS weak points etc. Every tool has its pro and cons, you know that.
It don't exist to 'tell us what time it is', but using the same
metaphor..are here to help us 'create time'. 
Dissing RS because of its learning curve would be the same as dissing
piano or guitar because you need years to master it.
At the same time, RS is a blank canvas so it's pretty much neutral and
can both sound carp and brilliant depending on who's flying the plane.
Also, about that arguement that RS isn't 'pro' enough...and MPC 2500
is? If that is your 'pro' treshold than I'm disappointed.
You'd like to meet my friend who'd tell ya that no gear under 5K GBP
is pro, but I argue with him on a daily basis.
I've worked with some top producers in the last 7 years and I've
learned one thing..all that gear- trash- talk is a bit speculative. No
one's really sure about anything.
I've used RS quite a bit on my last album, from 5% to 80% depending on
a song, along with a cubase and some external gear of your choice yu
don't really need anything else.
check this link
http://www.shop.zhel.net/process.php?pname=ShowAlbumDetailsProcess-Start&CategoryID=1&AlbumID=1
click previews for 
Panel Beater, Fortress or Work.
This is RS7k.
Zam, delete the link if you find it inapropriate 'promotion-wise', but
I'm not here trying to promte any of my stuff, but to prove the point
really.
Best

zhel
| 16867|16830|2008-07-15 08:05:56|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: disappeared|
It is not my intention to make you sick on the stomach. If that is the case 
then you are missing the entire point. Isn't this forum suppose to be a place 
where people share information? You have to understand I am some one who has 
been in the music industry since 96 and have personal relationships with hip 
hop and r and b producers, so I am not coming from the perspective of a 
hobbyist or some musician who has no professional releases. I am by no means 
dissing the machine, as if it was by last car as you suggest. Look mate, if you 
are so bothered by my post than just don't read them and continue to be 
uninformed. Now maybe while your at it you can attack all the producers who fell the 
way I feel about the mpc. But then again, they probably wouldn't even 
entertain your argument since your professional works resume - discography - would 
only include your bias views and mp3s files featuring you and your homeboys. 

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16868|16830|2008-07-15 15:50:28|zamisers7k|Re: disappeared|
This is a place to share info., I'm willing to entertain talk about 
other gear, but please do understand, we kept our RS7000s and yes we 
are biased here, in favor of the RS7000. We don't have to be 
reasonable or fair about that... to expect us to, well you see what 
happens, take it as a lesson, and next time maybe be more subtle in 
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your approach, as they say, you'll catch more flys with honey then a 
piece of dog poop. Um, wait thats not right, how does that saying go?

Zam
| 16869|16869|2008-07-15 20:37:11|semj_1|using drum samples|
hey i was wondering if it's possible to assign a bunch of different
drum samples to the same track (midi channel). like (kick c) (clap d)
(hi hat e)
| 16870|16869|2008-07-15 21:19:24|semj_1|Re: using drum samples|
i guess there's also the choice of using breaks with the loop remix
feature...

has anyone in this group been successful making drum n bass or "drill
n bass" with the RS ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> 
> hey i was wondering if it's possible to assign a bunch of different
> drum samples to the same track (midi channel). like (kick c) (clap d)
> (hi hat e)
>

| 16871|16869|2008-07-15 21:43:55|zamisers7k|Re: using drum samples|
The RS is great for Drum & Bass, however its not the greatest sampler 
ever. Its OK at sampling, its fairly easy, but it also don't have a 
huge amount of sample time to it if your concern is remixing and loop 
remixing already made beats. You can do on it what your asking 
though, individual samples assigned to difrent keys, its called a kit 
mode or drum kit type voice. Just have to remember to move it off C1 
I think it is that it defaults to everytime heh, thats burned me a 
few times.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> i guess there's also the choice of using breaks with the loop remix
> feature...
> 
> 
> has anyone in this group been successful making drum n bass 
or "drill
> n bass" with the RS ?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > hey i was wondering if it's possible to assign a bunch of 
different
> > drum samples to the same track (midi channel). like (kick c) 
(clap d)
> > (hi hat e)
> >
>

| 16872|16869|2008-07-15 21:46:46|semj_1|Re: using drum samples|
how much sample time does it have?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The RS is great for Drum & Bass, however its not the greatest sampler 
> ever. Its OK at sampling, its fairly easy, but it also don't have a 
> huge amount of sample time to it if your concern is remixing and loop 
> remixing already made beats. You can do on it what your asking 
> though, individual samples assigned to difrent keys, its called a kit 
> mode or drum kit type voice. Just have to remember to move it off C1 
> I think it is that it defaults to everytime heh, thats burned me a 
> few times.
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> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> >
> > i guess there's also the choice of using breaks with the loop remix
> > feature...
> > 
> > 
> > has anyone in this group been successful making drum n bass 
> or "drill
> > n bass" with the RS ?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > hey i was wondering if it's possible to assign a bunch of 
> different
> > > drum samples to the same track (midi channel). like (kick c) 
> (clap d)
> > > (hi hat e)
> > >
> >
>

| 16873|16869|2008-07-15 21:53:05|zamisers7k|Re: using drum samples|
Max. Sample Time (Mono or Stereo)
: Approx. 6 min. 20 sec. (44.1 kHz)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> how much sample time does it have?
> 
> 

| 16874|16869|2008-07-15 22:02:49|semj_1|Re: using drum samples|
what if i used a memory stick with the scsi. i was told they can hold
1 or 2 gigs of samples depending on the stick... 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Max. Sample Time (Mono or Stereo)
> : Approx. 6 min. 20 sec. (44.1 kHz)
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> >
> > how much sample time does it have?
> > 
> > 
> 
>

| 16875|16869|2008-07-15 22:12:48|zamisers7k|Re: using drum samples|
They probably can, but the RS's internal memory is only 64megs. You 
can store as much samples off to other devices you want, but you can 
only load into it 64megs at any one given time.

There are ways around this to help out. It helps to learn how to use 
the RS's built in tones and drum kits and sequence those on your own 
instead of sampling drums and loops. Also, I think you can also take 
down the sample rate to 22, 11, & 5 khz I think which will extend the 
sample time, but it'll be at the loss of some quality.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> what if i used a memory stick with the scsi. i was told they can hold
> 1 or 2 gigs of samples depending on the stick... 
> 
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| 16876|16869|2008-07-15 22:17:53|semj_1|Re: using drum samples|
hm, thanks for clearing that up for me Zam. still if you are someone
who works on one track at a time you could use that full 64 megs for
an entire track

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> They probably can, but the RS's internal memory is only 64megs. You 
> can store as much samples off to other devices you want, but you can 
> only load into it 64megs at any one given time.
> 
> There are ways around this to help out. It helps to learn how to use 
> the RS's built in tones and drum kits and sequence those on your own 
> instead of sampling drums and loops. Also, I think you can also take 
> down the sample rate to 22, 11, & 5 khz I think which will extend the 
> sample time, but it'll be at the loss of some quality.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> >
> > what if i used a memory stick with the scsi. i was told they can hold
> > 1 or 2 gigs of samples depending on the stick... 
> > 
> 
>

| 16877|16869|2008-07-15 22:46:17|zamisers7k|Re: using drum samples|
Yep, you can do that. Thats how I work, one track at a time usually, 
but I still do try to minamize my sampling time whenever I can. The RS 
seems to load samples about as fast they play too, so if you have 2 
mins of samples on for that song, expect about a two min load time too.

Also, it seems nobody has wanted to risk the chance at expanding their 
RS's internal memory past the 64megs maximum. The RS only comes with 
4megs from the factory by the way, has to be expanded to the 64. There 
are some larger memory chips available for the motifs (two 64megers) 
that would seem to fit in the RS too, but nobody seems to know for sure 
whether or not the RS's operating system would even recognize more than 
the 64 max. It sure would be cool to know that for sure, even cooler 
if the RS could actually handle another 64megs.

Anyhow, sounds like you may be in the market for one, havn't actually 
got one yet(?) and I don't like to say it, but if you are looking for 
more of a loop remix sequencing machine there are better options out 
there for you than the RS, but if your looking to build your stuff more 
from scratch and understand more from a musical standpoint rather than 
just remixing and rearranges stuff someone else has done most of the 
work for you, the RS ought to hold up pretty well for you. Keep the 
samples small, sequence your own stuff more and learn some synth sound 
basics for making your own noises and bloops and bleeps on it and 
you'll have more fun than ever!

Zam 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> hm, thanks for clearing that up for me Zam. still if you are someone
> who works on one track at a time you could use that full 64 megs for
> an entire track
> 
>

| 16878|16869|2008-07-16 08:18:18|michael|Re: using drum samples|
I would suggest delving into the operating system's code and going from there which would be term reverse engineering,yet you also must take into account what the
capability of the onboard CPU and DSP chips can handle.I will ask around a see if I can find someone with time and knowledge who can tackle it..I had the same
questions about my Ensoniq ASR10... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> 

Date: Wed, 16 Jul 2008 04:46:16 
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To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: using drum samples 

Yep, you can do that. Thats how I work, one track at a time usually, 
but I still do try to minamize my sampling time whenever I can. The RS 
seems to load samples about as fast they play too, so if you have 2 
mins of samples on for that song, expect about a two min load time too. 

Also, it seems nobody has wanted to risk the chance at expanding their 
RS's internal memory past the 64megs maximum. The RS only comes with 
4megs from the factory by the way, has to be expanded to the 64. There 
are some larger memory chips available for the motifs (two 64megers) 
that would seem to fit in the RS too, but nobody seems to know for sure 
whether or not the RS's operating system would even recognize more than 
the 64 max. It sure would be cool to know that for sure, even cooler 
if the RS could actually handle another 64megs. 

Anyhow, sounds like you may be in the market for one, havn't actually 
got one yet(?) and I don't like to say it, but if you are looking for 
more of a loop remix sequencing machine there are better options out 
there for you than the RS, but if your looking to build your stuff more 
from scratch and understand more from a musical standpoint rather than 
just remixing and rearranges stuff someone else has done most of the 
work for you, the RS ought to hold up pretty well for you. Keep the 
samples small, sequence your own stuff more and learn some synth sound 
basics for making your own noises and bloops and bleeps on it and 
you'll have more fun than ever! 

Zam 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote: 
> 
> hm, thanks for clearing that up for me Zam. still if you are someone 
> who works on one track at a time you could use that full 64 megs for 
> an entire track 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16879|16869|2008-07-16 09:09:30|bleekanderton|Re: using drum samples|
This is something I have been very interested in, but I have been as of 
yet unable to track down the required 64mb memory chips for the 
experiment. 

Unfortunately, the fact that when you max out the memory, the internal 
memory is disabled is evidence that the CPU or OS may not be able to 
address more than 64mb. I can think of no other reason why the RS 
doesn't max out at 68mb. 

Additionally, I suspect that even if the added RAM was addressable, the 
RS may not operate in a stable manor. I base this on the fact that it 
would be very difficult (impossible?) to find 64mb RAM chips that have 
less than 18 chips on them. From page 274 of the RS7000 manual:

"When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not utilize 
more than 18 memory chips per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 
chips do not operate correctly on the RS7000.)"

That being said, I will still try it if I can find the required RAM.

Joshua

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote: 
> Also, it seems nobody has wanted to risk the chance at expanding 
their 
> RS's internal memory past the 64megs maximum. The RS only comes with 
> 4megs from the factory by the way, has to be expanded to the 64. 
There 
> are some larger memory chips available for the motifs (two 64megers) 
> that would seem to fit in the RS too, but nobody seems to know for 
sure 
> whether or not the RS's operating system would even recognize more 
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than 
> the 64 max. It sure would be cool to know that for sure, even cooler 
> if the RS could actually handle another 64megs.

| 16880|16880|2008-07-16 15:21:08|anomecron|FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Looking for a Mint Condition RS7K.
Preferably from an Australian Seller as I live in Melbourne.
Latest OS.
64 Meg ram .
Multi-out board a bonus but not essential.
I know these machines like the back of my hand.
Have cash waiting for right seller at right price.
| 16881|16880|2008-07-16 17:56:01|Robert Danzman|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Hello,

I know you said you prefer an Australian seller.......and I'm a U.S.A. seller.......but.......I have one for sale.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: anomecron 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2008 8:02 AM
Subject: [RS7000] FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000

Looking for a Mint Condition RS7K.
Preferably from an Australian Seller as I live in Melbourne.
Latest OS.
64 Meg ram .
Multi-out board a bonus but not essential.
I know these machines like the back of my hand.
Have cash waiting for right seller at right price.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16882|16882|2008-07-16 22:02:57|doug.solo|Rs for sale?|
Hi..just wondering if you still have that RS for sale and for how much.

Thanks

Doug
| 16883|16880|2008-07-16 22:03:04|doug.solo|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Do you still have that Rs for sale?
| 16884|16882|2008-07-16 22:38:45|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: Rs for sale?|
no, sold it last week to Rogue Music in NYC. They have a website, a they 
will ship it to ya if your interested.

**************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
(http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16885|16882|2008-07-16 22:59:59|Doug Solo|Re: Rs for sale?|
Thanks :)

----- Original Message ----
From: "kbkb2912@aol.com" <kbkb2912@aol.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2008 12:38:36 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Rs for sale?

no, sold it last week to Rogue Music in NYC. They have a website, a they 
will ship it to ya if your interested.

************ **Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the live music 
scene in your area - Check out TourTracker. com! 
(http://www.tourtrac ker.com?NCID= aolmus0005000000 0112)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16886|16860|2008-07-17 00:04:38|Bike|Re: RS7000 Day|
I'm with you Zam.
And Yamaha should released a new and better OS every year :O)
that would be a dream come true!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I don't know if this will work, but I've trying with my state 
> government to declare a special day in honor of the Yamaha RS7000.
> 
> It probably wont amount to much, but if it does I'll keep everyone 
> posted on it.
> 
> Zam :)
>

| 16887|16869|2008-07-17 06:45:30|anomecron|Re: using drum samples|
Of course it is.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> 
> hey i was wondering if it's possible to assign a bunch of different
> drum samples to the same track (midi channel). like (kick c) (clap d)
> (hi hat e)
>

| 16888|16882|2008-07-17 08:30:45|Robert Danzman|Re: Rs for sale?|
Doug,

My RS7000 is for sale,

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: doug.solo 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 17, 2008 12:01 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Rs for sale?

Hi..just wondering if you still have that RS for sale and for how much.

Thanks

Doug

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16889|16880|2008-07-17 08:32:23|Robert Danzman|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Hello,

Yes,

My RS7000 is for sale.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: doug.solo 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2008 11:57 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000
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Do you still have that Rs for sale?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16890|16890|2008-07-17 10:29:22|darrin_kachadorian|Yamaha RS7000 for Sale|
I have a Yamaha RS7000 for sale for $500. It is in good condition with 
manual.Please email me if you are interested. 

Thank you,
Darrin
| 16891|16443|2008-07-17 10:30:54|lionel|Re: I Love My RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:

>
> pegaso,
> 
> I used the format utility in the rs7000, it formatted with out any

problems. It's great for long samples storage. I still have to
import my sample via smartmedia, however I always like to have my
samples backed up different places.

> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: pegaso1423 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2008 12:57:27 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: I Love My RS7000
> 
> hi guys
> yeah i love my rs7000 :)
> 
> ive been really REALLY busy lately so sorry to all who might be waiting 
> for that fm stuff i was talking about a while ago, ill do a post on it 
> as soon as i find the time, i decided it wasn't really that great just 
> some fun.
> 
> yeah dst means distance between cutoff points in the dual filters so 
> you can sweep 2 filters together, seperated by dst. cc79 ;)
> 
> some voices use 2 elements which uses 2 polyphony but they share all 
> paramaters and theres no way to edit them seperatly or detune etc.
> 
> if your setting the knobs to control other cc's you CAN save it as 
> all+system. i was looking at those behringer controlers when they first 
> came out, i didn't like the fader one because you cant have layers so i 
> ended up with the aw with 2x16 named and easy to setup/save/automate 
> onscreen but that stays it the studio so the knobby behringer would be 
> nice, still considering novation sl as a portable master keyboard but 
> there a bit expensive... 
> 
> I'm sure you can mount an internal scsi hd you just need to get the 
> connections right. I think sombody did do it on the rs but i can't 
> remember where i saw it. suspect similar to info on ex5tech.com 
> tutorial. scsi card reader for 2gb sd etc is probably safer if your 
> planning to travel but i dont know how fast they are. 
> 
> hey william, good to hear the 9gb scsi hd is working well for you, how 
> did you format the disk? is it fat32 and do you have any partitions? I 
> was trying to tell people they could use more than 2gb hd's but i 
> formatted my 32gb to fat16 in 2gb partitions to be compatible with 
> other gear so it would be helpful for others to know how you done yours.
> 
> cheers.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

____________________________________________________________________________________

> Be a better friend, newshound, and 
> know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ

> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Hi everybody 

Just curious if someone try to use this SCSI USB bridge 

http://www.pc-pitstop.com/scsi_ide_adapters/U2SCX.asp

I would like to send samples from my mac to RS7000 with this cable . 
Or send my samples from the RS7000 to my MAC . 
Do you think guys it's possible
| 16892|16880|2008-07-17 15:42:24|Chris Holt|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Welcome back FAX, My RS is for sale and I live in Melbourne, it has 
max memory and expansion board and a SCSI hard drive. email me if you 
are interested.

Chris

On 16/07/2008, at 10:02 PM, anomecron wrote:

> Looking for a Mint Condition RS7K.
> Preferably from an Australian Seller as I live in Melbourne.
> Latest OS.
> 64 Meg ram .
> Multi-out board a bonus but not essential.
> I know these machines like the back of my hand.
> Have cash waiting for right seller at right price.
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16893|16830|2008-07-17 21:53:52|zhel_id|Re: disappeared|
You're right..sorry I didn't see it from your first post.
I've badly needed this one.
It's always good to know that there are people who saw the light and 
want to share it..aggresively.
We didn't know that in order to pregress creatively and break into 
indestry you need to sell RSk and buy MPC 2500. 
Now we know.
Man..if you're good you can make music on anything...and
RS7k is more than capable of that. Everyone knows that internal 
sounds are not great, but you can make them sound pretty good if you 
work on them. Sampling feature is as good as your samples.
The only thing which isn't pro is its timing, but if you slave it, it 
works. Again, it depends what works for you and which platform you're 
coming from.
We all have different reasons why we bought this machine and most of 
us love it..so are little protective. I bet your pals at MPC forum 
wouldn't like me telling them to stop being retro but to go 'Lemur'.
Btw, Lemur is better than MPC..when will you switch?
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kbkb2912@... wrote:
>
> It is not my intention to make you sick on the stomach. If that is 
the case 
> then you are missing the entire point. Isn't this forum suppose to 
be a place 
> where people share information? You have to understand I am some 
one who has 
> been in the music industry since 96 and have personal relationships 
with hip 
> hop and r and b producers, so I am not coming from the perspective 
of a 
> hobbyist or some musician who has no professional releases. I am 
by no means 
> dissing the machine, as if it was by last car as you suggest. Look 
mate, if you 
> are so bothered by my post than just don't read them and continue 
to be 
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> uninformed. Now maybe while your at it you can attack all the 
producers who fell the 
> way I feel about the mpc. But then again, they probably wouldn't 
even 
> entertain your argument since your professional works resume - 
discography - would 
> only include your bias views and mp3s files featuring you and your 
homeboys. 
> 
> 
> 
> **************Get the scoop on last night's hottest shows and the 
live music 
> scene in your area - Check out TourTracker.com! 
> (http://www.tourtracker.com?NCID=aolmus00050000000112)
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16894|16880|2008-07-18 05:22:51|Oscar Finch|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Sent you an email Chris.
Let me know if you have recieved it.
Cheers
FaX

--- On Fri, 7/18/08, Chris Holt <chrisholt1@optusnet.com.au> wrote:
From: Chris Holt <chrisholt1@optusnet.com.au>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 18, 2008, 7:41 AM

Welcome back FAX, My RS is for sale and I live in Melbourne, it has 

max memory and expansion board and a SCSI hard drive. email me if you 

are interested.

Chris

On 16/07/2008, at 10:02 PM, anomecron wrote:

> Looking for a Mint Condition RS7K.

> Preferably from an Australian Seller as I live in Melbourne.

> Latest OS.

> 64 Meg ram .

> Multi-out board a bonus but not essential.

> I know these machines like the back of my hand.

> Have cash waiting for right seller at right price.

>

>

> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16895|16830|2008-07-18 10:55:58|kbkb2912@aol.com|Re: disappeared|
get a life and stop harassing me with your post. I guess a talented cook can 
cook anything over a camp fire. Obviously your pride has blinded you from 
seeing anything past your own logic.

**************Get fantasy football with free live scoring. Sign up for 
FanHouse Fantasy Football today. 
(http://www.fanhouse.com/fantasyaffair?ncid=aolspr00050000000020)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16896|16896|2008-07-18 16:40:23|djvillax|QuEsTiOn|
Hi BoYs.....I have acquired from little l' rs7000....it is a bomb!!!! 
I make teknom-usic and this me seems just the ideal instrument.
Unfortunately I have some doubt, I hope you can help me.

"question 1"

I have tried to connect it to my PC in order to record of the loop 
but... the machine says full memory to me.....why? 

"question 2"

I have compound several songs, these are saved on " style 40" , " style 
41" , " style 42" .....as I can pass from a all' other stirring them in 
a situation of liveset?

thanks to those which they will have the courtesy and the patience to 
help me.
| 16897|16896|2008-07-18 17:01:17|zamisers7k|Re: QuEsTiOn|
1. Sounds like you probably only have the basic 4megs of memory on 
it. That isn't enough to do any kind of real sampling with it. The 
RS can be expanded to 64megs which should help out. See your local 
Yamaha rep about getting proper memory for your RS or perhaps try 
ordering it from these dudes:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

Copypaste link as one line into address bar if don't work.

You can try ebay, but memory has to be speced for the RS7000, not all 
memory works well with the RS, and personally I wouldn't risk it. 
Get good and the right memory!

2. I'm not sure what you are asking here. Can you give some details?

http://www.fanhouse.com/fantasyaffair?ncid=aolspr00050000000020)
http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?


Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djvillax" wrote:
>
> Hi BoYs.....I have acquired from little l' rs7000....it is a 
bomb!!!! 
> I make teknom-usic and this me seems just the ideal instrument.
> Unfortunately I have some doubt, I hope you can help me.
> 
> "question 1"
> 
> I have tried to connect it to my PC in order to record of the loop 
> but... the machine says full memory to me.....why? 
> 
> "question 2"
> 
> I have compound several songs, these are saved on " style 40" , " 
style 
> 41" , " style 42" .....as I can pass from a all' other stirring 
them in 
> a situation of liveset?
> 
> thanks to those which they will have the courtesy and the patience 
to 
> help me.
>

| 16898|16896|2008-07-18 17:21:10|djvillax|Re: QuEsTiOn|
tNx zAM.....

IN EFFECTS I ONLY HAVE 8MB ..... 
FOR ACCORDING TO QUESTION I MEANT TO KNOW LIKE ASSIGNING CHAMPIONS OR 
LOOP TO THE SEVERAL KEYS.....
THE KEYS ARE ALONE 16 AND ON THESE I CREATE A SONG, BUT....IN A EVENING 
FROM THE ALIVE ONE AS I CAN CONTINUE PASSING TO UN' OTHER SONG SITUATED 
ON OTHERS 16 KEYS??
| 16899|16896|2008-07-18 19:27:41|zamisers7k|Re: QuEsTiOn|
Hey djvillax - Where are you from? If your native language is not 
english is there a way you can get some help translating your messages 
to english?

Something may be wrong with your Shift or Caps Lock button too you may 
want to check into that...

If I am understanding, I think you may be asking if you can have the 
same phrases from difrent styles be mix together. Quick answer is, 
they can but its not going to be like you might expect. You can change 
phrases by pressing pattern mode button twic, but the voices on that 
track will stay the same while your changing the phrases, the voices do 
not change to the ones used on the other style. If you need to change 
the voices after you change the phrase you have to change them manually 
and use the memory store feature to recall them, or insert a program 
change event at the begining of each phrase.

Hope that helps, might be hard to understand even if you speak english, 
but good luck I hope.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djvillax" wrote:
>
> tNx zAM.....
> 
> IN EFFECTS I ONLY HAVE 8MB ..... 
> FOR ACCORDING TO QUESTION I MEANT TO KNOW LIKE ASSIGNING CHAMPIONS OR 
> LOOP TO THE SEVERAL KEYS.....
> THE KEYS ARE ALONE 16 AND ON THESE I CREATE A SONG, BUT....IN A 
EVENING 
> FROM THE ALIVE ONE AS I CAN CONTINUE PASSING TO UN' OTHER SONG 
SITUATED 
> ON OTHERS 16 KEYS??
>

| 16900|16880|2008-07-18 19:50:41|Chris Holt|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Oscar sent you an email to your excite address but it bounced.
chris
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On 18/07/2008, at 9:22 PM, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Sent you an email Chris.
> Let me know if you have recieved it.
> Cheers
> FaX
>
> --- On Fri, 7/18/08, Chris Holt <chrisholt1@optusnet.com.au> wrote:
> From: Chris Holt <chrisholt1@optusnet.com.au>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, July 18, 2008, 7:41 AM
>
> Welcome back FAX, My RS is for sale and I live in Melbourne, it has
>
> max memory and expansion board and a SCSI hard drive. email me if you
>
> are interested.
>
> Chris
>
> On 16/07/2008, at 10:02 PM, anomecron wrote:
>
> > Looking for a Mint Condition RS7K.
>
> > Preferably from an Australian Seller as I live in Melbourne.
>
> > Latest OS.
>
> > 64 Meg ram .
>
> > Multi-out board a bonus but not essential.
>
> > I know these machines like the back of my hand.
>
> > Have cash waiting for right seller at right price.
>
> >
>
> >
>
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16901|16880|2008-07-18 19:53:28|Oscar Finch|Re: FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000|
Can you try emailing me at this addy instead anomecron@yahoo.com then Chris.
Thanks
Oscar (aka FaX)

--- On Sat, 7/19/08, Chris Holt <chrisholt1@optusnet.com.au> wrote:
From: Chris Holt <chrisholt1@optusnet.com.au>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, July 19, 2008, 11:49 AM
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Oscar sent you an email to your excite address but it bounced.

chris

On 18/07/2008, at 9:22 PM, Oscar Finch wrote:

> Sent you an email Chris.

> Let me know if you have recieved it.

> Cheers

> FaX

>

> --- On Fri, 7/18/08, Chris Holt wrote:

> From: Chris Holt 

> Subject: Re: [RS7000] FaX here (old RS7000.ORG Moderator) WTB RS7000

> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com

> Date: Friday, July 18, 2008, 7:41 AM

>

> Welcome back FAX, My RS is for sale and I live in Melbourne, it has

>

> max memory and expansion board and a SCSI hard drive. email me if you

>

> are interested.

>

> Chris

>

> On 16/07/2008, at 10:02 PM, anomecron wrote:

>

> > Looking for a Mint Condition RS7K.

>

> > Preferably from an Australian Seller as I live in Melbourne.

>

> > Latest OS.

>

> > 64 Meg ram .

>

> > Multi-out board a bonus but not essential.

>

> > I know these machines like the back of my hand.

>

> > Have cash waiting for right seller at right price.



>

> >

>

> >

>

> >

>

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

>

>

> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]



| 16902|16896|2008-07-19 07:01:26|djvillax|Re: QuEsTiOn|
hahahahaha.......
sorry...sorry
exact, I am Italian and I speak few the English and less I write 
him......
but to be studying for knowing better it.....
_______ ;) still excuse me_______

despite this you have understood well.......

___!!great zam!!_____

unfortunately I have not understood what both the button "pattern 
mode button twic".........

it is perhaps the button pattern chain???
I think of him.....however I have not understood as he must be used.
I will give a look to the manual....

Zam, thanks for your help and your patience.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey djvillax - Where are you from? If your native language is not 
> english is there a way you can get some help translating your 
messages 
> to english?
> 
> Something may be wrong with your Shift or Caps Lock button too you 
may 
> want to check into that...
> 
> If I am understanding, I think you may be asking if you can have 
the 
> same phrases from difrent styles be mix together. Quick answer is, 
> they can but its not going to be like you might expect. You can 
change 
> phrases by pressing pattern mode button twic, but the voices on 
that 
> track will stay the same while your changing the phrases, the 
voices do 
> not change to the ones used on the other style. If you need to 
change 
> the voices after you change the phrase you have to change them 
manually 
> and use the memory store feature to recall them, or insert a 
program 
> change event at the begining of each phrase.
> 
> Hope that helps, might be hard to understand even if you speak 
english, 
> but good luck I hope.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djvillax" wrote:
> >
> > tNx zAM.....
> > 
> > IN EFFECTS I ONLY HAVE 8MB ..... 
> > FOR ACCORDING TO QUESTION I MEANT TO KNOW LIKE ASSIGNING 
CHAMPIONS OR 
> > LOOP TO THE SEVERAL KEYS.....
> > THE KEYS ARE ALONE 16 AND ON THESE I CREATE A SONG, BUT....IN A 
> EVENING 
> > FROM THE ALIVE ONE AS I CAN CONTINUE PASSING TO UN' OTHER SONG 
> SITUATED 
> > ON OTHERS 16 KEYS??
> >
>

| 16903|16896|2008-07-19 07:12:14|djvillax|Re: QuEsTiOn|
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insert a program
change event at the begining of each phrase....

how do I do this?
| 16904|16904|2008-07-19 09:30:51|yekuku|HPF not working on Tone Generator Drumkits|
I know that this problem has been discussed many times here but
allthough I ve searched the site I really cant find a clear answer.
I am am trying to HPF the drumkits but whatever filter type I select,
only LPF is applied.
Is there anyway to do this?
Or the drumkits are restricted only to LPF ?
I am using OS 1.22. 
thanx
| 16905|16904|2008-07-19 09:35:23|zamisers7k|Re: HPF not working on Tone Generator Drumkits|
Most drum kits are restricted. If you look in the manual there are a 
few kits that arn't. Don't ask me why because I've no idea why 
Yamaha did them that way. Good news is you can still sample them 
into your own kit if needed and apply them that way, and do some 
other extra cool things too can't do with most of the drum kits. For 
the most part they work fine as is, but I know sometimes I'd like to 
put them on another filter, make life easier.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "yekuku" wrote:
>
> I know that this problem has been discussed many times here but
> allthough I ve searched the site I really cant find a clear answer.
> I am am trying to HPF the drumkits but whatever filter type I 
select,
> only LPF is applied.
> Is there anyway to do this?
> Or the drumkits are restricted only to LPF ?
> I am using OS 1.22. 
> thanx
>

| 16906|16896|2008-07-19 09:48:52|zamisers7k|Re: QuEsTiOn|
Thanks for trying to write in english. Its tough, I guess your doing 
alright then if your learning it. Some of us write like that and we 
supposed to know it already.

Anyway, I suggest not worrying yet about how to enter a program change 
event.

If your already in Pattern Mode, then you only have to press the 
Pattern button once and it will take you into a phrase mixing area on 
the RS. The Pattern Play page and Pattern page you can alternate 
between them by pressing the Pattern button. Yes, do see the manual, 
it shows how with more details that start on Page 75.

Hope that'll help get you going on what you need to do, worry about 
some of the other more complicated stuff later.

Until then, Good Luck and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djvillax" wrote:
>
> insert a program
> change event at the begining of each phrase....
> 
> how do I do this?
>

| 16907|16904|2008-07-19 12:10:35|yekuku|Re: HPF not working on Tone Generator Drumkits|
Very strange indeed.
Most yamaha synths that have the same drumkits allow HPFing. 
I use to HPF all drumkits in order to have room for sub basslines ,so
I guess the only way now is to resample. 
Thanx Zam for your clear answer.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Most drum kits are restricted. If you look in the manual there are a 
> few kits that arn't. Don't ask me why because I've no idea why 
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> Yamaha did them that way. Good news is you can still sample them 
> into your own kit if needed and apply them that way, and do some 
> other extra cool things too can't do with most of the drum kits. For 
> the most part they work fine as is, but I know sometimes I'd like to 
> put them on another filter, make life easier.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "yekuku" wrote:
> >
> > I know that this problem has been discussed many times here but
> > allthough I ve searched the site I really cant find a clear answer.
> > I am am trying to HPF the drumkits but whatever filter type I 
> select,
> > only LPF is applied.
> > Is there anyway to do this?
> > Or the drumkits are restricted only to LPF ?
> > I am using OS 1.22. 
> > thanx
> >
>

| 16908|16896|2008-07-19 13:12:06|djvillax|Re: QuEsTiOn|
ZAM......
THANKS REALLY FOR DE SUPPORT !!!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thanks for trying to write in english. Its tough, I guess your 
doing 
> alright then if your learning it. Some of us write like that and 
we 
> supposed to know it already.
> 
> Anyway, I suggest not worrying yet about how to enter a program 
change 
> event.
> 
> If your already in Pattern Mode, then you only have to press the 
> Pattern button once and it will take you into a phrase mixing area 
on 
> the RS. The Pattern Play page and Pattern page you can alternate 
> between them by pressing the Pattern button. Yes, do see the 
manual, 
> it shows how with more details that start on Page 75.
> 
> Hope that'll help get you going on what you need to do, worry about 
> some of the other more complicated stuff later.
> 
> Until then, Good Luck and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djvillax" wrote:
> >
> > insert a program
> > change event at the begining of each phrase....
> > 
> > how do I do this?
> >
>

| 16909|2549|2008-07-20 09:04:50|gaapzucht|RS7000 for sale|
AEIB2 expansion installed (for a total of 8 outputs),

64MB internal RAM installed,

and an 128MB smartmedia card for storage,

for 600 Euros.

I'm from Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
| 16910|2549|2008-07-20 10:03:17|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: RS7000 for sale|
do you take part exchange with quasimidi 309 fully expanded?

On Sun, Jul 20, 2008 at 6:04 PM, gaapzucht <phunk2000@hotmail.com> wrote:
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> AEIB2 expansion installed (for a total of 8 outputs),
>
> 64MB internal RAM installed,
>
> and an 128MB smartmedia card for storage,
>
> for 600 Euros.
>
> I'm from Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16911|2549|2008-07-20 10:37:44|gaapzucht|Re: RS7000 for sale|
Nope sorry I'm going for a mac only setup.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, oratiosh@... wrote:
>
> do you take part exchange with quasimidi 309 fully expanded?
> 
> On Sun, Jul 20, 2008 at 6:04 PM, gaapzucht wrote:
> 
> > AEIB2 expansion installed (for a total of 8 outputs),
> >
> > 64MB internal RAM installed,
> >
> > and an 128MB smartmedia card for storage,
> >
> > for 600 Euros.
> >
> > I'm from Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 16912|16912|2008-07-21 17:23:17|fsev@gmx.at|Yamaha Power User Documents|
hi,

I recently joined this list, in search of a RS7K Community as RS7000.org seems to be closed for new members. I purchased a RS7000 a few weeks ago, as I don´t want to
sit in front of a Screen all the time making music. 

Like some of the other Newbies I have some trouble understanding the manual.

I read about the "Yamaha Power User Documents" but they aren´t located where the yahoo link leads to anymore.

Could someone tell me where to get these ?

thanks in advance
-- 
Ist Ihr Browser Vista-kompatibel? Jetzt die neuesten 
Browser-Versionen downloaden: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser
| 16913|16912|2008-07-21 17:43:02|zamisers7k|Re: Yamaha Power User Documents|
Welcome to the RS7000, and the Yahoo users group!

Give this a try:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/Search/SearchDetail/0,,CNTID%
25253D%252526CTID%25253D%252526CNTYP%25253D%25252D1,00.html?
selectContentType=-1&checkboxLegacy=on&selectSearchArea=-
1&textKeyword=%22rs7000%22&Submit2=Submit

If that don't work go to yamaha.com and put in their 
search "RS7000". They'll show up several links down the list.

If your stuck on something specific with the RS, or your not finding 
something intuitive enough then shoot us a message here and maybe 
some of us can help get you through it. The initial curve is a bit 
steep, but its not too high for ya hopefully and there will be some 
rewards at the top and plenty on down the other side too.

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, fsev@... wrote:
>
> hi,
> 
> I recently joined this list, in search of a RS7K Community as 
RS7000.org seems to be closed for new members. I purchased a RS7000 a 
few weeks ago, as I don´t want to sit in front of a Screen all the 
time making music. 
> 
> Like some of the other Newbies I have some trouble understanding 
the manual.
> 
> I read about the "Yamaha Power User Documents" but they aren´t 
located where the yahoo link leads to anymore.
> 
> Could someone tell me where to get these ?
> 
> thanks in advance
> -- 
> Ist Ihr Browser Vista-kompatibel? Jetzt die neuesten 
> Browser-Versionen downloaden: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser
>

| 16914|16912|2008-07-23 11:03:37|fsev@gmx.at|Re: Yamaha Power User Documents|
thanks zamisers7k,

these documents are very helpful, i´ll ask you guys here in case I still have troubles understanding my RS7k

---------------------------------------------------------------

> Welcome to the RS7000, and the Yahoo users group!
> 
> Give this a try:
> 
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/CDA/Search/SearchDetail/0,,CNTID%
> 25253D%252526CTID%25253D%252526CNTYP%25253D%25252D1,00.html?
> selectContentType=-1&checkboxLegacy=on&selectSearchArea=-
> 1&textKeyword=%22rs7000%22&Submit2=Submit
> 
> If that don't work go to yamaha.com and put in their 
> search "RS7000". They'll show up several links down the list.
> 
> If your stuck on something specific with the RS, or your not finding 
> something intuitive enough then shoot us a message here and maybe 
> some of us can help get you through it. The initial curve is a bit 
> steep, but its not too high for ya hopefully and there will be some 
> rewards at the top and plenty on down the other side too.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, fsev@... wrote:
> >
> > hi,
> > 
> > I recently joined this list, in search of a RS7K Community as 
> RS7000.org seems to be closed for new members. I purchased a RS7000 a 
> few weeks ago, as I don´t want to sit in front of a Screen all the 
> time making music. 
> > 
> > Like some of the other Newbies I have some trouble understanding 
> the manual.
> > 
> > I read about the "Yamaha Power User Documents" but they aren´t 
> located where the yahoo link leads to anymore.
> > 
> > Could someone tell me where to get these ?
> > 
> > thanks in advance

-- 
GMX Kostenlose Spiele: Einfach online spielen und Spaß haben mit Pastry Passion!
http://games.entertainment.gmx.net/de/entertainment/games/free/puzzle/6169196
| 16915|16915|2008-07-23 17:14:58|tb303orys|where can i download samples for my RS7000???|
i am mostly interested in trance, acid trance, analogue synths, etc.

thanx in advance 
tio
| 16916|16915|2008-07-23 17:33:44|zamisers7k|Re: where can i download samples for my RS7000???|
I'm actually at a bit of a loss on this one.



There isn't really anywhere I know of to go get samples for the 
RS7000. I know there are places and sites that supply samples which 
can be used on anything including the RS7000, but you have to go 
through the RS's import process, or sample them in to your RS from 
the external L&R inputs.

I'd make my own trance, acid and analogue synth stuff with whats in 
the RS already, but I think if I wanted to grab samples and stuff for 
mixing more DJish like on my RS I think I might try Beatport.com 
first.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tb303orys" wrote:
>
> i am mostly interested in trance, acid trance, analogue synths, etc.
> 
> thanx in advance 
> tio
>

| 16917|16917|2008-07-26 13:55:54|mshuster9|How to stop looping PC Program Change data on external hardware|
When I insert a program change message in the edit menu, my external hardware (a 
microkorg), resets its program and causes tone gaps in my sequences at the beginning of 
each phrase. 

How do I prevent this? Sorry I could not find the information in the manual or on this forum.
| 16918|16917|2008-07-26 19:36:44|Nick Fletcher|Re: How to stop looping PC Program Change data on external hardware|
I'm not sure what you're doing. If you need to change the program for every
loop/bar, then this is a microKORG problem. If you don't need to alter the
program for each bar, I would suggest chaining measures together and convert
into a song. Then, add your PC once at the beginning of the song.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16919|16917|2008-07-27 08:26:20|zamisers7k|Re: How to stop looping PC Program Change data on external hardware|
If its a preset phrase I'd copy it to a user phrase and remove the PC 
event. Set and save the patch on the external synth and it'll stay, 
will have to remember which patch it was if you change it for another 
song tho. Prob will have to do that anyway, the other way is in 
Utility mode there is a Midi Filter, I believe you can uncheck it for 
PC (Program Change) out should also do the trick, that is a global 
setting, there is also some local settings under the [Enter] Edit menu, 
but I'm not sure if that is just for receiving or going out or both tho.

Zam
| 16920|16920|2008-07-31 19:43:33|semj_1|selling: rs7000 & aieb2 expansion|
seperately unfortunately ;)

Yamaha Rs7000 music production studio:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254329288

Yamaha AIEB2 expansion:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254325222

and other stuff:

Boss Chorus pedal:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&item=140254322544

Mackie DFX-12 mixer:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254327105

Yamaha A5000 rack sampler:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254331135

Yamaha DX-7 FM synthesizer:

http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254333606
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understand i'm posting here because of the first two items but i
included the rest just because, don't take it as spamming
| 16921|16920|2008-08-02 23:17:07|semj_1|Re: selling: rs7000 & aieb2 expansion|
holy shit this place is SILENT. i hope y'all are scheming about how
much you're going to bid for my gear ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> seperately unfortunately ;)
> 
> Yamaha Rs7000 music production studio:
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254329288
> 
> Yamaha AIEB2 expansion:
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254325222
> 
> 
> 
> and other stuff:
> 
> 
> 
> Boss Chorus pedal:
> 
>
http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&item=140254322544
> 
> Mackie DFX-12 mixer:
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254327105
> 
> Yamaha A5000 rack sampler:
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254331135
> 
> Yamaha DX-7 FM synthesizer:
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254333606
> 
> 
> 
> 
> understand i'm posting here because of the first two items but i
> included the rest just because, don't take it as spamming
>

| 16922|16920|2008-08-03 11:04:57|zamisers7k|Re: selling: rs7000 & aieb2 expansion|
It has been kind of quiet here lately hmmm...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
>
> holy shit this place is SILENT. i hope y'all are scheming about how
> much you're going to bid for my gear ;)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> >
> > seperately unfortunately ;)
> > 
> > Yamaha Rs7000 music production studio:
> > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254329288
> > 
> > Yamaha AIEB2 expansion:
> > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254325222
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > and other stuff:
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Boss Chorus pedal:
> > 
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> >
> http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?
ViewItem&ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&item=140254322544
> > 
> > Mackie DFX-12 mixer:
> > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254327105
> > 
> > Yamaha A5000 rack sampler:
> > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254331135
> > 
> > Yamaha DX-7 FM synthesizer:
> > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ca/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=140254333606
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > understand i'm posting here because of the first two items but i
> > included the rest just because, don't take it as spamming
> >
>

| 16923|16920|2008-08-07 09:22:07|Markus|Re: selling: rs7000 & aieb2 expansion|
Is it because i left? Lol! I may be getting my RS back so i'll be more
active on here if i do. Awfully quiet on here though...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> It has been kind of quiet here lately hmmm...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> >
> > holy shit this place is SILENT. i hope y'all are scheming about how
> > much you're going to bid for my gear ;)

| 16924|16920|2008-08-07 14:30:13|8_bit_boy|Re: selling: rs7000 & aieb2 expansion|
ok well..

new member here.. i joined rs7000.org but for some reason i cannot 
post on there even though i am a member

from reading some of the thread there are many hidden tricks that the 
rs7000 can do.. or really good tips to get the most out of your rs7000

there was talk of a tips faq floating around.. anyone have a copy/ 
seen it?

otherwise whats your best tip/trick you want to share with everyone 
else on here...

+hazyinseptember..

On 08/08/2008, at 1:22 AM, Markus wrote:

> Is it because i left? Lol! I may be getting my RS back so i'll be more
> active on here if i do. Awfully quiet on here though...
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > It has been kind of quiet here lately hmmm...
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "semj_1" wrote:
> > >
> > > holy shit this place is SILENT. i hope y'all are scheming about 
> how
> > > much you're going to bid for my gear ;)
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 16925|16920|2008-08-07 16:01:33|zamisers7k|TIPS: Tricks|
Check out Pegaso's Tips in the file section on here. Those are 
probably the best tips & tricks... Sorry, nobody has got around to 
putting them all in one file, but if you do a search for tips on this 
forum, you might run across some more good ones.

I'll just add some stuff I've been messing with and noticing lately 
on the RS.

The Filter EG has baffled me for a long time exactly what its doing, 
but I've been getting a bit of the hang of it lately. Its pretty 
cool actually, works like the ADSR for amp for the most part. I've 
noticed a lot of the defaulted sounds have the decay setting are not 
fully opened, they are only halfway. I can increase it and it brings 
some new life into a lot of the sounds. Works great for some of 
voices listed as FM, like the good FM twingy guitarness can be 
extended out further when opened up. I didn't realize how much extra 
sound editing power is in just the filter envelope. I can get some 
very modular and analogish type sounds going, more expressiveness too 
on the RS. Sometimes it still does some wierd stuff I don't get, 
almost starts to do some wierd gating and fading and stepping almost, 
bubbly, and swooshing stuff almost LFOish, basically your using it to 
generate a 4 stage or part wave. Anyway, we should all try it, it 
can be lots of fun!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> ok well..
> 
> new member here.. i joined rs7000.org but for some reason i cannot 
> post on there even though i am a member
> 
> from reading some of the thread there are many hidden tricks that 
the 
> rs7000 can do.. or really good tips to get the most out of your 
rs7000
> 
> there was talk of a tips faq floating around.. anyone have a copy/ 
> seen it?
> 
> otherwise whats your best tip/trick you want to share with 
everyone 
> else on here...
> 
> +hazyinseptember..
> 

| 16926|16926|2008-08-08 03:19:33|tb303orys|What type of RAM|
hi there,

anyone knows what type of ram is needed for memory expansion?
i know it sells for cheap on ebay but i have loads of memory at home
which i might be able to use.

thanks in advance.

Tio
| 16927|16926|2008-08-08 04:55:58|Ryan|Re: What type of RAM|
tb303orys wrote:

> hi there,
>
> anyone knows what type of ram is needed for memory expansion?
> i know it sells for cheap on ebay but i have loads of memory at home
> which i might be able to use.
>
> thanks in advance.
>
> Tio
> 

Hiya, Tio!

I found the following on page 274 of the manual:

• You need to use 72-pin SIMMs with access times of 70ns or less. The 
SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16,
or 32 MB. The RS7000 is designed for use with 32 bit SIMMs, but can also 
accept installation of 36 bit

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


(parity-type) SIMMs.
• When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not utilize 
more than 18 memory chips
per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate 
correctly on the RS7000.)
• SIMMs must be installed as a pair of the identical capacity. It is not 
possible to add just a single SIMM.

Hope this helps...

-Ryan
| 16928|16926|2008-08-08 16:12:15|login418|Re: What type of RAM|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tb303orys" wrote:

>
> hi there,
> 
> anyone knows what type of ram is needed for memory expansion?
> i know it sells for cheap on ebay but i have loads of memory at home
> which i might be able to use.
> 
> thanks in advance.
> 
> Tio
>

I bought my memory from here:

http://www.upgradecomputermemory.com/ram.cfm//memory/Y/Yamaha/RS7000-Sampler/64MB-72-pin-Sampler-Memory-SIMM-Kit-32T16F44-60.html

Buy the kit for $44.99 It comes with two chips. They say "All memory
is guaranteed to work or your money back." It worked fine for me.
Check it.
| 16929|16926|2008-08-08 16:14:32|michael|Re: What type of RAM|
I would guess 72pin RAM but ask a guru in here 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "login418" <part2productions@hotmail.com> 

Date: Fri, 08 Aug 2008 13:31:40 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: What type of RAM 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tb303orys" wrote: 
> 
> hi there, 
> 
> anyone knows what type of ram is needed for memory expansion? 
> i know it sells for cheap on ebay but i have loads of memory at home 
> which i might be able to use. 
> 
> thanks in advance. 
> 
> Tio 
> 

I bought my memory from here: 

http://www.upgradecomputermemory.com/ram.cfm//memory/Y/Yamaha/RS7000-Sampler/64MB-72-pin-Sampler-Memory-SIMM-Kit-32T16F44-60.html 

Buy the kit for $44.99 It comes with two chips. They say "All memory 
is guaranteed to work or your money back." It worked fine for me. 
Check it. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16930|16930|2008-08-08 16:16:53|zamisers7k|Mickey Remix Contest!|
Reminder: Deadline is a week away!

I put together a quick demo of the prize synth you can win on you tube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CPS4SrL9vg

You know you want it!
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Contest Rules and stuff:

http://www.quantum-source.com/MRC/

Zam
| 16931|16930|2008-08-08 16:32:34|Markus|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
Well i won't be able to enter the remix competition but i will be
getting the RS back! [happy dance]. I just want it for live use, don't
care about the limitations or slow loading times. Anyway good luck
with the contest zam. Can't believe i'll miss out on a chance to win
teh yamaha portastudio!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Reminder: Deadline is a week away!
> 
> I put together a quick demo of the prize synth you can win on you tube:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CPS4SrL9vg
> 
> You know you want it!
> 
> Contest Rules and stuff:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/MRC/
> 
> Zam
>

| 16932|16930|2008-08-08 19:13:44|zamisers7k|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
Its not looking good for the contest... We probably won't be getting 
any entries from VSEF. They decided to run a similar contest this 
week, I put up a reminder that happend to get placed next to their 
contest thread, and a mod claims they came up with the idea so they 
*zapped* the Micky Remix Contest from their forum saying I'm fucking 
cheaky for trying to do it and it pissed them off.

If we don't get any entries, none yet, from the RS7000 forum by the 
deadline, I guess I'll just make up some of my own entries, and just 
keep the synth.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Well i won't be able to enter the remix competition but i will be
> getting the RS back! [happy dance]. I just want it for live use, don't
> care about the limitations or slow loading times. Anyway good luck
> with the contest zam. Can't believe i'll miss out on a chance to win
> teh yamaha portastudio!
> 

| 16933|16930|2008-08-09 03:23:35|Markus|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
What? You've been talkin' about this for a while so how can they be
sayin' you took the idea when they only put it up this week? Sounds
like vice versa to me..:[

Man, i'm stoked to be getting the RS back. It was lined up for someone
else but they never came back for it. I won't be letting it go again,
at least not until i find a better option for live pa and it's a great
studio piece.

Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Its not looking good for the contest... We probably won't be getting 
> any entries from VSEF. They decided to run a similar contest this 
> week, I put up a reminder that happend to get placed next to their 
> contest thread, and a mod claims they came up with the idea so they 
> *zapped* the Micky Remix Contest from their forum saying I'm fucking 
> cheaky for trying to do it and it pissed them off.
> 
> If we don't get any entries, none yet, from the RS7000 forum by the 
> deadline, I guess I'll just make up some of my own entries, and just 
> keep the synth.
> 
> Zam

http://www.quantum-source.com/MRC/
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| 16934|16930|2008-08-11 17:37:36|zamisers7k|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
I am glad to hear your getting your RS back. I don't think I could go 
for very long without mine. I'd probably get some kind of severe 
withdrawl symptoms and need to be put in a rehabilitation clinic.

The deal with VSEF... It is a bunch of BS that shouldn't have 
happend... I let them know my dissatisfaction with what they pulled, 
their anger with me should have been directed at themself for they did 
exactly what they thought I did to them. But anyway, I can't let it 
eat me up too much, its not worth it for people I hardly know really.

I hope we can still get a few or so entries from the RS7000 forum still 
before the deadline this friday. If your running a little late, just 
let me know, nobody else will know if you are a little late in getting 
your entry submitted ;) I've got a gig that night, so I'm not going to 
be on top of things until later on in the weekend anyway, or maybe not 
even until the following weekend. See how it goes... no entries yet 
still.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> What? You've been talkin' about this for a while so how can they be
> sayin' you took the idea when they only put it up this week? Sounds
> like vice versa to me..:[
> 
> Man, i'm stoked to be getting the RS back. It was lined up for someone
> else but they never came back for it. I won't be letting it go again,
> at least not until i find a better option for live pa and it's a great
> studio piece.
> 
> Markus.
> 

| 16935|16935|2008-08-15 05:08:47|zamisers7k|Slow eFers!|
Don't know what the rest of you have doin, but I did this all on 
RS7000...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceGmhQR1IrM

RS Love

Zam!
| 16936|16936|2008-08-15 07:40:02|Markus|Loading audio tracks into the RS.|
Is anyone doing this? What way do you find best? I was thinking of
splitting then down into 8 bar loops and loading them into the RS. Any
tips on setting tracks up for live performance? How do you lasbe your
tracks for reference? I'm trying to keep it simple. I have to consider
load times as well so i may just take the main groove and slice and
sequence that. I build most of my tracks in live and i'd like to take
them and play them live. But the limited memory and slow loading times
are an issue so i have to work within those limitations. Thats it for
now, i'll post any more questions if i think of them.

Cheers!
| 16937|16936|2008-08-15 15:52:45|zamisers7k|Re: Loading audio tracks into the RS.|
I don't do a whole a lot of sampling with my RS personally. I don't 
use the autoload feature either, but I could see it that it maybe would 
come in handy if doing a bunch of shows and wanted them to always be 
the same songs.

I figure for about every second of sample its a second of load time on 
the RS, so the more work that can be done with its internal sounds the 
better.

As for how many bars you should make your loops I'm not sure, but 4 
bars usually works best for me on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Is anyone doing this? What way do you find best? I was thinking of
> splitting then down into 8 bar loops and loading them into the RS. Any
> tips on setting tracks up for live performance? How do you lasbe your
> tracks for reference? I'm trying to keep it simple. I have to consider
> load times as well so i may just take the main groove and slice and
> sequence that. I build most of my tracks in live and i'd like to take

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> them and play them live. But the limited memory and slow loading times
> are an issue so i have to work within those limitations. Thats it for
> now, i'll post any more questions if i think of them.
> 
> Cheers!
>

| 16938|16936|2008-08-15 17:02:01|TOM ROSE|Re: Loading audio tracks into the RS.|
I mix between the sampling and the synth side. Once I load a 4 or 8 bar loop I chop the loop using the job menu. Once its chopped I may start trying a couple of loop
remix functions and put the variations on a b c etc. When they are hot I create. I also like intermixing different length parts. Once I record a new drum loop I copy it to 16
bar loop and flip the snare or whatever on the last measures. The mixture of different loop lengths creates cool interplay. 

Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Date: Fri, 15 Aug 2008 21:52:40 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Loading audio tracks into the RS.

I don't do a whole a lot of sampling with my RS personally. I don't 
use the autoload feature either, but I could see it that it maybe would 
come in handy if doing a bunch of shows and wanted them to always be 
the same songs.

I figure for about every second of sample its a second of load time on 
the RS, so the more work that can be done with its internal sounds the 
better.

As for how many bars you should make your loops I'm not sure, but 4 
bars usually works best for me on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Is anyone doing this? What way do you find best? I was thinking of
> splitting then down into 8 bar loops and loading them into the RS. Any
> tips on setting tracks up for live performance? How do you lasbe your
> tracks for reference? I'm trying to keep it simple. I have to consider
> load times as well so i may just take the main groove and slice and
> sequence that. I build most of my tracks in live and i'd like to take
> them and play them live. But the limited memory and slow loading times
> are an issue so i have to work within those limitations. Thats it for
> now, i'll post any more questions if i think of them.
> 
> Cheers!
>

| 16939|16936|2008-08-16 19:14:28|Markus|Re: Loading audio tracks into the RS.|
Yeah i never did much with sampling before but i want to dig into that
side of it. At the same time i don't want massive audio files as they
will take an age to load. I'll bounce a few 4 bar loops onto the RS
and slice them and then start sequencing them and adding the internal
sounds and see how it goes from there. 

I remember reading a review of the RS sounds geat on a pa system so
i'm looking forward to hearing it LOUD! I'm saving for a Zoom H4 right
now so i can record myself and put the mixes up online. 

I hope to get things going very soon! :D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I don't do a whole a lot of sampling with my RS personally. I don't 
> use the autoload feature either, but I could see it that it maybe would 
> come in handy if doing a bunch of shows and wanted them to always be 
> the same songs.
> 
> I figure for about every second of sample its a second of load time on 
> the RS, so the more work that can be done with its internal sounds the 
> better.
> 
> As for how many bars you should make your loops I'm not sure, but 4 
> bars usually works best for me on the RS.
> 
> Zam

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
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| 16940|16930|2008-08-18 16:13:26|zamisers7k|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
Its over... the winner... nobody. no entries. Oh well looks like I 
get to keep my awesome PS-3.

Ever had one of those synths that are so awesome you can't even give it 
away?

Zam
| 16941|16936|2008-08-19 13:11:10|Markus|Re: Loading audio tracks into the RS.|
Thanks Tom. Sounds good, obviously loading entire tracks is going to
be unrealistic so i'll try with some 4 bar loops. I tend to end up
transforming the sound anyway with samples so whatever i use will
probably end up sounding nothing like the original. I'm so glad i got
the RS back, my appreciation for it went up during the time i didn't
have it and now i look at it in a different way. It is an excellent
piece of hardware by any standards imo and i'll be holding onto mine!

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:
>
> I mix between the sampling and the synth side. Once I load a 4 or 8
bar loop I chop the loop using the job menu. Once its chopped I may
start trying a couple of loop remix functions and put the variations
on a b c etc. When they are hot I create. I also like intermixing
different length parts. Once I record a new drum loop I copy it to 16
bar loop and flip the snare or whatever on the last measures. The
mixture of different loop lengths creates cool interplay. 
> 
> Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

| 16942|16930|2008-08-26 02:31:37|Bike|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> Ever had one of those synths that are so awesome you can't even give
> it away?

yup, something starting with R and ended by 0 ;O)
| 16943|16943|2008-08-26 15:25:06|zamisers7k|Tip: Sweep the Gate Times|
More of a reminder to self to do during shows...

Sequence Play Effects and sweep Gate Time (Select button once for 
second option row) for more cool stuff on the synthy parts. I'm 
surprised more people don't do this, its an awesome effect, not sure I 
can even call it an effect but its cool. Short times make your stuff 
go from plucky like a banjo to long times like a violin. And, its fun 
to hear it sweep from one to another, maybe even funner sometimes if 
the voice is set to be in mono mode or an arpeggiated type sequence, 
but not always too.

Whats everyone else been doing on their RS's lately? Its been awefully 
quiet around here.

Zam
| 16944|16930|2008-08-26 15:37:48|zamisers7k|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
I could never ever have a serious thought about giving my RS7000 away. 
If I was dangling off a cliff and I had Mira Sorvino in one hand and my 
RS in the other I'd have to tell Mira that I'm sorry.

>
> yup, something starting with R and ended by 0 ;O)
>

| 16945|16930|2008-08-26 15:40:27|michael|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
Wow..that's what I call focus 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> 

Date: Tue, 26 Aug 2008 21:37:46 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Mickey Remix Contest! 

I could never ever have a serious thought about giving my RS7000 away. 
If I was dangling off a cliff and I had Mira Sorvino in one hand and my 
RS in the other I'd have to tell Mira that I'm sorry. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> yup, something starting with R and ended by 0 ;O) 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16946|16946|2008-08-29 06:17:08|zamisers7k|Tip/Trick: Free Run LFO + Rewind|
Hi All,

Board has been slow so here is some fun to try on your RSs!

This works best with a synthy type sound, something where the filter 
opens kind of slow on a longer, maybe whole note, works best. 
Sequence in a some whole notes on the daddy step (first step) of say 
2 to 4 measures, make sure there is a note on first step of first 
measure.

Drop into Voice Edit #4 on keypad, switch Key On Reset to Off, And 
BPM Sync to Off too. This creates a free run LFO.

Put LFO Speed on -45, page right (f4 button), Filter Depth to +40, 
LFO Tri if not there already. This gives it some slow automatic 
sinusoidial (if thats a word?) sweep to the sound.

Now heres the cool part...

Hit play

No keep pressing Rewind, and you'll get a stuttering effect however 
the LFO won't reset so it sounds slightly difrent each time.

Sorry can't resample the stutter effect because rewind don't work, 
but its a great way to start out a song or pattern.

Hope thats not too much reading, heres an example I did a while back 
using the technique at the very beginnig of the song if you'd like to 
hear it:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Save1.mp3 (3.6m)

All RS7000 believe it or not!

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 16947|16947|2008-08-31 02:57:10|zamisers7k|RS7000 Appreciation|
Hey Guys & Gals,

Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves. 
For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more 
than enough appreciation from me.

If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is 
better than most the stuff out there even though its several years 
older than say a Korg or Roland.

We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if 
its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not 
sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.

Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.

Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them 
later, or do we let them know?

I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever, 
nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know... 
If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling 
it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let 
the rest catch up.

Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them 
all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on 
our great RS's for now............
.......
......
....

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Save1.mp3


..

Zam
| 16948|16948|2008-08-31 07:29:06|eric|Improvements to O.S|
I think its great to but has too many drawbacks,
heres what i think would make it great:

1.When you change sections you should be able to have different 
instruments or midi outs assigned to the track, I know you can half 
resolve this with program changes but its a pain and doesnt do midi 
channel changes, this way you could have many more instruments in a 
song, it would totally open the whole thing up.

2.Why you cant record a live manipulation is a mystery to me ,
you should be able to record everything you can do live into the 
pattern chain, instead you have to enter section changes and mutes/ 
scenes separately, this totally baffles me as it could have been 
killer with this.
And also why cant you overdub your arrangements in pattern chain?! 
instead of being forced to Replace, such a rubbish oversight.

3.Looping sections in Song mode - this is a real shame you can loop a 
section in the song edit mode to rehearse a part before recording it, 
partly made up for by the jump function which at least can get you 
back to where you want to start recording again from, also it would 
greatly help when editing a section in the song write mode.

3.Piano roll editor or a way to display chords-dream on, sure Yamaha 
could do it in a flash though.

4. Voice save including samples.

5. Better file management, so you dont have to type out the same file 
save name everytime-pita!
Just these things would make it compete with a computer sequencer.

4. is more involved for sure but the rest would take a few hours for 
the expert Yamaha programmers.
also if Yamaha dont ever update the RS7000 or carry on selling it 
maybe we should make a petition for them to make the OS available to 
users!
So mean of them to sit on it.

6 FM synth integration--ok double dream on...they could have done it 
though..

On 31 Aug 2008, at 10:40, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> The RS7000 community underground.
> Messages In This Digest (1 Message)
> 1.RS7000 Appreciation From: zamisers7k
> View All Topics | Create New Topic
> Message
> 1.RS7000 AppreciationPosted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum- 
> source.com zamisers7kSun Aug 31, 2008 1:57 am (PDT)
> Hey Guys & Gals,
>
> Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves.
> For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more
> than enough appreciation from me.
>
> If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is
> better than most the stuff out there even though its several years
> older than say a Korg or Roland.
>
> We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if
> its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not
> sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.
>
> Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.
>
> Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them
> later, or do we let them know?
>
> I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever,
> nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know...

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling
> it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let
> the rest catch up.
>
> Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them
> all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on
> our great RS's for now............
> .......
> ......
> ....
> ..
>
> Zam
>
> Back to top
> Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post
> Messages in this topic (1)
> RECENT ACTIVITY
> •
> 4
> New Members
> Visit Your Group
> Yahoo! News
> Fashion News
> What's the word on
> fashion and style?
> Sell Online
> Start selling with
> our award-winning
> e-commerce tools.
> Moderator Central
> An online resource
> for moderators
> of Yahoo! Groups.
> Need to Reply?
> Click one of the "Reply" links to respond to a specific message in 
> the Daily Digest.
> Create New Topic | Visit Your Group on the Web
> Messages | Files | Photos | Members
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>
> Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)
> Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Individual | Switch 
> format to Traditional
> Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe
>

| 16949|16947|2008-08-31 18:08:43|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
For me, the RS simply "destroys" other gear when used as live-gigging
tool. The hands-on experience and "tweakability" while playing is
fantastic. 

But lately, as I and my wishes grow and change, I find that its not
good enough. I need "meta"-controls that I can program to control
multiple musical variables in my gear in various ways by changing one
controller. Things like: "Change the intensity of all melodic sounds".
I guess I'll need to run MAX-MSP or some programable MIDI-translator
tool for that. Probably I will still control the RS and other gear
(laptop?) with it but then in a different matter. 

The main "problem" with the RS is that it is very "selected-track"
orientated. This means, in my case, that I can usually only change one
instrument / sound at a time. For another instrument, I first need to
select another track and then tweak it. 

There is one workaround because one can "select" tracks 1-8 or 9-16 or
ALL with the black buttons A, B, C in combination with CAPS (or was it
TRACK-SELECT?). Keeping these pressed enables me to tweak a parameter,
for instance filter-cutoff, with a knob and the RS will change that
parameter for all these tracks at once! Very handy! 
All my drum tracks are usually spanning tracks 1-8. So with this, I
can LowPass filter them in one swoop of a knob while the rest (tracks
9-16) keeps playing unchanged. 

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


Now this kind of flexibility is what I need and much more of it. I do
not want to think too much while playing live and improvising, I want
to react quickly to the music and too much mental translation efford
into all kinds of knobs and stuff is just in the way of improvising
interaction...
| 16950|16947|2008-09-01 03:08:45|J Dub|RS7000 Appreciation|
No Doubt!  This group is AWSOME!  I don't get much time to interact on here, but I read the post from time to time and many of them make my day!!!(I'm going to do
better lol!)  I would like to especially thank those who keep it going! BIG UPs to ZAM!!!!  RS7000 forever!  
 
PS:  we need to petition yamaha to reclaim there bastard child!!! and come out with the new and improved RS7000!!!  

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 16951|16947|2008-09-01 03:28:06|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> The main "problem" with the RS is that it is very "selected-track"

I didn't know you could select multiple tracks like that on the RS to 
control parms??? Your saying it does this, or wish it could do it? 
I got to try that!

There might be another sort of work around too... with the midi 
in/out trick. I've been able to control multiple tracks, but 
probably not quite what your wanting, and it takes some 
experimentation to get it right.

Also a programable knob or slider box might help that too. The 
Peavey PC-1600 I've got works pretty well with the RS for stuff 
similar to this... hmmm. Maybe not exactly what you want either, but 
its cool.

Zam

> orientated. This means, in my case, that I can usually only change 

one

> instrument / sound at a time. For another instrument, I first need 

to

> select another track and then tweak it. 
> 
> There is one workaround because one can "select" tracks 1-8 or 9-16 

or

> ALL with the black buttons A, B, C in combination with CAPS (or was 

it

> TRACK-SELECT?). Keeping these pressed enables me to tweak a 

parameter,

> for instance filter-cutoff, with a knob and the RS will change that
> parameter for all these tracks at once! Very handy! 
> All my drum tracks are usually spanning tracks 1-8. So with this, I
> can LowPass filter them in one swoop of a knob while the rest 

(tracks

> 9-16) keeps playing unchanged. 
>

| 16952|16948|2008-09-01 04:02:28|zamisers7k|Re: Improvements to O.S|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:

>
> I think its great to but has too many drawbacks,
> heres what i think would make it great:
> 
> 1.When you change sections you should be able to have different 
> instruments or midi outs assigned to the track, I know you can 
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half 

> resolve this with program changes but its a pain and doesnt do 

midi 

> channel changes, this way you could have many more instruments in 

a 

> song, it would totally open the whole thing up.

I think I know what your saying here, it might be nice like you say 
if it could handle such things. Have you tried implimenting scene 
memory saves/changes? They store the instruments or bank changes on 
the tracks along with parm settings I do beleive. Not sure about 
midi channel assignments though, but it might, maybe worth a shot if 
you havn't tried them out.

> 
> 2.Why you cant record a live manipulation is a mystery to me ,
> you should be able to record everything you can do live into the 
> pattern chain, instead you have to enter section changes and mutes/ 
> scenes separately, this totally baffles me as it could have been 
> killer with this.
> And also why cant you overdub your arrangements in pattern chain?! 
> instead of being forced to Replace, such a rubbish oversight.

I know what your saying here again, you can record manipulations once 
you convert it to a song. I think thats the idea, but it would be 
cool to do it in Chain mode too. The that always gets me is if I 
bounce to Pattern then back to Chain I always forget to put it back 
on recording mutes and I do all these mute changes and instead I 
accidently recorded over section changes and mutes didn't record. 
They could of combined those I think too.

> 
> 3.Looping sections in Song mode - this is a real shame you can loop 

a 

> section in the song edit mode to rehearse a part before recording 

it, 

> partly made up for by the jump function which at least can get you 
> back to where you want to start recording again from, also it 

would 

> greatly help when editing a section in the song write mode.

I've never used this or looping in Song mode, I'll have to give it a 
shot one of these days. I do my looping in Pattern mode, it makes 
more sense there, but have to redo the Chain and convert to song 
again. Anyhow... it could be cooler if it do what your sugesting I'm 
sure.

> 
> 3.Piano roll editor or a way to display chords-dream on, sure 

Yamaha 

> could do it in a flash though.

If you use step sequence mode you can see the notes on the minikeys 
its using, one of the few great things about the RS, you can see the 
chords if you are on that step. I'm assuming your use to using grid 
mode, stop usinging if you do, use step mode, I can't stand grid 
mode, even though the RS makes it easier to locate notes more so than 
most x0x boxes. If you are already doing that, than I'm not sure 
what you mean. You want to see the chords, and gate lengths on the 
steps your not on yet? I guess that could help too, piano rolls are 
kind of nice, I believe the MC909 does do it, not that I'd want one 
over the RS tho ;)



> 
> 4. Voice save including samples.

Samples save as voices with their parms, not sure what your talking 
about there, but I internal voices can't be moved around, but their 
parms are saved to the Pattern or Song, this is a great idea I think, 
keeps from having changes in one song goof up another, but you can't 
really send someone a cool patch you made without sending the whole 
pattern or song which is kind of a bummer, but not that big of a deal 
if know what your doing can still get a cool patch moved over to 
another song with track copy and unchecking some stuff.

> 
> 5. Better file management, so you dont have to type out the same 

file 

> save name everytime-pita!
> Just these things would make it compete with a computer sequencer.

Totally agree on this, pain, would be nice to just select and the 
name pops in there your going to save over. Also be nice if it 
displayed the file name you have loaded somewhere on the Pattern 
screen so we don't forget what the name is or store it over the wrong 
one we thought it was named.

> 
> 4. is more involved for sure but the rest would take a few hours 

for 

> the expert Yamaha programmers.
> also if Yamaha dont ever update the RS7000 or carry on selling it 
> maybe we should make a petition for them to make the OS available 

to 

> users!
> So mean of them to sit on it.

I'm not sure a petition would work, but yeah it sure would be nice to 
somehow get the code released to the public or pass it on to someone 
somehow if they don't want to cater to everyones whims maybe some 
folks could and give the RS to its full potential it could of been, 
or have it just for microwaving pizzas.

> 
> 6 FM synth integration--ok double dream on...they could have done 

it 

> though..

Or AM too ;)

We'll keep dreaming on, another thing that worries me is that the RS 
is already a great platform, I'd hate to see them come out with 
something better but completley difrent, what would be great if it 
would keep it basically as is, but have just these other great 
improvements added to it. Oh, and a metal case heheh.

Zam
| 16953|16947|2008-09-01 11:18:16|TOM ROSE|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
I agree it is the most fun I've had with a synth. Like Zam I got couple other synths (virus indigo 2, ,Nord Lead 2x, MachineDrum) and so far the RS coupled with the
Virus' multimode synth structure are my favorite set-up. Zam, you and I have talked about your spectralis and spoke of how the immediacy of the instrument and I think
your setup has to work for you. The sequencer in the rs for one thing can use multi length patterns,(rock that 7/4 against 5/4 with remix functions working) not my
ELectron. Its the functionality of the sequencer and the immediacy of the interface. Unlike Reason which I also loved sketching songs out in.
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Date: Sun, 31 Aug 2008 08:57:09 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
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Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 Appreciation

Hey Guys & Gals,

Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves. 
For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more 
than enough appreciation from me.

If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is 
better than most the stuff out there even though its several years 
older than say a Korg or Roland.

We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if 
its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not 
sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.

Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.

Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them 
later, or do we let them know?

I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever, 
nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know... 
If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling 
it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let 
the rest catch up.

Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them 
all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on 
our great RS's for now............
.......
......
....
..

Zam
| 16954|16947|2008-09-01 19:06:52|Markus|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
Hmmm...my Rs is ok but it could be better...j/k!

I'm now using it to write my tracks. I've gone from using live with
the RS to now fully focusing on the RS. Once i've finished the track
i'm working on i'm going to experiment with sequencing vsts in live,
perhaps set it up as a controller for live. The great thing is that i
can set the track up then for live pa. Loving the scenes as well and
i'm sure there are lots of creative ways of using them to make a live
set more interesting.

I think the RS is a sleeper, remember i got rid of mine because felt i
wasn't using it fully. I'm keeping hold of it now and i'm looking
forward to using it more and i am fully enjoying the whole process of
writing music again and i'm happy with my output.

So yeah, i appreciate my RS, don't care what other people think tbh.
Hey Zam, with great power comes great responsibility so don't go
destroying anyone. But yeah the RS is a very powerful, expressive
instrument.

Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey Guys & Gals,
> 
> Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves. 
> For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more 
> than enough appreciation from me.
> 
> If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is 
> better than most the stuff out there even though its several years 
> older than say a Korg or Roland.
> 
> We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if 
> its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not 
> sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.
> 
> Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.
> 
> Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them 
> later, or do we let them know?
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> 
> I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever, 
> nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know... 
> If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling 
> it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let 
> the rest catch up.
> 
> Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them 
> all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on 
> our great RS's for now............
> .......
> ......
> ....
> ..
> 
> 
> Zam
>

| 16955|16948|2008-09-01 21:05:10|Andre|Re: Improvements to O.S|
Hi,

do you really think there will ever be another update from yamaha???
It would be so great, but i think there will never come an update for
our hot loved RS7k. Did somebody ask yamaha´s support about that? I
even would pay a little money for an update. Prelistening samples
before loading them would be very nice ;-)

best

Andre

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> I think its great to but has too many drawbacks,
> heres what i think would make it great:
> 
> 1.When you change sections you should be able to have different 
> instruments or midi outs assigned to the track, I know you can half 
> resolve this with program changes but its a pain and doesnt do midi 
> channel changes, this way you could have many more instruments in a 
> song, it would totally open the whole thing up.
> 
> 2.Why you cant record a live manipulation is a mystery to me ,
> you should be able to record everything you can do live into the 
> pattern chain, instead you have to enter section changes and mutes/ 
> scenes separately, this totally baffles me as it could have been 
> killer with this.
> And also why cant you overdub your arrangements in pattern chain?! 
> instead of being forced to Replace, such a rubbish oversight.
> 
> 3.Looping sections in Song mode - this is a real shame you can loop a 
> section in the song edit mode to rehearse a part before recording it, 
> partly made up for by the jump function which at least can get you 
> back to where you want to start recording again from, also it would 
> greatly help when editing a section in the song write mode.
> 
> 3.Piano roll editor or a way to display chords-dream on, sure Yamaha 
> could do it in a flash though.
> 
> 4. Voice save including samples.
> 
> 5. Better file management, so you dont have to type out the same file 
> save name everytime-pita!
> Just these things would make it compete with a computer sequencer.
> 
> 4. is more involved for sure but the rest would take a few hours for 
> the expert Yamaha programmers.
> also if Yamaha dont ever update the RS7000 or carry on selling it 
> maybe we should make a petition for them to make the OS available to 
> users!
> So mean of them to sit on it.
> 
> 6 FM synth integration--ok double dream on...they could have done it 
> though..
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> On 31 Aug 2008, at 10:40, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> 
> > The RS7000 community underground.
> > Messages In This Digest (1 Message)
> > 1.RS7000 Appreciation From: zamisers7k
> > View All Topics | Create New Topic
> > Message
> > 1.RS7000 AppreciationPosted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum- 
> > source.com zamisers7kSun Aug 31, 2008 1:57 am (PDT)
> > Hey Guys & Gals,
> >
> > Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves.
> > For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more
> > than enough appreciation from me.
> >
> > If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is
> > better than most the stuff out there even though its several years
> > older than say a Korg or Roland.
> >
> > We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if
> > its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not
> > sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.
> >
> > Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.
> >
> > Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them
> > later, or do we let them know?
> >
> > I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever,
> > nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know...
> > If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling
> > it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let
> > the rest catch up.
> >
> > Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them
> > all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on
> > our great RS's for now............
> > .......
> > ......
> > ....
> > ..
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > Back to top
> > Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post
> > Messages in this topic (1)
> > RECENT ACTIVITY
> > �
> > 4
> > New Members
> > Visit Your Group
> > Yahoo! News
> > Fashion News
> > What's the word on
> > fashion and style?
> > Sell Online
> > Start selling with
> > our award-winning
> > e-commerce tools.
> > Moderator Central
> > An online resource
> > for moderators
> > of Yahoo! Groups.
> > Need to Reply?
> > Click one of the "Reply" links to respond to a specific message in 
> > the Daily Digest.
> > Create New Topic | Visit Your Group on the Web
> > Messages | Files | Photos | Members
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: 
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> >
> > Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)
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> > Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Individual | Switch 
> > format to Traditional
> > Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe
> >
>

| 16956|16948|2008-09-02 15:31:44|zamisers7k|Re: Improvements to O.S|
I've not asked Yamaha in the last 2 or 3 years. Maybe I should start 
asking again, couldn't hurt.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andre" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> do you really think there will ever be another update from yamaha???
> It would be so great, but i think there will never come an update for
> our hot loved RS7k. Did somebody ask yamaha´s support about that? I
> even would pay a little money for an update. Prelistening samples
> before loading them would be very nice ;-)
> 
> best
> 
> Andre
> 

| 16957|16957|2008-09-02 15:54:18|TOM ROSE|RS7000 petition|
I'm not really thinking a petition but what can be done en masse by this group to sway the Yamaha co? Emails? Phone calls? Passive resistance? 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
| 16958|16957|2008-09-02 16:36:36|zamise@quantum-source.com|Re: RS7000 petition|
I sent an Email to Support@Yamaha.com with the following:

Are there any plans to release a new Operating System update for the 
Yamaha RS7000 Music Production Studio? If not will the OS programming 
code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for it?

Its all I know to do, probably 100 more like it in a week and then 200 
the next week might make someone notice a blip on one of their pie 
charts.

Who knows? My fingers are crossed, but my hopes arn't very high.

Zam

Quoting TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com>:

> I'm not really thinking a petition but what can be done en masse by 
> this group to sway the Yamaha co? Emails? Phone calls? Passive 
> resistance?
> Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

| 16959|16957|2008-09-03 00:32:30|8_bit_boy|Re: RS7000 petition|
i sent one too.. with a slight re-wording..

On 03/09/2008, at 8:36 AM, zamise@quantum-source.com wrote:

> I sent an Email to Support@Yamaha.com with the following:
>
> Are there any plans to release a new Operating System update for the
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> Yamaha RS7000 Music Production Studio? If not will the OS programming
> code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for it?
>
> Its all I know to do, probably 100 more like it in a week and then 200
> the next week might make someone notice a blip on one of their pie
> charts.
>
> Who knows? My fingers are crossed, but my hopes arn't very high.
>
> Zam
>
> Quoting TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com>:
>
> > I'm not really thinking a petition but what can be done en masse by
> > this group to sway the Yamaha co? Emails? Phone calls? Passive
> > resistance?
> > Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16960|16930|2008-09-03 04:36:08|Bike|Re: Mickey Remix Contest!|
that's what I love about you :O)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I could never ever have a serious thought about giving my RS7000 away. 
> If I was dangling off a cliff and I had Mira Sorvino in one hand and my 
> RS in the other I'd have to tell Mira that I'm sorry.
> 
> >
> > yup, something starting with R and ended by 0 ;O)
> >
>

| 16961|16948|2008-09-03 04:44:17|Bike|Re: Improvements to O.S|
I would pay also, the 1.2 update added that much filters for free..I
wonder what the V2 would be!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andre" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> do you really think there will ever be another update from yamaha???
> It would be so great, but i think there will never come an update for
> our hot loved RS7k. Did somebody ask yamaha´s support about that? I
> even would pay a little money for an update. Prelistening samples
> before loading them would be very nice ;-)
> 
> best
> 
> Andre
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
> >
> > I think its great to but has too many drawbacks,
> > heres what i think would make it great:
> > 
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> > 1.When you change sections you should be able to have different 
> > instruments or midi outs assigned to the track, I know you can half 
> > resolve this with program changes but its a pain and doesnt do midi 
> > channel changes, this way you could have many more instruments in a 
> > song, it would totally open the whole thing up.
> > 
> > 2.Why you cant record a live manipulation is a mystery to me ,
> > you should be able to record everything you can do live into the 
> > pattern chain, instead you have to enter section changes and mutes/ 
> > scenes separately, this totally baffles me as it could have been 
> > killer with this.
> > And also why cant you overdub your arrangements in pattern chain?! 
> > instead of being forced to Replace, such a rubbish oversight.
> > 
> > 3.Looping sections in Song mode - this is a real shame you can
loop a 
> > section in the song edit mode to rehearse a part before recording
it, 
> > partly made up for by the jump function which at least can get you 
> > back to where you want to start recording again from, also it would 
> > greatly help when editing a section in the song write mode.
> > 
> > 3.Piano roll editor or a way to display chords-dream on, sure Yamaha 
> > could do it in a flash though.
> > 
> > 4. Voice save including samples.
> > 
> > 5. Better file management, so you dont have to type out the same
file 
> > save name everytime-pita!
> > Just these things would make it compete with a computer sequencer.
> > 
> > 4. is more involved for sure but the rest would take a few hours for 
> > the expert Yamaha programmers.
> > also if Yamaha dont ever update the RS7000 or carry on selling it 
> > maybe we should make a petition for them to make the OS available to 
> > users!
> > So mean of them to sit on it.
> > 
> > 6 FM synth integration--ok double dream on...they could have done it 
> > though..
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 31 Aug 2008, at 10:40, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > 
> > > The RS7000 community underground.
> > > Messages In This Digest (1 Message)
> > > 1.RS7000 Appreciation From: zamisers7k
> > > View All Topics | Create New Topic
> > > Message
> > > 1.RS7000 AppreciationPosted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum- 
> > > source.com zamisers7kSun Aug 31, 2008 1:57 am (PDT)
> > > Hey Guys & Gals,
> > >
> > > Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves.
> > > For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more
> > > than enough appreciation from me.
> > >
> > > If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is
> > > better than most the stuff out there even though its several years
> > > older than say a Korg or Roland.
> > >
> > > We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if
> > > its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not
> > > sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.
> > >
> > > Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.
> > >
> > > Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them
> > > later, or do we let them know?
> > >
> > > I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever,
> > > nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know...
> > > If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling
> > > it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let
> > > the rest catch up.
> > >
> > > Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them
> > > all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on
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> > > our great RS's for now............
> > > .......
> > > ......
> > > ....
> > > ..
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > Back to top
> > > Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post
> > > Messages in this topic (1)
> > > RECENT ACTIVITY
> > > �
> > > 4
> > > New Members
> > > Visit Your Group
> > > Yahoo! News
> > > Fashion News
> > > What's the word on
> > > fashion and style?
> > > Sell Online
> > > Start selling with
> > > our award-winning
> > > e-commerce tools.
> > > Moderator Central
> > > An online resource
> > > for moderators
> > > of Yahoo! Groups.
> > > Need to Reply?
> > > Click one of the "Reply" links to respond to a specific message in 
> > > the Daily Digest.
> > > Create New Topic | Visit Your Group on the Web
> > > Messages | Files | Photos | Members
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
> > >
> > > Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)
> > > Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Individual | Switch 
> > > format to Traditional
> > > Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe
> > >
> >
>

| 16962|16957|2008-09-03 08:39:56|TOM ROSE|Re: RS7000 petition|
Me Too... asked for our newest machine and everything 8 !it and Zam hit0upon re worded.
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: 8_bit_boy 

Date: Wed, 3 Sep 2008 06:32:22 
To: 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 petition

i sent one too.. with a slight re-wording..

On 03/09/2008, at 8:36 AM, zamise@quantum- source.com wrote:

> I sent an Email to Support@Yamaha. com with the following:
>
> Are there any plans to release a new Operating System update for the
> Yamaha RS7000 Music Production Studio? If not will the OS programming
> code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for it?
>
> Its all I know to do, probably 100 more like it in a week and then 200
> the next week might make someone notice a blip on one of their pie
> charts.
>
> Who knows? My fingers are crossed, but my hopes arn't very high.
>
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> Zam
>
> Quoting TOM ROSE com>:
>
> > I'm not really thinking a petition but what can be done en masse by
> > this group to sway the Yamaha co? Emails? Phone calls? Passive
> > resistance?
> > Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch. groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch. groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k- 
> faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifato r.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasy nth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@ yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16963|16963|2008-09-03 15:19:09|weggatech|greetingz !|
Greetingz my fellow Rs`err`s
Just comin bac into the group after a hiatus for quite some time now...
anyway im wonderin if someon can bring me up 2 speed on where the Rs is 
regarding OS updates wat version its on now etc..
also id like to know wat people are doin with their trusty Steeds..
lol my Rs had to go into a hok shop for 3 months to pay A bill .. its 
amazing when i got it back id played with so much gear in between and 
instantly i get the RS back and its like wow .. i couldnt write music 
on another machine .. its so effn good i think im gonna buy another put 
it in a box and vacuum seal it, tuck it in the cupboard in case my 1 
ever kiks the bucket !! maybe another 1 also for a time capsule !
anyway id like to share to some music ive written to with u lot to get 
some feedback etc .. 
aight peAce & *Rs-Luv*
WeggA
| 16964|16963|2008-09-03 15:37:12|zamisers7k|Re: greetingz !|
Aloha and welcome back!

Same OS as the last 4 or 5 years, no updates. Version 1.2 or 1.22 I 
think is latest, don't quote me on that, I've got to double check 
that...

You were without RS and survived the ordeal? I say you are a very 
lucky human being to be alive. I will be burried with my RS and I 
like the idea of sealing some RSs up in a time capsule for the future.

Zam 8^)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
>
> Greetingz my fellow Rs`err`s
> Just comin bac into the group after a hiatus for quite some time 
now...
> anyway im wonderin if someon can bring me up 2 speed on where the 
Rs is 
> regarding OS updates wat version its on now etc..

| 16965|16965|2008-09-03 19:32:39|TOM ROSE|Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Here is my plea if anyone want to cut and paste.
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: mofo1414@msn.com

Date: Wed, 3 Sep 2008 14:37:11 
To: <Support@yamaha.com>
Subject: RS7000 in 2008
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I have been hoping that Yamaha will come out with a follow-up to my much loved RS7000? I have been a Yamaha supporter for years with quality trumpets, Basses and
drum sets. The RS7000 is the best and we want to keep beating up the MPC's and Roland types.
If not will the OS programming

> code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for it? We love it and want to move our music ahead with Yamaha.

If it is interest in your fabulous product. Please visit our RS7000 Yahoo page or look at RS7000.ORG
Thanks and please add me to any Yamaha email lists so I can stay informed.
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
| 16966|16946|2008-09-04 06:01:54|Bike|Re: Tip/Trick: Free Run LFO + Rewind|
I'm a believer. thank you for the great music and tips.

> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Save1.mp3 (3.6m)
> 
> All RS7000 believe it or not!
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam

| 16967|16967|2008-09-04 16:02:09|chthonic|rs7k newbie - saving question|
hi all, i am the proud new owner of an rs7k as of yesterday. i took it home and started 
having fun with it right away, but i am also trying to accomplish certain things with it. i got it 
to use live as a changeable backing unit, although if there's an opportunity to "perform" on it 
at the same time that's cool.

my first total n00b question is something i probably should have checked out/confirmed 
before buying. it seems that even though there's 64MB of "memory", this is volatile memory, 
meaning it's gone when you shut down. everything i look up in the manual about saving only 
mentions the smartmedia or SCSI ports. i thought these were only for backup, but now it 
seems i must save everything to these external places. and then presumably load (or 
hopefully auto-load) upon restart. is this correct, or am i missing something?
| 16968|16967|2008-09-04 16:15:33|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k newbie - saving question|
Welcome to the list and congrats on getting an RS7000, the coolest 
piece of musical gear in the universe :)

You are correct in your assumtion on this. The RS's internal 64 meg 
memory is volatile. If you don't have a 64m or higher SM card yet 
then you should get one imidiately. If you need help locating one 
let us know. Song data loads pretty fast from them, that won't be a 
problem, but if you get heavily into sampling then thats where load 
times start to slow down. And yeah there is an autoload feature too, 
I did it once but forgot how, I remember it being a little tricky. 
We'll worry about that after you get your SM Card.

Hope you'll enjoy it as much as I have, and don't get discouraged if 
you get cought or not understanding something about it, and don't be 
afraid to ask anything about it here.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> hi all, i am the proud new owner of an rs7k as of yesterday. i 
took it home and started 
> having fun with it right away, but i am also trying to accomplish 
certain things with it. i got it 
> to use live as a changeable backing unit, although if there's an 
opportunity to "perform" on it 
> at the same time that's cool.
> 
> my first total n00b question is something i probably should have 
checked out/confirmed 
> before buying. it seems that even though there's 64MB of "memory", 
this is volatile memory, 
> meaning it's gone when you shut down. everything i look up in the 
manual about saving only 
> mentions the smartmedia or SCSI ports. i thought these were only 
for backup, but now it 
> seems i must save everything to these external places. and then 
presumably load (or 
> hopefully auto-load) upon restart. is this correct, or am i 
missing something?
>

| 16969|16967|2008-09-04 17:17:03|Paradigm|Re: rs7k newbie - saving question|
good evening Yamaha fans and users...
 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Save1.mp3
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I thought i saw a thread about a new and improved RS7000..I am not sure,yet I would venture to say that if enough people were interested and there was adequate and
workable ideas,it could happen.The main problem is can see is,like with Ensoniq,companies failed to see the point of having hardware sequencers and samplers when
software did the same tasks.Personally,since i come from a dj/musician background,I feel more comfortable with something i can touch and maniplute directly,and many
of the samplers were not open-ended enough,so the DSP chips,converters,and onboard CPUs became yesterday's old dinosaurs.Even the XBox 360 and PS3 have actual
CPUs that can handle intensive tasks daily..I am thinking something along the lines of the RS,like this...
 
Dualcore CPU,and ability to add more CPUS
DDR Ram or better,up to 16GB at least..
at least 6 ins and 8-10 outs...optical,SCSI,other digital ins/outs,TRS/XLR,Midi
larger pads and screen,better resolution
more intuitive and simple OS,open source,so it can be constantly updated,like LInux
efficient cooling so u would not have XBox360 type issues
ability to be connected via Firewire and USB 2.0,etc,etc...more modular for cards.
 
Ok,someone out there,let's get crackin'!!!

--- On Thu, 9/4/08, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: rs7k newbie - saving question
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, September 4, 2008, 6:15 PM

Welcome to the list and congrats on getting an RS7000, the coolest 
piece of musical gear in the universe :)

You are correct in your assumtion on this. The RS's internal 64 meg 
memory is volatile. If you don't have a 64m or higher SM card yet 
then you should get one imidiately. If you need help locating one 
let us know. Song data loads pretty fast from them, that won't be a 
problem, but if you get heavily into sampling then thats where load 
times start to slow down. And yeah there is an autoload feature too, 
I did it once but forgot how, I remember it being a little tricky. 
We'll worry about that after you get your SM Card.

Hope you'll enjoy it as much as I have, and don't get discouraged if 
you get cought or not understanding something about it, and don't be 
afraid to ask anything about it here.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> hi all, i am the proud new owner of an rs7k as of yesterday. i 
took it home and started 
> having fun with it right away, but i am also trying to accomplish 
certain things with it. i got it 
> to use live as a changeable backing unit, although if there's an 
opportunity to "perform" on it 
> at the same time that's cool.
> 
> my first total n00b question is something i probably should have 
checked out/confirmed 
> before buying. it seems that even though there's 64MB of "memory", 
this is volatile memory, 
> meaning it's gone when you shut down. everything i look up in the 
manual about saving only 
> mentions the smartmedia or SCSI ports. i thought these were only 
for backup, but now it 
> seems i must save everything to these external places. and then 
presumably load (or 
> hopefully auto-load) upon restart. is this correct, or am i 
missing something?
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16970|16965|2008-09-05 08:45:02|sinister acoustics|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
I sent a slightly adjusted version to yamahasuport too.
Great initiative. :)

Grts,
decay

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:
>
> Here is my plea if anyone want to cut and paste.
> Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: mofo1414@...
> 
> Date: Wed, 3 Sep 2008 14:37:11 
> To: 
> Subject: RS7000 in 2008
> 
> 
> I have been hoping that Yamaha will come out with a follow-up to my
much loved RS7000? I have been a Yamaha supporter for years with
quality trumpets, Basses and drum sets. The RS7000 is the best and we
want to keep beating up the MPC's and Roland types.
> If not will the OS programming
> > code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for
it? We love it and want to move our music ahead with Yamaha.
> If it is interest in your fabulous product. Please visit our RS7000
Yahoo page or look at RS7000.ORG
> Thanks and please add me to any Yamaha email lists so I can stay
informed.
> Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
>

| 16971|16967|2008-09-05 11:28:45|chthonic|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload?|
thanks for the reply and welcome!

i came here via rs7000.org, seeing there was a still-active community of users for a 7-
year-old box made me feel better about my purchase.

by the way my rs7k came with a formatted 64mb card, and i already have a 128mb to use 
as backup. i do actually plan on using a fair amount of custom drum samples and even 
some phrases. to my joy however, i've found several of the internal sounds pretty usable 
so far. 

i'm fine with the load as long as i can make it load the entire card automatically upon 
startup. having to load each song or pattern would be a real drag, as i mentioned i want 
to use this live. i just want to turn it on and have it ready to go while i set up the rest of 
my gear, not have to load files and tweak parameters in preparation.

so bear with me everyone, i am reading the FAQ and the manual but you must know the 
latter is huge and not always clearest (though pretty good).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the list and congrats on getting an RS7000, the coolest 
> piece of musical gear in the universe :)
> 
> You are correct in your assumtion on this. The RS's internal 64 meg 
> memory is volatile. If you don't have a 64m or higher SM card yet 
> then you should get one imidiately. If you need help locating one 
> let us know. Song data loads pretty fast from them, that won't be a 
> problem, but if you get heavily into sampling then thats where load 
> times start to slow down. And yeah there is an autoload feature too, 
> I did it once but forgot how, I remember it being a little tricky. 
> We'll worry about that after you get your SM Card.
> 
> Hope you'll enjoy it as much as I have, and don't get discouraged if 
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> you get cought or not understanding something about it, and don't be 
> afraid to ask anything about it here.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> >
> > hi all, i am the proud new owner of an rs7k as of yesterday. i 
> took it home and started 
> > having fun with it right away, but i am also trying to accomplish 
> certain things with it. i got it 
> > to use live as a changeable backing unit, although if there's an 
> opportunity to "perform" on it 
> > at the same time that's cool.
> > 
> > my first total n00b question is something i probably should have 
> checked out/confirmed 
> > before buying. it seems that even though there's 64MB of "memory", 
> this is volatile memory, 
> > meaning it's gone when you shut down. everything i look up in the 
> manual about saving only 
> > mentions the smartmedia or SCSI ports. i thought these were only 
> for backup, but now it 
> > seems i must save everything to these external places. and then 
> presumably load (or 
> > hopefully auto-load) upon restart. is this correct, or am i 
> missing something?
> >
>

| 16972|16972|2008-09-05 12:46:26|chthonic|rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
so as i said in my other posts, i've just gotten this box. i feel very inspired to get into its 
inner workings ASAP. not the super-complicated stuff like scenes, but seeing what it can 
do as far as my basic needs.

what i like so far over the ah, other box i used to (barely) use, is the raw gritty quality of 
the internal sounds - both the synths and the drums. maybe this is due to "inferior" 
technology from 2001? ;) but i hear these weird hisses and ringmod-like artifacts in a 
bunch of the preset drums. they're cool, they add character and remind me of old slightly 
crappy industrial drum samples. the filtering and EQ can help you reduce, remove, change 
these artifacts but they are often still there, which i kind of like. and the synths are very 
cool - not modern, cold or inhuman sounding.

the main thing i am wary of is this: let's say i program a bunch of patterns (which i 
understand are all in the same "style"). then i chain them together into a song. i realize 
that a particular instrument needs to be changed or removed. 

1. will the change i make be reflected across all patterns in that style, or do i have to 
repeat the change for each pattern? 
example A: i changed the pitch, decay, or volume of the hi-hat. 
example B: what about swapping sounds altogether, e.g. i replace an internal kick with a 
sample?

2. will those changes i made be AUTOMATICALLY reflected in the chain and thus the song? 
i.e. the chain literally acts as a chaining together of the exact info in the patterns?

thanks! i can't wait to play with this again next time i have the chance.
| 16973|16972|2008-09-05 16:11:28|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
Good to hear you've got an SM card or two. Get a reader/writer drive 
for your computer to if you've not already so you can backup your 
files once the card gets full, it will sooner or later, they use to 
be really cheap, not sure what they cost now.

Autoload is described on pg 68. I just looked it over since I've not 
done it in a long time. I think what was confusing was it calling 
the white keys by a number rather than its numerical character 
labeled below it. If I'm not mistaken 1 is A then it goes to the 
right. I could be wrong about that, and also make sure you spell 
file name with "AUTOLOAD_#" and not "AUTOLD_#". Once you get it 
working I think it should do fine for you.

I'm not sure what the hiss is your talking about in the internal 
sounds, maybe because they have something to do with the sounds being 
sampled waveforms instead of Analog or VA. There might be a setting 
wrong on somewhere if its sounding too LoFi, mine sounds pretty clear 
and clean most of the time, I do however tend to pitch certain drums 
down a little and if some of the sounds on the RS go down too far I 
can really tell they are samples instead of generated analogously or 
VAishly. The Bit rate gets spaced too far apart is my theory, but 
normal pitches and higher the RS its crystal.
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Pattern vrs Section vrs Style vrs Phrase - This I think is the 
tricky part to learn well behind the RS's song building 
capabilities. Its I think were most get put off if they don't pick 
it up right away. Stick to it and you'll get it, and it will make 
perfect sense the way they did it, even if it takes a little, its 
like a light will click on in your head.

Quick rundown, because sometimes I still call these by the wrong 
names but I'll try to get it right here:

Phrases are individual sequences you can assign to a track, good 
place to start out from learning to make a brand spanking totally new 
song with from scratch. 

Styles are basically just another name for the Pattern.

Sections are lets say groupings of difrent parts of a song or pattern 
you'll use in chain mode to do like Section A will be the Intro, 
Section B will be a bridge, C main part of song, D drum break, etc. 
up to P on OS 1.2, only up to J if OS never been updated.

As for switching instruments/voices on a track on the same 
Pattern/Style, I don't recomend it at first. At first learn to keep 
each voice/instrument the same on each track, if you want a difrent 
instrument put it on another track for now. Switching Instruments 
gets a little tricky otherwise but it is possible, also when you 
start to learn to Chain your Patterns/Styles and Sections in Chain 
Mode you might find it best to start out by just Chaining one 
Pattern/Style at a time, don't try loading a difrent one with difrent 
instruments on difrent tracks quite yet, that is where the RS tends 
to hiccup. As much as I know about the RS, I myself still tend to 
Chain with just one Pattern/Style and one Section (Section A), any 
more than that I start to get confussed, but sometimes I'll get a 
little more complicated, but I do a lot of cheating too by recording 
track mutes in Chain Mode instead of doing Sections like we're 
probably supposed to do for a proper Pattern & Chain.

Hope thats not too much info to consume, probably is for a noob, and 
not sure I covered everything you were asking, but enough for now I 
could go on for days on the RS. Just don't give up on it and it will 
reward you in song productivity. Even those cold industrial & 
digital sounds your thinking its good at, it can get good and warmr 
too once you get into the voice editing features and learn a few 
tricks.

I'd better shut up, for now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> so as i said in my other posts, i've just gotten this box. i feel 
very inspired to get into its 
> inner workings ASAP. not the super-complicated stuff like scenes, 
but seeing what it can 
> do as far as my basic needs.
> 
> what i like so far over the ah, other box i used to (barely) use, 
is the raw gritty quality of 
> the internal sounds - both the synths and the drums. maybe this is 
due to "inferior" 
> technology from 2001? ;) but i hear these weird hisses and 
ringmod-like artifacts in a 
> bunch of the preset drums. they're cool, they add character and 
remind me of old slightly 
> crappy industrial drum samples. the filtering and EQ can help you 
reduce, remove, change 
> these artifacts but they are often still there, which i kind of 
like. and the synths are very 
> cool - not modern, cold or inhuman sounding.
> 
> the main thing i am wary of is this: let's say i program a bunch 
of patterns (which i 
> understand are all in the same "style"). then i chain them 
together into a song. i realize 
> that a particular instrument needs to be changed or removed. 
> 
> 1. will the change i make be reflected across all patterns in that 
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style, or do i have to 
> repeat the change for each pattern? 
> example A: i changed the pitch, decay, or volume of the hi-hat. 
> example B: what about swapping sounds altogether, e.g. i replace 
an internal kick with a 
> sample?
> 
> 2. will those changes i made be AUTOMATICALLY reflected in the 
chain and thus the song? 
> i.e. the chain literally acts as a chaining together of the exact 
info in the patterns?
> 
> thanks! i can't wait to play with this again next time i have the 
chance.
>

| 16974|16972|2008-09-06 05:00:16|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
Hi and welkom, 

An instrument is assigned to a track. The patterns that are put in a
section for that track "tell" that instrument what to play (notes and
stuff). So when you change the instrument of a track, all the patterns
in all sections for that track of that style, will now be "telling"
the new instrument what to play. 

So yes, in pattern and chain mode, all will be automatically changed. 

The song will not be changed however because the song is a snapshot of
a pattern chain that was made at a certain point in time and has
patch-change messages at the beginning of for setting up the
instruments in the RS for specific midi-channels of the song.
| 16975|16967|2008-09-06 05:06:14|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload?|
As far as I know, there is only one style "file" that can be
auto-loaded as was already posted. So all needs to be put into that
style. 

I have put all my samples for a live-gig into one style also and it
works for me although I just manually load that one style. It takes
the RS about 7 minutes to load it (about 50Mb) while I'm preparing
other stuff.
| 16976|16972|2008-09-06 07:00:35|chthonic|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Good to hear you've got an SM card or two. Get a reader/writer drive 
> for your computer to if you've not already so you can backup your 
> files once the card gets full, it will sooner or later, they use to 
> be really cheap, not sure what they cost now.

already ordered the same day as my rs7k! :)

> Autoload is described on pg 68. 

thanks! 

> I'm not sure what the hiss is your talking about in the internal 
> sounds, maybe because they have something to do with the sounds being 
> sampled waveforms instead of Analog or VA.

yes, that sounds like it. it depends on the sound. it's not really bad. i'm hearing it in 
headphones only so far.

> As for switching instruments/voices on a track on the same 
> Pattern/Style, I don't recomend it at first. At first learn to keep 
> each voice/instrument the same on each track, if you want a difrent 
> instrument put it on another track for now. Switching Instruments 
> gets a little tricky otherwise but it is possible, also when you 
> start to learn to Chain your Patterns/Styles and Sections in Chain 
> Mode you might find it best to start out by just Chaining one 
> Pattern/Style at a time, don't try loading a difrent one with difrent 
> instruments on difrent tracks quite yet, that is where the RS tends 
> to hiccup. 
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i'm not sure what you mean here. it's not that i want another instrument. i may simply 
decide later that the kick drum could be better, but the track is programmed already. 
can't i just change from one instrument to another? but leave it programmed as is? or 
maybe the architecture is not so easy to do this.. :(
| 16977|16972|2008-09-06 07:07:37|chthonic|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" wrote:

>
> Hi and welkom, 
> 
> An instrument is assigned to a track. The patterns that are put in a
> section for that track "tell" that instrument what to play (notes and
> stuff). So when you change the instrument of a track, all the patterns
> in all sections for that track of that style, will now be "telling"
> the new instrument what to play. 
> 
> So yes, in pattern and chain mode, all will be automatically changed. 

that's good.

> The song will not be changed however because the song is a snapshot of
> a pattern chain that was made at a certain point in time and has
> patch-change messages at the beginning of for setting up the
> instruments in the RS for specific midi-channels of the song.

damn. i was afraid of this. that would mean i have to redo the whole song. this was the 
problem i had with my last box.

see, i am used to drum machines and sequencers where a song is simply a direction for 
the unit to play certain patterns in the order i tell it to. a song has no information in it 
other than chaining the patterns together. so if i change a pattern, then go back to play 
the song, it simply plays the pattern as it is, not as it was...because there is no such thing 
as the old version anymore for the song to play back.

this really sucks. could be a serious drawback for me. sadly, it is not specific to the rs7k. 
even years later, other boxes are designed the same way. i guess the architecture is just 
different, though i don't know why they had to make it like that.
| 16978|16967|2008-09-06 07:13:06|chthonic|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload?|
what? this is pretty alarming!

for me a live gig will use 10 or more different songs, all with different sounds and setups 
and tempos. it seems like the way the rs7k is designed, i should not (and maybe cannot) 
have everything in one style. 

7 minutes is insane, an eternity onstage. i would have to unpack this first and start 
loading while i then set up my pedalboard. and if i have to keep coming back to it to 
manually load each song? that's crazy!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" wrote:
>
> As far as I know, there is only one style "file" that can be
> auto-loaded as was already posted. So all needs to be put into that
> style. 
> 
> I have put all my samples for a live-gig into one style also and it
> works for me although I just manually load that one style. It takes
> the RS about 7 minutes to load it (about 50Mb) while I'm preparing
> other stuff.
>

| 16979|16967|2008-09-06 07:35:46|chthonic|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload not necessary maybe?|
ok i'm trying to figure this out. the autoload seems like it will not work for me since every 
file has to be named "autoload_#". this would be too confusing for me live because i would 
not know what song is what.

so i need to manually load each song? isn't there some kind of "LOAD ALL" so i don't have to 
do this?
| 16980|16965|2008-09-06 08:37:31|Andre|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Hi,

i sent an email with an os update wish for our RS7000 to yamaha
support too.

next one please ;-)
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sinister acoustics"
wrote:

>
> I sent a slightly adjusted version to yamahasuport too.
> Great initiative. :)
> 
> Grts,
> decay
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:
> >
> > Here is my plea if anyone want to cut and paste.
> > Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: mofo1414@
> > 
> > Date: Wed, 3 Sep 2008 14:37:11 
> > To: 
> > Subject: RS7000 in 2008
> > 
> > 
> > I have been hoping that Yamaha will come out with a follow-up to my
> much loved RS7000? I have been a Yamaha supporter for years with
> quality trumpets, Basses and drum sets. The RS7000 is the best and we
> want to keep beating up the MPC's and Roland types.
> > If not will the OS programming
> > > code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for
> it? We love it and want to move our music ahead with Yamaha.
> > If it is interest in your fabulous product. Please visit our RS7000
> Yahoo page or look at RS7000.ORG
> > Thanks and please add me to any Yamaha email lists so I can stay
> informed.
> > Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
> >
>

| 16981|16967|2008-09-06 23:08:29|pegaso1423|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload not necessary maybe?|
Hi and welcome to the group,
On the main screen, knob f1 selects the style, each is basically a
complete setup or song. When you save, select 'save all' this saves
everything including all the setup parameters,midi settings etc. so
have few different styles/songs and 'save all' as 'liveset1' or
whatever, then when you load, select 'load all' for 'liveset1' and you
will have your complete setup ready to go. The only problem with this
is the RS has a small hicup if changing styles with the sequencer
running, best to stop, change styles then press play for your next song.
Hope this helps,
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> ok i'm trying to figure this out. the autoload seems like it will
not work for me since every 
> file has to be named "autoload_#". this would be too confusing for
me live because i would 
> not know what song is what.
> 
> so i need to manually load each song? isn't there some kind of
"LOAD ALL" so i don't have to 
> do this?
>

| 16982|16972|2008-09-07 00:43:37|pegaso1423|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
I know the exact problem your have with song mode, my solution is to
always use pattern mode, I basicaly never use chain or song. To do
this you need 2 Rs's or you can do it on one machine using a midi
loop, look in the files>tips>2 osc synth for info on how to do this.

Say your intro is on section A and you want it to play for 32 bars
then change to section B for 16 bars then on to section C etc

On a spare track in section A change the length to 32 bars. press
edit and then ff (>>) to go to the end of the pattern. press insert
then select exclusive (sysex / system exclusive). depending on the
pattern quantise setting you have (press utility to change this), put
it at the beginning of the last quantise so it will change sections
correctly/smoothly.
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Also you need tg mute mode set to midi..

quote:
Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI
This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000.
To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system
exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard
controller or MIDI sequencer.
F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7
NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value
from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)

The Rs will then change sections when it gets this message so you can
basically construct a song in pattern mode that plays right through,
automaticaly changing sections. if you mute the track the section
change sysex is on it will be back to regular pattern mode. Once you
figure it out it is very very flexible and powerful, you can easily
make changes or rearrange the song structure, and instantly drop back
into pattern mode to improvise or try new arrangements. ie if the 4
bar drum pattern in your 32 bar intro section isn't right, any changes
you make to the 4 bar pattern will change the entire 32bars. You then
decide you want the intro to be 16 bars-press edit and edit the
section change to occur at 16 not 32-done. In song mode it would take
a long time and be alot of hassle to make these simple changes..

I hope this is what you were after and you can get it working without
too much trouble, I also mentioned the same thing in post #16497 if it
helps at all. If you don't understand anything or can't get it to work
just ask. 
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk"
wrote:
> >
> > Hi and welkom, 
> > 
> > An instrument is assigned to a track. The patterns that are put in a
> > section for that track "tell" that instrument what to play (notes and
> > stuff). So when you change the instrument of a track, all the patterns
> > in all sections for that track of that style, will now be "telling"
> > the new instrument what to play. 
> > 
> > So yes, in pattern and chain mode, all will be automatically changed. 
> 
> that's good.
> 
> 
> > The song will not be changed however because the song is a snapshot of
> > a pattern chain that was made at a certain point in time and has
> > patch-change messages at the beginning of for setting up the
> > instruments in the RS for specific midi-channels of the song.
> 
> damn. i was afraid of this. that would mean i have to redo the
whole song. this was the 
> problem i had with my last box.
> 
> see, i am used to drum machines and sequencers where a song is
simply a direction for 
> the unit to play certain patterns in the order i tell it to. a song
has no information in it 
> other than chaining the patterns together. so if i change a
pattern, then go back to play 
> the song, it simply plays the pattern as it is, not as it
was...because there is no such thing 
> as the old version anymore for the song to play back.
> 
> this really sucks. could be a serious drawback for me. sadly, it
is not specific to the rs7k. 
> even years later, other boxes are designed the same way. i guess
the architecture is just 
> different, though i don't know why they had to make it like that.
>

| 16983|16920|2008-09-07 00:52:51|pegaso1423|Re: TIPS: Tricks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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>
> Check out Pegaso's Tips in the file section on here. Those are 
> probably the best tips & tricks... Sorry, nobody has got around to 
> putting them all in one file, but if you do a search for tips on this 
> forum, you might run across some more good ones.

Wow Thanks,
If you look closely at the Tips folder it says 'A few tips on using
the rs, feel free to add more!' but nobody ever did so I guess I win
by default...
Thanks anyway and everybody please add your own tips in the file
section or just copy paste useful info you find while browsing the
archives...
Cheers.
| 16984|16967|2008-09-07 04:25:26|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload not necessary maybe?|
He, that is a good one: Save-all and load all. I wasn't aware of this
possibility. Thanks! 

The "small" hickup between styles is what prevents me from using
multiple styles (one per song) and forces me to put everything into
one style. multiple sections. In DnB, the hickup is a no-no... 

I now put all songs into one style, each song into into its own
section, using patch change messages at the beginning of my patterns
so select the correct instrument for it. So I can navigate through my
songs by navigating over the sections. I works, its not really nice to
program but I'm working "against" the Yamaha RS7000 framework here...
| 16985|16972|2008-09-07 04:35:20|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
When you describe what you need it sounds exactly like the RS7000
pattern chain mode. :) 
Just change "song" into "pattern chain" in your description and you'll
be fine ;) 

I just forget the song mode because to me it is unusable. 
For really finishing a song I use the PC: 
- I jam and record the RS patterns or pattern chain into a PC
sequencer program like Cubase. 
- Edit the midi tracks. If you want, you can save the Midi to a file
and load into the RS again as a song. ;) 
- Render the midi tracks to audio
- Edit the audio tracks. 
- Mix it. 
- Master it. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> ...
> see, i am used to drum machines and sequencers where a song is
simply a direction for 
> the unit to play certain patterns in the order i tell it to. a song
has no information in it 
> other than chaining the patterns together. so if i change a
pattern, then go back to play 
> the song, it simply plays the pattern as it is, not as it was.

| 16986|16967|2008-09-07 05:12:31|8_bit_boy|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload not necessary maybe?|
i solved this problem by using a kaoss pad 3 midi'd up to the rs7000..

i sample the end of my track, and then loop it as i change into the 
next track and mix it in like a dj

On 07/09/2008, at 8:25 PM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:

> He, that is a good one: Save-all and load all. I wasn't aware of this
> possibility. Thanks!
>
> The "small" hickup between styles is what prevents me from using
> multiple styles (one per song) and forces me to put everything into
> one style. multiple sections. In DnB, the hickup is a no-no...
>
> I now put all songs into one style, each song into into its own
> section, using patch change messages at the beginning of my patterns
> so select the correct instrument for it. So I can navigate through my
> songs by navigating over the sections. I works, its not really nice to
> program but I'm working "against" the Yamaha RS7000 framework here...
>
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 16987|16972|2008-09-07 05:44:13|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
Wow, so many ways to do stuff on the RS, aint that cool? Seems like we 
all do things on it difrently.

Putting section change messages on a spare track in pattern mode is 
ingenious.

I hope we don't confuse the new guy too much.

The only piece of gear I know that allows changing or scrolling through 
voices while the orginal stays playing and then be able to select the 
voice to switch to is the Radikal Technologies Spectralis. I don't 
think the RS does that, at least not that I know.

Don't give up on the RS yet...

There are ways to shorten load times, and the second RS idea if your 
going to perform live is not a bad idea either, my group performs with 
two too, well at least we use to, I've had to go solo lately. But 
anyway, keep at it. It'll surprise you how awesome it is eventually 
hopefully. It doesn't always work out perfect for everyone, but don't 
give up on it before you've had a chance to get to know it for yourself 
a little bit.

Zam
| 16988|16967|2008-09-07 05:47:59|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload not necessary maybe?|
Another great idea, Ive used KPs too similarly.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> i solved this problem by using a kaoss pad 3 midi'd up to the rs7000..
> 
> i sample the end of my track, and then loop it as i change into the 
> next track and mix it in like a dj
> 

| 16989|16972|2008-09-07 12:59:31|chthonic|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
oh that sounds great! i thought i HAD to turn a "pattern chain" into a "song". i don't really 
get why they are two separate things...i will play with it some more and see what happens.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" wrote:
>
> When you describe what you need it sounds exactly like the RS7000
> pattern chain mode. :) 
> Just change "song" into "pattern chain" in your description and you'll
> be fine ;) 
> 
> I just forget the song mode because to me it is unusable. 
> For really finishing a song I use the PC: 
> - I jam and record the RS patterns or pattern chain into a PC
> sequencer program like Cubase. 
> - Edit the midi tracks. If you want, you can save the Midi to a file
> and load into the RS again as a song. ;) 
> - Render the midi tracks to audio
> - Edit the audio tracks. 
> - Mix it. 
> - Master it. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> > ...
> > see, i am used to drum machines and sequencers where a song is
> simply a direction for 
> > the unit to play certain patterns in the order i tell it to. a song
> has no information in it 
> > other than chaining the patterns together. so if i change a
> pattern, then go back to play 
> > the song, it simply plays the pattern as it is, not as it was.
>

| 16990|16967|2008-09-07 13:12:02|chthonic|Re: rs7k newbie - loading/saving and terms|
hey everyone who's responded to my posts, thanks so much for your suggestions. it 
sounds like i may be able to make a go of this. however i seem to be confused about a 
few things.
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first off, i do have the option to SAVE type "ALL" but then when it comes to loading, i can't 
seem to select the patterns i've saved. i suspect this "all" means that what i've saved 
contains "all" the types of data associated with it and does not mean literally "everything 
in memory".

the root of my issues may be my not getting the terms right. i can't seem to actually 
choose a "pattern", only a "style". and yet when i have saved them to the card and then 
reloaded them, the file type is "PATT".

i thought "style" was the same as a pattern at one point, but it seems i can have several 
"sections" in each "style". so is a pattern really a "section"?

the problem is, the way i'm used to working, lets say i create a basic pattern. i usually 
name it (if possible), e.g. [songtitle]_V1. then duplicate the pattern to adjacent locations 
and make variations on them, renaming each accordingly ([songtitle]_V2, [songtitle]_C, [songtitle]_M) so i know what part is what. then i string the patterns in the
appropriate 
order and repetition in what is usually called "song mode".

what i find is, i can duplicate a style like this, but i can't name the style until i save it. i 
also see the style has multiple lettered sections, but i don't see how to duplicate from one 
section to another and make changes as i described above. it sounds like this is what i 
need to do? treat each STYLE as a grouping of parts for a given song, put each part into a 
different SECTION, and then put all the SECTIONs into a PATTERN CHAIN. is that right?
| 16991|16972|2008-09-07 13:19:22|chthonic|Re: rs7k...so far (and some Q's)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> I hope we don't confuse the new guy too much.

haha, if i am confused (which i think i am), it's not due to anyone here, but to the RS's 
architecture.

> Don't give up on the RS yet...

i'm not...i just have to really test it to see if it can do what i need it to do.

> There are ways to shorten load times

such as...?

i don't much care about the "hiccup" or need to have 2 of these beasts, as my sets are not 
performed continuously. i am not playing a DJ or dance set. the only "live" aspects in 
dealing with this machine for me is:

1. being able to use the footswitch to start/stop when i want it to
2. being able to play an additional synth line while a song (or pattern chain) is playing
3. being able to adjust the volume or sound or even switch out a particular instrument for 
a better one and have those changes reflected (NOT while it is playing!)
| 16992|16992|2008-09-07 13:47:44|J Dubya|Knob assignment|
Hi I have a question about assigning knobs....My knob 3(the one 
directly above F3 botton) acts quirky it does not scroll up in down 
sequencially anymore, it skips around. Is there anyway to assign it to 
another knob so i can scroll through my voices(different sounds) 
better? I tried going thru the knob assign screen but had no luck it 
looks like it may be possible but i cant seem to find the right 
parameter. any help would be appreciated!
| 16993|16967|2008-09-07 14:51:29|chthonic|Re: rs7k newbie - worked out a few things, but then...|
ok i have now figured out the way to have each pattern as a different section within a 
style. plus i also found the way to SAVE ALL and LOAD ALL. going great.

except all of a sudden i thought i had a ghost in the machine!

i had originally duplicated style 01 sec A to style 02 sec A. so i copied style 02-A to style 
01-B. easy! but now in measure 4, the one additional part SUDDENLY BECOMES MUCH 
LOUDER. this must be something i inadvertently programmed into it, because it happens 
in the same place every time.

so rather than trying to figure out what the glitch was, i figured i'd just rerecord the part. 
except when i go to the track and hit "mixer"...the drumkit that was associated with that 
part seems to be different. either it had changed to a completely differnent kit or 
somehow the sounds were different!

well i figured out both issues. i'm guessing the volume glitch must have been that when i 
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initially recorded the part, i left it in REC mode while tweaking the TRACK VOLUME knob. 
i'm guessing movements on this and other knobs are recorded along with the track? nice 
touch.

as for the "different" kit...it was actually the same kit, but as i had been playing around 
with strings on a different track, i had used the OCT UP button. and so i was listening to 
the drums in the upper reaches of the same kit. an LED to show if i am not on the "home 
octave" would have helped me figure that out sooner, but...no sense crying over features 
yamaha didn't put in 7 years ago ;)

just figured i'd share something back, i'm sure many members on this list have had their 
growing pains with this box. thanks for everyone's input and knowledge.
| 16994|16965|2008-09-07 15:36:55|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Just send my request to Yamaha support. Can do anything wrong, right? 
This is my version: 

Dear reader,

I have been hoping that Yamaha will come out with a follow-up to my
much loved RS7000.
I have been a Yamaha supporter for years. The RS7000 is still the best
and we want to keep beating up the MPC's and Roland types.
I understand that hardware solutions are getting rare since the
"virtual studio" was introduced but the robustness, dependability,
stability and direct interface of the RS7000 is still unbeatable. It
just needs to be pulled into the present.

An OS update would also be much appreciated but the RS700 support
seems to be stopped at Yamaha. Can you confirm this?
If no OS update can be expected, will the OS programming code ever be
made available to the public, or a 3rd party?
I love the concepts implemented in the RS7000 and want to move our
music ahead with Yamaha.

Please visit our RS7000 Yahoo page at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

Regards,
F. van Rijswijk BSc
| 16995|16967|2008-09-07 15:41:21|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7k newbie - autoload not necessary maybe?|
That is a good solution. I have been using a KaosPad 2 for that when
working alone. But when I'm joined by my "partner in music" I slave to
his Roland 909 via midi-clock. I'm wary of losing sync or other
trouble when changing styles. Did anybody try that? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
> i solved this problem by using a kaoss pad 3 midi'd up to the rs7000..
> i sample the end of my track, and then loop it as i change into the 
> next track and mix it in like a dj

| 16996|16967|2008-09-07 16:38:32|florisvanrijswijk|Re: rs7k newbie - loading/saving and terms|
I know all these Yamaha RS words can be confusing but please, try
again to read that part of the manual that explains these concepts. It
can be hard in the beginning but persevere and you'll get it! 

What helps me: 
- A STYLE is a "song", it can contain all the instruments playing all
the variation "blocks" (chorus, verse, bridge, etc) that make up the
"song". 
- A SECTION is what makes up one "block" of the "song": "chorus" or a
"verse" or an "intro" etc. It contains one instrument per TRACK that
each play one PATTERN of notes that together make up one "block" of
your "song". 
- A PATTERN is a sequence of notes that can be played by an instrument
on a TRACK. 
- A TRACK has an instrument and a PATTERN assigned to it that the
instrument should play. 
- A PATTERN-CHAIN is a linear sequence of PATTERNs of all the TRACKS
of the SECTIONs that you select. 

But Yamaha is much better in explaining it... ;)
| 16997|16967|2008-09-07 18:36:59|doug.solo|Help|
Can someone please direct me to the link to shut off the email alerts
(the ones that come everytime someone replies to a topic)

Thanks
| 16998|16967|2008-09-07 21:48:50|zamisers7k|Re: Help|
There is an option in there somewhere for it, I just changed it for you 
though so you prob won't get this message until you come back here and 
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check. Hope that worked and is OK with ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "doug.solo" wrote:
>
> Can someone please direct me to the link to shut off the email alerts
> (the ones that come everytime someone replies to a topic)
> 
> Thanks
>

| 16999|16967|2008-09-07 22:23:29|Doug Solo|Re: Help|
Thanks Zam

----- Original Message ----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, September 7, 2008 11:48:46 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Help

There is an option in there somewhere for it, I just changed it for you 
though so you prob won't get this message until you come back here and 
check. Hope that worked and is OK with ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "doug.solo" wrote:
>
> Can someone please direct me to the link to shut off the email alerts
> (the ones that come everytime someone replies to a topic)
> 
> Thanks
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17000|16967|2008-09-07 22:45:06|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k newbie - worked out a few things, but then...|
Glad your getting some of it figured out. The save all is the way to 
save whether in Pat, Chain, or Song Mode. Do a Save All in each Mode.

Also, if your moving Patts around, and Sections, you may want to 
check out the RS's Job List #3 on the #pad too. That might help you 
out some more there.

Also, the RS does show an Octave indicator, its on the top left on 
the screen, it only don't show if its in middle C, but it sounds more 
like you may have used the transpose feature, there is an indicator 
there too if you hold transpose down it'll blink the white mini key 
which you've transposed the Patt/Style to. Usually "R" or "8" will 
stay lit and that is middle C, if your not seeing that then yes the 
transpose and oct up/down may need to be pressed several times while 
holding transpose to find middle C again. Most the time the drums 
don't transpose though, they arn't defaulted to do so on the first 8 
tracks, second 8 they are defaulted to transpose, unless you go into 
the Second pattern mode (press Patt twice so see the 16 track to 
phrase assignments) and and then press the rec button, then F3 knob 
will turn off and on the transpose feature for selected track. You 
might of also used the Octaver in the Play FX #8, its common thing to 
get fowled up but prob not in this case, but if so it'll kind of 
transpose too except it also keeps the same notes as well.

Also one last thing, if you accidently recorded in some events like a 
velocity/volume change, you can go into the Events Editor by 
selecting the track and then press Edit on the #pad next #3. That 
comes in usefull sometimes for seeing what wierd stuff might of 
accidently got recorded on to a track and you can then delete those 
events from there.

Wait one more thing... Chain mode I do not consider linear as it 
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loops the pattern/styles too, if you rec in lets say a Res or Cut 
change its still going to reset every loop and could be anoying if 
doing manual longer sweeps to have it reset every loop. This is how 
most groove gear works in Song Mode, the RS's song mode is more 
linear, if you remove or add a res cut it won't loop through the 
whole song. Its why the RS is so cool, you can do song long length 
sweeps and editing there in Song mode, make it sound more "finalized" 
without the use of a Soft Seq, so I usually leave out recording 
filter sweeps and velocity/volume changes until I've converted the 
Chain into a Song on the RS and record in my longer manual sweeps 
there. They will save, and you can have more than one track sweeping 
at a time if necessary, your not stuck to having just one track sweep.

Jeez this is a lot of new stuff to go over for a noobie. It might be 
good to wait some and work out from the manual for a while like 
someone said, I know that can really suck though. Personally, if I 
was there to show someone new at it, what I'd do is have them learn 
to build a small easy simple pattern first, then have them learn to 
Chain it, then have them convert it to a Song and do further 
editing. Then they'd be ready to start going into the more advanced 
stuff, moving tracks and patterns around and voice edits and they'd 
be prepared to turn them into a real song.

Oh another thing, sorry, to shorten load times, try using the RS's 
internal sounds more than sampling. Also I've heard that hooking up 
a SCSI can speed that up too. Most my songs don't take more than 5 
to 10 seconds to load on the RS. So I usually load mine seperately 
during performances. The longer ones with more sampling I will load 
them up and play them in a row or with another shorter loading song, 
then have another shorter one ready to be loaded after it during 
performances. A few minutes wait between a song here and there don't 
hurt during live performances, gives the audiance some time off, but 
some folks do need to play continuess sets, and those are the folks 
who have to be more prepared before hand, and probably are more 
likely to use 2 RSs or have the entire set prepared on one Pattern or 
Style.

Good luck keep at it, it does take a bit, but I think everyone goes 
through this on the RS, then that light pops on somewhere and it 
makes a ton more sense the reasons why Yamaha did the RS the way they 
did it. And once that light comes on, its like riding a bike, you 
won't have to re-learn everything each time you turn it on and it 
just makes making music fun fast and creative. I've tried a lot of 
other gear, and I think a lot of folks would agree, the RS is a 
machine you come back to if you want to be productive. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:

> 
> as for the "different" kit...it was actually the same kit, but as i 
had been playing around 
> with strings on a different track, i had used the OCT UP button. 
and so i was listening to 
> the drums in the upper reaches of the same kit. an LED to show if 
i am not on the "home 
> octave" would have helped me figure that out sooner, but...no sense 
crying over features 
> yamaha didn't put in 7 years ago ;)
> 
> just figured i'd share something back, i'm sure many members on 
this list have had their 
> growing pains with this box. thanks for everyone's input and 
knowledge.
>

| 17001|16967|2008-09-07 23:05:12|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k newbie - worked out a few things, but then...|
Sorry, one more thing, then I'm off to do some music on my RS for a 
while. It does seem like everyone finds their own best way to use the 
RS, I think most of us learned it on our own, and its intresting to 
hear how others do their music on it. I don't want to put down any one 
elses ways of using the RS if I can help it. So sorry if it ever seems 
like I'm like I'm telling one way is better or not to anyone here. We 
are one of the coolest user groups using the coolest machine ever.

On to my RS, after one more post not with this topic...

Until later...
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

| 17002|16965|2008-09-07 23:09:41|zamisers7k|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Hey All,

Those who posted an email to Support@Yamaha.com. I wanted to let know 
it was just an idea, I don't know if it will make any difrence or not, 
I've not received a reply... I wonder if that means we are getting 
forwarded to someone who's strainuasly working on an OS update... but 
anyway, thanks for doing it too. I wonder if Yamaha is going Wow who 
the heck are these messages coming from all of a sudden, maybe we 
should pay some attention to it... They could just be ignoring it too 
for all I know. But I wish us luck, and the pettion idea don't have to 
be off the table either, I'd sign it 50x if I knew it would help too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:
| 17003|16992|2008-09-07 23:32:49|zamisers7k|Re: Knob assignment|
Yikes! I'm not sure the Function knobs can be reassigned to or from 
anything else. You may need to see about getting that repaired or 
replaced maybe??? Sorry can't be of more help, your local Yamaha 
dealer may be able to help find a repair shop that'll do it, as I'm not 
sure where or whom would do it best for you. Personally, I'd probably 
see about ordering a new one from Yamaha and just replace it myself.

I did notice, for some others who might of been wondering, that the 
knob reassignments can be reassigned to a track too, so whomever may 
have been looking to control more than one instrument on difrent tracks 
at the same time that Knob Reassignments might could come in usefull. 
I think this was gone over before too though a while ago when talking 
about knob boxes and assignments for stuff like 2 OSC type control...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J Dubya" wrote:
>
> Hi I have a question about assigning knobs....My knob 3(the one 
> directly above F3 botton) acts quirky it does not scroll up in down 
> sequencially anymore, it skips around. Is there anyway to assign it 
to 
> another knob so i can scroll through my voices(different sounds) 
> better? I tried going thru the knob assign screen but had no luck it 
> looks like it may be possible but i cant seem to find the right 
> parameter. any help would be appreciated!
>

| 17004|17004|2008-09-09 01:59:29|tsaye1|"resampling" question|
hi everyone

this is my very first post, so i'll briefly introduce myself.

my name is T. Saye, i'm out of san antonio texas.
i make and listen to all types of music
i'm a one-shot sample sound junkie, but loops will do (rs slices like a
razor)
i'm a proud rs owner of course :-), bought it the first day it was
released

i'm rediscovering my rs, and i want to resample some chords and riffs
from the rs.
i followed the instructions in the book i hear what i'm playing up until
the i start the sampler
then nothing :-(

made sure i have the sampler on "resample"
i even went so far to run cables from the output to input jack, lol

any suggestions or assistance is greatly appreciated, thanks
| 17005|17004|2008-09-09 08:18:35|pegaso1423|Re: "resampling" question|
Hi,
Welcome to the group,
On the first sampling screen select the options you want, press sample
again and select your triggering options then press play to start your
pattern/song. Press sample for a third time to begin sampling
according to the trigger mode, if you were trying to resample a riff
the punch in/out is easiest.
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Cheers 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tsaye1" wrote:
>
> hi everyone
> 
> this is my very first post, so i'll briefly introduce myself.
> 
> my name is T. Saye, i'm out of san antonio texas.
> i make and listen to all types of music
> i'm a one-shot sample sound junkie, but loops will do (rs slices like a
> razor)
> i'm a proud rs owner of course :-), bought it the first day it was
> released
> 
> i'm rediscovering my rs, and i want to resample some chords and riffs
> from the rs.
> i followed the instructions in the book i hear what i'm playing up until
> the i start the sampler
> then nothing :-(
> 
> made sure i have the sampler on "resample"
> i even went so far to run cables from the output to input jack, lol
> 
> any suggestions or assistance is greatly appreciated, thanks
>

| 17006|17004|2008-09-09 08:34:15|pegaso1423|Tip : Begin sampling without stopping the pattern|
Maybe this has been mentioned before somwhere? I don't remember when
or where I learned this but I think I discovered it by accident a few
years ago, I find it handy and it relates to the last question so I'll
post it..

The music stopping when you press sample sometimes kills creativity,
especially if your trying to sample a live or acoustic performance
while jamming, my little 'workflow' workaround is first to be sampling
to a track that isn't blank, ie in edit editor put an event, maybe set
the volume with cc7 or insert a channel aftertouch message...

Now press sample and set it to pitch or kit (others won't work), set
everything else as you want it, I usually set it to punch in and
sample 4 bars if I want a loop, sometimes max samplelength so I can
cut the best bit's out later.

Now the fun bit, any time you want to start sampling without the music
stopping, select the track you setup earlier, press loop remix then
press sample 3 times, sampling will start according to the triggermode. 

Sadly the pattern will stop when the recording stops so you need 2
RS's to do realtime looping like the guitar loop pedals. 2 Rs's win at
everything though, realtime looping/sampling each other, having the
controls for both oscillators in a 2 (or 4;) osc synth patch or using
the second RS to record your performance on the first, all your mutes
and section changes and knob tweaks recorded in one pass to a song...

Hope somebody finds this helpful,
Cheers.
| 17007|16947|2008-09-09 13:11:14|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
hey all,

it`s soooo beautiful how you spend so much love to a peace of plastic, making it sing + 
dance for you + others.

i bought my first one when it was born out of yamaha mummy.
i wanted it for a live-performance in a theatre in vienna.
i tried + tried to fit my tracks, sounds made in logic + live into it`s tracker-system.
result: 2 weeks later i brought it back to my store.

after this first contact i bought + sold over ebay 3 more. something attracted me, 
something dissapointed me again + again + again.

now, one is waiting on my playground-table again, + i NEVER wil cut my affection 
anymore, to you ... dearest toy.
you unknown phenomenon..

i sign every petition, let me know!

stef
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Hmmm...my Rs is ok but it could be better...j/k!
> 
> I'm now using it to write my tracks. I've gone from using live with
> the RS to now fully focusing on the RS. Once i've finished the track
> i'm working on i'm going to experiment with sequencing vsts in live,
> perhaps set it up as a controller for live. The great thing is that i
> can set the track up then for live pa. Loving the scenes as well and
> i'm sure there are lots of creative ways of using them to make a live
> set more interesting.
> 
> I think the RS is a sleeper, remember i got rid of mine because felt i
> wasn't using it fully. I'm keeping hold of it now and i'm looking
> forward to using it more and i am fully enjoying the whole process of
> writing music again and i'm happy with my output.
> 
> So yeah, i appreciate my RS, don't care what other people think tbh.
> Hey Zam, with great power comes great responsibility so don't go
> destroying anyone. But yeah the RS is a very powerful, expressive
> instrument.
> 
> Markus.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Guys & Gals,
> > 
> > Sometimes I wonder, I wonder if my RS gets the credit it diserves. 
> > For the most part I think not, and for the rest maybe it does more 
> > than enough appreciation from me.
> > 
> > If Yamaha never makes another I'm cool with it. My RS I know is 
> > better than most the stuff out there even though its several years 
> > older than say a Korg or Roland.
> > 
> > We've got the coolest piece of gear out there, and I think even if 
> > its not recognized much, we still know it, most wont, and I'm not 
> > sure if it matters much anyone else is aware.
> > 
> > Those that have it, those on this board, for the most part know.
> > 
> > Those that don't, do we keep the RS in secrecy, only to destroy them 
> > later, or do we let them know?
> > 
> > I love my RS more than any other piece of music making gear ever, 
> > nothing compares, and I feel a bit bad about it because you know... 
> > If they kept making RS7000 plus more, Yamaha would still be rulling 
> > it all. However, they've set back and just let the RS rule and let 
> > the rest catch up.
> > 
> > Come on Yamaha! Stop sitting back on the RS, its time to beat them 
> > all all again. RS7000++++... One day OK I'm done for now, we sit on 
> > our great RS's for now............
> > .......
> > ......
> > ....
> > ..
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 17008|17004|2008-09-09 15:20:46|zamisers7k|Re: Tip : Begin sampling without stopping the pattern|
I'll have to give this a try. Thanks for another great tip/trick 
pegaso.

Only thing I might could add as a tip or something to check in this 
department is to use the A/D setup under Setup #6, make sure your L&R 
inputs and levels are adjust right, my RS seems to like them to be 
higher than default, so my recordings or resampling can sound not as 
loud as original if I don't turn them up. This might be what could 
cause the RS to get quiet after one hits record. If I remember right 
the RS comes defaulted to record a little quieter then the input and 
resampling is giving, it was anoying for a long time until I figured 
out A/D Setups have to be adjusted. Fun to add effects to inputs too 
from the A/D setup page as well.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Maybe this has been mentioned before somwhere? I don't remember when
> or where I learned this but I think I discovered it by accident a 
few
> years ago, I find it handy and it relates to the last question so 
I'll
> post it..
> 
> The music stopping when you press sample sometimes kills creativity,
> especially if your trying to sample a live or acoustic performance
> while jamming, my little 'workflow' workaround is first to be 
sampling
> to a track that isn't blank, ie in edit editor put an event, maybe 
set
> the volume with cc7 or insert a channel aftertouch message...
> 
> Now press sample and set it to pitch or kit (others won't work), set
> everything else as you want it, I usually set it to punch in and
> sample 4 bars if I want a loop, sometimes max samplelength so I can
> cut the best bit's out later.
> 
> Now the fun bit, any time you want to start sampling without the 
music
> stopping, select the track you setup earlier, press loop remix then
> press sample 3 times, sampling will start according to the 
triggermode. 
> 
> Sadly the pattern will stop when the recording stops so you need 2
> RS's to do realtime looping like the guitar loop pedals. 2 Rs's win 
at
> everything though, realtime looping/sampling each other, having the
> controls for both oscillators in a 2 (or 4;) osc synth patch or 
using
> the second RS to record your performance on the first, all your 
mutes
> and section changes and knob tweaks recorded in one pass to a 
song...
> 
> Hope somebody finds this helpful,
> Cheers.
>

| 17009|17004|2008-09-09 15:25:26|zamisers7k|Re: "resampling" question|
Also, just incase check your Left and Right input levels in A/D Setup 
Setup #6, I think they still adjust for re-sampling internally not 
100% sure tho. If they're at zero, try putting them up, if I 
remember right mine seems to like being around 115 and it sounds 
about the same as when played.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tsaye1" wrote:
>
> hi everyone
> 
> this is my very first post, so i'll briefly introduce myself.
> 
> my name is T. Saye, i'm out of san antonio texas.
> i make and listen to all types of music
> i'm a one-shot sample sound junkie, but loops will do (rs slices 
like a
> razor)
> i'm a proud rs owner of course :-), bought it the first day it was
> released
> 
> i'm rediscovering my rs, and i want to resample some chords and 
riffs
> from the rs.
> i followed the instructions in the book i hear what i'm playing up 
until
> the i start the sampler
> then nothing :-(
> 
> made sure i have the sampler on "resample"
> i even went so far to run cables from the output to input jack, lol
> 
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> any suggestions or assistance is greatly appreciated, thanks
>

| 17010|16947|2008-09-09 15:36:46|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
This post made my day maybe even my week. Sounds almost like an RS 
love affair. I just cheat on occasion, she don't mind because she 
knows I'll always come back to her. Her being the RS of course.

Thanks for the smiles Stef!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:

>
> hey all,
> 
> it`s soooo beautiful how you spend so much love to a peace of 

plastic, making it sing + 

> dance for you + others.
> 
> i bought my first one when it was born out of yamaha mummy.
> i wanted it for a live-performance in a theatre in vienna.
> i tried + tried to fit my tracks, sounds made in logic + live into 

it`s tracker-system.

> result: 2 weeks later i brought it back to my store.
> 
> after this first contact i bought + sold over ebay 3 more. 

something attracted me, 

> something dissapointed me again + again + again.
> 
> now, one is waiting on my playground-table again, + i NEVER wil cut 

my affection 

> anymore, to you ... dearest toy.
> you unknown phenomenon..
> 
> i sign every petition, let me know!
> 
> stef
>

| 17011|16965|2008-09-09 15:38:37|TOM ROSE|Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Fruit of inquiry below-
------Original Message------
From: YCASupport Support YCA
To: mofo1414@msn.com
Sent: Sep 9, 2008 5:27 PM
Subject: RE: RS7000 in 2008

Hello,

It would seem highly unlikely that Yamaha would be releasing and future OS changes for the RS7000.  Also it is not Yamaha policy to release programming code to the
public or third party.  Nevertheless, if said party was to send us a request, we would be happy to forwad such a request though official channels.

Regards,

Steve Deming
Yamaha Customer Support
714.522.9000

-----Original Message-----
From: YamahaUSA
Sent: Tuesday, September 09, 2008 11:25 AM
To: YCASupport Support YCA
Subject: FW: RS7000 in 2008

Please see attached.
Thank you.

-----Original Message-----
From: TOM ROSE [mailto:mofo1414@msn.com mofo1414@msn.com> ]
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2008 7:37 AM
To: YamahaUSA
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Subject: RS7000 in 2008

I have been hoping that Yamaha will come out with a follow-up to my much loved RS7000? I have been a Yamaha supporter for years with quality trumpets, Basses and
drum sets. The RS7000 is the best and we want to keep beating up the MPC's and Roland types.
 If not will the OS programming
 > code ever be made available to the public, or a 3rd party, for it? We love it and want to move our music ahead with Yamaha.
If it is interest in your fabulous product. Please visit our RS7000 Yahoo page or look at RS7000.ORG
Thanks and please add me to any Yamaha email lists so I can stay informed.
Sent from my BlackBerry(r) smartphone with SprintSpeed

Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
| 17012|16965|2008-09-09 16:21:16|zamisers7k|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:

>

Ha! I just got the same email from Steve. Hmmm... does this mean 
we'd need to locate a 3rd party who could fund the purchase of the 
code from Yamaha? I wonder how much it would cost, if that would be 
our next question for Yamaha then. Personally, I'd be willing to 
take on being a 3rd party my self if needed, but if its going to cost 
more than a grand or two then its beyond my finincial range and I'd 
have to seek funding or investors or whomever else would be willing 
to go in on a deal.

I'm just not sure what that means.

Zam of the 3rd Party ;)

> Fruit of inquiry below-
> ------Original Message------
> From: YCASupport Support YCA
> To: mofo1414@...
> Sent: Sep 9, 2008 5:27 PM
> Subject: RE: RS7000 in 2008
> 
> Hello,
> 
> It would seem highly unlikely that Yamaha would be releasing and 

future OS changes for the RS7000.  Also it is not Yamaha policy to 
release programming code to the public or third party.  Nevertheless, 
if said party was to send us a request, we would be happy to forwad 
such a request though official channels.

> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve Deming
> Yamaha Customer Support
> 714.522.9000
> 

| 17013|16965|2008-09-09 16:22:32|zamisers7k|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Just a thought, wonder if some entity over on Motifator would 
constitute already being a 3rd party and be able to get then... 
Hmmm... My mouse wheels are rolling...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:
>
> Fruit of inquiry below-
> ------Original Message------
> From: YCASupport Support YCA
> To: mofo1414@...
> Sent: Sep 9, 2008 5:27 PM
> Subject: RE: RS7000 in 2008
> 
> Hello,
> 
> It would seem highly unlikely that Yamaha would be releasing and 
future OS changes for the RS7000.  Also it is not Yamaha policy to 
release programming code to the public or third party.  Nevertheless, 
if said party was to send us a request, we would be happy to forwad 
such a request though official channels.
> 
> Regards,
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> 
> Steve Deming
> Yamaha Customer Support
> 714.522.9000

| 17014|16947|2008-09-09 16:37:48|Markus|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
It's the most transparent medium i've used to make music with,thats
what i love about it. Absolutely nothing gets in the way. At first i
wasn't mad keen on the interface and thought the menu system was slow;
i could perform the same functions in live much quicker with a mouse.

I mean it's not like an electribe, there's a lot more to it and i
think it's one of those things you have to stick with and eventually
it clicks. Imo, nothing beats writing music with two hands, i've
wanted to write better music for myself for a while and have found it
incredibly frustrating with a pc or laptop. The RS is like a breath of
fresh air, you know you can switch it on and sit down to make music
and that's why i'm keeping mine. ;) Peace, Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart"
wrote:

>
> hey all,
> 
> it`s soooo beautiful how you spend so much love to a peace of

plastic, making it sing + 

> dance for you + others.
> 
> i bought my first one when it was born out of yamaha mummy.
> i wanted it for a live-performance in a theatre in vienna.
> i tried + tried to fit my tracks, sounds made in logic + live into

it`s tracker-system.

> result: 2 weeks later i brought it back to my store.
> 
> after this first contact i bought + sold over ebay 3 more. something

attracted me, 

> something dissapointed me again + again + again.
> 
> now, one is waiting on my playground-table again, + i NEVER wil cut

my affection 

> anymore, to you ... dearest toy.
> you unknown phenomenon..
> 
> i sign every petition, let me know!
> 
> stef

| 17015|16965|2008-09-09 16:41:57|TOM ROSE|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
We need an investor or an engineer to see what could be done. I don't know what it does, but that alt JJ code for the MPC is considered a great improvement. My problem
would be that I want more sampling time and the hardware would be the problem. (Discussed in detail in past posts)

Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Date: Tue, 9 Sep 2008 22:19:30 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:
>
Ha! I just got the same email from Steve. Hmmm... does this mean 
we'd need to locate a 3rd party who could fund the purchase of the 
code from Yamaha? I wonder how much it would cost, if that would be 
our next question for Yamaha then. Personally, I'd be willing to 
take on being a 3rd party my self if needed, but if its going to cost 
more than a grand or two then its beyond my finincial range and I'd 
have to seek funding or investors or whomever else would be willing 
to go in on a deal.

I'm just not sure what that means.
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Zam of the 3rd Party ;)

> Fruit of inquiry below-
> ------Original Message------
> From: YCASupport Support YCA
> To: mofo1414@...
> Sent: Sep 9, 2008 5:27 PM
> Subject: RE: RS7000 in 2008
> 
> Hello,
> 
> It would seem highly unlikely that Yamaha would be releasing and 
future OS changes for the RS7000.  Also it is not Yamaha policy to 
release programming code to the public or third party.  Nevertheless, 
if said party was to send us a request, we would be happy to forwad 
such a request though official channels.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve Deming
> Yamaha Customer Support
> 714.522.9000
> 

| 17016|16965|2008-09-09 16:45:29|Daniel Comollatti|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
hehe - guys - count me in
most excellent - i says 
 
do it do it

----- Original Message ----
From: TOM ROSE <mofo1414@msn.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 10 September, 2008 8:41:16 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008

We need an investor or an engineer to see what could be done. I don't know what it does, but that alt JJ code for the MPC is considered a great improvement.  My problem
would be that I want more sampling time and the hardware would be the problem. (Discussed in detail in past posts)

Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Date: Tue, 9 Sep 2008 22:19:30 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:
>
Ha! I just got the same email from Steve. Hmmm... does this mean 
we'd need to locate a 3rd party who could fund the purchase of the 
code from Yamaha? I wonder how much it would cost, if that would be 
our next question for Yamaha then. Personally, I'd be willing to 
take on being a 3rd party my self if needed, but if its going to cost 
more than a grand or two then its beyond my finincial range and I'd 
have to seek funding or investors or whomever else would be willing 
to go in on a deal.

I'm just not sure what that means.

Zam of the 3rd Party ;)

> Fruit of inquiry below-
> ------Original Message------
> From: YCASupport Support YCA
> To: mofo1414@...
> Sent: Sep 9, 2008 5:27 PM
> Subject: RE: RS7000 in 2008
> 
> Hello,
> 
> It would seem highly unlikely that Yamaha would be releasing and 
future OS changes for the RS7000.  Also it is not Yamaha policy to 
release programming code to the public or third party.  Nevertheless, 
if said party was to send us a request, we would be happy to forwad 
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such a request though official channels.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Steve Deming
> Yamaha Customer Support
> 714.522.9000
> 

  

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
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My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

Make the switch to the world's best email. Get Yahoo!7 Mail! http://au.yahoo.com/y7mail

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17017|16965|2008-09-10 02:57:49|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
I just got the same reply from Yamaha. 

Btw: 
I am an electronics engineer and have a 10 year professional
experience on commercial software design and development. In my
opinion, buying the source code from Yamaha will not be worth the cost
and the effort. 
Even if we get the funds to buy it, there probably will be no support
for it. Not knowing how well it is documented, my experience tells me
that it will not be very well documented as it is not a public piece
of code. The concepts used and the general design ideas will not be
made public nor will be documented properly so you have to reverse
engineer that from the code which is not a trivial task. That means
that the time investment in getting to know the code, leaning to
change things, to compile it and debug for this relatively unknown
hardware platform will be HUGE! 
Personally, I do not have the time nor the motivation for that because
I'd rather work on new stuff (like perhaps a dedicated RS emulating
evironment in Reaktor or MAX/MSP) and make some music!!
| 17018|16947|2008-09-10 03:11:04|florisvanrijswijk|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> I didn't know you could select multiple tracks like that on the RS to 
> control parms??? Your saying it does this, or wish it could do it? 

I'm saying it does this :) 
Check the first three black keys of the RS keyboard. 
Underneath they are labeled: All, 1-8, 9-16. 
Load a style into the RS with some tracks and hit PLAY. 
With your left hand, press "Track Select" and now also press the first
of the black keys which is labeled ALL. While keeping them pressed,
turn the fitler cutoff knob with your right hand. 
=> All tracks will be filtered simultaniously! 

> I got to try that!

Have you tried it already?
| 17019|16947|2008-09-10 04:48:03|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
I just tried it, pretty dang cool! Wonderding what or how the TR+ & 
TR- do now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:
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>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > I didn't know you could select multiple tracks like that on the 

RS to 

> > control parms??? Your saying it does this, or wish it could do 

it? 

> 
> I'm saying it does this :) 
> Check the first three black keys of the RS keyboard. 
> Underneath they are labeled: All, 1-8, 9-16. 
> Load a style into the RS with some tracks and hit PLAY. 
> With your left hand, press "Track Select" and now also press the 

first

> of the black keys which is labeled ALL. While keeping them pressed,
> turn the fitler cutoff knob with your right hand. 
> => All tracks will be filtered simultaniously! 
> 
> 
> > I got to try that!
> 
> Have you tried it already?
>

| 17020|16965|2008-09-10 05:30:52|zamisers7k|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
I feel the same in all honesty, but I also feel like I'd still love 
to get a look at the code, ya know? Why would any company decide to 
release their abandoned code for a machine they no longer produce and 
only provide minimal support?

Hmmm, this is going to bother me for a week or two before I give up 
on it too, I know that much. I wonder if that is what they hope for 
though, that we just give up on it like they did?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> I just got the same reply from Yamaha. 
> 
> Btw: 
> I am an electronics engineer and have a 10 year professional
> experience on commercial software design and development. In my
> opinion, buying the source code from Yamaha will not be worth the 

cost

> and the effort. 
> Even if we get the funds to buy it, there probably will be no 

support

> for it. Not knowing how well it is documented, my experience tells 

me

> that it will not be very well documented as it is not a public piece
> of code. The concepts used and the general design ideas will not be
> made public nor will be documented properly so you have to reverse
> engineer that from the code which is not a trivial task. That means
> that the time investment in getting to know the code, leaning to
> change things, to compile it and debug for this relatively unknown
> hardware platform will be HUGE! 
> Personally, I do not have the time nor the motivation for that 

because

> I'd rather work on new stuff (like perhaps a dedicated RS emulating
> evironment in Reaktor or MAX/MSP) and make some music!!
>

| 17021|16965|2008-09-10 05:59:23|zamisers7k|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
I hope my grammer and spelling don't put them off, but I responded to 
Steve @ Yamaha with this:

Hi Steve and thanks for the response.
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As you might know, there has been movement lately amongst Yamaha 
RS7000 users in regards to updating its Operating System. It is a 
great machine and we are all sorry to hear there will likely won't be 
any future OS changes for it from Yamaha.

If you don't mind, could you be more specific about what would be 
needed for sending in a 3rd party request through the proper channels?

I'd like to make the request myself as a 3rd party, but I am unsure 
of the burdon or legalities of taking on such a task.

Does the request need to be made by a large company with lawyers and 
such involved, or would it at all be possible for a dedicated group 
of users or even a single passionate user to make such a request and 
take on the task of even seeing about getting the code for doing OS 
changes and or updating the RS7000 from Yamaha?

Thank You,

Jason
Zamise@Quantum-Source.com
| 17022|16965|2008-09-10 07:00:46|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Here's mine guys:*

Dear Sir/ Madam, **
I am writting to you to express my deep condolences for a mighty product you
have successfully buried alive....... :(
I was hoping that by now Yamaha would have come up with an update of the
best production studio ever, to bring it back to life.
We are moving in a new decade and we dont want to say goodbye to our beloved
RS7000.
*
* We dont want to say goodbye because the RS7000 is still the best device in
it's category!!!
I personaly own a AW4416 and a RM1x and i am a die hard Yamaha supporter.
The RS7000 though needs to be put back into the present music scene.

An OS update is vital!!!!
Think of all those RS7000 supporters around the world.
Where has the Japanese strategic intend spirit gone? Where is your pride?
Everything you buy from Yamaha seems to be stopped by Yamaha not long after
you buy it. Like the AW4416 CD-RW support. HP must' ve sold more HP9600
burners than Yamaha used on the AW4416.
If there is no OS update to be released then the least you could do is hand
over the OS programming code to the people!!!
We all love the concepts implemented in the RS7000 and want to move our
music ahead with Yamaha!!!!

Please visit our RS7000 Yahoo page at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

Regards,
Oratios Hadjigeorgiou
MBA Marketing*

On Wed, Sep 10, 2008 at 2:59 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>wrote:

> I hope my grammer and spelling don't put them off, but I responded to
> Steve @ Yamaha with this:
>
> Hi Steve and thanks for the response.
>
> As you might know, there has been movement lately amongst Yamaha
> RS7000 users in regards to updating its Operating System. It is a
> great machine and we are all sorry to hear there will likely won't be
> any future OS changes for it from Yamaha.
>
> If you don't mind, could you be more specific about what would be
> needed for sending in a 3rd party request through the proper channels?
>
> I'd like to make the request myself as a 3rd party, but I am unsure
> of the burdon or legalities of taking on such a task.
>
> Does the request need to be made by a large company with lawyers and
> such involved, or would it at all be possible for a dedicated group
> of users or even a single passionate user to make such a request and
> take on the task of even seeing about getting the code for doing OS
> changes and or updating the RS7000 from Yamaha?
>
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> Thank You,
>
> Jason
> Zamise@Quantum-Source.com 
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17023|16965|2008-09-10 11:54:34|michael|Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008|
Is there anything which can be done to actually make a RS7000 reappear? 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: oratiosh@gmail.com 

Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 16:00:39 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Fw: RS7000 in 2008 

Here's mine guys:* 

Dear Sir/ Madam, ** 
I am writting to you to express my deep condolences for a mighty product you 
have successfully buried alive....... :( 
I was hoping that by now Yamaha would have come up with an update of the 
best production studio ever, to bring it back to life. 
We are moving in a new decade and we dont want to say goodbye to our beloved 
RS7000. 
* 
* We dont want to say goodbye because the RS7000 is still the best device in 
it's category!!! 
I personaly own a AW4416 and a RM1x and i am a die hard Yamaha supporter. 
The RS7000 though needs to be put back into the present music scene. 

An OS update is vital!!!! 
Think of all those RS7000 supporters around the world. 
Where has the Japanese strategic intend spirit gone? Where is your pride? 
Everything you buy from Yamaha seems to be stopped by Yamaha not long after 
you buy it. Like the AW4416 CD-RW support. HP must' ve sold more HP9600 
burners than Yamaha used on the AW4416. 
If there is no OS update to be released then the least you could do is hand 
over the OS programming code to the people!!! 
We all love the concepts implemented in the RS7000 and want to move our 
music ahead with Yamaha!!!! 

Please visit our RS7000 Yahoo page at: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 

Regards, 
Oratios Hadjigeorgiou 
MBA Marketing* 

On Wed, Sep 10, 2008 at 2:59 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>wrote: 

> I hope my grammer and spelling don't put them off, but I responded to 
> Steve @ Yamaha with this: 
> 
> Hi Steve and thanks for the response. 
> 
> As you might know, there has been movement lately amongst Yamaha 
> RS7000 users in regards to updating its Operating System. It is a 
> great machine and we are all sorry to hear there will likely won't be 
> any future OS changes for it from Yamaha. 
> 
> If you don't mind, could you be more specific about what would be 
> needed for sending in a 3rd party request through the proper channels? 
> 
> I'd like to make the request myself as a 3rd party, but I am unsure 
> of the burdon or legalities of taking on such a task. 
> 
> Does the request need to be made by a large company with lawyers and 
> such involved, or would it at all be possible for a dedicated group 
> of users or even a single passionate user to make such a request and 
> take on the task of even seeing about getting the code for doing OS 
> changes and or updating the RS7000 from Yamaha? 
> 
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> Thank You, 
> 
> Jason 
> Zamise@Quantum-Source.com 
> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17024|16947|2008-09-10 14:52:58|TOM ROSE|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
Thank you, another piece of code we won't have to change later. Awesome I can't wait to try it! Every day with this machine brings another A ha moment. Brilliant
We should start contacting the engineers who worked on this baby. Get one to defect a la spectralis from another well respected company. Once we have the code, the
engineer stalking begins...
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>

Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 09:11:01 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 Appreciation

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> I didn't know you could select multiple tracks like that on the RS to 
> control parms??? Your saying it does this, or wish it could do it? 

I'm saying it does this :) 
Check the first three black keys of the RS keyboard. 
Underneath they are labeled: All, 1-8, 9-16. 
Load a style into the RS with some tracks and hit PLAY. 
With your left hand, press "Track Select" and now also press the first
of the black keys which is labeled ALL. While keeping them pressed,
turn the fitler cutoff knob with your right hand. 
=> All tracks will be filtered simultaniously! 

> I got to try that!

Have you tried it already?

| 17025|16947|2008-09-10 15:34:14|michael|Re: RS7000 Appreciation|
That is why the new and improved machine would be open source based OS and modular to a great degree... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "TOM ROSE " <mofo1414@msn.com> 

Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 20:52:02 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com<RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 Appreciation 

Thank you, another piece of code we won't have to change later. Awesome I can't wait to try it! Every day with this machine brings another A ha moment. Brilliant 
We should start contacting the engineers who worked on this baby. Get one to defect a la spectralis from another well respected company. Once we have the code, the
engineer stalking begins... 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed 

-----Original Message----- 
From: florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl> 

Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 09:11:01 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 Appreciation 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote: 
> I didn't know you could select multiple tracks like that on the RS to 
> control parms??? Your saying it does this, or wish it could do it? 

I'm saying it does this :) 
Check the first three black keys of the RS keyboard. 
Underneath they are labeled: All, 1-8, 9-16. 
Load a style into the RS with some tracks and hit PLAY. 
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With your left hand, press "Track Select" and now also press the first 
of the black keys which is labeled ALL. While keeping them pressed, 
turn the fitler cutoff knob with your right hand. 
=> All tracks will be filtered simultaniously! 

> I got to try that! 

Have you tried it already? 

------------------------------------ 

===================RS7000 GROUP================ 
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html 
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com 
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com 

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

| 17026|16947|2008-09-11 16:21:08|TOM ROSE|petition online http://www.petitiononline.com/|
I know we got an eloquent group, so can somebody word the online petition at this address. I saw one for a tascam midi fader box that had lots of people requesting that
tascam follow up support for a 24 fader midi control. They are really f'd. what can you use the thing for if there are no new operating systems added. These companies are
making me wary of buying anything; as they support it up until you leave the store, or their newest flagship model is dropped. Rubbish

http://www.petitiononline.com/

> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: paradigm077@yahoo.com
> Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 20:56:39 +0000
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 Appreciation
> 
> That is why the new and improved machine would be open source based OS and modular to a great degree...
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: "TOM ROSE " <mofo1414@msn.com>
> 
> Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 20:52:02 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com<RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 Appreciation
> 
> 
> Thank you, another piece of code we won't have to change later. Awesome I can't wait to try it! Every day with this machine brings another A ha moment.
Brilliant
> We should start contacting the engineers who worked on this baby. Get one to defect a la spectralis from another well respected company. Once we have the
code, the engineer stalking begins...
> Sent from my BlackBerry� smartphone with SprintSpeed
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>
> 
> Date: Wed, 10 Sep 2008 09:11:01 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 Appreciation
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > I didn't know you could select multiple tracks like that on the RS to 
> > control parms??? Your saying it does this, or wish it could do it? 
> 
> I'm saying it does this :) 
> Check the first three black keys of the RS keyboard. 
> Underneath they are labeled: All, 1-8, 9-16. 
> Load a style into the RS with some tracks and hit PLAY. 
> With your left hand, press "Track Select" and now also press the first
> of the black keys which is labeled ALL. While keeping them pressed,
> turn the fitler cutoff knob with your right hand. 
> => All tracks will be filtered simultaniously! 
> 
> > I got to try that!
> 
> Have you tried it already? 
> 
> 
> 
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> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 

_________________________________________________________________
Want to do more with Windows Live? Learn �10 hidden secrets� from Jamie.
http://windowslive.com/connect/post/jamiethomson.spaces.live.com-Blog-cns!550F681DAD532637!5295.entry?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_domore_092008

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17027|16947|2008-09-12 15:41:17|zamisers7k|Re: petition online http://www.petitiononline.com/|
I'll see about putting something up there if nobody else comes to the 
rescue first. I'm not big on petitions, and I'm not the most 
eloquent either, but I'll come up with something if nobody else hits 
that first. I'm waiting to see what Yamaha's official word is on 
releasing the OS to a 3rd party before I go petitioning their asses. 
I got a feeling we won't have much luck, but my fingers are still 
crossed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> I know we got an eloquent group, so can somebody word the online 
petition at this address. I saw one for a tascam midi fader box that 
had lots of people requesting that tascam follow up support for a 24 
fader midi control. They are really f'd. what can you use the thing 
for if there are no new operating systems added. These companies are 
making me wary of buying anything; as they support it up until you 
leave the store, or their newest flagship model is dropped. Rubbish
> 
> 
> http://www.petitiononline.com/
> 

| 17028|16947|2008-09-12 19:42:04|TOM ROSE|Re: petition online http://www.petitiononline.com/|
I believe people in this forum asked a while back and found the code was shared with the motif preventing us from getting our grubby lil' hands on it.
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Date: Fri, 12 Sep 2008 21:41:14 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: petition online http://www.petitiononline.com/

I'll see about putting something up there if nobody else comes to the 
rescue first. I'm not big on petitions, and I'm not the most 
eloquent either, but I'll come up with something if nobody else hits 
that first. I'm waiting to see what Yamaha's official word is on 
releasing the OS to a 3rd party before I go petitioning their asses. 
I got a feeling we won't have much luck, but my fingers are still 
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crossed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, TOM ROSE wrote:
>
> 
> I know we got an eloquent group, so can somebody word the online 
petition at this address. I saw one for a tascam midi fader box that 
had lots of people requesting that tascam follow up support for a 24 
fader midi control. They are really f'd. what can you use the thing 
for if there are no new operating systems added. These companies are 
making me wary of buying anything; as they support it up until you 
leave the store, or their newest flagship model is dropped. Rubbish
> 
> 
> http://www.petition <http://www.petitiononline.com/> online.com/
> 

| 17029|17029|2008-09-13 06:59:34|fsev@gmx.at|scsiforsamplers MCDISK-2|
hi,

I´m thinking about getting a MCDISK-2 Drive for my RS7K.

Did someone of you actually use one of these ?

Are they reliable and worth the Money ?

Opinions of Owners are highly appreciated

thanks!
-- 
Psssst! Schon vom neuen GMX MultiMessenger gehört? Der kann`s mit allen: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/multimessenger
| 17030|17029|2008-09-14 20:46:45|William Simpson|Re: scsiforsamplers MCDISK-2|
fsev, 
 
I brought a 9gb hd from scsiforsamplers for my rs7000 and i am happy with it.Never heard of the mcdisk-2 will have to look in to it though. 
 Will

----- Original Message ----
From: "fsev@gmx.at" <fsev@gmx.at>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, September 13, 2008 8:59:31 AM
Subject: [RS7000] scsiforsamplers MCDISK-2

hi,

I´m thinking about getting a MCDISK-2 Drive for my RS7K.

Did someone of you actually use one of these ?

Are they reliable and worth the Money ?

Opinions of Owners are highly appreciated

thanks!
-- 
Psssst! Schon vom neuen GMX MultiMessenger gehört? Der kann`s mit allen: http://www.gmx net/de/go/ multimessenger

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17031|17031|2008-09-15 05:34:41|zamisers7k|A Little Something for RS Fans|
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ftd-7t-IOg

Just messing around, but how can you not enjoy your RS?

Zam!
| 17032|17029|2008-09-18 06:55:37|Florian Schmidt|Re: scsiforsamplers MCDISK-2|
I just ordered a MCDISK (not the MCDISK-2 as you can´t mount them into the RS7K anyway).

I´ll let you know how I like the Drive.
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-------- Original-Nachricht --------

> Datum: Sun, 14 Sep 2008 19:46:43 -0700 (PDT)
> Von: William Simpson <coyet30@yahoo.com>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: Re: [RS7000] scsiforsamplers MCDISK-2

> fsev, 
> 
> I brought a 9gb hd from scsiforsamplers for my rs7000 and i am happy with
> it.Never heard of the mcdisk-2 will have to look in to it though. 
> Will
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: "fsev@gmx.at" <fsev@gmx.at>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Saturday, September 13, 2008 8:59:31 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] scsiforsamplers MCDISK-2
> 
> 
> hi,
> 
> I´m thinking about getting a MCDISK-2 Drive for my RS7K.
> 
> Did someone of you actually use one of these ?
> 
> Are they reliable and worth the Money ?
> 
> Opinions of Owners are highly appreciated
> 
> thanks!
> -- 
> Psssst! Schon vom neuen GMX MultiMessenger gehört? Der kann`s mit allen:
> http://www.gmx net/de/go/ multimessenger
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 

-- 
Ist Ihr Browser Vista-kompatibel? Jetzt die neuesten 
Browser-Versionen downloaden: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser
| 17033|17033|2008-09-18 19:27:34|Markus|Has anyone here got an mc808?|
What's your opinion of it? Does it stand up to the RS7000? What are
the sounds like? Any issues with it? Cheers.
| 17034|17033|2008-09-18 23:02:41|zamisers7k|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I tried one out a while back. It could probably rock the socks off an 
RS sound wise, However, it feels like the thing was going to fall apart 
in my hands. It didn't click with me as much as I'd of liked it to or 
thought it would before I tried it out. Cool idea with the motorized 
sliders, but some exec failed to actually touch one I think before they 
approved it. Other than the other expected nucenses, no offset 
minikeys, I think there was a pattern mute loop issue on it too of some 
sort, but they may have fixed that by now????

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> What's your opinion of it? Does it stand up to the RS7000? What are
> the sounds like? Any issues with it? Cheers.
>

| 17035|17033|2008-09-19 07:44:57|Paradigm|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
i doubt they fixed anything,because they replaced it with tons of other models..sp404,606,555,mv-8800..i might try the 555,if i like messing with it in the store.....

--- On Fri, 9/19/08, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, September 19, 2008, 1:02 AM
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I tried one out a while back. It could probably rock the socks off an 
RS sound wise, However, it feels like the thing was going to fall apart 
in my hands. It didn't click with me as much as I'd of liked it to or 
thought it would before I tried it out. Cool idea with the motorized 
sliders, but some exec failed to actually touch one I think before they 
approved it. Other than the other expected nucenses, no offset 
minikeys, I think there was a pattern mute loop issue on it too of some 
sort, but they may have fixed that by now????

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> What's your opinion of it? Does it stand up to the RS7000? What are
> the sounds like? Any issues with it? Cheers.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17036|17033|2008-09-19 09:46:17|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Isn't the mc808 more recent than the sp606?

I just got an sp555. Bit of an issue with the power supply; it's
really poorly designed. The cable connecting to the sp is quite
inflexible and your mean to be able to wrap it round a clip next to
the dc input but there's no chance, there isn't enough space and the
only way i could get one part of the cable in covered the power
switch! Really not good. I'd ask about the power supply, don't know if
you could get a better replacement or something. Apparently you can
use a generic power supply but that would void the warranty.

Other than that it's very nice, works as an audio interface and
streams over usb so you can sample from any source. Also comes with
cakewalk sonar le so there's your sequencer. ;)

I'd really like to try an mc808 cos it is all about workflow. I've
always avoided roland because of issues i've read about with build
quality and bugs. 

I like the sp555 so far, great fx and you could lay down some hot
tracks with this baby. I have to register with roland to access their
support so i'll see what they say. I spoke to a tech guy from the
place i bought the sp and he says they're very good.

Watch this space...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paradigm wrote:
>
> i doubt they fixed anything,because they replaced it with tons of
other models..sp404,606,555,mv-8800..i might try the 555,if i like
messing with it in the store.....
> 
> --- On Fri, 9/19/08, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> From: zamisers7k 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, September 19, 2008, 1:02 AM
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> I tried one out a while back. It could probably rock the socks off an 
> RS sound wise, However, it feels like the thing was going to fall apart 
> in my hands. It didn't click with me as much as I'd of liked it to or 
> thought it would before I tried it out. Cool idea with the motorized 
> sliders, but some exec failed to actually touch one I think before they 
> approved it. Other than the other expected nucenses, no offset 
> minikeys, I think there was a pattern mute loop issue on it too of some 
> sort, but they may have fixed that by now????
> 
> Zam

| 17037|17037|2008-09-19 10:41:12|chthonic|problems with saved settings|
ok, so last night i had the most fun yet with my rs7k. i imported samples i'd prepared, 
replaced some internal sounds, copied tracks and sections back and forth, applied EQ and 
effects. oh and found that leaving the master on "isolate" acts like a compressor that i 
actually like better than the compressor (at least at the settings they're at now).

then this morning i had another idea so i fired it up and said LOAD : ALL +system. i'd 
been saving ALL and everything was fine.

to my horror, everything was NOT fine.

i'll start with the most minor thing first. the master effect was off. i guess i can sort of 
understand if this global setting is not saved, but it is one more thing i'd need to do 
before using it in a show.

next thing i noticed was that one of the internal sounds i'd used, a buzz from an electronic 
drumkit, was of a completely different pitch and no longer had the reverb i'd carefully 
applied and panned stage right.

but possibly worst was finding that the section i'd copied FROM to create a new one, was 
now mimicking the new one minus one part. the original was lost.

in this case, the loss is not so catastrophic. but in future i'd want to avoid this.

so, my guess is, my first mistake was loading "system" along with "ALL". that in fact it 
does not load the system "as i had it" but some kind of total factory reset? but if so, how 
can i save those kinds of settings so they don't change? are they contained in the "ALL" 
file if i DON'T load the system?

however, that still doesn't explain why both patterns were now almost the same. any 
ideas?
| 17038|17038|2008-09-19 13:21:16|Frédéric Samamer|AW: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I work in a really great music store in germany and i could try anything from the mpc 5k-to machindrum sp1...
and my opinion is: still after havin the rs 7000 for 7 years, you can't finde anythiny comparable to the rs.

----- Ursprüngliche Mail ----
Von: Paradigm <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Gesendet: Freitag, den 19. September 2008, 15:44:55 Uhr
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?

i doubt they fixed anything,because they replaced it with tons of other models..sp404, 606,555,mv- 8800..i might try the 555,if i like messing with it in the store.....

--- On Fri, 9/19/08, zamisers7k wrote:

From: zamisers7k 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Friday, September 19, 2008, 1:02 AM

I tried one out a while back. It could probably rock the socks off an 
RS sound wise, However, it feels like the thing was going to fall apart 
in my hands. It didn't click with me as much as I'd of liked it to or 
thought it would before I tried it out. Cool idea with the motorized 
sliders, but some exec failed to actually touch one I think before they 
approved it. Other than the other expected nucenses, no offset 
minikeys, I think there was a pattern mute loop issue on it too of some 
sort, but they may have fixed that by now????

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> What's your opinion of it? Does it stand up to the RS7000? What are
> the sounds like? Any issues with it? Cheers.

mailto:paradigm077@yahoo.com
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>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Sie sind Spam leid? Yahoo! Mail verfügt über einen herausragenden Schutz gegen Massenmails. 
http://mail.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17039|17037|2008-09-19 15:27:05|zamisers7k|Re: problems with saved settings|
Hey chthonic,

Your right about the Master effects, they do not save at all as far 
as I know, you have to remember their settings. I treat them sort of 
like an external process to the RS, but mine usually stays on Master 
Compress unless I'm trying to do something wild for re-sampling.

Anyhow, Save All is the way to go I think. It does not revert to 
factory settings. However, the RS does treat samples difrently than 
internal voices. I'm not super familar with how all of the sampling 
works with the RS myself, but they can do some wacky things if you 
don't know whats going on with it.

Here is the deal I think, and I could be wrong too, the RS treats 
samples one of two ways, globally and locally. Not sure how to tell 
the dif tho, I do all my local I think. But anyway, I've noticed 
before, I think with local samples that if you copy the track or 
phrase around it uses the same sample, with the same settings for 
both, so you make one change to one it may or may not affect the 
other, the trick I've found when copying phrases or tracks with 
samples on them is to copy the sample to another bank and switch the 
phrase over to use the other same sample.

I've noticed that seems to help a lot, stuff like filters will stop 
resetting after section switches and stuff like that.

Hope thats not too much reading, I'm basically saying don't just copy 
the tracks and phrases, you have to do an extra step and copy the 
samples too and tell it to use the copy instead of the one from the 
original track.

Hope that makes some sense.

It'll take some experimenting I think if your doing a lot of sampling 
to get the kinks worked out and all figured out, the RS's internal 
sounds shouldn't have this problem.

Good luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> ok, so last night i had the most fun yet with my rs7k. i imported 
samples i'd prepared, 
> replaced some internal sounds, copied tracks and sections back and 
forth, applied EQ and 
> effects. oh and found that leaving the master on "isolate" acts 
like a compressor that i 
> actually like better than the compressor (at least at the settings 
they're at now).
> 
> then this morning i had another idea so i fired it up and said 
LOAD : ALL +system. i'd 
> been saving ALL and everything was fine.
> 
> to my horror, everything was NOT fine.
> 
> i'll start with the most minor thing first. the master effect was 
off. i guess i can sort of 
> understand if this global setting is not saved, but it is one more 
thing i'd need to do 
> before using it in a show.
> 
> next thing i noticed was that one of the internal sounds i'd used, 
a buzz from an electronic 
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> drumkit, was of a completely different pitch and no longer had the 
reverb i'd carefully 
> applied and panned stage right.
> 
> but possibly worst was finding that the section i'd copied FROM to 
create a new one, was 
> now mimicking the new one minus one part. the original was lost.
> 
> in this case, the loss is not so catastrophic. but in future i'd 
want to avoid this.
> 
> so, my guess is, my first mistake was loading "system" along 
with "ALL". that in fact it 
> does not load the system "as i had it" but some kind of total 
factory reset? but if so, how 
> can i save those kinds of settings so they don't change? are they 
contained in the "ALL" 
> file if i DON'T load the system?
> 
> however, that still doesn't explain why both patterns were now 
almost the same. any 
> ideas?
>

| 17040|17038|2008-09-19 15:47:49|zamisers7k|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Some of the Roland SPs do seem pretty cool, but I'd not consider them 
replacements for the MC-808. MCs have their own sounds built in like 
the RS and some don't have sampleability, sampling ability came later 
in the 909 and the 808 I think too. Its a big dif for me personally. 
I think the RS is still it, but if the RS never existed I think the 
MC909 would be my next choice, then maybe the MC808, then maybe an EM1x 
& ES1x, then maybe an MC505 with an SP. I'm not sure where a 
Spectralis would fit in, its kind of in a league of its own, I feel 
like its more of a great synthesizer then a piece of groove gear.

Just my thoughts at the moment, could change any time, excpet for on 
the RS which I know is thebest machine ever and nothing has knocked it 
off its platform yet!

Zam
| 17041|17033|2008-09-19 16:03:46|zamisers7k|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Oh and the mv-8800, yuck, might as well get one of the newer MPCs...

I'm sure they are cool in their own ways though, I've not fully 
experienced any of them as much as the RS7000, the RS still whoops them 
all however.

Zam

P.S. I've not heard back from Yamaha yet on releasing OS to a 3rd 
party yet >8^( Hoping they are trying to dig the code out of the 
corner recesses of some old mainframe or 486 box.
| 17042|17037|2008-09-19 17:52:24|Markus|Re: problems with saved settings|
Just wanted to add that the master effect settings are stored but they
are disabled when you load a project. And i mean all of them, seems to
be memorized seperate to the individual project, the master effect
settings are remembered from where you left them when you turn the rs
on, you just have to keep that in mind, maybe write the settings down
if necessary. Try setting the ctrl delay up before switching off and
the settings will be where they were when you turn the rs on next time...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey chthonic,
> 
> Your right about the Master effects, they do not save at all as far 
> as I know, you have to remember their settings. I treat them sort of 
> like an external process to the RS, but mine usually stays on Master 
> Compress unless I'm trying to do something wild for re-sampling.
> 
> Anyhow, Save All is the way to go I think. It does not revert to 
> factory settings. However, the RS does treat samples difrently than 
> internal voices. I'm not super familar with how all of the sampling 
> works with the RS myself, but they can do some wacky things if you 
> don't know whats going on with it.
> 
> Here is the deal I think, and I could be wrong too, the RS treats 
> samples one of two ways, globally and locally. Not sure how to tell 
> the dif tho, I do all my local I think. But anyway, I've noticed 
> before, I think with local samples that if you copy the track or 
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> phrase around it uses the same sample, with the same settings for 
> both, so you make one change to one it may or may not affect the 
> other, the trick I've found when copying phrases or tracks with 
> samples on them is to copy the sample to another bank and switch the 
> phrase over to use the other same sample.
> 
> I've noticed that seems to help a lot, stuff like filters will stop 
> resetting after section switches and stuff like that.
> 
> Hope thats not too much reading, I'm basically saying don't just copy 
> the tracks and phrases, you have to do an extra step and copy the 
> samples too and tell it to use the copy instead of the one from the 
> original track.
> 
> Hope that makes some sense.
> 
> It'll take some experimenting I think if your doing a lot of sampling 
> to get the kinks worked out and all figured out, the RS's internal 
> sounds shouldn't have this problem.
> 
> Good luck!
> 
> Zam

| 17043|17038|2008-09-19 18:08:40|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Well the sp555 is not a replacement for the rs! I got it to augment
the RS. If you remember i've been looking for a fast and effective way
of working with samples that could link my daw so i could use vst
sounds and quickly and easily bounce and transfer samples to the rs.
The sp505 covers a lot of bases; sampler, sequencer, audio interface,
midi controller, fx processor. It's compact as well so a good option
if space is limited and been able to sample from any source on the web
directly over usb (once i figure out why the audio won't transmit via
the sp) 'is' pretty cool. Only one sequencer track but i think that's
where sonar comes in, though i'm not familiar with the host so i'll
work with live for now. 

But the kicker is that you can stream audio from your daw and process
it via the fx and resample into your daw, them you can record it back
onto the sp, rinse and repeat as many times as you like. ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Some of the Roland SPs do seem pretty cool, but I'd not consider them 
> replacements for the MC-808. MCs have their own sounds built in like 
> the RS and some don't have sampleability, sampling ability came later 
> in the 909 and the 808 I think too. Its a big dif for me personally. 
> I think the RS is still it, but if the RS never existed I think the 
> MC909 would be my next choice, then maybe the MC808, then maybe an EM1x 
> & ES1x, then maybe an MC505 with an SP. I'm not sure where a 
> Spectralis would fit in, its kind of in a league of its own, I feel 
> like its more of a great synthesizer then a piece of groove gear.
> 
> Just my thoughts at the moment, could change any time, excpet for on 
> the RS which I know is thebest machine ever and nothing has knocked it 
> off its platform yet!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17044|17038|2008-09-19 20:27:07|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Just found that the sp can be slaved to a sequencer and you can
trigger patterns in sync, live. I didn't know it could do this, i
thought i'd have to sequence it with the RS so perfect for jamming
with and if i route the rs into the sp i can overdub loops on the fly. 

I also found that the drum pads match the drum hits on the rs and
changing banks is the equivalent of changing octaves. Exactly what i
needed for recording and overdubbing drums on the RS. It ticks all the
boxes so far and has got a few tricks up it's sleeve as well.

I'm keeping my RS as the centre of my setup and i'll build around
that. The sp was a good choice. Paradigm, def check out the sp555, i
think you'll be impressed. You'll prolly need the manual to uncover
some of the features but spend some time with it.

Frederic your post helped, thanks.

Markus.
| 17045|17038|2008-09-19 20:32:04|michael|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
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I think I might get both depending on my needs..I not only will sit and make tracks..I spin records and I need quick and responsive gear that does nog require multiple
menus to do things,like the Ensoniq ASR10 rack I have been using 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "Markus" <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> 

Date: Sat, 20 Sep 2008 02:27:03 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808? 

Just found that the sp can be slaved to a sequencer and you can 
trigger patterns in sync, live. I didn't know it could do this, i 
thought i'd have to sequence it with the RS so perfect for jamming 
with and if i route the rs into the sp i can overdub loops on the fly. 

I also found that the drum pads match the drum hits on the rs and 
changing banks is the equivalent of changing octaves. Exactly what i 
needed for recording and overdubbing drums on the RS. It ticks all the 
boxes so far and has got a few tricks up it's sleeve as well. 

I'm keeping my RS as the centre of my setup and i'll build around 
that. The sp was a good choice. Paradigm, def check out the sp555, i 
think you'll be impressed. You'll prolly need the manual to uncover 
some of the features but spend some time with it. 

Frederic your post helped, thanks. 

Markus. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17046|17031|2008-09-20 03:52:42|zamisers7k|Re: A Little Something for RS Fans|
I re-edited this vid to be more RS apealing...

Just having a little fun on the RS as you all know what its like...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62C9KUMMG3U

Hope that works, it is a little distorted but that is what I like, cut 
n paste if not work.

Zam
| 17047|17038|2008-09-20 08:00:27|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
You mean the mc808? 

Well the sp555 will give you that, it's super fast I recommend reading
the SOS review, gives a good breakdown of what the sp does, i'm
discovering more things i didn't know it can do. Btw you really need a
cf card and reader to transfer the samples your daw, it won't read
over the usb. I've noticed prices vary quite a bit on the sp555 so
look around if your gonna buy one. ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
>
> I think I might get both depending on my needs..I not only will sit
and make tracks..I spin records and I need quick and responsive gear
that does nog require multiple menus to do things,like the Ensoniq
ASR10 rack I have been using
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile

| 17048|17038|2008-09-20 08:08:13|michael|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Well it is probably between the SP555 and the RS7000 because I need something fast and tactile...I already have a Yamaha A4000 sampler which I have not even cracked
yet,so I am wondering... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "Markus" <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> 

Date: Sat, 20 Sep 2008 14:00:24 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808? 

You mean the mc808? 

Well the sp555 will give you that, it's super fast I recommend reading 
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the SOS review, gives a good breakdown of what the sp does, i'm 
discovering more things i didn't know it can do. Btw you really need a 
cf card and reader to transfer the samples your daw, it won't read 
over the usb. I've noticed prices vary quite a bit on the sp555 so 
look around if your gonna buy one. ;) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote: 
> 
> I think I might get both depending on my needs..I not only will sit 
and make tracks..I spin records and I need quick and responsive gear 
that does nog require multiple menus to do things,like the Ensoniq 
ASR10 rack I have been using 
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17049|17049|2008-09-20 09:58:02|demont256|data inc....|
hello,

i have a book on the developpement of xg.
i search information on data inc, data dec, nrpn lsb, nrpn msb,
rpn lsb, rpn msb.
i think for the other controllers, it's ok.

(/\° GOAL !!! °/\)
| 17050|17037|2008-09-20 09:58:02|chthonic|Re: problems with saved settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Hey chthonic,
> 
> Your right about the Master effects, they do not save at all as far 
> as I know, you have to remember their settings. I treat them sort of 
> like an external process to the RS

that's fine. all i want to do is slap a compressor on to make everything louder and 
punchier. i doubt i'll be changing settings.

> Anyhow, Save All is the way to go I think. It does not revert to 
> factory settings. 

i was doing that...i think it's the LOAD ALL +system that screwed me up. but i'm just 
guessing. i know i've saved this stuff before and come back to it no problem, i probably 
didn't use "system" when i reloaded.

> However, the RS does treat samples difrently than 
> internal voices. 

all my issues were with the internal sounds or the patterns themselves, not the samples.
| 17051|17037|2008-09-20 12:51:07|chthonic|Re: problems with saved settings|
ok i've just fired it up again and given it another shot.
my pitch and FX settings are saved as long as i only load ALL and not load ALL+system.

however, the other problem seems to remain. i see what's happening now.

i am using STYLE 01 to build all the patterns in a song. each different pattern is in a section. 
after getting everything the way i want it, i copied SEC D to SEC B so i'd have the exact same 
pattern to build from. however this section of the song has different music, so i did "Clear 
Track" and applied it *only* to STYLE 01 SEC B, Tracks 9-11. 

then when i go back to SEC D those tracks are gone too!

i thought i understood the section, track, style concepts but maybe i'm missing something? 
should i be deleting EVENTS and not TRACKS? the problem is when i go to "Clear Event" it 
starts specifying a PHRASE (such as 003).

i've been rereading the manual and i don't see any illumination in this matter. i can 
understand that a TRACK will have the same sound or sample across all SECTIONS in the 
same STYLE (is that right?). what i can't understand is why the actual SEQ DATA in more than 
one SECTION would be "linked" somehow if i "copy" it but then want to change it.
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| 17052|17038|2008-09-20 18:50:13|Jay Arroyo|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I have an MC808 and RS7000... Totally Insane. MC 808 is a great companion with a very different sound. Both units sync well with each other as master or slave (tested
both) and the motorized faders on the 808 look amazing in live performances. In the studio I prefer the sequencing capabilities of the RS, but I think the 808 has a better
sound set, especially on the synth side. One thing to watch out for though, the 808 has very limited programming capabilities in standalone. You'll need a DAW to access
the deeper functions of the unit (i.e. FX types and parameters, envelopes, efficient sound bank creation, etc) but programming wise, its a VERY deep unit (supports 4
stereo samples on a single note). I wouldn't recommend it unless you have a computer to support it, but it compliments my RS unbelievably well!!! My shows will never
be the same...

--- On Fri, 9/19/08, michael <paradigm077@yahoo.com> wrote:
From: michael <paradigm077@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, September 19, 2008, 10:31 PM

I think I might get both depending on my needs..I not only will sit and make tracks..I spin records and I need quick and responsive gear that does nog require
multiple menus to do things,like the Ensoniq ASR10 rack I have been using

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile

-----Original Message-----

From: "Markus" 

Date: Sat, 20 Sep 2008 02:27:03 

To: 

Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?

Just found that the sp can be slaved to a sequencer and you can

trigger patterns in sync, live. I didn't know it could do this, i

thought i'd have to sequence it with the RS so perfect for jamming

with and if i route the rs into the sp i can overdub loops on the fly. 

I also found that the drum pads match the drum hits on the rs and

changing banks is the equivalent of changing octaves. Exactly what i

needed for recording and overdubbing drums on the RS. It ticks all the

boxes so far and has got a few tricks up it's sleeve as well.

I'm keeping my RS as the centre of my setup and i'll build around

that. The sp was a good choice. Paradigm, def check out the sp555, i

think you'll be impressed. You'll prolly need the manual to uncover

some of the features but spend some time with it.

Frederic your post helped, thanks.
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Markus.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17053|17038|2008-09-20 19:41:51|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
The SP555 is definitely that. It's a lot of fun to sample a loop and
then overdub, assign it to a pad and then add fx and resample. You can
get really creative with it and it's unlike anything else i've used
before. There's almost limitless sound design potential as you can
record and send loops to and from you daw and warp them with vstfx. 

I'm filling up the internal memory pretty quick just experimenting so
some cf memory is essential. With cf you have 10 banks so 160 samples.
The samples can range from one shots to full loops up to 15 seconds
long. There's a way to slice loops as well by copying the loop to a
pad and setting the start and end point as you would with recycle so
the pad plays the individual hit. I think each pad can have a
different effect as well. Then you can sequence your samples or loops
with the sequencer. 

Like i say, it does way more than i realised and more than i'd expect
from a sampler. It works out cheaper than a say a kp3, midi controller
and audio interface but does more and it does it in style. And takes
up a lot less space. ;)

Anyway get both if you can, hook the rs up to the sp555 and sample the
sh*t out of it! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
>
> Well it is probably between the SP555 and the RS7000 because I need
something fast and tactile...I already have a Yamaha A4000 sampler
which I have not even cracked yet,so I am wondering...
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile

| 17054|17033|2008-09-21 03:15:53|weggatech|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Hey matey...
i have an MV8800 kinda similar not sure exactly how much the price 
difference is but i can say that its one hell of machine.. sounds are 
top notch , sample time is off the scale and build quality is awesome.. 
i could never sell it ever...
i use an RS700 syncd to the MV8800 , akai S612 sampler i also use a 
JX-3P, ATC-1 Tone chameleon, 1 digital Boss delay dE200 and another 
boss analog delay DM100 .. id say if u were thinkin about a mc808 u 
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would better off looking to the Mv8800 ITS SEQUENCER IS SOLID AS !! 
just like the RS and its sample quality is second to none ...

>

| 17055|17049|2008-09-21 13:34:13|demont mic|Re : [RS7000] data inc....|
????

porta time
ac1
sostenuto (je dois l'avoir quelques pat celui-là ?)
soft pedal
harmocntnt
brightness
porta.ctrl
data inc
data dec
cat
pat

it's not necessary to open a list of diffusion if you don't know...
thanks for your answer.

--- En date de : Sam 20.9.08, demont256 <demont256@yahoo.fr> a écrit :

De: demont256 <demont256@yahoo.fr>
Objet: [RS7000] data inc....
À: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Samedi 20 Septembre 2008, 17h57

hello,

i have a book on the developpement of xg.
i search information on data inc, data dec, nrpn lsb, nrpn msb,
rpn lsb, rpn msb.
i think for the other controllers, it's ok.

(/\° GOAL !!! °/\)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17056|17037|2008-09-21 13:38:37|chthonic|Re: problems with saved settings (ARGH...AHA!)|
ok, it's not just in the case of deletion, it happens when i overwrite something too. i 
copied section E to section H and then H to G. i went back and rerecorded bass and synth 
tracks on E and H at different times, and each time the other one changed the track on the 
other section to the one i had just recorded!

[...a few hours later...]

well i just wondered if it had something to do with PHRASEs since i haven't dealt with them 
yet. i thought that meant a looped phrase, sample, or arpeggio. finally dug into the part 
of the manual that deals with phrase RECORDING. wow, what a trip. it seems i've just 
been recording straight onto tracks without selecting a user phrase. so the rs7k was 
choosing them for me automatically, every single one i've ever recorded is in there. when 
i was copying the TRACK i was also copying the PHRASE. so if i deleted or recorded over 
the PHRASE on a TRACK that was copied from a different SECTION, the PHRASE was what 
was being recorded over, and automatically updated in the other SECTION as well.

*now* i understand! i don't get the need for the PHRASE level, why you don't just record 
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directly onto a track. but i guess it somehow allows for more flexibility in other 
applications.

i decided to share this for future readers in case anyone else just leapt into this unit 
without looking. i'm just glad to know it's not some software glitch or a broken unit!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> ok i've just fired it up again and given it another shot.
> my pitch and FX settings are saved as long as i only load ALL and not load ALL+system.
> 
> however, the other problem seems to remain. i see what's happening now.
> 
> i am using STYLE 01 to build all the patterns in a song. each different pattern is in a 
section. 
> after getting everything the way i want it, i copied SEC D to SEC B so i'd have the exact 
same 
> pattern to build from. however this section of the song has different music, so i did 
"Clear 
> Track" and applied it *only* to STYLE 01 SEC B, Tracks 9-11. 
> 
> then when i go back to SEC D those tracks are gone too!
> 
> i thought i understood the section, track, style concepts but maybe i'm missing 
something? 
> should i be deleting EVENTS and not TRACKS? the problem is when i go to "Clear Event" 
it 
> starts specifying a PHRASE (such as 003).
> 
> i've been rereading the manual and i don't see any illumination in this matter. i can 
> understand that a TRACK will have the same sound or sample across all SECTIONS in 
the 
> same STYLE (is that right?). what i can't understand is why the actual SEQ DATA in more 
than 
> one SECTION would be "linked" somehow if i "copy" it but then want to change it.
>

| 17057|17049|2008-09-21 15:49:49|demont mic|Re : [RS7000] data inc....|
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/french/glossary.php?lang=french&f_indexe=a
 
marvelous !

--- En date de : Dim 21.9.08, demont mic <demont256@yahoo.fr> a écrit :

De: demont mic <demont256@yahoo.fr>
Objet: Re : [RS7000] data inc....
À: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Dimanche 21 Septembre 2008, 21h34

????

porta time
ac1
sostenuto (je dois l'avoir quelques pat celui-là ?)
soft pedal
harmocntnt
brightness
porta.ctrl
data inc
data dec
cat
pat

it's not necessary to open a list of diffusion if you don't know...
thanks for your answer.

--- En date de : Sam 20.9.08, demont256 a écrit :

De: demont256 
Objet: [RS7000] data inc....
À: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Samedi 20 Septembre 2008, 17h57
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hello,

i have a book on the developpement of xg.
i search information on data inc, data dec, nrpn lsb, nrpn msb,
rpn lsb, rpn msb.
i think for the other controllers, it's ok.

(/\° GOAL !!! °/\)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17058|17038|2008-09-21 17:08:55|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Imho they are quite different in terms of workflow. There's a bit of a
learning curve to the RS. More like adapting to it's way of working
but it is very similar to live in the way it works, a bit like the
session view. If it's one or the other and you want something fast and
tactile get the SP555, or there's the SP606 which has a four track
sequencer and a display but i've no idea what it's like to work with. 

If you've got something to feed it sounds with you'll get a lot out of
the SP555.

You do have to read the manual to figure it all out as there are
button combinations you have to press access certain features, i think
it's rolands alternative to the shift button but that's where the
suprises are as to what it can do.

On the back of getting the SP555 i'm thinking of getting an mc808
because i'm so impressed with it...

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
> >
> > Well it is probably between the SP555 and the RS7000 because I need
> something fast and tactile...I already have a Yamaha A4000 sampler
> which I have not even cracked yet,so I am wondering...
> > Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
>

| 17059|17037|2008-09-21 20:43:17|zamisers7k|Re: problems with saved settings (ARGH...AHA!)|
Glad your getting it figured out. Yeah phrases are wierd, if your 
copying sections it uses the same phrases, so if you want to re-
record dif notes on that track on dif section you have to tell it to 
use another phrase otherwise you'll be recording over the same phrase 
on thats on the other section.

But if your recording to a track that hasn't hadn't anything on it 
yet even on a new section it does automatically chooses a free 
phrase. Sometimes you can just copy your phrases around then go to 
the other section switch that track to use the copy phrase then do 
your re-recording or editing.

You have to watch the phrases closesly or yeah you'll make a change 
and it'll affect other parts.

Also, I'm surprised you got the sampling down and your trouble was 
with the internal sounds. Internal sound parm settings are usually 
saved to the pattern or phrase, where as sometimes on samples the 
parm settings get saved to sample instead of the pattern sometime, it 
gets confusing, but it makes since once it clicks in your head.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> ok, it's not just in the case of deletion, it happens when i 
overwrite something too. i 
> copied section E to section H and then H to G. i went back and 
rerecorded bass and synth 
> tracks on E and H at different times, and each time the other one 
changed the track on the 
> other section to the one i had just recorded!
> 
> [...a few hours later...]
> 
> well i just wondered if it had something to do with PHRASEs since i 
haven't dealt with them 
> yet. i thought that meant a looped phrase, sample, or arpeggio. 
finally dug into the part 
> of the manual that deals with phrase RECORDING. wow, what a trip. 
it seems i've just 
> been recording straight onto tracks without selecting a user 
phrase. so the rs7k was 
> choosing them for me automatically, every single one i've ever 
recorded is in there. when 
> i was copying the TRACK i was also copying the PHRASE. so if i 
deleted or recorded over 
> the PHRASE on a TRACK that was copied from a different SECTION, the 
PHRASE was what 
> was being recorded over, and automatically updated in the other 
SECTION as well.
> 
> *now* i understand! i don't get the need for the PHRASE level, why 
you don't just record 
> directly onto a track. but i guess it somehow allows for more 
flexibility in other 
> applications.
> 
> i decided to share this for future readers in case anyone else just 
leapt into this unit 
> without looking. i'm just glad to know it's not some software 
glitch or a broken unit!
> 
> 

| 17060|17037|2008-09-22 06:29:45|chthonic|phrase / style / pattern chain numbers|
anyone following my mini-saga of figuring out this neat little box saw my last post about 
"getting" the concept of phrases. 

i just woke in a kind of mild panic with a potential issue though. as i mentioned i am using 
this live. imagine at some point i have filled up the rs7k with 20 PATTERN CHAINS and used 
up all or most of the 256 user phrases in each STYLE. i then start working off of another 
smartmedia card on new material.

let's say i need to change up a set and use some songs from one card and some from 
another. 
- i load up the songs (as pattern chains) from one card including PATTERN CHAIN 01 which is 
made up of SECTIONS using PHRASES all in STYLE 01 and called "fear and loathing". 
- i also want to play a new song i had created called "las vegas" which was created using PATTERN CHAIN 01, made up of SECTIONS using PHRASES all in STYLE
01.

my question is this: can the two coexist on the RS at the same time? does the naming of the 
style and pattern chain let the rs7k know that it is dealing with a different set of sequences 
and sounds? or will one overwrite the other?
| 17061|17037|2008-09-22 17:41:05|zamisers7k|Re: phrase / style / pattern chain numbers|
My guess is that it does overwrite the pattern/style. I'm not 100% 
sure of this because I always only work or play one song at a time on 
my RS, but if it does all you'd have to do is load one of the styles 
into style 2 then load your Chain song into chain 2, then go in and 
edit the Chain sequence to use Style 2, it'll be one quick edit 
usually at the start of the Chain sequence if the whole song uses 
Style 2, there might be more though so check the rest of the Chain 
sequence see if there are more Styles entered, can probably change 
them to use 2 too or delete it.

Then Resave, do the same for song chain 3, 4, 5, 6 etc...

You may want to eventually figure out how to convert them into a Song 
too, Chains are great, but there are some bonuses to having them as a 
Song in Song Mode too. My sets usually contain a song or two in each 
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mode, but the ones in Song Mode a generally consider as a more 
definative or final version of it, that can be played live and 
tweaked or not and sound identical to say the version recorded on an 
LP.

Keep at it, seems like your getting more and more the hang of it, 
won't be long until you'll probably be helping me out with something 
on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> anyone following my mini-saga of figuring out this neat little box 
saw my last post about 
> "getting" the concept of phrases. 
> 
> i just woke in a kind of mild panic with a potential issue though. 
as i mentioned i am using 
> this live. imagine at some point i have filled up the rs7k with 20 
PATTERN CHAINS and used 
> up all or most of the 256 user phrases in each STYLE. i then start 
working off of another 
> smartmedia card on new material.
> 
> let's say i need to change up a set and use some songs from one 
card and some from 
> another. 
> - i load up the songs (as pattern chains) from one card including 
PATTERN CHAIN 01 which is 
> made up of SECTIONS using PHRASES all in STYLE 01 and called "fear 
and loathing". 
> - i also want to play a new song i had created called "las vegas" 
which was created using PATTERN CHAIN 01, made up of SECTIONS using 
PHRASES all in STYLE 01.
> 
> my question is this: can the two coexist on the RS at the same 
time? does the naming of the 
> style and pattern chain let the rs7k know that it is dealing with a 
different set of sequences 
> and sounds? or will one overwrite the other?
>

| 17062|17037|2008-09-22 17:45:47|zamisers7k|Re: phrase / style / pattern chain numbers|
I forgot to mention how to edit the chain sequence, I believe its just 
press record once, make sure its set for recording Style/Section 
changes and not BPM or mutes, then just hit the Edit Button on the # 
pad, next to #3 I think, then you'll have your grid going down of your 
style and sections its recorded. You can edit them in there, and find 
maybe where hiccups could be comming from too. If incase you didn't 
know this info already...

Zam
| 17063|17038|2008-09-22 17:46:13|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I just bought a Roland SH-32. I had seen it before but didn't lool
close cos of the interface. Anyway on closer inspection it's pretty
powerful synth...

This one certainly flew under the radar from what i've read, i'm
reading some pretty amazing reviews about it and from people with
extensive experience with synthesizers. It's got the drums, it's got
the roland sounds and fx in a nice lil compact tabletop synth. 

Neway if it doesn't work out i'll get what i paid for it but i've got
a feeling i'll be ok. I'm not playing live atm but when i am i'll look
at the MC808. For now the RS sequencing the SH-32 hooked up to the
SP555 should keep me busy for a while...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jay Arroyo wrote:
>
> I have an MC808 and RS7000... Totally Insane. MC 808 is a great
companion with a very different sound. Both units sync well with each
other as master or slave (tested both) and the motorized faders on the
808 look amazing in live performances. In the studio I prefer the
sequencing capabilities of the RS, but I think the 808 has a better
sound set, especially on the synth side. One thing to watch out for
though, the 808 has very limited programming capabilities in
standalone. You'll need a DAW to access the deeper functions of the
unit (i.e. FX types and parameters, envelopes, efficient sound bank
creation, etc) but programming wise, its a VERY deep unit (supports 4
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stereo samples on a single note). I wouldn't recommend it unless you
have a computer to support it, but it compliments my RS unbelievably
well!!! My shows will never be the same...

| 17064|17038|2008-09-22 18:06:32|zamisers7k|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Sounds like a pretty compact and powerfull setup there that ought to 
keep ya busy for a while. SH-32 I got to fart around with once a long 
time ago, it was pretty neat and solid, I think it flew under the radar 
because its sort of like between groove gear and a performance VA 
synth. Kind of makes me want one after thinking about it now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I just bought a Roland SH-32. I had seen it before but didn't lool
> close cos of the interface. Anyway on closer inspection it's pretty
> powerful synth...
> 
> This one certainly flew under the radar from what i've read, i'm
> reading some pretty amazing reviews about it and from people with
> extensive experience with synthesizers. It's got the drums, it's got
> the roland sounds and fx in a nice lil compact tabletop synth. 
> 
> Neway if it doesn't work out i'll get what i paid for it but i've got
> a feeling i'll be ok. I'm not playing live atm but when i am i'll look
> at the MC808. For now the RS sequencing the SH-32 hooked up to the
> SP555 should keep me busy for a while...
> 

| 17065|17038|2008-09-22 18:20:52|8_bit_boy|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
yeah.. ive been looking out for a sh-32 for a while now.. one slipped 
through my fingers a little while ago for 300$ AUD :S

i went out and got a novation k-station instead which i am quite 
happy with.. although the arp is not hugely powerful..

although from all this talk on here the sp-555 sound pretty 
interesting .. i used to use a korg es-1 ( which i love ) with my 
rs7000.. but it was replaced with the k-station..

On 23/09/2008, at 9:46 AM, Markus wrote:

> I just bought a Roland SH-32. I had seen it before but didn't lool
> close cos of the interface. Anyway on closer inspection it's pretty
> powerful synth...
>
> This one certainly flew under the radar from what i've read, i'm
> reading some pretty amazing reviews about it and from people with
> extensive experience with synthesizers. It's got the drums, it's got
> the roland sounds and fx in a nice lil compact tabletop synth.
>
> Neway if it doesn't work out i'll get what i paid for it but i've got
> a feeling i'll be ok. I'm not playing live atm but when i am i'll look
> at the MC808. For now the RS sequencing the SH-32 hooked up to the
> SP555 should keep me busy for a while...
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jay Arroyo wrote:
> >
> > I have an MC808 and RS7000... Totally Insane. MC 808 is a great
> companion with a very different sound. Both units sync well with each
> other as master or slave (tested both) and the motorized faders on the
> 808 look amazing in live performances. In the studio I prefer the
> sequencing capabilities of the RS, but I think the 808 has a better
> sound set, especially on the synth side. One thing to watch out for
> though, the 808 has very limited programming capabilities in
> standalone. You'll need a DAW to access the deeper functions of the
> unit (i.e. FX types and parameters, envelopes, efficient sound bank
> creation, etc) but programming wise, its a VERY deep unit (supports 4
> stereo samples on a single note). I wouldn't recommend it unless you
> have a computer to support it, but it compliments my RS unbelievably
> well!!! My shows will never be the same...
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 17066|17033|2008-09-23 03:13:17|Ian Vine|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|

> ----- Original Message ----
> From: 8_bit_boy <junk@hazyinseptember.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, 23 September, 2008 1:20:55
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?
>
> i went out and got a novation k-station instead which i am quite 
> happy with.. although the arp is not hugely powerful..

The arp on Novation's earlier synth's (supernova and nova) are awesome. I never understood their thinking in dropping the design in their later models

IanV
| 17067|17038|2008-09-23 08:17:13|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Yeah i actually thought it was a groovebox with a bad interface! I
like that it's got drums as it's always good to have a beat when
building sounds so i can use it standalone and create mini phrases.
It's a shame you can't have two rhythm parts cos then you'd have
rebirth in a box! I think this sits somewhere in the middle of what i
was looking for. I'll post some clips of the sound when i get as there
seems to be a lack of demos on the web. I did find this video which is
pretty cool:

http://www.livevideo.com/video/4200005AE7D94BE1B192BAD776684801/my-sidekick-roland-sh-32.aspx

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sounds like a pretty compact and powerfull setup there that ought to 
> keep ya busy for a while. SH-32 I got to fart around with once a long 
> time ago, it was pretty neat and solid, I think it flew under the radar 
> because its sort of like between groove gear and a performance VA 
> synth. Kind of makes me want one after thinking about it now.
> 
> Zam

| 17068|17068|2008-09-23 12:09:56|chthonic|timestretching/tempomatching question|
i suspect i know the answer already but just wondering...is there an easy way of making sure 
a sample/loop is "locked in" to a pattern tempo?

i just started bringing in custom-made samples of full measures, and finding that i need to 
adjust the song tempo a bit faster. this of course means my samples are off.

is the only way to do this either pitching the sample (which jumps in relatively large 
increments, like 0000 to 0256 is the smallest i can get), or performing a timestretch on the 
sample itself?
| 17069|17037|2008-09-23 12:20:23|chthonic|Re: phrase / style / pattern chain numbers|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> My guess is that it does overwrite the pattern/style. I'm not 100% 
> sure of this because I always only work or play one song at a time on 
> my RS, but if it does all you'd have to do is load one of the styles 
> into style 2 then load your Chain song into chain 2, then go in and 
> edit the Chain sequence to use Style 2, it'll be one quick edit 
> usually at the start of the Chain sequence if the whole song uses 
> Style 2, there might be more though so check the rest of the Chain 
> sequence see if there are more Styles entered, can probably change 
> them to use 2 too or delete it.
> 
> Then Resave, do the same for song chain 3, 4, 5, 6 etc...

that already sounds like more of a "process" than it should be. if these styles would just 
be names and not numbers this would not be an issue. :(

> You may want to eventually figure out how to convert them into a Song 
> too, Chains are great, but there are some bonuses to having them as a 
> Song in Song Mode too. My sets usually contain a song or two in each 
> mode, but the ones in Song Mode a generally consider as a more 
> definative or final version of it, that can be played live and 
> tweaked or not and sound identical to say the version recorded on an 
> LP.
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i as told on this very group that for what i need (i.e. flexibility), pattern chains would be 
best. i understand that once it is an rs7k "song" it is in a fixed state and any changes 
made to the patterns are not reflected in the song.

> Keep at it, seems like your getting more and more the hang of it, 
> won't be long until you'll probably be helping me out with something 
> on the RS.

well i did just figure something out so i might as well share. you folks have probably 
already come up with this one though!

basically i had found/tweaked the perfect hihat sound for a song. well perfect except that 
the open and closed were different volumes, so i put them each on separate phrases/
tracks. then i realized the closed hihat was too short a decay, even with the decay, sustain 
and release maxed out. so instead i took the open hihat and truncated the D,S,R until it 
sounded like a closed hihat or a half-open or pedal hihat. simple but effective. it's being 
able to customize the sounds like that easily that are making this box such a joy to play 
with. 

i'm also finding sounds already in it very similar to samples i wanted to import. in fact, 
with a little tweaking, some internal sounds are better than my custom ones pulled from 
the actual track! that's great because it'll save memory.
| 17070|17038|2008-09-23 12:47:39|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I had an esx recently and that was great for working with samples but
i swapped the RS for it. I got the RS back because it is such a
powerful instrument even though i wasn't using the sampling much. So i
was looking for something dedicated for sampling but a bit more up to
date than the esx and with better fx (also why i was looking at the
mc808). 

The SP555 is fantastic, the fx sound really good and it's so fast easy
to resample and warp sounds which you could then load into the RS.
It's the usb that makes it though as it extends the SP555, you can
process sounds in your host via the fx and record them back into the
SP555 and you can overdub the audio as many times as you want and save
the results to a pad. Everything you save to a pad is restored when
you power up you are continuing where you left off instead of having
to reload a project. It's about the most inspiring bit of gear i've
used in a long time cos you can put virtually any sound in it go to
town on the sound. ;)

Plus it's super easy to quickly capture an idea, got to get my timing
down on the looping though but i'm sure that'll come with practise.
Maybe worth getting the footpedal for overdubbing...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> yeah.. ive been looking out for a sh-32 for a while now.. one slipped 
> through my fingers a little while ago for 300$ AUD :S
> 
> i went out and got a novation k-station instead which i am quite 
> happy with.. although the arp is not hugely powerful..
> 
> although from all this talk on here the sp-555 sound pretty 
> interesting .. i used to use a korg es-1 ( which i love ) with my 
> rs7000.. but it was replaced with the k-station..

| 17071|17068|2008-09-23 15:29:19|zamisers7k|Re: timestretching/tempomatching question|
You can do both on the RS. Pitch has like 6000 incraments between 4 
octaves or something like that, guessing a bit. The RS also does have 
a time streach Job which supposed to preserve the pitch, I'd say give 
that a shot first if you can. One measure sample length shouldn't take 
it too long to process, but you've got to watch the longer samples on 
it.

Might check into the slice job too, not saying thats what you should 
use for this particular problem, but it might come in handy for ya on 
similar stuff later on.

If the sample is just a smidge off over one measure maybe adjusting the 
start and end loop points too will help. You prob know this already, 
but the trick for one measure samples that loop is not to have the note 
held down that trigers it over a long time, the sample will eventually 
become off, but to repeat the note every measure. Note length can act 
as psuedo end point, adjusting the ADSR envelopes can smooth things 
over a bit sometimes too.

You can also make the note slightly shorter than a whole note per 
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measure, useing the gate time you can increase until it bumps up 
against the next note, if your hearing what sounds like overlap and its 
off slightly put the voice in mono mode to prevent that.

Just some more ideas for ya and too much reading.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> i suspect i know the answer already but just wondering...is there an 
easy way of making sure 
> a sample/loop is "locked in" to a pattern tempo?
> 
> i just started bringing in custom-made samples of full measures, and 
finding that i need to 
> adjust the song tempo a bit faster. this of course means my samples 
are off.
> 
> is the only way to do this either pitching the sample (which jumps in 
relatively large 
> increments, like 0000 to 0256 is the smallest i can get), or 
performing a timestretch on the 
> sample itself?
>

| 17072|17037|2008-09-23 15:40:18|zamisers7k|Re: phrase / style / pattern chain numbers|
Using names would be a good idea. Have you tried it to see what the 
RS does? I'm not really 100% sure how it would behave for what you 
were wanting to do, I'll prob give it try tonight to exactly what it 
does myself. I've a feeling I'm going to have to switch the Style 
numbers out. It might be more of a process, but afraid thats the way 
it might have to work. One of the reasons Song Mode song are nice, 
its all in the song, no confusion of pattern/styles and needing to 
rearrage, can move the songs around to which ever order whenever, but 
I do see the appeal to playing them in chain mode too on occasion. I 
think your going to have hard time getting and keeping whole sets of 
songs this way, but if you work at it maybe you'll find some new 
tricks I'm not aware of the RS.

Zam

> that already sounds like more of a "process" than it should be. if 

these styles would just 

> be names and not numbers this would not be an issue. :(
> 

| 17073|17038|2008-09-24 01:59:39|Bike|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I got the MC-909 and love how it compliment the RS nicely. In fact, I
like to work with each machine as a stand alone. Well, using pc as a
back up for the MC and patch/sample editing through a simple USB
connection which what's been missing from the RS world. But to work
alone, I still choose the RS as my desert island workstation. I can't
stand to the MC key layout..which is ok for many functions, but a pain
to play some melodies. I prefer the Yamaha's style 1000%. Also I
didn't like the feel of it's pad, and use the X-station to control the
MC. Also, I like the RS fx, filter and sounds better. But the MC-909
engine is way more flexible and I sometime like it's cleaner sound for
some music. Also the big screen and sampling size is a God send that
I'd like to see in the RS8000. While I like the 808 sounds better, but
the interface of the 909 and SRX-05 add on is the one for me.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jay Arroyo wrote:
>
> I have an MC808 and RS7000... Totally Insane.

| 17074|17038|2008-09-25 07:22:08|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
I got the sh32 this morning and first impressions are really nice. You
can get some pretty sick sounds out if it. One thing that i like that
more synths should have is the hold function, just hit that when
building patches and away you go. The only thing i don't like is the 3
digit display; you can't name patches. And why Roland didn't include
audio ins i have no idea.

Anyway i agree with the positive reviews about this synth, it just
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seems to have a bit of an identity crisis. Someone described as being
similar to the axxe and it is capable of producing those types of
retro analog sounds and they sound convincing to me. also reminds me
of oddity. 

Then you've got the classic roland sounds and the tr drums so yeah a
good little synth. Haven't encountered any issues yet but i won't say
get one just in case it's full of bugs! But a very versatile little
synth. ^_^

Markus.
| 17075|17075|2008-09-25 08:02:28|eric|Smart Media to xD Adaptor|
Can you use these to get more memory inside the RS7000?
as I think smart Media only go up to 128mb.

amazon sell them here in the uk:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B000B8JNI6/ref=pd_luc_sbs_02_03
| 17076|17075|2008-09-25 15:44:12|zamisers7k|Re: Smart Media to xD Adaptor|
Its for the SM Slot for saving when the RS is powered off, so you can 
use xD cards instead of SM Memory Cards. It won't increase the RSs 
internal memory, just its storage capicity when off so you can use xD 
cards which are still being manufactured (not sure what the size limits 
are on xD cards) instead of SM Cards which arn't being manufactured 
anymore which I believe are limited to 128meg maximum size.

They may be necessary in the future to have when good SM Cards become 
scarce. As for now they arn't quite that scarce yet and they don't 
look like a bulgy thing stinking out of the SM Slot. If you need more 
storage space, copy your files between a computer and the SM Card using 
an SM Card reader, works great for me, but I imagine my SM Card wont 
last forever. Its been going for a good 6 years though same 64meg SM 
Card that I've abused quite a bit actually but have been trying to take 
better care of since I learned they stopped making them. The few SM 
Cards I've had are cool in my book, but some reason they had a 
reputation for being flaky. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> Can you use these to get more memory inside the RS7000?
> as I think smart Media only go up to 128mb.
> 
> amazon sell them here in the uk:
> http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B000B8JNI6/ref=pd_luc_sbs_02_03
>

| 17077|17075|2008-09-26 06:33:25|g_nom21|Re: Smart Media to xD Adaptor|
As far as I know you are limitied to 128MB cards. With the xd card
adapter you can use 128MB xd cards, but they are also hard to get (you
can only get bigger ones easily). I tried a 256MB and a 512MB and had
no luck. 

For biggr storage you can use card readers with scsi connector, but
they are quite expensive. 

regards
Boris

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> Can you use these to get more memory inside the RS7000?
> as I think smart Media only go up to 128mb.
> 
> amazon sell them here in the uk:
> http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B000B8JNI6/ref=pd_luc_sbs_02_03
>

| 17078|17078|2008-09-26 17:06:53|chthonic|confused about pattern chain mode|
i've got about 2 songs worth of patterns programmed into the rs7k, so i figured even if 
they're not 100% "finished", whatever. i should chain them up and if i want to add synth 
parts later i can see how that works out, right?

well PATTERN CHAIN is the most confusing section of the manual to me. it's so short it 
seems to say nothing. maybe it's because of my being used to simpler hardware 
sequencers and drum machines and this architecture is a bit different.

normally once i have a bunch of patterns i just go into "song" mode and, without having to 
play the patterns, add them in the order i want them to play. i can easily insert or delete 
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patterns at any time.

when i go to the pattern chain part of the manual it talks about realtime recording. i don't 
get this...i don't need to record anything new in real time. i just want to string patterns 
together in a chain. so i tried going into EDIT mode and adding one pattern per measure. 
this caused several confusing things:

1. each step was indeed only one MEASURE. so even if the section i was adding had 2 
measures it only played the first before moving on to the next one. the only way around 
this i found was to make the tempo of the measure 8/4; then it played the entire pattern 
contained in that section. that seems wrong.

2. i had to add and scroll each pattern manually, choosing the style and section from a 
blank state. i saw no way to copy or simply have it pop up with the previously used 
pattern in the next slot so i'd only have to change the section.

3. when playing back the pattern chain so far, i noticed an obvious "pause" between each 
section. all sections are in the same style and tempo

i have reread the pattern chain section 3 times and right now i feel totally lost. what am i 
doing wrong? what am i missing?
| 17079|17078|2008-09-26 17:17:38|pee_body_420@yahoo.com|Re: confused about pattern chain mode|
Check out My youtube I did a video on pattern chain www.youtube.com/hicstudios 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "chthonic" <chthonic@chthonicstreams.com> 

Date: Fri, 26 Sep 2008 23:06:50 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] confused about pattern chain mode 

i've got about 2 songs worth of patterns programmed into the rs7k, so i figured even if 
they're not 100% "finished", whatever. i should chain them up and if i want to add synth 
parts later i can see how that works out, right? 

well PATTERN CHAIN is the most confusing section of the manual to me. it's so short it 
seems to say nothing. maybe it's because of my being used to simpler hardware 
sequencers and drum machines and this architecture is a bit different. 

normally once i have a bunch of patterns i just go into "song" mode and, without having to 
play the patterns, add them in the order i want them to play. i can easily insert or delete 
patterns at any time. 

when i go to the pattern chain part of the manual it talks about realtime recording. i don't 
get this...i don't need to record anything new in real time. i just want to string patterns 
together in a chain. so i tried going into EDIT mode and adding one pattern per measure. 
this caused several confusing things: 

1. each step was indeed only one MEASURE. so even if the section i was adding had 2 
measures it only played the first before moving on to the next one. the only way around 
this i found was to make the tempo of the measure 8/4; then it played the entire pattern 
contained in that section. that seems wrong. 

2. i had to add and scroll each pattern manually, choosing the style and section from a 
blank state. i saw no way to copy or simply have it pop up with the previously used 
pattern in the next slot so i'd only have to change the section. 

3. when playing back the pattern chain so far, i noticed an obvious "pause" between each 
section. all sections are in the same style and tempo 

i have reread the pattern chain section 3 times and right now i feel totally lost. what am i 
doing wrong? what am i missing? 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17080|17078|2008-09-26 21:23:54|zamisers7k|Re: confused about pattern chain mode|

> 1. each step was indeed only one MEASURE. so even if the section i 

was adding had 2 

> measures it only played the first before moving on to the next 

one. the only way around 

> this i found was to make the tempo of the measure 8/4; then it 

played the entire pattern 
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> contained in that section. that seems wrong.

Chain editing takes a bit to understand. Indeed each step equals one 
measure I beleive too, so you have to let it play out a bit before 
you drop in the next section A B C etc., on the right side, the left 
is for Style, I don't ever change that leave it blank except for the 
first measure, each time you seq in a style new or not you'll get 
that hiccup because the RS is loading everything from that 
pattern/style each time AND starting it over, leaving it blank will 
stop that and let the pattern play through, concentrate on just 
entering sections A B C etc.

> 
> 2. i had to add and scroll each pattern manually, choosing the 

style and section from a 

> blank state. i saw no way to copy or simply have it pop up with 

the previously used 

> pattern in the next slot so i'd only have to change the section.

Leaving blank keeps the previous one, so skip it and it'll play it 
out for each step, remember each step equals a measure.

> 
> 3. when playing back the pattern chain so far, i noticed an 

obvious "pause" between each 

> section. all sections are in the same style and tempo
> 

You probably have the style entered, remember leave that blank except 
at start of chain or wanting to switch styles, which I don't recomend 
switching styles at all if you don't have to, it has to be done 
carefully when a hiccup won't cause havoc.

> i have reread the pattern chain section 3 times and right now i 

feel totally lost. what am i 

> doing wrong? what am i missing?
> 

Don't step them in, record them in while switch them live, much 
quicker, then learn how to go back and record over goofed up parts, 
going into the step editor on that is last resort. Also, its tricky, 
but I personally like to one style and one section with all the 
tracks then record in the Mutes on Chain Mode instead of building out 
all the sections properly, its cheating, but its actually less 
confusing for me. It also helps a lot I think if you keep or use 
everything in the same timing and same bar length in the pattern 
phrases which will keep the confusion down for Chaining them. I 
mostly use 4/4 x 4mesures long for everything, so every 4th measure 
in the Chain Edit would be a good time to maybe put a section change 
and it'll loop perfectly without stuttering and or less hicups.

Hope yo can get it figured out, its not the easiest part to learn on 
the RS, I still catch mine doing funky things in Chain mode too 
sometimes. You'll get better at it over time, its prob the toughest 
part of the RS to get figured out how the can RS behave in my opinion.

Zam
| 17081|17081|2008-09-28 06:31:20|chthonic|clear unused phrases?|
once i wrapped my head around the phrase concept things have become easier. i just 
discovered phrases can even be named. that seems like a lot of trouble. if only the style 
name would automatically be the prefix for each phrase.

i notice i end up wasting a lot of data though since the rs7k automatically records to the 
next available phrase. sometimes i record a phrase only to discard it and it remains unused.

i don't suppose there's an easy way to discard phrases not used in patterns, is there?
| 17082|17082|2008-09-28 06:36:20|Alex Boswell|please help!!|



Can anyone tell me how to use the song mode?? Please check out my rs7000 videos on utube www.youtube.com/hicstudios
| 17083|17078|2008-09-28 06:56:45|pegaso1423|Re: confused about pattern chain mode|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:

> normally once i have a bunch of patterns i just go into "song" mode
>and, without having to 
> play the patterns, add them in the order i want them to play. i can
>easily insert or delete 
> patterns at any time.

Hi, I never use pattern chain mode, without ever trying it I decided
it was too cumbersome and did'nt suit my workflow, so I can't answer
any questions on it.

My way:
If you search my previous posts you will find some instructions on
entering section change and mute midi sysex messages to one track in
pattern mode to change section/mute automatically. You make a phrase 
as long as you want that section to play and enter the sysex BEFORE
you want the section to change, depending on your section change
quantise settings. You enter mute sysex messages where required.

In pattern mode, the sections will change automatically but if you
mute the track with the sysex messages you are back to normal pattern
mode. You need the mute mode set to midi (not audio) in the settings
for this to work..Also you can have an instrument/phrase on the sysex
track, you can also have more than one track with sysex messages on,
and use the sysex to mute that track etc to make much more complicated
song arrangments.

Maybe this will help you, At least give it a try. The extra work to
enter the sysex really pays off in the flexibility you get..
Cheers.
| 17084|17084|2008-09-28 06:58:04|chthonic|"unlimited number of instruments in a song"|
hey all, i found this phrase in a PDF online about the rs7k:

"Track program change events make it possible to use an unlimited number of instruments 
in a song"

that certainly sounds great because i have one song in particular i'm worried about being 
able to do. as done in ACID, it has about 60 tracks. now, i don't need to program ALL of 
those tracks in as some will be played live by my band. but there are a LOT of custom 
drum hits and phrase loops. my challenge is to get them all onto only 16 tracks.

what i had thought of this morning was kits. i notice there are blank spaces at the end of 
the DrumKit section of voices. are these user-accessible? meaning, is it possible to 
create my own "kit", thus being able to essentially assign a bunch of different sounds to 
one voice and thus one track? i see nothing about this in the manual however. so perhaps 
this "Track program change events" is the way to go...?

my other question is about the "SLICE + SEQ" functions this PDF mentions. seems i can 
automatically slice up one of those loops and assign them to different keys so i can 
replay/program them as individual beats, thus making the tempo of the song adjustable 
without having to repitch or timestretch each looped phrase. how successful is this 
function? this would be very useful as we may find a song needs to be slower or faster. 

btw the PDF can be found here:
www.yamaha-europe.com/yamaha_europe/download/products/10_musical... 
drumcomputer/RS7000/RS7000_catalogue.pdf
(via google you can look at it in messy html)
| 17085|17078|2008-09-28 07:30:44|chthonic|Re: confused about pattern chain mode - thanks|

> Chain editing takes a bit to understand. Indeed each step equals one 
> measure I beleive too, so you have to let it play out a bit before 
> you drop in the next section A B C etc., on the right side, the left 
> is for Style, I don't ever change that leave it blank except for the 
> first measure, each time you seq in a style new or not you'll get 
> that hiccup because the RS is loading everything from that 
> pattern/style each time AND starting it over, leaving it blank will 
> stop that and let the pattern play through, concentrate on just 
> entering sections A B C etc.

thanks, that was a huge help. i knew about keeping everything in one style. but now i 
see, even if i entered the same style it was essentially resetting itself, causing a hiccup.

> > 2. i had to add and scroll each pattern manually, choosing the 
> style and section from a 
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> > blank state. i saw no way to copy or simply have it pop up with 
> the previously used 
> > pattern in the next slot so i'd only have to change the section.
> 
> Leaving blank keeps the previous one, so skip it and it'll play it 
> out for each step, remember each step equals a measure.

i also found where to copy the steps, even copying the entire bunch of steps that make up 
the chorus. done in seconds!

> Don't step them in, record them in while switch them live, much 
> quicker, then learn how to go back and record over goofed up parts, 
> going into the step editor on that is last resort. 

see, one big irritant for me with the rs7k is that the pattern changes as soon as you hit the 
section instead of waiting til the end of the pattern. is there a way to change that? now, 
to program in a song i have to go through the whole song in realtime? and then what if i 
hit a key off time, does it recall that? i'll have to explore that next time and see if it's more 
efficient. for now i just did step mode, it makes more sense to me.

> Hope yo can get it figured out, its not the easiest part to learn on 
> the RS, I still catch mine doing funky things in Chain mode too 
> sometimes. 

like what?

actually the funkiest thing it's doing now is...not stopping. it will keep going back and 
looping the last section entered. i even tried to delete ALL the empty patterns and it didn't 
work, they were still "there". i guess i have to enter a blank section at the end and 
remember to hit my footpedal to STOP when playing live?
| 17086|17033|2008-09-28 08:18:30|pegaso1423|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Hi everyone,
I'm glad your all enjoying your rolands but their just not for me,
I've tried most of them extensively, the biggest problem I have is the
complete lack of sections like the RS has, I really don't enjoy
changing patterns with a dial... At various times I have strongly
considered buying mc909, mc808, or mv8000 but decided the RS better
suited my needs and workflow. I generally much prefer the OS's of
yamaha gear to all others. 

So I bought another RS instead and I can honestly say that 2 or more
RS7000's is heaven. The sum is WAY greater than the parts, I'll leave
it up to you to decide the benefits of having 2 RS's...

btw: Markus, I enjoy your enthusiasm for the sp555 but honestly, you
yourself admitted you've hardly used The RS's sampler. It pisses all
over the sp555 and many/most/all of the benefit's you've mentioned are
possible with the aieb2 digital expansion and a good soundcard...
Sorry but no sampler with a 3 digit display can even begin to pretend
it's as good as RS7000.

If you want mpc-like pads buy a midi pad controller(sp555 is not
velocity sensitive?). If you want digital get the aieb2. If you want
better/quicker file management go scsi. simple. Oh and if you want
flying faders a la mc808 just get a good midi fader box. I use the
2*16 on my aw4416..

The one thing I do realize is the benefits of is the mc808's pc editor
program, even though it's not vst. I wish the RS had one, a while ago
we partitioned midi quest to add RS support...

And we've been partitioning yamaha to improve or release the RS OS
code, I think the best approach is for yamaha to re-release the RS
with some improvements to the OS and maybe velocity sensitive keys, as
a special edition, and share the updated OS with existing RS7000
users. Of course they should make improvements in integration with a
modern studio, likely full integration with cubase as with most of
their modern products, possibly a usb or mlan expansion card. And a
vst editor for the RS, since yamaha now 'own' the vst concept through
their purchase of stienberg, such a simple task as an RS vst editor
should be child's play.

I'd buy a new RS7000 v2 for sure...An RS8000 sadly seems unlikely in
our modern economic times, but if it is ever made it MUST have 16



motorized faders. enough said...
Cheers.
| 17087|17084|2008-09-28 08:33:11|pegaso1423|Re: "unlimited number of instruments in a song"|
Hi, didn't read the pdf but yes, sample kits work well, when you are
recording a sample or importing a wav, if you select kit you also get
to choose the the key the sample the will be assigned to. Each track
can have upto 128 seperate samples, one for each key.

Maybe I should read that pdf..Search my past posts on selecting sounds
per section using pattern screen 2 and in the mixer selecting
*phrase*, the instrument will change when you change sections. You can
also enter all necessary voice settings as midi messages at the
beginning of a section...

And yeah slice is cool and works just like you imagine, you gotta try
it!! Then try loop remix on your sliced sample!
Cheers.
| 17088|17088|2008-09-28 11:35:00|cjh3000@comcast.net|Re: Digest Number 2274|

> Forget all that XD card reader crap.
> 
> Price: $135.00 USD 
> MCDISK Spyrus MCDISK SCSI Media Card Drive in a small plastic beige case. 
> Features one PCMCIA slot for SM or CF cards (PCMCIA adapter required). 
> Compatible with most samplers including the Akai MPC60, MPC2000XL, Ensoniq 
> ASR-10, all Kurzweil samplers, all Korg Triton samplers, Yamaha Motif, RS7000, 
> all EMU samplers and many more. 
> 
> Add 1 Gb compact flash card, 3 foot DB-25 scsi cable, & card reader to transfer 
> to & from PCs for $33.00 more.
> 
> Cheap. Safe. Cheap. Safe. Cheap. Safe.
> 
> http://www.SCSIforSamplers.com
> 
> good luck.
>

| 17089|17082|2008-09-28 12:01:51|zamisers7k|Re: please help!!|
Nice RS demo and souns are pretty cool.

I personally don't bother with the memory mutes, but the cool thing 
about scene memory is that it will store voice settings including 
change of voice bank, which comes in handy on occasion. The way your 
using mutes you could just set up section on the RS but instead of 
muting you put that tracks phrase to none. Its a good idea to do that 
for later because mutes for some reason don't store or send out midi, 
so even though you've got the track on the RS muted its midi track 
still plays the notes if you were to load it up on another piece of 
gear.

As for doing song mode, sorry to say, it might be good to open up the 
manual, it basically works like pattern but you enter notes linearly 
through a whole song or convert your chain to song then do rec editing 
through the whole song instead of having it loop. The one thing the 
manual don't really mention is a little trick I use after doing Convert 
Chain to Song. Before playing go through each track and delete the 
first event, its usually a PC Program Change event which resets the 
voice to default, deleting it right off before you play it back will 
keep the voice settings the same from pattern & chain so it your song 
will sound exactly the same instead reverting its voices to defaults, 
it will still save their settings, don't ask me how it remembers them 
tho.

Hope that helps ya some?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Boswell" wrote:
>
> Can anyone tell me how to use the song mode?? Please check out my 
rs7000 videos on utube www.youtube.com/hicstudios
>

| 17090|17084|2008-09-28 12:16:45|zamisers7k|Re: "unlimited number of instruments in a song"|
Built in drum kits can't be added to, you have to build your own 
kits. You can do some cool stuff by building your own too, you don't 
have to have one hit kits, you can make them loop and do attack 
looping too for that more aphex type sound. You can also make pitch 
kits, one thing the RS don't do though is have pitch key ranges, you 
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have to resample and pitch a range manually then move on to next 
sample across a diffrent range on a kit. Not sure if I explained 
that well, but the RS does the job pretty well, but its not the 
greatest sampler feature wise, but also better than a lot of other 
limited samplers.

As for using PC or CC to change voices on the RS on a single track, 
it can be done, but I think it might get quite time consuming if you 
need to condense down 60 to 16. You might find some ways to cheat, 
experimenting might yield some ways to cheat, but I'm not sure I've 
got an easy method for you to do this on the RS. Learning to use the 
Scene Memory function might help somewhat. Personally, I try to keep 
one voice per track, and if need more thats when a second or more RS 
or other piece of gear with a seq master/slaved.

The Slice + Seq some say its a god send on the RS, but I've not used 
it much to say how great or not it is, but it probably does what 
you'd think it would do, I say give it a try and see if you like or 
not, but don't start off with too large of a sample, one or two 
measures.

Just my undifinative thoughts,

Zam

| 17091|17078|2008-09-28 12:28:49|zamisers7k|Re: confused about pattern chain mode - thanks|

> > Hope yo can get it figured out, its not the easiest part to learn 

on 

> > the RS, I still catch mine doing funky things in Chain mode too 
> > sometimes. 
> 
> like what?
> 
> actually the funkiest thing it's doing now is...not stopping. it 

will keep going back and 

> looping the last section entered. i even tried to delete ALL the 

empty patterns and it didn't 

> work, they were still "there". i guess i have to enter a blank 

section at the end and 

> remember to hit my footpedal to STOP when playing live?
>

I tend to do a lot of mute sequencing in Chain Mode, and what happens 
is if switch to another mode like Patt to make an adjustment, then 
switch back it defaults back to recording style/sections and I forget 
to move it over to record mutes, so then what happens is it records 
the style/section and automatically enters that in, mutes didn't 
record, but then I have to go into edit the chain sequence and find 
where it recorded in the style/section change and remove it. If I 
don't it'll cuase it to hiccup or restart the Patt over from that 
spot throwing off the rest of the Chain to how I had it.

Wow, long explanation, but hope made some sense. Also maybe check 
out pegaso's recent message post how to use Patt mode like a chain 
except it sounds cooler way if get it figured out. I've not tried it 
yet though, I do like to often convert my Chains to Song Mode I think 
I mentioned already where I can do more finalizing etc.

As for ending the song, yes, what I do is record in the mutes and 
mute all the tracks. I suppose you can do a totally empty section 
too, the RS keeps going in chain mode, but after convert to song it 
know some how that the tracks are muted and no further events and 
makes that the end of the song, I think, not 100% sure, but thats 
what I do, and I seem to remember often having to stop play on most 
my songs before they run out for too long, so I may be wrong. 

Zam
| 17092|17078|2008-09-28 12:37:07|zamisers7k|Re: confused about pattern chain mode - thanks|
Oh yeah, I also forgot to mention one wierd thing it does I've yet to 
fully understand. Since I mostly record in mutes in Chain on one Style 
and one Section, sometimes I find it dificult when exactly its punching 



in the mute record, if I should have my mutes set the way I want before 
I start or have them the way they are on the end of the measure before 
it and wait till it starts recording to hit my mutes, sometimes one way 
works and sometimes it don't, but if I can't quite get it right in 
Chain then in Song mode after I've converted it there is mute sequence 
editing thats is pretty bad ass and you don't have it in the other 
modes. However, as I might of mentioned before, this method I think is 
cheating, and RS mutes don't transfer via midi file to other gear, so 
having sections with blank data on the tracks you'd rather have 
muted/silent/blank is prob bestest.

Zam
| 17093|17093|2008-09-28 12:47:38|zamisers7k|RS Answers to List from Zam|
Hi Folks,

I was away from computer for a couple days, usually happens at or 
around the weekends and there seemed to several this weekend. I hope 
got to them all or the ones still needing answered nobody else got to 
first. If not, don't feel wierd or hesitate to ask it again.

Zam
| 17094|17033|2008-09-28 13:09:22|TOM ROSE|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Well said Pegaso. This group is what has made the RS7000 for me. I just bought a dm-24 mixer and want to get the aieb2 card for the digital. I think other than a
monomachine coupled with a machinedrum and mpc 1000, (which is a lot of kit to be carrying around) nothing can match the feature set of the rs. I m at a loss as to why
yamaha has not kept. Moving forward with the rs as the motifs are based on similar code. Pegaso are your rs's. Aieb'd? 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed

-----Original Message-----
From: pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>

Date: Sun, 28 Sep 2008 14:18:29 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?

Hi everyone,
I'm glad your all enjoying your rolands but their just not for me,
I've tried most of them extensively, the biggest problem I have is the
complete lack of sections like the RS has, I really don't enjoy
changing patterns with a dial... At various times I have strongly
considered buying mc909, mc808, or mv8000 but decided the RS better
suited my needs and workflow. I generally much prefer the OS's of
yamaha gear to all others. 

So I bought another RS instead and I can honestly say that 2 or more
RS7000's is heaven. The sum is WAY greater than the parts, I'll leave
it up to you to decide the benefits of having 2 RS's...

btw: Markus, I enjoy your enthusiasm for the sp555 but honestly, you
yourself admitted you've hardly used The RS's sampler. It pisses all
over the sp555 and many/most/all of the benefit's you've mentioned are
possible with the aieb2 digital expansion and a good soundcard...
Sorry but no sampler with a 3 digit display can even begin to pretend
it's as good as RS7000.

If you want mpc-like pads buy a midi pad controller(sp555 is not
velocity sensitive?). If you want digital get the aieb2. If you want
better/quicker file management go scsi. simple. Oh and if you want
flying faders a la mc808 just get a good midi fader box. I use the
2*16 on my aw4416..

The one thing I do realize is the benefits of is the mc808's pc editor
program, even though it's not vst. I wish the RS had one, a while ago
we partitioned midi quest to add RS support...

And we've been partitioning yamaha to improve or release the RS OS
code, I think the best approach is for yamaha to re-release the RS
with some improvements to the OS and maybe velocity sensitive keys, as
a special edition, and share the updated OS with existing RS7000
users. Of course they should make improvements in integration with a
modern studio, likely full integration with cubase as with most of
their modern products, possibly a usb or mlan expansion card. And a
vst editor for the RS, since yamaha now 'own' the vst concept through
their purchase of stienberg, such a simple task as an RS vst editor
should be child's play.

I'd buy a new RS7000 v2 for sure...An RS8000 sadly seems unlikely in
our modern economic times, but if it is ever made it MUST have 16
motorized faders. enough said...
Cheers.
| 17095|17033|2008-09-28 16:43:08|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|

mailto:pegaso1423@hotmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I hear you pegaso. Btw i'm in no way claiming the SP555 is as good as
the RS7000, never was. It will suit a dj or live performance artist as
an addition to their setup. And if you use software like Live it's
great for recording audio into your daw, resampling with the SPs fx
and then copying that to another pad, assign another effect and
resample. Rinse and repeat as infinitum.

It's also a great way to create sample fodder for the RS or you host
software. From building your own kits to jamming with a few phrases
from the RS it's really quite enjoyable to use. I've read mixed things
about Roland gear, that the workflow sucks etc and i must admit the
SP555s is different to anything i've used previoulsy but i also think
it's quite clever, they've packed an awful lot into it and you can
work really fast and fluidly with samples. A lot of the buttons have
dual functions so you have to learbn those, i do have to keep
referring to the manual to remind myself how to copy from one pad to
another so i keep the manual close by.

I said before i thought you could have an effect per pad. You can't,
what you can do is have 16 fx presets that you can recall on a pad
instantly so again, great for processing sound. For realtime
manipulation it rocks, the fx are really good and the dbeams adds
another aspect to the playability of the SP555. Oh the pads are
velocity sensitive, otherwise i wouldn't have bought it.

I can't think of anything bad to say about it right now. I think with
the sequencer it will take a bit of practise to get the overdubbing
and loop sampling down pat but this definitely one of the better hw
purchases i've made.

Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
> I'm glad your all enjoying your rolands but their just not for me,
> I've tried most of them extensively, the biggest problem I have is the
> complete lack of sections like the RS has, I really don't enjoy
> changing patterns with a dial... At various times I have strongly
> considered buying mc909, mc808, or mv8000 but decided the RS better
> suited my needs and workflow. I generally much prefer the OS's of
> yamaha gear to all others. 
> 
> So I bought another RS instead and I can honestly say that 2 or more
> RS7000's is heaven. The sum is WAY greater than the parts, I'll leave
> it up to you to decide the benefits of having 2 RS's...
> 
> btw: Markus, I enjoy your enthusiasm for the sp555 but honestly, you
> yourself admitted you've hardly used The RS's sampler. It pisses all
> over the sp555 and many/most/all of the benefit's you've mentioned are
> possible with the aieb2 digital expansion and a good soundcard...
> Sorry but no sampler with a 3 digit display can even begin to pretend
> it's as good as RS7000.
> 
> If you want mpc-like pads buy a midi pad controller(sp555 is not
> velocity sensitive?). If you want digital get the aieb2. If you want
> better/quicker file management go scsi. simple. Oh and if you want
> flying faders a la mc808 just get a good midi fader box. I use the
> 2*16 on my aw4416..
> 
> The one thing I do realize is the benefits of is the mc808's pc editor
> program, even though it's not vst. I wish the RS had one, a while ago
> we partitioned midi quest to add RS support...
> 
> And we've been partitioning yamaha to improve or release the RS OS
> code, I think the best approach is for yamaha to re-release the RS
> with some improvements to the OS and maybe velocity sensitive keys, as
> a special edition, and share the updated OS with existing RS7000
> users. Of course they should make improvements in integration with a
> modern studio, likely full integration with cubase as with most of
> their modern products, possibly a usb or mlan expansion card. And a
> vst editor for the RS, since yamaha now 'own' the vst concept through
> their purchase of stienberg, such a simple task as an RS vst editor
> should be child's play.
> 
> I'd buy a new RS7000 v2 for sure...An RS8000 sadly seems unlikely in
> our modern economic times, but if it is ever made it MUST have 16
> motorized faders. enough said...
> Cheers.
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 17096|17033|2008-09-28 18:46:20|pegaso1423|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "TOM ROSE " wrote:

>
> Well said Pegaso. This group is what has made the RS7000 for me. I

just bought a dm-24 mixer and want to get the aieb2 card for the
digital. I think other than a monomachine coupled with a machinedrum
and mpc 1000, (which is a lot of kit to be carrying around) nothing
can match the feature set of the rs. I m at a loss as to why yamaha
has not kept. Moving forward with the rs as the motifs are based on
similar code. Pegaso are your rs's. Aieb'd? 

> Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
> 

Hi Tom,
Hope your enjoying your new mixer! be sure to figure out how to use
the faders as midi controllers to control the RS's track volumes, It
makes mixing the RS alot easier.

Only one of my RS's has the AIEB2, never quite got around to
purchasing a second one. The opticals are connected to the Behringer
rev2496 reverb, spdif is connected to aes/abu card on the AW44. The AW
also has an 8 i/o 24/96 card from dm1000, running at 16/44. I need a
behringer src to run at 24 bit, the AW won't upsample digital inputs...

The RS obviously sounds better when recorded digitally but also just
using better AD/DA converters for monitoring and sampling other
instruments at a higher quality. I really like the converters on the
v-verb, the 24/96 yamaha converters are great aswell and using either
is a definite improvement on the RS. Your new mixer should sound great. 

It's somtimes quicker digitally sampling a sound from the computer
than using a sm card, don't lose any quality when using vst fx ect. I
somtimes sample one RS with the other but can't continue bouncing
audio between them because the quality would suffer. I just swap sm
cards, my scsi has't been connected for a while. never had the 2 RS's
scsi'd together but it was sweet transferring between AW, RS and pc, I
really got to sort it out..
Cheers.
| 17097|17033|2008-09-28 19:17:14|pegaso1423|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Hi Markus,
I know what you mean about some simple gear being great to use, I
guess I'm going to have to try out a sp555, it does sound fun. I
always remember my first sampler, zoom st-224 really simple but fun
and fast to use if you can remember the button combo's! I have always
wanted another.. All I was trying to say is that the RS is a great
sampler too so don't forget to use it along with the sp555.

Oh yeah I forgot to mention that I am in the roland groovebox club,
only just, with a lowly boss dr-202. That bit of gear definatly fit's
in the simple, fast and fun category, and was developed alongside the
first sp, (202) so probably has a similar workflow to sp555?. Changing
patterns with a dial still pisses me off though, I much prefer the RS,
so the dr202 is almost always run on batteries for mobile beatmaking,
still considering getting a mpc500 or some other battery powered sampler.
Cheer
| 17098|17098|2008-09-28 19:42:10|pegaso1423|Post some pics!|
Hi Eveerybody,
Lets see some pics of your RS7000! I've posted a few from throughout
the years, my setup is still very temporary but is defiantly going in
the right direction for me!

List of gear in the 'current setup' pic, anticlockwise from top;
Dynaudio BM-5
Mam mb33 (tb303 clone/filter)
Waldorf micro Q 
Yamaha TG-77
Quasimidi polymorph
Yamaha AW-4416
Seinhesser hd-650
Frostwave Resonator (korg ms-20 analog filter clone)
Tablet laptop w/ card reader/hd
Behringer v-verb rev2496
Motu midi timepeice av
Rotel RB-850 amp (also got a rotel preamp, neither is visible.. )
Yamaha RS7000 x 2
Yamaha EX5R

Post some pics of your setup!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 17099|17033|2008-09-28 19:48:14|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
That's it exactly. I want gear that's fast and fun to use and doesn't
get in the way of creativity and even inspires it. I'm still learning
the Rs and tbh there's other gear that i prefer the workflow of like
the electribes but it's such a powerful instrument that i'm keeping
hold of it and i do like sequencing with it. The more time i spend
using it the more i get out of it, especially the sound. 

Anyway i've put a lot of time into it so it would be silly to swap it
for something else as i know i can get a lot more out of it if i put
the time effort in.

In the meantime i can use the SP555 to resample the RS and use it for
quick and dirty sequencing, stream the loops into live ans remix the
tracks or reload them back into the RS and slice and dice. It creates
a nice link between all my gear and that's what i like about it, it
streamlines things and really opens up a lot of possibilities. Most of
the time when i'm working in something and i get an idea i'll leave it
because i'll have to stop to load something somewhere or load some
samples onto a memory card. 

Now i don't, i can keep going without stopping and i can process audio
on the fly, drop it into live or back into the SP555. I have access to
all the samples on my hard drive so if i want to add a vocal phrase i
can resample it to a pad and sync it to the RS...

As you can probably tell i really like the SP555! Another reason i got
it was for the v-link, i'd like to get into vjing and have been
looking for a good solution for a while and the tokyo lifedrive looks
pretty good, not too expensive when compared to some alternatives like
resolume and has the controller as well. ;) 

Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi Markus,
> I know what you mean about some simple gear being great to use, I
> guess I'm going to have to try out a sp555, it does sound fun. I
> always remember my first sampler, zoom st-224 really simple but fun
> and fast to use if you can remember the button combo's! I have always
> wanted another.. All I was trying to say is that the RS is a great
> sampler too so don't forget to use it along with the sp555.
> 
> Oh yeah I forgot to mention that I am in the roland groovebox club,
> only just, with a lowly boss dr-202. That bit of gear definatly fit's
> in the simple, fast and fun category, and was developed alongside the
> first sp, (202) so probably has a similar workflow to sp555?. Changing
> patterns with a dial still pisses me off though, I much prefer the RS,
> so the dr202 is almost always run on batteries for mobile beatmaking,
> still considering getting a mpc500 or some other battery powered
sampler.
> Cheer
>

| 17100|17098|2008-09-28 20:05:43|Steve Roitstein|Re: Post some pics!|
You can see some pics here of me performing with my Afro-Cuban Funk 
band, PALO!

www.myspace.com/gopalo

My live setup is:

two (yes, 2!) RS7000s
Kurzweil K2000

I'm looking to replace the Kurzweil - I'm on my third one. The 
displays of the k2k die easily and it has been a bit unreliable. The 
RS7k units, on the other hand, have been SOLID!

I wish they had USB...

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:steve@riotmusic.com


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17101|17033|2008-09-28 21:29:48|pegaso1423|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Hi Markus,
I know we all work in different ways and prefer using different gear,
we try and build a setup that suits our workflow. I remember when I
was first learning the RS it had a steep learning curve but I really
enjoyed it so slowly learned it and used the pc less and less. Im now
at the stage where I know the RS well enough that it is THE fast and
fun instrument for me, I could NEVER go back to being pc based or swap
to roland or akai etc gear, it just dosen't suit me at all. I just
seem to understand Yamaha without thinking, ie I had a korg karma with
moss (va + modeling synth card) and an akai s3000xl, both good gear
but they always seemed so backwards and counter-intuitive to use,
basically gave me a headache and were not fun. Replaced both with
Yamaha EX5, which is way more complex but suit's me to the ground, I
have the power I want in a package that is quick and fun for me to
use, without having to think about it too hard; concentrate on making
music.. just like the RS.

So good on you for not giving up on the RS, yes it is a hugely
powerful instrument but the more you learn it the more you will be
rewarded. My current battle is with the AW4416, I know it is powerful,
suit's my workflow and I can use it ok but I need to learn it way
better to get into the 'zone' with it like I do with most of my other
gear.

One thing I have noticed is that pc editors really help you learn an
instument, ie it was not until I experienced the pc editors for micro
Q and TG77 that I began to fully understand how to use the
instruments. I still get pretty lost in the TG but fm was never ment
to be easy;) I think a pc editor for the RS would be awsome and really
help people understand it better. Does anybody know a good program to
make midi software editors? I think soundquest can make custom
instruments but I've never tried, might give it a go..

Oh yeah, about not wanting to stop and load somthing when you get an
idea, It was a big reason to get the second RS, don't stop the flow.
NEVER wait for something to load or process (ie slice job..), just
carry on with other gear and forget any loading times, it's much
better for your creativity!

Oh and another thing, I find that some limitations force you to be
more creative in what you do, you work towards a clear goal with a
thought process on how you are going to achieve it. If all limitations
are removed, ie a supercomputer with unlimited tracks and endless
amount's of vst instruments and fx, you sort of wander inbetween,
forever experimenting with the possibility's in a bit of a trance,
everything becomes too accidental and slightly without purpose. Part
of the reason I love the RS so much, everything is possible but you
have to be creative to achieve it. You can easily make a killer sound
on a simple monosynth, but on a huge modular synth you so easily get
tangled in experimenting with patchcords that you lose sight of the
sound you were trying to create.
Cheers. 
Cheers.
| 17102|17098|2008-09-28 22:08:31|pegaso1423|Re: Post some pics!|
Hi Steve,
I've been to yourspace before, I really enjoy your music and like to
see the RS's at work, keep it up! 

As for the kurzweil, you have to decide if the effort you've put into
it is worth keeping or if you want to spend the energy learning
something else. 

I will recommend the EX5 as being fully capable of replacing the
k2000, the main drawback being very slow loading times from floppy or
scsi. I get around this with the flash memory upgrade on the rack-the
16mb of samples are all ready when you turn on the power. Motifs are
also good but I really miss the soft knobs under the screen, you need
to experience the ex5's 12 stage envelopes controlled by 2 banks of
the soft knobs, then try the envelopes on the motif or other
workstation synths, to really gain an understanding of why many ex5
owners stick with the oldskool. It works... www.ex5tech.com

And yeah, I find all Yamaha gear to be very bulletproof, some of my
gears have been treated roughly and have dents and cracks and are a
bit worn out but still work perfectly and I've never had any problems
at all, unlike some other brands..

Have you tried k2500 etc, it might be best to stick with what you



already know, all your songs should also transfer alot more smoothly?

And yeah I hear you on the usb. Really, for a company like Yamaha, it
should be so simple to make a usb expansion card or even mlan
(firewire), but I guess they just gave up? 

Cheers.

%--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

>
> You can see some pics here of me performing with my Afro-Cuban Funk 
> band, PALO!
> 
> www.myspace.com/gopalo
> 
> My live setup is:
> 
> two (yes, 2!) RS7000s
> Kurzweil K2000
> 
> I'm looking to replace the Kurzweil - I'm on my third one. The 
> displays of the k2k die easily and it has been a bit unreliable. The 
> RS7k units, on the other hand, have been SOLID!
> 
> I wish they had USB...
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> Riot Music, Miami
> steve@...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17103|17098|2008-09-29 01:03:46|8_bit_boy|Re: Post some pics!|
here's some pics.. sorry about bandwidth but im sure if it was porn 
people wouldn't mind.. ;)

all these are from my band Dizzygotheca.. ( dark - sweet - 
electronica ) www.myspace.com/dizzygotheca or www.dizzygotheca.com

old setup of rs7000, roland ef303 and korg es-1.. pic from live gig 
@ rics in Brisbane, Australia

this is my band @ a Transcom event, this one was for a Bjork 
Tribute .. my setup then was an alesis air fx, korg es-1 ( mk1 ) and 
rs7000

my bandmate heidi is using a motif es-6 + a roland ef 303 for vocal 
effects..

here's a pic of my current setup, which involves the rs7000, kaoss 
pad 3 and novation k-station.. pic from pride fair day 2007 here in 
brisbane..

On 29/09/2008, at 2:08 PM, pegaso1423 wrote:

> Hi Steve,
> I've been to yourspace before, I really enjoy your music and like to
> see the RS's at work, keep it up!
>
> As for the kurzweil, you have to decide if the effort you've put into
> it is worth keeping or if you want to spend the energy learning
> something else.
>
> I will recommend the EX5 as being fully capable of replacing the
> k2000, the main drawback being very slow loading times from floppy or

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> scsi. I get around this with the flash memory upgrade on the rack-the
> 16mb of samples are all ready when you turn on the power. Motifs are
> also good but I really miss the soft knobs under the screen, you need
> to experience the ex5's 12 stage envelopes controlled by 2 banks of
> the soft knobs, then try the envelopes on the motif or other
> workstation synths, to really gain an understanding of why many ex5
> owners stick with the oldskool. It works... www.ex5tech.com
>
> And yeah, I find all Yamaha gear to be very bulletproof, some of my
> gears have been treated roughly and have dents and cracks and are a
> bit worn out but still work perfectly and I've never had any problems
> at all, unlike some other brands..
>
> Have you tried k2500 etc, it might be best to stick with what you
> already know, all your songs should also transfer alot more smoothly?
>
> And yeah I hear you on the usb. Really, for a company like Yamaha, it
> should be so simple to make a usb expansion card or even mlan
> (firewire), but I guess they just gave up?
>
> Cheers.
>
> %--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> >
> > You can see some pics here of me performing with my Afro-Cuban Funk
> > band, PALO!
> >
> > www.myspace.com/gopalo
> >
> > My live setup is:
> >
> > two (yes, 2!) RS7000s
> > Kurzweil K2000
> >
> > I'm looking to replace the Kurzweil - I'm on my third one. The
> > displays of the k2k die easily and it has been a bit unreliable. The
> > RS7k units, on the other hand, have been SOLID!
> >
> > I wish they had USB...
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Steve Roitstein
> > Riot Music, Miami
> > steve@...
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17104|17098|2008-09-29 01:33:36|8_bit_boy|Re: Post some pics!|
damn... pics disabled in this group??

ill just link to them then..

http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/devilmachine.jpg

http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/dizzy2.jpg

http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/rics.jpg

http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/ricsdizzypic.jpg

On 29/09/2008, at 5:03 PM, 8_bit_boy wrote:

> here's some pics.. sorry about bandwidth but im sure if it was porn
> people wouldn't mind.. ;)
>
> all these are from my band Dizzygotheca.. ( dark - sweet -
> electronica ) www.myspace.com/dizzygotheca or www.dizzygotheca.com

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/devilmachine.jpg
http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/dizzy2.jpg
http://www.hazyinseptember.com/images/rics.jpg
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>
> old setup of rs7000, roland ef303 and korg es-1.. pic from live gig
> @ rics in Brisbane, Australia
>
>  
>
> this is my band @ a Transcom event, this one was for a Bjork
> Tribute .. my setup then was an alesis air fx, korg es-1 ( mk1 ) and
> rs7000
>
> my bandmate heidi is using a motif es-6 + a roland ef 303 for vocal
> effects..
>
>  
>  
>  
>
> here's a pic of my current setup, which involves the rs7000, kaoss
> pad 3 and novation k-station.. pic from pride fair day 2007 here in
> brisbane..
>
>  
> On 29/09/2008, at 2:08 PM, pegaso1423 wrote:
>
> > Hi Steve,
> > I've been to yourspace before, I really enjoy your music and like to
> > see the RS's at work, keep it up!
> >
> > As for the kurzweil, you have to decide if the effort you've put 
> into
> > it is worth keeping or if you want to spend the energy learning
> > something else.
> >
> > I will recommend the EX5 as being fully capable of replacing the
> > k2000, the main drawback being very slow loading times from 
> floppy or
> > scsi. I get around this with the flash memory upgrade on the rack- 
> the
> > 16mb of samples are all ready when you turn on the power. Motifs are
> > also good but I really miss the soft knobs under the screen, you 
> need
> > to experience the ex5's 12 stage envelopes controlled by 2 banks of
> > the soft knobs, then try the envelopes on the motif or other
> > workstation synths, to really gain an understanding of why many ex5
> > owners stick with the oldskool. It works... www.ex5tech.com
> >
> > And yeah, I find all Yamaha gear to be very bulletproof, some of my
> > gears have been treated roughly and have dents and cracks and are a
> > bit worn out but still work perfectly and I've never had any 
> problems
> > at all, unlike some other brands..
> >
> > Have you tried k2500 etc, it might be best to stick with what you
> > already know, all your songs should also transfer alot more 
> smoothly?
> >
> > And yeah I hear you on the usb. Really, for a company like 
> Yamaha, it
> > should be so simple to make a usb expansion card or even mlan
> > (firewire), but I guess they just gave up?
> >
> > Cheers.
> >
> > %--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > >
> > > You can see some pics here of me performing with my Afro-Cuban 
> Funk
> > > band, PALO!
> > >
> > > www.myspace.com/gopalo
> > >
> > > My live setup is:
> > >
> > > two (yes, 2!) RS7000s
> > > Kurzweil K2000
> > >
> > > I'm looking to replace the Kurzweil - I'm on my third one. The
> > > displays of the k2k die easily and it has been a bit 
> unreliable. The
> > > RS7k units, on the other hand, have been SOLID!
> > >

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > > I wish they had USB...
> > >
> > > Thanks,
> > >
> > > Steve Roitstein
> > > Riot Music, Miami
> > > steve@...
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17105|17098|2008-09-29 03:37:09|zamisers7k|Re: Post some pics!|
I'm enjoying the pics people have been posting. Yeah, I guess embedded 
pics are disabled in this group, didn't know there was an option or 
not, I'm going to leave it as is, linking seems to be OK tho so here 
are some of mine if intrested:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/zamise/

Zam
| 17106|17106|2008-09-29 19:37:00|Alex Boswell|check out my pics!!!!|
tell me what you think!
 
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_bd1c91a2f2a44ed0be9888afc783a3e4.jpg
 
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_da6cc0095fe87dec1dd185a8d620ec9f.jpg
 
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_bdac9226335a3b3444be9e6398504bab.jpg
 
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_9b372966c65491beb7f3ed36bf61b5-1.jpg

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17107|17084|2008-09-29 21:57:39|chthonic|Re: "unlimited number of instruments in a song" - sample kit help?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Built in drum kits can't be added to, you have to build your own 
> kits. 

right, i figured that. :)

>You can do some cool stuff by building your own too, you don't 
> have to have one hit kits, 

i figured that too...a sample could of course be a loop or phrase.

my problem is, i can't seem to figure out how to create a new kit. when i tried myself, i 
could import multiple samples to different keys on the same track. BUT it was still called a 
"sample voice" and was named the first sample i imported. it did not seem to be a kit, 
nor could i access the alleged independent volume and panning i can assign in a kit. for 
some reason the manual's index on "sample kit" keeps referring to the same pages and 
processes i've tried but nothing about creating or editing a kit.
| 17108|17108|2008-09-29 23:31:54|Alex Boswell|how do i midi y rs7000 to reason?|
does anyone know how to midi my rs7000 to reason so that i can use reason sounds ? please help!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

http://www.flickr.com/photos/zamise/
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_bd1c91a2f2a44ed0be9888afc783a3e4.jpg
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_da6cc0095fe87dec1dd185a8d620ec9f.jpg
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_bdac9226335a3b3444be9e6398504bab.jpg
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| 17109|17108|2008-09-30 00:50:27|Nick Fletcher|Re: how do i midi y rs7000 to reason?|
You just need a MIDI interface. Most likely, you'll be able to find one that
plugs into a USB port. One step up from this would be to use an audio
interface (like the Tascam US-122 for example) with built in facilities for
MIDI & audio. But a stand-alone MIDI interface should cost around $US20.00.

Hope that was a help to you!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17110|17084|2008-09-30 05:27:34|pegaso1423|Re: "unlimited number of instruments in a song" - sample kit help?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:

> nor could i access the alleged independent volume and panning i can

assign in a kit. 

Haha, 'alleged' lol.. 

When you record or import a sample to a kit then you have created the
kit, there is no special process or screen for kits, you can keep
importing or recording to that kit until it's full, 128 samples. 

The RS automatically names the kit the same as the first
imported/recorded sample, if you want to change it press sample edit 3
times and select 'sample name', this is the name for the whole kit,
the samples on each key will only be referred to by the note name.

To change volume, pan and pitch etc for each sample in the kit press 
'sample edit' twice, then use the keyboard to select which key you
want to edit. (you might have to use octave up/down to find your
sample.) Same deal editing the start/end points. All the sample jobs
(sample edit x3) allow you to select which key will be affected.
Hope this helps..
Cheers.
| 17111|17106|2008-09-30 08:05:06|zamisers7k|Re: check out my pics!!!!|
Hey Alex,

Don't let that guy in the last pic spill his beer on your RS! Its a 
small setup, looks like you might do a lot record DJing too, but to be 
honest, as long as you've got an RS everything else is pretty much 
fluff and icing.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Alex Boswell wrote:
>
> tell me what you think!

| 17112|17106|2008-09-30 08:17:04|Nick Fletcher|Re: check out my pics!!!!|
Nice neat setup mate. Have fun!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17113|17113|2008-09-30 11:37:33|Alex Boswell|i love my yamaha rs 7000|
this is just to say i love this machine!i can use it in so many ways and sample and midi it to my triton and make awesome music! i would give anything to get the new OS
! i will not hold my breath! thanks for all the info !! i love my rs 7000!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17114|17114|2008-09-30 16:19:29|Markus|I be needing a stand for my RS7k :)|
Well seeing as i'm keeping the RS i'll need a stand for it so other
than the quiklok one are there any other options/makes/types of stand
worth checking out? Preferably cheaper!
| 17115|17114|2008-10-01 04:43:32|Ian Vine|Re: I be needing a stand for my RS7k :)|
I was looking for a stand and just came across this

http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/BRAND-NEW-DJ-KARAOKE-TV-STAND-STANDS-DISCO-HOLDER-PA-
DJ_W0QQitemZ370059434428QQihZ024QQcategoryZ69965QQcmdZViewItem

Looks like it might do for an rs stand.

Don't know the seller or the company that makes the stand.

IanV

----- Original Message ----
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From: Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, 30 September, 2008 23:19:27
Subject: [RS7000] I be needing a stand for my RS7k :)

Well seeing as i'm keeping the RS i'll need a stand for it so other
than the quiklok one are there any other options/makes/ types of stand
worth checking out? Preferably cheaper!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17116|17114|2008-10-01 05:08:17|Markus|Re: I be needing a stand for my RS7k :)|
Thanks. I think Rhino are a good brand, a few dj equipment places sell
the online, can't find a mainsite though. The stand looks good, just
not sure about the bracket at the back and if it could tilt and hold
the RS in place... i'll check it out but that more the kinda money i
wantto spend. Stands are great an' all but i don't feel right spending
£80-100 on one!

Got me thinking about looking at dj stands though, there's quite a few
different types as djs now use other equipment in their rigs so
another avenue to explore. Cheers!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> I was looking for a stand and just came across this
> 
>
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/BRAND-NEW-DJ-KARAOKE-TV-STAND-STANDS-DISCO-HOLDER-PA-
DJ_W0QQitemZ370059434428QQihZ024QQcategoryZ69965QQcmdZViewItem
> 
> Looks like it might do for an rs stand.
> 
> Don't know the seller or the company that makes the stand.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----
> From: Markus 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, 30 September, 2008 23:19:27
> Subject: [RS7000] I be needing a stand for my RS7k :)
> 
> 
> Well seeing as i'm keeping the RS i'll need a stand for it so other
> than the quiklok one are there any other options/makes/ types of stand
> worth checking out? Preferably cheaper!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17117|17117|2008-10-01 06:52:47|Richard Schultz|RS7K Stand|
I had mine on a Quik Lok rolling stand. I found it too precarious and
scary. Now I have my synth modules and rack mixer in a 4 space
standard SKB case. I mounted them UPSIDE DOWN, so the rubber feet
point up. I keep my RS7K in an Odyssey turntable case. I put the SKB
with the synth modules on a standard X keyboard stand, rubber feet up.
I put the Odyssey turntable case on top of that, resting on the
rubber feet for security. I take the lid off the turntable case, tilt
the RS7K up and viola, I am ready to go.

I do this live and in the studio. I can take pictures of it if you
like. I have on occasion set it up the same way on a table or desk,
works just the same.
| 17118|17117|2008-10-01 10:03:07|Markus|Re: RS7K Stand|
Yeah that would be great! Any options are good, the main reason i'm
looking at stands is maneuverability; i can move the stand and
reposition other gear as and when. It also allows me a little more
flexibility to expand my setup and use equipment in another room. 
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The obvious alternative is a two three tier stand like in Zams pics
but i don't think they'll go low enough or fit well into the space i
have, i'd like to be able to angle the RS underneath my laptop so i
can work with ableton live at the same time. Atm my laptop is too far
away from my keyboard so i can's see the screen clearly. I want both
the laptop and RS in a central so a stand seems like the best option,
especially as i can adjust the height. 

I was concerned about stability as well, the RS is quite heavy and i'd
no doubt be moving it about a lot.. i don't need no wobbly stand! 

Pics or links would be great though, then i can get a better idea of
what your talkin about. ;o) 

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
wrote:

>
> I had mine on a Quik Lok rolling stand. I found it too precarious and
> scary. Now I have my synth modules and rack mixer in a 4 space
> standard SKB case. I mounted them UPSIDE DOWN, so the rubber feet
> point up. I keep my RS7K in an Odyssey turntable case. I put the SKB
> with the synth modules on a standard X keyboard stand, rubber feet up.
> I put the Odyssey turntable case on top of that, resting on the
> rubber feet for security. I take the lid off the turntable case, tilt
> the RS7K up and viola, I am ready to go.
> 
> I do this live and in the studio. I can take pictures of it if you
> like. I have on occasion set it up the same way on a table or desk,
> works just the same.
>

| 17119|17119|2008-10-01 10:20:35|Alex Boswell|where do i get a scsi to smart media??|
please send me a link or let me know!! thanks!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17120|17119|2008-10-01 11:52:40|pegaso1423|Re: where do i get a scsi to smart media??|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Alex Boswell wrote:

>
> please send me a link or let me know!! thanks!!

www.scsiforsamplers.com
www.ebay.com
Why do you need scsi smartmedia reader, is your RS broken?
An scsi hard drive or compact flash might be better?
Cheers.
| 17121|17033|2008-10-01 12:44:01|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Hey pegaso.

Exactly! There were a number of reasons i got the SP555, one being a
desire to get into creative sampling which i'd had for a while. Like i
say it ties everything together nicely. 

There is more to it than i first realised, my initial intention was
sample and resample beats from the RS to load back in. Also to sample
from, and create sounds for the nintendo ds. Like i say the fx are
really good, better than the RS i'd say but possibly not with the aeib
expansion, i don't know but i love the way i can quickly call up a
preset and sample the audio then quickly resample to another pad using
a different effect. Could also be a good remixing tool...

So it's fast in that respect, really need a decent capacity cf card
and reader though to move samples from the SP555 to your PC which i
don't have atm, been waiting all week for a delivery! :(

I'm in a similar place to where you were where i'm mostly using the RS
to write stuff with but i'm somewhere upon the path of that steep
learning curve... Like yerself i've really enjoyed using the RS which
is why i keep coming back to it. I can happily make music music with
it even when i don't feel like it. It's also a journey od discovery
going through the sounds and learning the ins and outs as like others
have said, with a little work the RS can sound as good as anything
else out there. ;0)
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Peace.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi Markus,
> I know we all work in different ways and prefer using different gear,
> we try and build a setup that suits our workflow. I remember when I
> was first learning the RS it had a steep learning curve but I really
> enjoyed it so slowly learned it and used the pc less and less. Im now
> at the stage where I know the RS well enough that it is THE fast and
> fun instrument for me, I could NEVER go back to being pc based or swap
> to roland or akai etc gear, it just dosen't suit me at all. I just
> seem to understand Yamaha without thinking, ie I had a korg karma with
> moss (va + modeling synth card) and an akai s3000xl, both good gear
> but they always seemed so backwards and counter-intuitive to use,
> basically gave me a headache and were not fun. Replaced both with
> Yamaha EX5, which is way more complex but suit's me to the ground, I
> have the power I want in a package that is quick and fun for me to
> use, without having to think about it too hard; concentrate on making
> music.. just like the RS.
> 
> So good on you for not giving up on the RS, yes it is a hugely
> powerful instrument but the more you learn it the more you will be
> rewarded. My current battle is with the AW4416, I know it is powerful,
> suit's my workflow and I can use it ok but I need to learn it way
> better to get into the 'zone' with it like I do with most of my other
> gear.
> 
> One thing I have noticed is that pc editors really help you learn an
> instument, ie it was not until I experienced the pc editors for micro
> Q and TG77 that I began to fully understand how to use the
> instruments. I still get pretty lost in the TG but fm was never ment
> to be easy;) I think a pc editor for the RS would be awsome and really
> help people understand it better. Does anybody know a good program to
> make midi software editors? I think soundquest can make custom
> instruments but I've never tried, might give it a go..
> 
> Oh yeah, about not wanting to stop and load somthing when you get an
> idea, It was a big reason to get the second RS, don't stop the flow.
> NEVER wait for something to load or process (ie slice job..), just
> carry on with other gear and forget any loading times, it's much
> better for your creativity!
> 
> Oh and another thing, I find that some limitations force you to be
> more creative in what you do, you work towards a clear goal with a
> thought process on how you are going to achieve it. If all limitations
> are removed, ie a supercomputer with unlimited tracks and endless
> amount's of vst instruments and fx, you sort of wander inbetween,
> forever experimenting with the possibility's in a bit of a trance,
> everything becomes too accidental and slightly without purpose. Part
> of the reason I love the RS so much, everything is possible but you
> have to be creative to achieve it. You can easily make a killer sound
> on a simple monosynth, but on a huge modular synth you so easily get
> tangled in experimenting with patchcords that you lose sight of the
> sound you were trying to create.
> Cheers. 
> Cheers.
>

| 17122|17122|2008-10-01 15:48:26|rukula_04|RS7k Dust Cover for Studio|
Hello,

anyone is having a idea for a dust cover. No hardcase, just for
studio. Thx, micha
| 17123|17033|2008-10-01 16:31:57|zamisers7k|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
Sounds like the sp555 is dedicated to doing sampling as a sampler 
groove gear peace for ya. There is creed to having dedicated machines 
without having other things and stuff like an update popup window every 
other day getting in the way of making a song when your really into it, 
so I think I get it, except no update popups coming from the RS7000.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:

| 17124|17122|2008-10-01 16:36:51|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k Dust Cover for Studio|
I use several cotton bath towels and a really cool Battle Angel wall 
scroll, which is sort of like flag material with some cool anime art on 
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it, but its more of a japanese thing to hang it from a wall I guess 
than a flag pole, and its more of a Zam thing to cover his synths with 
it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> anyone is having a idea for a dust cover. No hardcase, just for
> studio. Thx, micha
>

| 17125|17117|2008-10-02 06:13:48|Markus|Re: RS7K Stand|
Was it the QL400?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
wrote:

>
> I had mine on a Quik Lok rolling stand.

[snip]
| 17126|17033|2008-10-02 19:50:58|Markus|Re: Has anyone here got an mc808?|
It is. I finally got the card reader today so was able to try out the
wave converter which is cool, you have a little window which has a
layout of the pads and you can select the bank then import samples
from your hd, then you just load the cf card back into the SP555 and
your samples are ready to be triggered. 

It's the fx that make the, you can totally transform the sound, i
turned a bassline into a deep sub bass tone using the subsonic effect.
Turn a drum loop into a bassline and resample that mofo. 

Honestly, it's sick. I paid £300 so not much more than a kp3. Well
worth it if your looking for something to get the creative juices
flowing... add vocals to a live set, wanna overdub loops on the fly or
just like ferkin with sound... it's got a lot of different uses.

You'd have a nice with an RS, SP555 and the tokyo lifedrive for adding
visuals triggered by the samples... and you could easily add a laptop
to the setup as it streams audio over usb.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sounds like the sp555 is dedicated to doing sampling as a sampler 
> groove gear peace for ya. There is creed to having dedicated machines 
> without having other things and stuff like an update popup window every 
> other day getting in the way of making a song when your really into it, 
> so I think I get it, except no update popups coming from the RS7000.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> 
>

| 17127|17117|2008-10-03 07:03:49|Richard Schultz|Re: RS7K Stand|
Not quite. It had a flat top that tilted and a round shaft with a mic
style friction height adjustment rather than stops with pins. I think
it was advertised as an autolocator stand for an Alesis BRC or some
such.

I just googled and I don't see mine anywhere. They must not make it any more.

I'll try to get some pictures of my rig taken this weekend and post
them to the group.

Re: RS7K Stand
Posted by: "Markus" trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk trevnefeliet
Thu Oct 2, 2008 5:13 am (PDT)
Was it the QL400?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
wrote:
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>
> I had mine on a Quik Lok rolling stand.

[snip]

Back to top
Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post
Messages in this topic (3)
| 17128|17117|2008-10-03 10:17:15|Markus|Re: RS7K Stand|
After reading your post and giving it some thought i have gone the
opposite way and put a shelf between the RS and the shelf my monitors
are on so the laptop is now sat nicely on the back of the RS. it works
well, the laptop is stable and i can access the keys. Now i can use my
gear and see the screen at the same time. I'm still interested in your
setup though, i haven't decided what i'm going to do and now i'm
considering a stand for the laptop, as secure as it is it's still not
ideal as it could potentially scratch up the RS casing! :|

But right now i need a mixer more than anything else so may have to
live this setup for a while...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
wrote:

>
> Not quite. It had a flat top that tilted and a round shaft with a mic
> style friction height adjustment rather than stops with pins. I think
> it was advertised as an autolocator stand for an Alesis BRC or some
> such.
> 
> I just googled and I don't see mine anywhere. They must not make it

any more.

> 
> I'll try to get some pictures of my rig taken this weekend and post
> them to the group.
> 
> Re: RS7K Stand
> Posted by: "Markus" trevnefeliet@... trevnefeliet
> Thu Oct 2, 2008 5:13 am (PDT)
> Was it the QL400?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Richard Schultz" 
> wrote:
> >
> > I had mine on a Quik Lok rolling stand.
> 
> [snip]
> 
> Back to top
> Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post
> Messages in this topic (3)
>

| 17129|17122|2008-10-03 16:55:34|chthonic|Re: RS7k Dust Cover for Studio|
digitaldeckcovers.com

this place can custom-make dust covers for just about any piece of gear. they had actually 
posted that they make one for the RS7K on rs7000.org awhile back.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> anyone is having a idea for a dust cover. No hardcase, just for
> studio. Thx, micha
>

| 17130|17117|2008-10-04 19:05:45|Markus|Re: RS7K Stand|
I've been looking laptop stands as well, what a great way to expand
your setup!

http://www.htfr.com/more-info/MR261896

They look perfect for sliding under the RS and putting laptop, mixer
or sound module above. I think i've found the perfect way to expand my
setup! I can have a two tier modular system now. There's a foldup
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design for live use as well:

http://www.juno.co.uk/merchandise/laptopbags_and_stands/

Scroll down the page, there's a couple. Is anyone else using these in
their setups?
| 17131|17131|2008-10-07 16:05:35|chthonic|loading/saving to external media?|
as much as i would love the rs7k to be compact, the more samples and programming i add to 
it, the longer it takes to save and load to my smartmedia. once there are 10 or 20 songs in 
memory i can only imagine how long the loading will take. someone on here said 7 minutes, 
which seems like an eternity onstage. true, i can turn on the rs7k first and do the rest of my 
setup around it. but still...makes me nervous. if anything happens, like it gets unplugged or 
something...that's 7 minutes of waiting for the set to reload.

so my question is this: anyone here use outboard SCSI gear with it? if so, can you compare 
load times to the smartmedia? i'm wondering if it's any faster and thus worth dragging the 
extra piece live.
| 17132|17131|2008-10-07 21:26:36|zamisers7k|Re: loading/saving to external media?|
That sounds about right, 7 to 10 mins is not too long of a time to 
wait for loading 60 to 65 megs. Thats a lot of stuff. I've heard it 
can speed load times up too, but I'm thinking best case is it cuts 
the time in half maybe. There are some old threads here about this 
topic you may want to do a search for on if nobody comes forward and 
gives you exact times. I remember them saying it cuts the load time 
about in half depending on drive speed etc.. Anyhow if its a concern 
you might want to invest in a small UPS too, I bring one to gigs 
sometimes, but its always the times I don't bring it when I needed 
it. Also if it happens halfway through your set, and your know how, 
then you only have to load half, which would take half the time. 
Most venues I've played at are pretty forgiving with load times 
though, and accidental unpluggings, and other unexpected things. I 
know they all arn't, sometimes can have a CD play or something to in 
the mean time if thats the case, but generally its not a big issue, 
and if it where we'd have a backup of other gear and or 2nd RS7000 on 
standby.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> as much as i would love the rs7k to be compact, the more samples 
and programming i add to 
> it, the longer it takes to save and load to my smartmedia. once 
there are 10 or 20 songs in 
> memory i can only imagine how long the loading will take. someone 
on here said 7 minutes, 
> which seems like an eternity onstage. true, i can turn on the rs7k 
first and do the rest of my 
> setup around it. but still...makes me nervous. if anything 
happens, like it gets unplugged or 
> something...that's 7 minutes of waiting for the set to reload.
> 
> so my question is this: anyone here use outboard SCSI gear with 
it? if so, can you compare 
> load times to the smartmedia? i'm wondering if it's any faster and 
thus worth dragging the 
> extra piece live.
>

| 17133|17131|2008-10-08 16:47:43|Michael Kirk|Re: loading/saving to external media?|
I am wondering if anyone has successfully mounted an internal SCSI
hard drive inside the RS7K? I think there is enough room. That would
eliminate the extra outboard SCSI device to lug around.

It would need to have a solid mount bracket, SCSI connection and power
of +5 and +12 volt DC. Perhaps the RS7K power supply has the spare
capacity - about 1 amp at each voltage? 

The only other concern would be the heat generated by the drive - the
RS7K has no internal cooling fan.

-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> as much as i would love the rs7k to be compact, the more samples and
programming i add to 
> it, the longer it takes to save and load to my smartmedia. once
there are 10 or 20 songs in 
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> memory i can only imagine how long the loading will take. someone
on here said 7 minutes, 
> which seems like an eternity onstage. true, i can turn on the rs7k
first and do the rest of my 
> setup around it. but still...makes me nervous. if anything
happens, like it gets unplugged or 
> something...that's 7 minutes of waiting for the set to reload.
> 
> so my question is this: anyone here use outboard SCSI gear with it?
if so, can you compare 
> load times to the smartmedia? i'm wondering if it's any faster and
thus worth dragging the 
> extra piece live.
>

| 17134|17113|2008-10-09 03:49:00|demont mic|Re : [RS7000] i love my yamaha rs 7000|
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscilloscope

--- En date de : Mar 30.9.08, Alex Boswell <pee_body_420@yahoo.com> a écrit :

De: Alex Boswell <pee_body_420@yahoo.com>
Objet: [RS7000] i love my yamaha rs 7000
À: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Mardi 30 Septembre 2008, 19h37

this is just to say i love this machine!i can use it in so many ways and sample and midi it to my triton and make awesome music! i would give anything to get the new OS
! i will not hold my breath! thanks for all the info !! i love my rs 7000!!!!!!!! !!!!!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17135|17131|2008-10-09 08:41:09|zamisers7k|Re: loading/saving to external media?|
I seen one where they put an internal drive, but the SCSI ribbon came 
back out wrapped around to the port on the outside. It was 
somewhere, someone posted to this group like 2 or 3 years ago.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> I am wondering if anyone has successfully mounted an internal SCSI
> hard drive inside the RS7K? I think there is enough room. That 
would
> eliminate the extra outboard SCSI device to lug around.
> 
> It would need to have a solid mount bracket, SCSI connection and 
power
> of +5 and +12 volt DC. Perhaps the RS7K power supply has the spare
> capacity - about 1 amp at each voltage? 
> 
> The only other concern would be the heat generated by the drive - 
the
> RS7K has no internal cooling fan.
> 
> -Mike
> 
> 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscilloscope
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> >
> > as much as i would love the rs7k to be compact, the more samples 
and
> programming i add to 
> > it, the longer it takes to save and load to my smartmedia. once
> there are 10 or 20 songs in 
> > memory i can only imagine how long the loading will take. someone
> on here said 7 minutes, 
> > which seems like an eternity onstage. true, i can turn on the 
rs7k
> first and do the rest of my 
> > setup around it. but still...makes me nervous. if anything
> happens, like it gets unplugged or 
> > something...that's 7 minutes of waiting for the set to reload.
> > 
> > so my question is this: anyone here use outboard SCSI gear with 
it?
> if so, can you compare 
> > load times to the smartmedia? i'm wondering if it's any faster 
and
> thus worth dragging the 
> > extra piece live.
> >
>

| 17136|17113|2008-10-09 16:24:34|Peter|Re: Re : [RS7000] i love my yamaha rs 7000|
I love my RS7000 also, best piece of kit I have ever owned - beats 
everything else hands down...

No more temperamental Cubase VST, erratic S3000XL or uncommunicative 
Korg M1, everything in one box.

I edit my samples in Soundforge and input data with a small 25-note 
MIDI Kb.

THANK YOU YAMAHA !!!
| 17137|17137|2008-10-09 17:05:44|zamisers7k|Quick Tip: Sample Recording|
This should be obvious, but it catches me off gaurd all the time...

I think its key C2 (?) the sampler always defaults to if you don't 
select a key. Remember to either never use it first off, or as soon as 
you get the sample down well then you move it off that sucker to 
another key, because as sure as hell you'll record over it eventually.

I can't count the times I've wasted and lost an awesome sample because 
of that..

I know, kind of a dumb tip, but hey it WILL happen! I can't count the 
times I've wasted and lost an awesome sample, so this is prob more of a 
self reminder tip ;)

Plus, I needed to make sure I can still get through to here from my 
work connection, almost lost some net privilages yesturday grrr but I'm 
supposed to be fully back and good today and hopfully it will stay that 
way.

Zam
| 17138|17138|2008-10-11 10:44:55|Fr SA|My list of Yahoo Groups :)|
Hi everyone, 

Hope this is ok to post here... You can see a list of my groups on Grouply at
the link below. Maybe you'll find some you want to join. 

Fr 

Here's the link:
http://www.grouply.com/register.php?tmg=1095199&vt=9390242 

====================
This message was posted by a fellow group member who uses Grouply instead of
email to access this group. Grouply blocks additional invitations from being
sent to this group by anyone for 30 days. Group owners can permanently block
future invitations. For more on how Grouply maintains privacy and protects you,
see http://blog.grouply.com/protect/ . 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17139|17122|2008-10-11 12:49:34|rukula_04|Re: RS7k Dust Cover for Studio|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:

>
> digitaldeckcovers.com
> 
> this place can custom-make dust covers for just about any piece of

gear. they had actually 

> posted that they make one for the RS7K on rs7000.org awhile back.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> > 
> > anyone is having a idea for a dust cover. No hardcase, just for
> > studio. Thx, micha
> >
>

First a great thanks for your advice.

@zam: Yeah, I do it the same way and I thought there´s maybe a ready
made solution, f.e. I bought a dust cover from M-audio for my micron

@chthonic: Thank you either - digitaldeckcovers are really great. I
sit here in berlin, germany, that will make no sense if I calculate
with the taxes. I think I have to find a grandma or make it on my own.

Have a nice time and keep in contact - I enjoy this forum, Micha.
| 17140|17140|2008-10-12 20:53:14|nickrs7000|Sample Memory|
Hello, I joined the group about a month ago and have been learning,
but this is my first post. I got my RS7000 about 3 months ago and have
been continually delving into it's capabilities, and most of my
questions I've found answers to (mostly here and on the RS7000 message
board, or by just figuring it out with the manual).

This has got me stumped. Like another newbie about a month ago, I am
mostly using this as backing tracks live with some occasional tweaking
here and there. The way I originally had each song was on one style
with one song per track (not what you'd call complicated songs). Well
I decided I wanted to copy these tracks all to different styles on
track A, so I could save the BPM, etc. and not have to fool with that
between songs. My problem is that I keep getting that the WAV memory
is full. I'm not adding anything- just copying tracks to a different
style and then deleting the track from the first style. But around the
6th song, which is just one track, it either tells me the WAV memory
is full or when I play it the sound is severely degraded. I tried
optimizing the WAV memory but that always made a couple of the songs
degrade in sound as well. I tried saving and turning off the RS7000
and reloading it (I'm saving this as an ALL file, since I'm working on
different styles now) to see if there were some things left over from
the track copying, but it didn't help. Lastly, I looked at how much
sampling time I have left and it says I have 123 seconds remaining! 

I'm really pulling my hair out here, so I thought I'd come here since
there are some very knowledgeable people. Oh, also wanted to mention
that these songs are kind of long samples, since instead of recreating
the wheel, I sampled in drum loops from the HR-16 I was using and
added some synth sequences sampled on top of that that I had my MMT-8
controlling before. But it does say I should have plenty of sampling
time left... I did upgrade the RAM to 64 mb, also. I just want to be
able to load my set all at once since this file is taking like 5
minutes to load already...

Any help will be appreciated! I do love the RS7000 and have no plans
of switching to anything else. It has everything i want and I'm
starting to realize the thought processes that went into creating it-
it's like learning a new language! Thank you!

Nick

PS. hopefully I will learn enough soon to be able to contribute back!
| 17141|17122|2008-10-12 20:53:21|nickrs7000|Re: RS7k Dust Cover for Studio|
I may be new, but this I can answer. I am a stickler for covering
equipment and what I do is buy $1 painting drop clothes from the
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dollar store and cut them to size. I put them over my synths, mixer,
RS7000, recording gear, etc. and I think I have about $4 invested.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> >
> > digitaldeckcovers.com
> > 
> > this place can custom-make dust covers for just about any piece of
> gear. they had actually 
> > posted that they make one for the RS7K on rs7000.org awhile back.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello,
> > > 
> > > anyone is having a idea for a dust cover. No hardcase, just for
> > > studio. Thx, micha
> > >
> >
> First a great thanks for your advice.
> 
> @zam: Yeah, I do it the same way and I thought there´s maybe a ready
> made solution, f.e. I bought a dust cover from M-audio for my micron
> 
> @chthonic: Thank you either - digitaldeckcovers are really great. I
> sit here in berlin, germany, that will make no sense if I calculate
> with the taxes. I think I have to find a grandma or make it on my own.
> 
> Have a nice time and keep in contact - I enjoy this forum, Micha.
>

| 17142|17142|2008-10-12 20:53:33|nickrs7000|Let me introduce myself|
Sorry, I just made 2 first posts and didn't really introduce myself.
My name is Nick and I currently play in a two piece with my wife. I
guess it's what you'd call experimental... You can check us out at
www.myspace.com/feygods if you'd like. As you can see, it's probably
not the kind of music the RS7000 was designed for, but I love it and
it's endless capabilities. I am almost always playing guitar or synth
and singing half the time, so it's perfect for creating my own beats
and I love the sampling capabilities- why not sequence the synth you
wrote the song on instead of trying to recreate it, is my take on it.

But I've just been getting into synths and drum machines in the last
couple years. Before that I was in a very different 3 piece
guitar/bass/drums combo and this is all new frontiers for me and it's
all been very exciting. My last band was www.myspace.com/graveblankets
and after 5 drummers in 2 years, we decided to go the electronic drum
route, which really brought us to where we are today and brought me to
the RS7000. Most people I know are biased against drum machines, but
let me tell you I find it liberating. If there's anything else you
want to know, just ask. 

Good to be a part of your group and I've already learned a lot!
| 17143|17140|2008-10-12 21:46:57|zamisers7k|Re: Sample Memory|
Hello and Welcome to Group!

The optimazation function of the RS is explained on pg 259 in the 
manual if you've not read it yet. From what I understand it is much 
like performing a hard drive defrag. However, the RS when not 
optimise will use the smaller chunks and is not able to skip over to 
the next chunk during sampling. So optimization can help consoldate 
the little free chunks into a larger chunk so all the free memory 
shown can be used in one sample if needed. I'm not sure why it would 
be down sampling the frequency if its doing so that seems wierd. 
Only thing I can think of is to make sure your memory is to spec. If 
you've got unspeced memory it can cause some freaky things to happen 
on your RS. If you need help making sure your memory is proper write 
back and let us know, we'll deal with that as a seperate topic.

The other thing you can try is an extract in the sample jobs to also 
help free up some more memory before you perform an optimize.

It does sound like your using the RS to do some heavy sampling, and 
I've never advoctated using the RS in this manor. Its memory is 
fairly limited in this respect, but I know folks can and have done 
it, but I think it takes some heavy sample management which could be 
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tedious. Too tedius for me to really get deeply into doing a lot of 
sampling on my RS. I personally use samples sparingly on the RS, but 
I also don't want my lack of knowledge in this department on the RS 
to hold anyone else up from using it in a difrent way than I.

Instead, I usually advocate trying to rebuild your beats using the 
RS's internal sounds since it has a lot and once you get into it you 
might find it actually more freeing and inducive to be more creative 
on it. It can also you save a lot of memory, memory you can use to 
sample in things the RS's sounds can't cover like backing vocals and 
more acoustical instruments and complex analogish synthy sounds that 
the RS might have trouble recreating. The RS can't do vocals 
obviously, but if you learn how to edit sounds well, you can also get 
it to emulate analog and VA synths sounds pretty closely.

I think the biggest trick to learn off the start is its step 
sequencer, get over that hump and you'll be able to program in most 
any common and simpler drum beats. Having your drum parts on 
seperate tracks will be a big help in composing more original and new 
beats too.

However, I also know that its not always possible, some folks need to 
do some heavy sampling. In those cases, I may not always recomend 
the RS to be your goto machine, and gag, soft seq and soft samplers 
may be a far better choice to go with over the RSs. I hope this 
won't be the case for you, but its something you may want to consider 
if doing a lot of sampling.

I'll stop for now, if anything I wasn't clear on or you need more 
details on I'll wait for you to absorb all this post first before I 
go any more in depth. Also, anyone else who may use the RS in a 
similar fashion as you may want to speak up and have better ideas for 
ya.

Glad your with us, and glad to help with what I can tho., just ask if 
you get stuck, we'll all try our best to help you out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> Hello, I joined the group about a month ago and have been learning,
> but this is my first post. I got my RS7000 about 3 months ago and 
have
> been continually delving into it's capabilities, and most of my
> questions I've found answers to (mostly here and on the RS7000 
message
> board, or by just figuring it out with the manual).
> 
> This has got me stumped. Like another newbie about a month ago, I am
> mostly using this as backing tracks live with some occasional 
tweaking
> here and there. The way I originally had each song was on one style
> with one song per track (not what you'd call complicated songs). 
Well
> I decided I wanted to copy these tracks all to different styles on
> track A, so I could save the BPM, etc. and not have to fool with 
that
> between songs. My problem is that I keep getting that the WAV memory
> is full. I'm not adding anything- just copying tracks to a different
> style and then deleting the track from the first style. But around 
the
> 6th song, which is just one track, it either tells me the WAV memory
> is full or when I play it the sound is severely degraded. I tried
> optimizing the WAV memory but that always made a couple of the songs
> degrade in sound as well. I tried saving and turning off the RS7000
> and reloading it (I'm saving this as an ALL file, since I'm working 
on
> different styles now) to see if there were some things left over 
from
> the track copying, but it didn't help. Lastly, I looked at how much
> sampling time I have left and it says I have 123 seconds remaining! 
> 
> I'm really pulling my hair out here, so I thought I'd come here 
since
> there are some very knowledgeable people. Oh, also wanted to mention
> that these songs are kind of long samples, since instead of 
recreating
> the wheel, I sampled in drum loops from the HR-16 I was using and
> added some synth sequences sampled on top of that that I had my MMT-
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> controlling before. But it does say I should have plenty of sampling
> time left... I did upgrade the RAM to 64 mb, also. I just want to be
> able to load my set all at once since this file is taking like 5
> minutes to load already...
> 
> Any help will be appreciated! I do love the RS7000 and have no plans
> of switching to anything else. It has everything i want and I'm
> starting to realize the thought processes that went into creating 
it-
> it's like learning a new language! Thank you!
> 
> Nick
> 
> PS. hopefully I will learn enough soon to be able to contribute 
back!
>

| 17144|17106|2008-10-12 22:16:20|Bike|Re: check out my pics!!!!|
nice setup, the RS looking good there. in fact, the huge and steady
looks of the unit always fit next to a turntable.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Alex Boswell wrote:
>
> tell me what you think!
>  
>
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_bd1c91a2f2a44ed0be9888afc783a3e4.jpg
>  
>
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_da6cc0095fe87dec1dd185a8d620ec9f.jpg
>  
>
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_bdac9226335a3b3444be9e6398504bab.jpg
>  
>
http://i135.photobucket.com/albums/q121/hicstudios/l_9b372966c65491beb7f3ed36bf61b5-1.jpg
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17145|17106|2008-10-12 22:49:01|Nick Fletcher|Re: check out my pics!!!!|
The poor old MK...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17146|17146|2008-10-13 07:59:36|Michael Kirk|RS7K tone generator fully XG-format compatible?|
Hi,

I see that the RS7K uses an AWM2 tone generator, but is it considered
to be fully XG-format compatible or just General MIDI (GM)?

If a Yamaha synth uses AWM2, does this mean it is an XG synth?

Thanks,

Mike
| 17147|17140|2008-10-13 09:41:31|pegaso1423|Re: Sample Memory|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
My problem is that I keep getting that the WAV memory
> is full. I'm not adding anything- just copying tracks to a different
> style and then deleting the track from the first style. But around the
> 6th song, which is just one track, it either tells me the WAV memory
> is full or when I play it the sound is severely degraded.

Hi,
When you copy or slice samples etc, The RS needs the free space
required, then it deletes the original. I think you must be trying to
copy a track/sample that has over 123sec of samples, maybe a sample
kit with alot of long loops?

If you want to fill the full 64mb without this error, save each style
as a pattern, then from blank, load the pattens into the required
style locations.

I know we all work differently but it seems a waste to be just using 1
track and 1 section per style, I really recommend putting instruments
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on separate tracks at least, and I think the 5 secene memories save tempo?

Sampling drum hits then sequencing them on the RS will use alot less
sample memory than loops if you need to save some space.

I'm not sure about the bad quality, maybe a memory problem.. 

Hope this helps,
Cheers.

| 17148|17146|2008-10-13 09:55:21|pegaso1423|Re: RS7K tone generator fully XG-format compatible?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 
> I see that the RS7K uses an AWM2 tone generator, but is it considered
> to be fully XG-format compatible or just General MIDI (GM)?
> 
> If a Yamaha synth uses AWM2, does this mean it is an XG synth?
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Mike
>

Hi, It's got a bank of general midi sounds so GM? Xg sounds are
'improved' versions.. It should respond to all the extra XG cc's though? 
Cheers.
| 17149|17140|2008-10-13 09:59:55|pegaso1423|Re: Sample Memory|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

> When you copy or slice samples etc, The RS needs the free space
> required, then it deletes the original. 

Edit: The Rs only deletes the original if you used the move job, copy
will leave the original...
| 17150|17146|2008-10-13 10:39:49|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K tone generator fully XG-format compatible?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I see that the RS7K uses an AWM2 tone generator, but is it 

considered

> > to be fully XG-format compatible or just General MIDI (GM)?
> > 
> > If a Yamaha synth uses AWM2, does this mean it is an XG synth?
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > 
> > Mike
> >
> 
> Hi, It's got a bank of general midi sounds so GM? Xg sounds are
> 'improved' versions.. It should respond to all the extra XG cc's 

though? 

> Cheers.
>

I'm in agreement with pegaso, and I'm not 100% sure either. The RS 
don't have the XG sound set, which is only a little better sounding 
then GM sound set. Its a bit of mystery what exactly makes a piece 
of gear XG compatable or not. Like pegaso says, I think the RS will 
respond to many, maybe not all of the parms used in XG, but also XG 
seems to use a standard in types of sounds located in certain banks, 
which I think is similar to the GM sound set arangement, but again 
I'm not 100% sure they are all the same. So, if your looking for 
lets say horns or bass or maybe even a drum kit, your best bet for 
getting similar sounding song with minimal switching of sound banks 
would probably be to use the GM sound set on the RS for a song that 
what built to use XG sounds. Otherwise, most the banks don't follow 
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any kind of standard of what kind of voices are in what bank and 
where, means you could get a guitar sound for something that should 
be more a more pianoish sound. So, with some fiddling and removing 
the Program Change event at the begining of the track and changing 
around some of voices, you can probably pull better sounds out the RS 
then something thats set to you XG specifically.

I am guessing though from my experience with XG isn't that extensive, 
I just know gear that I've used with it, I'd rather switch it over to 
the AWM2 performance voice sound banks as they usually sound better 
than the XG sounds anyway. Gear I've used with it has been CS1X, 
CS2X, and I think the AN1X too but not totally sure its on that too.

I say give it a shot, but if it don't do or sound exactly like you 
are wanting, don't let that hold you up from getting some other 
awesomer sounds out of your RS.

Zam
| 17151|17146|2008-10-13 11:53:28|pegaso1423|Re: RS7K tone generator fully XG-format compatible?|
Yamaha mu15 or qy80 would be a cheap way to add xg to the RS if thats
what you really want.
Cheers.
| 17152|17140|2008-10-14 12:28:01|nickrs7000|Re: Sample Memory|
Thanks Pegaso and Zam for the replies! As suggested, I think what I 
am going to do is just start from scratch with all my drum beats 
using the internal sounds. My whole purpose for wanting them on 
different styles was to have other patterns I could switch to within 
songs or maybe add different patterns with other samples to go to 
something completely different at the end of a song while my wife 
(who's in my band) changes her patch on the Micromoog. But if I'm 
just stuffing it full of drum loop samples, I'm not going to have 
room for that anyway, so what I'm hearing is I am working against 
the machine instead of with it. After reading Zam's reply (and I see 
Pegaso suggested this approach) I decided to try a different route 
of sampling individual hits from my HR-16 to try to recreate it 
totally, but that hasn't worked very well for me because of the 
decay being the same no matter how fast you want to hit it (like a 
fast hit with a longer sample just kind of ends abruptly). So, I 
just need to put the work in. It's different coming from something 
like the HR-16 where the sounds come out sounding processed, to the 
RS7000 which is much more flexible but you're adding the effects to 
such a dry sound. I have been trying to only use the internal drum 
sounds for new songs, but I figured I had gotten the sound I wanted 
with the old songs, so I was just being lazy by sampling whole 
loops. But I also thought after upgrading the memory that it would 
be able to hold a lot more than it can. But that's ok, I'll just use 
it how's it's intended and I'm sure we'll get along better.

As for the suggestion of saving a style as a pattern and loading 
them in one by one, I guess I didn't know this is possible. I 
thought when you loaded a new pattern it erased whatever you 
previously had loaded. But, I had been saving everything on style A, 
so that must be the reason. That's good to know! But I'm guessing 
that if you do a Save All, you can't pick out individual patterns 
later on and organize them differently? I have been wondering about 
organization and was wondering if people most often will use this 
method of saving each song (not meaning a "song" in the RS7000 
language) as an individual style and then loading them individually 
so you can call up any styles you would want in your set on a 
particular night? I guess it would take more loading time at the 
onset, since if you saved as them as files to autoload when you 
turned it on you couldn't really pick and choose which style you 
wanted to load.

But yeah, definitely learning a lot. And I think it's time to start 
back at square one, but at least I'm more informed so I can avoid 
these mistakes in the future. Thanks again! Your suggestions are 
very much appreciated.

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> My problem is that I keep getting that the WAV memory
> > is full. I'm not adding anything- just copying tracks to a 
different
> > style and then deleting the track from the first style. But 
around the
> > 6th song, which is just one track, it either tells me the WAV 
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memory
> > is full or when I play it the sound is severely degraded.
> 
> Hi,
> When you copy or slice samples etc, The RS needs the free space
> required, then it deletes the original. I think you must be 
trying to
> copy a track/sample that has over 123sec of samples, maybe a sample
> kit with alot of long loops?
> 
> If you want to fill the full 64mb without this error, save each 
style
> as a pattern, then from blank, load the pattens into the required
> style locations.
> 
> I know we all work differently but it seems a waste to be just 
using 1
> track and 1 section per style, I really recommend putting 
instruments
> on separate tracks at least, and I think the 5 secene memories 
save tempo?
> 
> Sampling drum hits then sequencing them on the RS will use alot 
less
> sample memory than loops if you need to save some space.
> 
> I'm not sure about the bad quality, maybe a memory problem.. 
> 
> Hope this helps,
> Cheers.
>

| 17153|17140|2008-10-14 17:41:27|pegaso1423|Re: Sample Memory|
Hi Nick,
Yeah if you do a save all file you can't pick styles individually,
save the styles as patterns like I mentioned and you can load the
required patterns to different styles in the order you want then save
it as an all file. I ment it as a way of preventing your memory
problems. I generally just save patterns as most are works in progress
and it takes too long to load an all file when I only want to work on
1 pattern, I then load these patterns into an all file as required,
but there is no right or wrong way to do things on the RS. I don't use
autoload.

Not sure about your decision to give up on sampling and use internal
sounds only, seems like a huge jump from one extreme to the other? 

I recommend you spend a bit more time with sampled drum hits before
resorting only to the internal sounds.. Hr-16 max volume, RS input
gain as loud as you can without any clipping. Trim the hits and make
sure you do the maximise job (99%) then play around with the amp adsr
envelope (and note length) to get the decay right. you can also use
the fade out sample job for decay, a good option if your getting poor
decays or clicks with a fast decay time. 

You can process your hit as desired with the internal
compressor/eq/adsr envelope/filter/fx etc then resample the hit. Load
all finished/resampled hits to a custom kit..Ofcourse you can resample
internal sounds too. And a few loops are ok, but like you found you
will run into memory problems alot sooner if you only use loops and
want to load a whole set at once.

Instead of reprograming your hr-16 beats again from scratch, sample
and resample it as mentioned, then load them into a custom kit, on the
same notes as the hr-16 uses. Plug the Hr-16 to the RS's midi in and
record the original sequence, should be able to get near identical
results to using loops with a bit of effort and LOADS less memory.
This will also allow much easier editing to fill those sections up.
Slice is good to get some variation in any sample loops you keep..

The best thing about the RS is there are so many ways of doing things
and none are right or wrong, you just have to decide the best way for
you. ie you might want the hits on separate tracks so you can edit the
sounds easily later or in real time etc, (atleast the kick deserves
its own track anyway?) You can use the divide drum track job to
seperate your recorded hr-16 midi sequence to individual tracks, all
using the same kit. No prize for guessing what the combine tracks job
does!

Any problems recording the hr16 patterns by midi, ask and I'll run you
through it.



Cheers.
| 17154|17140|2008-10-14 18:09:39|zamisers7k|Re: Sample Memory|
Hey Nick,

I think you'll get it down if you keep trying. It might take a while 
and work difrently than expected, but if you spend the time at it, it 
will reward you.

As for extending a sample hit... this may be tricky, but it might be 
possible if you have that hit on its own track as its own instrument, 
sample the longer version of the hit, then perhaps adjust its length 
via the ADSR envelope. Just an idea to try, may work better for 
certain drum sounds than others. Also, sometimes adding some reverb 
can help make stuff like snare hits extend out a little longer, gota 
have reverb on the snares, and sometimes the crashes too and some 
other things.

If you do a Save All in pattern mode, it only saves that 
pattern/style your working on. You can organize pattern/styles in 
any order you want, just load them into that pattern/style. It don't 
actually Save All pattern styles as far as I'm aware, I could be 
wrong about that tho. I usually only work on one pattern/style at a 
time myself. I'm not very knowledgable about using multiple ones, 
but I think if I were to do it, I'd probably treat each one as a 
seperate and totally dif song to be made with it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> Thanks Pegaso and Zam for the replies! As suggested, I think what I 
> am going to do is just start from scratch with all my drum beats 
> using the internal sounds. My whole purpose for wanting them on 
> different styles was to have other patterns I could switch to 
within 
> songs or maybe add different patterns with other samples to go to 
> something completely different at the end of a song while my wife 
> (who's in my band) changes her patch on the Micromoog. But if I'm 
> just stuffing it full of drum loop samples, I'm not going to have 
> room for that anyway, so what I'm hearing is I am working against 
> the machine instead of with it. After reading Zam's reply (and I 
see 
> Pegaso suggested this approach) I decided to try a different route 
> of sampling individual hits from my HR-16 to try to recreate it 
> totally, but that hasn't worked very well for me because of the 
> decay being the same no matter how fast you want to hit it (like a 
> fast hit with a longer sample just kind of ends abruptly). So, I 
> just need to put the work in. It's different coming from something 
> like the HR-16 where the sounds come out sounding processed, to the 
> RS7000 which is much more flexible but you're adding the effects to 
> such a dry sound. I have been trying to only use the internal drum 
> sounds for new songs, but I figured I had gotten the sound I wanted 
> with the old songs, so I was just being lazy by sampling whole 
> loops. But I also thought after upgrading the memory that it would 
> be able to hold a lot more than it can. But that's ok, I'll just 
use 
> it how's it's intended and I'm sure we'll get along better.
> 
> As for the suggestion of saving a style as a pattern and loading 
> them in one by one, I guess I didn't know this is possible. I 
> thought when you loaded a new pattern it erased whatever you 
> previously had loaded. But, I had been saving everything on style 
A, 
> so that must be the reason. That's good to know! But I'm guessing 
> that if you do a Save All, you can't pick out individual patterns 
> later on and organize them differently? I have been wondering about 
> organization and was wondering if people most often will use this 
> method of saving each song (not meaning a "song" in the RS7000 
> language) as an individual style and then loading them individually 
> so you can call up any styles you would want in your set on a 
> particular night? I guess it would take more loading time at the 
> onset, since if you saved as them as files to autoload when you 
> turned it on you couldn't really pick and choose which style you 
> wanted to load.
> 
> But yeah, definitely learning a lot. And I think it's time to start 
> back at square one, but at least I'm more informed so I can avoid 
> these mistakes in the future. Thanks again! Your suggestions are 
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> very much appreciated.
> 
> Nick

| 17155|17140|2008-10-14 18:23:29|zamisers7k|Re: Sample Memory|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

Pegaso rocks! If my advice don't cut it, listen to this dude.

Zam

| 17156|17140|2008-10-15 07:24:02|nickrs7000|Re: Sample Memory|
You both rock! Seriously. I just printed out your responses so I can 
try all of these suggestions. And that's a great idea to have the HR-
16 play the loop for me! 

I just have one more question before I delve into all this. As for a 
making a custom kit- that's what I was trying to do when I sampled the 
HR-16 hits. It seems how the RS7000 is set up, everything is saved 
within the patterns (samples etc) so if I made a full custom kit, 
would I have to use all of the drums in the pattern in order for it to 
save, or is it saved regardless? And if I wanted to use the same 
custom kit on a different pattern, would I need to load the original 
pattern I saved the kit on? Or is there a way to just save the kit... 
I don't see how you could just save the kit , but maybe I'm missing 
something and I thought I would ask in case I wouldn't have to load 
that pattern the next time I wanted to use that kit.

But seriously guys, your responses have given me a whole lot to play 
around with! This machine just keeps getting better and better in my 
mind. I'm definitely not giving up on sampling the HR-16 now. I know 
I've seen drum CDs for the RS7000, so I figured there were things I 
just hadn't discovered yet. I will try all these techniques. I already 
could see why so many people love this machine, but man I've only 
scratched the surface!

Nick

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> 
> 
> Pegaso rocks! If my advice don't cut it, listen to this dude.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17157|17157|2008-10-15 12:06:44|Michael Kirk|RS7000 sampler - use as vocoder function?|
Hi,

Is it possible to use the sampler on the RS-7000 as a vocoder function?

Sample input from microphone and use it to modulate a synth sound.

Please direct me to the manual or a web site that is relevant.

Regards,
-Mike
| 17158|17157|2008-10-15 12:38:36|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 sampler - use as vocoder function?|
Sorry, the answer to this is no, its one of the few things the RS can 
not do is vocode, or modulate one waveform via another waveform. I 
keep a couple other synths around for this when needed, which isn't 
too often but when ya need it then ya need it.

As always, there is however somewhat of a workaround I found to do on 
the RS that sounds similar to vocoding. What I'll do is use a 
microphone on the input, then switch the master effect over to 
control delay and sweep the master effects knobs, sometimes you'll 
get some pretty robotic voice sounds out of it, while then sampling 
it to a pitched voiced. Then turn master effect off or to multi comp 
and then now can go back and play the robotic vocal you made as an 
instrument.

There might be some other ways too, but I like using the ctrl delay 
master effect probably more than actually vocoding.

Good luck & Happy RSing!
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> Is it possible to use the sampler on the RS-7000 as a vocoder 
function?
> 
> Sample input from microphone and use it to modulate a synth sound.
> 
> Please direct me to the manual or a web site that is relevant.
> 
> Regards,
> -Mike
>

| 17159|17140|2008-10-15 12:52:43|zamisers7k|Re: Sample Memory|
The samples are saved regardless if you use them or not. Also, I 
beleive they always default to be local samples, there is a way to 
make them common however, but I'm not sure how thats done at the 
moment, I think it may have something to do with which bank you 
sample to, thinking higher up ones are global, but have to check on 
how to do that...

OK, before you sample on a track press mixer once to get into voice 
select, then use F1 rotate to SmpCmn, then do your sampling on there 
to be able to use it globally.

Hope thats right, I've never actually used it to be honest so good 
luck, can probably copy a local to a comon bank somehow too but not 
sure how at the moment. If you figure it out let us know. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> You both rock! Seriously. I just printed out your responses so I 
can 
> try all of these suggestions. And that's a great idea to have the 
HR-
> 16 play the loop for me! 
> 
> I just have one more question before I delve into all this. As for 
a 
> making a custom kit- that's what I was trying to do when I sampled 
the 
> HR-16 hits. It seems how the RS7000 is set up, everything is saved 
> within the patterns (samples etc) so if I made a full custom kit, 
> would I have to use all of the drums in the pattern in order for it 
to 
> save, or is it saved regardless? And if I wanted to use the same 
> custom kit on a different pattern, would I need to load the 
original 
> pattern I saved the kit on? Or is there a way to just save the 
kit... 
> I don't see how you could just save the kit , but maybe I'm missing 
> something and I thought I would ask in case I wouldn't have to load 
> that pattern the next time I wanted to use that kit.
> 
> But seriously guys, your responses have given me a whole lot to 
play 
> around with! This machine just keeps getting better and better in 
my 
> mind. I'm definitely not giving up on sampling the HR-16 now. I 
know 
> I've seen drum CDs for the RS7000, so I figured there were things I 
> just hadn't discovered yet. I will try all these techniques. I 
already 
> could see why so many people love this machine, but man I've only 
> scratched the surface!
> 
> Nick
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> > 
> > 
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> > Pegaso rocks! If my advice don't cut it, listen to this dude.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 17160|17157|2008-10-15 13:10:16|Michael Kirk|Re: RS7000 sampler - use as vocoder function?|
Good idea! I will give this a try.

Thanks,

Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sorry, the answer to this is no, its one of the few things the RS can 
> not do is vocode, or modulate one waveform via another waveform. I 
> keep a couple other synths around for this when needed, which isn't 
> too often but when ya need it then ya need it.
> 
> As always, there is however somewhat of a workaround I found to do on 
> the RS that sounds similar to vocoding. What I'll do is use a 
> microphone on the input, then switch the master effect over to 
> control delay and sweep the master effects knobs, sometimes you'll 
> get some pretty robotic voice sounds out of it, while then sampling 
> it to a pitched voiced. Then turn master effect off or to multi comp 
> and then now can go back and play the robotic vocal you made as an 
> instrument.
> 
> There might be some other ways too, but I like using the ctrl delay 
> master effect probably more than actually vocoding.
> 
> Good luck & Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > Is it possible to use the sampler on the RS-7000 as a vocoder 
> function?
> > 
> > Sample input from microphone and use it to modulate a synth sound.
> > 
> > Please direct me to the manual or a web site that is relevant.
> > 
> > Regards,
> > -Mike
> >
>

| 17161|17161|2008-10-15 22:15:46|zamisers7k|ClaviNova Haunted House Midis|
Hi Folks,

I added some Midi files in the file section here under ClaviNova 
Haunted House Midis. There should be 4 of them.

Not sure how they'll sound on the RS yet, but figured I'd put them on 
here to help get into the Holloween spirit. OooooOOOOoooooOOOOh!

If you try them and they suck, let me know and I'll take them down.

Zam
| 17162|17146|2008-10-17 01:41:22|Bike|Re: RS7K tone generator fully XG-format compatible?|
to confirm the other posts, the RS7k is not fully XG-format. If it's
an AWM2 synth, it's not necessarily an XG synth.
Synth with XG sound format are usually bearing an XG logo on it such
as in my MU100, QY70 and S900. But synth like the TG500 which is also
an AWM2 synth and believed as the XG predessor didn't conform to the
versatile XG parameters and sound lay out.
Even newer, but I prefer the MU100/QY70 filter, specially when
responding to some real time tweak, which sounds punchier/edgier,
while the S900 sounds polite and in the weaker side. So, even XG
synths sounds different from one another. But the S-900 is a great
resource for acoustic material which is lacking in the RS7K which
already has great filters and synth sounds.
The RS engine is way more superior than XG (a lot more filter types,
fx, etc). But, with a little work/adjustment the sequences made by
RS7k, saved as smf would play on an XG module. I should say that the
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Osc structure are very alike with the other XG module that are very
midi friendly. and Midi is one of the RS7k strength.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I see that the RS7K uses an AWM2 tone generator, but is it considered
> to be fully XG-format compatible or just General MIDI (GM)?
> 
> If a Yamaha synth uses AWM2, does this mean it is an XG synth?

| 17163|17146|2008-10-17 14:29:55|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K tone generator fully XG-format compatible?|
Don't hate me if I"m wrong about this next bit of info, way more info 
than anyone probably ever cared to know about XG here, but I wanted 
to also throw this bit more out there too about gear with XG.

I'm also thinking, the XG on these synths and seqs is an alternative 
to GM on tracks that cant use performance type/AWM2 TG engine on them.

What I mean by this, at least some of these synth, I forgot I have a 
QY70 with XG too, but it goes the same for the CS2x & 1x...

At least on the QY70 sequencer it has 4 performance tracks plus 
acompanyment patterns witch can also use AWM2 too but the rest of the 
tracks 5-16 are GM or XG, except maybe 10 which may have some extra 
drums(?). Similar deal with Yamaha performance synths I believe 
except they only play one track with AWM2 TG performance. However, 
you can still send sequences to other tracks on them which can be GM 
or XG, but not AWM2.

This I believe is true for at least the performance synths with XG 
which their main focus is on making one instrument sound really well, 
the rest are XG on other tracks which is a bonus. Many synths will 
only play the one performance sound well and can't recieve mesages to 
inact tones on a full set of 16 midi tracks. Now, on perhaps some of 
the Yamaha workstations they may have both XG & performance AWM2 
across all tracks, which is kind of unessary, and I'm not sure if 
this true or not, but I do suspect at least some workstations do, the 
RS7k don't, at least not XG sounds but AWM2/perforance sounds, yes 
can be used across all 16 tracks. But also, as mentioned already, 
and I assume the RS7k will still accept many XG parms that can be 
sent from other gear that is fully XG compatable.

Don't get AWM2 confused with a synth's engine as whole, AWM2 is just 
the TG (Tone Generator), the engine can be difrent for every synth, 
and don't get XG confused with just a type of sound or engine or 
parameters either, XG is a standard like GM. It includes the 
arrangement of sounds in a specific order, the generic type sounds or 
tones or Rom samps or whatever you want to call it, types of messages 
or parameters that can be used which the XG translates through midi a 
protocal. 

Whew! I'm sure I've made some errors in there or if I covered 
everything or forgot something, your all welcome to correct me on it, 
because that is what I'm thinking, if I'm thinking wrong then its 
good to know so I'll learn what is or isn't right and not keep 
spreading the wrongness to other synthheads.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Bike" wrote:
>
> to confirm the other posts, the RS7k is not fully XG-format. If it's
> an AWM2 synth, it's not necessarily an XG synth.
> Synth with XG sound format are usually bearing an XG logo on it such
> as in my MU100, QY70 and S900. But synth like the TG500 which is 
also
> an AWM2 synth and believed as the XG predessor didn't conform to the
> versatile XG parameters and sound lay out.
> Even newer, but I prefer the MU100/QY70 filter, specially when
> responding to some real time tweak, which sounds punchier/edgier,
> while the S900 sounds polite and in the weaker side. So, even XG
> synths sounds different from one another. But the S-900 is a great
> resource for acoustic material which is lacking in the RS7K which
> already has great filters and synth sounds.
> The RS engine is way more superior than XG (a lot more filter types,
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> fx, etc). But, with a little work/adjustment the sequences made by
> RS7k, saved as smf would play on an XG module. I should say that the
> Osc structure are very alike with the other XG module that are very
> midi friendly. and Midi is one of the RS7k strength.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I see that the RS7K uses an AWM2 tone generator, but is it 
considered
> > to be fully XG-format compatible or just General MIDI (GM)?
> > 
> > If a Yamaha synth uses AWM2, does this mean it is an XG synth?
>

| 17164|17029|2008-10-18 09:04:07|fsev@gmx.at|Custom Case for RS7K|
I´d like to get a Custom Case for my RS from my Music Store
(for moving the RS around and live shows).

How should an ideal RS7000 Case look like ?
Any suggestions for extras ?

thanks
fsev
-- 
Ist Ihr Browser Vista-kompatibel? Jetzt die neuesten 
Browser-Versionen downloaden: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser
| 17165|17029|2008-10-18 09:36:15|Steve Roitstein|Re: Custom Case for RS7K|
I used my friend Joe Cellini - he's local here in South Florida but 
he can work with anyone...

http://www.cellinisupercase.com/

He made two R700 cases for us. His work is top notch and his client 
list is impressive.

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com
305-332-1338 (mobile)

On Oct 18, 2008, at 11:04 AM, fsev@gmx.at wrote:

> I´d like to get a Custom Case for my RS from my Music Store
> (for moving the RS around and live shows).
>
> How should an ideal RS7000 Case look like ?
> Any suggestions for extras ?
>
> thanks
> fsev
> -- 
> Ist Ihr Browser Vista-kompatibel? Jetzt die neuesten
> Browser-Versionen downloaden: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17166|17029|2008-10-18 09:38:44|Steve Roitstein|PALO!|
Hey!

The Rs7000 made my band PALO! a possibility.

Please check out our new website, music, gallery, etc.

Join the email list if you want too...

www.gopalo.com

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
PALO! - Afro-Cuban Jazz/Funk Band
steve@gopalo.com
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www.gopalo.com
www.myspace.com/gopalo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17167|17029|2008-10-20 17:35:39|zamisers7k|Re: PALO!|
Is that you behind the keys and the two RS's?

I don't have sound at the moment but I'll check the tunes out asap. 
2 RSs always makes me a tad jellous. Our group has two, but only one 
is actually mine. If I had two, ohhh the mayhem I could create. 
Seriously been considering selling some other gear lately. I want a 
second RS and a modular bad.

Intresting site design too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
>
> Hey!
> 
> The Rs7000 made my band PALO! a possibility.
> 
> Please check out our new website, music, gallery, etc.
> 
> Join the email list if you want too...
> 
> www.gopalo.com
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> PALO! - Afro-Cuban Jazz/Funk Band
> steve@...
> www.gopalo.com
> www.myspace.com/gopalo
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17168|17029|2008-10-20 19:30:48|Steve Roitstein|Re: PALO!|
Yeah, that's me! It's nice to have two. I could never figure out a 
smooth way to go from one song to the next with a single RS. So I 
bought another one. I've been doing it that way for a long time.

I use the RS mostly for its ability to slice up my funk drum loops, 
and I also use the internal bass, some percussion, drums, keyboard 
sounds, etc. But I've never found another box that allows me to slice 
the audio loops and change tempos on the fly like the RS.

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
Riot Music, Miami
steve@riotmusic.com

On Oct 20, 2008, at 7:35 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Is that you behind the keys and the two RS's?
>
> I don't have sound at the moment but I'll check the tunes out asap.
> 2 RSs always makes me a tad jellous. Our group has two, but only one
> is actually mine. If I had two, ohhh the mayhem I could create.
> Seriously been considering selling some other gear lately. I want a
> second RS and a modular bad.
>
> Intresting site design too.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> >
> > Hey!
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> >
> > The Rs7000 made my band PALO! a possibility.
> >
> > Please check out our new website, music, gallery, etc.
> >
> > Join the email list if you want too...
> >
> > www.gopalo.com
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Steve Roitstein
> > PALO! - Afro-Cuban Jazz/Funk Band
> > steve@...
> > www.gopalo.com
> > www.myspace.com/gopalo
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17169|17169|2008-10-21 08:46:56|Michael Kirk|Load and play a *.mid file from SM card|
Hi,

Maybe I am missing something obvious, but I put a MIDI file on my SM
card (on PC) and do not see it on the RS7k when I try to load it.

Is there a non-stanadard menu option that is used to load (import)
MIDI files (SMF)?

Or perhaps the *.mid suffix is not recognized? Does it need to be: 
*.smf ?

Point me to the FAQ section or manual page please....

Thanks,

-Mike
| 17170|17170|2008-10-21 12:55:51|eric|2 rs7000's!|
Hi,

Can people who have 2 RS700's say what its like to use 2?
Id like to hear from you as I just bought a second one and wondered if 
you had any good tips or extra things youve discovered.
Like for instance when you mute and select from one does it control 
the other one if you have it hooked up the right way?
Be cool if it changed the sections in sync although im sure its not so 
hard to press both buttons at the same time etc..
Also recording sysex from one to another im sure is another avenue of 
exploration...?

thanks
si
| 17171|17169|2008-10-21 14:32:41|pegaso1423|Re: Load and play a *.mid file from SM card|
Hi,
.mid is the right file extension, from memory press load twice for
the import screen and turn f2 knob for midi

Ok I wasn't sure so I pulled the manual,pg 129. I did notice you can't
import in pattern chain mode, otherwise it should work?
Cheers.
| 17172|17172|2008-10-21 15:33:09|len|new track rs7000 777|
hi all please check my latest track as :-
http://www.dance-industries.com/view_track.php?ID=28294

using the rs7000 for drums & bass ,
also the future retro 777 & revolution + TB-303 ,korg em-1 all in the mix 
recorded using logic pro 8 osx

:-) 

see my studio page at http://kenspocket.xf-s.com/Site/Home.html

http://www.dance-industries.com/view_track.php?ID=28294
http://kenspocket.xf-s.com/Site/Home.html


| 17173|17169|2008-10-21 15:37:23|zamisers7k|Re: Load and play a *.mid file from SM card|
Yup gotta import midi files, not load them. Gets me every time ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> .mid is the right file extension, from memory press load twice for
> the import screen and turn f2 knob for midi
> 
> Ok I wasn't sure so I pulled the manual,pg 129. I did notice you can't
> import in pattern chain mode, otherwise it should work?
> Cheers.
>

| 17174|17170|2008-10-21 15:45:36|zamisers7k|Re: 2 rs7000's!|
I've used two at same time before, don't actually have two, yet, we 
synced them up once but I forget exactly what all they did together 
or not, but it was a blast I do remember. We have usually kept them 
seperate and unsynced for shows, but have talked about doing more 
songs with them synced up too. Anyhow, great topic for those who 
know more than I to expand upon for us all and make us even more 
jellous.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> Can people who have 2 RS700's say what its like to use 2?
> Id like to hear from you as I just bought a second one and wondered 
if 
> you had any good tips or extra things youve discovered.
> Like for instance when you mute and select from one does it 
control 
> the other one if you have it hooked up the right way?
> Be cool if it changed the sections in sync although im sure its not 
so 
> hard to press both buttons at the same time etc..
> Also recording sysex from one to another im sure is another avenue 
of 
> exploration...?
> 
> thanks
> si
>

| 17175|17172|2008-10-21 15:48:44|zamisers7k|Re: new track rs7000 777|
I'll check out the tunage when I get a chance, can't at the moment, 
seems like it ought to be a killer acid setup there from your 
discription. Your studio page link isn't working :(

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "len" wrote:
>
> hi all please check my latest track as :-
> http://www.dance-industries.com/view_track.php?ID=28294
> 
> using the rs7000 for drums & bass ,
> also the future retro 777 & revolution + TB-303 ,korg em-1 all in 
the mix 
> recorded using logic pro 8 osx
> 
> :-) 
> 
> see my studio page at http://kenspocket.xf-s.com/Site/Home.html
>

| 17176|17170|2008-10-21 20:40:55|Steve Roitstein|Re: 2 rs7000's!|
With my band PALO!, I originally thought about running the 2 RSk's in 
sync but I never did it. The reason I use two is to mix smoothly from 
one song to another. Here's how I do it:

play the first machine
set both to the same tempo
hit play on the second machine on the downbeat

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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With a little practice you can get consistent. The RS reacts pretty 
much instantaneously so there's no delay. Every once in a while, you 
won't be perfect, and the two machines are slightly out of sync. In 
this case, you've got options:

press stop on the second machine immediately and try again
adjust the tempo on the second machine for a moment (one bpm faster 
if you were late, one bpm slower if you were early) and then back 
again to get it in sync - sort of like slowing down the second 
turntable when mixing

Speaking of mixing and turntables, you could use a DJ mixer for this, 
and monitor the second machine in cue on your headphones before 
bringing it into the mix. That's too fussy for me, so I've mastered 
the "art" of hitting play on the downbeat and adjusting if necessary.

The second machine will usually be started with only one or two 
tracks playing, then I'll unmute some of them as I go, and mute 
tracks on the first machine, mixing that out, or just fade the 
volume, or do close down the filter or whatever.

Hear some of the studio recordings (featuring the RS) on our new 
site, www.gopalo.com and please sign up for the email list too...

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
PALO! - Afro-Cuban Jazz/Funk Band
palo@riotmusic.com
gopalo.com
myspace.com/gopalo

On Oct 21, 2008, at 5:45 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> I've used two at same time before, don't actually have two, yet, we
> synced them up once but I forget exactly what all they did together
> or not, but it was a blast I do remember. We have usually kept them
> seperate and unsynced for shows, but have talked about doing more
> songs with them synced up too. Anyhow, great topic for those who
> know more than I to expand upon for us all and make us even more
> jellous.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> >
> > Can people who have 2 RS700's say what its like to use 2?
> > Id like to hear from you as I just bought a second one and wondered
> if
> > you had any good tips or extra things youve discovered.
> > Like for instance when you mute and select from one does it
> control
> > the other one if you have it hooked up the right way?
> > Be cool if it changed the sections in sync although im sure its not
> so
> > hard to press both buttons at the same time etc..
> > Also recording sysex from one to another im sure is another avenue
> of
> > exploration...?
> >
> > thanks
> > si
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17177|17029|2008-10-22 09:27:39|fsev@gmx.at|Yamaha Service Manual for the RS7000 ?|
Does anybody know where I can get the Yamaha Service Manual for the RS7000 ?

I can only find them on Ebay, but it´s really pricey for just a CD-R with a .pdf on it.

mailto:palo@riotmusic.com
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thx
-- 
Psssst! Schon vom neuen GMX MultiMessenger gehört? Der kann`s mit allen: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/multimessenger
| 17178|17029|2008-10-22 15:05:19|zamisers7k|Re: Yamaha Service Manual for the RS7000 ?|
Check the Files section here ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, fsev@... wrote:
>
> Does anybody know where I can get the Yamaha Service Manual for the 
RS7000 ?
> 
> I can only find them on Ebay, but it´s really pricey for just a CD-R 
with a .pdf on it.
> 
> 
> thx
> -- 
> Psssst! Schon vom neuen GMX MultiMessenger gehört? Der kann`s mit 
allen: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/multimessenger
>

| 17179|17170|2008-10-22 15:55:27|zamisers7k|Re: 2 rs7000's!|
Here is another really neat trick I did at last show with 2 RSs. They 
wern't synced but I loaded the same song on both in did this while in 
Pattern mode with only one playing at a time. I had one with its 
Pattern Quantize (set in utility mode) to do 1 measure, the other to I 
think it was 1/16 or 1/4. You can then use the the one set at 1 
measure for tight section changes that will only occur at the end of a 
bar. Hstop on the first, then play right after on the second and now 
you can do quick stuttering tricks and repeats.

Its freaking cool I tell you, can only do it with two RS's that quickly.

Also, if I'm remember correctly when you do have 2 RSs synced up, one 
slaved and one master, the master will control the mutes on the other 
but not vice versa, you can also still use the mutes on the slave by 
itself too I think. The problem I do remember with them being synced 
like this is however, if the person on the master is scrolling through 
voice banks it scrolls through on the slave unit too, but I also 
remember we found a way to stop it from doing that but I don't remember 
how exactly.

Zam
| 17180|17029|2008-10-23 07:37:11|Aaron Miller|Re: Yamaha Service Manual for the RS7000 ?|
Happen to have one Hope this works for you .see ya Aaron

--- On Wed, 10/22/08, fsev@gmx.at <fsev@gmx.at> wrote:

> From: fsev@gmx.at <fsev@gmx.at>
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha Service Manual for the RS7000 ?
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, October 22, 2008, 11:27 AM
> Does anybody know where I can get the Yamaha Service Manual
> for the RS7000 ?
> 
> I can only find them on Ebay, but it´s really pricey for
> just a CD-R with a .pdf on it.
> 
> 
> thx
> -- 
> Psssst! Schon vom neuen GMX MultiMessenger gehört? Der
> kann`s mit allen: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/multimessenger

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17181|17181|2008-10-24 12:03:13|Alex Boswell|how to chop a sample like a mpc?|
so i have been watching this videos on youtube about people chopping 
samples on a mpc can anyone tell me how to chop a sample in 16 parts 
and put it on my keys? i want to do some stuff like that! please help!
| 17182|17181|2008-10-24 19:05:44|zamisers7k|Re: how to chop a sample like a mpc?|
I'm not familar with the MPC's chop. However, the RS has a couple dif 
methods for doing what it refers to as slicing.
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One type of slice is an effect, you don't want that I don't think. The 
other is in sample jobs menu. You can either record your sample into 
the RS as Slice+Seq I think which will automatically chop it up across 
several keys in order when you sample it into the RS. Or you can use 
the Slice job in the Sample Jobs in several dif ways to chop up a 
sample that is already there. I suggest reading up on it in the manual 
to get all the details of how it works, starts on pg. 235/236 it looks 
like. There is a 3rd & 4th option too...

You can record your samp in parts to a kit, or you can record it in 
full and copy and edit each individual sample afterword. I use this 
method because it isn't automated, and I'll know how exactly each 
sample and its length etc. will be like, given I don't usually do more 
then 3 to 6 seperate sample chunks from one sample at a time. I do it 
more with short vocals, chopping the words up, and not a drum beat. 
Drum beats, 99% of the time I'll use the RS's internal kits, 
occassionaly re-sampling if I want to be able to use various filters on 
that drum part.

Good Luck, hope that helps ya out some(?), and as always Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Boswell" wrote:
>
> so i have been watching this videos on youtube about people chopping 
> samples on a mpc can anyone tell me how to chop a sample in 16 parts 
> and put it on my keys? i want to do some stuff like that! please help!
>

| 17183|17181|2008-10-24 21:08:02|Alex Boswell|Re: how to chop a sample like a mpc?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'm not familar with the MPC's chop. However, the RS has a couple 

dif 

> methods for doing what it refers to as slicing.
> 
> One type of slice is an effect, you don't want that I don't think. 

The 

> other is in sample jobs menu. You can either record your sample 

into 

> the RS as Slice+Seq I think which will automatically chop it up 

across 

> several keys in order when you sample it into the RS. Or you can 

use 

> the Slice job in the Sample Jobs in several dif ways to chop up a 
> sample that is already there. I suggest reading up on it in the 

manual 

> to get all the details of how it works, starts on pg. 235/236 it 

looks 

> like. There is a 3rd & 4th option too...
> 
> You can record your samp in parts to a kit, or you can record it in 
> full and copy and edit each individual sample afterword. I use 

this 

> method because it isn't automated, and I'll know how exactly each 
> sample and its length etc. will be like, given I don't usually do 

more 

> then 3 to 6 seperate sample chunks from one sample at a time. I do 

it 

> more with short vocals, chopping the words up, and not a drum 
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beat. 

> Drum beats, 99% of the time I'll use the RS's internal kits, 
> occassionaly re-sampling if I want to be able to use various 

filters on 

> that drum part.
> 
> Good Luck, hope that helps ya out some(?), and as always Happy 

RSing!

> 
> Zam
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Alex Boswell" wrote:
> >
> > so i have been watching this videos on youtube about people 

chopping 

> > samples on a mpc can anyone tell me how to chop a sample in 16 

parts 

> > and put it on my keys? i want to do some stuff like that! please 

help!

> >
>thank you so much for your help i will try this when i get up!!! 

thanks man!
| 17184|17184|2008-10-26 23:22:07|Clarque and Caroline Blomquist|HEy|
I just got and RS 7000 and I saw this group so I figured I'd sign up to ask
questions. I'm a dummy with this stuff, but I really need to get it going
to be able to perform the music from our album live.
Here's our site with info, pics, videos and stuff :
littleramonarecords.com
thanx!
- clarque / WAUMISS

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17185|17185|2008-10-26 23:22:21|blomquistclark|HELP!|
I just got a RS 7000. I'm having a hard time with it. I can load a
sample from a cd and edit it so it loops in the "audition" but I can't
figure out how to loop it for real and assign it to a button. If
anyone can explain this to me I'd really appreciate it. I tried to
find a tutorial on Youtube but none applied. There must be something
simple I'm missing here. Please help! We have a show in December
and if I can't get this thing running I'm really screwed.
Thanks in advance,
-clarque blomquist 
clarqoline@gmail.com
| 17186|17185|2008-10-26 23:39:55|zamisers7k|Re: HELP!|
Welcome to the list!

Have a look at the manual if you've not yet. Its fairly straight 
forward. If you don't have one, you can d/l it here in the files 
section or from Yamaha's web site too.

In the mean time, if you load a sample it should get assigned to a key 
if you load it in as a kit, if you make it a pitched sample then it 
gets assigned to all keys on that track as a pitched voice. I think 
you may have put it in kit since it seems your having a hard time 
finding the sample. You may need to use the Oct Up & Down buttons to 
move up and down the full range of keys to locate which note its on. 
The RS usually defaults to put the sample on C2 I think but it should 
tell you where when you load or sample into it and you can change which 
key then as well. Once you have located it then you have to record the 
note into the sequencer so it will play it back for you. You prob 
figured as much, but your just not sure how to do it and this is where 
the manual will probably come in very handy again for you.

If the samp is one measure long, you make the note a full note at 100% 
gate time, and enter it on the daddy step/first step of each measure, 
it will then loop when you hit play, and make sure the track is not 
muted too.

We'll try to help ya as much as possible, but a little manual reading 
can go a long way with the RS. It has a fairly steep initial learning 
curve, but once you get over the hump a lot of it will make sense and 
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it becomes very effecient way of making tunage. It can also take years 
to master every part of it, I'm always learning something new on it and 
I've had it for many years, but hopfully you'll get the basics down in 
time for your gig.

Goodluck & Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blomquistclark" wrote:
>
> I just got a RS 7000. I'm having a hard time with it. I can load a
> sample from a cd and edit it so it loops in the "audition" but I can't
> figure out how to loop it for real and assign it to a button. If
> anyone can explain this to me I'd really appreciate it. I tried to
> find a tutorial on Youtube but none applied. There must be something
> simple I'm missing here. Please help! We have a show in December
> and if I can't get this thing running I'm really screwed.
> Thanks in advance,
> -clarque blomquist 
> clarqoline@...
>

| 17187|17185|2008-10-26 23:43:23|zamisers7k|Re: HELP!|
Oh yeah, there are some pretty good tutorials and FAQs in the file 
section here too you may want to check out while your at it, but don't 
hesitate to ask us here as your learning stuff or get stuck anywhere 
along the way. We'll try our best to help ya out.

Zam
| 17188|17185|2008-10-27 11:42:54|Clarque and Caroline Blomquist|Re: HELP!|
Thanks so much! I might be e-mailing you soon! I'm gonna learn this
thing!!
-clrq

On Mon, Oct 27, 2008 at 1:43 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>wrote:

> Oh yeah, there are some pretty good tutorials and FAQs in the file
> section here too you may want to check out while your at it, but don't
> hesitate to ask us here as your learning stuff or get stuck anywhere
> along the way. We'll try our best to help ya out.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17189|17185|2008-10-27 13:11:14|nickrs7000|Re: HELP!|
Definitely follow along with the manual and make sure you are not 
missing any steps in the sampling procedure. It's easy to do. The 
RS7000 and that manual are intimidating at first. It's just spending 
time with the thing. I definitely feel your pain though. I had gotten 
the RS to replace my MMT8 and had barely touched it when my MMT8 died 
less than a week before I went on tour! I called off work and just 
spent the time with it and had everything going in time, as I know you 
will too. And I had done what it sounds like you were doing- sampling 
everything in from what I had already done (HR-16 beats and synth 
sequences). Now let me warn you in advance and you can read the thread 
I started a few weeks ago- that sampling memory fills up fast, so as 
much internal sounds as you can use the better. Or also what I've been 
trying is sampling in the drum hit and playing that instead of 
sampling the whole measure. But these guys on here are a great help, 
and if you haven't already, definitely look through the old posts. I 
picked up a lot of random tips and answered some questions that way as 
well. And yes, the tutorials available here are great as well. The 
RS7000 is totally worth it though. I'm still very much a rookie, but I 
have already found it to be so much more of a joy to work with than 
the MMT8, I feel like it was a blessing it crapped out on me.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh yeah, there are some pretty good tutorials and FAQs in the file 
> section here too you may want to check out while your at it, but 
don't 
> hesitate to ask us here as your learning stuff or get stuck anywhere 
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> along the way. We'll try our best to help ya out.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17190|17190|2008-10-27 13:14:25|nickrs7000|Sampling along with completed tracks|
I was wondering something last night. I was playing with the RS7000 
for hours, so I appologize if I was doing something stupid by that 
point. I know in the past I have dropped a synth sequence that I 
played into a sample on a track while the drum beat I had made with 
the RS7000 internal sounds played along in the background. I tried and 
tried to recreate it and couldn't find anything in the manual 
concerning this (that sampling section is pretty skimpy in my 
opinion). Am I losing my mind? I mean, I'm positive it stuck it on the 
track I selected and everything. But whenever I started sampling last 
night it wouldn't play the other tracks. And how are you going to play 
the part in time if you can't hear the other parts? I selected the 
track, selected a phrase in the mixer that I wanted to record to and 
then went to sample (I did it as a kit sample since I didn't need to 
play it in different keys). Am I missing something?
| 17191|17190|2008-10-27 16:06:25|pegaso1423|Re: Sampling along with completed tracks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:

>Am I missing something?
>

Hi,
Usually you record your playing with the sequencer as midi then if you
want it as a sample you sample your sequence. If your sure you sampled
as you played the keys, maybe you read a little sample trick I posted
a while ago, if a track has at least one midi event, while the RS is
playing you can press loop remix then sample and the RS wont stop
playing to start sampling..not sure if you can sample as you play thou.

Otherwise check your mutes and make sure you press play at the sample
screen to play your track before you start sampling. I cant remember
if ive tried sampling a live performance directly so Im not really sure.
Cheers.
| 17192|17185|2008-10-27 16:33:21|pegaso1423|Re: HELP!|
Hi Clarq and welcome to the group.
Hope you got you got it sorted, yeah it will take a bit of effort to
get to grips with the RS but it's defiantly worth it. same old RTFM
and some time searching old posts here and the nearly dead rs7000.org
will help alot. oh yeah, practice makes perfect... 

Sage advice from nick about being aware of the sampling time available
so as not to be surprised when you fill the memory, if your
transferring already completed songs then importing the drum samples
and midi files to play them will save alot of space compared to
loops.. also, if you don't mind a bit of lofi, sampling at a lower
rate will give alot more loops. Ofcourse this only really applies if
your planning to load more than a few songs at once, if your gonna
load a song at a time then go to town on samples, it's hard to fill
the memory in one song.

Dont worry, youll get it sorted in time for your gig, but if you think
you need a bit of help let us know exactly what your trying to do and
we'll help you out.
Cheers.
| 17193|17190|2008-10-27 16:39:44|zamisers7k|Re: Sampling along with completed tracks|
I'm trying to understand the problem your having...

If you want the tracks to play at same time your samping then you hit 
play before you record on the screen that shows the volume bars and 
make sure your tracks are unmuted, also be sure you arn't doing re-
sampling from the RS or it'll pick up the background tracks too. I'm 
thinking this may be your trouble?

Also, if your loosing your samples, make sure your not resampling 
dead air over your good sample that you may have left on the default 
C2 or C3 key. Move it off that default note, or better yet, never 
record to the C2 or C3 whichever I forget so you don't accidently 
ever record over it.

Also, if the sample and sequence to play the sample is there in a 
kit, you know it worked a bit ago and you've been fidling with the RS 
for hours, try holding the transpose button and seeing if your still 
on the right octave, if you've moved it up or down it will stop 
playing the samples on the keys but the note sequence will have been 
bumped up or down to maybe keys difrent or no samples are on any 
more. If this is the case and it fixes your problem then the tracks 
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with internal sounds may be off or transposed to keep the sample 
playing, in that case you can make the sample track not transpose 
with the rest, there is a trick for that to make it not like the 
first 8 drum tracks, or use the Transpose Job in the Jobs to 
transpose them up or down instead.

Thats a lot to consume for a beginner, I'll let this sink in before I 
suggest anything else that might or could be happening. If you got 
your RS just too messed up and you know it was doing something before 
its not now then there is always a factory reset option too. I've 
not had to do one since the last OS update, but it might help, there 
really is no purpose on it though expect to get settings back that 
newbs arn't sure what they did, heh.

Hope one of these things were it, good luck & happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> I was wondering something last night. I was playing with the RS7000 
> for hours, so I appologize if I was doing something stupid by that 
> point. I know in the past I have dropped a synth sequence that I 
> played into a sample on a track while the drum beat I had made with 
> the RS7000 internal sounds played along in the background. I tried 
and 
> tried to recreate it and couldn't find anything in the manual 
> concerning this (that sampling section is pretty skimpy in my 
> opinion). Am I losing my mind? I mean, I'm positive it stuck it on 
the 
> track I selected and everything. But whenever I started sampling 
last 
> night it wouldn't play the other tracks. And how are you going to 
play 
> the part in time if you can't hear the other parts? I selected the 
> track, selected a phrase in the mixer that I wanted to record to 
and 
> then went to sample (I did it as a kit sample since I didn't need 
to 
> play it in different keys). Am I missing something?
>

| 17194|17170|2008-10-27 17:06:56|pegaso1423|Re: 2 rs7000's!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eric wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 
> Can people who have 2 RS700's say what its like to use 2?
> Id like to hear from you as I just bought a second one and wondered if 
> you had any good tips or extra things youve discovered.
> Like for instance when you mute and select from one does it control 
> the other one if you have it hooked up the right way?
> Be cool if it changed the sections in sync although im sure its not so 
> hard to press both buttons at the same time etc..
> Also recording sysex from one to another im sure is another avenue of 
> exploration...?
> 
> thanks
> si

Hi Si,
Well done on the second RS.
I wrote a really long and tasty reply a few days ago but my laptop
crashed AGAIN before I got to post it (RS's have NEVER crashed). When
I find some time I'll run through it all again.

For now, yes its awesome, yes it will do what you asked and alot more,
and yes your right, you need the correct settings.. mainly in utility
and midi setup. youll find a bit of a primer here in files>tips>2osc.
Try to understand what every setup option does and how it works (its
all in the manual) and try it out..

I've heard loads of people, like Palo sorry buddy, who don't sync
there RS's and I never understand why. like Zam said, you can turn off
program change ect etc, only section changes can't be turned off but
thats easy to overcome...
Cheers. 
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I've read alot of people talk about using

>

| 17195|17190|2008-10-27 17:17:52|pegaso1423|Re: Sampling along with completed tracks|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'm trying to understand the problem your having...

HAha Zam it's the second time this month we reply at the same time!
kudos on the transpose, I've done exactly that before and not
realized, just decided Id F'ed something and reloaded, now I know
thanks. But then again I do set every track to transpose or not, on
pattern patch screen press record.
Cheers.
| 17196|17190|2008-10-27 17:17:58|nickrs7000|Re: Sampling along with completed tracks|
OK, I figured it out. And I apologize the answer was in the manual. It
just wasn't in the sampling section that I saw- it was in the tutorial
section. Sorry if I wasn't clear, but my problem was that I started
sampling and it was just silent instead of playing the other tracks I
had already recorded. The reason being I had chosen Kit instead of
Kit+Note. That cleared up my problem. I think I had just over-thought
it last night. Thank you again for you replies! I still got some other
things to think about from your posts. And happy RSing to you as well!
This thing is really an amazing machine.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm trying to understand the problem your having...
> 
> If you want the tracks to play at same time your samping then you hit 
> play before you record on the screen that shows the volume bars and 
> make sure your tracks are unmuted, also be sure you arn't doing re-
> sampling from the RS or it'll pick up the background tracks too. I'm 
> thinking this may be your trouble?
> 
> Also, if your loosing your samples, make sure your not resampling 
> dead air over your good sample that you may have left on the default 
> C2 or C3 key. Move it off that default note, or better yet, never 
> record to the C2 or C3 whichever I forget so you don't accidently 
> ever record over it.
> 
> Also, if the sample and sequence to play the sample is there in a 
> kit, you know it worked a bit ago and you've been fidling with the RS 
> for hours, try holding the transpose button and seeing if your still 
> on the right octave, if you've moved it up or down it will stop 
> playing the samples on the keys but the note sequence will have been 
> bumped up or down to maybe keys difrent or no samples are on any 
> more. If this is the case and it fixes your problem then the tracks 
> with internal sounds may be off or transposed to keep the sample 
> playing, in that case you can make the sample track not transpose 
> with the rest, there is a trick for that to make it not like the 
> first 8 drum tracks, or use the Transpose Job in the Jobs to 
> transpose them up or down instead.
> 
> Thats a lot to consume for a beginner, I'll let this sink in before I 
> suggest anything else that might or could be happening. If you got 
> your RS just too messed up and you know it was doing something before 
> its not now then there is always a factory reset option too. I've 
> not had to do one since the last OS update, but it might help, there 
> really is no purpose on it though expect to get settings back that 
> newbs arn't sure what they did, heh.
> 
> Hope one of these things were it, good luck & happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> >
> > I was wondering something last night. I was playing with the RS7000 
> > for hours, so I appologize if I was doing something stupid by that 
> > point. I know in the past I have dropped a synth sequence that I 
> > played into a sample on a track while the drum beat I had made with 
> > the RS7000 internal sounds played along in the background. I tried 
> and 
> > tried to recreate it and couldn't find anything in the manual 
> > concerning this (that sampling section is pretty skimpy in my 
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> > opinion). Am I losing my mind? I mean, I'm positive it stuck it on 
> the 
> > track I selected and everything. But whenever I started sampling 
> last 
> > night it wouldn't play the other tracks. And how are you going to 
> play 
> > the part in time if you can't hear the other parts? I selected the 
> > track, selected a phrase in the mixer that I wanted to record to 
> and 
> > then went to sample (I did it as a kit sample since I didn't need 
> to 
> > play it in different keys). Am I missing something?
> >
>

| 17197|17190|2008-10-27 18:01:06|zamisers7k|Re: Sampling along with completed tracks|
Ahhh, so that is the difrence between kit and kit + note. I honestly 
never really understood what the difrence was between those two all 
these years. Always something new to learn on the RS, I swear. Yup 
the RS is great, even new folks at it can give the so called experts 
some help. Glad you got it figured out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> OK, I figured it out. And I apologize the answer was in the manual. It
> just wasn't in the sampling section that I saw- it was in the tutorial
> section. Sorry if I wasn't clear, but my problem was that I started
> sampling and it was just silent instead of playing the other tracks I
> had already recorded. The reason being I had chosen Kit instead of
> Kit+Note. That cleared up my problem. I think I had just over-thought
> it last night. Thank you again for you replies! I still got some other
> things to think about from your posts. And happy RSing to you as well!
> This thing is really an amazing machine.
> 

| 17198|17185|2008-10-28 10:52:43|Clarque and Caroline Blomquist|Re: HELP!|
O.K., either I'm making some really simple mistake or this thing isn't
working properly. I've gone through the tutorials, I've gone through the
other stuff in the manual about looping, I can get the sample in there, I
can edit it, I can switch the little thing to "Loop" and play it with the
audition button, but I can't assign it to a button and get it to play.
When I go back to pattern it looks like there is a little wave symbol above
the first little "m". I've started from scratch like 7 times now, each
time I start by hitting pattern and then hoding down track select and the
first little grey button there, but once I get to the point of listening to
the loop in audition I just don't know what else to do, I feel like I've
looked at every menu and pushed every button, I watched some guys on
Youtube, I looked at the old posts on the group, I must be overlooking
something really basic here. Any ideas of what that could be? I'm
stuck.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17199|17185|2008-10-28 11:24:56|SevinSinz|Re: HELP!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist" 
wrote:

>
> O.K., either I'm making some really simple mistake or this thing 

isn't

> working properly. I've gone through the tutorials, I've gone 

through the

> other stuff in the manual about looping, I can get the sample in 

there, I

> can edit it, I can switch the little thing to "Loop" and play it 

with the

> audition button, but I can't assign it to a button and get it to 

play.

> When I go back to pattern it looks like there is a little wave 
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symbol above

> the first little "m". I've started from scratch like 7 times 

now, each

> time I start by hitting pattern and then hoding down track select 

and 
the 

Hello fellow RSers if this is anything like the problems i 
encountered when i first started out on the rs about a year and a 
half ago,i used the transpose arrows and shifted through the bank 
until i found the sample it worked for me but i dont know if this is 
ur problem but its worth a try good luck and hope it works 4 
you..CHEERS

SevinSinz 

> first little grey button there, but once I get to the point of 

listening to

> the loop in audition I just don't know what else to do, I feel like 

I've

> looked at every menu and pushed every button, I watched some guys on
> Youtube, I looked at the old posts on the group, I must be 

overlooking

> something really basic here. Any ideas of what that could be? 

I'm

> stuck.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17200|17185|2008-10-28 13:38:51|nickrs7000|Re: HELP!|
Are you going into the mixer before recording the sample and 
selecting a phrase? If not, you'll want to do that. 

Otherwise, I'd definitely scroll up and down and keyboard and see if 
it's not there somewhere. I find it easier to hook up a midi 
keyboard so I don't have to conceptualize the moving keyboard. That 
way if I know I put it on an E key, I can just play all the E's.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist" 
wrote:

>
> O.K., either I'm making some really simple mistake or this thing 

isn't

> working properly. I've gone through the tutorials, I've gone 

through the

> other stuff in the manual about looping, I can get the sample in 

there, I

> can edit it, I can switch the little thing to "Loop" and play it 

with the

> audition button, but I can't assign it to a button and get it to 

play.

> When I go back to pattern it looks like there is a little wave 

symbol above
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> the first little "m". I've started from scratch like 7 times 

now, each

> time I start by hitting pattern and then hoding down track select 

and the

> first little grey button there, but once I get to the point of 

listening to

> the loop in audition I just don't know what else to do, I feel 

like I've

> looked at every menu and pushed every button, I watched some guys 

on

> Youtube, I looked at the old posts on the group, I must be 

overlooking

> something really basic here. Any ideas of what that could be? 

I'm

> stuck.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17201|17185|2008-10-28 14:10:12|pegaso1423|Re: HELP!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist"
wrote:

> When I go back to pattern it looks like there is a little wave

symbol above the first little "m". 

Hi again,
The wave symbol means there is definitely a sample assigned to that
track, the little m means the track is muted...
The buttons on the left of the keyboard change what the keyboard does,
press the mute then track 1 key so the m goes away, then press the
keyboard key. Turn the track volume knob up to be sure its loud, and 
use the octave up and down buttons to locate the octave and key you
put the sample on, pressing every key if needed until you find it,
remember its like a piano with 128 keys for samples.

When you find your sample you can assign another on the next key,(or
on another track) when importing or sampling you can choose which key
it will go on with one of the knobs under the screen. You might want
skip the sharp keys so your samples are only on the bottom row of
keys, makes it easier to play.

After you've assigned a few samples you should be able to play it like
an mpc / loopsampler and get a little song going, but probably out of
time unless you've got perfect timing. To quantize your playing so all
the samples are in time, press record and select 'replace' and your
quantize setting, make sure loop is on, then press play. this has the
added benefit that it recorded the last bars(including knob tweaks)
and if you done something good press play to drop out of record mode,
it will play it back. It defaults to 4/4 so will loop every 4 bars, if
you press the button under 4/4 on the screen you can change it to loop
the sequence every bar or up to 128 bars, so you could record a mini
song...(each track can have different loop lengths) all this works for
long samples or just like a drum machine, turning the adsr envelope
knobs can shorten all your samples to hits and make your own drumloop.

A few problems with using this method is that if you've got loop
switched on in the sample edit page things can easily drift out of
sync unless the sample length is perfect ( i think you press the keys
and hold button at the same time), if you turn loop off then you have
to press the key to play that sample again every time it finishes.
There is a workaround using the arp (with the correct settings) to
repeat your keyhits ontime, then you hold the keys you want to loop,
or you can hit hold and then hit the key once to turn it on and again
to turn off. The other problem is the knobs and effects will change
all your samples at once, you can set each as required and resample
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but no live tweaking of the individual loops.

For that you need your samples on different tracks, hold the track
select button and select another track and import a sample, you need
to record the midi to play the sample, you can do it like I explained
before or use grid or step recording, the midi event editor is
probably the quickest thou. whatever method you use, you'll need to
use the correct notelength / gatetime / adsr etc.

After you have a few samples on differnt tracks, with the midi
recorded to play them, press play and use the 16 keys to mute/unmute
tracks. the muting will either happen straightaway or when the sample
ends, you can chose which in the utility menus, mute mode audio or
midi. Best of both is to use the slice job and use midi mute mode. 

You can then use the track select button to choose which track the
knobs will affect, the downside being you only have 16 tracks but
16x128 samples is lots of room (+resampling). Next is sections,
switch to section B and you have a whole different set of midi loops,
you can record new sequences in or use the copy job for existing
sequences that you want to change, or if you select the same sequence
in pattern patch then any changes you make to it will affect all sections.

If you want the track to have a different sample kit/instrument on it
when you change sections, in mixer select *phrase* and select the
sample/instrument in pattern patch instead, and if you press record
while in pattern patch you can turn transpose on or off for each track.
Oh there are 16 sections too(if you have os1.22), not just the 10 that
have keys.

Next is style, on the main screen turn the f1 knob to style 2 and you
can do it all again, up to 64 styles, remembering your limited to 128
sample kits with 128 samples each and 64mb of ram..

What a damn long post, lucky I can type quick, you'll probably want to
print this until it all sinks in. If it all seems complicated it's
because the RS can do so much, it needs to be, but once you figure it
out it's all worthwile and a really quick, fun and creative
instrument. Took me a couple of years to figure out everything I wrote
above, hopfully this headstart should have you sorted intime for your gig.
Cheers.
| 17202|17185|2008-10-28 14:46:49|Clarque and Caroline Blomquist|Re: HELP!|
Thanks for all the good advice! I'm gonna learn this thing!
If any of you want to check out the songs I'm trying to perform on stage
with the rs7000 you can grab the mp3s for free here :
www.littleramonarecords.com/waumiss/mp3downloadlrr001
It's going to be a little hairy, but I think we can pull it off. We'll be
playing guitar and farfisa and a roland ms-1 and hand percussion stuff along
with the loops.
Thanks again!
-clrq

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17203|17185|2008-10-28 15:20:59|productionmngmt|Re: HELP!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist" 
> wrote:
> >
> > O.K., either I'm making some really simple mistake or this thing 
> isn't
> > working properly. I've gone through the tutorials, I've gone 
> through the
> > other stuff in the manual about looping, I can get the sample in 
> there, I
> > can edit it, I can switch the little thing to "Loop" and play it 
> with the
> > audition button, but I can't assign it to a button and get it to 
> play.
> > When I go back to pattern it looks like there is a little wave 
> symbol above
> > the first little "m". I've started from scratch like 7 times 
> now, each
> > time I start by hitting pattern and then hoding down track select 
> and 
> 

the 
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> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Hello fellow RSers if this is anything like the problems i 
> encountered when i first started out on the rs about a year and a 
> half ago,i used the transpose arrows and shifted through the bank 
> until i found the sample it worked for me but i dont know if this 

is 

> ur problem but its worth a try good luck and hope it works 4 
> you..CHEERS
> 
> SevinSinz 
> > first little grey button there, but once I get to the point of 
> listening to
> > the loop in audition I just don't know what else to do, I feel 

like 

> I've
> > looked at every menu and pushed every button, I watched some guys 

on

> > Youtube, I looked at the old posts on the group, I must be 
> overlooking
> > something really basic here. Any ideas of what that could 

be? 

> I'm
> > stuck.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

If u say there is an M under the wave then u have the track muted and 
won't play back that track. To unmute it press the corresponding 
track without the keyboard activated. Sorted.
| 17204|17185|2008-10-28 15:22:19|productionmngmt|Re: HELP!|
If you say there is an 'M' under the wave that means the track is
muted. You just have to un-mute the track by making sure
the 'keyboard' button isn't on/lit then press the grey key which has
that track number the wave is on. Bosh - Now your recorded sequence
will playback. Well let's hope so eh..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "SevinSinz" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist"
> wrote:
> >
> > O.K., either I'm making some really simple mistake or this thing

| 17205|17185|2008-10-29 11:44:20|Clarque and Caroline Blomquist|Re: HELP!|
Alright, I'm getting somewhere, I've got the sample saved and can load it
onto one of the little white buttons at the bottom, and when I hold it down
it loops perfectly. Can someone tell me how to set it so when i hit the
button it starts looping until I hit it again, so I don't have to hold it
down? My goal is to get it started and then pull away and play keys or
guitar or whatever along with it. I'm sure this is something simple, but
once again, I've poured over that book and I can't find it.

On Tue, Oct 28, 2008 at 2:13 PM, productionmngmt <DAVID.VEZEY@windsong.co.uk

> wrote:

> If you say there is an 'M' under the wave that means the track is
> muted. You just have to un-mute the track by making sure
> the 'keyboard' button isn't on/lit then press the grey key which has
> that track number the wave is on. Bosh - Now your recorded sequence
> will playback. Well let's hope so eh..
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>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "SevinSinz"
> wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Clarque and
> Caroline Blomquist"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > O.K., either I'm making some really simple mistake or this thing
> 
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17206|17185|2008-10-29 15:24:11|zamisers7k|Re: HELP!|
That sounds like a cool idea, push once to hold push again to release, 
but you probably already know it don't work like that when someone 
replies back that's a cool idea. Anyway, there is a hold button over 
on the left of the keys somewhere. You should be able to use that 
instead to a difrent degree. Push it, push white key with sample, push 
hold again to stop.

What I would suggest tho, for a little later once you get more of it 
down, is to sequence the sample. Use the step record feature in 
pattern mode, drop the note down into the step sequncer from its 
assigned key, probably want it as a whole note or longer, if want 
longer increase the gate. Then you can just hit play and have it loop 
and push stop to stop it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist" 
wrote:

>
> Alright, I'm getting somewhere, I've got the sample saved and can 

load it

> onto one of the little white buttons at the bottom, and when I hold 

it down

> it loops perfectly. Can someone tell me how to set it so when i 

hit the

> button it starts looping until I hit it again, so I don't have to 

hold it

> down? My goal is to get it started and then pull away and play 

keys or

> guitar or whatever along with it. I'm sure this is something 

simple, but

> once again, I've poured over that book and I can't find it.
> 

| 17207|17207|2008-10-29 15:46:38|zamisers7k|Tip: Ways to increase Note Gate|
Thought this might come in handy for some...

Lets say you want to have longer than a whole note while your 
entering in notes in the step sequencer. How?

While your entering the note there is a gate percentage on the same 
screen, its usually defaulted to 90%. Kick the sucker up to 200% if 
you want your note to span 2 measures. 150% for a measure & half.

Too bad it don't go higher, but you still don't necessarly have to 
play longer notes by hand to sequencer in longer notes. This is 
where under Sequence play FX that the Gate Time and Beat Streatch can 
come in really handy.

Gate Time will increase the note gates but not the length of the 
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sequence/phrase. If your notes arn't spaced far enough apart they 
will over lap. Neat trick though, if you switch the voice to mono, 
as long as you only want one note to play at a time then they'll stop 
overlapping. Great with a little portamento, increase the gate time, 
mono voice, and the notes will slide and glide into into each other. 
Its one of my top ten fav things to do on the RS.

Beat Streach will take your note gate times and the phrase length and 
make them x2 x3 x4 longer. It also goes shorter, but I hardly ever 
use that since I can just sequence in shorter notes if I wanted to. 
Its basically like cutting the tempo in half for that track but not 
the rest. I love it, it can really draw out some melodies, something 
that sounds like poop over 4 bars may sound beautifull streached out 
to 16 bars. Also, if you your aware of how the streaching works, you 
can keep it in mind while entering notes. You could use quarter 
notes as whole whole notes.

Have fun, Good Luck & Happy RSing!... (I always think of Bob Ross's 
voice when I type that).

Zam
| 17208|17207|2008-10-29 15:54:51|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Ways to increase Note Gate|
Oh yeah, forgot. You can always hit the edit key [enter] next to Jobs 
[3] key too and increase gate times on individual notes in there too. 
Edit mode comes in handy too on occasion.

Zam
| 17209|17185|2008-10-29 16:09:57|Clarque and Caroline Blomquist|Re: HELP!|
Which one is the hold button?

On Wed, Oct 29, 2008 at 5:23 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>wrote:

> That sounds like a cool idea, push once to hold push again to release,
> but you probably already know it don't work like that when someone
> replies back that's a cool idea. Anyway, there is a hold button over
> on the left of the keys somewhere. You should be able to use that
> instead to a difrent degree. Push it, push white key with sample, push
> hold again to stop.
>
> What I would suggest tho, for a little later once you get more of it
> down, is to sequence the sample. Use the step record feature in
> pattern mode, drop the note down into the step sequncer from its
> assigned key, probably want it as a whole note or longer, if want
> longer increase the gate. Then you can just hit play and have it loop
> and push stop to stop it.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Clarque and
> Caroline Blomquist"
> wrote:
> >
> > Alright, I'm getting somewhere, I've got the sample saved and can
> load it
> > onto one of the little white buttons at the bottom, and when I hold
> it down
> > it loops perfectly. Can someone tell me how to set it so when i
> hit the
> > button it starts looping until I hit it again, so I don't have to
> hold it
> > down? My goal is to get it started and then pull away and play
> keys or
> > guitar or whatever along with it. I'm sure this is something
> simple, but
> > once again, I've poured over that book and I can't find it.
> >
> 
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17210|17207|2008-10-29 16:54:17|nickrs7000|Re: Tip: Ways to increase Note Gate|
Man, I haven't even gotten into the step sequencer. That sounds
awesome and that trick is something I already have plans for. This
thing is a beast. Thanks for sharing Zam!
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh yeah, forgot. You can always hit the edit key [enter] next to Jobs 
> [3] key too and increase gate times on individual notes in there too. 
> Edit mode comes in handy too on occasion.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17211|17185|2008-10-29 23:49:02|zamisers7k|Re: HELP!|
Ooops, sorry, no hold button. I think I've made that mistake 
before... Its an arpeggio setting. You could use that perhaps still 
but probbably won't work so hot. do you have a sustain pedal? Might 
do the trick too, or perhaps just turn the sustain knob all the way 
up on the EG before you press the note, might keep it playing 
continuously or looping at least for a while??? Other than that, I 
think you'll have to sequence in the note the sample is on and do it 
that way, its probably the better way anyway.

I'm a little not with it tonight, but hope you'll get it or find a 
way or one of the ways that will work well for you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist" 
wrote:

>
> Which one is the hold button?
> 
> On Wed, Oct 29, 2008 at 5:23 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

| 17212|17185|2008-10-30 13:31:00|florisvanrijswijk|Re: HELP!|
Definitely don't go further into looping the sample and using hold or
something. 
Get into sequencing the note containeing the sample and use the
sequencer's play and stop functions like Zam suggested. That's what
the RS is all about! 
Disable looping on the sample with "sample edit".
Record the note for the whole duration of the phase (by default this
is 4 measures). 
Play the pattern and presto: The sample will be re-played each 4
measures. Note: The sample must be exactly 4 measures long for this to
work properly so get your BPM sorted beforehand! If the sample is only
1 measure, just record the note 4 times one on each measure. 

Have fun, 
Flo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ooops, sorry, no hold button. I think I've made that mistake 
> before... Its an arpeggio setting. You could use that perhaps still 
> but probbably won't work so hot. do you have a sustain pedal? Might 
> do the trick too, or perhaps just turn the sustain knob all the way 
> up on the EG before you press the note, might keep it playing 
> continuously or looping at least for a while??? Other than that, I 
> think you'll have to sequence in the note the sample is on and do it 
> that way, its probably the better way anyway.
> 
> I'm a little not with it tonight, but hope you'll get it or find a 
> way or one of the ways that will work well for you.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clarque and Caroline Blomquist" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Which one is the hold button?
> > 
> > On Wed, Oct 29, 2008 at 5:23 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
>

| 17213|17213|2008-10-31 09:55:20|Michael Kirk|PAD 1 and PAD 2 assign?|
I am trying to assign a voice or drum sound to PAD1/PAD2 on the RS7k.

Instructions say to hold TAP key, PAD key while pressing desired
keyboard (note) key.

I do this, but am only able to assign middle C (MIDI note 60) to the
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pad. The pad sound tracks any patch (tone source) change, but I can't
get it to pick the proper MIDI note.

Same goes for drum kits, I get the middle C (note 60) drum sound
assigned to the pad.

Do the PAD1/PAD2 assignments change when selecting new patterns,
sections or styles?

The RS7000 manual is pretty sparse in describing this - or maybe I
missed a page.

-Mike
| 17214|17213|2008-10-31 15:59:34|zamisers7k|Re: PAD 1 and PAD 2 assign?|
I got the pads to work once. I never used them again, maybe someone 
else who uses them more often can answer this better than I, but I 
think I remember that you had to do it exactly like the manual says. 
I think it was all 3 had to be pressed at once and you've got to keep 
them held in order. I forget, I kind of also remember I couldn't get 
them to work at all on the OS mine came with until I updated it, but 
it could of just been me doing it wrong until later. If nobody gets 
back to you on a definate answer within a day I'll be trying to 
figure it out again and give you one, I might try even if someone 
else does anyway. I remember them being a bit of booger until once I 
got it then I was like duhhh.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> I am trying to assign a voice or drum sound to PAD1/PAD2 on the 
RS7k.
> 
> Instructions say to hold TAP key, PAD key while pressing desired
> keyboard (note) key.
> 
> I do this, but am only able to assign middle C (MIDI note 60) to the
> pad. The pad sound tracks any patch (tone source) change, but I 
can't
> get it to pick the proper MIDI note.
> 
> Same goes for drum kits, I get the middle C (note 60) drum sound
> assigned to the pad.
> 
> Do the PAD1/PAD2 assignments change when selecting new patterns,
> sections or styles?
> 
> The RS7000 manual is pretty sparse in describing this - or maybe I
> missed a page.
> 
> -Mike
>

| 17215|17213|2008-10-31 18:23:59|Markus|Re: PAD 1 and PAD 2 assign?|
Hold tap and the desired note at the same time and then hit the pad
you wan to assign it to. That's it! :D
| 17216|17216|2008-10-31 23:04:29|Markus|Hey Guys|
I've been plugging away at the RS and tonight i've really clicked with
it. It is an awesome box for composing with and the more i use it the
more i get out of it, it is an incredibly deep machine but i don't
think it's obvious at first unitl you spend some time with it. Anyway
here's attack i started a few days ago. 

http://www.box.net/shared/hmin3odrbk 

It's all from the RS. I wasn't quite happy with it so i reworked it
tonight and i like the way it's coming together now. The RS is a great
foundation for your music. So glad i got mine back! I think it's the
most fun you can have with your clothes hehe!

Markus.
| 17217|17216|2008-11-01 01:04:29|Nick Fletcher|Re: Hey Guys|
Hi,

I want to listen, but I don't know what format your file is in!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17218|17216|2008-11-01 05:45:39|zamisers7k|Re: Hey Guys|
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Glad your injoying your RS more & more, it is the greatest!

You need to a .wav extension on your file and reupload it so it'll be 
imidiately recognized and play. You may also want to see about 
converting it to an mp3, its a large file for being only 43 secs long.

It does sound pretty good tho, I like the, not sure what to call it, 
the farty sound maybe hehe, sounds pretty analogy. Maybe sweep the 
filter on that track while its playing some more, but be carefull not 
too much though or it go overboard.

Thanks for sharing it, like to here the final version when you get done.

Zam
| 17219|17216|2008-11-01 06:55:32|Markus|Re: Hey Guys|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 
> I want to listen, but I don't know what format your file is in!
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Not sure what happened there but i've reupped it as an mp3 as like Zam
said, it was quite large for 43 seconds! Here's the new link:

http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?id=15188

Forgot to say, i recorded it with some eq from the SP555 which really
brought out the sound of the RS i think.

Markus.
| 17220|17216|2008-11-01 07:18:40|Nick Fletcher|Re: Hey Guys|
I'm not going to listen now. You had your chance.

Just kidding!

I agree that there's something nice and analogue about this. I wouldn't have
picked it as purely RS7000. Good job mate.

On Sat, Nov 1, 2008 at 11:55 PM, Markus <trevnefeliet@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick
> Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> >
> > I want to listen, but I don't know what format your file is in!
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> Not sure what happened there but i've reupped it as an mp3 as like Zam
> said, it was quite large for 43 seconds! Here's the new link:
>
> http://www.lightningmp3.com/live/file.php?id=15188
>
> Forgot to say, i recorded it with some eq from the SP555 which really
> brought out the sound of the RS i think.
>
> Markus.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17221|17216|2008-11-01 13:55:56|Markus|Re: Hey Guys|
Thanks. I am and it is! It's the heart of my setup now and it's
actually thanks to this group that i stuck with it. 

I posted a new link in my reply to Nick, let me know if there are any
problems with it. I couldn't see a way to edit my original post to
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update it.

Thanks for listening anyway, i'll post some more stuff in the future.
I might use this as the basis for a live set. I could definitely do
with hitting the local scene soon andf maybe start playing in the new
year.

Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Glad your injoying your RS more & more, it is the greatest!
> 
> You need to a .wav extension on your file and reupload it so it'll be 
> imidiately recognized and play. You may also want to see about 
> converting it to an mp3, its a large file for being only 43 secs long.
> 
> It does sound pretty good tho, I like the, not sure what to call it, 
> the farty sound maybe hehe, sounds pretty analogy. Maybe sweep the 
> filter on that track while its playing some more, but be carefull not 
> too much though or it go overboard.
> 
> Thanks for sharing it, like to here the final version when you get done.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17222|17216|2008-11-01 22:31:12|Markus|Re: Hey Guys|
Haha! Thanks Nick. I think the eq had a lot to do with it as well. 

But i read many times that you can get good sounds out of the RS if
you put the work in so i started to play around with the envelopes a
bit more and different fx and i'm starting to get some better sounds
out of the RS. 

I think the RS has a got a lot of good sounds already but it's a few
years old so it's easy to be and if you play around with them you can
get some nice new ones. :)

Markus.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
>
> I'm not going to listen now. You had your chance.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Just kidding!
> 
> 
> I agree that there's something nice and analogue about this. I
wouldn't have
> picked it as purely RS7000. Good job mate.

| 17223|17213|2008-11-02 07:40:17|Michael Kirk|Re: PAD 1 and PAD 2 assign?|
Works now. I was trying to use my external MIDI controller (hooked to
MIDI in on the RS7K), but this gave the results (middle C note) I
describe. You need to use the RS7K's keyboard to select a note to
assign to the pads.

Also, external keyboard controllers cannot be used to set the
arpeggiator notes either - must use the RS7K keyboard.

-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> Hold tap and the desired note at the same time and then hit the pad
> you wan to assign it to. That's it! :D
>

| 17224|17224|2008-11-04 09:35:28|jdcx64|sampling vinyl|
Most turntables have 'Phono' outputs that don't work well with an RS7000.
The Audio Technica 'Sound Burger' / 'Mister Disc' portable hi-fi
turntable with an internal preamplifier has 'Line' and 2 headphone
outputs. It gives really good results with an RS (or a Mac/PC)

Unfortunately they are rare and expensive :(
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http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=290272399877
| 17225|17224|2008-11-04 23:33:41|zamisers7k|Re: sampling vinyl|
I'm not sure what your getting at here. Are you sayng folks with an 
RS should get one of these turntabes if we want to make life sampling 
vinyl a little easier?

Have you tried using the MIC setting in input gain, you can also turn 
the volume up to 127, I think the RS is default to 90, and is why 
samples might sound a little less quieter upon playback then when 
they are recorded.

You can also do a Normalize job at something like 400% to help bring 
levels up on samples. I do normalize quite a bit with my vocal 
samples I've noticed, since my mics arn't preamped or anything.

Just suggestions to maybe hold you over until you can get a table 
with a preamp.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> Most turntables have 'Phono' outputs that don't work well with an 
RS7000.
> The Audio Technica 'Sound Burger' / 'Mister Disc' portable hi-fi
> turntable with an internal preamplifier has 'Line' and 2 headphone
> outputs. It gives really good results with an RS (or a Mac/PC)
> 
> Unfortunately they are rare and expensive :(
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=290272399877
>

| 17226|17224|2008-11-05 04:00:53|jdcx64|Re: sampling vinyl|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'm not sure what your getting at here. Are you sayng folks with an 
> RS should get one of these turntabes if we want to make life sampling 
> vinyl a little easier?

Yes.

> Have you tried using the MIC setting in input gain, you can also turn 
> the volume up to 127, I think the RS is default to 90, and is why 
> samples might sound a little less quieter upon playback then when 
> they are recorded.

Yes and I got frustrated. The signal was too low and normalizing added
noise. Other than that it sounded really muffled and strange. I looked
for answers online and it seems that the signals on vinyl records have
a strange frequency-response curve called 'RIAA equalization'. This
must be undone by the 'Phono' input circuits on a suitable amplifier.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIAA_equalization

> You can also do a Normalize job at something like 400% to help bring 
> levels up on samples. I do normalize quite a bit with my vocal 
> samples I've noticed, since my mics arn't preamped or anything.
> 
> Just suggestions to maybe hold you over until you can get a table 
> with a preamp.

Yes, and that's one thing the 'Sound Burger' is: a table with a preamp.

> > http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=290272399877
> >
>

| 17227|17224|2008-11-05 04:15:44|jdcx64|Re: sampling vinyl|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
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>(...) Other than that it sounded really muffled and strange. I looked
> for answers online and it seems that the signals on vinyl records have
> a strange frequency-response curve called 'RIAA equalization'. This
> must be undone by the 'Phono' input circuits on a suitable amplifier.
> 
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIAA_equalization

The funny thing about this is that they're doing it since 1954 to
achieve longer playback times. Apparently bass sounds on a record
would make the vinyl tracks too wide. When I sampled it I couldn't get
it right, increasing the bass would just make it sound muffled. With
the 'Sound Burger' I got clear sound with good bass. The 'Phono'
inputs on my parent's amplifier and a regular turntable would probably
do the same but I don't want to go borrow them.
| 17228|17224|2008-11-05 04:38:45|Ian Vine|Re: sampling vinyl|
RIAA is the deal. All vinyl has this eq curve applied, that's why you need the RIAA (phono) preamp. 

As an alternative how about a kaoss pad 1 ( around 45 ukp on ebay) or kaoss pad2, which have phono inputs (kaoss pad 3 dropped the phonos btw).

IanV

From jdcx64

>Yes and I got frustrated. The signal was too low and normalizing added
>noise. Other than that it sounded really muffled and strange. I looked
>for answers online and it seems that the signals on vinyl records have
>a strange frequency-response curve called 'RIAA equalization' . This
>must be undone by the 'Phono' input circuits on a suitable amplifier.

| 17229|17224|2008-11-05 05:07:13|florisvanrijswijk|Re: sampling vinyl|
Phone preamps with RIAA correction filtering and line-out can be found
in small compact enclosures in various places from various vendors: 
http://www.amazon.com/TC-400G-Phono-Preamp-Pre-amp-preamplifier/dp/B000J46TFW
http://www.amazon.com/Behringer-Ultra-Compact-Phono-Preamp-PP400/dp/B000H2BC4E/ref=pd_cp_e_2/176-7831946-7145109?
pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=center-41&pf_rd_r=1E10CVNFBXMCCXVMHGZR&pf_rd_t=201&pf_rd_p=413863501&pf_rd_i=B000J46TFW

In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:

>
> RIAA is the deal. All vinyl has this eq curve applied, that's why

you need the RIAA (phono) preamp.
| 17230|17224|2008-11-05 07:15:17|zamisers7k|Re: sampling vinyl|
Thanks for helping clear that up guys!

I can't deny that the RS does muffle some tones. I also hate to think 
a KAOSS pad I would clear some of that up. I had a few of them and 
loved them, but they die too easily.

I'm thinking some mixers would work pretty well as an amp in this 
circumstance, perhaps some Yamaha ones? I really like my MW10, been 
using it a lot lately. I know it not the best thing in the world but 
it helps a lot.

Anyway, I understand now, and I don't want to get in the way of anyone 
wanting to do sampling on the RS.

Its good to note what might help you on with such things, and get them 
if you can and need :)

Zam
| 17231|17224|2008-11-05 07:26:39|Michael Kirk|Re: sampling vinyl|
It is not just the gain aspect with turntable inputs, there is the
RIAA equalization (compensation) curve also, see:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIAA_equalization

Perhaps there is a filter in the RS7K that offers the compensation?
Probably not.

-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jdcx64" wrote:
>
> Most turntables have 'Phono' outputs that don't work well with an
RS7000.
> The Audio Technica 'Sound Burger' / 'Mister Disc' portable hi-fi
> turntable with an internal preamplifier has 'Line' and 2 headphone
> outputs. It gives really good results with an RS (or a Mac/PC)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIAA_equalization
http://www.amazon.com/TC-400G-Phono-Preamp-Pre-amp-preamplifier/dp/B000J46TFW
http://www.amazon.com/Behringer-Ultra-Compact-Phono-Preamp-PP400/dp/B000H2BC4E/ref=pd_cp_e_2/176-7831946-7145109?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=center-41&pf_rd_r=1E10CVNFBXMCCXVMHGZR&pf_rd_t=201&pf_rd_p=413863501&pf_rd_i=B000J46TFW
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> 
> Unfortunately they are rare and expensive :(
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=290272399877
>

| 17232|17232|2008-11-06 15:28:18|fsev@gmx.at|detailed drawing with measurements of RS7K ?|
Hi,

I need the exact dimensions of the RS for my Case-builder, does somebody here have a drawing for me ?

I know that sketch from the Service Manual, but I´m missing somet data there (e.g. the angle of the Frontplate)
-- 
GMX Download-Spiele: Preizsturz! Alle Puzzle-Spiele Deluxe über 60% billiger.
http://games.entertainment.gmx.net/de/entertainment/games/download/puzzle/index.html
| 17233|17232|2008-11-07 00:05:13|zamisers7k|Re: detailed drawing with measurements of RS7K ?|
Not sure, but have you looked at the service manual that we have here 
in the files section now? It has some schematics and diagrams that 
might help.

Or, if you have an RS, a ruler and or maybe a protractor too, maybe you 
can take a couple of quick measurements of it for your custom case.

Also, I've seen some premade really nice flight cases for the RSs on 
Ebay, my friend Mark got one for his RS I do believe. They may have 
originally been turntable cases tho, but supposedly it fit RS's very 
well too. A lot better than my samsonite suitcase filled with foam.

If you get it all figured out and made, take some pics for us to look 
at how it turned out for ya.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, fsev@... wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I need the exact dimensions of the RS for my Case-builder, does 
somebody here have a drawing for me ?
> 
> I know that sketch from the Service Manual, but I´m missing somet 
data there (e.g. the angle of the Frontplate)
> -- 
> GMX Download-Spiele: Preizsturz! Alle Puzzle-Spiele Deluxe über 60% 
billiger.
> 
http://games.entertainment.gmx.net/de/entertainment/games/download/puzzl
e/index.html
>

| 17234|17232|2008-11-07 01:30:17|fsev@gmx.at|Re: detailed drawing with measurements of RS7K ?|
These are the cases for MPCs from Thomann, I think I´ll get such a case for my RS

http://www.thomann.de/gb/thon_haubencase_akai_mpc4000.htm
http://www.thomann.de/gb/thon_haubencase_fuer_akai_mpc2000_xl.htm

@Zamise
I downloaded the service manual from this yahoo group, but I´ve seen only one rudimentary sketch there.

-------- Original-Nachricht --------

> Datum: Fri, 07 Nov 2008 07:05:11 -0000
> Von: "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: detailed drawing with measurements of RS7K ?

> Not sure, but have you looked at the service manual that we have here 
> in the files section now? It has some schematics and diagrams that 
> might help.
> 
> Or, if you have an RS, a ruler and or maybe a protractor too, maybe you 
> can take a couple of quick measurements of it for your custom case.
> 
> Also, I've seen some premade really nice flight cases for the RSs on 
> Ebay, my friend Mark got one for his RS I do believe. They may have 
> originally been turntable cases tho, but supposedly it fit RS's very 
> well too. A lot better than my samsonite suitcase filled with foam.
> 
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> If you get it all figured out and made, take some pics for us to look 
> at how it turned out for ya.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, fsev@... wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I need the exact dimensions of the RS for my Case-builder, does 
> somebody here have a drawing for me ?
> > 
> > I know that sketch from the Service Manual, but I´m missing somet 
> data there (e.g. the angle of the Frontplate)
> > -- 

-- 
Ist Ihr Browser Vista-kompatibel? Jetzt die neuesten 
Browser-Versionen downloaden: http://www.gmx.net/de/go/browser
| 17235|17235|2008-11-08 00:04:04|login418|Trigger samples with MIDI|
I want to connect my RS to my MAC with MIDI and have software that
holds all my samples so I can play them. I don't want to have to
actually load samples into the RS. Just have them all on my computer
and the RS can trigger them thrue MIDI. 

Is this possible? Don't know anything about MIDI. What software should
I get? Does SampleBank or Ableton do this? Can have a MIDI keyboard
hooked up at the same time?
| 17236|17235|2008-11-08 05:00:20|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Trigger samples with MIDI|
Look for a (freeware) VST sampler. Load the samples in that. 

Commercial: 
Native Instruments Kontakt
Steinberg Halion

Freeware: 
http://www.kvraudio.com/get.php?mode=results&st=adv&soft=i&type[]=4&f=vst&fe=0&osx=1&free=1&sf=0&receptor=&de=0&sort=2&rpp=15
Kotkas Paax 2 
Simple Shiny Sampler-3S
http://www.manytone.com/3s.htm - Manytone 3S Sampler - Simple Shiny
Sampler
http://www.soundburst.com/samplefarmfree.html - Sample Farm Free
http://webmassiva.com/cyber/ - Polyphonic multi-timbral sample player
for VST host applications

Those can either run standalone or you need to run them in a VST host
like:

Commercial: 
Cubase 
Ableton Live 

Freeware: 

http://www.dontcrack.com/freeware/software.php/id/7043/audio/Plug-Ins-Hosts/
HostX by Mitchell Turner Free-Standing VSTi host
Kil2 by Fredrik Olofsson VST Host

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "login418" wrote:
>
> I want to connect my RS to my MAC with MIDI and have software that
> holds all my samples so I can play them. I don't want to have to
> actually load samples into the RS. Just have them all on my computer
> and the RS can trigger them thrue MIDI. 
> 
> Is this possible? Don't know anything about MIDI. What software should
> I get? Does SampleBank or Ableton do this? Can have a MIDI keyboard
> hooked up at the same time?
>

| 17237|17235|2008-11-08 09:31:08|Malcolm Dixon|Re: Trigger samples with MIDI|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "login418" wrote:

>
> I want to connect my RS to my MAC with MIDI and have software that
> holds all my samples so I can play them. I don't want to have to
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> actually load samples into the RS. Just have them all on my computer
> and the RS can trigger them thrue MIDI. 
> 
> Is this possible? Don't know anything about MIDI. What software should
> I get? Does SampleBank or Ableton do this? Can have a MIDI keyboard
> hooked up at the same time?
>

Its not possible to do this via midi, midi just transfer numbers i.e.
a number saying a note has been pressed, the number for the note
pressed, a number for how long you've held it, and a number to say
you've released it. This is all generally referred to as system
exclusive stuff. 

1) To transfer samples you have to use the memory card or better buy a
SCSI drive and cable to in the back of the drive and the RS7000. Of
course you will need to get them on the drive. 

2) If you have an old mac (its worth while keeping one) with built in
scsi then you connect the drive to the mac load your samples the
connect it to the RS7000. A cheap way of doing this these days is to
get a couple of IOMEGA Jaz drives off ebay connect one to your mac the
other to the rs7000.

3) If its an old mac with scsi you can use the Yamaha sampling
software to edit the samples on the mac and transfer them via scsi
cable to the RS7000, this works well but can be a bit of a pain to set up.

4) If you have a none intel mac that still can run OS9 you can get a
firewire to scsi converter and use the Yamaha software

5) If you have the intel mac them your back to the scsi drive.

Hope that helps.

Mal
| 17238|17235|2008-11-08 15:24:43|Nick Fletcher|Re: Trigger samples with MIDI|
Malcolm,

I think you misunderstood the OP. He just wants the MIDI file to be played
on the RS7000 and have that data control a sampler on his computer. This is
easily possible through the use of a VST sampler, as described above. All
that would be needed for the connection to the computer would be a MIDI
interface. Then you set the MIDI instrument on each particular channel to be
the VST sampler.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17239|17235|2008-11-08 16:05:35|Malcolm Dixon|Re: Trigger samples with MIDI|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>
> Malcolm,
> 
> I think you misunderstood the OP. He just wants the MIDI file to be

played

> on the RS7000 and have that data control a sampler on his computer.

This is

> easily possible through the use of a VST sampler, as described

above. All

> that would be needed for the connection to the computer would be a MIDI
> interface. Then you set the MIDI instrument on each particular

channel to be

> the VST sampler.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

LOL,

Yes your absolutely right, I have the same problem with exam
questions. hope the info was useful to someone.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Cheers Mal
| 17240|17235|2008-11-08 20:19:38|login418|Re: Trigger samples with MIDI|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Malcolm Dixon" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:
> >
> > Malcolm,
> > 
> > I think you misunderstood the OP. He just wants the MIDI file to be
> played
> > on the RS7000 and have that data control a sampler on his computer.
> This is
> > easily possible through the use of a VST sampler, as described
> above. All
> > that would be needed for the connection to the computer would be a

MIDI

> > interface. Then you set the MIDI instrument on each particular
> channel to be
> > the VST sampler.
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> LOL,
> 
> Yes your absolutely right, I have the same problem with exam
> questions. hope the info was useful to someone.
> 
> Cheers Mal
>

Thanks guys for the info! As the last guy said I want the RS to play
midi notes and trigger samples on my computer (Battery 3 seems cool)
AND at the same time play the RS native sounds too. But at the end of
the day I want to be able to record all of this into Logic or Reason.
Not concerned about preserving MIDI info at this point but it would be
a bonus. Is this recording possible? Triggering samples, playing RS
notes, and recording back into the computer at the same time with my
USB/MIDI interface?

AS far as SCSI. I found a $100 Adaptec USB-to-SCSI cable that I can
use on a regular HD. This might work to. But still have to load up all
the samples. Takes time right?
| 17241|17235|2008-11-10 06:56:45|zamisers7k|Re: Trigger samples with MIDI|

> >
> 
> Thanks guys for the info! As the last guy said I want the RS to play
> midi notes and trigger samples on my computer (Battery 3 seems cool)
> AND at the same time play the RS native sounds too. But at the end 

of

> the day I want to be able to record all of this into Logic or 

Reason.

> Not concerned about preserving MIDI info at this point but it would 

be

> a bonus. Is this recording possible? Triggering samples, playing RS
> notes, and recording back into the computer at the same time with my
> USB/MIDI interface?
> 
> AS far as SCSI. I found a $100 Adaptec USB-to-SCSI cable that I can
> use on a regular HD. This might work to. But still have to load up 

all

> the samples. Takes time right?
>

Things get a liittle trickier if your trying to record at the same 
time your playing back on a computer. Its possible, but can get a 
little funky sometimes if everything isn't already set up to work 
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right off the bat. Only way to know for sure is try it and see how 
it goes I think. You may get lucky and not need a second computer 
for it.

As for SCSI, if you've already got samples on the RS you want to pull 
off, cheapest way would be to just re-record them from the analog 
outs. It always works too ;)

Hope you get it worked out, sounds like it could be a great way to go 
with your sampling if your doing a lot and still using the RS to 
sequence. Let us know how it goes if you can, and...

Good Luck and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17242|17242|2008-11-10 10:15:37|it_goes_darker_still|Live|
Hey everyone,
I'm looking to get some gigs together for my first shows. As I've
gotten very helpful responses here before I thought I'd see what you
all think.
I am a complete novice at playing live shows, never have before. I
wanted to know what kind of gear I might need. 

I'll be playing with an rs7000, guitar, and mic.

If I play at a club do they usually have speakers for you to just plug
into? or do you need to bring your own?

Would appreciate any additional tips or ideas anyone might have as
these will be my first shows and I have no idea what I should do or
expect.
Thanks to all,
Matt

www.myspace.com/thenoumena
www.myspace.com/theunitunit
| 17243|17242|2008-11-10 14:31:22|zamisers7k|Re: Live|
I usually try to find out before hand too. Good to scope out the 
place a week or so in advance, ask the house engineer what you need 
to connect up to their system. If can't email or call the engineer 
or venue for this info. The venue almost always has a PA system 
unless its something like a bookstore or out on a sidewalk or 
something like that.

If you don't mind me suggesting, I'd say get yourself a decent mixer 
as part of your setup. It also helps to have a good supply of 
adapters and difrent kinds of cables, but once your set with your own 
mixer all you have to give the house usually is a L&R main out, and 
it also sometimes helps to have like at least a 6 to 12 footer cable 
from that to go into anything they might have with various adapters 
for it as well. Most the time they can plug right into your mixer, 
but some places you'll have to run wires to inputs on the floor or to 
their mixing board.

Its mostly common though that they'll accept 1/4" male outs or be 
able to go right into one of the mains on your mixer. If they 
require XLRs, then they should be capable of bringing them to your 
mixer's XLR main outs. Its not always the case though, and it seems 
more recently that a place or two I've been to will want you to run 
male XLRs to their inputs. That always sucks, because we always 
expect them to accept 1/4" male or females.

Anyhow you look at it, its good to find out first hand if you can, go 
to the place, or talk to the engineer any way you can before you go 
to play, and be prepared as possible, they don't always know for sure 
themselfs, or something important of theirs gets stollen or borrowed 
the night before...

Oh some of the nightmare stories I could tell, but I don't want to 
scare you, chances are they can handle whatever you've got, but it 
never hurts to find out before you get there. Having a mixer or two 
or three in your setup can save you and maybe even some other folks 
who might be playing the same night as you, along with as many 
adapters as you can too. I usually try be ready as possible to give 
them a L&R RCAs, XLRs, and or 1/4" male or females. If they don't 
accept any of those than, personally, I'm not sure they could be 
considered a good venue to go play at unless its under some strange 
or odd circumstances.

Good luck and let us know how it goes!



Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" 
wrote:

>
> Hey everyone,
> I'm looking to get some gigs together for my first shows. As I've
> gotten very helpful responses here before I thought I'd see what you
> all think.
> I am a complete novice at playing live shows, never have before. 

I

> wanted to know what kind of gear I might need. 
> 
> I'll be playing with an rs7000, guitar, and mic.
> 
> If I play at a club do they usually have speakers for you to just 

plug

> into? or do you need to bring your own?
> 
> Would appreciate any additional tips or ideas anyone might have as
> these will be my first shows and I have no idea what I should do or
> expect.
> Thanks to all,
> Matt
> 
> www.myspace.com/thenoumena
> www.myspace.com/theunitunit
>

| 17244|17244|2008-11-14 16:08:58|zamisers7k|Official Yamaha/Walt Disney Remix Contest|
If anyone is intrested Yamaha emailed this to me.

www.yamaha.com/celebrate

I thought about entering and doing something on my RS7000, but I've 
been pretty busy and its due in like a month or two. Check the Rules. 
Could win some cool stuff maybe, make the Small World After All song 
not so incredably annoying perhaps. I might still give it a go if I 
get the chance, but thought I'd pass it along to you guys too maybe 
increase the chances .00000002% of someone with an RS7000 winning.

Zam
| 17245|17244|2008-11-15 04:47:45|zamisers7k|Update: Official Yamaha/Walt Disney Remix Contest|
First run I did of it:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/World1.mp3

I plan on tweaking it out some more before sending it in to Yamaha/Walt 
Disney, its just the first run. I did a lot of aranging to get just to 
a little bit of decent fRS style remixing. Its all RS7000. If you 
want the files to further mix, need to put some kind of vocs on it too, 
but heres the RS pattern & Chain files I hope if anyone is intrested:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/SmallWorld/

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17246|17246|2008-11-16 20:31:28|Alex Boswell|triggerfinger and yamaha rs|
does anyone know how i can make the triggerfinger control the sample i 
chopped up? i have it midi to the rs but it just makes drum sounds
! please help
| 17247|17246|2008-11-17 08:08:08|pegaso1423|Re: triggerfinger and yamaha rs|
hi
you have to set the triggerfinger to transmit midi on the same channel 
the samples are on rs ie if your samples are on track 2 set the 
drumpad to midi channel 2 
if you want the triggerf to play whatever track is selected on rs in 
setup change ?midi input?midi control?control input?not sure? to 
monitor+rec 
cheers
| 17248|17248|2008-11-19 18:00:30|Andy G|Could someone do me a favour???|
Hi there,

I'm not a RS7000 owner but someone got in touch with me recently to
say that a tune I produced years ago was copied as part of the BRK
TRANCE sample on the RS7000! 
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As I can't get hold of software that'll play the VQ format for the
soundclips at http://www.rs7000.org/samples.php I'd be really really
grateful if there's an RS7000 owner out there who could email
it to me as an mp3..

The 'style name' is BRK TRANCE 

Respect to all music makers..

Peace

Andy
| 17249|17248|2008-11-20 02:15:12|zamisers7k|Re: Could someone do me a favour???|
Sorries Andy, I can't find anything that plays or can convert 
those .vqf files either, seems like a totally defunct 
format/vaporware, but I put the word out to some other folks over on 
VintageSynth forums to see what if anything they'll come up with too. 
If anyone comes up with anything I'll get back to ya. If nobody 
still doesn't in a day or two maybe we can email yamaha support for 
some help with it, any luck maybe they'll give us or link us to a 
working copy.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andy G" wrote:
>
> Hi there,
> 
> I'm not a RS7000 owner but someone got in touch with me recently to
> say that a tune I produced years ago was copied as part of the BRK
> TRANCE sample on the RS7000! 
> As I can't get hold of software that'll play the VQ format for the
> soundclips at http://www.rs7000.org/samples.php I'd be really really
> grateful if there's an RS7000 owner out there who could email
> it to me as an mp3..
> 
> The 'style name' is BRK TRANCE 
> 
> Respect to all music makers..
> 
> Peace
> 
> Andy
>

| 17250|17248|2008-11-20 02:17:53|zamisers7k|Re: Could someone do me a favour???|
Oh wait, duh, I have an RS7000, I'll see if I can get the original 
brktrance style loaded up...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sorries Andy, I can't find anything that plays or can convert 
> those .vqf files either, seems like a totally defunct 
> format/vaporware, but I put the word out to some other folks over on 
> VintageSynth forums to see what if anything they'll come up with too. 
> If anyone comes up with anything I'll get back to ya. If nobody 
> still doesn't in a day or two maybe we can email yamaha support for 
> some help with it, any luck maybe they'll give us or link us to a 
> working copy.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17251|17248|2008-11-20 02:49:36|zamisers7k|Re: Could someone do me a favour???|
I got it here if you didn't get my email:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/brktranceRS7000.mp3

Zam
| 17252|17248|2008-11-20 03:30:52|Andy G|Re: Could someone do me a favour???|
Hey Zam,

Thanks loads for that - you're a star : )

There is indeed a pretty exact copy of a b-line I produced on a track
called 'Skwirm' - but hey, its only a b-line and I'll be honest, I'm
more flattered than worried about lost royalties!
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All the best to all RS7000 owners..
| 17253|17248|2008-11-20 10:55:12|BruceW|Re: Could someone do me a favour???|
Sorry, I'm a bit late to the party, but WinAmp has a VQF plugin that seems to work ok with all those old Yammie demos:

http://www.winamp.com/plugins/details/19443

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2008 4:15 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Could someone do me a favour???

Sorries Andy, I can't find anything that plays or can convert 
those .vqf files either, seems like a totally defunct 
format/vaporware, but I put the word out to some other folks over on 
VintageSynth forums to see what if anything they'll come up with too. 
If anyone comes up with anything I'll get back to ya. If nobody 
still doesn't in a day or two maybe we can email yamaha support for 
some help with it, any luck maybe they'll give us or link us to a 
working copy.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andy G" wrote:
>
> Hi there,
> 
> I'm not a RS7000 owner but someone got in touch with me recently to
> say that a tune I produced years ago was copied as part of the BRK
> TRANCE sample on the RS7000! 
> As I can't get hold of software that'll play the VQ format for the
> soundclips at http://www.rs7000.org/samples.php I'd be really really
> grateful if there's an RS7000 owner out there who could email
> it to me as an mp3..
> 
> The 'style name' is BRK TRANCE 
> 
> Respect to all music makers..
> 
> Peace
> 
> Andy
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17254|17254|2008-11-20 11:10:59|BruceW|Yamaha VQF Player|
Found a link to the old Yamaha player at sonic spot. This is the same player I remember downloading back around '02 when I got my first CS6x.

No guarantees that it'll work on an XP or other system, though. Download at your own risk!

http://www.sonicspot.com/soundvqplayer/soundvqplayer.html

-bruce

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2008 4:15 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Could someone do me a favour???

Sorries Andy, I can't find anything that plays or can convert 
those .vqf files either, seems like a totally defunct 
format/vaporware, but I put the word out to some other folks over on 
VintageSynth forums to see what if anything they'll come up with too. 
If anyone comes up with anything I'll get back to ya. If nobody 
still doesn't in a day or two maybe we can email yamaha support for 
some help with it, any luck maybe they'll give us or link us to a 
working copy.

http://www.winamp.com/plugins/details/19443
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.rs7000.org/samples.php
http://www.sonicspot.com/soundvqplayer/soundvqplayer.html
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Andy G" wrote:
>
> Hi there,
> 
> I'm not a RS7000 owner but someone got in touch with me recently to
> say that a tune I produced years ago was copied as part of the BRK
> TRANCE sample on the RS7000! 
> As I can't get hold of software that'll play the VQ format for the
> soundclips at http://www.rs7000.org/samples.php I'd be really really
> grateful if there's an RS7000 owner out there who could email
> it to me as an mp3..
> 
> The 'style name' is BRK TRANCE 
> 
> Respect to all music makers..
> 
> Peace
> 
> Andy
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17255|17254|2008-11-21 00:35:20|zamisers7k|Re: Yamaha VQF Player|
Right on that player works! I swear I looked around for 3 hours trying 
to get one that would work. Thanks for the link bruce, and happy to be 
of service to ya Andy. With that link maybe you can listen to the rest 
of the demos and see if Yamaha ripped any more stuff from ya they put 
on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "BruceW" wrote:
>
> Found a link to the old Yamaha player at sonic spot. This is the same 
player I remember downloading back around '02 when I got my first CS6x.
> 
> No guarantees that it'll work on an XP or other system, though. 
Download at your own risk!
> 
> http://www.sonicspot.com/soundvqplayer/soundvqplayer.html
> 
> -bruce

| 17256|17256|2008-11-21 15:02:50|chthonic|seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back and forth to my rehearsal 
space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips with this beast, but i don't 
want to carry it until i have to.

can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag that might fit the RS7K? in 
NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big strap for over the shoulder. 
thanks in advance for any suggestions.
| 17257|17256|2008-11-21 15:20:57|8_bit_boy|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
honestly, id say dont fuck around with a soft case..

just get a deck case.. rip out one or two bits of foam and it works a 
treat!

if you really wanted a soft case some of the gator projector / 
lighting cases would work..

On 22/11/2008, at 8:02 AM, chthonic wrote:

> i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back 
> and forth to my rehearsal
> space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips 
> with this beast, but i don't
> want to carry it until i have to.
>
> can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag 
> that might fit the RS7K? in
> NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big 
> strap for over the shoulder.
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> thanks in advance for any suggestions.
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17258|17256|2008-11-21 16:53:10|zamisers7k|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
In the photos section here there is a picture of a nice soft carrying 
bag from Gigskins. Don't know where to get one though. I remember 
seeing one on RS7000.org a while back too, but I don't see it anywhere 
now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back and 
forth to my rehearsal 
> space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips 
with this beast, but i don't 
> want to carry it until i have to.
> 
> can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag that 
might fit the RS7K? in 
> NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big 
strap for over the shoulder. 
> thanks in advance for any suggestions.
>

| 17259|17259|2008-11-22 22:01:31|dinobru2003|RS7K Virgin needs advice|
Hey guys.......Going to see and possibly buy my first RS7K tomorrow...
What do i need to look out for ?
What questions do i need to ask regarding upgrades and additional kit ?

I hear the older unit had "Bugs", 
What were the problems ?

Which were the first units without any factory problems ?

any advice would be cool...........cheers
| 17260|17259|2008-11-22 22:13:24|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K Virgin needs advice|
The original operating system had a few glitches, but it can be updated 
to the newest, so that should not be a worry. Otherwise they are all 
the same. What I'd do if it were me, I'd press the keyboard button on 
the left it looks like KEY- BOARD next to the Arpegiattor button, then 
play each of the mini keys to see if none of those are sticky or not 
working very well. Some RSs it seems to get bad keys, but I think its 
more from none use than a factory defect, they can wear back in 
sometimes I think, but I'm not 100% sure, I just know I've heard and 
have experienced this on some RSs so its something to look out for. 
Otherwise its the standard stuff, make sure none of the knobs are 
really loose, cracks in the plastic if its been dropped, display screen 
pixels look OK readable. If it come with 64meg expanded memory is a 
bonus, you will need it tho if it don't have it. The only other 
upgrade is an AIEB2 card, they are kind of an expensive add on and not 
really too necessary unless you know you'll need extra outs.

Thats it I think, good luck getting it, and whomever is selling it to 
you don't know what they are giving away or they wouldn't let it go, so 
maybe you can talk them down on the price a few or more dollars ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
>
> Hey guys.......Going to see and possibly buy my first RS7K tomorrow...
> What do i need to look out for ?
> What questions do i need to ask regarding upgrades and additional 
kit ?
> 
> I hear the older unit had "Bugs", 
> What were the problems ?
> 
> Which were the first units without any factory problems ?
> 
> any advice would be cool...........cheers
>
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| 17261|17259|2008-11-23 12:37:49|Michael Kirk|Re: RS7K Virgin needs advice|
If you are really motivated, the RS7K service manual (in the files
section of this group) has a diagnostic mode test procedure that
verifies the operation (knobs, buttons, etc) of the unit.

Unless it has been dropped, suffered lightning damage or had a liquid
spill, I would think it should be hard to damage the RS7K, they are
built well.

Enjoy!

-Mike

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The original operating system had a few glitches, but it can be updated 
> to the newest, so that should not be a worry. Otherwise they are all 
> the same. What I'd do if it were me, I'd press the keyboard button on 
> the left it looks like KEY- BOARD next to the Arpegiattor button, then 
> play each of the mini keys to see if none of those are sticky or not 
> working very well. Some RSs it seems to get bad keys, but I think its 
> more from none use than a factory defect, they can wear back in 
> sometimes I think, but I'm not 100% sure, I just know I've heard and 
> have experienced this on some RSs so its something to look out for. 
> Otherwise its the standard stuff, make sure none of the knobs are 
> really loose, cracks in the plastic if its been dropped, display screen 
> pixels look OK readable. If it come with 64meg expanded memory is a 
> bonus, you will need it tho if it don't have it. The only other 
> upgrade is an AIEB2 card, they are kind of an expensive add on and not 
> really too necessary unless you know you'll need extra outs.
> 
> Thats it I think, good luck getting it, and whomever is selling it to 
> you don't know what they are giving away or they wouldn't let it go, so 
> maybe you can talk them down on the price a few or more dollars ;)
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
> >
> > Hey guys.......Going to see and possibly buy my first RS7K tomorrow...
> > What do i need to look out for ?
> > What questions do i need to ask regarding upgrades and additional 
> kit ?
> > 
> > I hear the older unit had "Bugs", 
> > What were the problems ?
> > 
> > Which were the first units without any factory problems ?
> > 
> > any advice would be cool...........cheers
> >
>

| 17262|17262|2008-11-23 13:40:31|chthonic|"illegal file"|
the worst thing, you do not want to see when you try to load up your "ALL" file on the RS7K.

i had 2 complete songs and some other ideas on there. i don't know what happened. i was 
just working on it last night. right before a writing session, a sample suddenly went wonky... 
the tempo wasn't locked in anymore and it was distorted.

basically i kept only saving "ALL" over the same file on the 64MB SM card that i got with the 
unit. yes, i know i'm stupid for not making a backup. i'm formatting up a new 128MB card 
now.

anyone know what could cause a file to become "illegal"? and my info is definitely gone - 
when i check PATT, there is no pattern info whatsoever, only ***********. although if there 
was any way i could restore it that would be awesome.

advice for the future on what to do and not to do (other than, do make backups every 
session)...appreciated.
| 17263|17263|2008-11-23 15:28:42|Frédéric Samamer|AW: [RS7000] "illegal file"|
hi,
try the programm easy recovery, with the best wishes f.

________________________________
Von: chthonic <chthonic@chthonicstreams.com>
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An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Gesendet: Sonntag, den 23. November 2008, 21:40:30 Uhr
Betreff: [RS7000] "illegal file"

the worst thing, you do not want to see when you try to load up your "ALL" file on the RS7K.

i had 2 complete songs and some other ideas on there. i don't know what happened. i was 
just working on it last night. right before a writing session, a sample suddenly went wonky... 
the tempo wasn't locked in anymore and it was distorted.

basically i kept only saving "ALL" over the same file on the 64MB SM card that i got with the 
unit. yes, i know i'm stupid for not making a backup. i'm formatting up a new 128MB card 
now.

anyone know what could cause a file to become "illegal"? and my info is definitely gone - 
when i check PATT, there is no pattern info whatsoever, only ***********. although if there 
was any way i could restore it that would be awesome.

advice for the future on what to do and not to do (other than, do make backups every 
session)...apprecia ted. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17264|17262|2008-11-24 05:54:24|chthonic streams|Re: "illegal file"|

>>
> 3. AW: [RS7000] "illegal file"
> Posted by: "Frédéric Samamer" mcrabbiat@yahoo.de mcrabbiat
> Date: Sun Nov 23, 2008 2:28 pm ((PST))
>
> hi,
> try the programm easy recovery, with the best wishes f.
>

what program easy recovery? is this part of the RS7K? if it is, how 
do i access it? and not, how do i get it?

d.
| 17265|17259|2008-11-24 08:58:21|dinobru2003|RS7K Virgin needs advice|
Thanks for the advice guys.........went to see the RS on Sunday.

Totally lucked out.......Unit was for sale on ebay from a large musical
equpiment store..was an ex demonstraion model that had never been used.
Came with the original Box, Manual, original, CD's and memory card etc.
(it even still had the protective film over the screen)

Somebody had bid £200 GBP, so I offered £300 cash (They fell for it :-)

Now just got get reading and bug you guys for help everytime I get stuck.

Thanks again to those who replied to my SOS.

Speak to you all (SOON i think)

CHEERS
| 17266|17259|2008-11-24 19:41:09|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K Virgin needs advice|
Yea for you!!! And welcome to the group new RS7000 user.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the advice guys.........went to see the RS on Sunday.
> 
> Totally lucked out.......Unit was for sale on ebay from a large 
musical
> equpiment store..was an ex demonstraion model that had never been 
used.
> Came with the original Box, Manual, original, CD's and memory card 
etc.
> (it even still had the protective film over the screen)
> 
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> Somebody had bid £200 GBP, so I offered £300 cash (They fell for 
it :-)
> 
> Now just got get reading and bug you guys for help everytime I get 
stuck.
> 
> Thanks again to those who replied to my SOS.
> 
> Speak to you all (SOON i think)
> 
> 
> CHEERS
>

| 17267|17256|2008-11-25 15:49:50|rs7king|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
I just ordered this one:
http://www.thomann.de/gb/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back
and forth to my rehearsal 
> space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips
with this beast, but i don't 
> want to carry it until i have to.
> 
> can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag
that might fit the RS7K? in 
> NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big
strap for over the shoulder. 
> thanks in advance for any suggestions.
>

| 17268|17268|2008-11-26 04:53:24|chthonic streams|Re: Digest Number 2322|
thanks for the link and the exact model number of the official case. 
however, as i said, i am in new york city. all places still carrying 
it are in europe. the exchange rate and shipping would be murderous.

besides, i probably need to carry this on the subway, and advertising 
what it is is not a good idea ;)

d.

On Nov 26, 2008, at 5:38 AM, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> There is 1 message in this issue.
>
> Topics in this digest:
>
> 1a. Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K
> From: rs7king
>
>
> Message
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 1a. Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K
> Posted by: "rs7king" rs7king@yahoo.com rs7king
> Date: Tue Nov 25, 2008 2:49 pm ((PST))
>
> I just ordered this one:
> http://www.thomann.de/gb/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm
>

| 17269|17268|2008-11-26 13:52:57|Malcolm Dixon|Re: Digest Number 2322|
Hi

I had a similar problem some time ago with some very expensive gear
and an expensive case would have advertised ROB ME, so I bought the
cheapest solid plastic holiday suitcase with decent rubber wheels and
a pullout handle the type your see in airports. I then lined it with
the heavy duty FREE shipping foam plasma TV box box foam is really
tough. I've cut into wedge shapes to angle all the gear in my studio.

I then battered and scratched (gently) the outside surface so it
didn't look worth stealing and towed the gear safely about. I also
made special padded areas for cables with plugs ( the expensive bags
usually have no space for them inside ) and an Iomega Jaz drive and
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cartridges etc.

The cost was negligible and the case has been to and fro with no
damage to the RS7000 or any other units I've wheeled in unit. The
really great thing is these plastic cases often have a tight rubber
seal so you no toting a fancy branded foam bag in the rain only to
discover the unit is ruined or unusable until dry.

Hope this helps.

Oops finally, when your not transporting gear you can get really
radical and take out the foam and use it as a suitcase LOL 

Cheers Mal

The --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:

>
> thanks for the link and the exact model number of the official case. 
> however, as i said, i am in new york city. all places still carrying 
> it are in europe. the exchange rate and shipping would be murderous.
> 
> besides, i probably need to carry this on the subway, and advertising 
> what it is is not a good idea ;)
> 
> 
> d.
> 
> 
> On Nov 26, 2008, at 5:38 AM, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> > There is 1 message in this issue.
> >
> > Topics in this digest:
> >
> > 1a. Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K
> > From: rs7king
> >
> >
> > Message
> >

________________________________________________________________________

> > 1a. Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K
> > Posted by: "rs7king" rs7king@... rs7king
> > Date: Tue Nov 25, 2008 2:49 pm ((PST))
> >
> > I just ordered this one:
> > http://www.thomann.de/gb/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm
> >
>

| 17270|17270|2008-11-27 05:10:02|weggatech|1st youtube vid !! haha|
sup RS heads .. my first youtube vid has been posted..
not my usual style of music to make but i was half cut and set up my 
camera and recorded a little live session .. its all fairly average but 
hey it was just a throwdown tune i made in about 5 minutes ..
chk it out and give up some feedback good or bad its all RS LOVE !! no 
samples just RS TONES ...
peace 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AffAJgKSCI
| 17271|17271|2008-11-28 07:04:50|fahniks|THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
For some strange reason, the samples and drum kits don't load correctly when I load up from 
my scsi. I also have been having some midi issues as well. I use a mpd16 from AKAI as 
trigger pads for my machine but as of recent I can't get any sounds out of the pads as well.
I don't know if these two have anything to do with one another. CONFUSED!???!!PLEASE 
HELP!!! MUCH APPRECIATED
| 17272|17271|2008-11-28 07:20:24|zamisers7k|Re: THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
Several things it could be, what I'd check if I could...

1. Cables & Connections - can never trust these too much, try a 
cable you know has or does work well, and seat and reseat them making 
sure they are a snug fit.

2. HardDrive - If possible, may need to hook it up to a computer 
with SCSI to this, the RS I think would need to do a reformat perhaps 
to check it but not 100% sure of that, either way it may good to save 
your data off somewhere else if you can until the HD is deturmand 
good.
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3. Memory - Do you know if your memory in the RS is approved to 
specifications? Some of the strangest problems come down to memory 
that wasn't good for the RS. You can do a systems check on the RS, I 
forget the procedure, but its here somewhere if your willing to look 
around a bit for it. I'm not sure its in the manual. Even if it 
says its all good, but if you had no problems with the RS before you 
hooked up the SCSI then I'd not suspect it too much, on the other 
hand, if there is inkling of doubt its the memory, you may just want 
to go buy some more and replace it. Make sure its approved for the 
RS. Try Guitar Center, or http://www.motifator.com/ might have some 
for the motifs. If can't find it let us know we'll help ya with a 
link to it or something. RS takes two 32meggers, check manual for 
specs.

4. Unknown problem - I'm doubting it could be some system setting but 
it might, never know, make sure you've got the latest OS on your RS 
to rule out bugs related to earlier OSs etc. etc.

Good Luck hope you get it resolved, let us know what it was if you 
do, and Happy RSing with what you can do until then.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fahniks" wrote:
>
> For some strange reason, the samples and drum kits don't load 
correctly when I load up from 
> my scsi. I also have been having some midi issues as well. I use a 
mpd16 from AKAI as 
> trigger pads for my machine but as of recent I can't get any sounds 
out of the pads as well.
> I don't know if these two have anything to do with one another. 
CONFUSED!???!!PLEASE 
> HELP!!! MUCH APPRECIATED
>

| 17273|17270|2008-11-28 07:41:27|zamisers7k|Re: 1st youtube vid !! haha|
I watched it and left a comment. What I didn't mention, just a minor 
pet peve I have, no smoking around the gear. Its OK tho since you own 
it and you'll never be get rid of it I hope, its yours to take care of 
in how you see fit. I always treat mine like a new born baby, yet I've 
still got a few wear marks on it from pinching its chubby cheeks. That 
can't always be good either for resale value, just makes me cringe a 
bit when I see it, however I'm going to be burried with my RS so it 
shouldn't really matter to anyone else who cares about I treat or 
treated it.

Thanks for clip though, look forward to more, and as always Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
>
> sup RS heads .. my first youtube vid has been posted..
> not my usual style of music to make but i was half cut and set up my 
> camera and recorded a little live session .. its all fairly average 
but 
> hey it was just a throwdown tune i made in about 5 minutes ..
> chk it out and give up some feedback good or bad its all RS LOVE !! 
no 
> samples just RS TONES ...
> peace 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AffAJgKSCI
>

| 17274|17271|2008-11-28 21:33:02|zamisers7k|Re: THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
I had an afterthought about the cable you may be using... Is it 
really long? It could be picking up interference or just too long to 
transfer well. I've had some cables that I've rigged up before that 
would cause some strange probs because they wern't shielded well 
enough and too long.

One more afterthought, possible user error? Are you sure the samples 
and stuff have moved around? You didn't do something like transpose 
the keyboard or notes or something like that which can also move the 
samples to difrent keys, or notes too, in which case you'd just need 
to get them transposed back to the original position. There is a 
transpose button to move the mini keyboard to go up and down scales, 
it does not move the note positions though, this can change on you 
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sometimes without realizing it. There is also a transpose job that 
will bump the notes around without moving the position of the minikey 
scale.

Or still something else I've not thought of...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

| 17275|17271|2008-11-28 21:37:09|zamisers7k|Re: THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
There is also the Oct up down buttons too can move things around too.

Hope you get it figured out...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

| 17276|17270|2008-11-30 00:04:07|Zeek Duff|Re: 1st youtube vid !! haha|
Zam, watch it again. Depends on WHAT one is smokin', doesn't it? ;)

Best regards,
...z
PS: Nice 40's look on the video Weg, kind of a yin-yang (old tech/new 
tech) motif.
Cool, even if it was "accidental." :^D_~~

On Nov 29, 2008, at 3:06 AM, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> 2a. Re: 1st youtube vid !! haha
> Posted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum-source.com zamisers7k
> Date: Fri Nov 28, 2008 6:41 am ((PST))
>
> I watched it and left a comment. What I didn't mention, just a minor
> pet peve I have, no smoking around the gear.

Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,
Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
http://www.zeekduff.com for more info
http://www.myspace.com/zeekduff for videos
http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff for audio clips & CDs

| 17277|17271|2008-11-30 10:33:15|pegaso1423|Re: THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fahniks" wrote:

>
> For some strange reason, the samples and drum kits don't load correctly 

Whenever I've had any problems like this it's always been that 'voice
setup to tg' was accidentally turned off in options..Not sure about
the midi tho.
Cheers.
| 17278|17271|2008-12-01 17:33:50|fahniks|Re: THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
AAAAAHHHHHHHHH YEAHHHHHHH! Thanks a bunch Pegaso! That'll teach me not to press 
any ol random button when using midi! Thanks allot, now I can go back to being less crazy. 
Peace to you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "fahniks" wrote:
> >
> > For some strange reason, the samples and drum kits don't load correctly 
> 
> Whenever I've had any problems like this it's always been that 'voice
> setup to tg' was accidentally turned off in options..Not sure about
> the midi tho.
> Cheers.
>

| 17279|17271|2008-12-01 17:35:17|fahniks|Re: THE CORRECT SOUNDS DON'T LOAD|
Shot out to Zamisers for the help as well. Good looking out
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I had an afterthought about the cable you may be using... Is it 
> really long? It could be picking up interference or just too long to 
> transfer well. I've had some cables that I've rigged up before that 
> would cause some strange probs because they wern't shielded well 
> enough and too long.
> 
> One more afterthought, possible user error? Are you sure the samples 
> and stuff have moved around? You didn't do something like transpose 
> the keyboard or notes or something like that which can also move the 
> samples to difrent keys, or notes too, in which case you'd just need 
> to get them transposed back to the original position. There is a 
> transpose button to move the mini keyboard to go up and down scales, 
> it does not move the note positions though, this can change on you 
> sometimes without realizing it. There is also a transpose job that 
> will bump the notes around without moving the position of the minikey 
> scale.
> 
> Or still something else I've not thought of...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
>

| 17280|17280|2008-12-04 08:02:53|dinobru2003|Sampling virgin needs advice|
Hey Guys, I've now managed to devote about a good few hours (about 3
days !) to my RS. The manual is quite helpful, as are the tutorials on
youtube. I've got my head around how to load up the various beats and
drums from the unit, but I'm really struggling with the sampling side
of things. I can sample a few seconds of music from a CD player, but
it becomes a little hit and miss after that, It takes me ages to find
it (and it only seems to play on one of the buttons). Is there an
easier way to find this "magical C3" ?. 

help ?
| 17281|17280|2008-12-04 08:20:07|Nick Fletcher|Re: Sampling virgin needs advice|
Using the manual, make sure you understand the different sampling modes.
This is paramount to successfully using the RS7000s sampling powerhouse.
With regards to your current attempts, I would first suggest you use a
different sampling 'mode'. I would guess you are using a 'kit' mode, where
the sample you make, is assigned to a MIDI note, as specified by yourself.
'C3' is simply a C note, two octaves above 'middle C'. You'll find it using
the octave up and down buttons. You set the destination 'note' for your
sample during the sampling process, but that relates to 'kit' type samples,
where you'd have a different sample on the different 'notes'.

But aside from all of that, you can learn to do this from the manual alone,
because I could. And that means that a monkey could!

Cheers,

Nick.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17282|17280|2008-12-05 03:19:50|dinobru2003|Re: Sampling virgin needs advice|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote:

>Thanks Nick, I'll keep at it....The 4MB on board memory seems a

little limited, how hard is it to upgrade to 64mb, what's involved
?(has anybody here done so ?) 

> Using the manual, make sure you understand the different sampling modes.
> This is paramount to successfully using the RS7000s sampling powerhouse.
> With regards to your current attempts, I would first suggest you use a
> different sampling 'mode'. I would guess you are using a 'kit' mode,

where

> the sample you make, is assigned to a MIDI note, as specified by

yourself.

> 'C3' is simply a C note, two octaves above 'middle C'. You'll find
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it using

> the octave up and down buttons. You set the destination 'note' for your
> sample during the sampling process, but that relates to 'kit' type

samples,

> where you'd have a different sample on the different 'notes'.
> 
> But aside from all of that, you can learn to do this from the manual

alone,

> because I could. And that means that a monkey could!
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed

| 17283|17280|2008-12-05 06:35:15|pee_body_420@yahoo.com|Re: Sampling virgin needs advice|
It's so easy ! I put mine in it took about five minutes unscrew the back panel and put the ram in the slots 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "dinobru2003" <nbadur@gerhardt.co.uk> 

Date: Fri, 05 Dec 2008 10:19:46 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Sampling virgin needs advice 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick Fletcher" wrote: 
>Thanks Nick, I'll keep at it....The 4MB on board memory seems a 
little limited, how hard is it to upgrade to 64mb, what's involved 
?(has anybody here done so ?) 

> Using the manual, make sure you understand the different sampling modes. 
> This is paramount to successfully using the RS7000s sampling powerhouse. 
> With regards to your current attempts, I would first suggest you use a 
> different sampling 'mode'. I would guess you are using a 'kit' mode, 
where 
> the sample you make, is assigned to a MIDI note, as specified by 
yourself. 
> 'C3' is simply a C note, two octaves above 'middle C'. You'll find 
it using 
> the octave up and down buttons. You set the destination 'note' for your 
> sample during the sampling process, but that relates to 'kit' type 
samples, 
> where you'd have a different sample on the different 'notes'. 
> 
> But aside from all of that, you can learn to do this from the manual 
alone, 
> because I could. And that means that a monkey could! 
> 
> Cheers, 
> 
> Nick. 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17284|17280|2008-12-05 16:15:44|zamisers7k|Re: Sampling virgin needs advice|
There is a sampling mode selection, as someone mentioned already you 
are probably using kit mode, try switching it over to pitch for a 
pitched voice that will play across all keys before you start 
recording. Something to try until you get how the kit voices work down.

Gota watch out for that C3 key it does default to it every time on 
kit. It does take a little looking around sometimes. I'll use the 
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up/down octave buttons. When its centered there is nothing in the 
display, I don't know if everyone does this, but I usually keep mine 
bumped down one notch and it'll show as one bar on the display left of 
center, then I know the C3 key will be minikey #13 (4 white keys from 
the right).

As for memory, you've got to get more. You can't do anything with 4meg.

Make sure your memory meets specs which are in the manual. 
Motifator.com carries approved ones I think but not 100% sure as I've 
never ordered from them, but hopefully here is a link to the proper 
memory:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvcScreen=PROD&Store_Code=M&
Product_Code=MEK64

May need to cut and paste that url in a couple sections.

Anyhow, good luck, you'll get the hang of it in another few days, then 
a few years, then a decade later still something cool and new to learn 
f about it you didn't know.

Zam
| 17285|17280|2008-12-05 16:25:03|zamisers7k|Re: Sampling virgin needs advice|
Sorry, correct for memory link...

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

Zam
| 17286|17280|2008-12-08 03:36:25|Naj Badur|Re: Sampling virgin needs advice|
Thanks Zam

Kind Regards

Naj Badur

General Manager

Gerhardt (London)

Tel: (0)208 211 2308

Fax: (0)208 211 2291

Mob: 07967 335 725

E-mail: nbadur@gerhardt.co.uk nbadur@gerhardt.co.uk> 

Web: www.gerhardt.net

________________________________

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf
Of zamisers7k
Sent: 05 December 2008 23:16
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Sampling virgin needs advice

There is a sampling mode selection, as someone mentioned already you 
are probably using kit mode, try switching it over to pitch for a 
pitched voice that will play across all keys before you start 
recording. Something to try until you get how the kit voices work down.

Gota watch out for that C3 key it does default to it every time on 
kit. It does take a little looking around sometimes. I'll use the 
up/down octave buttons. When its centered there is nothing in the 
display, I don't know if everyone does this, but I usually keep mine 
bumped down one notch and it'll show as one bar on the display left of 
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center, then I know the C3 key will be minikey #13 (4 white keys from 
the right).

As for memory, you've got to get more. You can't do anything with 4meg.

Make sure your memory meets specs which are in the manual. 
Motifator.com carries approved ones I think but not 100% sure as I've 
never ordered from them, but hopefully here is a link to the proper 
memory:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvcScreen=PROD&Store_Code=M&
<http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvcScreen=PROD&Store_Code=M
&> 
Product_Code=MEK64

May need to cut and paste that url in a couple sections.

Anyhow, good luck, you'll get the hang of it in another few days, then 
a few years, then a decade later still something cool and new to learn 
f about it you didn't know.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17287|17287|2008-12-10 14:41:09|nickrs7000|Unmuting tracks at beginning of a measure?|
Am I losing my mind or is there not a way you can have tracks unmute 
at the beginning of the next measure instead of when you select the 
track? I found this explanation (I believe from Pegaso) on samples:

"the muting will either happen straightaway or when the sample
ends, you can chose which in the utility menus, mute mode audio or
midi. Best of both is to use the slice job and use midi mute mode."

But is there a setting to get it to start at the beginning of the next 
measure if you are using internal sounds? 

I have a song where I am playing guitar, but dropping in tracks as the 
song builds and this would make life a lot easier since it seems I 
want to be playing guitar at the beginning of the measure as well as 
having the tracks come in. Thanks!

Nick
| 17288|17287|2008-12-10 20:30:49|zamisers7k|Re: Unmuting tracks at beginning of a measure?|
I hope I get this explained right, bare with me...

The mute mode settings in Utility Mode control whether or not when 
you mute or unmute a track which will make it so when a note is 
playing then it will unmute/mute it immediatly, or instead have it 
wait until the begining or the end of that note and or the next note 
to mute/unmute. As far as I know it has noting to do with waiting 
until the next measure.

My personal prefrence is to have them mute/unmute immediatly, I don't 
like it muting a track abruptly for me even when the note is done 
being played because sometimes their are still fall off/releases or 
effect sounds that can still be heard and it'll cut those out too, I 
wish it didn't but its a track mute, and it can sound bad at times to 
me.

What I think your wanting to do, or rather probably the proper way to 
do what your wanting, is to have your Sections set up so that you can 
jump from section to section, the track mutes stay the same if muted 
or not, but what you do is instead have the Phrase on that track set 
to none or empty. Don't delete the notes because that Phrase is used 
on that same track in other Sections, so you need to change the 
Phrase to no phrase/empty or a difrent phrase with difrent or no 
notes. Got it? Err uh..OK. Now in Utility Mode there is a setting 
for Quantizing I think its called and that is what you'll want to 
have set on 1 measure. Then when you switch Sections it'll play out 
that measure and switch to the Section with the track that has the 
empty phrase on it which will be like a mute, but instead its just 
empty.

Hope that makes some sense, its easier to show then tell for this and 
there might be a mute/unmute on the top of the measure deal I've 
totally missed out on I don't know about, so I'm just suggesting what 
I know and how I do it.
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Hope some ofthis helps a bit, Good Luck and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> Am I losing my mind or is there not a way you can have tracks 
unmute 
> at the beginning of the next measure instead of when you select the 
> track? I found this explanation (I believe from Pegaso) on samples:
> 
> "the muting will either happen straightaway or when the sample
> ends, you can chose which in the utility menus, mute mode audio or
> midi. Best of both is to use the slice job and use midi mute mode."
> 
> But is there a setting to get it to start at the beginning of the 
next 
> measure if you are using internal sounds? 
> 
> I have a song where I am playing guitar, but dropping in tracks as 
the 
> song builds and this would make life a lot easier since it seems I 
> want to be playing guitar at the beginning of the measure as well 
as 
> having the tracks come in. Thanks!
> 
> Nick
>

| 17289|17287|2008-12-11 08:15:09|nickrs7000|Re: Unmuting tracks at beginning of a measure?|
Yes, that makes a lot of sense! I think I have gotten stuck in a 
workflow pattern and wasn't thinking outside the box. This is 
exactly what I was looking for. Thanks! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I hope I get this explained right, bare with me...
> 
> The mute mode settings in Utility Mode control whether or not when 
> you mute or unmute a track which will make it so when a note is 
> playing then it will unmute/mute it immediatly, or instead have it 
> wait until the begining or the end of that note and or the next 
note 
> to mute/unmute. As far as I know it has noting to do with waiting 
> until the next measure.
> 
> My personal prefrence is to have them mute/unmute immediatly, I 
don't 
> like it muting a track abruptly for me even when the note is done 
> being played because sometimes their are still fall off/releases 
or 
> effect sounds that can still be heard and it'll cut those out too, 
I 
> wish it didn't but its a track mute, and it can sound bad at times 
to 
> me.
> 
> What I think your wanting to do, or rather probably the proper way 
to 
> do what your wanting, is to have your Sections set up so that you 
can 
> jump from section to section, the track mutes stay the same if 
muted 
> or not, but what you do is instead have the Phrase on that track 
set 
> to none or empty. Don't delete the notes because that Phrase is 
used 
> on that same track in other Sections, so you need to change the 
> Phrase to no phrase/empty or a difrent phrase with difrent or no 
> notes. Got it? Err uh..OK. Now in Utility Mode there is a 
setting 
> for Quantizing I think its called and that is what you'll want to 
> have set on 1 measure. Then when you switch Sections it'll play 
out 
> that measure and switch to the Section with the track that has the 
> empty phrase on it which will be like a mute, but instead its just 
> empty.
> 
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> Hope that makes some sense, its easier to show then tell for this 
and 
> there might be a mute/unmute on the top of the measure deal I've 
> totally missed out on I don't know about, so I'm just suggesting 
what 
> I know and how I do it.
> 
> Hope some ofthis helps a bit, Good Luck and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> >
> > Am I losing my mind or is there not a way you can have tracks 
> unmute 
> > at the beginning of the next measure instead of when you select 
the 
> > track? I found this explanation (I believe from Pegaso) on 
samples:
> > 
> > "the muting will either happen straightaway or when the sample
> > ends, you can chose which in the utility menus, mute mode audio 
or
> > midi. Best of both is to use the slice job and use midi mute 
mode."
> > 
> > But is there a setting to get it to start at the beginning of 
the 
> next 
> > measure if you are using internal sounds? 
> > 
> > I have a song where I am playing guitar, but dropping in tracks 
as 
> the 
> > song builds and this would make life a lot easier since it seems 
I 
> > want to be playing guitar at the beginning of the measure as 
well 
> as 
> > having the tracks come in. Thanks!
> > 
> > Nick
> >
>

| 17290|17287|2008-12-12 00:38:30|Markus|Re: Unmuting tracks at beginning of a measure?|
I just discovered this recently. I was surprised to find that each
section maintains other settings as well like transpose which is
useful. Also holding down the section button retriggers the pattern at
a quarter note so is good creating a roll type effect when switching
sections so good for transitions or breakdowns. Next i'm going to have
to try saving patterns fron other tracks to load into sections when
creating live sets and mashups. I can't believe how powerful the
sequencer is on the RS! Anyway i'm sure you know all this nick. I'm
just showing some praise for the RS.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> Yes, that makes a lot of sense! I think I have gotten stuck in a 
> workflow pattern and wasn't thinking outside the box. This is 
> exactly what I was looking for. Thanks!

| 17291|17287|2008-12-12 03:58:38|zamisers7k|Re: Unmuting tracks at beginning of a measure?|
Yeah, the rolling is a a Pattern Quantize, in Utility mode System it 
has [Settings] 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16. I normally keep mine on 1/16 in 
Pattern Mode for bad ass stutter rolls, gona try to start switching it 
tho to 1 while in Chain Mode to see if I can get some tighter 
transitions. You can hear the difrence when having two RSs I did on 
the Micky Remix Vid I posted a bit ago.

As for the copying patterns into another Style and Section, be aware 
the voices do not normally change the tracks, the voices usually do 
stay the same. What I'll often do is is have one Section with all 15 
or 16 tracks with something on them, then copy that to the other 
sections in the same Style and then change the phrases, the tracks you 
where muting in and out before are the ones I'll then put empty phrases 
on. Ocassionally, I will put a new phrase and go in and edit difrent 
notes in on it. If you want the voices to be difrent on the same track 
you have to either enter in PC (Program Change) via the event editor, 
or use the scene memory buttons.
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Its confussing I know, it does take a while to get the hang of it, and 
to be honest this is probably the proper way to do it, and to be 
honester I usually cheat and use one Section and just record in track 
mutes instead too. So I know how nice it would be if track mutes could 
actually wait or be quantized like the section changes. You have to 
get your timing down pretty well and hand punch them in and out that 
way, and it takes several tries sometimes stopping and restarting and 
gettting the hang of when and how Chain Mode works while doing that for 
recording mutes.

Getting long, so I'll leave you guys with that info to try and absorb 
if you can for now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I just discovered this recently. I was surprised to find that each
> section maintains other settings as well like transpose which is
> useful. Also holding down the section button retriggers the pattern at
> a quarter note so is good creating a roll type effect when switching
> sections so good for transitions or breakdowns. Next i'm going to have
> to try saving patterns fron other tracks to load into sections when
> creating live sets and mashups. I can't believe how powerful the
> sequencer is on the RS! Anyway i'm sure you know all this nick. I'm
> just showing some praise for the RS.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> >

| 17292|17292|2008-12-14 10:43:02|rs7king|Some Questions about Grid Step and Folder naming|
hi,

When I´m in Grid Step Mode and entering notes into Meas 001/004, how
can I directly jump to Meas 002/004 without going one page back. Is
this possible ?

When I´m creating a new Folder on the SM-Card, how can I enter Numbers
into the Folder-Name ? Also my Pad1 (Space) is not working. But Pad2
(delete) is working.

thanx
| 17293|17292|2008-12-14 17:41:35|zamisers7k|Re: Some Questions about Grid Step and Folder naming|
Yo!

The forward and back measure buttons is it as far as I can tell. They 
work pretty quickly, thinking it shouldn't be much of a prob for 4 
measures, maybe if your getting into 8 or 16 I could see where jumping 
like that would be more handy. Good idea, but not implimented in the RS 
as far as I know. One suggestion though maybe, unless your really use 
to working in grid/x0x style, try inputing notes in step mode, works a 
lot better for me personally on the RS.

Second question, entering numbers? Try the number pad, its how I enter 
numbers for file names, I've never named a folder though, but I'd think 
it would still work the same for them, goofy if it don't.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> hi,
> 
> When I´m in Grid Step Mode and entering notes into Meas 001/004, how
> can I directly jump to Meas 002/004 without going one page back. Is
> this possible ?
> 
> When I´m creating a new Folder on the SM-Card, how can I enter Numbers
> into the Folder-Name ? Also my Pad1 (Space) is not working. But Pad2
> (delete) is working.
> 
> 
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> thanx
>

| 17294|17294|2008-12-14 20:50:34|zamisers7k|Tip: Little Tip for Sample Seq Across Modes|
Hi All RSers!

List has been a little slow lately. I assume because we're all too 
busy messing around on RSs, but here is another little tip I've 
picked up over the years that helps when making songs that include 
samples.

Not sure if I can explain really well, but maybe try to follow along 
with my logic here since we know the RS has some strange logic of its 
own...

First of all, build your song without samples in Pattern Mode. Leave 
one track for adding samples, or not, whichever way will be OK, 
sometimes good to include the sample track in Pattern or wait until 
Pattern has been converted to song.

What you've got to do though on the track you want to or expect to 
put samples on is always record in a note, a note that does not or 
will not have a sample on it. Just one note, like on measure 1 step 
1.

Now the deal is, when you move over to chain mode always leave that 
track with that note on it unmuted, just the one note with no sample 
on it so it'll repeat and not make any sounds. What this does is 
leave that track unmuted throughout the whole song, so when you 
convert it to a Song it'll stay unmuted through the whole song even 
though there is nothing, but one empty sampled note on it.

I do this otherwise the track will become muted, not that big of a 
deal, but it saves a lot of time unmuting it in the editor for every 
sequenced mute change after its been converted to a song.

All you have to do is delete the notes after that in song mode, and 
wah-la you have unmuted track all the way through for putting and 
sequencing your samples on that don't have to be generated and looped 
in Pattern mode, you can instead do it in song wide right away sample 
sequencing, rather than going in and spending 10 minutes unmuting a 
blank track.

Hope this makes some kind of sense, I don't always follow it, but I 
got to remember to do this myself more often, I hate unmuting my 
sample track, then unmuting, and unmuting some more when in song mode 
just to put some samples in that don't loop.

Have fun RSing your heart out this Xmas while you've hopefully got a 
little time off!

Zam
| 17295|2059|2008-12-15 07:42:45|chthonic streams|slice+seq question|
i was thinking about using the slice+seq function with some drum 
phrases i want to use. however, this seems to be only an option 
while sampling. is there a way to apply slice+seq to a sample i 
import? i would prefer not to resample.

d.
| 17296|17256|2008-12-15 08:59:39|lezlie242|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
Sure hope it fits the incoming Walardorf Blofeld, as well. Any mabe a 
coupld of small speakers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> I just ordered this one:
> http://www.thomann.de/gb/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> >
> > i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back
> and forth to my rehearsal 
> > space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips
> with this beast, but i don't 
> > want to carry it until i have to.
> > 
> > can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag
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> that might fit the RS7K? in 
> > NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big
> strap for over the shoulder. 
> > thanks in advance for any suggestions.
> >
>

| 17297|17256|2008-12-15 09:00:21|lezlie242|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
Awesome, I didn't now they were still selling them, I'll probably be 
bying one myself. Do you think it'll place to more gear in it? I 
would love to transport my coming Blofelf in it aswell.

Cool! :D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> I just ordered this one:
> http://www.thomann.de/gb/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> >
> > i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back
> and forth to my rehearsal 
> > space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips
> with this beast, but i don't 
> > want to carry it until i have to.
> > 
> > can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag
> that might fit the RS7K? in 
> > NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big
> strap for over the shoulder. 
> > thanks in advance for any suggestions.
> >
>

| 17298|2059|2008-12-15 09:03:17|zamisers7k|Re: slice+seq question|
Yup there is, I think if you press the Sample Edit button 3 times it 
drops you into the Sample Jobs, one of them I believe is a Slice job 
that does the same thing. Maybe give that a shot.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> i was thinking about using the slice+seq function with some drum 
> phrases i want to use. however, this seems to be only an option 
> while sampling. is there a way to apply slice+seq to a sample i 
> import? i would prefer not to resample.
> 
> d.
>

| 17299|17292|2008-12-15 12:30:07|nickrs7000|Re: Some Questions about Grid Step and Folder naming|
I'm pretty sure you are not permitted to use spaces when naming a 
folder. I would see if it works when you name a style and if it 
doesn't work there, you have a problem. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> hi,
> 
> When I´m in Grid Step Mode and entering notes into Meas 001/004, how
> can I directly jump to Meas 002/004 without going one page back. Is
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> this possible ?
> 
> When I´m creating a new Folder on the SM-Card, how can I enter 
Numbers
> into the Folder-Name ? Also my Pad1 (Space) is not working. But Pad2
> (delete) is working.
> 
> 
> thanx
>

| 17300|17256|2008-12-15 15:41:20|David J Russ|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
Yamaha actually made a bag to fit it.
Hopefully you can find one.
Good Luck,
-djr

David J Russ
djruss@bitstream.net

On Dec 14, 2008, at 11:12 PM, lezlie242 wrote:

> Sure hope it fits the incoming Walardorf Blofeld, as well. Any mabe a
> coupld of small speakers.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
> >
> > I just ordered this one:
> > http://www.thomann.de/gb/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
> > >
> > > i live in new york city and will need to start carrying this back
> > and forth to my rehearsal
> > > space. i have a road case more than big enough for serious trips
> > with this beast, but i don't
> > > want to carry it until i have to.
> > >
> > > can anyone suggest a place to get a decently safe, soft carrybag
> > that might fit the RS7K? in
> > > NYC is best, but internet would be OK too. something with a big
> > strap for over the shoulder.
> > > thanks in advance for any suggestions.
> > >
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17301|17301|2008-12-15 16:18:47|Markus|Does the expansion improve the sound?|
I mean in a noticeable way. I know a lot of people think the sound is
weak but i wonder if the expansion will improve it, give the onboard
synth an overhaul. Don't get me wrong, i think it sounds good with a
little work but can sound dated. I wonder if that perception is
because of poor converters. Any audio examples would be great! Zam,
you have the expansion dontcha? What say you group mod? ;)
| 17302|17301|2008-12-15 17:07:00|zamisers7k|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
It sounds the same for individual sounds to me. What it does though 
is allow you seperate a track or two out, stuff like the kick drums 
its good for, because what I've noticed is the RS does seem to "sum 
the signal" I think its called, when a lot is going on beside the 
kicks they tend to loose a bit of their punch. With the expansion 
board you can EQ and process them seperately and bring them back in 
via a mixer at seperate levels. Alls I've ever done to be honest 
with the expansion board is use it for ducking through a 
gate/limiter, which can help bring the punch back too as it dampens 
the other signal. Anyhow its still all summed tho in the end when it 
comes back out the monitors, so that may be just as much of inport 
part of the sound as well as the digital converters. The RS's 
converters are supposedly at or near top notch too, so I'm doubting 
they have much to do with the quality of its over all sound, and more 
to do with that many of the voices can use a lot of tweakage and 
simply just dry as a bone. They are great for starting points 
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because of that, they invite themselfs to be tweaked well. Yamaha is 
notorious for this in my opinion.

Now, I've not tried the spdif optic thinger out though, it could put 
a whole new light on its sounds, I don't know, but I'm going to 
assume its not going to do much for its individual sounds, together 
though maybe it'll loose less punch from that summing problemo.

In conclusion of my essay, heh, the expansion board will be more 
usefull if you plan on using the individual outs for applying 
seperate external process to or if you have a nice DAW for taking in 
more channels simultaniously for multiple track recording, rather 
than expecting them to sound over all much better in quality. If 
your good with the RS and your DAW, no reason you can't make seperate 
passes and mute/unmute unwanted tracks temporarly. Also once you get 
it, all your previous songs you still have to go in route the tracks 
per each song you've already done without it, a bit of a pain in the 
butt if you ask me, since its not a global setting. It makes sense 
to store those settings to patterns and songs, I get it thats nice 
too, but it'd of been nice to also be able to make it global, and 
somehow override with local settings if needed too.

Stuff to consider if you plan on getting one, how much it has really 
helped my sounds and RS out, it hasn't much, its not a big loss to go 
without the expansion card in my opinion.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I mean in a noticeable way. I know a lot of people think the sound 
is
> weak but i wonder if the expansion will improve it, give the onboard
> synth an overhaul. Don't get me wrong, i think it sounds good with a
> little work but can sound dated. I wonder if that perception is
> because of poor converters. Any audio examples would be great! Zam,
> you have the expansion dontcha? What say you group mod? ;)
>

| 17303|17301|2008-12-16 07:04:48|nickrs7000|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
I've been wondering about the expansion board lately myself... So, 
you can separate 8 different tracks to go out their own individual 
outs? The way the expansion board's description was worded was 
confusing; something like it adds 3 stereo pairs of analog outputs. 
I have been having some trouble getting good sounds on tape with the 
RS7000 (yeah I record to tape- I'm pretty old school with pretty 
much everything except the RS7000), and was wondering if being able 
to track separately would be beneficial. $200 is a lot to lay down 
though for it not to do what I want it to (that's close to half a 
2nd RS7000, which I've also been contemplating!). And I couldn't 
really tell from the manual how you go about assigning tracks with 
the expansion board. So, I guess my question is, can you, for 
example, put a bass drum on track 1 through output 1, track 2 
through output 2, then combine tracks 3 & 4 and put them through 
output 3, etc. or is it not that sophisticated? Thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> It sounds the same for individual sounds to me. What it does 
though 
> is allow you seperate a track or two out, stuff like the kick 
drums 
> its good for, because what I've noticed is the RS does seem 
to "sum 
> the signal" I think its called, when a lot is going on beside the 
> kicks they tend to loose a bit of their punch. With the expansion 
> board you can EQ and process them seperately and bring them back 
in 
> via a mixer at seperate levels. Alls I've ever done to be honest 
> with the expansion board is use it for ducking through a 
> gate/limiter, which can help bring the punch back too as it 
dampens 
> the other signal. Anyhow its still all summed tho in the end when 
it 
> comes back out the monitors, so that may be just as much of inport 
> part of the sound as well as the digital converters. The RS's 
> converters are supposedly at or near top notch too, so I'm 
doubting 
> they have much to do with the quality of its over all sound, and 
more 
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> to do with that many of the voices can use a lot of tweakage and 
> simply just dry as a bone. They are great for starting points 
> because of that, they invite themselfs to be tweaked well. Yamaha 
is 
> notorious for this in my opinion.
> 
> Now, I've not tried the spdif optic thinger out though, it could 
put 
> a whole new light on its sounds, I don't know, but I'm going to 
> assume its not going to do much for its individual sounds, 
together 
> though maybe it'll loose less punch from that summing problemo.
> 
> In conclusion of my essay, heh, the expansion board will be more 
> usefull if you plan on using the individual outs for applying 
> seperate external process to or if you have a nice DAW for taking 
in 
> more channels simultaniously for multiple track recording, rather 
> than expecting them to sound over all much better in quality. If 
> your good with the RS and your DAW, no reason you can't make 
seperate 
> passes and mute/unmute unwanted tracks temporarly. Also once you 
get 
> it, all your previous songs you still have to go in route the 
tracks 
> per each song you've already done without it, a bit of a pain in 
the 
> butt if you ask me, since its not a global setting. It makes 
sense 
> to store those settings to patterns and songs, I get it thats nice 
> too, but it'd of been nice to also be able to make it global, and 
> somehow override with local settings if needed too.
> 
> Stuff to consider if you plan on getting one, how much it has 
really 
> helped my sounds and RS out, it hasn't much, its not a big loss to 
go 
> without the expansion card in my opinion.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I mean in a noticeable way. I know a lot of people think the 
sound 
> is
> > weak but i wonder if the expansion will improve it, give the 
onboard
> > synth an overhaul. Don't get me wrong, i think it sounds good 
with a
> > little work but can sound dated. I wonder if that perception is
> > because of poor converters. Any audio examples would be great! 
Zam,
> > you have the expansion dontcha? What say you group mod? ;)
> >
>

| 17304|17301|2008-12-16 22:35:45|zamisers7k|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
Please don't hold me accountable if I'm wrong about this info... The 
way I've gathered it to work is, you've sort of got it for the most 
part. The way I think it works from my limited experience using is 
this...

Phones out always contains L&R of all tracks no mater what.

L&R monos it comes with always stay together as a stereo pair, but 
once you assign a track to one of the extra 6 mono outs of the 
expansion it takes it off the L&R outs.

You can assign 1 thru all 16 tracks to any of the extra outs, but it 
will be mono, you can however balance one track left and another 
right and use a second mono out. Its your choice, so yeah you could 
do 3 stereo pairs, but you'd also need 6 tracks too, and do some more 
menu diving to get it all setup properly.

Does your tape capable of syncing via mtc or midi, and also capable 
of multi do tracking? If so you might be able to get away without it 
and muting tracks etc. with multiple passes synced up to get your 
individual instrument tracks recorded without that summing problem 
the RS does. Or if you get the expansion, and your tape recorder can 
handle multiple inputs that go to seperate tracks, it might sound 
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better summed via the tape recording. Its hard to say for sure.

My honest opinion is that its not really all that worth it, for most 
applications you can get away without the exansion board. However, 
there are some instances it can help. If your trying to get your 
sound to be the most professional sounding out of the RS, do get it 
and go through the trouble of seperating out the tracks to the extra 
outs, especially for the kick drums the most I think it'll help the 
most to go the extra mile.

But, like you say, its half another RS, perhaps saving up a little 
more for a little longer and get that second RS, two RSs is twice the 
fun, the expansion board does not come in all that handy all that 
often unless you know it'll be good for specific purposes. To me the 
main purpose is more for sending tracks off for external processing 
and effects and being able to leave others alone during a live 
session, so you don't have to do as much post processing.

Its really not worth all the money, unless you know you need it for 
some of these reasons. Otherwise, stay as you are, for most 
applications its not that necessary to have one. Unlikely anyone is 
going to see or hear your RS and go "Wow! You've got the expansion 
board on your RS". Its not going to supercharge it, its going to be 
more like adding all wheel drive to a two wheel drive vehicle to make 
an anology. It comes in handy for specific purposes and not used all 
that often, but its nice to have when those times do come around.

Getting long again, let ya consume and process all that and wait for 
any more questions.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> I've been wondering about the expansion board lately myself... So, 
> you can separate 8 different tracks to go out their own individual 
> outs? The way the expansion board's description was worded was 
> confusing; something like it adds 3 stereo pairs of analog outputs. 
> I have been having some trouble getting good sounds on tape with 
the 
> RS7000 (yeah I record to tape- I'm pretty old school with pretty 
> much everything except the RS7000), and was wondering if being able 
> to track separately would be beneficial. $200 is a lot to lay down 
> though for it not to do what I want it to (that's close to half a 
> 2nd RS7000, which I've also been contemplating!). And I couldn't 
> really tell from the manual how you go about assigning tracks with 
> the expansion board. So, I guess my question is, can you, for 
> example, put a bass drum on track 1 through output 1, track 2 
> through output 2, then combine tracks 3 & 4 and put them through 
> output 3, etc. or is it not that sophisticated? Thanks!
>

| 17305|17305|2008-12-16 22:43:39|zamisers7k|RS Development Team Pic|
Had a little trouble getting this in its own folder, Yahoo wierdness, 
but I think I finally got in here over on the photos section.

Quick link:

http://us.a2.yahoofs.com/groups/g_2963442/41b6/__sr_/adb6.jpg?
groHMSJBzkoErzcj

I don't know their names, only know these are some of the guys that 
helped develope and market the RS7000. Credit due to someone under the 
handle "Ripe" over on Vintage Synth Forums, he said it'd be OK to post 
here. He also said he took part in helping bring themthe list of bug 
fixes and updates us here on the RS7000 Yahoo group/list made back in 
the day to impliment on one of the later Operating Systems for the RS. 
They actually listened to us apparently at one time. I let him know to 
put the word in again for us now if he gets the chance, but it sounded 
highly unlikely.

Ripe, if your still around here and see this, I thank you on behalf of 
the group and myself for this photo!

Zam
| 17306|17301|2008-12-16 22:52:34|zamisers7k|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
I also wanted to mention the digital outs, they may or may not sound 
better, I've not used them either yet. If someone has some experience 
with those or the optical outs please speak up and provide us with some 
bonus info. on those if you could.
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Thanks, & Happy RSing to all!

Zam
| 17307|17307|2008-12-17 03:14:28|dinobru2003|64MB Memory Upgrade|
Hey Guys, Finally managed to get my hands on a pair of 32mb upgrade
chips, Howvever, there are no instructions included. 
Does this info appear in the manual ?

Also, Just about to order a 36GB External hard drive and SCIS lead so
that I can finally start saving stuff. I've seen the Traxdata Pro-series
on e-bay for about £75 GBP. Do any of you guys have one of these ?

Are they any good ?
| 17310|17307|2008-12-17 06:17:26|nickrs7000|Re: 64MB Memory Upgrade|
Yeah that installation info is all in the manual and super easy to do.

As for the HD, I bought a second-hand one (not that specific one) and 
never could get it work correctly, so I've just used memory cards. I 
may wait until someone here gives you feedback about that HD before 
you buy it. I understand that the RS7000 can be picky about what HDs 
it works with?

I like the cards anyway now that I'm used to them. Now that I got some 
128 mb cards they don't fill up as fast. I keep one with all my songs 
saved as their own style and then load them all up in my set order and 
then save them as sets on another card. It works for me and makes sure 
I have a backup. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
>
> Hey Guys, Finally managed to get my hands on a pair of 32mb upgrade
> chips, Howvever, there are no instructions included. 
> Does this info appear in the manual ?
> 
> Also, Just about to order a 36GB External hard drive and SCIS lead so
> that I can finally start saving stuff. I've seen the Traxdata Pro-
series
> on e-bay for about £75 GBP. Do any of you guys have one of these ?
> 
> Are they any good ?
>

| 17311|17307|2008-12-17 06:29:06|dinobru2003|Re: 64MB Memory Upgrade|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:

>Thanks Nick....The ad for the HD does claim RS7000 Compatibility.

I'll hang on for some feedback.

Where can i get my hands on some memory cards ?

> Yeah that installation info is all in the manual and super easy to do.
> 
> As for the HD, I bought a second-hand one (not that specific one) and 
> never could get it work correctly, so I've just used memory cards. I 
> may wait until someone here gives you feedback about that HD before 
> you buy it. I understand that the RS7000 can be picky about what HDs 
> it works with?
> 
> I like the cards anyway now that I'm used to them. Now that I got some 
> 128 mb cards they don't fill up as fast. I keep one with all my songs 
> saved as their own style and then load them all up in my set order and 
> then save them as sets on another card. It works for me and makes sure 
> I have a backup. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Guys, Finally managed to get my hands on a pair of 32mb upgrade
> > chips, Howvever, there are no instructions included. 
> > Does this info appear in the manual ?
> > 
> > Also, Just about to order a 36GB External hard drive and SCIS lead so
> > that I can finally start saving stuff. I've seen the Traxdata Pro-
> series
> > on e-bay for about £75 GBP. Do any of you guys have one of these ?
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> > 
> > Are they any good ?
> >
>

| 17312|17301|2008-12-17 06:56:54|nickrs7000|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
Thanks for the info Zam! I think I'll just save for the 2nd RS. That 
way if I needed to single out a track that I thought needed more 
processing I could just sync them up and play different tracks 
through the outs on each RS. And that sounds like a much more fun 
solution the rest of the time too!

I'm definitely having some happy RSing lately too! Same to you! This 
thing gets better and better the more I use it. I started off doing 
a lot of sampling and have stuck almost exclusively to internal 
sounds with my newer songs and have really been surprised how 
useable a lot of the synth sounds are. Especially when you start 
using effects on them, I think a lot of them sound great!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Please don't hold me accountable if I'm wrong about this info... 
The 
> way I've gathered it to work is, you've sort of got it for the 
most 
> part. The way I think it works from my limited experience using 
is 
> this...
> 
> Phones out always contains L&R of all tracks no mater what.
> 
> L&R monos it comes with always stay together as a stereo pair, but 
> once you assign a track to one of the extra 6 mono outs of the 
> expansion it takes it off the L&R outs.
> 
> You can assign 1 thru all 16 tracks to any of the extra outs, but 
it 
> will be mono, you can however balance one track left and another 
> right and use a second mono out. Its your choice, so yeah you 
could 
> do 3 stereo pairs, but you'd also need 6 tracks too, and do some 
more 
> menu diving to get it all setup properly.
> 
> Does your tape capable of syncing via mtc or midi, and also 
capable 
> of multi do tracking? If so you might be able to get away without 
it 
> and muting tracks etc. with multiple passes synced up to get your 
> individual instrument tracks recorded without that summing problem 
> the RS does. Or if you get the expansion, and your tape recorder 
can 
> handle multiple inputs that go to seperate tracks, it might sound 
> better summed via the tape recording. Its hard to say for sure.
> 
> My honest opinion is that its not really all that worth it, for 
most 
> applications you can get away without the exansion board. 
However, 
> there are some instances it can help. If your trying to get your 
> sound to be the most professional sounding out of the RS, do get 
it 
> and go through the trouble of seperating out the tracks to the 
extra 
> outs, especially for the kick drums the most I think it'll help 
the 
> most to go the extra mile.
> 
> But, like you say, its half another RS, perhaps saving up a little 
> more for a little longer and get that second RS, two RSs is twice 
the 
> fun, the expansion board does not come in all that handy all that 
> often unless you know it'll be good for specific purposes. To me 
the 
> main purpose is more for sending tracks off for external 
processing 
> and effects and being able to leave others alone during a live 
> session, so you don't have to do as much post processing.
> 
> Its really not worth all the money, unless you know you need it 
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for 
> some of these reasons. Otherwise, stay as you are, for most 
> applications its not that necessary to have one. Unlikely anyone 
is 
> going to see or hear your RS and go "Wow! You've got the expansion 
> board on your RS". Its not going to supercharge it, its going to 
be 
> more like adding all wheel drive to a two wheel drive vehicle to 
make 
> an anology. It comes in handy for specific purposes and not used 
all 
> that often, but its nice to have when those times do come around.
> 
> Getting long again, let ya consume and process all that and wait 
for 
> any more questions.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> >
> > I've been wondering about the expansion board lately myself... 
So, 
> > you can separate 8 different tracks to go out their own 
individual 
> > outs? The way the expansion board's description was worded was 
> > confusing; something like it adds 3 stereo pairs of analog 
outputs. 
> > I have been having some trouble getting good sounds on tape with 
> the 
> > RS7000 (yeah I record to tape- I'm pretty old school with pretty 
> > much everything except the RS7000), and was wondering if being 
able 
> > to track separately would be beneficial. $200 is a lot to lay 
down 
> > though for it not to do what I want it to (that's close to half 
a 
> > 2nd RS7000, which I've also been contemplating!). And I couldn't 
> > really tell from the manual how you go about assigning tracks 
with 
> > the expansion board. So, I guess my question is, can you, for 
> > example, put a bass drum on track 1 through output 1, track 2 
> > through output 2, then combine tracks 3 & 4 and put them through 
> > output 3, etc. or is it not that sophisticated? Thanks!
> >
>

| 17313|17307|2008-12-17 06:59:23|nickrs7000|Re: 64MB Memory Upgrade|
I just got mine off ebay. The weird thing is that I thought because 
of something I read in the manual that you could only use 32 mb, but 
the 128 mb ones work great and are actually not much more expensive 
on ebay the 32mb ones for some odd reason...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> >Thanks Nick....The ad for the HD does claim RS7000 Compatibility.
> 
> I'll hang on for some feedback.
> 
> Where can i get my hands on some memory cards ?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > Yeah that installation info is all in the manual and super easy 
to do.
> > 
> > As for the HD, I bought a second-hand one (not that specific 
one) and 
> > never could get it work correctly, so I've just used memory 
cards. I 
> > may wait until someone here gives you feedback about that HD 
before 
> > you buy it. I understand that the RS7000 can be picky about what 
HDs 
> > it works with?
> > 
> > I like the cards anyway now that I'm used to them. Now that I 
got some 
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> > 128 mb cards they don't fill up as fast. I keep one with all my 
songs 
> > saved as their own style and then load them all up in my set 
order and 
> > then save them as sets on another card. It works for me and 
makes sure 
> > I have a backup. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey Guys, Finally managed to get my hands on a pair of 32mb 
upgrade
> > > chips, Howvever, there are no instructions included. 
> > > Does this info appear in the manual ?
> > > 
> > > Also, Just about to order a 36GB External hard drive and SCIS 
lead so
> > > that I can finally start saving stuff. I've seen the Traxdata 
Pro-
> > series
> > > on e-bay for about £75 GBP. Do any of you guys have one of 
these ?
> > > 
> > > Are they any good ?
> > >
> >
>

| 17314|17307|2008-12-17 10:44:06|zamisers7k|Re: 64MB Memory Upgrade|
The 32 meggers were probably the expansion memory, you can only use two 
32 meg sims for total a total of 64megs. Haven't heard anyone try to 
drop more than that in their RS. I'm not sure what the limit is on the 
Smart Media cards, they only made up to certain amount though, 128 or 
possibly 256 which might be rare if so. I use a 64megger SM card, has 
worked perfect for years knock on wood.

Hopefully someone will come on and speak up about the SCSIs with first 
hand knowledge. From what I remember them talking about is it speeds 
up load times up a little and there are maybe some good or OK reasons 
to have one, however the SM Card and an SM Card Reader to hook to 
computer for backup storing works fine too.

If you can't find them on the bay or Amazon, do a search for them on 
Motifator.com. The link I usually send out for the memory sticks from 
there usually has the SM Cards listed below. They are the only ones I 
know for sure that should work with the RS7000. Taking a chance with 
anywere else in my opinion. I've heard some bad memory and SM card 
stories here over the years. I wouldn't stop anyone from trying to 
save a few dollars tho, if it works out, sweet!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> I just got mine off ebay. The weird thing is that I thought because 
> of something I read in the manual that you could only use 32 mb, but 
> the 128 mb ones work great and are actually not much more expensive 
> on ebay the 32mb ones for some odd reason...
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> > >Thanks Nick....The ad for the HD does claim RS7000 Compatibility.
> > 
> > I'll hang on for some feedback.
> > 
> > Where can i get my hands on some memory cards ?
> > 
> >

| 17315|17301|2008-12-18 01:39:55|Markus|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
I was wondering about those as well. i thought the expansion increased
the sample rate to 48k so assumed it would offer some overall
improvement to the sound of the RS...

So it would be useful if you were wanting to route the drum channels
seperately and if you wanted to connct to a digital mixer/recorder or
the digital ports of your soundcard?
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I also wanted to mention the digital outs, they may or may not sound
> better, I've not used them either yet. If someone has some experience
> with those or the optical outs please speak up and provide us with
some
> bonus info. on those if you could.
>
> Thanks, & Happy RSing to all!
>
> Zam

| 17316|17301|2008-12-18 02:02:00|Markus|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
Thanks. I'll probably pass then unless there is some difference when
using the digital outs. I do find the kicks to lose quite a bit of punch
when there is a lot playing back which is what i meant by weak.

I use an sh-32 for the drums and the kicks sound much better.. I have
tried tweaking the drums quite a lot but they always seem to sound
muddy. The kick is all important for the music i make so it's got to be
up front in the mix when there's a lot going on but the stock drums seem
to get buried...

I'll have to play some more with the kicks on the RS but i find it much
quicker and easier to hook up the sh32 and use one from that. Regardless
the Rs has got some great percussion sounds anyway... Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> It sounds the same for individual sounds to me. What it does though
> is allow you seperate a track or two out, stuff like the kick drums
> its good for, because what I've noticed is the RS does seem to "sum
> the signal" I think its called, when a lot is going on beside the
> kicks they tend to loose a bit of their punch. With the expansion
> board you can EQ and process them seperately and bring them back in
> via a mixer at seperate levels. Alls I've ever done to be honest
> with the expansion board is use it for ducking through a
> gate/limiter, which can help bring the punch back too as it dampens
> the other signal. Anyhow its still all summed tho in the end when it
> comes back out the monitors, so that may be just as much of inport
> part of the sound as well as the digital converters. The RS's
> converters are supposedly at or near top notch too, so I'm doubting
> they have much to do with the quality of its over all sound, and more
> to do with that many of the voices can use a lot of tweakage and
> simply just dry as a bone. They are great for starting points
> because of that, they invite themselfs to be tweaked well. Yamaha is
> notorious for this in my opinion.
>
> Now, I've not tried the spdif optic thinger out though, it could put
> a whole new light on its sounds, I don't know, but I'm going to
> assume its not going to do much for its individual sounds, together
> though maybe it'll loose less punch from that summing problemo.
>
> In conclusion of my essay, heh, the expansion board will be more
> usefull if you plan on using the individual outs for applying
> seperate external process to or if you have a nice DAW for taking in
> more channels simultaniously for multiple track recording, rather
> than expecting them to sound over all much better in quality. If
> your good with the RS and your DAW, no reason you can't make seperate
> passes and mute/unmute unwanted tracks temporarly. Also once you get
> it, all your previous songs you still have to go in route the tracks
> per each song you've already done without it, a bit of a pain in the
> butt if you ask me, since its not a global setting. It makes sense
> to store those settings to patterns and songs, I get it thats nice
> too, but it'd of been nice to also be able to make it global, and
> somehow override with local settings if needed too.
>
> Stuff to consider if you plan on getting one, how much it has really
> helped my sounds and RS out, it hasn't much, its not a big loss to go
> without the expansion card in my opinion.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
> >
> > I mean in a noticeable way. I know a lot of people think the sound
> is
> > weak but i wonder if the expansion will improve it, give the onboard
> > synth an overhaul. Don't get me wrong, i think it sounds good with a
> > little work but can sound dated. I wonder if that perception is
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> > because of poor converters. Any audio examples would be great! Zam,
> > you have the expansion dontcha? What say you group mod? ;)
> >
>

| 17317|17301|2008-12-18 05:53:11|Ian Vine|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
Hi guys,
 
if your drum sounds are sounding weak I don't think its down to the quality of the rs outputs. Getting the mix right is key. A good bit of compression helps no end. I
always like to dial in the multi band compressor in the master effects section.
 
If you have the expansion board your mix options are expanded. I've often wished I'd opted for the expansion board so I could feed one sound out through some outboard
fx. As it is, I took some inspiration from sneak-thief and stuck  a nord modular in the slot - mucho fun.
 
Cheers
 
IanV

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17318|17301|2008-12-18 12:47:10|zamisers7k|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
I've a couple sound cards with digital and optical inputs. I'll give 
them a try out soon, see how much they help or not. Thing is on 
them, I can't monitor them directly. I have to monitor from the 
headphones out on the RS, then replug headphones back into the cards 
and replay it. A bit of a pain, and it won't tell me how it sounds 
coming right out of the RS, it'll depend more on my recording 
qualities to tell the difrence, which may not be as effective, but 
I'll give it a try in the next week or so and get back to you guys.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Markus" wrote:
>
> I was wondering about those as well. i thought the expansion 
increased
> the sample rate to 48k so assumed it would offer some overall
> improvement to the sound of the RS...
> 
> So it would be useful if you were wanting to route the drum channels
> seperately and if you wanted to connct to a digital mixer/recorder 
or
> the digital ports of your soundcard?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I also wanted to mention the digital outs, they may or may not 
sound
> > better, I've not used them either yet. If someone has some 
experience
> > with those or the optical outs please speak up and provide us with
> some
> > bonus info. on those if you could.
> >
> > Thanks, & Happy RSing to all!
> >
> > Zam
>

| 17319|17307|2008-12-20 05:40:36|rs7king|Re: 64MB Memory Upgrade|
the RS only works with SM Cards up to 128MB.

I use a xD to SM Adapter and it works fine.

also check out the MCdisk from scsiforsamplers.com it also works with
my RS

afaik the RS uses only 2GB of SCSI-HDspace

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> The 32 meggers were probably the expansion memory, you can only use two 
> 32 meg sims for total a total of 64megs. Haven't heard anyone try to 
> drop more than that in their RS. I'm not sure what the limit is on the 
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> Smart Media cards, they only made up to certain amount though, 128 or 
> possibly 256 which might be rare if so. I use a 64megger SM card, has 
> worked perfect for years knock on wood.
> 
> Hopefully someone will come on and speak up about the SCSIs with first 
> hand knowledge. From what I remember them talking about is it speeds 
> up load times up a little and there are maybe some good or OK reasons 
> to have one, however the SM Card and an SM Card Reader to hook to 
> computer for backup storing works fine too.
> 
> If you can't find them on the bay or Amazon, do a search for them on 
> Motifator.com. The link I usually send out for the memory sticks from 
> there usually has the SM Cards listed below. They are the only ones I 
> know for sure that should work with the RS7000. Taking a chance with 
> anywere else in my opinion. I've heard some bad memory and SM card 
> stories here over the years. I wouldn't stop anyone from trying to 
> save a few dollars tho, if it works out, sweet!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> >
> > I just got mine off ebay. The weird thing is that I thought because 
> > of something I read in the manual that you could only use 32 mb, but 
> > the 128 mb ones work great and are actually not much more expensive 
> > on ebay the 32mb ones for some odd reason...
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> > > >Thanks Nick....The ad for the HD does claim RS7000 Compatibility.
> > > 
> > > I'll hang on for some feedback.
> > > 
> > > Where can i get my hands on some memory cards ?
> > > 
> > >
>

| 17320|17307|2008-12-20 09:18:41|dinobru2003|Re: 64MB Memory Upgrade|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:

>
> the RS only works with SM Cards up to 128MB.
> 
> I use a xD to SM Adapter and it works fine.
> 
> also check out the MCdisk from scsiforsamplers.com it also works with
> my RS
> 
> afaik the RS uses only 2GB of SCSI-HDspace
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > The 32 meggers were probably the expansion memory, you can only

use two 

> > 32 meg sims for total a total of 64megs. Haven't heard anyone try to 
> > drop more than that in their RS. I'm not sure what the limit is

on the 

> > Smart Media cards, they only made up to certain amount though, 128 or 
> > possibly 256 which might be rare if so. I use a 64megger SM card,

has 

> > worked perfect for years knock on wood.
> > 
> > Hopefully someone will come on and speak up about the SCSIs with

first 

> > hand knowledge. From what I remember them talking about is it speeds 
> > up load times up a little and there are maybe some good or OK reasons 
> > to have one, however the SM Card and an SM Card Reader to hook to 
> > computer for backup storing works fine too.
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> > 
> > If you can't find them on the bay or Amazon, do a search for them on 
> > Motifator.com. The link I usually send out for the memory sticks

from 

> > there usually has the SM Cards listed below. They are the only

ones I 

> > know for sure that should work with the RS7000. Taking a chance with 
> > anywere else in my opinion. I've heard some bad memory and SM card 
> > stories here over the years. I wouldn't stop anyone from trying to 
> > save a few dollars tho, if it works out, sweet!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
> > >
> > > I just got mine off ebay. The weird thing is that I thought because 
> > > of something I read in the manual that you could only use 32 mb,

but 

> > > the 128 mb ones work great and are actually not much more expensive 
> > > on ebay the 32mb ones for some odd reason...
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dinobru2003" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" 

wrote:

> > > > >Thanks Nick....The ad for the HD does claim RS7000 Compatibility.
> > > > 
> > > > I'll hang on for some feedback.
> > > > 
> > > > Where can i get my hands on some memory cards ?
> > > > 
> > > >
> >
>XD to SM Adaptor (Excellent idea), i didn't know there was such a

think........Big Thanks
| 17321|17301|2008-12-21 00:02:17|Markus|Re: Does the expansion improve the sound?|
I think your right ya know. There's obviously a lot of different ways
to tweak the sounds on the RS. Some post processing on the drums would
be nice though. I may get the expansion yet; it's really convenient
been able to find the sound you want in one machine and being able to
route some individual tracks out for some external processing would be
cool.

The sh32 has got a some nice kicks but layering 4 parts up can get some
really fat
synth lines. The SP555 has got some really good fx on it so i can beef
up the kicks no problem on the RS, i just have to work with the sounds.

Btw was the modular easy to install? I'd
thought about doing that previously but a) couldn't find a
micromudular for dust and b) was worried i'd screw up the RS if i did.
Would be awesome to stick a proper synth in there. Heh, maybe i could
do it with the sh-32...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> Â
> if your drum sounds are sounding weak I don't think its down to the
quality of the rs outputs. Getting the mix right is key.Â A good bit
of compression helps no end. I always like to dial in the multi band
compressor in the master effects section.
> Â
> If you have the expansion board your mix options are expanded. I've
often wished I'd opted for the expansion board so I could feed one
sound out through some outboard fx. As it is, I took some inspiration
from sneak-thief and stuckÂ a nord modular in the slot - mucho fun.
> Â
> Cheers
> Â
> IanV
>
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>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17322|17322|2009-01-07 10:12:41|zamisers7k|Maybe Intresting Output Comparisons|
Hi RSers!

Hope these work OK for you all. I havn't listend to them yet as .wav 
files myself, but I was able to monitor each at a point directly 
after their type of outputs before digitally recorded to my 
computer. I tried to keep peak levels close as possible on each, 
they arn't all exact and there are spikes here and there you may have 
to keep your hand on the volume knob just incase. I did no 
normalizing or post processing. I manually muted in and out tracks, 
but I kept them in about the same order, so the "song" and length 
won't be identical on each, but I did try to keep the mutes in the 
same order so you'll get the same combination of sounds in the same 
order. I'll let you guys decide which sounds better to you or not 
quality wise. I'll add my two cents later as not to bias anyone 
elses opinion. It might be intresting to give a blind test of this 
too, but knowing of which is which happens in most cases I'd imagine 
anyway.

Anyway Here we go:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyOptic.waw 
(8.7meg)

- Optic out from RS7000 in to Sound Blaster Extigy's Optic input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagySPDifRCA.wav 
(8.8meg)

- Digital out from RS7000 in to Sound Blaster Extigy's SPDIF input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyLRLine.wav 
(7.7meg)

- Left & Right Mono outs from RS7000 in to Sound Blaster Extigy's 
Stereo Line input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10Phones.wav (6.9meg)

- Stereo Phones out from RS7000 to Yamaha MW10 mono Left and Right 
inputs.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10LRAS1.wav (6.1meg)

- Stereo Phones out from RS7000 to Yamaha MW10 mono Left and Right 
inputs, Kick drum track assigned to AS1 out to MW10 mono input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10LRAS1ride.wav 
(10.1meg)

- This is same as MW10LRSAS1.wav except I rode the Kick drum track 
some to boost just low and mids of the kick.

Enjoy and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17323|17322|2009-01-07 10:17:19|zamisers7k|Re: Maybe Intresting Output Comparisons|

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyOptic.waw
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagySPDifRCA.wav
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyLRLine.wav
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http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10LRAS1.wav
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10LRAS1ride.wav


Sorry, link to optic was wrong... It should be:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyOptic.wav
| 17324|17324|2009-01-07 12:07:19|zamisers7k|Update: Maybe Some Intresting Output Comparisons|
Hi RSers!

Hope these work OK for you all. I havn't listend to them yet as .wav
files myself, but I was able to monitor each at a point directly
after their type of outputs before digitally recorded to my
computer. I tried to keep peak levels close as possible on each,
they arn't all exact and there are spikes here and there you may have
to keep your hand on the volume knob just incase. I did no
normalizing or post processing. I manually muted in and out tracks,
but I kept them in about the same order, so the "song" and length
won't be identical on each, but I did try to keep the mutes in the
same order so you'll get the same combination of sounds in the same
order. I'll let you guys decide which sounds better to you or not
quality wise. I'll add my two cents later as not to bias anyone
elses opinion. It might be intresting to give a blind test of this
too, but knowing of which is which happens in most cases I'd imagine
anyway.

Anyway Here we go:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyOptic.wav
(8.7meg)

- Optic out from RS7000 in to Sound Blaster Extigy's Optic input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagySPDifRCA.wav
(8.8meg)

- Digital out from RS7000 in to Sound Blaster Extigy's SPDIF input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyLRLine.wav
(7.7meg)

- Left & Right Mono outs from RS7000 in to Sound Blaster Extigy's
Stereo Line input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10Phones.wav (6.9meg)

- Stereo Phones out from RS7000 to Yamaha MW10 mono Left and Right
inputs.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10LRAS1.wav (6.1meg)

- Stereo Phones out from RS7000 to Yamaha MW10 mono Left and Right
inputs, Kick drum track assigned to AS1 out to MW10 mono input.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/MW10LRAS1ride.wav
(10.1meg)

- [Edit]This is same as MW10LRSAS1.wav except I rode the Kick drum 
track
some on the MW10 to boost just low and mids of the kick channel. Also 
used left & right out from RS to mono left and right seperate channel 
on MW10.

Enjoy and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17325|17325|2009-01-09 10:41:21|chthonic|programmable pitch bend?|
so the rs7k doesn't have its own pitch bend wheel, just a parameter and knob.

however, can it receive, record, and play back that data from a MIDI controller that does have 
a wheel? 

i have an idea for a bassline that needs some little bends in it, i need to be able to play it 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/KickTest/SBExtagyOptic.wav
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while bending up and snapping back to normal pitch at the proper moments and have the 
rs7k play it back like that.
| 17326|17325|2009-01-09 14:59:35|zamisers7k|Re: programmable pitch bend?|
It should, pitch bends are a common midi parameter, you probably wont 
even have to do anything except hook the midi keyboard up and use the 
wheel.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonic" wrote:
>
> so the rs7k doesn't have its own pitch bend wheel, just a parameter 
and knob.
> 
> however, can it receive, record, and play back that data from a 
MIDI controller that does have 
> a wheel? 
> 
> i have an idea for a bassline that needs some little bends in it, i 
need to be able to play it 
> while bending up and snapping back to normal pitch at the proper 
moments and have the 
> rs7k play it back like that.
>

| 17327|1220|2009-01-14 13:39:15|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /Micky.mp3 
Uploaded by : ironpigthefreak <ironpigthefreak@yahoo.com> 
Description : Micky Mix 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Micky.mp3 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/web/index.htmlfiles

Regards,

ironpigthefreak <ironpigthefreak@yahoo.com>
| 17328|17328|2009-01-14 13:43:27|Mark aka IronPig|Micky Mix - Techno|
Check out the Techno Micky Mix - Files section!

thx
Mark aka The Tin Platted Fool
| 17329|17328|2009-01-15 02:46:24|zamisers7k|Re: Micky Mix - Techno|
Hey Dude! That is a freagin awesome remix! I do suspect its not all 
RS7000 tho, I think I detect some hints of Korg EMX-1 in there mainly 
the kick drums, and possibly some Novation X-Station too for a lead or 
two?

;)

I'm gona mirror the mp3 over @:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000remix/mp3s/MickyMark.mp3

It'll stay there perminatly, since I might have to remove it off the 
RS7000 file section here eventually, cause not a whole lot of room here 
for mp3s, but I'll leave it for a while, hope you don't mind.

QS has a gig at Kazmos Feb 20th too if you can make it. Hope to see ya 
sometime soon bro.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark aka IronPig" 
wrote:

>
> Check out the Techno Micky Mix - Files section!
> 
> thx
> Mark aka The Tin Platted Fool
>
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| 17330|17330|2009-01-16 04:05:46|zamisers7k|RS Input Welcome|
All RS for a compo:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/1rib1.mp3

You got RS, you know the changes I can make to it, cause its all RS. 
You got ideas, send them my way RS bros & sisters.

ZAm
| 17331|17328|2009-01-16 13:50:03|Mark aka IronPig|Re: Micky Mix - Techno|
Thanks! ZAM yep the RS7000 is the master. Once the MIDI channels are 
set, I'm off and mixing. MIDI OUT from RS700 to Korg EM1X IN - From the 
EMX1 OUT to the Novation X station MIDI IN. Audio OUT from the RS7000 
into the EM1X - From the EMX1 to the Koss Pad - Out from the Koss Pad 
into the Novation X. Then I just Hook the Novation to the Lap Top. I'm 
going to Remix the Skinny Puppy & Kraftwrek MIDI files that I have. 
These come out sweet.

Talk to you soon.
Mark
| 17332|17330|2009-01-16 13:53:45|Mark aka IronPig|Re: RS Input Welcome|
Zam,

All the volume levels are alot better.

Mark
| 17333|17333|2009-01-19 21:17:40|chthonic streams|retaining effect settings?|
clearly on the RS7K the effect sends are saved with each style/pattern/ 
etc. the problem i've had is with the effects themselves. the 
default seems to be variation = amp sim, delay/chorus = tempo, reverb 
= room 1.

if i make changes to these, is there any way i can keep them when i 
reload? and if so, will they stay the same for all styles or can i 
get them to change with each style?
| 17334|17333|2009-01-20 03:51:23|zamisers7k|Re: retaining effect settings?|
Sorry, as far as I know the default will always be those effects.

Once you change them, they should save as part of the local settings 
along with everything else in the pattern or song.

Best way around this maybe I can think of would be to create template 
patterns/song with nothing in it except those effect setting changes 
and load that up first before you start working on new patterns and 
songs.

While your RS has nothing loaded yet, you can also use your template 
or just copy pattern/styles and songs to the others so they are all 
identical with their effects, and then do a Save ALL to AUTOLD_1 file 
name and that will load in place of "factory defaults" when turning 
on the RS.

It does not replace the factory defaults however.

Personally, I often change them manually and just remember my favs, 
but I often don't and leave the defaults too.

I do see where your comming from and it might be nice idea, but its 
sort of like the voices. These kinds of changes don't store to 
default or global banks, its sort of an odd way of working but it 
makes more sense once its understood, you can almost nearly always 
count on the RS to load up and have your music sound the same with 
little to no unexpected sounds and stuff happening to it in middle of 
a show even if you pull an old song you did 5 years ago on it. Thats 
not always the case with many synths, seqs and groove style gear.

Hope at least a tid bit of some of this info. will ya out some.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> clearly on the RS7K the effect sends are saved with each 
style/pattern/ 
> etc. the problem i've had is with the effects themselves. the 
> default seems to be variation = amp sim, delay/chorus = tempo, 
reverb 
> = room 1.
> 

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/1rib1.mp3
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> if i make changes to these, is there any way i can keep them when 
i 
> reload? and if so, will they stay the same for all styles or can 
i 
> get them to change with each style?
>

| 17335|17333|2009-01-20 14:31:06|chthonic|Re: retaining effect settings?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Sorry, as far as I know the default will always be those effects.

right, i can understand that there would be some kind of default settings.

> Once you change them, they should save as part of the local settings 
> along with everything else in the pattern or song.

that's what i don't see happening. in fact it seems to run counter to what you're saying 
about the FX being global.

> While your RS has nothing loaded yet, you can also use your template 
> or just copy pattern/styles and songs to the others so they are all 
> identical with their effects, and then do a Save ALL to AUTOLD_1 file 
> name and that will load in place of "factory defaults" when turning 
> on the RS.

that's not very workable as i'm using the RS7K as a live machine. having to remember to 
do one more setup, which will also take up more time, could be disastrous.

> I do see where your comming from and it might be nice idea, but its 
> sort of like the voices. These kinds of changes don't store to 
> default or global banks, its sort of an odd way of working but it 
> makes more sense once its understood, you can almost nearly always 
> count on the RS to load up and have your music sound the same with 
> little to no unexpected sounds and stuff happening to it in middle of 
> a show even if you pull an old song you did 5 years ago on it. Thats 
> not always the case with many synths, seqs and groove style gear.

i understand that...if i could choose my own defaults i would have a chorus, a delay, and a 
reverb, not an amp simulator.

thanks for the input. maybe i'm missing something, i gues it's back to the manual for a 
bit.
| 17336|17333|2009-01-20 16:18:57|zamisers7k|Re: retaining effect settings?|

> > Once you change them, they should save as part of the local 

settings 

> > along with everything else in the pattern or song.
> 
> that's what i don't see happening. in fact it seems to run counter 

to what you're saying 

> about the FX being global.
> 

Your not saving them as .smf midi files are you?

Your saying they arn't saving and reverting back to the defaults 
after you re-load it?

The only global FX are the Master Effects, the 3 effects blocks and 
their types and settings should be storing with your pattern or song 
when you save it, unless maybe, you have Memory Protect set be On. 
Turn that Off in Utility mode if it is On, see if that helps ya out?

Unless I have something confussed, I thought they always save, maybe 
I'm mistaken, I'll check it out when I get a chance to be sure...
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> > While your RS has nothing loaded yet, you can also use your 

template 

> > or just copy pattern/styles and songs to the others so they are 

all 

> > identical with their effects, and then do a Save ALL to AUTOLD_1 

file 

> > name and that will load in place of "factory defaults" when 

turning 

> > on the RS.
> 
> that's not very workable as i'm using the RS7K as a live machine. 

having to remember to 

> do one more setup, which will also take up more time, could be 

disastrous.

> 

This shouldn't take much of any more load time. It is getting it set 
up the first time and saving it all that will take a little bit of 
time. Once you know what your doing, I estimate no more than a one 
time 10 minute maximum deal. The RS autoloads it for you, and it 
should not be something extra you'd need to worry about loading for 
shows.

Good luck, and let us know if you find what helps you out in the 
manual, the manual does help out sometimes ;)

Zam
| 17337|17337|2009-01-21 22:23:55|mark.cowan@ymail.com|Frustrated...|
Well... I'm getting frustrated with this machine. :(

Don't get me wrong it is an amazing piece of kit. It's just that 
I've had it for about 4 months now and have barely created a single 
track. Please please help me with my problem as I've been searching 
for a simple answer.

My main gripe with it (and it would be perfect otherwise) is that for 
such an expensive machine, it can't even do such a simple thing as 
syncing sample loops. I find this atonishing really. I have a small 
zoom sampletrak st224 which cost me £50 from e-bay and it does a 
superb job. Just one button press and you can match any loop of the 
same length immediately no matter what it's orginal bpm is.

As most of my music is sample based I find myself still working with 
software which I had hoped to move away from. I wanted to use 
hardware mainly for the hands on experience and to learn more with 
Midi etc.. and doing some of my own stuff mixed with loops. Why O 
why didn't they just add an extra option to sync samples.

I have 1000's of pre edited loops and samples on an eternal SCSI 
drive which I import into the RS7000 but it takes forever just to 
match 2 drum loops. Messing with the gate time, beat stretching 
pitch adusting etc... and it's really hard to get it decent. I could 
do half a basic song in the time it takes to do all that.

Anyone here that can help would be my hero.!!!

thanks
| 17338|17337|2009-01-21 22:38:04|login418|Re: Frustrated...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mark.cowan@..." wrote:

>
> Well... I'm getting frustrated with this machine. :(
> 
> Don't get me wrong it is an amazing piece of kit. It's just that 
> I've had it for about 4 months now and have barely created a single 
> track. Please please help me with my problem as I've been searching 
> for a simple answer.
> 
> My main gripe with it (and it would be perfect otherwise) is that for 
> such an expensive machine, it can't even do such a simple thing as 
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> syncing sample loops. I find this atonishing really. I have a small 
> zoom sampletrak st224 which cost me £50 from e-bay and it does a 
> superb job. Just one button press and you can match any loop of the 
> same length immediately no matter what it's orginal bpm is.
> 
> As most of my music is sample based I find myself still working with 
> software which I had hoped to move away from. I wanted to use 
> hardware mainly for the hands on experience and to learn more with 
> Midi etc.. and doing some of my own stuff mixed with loops. Why O 
> why didn't they just add an extra option to sync samples.
> 
> I have 1000's of pre edited loops and samples on an eternal SCSI 
> drive which I import into the RS7000 but it takes forever just to 
> match 2 drum loops. Messing with the gate time, beat stretching 
> pitch adusting etc... and it's really hard to get it decent. I could 
> do half a basic song in the time it takes to do all that.
> 
> Anyone here that can help would be my hero.!!!
> 
> thanks
>

Yo man. This is an old box. I don't think that type of technology was
around when it came out. Auto sample sync is a fairly recent thing.
Just mess with the pitch and release. Thats all we had back in the day
anyway.
| 17339|17337|2009-01-21 23:05:41|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
Sorry to hear your frustrated. Yeah, I think your right about it 
comming from wanting to do more heavy sample reworking then I think 
the RS is really made up to do feature wise. Sampling is not the 
RS's primary function, its more of an add on bonus to the RS.

So, I'm not sure how much I can help you, maybe someone more 
experienced with working the RS's sampler and doing a lot of sample 
work on the RS can help. Anyone?

Personally, if I were to go the route it sounds like you are wanting 
to do with lots of sampling, a computer and software would be the way 
to go I think, then use something with lots of assignable knobs like 
the RS as a controller and sequencer for it and midi the puppy up to 
it.

What I can suggest, that is probably a whole lot less frustrating, is 
to perhaps concentrate more on and getting into making your own beats 
and loops with the RS using its internal sounds first. Then learn and 
figure out and how to best utilize samples on it.

You'll prob discover why exactly prerecorded rhythm loops with 
already set tempos just don't work so hot with the RS. And, that it 
works way way way better with short hits for drums parts, and single 
notes and sampled waveforms for synth parts.

There is a streach function in the RS Jobs that can retain pitch but 
you have to analize it and deturmand how much or little you'll need 
to have your loop sync to the other stuff. The RS doesn't have 
anything to do that kind of audio analysis for you, say something 
like a warp function in some software can do it.

I also suspect, once you get a little experience making your own 
beats and pattern loops on the RS, you won't want to go back to using 
others and would rather tare up midi loops and .smf files instead of 
samples.

If you continue to find it frustrating because it just won't do the 
sampling from it you require, or you just can't get into making your 
patterns and sequences on it, say like in another month or two, you 
may want consider selling it and looking into some better 
alternatives that will let you do some heavy sampling and more 
feature rich in that area. I'd go with a computer personally, but 
Akai MPCs probably have that corner of the market sinched on the 
hardware side.

Good Luck, and hopefully less frustrating RSing in the future!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mark.cowan@..." 
wrote:
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>
> Well... I'm getting frustrated with this machine. :(
> 
> Don't get me wrong it is an amazing piece of kit. It's just that 
> I've had it for about 4 months now and have barely created a single 
> track. Please please help me with my problem as I've been 

searching 

> for a simple answer.
> 
> My main gripe with it (and it would be perfect otherwise) is that 

for 

> such an expensive machine, it can't even do such a simple thing as 
> syncing sample loops. I find this atonishing really. I have a 

small 

> zoom sampletrak st224 which cost me £50 from e-bay and it does a 
> superb job. Just one button press and you can match any loop of 

the 

> same length immediately no matter what it's orginal bpm is.
> 
> As most of my music is sample based I find myself still working 

with 

> software which I had hoped to move away from. I wanted to use 
> hardware mainly for the hands on experience and to learn more with 
> Midi etc.. and doing some of my own stuff mixed with loops. Why O 
> why didn't they just add an extra option to sync samples.
> 
> I have 1000's of pre edited loops and samples on an eternal SCSI 
> drive which I import into the RS7000 but it takes forever just to 
> match 2 drum loops. Messing with the gate time, beat stretching 
> pitch adusting etc... and it's really hard to get it decent. I 

could 

> do half a basic song in the time it takes to do all that.
> 
> Anyone here that can help would be my hero.!!!
> 
> thanks
>

| 17340|17337|2009-01-21 23:51:43|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
If you decide to keep your RS, here is something to look forward to 
too I wanted to add...

Once you get samples and your sequencing done in the RS properly, 
stuff like tempo changes and yes the beloved beat streach feature of 
the RS will put a lot of other gear and even a lot of software to 
shame. Midi delays will kick some butt, you'll have LFO madness, and 
a whole new sampling world will probably open up for you.

I think its just important to learn to sequence on the RS first tho, 
get the hang of that and pattern looping, so then you can take 
advantage of some of the RS's many other cooler features along with 
the bonus of being able to use samples.

It seems like its a sudden click or light bulb that goes off in 
user's heads, when it happens, you'll know, the possibilites become 
almost endless on the RS and you'll want to explore them all.

If you get stuck learning sequencing on the RS, don't hesitate to ask 
away on here. Sampling I'm just not that big on and familar with tho, 
so if you stay that route I hope someone else here can offer more 
advice for you than me on the RS.

Better luck and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17341|17337|2009-01-22 00:04:33|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
Also... I'm betting your Zoom thingy, you say its almost an imedate 
sync, guess what, do it right on the RS and it is an imedate tempo 
sync., done in real time tempo change, no waiting, no processing time, 
real time, don't have to stop the show, and you'll be able to re-
arrange parts of the loop as well on the fly. Small samples chunks and 



hits are key. The Slice job on the RS can help you out with that 
automaticaly doing that for you, if you've not discovered that function 
yet. I like to do my own slicing personally, and then some attack 
looping as well, and you get aphix twin type stuttering and freakyness 
to go along with it while your tweaking the pitch knob.

Don't get frustrated, make it fun for you and your RS!

Zam
| 17342|17337|2009-01-22 17:29:55|mark.cowan@ymail.com|Re: Frustrated...|
Hey guys thanks for your quick responses.

I know I've probably only scratched the surface of what it can do but 
yes I've been messing around with the internal sounds and created a 
few drum paterns and added and tweaked the internal sounds etc..., 
made pattern chains and stuff. Got my head around all that as I had 
an RM1x before. It was just the fact of syncing a couple of samples 
to go in time. I tried the slice function and sliced a loop in two 
which was assigned to the keys but it still played at the exact same 
speed. I read somewhere on the FAQ and elsewhare that if you slice 
it into a couple of parts it would adjust with the BPM/tempo knob but 
it didn't.

My little Zoom is pretty old too...although it only samples at 32khz 
(still sounds great tho) . I've just checked my firmware version 
which is V1.2 . There is a V1.22 update. Anyone know what this 
fixes/changes?

cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Also... I'm betting your Zoom thingy, you say its almost an imedate 
> sync, guess what, do it right on the RS and it is an imedate tempo 
> sync., done in real time tempo change, no waiting, no processing 
time, 
> real time, don't have to stop the show, and you'll be able to re-
> arrange parts of the loop as well on the fly. Small samples chunks 
and 
> hits are key. The Slice job on the RS can help you out with that 
> automaticaly doing that for you, if you've not discovered that 
function 
> yet. I like to do my own slicing personally, and then some attack 
> looping as well, and you get aphix twin type stuttering and 
freakyness 
> to go along with it while your tweaking the pitch knob.
> 
> Don't get frustrated, make it fun for you and your RS!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17343|17337|2009-01-22 22:43:39|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
How are you bringing in the sample? I've noticed on mine that RS 
tends to do a little better with finding decent start and stop 
points, and can chop them up a little better if your recording it in 
from the audio inputs rather than importing the .wav as a file.

That might help if you arn't doing it that way. I know it takes a 
bit more time, and is a pain, but something to try to see if it'll 
help.

Yeah, you kind of got to understand how the slicing works, it don't 
streach and preserve pitch to match another sample, it just chops the 
loop up and assigns it notes in order so it can play those notes in 
order, what it does with the tempo is move the notes closer or 
further apart, not actually streaching the samples or matching two 
difrent tempo samples.

Another thing you can try is doing the tempo sync on your other stuff 
first, then bring them into the RS at the same tempos perhaps. More 
work, but to be frank, those warpers and tempo syncers are kind of 
like cheating, not that its bad, but sometimes yeah, we forget who to 
put in a little work. I never got into doing such things because it 
always seemed like it was a lot extra work, and its not your own 
tunes, you don't get a deep understanding of how it was composed etc. 
etc. blah blah blah. It can be cool as hell tho sometimes too when 
folks put the effort into it.
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Anyhow I'm rambling, good look, hope you find something or some way 
that'll at least get you by so your not as frustrated, even if that 
means loosing the RS and getting or using something else, one must 
get tunage out whatever way works best for them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mark.cowan@..." 
wrote:

>
> Hey guys thanks for your quick responses.
> 
> I know I've probably only scratched the surface of what it can do 

but 

> yes I've been messing around with the internal sounds and created a 
> few drum paterns and added and tweaked the internal sounds etc..., 
> made pattern chains and stuff. Got my head around all that as I 

had 

> an RM1x before. It was just the fact of syncing a couple of samples 
> to go in time. I tried the slice function and sliced a loop in 

two 

> which was assigned to the keys but it still played at the exact 

same 

> speed. I read somewhere on the FAQ and elsewhare that if you slice 
> it into a couple of parts it would adjust with the BPM/tempo knob 

but 

> it didn't.
> 
> My little Zoom is pretty old too...although it only samples at 

32khz 

> (still sounds great tho) . I've just checked my firmware version 
> which is V1.2 . There is a V1.22 update. Anyone know what this 
> fixes/changes?
> 
> cheers.
>

| 17344|17337|2009-01-22 22:50:46|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
I think your OS is latest, 1.2 is latest, maybe 1.22... I'll have to 
check up on that. The latest has extra filters, more Sections, more 
stable, play/rec without stopping.

Zam
| 17345|17337|2009-01-23 05:12:35|Ian Vine|Re: Frustrated...|
You need to slice the loop into many slices, usually 16th or 8th notes. Make sure you set the length (bars) of the sample correctly. It'll take a while to do the slice.

An alternative is to get all your loops at the same bpm using the time stretch job. If you are playing back whole loops (rather than sliced loops) it helps to re trigger the
loop each time rather than let it just loop round.

IanV

________________________________
From: "mark.cowan@ymail.com" <mark.cowan@ymail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, 23 January, 2009 0:29:54
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Frustrated...

Hey guys thanks for your quick responses.

I know I've probably only scratched the surface of what it can do but 
yes I've been messing around with the internal sounds and created a 
few drum paterns and added and tweaked the internal sounds etc..., 
made pattern chains and stuff. Got my head around all that as I had 
an RM1x before. It was just the fact of syncing a couple of samples 
to go in time. I tried the slice function and sliced a loop in two 
which was assigned to the keys but it still played at the exact same 
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speed. I read somewhere on the FAQ and elsewhare that if you slice 
it into a couple of parts it would adjust with the BPM/tempo knob but 
it didn't.

My little Zoom is pretty old too...although it only samples at 32khz 
(still sounds great tho) . I've just checked my firmware version 
which is V1.2 . There is a V1.22 update. Anyone know what this 
fixes/changes?

cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Also... I'm betting your Zoom thingy, you say its almost an imedate 
> sync, guess what, do it right on the RS and it is an imedate tempo 
> sync., done in real time tempo change, no waiting, no processing 
time, 
> real time, don't have to stop the show, and you'll be able to re-
> arrange parts of the loop as well on the fly. Small samples chunks 
and 
> hits are key. The Slice job on the RS can help you out with that 
> automaticaly doing that for you, if you've not discovered that 
function 
> yet. I like to do my own slicing personally, and then some attack 
> looping as well, and you get aphix twin type stuttering and 
freakyness 
> to go along with it while your tweaking the pitch knob.
> 
> Don't get frustrated, make it fun for you and your RS!
> 
> Zam
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17346|17337|2009-01-23 13:08:02|mark.cowan@ymail.com|Re: Frustrated...|
All seems too fidly and time consuming... I was gonna sell my zoom 
but think I'll keep it and try to use the RS to trigger the samples 
on it via midi.. I can use one of the zoom pads to sample a basic 
kick pattern from RS track 1 which can play in time with the 
metronome. Then set that as the master pad on the zoom to sync the 
rest of the loops on the other pads. That way anything I play or 
compose on the RS should sync perfectly with the zoom. Multiple 
samples and break loops across the 3 banks of 8 pads. Will let you 
know how I get on.

cheers for the help..

I'm still gutted the RS can't do this tho...would have been my dream 
machine if it could:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> You need to slice the loop into many slices, usually 16th or 8th 
notes. Make sure you set the length (bars) of the sample correctly. 
It'll take a while to do the slice.
> 
> An alternative is to get all your loops at the same bpm using the 
time stretch job. If you are playing back whole loops (rather than 
sliced loops) it helps to re trigger the loop each time rather than 
let it just loop round.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: "mark.cowan@..." 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, 23 January, 2009 0:29:54
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> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Frustrated...
> 
> 
> Hey guys thanks for your quick responses.
> 
> I know I've probably only scratched the surface of what it can do 
but 
> yes I've been messing around with the internal sounds and created a 
> few drum paterns and added and tweaked the internal sounds etc..., 
> made pattern chains and stuff. Got my head around all that as I had 
> an RM1x before. It was just the fact of syncing a couple of samples 
> to go in time. I tried the slice function and sliced a loop in two 
> which was assigned to the keys but it still played at the exact 
same 
> speed. I read somewhere on the FAQ and elsewhare that if you slice 
> it into a couple of parts it would adjust with the BPM/tempo knob 
but 
> it didn't.
> 
> My little Zoom is pretty old too...although it only samples at 
32khz 
> (still sounds great tho) . I've just checked my firmware version 
> which is V1.2 . There is a V1.22 update. Anyone know what this 
> fixes/changes?
> 
> cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Also... I'm betting your Zoom thingy, you say its almost an 
imedate 
> > sync, guess what, do it right on the RS and it is an imedate 
tempo 
> > sync., done in real time tempo change, no waiting, no processing 
> time, 
> > real time, don't have to stop the show, and you'll be able to re-
> > arrange parts of the loop as well on the fly. Small samples 
chunks 
> and 
> > hits are key. The Slice job on the RS can help you out with that 
> > automaticaly doing that for you, if you've not discovered that 
> function 
> > yet. I like to do my own slicing personally, and then some attack 
> > looping as well, and you get aphix twin type stuttering and 
> freakyness 
> > to go along with it while your tweaking the pitch knob.
> > 
> > Don't get frustrated, make it fun for you and your RS!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17347|17337|2009-01-23 13:59:20|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Frustrated...|
+1 to time-stretch the samples with the RS. It's quite simple. 

Slicing is indeed more time consuming but it this provides a
flexibility for live beat mangling options that you can't do with
"only" a time stretched "one block" sample. 
Especially using Gate and other sampler parameters to change the
property of each slice individually onstead of working on the "whole
loop as one sample" is MUCH more fun and a great live sound experience. 

But, if you only want to trigger the sample (play it) and nothing
else, time-stretching is faster when importing samples into RS
projects and (probably) sufficient. 

I actually prefer to time-stretch on my computer with SoundForge which
has beter stretching algoritms, save them and then import them into
the RS project.
| 17348|17337|2009-01-23 19:01:12|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
Yeah I'd keep the zoom deal, sounds like neat little box, you say it 
was pretty cheap no reason to dump anything if it only does one thing 
the RS cant, yeah slave that thing up with the RS. There are times I 



wish the sampler had more features too on the RS, and not just sampler, 
it is why I keep other gear around for stuff it can't do. Its often 
just a single thing, like vocoding or cool arpeggiation, but no other 
kit does as much as quickly for me as the RS can do. It is my 
workhorse. And, I hope it will find its way in to that roll for you as 
well eventually even if it don't meet your needs 100% of the time.

Great seeing some other RSers comming to the rescue as well on the 
matter too, we kick ass! Hi five! Not ten, other hand freee for 
sweeping the Res & Cut ;)

Zam
| 17349|17349|2009-01-25 00:12:17|8_bit_boy|Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
Don't worry, ill only post this one :)

Features us on a very hot day in Brisbane, talking about our gear 
( new and old ) and doing a live cover especially for Australia Day...

it was fun and were looking at doing one ever few practices..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ
| 17350|17337|2009-01-25 17:04:44|chthonic streams|Re: Frustrated...|
i've been having the same issue and my workaround is to manually tweak 
the pitch til it fits.
it kind of sucks but as long as the loop doesn't contain too much 
pitch information it may still sound ok with the song.
if you're talking about musical loops, you're basically locked into 
whatever tempo you brought the loop in at.

> Another thing you can try is doing the tempo sync on your other stuff
> first, then bring them into the RS at the same tempos perhaps.

that's basically what we do, and hope that if we need to raise or 
lower the tempo on the RS, the pitch shift won't be too bad.

> More
> work, but to be frank, those warpers and tempo syncers are kind of
> like cheating, not that its bad, but sometimes yeah, we forget who to
> put in a little work. I never got into doing such things because it
> always seemed like it was a lot extra work, and its not your own
> tunes, you don't get a deep understanding of how it was composed etc.
> etc. blah blah blah.

not sure what you mean about "not your own tunes" here...are you 
referring to the loops we try to get in time?
that's not necessarily true. sometimes loops are created in other 
environments that may be partially or entirely "your own".
they may not be drum or even rhythmic loops...or they may be severely 
processed and edited, bearing no resemblance to the original.
| 17351|17337|2009-01-26 02:51:06|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|

> > More
> > work, but to be frank, those warpers and tempo syncers are kind of
> > like cheating, not that its bad, but sometimes yeah, we forget 

who to

> > put in a little work. I never got into doing such things because 

it

> > always seemed like it was a lot extra work, and its not your own
> > tunes, you don't get a deep understanding of how it was composed 

etc.

> > etc. blah blah blah.
> 
> 
> not sure what you mean about "not your own tunes" here...are you 
> referring to the loops we try to get in time?
> that's not necessarily true. sometimes loops are created in other 
> environments that may be partially or entirely "your own".
> they may not be drum or even rhythmic loops...or they may be 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ


severely 

> processed and edited, bearing no resemblance to the original.
>

If you created the loop, you'll know its tempo, timing, and structure 
etc., thats totally OK in any setting and with me. There is a fine 
line I guess, to using premade loops and sampled stuff for your own 
tunes is what I'm thinking, its not always clear at what point it 
becomes your music. I personally don't care if a whole song was 
ripped and all the artist did was do a tempo change, but I think when 
you start from scratch you get a way better understanding of the 
stuff that you created from the very begining to how and why you 
finished it up the way you did it. You'll know if it uses 3x3 
timing, and not 4x4. You'll know the exact notes played in that 
melody and that its one note short of being a full measure in length 
throwing off your loop points, bass lines don't line up, crash 
cymbols don't crash, you'll know why. Just stuff like that, and I'm 
not condoning anything here, or any method for making tunes, just 
saying its actually more dificult to under stand all that stuff if 
you didn't make it yourself. I envy those that can listen to others 
stuff, mix it up and match it up to a point where they have something 
that they can call their own. It takes a lot of work, it should take 
work, it shouldn't be as easy as having a computer do it all for you 
in my opinion. Oh well, maybe its that old school thing coming out 
in me, I hope you guys know what I mean tho, and I don't sound too 
preachy and no hurt feelings I hope too. 

Zam
| 17352|17349|2009-01-26 03:22:39|zamisers7k|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
Thats dang awesome! Cool mohawk! Lots of room and air noise, if get 
the chance perhaps try recording from mixer to computer and over lay 
the sound if can do in the future. It is a pain, but it helps quality 
wise on the sound. Wish they made a camera with direct input, but I've 
not seen one, think they would just for us home music artists.

Thanks for sharing the vid with us!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> Don't worry, ill only post this one :)
> 
> Features us on a very hot day in Brisbane, talking about our gear 
> ( new and old ) and doing a live cover especially for Australia Day...
> 
> it was fun and were looking at doing one ever few practices..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ
>

| 17353|17349|2009-01-26 04:50:02|8_bit_boy|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
thanks mate :)

yeah i know about the line noise :( i actually recorded it all on my 
zoom h2 ( you can see me run over and turn it on just before we start 
playing ) , but when i dumped the file across to my laptop the damn 
thing corrupted, seconds after i had deleted the one off the h2 ..

ah well, not everything goes right the first time :)

thanks for watching it..

On 26/01/2009, at 8:22 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Thats dang awesome! Cool mohawk! Lots of room and air noise, if get
> the chance perhaps try recording from mixer to computer and over lay
> the sound if can do in the future. It is a pain, but it helps quality
> wise on the sound. Wish they made a camera with direct input, but I've
> not seen one, think they would just for us home music artists.
>
> Thanks for sharing the vid with us!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
> >
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> > Don't worry, ill only post this one :)
> >
> > Features us on a very hot day in Brisbane, talking about our gear
> > ( new and old ) and doing a live cover especially for Australia 
> Day...
> >
> > it was fun and were looking at doing one ever few practices..
> >
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17354|17337|2009-01-28 10:33:43|mark.cowan@ymail.com|Re: Frustrated...|
Haven't really messed too much with the time stretching. does it 
work good. What about the pitch when stretched...?

I'll read the manual again for a refresher and play with that
(time stretching...duh ..a bit obvious eh! lol) Can't believe i ain't 
tried that yet..ha ha

I've got about 30Gb of break loops, samples, and single drum and 
instrument hits. I edit all my samples/loops on PC first and save 
them to an external SCSI hard disk which hooks up to my RS7000.
I then use the RS7000 to import them via... I'm a lot faster and 
better at editing them on Pc then using the RS editor.

Thanks a bunch for all your input everyone... very helpful and much 
appreciated.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> +1 to time-stretch the samples with the RS. It's quite simple. 
> 
> Slicing is indeed more time consuming but it this provides a
> flexibility for live beat mangling options that you can't do with
> "only" a time stretched "one block" sample. 
> Especially using Gate and other sampler parameters to change the
> property of each slice individually onstead of working on the "whole
> loop as one sample" is MUCH more fun and a great live sound 

experience. 

> 
> But, if you only want to trigger the sample (play it) and nothing
> else, time-stretching is faster when importing samples into RS
> projects and (probably) sufficient. 
> 
> I actually prefer to time-stretch on my computer with SoundForge 

which

> has beter stretching algoritms, save them and then import them into
> the RS project.
>

| 17355|17349|2009-01-28 10:46:50|mark.cowan@ymail.com|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
Nice track....very DAARRKK and moody. I know u were just goin for a 
quick demo vid.

Next time u could record it on a digitrack or somethin. Then film 
yourself miming to the track and then just join the audio to video in 
an editor. Sounds and looks better.

I'll look forward to tha next one. Thanks.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> thanks mate :)
> 
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> yeah i know about the line noise :( i actually recorded it all on 
my 
> zoom h2 ( you can see me run over and turn it on just before we 
start 
> playing ) , but when i dumped the file across to my laptop the 
damn 
> thing corrupted, seconds after i had deleted the one off the h2 ..
> 
> ah well, not everything goes right the first time :)
> 
> thanks for watching it..
> 
> 
> On 26/01/2009, at 8:22 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Thats dang awesome! Cool mohawk! Lots of room and air noise, if 
get
> > the chance perhaps try recording from mixer to computer and over 
lay
> > the sound if can do in the future. It is a pain, but it helps 
quality
> > wise on the sound. Wish they made a camera with direct input, but 
I've
> > not seen one, think they would just for us home music artists.
> >
> > Thanks for sharing the vid with us!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
> > >
> > > Don't worry, ill only post this one :)
> > >
> > > Features us on a very hot day in Brisbane, talking about our 
gear
> > > ( new and old ) and doing a live cover especially for 
Australia 
> > Day...
> > >
> > > it was fun and were looking at doing one ever few practices..
> > >
> > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ
> > >
> >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17356|17349|2009-01-28 14:15:38|Anthony Smith|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
Mime ? Hmmm.

Anyway, ditto on the sound quality. Most vidcams have a line-in of some
sort, not sure if you were using a mixer though.
Anyway, great tribute to the Divinyls. Had the tune in my head for a few
days now. First hearing I thought the tempo was way tooo slow but now I
really like it. Top stuff.

Feeling the heat with you too....I'm in the ACT. Be thankful you don't live
in Adelaide.

Anyway, keep it up. Looking forward to a Birthday Party cover.

Smudge

2009/1/29 mark.cowan@ymail.com <mark.cowan@ymail.com>

> Nice track....very DAARRKK and moody. I know u were just goin for a
> quick demo vid.
>
> Next time u could record it on a digitrack or somethin. Then film
> yourself miming to the track and then just join the audio to video in
> an editor. Sounds and looks better.
>
> I'll look forward to tha next one. Thanks.
>
>
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 8_bit_boy 
> wrote:
> >
> > thanks mate :)
> >
> > yeah i know about the line noise :( i actually recorded it all on
> my
> > zoom h2 ( you can see me run over and turn it on just before we
> start
> > playing ) , but when i dumped the file across to my laptop the
> damn
> > thing corrupted, seconds after i had deleted the one off the h2 ..
> >
> > ah well, not everything goes right the first time :)
> >
> > thanks for watching it..
> >
> >
> > On 26/01/2009, at 8:22 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > Thats dang awesome! Cool mohawk! Lots of room and air noise, if
> get
> > > the chance perhaps try recording from mixer to computer and over
> lay
> > > the sound if can do in the future. It is a pain, but it helps
> quality
> > > wise on the sound. Wish they made a camera with direct input, but
> I've
> > > not seen one, think they would just for us home music artists.
> > >
> > > Thanks for sharing the vid with us!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 8_bit_boy
> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Don't worry, ill only post this one :)
> > > >
> > > > Features us on a very hot day in Brisbane, talking about our
> gear
> > > > ( new and old ) and doing a live cover especially for
> Australia
> > > Day...
> > > >
> > > > it was fun and were looking at doing one ever few practices..
> > > >
> > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17357|17337|2009-01-28 15:35:20|zamisers7k|Re: Frustrated...|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mark.cowan@..." 
wrote:

>
> Haven't really messed too much with the time stretching. does it 
> work good. What about the pitch when stretched...?

The time stretch Job retains the pitch. Its kind of a guess tho if 
your looking for syncing unknown bpm/tempos. If you know it then you 
can sometimes calculate out the percentage of the streach or get a 
rough estimate, its definatly not an automatic sync, it can help tho, 
the further you streach it you get some strange aliasing effects too, 
sometimes cool sounding, sometimes not.

That Zoom deal, that was you talking about it right? Have you seen 
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the new BeatKangz Beat Thang yet? I think its the same folks who 
made the Zoom units, but not sure??? It looks like a neat sampling 
box, could posibly rival the RS7000. Seems like they are targeting 
hip-hop and rap artists, but it might still be intresting for other 
types of music too. I'd like to try one out, link below...

http://matrixsynth.blogspot.com/search?q=beat+kangz

Zam
| 17358|17349|2009-01-28 15:59:10|zamisers7k|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Anthony Smith wrote:

>
> Most vidcams have a line-in of some
> sort

...Off Topic non RS stuff...

You'd think that were true, cameras have line inputs, but its actually 
very hard to find one that does now days. I looked high and low for 
one with no luck. If you know of one that has it pass that info my 
way. I think many of those youtubers are using cheap computer cameras 
and hooking into their computer's line or mic inputs. With my camera, I 
wound up recording the sound to my computer like I would for recording 
a song at the same time I'm recording the vid, it helps to use a visual 
cue and sound to align them both at the begining of the recordings, 
then record or copy your video over to the computer, then match the 
movement to the sound you made at the beging when overlaying or 
replacing the sound track in the video editor on your computer. Fun 
stuff... not. Its one of the reasons why I think they use those take 25 
cue snappy things in the movies, so they can align the sound, maybe 
not, but something like it will help, or just clap your hands like one 
might work as well too.

Zam
| 17359|17349|2009-01-28 19:03:59|Nick Fletcher|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
Good work and great voice! I really enjoyed it.
| 17360|17349|2009-01-28 23:43:53|8_bit_boy|Re: Our first video podcast ( dizzygotheca )|
heh.. its really unnerving to see my own name responding to a 
message.. :D

yeah we prob wont be mining any time soon.. ill just make sure i get 
a decent recording on the zoom H2 next time.. it sounded great ( i 
took the sound straight off the P.A. ) ..

also more lighting next time, a few people have said its too dark.. 
( which it is )

yeah, whats up with the heat? glad im not in Adelaide atm ( 45 deg c 
today )

funny you should mention the birthday party, were thinking of doing a 
Nick Cave song next, although we have been playing a great version of 
Bjork's Hyperballad at gigs for a while now, we should probably throw 
that down.

Already started recording the next instalment, a BIG THANKS to 
everyone for the great feedback, its been awesome

what kind of stuff do you do at Sanctum Films Anthony?

cheers

Anthony Smith

On 29/01/2009, at 7:15 AM, Anthony Smith wrote:

> Mime ? Hmmm.
>
> Anyway, ditto on the sound quality. Most vidcams have a line-in of 
> some
> sort, not sure if you were using a mixer though.
> Anyway, great tribute to the Divinyls. Had the tune in my head for 
> a few
> days now. First hearing I thought the tempo was way tooo slow but 
> now I
> really like it. Top stuff.
>
> Feeling the heat with you too....I'm in the ACT. Be thankful you 
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> don't live
> in Adelaide.
>
> Anyway, keep it up. Looking forward to a Birthday Party cover.
>
> Smudge
>
> 2009/1/29 mark.cowan@ymail.com <mark.cowan@ymail.com>
>
> > Nice track....very DAARRKK and moody. I know u were just goin for a
> > quick demo vid.
> >
> > Next time u could record it on a digitrack or somethin. Then film
> > yourself miming to the track and then just join the audio to 
> video in
> > an editor. Sounds and looks better.
> >
> > I'll look forward to tha next one. Thanks.
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> 8_bit_boy 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > thanks mate :)
> > >
> > > yeah i know about the line noise :( i actually recorded it all on
> > my
> > > zoom h2 ( you can see me run over and turn it on just before we
> > start
> > > playing ) , but when i dumped the file across to my laptop the
> > damn
> > > thing corrupted, seconds after i had deleted the one off the h2 ..
> > >
> > > ah well, not everything goes right the first time :)
> > >
> > > thanks for watching it..
> > >
> > >
> > > On 26/01/2009, at 8:22 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > >
> > > > Thats dang awesome! Cool mohawk! Lots of room and air noise, if
> > get
> > > > the chance perhaps try recording from mixer to computer and over
> > lay
> > > > the sound if can do in the future. It is a pain, but it helps
> > quality
> > > > wise on the sound. Wish they made a camera with direct input, 
> but
> > I've
> > > > not seen one, think they would just for us home music artists.
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for sharing the vid with us!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> 8_bit_boy
> > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Don't worry, ill only post this one :)
> > > > >
> > > > > Features us on a very hot day in Brisbane, talking about our
> > gear
> > > > > ( new and old ) and doing a live cover especially for
> > Australia
> > > > Day...
> > > > >
> > > > > it was fun and were looking at doing one ever few practices..
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cERkkIrxOzQ
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
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> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17361|17337|2009-02-02 09:46:52|mark.cowan@ymail.com|Re: Frustrated...|
Hi Zam,

Yeah I saw that Beat Kangz sampler/seq. thingy. Looks quite good but 
rather tacky/gimicky...need more info on the specs. I've seen a few 
clips and it sounds good but would be interested in it's sampling 
capability.

I've got a lot of zoom gear. The MRS-8 Digital Studio, MRT-3 drum 
Machine (brilliant accoustic and electro sounds on this tiny box),
The SB246 Beat Kanz Drum Machine (the sounds on this are geared 
towards modern style R&B/Rap), and of course my little Sampletrak 
ST224 and the RS7000 + a few other bits n bobs.

Yeah i have a little Zoom St224 samletrak. 3 banks of 8 pads. You 
can set one pad as a master then just select sync then the pad you 
want to sync up with it. Really simple. You can sync every pad at 
the same time. It auto stretches without changing the pitch. Good 
little sketchpads. The midi capabilities are very very basic on it 
though.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mark.cowan@" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Haven't really messed too much with the time stretching. does it 
> > work good. What about the pitch when stretched...?
> 
> 
> The time stretch Job retains the pitch. Its kind of a guess tho if 
> your looking for syncing unknown bpm/tempos. If you know it then 
you 
> can sometimes calculate out the percentage of the streach or get a 
> rough estimate, its definatly not an automatic sync, it can help 
tho, 
> the further you streach it you get some strange aliasing effects 
too, 
> sometimes cool sounding, sometimes not.
> 
> That Zoom deal, that was you talking about it right? Have you seen 
> the new BeatKangz Beat Thang yet? I think its the same folks who 
> made the Zoom units, but not sure??? It looks like a neat sampling 
> box, could posibly rival the RS7000. Seems like they are targeting 
> hip-hop and rap artists, but it might still be intresting for other 
> types of music too. I'd like to try one out, link below...
> 
> http://matrixsynth.blogspot.com/search?q=beat+kangz
> 
> Zam
>

| 17362|17256|2009-02-07 14:13:36|marslassa|Re: seeking soft carry case for RS7K|
Thomann Germany
| 17363|17363|2009-02-09 21:08:21|zamisers7k|So I got the Dreaded Invalid File error|
First time, not sure why exactly, maybe I goofed something up. I was 
moving the card between my computer and the RS a lot at the time. I 
also noticed it was on a sample heavy song in song mode. I hope my SM 
card isn't failing, it hasn't done it again yet, fingers crossed. 
Anyone know of the best way to verify SM card integrity? Should I do a 
low level format? Scandisk on it or something like that? Its been a 
trooper for years, and if its got a bad spot on it I don't want to run 
into it again. The whole song wasn't lost, I was able to make some 
samples again and start over and made an even better song, but it 
freaked me out a bit.

Made a goofy youtube vid of the new song if anyone is intrested:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYOTsgFmQA4 

Zam
| 17364|17363|2009-02-09 21:20:07|Nick Fletcher|Re: So I got the Dreaded Invalid File error|
Do you remember the quick fix I posted about this? I can't seem to
find it, but it's here somewhere. The card is most likely fine. As a
precaution, you could back it up and then do format just using
Explorer (without quick ticked).
| 17365|17365|2009-02-10 03:19:44|login418|Pull the SM card out while RS is On?|
My SM card is full but I want to save my new song. Is it safe to pull
out the card, backup and erase it on my computer, then stick it back
in the RS and save it!?! Anyone tried it?
| 17366|17365|2009-02-10 03:22:57|Nick Fletcher|Re: Pull the SM card out while RS is On?|
I wouldn't recommend it, they seem to be rather fickle things. Maybe
delete some other stuff that you're never going to use?
| 17367|17363|2009-02-10 10:33:02|zamisers7k|Re: So I got the Dreaded Invalid File error|
Thanks Nick, I think I'll do the non-quick ticked format as a 
precaution. I know we've discussed this before too, board was kind of 
dead tho, so nothing wrong with a recap ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Nick Fletcher wrote:
>
> Do you remember the quick fix I posted about this? I can't seem to
> find it, but it's here somewhere. The card is most likely fine. As a
> precaution, you could back it up and then do format just using
> Explorer (without quick ticked).
>

| 17368|17365|2009-02-10 10:53:33|zamisers7k|Re: Pull the SM card out while RS is On?|
You should be OK to do it I would think, removing a full card to back 
it up to puter before saving back to it so you have enough space. I 
do it often, usually before it fills up tho, it did finally bite me 
the other day with a sample heavy song, it was a 32megger RS song. 
Card was empty when I started so still had plenty of space, not sure 
what went wrong, I might have canceled the save or pulled it before 
it finished saving or something hoping is all I did to it. Anyway, 
I've never had probs swapping out the card before, the RS will hold 
all current work in its volitile memory, unless it gets shut off or 
power bump or something like that you'll likely be OK. Can't promise 
it tho, but it is so much easier to delete a bunch files on the card 
too from the computer. However, if you want to be extra carefull 
then yeah see if you can free up enough space without removing it 
first and properest way is to turn the RS off before removing, I 
think it says to shut off in the manual before removing and inserting 
even, so that is the safist way.

You've probably already did it, but good luck with however you try to 
do it if you havn't yet.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Nick Fletcher wrote:
>
> I wouldn't recommend it, they seem to be rather fickle things. Maybe
> delete some other stuff that you're never going to use?
>

| 17369|17365|2009-02-10 15:00:48|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Pull the SM card out while RS is On?|
Should be no problem. I did it all the time when working with the RS.
| 17370|17363|2009-02-10 15:13:43|florisvanrijswijk|Re: So I got the Dreaded Invalid File error|
I had it several times already. It's really due to the memory card. 
Be prepared that at some point in time, the memory card will not
function anymore: It not a question IF it will but WHEN it will. 
When that happens, RS will refuse to use the card. The PC however will
have no problem with it. This happened a few times already on at least
two memory cards. One of them never "recovered" and I dumped it in the
garbage. 

What I do is: 
- Always backup all data on the computer. 
- Get another card so that when it really craps out (and it will in
the end) you have another card available to use. 
- Assuming that you run Windows: When using it in a card reader in the
PC, use the EJECT command (right click on the disk in Windows Exporer)
so that the card is "properly released" (whatever that way be).
Several times I found that when the RS refuses the card and I put it
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back into the PC and then EJECT it properly, the RS can use it again. 
- Format the memory card in the RS not on the PC. But, when the RS
refuses the card, there is no other formatting way than to format it
on the PC. 

So Zam: Be warned and prepare! 

Regards, 
Floris
| 17371|17371|2009-02-10 15:31:53|florisvanrijswijk|Shortcuts tip|
Just a "tip" that I had saved into a text file from some post
somewhere (I don't remember, probably RS7000.org): 

RS shortcuts: 

* Press [SHIFT]+[Fx] (Function buttons 1-4) to activate the numeric
keypad via Sub-mode buttons � the numbers flash meaning you can enter
data via buttons, press [ENTER] or [DO] to execute;
* [OCT DOWN]+[OCT UP] = return to normal octave;
* [SHIFT]+[UTILITY] to see available sequencer/sampler memory.
* [SHIFT]+[MASTER] to return Master Effects to their default settings
* Factory Reset: Hold [OCT DOWN]+[OCT UP]+[STORE] on power up
* Autoload: Hold TRACK button 1�9, on power up to activate Autoloads
1-9. You create the auto loads by, literally, naming the file
"autold1", "autold2", "autold3", etc. Once executed the unit will
automatically load the file every time, until you reprogram it to look
elsewhere. Holding track 10 on power up will cancel any programmed
auto load. You can also place an auto load file on a SCSI drive. This
makes it easy to pick up where you left off if you ever have to stop
mid-session. Simply create an Autoload file in a folder named for the
project in question, power up and you are back where you left off.
* Hold [SHIFT] while turning a knob to move in values of +/-10
* Hold [TRACK SELECT]+[ALL] while changing a function to affect all
tracks simultaneously
* Hold [TRACK SELECT]+[1-8] while changing a function to affect the
first 8 tracks
* Hold [TRACK SELECT]+[9-16] while changing a function to affect
tracks 9 through 16
* Test Routine: [PATTERN]+[PATTERN CHAIN]+[UTILITY] on power up
* Update Routine: [REC]+[STOP] on power up
| 17372|17371|2009-02-10 16:08:19|Nick Fletcher|Re: Shortcuts tip|
Thanks for these! What is the UNDO shortcut again? I always forget it
and have to dive into the Job menu.
| 17373|17363|2009-02-10 16:10:51|Nick Fletcher|Re: So I got the Dreaded Invalid File error|
From a previous discussion:

"

I have purchased one of those ZiO! USB SM card readers and installed
the drivers etc, but I STILL had the same old message appear on the RS!

CARD NOT READY,,,

I tried formatting the card once again. I tried factory reseting the
RS; all to no avail!

Finally, on the 'CARD NOT READY' screen, I removed the card and
re-inserted it. Pressing F4 (Exit OK), I pressed F4 (OK (to load)) and
it worked!

So, if worst comes to worst, just try that.

"
| 17374|17363|2009-02-10 16:30:47|zamisers7k|Re: So I got the Dreaded Invalid File error|
Didn't occur to me to reformat it in the RS, duh. It should catch any 
bad spots I'd hope and mark them as unusable right? I'm really hoping 
its not going bad tho, I've had it for like 5 years with no problems, 
but I was swapping it around a lot the other day with one huge sample, 
it was like a 2 or 3 minute sample, I just want to be sure its not 
going to happen at a more important time with critical data. I've got 
a second card I've had hanging around forever, hope its still good, 
might be time to break the sucker out if this one is starting to go 
bad. Thanks for the ideas flo! And, the tips too.

Whats this about a quick undo shortcut? That might come in handy, I'm 
often doing it from Jobs too, I forgot about that if there is one. 
Reminders are great sometimes for this stuff. Plus keeps the list 
active.

Thanks guys! The RS is the best and you all are too!



Zam
| 17375|17365|2009-02-13 12:14:48|nickrs7000|Re: Pull the SM card out while RS is On?|
Same here, I didn't know this was even an issue? I do it all the time. 
I am probably over-cautious, but I save my songs on one card, then 
arrange them into sets on another card and back that set up on a 3rd 
card so I can take both "set" cards to shows. But when I'm doing all 
this saving I've never once thought to turn the RS off. I do make sure 
that I'm not even in the save or load menus, but I've never had a 
problem.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" 
wrote:

>
> Should be no problem. I did it all the time when working with the RS.
>

| 17376|17185|2009-02-16 20:19:34|peter sedin|diffrent track length?|
can diffent tracks in the same pattern have diffrent lengths?
like in the motifs..? miss this in my mpc..
peace..
peter

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17377|17185|2009-02-16 20:30:40|Nick Fletcher|Re: diffrent track length?|
Yes, this is possible, because each track is regarded as a 'phrase'.
You can take a phrase from one song and use it in a completely
different song, regardless of it's length.
| 17378|17185|2009-02-16 20:48:41|peter sedin|Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops)|
aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in a pattern that is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for a sound? that track would then have a 3/4 time
sign.. i guess you know what im after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in diffrent legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a bassdrum, and some
percussions in 3/4
i miss this with my mpc..
thanx for you fast reply!
peter

--- On Tue, 2/17/09, Nick Fletcher <nickeax@gmail.com> wrote:

From: Nick Fletcher <nickeax@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] diffrent track length?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 4:30 AM

Yes, this is possible, because each track is regarded as a 'phrase'.
You can take a phrase from one song and use it in a completely
different song, regardless of it's length.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17379|17185|2009-02-16 21:11:25|Nick Fletcher|Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops)|
I think it's something that you will learn most about, by just playing
around with it. You'll soon find what is and what isn't possible.
| 17380|17185|2009-02-16 21:32:38|anomecron|Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the|
I will use Yamaha RS7000 Speak here.
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A STYLE = a conventional song on any other sequencer.

A STYLE is made up of 16 SECTIONS - these are labeled A through to P
on the RS7000 (these can be triggered on the fly, chain together to
form a song, have their respective tracks, muted, unmuted, have
modulation scenes and muted scenes save for them etc etc.

Any SECTION is made up of 16 tracks these "tracks" can have a TG (Tone
Generator/Sample Assignment) or be assigned to Midi A, Midi B or any
combination of the three and freely assignable to any midi channel or
internal TG track.

Every Track 1-16, in and Section A-P can have it's own independent
Midi Phrase (what you would commonly call a pattern).
You get 256 Midi "Phrases" programmable for any single STYLE (song) on
an RS7000. These phrases can be on multiple tracks, in multiple
sections in a style also and are NOT hardwired to a specific track or
a specific section in any single style.

Any Single Phrase can be one from one bar long too 256 bars long.
Any Single Phrase can be any time signature you choose be it 7/4,
4/4,15/16,7/8 etc etc etc.

You can also Beat stretch midi data so any phrase can be clock divided
or multiplied - so any phrase can play from 4 time slower than root
tempo up to 4 times faster than root tempo of sequencer track.

For example a 180 BPM Drum'n'Bass tune could easily have a ragga
bassline running 90bpm's at the same time using a 200% beat stretch on
the phrase in that track.

Withing that you could have something going 1.5 times faster, 1/3
slower etc etc also all at the same time.

Beat stretching can be insterted as a midi job on a beat/bar/measure
basis within a phrase also.

As can midi harmonize, midi delay - with note feedback, clock
feedback, velocity feedback etc etc.

I could go much further in depth but I don't want to confuse you to much.

Just to add you have XOX, Step, Realtime/Overdub modes.

XOX mode supports all available time signatures with note input
resolution down too 128th note input and full triplet subdivisions
over everything from a crotchet down to that level.

Step mode works on all available time signatures with full input of
rests, ties, and every thing from whole notes to quavers, semiquavers,
hemisemiqauvers, triplets and velocity/gate right down to the tick
level (ie: you can drill notes at 1/480ths of a crotchet if you wanted
too) etc etc etc.

So yes you can have both poly-metric (as in multiple length
sequencing) and poly-time signature based sequencing at the same time.

Hope that helps you some anyway

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:
>
> aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in a pattern that
is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for a sound?
that track would then have a 3/4 time sign.. i guess you know what im
after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in diffrent
legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a bassdrum, and
some percussions in 3/4
> i miss this with my mpc..
> thanx for you fast reply!
> peter
>

| 17381|17185|2009-02-16 21:43:27|zamisers7k|Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops)|
Yes you can do this on the RS. The meter or timing is seperate per 
phrase for each phrase and its bar length. You can't swap between 
difrent length meters while in record mode, this might be MPC thing
(?), you have to stop the RS first then select your track and go in 
to record your phrase sequences with dif time signatures. If the 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


signatures are the same, you can have difrent length phrases 3 or 4, 
10 or 16 etc., and bounce between them fine during recording if their 
time signatures are the same. Measure length and meter/time are two 
dif things, I think maybe there is some confusion there?

It can be tough to get the hang of exactly how this works on the RS. 
I usually keep mine the same, but you can put difrent bar lengths and 
meter timing in on the same patern section. Each one will loop at 
their settings, they don't wait for the other to finish. If you have 
a lot variances, it could be a while for a full pattern section to do 
a complete loop for when it'll sound identical again to the first 
measure, even though it will be reseting the measure displayed to the 
longest one of them all. If when I do change them, I try to keep 
them in multiples of each other so its a bit easier to figure out and 
know when they might finish at the same times or not.

If you have a 3 bar phrase with a 4 bar phrase it'll take 9 measures, 
or 3 loops of the 4 bar measure length for them to match up again.

Hope that makes some sense, it can get pretty crazy.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, peter sedin wrote:
>
> aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in a pattern 
that is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for a 
sound? that track would then have a 3/4 time sign.. i guess you know 
what im after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in 
diffrent legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a 
bassdrum, and some percussions in 3/4
> i miss this with my mpc..
> thanx for you fast reply!
> peter
> 

| 17382|17185|2009-02-17 06:11:06|peter sedin|Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the|
yes it did!
wow!
thanx..
peter

--- On Tue, 2/17/09, anomecron <anomecron@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: anomecron <anomecron@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the issue
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 5:32 AM

I will use Yamaha RS7000 Speak here.

A STYLE = a conventional song on any other sequencer.

A STYLE is made up of 16 SECTIONS - these are labeled A through to P
on the RS7000 (these can be triggered on the fly, chain together to
form a song, have their respective tracks, muted, unmuted, have
modulation scenes and muted scenes save for them etc etc.

Any SECTION is made up of 16 tracks these "tracks" can have a TG (Tone
Generator/Sample Assignment) or be assigned to Midi A, Midi B or any
combination of the three and freely assignable to any midi channel or
internal TG track.

Every Track 1-16, in and Section A-P can have it's own independent
Midi Phrase (what you would commonly call a pattern).
You get 256 Midi "Phrases" programmable for any single STYLE (song) on
an RS7000. These phrases can be on multiple tracks, in multiple
sections in a style also and are NOT hardwired to a specific track or
a specific section in any single style.

Any Single Phrase can be one from one bar long too 256 bars long.
Any Single Phrase can be any time signature you choose be it 7/4,
4/4,15/16,7/ 8 etc etc etc.
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You can also Beat stretch midi data so any phrase can be clock divided
or multiplied - so any phrase can play from 4 time slower than root
tempo up to 4 times faster than root tempo of sequencer track.

For example a 180 BPM Drum'n'Bass tune could easily have a ragga
bassline running 90bpm's at the same time using a 200% beat stretch on
the phrase in that track.

Withing that you could have something going 1.5 times faster, 1/3
slower etc etc also all at the same time.

Beat stretching can be insterted as a midi job on a beat/bar/measure
basis within a phrase also.

As can midi harmonize, midi delay - with note feedback, clock
feedback, velocity feedback etc etc.

I could go much further in depth but I don't want to confuse you to much.

Just to add you have XOX, Step, Realtime/Overdub modes.

XOX mode supports all available time signatures with note input
resolution down too 128th note input and full triplet subdivisions
over everything from a crotchet down to that level.

Step mode works on all available time signatures with full input of
rests, ties, and every thing from whole notes to quavers, semiquavers,
hemisemiqauvers, triplets and velocity/gate right down to the tick
level (ie: you can drill notes at 1/480ths of a crotchet if you wanted
too) etc etc etc.

So yes you can have both poly-metric (as in multiple length
sequencing) and poly-time signature based sequencing at the same time.

Hope that helps you some anyway

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, peter sedin wrote:
>
> aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in a pattern that
is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for a sound?
that track would then have a 3/4 time sign.. i guess you know what im
after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in diffrent
legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a bassdrum, and
some percussions in 3/4
> i miss this with my mpc..
> thanx for you fast reply!
> peter
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17383|17185|2009-02-17 09:31:32|peter sedin|Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the|

--- On Tue, 2/17/09, peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the issue
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 2:11 PM
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yes it did!
wow!
thanx..
peter

--- On Tue, 2/17/09, anomecron wrote:

From: anomecron 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the issue
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 5:32 AM

I will use Yamaha RS7000 Speak here.

A STYLE = a conventional song on any other sequencer.

A STYLE is made up of 16 SECTIONS - these are labeled A through to P
on the RS7000 (these can be triggered on the fly, chain together to
form a song, have their respective tracks, muted, unmuted, have
modulation scenes and muted scenes save for them etc etc.

Any SECTION is made up of 16 tracks these "tracks" can have a TG (Tone
Generator/Sample Assignment) or be assigned to Midi A, Midi B or any
combination of the three and freely assignable to any midi channel or
internal TG track.

Every Track 1-16, in and Section A-P can have it's own independent
Midi Phrase (what you would commonly call a pattern).
You get 256 Midi "Phrases" programmable for any single STYLE (song) on
an RS7000. These phrases can be on multiple tracks, in multiple
sections in a style also and are NOT hardwired to a specific track or
a specific section in any single style.

Any Single Phrase can be one from one bar long too 256 bars long.
Any Single Phrase can be any time signature you choose be it 7/4,
4/4,15/16,7/ 8 etc etc etc.

You can also Beat stretch midi data so any phrase can be clock divided
or multiplied - so any phrase can play from 4 time slower than root
tempo up to 4 times faster than root tempo of sequencer track.

For example a 180 BPM Drum'n'Bass tune could easily have a ragga
bassline running 90bpm's at the same time using a 200% beat stretch on
the phrase in that track.

Withing that you could have something going 1.5 times faster, 1/3
slower etc etc also all at the same time.

Beat stretching can be insterted as a midi job on a beat/bar/measure
basis within a phrase also.

As can midi harmonize, midi delay - with note feedback, clock
feedback, velocity feedback etc etc.

I could go much further in depth but I don't want to confuse you to much.

Just to add you have XOX, Step, Realtime/Overdub modes.

XOX mode supports all available time signatures with note input
resolution down too 128th note input and full triplet subdivisions
over everything from a crotchet down to that level.

Step mode works on all available time signatures with full input of
rests, ties, and every thing from whole notes to quavers, semiquavers,
hemisemiqauvers, triplets and velocity/gate right down to the tick
level (ie: you can drill notes at 1/480ths of a crotchet if you wanted
too) etc etc etc.

So yes you can have both poly-metric (as in multiple length
sequencing) and poly-time signature based sequencing at the same time.

Hope that helps you some anyway

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, peter sedin wrote:
>
> aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in a pattern that
is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for a sound?
that track would then have a 3/4 time sign.. i guess you know what im



after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in diffrent
legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a bassdrum, and
some percussions in 3/4
> i miss this with my mpc..
> thanx for you fast reply!
> peter
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17384|17185|2009-02-23 14:52:28|Aaron Miller|Hi Everyone in Yahoogroups Please check out My 1st YouTube Video Usi|
Go to You Tube and type in " Aaron Miller Think Of The Possibilities" Thanks Everyone Cya , Aaron Miller

--- On Tue, 2/17/09, peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com> wrote:

> From: peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this should clarify the issue
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 8:11 AM
> yes it did!
> wow!
> thanx..
> peter
> 
> --- On Tue, 2/17/09, anomecron <anomecron@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
> 
> From: anomecron <anomecron@yahoo.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track
> loops) - this should clarify the issue
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 5:32 AM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> I will use Yamaha RS7000 Speak here.
> 
> A STYLE = a conventional song on any other sequencer.
> 
> A STYLE is made up of 16 SECTIONS - these are labeled A
> through to P
> on the RS7000 (these can be triggered on the fly, chain
> together to
> form a song, have their respective tracks, muted, unmuted,
> have
> modulation scenes and muted scenes save for them etc etc.
> 
> Any SECTION is made up of 16 tracks these
> "tracks" can have a TG (Tone
> Generator/Sample Assignment) or be assigned to Midi A, Midi
> B or any
> combination of the three and freely assignable to any midi
> channel or
> internal TG track.
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> 
> Every Track 1-16, in and Section A-P can have it's own
> independent
> Midi Phrase (what you would commonly call a pattern).
> You get 256 Midi "Phrases" programmable for any
> single STYLE (song) on
> an RS7000. These phrases can be on multiple tracks, in
> multiple
> sections in a style also and are NOT hardwired to a
> specific track or
> a specific section in any single style.
> 
> Any Single Phrase can be one from one bar long too 256 bars
> long.
> Any Single Phrase can be any time signature you choose be
> it 7/4,
> 4/4,15/16,7/ 8 etc etc etc.
> 
> You can also Beat stretch midi data so any phrase can be
> clock divided
> or multiplied - so any phrase can play from 4 time slower
> than root
> tempo up to 4 times faster than root tempo of sequencer
> track.
> 
> For example a 180 BPM Drum'n'Bass tune could easily
> have a ragga
> bassline running 90bpm's at the same time using a 200%
> beat stretch on
> the phrase in that track.
> 
> Withing that you could have something going 1.5 times
> faster, 1/3
> slower etc etc also all at the same time.
> 
> Beat stretching can be insterted as a midi job on a
> beat/bar/measure
> basis within a phrase also.
> 
> As can midi harmonize, midi delay - with note feedback,
> clock
> feedback, velocity feedback etc etc.
> 
> I could go much further in depth but I don't want to
> confuse you to much.
> 
> Just to add you have XOX, Step, Realtime/Overdub modes.
> 
> XOX mode supports all available time signatures with note
> input
> resolution down too 128th note input and full triplet
> subdivisions
> over everything from a crotchet down to that level.
> 
> Step mode works on all available time signatures with full
> input of
> rests, ties, and every thing from whole notes to quavers,
> semiquavers,
> hemisemiqauvers, triplets and velocity/gate right down to
> the tick
> level (ie: you can drill notes at 1/480ths of a crotchet if
> you wanted
> too) etc etc etc.
> 
> So yes you can have both poly-metric (as in multiple length
> sequencing) and poly-time signature based sequencing at the
> same time.
> 
> Hope that helps you some anyway
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, peter sedin > ...> wrote:
> >
> > aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in
> a pattern that
> is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for
> a sound?
> that track would then have a 3/4 time sign.. i guess you
> know what im
> after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in
> diffrent
> legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a



> bassdrum, and
> some percussions in 3/4
> > i miss this with my mpc..
> > thanx for you fast reply!
> > peter
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17385|17185|2009-02-23 15:20:27|Anthony Smith|Re: Hi Everyone in Yahoogroups Please check out My 1st YouTube Video|
I like your enthusiasm.

Song is pretty catchy, the video is one big cliche though. A bit of
originality would do wonders.

Smudge

2009/2/24 Aaron Miller <amiller1758@yahoo.com>

> Go to You Tube and type in " Aaron Miller Think Of The Possibilities"
> Thanks Everyone Cya , Aaron Miller
>
> --- On Tue, 2/17/09, peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
>
> > From: peter sedin <midihooker@yahoo.com >
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track loops) - this
> should clarify the issue
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 8:11 AM
> > yes it did!
> > wow!
> > thanx..
> > peter
> >
> > --- On Tue, 2/17/09, anomecron <anomecron@yahoo.com
> >
> > wrote:
> >
> > From: anomecron <anomecron@yahoo.com >
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: diffrent track length?(or track
> > loops) - this should clarify the issue
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Date: Tuesday, February 17, 2009, 5:32 AM
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > I will use Yamaha RS7000 Speak here.
> >
> > A STYLE = a conventional song on any other sequencer.
> >
> > A STYLE is made up of 16 SECTIONS - these are labeled A
> > through to P
> > on the RS7000 (these can be triggered on the fly, chain
> > together to
> > form a song, have their respective tracks, muted, unmuted,
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> > have
> > modulation scenes and muted scenes save for them etc etc.
> >
> > Any SECTION is made up of 16 tracks these
> > "tracks" can have a TG (Tone
> > Generator/Sample Assignment) or be assigned to Midi A, Midi
> > B or any
> > combination of the three and freely assignable to any midi
> > channel or
> > internal TG track.
> >
> > Every Track 1-16, in and Section A-P can have it's own
> > independent
> > Midi Phrase (what you would commonly call a pattern).
> > You get 256 Midi "Phrases" programmable for any
> > single STYLE (song) on
> > an RS7000. These phrases can be on multiple tracks, in
> > multiple
> > sections in a style also and are NOT hardwired to a
> > specific track or
> > a specific section in any single style.
> >
> > Any Single Phrase can be one from one bar long too 256 bars
> > long.
> > Any Single Phrase can be any time signature you choose be
> > it 7/4,
> > 4/4,15/16,7/ 8 etc etc etc.
> >
> > You can also Beat stretch midi data so any phrase can be
> > clock divided
> > or multiplied - so any phrase can play from 4 time slower
> > than root
> > tempo up to 4 times faster than root tempo of sequencer
> > track.
> >
> > For example a 180 BPM Drum'n'Bass tune could easily
> > have a ragga
> > bassline running 90bpm's at the same time using a 200%
> > beat stretch on
> > the phrase in that track.
> >
> > Withing that you could have something going 1.5 times
> > faster, 1/3
> > slower etc etc also all at the same time.
> >
> > Beat stretching can be insterted as a midi job on a
> > beat/bar/measure
> > basis within a phrase also.
> >
> > As can midi harmonize, midi delay - with note feedback,
> > clock
> > feedback, velocity feedback etc etc.
> >
> > I could go much further in depth but I don't want to
> > confuse you to much.
> >
> > Just to add you have XOX, Step, Realtime/Overdub modes.
> >
> > XOX mode supports all available time signatures with note
> > input
> > resolution down too 128th note input and full triplet
> > subdivisions
> > over everything from a crotchet down to that level.
> >
> > Step mode works on all available time signatures with full
> > input of
> > rests, ties, and every thing from whole notes to quavers,
> > semiquavers,
> > hemisemiqauvers, triplets and velocity/gate right down to
> > the tick
> > level (ie: you can drill notes at 1/480ths of a crotchet if
> > you wanted
> > too) etc etc etc.
> >
> > So yes you can have both poly-metric (as in multiple length
> > sequencing) and poly-time signature based sequencing at the
> > same time.
> >
> > Hope that helps you some anyway
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, peter sedin > > ...> wrote:



> > >
> > > aha..but if you make the phrase for the first time in
> > a pattern that
> > is like 4bar long, can you then make a 3bar long track for
> > a sound?
> > that track would then have a 3/4 time sign.. i guess you
> > know what im
> > after here. sometimes its cool to have some sounds in
> > diffrent
> > legnts.. and have some sounds allways in 4/4..like a
> > bassdrum, and
> > some percussions in 3/4
> > > i miss this with my mpc..
> > > thanx for you fast reply!
> > > peter
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17386|17185|2009-02-23 21:37:54|zamisers7k|Re: Hi Everyone in Yahoogroups Please check out My 1st YouTube Video|
Pretty cool! I see the RS7000 in there briefly too. Guitar had an RF 
transmitter right? Heheh. I couldn't listen to it very well on the 
system I have at the moment so I can't say much about the sound 
quality, but I did see a lot of enthusasm in the video. Enthusasm goes 
a long way in my book no mater what kind of music folks play.

Zam
| 17387|17387|2009-02-24 16:23:38|David Swaddell|Expand Internal Memory|
Hi

What is the best way to expand the internal memory of an RS7000 ?

I don't have the manual in front of me, but I believe that the maximum 
memory quoted is 64 MB. So I guess that I need to buy some discontinued 
memory brand on eBay or some such place. 

What is the memory classification? For example, my Motif takes PC133 or 
PC100.

I have a Zip drive and a memory card. But I would also like to have 
the internal memory expanded.

Thanks,

D
| 17388|17387|2009-02-24 17:10:19|zamisers7k|Re: Expand Internal Memory|
At the motifator.com store get the Memory Expansion Kit Code: MEK64

Here is the link, you may need to cut-n-paste the link in a couple 
chunks cause of stupid yahoo, but try here:

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=MEK64

Its two 32 megger SIMs, so is 64, don't know anyone whos tried to 
drop in more in their RS, so I think we all assume that is the max 
limit.

http://secure.keyfax.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?


You can get memory off ebay, but your taking a chance with it, some 
memory can appear to work ok but give an occasional sporadic 
problemo. There are stats for proper memory specs in the manual, but 
the ones from the motifator.com store are yamaha "approved", they 
should work, however I've not personally ordered from them.

Hope that helps!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "David Swaddell" 
wrote:

>
> Hi
> 
> What is the best way to expand the internal memory of an RS7000 ?
> 
> I don't have the manual in front of me, but I believe that the 

maximum 

> memory quoted is 64 MB. So I guess that I need to buy some 

discontinued 

> memory brand on eBay or some such place. 
> 
> What is the memory classification? For example, my Motif takes 

PC133 or 

> PC100.
> 
> I have a Zip drive and a memory card. But I would also like to have 
> the internal memory expanded.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> D
>

| 17389|17387|2009-02-25 09:07:42|Nicholas Perry|Re: Expand Internal Memory|
Just for the record, I did try at my own risk the cheapo memory off ebay. Figured it was worth a shot and have never had a problem. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17390|17390|2009-02-25 09:19:38|nickrs7000|SCSI Hard Drive?|
I know most of us seem to use the card reader for the most part, but I 
wanted to start backing my files up on a SCSI drive since I practice 
in the basement and my computer is in my upstairs. I have a glyph rack 
with a drive in it but it does not cooperate with my RS7000. Sometimes 
the RS will recognise it and sometimes not. I figure the cheapest 
thing to do would be switch out the SCSI drive, since the glyph rack 
is really the expensive part and I already have that. I looked on ebay 
and the only things I've seen are drives in cases that go upwards to 
$80 and I know I could probably just drop a scsi drive into my case 
for $10. Times are tight for me right now, so $70 is a big difference. 
Does anyone know of a specific brand of drive (or specs) that 
definitely will work with the RS7000? Or any tips for things to look 
out for- such as does it have to be new and unformatted or will the 
formatting that the RS does override any previous formatting? Any help 
would be appreciated!

Nick
| 17391|17390|2009-02-25 15:59:23|zamisers7k|Re: SCSI Hard Drive?|
Hey Nick,

Sorry I don't have much advice on this topic, I use the SM Cards, 
however there have been some intresting reading posts in the past on 
here concerning SCSI if you've not searched for them you may want to 
look them up. I don't remember anyone suggesting or asking what the 
cheapest working drive would be though.

Wierd how whatever your using now is sporadically working with the RS. 
My only thought would be is perhaps if the connection cable is too long 
or rigged up through adapters or something strange.

Hopefully some other folks can give some better advice than I on it, 
let us know what you go with when you do, and how well it works or not, 
and I hope you'll find a good deal that works.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Zam
| 17392|17390|2009-02-25 16:17:35|Malcolm Dixon|Re: SCSI Hard Drive?|
Hi a cheap but noisey solution is the really ionega jaz drives, you can pick them up either 
1 or 2 gig version for a song. They come with a high density scsi cable which works great 
with the rs7000 as it has a great locking mechanism. also get stuff on them is easy from 
the pc or mac as you can also pick up an iomega firewire converter cheap.

ebay has lots of them.

Mal

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickrs7000" wrote:
>
> I know most of us seem to use the card reader for the most part, but I 
> wanted to start backing my files up on a SCSI drive since I practice 
> in the basement and my computer is in my upstairs. I have a glyph rack 
> with a drive in it but it does not cooperate with my RS7000. Sometimes 
> the RS will recognise it and sometimes not. I figure the cheapest 
> thing to do would be switch out the SCSI drive, since the glyph rack 
> is really the expensive part and I already have that. I looked on ebay 
> and the only things I've seen are drives in cases that go upwards to 
> $80 and I know I could probably just drop a scsi drive into my case 
> for $10. Times are tight for me right now, so $70 is a big difference. 
> Does anyone know of a specific brand of drive (or specs) that 
> definitely will work with the RS7000? Or any tips for things to look 
> out for- such as does it have to be new and unformatted or will the 
> formatting that the RS does override any previous formatting? Any help 
> would be appreciated!
> 
> Nick
>

| 17393|17393|2009-03-06 16:52:47|asbrocom|SMF Import Problem|
I have saved a file as MIDI 0 and also MIDI 1 using Cakewalk Home Studio 2004. I tried to import these files. 

The MIDI 0 imported, but only part of it and put the measures at measure 167 and onwards when it should have started at measure 1.

The MIDI 1 did not import at all.

Any ideas?

OS v1.22
| 17394|17393|2009-03-06 16:59:04|zamisers7k|Re: SMF Import Problem|
I've had older versions of Cakewalk midi not load in the RS, but worked fine loading on everything else before too. Not sure whats going on there, not sure if this will
work or not but see if you can load the midi file in another proggie that can handle midi data and do a resave, then try it on the RS again, see if that'll help?

Let us know if it didn't, I'm thinking there might be some strange midi bug between the two.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "asbrocom" wrote:
>
> I have saved a file as MIDI 0 and also MIDI 1 using Cakewalk Home Studio 2004. I tried to import these files. 
> 
> The MIDI 0 imported, but only part of it and put the measures at measure 167 and onwards when it should have started at measure 1.
> 
> The MIDI 1 did not import at all.
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> OS v1.22
>

| 17395|17393|2009-03-06 22:10:29|asbrocom|Re: SMF Import Problem|
Ok I will give that a go, I was hoping I wouldn't have to get another midi program.

Thanks for your reply, much appreciated!

Andrew

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've had older versions of Cakewalk midi not load in the RS, but worked fine loading on everything else before too. Not sure whats going on there, not sure
if this will work or not but see if you can load the midi file in another proggie that can handle midi data and do a resave, then try it on the RS again, see if
that'll help?
> 
> Let us know if it didn't, I'm thinking there might be some strange midi bug between the two.
> 
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> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "asbrocom" wrote:
> >
> > I have saved a file as MIDI 0 and also MIDI 1 using Cakewalk Home Studio 2004. I tried to import these files. 
> > 
> > The MIDI 0 imported, but only part of it and put the measures at measure 167 and onwards when it should have started at measure 1.
> > 
> > The MIDI 1 did not import at all.
> > 
> > Any ideas?
> > 
> > OS v1.22
> >
>

| 17396|17371|2009-03-09 16:34:34|mshuster9|Re: Shortcuts tip|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Nick Fletcher wrote:

>
> Thanks for these! What is the UNDO shortcut again? I always forget it
> and have to dive into the Job menu.
>

[shift] + [job]
| 17397|17397|2009-03-09 16:45:04|mshuster9|Output and Sample Patch settings do not save?|
Hello. 

I have the multiple output expansion card and require that different samples play out of different outputs. I use no internal tones, just samples. 

Every time I load certain patterns the sample settings look correct (correct sample patch, correct output setting), but never play right off the bat. I have to first change the
output in the mixer (2nd window), when I do this I hear drum sounds instead of the correct sample despite what the mixer states the patch should be). I then have to
change the sample patch to another tone and back to the sample. 

I have tried to fix the problem by moving the samples between common and local. 
I have tried saving all and saving pattern. 
I have tried editing things in the utility menu, but nothing seems to work. 

What am I doing wrong here? It would be a huge pain in the ass to re-setup an entire 7 pattern live set every time I turn the machine on. I have a show on sat.. please help
a fellow RS user not fuck up his set horribly.

-Mike
| 17398|17397|2009-03-09 17:53:45|zamisers7k|Re: Output and Sample Patch settings do not save?|
Hey Mike, I'm not exactly sure why your RS would be doing that, you do seem to have a slightly more unusual way of doing things on the RS, but nothing I'd think
should cause the trouble your getting to happen on it. I'll see if I can recreate the problem later tonight, hopefully its just something simple thats been overlooked and not
some wierd bug. I'll let ya know what I come with, in the mean time things to check:

Latest OS?
Memory to spec?

Also, from what I remember the AIEB2 out board's channels are set per song/pattern basis, they arn't global, so you do have to change them for every song and do a
resave. I wish they had a global setting for them, maybe it does(?), anyhow why using a sample would be any dif for the outs after a reloading and need to be reset again,
I'm not entirely sure so... I'll get back to ya soon, unless someone else does first on the problem.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:
>
> Hello. 
> 
> I have the multiple output expansion card and require that different samples play out of different outputs. I use no internal tones, just samples. 
> 
> Every time I load certain patterns the sample settings look correct (correct sample patch, correct output setting), but never play right off the bat. I have to
first change the output in the mixer (2nd window), when I do this I hear drum sounds instead of the correct sample despite what the mixer states the patch
should be). I then have to change the sample patch to another tone and back to the sample. 
> 
> I have tried to fix the problem by moving the samples between common and local. 
> I have tried saving all and saving pattern. 
> I have tried editing things in the utility menu, but nothing seems to work. 
> 
> What am I doing wrong here? It would be a huge pain in the ass to re-setup an entire 7 pattern live set every time I turn the machine on. I have a show on
sat.. please help a fellow RS user not fuck up his set horribly.
> 
> -Mike
>

| 17399|17397|2009-03-09 18:43:35|zamisers7k|Re: Output and Sample Patch settings do not save?|
Can't get to my RS at the moment, but something else you may want to check if get to before me. See if the sample, same patch/bank voice you are using is assigned to
another track/channel as well. Samples do work a little wierd in that they store extra settings with them like filters, and using the same one on dif tracks can cause some
strange issues, wondering if this is one of them. If so copy the samples to an empty bank then go in and change the patch to use the copy of the original sample instead, so
each track will have independent samples from the other and they won't affect each other. Godd practice even if this isn't your problem.
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Will get back to you with what happens my RS later...

Zam
| 17400|17397|2009-03-10 06:32:50|zamisers7k|Re: Output and Sample Patch settings do not save?|
Hey again Mike!

Are you still having the problem?

I tried to recreate it and couldn't. My sample voices and tracks remain as I asigned them. Maybe you could give more details as to which output AS1 or AS2 etc. sample
bank numbers, or anything else, hell maybe you could somehow send me a pattern thats doing it??? I could try loading seeing exactly what is going on or not.

Zam
| 17401|17401|2009-03-11 04:58:38|it_goes_darker_still|live setup|
Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy at work and what have you. I need
your expertise in figuring out what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily once i get a little loud. i
also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts if i take the peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not
sure if its the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and makes all these scratchy sounds when i turn any of the knobs. so i guess im at square one.

really appreciate any help.

Thanks,
Matt

also let me know if you need any more info
serious thanks,
| 17402|17401|2009-03-11 06:15:00|Ian Vine|Re: live setup|
I'm guessing the pa is not new. If its making noises when you turn any of the knobs they're either knackered, dirty or possibly flaky connections. I'd take it back for sure.
Spend the cash on a nice pa. The Peavey messenger looks nice for 499us list, so less for the street price. No experience with it but seen a few good reviews

IanV

 

________________________________
From: it_goes_darker_still <it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 11 March, 2009 10:58:34
Subject: [RS7000] live setup

Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy at work and what have you. I need
your expertise in figuring out what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily once i get a little loud. i
also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts if i take the peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not
sure if its the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and makes all these scratchy sounds when i turn any of the knobs. so i guess im at square one.

really appreciate any help.

Thanks,
Matt

also let me know if you need any more info
serious thanks,

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17403|17401|2009-03-11 06:28:16|it_goes_darker_still|Re: live setup|
hey IanV,
Thanks for getting back to me. Yea the pa is really old. my girlfriends dad gave it to me and it was sitting in his garage for a while.

do you think the peavey messanger can handle the rs 7000? my stuff can sometimes be pretty bassy
www.myspace.com/thenoumena
what to do what to do not a sausage to do

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> I'm guessing the pa is not new. If its making noises when you turn any of the knobs they're either knackered, dirty or possibly flaky connections. I'd take it
back for sure. Spend the cash on a nice pa. The Peavey messenger looks nice for 499us list, so less for the street price. No experience with it but seen a few
good reviews
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
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>  
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: it_goes_darker_still 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, 11 March, 2009 10:58:34
> Subject: [RS7000] live setup
> 
> 
> Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy at work and what have
you. I need your expertise in figuring out what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily
once i get a little loud. i also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts if i take the
peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not sure if its the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and makes all these scratchy sounds when i
turn any of the knobs. so i guess im at square one.
> 
> really appreciate any help.
> 
> Thanks,
> Matt
> 
> also let me know if you need any more info
> serious thanks,
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17404|17404|2009-03-11 07:21:47|Michael Kirk|RS7K and multisampling|
Hi,

Is there a way to do multisampling on the RS7K?

Examples:
Use 2 samples for positional crossfade - blend them at the key overlap points (2-3 keys overlap)

Use 2 samples for velocity crossfade - blend high velocity and low velocity samples.

I guess the extreme would be to have a sample for each key and a small velocity range.

Cheers,
Mike
| 17405|17401|2009-03-11 09:04:37|Ian Vine|Re: live setup|
It is spec'd as only going down to 40Hz, so not too much bottom end. Looking at the specs more closely I think its more aimed at speech. Just noticed it and it was in your
price range.

I haven't really got any recommendations other than try and check some units out

IanV

________________________________
From: it_goes_darker_still <it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 11 March, 2009 12:28:14
Subject: [RS7000] Re: live setup

hey IanV,
Thanks for getting back to me. Yea the pa is really old. my girlfriends dad gave it to me and it was sitting in his garage for a while.

do you think the peavey messanger can handle the rs 7000? my stuff can sometimes be pretty bassy
www.myspace. com/thenoumena
what to do what to do not a sausage to do

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> I'm guessing the pa is not new. If its making noises when you turn any of the knobs they're either knackered, dirty or possibly flaky connections. I'd take it
back for sure. Spend the cash on a nice pa. The Peavey messenger looks nice for 499us list, so less for the street price. No experience with it but seen a few
good reviews
> 
> IanV
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> 
> 
>  
> 
> 
> 
> ____________ _________ _________ __
> From: it_goes_darker_ still 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Sent: Wednesday, 11 March, 2009 10:58:34
> Subject: [RS7000] live setup
> 
> 
> Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy at work and what have
you. I need your expertise in figuring out what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily
once i get a little loud. i also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts if i take the
peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not sure if its the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and makes all these scratchy sounds when i
turn any of the knobs. so i guess im at square one.
> 
> really appreciate any help.
> 
> Thanks,
> Matt
> 
> also let me know if you need any more info
> serious thanks,
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17406|17401|2009-03-11 09:51:17|zamisers7k|Re: live setup|
From what others are saying it does seem your PA might be distorting your stuff then. Could try another mixer on it, see if you can EQ some of the stuff down a bit, but
sounds like it may not be getting loud enough for ya anyway. If its a Peavy it might be "dialed in" more for guitars or vocs like you say. If get a chance get something like
a DJ system or sytem thats more speced for synthy stuff. No recomendations really, I use a B52 DJ system.

No house system at the place your playing at? I've yet to play anywhere that didn't have some system to hook in to at the venue.

Good luck with your gig, always exciting and nerve racking too.

Zam
| 17407|17404|2009-03-11 10:04:48|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K and multisampling|
Quick answer is negatory on all accounts.

Its one of the things the RS isn't quite up to par with compared to a lot of nicer samplers. There is somewhat a work around using stereo sampling I think.

I've never tried it, I think there is a tutorial somewhere and example patches in the files section here, I've heard folks talk about doing it on the RS here on the list a while
back, may need the tiny wave editor software too to do it, maybe search function here will turn up some more advice on the subject.

However, I'm thinking for velocity crossfades and really cool stuff I'm doubting the RS can do all that, maybe it can(?), if can there is probably some wierd trick to it.
Perhaps linking two tracks together via midi setup or something hmmm...

Sorry the RS isn't quite that cool in its sample area to do it easily, sometimes the RS isn't quite capable of every thing. A better dedicated hardware sampler may be in
order if you plan, need, or want to use sampling in a more extensive way. I wouldn't recomend the RS for this particular purpose, but maybe some others here with more
experience in this area will have some better ideas and advice or recomendations for ya. Anyone?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> Is there a way to do multisampling on the RS7K?
> 
> Examples:
> Use 2 samples for positional crossfade - blend them at the key overlap points (2-3 keys overlap)
> 
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> Use 2 samples for velocity crossfade - blend high velocity and low velocity samples.
> 
> I guess the extreme would be to have a sample for each key and a small velocity range.
> 
> Cheers,
> Mike
>

| 17408|17401|2009-03-11 11:27:51|it_goes_darker_still|Re: live setup|
Zam,
Unfortunately there isn't going to be any live setup over where I'm playing.
Definitely going to get a mixer. looking at a Behringer XENYX 802 Mixer, because it's cheap and seems pretty good for what i need.
definitely nerve racking, definitely excting.

thanks for the luck.
just wanted to say you all on here are always very helpful and friendly.
thanks so much.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> From what others are saying it does seem your PA might be distorting your stuff then. Could try another mixer on it, see if you can EQ some of the stuff
down a bit, but sounds like it may not be getting loud enough for ya anyway. If its a Peavy it might be "dialed in" more for guitars or vocs like you say. If get
a chance get something like a DJ system or sytem thats more speced for synthy stuff. No recomendations really, I use a B52 DJ system.
> 
> No house system at the place your playing at? I've yet to play anywhere that didn't have some system to hook in to at the venue.
> 
> Good luck with your gig, always exciting and nerve racking too.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17409|17401|2009-03-11 11:28:25|it_goes_darker_still|Re: live setup|
i was checking out a Gallien-Krueger Goldline 210GLX 2x10 Bass Speaker Cabinet
http://www.guitarcenter.com/Gallien-Krueger-Goldline-210GLX-2x10-Bass-Speaker-Cabinet-103943635-i1169240.gc

getting a mixer.

do you think i could play just using gk 210glx and not the peavey?
or would i need something to play the mids and highs?

i truly appreciate your help.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> It is spec'd as only going down to 40Hz, so not too much bottom end. Looking at the specs more closely I think its more aimed at speech. Just noticed it and
it was in your price range.
> 
> I haven't really got any recommendations other than try and check some units out
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: it_goes_darker_still 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, 11 March, 2009 12:28:14
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: live setup
> 
> 
> hey IanV,
> Thanks for getting back to me. Yea the pa is really old. my girlfriends dad gave it to me and it was sitting in his garage for a while.
> 
> do you think the peavey messanger can handle the rs 7000? my stuff can sometimes be pretty bassy
> www.myspace. com/thenoumena
> what to do what to do not a sausage to do
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > I'm guessing the pa is not new. If its making noises when you turn any of the knobs they're either knackered, dirty or possibly flaky connections. I'd take it
back for sure. Spend the cash on a nice pa. The Peavey messenger looks nice for 499us list, so less for the street price. No experience with it but seen a few
good reviews
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
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> >  
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > From: it_goes_darker_ still 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Wednesday, 11 March, 2009 10:58:34
> > Subject: [RS7000] live setup
> > 
> > 
> > Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy at work and what
have you. I need your expertise in figuring out what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty
easily once i get a little loud. i also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts if i take
the peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not sure if its the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and makes all these scratchy sounds when
i turn any of the knobs. so i guess im at square one.
> > 
> > really appreciate any help.
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Matt
> > 
> > also let me know if you need any more info
> > serious thanks,
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17410|17401|2009-03-11 16:02:43|zamisers7k|Re: live setup|
I think you might be right on those, they look like two 10"ers together and it says for bass, they may be subs. I was looking at some of the rest they had for PA monitors.
I'd worry about a sub later if budget don't let you, I usually keep mine turned way down anyway and the two main monitors I have which are 10"ers usually sound pretty
good mostly by them selfs. My sub is a 12" and can't really hear it, it just shakes the floor. They've a lot of selections on that site, I'd try for one with a pair of cabinets so
you can space out the left and right if need, but if your Peaveys are sounding OK maybe the one your looking at will be fine as a sub in the middle. Hard to say for sure,
I'm no monitor expert, but if you get a mixer you might be able to EQ it to some degree whatever you get, but prob still should get some that need as little as possible
EQing too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> i was checking out a Gallien-Krueger Goldline 210GLX 2x10 Bass Speaker Cabinet
> http://www.guitarcenter.com/Gallien-Krueger-Goldline-210GLX-2x10-Bass-Speaker-Cabinet-103943635-i1169240.gc
> 
> getting a mixer.
> 
> do you think i could play just using gk 210glx and not the peavey?
> or would i need something to play the mids and highs?
> 
> i truly appreciate your help.

| 17411|17401|2009-03-11 16:13:13|zamisers7k|Re: live setup|
Oops my B52 sub is a 15", anyhow, not sure I'd want my full range of sounds to be coming out of a sub.

Good luck!

Zam
| 17412|17401|2009-03-12 02:56:57|Zeek Duff|Re: live setup|
On Mar 12, 2009, at 2:18 AM, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> 1a. live setup
> Posted by: "it_goes_darker_still" it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com 
> it_goes_darker_still
> Date: Wed Mar 11, 2009 3:58 am ((PDT))
>
> Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last 
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> minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy 
> at work and what have you. I need your expertise in figuring out 
> what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a 
> peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily once i get a 
> little loud. i also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend 
> around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts 
> if i take the peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not sure if its 
> the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and 
> makes all these scratchy sounds when i turn any of the knobs. so i 
> guess im at square one.

Get 2 of these and a small stereo mixer and you're all set; http://tinyurl.com/an53y8 
You might have $1.89 left, change... But, you'll rock the house.

Best regards,
...z

"Discipline is never an end in itself, only a means to an end."
-- King Crimson

Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,
Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
http://www.zeekduff.com for more info
http://www.MySpace.com/zeekduffmusic for streaming whole songs
http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff for audio clips and CD purchases
| 17413|17413|2009-03-12 04:18:03|lezlie242|Playback while sampling?|
Hey all,
Is it possible to play the sequencer while sampling? 
Reason I ask is cuz I'm hoping to use my A3000 as an efx processor; sending the signal from the RS7000 through it and sampling the effected signal back in the RS. 

Is it possible?
| 17414|17387|2009-03-12 04:29:23|lezlie242|Re: Expand Internal Memory|
I've bought two pairs of RAM off of ebay. and have had problems with both. One of the sellers actually sent me chips of two different brands (!). I'm a little bitter I wasn't
aware of Keyfax selling them, but I will buy from them as soon as I have the cash.
| 17415|17401|2009-03-12 05:54:57|Ian Vine|Re: live setup|
Active pa speakers would be a nice way to go. A small mixer with FX and a graphic eq would would be ideal. You're almost 100% going to need stands for the speakers.
Haggle for a package deal.

IanV

________________________________
From: Zeek Duff 
To: RS7k 
Sent: Thursday, 12 March, 2009 8:56:53
Subject: [RS7000] Re: live setup

On Mar 12, 2009, at 2:18 AM, RS7000@yahoogroups. com wrote:

> 1a. live setup
> Posted by: "it_goes_darker_ still" it_goes_darker_ still@yahoo. com 
> it_goes_darker_ still
> Date: Wed Mar 11, 2009 3:58 am ((PDT))
>
> Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last 
> minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy 
> at work and what have you. I need your expertise in figuring out 
> what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a 
> peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily once i get a 
> little loud. i also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend 
> around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts 
> if i take the peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not sure if its 
> the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and 
> makes all these scratchy sounds when i turn any of the knobs. so i 
> guess im at square one.

Get 2 of these and a small stereo mixer and you're all set; http://tinyurl. com/an53y8 
You might have $1.89 left, change... But, you'll rock the house.

Best regards,
...z

"Discipline is never an end in itself, only a means to an end."
-- King Crimson

Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,

http://tinyurl.com/an53y8
http://www.zeekduff.com/
http://www.myspace.com/zeekduffmusic
http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff


Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
http://www.zeekduff .com for more info
http://www.MySpace. com/zeekduffmusi c for streaming whole songs
http://www.cdbaby. com/zeekduff for audio clips and CD purchases

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17416|17413|2009-03-12 19:21:39|zamisers7k|Re: Playback while sampling?|
I think so, on the screen after you press Sample Rec, make sure its set to Right & Left input instead of Resample, then press Rec Sample again and on that screen before
you press record for the 3rd time press Play and the sequencer will play. Hopefully that should do it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Hey all,
> Is it possible to play the sequencer while sampling? 
> Reason I ask is cuz I'm hoping to use my A3000 as an efx processor; sending the signal from the RS7000 through it and sampling the effected signal back
in the RS. 
> 
> Is it possible?
>

| 17417|17413|2009-03-12 19:26:38|zamisers7k|Re: Playback while sampling?|
I just realized my previous response will work, but it might create a feedback loop since it'll also be playing back out, there might be a way around that in the A/D setup,
but not sure at the moment, you might need a secondary recorder to play back through the effects unit into the RS, or if you have the AIEB2 expansion board may help
with that too so you can assign difrent outs for parts and not have the aux loop back into the RSs input to that out or whatever if that makes any sense.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Hey all,
> Is it possible to play the sequencer while sampling? 
> Reason I ask is cuz I'm hoping to use my A3000 as an efx processor; sending the signal from the RS7000 through it and sampling the effected signal back
in the RS. 
> 
> Is it possible?
>

| 17418|17387|2009-03-12 19:41:07|zamisers7k|Re: Expand Internal Memory|
Yep two dif brands not usually good even if they seem to work together, sometimes thats even worse because you may think everything is OK but then freaky problems
could happen, I'd rather it just not work alltogether. Tho my experience with memory has been more with computers. But anyway, suppossedly the memmory approved
for Motifs and RSs are better or more reliable for for holding sampling type data in them, not sure what that means exactly, but I'd not want to experiment with dif brands
and types of memory too much on my RS.

Let us know how the keyfax memory works out, if easy to order or not mainly, don't know if anyone here has actually ordered through them yet.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> I've bought two pairs of RAM off of ebay. and have had problems with both. One of the sellers actually sent me chips of two different brands (!). I'm a little
bitter I wasn't aware of Keyfax selling them, but I will buy from them as soon as I have the cash.
>

| 17419|17401|2009-03-13 05:26:10|florisvanrijswijk|Re: live setup|
With limited money and if the gig is a "one-off", renting a PA is a cheap alternative to get a high quality PA for your gig. 
It also removes the "stress" of having to buy something expensive in a hurry that you're not going to use a lot.
| 17420|17413|2009-03-13 08:03:35|lezlie242|Re: Playback while sampling?|
Yeah, I thought the same thing. Hmm... Is it possible to split the stereo out thereby creating an 'extra out'? Should've probably gotten hold of the expansion board, but I
probably won't unless I come across an RS7000 secondhand with it already installed. 

Well, I'll have a go at it during the weekend, and let you know how it turns out. 

Cheers.
| 17421|17387|2009-03-13 08:07:19|lezlie242|Re: Expand Internal Memory|
Will do, But it'll probably delay a bit, as the price is a little steep for my wallet at the moment. 
Due to the RAM problems, I've actually lost a couple of projects, plus I experienced the unit hanging up during saving. Man, what a bummer!
| 17422|17401|2009-03-13 13:23:51|nickrs7000|Re: live setup|
I use 2 15" active speakers also. I have behringers, which I got the pair for $300 because they were floor models and I talked them down. I usually stay away from
Behringer, but I think these sound great and even have a high and low EQ in the back along with the volume. I don't even use a mixer- just go straight from the RS7000
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and it's loud as hell. And I do the same as you- play guitar or keys and sing and I play those LOUD. I've had it overpower the clubs PA running my vocals before. But, of
course, I'm usually in a club where I can run my vocals through their PA, so to vocals through the speakers you will need a mixer for sure. Good luck!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Active pa speakers would be a nice way to go. A small mixer with FX and a graphic eq would would be ideal. You're almost 100% going to need stands for
the speakers. Haggle for a package deal.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Zeek Duff 
> To: RS7k 
> Sent: Thursday, 12 March, 2009 8:56:53
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: live setup
> 
> 
> On Mar 12, 2009, at 2:18 AM, RS7000@yahoogroups. com wrote:
> 
> > 1a. live setup
> > Posted by: "it_goes_darker_ still" it_goes_darker_ still@yahoo. com 
> > it_goes_darker_ still
> > Date: Wed Mar 11, 2009 3:58 am ((PDT))
> >
> > Hey guys, I play experimental rock kind of stuff. I just got a last 
> > minute show for friday and my live setup isn't complete. been busy 
> > at work and what have you. I need your expertise in figuring out 
> > what i need to buy to setup live. I have this old pa so i bought a 
> > peavey pv115 but it seems to distort pretty easily once i get a 
> > little loud. i also play guitar and sing over the rs. i can spend 
> > around 500, any ideas for a show around 100 people? the 500 counts 
> > if i take the peavey 115 back to the store. and i'm not sure if its 
> > the pa that's distorting, it only puts out 80 watts for 8 ohms. and 
> > makes all these scratchy sounds when i turn any of the knobs. so i 
> > guess im at square one.
> 
> Get 2 of these and a small stereo mixer and you're all set; http://tinyurl. com/an53y8 
> You might have $1.89 left, change... But, you'll rock the house.
> 
> Best regards,
> ...z
> 
> "Discipline is never an end in itself, only a means to an end."
> -- King Crimson
> 
> Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,
> Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
> http://www.zeekduff .com for more info
> http://www.MySpace. com/zeekduffmusi c for streaming whole songs
> http://www.cdbaby. com/zeekduff for audio clips and CD purchases
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17423|17413|2009-03-13 16:39:50|zamisers7k|Re: Playback while sampling?|
You can pan it left or right in the mixer area on the RS, then process, maybe then come back in on the opposite side, might stop a feedback loop from happening, guessing
depends how much will bleed over to the other side or not. Worth a try, won't be stereo for sure tho.

The RS does have a pretty wide variety of FX available and a lot of them have quite a few adjustable and somtimes cool parameters if you go in and look at them, #5
twice I think for vary effects, you might find something that will do similar within the RS using it on vary effect, resample internally, change effect, resample, change
effect, resample etc. Even Master Effects sometimes are pretty cool, sweeping the Control Delay can be pretty awesome.

Anyhow, good luck, let us know if you work something out.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Yeah, I thought the same thing. Hmm... Is it possible to split the stereo out thereby creating an 'extra out'? Should've probably gotten hold of the expansion
board, but I probably won't unless I come across an RS7000 secondhand with it already installed. 
> 
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> Well, I'll have a go at it during the weekend, and let you know how it turns out. 
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 17424|17397|2009-03-14 09:48:41|mshuster9|Re: Output and Sample Patch settings do not save?|
Thanks for the ideas.. you got me thinking on the right track. I think i narrowed the problem down. The samples that were not saving their output settings were the ones I
originally sampled in sample common. (I made the samples a while ago when I was trying to randomly narrow down another larger problem caused by having "sample to
tg" turned off in the utility menu.)
I first tried converting the global samples to local samples, that did not work and I was still having to reassign the patch and output every time I loaded a pattern. I found
out that there was something about the the mixer settings that caused this problem. I exported the samples, cleared the track (all but the event data), then reloaded the
samples on the track as local samples. 

Problem solved. Always be careful where your samples start out as. Always clear tracks before working on them. Mixer settings can linger like ghosts and mess your
world up. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey again Mike!
> 
> Are you still having the problem?
> 
> I tried to recreate it and couldn't. My sample voices and tracks remain as I asigned them. Maybe you could give more details as to which output AS1 or AS2
etc. sample bank numbers, or anything else, hell maybe you could somehow send me a pattern thats doing it??? I could try loading seeing exactly what is
going on or not.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17425|17413|2009-03-16 17:42:33|lezlie242|Re: Playback while sampling?|
Thanks for valuable tips, Zam much appreciated. I really like the effects in the RS7000, but would love one more block. That's the beauty of the A3000, you have access
to 3 efx at the same time (that is, 3 effects that have access to all the algorhithms). I'll let you know how I get along.
| 17426|17426|2009-03-16 17:47:41|lezlie242|Resampling problem|
I tried to resample a bassline earlier, which went fine. However, I resampled as Kit+Note, but when playing the sequence, I only heard a distant click. So I tried to
program it using both overdub and step recording, but for some reason the sample only played for one measure. Even after I edited it in edit mode, it still played only for
one measure. 

Any ideas?

btw: I replaced my faulty RAM with a couple of chips taken from my A3000 today. Hopefully my problems are over.
| 17427|17426|2009-03-17 08:00:45|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling problem|
Sounds wierd... The A3000 ram if worked ok in it, I'd think would be OK for the RS, not 100% sure tho, but anyway. Try Slice+Seq instead as the sampling type, or just
Kit or Pitch. I've never fully understood what kit+note does really. Each way has its ups and downs, give the difrent types a try out, but I'm thinking your expecting it to
do the slice+seq which will chop it up and assign parts to notes and play them in order. The other ways you pretty much have to sequence in your notes yourself, it can be
better that way sometimes.

Hope that helps ya? Manual pg 231 explains more, but I've never got the hang of or difrence for using kit+note myself. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> I tried to resample a bassline earlier, which went fine. However, I resampled as Kit+Note, but when playing the sequence, I only heard a distant click. So I
tried to program it using both overdub and step recording, but for some reason the sample only played for one measure. Even after I edited it in edit mode, it
still played only for one measure. 
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> btw: I replaced my faulty RAM with a couple of chips taken from my A3000 today. Hopefully my problems are over.
>

| 17428|17426|2009-03-17 13:59:41|lezlie242|Re: Resampling problem|
Thanks for the input, Zam. What I basically want to do is free up some tracks by resampling the drum parts. This is why I selected Kit-Note, as it automatically places the
sample at the correct place on the track you've selected. In this case it's at the first step in measure 1. I'll give a go at the other resampling types to see if they can solve the
problem. Thanks again.
| 17429|17426|2009-03-18 04:59:18|Ian Vine|Re: Resampling problem|
Didn't read the first couple of posts. If you're wanting to resample several tracks you'll want to use the slice+seq mode.

IanV

________________________________
From: lezlie242 <lezlie242@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, 17 March, 2009 19:59:32
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Resampling problem
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Thanks for the input, Zam. What I basically want to do is free up some tracks by resampling the drum parts. This is why I selected Kit-Note, as it automatically places the
sample at the correct place on the track you've selected. In this case it's at the first step in measure 1. I'll give a go at the other resampling types to see if they can solve the
problem. Thanks again.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17430|17426|2009-03-18 05:18:41|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling problem|
Kit+Note may work for that then, that may be its purpose, I'm not sure as I've not used that type of sampling enough to understand how it works. If it does great, if not
tho, I'd use kit mode. Sample in and manually edit the loop points in Sample Edit mode. I think it defaults to Loop play mode, but you can change that, I like to use Atack
Loop on shorter samples. Once you get the points all worked out press Sample Edit until you get to the Job listings and do an Extract which will delete the uneccesary
parts.

Fun stuff, I probably didn't explain very well, but its a manual process. I'm not sure I'd trust the RS to do as good of a job with Kit+Note, but it might, maybe there is a
trick to it? Maybe you are needing to just drop the Trigger Level down or something like that?

It takes a bit of setting up. I do know 16 tracks ain't enough sometimes, and I resort to sampling parts in to kits too, but I'd like to get a second RS one of these days,
sampling can be tedious.

Good Luck and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the input, Zam. What I basically want to do is free up some tracks by resampling the drum parts. This is why I selected Kit-Note, as it
automatically places the sample at the correct place on the track you've selected. In this case it's at the first step in measure 1. I'll give a go at the other
resampling types to see if they can solve the problem. Thanks again.
>

| 17431|17426|2009-03-18 17:36:59|lezlie242|Re: Resampling problem|
Yeah, the thing is sampling in Kit+Note mode has worked very well before - with no manual editing needed (apart from normalising the sample). It's a quite brilliant
function imo. 

Anyways, yesterday I tried all the different sampling modes, but nothing seems to work properly. I also experienced a couple of other strange things, as the unit shifting
the selected track, and also it hung up the other day. 
I've had it with all these problems, so I'm dropping it off at the shop tomorrow. Hopefully they get to repair what's wrong with it. 
I might try to re-install the OS first, just in case.

Thanks for all the help so far :)
| 17432|17426|2009-03-18 19:33:06|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling problem|
Hmm... yeah with all those problems I'd suspect you've got the earlier OS on it. Had you checked that? Got to have the latest, not just for extra stability, but also for the
extra filters, some more pattern sections, and jumping tracks while in step editing mode while playing. I remember mine hanging on occasion with older OS when I first
got my RS, but has not but maybe once or twice since I got 1.22 on it years ago. That could be your whole trouble if that it is it. Or, missmatched and or unspeced memory
chips. If its more than either of those issues then your tech will have to earn their wage on it. If thats all it was though, they are easy fixes.

I'll have to give the Kit+note type sampling more a try out one of these days if it cuts some of that manual point editing down.

Zam
| 17433|17426|2009-03-19 04:05:06|lezlie242|Re: Resampling problem|
I'm pretty sure I did install OS 1.22 on it, but I'll nevertheless do a system reset and install the OS again. It's a pretty long shot, and it's very dounbtful that this will solve
anything. Regarding the RAM chips I guess it could be them again (that'll be the third pair that's been malfunctioning for me (!)), but I doubt that as well. The RAM is of
the type I know my local shop swears by. 

Anyways, I'll let you know how it turns out. 
Cheers mate.
| 17434|17426|2009-03-19 04:07:31|lezlie242|Re: Resampling problem|
Thanks for the tip, Ian. I haven't used this sampling mode at all before, but as I mentioned in another post, this didn't work for me either. Doesn't sequence+slice cut up the
sample? I really don't want to do that, but maybe it's all the same. Hopefully I'll get to try it if I get to fix the box. 

Cheers.
| 17435|17435|2009-03-19 04:19:00|lezlie242|Cheap & portable VA synth for RS'ers :)|
I just wanted to tip you guys of a synth I've been using lately; it is cheap, portable and should be a nice companion to the RS7000: 
the Korg DS-10 for the Nintendo DS series. 
You might laugh when you hear the name Nintendo, but this is actually a very nice emulation of the classic Korg MS-10 (and some features from the MS-20; two
oscillators instead of the one in the MS-10). 

You'd need a stereo mini jack to stereo jack to plug into the RS7000. 
It does not support midi, however, but sampling its sounds and sequences into the RS7000 should provide a nice array of new & fresh sounds. 

Read about it here: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KORG_DS-10
http://www.korgds10synthesizer.com/
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Oh, and check out this totally awesome track by denkitribe:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK1K_jJ08Rc#
| 17436|17436|2009-03-19 21:41:54|haikuhead|Great to See ...|
That the RS7000 community is still thriving! I'm about to get my fully loaded ol' 7000 out of storage and start using it again. I always thought this was a real underrated
machine. In spite of so many technological advances the last few years this machine STILL puts most rivals to shame. One day it will be discovered big time. 

Anyone know what happened to the old rs7000.org forum?
| 17437|17435|2009-03-19 21:58:21|zamisers7k|Re: Cheap & portable VA synth for RS'ers :)|
Seen a lot of demos of Nintendo Korg DS-10 on Matrixsynth. Does seem to have a nice dual detuned OSC sound to it, but I've had to pass as I don't have a Nintendo DS
thingy.

My recomendation and I can't say enough good things about lately has been Magix Music Maker for PC I've been using on my notebook. I got version 11 for really cheap,
latest is ver. 14 which is prob a bit more expensive, but it just does an amazing amount of stuff for its price and I've seemed to click with it unlike most other very
expensive studio software I can't stand using trying to figure out. I'm enjoying Music Maker more than I ever expected, it is a sleeper like the RS IMHO. 

Thats my recomendation to go check out if get the chance, but do never stop RSing it, its still the best!

Zam
| 17438|17436|2009-03-20 01:31:10|zamisers7k|Re: Great to See ...|
Doesn't seem to be pulling up for me either, maybe they let the domain expire or something and don't know yet?

Get your RS out and give it mouth to mouth ASAP!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "haikuhead" wrote:
>
> That the RS7000 community is still thriving! I'm about to get my fully loaded ol' 7000 out of storage and start using it again. I always thought this was a
real underrated machine. In spite of so many technological advances the last few years this machine STILL puts most rivals to shame. One day it will be
discovered big time. 
> 
> Anyone know what happened to the old rs7000.org forum?
>

| 17439|17436|2009-03-20 02:13:42|Nick Fletcher|Re: Great to See ...|
I don't even know how to make dance music and it's still fun!
| 17440|17404|2009-03-20 05:20:33|pegaso1423|Re: RS7K and multisampling|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 
> Is there a way to do multisampling on the RS7K?

...

> 
> Cheers,
> Mike
>

Hi,
You can do basic multisampling using a kit but you don't need a sample for each key, just one sample for each few keys or octave or 2, max 8.. ie import a c1 pitched
sample onto c1 key. then copy that sample onto every key for the next octave up (or down or both). It won't use more memory it's just putting the same sample on different
keys. then in the second sample edit screen press each keyboard key to select, then adjust the pitch with f1 knob. (in semitones +/-2 octaves max) if you did it correctly
you should have 1 octave pitched correctly. you could carry on pitching the same sample or import another and repeat the process.
It's tedious but it's possible to manually chop any random melody sample and make a playable version..

> 
> 
> Use 2 samples for positional crossfade - blend them at the key overlap points (2-3 keys overlap)

If you've got 2 rs's or use the midi loopback/2 osc trick (in files section/tips) you could make a 2 layer sound but use samples from different keys on each layer, ie layer
one uses sample c1 c3 c5 and layer 2 uses c0 c2 c4. then anytime you pressed a key you would hear a lower note pitched up and a higher note pitched down... you could
make the overlap however many keys you want.

> 
> Use 2 samples for velocity crossfade - blend high velocity and low velocity samples.
>

again with 2 rs's or midi loopback, one layer with a highpass filter the other with a lowpass then play with env depth and the filter adsr to get a good velocity crossfade.
resonance optional :0

> I guess the extreme would be to have a sample for each key and a small velocity range.

2 rs's both with a midi loopback would give you 4 layers to play with, sample on each key is easy but uses lots of memory.. 

All this takes a while but works well, otherwise I think it's somehow possible to use some pc program to make a 2 layer multisample in a3000 format and convert it into

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK1K_jJ08Rc#
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rs7000 format? I ment to try it but totally forgot, anybody remember the name of the prog?

(btw If I need fancy multisampling I use a yamaha ex5 then sample/import loops to the rs.. I somtimes multisample on the rs for fun. nice slow fun. results are usually
worth the effort. it makes sense if you want to physically play the sound live without more gear. or if you don't have more gear. otherwise get an a series sampler/motif or
the daddy ex5 :) or use pc :( 

cheers.
| 17441|17413|2009-03-20 05:57:56|pegaso1423|Re: Playback while sampling?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> You can pan it left or right in the mixer area on the RS, then process, maybe then come back in on the opposite side, might stop a feedback loop from
happening, guessing depends how much will bleed over to the other side or not. Worth a try, won't be stereo for sure tho.
> 

HA ha thats exactly what I used to do last century on zoom sampletrac.

But anyway it's easy to do STEREO resampling thru external gear without any feedback. press setup twice for a/d setup and turn the volume to 0. sample away, in any
sample mode you want. 

Cheers Zam for keeping the group going, great mod.
| 17442|17435|2009-03-20 05:59:06|pegaso1423|Re: Cheap & portable VA synth for RS'ers :)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:

>
> I just wanted to tip you guys of a synth I've been using lately; it is cheap, portable and should be a nice companion to the RS7000: 
> the Korg DS-10 for the Nintendo DS series. 
> You might laugh when you hear the name Nintendo, but this is actually a very nice emulation of the classic Korg MS-10 (and some features from the MS-
20; two oscillators instead of the one in the MS-10). 

sweet! I've been thinking of getting a ds as a friend keeps on about all the cool apps he uses, mostly for art.. Theres a tracker for ds aswell. I have nanoloop for gameboy
classic, lots of portable music fun and it sounds just like nintechno not analog at all. +1 all the funny looks you get on the train with an '80s grey brick gameboy and big
headphones, rocking out to furious buttonbashing. nanoloop 2 works on ds u should check it out.. www.nanoloop.de

cheers.

> 
> You'd need a stereo mini jack to stereo jack to plug into the RS7000. 
> It does not support midi, however, but sampling its sounds and sequences into the RS7000 should provide a nice array of new & fresh sounds. 
> 
> Read about it here: 
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KORG_DS-10
> http://www.korgds10synthesizer.com/
> 
> Oh, and check out this totally awesome track by denkitribe:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK1K_jJ08Rc#
>

| 17443|17413|2009-03-20 09:12:08|zamisers7k|Re: Playback while sampling?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

> 
> Cheers Zam for keeping the group going, great mod.
>

Thanks pegaso!

Your advice, tips and tricks are always a great too.

Was wondering recently, did I miss a post from ya about taht FMing you had mention that can be done using the event edit mode was it? I'm curious how that would even
work and intrested in giving it a shot one day on my RS. I've no idea how it'd be done, so even if give just a few pointers to get me started at attempting to do it... if ya got
a few spare moments.

Thanks again!

Zam
| 17444|17435|2009-03-21 05:42:01|lezlie242|Re: Cheap & portable VA synth for RS'ers :)|
Thanks for the tip, Zam. I'm using the tracker Renoise myself, which I find totally awesome. It's like a dream come true actually, as I started making music on trackers,
and never found the traditional linear sequencers intuitive. However, I do think Reaper is a great app when I do have to use such a sequencer (which happens
occasionally). 

Regarding the DS-10, I actually bought the Nintendo just to be able to use this one :) I'm amazed at the range of sounds it is capable of, plus using the stylus when
patching is just mouth watering, hehe.
| 17445|17435|2009-03-21 05:46:45|lezlie242|Re: Cheap & portable VA synth for RS'ers :)|
Yeah, that Nanoloop indeed looks cool :) 
As you say there are also lots of other progs, and as soon as I get hold of a memory card, I'm downloading NitroTracker.
Consider upgrading to the DS in order to play some classic Korg sounds :) 
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Cheers!
| 17446|17426|2009-03-21 05:49:06|lezlie242|Re: Resampling problem|
Ok, so now I re-installed OS 1.22, and the unit worked fine all yesterday. Keeping my fingers crossed it'll keep it up this way :) 

btw: I see I have kernel version (?) 1.10. Are there different versions here?
| 17447|17447|2009-03-23 00:54:56|8_bit_boy|new dizzygotheca videoblog|
for those naysayers who say the rs7000 sounds are weak...

here's a small clip of us recording a track at wavelength studio's and 
a slice of the finished track in all its glory..

apart from the vocals and the viola at the start, everything else is 
rs7000..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTGQcBSJR3A
| 17448|17447|2009-03-23 14:49:23|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: new dizzygotheca videoblog|
the song is sweet, the voice sounds natural...nice
the rs sounds fantastic, even when theres just a small amount of sounds used in that part.
my question: how many dollars of equipment polished the sound to be like that?

the track seems worth the business..

stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> for those naysayers who say the rs7000 sounds are weak...
> 
> here's a small clip of us recording a track at wavelength studio's and 
> a slice of the finished track in all its glory..
> 
> apart from the vocals and the viola at the start, everything else is 
> rs7000..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTGQcBSJR3A
>

| 17449|17447|2009-03-24 07:20:49|zamisers7k|Re: new dizzygotheca videoblog|
Great to hear the RS taking part in a pro environment. The vocals are sounding massivly great too. Your going to have a killer CD, let me know when it comes out so I can
hear the rest.

Zam
| 17450|17426|2009-03-24 08:03:34|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling problem|
My Kernel is 1.10 been very stable for me.
Firmware says 1.20

I thought I put 1.22 in mine a long while ago, I grabbed the latest update off Yamaha's site rather than from the files here when I did it. Maybe it supposed to say 1.20,
thinking thats right but not 100% sure that is the latest. I'm not going to worry about it cause things have been fine on mine and I've got all the extra features as far as I
know.

Only problems I noticed, that I remember from the original version that came on mine, was that converting Chains to Songs it started putting in a Program Change event
at the beginning of each track which resets the voice to original values which sucks and you have to delete that event on each track in song mode before you play anything
or it will catch that event and permanently change the voice on you. Not too big of a deal since it stopped doing some wierd stuff like I remember you saying yours was
doing, where tracks, especially those with samples, would cut out at the begging of a song and have to play and stop and rewind to the beginning before they came back
properly, wierd stuff like that and periodic lock ups. That stuff went away, and the benifit of seeing which notes are playing and all the other extra stuff abd stability far
oughtweights having to go in a delete those PG events everytime I convert Chain to a Song.

Anyhow, hope yours will run better now too if thats all it was needing.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Ok, so now I re-installed OS 1.22, and the unit worked fine all yesterday. Keeping my fingers crossed it'll keep it up this way :) 
> 
> btw: I see I have kernel version (?) 1.10. Are there different versions here?
>

| 17451|17451|2009-03-30 15:11:12|Ed Miles|Can the sampling input amplify a mic and add an effect to it?|
Simply put...

AND

allow me to adjust an effect parameter in real time while doing so?

This doesn't have to be while it's sampling, though that could be fun too.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTGQcBSJR3A
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For instance: while playing the tone generator with my controller I'd like to sing into a microphone input into the RS Sampling input.

WHile I'm singing and playing I'd like to adjust a vocal effect parameter with my expression pedal ( or other CC ) that is mapped correctly.

Can the RS handle this scenario?

If the input doesn't have enough gain, I do have a preamp I can use. Mainly it's the real time control I'm wondering about.

P
| 17452|17451|2009-03-30 15:34:15|zamisers7k|Re: Can the sampling input amplify a mic and add an effect to it?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ed Miles" wrote:

>
> Simply put...
> 
> AND
> 
> allow me to adjust an effect parameter in real time while doing so?
> 
> This doesn't have to be while it's sampling, though that could be fun too.
> 
> 
> For instance: while playing the tone generator with my controller I'd like to sing into a microphone input into the RS Sampling input.
> 
> WHile I'm singing and playing I'd like to adjust a vocal effect parameter with my expression pedal ( or other CC ) that is mapped correctly.
> 
> Can the RS handle this scenario?
> 
> If the input doesn't have enough gain, I do have a preamp I can use. Mainly it's the real time control I'm wondering about.
> 
> P
>

The answer is yes to most of your question. In the A/D Setup menu there are input options. One is to adjust the input gain, another makes it a line level or Mic if it needs
to be preamped, then you can add vary effect amount to it along with delay and reverb if I remember right. However, I don't think the amount of the effects can be adjust
once you leave the menu, so I don't think you can adjust it while sample recording your vocs either. What you can maybe do is use a master effect while recording from
your mic, but it'll also effect the music playing too tho, in your scenario you may just want to temporarly use an external effects processor between the mic and the RS to
make it a bunch easier for ya.

Also, if you notice that input sounds lower while recording maybe put the input gain level in the A/D setup to 100 or more, the RS defaults to 90% I think so you may
notice its a little quieter after recording until you adjust it in the A/D setup menu. You can also normalize them samples to 125 to 250% just after recording will as well do
the trick.

Oh and Welcome to the RS7000 forum!

Zam
| 17453|17451|2009-03-30 20:31:48|Ed Miles|Re: Can the sampling input amplify a mic and add an effect to it?|

> Oh and Welcome to the RS7000 forum!
> 
> Zam
>

Thanks, Zam.

I use to do this w/ a ER1 which I wish I hadn't sold.
Basically using a hihat controller to open a gate feeding it's internal delay.

It made for fun Dubby stuff... having a word echo off in to the distance..distance...distance.

The RS fits several of my needs for live performance, which I'd mainly use as a tone generator and infrequently as a sequencer and sampler.

Im currently using a laptop and really don't want to worry about stability issue's anymore.

Thanks again.

Ed
| 17454|17413|2009-03-31 16:48:16|lezlie242|Re: Playback while sampling?|
Pegaso wrote:

> But anyway it's easy to do STEREO resampling thru external gear 
> without any feedback. press setup twice for a/d setup and turn the 
> volume to 0. sample away, in any sample mode you want. 

Erm, wouldn't turning the volume to 0 make no sound?
| 17455|17426|2009-03-31 17:16:49|lezlie242|Re: Resampling problem|
Interesting. My unit has been working absolutely a charm since I re-installed the OS (and before that the new pair of RAM). Hopefully it'll continue this way. 
Man, what a brilliant box the RS is! :)
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| 17456|17401|2009-03-31 19:28:16|zamisers7k|Re: live setup|
Did you have the gig yet? How'd the it go?

Wish I had found these earlier for you, but I ran across it recently advertising on sonicstate, these are actual keyboard amps made by Roland:

http://www.rolandus.com/products/productlist.aspx?ParentId=33

I had borrowed one of them from a friend for a while a few years ago and it sounded really really good with my synths. Might see it pictured occasionaly on some of my
older vids or setup pics.

Zam
| 17457|17426|2009-03-31 20:34:31|zamisers7k|Re: Resampling problem|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:

>
> Interesting. My unit has been working absolutely a charm since I re-installed the OS (and before that the new pair of RAM). Hopefully it'll continue this
way. 
> Man, what a brilliant box the RS is! :)
>

Yeah, thats good to hear! Looks like you can now enjoy your RS time too.

Zam
| 17458|17458|2009-04-04 07:15:30|lezlie242|How do I send PC commands correctly to external gear?|
I'm having promblems understanding how to set up the RS7000 to send program change messages to my V-Synth (one of many problems I have regarding midi ;)). 
I tried entering a PC command at the start of the phrase, but when I press play, the V-Synth displays the message "No media attached".

Can anyone explain how they enter PC messages correctly?
| 17459|17459|2009-04-04 13:55:08|pegaso1423|fm on the rs ( also making lfo's for any cc /sysex!)|

> 
> Was wondering recently, did I miss a post from ya about taht FMing you had mention that can be done using the event edit mode was it? I'm curious how
that would even work and intrested in giving it a shot one day on my RS. I've no idea how it'd be done, so even if give just a few pointers to get me started at
attempting to do it... if ya got a few spare moments.
> 

Hi,
Yeah frequency modulation on the rs, basically using the sequencer to modulate the pitch bend fast. and the pitch bend range parameter (voice edit button x 3) as a pseudo
fm amount. and tempo as the 'operators' pitch. It pretty much reduces the rs to a single part synth so you'll need to sample your efforts.

(Similar to making lfo's and envelopes for cc and sysex so I'll cover that too, but they can be included in a song with moderation) 

I started with a basic squarewave 'operator', changing the pb fully every clock, ie 240 cycles per beat and fm seemed best around 15-20bpm. using a sine wave voice as the
carrier sounded very basic fm but going through the different voices and changing bpm and pb range gave some interesting sounds.

bpm's over 100 or so started to really slow the rs and the led's started to dull and flicker around 140!! I think the rs was skipping midi messages at higher bpm's too, I
thought it would work better with a more sparse midi sequence ( working at higher bpm's ) and with a more interesting operator shape than square so I made a few
sawtooth operators at I think 60 cycles per beat? and tried some different curves and thinning the data. I was going to make a sine wave operator but lost interest and
instead spent some quality time with my tg77 since it already has lots of operator shapes (not to mention algorithms)... fm'ing samples could be fun though, i might give it
another go sometime, it needed more work. It's easier making the lfo's and envelopes for effects or whatever as they run alot slower.

Ok, calculator, pencil, paper, manual pg142, Job - Create continuous data. 

1- phrase you want the fm operator/lfo on.

2- range you want the data over. ie a sawtooth fm operator running at 60 cycles per beat would have a range of 8 clocks- 001:1:000 to 001:1:008. an lfo running at 16th's
would be 120 clocks, 480 clocks per beat x 4 beats = 1920 clocks divided by 16 for quater notes/16ths = 120...

3- event type, pb for fm, cc or sysex for making lfo's to wobble your fx delay time or resonance or whatever.

4- times to repeat 0-99. for fm it would be lots, for our sawtooth 16th lfo it would be 16. for an envelope it would be 1.

5- upper and lower limit of data. for fm use the full range -8192 +8192 (press shift+f1 and type in the number) and then use pb range as an fm amount. for lfo's ie to
wobble the resonance of the filter you might use something like 80 - 110

6- inserts clocks between events for less resolution and less midi data to process. you can do the same thing later with thin out data job.

7- makes a curve!

Ok, for slower lfo's you should be done but for fast lfo's or long sequences or fm you need the copy event job pg141, and probably the times parameter for fm. this is
where you really need your calculator to ensure everything lines up or you get glitches and have to start again (or maybe use the shift clock job). check in event edit at the
crossover points...

I use these jobs for an occasional lfo/envelope with no problems (with inserted clocks!) but like I said the fm really pushes the rs so if your going to try it then start at
1bpm and work up to fm speeds. at high fm speeds it might sound like it's dropped off to a low bpm and is building up the fm again, I think this is the rs skipping events to
keep up, best back off the bpm to where it was comfortable. if you keep going up up past the flickering dull led's don't blame me if you crash your rs or worse.

I'll see if I can dig up a few of the fm sequences I made and post them in the files section.

http://www.rolandus.com/products/productlist.aspx?ParentId=33
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Have fun,
Cheers.
| 17460|17413|2009-04-04 14:27:12|pegaso1423|Re: Playback while sampling?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:

>
> Pegaso wrote:
> > But anyway it's easy to do STEREO resampling thru external gear 
> > without any feedback. press setup twice for a/d setup and turn the 
> > volume to 0. sample away, in any sample mode you want. 
> 
> Erm, wouldn't turning the volume to 0 make no sound?
>

The a/d setup volume (not the main volume) is only for mixing in other gear/mic or monitoring. The sampling level is the red rec volume knob. It will still sample if you
turn the a/d setup volume to 0. But crucially, without feedback. monitor the sound before it goes into the rs. 

a splitter plug and some cheap bud style headphones will work if your fx dosen't have a headphone socket and you don't have a mixer.

Cheers.
| 17461|17458|2009-04-04 14:32:36|pegaso1423|Re: How do I send PC commands correctly to external gear?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:

>
> I'm having promblems understanding how to set up the RS7000 to send program change messages to my V-Synth (one of many problems I have regarding
midi ;)). 
> I tried entering a PC command at the start of the phrase, but when I press play, the V-Synth displays the message "No media attached".
> 
> Can anyone explain how they enter PC messages correctly?
>

sounds like your telling the v-synth to look on a media card or somthing for the voice. you must be entering some wrong numbers? look in the v-synth manual - voice list
and enter the same msb lsb and program number for the voice you want and it should work.

Cheers.
| 17462|17413|2009-04-05 11:07:01|lezlie242|Re: Playback while sampling?|
Ah, yes. Of course :) 
Very much appreciated, Pegaso, thanks!
| 17463|17458|2009-04-05 11:09:19|lezlie242|Re: How do I send PC commands correctly to external gear?|
Yeah, I didn't really grasp how PC messages work. 
I'll take a closer look in the manual. Thanks for the reply.
| 17464|17459|2009-04-05 21:35:54|zamisers7k|Re: fm on the rs ( also making lfo's for any cc /sysex!)|
Thanks pegaso I'll be giving this FMing a shot soon, if I come up with some good results I'll post em.

Also thanks for answering some of the other questions while I was away from the computer for the weekend.

Zam
| 17465|17465|2009-04-06 05:24:16|chthonic streams|Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board|
is anyone still selling this? perhaps some leftover stock cheap?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17466|17465|2009-04-06 18:50:12|lezlie242|Re: Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board|
I have seen some at ebay from time to time. You might want to check there.
| 17467|17465|2009-04-06 19:44:35|Craig|Re: Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board|
I know Nova Musik had some in stock not too long ago. I think they 
were asking somewhere in the $165.00 range.

On Apr 6, 2009, at 6:00 PM, "lezlie242" <lezlie242@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I have seen some at ebay from time to time. You might want to check 
> there.
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17468|17468|2009-04-09 18:23:27|hgt55|samples disapear on all file save.|
hi there rs7k users.
i just got mine a few weeks ago due to frustation with ableton lives sequencing.
so i remembered my old hardware sequencer rm1x and bought a rs7k on ebay. was a bit tricky to sync to ableton and gives me other limitations but for now i am happy
with my setup(rs7k+projectmix i/o+macbook with ableton live).
as the rs7k has a simple sampler i wanna use that one too. so here is what i did:
1. imported aprox.15 wav loops. to 15 different kits. all just one sample on c-2.
2. no sample was used or assigned to a track in any of my 12 sections (spread over 3 styles) that have some midi data on it. i just trigger vst plugins withinn my ableton
live set with my rs7k sections so far. i do however can playback(and hear) those samples when i hit the apropiate key.
3. saved an all file in order to work with all those samples on another day.
4. when i load that all file i takes about as long as it would take to load all that sample data(aprox.45mb) (counts up to 300 or so).
5. PROPLEM: there is no samples neither in common nor local!
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Whats the deal? am i missing something? do i have to assign all loaded samples to tracks before saving? is maybe the imported sample names to long?

help highly apreciated.
thanx,
george
| 17469|17468|2009-04-09 18:55:33|zamisers7k|Re: samples disapear on all file save.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hgt55" wrote:

>

> 1. imported aprox.15 wav loops. to 15 different kits. all just one sample on c-2.
> 2. no sample was used or assigned to a track in any of my 12 sections (spread over 3 styles) that have some midi data on it. i just trigger vst plugins withinn
my ableton live set with my rs7k sections so far. i do however can playback(and hear) those samples when i hit the apropiate key.
> 3. saved an all file in order to work with all those samples on another day.
> 4. when i load that all file i takes about as long as it would take to load all that sample data(aprox.45mb) (counts up to 300 or so).
> 5. PROPLEM: there is no samples neither in common nor local!
> 
> Whats the deal? am i missing something? do i have to assign all loaded samples to tracks before saving? is maybe the imported sample names to long?
> 
> help highly apreciated.
> thanx,
> george
>

Welcome to the list George!

I'm not use to sample importing to a common bank, but I'll see if I can answer your problem...

It sounds like your samples are loading, that much should take a bit of time that don't surprise me, but the thing is what is going wrong I'm thinking is that in order to hear
them you have to have a track selected and make sure the sample kit voice bank you stored them to is selected for that track. Otherwise the samples are just sitting in
memory with no way to access them. What has me a bit baffled is you had them playing the first time before you did a save all, so I'm thinking the voice bank would have
been assigned to at least one track already for you to hear it, the save all should of kept it on the same track, so if you imported them while you had track 1 or 9 selected,
that would be the tracks you'd need to have selected again to hear them play, for the other tracks you'd have to change banks to that sample bank to hear the samples.

Whatever your using to trigger the samples needs to be assigned to play the same track/channel as well with that sample bank.

The Rs does treat sample tracks & phrases a little more strangly then phrases with internal voices, so there could be something else going on with it I'm not fully aware of,
as sample voice settings store with the sample instead of with the track or something like that, shouldn't be anything you need to worry about yet, but you might later need
to understand how that works if your using samples on it a lot.

Anyhow, hope some of this info will help ya or at least get you pointed in the right direction to resolve that problem?

Zam
| 17470|17468|2009-04-09 22:27:58|8_bit_boy|Re: samples disapear on all file save.|
On 10/04/2009, at 9:13 AM, hgt55 wrote:

> hi there rs7k users.
> i just got mine a few weeks ago due to frustation with ableton lives 
> sequencing.
> so i remembered my old hardware sequencer rm1x and bought a rs7k on 
> ebay. was a bit tricky to sync to ableton and gives me other 
> limitations but for now i am happy with my setup(rs7k+projectmix i/o 
> +macbook with ableton live).
> as the rs7k has a simple sampler i wanna use that one too. so here 
> is what i did:

this is exactly the kind of setup im thinking of moving towards.. what 
were your issues/limitations?

cheers :)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17471|17471|2009-04-12 19:49:39|mshuster9|Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
I recently discovered the LFO's user setting. It works great on samples letting you change the pitch/freq/amp values for each individual step. 

What I want to know is: can the lfo modulation be sent out via midi? It would be very useful for me to send out CC data to control a parameter on an external synth. kinda
using the LFO user function as a modulation sequencer. This would save me from buying a hardware controller for this purpose, such as an EF-303 (and maybe even the
BCR 2000 can do it?).
| 17472|17471|2009-04-12 21:25:18|zamisers7k|Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:

>
> I recently discovered the LFO's user setting. It works great on samples letting you change the pitch/freq/amp values for each individual step. 
> 
> What I want to know is: can the lfo modulation be sent out via midi? It would be very useful for me to send out CC data to control a parameter on an
external synth. kinda using the LFO user function as a modulation sequencer. This would save me from buying a hardware controller for this purpose, such as
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an EF-303 (and maybe even the BCR 2000 can do it?).
>

This is a bit of tricky question...

LFOing depth and amount is not a standard midi message that can be sent out like Res & Cut amount midi messages to and from difrent synths.

You've a few options:

1. Reassign RS's LFO knobs to send out Control Change messages to control an external synths LFO rates. I'll have to look up how that is done if need more info on that.
Prob will only work if external synth can be set to receive them and has an LFO to control. If it don't the settings the LFO modulates won't work via the RS's LFO.

2. Use the Create Continuous Data job on the RS to sequencing in a smooth sweep of CCs that control LFO on external synth, has to be played back tho.

3. I'm not positive all which do it, but I've heard that some of BCR control boxes can do it, I've a Peavy 1600 which I've read can too, they basically do what I meantioned
in the first option though, have a knob/slider assignments to control such stuff via CCs on external gear.

4. What I often do is just manually maodulate those parms by hand. Its not always as smooth or great, but OK for sweeps, and you can record in those sweeps and do an
event Thin Out job to smooth it out a bit and take up less data.

Basically, LFOs are commonly only internal to a synth's sound engine and not controlled externally quite the same as you would for most the standard midi parms. Its
tricky, but maybe there is some way or work around that would come close to doing something similar to what you are wanting to do. You may have to research a bit
between the RS and especially how the external synth would work with its LFO. Just one of those goofy things I think they never thought about back in the day while they
were inventing standard midi control messages.

Sorry for long answer, hope part of it may help you out. Do check into that BCR cause if I remember right it might do it more like what you are wanting to with sending
out midi messages to simulate LFO modulation. Not 100% sure though, I also remember something called I think the Kenton Pro Solo that can also create LFO type
modulation for midi and CV/Gate for Analog synths too, was very cool, I'd like to get one some day.

Good luck, let us know what you wind up doing and if it works or not, and of course happy RSing!

Zam
| 17473|17471|2009-04-13 05:06:10|pegaso1423|Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:

> What I want to know is: can the lfo modulation be sent out via midi? It would be very useful for me to send out CC data to control a parameter on an
external synth. kinda using the LFO user function as a modulation sequencer. This would save me from buying a hardware controller for this purpose, such as
an EF-303 (and maybe even the BCR 2000 can do it?).
>

Hi,
my quasimidi polymorph is awesome at stuff like that, 4 (x4 midi channels =16), 1-16 step analog style sequencers sending any cc sequences that trigger off each other
and all modulate each other and all sorts of crazy stuff, good luck finding one though.

On the Rs, no the lfo won't send midi. Grid groove sends midi though, first you have to make a sequence to play 16th notes on your other synth, then if you link velocity
to filter or whatever you can on your other synth, but not amp, you should get a basic but usable mod sequencer with grid groove's velocity, and gate sequencer with gate
time, good for slides (set to -127 for a blank step). A few synths I have can link velocity to lots of stuff at the same time, not sure on your synth but you should be able to
mod the filter at the very least.
Actually makes a good little 303 type sequencer..

You can also use step record for cc's, or just insert it straight into event edit, both will be steppy but not limited to 16 steps.

Other than that, like zam says you can build your own smooth lfo's with create continuous data job (look at recent fm post) or just record in your knob twiddling, try some
different quantize settings.

Cheers.
| 17474|17471|2009-04-14 21:06:48|mshuster9|Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
All great ideas, especially that grid groove velocity one. 

The 303 sequencing thing you were talking about brings up another question I have had for a while. 
I have never been able to make convincing tb-303 style sequences on my RS before. I assumed that it was because the sequencer on the 303 has special slide and gate
durations and imitating it on an RS would be too difficult.

My roommate recently purchased a FR-777. I have recorded sequenced from the FR's midi out into the RS. When I trigger the FR from the sequenced phrase on the RS, It
sends out the slides perfectly to the FR. The weird thing is that I do not see any pitch bend or portamento or any other kind of data on the phrase when I look in edit mode.
This makes me think that either the RS does not show the data or that you don't need a 303 sequencer to make 303 lines. 

How do you guys sequence convincing acid bass lines on the RS?
| 17475|17471|2009-04-15 03:22:42|Ian Vine|303 was Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
The thing with the 303 is its a combination of the synth and the sequencer. As you say the slides, the env mod which drivers the filter (and the amp to some degree).

Starters for a voice setting would be square or saw waveform, mono voice, portamento fingered, all lfo's off,  filter set to 18db low pass. Amp and filter eg set sustain to 0,
fast attack and decay and release to the same values. Distortion effect is also a good (some would say essential addition). Should be something 303'ish.

To get the slides you need to overlap the notes in the sequence. You can do this in the pattern itself (change the gate time) or use the grid groove using the gate offset,
though you are limited to one bar. Don't forget to set the portamento time, so it does slide.

IanV   
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________________________________
From: mshuster9 <mshuster9@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 15 April, 2009 4:06:23
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?

All great ideas, especially that grid groove velocity one. 

The 303 sequencing thing you were talking about brings up another question I have had for a while. 
I have never been able to make convincing tb-303 style sequences on my RS before. I assumed that it was because the sequencer on the 303 has special slide and gate
durations and imitating it on an RS would be too difficult.

My roommate recently purchased a FR-777. I have recorded sequenced from the FR's midi out into the RS. When I trigger the FR from the sequenced phrase on the RS, It
sends out the slides perfectly to the FR. The weird thing is that I do not see any pitch bend or portamento or any other kind of data on the phrase when I look in edit mode.
This makes me think that either the RS does not show the data or that you don't need a 303 sequencer to make 303 lines. 

How do you guys sequence convincing acid bass lines on the RS? 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17476|17471|2009-04-15 06:16:36|zamisers7k|303 was Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
It takes some tweaking and understanding. The tricks I mostly use are Gate time play fx with the voice in mono and some portamento too for acidy stuff.

FR-777's voice/patch is prob already set to do something similar is all, they are bitchen units, your friend is lucky to have one, and your lucky to get to use and or sample
it. They can sound better than a real 303 in my opinion

Don't get hung up on trying to get your RS to sound too 303ish, make it just have a good acidy sound, and like the 777 the RS can sound much better than a real 303.
99.9% of people don't know what a real 303 really sounds like these days anyway with all the 303 emulators out there... Hell I can't tell the difrence between most of them
and a real 303 and I've got a real 303.

Zam
| 17477|17471|2009-04-15 10:45:11|pegaso1423|303 was Re: Send out Midi CC data from the RS7k LFO?|
Hi,
I've got a battered old mam mb33 303 clone i haven't used in ages, anyway I can sequence it with the rs and get it sounding damn near perfect. the only midi it listens to is
note number, note on, note off and if the velocity is greater than 100 it will accent. Maybe this future retro beasty is similar, it already knows when to slide..

I found grid groove to be the easiest/most fun way to sequence acid and being limited to 16 steps just makes it more authentic? Just play with gate time and portamento
time until it's sounding right, tiny offsets can help and velocity for accents. If your getting the sound out of rs turn the filter env asr to 0 and only use decay ;) 

Oh yeah btw the real 'authentic' distortion for 303 is an overdriven older mackie mixer preamp.. tapco(by mackie) mix series has the same preamp circuitry, Ive got a mix-
100 I use occasionally as a submixer etc.. recommend a cheap as mix-50/60 if your after that sound. or a real mackie ofcourse, look at acid artists gearlists, they always
have a mackie.

Cheers.
| 17478|17478|2009-04-15 17:51:37|lezlie242|MIDI construction kits?|
I've been experiencing a period of little to no inspiration lately, and was considering checking out some midi construction kits for inspiration - if such things do exist..? 
Like the phrases in the RS7000, some of them can be quite inspirational, and be a place to start, but many I feel are a little to intricate.

Does anyone know of some good ones?
| 17479|17478|2009-04-15 19:22:10|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Are you talking about making a do it yourself hardware midi device, or wanting some new .mid or .smf files to pull some new sequences from for inspiration?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> I've been experiencing a period of little to no inspiration lately, and was considering checking out some midi construction kits for inspiration - if such things
do exist..? 
> Like the phrases in the RS7000, some of them can be quite inspirational, and be a place to start, but many I feel are a little to intricate.
> 
> Does anyone know of some good ones?
>

| 17480|17478|2009-04-16 08:36:25|pegaso1423|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
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>
> I've been experiencing a period of little to no inspiration lately, and was considering checking out some midi construction kits for inspiration - if such things
do exist..? 

Hi,
I know there was/is a company in UK that specialized in midi sequence 'sample cd' stuff, but I cant think of their name...reviewed in sos and future music a few times..

In no particular order; stuff to try when your down on inspiration, from many sources (listed if I can remember)-

-5 min tune. Start lots of new tunes and try to make them good, with a stopwatch, 5 min each. after 1 hour; 12 tunes; pick the best and work on it. (sos)

-No sound. play (&rec) the keyboard or drums; solo or to a beat but with the volume at 0. listen back to what you played.

-Listen to frank zappa (or whatever music u find inspirational).

-smoke 1 and think about the music. try and recreate. 

-drink 6 and think about the music...etc

-mix n match.

-loop remix.

-arp.

-sample cd.

-just sample random stuff until u find something good.

-think of a few favorite songs and download the midi, screw around until its yours.

-Try making a basic song in a genre you don't particularly like.

-explore your favorite synth in depth.

-spend weeks making the PERFECT snare (or whatever)...(aphex twin)

-make it up as you go along. (me)

-what the ****, think about what u want to make then make it.

Cheers.
| 17481|17481|2009-04-16 17:09:22|zamisers7k|File Section Cleaning|
Dear RSers,

I did some cleaning up in the file section here on the RS7000 Yahoo list recently. If you notice any problems or having trouble finding a file or documentatin of any sort
let me know.

Zam (moderator)
| 17482|17478|2009-04-16 17:11:52|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
@Zam;
Yeah, I was thinking about midi sequences, like those in the RS7000. 

@pegaso;
great tips, many thanks! :)
| 17483|17478|2009-04-16 18:46:02|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Pegaso tips are always great :) Be carefull tho on having a few drinks or smoking anything to get your creativity on, I'd advise re-listening to what you did the next day
while sober before you pass it along to anyone else ;)

As for midi files, there are all kinds of free ones on the net, trick is finding a decent library of them that don't have pop-up hell or spam galore. If you guys find any good
ones your welcome to post them I suppose as long as we don't get too much out of hand.

I don't generally go looking for midi or .smf files, but have on occasion, they're usually whole songs and not repeatable patterns, so what I've done in the past, if I'm
remembering correctly, is load them Pattern mode, then find like a few good four bar parts and copy just those bars over to another style and work with them as shorter
Pattern loops. Or, maybe there was a Job in Song mode that can split them or mix back into a Pattern Style, but I forget how that is done if so. Either way, I remember it
being a little tricky making sure I get the right bars moved over.

Most the time, I create my own Patterns and Styles from scratch, when I'm not feeling it, I just start over on a new one and try to do things a bit diffrent. I often find
myself getting stuck trying to tweak one voice out way too far rather than sequencing in some new random phrase. So, I have to remember stop that and try entering some
new, maybe randomish notes to fart around with on the RS.

Good luck hope you find some inspiration, maybe look in the file section I just rearranged for some other folks RS files they were willing to share too, and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> @Zam;
> Yeah, I was thinking about midi sequences, like those in the RS7000. 
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> 
> @pegaso;
> great tips, many thanks! :)
>

| 17484|17484|2009-04-16 18:57:04|zamisers7k|Tip Maybe: Knob Hooking?|
As I was moving some stuff around in the files section here, I read some of the old wanted features, and the number one thing was "Knob Hooking". I kind of get what it
is I think, but I don't have access to my RS at the moment to try it out.

Can you hold shift down and twist the Res or Cut and it won't kick in until you reach your setting or let go when it gets to "---" so you don't get abrupt changes?

I was thinking holding the shift down while turning a knob just incraments it by 10s all this time for such a thing, have I missed this knob hooking feature all this time, or
was that what the early feature requesters where wanting it to do?

So, anyone else know if this is so or not, or have any more thoughts on it?

Zam
| 17485|17484|2009-04-17 00:25:55|pegaso1423|Re: Tip Maybe: Knob Hooking?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> Can you hold shift down and twist the Res or Cut and it won't kick in until you reach your setting or let go when it gets to "---" so you don't get abrupt
changes?
> 

Hi,
Just tried it, holding shift lets you adjust a knob without changing the parameter so you could avoid abrupt changes but it gives no indication what the current setting is, no
---, no hooking. have to go into edit screens to see the setting, but then you could just use the f1 knobs. 

Still useful somehow, at least you could avoid huge jumps, like if you can hear the cutoff is low but the knob is high you could hold shift and guess the cutoff knob to
somewhere low to avoid a big blip? or make big jumps on purpose..

Cheers.
| 17486|17478|2009-04-17 01:05:14|pegaso1423|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>Be carefull tho on having a few drinks or smoking anything to get your creativity on, I'd advise re-listening to what you did the next day while sober before
you pass it along to anyone else ;)
> 

Hi,

There's a DnB producer somewhere is australia who is a bit famous for getting drunk and waking up in the morning with a hangover and a new tune on cubase he has no
recollection of making. just needs mastering and is released as is lol. I've read about some famous dj's saying there hit tunes were made early morning after a big night out.
If I make a tune drunk it generally turns out rather crap but is good fun anyway, better than sitting there sober looking at your rs, trying to think of something.

yeah, remembered the midi construction kit's name, keyfax.
Twiddly.Bits- http://www.midisamples.com/
Would be fun times having your RS loaded with that lot.
They have some demo .mid's to try out too.

For some reviews goto http://www.soundonsound.com and search keyfax.

Cheers.
| 17487|17484|2009-04-17 02:14:35|zamisers7k|Re: Tip Maybe: Knob Hooking?|
Thx Pegaso, yeah might as well do it from the display knobs on that setting if trying avoid setting jumps. So kind of useless, I see what they were getting at now then.
Something to indicate your on the right incrament or something similar on the BPM counter like a "---" would have been kick ass. Kind of have to guess otherwise, could
still be a bit usefull, like you say, sometimes you can tell or know your Res & Cut or some other parm might be way off and need to just get the knob near the right spot,
but not always.

Thanks again for checking on it.

Zam
| 17488|17488|2009-04-17 11:21:29|pegaso1423|fm|
hi, 
just added a basic fm synth pattern to the files section. the first one I did, 240 cycle per bpm squarewave operator on track 1, press play, play notes, adjust fm amount with
pb range. try with different voices. works best 10-20 bpm, over 100bpm ish overworks the rs. cant find the later slower sawtooth fm operators i made, sorry, make em
yourself...

Cheers.
| 17489|17489|2009-04-17 12:15:54|chthonic streams|MIDI channel IN?|
i don't seem to see anything about affecting the MIDI IN channel on 
the RS7k. i want to control it with an external keyboard for 
programming/playing, but i might also want to use the synth as a slave 
to my alesis MMT-8. or is that simply not allowed? having a MIDI IN, 
it should have the ability, but i can't see how to do it in the manual.
| 17490|17478|2009-04-17 16:45:57|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
@Zam:
Yeah, I've always made things from scratch myself, with very little use of samples (unless my early years as a tracker are included, hehe ;)
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Regarding phrases in the RS7000, I read somewhere that there is a job called 'get phrase' (or something), that sort of 'rips' a section from a midi file and turns it into a
phrase. Or am I confusing this with the Yamaha Motif ES? Must consult the manual :)

@ Pegaso: 
What you descibe also reminds me a bit about my tracking days; I always made music after going to parties, and as you say, it usually didn't so as good the next day :)
Cheers for the Keyfax tip, I remember them now from when I had a Motif ES. Never checked them out, though. But I'll have a look now.

Thanks again.
| 17491|17489|2009-04-17 16:51:04|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI channel IN?|
Its in Utility Mode, knob F3 twice/2nd page Midi Setup I think sets the midi in/outs for the midi 3 midi ports on the RS globally. Knob F1 sets the Sync settings I think
defaults to Internal Clock, set it to Midi for an external clock which will make the RS a slaved unit I do believe. Pg 261 in the manual for details, there might be some
more settings you'll want to check out too in Midi Setup. Also, Setup #6 on the pad to Midi Out Ch may help some with some local (not global) channel re-assignment.
Midi filtering might need some looking in to too depending how much you get in to it.

Hope that helps ya out some?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> i don't seem to see anything about affecting the MIDI IN channel on 
> the RS7k. i want to control it with an external keyboard for 
> programming/playing, but i might also want to use the synth as a slave 
> to my alesis MMT-8. or is that simply not allowed? having a MIDI IN, 
> it should have the ability, but i can't see how to do it in the manual.
>

| 17492|17488|2009-04-17 17:04:52|zamisers7k|Re: fm|
Coolness, can't wait to check this out! Thx Pegaso!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> hi, 
> just added a basic fm synth pattern to the files section. the first one I did, 240 cycle per bpm squarewave operator on track 1, press play, play notes, adjust
fm amount with pb range. try with different voices. works best 10-20 bpm, over 100bpm ish overworks the rs. cant find the later slower sawtooth fm
operators i made, sorry, make em yourself...
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 17493|17478|2009-04-17 17:23:27|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Yeah I think that might be it too the get phrase job, could be important if your messing around with midi song files. The RS's phrases are so uninspirational, I wish they'd
made some more better or more variations or something. Seems like 80% of the phrases are pratically identical to each other, anyway I've got some random RS files here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/RS3-14-05/

They're over few years old now, unfinished stuff I had, maybe some was finished or close, don't know, but you can try them see if they give ya any ideas or inspiration or
not.

Zam
| 17494|17478|2009-04-17 18:11:54|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Wow, thanks for the link, I just might take a look at your files ;)
Regarding the RS' phrases, I agree the vast majority are pretty uninteresting (well, I probably haven't even checked out one percent of them, and I probably won't either). 

Anyways; I was looking at the link Pegaso provided, and found this one: 
Twiddly.Bits Gate Effects:
"MIDI gate effects are simply the simplest but coolest way to add instant 'groove' to your tracks. These rhythm templates can be applied to synth pads, vocal sounds,
strings... anything with some sustain and timbral interest."
http://secure.keyfax.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=T_2-DLD.zip&Category_Code=TWIDS

It seemed kinda cool, but then I was thinking; since we are talking about MIDI CC's here, would it be much hassle to create ones own? 
Anyone know of a guide or, indeed, some midi-files that do these types 
of effects?
| 17495|17478|2009-04-17 18:57:33|8_bit_boy|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
i have to honestly say that one or two preset phrases have creeped 
into my tracks.. but with very tweaked sounds..

there are some useable ones, you just need to tweak the sound to get 
it working :)

On 18/04/2009, at 10:11 AM, lezlie242 wrote:

>
>
> Wow, thanks for the link, I just might take a look at your files ;)
> Regarding the RS' phrases, I agree the vast majority are pretty 
> uninteresting (well, I probably haven't even checked out one percent 
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> of them, and I probably won't either).
>
> Anyways; I was looking at the link Pegaso provided, and found this 
> one:
> Twiddly.Bits Gate Effects:
> "MIDI gate effects are simply the simplest but coolest way to add 
> instant 'groove' to your tracks. These rhythm templates can be 
> applied to synth pads, vocal sounds, strings... anything with some 
> sustain and timbral interest."
> http://secure.keyfax.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=T_2-DLD.zip&Category_Code=TWIDS
>
> It seemed kinda cool, but then I was thinking; since we are talking 
> about MIDI CC's here, would it be much hassle to create ones own?
> Anyone know of a guide or, indeed, some midi-files that do these types
> of effects?
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17496|17489|2009-04-18 01:05:54|pegaso1423|Re: MIDI channel IN?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:

>
> i don't seem to see anything about affecting the MIDI IN channel on 
> the RS7k. i want to control it with an external keyboard for 
> programming/playing, but i might also want to use the synth as a slave 
> to my alesis MMT-8. or is that simply not allowed? having a MIDI IN, 
> it should have the ability, but i can't see how to do it in the manual.
>

Hi,
manual p260.

The rs will play any midi messages it receives at midi in, on that channel, no setting needed. if that track has a sequence it will play both. ie if you plug in a controller
keyboard it will play the rs on whatever midi channel the controller keyboard is set to.

the most useful feature is echo back- rec+monitor. the rs will play the midi it receives on the currently selected track, regardless of what midi channel the controller
keyboard is set to, so you dont have to keep changing midi channel on the controller every time you change track on the rs. 

not good if you want to control the rs synth with the alesis? you will need to set the rs midi sync to slave to the alesis's midi clock and set the tempo on the alesis so they
stay in sync. or you could slave the alesis to the rs's midi clock; midi cable- controller keyboard>alesis(echo back on?)>rs(echo back off to terminate a midi
loop/feedback?)>controller keyboard...

this is with 2 rs's but should be the same with alesis, if you have mute mode (util menu) set to midi not tg, you can have a sequence playing on the rs, you mute the track
and unmute the same track on the other sequencer and it will play that sequence, so you can mix twice as many sequences on 1 section..?

also, if your playing the rs's synth from another sequencer you can still use the rs's sequencer on that track to control another synth.. setup x4, on the channel you want,
turn tg off so the rs dosen't sequence itself, and midi a or b on, to whatever midi channel you want to sequence the other synth on... 

hopefully this helps you out, it's a bit confusing i know, and i'm not familiar with mmt8, but i'm pretty handy with 2 rs's synced, ie rs 1 sequencing itself and rs 2 to get 2
voices per channel (2 osc tip) sometimes 3... and having some tracks on rs 2 as alternate sequences that will play itself and rs1, the tracks sequencing other gear while the
tg on that track is being sequenced by the other rs... mixing different sections.. i get confused myself, somtimes some big headscratching sessions when I load an old 2rs
pattern! really need to write down what's what so I know what's going on but i never do.

cheers.
| 17497|17478|2009-04-18 01:28:57|pegaso1423|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:

> Anyways; I was looking at the link Pegaso provided, and found this one: 
> Twiddly.Bits Gate Effects:
> "MIDI gate effects are simply the simplest but coolest way to add instant 'groove' to your tracks. These rhythm templates can be applied to synth pads,
vocal sounds, strings... anything with some sustain and timbral interest."
> http://secure.keyfax.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=T_2-DLD.zip&Category_Code=TWIDS
> 
> It seemed kinda cool, but then I was thinking; since we are talking about MIDI CC's here, would it be much hassle to create ones own? 
> Anyone know of a guide or, indeed, some midi-files that do these types 
> of effects?
>

Hi, that's probably the last thing I would buy from keyfax, it's just too easy making your own gates with the rs. user lfo; grid groove; recording your knob twiddling with
different quantise; create continuous data; step rec cc; event editor; slice effect...

however some of the stuff they have I'd have no chance of making myself, recorded by famous session musicians, I'd go for that...

never bought keyfax stuff, somtimes download the midi for other songs tho, change a few notes and it's yours, or sequence your own notes but use the midis pb and cc's..

http://secure.keyfax.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=M&Product_Code=T_2-DLD.zip&Category_Code=TWIDS
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every symphony ever made is free. string>pad. hendrix guitar>synth lead...

cheers.
| 17498|17488|2009-04-18 02:09:32|pegaso1423|Re: fm|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Coolness, can't wait to check this out! Thx Pegaso!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > hi, 
> > just added a basic fm synth pattern to the files section. the first one I did, 240 cycle per bpm squarewave operator on track 1, press play, play notes, adjust
fm amount with pb range. try with different voices. works best 10-20 bpm, over 100bpm ish overworks the rs. cant find the later slower sawtooth fm
operators i made, sorry, make em yourself...
> > 
> > Cheers.
> >
>

Hi, I just checked the fm files I uploaded, bit different to what I remember, bass drum on track 1, mute it. fm's on track 9, set to a strange voice, you'll wanna change that.
and the lfo is set fast as, +64 on pitch for some extra wildness?, prolly wanna change it back to 0. press play/stop to compare the original sound to fm.

anyway, had a bit of a play around, is fun and sounds good sometimes. almost analog modular with some voices? ie not a repeating digital pattern but random and
constantly changing, like analog...

again, play with different voices/samples, adjust tempo (10-20bpm recommended) as operator pitch, voice edit x3 for pb range as a pseudo fm amount. sample your
efforts. If you come up with some better fm operators send them my way..

anyway I'm off tomorrow, working away for a while, no idea about possible internet connection so I probably won't be around. I'm taking an rs with me tho, might try and
make the sinewave fm operator if im bored enough, otherwise might make some tunes.

Cheers.
| 17499|17478|2009-04-18 14:55:53|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Hmm, I must have a look into gating, it's a pretty cool effect. It may also be an idea to take a look at some midi-files, do you know of any decent sites? Thanks again.
| 17500|17489|2009-04-20 15:07:34|chthonic streams|Re: MIDI channel IN?|
thanks for the responses. unfortunately this doesn't actually help 
what i'm trying to do, which is set a specific MIDI channel number 
either globally or for a particular track on the RS7k. it's correct i 
can make it receive MIDI, but it just responds to everything that goes 
into it.

i have a MIDI setup with several different instruments, each one set 
to a different MIDI channel. i wanted to just add my RS7k into the 
chain and have it respond ONLY to MIDI channel 3. nothing in the 
manual says anything about specifying this on either a global or a 
style or track level.

or am i missing something? do i need to let it accept everything then 
filter out channels i don't want?

> ________________________________________________________________________
> 5b. Re: MIDI channel IN?
> Posted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum-source.com zamisers7k
> Date: Fri Apr 17, 2009 3:51 pm ((PDT))
>
> Its in Utility Mode, knob F3 twice/2nd page Midi Setup I think sets 
> the midi in/outs for the midi 3 midi ports on the RS globally. Knob 
> F1 sets the Sync settings I think defaults to Internal Clock, set it 
> to Midi for an external clock which will make the RS a slaved unit I 
> do believe. Pg 261 in the manual for details, there might be some 
> more settings you'll want to check out too in Midi Setup. Also, 
> Setup #6 on the pad to Midi Out Ch may help some with some local 
> (not global) channel re-assignment. Midi filtering might need some 
> looking in to too depending how much you get in to it.
>
> Hope that helps ya out some?
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>>
>> i don't seem to see anything about affecting the MIDI IN channel on
>> the RS7k. i want to control it with an external keyboard for
>> programming/playing, but i might also want to use the synth as a 
>> slave
>> to my alesis MMT-8. or is that simply not allowed? having a MIDI IN,
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>> it should have the ability, but i can't see how to do it in the 
>> manual.
>>
>
>
> Messages in this topic (3)
> ________________________________________________________________________
> 5c. Re: MIDI channel IN?
> Posted by: "pegaso1423" pegaso1423@hotmail.com pegaso1423
> Date: Sat Apr 18, 2009 12:05 am ((PDT))
>
> Hi,
> manual p260.
>
> The rs will play any midi messages it receives at midi in, on that 
> channel, no setting needed. if that track has a sequence it will 
> play both. ie if you plug in a controller keyboard it will play the 
> rs on whatever midi channel the controller keyboard is set to.
>
> the most useful feature is echo back- rec+monitor. the rs will play 
> the midi it receives on the currently selected track, regardless of 
> what midi channel the controller keyboard is set to, so you dont 
> have to keep changing midi channel on the controller every time you 
> change track on the rs.
>
> not good if you want to control the rs synth with the alesis? you 
> will need to set the rs midi sync to slave to the alesis's midi 
> clock and set the tempo on the alesis so they stay in sync. or you 
> could slave the alesis to the rs's midi clock; midi cable- 
> controller keyboard>alesis(echo back on?)>rs(echo back off to 
> terminate a midi loop/feedback?)>controller keyboard...
>
> this is with 2 rs's but should be the same with alesis, if you have 
> mute mode (util menu) set to midi not tg, you can have a sequence 
> playing on the rs, you mute the track and unmute the same track on 
> the other sequencer and it will play that sequence, so you can mix 
> twice as many sequences on 1 section..?
>
> also, if your playing the rs's synth from another sequencer you can 
> still use the rs's sequencer on that track to control another 
> synth.. setup x4, on the channel you want, turn tg off so the rs 
> dosen't sequence itself, and midi a or b on, to whatever midi 
> channel you want to sequence the other synth on...
>
> hopefully this helps you out, it's a bit confusing i know, and i'm 
> not familiar with mmt8, but i'm pretty handy with 2 rs's synced, ie 
> rs 1 sequencing itself and rs 2 to get 2 voices per channel (2 osc 
> tip) sometimes 3... and having some tracks on rs 2 as alternate 
> sequences that will play itself and rs1, the tracks sequencing other 
> gear while the tg on that track is being sequenced by the other 
> rs... mixing different sections.. i get confused myself, somtimes 
> some big headscratching sessions when I load an old 2rs pattern! 
> really need to write down what's what so I know what's going on but 
> i never do.
>
> cheers.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Messages in this topic (3)
>
>
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.
>

mailto:pegaso1423@hotmail.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
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> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
>

chthonic streams / theprisoner
music and related items for sale

catalogue: http://chthonicstreams.com/catalog.html
discogs: http://tinyurl.com/csdisc
amazon: http://tinyurl.com/prisonerama
half: http://tinyurl.com/prisonerhalf
ebay: http://tinyurl.com/prisonerebay
| 17501|17489|2009-04-20 20:32:15|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI channel IN?|
I think the RS does always receives for all devices on all channels, so yeah, the trouble may be if you filter it out at the RS its not going to pass midi data along on the
channels you filter to any other device I'm thinking. So, maybe if you've got it in a chain, maybe you should put it at the end of the chain instead and then put a check on
midi you want filtered for IN on the midi filter's in&out for each track/channel except 3 or the one you want sent midi to play on it? Seems like a bit of work though,
theres got to be an easier way I'd think too.

I'm thinking, not sure how, but I'm thinking in the Midi Setup there is a way to set it so just the selected track will receive data, but not sure if it receives whats being sent
to just that channel, the selected track on the outboard seq sending to it, or everything on all channels... hmmmm...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> thanks for the responses. unfortunately this doesn't actually help 
> what i'm trying to do, which is set a specific MIDI channel number 
> either globally or for a particular track on the RS7k. it's correct i 
> can make it receive MIDI, but it just responds to everything that goes 
> into it.
> 
> i have a MIDI setup with several different instruments, each one set 
> to a different MIDI channel. i wanted to just add my RS7k into the 
> chain and have it respond ONLY to MIDI channel 3. nothing in the 
> manual says anything about specifying this on either a global or a 
> style or track level.
> 
> or am i missing something? do i need to let it accept everything then 
> filter out channels i don't want?
> 
> 

| 17502|17478|2009-04-20 20:35:19|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
I recently heard something about the Yamaha KX line of controllers, that they have a lot of pre-programmed and programable arpegiators, with swing and gate and such
stuff. They've been on sale at some guitar center in cali lately for half price. They might be some cool inspirational stuff that'd send it all out via midi since they themselfs
don't contain a sound engine.

Just another idea for ya maybe.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Hmm, I must have a look into gating, it's a pretty cool effect. It may also be an idea to take a look at some midi-files, do you know of any decent sites?
Thanks again.
>

| 17503|17478|2009-04-22 12:33:39|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Thanks for the tip, Zam. I took a look in the manual regarding the arpeggiators; there are 342 patterns, but the arp is sadly not programmable as such - that is, one can
adjust gate time, swing and direction, but it's not possible to write ones own patterns from scratch. However, when recording into the RS7000 (or other sequencer), it
would be easy to edit the sequences to ones liking, of course. 

All in all I think the KX-series looks like a good option for a midi controller. I might get one this fall, as I'm planning on picking up a decent laptop. I'm also seriously
considering the Waldorf Blofeld desktop :)
| 17504|17504|2009-04-22 15:00:17|zamisers7k|Multi Comp Tip|
I've more recently discovered a new tip.

Multi Comp may work well for live usage for a quick EQ, but lately I've been finding out my RS7000 that for recording turn that shit off and just turn up the volume and
get your Mixer EQ levels on. You'll have a lot less compression going on and it'll sound clearor and less muddy with a little more Master Volume then using Multi Comp.

Thats all! Except RS rules all!

Zam
| 17505|17504|2009-04-22 15:09:09|nickrs7000|Re: Multi Comp Tip|

http://chthonicstreams.com/catalog.html
http://tinyurl.com/csdisc
http://tinyurl.com/prisonerama
http://tinyurl.com/prisonerhalf
http://tinyurl.com/prisonerebay
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I agree completely!! I started using the multicomp on everything after I discovered how much it beefs it up and just left it on the next time I recorded. Definitely a
mistake! Great live effect, but BAD on recordings.

As for live I only wish I could keep the Comp on and drop in the ring mod on top of it, instead of being either/or.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've more recently discovered a new tip.
> 
> Multi Comp may work well for live usage for a quick EQ, but lately I've been finding out my RS7000 that for recording turn that shit off and just turn up
the volume and get your Mixer EQ levels on. You'll have a lot less compression going on and it'll sound clearor and less muddy with a little more Master
Volume then using Multi Comp.
> 
> Thats all! Except RS rules all!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17506|17478|2009-04-22 15:25:23|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Ah that sucks. Yamaha AN1X and Alesis Micron have great programable arps. Micron has a lot of built in preset ones too that I've used on occasion shhhh don't tell
anyone.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> but the arp is sadly not programmable as such 
>

| 17507|17478|2009-04-22 15:30:26|Dale (Inquisitor Betrayer)|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
I think the korg extreme with the duel arps you can program or use the
presets are darn good too ...
karma software in use with the extreme goes a long ways beyond that too

there is also FM8 and on.

dale

band web pages
Inquisitor Betrayer
"Space Elevator" Get it at http://cdbaby.com/cd/inquisitorbetrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com ,
http://www.myspace.com/inquisitorbetrayer ,
http://www.musicforte.com/member/ib_staff and
Angel's Wings www.myspace.com/lorrainekay
iTunes
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewAlbum?playListId=200365877

New group for Serious Musicians, Serious_Musicians@yahoogroups.com, for
those
who want to spend less time marketing and more time making music

Escuchen a los Inquisitor - Musica para Inteligentes.
Music is nothing if the audience is deaf.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com>

> Ah that sucks. Yamaha AN1X and Alesis Micron have great programable arps.
Micron has a lot of built in preset ones too that I've used on occasion
shhhh don't tell anyone.
>
> Zam
>

| 17508|17504|2009-04-24 15:43:00|oratiosh@gmail.com|Re: Multi Comp Tip|
hi

On Thu, Apr 23, 2009 at 12:08 AM, nickrs7000 <nicholasperry@sbcglobal.net>wrote:

>
>
> I agree completely!! I started using the multicomp on everything after I
> discovered how much it beefs it up and just left it on the next time I
> recorded. Definitely a mistake! Great live effect, but BAD on recordings.
>
> As for live I only wish I could keep the Comp on and drop in the ring mod

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cdbaby.com/cd/inquisitorbetrayer
http://www.inquisitorbetrayer.com/
http://www.myspace.com/inquisitorbetrayer
http://www.musicforte.com/member/ib_staff
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewAlbum?playListId=200365877
mailto:Serious_Musicians@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
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> on top of it, instead of being either/or.
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > I've more recently discovered a new tip.
> >
> > Multi Comp may work well for live usage for a quick EQ, but lately I've
> been finding out my RS7000 that for recording turn that shit off and just
> turn up the volume and get your Mixer EQ levels on. You'll have a lot less
> compression going on and it'll sound clearor and less muddy with a little
> more Master Volume then using Multi Comp.
> >
> > Thats all! Except RS rules all!
> >
> > Zam
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17509|17478|2009-04-27 06:48:31|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Did I mention the arp in the V-Synth? That must be the easiest and coolest I've used personally. On the big display it is so easy & fun to program arps. I guess that's the
situation with the Korg Triton as well, so thanks for the tip, Dale. I guess these are coming down in price, so it could be worth looking into.
| 17510|17478|2009-04-27 15:30:08|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
The Korg Triton I had before I got my RS7000, it couldn't arp in or out thru midi, it was only internal which was a bummer. Its been a while since I've touched a Triton
tho, so I'd of hoped they had fixed that limitation by now? Otherwise, its arper was pretty slick from what I remember with internal sounds tho.

Ain't tried the V-Synths much, nice performance synthesizer as far as I can tell. Does it have, not sure its even arp, but the MC-505 did this cool thing where you could
scale the sequence of the arps using the D-Beam. It was pretty dang cool, great for like improvised fluty stuff. Sometimes I do still my 505.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Did I mention the arp in the V-Synth? That must be the easiest and coolest I've used personally. On the big display it is so easy & fun to program arps. I
guess that's the situation with the Korg Triton as well, so thanks for the tip, Dale. I guess these are coming down in price, so it could be worth looking into.
>

| 17511|17478|2009-04-28 15:10:42|lezlie242|Re: MIDI construction kits?|
Yeah, that is sadly a limitation in the V-Synth as well, the arp doesn't output midi. The V-Synth GT, however, does this (if I'm not mistaken). I'm not sure exactly what the
d-beam in the V-Synth can do when it comes to the arpeggiator, must look into this! :)
| 17512|17489|2009-04-30 17:03:45|pegaso1423|Re: MIDI channel IN?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:

>
> thanks for the responses. unfortunately this doesn't actually help 
> what i'm trying to do, which is set a specific MIDI channel number 
> either globally or for a particular track on the RS7k. it's correct i 
> can make it receive MIDI, but it just responds to everything that goes 
> into it.
> 
> i have a MIDI setup with several different instruments, each one set 
> to a different MIDI channel. i wanted to just add my RS7k into the 
> chain and have it respond ONLY to MIDI channel 3. nothing in the 
> manual says anything about specifying this on either a global or a 
> style or track level.
> 
> or am i missing something? do i need to let it accept everything then 
> filter out channels i don't want?
> 

Hi, sorry for the late response & the fact I missed the point in my first reply. Anyway it's fairly common for workstation type instruments not to have a midi in
filter/patchbay (omni only..), you use the midi out settings on the previous midi instrument/sequencer in the chain, so the rs only receives the channels you want it to play.

usually isnt ideal or isn't possible depending on the previous instrument's, then you need a standalone midi patchbay/router so your not limited to just 1 cable/16 channels. 

or a better (more channels) midi interface if your using pc. 

The only router I've used is the one I own, a motu midi timepiece av (old serial port not newer usb version) I got really cheap off ebay. with that you plug all your gears
midi in and out (8in 8out =128ch) and then do ALL your midi channel settings from the motu's screen & 4 knobs, save the setup.. very highly reccomended- makes midi
alot simpler and quicker, improves the timing and you don't have to plug midicables anymore, just load a setup. (can use a program change message at beginning of
sequence to load the midi setup for that song then forget about it..easy!).

had a quick look on ebay, timepiece II for $40 'buy it now' and a few av's currently at $0.99. if you want to use it as a pc interface aswell then the newer and more

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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expensive usb versions are better. still available new but cost bucketloads.

If you don't like old stuff then the cheapest option is probably 100 http://www.midisolutions.com/prodrte.htm

Cheers.
| 17513|17513|2009-05-03 16:59:03|konami_21020|Saving issue|
Hello there, first time poster, long time lurker.

I'm writing because I think I have a small saving problem with my
RS7000. I searched in the messages, but nothing answers my question.

I was working with the RS to create a setup for a live reading event
(basically a guy reads a thing and I'm providing sounds, music and
effects). So, on pattern 1 I have: track 1 for external gear (using the
rs7000 to trigger, no pattern recorded) track 2 same as 1, samples on 3,
internal drumkit on 4, internal instrument on 5.
I save using "save all" and when I load up... nothing. Just the mute
settings I left, midi settings ok, but for track 3, 4 and 5 I have GM
Grand Piano. No samples loaded, no internal instruments as I set when
saving, even the Pad1 and 2 had the default assignment and not mine. I
have to reload the samples (Load>Smpl) and to re-choose manually the
istruments. I tried with autolad, but it's the same. I tried with
all+system, same results).

Am I missing something? I read the manual but I can't figure it out.

On a side note, there's no midi data recorded on patterns, I'll play it
live, because there's no fixed tempo.

Thank you all,
Simone
| 17514|17513|2009-05-04 03:20:57|zamisers7k|Re: Saving issue|
Doing a save all should keep and not cause that, so it sounds like a wied one. Didn't someone have something similar happen not to long ago and reinstalled the OS and it
fixed it? Hmmm... things I'd try to see if it fixes it:

Try another SM Card.

Memory Protect is not on is it?

Factory reset.

OS latest?

See if putting a note on those tracks will help, I wouldn't think it'd make a dif but it might maybe. If it does, deleting the note would be easier than reloading samples and
rechoosing the voices I'd think.

Hope its not bad memory, there is a way to have the RS check the memory, but I'm not sure that always shows bad memory. Is this the first time anything wierd has
happend on your RS? If all else fails you might just want to replace the memory anyway with good and proper chips. This is what I'm suspecting as the cause, bad
memory seems to cause these kinds of funky problems, but hoping its something else I'm not thinking of for your and your RS's sake.

Let us know if you get it worked out.

Zam
| 17515|17513|2009-05-04 07:35:45|cirustake|Re: Saving issue|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Doing a save all should keep and not cause that, so it sounds like a wied one. Didn't someone have something similar happen not to long ago and reinstalled
the OS and it fixed it? Hmmm... things I'd try to see if it fixes it:
> 
> Try another SM Card.
> 
> Memory Protect is not on is it?
> 
> Factory reset.
> 
> OS latest?
> 
> See if putting a note on those tracks will help, I wouldn't think it'd make a dif but it might maybe. If it does, deleting the note would be easier than reloading
samples and rechoosing the voices I'd think.
> 

> Hope its not bad memory, there is a way to have the RS check the memory, but I'm not sure that always shows bad memory. Is this the first time anything
wierd has happend on your RS? If all else fails you might just want to replace the memory anyway with good and proper chips. This is what I'm suspecting as
the cause, bad memory seems to cause these kinds of funky problems, but hoping its something else I'm not thinking of for your and your RS's sake.
> 
> Let us know if you get it worked out.
> 
> Zam

http://www.midisolutions.com/prodrte.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>

It should be a much less complicated than the above.
Try the following:
From the utility goto midi setup and locate the field "voice setup to TG"
Make sure it is set to ON.
This of course as it already known produces hiccups when you change sections.

Cheers
Kyros.
| 17516|17513|2009-05-04 15:20:57|zamisers7k|Re: Saving issue|

> It should be a much less complicated than the above.
> Try the following:
> From the utility goto midi setup and locate the field "voice setup to TG"
> Make sure it is set to ON.
> This of course as it already known produces hiccups when you change sections.
> 
> Cheers
> Kyros.
>

Awesome, I hope that is all for them, much easier fix

Zam
| 17517|17513|2009-05-04 15:39:42|konami_21020|Re: Saving issue|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Doing a save all should keep and not cause that, so it sounds like a wied one. Didn't someone have something similar happen not to long ago and
reinstalled the OS and it fixed it? Hmmm... things I'd try to see if it fixes it:
> > 
> > Try another SM Card.
> > 
> > Memory Protect is not on is it?
> > 
> > Factory reset.
> > 
> > OS latest?
> > 
> > See if putting a note on those tracks will help, I wouldn't think it'd make a dif but it might maybe. If it does, deleting the note would be easier than
reloading samples and rechoosing the voices I'd think.
> > 
> 
> 
> > Hope its not bad memory, there is a way to have the RS check the memory, but I'm not sure that always shows bad memory. Is this the first time anything
wierd has happend on your RS? If all else fails you might just want to replace the memory anyway with good and proper chips. This is what I'm suspecting as
the cause, bad memory seems to cause these kinds of funky problems, but hoping its something else I'm not thinking of for your and your RS's sake.
> > 
> > Let us know if you get it worked out.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> It should be a much less complicated than the above.
> Try the following:
> From the utility goto midi setup and locate the field "voice setup to TG"
> Make sure it is set to ON.
> This of course as it already known produces hiccups when you change sections.
> 
> Cheers
> Kyros.
>

Hi there, thank you for the quick reply. In fact I have two TG voices turned off. Now I'll try and let you now as soon as possible.

Thank you again

p.s. sorry but I can't tell now the OS. I'm not with my RS at the moment. I downloaded from rs7000.org, so I assume it's the latest, but maybe I'm wrong. About the
memory card, I use an xD adapter. Memory has been bought on eBay, on a trusted shop.
| 17518|17513|2009-05-04 16:43:31|konami_21020|Re: Saving issue|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "konami_21020" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cirustake" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
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> > >
> > > Doing a save all should keep and not cause that, so it sounds like a wied one. Didn't someone have something similar happen not to long ago and
reinstalled the OS and it fixed it? Hmmm... things I'd try to see if it fixes it:
> > > 
> > > Try another SM Card.
> > > 
> > > Memory Protect is not on is it?
> > > 
> > > Factory reset.
> > > 
> > > OS latest?
> > > 
> > > See if putting a note on those tracks will help, I wouldn't think it'd make a dif but it might maybe. If it does, deleting the note would be easier than
reloading samples and rechoosing the voices I'd think.
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > > Hope its not bad memory, there is a way to have the RS check the memory, but I'm not sure that always shows bad memory. Is this the first time
anything wierd has happend on your RS? If all else fails you might just want to replace the memory anyway with good and proper chips. This is what I'm
suspecting as the cause, bad memory seems to cause these kinds of funky problems, but hoping its something else I'm not thinking of for your and your RS's
sake.
> > > 
> > > Let us know if you get it worked out.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> > 
> > It should be a much less complicated than the above.
> > Try the following:
> > From the utility goto midi setup and locate the field "voice setup to TG"
> > Make sure it is set to ON.
> > This of course as it already known produces hiccups when you change sections.
> > 
> > Cheers
> > Kyros.
> >
> 
> Hi there, thank you for the quick reply. In fact I have two TG voices turned off. Now I'll try and let you now as soon as possible.
> 
> Thank you again
> 
> p.s. sorry but I can't tell now the OS. I'm not with my RS at the moment. I downloaded from rs7000.org, so I assume it's the latest, but maybe I'm wrong.
About the memory card, I use an xD adapter. Memory has been bought on eBay, on a trusted shop.
>

Thank you again! And thank you, Kyros! At first, I thought (because I was reading too fast) you were talking about the muted TG in the midi A/D setup. 
Then, re-reading I noticed (phew) you mentioned the tg mute option. It was set to OFF because I wanted to play with an external controller (a WX5) my multitibral
module without triggering the RS for that particular voice (I don't know if I'm clear, but sleep deprivation is not good for writing in a foreign -to me- language).

Everything is solved now! Better switching off that option when I'm going to play than loading everything every time.

So, if someone of you happen to be in Milan (Italy) the 7th of May, you'll be welcome to our "performance" at NHOW Hotel via tortona 35, 8.30 pm.

Thank you again,
Simone
| 17519|17513|2009-05-04 16:45:12|lezlie242|Re: Saving issue|
Zam said: 
"Didn't someone have something similar happen not to long ago and reinstalled the OS and it fixed it?"

Yeah, that would be me :) I did re-install the OS, but I also installed new RAM chips at the same time. I'm pretty sure, though, that the RAM was bad. Now it works great
:)
| 17520|17520|2009-05-08 17:30:05|Zeek Duff|FS: Brian Moore 21.13 iGuitar (custom)|
Hi folks,
Before I put this on eBay this weekend, I'm offering it to group 
members at a discount. I'm selling my very nice looking natural flame 
maple topped, Roland Ready (RMC system), BMG 21.13 iGuitar; this is 
the Chinese-made 24 3/4" scale Les Paul type body, with BMG's comfy 
sloped top. No dings or scratches or defects. It's better than new 
with a graphite nut, cream Les Paul pickguard (came with none), cream 
PU bezels (originals were black), a matching chrome Gibson USA TP-6 
fine-tuning tailpiece (as on the "Lucille" type Gibsons), and a Brain 
Moore Hard Case (Fender flat rectangular type), and the original gig 
bag. This guitar sells new with just a gig bag for around $899US *IF* 
you can find one, and the plush hard case is another $100+.

There is absolutely nothing wrong with this guitar, I got it as a 
"back-up" when I installed the RMC system on my Les Paul, and I've 
just not played this guitar much at all. I want an archtop, so one of 
my "collection" has to go, first. $700 plus shipping, PayPal only, 
email me to zeek at zeekduff dot com for pictures. I'll have those 



ready tonight. Thanks, and serious inquires only, please. :)

Best regards,
..z

Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,
Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
http://www.zeekduff.com for more info
http://www.MySpace.com/zeekduffmusic for streaming whole songs
http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff for audio clips and CD purchases
| 17521|17521|2009-05-11 11:35:10|len|Album release itunes ..|
Just a quickie ..

Worth checking / different :) all , New old skool , Techno trance Acid ,
FULL album out.. 

TB-303 n FR-777 + Revolution acid mash ups + RS7000 / samples / beats .

http://kenspocket.uuuq.com/Site/Music.html

ONE LIFE thx :-p
| 17522|17522|2009-05-12 15:16:29|Hugh Mann|noobie question - why cant I save my effect settings?|
Hello, Newbie here!

Got an RS7000 a few weeks ago and I'm slowly but surely getting my head round the OS, but I've run into a stumbling block so if anyone can help I'd be grateful!

Basically I'm playing around with tracks in Pattern mode, and when I save my work ( be it an ALL save or a PATTERN save ) the RS7000 still loads up the default 1/4
note ( crotchet ) delay setting instead of the dotted quaver I'm wishing to use!

scratching my head...can any one help?

Cheers & peace out

planetfrog
| 17523|17522|2009-05-12 15:33:19|zamisers7k|Re: noobie question - why cant I save my effect settings?|
I think it supposed to keep the effect and its settings that you change to with the ALL save. Hmmm... are you talking about when you first turn the RS on with a blank
pattern? There is an autoload procedure that kind of sort of helps if that is the problem, wanting a diffrent effect starting out with a blank new pattern.

I know we've had simmilar effect saving questions in the past, but I can't remember what we wound up doing at the moment, I'll see if I can search the posts down for ya
if your still having trouble saving the effects.

Welcome to the list, and Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Hugh Mann" wrote:
>
> Hello, Newbie here!
> 
> Got an RS7000 a few weeks ago and I'm slowly but surely getting my head round the OS, but I've run into a stumbling block so if anyone can help I'd be
grateful!
> 
> Basically I'm playing around with tracks in Pattern mode, and when I save my work ( be it an ALL save or a PATTERN save ) the RS7000 still loads up the
default 1/4 note ( crotchet ) delay setting instead of the dotted quaver I'm wishing to use!
> 
> scratching my head...can any one help?
> 
> Cheers & peace out
> 
> planetfrog
>

| 17524|17524|2009-05-14 12:28:54|chthonic streams|octave from external?|
hi again, another weird issue i can't seem to wrap my head around. 
i'm using the rs7k in my studio for the time being as an additional 
synth slaved to my hardware sequencer. i worked out that basically 
whatever MIDI channel i want to use is the track i have to choose, and 
i have to mute the other tracks to keep them from playing triggered 
versions of everything else i have hitting the MIDI IN.

but here's my issue: i'm playing/programming the rs7k via an 
external, velocity-sensitive keyboard. for some reason it is assuming 
the notes i'm playing are an octave or two higher than where i am on 
the keyboard. everything in the manual i find about OCTAVE revers to 
the octave settings on the rs7k's own keyboard, or octave range in an 
arpeggio.

so far my solution has been to play/record an octave higher and then 
transpose it down on my sequencer. but it's annoying to go the extra 
step, and sometimes i just want to play along to hear how something 

http://www.zeekduff.com/
http://www.myspace.com/zeekduffmusic
http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff
http://kenspocket.uuuq.com/Site/Music.html
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will sound without having to use the lifeless rs7k keyboard pads. 
anyone know of an octave setting for the actual sound?
| 17525|17524|2009-05-14 16:40:47|zamisers7k|Re: octave from external?|
I'm not sure what it is, but give these things a shot if you've not yet:

Master Tune setting in Utility mode, page 257.

Hold the Transpose button (above mute) down and see if key 8 is flashing on the RS, if not press 8. I think its 8, but you should get the idea if that is the problem.

Sounds like you tried this, but just incase buttons below the RecO button.

I couldn't find this one in the manual for some reason, maybe it was part of an update, but if I remember correctly in Song mode there is a pitch sequencer like the BPM
sequencer next to or an option instead of BPM. I think it shows up after pressing Rec its next to BPM or somewheres, I forget how that works, may or maynot be it if your
within a sequenced pitch deal, can't explain it well so we'll worry about it later if nothing else works, it shouldn't happen on a blank or new song sequence.

Maybe a factory reset is in order. I've never seen a good purpose for factory reset on the RS, but maybe this is one of those times.

Good Luck, let us know, and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> hi again, another weird issue i can't seem to wrap my head around. 
> i'm using the rs7k in my studio for the time being as an additional 
> synth slaved to my hardware sequencer. i worked out that basically 
> whatever MIDI channel i want to use is the track i have to choose, and 
> i have to mute the other tracks to keep them from playing triggered 
> versions of everything else i have hitting the MIDI IN.
> 
> but here's my issue: i'm playing/programming the rs7k via an 
> external, velocity-sensitive keyboard. for some reason it is assuming 
> the notes i'm playing are an octave or two higher than where i am on 
> the keyboard. everything in the manual i find about OCTAVE revers to 
> the octave settings on the rs7k's own keyboard, or octave range in an 
> arpeggio.
> 
> so far my solution has been to play/record an octave higher and then 
> transpose it down on my sequencer. but it's annoying to go the extra 
> step, and sometimes i just want to play along to hear how something 
> will sound without having to use the lifeless rs7k keyboard pads. 
> anyone know of an octave setting for the actual sound?
>

| 17526|17524|2009-05-15 14:18:22|J Dubya|Re: octave from external?|
I had the same problem when I used a pressure sense keyboard too. My fix was in the key board not the RS7. I had to tell the keyboard what octive to play in my
keyboard's midi section for its particular instrument channel. Not sure if thats worded right....but my keyboard(ASR-10) had to have the octive set in each instrument
channel It sed to trigger RS7. Hope that helps

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> hi again, another weird issue i can't seem to wrap my head around. 
> i'm using the rs7k in my studio for the time being as an additional 
> synth slaved to my hardware sequencer. i worked out that basically 
> whatever MIDI channel i want to use is the track i have to choose, and 
> i have to mute the other tracks to keep them from playing triggered 
> versions of everything else i have hitting the MIDI IN.
> 
> but here's my issue: i'm playing/programming the rs7k via an 
> external, velocity-sensitive keyboard. for some reason it is assuming 
> the notes i'm playing are an octave or two higher than where i am on 
> the keyboard. everything in the manual i find about OCTAVE revers to 
> the octave settings on the rs7k's own keyboard, or octave range in an 
> arpeggio.
> 
> so far my solution has been to play/record an octave higher and then 
> transpose it down on my sequencer. but it's annoying to go the extra 
> step, and sometimes i just want to play along to hear how something 
> will sound without having to use the lifeless rs7k keyboard pads. 
> anyone know of an octave setting for the actual sound?
>

| 17527|17527|2009-05-15 14:30:17|J|Re: Octave Issues|
I had the same problem when I used a pressure sense keyboard too.  My fix was in the key board not the RS7.  I had to tell the keyboard what octive to play in my
keyboard's midi section for its particular instrument channel.  Not sure if thats worded right....but my keyboard(ASR-10) had to have the octive set in each instrument
channel It used to trigger RS7.  Hope that helps
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17528|17528|2009-05-17 04:32:02|weggatech|collaboration - RS style|
hey zam , an anyone else that may be interested.... 
i have been working on this idea....
it will involve cross continental collaboration of RS styles.
be it building patches, grooves, sequences, arps etc etc ...
my goal is to create a network for RS users where we can all use and abuse a file factory so to speak ...
im in the process of putting together the space now so before i get to carried away i wanted to find out how much interest is out there for something like this ?

i may even do one for the mv8800 as its my rs`s sidekick ..

anyway let me know your thoughts and opinions on this as im keen to get this off the ground and into cyberspace...

p.s i have some new vids up on my youtube for any interested .. mostly all rs made tracks with majority of the sound mangling done with an mv8800... comments would
be appreciated positive or negative
heres the link 
http://www.youtube.com/user/wegatech

peace 

wega
| 17529|17529|2009-05-17 05:00:56|gilyslas|Help me out guys.|
PLEASE HELP, I'M IN THE MIDDLE OF MAKING A VERY IMPORTANT
BUYING DECISION. I'M CONSIDERING THE RS7k AND ALSO CONSIDERING
THE ROLAND MV8800. BOTH MACHINES HAVE WONDERFUL QUALITIES. 
HERE'S MY CRITERIA: 

1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.

> I am a trance/jazz/blues/rock guitarist that does
> alot of improv. Need world percussion and great synth
> patches to create/layer my sound live. Does this machine
> cut the mustard.
>
> 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/synths.
> I have an Akai S5000 sampler with over 17gigs of usable loadable sounds.
> So, I can literally load any sound I want into the Akai.
> Will the RS7K sequencer drive the Akai effiently in
> a live performance setting. Has to be perfect every time.

Also, I understand that I can load Akai sounds into the
RS7K. Do the sounds work well within the system after their
loaded up. 

>
> 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> and play along with any loops that I create in the looping

device in synch with the RS7K. 

> VERY IMPORTANT
> 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or MPC 2000xl
> Meaning: I record a kick, set a loop point, drop a snare in,
> drop a hat, unit does not stop as I'm layering midi tracks

in the loop groove that keeps repeating. This is great for building tracks on the
fly and so cool in a live performance. 

>
> 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance with a
> good P.A.
>
> 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough memory in the
> unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you put in the

unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my performances. 

> Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in the decision
> making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine based on
> what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm into Jam

Rock and layering creative grooves.

>
> Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and you folks

http://www.youtube.com/user/wegatech


> will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good example of what
> I do live if that helps.
>
> Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much appreciated. 
> Gilbert
>

| 17530|17529|2009-05-17 05:27:41|weggatech|Re: Help me out guys.|
hmm ..
gotta say the MV8800 for this one guys .. sorry but for me the rs is more of a groovebox then a recording tool...personal preference ..
it does very well for a machine its age but the mv is great for laying down live on the fly and recrding non stop for 101 minutes !!!
i suppose if all u wanted to do was program live midi sequences u could that for a fair while on the rs as they are not memory hungry ..but to do that with samples would
be a non event.. 
RS sounds very big when u get it set right ... sounds very convincing also in it recreations of the instruments it emulates...
Mv is like a mirror .. perfect recreations of everything thats sampled into it... awesome effects too ..
very hard to have to pick between the two ..
i dont envy the situation your faced with my friend .. can u afford to buy both ? id save and buy both ..
i own both of them and they are like simese twins ..
inseperable and syncronised in everything they do...
the perfect balance of old and new...
| 17531|17529|2009-05-17 06:01:14|zamisers7k|Re: Help me out guys.|
Hi Gilbert,

I'm assuming you cut n pasted your Qs from another board, hence the greater than signs, and then your caps lock key got stuck, other than that I'm going to assume you
have valid concerns. I'm going to keep your replies monitored until I determan your quearies are valid and are not simply spamming our list incase you wonder why your
messages are not sent out right away.

> 1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.

They are great, they could be better, but with a little practice and know how and tweaking, the RS invites live real time analog control like tweaking, it can sound nearly as
great as just about anything. 

> > 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/synths.

It has 1 midi input and two outs, you can sync it up to most anything out there that is also midi capable. It also does MTC sync and timing, which I've never really used,
but it seems likely you shouldn't have too much trouble pairing it with your Akai using one of those timing methods. The RS can sample and import certain formats, I'm
unsure which all it can do, but .wav files should go in fine as long as they are in the standard acceptable bit rates 44.1khz and under, and if it can't do it then you can
always re-sample in via its analog inputs, I usually do that anyway instead of importing sample files. The RS can only load up roughly 64 megabytes into its sample
memory at any one given time. You can store it off to SM Card media (back that up to computer using a SM reader/writer which I do) or use attach a SCSI storage devices
to it, however I'm not sure but I remember right, the RS will only recognize max of 4 gigs of Hard Drive space, but I'm not really familar with how that works, some
others here may.

The samples are treated like any other voice and can be processed through its engine as such. The RS does lack however sample key pitch ranges, you've either got a
single pitched voice across all keys, or multiple indivual samples assigned to a specific key/note as a sample kit.

> > 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> > and play along with any loops that I create in the looping
> device in synch with the RS7K. 

Quick answer is yes, you should in most cases be able to it.

> > VERY IMPORTANT
> > 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or MPC 2000xl

Probably not, it does to some degree, but you can't record in or import samples while it is playing, it has to be stopped for that, but once they are in it you can drop in
certain events like notes and hits and do some tweaking for instance res & cut, Amp/Filter/Pitch envelopes while it is playing, but you can't edit sample loop points unless
it is stopped as far as i know.

> >
> > 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance with a
> > good P.A.

Yes, most defenatly, if I was forced to only be able to bring one single unit to a gig for a live performance it'd be my RS7000. 

> > 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough memory in the
> > unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you put in the
> unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my performances.



This depends a lot on how well you manage its limited memory. Remember, the RS came out about 10 years ago so it can't compete with newer devices, but if you max
out its memory to 64megs and use its internal sounds more than doing a lot of heavy sampling you should be easily able to do a 45minute set. I've done 48 hour sets with
it, granted I had some back up gear (effects and synths and grooveboxes)too for filler and between song breaks at certain load points. I've heard people that are use to
newer MPCs and soft-samplers say the RS has a slow load time, but I've found it to be quite a lot quicker compared to older floppy drive hardware and systems.

> > Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in the decision
> > making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine based on
> > what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm into Jam
> Rock and layering creative grooves.

Weight your options carefully, the RS is no sample king, its not meant for doing a lot of heavy sampling, it is however an awesome machine for making and manipulating
all kinds of sound and beats live and in the studio. You can't pick it up and overnight learn everything about it, but once you get the hang of it, it is a very intuitive and
quick machine for being productive on and simply just having a lot fun making music.

I've tried the MV8800 at the stores, and though its a power machine, but after a few minutes with it I wanted my RS. I'm not sure I could fall in love with like I have with
my RS, but I won't deny that there are some things I wish the RS had that it don't and perhaps other newer machines have like the MVs.

> 
> >
> > Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and you folks
> > will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good example of what
> > I do live if that helps.

I'll take a listen when I get a chance...

> > Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much appreciated. 
> > Gilbert

Welcome to the list, if you get an RS we will be around to help you out, or just talk about RS stuff.

Zam
| 17532|17529|2009-05-18 00:07:58|gilyslas|Re: Help me out guys.|
Thank you Zam. The time you spent to write your response was
very helpful. I'm headed towards buying a RS7K, though
a Roland MV 8800 still sounds very appealing. 

My questions Zam, (and maybe you have answered it) if I buy
a RS7000 and an Akai Drum pad controller, can I go to the drum patches
in the RS7000 and assign across the pads different drum
sounds to different pads. This is so awesome for laying down
percussive grooves and laying down respectable drum sounds without
using a keyboard. I prefer pads especially if they are touch/velosity
sensitive. 

Thanks, 
Gilbert in Seattle

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi Gilbert,
> 
> I'm assuming you cut n pasted your Qs from another board, hence the greater than signs, and then your caps lock key got stuck, other than that I'm going to
assume you have valid concerns. I'm going to keep your replies monitored until I determan your quearies are valid and are not simply spamming our list
incase you wonder why your messages are not sent out right away.
> 
> 
> > 1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.
> 
> They are great, they could be better, but with a little practice and know how and tweaking, the RS invites live real time analog control like tweaking, it can
sound nearly as great as just about anything. 
> 
> > > 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/synths.
> 
> It has 1 midi input and two outs, you can sync it up to most anything out there that is also midi capable. It also does MTC sync and timing, which I've never
really used, but it seems likely you shouldn't have too much trouble pairing it with your Akai using one of those timing methods. The RS can sample and
import certain formats, I'm unsure which all it can do, but .wav files should go in fine as long as they are in the standard acceptable bit rates 44.1khz and
under, and if it can't do it then you can always re-sample in via its analog inputs, I usually do that anyway instead of importing sample files. The RS can only
load up roughly 64 megabytes into its sample memory at any one given time. You can store it off to SM Card media (back that up to computer using a SM
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reader/writer which I do) or use attach a SCSI storage devices to it, however I'm not sure but I remember right, the RS will only recognize max of 4 gigs of
Hard Drive space, but I'm not really familar with how that works, some others here may.
> 
> The samples are treated like any other voice and can be processed through its engine as such. The RS does lack however sample key pitch ranges, you've
either got a single pitched voice across all keys, or multiple indivual samples assigned to a specific key/note as a sample kit.
> 
> 
> > > 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> > > and play along with any loops that I create in the looping
> > device in synch with the RS7K. 
> 
> Quick answer is yes, you should in most cases be able to it.
> 
> > > VERY IMPORTANT
> > > 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or MPC 2000xl
> 
> Probably not, it does to some degree, but you can't record in or import samples while it is playing, it has to be stopped for that, but once they are in it you
can drop in certain events like notes and hits and do some tweaking for instance res & cut, Amp/Filter/Pitch envelopes while it is playing, but you can't edit
sample loop points unless it is stopped as far as i know.
> 
> 
> > >
> > > 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance with a
> > > good P.A.
> 
> Yes, most defenatly, if I was forced to only be able to bring one single unit to a gig for a live performance it'd be my RS7000. 
> 
> > > 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough memory in the
> > > unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you put in the
> > unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my performances.
> 
> This depends a lot on how well you manage its limited memory. Remember, the RS came out about 10 years ago so it can't compete with newer devices, but
if you max out its memory to 64megs and use its internal sounds more than doing a lot of heavy sampling you should be easily able to do a 45minute set. I've
done 48 hour sets with it, granted I had some back up gear (effects and synths and grooveboxes)too for filler and between song breaks at certain load points.
I've heard people that are use to newer MPCs and soft-samplers say the RS has a slow load time, but I've found it to be quite a lot quicker compared to older
floppy drive hardware and systems.
> 
> 
> > > Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in the decision
> > > making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine based on
> > > what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm into Jam
> > Rock and layering creative grooves.
> 
> Weight your options carefully, the RS is no sample king, its not meant for doing a lot of heavy sampling, it is however an awesome machine for making and
manipulating all kinds of sound and beats live and in the studio. You can't pick it up and overnight learn everything about it, but once you get the hang of it, it
is a very intuitive and quick machine for being productive on and simply just having a lot fun making music.
> 
> I've tried the MV8800 at the stores, and though its a power machine, but after a few minutes with it I wanted my RS. I'm not sure I could fall in love with
like I have with my RS, but I won't deny that there are some things I wish the RS had that it don't and perhaps other newer machines have like the MVs.
> 
> > 
> > >
> > > Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and you folks
> > > will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good example of what
> > > I do live if that helps.
> 
> 
> I'll take a listen when I get a chance...
> 
> > > Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much appreciated. 
> > > Gilbert
> 
> 
> Welcome to the list, if you get an RS we will be around to help you out, or just talk about RS stuff.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17533|17529|2009-05-18 00:07:58|gilyslas|Re: Help me out guys.|
Thank you for your response. I'm certainly getting clarity 
in my musical objectives. Here's my situation:
1. I play Rock/Jazz/R&B/Rock Jam (ala Greatful Dead)/Celtic/
World/Blues. My interest is to lay down some solid grooves
with tempo changes and jam along with the tracks. 
I currently play out professionally quite a bit. I do private
parties, pubs, churches on weekends and any gig that comes
along. The coolest thing we're doing now is starting a
Kirtan jam celebration. People come out and dance, sing 
and chant to powerful percussion and trance like progressions
with strong melody. It's amazing what happens on these Kirtans.
Look them up on YouTube. They are Awesome and so much fun. 



I'm looking for a powerful unit (RS or Maybe MV8800) to help
me out with my backing tracks. Since I play rhythm/lead guitar
Acoustic/Electric my tracks would be percussion/synth driven. 
I will also be using a looping device that I hope I can synch
up with my sequencer. 
I would love
to purchase both but my budget at this time calls for 1 purchase
at a time. Any ideas, which unit do I go for. Thank you guys. 
You folks are wonderful. 
Peace, Gilbert in Seattle

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
>
> hmm ..
> gotta say the MV8800 for this one guys .. sorry but for me the rs is more of a groovebox then a recording tool...personal preference ..
> it does very well for a machine its age but the mv is great for laying down live on the fly and recrding non stop for 101 minutes !!!
> i suppose if all u wanted to do was program live midi sequences u could that for a fair while on the rs as they are not memory hungry ..but to do that with
samples would be a non event.. 
> RS sounds very big when u get it set right ... sounds very convincing also in it recreations of the instruments it emulates...
> Mv is like a mirror .. perfect recreations of everything thats sampled into it... awesome effects too ..
> very hard to have to pick between the two ..
> i dont envy the situation your faced with my friend .. can u afford to buy both ? id save and buy both ..
> i own both of them and they are like simese twins ..
> inseperable and syncronised in everything they do...
> the perfect balance of old and new...
>

| 17534|17529|2009-05-18 00:37:18|zamisers7k|Re: Help me out guys.|
Hey again Gilbert,

I took you off moderation so you can post freely here now without approval.

The drum kits it comes with are already assigned to notes, they actually work better with the RS's mini keys as you'll have your hihat and cymbol like sounds on the upper
black keys and the kicks and drums on the lower keys. However, you can resample them to their own kit and assign them to whichever notes and keys you want, it'll take
a little time but its doable, and then if you have a control pad that is velocity sensitive you'll just have to make sure that pad plays the right notes, basically it should be
doable.

It should work great for you in live situation, I just worry those that are expecting a lot of sampleablity out of the RS that it won't quite fill their needs like software or
some of the newer hardware out now.

If you get it and give it a chance and spend some time with it and work past the initial frustration you'll see how powerfull of a machine it really is, sometimes it takes
trying out then loosing it and getting something else and missing the RS and coming back to it to realize its awesomeness.

If I missed anything you still needed answered post away, sometimes I go off and tangents, I could talk about the RS forever...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
>
> 
> Thank you Zam. The time you spent to write your response was
> very helpful. I'm headed towards buying a RS7K, though
> a Roland MV 8800 still sounds very appealing. 
> 
> 
> 
> My questions Zam, (and maybe you have answered it) if I buy
> a RS7000 and an Akai Drum pad controller, can I go to the drum patches
> in the RS7000 and assign across the pads different drum
> sounds to different pads. This is so awesome for laying down
> percussive grooves and laying down respectable drum sounds without
> using a keyboard. I prefer pads especially if they are touch/velosity
> sensitive. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Gilbert in Seattle
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Gilbert,
> > 
> > I'm assuming you cut n pasted your Qs from another board, hence the greater than signs, and then your caps lock key got stuck, other than that I'm going
to assume you have valid concerns. I'm going to keep your replies monitored until I determan your quearies are valid and are not simply spamming our list
incase you wonder why your messages are not sent out right away.
> > 
> > 
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> > > 1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.
> > 
> > They are great, they could be better, but with a little practice and know how and tweaking, the RS invites live real time analog control like tweaking, it
can sound nearly as great as just about anything. 
> > 
> > > > 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/synths.
> > 
> > It has 1 midi input and two outs, you can sync it up to most anything out there that is also midi capable. It also does MTC sync and timing, which I've
never really used, but it seems likely you shouldn't have too much trouble pairing it with your Akai using one of those timing methods. The RS can sample
and import certain formats, I'm unsure which all it can do, but .wav files should go in fine as long as they are in the standard acceptable bit rates 44.1khz and
under, and if it can't do it then you can always re-sample in via its analog inputs, I usually do that anyway instead of importing sample files. The RS can only
load up roughly 64 megabytes into its sample memory at any one given time. You can store it off to SM Card media (back that up to computer using a SM
reader/writer which I do) or use attach a SCSI storage devices to it, however I'm not sure but I remember right, the RS will only recognize max of 4 gigs of
Hard Drive space, but I'm not really familar with how that works, some others here may.
> > 
> > The samples are treated like any other voice and can be processed through its engine as such. The RS does lack however sample key pitch ranges, you've
either got a single pitched voice across all keys, or multiple indivual samples assigned to a specific key/note as a sample kit.
> > 
> > 
> > > > 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> > > > and play along with any loops that I create in the looping
> > > device in synch with the RS7K. 
> > 
> > Quick answer is yes, you should in most cases be able to it.
> > 
> > > > VERY IMPORTANT
> > > > 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or MPC 2000xl
> > 
> > Probably not, it does to some degree, but you can't record in or import samples while it is playing, it has to be stopped for that, but once they are in it you
can drop in certain events like notes and hits and do some tweaking for instance res & cut, Amp/Filter/Pitch envelopes while it is playing, but you can't edit
sample loop points unless it is stopped as far as i know.
> > 
> > 
> > > >
> > > > 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance with a
> > > > good P.A.
> > 
> > Yes, most defenatly, if I was forced to only be able to bring one single unit to a gig for a live performance it'd be my RS7000. 
> > 
> > > > 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough memory in the
> > > > unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you put in the
> > > unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my performances.
> > 
> > This depends a lot on how well you manage its limited memory. Remember, the RS came out about 10 years ago so it can't compete with newer devices,
but if you max out its memory to 64megs and use its internal sounds more than doing a lot of heavy sampling you should be easily able to do a 45minute set.
I've done 48 hour sets with it, granted I had some back up gear (effects and synths and grooveboxes)too for filler and between song breaks at certain load
points. I've heard people that are use to newer MPCs and soft-samplers say the RS has a slow load time, but I've found it to be quite a lot quicker compared to
older floppy drive hardware and systems.
> > 
> > 
> > > > Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in the decision
> > > > making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine based on
> > > > what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm into Jam
> > > Rock and layering creative grooves.
> > 
> > Weight your options carefully, the RS is no sample king, its not meant for doing a lot of heavy sampling, it is however an awesome machine for making
and manipulating all kinds of sound and beats live and in the studio. You can't pick it up and overnight learn everything about it, but once you get the hang of
it, it is a very intuitive and quick machine for being productive on and simply just having a lot fun making music.
> > 
> > I've tried the MV8800 at the stores, and though its a power machine, but after a few minutes with it I wanted my RS. I'm not sure I could fall in love with
like I have with my RS, but I won't deny that there are some things I wish the RS had that it don't and perhaps other newer machines have like the MVs.
> > 
> > > 
> > > >
> > > > Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and you folks
> > > > will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good example of what
> > > > I do live if that helps.
> > 
> > 
> > I'll take a listen when I get a chance...
> > 
> > > > Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much appreciated. 
> > > > Gilbert
> > 
> > 
> > Welcome to the list, if you get an RS we will be around to help you out, or just talk about RS stuff.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>



| 17535|17535|2009-05-18 00:49:31|gilyslas|Importing Sounds into the RS7k|
Gentlemen, 

I own 2 Akai S-5000 Samplers and have an amazing collection of
sounds on disk. I also have every imaginable sound (over 20 gigs)
on my PC. 
Questions for you and thank you for your time to respond. 

1. What is the easiest way to get sounds into the RS7K. I have
a Plex writer scsi CD writer that I use to transfer sounds
into the Akai Samplers. Do I use the same protocol to load
sounds into the RS. 

2. What is the easiest way to transfer wav's from my PC into the RS. 
I know that the RS does not have a USB connection. Is there a
simple way to do this without copying the files and reloading
them. Also, I would prefer not to re-sample my sounds. That takes
too much time. 

3. I play guitar and I'm also thinking about purchasing a Roland
GI-20 guitar/midi controller. Does anyone out there have any
experience using a guitar controller to access sounds on the RS?

4. Would the combination of the RS and Akai S5000 Sampler work well
in the studio and also in a performance live situation. 

Any comments. I'm still in the decision making process between
the Roland MV 8800 and the RS7K. The more I read about the RS the
more attractive it looks. I'm a professional musician and I'm 
looking for alternative ways to create music outside of the normal
box meaning computers. Hardware has this wonderful appeal and you
don't get latency with hardware. 

Cheers, 

Gil in Seattle
| 17536|17529|2009-05-18 06:30:04|weggatech|Re: Help me out guys.|
Sup Gilbert
after havin a klittle session on the RS i thought id post u back..
id say get an RS mate.. they are awesome composition tools...lacking in sample time but for you .. wanting to write solid grooves i think this is the machine for you ...its
fairly user friendly and has an awesome amount of very useable sound kits on it .. the Mv is great too but.. the Rs is very funky... infinite ways to shape your sound on this
thing also .... i will post a little vid tomorrow of a programming session.. .... if all else fails and it aint the machine for you , grab an mv and be done with it.. but i highly
reccomend the Rs .. bit of a backflip on my part but hey everytime i play the Rs i cant get over its ease of use and pure quality sound... its the bomb .. period..
K.Onk

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey again Gilbert,
> 
> I took you off moderation so you can post freely here now without approval.
> 
> The drum kits it comes with are already assigned to notes, they actually work better with the RS's mini keys as you'll have your hihat and cymbol like
sounds on the upper black keys and the kicks and drums on the lower keys. However, you can resample them to their own kit and assign them to whichever
notes and keys you want, it'll take a little time but its doable, and then if you have a control pad that is velocity sensitive you'll just have to make sure that pad
plays the right notes, basically it should be doable.
> 
> It should work great for you in live situation, I just worry those that are expecting a lot of sampleablity out of the RS that it won't quite fill their needs like
software or some of the newer hardware out now.
> 
> If you get it and give it a chance and spend some time with it and work past the initial frustration you'll see how powerfull of a machine it really is,
sometimes it takes trying out then loosing it and getting something else and missing the RS and coming back to it to realize its awesomeness.
> 
> If I missed anything you still needed answered post away, sometimes I go off and tangents, I could talk about the RS forever...
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Thank you Zam. The time you spent to write your response was
> > very helpful. I'm headed towards buying a RS7K, though
> > a Roland MV 8800 still sounds very appealing. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > My questions Zam, (and maybe you have answered it) if I buy
> > a RS7000 and an Akai Drum pad controller, can I go to the drum patches
> > in the RS7000 and assign across the pads different drum
> > sounds to different pads. This is so awesome for laying down
> > percussive grooves and laying down respectable drum sounds without
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> > using a keyboard. I prefer pads especially if they are touch/velosity
> > sensitive. 
> > 
> > Thanks, 
> > Gilbert in Seattle
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi Gilbert,
> > > 
> > > I'm assuming you cut n pasted your Qs from another board, hence the greater than signs, and then your caps lock key got stuck, other than that I'm
going to assume you have valid concerns. I'm going to keep your replies monitored until I determan your quearies are valid and are not simply spamming our
list incase you wonder why your messages are not sent out right away.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > 1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.
> > > 
> > > They are great, they could be better, but with a little practice and know how and tweaking, the RS invites live real time analog control like tweaking, it
can sound nearly as great as just about anything. 
> > > 
> > > > > 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/synths.
> > > 
> > > It has 1 midi input and two outs, you can sync it up to most anything out there that is also midi capable. It also does MTC sync and timing, which I've
never really used, but it seems likely you shouldn't have too much trouble pairing it with your Akai using one of those timing methods. The RS can sample
and import certain formats, I'm unsure which all it can do, but .wav files should go in fine as long as they are in the standard acceptable bit rates 44.1khz and
under, and if it can't do it then you can always re-sample in via its analog inputs, I usually do that anyway instead of importing sample files. The RS can only
load up roughly 64 megabytes into its sample memory at any one given time. You can store it off to SM Card media (back that up to computer using a SM
reader/writer which I do) or use attach a SCSI storage devices to it, however I'm not sure but I remember right, the RS will only recognize max of 4 gigs of
Hard Drive space, but I'm not really familar with how that works, some others here may.
> > > 
> > > The samples are treated like any other voice and can be processed through its engine as such. The RS does lack however sample key pitch ranges,
you've either got a single pitched voice across all keys, or multiple indivual samples assigned to a specific key/note as a sample kit.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > > 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> > > > > and play along with any loops that I create in the looping
> > > > device in synch with the RS7K. 
> > > 
> > > Quick answer is yes, you should in most cases be able to it.
> > > 
> > > > > VERY IMPORTANT
> > > > > 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or MPC 2000xl
> > > 
> > > Probably not, it does to some degree, but you can't record in or import samples while it is playing, it has to be stopped for that, but once they are in it
you can drop in certain events like notes and hits and do some tweaking for instance res & cut, Amp/Filter/Pitch envelopes while it is playing, but you can't
edit sample loop points unless it is stopped as far as i know.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > >
> > > > > 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance with a
> > > > > good P.A.
> > > 
> > > Yes, most defenatly, if I was forced to only be able to bring one single unit to a gig for a live performance it'd be my RS7000. 
> > > 
> > > > > 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough memory in the
> > > > > unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you put in the
> > > > unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my performances.
> > > 
> > > This depends a lot on how well you manage its limited memory. Remember, the RS came out about 10 years ago so it can't compete with newer
devices, but if you max out its memory to 64megs and use its internal sounds more than doing a lot of heavy sampling you should be easily able to do a
45minute set. I've done 48 hour sets with it, granted I had some back up gear (effects and synths and grooveboxes)too for filler and between song breaks at
certain load points. I've heard people that are use to newer MPCs and soft-samplers say the RS has a slow load time, but I've found it to be quite a lot quicker
compared to older floppy drive hardware and systems.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > > Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in the decision
> > > > > making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine based on
> > > > > what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm into Jam
> > > > Rock and layering creative grooves.
> > > 
> > > Weight your options carefully, the RS is no sample king, its not meant for doing a lot of heavy sampling, it is however an awesome machine for making
and manipulating all kinds of sound and beats live and in the studio. You can't pick it up and overnight learn everything about it, but once you get the hang of
it, it is a very intuitive and quick machine for being productive on and simply just having a lot fun making music.
> > > 
> > > I've tried the MV8800 at the stores, and though its a power machine, but after a few minutes with it I wanted my RS. I'm not sure I could fall in love
with like I have with my RS, but I won't deny that there are some things I wish the RS had that it don't and perhaps other newer machines have like the MVs.
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > > >
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> > > > > Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and you folks
> > > > > will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good example of what
> > > > > I do live if that helps.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I'll take a listen when I get a chance...
> > > 
> > > > > Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much appreciated. 
> > > > > Gilbert
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Welcome to the list, if you get an RS we will be around to help you out, or just talk about RS stuff.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> >
>

| 17537|17528|2009-05-18 06:34:36|weggatech|Re: collaboration - RS style|
b....u..mmmm...pppp..
any interest ? zam i have the site 99% finished just need to start uploading files.. if u like i can give u a peek ..
this idea would be another extension of this group and wider RS community just need a few people interested to help me start building the archives up.. 
drop a line if your interested..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
>
> hey zam , an anyone else that may be interested.... 
> i have been working on this idea....
> it will involve cross continental collaboration of RS styles.
> be it building patches, grooves, sequences, arps etc etc ...
> my goal is to create a network for RS users where we can all use and abuse a file factory so to speak ...
> im in the process of putting together the space now so before i get to carried away i wanted to find out how much interest is out there for something like this
?
> 
> i may even do one for the mv8800 as its my rs`s sidekick ..
> 
> anyway let me know your thoughts and opinions on this as im keen to get this off the ground and into cyberspace...
> 
> p.s i have some new vids up on my youtube for any interested .. mostly all rs made tracks with majority of the sound mangling done with an mv8800...
comments would be appreciated positive or negative
> heres the link 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/wegatech
> 
> peace 
> 
> wega
>

| 17538|17535|2009-05-18 07:48:50|zamisers7k|Re: Importing Sounds into the RS7k|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:

>
> Gentlemen, 
> 
> I own 2 Akai S-5000 Samplers and have an amazing collection of
> sounds on disk. I also have every imaginable sound (over 20 gigs)
> on my PC. 
> Questions for you and thank you for your time to respond. 
> 
> 1. What is the easiest way to get sounds into the RS7K. I have
> a Plex writer scsi CD writer that I use to transfer sounds
> into the Akai Samplers. Do I use the same protocol to load
> sounds into the RS. 

The RS supposed to come with some software called a TWE (tiny wave editor) that might help you out for this, it suppose to be able to work through the SCSI connection
through the RS too I think, I've never used it so I can't go into detail sorry. I'm going to go out on a limb and say re-sampling through the analog inputs will be almost as
quick as any other way. Keep your samps on the computer, play them into the RS when you want them, store them as RS files once you get a song built out of them,
worry about the non-used samples some other time. If you've got everything in .wavs you import them in 64 meg chunks, each .wav individually, however I'm thinking
once you get 64 megs worth on the RS, you'll need to clean the SM card off to resave all 64 megs in the RS's memory back the card, unless you have a 128 meg SM card.
Anyhow, you've got options here.

> 2. What is the easiest way to transfer wav's from my PC into the RS. 
> I know that the RS does not have a USB connection. Is there a
> simple way to do this without copying the files and reloading
> them. Also, I would prefer not to re-sample my sounds. That takes
> too much time.
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Hopefully someone else can tell you the absolute best way, I've not done it every way, I'd prob vote re-sampling, but it may not be best, I'm not a big sampling user on the
RS, I do it minamally.

> 
> 3. I play guitar and I'm also thinking about purchasing a Roland
> GI-20 guitar/midi controller. Does anyone out there have any
> experience using a guitar controller to access sounds on the RS?

Sorry, I've never tried it. May someone else here know more on it???

> 
> 4. Would the combination of the RS and Akai S5000 Sampler work well
> in the studio and also in a performance live situation.

I think it would, thinking the S5000 could handle a lot of sampling stuff, the RS could act as a master sequencer and event/midi editor and song remixer, etc.. etc...

> 
> 
> Any comments. I'm still in the decision making process between
> the Roland MV 8800 and the RS7K. The more I read about the RS the
> more attractive it looks. I'm a professional musician and I'm 
> looking for alternative ways to create music outside of the normal
> box meaning computers. Hardware has this wonderful appeal and you
> don't get latency with hardware.

As weggatech mentioned, maybe just go for the RS, worst case if it doesn't click with you or just doesn't work out then you ought not have too dificult a time getting
someone else to take it off your hands. 

> 
> Cheers, 
> 
> Gil in Seattle
>

| 17539|17528|2009-05-18 07:50:00|zamisers7k|Re: collaboration - RS style|
Yeah, I'll shoot ya an email...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
>
> b....u..mmmm...pppp..
> any interest ? zam i have the site 99% finished just need to start uploading files.. if u like i can give u a peek ..
> this idea would be another extension of this group and wider RS community just need a few people interested to help me start building the archives up.. 
> drop a line if your interested..
>

| 17540|17529|2009-05-18 11:11:01|gilyslas|Re: Live Performance|
Thank you mate for your response. Are you in G.B.?
The power I'm going for is Building great percussion
tracks for live performance along with live instruments. i.e.
guitar, bass, live hand percussion etc.
The gigs we do are called Kirtans. They are wonderful gatherings
of people who sing, chant dance and have a great time connecting
and celebrating life. The music can also go into a trance world
groove. 
How are the world percussion sounds on the unit.
I'm also thinking simplicity. Don't really want to haul any
more gear then I have to. Also, I do not want to sound like
a Karioke performer. Our gigs are exciting, vibrant and very spontaneous.I'm hoping the RS7000 can be flexible and creative
at these gigs.I have a good feeling. 
Thanks, 
Gilbert in Seattle

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
>
> Sup Gilbert
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> after havin a klittle session on the RS i thought id post u back..
> id say get an RS mate.. they are awesome composition tools...lacking in sample time but for you .. wanting to write solid grooves i think this is the machine
for you ...its fairly user friendly and has an awesome amount of very useable sound kits on it .. the Mv is great too but.. the Rs is very funky... infinite ways to
shape your sound on this thing also .... i will post a little vid tomorrow of a programming session.. .... if all else fails and it aint the machine for you , grab an
mv and be done with it.. but i highly reccomend the Rs .. bit of a backflip on my part but hey everytime i play the Rs i cant get over its ease of use and pure
quality sound... its the bomb .. period..
> K.Onk
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hey again Gilbert,
> > 
> > I took you off moderation so you can post freely here now without approval.
> > 
> > The drum kits it comes with are already assigned to notes, they actually work better with the RS's mini keys as you'll have your hihat and cymbol like
sounds on the upper black keys and the kicks and drums on the lower keys. However, you can resample them to their own kit and assign them to whichever
notes and keys you want, it'll take a little time but its doable, and then if you have a control pad that is velocity sensitive you'll just have to make sure that pad
plays the right notes, basically it should be doable.
> > 
> > It should work great for you in live situation, I just worry those that are expecting a lot of sampleablity out of the RS that it won't quite fill their needs like
software or some of the newer hardware out now.
> > 
> > If you get it and give it a chance and spend some time with it and work past the initial frustration you'll see how powerfull of a machine it really is,
sometimes it takes trying out then loosing it and getting something else and missing the RS and coming back to it to realize its awesomeness.
> > 
> > If I missed anything you still needed answered post away, sometimes I go off and tangents, I could talk about the RS forever...
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Thank you Zam. The time you spent to write your response was
> > > very helpful. I'm headed towards buying a RS7K, though
> > > a Roland MV 8800 still sounds very appealing. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > My questions Zam, (and maybe you have answered it) if I buy
> > > a RS7000 and an Akai Drum pad controller, can I go to the drum patches
> > > in the RS7000 and assign across the pads different drum
> > > sounds to different pads. This is so awesome for laying down
> > > percussive grooves and laying down respectable drum sounds without
> > > using a keyboard. I prefer pads especially if they are touch/velosity
> > > sensitive. 
> > > 
> > > Thanks, 
> > > Gilbert in Seattle
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi Gilbert,
> > > > 
> > > > I'm assuming you cut n pasted your Qs from another board, hence the greater than signs, and then your caps lock key got stuck, other than that I'm
going to assume you have valid concerns. I'm going to keep your replies monitored until I determan your quearies are valid and are not simply spamming our
list incase you wonder why your messages are not sent out right away.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > 1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.
> > > > 
> > > > They are great, they could be better, but with a little practice and know how and tweaking, the RS invites live real time analog control like tweaking,
it can sound nearly as great as just about anything. 
> > > > 
> > > > > > 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/synths.
> > > > 
> > > > It has 1 midi input and two outs, you can sync it up to most anything out there that is also midi capable. It also does MTC sync and timing, which I've
never really used, but it seems likely you shouldn't have too much trouble pairing it with your Akai using one of those timing methods. The RS can sample
and import certain formats, I'm unsure which all it can do, but .wav files should go in fine as long as they are in the standard acceptable bit rates 44.1khz and
under, and if it can't do it then you can always re-sample in via its analog inputs, I usually do that anyway instead of importing sample files. The RS can only
load up roughly 64 megabytes into its sample memory at any one given time. You can store it off to SM Card media (back that up to computer using a SM
reader/writer which I do) or use attach a SCSI storage devices to it, however I'm not sure but I remember right, the RS will only recognize max of 4 gigs of
Hard Drive space, but I'm not really familar with how that works, some others here may.
> > > > 
> > > > The samples are treated like any other voice and can be processed through its engine as such. The RS does lack however sample key pitch ranges,
you've either got a single pitched voice across all keys, or multiple indivual samples assigned to a specific key/note as a sample kit.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > > 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> > > > > > and play along with any loops that I create in the looping
> > > > > device in synch with the RS7K. 
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> > > > 
> > > > Quick answer is yes, you should in most cases be able to it.
> > > > 
> > > > > > VERY IMPORTANT
> > > > > > 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or MPC 2000xl
> > > > 
> > > > Probably not, it does to some degree, but you can't record in or import samples while it is playing, it has to be stopped for that, but once they are in it
you can drop in certain events like notes and hits and do some tweaking for instance res & cut, Amp/Filter/Pitch envelopes while it is playing, but you can't
edit sample loop points unless it is stopped as far as i know.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > > 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance with a
> > > > > > good P.A.
> > > > 
> > > > Yes, most defenatly, if I was forced to only be able to bring one single unit to a gig for a live performance it'd be my RS7000. 
> > > > 
> > > > > > 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough memory in the
> > > > > > unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you put in the
> > > > > unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my performances.
> > > > 
> > > > This depends a lot on how well you manage its limited memory. Remember, the RS came out about 10 years ago so it can't compete with newer
devices, but if you max out its memory to 64megs and use its internal sounds more than doing a lot of heavy sampling you should be easily able to do a
45minute set. I've done 48 hour sets with it, granted I had some back up gear (effects and synths and grooveboxes)too for filler and between song breaks at
certain load points. I've heard people that are use to newer MPCs and soft-samplers say the RS has a slow load time, but I've found it to be quite a lot quicker
compared to older floppy drive hardware and systems.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > > Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in the decision
> > > > > > making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine based on
> > > > > > what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm into Jam
> > > > > Rock and layering creative grooves.
> > > > 
> > > > Weight your options carefully, the RS is no sample king, its not meant for doing a lot of heavy sampling, it is however an awesome machine for
making and manipulating all kinds of sound and beats live and in the studio. You can't pick it up and overnight learn everything about it, but once you get the
hang of it, it is a very intuitive and quick machine for being productive on and simply just having a lot fun making music.
> > > > 
> > > > I've tried the MV8800 at the stores, and though its a power machine, but after a few minutes with it I wanted my RS. I'm not sure I could fall in love
with like I have with my RS, but I won't deny that there are some things I wish the RS had that it don't and perhaps other newer machines have like the MVs.
> > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and you folks
> > > > > > will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good example of what
> > > > > > I do live if that helps.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > I'll take a listen when I get a chance...
> > > > 
> > > > > > Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much appreciated. 
> > > > > > Gilbert
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Welcome to the list, if you get an RS we will be around to help you out, or just talk about RS stuff.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 17541|17541|2009-05-18 11:30:08|Steve Roitstein|Fwd: [RS7000] Re: Live Performance|
I use it live, mostly my own custom sample loops, some onboard sounds.

It's cool because I mute and unmute tracks at will. Just say "NO" to 
Karaoke.

Begin forwarded message:

> From: "gilyslas" <gilyslas@earthlink.net>
> Date: May 18, 2009 1:10:04 PM EDT
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Live Performance
> Reply-To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>
>
>
> Thank you mate for your response. Are you in G.B.?
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> The power I'm going for is Building great percussion
> tracks for live performance along with live instruments. i.e.
> guitar, bass, live hand percussion etc.
> The gigs we do are called Kirtans. They are wonderful gatherings
> of people who sing, chant dance and have a great time connecting
> and celebrating life. The music can also go into a trance world
> groove.
> How are the world percussion sounds on the unit.
> I'm also thinking simplicity. Don't really want to haul any
> more gear then I have to. Also, I do not want to sound like
> a Karioke performer. Our gigs are exciting, vibrant and very 
> spontaneous.I'm hoping the RS7000 can be flexible and creative
> at these gigs.I have a good feeling.
> Thanks,
> Gilbert in Seattle
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "weggatech" wrote:
> >
> > Sup Gilbert
> > after havin a klittle session on the RS i thought id post u back..
> > id say get an RS mate.. they are awesome composition 
> tools...lacking in sample time but for you .. wanting to write 
> solid grooves i think this is the machine for you ...its fairly 
> user friendly and has an awesome amount of very useable sound kits 
> on it .. the Mv is great too but.. the Rs is very funky... infinite 
> ways to shape your sound on this thing also .... i will post a 
> little vid tomorrow of a programming session.. .... if all else 
> fails and it aint the machine for you , grab an mv and be done with 
> it.. but i highly reccomend the Rs .. bit of a backflip on my part 
> but hey everytime i play the Rs i cant get over its ease of use and 
> pure quality sound... its the bomb .. period..
> > K.Onk
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey again Gilbert,
> > >
> > > I took you off moderation so you can post freely here now 
> without approval.
> > >
> > > The drum kits it comes with are already assigned to notes, they 
> actually work better with the RS's mini keys as you'll have your 
> hihat and cymbol like sounds on the upper black keys and the kicks 
> and drums on the lower keys. However, you can resample them to 
> their own kit and assign them to whichever notes and keys you want, 
> it'll take a little time but its doable, and then if you have a 
> control pad that is velocity sensitive you'll just have to make 
> sure that pad plays the right notes, basically it should be doable.
> > >
> > > It should work great for you in live situation, I just worry 
> those that are expecting a lot of sampleablity out of the RS that 
> it won't quite fill their needs like software or some of the newer 
> hardware out now.
> > >
> > > If you get it and give it a chance and spend some time with it 
> and work past the initial frustration you'll see how powerfull of a 
> machine it really is, sometimes it takes trying out then loosing it 
> and getting something else and missing the RS and coming back to it 
> to realize its awesomeness.
> > >
> > > If I missed anything you still needed answered post away, 
> sometimes I go off and tangents, I could talk about the RS forever...
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Thank you Zam. The time you spent to write your response was
> > > > very helpful. I'm headed towards buying a RS7K, though
> > > > a Roland MV 8800 still sounds very appealing.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > My questions Zam, (and maybe you have answered it) if I buy
> > > > a RS7000 and an Akai Drum pad controller, can I go to the 
> drum patches
> > > > in the RS7000 and assign across the pads different drum
> > > > sounds to different pads. This is so awesome for laying down
> > > > percussive grooves and laying down respectable drum sounds 
> without
> > > > using a keyboard. I prefer pads especially if they are touch/ 
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> velosity
> > > > sensitive.
> > > >
> > > > Thanks,
> > > > Gilbert in Seattle
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi Gilbert,
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm assuming you cut n pasted your Qs from another board, 
> hence the greater than signs, and then your caps lock key got 
> stuck, other than that I'm going to assume you have valid concerns. 
> I'm going to keep your replies monitored until I determan your 
> quearies are valid and are not simply spamming our list incase you 
> wonder why your messages are not sent out right away.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > 1. How are the internal sounds for live performance.
> > > > >
> > > > > They are great, they could be better, but with a little 
> practice and know how and tweaking, the RS invites live real time 
> analog control like tweaking, it can sound nearly as great as just 
> about anything.
> > > > >
> > > > > > > 2. How does the unit interact with other sound modules/ 
> synths.
> > > > >
> > > > > It has 1 midi input and two outs, you can sync it up to 
> most anything out there that is also midi capable. It also does MTC 
> sync and timing, which I've never really used, but it seems likely 
> you shouldn't have too much trouble pairing it with your Akai using 
> one of those timing methods. The RS can sample and import certain 
> formats, I'm unsure which all it can do, but .wav files should go 
> in fine as long as they are in the standard acceptable bit rates 
> 44.1khz and under, and if it can't do it then you can always re- 
> sample in via its analog inputs, I usually do that anyway instead 
> of importing sample files. The RS can only load up roughly 64 
> megabytes into its sample memory at any one given time. You can 
> store it off to SM Card media (back that up to computer using a SM 
> reader/writer which I do) or use attach a SCSI storage devices to 
> it, however I'm not sure but I remember right, the RS will only 
> recognize max of 4 gigs of Hard Drive space, but I'm not really 
> familar with how that works, some others here may.
> > > > >
> > > > > The samples are treated like any other voice and can be 
> processed through its engine as such. The RS does lack however 
> sample key pitch ranges, you've either got a single pitched voice 
> across all keys, or multiple indivual samples assigned to a 
> specific key/note as a sample kit.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > > 3. Can I synch up an exteral looping device to the RS7K
> > > > > > > and play along with any loops that I create in the looping
> > > > > > device in synch with the RS7K.
> > > > >
> > > > > Quick answer is yes, you should in most cases be able to it.
> > > > >
> > > > > > > VERY IMPORTANT
> > > > > > > 4. Does the unit do real time looping i.e. Ableton or 
> MPC 2000xl
> > > > >
> > > > > Probably not, it does to some degree, but you can't record 
> in or import samples while it is playing, it has to be stopped for 
> that, but once they are in it you can drop in certain events like 
> notes and hits and do some tweaking for instance res & cut, Amp/ 
> Filter/Pitch envelopes while it is playing, but you can't edit 
> sample loop points unless it is stopped as far as i know.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > 5. Fidelity......is it good unough for live performance 
> with a
> > > > > > > good P.A.
> > > > >
> > > > > Yes, most defenatly, if I was forced to only be able to 
> bring one single unit to a gig for a live performance it'd be my 
> RS7000.
> > > > >
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> > > > > > > 6. My gigs can run 45min long times 3. Do I have unough 
> memory in the
> > > > > > > unit to sustain gigs this long. How many songs can you 
> put in the
> > > > > > unit and how memory will sustain me throughout my 
> performances.
> > > > >
> > > > > This depends a lot on how well you manage its limited 
> memory. Remember, the RS came out about 10 years ago so it can't 
> compete with newer devices, but if you max out its memory to 64megs 
> and use its internal sounds more than doing a lot of heavy sampling 
> you should be easily able to do a 45minute set. I've done 48 hour 
> sets with it, granted I had some back up gear (effects and synths 
> and grooveboxes)too for filler and between song breaks at certain 
> load points. I've heard people that are use to newer MPCs and soft- 
> samplers say the RS has a slow load time, but I've found it to be 
> quite a lot quicker compared to older floppy drive hardware and 
> systems.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > > Thank you users group for your feedback. I'm still in 
> the decision
> > > > > > > making process but I'm gravitating towards this machine 
> based on
> > > > > > > what I have read. I consider my a World musician. I'm 
> into Jam
> > > > > > Rock and layering creative grooves.
> > > > >
> > > > > Weight your options carefully, the RS is no sample king, 
> its not meant for doing a lot of heavy sampling, it is however an 
> awesome machine for making and manipulating all kinds of sound and 
> beats live and in the studio. You can't pick it up and overnight 
> learn everything about it, but once you get the hang of it, it is a 
> very intuitive and quick machine for being productive on and simply 
> just having a lot fun making music.
> > > > >
> > > > > I've tried the MV8800 at the stores, and though its a power 
> machine, but after a few minutes with it I wanted my RS. I'm not 
> sure I could fall in love with like I have with my RS, but I won't 
> deny that there are some things I wish the RS had that it don't and 
> perhaps other newer machines have like the MVs.
> > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Go to CD Baby.com Type in my name: Gilbert Yslas and 
> you folks
> > > > > > > will find a CD called "Liquid Blue". That is a good 
> example of what
> > > > > > > I do live if that helps.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > I'll take a listen when I get a chance...
> > > > >
> > > > > > > Bless you all and thank you for your input. Much 
> appreciated.
> > > > > > > Gilbert
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Welcome to the list, if you get an RS we will be around to 
> help you out, or just talk about RS stuff.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17542|17535|2009-05-18 15:15:52|jmdonovan666|Re: Importing Sounds into the RS7k|

> 1. What is the easiest way to get sounds into the RS7K.

Why couldn't you drop the files (.wavs, whatever) onto the Smartmedia card via a card reader, then insert that card into the RS?

Jason



| 17543|17529|2009-05-18 17:31:26|zamisers7k|Re: Live Performance|
I'm in Denver Co. The other half my group, and part of the record label I gig through is in or near Seatle though, if you hear of Backwards Records know they are a cool
bunch, and I don't know if the other half my group will do any gigs up there but if he does look for Quantum-Source. We arn't very spiritual though, hard edge industrial is
our sound.

The RS is exellent for doing drums. Its built in drum kits are top notch in my opinion, you've got a bunch to choose from too. If you know a bunch about sampling, sample
some drums and get some attack looping going on the RS then tweak the pitch knob; instant crazyness.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
>
> Thank you mate for your response. Are you in G.B.?
> The power I'm going for is Building great percussion
> tracks for live performance along with live instruments. i.e.
> guitar, bass, live hand percussion etc.
> The gigs we do are called Kirtans. They are wonderful gatherings
> of people who sing, chant dance and have a great time connecting
> and celebrating life. The music can also go into a trance world
> groove. 
> How are the world percussion sounds on the unit.
> I'm also thinking simplicity. Don't really want to haul any
> more gear then I have to. Also, I do not want to sound like
> a Karioke performer. Our gigs are exciting, vibrant and very spontaneous.I'm hoping the RS7000 can be flexible and creative
> at these gigs.I have a good feeling. 
> Thanks, 
> Gilbert in Seattle

| 17544|17544|2009-05-18 21:07:26|gilyslas|Reason 4 and sequencers in general|
Here's another question.

I have a Mac G4 Powerbook loaded up with Reason 4. If I purchase
aa RS7K can I access the sounds in Reason 4. 
Anyone out there use Reason with the RS7000. Sounds to me that
it can be done. 
I also have Digital Performer 5, Logic Pro 7, Nuendo 3, Garage Band and 
Ableton Live 7. I'm actually getting tired of using computer
based sequencers. I remember when I had my MPC 2000xl it was 
a fun little machine. I sold my machine and I can honestly say I missed it very much. 
When I went back to sequencing drums on a computer it was
such a let down. Not to mention latency issues and crashes. 
Is it me, but does computer sequencing lose the soul and expression
of the music one is trying to create. That is why I'm on a quest
for an easier way to create music. 

Gilbert in Seattle
| 17545|17544|2009-05-19 01:31:48|weggatech|Re: Reason 4 and sequencers in general|
hey gil ..G.B wats that a city ?? im in australia .. sydney..

re the reason question yes Rs7000 works great with reason u can assign your favourite reason instrument controls too the rs`s knobs and tweak it live ,, a real thing to
doo.. u can start and stop the reason sequencer with the rs and a whole bunch of other things aswell.....re world percussion sounds on the rs...
look the rs has an abundance of percussion sounds which are very very good and far from karaoke.. i rate the rs as one of the best beatbox sampling machines of the last
ten years .. by far .. its clean crisp and can get very dirty and lofi whatever your tastes it can do it alot of things very well .. sure it lacks sample time but some smart and
organised arrangement of your samples will reduce the load on the rs.. saying that the actual Rs patterns u create, without samples are very very small files usually around
2kb to 25kb just depends how big you make your patterns .. ..the best feature for me on the rs is it groovebox style pattern mode where u can seemless mix a variety of
onboard pre programmed patterns together and edit edit edit these to your hearts content... for instant gratification the rs delivers ...lastly the mini keys are way cool , i
have some big vintage synths and i still love playing the rs mini keys , chek my rs video on youtube .. once you get the hang of them its like water off a ducks back .. and
no need for taking a big clunky board with you when you go to jam somewhere.. i do love big keys too but .. talking portability etc they reall aint that bad once u get the
hang of em..
peace 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AffAJgKSCI&feature=channel_page

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
>
> Here's another question.
> 
> I have a Mac G4 Powerbook loaded up with Reason 4. If I purchase
> aa RS7K can I access the sounds in Reason 4. 
> Anyone out there use Reason with the RS7000. Sounds to me that
> it can be done. 
> I also have Digital Performer 5, Logic Pro 7, Nuendo 3, Garage Band and 
> Ableton Live 7. I'm actually getting tired of using computer
> based sequencers. I remember when I had my MPC 2000xl it was 
> a fun little machine. I sold my machine and I can honestly say I missed it very much. 
> When I went back to sequencing drums on a computer it was
> such a let down. Not to mention latency issues and crashes. 
> Is it me, but does computer sequencing lose the soul and expression
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> of the music one is trying to create. That is why I'm on a quest
> for an easier way to create music. 
> 
> Gilbert in Seattle
>

| 17546|17546|2009-05-19 01:51:21|weggatech|Rs7k file factory|
anyone else here want to contribute to this database.?? if so email me at weggatech@gmail.com or chat directly here for the details of what needs to be done...
cheers 
k.o.nk

p.s site will be up soon say the next 2 weeks it will be functioning and open for business !!!!

long live the Rs7k !!!
| 17547|17547|2009-05-20 19:43:49|lezlie242|Roland SP-606|
Anyone here use it? I just picked up one, and must say I'm impressed so far. If anyone need a sampler with long sample time to go with their RS7000, this is a good
option. It also has some cool efx.
| 17548|17548|2009-05-21 17:19:44|blackwoodtebo|Read/Write errors with SCSI Jaz 2GB disks|
Hi, I have started having this problem and I'm not exactly sure what would be causing it. All of a sudden i started having read/write errors when i try to load stuff from the
Jaz GB disk I have been using. I tried a different disk, formatting using the Logical format option. I was able to write 3 or four tunes onto the disk but the last tune i tried
to write just kept writing as if something was wrong. I had to cancel the saving process. Now I get a read/write error when trying to write onto that disk but I am able to
still load the other tunes that I had already written to the disk. My other old disk that I had is also also giving me read/write errors when i try to load the old projects.
Anyone have any idea what could be wrong? I would think it was the SCSI Jaz 2GB Drive, except for the fact that some projects are still loading (from the new disk, and
from one other old disk i have with some projects). That would lead me to suspect the Jaz 2GB disks, except why is it happening with a brand new disk as well. AM I
formatting the disks wrong? I am not sure how that would be the problem seeing as the older disks didn't have these problems for years now, and I believe I have always
formatted using the Logical option. It all just started happening recently. i am at a lost and I have a big gig tomorrow and using the 2 Smart media cards i have just doesn't
give me enough storage. Anyone have any suggestions on what I can do to diagnose and solve this problem. Obviously I won't have time to get a new Jaz Drive before the
show tomorrow, but I do have 2 new/unused Jaz 2GB disks to mess with. I appreciate any help. Thanks.
| 17549|17548|2009-05-21 17:56:07|zamisers7k|Re: Read/Write errors with SCSI Jaz 2GB disks|
I think I'd suspect the jaz drive too from your description of the problem. Drives do go bad occasionally, I've got two floppy drives giving nighmares on a couple old
laptops lately, sounds a lot like your problem. I noticed if I hold the laptop at a difrent angle it seems to work better sometimes. Something to try until you can find
another drive maybe after your gig, turn the Jaz drive on its side.

Definatly try another Jaz drive ASAP though, nothing worse than not being able to trust your storage after coming up with a killer tune, and loosing it just because it won't
save or load back up.

Good luck with it and your gig, let us know what happens!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
>
> Hi, I have started having this problem and I'm not exactly sure what would be causing it. All of a sudden i started having read/write errors when i try to load
stuff from the Jaz GB disk I have been using. 

| 17550|17548|2009-05-21 18:30:18|blackwoodtebo|Re: Read/Write errors with SCSI Jaz 2GB disks|
i bet you are probably correct, and its the Jaz Drive. It's probably just intermittently screwing up and once it screws up while writing onto a disk the disk is then corrupted
or something. Hopefully I'll make it through this gig. I'm going to try using one other brand new Jaz Disk and see how much stuff I can get on it before it messes up again.
I'll also try placing it on its side and see if that helps. Thanks for the reply.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think I'd suspect the jaz drive too from your description of the problem. Drives do go bad occasionally, I've got two floppy drives giving nighmares on a
couple old laptops lately, sounds a lot like your problem. I noticed if I hold the laptop at a difrent angle it seems to work better sometimes. Something to try
until you can find another drive maybe after your gig, turn the Jaz drive on its side.
> 
> Definatly try another Jaz drive ASAP though, nothing worse than not being able to trust your storage after coming up with a killer tune, and loosing it just
because it won't save or load back up.
> 
> Good luck with it and your gig, let us know what happens!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, I have started having this problem and I'm not exactly sure what would be causing it. All of a sudden i started having read/write errors when i try to
load stuff from the Jaz GB disk I have been using. 
> 
> 
>

| 17551|17548|2009-05-21 20:34:20|pegaso1423|Re: Read/Write errors with SCSI Jaz 2GB disks|
Ive heard that the jazz and zip drives can go out of alignment so i dont trust them. maybe you can pick up a scsi cd, hd, or more sm or an xd adaptor before your gig. keep
2 copies...
cheers.
| 17552|17548|2009-05-21 20:53:04|blackwoodtebo|Re: Read/Write errors with SCSI Jaz 2GB disks|
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Are there any ones that you recommend that could be had quickly? Can you buy something like that just at a best buy or something?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> Ive heard that the jazz and zip drives can go out of alignment so i dont trust them. maybe you can pick up a scsi cd, hd, or more sm or an xd adaptor before
your gig. keep 2 copies...
> cheers.
>

| 17553|17548|2009-05-22 05:41:15|pegaso1423|Re: Read/Write errors with SCSI Jaz 2GB disks|
hi, dosnt look like best buy has anything, if you need something quick and cant wait for delivery then id be calling camera and electronic shops for sm or smartmedia to
xd card adaptor..mine was $5 at a radioshack/tandy type store but ive seen them in camera shops, when looking for sm. 64/128mb xd cards will be needed aswell. works
fine but sticks out alot so i prefer sm. or scsi hd.

for scsi gear the best bet is a good it/computer shop thats been around a while and repairs and builds computers..lots of internet/database servers have scsi gear, some
geeky shops have loads of old servers laying around and rack raid arrays for cheap. if you get a cd or hd make sure it has an enclosure.. 
if you can wait try
http://www.memorysuppliers.com/smartmedia1.html
www.scsiforsamplers.com
or ofcourse ebay.

hope this, goodluck with the gig,
cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackwoodtebo" wrote:
>
> 
> Are there any ones that you recommend that could be had quickly? Can you buy something like that just at a best buy or something?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > Ive heard that the jazz and zip drives can go out of alignment so i dont trust them. maybe you can pick up a scsi cd, hd, or more sm or an xd adaptor
before your gig. keep 2 copies...
> > cheers.
> >
>

| 17554|17554|2009-05-22 05:57:54|pegaso1423|ndisk|
was just looking on www.scsiforsamplers.com , new product called ndisk is 9gb (solid state memory like a giant scsi memory card?) runs cool and silent. i can put one in
my rs right? 

$50 

or $100 with enclosure, works with rs.

no more memory cards. thoughts?

cheers.
| 17555|17554|2009-05-22 08:19:34|zamisers7k|Re: ndisk|
Sounds cool, thinking the RS may only recognize 4gig of it, but who knows until you try it. I'm not sure if I'm remembering right, there is an extra power plug in the RS
and perhaps some room in it for the $50 one, maybe would have to find a special SCSI cable or do something so its all internal. Thats sort of my thing with getting the
external stuff, I like the solid state idea of it, and I don't want any more wires and power chords hanging out of stuff, I'd want it all internal, hmmm, nice find maybe
pegaso...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> was just looking on www.scsiforsamplers.com , new product called ndisk is 9gb (solid state memory like a giant scsi memory card?) runs cool and silent. i
can put one in my rs right? 
> 
> $50 
> 
> or $100 with enclosure, works with rs.
> 
> no more memory cards. thoughts?
> 
> cheers.
>

| 17556|17554|2009-05-22 09:20:12|pegaso1423|Re: ndisk|
was just e-mailing the guy, answered all my questions. I have to measure the internal space on my other rs with aieb2 cause i want 2 of these, internal. keep the data on
both the same as backup. for $50ea seems perfect. not affiliated / spamming..
cheers.

quote-
"Hello and thank you for your interest in our NDISK 9GB storage units. Please 
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don't apologize for asking questions - that is the only way for you to 
determine if this product will suit your needs and I am happy to answer as 
many questions as you have.

First of all, let me correct a possible misconception - these units are not 
flash memory based. They consist of a small circuit board with a 2.5" 
notebook hard drive mounted on the board. We are no longer referring to them 
as "solid-state" as this seems to cause confusion. If they were flash 
memory, they would cost at least 7 or 8 times the price. But it doesn't 
matter, because these units have all the same qualities in terms of lack of 
noise and cool running temperature. Plus they are much faster than a flash 
memory drive would be - only the very expensive flash memory units have 
reached true hard drive speed. In our benchmarks, the NDISK units have 
surpassed the read/write speeds of a 7200RPM SCSI hard drive and come very 
close to the speeds of a 10K RPM drive.

Funny you should ask about the RS7000 - I have a customer right now who 
reported mounting one in his RS7000 and he loves it. He was amazed at how it 
stays cool to the touch after running for long periods of time inside his 
RS7000. He compared it to an SSD unit he has called the SolidTape (a $300 
product) and said this drive runs cooler and faster. I believe he mounted it 
in the location that was reserved for the aieb2 board because there is a 5 
volt power source and room in that location. I can get more details for you 
if you decide to try mounting one inside your RS7000. The only problem is 
the SCSI connection; because there is no SCSI port inside the RS7000, he 
rigged up a HD50 plug on a cable that comes back inside the case. Not a bad 
solution but you lose the external SCSI port if that matters. I expect that 
issue could be solved with the right adapters. I own a Motif 6 and I am 
working on an internal install kit now for the NDISK."

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sounds cool, thinking the RS may only recognize 4gig of it, but who knows until you try it. I'm not sure if I'm remembering right, there is an extra power
plug in the RS and perhaps some room in it for the $50 one, maybe would have to find a special SCSI cable or do something so its all internal. Thats sort of
my thing with getting the external stuff, I like the solid state idea of it, and I don't want any more wires and power chords hanging out of stuff, I'd want it all
internal, hmmm, nice find maybe pegaso...
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
> >
> > was just looking on www.scsiforsamplers.com , new product called ndisk is 9gb (solid state memory like a giant scsi memory card?) runs cool and silent.
i can put one in my rs right? 
> > 
> > $50 
> > 
> > or $100 with enclosure, works with rs.
> > 
> > no more memory cards. thoughts?
> > 
> > cheers.
> >
>

| 17557|17557|2009-05-22 10:17:50|gilyslas|Trying to decide please Help|
Does anyone out there use this unit for basic tracks in a live
playing situation. I'm still majorly trying to decide whether
I should purchase one. 
I don't do hip hop, dance, techno or r&b with all due respect. 
The kind of music I do is ambient guitar with world percussion. I'm 
an improvisational guitarist who has some jazzy fingerstyle
arrangements of sounds ala Pat Metheny. 
I need a unit that can be set up to 
jam at the same time add/subtract parts on the fly and create
loops as needed. Can I use this unit as one would use Ableton
Live. I know that the audio can't be looped, but can the midi
tracks be layered on the fly in a live situation creating musical
arrangements in a live environment. 
And, how does one do this. I have done extensive reading and find that
the Roland MV 8000 is not the machine to buy for live performance
with my style of music. Most folks say that the MV8000 Unit is very complicated for live on the spot application. 
Please, anyone that has used the RS7K like the above please respond.
P.S. Everything that I have read on the RS7K is very uplifting but
my priority in buying one is to be able to use it in performance. 
Thank you.
| 17558|17557|2009-05-22 12:50:58|zamisers7k|Re: Trying to decide please Help|
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I'm not exactly sure how much you are wanting to do live, it is a great machine, perhaps the greatest for live work and improvisational performances. The RS has 16
tracks, in pattern mode you can do loops of various lengths for each track and punch them in and out as necessary. You are not stuck to having all tracks be of the same
length before they loop, or you can like I usually do anyway but you don't have to, this is one of the great things the RS can do many other loop bassed pattern sequencers
don't do. On most you are stuck using a certain length for all tracks, anyhow, I believe the RS would probably be perfect for you. There is a chance it won't do everything
your wanting exactly how your wanting to do it, but I say its worth taking the risk. Even people who get one and it don't work out, usually appreaciate what it can still do
for them. Also, don't expect to learn everything on it overnight, it takes a bit but once you get the hang of it you'll be unstoppable, and if you do get one and get stuck
anywhere along the line, shoot us a message here and we'll help ya out as much as we can, we love our RSs.

Zam
| 17559|17557|2009-05-22 17:36:21|gilyslas|Re: Trying to decide please Help|
Thank you Zam....you are awesome. Looks like I'm going to 
purchase one after your good comments. Various length loops
and punch ins are exactly what I need to create a cool
live performance. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm not exactly sure how much you are wanting to do live, it is a great machine, perhaps the greatest for live work and improvisational performances. The
RS has 16 tracks, in pattern mode you can do loops of various lengths for each track and punch them in and out as necessary. You are not stuck to having all
tracks be of the same length before they loop, or you can like I usually do anyway but you don't have to, this is one of the great things the RS can do many
other loop bassed pattern sequencers don't do. On most you are stuck using a certain length for all tracks, anyhow, I believe the RS would probably be perfect
for you. There is a chance it won't do everything your wanting exactly how your wanting to do it, but I say its worth taking the risk. Even people who get one
and it don't work out, usually appreaciate what it can still do for them. Also, don't expect to learn everything on it overnight, it takes a bit but once you get the
hang of it you'll be unstoppable, and if you do get one and get stuck anywhere along the line, shoot us a message here and we'll help ya out as much as we
can, we love our RSs.
> 
> Zam
>

| 17560|17560|2009-05-24 02:28:15|rukula_04|Synchronization via MIDI?|
Hej,

is it possible to send the internal MIDI SYNC-Signal of the RS via MIDI CLOCK OUT on MIDI OUT f.e. into an 5x5 MIDI Interface. So my other MIDI gear can use
this signal for synchronization?
Thank you!

Micha

P.S.: This group is awesome!!! Great work!
| 17561|17561|2009-05-24 05:56:16|rukula_04|Wordclock|
Hej again,

anyone experienced with Wordclock. Would it be enough to get my soundcard Delta1010 synced with a wordclock and play around with the rs. Or must the rs also be
synced with the wordclock. The rs doesn´t have any wordclock-connection. Any suggestion?
Thank you

Micha
| 17562|17560|2009-05-24 11:36:45|zamisers7k|Re: Synchronization via MIDI?|
Yes it should be possible with the RS, it also depends if the slaved gear can receive it. pg 260 of the manual goes into detail on sync options in Utility mode, midi setup.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Hej,
> 
> is it possible to send the internal MIDI SYNC-Signal of the RS via MIDI CLOCK OUT on MIDI OUT f.e. into an 5x5 MIDI Interface. So my other MIDI
gear can use this signal for synchronization?
> Thank you!
> 
> Micha
> 
> P.S.: This group is awesome!!! Great work!
>

| 17563|17561|2009-05-24 11:42:25|zamisers7k|Re: Wordclock|
I'm not 100% sure of this, but I believe wordclock is automatically synced via the digital and or optical in or out. So yeah, I think if its not working right then there isn't
much you can do about it. It should work fine though I imagine, it worked fine for me, but I only had it hooked up to my sound card digital and optical inputs by itself, no
other gear along with it.

Hope that helps some? & Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Hej again,
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> 
> anyone experienced with Wordclock. Would it be enough to get my soundcard Delta1010 synced with a wordclock and play around with the rs. Or must the
rs also be synced with the wordclock. The rs doesn´t have any wordclock-connection. Any suggestion?
> Thank you
> 
> Micha
>

| 17564|17564|2009-05-26 19:00:58|gilyslas|Another Live Question|
Zam, 

Here's another question for you or someone else. 

I program a song in the RS7000. The song has an intro, 
an A part, a B part, a chorus, instrument solo section and an ending. 

I set the beginning and end points of the song for all the above. 

With a midi pedal, can I move around song sections and repeat sections
if I'm inclined to do so. For example; I end up on a middle 8
and start to solo, can I repeat that same section for another 8
or so bars. And when I come out of the solo, can I choose exactly
where to go to with a midi pedal in the song. 

These are important points for playing live. I need to have the 
freedom of moving around in the song arrangement. Also, if I 
end up in a middle 8 that turns into 16 bars, can I overdub
other midi parts on the fly. Can I mute parts also making the
song arrangement more interesting. 

Thanks for your response. Great group of folks here. 

Gil in Seattle
| 17565|17564|2009-05-26 21:32:21|zamisers7k|Re: Another Live Question|
Hey Gil,

This is a bit long...

The RS can be set up to use a foot pedal or switch, to switch between sections, I don't think it is midi though and I'm not exactly sure how it works or which or if both will
do it, but one of them will allow it with a setting in Utility mode setup somewhere there is an option to use the pedal for switching sections instead of sustaining or doing
other stuff.

I can't say how'd it let you switch between them, but I'd assume it'd loop the sections in order, you can set the section change to 1 bar and maybe be able to tap it several
times to skip over sections before it gets to the end of the bar to change to a difrent section, I don't know. Something maybe worth experimenting with on your own, I
remember someone here a while back using it, maybe they'll come by and give more details???

Also, perhaps you could use some sort of midi foot pedal or switch too, the RS can recieve SysEx code to change sections, so if a midi pedal is capable of programing
those codes into it then perhaps you could use that instead. I'll put instructions for this below my post.

As for muting tracks, I'm not exactly sure how you'll want to do this, you can do it on the RS itself which is pretty easy just press mute than select or unselect the track
you muted. If it is not doing it instantly and waiting for a note to kick in there is a setting for that in utility mode, I keep my set to mute/unmute when I push the mute, I
think its not defaulted to do it that way, but both ways has its uses, depends which way you like I suppose. Also, sometimes I hook a Peavy PC-16000 via midi to my RS
which I have set to do mutes per track and a slider assigned to each track too that is great for doing fade ins and outs, or filter sweeps across multiple tracks too, its great
for live performances with the RS, not necessary but it helps a lot, makes the RS more like an mc505.

Hope some of this info helps ya out, sorry couldn't be more exact, if need more info on anything just ask...

Zam 

From Yamaha's knowledge base:

Changing Pattern Sections via MIDI 

This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard controller or MIDI sequencer.

F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
| 17566|17564|2009-05-26 23:35:27|zamisers7k|Re: Another Live Question|
Oops I might not have hit these points very well in last post

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
>can I repeat that same section for another 8
> or so bars. And when I come out of the solo, can I choose exactly
> where to go to with a midi pedal in the song.
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Yes for the first part, the sections will loop as long as you want, the section changes are not set to go to the next section automatically, you set the Pattern
Quantize function to 

1 ........................1 measure
1/2 .....................Half note
1/4 .....................Quarter note
1/8 .....................8th note
1/16 ...................16th note

I wish it could do longer than 1 measure, maybe wait a full section loop length, but if you know how the RS works, styles can be of difrent lengths, hence
sometimes a full loop before sounding identical could be a really long time if using difrent lengths. So you basically have 1 measure at most to prepare for
your next section to kick in whenever you decide to change sections, if your getting toward the end of a bar it'll still happen fast, don't mater where your at in
the loop. Sometimes you can do cool stutter effects by using 1/16th and holding that section's button down. Coolest with two RS's one set for 1/16th and the
other 1. It'll always bounce to the beginging of that section. Not exactly sure how it'll work with a pedal, just move on to the next section I suppose, if double
tapping will move 2 sections over, tapping 10 times will make it go back to the first section, I don't know for sure or not. Wonder if holding shift down and
tapping will make it go back a section???

> These are important points for playing live. I need to have the 
> freedom of moving around in the song arrangement.

You'll have more freedom without the pedal I think, and pressing the sections on the RS itself, or using another sequencer or programable controler with a
decent control surface to send those sysex codes perhaps.

> end up in a middle 8 that turns into 16 bars, can I overdub
> other midi parts on the fly.

This may be a bit tricky, you'll want your click tempo sound off, and probably need a hand free to select track, make sure its on replace or overdub (those are
two dif things, one replaces every style loop, the overdub keeps notes and adds to it each pass). Then there is step and grid rec mode to deal with too. So its
possible, but may be a bit tricky, good to have your style sequences setup before hand, so you won't have to do much of any overdubbing or replacing live in
my opinion, but with some practice it may be practicle. Don't expect sampling to work this way, have to stop for sampling/resampling I do believe and there
are other wierd thing with sampled tracks do built in voices don't get into later if needed. And, if another section uses the same style it'll take into the other
section as well and not stay the same, it'll change what you recorded on the previous section on that style, that can get really confusing, but its still possible if
you use another style on a difrent section on the same track. Total confusion right? There are ways of dealing with this on the RS to make things easier, I
usually stick to one Section, and just use the mutes and keep each style 4x4s most the time.

>Can I mute parts also making the
> song arrangement more interesting.

Yes, definatly its unproper and cheating, but I like to cheat on my RS as often as I can, see my tip above for using mutes and sticking to one section ;)

> 
> Thanks for your response. Great group of folks here. 
> 
> Gil in Seattle
>

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 17567|17564|2009-05-27 06:24:44|Ian Vine|Re: Another Live Question|
Hi all,

If you have the rs in pattern mode and your song song parts programmed into the patterns sections (A to P) in order, you can use the footswitch to step through the
sections in turn (A,B,C...). Each section will just loop.

If you want to do anything more involved (select sections, mute tracks) you'll need a midi footswitch controller. As Zam said there re sys ex commands fro this, but I've
not used it myself

IanV

________________________________
From: gilyslas <gilyslas@earthlink.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 27 May, 2009 2:00:26
Subject: [RS7000] Another Live Question

Zam, 

Here's another question for you or someone else. 
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I program a song in the RS7000. The song has an intro, 
an A part, a B part, a chorus, instrument solo section and an ending. 

I set the beginning and end points of the song for all the above. 

With a midi pedal, can I move around song sections and repeat sections
if I'm inclined to do so. For example; I end up on a middle 8
and start to solo, can I repeat that same section for another 8
or so bars. And when I come out of the solo, can I choose exactly
where to go to with a midi pedal in the song. 

These are important points for playing live. I need to have the 
freedom of moving around in the song arrangement. Also, if I 
end up in a middle 8 that turns into 16 bars, can I overdub
other midi parts on the fly. Can I mute parts also making the
song arrangement more interesting. 

Thanks for your response. Great group of folks here. 

Gil in Seattle

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17568|17568|2009-05-28 07:57:55|gilyslas|Looping Device|
Anyone out there use the RS with a looping device. Thinking
about integrating an Echoplex Digital Pro with the RS7000.
I understand the the Echoplex I can trigger RS sequences and it
should synch up. I'm still searching for an RS7000.
Anyone members in the group possibly have an extra RS one for sale. 

Gil in Seattle USA
| 17569|17568|2009-05-28 15:18:34|zamisers7k|Re: Looping Device|
I use a Korg Kaos Pad II with my RS on occasion, it has some cool realtime samplability and extra effects. I usually bring it along during my gigs and have it setup up as
Aux effects or right after the RS.

The echoplex looks intresting, looking more into it now to see what all it does...

Keep an eye on ebay I suppose and Craigslist, maybe even guitar center and ask if they've got any new or used, they're all networked up across the US. GC might be a tad
more expensive if they have, but you'll get some sort of guarantee with it and they usually make sure its not a stollen piece of gear.

Things to ask or try out before purchase: Make sure all the minikeys work properly, no sticky ones or non working ones. Knobs feel fairly tight, no loose ones or wiggle
around strangly like they've been knocked about or treated roughly. Paint wear might be OK, but try not to get one with too much wear. Also try to have it already
expanded memory to 64 megs, if its only the minamum 4 it might mean they didn't use it much too, but you'll have to buy the spec two spec 32 meggers later, don't get
any old memory you'll be taking a chance with it.

Best-O-Luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gilyslas" wrote:
>
> Anyone out there use the RS with a looping device. Thinking
> about integrating an Echoplex Digital Pro with the RS7000.
> I understand the the Echoplex I can trigger RS sequences and it
> should synch up. I'm still searching for an RS7000.
> Anyone members in the group possibly have an extra RS one for sale. 
> 
> Gil in Seattle USA
>

| 17572|17572|2009-05-29 20:04:29|tsaye1|INSANE DEAL!!!|
Hey guys and gals

Do you all have Goodwill computer stores in your city? If so check it out! I went in looking for a SCSI PCI card for my desktop, they had them there for $2 bucks
used...pretty good deal.

I look around some more and found a brand new Jaz Jet pci card for $2 bucks, a 1 gig Jaz Drive (in excellent condition) for $10, and five(5) 1 gig Jaz disk (in excellent
condition) for a whopping $5 bucks! 

I spent a total less than $20 for a MAJOR RS upgrade!!! Now i have to figure out how to merge the 7000 to my desktop, no luck so far :-|
| 17573|17573|2009-06-03 13:53:52|Hugh Mann|Saving sound settings|
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Hi folks,

Been beating my brains over this one...I'm mucking around in Pattern mode and there's a factory sound I keep tweaking to have a different filter setting, but every time I
put a program change message in the phrase, it refuses to remember my filter type that I've edited.

I know the RS7000 doesnt save voices as such, but even if I save on SCSI the patt / all it always comes back to the unedited filtertype - though it seems to remember the
filter step gate I've put on the voice.

Please help!

Yours confused

planetfrog
| 17574|17573|2009-06-03 15:14:11|zamisers7k|Re: Saving sound settings|
Hmmm... Seems similar to what happens when you use a sampled voice. The program change is obviously causing it to reset somehow, its unusual to do that in middle of
a phrase, but we know you should be able to do it, I don't remever ever do that so I may be talking out my butt. Anyway, I'm not sure whats going on, butt with samples to
stop that from happening you have to copy the phrase to another user phrase so it'll have it's own filter type settings rather than steal it back from the original phrase
settings when changing styles etc...

You understood that right?

See if copying that phrase to an empty user phrase, then switching that track to that phrase and using it instead of the one you've been using will help.

Just an idea to try. If it don't work we'll have to try something else???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Hugh Mann" wrote:
>
> Hi folks,
> 
> Been beating my brains over this one...I'm mucking around in Pattern mode and there's a factory sound I keep tweaking to have a different filter setting, but
every time I put a program change message in the phrase, it refuses to remember my filter type that I've edited.
> 
> I know the RS7000 doesnt save voices as such, but even if I save on SCSI the patt / all it always comes back to the unedited filtertype - though it seems to
remember the filter step gate I've put on the voice.
> 
> Please help!
> 
> Yours confused
> 
> planetfrog
>

| 17575|17573|2009-06-04 05:35:04|Hugh Mann|Re: Saving sound settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Hmmm... Seems similar to what happens when you use a sampled voice. The program change is obviously causing it to reset somehow, its unusual to do
that in middle of a phrase, but we know you should be able to do it, I don't remever ever do that so I may be talking out my butt. Anyway, I'm not sure whats
going on, butt with samples to stop that from happening you have to copy the phrase to another user phrase so it'll have it's own filter type settings rather than
steal it back from the original phrase settings when changing styles etc...
> 
> You understood that right?
> 
> See if copying that phrase to an empty user phrase, then switching that track to that phrase and using it instead of the one you've been using will help.
> 
> Just an idea to try. If it don't work we'll have to try something else???
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Hugh Mann" wrote:
> >
> > Hi folks,
> > 
> > Been beating my brains over this one...I'm mucking around in Pattern mode and there's a factory sound I keep tweaking to have a different filter setting,
but every time I put a program change message in the phrase, it refuses to remember my filter type that I've edited.
> > 
> > I know the RS7000 doesnt save voices as such, but even if I save on SCSI the patt / all it always comes back to the unedited filtertype - though it seems to
remember the filter step gate I've put on the voice.
> > 
> > Please help!
> > 
> > Yours confused
> > 
> > planetfrog
> >
>

Hi Zamizers,
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THanks for your help, I think with a little bit of fiddling and taking into account what you're saying I'll have worked it out.

I think what I find hard to get my head round as a newbie with this thing is how the architecture saves voice settings, given that on most synths you could just save it to a
pre-edited "user voice". I'll fiddle about and get back if I have any further confusion

Peace out!
| 17576|17573|2009-06-04 16:11:12|zamisers7k|Re: Saving sound settings|

> Hi Zamizers,
> 
> THanks for your help, I think with a little bit of fiddling and taking into account what you're saying I'll have worked it out.
> 
> I think what I find hard to get my head round as a newbie with this thing is how the architecture saves voice settings, given that on most synths you could
just save it to a pre-edited "user voice". I'll fiddle about and get back if I have any further confusion
> 
> Peace out!
>

Yeah you can't just pass a voice patch along, it has to come with the pattern or a song. Its smart though once its understood, you won't have to worry about another song
stealing and tweaking the patch of another song you built 3 years ago on it. It should load up and always sound the same.

Anyhow, you might have a strange problem on your hands still, if you can't get it resolved you are welcome to send me the pattern and I'll check it out for you to see
whats going on with it.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17577|17577|2009-06-06 06:26:02|zamisers7k|Some New Fun|
Working on getting RS7000 midied up to the Blender game Engine:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Auono3iUj0U

Got ideas send them my way cause I've no idea what I'm doing.

An all RS7000 song I plan on implimenting with the blender game engine to bounce balls off your walls.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Cat1.mp3

What have you been doing lately with your RS?

Zam
| 17578|17577|2009-06-20 12:23:33|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Some New Fun|
THeSe SOUNDS ARE AWSOME!!

its a crazy track + i go now to switch ON my rs!!!

by the way: the su700 is a similar beast, fabolous companion!!

best - stef

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Working on getting RS7000 midied up to the Blender game Engine:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Auono3iUj0U
> 
> Got ideas send them my way cause I've no idea what I'm doing.
> 
> An all RS7000 song I plan on implimenting with the blender game engine to bounce balls off your walls.
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Cat1.mp3
> 
> What have you been doing lately with your RS?
> 
> Zam
>

| 17579|17579|2009-06-22 00:48:45|nickeax|Just a quick bit of info!|
A shortcut to quickly undo the last action is to press "SHIFT + JOB".

Maybe this would a good place to note other such shortcuts?

Cheers,

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Auono3iUj0U
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Cat1.mp3
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Nick.
| 17580|17579|2009-06-22 08:00:36|lezlie242|Re: Just a quick bit of info!|
Great tip, thanks! :D
| 17581|17581|2009-06-22 08:05:12|lezlie242|Quick fade out to avoid clicks?|
Sometimes when I'm editing audio on my computer, I'll zoom in on the waveforms end and do a 'fade out' operation at the very last sample(s). 
That's a quick and easy way to avoid clicks in the loop instead of doing a loop crossfade operation. 

So I was wondering: does the RS7000 let you do this kind of a fade out? 
It's necessary to apply the fade out only to the very last section of the sample (I'm away from my unit for the time being, so I'm not able to test it myself).
| 17582|17582|2009-06-23 16:13:52|omannpro|Wanted:RS7000|
Anybody got an rS7000 for sale. Holla at me!!!
| 17583|17581|2009-06-23 16:19:09|zamisers7k|Re: Quick fade out to avoid clicks?|
I'm away from my RS at the moment too, but I'm pretty sure I remember there being a fade in and fade out job in the samples jobs. How well they work or not I don't
remember. It also may be possible to do something similar using the RS's envelopes as well, just a thought.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> Sometimes when I'm editing audio on my computer, I'll zoom in on the waveforms end and do a 'fade out' operation at the very last sample(s). 
> That's a quick and easy way to avoid clicks in the loop instead of doing a loop crossfade operation. 
> 
> So I was wondering: does the RS7000 let you do this kind of a fade out? 
> It's necessary to apply the fade out only to the very last section of the sample (I'm away from my unit for the time being, so I'm not able to test it myself).
>

| 17584|17582|2009-06-23 16:30:48|dinobru2003|Re: Wanted:RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "omannpro" wrote:

>
> Anybody got an rS7000 for sale. Holla at me!!!
>I have a "As Brand New" Mint condition, in the original Box, with instruction manual, everything included in the box new". EVEN STILL HAS THE
PROTECTIVE FILM ON THE SCREEN, This was a demonstration model in a music instrument shop, NEVER BEEN USED. I bought it last year and
upgraded the the memory to max, but apart from that haven't had the time to play with it YET.

Wasn't really planning to sell it to be honest, but feel free to make me an offer. no promises that i'll accept :O)
| 17585|17581|2009-06-23 16:37:38|michael|Re: Quick fade out to avoid clicks?|
I don't want to be off subject too much,yet does anyone know how to find a scsi kit for mounting a scsi hard drive inside a Yamaha A4000 sampler? 
If so,email me @ paradox077nyc....yahoo.com 
Thank you.... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> 

Date: Tue, 23 Jun 2009 22:18:49 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Quick fade out to avoid clicks? 

I'm away from my RS at the moment too, but I'm pretty sure I remember there being a fade in and fade out job in the samples jobs. How well they work or not I don't
remember. It also may be possible to do something similar using the RS's envelopes as well, just a thought. 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote: 
> 
> Sometimes when I'm editing audio on my computer, I'll zoom in on the waveforms end and do a 'fade out' operation at the very last sample(s). 
> That's a quick and easy way to avoid clicks in the loop instead of doing a loop crossfade operation. 
> 
> So I was wondering: does the RS7000 let you do this kind of a fade out? 
> It's necessary to apply the fade out only to the very last section of the sample (I'm away from my unit for the time being, so I'm not able to test it myself). 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17586|17581|2009-06-23 17:36:40|lezlie242|Re: Quick fade out to avoid clicks?|
Hmm, yeah... I'll hopefully return to my unit tomorrow, I'll give you a report on what I find out.
| 17587|17582|2009-06-24 20:01:18|David Fenley|Re: Wanted:RS7000|
I have one in great condition located in Los Angeles. Ho does $650 sound? 
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________________________________
From: omannpro <omannpro@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2009 10:31:40 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Wanted:RS7000

Anybody got an rS7000 for sale. Holla at me!!!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17588|17468|2009-06-29 16:27:35|hgt55|Re: samples disapear on all file save.|
hi there,

i am really happy now with this setup.
the rs7k is perfect for sequencing and controlerism.
only limitation is that there is just 16 channels. i wish i had 24 or 32.

cheers,
g.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> 
> On 10/04/2009, at 9:13 AM, hgt55 wrote:
> 
> > hi there rs7k users.
> > i just got mine a few weeks ago due to frustation with ableton lives 
> > sequencing.
> > so i remembered my old hardware sequencer rm1x and bought a rs7k on 
> > ebay. was a bit tricky to sync to ableton and gives me other 
> > limitations but for now i am happy with my setup(rs7k+projectmix i/o 
> > +macbook with ableton live).
> > as the rs7k has a simple sampler i wanna use that one too. so here 
> > is what i did:
> 
> this is exactly the kind of setup im thinking of moving towards.. what 
> were your issues/limitations?
> 
> cheers :)
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17589|17589|2009-06-30 05:04:50|zamisers7k|RS Song for the RSers|
If wana remix some let me know cause its all in my RS...

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/God25.mp3

Zam
| 17590|17590|2009-07-02 08:12:41|zamisers7k|Zam Temp Away|
Contemplated whether or not this will matter, but just incase something comes up here in the mean time... I'll be away from the internet for the next few days, and will
approve any newb messages and answer any unanswered RS questions as soon as I get back.

Till then keep your RSs rock'n on like Megatron!

Zam (moderator)
| 17591|17591|2009-07-05 10:35:18|Hugh Mann|Help! - Pattern Chain Mode changes my sample to a drum sound?|
Hi folks, trying to assemble a set of patterns in pattern chain mode but every time I go from patt mode to patt chain, it resets my sample to a drum kit...have tried inserting
a program change but with no luck...any idea where I'm going wrong?

Cheers pfrog
| 17592|17591|2009-07-07 10:28:45|zamisers7k|Re: Help! - Pattern Chain Mode changes my sample to a drum sound?|
Hoping its not a weird memory problem, but give this a try to see if it works:

In pattern mode with the pattern with the sampled phrase, try copying the phrase to an empty user phrase using the jobs, then change the track to use the new phrase which
should be identical.

Hoping that will work for ya, if not let us know so we can try some other ideas out.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Hugh Mann" wrote:
>
> Hi folks, trying to assemble a set of patterns in pattern chain mode but every time I go from patt mode to patt chain, it resets my sample to a drum kit...have
tried inserting a program change but with no luck...any idea where I'm going wrong?
> 
> Cheers pfrog
>

| 17593|17579|2009-07-10 01:04:44|Hugh Mann|Re: Just a quick bit of info!|
Awesome tip, thanks!

peace,
pfrog

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:
>
> A shortcut to quickly undo the last action is to press "SHIFT + JOB".
> 
> 
> Maybe this would a good place to note other such shortcuts?
> 
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
>

| 17594|17594|2009-07-10 07:19:24|essential11939|Closed hats to mute open?|
Is there a way to get closed hi hats in drum kit to mute their open hat counterparts?
| 17595|17594|2009-07-10 07:25:33|Nick Fletcher|Re: Closed hats to mute open?|
Not on an RS7000. You would need a more complex sampler.
| 17596|17594|2009-07-10 07:27:12|zamisers7k|Re: Closed hats to mute open?|
I'm not 100% sure of this, but I think if I remember right there are groupings for those automatically set in drum sets that can't be changed. I'll have to recheck to be sure,
but if so, it'll likely be one of the black keys next to open hat, thinking the one right of it'll be close hat and it cuts the open hat short. Give it a try if you havn't, I will to be
sure next time I'm in front of my RS. I could be wrong about this, if so bummer, workaround would be to create a sample kit with those two sounds and make the patch
mono.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "essential11939" wrote:
>
> Is there a way to get closed hi hats in drum kit to mute their open hat counterparts?
>

| 17597|17579|2009-07-11 01:50:22|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Just a quick bit of info! More shortcuts|
Some shortcuts: 

* [SHIFT + JOB] to undo the last action. 
* [SHIFT]+[Fx] (Function buttons 1-4) to activate the numeric keypad via Sub-mode buttons � the numbers flash meaning you can enter data via buttons, press [ENTER]
or [DO] to execute. 
* [SHIFT]+[UTILITY] to see available sequencer/sampler memory.
* [SHIFT]+[MASTER] to return Master Effects to their default settings. 
* [OCT DOWN]+[OCT UP] = return to default octave. 
* Hold [SHIFT] while turning a knob to move in increments of +/- 10. 
* Hold [TRACK SELECT]+[ALL] while changing a function to affect all tracks simultaneously. 
* Hold [TRACK SELECT]+[1-8] while changing a function to affect the first 8 tracks. 
* Hold [TRACK SELECT]+[9-16] while changing a function to affect tracks 9 through 16. 
* Factory Reset: Hold [OCT DOWN]+[OCT UP]+[STORE] on power up. 
* Autoload: Hold TRACK button 1�9, on power up to activate Autoloads 1-9. You create the auto loads by, literally, naming the file "autold1", "autold2", "autold3", etc.
Once executed the unit will automatically load the file every time, until you reprogram it to look elsewhere. Holding track 10 on power up will cancel any programmed
auto load. You can also place an auto load file on a SCSI drive. This makes it easy to pick up where you left off if you ever have to stop mid-session. Simply create an
Autoload file in a folder named for the project in question, power up and you are back where you left off.
* Test Routine: [PATTERN]+[PATTERN CHAIN]+[UTILITY] on power up. 
* Update Routine: [REC]+[STOP] on power up.
| 17598|1220|2009-07-11 01:55:30|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /Documentations/Tips/Tips RS7000 Shortcuts.txt 
Uploaded by : florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl> 
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Description : RS7000 Shortcuts 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Documentations/Tips/Tips%20RS7000%20Shortcuts.txt 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/general.htmlfiles

Regards,

florisvanrijswijk <florisvanrijswijk@zonnet.nl>
| 17599|17579|2009-07-11 01:57:24|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Just a quick bit of info! More shortcuts|
I have added the shortcuts as "Tips RS7000 Shortcuts.txt" to the file section: 
http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/cDhYSp5dPmZQF_z7ItKMhoBBb50uPeponsMbjBOowwsU5b_t3nE7VnXVrFaIrvz8uaJEropTBGZqno715pHfJEhSwdOYGzJ5jknX3y5IkQ/
| 17600|17600|2009-07-11 02:21:23|florisvanrijswijk|Bag for RS 7000: Yamaha SCYRS 7000|
I just bought this bag for the RS7000: 
Yamaha SCYRS 7000 
http://www.thomann.de/nl/yamaha_scyrs7000.htm
Internal dimensions: 46 x 37 x 14cm. 
Colour: black. 
38,- Euro => $53,- USD 

It fits the RS really good and tight, has good padding and an extra pocket witch two sections in the front to put some cables and other stuff. 
It has two metal rings, one on the front-right and one on the back-left, to which the shoulder strap is attached. This strap is also heavily padded and formed in such a way
that the RS hangs ergonomically so you walk with it quite comfortably. 
I like it! 

Floris
| 17601|17601|2009-07-14 02:17:05|zamisers7k|RS Song from Zam|
Hi RS Folks,

Glad to see we are keeping up on files, and tip uploads, and bagging ;)

I'm still not 100% sure on close hi-hats, but I think they are working like supposed to? Maybe not...

Did a little ditty to see if that is what happens, seems so, but maybe I'm still not sure on those:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/pol4.mp3

If wana do a little remixing, let me know, its all RS7000 oh yeah!

Zam
| 17602|17601|2009-07-14 13:20:12|Zeek Duff|Re: RS Song from Zam|
On Jul 14, 2009, at 1:01 PM, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

> 1. RS Song from Zam
> Posted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum-source.com zamisers7k
> Date: Tue Jul 14, 2009 1:17 am ((PDT))
>
> Hi RS Folks,
>
> Glad to see we are keeping up on files, and tip uploads, and 
> bagging ;)
>
> I'm still not 100% sure on close hi-hats, but I think they are 
> working like supposed to? Maybe not...
>
> Did a little ditty to see if that is what happens, seems so, but 
> maybe I'm still not sure on those:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/pol4.mp3
>
> If wana do a little remixing, let me know, its all RS7000 oh yeah!

Hi Zam,
I'm not hearing a "choked" cymbal anywhere in your piece... Normally, 
a MIDI drum kit IS set up so that the closed HH right next to (and 
above) an open one will choke the open HH when the closed HH is 
triggered, immediately. I'm not hearing that effect. Did you try 
using the keyboard to play the open HH and then shutting it with the 
closed HH next to it? For example, if the open HH is on an Eb, then 
closed would be the E natural, and "should" close the open HH before 
it's done with it's usual decay time. Granted, there are probably 
some kits that aren't set up that way, and it's possible the kit 
you're using isn't. You need to test the kits to be sure you get the 
correct effect you want of a "choked" HH. You also might have to 
trigger the closed HH with full volume (128) to hear it better. But, 
it should shut off the open HH, regardless.
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Best regards,
...z

"Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes.
Art is knowing which ones to keep."
-Scott Adams

Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,
Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
http://www.zeekduff.com for more info
http://www.MySpace.com/zeekduffmusic for streaming whole songs
http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff for audio clips and CD purchases
| 17603|17603|2009-07-14 23:01:32|theazimus|.r1p imports are messed!|
I've recently upgraded to the RS7k v1.22 from the Rm1x. I have a ton of songs I'm trying to transfer over. The RS7k does not import the patterns properly. The user
phrases are not what they are on the Rm1x. what is the deal? My Rm1x is OS v1.12, does this matter? phrase number US 050 will be the same as US 001 and so on?
| 17604|17604|2009-07-14 23:01:53|joedanero|hEY just posted a new way to edit sounds on pc|
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2620
Thanks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
| 17605|17594|2009-07-14 23:02:24|joedanero|Re: Closed hats to mute open?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> I'm not 100% sure of this, but I think if I remember right there are groupings for those automatically set in drum sets that can't be changed. I'll have to
recheck to be sure, but if so, it'll likely be one of the black keys next to open hat, thinking the one right of it'll be close hat and it cuts the open hat short. Give
it a try if you havn't, I will to be sure next time I'm in front of my RS. I could be wrong about this, if so bummer, workaround would be to create a sample kit
with those two sounds and make the patch mono.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "essential11939" wrote:
> >
> > Is there a way to get closed hi hats in drum kit to mute their open hat counterparts?
> >
>

The factory sets do this. Why couldnt someone set their own samples to do the same?
| 17606|17579|2009-07-14 23:02:39|joedanero|Re: Just a quick bit of info!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickeax" wrote:

>
> A shortcut to quickly undo the last action is to press "SHIFT + JOB".
> 
> 
> Maybe this would a good place to note other such shortcuts?
> 
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Nick.
>

Ive owned this box since day one and never caught that!!
thanks
| 17607|17601|2009-07-14 23:15:58|zamisers7k|Re: RS Song from Zam|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Zeek Duff wrote:

>
> On Jul 14, 2009, at 1:01 PM, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
> 
> > 1. RS Song from Zam
> > Posted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@... zamisers7k
> > Date: Tue Jul 14, 2009 1:17 am ((PDT))
> >
> > Hi RS Folks,
> >
> > Glad to see we are keeping up on files, and tip uploads, and 
> > bagging ;)
> >
> > I'm still not 100% sure on close hi-hats, but I think they are 
> > working like supposed to? Maybe not...
> >
> > Did a little ditty to see if that is what happens, seems so, but 
> > maybe I'm still not sure on those:
> >
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/pol4.mp3
> >
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> > If wana do a little remixing, let me know, its all RS7000 oh yeah!
> 
> Hi Zam,
> I'm not hearing a "choked" cymbal anywhere in your piece... Normally, 
> a MIDI drum kit IS set up so that the closed HH right next to (and 
> above) an open one will choke the open HH when the closed HH is 
> triggered, immediately. I'm not hearing that effect. Did you try 
> using the keyboard to play the open HH and then shutting it with the 
> closed HH next to it? For example, if the open HH is on an Eb, then 
> closed would be the E natural, and "should" close the open HH before 
> it's done with it's usual decay time. Granted, there are probably 
> some kits that aren't set up that way, and it's possible the kit 
> you're using isn't. You need to test the kits to be sure you get the 
> correct effect you want of a "choked" HH. You also might have to 
> trigger the closed HH with full volume (128) to hear it better. But, 
> it should shut off the open HH, regardless.
> 
> Best regards,
> ...z
> 
> 
> "Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes.
> Art is knowing which ones to keep."
> -Scott Adams
> 
> Fingerstyle guitar jazz from your friend,
> Zeek Duff in BEAUTIFUL COLORADO
> http://www.zeekduff.com for more info
> http://www.MySpace.com/zeekduffmusic for streaming whole songs
> http://www.cdbaby.com/zeekduff for audio clips and CD purchases
>

Thanks for checking it! Its tough to hear the hats actually in the song now that I re listened, I did test it out first and it seemed to be doing it, but honestly it was still kind
of hard to tell all by itself. Have to play them fast cause the decay is so quick.

As for setting up your own sampled kit, yeah the RS is fairly limited with such things, maybe a longer sample is in order with both hats would do the trick???

Zam
| 17608|17604|2009-07-14 23:25:16|zamisers7k|Re: hEY just posted a new way to edit sounds on pc|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "joedanero" wrote:

>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2620
> Thanks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>

Um, that link takes me to a rant about how Yahoo lists suck. No PC sound editor? Are you just trolling or linked to the wrong thread on RS7000.org forum?

I do agree with ya that a regular message forum is much better for such things than a crappy Yahoo list. We just so happen to have stayed a little more active here for some
weird odd reason.

Zam
| 17609|17594|2009-07-14 23:28:42|zamisers7k|Re: Closed hats to mute open?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "joedanero" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm not 100% sure of this, but I think if I remember right there are groupings for those automatically set in drum sets that can't be changed. I'll have to
recheck to be sure, but if so, it'll likely be one of the black keys next to open hat, thinking the one right of it'll be close hat and it cuts the open hat short. Give
it a try if you havn't, I will to be sure next time I'm in front of my RS. I could be wrong about this, if so bummer, workaround would be to create a sample kit
with those two sounds and make the patch mono.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "essential11939" wrote:
> > >
> > > Is there a way to get closed hi hats in drum kit to mute their open hat counterparts?
> > >
> >
> The factory sets do this. Why couldnt someone set their own samples to do the same?
>

Good question, with no good answer. My theory would be that Yamaha abandoned the RS before they could get around to doing more cool stuff with the sampler section.

Zam
| 17610|17603|2009-07-14 23:59:52|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
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Hi, I'm not sure what to tell ya on this one. I've never done an RM1X file import on the RS. It sounds like your getting the import done OK, you've got the latest OS on the
RS it seems, just the phrases are there but in a dif user number... so does the track still play the proper phrases? You just no longer know what user numbers they'll be on?

From what I read in the manual, importing RM1X files will overwrite all data in those style numbers, but was wondering if it does the same with phrases. I mean what
would happen if you filled the first 49 user phrases with junk then tried importing, will it place them from 50 on in order, then you can go back and erase the the first 49 if
you so wanted?

I'm probably not much help on this one, so hoping someone else with more experience on this problem will come to your rescue. If you get it worked out on your own,
please post back with the solution.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
>
> I've recently upgraded to the RS7k v1.22 from the Rm1x. I have a ton of songs I'm trying to transfer over. The RS7k does not import the patterns properly.
The user phrases are not what they are on the Rm1x. what is the deal? My Rm1x is OS v1.12, does this matter? phrase number US 050 will be the same as US
001 and so on?
>

| 17611|17603|2009-07-15 20:41:08|theazimus|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
It seems like it only copies a few user phrases, then the later phrases are all just the same as say user phrase 001. The end result is a bunch of tracks all play the same
thing.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi, I'm not sure what to tell ya on this one. I've never done an RM1X file import on the RS. It sounds like your getting the import done OK, you've got the
latest OS on the RS it seems, just the phrases are there but in a dif user number... so does the track still play the proper phrases? You just no longer know what
user numbers they'll be on?
> 
> From what I read in the manual, importing RM1X files will overwrite all data in those style numbers, but was wondering if it does the same with phrases. I
mean what would happen if you filled the first 49 user phrases with junk then tried importing, will it place them from 50 on in order, then you can go back
and erase the the first 49 if you so wanted?
> 
> I'm probably not much help on this one, so hoping someone else with more experience on this problem will come to your rescue. If you get it worked out on
your own, please post back with the solution.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
> >
> > I've recently upgraded to the RS7k v1.22 from the Rm1x. I have a ton of songs I'm trying to transfer over. The RS7k does not import the patterns
properly. The user phrases are not what they are on the Rm1x. what is the deal? My Rm1x is OS v1.12, does this matter? phrase number US 050 will be the
same as US 001 and so on?
> >
>

| 17612|17594|2009-07-15 20:42:02|theazimus|Re: Closed hats to mute open?|
We need to get them to do an update!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "joedanero" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm not 100% sure of this, but I think if I remember right there are groupings for those automatically set in drum sets that can't be changed. I'll have to
recheck to be sure, but if so, it'll likely be one of the black keys next to open hat, thinking the one right of it'll be close hat and it cuts the open hat short. Give
it a try if you havn't, I will to be sure next time I'm in front of my RS. I could be wrong about this, if so bummer, workaround would be to create a sample kit
with those two sounds and make the patch mono.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "essential11939" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Is there a way to get closed hi hats in drum kit to mute their open hat counterparts?
> > > >
> > >
> > The factory sets do this. Why couldnt someone set their own samples to do the same?
> >
> Good question, with no good answer. My theory would be that Yamaha abandoned the RS before they could get around to doing more cool stuff with the
sampler section.
> 
> Zam
>
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| 17613|17603|2009-07-15 21:46:07|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
I didn't look real hard, but was hoping to find some .r1p files out there on the net to try out in my RS, but I'm having trouble finding anything, just to see if I'd have the
same problem. If you want, maybe you could email me yours and I'll see if it does the same thing on my RS. I've a feeling they probably will, so was also hoping to find
someone elses RM1X files to see too if its just a problem with yours or happens with all .r1p files.

My addy is zamise@quantum-source.com if you want to try to email a couple of them to me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
>
> It seems like it only copies a few user phrases, then the later phrases are all just the same as say user phrase 001. The end result is a bunch of tracks all play
the same thing.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, I'm not sure what to tell ya on this one. I've never done an RM1X file import on the RS. It sounds like your getting the import done OK, you've got
the latest OS on the RS it seems, just the phrases are there but in a dif user number... so does the track still play the proper phrases? You just no longer know
what user numbers they'll be on?
> > 
> > From what I read in the manual, importing RM1X files will overwrite all data in those style numbers, but was wondering if it does the same with phrases.
I mean what would happen if you filled the first 49 user phrases with junk then tried importing, will it place them from 50 on in order, then you can go back
and erase the the first 49 if you so wanted?
> > 
> > I'm probably not much help on this one, so hoping someone else with more experience on this problem will come to your rescue. If you get it worked out
on your own, please post back with the solution.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
> > >
> > > I've recently upgraded to the RS7k v1.22 from the Rm1x. I have a ton of songs I'm trying to transfer over. The RS7k does not import the patterns
properly. The user phrases are not what they are on the Rm1x. what is the deal? My Rm1x is OS v1.12, does this matter? phrase number US 050 will be the
same as US 001 and so on?
> > >
> >
>

| 17614|17603|2009-07-15 22:34:52|theazimus|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
Also, Unless the rm1x tracks being imported are user phrases, they don't import, correct?
| 17615|17603|2009-07-16 13:39:03|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
Importing RM1X files are new to me so I don't know, but I don't remember hearing of anyone else having a similar issue.

I got your r1p file, tried it out and I think I see what you mean with the phrases. So its not just your RS, wondering if its possible that something weird is happening with
how your saving the r1p file off the RM1X maybe?

Hmmm...

Zam

On the RS there is a save PATT, and a Save ALL. Wondering if the RM1X needs to do a save all

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
>
> 
> Also, Unless the rm1x tracks being imported are user phrases, they don't import, correct?
>

| 17616|17603|2009-07-16 19:10:33|theazimus|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
That's what I'm thinking, because all the ones that are copies are more recent user phrases from old patterns.
| 17617|17617|2009-07-16 22:17:29|slipknotfkr|Bad keyboard contact|
Hi All,

I just picked up a used RS7000 and the keys on the keyboard don't work very well. The contacts are either dirty or worn I guess and I would appreciate any advice on how
to get them to work better. Is there any way I could clean them without having to take the whole machine apart? Compressed air perhaps and a contact cleaner spray? Or
am I risking damaging the RS? Any thoughts would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks,

Dave
| 17618|17617|2009-07-17 04:47:31|zamisers7k|Re: Bad keyboard contact|
How bad are they?

I've heard about some having this problem, mine never has and I've used it a lot. I'm thinking this happens more on unused ones, so perhaps if they arn't too bad you could
wear the contacts clean again just by using it after a bit.
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However, if its really bad I don't think compressed air would do much good, but it probably wouldn't hurt to try it first as long as its not too strong. I don't think you could
get to the contact points without taking it apart to use cleaner on them, but I might be wrong there too.

I've had my RS7000 case open to put memory in, thats pretty easy to do, but I think it'd intale quite a bit more to get to the minikeys. If your up for it I'd say go for it, if
not maybe have a pro tech take a look at it, as well be cautios with that too cause I've heard some nightmare stories too about them. If it helps any we have a service
manual located in the file section here for ya.

I say give wearing them back in a shot first.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slipknotfkr" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> I just picked up a used RS7000 and the keys on the keyboard don't work very well. The contacts are either dirty or worn I guess and I would appreciate any
advice on how to get them to work better. Is there any way I could clean them without having to take the whole machine apart? Compressed air perhaps and a
contact cleaner spray? Or am I risking damaging the RS? Any thoughts would be greatly appreciated.
> 
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

| 17619|17603|2009-07-17 04:51:20|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
Do you still have the RM1X? Maybe you could load the files back on it and see if they still work normally, then try a resave with difrent name and then see if the newer
ones will import properly to the RS???

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
>
> That's what I'm thinking, because all the ones that are copies are more recent user phrases from old patterns.
>

| 17620|17617|2009-07-17 11:16:52|Craig|Re: Bad keyboard contact|
My RS actually had some very flaky keys when I got it (used) as well. Tried compressed air without success so I ended up taking it apart. Unfortunately the buttons that
the keys hit are the encased kind so you cannot get at the contact portion to clean them. The good news is that Yamaha sells pretty much every part for the RS at pretty
reasonable prices. I replaced all white key electronics for $30 or $40 if I recall correctly. If you're even marginal with a soldering iron it's a a piece of cake. Disassembly to
get to the motherboard isn't too bad either if you've ever been inside any sort of electronic device, just don't lose the screws ;)

Good luck.

Craig

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com on behalf of zamisers7k
Sent: Fri 7/17/2009 4:00 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Bad keyboard contact

How bad are they?

I've heard about some having this problem, mine never has and I've used it a lot. I'm thinking this happens more on unused ones, so perhaps if they arn't too bad you could
wear the contacts clean again just by using it after a bit.

However, if its really bad I don't think compressed air would do much good, but it probably wouldn't hurt to try it first as long as its not too strong. I don't think you could
get to the contact points without taking it apart to use cleaner on them, but I might be wrong there too.

I've had my RS7000 case open to put memory in, thats pretty easy to do, but I think it'd intale quite a bit more to get to the minikeys. If your up for it I'd say go for it, if
not maybe have a pro tech take a look at it, as well be cautios with that too cause I've heard some nightmare stories too about them. If it helps any we have a service
manual located in the file section here for ya.

I say give wearing them back in a shot first.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slipknotfkr" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> I just picked up a used RS7000 and the keys on the keyboard don't work very well. The contacts are either dirty or worn I guess and I would appreciate any
advice on how to get them to work better. Is there any way I could clean them without having to take the whole machine apart? Compressed air perhaps and a
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contact cleaner spray? Or am I risking damaging the RS? Any thoughts would be greatly appreciated.
> 
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17621|17617|2009-07-17 22:20:17|dc|Re: Bad keyboard contact|
Thanks for the advice guys. I finally ended up taking my RS apart
(unfortunately before reading Craig's post :-)) I tried compressed air and a
cleaner and neither helped much at all. At least I know how to take it
apart. I am not very good with a soldering iron but I'll contact Yamaha
about getting the keys and give it a go. Thanks again. I'll post my
endeavors when I get to the repair process.

Dave

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Craig
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2009 1:16 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: Bad keyboard contact

My RS actually had some very flaky keys when I got it (used) as well. Tried
compressed air without success so I ended up taking it apart. Unfortunately
the buttons that the keys hit are the encased kind so you cannot get at the
contact portion to clean them. The good news is that Yamaha sells pretty
much every part for the RS at pretty reasonable prices. I replaced all white
key electronics for $30 or $40 if I recall correctly. If you're even
marginal with a soldering iron it's a a piece of cake. Disassembly to get to
the motherboard isn't too bad either if you've ever been inside any sort of
electronic device, just don't lose the screws ;)

Good luck.

Craig

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups. com on behalf of
zamisers7k
Sent: Fri 7/17/2009 4:00 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Bad keyboard contact

How bad are they?

I've heard about some having this problem, mine never has and I've used it a
lot. I'm thinking this happens more on unused ones, so perhaps if they arn't
too bad you could wear the contacts clean again just by using it after a
bit.

However, if its really bad I don't think compressed air would do much good,
but it probably wouldn't hurt to try it first as long as its not too strong.
I don't think you could get to the contact points without taking it apart to
use cleaner on them, but I might be wrong there too.

I've had my RS7000 case open to put memory in, thats pretty easy to do, but
I think it'd intale quite a bit more to get to the minikeys. If your up for
it I'd say go for it, if not maybe have a pro tech take a look at it, as
well be cautios with that too cause I've heard some nightmare stories too
about them. If it helps any we have a service manual located in the file
section here for ya.

I say give wearing them back in a shot first.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,
"slipknotfkr" wrote:
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>
> Hi All,
> 
> I just picked up a used RS7000 and the keys on the keyboard don't work

very well. The contacts are either dirty or worn I guess and I would
appreciate any advice on how to get them to work better. Is there any way I
could clean them without having to take the whole machine apart? Compressed
air perhaps and a contact cleaner spray? Or am I risking damaging the RS?
Any thoughts would be greatly appreciated.

> 
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Dave
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.375 / Virus Database: 270.13.18/2243 - Release Date: 07/17/09
06:08:00

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17622|17603|2009-07-19 16:52:02|William Simpson|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
Hi,
I had the same issue when I did the same.  I had the find sounds close to what was on the rmx1 which also included the effects.  Same patterns i was able to make it sound
the same, on other it sounded better.  I assumed it did not recognize the phrase settings.

--- On Tue, 7/14/09, theazimus <Kreeper_6@hotmail.com> wrote:

From: theazimus <Kreeper_6@hotmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] .r1p imports are messed!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2009, 8:15 PM

I've recently upgraded to the RS7k v1.22 from the Rm1x. I have a ton of songs I'm trying to transfer over. The RS7k does not import the patterns properly.
The user phrases are not what they are on the Rm1x. what is the deal? My Rm1x is OS v1.12, does this matter? phrase number US 050 will be the same as US
001 and so on?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17623|17603|2009-07-19 17:52:57|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
I thought that might of been their problem at first too, needing to find similar voices, but that does not seem to be problem in this case. The us 001 phrase seems appears to
be duplicated on other seemingly random phrases, making a lot of tracks identical when they should have difrent phrases on them.

Seems a wierd one, and I'm suspecting it'll trace back to being the RM1Xs fault and not the RSs.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:
>
> Hi,
> I had the same issue when I did the same.  I had the find sounds close to what was on the rmx1 which also included the effects.  Same patterns i was able to
make it sound the same, on other it sounded better.  I assumed it did not recognize the phrase settings.
> 
> 
> 
> --- On Tue, 7/14/09, theazimus wrote:
> 
> From: theazimus 
> Subject: [RS7000] .r1p imports are messed!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2009, 8:15 PM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> I've recently upgraded to the RS7k v1.22 from the Rm1x. I have a ton of songs I'm trying to transfer over. The RS7k does not import the patterns properly.
The user phrases are not what they are on the Rm1x. what is the deal? My Rm1x is OS v1.12, does this matter? phrase number US 050 will be the same as US
001 and so on?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17624|17603|2009-07-19 17:58:54|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
This maybe nothing, but if I just remembered something, if I recall corectly some of the RM1X had some wierd issues, can't remember what they where, but I remember
hearing somewhere once that some of them needed a chip replaced to work 100%. So, I'm wondering if that might have anything to do with this particular problem, I'll
have to look back into it...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
>
> That's what I'm thinking, because all the ones that are copies are more recent user phrases from old patterns.
>

| 17625|17603|2009-07-19 21:47:21|zamisers7k|Re: .r1p imports are messed!|
Well after looking around a bit it looks like the chip replacement for the RM1X was to fix some random midi message bugs, so that is probably not it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> This maybe nothing, but if I just remembered something, if I recall corectly some of the RM1X had some wierd issues, can't remember what they where,
but I remember hearing somewhere once that some of them needed a chip replaced to work 100%. So, I'm wondering if that might have anything to do with
this particular problem, I'll have to look back into it...
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "theazimus" wrote:
> >
> > That's what I'm thinking, because all the ones that are copies are more recent user phrases from old patterns.
> >
>

| 17626|17604|2009-07-28 23:34:43|joedanero|Re: hEY just posted a new way to edit sounds on pc|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "joedanero" wrote:
> >
> > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2620
> > Thanks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
> >
> 
> 
> Um, that link takes me to a rant about how Yahoo lists suck. No PC sound editor? Are you just trolling or linked to the wrong thread on RS7000.org forum?
> 
> I do agree with ya that a regular message forum is much better for such things than a crappy Yahoo list. We just so happen to have stayed a little more
active here for some weird odd reason.
> 
> Zam
>

I couldnt have sai it any better Zam. This group is so hard for me to navigate through being used to a forum... I just wish the community would shift back. I feel its only
hurting the RS not me : (
| 17627|17617|2009-07-28 23:43:03|joedanero|Re: Bad keyboard contact|
Please Do post back your results. Ive had this problem for a couple of years now with the very first key...the "K !" key thanks for any updates in advance.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the advice guys. I finally ended up taking my RS apart
> (unfortunately before reading Craig's post :-)) I tried compressed air and a
> cleaner and neither helped much at all. At least I know how to take it
> apart. I am not very good with a soldering iron but I'll contact Yamaha
> about getting the keys and give it a go. Thanks again. I'll post my
> endeavors when I get to the repair process.
> 
> 
> Dave
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
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> Craig
> Sent: Friday, July 17, 2009 1:16 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: Bad keyboard contact
> 
> 
> My RS actually had some very flaky keys when I got it (used) as well. Tried
> compressed air without success so I ended up taking it apart. Unfortunately
> the buttons that the keys hit are the encased kind so you cannot get at the
> contact portion to clean them. The good news is that Yamaha sells pretty
> much every part for the RS at pretty reasonable prices. I replaced all white
> key electronics for $30 or $40 if I recall correctly. If you're even
> marginal with a soldering iron it's a a piece of cake. Disassembly to get to
> the motherboard isn't too bad either if you've ever been inside any sort of
> electronic device, just don't lose the screws ;)
> 
> Good luck.
> 
> Craig
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups. com on behalf of
> zamisers7k
> Sent: Fri 7/17/2009 4:00 AM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Bad keyboard contact
> 
> How bad are they?
> 
> I've heard about some having this problem, mine never has and I've used it a
> lot. I'm thinking this happens more on unused ones, so perhaps if they arn't
> too bad you could wear the contacts clean again just by using it after a
> bit.
> 
> However, if its really bad I don't think compressed air would do much good,
> but it probably wouldn't hurt to try it first as long as its not too strong.
> I don't think you could get to the contact points without taking it apart to
> use cleaner on them, but I might be wrong there too.
> 
> I've had my RS7000 case open to put memory in, thats pretty easy to do, but
> I think it'd intale quite a bit more to get to the minikeys. If your up for
> it I'd say go for it, if not maybe have a pro tech take a look at it, as
> well be cautios with that too cause I've heard some nightmare stories too
> about them. If it helps any we have a service manual located in the file
> section here for ya.
> 
> I say give wearing them back in a shot first.
> 
> Let us know how it goes.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com,
> "slipknotfkr" wrote:
> >
> > Hi All,
> > 
> > I just picked up a used RS7000 and the keys on the keyboard don't work
> very well. The contacts are either dirty or worn I guess and I would
> appreciate any advice on how to get them to work better. Is there any way I
> could clean them without having to take the whole machine apart? Compressed
> air perhaps and a contact cleaner spray? Or am I risking damaging the RS?
> Any thoughts would be greatly appreciated.
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > 
> > Dave
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
> Version: 8.5.375 / Virus Database: 270.13.18/2243 - Release Date: 07/17/09
> 06:08:00
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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| 17628|17628|2009-08-01 18:53:02|zamisers7k|Tip: Loop Crash Placement|
I might of mentioned this one before, but was working on my RS today, and I can't emphasize how much this helps for looping patterns.

I like to put two Crash Cymbals at the start of a pattern loop (fist step), then the slightly quieter one on the end of the loop (last step).

I think a lot of built in phrases don't do this with the cybals, not just for the RS but most gear. Our ears can't distinguish the seperation unless using really low tempows
maybe, so they sound like one crash and loud at the same time during looping, pattern play start kind of loud but not too loud, and when you stop or change sections the
last cymbol is somewhat softer. It also helps bad transitions both to and from that section/loop.

Put a reverse crash 1/4 or 1/2 step just before the end of the last measure too, very helpful for signaling or identifying loop point is coming up soon, good time to do
muting or section change as the crashes will help hide poor manual timing, for live remixing or not.

Peace out RS brothaz!

Zam
| 17629|17629|2009-08-05 16:57:14|funkeeb|RS7000 Wanted in the UK|
Hi, I'm looking for an RS7000 in the UK in full working order. Email me me with a price if you are looking to sell or part exchange. I'm based near Birmingham.

Cheers
| 17630|17629|2009-08-05 17:28:26|David Fenley|Re: RS7000 Wanted in the UK|
Hey Man,

Works perfect manual included, $900usd + shipping from Los Angeles, CA, US. Quite far from England but hey, let me know.

David

________________________________
From: funkeeb <funkeeb@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, August 5, 2009 1:27:09 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 Wanted in the UK

Hi, I'm looking for an RS7000 in the UK in full working order. Email me me with a price if you are looking to sell or part exchange. I'm based near Birmingham.

Cheers

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17631|17631|2009-08-09 05:52:26|tempotanken|RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
# Suprises: new ways to compose/work

I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #�%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/17126
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And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum....hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H
| 17632|14656|2009-08-09 10:30:02|Robert Danzman|for sale|
Hello Everybody,

Selling my E-MU 4XT ULTRA. Absolute mint condition. Rack ears. Two(2) operating manuals(new, never used). Twenty(20) CD E-MU Sount Library(originals, not
copies). Iomega Zip100(new, never used). SCSI drive(new, never used).

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17633|14656|2009-08-09 10:40:26|michael|Re: for sale|
May I know a suggested price for the sampler,please?
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile

-----Original Message-----
From: "Robert Danzman" <r@thearcadian.com>

Date: Sun, 9 Aug 2009 12:29:39 
To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] for sale

Hello Everybody,

Selling my E-MU 4XT ULTRA. Absolute mint condition. Rack ears. Two(2) operating manuals(new, never used). Twenty(20) CD E-MU Sount Library(originals, not
copies). Iomega Zip100(new, never used). SCSI drive(new, never used).

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17634|14656|2009-08-09 11:06:08|Robert Danzman|Re: for sale|
Micahel,

Cell me 215-833-5096 any time day or night.

Robert

----- Original Message ----- 
From: michael 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, August 09, 2009 12:40 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] for sale

May I know a suggested price for the sampler,please?
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile

-----Original Message-----
From: "Robert Danzman" <r@thearcadian.com>

Date: Sun, 9 Aug 2009 12:29:39 
To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RS7000] for sale

Hello Everybody,

Selling my E-MU 4XT ULTRA. Absolute mint condition. Rack ears. Two(2) operating manuals(new, never used). Twenty(20) CD E-MU Sount
Library(originals, not copies). Iomega Zip100(new, never used). SCSI drive(new, never used).

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17635|17631|2009-08-10 17:02:09|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Hey there again Hans, its Zam. Just thought of something, while your at maybe look at and see if the Korg D4 Digital Recording studio. Before you say nay do check it
out. I've always wanted one to see how well of a jam machine it could be besides just a digital recorder. Seems like it may be perfect for gigging out a lot, small compact,
sample track looper deal, lots of memory, design reminds me kind of a tb-303 in my opinion with counter sunk knobs. Seems really cool, but maybe it has some major
flaws, as it seems that its not really a full blown sequencer like the RS either, who knows tho? 

Something to check out anyway the Korg D4.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tempotanken" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone
> 
> I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
> Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 
> 
> For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road
> 
> I want something that is:
> # Fast & Easy to use
> # Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
> # Lots of sampling time
> # Tweakable 
> # Quality sound
> 
> A bonus would be 
> # Good FX´s
> # Live looper
> # Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
> # Suprises: new ways to compose/work
> 
> I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
> but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
> And it is heavy= 9kg
> 
> So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS
> 
> Does anybody use this combo ?
> Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #�%"# TIGHT !!!)
> Is it fun, easy,
> Can you play it like an instrument
> 
> searched and found this:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/17126
> And it looks promising...
> 
> Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
> Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
> Linndrum....hmmm can´t wait anymore
> RS9K ?? :-)
> 
> Thanks in advance
> 
> H
>

| 17636|17631|2009-08-10 19:04:43|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Maybe also check out the Emu Command Stations. Just a thought, the command stations seem almost comparable to the RS, some things better some not. The XL7 or the
MP7, I think one or both may have sample capability, how much I'm unsure, but worth I look too perhaps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey there again Hans, its Zam. Just thought of something, while your at maybe look at and see if the Korg D4 Digital Recording studio. Before you say nay
do check it out. I've always wanted one to see how well of a jam machine it could be besides just a digital recorder. Seems like it may be perfect for gigging
out a lot, small compact, sample track looper deal, lots of memory, design reminds me kind of a tb-303 in my opinion with counter sunk knobs. Seems really
cool, but maybe it has some major flaws, as it seems that its not really a full blown sequencer like the RS either, who knows tho? 
> 
> Something to check out anyway the Korg D4.
> 
> Zam
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/17126
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 17637|17631|2009-08-11 05:46:27|dc|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Hi all,
Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.

Dave

----- Original Message ----- 
From: zamisers7k 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2009 9:04 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?

Maybe also check out the Emu Command Stations. Just a thought, the command stations seem almost comparable to the RS, some things better some not.
The XL7 or the MP7, I think one or both may have sample capability, how much I'm unsure, but worth I look too perhaps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hey there again Hans, its Zam. Just thought of something, while your at maybe look at and see if the Korg D4 Digital Recording studio. Before you say nay
do check it out. I've always wanted one to see how well of a jam machine it could be besides just a digital recorder. Seems like it may be perfect for gigging
out a lot, small compact, sample track looper deal, lots of memory, design reminds me kind of a tb-303 in my opinion with counter sunk knobs. Seems really
cool, but maybe it has some major flaws, as it seems that its not really a full blown sequencer like the RS either, who knows tho? 
> 
> Something to check out anyway the Korg D4.
> 
> Zam
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17638|17631|2009-08-11 17:12:30|David Swaddell|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Hi,
 
I just spent a week building a style library on a memory card for my RS7000. While doing that job, it occurred to me that an SP555 would be a perfect complement for an
RS7000. So I think your idea is a good one. 
 
I don't have any input about the sync between the two units.
 
Dave

--- On Sun, 8/9/09, tempotanken wrote:

From: tempotanken 
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2009, 4:52 AM

  

Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
# Suprises: new ways to compose/work

I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17639|17631|2009-08-11 23:47:47|Trent Richardson|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Have a brand new rs7000 (used only a few times...MINT COND) with expansion board installed.. and offers?

Kind Regards,

Trent 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of David Swaddell
Sent: Wednesday, 12 August 2009 9:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?

Hi,

I just spent a week building a style library on a memory card for my RS7000. While doing that job, it occurred to me that an SP555 would be a perfect complement for an
RS7000. So I think your idea is a good one. 

I don't have any input about the sync between the two units.

Dave

--- On Sun, 8/9/09, tempotanken > wrote:

From: tempotanken >
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2009, 4:52 AM



Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
# Suprises: new ways to compose/work

I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.392 / Virus Database: 270.13.49/2295 - Release Date: 08/11/09 18:27:00

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17640|17631|2009-08-11 23:50:56|zamisers7k|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Awe too bad, I thought they did, thanks for the correction.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.
> 
> Dave

| 17641|17631|2009-08-12 02:31:22|lars jensen|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
I consider the RS and ableton a really great setup. I think its the one dj rap uses as well

--- On Tue, 8/11/09, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009, 10:50 PM

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Awe too bad, I thought they did, thanks for the correction.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.
> 
> Dave

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17642|17631|2009-08-12 07:49:31|sean mccarrick|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Hi Lars,
How do you use live and rs together?
Thanks,
Sean

________________________________
From: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 12 August, 2009 14:36:36
Subject: [RS7000] Digest Number 2441

The RS7000 community underground. 
Messages In This Digest (4 Messages) 
1a. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: David Swaddell 
1b. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: Trent Richardson 
1c. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: zamisers7k 
1d. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: lars jensen View All Topics | Create New Topic Messages 
1a. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "David Swaddell" deltadad2001@yahoo.com   deltadad2001 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 4:12 pm (PDT) 

Hi,
 
I just spent a week building a style library on a memory card for my RS7000. While doing that job, it occurred to me that an SP555 would be a perfect complement for an
RS7000. So I think your idea is a good one. 
 
I don't have any input about the sync between the two units.
 
Dave

--- On Sun, 8/9/09, tempotanken wrote:

From: tempotanken 
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?



To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2009, 4:52 AM

  

Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
# Suprises: new ways to compose/work

I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Back to top Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post 
Messages in this topic (8) 
1b. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "Trent Richardson" trent@pistachio.net.au   treeeeentie 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 10:47 pm (PDT) 

Have a brand new rs7000 (used only a few times...MINT COND) with expansion board installed.. and offers?

Kind Regards,

Trent 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups. com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups. com] On Behalf Of David Swaddell
Sent: Wednesday, 12 August 2009 9:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?

Hi,

I just spent a week building a style library on a memory card for my RS7000. While doing that job, it occurred to me that an SP555 would be a perfect
complement for an RS7000. So I think your idea is a good one. 

I don't have any input about the sync between the two units.

Dave

--- On Sun, 8/9/09, tempotanken > wrote:



From: tempotanken >
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2009, 4:52 AM

Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
# Suprises: new ways to compose/work

I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.392 / Virus Database: 270.13.49/2295 - Release Date: 08/11/09 18:27:00

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Back to top Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post 
Messages in this topic (8) 
1c. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum-source.com   zamisers7k 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 10:50 pm (PDT) 

Awe too bad, I thought they did, thanks for the correction.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.
> 
> Dave

Back to top Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post 



Messages in this topic (8) 
1d. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "lars jensen" ambianimaton@yahoo.com   ambianimaton 
Wed Aug 12, 2009 1:31 am (PDT) 

I consider the RS and ableton a really great setup. I think its the one dj rap uses as well

--- On Tue, 8/11/09, zamisers7k wrote:

From: zamisers7k 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009, 10:50 PM

  

Awe too bad, I thought they did, thanks for the correction.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.
> 
> Dave

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Back to top Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post 
Messages in this topic (8) 
Recent Activity
*  5 
New MembersVisit Your Group 
Yahoo! News
Fashion News
What's the word on
fashion and style?
New web site?
Drive traffic now.
Get your business
on Yahoo! search.
Sitebuilder
Build a web site
quickly & easily
with Sitebuilder.
Need to Reply?
Click one of the "Reply" links to respond to a specific message in the Daily Digest.
Create New Topic | Visit Your Group on the Web 
Messages | Files | Photos | Members 
===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ:  http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account. 
MARKETPLACE
Mom Power: Discover the community of moms doing more for their families, for the world and for each other 

Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required) 
Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Individual | Switch format to Traditional 
Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17643|17631|2009-08-12 09:28:01|lars jensen|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
I just started up with live, and have no idea how cool it will be to use resampling, but since I have found it easier to do  the sequencing for midi machine sync, sequencing
in general, and much more on the rs, live saves me file load time and I can use the virtual instruments and sample back and forth from each machine. I put the big files the
rs won't hold on there, I have yet to get a working ultra scsi drive or install full memory (I bought 2 chips 32 mb and it was 32 and not 64
but  I would want the large vocal clips in there anyway, it works better for virtual fx, but  I will use the rs for pitched samples built in virtual instruments such as absynth,



sliced vocal or other phrases, the right drum samples, and anything else I want to run through its beautiful system. live can be the other half. it works very well.
resampling is key

--- On Wed, 8/12/09, sean mccarrick wrote:

From: sean mccarrick 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Cc: ambianimaton@yahoo.com
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2009, 6:48 AM

  

Hi Lars,
How do you use live and rs together?
Thanks,
Sean

____________ _________ _________ __
From: "RS7000@yahoogroups. com" 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Sent: Wednesday, 12 August, 2009 14:36:36
Subject: [RS7000] Digest Number 2441

The RS7000 community underground. 
Messages In This Digest (4 Messages) 
1a. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: David Swaddell 
1b. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: Trent Richardson 
1c. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: zamisers7k 
1d. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? From: lars jensen View All Topics | Create New Topic Messages 
1a. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "David Swaddell" deltadad2001@ yahoo.com   deltadad2001 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 4:12 pm (PDT) 

Hi,
 
I just spent a week building a style library on a memory card for my RS7000. While doing that job, it occurred to me that an SP555 would be a perfect
complement for an RS7000. So I think your idea is a good one. 
 
I don't have any input about the sync between the two units.
 
Dave

--- On Sun, 8/9/09, tempotanken wrote:

From: tempotanken 
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2009, 4:52 AM

  

Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player



# Suprises: new ways to compose/work

I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

Back to top Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post 
Messages in this topic (8) 
1b. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "Trent Richardson" trent@pistachio. net.au   treeeeentie 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 10:47 pm (PDT) 

Have a brand new rs7000 (used only a few times...MINT COND) with expansion board installed.. and offers?

Kind Regards,

Trent 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups. com [mailto:RS7000@ yahoogroups. com] On Behalf Of David Swaddell
Sent: Wednesday, 12 August 2009 9:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?

Hi,

I just spent a week building a style library on a memory card for my RS7000. While doing that job, it occurred to me that an SP555 would be a perfect
complement for an RS7000. So I think your idea is a good one. 

I don't have any input about the sync between the two units.

Dave

--- On Sun, 8/9/09, tempotanken > wrote:

From: tempotanken >
Subject: [RS7000] RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2009, 4:52 AM

Hi everyone

I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 

For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road

I want something that is:
# Fast & Easy to use
# Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
# Lots of sampling time
# Tweakable 
# Quality sound

A bonus would be 
# Good FX´s
# Live looper
# Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
# Suprises: new ways to compose/work



I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
And it is heavy= 9kg

So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS

Does anybody use this combo ?
Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
Is it fun, easy,
Can you play it like an instrument

searched and found this:
http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
And it looks promising...

Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
RS9K ?? :-)

Thanks in advance

H

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
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1c. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "zamisers7k" zamise@quantum- source.com   zamisers7k 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 10:50 pm (PDT) 

Awe too bad, I thought they did, thanks for the correction.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.
> 
> Dave

Back to top Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post 
Messages in this topic (8) 
1d. 
Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ? 
Posted by: "lars jensen" ambianimaton@ yahoo.com   ambianimaton 
Wed Aug 12, 2009 1:31 am (PDT) 

I consider the RS and ableton a really great setup. I think its the one dj rap uses as well

--- On Tue, 8/11/09, zamisers7k wrote:

From: zamisers7k 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009, 10:50 PM

  

Awe too bad, I thought they did, thanks for the correction.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "dc" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> Just a note. Unfortunately the Command Stations do not have sampling capabilities.
> 
> Dave
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| 17644|17631|2009-08-14 00:54:57|tempotanken|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Thanks for your suggestions,
Zam, I will have a close look at the Korg D4...
haven´t looked at that kind of solution before !

The Ableton model is very flexible. 
I really want to avoid Laptops on stage..but offcourse...if the benefits are to convincing 
I might change my mind. (I just really hate being dependent on a screen/the mouse...)

This week I had the chance to get hands on the specktralis2 & the SP-555
well..
The speck had amazing sound,really....but I had a hard time understanding the structure of the machine. It would take some time to master. Maybe too long...anyway it is
too heavy (9kg) to combine with the RS(7kg) for the flights. ( a +to the ableton solution)

The SP was fun and easy but somehow it sounds "artificial" in some strange way.... 
Is the sound compressed ? the specifications say 24bit sampling, but it really sounds like some kind of downgrading...a bit like the sound of Minidisc. Also ,

Roland will expose new gear 01. september.
Hopefully something amazing will come up



I´ll search into the "recording" solutions (Korg D4)
and try the RS/ableton combo as well.

Thanks for your help !
Hans

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tempotanken" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone
> 
> I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
> Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 
> 
> For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road
> 
> I want something that is:
> # Fast & Easy to use
> # Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
> # Lots of sampling time
> # Tweakable 
> # Quality sound
> 
> A bonus would be 
> # Good FX´s
> # Live looper
> # Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
> # Suprises: new ways to compose/work
> 
> I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
> but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
> And it is heavy= 9kg
> 
> So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS
> 
> Does anybody use this combo ?
> Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #�%"# TIGHT !!!)
> Is it fun, easy,
> Can you play it like an instrument
> 
> searched and found this:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/17126
> And it looks promising...
> 
> Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
> Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
> Linndrum....hmmm can´t wait anymore
> RS9K ?? :-)
> 
> Thanks in advance
> 
> H
>

| 17645|17631|2009-08-14 10:27:38|David Swaddell|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Hi
 
The SP555 has a "bit crash" effect. Maybe it was turned on, thereby causing the compression.
 
ds

--- On Thu, 8/13/09, tempotanken wrote:

From: tempotanken 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2009, 11:54 PM

  

Thanks for your suggestions,
Zam, I will have a close look at the Korg D4...
haven´t looked at that kind of solution before !

The Ableton model is very flexible. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/17126


I really want to avoid Laptops on stage..but offcourse... if the benefits are to convincing 
I might change my mind. (I just really hate being dependent on a screen/the mouse...)

This week I had the chance to get hands on the specktralis2 & the SP-555
well..
The speck had amazing sound,really. ...but I had a hard time understanding the structure of the machine. It would take some time to master. Maybe too
long...anyway it is too heavy (9kg) to combine with the RS(7kg) for the flights. ( a +to the ableton solution)

The SP was fun and easy but somehow it sounds "artificial" in some strange way.... 
Is the sound compressed ? the specifications say 24bit sampling, but it really sounds like some kind of downgrading. ..a bit like the sound of Minidisc. Also ,

Roland will expose new gear 01. september.
Hopefully something amazing will come up

I´ll search into the "recording" solutions (Korg D4)
and try the RS/ableton combo as well.

Thanks for your help !
Hans

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "tempotanken" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone
> 
> I´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
> Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 
> 
> For studiowork I´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road
> 
> I want something that is:
> # Fast & Easy to use
> # Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
> # Lots of sampling time
> # Tweakable 
> # Quality sound
> 
> A bonus would be 
> # Good FX´s
> # Live looper
> # Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player
> # Suprises: new ways to compose/work
> 
> I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
> but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
> And it is heavy= 9kg
> 
> So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS
> 
> Does anybody use this combo ?
> Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #€%"# TIGHT !!!)
> Is it fun, easy,
> Can you play it like an instrument
> 
> searched and found this:
> http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
> And it looks promising...
> 
> Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
> Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
> Linndrum.... hmmm can´t wait anymore
> RS9K ?? :-)
> 
> Thanks in advance
> 
> H
>



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17646|17631|2009-08-15 03:27:55|tempotanken|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
yeah I know the effect....but it was turned off.
I was more like the overall soundquality...somehow not open and "3D"
But I might be wrong: people generally appreciate the sound...but it def. has a colour!

H

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, David Swaddell wrote:
>
> Hi
> Â 
> The SP555 has a "bit crash" effect. Maybe it was turned on, thereby causing the compression.
> Â 
> ds
> 
> --- On Thu, 8/13/09, tempotanken wrote:
> 
> 
> From: tempotanken 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, August 13, 2009, 11:54 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> Thanks for your suggestions,
> Zam, I will have a close look at the Korg D4...
> havenÂ´t looked at that kind of solution before !
> 
> The Ableton model is very flexible. 
> I really want to avoid Laptops on stage..but offcourse... if the benefits are to convincing 
> I might change my mind. (I just really hate being dependent on a screen/the mouse...)
> 
> This week I had the chance to get hands on the specktralis2 & the SP-555
> well..
> The speck had amazing sound,really. ...but I had a hard time understanding the structure of the machine. It would take some time to master. Maybe too
long...anyway it is too heavy (9kg) to combine with the RS(7kg) for the flights. ( a +to the ableton solution)
> 
> The SP was fun and easy but somehow it sounds "artificial" in some strange way.... 
> Is the sound compressed ? the specifications say 24bit sampling, but it really sounds like some kind of downgrading. ..a bit like the sound of Minidisc. Also
,
> 
> Roland will expose new gear 01. september.
> Hopefully something amazing will come up
> 
> IÂ´ll search into the "recording" solutions (Korg D4)
> and try the RS/ableton combo as well.
> 
> Thanks for your help !
> Hans
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "tempotanken" wrote:
> >
> > Hi everyone
> > 
> > IÂ´m looking for a good LIVE-partner for my beloved RS7K.
> > Need more sample time for longer interludes/toplines sampled from old synths/resamples of my own stuff/vx/ etc. 
> > 
> > For studiowork IÂ´ve got a lot of tools -need something for the stage/road
> > 
> > I want something that is:
> > # Fast & Easy to use
> > # Portable, -I travel a lot weight is important.
> > # Lots of sampling time
> > # Tweakable 
> > # Quality sound
> > 
> > A bonus would be 
> > # Good FXÂ´s
> > # Live looper
> > # Option to play full tracks / as a CD-player



> > # Suprises: new ways to compose/work
> > 
> > I have been looking at the Spectralis 2 which have amazing sound
> > but reports say it is quite difficult to program.
> > And it is heavy= 9kg
> > 
> > So my next target is the SP-555..sequenced from the RS
> > 
> > Does anybody use this combo ?
> > Is the sync T I G H T ? ( as in #â�¬%"# TIGHT !!!)
> > Is it fun, easy,
> > Can you play it like an instrument
> > 
> > searched and found this:
> > http://launch. groups.yahoo. com/group/ RS7000/message/ 17126
> > And it looks promising...
> > 
> > Any other options ? (no laptops !!!)
> > Rumours of an upgrade / Sp-556 ?
> > Linndrum.... hmmm canÂ´t wait anymore
> > RS9K ?? :-)
> > 
> > Thanks in advance
> > 
> > H
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17647|17631|2009-08-15 10:10:44|pegaso1423|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
Yeah according to the sos review the 555 compresses the sound by half so a 2mb wav file import gets converted to a 1mb 555 file. I think its a cheap cheat so it only
requires half the processing power..not good.

Have you looked at the smaller mpc's, 500 or 1000?

I would recommend simply buying a second rs, one will fit in carry on luggage easy...twice the sample memory and tracks, you can double up sounds easy, no need to try
and convert between different formats and best of all you wont have to bother learning a new sampler, just keep learning the rs better. 

I would be a pretty pissed off traveler trying to remember new button combos and staring at a crap 555 screen while my rs was sat at home unused.

btw not sure about buying gear advertised on this group unless you can be sure their legit and not scammers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tempotanken" wrote:
>
> yeah I know the effect....but it was turned off.
> I was more like the overall soundquality...somehow not open and "3D"
> But I might be wrong: people generally appreciate the sound...but it def. has a colour!
> 
> H

| 17648|17631|2009-08-15 16:02:00|tempotanken|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|
OK so that´s the compression I hear...no: not good...hate compression !
I haven´t looked at the Mpc´s...yet..but again, it should be very simpel.

I really like your second RS-idea...And the idea of getting even better on the RS.
I Have had trouble before to get it into the cabin as carry on...
but it was in a rather bulky flightcase. 
Maybe I could get a special Pelican-case that could carry both as check in luggage.

Hmm...decisions :-)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Another solution could be a small DJ-CD player like a Denon DN-S1200 synced via somekind of bpm->midi device, or just by ear/skills. 
It can play directly from an USB-stick.

Remember: I will still use my RS for all the beats +the simpel/dirty/tweakable stuff, while the second device should play voclas,large samples, interludes & stuff with
special mixing etc.

I really appreciate your input !
Thanks
H

> Yeah according to the sos review the 555 compresses the sound by half so a 2mb wav file import gets converted to a 1mb 555 file. I think its a cheap cheat
so it only requires half the processing power..not good.
> 
> Have you looked at the smaller mpc's, 500 or 1000?
> 
> I would recommend simply buying a second rs, one will fit in carry on luggage easy...twice the sample memory and tracks, you can double up sounds easy,
no need to try and convert between different formats and best of all you wont have to bother learning a new sampler, just keep learning the rs better. 
> 
> I would be a pretty pissed off traveler trying to remember new button combos and staring at a crap 555 screen while my rs was sat at home unused.
> 
> btw not sure about buying gear advertised on this group unless you can be sure their legit and not scammers.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tempotanken" wrote:
> >
> > yeah I know the effect....but it was turned off.
> > I was more like the overall soundquality...somehow not open and "3D"
> > But I might be wrong: people generally appreciate the sound...but it def. has a colour!
> > 
> > H
>

| 17649|17649|2009-08-18 06:19:43|anomecron|Yamaha RS7000 for sale Melbourne Australia (fully optioned with a fe|
Really want to sell this locally if possible.

Yamaha RS7000 -

Two SCSI Cables + External 8GIG SCSI Hard Drive
128Meg SM Card
Manuals + CDRom Disks
Multi-Output Expander Board Installed
Yamaha UX16 USB Midi Interface for PC
Boxed and Unregistered Version of Cakewalk Kinetic 2
Unit is cosmetically great.
Screen knobs, midi, mulitoutput board etc all work 100%.
All sequencer functions 100% perfect.
Key Contact No.5 is a little sticky and may need replacing otherwise the machine is 100% perfect operationally and used in home studio (smoke free).

Looking at $700AUD for the lot bundled together.
Cheers
FaX
| 17650|17650|2009-08-20 19:26:28|jakeledebirg|newbie question about phrase/sample relations|
Hello everyone,

I have bought a rs about a month ago and am really starting to have lots of fun with it. Already learned alot from this board and the (nearly) abandoned rs7000.org site, but
for one issue i have not found workaround yet, and searching didnt get me anywhere..

My problem is that when i make variations of phrases using samples (for beats in my case) the rs makes a copy of the phrase and the sample, creating identical copies in
the smplocal bank. This seems a bit silly since the sound is already in memory, it is just the arrangement of the sounds that are different. Also it hogs precious sample
memory...

So what i need to know if it s possible to make different phrases using the same sample without it having to be copied over and over again?

Cheerz,

Jan
| 17651|17650|2009-08-20 19:43:55|zamisers7k|Re: newbie question about phrase/sample relations|
Welcome to the list!

Yes its possible, push the voice select #9 I believe and switch it to the same sample voice bank as the one on the other track, then I think you can edit or change the phrase
sequence on that track using the same sample kit voice. Watch out though, using the same sample on multiple tracks will result in msettings li reverting to default during
pattern section changes. That may be why it could be important to use independent sample voices per track. This does not happen with internal sounds, only sample
banks. However, there that might not happen if you make sample a global instead of a local, I'm not sure how to do that at the moment, I'll look it up and get back to ya...

Let us know if some of that don't make sense or what not, and Happy RSing!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jakeledebirg" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone,
> 
> I have bought a rs about a month ago and am really starting to have lots of fun with it. Already learned alot from this board and the (nearly) abandoned
rs7000.org site, but for one issue i have not found workaround yet, and searching didnt get me anywhere..
> 
> My problem is that when i make variations of phrases using samples (for beats in my case) the rs makes a copy of the phrase and the sample, creating
identical copies in the smplocal bank. This seems a bit silly since the sound is already in memory, it is just the arrangement of the sounds that are different.
Also it hogs precious sample memory...
> 
> So what i need to know if it s possible to make different phrases using the same sample without it having to be copied over and over again?
> 
> Cheerz,
> 
> Jan
>

| 17652|17631|2009-08-21 12:27:00|pegaso1423|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|

> Another solution could be a small DJ-CD player like a Denon DN-S1200 synced via somekind of bpm->midi device, or just by ear/skills. 
> It can play directly from an USB-stick.
> 
> Remember: I will still use my RS for all the beats +the simpel/dirty/tweakable stuff, while the second device should play voclas,large samples, interludes &
stuff with special mixing etc.
> 
> I really appreciate your input !
> Thanks
> H
> 

Some of the newer digital dj mixers have midi and beat recognition, behringer has an interesting new one really cheap compared to pioneer etc or there is a small
redsound beat>midi thing, I think their dj sampler has it too. also rebadged as a peavy..

But you probably need to keep a solid 4/4 kick on the cd to keep sync, I would be worried about losing sync and feel restricted. could be a good option if you dj.

If you just want to play backing tracks while you do all the live stuff on rs a small multitrack recorder would probably be better, either find one of the micro 2 tracks with
midi or a bigger 4/8 track with faders so you have more live control. probably use it as a mixer/fx too. The korg zam mentioned? 

I'd personally still go for the second rs for the creative possibility's. 

with another rs you don't just get another 16 sections, there are 256 combination's of sections; making layered/complex sounds is easier and more fun..etc etc. I'm missing
my other rs at the moment, used to recording midi between them instead of copying using the job menu. With one rs ofcourse I have to press
STOP>job>copy>from>to>do and it just doesn't flow as well.

Anyway I guess you need to figure out how much sample time you need and how much you want to be loading in the middle of a set or if you just want to press play on a
cd/multitrack.

cheers.
| 17653|17631|2009-08-21 12:30:41|pegaso1423|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = god combo ?|

> Another solution could be a small DJ-CD player like a Denon DN-S1200 synced via somekind of bpm->midi device, or just by ear/skills. 
> It can play directly from an USB-stick.
> 
> Remember: I will still use my RS for all the beats +the simpel/dirty/tweakable stuff, while the second device should play voclas,large samples, interludes &
stuff with special mixing etc.
> 
> I really appreciate your input !
> Thanks
> H
> 

Some of the newer digital dj mixers have midi and beat recognition, behringer has an interesting new one really cheap compared to pioneer etc or there is a small
redsound beat>midi thing, I think their dj sampler has it too. also rebadged as a peavy..

But you probably need to keep a solid 4/4 kick on the cd to keep sync, I would be worried about losing sync and feel restricted. could be a good option if you dj.

If you just want to play backing tracks while you do all the live stuff on rs a small multitrack recorder would probably be better, either find one of the micro 2 tracks with
midi or a bigger 4/8 track with faders so you have more live control. probably use it as a mixer/fx too. The korg zam mentioned? 

I'd personally still go for the second rs for the creative possibility's. 

with another rs you don't just get another 16 sections, there are 256 combination's of sections; making layered/complex sounds is easier and more fun..etc etc. I'm missing
my other rs at the moment, used to recording midi between them instead of copying using the job menu. With one rs ofcourse I have to press
STOP>job>copy>from>to>do and it just doesn't flow as well.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Anyway I guess you need to figure out how much sample time you need and how much you want to be loading in the middle of a set or if you just want to press play on a
cd/multitrack.

cheers.
| 17654|17650|2009-08-21 13:07:48|pegaso1423|Re: newbie question about phrase/sample relations|

> My problem is that when i make variations of phrases using samples (for beats in my case) the rs makes a copy of the phrase and the sample, creating
identical copies in the smplocal bank. This seems a bit silly since the sound is already in memory, it is just the arrangement of the sounds that are different.
Also it hogs precious sample memory...
> 
> So what i need to know if it s possible to make different phrases using the same sample without it having to be copied over and over again?
> 
> Cheerz,
> 
> Jan
>

Hi,
glad your enjoying your rs! 
Firstly when you copy your phrase there is a little checkbox 'copy sample'...un check it.

Also, it is better if you dont select your sound/sample in the mixer screen- set it to **phrase**, and instead set it in the pattern patch screen. (press pattern mode) This ties
the sample/sound to the phrase instead of the whole track so 1 track can have different sounds/samples for each section. Pattern patch is easier to manage your
sounds/samples/phrases on the one screen, just select the track/section and set the same sample . press record for more options.
cheers.
| 17655|17650|2009-08-21 13:09:38|pegaso1423|Re: newbie question about phrase/sample relations|

> My problem is that when i make variations of phrases using samples (for beats in my case) the rs makes a copy of the phrase and the sample, creating
identical copies in the smplocal bank. This seems a bit silly since the sound is already in memory, it is just the arrangement of the sounds that are different.
Also it hogs precious sample memory...
> 
> So what i need to know if it s possible to make different phrases using the same sample without it having to be copied over and over again?
> 
> Cheerz,
> 
> Jan
>

Hi,
glad your enjoying your rs! 
Firstly when you copy your phrase there is a little checkbox 'copy sample'...un check it.

Also, it is better if you dont select your sound/sample in the mixer screen- set it to **phrase**, and instead set it in the pattern patch screen. (press pattern mode) This ties
the sample/sound to the phrase instead of the whole track so 1 track can have different sounds/samples for each section. Pattern patch is easier to manage your
sounds/samples/phrases on the one screen, just select the track/section and set the same sample . press record for more options.
cheers.
| 17656|17650|2009-09-04 02:06:37|jakeledebirg|Re: newbie question about phrase/sample relations|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:

>
> 
> > My problem is that when i make variations of phrases using samples (for beats in my case) the rs makes a copy of the phrase and the sample, creating
identical copies in the smplocal bank. This seems a bit silly since the sound is already in memory, it is just the arrangement of the sounds that are different.
Also it hogs precious sample memory...
> > 
> > So what i need to know if it s possible to make different phrases using the same sample without it having to be copied over and over again?
> > 
> > Cheerz,
> > 
> > Jan
> >
> 
> Hi,
> glad your enjoying your rs! 
> Firstly when you copy your phrase there is a little checkbox 'copy sample'...un check it.
> 
> Also, it is better if you dont select your sound/sample in the mixer screen- set it to **phrase**, and instead set it in the pattern patch screen. (press pattern
mode) This ties the sample/sound to the phrase instead of the whole track so 1 track can have different sounds/samples for each section. Pattern patch is easier
to manage your sounds/samples/phrases on the one screen, just select the track/section and set the same sample . press record for more options.
> cheers.
>

Cool thank you for the info :-)
| 17657|17657|2009-09-04 03:14:23|chromatose2000|rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
hello first time poster. i actually have an rm1x but all the rm1x yahoogroups appear to be dead, im hoping someone here can help

is there any way i can save the knob assignments to my own templates? there are a few templates already included (default, volume, etc) but i cant seem to make my own.
i can change the values of the individual knobs but when i change templates they revert back to the original values. thanks for any help!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


c
| 17658|17657|2009-09-04 03:15:41|chromatose2000|rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
hello first time poster. i actually have an rm1x but all the rm1x yahoogroups appear to be dead, im hoping someone here can help

is there any way i can save the knob assignments to my own templates? there are a few templates already included (default, volume, etc) but i cant seem to make my own.
i can change the values of the individual knobs but when i change templates they revert back to the original values. thanks for any help!

c
| 17659|17657|2009-09-04 03:34:25|zamisers7k|Re: rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
Welcome to the list. There have been some RM1X users around here that hopefully will give you a definitive answer for the RM1X.

No templates like you speak of for knob assignments on the RS7000, but you can store an empty pattern with just different knob assignments, so its not really empty, but
anyway that can't be used to import into an old song with different or default knob assignments. I think you'd have to load the empty pattern, or song, with the changed
knob assignments and then load the old pattern or song next to it and copy just the note data and instruments over to the empty/knob-reassigned one.

If that helps ya any your welcome, if not hope someone who knows better will respond to your question.

Happy RM1Xing ;)

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chromatose2000" wrote:
>
> hello first time poster. i actually have an rm1x but all the rm1x yahoogroups appear to be dead, im hoping someone here can help
> 
> is there any way i can save the knob assignments to my own templates? there are a few templates already included (default, volume, etc) but i cant seem to
make my own. i can change the values of the individual knobs but when i change templates they revert back to the original values. thanks for any help!
> 
> c
>

| 17660|17657|2009-09-04 03:55:30|zamisers7k|Re: rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
Oh yeah, there is also an autoload files on the RS, one can be set to be used to set the factory default too. Maybe the RM1X has something like that you can use too?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the list. There have been some RM1X users around here that hopefully will give you a definitive answer for the RM1X.
> 
> No templates like you speak of for knob assignments on the RS7000, but you can store an empty pattern with just different knob assignments, so its not
really empty, but anyway that can't be used to import into an old song with different or default knob assignments. I think you'd have to load the empty pattern,
or song, with the changed knob assignments and then load the old pattern or song next to it and copy just the note data and instruments over to the
empty/knob-reassigned one.
> 
> If that helps ya any your welcome, if not hope someone who knows better will respond to your question.
> 
> Happy RM1Xing ;)
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chromatose2000" wrote:
> >
> > hello first time poster. i actually have an rm1x but all the rm1x yahoogroups appear to be dead, im hoping someone here can help
> > 
> > is there any way i can save the knob assignments to my own templates? there are a few templates already included (default, volume, etc) but i cant seem
to make my own. i can change the values of the individual knobs but when i change templates they revert back to the original values. thanks for any help!
> > 
> > c
> >
>

| 17661|17657|2009-09-04 04:11:59|chromatose2000|Re: rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
thanks for your quick reply!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh yeah, there is also an autoload files on the RS, one can be set to be used to set the factory default too. Maybe the RM1X has something like that you can
use too?
> 
> Zam

there doesnt seem to be anything like this on the rm1x

> > No templates like you speak of for knob assignments on the RS7000, but you can store an empty pattern with just different knob assignments, so its not
really empty, but anyway that can't be used to import into an old song with different or default knob assignments. I think you'd have to load the empty pattern,
or song, with the changed knob assignments and then load the old pattern or song next to it and copy just the note data and instruments over to the
empty/knob-reassigned one.
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yes this appears to be the next best solution, saving the pattern to disk does save the knob assignments as well, but changing the knob assignment template
changes the value back. so essentially you only have one custom set/template of knob assignments per pattern. seems an odd oversight but its workable.
thanks a lot!

chuck

| 17662|17657|2009-09-04 11:36:39|zamisers7k|Re: rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
Does the rm1x have Scenes? I'm not sure of this, but the RS has scenes which will recall many but not all settings. I'm thinking it MIGHT recall diffrent knob assignments
too, but unsure of that, something I'll have to test. If your needing like a knob reassigned in middle of a song at the push of a button, and the RM has scenes like the RS,
maybe something for you to give a try too???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chromatose2000" wrote:
>
> thanks for your quick reply!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Oh yeah, there is also an autoload files on the RS, one can be set to be used to set the factory default too. Maybe the RM1X has something like that you
can use too?
> > 
> > Zam
> 
> there doesnt seem to be anything like this on the rm1x
> 
> > > No templates like you speak of for knob assignments on the RS7000, but you can store an empty pattern with just different knob assignments, so its not
really empty, but anyway that can't be used to import into an old song with different or default knob assignments. I think you'd have to load the empty pattern,
or song, with the changed knob assignments and then load the old pattern or song next to it and copy just the note data and instruments over to the
empty/knob-reassigned one.
> 
> yes this appears to be the next best solution, saving the pattern to disk does save the knob assignments as well, but changing the knob assignment template
changes the value back. so essentially you only have one custom set/template of knob assignments per pattern. seems an odd oversight but its workable.
thanks a lot!
> 
> chuck
>

| 17663|17657|2009-09-05 06:21:38|chromatose2000|Re: rm1x question re: saving knob assignments|
no scenes :( its not so bad i guess, i just have to remember not to change templates in the middle of a set...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Does the rm1x have Scenes? I'm not sure of this, but the RS has scenes which will recall many but not all settings. I'm thinking it MIGHT recall diffrent
knob assignments too, but unsure of that, something I'll have to test. If your needing like a knob reassigned in middle of a song at the push of a button, and the
RM has scenes like the RS, maybe something for you to give a try too???
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chromatose2000" wrote:
> >
> > thanks for your quick reply!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Oh yeah, there is also an autoload files on the RS, one can be set to be used to set the factory default too. Maybe the RM1X has something like that you
can use too?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > 
> > there doesnt seem to be anything like this on the rm1x
> > 
> > > > No templates like you speak of for knob assignments on the RS7000, but you can store an empty pattern with just different knob assignments, so its
not really empty, but anyway that can't be used to import into an old song with different or default knob assignments. I think you'd have to load the empty
pattern, or song, with the changed knob assignments and then load the old pattern or song next to it and copy just the note data and instruments over to the
empty/knob-reassigned one.
> > 
> > yes this appears to be the next best solution, saving the pattern to disk does save the knob assignments as well, but changing the knob assignment
template changes the value back. so essentially you only have one custom set/template of knob assignments per pattern. seems an odd oversight but its
workable. thanks a lot!
> > 
> > chuck
> >
>

| 17664|17664|2009-09-09 05:13:02|zamisers7k|Dang An RS Bug!|
This has prob been listed somewhere before, but for the nonexistent Yamaha RS debuggers, if you ever update our RSs please fix the Chain Mode Pattern Edit so when
you hold the shift down and get the extra KLMNOP that you can push the ABCDEF and get the KMNOP Styles. No biggie but it would be nice so I don't have Value it
over to those styles.
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I also made a huge mistake the other day in Chain mode, somehow I accidently bumped the F2 knob to the left that selects style or something to OFF right before I saved
and I lost my whole Chain I was working for the last hour. Not exactly sure thats what happen but when it came back after the save it was all gone Hmmm... maybe
something else happen, but I couldn't get it back for some reason and had to start over. It did save the patterns so I worked on copying my Styles over and redoing it better,
and found the Chain Edit Extra Style bug... Anyway.

I stills loves mes RSs to deaths thos, hows all yous guys RSings goings latelys?

Zam
| 17665|17665|2009-09-09 06:42:16|zamisers7k|RS Song Working On|
I realize its not for everyone, RS does a lot of dif Genras of tunes, but if like you are welcome to let me know and remix:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Dude4.mp3

Zam
| 17666|17665|2009-09-09 15:22:07|Daniel Bonving|SV: [RS7000] RS Song Working On|
Dear Mr Zamisers
 
Great!!!! 
 
With best regards
Daniel
Sweden

--- Den ons 2009-09-09 skrev zamisers7k :

Från: zamisers7k 
Ämne: [RS7000] RS Song Working On
Till: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Datum: onsdag 9 september 2009 14.42

  

I realize its not for everyone, RS does a lot of dif Genras of tunes, but if like you are welcome to let me know and remix:

http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ Dude4.mp3

Zam

__________________________________________________________
Låna pengar utan säkerhet. Jämför vilkor online hos Kelkoo.
http://www.kelkoo.se/c-100390123-lan-utan-sakerhet.html?partnerId=96915014

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17667|17667|2009-09-09 15:24:48|Egor Kudlatch|RS updates...|
Hey, If some one is still thinking of updating the os. for RS.
I vote for opening the full synth structure and absolute (not 
offset-relative) programing.
It could open lot more possibilities.
And to create user presets for fully opened synth structure...
You call me a dreamer... Yes, I think I am :)

P.S. If we could source the code for os, I think I could find some 
really good programmers to update it.
It's a pity Yamy has abandoned such a great machine|idea.

Mr. T.T. (aka K4d4w3r)
| 17668|17667|2009-09-10 08:33:40|Paul Dorman|Re: RS updates...|

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Dude4.mp3


Releasing the OS source code would be brilliant!

On Thu, Sep 10, 2009 at 4:31 AM, Egor Kudlatch <k4d4w3r@mail.ru> wrote:

>
>
> Hey, If some one is still thinking of updating the os. for RS.
> I vote for opening the full synth structure and absolute (not
> offset-relative) programing.
> It could open lot more possibilities.
> And to create user presets for fully opened synth structure...
> You call me a dreamer... Yes, I think I am :)
>
> P.S. If we could source the code for os, I think I could find some
> really good programmers to update it.
> It's a pity Yamy has abandoned such a great machine|idea.
>
> Mr. T.T. (aka K4d4w3r)
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17669|17669|2009-09-10 15:24:57|Oliver Keller|Muting Tracks by MIDI ?|
Hi all,

is it possible to mute tracks by sending MIDI CC or some other command ?

I searched through the manual but couldn´t find anything.

What about mute groups ? Can they be recalled via MIDI ?
| 17670|17670|2009-09-10 15:26:25|Oliver Keller|Track buttons / switch replacement|
Hi all,

I got a RS7000 from ebay, unfortunately some of the track buttons are
stubborn and need more pressure than others - which is really annoying
for fast mutes or grid programming.

I already got the service manual and asked Yamaha for the price of 16
replacement microswitches, but maybe there is another way to get the
buttons straight again.

A friend of mine also owns a RS7000, on his box a very fine pressure
works on all the track buttons, so I guess my unit has seen some heavy
use and some of the buttons are worn out.
| 17671|17670|2009-09-10 15:48:15|zamisers7k|Re: Track buttons / switch replacement|
If they are worn out, my understanding is that its best to get the replaements from yamaha because the switches are supposedly inclosed and can't be cleaned by hand.
However, I've used my RS a ton upon a ton and have yet to have this problem, your buttons may just need to be worn back in, its worth a shot first, if they don't ware back
or slowly start to get better after some use, or you just can't wait, then go with ordering replacements.

Good luck, I hope its not too frustrating, and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> 
> I got a RS7000 from ebay, unfortunately some of the track buttons are
> stubborn and need more pressure than others - which is really annoying
> for fast mutes or grid programming.
> 
> I already got the service manual and asked Yamaha for the price of 16
> replacement microswitches, but maybe there is another way to get the
> buttons straight again.
> 
> A friend of mine also owns a RS7000, on his box a very fine pressure
> works on all the track buttons, so I guess my unit has seen some heavy
> use and some of the buttons are worn out.
>

| 17672|17669|2009-09-10 15:50:19|zamisers7k|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI ?|
I think there may be a CC or Sysex code for track mutes, not sure about mute groups tho. I will have to look them up and get back to you, in the mean time try setting
track velocity to 0, or maybe its 1, as an alternate instead via midi.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> 
> is it possible to mute tracks by sending MIDI CC or some other command ?
> 
> I searched through the manual but couldn´t find anything.
> 
> What about mute groups ? Can they be recalled via MIDI ?
>

| 17673|17670|2009-09-10 18:27:57|8_bit_boy|Dizzygotheca CD Launch @ The Zoo - Brisbane - Australia|
Hey everyone!

We are very excited to announce the launch of our new EP - A Little 
Closer To The Truth, on the 19th of September @ the Zoo, Brisbane.

Made almost exclusively on an Rs7000 and a Motif ( as well as a 
Novation K Station ), i think it really shows what the RS7000 can do.

www.myspace.com/dizzygotheca

--------

Featuring the QSong nominated, 4ZzZ favourite 'Little Beat', the live 
hit '313' and the beautiful hypnotic 'Between Horses and Trees' the EP 
ranges from chilled out soundscapes to glitchy dance beats. A 
consolidation of what their first EP 'Holding Pattern' promised, 'A 
Little Closer To The Truth' has drawn comparisons with Paradise Motel, 
Bat for Lashes, Goldfrapp and Bjork. With tracks produced by locals 
Lawrence English, Joe Panetta and Wernher Pramschufer, as well as 
Dizzygotheca.

Heidi's bruised but beautiful vocals overlay Anthony's unorthodox 
beats and experimental textures, with an at times confronting honesty 
and sincerity.

With lusher, fuller arrangements and explorations in melody and 
textures, this diverse but coherent EP places Dizzygotheca as an 
exciting electronica artist to watch.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17674|17541|2009-09-10 19:03:59|Steve Roitstein|PALO! Afro-Cuban Funk with RS7k|
Hey Everyone,

I'd love some feedback on my recently completed project, "This Is 
Afro-Cuban Funk", the first CD from my band PALO!

The main production tools were MOTU's Digital Performer and the 
Yamaha RS7000.

Go here to stream the songs for free: http://www.gopalo.com/

We're also here:

http://www.facebook.com/gopalo
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://blip.fm/gopalo
http://www.last.fm/music/PALO!/This+Is+Afro-Cuban+Funk

I look forward to hearing what you think of it.

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
PALO! - Afro-Cuban Funk Band
steve@gopalo.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17675|17670|2009-09-11 06:26:44|Oliver Keller|Re: Track buttons / switch replacement|
Hi Zam, 

it seems to me that especially the buttons 1,5,9 and 13 behave that way, so when I just work on the machine, all buttons are fine except for these. I could adopt and get
used to press harder, but I like the ease I experienced on the other RS. My first thought was that maybe there is a little corrosion and that regular use may bring the
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http://twitter.com/gopalo
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function back, but right now I guess the former owner just was to using too much force. 

I already got a quote from Yamaha, they say itŽs 1.20 Euro per Switch so IŽll replace just all of them, hoping to get equal performance from each of them. I may eben
stock another 16 just in case ;)

I really hope that the mute settings are MIDI-controllable, that would be great news.

Later,

Oliver

______________________________________________________
GRATIS für alle WEB.DE-Nutzer: Die maxdome Movie-FLAT!
Jetzt freischalten unter http://movieflat.web.de
| 17676|17670|2009-09-11 10:26:02|zamisers7k|Re: Track buttons / switch replacement|
I thought I seen somewhere where once that showed the sysex codes for muting tracks, but I can't seem to find it now. I've not given up, maybe I'm wrong, but I thought
two RS's together with one slaved to the other properly would mute and unmute each others tracks. I could be remembering wrong tho... Anyhow...

I think these are the CC Codes for track velocities which ought to do the same thing:

TRK Cntl# Setting

B0 07 00 = Track1 mute
B0 07 7F = Track1 unmute max velocity

B0 - trk1
B1 - trk2
B2 - trk3
B3 - trk4
B4 - trk5
B5 - trk6
B6 - trk7
B7 - trk8
B8 - trk9
B9 - trk10
BA - trk11
BB - trk12
BC - trk13
BD - trk14
BE - trk15
BF - trk16

07 will be control for velocity

Settings 00 through 7F, convention from smallest to largest bit hard to explain, but it looks like it goes like this

00 none
01...0A-0F little louder
10...1F more louder
.
.
.
up to
.
.
.
70...7F loudest

Make sense?

I'm using a Peavey PC-16000 with my RS, which seems to remember the velocity setting from where the mute left off, so unmute will come back at same velocity. Not
sure if there is a work around for doing something like that other than getting the RS actual mute sysex codes... hmmm... well don't know that'll help ya any or make sense
but I'll keep looking for a better answer.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
>
> Hi Zam, 
> 
> 
> it seems to me that especially the buttons 1,5,9 and 13 behave that way, so when I just work on the machine, all buttons are fine except for these. I could
adopt and get used to press harder, but I like the ease I experienced on the other RS. My first thought was that maybe there is a little corrosion and that regular
use may bring the function back, but right now I guess the former owner just was to using too much force. 
> 
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> I already got a quote from Yamaha, they say it´s 1.20 Euro per Switch so I´ll replace just all of them, hoping to get equal performance from each of them. I
may eben stock another 16 just in case ;)
> 
> I really hope that the mute settings are MIDI-controllable, that would be great news.
> 
> 
> Later,
> 
> Oliver
> 
> ______________________________________________________
> GRATIS für alle WEB.DE-Nutzer: Die maxdome Movie-FLAT!
> Jetzt freischalten unter http://movieflat.web.de
>

| 17677|17670|2009-09-11 10:45:38|zamisers7k|Re: Dizzygotheca CD Launch @ The Zoo - Brisbane - Australia|
Great Stuff guys... I remember your vids from a while back too. Thanks for sharing it and keeping with the RS in your tunes!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> Hey everyone!
> 
> We are very excited to announce the launch of our new EP - A Little 
> Closer To The Truth, on the 19th of September @ the Zoo, Brisbane.
> 
> Made almost exclusively on an Rs7000 and a Motif ( as well as a 
> Novation K Station ), i think it really shows what the RS7000 can do.
> 
> www.myspace.com/dizzygotheca
> 
> --------
> 
> Featuring the QSong nominated, 4ZzZ favourite 'Little Beat', the live 
> hit '313' and the beautiful hypnotic 'Between Horses and Trees' the EP 
> ranges from chilled out soundscapes to glitchy dance beats. A 
> consolidation of what their first EP 'Holding Pattern' promised, 'A 
> Little Closer To The Truth' has drawn comparisons with Paradise Motel, 
> Bat for Lashes, Goldfrapp and Bjork. With tracks produced by locals 
> Lawrence English, Joe Panetta and Wernher Pramschufer, as well as 
> Dizzygotheca.
> 
> Heidi's bruised but beautiful vocals overlay Anthony's unorthodox 
> beats and experimental textures, with an at times confronting honesty 
> and sincerity.
> 
> With lusher, fuller arrangements and explorations in melody and 
> textures, this diverse but coherent EP places Dizzygotheca as an 
> exciting electronica artist to watch.
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17678|17541|2009-09-11 10:52:25|zamisers7k|Re: PALO! Afro-Cuban Funk with RS7k|
That is dif than I'm use to hearing out of my RS, but it kicks a lot of butt and is very pro quality sounding and is also danceable too. Always glad to hear the RS in any
style of music. Thanks for sharing your tunes with us, RS7000 forever and ever!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
>
> Hey Everyone,
> 
> I'd love some feedback on my recently completed project, "This Is 
> Afro-Cuban Funk", the first CD from my band PALO!
> 
> The main production tools were MOTU's Digital Performer and the 
> Yamaha RS7000.
> 
> Go here to stream the songs for free: http://www.gopalo.com/
> 
> We're also here:
> 
> http://www.facebook.com/gopalo
> http://twitter.com/gopalo
> http://blip.fm/gopalo
> http://www.last.fm/music/PALO!/This+Is+Afro-Cuban+Funk
> 
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> I look forward to hearing what you think of it.
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> PALO! - Afro-Cuban Funk Band
> steve@...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17679|17541|2009-09-11 11:28:33|Steve Roitstein|Re: PALO! Afro-Cuban Funk with RS7k|
Thanks, Zam.

I use the RS for my custom drum loops, most bass sounds, some of the 
minor percussion, and some effects. In the intro to "Lengua Larga" 
you can hear the laughing effect from the RS.

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
steve@riotmusic.com
305-332-1338 (mobile)

On Sep 11, 2009, at 12:51 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> That is dif than I'm use to hearing out of my RS, but it kicks a 
> lot of butt and is very pro quality sounding and is also danceable 
> too. Always glad to hear the RS in any style of music. Thanks for 
> sharing your tunes with us, RS7000 forever and ever!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> >
> > Hey Everyone,
> >
> > I'd love some feedback on my recently completed project, "This Is
> > Afro-Cuban Funk", the first CD from my band PALO!
> >
> > The main production tools were MOTU's Digital Performer and the
> > Yamaha RS7000.
> >
> > Go here to stream the songs for free: http://www.gopalo.com/
> >
> > We're also here:
> >
> > http://www.facebook.com/gopalo
> > http://twitter.com/gopalo
> > http://blip.fm/gopalo
> > http://www.last.fm/music/PALO!/This+Is+Afro-Cuban+Funk
> >
> > I look forward to hearing what you think of it.
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Steve Roitstein
> > PALO! - Afro-Cuban Funk Band
> > steve@...
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17680|17631|2009-09-18 13:28:21|tempotanken|Re: RS7K + SP-555 = good combo ?|
Hi again

Yes, I will go for a second RS and maybe have a look at the new KORG Microsampler :-)

H

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso1423" wrote:
>
> 
> > Another solution could be a small DJ-CD player like a Denon DN-S1200 synced via somekind of bpm->midi device, or just by ear/skills. 
> > It can play directly from an USB-stick.
> > 
> > Remember: I will still use my RS for all the beats +the simpel/dirty/tweakable stuff, while the second device should play voclas,large samples, interludes
& stuff with special mixing etc.
> > 
> > I really appreciate your input !
> > Thanks
> > H
> > 
> 
> Some of the newer digital dj mixers have midi and beat recognition, behringer has an interesting new one really cheap compared to pioneer etc or there is a
small redsound beat>midi thing, I think their dj sampler has it too. also rebadged as a peavy..
> 
> But you probably need to keep a solid 4/4 kick on the cd to keep sync, I would be worried about losing sync and feel restricted. could be a good option if
you dj.
> 
> If you just want to play backing tracks while you do all the live stuff on rs a small multitrack recorder would probably be better, either find one of the micro
2 tracks with midi or a bigger 4/8 track with faders so you have more live control. probably use it as a mixer/fx too. The korg zam mentioned? 
> 
> I'd personally still go for the second rs for the creative possibility's. 
> 
> with another rs you don't just get another 16 sections, there are 256 combination's of sections; making layered/complex sounds is easier and more fun..etc
etc. I'm missing my other rs at the moment, used to recording midi between them instead of copying using the job menu. With one rs ofcourse I have to press
STOP>job>copy>from>to>do and it just doesn't flow as well.
> 
> Anyway I guess you need to figure out how much sample time you need and how much you want to be loading in the middle of a set or if you just want to
press play on a cd/multitrack.
> 
> cheers.
>

| 17681|3889|2009-09-23 07:52:49|blackwoodtebo|Re: To ripe101 (Racking rs7000)|
Hey Ripe are there any pictures of it here? I would like to make one like this as well. I'll continue to look for the pic here

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe" wrote:
>
> I made the rack myself, the RS is sitting in a sort of metal tray that is
> rackmounted. The rack itself is also homemade, It is one piece with two
> rack sections side by side, 6 spaces on the vertical, and 8 spaces on the
> slanted part... I love the setup this way, and I couldn't find any
> store-bought racks that fit this way.
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: "flesk_bruno" 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2002 3:13 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] To ripe101 (Racking rs7000)
> 
> 
> > Hi,
> >
> > Did you bought your rack for the rs7000 or was it self-made?
> >
> > I'm looking into doing that to the rs7000 and Behringer MX1604 mixer
> > but haven't found a decent rack like the one you have.
> >
> > Those 19'' racks are too big for the rs7000 or MX1604.
> >
>

| 17682|11365|2009-09-23 07:58:26|blackwoodtebo|Re: rack-mount|
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Hey could you post more pics of your rackmounted RS7k? The pic link doesn't work anymore.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ripe101" wrote:
>
> 
> Thanks everyone... I wasn't showing off honestly, I've been trading 
> and buying gear for years and have trimmed everything down to very 
> special pieces of gear. I love techno and working with technology so 
> I approach stuff more from an engineer's point of view, reverse 
> engineering OS and file formats. I wish I had more time to actually 
> work on music (instead of playing video games!) heh, check out my 
> aw4416 and schaltwerk pages to see what I mean 
> http://www.socialentropy.com/aw4416
> http://www.socialentropy.com/schaltwerk 
> 
> Anyways, rack-mounting the RS is easy, I wish yamaha had used a nice 
> metal case like the RM1X though!
> 
> cheers
> ripe
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Oscar Finch" wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > I rack mounted my RS7000. I used two pieces of metal and plywood 
> toyou can see it in this 
> pic:http://socialentropy.com/studio/studio_122702.JPGcheersripeAhhh 
> you bloody show off .... Drooools over K5000s ,Schalwerk 
> Sequencer ,AW4416 ,Machine Drum etc etc etc ROFLMAO :P 
> > Got any spare cash to throw around dude :P
> > 
> > _______________________________________________
> > Join Excite! - http://www.excite.com
> > The most personalized portal on the Web!
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17683|7953|2009-09-27 03:16:00|musicguy980|rs7000 for sale|
go and rs7000 for sell on ebay. My user name is kenjohn1204k, check it out.
| 17684|17684|2009-09-29 21:23:54|zamisers7k|Quick Sections Tutorial Vid|
Hey RSer,

Not sure this came out as well as I'd like, making the display visible is dang near impossible but I tried. Anyway your welcome to check it out.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2a5slj3qODI

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17685|17685|2009-09-29 23:47:43|anomecron|RS7000 For sale - MultiOutput Expander + 2 x SCSI cables + 10gig Dri|
RS7000 for sale in Melbourne Australia.

Fully expanded Ram
Multi-Output Board
128 Meg SM card
2 x SCSI Cables
1 x 10 gig external SCSI Drive
Manuals
Boxed and Unregistered Version of Cakewalk Kinetic 2 + Yamaha UX16 USB Midi Interface

The Unit is in Fantastic Condition - button contact 5 is a little fiddly but can easily be replaced. All other key contacts, knobs, screen, buttons are 100% perfect.
Latest Operating System.

Looking at $700 Australian Firm for the Lot and would rather sell locally if possible.
PH: 0419 534 504 or message me here.
Can supply photo's etc on demand and more than willing to demo the unit too.

Cheers Oscar (aka FaX - Moderator RS7000.org)
| 17686|17670|2009-10-06 01:07:29|feelocity|Re: Track buttons / switch replacement|
Hi there, 

This is actually my first post here.

I bought a 2nd hand rs7000 after having used my rm1x for a few years now. I really like my rs7000 apart from the new navigation (the directional navigation buttons on
the rm1x work much faster imo) and some rm1x features missing in the rs7000 (like random velocity).

My rs7000 also has some mini keys that respond badly.
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I'd also like to fix those unsresponsive buttons, but i want to know how difficult the repairing will be before i delve in.

Oliver, did you replace the buttons on your rs7000?

If replacing is to the only way to fix the buttons, then how difficult will be the actual de/soldering job?

Anyone else out there that has done the knob replacement?

greetings, 
Feelocity

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
>
> Hi Zam, 
> 
> 
> it seems to me that especially the buttons 1,5,9 and 13 behave that way, so when I just work on the machine, all buttons are fine except for these. I could
adopt and get used to press harder, but I like the ease I experienced on the other RS. My first thought was that maybe there is a little corrosion and that regular
use may bring the function back, but right now I guess the former owner just was to using too much force. 
> 
> I already got a quote from Yamaha, they say it´s 1.20 Euro per Switch so I´ll replace just all of them, hoping to get equal performance from each of them. I
may eben stock another 16 just in case ;)
> 
> I really hope that the mute settings are MIDI-controllable, that would be great news.
> 
> 
> Later,
> 
> Oliver
> 
> ______________________________________________________
> GRATIS für alle WEB.DE-Nutzer: Die maxdome Movie-FLAT!
> Jetzt freischalten unter http://movieflat.web.de
>

| 17687|17670|2009-10-06 01:18:46|zamisers7k|Re: Track buttons / switch replacement|
Congrats on getting an RS7000 and Welcome to the list! I don't know about the soldering... but I can tell you that there are 4 random velocity settings on the RS if your
entering notes, if I remember right you have to go above 127 to get them on the step and grid note record screens/F2 rotary knob.

Also, navigating without an arrow pad is actually faster, eventually, that does take some getting use to but it is faster and you will find navigation will become just as
intuitive as any other piece of gear.

Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "feelocity" wrote:
>
> Hi there, 
> 
> This is actually my first post here.
> 
> I bought a 2nd hand rs7000 after having used my rm1x for a few years now. I really like my rs7000 apart from the new navigation (the directional
navigation buttons on the rm1x work much faster imo) and some rm1x features missing in the rs7000 (like random velocity).
> 
> My rs7000 also has some mini keys that respond badly.
> 
> I'd also like to fix those unsresponsive buttons, but i want to know how difficult the repairing will be before i delve in.
> 
> Oliver, did you replace the buttons on your rs7000?
> 
> If replacing is to the only way to fix the buttons, then how difficult will be the actual de/soldering job?
> 
> Anyone else out there that has done the knob replacement?
> 
> greetings, 
> Feelocity
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
> >
> > Hi Zam, 
> > 

| 17688|17688|2009-10-07 02:43:28|rs7king|scsi to usb adaptor|
is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what make and model does work with the rs ?
| 17689|17669|2009-10-07 17:46:23|mshuster9|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
I was just thinking about how I would go about changing track velocity to 0 by using an external midi controller. But sending mute track through midi would be even
better! I am trying to cut gear out of my live setup. Now I use an electribe for my drums and so that 2 people can control what 's going on. 
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If you can help us figure out the mute thing, I could put all my drums on individual RS tracks and get a much cheaper behringer thingy with buttons to control mutes. I
could also use the behringer's knobs to control the volume (or better yet- velocity) of individual tracks on the RS. That way I could jam on the internal RS drum sounds
the way I would on a tr-909!!! This is very exciting for me. I'm already giddy at the thought of it. 

For now, if you could advise me on how to control the RS's velocity knob using external midi that would be perfect!!

Thanks!!! 

HP

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I think there may be a CC or Sysex code for track mutes, not sure about mute groups tho. I will have to look them up and get back to you, in the mean time
try setting track velocity to 0, or maybe its 1, as an alternate instead via midi.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Oliver Keller wrote:
> >
> > Hi all,
> > 
> > is it possible to mute tracks by sending MIDI CC or some other command ?
> > 
> > I searched through the manual but couldn´t find anything.
> > 
> > What about mute groups ? Can they be recalled via MIDI ?
> >
>

| 17690|17669|2009-10-08 05:28:12|zamisers7k|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
I tried hard to see if there was a way to send a midi signal for the RS's mutes and I couldn't figure it out. When I press mute on the RS, I see that there is no midi signal
being sent out to even capture any codes it may be using internally for doing the mutes.

Sorry.

This doesn't mean it isn't possible, it doesn't seem it can be done via CCs but perhaps maybe using SysEx (system exclusive) codes. However that is a tad beyond my
knowledge. The RS is capable of receiving and sequencing all these different codes, but knowing what they are to use them is another story. I simply am out of my league
here.

I really was hoping I could figure a good way for you out, it just may be an internal thing for the RS and we'll have to leave it at that. I thought for some reason when I
had two RS's hooked up to each other the slave could receive the master's track mutes. Maybe I was just remembering wrong, it had been a while since I hooked up a
buddy's RS to mine.

The catch I noticed with sending velocity changes was that it is easy to send the RS a 0 velocity on a particular track to in essence mute it, but doing an unmute to get the
velocity back to the previous level that it was muted at is a booger. The Peavey PC-1600 I use with my RS to do such things seems to automatically remember the velocity
setting for when I use its mute/unmute feature. Its a pretty cool unit, only one I know with 16 sliders in a row.

Anyhow, I'll keep an eye out for more possibilities, and if I find out anything more that may be helpfull I'll be sure post that info here. I hope you'll do the same, as what
you suggest would be great to know how to do the RS.

Good luck & Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:
>
> I was just thinking about how I would go about changing track velocity to 0 by using an external midi controller. But sending mute track through midi
would be even better! I am trying to cut gear out of my live setup. Now I use an electribe for my drums and so that 2 people can control what 's going on. 
> 
> If you can help us figure out the mute thing, I could put all my drums on individual RS tracks and get a much cheaper behringer thingy with buttons to
control mutes. I could also use the behringer's knobs to control the volume (or better yet- velocity) of individual tracks on the RS. That way I could jam on the
internal RS drum sounds the way I would on a tr-909!!! This is very exciting for me. I'm already giddy at the thought of it. 
> 
> For now, if you could advise me on how to control the RS's velocity knob using external midi that would be perfect!!
> 
> Thanks!!! 
> 
> HP

| 17691|17688|2009-10-08 09:51:33|zamisers7k|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
I don't know, hope someone here has so they can give you some advice on it, but if nobody does then I say take a gamble and try one out and let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
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> is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what make and model does work with the rs ?
>

| 17692|17669|2009-10-08 13:38:36|mshuster9|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
Thanks Zam, your're always the first to respond and that's pretty darn cool of you.

I tried sending the mute messages out of the RS last night when I got home. I also spent 3 hrs on the internet looking for a way to do it. A few other people have been on
the same quest, some of them live musicians who want to mute using foot pedals. Machinedrum users have been looking for a way to do the same too. Looks like it is not
possible or at least not easy.

I figured that it would be a sysex code, but I can't find the code out there anywhere. 

I would seriously consider the Peavey velocity trick. Does it control the velocity on the RS with CC or Sysex? I haven't been able to send out messages from the RS by
turning the velocity knob. I can send volume in and out, but for a few reasons, velocity is the way to go for me. How exactly do you have the peavy control the velocity- 1
button for on & off, 1 button for on 1 for off, or with the sliders?

Mucho Thankso 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I tried hard to see if there was a way to send a midi signal for the RS's mutes and I couldn't figure it out. When I press mute on the RS, I see that there is no
midi signal being sent out to even capture any codes it may be using internally for doing the mutes.
> 
> Sorry.
> 
> This doesn't mean it isn't possible, it doesn't seem it can be done via CCs but perhaps maybe using SysEx (system exclusive) codes. However that is a tad
beyond my knowledge. The RS is capable of receiving and sequencing all these different codes, but knowing what they are to use them is another story. I
simply am out of my league here.
> 
> I really was hoping I could figure a good way for you out, it just may be an internal thing for the RS and we'll have to leave it at that. I thought for some
reason when I had two RS's hooked up to each other the slave could receive the master's track mutes. Maybe I was just remembering wrong, it had been a
while since I hooked up a buddy's RS to mine.
> 
> The catch I noticed with sending velocity changes was that it is easy to send the RS a 0 velocity on a particular track to in essence mute it, but doing an
unmute to get the velocity back to the previous level that it was muted at is a booger. The Peavey PC-1600 I use with my RS to do such things seems to
automatically remember the velocity setting for when I use its mute/unmute feature. Its a pretty cool unit, only one I know with 16 sliders in a row.
> 
> Anyhow, I'll keep an eye out for more possibilities, and if I find out anything more that may be helpfull I'll be sure post that info here. I hope you'll do the
same, as what you suggest would be great to know how to do the RS.
> 
> Good luck & Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:
> >
> > I was just thinking about how I would go about changing track velocity to 0 by using an external midi controller. But sending mute track through midi
would be even better! I am trying to cut gear out of my live setup. Now I use an electribe for my drums and so that 2 people can control what 's going on. 
> > 
> > If you can help us figure out the mute thing, I could put all my drums on individual RS tracks and get a much cheaper behringer thingy with buttons to
control mutes. I could also use the behringer's knobs to control the volume (or better yet- velocity) of individual tracks on the RS. That way I could jam on the
internal RS drum sounds the way I would on a tr-909!!! This is very exciting for me. I'm already giddy at the thought of it. 
> > 
> > For now, if you could advise me on how to control the RS's velocity knob using external midi that would be perfect!!
> > 
> > Thanks!!! 
> > 
> > HP
> 
> 
>

| 17693|17688|2009-10-08 15:45:13|8_bit_boy|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
as far as i know it wouldn't work

usb needs drivers to work..

On 09/10/2009, at 1:51 AM, zamisers7k wrote:

> I don't know, hope someone here has so they can give you some advice 
> on it, but if nobody does then I say take a gamble and try one out 
> and let us know how it goes.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
> >
> > is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what make 
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> and model does work with the rs ?
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17694|17694|2009-10-08 21:08:34|wwwegosysbe|Some styles patterns and phrases|
Hello,
I own now for a month the rs 7000 from yamaha.
I new member here and curious to learn using the rs 7000 files 
Can somebody upload some new styles , patterns or phrases please ?
I want to look whats possible with it.

Maybe silly , but i can't play piano or keyboard.

You can always send some files to wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com
| 17695|17670|2009-10-08 21:08:55|dawood wade|Re: Track buttons / switch replacement|
i've replaced the switches in my rm1x very easy i have about a 100+ in inventory.

--- On Mon, 10/5/09, feelocity wrote:

From: feelocity 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Track buttons / switch replacement
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, October 5, 2009, 5:42 AM

  

Hi there, 

This is actually my first post here.

I bought a 2nd hand rs7000 after having used my rm1x for a few years now. I really like my rs7000 apart from the new navigation (the directional navigation
buttons on the rm1x work much faster imo) and some rm1x features missing in the rs7000 (like random velocity).

My rs7000 also has some mini keys that respond badly.

I'd also like to fix those unsresponsive buttons, but i want to know how difficult the repairing will be before i delve in.

Oliver, did you replace the buttons on your rs7000?

If replacing is to the only way to fix the buttons, then how difficult will be the actual de/soldering job?

Anyone else out there that has done the knob replacement?

greetings, 
Feelocity

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Oliver Keller wrote:
>
> Hi Zam, 
> 
> 
> it seems to me that especially the buttons 1,5,9 and 13 behave that way, so when I just work on the machine, all buttons are fine except for these. I could
adopt and get used to press harder, but I like the ease I experienced on the other RS. My first thought was that maybe there is a little corrosion and that regular
use may bring the function back, but right now I guess the former owner just was to using too much force. 
> 
> I already got a quote from Yamaha, they say it´s 1.20 Euro per Switch so I´ll replace just all of them, hoping to get equal performance from each of them. I
may eben stock another 16 just in case ;)
> 
> I really hope that the mute settings are MIDI-controllable, that would be great news.
> 
> 
> Later,
> 
> Oliver
> 
> ____________ _________ _________ _________ _________ ______
> GRATIS für alle WEB.DE-Nutzer: Die maxdome Movie-FLAT!
> Jetzt freischalten unter http://movieflat. web.de
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17696|17669|2009-10-08 21:52:03|zamisers7k|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
Yeah, I looked all over too, ya know the Sections can be changed using sysex codes, you'd think there probably be one for the mutes, its just not documented anywhere
and you have to know it, not really something you can just take an educated guess if you know what I mean.

You'll see the problem with doing velocity mutes is the unmute, the Peavey remembers the slider position and unmutes it back to what it was, I'm fairly sure other slider
boxes would do the same thing, but if the controller don't remember for you then you've kind of got just put it at a set value, back up to max or 50% or something like that.

I was also thinking, it may be possible to instead change the patch or do a Program Change to an empty voice bank, and keep the velocity for it nulled out or something
like that, then change it back to the bank you were useing, however this has some other issues that arise because of that I'd think too. For example, you have to reprogram
it for every song or anytime you use a different voice. Plus it might be heavier on processing time, greater chance for hiccups, but I'm not sure about all that. Just an idea.

Anyhow, here are the sysex codes for doing velocity changes:

Velocity Mutes

trk1 B0 07 00
trk2 B1 07 00
trk3 B2 07 00
trk4 B3 07 00
trk5 B4 07 00
trk6 B5 07 00
trk7 B6 07 00
trk8 B7 07 00
trk9 B8 07 00
trk10 B9 07 00
trk11 BA 07 23
trk12 BB 07 00
trk13 BC 07 00
trk14 BD 07 00
trk15 BE 07 00
trk16 BF 07 00

Unmute xx can be 00 silent thru 7F max

trk1 B0 07 xx
trk2 B1 07 xx
trk3 B2 07 xx
trk4 B3 07 xx
trk5 B4 07 xx
trk6 B5 07 xx
trk7 B6 07 xx
trk8 B7 07 xx
trk9 B8 07 xx
trk10 B9 07 xx
trk11 BA 07 xx
trk12 BB 07 xx
trk13 BC 07 xx
trk14 BD 07 xx
trk15 BE 07 xx
trk16 BF 07 xx

Slider/Fader range from Peavey PC-1600
so can see xx convention for
increasing/decreasing velocity on trk1

B0 07 01
B0 07 03
B0 07 04
B0 07 06
B0 07 07
B0 07 09



B0 07 0B
B0 07 0C
B0 07 0E
B0 07 0F
B0 07 11
B0 07 12
B0 07 14
B0 07 15
B0 07 17
B0 07 18
B0 07 1A
B0 07 1B
B0 07 1D
B0 07 1E
B0 07 20
B0 07 21
B0 07 23
B0 07 24
B0 07 26
B0 07 27
B0 07 29
B0 07 2A
B0 07 2C
B0 07 2D
B0 07 2F
B0 07 30
B0 07 32
B0 07 33
B0 07 35
B0 07 36
B0 07 38
B0 07 39
B0 07 3B
B0 07 3C
B0 07 3E
B0 07 3F
B0 07 41
B0 07 42
B0 07 43
B0 07 45
B0 07 46
B0 07 48
B0 07 49
B0 07 4B
B0 07 4C
B0 07 4E
B0 07 4F
B0 07 51
B0 07 52
B0 07 54
B0 07 55
B0 07 57
B0 07 58
B0 07 5A
B0 07 5B
B0 07 5D
B0 07 5E
B0 07 60
B0 07 61
B0 07 63
B0 07 64
B0 07 66
B0 07 67
B0 07 69
B0 07 6A
B0 07 6C
B0 07 6D
B0 07 6F
B0 07 70
B0 07 72
B0 07 73
B0 07 75
B0 07 76
B0 07 78
B0 07 79
B0 07 7B
B0 07 7C
B0 07 7E
B0 07 7F



Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:
>
> Thanks Zam, your're always the first to respond and that's pretty darn cool of you.
> 
> I tried sending the mute messages out of the RS last night when I got home. I also spent 3 hrs on the internet looking for a way to do it. A few other people
have been on the same quest, some of them live musicians who want to mute using foot pedals. Machinedrum users have been looking for a way to do the
same too. Looks like it is not possible or at least not easy.
> 
> I figured that it would be a sysex code, but I can't find the code out there anywhere. 
> 
> I would seriously consider the Peavey velocity trick. Does it control the velocity on the RS with CC or Sysex? I haven't been able to send out messages
from the RS by turning the velocity knob. I can send volume in and out, but for a few reasons, velocity is the way to go for me. How exactly do you have the
peavy control the velocity- 1 button for on & off, 1 button for on 1 for off, or with the sliders?
> 
> Mucho Thankso 
> 

| 17697|17694|2009-10-08 22:07:59|zamisers7k|Re: Some styles patterns and phrases|
Hello,

I think you emailed me not too long ago and I gave you link to:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/rs10-21-07/

for some of my stuff?

Its probably not the best, and a lot of incomplete work too with it, but hey maybe there are some cool usable bits still in it. Hope some other folks may come forth and
share some more for ya too here.

Don't worry about not being able to play keys, that is what the RS's sequencer is for ;) I don't know how to play really either but have been making music for years. Every
time I try to seriously learn, I always wind up saying to myself I could just enter the notes on my RS and not have to bother remembering them ever again, its such a slow
process having to play marry had a little lamb over and over again, then I go on my RS and jam a whole new awesome song out in 20 minutes. I can play the RS7000
pretty greatly.

Happy RSing!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wwwegosysbe" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> I own now for a month the rs 7000 from yamaha.
> I new member here and curious to learn using the rs 7000 files 
> Can somebody upload some new styles , patterns or phrases please ?
> I want to look whats possible with it.
> 
> Maybe silly , but i can't play piano or keyboard.
> 
> You can always send some files to wwwegosysbe@...
>

| 17698|17669|2009-10-08 23:43:45|zamisers7k|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
Awesome!!!!

Sort of...

Send the output of that track to another unused output via Sysex.

F0 43 10 6A 10 pp 1E xx F7

where `pp' is the PART, 00-0F
where `xx' is the data byte, 00-09 for the OUTPUT SELECT

00 = main ouputs
01-06 = Assignable 1 ~ Assignable 6
07 = Assignable 1&2;_
08 = Assignable 3&4;_
09 = Assignable 5&6;_ 

Thanks to Bad_Mister over on the Motif forums for this idea.

Sysex code example I just tried and it worked:

F0 43 10 6A 10 00 1E 01 F7
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That through the output for track 1 to AS1

F0 43 10 6A 10 00 1E 00 F7

Put it back.

Give it a shot if can, it works well for me, might do what you need, if no go and no AIEB2 card, maybe its time to get one of those too ;)

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17699|17669|2009-10-09 00:23:31|zamisers7k|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
Was thinking if no AIEB2 card on the RS, there was an output to off or none setting wasn't there? If so thinking it just may be xx is only 00-01, 00 = L&R and 01 = off.
Not sure though, if someone wants to confirm so I don't have to pull my AIEB card out please do thank ye all.

Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Awesome!!!!
> 
> Sort of...
> 
> Send the output of that track to another unused output via Sysex.
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 pp 1E xx F7
> 
> where `pp' is the PART, 00-0F
> where `xx' is the data byte, 00-09 for the OUTPUT SELECT
> 
> 00 = main ouputs
> 01-06 = Assignable 1 ~ Assignable 6
> 07 = Assignable 1&2;_
> 08 = Assignable 3&4;_
> 09 = Assignable 5&6;_ 
> 
> Thanks to Bad_Mister over on the Motif forums for this idea.
> 
> Sysex code example I just tried and it worked:
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 00 1E 01 F7
> 
> That through the output for track 1 to AS1
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 00 1E 00 F7
> 
> Put it back.
> 
> Give it a shot if can, it works well for me, might do what you need, if no go and no AIEB2 card, maybe its time to get one of those too ;)
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17700|17688|2009-10-09 01:00:57|rs7king|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
I heard that something like that works with an Emu Sampler

http://www.cwol.com/usb/USB-SCSI-adapter-Microtech.htm

so it should work with RS7000 too ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> as far as i know it wouldn't work
> 
> usb needs drivers to work..
> 
> On 09/10/2009, at 1:51 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > I don't know, hope someone here has so they can give you some advice 
> > on it, but if nobody does then I say take a gamble and try one out 
> > and let us know how it goes.
> >
> > Zam
> >
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> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
> > >
> > > is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what make 
> > and model does work with the rs ?
> > >
> >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17701|17688|2009-10-09 03:16:46|8_bit_boy|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
yup!! that would work to attach your computer to the rs7000.. the usb 
uses the computer drivers ..

but it wont work for something like an external drive, in which the 
usb goes to a hard drive..

does anyone know much about the esata protocol?

On 09/10/2009, at 5:00 PM, rs7king wrote:

> I heard that something like that works with an Emu Sampler
>
> http://www.cwol.com/usb/USB-SCSI-adapter-Microtech.htm
>
> so it should work with RS7000 too ?
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
> >
> > as far as i know it wouldn't work
> >
> > usb needs drivers to work..
> >
> > On 09/10/2009, at 1:51 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > I don't know, hope someone here has so they can give you some 
> advice
> > > on it, but if nobody does then I say take a gamble and try one out
> > > and let us know how it goes.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what 
> make
> > > and model does work with the rs ?
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17702|17688|2009-10-09 03:21:02|8_bit_boy|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
these look promising.. converting scsi to sata ... so you can run a 
sata drive instead of clunky scsi...

but they are not cheap ...

http://www.addonics.com/products/IO/adsalvd160.asp

On 09/10/2009, at 5:00 PM, rs7king wrote:

> I heard that something like that works with an Emu Sampler
>
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> http://www.cwol.com/usb/USB-SCSI-adapter-Microtech.htm
>
> so it should work with RS7000 too ?
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
> >
> > as far as i know it wouldn't work
> >
> > usb needs drivers to work..
> >
> > On 09/10/2009, at 1:51 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > I don't know, hope someone here has so they can give you some 
> advice
> > > on it, but if nobody does then I say take a gamble and try one out
> > > and let us know how it goes.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what 
> make
> > > and model does work with the rs ?
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17703|17684|2009-10-09 09:13:05|Ian Vine|Scsi CF card reader|
Hi guys,

seen a few posts on here about scsi to usb and other stuff.

Just came across this CF scsi card reader at http://scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp

It is listed as working with the A4000 sampler which I used to have and the scsi drive I had with that also worked on the rs700, so it might work. Not used the company
but have heard positive comments about them.

IanV

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17704|17669|2009-10-09 17:29:04|mshuster9|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
That's a clever idea, I'll try it out. 

Also I'm not familiar with sysex really at all, so this may come off as ignorant- On a push button midi controller (lets say your peavey), can you set it so that when you
press a button once, it sends one message and when you press it again it sends a different message? 
When you're using the peavey's track mute function you were telling me about earlier, are the mutes and unmutes all controlled using the same button? And when it
unmutes does the velocity of the track go back to what it was on the RS or what it was on the peavey's slider?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Awesome!!!!
> 
> Sort of...
> 
> Send the output of that track to another unused output via Sysex.
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 pp 1E xx F7
> 
> where `pp' is the PART, 00-0F
> where `xx' is the data byte, 00-09 for the OUTPUT SELECT
> 
> 00 = main ouputs
> 01-06 = Assignable 1 ~ Assignable 6
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> 07 = Assignable 1&2;_
> 08 = Assignable 3&4;_
> 09 = Assignable 5&6;_ 
> 
> Thanks to Bad_Mister over on the Motif forums for this idea.
> 
> Sysex code example I just tried and it worked:
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 00 1E 01 F7
> 
> That through the output for track 1 to AS1
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 00 1E 00 F7
> 
> Put it back.
> 
> Give it a shot if can, it works well for me, might do what you need, if no go and no AIEB2 card, maybe its time to get one of those too ;)
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17705|17669|2009-10-10 07:30:38|zamisers7k|Re: Muting Tracks by MIDI // How to control RS's velocity knob throu|
That may be possible on the Peavey PC-1600, although I'm not sure. I've not done any programming on it. There are 16 sliders in a row and below each is a button. On the
first setting the buttons mute and unmute by sending velocity to 0 for mute, then the slider can move up or down and nothing will happen, when you unmute it then it sets
the velocity wherever the slider is at. For instance you can have a track playing loudly, mute it, bring the slider all the way down, then unmute and the track will be silent
then you can fade it back in again. It is pretty much the only setting I use on it. There are a lot more tho, the only other one I may use on occasion is for multiple track
filter cutoffs adjustments at the same time. I'm sure it does a lot more too, there are a lot of settings and it supposed to be programmable, but I've never done any
programing on it. I've been testing the SysEx codes to my RS from my computer using Bomes SendSX and Bomes Midi Translator.

I was thinking with Bomes Midi Translator I could assign the output mutes and unmutes to the computer keyboard. Basically sort of like making like 30 Sections on the
RS, however they wont be pattern quantized, so they'll be instant.

Just a thought, if can tho, get a Peavey PC-1600. Its a great companion for the RS, but they are a bit hard to come by. Some of the Behringer knob boxes look kind of cool
too, but I've not seen any others that have 16 sliders in a row like the PC-1600.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mshuster9" wrote:
>
> That's a clever idea, I'll try it out. 
> 
> Also I'm not familiar with sysex really at all, so this may come off as ignorant- On a push button midi controller (lets say your peavey), can you set it so
that when you press a button once, it sends one message and when you press it again it sends a different message? 
> When you're using the peavey's track mute function you were telling me about earlier, are the mutes and unmutes all controlled using the same button? And
when it unmutes does the velocity of the track go back to what it was on the RS or what it was on the peavey's slider?
> 

| 17706|17706|2009-10-15 03:53:39|Geee|smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
hi there folks,

i want to pitch my sequencing data back and forth between the rs7000 and ableton live. unfortunately the rs7000 writes only smf0 midi data files.
is there a converter out there for mac that does the job(smf0 to smf1)?
or any other ideas?

cheers,
george
| 17707|17706|2009-10-15 10:51:21|zamisers7k|Re: smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
Wow, I never realized RS only saves to smf0, that really sucks if wanting to edit songs back and forth via standard midi file.

I looked around for a while for a midi file converter for a mac, couldn't find one. Doesn't mean there isn't one out there somewhere tho. Even seen that Yamaha makes one
for Windows, even seen a Linux one too, but couldn't find a mac one between all the junk out there to sort through for midi.

Well, until one is found I know of a couple different options for ya.

1. Have a buddy with Windows convert them for ya, or get a cheap windows box just for it.

2. Get a midi interface for your Mac, and play/record the midi back and forth between Mac /w Ableton and the RS7000. Probably what I'd do which would open up other
avenues to explore as well.

3. Manually separate out the notes via cut-n-paste to other tracks, way too much work to do it even once.

4. There may be another cheap hardware sequencer out there that will import smf0 save to smf1. Don't know of any off hand, might take a bit of researching. 

4. Keep looking for a midi file converter for mac, this would prob be best if can find one.

Hmmm... what else?

Good luck, hope there is one out there maybe someone else here knows of it or a better solution???
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
>
> hi there folks,
> 
> i want to pitch my sequencing data back and forth between the rs7000 and ableton live. unfortunately the rs7000 writes only smf0 midi data files.
> is there a converter out there for mac that does the job(smf0 to smf1)?
> or any other ideas?
> 
> cheers,
> george
>

| 17708|17708|2009-10-17 03:58:09|planetfrog2000|RS7000 Crashed! :(((|
Just been playing with the RS7000, wasnt doing anything out of the ordinary ( just about to do some sampling ) , pressed the sample key and no response...then tried to
deselect Keyboard..nothing..then tried to go to the load and save buttons - no response...

The lights are on but nobody's home as far as the Save/Load line of buttons are concerned..track buttons working ok, cant come off mute..very odd..

Tried turning off and turning RS7k back on - still the same, Factory reset hasnt done anything..I'm completely stumped..

Any suggestions!? This is tragic!
| 17710|17708|2009-10-17 04:13:06|planetfrog2000|Re: RS7000 Crashed! :(((|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:

>
> Just been playing with the RS7000, wasnt doing anything out of the ordinary ( just about to do some sampling ) , pressed the sample key and no
response...then tried to deselect Keyboard..nothing..then tried to go to the load and save buttons - no response...
> 
> The lights are on but nobody's home as far as the Save/Load line of buttons are concerned..track buttons working ok, cant come off mute..very odd..
> 
> Tried turning off and turning RS7k back on - still the same, Factory reset hasnt done anything..I'm completely stumped..
> 
> Any suggestions!? This is tragic!
>

UPDATE:

Not sure if this has ever happened to anyone, but incase it does - I've just righted the bugger...

Went through the same process I was doing before it crashed - played a signal into the RS via line ( which it was feeding through the line outs ), then pressed the sample
button..and whahoo! Everything is back online..

Very odd. Not a nice little heart attack, but glad all is well in RS7k land again..

Total freak out.
| 17711|17711|2009-10-17 17:21:28|raa|rs7000 how to get it to work with a zip100 drive|
just got the rs7000 again after having a mpc1000 ..great machine but what drives work with the rs7000 i got a zip drive and confused on how to mount or even get the rs
to detect the zip ....what success have any 
have you had in storing your samples ...i need more space the a smartmedia can offer... i sample sparsely ...i have had the rs7000 before for 6 years so i know the machine
i had scsi4samplers 1 gig hard drive that worked like a charm...but this zip drive thing is quite annoying ...looking for the cheapest alternative right now...help i appreciate
any help or tips ...thank you in advance!

raaa
| 17712|17708|2009-10-17 17:21:28|raa|Re: RS7000 Crashed! :(((|
the rs7000 is a soldier...man i would be sweating bullets if that happened....did you have anything plugged in to the scsi sometimes that 
freezes up the machine to ...what do you use to store your samples sounds externally?zip jaz hard drive?

raa
| 17713|17711|2009-10-17 17:21:32|raa|rs7000 how to get it to work with a zip100 drive|
just got the rs7000 again after having a mpc1000 ..great machine but what drives work with the rs7000 i got a zip drive and confused on how to mount or even get the rs
to detect the zip ....what success have any 
have you had in storing your samples ...i need more space the a smartmedia can offer... i sample sparsely ...i have had the rs7000 before for 6 years so i know the machine
i had scsi4samplers 1 gig hard drive that worked like a charm...but this zip drive thing is quite annoying ...looking for the cheapest alternative right now...help i appreciate
any help or tips ...thank you in advance!

raaa
| 17714|17714|2009-10-17 17:21:32|raa|hello again!|
its my 2nd time being a rs7000 owner ...wow again ...i have had a few different boxes out there mpcs 60,60mk2,2000,3000, last 1000 ,eps asr-10,rm1x,kurzweil
k-,w30,sp303-505,mc202,sp1200 ,alesis fusion,
now im back to the rs7000 which i had from 02 to 07 ....which i had to
sell do to a job lay off ....so i have it again and i must say again wow!
i missed alot on this machine before it has a unique feel and sound ...even if you program the stock sounds a little you can get away with not sampling as much i was
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wondering what genres alot you users use it for...i make alot of tripped out beats ,dubstep,breakcore,ambient idm ,hiphop (roots) like dilla, pete rock,large pro, any
cratediggers on here? looking to share sampling tips!sounds or what ever..
peace to all rs7000 heads out there!
| 17715|17708|2009-10-17 22:03:30|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Crashed! :(((|
If it does it again you may want to do memory check on your RS, see if there are any bad spots. The RS is touchy with its type of memory, get some that isn't quite up to
spec weird and odd things seem to happen. Also, make sure you have the latest OS. The earlier OS was a bit unstable. If you've done all that already, perhaps you ran into
a rare bug, hopefully it won't happen again. If it does do a system check too to make sure all is OK with your RS.

If you need help with any of that let us know, I don't remember all the key combos off hand but will look them up for ya later if you need.

Zam
| 17716|17711|2009-10-17 22:21:11|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 how to get it to work with a zip100 drive|
I've always used the SM cards and a card reader between the RS and my computer, its always worked great for me. Some may say otherwise and good cards are getting
harder to come by. There are also some SM to SD adapters you can get, might be a cool speedy and cheap route, but the ones I've seen look like they hang out of the slot
and look kind of ugly.

Grom what I've gathered from other users over the years on here and from the manual for attaching SCSI devices is that the RS should be compatible with any SCSI
storage media. However, the RS only recognizes up to 4 Gigs per drive, and 2 max drives chained I think too supposedly if I'm remembering right, so any more than that
you might be wasting your money.

Personally, I'd probably avoid a zip drive, they've always seemed a tad slow to me, but maybe they've got faster over the years since I last tried one, I don't know. Given a
choice other than the SM cards, I'd prob go with an external SCSI hard drive. I've heard about internal ones with special mounts etc., which would be coolest, but
supposedly those are rare or hard to come by from what I've gathered. I've not really researched or used them enough to be any kind of expert on them tho, so hopefully
someone else around here who knows more about them might speak up and help you more on the matter.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> just got the rs7000 again after having a mpc1000 ..great machine but what drives work with the rs7000 i got a zip drive and confused on how to mount or
even get the rs to detect the zip ....what success have any 
> have you had in storing your samples ...i need more space the a smartmedia can offer... i sample sparsely ...i have had the rs7000 before for 6 years so i
know the machine i had scsi4samplers 1 gig hard drive that worked like a charm...but this zip drive thing is quite annoying ...looking for the cheapest
alternative right now...help i appreciate any help or tips ...thank you in advance!
> 
> 
> raaa
>

| 17717|17714|2009-10-17 22:32:33|zamisers7k|Re: hello again!|
I can't imagine loosing my RS. I've been going through a bit of a rough time with jobs and such lately too, was considering selling my tb303 even, but never my RS.

I mostly do Industrial D&B. Yeah theres not a whole lot the RS can't do with a little know how and work. It does have its limits, but sometimes that is the challenge,
finding ways to work with or around them and pushing it as far as it can go. Its a music hackers machine for sure. Love it or hate it. Love it and it will love you back ;)
There really isn't any genera I don't think it can't handle. Perhaps maybe really sample heavy stuff, and orchestral pieces where you'd need a lot more than 16 tracks would
be tough if you've only got one and that is all. Get two or three or four or more together, I'd be in heaven heh.

Welcome back to the RS!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> its my 2nd time being a rs7000 owner ...wow again ...i have had a few different boxes out there mpcs 60,60mk2,2000,3000, last 1000 ,eps asr-
10,rm1x,kurzweil k-,w30,sp303-505,mc202,sp1200 ,alesis fusion,
> now im back to the rs7000 which i had from 02 to 07 ....which i had to
> sell do to a job lay off ....so i have it again and i must say again wow!
> i missed alot on this machine before it has a unique feel and sound ...even if you program the stock sounds a little you can get away with not sampling as
much i was wondering what genres alot you users use it for...i make alot of tripped out beats ,dubstep,breakcore,ambient idm ,hiphop (roots) like dilla, pete
rock,large pro, any cratediggers on here? looking to share sampling tips!sounds or what ever..
> peace to all rs7000 heads out there!
>

| 17718|17718|2009-10-19 13:46:46|cmmmusic|I erased all the sound from my card I AM PRAYING FOR HELP|
I had about 17 loops on the rs7000 which I loved I am a Pastor in New York and I used these tracks for worship serve. I erased the sound by accident and I AM PRAYING
THAT SOMEONE CAN HELP ME WITH GETTING THE LOOPS I LOST PLUS NEW ONES 

SOME OF THE SOUNDS LOPS WERE:
A 70'S LOOP
SMOOTH RnB 
REGGAE LOOP

THE LOOP HAD BASS,VOCALS, GUITAR PIANO ECT

PLEASE SOMEONE WITH THESE SOUND CALL ME AT 516 220 8748

ALSO IF YOU KNOW OF OTHER GOOD SOUND (PLEASE SHARE THEM WITH ME)

I AM PRAYING FOR GOD TO RESTORE MY SOUND FOR MY RS 7000
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MAY GOD RICHLY BLESS YOU 
MY EMAIL ADRESS IS CMMMUSIC@AOL.COM
| 17719|17718|2009-10-19 14:09:29|zamisers7k|Re: I erased all the sound from my card I AM PRAYING FOR HELP|
Sorry, I don't have any of those kinds of sample loops stored anywhere, but I've got an idea you might like to try to get them back.

As long as you havn't overwriten the files with something else, you might be able to use some file recovery software on your SM Card and get them back. Do a google
search on "file recovery", I see some freeware, but if your desperate and not computer sauve maybe then take it to a computer shop and pay a few dollars to see if they can
recover the files for you on the card.

Also, how did you get the loops the first time? Maybe you could get them back the same way, though it may take a bit of work, 17 loops shouldn't take too long to redo if
you still have the source material.

Hope you can get them back, and if you do, its always a good idea to keep important ones backed up to another card or on to a computer somewhere so it don't happen
again.

Best of luck and hope your preyers get answered.

Zam

Where did you get the loops the first time?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cmmmusic" wrote:
>
> I had about 17 loops on the rs7000 which I loved I am a Pastor in New York and I used these tracks for worship serve. I erased the sound by accident and I
AM PRAYING THAT SOMEONE CAN HELP ME WITH GETTING THE LOOPS I LOST PLUS NEW ONES 
> 
> SOME OF THE SOUNDS LOPS WERE:
> A 70'S LOOP
> SMOOTH RnB 
> REGGAE LOOP
> 
> THE LOOP HAD BASS,VOCALS, GUITAR PIANO ECT
> 
> PLEASE SOMEONE WITH THESE SOUND CALL ME AT 516 220 8748
> 
> ALSO IF YOU KNOW OF OTHER GOOD SOUND (PLEASE SHARE THEM WITH ME)
> 
> I AM PRAYING FOR GOD TO RESTORE MY SOUND FOR MY RS 7000
> MAY GOD RICHLY BLESS YOU 
> MY EMAIL ADRESS IS CMMMUSIC@...
>

| 17720|17720|2009-10-20 12:30:43|yiann|h/d installation on rs 7000|
hello everybody.i'd like to install an internal h/d in the rs7000.what do i need(cables,connectors etc.)?how i'm gonna connect it?(maybe a diagram is helpfull here).thanks
everybody.be creative!!!giannis.
| 17721|17720|2009-10-20 12:41:16|zamisers7k|Re: h/d installation on rs 7000|
You may have to do some research on this, but if I recall correctly there was a proprietary internal hard drive that was also compatapable with one of the Motif synths that
worked in the RS. It was rare and hard to get your hands on.

I may have to look it up too now cause this is the second time its come up here recently.

Other than that, you probably have to get an external SCSI hard drive for it and do some weird rigging if you want it made into an internal drive. I remember seeing
someone here a while back doing it to their RS, but it seemed like your almost just better off keeping it external or using the SM card with a reader to external storage on a
computer or something like that instead.

I've heard the SCSI HDs are faster, but personally I've been very fine with my SM Reader and storing files to my laptop.

If you locate info on an internal hard drive setup before I, your welcome to post it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "yiann" wrote:
>
> hello everybody.i'd like to install an internal h/d in the rs7000.what do i need(cables,connectors etc.)?how i'm gonna connect it?(maybe a diagram is helpfull
here).thanks everybody.be creative!!!giannis.
>

| 17722|17718|2009-10-20 13:16:51|florisvanrijswijk|Re: I erased all the sound from my card I AM PRAYING FOR HELP|
Perhaps these loops were part of the original factory loops that Yamaha provided on the small memory card one got when buying the RS? 
If so, I still have them saved and could upload them. 
Perhaps they are even available in the files section. 

Zam's idea for a data retrieval is good advice. If you did not do anything else with the memory card, it is very probable that the files can be retrieved. 

Regards, 
Floris
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "cmmmusic" wrote:
>
> I had about 17 loops on the rs7000 which I loved I am a Pastor in New York and I used these tracks for worship serve. I erased the sound by accident and I
AM PRAYING THAT SOMEONE CAN HELP ME WITH GETTING THE LOOPS I LOST PLUS NEW ONES 
> 
> SOME OF THE SOUNDS LOPS WERE:
> A 70'S LOOP
> SMOOTH RnB 
> REGGAE LOOP
> 
> THE LOOP HAD BASS,VOCALS, GUITAR PIANO ECT
> 
> PLEASE SOMEONE WITH THESE SOUND CALL ME AT 516 220 8748
> 
> ALSO IF YOU KNOW OF OTHER GOOD SOUND (PLEASE SHARE THEM WITH ME)
> 
> I AM PRAYING FOR GOD TO RESTORE MY SOUND FOR MY RS 7000
> MAY GOD RICHLY BLESS YOU 
> MY EMAIL ADRESS IS CMMMUSIC@...
>

| 17723|17718|2009-10-20 13:29:44|rukula_04|Re: I erased all the sound from my card I AM PRAYING FOR HELP|
Do you really think this guy is serious? It seems like someone is going to infiltrate the group! 
What I don´t want to accept, that he is using a RS7k but cannot handle a mistake which he could easily find via our great G.....?
Sorry but I don´t believe him. How often did we had to work out some guys who were thinking they could make fast money with us and were spamming us.

God bless him! Anyway - you´re doin´ great work group - RS7k forever!
| 17724|17724|2009-10-20 13:46:13|raa|rs7000 and zips plus smart media!|
i bought two zip drives scsi 100 model and 250 model ...they do not work
with the rs at all ...i load sounds to my 64 mg smartmedia card it works
like a charm i load more sounds to it and now the rs wont read it i keep
getting a write protect message ..i cant format it im trying to find another sm card ...i hope my sm drive is not busted...whats weird is that when load the sm card into my
laptop it reads the files on it...once i found out the card was doing this i formated it on the laptop...nothing...any help...does any body here sample and use zip drives or
some sort of hard drive?are there any models that work with rs?
| 17725|17724|2009-10-20 13:57:19|rukula_04|Re: rs7000 and zips plus smart media!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:

>
> i bought two zip drives scsi 100 model and 250 model ...they do not work

--- Look at the scsi setup of the rs, page 280 of the manual

> with the rs at all ...i load sounds to my 64 mg smartmedia card it works
> like a charm i load more sounds to it and now the rs wont read it i keep
> getting a write protect message

--- I cannot understand that, you load sounds, is that you save sounds onto the card?
If you mean that, you cannot work anymore with the card and your rs, you should format the card with the rs and not with your pc or laptop! Page 114

..i cant format it im trying to find another sm card ...i hope my sm drive is not busted...whats weird is that when load the sm card into my laptop it reads the files on
it...once i found out the card was doing this i formated it on the laptop...nothing...any help...

--- Maybe I´m wrong but I think there is something like a write protection, yes - also Page 114 btw 115

Best for you!
| 17726|17718|2009-10-20 14:06:54|zamisers7k|Re: I erased all the sound from my card I AM PRAYING FOR HELP|
CMMMusic seems to be lagit. Perhaps its a gimmick by Terrance, or someone else trying to be silly. This was an awesome line:

> I AM PRAYING FOR GOD TO RESTORE MY SOUND FOR MY RS 7000

Either way, I decided to take it serious, cause I know It'd be terrible to ever have to have my RS exorcised from being possessed by demons.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Do you really think this guy is serious? It seems like someone is going to infiltrate the group! 
> What I don´t want to accept, that he is using a RS7k but cannot handle a mistake which he could easily find via our great G.....?
> Sorry but I don´t believe him. How often did we had to work out some guys who were thinking they could make fast money with us and were spamming us.
> 
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> God bless him! Anyway - you´re doin´ great work group - RS7k forever!
>

| 17727|17718|2009-10-20 14:21:08|florisvanrijswijk|Re: I erased all the sound from my card I AM PRAYING FOR HELP|
I doubt like you do but choose to help anyway. We'll see were this goes... 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Do you really think this guy is serious? It seems like someone is going to infiltrate the group! 
> What I don´t want to accept, that he is using a RS7k but cannot handle a mistake which he could easily find via our great G.....?
> Sorry but I don´t believe him. How often did we had to work out some guys who were thinking they could make fast money with us and were spamming us.
> 
> God bless him! Anyway - you´re doin´ great work group - RS7k forever!
>

| 17728|17724|2009-10-20 14:31:16|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 and zips plus smart media!|
Some of the oddball SM cards seem to go bad regularly, probably why this form of media storage was abandoned by the industry. I only recomend Yamaha approved SM
cards and memory, which hopefully you can still get here:

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html

I don't see the 64meggers any more tho hmmm, those are better for managing files on the RS in my opinion, but the 128 should still do fine.

Also, I'm searching some old posts here too, don't know if I'll find it, but there was a discussion on how to recover SM cards that appeared to be broken, but just needed
some strange low level reformatting using a special software that only came with a particular drive reader or something like that...

Do try formatting it on the RS instead tho, that may fix it right away for you or determine if the card is actually bad. Formatting on the computer, if I remember correctly,
is what causes them to go foul. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> i bought two zip drives scsi 100 model and 250 model ...they do not work
> with the rs at all ...i load sounds to my 64 mg smartmedia card it works
> like a charm i load more sounds to it and now the rs wont read it i keep
> getting a write protect message ..i cant format it im trying to find another sm card ...i hope my sm drive is not busted...whats weird is that when load the sm
card into my laptop it reads the files on it...once i found out the card was doing this i formated it on the laptop...nothing...any help...does any body here
sample and use zip drives or some sort of hard drive?are there any models that work with rs?
>

| 17729|17724|2009-10-20 14:50:46|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 and zips plus smart media!|
Found some of the old discussion on repairing SM Cards, if any of it helps? Looks like it was a ZiO usb drive and some software that came with it:::

> I have purchased one of those ZiO! USB SM card readers and installed
> the drivers etc, but I STILL had the same old message appear on the

RS!

>
> CARD NOT READY,,,
>
> I tried formatting the card once again. I tried factory reseting the
> RS; all to no avail!
>
> Finally, on the 'CARD NOT READY' screen, I removed the card and
> re-inserted it. Pressing F4 (Exit OK), I pressed F4 (OK (to load)) and
> it worked!
>
> So, if worst comes to worst, just try that.

On Dec 12, 2007 11:09 AM, Michael Kirk <mjkirk12@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I can't guarantee it, but it is highly likely it should work.
>
> I did NOT install the drivers that came with my ZIO, I let it use the
> WinXP drivers. My ZIO is was used (from Amazon seller, not this eBay
> seller). Mine may only support USB v1.1 and not the USB v2.0 standard.
> Or perhaps ZIO never made a SMC reader that supported USB v2.0.
>
> But this shouldn't matter, just run the smprep2.exe file which should
> find the ZIO reader. I think all USB devices maintain an
> identification with Windows and smprep2.exe looks for this ID when it
> starts up.
>
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> Cheers,
>
> -Mike
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Nick Fletcher"
> wrote:
> >
> > I purchased one before I saw this post. It's a ZIO, dedicated SM reader.
> > Will this have the correct drivers?
> >
> > On Dec 12, 2007 10:43 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> >
> > > Thanks, I think I'll get one just if ever incase.
> > >
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com
, "Michael
> Kirk"
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > All:
> > > >
> > > > Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.
> > > >
> > > > http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065
> > > >
> > > > Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling
> > > >
> > > > This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!
> > > >
> > > > -Mike
> > > >
> > > > P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
> > > > interest in these.

| 17730|17720|2009-10-20 15:04:49|zamisers7k|Re: h/d installation on rs 7000|
I did some searching, but couldn't find anywhere about a mythical, proprietary internal hard drive for the RS. I thought I read about it somewhere once a long time ago...
Anyhow, after not finding anything on it here on the Yahoo list I turned to Google. Found a couple internal hard drive project links. They look difficult to do and may
even be ugly. But check these out at your own risk

http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/

http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

Good Luck and let us know what you wind up doing with your RS.

Zam
| 17731|17724|2009-10-20 15:16:41|raa|Re: rs7000 and zips plus smart media!|
--- thanks zam . i think the fat/32 extension does something bad to the card when it is formatted on the pc i know formatting on the rs7000 is the correct procedure i only
tried formatting on the pc after i got the write protect message... before i loaded samples from my pc via card reader imported them as wavs worked fine...i went to load
more sounds from pc to card and that's when i got the write protect message as i attempted to load from my sm card to the rs7.. im surprised no one has developed some
kind rs7000 system formatter for the card reader or even 
a better wave editor(not twe)that works with smartcard exclusively..otherwise it still hasn't hindered my creativity this machine gold and fun as hell to use...very
underrated ...i developed my own sound with this machine

raa
| 17732|17724|2009-10-20 20:38:43|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 and zips plus smart media!|
Cool! I don't know if it'll help ya much with sampling or not, but what I usually do is just re-record the samples from the RS's inputs instead of importing. Some how the
RS does a pretty good job loop start/end matching without having to do too much manual wave editing on the RS. There is a bit of nack to sometimes, manual timing, and
sound levels etc., but it works fairly well for me. I don't import many pre-made beats though, I usually make my own on the RS. Sometimes you have to tho. Anyway,
happy to hear you got it worked out, yeah the RS is gold ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- thanks zam . i think the fat/32 extension does something bad to the card when it is formatted on the pc i know formatting on the rs7000 is the correct
procedure i only tried formatting on the pc after i got the write protect message... before i loaded samples from my pc via card reader imported them as wavs
worked fine...i went to load more sounds from pc to card and that's when i got the write protect message as i attempted to load from my sm card to the rs7.. im
surprised no one has developed some kind rs7000 system formatter for the card reader or even 
> a better wave editor(not twe)that works with smartcard exclusively..otherwise it still hasn't hindered my creativity this machine gold and fun as hell to
use...very underrated ...i developed my own sound with this machine
> 
> raa
>
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| 17733|17720|2009-10-21 03:43:05|yiann sakul|Re: h/d installation on rs 7000|
thanx for the advice my friend!i think that is a bit of mess doing something like this.may be needs some work too.i'll think about it.or may be the external drive is more
easy.thanx anyway.

___________________________________________________________ 
�������������� Yahoo!; 
���������� �� ���������� �������� (spam); �� Yahoo! Mail 
�������� ��� �������� ������ ��������� ���� ��� ����������� 
��������� http://login.yahoo.com/config/mail?.intl=gr 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17734|17734|2009-10-25 03:42:45|zamisers7k|Wooo! 64 meg SM|
Don't be too jelous but I found an extra 64meg SM Card while cleaning out some old junk in the closet.
| 17735|17735|2009-10-26 21:05:47|rndrfero|rs7k issues - new user|
Hello,

week ago I bought my first rs7k, had some experience with rm1x and other hardware. After week, I have few questions about some weird issues:

1) sample recording level - when sampling thru line input - the maximum signal level value is in the middle of range (where default trigger position is). Whats this?
Increasing input signal level does not work - clipping occured. Mic/line gain - its the same. Thus, sample is silent. This is ok or wtf? 

(I know that I can normalize sample - but it's both time and quality loss)

2) pad assign - it simply doesnt work. Is there special kung-fu required? All buttons (tap,pad,track) are working corretly. Please describe the procedure like for an idiot.

3) OS version - how I can see which version I am operating?

4) two BPM/measure live jam - if i am correct, section dont has bpm ... so what about variable bpm jaming? switching styles with quantization? Give some tips.

5) Is there possibility to turn off launch (pattern) quantization?

Thanks a lot for every reply, discussion welcomed :)

Fero
| 17736|17720|2009-10-26 21:05:54|Frantisek Psotka|Re: h/d installation on rs 7000|
Weeks later I have been browsing the net and find the guy who put the 
internal drive into RS. Look:

http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/tag/rs7000-hard-drive-electronic-music-diy/

On Oct 20, 2009, at 8:40 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> You may have to do some research on this, but if I recall correctly 
> there was a proprietary internal hard drive that was also 
> compatapable with one of the Motif synths that worked in the RS. It 
> was rare and hard to get your hands on.
>
> I may have to look it up too now cause this is the second time its 
> come up here recently.
>
> Other than that, you probably have to get an external SCSI hard 
> drive for it and do some weird rigging if you want it made into an 
> internal drive. I remember seeing someone here a while back doing it 
> to their RS, but it seemed like your almost just better off keeping 
> it external or using the SM card with a reader to external storage 
> on a computer or something like that instead.
>
> I've heard the SCSI HDs are faster, but personally I've been very 
> fine with my SM Reader and storing files to my laptop.
>
> If you locate info on an internal hard drive setup before I, your 
> welcome to post it.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "yiann" wrote:
> >
> > hello everybody.i'd like to install an internal h/d in the 
> rs7000.what do i need(cables,connectors etc.)?how i'm gonna connect 
> it?(maybe a diagram is helpfull here).thanks everybody.be creative!!! 
> giannis.
> >
>
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17737|17735|2009-10-26 22:04:55|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Congrats & Welcome to the list!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rndrfero" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> week ago I bought my first rs7k, had some experience with rm1x and other hardware. After week, I have few questions about some weird issues:
> 
> 1) sample recording level - when sampling thru line input - the maximum signal level value is in the middle of range (where default trigger position is).
Whats this? Increasing input signal level does not work - clipping occured. Mic/line gain - its the same. Thus, sample is silent. This is ok or wtf?
> 
> (I know that I can normalize sample - but it's both time and quality loss)

On the second screen start/stop sample there is a trigger mode set to level usually, I usually drop the trigger level to near zero then it'll catch the lower input
volume level and start recording till you press stop. You can have it trigger on "measure" and "manual" but having it on "level" works fine for me as long as I
remember to set the trigger level down.

Also check your A/D setup 2nd menu in on Setup #6 button on # pad and maybe turn up the Input Gain Volume1 and or Volume2 amount instead of making
incoming sound louder. Might take some playing around with to get recorded levels to match input Rec Volume level when not recording. This has been
tricky for me as well, its just not as loud while recording, might take some getting use to and playing around with on the RS.

> 
> 2) pad assign - it simply doesnt work. Is there special kung-fu required? All buttons (tap,pad,track) are working corretly. Please describe the procedure like
for an idiot.

In order hold down Tap press hold mini key then press the pad. It is kinda tricky, I always forget cause I never use the pads.

> 
> 3) OS version - how I can see which version I am operating?

From FAQ here in files section - With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on.
You should now be in the RS7000 test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number. The actual delivered out version is V1.12 The latest
version is v1.13, upcoming v1.14, and the RS-community hopes for a v2.x.

I think mine is latest. Firm 1.20 Kernel 1.10 Data 1.20. though I thought I installed 1.22, anyhow thats how you check it.

> 
> 4) two BPM/measure live jam - if i am correct, section dont has bpm ... so what about variable bpm jaming? switching styles with quantization? Give some
tips.

There are several ways to attack this perhaps. Off the top my head I think I might use a Scene store. It won't change tempo with the Section change unless you
press the scene at the same time. Thats prob easiest. More difficult would be to enter a tempo change event on phrases, prob have to be a sysex message, too
dificult to figure out, use the Scenes instead, or Chain the patterns sections in chain mode then convert to song, Song mode you can step in BPM changes.

> 
> 5) Is there possibility to turn off launch (pattern) quantization?

Don't think so but you can alter the length between 1/16th to 1 measure long in Utility System Pattern Quantize. I usually keep mine on 1/16th, but when I use
two RS's its neat to keep one at 1 measure, and the other at 1/16th so you can have tight breaks on one and stutter/glitch on the other RS. 

> 
> Thanks a lot for every reply, discussion welcomed :)
> 
> Fero
>

Hope that helps ya some, and Happy RSing!

Zam

| 17738|17688|2009-10-27 04:02:50|Geee|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
yes i do use a scsi to usb.
i can not give you the brand as its sitting in the studio somewhere. 
but i remember when buying it there where some only working with mac os 8 or 9 and others with windows only. i think i got a 'ratoc' adaptor for my macbook.
connected it to the jaz drive and a scsi to the rs. do not know if you can connect the rs to the macbook directly with it though.

cheers,
g.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> is someone here using his rs with a scsi to usb adaptor, what make and model does work with the rs ?
>

| 17739|17706|2009-10-27 04:35:14|Geee|Re: smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
hi zam, thanx for looking into it.
i have no windows buddy and i tried solution 2 and 3 some time ago but it really sucks doing it manually.
i found lots of midi converters even for mac but they all convert only smf1 to smf0 and not the other way round.
is there another sequencer that you can recommend that does it for me?
i m using ableton live only. maybe logic, cubase or protools?
cheers,

g.

.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Wow, I never realized RS only saves to smf0, that really sucks if wanting to edit songs back and forth via standard midi file.
> 
> I looked around for a while for a midi file converter for a mac, couldn't find one. Doesn't mean there isn't one out there somewhere tho. Even seen that
Yamaha makes one for Windows, even seen a Linux one too, but couldn't find a mac one between all the junk out there to sort through for midi.
> 
> Well, until one is found I know of a couple different options for ya.
> 
> 1. Have a buddy with Windows convert them for ya, or get a cheap windows box just for it.
> 
> 2. Get a midi interface for your Mac, and play/record the midi back and forth between Mac /w Ableton and the RS7000. Probably what I'd do which would
open up other avenues to explore as well.
> 
> 3. Manually separate out the notes via cut-n-paste to other tracks, way too much work to do it even once.
> 
> 4. There may be another cheap hardware sequencer out there that will import smf0 save to smf1. Don't know of any off hand, might take a bit of
researching. 
> 
> 4. Keep looking for a midi file converter for mac, this would prob be best if can find one.
> 
> Hmmm... what else?
> 
> Good luck, hope there is one out there maybe someone else here knows of it or a better solution???
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
> >
> > hi there folks,
> > 
> > i want to pitch my sequencing data back and forth between the rs7000 and ableton live. unfortunately the rs7000 writes only smf0 midi data files.
> > is there a converter out there for mac that does the job(smf0 to smf1)?
> > or any other ideas?
> > 
> > cheers,
> > george
> >
>

| 17740|17740|2009-10-27 10:32:25|myfraktionde|Sample prelisten possible?|
Hi Guys,

I would like to know if it is anyhow possible to prelisten samples before importing them from smart media?
In the load->import->browse menu, the LEDs of F1 and F2 are lit but have no function. 

best regards,
Ingo
| 17741|17706|2009-10-27 10:42:54|zamisers7k|Re: smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:

>
> hi zam, thanx for looking into it.
> i have no windows buddy and i tried solution 2 and 3 some time ago but it really sucks doing it manually.
> i found lots of midi converters even for mac but they all convert only smf1 to smf0 and not the other way round.
> is there another sequencer that you can recommend that does it for me?
> i m using ableton live only. maybe logic, cubase or protools?
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> cheers,
> 
> g.
> 

I put the word out on VSEF help forum, see if anyone there knows of any that will do it.
| 17742|17740|2009-10-27 10:53:26|zamisers7k|Re: Sample prelisten possible?|
As far as I know nope, it can't do it. I think it was one of the top OS update wishes.

I've rarely imported samples so its never been much of a problem for me, I could see it being one if you have a lot needing done. Only thing I can think of is to pre-listen
on the computer. The TWE software that comes with the RS might help for that too if connected up to the RS, not sure, not sure I'd ever want to try to use that again if I
didn't have to, but it might help for managing samples into the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "myfraktionde" wrote:
>
> Hi Guys,
> 
> I would like to know if it is anyhow possible to prelisten samples before importing them from smart media?
> In the load->import->browse menu, the LEDs of F1 and F2 are lit but have no function. 
> 
> best regards,
> Ingo
>

| 17743|17735|2009-10-27 15:28:12|rndrfero|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Hello,

thank you for warm welcome. The issuses:

1) gain 
- i can control input volume by: a) rec volume knob b) gain/volume - A/D setup. None of this affect the case. So you have volume when you sample above the middle of
the range? Is there another control of input level? Like tap-shift-contrast-knob? :)

(conception of trigger i understand from another hw, but thanks)

2) pads - working! 

3) OS - i have latest. This os is proprietary yamaha dev only, or you can also program it by yourself? You said community is hoping ... I'am assuming that dev of new sw
for discontinued hw is not very commerce style. I'm wondering if yamaha will release some other tabletop ... it seem like they leave the field, maybe it's deal with roland,
who knows ...

Open-source tabletop is the future of now. But, who will realize it? This is the era of software sequencers. But software cannot be compared to hw, in my opinion.

4) var BPM - perfect, thanks!

5) On every machine is something that drive you crazy! Why you cant turn of launch quantization? :) Whyyyyyy ?!?! :)

Thats for now ... I'am continuing to explore the thing. What's impress me a lot is a quality of reverb and percussive instruments, simply great. Also filters and overal
mastering possibilities. What dissapointed a little bit is sound quality of non-synth instruments.

Thats it! Thanks and regards,

Fero

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Congrats & Welcome to the list!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rndrfero" wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> > 
> > week ago I bought my first rs7k, had some experience with rm1x and other hardware. After week, I have few questions about some weird issues:
> > 
> > 1) sample recording level - when sampling thru line input - the maximum signal level value is in the middle of range (where default trigger position is).
Whats this? Increasing input signal level does not work - clipping occured. Mic/line gain - its the same. Thus, sample is silent. This is ok or wtf?
> > 
> > (I know that I can normalize sample - but it's both time and quality loss)
> 
> On the second screen start/stop sample there is a trigger mode set to level usually, I usually drop the trigger level to near zero then it'll catch the lower input
volume level and start recording till you press stop. You can have it trigger on "measure" and "manual" but having it on "level" works fine for me as long as I
remember to set the trigger level down.
> 
> Also check your A/D setup 2nd menu in on Setup #6 button on # pad and maybe turn up the Input Gain Volume1 and or Volume2 amount instead of making
incoming sound louder. Might take some playing around with to get recorded levels to match input Rec Volume level when not recording. This has been
tricky for me as well, its just not as loud while recording, might take some getting use to and playing around with on the RS.
> 
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> 
> > 
> > 2) pad assign - it simply doesnt work. Is there special kung-fu required? All buttons (tap,pad,track) are working corretly. Please describe the procedure
like for an idiot.
> 
> 
> In order hold down Tap press hold mini key then press the pad. It is kinda tricky, I always forget cause I never use the pads.
> 
> 
> > 
> > 3) OS version - how I can see which version I am operating?
> 
> From FAQ here in files section - With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on.
You should now be in the RS7000 test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number. The actual delivered out version is V1.12 The latest
version is v1.13, upcoming v1.14, and the RS-community hopes for a v2.x.
> 
> I think mine is latest. Firm 1.20 Kernel 1.10 Data 1.20. though I thought I installed 1.22, anyhow thats how you check it.
> 
> > 
> > 4) two BPM/measure live jam - if i am correct, section dont has bpm ... so what about variable bpm jaming? switching styles with quantization? Give
some tips.
> 
> There are several ways to attack this perhaps. Off the top my head I think I might use a Scene store. It won't change tempo with the Section change unless
you press the scene at the same time. Thats prob easiest. More difficult would be to enter a tempo change event on phrases, prob have to be a sysex message,
too dificult to figure out, use the Scenes instead, or Chain the patterns sections in chain mode then convert to song, Song mode you can step in BPM changes.
> 
> 
> > 
> > 5) Is there possibility to turn off launch (pattern) quantization?
> 
> Don't think so but you can alter the length between 1/16th to 1 measure long in Utility System Pattern Quantize. I usually keep mine on 1/16th, but when I
use two RS's its neat to keep one at 1 measure, and the other at 1/16th so you can have tight breaks on one and stutter/glitch on the other RS. 
> 
> > 
> > Thanks a lot for every reply, discussion welcomed :)
> > 
> > Fero
> >
> 
> 
> Hope that helps ya some, and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17744|17740|2009-10-27 16:48:12|lr8142003|Re: Sample prelisten possible?|
If you name your samples close to what the sample actually is. You will have better idea of what the sample is.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> As far as I know nope, it can't do it. I think it was one of the top OS update wishes.
> 
> I've rarely imported samples so its never been much of a problem for me, I could see it being one if you have a lot needing done. Only thing I can think of is
to pre-listen on the computer. The TWE software that comes with the RS might help for that too if connected up to the RS, not sure, not sure I'd ever want to
try to use that again if I didn't have to, but it might help for managing samples into the RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "myfraktionde" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Guys,
> > 
> > I would like to know if it is anyhow possible to prelisten samples before importing them from smart media?
> > In the load->import->browse menu, the LEDs of F1 and F2 are lit but have no function. 
> > 
> > best regards,
> > Ingo
> >
>

| 17745|17735|2009-10-27 17:25:12|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
For 1) I'm not sure I understand, I wish I could see what your talking about. Yeah I get volume across the whole range that records, soft and loud. However, its been a
while since I've sampled something externally, I do a lot more internal re-sampling. I'll give it try today and see if there is something exta I'm not remembering that you
could check on yours to fix that problem.

I tried about a year ago to buy source code from Yamaha for the RS, but furthest I got was their support said they'd pass the request on to higher ups. I never heard back.
They just don't want anything to do with RS it seems. We've nicknamed the RS Yamaha's bastard child quite a while back, so its nothing new to me they won't negotiate
code release. I've never heard of them doing it for any synth anyway, so wasn't expecting much, not much is what I got, I'd not be surprised if the source has been lost.

The RS takes a little while to fall in love with, but most folks eventually do come to realize it is one of the best platforms for making music that has ever been invented by
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mankind.

If you run across more issues as you learn it your welcome to ask away here.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 17746|17746|2009-10-27 19:39:39|doghowz1|smf0 to smf1|
Hi Geee, Logic8 and 9 and Logic Express7 have a demix by event channel function,which should do the job for you.
Hope this helps
Cheers
| 17747|17747|2009-10-27 20:24:43|raa|making multisamples!|
how do you make multisamples loading from external sources such as cd/rom,zip, (i have various drum sounds i would like to save on smardmedia as kits}? your reply i
thank in advance... its good to have this forum ...though its not like the previous (rs7000.org)its good to know people still use this medium to exchange information ,the
people in this forum have been informative as well as inspiring ...and we know all this machine is amazing!!!

peace to all
| 17748|17748|2009-10-27 20:32:30|raa|multisamples!|
figured it out import menu last black knob turn pitch then it shows notes to place sounds...sick easy as well!
| 17749|17747|2009-10-28 05:12:43|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
There are a few wasys. You can make the kit yourself using the RS which is the way I'd probably do it. I'd probably just play in through the RS's inputs to a kit, not a
pitched voice, that will allow you to put a sample on each note. You can also import individual .wavs after putting them on the SM card first and build your kit that way, in
my opinion is tad more complicated but probably will preserves the sample quality the best. Or, I think you can possibly use the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software that
originally came with the RS to build a kit on your computer then just load in on over to the RS. The TWE isn't much fun from what I remember using it once, supposedly
if I remember right you can build kits with it, and also supposedly able to make closer to true multisamples utilizing L&R channel with dif samples or something like that.
I've never tried to do the TWE.

What you can't do on the RS, is make true multisamples, and zone sampling or whatever its called where you can spread one sample over a range of notes and another
over another range. You have to use separate samples for each note, or one sample pitched across all notes. Its one of the limits we have to live with on the RS for them to
cram in all the other stuff on it, if you expected it to have those features you may need to go with a more powerful sampler. With a little ingenuity you can get by pretty
well without those features 

Anyhow, if you need more specific help with one of these methods let us know.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> how do you make multisamples loading from external sources such as cd/rom,zip, (i have various drum sounds i would like to save on smardmedia as
kits}? your reply i thank in advance... its good to have this forum ...though its not like the previous (rs7000.org)its good to know people still use this medium
to exchange information ,the people in this forum have been informative as well as inspiring ...and we know all this machine is amazing!!!
> 
> peace to all
>

| 17750|17748|2009-10-28 05:17:00|zamisers7k|Re: multisamples!|
Ah good. I suppose I should read you got it before I typed that last post. Oh well, remember it defaults to C3 note always, so you have to be careful not to overwrite a
good sample if you've got it on that note. I know it, and I still mess that up sometimes.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> figured it out import menu last black knob turn pitch then it shows notes to place sounds...sick easy as well!
>

| 17751|17735|2009-10-29 02:06:30|rndrfero|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Hi, thanks for help again.

1) The input volume issuse - see this image: http://stylez.sk/private/level.jpg - input level never exceed this level - no matter how loud input signal is - clipping occured. 

2) In the manual its said: "different effects can be applied to each track" - but how? When I edit effect/type parameter - no matter which track is selected - all tracks are
changed to that parameters. It seems like there is only one configuration of effects, only sends are individual per track. But thats something different than "different effects
can be applied to each track" . I RTFM a lot, didnt find answer ... even in a specification (number of parrallel effects). Experienced users, please tell me the truth :)

Yesterday, I was trying to boss sp505 and rs7k make friends (master and slave, resp. :)) ... wasnt very successful ... must dig into these "midi implementation charts"
deeply. 

Have a nice time

Fero

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> For 1) I'm not sure I understand, I wish I could see what your talking about. Yeah I get volume across the whole range that records, soft and loud. However,
its been a while since I've sampled something externally, I do a lot more internal re-sampling. I'll give it try today and see if there is something exta I'm not
remembering that you could check on yours to fix that problem.
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> 
> I tried about a year ago to buy source code from Yamaha for the RS, but furthest I got was their support said they'd pass the request on to higher ups. I never
heard back. They just don't want anything to do with RS it seems. We've nicknamed the RS Yamaha's bastard child quite a while back, so its nothing new to
me they won't negotiate code release. I've never heard of them doing it for any synth anyway, so wasn't expecting much, not much is what I got, I'd not be
surprised if the source has been lost.
> 
> The RS takes a little while to fall in love with, but most folks eventually do come to realize it is one of the best platforms for making music that has ever
been invented by mankind.
> 
> If you run across more issues as you learn it your welcome to ask away here.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17752|17735|2009-10-29 02:41:28|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rndrfero" wrote:

>
> Hi, thanks for help again.
> 
> 1) The input volume issuse - see this image: http://stylez.sk/private/level.jpg - input level never exceed this level - no matter how loud input signal is -
clipping occured. 
> 

I see you have trigger level at 99. Turn that way down if you havn't yet. Also, in the A/D setup you arn't set on Mic are you? Mic really amps up the input, make it Line if
that is the case, unless you are using a Microphone. Hope it is one of those things, if not let us know we will try to think of something else for you.

> 2) In the manual its said: "different effects can be applied to each track" - but how? When I edit effect/type parameter - no matter which track is selected -
all tracks are changed to that parameters. It seems like there is only one configuration of effects, only sends are individual per track. But thats something
different than "different effects can be applied to each track" . I RTFM a lot, didnt find answer ... even in a specification (number of parrallel effects).
Experienced users, please tell me the truth :)

There are only 3 effects that can be applied at a time to individual tracks. You can change the effects yes, and yes it'll change for all tracks. I know this may seem cruddy,
and perhaps what you read in the manual is totally wrong, but that is how groove gear effects usually workd. This is one aspect of the RS and other groove gear that I wish
was more like workstations. If you need to layer more or difrent effects then that is where the RS's sampler comes in handy or adding an AIEB2 board and using outboard
effects for the difrent outs.

Also, I know the effects section may seem somewhat limited, but once you get the RS down well, there is a wealth of effect parameters to be studied later in it. Only 3 at a
time basically, the amount of them applied to a track is what can be diffrent. Master effects too are fun to resample if you ever get board with the RS.

> 
> Yesterday, I was trying to boss sp505 and rs7k make friends (master and slave, resp. :)) ... wasnt very successful ... must dig into these "midi
implementation charts" deeply. 

I've never had too much trouble slaving or having the RS as a master, some machines don't seem to like being one or other though I've noticed. Takes some figuring out
between them sometimes, hope you get with your sp505, that should be a neat combo. I seem to remember someone a little while back on here trying to do something
similar and liking the two machines together a lot, so hope they work out well for you.

> 
> Have a nice time
> 
> Fero
>

| 17753|17735|2009-10-29 04:17:36|Ian Vine|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Hi all,

1. You do have the rec volume knob turned up. See attached pic. Basically as Zam says there are 3 settings in the gain path, the Rec Volume know, on the AD setup page,
the input gain and the volume 1 setting (see rs-ad.jpg). If that's all ok what are you plugging into the RS ? Maybe the input jacks are full of crud? You can get cleaning
tools, basically like a jack plug, not sure where from, checkout stuiospares web site.

3. To sync the boys up you need one unit sending midi clock and one set to receive an external midi clock. It also helps to have MTC (midid transport control) enable on
both if possible. Soemtimes you have to set the box that is the slave into playback, n othing should happen until you start the master box

IanV

________________________________
From: rndrfero 
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, 29 October, 2009 8:05:23
Subject: [RS7000] Re: rs7k issues - new user

Hi, thanks for help again.

1) The input volume issuse - see this image: http://stylez. sk/private/ level.jpg - input level never exceed this level - no matter how loud input signal is - clipping occured. 

2) In the manual its said: "different effects can be applied to each track" - but how? When I edit effect/type parameter - no matter which track is selected - all tracks are
changed to that parameters. It seems like there is only one configuration of effects, only sends are individual per track. But thats something different than "different effects
can be applied to each track" . I RTFM a lot, didnt find answer ... even in a specification (number of parrallel effects). Experienced users, please tell me the truth :)

Yesterday, I was trying to boss sp505 and rs7k make friends (master and slave, resp. :)) ... wasnt very successful ... must dig into these "midi implementation charts"
deeply. 

Have a nice time

Fero

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> For 1) I'm not sure I understand, I wish I could see what your talking about. Yeah I get volume across the whole range that records, soft and loud. However,
its been a while since I've sampled something externally, I do a lot more internal re-sampling. I'll give it try today and see if there is something exta I'm not
remembering that you could check on yours to fix that problem.
> 
> I tried about a year ago to buy source code from Yamaha for the RS, but furthest I got was their support said they'd pass the request on to higher ups. I never
heard back. They just don't want anything to do with RS it seems. We've nicknamed the RS Yamaha's bastard child quite a while back, so its nothing new to
me they won't negotiate code release. I've never heard of them doing it for any synth anyway, so wasn't expecting much, not much is what I got, I'd not be
surprised if the source has been lost.
> 
> The RS takes a little while to fall in love with, but most folks eventually do come to realize it is one of the best platforms for making music that has ever
been invented by mankind.
> 
> If you run across more issues as you learn it your welcome to ask away here.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

Send instant messages to your online friends http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17754|17735|2009-10-29 04:30:06|Ian Vine|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Well I thiught I attached some pics. Try again

IanV

________________________________
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, 29 October, 2009 10:17:32
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7k issues - new user

Hi all,

1. You do have the rec volume knob turned up. See attached pic. Basically as Zam says there are 3 settings in the gain path, the Rec Volume know, on the AD setup page,
the input gain and the volume 1 setting (see rs-ad.jpg). If that's all ok what are you plugging into the RS ? Maybe the input jacks are full of crud? You can get cleaning
tools, basically like a jack plug, not sure where from, checkout stuiospares web site.

3. To sync the boys up you need one unit sending midi clock and one set to receive an external midi clock. It also helps to have MTC (midid transport control) enable on
both if possible. Soemtimes you have to set the box that is the slave into playback, n othing should happen until you start the master box

IanV

Send instant messages to your online friends http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17755|17735|2009-10-29 04:35:51|Ian Vine|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
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Looks like attachments are getting stripped off somewhere. 

IanV

________________________________
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, 29 October, 2009 10:29:59
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7k issues - new user

Well I thiught I attached some pics. Try again

IanV

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17756|17735|2009-10-29 07:06:02|rndrfero|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Reply,

ok guys... nothing helps. None of control points pushed up the signal level. The fuck. It seem like there is digital limiter on the way, keeping level below half of range.
The clipping sounds very digital. My signal path is ok, its in the rs7k somewhere. I dont know... what should I try? 

Of course I can record on lower levels and then normalize... Loss of quality and time. But the sampling quality sounds good anyway. Keep on sampling... ;)

rs7k feat. sp505:

midi conection no problem, midi sync no problem, remote control no problem, lauching pads from bank1 no problem, but ... :) what about other 31 banks? i want to use
rs7ks great sequencer and use s505 as a tone generator / effect only (it has great overdrive + lpf, btw.) The 505 is total in control of master device. So I opened up the
manual and wanted to generate such an midi event that can select a pad ... It's a "program change" event. I can enter manually such an event throught pattern edit, I
assume. Is there other way to generate it? I will experiment with this and maybe record an tutorial ...

I have free day tommorow ... how can I spare my time? :)

Fero.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> 
> 1. You do have the rec volume knob turned up. See attached pic. Basically as Zam says there are 3 settings in the gain path, the Rec Volume know, on the
AD setup page, the input gain and the volume 1 setting (see rs-ad.jpg). If that's all ok what are you plugging into the RS ? Maybe the input jacks are full of
crud? You can get cleaning tools, basically like a jack plug, not sure where from, checkout stuiospares web site.
> 
> 3. To sync the boys up you need one unit sending midi clock and one set to receive an external midi clock. It also helps to have MTC (midid transport
control) enable on both if possible. Soemtimes you have to set the box that is the slave into playback, n othing should happen until you start the master box
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: rndrfero 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, 29 October, 2009 8:05:23
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: rs7k issues - new user
> 
> 
> Hi, thanks for help again.
> 
> 1) The input volume issuse - see this image: http://stylez. sk/private/ level.jpg - input level never exceed this level - no matter how loud input signal is -
clipping occured. 
> 
> 2) In the manual its said: "different effects can be applied to each track" - but how? When I edit effect/type parameter - no matter which track is selected -
all tracks are changed to that parameters. It seems like there is only one configuration of effects, only sends are individual per track. But thats something
different than "different effects can be applied to each track" . I RTFM a lot, didnt find answer ... even in a specification (number of parrallel effects).
Experienced users, please tell me the truth :)
> 
> Yesterday, I was trying to boss sp505 and rs7k make friends (master and slave, resp. :)) ... wasnt very successful ... must dig into these "midi
implementation charts" deeply. 
> 
> Have a nice time
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> 
> Fero
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > For 1) I'm not sure I understand, I wish I could see what your talking about. Yeah I get volume across the whole range that records, soft and loud.
However, its been a while since I've sampled something externally, I do a lot more internal re-sampling. I'll give it try today and see if there is something exta
I'm not remembering that you could check on yours to fix that problem.
> > 
> > I tried about a year ago to buy source code from Yamaha for the RS, but furthest I got was their support said they'd pass the request on to higher ups. I
never heard back. They just don't want anything to do with RS it seems. We've nicknamed the RS Yamaha's bastard child quite a while back, so its nothing
new to me they won't negotiate code release. I've never heard of them doing it for any synth anyway, so wasn't expecting much, not much is what I got, I'd not
be surprised if the source has been lost.
> > 
> > The RS takes a little while to fall in love with, but most folks eventually do come to realize it is one of the best platforms for making music that has ever
been invented by mankind.
> > 
> > If you run across more issues as you learn it your welcome to ask away here.
> > 
> > Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Send instant messages to your online friends http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17757|17747|2009-10-29 12:39:52|Kyr|Re: making multisamples!|
You are not exactly right here mate.
Actually you can make multisamples using Awave and at the ame time being aware of the fact that you should not mess around with the samples on the RS after you have
imported them.
This is the proof that RS7k could do a lot more than what it already does.
But the guys in Yamaha wouldn't like this and that is why they will never release the source code.
I was reading some posts in a forum about Tenori-on.
It seemed to me be a great idea and it actually is.
Unfortunately the thing is full of bugs and guess what, the guys in Yamaha have already abandoned its development.
I think this company just like any other big compay(Roland,Korg..) are a just a joke.They keep making new products but they can never finish up one to be without bugs
or features basic features that are missing. Only that matters to them is profit.
Just some nasty thoughts about the music hardware industry.

Anyway if anyine is interested I can describe how to make multisamples on the RS using Awave.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> There are a few wasys. You can make the kit yourself using the RS which is the way I'd probably do it. I'd probably just play in through the RS's inputs to a
kit, not a pitched voice, that will allow you to put a sample on each note. You can also import individual .wavs after putting them on the SM card first and
build your kit that way, in my opinion is tad more complicated but probably will preserves the sample quality the best. Or, I think you can possibly use the
TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software that originally came with the RS to build a kit on your computer then just load in on over to the RS. The TWE isn't much
fun from what I remember using it once, supposedly if I remember right you can build kits with it, and also supposedly able to make closer to true
multisamples utilizing L&R channel with dif samples or something like that. I've never tried to do the TWE.
> 
> What you can't do on the RS, is make true multisamples, and zone sampling or whatever its called where you can spread one sample over a range of notes
and another over another range. You have to use separate samples for each note, or one sample pitched across all notes. Its one of the limits we have to live
with on the RS for them to cram in all the other stuff on it, if you expected it to have those features you may need to go with a more powerful sampler. With a
little ingenuity you can get by pretty well without those features 
> 
> Anyhow, if you need more specific help with one of these methods let us know.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
> >
> > how do you make multisamples loading from external sources such as cd/rom,zip, (i have various drum sounds i would like to save on smardmedia as
kits}? your reply i thank in advance... its good to have this forum ...though its not like the previous (rs7000.org)its good to know people still use this medium
to exchange information ,the people in this forum have been informative as well as inspiring ...and we know all this machine is amazing!!!
> > 
> > peace to all
> >
>

| 17758|17747|2009-10-29 17:41:18|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
That'd be cool if you want to describe how to do multisampling with Awave. I knew it was possible, theres a multisample kit listed in the files here, its been a while since
this topic has been discussed, and I don't think this was what the OP was intending, but anyway...

I thought multisampling on it was just L&R channels being seperated with dif samples. Not a true multisample I thought, but if it is more than that I'd like to understand
how it is done, and maybe see about putting it to use on my RS. Is Awave free too? I don't have it.
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Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:
>
> You are not exactly right here mate.
> Actually you can make multisamples using Awave and at the ame time being aware of the fact that you should not mess around with the samples on the RS
after you have imported them.
> This is the proof that RS7k could do a lot more than what it already does.
> But the guys in Yamaha wouldn't like this and that is why they will never release the source code.
> I was reading some posts in a forum about Tenori-on.
> It seemed to me be a great idea and it actually is.
> Unfortunately the thing is full of bugs and guess what, the guys in Yamaha have already abandoned its development.
> I think this company just like any other big compay(Roland,Korg..) are a just a joke.They keep making new products but they can never finish up one to be
without bugs or features basic features that are missing. Only that matters to them is profit.
> Just some nasty thoughts about the music hardware industry.
> 
> Anyway if anyine is interested I can describe how to make multisamples on the RS using Awave.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >

| 17759|17735|2009-10-29 17:49:06|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
Oh hmmm... Your signal comming in to the RS is really low and distorted, or yeah maybe you've got bad RS inputs. You could do a factory reset on the RS, that would
make sure any odd settings were not causinging it. What are you trying to record from? Maybe its output is crud. Have you tried to record from anything else into the RS?

A program Change event should be the way to go if your wanting to send a voice change to the RS. You could send it a SysEx message too, but to be honest, I'm not
familar with using these kinds of messages to send to the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rndrfero" wrote:
>
> Reply,
> 
> ok guys... nothing helps. None of control points pushed up the signal level. The fuck. It seem like there is digital limiter on the way, keeping level below
half of range. The clipping sounds very digital. My signal path is ok, its in the rs7k somewhere. I dont know... what should I try? 
> 
> Of course I can record on lower levels and then normalize... Loss of quality and time. But the sampling quality sounds good anyway. Keep on sampling... ;)
> 
> rs7k feat. sp505:
> 
> midi conection no problem, midi sync no problem, remote control no problem, lauching pads from bank1 no problem, but ... :) what about other 31 banks? i
want to use rs7ks great sequencer and use s505 as a tone generator / effect only (it has great overdrive + lpf, btw.) The 505 is total in control of master device.
So I opened up the manual and wanted to generate such an midi event that can select a pad ... It's a "program change" event. I can enter manually such an
event throught pattern edit, I assume. Is there other way to generate it? I will experiment with this and maybe record an tutorial ...
> 
> I have free day tommorow ... how can I spare my time? :)
> 
> Fero.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Hi all,
> > 

| 17760|17735|2009-10-29 17:58:02|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k issues - new user|
I don't think you can send attached pictures to the list like you can through email Ian. Have to u/l to a web image host of some sort and link to it, works best usually. Good
ideas, I hope we can get it figured out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> 
> Looks like attachments are getting stripped off somewhere. 
> 
> IanV
>

| 17761|17746|2009-10-31 14:14:42|zamisers7k|Re: smf0 to smf1|
Got a response over on VSEF, they said to give http://www.reaper.fm a try for it too.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "doghowz1" wrote:
>
> Hi Geee, Logic8 and 9 and Logic Express7 have a demix by event channel function,which should do the job for you.
> Hope this helps
> Cheers
>

| 17762|17762|2009-11-04 02:44:30|lezlie242|How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub recording.
How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 

Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth?
Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 

Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;)

Any other tips?
| 17763|17762|2009-11-04 04:08:39|zamisers7k|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
This can be tricky, there are several ways.

You probably want to use Job 10 shift clock to bump the range of notes forward or backward. Have to be careful tho, if you bump them to far forward they stack up at the
beginning of the phrase, and it'll also leave more space at the end, it doesn't wrap the notes around like I wish it would.

Best way though, at least for me is to keep trying on record replace mode until I hit the daddy note perfectly. Sometimes it takes a while to get it, sometime get it right first
try. It might also help to slow the tempos on both units way way down, then speed it back up once you get it.

You can step them in if they are fractioned equally the same as the note type/gate. You just hold the note down on the synth, and if the synth is set to send single note arp
outs it'll enter the notes for you.

If your synths can receive single note arps via midi, sometimes have to go in to your synth setup and change it to do this, some synths only send or receive and you can't
switch. But, if you can set to receive, sometimes its much cooler just to step in whole notes on the RS and have the synth do the arping. Sometimes and surprisingly, if you
can arp the notes into the RS, its easier to adjust voice settings on the RS and make it actually sound better than the synth.

Also, you could manually adjust the notes in the events editor, that can be time consuming, but sometimes I do in there to move a note or two around sometimes, good for
if you use overdub mode to record in the arps and you overlap the first couple at loop start, just go in and delete the extra note there since you can't in step mode.

Hope that helps some, and not too much to follow or understand. There may be other ways too I've not thought of, but good luck with it, it can be fun since the RS's arps
pretty much suck as well as the canned phrases, so arping in from another synth helps get new good stuff in it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub
recording. How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 
> 
> Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth?
> Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 
> 
> Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;)
> 
> Any other tips?
>

| 17764|17762|2009-11-04 05:46:08|Ian Vine|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
Easiest way is to step edit the notes onto a track to trigger the arp and record the v-synth output to another track. You'll want to have both units midi synced. Maybe have
the rs as the master clock and enable mmc 

IanV

________________________________
From: lezlie242 <lezlie242@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 4 November, 2009 9:43:56
Subject: [RS7000] How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?

I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub recording.
How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 

Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth?
Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 

Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;)

Any other tips?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17765|17762|2009-11-04 06:17:45|michael|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
For something as deep as the VSynth,I would dedicate a laptop or tablet,if possible,simply because the synth does so much,using the computer to augment both. 
Try something like Reaper/Ableton Live,and you might have an awesome hybrid of hardware/software.... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "lezlie242" <lezlie242@yahoo.com> 
Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 09:43:56 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase? 

I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub recording.
How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 

Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth? 
Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 

Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;) 

Any other tips? 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17766|17762|2009-11-04 08:22:03|lezlie242|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
Thanks for the input guys, much appreciated. Many new ideas here, so very cool to hear of'em. 
I though of another option, namely recording in song mode and using the 'get phrase' function. I have never tried this job though, so have no idea if it'll be fruitful.

Michael; I've made a conscious choice not to include a computer in this setup. I do indeed use a pc quite extensively to make music (NI Komplete 5, Renoise, Emulator X,
Cakewalk Sonar etc), but it's cool to have a second studio using only hardware :)

Anyways, I'll have a go this evening and see what works best. 
Thanks again, guys!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
>
> For something as deep as the VSynth,I would dedicate a laptop or tablet,if possible,simply because the synth does so much,using the computer to augment
both.
> Try something like Reaper/Ableton Live,and you might have an awesome hybrid of hardware/software....
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: "lezlie242" 
> Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 09:43:56 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?
> 
> I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub
recording. How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 
> 
> Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth?
> Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 
> 
> Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;)
> 
> Any other tips?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17767|17762|2009-11-04 08:53:18|michael|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
I did the same thing because I have a turntablist/dj/musician b ackground,so I only decided to include computers on a small scale because of the OS/cpu/RAM limitations
of my samplers... 
Yes I use Vinyl,still.... 
Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

-----Original Message----- 
From: "lezlie242" <lezlie242@yahoo.com> 
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Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 15:21:22 
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase? 

Thanks for the input guys, much appreciated. Many new ideas here, so very cool to hear of'em. 
I though of another option, namely recording in song mode and using the 'get phrase' function. I have never tried this job though, so have no idea if it'll be fruitful. 

Michael; I've made a conscious choice not to include a computer in this setup. I do indeed use a pc quite extensively to make music (NI Komplete 5, Renoise, Emulator X,
Cakewalk Sonar etc), but it's cool to have a second studio using only hardware :) 

Anyways, I'll have a go this evening and see what works best. 
Thanks again, guys! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote: 
> 
> For something as deep as the VSynth,I would dedicate a laptop or tablet,if possible,simply because the synth does so much,using the computer to augment
both. 
> Try something like Reaper/Ableton Live,and you might have an awesome hybrid of hardware/software.... 
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: "lezlie242" 
> Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 09:43:56 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> Subject: [RS7000] How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase? 
> 
> I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub
recording. How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 
> 
> Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth? 
> Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 
> 
> Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;) 
> 
> Any other tips? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17768|17762|2009-11-04 09:34:39|lezlie242|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
@ Michael:
What gear do you use, and what type(s) of music do you dj/make?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
>
> I did the same thing because I have a turntablist/dj/musician b ackground,so I only decided to include computers on a small scale because of the
OS/cpu/RAM limitations of my samplers...
> Yes I use Vinyl,still....
> Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: "lezlie242" 
> Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 15:21:22 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?
> 
> Thanks for the input guys, much appreciated. Many new ideas here, so very cool to hear of'em. 
> I though of another option, namely recording in song mode and using the 'get phrase' function. I have never tried this job though, so have no idea if it'll be
fruitful.
> 
> Michael; I've made a conscious choice not to include a computer in this setup. I do indeed use a pc quite extensively to make music (NI Komplete 5,
Renoise, Emulator X, Cakewalk Sonar etc), but it's cool to have a second studio using only hardware :)
> 
> Anyways, I'll have a go this evening and see what works best. 
> Thanks again, guys!
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
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> >
> > For something as deep as the VSynth,I would dedicate a laptop or tablet,if possible,simply because the synth does so much,using the computer to
augment both.
> > Try something like Reaper/Ableton Live,and you might have an awesome hybrid of hardware/software....
> > Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile
> > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: "lezlie242" 
> > Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 09:43:56 
> > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Subject: [RS7000] How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?
> > 
> > I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an
overdub recording. How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 
> > 
> > Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth?
> > Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 
> > 
> > Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;)
> > 
> > Any other tips?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17769|17688|2009-11-05 02:36:27|rs7king|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but can´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.

One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesn´t start regularly - There appears that Screen with
the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.

No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if it´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?

When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal.
| 17770|17770|2009-11-05 04:54:18|wontonpants|Mid end of song does not stop RS|
Hi
Some midi files stop the RS at the end of the song and with some other midi files you have to stop the RS manually at the end of the song

Any idea why?
thanks
| 17771|17688|2009-11-05 05:11:14|zamisers7k|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
Hmmm, new stuff to me... Have you looked at the manual about attaching SCSI? Only thing I can reference since I know nothing about it. It mentions some important
things like making sure its terminated, no guarantees if connected through a converter/adapter (assumming that would include USB), quality cables etc., etc.

Hope someone else will have better advice for ya, and you can get it working.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but can´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> 
> One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesn´t start regularly - There appears
that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> 
> No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if it´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> 
> When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal.
>

| 17772|17770|2009-11-05 05:28:58|zamisers7k|Re: Mid end of song does not stop RS|
RS automatically stops after no event data are left for it to read, so perhaps one of the tracks has a bunch of empty measures and some left over event way way down the
line. Check each tracks event list, select track and press 0/edit to see the list if didn't know. Scroll to the end of each track and check. Perhaps there is a midi stop event on
some too or something like that on one of the tracks.

If can't see in the track events list then I'm at a loss to what else could be causing it.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wontonpants" wrote:
>
> Hi
> Some midi files stop the RS at the end of the song and with some other midi files you have to stop the RS manually at the end of the song
> 
> Any idea why?
> thanks
>

| 17773|17688|2009-11-05 05:36:25|Ian Vine|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
What scsi usb adapter have you got?

I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to connect a scsi host
(your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id (0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7,
so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter. But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 

When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times out.

IanV

________________________________
From: rs7king <rs7king@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor

I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but can´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.

One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesn´t start regularly - There appears that Screen with
the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.

No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if it´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?

When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17774|17770|2009-11-05 07:27:04|wontonpants|Re: Mid end of song does not stop RS|
I have a song that finishes on measure 121 but the RS still carrys on counting. If I delete measures at 122 to 999 it comes back with no data (and still it keeps on
counting).

OK I have kind of sussed it but I don't know how to rectify it.
In song mode I went to a new song and added a note on measure 1. It played and stopped before measure 2. I then added another note at measure 10 and it played and then
stopped before measure 11. I then deleted the note at measure at 10 and when I played it went up to 11 and stopped (well 10.4). 
So the RS remembers the last measure and plays up to it even though it does not exist anymore. SO I suppose I need to know how to purge this information?
Thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> RS automatically stops after no event data are left for it to read, so perhaps one of the tracks has a bunch of empty measures and some left over event way
way down the line. Check each tracks event list, select track and press 0/edit to see the list if didn't know. Scroll to the end of each track and check. Perhaps
there is a midi stop event on some too or something like that on one of the tracks.
> 
> If can't see in the track events list then I'm at a loss to what else could be causing it.
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wontonpants" wrote:
> >
> > Hi
> > Some midi files stop the RS at the end of the song and with some other midi files you have to stop the RS manually at the end of the song
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> > 
> > Any idea why?
> > thanks
> >
>

| 17775|17770|2009-11-05 11:27:26|zamisers7k|Re: Mid end of song does not stop RS|
Try deleting measures in Jobs, from end to 999. See if that works?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wontonpants" wrote:
>
> I have a song that finishes on measure 121 but the RS still carrys on counting. If I delete measures at 122 to 999 it comes back with no data (and still it
keeps on counting).
> 
> 
> 
> OK I have kind of sussed it but I don't know how to rectify it.
> In song mode I went to a new song and added a note on measure 1. It played and stopped before measure 2. I then added another note at measure 10 and it
played and then stopped before measure 11. I then deleted the note at measure at 10 and when I played it went up to 11 and stopped (well 10.4). 
> So the RS remembers the last measure and plays up to it even though it does not exist anymore. SO I suppose I need to know how to purge this
information?
> Thanks
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > RS automatically stops after no event data are left for it to read, so perhaps one of the tracks has a bunch of empty measures and some left over event way
way down the line. Check each tracks event list, select track and press 0/edit to see the list if didn't know. Scroll to the end of each track and check. Perhaps
there is a midi stop event on some too or something like that on one of the tracks.
> > 
> > If can't see in the track events list then I'm at a loss to what else could be causing it.
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wontonpants" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi
> > > Some midi files stop the RS at the end of the song and with some other midi files you have to stop the RS manually at the end of the song
> > > 
> > > Any idea why?
> > > thanks
> > >
> >
>

| 17776|17688|2009-11-05 12:12:48|rs7king|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50

in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.

you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual

but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter

btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> 
> I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to connect
a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id (0-7).
Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter. But I'm
afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> 
> When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> 
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> 
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÂ´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> 
> One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÂ´t start regularly - There appears
that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> 
> No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÂ´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> 
> When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17777|17762|2009-11-05 15:31:19|lezlie242|Re: How do I 'quantize' to the top of the phrase?|
Solved it! :D 
It seems the problem was to be found in the V-Synth; there is a switch that lets one control the arp via an external keyboard. 
What I then did is I entered step recording mode in the rs7000, and entered some notes. Afterwards I hit overdub record (loop off), and the V-Synth output the notes into
the rs7000. I deactivated the arp in the V-Synth, and hit play on the rs; now it played the arp pattern because it was recorded, hehe ;)

So, what's cool is I now get the ability to mess around further with the arp pattern, add some groove, play fx, midi delay, maybe do a couple of variations with the loop
remix etc.

Wow, this was seriously cool. 
And thanks for your input guys, MUCH appreciated! :D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lezlie242" wrote:
>
> I'm trying to record an arp from my V-Synth into the RS7000. It is however a bit difficult to get it to start at exactly measure 00:000 when doing an overdub
recording. How can I 'drag' - so to say - the entire phrase up to the start? 
> 
> Is there a way to make the RS7000 wait recording until I actually hit the keys on the V-Synth?
> Or can I somehow enter a note in step recording, and then make it trigger & record the arpeggiator output on the V-Synth? 
> 
> Hope this makes sense - midi makes me dissy sometimes ;)
> 
> Any other tips?
>

| 17778|17688|2009-11-06 03:54:37|Ian Vine|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
Did you try it with a different scsi id on the rs?

IanV

________________________________
From: rs7king <rs7king@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor

it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50

in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.

you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual

but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
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btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> 
> I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to connect
a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id (0-7).
Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter. But I'm
afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> 
> When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> 
> 
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ____________ _________ _________ __
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÂ´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> 
> One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÂ´t start regularly - There appears
that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> 
> No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÂ´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> 
> When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17779|17688|2009-11-06 04:05:38|Ian Vine|Internal CF card reader|
If anyone's intersted I've just fitted a scsi compact flash card reader to my RS. 

Works using a 2gb card. Load and saves much faster than the smart media card. One song that took 30 seconds to load, is now loaded uner 5seconds. Being an impatient
git the long loads for samples was what kinda put me off using them. Its almost like having a new machine. Load/save time should be even better with a faster CF card
(currently using a 15mb/sec).

I did try it with an 8gb card hoping I might be able to partition it into 2gb chunks (max rs partition size) but the RS just hangs at the format page.

One downside, it takes a bit longer for the rs to start. Though once all my autoload stuff is shifted to the cf that should also improve.

IanV

________________________________
From: rs7king <rs7king@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
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it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50

in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.

you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual

but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter

btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> 
> I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to connect
a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id (0-7).
Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter. But I'm
afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> 
> When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> 
> 
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ____________ _________ _________ __
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÂ´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> 
> One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÂ´t start regularly - There appears
that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> 
> No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÂ´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> 
> When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17780|17688|2009-11-06 09:06:47|lezlie242|Re: Internal CF card reader|
Wow, that sounds awesome. 
Could you elaborate on the procedure? 
I'd like to try this myself, but am afraid of damaging the unit. 
Was it a straightforward process?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> If anyone's intersted I've just fitted a scsi compact flash card reader to my RS. 
> 
> Works using a 2gb card. Load and saves much faster than the smart media card. One song that took 30 seconds to load, is now loaded uner 5seconds. Being
an impatient git the long loads for samples was what kinda put me off using them. Its almost like having a new machine. Load/save time should be even better
with a faster CF card (currently using a 15mb/sec).
> 
> I did try it with an 8gb card hoping I might be able to partition it into 2gb chunks (max rs partition size) but the RS just hangs at the format page.
> 
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> One downside, it takes a bit longer for the rs to start. Though once all my autoload stuff is shifted to the cf that should also improve.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50
> 
> in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.
> 
> you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual
> 
> but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
> 
> btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> > 
> > I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to
connect a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id
(0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter.
But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> > 
> > When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > From: rs7king 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > 
> > 
> > I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÃ�Â´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> > 
> > One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÃ�Â´t start regularly - There
appears that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> > 
> > No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÃ�Â´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> > 
> > When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17781|17688|2009-11-06 09:21:22|Ian Vine|Re: Internal CF card reader|
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I'll post some pictures next week with a description. 

IanV

________________________________
From: lezlie242 <lezlie242@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 6 November, 2009 16:06:00
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal CF card reader

Wow, that sounds awesome. 
Could you elaborate on the procedure? 
I'd like to try this myself, but am afraid of damaging the unit. 
Was it a straightforward process?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> If anyone's intersted I've just fitted a scsi compact flash card reader to my RS. 
> 
> Works using a 2gb card. Load and saves much faster than the smart media card. One song that took 30 seconds to load, is now loaded uner 5seconds. Being
an impatient git the long loads for samples was what kinda put me off using them. Its almost like having a new machine. Load/save time should be even better
with a faster CF card (currently using a 15mb/sec).
> 
> I did try it with an 8gb card hoping I might be able to partition it into 2gb chunks (max rs partition size) but the RS just hangs at the format page.
> 
> One downside, it takes a bit longer for the rs to start. Though once all my autoload stuff is shifted to the cf that should also improve.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ____________ _________ _________ __
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50
> 
> in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.
> 
> you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual
> 
> but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
> 
> btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> > 
> > I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to
connect a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id
(0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter.
But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> > 
> > When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > From: rs7king 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > 
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> > 
> > I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÃ‚Â´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> > 
> > One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÃ‚Â´t start regularly - There
appears that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> > 
> > No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÃ‚Â´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> > 
> > When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17782|17747|2009-11-06 09:40:57|pegaso|Re: making multisamples!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> 
> What you can't do on the RS, is make true multisamples, and zone >sampling or whatever its called where you can spread one sample over >a range of
notes and another over another range. You have to use >separate samples for each note, or one sample pitched across all >notes. Its one of the limits we have
to live with on the RS for >them to cram in all the other stuff on it, if you expected it to >have those features you may need to go with a more powerful
>sampler. With a little ingenuity you can get by pretty well without >those features 
> 

Fixed.

-Import your sample's to their correct key ie c2.wav on c2 key, c3 etc

-Use sample job 'copy sample' and copy the sample to the other keys in the range you want to use it. ie from> sample- c2.wav key- c2 to sample- c2.wav type- kit:C#2.
Then D2, Eb2 etc but stop at C3 because c3.wav is there, copy it to C#3, D3 etc stop at C4. This dosen't use extra memory to copy, you still only have 2 samples in this
example. 

-go to the second sample waveform edit screen 'sample paramaters'. Press C2 key on the mini keyboard, you might have to use the octave buttons. The key is displayed on
the screen below the sample name and under that is 'original key', 'C2' and '(pitch +00)'. now press C#2 on the mini keyboard, notice the 'key' and 'original key' both
change to C#2. The 'original key' should be C2 because you copied C2.wav there, so change it to C2 and it will indicate '(pitch +01)'. Press D2 and again change the
'original pitch' to C2, it will indicate 
'(pitch +02)'... do the same for the rest of the octave, leave C3 because it is at the correct pitch with C3.wav, change C#3 to C3, do the same for the rest of the octave.

-Congratulations you now have a 2 octave, key zoned multisample. Use this technique to create multisamples with as many key zones as you like across as many octaves
as you want to use for that sound, you can use the spare octaves for other sounds if you want.

-If you want a velocity split multisample (crossfaded), put the lower velocity samples on one track and the higher velocity samples on another track. give the low samples
a 24db lowpass filter with lots of positive envelope depth and the high samples a 24db highpass, with lots of negative envelope depth. play both tracks at the same time at
different velocities and adjust the filters and filter envelopes until you have smooth velocity switching/crossfading.

Cheers.
| 17783|17688|2009-11-06 12:41:56|rs7king|Re: Internal CF card reader|
hi Ian,

Did you purchase it from scsiforsamplers.com ?

I guess it still has its own powersupply with wallwart ?

I've got an external CF-Reader from them. called mcdisk, quite nice although internal would be much nicer ;)
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> I'll post some pictures next week with a description. 
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: lezlie242 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Fri, 6 November, 2009 16:06:00
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal CF card reader
> 
> 
> Wow, that sounds awesome. 
> Could you elaborate on the procedure? 
> I'd like to try this myself, but am afraid of damaging the unit. 
> Was it a straightforward process?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > If anyone's intersted I've just fitted a scsi compact flash card reader to my RS. 
> > 
> > Works using a 2gb card. Load and saves much faster than the smart media card. One song that took 30 seconds to load, is now loaded uner 5seconds.
Being an impatient git the long loads for samples was what kinda put me off using them. Its almost like having a new machine. Load/save time should be
even better with a faster CF card (currently using a 15mb/sec).
> > 
> > I did try it with an 8gb card hoping I might be able to partition it into 2gb chunks (max rs partition size) but the RS just hangs at the format page.
> > 
> > One downside, it takes a bit longer for the rs to start. Though once all my autoload stuff is shifted to the cf that should also improve.
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > From: rs7king 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > 
> > 
> > it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50
> > 
> > in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.
> > 
> > you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual
> > 
> > but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
> > 
> > btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > >
> > > What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> > > 
> > > I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to
connect a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id
(0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter.
But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> > > 
> > > When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it
times out.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > > From: rs7king 
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> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÃ�â��Ã�Â´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> > > 
> > > One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÃ�â��Ã�Â´t start regularly -
There appears that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> > > 
> > > No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÃ�â��Ã�Â´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> > > 
> > > When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17784|17688|2009-11-06 12:55:03|rs7king|Re: scsi to usb adaptor|
tried it yet only with 2 settings, you have to restart the rs after each id change to apply it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> 
> Did you try it with a different scsi id on the rs?
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50
> 
> in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.
> 
> you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual
> 
> but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
> 
> btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> > 
> > I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to
connect a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id
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(0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter.
But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> > 
> > When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > From: rs7king 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > 
> > 
> > I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÃ�Â´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> > 
> > One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÃ�Â´t start regularly - There
appears that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> > 
> > No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÃ�Â´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> > 
> > When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17785|17747|2009-11-06 23:23:14|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
Awesome!

> 
> 
> Fixed.
> 
> -Import your sample's to their correct key ie c2.wav on c2 key, c3 etc
> 
> -Use sample job 'copy sample' and copy the sample to the other keys in the range you want to use it. ie from> sample- c2.wav key- c2 to sample- c2.wav
type- kit:C#2. Then D2, Eb2 etc but stop at C3 because c3.wav is there, copy it to C#3, D3 etc stop at C4. This dosen't use extra memory to copy, you still
only have 2 samples in this example. 
> 
> -go to the second sample waveform edit screen 'sample paramaters'. Press C2 key on the mini keyboard, you might have to use the octave buttons. The key
is displayed on the screen below the sample name and under that is 'original key', 'C2' and '(pitch +00)'. now press C#2 on the mini keyboard, notice the 'key'
and 'original key' both change to C#2. The 'original key' should be C2 because you copied C2.wav there, so change it to C2 and it will indicate '(pitch +01)'.
Press D2 and again change the 'original pitch' to C2, it will indicate 
> '(pitch +02)'... do the same for the rest of the octave, leave C3 because it is at the correct pitch with C3.wav, change C#3 to C3, do the same for the rest of
the octave.
> 
> -Congratulations you now have a 2 octave, key zoned multisample. Use this technique to create multisamples with as many key zones as you like across as
many octaves as you want to use for that sound, you can use the spare octaves for other sounds if you want.
> 
> -If you want a velocity split multisample (crossfaded), put the lower velocity samples on one track and the higher velocity samples on another track. give
the low samples a 24db lowpass filter with lots of positive envelope depth and the high samples a 24db highpass, with lots of negative envelope depth. play
both tracks at the same time at different velocities and adjust the filters and filter envelopes until you have smooth velocity switching/crossfading.
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 17786|17786|2009-11-07 02:14:20|larsj|good rs hex strings for accessing hidden parameters|
had some of these once and misplaced it on some drive. i am looking for sysex strings for the rs to do things such as change effects types and filter modes and anything
else that exists that can't be found in the manual or if there is a cut and paste thing from the pdf manual to get all the typed messages in hex, every single one that exists. I
want to make max patches of little control windows for these things, with a sequencer that can save performances. since it would be on the sending end of the midi chain



it could have start stop transport controls so you could sync the rs to it, and record in automation performances into its internal midi seq from another control surface, such
as knob bank or ableton's live mixing features, and make midi files for export to the rs. this would be good and I have always wanted to see a 480 tone xg translator utility
that can translate qy patches to rs files, and back, given only xg standard set is used. this would be a boon to many composers, as well as this other project. if there are any
max or c programmers interested in this or other projects hit me up
| 17787|17747|2009-11-07 03:58:34|florisvanrijswijk|Re: making multisamples!|
Cool tips on the multisamples! 
Especially creative on the velocity split solution. 

Floris
| 17788|17747|2009-11-07 04:13:08|florisvanrijswijk|Re: making multisamples!|
This is what I have saved from RS7000.org about making multisample kits for the RS with AWave but I never tried it myself: 

AWave9_H2O.zip: 
http://www.zshare.net/download/681208020aec08fb/

____________________________________________

Date: Sat, 21 Jan 2006 13:25:18 -0000
From: "marcotangelder" <marco@clickfactor.nl>
Subject: Creating SampleKits on PC and load them into RS7K: I did it!!!

Hi y'all!!!

I just created a sample map using Awave Studio on my PC and loaded
this into the RS7000.

This is how we do it:

First create a sample with the RS (i.e. by resampling).

Save as Pattern. This will create 2 files: name.R2P and name.R3P

The .R3P file is the file where all sampledata is stored.

Start Awave Studio and open the .R2P file.

In the left pane you should see your sample and its layers and
regions, including all keys and samplefiles corresponding with it. (If
you don't see them, hit the + icons to open them up.)

Add a region to Layer 1 (the right channel)
Add a region to Layer 2 (the left channel)

Drop your favourite sample in the waveforms pane. Note: I split the
file into 2 separate files (left-channel and right-channel) using a
sound editing tool.

Select the region and hit F5. Now you can assign your new sample to
this region and select the key (C3 for example) that should play it.

Here's the tricky part: updating the order of the Stereo playback
link. Let's say you got a total of 4 regions: Layer 1 (right) has 2
regions and Layer 2 (left) has 2 regions.

Layer 1 (right channel)
Region 1 = Phase Group 1
Region 2 = Phase Group 2

Layer 2 (left channel)
Region 3 = Phase Group 3 + set to Phase master
Region 4 = Phase Group 4 + set to Phase master

Now save your sample using "Save collection". Your old files will be
overwritten.

NOTE:
You should keep a backup of your original name.R2P file!

The newly created .R2P file must be replaced by the original one
before loading it into your RS.

That's it! You can now work your wave files on your computer, create a
samplekit and load them up to your RS7K.

Marco Tangelder
| 17789|17786|2009-11-07 10:40:24|zamisers7k|Re: good rs hex strings for accessing hidden parameters|
Bomes SendSX or midi translator will give you any sysex codes the RS sends out, and I think you write or record scripts with them too.

I'm more of a Visual Basic guy. I've been considering doing something that'll work better than bomes for translating sysex into to keyboard letters for Blenders realtime 3d
animation game engine. However, its a big undertaking and I just don't have the needed motivation quite yet to do it. If I can't work it all out with bomes and get a bug up
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my butt sometime I may do it. But anyway...Not sure what all you were talking about doing, but if you make some stuff that work keep us updated.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "larsj" wrote:
>
> had some of these once and misplaced it on some drive. i am looking for sysex strings for the rs to do things such as change effects types and filter modes
and anything else that exists that can't be found in the manual or if there is a cut and paste thing from the pdf manual to get all the typed messages in hex,
every single one that exists. I want to make max patches of little control windows for these things, with a sequencer that can save performances. since it
would be on the sending end of the midi chain it could have start stop transport controls so you could sync the rs to it, and record in automation performances
into its internal midi seq from another control surface, such as knob bank or ableton's live mixing features, and make midi files for export to the rs. this would
be good and I have always wanted to see a 480 tone xg translator utility that can translate qy patches to rs files, and back, given only xg standard set is used.
this would be a boon to many composers, as well as this other project. if there are any max or c programmers interested in this or other projects hit me up
>

| 17790|17747|2009-11-07 10:58:14|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
Thanks Floris,

Warning!!! I tried it, it is awave installer setup, and it set off my virus detector. Cleaned it, and it didn't run.

So be careful all if you try it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> This is what I have saved from RS7000.org about making multisample kits for the RS with AWave but I never tried it myself: 
> 
> AWave9_H2O.zip: 
> http://www.zshare.net/download/681208020aec08fb/
> 

| 17791|17786|2009-11-07 23:42:15|lars jensen|Re: good rs hex strings for accessing hidden parameters|
yeah i'll try to get something made up. those programs are better than the mac pre power mac midicontrol program, which doesn't record and does not make scripts. so I
don't think I'll necessarily need to make anything for This in max.  I need to search online, but yamaha might be the only way to do this, but there really needs to be a
translator for qy to rs patches, for the full 480 xg and not just gm, it would make alot of composers lives simpler  and I'm not sure about the file format types or
 conversion of which. I might be able to do something in max but wouldn't be able to open or create files, unless I had a c programmer make a custom object for these file
types. the old Japanese manufacturers should make a synthesizer translator conversion program
that is not only a patch editor and miner for all old synths like unisyn, but can approximitly translate patches through midi using also oscilloscopes and fft analysis to get
the same sound out of differant synths. this would be super cool for blending patches with differant synths, and unisyn had blend and mingle bank generators, and if two
synths were hooked up to this program, they could generate intricate harmonic patches using the same fft analysis block built into the program. it could be a endless future
for old synths, and open up promising futuristic new pathways to making music, and they could sell the program, and put their old synths to better use, since they don't
make unisyn anymore they could perhapos buy the code and modify it, I would also like to see a yamaha legacy collection of synths, native instruments fm is still a
modern fm synth, but yamaha could make something so much better and futuristic. and include formant stuff and create
your own fm waveforms. 

--- On Sat, 11/7/09, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: good rs hex strings for accessing hidden parameters
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, November 7, 2009, 9:40 AM

  

Bomes SendSX or midi translator will give you any sysex codes the RS sends out, and I think you write or record scripts with them too.

I'm more of a Visual Basic guy. I've been considering doing something that'll work better than bomes for translating sysex into to keyboard letters for
Blenders realtime 3d animation game engine. However, its a big undertaking and I just don't have the needed motivation quite yet to do it. If I can't work it all
out with bomes and get a bug up my butt sometime I may do it. But anyway...Not sure what all you were talking about doing, but if you make some stuff that
work keep us updated.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "larsj" wrote:
>
> had some of these once and misplaced it on some drive. i am looking for sysex strings for the rs to do things such as change effects types and filter modes
and anything else that exists that can't be found in the manual or if there is a cut and paste thing from the pdf manual to get all the typed messages in hex,
every single one that exists. I want to make max patches of little control windows for these things, with a sequencer that can save performances. since it
would be on the sending end of the midi chain it could have start stop transport controls so you could sync the rs to it, and record in automation performances
into its internal midi seq from another control surface, such as knob bank or ableton's live mixing features, and make midi files for export to the rs. this would
be good and I have always wanted to see a 480 tone xg translator utility that can translate qy patches to rs files, and back, given only xg standard set is used.
this would
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be a boon to many composers, as well as this other project. if there are any max or c programmers interested in this or other projects hit me up
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17792|17747|2009-11-08 08:36:20|florisvanrijswijk|Re: making multisamples!|
The "old" H2O installers had a habit to trigger virus scanners. 
I scanned it with an updated Avast 4.8 which did not detect a problem. I just started the installer and it looks like a "regular" H2O installer. I can't remember if I actually
installed AWave with it or used the program, like I said: I never tried it. 

Floris

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thanks Floris,
> 
> Warning!!! I tried it, it is awave installer setup, and it set off my virus detector. Cleaned it, and it didn't run.
> 
> So be careful all if you try it.
> 
> Zam

| 17793|17786|2009-11-08 08:50:51|florisvanrijswijk|Re: good rs hex strings for accessing hidden parameters|
For SysEx info see also pages 326 (Chapter 11 3-5) and 330 (table 1-4) of the manual. 

From a post on RS7000.org some time ago: 

-------------------------------------------------

To change the filters on the RS7000 you need to input a System Exclusive message as follows:

F0 43 10 6A 13 pp 41 dd F7

translation:
F0 Begin System Exclusive message
43 Yamaha ID code
10 Parameter Change message
6A RS7000 ID code
13 Multi PART Group 3
pp = the PART number in hex 00= trk1; 01 = trk2; ...0F=trk16
41 Filter type
dd = the data 00=bypass; 01=LPF24; 02=LPF18; ...12=LPF+BPF
F7 End of exclusive

pp Part number
Part1=00
Part2=01
Part3=02
Part4=03
Part5=04
Part6=05
Part7=06
Part8=07
Part9=08
Part10=09
Part11=0A
Part12=0B
Part13=0C
Part14=0D
Part15=0E
Part16=0F

dd data byte
BYPASS=00
LPF24D=01
LPF18=02
LPF12=03
HPF24=04
BPF12D=05
BEF12=06
LPF24A=07
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LPF18s=08
LPF6=09
HPF12=0A
BPFw=0B
BPF6=0C
BEF6=0D
Dual LPF=0E
Dual HPF=0F
Dual BPF=10
Dual BEF=11
LPF+BPF=12

Therefore the message for LPF12 if for PART 1=
F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 03 F7

and to change it to a HPF12 on PART 1=
F0 43 10 6A 13 00 41 0A F7

Because this is a "SYSTEM" messge you can place it on any track. The message itself defines which PART will be effected by the Parameter Change. This is outlined on
pages 326 and 330 of the Owner's Manual (actually it is all there) I included the new filter types that you get with the new Version.
| 17794|17747|2009-11-09 04:07:15|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
Thanks again Floris,

I thought it could possibly be a false positive, I should try reinstalling and not clean it, see if that'll let it work.

Figured I should warn all just in case, scanners are almost worse than the viruses them selfs I swear.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "florisvanrijswijk" wrote:
>
> The "old" H2O installers had a habit to trigger virus scanners. 
> I scanned it with an updated Avast 4.8 which did not detect a problem. I just started the installer and it looks like a "regular" H2O installer. I can't remember
if I actually installed AWave with it or used the program, like I said: I never tried it. 
> 
> Floris

| 17795|17795|2009-11-17 15:38:41|h3rm23|Basslines/synthlines|
Hi all! 

I have a question 2 u all: Do u have any tips to make deep hard basslines? i have my rs7000 for about a year and have a few sets, but i think there could be much better
audio quality in the basslines.

I uploaded a quick sample how i build simple basslines (vs001):
http://www.h3rm.at/RS.R2P
http://www.h3rm.at/RS.R3P

sometimes i use a filter (lofi, or 3band amp) to make the basslines deeper, but most of the time i dont get the results i would like to have :(

it would be very cool if someone can give me some tips or upload a sample pattern (or my pattern pimped ;) ) where i can look at the settings!? Maybe the problem is in
the mixer settings? sometimes i only choose boost, sometimes i try around with peq or low&high

Question2:
Maybe the problem are the master-mixer settings too. is it right that i can online define the settings for all styles loaded or is there a possibility to change the settings for
each style? and do you have any tips here?

Question3:
On the second voice edit page i can choose poly or mono, what shall i choose for deeper/darker basslines?

it would be very cool if someone can help me, next gig is in flex@vienna, the first big one :) and i want to have good audio quality there =) My style is tekno, happytekno,
hardtek

thank u very much!
greetings from austria
| 17796|17795|2009-11-17 15:55:57|8_bit_boy|Re: Basslines/synthlines|
your on the right track!!

filter, unison, detune and stack is the way to go..

get your bass sound and record the melody.. filter it so its 
reasonably fat and bump up the unison ( in the play fx )

put another phrase of the same bass and melody on a separate track, 
filter and unison it, using the fine detune settings take it slightly 
off tune

repeat
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also try some lofi.. it will remove the bass but make it very tasty

On 18/11/2009, at 4:27 AM, h3rm23 wrote:

> Hi all!
>
> I have a question 2 u all: Do u have any tips to make deep hard 
> basslines? i have my rs7000 for about a year and have a few sets, 
> but i think there could be much better audio quality in the basslines.
>
> I uploaded a quick sample how i build simple basslines (vs001):
> http://www.h3rm.at/RS.R2P
> http://www.h3rm.at/RS.R3P
>
> sometimes i use a filter (lofi, or 3band amp) to make the basslines 
> deeper, but most of the time i dont get the results i would like to 
> have :(
>
> it would be very cool if someone can give me some tips or upload a 
> sample pattern (or my pattern pimped ;) ) where i can look at the 
> settings!? Maybe the problem is in the mixer settings? sometimes i 
> only choose boost, sometimes i try around with peq or low&high
>
> Question2:
> Maybe the problem are the master-mixer settings too. is it right 
> that i can online define the settings for all styles loaded or is 
> there a possibility to change the settings for each style? and do 
> you have any tips here?
>
> Question3:
> On the second voice edit page i can choose poly or mono, what shall 
> i choose for deeper/darker basslines?
>
> it would be very cool if someone can help me, next gig is in 
> flex@vienna, the first big one :) and i want to have good audio 
> quality there =) My style is tekno, happytekno, hardtek
>
> thank u very much!
> greetings from austria
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17797|17795|2009-11-17 16:52:55|zamisers7k|Re: Basslines/synthlines|
Greetings h3rm23,

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "h3rm23" wrote:
>
> Hi all! 
> 
> I have a question 2 u all: Do u have any tips to make deep hard basslines? i have my rs7000 for about a year and have a few sets, but i think there could be
much better audio quality in the basslines.
> 
> I uploaded a quick sample how i build simple basslines (vs001):
> http://www.h3rm.at/RS.R2P
> http://www.h3rm.at/RS.R3P

The is quite off listening to it on my RS. The bass lines on trk 10 and 11 are a 16th step off from each other, maybe thats on purpose, but it sounds off when
they play together, separately they don't sound bad, but they are still on off steps. Try putting your bass notes on half quarter or on the quarter for this kind of
tune.

> 
> sometimes i use a filter (lofi, or 3band amp) to make the basslines deeper, but most of the time i dont get the results i would like to have :(

Tweak the filters are key on the RS for making the canned voices better. Perhaps also try the down saw on the LFO with it modulating the filter.

I made a few changes to the bass line on Section B trks 10 & 11 for ya on that pattern. See what you think?

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/RSMX1.R2P
http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/RSMX1.R3P

Those two tracks together should really put out some bass for ya now, and you can drop one or the other in and out and still have it sound pretty decent.

Theres a lot of tricks, but a really good one is to put the bas voice on mono since really only one note at a time is ever used for bass, then you can adjust the
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GateTime knob until they overlap and they won't overlap because it is in mono. Mono also makes for great glides and slides between dif notes if you use
some portamento on top. 

> 
> it would be very cool if someone can give me some tips or upload a sample pattern (or my pattern pimped ;) ) where i can look at the settings!? Maybe the
problem is in the mixer settings? sometimes i only choose boost, sometimes i try around with peq or low&high
> 

I usually stick to low&high and find my self boosting the bass and surprisingly the high too even for the bass, but bumping the freq more toward the mids. Its
kind of like compressing perhaps. I also changed your lo-fi effect to amp sim. I like the amp sim the most for some reason, maybe even use it a bit too much. 

> Question2:
> Maybe the problem are the master-mixer settings too. is it right that i can online define the settings for all styles loaded or is there a possibility to change the
settings for each style? and do you have any tips here?

I messed with those once and havn't touched them since. Here are my settings whether good or bad I don't know, but this is what I've kept mine at forever.

low gain = +9db
mid1 gain = +10db
mid2 gain = +9db
high gain = +9db

low freq = 100Hz
mid1 freq = 400Hz
mid2 freq = 3.6KHz
High freq = 2.5KHz

low q = 1.0
mid1 q = 1.0
mid2 q = 1.0
high 1 = 4.6

I use to use a lot of multi comp on the master effects, still do while gigging with my RS as a quick and dirty EQ, but for recordings and jamming I've learned
its better to keep that off.

> 
> Question3:
> On the second voice edit page i can choose poly or mono, what shall i choose for deeper/darker basslines?
>

Mono all the way, I love using mono. It has its quarks and is a big limit, but I think a lot of folks don't fully understand the coolness of mono, or just never
really have used mono to appreciate how cool it can be, bass lines are what mono is for man.

> 
> it would be very cool if someone can help me, next gig is in flex@vienna, the first big one :) and i want to have good audio quality there =) My style is
tekno, happytekno, hardtek

Just keep messing around on the RS and keep making patterns. I did notice your bassline was 12 measures long. Perhaps sticking to 4 measures would help
you to manage your phrases and keep them matched up so you can push out more 'beats'. That is what I usually do 95% of the time all tracks and phrases I
make are usually just 4 measure long loops. Plus the RS defaults to it too ;) Sometimes do need more though, but thats usually more for slowish melodies.
Also you can use beat streach too and make your notes shorter and beat streach it out to 8 etc..

> 
> thank u very much!
> greetings from austria

Good luck & Happy RSing!

Zam

| 17798|17798|2009-11-18 19:47:45|raa|midi controllers!|
any of you guys use the rs with a midi controller if so which ones..just recently found a midi out on my maudio oxygen 61 ...works great even the knobs !

raa
| 17799|17798|2009-11-19 20:44:43|zamisers7k|Re: midi controllers!|
Not regularly I don't use one with my RS. I use a Peavey PC-1600 slider/fader box occasionally which is pretty great for controlling multiple channels simultaneously, and
sometimes an Alesis Micron and or Yamaha AN1X too as a midi controller for the RS, mostly for their arpeggiators. A buddy uses a Novation X Station with his RS
which I think is a pretty great combo since it also has a lot knobs and sliders. 



--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> any of you guys use the rs with a midi controller if so which ones..just recently found a midi out on my maudio oxygen 61 ...works great even the knobs !
> 
> raa
>

| 17800|17795|2009-11-27 15:11:19|h3rm23|Re: Basslines/synthlines|
Hi! Thanks a lot for your hints!

I tried to play around with the effects 3-band eq, lowfi, amp sim, phaser (depending on the style), changed the mixer settings and now use the multi comp master effect...

now it sounds really really great (when i give a little more bass on the mixer, sounds better than the bass from the master eq settings on the rs7000 i think)

i think that will be a nice gig, thank you very much! :)

h3rm
| 17801|17801|2009-12-01 01:44:57|planetfrog2000|My RS7000 Track on youtube...|
Thanks to Slik & Zam for helping me get up and running with the RS7k, still learning lots with the thing but loving it. Here's a little cheesey number I uploaded on to
youtube for your pleasure..feedback welcome.. ;)

peace out

planetfrog

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTYtTl_e1xY
| 17802|17802|2009-12-01 05:17:14|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
Hi,

I'm originally an MPC 500 user who became incredibly intrigued when 
researching the RS7k. I had some extra cash and finally bought one 
about two weeks ago but haven't had a chance to really dig into it 
until recently. I'm working through the manual and can find my way 
around pretty easily at this point. The whole style, track, phrase, 
section thing isn't cemented in my head yet but I generally have the 
idea. I do Hip-Hop but I guess, in contemporary times what I do would 
fall into the Downtempo/Chill Out/Trip-Hop category. This is my album/ 
mixtape I recently finished done on my 500 alone:

http://vinylarchaeology.blogspot.com/2009/11/haroon-al-qahtani-presents-eye-foreign.html

The RS is a great machine I believe. What really attracts me to it is 
the real-time modifiers and the ability to tweak so much sound-wise 
without even touching a button. The grid sequencing is very welcome 
as well and so is auto chop. This thing is capable of so much and 
I've barely scratched the surface. I'm making a conscious effort to 
migrate from the MPC over to the RS, which in the long run I believe 
will help me out. I have stacks of recent vinyl purchases with 
segments I'm ready to sample into the RS and build up my collection of 
sounds. Before I do that though I have some questions that would 
really help me streamline my workflow that haven't been answered with 
a cursory glance at the manual.

1) Can I save samples directly to .WAV? If so I can't seem to find 
it. I know the manual says you can't save things recorded through the 
digital inputs to .WAV, but it wasn't worded in a way that indicated 
this was an issue with the analog inputs as well. If I can't save 
as .WAV then how can I work with samples made on my RS on say, my 
MPC? It would be a pain if I sampled tons of breaks off of records 
but then can't use them in any other machine except the RS.

2) How can I have a sample playing -- while holding down one of the 
pads, but also tap the BPM in? Is this possible? If not would it be 
possible with a footswitch?

3) Is there a way to permanently turn off the record monitor rather 
than repeatedly turning the record level down completely? My sample 
sources run through the same mixer as my RS so I don't need this at 
all -- plus I get crazy squelching feedback if I forget about it.

4) When I use auto chop, how can I just have it save the chops and 
their pad assignments, but not the loop as a phrase? I've been going 
into job mode and deleting the phrase while retaining the samples, but 
I'd rather avoid this all together.

5) When trimming a sample how do I play just the end point without 
playing the entire loop from front to back? This is incredibly 
annoying with large -- say 10 second samples I'm trying to trim.

6) Also when trimming, how can I zoom in on the end marker ONLY? I 
know if I zoom in very close I can get the dual start / end deal, but 
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I'd prefer being able to adjust the end point, zoomed in/out, just 
like I could a start point.

7) Can I load a folder of samples in one go? For example a folder 
of .WAVs and then assign those .WAVs to pads either before or after 
they are loaded into memory? This is especially useful if I have a 
folder filled with chopped drums from a loop labeled sequentially.

8) On modern MPCs you can chop samples in Recycle and then export them 
with a program called REX2MPC to an Akai PGM with WAVs. Anything like 
this possible with the RS?

9) Let's say I use autochop on a drum loop and it chopped too far or 
too close to the hit in question. How can I just tighten up ONE chop, 
as if it was an individual sample? Sometimes playing with attack and 
decay can only do so much.

10) Confused about saving. On the MPC you can save either A) just a 
sample, B) samples, plus their program file that identifies their pad 
assignments, levels, etc, C) just a sequence, D) the entire project, 
including all of the aforementioned. How does this play out on the RS 
and how can I transition myself? A big thing for me on the MPC is 
chopping drums or loops and saving them as a program /w samples, then 
coming back to them later when I want to use them in a song. I would 
save my completed beats/songs as projects later on. How can I get 
back to this workflow or something similarly logical?

I picked up a card reader from SCSI 4 Samplers, so I'm set in the 
storage department.
| 17803|17802|2009-12-02 06:15:23|zamisers7k|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
Hello Haroon,

Welcome to the list!

I usually get to new questions within a day around here and answer what I can, but I'm really really busy this week. If nobody else gets back to you on them by the
weekend I'll make an extra effort for ya to answer what I can. Sorry to make you wait, the list can be slow sometimes, hope you don't mind too much, but we usually get
all questions answered eventually.

Zam
| 17805|17802|2009-12-02 14:09:46|pegaso|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
Hi, Glad your enjoying the rs..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:

> 1)

Press save twice for export screen, saves any sample as .wav

> 2) 

Not sure on the footswitch. If your using a midi controller keyboard tap works while you hold a key, otherwise you could sequence a note to play the sample
and use the tap button. Tap works during grid record.. A bit of a pain but you wouldn't have to do it to often.

> 3) 

Press setup twice for a/d setup screen, adjust onscreen volumes to 0.

> 4) 

No?

> 5) 

Move the start point closer to the end, adjust the endpoint to suit then move the start back to where it was.

> 6)

No? 

> 7) 

No. Load each sample to where you want it.

> 8) 

Export from recycle as .wav's and midi, import same to rs.

> 9)

Play the key with the bad slice. Press sample edit and adjust the start and endpoints.. press other keys to edit them. If your missing the attack portion of a slice
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you can re-slice.. or copy the original, unsliced sample to that key and edit it yourself. 

If auto-slice isn't getting it perfect it's pretty easy to slice it yourself, just copy the sample to as many keys as you need slices for, press sample edit then adjust
the start and end, pitch etc, press next key... All the keys will be playing a different 'slice' of the same sample so you won't be using extra memory. if you just
take a few slices from a large sample and want to delete the rest press utility then f4 4 times for wave optimize to delete ALL unused sample globally. If you
want to save a slice as it's own sample use sample job extract, after you have extracted the slices you want you can delete the original. 

> 10) 

On the RS you can save as 
A) .wav 
B)&C) combined> Pattern. all samples, sound settings, sequence's for 16 tracks X 16 sections.
C) midi 
D) All. All styles and all songs + setup.
E) Song. Like a pattern but one really long section instead of 16.

Styles and patterns are the same thing? Style's are empty slots for patterns to be loaded into? confusing.

Save your work as patterns. When your working on pattern 'A', style '1' and want anything from pattern 'B', load pattern 'B' into a different style; '2' (knob 4 in
load screen, notice the error in calling it pattern instead of style?) then copy phrases or whatever you want in the job menu. you could then clear pattern 'B' to
save memory or load more patterns to different styles to mix n match as you go or prepare a live set but you have to stay within memory limits. ie 64 styles X
16 tracks X 16 sections X 127 keys = 2080768
20 songs X 16 tracks X 127 keys =40640. 2121408 possible slots for a sample on the rs but you can't use them all at once.

> I picked up a card reader from SCSI 4 Samplers, so I'm set in the 
> storage department.

Good.

Hope this helps,
Cheers.

| 17806|17806|2009-12-03 06:06:08|Eric Jennings|Re: Determining The OS Version of the Rs7000|
On Dec 2, 2009, at 1:36 AM, farooq_01@rogers.com wrote:

> I purchased the Rs secondhand, don't know if it was upgraded. So how 
> would I go about determining what OS version the Rs currently has? 
> Thanks in advance.
>
> Tried a brief search, did not find any answers.
>

Hi there-

Turn off the RS, then hold the Stop and Record buttons down while 
turning it back on. You'll see a screen that says "Update" for a 
couple seconds, then it'll show you the version numbers.

The latest OS version that I know of is 1.22.

Cheers-
Eric
| 17807|17802|2009-12-03 09:27:14|al_qahtani|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:

> Press setup twice for a/d setup screen, adjust onscreen volumes to 0.

This solved part of my problem, however the record monitor still switches on when you enter sample mode -- I'd like to alleviate that too but I don't know if you can.

> Export from recycle as .wav's and midi, import same to rs.

Cool, I'll see how this goes. 

> Play the key with the bad slice. Press sample edit and adjust the start and endpoints.. press other keys to edit them. If your missing the attack portion of a
slice you can re-slice.. or copy the original, unsliced sample to that key and edit it yourself. 

You have no idea how helpful this tip was specifically. Thanks.
| 17808|17808|2009-12-03 16:42:39|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Maximum Disk Space?|
I know that the manual states that the RS can only handle 2gb, but my 
MPC 500 said the same thing and it was merely a limitation of FAT16; 
when FAT32 was introduced to the firmware that barrier went away.

I'm using two different 4gb CF cards in my SCSI reader and so far the 
RS sees the full 4gb. Any gotchas I should be aware of, like possible 
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data loss? Perhaps the RS can only format FAT16, but it can still 
read/write FAT32? Anyone know?
| 17809|17802|2009-12-03 19:41:25|zamisers7k|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "al_qahtani" wrote:

>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> 
> > Press setup twice for a/d setup screen, adjust onscreen volumes to 0.
> 
> This solved part of my problem, however the record monitor still switches on when you enter sample mode -- I'd like to alleviate that too but I don't know if
you can.
> 

Record monitor? Do you mean the click track/metronome? That turns off somewhere in Utility mode, can't look up right now but it is in there, yeah you don't want to
resample the click.

Extra big thanks to pegaso for covering those questions, thanks bro!

Zam
| 17810|17802|2009-12-04 01:07:59|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
On Dec 3, 2009, at 9:41 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Record monitor? Do you mean the click track/metronome? That turns 
> off somewhere in Utility mode, can't look up right now but it is in 
> there, yeah you don't want to resample the click.

No, when I enter sample mode it automatically begins monitoring the 
input source and I have to turn down the master volume so I don't get 
feedback through my mixer. I never want to pass my input source 
through the RS's output while sampling. The previous hint solved part 
of that problem since the input monitor was previously engaged 
regardless of whether the machine was in sample mode or not. Still, 
this is pretty annoying since I jump in and out of sample mode a lot.

I did my fist proper track and remix on the machine yesterday though, 
so things are definitely moving along.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17811|17808|2009-12-04 03:43:56|Ian Vine|Re: Maximum Disk Space?|
Odd. I tried an 8gb card in a scsi cf reader and the rs hung.

From what I recall with using a scsi disk, I had to partition the drive into 2gb chunks.

IanV

________________________________
From: Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 3 December, 2009 23:41:45
Subject: [RS7000] Maximum Disk Space?

I know that the manual states that the RS can only handle 2gb, but my 
MPC 500 said the same thing and it was merely a limitation of FAT16; 
when FAT32 was introduced to the firmware that barrier went away.

I'm using two different 4gb CF cards in my SCSI reader and so far the 
RS sees the full 4gb. Any gotchas I should be aware of, like possible 
data loss? Perhaps the RS can only format FAT16, but it can still 
read/write FAT32? Anyone know?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17812|17808|2009-12-04 04:38:21|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Maximum Disk Space?|
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On Dec 4, 2009, at 5:43 AM, Ian Vine wrote:

> Odd. I tried an 8gb card in a scsi cf reader and the rs hung.
>
> From what I recall with using a scsi disk, I had to partition the 
> drive into 2gb chunks.

Here is my proof (hopefully I can send attachments). I did not format 
it with the RS. It was a brand new, straight from the factory 
format. It's been used in both my Mac and the RS. Also, I have used 
my MPC 500's 4gb CF card with my RS and loaded a number of .WAVs. No 
problem. I am not sure about long term stability with this and the 
safety of data I may save on the card, so I'd sort of like an 
explanation. It's interesting that there is an extra digit at the 
beginning of the number, indicating Yamaha may have anticipated it 
using more than 10gb even. One card is a Sandisk, the other a Lexar.

FAT16 has a 2gb partition limit. I'm thinking this is why the limit 
was stated and perhaps the RS is only capable of formatting FAT16 
partitions? If one formatted the card on another machine capable of 
FAT32 though, perhaps this limitation disappears?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17813|17808|2009-12-04 04:45:03|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Maximum Disk Space?|
Should have checked the group configuration before attaching. Here is 
a link:

http://homepage.mac.com/alqahtani/.Public/web/rs7k4gb.jpg

On Dec 4, 2009, at 5:43 AM, Ian Vine wrote:

> Odd. I tried an 8gb card in a scsi cf reader and the rs hung.
>
> From what I recall with using a scsi disk, I had to partition the 
> drive into 2gb chunks.
>
> IanV

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17814|17808|2009-12-04 11:07:07|pegaso|Re: Maximum Disk Space?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:

>
> I know that the manual states that the RS can only handle 2gb, but my 
> MPC 500 said the same thing and it was merely a limitation of FAT16; 
> when FAT32 was introduced to the firmware that barrier went away.
> 
> I'm using two different 4gb CF cards in my SCSI reader and so far the 
> RS sees the full 4gb. Any gotchas I should be aware of, like possible 
> data loss? Perhaps the RS can only format FAT16, but it can still 
> read/write FAT32? Anyone know?
>

Hi,
I used to have a rack with scsi drives ages ago, I formatted them to fat32 and partitioned to 2gb's with my aw4416 as backup for the aw's internal ide hd. Anyway the rs
had no problem accessing the entire disks, forget what size they were but decent, I posted something about it at the time.

I sold the rack for good profit (to big) and bought a scsi card for my pc, never got around to getting a scsi disk tho which is pretty stupid because I already had some in the
rack :( 

I just use smartmedia and cdr's to my pc, a pair of the internal hd's for rs's and a scsi disk for my pc have been on the shopping list for a while now and I'll be formatting
them fat32 ;)

Cheers.
| 17815|17808|2009-12-05 15:47:35|Duncan MacFarlane|Re: Maximum Disk Space?|
Hi.

I'm new here and this is my first post. I picked-up the RS7000 about a month
ago. I decided to go about installing a CF card reader internally into the
RS7000. I should finish this mod in the next week - so I'll post pictures
and details for all those interested. So far everything is working really
well. But... I too am also wondering whether to partition a 4GB CF card to
2GB partitions or not? Thing is, partitioning a CF card isn't an easy
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process. Windows XP cannot even format a CF card using a USB reader! Anyway,
I can confirm that if the card is formatted to FAT32 - the RS7000 can read
and write to it with no issue. It can read and write to the full 4GB. If I
try to format the 4GB card using the RS7000 - the format fails - and the
RS7000 cannot use the card at all. Once re-formatted back to FAT32 -
everything is fine again. So it does seem that the internal RS7000 format is
based on a FAT16 standard and that the 2GB partition disclaimer holds true.
I assume that one of the later firmware revisions updated the RS7000 to
FAT32 compatibility. (Just like you said.) So I too would like to know if
anyone else has had stability issues using partitions larger than 2GB with a
FAT32 format? On an interesting side note - it is claimed here that the
maximum size HD the RS7000 can address is 36GB. (
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0).

On Fri, Dec 4, 2009 at 10:41 AM, Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>wrote:

>
>
> I know that the manual states that the RS can only handle 2gb, but my
> MPC 500 said the same thing and it was merely a limitation of FAT16;
> when FAT32 was introduced to the firmware that barrier went away.
>
> I'm using two different 4gb CF cards in my SCSI reader and so far the
> RS sees the full 4gb. Any gotchas I should be aware of, like possible
> data loss? Perhaps the RS can only format FAT16, but it can still
> read/write FAT32? Anyone know?
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17816|17802|2009-12-05 16:26:19|zamisers7k|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
Oh, I think I see what you are saying. The only way I know of to stop feedback loops like this is to use Aux FX sends and returns on a mixer if you've got them.
Otherwise yeah, you have to manually break the loop somewhere somehow by either unplugging wires orturning a the volume knob down at some point. Intresting
question, if anyone finds or knows another way, I'd like to hear it too, as I'm not sure its really an RS problem but more of a wiring and mixing thing I'm thinking.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> 
> On Dec 3, 2009, at 9:41 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Record monitor? Do you mean the click track/metronome? That turns 
> > off somewhere in Utility mode, can't look up right now but it is in 
> > there, yeah you don't want to resample the click.
> 
> No, when I enter sample mode it automatically begins monitoring the 
> input source and I have to turn down the master volume so I don't get 
> feedback through my mixer. I never want to pass my input source 
> through the RS's output while sampling. The previous hint solved part 
> of that problem since the input monitor was previously engaged 
> regardless of whether the machine was in sample mode or not. Still, 
> this is pretty annoying since I jump in and out of sample mode a lot.
> 
> I did my fist proper track and remix on the machine yesterday though, 
> so things are definitely moving along.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17817|17808|2009-12-05 17:20:19|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Maximum Disk Space?|
On Dec 4, 2009, at 11:57 PM, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:

> So far everything is working really
> well. But... I too am also wondering whether to partition a 4GB CF 
> card to
> 2GB partitions or not?

Unless someone can provide a solid reason not to, I'm going to keep 
using the 4gb cards. I use rsync to quickly update and backup my 
cards anyway, so I have nothing to lose. I have been using the same 
4gb card in my MPC500 for about a year and a half now; it is nearly 
3/4 full and I've never had a single instance of data corruption. 
I've put a lot of miles on my 500 too, so if something bad was going 
to happen it should have by now.
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Even though, if you read Akai's recent support docs the 2gb limit 
stands. I've also heard that if you call their technical support the 
2gb line is still touted. Some individuals have used much larger 
cards than me even.

I'm guessing the RS is similar. Think about it, while the RS was 
available the migration away from FAT16 was already in full swing, and 
many were beginning to dump FAT32 for NTFS. I'm quite sure a lot of 
people wanted to use hard drives and other media formatted as FAT32, 
but were disappointed when they couldn't. Perhaps the problem was 
fixed in firmware and forgotten about. Yet, no one bothered to fix 
the formatting code and why should they? The only people using FAT32 
drives at that time with their RS would be those who already had a 
drive formatted that way from another machine.

Drive size limitations are going to be bound to the operating system, 
disk controller, and filesystem. If you're using an external drive 
with its own controller one problem is already taken out of the 
equation. At any rate, I was loading many samples off of my 500's 
card last night with no glitches.

> Thing is, partitioning a CF card isn't an easy
> process. Windows XP cannot even format a CF card using a USB reader!

That's very -- odd. If you still insist on going the 2gb partition 
route Google for one of the Linux-based bootable disk partitioning 
tools. The name of the most popular one escapes my mind right now.

> On an interesting side note - it is claimed here that the
> maximum size HD the RS7000 can address is 36GB. (
> http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0).

Nice to know. I wonder if he knows that as a fact though. Microsoft 
states that the Windows in-setup formatting utility can only support 
up to 32gb with a FAT32 partition, but that outside of the install 
process you can go to the theoretical limit (8TB!) Perhaps he is 
thinking of this?

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/314463

Even if it can go larger than 36gb I'm not sure I'd want to. Browsing 
and managing a filesystem on such a large disk, using such a small 
screen would be a bit nightmarish. I'm thinking the 36gb limit is at 
the OS level if it exists.

By the way, I'm using my cards in OS X on my Mac as well. Everything 
is playing nicely.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17818|17802|2009-12-05 17:23:12|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
On Dec 5, 2009, at 6:26 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> I'd like to hear it too, as I'm not sure its really an RS problem 
> but more of a wiring and mixing thing I'm thinking.

Not necessarily a problem or bug, more of a desired feature since many 
other samplers allow this. I can see why it would not be an issue for 
many though. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17819|17802|2009-12-06 16:08:31|zamisers7k|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
Adding an AIEB2 output expansion board might do the trick too? With it you could assign your track outs, they'd be mono though I think, but I don't think the inputs are
able to route through them. Just another idea to try if you really need it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> 
> On Dec 5, 2009, at 6:26 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > I'd like to hear it too, as I'm not sure its really an RS problem 
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> > but more of a wiring and mixing thing I'm thinking.
> 
> Not necessarily a problem or bug, more of a desired feature since many 
> other samplers allow this. I can see why it would not be an issue for 
> many though. 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17820|17802|2009-12-06 16:21:01|Mekonin|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
If I got you right, I think that the solution might be to have group out of your mixer routed to input of the RS7000, so that you could select by button those channels you
want to sample. That is, if you use a mixer for your recordings.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Oh, I think I see what you are saying. The only way I know of to stop feedback loops like this is to use Aux FX sends and returns on a mixer if you've got
them. Otherwise yeah, you have to manually break the loop somewhere somehow by either unplugging wires orturning a the volume knob down at some
point. Intresting question, if anyone finds or knows another way, I'd like to hear it too, as I'm not sure its really an RS problem but more of a wiring and
mixing thing I'm thinking.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
> >
> > 
> > On Dec 3, 2009, at 9:41 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> > 
> > > Record monitor? Do you mean the click track/metronome? That turns 
> > > off somewhere in Utility mode, can't look up right now but it is in 
> > > there, yeah you don't want to resample the click.
> > 
> > No, when I enter sample mode it automatically begins monitoring the 
> > input source and I have to turn down the master volume so I don't get 
> > feedback through my mixer. I never want to pass my input source 
> > through the RS's output while sampling. The previous hint solved part 
> > of that problem since the input monitor was previously engaged 
> > regardless of whether the machine was in sample mode or not. Still, 
> > this is pretty annoying since I jump in and out of sample mode a lot.
> > 
> > I did my fist proper track and remix on the machine yesterday though, 
> > so things are definitely moving along.
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 17821|17806|2009-12-10 18:03:40|farooq_01@rogers.com|Re: Determining The OS Version of the Rs7000|
Thanks for the reply, I have 1.20.

Went to yamaha's site to upgrade but the OS version on their site is 1.2 . Is this 1.22? Or do I have to get OS version 1.22 from some where else? Thanks in advance. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> On Dec 2, 2009, at 1:36 AM, farooq_01@... wrote:
> 
> > I purchased the Rs secondhand, don't know if it was upgraded. So how 
> > would I go about determining what OS version the Rs currently has? 
> > Thanks in advance.
> >
> > Tried a brief search, did not find any answers.
> >
> Hi there-
> 
> Turn off the RS, then hold the Stop and Record buttons down while 
> turning it back on. You'll see a screen that says "Update" for a 
> couple seconds, then it'll show you the version numbers.
> 
> The latest OS version that I know of is 1.22.
> 
> Cheers-
> Eric
>

| 17822|17806|2009-12-11 12:19:29|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Determining The OS Version of the Rs7000|
farooq_01@rogers.com wrote:

> 
>
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> Thanks for the reply, I have 1.20.
>
> Went to yamaha's site to upgrade but the OS version on their site is 
> 1.2 . Is this 1.22? Or do I have to get OS version 1.22 from some 
> where else? Thanks in advance.
>

no, its there.. the 1.22
http://www.yamahasynth.com/downloads/drivers_software/sequencers_rhythm_machines/rs7000/updater/

this is the place to look...

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita & profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria & tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17823|17806|2009-12-11 17:42:18|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Determining The OS Version of the Rs7000|
On Dec 10, 2009, at 9:50 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:

> no, its there.. the 1.22
> http://www.yamahasynth.com/downloads/drivers_software/sequencers_rhythm_machines/rs7000/updater/
>
> this is the place to look...

This helped me out. I checked the OS when I first got my RS but for 
some reason I saw the version and believed it was the latest; I'm 
actually running 1.20 as well. No way to install this update from a 
SCSI disc? Guess I'll have to get a Smart Media reader.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17824|17824|2009-12-12 13:47:13|blackhula2|system crash when downloading new os.|
Hello

I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine all I get is a blank green
screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 

Any suggestions would be appreciated. 

cheers
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Barry
| 17825|17824|2009-12-12 14:16:29|zamisers7k|Re: system crash when downloading new os.|
Sorry to hear about problem OS update... I only updated mine once, it went smooth for me.

Only thing I can think of would be to try again and hope it don't do the same thing if that is possible?

Maybe try deleting the files off the SM card, or re copying them back to it first, perhaps you got a bad spot on your card, or try another SM card. Hopefully its not a bad
spot in the RS's memory. I'm not sure, but I think the OS's memory resides separate from the expanded memory, I could be wrong though, and maybe you've got a bad
spot on that memory. If thats the case, it might be new memory time.

Retry it again tho first perhaps if can, hopefully its not goofed up enough it'd need to be sent in to Yamaha or scrapped.

Good luck, let us know how it goes, hope it comes back up for ya. I'd have a heart attack if that happened to me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
>
> Hello
> 
> I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine all I get
is a blank green screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 
> 
> Any suggestions would be appreciated. 
> 
> cheers
> 
> Barry
>

| 17826|17824|2009-12-15 18:14:17|blackhula2|Re: system crash when downloading new os.|
i'll try that. I contacted yamaha a while ago and asked for some help but they didn't really offer much. I bought the thing brand new when it first came out so paid silly
money for it really. 

i'll let you know how i get on. 

cheers

barry

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sorry to hear about problem OS update... I only updated mine once, it went smooth for me.
> 
> Only thing I can think of would be to try again and hope it don't do the same thing if that is possible?
> 
> Maybe try deleting the files off the SM card, or re copying them back to it first, perhaps you got a bad spot on your card, or try another SM card. Hopefully
its not a bad spot in the RS's memory. I'm not sure, but I think the OS's memory resides separate from the expanded memory, I could be wrong though, and
maybe you've got a bad spot on that memory. If thats the case, it might be new memory time.
> 
> Retry it again tho first perhaps if can, hopefully its not goofed up enough it'd need to be sent in to Yamaha or scrapped.
> 
> Good luck, let us know how it goes, hope it comes back up for ya. I'd have a heart attack if that happened to me.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
> >
> > Hello
> > 
> > I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine all I get
is a blank green screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 
> > 
> > Any suggestions would be appreciated. 
> > 
> > cheers
> > 
> > Barry
> >
>

| 17827|17802|2009-12-16 17:44:07|al_qahtani|Re: Got My RS7k Recently; Have Questions|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:

> 
> Not sure on the footswitch. If your using a midi controller keyboard tap works while you hold a key, otherwise you could sequence a note to play the
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sample and use the tap button. Tap works during grid record.. A bit of a pain but you wouldn't have to do it to often.
> 

Just got a footswitch the other day and can confirm it can be used to tap in a BPM while a sample pad is being held.
| 17828|17828|2009-12-23 11:54:51|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Reseting without power cycling?|
Can you quickly erase all memory and have a blank slate without 
turning the power on and off?
| 17829|17828|2009-12-23 13:52:45|zamisers7k|Re: Reseting without power cycling?|
Good question... hmmm... I don't think there is, thre might be, but I've always powered mine off and back on after a few seconds too to quickly reset everything.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> Can you quickly erase all memory and have a blank slate without 
> turning the power on and off?
>

| 17830|17830|2009-12-24 15:59:33|Olivier|how to copy frases?|
Hi all,

I have a question about how to copy a frase to another style in the rs7000. I did copy track do have the same voice in the other style and 
did copy frase to have the filter parameters too. The problem that I have is that it doesn't copy the effects. Do you people how you can do this. 

Regards Oliver
| 17831|17830|2009-12-24 16:24:44|zamisers7k|Re: how to copy frases?|
I think you may need to do a Track Copy Job instead, that will retain the Phrase and the effect parameters, but it won't retain the same effect if they are difrent, so then just
check to see which effect you were using and manually change it to the other using #5 Effect Type.

Easiest way I can think of, there might be a better way anyone???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> 
> I have a question about how to copy a frase to another style in the rs7000. I did copy track do have the same voice in the other style and 
> did copy frase to have the filter parameters too. The problem that I have is that it doesn't copy the effects. Do you people how you can do this. 
> 
> Regards Oliver
>

| 17832|17830|2009-12-25 04:19:57|florisvanrijswijk|Re: how to copy frases?|
Indeed, the Track contains the efects, not the Phrase, so use Track Copy. If I remember correctly, Track Copy has an option to also copy the track's effect parameters so be
sure to enable that. 

The master effects are not copied because they are part of the Song, not of the Track. 

Regards, 
Floris
| 17833|17833|2009-12-25 13:07:13|giuseppe|Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?
I live in Italy
Thank you very much
| 17834|17833|2009-12-25 13:18:34|zamisers7k|Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/mek64mb.html

A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet specifications for the RS, so
you don't have any strange problems.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "giuseppe" wrote:
>
> Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?
> I live in Italy
> Thank you very much
>

| 17835|17833|2009-12-25 18:29:19|giuseppe torre|R: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
http://www.chl.it/w3obj/h/default/$productdetails?a_codart=83597&session=0&i_cdsroot=18318229

Credete che questa banco di ram nel link sia compatibile?
Secondo il manuale dell' RS dovrebbe rispettare le specifiche tecniche.

Grazie
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--- Ven 25/12/09, zamisers7k ha scritto:

Da: zamisers7k 
Oggetto: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000
A: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Data: Venerdì 25 dicembre 2009, 21:15

 

http://shop. motifator. com/index. php/mek64mb. html

A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet specifications for the RS, so
you don't have any strange problems.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "giuseppe" wrote:

>

> Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?

> I live in Italy

> Thank you very much

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17836|17836|2009-12-25 18:37:07|giuseppe torre|I: R: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
http://www.chl.it/w3obj/h/default/$productdetails?a_codart=83597&session=0&i_cdsroot=18318229#

Believe that this bank of RAM in the link is compatible?
According to the manual of 'RS should meet the technical specifications.



--- Ven 25/12/09, zamisers7k ha scritto:

Da: zamisers7k 
Oggetto: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000
A: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Data: Venerdì 25 dicembre 2009, 21:15

 

http://shop. motifator. com/index. php/mek64mb. html

A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet specifications for the RS, so
you don't have any strange problems.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "giuseppe" wrote:

>

> Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?

> I live in Italy

> Thank you very much

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]



| 17837|17836|2009-12-25 21:28:51|zamisers7k|I: R: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
Those look like they spec out OK, but can really never tell. I've seen folks have some strange problems due to improper memory with the RS. It may seem like it works
but down the road they have issues. The RS7000 accepts difrent memory, but will become touchy, personally I would not risk it and spend the extra dollars to make sure
they are the ones that Yamaha guarantees in their equipment. I'm all for trying to find cheaper or easier to get a hold of memory, so if you get it let us know how it works
out, but be aware and prepare that you could run in to strange problems with non-Yamaha approved memory. Here is what the manual says if it helps any, on page 274:

Before beginning the installation, please read precautions "Handling and Installation of Options," found at
the beginning of this manual.
� You need to use 72-pin SIMMs with access times of 70ns or less. The SIMM module size may be 4, 8, 16,
or 32 MB. The RS7000 is designed for use with 32 bit SIMMs, but can also accept installation of 36 bit
(parity-type) SIMMs.
� When purchasing SIMMs, make sure that the SIMM design does not utilize more than 18 memory chips
per module. (SIMMs comprised of more than 18 chips do not operate correctly on the RS7000.)
� SIMMs must be installed as a pair of the identical capacity. It is not possible to add just a single SIMM.
� The RS7000 ships with 4 MB of memory installed. This means that if, for example, you install a pair of 16
MB SIMMs, the sampling memory will be 4 + (16 × 2) = 36 MB. However, the maximum sampling memory
is 64 MB. For this reasons the original memory will effectively be disabled if you install a pair of 32 MB
SIMMs (one pair: 32 × 2 = 64 MB).
� YAMAHA recommends that you purchase SIMMs that conform to the JEDEC* standard.
Please be aware, however, that conformance to this standard does not guarantee that the SIMM will operate
on the RS7000 even if it operates on a personal computer.
* JEDEC (Joint Electron Device Engineering Council) sets standards for terminal configurations within electronic
devices. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, giuseppe torre wrote:
>
> http://www.chl.it/w3obj/h/default/$productdetails?a_codart=83597&session=0&i_cdsroot=18318229#
> 
> Believe that this bank of RAM in the link is compatible?
> According to the manual of 'RS should meet the technical specifications.
> 
> --- Ven 25/12/09, zamisers7k ha scritto:
> 
> Da: zamisers7k 
> Oggetto: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000
> A: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Data: VenerdÃ¬ 25 dicembre 2009, 21:15
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> http://shop. motifator. com/index. php/mek64mb. html
> 
> 
> 
> A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet specifications
for the RS, so you don't have any strange problems.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "giuseppe" wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?
> 
> > I live in Italy
> 
> > Thank you very much
> 
> >



> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17838|17836|2009-12-30 15:55:52|John|Re: I: R: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
From the pics it looks like there are less than 18 chips but you may 
want to check with the supplier first. I bought 2 second hand 32MB 
modules meeting Yamaha specs on ebay for around AUD20 delivered around 6 
months ago and have had no problems, RS7k fired up first time.

giuseppe torre wrote:

> 
>
> http://www.chl.it/w3obj/h/default/$productdetails?a_codart=83597&session=0&i_cdsroot=18318229# 
> 
>
> Believe that this bank of RAM in the link is compatible?
> According to the manual of 'RS should meet the technical specifications.
>
> --- Ven 25/12/09, zamisers7k > > ha scritto:
>
> Da: zamisers7k > >
> Oggetto: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000
> A: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Data: Venerdì 25 dicembre 2009, 21:15
>
> 
>
> http://shop. motifator. com/index. php/mek64mb. html
>
> A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to 
> work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get 
> meet specifications for the RS, so you don't have any strange problems.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "giuseppe" wrote:
>
> >
>
> > Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) 
> for the yamaha rs7000?
>
> > I live in Italy
>
> > Thank you very much
>
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>



> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17839|17836|2010-01-01 04:35:22|giuseppe torre|Re: I: R: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
Ok .... I installed two 32MB SIMMs. . . . now is the memory of 64MB. . . I would say that it works.

Greetings and thanks to all!

--- Gio 31/12/09, John ha scritto:

Da: John 
Oggetto: Re: I: R: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000
A: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Data: Giovedì 31 dicembre 2009, 15:56

 

From the pics it looks like there are less than 18 chips but you may 

want to check with the supplier first. I bought 2 second hand 32MB 

modules meeting Yamaha specs on ebay for around AUD20 delivered around 6 

months ago and have had no problems, RS7k fired up first time.

giuseppe torre wrote:

> 

>

> http://www.chl. it/w3obj/ h/default/ $productdetails? a_codart= 83597&session= 0&i_cdsroot= 18318229# 

> 

>

> Believe that this bank of RAM in the link is compatible?

> According to the manual of 'RS should meet the technical specifications.

>

> --- Ven 25/12/09, zamisers7k 
> > ha scritto:

>

> Da: zamisers7k 
> >

> Oggetto: [RS7000] Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000

> A: RS7000@yahoogroups. com 

> Data: Venerdì 25 dicembre 2009, 21:15

>

> 



>

> http://shop. motifator. com/index. php/mek64mb. html

>

> A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to 

> work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get 

> meet specifications for the RS, so you don't have any strange problems.

>

> Zam

>

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "giuseppe" wrote:

>

> >

>

> > Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) 

> for the yamaha rs7000?

>

> > I live in Italy

>

> > Thank you very much

>

> >

>

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

>

> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17840|17840|2010-01-05 19:43:26|Haroon Al-Qahtani|IRC Chat for RS7000 Users|



Hi guys,

I've just setup an IRC channel on EFNet for RS7000 discussion and 
help. Currently I'm the only user there, along with my 3 bots that 
hold down the other channels I admin. You can access it with a 
traditional IRC client such as mIRC (Windows), X-Chat (Linux), or X- 
Chat Aqua (Mac). Some Mac users seem to find Colloquy very user 
friendly. Alternatively you can join via the web interface I set up:

http://habhab.homeunix.net/chat/

Make sure you choose #rs7000 as the channel. If you cannot connect 
click advanced and choose another server.

The more people who idle on the channel the more regulars we will have 
and subsequently more activity.

For more information about EFNet and IRC in general visit this page:

http://www.efnet.org/

They also have a web login identical to mine, though probably with a 
better list of servers.

Hope to see you there.

Haroon
| 17841|17841|2010-01-13 21:01:14|no_order_in_offenbach|Hanging notes when RS7K played from a MIDI keyboard?|
Hi everyone,

got a used RS7k recently (yeah!), using it along with a Novation Remote SL Controller, connected directly via MIDI.

When I play the RS7K via the Novation keyboard, I get hanging notes in the RS7K, especially when I play fast and use realtime controls from the Novation (PitchBend,
Modulation, mapped Filter Cutoff).

Unfortunately, this happens very often and is very annoying. Only briefly switching a Style helps to get rid of hanging notes. This is absolutely not suited for live
performances ... :-(

Have latest RS7K OS.

Tested the Novation along with my older Rm1x - absolutely no problems with hanging notes there! So the Novation keyboard is not to blame as it also works perfectly
with Logic AU instruments.

Does the RS7k have a problem with hanging notes when played from an external keyboard or is just my very own device?

Thanks

- Ilias
| 17842|17842|2010-01-13 21:05:14|drdrbass|xD-card max capacity for xd->sm adapter?|
hi all!
which max capacity xd-card i have to bay for using in xd->sm adapter?
| 17843|17841|2010-01-13 21:39:25|zamisers7k|Re: Hanging notes when RS7K played from a MIDI keyboard?|
Hi Ilias,

I don't use external controller that often so I've not noticed that if it has been a major issue. I have noticed notes will hang if skipping through program/patches on the
controllers, but anyway...

Do you have the latest OS on the Novation? I remember on a friends X-Stations I think he had to update his OS to resolve some issues it had along with the RS, but I may
be remembering wrong.

Does the Novation have a sysex or midi send time interval setting you can try either slowing down or speeding up?

Midi Cable too long maybe, shorter or better quality midi cable would be too easy of a fix.

Hmmm what else to check, thinking there might be a Utility System setting that might need changing on the RS but unsure which it would be if any. Last resort, there is
an Omni mode on/off CC and or sysex messages that can be sent to or from the RS that'll reset stuck notes, but that has to be programed in somewhere somehow, I'd know
how on the RS but not on the Novation so you'd at least not have to change styles every time that happens, but that is worst case last resort, hopefully we can find
something else that is causing it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "no_order_in_offenbach" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
> 
> got a used RS7k recently (yeah!), using it along with a Novation Remote SL Controller, connected directly via MIDI.
> 
> When I play the RS7K via the Novation keyboard, I get hanging notes in the RS7K, especially when I play fast and use realtime controls from the Novation
(PitchBend, Modulation, mapped Filter Cutoff).
> 

http://habhab.homeunix.net/chat/
http://www.efnet.org/
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> Unfortunately, this happens very often and is very annoying. Only briefly switching a Style helps to get rid of hanging notes. This is absolutely not suited
for live performances ... :-(
> 
> Have latest RS7K OS.
> 
> Tested the Novation along with my older Rm1x - absolutely no problems with hanging notes there! So the Novation keyboard is not to blame as it also
works perfectly with Logic AU instruments.
> 
> Does the RS7k have a problem with hanging notes when played from an external keyboard or is just my very own device?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> - Ilias
>

| 17844|17842|2010-01-13 21:54:24|zamisers7k|Re: xD-card max capacity for xd->sm adapter?|
Do you have an XD reader to store off to a computer? If so, anything over 64 megs may be overkill. Won't hurt to have more, but 64 meg is a nice manageable amount
between RS and external storage in my opinion. Otherwise go with the largest you can get I suppose, however I'm not sure if the RS will recognize over a certain amount,
thinking if that is the case it might be 4 gigs max. It might be far less, or it might be unlimited... I've used the same 64 SM card for years with mine so if anyone uses the
XD cards and adapter with the RS and knows for sure please speak up! Otherwise, it may be a crap shoot for ya. Let us know what you get and how well it works or not.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "drdrbass" wrote:
>
> hi all!
> which max capacity xd-card i have to bay for using in xd->sm adapter?
>

| 17845|17842|2010-01-13 23:26:10|decay to dust|Re: xD-card max capacity for xd->sm adapter?|
Max 128MB more it will just nut use.

Better get some second hand Smart Media cards they are more stabel.

________________________________
From: drdrbass <drdrbass@bk.ru>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, January 13, 2010 10:39:56 PM
Subject: [RS7000] xD-card max capacity for xd->sm adapter?

hi all!
which max capacity xd-card i have to bay for using in xd->sm adapter?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17846|17846|2010-01-14 02:24:52|John|750 mb zip disk|
G`day ,This maybe a stupid question but I will ask it anyway .
Will the 750 mb zip disks work with the work with the RS ?
I am just about to purchase a bundle of them cheap and haven`t read about anyone using them only the 250mb disks ,I don`t see a problem .
Up till now I have been using Smart Media cards , any word ? 

John
| 17847|17846|2010-01-14 06:31:48|Malcolm Dixon|Re: 750 mb zip disk|
as long as they are scsi drives and you have the right cable to 
connect them from the rs scsi out to the zip in and have the terminate 
option on

Sent from my iPhone

On 14 Jan 2010, at 04:08, "John" <jwarto@yahoo.com> wrote:

> G`day ,This maybe a stupid question but I will ask it anyway .
> Will the 750 mb zip disks work with the work with the RS ?
> I am just about to purchase a bundle of them cheap and haven`t read 
> about anyone using them only the 250mb disks ,I don`t see a problem .
> Up till now I have been using Smart Media cards , any word ?
>
> John
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17848|17846|2010-01-14 07:59:43|John|Re: 750 mb zip disk|
Yeah so after doing some research I find it may be hard to get a drive that is SCSI and compatable with the disks. The later drives for the 750mb disks seem to all be USB
or firewire. But I will keep checking. Failing that I can resell them at a profit ,they are exy here in Japan and cheap in Australia where picked them up.

thanks for the reply John
| 17849|17849|2010-01-14 12:18:42|didak00|help about voltage converter|
hi mates, i wish to send you a regard, this is my first post
i m from barcelona and recently i bought a rs7000 in usa
can you help me please?

somebody can tell me, which is the power of this machine? here in spain are 220v and in usa are 125, and so, this reason i need to buy a converter, but i need to know the
power in watts

thank you very much
| 17850|17846|2010-01-14 12:22:13|Joey Reid|Re: 750 mb zip disk|
to my knowledge, there never was a 750mb scsi drive.
just usb and firewire.

750mb will not work with rs7000

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17851|17849|2010-01-14 12:33:28|zamisers7k|Re: help about voltage converter|
Congratulations and welcome to the list!

RS takes 120V 27W 60Hz~ according to power markings next to the plug. "W" is wattage I assume.

You might be able to due with a common 220V to 110V converter though, our outlets in the US are considered 110 volts though I've heard it usually varies to be more too,
so why they call them 110 volt outlest(?)... I'm no electrician though, so hope you find one that works well with your new RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "didak00" wrote:
>
> hi mates, i wish to send you a regard, this is my first post
> i m from barcelona and recently i bought a rs7000 in usa
> can you help me please?
> 
> somebody can tell me, which is the power of this machine? here in spain are 220v and in usa are 125, and so, this reason i need to buy a converter, but i
need to know the power in watts
> 
> thank you very much
>

| 17852|17849|2010-01-14 13:38:38|Paul Dorman|Re: help about voltage converter|
Hi,

I'm in New Zealand (240 volts) and use a transformer without any problems.
The only (incredibly dodgy) thing I did was pass the earth wire from the RS
to the earth wire of the transformer plug to cut hum. It works okay for me
(I've been running my RS like that for about four years), but I'd recommend
you get a transformer that is earthed.

Regards,
Paul

On Fri, Jan 15, 2010 at 8:33 AM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>wrote:

>
>
> Congratulations and welcome to the list!
>
> RS takes 120V 27W 60Hz~ according to power markings next to the plug. "W"
> is wattage I assume.
>
> You might be able to due with a common 220V to 110V converter though, our
> outlets in the US are considered 110 volts though I've heard it usually
> varies to be more too, so why they call them 110 volt outlest(?)... I'm no
> electrician though, so hope you find one that works well with your new RS.
>
> Zam
>
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>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "didak00"
> wrote:
> >
> > hi mates, i wish to send you a regard, this is my first post
> > i m from barcelona and recently i bought a rs7000 in usa
> > can you help me please?
> >
> > somebody can tell me, which is the power of this machine? here in spain
> are 220v and in usa are 125, and so, this reason i need to buy a converter,
> but i need to know the power in watts
> >
> > thank you very much
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17853|17846|2010-01-14 20:43:31|John|Re: 750 mb zip disk|
yep seems that way Damn!
| 17854|17854|2010-01-15 10:57:28|John|NG ? When running test mode|
When in test mode and testing panel sw NG comes up ? 
What the hell does that mean ? 
I know someone else has posted this before but I don`t think he got an answer , any Ideas people ? John
| 17855|17854|2010-01-15 11:15:56|John|Re: NG ? When running test mode|
Now I am going to answer my own problem after more searching .Dickhead you are pressing the wrong EFFECT button .

All sorted and in order ,happy John
| 17857|17842|2010-01-18 15:46:21|drdrbass|Re: xD-card max capacity for xd->sm adapter?|
hi all!

and thanx for replying!

i need to upgrade os, so shall search sm-card.
| 17858|17858|2010-01-21 12:35:47|keato1484|record knob tweaks|
Hi guys! I'm a proud new owner of the RS7000. I am loving it thus far, though it does take some getting used to. I am having some trouble right now in the form of
recording my various knob twiddlings. Sometimes when I record a pattern I am able to go back to that pattern and overdub knob tweaks (such as LFO, FX, and pitch) but
sometimes it won't do it. It is a little frusterating. Am I missing something? Do I need to tell it to record those movements? 

Thanks in advance,

Keatobot
| 17859|17858|2010-01-21 12:48:04|zamisers7k|Re: record knob tweaks|
Are you trying to do it to preset phrases? I think the RS only records on user phrases that you've made or copied over from the presets to user phrases. If you've copied
over a preset, they might have some settings stored at the beginning of them in which case you have to go in to the events editor, [enter] on the number pad, and remove
those events before recording your knob tweaks.

Thats all I can think of at the moment, if thats not it let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keato1484" wrote:
>
> Hi guys! I'm a proud new owner of the RS7000. I am loving it thus far, though it does take some getting used to. I am having some trouble right now in the
form of recording my various knob twiddlings. Sometimes when I record a pattern I am able to go back to that pattern and overdub knob tweaks (such as
LFO, FX, and pitch) but sometimes it won't do it. It is a little frusterating. Am I missing something? Do I need to tell it to record those movements? 
> 
> Thanks in advance,
> 
> Keatobot
>

| 17860|17858|2010-01-21 13:50:19|keato1484|Re: record knob tweaks|
Sorry I'm not really proficient in the whole language of patterns phrases etc. By phrases are you referring to the voices? If so, yes I sometimes use preset voices and
customize them for my sonic needs. But the patterns(sequences) are all made by myself. I'm still kind of confused as to why it won't work. :/ 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Are you trying to do it to preset phrases? I think the RS only records on user phrases that you've made or copied over from the presets to user phrases. If
you've copied over a preset, they might have some settings stored at the beginning of them in which case you have to go in to the events editor, [enter] on the
number pad, and remove those events before recording your knob tweaks.
> 
> Thats all I can think of at the moment, if thats not it let us know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keato1484" wrote:
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> >
> > Hi guys! I'm a proud new owner of the RS7000. I am loving it thus far, though it does take some getting used to. I am having some trouble right now in
the form of recording my various knob twiddlings. Sometimes when I record a pattern I am able to go back to that pattern and overdub knob tweaks (such as
LFO, FX, and pitch) but sometimes it won't do it. It is a little frusterating. Am I missing something? Do I need to tell it to record those movements? 
> > 
> > Thanks in advance,
> > 
> > Keatobot
> >
>

| 17861|17858|2010-01-21 14:13:50|zamisers7k|Re: record knob tweaks|
Hmmm... Yeah phrases are the sequences on the track, not the voices, if your making the sequences/phrases yourself then I'm boggled why recording knob movements
would or wouldn't work at random. It should always work, will have to think on this some more...

I generally don't do much recording of knob movements in pattern mode, but will give it a shot to see if mine happens to do the same thing at any point. Most the time I
do my knob recording in Song Mode and it always works as long as I'm using overdub record.

Oh and I forgot to tell you, welcome to the list!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keato1484" wrote:
>
> Sorry I'm not really proficient in the whole language of patterns phrases etc. By phrases are you referring to the voices? If so, yes I sometimes use preset
voices and customize them for my sonic needs. But the patterns(sequences) are all made by myself. I'm still kind of confused as to why it won't work. :/ 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Are you trying to do it to preset phrases? I think the RS only records on user phrases that you've made or copied over from the presets to user phrases. If
you've copied over a preset, they might have some settings stored at the beginning of them in which case you have to go in to the events editor, [enter] on the
number pad, and remove those events before recording your knob tweaks.
> > 
> > Thats all I can think of at the moment, if thats not it let us know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keato1484" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi guys! I'm a proud new owner of the RS7000. I am loving it thus far, though it does take some getting used to. I am having some trouble right now in
the form of recording my various knob twiddlings. Sometimes when I record a pattern I am able to go back to that pattern and overdub knob tweaks (such as
LFO, FX, and pitch) but sometimes it won't do it. It is a little frusterating. Am I missing something? Do I need to tell it to record those movements? 
> > > 
> > > Thanks in advance,
> > > 
> > > Keatobot
> > >
> >
>

| 17862|17858|2010-01-21 17:12:37|zamisers7k|Re: record knob tweaks|
OK tried it, not sure if this is the same behavior your getting but yeah, I noticed after recording a pitch knob tweaks then playing it back it played fine, but if I touched the
pitch knob it while playing back the recorded pitch changes go away and it stays with what you've changed it to. If I push the |< button the pattern will start over and the
recorded pitch changes come back.

I've never noticed this behavior before, perhaps its designed to do that, is that whats happening on yours? If so not sure anything can be done about that, just the way it
works it seems.

If unsure it is recording your tweaks, do check out the events editor by selecting track and pressing [enter] on the number pad to see if the tweaks are events in the list.

Not sure what else it could be, except perhaps some bad memory. Hmmm...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hmmm... Yeah phrases are the sequences on the track, not the voices, if your making the sequences/phrases yourself then I'm boggled why recording knob
movements would or wouldn't work at random. It should always work, will have to think on this some more...
> 
> I generally don't do much recording of knob movements in pattern mode, but will give it a shot to see if mine happens to do the same thing at any point.
Most the time I do my knob recording in Song Mode and it always works as long as I'm using overdub record.
> 
> Oh and I forgot to tell you, welcome to the list!
> 
> Zam
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> 
> 

| 17863|17858|2010-01-22 03:54:03|Ian Vine|Re: record knob tweaks|
Hi guys,

All knob movements are recorded as midi CCs (continuous controllers). Take a look in the edit window.

I seem to recall that if you have a pattern playing with recorded knob movements, as soon as that knob is moved the recorded knob movements stop being played back. 

IanV

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, 22 January, 2010 0:11:00
Subject: [RS7000] Re: record knob tweaks

OK tried it, not sure if this is the same behavior your getting but yeah, I noticed after recording a pitch knob tweaks then playing it back it played fine, but if I touched the
pitch knob it while playing back the recorded pitch changes go away and it stays with what you've changed it to. If I push the |< button the pattern will start over and the
recorded pitch changes come back.

I've never noticed this behavior before, perhaps its designed to do that, is that whats happening on yours? If so not sure anything can be done about that, just the way it
works it seems.

If unsure it is recording your tweaks, do check out the events editor by selecting track and pressing [enter] on the number pad to see if the tweaks are events in the list.

Not sure what else it could be, except perhaps some bad memory. Hmmm...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hmmm... Yeah phrases are the sequences on the track, not the voices, if your making the sequences/phrases yourself then I'm boggled why recording knob
movements would or wouldn't work at random. It should always work, will have to think on this some more...
> 
> I generally don't do much recording of knob movements in pattern mode, but will give it a shot to see if mine happens to do the same thing at any point.
Most the time I do my knob recording in Song Mode and it always works as long as I'm using overdub record.
> 
> Oh and I forgot to tell you, welcome to the list!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17864|17864|2010-01-22 15:30:41|latechcongress|Smart Media|
Hi All,

New to the group so thanks to all who contribute. I can tell this is a forum rich with knowledge. I just bought the rs7k hoping for an all in one mobile performance beast,
and wondering if initially I can use the same sM card I use in the motif 6 WITHOUT formatting it. I don't want to lose the info I have on there for the motif, and want to
start playing with the rs7k right away. My computer is a little iffy so I've been reticent to back up the SM info to my comp hard drive, at least for the time being. Thanks!
| 17865|17858|2010-01-22 15:48:31|zamisers7k|Re: record knob tweaks|
CCs = Control Changes, maybe not always no?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> 
> All knob movements are recorded as midi CCs (continuous controllers). Take a look in the edit window.
> 
> I seem to recall that if you have a pattern playing with recorded knob movements, as soon as that knob is moved the recorded knob movements stop being
played back. 
> 
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> IanV

| 17866|17864|2010-01-22 16:04:50|zamisers7k|Re: Smart Media|
Welcome to the list!

I would expect the SM card would work fine using it between the two, minding the obvious like don't reformat it or start deleting files and or file naming conflicts
perhaps. I might be wrong though, I've never done it. If worried, yeah you must be able to do a backup first and then no worries for sure. Also, if you do any sampling it
could fill up really quickly, backing up the card somehow will become important unless you have 100s of SM cards. One SM Card will due you if you can back it up to
your computer's hard drive.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "latechcongress" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> New to the group so thanks to all who contribute. I can tell this is a forum rich with knowledge. I just bought the rs7k hoping for an all in one mobile
performance beast, and wondering if initially I can use the same sM card I use in the motif 6 WITHOUT formatting it. I don't want to lose the info I have on
there for the motif, and want to start playing with the rs7k right away. My computer is a little iffy so I've been reticent to back up the SM info to my comp
hard drive, at least for the time being. Thanks!
>

| 17867|17867|2010-01-23 15:10:59|csfowler@btinternet.com|new tracks / programs using smartmedia card copies from forum member|
hello new to this forum.
hoping any of you can help with advice, tips and technical help.
hoping to obtain some new programs, samples, beats .
i can buy .smart, considering buying a cd rom, or other media to download samples from the net, Can i do this from a PC ?

any help appreciated as anovice.
| 17868|17868|2010-01-25 12:07:09|keato1484|trouble sequencing external synth, copying patterns|
Hi guys I've been really improving on the RS and have been using it to sequence my microkorg. What I do is choose a track (usually 16 to keep it separate) and choose an
empty synth program on the RS then I am able to record and play back my MK. One problem I am having though is when I reopen the project the empty track gets
replaced with the default voice for that track (rezobass, etc.) How can I tell the RS to always load the empty track?

Also, I'm having trouble copying patterns. Let's say I recorded something on track 1 of A and I want to copy that pattern to track 1 of B how would I go about doing that?
I have tried just about everything and can't get it to work properly. I got it to work by using job>copy track but for some reason the 2 tracks are linked so that if I alter the
second one at all it also alters the first. Any insight?

Thanks for all the help,

Keaton :)
| 17869|17869|2010-01-25 17:07:01|asbrocom|Buttons not working|
I am finding that some of the buttons are not actioning (working). As in you press them and nothing happens. Does anyone know what is the best way to fix this? Also,
some buttons stop functioning after it has been on for several hours.
| 17870|17868|2010-01-25 18:44:50|Eric Jennings|Re: trouble sequencing external synth, copying patterns|
On Jan 25, 2010, at 11:02 AM, keato1484 wrote:

> Hi guys I've been really improving on the RS and have been using it to sequence my microkorg. What I do is choose a track (usually 16 to keep it separate)
and choose an empty synth program on the RS then I am able to record and play back my MK. One problem I am having though is when I reopen the project
the empty track gets replaced with the default voice for that track (rezobass, etc.) How can I tell the RS to always load the empty track?

You might try changing the midi setup to not send to the tone generator (TG) for track 16. Press the Setup button four times, and you'll see a matrix of all tracks and where
they're routed. If you'll be using track 16 for your MK, then turn of the TG for channel 16. Turn on Midi A or Midi B (depending on which out you use when plugging
into your MK). Then save it. Then every time you load this pattern again, it won't trigger the tone generator. 

BTW, the midi setup is per song, so you can have different midi channels/setups per pattern/song. Very cool for using some external synths on some songs, and other
synths on others. That's how I use it at least, works great.

> Also, I'm having trouble copying patterns. Let's say I recorded something on track 1 of A and I want to copy that pattern to track 1 of B how would I go
about doing that? I have tried just about everything and can't get it to work properly. I got it to work by using job>copy track but for some reason the 2 tracks
are linked so that if I alter the second one at all it also alters the first. Any insight?

If you use Copy Pattern or Copy Phrase, AFAIK, you will have a "shortcut" of the original pattern/phrase. If you change that phrase in one section, you'll also change it
automatically in the other section. This is usually not what you want. Instead always use the Copy Track job (easy to remember, b/c it's the only one of the three that
doesn't start with "P"). Copy Track is kinda a pain if you want to copy an entire pattern, b/c you have to do it per track. 

There may be faster ways to do it, but every time I tried other ways, I found I was accidentally editing phrases across patterns, and it messed me all up. I now take the
minute or two to Copy Track all the tracks I want from one pattern to another, and voila, unique phrases.

I uploaded a tips and tricks doc about this very thing, to the files section of the groups page. Here ya go:

http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/kD5eSwxkqTe8lR41B3ZxA01dVouAWs-gEAUUNkvcY1zywtNUyNjMGLnL2f41r_UK6z7l2EHUZ91oLIZ2-
Ws9APbs72CyXw/Documentations/RS7000%20Phrase%20Copy.pdf
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Enjoy!
Eric
| 17871|17869|2010-01-25 19:18:35|zamisers7k|Re: Buttons not working|
I usually tell people they might just need to be pressed more often to keep them in good working shape and their contacts clean. However, if that don't work I think you
may have to get a hold of Yamaha support to order a new one and replace the whole strip of the stuff under the mini keys from what I've read in the past on here,
supposedly you can't really clean them individually. If you need Yams suport email let me know don't remember it off hand, something like support@yamaha.com but not
sure, I'll look it up to be sure if need it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "asbrocom" wrote:
>
> I am finding that some of the buttons are not actioning (working). As in you press them and nothing happens. Does anyone know what is the best way to fix
this? Also, some buttons stop functioning after it has been on for several hours.
>

| 17872|17868|2010-01-25 19:24:40|zamisers7k|Re: trouble sequencing external synth, copying patterns|
100% with Eric, thats what I do too and would of said. Thanks for the .pdfs too!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> 
> On Jan 25, 2010, at 11:02 AM, keato1484 wrote:
> 
> > Hi guys I've been really improving on the RS and have been using it to sequence my microkorg. What I do is choose a track (usually 16 to keep it
separate) and choose an empty synth program on the RS then I am able to record and play back my MK. One problem I am having though is when I reopen
the project the empty track gets replaced with the default voice for that track (rezobass, etc.) How can I tell the RS to always load the empty track?
> 
> You might try changing the midi setup to not send to the tone generator (TG) for track 16. Press the Setup button four times, and you'll see a matrix of all
tracks and where they're routed. If you'll be using track 16 for your MK, then turn of the TG for channel 16. Turn on Midi A or Midi B (depending on which
out you use when plugging into your MK). Then save it. Then every time you load this pattern again, it won't trigger the tone generator. 
> 
> BTW, the midi setup is per song, so you can have different midi channels/setups per pattern/song. Very cool for using some external synths on some songs,
and other synths on others. That's how I use it at least, works great.
> 
> 
> > Also, I'm having trouble copying patterns. Let's say I recorded something on track 1 of A and I want to copy that pattern to track 1 of B how would I go
about doing that? I have tried just about everything and can't get it to work properly. I got it to work by using job>copy track but for some reason the 2 tracks
are linked so that if I alter the second one at all it also alters the first. Any insight?
> 
> If you use Copy Pattern or Copy Phrase, AFAIK, you will have a "shortcut" of the original pattern/phrase. If you change that phrase in one section, you'll
also change it automatically in the other section. This is usually not what you want. Instead always use the Copy Track job (easy to remember, b/c it's the only
one of the three that doesn't start with "P"). Copy Track is kinda a pain if you want to copy an entire pattern, b/c you have to do it per track. 
> 
> There may be faster ways to do it, but every time I tried other ways, I found I was accidentally editing phrases across patterns, and it messed me all up. I
now take the minute or two to Copy Track all the tracks I want from one pattern to another, and voila, unique phrases.
> 
> I uploaded a tips and tricks doc about this very thing, to the files section of the groups page. Here ya go:
> 
> http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/kD5eSwxkqTe8lR41B3ZxA01dVouAWs-gEAUUNkvcY1zywtNUyNjMGLnL2f41r_UK6z7l2EHUZ91oLIZ2-
Ws9APbs72CyXw/Documentations/RS7000%20Phrase%20Copy.pdf
> 
> Enjoy!
> Eric
>

| 17873|17868|2010-01-25 21:13:30|keato1484|Re: trouble sequencing external synth, copying patterns|
Thanks for getting back to me so quickly, you guys have been more than helpful! I will try everything you said as soon as I get home. :)

Thanks,
Keaton

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> 
> On Jan 25, 2010, at 11:02 AM, keato1484 wrote:
> 
> > Hi guys I've been really improving on the RS and have been using it to sequence my microkorg. What I do is choose a track (usually 16 to keep it
separate) and choose an empty synth program on the RS then I am able to record and play back my MK. One problem I am having though is when I reopen
the project the empty track gets replaced with the default voice for that track (rezobass, etc.) How can I tell the RS to always load the empty track?
> 
> You might try changing the midi setup to not send to the tone generator (TG) for track 16. Press the Setup button four times, and you'll see a matrix of all
tracks and where they're routed. If you'll be using track 16 for your MK, then turn of the TG for channel 16. Turn on Midi A or Midi B (depending on which
out you use when plugging into your MK). Then save it. Then every time you load this pattern again, it won't trigger the tone generator. 
> 
> BTW, the midi setup is per song, so you can have different midi channels/setups per pattern/song. Very cool for using some external synths on some songs,
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and other synths on others. That's how I use it at least, works great.
> 
> 
> > Also, I'm having trouble copying patterns. Let's say I recorded something on track 1 of A and I want to copy that pattern to track 1 of B how would I go
about doing that? I have tried just about everything and can't get it to work properly. I got it to work by using job>copy track but for some reason the 2 tracks
are linked so that if I alter the second one at all it also alters the first. Any insight?
> 
> If you use Copy Pattern or Copy Phrase, AFAIK, you will have a "shortcut" of the original pattern/phrase. If you change that phrase in one section, you'll
also change it automatically in the other section. This is usually not what you want. Instead always use the Copy Track job (easy to remember, b/c it's the only
one of the three that doesn't start with "P"). Copy Track is kinda a pain if you want to copy an entire pattern, b/c you have to do it per track. 
> 
> There may be faster ways to do it, but every time I tried other ways, I found I was accidentally editing phrases across patterns, and it messed me all up. I
now take the minute or two to Copy Track all the tracks I want from one pattern to another, and voila, unique phrases.
> 
> I uploaded a tips and tricks doc about this very thing, to the files section of the groups page. Here ya go:
> 
> http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/kD5eSwxkqTe8lR41B3ZxA01dVouAWs-gEAUUNkvcY1zywtNUyNjMGLnL2f41r_UK6z7l2EHUZ91oLIZ2-
Ws9APbs72CyXw/Documentations/RS7000%20Phrase%20Copy.pdf
> 
> Enjoy!
> Eric
>

| 17874|17833|2010-01-25 21:19:57|keato1484|Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
Would I be alright to try memory from eBay? Specifically: 

http://cgi.ebay.com/64mb-Max-YAMAHA-SU700-EX5-R-EX7-RS7000-Sampler-Memory_W0QQitemZ170410699946QQcmdZViewItemQQptZLH_DefaultDomain_0?
hash=item27ad44ecaa 

It looks like the seller has a good rating, has anyone had any troubles with cheap(er) memory?

Cheers,
Keaton

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/mek64mb.html
> 
> A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet specifications
for the RS, so you don't have any strange problems.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "giuseppe" wrote:
> >
> > Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?
> > I live in Italy
> > Thank you very much
> >
>

| 17875|17833|2010-01-25 23:22:29|Eric Jennings|Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
I bought cheapo memory on eBay knowing full well it may not work. Six months in and it's done fine. 

I load up 10+ songs, patterns, chains, etc. that amount to about 32MB when stored on the SM card, but do very little sampling, so YMMV.

It's so cheap on eBay, give it a shot for $10.

-Eric

On Jan 25, 2010, at 8:19 PM, keato1484 wrote:

> Would I be alright to try memory from eBay? Specifically: 
> 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/64mb-Max-YAMAHA-SU700-EX5-R-EX7-RS7000-Sampler-
Memory_W0QQitemZ170410699946QQcmdZViewItemQQptZLH_DefaultDomain_0?hash=item27ad44ecaa 
> 
> It looks like the seller has a good rating, has anyone had any troubles with cheap(er) memory?
> 
> Cheers,
> Keaton
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/mek64mb.html
> > 
> > A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet
specifications for the RS, so you don't have any strange problems.
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> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "giuseppe" wrote:
> > >
> > > Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?
> > > I live in Italy
> > > Thank you very much
> > >
> >
> 
>

| 17876|17833|2010-01-26 01:02:24|zamisers7k|Re: Link to buy RAM memory for RS7000|
You might be risking it a bit, but really won't know until you get it and try it out for a while, bad memory in the RS doesn't always show up right away and your RS might
start doing funky stuff later on. I always recommend memory from Motifator.com since its guaranteed and tested to be up to spec. supposedly, but nobody has actually
bought any from them I know, so I can't be sure how reliable they are or not as a vendor.

Good luck with the memory, the RS has to have 64meg in it, any less would just suck too much if you plan on doing any sampling.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> I bought cheapo memory on eBay knowing full well it may not work. Six months in and it's done fine. 
> 
> I load up 10+ songs, patterns, chains, etc. that amount to about 32MB when stored on the SM card, but do very little sampling, so YMMV.
> 
> It's so cheap on eBay, give it a shot for $10.
> 
> -Eric
> 
> 
> 
> On Jan 25, 2010, at 8:19 PM, keato1484 wrote:
> 
> > Would I be alright to try memory from eBay? Specifically: 
> > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.com/64mb-Max-YAMAHA-SU700-EX5-R-EX7-RS7000-Sampler-
Memory_W0QQitemZ170410699946QQcmdZViewItemQQptZLH_DefaultDomain_0?hash=item27ad44ecaa 
> > 
> > It looks like the seller has a good rating, has anyone had any troubles with cheap(er) memory?
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > Keaton
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/mek64mb.html
> > > 
> > > A little expensive from motifator, but it should be guaranteed to work. Even if you don't buy from them, make sure the memory you get meet
specifications for the RS, so you don't have any strange problems.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "giuseppe" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Anyone has any valid links to buy online SIMM 2x32 MB of RAM (64MB) for the yamaha rs7000?
> > > > I live in Italy
> > > > Thank you very much
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> >
>

| 17877|17877|2010-01-26 04:37:02|om_audio|Looking for Hanns- daslemma - user from Germany|
Hello- 

I used to be in touch with a user I met here and am looking to reconnect or at least find the 5 or 6 tracks he shared with me. I recall one track was called Seenplatte and
another was Apfelmusik and another was EmptStom

He was very nice and talented- any help appreciated.

Om
| 17878|17878|2010-01-26 06:13:19|zamisers7k|Tip: For Better Panning and Pan Rec|
Hi List,

Just something I was messing with today, thought some others might find it useful as the RS's default sounds don't do a lot of panning on their own, and panning can bring
some sounds more to life.
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In Knob Assing, I used Clock Shift since I don't use that much and switched it to 02 ClockShift:Pan (CC010):Auto. Now I can use that knob, making sure it is select to
Clock Shift and not Midi Delay and do some manual panning, can even record it on Overdub Rec mode.

Pretty cool I thought. Oh well if not, but happy RSing anyway!

Zam
| 17879|17877|2010-01-26 06:27:07|zamisers7k|Re: Looking for Hanns- daslemma - user from Germany|
Check your email.

Good luck!

Zam/moderator 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
>
> Hello- 
> 
> I used to be in touch with a user I met here and am looking to reconnect or at least find the 5 or 6 tracks he shared with me. I recall one track was called
Seenplatte and another was Apfelmusik and another was EmptStom
> 
> He was very nice and talented- any help appreciated.
> 
> Om
>

| 17880|17878|2010-01-26 23:14:29|keato1484|Re: Tip: For Better Panning and Pan Rec|
Great tip Zam! I always thought it would be nice to have access to panning on the fly without going into the menu. I will definitely have to adopt your tip for my RS.

Keep up the good work!
Keaton

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi List,
> 
> Just something I was messing with today, thought some others might find it useful as the RS's default sounds don't do a lot of panning on their own, and
panning can bring some sounds more to life.
> 
> In Knob Assing, I used Clock Shift since I don't use that much and switched it to 02 ClockShift:Pan (CC010):Auto. Now I can use that knob, making sure it
is select to Clock Shift and not Midi Delay and do some manual panning, can even record it on Overdub Rec mode.
> 
> Pretty cool I thought. Oh well if not, but happy RSing anyway!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17881|17881|2010-01-31 09:11:30|love_su_re_soulmyheart|aieb2 for rs|
hi all,
i have an output expansion to give away.
90.- i think would fit.

best -stef
| 17882|17881|2010-01-31 10:50:15|William Simpson|Re: aieb2 for rs|
Let me be the first, I'll take it

--- On Sun, 1/31/10, love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at> wrote:

From: love_su_re_soulmyheart <s.tielsch@utanet.at>
Subject: [RS7000] aieb2 for rs
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, January 31, 2010, 11:11 AM

 

hi all,
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i have an output expansion to give away.

90.- i think would fit.

best -stef

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17883|17881|2010-01-31 21:37:28|keato1484|Re: aieb2 for rs|
If he doesn't take it I will!

Keaton

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
>
> hi all,
> i have an output expansion to give away.
> 90.- i think would fit.
> 
> best -stef
>

| 17884|17881|2010-02-01 07:05:38|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: aieb2 for rs|
i got the first mail at 18:32, the second at 18:38...
so i have to follow the line. if something happens i tell you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, William Simpson wrote:
>
> Let me be the first, I'll take it
> 
> --- On Sun, 1/31/10, love_su_re_soulmyheart wrote:
> 
> From: love_su_re_soulmyheart 
> Subject: [RS7000] aieb2 for rs
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Sunday, January 31, 2010, 11:11 AM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> hi all,
> 
> i have an output expansion to give away.
> 
> 90.- i think would fit.
> 
> 
> 
> best -stef
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17885|7575|2010-02-01 08:34:56|Robert Danzman|help|
Everyone,

Remember when reading my question and writing your answer that I am COMPLETELY VOID of knowledge/experience with the subject. Here's the question............

Where can I get guitar samples with what I call the "doo-wacka-doo" disco sounds? Samples which I can change the chords while the sample is playing? 

I told you.....I'm not very smart about this stuff.

Robert

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17886|17881|2010-02-01 08:57:13|rumschruebler|Re: aieb2 for rs|
oh, I saw it too late :-( but if everything goes wrong, I will take it :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
>
> hi all,
> i have an output expansion to give away.
> 90.- i think would fit.
> 
> best -stef
>

| 17887|7575|2010-02-01 09:09:18|zamisers7k|Re: help|
I don't know of any web sites off hand that would carry such samples, I'd probably look around for old disco songs with that in it and sample them in to the RS as a
pitched voice. Some reason Future Sound of London's "We have Explosive" song comes to mind with what kind of sample you are looking for.

May try some guitars up around MSB 063 LSB003 PG58 on the RS too. Slap basses and Wahs. They are pretty funky.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Robert Danzman" wrote:
>
> Everyone,
> 
> Remember when reading my question and writing your answer that I am COMPLETELY VOID of knowledge/experience with the subject. Here's the
question............
> 
> Where can I get guitar samples with what I call the "doo-wacka-doo" disco sounds? Samples which I can change the chords while the sample is playing? 
> 
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> I told you.....I'm not very smart about this stuff.
> 
> Robert
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17888|7575|2010-02-01 10:05:16|decay to dust|Re: help|
I also think it is a wah-wah effect on a electric guitar. It is a Funk thing ;)

May here they have some samples : http://www.soundboard.com/results.aspx?keyWord=guitar

Greets and good luck

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, February 1, 2010 5:06:21 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: help

I don't know of any web sites off hand that would carry such samples, I'd probably look around for old disco songs with that in it and sample them in to the RS as a
pitched voice. Some reason Future Sound of London's "We have Explosive" song comes to mind with what kind of sample you are looking for.

May try some guitars up around MSB 063 LSB003 PG58 on the RS too. Slap basses and Wahs. They are pretty funky.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Robert Danzman" wrote:
>
> Everyone,
> 
> Remember when reading my question and writing your answer that I am COMPLETELY VOID of knowledge/experienc e with the subject. Here's the
question.... ........
> 
> Where can I get guitar samples with what I call the "doo-wacka-doo" disco sounds? Samples which I can change the chords while the sample is playing? 
> 
> I told you.....I'm not very smart about this stuff.
> 
> Robert
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17889|7575|2010-02-01 11:11:09|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: help|
On Feb 1, 2010, at 10:34 AM, Robert Danzman wrote:

> Where can I get guitar samples with what I call the "doo-wacka-doo" 
> disco sounds? Samples which I can change the chords while the sample 
> is playing?

Isaac Hayes' "Shaft" is an obvious one with a wah wah sound 
unobstructed and easy to sample. Also there's The Temptations "Papa 
Was a Rolling Stone." Even better might be The Meters "Just Kissed My 
Baby" that has an open riff at the beginning.

A wah wah pedal is just an envelope filter though, and you've one of 
those on the RS so you should be able to hack something up. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17890|17849|2010-02-02 12:45:19|drdrbass|Re: help about voltage converter|
Hi!

> somebody can tell me, which is the power of this machine? here in >spain are 220v and in usa are 125, and so, this reason i need to buy >a converter, but i
need to know the power in watts
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well, i also have to use converter 100->220v. 
but... for example, in akai mpc2kxl is multi-switchable(110-220v) power supply:
http://www.mpc-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=95544&p=930285#p930285
so... may be rs7000 can do this too?

ps: did not yet tried :)
| 17891|17849|2010-02-02 13:43:25|zamisers7k|Re: help about voltage converter|
Nope, the RS can't switch. There is no switch on the outside for different voltages, none on the inside I can see either, so a converter will very likely be necessary. There
might be a way to modify the internals to do so, but I'd leave that for an electrical expert to do if you have to have it done.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "drdrbass" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hi!
> 
> > somebody can tell me, which is the power of this machine? here in >spain are 220v and in usa are 125, and so, this reason i need to buy >a converter, but i
need to know the power in watts
> 
> well, i also have to use converter 100->220v. 
> but... for example, in akai mpc2kxl is multi-switchable(110-220v) power supply:
> http://www.mpc-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=95544&p=930285#p930285
> so... may be rs7000 can do this too?
> 
> ps: did not yet tried :)
>

| 17892|17849|2010-02-02 13:58:41|Loomeer|Re: help about voltage converter|
Hello,
No try ! I have RS7k purchased in US (120V) and must use 230V to 120V 
voltage converter.
Loomeer
www.loomeer.cz
www.youtube.com/l00m33r

drdrbass napsal(a):

>
>
>
> Hi!
>
> > somebody can tell me, which is the power of this machine? here in 
> >spain are 220v and in usa are 125, and so, this reason i need to buy 
> >a converter, but i need to know the power in watts
>
> well, i also have to use converter 100->220v.
> but... for example, in akai mpc2kxl is multi-switchable(110-220v) 
> power supply:
> http://www.mpc-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=95544&p=930285#p930285 
> <http://www.mpc-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=95544&p=930285#p930285>
> so... may be rs7000 can do this too?
>
> ps: did not yet tried :)
>
> 
>
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>
> Freehosting PIPNI - http://www.pipni.cz/
>
>

| 17893|17893|2010-02-03 04:11:32|Geee|how to mute incoming midi??|
yo rs7k folks!
lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired midi channel.
only the rs7k is giving trouble.
i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
thanx for helping,
george
| 17894|17894|2010-02-03 07:05:30|auralume@ymail.com|Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
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Hi all! I`m a new here, from Finland and make music combining rock, hiphop, ambient etc. Glad to find this society of other rs users! the rs is an awesome machine I
think.

I`d be pleased if anyone could help me with few problems. To tell a bit of the programs and hardware I use: in addition to the rs, I have a steinberg`s CI 2 sound card and
cubase AI 5.

1) the manual says I could save the patterns I make as .WAV format by clicking twice the save/export button. my rs doesn`t do this. the only possible saving format seems
to be SMF. when trying to save as .WAV there is no "OK" box to choose. 

would be quite easy to use .WAV in cubase.

2) when I record straight from rs to cubase via a cable from rs audio outputs to the sound card`s mic line input the sounds change radically. the bassline sounds something
like a cello etc. I`d like to have the sounds unchanged when transferred to the computer. adjusting the effects doesn`t help, sounds change too much.

does anyone have any good advice?

-Aura
| 17895|17893|2010-02-03 07:36:14|zamisers7k|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?

Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi filter.

You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for you though,
let us know if you get it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
>
> yo rs7k folks!
> lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
> i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
> the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired
midi channel.
> only the rs7k is giving trouble.
> i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
> am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
> thanx for helping,
> george
>

| 17896|17894|2010-02-03 07:49:39|zamisers7k|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
Sequencers and the RS don't work the way you are thinking I'm thinking. The Patterns use internal sounds, the .smfs are just note data, not sound .wavs. The sound .wav
the RS stores come from samples that have to be recorded or imported in to the RS separately, which will save with the RS's pattern files, but not as midi or .smf files.

I understand that it is confusing if you are not getting this, but it is kind of a basic concept I think a lot of new people have a bit of trouble with understanding that goes
away with experience when dealing with midi and music gear.

For your second question, the mic input on a computer is a bad way to record, it is made for microphones and those voltages. If your computer has a line input then use
that instead, if it don't you will likely need to get a sound card that has one, or something like a usb mixing board like a Yamaha MW10 which is what I use and works
pretty nicely for recording anything I put in to it to my computer.

Welcome to the list and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "auralume@..." wrote:
>
> Hi all! I`m a new here, from Finland and make music combining rock, hiphop, ambient etc. Glad to find this society of other rs users! the rs is an awesome
machine I think.
> 
> I`d be pleased if anyone could help me with few problems. To tell a bit of the programs and hardware I use: in addition to the rs, I have a steinberg`s CI 2
sound card and cubase AI 5.
> 
> 1) the manual says I could save the patterns I make as .WAV format by clicking twice the save/export button. my rs doesn`t do this. the only possible saving
format seems to be SMF. when trying to save as .WAV there is no "OK" box to choose. 
> 
> would be quite easy to use .WAV in cubase.
> 
> 2) when I record straight from rs to cubase via a cable from rs audio outputs to the sound card`s mic line input the sounds change radically. the bassline
sounds something like a cello etc. I`d like to have the sounds unchanged when transferred to the computer. adjusting the effects doesn`t help, sounds change
too much.
> 
> does anyone have any good advice?
> 
> -Aura
>

| 17897|17894|2010-02-03 08:07:56|zamisers7k|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
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Thought I'd mention this too, it is possible to resample a pattern and with its internal voices using the RS alone and storing that sample as .wav which you could load in to
your computer, but this is kind of tricky and takes up a lot of memory which the RS doesn't have much of in it if you do it more than a couple times. I don't recommend
doing it that way, much better to record to your computer using the analog outputs from the RS to your computer and store those as .wavs. Just saying it is possible to do,
but not a good way to do it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sequencers and the RS don't work the way you are thinking I'm thinking. The Patterns use internal sounds, the .smfs are just note data, not sound .wavs.
The sound .wav the RS stores come from samples that have to be recorded or imported in to the RS separately, which will save with the RS's pattern files, but
not as midi or .smf files.
> 
> I understand that it is confusing if you are not getting this, but it is kind of a basic concept I think a lot of new people have a bit of trouble with
understanding that goes away with experience when dealing with midi and music gear.
> 
> For your second question, the mic input on a computer is a bad way to record, it is made for microphones and those voltages. If your computer has a line
input then use that instead, if it don't you will likely need to get a sound card that has one, or something like a usb mixing board like a Yamaha MW10 which
is what I use and works pretty nicely for recording anything I put in to it to my computer.
> 
> Welcome to the list and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "auralume@" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all! I`m a new here, from Finland and make music combining rock, hiphop, ambient etc. Glad to find this society of other rs users! the rs is an
awesome machine I think.
> > 
> > I`d be pleased if anyone could help me with few problems. To tell a bit of the programs and hardware I use: in addition to the rs, I have a steinberg`s CI 2
sound card and cubase AI 5.
> > 
> > 1) the manual says I could save the patterns I make as .WAV format by clicking twice the save/export button. my rs doesn`t do this. the only possible
saving format seems to be SMF. when trying to save as .WAV there is no "OK" box to choose. 
> > 
> > would be quite easy to use .WAV in cubase.
> > 
> > 2) when I record straight from rs to cubase via a cable from rs audio outputs to the sound card`s mic line input the sounds change radically. the bassline
sounds something like a cello etc. I`d like to have the sounds unchanged when transferred to the computer. adjusting the effects doesn`t help, sounds change
too much.
> > 
> > does anyone have any good advice?
> > 
> > -Aura
> >
>

| 17898|17894|2010-02-03 08:45:44|auralume@ymail.com|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
Thank you Zam!

So there is no way of getting the files out from the rs that I`ve made purely with its internal sounds...?

I am using a sound card`s line input, not a computer`s mic input. there`s one input in the steinberg sound card that works for both mic and other lines. it`s a usb device and
should really work like you said too. I`m only wondering where the problem is..

-Aura

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sequencers and the RS don't work the way you are thinking I'm thinking. The Patterns use internal sounds, the .smfs are just note data, not sound .wavs.
The sound .wav the RS stores come from samples that have to be recorded or imported in to the RS separately, which will save with the RS's pattern files, but
not as midi or .smf files.
> 
> I understand that it is confusing if you are not getting this, but it is kind of a basic concept I think a lot of new people have a bit of trouble with
understanding that goes away with experience when dealing with midi and music gear.
> 
> For your second question, the mic input on a computer is a bad way to record, it is made for microphones and those voltages. If your computer has a line
input then use that instead, if it don't you will likely need to get a sound card that has one, or something like a usb mixing board like a Yamaha MW10 which
is what I use and works pretty nicely for recording anything I put in to it to my computer.
> 
> Welcome to the list and Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam

| 17899|17894|2010-02-03 09:20:14|zamisers7k|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "auralume@..." wrote:
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>
> 
> Thank you Zam!
> 
> So there is no way of getting the files out from the rs that I`ve made purely with its internal sounds...?
> 

I don't think so, not the way you are thinking. Best to always play it on the RS, record it from the RS's analog outs.

> I am using a sound card`s line input, not a computer`s mic input. there`s one input in the steinberg sound card that works for both mic and other lines. it`s a
usb device and should really work like you said too. I`m only wondering where the problem is..

Mic and line input at the same time sounds a bit weird. Is there a utility you can go in to on your computer and make sure it is set for line level and not mic level? Usually
you have a line and mic as seperate inputs, or you'll just have a mic input like on laptops and are forced to use an external sound card with line inputs. 

> 
> -Aura
> 
> 

| 17900|17894|2010-02-03 10:00:10|auralume@ymail.com|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

> Mic and line input at the same time sounds a bit weird. Is there a utility you can go in to on your computer and make sure it is set for line level and not mic
level? Usually you have a line and mic as seperate inputs, or you'll just have a mic input like on laptops and are forced to use an external sound card with line
inputs. 

I must check the line level settings. I think this mic and line input together is a kind of new thing: XLR and quarter inch plug both fit in there.
| 17901|17894|2010-02-05 05:21:29|auralume@ymail.com|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
It was all about a proper cable. I was using a mono-stereo cable, but it needed stereo-stereo connection. Now boogie!
| 17902|17902|2010-02-05 10:02:37|boiseculturejam|Berzerk Knobs - any replacement tips or resources?|
Hi, 
I just scored a used RS7K and the only issue is: 
1 knob that gives random values when twisted. This happens to be the knob I need for selecting through phrases during a live set.
I am afraid to even open it up to take a look. Any ideas?
Thanks, brad
| 17903|17894|2010-02-05 10:04:30|zamisers7k|Re: Difficulties with sound changing and saving as .WAV file format|
Awesome!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "auralume@..." wrote:
>
> 
> It was all about a proper cable. I was using a mono-stereo cable, but it needed stereo-stereo connection. Now boogie!
>

| 17904|17902|2010-02-05 10:11:52|zamisers7k|Re: Berzerk Knobs - any replacement tips or resources?|
We have the service manual here in the files section if it helps any. 

I'd think Yamaha still carries the knobs and potentiometers for replacement, but thankfully I've never needed any to have to find out. support@yamaha.com should be able
to tell you that for sure.

Worst case, may need to send it to an electronics tech. I'd think a worn out knob should be fixable some way.

Good luck and welcome to the list!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
>
> Hi, 
> I just scored a used RS7K and the only issue is: 
> 1 knob that gives random values when twisted. This happens to be the knob I need for selecting through phrases during a live set.
> I am afraid to even open it up to take a look. Any ideas?
> Thanks, brad
>

| 17905|17905|2010-02-14 23:10:00|Ian|How do I find the OS version of my newly acquired rs7k?|
How do I find the OS version of my newly acquired rs7k?
| 17906|17905|2010-02-14 23:12:52|zamisers7k|Re: How do I find the OS version of my newly acquired rs7k?|
Welcome to the list!

> "With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN &
> UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the RS7000
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> test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number." -
> Unofficial RS7000 FAQ

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> How do I find the OS version of my newly acquired rs7k?
>

| 17907|17905|2010-02-15 14:23:26|Ian|Re: How do I find the OS version of my newly acquired rs7k?|
Thanks, I wish I knew this when I was testing it out.
Turns out a couple buttons are quite stubborn. 
Looks like it does have what i believe to be the latest version 1.22

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the list!
> 
> > "With your RS7000 turned off press and hold the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN &
> > UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on. You should now be in the RS7000
> > test screen, next to the heading MAIN ROM is the OS version number." -
> > Unofficial RS7000 FAQ
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
> >
> > How do I find the OS version of my newly acquired rs7k?
> >
>

| 17908|17908|2010-02-15 14:29:16|Ian|Question about changing sounds,|
with "hold" both on or off,
when I change sounds filter,env,lfo settings,
These parameters carry over to the new sound if changed.
Am i doing something wrong?

Forgive, me im new to this UNIT, and have only ever used Roland groove boxes in the past. I have to say, so far, this blows the rest out of the water... I still cant believe
they give u an EQ per track...NICE!
| 17909|17909|2010-02-15 14:29:47|Ian|Has anyone had to repleace knobs or buttons on there rs7k?|
If so, id be grateful for some advice, as I will be attempting to do this soon.
| 17910|17908|2010-02-15 15:04:43|zamisers7k|Re: Question about changing sounds,|
Not all but most of the parms do carry over as you switch voices, I'm not sure if pressing the hold button or not will do anything other than hold the arpeggiator notes
down for you. Quickest way, or what I do to reset voices, is to do a track delete Job and have just the voice check marked.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> with "hold" both on or off,
> when I change sounds filter,env,lfo settings,
> These parameters carry over to the new sound if changed.
> Am i doing something wrong?
> 
> Forgive, me im new to this UNIT, and have only ever used Roland groove boxes in the past. I have to say, so far, this blows the rest out of the water... I still
cant believe they give u an EQ per track...NICE!
>

| 17911|17909|2010-02-15 15:14:48|zamisers7k|Re: Has anyone had to repleace knobs or buttons on there rs7k?|
I've seen an RS with difrent knobs on it, but if your talking the whole encoder then I've not heard of anyone actually doing it. I've recomended to folks before to order
such parts direct from yamaha if can at Support@Yamaha.com, but I've never heard back how it went if they did it or not. If you don't go through yamaha, we have a
pretty detailed service manual for the RS in the file section here which might help for ordering parts by their numbers or specs.

Good luck with it and let us know how well it goes with replacing them, or not, hopefully well ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> If so, id be grateful for some advice, as I will be attempting to do this soon.
>
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| 17912|17912|2010-02-15 23:32:19|zamisers7k|RS Just Rules!|
Hi RSers!

I happened across a good deal on a Korg ESX1, so I gave it a try. RS Brothers... the RS so blows it away.

But it got me thinking, I've got quite a bit of gear, some vintage and some new that is worth a few bucks, I still love my RS more than any of it.

I keep considering which pieces would be worth getting rid of to obtain a second or third RS or more, because none of them really match it over all or some even in part
yet run more in costliness than the RS.

Hard to get rid of any of them, cause there is something unique about each and every one, but still I wonder what if I had just all RSs instead, damn that would be more
than awesome.

I've dedicated myself more to the RS than any other piece of gear, I know I'll always have at least one.

Zam
| 17913|17912|2010-02-16 05:52:36|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: RS Just Rules!|
On Feb 16, 2010, at 1:27 AM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Hard to get rid of any of them, cause there is something unique 
> about each and every one, but still I wonder what if I had just all 
> RSs instead, damn that would be more than awesome.
>
> I've dedicated myself more to the RS than any other piece of gear, I 
> know I'll always have at least one.

I've been working with the RS since November now and I feel like I've 
both learned enough about it to do what I need, and also gotten a feel 
for its workflow.

From November to a few days ago I was forcing myself to work only 
with the RS. My conclusion? It's nice, but it only works for me in 
certain niches. For someone who makes sample-based music the workflow 
just doesn't seem so intuitive when compared to the MPC. The real 
time controls are awesome. Some of the features that add human groove 
are awesome. There's really a lot of great things about the RS from a 
technical standpoint. It's a very well built machine as well.

But what makes it hard is the implementation. Maybe it's inevitable 
that the first machine you work with you fall in love with; I'm not 
sure. If I have a project that consists of nothing but loops, the RS 
seems better than the MPC. For something where I'm chopping 
everything up, playing the drums -- really making a Hip-Hop 'boom-bap' 
kind of beat though? It's not working so much for me -- and I REALLY 
want it to.

I haven't given up on it, but I'm past the point of forcing myself to 
use it -- or relegating myself to it only. That's just stifling me 
creatively and I've moved back to the MPC for the most part.

I went after the RS in search of an undiscovered gem. Now I'm not 
quite sure I'd be happy with anything but an MPC, and the idea of 
buying a Roland MV, MC, or Korg machine in search of this holy grail 
seems fruitless. The MPC probably reigns king in this genre for a 
reason. Anything I can do on the MPC I can do on the RS, but much 
slower and tediously. Now, can I do everything on the RS on the MPC? 
No, and I guess that's when it becomes the superior choice in my 
creative process.

The only other sampler that holds my curiosity right now is the SP12/ 
SP1200. Other than that though, I think I'm done buying samplers. 
Even die hard SP users moved over to the MPC over the past decade, so 
I'm not sure that's a good decision either. If it's dirt drums I want 
I already have the Casio RZ-1 anyway :)

All that said, I still want to be proven wrong.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17914|17909|2010-02-16 09:24:03|g_nom21|Re: Has anyone had to repleace knobs or buttons on there rs7k?|
Hi,
just a warning. I bought an RS on ebay and after a few days some of the knobs didn't work anymore. After having a look inside, I saw a lot of screws holding the circuit
boards, I decided to let a technican have a look at it. It turned out the RS had a broken circuit board :-( 

The technican told me that the RS and other Yamahas are build like sandwiches. You have to take off layer after layer of boards and that takes a lot of time and you have
to do some planning where all the screws came from. In the end my ebay deal was not such a good deal as it looked, but after that I was more than happy with it!

So my main point is replacing knobs can take a long time. Replacing the potentiometer caps should be easy.



regards
Boris

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> If so, id be grateful for some advice, as I will be attempting to do this soon.
>

| 17915|17915|2010-02-16 10:49:53|tron576557|how to add a sample once recorded to a track|
any help here please, added a sample , recorded it, saved it ( cannot find it easy ).
a strange half trainagular symbol appears in track 1 when in pattern mode.
i want the sample to run / play then I want to add drum etc to make up a pattern.
any help , thank you
| 17916|17912|2010-02-16 11:14:47|zamisers7k|Re: RS Just Rules!|
Sounds fair... One of the things I think I'm learning with the ESX1 and already have is that I do not like hassling with getting, doing or putting samples in a machine.
Maybe an MPC would make the process more fun and I'd use them more in my music. I like to sample occasionally here and there, and sometimes do wish the RS was a
little more powerful in this area, but it is no slouch either, pretty much just right for me. If it did more maybe I'd wind up wanting to do it even less, who knows, its a
happy medium now. I think I was hopping to get more of a good small mono type, multiple OSC VA sound out of the ESX1, but will have to sample that in to it, I can do
that on the RS quicker and faster and sound better I think but it'd save me some tracks to do on another piece of gear, anyway thinking maybe I need to see if I can trade it
for an AN200 or mono evolver, something small.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> 
> On Feb 16, 2010, at 1:27 AM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> > Hard to get rid of any of them, cause there is something unique 
> > about each and every one, but still I wonder what if I had just all 
> > RSs instead, damn that would be more than awesome.
> >
> > I've dedicated myself more to the RS than any other piece of gear, I 
> > know I'll always have at least one.
> 
> I've been working with the RS since November now and I feel like I've 
> both learned enough about it to do what I need, and also gotten a feel 
> for its workflow.
> 
> From November to a few days ago I was forcing myself to work only 
> with the RS. My conclusion? It's nice, but it only works for me in 
> certain niches. For someone who makes sample-based music the workflow 
> just doesn't seem so intuitive when compared to the MPC. The real 
> time controls are awesome. Some of the features that add human groove 
> are awesome. There's really a lot of great things about the RS from a 
> technical standpoint. It's a very well built machine as well.
> 
> But what makes it hard is the implementation. Maybe it's inevitable 
> that the first machine you work with you fall in love with; I'm not 
> sure. If I have a project that consists of nothing but loops, the RS 
> seems better than the MPC. For something where I'm chopping 
> everything up, playing the drums -- really making a Hip-Hop 'boom-bap' 
> kind of beat though? It's not working so much for me -- and I REALLY 
> want it to.
> 
> I haven't given up on it, but I'm past the point of forcing myself to 
> use it -- or relegating myself to it only. That's just stifling me 
> creatively and I've moved back to the MPC for the most part.
> 
> I went after the RS in search of an undiscovered gem. Now I'm not 
> quite sure I'd be happy with anything but an MPC, and the idea of 
> buying a Roland MV, MC, or Korg machine in search of this holy grail 
> seems fruitless. The MPC probably reigns king in this genre for a 
> reason. Anything I can do on the MPC I can do on the RS, but much 
> slower and tediously. Now, can I do everything on the RS on the MPC? 
> No, and I guess that's when it becomes the superior choice in my 
> creative process.
> 
> The only other sampler that holds my curiosity right now is the SP12/ 
> SP1200. Other than that though, I think I'm done buying samplers. 
> Even die hard SP users moved over to the MPC over the past decade, so 
> I'm not sure that's a good decision either. If it's dirt drums I want 
> I already have the Casio RZ-1 anyway :)
> 
> All that said, I still want to be proven wrong.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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| 17917|17915|2010-02-16 11:26:56|zamisers7k|Re: how to add a sample once recorded to a track|
Did you record the sample on track 1 and change the voice? If so you may need to find the sample voice first by scrolling through the voices like you would for any non-
sample voices. The sample voices are toward the end though. RS usually defaults to record them in order on the sample banks.

Sampling at first take a little bit of getting use to, if you happen to start by using a kit instead of a pitched voice, the sample likely defaulted to the C3 note. You may have
to use the octave up and octave down button to find it again on the minikeys to play it back by pressing C3 note.

Its good practice even when you sample to a kit to move where it samples to off the C3 key before you start sampling something, if you don't you might find yourself
accidentally over writing your favorite samples when not being carefull. 

Hope that helps ya some even if you can't find it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tron576557" wrote:
>
> any help here please, added a sample , recorded it, saved it ( cannot find it easy ).
> a strange half trainagular symbol appears in track 1 when in pattern mode.
> i want the sample to run / play then I want to add drum etc to make up a pattern.
> any help , thank you
>

| 17918|17912|2010-02-18 16:24:36|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: RS Just Rules!|
While on the subject of gear love and hoarding . . .

Anyone know where I could get the promotional posters I have seen for 
the RS7000? I'm thinking about starting a collection of sorts for my 
favorite machines.

On Feb 16, 2010, at 1:09 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Sounds fair... One of the things I think I'm learning with the ESX1 
> and already have is that I do not like hassling with getting, doing 
> or putting samples in a machine. Maybe an MPC would make the process 
> more fun and I'd use them more in my music. I like to sample 
> occasionally here and there, and sometimes do wish the RS was a 
> little more powerful in this area, but it is no slouch either, 
> pretty much just right for me. If it did more maybe I'd wind up 
> wanting to do it even less, who knows, its a happy medium now. I 
> think I was hopping to get more of a good small mono type, multiple 
> OSC VA sound out of the ESX1, but will have to sample that in to it, 
> I can do that on the RS quicker and faster and sound better I think 
> but it'd save me some tracks to do on another piece of gear, anyway 
> thinking maybe I need to see if I can trade it for an AN200 or mono 
> evolver, something small.
>
> Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17919|17912|2010-02-18 18:49:32|zamisers7k|Re: RS Just Rules!|
Don't know where you can get actual posters, but here are the .pdfs for the brochures:

http://www.yamahasynth.com/common/contents/pdf/en/brochure/000127/rs7000_en_01.pdf

http://www.yamahasynth.com/common/contents/pdf/en/brochure/000127/rs7000_en_02.pdf

http://www.yamahasynth.com/common/contents/pdf/en/brochure/000127/rs7000_en_03.pdf

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> While on the subject of gear love and hoarding . . .
> 
> Anyone know where I could get the promotional posters I have seen for 
> the RS7000? I'm thinking about starting a collection of sorts for my 
> favorite machines.
> 

| 17920|17912|2010-02-18 19:00:44|8_bit_boy|Rs7000 for sale in Australia|
Hey guys,

My band mate is selling her Rs7000 on ebay atm..
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" For auction is the amazing Yamaha RS7000. Such an awesome piece of 
gear that slipped under the radar when it came out, it has since 
captured the mind and heart of electronic musicians. It's deep and has 
endless possibilities.

Not only does it have a very flexible interface that can be used to 
perform live, it also has sampling abilities, tons of sounds and synth 
presets and a very good sequencer.

This unit has gigged live once or twice but was mostly used as a 
backup machine ( we have RS7000's ) .. So its in good condition with 
a few scratches and marks on the case.

Unit has maxed out ram ( 64meg ) and comes with 2 smart media cards 
( one 8mg the other 32 mg )

get yourself a bargain and don't miss out!! Prefer local pick up as 
the unit is large and heavy.. but postage through a courier would be 
possible! You would be look at around 40$-50$ postage for the unit."

http://cgi.ebay.com.au/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=300398373193&ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT
| 17922|17921|2010-02-20 01:03:13|sinisteracoustics|program change|
Hi,

I am recently using program chane data for samples in the rs7000.
The odd thing is that it also changes the filter type.
Does anyone know what that coul cause?

Thanks,
Danny
| 17923|17877|2010-02-20 03:58:07|Clifford|Re: Looking for Hanns- daslemma - user from Germany|
Still no luck- hope someone can help- thanks
Om

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
>
> Hello- 
> 
> I used to be in touch with a user I met here and am looking to reconnect or at least find the 5 or 6 tracks he shared with me. I recall one track was called
Seenplatte and another was Apfelmusik and another was EmptStom
> 
> He was very nice and talented- any help appreciated.
> 
> Om
>

| 17924|17921|2010-02-20 21:54:24|zamisers7k|Re: program change|
If I remember this right, certain parameters, like the filters, are stored as part of the sample bank instead of to the track like they do be for the built in voices. You have to
keep that in mind with samples, it seems like it don't make sense compared to internal voices, but it kind of does so you can use the same sample and have it sound the
same globally if needed I think is the logic.

So, if you want to have the filter stay the same after changing it on a sampled track, then I think you have to do a save pattern or song first which will store the sample's
new parameters as it's default settings.

Can be a little tricky I suppose, especially when swapping sections too the filters will revert too.

If you want the same sample on the same track but with a different filter on another section, I've noticed it helps to just copy the sample over to another bank and switch it
to that bank, basically you'd be using two different samples with different default settings for the filter. I think this would apply to program changes as well if your
wanting to switch and keep the different filters after a program change. So you'll be PCing between two difrent samples instead of one hoping to keep the filter you want. I
think the trick will be to remember to save the pattern or song so the changed filter on the samples will be remembered by the RS before you play it and the PC takes
effect and reverts it.

Hope that made some sense.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sinisteracoustics" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I am recently using program chane data for samples in the rs7000.
> The odd thing is that it also changes the filter type.
> Does anyone know what that coul cause?
> 
> 
> Thanks,
> Danny
>
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| 17925|17925|2010-02-21 09:04:12|zamisers7k|Making Dubstep on RS?|
Hi all,

Anyone working on newer type dubstep with the RS7000 and have any or want any tips?

I'm finding it kind of hard to do with the RS and seeing where software would be an improvement which is how it seems most of it is made, on software.

Its mostly the filthy wobbly basses I'm having trouble with making on it. The sound is easy enough to recreate, sort of the flatbeat sound, but I'm finding just adding a fast
LFO on the filter isn't quite wobbling it as well as the songs I've been hearing. Seems resampling it back on to another track as a pitched voice, switching it to attack
looping type sample I'm not sure is necessary but seems to help sometimes if I get the loop points in a good place, putting the track to mono and using portamento seems
to be getting close.

Its a lot going on to achieve that type of sound, but wondering if there is a quicker or better way anyone else may have found on the RS?

Zam
| 17926|17893|2010-02-22 05:11:59|mr geee hgt|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
thanx zam for looking into it.

umfortunately its still responding to all incoming midi.
i tried reinstalling os 1.22 and any posible combination in midi setup.

how are you generally filtering incoming midi at the rs7k?

best,
george

Sent from my iPhone

On 03.02.2010, at 15:36, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?

Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi
filter.

You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for
you though, let us know if you get it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:

yo rs7k folks!
lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired midi
channel.
only the rs7k is giving trouble.
i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
thanx for helping,
george

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

| 17927|17893|2010-02-22 08:25:48|zamisers7k|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
Um, I'm actually seeing the same problem after hooking it up. I've never tried to filter midi this way before on the RS. If it is receiving note events they are always sent to
the Tone Generator no mater what. It even says so as a note on pg262 of the manual. That kind of sucks big time, so there is no way to slave it up to a clock only if midi
channel events are being sent to other devices as well then it is going to play them too, the RS always receives them and sends them to the TG. The filter just stops them
from going to the sequencer so you can record them. Pretty goofy...

Three options I can think of to fix this, none of them you will probably like:

This is probably the simplest - Make the RS the master and your current host slave and switch the midi cables and settings to accompany that setup properly.

option 2 - get an external midi filter box, or a midi box that can separate the signals out so you don't have to chain them all through each other, and probably will need an
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extra midi cable to go between it, for those I've no experience on how they work, so some more research may be necessary.

option 3 - not sure about this one, this may take some reading up on the other devices, but it might be possible instead of sending just the midi out from your host seq to
the channels, see if there is a way to include the device number as part of it, so your sending specifically to those devices and channel. Not really sure this would work still
since the RS will still be receiving everything.

Pain in the ass any how it look like, unless there is something we are missing, then I don't know and can only hope some else here knows better than I. Sorry, if can let us
know what you wind up doing and if it works or not if could be helpful for others who might try to do it too in the future.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, mr geee hgt wrote:
>
> thanx zam for looking into it.
> 
> umfortunately its still responding to all incoming midi.
> i tried reinstalling os 1.22 and any posible combination in midi setup.
> 
> how are you generally filtering incoming midi at the rs7k?
> 
> best,
> george
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On 03.02.2010, at 15:36, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
> Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?
> 
> Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi
filter.
> 
> You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for
you though, let us know if you get it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
> 
> yo rs7k folks!
> lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
> i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
> the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired
midi channel.
> only the rs7k is giving trouble.
> i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
> am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
> thanx for helping,
> george
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>

| 17928|17877|2010-02-22 08:27:50|zamisers7k|Re: Looking for Hanns- daslemma - user from Germany|
Sorry to hear you can't get a hold of them, maybe they'll check back here some time and see your message.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> Still no luck- hope someone can help- thanks
> Om
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> >
> > Hello- 
> > 
> > I used to be in touch with a user I met here and am looking to reconnect or at least find the 5 or 6 tracks he shared with me. I recall one track was called
Seenplatte and another was Apfelmusik and another was EmptStom
> > 
> > He was very nice and talented- any help appreciated.
> > 
> > Om
> >
>

| 17929|17893|2010-02-22 09:47:01|mr geee hgt|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
hi zam,
thanx a lot for looking into it. at least now i know that my rs is not messed up.
i have come to the simple solution that i will have to buy an 8x8 midi interface and get rid of my midichain. will buy a motu midi express 128.
will let you know how it worx...

best, george

Sent from my iPhone

On 22.02.2010, at 16:24, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

Um, I'm actually seeing the same problem after hooking it up. I've never tried to filter midi this way before on the RS. If it is receiving note events they are
always sent to the Tone Generator no mater what. It even says so as a note on pg262 of the manual. That kind of sucks big time, so there is no way to slave it
up to a clock only if midi channel events are being sent to other devices as well then it is going to play them too, the RS always receives them and sends them
to the TG. The filter just stops them from going to the sequencer so you can record them. Pretty goofy...

Three options I can think of to fix this, none of them you will probably like:

This is probably the simplest - Make the RS the master and your current host slave and switch the midi cables and settings to accompany that setup properly.

option 2 - get an external midi filter box, or a midi box that can separate the signals out so you don't have to chain them all through each other, and probably
will need an extra midi cable to go between it, for those I've no experience on how they work, so some more research may be necessary.

option 3 - not sure about this one, this may take some reading up on the other devices, but it might be possible instead of sending just the midi out from your
host seq to the channels, see if there is a way to include the device number as part of it, so your sending specifically to those devices and channel. Not really
sure this would work still since the RS will still be receiving everything.

Pain in the ass any how it look like, unless there is something we are missing, then I don't know and can only hope some else here knows better than I. Sorry,
if can let us know what you wind up doing and if it works or not if could be helpful for others who might try to do it too in the future.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, mr geee hgt wrote:

thanx zam for looking into it.

umfortunately its still responding to all incoming midi.
i tried reinstalling os 1.22 and any posible combination in midi setup.

how are you generally filtering incoming midi at the rs7k?

best,
george

Sent from my iPhone

On 03.02.2010, at 15:36, "zamisers7k" wrote:

Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?

Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi
filter.

You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for
you though, let us know if you get it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:

yo rs7k folks!
lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
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i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired midi
channel.
only the rs7k is giving trouble.
i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
thanx for helping,
george
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| 17930|17893|2010-02-22 10:11:07|Eric Jennings|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
Hey George-

I'd recommend the MOTU Midi Express XT, as the plain express has 8 ins/outs, but doesn't do filtering/merging/splitting like the XT version does.

Current eBay prices are around $200. Bad news for just doing simple filtering. Excellent news if you want to start adding more hardware synths driven by the RS.

Hope that helps!
Eric

On Feb 22, 2010, at 8:44 AM, mr geee hgt wrote:

> hi zam,
> thanx a lot for looking into it. at least now i know that my rs is not messed up.
> i have come to the simple solution that i will have to buy an 8x8 midi interface and get rid of my midichain. will buy a motu midi express 128.
> will let you know how it worx...
> 
> best, george
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On 22.02.2010, at 16:24, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> 
> Um, I'm actually seeing the same problem after hooking it up. I've never tried to filter midi this way before on the RS. If it is receiving note events they are
always sent to the Tone Generator no mater what. It even says so as a note on pg262 of the manual. That kind of sucks big time, so there is no way to slave it
up to a clock only if midi channel events are being sent to other devices as well then it is going to play them too, the RS always receives them and sends them
to the TG. The filter just stops them from going to the sequencer so you can record them. Pretty goofy...
> 
> Three options I can think of to fix this, none of them you will probably like:
> 
> This is probably the simplest - Make the RS the master and your current host slave and switch the midi cables and settings to accompany that setup
properly.
> 
> option 2 - get an external midi filter box, or a midi box that can separate the signals out so you don't have to chain them all through each other, and probably
will need an extra midi cable to go between it, for those I've no experience on how they work, so some more research may be necessary.
> 
> option 3 - not sure about this one, this may take some reading up on the other devices, but it might be possible instead of sending just the midi out from
your host seq to the channels, see if there is a way to include the device number as part of it, so your sending specifically to those devices and channel. Not
really sure this would work still since the RS will still be receiving everything.
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> 
> Pain in the ass any how it look like, unless there is something we are missing, then I don't know and can only hope some else here knows better than I.
Sorry, if can let us know what you wind up doing and if it works or not if could be helpful for others who might try to do it too in the future.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, mr geee hgt wrote:
> 
> thanx zam for looking into it.
> 
> umfortunately its still responding to all incoming midi.
> i tried reinstalling os 1.22 and any posible combination in midi setup.
> 
> how are you generally filtering incoming midi at the rs7k?
> 
> best,
> george
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On 03.02.2010, at 15:36, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
> Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?
> 
> Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi
filter.
> 
> You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for
you though, let us know if you get it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
> 
> yo rs7k folks!
> lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
> i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
> the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired
midi channel.
> only the rs7k is giving trouble.
> i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
> am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
> thanx for helping,
> george
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
>

| 17931|17893|2010-02-24 06:08:10|mr geee hgt|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
hello eric,
i had a look at the motu midi xt and liked it instantly. thanx a lot for the recomendation! unfortunately they don't seem to be available in germany. i checked all the major
stores and local ebay. there is just the smaller motu 5 channel available that does filtering, merging,spliting. i need one fast so i ll buy whatever is on stock at my local
dealer and keep my eyes open for the xt.

cheers to the rs conmunity,
george
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Sent from my iPhone

On 22.02.2010, at 18:09, Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com> wrote:

Hey George-

I'd recommend the MOTU Midi Express XT, as the plain express has 8 ins/outs, but doesn't do filtering/merging/splitting like the XT version does.

Current eBay prices are around $200. Bad news for just doing simple filtering. Excellent news if you want to start adding more hardware synths driven by the
RS.

Hope that helps!
Eric

On Feb 22, 2010, at 8:44 AM, mr geee hgt wrote:

hi zam,
thanx a lot for looking into it. at least now i know that my rs is not messed up.
i have come to the simple solution that i will have to buy an 8x8 midi interface and get rid of my midichain. will buy a motu midi express 128.
will let you know how it worx...

best, george

Sent from my iPhone

On 22.02.2010, at 16:24, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

Um, I'm actually seeing the same problem after hooking it up. I've never tried to filter midi this way before on the RS. If it is receiving note events they are
always sent to the Tone Generator no mater what. It even says so as a note on pg262 of the manual. That kind of sucks big time, so there is no way to slave it
up to a clock only if midi channel events are being sent to other devices as well then it is going to play them too, the RS always receives them and sends them
to the TG. The filter just stops them from going to the sequencer so you can record them. Pretty goofy...

Three options I can think of to fix this, none of them you will probably like:

This is probably the simplest - Make the RS the master and your current host slave and switch the midi cables and settings to accompany that setup properly.

option 2 - get an external midi filter box, or a midi box that can separate the signals out so you don't have to chain them all through each other, and probably
will need an extra midi cable to go between it, for those I've no experience on how they work, so some more research may be necessary.

option 3 - not sure about this one, this may take some reading up on the other devices, but it might be possible instead of sending just the midi out from your
host seq to the channels, see if there is a way to include the device number as part of it, so your sending specifically to those devices and channel. Not really
sure this would work still since the RS will still be receiving everything.

Pain in the ass any how it look like, unless there is something we are missing, then I don't know and can only hope some else here knows better than I. Sorry,
if can let us know what you wind up doing and if it works or not if could be helpful for others who might try to do it too in the future.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, mr geee hgt wrote:

thanx zam for looking into it.

umfortunately its still responding to all incoming midi.
i tried reinstalling os 1.22 and any posible combination in midi setup.

how are you generally filtering incoming midi at the rs7k?

best,
george

Sent from my iPhone

On 03.02.2010, at 15:36, "zamisers7k" wrote:

Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?

Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi
filter.

You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for
you though, let us know if you get it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:

yo rs7k folks!
lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
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the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired midi
channel.
only the rs7k is giving trouble.
i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
thanx for helping,
george
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| 17932|17893|2010-02-24 10:40:58|Eric Jennings|Re: how to mute incoming midi??|
Hi George-

Super, the smaller one is a great box too. MicroExpress XT I think it's called. Just don't get it mixed up with the MicroLite (as that's only a multi-port midi interface, no
filtering or merging/splitting.)

Cheers!
Eric

On Feb 24, 2010, at 5:08 AM, mr geee hgt wrote:

> hello eric,
> i had a look at the motu midi xt and liked it instantly. thanx a lot for the recomendation! unfortunately they don't seem to be available in germany. i checked
all the major stores and local ebay. there is just the smaller motu 5 channel available that does filtering, merging,spliting. i need one fast so i ll buy whatever is
on stock at my local dealer and keep my eyes open for the xt.
> 
> cheers to the rs conmunity,
> george
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On 22.02.2010, at 18:09, Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com> wrote:
> 
> Hey George-
> 
> I'd recommend the MOTU Midi Express XT, as the plain express has 8 ins/outs, but doesn't do filtering/merging/splitting like the XT version does.
> 
> Current eBay prices are around $200. Bad news for just doing simple filtering. Excellent news if you want to start adding more hardware synths driven by
the RS.
> 
> Hope that helps!
> Eric
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> 
> On Feb 22, 2010, at 8:44 AM, mr geee hgt wrote:
> 
> hi zam,
> thanx a lot for looking into it. at least now i know that my rs is not messed up.
> i have come to the simple solution that i will have to buy an 8x8 midi interface and get rid of my midichain. will buy a motu midi express 128.
> will let you know how it worx...
> 
> best, george
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On 22.02.2010, at 16:24, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> 
> Um, I'm actually seeing the same problem after hooking it up. I've never tried to filter midi this way before on the RS. If it is receiving note events they are
always sent to the Tone Generator no mater what. It even says so as a note on pg262 of the manual. That kind of sucks big time, so there is no way to slave it
up to a clock only if midi channel events are being sent to other devices as well then it is going to play them too, the RS always receives them and sends them
to the TG. The filter just stops them from going to the sequencer so you can record them. Pretty goofy...
> 
> Three options I can think of to fix this, none of them you will probably like:
> 
> This is probably the simplest - Make the RS the master and your current host slave and switch the midi cables and settings to accompany that setup
properly.
> 
> option 2 - get an external midi filter box, or a midi box that can separate the signals out so you don't have to chain them all through each other, and probably
will need an extra midi cable to go between it, for those I've no experience on how they work, so some more research may be necessary.
> 
> option 3 - not sure about this one, this may take some reading up on the other devices, but it might be possible instead of sending just the midi out from
your host seq to the channels, see if there is a way to include the device number as part of it, so your sending specifically to those devices and channel. Not
really sure this would work still since the RS will still be receiving everything.
> 
> Pain in the ass any how it look like, unless there is something we are missing, then I don't know and can only hope some else here knows better than I.
Sorry, if can let us know what you wind up doing and if it works or not if could be helpful for others who might try to do it too in the future.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, mr geee hgt wrote:
> 
> thanx zam for looking into it.
> 
> umfortunately its still responding to all incoming midi.
> i tried reinstalling os 1.22 and any posible combination in midi setup.
> 
> how are you generally filtering incoming midi at the rs7k?
> 
> best,
> george
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On 03.02.2010, at 15:36, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> 
> Hmmm... I would think the midi filter would do the trick. Could be an OS issue, do you know if you have the latest Operating System on it?
> 
> Only other things I can think of to try would be to turn the midi control to Off perhaps or the echo back to off. Those are under Midi setup instead of Midi
filter.
> 
> You are probably right, its something we are over looking, maybe something else we're not thinking of at the moment. Hope something will do the trick for
you though, let us know if you get it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
> 
> yo rs7k folks!
> lately i have trouble filtering the incoming midi messages(i only need clock timing on the rs7k).
> i have unchecked all ìn`boxes at the utility menu `midi filter`and still get a mess of unwanted note input from my host.
> the rs7k is the last instrument in my midi chain which runs through a couple of other hardware synth and samplers which pick up correctly their desired
midi channel.
> only the rs7k is giving trouble.
> i use a novation launchpad as note input device on my daw host(ableton live8) and route all midi from there to the external instruments. 
> am i missing something obvious or should i get another rs7k?
> thanx for helping,
> george
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
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> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
>

| 17933|17925|2010-03-03 21:53:59|Elena|Re: Making Dubstep on RS?|
You need to use the re sample function on a square pad dry, no filters play your basic 70 bpm bar notes. Then add dirt with the vari efx's like tube distortion not very much
tho it should be unnoticeable. Then eq track and cut below 50hz. Voice edit a bpm sync Pgm lfo filter 8th's at half depth Re sample, job split TRACKS into 2/4 bar patt
and a 0/4 bar patt, voice edit new lfo keep it sync but make two distinctly new filter waveforms. resample both tracks into one. repeat until you have the cliche boiling
chainsaw and then do a non sync filter lfo tweak fest in record mode. add some quiet parts burst out and so on keep your range tight. And always use high octives and
pitch em down. low cutoff and low env depth
| 17934|17925|2010-03-03 22:08:44|zamisers7k|Re: Making Dubstep on RS?|
After messing around for the last couple weeks trying to make dubstep your advice sounds pretty spot on bro. I want that chainsaw/transformertron sound, very
troublesome to make on RS. Hopefully I can do some of what you are suggesting, I've been doing a lot of it already, getting closer and closer but I'm still not quite almost
there yet.

Do you have any patterns you've done with all this for me to compare what I've been doing to yours?

Been doing 140 bpms, never thought to cut that in half, and using high octaves instead of low and pitch bending is something opposite of what I've been doing, so I must
try that too.

I swear, this genera seems most suited for softsynths but of all the hardware I've been trying it on the RS seems to be closesest to matching it, just need a little extra
knowledge on getting the best technique down to sound at or near as good as the soft gurus at it.

Last song, I've kind of merged a more industrial sound with the dubstep instead of making it filthy dubstep, the RS does this very well, but its all the tweaking instead of
automated that is getting to me.

Will post a demo .mp3 soon...

You know if can do, it is 100x more impressive if can do similar on the RS instead of PC/Macing it tho ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Elena" wrote:
>
> 
> You need to use the re sample function on a square pad dry, no filters play your basic 70 bpm bar notes. Then add dirt with the vari efx's like tube distortion
not very much tho it should be unnoticeable. Then eq track and cut below 50hz. Voice edit a bpm sync Pgm lfo filter 8th's at half depth Re sample, job split
TRACKS into 2/4 bar patt and a 0/4 bar patt, voice edit new lfo keep it sync but make two distinctly new filter waveforms. resample both tracks into one.
repeat until you have the cliche boiling chainsaw and then do a non sync filter lfo tweak fest in record mode. add some quiet parts burst out and so on keep
your range tight. And always use high octives and pitch em down. low cutoff and low env depth
>

| 17935|17935|2010-03-03 22:18:13|zamisers7k|Industrial Dubstep demo|
I've got some more filthy stuff been doing, but for some reason this type of sound seems to be coming out of my RS with a little less effort.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/kab4.mp3

If anyone wants to remix it into better dubstep let me know I'll send you the RS files.

Zam
| 17936|17935|2010-03-04 06:24:12|Erwin Goossens|Re: Industrial Dubstep demo|
dear zamise,
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I like the kab4.mp3
If you want to send me the rs file i will see what i can do for a remix.
Then i send you  the remix when i get it finished.

Greetzzz
Erwin

--- On Thu, 3/4/10, zamisers7k wrote:

From: zamisers7k 
Subject: [RS7000] Industrial Dubstep demo
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, March 4, 2010, 6:17 AM

  

I've got some more filthy stuff been doing, but for some reason this type of sound seems to be coming out of my RS with a little less effort.

http://www.quantum- source.com/ Sounds/mp3s/ kab4.mp3

If anyone wants to remix it into better dubstep let me know I'll send you the RS files.

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17937|17935|2010-03-04 22:21:56|zamisers7k|Re: Industrial Dubstep demo|
Files should be here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/kab/

Let me know what you come up with :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Erwin Goossens wrote:
>
> dear zamise,
> 
> I like the kab4.mp3
> If you want to send me the rs file i will see what i can do for a remix.
> Then i send youÂ  the remix when i get it finished.
> 
> Greetzzz
> Erwin
> 
> --- On Thu, 3/4/10, zamisers7k wrote:
> 

| 17938|17938|2010-03-06 03:04:40|Olivier|sample name in frase|
Hello everyone,

I have a few questions. Hopefully you can help me. 

I made a few programs with some samples. I also made a list in excel were a wrote down the note & imported samples(name). Then I made some frases with it and saved
it. I adjusted one of the programs (voices) by replacing some samples, but it had no effect on the frases, because when you save frases or pattern or songs, the samples are
automatically saved into that project. It even still worked after I removed all the samples of the smartmedia card. MY problem that I have is that I don't know witch
samples I used, because my program (voice) is different now than the one I saved with the frase before, I can not check it in the frase itself or do I? Is there a way too see
the imported sample(name)in a frase. If you go to sample edit you only see the voice (program name) of it. Maybe if i would export it as an all system file i could see wich
samples were used.

thx for the help!
| 17939|17938|2010-03-06 12:02:49|zamisers7k|Re: sample name in frase|
Sorry, I don't think it remembers the .wav names you import off the SM card. It puts them as SmpL 001 002 003 etc., right? I think you have to manually name the
samples by using the Sample Edit Name Job. Might be good practice to do it immediately after importing a sample each time. I don't do enough sampling to need to
remember more than 001 002 003 so I don't usually bother with naming them, I just play them on the keys to hear them if I don't remember their sound. If you are doing a
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lot of sampling I could see where it would be usefull to keep better track of them and their names.

I'm probably not a whole lot of help on this one., I just don't do much sampling but I am getting more and more in to it, but its resampling and recording from the inputs
rather than from .wav files.

Good Luck & Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone,
> 
> I have a few questions. Hopefully you can help me. 
> 
> I made a few programs with some samples. I also made a list in excel were a wrote down the note & imported samples(name). Then I made some frases
with it and saved it. I adjusted one of the programs (voices) by replacing some samples, but it had no effect on the frases, because when you save frases or
pattern or songs, the samples are automatically saved into that project. It even still worked after I removed all the samples of the smartmedia card. MY
problem that I have is that I don't know witch samples I used, because my program (voice) is different now than the one I saved with the frase before, I can
not check it in the frase itself or do I? Is there a way too see the imported sample(name)in a frase. If you go to sample edit you only see the voice (program
name) of it. Maybe if i would export it as an all system file i could see wich samples were used.
> 
> thx for the help!
>

| 17940|17938|2010-03-06 14:17:23|Olivier|Re: sample name in frase|
Hi Zam,

Thx for the quick response and support! ;-)
Wel yes you can name your voices. So if you would use one sample you could use the sample voices (program name) to that sample, but if you work with several samples
like a kit it is not possible i think
;(. What I can do is write it down in excel like for example in frase one:samples PC00132,133, BD00045 are used. Working with samples you imported is really cool in
the Rs. If you have a whole set of cool samples and make a program with it and than use factory presets + noteshift you can directly make good stuff. Wich i could have
the samplename view, i don't understand this was not be able when making it, because it hase a lot of sample editing, even better than my akai Z8. Anyway if you would
find another solution you lett me know! 

Thx Olli

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sorry, I don't think it remembers the .wav names you import off the SM card. It puts them as SmpL 001 002 003 etc., right? I think you have to manually
name the samples by using the Sample Edit Name Job. Might be good practice to do it immediately after importing a sample each time. I don't do enough
sampling to need to remember more than 001 002 003 so I don't usually bother with naming them, I just play them on the keys to hear them if I don't
remember their sound. If you are doing a lot of sampling I could see where it would be usefull to keep better track of them and their names.
> 
> I'm probably not a whole lot of help on this one., I just don't do much sampling but I am getting more and more in to it, but its resampling and recording
from the inputs rather than from .wav files.
> 
> Good Luck & Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
> >
> > Hello everyone,
> > 
> > I have a few questions. Hopefully you can help me. 
> > 
> > I made a few programs with some samples. I also made a list in excel were a wrote down the note & imported samples(name). Then I made some frases
with it and saved it. I adjusted one of the programs (voices) by replacing some samples, but it had no effect on the frases, because when you save frases or
pattern or songs, the samples are automatically saved into that project. It even still worked after I removed all the samples of the smartmedia card. MY
problem that I have is that I don't know witch samples I used, because my program (voice) is different now than the one I saved with the frase before, I can
not check it in the frase itself or do I? Is there a way too see the imported sample(name)in a frase. If you go to sample edit you only see the voice (program
name) of it. Maybe if i would export it as an all system file i could see wich samples were used.
> > 
> > thx for the help!
> >
>

| 17941|17941|2010-03-10 17:02:27|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Equivalent to MPC's 'One Shot' feature?|
Two sampled drum questions . . .

1) How do I set it so when I had a drum pad or key that it stays on 
until I release it? In other words, it plays the entire sample 
without me holding it down? This is especially irritating when 
programming in grid mode.
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2) How can I set decay, attack, etc. separately for each chop instead 
of the entire track?
| 17942|17938|2010-03-10 18:52:01|zamisers7k|Re: sample name in frase|
Hey again Olli,

I'm curious if you have had the chance to use TWE software that supposed to come with the RS for helping to do more sample work on a computer first before you import
or copy it as a voice over to the RS?

I looked at it once but didn't bother much with it. I have heard or read somewhere once that it can help in the sample managing department for the RS. Maybe give it a
shot if you've not to see if it would actually help you too? If you don't have TWE, I think we might have it in the files section here, or can get it free from Yamaha
somewhere...

If I recall, I might be remembering wrong, but I was thinking if you've got the RS hooked to your computer via SCSI then the TWE can pass samples between them more
easily using TWE. I don't really know how that works tho, if the individaul sample names would show up or not, or if it is even worth the all the trouble to get SCSI going
for that, or just keep using SM card.

The TWE software might be worth looking in to too I guess if you havn't yet.

Zam
| 17943|17941|2010-03-10 20:13:21|zamisers7k|Re: Equivalent to MPC's 'One Shot' feature?|
Sorry, I'm pretty sure that is a nagatory on both accounts.

There are probably some sort of work arounds for these issues, I don't know the best or easiest way probably, but perhaps instead may I suggest using step mode instead of
grid... Grid pretty much sucks once you've got use to the RS's step mode in my opinion.

Instead build your drums around the first 8 tracks, using stuff like kicks on track 1&2, high hats on 3&4, snares on 5, misilanious on 6&7, crashes on 8. Then you can
have individual control over their envelopes, gate times etc. per track instead of a per note basis. I know this takes up more resource and tracks etc.. but that is kind of how
they planed the RS to work.

Its not the greatest sampler I know, but I hope you can find decent workarounds and some of the things that do make it better than the MPCs worth while for you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> Two sampled drum questions . . .
> 
> 1) How do I set it so when I had a drum pad or key that it stays on 
> until I release it? In other words, it plays the entire sample 
> without me holding it down? This is especially irritating when 
> programming in grid mode.
> 
> 2) How can I set decay, attack, etc. separately for each chop instead 
> of the entire track?
>

| 17944|17941|2010-03-10 22:11:57|pegaso|Re: Equivalent to MPC's 'One Shot' feature?|
1) Amp envelope- decay to 0, sustain and release to 127?

2) Adjust the settings to suit the first slice, resample onto the same key to overwrite the original, adjust settings to suit second slice, resample etc. 

Another way is the divide drum track job, it will map each key's sample and sequence to a seperate track overwriting whatever is there (read manual) then tweak, if you
need the slices back on the same track resample and use mix phrase job.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> Two sampled drum questions . . .
> 
> 1) How do I set it so when I had a drum pad or key that it stays on 
> until I release it? In other words, it plays the entire sample 
> without me holding it down? This is especially irritating when 
> programming in grid mode.
> 
> 2) How can I set decay, attack, etc. separately for each chop instead 
> of the entire track?
>

| 17946|17941|2010-03-11 07:22:13|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Equivalent to MPC's 'One Shot' feature?|
On Mar 10, 2010, at 10:13 PM, zamisers7k wrote:

> Instead build your drums around the first 8 tracks, using stuff like 
> kicks on track 1&2, high hats on 3&4, snares on 5, misilanious on 
> 6&7, crashes on 8. Then you can have individual control over their 
> envelopes, gate times etc. per track instead of a per note basis. I 
> know this takes up more resource and tracks etc.. but that is kind 
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> of how they planed the RS to work.

Argh, why did I forget about this? That's exactly how I used to do it.

@Pegaso,

The resampling idea is a good one. Thanks. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17947|17941|2010-03-11 07:45:10|Ian Vine|Re: Equivalent to MPC's 'One Shot' feature?|
I was certain there must be a one-shot trigger mode but could I find it, could I b*ll*cks.

As pegaso suggests use the amp envelope, but I'd recommend adjusting sustain=0, and adjust the decay and release to the same value to give you tha sound you want.
Doing it this way the hit will sound the same whether you hold the pad or just hit it. I'm assuming with this your talking about short drum sounds. If your using long
samples maybe the release time won't be long enough. One thing to watch out for is if you've set a long release time the note can still be playing even though the sample
has finished, if you keep triggering you'll run out of voices, set the voice MONO to stop this.

You may be able to use the play fx settings, but I think that only applies to patterns.

I've sliced up samples using slice+seq in the sampling page and the envelope settings affect each slice. I'll have to look back at this. Each slice is triggered by its own note
in the pattern and the pattern has the voice settings. (I think) 

IanV

________________________________
From: pegaso <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, 11 March, 2010 5:07:52
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Equivalent to MPC's 'One Shot' feature?

1) Amp envelope- decay to 0, sustain and release to 127?

2) Adjust the settings to suit the first slice, resample onto the same key to overwrite the original, adjust settings to suit second slice, resample etc. 

Another way is the divide drum track job, it will map each key's sample and sequence to a seperate track overwriting whatever is there (read manual) then tweak, if you
need the slices back on the same track resample and use mix phrase job.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> Two sampled drum questions . . .
> 
> 1) How do I set it so when I had a drum pad or key that it stays on 
> until I release it? In other words, it plays the entire sample 
> without me holding it down? This is especially irritating when 
> programming in grid mode.
> 
> 2) How can I set decay, attack, etc. separately for each chop instead 
> of the entire track?
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17948|17877|2010-03-15 00:09:12|Clifford|Re: Looking for Hanns- daslemma - user from Germany|
Ya that would be great but I'm not holding my breath- it has been years. I've scoured my archived email and old hard drives and cannot find any of the tracks. If only I
would have gotten a last name in one of our email exchanges.
Thanks again
dusting off my RS- I would pay large to be able to slice/remix faster- we need a RS7000 with Virus sound engine and multi core cpu!
:)
Clifford

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Sorry to hear you can't get a hold of them, maybe they'll check back here some time and see your message.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
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> >
> > Still no luck- hope someone can help- thanks
> > Om
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "om_audio" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello- 
> > > 
> > > I used to be in touch with a user I met here and am looking to reconnect or at least find the 5 or 6 tracks he shared with me. I recall one track was called
Seenplatte and another was Apfelmusik and another was EmptStom
> > > 
> > > He was very nice and talented- any help appreciated.
> > > 
> > > Om
> > >
> >
>

| 17949|17949|2010-03-16 02:38:43|Jay Schwebel|Is there no internal storage?|
Hi everyone- I'm excited to be about 2 hours into an rs7000. I'm a long time RM1x user and finally took the plunge. I hit a bump right away that I bet everyone knows. I
didn't see anything in the FAQ- Is there no internal storage? I made a pattern and recorded a few samples then turned the thing off- when I turned it on again the whole
thing was gone- is that how it works? On the RM1x my patterns don't need to load every time... If you do have to load every time - is that as annoying as I think it is going
to be?

Kindly,
Snailster

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17950|17949|2010-03-16 03:17:14|zamisers7k|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
Congrats and welcome to the list!

You are correct, it is a good idea and the QY series do that too, but don't despair load times on the RS should be minimal as long as you don't over use samples and don't
load everything you arn't going to use all the time. You can also setup autoload files, a bit tricky at first if you decide do it, its doable but personally, I prefer to usually
work with just one pattern, chain, or song at at time and keep everything else blanked out and load over that one if I want to start something new or different. Workflow
will be a bit odd at first, but you will get use to it and eventually see it isn't so bad and quite ingenious with the way it handles Chaining the patterns and converting them
to songs. Just have to stick to it and get over the initial learning curve, you'll fall in love and know it is the best.

May I also suggest if you don't have already, max out the internal memory to 64 meg and get a 64 meg SM card and reader that will allow you to manage your RS files
between it and computer. You will run out of space quickly if you want to do any worthy sampling on it.

Let us know if you run in to any other troubles, we are here to help when we can :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jay Schwebel wrote:
>
> Hi everyone- I'm excited to be about 2 hours into an rs7000. I'm a long time RM1x user and finally took the plunge. I hit a bump right away that I bet
everyone knows. I didn't see anything in the FAQ- Is there no internal storage? I made a pattern and recorded a few samples then turned the thing off- when I
turned it on again the whole thing was gone- is that how it works? On the RM1x my patterns don't need to load every time... If you do have to load every time
- is that as annoying as I think it is going to be?
> 
> Kindly,
> Snailster
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17951|17949|2010-03-16 17:29:19|Jay Arroyo|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
All hardware units with sampling capabilities require saving sampled audio to a medium of some sort (compact flash, scsi drive, etc). The RS probably shows the limits of
itself due to "uncomfortable" load times when using samples (especially loops). Overall, it handles sampled audio very well, but doesn't have a good way to save/recall
that data. I think most people would agree that an RS10K is long over due (USB connection, internal hard drive, compact flash storage, etc.). Even if they did nothing to
improve the sequencing engine (one of the best I've ever worked with), increasing the sampling time and the speed of loading those samples would make it a very serious
workstation, even by today's standards.

--- On Tue, 3/16/10, Jay Schwebel <snailster@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: Jay Schwebel <snailster@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Is there no internal storage?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, March 16, 2010, 12:24 AM
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Hi everyone- I'm excited to be about 2 hours into an rs7000. I'm a long time RM1x user and finally took the plunge. I hit a bump right away that I bet
everyone knows. I didn't see anything in the FAQ- Is there no internal storage? I made a pattern and recorded a few samples then turned the thing off- when I
turned it on again the whole thing was gone- is that how it works? On the RM1x my patterns don't need to load every time... If you do have to load every time
- is that as annoying as I think it is going to be?

Kindly,

Snailster

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17952|17949|2010-03-16 21:12:25|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
On Mar 16, 2010, at 7:29 PM, Jay Arroyo wrote:

> I think most people would agree that an RS10K is long over due (USB 
> connection, internal hard drive, compact flash storage, etc.).

Seems like Yamaha has thrown in the towel when it comes to 
'grooveboxes' so I'm not holding my breath. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17953|17953|2010-03-17 07:19:32|zamisers7k|Slaving RS start/stop play?|
Was trying to slave a second RS last night... anyone get start/stop play message to work with RS as a slave? Wondering if it is something I'm missing, looked all over
manual and searched around, no luck, total bummer.
| 17954|17953|2010-03-18 06:20:53|Ian Vine|Re: Slaving RS start/stop play?|
You need to set up your main RS to send clock and midi machine control and the second rs to receive both

IanV

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 17 March, 2010 13:13:19
Subject: [RS7000] Slaving RS start/stop play?

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Was trying to slave a second RS last night... anyone get start/stop play message to work with RS as a slave? Wondering if it is something I'm missing, looked all over
manual and searched around, no luck, total bummer.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17955|17953|2010-03-18 17:29:20|zamisers7k|Re: Slaving RS start/stop play?|
Thanks IanV! Thought I was going crazy... I'm not sure why this wasn't working the other night, I tried everything, maybe they needed to be powered down, a total user
mental laps, or something... but its working now and I'm happier than a clam orgy. Wooooo bubbles!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> You need to set up your main RS to send clock and midi machine control and the second rs to receive both
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 17 March, 2010 13:13:19
> Subject: [RS7000] Slaving RS start/stop play?
> 
> 
> Was trying to slave a second RS last night... anyone get start/stop play message to work with RS as a slave? Wondering if it is something I'm missing,
looked all over manual and searched around, no luck, total bummer.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17956|17949|2010-03-19 03:36:24|Erwin Goossens|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
I refer to this for more info about more storage for the RS7000
http://www.flickr.com/photos/dandydanny/2114284291/
 
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

Greetings
egosys
 

--- On Wed, 3/17/10, Jay Arroyo <bassrokwell@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: Jay Arroyo <bassrokwell@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Is there no internal storage?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, March 17, 2010, 12:29 AM

  

All hardware units with sampling capabilities require saving sampled audio to a medium of some sort (compact flash, scsi drive, etc). The RS probably shows
the limits of itself due to "uncomfortable" load times when using samples (especially loops). Overall, it handles sampled audio very well, but doesn't have a
good way to save/recall that data. I think most people would agree that an RS10K is long over due (USB connection, internal hard drive, compact flash
storage, etc.). Even if they did nothing to improve the sequencing engine (one of the best I've ever worked with), increasing the sampling time and the speed
of loading those samples would make it a very serious workstation, even by today's standards.

--- On Tue, 3/16/10, Jay Schwebel wrote:

From: Jay Schwebel 
Subject: [RS7000] Is there no internal storage?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
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Date: Tuesday, March 16, 2010, 12:24 AM

 

Hi everyone- I'm excited to be about 2 hours into an rs7000. I'm a long time RM1x user and finally took the plunge. I hit a bump right away that I bet
everyone knows. I didn't see anything in the FAQ- Is there no internal storage? I made a pattern and recorded a few samples then turned the thing off- when I
turned it on again the whole thing was gone- is that how it works? On the RM1x my patterns don't need to load every time... If you do have to load every time
- is that as annoying as I think it is going to be?

Kindly,

Snailster

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17957|17957|2010-03-19 03:38:00|Erwin Goossens|Re: Tip: Learn Your ADSR|
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthesizer
 
greetings
egosys

--- On Thu, 3/11/10, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Tip: Learn Your ADSR
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, March 11, 2010, 6:34 AM

  

Did you know your RS has a 4 stage envelope for Amp, Filter, and Pitch?

I don't think you can record envelope sweeps, but it is pretty amazing to manually tweak them during realtime live play.

Attack - works kind of opposite from the others, lower or to the left is quicker and snappier for using on the Amp, slow it down to the right for stringy
morphing fade ins instead of using track volume/velocity.

Decay - What can I say? Good for cranking all the way to left to open up your dead filter, I bet you didn't know how dead your cutoff and res was on half the
canned sounds until you open up the filter's decay. Use it on filter as a second cutoff sweeper. Also, recently learning you can give your kicks and snares
seemingly a little more punch by by decreasing the decay slightly so they don't bleed out into the mix as much and drop out slightly quicker (wish there was
an opposite to this, make them bleed out way longer, mainly for crashes, but shorter is pretty cool for the kicks and snares) anyway.

Sustain - Pitch that bitch down or up a few degrees on pitch, and you'll have dropping bombs or sliding gliding screaming deamons. In combo with
portamento and pitch bending you can totally freak it all way out.

Release - Surprise! Did you know you know you can increase this on Amp with samples on an attack loop with the loop in the middle of the sample for
glitches, then upon note off it'll fade out the rest of the sample? Between adjusting the gate time under Sequence Play FX and the Release time you can come
up with some short blipy stuff or long drawn out drony stuff. Like attack fadding in, fade that release sound out of your mix.

Happy RSing All!

Zam

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthesizer
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17958|17949|2010-03-19 03:54:06|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
I'm personally a fan of SCSI 4 Sampler's external SCSI flash reader -- 
though a bit pricey.

On Mar 19, 2010, at 5:36 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> I refer to this for more info about more storage for the RS7000
> http://www.flickr.com/photos/dandydanny/2114284291/
>
> http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17959|17949|2010-03-19 04:41:38|Erwin Goossens|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
dear Haroon,
 
That's great for the SU700 sampler from yamaha.
Do you have one in stock ?

--- On Fri, 3/19/10, Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com> wrote:

From: Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Is there no internal storage?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, March 19, 2010, 10:53 AM

  

I'm personally a fan of SCSI 4 Sampler's external SCSI flash reader -- 
though a bit pricey.

On Mar 19, 2010, at 5:36 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> I refer to this for more info about more storage for the RS7000
> http://www.flickr com/photos/ dandydanny/ 2114284291/
>
> http://www.dandydan ny.org/tech/

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17960|17960|2010-03-19 04:51:55|wwwegosysbe|Loading Yamaha mo factory presets in Rs7000|
Does anybody know if it is possible to load yamaha motif factory presets in the rs7000.

And where can we all download these yamaha factory presets ?

I think if it is possible it could be it can be very nice to enhance your arsenal of sounds in the rs7000 with the autoload function maybe.

Thanks in advance

www.egosys.be
| 17961|17949|2010-03-19 04:58:23|Erwin Goossens|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
Hello again,
 
Do you know if it is possible to load yamaha motif factory presets in the rs7000.

And where can we all download these yamaha factory presets ?

I think if it is possible it could be it can be very nice to enhance your arsenal of sounds in the rs7000 with the autoload function maybe.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/dandydanny/2114284291/
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
mailto:abofaisal@gmail.com
mailto:abofaisal@gmail.com
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http://www.dandydan/


Thanks in advance

--- On Fri, 3/19/10, Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com> wrote:

From: Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Is there no internal storage?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, March 19, 2010, 10:53 AM

  

I'm personally a fan of SCSI 4 Sampler's external SCSI flash reader -- 
though a bit pricey.

On Mar 19, 2010, at 5:36 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> I refer to this for more info about more storage for the RS7000
> http://www.flickr com/photos/ dandydanny/ 2114284291/
>
> http://www.dandydan ny.org/tech/

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17962|17949|2010-03-19 05:03:08|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Is there no internal storage?|
I got it from here:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard_ext.asp

Looks like his price might've gone down a little.

On Mar 19, 2010, at 6:40 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> dear Haroon,
>
> That's great for the SU700 sampler from yamaha.
> Do you have one in stock ?
>
> --- On Fri, 3/19/10, Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> From: Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Is there no internal storage?
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, March 19, 2010, 10:53 AM
>
>
>
> I'm personally a fan of SCSI 4 Sampler's external SCSI flash reader --
> though a bit pricey.
>
> On Mar 19, 2010, at 5:36 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:
>
> > I refer to this for more info about more storage for the RS7000
> > http://www.flickr com/photos/ dandydanny/ 2114284291/
> >
> > http://www.dandydan ny.org/tech/
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17963|1220|2010-03-19 05:07:59|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /amsterdam_beat.zip 
Uploaded by : wwwegosysbe <wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com> 
Description : My sampled Rs7000 beat 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/amsterdam_beat.zip 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/forms/general.htmlfiles

Regards,

wwwegosysbe <wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com>
| 17964|17960|2010-03-19 07:07:34|zamisers7k|Re: Loading Yamaha mo factory presets in Rs7000|
If you are talking about phrases/sequences that might be out there somewhere in midi form, or someone could make them in to some patterns with a bunch of user phrases
that came from the motif included in it. It'd probably be a bit time consuming but I think doable.

If you are talking about the voice/patches then I'd say no. 

I think the voice architecture might be too different between the two synth engines to have them sound similar, cool idea though if it was possible to swap out voices.
However, I think doing that would also bring up a host of other issues, stuff I seen on other gear where you change out a voice bank, store it, then load up an old song and
it winds up sounding different. The RS doesn't have this issue with the way it limits voice editing to only the presets.

I'm rambling on, in short phrase/sequences doable but don't know if anyone has done it, voices are doubtful, but can always sample them ;)

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "wwwegosysbe" wrote:
>
> Does anybody know if it is possible to load yamaha motif factory presets in the rs7000.
> 
> And where can we all download these yamaha factory presets ?
> 
> I think if it is possible it could be it can be very nice to enhance your arsenal of sounds in the rs7000 with the autoload function maybe.
> 
> Thanks in advance
> 
> www.egosys.be
>

| 17965|1220|2010-03-19 07:17:06|zamisers7k|Re: New file uploaded to RS7000|
Neat sounding dancy beats :)

I moved it over in to the short samps folder here to keep root clean tho. FYIs.

Thanks for u/ln it

Zam/Moderator

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
>
> 
> Hello,
> 
> This email message is a notification to let you know that
> a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
> group.
> 
> File : /amsterdam_beat.zip 
> Uploaded by : wwwegosysbe 
> Description : My sampled Rs7000 beat 
> 
> You can access this file at the URL:
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/amsterdam_beat.zip 
> 
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> To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
> http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/forms/general.htmlfiles
> 
> Regards,
> 
> wwwegosysbe 
>

| 17966|17957|2010-03-19 07:31:46|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Learn Your ADSR|
You seen that hehheh... deleted that post off the list, after going over it I noticed some mistakes, plus I sounded like a douche, when a link explaining it all works much
better ;)

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Erwin Goossens wrote:
>
> 
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthesizer
> Â 
> greetings
> egosys
> 

| 17967|17967|2010-03-26 12:20:59|Ian|RS7000 + two 128mb SM Cards for sale|
In great condition, Every knob & button works great.
Make me a reasonable offer!, I will also consider trades.
Jason 916-214-1570 Sacramento, CA
| 17968|17968|2010-03-26 14:39:06|seahawkwpt|Newbie Needs Some Help Desperately|
I'm new to the users group but I've been doing midi sequencing ever since the concept came out in the 80's. I've always used Cakewalk's software sequencer on a
computer and have no experience in patttern programming although I understand the concept well enough. The RS7000 is my first use of a hardware sequencer but as you
see, I'm really not wanting to use it to compose with but as a sophisticated midi file player.

I bought a RS7000 to play midi files with through my own sound modules (Triton rack, Receptor, Kawai K4R, and 3 drum machines). I'm using all midi-controlled
mixing with Yamaha DMP-11s cascaded together for synths and Simmons SMP 8:2 mixers for drums totaling 32 channels in all split evenly between sound modules and
drums. I have midi patchbays that send out patch changes to all so I hit a single patch number at the top of the chain and all the modules, mixing, and effects change to
what was set up for that song. This is for live performance with a guitar player and a vocalist while I'm a B3 player who still lugs the real thing around with a big ole
Leslie. I've purchased some midi backing files that sound good on my computer and am ready to import them into the RS7000 and assign the external modules to the right
sounds. I need to be able to either pre-load a set's worth of .mid files (10 to 15 songs) or have a fast way of loading them one at a time so the performance doesn't drag.
Suggestions on how others are doing the loading for live performance would be helpful.

I'm having trouble with the midi files which sound great on my computer but have numerous problems when imported into the RS. Sometimes the drum track gets set to
Grand Piano and other GM sounds just suck although some are just fine. I assume that is because my computer has better GM instruments and the RS7000's GM
instruments are just crappy and that doesn't really matter since I'm using external modules anyway. I always have to transpose the bass up one octave in Sonar Producer
for every .mid file or it's always too low for the patch. Also a GM instrument problem I think and not a problem to do the transpose. Also, when the sequence finishes, it
always starts right up again if I don't hit stop immediately. Not good for live performance where it needs to play and stop cold. I'm importing into patterns but maybe I
should be importing into songs instead? There is no real information I can find in the manual addressing my usage of the RS7000 so I guess what I'm doing is not
considered one of the normal ways to use this unit. 

If I write a sequence in Sonar and save it to a .mid file and import it into the RS, any blank tracks are not imported and the tracks containing data are scrunched up to the
lower numbered tracks and renumbered which also changes their midi assignment. Track 10 which is always my drum track for example may become track 7 and respond
to midi channel 7 which isn't the channel the drums are on of course. It would be handy to be able to have track 7 be my drum track if I want and respond to midi channel
10. I have had to assign instruments and midi channels to blank tracks to make the tracks stay in order and make sure there are 16 tracks when I import them even if there
is only data on 5 tracks. It seems as if the RS7000 is laid out to have 16 tracks present and accounted for and the track number is always the midi channel number too. I
know you can change the midi out assignments on the RS7000 but I need to be able to load a song and go without any editing to be done before starting the sequence.
Besides, any modifications I make are lost for the next time since there's no storage outside of SM cards. What can I do to make a specific part be assigned to a specific
midi channel regardless of track number? Do I always have to rearrange the tracks in Sonar before saving to have them in track/midi channel order?

The manual talks about creating and editing patterns, chains, and songs and so forth but I want to do my sequencing work in Sonar and just import the saved midi files
into the RS7000 to play the gigs with. That function isn't covered in the manual whatsoever. There are only a couple of brief references to .mid fifles at all that I could find
and nothing on how to use them like I intend to. I need to know how to do these things I've detailed in this post. Any help in finding places to acquire knowledge in those
areas would be appreciated as well as anyone willing to help out doubly so. 

When I bought the RS7000, I first tried to find just a simple midi-file player that would output the midi channels assigned to the tracks in the sequence and mute and
unmute tracks but everything I looked at was a karaoke machine at heart only playing GM files with no midi out capability to trigger external modules with so I bought
the RS7000. The reason I don't use a computer is that I did this kind of performing a few years back with a computer and it would crash in the middle of a song at times.
Research suggested that hardware sequencers are much more stable than a computer and rarely crash on stage in live performance. The RS7000 was supposed to be the
best one out there for doing live performance so now I'm stuck trying to get it up and working while the rest of the band sits and twiddles their thumbs.

Please, before I take up more of anyone's time in this forum with all these questions, are there any tutorials I can read on my own that contain specific information on
using the RS7000 as a live midi file player with external modules and offer tips to make it work better with less hassles? I'm perfectly willing to read and learn on my own
but I can't find any material that helps with my specific problems even after doing extensive searching on the net and reading through the users manual. I'm hoping that I
just don't know where to go and someone can point me in the right direction rather than the reason I can't find it is that the information isn't out there to be had. The
RS7000 was touted to be an easy machine to use in live performance and easy to learn but it's been anything but easy for me with the lack of information.

Sorry about the long winded post. I hope someone can point me in the right direction if there is such a thing. I know there are people out there doing what I want to do so
someone must know how to do it. 

Bill T. In Alaska
| 17969|17968|2010-03-26 15:36:21|zamisers7k|Re: Newbie Needs Some Help Desperately|
Hi Bill, and welcome to the list!

http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/forms/general.htmlfiles
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthesizer


Sorry I didn't catch and approve your message sooner, I usually check daily but this one slipped through the crack for some reason, your following messages should go
through right away from now on when you post to the list.

I don't know if I'll be able to answer all your questions but if I miss something then just ask again. I'm not a midi expert, and I mostly work with the RS alone, there may
be more folks here that can give you better help than I, but I'll give it a shot.

Are you importing the .smf midi file in to Song Mode? Sounds like you might be doing that in Pattern mode which would be causing it to loop.

If its just midi files, you should be able load them quickly and easily in to the Song Mode songs any way you decide, this shouldn't be a problem on the RS. Once you get
them all in there do a save All on song mode. Or do it one at a time, usually how I do it, and just save the individual songs so you can load them in to any song slot at any
time. As long as its just midi data it should load it up fairly quickly off the SM Card. 

You likely will have to change the voice banks and re-save it as an RS .R2S for Song or .R2A for everything. Re-saving or exporting back to midi I think will loose some
of the RS settings, but should at least keep all the note data in tact, everything else I am not so sure about, but it sounds like you need to keep program changes for
external synths and gear, you may have to figure out which way works best for you through trial and error.

As for the tracks being rearranged to fill the gap of a missing or empty track, I'm not really sure what is going on there, I remember trying to save and load midi from
Cakewalk a while back and I remember there being some strange issues too and having to load the midi files in something else and resaving on that before it would import
the way I wanted it to on the RS. I'm thinking it might have something to do with the format of the midi being 1 or 0, I think the RS knows 0 format. Not sure if that is
what is causing the issue or not, but perhaps looking in to it, to see if cakewalk is saving in the right format.

This seems like one of those deals where I wish I could be there and see exactly what is happening and be able to tell or fix or come up with some quick work around to
help.

There is is a tutorial or two in the files section here on the list, but not sure if any of them will be a big help for exactly what you are doing.

The only other thing I can think of would be to play the songs in to the RS via midi and record them that way instead of importing the .mid/.smf file. Anyway I look at it
though, it seems like you will have to spend some time sorting some of the differences out. I think you'd likely run in to many of the same troubles on any other hardware
sequencer, maybe more maybe less, but always something.

Hope you can keep at it and get it worked out, keep us updated on your progress and hopefully we can be of some help for ya.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "seahawkwpt" wrote:
>
> I'm new to the users group but I've been doing midi sequencing ever since the concept came out in the 80's. I've always used Cakewalk's software sequencer
on a computer and have no experience in patttern programming although I understand the concept well enough. The RS7000 is my first use of a hardware
sequencer but as you see, I'm really not wanting to use it to compose with but as a sophisticated midi file player.
> 
> I bought a RS7000 to play midi files with through my own sound modules (Triton rack, Receptor, Kawai K4R, and 3 drum machines). I'm using all midi-
controlled mixing with Yamaha DMP-11s cascaded together for synths and Simmons SMP 8:2 mixers for drums totaling 32 channels in all split evenly
between sound modules and drums. I have midi patchbays that send out patch changes to all so I hit a single patch number at the top of the chain and all the
modules, mixing, and effects change to what was set up for that song. This is for live performance with a guitar player and a vocalist while I'm a B3 player
who still lugs the real thing around with a big ole Leslie. I've purchased some midi backing files that sound good on my computer and am ready to import
them into the RS7000 and assign the external modules to the right sounds. I need to be able to either pre-load a set's worth of .mid files (10 to 15 songs) or
have a fast way of loading them one at a time so the performance doesn't drag. Suggestions on how others are doing the loading for live performance would
be helpful.
> 
> I'm having trouble with the midi files which sound great on my computer but have numerous problems when imported into the RS. Sometimes the drum
track gets set to Grand Piano and other GM sounds just suck although some are just fine. I assume that is because my computer has better GM instruments
and the RS7000's GM instruments are just crappy and that doesn't really matter since I'm using external modules anyway. I always have to transpose the bass
up one octave in Sonar Producer for every .mid file or it's always too low for the patch. Also a GM instrument problem I think and not a problem to do the
transpose. Also, when the sequence finishes, it always starts right up again if I don't hit stop immediately. Not good for live performance where it needs to
play and stop cold. I'm importing into patterns but maybe I should be importing into songs instead? There is no real information I can find in the manual
addressing my usage of the RS7000 so I guess what I'm doing is not considered one of the normal ways to use this unit. 
> 
> If I write a sequence in Sonar and save it to a .mid file and import it into the RS, any blank tracks are not imported and the tracks containing data are
scrunched up to the lower numbered tracks and renumbered which also changes their midi assignment. Track 10 which is always my drum track for example
may become track 7 and respond to midi channel 7 which isn't the channel the drums are on of course. It would be handy to be able to have track 7 be my
drum track if I want and respond to midi channel 10. I have had to assign instruments and midi channels to blank tracks to make the tracks stay in order and
make sure there are 16 tracks when I import them even if there is only data on 5 tracks. It seems as if the RS7000 is laid out to have 16 tracks present and
accounted for and the track number is always the midi channel number too. I know you can change the midi out assignments on the RS7000 but I need to be
able to load a song and go without any editing to be done before starting the sequence. Besides, any modifications I make are lost for the next time since
there's no storage outside of SM cards. What can I do to make a specific part be assigned to a specific midi channel regardless of track number? Do I always
have to rearrange the tracks in Sonar before saving to have them in track/midi channel order?
> 
> The manual talks about creating and editing patterns, chains, and songs and so forth but I want to do my sequencing work in Sonar and just import the
saved midi files into the RS7000 to play the gigs with. That function isn't covered in the manual whatsoever. There are only a couple of brief references to
.mid fifles at all that I could find and nothing on how to use them like I intend to. I need to know how to do these things I've detailed in this post. Any help in
finding places to acquire knowledge in those areas would be appreciated as well as anyone willing to help out doubly so. 
> 
> When I bought the RS7000, I first tried to find just a simple midi-file player that would output the midi channels assigned to the tracks in the sequence and
mute and unmute tracks but everything I looked at was a karaoke machine at heart only playing GM files with no midi out capability to trigger external
modules with so I bought the RS7000. The reason I don't use a computer is that I did this kind of performing a few years back with a computer and it would
crash in the middle of a song at times. Research suggested that hardware sequencers are much more stable than a computer and rarely crash on stage in live
performance. The RS7000 was supposed to be the best one out there for doing live performance so now I'm stuck trying to get it up and working while the
rest of the band sits and twiddles their thumbs.
> 
> Please, before I take up more of anyone's time in this forum with all these questions, are there any tutorials I can read on my own that contain specific
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information on using the RS7000 as a live midi file player with external modules and offer tips to make it work better with less hassles? I'm perfectly willing
to read and learn on my own but I can't find any material that helps with my specific problems even after doing extensive searching on the net and reading
through the users manual. I'm hoping that I just don't know where to go and someone can point me in the right direction rather than the reason I can't find it is
that the information isn't out there to be had. The RS7000 was touted to be an easy machine to use in live performance and easy to learn but it's been anything
but easy for me with the lack of information.
> 
> Sorry about the long winded post. I hope someone can point me in the right direction if there is such a thing. I know there are people out there doing what I
want to do so someone must know how to do it. 
> 
> Bill T. In Alaska
>

| 17970|17968|2010-03-27 13:04:16|Ryan Gallagher|auctioning my RS700|
Just wanted to let you guys know, I'm auctioning my RS700 w/a few extras.

http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-RS-7000-Music-Production-Studio_W0QQitemZ200454824807QQcmdZViewItemQQptZLH_DefaultDomain_0?
hash=item2eac09e367#ht_1375wt_1226

Thanks,
-ry 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17971|17925|2010-03-28 03:10:55|zamisers7k|Re: Making Dubstep on RS?|
I've been getting more in to this dubstep stuff on the RS:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJNfkeCKXSA

Got a few secrets, willing to share RS files for remixes, let me know.

Zam
| 17972|17972|2010-03-31 10:19:09|snailster|Slice acting very weird...|
Hey all I'm wondering if anyone has experienced the following whenever I slice anything(in any mode) on the RS7k it returns slices which are only about 1ms each. If I
try to play it each note makes just the smallest little "tic'. When I look at the samples each is practicly only half a waveform long. Super weird... If I audition the loop
before I slice it seems totally normal. This is true even for "Quick" mode. Any body got any ideas?

Kindly,
Tim
| 17973|17972|2010-03-31 10:47:47|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Slice acting very weird...|
Are you using the correct time signature and/or setting the correct 
number of measure for the sample? Also, are you trimming it into a 
loop before slicing? Mistakes in any of those could possibly cause 
what you're experiencing.

On Mar 31, 2010, at 12:18 PM, snailster wrote:

> Hey all I'm wondering if anyone has experienced the following 
> whenever I slice anything(in any mode) on the RS7k it returns slices 
> which are only about 1ms each. If I try to play it each note makes 
> just the smallest little "tic'. When I look at the samples each is 
> practicly only half a waveform long. Super weird... If I audition 
> the loop before I slice it seems totally normal. This is true even 
> for "Quick" mode. Any body got any ideas?
>
> Kindly,
> Tim
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17974|17972|2010-03-31 15:55:51|zamisers7k|Re: Slice acting very weird...|
This sounds a bit familar for some reason, something that I remember happening a long time ago to me or someone else on here, but I can't seem to find any old posts
about it.

I'm thinking it might be an older OS issue. Do you have the latest OS in it?

If it is a slice setting you can't find or get right, perhaps try doing a factory reset.

Other than obvious, like way too short of a sample to be slicing or something, if none of that clears it up then all I can think of then is bad or poor memory in your RS.

Let us know if you get it worked out and what it was...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "snailster" wrote:
>
> Hey all I'm wondering if anyone has experienced the following whenever I slice anything(in any mode) on the RS7k it returns slices which are only about

http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-RS7000-RS-7000-Music-Production-Studio_W0QQitemZ200454824807QQcmdZViewItemQQptZLH_DefaultDomain_0?hash=item2eac09e367#ht_1375wt_1226
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJNfkeCKXSA
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1ms each. If I try to play it each note makes just the smallest little "tic'. When I look at the samples each is practicly only half a waveform long. Super weird...
If I audition the loop before I slice it seems totally normal. This is true even for "Quick" mode. Any body got any ideas?
> 
> Kindly,
> Tim
>

| 17975|17975|2010-04-01 23:53:14|zamisers7k|Tip: Cool Tip maybe {edit mode velocity for mono)|
Hi RSers!

I'm not sure how well this is working yet, but the concept seems sound.

You all know the difrence between having your voice in mono, instead of poly correct?

Well if you don't know fiddle around with putting the voices in mono, cause most are in poly [Voice Edit 2 menues deep].

Ok, so you got mono going and have a seqeunce of notes with portamento on them for that sweet glide effect... but some of the notes kind of suck, and some of the others
don't suck. However, when you delete the sucky ones it affects the non sucky ones so they no longer slide... well here is the sollution!

Go in to [Edit (enter on the # pad)] and reduce the velocity of the sucky notes to "1", instead of deleting them.

Yaaah!

Zam
| 17976|17975|2010-04-03 06:05:31|planetfrog2000|Re: Tip: Cool Tip maybe {edit mode velocity for mono)|
good thinking Zam, cheers :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Hi RSers!
> 
> I'm not sure how well this is working yet, but the concept seems sound.
> 
> You all know the difrence between having your voice in mono, instead of poly correct?
> 
> Well if you don't know fiddle around with putting the voices in mono, cause most are in poly [Voice Edit 2 menues deep].
> 
> Ok, so you got mono going and have a seqeunce of notes with portamento on them for that sweet glide effect... but some of the notes kind of suck, and
some of the others don't suck. However, when you delete the sucky ones it affects the non sucky ones so they no longer slide... well here is the sollution!
> 
> Go in to [Edit (enter on the # pad)] and reduce the velocity of the sucky notes to "1", instead of deleting them.
> 
> 
> Yaaah!
> 
> Zam
>

| 17977|17921|2010-04-04 11:01:23|sinister acoustics|Re: program change|
Sorry for the late reply.

I have tried to change the filter when the rs was not running then saved the pattern but the problem is still there.

thanks for your time to try to help me :)

I thought maybe it was because the sample was in "local" and sampled a new sound in a "common" voice but no result.

Greets,
Danny

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> If I remember this right, certain parameters, like the filters, are stored as part of the sample bank instead of to the track like they do be for the built in voices.
You have to keep that in mind with samples, it seems like it don't make sense compared to internal voices, but it kind of does so you can use the same sample
and have it sound the same globally if needed I think is the logic.
> 
> So, if you want to have the filter stay the same after changing it on a sampled track, then I think you have to do a save pattern or song first which will store
the sample's new parameters as it's default settings.
> 
> Can be a little tricky I suppose, especially when swapping sections too the filters will revert too.
> 
> If you want the same sample on the same track but with a different filter on another section, I've noticed it helps to just copy the sample over to another
bank and switch it to that bank, basically you'd be using two different samples with different default settings for the filter. I think this would apply to program
changes as well if your wanting to switch and keep the different filters after a program change. So you'll be PCing between two difrent samples instead of one
hoping to keep the filter you want. I think the trick will be to remember to save the pattern or song so the changed filter on the samples will be remembered
by the RS before you play it and the PC takes effect and reverts it.
> 
> Hope that made some sense.
> 
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> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sinisteracoustics" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I am recently using program chane data for samples in the rs7000.
> > The odd thing is that it also changes the filter type.
> > Does anyone know what that coul cause?
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks,
> > Danny
> >
>

| 17978|17978|2010-04-04 12:14:06|Ian|New Images added|
I had to replace a few buttons and knobs, while doing so I took some images. They are in an album called "deep inside".. enjoy
| 17979|17979|2010-04-05 06:45:31|rs7king|looking for Tutorials|
hey,

I'm looking for RS7K Tutorials that explain Sampling and Pattern creation (with Jobs like Create Roll). I've got the Manual ,the Producers Guide and the Power User
Manual.

Do you Guys know any other good Tutorials ?
| 17980|17978|2010-04-06 13:35:57|zamisers7k|Re: New Images added|
Neat to see the minikey button board like that, sort of like looking at an surgical operation.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> I had to replace a few buttons and knobs, while doing so I took some images. They are in an album called "deep inside".. enjoy
>

| 17981|17979|2010-04-06 13:37:28|zamisers7k|Re: looking for Tutorials|
None that I know of... I might make some more youtube vid tutorials soon. Maybe I could cover some of that if interested. I don't use the Create Roll Job much if at all
though, but could be intresting still to see if I could show anything useful I could do with it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> hey,
> 
> I'm looking for RS7K Tutorials that explain Sampling and Pattern creation (with Jobs like Create Roll). I've got the Manual ,the Producers Guide and the
Power User Manual.
> 
> Do you Guys know any other good Tutorials ?
>

| 17982|17979|2010-04-07 03:31:16|Ian Vine|Re: looking for Tutorials|
Check out slikdarelic on you tube 

IanV

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 6 April, 2010 20:36:30
Subject: [RS7000] Re: looking for Tutorials

None that I know of... I might make some more youtube vid tutorials soon. Maybe I could cover some of that if interested. I don't use the Create Roll Job much if at all
though, but could be intresting still to see if I could show anything useful I could do with it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> hey,
> 
> I'm looking for RS7K Tutorials that explain Sampling and Pattern creation (with Jobs like Create Roll). I've got the Manual ,the Producers Guide and the
Power User Manual.
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> 
> Do you Guys know any other good Tutorials ?
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17983|17972|2010-04-08 21:35:28|snailster|Re: Slice acting very weird...|
Thanks for the advice all, it turns out that the RAM I'd put in was no good. I pulled it out and suddenly the slice worked fine (albeit with 4mb of RAM) Anyway, I ordered
2 new 32mb SIMMS from Arch memory who have a specific listing for RS7000 and now it works like a charm!
http://www.archmemory.com/memory.cfm/Yamaha-Memory-RS7000-17240

Kindly,
Tim

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> This sounds a bit familar for some reason, something that I remember happening a long time ago to me or someone else on here, but I can't seem to find any
old posts about it.
> 
> I'm thinking it might be an older OS issue. Do you have the latest OS in it?
> 
> If it is a slice setting you can't find or get right, perhaps try doing a factory reset.
> 
> Other than obvious, like way too short of a sample to be slicing or something, if none of that clears it up then all I can think of then is bad or poor memory
in your RS.
> 
> Let us know if you get it worked out and what it was...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "snailster" wrote:
> >
> > Hey all I'm wondering if anyone has experienced the following whenever I slice anything(in any mode) on the RS7k it returns slices which are only about
1ms each. If I try to play it each note makes just the smallest little "tic'. When I look at the samples each is practicly only half a waveform long. Super weird...
If I audition the loop before I slice it seems totally normal. This is true even for "Quick" mode. Any body got any ideas?
> > 
> > Kindly,
> > Tim
> >
>

| 17984|17984|2010-04-08 21:51:43|snailster|External Gear Tip|
Hi group- just to be more then simply an info leach I'd like to offer one trick I use with the RS7K:

I use the RS to control external gear. I was looking for a way to get my patches all set up automatically when I select a style.

I'd hoped that program change data would get sent when you loaded up a style- it doesn't, the program for a track or phrase is stored in a "private" header which is not
transmitted out.

The next thing I tried was putting a PC entry at the top of my phrase in my phrase editor but that means that the patch of the external hardware gets reset at the top of the
phrase- not cool if you are twiddling knobs or want to change the program live.

Finally I came up with the following- I set up special phrases in style P which have nothing in them but Program Chang data- this initializes al of my external gear to the
settings I want for the style. Then I can go back to my normal A-J patterns and have at it. This isn't perfect for switching styles in a continuous live set but it can be done
pretty quickly. If you keep the kick going on track 1 even or some melodic transition using internal sounds in your style P it can be pretty smooth.

Hopefully this tip is useful to someone.

Also hopefully this work around isn't actually something dumb and done way more easily. If so- I'll find something useful for this group g'damnit!
| 17985|17984|2010-04-09 04:01:42|zamisers7k|Re: External Gear Tip|
Sounds like a great tip to me. Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "snailster" wrote:
>
> Hi group- just to be more then simply an info leach I'd like to offer one trick I use with the RS7K:
> 
> I use the RS to control external gear. I was looking for a way to get my patches all set up automatically when I select a style.
> 
> I'd hoped that program change data would get sent when you loaded up a style- it doesn't, the program for a track or phrase is stored in a "private" header
which is not transmitted out.
> 
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> The next thing I tried was putting a PC entry at the top of my phrase in my phrase editor but that means that the patch of the external hardware gets reset at
the top of the phrase- not cool if you are twiddling knobs or want to change the program live.
> 
> Finally I came up with the following- I set up special phrases in style P which have nothing in them but Program Chang data- this initializes al of my
external gear to the settings I want for the style. Then I can go back to my normal A-J patterns and have at it. This isn't perfect for switching styles in a
continuous live set but it can be done pretty quickly. If you keep the kick going on track 1 even or some melodic transition using internal sounds in your style
P it can be pretty smooth.
> 
> Hopefully this tip is useful to someone.
> 
> Also hopefully this work around isn't actually something dumb and done way more easily. If so- I'll find something useful for this group g'damnit!
>

| 17986|17972|2010-04-09 04:05:51|zamisers7k|Re: Slice acting very weird...|
Glad you got it figured out and great way to diagnose the problem, taking the memory out and trying it. Using proper memory is important on the RS, can't emphasize that
enough, also thanks for a vendor link too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "snailster" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the advice all, it turns out that the RAM I'd put in was no good. I pulled it out and suddenly the slice worked fine (albeit with 4mb of RAM)
Anyway, I ordered 2 new 32mb SIMMS from Arch memory who have a specific listing for RS7000 and now it works like a charm!
> http://www.archmemory.com/memory.cfm/Yamaha-Memory-RS7000-17240
> 
> 
> Kindly,
> Tim
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > This sounds a bit familar for some reason, something that I remember happening a long time ago to me or someone else on here, but I can't seem to find
any old posts about it.
> > 
> > I'm thinking it might be an older OS issue. Do you have the latest OS in it?
> > 
> > If it is a slice setting you can't find or get right, perhaps try doing a factory reset.
> > 
> > Other than obvious, like way too short of a sample to be slicing or something, if none of that clears it up then all I can think of then is bad or poor
memory in your RS.
> > 
> > Let us know if you get it worked out and what it was...
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "snailster" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey all I'm wondering if anyone has experienced the following whenever I slice anything(in any mode) on the RS7k it returns slices which are only
about 1ms each. If I try to play it each note makes just the smallest little "tic'. When I look at the samples each is practicly only half a waveform long. Super
weird... If I audition the loop before I slice it seems totally normal. This is true even for "Quick" mode. Any body got any ideas?
> > > 
> > > Kindly,
> > > Tim
> > >
> >
>

| 17988|17979|2010-04-11 07:00:26|zamisers7k|Re: looking for Tutorials|
Made some, might help might not...

Pattern from scratch pt1, includes kind of bad drum roll job:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pU69h-K-eck

pt2:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0L2GYMvcwDw

Dubstep Pattern with sampling and better screen display pt1:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5QT-Jd1_bg

pt2:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9XCllEDYjo

Enjoy!

Zam
| 17989|17979|2010-04-12 00:13:26|rs7king|Re: looking for Tutorials|
thanks zam,

great tutorials
| 17990|17979|2010-04-14 13:26:35|raa eighty|Re: looking for Tutorials|
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Hey Zam !Great TuTorial!shows the real power of the rs and is light years ahead !!!still after 10years!!!i found this blog where this guy compiled all of the rs7000 videos !
http://www.wizzler.com/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                          if any body was ever curious about the external hard drive forsample storage , song etc saving and loading !it seems pretty fast i load alot of my
chopped up breaks and samples 90 percent samples rs bass (wicked bass out of this machine)!There doesn't seem to be any limit  i know Ive exceeded at least 18 gigs on a
50-60 gig hard drive ...i definitely recommend getting a SCSI hard drive for this machine got one for 20 bucks it was a harddrive for a fostex hard disc recorder which had
a 30 gig limit ..best places to
find old stuff like hard drives, jazz drives ,comp parts, etc are thrift stores pawnshops ..or ebay which is more expensive...old roland recorders vs series cd roms work with
the rs7000 as well..
                                                peace to all my rs heads!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 17991|17979|2010-04-14 13:28:18|raa eighty|Re: looking for Tutorials|
oh on that wizzler site type in rs7000 on the search(category) and you should be good !

--- On Mon, 4/12/10, rs7king <rs7king@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: rs7king <rs7king@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: looking for Tutorials
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 12, 2010, 2:09 AM

 

thanks zam,

great tutorials
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17992|17979|2010-04-14 22:20:16|Clifford|Re: looking for Tutorials|
I've heard loading/saving to SCSI is just as slow as SM cards- is that not the case? Have you loaded the same ALL file from both to compare? I am curious- I bought a
SCSI drive years ago but never used it because the cable was expensive.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, raa eighty wrote:
>
> Hey Zam !Great TuTorial!shows the real power of the rs and is light years ahead !!!still after 10years!!!i found this blog where this guy compiled all of the
rs7000 videos !
> http://www.wizzler.com/                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                if any body was ever curious about the external hard drive forsample storage , song etc saving and loading !it seems
pretty fast i load alot of my chopped up breaks and samples 90 percent samples rs bass (wicked bass out of this machine)!There doesn't seem to be any limit  i
know Ive exceeded at least 18 gigs on a 50-60 gig hard drive ...i definitely recommend getting a SCSI hard drive for this machine got one for 20 bucks it was
a harddrive for a fostex hard disc recorder which had a 30 gig limit ..best places to
> find old stuff like hard drives, jazz drives ,comp parts, etc are thrift stores pawnshops ..or ebay which is more expensive...old roland recorders vs series cd
roms work with the rs7000 as well..
>                                                 peace to all my rs heads!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 17993|17979|2010-04-14 23:33:02|zamisers7k|Re: looking for Tutorials|
Thanks for checking my tutorial vids out buddies.

Cool, I'll check out that RS7000 vid site...

I don't use SCSI, but from posts I've read on here folks make out that a SCSI HD seems almost twice as fast to load off then the SM cards. Personally, the load times aren't
much of an issue for me, its plenty fast enough, cutting that time in half isn't worth the trouble IMHO.

However, I can see where it would be worth it for some folks, so I'd better leave the pros and con details to those that have actually used it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> I've heard loading/saving to SCSI is just as slow as SM cards- is that not the case? Have you loaded the same ALL file from both to compare? I am curious-
I bought a SCSI drive years ago but never used it because the cable was expensive.
> 

| 17994|17979|2010-04-15 10:18:47|raa eighty|Re: looking for Tutorials|
a little faster than sm cards the cable can make a difference make sure you have a scsi 2 cable i like the sm cards but i use alot  of samples i run out space fast ...the
sampler on rs7000 is what i use mostly sampling super sequencer reminds me of the my old mpc3000 on steroids it feels like it as well ..i save all in pattern mode and load
from common samplesi have my loops chopped on each track all different settings according to the sound ...sometimes ill move the samples to local to make room so can
load more..im probably doing it ass backwards but it works super for me ...make sure if you have 2 scsi devices set up  like me i have a cd rom (which works good to cant
save but you  can import long samples from your laptop accapellas etc)and the hard drive ..set cdrom first then hard drive second( last device on the chain gets a
TERMINATOR if u dont do this it will not work!)make sure u find a good quality scsi 2 cables with no adapters (one end
can have one )  i do whole song remixes  on the rs7000 this way!              peace rsheads !

--- On Thu, 4/15/10, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: looking for Tutorials
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, April 15, 2010, 1:32 AM
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Thanks for checking my tutorial vids out buddies.

Cool, I'll check out that RS7000 vid site...

I don't use SCSI, but from posts I've read on here folks make out that a SCSI HD seems almost twice as fast to load off then the SM cards. Personally, the
load times aren't much of an issue for me, its plenty fast enough, cutting that time in half isn't worth the trouble IMHO.

However, I can see where it would be worth it for some folks, so I'd better leave the pros and con details to those that have actually used it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, "Clifford" wrote:

>

> I've heard loading/saving to SCSI is just as slow as SM cards- is that not the case? Have you loaded the same ALL file from both to compare? I am curious-
I bought a SCSI drive years ago but never used it because the cable was expensive.

> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 17995|17995|2010-04-19 22:38:25|bsp90|wtb aieb2 io board|
I am looking for an AIEB2 IO board
| 17996|17978|2010-04-22 23:06:12|Adrian S|Re: New Images added|
Thanks a LOT for the images!

Some of the buttons are head to press on my recently bought RS7K.



Do you know if these would need replacing, 
or is it possible to clean them?

Cheers. :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Neat to see the minikey button board like that, sort of like looking at an surgical operation.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
> >
> > I had to replace a few buttons and knobs, while doing so I took some images. They are in an album called "deep inside".. enjoy
> >
>

| 17997|17978|2010-04-22 23:34:51|zamisers7k|Re: New Images added|
I've read before on here that the button contacts are enclosed and can't be cleaned. I don't know if it is true or not, mine have always worked fine, knock on wood, and I've
never needed to see about cleaning or replacing. I usually suggest trying to wear them back in though for folks who just got an RS and have this problem, as it seems that
RSs that don't get used much seem to have this problem more and why they'll get sold... worse case though I suppose you'd have to order new ones, hopefully that won't
be case with your RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Thanks a LOT for the images!
> 
> Some of the buttons are head to press on my recently bought RS7K.
> 
> Do you know if these would need replacing, 
> or is it possible to clean them?
> 
> Cheers. :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Neat to see the minikey button board like that, sort of like looking at an surgical operation.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
> > >
> > > I had to replace a few buttons and knobs, while doing so I took some images. They are in an album called "deep inside".. enjoy
> > >
> >
>

| 17998|17978|2010-04-24 11:50:55|Adrian S|Re: New Images added|
Thanks a lot for the reply Zam!
| 17999|17999|2010-04-24 12:09:15|Adrian S|Tip: How to add a Sinewave to the LFO|
Im just new to the RS and this one is easy,
but i couldnt find it mentioned before.

This is what it looks like:
http://img256.imageshack.us/img256/5672/img0292large.jpg

In the user wave page (Voice Edit - LFO - Page 3)

These are the setting I used:

Slope: Up & Down
Total Steps: 16

Step.....Value
1........65
2........103
3........121
4........127
5........127
6........127
7........121
8........107
9........69
10.......32
11.......11
12.......0
13.......0
14.......6
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15.......16
16.......33

You might be able to get it smoother yourself,
if you do post up the values! :)
It may not be perfect, but i find it fairly convincing. 

It might be an idea to save this in your default pattern template,
to save having to make it each time you make a track.

Im thinking of saving it on all 16 tracks.
| 18000|17999|2010-04-24 19:34:14|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: How to add a Sinewave to the LFO|
Cool idea! Hows this compare to the Tri wave? Much smoother? Maybe I should try it heh. The Tri wave on the RS always seems kind of like its not very smooth and is
quick toward the peak and spends majority of the time in the trough, so this may well resolve that for me. The RS's programmable LFO is great. Thanks for the Tip!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Im just new to the RS and this one is easy,
> but i couldnt find it mentioned before.
> 
> This is what it looks like:
> http://img256.imageshack.us/img256/5672/img0292large.jpg
> 
> In the user wave page (Voice Edit - LFO - Page 3)
> 
> These are the setting I used:
> 
> Slope: Up & Down
> Total Steps: 16
> 
> Step.....Value
> 1........65
> 2........103
> 3........121
> 4........127
> 5........127
> 6........127
> 7........121
> 8........107
> 9........69
> 10.......32
> 11.......11
> 12.......0
> 13.......0
> 14.......6
> 15.......16
> 16.......33
> 
> You might be able to get it smoother yourself,
> if you do post up the values! :)
> It may not be perfect, but i find it fairly convincing. 
> 
> It might be an idea to save this in your default pattern template,
> to save having to make it each time you make a track.
> 
> Im thinking of saving it on all 16 tracks.
>

| 18001|17999|2010-04-25 07:05:28|Adrian S|Re: Tip: How to add a Sinewave to the LFO|
Actually i did think it was very sharp also!
The sine wave is much much smoother.

I guess you could always create your own triangle, that isnt as steep!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Im just new to the RS and this one is easy,
> but i couldnt find it mentioned before.
> 
> This is what it looks like:
> http://img256.imageshack.us/img256/5672/img0292large.jpg
> 
> In the user wave page (Voice Edit - LFO - Page 3)
> 
> These are the setting I used:
> 
> Slope: Up & Down
> Total Steps: 16
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> 
> Step.....Value
> 1........65
> 2........103
> 3........121
> 4........127
> 5........127
> 6........127
> 7........121
> 8........107
> 9........69
> 10.......32
> 11.......11
> 12.......0
> 13.......0
> 14.......6
> 15.......16
> 16.......33
> 
> You might be able to get it smoother yourself,
> if you do post up the values! :)
> It may not be perfect, but i find it fairly convincing. 
> 
> It might be an idea to save this in your default pattern template,
> to save having to make it each time you make a track.
> 
> Im thinking of saving it on all 16 tracks.
>

| 18002|17999|2010-04-25 07:26:16|Adrian S|Re: Tip: How to add a Sinewave to the LFO|
Actually, Step 14 could probably do with a value of 0 too,
as the negative half of the sine wave is a bit too sharp.
Keep playing till it sounds right!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Cool idea! Hows this compare to the Tri wave? Much smoother? Maybe I should try it heh. The Tri wave on the RS always seems kind of like its not very
smooth and is quick toward the peak and spends majority of the time in the trough, so this may well resolve that for me. The RS's programmable LFO is
great. Thanks for the Tip!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > Im just new to the RS and this one is easy,
> > but i couldnt find it mentioned before.
> > 
> > This is what it looks like:
> > http://img256.imageshack.us/img256/5672/img0292large.jpg
> > 
> > In the user wave page (Voice Edit - LFO - Page 3)
> > 
> > These are the setting I used:
> > 
> > Slope: Up & Down
> > Total Steps: 16
> > 
> > Step.....Value
> > 1........65
> > 2........103
> > 3........121
> > 4........127
> > 5........127
> > 6........127
> > 7........121
> > 8........107
> > 9........69
> > 10.......32
> > 11.......11
> > 12.......0
> > 13.......0
> > 14.......6
> > 15.......16
> > 16.......33
> > 
> > You might be able to get it smoother yourself,
> > if you do post up the values! :)
> > It may not be perfect, but i find it fairly convincing. 
> > 
> > It might be an idea to save this in your default pattern template,
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> > to save having to make it each time you make a track.
> > 
> > Im thinking of saving it on all 16 tracks.
> >
>

| 18003|18003|2010-04-25 16:18:54|Adrian S|Problem: Measure length does not update after changing.|
One of the problems i have noticed is that,
say my pattern is originally set to a 4 measure length,
and I do a grid record for just the 1st measure.

And decide to change the measure length from 4 to 1,
afterwards,
it does not update.

When i play back the pattern the first measure plays,
but instead of repeating, it plays for 3 more blank measures.

Even though in the Numerical LCD,
it cycles 001.1 - 001.2 - 001.3 - 001.4 and back again.

Anyone else notice this?

Whats the best way to force it to play for one measure?

Im presuming theres a job function that can allow me to do this.

Thanks for reading! :)
| 18004|18003|2010-04-25 16:24:24|Adrian S|Re: Problem: Measure length does not update after changing.|
Well the "best" way i would guess, is to just change it to 1 measure IN ADVANCE!

What Im asking for is how to fix it up, if i made the mistake of not changing the measure prior to recording?

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> One of the problems i have noticed is that,
> say my pattern is originally set to a 4 measure length,
> and I do a grid record for just the 1st measure.
> 
> And decide to change the measure length from 4 to 1,
> afterwards,
> it does not update.
> 
> When i play back the pattern the first measure plays,
> but instead of repeating, it plays for 3 more blank measures.
> 
> Even though in the Numerical LCD,
> it cycles 001.1 - 001.2 - 001.3 - 001.4 and back again.
> 
> Anyone else notice this?
> 
> Whats the best way to force it to play for one measure?
> 
> Im presuming theres a job function that can allow me to do this.
> 
> Thanks for reading! :)
>

| 18005|18003|2010-04-25 19:16:54|zamisers7k|Re: Problem: Measure length does not update after changing.|
Yeah, changing length like that only works on empty phrases, once the phrase is in there it'll always be that length. When that happens to me I usually just clear out the
notes and then do the length change and put the notes back in, but sometimes the sequence is to complex to remember... When that happens, if I remember right I do a
Split Phrase Job on it. Can be a bit tricky sometimes, it is usually best to start out at the length you want in the first place, but I know that isn't always possible to know
ahead of time.

Hope this helps ya some, wish there was a simpler way too like being able to change the length afterwards. If you find a better way let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Well the "best" way i would guess, is to just change it to 1 measure IN ADVANCE!
> 
> What Im asking for is how to fix it up, if i made the mistake of not changing the measure prior to recording?
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > One of the problems i have noticed is that,
> > say my pattern is originally set to a 4 measure length,
> > and I do a grid record for just the 1st measure.
> > 
> > And decide to change the measure length from 4 to 1,
> > afterwards,
> > it does not update.
> > 
> > When i play back the pattern the first measure plays,
> > but instead of repeating, it plays for 3 more blank measures.
> > 
> > Even though in the Numerical LCD,
> > it cycles 001.1 - 001.2 - 001.3 - 001.4 and back again.
> > 
> > Anyone else notice this?
> > 
> > Whats the best way to force it to play for one measure?
> > 
> > Im presuming theres a job function that can allow me to do this.
> > 
> > Thanks for reading! :)
> >
>

| 18006|18003|2010-04-26 09:58:21|g_nom21|Re: Problem: Measure length does not update after changing.|
Hi,
since I record phrases usually in realtime and do not know most of the time how long its gonna be, I set the length to something very long like 256 (the max). After
recording I do a spilt job and discard the unused part e.g everything after measure 5. This works of course fastest and best if you want to keep the beginning, then its like 4
button presses. 

regards
Bo 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> One of the problems i have noticed is that,
> say my pattern is originally set to a 4 measure length,
> and I do a grid record for just the 1st measure.
> 
> And decide to change the measure length from 4 to 1,
> afterwards,
> it does not update.
> 
> When i play back the pattern the first measure plays,
> but instead of repeating, it plays for 3 more blank measures.
> 
> Even though in the Numerical LCD,
> it cycles 001.1 - 001.2 - 001.3 - 001.4 and back again.
> 
> Anyone else notice this?
> 
> Whats the best way to force it to play for one measure?
> 
> Im presuming theres a job function that can allow me to do this.
> 
> Thanks for reading! :)
>

| 18007|17968|2010-04-26 11:05:22|Adrian S|Re: Newbie Needs Some Help Desperately|
Bit of a late reply bill, but i imported my first midi today,
and heres what i learned.

First of all, i set all of my tracks to the GM Bank in the mixer.
And save this song/pattern as a GM Midi Template (which i open up when importing midis).

I load the midi file, and then set the drum tracks to the GM Drum Bank.

I then remove the Program Changes for each track,
to prevent the midi file changing instruments during playback.

To do this, make sure youre in Song mode:

Press Job - Event - Erase Event 

Change the TR value to ALL (to select all tracks)

and then underneath the Mesaure values,

change the event type to PC (Program Change)
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DO!

Now you can set tracks to whatever instruments you prefer,
and they wont be able to change during playback. :)

I think the addition of the JOB page was an act of genius from the development team, ive only had my RS a few weeks, but im already in love with it. :) 
It is the sequencer i have always dreamed about, 
but didnt know existed!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "seahawkwpt" wrote:
>
> I'm new to the users group but I've been doing midi sequencing ever since the concept came out in the 80's. I've always used Cakewalk's software sequencer
on a computer and have no experience in patttern programming although I understand the concept well enough. The RS7000 is my first use of a hardware
sequencer but as you see, I'm really not wanting to use it to compose with but as a sophisticated midi file player.
> 
> I bought a RS7000 to play midi files with through my own sound modules (Triton rack, Receptor, Kawai K4R, and 3 drum machines). I'm using all midi-
controlled mixing with Yamaha DMP-11s cascaded together for synths and Simmons SMP 8:2 mixers for drums totaling 32 channels in all split evenly
between sound modules and drums. I have midi patchbays that send out patch changes to all so I hit a single patch number at the top of the chain and all the
modules, mixing, and effects change to what was set up for that song. This is for live performance with a guitar player and a vocalist while I'm a B3 player
who still lugs the real thing around with a big ole Leslie. I've purchased some midi backing files that sound good on my computer and am ready to import
them into the RS7000 and assign the external modules to the right sounds. I need to be able to either pre-load a set's worth of .mid files (10 to 15 songs) or
have a fast way of loading them one at a time so the performance doesn't drag. Suggestions on how others are doing the loading for live performance would
be helpful.
> 
> I'm having trouble with the midi files which sound great on my computer but have numerous problems when imported into the RS. Sometimes the drum
track gets set to Grand Piano and other GM sounds just suck although some are just fine. I assume that is because my computer has better GM instruments
and the RS7000's GM instruments are just crappy and that doesn't really matter since I'm using external modules anyway. I always have to transpose the bass
up one octave in Sonar Producer for every .mid file or it's always too low for the patch. Also a GM instrument problem I think and not a problem to do the
transpose. Also, when the sequence finishes, it always starts right up again if I don't hit stop immediately. Not good for live performance where it needs to
play and stop cold. I'm importing into patterns but maybe I should be importing into songs instead? There is no real information I can find in the manual
addressing my usage of the RS7000 so I guess what I'm doing is not considered one of the normal ways to use this unit. 
> 
> If I write a sequence in Sonar and save it to a .mid file and import it into the RS, any blank tracks are not imported and the tracks containing data are
scrunched up to the lower numbered tracks and renumbered which also changes their midi assignment. Track 10 which is always my drum track for example
may become track 7 and respond to midi channel 7 which isn't the channel the drums are on of course. It would be handy to be able to have track 7 be my
drum track if I want and respond to midi channel 10. I have had to assign instruments and midi channels to blank tracks to make the tracks stay in order and
make sure there are 16 tracks when I import them even if there is only data on 5 tracks. It seems as if the RS7000 is laid out to have 16 tracks present and
accounted for and the track number is always the midi channel number too. I know you can change the midi out assignments on the RS7000 but I need to be
able to load a song and go without any editing to be done before starting the sequence. Besides, any modifications I make are lost for the next time since
there's no storage outside of SM cards. What can I do to make a specific part be assigned to a specific midi channel regardless of track number? Do I always
have to rearrange the tracks in Sonar before saving to have them in track/midi channel order?
> 
> The manual talks about creating and editing patterns, chains, and songs and so forth but I want to do my sequencing work in Sonar and just import the
saved midi files into the RS7000 to play the gigs with. That function isn't covered in the manual whatsoever. There are only a couple of brief references to
.mid fifles at all that I could find and nothing on how to use them like I intend to. I need to know how to do these things I've detailed in this post. Any help in
finding places to acquire knowledge in those areas would be appreciated as well as anyone willing to help out doubly so. 
> 
> When I bought the RS7000, I first tried to find just a simple midi-file player that would output the midi channels assigned to the tracks in the sequence and
mute and unmute tracks but everything I looked at was a karaoke machine at heart only playing GM files with no midi out capability to trigger external
modules with so I bought the RS7000. The reason I don't use a computer is that I did this kind of performing a few years back with a computer and it would
crash in the middle of a song at times. Research suggested that hardware sequencers are much more stable than a computer and rarely crash on stage in live
performance. The RS7000 was supposed to be the best one out there for doing live performance so now I'm stuck trying to get it up and working while the
rest of the band sits and twiddles their thumbs.
> 
> Please, before I take up more of anyone's time in this forum with all these questions, are there any tutorials I can read on my own that contain specific
information on using the RS7000 as a live midi file player with external modules and offer tips to make it work better with less hassles? I'm perfectly willing
to read and learn on my own but I can't find any material that helps with my specific problems even after doing extensive searching on the net and reading
through the users manual. I'm hoping that I just don't know where to go and someone can point me in the right direction rather than the reason I can't find it is
that the information isn't out there to be had. The RS7000 was touted to be an easy machine to use in live performance and easy to learn but it's been anything
but easy for me with the lack of information.
> 
> Sorry about the long winded post. I hope someone can point me in the right direction if there is such a thing. I know there are people out there doing what I
want to do so someone must know how to do it. 
> 
> Bill T. In Alaska
>

| 18008|18003|2010-04-26 14:04:22|Adrian S|Re: Problem: Measure length does not update after changing.|
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Thanks dudes!
That worked beautifully,
i thought it would be much more complicated,
but bam,
i didnt even have to change the values.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "g_nom21" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> 
> Hi,
> since I record phrases usually in realtime and do not know most of the time how long its gonna be, I set the length to something very long like 256 (the
max). After recording I do a spilt job and discard the unused part e.g everything after measure 5. This works of course fastest and best if you want to keep the
beginning, then its like 4 button presses. 
> 
> regards
> Bo 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > One of the problems i have noticed is that,
> > say my pattern is originally set to a 4 measure length,
> > and I do a grid record for just the 1st measure.
> > 
> > And decide to change the measure length from 4 to 1,
> > afterwards,
> > it does not update.
> > 
> > When i play back the pattern the first measure plays,
> > but instead of repeating, it plays for 3 more blank measures.
> > 
> > Even though in the Numerical LCD,
> > it cycles 001.1 - 001.2 - 001.3 - 001.4 and back again.
> > 
> > Anyone else notice this?
> > 
> > Whats the best way to force it to play for one measure?
> > 
> > Im presuming theres a job function that can allow me to do this.
> > 
> > Thanks for reading! :)
> >
>

| 18009|18009|2010-05-10 15:53:50|zamisers7k|Tip: Extending Your Crashes|
Hi RSers,

Just ran across this, sometimes the crashes don't carry for very long on the RS, but on some of them if you turn the Decay EG on Amp some of them will carry forever on
the built in drum kits.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18010|18010|2010-05-13 18:26:40|Adrian S|SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
Hi there,
Im wondering if it's at all possible to use an 80 pin or 68 pin SCSI hard drive, with the RS7000 by using a converter cable, or converter board?

For example heres an 80 pin to 50 pin board:

http://www.dealextreme.com/details.dx/sku.10106

And if i was to use a 50 pin male to female cable, would the RS7000 recognize the drive?

It would be great if we could make a SCSI guide, 
with all the options (like scsiforsamplers.com solutions)
and put it in the Files Section.

Will really appreciate your help.
| 18011|18011|2010-05-13 18:53:23|bobhumid2|RS7000 - The Final Grande Upgrade|
/.-)

seriously now.

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2621

robert
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| 18012|18010|2010-05-13 21:30:23|zamisers7k|Re: SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
I don't know anything about hooking up SCSI, but yeah I agree if someone does it would be nice for those interested to have reference in the file sections here to grab.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Hi there,
> Im wondering if it's at all possible to use an 80 pin or 68 pin SCSI hard drive, with the RS7000 by using a converter cable, or converter board?
> 
> For example heres an 80 pin to 50 pin board:
> 
> http://www.dealextreme.com/details.dx/sku.10106
> 
> 
> And if i was to use a 50 pin male to female cable, would the RS7000 recognize the drive?
> 
> It would be great if we could make a SCSI guide, 
> with all the options (like scsiforsamplers.com solutions)
> and put it in the Files Section.
> 
> Will really appreciate your help.
>

| 18013|18011|2010-05-13 21:33:31|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 - The Final Grande Upgrade|
Looks like a cool setup. Except, I'd worry about the KP I going out. Had too many of them fail on me. I use a KP II now I usually bring along with my RS for a live rig.
RS is always a must tho ;) I'd love to hear a live set from ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobhumid2" wrote:
>
> /.-)
> 
> seriously now.
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2621
> 
> robert
>

| 18014|18011|2010-05-13 23:45:56|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000 - The Final Grande Upgrade|
I will add a Metavox too 2 the set-up and try some sick vocal drops ;-)

this ole KP I never failed on me. love the wild FX. but who knows...

about listening: I opened a soundcloud-group for this reason.. add your 
RS-tracks if you please, I will upload one of my livetrack soon... good 
live captures are rare..

robert

On 14.05.2010 05:33, zamisers7k wrote:
>
> Looks like a cool setup. Except, I'd worry about the KP I going out. 
> Had too many of them fail on me. I use a KP II now I usually bring 
> along with my RS for a live rig. RS is always a must tho ;) I'd love 
> to hear a live set from ya.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "bobhumid2" wrote:
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> > seriously now.
> >
> > http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2621 
> <http://data.rs7000.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=2621>
> >
> > robert
> >
>
> 
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-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________
m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

videography [YOUTUBE Channel]:
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid

buying my records [CD& Vinyl]:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

in-deep audio-workshops by bob humid
http://fatex.bobhumid.de

all-in-one-link
http://bobhumid.de

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18015|18011|2010-05-13 23:58:48|Robert Feuchtl|RS7000 - Join its 1st Soundcloud Group|
http://soundcloud.com/groups/tracks-done-exlusively-with-a-yamaha-rs7000

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________
m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

videography [YOUTUBE Channel]:
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid

buying my records [CD& Vinyl]:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid
http://suburbantrash.c8.com/
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com/
http://fatex.bobhumid.de/
http://bobhumid.de/
http://soundcloud.com/groups/tracks-done-exlusively-with-a-yamaha-rs7000
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid
http://suburbantrash.c8.com/


bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

in-deep audio-workshops by bob humid
http://fatex.bobhumid.de

all-in-one-link
http://bobhumid.de

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.
| 18016|18010|2010-05-14 07:42:57|Adrian S|Re: SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
Apparently you can buy IDE -> SCSI converters,
and even a SATA -> SCSI converter board also.

IDE to SCSI:
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086

SATA to SCSI:
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?

Anyone know if they will work with the RS7000?
| 18017|18010|2010-05-15 01:11:57|tumbleguts|Re: SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
Hi Adrian,

I'm using a CF card reader attached to the external SCSI port. My custom made setup includes a SCSi to IDE converter very similar to what you have linked to. I use a
standard 50HD SCSI cable (both ends female) connected to the RS7000 / that connects to a 50HD to 50-pin SCSI adapter / which connects to the SCSI to IDE converter /
which plugs into an IDE to CF card reader board. 

A couple of things to keep in mind:

1. The SCSI implementation on the RS7000 wasn't particularly good. It works fine - but the transfer rate is limited to somewhere between 1.5MB's/sec to 2MB's/sec. The
transfer rate on the smartmedia connection is rated 2MB's/sec. So there is no speed benefit to be gained using the external SCSI connection on the RS7000. (This is a
shame - for if Yamaha had done it right - the SCSI connection could have supported up to 10MB's/sec.) I would not recommend the SATA to SCSI adapter - and really,
there is no point given the speed restrictions. 

2. The last RS7000 update (or one of the last updates) provided FAT32 format support. This means that you can use a disk / CF card greater than 2GB. (If you use the
RS7000 to format the disk - it will do so using FAT16 format - which has this 2GB limitation.) I'm using a 4GB CF card - formatted to FAT32 using a computer - and the
RS7000 sees the entire 4GB - I've had no issues with this setup. Someone tried a 36GB disk formatted to FAT32 - and the RS7000 saw the whole 36GB! (See link).

Some useful links:
http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0

I already have the AEIB2 card installed - but, there is still room inside the RS7000 to put my custom made setup. I've done the ground work and established how to take
the 5v power internally needed for the two converter boards. I plan to put the card reader inside - will post pictures when I finish the mod - sometime soon...

Hope this helps.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Apparently you can buy IDE -> SCSI converters,
> and even a SATA -> SCSI converter board also.
> 
> IDE to SCSI:
> http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
> 
> SATA to SCSI:
> http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
> 
> 
> Anyone know if they will work with the RS7000?
>

| 18018|18018|2010-05-15 03:02:56|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI (fat32)|
I didn't know this about the formatting.i've got a cf reader hooked up and have only used 2gb.

The cf reader is 50pin and there is a 50 to 68 adapter and then a 68 way cable to the rs.

http://bobsonic.blogspot.com/
http://fatex.bobhumid.de/
http://bobhumid.de/
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?


Iamb

On 15 May 2010, at 08:11, "tumbleguts" <tumbleguts@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Adrian,

I'm using a CF card reader attached to the external SCSI port. My custom made setup includes a SCSi to IDE converter very similar to what you have linked
to. I use a standard 50HD SCSI cable (both ends female) connected to the RS7000 / that connects to a 50HD to 50-pin SCSI adapter / which connects to the
SCSI to IDE converter / which plugs into an IDE to CF card reader board. 

A couple of things to keep in mind:

1. The SCSI implementation on the RS7000 wasn't particularly good. It works fine - but the transfer rate is limited to somewhere between 1.5MB's/sec to
2MB's/sec. The transfer rate on the smartmedia connection is rated 2MB's/sec. So there is no speed benefit to be gained using the external SCSI connection
on the RS7000. (This is a shame - for if Yamaha had done it right - the SCSI connection could have supported up to 10MB's/sec.) I would not recommend the
SATA to SCSI adapter - and really, there is no point given the speed restrictions. 

2. The last RS7000 update (or one of the last updates) provided FAT32 format support. This means that you can use a disk / CF card greater than 2GB. (If you
use the RS7000 to format the disk - it will do so using FAT16 format - which has this 2GB limitation.) I'm using a 4GB CF card - formatted to FAT32 using a
computer - and the RS7000 sees the entire 4GB - I've had no issues with this setup. Someone tried a 36GB disk formatted to FAT32 - and the RS7000 saw the
whole 36GB! (See link).

Some useful links:
http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0

I already have the AEIB2 card installed - but, there is still room inside the RS7000 to put my custom made setup. I've done the ground work and established
how to take the 5v power internally needed for the two converter boards. I plan to put the card reader inside - will post pictures when I finish the mod -
sometime soon...

Hope this helps.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Apparently you can buy IDE -> SCSI converters,
> and even a SATA -> SCSI converter board also.
> 
> IDE to SCSI:
> http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
> 
> SATA to SCSI:
> http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
> 
> 
> Anyone know if they will work with the RS7000?
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18019|18010|2010-05-15 13:11:25|Adrian S|Re: SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
Thanks a lot for the reply tumbleguts,
you shared a wealth of info there!

I never knew that the latest update supports FAT32, 
that makes things much easier.

I think ill benefit from it still,
given the fact that ill want to export each track to wav at some point,
to do the finishing touches on my PC.

Really hope you do finish it, and be sure to update us.

Thanks again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tumbleguts" wrote:
>
> 
> 

mailto:tumbleguts@gmail.com
http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Hi Adrian,
> 
> I'm using a CF card reader attached to the external SCSI port. My custom made setup includes a SCSi to IDE converter very similar to what you have
linked to. I use a standard 50HD SCSI cable (both ends female) connected to the RS7000 / that connects to a 50HD to 50-pin SCSI adapter / which connects
to the SCSI to IDE converter / which plugs into an IDE to CF card reader board. 
> 
> A couple of things to keep in mind:
> 
> 1. The SCSI implementation on the RS7000 wasn't particularly good. It works fine - but the transfer rate is limited to somewhere between 1.5MB's/sec to
2MB's/sec. The transfer rate on the smartmedia connection is rated 2MB's/sec. So there is no speed benefit to be gained using the external SCSI connection
on the RS7000. (This is a shame - for if Yamaha had done it right - the SCSI connection could have supported up to 10MB's/sec.) I would not recommend the
SATA to SCSI adapter - and really, there is no point given the speed restrictions. 
> 
> 2. The last RS7000 update (or one of the last updates) provided FAT32 format support. This means that you can use a disk / CF card greater than 2GB. (If
you use the RS7000 to format the disk - it will do so using FAT16 format - which has this 2GB limitation.) I'm using a 4GB CF card - formatted to FAT32
using a computer - and the RS7000 sees the entire 4GB - I've had no issues with this setup. Someone tried a 36GB disk formatted to FAT32 - and the RS7000
saw the whole 36GB! (See link).
> 
> Some useful links:
> http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
> http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
> http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
> 
> I already have the AEIB2 card installed - but, there is still room inside the RS7000 to put my custom made setup. I've done the ground work and established
how to take the 5v power internally needed for the two converter boards. I pAan to put the card reader inside - will post pictures when I finish the mod -
sometime soon...
> 
> Hope this helps.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > Apparently you can buy IDE -> SCSI converters,
> > and even a SATA -> SCSI converter board also.
> > 
> > IDE to SCSI:
> > http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
> > 
> > SATA to SCSI:
> > http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
> > 
> > 
> > Anyone know if they will work with the RS7000?
> >
>

| 18020|18020|2010-05-15 16:11:44|raa eighty|SCSI STUFF|
Again people ...i have found a box of scsi enclosures cables scsi 2 cables all pin sizes adapters, terminators if any needs hit me up.... save money for shipping the scsi
enclosures work with ide hard drive old pc etc....

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18021|18010|2010-05-15 16:25:23|Robert Feuchtl|Re: SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
guys,

there is plenty of info on this topic and SSTs attached to the the RS at 
the RS7000-forum that just reopened...

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=11&y=7

cheers

robert

On 15.05.2010 21:08, Adrian S wrote:
>
> Thanks a lot for the reply tumbleguts,
> you shared a wealth of info there!
>
> I never knew that the latest update supports FAT32,
> that makes things much easier.
>
> I think ill benefit from it still,
> given the fact that ill want to export each track to wav at some point,
> to do the finishing touches on my PC.
>
> Really hope you do finish it, and be sure to update us.
>

http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=11&y=7


> Thanks again.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "tumbleguts" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > Hi Adrian,
> >
> > I'm using a CF card reader attached to the external SCSI port. My 
> custom made setup includes a SCSi to IDE converter very similar to 
> what you have linked to. I use a standard 50HD SCSI cable (both ends 
> female) connected to the RS7000 / that connects to a 50HD to 50-pin 
> SCSI adapter / which connects to the SCSI to IDE converter / which 
> plugs into an IDE to CF card reader board.
> >
> > A couple of things to keep in mind:
> >
> > 1. The SCSI implementation on the RS7000 wasn't particularly good. 
> It works fine - but the transfer rate is limited to somewhere between 
> 1.5MB's/sec to 2MB's/sec. The transfer rate on the smartmedia 
> connection is rated 2MB's/sec. So there is no speed benefit to be 
> gained using the external SCSI connection on the RS7000. (This is a 
> shame - for if Yamaha had done it right - the SCSI connection could 
> have supported up to 10MB's/sec.) I would not recommend the SATA to 
> SCSI adapter - and really, there is no point given the speed 
> restrictions.
> >
> > 2. The last RS7000 update (or one of the last updates) provided 
> FAT32 format support. This means that you can use a disk / CF card 
> greater than 2GB. (If you use the RS7000 to format the disk - it will 
> do so using FAT16 format - which has this 2GB limitation.) I'm using a 
> 4GB CF card - formatted to FAT32 using a computer - and the RS7000 
> sees the entire 4GB - I've had no issues with this setup. Someone 
> tried a 36GB disk formatted to FAT32 - and the RS7000 saw the whole 
> 36GB! (See link).
> >
> > Some useful links:
> > 
> http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
> > http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
> > http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
> >
> > I already have the AEIB2 card installed - but, there is still room 
> inside the RS7000 to put my custom made setup. I've done the ground 
> work and established how to take the 5v power internally needed for 
> the two converter boards. I pAan to put the card reader inside - will 
> post pictures when I finish the mod - sometime soon...
> >
> > Hope this helps.
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "Adrian S" wrote:
> > >
> > > Apparently you can buy IDE -> SCSI converters,
> > > and even a SATA -> SCSI converter board also.
> > >
> > > IDE to SCSI:
> > > 
> http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
> > >
> > > SATA to SCSI:
> > > 
> http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
> > >
> > >
> > > Anyone know if they will work with the RS7000?
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________
m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?


mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

videography [YOUTUBE Channel]:
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid

buying my records [CD& Vinyl]:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

in-deep audio-workshops by bob humid
http://fatex.bobhumid.de

all-in-one-link
http://bobhumid.de

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18022|18010|2010-05-18 07:20:01|Adrian S|Re: SCSI Hard Drive Questions|
I took a look there already, and couldnt find any info on the specific questions i have,
i certainly didnt see anything mentioned about fat32 either.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> guys,
> 
> there is plenty of info on this topic and SSTs attached to the the RS at 
> the RS7000-forum that just reopened...
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=11&y=7
> 
> cheers
> 
> robert
> 
> On 15.05.2010 21:08, Adrian S wrote:
> >
> > Thanks a lot for the reply tumbleguts,
> > you shared a wealth of info there!
> >
> > I never knew that the latest update supports FAT32,
> > that makes things much easier.
> >
> > I think ill benefit from it still,
> > given the fact that ill want to export each track to wav at some point,
> > to do the finishing touches on my PC.
> >
> > Really hope you do finish it, and be sure to update us.
> >
> > Thanks again.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "tumbleguts" wrote:
> > >

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid
http://suburbantrash.c8.com/
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com/
http://fatex.bobhumid.de/
http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=11&y=7
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > >
> > >
> > > Hi Adrian,
> > >
> > > I'm using a CF card reader attached to the external SCSI port. My 
> > custom made setup includes a SCSi to IDE converter very similar to 
> > what you have linked to. I use a standard 50HD SCSI cable (both ends 
> > female) connected to the RS7000 / that connects to a 50HD to 50-pin 
> > SCSI adapter / which connects to the SCSI to IDE converter / which 
> > plugs into an IDE to CF card reader board.
> > >
> > > A couple of things to keep in mind:
> > >
> > > 1. The SCSI implementation on the RS7000 wasn't particularly good. 
> > It works fine - but the transfer rate is limited to somewhere between 
> > 1.5MB's/sec to 2MB's/sec. The transfer rate on the smartmedia 
> > connection is rated 2MB's/sec. So there is no speed benefit to be 
> > gained using the external SCSI connection on the RS7000. (This is a 
> > shame - for if Yamaha had done it right - the SCSI connection could 
> > have supported up to 10MB's/sec.) I would not recommend the SATA to 
> > SCSI adapter - and really, there is no point given the speed 
> > restrictions.
> > >
> > > 2. The last RS7000 update (or one of the last updates) provided 
> > FAT32 format support. This means that you can use a disk / CF card 
> > greater than 2GB. (If you use the RS7000 to format the disk - it will 
> > do so using FAT16 format - which has this 2GB limitation.) I'm using a 
> > 4GB CF card - formatted to FAT32 using a computer - and the RS7000 
> > sees the entire 4GB - I've had no issues with this setup. Someone 
> > tried a 36GB disk formatted to FAT32 - and the RS7000 saw the whole 
> > 36GB! (See link).
> > >
> > > Some useful links:
> > > 
> > http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
> > > http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
> > > http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
> > >
> > > I already have the AEIB2 card installed - but, there is still room 
> > inside the RS7000 to put my custom made setup. I've done the ground 
> > work and established how to take the 5v power internally needed for 
> > the two converter boards. I pAan to put the card reader inside - will 
> > post pictures when I finish the mod - sometime soon...
> > >
> > > Hope this helps.
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "Adrian S" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Apparently you can buy IDE -> SCSI converters,
> > > > and even a SATA -> SCSI converter board also.
> > > >
> > > > IDE to SCSI:
> > > > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
> > > >
> > > > SATA to SCSI:
> > > > 
> > http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Anyone know if they will work with the RS7000?
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 

http://www.winterroot.net/site/wordpress/2007/02/22/rs7000-internal-hard-drive/#more-72
http://www.dandydanny.org/tech/
http://www.soundpunk.com/index.php?topic=2431.0
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cgi.ebay.ie/NEW-IDE-40pin-SCSI-50pin-Converter-Adapter-Mac-PC-/230450465086
http://cgi.ebay.ie/SATA-Drive-SCSI-SCA-80-Server-Bridge-Adapter-LowCost-/180497222904?
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/


> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> videography [YOUTUBE Channel]:
> http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid
> 
> buying my records [CD& Vinyl]:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> in-deep audio-workshops by bob humid
> http://fatex.bobhumid.de
> 
> all-in-one-link
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18023|18023|2010-05-28 07:19:29|keninverse|FS: Minty Fresh RS7k|
I'm strapped for cash cash at the moment so I unfortunately need to sell a few things. I have a very low miles RS for sale for $500+shipping OBO. Comes with all
manuals, expanded RAM, original box, all CDs/programs, card reader, extra card reader and I'll throw in some extra cables. Only saw two gigs in a road case and looks
almost flawless. Pics available. 

I also have an extra yamaha ie88x recording interface available for $425. Original box, manual and disks.
| 18024|18024|2010-05-29 03:03:28|zamisers7k|Tip: Jumping|
If you are working in song mode there is a JUMP feature. Not sure there are many uses for it. Do any of you guys use it much?

Today I found it is kind of useful for if you are editing and don't don't want to scroll from the begining or end to get to part of a song you may be focusing on that part.

When the song gets to that part while playing just hold SHIFT and press STOP button and then it sort of like becomes a marker for anytime you press the STOP button
again it'll jump to that spot in your song.

Shift + << or >> turns JUMP off.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18025|18024|2010-05-29 16:31:29|Ian Vine|Re: Tip: Jumping|
Nice tip dude. Just picked up a aw16g recorder. Gig coming up soon and kinda lost my trust in the laptop sphere

Ianv

On 29 May 2010, at 09:59, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

If you are working in song mode there is a JUMP feature. Not sure there are many uses for it. Do any of you guys use it much?

Today I found it is kind of useful for if you are editing and don't don't want to scroll from the begining or end to get to part of a song you may be focusing on
that part.

When the song gets to that part while playing just hold SHIFT and press STOP button and then it sort of like becomes a marker for anytime you press the
STOP button again it'll jump to that spot in your song.

Shift + << or >> turns JUMP off.

Happy RSing!

https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://www.youtube.com/user/bobhumid
http://suburbantrash.c8.com/
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com/
http://fatex.bobhumid.de/
http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com


Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18026|18026|2010-06-13 22:55:25|planetfrog2000|SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250|
Hiya folks, was wondering if anyone has had success in doing this - I've tried as best I can, with terminating the scsi end but to no avail, with the second scsi drive ( in
which ever order ) showing up.

Any suggestions or has anyone done this before?

Cheers

Frog
| 18027|18026|2010-06-14 02:20:40|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250|
Fairly sure that I read in the instructions or somewhere else that you 
can't.

On Jun 14, 2010, at 12:55 AM, planetfrog2000 wrote:

> Hiya folks, was wondering if anyone has had success in doing this - 
> I've tried as best I can, with terminating the scsi end but to no 
> avail, with the second scsi drive ( in which ever order ) showing up.
>
> Any suggestions or has anyone done this before?
>
> Cheers
>
> Frog
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18028|18026|2010-06-14 07:24:35|raa eighty|Re: SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250|
scsi for two devices will work i have external hardrive and cd rom the device you set at the end of the scsi chain is the device you put on the terminator..however i have
tried iomega zip drives ...none of them the work...try another device ..good luck

________________________________
From: Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, June 14, 2010 4:20:25 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250

Fairly sure that I read in the instructions or somewhere else that you 
can't.

On Jun 14, 2010, at 12:55 AM, planetfrog2000 wrote:

> Hiya folks, was wondering if anyone has had success in doing this - 
> I've tried as best I can, with terminating the scsi end but to no 
> avail, with the second scsi drive ( in which ever order ) showing up.
>
> Any suggestions or has anyone done this before?
>
> Cheers
>
> Frog
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------------------
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Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18029|18026|2010-06-14 07:35:21|raa eighty|Re: SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250|
rs7000 manual page 280 read where it says up in the second paragraph .last sentence ..(Up to 7 scsi devices can be connected.)this machine can do it all ..people are just
not knowing if you have any more questions ..hit me up! peace! 

________________________________
From: Haroon Al-Qahtani <abofaisal@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, June 14, 2010 4:20:25 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250

Fairly sure that I read in the instructions or somewhere else that you 
can't.

On Jun 14, 2010, at 12:55 AM, planetfrog2000 wrote:

> Hiya folks, was wondering if anyone has had success in doing this - 
> I've tried as best I can, with terminating the scsi end but to no 
> avail, with the second scsi drive ( in which ever order ) showing up.
>
> Any suggestions or has anyone done this before?
>
> Cheers
>
> Frog
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18030|18026|2010-06-14 07:47:44|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: SCSI Chain for a hard-drive and zip250|
On Jun 14, 2010, at 9:34 AM, raa eighty wrote:

> rs7000 manual page 280 read where it says up in the second 
> paragraph .last sentence ..(Up to 7 scsi devices can be 
> connected.)this machine can do it all ..people are just not knowing 
> if you have any more questions ..hit me up! peace!
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Ah. Maybe I'm confusing it with my S950.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18031|18031|2010-07-01 21:31:18|lordmilitant007|rs7000 switches on|
i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
| 18032|18032|2010-07-01 21:35:33|zamisers7k|Dumb Tip: Copy Track Job|
Hi RS Buddies!

The list has been a little slow lately, so just making sure it hasn't gone the way of RS7000.org

Be sure to check out your check marks on the Copy Track Job. Usually I use it with all of them checked, but then sometimes I get the other track so far out of whack from
the copied one, that then, it comes in very handy for me to remove or add checks on the Mixer/Voice Edit and Seq Event when wanting another track to go back to
sounding the same or not while having a different or the same sequence.

Nothing against RS7000.org, free advertising ;)

Zam
| 18033|18031|2010-07-01 21:40:59|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 switches on|
Thanks for the info, but there are no switches except the I/O on the RS, so I'm not sure if this is spam-o-roma or not yet. If you would maybe go in to a bit more detail
your handle won't be upgraded to non-pre-approved posts.

Zam/Mod 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
>
> i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
> these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
>

| 18034|18034|2010-07-04 03:59:11|yiann sakul|I need space|
Hello everybody!!!
I need storage space in my RS.Anybody knows how can i do this concidering mobility and tranfering speed?Thanks a lot for your creative time.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18035|18034|2010-07-04 04:29:38|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: I need space|
This is probably your best bet outside of hacking an internal HD:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard_mini.asp

They have an SSD version too.

On Jul 4, 2010, at 5:59 AM, yiann sakul wrote:

> Hello everybody!!!
> I need storage space in my RS.Anybody knows how can i do this 
> concidering mobility and tranfering speed?Thanks a lot for your 
> creative time.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18036|18034|2010-07-04 19:18:35|zamisers7k|Re: I need space|
Also maybe try an SM to XD adapter, something like this:

http://www.amazon.com/Memory-Smartmedia-Reader-Writer-Adapter/dp/B000L12F10

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> This is probably your best bet outside of hacking an internal HD:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard_mini.asp
> 
> They have an SSD version too.
> 
> On Jul 4, 2010, at 5:59 AM, yiann sakul wrote:
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard_mini.asp
http://www.amazon.com/Memory-Smartmedia-Reader-Writer-Adapter/dp/B000L12F10
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> > Hello everybody!!!
> > I need storage space in my RS.Anybody knows how can i do this 
> > concidering mobility and tranfering speed?Thanks a lot for your 
> > creative time.
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18037|18037|2010-07-05 12:34:35|revdrbflow|RS7000 + extern SCSI CD-RW: Will this work???|
Having "reactivated" my RS7000 I was wondering if I can use an external CD-RW drive (ricoh cd-rw mp 6200s)to

1.) read from CD's 

and/or

2.) to write/save data to CD's

via SCSI?

Has anyone tried it, or has any experience experimenting in that direction?

Thanks for your input - enjoy your RS7000, or dream of having one :))
| 18038|18037|2010-07-05 12:46:40|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 + extern SCSI CD-RW: Will this work???|
I've not tried one personally, but I don't see any reason why it wouldn't work. Thinking it might be a tad slow is all, but my impression is that it should work. If nobody
else responds and you try it out, let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "revdrbflow" wrote:
>
> Having "reactivated" my RS7000 I was wondering if I can use an external CD-RW drive (ricoh cd-rw mp 6200s)to
> 
> 1.) read from CD's 
> 
> and/or
> 
> 2.) to write/save data to CD's
> 
> via SCSI?
> 
> Has anyone tried it, or has any experience experimenting in that direction?
> 
> Thanks for your input - enjoy your RS7000, or dream of having one :))
>

| 18039|18039|2010-07-06 03:36:57|douzedwet|FS: two yamaha RS7000 cheap, cheap cheap!!!|
Hi everyone, im selling my twin yamaha RS7000 you can get them direct from me dirt cheap before they go on ebay for $400 and for $450 (u.s dollars) the difference in
price is because one of RS7000 has a 9 gig internal scsi hard drive with scsi connector cable attach to the back making it convenient to transport around to live shows and
for saving-n-loading all your audio sample files + midi sequences...both RS7000 sequencers are in immaculate working condition!!! they both have the latest operating
software from yamaha in them plus smartmedia cards for backup storage (see pictures below) 

If you not familiar with the yamaha RS7000 it is the best sequencer on the planet, period!!! im not just saying that because i have them for sale as you can see i have TWO
of them, i think that in itself should at least tell you something [smile, redface :oops: ] seriously! with the RS7000 you can literally do LIVE REMIXES right onstage
playing your sequenced midi files..during a live set you can without stopping the sequencer adjust the groove value or adjust the swing value forward or backward
individually tweak each of its midi channels store parameter settings like scene/mute/play fx change patterns "live in realtime" recall scene variations setting to �gcreate
ambience�h �gbuilt tight grooves�h and �gadd feel�h to your musical performance...

all done without ever stopping the sequencer!!!

the yamaha RS7000 is really a yamaha motif in a box!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The RS7000 and the Motif have the same exact AWM2 sound engine in them!!!
So-if you looking for motif sounds but cannot afford a motif keyboard then consider 
Buying the RS7000 as a wise affordable alternative (of course, minus the sweet 
velocity-sensitive keys found on the yamaha motif keyboards)..........

please, contact me if you have any questions by sending me a detailed email douzedwet@hotmail.com on ebay yamaha RS7000 usually go for twice what im asking here
Im selling my twins simply because im strap for cash going thru some hard time i assure you there is absolutely nothing wrong with them check out the pictures below,
both RS7000 are in immaculate working condition!!! I guarantee its a safe smart purchase with these beasts monster sequencers �gyamaha RS7000 is the best on the
market�h it is better than akai mpc/roland mv/roland mc-808/roland mc-909 etc..

**domestic delivery/shipping cost averages at $50 (u.s dollars). Please, do consider that the one with the internal hard drive install weighs more therefore postal services
may charge a fraction extra to ship. International buyers send me an email douzedwet@hotmail.com thanx! for looking..

http://img576.imageshack.us/img576/672/61054964.jpg
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| 18040|18037|2010-07-07 01:01:15|T. Saye|Re: RS7000 + extern SCSI CD-RW: Will this work???|
External (scsi) CD-Rom Drive to read most definately works! I use it plus a 100 Zip and Gig Jaz Drive, chained together. Never tried to write or burn with the 7000, I use
the other components to save my tracks and samples. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've not tried one personally, but I don't see any reason why it wouldn't work. Thinking it might be a tad slow is all, but my impression is that it should
work. If nobody else responds and you try it out, let us know how it goes.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "revdrbflow" wrote:
> >
> > Having "reactivated" my RS7000 I was wondering if I can use an external CD-RW drive (ricoh cd-rw mp 6200s)to
> > 
> > 1.) read from CD's 
> > 
> > and/or
> > 
> > 2.) to write/save data to CD's
> > 
> > via SCSI?
> > 
> > Has anyone tried it, or has any experience experimenting in that direction?
> > 
> > Thanks for your input - enjoy your RS7000, or dream of having one :))
> >
>

| 18041|18041|2010-07-07 01:01:46|T. Saye|RS 7000 is on Facebook!|
Check it out!

www.facebook.com/pages/Yamaha-Rs7000/26338021380
www.facebook.com/group.php?v=wall&gid=5181224307
| 18042|18039|2010-07-07 05:47:57|Steven Chery|Re: FS: two yamaha RS7000 cheap, cheap cheap!!!|
PAYPAL accepted yes!!! buy with confidence!!!!! -thanx

--- On Mon, 7/5/10, douzedwet <douzedwet@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: douzedwet <douzedwet@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] FS: two yamaha RS7000 cheap, cheap cheap!!!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, July 5, 2010, 8:06 PM

  

Hi everyone, im selling my twin yamaha RS7000 you can get them direct from me dirt cheap before they go on ebay for $400 and for $450 (u.s dollars) the
difference in price is because one of RS7000 has a 9 gig internal scsi hard drive with scsi connector cable attach to the back making it convenient to transport
around to live shows and for saving-n-loading all your audio sample files + midi sequences...both RS7000 sequencers are in immaculate working condition!!!
they both have the latest operating software from yamaha in them plus smartmedia cards for backup storage (see pictures below) 

If you not familiar with the yamaha RS7000 it is the best sequencer on the planet, period!!! im not just saying that because i have them for sale as you can see
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i have TWO of them, i think that in itself should at least tell you something [smile, redface :oops: ] seriously! with the RS7000 you can literally do LIVE
REMIXES right onstage playing your sequenced midi files..during a live set you can without stopping the sequencer adjust the groove value or adjust the
swing value forward or backward individually tweak each of its midi channels store parameter settings like scene/mute/play fx change patterns "live in
realtime" recall scene variations setting to �gcreate ambience�h �gbuilt tight grooves�h and �gadd feel�h to your musical performance...

all done without ever stopping the sequencer!!!

the yamaha RS7000 is really a yamaha motif in a box!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The RS7000 and the Motif have the same exact AWM2 sound engine in them!!!
So-if you looking for motif sounds but cannot afford a motif keyboard then consider 
Buying the RS7000 as a wise affordable alternative (of course, minus the sweet 
velocity-sensitive keys found on the yamaha motif keyboards)..........

please, contact me if you have any questions by sending me a detailed email douzedwet@hotmail.com on ebay yamaha RS7000 usually go for twice what im
asking here Im selling my twins simply because im strap for cash going thru some hard time i assure you there is absolutely nothing wrong with them check
out the pictures below, both RS7000 are in immaculate working condition!!! I guarantee its a safe smart purchase with these beasts monster sequencers
�gyamaha RS7000 is the best on the market�h it is better than akai mpc/roland mv/roland mc-808/roland mc-909 etc..

**domestic delivery/shipping cost averages at $50 (u.s dollars). Please, do consider that the one with the internal hard drive install weighs more therefore
postal services may charge a fraction extra to ship. International buyers send me an email douzedwet@hotmail.com thanx! for looking..
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SCSI drive (below, bottom picture)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18043|18039|2010-07-07 05:55:17|douzedwet|Re: FS: two yamaha RS7000 cheap, cheap cheap!!!|
yes PAYPAL accepted!!! buy with confidence!!!!! -thanx
| 18044|18031|2010-07-07 07:45:02|planetfrog2000|Re: rs7000 switches on|
Just took a splash and ordered some. Zam - they're switches for underneath the track/mute/section buttons - according to the ebay page.

Once they arrive, then I'll have to figure out how to replace my bad buttons...

Anyone got any tips? Had a halfbaked search for a message on the topic but only ended up on this thread! 

Peace all...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the info, but there are no switches except the I/O on the RS, so I'm not sure if this is spam-o-roma or not yet. If you would maybe go in to a bit
more detail your handle won't be upgraded to non-pre-approved posts.
> 
> Zam/Mod 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> >
> > i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
> > these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
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> >
>

| 18045|18031|2010-07-07 07:58:46|planetfrog2000|Re: rs7000 switches on|
Come to think of it LordMilitant...could you give a run down on how to do it if poss? Any wisdom and guidance would be gratefully received!

planetfrog

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
>
> Just took a splash and ordered some. Zam - they're switches for underneath the track/mute/section buttons - according to the ebay page.
> 
> Once they arrive, then I'll have to figure out how to replace my bad buttons...
> 
> Anyone got any tips? Had a halfbaked search for a message on the topic but only ended up on this thread! 
> 
> Peace all...
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks for the info, but there are no switches except the I/O on the RS, so I'm not sure if this is spam-o-roma or not yet. If you would maybe go in to a bit
more detail your handle won't be upgraded to non-pre-approved posts.
> > 
> > Zam/Mod 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> > >
> > > i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
> > > these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
> > >
> >
>

| 18046|18041|2010-07-07 12:48:55|zamisers7k|Re: RS 7000 is on Facebook!|
Awesome, joining...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
>
> Check it out!
> 
> www.facebook.com/pages/Yamaha-Rs7000/26338021380
> www.facebook.com/group.php?v=wall&gid=5181224307
>

| 18047|18031|2010-07-07 12:58:29|zamisers7k|Re: rs7000 switches on|
Ah ok cool. I know folks here can use some of those on occasion, one of the more common questions we get here with bad buttons.

We do have the service manual here in the files section if it helps. If memory serves me, have to crack the case and remove the main board to get to that, shouldn't be too
hard I'd think with just a screw driver, just don't loose your screws.

Hope it goes well for ya and get all your buttons working properly.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
>
> Come to think of it LordMilitant...could you give a run down on how to do it if poss? Any wisdom and guidance would be gratefully received!
> 
> planetfrog
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
> >
> > Just took a splash and ordered some. Zam - they're switches for underneath the track/mute/section buttons - according to the ebay page.
> > 
> > Once they arrive, then I'll have to figure out how to replace my bad buttons...
> > 
> > Anyone got any tips? Had a halfbaked search for a message on the topic but only ended up on this thread! 
> > 
> > Peace all...
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Thanks for the info, but there are no switches except the I/O on the RS, so I'm not sure if this is spam-o-roma or not yet. If you would maybe go in to a
bit more detail your handle won't be upgraded to non-pre-approved posts.
> > > 
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> > > Zam/Mod 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
> > > > these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18048|18037|2010-07-07 13:52:05|raa eighty|Re: RS7000 + extern SCSI CD-RW: Will this work???|
It wont work it lacks the command and power to burn data its a process that 
requires a bigger proccessor thats found in harddisc recorder ..but reading data 
sounds wavs its perfect..

________________________________
From: T. Saye <tsaye1@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, July 7, 2010 2:58:18 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS7000 + extern SCSI CD-RW: Will this work???

External (scsi) CD-Rom Drive to read most definately works! I use it plus a 100 
Zip and Gig Jaz Drive, chained together. Never tried to write or burn with the 
7000, I use the other components to save my tracks and samples. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I've not tried one personally, but I don't see any reason why it wouldn't work. 
>Thinking it might be a tad slow is all, but my impression is that it should 
>work. If nobody else responds and you try it out, let us know how it goes.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "revdrbflow" wrote:
> >
> > Having "reactivated" my RS7000 I was wondering if I can use an external CD-RW 
>drive (ricoh cd-rw mp 6200s)to
> > 
> > 1.) read from CD's 
> > 
> > and/or
> > 
> > 2.) to write/save data to CD's
> > 
> > via SCSI?
> > 
> > Has anyone tried it, or has any experience experimenting in that direction?
> > 
> > Thanks for your input - enjoy your RS7000, or dream of having one :))
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18049|18049|2010-07-07 17:10:20|T. Saye|Previewing samples b4 loading to RS|
I hate that i cant monitor the sounds on the RS b4 i load them. Have you all figured out a way around this besides listening to them on the PC first?

I was looking thru the forum, and someone said they used the 'Awave' to create a bank. But i cant figure that shit out. By the way, i can generally make a beat out of any
sample or loop I pull up, and it actully draws out creativity...but alot of the samples and loops is not exactly what i had in mind to make or use. Any words of wisdom?
| 18050|18049|2010-07-07 18:03:06|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Previewing samples b4 loading to RS|
On Jul 7, 2010, at 7:10 PM, T. Saye wrote:

> By the way, i can generally make a beat out of any sample or loop I 
> pull up, and it actully draws out creativity...but alot of the 
> samples and loops is not exactly what i had in mind to make or use. 
> Any words of wisdom?
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I'm always open to finding untouched gems, and the RS7000 looked like 
an incredibly interesting machine. It is. I picked mine up around 
the end of November of 2009 and forced myself to use it exclusively 
until maybe February or March of 2010. I feel comfortable with it and 
know how to get around.

That said I gave it a fair chance to win me over. Good things? If 
you feed it a nice, well defined loop it can do some interesting 
things. Unfortunately though, it's not a machine designed with a 
completely sample-based beatmaker in mind. If you're heavy into 
chopping up your samples manually, it just gets a bit tedious after a 
while. Kind of tough to be Primo with the RS. Can you do it? Yeah, 
but it will take much longer than on an MPC or SP.

The built in synths and sounds are decent enough, and can be tweaked 
well. The effects are good. There's plenty of good about it. It's 
strong point to me is plain experimentation. You can load some sounds 
into it and spends literally hours just turning dials to see what will 
happen. Where it really shines though is as a kind of remix tool, 
throwing it tons of loops, phrases, and other stuff. For example, I 
did this on it:

http://soundcloud.com/hqahtani/the-de-la-soul-lesson-part-2

Sample time would've made this impossible on my E-Mu SP12 or Akai 
S950. The RS's track and scene implementation made many things 
possible that would've been too difficult on my MPC 500. Keep in mind 
aside from the vocals and scratches, I did that in one take, just 
muting tracks and changing scenes and recording it straight into 
Garageband. That would've never happened on my other machines.

On the other hand a beat like this:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3Np698EpA4

Would've never happened on the RS. Unfortunately the later is more of 
what I'm into, and so the SP/950 or 500 get my love usually. My 
advice is to use the RS in its context. There are some things it does 
well, and others -- namely sampling, it isn't so great for in my 
opinion.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18051|18049|2010-07-07 21:02:29|zamisers7k|Re: Previewing samples b4 loading to RS|
Yeah, too bad it doesn't have a preview, it keeps coming up here, so one of the things Yamaha should consider if they ever consider updating the OS. Won't keep my
fingers crossed for that to happen tho...

I wonder if there are any hand held .mp3 players that will play .wavs that takes SM cards. That might be cool and quick way to demo and scroll through the sounds before
you play them, if such a thing exists??? They say not to hot swap the SM cards to be safe, but I've never had any problems as long as it is not saving or loading when I
pull it in and out. I always have a slight worry in the back my mind every time I do it that it will be the one time it fouls up me, but hasn't happened yet over the many
years I've had it, knock on wood.

Other than that, my usual response is, learn to make beats using the RS's built in kits. I do my own 99% of the time that way, it can usually be done pretty fast if know
how, but I understand wanting to sample a complex beat or strange sound effect and vocals on occasion to make things quicker and easier for you. Personally, I can't
imagine doing that all the time, but I know people do it. I guess it is cool, the RS's kits do start to sound the same and bland after a while, so it might be nice to make some
new kits and have it be not so distinctively always RS sounding. For that though, I usually sample through the RS's inputs from another sound source like a CD, DVD,
computer. Kits arn't that hard to make on the RS alone this way, just got to watch that you don't overwrite the sample on the C3 key since it always defaults to it.

Probably didn't help much, but hope maybe it gave you some ideas so you don't cast aside your RS for a better sampling unit. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
>
> I hate that i cant monitor the sounds on the RS b4 i load them. Have you all figured out a way around this besides listening to them on the PC first?
> 
> I was looking thru the forum, and someone said they used the 'Awave' to create a bank. But i cant figure that shit out. By the way, i can generally make a
beat out of any sample or loop I pull up, and it actully draws out creativity...but alot of the samples and loops is not exactly what i had in mind to make or use.
Any words of wisdom?
>

| 18052|18049|2010-07-07 21:21:48|zamisers7k|Re: Previewing samples b4 loading to RS|

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:

> happen. Where it really shines though is as a kind of remix tool, 
> throwing it tons of loops, phrases, and other stuff. For example, I 
> did this on it:

http://soundcloud.com/hqahtani/the-de-la-soul-lesson-part-2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3Np698EpA4
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> 
> http://soundcloud.com/hqahtani/the-de-la-soul-lesson-part-2
> 

Awesome tune!

> On the other hand a beat like this:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3Np698EpA4
> 
> Would've never happened on the RS.

Don't seem like that would be too hard to do on the RS, seems like a simple beat to me, is there something in it specifically the RS would make difficult to
do? 

There is one song I had a lot of trouble sampling and recreating loops with it, not sure exactly why, odd timing or something, don't laugh, but it was Blood
Makes Noise by Suzanne Vega:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6qvIhygLTs

My RS remix:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bmn1.mp3

I just couldn't do it as well as I'd of liked wanted, but I think I'd of probably had the same troubles on any sampler. I even posted to her forum trying to see if
she or anyone else knew the timing or chord structures for it, but never got a response back :(

Anyhow, the rest of the stuff you mention about the RS I can agree, it is an awesome machine for the most part. There are better machines out there that do
certain things better than it, but they lack other things that make the RS over all still one of the best machines for quickly composing and remixing patterns
and songs on.

Keep on RSing it buddies!

Zam

| 18053|18031|2010-07-08 03:25:28|planetfrog2000|Re: rs7000 switches on|
Thanks matey,

Cant wait to fix those buttons!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Ah ok cool. I know folks here can use some of those on occasion, one of the more common questions we get here with bad buttons.
> 
> We do have the service manual here in the files section if it helps. If memory serves me, have to crack the case and remove the main board to get to that,
shouldn't be too hard I'd think with just a screw driver, just don't loose your screws.
> 
> Hope it goes well for ya and get all your buttons working properly.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
> >
> > Come to think of it LordMilitant...could you give a run down on how to do it if poss? Any wisdom and guidance would be gratefully received!
> > 
> > planetfrog
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
> > >
> > > Just took a splash and ordered some. Zam - they're switches for underneath the track/mute/section buttons - according to the ebay page.
> > > 
> > > Once they arrive, then I'll have to figure out how to replace my bad buttons...
> > > 
> > > Anyone got any tips? Had a halfbaked search for a message on the topic but only ended up on this thread! 
> > > 
> > > Peace all...
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for the info, but there are no switches except the I/O on the RS, so I'm not sure if this is spam-o-roma or not yet. If you would maybe go in to
a bit more detail your handle won't be upgraded to non-pre-approved posts.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam/Mod 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> > > > >

http://soundcloud.com/hqahtani/the-de-la-soul-lesson-part-2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3Np698EpA4
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> > > > > i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
> > > > > these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18054|18031|2010-07-08 05:06:43|Steve Roitstein|Smart Media cards & Airport X-Rays|
Hey All!

Our band PALO! http://gopalo.com is taking our Miami Afro-Cuban Funk (and our two RS7000s) to Chicago. 

http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=107877925930726&ref=mf

Is it risky to bring the RS7000 Smart Media cards through the airport security measures such as x-ray, etc?

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
PALO! - Afro-Cuban Funk Band
steve@gopalo.com
http://www.gopalo.com/
http://www.facebook.com/gopalo 
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://youtube.com/palotv
| 18055|18031|2010-07-08 05:16:39|Haroon Al-Qahtani|Re: Smart Media cards & Airport X-Rays|
On Jul 8, 2010, at 7:06 AM, Steve Roitstein wrote:

> Is it risky to bring the RS7000 Smart Media cards through the 
> airport security measures such as x-ray, etc?

Should be fine. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18056|18031|2010-07-08 11:58:41|zamisers7k|Re: Smart Media cards & Airport X-Rays|
Whatch out for the kryptonite scanners tho ;)

I think you should be fine too. Never know for absolute sure, what I'd probably do if I were you would be to get some backup SM cards just incase and also keep your
more important RS files that you use stored online somewhere like in a hidden directory of your website so you could pull them from anywhere with an internet
connection, that is if something went really wrong.

Just ideas.

Keep on RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
> 
> On Jul 8, 2010, at 7:06 AM, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> 
> > Is it risky to bring the RS7000 Smart Media cards through the 
> > airport security measures such as x-ray, etc?
> 
> Should be fine. 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18057|18049|2010-07-08 23:54:21|T. Saye|Re: Previewing samples b4 loading to RS|
Hey Haroon

I took the opportunity to preview your tracks, and I must say you make
some great stuff :)

You also make some very interesting points abt the RS. I'm a big fan of
the 'ReMIX TOOL' as well, it is still unbelievable after almost 10 years
:-0 !!! Im actually working on deciphering the Remix tool...I'll keep
you posted.

BUT

> On the other hand a beat like this:
>
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3Np698EpA4
>

http://gopalo.com/
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> Would've never happened on the RS.

I tend to disagree with this notion. I'm sure that you are talented
enuff to make this track on your other machines (I have not used them)
you can definitely make it on the RS. It's slow like a Commador 64 (well
maybe not that slow ;-) but when it loads... 'It's Clobbering Time'. By
me using disk samples (not so much the act of sampling) it has opened up
a new world in the RS. And when I get to 'Slicing'...the track bleeds

>:-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Haroon Al-Qahtani wrote:
>
>
> On Jul 7, 2010, at 7:10 PM, T. Saye wrote:
>
> > By the way, i can generally make a beat out of any sample or loop I
> > pull up, and it actully draws out creativity...but alot of the
> > samples and loops is not exactly what i had in mind to make or use.
> > Any words of wisdom?
>
>
> I'm always open to finding untouched gems, and the RS7000 looked like
> an incredibly interesting machine. It is. I picked mine up around
> the end of November of 2009 and forced myself to use it exclusively
> until maybe February or March of 2010. I feel comfortable with it and
> know how to get around.
>
> That said I gave it a fair chance to win me over. Good things? If
> you feed it a nice, well defined loop it can do some interesting
> things. Unfortunately though, it's not a machine designed with a
> completely sample-based beatmaker in mind. If you're heavy into
> chopping up your samples manually, it just gets a bit tedious after a
> while. Kind of tough to be Primo with the RS. Can you do it? Yeah,
> but it will take much longer than on an MPC or SP.
>
> The built in synths and sounds are decent enough, and can be tweaked
> well. The effects are good. There's plenty of good about it. It's
> strong point to me is plain experimentation. You can load some sounds
> into it and spends literally hours just turning dials to see what will
> happen. Where it really shines though is as a kind of remix tool,
> throwing it tons of loops, phrases, and other stuff. For example, I
> did this on it:
>
> http://soundcloud.com/hqahtani/the-de-la-soul-lesson-part-2
>
> Sample time would've made this impossible on my E-Mu SP12 or Akai
> S950. The RS's track and scene implementation made many things
> possible that would've been too difficult on my MPC 500. Keep in mind
> aside from the vocals and scratches, I did that in one take, just
> muting tracks and changing scenes and recording it straight into
> Garageband. That would've never happened on my other machines.
>
> On the other hand a beat like this:
>
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3Np698EpA4
>
> Would've never happened on the RS. Unfortunately the later is more of
> what I'm into, and so the SP/950 or 500 get my love usually. My
> advice is to use the RS in its context. There are some things it does
> well, and others -- namely sampling, it isn't so great for in my
> opinion.
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18058|18058|2010-07-13 17:40:11|Robert Feuchtl|RS7000-group on Soundcloud|
cheers folks,

I want to remind you that I initiated a group at SOUNDCLOUD that is 
dedicated to music which was solely produced with a RS7000. check it 
out, I recently uploaded one of my live-jams there as well. feel free to 
join it ...

http://soundcloud.com/groups/tracks-done-exlusively-with-a-yamaha-rs7000

hail the RS,

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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bob

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.
| 18059|18058|2010-07-14 01:25:48|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000-group on Soundcloud|
Cool, I joined. Might post a song or two ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> cheers folks,
> 
> I want to remind you that I initiated a group at SOUNDCLOUD that is 
> dedicated to music which was solely produced with a RS7000. check it 
> out, I recently uploaded one of my live-jams there as well. feel free to 
> join it ...
> 
> http://soundcloud.com/groups/tracks-done-exlusively-with-a-yamaha-rs7000
> 
> hail the RS,
> 
> bob
>

| 18060|18060|2010-07-19 16:17:47|moconnor21@rocketmail.com|Still worth using the RS7000?|
Just getting back into writing/recording music after taking a break for a few years.

I wondering if I still want to use the RS 

I really like having the knob controls to tweak sounds realtime changes etc

Really hate the tiny screen

For sampling not real sure if I like it never Ive only used it a little here and there.

Any way to augment the tiny screen maybe by not using on board sequencer and instead getting a software for the comp?

Any suggestions appreciated

Thanks
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| 18061|18060|2010-07-19 16:42:02|zamisers7k|Re: Still worth using the RS7000?|
Oh course its still worth, are you crazy? ;)

Don't use software, learn to use the step sequencer in pattern mode. Its as fast, if not faster than putting ideas down using any computer screen.

I think people get use to using the grid or x0x style and to be frank, it is a slow method for entering notes if you've got something in mind already, especially if you are
chording them.

Get use to changing the note gate as you enter the notes in step mode, if you enter wrong note or notes use delete and back delete. If you accidentally over lap a good note
press edit/enter on the #pad and you get an events list and remove the bad note there. Thats easy as pie! Oh, and remember to change your amount of measures from
default 4 if doing more than that before you enter notes/hits or you'll have to delete them and start over, that gets me occasionally. Pie!

As for sampling, yeah good to try and keep it to a minimum on the RS. try to use its internal sounds as often as possible, save sampling and memory for vocal lines and or
other odd things like real instruments.

If ya get stuck, let us know. Using the RS to make songs should never be very difficult after you get over initial learning curve. It becomes second nature like riding a bike
or eating pie.

Keep on RSing it!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moconnor21@..." wrote:
>
> Just getting back into writing/recording music after taking a break for a few years.
> 
> I wondering if I still want to use the RS 
> 
> I really like having the knob controls to tweak sounds realtime changes etc
> 
> Really hate the tiny screen
> 
> For sampling not real sure if I like it never Ive only used it a little here and there.
> 
> Any way to augment the tiny screen maybe by not using on board sequencer and instead getting a software for the comp?
> 
> Any suggestions appreciated
> 
> Thanks
>

| 18062|18060|2010-07-20 02:25:33|Olivier|Re: Still worth using the RS7000?|
Hi there,

For me The rs7000 is the best machine i ever had.
I have worked with a lot of drumcomputers like Akai, jomox, roland, elektron... There is no other box that is comparable to it! Even with the little things it can't do like
parameters locks on every note like the elektrons but it can be done with recording. The sound quality is not so good but you can import complete sound banks. you can
easily change sounds while the same rhythm is playing... The screen is big!
no doubt it's my number one :)

regards Olivier
| 18063|18060|2010-07-20 09:14:38|raa eighty|Re: Still worth using the RS7000?|
the rs7000 is my sp1200 or mpc3000 ive had both in the past in hiphop these 
machines are the holy grail ....i use software to but about 10 percent 
of the time ...90 percent rs7000 80 percent sampling the rest are its own sounds 
which are pretty good ....it samples and has a workable synth
with the most powerful sequencer ever....it does more than a mpc could ever do 
even with out usb(which i find harder to fix because usb are very faulty and 
ruin the power by shorting out when they go bad)RS7000 RULES!2001- to the end

MY 2 CENTS 

GETODELICA

________________________________
From: Olivier <olivier_pyperzeele@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, July 20, 2010 4:23:53 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Still worth using the RS7000?

Hi there,

For me The rs7000 is the best machine i ever had.
I have worked with a lot of drumcomputers like Akai, jomox, roland, elektron... 
There is no other box that is comparable to it! Even with the little things it 
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can't do like parameters locks on every note like the elektrons but it can be 
done with recording. The sound quality is not so good but you can import 
complete sound banks. you can easily change sounds while the same rhythm is 
playing... The screen is big!
no doubt it's my number one :)

regards Olivier

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18064|18031|2010-07-21 06:19:22|rs7king|Re: rs7000 switches on|
I´ve seen your offer on ebay too,
are these original yamaha spare parts ? where do you got them from ?

Also I would be happy to hear from others who exchanged theirs, because on my rs one "key" is responding very bad.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
>
> i found some rs7000 and rm1x switches on ebay for $15.60
> these i got some and they're very durable. i replace all of mine.
>

| 18065|18065|2010-07-24 12:24:11|lordmilitant007|rs7000+akai 8 outs|
i was wondering if the akai 8 outs would work on the rs7000
just a thought. but i'm working on a project for the rs7k to make my own 6 outs. i have the schematics if anyone wants a email copy.
| 18066|18065|2010-07-24 13:00:34|Loomeer|Re: rs7000+akai 8 outs|
Yes, please send me this schematic. Is it aieb2 ?
Thanx.

Loomeer
http://www.youtube.com/loomeer305

Dne 24.7.2010 19:54, lordmilitant007 napsal(a):

>
> i was wondering if the akai 8 outs would work on the rs7000
> just a thought. but i'm working on a project for the rs7k to make my 
> own 6 outs. i have the schematics if anyone wants a email copy.
>
> 
>
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>
> Freehosting PIPNI - http://www.pipni.cz/
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18067|18067|2010-07-24 13:43:35|lordmilitant007|aieb2 schematics available for download in files.|| 18068|18068|2010-07-24 13:53:10|lordmilitant007|aieb1 = aieb2|
it is possible to mod the aieb1 to work with the rs7000.
| 18069|18069|2010-07-24 16:56:54|lordmilitant007|rs7k expansion|
aieb1 I/O board wanted to mod.
| 18070|18070|2010-07-24 17:02:21|lordmilitant007|aieb1=aieb2|
well what if the yamaha a4k or the su700 power supply is good enough to power the rs7k maybe it could be a mod.
connections will be the same i figure just ideas yall. may the aieb1 would work?
| 18071|18060|2010-07-24 19:53:09|adyone79|Re: Still worth using the RS7000?|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Oh course its still worth, are you crazy? ;)
> 
> Don't use software, learn to use the step sequencer in pattern mode. Its as fast, if not faster than putting ideas down using any computer screen.
> 
> I think people get use to using the grid or x0x style and to be frank, it is a slow method for entering notes if you've got something in mind already,
especially if you are chording them.
> 
> Get use to changing the note gate as you enter the notes in step mode, if you enter wrong note or notes use delete and back delete. If you accidentally over
lap a good note press edit/enter on the #pad and you get an events list and remove the bad note there. Thats easy as pie! Oh, and remember to change your
amount of measures from default 4 if doing more than that before you enter notes/hits or you'll have to delete them and start over, that gets me occasionally.
Pie!
> 
> As for sampling, yeah good to try and keep it to a minimum on the RS. try to use its internal sounds as often as possible, save sampling and memory for
vocal lines and or other odd things like real instruments.
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> 
> If ya get stuck, let us know. Using the RS to make songs should never be very difficult after you get over initial learning curve. It becomes second nature
like riding a bike or eating pie.
> 
> Keep on RSing it!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moconnor21@" wrote:
> >
> > Just getting back into writing/recording music after taking a break for a few years.
> > 
> > I wondering if I still want to use the RS 
> > 
> > I really like having the knob controls to tweak sounds realtime changes etc
> > 
> > Really hate the tiny screen
> > 
> > For sampling not real sure if I like it never Ive only used it a little here and there.
> > 
> > Any way to augment the tiny screen maybe by not using on board sequencer and instead getting a software for the comp?
> > 
> > Any suggestions appreciated
> > 
> > Thanks
> >
>

Well I'm no pro on the subject but do have a bit of a different take on it, so here's my two cents...

The strongest points that keep me coming back to the RS are: 

Its hands on approach which forces me to listen rather than look.

The simple, intuitive, and effective sampling interface which allows me to grab elements on the fly without the distractions and complications of a dedicated unit.

The 'Slice' algorithm, which does take patience on a few levels, but can be very very rewarding, even when the results are not as expected.

The micro adjustments that are possible within the sequencer, enabling very subtle dynamic adjustments in timing/velocity/etc.

Its experimentalist nature for the reasons listed above (and many more I didn't) 

Its hands on approach which forces me to listen rather than look.

I emphasize the last one because realistically almost everything else can be done within a software environment, and more accurately too. Truly this is the sticking point
which you even alluded to - "I really like having the knob controls to tweak sounds in real-time...I really hate the tiny screen". For me its a big one, and as capable as my
other hardware and software is, I really enjoy the focus and simplicity, the purity if you will, of feeling out my compositions with my hands and ears rather than
calculating it via software. The thing is that it is the RS's apparent limitations which make this possible, that and of course its a giant knob laden silver box that begs to be
tweaked.

I hear you about the screen; Yamaha did make make a piece of software used for editing and transferring waves/samples which is still available on their site called TWE
(Tiny Wave Editor) - the caveat being to use it you need a SCSI connection. Also, as far as I'm aware (and I hope I'm wrong about this) it will not work with anything over
OS 9.X on a Mac. If you have a PC your all good. 

Other than that you can always use a software sequencer to write with and use the RS as a tone generator as you suggested yourself, though that kind of defeats the
purpose of having it in my eyes. I don't consider the RS a synth due to its lack of editability. The preset sounds are ok, especially with re-sampling as an option, but there
are many more capable synthesizers out there that will ditch all the bulk used up by the sequencer and sampler if your not going to use them anyway.

Anyways, I hope there is something useful for you in all of that.
-Ady
| 18072|18070|2010-07-24 21:21:53|zamisers7k|Re: aieb1=aieb2|
lordmilitant007,

It is probably possible to mod this stuff to work somehow with the RS7000, but even if so then why? Is it that hard to get an AIEB2 now days, trying to save a few
pennies? Just curious, is there some other benefit to it? For fun maybe? I'd think if your gona mod the RS then put an ANplg in it ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
>
> well what if the yamaha a4k or the su700 power supply is good enough to power the rs7k maybe it could be a mod.
> connections will be the same i figure just ideas yall. may the aieb1 would work?
>

| 18073|18070|2010-07-25 11:14:15|raa eighty|Re: aieb1=aieb2|
thats a good question ..whats the actual benefit of the aieb2 board ..besides 
more resampling options ,using out board fx and mixing ..i dont know..i never 
really needed that option ..i can get a good mix in the machine itself..however 
if i see one cheap i might pick one up..it might be cheaper to find another rs 
with it already installed.
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________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, July 24, 2010 9:46:41 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb1=aieb2

lordmilitant007,

It is probably possible to mod this stuff to work somehow with the RS7000, but 
even if so then why? Is it that hard to get an AIEB2 now days, trying to save a 
few pennies? Just curious, is there some other benefit to it? For fun maybe? 
I'd think if your gona mod the RS then put an ANplg in it ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
>
> well what if the yamaha a4k or the su700 power supply is good enough to power 
>the rs7k maybe it could be a mod.
> connections will be the same i figure just ideas yall. may the aieb1 would 
>work?
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18074|10185|2010-07-25 11:49:03|lordmilitant007|aieb1 I/O board|
board wanted to make modifications.
| 18075|18039|2010-07-25 15:27:37|douzedwet|Re: FS: two yamaha RS7000 cheap, cheap cheap!!!|
hi guys, you can now bid on the yamaha RS7000 on ebay..ebay address is below
http://cgi.ebay.com/yamaha-RS7000-SCSI-hard-drive-/190423071019?cmd=ViewItem&pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2c5619792b
| 18076|10185|2010-07-25 21:19:50|zamisers7k|Re: aieb1 I/O board|
Let us know how it goes if you get one and good luck with it.

Also, I moved the aieb2.pdf schema you uploaded over to the documentation section here in the files in case you are wondering it went. Thanks for sharing it with us!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
>
> board wanted to make modifications.
>

| 18077|18070|2010-07-25 21:26:06|lordmilitant007|aieb1=aieb2|
there are some modifications you can make if possible maybe. there's a switch on the aieb2 thats not on the aieb1
you could change a few compenents like caps and ics just a thought. just examine the schematics in the aieb2 pdf in
the file folder. the two pieces are very similar!
| 18079|18070|2010-07-27 02:15:21|zamisers7k|Re: aieb1=aieb2|
I honestly don't use my aieb2 very often either, but I see the importance of having one.

Mainly it is like said, for adding outboard effects, or EQing, and mixing specific parts/channel/tracks seperately. It also has digital and optical out and ins which supposed
to have zero quality degradation since its transmitting data instead of voltages, and optical does not need any kind of signal boost if say you are sending it across the ocean
or to the moon. Like most of us need to do that with our RSs ya know, but anyhow, I've found the analog outs sound pretty much as good, and quality seems to stem more
from the recording hardware, sample rates, format etc..

I don't think there are any extra resampling options with them, unless you are going back and forth to an external sampler, which if need be can be done pretty much the
same way without having a expansion board added to the RS.

Anyhow, there is one awesome advantage to it that I think was totally unintentional, and not so obvious unless you've been on this list for a bit to know about it. About a
year or so we discovered, with some help from the folks over on Motifator forums, that you can send the RS a sysex command through midi to reassign the output of a
part/track while it is playing without any lag. You wouldn't think big deal since the RS has mutes, but the part mutes can not be accessed via midi, so you cant do your
mutes remotely from another piece of gear. However, with the AIEB2 expansion board, you send a reassign output message to an empty output on the board and treat it
like a remote track muting.

Theres some postings on this subject a while back on this particular subject if interested you'll have to look them up. I'm not sure we put it down as tip or not in the files
section.

Anyhow, the AIEB2 does have its special uses, but most of the time it is of no use to me while making tunes on the RS. If anyone decides to modify their RSs to do the
same with another manufacture's output expansion board, I say that is cool, but don't bother unless you've got some sort of ulterior motivation for doing so, otherwise I
think you are just wasting your time and energy.

Zam
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P.S. F.Y.I.s I moved the aieb2.pdf schema lordmilitant007 over to the documentation section in the files if anyone needs it.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, raa eighty wrote:
>
> thats a good question ..whats the actual benefit of the aieb2 board ..besides 
> more resampling options ,using out board fx and mixing ..i dont know..i never 
> really needed that option ..i can get a good mix in the machine itself..however 
> if i see one cheap i might pick one up..it might be cheaper to find another rs 
> with it already installed.
> 

| 18080|18070|2010-07-27 05:42:25|Erwin Goossens|aieb1=aieb2|
Dear,
 
the SU700 uses the aieb1 and the Rs7000 uses the aieb2
you can separate channels with it , like the kick on ch1 , snare ch2 etc.... sending to mixer or multi recorder
bytheway the aieb1 doesn't work on the Rs7000

My gears :
Rs7000
Su700
Rm1x
An200
Dx200
DJX2B
DJX
MW8CX
Quasimidi 309
access Virus b
Mc505
Mc303
SP555
Motu Express 128
ADAM SUBWOOFER 10 + sat

I still seek the best configuration to hookup these devices
I use the motu express 128 with different kinds of software like cubase , sonar , garageband .....

If anyone has any idea for it it is welcome !

greetz
egosys

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18081|18070|2010-07-27 15:42:17|Jay Arroyo|Re: aieb1=aieb2|
If your rocking all this in a studio, go for motu 24 I/0. Eliminates the need for an analog mixing board, all in a single rack space, expandable (your obviously a collector of
hardware) & opens up the effects on your PC to your hardware direct. Also has full recall capabilities (audio io routing/hardware synth presets, mix down/mastering).
Tightest integration I've ever seen if your using a good soft sequencer with the right capabilities (i.e. Cubase/Nuendo, Sonar, Logic). 

--- On Tue, 7/27/10, Erwin Goossens <wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: Erwin Goossens <wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] aieb1=aieb2
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 27, 2010, 7:41 AM

 

Dear,
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the SU700 uses the aieb1 and the Rs7000 uses the aieb2

you can separate channels with it , like the kick on ch1 , snare ch2 etc.... sending to mixer or multi recorder

bytheway the aieb1 doesn't work on the Rs7000

My gears :

Rs7000

Su700

Rm1x

An200

Dx200

DJX2B

DJX

MW8CX

Quasimidi 309

access Virus b

Mc505

Mc303

SP555

Motu Express 128

ADAM SUBWOOFER 10 + sat

I still seek the best configuration to hookup these devices

I use the motu express 128 with different kinds of software like cubase , sonar , garageband .....

If anyone has any idea for it it is welcome !

greetz

egosys

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18082|18082|2010-07-28 07:29:58|hardyspicer|Internal hard drive question ?|
Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked untidy and/or
unsafe.
My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All components that I
used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.

Mikey.UK.
| 18083|18065|2010-07-28 07:31:12|nexuslabsphotography|Re: rs7000+akai 8 outs|
hi,

do you mean the Akai IB208P 8 or similar ?
i also would like some extra outputs on my rs7000
so please tell about your progress of your project.
cu mark

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Loomeer wrote:
>
> Yes, please send me this schematic. Is it aieb2 ?
> Thanx.
> 
> Loomeer
> http://www.youtube.com/loomeer305
> 
> Dne 24.7.2010 19:54, lordmilitant007 napsal(a):
> >
> > i was wondering if the akai 8 outs would work on the rs7000
> > just a thought. but i'm working on a project for the rs7k to make my 
> > own 6 outs. i have the schematics if anyone wants a email copy.
> >
> > 
> >
> > --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> >
> > Freehosting PIPNI - http://www.pipni.cz/
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18084|18067|2010-07-28 12:47:30|Loomeer|Re: aieb2 schematics available for download in files.|
thanx a lot ... but I see Gate Array (IC15) and aieb2 whole is so 
complicated that I see as a better option to buy it on eBay for about 
100-200usd
L.

Dne 24.7.2010 21:15, lordmilitant007 napsal(a):

>
>
>
> 
>
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>
> Freehosting PIPNI - http://www.pipni.cz/
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18085|18070|2010-07-28 12:48:23|Loomeer|Re: aieb1=aieb2|
If you play in a band individual outputs are needed. You need to send 
click to the drummer's headphones or bass to the mixer separately. And 
SPDIF out is good option for recording too.

Loomeer
http://www.youtube.com/loomeer305

Dne 25.7.2010 19:14, raa eighty napsal(a):
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>
> thats a good question ..whats the actual benefit of the aieb2 board 
> ..besides
> more resampling options ,using out board fx and mixing ..i dont 
> know..i never
> really needed that option ..i can get a good mix in the machine 
> itself..however
> if i see one cheap i might pick one up..it might be cheaper to find 
> another rs
> with it already installed.
>
> ________________________________
> From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> >
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Sat, July 24, 2010 9:46:41 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb1=aieb2
>
> lordmilitant007,
>
> It is probably possible to mod this stuff to work somehow with the 
> RS7000, but
> even if so then why? Is it that hard to get an AIEB2 now days, trying 
> to save a
> few pennies? Just curious, is there some other benefit to it? For fun 
> maybe?
> I'd think if your gona mod the RS then put an ANplg in it ;)
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> >
> > well what if the yamaha a4k or the su700 power supply is good enough 
> to power
> >the rs7k maybe it could be a mod.
> > connections will be the same i figure just ideas yall. may the aieb1 
> would
> >work?
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>
> Freehosting PIPNI - http://www.pipni.cz/
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18086|18082|2010-07-28 14:15:35|zamisers7k|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....

Link:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
>
> Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked
untidy and/or unsafe.
> My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All
components that I used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> 
> Mikey.UK.
>

| 18087|18082|2010-07-28 14:27:53|zamisers7k|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
It has the RS7000 listed as computable so hell, I'm gona order it and try it out. Has to be better than an actual drive since its solid state and should be able to easily swap
out cards. Only trouble now is since I have the AIEB2 already in it, if I need to remove that to install or would be able to mount somewhere inside and still have access to
the slot. And of course, if at actually works.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> 
> Link:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
> >
> > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked
untidy and/or unsafe.
> > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All
components that I used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> > 
> > Mikey.UK.
> >
>

| 18088|18082|2010-07-28 14:33:38|zamisers7k|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
Crud! Not seeing an internal package for the RS7000 tho from their package list for it. I'm gona email them to see if they make one before ordering...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> 
> Link:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
> >
> > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked
untidy and/or unsafe.
> > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All
components that I used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> > 
> > Mikey.UK.
> >
>

| 18089|18082|2010-07-28 14:49:30|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
please post their answer here for us all.. thanx..

robert

Am 28.07.2010 22:32, schrieb zamisers7k:

>
> Crud! Not seeing an internal package for the RS7000 tho from their 
> package list for it. I'm gona email them to see if they make one 
> before ordering...
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for 
> Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> >
> > Link:
> >
> > http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "hardyspicer" wrote:
> > >
> > > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of 
> fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the 
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> web that looked untidy and/or unsafe.
> > > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test 
> with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no 
> problems thus far. All components that I used are freely available on 
> the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> > >
> > > Mikey.UK.
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18090|18082|2010-07-28 15:20:17|zamisers7k|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
They said no, but I'll have to think about this now. There might still be a way to mount one internally I'm thinking and use a free power out inside the RS. Hmmm...

Here is what they said:

Hello and thank for visiting our website. Sorry but it is not possible to install any 
internal drives into the RS7000. You can only use external drives. There is no floppy 
drive to replace, so you could not install a Card Reader drive. And there is no internal 
SCSI connection or power supply, so that further complicates installing an all-internal 
drive like our CF-SSD.

If you are interested in an external drive, we have many options available. But no 
internal options, sorry.

Thanks,
JD Wilson

--------------------------------------------------
From: <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 4:41 PM
To: <support@scsiforsamplers.com>
Subject: SCSI CF Card Drive For Yamaha RS7000
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[Hide Quoted Text]
Hello,

I was looking at this page of yours:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp

And it shows you guys make a SCSI CF Card reader, and the compatibility list shows the 
RS7000, but I'm not seeing an internal package kit for it and RS7000. Is there one or 
can one of the other kits be adapted to have it internally on the RS?

Thanks for any help!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> please post their answer here for us all.. thanx..
> 
> robert
> 

| 18091|18091|2010-07-28 21:39:16|lordmilitant007|aieb1 I/O board project|
i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, there are youtube videos
that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
| 18092|18082|2010-07-29 06:03:19|Ian Vine|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
Yo Zam,

I've put one of these in my rs. Works like a charm, only problem couldn't get it 
to work with a 8gb card, only 2gb.

You'll also need a cable or adapter to go from the scsi plug on the rs to the 
one on the card reader.

I did have some pictures but can't find them at the moment

IanV

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 28 July, 2010 21:32:58
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal hard drive question ?

  
Crud! Not seeing an internal package for the RS7000 tho from their package list 
for it. I'm gona email them to see if they make one before ordering...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for Samplers 
>wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> 
> Link:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
> >
> > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a 
>hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked 
>untidy and/or unsafe.
> > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb 
>scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All 
>components that I used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more 
>info then do please post.
> > 
> > Mikey.UK.
> >
>

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18093|18082|2010-07-29 12:05:01|zamisers7k|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
Ah thanks, would like to see pics if got, see which CF Reader you got to work. Wanting to see if I could adapt one of the internal ones they've got some how. So have to
stick to 2gigs, that probably would still take 5 years to fill up eh? If I've got to use one externally, I figure I'd rather just keep swapping SM card between it and my
computer, cause I don't want to have to plug in and power that up too every time I use my RS when my puter is already always on and ready.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Yo Zam,
> 
> I've put one of these in my rs. Works like a charm, only problem couldn't get it 
> to work with a 8gb card, only 2gb.
> 
> You'll also need a cable or adapter to go from the scsi plug on the rs to the 
> one on the card reader.
> 
> I did have some pictures but can't find them at the moment
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 28 July, 2010 21:32:58
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Internal hard drive question ?
> 
> Â  
> Crud! Not seeing an internal package for the RS7000 tho from their package list 
> for it. I'm gona email them to see if they make one before ordering...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for Samplers 
> >wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> > 
> > Link:
> > 
> > http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
> > >
> > > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a 
> >hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked 
> >untidy and/or unsafe.
> > > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb 
> >scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All 
> >components that I used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more 
> >info then do please post.
> > > 
> > > Mikey.UK.
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18094|18082|2010-07-29 16:56:32|T. Saye|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
Just bought this thing, although not specifically to fit the RS...it helps to get samples from my laptop to RS more efficiently. And it cost less than a Starbucks coffee to buy
and ship, and it works perfectly, check it out!
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http://www.amazon.com/Eforcity-Memory-Compact-MicroDrive-Digital/dp/B000FDVK2E/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=1280443897&sr=8-1

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> 
> Link:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
> >
> > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the web that looked
untidy and/or unsafe.
> > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no problems thus far. All
components that I used are freely available on the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> > 
> > Mikey.UK.
> >
>

| 18095|18082|2010-07-29 17:09:28|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
how do you use it? I don't see the point since you still have to own a 
SmartMediaCard? please explain :)

Am 30.07.2010 00:52, schrieb T. Saye:

>
> Just bought this thing, although not specifically to fit the RS...it 
> helps to get samples from my laptop to RS more efficiently. And it 
> cost less than a Starbucks coffee to buy and ship, and it works 
> perfectly, check it out!
>
> http://www.amazon.com/Eforcity-Memory-Compact-MicroDrive-Digital/dp/B000FDVK2E/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=1280443897&sr=8-
1 
> <http://www.amazon.com/Eforcity-Memory-Compact-MicroDrive-Digital/dp/B000FDVK2E/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=1280443897&sr=8-1>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for 
> Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> >
> > Link:
> >
> > http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "hardyspicer" wrote:
> > >
> > > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of 
> fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the 
> web that looked untidy and/or unsafe.
> > > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test 
> with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no 
> problems thus far. All components that I used are freely available on 
> the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> > >
> > > Mikey.UK.
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
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FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18096|18096|2010-07-29 17:33:08|lordmilitant007|aieb2 project|
i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, there are youtube videos
that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
| 18097|18097|2010-07-29 18:24:47|T. Saye|Here's another storage idea...|
Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD to SM card adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for the RS?

http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
| 18098|18097|2010-07-30 08:25:57|Jörg Remmer Müller|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
Hi from Germany !

this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more than 128 
Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.

Cheers

Remmer

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "T. Saye" <tsaye1@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...

> Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD to SM card 
> adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for the RS?
>
> http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 18099|18097|2010-07-30 12:21:22|Jay Arroyo|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
only problem with the XD converters is that your still stuck with "Jurassic" load times for the unit. A SCSI solution is the only real way to go if you use a lot of samples in
your RS. I say your better off modding the case to fit a SCSI compact flash. Go get a rotary so you can make it look official. :)

--- On Fri, 7/30/10, Jörg Remmer Müller <remmer@remmer.de> wrote:

From: Jörg Remmer Müller <remmer@remmer.de>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 30, 2010, 10:23 AM

 

Hi from Germany !

this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more than 128 

Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)

And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.

Cheers

Remmer

----- Original Message ----- 

From: "T. Saye" <tsaye1@yahoo.com>

To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>

Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM

Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...

> Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD to SM card 

> adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for the RS?

>

> http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403

>

>

>
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> ------------------------------------

>

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================

> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html

> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com

> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

>

> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:

> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your

> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

>

>

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18100|18097|2010-07-30 12:36:32|T. Saye|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!

Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im clumsy as hell :-D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
>
> Hi from Germany !
> 
> this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more than 128 
> Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Remmer
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: "T. Saye" 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
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> 
> 
> > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD to SM card 
> > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for the RS?
> >
> > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
>

| 18101|18097|2010-07-30 12:45:17|Mekonin|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
I just bought a 4GB Compact Flash card, now I am hunting for a SCSI CF reader. I found one which is supposed to be used in PCs, I am wondering if there is a way to use
that one with the right SCSI cables? Also, is it possible to use an external power adapter to power the CF reader, even though it has the same input for power as the floppy
drives?

Cheers,
Milan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!
> 
> Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im clumsy as hell :-
D
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
> >
> > Hi from Germany !
> > 
> > this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more than 128 
> > Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> > And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > Remmer
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "T. Saye" 
> > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> > 
> > 
> > > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD to SM card 
> > > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for the RS?
> > >
> > > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18102|18082|2010-07-30 13:06:58|T. Saye|Re: Internal hard drive question ?|
Hey Robert

I actually have 2 SM cards. The 8mb that came with it and a 32mb that I bought years ago. Now I had put alot of thought into buying this thing (even tho the price is so
ridiculously low ;-) 

1. I have no SM slot on my laptop, but alot of samples that want to get out.
2. This reader also handles xD cards, which is used with SM adapter...an option I was looking into. 
3. The xD card and the and the SM adapter cost more than the reader. And since money is an issue right now, the reader was the obvious choice for right now.

Keep in mind I also have a 100 mb Zip, 1 gig Jaz, and a CD Rom daisy chained to the RS already. 

* I use the Zip drive to store my songs and patterns
* the Jaz drive to store my samples and sanple banks (when it gets close to 600 mb, I burn that Jaz disk to CD and start over)
* I use the CD-R drive for sample disk and CD's (DVD's obviously give me hell, that's why I bought the reader for the laptop)

I will post a pic of my setup ASAP, and a link for SM cards is below:

http://www.amazon.com/gp/search/ref=a9_sc_1?rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Asmartmedia+card+128mb&keywords=smartmedia+card+128mb&ie=UTF8&qid=1280514969

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> how do you use it? I don't see the point since you still have to own a 
> SmartMediaCard? please explain :)
> 
> Am 30.07.2010 00:52, schrieb T. Saye:
> >
> > Just bought this thing, although not specifically to fit the RS...it 
> > helps to get samples from my laptop to RS more efficiently. And it 
> > cost less than a Starbucks coffee to buy and ship, and it works 
> > perfectly, check it out!
> >
> > http://www.amazon.com/Eforcity-Memory-Compact-MicroDrive-Digital/dp/B000FDVK2E/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=1280443897&sr=8-1 
> > <http://www.amazon.com/Eforcity-Memory-Compact-MicroDrive-Digital/dp/B000FDVK2E/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=1280443897&sr=8-1>
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm looking at a CF Reader SCSI Card Drive right now on SCSI for 
> > Samplers wondering if that thing would work. Hmmmm....
> > >
> > > Link:
> > >
> > > http://www.scsiforsamplers.com/cfcard.asp
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "hardyspicer" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Have any of you guys managed to figure out a practical method of 
> > fitting a hard disk to the RS? Have seen a couple of attempts on the 
> > web that looked untidy and/or unsafe.
> > > > My point is that for the past 2 weeks I have had my RS under test 
> > with a 9gb scsi hard drive fitted to the base. I can report no 
> > problems thus far. All components that I used are freely available on 
> > the web, if anyone requires more info then do please post.
> > > >
> > > > Mikey.UK.
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
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> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18103|18097|2010-07-30 13:51:21|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
please post links! :-) thank you...

Am 30.07.2010 20:42, schrieb Mekonin:

>
> I just bought a 4GB Compact Flash card, now I am hunting for a SCSI CF 
> reader. I found one which is supposed to be used in PCs, I am 
> wondering if there is a way to use that one with the right SCSI 
> cables? Also, is it possible to use an external power adapter to power 
> the CF reader, even though it has the same input for power as the 
> floppy drives?
>
> Cheers,
> Milan
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "T. 
> Saye" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 
> gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!
> >
> > Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont 
> think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im 
> clumsy as hell :-D
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi from Germany !
> > >
> > > this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more 
> than 128
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> > > Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> > > And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> > >
> > > Cheers
> > >
> > > Remmer
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > From: "T. Saye" 
> > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com >
> > > Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> > >
> > >
> > > > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD 
> to SM card
> > > > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for 
> the RS?
> > > >
> > > > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------------
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > FAQ: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
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Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18104|18097|2010-07-30 13:59:06|Mekonin|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
Right you are! So,

here's the CF card I won at local auctions:

http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3447/slikacompactflashkingst.jpg

and here's the SCSI CF adapter (actually it's an IDE to CF adapter):

http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3452/slikaidecfadapter953009.jpg

which comes with following description:

"We are offer for sale an excellent, high quality,
Compact Flash CF to 3.5" IDE 39 Pin Adapter

Overview
1) Compact Flash to 3.5" IDE adapter provides an alternative for data storage
2) Fully 3.5" IDE compatible which allows them to be used as hard drive replacements
3) Low power consumption, low operating temperature, no acoustic noise,
cost efficient and fast read access time
4) For connecting a CF to 3.5" IDE host interface
5) Transparent to the operating system and does not require any drives
6) The host PC will identify the inserted CF as standard 3.5" Desktop IDE HDD
7) FLOPPY DISK DRIVE POWER CONNECTOR
8) Master / slave jumper selectable
9) 3.5" IDE Male Connector
10) DMA 33 Data Transfer Compatible"

Greets,
Milan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> please post links! :-) thank you...
> 
> Am 30.07.2010 20:42, schrieb Mekonin:
> >
> > I just bought a 4GB Compact Flash card, now I am hunting for a SCSI CF 
> > reader. I found one which is supposed to be used in PCs, I am 
> > wondering if there is a way to use that one with the right SCSI 
> > cables? Also, is it possible to use an external power adapter to power 
> > the CF reader, even though it has the same input for power as the 
> > floppy drives?
> >
> > Cheers,
> > Milan
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "T. 
> > Saye" wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 
> > gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!
> > >
> > > Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont 
> > think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im 
> > clumsy as hell :-D
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
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> > Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi from Germany !
> > > >
> > > > this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more 
> > than 128
> > > > Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> > > > And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> > > >
> > > > Cheers
> > > >
> > > > Remmer
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > From: "T. Saye" 
> > > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com >
> > > > Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD 
> > to SM card
> > > > > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for 
> > the RS?
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------------
> > > > >
> > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > FAQ: 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > >
> > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> > or goto your
> > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
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> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18105|18097|2010-07-30 14:00:12|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
sorry for the silly question. but what exactly is a "rotary"?

Am 30.07.2010 20:21, schrieb Jay Arroyo:

>
> only problem with the XD converters is that your still stuck with 
> "Jurassic" load times for the unit. A SCSI solution is the only real 
> way to go if you use a lot of samples in your RS. I say your better 
> off modding the case to fit a SCSI compact flash. Go get a rotary so 
> you can make it look official. :)
>
> --- On Fri, 7/30/10, Jörg Remmer Müller <remmer@remmer.de 
> > wrote:
>
> From: Jörg Remmer Müller <remmer@remmer.de >
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Date: Friday, July 30, 2010, 10:23 AM
>
>
>
> Hi from Germany !
>
> this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more 
> than 128
>
> Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
>
> And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
>
> Cheers
>
> Remmer
>
> ----- Original Message -----
>
> From: "T. Saye" <tsaye1@yahoo.com >
>
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com >
>
> Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
>
> Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
>
> > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD to SM 
> card
>
> > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for the RS?
>
> >
>
> > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
>
> >
>
> >
>
> >
>
> > ------------------------------------

http://bobsonic.blogspot.com/
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>
> >
>
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> >
>
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> or goto your
>
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
> >
>
> >
>
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18106|18106|2010-08-02 21:44:55|the_tenstrip|RS not booting up|
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Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. It stays stuck on the first screen
display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this
community will be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
| 18107|18106|2010-08-02 23:05:18|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS not booting up|
you absolutely have to read the manual .. I remember there was a 
selftest somewhere in the menü.. I guess re-flashing the OS could help 
too...

Am 03.08.2010 05:44, schrieb the_tenstrip:

>
> Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years 
> of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. 
> It stays stuck on the first screen display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either 
> stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. 
> Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this community will 
> be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18108|18106|2010-08-03 02:38:21|Ian Vine|Re: RS not booting up|
Disconnect any scsi devices. 

I'm guessing you've got autoload setup? Pull out the memory card and see if that makes a difference. If not switch off autoload, can't remember how right now.

Take a look at the FAQ in the files section and check out the diagnostic tests.

Best of luck
Ianv

On 3 Aug 2010, at 06:04, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:
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> you absolutely have to read the manual .. I remember there was a 
> selftest somewhere in the menü.. I guess re-flashing the OS could help 
> too...
> 
> Am 03.08.2010 05:44, schrieb the_tenstrip:
> >
> > Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years 
> > of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. 
> > It stays stuck on the first screen display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either 
> > stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. 
> > Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this community will 
> > be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
> >
> > 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18109|18106|2010-08-03 10:17:18|the_tenstrip|Re: RS not booting up|
Did a successful re-flash of the OS and nothing, still in a coma. Looking in the manual for the self-test. Another member suggested I turn off autoload. I read the manual,
only says ho to go into it, but not how to turn it off. Any one know how to do this? Thanx again for all the replies.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> you absolutely have to read the manual .. I remember there was a 
> selftest somewhere in the menü.. I guess re-flashing the OS could help 
> too...
> 
> Am 03.08.2010 05:44, schrieb the_tenstrip:
> >
> > Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years 
> > of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. 
> > It stays stuck on the first screen display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either 
> > stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. 
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> > Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this community will 
> > be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18110|18106|2010-08-03 10:27:12|Ian Vine|Re: RS not booting up|
Self test isn't in the manual, I think it's in the faq in the files section.

Have you tried starting it up with out the memory card?

Is there extra ram installed, run a memory check with the self test.

IanV

________________________________
From: the_tenstrip <flight4twenty@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 3 August, 2010 17:16:33
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

  
Did a successful re-flash of the OS and nothing, still in a coma. Looking in the 
manual for the self-test. Another member suggested I turn off autoload. I read 
the manual, only says ho to go into it, but not how to turn it off. Any one know 
how to do this? Thanx again for all the replies.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> you absolutely have to read the manual .. I remember there was a 
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> selftest somewhere in the menü.. I guess re-flashing the OS could help 
> too...
> 
> Am 03.08.2010 05:44, schrieb the_tenstrip:
> >
> > Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years 
> > of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. 
> > It stays stuck on the first screen display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either 
> > stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. 
> > Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this community will 
> > be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18111|18106|2010-08-03 11:01:12|raa eighty|Re: RS not booting up|
try looking inside of it sounds like something inside not making a connection to 
the power fully ...disconnect scsi(sometimes they can screw up things)take the 
ram out and put it back in..do a os reinstall if none of these work you may have 
a failing power supply..which can be easily fixed...good luck man!sorry to hear 
about the rs...

________________________________
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, August 3, 2010 12:27:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

Self test isn't in the manual, I think it's in the faq in the files section.

Have you tried starting it up with out the memory card?

Is there extra ram installed, run a memory check with the self test.

IanV

________________________________
From: the_tenstrip <flight4twenty@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 3 August, 2010 17:16:33
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

Did a successful re-flash of the OS and nothing, still in a coma. Looking in the 

manual for the self-test. Another member suggested I turn off autoload. I read 
the manual, only says ho to go into it, but not how to turn it off. Any one know 

how to do this? Thanx again for all the replies.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> you absolutely have to read the manual .. I remember there was a 
> selftest somewhere in the menü.. I guess re-flashing the OS could help 
> too...
> 
> Am 03.08.2010 05:44, schrieb the_tenstrip:
> >
> > Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years 
> > of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. 
> > It stays stuck on the first screen display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either 
> > stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. 
> > Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this community will 
> > be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
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> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18112|18106|2010-08-03 11:06:24|raa eighty|Re: RS not booting up|
like ivan said the autoload ..yeah this could cause a problem if your autoload 
is not from the card and loads from scsi..ive seen this with mine ..i think your 
rs will be fine..

________________________________
From: raa eighty <raaeighty@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, August 3, 2010 1:00:56 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

try looking inside of it sounds like something inside not making a connection to 

the power fully ...disconnect scsi(sometimes they can screw up things)take the 
ram out and put it back in..do a os reinstall if none of these work you may have 

a failing power supply..which can be easily fixed...good luck man!sorry to hear 
about the rs...

________________________________
From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, August 3, 2010 12:27:07 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

Self test isn't in the manual, I think it's in the faq in the files section.

Have you tried starting it up with out the memory card?

Is there extra ram installed, run a memory check with the self test.

IanV

________________________________
From: the_tenstrip <flight4twenty@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tue, 3 August, 2010 17:16:33
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

Did a successful re-flash of the OS and nothing, still in a coma. Looking in the 

manual for the self-test. Another member suggested I turn off autoload. I read 
the manual, only says ho to go into it, but not how to turn it off. Any one know 

how to do this? Thanx again for all the replies.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> you absolutely have to read the manual .. I remember there was a 
> selftest somewhere in the menü.. I guess re-flashing the OS could help 
> too...
> 
> Am 03.08.2010 05:44, schrieb the_tenstrip:
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> >
> > Hello group, I am writing this to anyone who can help. After 9 years 
> > of faithful service, my beloved RS 7000 stopped booting up properly. 
> > It stays stuck on the first screen display (Yamaha RS 7000) and either 
> > stays stuck or it disappears and doesn't start loading the sequences. 
> > Very frustrated. What should I do? Any help from this community will 
> > be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18113|18106|2010-08-03 21:20:25|zamisers7k|Re: RS not booting up|
Test Mode:

With your RS7000 turned off press and hold
the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on

Hopefully its just the autoload or whatever everyone else has said. I don't think you can turn off autoload, it does it automatically if you've named a file with one of the
autoload file names. If it got corrupted somehow, then yeah gona have to remove SM card or SCSI drive to see if it'll load. Then will have to figure out how to delete the
corrupted autoload file/files.

If its not that, I'd suspect memory too, the test mode should be able to check it, but maybe try reseating the memory before you buy some more, the connectors can
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corrode up over time sometimes on memory.

Hopefully its nothing worse than one of these, let us know how it goes...

Zam
| 18114|18114|2010-08-12 21:19:45|jamesulibarri|pattern switching question|
I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My previous sequencer
experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and #3. If I am in the middle of Pattern #1,
say at measures 2.3, and I want to switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it kindly wait and finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it
go to 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I innitiated the change? I CANNOT stand when
sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue" the incoming pattern and just wait till the full 4.4 is done and then switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there
are other's that wont (mc-303)
and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings around. I know Sony
mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode. 

Thanks if you respond
| 18115|18114|2010-08-12 21:30:59|zamisers7k|Re: pattern switching question|
There is a pattern quantize function in the utilities area of the RS, thing is, is that it only goes up to 1 measure, it does not wait for any longer than that on the RS. If you
understand the RS it makes sense, 2 or 4 measures might of been nice, but the RS's patterns are not based on any specific phrase loop length, meaning you can have one
phrase 4 measures long, another 8, another 1, 2, 3 etc., all on the same pattern. The other thing is tho, that if you are switching patterns the RS tends to hiccup, it can do it,
but it is loading a lot of info in to its memory when it does that, so you have to use that feature delicately when chaining patterns. The idea on the RS is to use one pattern
and Chain the Pattern Sections within the pattern. Workflow may be a little dif than you are use to with other loop based sequencers, but once you get it down it does kick
a lot of butt!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jamesulibarri" wrote:
>
> I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My previous
sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and #3. If I am in
the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want to switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it kindly wait and finish
out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I
innitiated the change? I CANNOT stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue" the incoming pattern and just wait till the full
4.4 is done and then switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
> and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings around. I
know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode. 
> 
> Thanks if you respond
>

| 18116|18114|2010-08-12 21:53:27|zamisers7k|Re: pattern switching question|
Oh and it will quantize less than 1 measure too, 1/16th makes for some nice stuttering effects. 

PATTERN QUANTIZE...............................[Knob 3]
[Settings] 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16
1 ........................1 measure
1/2 .....................Half note
1/4 .....................Quarter note
1/8 .....................8th note
1/16 ...................16th note 

If you have two RSs sometimes it is good to have one set at 1 measure and the other at 1/16, so one will be tight on the top of the measure, the other will give you glitchy
stutters. I like to use both, but when I've only got one I tend to keep it at 1/16, but use full measure too on ocassion, just can't have both at the same time unless you've got
two RSs.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> There is a pattern quantize function in the utilities area of the RS, thing is, is that it only goes up to 1 measure, it does not wait for any longer than that on
the RS. If you understand the RS it makes sense, 2 or 4 measures might of been nice, but the RS's patterns are not based on any specific phrase loop length,
meaning you can have one phrase 4 measures long, another 8, another 1, 2, 3 etc., all on the same pattern. The other thing is tho, that if you are switching
patterns the RS tends to hiccup, it can do it, but it is loading a lot of info in to its memory when it does that, so you have to use that feature delicately when
chaining patterns. The idea on the RS is to use one pattern and Chain the Pattern Sections within the pattern. Workflow may be a little dif than you are use to
with other loop based sequencers, but once you get it down it does kick a lot of butt!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jamesulibarri" wrote:
> >
> > I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My
previous sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and #3. If
I am in the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want to switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it kindly wait and
finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to Pattern #2 right in the middle at where
I innitiated the change? I CANNOT stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue" the incoming pattern and just wait till the
full 4.4 is done and then switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
> > and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings around.
I know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode. 
> > 
> > Thanks if you respond
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> >
>

| 18117|18114|2010-08-12 22:01:50|James Ulibarri|Re: pattern switching question|
this doesn't seem like it would work for me than. i need a whole bar, not
just a measure. so this unit doesn't really queue the next pattern. it
will litterly cut to the next pattern abruptly and you have to be on your
toes I am taking it. yes, good for stuttery stuff, but I have an SU700 for
that. I'll stick to my SP1200 and find another Schaltwerk (let me know if
you have one to sell or someone who does).

Thanks for the info

On Thu, Aug 12, 2010 at 8:53 PM, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>wrote:

>
>
> Oh and it will quantize less than 1 measure too, 1/16th makes for some nice
> stuttering effects.
>
> PATTERN QUANTIZE...............................[Knob 3]
> [Settings] 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16
> 1 ........................1 measure
> 1/2 .....................Half note
> 1/4 .....................Quarter note
> 1/8 .....................8th note
> 1/16 ...................16th note
>
> If you have two RSs sometimes it is good to have one set at 1 measure and
> the other at 1/16, so one will be tight on the top of the measure, the other
> will give you glitchy stutters. I like to use both, but when I've only got
> one I tend to keep it at 1/16, but use full measure too on ocassion, just
> can't have both at the same time unless you've got two RSs.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> wrote:
> >
> > There is a pattern quantize function in the utilities area of the RS,
> thing is, is that it only goes up to 1 measure, it does not wait for any
> longer than that on the RS. If you understand the RS it makes sense, 2 or 4
> measures might of been nice, but the RS's patterns are not based on any
> specific phrase loop length, meaning you can have one phrase 4 measures
> long, another 8, another 1, 2, 3 etc., all on the same pattern. The other
> thing is tho, that if you are switching patterns the RS tends to hiccup, it
> can do it, but it is loading a lot of info in to its memory when it does
> that, so you have to use that feature delicately when chaining patterns. The
> idea on the RS is to use one pattern and Chain the Pattern Sections within
> the pattern. Workflow may be a little dif than you are use to with other
> loop based sequencers, but once you get it down it does kick a lot of butt!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "jamesulibarri" wrote:
> > >
> > > I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do
> pick it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question...
> My previous sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine..
> Say I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2
> and #3. If I am in the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want
> to switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will
> it kindly wait and finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to
> 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to
> Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I innitiated the change? I CANNOT
> stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue"
> the incoming pattern and just wait till the full 4.4 is done and then
> switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
> > > and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there
> waiting on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer
> swings around. I know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will
> help me but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode.
> > >
> > > Thanks if you respond
> > >
> >
>
> 
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>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18118|18114|2010-08-12 23:55:19|zamisers7k|Re: pattern switching question|
Um a bar is a measure?

I might be explaining it poorly, but yeah it might not be for you if you can't time your pattern or section change within the length of a measure or less. It doesn't always
have to be abrupt, but you can have it stutter and change quick or you can have it be able to get within one measure that it'll wait out to cue the begining of another or the
same pattern or section.

I'd of thought the SU700 would have the same pattern quantize feature, but maybe not... its a silly reason not get an RS7000 in my opinion, but I can understand it being
an important one. I'm sure the RS would make up for it in many other ways, it is amazing for live on the fly use and tweaking.

Sorry if you don't get one, but if you do we'll be here to help.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, James Ulibarri wrote:
>
> this doesn't seem like it would work for me than. i need a whole bar, not
> just a measure. so this unit doesn't really queue the next pattern. it
> will litterly cut to the next pattern abruptly and you have to be on your
> toes I am taking it. yes, good for stuttery stuff, but I have an SU700 for
> that. I'll stick to my SP1200 and find another Schaltwerk (let me know if
> you have one to sell or someone who does).
> 
> Thanks for the info
> 
> On Thu, Aug 12, 2010 at 8:53 PM, zamisers7k wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > Oh and it will quantize less than 1 measure too, 1/16th makes for some nice
> > stuttering effects.
> >
> > PATTERN QUANTIZE...............................[Knob 3]
> > [Settings] 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16
> > 1 ........................1 measure
> > 1/2 .....................Half note
> > 1/4 .....................Quarter note
> > 1/8 .....................8th note
> > 1/16 ...................16th note
> >
> > If you have two RSs sometimes it is good to have one set at 1 measure and
> > the other at 1/16, so one will be tight on the top of the measure, the other
> > will give you glitchy stutters. I like to use both, but when I've only got
> > one I tend to keep it at 1/16, but use full measure too on ocassion, just
> > can't have both at the same time unless you've got two RSs.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "zamisers7k"
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > There is a pattern quantize function in the utilities area of the RS,
> > thing is, is that it only goes up to 1 measure, it does not wait for any
> > longer than that on the RS. If you understand the RS it makes sense, 2 or 4
> > measures might of been nice, but the RS's patterns are not based on any
> > specific phrase loop length, meaning you can have one phrase 4 measures
> > long, another 8, another 1, 2, 3 etc., all on the same pattern. The other
> > thing is tho, that if you are switching patterns the RS tends to hiccup, it
> > can do it, but it is loading a lot of info in to its memory when it does
> > that, so you have to use that feature delicately when chaining patterns. The
> > idea on the RS is to use one pattern and Chain the Pattern Sections within
> > the pattern. Workflow may be a little dif than you are use to with other
> > loop based sequencers, but once you get it down it does kick a lot of butt!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> > "jamesulibarri" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do
> > pick it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question...
> > My previous sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine..
> > Say I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2
> > and #3. If I am in the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want
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> > to switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will
> > it kindly wait and finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to
> > 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to
> > Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I innitiated the change? I CANNOT
> > stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue"
> > the incoming pattern and just wait till the full 4.4 is done and then
> > switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
> > > > and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there
> > waiting on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer
> > swings around. I know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will
> > help me but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode.
> > > >
> > > > Thanks if you respond
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18119|18119|2010-08-13 01:28:48|Adrian S|Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
Send me an email if you have one you'd like to sell.

Thanks,
Adrian.
| 18120|18119|2010-08-13 05:27:18|Jithesh Achary|Re: Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
Im looking for the same too!

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:57 PM, Adrian S <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
>
> Send me an email if you have one you'd like to sell.
>
> Thanks,
> Adrian.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18121|18119|2010-08-13 12:06:10|Matt|Re: Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
http://cgi.ebay.com/Yamaha-rs7000-rs-7000-Yamaha-AIEB2-output-expander-/270600952257
rs7k with installed aieb2

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:46 AM, Jithesh Achary <aj1481@gmail.com> wrote:

>
>
> Im looking for the same too!
>
>
> On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:57 PM, Adrian S <subarusmithy@yahoo.com>
> wrote:
>
> >
> >
> > Send me an email if you have one you'd like to sell.
> >
> > Thanks,
> > Adrian.
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18122|18039|2010-08-13 12:08:58|somatt60|Re: FS: two yamaha RS7000 cheap, cheap cheap!!!|
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wow i am really bummed out i missed this. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "douzedwet" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> 
> hi guys, you can now bid on the yamaha RS7000 on ebay..ebay address is below
> http://cgi.ebay.com/yamaha-RS7000-SCSI-hard-drive-/190423071019?cmd=ViewItem&pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2c5619792b
>

| 18123|18097|2010-08-13 12:23:17|somatt60|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
how do u install this in the r7k
sorry i am a n00b.
-matt

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mekonin" wrote:
>
> Right you are! So,
> 
> here's the CF card I won at local auctions:
> 
> http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3447/slikacompactflashkingst.jpg
> 
> and here's the SCSI CF adapter (actually it's an IDE to CF adapter):
> 
> http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3452/slikaidecfadapter953009.jpg
> 
> which comes with following description:
> 
> 
> 
> "We are offer for sale an excellent, high quality,
> Compact Flash CF to 3.5" IDE 39 Pin Adapter
> 
> 
> Overview
> 1) Compact Flash to 3.5" IDE adapter provides an alternative for data storage
> 2) Fully 3.5" IDE compatible which allows them to be used as hard drive replacements
> 3) Low power consumption, low operating temperature, no acoustic noise,
> cost efficient and fast read access time
> 4) For connecting a CF to 3.5" IDE host interface
> 5) Transparent to the operating system and does not require any drives
> 6) The host PC will identify the inserted CF as standard 3.5" Desktop IDE HDD
> 7) FLOPPY DISK DRIVE POWER CONNECTOR
> 8) Master / slave jumper selectable
> 9) 3.5" IDE Male Connector
> 10) DMA 33 Data Transfer Compatible"
> 
> 
> 
> Greets,
> Milan
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > please post links! :-) thank you...
> > 
> > Am 30.07.2010 20:42, schrieb Mekonin:
> > >
> > > I just bought a 4GB Compact Flash card, now I am hunting for a SCSI CF 
> > > reader. I found one which is supposed to be used in PCs, I am 
> > > wondering if there is a way to use that one with the right SCSI 
> > > cables? Also, is it possible to use an external power adapter to power 
> > > the CF reader, even though it has the same input for power as the 
> > > floppy drives?
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > > Milan
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "T. 
> > > Saye" wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 
> > > gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!
> > > >
> > > > Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont 
> > > think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im 
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> > > clumsy as hell :-D
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > > Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi from Germany !
> > > > >
> > > > > this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more 
> > > than 128
> > > > > Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> > > > > And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers
> > > > >
> > > > > Remmer
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > From: "T. Saye" 
> > > > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com >
> > > > > Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD 
> > > to SM card
> > > > > > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for 
> > > the RS?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ------------------------------------
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > > FAQ: 
> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > >
> > > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> > > or goto your
> > > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > -- 
> > B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> > ______________________________________________________
> > 
> > m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> > t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> > m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> > 
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > 
> > FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> > http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> > 
> > business data, vita& profile:
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > 
> > artist hysteria& tourdates:
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > 
> > discography:
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > 
> > sideways:
> > http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
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> > 
> > buying my records:
> > http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> > 
> > bob's technological babble:
> > http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> > 
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> > 50676 Köln
> > 
> > ****** *
> > **** *
> > ************** *
> > ******** *
> > save our transients.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18124|18119|2010-08-13 12:52:09|Adrian S|Re: Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
I messaged them already matt and they wont sell it seperate.
Theres a jap dude selling it for about $250 atm,
but theres no way im paying that since i paid not little more for my RS7000.
| 18125|18114|2010-08-13 13:14:31|mr geee hgt|Re: pattern switching question|
you might wanna check out the emu command station. it does just qhat you want. plays the whole pattern through before it does the change. long time to wait in a 8 bar
pattern. i use both rs and cs. the rs has the better sequencer the emu cs the better rom sounds. both are pretty decent machines.
cheers,

george

On 12.08.2010, at 07:25, "jamesulibarri" <jamesulibarri@gmail.com> wrote:

> I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My previous
sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and #3. If I am in
the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want to switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it kindly wait and finish
out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I
innitiated the change? I CANNOT stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue" the incoming pattern and just wait till the full
4.4 is done and then switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
> and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings around. I
know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode. 
> 
> Thanks if you respond 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
>

| 18126|18114|2010-08-13 13:35:28|James Ulibarri|Re: pattern switching question|
You're right. It does do that. I have the Emu PX-7. I'll just keep using
it. I just wish it had a sampler, but I have other hardware. The Genoqs
Octopus does it too. Boy what a waste of money that was.

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:13 PM, mr geee hgt <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
>
> you might wanna check out the emu command station. it does just qhat you
> want. plays the whole pattern through before it does the change. long time
> to wait in a 8 bar pattern. i use both rs and cs. the rs has the better
> sequencer the emu cs the better rom sounds. both are pretty decent machines.
> cheers,
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>
> george
>
>
> On 12.08.2010, at 07:25, "jamesulibarri" <jamesulibarri@gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
> > I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick
> it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My
> previous sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say
> I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and
> #3. If I am in the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want to
> switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it
> kindly wait and finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to
> 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to
> Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I innitiated the change? I CANNOT
> stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue"
> the incoming pattern and just wait till the full 4.4 is done and then
> switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
> > and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting
> on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings
> around. I know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me
> but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode.
> >
> > Thanks if you respond
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
>
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.comor goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18127|18119|2010-08-13 13:57:02|Matt|Re: Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
Man I want a rs7k for $250...

On Aug 13, 2010 11:52 AM, "Adrian S" <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:

I messaged them already matt and they wont sell it seperate.
Theres a jap dude selling it for about $250 atm,
but theres no way im paying that since i paid not little more for my RS7000.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18128|18119|2010-08-13 14:10:42|Adrian S|Re: Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
It was 250 euro.

I just spotted another one advertised today for 300 in my home town.
The seem to go cheaper here in Ireland than in the rest of the world.

I might buy the second one for mixing between them, but ill have no desk space left!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Man I want a rs7k for $250...
> 
> On Aug 13, 2010 11:52 AM, "Adrian S" wrote:
> 
> 
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> 
> I messaged them already matt and they wont sell it seperate.
> Theres a jap dude selling it for about $250 atm,
> but theres no way im paying that since i paid not little more for my RS7000.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18129|18114|2010-08-13 14:11:05|Matt|Re: pattern switching question|
you can always use another sampler (mpc, roland sp, etc) or a computer
with ableton or whatever on it. then u can sequence the samples with
ur command station. I agree with you about the command stations.
They are great machines. I have the px-7 also, it's great but needs
more sounds and the roms are hard to find and expensive.

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:35 PM, James Ulibarri
<jamesulibarri@gmail.com> wrote:

> You're right.  It does do that.  I have the Emu PX-7.  I'll just keep using
> it.  I just wish it had a sampler, but I have other hardware.  The Genoqs
> Octopus does it too.  Boy what a waste of money that was.
>
>
> On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:13 PM, mr geee hgt <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>>
>>
>> you might wanna check out the emu command station. it does just qhat you
>> want. plays the whole pattern through before it does the change. long time
>> to wait in a 8 bar pattern. i use both rs and cs. the rs has the better
>> sequencer the emu cs the better rom sounds. both are pretty decent machines.
>> cheers,
>>
>> george
>>
>>
>> On 12.08.2010, at 07:25, "jamesulibarri" <jamesulibarri@gmail.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>> > I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick
>> it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My
>> previous sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say
>> I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and
>> #3. If I am in the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want to
>> switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it
>> kindly wait and finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to
>> 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to
>> Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I innitiated the change? I CANNOT
>> stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue"
>> the incoming pattern and just wait till the full 4.4 is done and then
>> switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
>> > and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting
>> on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings
>> around. I know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me
>> but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode.
>> >
>> > Thanks if you respond
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > ------------------------------------
>>
>> >
>> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>> >
>> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.comor goto your
>> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>>
>
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>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ:  http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

| 18130|18119|2010-08-13 14:12:06|Matt|Re: Wanted: AIEB2 Expansion Board for RS7000|
i'm already out of desk space but would love one of these machines. I would
probably ditch my sp-808ex for one.

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 1:06 PM, Adrian S <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
>
> It was 250 euro.
>
> I just spotted another one advertised today for 300 in my home town.
> The seem to go cheaper here in Ireland than in the rest of the world.
>
> I might buy the second one for mixing between them, but ill have no desk
> space left!
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Matt 
> wrote:
> >
> > Man I want a rs7k for $250...
> >
> > On Aug 13, 2010 11:52 AM, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > I messaged them already matt and they wont sell it seperate.
> > Theres a jap dude selling it for about $250 atm,
> > but theres no way im paying that since i paid not little more for my
> RS7000.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18131|18114|2010-08-13 18:15:53|mr geee hgt|Re: pattern switching question|
for sampling i still like to use my old ensoniq asrx. it sounds much better than any akai machine. i sequence it from the rs. regarding roms for the command station i like
the mophatt, xl and rob papen boards. i also use the orchester boards from virtuoso. 
prodatum for the cs is an editor by some user which makes sounddesign real easy. 
i sync the rs and cs to ableton live and sequence a bunch of synths and samplers from them both machines.
highly recomendble, 
cheers,

george

On 13.08.2010, at 22:10, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote:

> you can always use another sampler (mpc, roland sp, etc) or a computer
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> with ableton or whatever on it. then u can sequence the samples with
> ur command station. I agree with you about the command stations.
> They are great machines. I have the px-7 also, it's great but needs
> more sounds and the roms are hard to find and expensive.
> 
> On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:35 PM, James Ulibarri
> <jamesulibarri@gmail.com> wrote:
>> You're right. It does do that. I have the Emu PX-7. I'll just keep using
>> it. I just wish it had a sampler, but I have other hardware. The Genoqs
>> Octopus does it too. Boy what a waste of money that was.
>> 
>> 
>> On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 12:13 PM, mr geee hgt <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:
>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> you might wanna check out the emu command station. it does just qhat you
>>> want. plays the whole pattern through before it does the change. long time
>>> to wait in a 8 bar pattern. i use both rs and cs. the rs has the better
>>> sequencer the emu cs the better rom sounds. both are pretty decent machines.
>>> cheers,
>>> 
>>> george
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On 12.08.2010, at 07:25, "jamesulibarri" <jamesulibarri@gmail.com>
>>> wrote:
>>> 
>>>> I am about to buy an RS7000 but I have a question first before I do pick
>>> it up. I could use anyone's expertise on the subject. Quick question... My
>>> previous sequencer experiences have made this a major concern of mine.. Say
>>> I have a 4/4 pattern on Pattern #1 and also 4/4 patterns on Pattern #2 and
>>> #3. If I am in the middle of Pattern #1, say at measures 2.3, and I want to
>>> switch to Pattern #2. Will the RS7000 abruptly cut to Pattern #2 or will it
>>> kindly wait and finish out the duration of Pattern #1 and let it go to
>>> 4.2...4.3...4.4 and THEN switch? OR will it just cut directly over to
>>> Pattern #2 right in the middle at where I innitiated the change? I CANNOT
>>> stand when sequencers do that. There are some sequencers that will "queue"
>>> the incoming pattern and just wait till the full 4.4 is done and then
>>> switch(tr-606, schaltwerk). But there are other's that wont (mc-303)
>>>> and it sounds so jagged and annoying. You're always sitting there waiting
>>> on pins and needles trying to catch it everytime as the sequencer swings
>>> around. I know Sony mode (or whatever it's called in RS talk) will help me
>>> but I want things on the fly in Pattern mode.
>>>> 
>>>> Thanks if you respond
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> ------------------------------------
>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>>> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>> 
>>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.comor goto your
>>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>> 
>> 
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------------
>> 
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>> 
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
>

| 18132|18114|2010-08-13 18:36:27|Matt|Re: pattern switching question|
George, how do you program new sounds into your command station? Am I
correct that you have to acquire the appropriate rom to load a sound? And
that the only way to write your own roms is with the emu sampler? Sorry I
know this is a rs7k list but Any information would be helpful.
Thanks,
Matt

On Aug 13, 2010 5:15 PM, "mr geee hgt" <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:

for sampling i still like to use my old ensoniq asrx. it sounds much better
than any akai machine. i sequence it from the rs. regarding roms for the
command station i like the mophatt, xl and rob papen boards. i also use the
orchester boards from virtuoso.
prodatum for the cs is an editor by some user which makes sounddesign real
easy.
i sync the rs and cs to ableton live and sequence a bunch of synths and
samplers from them both machines.
highly recomendble,
cheers,

george

On 13.08.2010, at 22:10, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote: > you can always use
another sampler (mpc...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18133|18106|2010-08-13 19:57:02|the_tenstrip|Re: RS not booting up|
Tried to go into the Test mode but it won't start the test. There's Enter to start test, Store to go into factory set, and Exit to exit. But the buttons don't do anything. All 3. It's
just stuck there in the initial test mode screen. Just giving an update. I haven't given up on it, but I have to keep making music and have to use the other boxes. I'd really
like to fix it. I've also reseated the memory. Took it out so it ran on the onboard memory to see if it was that and It's still stuck on the RS7000 screen. Also too out the
smartmedia card and nothing. But it turns on every time. Just doesn't want to boot. Thanx peeps. Any help will be greatly appreciated.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Test Mode:
> 
> With your RS7000 turned off press and hold
> the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on
> 
> Hopefully its just the autoload or whatever everyone else has said. I don't think you can turn off autoload, it does it automatically if you've named a file with
one of the autoload file names. If it got corrupted somehow, then yeah gona have to remove SM card or SCSI drive to see if it'll load. Then will have to figure
out how to delete the corrupted autoload file/files.
> 
> If its not that, I'd suspect memory too, the test mode should be able to check it, but maybe try reseating the memory before you buy some more, the
connectors can corrode up over time sometimes on memory.
> 
> Hopefully its nothing worse than one of these, let us know how it goes...
> 
> Zam
>
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| 18134|18106|2010-08-13 20:57:40|Mr. Tabasc0|Re: RS having a buzzing noise upon playing music|
Sent from my iPhone

RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland keyboard not
buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED

> MARKETPLACE
> Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers Center.
> 
> Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18135|18106|2010-08-13 21:00:55|Matt|Re: RS having a buzzing noise upon playing music|
For now make sure you're using a 3 prong cable with a 3 prong grounded
outlet. It doesn't work to just plug a power strip into a two prong, the
circuit has to be grounded. Get on a different circuit than lights or fog
machines.
In the long run if u still have this problem, buy an isobar powerstrip and
put the rs7k on it.

On Aug 13, 2010 7:57 PM, "Mr. Tabasc0" <ta_basc_0@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

Sent from my iPhone

RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked
cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland
keyboard not buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when
it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
> MARKETPLACE
> Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers Center.
>
> Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on -
Get the Yahoo! Toolbar
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18136|18106|2010-08-13 21:29:49|zamisers7k|Re: RS not booting up|
Strange, obviously the patt patt chain & utility buttons work or it wouldn't try to go in to test mode, but then the other buttons don't do anything... I was wondering if a
stuck button would cause that, but I've tried holding down a few other buttons on mine while going in to test mode and the ones I tried still let me press enter even with
the other buttons held down from boot. So I'm suspecting it probably isn't that, but I've only tried holding a few buttons.

Did you say you already tried updating the OS via SM card and couldn't do that too?

Its sounding like bad news for your RS, last option seems like maybe try updating it using another SM Card with the update files, perhaps it got corrupted on a previous
attempt.

If that don't fix it, you may need to get a hold of Yamaha support, go through their support rigmarole and find out if there is a reputable repair shop you can send it to so
they can test out the hardware, or toss it for another working unit. I hate to think it'd get tossed tho and would be repairable without costing more than it would for
working used one.

If this happened to me I think I'd just go a head and start looking for another on ebay, get one hopefully at a reasonable cost, so I would be without for the shortest possible
period, get the other one fixed and sell the one that looked the worst, or keep both just in case it happens again. Might could sell the non-working one - cost of repair to
recoup some cost and not have to deal with repairs. I know it might cost some unplanned funds, but I don't think I could due without an RS for very long.

I'd also have a memorial service for it too if there was no possible way to recover, maybe play Taps on its replacement while burying it a hole in my back yard.

I'll keep my fingers crossed that we didn't loose your RS tho, let us know if anything gets it going or we need to fly our RS flags at half staff for ya brother.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "the_tenstrip" wrote:
>
> Tried to go into the Test mode but it won't start the test. There's Enter to start test, Store to go into factory set, and Exit to exit. But the buttons don't do
anything. All 3. It's just stuck there in the initial test mode screen. Just giving an update. I haven't given up on it, but I have to keep making music and have to
use the other boxes. I'd really like to fix it. I've also reseated the memory. Took it out so it ran on the onboard memory to see if it was that and It's still stuck
on the RS7000 screen. Also too out the smartmedia card and nothing. But it turns on every time. Just doesn't want to boot. Thanx peeps. Any help will be
greatly appreciated.
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Test Mode:
> > 
> > With your RS7000 turned off press and hold
> > the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on
> > 
> > Hopefully its just the autoload or whatever everyone else has said. I don't think you can turn off autoload, it does it automatically if you've named a file
with one of the autoload file names. If it got corrupted somehow, then yeah gona have to remove SM card or SCSI drive to see if it'll load. Then will have to
figure out how to delete the corrupted autoload file/files.
> > 
> > If its not that, I'd suspect memory too, the test mode should be able to check it, but maybe try reseating the memory before you buy some more, the
connectors can corrode up over time sometimes on memory.
> > 
> > Hopefully its nothing worse than one of these, let us know how it goes...
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 18137|18106|2010-08-13 21:50:35|zamisers7k|Re: RS having a buzzing noise upon playing music|
Some more things to Check...

Use earphones on the outs to see if it still does it. This would eliminate the possibility of anything else down the line from it causing the buzzing, if it still does it then you
know it is the RS. Also unplug anything going in to its inputs, I'll get occasional buzzing from something on the input. If it stops, then you know it could be something
else or a combination of something else from it. Cables can always be touchy, can't stress how many headaches a bad couple of cables can cause being too close to laptop
or other electrical device causing hums and or buzzes, being bent a certain way etc.., combinations of gear that don't seem to like each other in this regard that won't buzz
on their own, but get them in a certain order or input channel I want to throw them across room against a wall. Anyhow, never hurts to quadrupole check your cables, that
is where I'd put my money on your problem. Swap them out with different brand, freagin Hosa mono R&L pair has been a bane for me lately causing cut outs and
buzzing, I've got to get rid of these things.

Good luck, let us know if anything works!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland
keyboard not buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
> > MARKETPLACE
> > Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers Center.
> > 
> > Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18138|18106|2010-08-13 21:59:13|Mr. Tabasc0|Re: RS having a buzzing noise upon playing music|
I'm thinking cables also because after doing that I get no humming in earphones at all---I'll go to music store and look into diff brand cars and also the 3 prong setup
possibly

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 13, 2010, at 10:50 PM, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Some more things to Check...
> 
> Use earphones on the outs to see if it still does it. This would eliminate the possibility of anything else down the line from it causing the buzzing, if it still
does it then you know it is the RS. Also unplug anything going in to its inputs, I'll get occasional buzzing from something on the input. If it stops, then you
know it could be something else or a combination of something else from it. Cables can always be touchy, can't stress how many headaches a bad couple of
cables can cause being too close to laptop or other electrical device causing hums and or buzzes, being bent a certain way etc.., combinations of gear that
don't seem to like each other in this regard that won't buzz on their own, but get them in a certain order or input channel I want to throw them across room
against a wall. Anyhow, never hurts to quadrupole check your cables, that is where I'd put my money on your problem. Swap them out with different brand,
freagin Hosa mono R&L pair has been a bane for me lately causing cut outs and buzzing, I've got to get rid of these things.
> 
> Good luck, let us know if anything works!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
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> > Sent from my iPhone
> > 
> > RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland
keyboard not buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
> > > MARKETPLACE
> > > Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers Center.
> > > 
> > > Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18139|18114|2010-08-14 10:45:42|mr geee hgt|Re: pattern switching question|
hi matt,
you are right, in order to use your own samples on a command station you have to write your own rom(writeble roms are very rare and hard to get) with an emu sampler.
however the cs is not about samples but more about rom wave layering. it has been a little dificult to design your own sounds on it(apart from standard preset tweaking
filters/lfo/adsr...) till prodatum came out last year, because layering functions and editing is deep in the menu structure. with the prodatum editor you can edit the cs
sounds just like any vst from your computer via midi sent/return/dump. the cs has 4 slots for rom boards and the factory sounds are very good on most boards. taking
those factory patches apart in the editor gives you a real powerfull tool for sounddesign. hope that helps. for more info join the command station group.
cheers,

george

On 14.08.2010, at 02:36, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote:

> George, how do you program new sounds into your command station? Am I
> correct that you have to acquire the appropriate rom to load a sound? And
> that the only way to write your own roms is with the emu sampler? Sorry I
> know this is a rs7k list but Any information would be helpful.
> Thanks,
> Matt
> 
> On Aug 13, 2010 5:15 PM, "mr geee hgt" <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> for sampling i still like to use my old ensoniq asrx. it sounds much better
> than any akai machine. i sequence it from the rs. regarding roms for the
> command station i like the mophatt, xl and rob papen boards. i also use the
> orchester boards from virtuoso.
> prodatum for the cs is an editor by some user which makes sounddesign real
> easy.
> i sync the rs and cs to ableton live and sequence a bunch of synths and
> samplers from them both machines.
> highly recomendble,
> cheers,
> 
> george
> 
> On 13.08.2010, at 22:10, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote: > you can always use
> another sampler (mpc...
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
>

| 18140|18114|2010-08-14 10:46:04|James Ulibarri|Re: pattern switching question|
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I spent about 5 hours with the PX-7 last night trying to get the unit to do
some things I have never tried.
E-loader does work by the way to import midi files. I was triggering my
SP1200 and Akai Remix 16 from the Command Stations
pads and trigger the 1200's filthy and warm voice engine. The 1200 and the
Command Station's sequencer are kinda
similar in some aspects. Yes, the Command Station is one of the most slept
on sequencers out there.
And I have done all the triggering to Ableton and Kontakt, etc. It works
like a champ. There is lots of chat right now
in the topic of burning your own roms in the Command Station yahoo group. I
personally do not like the sound of
the roms. They sound too thin to me. And if it's gonna sound thin than I
am better off using my laptop running
Ableton and tons of vst's. I said that in that yahoo forum and it didn't go
over too well. One guy said he likes all his tones
on solid state memory (roms) verses a laptop. Honestly I didn't think of it
that way, and I agree that's cool too. Plus the synth engine
and the filters are kinda just blaah to me on the PX-7/XL-7/MP-7. I would
rather just map a ton of CC's from the PX-7 to Kontakt and just have an
unlimited palette of sounds. There are a million ways to skin a cat I
guess. Anyone try the MV-8800?
I had one and sold it in a couple weeks. There were some pretty cool
shuffle templates in there. I think about getting
another one or an MPC-3000.

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 5:36 PM, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote:

> George, how do you program new sounds into your command station? Am I
> correct that you have to acquire the appropriate rom to load a sound? And
> that the only way to write your own roms is with the emu sampler? Sorry I
> know this is a rs7k list but Any information would be helpful.
> Thanks,
> Matt
>
> On Aug 13, 2010 5:15 PM, "mr geee hgt" <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>
>
> for sampling i still like to use my old ensoniq asrx. it sounds much better
> than any akai machine. i sequence it from the rs. regarding roms for the
> command station i like the mophatt, xl and rob papen boards. i also use the
> orchester boards from virtuoso.
> prodatum for the cs is an editor by some user which makes sounddesign real
> easy.
> i sync the rs and cs to ableton live and sequence a bunch of synths and
> samplers from them both machines.
> highly recomendble,
> cheers,
>
> george
>
> On 13.08.2010, at 22:10, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote: > you can always
> use
> another sampler (mpc...
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18141|18106|2010-08-14 10:58:52|Mr. Tabasc0|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 13, 2010, at 10:50 PM, "zamisers7k" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Some more things to Check...
> 
> Use earphones on the outs to see if it still does it. This would eliminate the possibility of anything else down the line from it causing the buzzing, if it still
does it then you know it is the RS. Also unplug anything going in to its inputs, I'll get occasional buzzing from something on the input. If it stops, then you
know it could be something else or a combination of something else from it. Cables can always be touchy, can't stress how many headaches a bad couple of
cables can cause being too close to laptop or other electrical device causing hums and or buzzes, being bent a certain way etc.., combinations of gear that
don't seem to like each other in this regard that won't buzz on their own, but get them in a certain order or input channel I want to throw them across room
against a wall. Anyhow, never hurts to quadrupole check your cables, that is where I'd put my money on your problem. Swap them out with different brand,
freagin Hosa mono R&L pair has been a bane for me lately causing cut outs and buzzing, I've got to get rid of these things.
> 
> Good luck, let us know if anything works!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > Sent from my iPhone
> > 
> > RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland
keyboard not buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
> > > MARKETPLACE
> > > Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers Center.
> > > 
> > > Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18142|18114|2010-08-14 11:07:19|Mr. Tabasc0|Re: loading more sounds on to the RS and how to do so also where the|
Re: [RS7000] loading more sounds on to the RS and how to do so also where these items can be located at a reasonable price

Sent from my iPhone

> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18143|18114|2010-08-14 11:33:32|Matt|Re: pattern switching question|
Thanks for the heads up! I will check out prodatum. Sounds extremely cool.

On Aug 14, 2010 9:45 AM, "mr geee hgt" <hgt55@yahoo.com> wrote:

hi matt,
you are right, in order to use your own samples on a command station you
have to write your own rom(writeble roms are very rare and hard to get) with
an emu sampler. however the cs is not about samples but more about rom wave
layering. it has been a little dificult to design your own sounds on
it(apart from standard preset tweaking filters/lfo/adsr...) till prodatum
came out last year, because layering functions and editing is deep in the
menu structure. with the prodatum editor you can edit the cs sounds just
like any vst from your computer via midi sent/return/dump. the cs has 4
slots for rom boards and the factory sounds are very good on most boards.
taking those factory patches apart in the editor gives you a real powerfull
tool for sounddesign. hope that helps. for more info join the command
station group.
cheers,

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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george

On 14.08.2010, at 02:36, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote: > George, how do you
program new sounds i...

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] > > > >
---------------------------------...

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================ > Home:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...

> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html >
Yamaha Official: http:/...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18144|18114|2010-08-14 11:34:14|Matt|Re: pattern switching question|
What is the e-loader? How are they burning their own sounds?
Thanks,
Matt

On Aug 14, 2010 9:46 AM, "James Ulibarri" <jamesulibarri@gmail.com> wrote:

I spent about 5 hours with the PX-7 last night trying to get the unit to do
some things I have never tried.
E-loader does work by the way to import midi files. I was triggering my
SP1200 and Akai Remix 16 from the Command Stations
pads and trigger the 1200's filthy and warm voice engine. The 1200 and the
Command Station's sequencer are kinda
similar in some aspects. Yes, the Command Station is one of the most slept
on sequencers out there.
And I have done all the triggering to Ableton and Kontakt, etc. It works
like a champ. There is lots of chat right now
in the topic of burning your own roms in the Command Station yahoo group. I
personally do not like the sound of
the roms. They sound too thin to me. And if it's gonna sound thin than I
am better off using my laptop running
Ableton and tons of vst's. I said that in that yahoo forum and it didn't go
over too well. One guy said he likes all his tones
on solid state memory (roms) verses a laptop. Honestly I didn't think of it
that way, and I agree that's cool too. Plus the synth engine
and the filters are kinda just blaah to me on the PX-7/XL-7/MP-7. I would
rather just map a ton of CC's from the PX-7 to Kontakt and just have an
unlimited palette of sounds. There are a million ways to skin a cat I
guess. Anyone try the MV-8800?
I had one and sold it in a couple weeks. There were some pretty cool
shuffle templates in there. I think about getting
another one or an MPC-3000.

On Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 5:36 PM, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote: > George,
how do you program new ...

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] > > > >
------------------------------------...

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================ > Home:
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...

> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html >
Yamaha Official: http:/...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18145|18106|2010-08-14 11:35:44|Matt|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
Did you get the buzzing to go away? I think you can load wavs or aiffs from
the smartmedia adapter. Does anyone know more about that process?

On Aug 14, 2010 9:58 AM, "Mr. Tabasc0" <ta_basc_0@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
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Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 13, 2010, at 10:50 PM, "zamisers7k"
<zamise@quantum-source.com>
wrote:

> Some more things to Check...
>
> Use earphones on the outs to see if it still does it. This would eliminate
the possibility of anything else down the line from it causing the buzzing,
if it still does it then you know it is the RS. Also unplug anything going
in to its inputs, I'll get occasional buzzing from something on the input.
If it stops, then you know it could be something else or a combination of
something else from it. Cables can always be touchy, can't stress how many
headaches a bad couple of cables can cause being too close to laptop or
other electrical device causing hums and or buzzes, being bent a certain way
etc.., combinations of gear that don't seem to like each other in this
regard that won't buzz on their own, but get them in a certain order or
input channel I want to throw them across room against a wall. Anyhow, never
hurts to quadrupole check your cables, that is where I'd put my money on
your problem. Swap them out with different brand, freagin Hosa mono R&L pair
has been a bane for me lately causing cut outs and buzzing, I've got to get
rid of these things.
>
> Good luck, let us know if anything works!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Mr. Tabasc0"
wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > Sent from my iPhone
> >
> > RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked
cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland
keyboard not buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when
it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
> > > MARKETPLACE
> > > Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers
Center.
> > >
> > > Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on
- Get the Yahoo! Toolbar
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18146|18106|2010-08-14 13:03:53|Adrian S|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
You can use a program called Awave Studio, to add samples to a project file.
The process is explained a bit more in another post here, i'll try and find it for you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Did you get the buzzing to go away? I think you can load wavs or aiffs from
> the smartmedia adapter. Does anyone know more about that process?
> 
> On Aug 14, 2010 9:58 AM, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
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> On Aug 13, 2010, at 10:50 PM, "zamisers7k"
> >
> wrote:
> 
> > Some more things to Check...
> >
> > Use earphones on the outs to see if it still does it. This would eliminate
> the possibility of anything else down the line from it causing the buzzing,
> if it still does it then you know it is the RS. Also unplug anything going
> in to its inputs, I'll get occasional buzzing from something on the input.
> If it stops, then you know it could be something else or a combination of
> something else from it. Cables can always be touchy, can't stress how many
> headaches a bad couple of cables can cause being too close to laptop or
> other electrical device causing hums and or buzzes, being bent a certain way
> etc.., combinations of gear that don't seem to like each other in this
> regard that won't buzz on their own, but get them in a certain order or
> input channel I want to throw them across room against a wall. Anyhow, never
> hurts to quadrupole check your cables, that is where I'd put my money on
> your problem. Swap them out with different brand, freagin Hosa mono R&L pair
> has been a bane for me lately causing cut outs and buzzing, I've got to get
> rid of these things.
> >
> > Good luck, let us know if anything works!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Mr. Tabasc0"
> wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Sent from my iPhone
> > >
> > > RS emitting a buzzing noise out of speakers while playing music checked
> cables and tried different preamp connections cables work fine with Roland
> keyboard not buzzing at all its more like a slight humming u can hear when
> it's turned up ANY HELP IS GREATLY APPRECIATED
> > > > MARKETPLACE
> > > > Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers
> Center.
> > > >
> > > > Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on
> - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18147|18106|2010-08-14 13:25:46|Matt|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
I read from somewhere if you use another file type instead of wav the
samples load faster, .est or something? Anyone have more info on this?
-matt

On Aug 14, 2010 12:03 PM, "Adrian S" <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:

You can use a program called Awave Studio, to add samples to a project file.
The process is explained a bit more in another post here, i'll try and find
it for you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote: > > Did you get the
buzzing to go away? I ...

> On Aug 14, 2010 9:58 AM, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote: > > > > > >
Sent from my iPhone...
> >

> wrote: > > > Some more things to Check... > > > > Use earphones on the
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outs to see if it still d...
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "Mr. Tabasc0"

> wrote: > > > > > > > > > > > > Sent from my iPhone > > > > >
> RS emitting a buzzing...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18148|18106|2010-08-15 00:38:10|zamisers7k|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
You can't swap out voice banks on the RS, but you can change out the sample banks. The RS stores the selected voices with their edited parms to the pattern and song
files. It is weird I know, but it does keep you from replacing banks and having songs sound different than expected like can happen on other gear. So to get dif sounds you
have to load the pattern and or songs, along with the sample file of the same file name but different extension.

I've never done it, but perhaps doing a google search for ".R2P" for patterns and the accompanying sample files ".R3P" will give you some new sounds to load and play
with on the RS, along with some sequences too for ya.

If you hear a voice you like and want it in your song or pattern then you have to load them separately in to a pattern style or song and copy the voice from one over to the
other with the Seq Event check box unchecked. 

As far as importing samples, .wav and .aif I think are the only formats it can load. I am unaware if it can import any other formats. 

Happy RSing!

Zam

You can't swap out voice banks on the RS, you can samples tho 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> I read from somewhere if you use another file type instead of wav the
> samples load faster, .est or something? Anyone have more info on this?
> -matt
> 
> On Aug 14, 2010 12:03 PM, "Adrian S" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> You can use a program called Awave Studio, to add samples to a project file.
> The process is explained a bit more in another post here, i'll try and find
> it for you.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote: > > Did you get the
> buzzing to go away? I ...
> 
> > On Aug 14, 2010 9:58 AM, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote: > > > > > >
> Sent from my iPhone...
> > >
> 
> > wrote: > > > Some more things to Check... > > > > Use earphones on the
> outs to see if it still d...
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "Mr. Tabasc0"
> 
> > wrote: > > > > > > > > > > > > Sent from my iPhone > > > > >
> > RS emitting a buzzing...
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18150|18106|2010-08-16 04:39:10|Ian Vine|Re: RS not booting up|
Have you replaced the battery ? I have a yamaha qy70 sequencer that fails to 
start when the internl battery gets low. Worth a try, it's a regular cr2032

Ian

________________________________
From: the_tenstrip <flight4twenty@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, 14 August, 2010 2:56:37
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS not booting up

  
Tried to go into the Test mode but it won't start the test. There's Enter to 
start test, Store to go into factory set, and Exit to exit. But the buttons 
don't do anything. All 3. It's just stuck there in the initial test mode screen. 
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Just giving an update. I haven't given up on it, but I have to keep making music 
and have to use the other boxes. I'd really like to fix it. I've also reseated 
the memory. Took it out so it ran on the onboard memory to see if it was that 
and It's still stuck on the RS7000 screen. Also too out the smartmedia card and 
nothing. But it turns on every time. Just doesn't want to boot. Thanx peeps. Any 
help will be greatly appreciated.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Test Mode:
> 
> With your RS7000 turned off press and hold
> the PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS and turn the power on
> 
> Hopefully its just the autoload or whatever everyone else has said. I don't 
>think you can turn off autoload, it does it automatically if you've named a file 
>with one of the autoload file names. If it got corrupted somehow, then yeah gona 
>have to remove SM card or SCSI drive to see if it'll load. Then will have to 
>figure out how to delete the corrupted autoload file/files.
> 
> If its not that, I'd suspect memory too, the test mode should be able to check 
>it, but maybe try reseating the memory before you buy some more, the connectors 
>can corrode up over time sometimes on memory.
> 
> Hopefully its nothing worse than one of these, let us know how it goes...
> 
> Zam
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18151|18106|2010-08-16 05:53:45|Adrian S|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
Heres the post Matt that explains how to do it:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/messages/17747?threaded=1&m=e&var=1&tidx=1

Its kinda tricky, i managed to get one sample on one key, but got lost trying to add more. 
I must try it again.
| 18152|18106|2010-08-16 06:26:38|Olivier|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
hi,

i use a cardreader called hamma. I use cards of 128 mb to put my samples on so that i can import them. If you want to import samples on different key you mean you want
to make a program. So go in the rs to at samples. then you can choose eader to ptch or note. if you the ptch, you only can import one sample and have a program of it. take
note, than you can choose wich sample on wich note you want to import. hopefully this is what you meant.
| 18153|18153|2010-08-19 03:43:17|T. Saye|Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was lead to believe...and also
had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep you posted...

P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
| 18154|18153|2010-08-19 04:19:21|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
the RS is awesome once you understand it.

did you know you can send out some tracks out of the RS into an external 
FX-device and mix it back in STEREO using the sampler-IN? just plug it 
and use the Sample-In REC Poti for the volume. it even routes throught 
the mastering EQ and Multiband-Comp...

Am 19.08.2010 11:39, schrieb T. Saye:

>
> Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 
> one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was 
> lead to believe...and also had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those 
> that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep 
> you posted...
>
> P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the 
> furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
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______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18155|18153|2010-08-19 08:09:16|zamisers7k|Re: Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
Thats a lot of sample loading. Maybe nobody has tried to go over 256 on it, and you've blown the record away. Put some of those one shots on attack loop while you are at
it, whole nother experience :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
>
> Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was lead to
believe...and also had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep you posted...
> 
> P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
>

| 18156|18153|2010-08-19 16:40:41|T. Saye|Re: Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
Thats nutz, man! Lots of potential in that.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> the RS is awesome once you understand it.
> 
> did you know you can send out some tracks out of the RS into an external 
> FX-device and mix it back in STEREO using the sampler-IN? just plug it 
> and use the Sample-In REC Poti for the volume. it even routes throught 
> the mastering EQ and Multiband-Comp...
> 
> Am 19.08.2010 11:39, schrieb T. Saye:
> >
> > Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 
> > one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was 
> > lead to believe...and also had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those 
> > that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep 
> > you posted...
> >
> > P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the 
> > furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
> >

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
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> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> ______________________________________________________
> 
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> 
> business data, vita& profile:
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> discography:
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> sideways:
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> 
> buying my records:
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> 
> bob's technological babble:
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> ****** *
> **** *
> ************** *
> ******** *
> save our transients.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18157|18153|2010-08-19 16:51:34|T. Saye|Re: Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
Its funny you mention that because I was sorting thru the samples on Win media. I had the play option on repeat for each sample, and some very interesting ideas came of
it. Is it the same principle on the RS ur speaking of? 

Thanx 4 the advice, Zam! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Thats a lot of sample loading. Maybe nobody has tried to go over 256 on it, and you've blown the record away. Put some of those one shots on attack loop
while you are at it, whole nother experience :)
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
> >
> > Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was lead to
believe...and also had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep you posted...
> > 
> > P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
> >
>

| 18158|18153|2010-08-20 04:22:04|zamisers7k|Re: Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
That would be just a regular loop which the RS can do. Attack Loop lets you loop inside the sample from a difrent start point after the initial attack is played. Press
Sample Edit button twice, put the play mode F4 rotor on ATK+Loop, Exit button then press the F2 button to change between the Start (atck) point and Start (Loop) point.

Happy RSing!

Zam 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Its funny you mention that because I was sorting thru the samples on Win media. I had the play option on repeat for each sample, and some very interesting
ideas came of it. Is it the same principle on the RS ur speaking of? 
> 
> Thanx 4 the advice, Zam! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Thats a lot of sample loading. Maybe nobody has tried to go over 256 on it, and you've blown the record away. Put some of those one shots on attack loop
while you are at it, whole nother experience :)
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
> > >
> > > Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was lead
to believe...and also had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep you posted...
> > > 
> > > P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
> > >
> >
>

| 18159|18153|2010-08-20 11:38:48|T. Saye|Re: Am I the only one that didnt know the RS can do this!?|
Aww man, that's crazy Zam! Neva thought of doin that for a 1 shot, I'm gonna try it today :-D

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> That would be just a regular loop which the RS can do. Attack Loop lets you loop inside the sample from a difrent start point after the initial attack is
played. Press Sample Edit button twice, put the play mode F4 rotor on ATK+Loop, Exit button then press the F2 button to change between the Start (atck)
point and Start (Loop) point.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > Its funny you mention that because I was sorting thru the samples on Win media. I had the play option on repeat for each sample, and some very
interesting ideas came of it. Is it the same principle on the RS ur speaking of? 
> > 
> > Thanx 4 the advice, Zam! 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> > >
> > > Thats a lot of sample loading. Maybe nobody has tried to go over 256 on it, and you've blown the record away. Put some of those one shots on attack
loop while you are at it, whole nother experience :)
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Phew! ATTN: RS Users around the globe! Just got through loading 1671 one shot samples into my RS! Far more than the 256 sample limit I was lead
to believe...and also had 21 megs to spare. Contrary to those that don't know any better...The RS is alive and well...I will keep you posted...
> > > > 
> > > > P.S. The RS is a wild, rabid, demon, beastlike creature from the furthest galaxy from the Sun...it just has to be...
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18160|18160|2010-08-22 08:54:45|zamisers7k|Tip: Random Velocities on MiniKey Play|
Hi RSers,

Not 100% sure how well this always works, but seems to at least work for samples...

During Step Rec there is a Velocity F3 rotar, kick it up past 127 and you'll get RND 1, 2, 3, 4.

Great for sequencing random velocities, but if you leave it there and exit out the RS seems to keep it for when while playing the minikeys too if you ever play them live.

Adds a bit of randomness to the level of the minikeys so it sounds a bit like you might be playing a pressure sensitive keyboard.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18161|18106|2010-08-23 12:03:17|Mr. Tabasc0|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
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Not exactly I meant like getting more instruments and sound banks loaded///diff sounds for ex. Like a bank of band instruments or better yet sound effects maybe even
808's of possible because all my music is now beginning to sort of sound similar wit sounds 
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 16, 2010, at 7:22 AM, "Olivier" <olivier_pyperzeele@hotmail.com> wrote:

> 
> 
> hi,
> 
> i use a cardreader called hamma. I use cards of 128 mb to put my samples on so that i can import them. If you want to import samples on different key you
mean you want to make a program. So go in the rs to at samples. then you can choose eader to ptch or note. if you the ptch, you only can import one sample
and have a program of it. take note, than you can choose wich sample on wich note you want to import. hopefully this is what you meant. 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18162|18106|2010-08-24 02:31:04|Olivier|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
hi,

Well what I do is making my own soundbanks with the method I wrote before. I made soundbanks(programs) from 808 kicks to percussion ... 
you have to import mono samples to save memory but with a 128 mb card it's no problem + the rs remembers wich sample was used on every song so ones used the
rs7000 remembers it if you would using another card forexample.
| 18163|18106|2010-08-24 07:33:34|Mr. Tabasc0|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
Ok so where would I locate the source of sounds is it a site or actually how would in get them to my card and if have to get another 128card mines is almost full but once I
obtain a fresh card then what next importing sounds--such as sound by sound? And then if so how is that done is it while the card is inserted still and you record each
sound or what I'm lost on the import part from a computer maybe??

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 24, 2010, at 3:29 AM, "Olivier" <olivier_pyperzeele@hotmail.com> wrote:

> 
> hi,
> 
> Well what I do is making my own soundbanks with the method I wrote before. I made soundbanks(programs) from 808 kicks to percussion ... 
> you have to import mono samples to save memory but with a 128 mb card it's no problem + the rs remembers wich sample was used on every song so ones
used the rs7000 remembers it if you would using another card forexample. 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18164|18106|2010-08-24 08:27:51|zamisers7k|Re: loading more sound banks and instruments etc...onto the RS and w|
I think it'd help you out more, where the samples are placed, the samples and learning to import or just sampling external sounds from the inputs, its not that hard to do,
just need to learn how or try and do it, almost shouldn't even need the manual, but it might also help too... Once you do it a couple times all you have to do is find sample
libaries of .wavs on the net and import the .wavs, make kits or instruments out of them on the RS.

Anyhow, I think I have a minamal 808 kit and tb303 samples I made in to a pattern a while back if interested:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/818RS3.R3A
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/RSfiles/818RS3.R3A

You know how to load these right?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mr. Tabasc0" wrote:
>
> Ok so where would I locate the source of sounds is it a site or actually how would in get them to my card and if have to get another 128card mines is almost
full but once I obtain a fresh card then what next importing sounds--such as sound by sound? And then if so how is that done is it while the card is inserted
still and you record each sound or what I'm lost on the import part from a computer maybe??
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On Aug 24, 2010, at 3:29 AM, "Olivier" wrote:
> 
> > 
> > hi,
> > 
> > Well what I do is making my own soundbanks with the method I wrote before. I made soundbanks(programs) from 808 kicks to percussion ... 
> > you have to import mono samples to save memory but with a 128 mb card it's no problem + the rs remembers wich sample was used on every song so
ones used the rs7000 remembers it if you would using another card forexample. 
> > 
> > 
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18165|18165|2010-08-31 11:47:00|djfourfoot|Hello I just scored an RS-7000 for $249 yippeee|
Long time beat machine collector.
I have never had a yamaha sequencer.

I chose the yamaha, because their gear seems to last longer than any other brand. The older akai stuff seems to fall apart, mpc60 = ghost samples randomly playing,
mpc2000 has bad screen after all these years and screen is no longer available. 

I have had tx-16w, a3000, and a4000.
a friend of mine has the original motif

I can't wait to get into this unit and make some beats.

I bought a scsi multi-card reader, I hope it works with RS, if not I have castlewood orb drives too.
| 18166|18166|2010-08-31 11:48:23|ssyntax74|Trouble understanding how the pattern chain works|
Hi there everyone :)

Ive had my rs for about 2 years but this is my first post here.
I would like to atart by saying that Im not a spoony and I have searched the net for help and tutorials but to no avail.

So,
I was wondering if anyone would be able to give a brief run down as to how the pattern chain process works.
I read the manual and I can follow most of the other parts but I simply cannot follow that chapter.
Dont get me wrong, Im not daft, Ive learned several sequencers,I can route midi chains, build bass traps and lots more but the rs has me beat.
At the moment its just a glorified sound bank with loop recording but I really want to be chaining patterns togther and usimg it to its potential.

Any help will be most welcom.

Thanks guys :)
| 18167|18165|2010-08-31 11:52:10|zamisers7k|Re: Hello I just scored an RS-7000 for $249 yippeee|
Congrats & Welcome to the list!

Looks like you got a good deal on your RS too. I've used a lot of groove gear too, RS is still my fav.

If you have any troubles using it we'll be around here to help ya out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djfourfoot" wrote:
>
> Long time beat machine collector.
> I have never had a yamaha sequencer.
> 
> I chose the yamaha, because their gear seems to last longer than any other brand. The older akai stuff seems to fall apart, mpc60 = ghost samples randomly
playing, mpc2000 has bad screen after all these years and screen is no longer available. 
> 
> I have had tx-16w, a3000, and a4000.
> a friend of mine has the original motif
> 
> I can't wait to get into this unit and make some beats.
> 
> I bought a scsi multi-card reader, I hope it works with RS, if not I have castlewood orb drives too.
>

| 18168|18165|2010-08-31 11:59:16|Joey Reid|Re: Hello I just scored an RS-7000 for $249 yippeee|
thanks Zam,

I Will use it for a while, then probably flip it on e-bay. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18169|18165|2010-08-31 12:13:32|Matt|Re: Hello I just scored an RS-7000 for $249 yippeee|
If you ever don't want it I would gladly pay you $250 plus shipping to SF. I
really want to play with ones of these Yamaha units. I've also been looking
at rm1x and dx-200 but they don't have the sampler.
Thanks,
Matt

On Aug 31, 2010 11:00 AM, "Joey Reid" <djfourfoot@yahoo.com> wrote:

thanks Zam,
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I Will use it for a while, then probably flip it on e-bay.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18170|18166|2010-08-31 12:15:40|zamisers7k|Re: Trouble understanding how the pattern chain works|
Quick rundown for ya...

First thing is to have a decent pattern made in Pattern mode, switch to Chain Mode and select the pattern style and section. Style 1 Section A is the one where I usually
use and not much more most of the time. Good way to start so you don't get too complicated. Then press record then play and it'll start recording. If your pattern was built
with sections then you can just press the keys while its recording and it'll switch and record the section changes. Pretty simple.

As I usually only use one style and one section, the thing I usually do next is to press record again, and before I press play I move the screen's cursor from Patt over to
Scene, then press play and use the keys to record mutes in and out.

It usually never sounds perfect on the first run, so I'll go to the bar before the screw ups and re record from that bar for several more bars and stop. The other thing can do
is press rec then move cursor to scene and then press the edit button and it'll show an editable list of mutes. You can also do that for Patt too and it'll show the list of style
and sections. I don't use the BPM much.

Get that down well then do a job and import it to Song Mode where you can do further editing.

The important thing is to understand is recording the Patt styles & Mutes in chain mode. Its funky at first, sometimes it don't always behave like you want, thats when you
check whats going with the Edit Screens.

Prob not much help, but just got to dig in, takes a bit to get the hang of it, after years and years the Chain Mode still throws me for a loop sometimes. Got to remember
that it always reverts back to selecting Patt rec too if your bouncing between modes, that always gets me when I'm recording the mutes.

Good Luck, keep at it and it should come to ya like a light switching on in your head.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ssyntax74" wrote:
>
> Hi there everyone :)
> 
> Ive had my rs for about 2 years but this is my first post here.
> I would like to atart by saying that Im not a spoony and I have searched the net for help and tutorials but to no avail.
> 
> So,
> I was wondering if anyone would be able to give a brief run down as to how the pattern chain process works.
> I read the manual and I can follow most of the other parts but I simply cannot follow that chapter.
> Dont get me wrong, Im not daft, Ive learned several sequencers,I can route midi chains, build bass traps and lots more but the rs has me beat.
> At the moment its just a glorified sound bank with loop recording but I really want to be chaining patterns togther and usimg it to its potential.
> 
> Any help will be most welcom.
> 
> 
> Thanks guys :)
>

| 18171|18166|2010-09-01 07:28:22|Andrew Stephen|Re: Trouble understanding how the pattern chain works|
Thanks for that :)

Ill play around with it more and see if I can get it right.
Is there a way of step recording the chains?

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 1 September, 2010 3:45:30 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Trouble understanding how the pattern chain works

Quick rundown for ya...

First thing is to have a decent pattern made in Pattern mode, switch to Chain 
Mode and select the pattern style and section. Style 1 Section A is the one 
where I usually use and not much more most of the time. Good way to start so 
you don't get too complicated. Then press record then play and it'll start 
recording. If your pattern was built with sections then you can just press the 
keys while its recording and it'll switch and record the section changes. 
Pretty simple.

As I usually only use one style and one section, the thing I usually do next is 
to press record again, and before I press play I move the screen's cursor from 
Patt over to Scene, then press play and use the keys to record mutes in and out.
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It usually never sounds perfect on the first run, so I'll go to the bar before 
the screw ups and re record from that bar for several more bars and stop. The 
other thing can do is press rec then move cursor to scene and then press the 
edit button and it'll show an editable list of mutes. You can also do that for 
Patt too and it'll show the list of style and sections. I don't use the BPM 
much.

Get that down well then do a job and import it to Song Mode where you can do 
further editing.

The important thing is to understand is recording the Patt styles & Mutes in 
chain mode. Its funky at first, sometimes it don't always behave like you want, 
thats when you check whats going with the Edit Screens.

Prob not much help, but just got to dig in, takes a bit to get the hang of it, 
after years and years the Chain Mode still throws me for a loop sometimes. Got 
to remember that it always reverts back to selecting Patt rec too if your 
bouncing between modes, that always gets me when I'm recording the mutes.

Good Luck, keep at it and it should come to ya like a light switching on in your 
head.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ssyntax74" wrote:
>
> Hi there everyone :)
> 
> Ive had my rs for about 2 years but this is my first post here.
> I would like to atart by saying that Im not a spoony and I have searched the 
>net for help and tutorials but to no avail.
> 
> So,
> I was wondering if anyone would be able to give a brief run down as to how the 
>pattern chain process works.
> I read the manual and I can follow most of the other parts but I simply cannot 
>follow that chapter.
> Dont get me wrong, Im not daft, Ive learned several sequencers,I can route midi 
>chains, build bass traps and lots more but the rs has me beat.
> At the moment its just a glorified sound bank with loop recording but I really 
>want to be chaining patterns togther and usimg it to its potential.
> 
> Any help will be most welcom.
> 
> 
> Thanks guys :)
>

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18172|18166|2010-09-01 17:46:14|zamisers7k|Re: Trouble understanding how the pattern chain works|
Yeah, rec button once, make sure the Patt is highlighted on the screen which it usually defaults to, and press edit button [enter on keypad]. Now Edit will be your new best
friend on the RS ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andrew Stephen wrote:
>
> Thanks for that :)
> 
> Ill play around with it more and see if I can get it right.
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> Is there a way of step recording the chains?
> 

| 18173|18173|2010-09-04 11:47:06|rs7king|Replacing the minikeyboard switches|
hey,

I just disassembled my RS to replace some switche(s) from the small onboard keyboard. 
Unfortunately I didn't write down which keys don't work properly.
I did a check with a Continuity tester, but I got no Signal.

So how can I locate the switches with contact problems ?
| 18174|17404|2010-09-04 12:28:35|Jim Atwood|Re: RS7K and multisampling|

>>. It won't use more memory it's just putting the same
>> sample on different keys.

Incorrect!!

I'm surprised other RS7000 users haven't caught this incorrect statement. The Yamaha RS7000 DOES copy the sample eating up memory when copying it to another key.
If you press "SHIFT UTILITY" and check your memory as you copy to each key, you will notice that your memory is being reduced by the size of your sample each time
you make a copy. It's probably wise to multiply your sample size by the number of keys you wish to sample copy. This will tell you how much memory it's going to use. 

A while ago, multi-samples were quite small so perhaps most users never noticed. Or they just multi-sampled across one or two octaves. Nowadays, the size of samples
used for multi-sampling are much larger, especially if you don't loop the sustain part. I used a Rhodes sample and attempted to create a multi-sample across several
octaves, but couldn't get past 1.5 octaves due to a memory full message. I even have the 64MB memory installed and was only using C1,C2,C3,and C4 key samples. Thus
it's for sure that when I copied the samples as indicated in this post, that indeed the samples ate up the memory.

Thus copying Samples WILL USE memory absolutely when copying to other keys. It's a shame this happens considering my old Roland W-30 only has 14.4 seconds of
memory, but it uses only one "instance" of a sample when copying to other keys. This was brilliant for 1989. This makes multi-sampling a breeze and every efficient. This
is not so with the Yamaha RS7000. I wish it had better memory management and efficiency like the Roland W-30 of 1989.

Please let me know if I am in error. My RS7000 is clearly chewing up memory as I copy the key sample to another key. I can't find any way around it other than to use
smaller samples that when copied will still be within memory limits. I started with 4 samples, and ended up with 12 in memory after "sample copy" when I got the
memory full message. 

Perhaps I am in error? Believe me, if anyone can prove me wrong it would make my day.

Thanks!!
| 18175|17747|2010-09-04 12:30:08|Jim Atwood|Re: making multisamples!|

> -Use sample job 'copy sample' and copy the sample to the other keys in the range you want to use it. ie from> sample- c2.wav key- c2 to sample- c2.wav
type- kit:C#2. Then D2, Eb2 etc but stop at C3 because c3.wav is there, copy it to C#3, D3 etc stop at C4. This dosen't use extra memory to copy, you still
only have 2 samples in this example. 
> 

I may be premature in saying this without further research, but I tried the above and found that this method "does" appear to use extra memory to copy. Thus instead of
two samples, you will actually have 14 samples if you copy and thus in my case will get a "memory full" message. Another gentleman in another forum confirmed my
assumptions that the RS7000 does not use the same sample when copying, but rather makes a new sample for a new key. Memory management in the RS7000 does not
appear to be very efficient. I hope I am incorrect.
| 18176|17747|2010-09-04 13:32:33|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jim Atwood" wrote:

>
> > -Use sample job 'copy sample' and copy the sample to the other keys in the range you want to use it. ie from> sample- c2.wav key- c2 to sample- c2.wav
type- kit:C#2. Then D2, Eb2 etc but stop at C3 because c3.wav is there, copy it to C#3, D3 etc stop at C4. This dosen't use extra memory to copy, you still
only have 2 samples in this example. 
> > 
> 
> 
> I may be premature in saying this without further research, but I tried the above and found that this method "does" appear to use extra memory to copy.
Thus instead of two samples, you will actually have 14 samples if you copy and thus in my case will get a "memory full" message. Another gentleman in
another forum confirmed my assumptions that the RS7000 does not use the same sample when copying, but rather makes a new sample for a new key.
Memory management in the RS7000 does not appear to be very efficient. I hope I am incorrect.

I'd have to agree, it does take up memory, but it doesn't make sense to have an identical sample copied 14 times, the RS isn't being inefficient, in my opinion the user is ;)

If you are copying a sample, the assumption I'd be making is that you are wanting to change one some how and want to leave the other one alone. I can only foresee a rare
case where you may be playing one key and holding it down while you may want to start the same sample up on another key with your fingers. Maybe thats not such a
rare thing for some folks though, I don't know, it is for me. If you are step sequencing the RS it is capable of playing the same note with the same sample over itself.
Perhaps another reason to get to know step mode rec over traditional xOx/grid rec mode?

Unless I'm missing something too?

Anyhow, I think you can use the same sample banks on other tracks, and do a track copy without loosing much if any extra memory, but have to be careful with that since
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I think the RS saves certain parms like assigns a default filter to the sample bank rather than saving it to the track, in other words it acts strange unlike the internal voices,
if you are moving through sections with samples it'll revert to the default filter if you happen to changed it. So it is still a good idea in my opinion to copy the sample bank
over to another if you are going to have different filters on it from the one you copied it from on the other track.

I know that is different then just coping between keys in a sample kit, but I wanted to throw another one of the goofy things the RS does sometimes, but yeah as far as I
know each key is allocated separate memory so you can change the sample on it without affecting any other samples on sample kits.

I do wish the RS had some more powerful sample features too, but I think sampling isn't too lame on it considering everything else they've packed in to the machine.

Zam
| 18177|17747|2010-09-04 15:05:19|pegaso|Re: making multisamples!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jim Atwood" wrote:

> I tried the above and found that this method "does" appear to use >extra memory to copy. 

Hi, 
I just did a small test and you are correct. In the sample copy page, f3 selects if you copy to a new sample slot. I must have just assumed that if you copied to the same
sample slot it wouldn't use extra memory. I've never used this method with samples longer than a few seconds and have never noticed the excess memory use. Sorry, my
bad. Thanks for the correction.

Like your w30, my old st-224 sampler which I used very heavily a decade ago did NOT use extra memory using a similar method and I'm sure a few of the other
hardware samplers I've used have been the same. I'm easily confused.. 

Were your rhodes multisamples 30 seconds for each key? I think those samples are ment for software samplers and would fill most hardware very quick.

On the rs's I almost never run out of sample memory or even come close, but I've always been careful with sample time + alot of sequencing other gear. Maybe you need a
good synth/sampler for some of your more complex/long sounds like rhodes or use attack+loop and much shorter samples like other s&s synths and hardware samplers.

Cheers.
| 18178|17747|2010-09-04 18:50:04|Jim Atwood|Re: making multisamples!|
---------------
I'd have to agree, it does take up memory, but it doesn't make sense to have an identical sample copied 14 times, the RS isn't being inefficient, in my opinion the user is ;)
---------------

This statement rings true when one doesn't understand the nature of my intentions. In all actuality, the method suggested above that I followed was very efficient and quite
user friendly. The RS7000 itself however, was not meant to be a multisampling machine I understand, thus better memory management and efficiency was not
implemented at the design stage. With that said, I can do perfectly what I set out to do with multisampling on the RS7000, but I just need to make sure my samples are
optimized which is a very efficient and common way to work with multisampling with all machines. 

Basically I was "testing" the idea of using some multisamples on the RS7000. The suggestion stated above was to copy the same sample to other keys and then alter the
pitch. This in essence is how keyboards use multisamples automatically but unlike the RS7000, they only reference one sample to conserve memory. The RS7000 copies
the actual sample which reduces memory. The suggestion I followed for the RS7000 still works great and I don't mind copying to each individual key as you can save the
kit as a whole for later retrieval. Plus you can alter each sample individually if so desired.

The Yamaha RS7000 is a great sampler. The suggestion and advice given in the first post was excellent and right on target. The only discrepancy I encountered was with
the sample management and how sample memory was being used. Heck, I was hoping to be wrong as that would lead to more memory allocation. LOL 

In any event, thanks for the replies and have a great weekend! Enjoy.
| 18179|18179|2010-09-05 01:41:46|datatrail|RS7000 needs service|
Dear RS7000 group,
My RS7000 needs service on the endless rotary encoders and possibly the LCD. Does anyone here have contact info for an experienced, high-quality Yamaha service
technician that could help restore my RS7000 back to perfect health? I would prefer hiring someone that has successfully repaired Yamaha A-series samplers and
preferably, the RS7000.

Thanks,
Scott
| 18180|18173|2010-09-05 06:37:43|sam w|Re: Replacing the minikeyboard switches|
________________________________
From: rs7king <rs7king@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sat, September 4, 2010 12:47:02 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Replacing the minikeyboard switches

  
hey,  it's better to replace all of them to avoid future switch problems and 
also cut any remaining long stems when you are soldering
in  to avoid short circuits. make shure your cables are  in the correct order.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18181|18179|2010-09-05 22:12:34|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 needs service|
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I haven't used this in a while, but you might want to try emailing support@yamaha.com and ask for a reputable Yamaha synthesizer service tech in your area that you can
bring it to or somewhere that you can send it in to have it fixed. If they say no or you can't get a hold of anyone else to do it, let me know, I might know an online friend or
two over on the vintagesynth forums that will repair just about anything. I can't vouch for them on costs or repair times tho.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "datatrail" wrote:
>
> Dear RS7000 group,
> My RS7000 needs service on the endless rotary encoders and possibly the LCD. Does anyone here have contact info for an experienced, high-quality
Yamaha service technician that could help restore my RS7000 back to perfect health? I would prefer hiring someone that has successfully repaired Yamaha A-
series samplers and preferably, the RS7000.
> 
> Thanks,
> Scott
>

| 18182|17747|2010-09-06 15:08:46|pegaso|Re: making multisamples!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>

> I'd have to agree, it does take up memory, but it doesn't make sense to have an identical sample copied 14 times, the RS isn't being inefficient, in my
opinion the user is ;)
> 

Hi Zam,
I didn't see your post when writing my previous repy.

(long post warning)

I decided since this method does use up ram when copying samples it is redundant if you have a full set of samples, one for each key. 

It would obviously sound better with a separate sample on each key without all the rs pitch shifting + the time that takes to edit.
In the future I will probably load a separate sample to each key if I have them, unless maybe I was running low on sample slots.

However this method is still valid if the multisamples you want to use are not complete, just a few samples an octave or whatever apart, like many older sample sources. 

Also if you had a sample of a melody or bassline but no multisamples and wanted to play/sequence that sound on your rs you could cut up the notes and with the help of a
guitar tuner, put those notes on their correct keys in an rs kit and patch up the holes with copy sample etc.

> If you are copying a sample, the assumption I'd be making is that you are wanting to change one some how and want to leave the other one alone. I can only
foresee a rare case where you may be playing one key and holding it down while you may want to start the same sample up on another key with your fingers.
Maybe thats not such a rare thing for some folks though, I don't know, it is for me. If you are step sequencing the RS it is capable of playing the same note
with the same sample over itself. Perhaps another reason to get to know step mode rec over traditional xOx/grid rec mode?
> 
> Unless I'm missing something too?

If you and/or maybe another band memeber wanted to play some lead sounds/rhodes/bassline/whatever when performing live on a midi controller keyboard>rs it would
sound better multisampling than if you just pitched one sample across the whole keyboard. You can only play one keyboard at a time so you shouldn't need too many
multi-kits at once? 

This also applies to producing a song with minimal gear or with only an rs and controller keyboard. Example- you were writing a song on the rs and decided you wanted
to play on the keyboard & record some rhodes phrases but didn't have a rhodes or good substitute? Maybe you you could use your computer.

Or you could save your progress, sample your current pattern, export it as wav, load up your your multisampled/velocity split monster patch, import and sequence a loop
of the sampled pattern. Then play/record some killer lines. sample the phrases, export as wav's, load the song you were producing then load & sequence your sampled
phrases. done. 

Sure it took time and effort, but it will sound so awesome compared to an rs internal sound or one sample pitched across the entire keyboard. Hopefully this better
sounding rhodes will inspire further songwriting/ideas. 

Off topic rant follows>

I wrote whole complex songs with this crazy method on that old st-224, 3 banks of 8 pads, 60sec total sample time... I eventualy traded up too daw's and vsti's but didn't
write songs as good until I got my rs.
(btw the st-224's secret to good sound (in a lo-fi way) is 20bit 32khz as opposed to 16/44.1, those 4 extra bits..missed )

I think all the hard work editing focuses me on what exactly it is I'm trying to create, I listen harder and I'm less likely to waste time making crap because it's not worth the
effort. I hold greater value in and am more inspired and enthusiastic about sound/music I had to forcibly extract from a machine, make it jump hoops it was never
designed for and push the boundaries of it's capability. like if on the rs I made a monster 3 velocity split multisampled patch that took me 45min I would be very happy
and play some good music compared to loading any preset on any vsti created and turning knobs onscreen for 30sec. 

A good real world comparision might be riding a modern superbike in city traffic, so much power and handling but at lower speeds it's boring and uninspired, but if you
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were riding a little old 125 2 stroke that you had to ride hard as possible just to keep ahead of the traffic you would be far more excited at every corner and crafty overtake
and arrive possibly later but with a much wider smile. Some might argue that in this comparison the superbike just needs the open road but the big problem is the
superbike, the vsti- It's a simulation. A computer game. For me anyway. Give me a real 125 over a superbike computer game ever time. Rant over, pun intended. (and
another btw- I do want a real superbike though - analog modular;)

Cheers.
| 18183|17747|2010-09-06 19:27:11|zamisers7k|Re: making multisamples!|
Hey Pegaso,

I think I understand but not 100% sure... Instead of extracting each note from a sampled melody to its own sample and key, it is a lot easier to have one sample of a
melody assigned across several keys and just have the start and end points on each key different?

I can understand doing the sampling that way to make life a little easier, there have been times when I've sampled vocal lines and have had to copy the same sample more
than a few times over to other keys so I could have each word separated. I'd then have to extract the left over parts outside the start and end points to save sample
time/space and sequence each word in order to have it sound close to the original vocal sample. On a more complex sampler, it could of been done with just one sample
with each key assigned to it but have different start and end points, no extraction, and one of the keys could have been left with original so I'd not have to sequence it and
it wouldn't take up any more memory. 

Not sure any of that made sense to anyone, but I think that may be the same thing as what you are saying?

It does seem like it'd be a lot easier for certain things like that if the RS could do it's samples like that, but like you seem to be saying too, it also wouldn't be as rewarding.
Where I'm from I don't think you can even take a 125cc on the highway, so you have to take the scenic route ;)
| 18184|17747|2010-09-07 11:01:07|pegaso|Re: making multisamples!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:

>
> Hey Pegaso,
> 
> I think I understand but not 100% sure... Instead of extracting each note from a sampled melody to its own sample and key, it is a lot easier to have one
sample of a melody assigned across several keys and just have the start and end points on each key different?
> 
> I can understand doing the sampling that way to make life a little easier, there have been times when I've sampled vocal lines and have had to copy the same
sample more than a few times over to other keys so I could have each word separated. I'd then have to extract the left over parts outside the start and end
points to save sample time/space and sequence each word in order to have it sound close to the original vocal sample. On a more complex sampler, it could of
been done with just one sample with each key assigned to it but have different start and end points, no extraction, and one of the keys could have been left
with original so I'd not have to sequence it and it wouldn't take up any more memory. 
> 
> Not sure any of that made sense to anyone, but I think that may be the same thing as what you are saying?
> 
> It does seem like it'd be a lot easier for certain things like that if the RS could do it's samples like that, but like you seem to be saying too, it also wouldn't be
as rewarding. Where I'm from I don't think you can even take a 125cc on the highway, so you have to take the scenic route ;)
>

Hi, 
Yeah thats a normal way of cutting up samples, the end result would be the same anyway you done it. The point I was trying to make was then copying your note slices to
other keys that you didn't have a sample for and changing their pitch to create a fully playable 'multisampled' sound from a melody type sample.

Anyway, I'm amazed I've never noticed the extra memory use when coping a sample to the same sample slot but on a different key. I guess I've only ever done a 4 or 5
octaves per kit and use small samples, attack&looped. And only occasionally, for real multisampling the ex5. That happily fits lots of *short* multisampled sounds on a
single floppy (16 sec). But at least the rs can do it if pushed. 

I'm actually pretty pissed off the rs is such a memory hog when used like this. Very dissapointing.

And in the rant I was't trying to imply doing things the hard/slow way just for the sake of it, just that it can be more satisfying in the end.

Cheers.
| 18185|18185|2010-09-07 11:46:37|pegaso|Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hi
just a little tip somebody might find useful?

Nothing new really, It's how alot of analog synths generate there pulse waveforms. You can use the same technique to get similar results on the RS, or any sampler.

Basically, If you have a sawtooth waveform and you play another, 180 degrees out of phase (ie 2 saw waveforms in sync but when one is going up the other is going
down, or inverted), you get silence because they cancel each other out. But if you slightly shift the alignment/phase of one waveform you get a narrow pulse waveform.
shift it more and you get a square wave, more and you get a wide pulse.

Lots of ways to implement this on the RS, use your imagination. For starters, get a sawtooth sample, theres some here in the files section? Copy it and on the copy cut off
the first bit as above and paste it on the end. Assign them to separate tracks on the rs, pitched, and sequence them to play the same long note at the same time. If it's done
right you shouldn't hear much because they cancel each other out? Now in voice edit>pitch adjust the pitch of one track sightly, you should hear the classic analog pwm
sound. Also try sequencing identical 16th note patterns on both tracks and using grid groove to slightly alter the timing of the notes? Mixing upsaws and downsaws is also
interesting.

Cheers.
| 18186|18185|2010-09-08 00:35:31|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
!Long post alert!

Hey Pegaso,

Thanks, you gave me something fun to do for a little while, and am still messing with it...
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The outcome was somewhat dif than I had expected, could be due to imprecisely cutting & pasting of my single saw waveform or just lack of knowing what the hell
exactly I am doing, but anyway...

Method:

I worked with a single cycle saw waveform that I sampled from my Yamaha CS-15. It was a little tough getting one as the LFO seems to always be on and even if I turned
the modulation to 0 it still seemed to affect the sound slightly no mater what I did to it. If anyone else wants the waveform I posted it to the files section here under Short
Samps. However, I also found msb 63 LSB 000 SyBa&Ld1 program 058 MG Saw (I assume MG is for Moog) on the RS to be pretty similar sounding, but I noticed it
didn't look quite as much of a clean saw wave looking at it on my editor as the CS15's which also isn't quite perfect either. Good enough tho, I also recorded a tri wave too
from my CS15 but didn't post it or do much with it yet, the square never looked much like a square and was pretty rounded so I didn't bother saving or doing anything
with that waveform.

I imported the saw waves on to my RS, 3 tracks, one normal no phase, one 180 degree, other 90 degree. Made it a looped sample and Processed each to be mono since
they where L&R with sample only on left I think. Then I sequenced in the same whole note with 200% gate time on measure 1 and 3 so 4 measures long on each of the 3
tracks. Then muted them in and out 

Results:

180 degree out of phase, probably likely wasn't perfect so no cancellation, but it sounded a lot like if I just played it in Unison x1. Sounded distortiony if thats a word.

90 degree out of phase, it was a bit quieter but sounded more resonating or sinoidial if that makes any sense?

All three together, sounded like a bad ground hum.

Conclusion:

It didn't seem produce much of that sweet fat PWM sound like I could get from the CS15's two OSCs alone. I did locate some pretty damn fine sounding, tho not quite
PWM sounds already built in to my RS. MSB 063 LSB 000 SyBa&Ld1 program 071 PWM Solo sounded pretty good, not as good as the CS-15, but I think there are
other PWM voices in the RS too maybe worth trying out before going through all the trouble.

Maybe if I had used a perfect saw wave, or spent more time on it I could of got some more interesting PWM sounds, might be worth re sampling and playing around with
as they were still intresting sounding and have them together as a single sampled voice.

I can post demos later of them if anyone is interested? I'd like to hear what sounds you might have came up with doing this Pegaso, maybe you got it to sound cooler than
mine. It did seem the different phases produced some noticeable affects from the original sound, they could be very usable, and maybe trying some more phases besides
just 90 and 180, would be cool too, it'd be really cool to be able to sweep the phases somehow which might be what happens on more sophisticated gear to get the PWM
sounds perhaps? I don't know tho., I'm no expert on PWMing with synths.

Fun stuff tho., learn a lot, and always look forward to finding new stuff to try on the RS.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi
> just a little tip somebody might find useful?
> 
> Nothing new really, It's how alot of analog synths generate there pulse waveforms. You can use the same technique to get similar results on the RS, or any
sampler.
> 
> Basically, If you have a sawtooth waveform and you play another, 180 degrees out of phase (ie 2 saw waveforms in sync but when one is going up the other
is going down, or inverted), you get silence because they cancel each other out. But if you slightly shift the alignment/phase of one waveform you get a
narrow pulse waveform. shift it more and you get a square wave, more and you get a wide pulse.
> 
> Lots of ways to implement this on the RS, use your imagination. For starters, get a sawtooth sample, theres some here in the files section? Copy it and on
the copy cut off the first bit as above and paste it on the end. Assign them to separate tracks on the rs, pitched, and sequence them to play the same long note
at the same time. If it's done right you shouldn't hear much because they cancel each other out? Now in voice edit>pitch adjust the pitch of one track sightly,
you should hear the classic analog pwm sound. Also try sequencing identical 16th note patterns on both tracks and using grid groove to slightly alter the
timing of the notes? Mixing upsaws and downsaws is also interesting.
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 18187|18187|2010-09-08 23:09:11|Jim Atwood|RS7000 and sample loading times|
Hello,

Is using the Smart Media Card the fastest way to load samples into the RS7000? I don't have any experience with using HD, Zip, or CF card drives with the RS7000 via
SCSI or internal. I was wondering if there were any storage alternatives out there that could speed things up a bit. 

Thanks!
| 18188|18187|2010-09-08 23:16:33|Matt|Re: RS7000 and sample loading times|
is there built in scsi port on rs7000? i don't have one of these machines
but really want one.
thanks,
matt

On Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 10:08 PM, Jim Atwood <photoshootjapan@yahoo.com>wrote:

>
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>
> Hello,
>
> Is using the Smart Media Card the fastest way to load samples into the
> RS7000? I don't have any experience with using HD, Zip, or CF card drives
> with the RS7000 via SCSI or internal. I was wondering if there were any
> storage alternatives out there that could speed things up a bit.
>
> Thanks!
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18189|18187|2010-09-08 23:22:41|Jim Atwood|Re: RS7000 and sample loading times|
Yes! There is a built in SCSI port on the RS7000, but I haven't used it yet. I'm sure others on here have. I was curious if loading samples from SCSI speeds up the loading
times for example or whether the Smart Media is the fastest. Thanks!

Jim

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> is there built in scsi port on rs7000? i don't have one of these machines
> but really want one.
> thanks,
> matt
> 
> On Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 10:08 PM, Jim Atwood wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > Hello,
> >
> > Is using the Smart Media Card the fastest way to load samples into the
> > RS7000? I don't have any experience with using HD, Zip, or CF card drives
> > with the RS7000 via SCSI or internal. I was wondering if there were any
> > storage alternatives out there that could speed things up a bit.
> >
> > Thanks!
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18190|18187|2010-09-08 23:26:58|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 and sample loading times|
Yep, there is built in SCSI on the RS. Heard it is faster, not lots but supposedly noticeable. I don't know a whole lot about them really, maybe someone else will speak up,
but we have had discussions on here before about speeding the load times up with a SCSI device. If you want to do some searching around on here it might reveal some
more options for ya too. Some stuff has been pretty recent, maybe just go back a couple pages. We had some cool options for SCSI hook up we were talking about,
anyhow the SM card is no slouch in my book though either, plus it don't require any extra power or rig-a-ma-role so I'm I'm in no hurry to upgrade mine quite yet.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> is there built in scsi port on rs7000? i don't have one of these machines
> but really want one.
> thanks,
> matt
> 
> On Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 10:08 PM, Jim Atwood wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > Hello,
> >
> > Is using the Smart Media Card the fastest way to load samples into the
> > RS7000? I don't have any experience with using HD, Zip, or CF card drives
> > with the RS7000 via SCSI or internal. I was wondering if there were any
> > storage alternatives out there that could speed things up a bit.
> >
> > Thanks!
> >
> > 
> >
> 
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> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18191|18187|2010-09-08 23:33:52|Jim Atwood|Re: RS7000 and sample loading times|
Yes, I'm pretty happy with my RS7000 at the moment with no real need to speed things up. I was just curious if something was already out there that I didn't know about. I
just got done with modifications to my Korg Triton and some Roland S-Series Samplers that made dramatic improvements on loading times for samples. They previously
used floppies. The RS7000 is pretty decent as is for sure.

Thanks!

Jim
| 18192|18173|2010-09-09 04:32:21|rs7king|Re: Replacing the minikeyboard switches|
thanks sam,

it works like a charm now :)
almost like new.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sat, September 4, 2010 12:47:02 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Replacing the minikeyboard switches
> 
> Â  
> hey,Â  it's better to replace all of them to avoid future switch problems and 
> also cut any remaining long stems when you are soldering
> in Â to avoid short circuits. make shure your cables areÂ  in the correct order.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18193|18193|2010-09-09 09:22:58|rs7king|do the internal 4MB get overriden, when small Capacity SIMMs are add|
I just instelled 2 SIMMs and now the Display reads 20MB of free memory.
does that mean the SIMMs are 2x8MB + the internal 4MB ?
| 18194|1220|2010-09-09 11:57:10|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000 |
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000 
group.

File : /Programs, Demos & Misc Junk/sy-prog.pdf 
Uploaded by : pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com> 
Description : Sy 77 user guide, pwm info pg 29 

You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Programs%2C%20Demos%20%26%20Misc%20Junk/sy-prog.pdf 

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/members/forms/general.htmlfiles

Regards,

pegaso1423 <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
| 18195|18193|2010-09-09 11:59:48|rs7king|do the internal 4MB get overriden, when small Capacity SIMMs are add|
I just instelled 2 SIMMs and now the Display reads 20MB of free memory.
does that mean the SIMMs are 2x8MB + the internal 4MB ?
| 18196|18185|2010-09-09 13:08:58|pegaso|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hi Zam,
I couldn't quite remember where I read this method, it was quite a while ago. So I just searched for ages on my pc through crazy documentation like 'fm theory and
applications' and 'nord modular book' for a source on this method. Finally found it in a sy77 users guide, uploaded to the files section here under 'misc junk'. 

Have a look on page 29, It explains the theory better than I could and there's some pictures.

Glad you got some decent sounds but I think your correct on the 
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>imprecisely cutting & pasting of my single saw waveform

I'll see if I can knock up an example patch sometime and post it here,
cheers.
| 18197|18193|2010-09-09 13:13:27|rs7king|Re: do the internal 4MB get overriden, when small Capacity SIMMs are|
I found the Answer in the Manual already:
"Use only 4, 8, 16, or 32 megabyte 72-pin SIMMs
with an access time faster than 70ns. x32bit SIMMs
are the standard, but x36bit types (with parity) can
also be used.
� Always install SIMMs in pairs of the same capacity.
A single SIMM will not work.
� The RS7000 comes with 4 megabytes of pre-
installed sample memory. Thus if you install a pair of
16 megabyte SIMMs (32 megabytes total) you will
have 36 megabytes (32 + 4 megabytes) of sample
memory. However, since the maximum allowable
sample memory for the RS7000 is 64 megabytes, if
you install a pair of 32 megabyte SIMMs (64 mega-
bytes total) the initial 4 megabytes will not be used.
� SIMMs which use more than 19 memory chips per
unit may not function properly with the RS7000.
Please choose SIMMs which use 18 or fewer mem-
ory chips."

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> I just instelled 2 SIMMs and now the Display reads 20MB of free memory.
> does that mean the SIMMs are 2x8MB + the internal 4MB ?
>

| 18198|18185|2010-09-09 17:11:35|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Cool, I'd like to hear what you come up with Pegaso. I can post what I got too as soon as I got a chance and look at the PWMing stuff you u/led.

I found something new on the RS today I'll have to make a tip to share too...

Zam
| 18199|18187|2010-09-09 17:15:46|T. Saye|Re: RS7000 and sample loading times|
Hello

I've have and use the Zip 100, Jaz 1 Gig, CD-Rom, and Smart Card with my RS. I've found that there is no significant difference in the sample load time between any of
them. 

But from the computer to the media is a different story, smart media is champ.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jim Atwood" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> Is using the Smart Media Card the fastest way to load samples into the RS7000? I don't have any experience with using HD, Zip, or CF card drives with the
RS7000 via SCSI or internal. I was wondering if there were any storage alternatives out there that could speed things up a bit. 
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 18200|18200|2010-09-09 17:31:24|zamisers7k|Tip: Autopanning using Master Slice|
Hey RSers!

Found something cool today I previously overlooked as useless on the RS.

The Master Slice Effect has some cool panning features you may have not known about...

Switch over to Slice, press 0 Master twice and you get master effect parms. Knob 4's default is an over Drive distortion, but if you move it to the right one with F4 you get
Pan AEG Types, go one more over and you get Pan AEG Min Level, over one more another Pan Type, then the cool one to leave it on is Pan Depth.

So, cool thing can do is put the Divde type for the slice to 1/4 witch is kind of slow, then fiddle around with the Pan Type which has A - J but anyting after C seems to be
faster 1/4, then put it back on pan depth and now you can jump between 1/4 and faster slices without the RS hiccuping like it does when just switching the Divide Type
between 1/4-1/16th. Although its panning while doing it, its actually cooler sounding anyway.

Quite a few settings in Slice there I've never looked at that make it actually kind of cool to use now, have to see what AEG Phase does now...

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18201|18200|2010-09-09 17:59:42|raa eighty|Re: Tip: Autopanning using Master Slice|
nice find zam!!!!!!im going to check this out....i use 2 hard drives plus a cd 
rom with a rs7000 ..it works but sometimes the scsi the rs7000 needs a reboot 
...i have been using only a hard drive 50gig for 3-4 months by it self with out 
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the other hard drive and cd rom(which works great 4 transferring files from your 
computer)...i use my smart media more now ...and hard drives as back 
ups...perfect!no rebooting....... i have exceeded the 2 gig limit rumor ..i have 
over 18 gigs of sounds compiled from records(ditc4life)...rs7 2010 ! (and qy70)

getodelica 

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thu, September 9, 2010 7:31:13 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Tip: Autopanning using Master Slice

Hey RSers!

Found something cool today I previously overlooked as useless on the RS.

The Master Slice Effect has some cool panning features you may have not known 
about...

Switch over to Slice, press 0 Master twice and you get master effect parms. 
Knob 4's default is an over Drive distortion, but if you move it to the right 
one with F4 you get Pan AEG Types, go one more over and you get Pan AEG Min 
Level, over one more another Pan Type, then the cool one to leave it on is Pan 
Depth.

So, cool thing can do is put the Divde type for the slice to 1/4 witch is kind 
of slow, then fiddle around with the Pan Type which has A - J but anyting after 
C seems to be faster 1/4, then put it back on pan depth and now you can jump 
between 1/4 and faster slices without the RS hiccuping like it does when just 
switching the Divide Type between 1/4-1/16th. Although its panning while doing 
it, its actually cooler sounding anyway.

Quite a few settings in Slice there I've never looked at that make it actually 
kind of cool to use now, have to see what AEG Phase does now...

Happy RSing!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18202|18185|2010-09-09 21:05:26|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hey Pegaso,

Sent this message earlier but got held up or lost with yahoo or something...

I'd like to hear what you get out doing the PWMing, see if it differs any from what I got from the RS. I can post some short clips as soon as I get a chance so I can to do
some comparisons to yours to see what maybe I should be getting or not out of it.

And, thanks for the PWM lessons stuff I'll be checking that out asap too.

Zam
| 18203|18185|2010-09-09 21:31:23|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hey again Pegaso,

I'm reading the PWM stuff you u/led and I think I might see the issue and why I'm not getting waveform cancellation.

The waveform has to be mirrored like opposite in amplitude, so yeah just cutting and pasting isn't going to do that. Looking in to how to do it now, on cooledit it is
Transform - Invert.

Gona give that a shot now, see what happens...

Zam
| 18204|18185|2010-09-09 22:39:29|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Inverting the waveform had an affect different then from cuting and pasting. It did seem to dim the over all amplitude, but maybe I'm not getting it. I think the fatness of
the sound may just be coming from having two OSCs or two similar waveforms inverted or not. If I drop it down to 1 OSC on my CS15 and use the PWM it don't do a
whole lot, I can hear some changes in the higher notes as I sweep it, but it is barely noticeable. Also tried PWMing on my AN1X and it is just ever so slight of sound
change that I am wondering if I am doing it right. I can tell you that FMing seems a lot more bad ass when it comes to changing the timbre. Changing the pitch of one of
the OSCs, basically detuning creates some good fat sounds, not sure how much PWMing is going on or if its all just about detuning rather than the two sounds summing.
Hmmmm...
| 18205|18185|2010-09-10 04:21:38|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
!Long post alert!
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I'm learning PWM...

OK so I figured out PWMing on most synths refers mainly to affecting square OSCs and that is why I wasn't getting much if any PWMing while trying to sweep a saw on
a CS-15. Don't know about the AN1X yet but assuming same deal, and the same goes for my ARP oddyesy I noticed, PWM seems to only work on a square aka pulse
waveform. Who figured? Not me. Square = pulse hence PULSE Width Modulation doh. I gathered that it can be done with other types of flavored waveforms, but it just
don't seem to work as well as a square on synths in general that can do PWMing. 

And so, I generated the closest thing I could get to square using CoolEdit2000's tone generator, even it isn't perfect, with some wobble in spots, but a lot better than
anything else I've tried. Anyhow, I then did the same process of inverting using just one cycle, exactly one not sure but not sure I could do any better, and then saving both
off to the SM Card and importing them on to the RS, sequenced them to play at the same time... and still no cancellation. PWMing perhaps?

I looked at the waveforms before and then after all this, and basically even what were fairly normal squares don't look anything like a square any more, so combining the
inverted one changed the sound but as far as getting a PWM like sound, I can't really tell.

I took some images of the waveforms so can see what is happening here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/images/PWMsq.bmp

I'm u/ling a video to youtube right now and will post link when it is ready so it can be heard, hopefully.

Zam
| 18206|18185|2010-09-10 05:56:24|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
This is it for me tonight, promise. Vid...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUdP5jG0zjg
| 18207|18185|2010-09-10 11:42:47|pegaso|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hi,
Sorry I explained it wrong in my first explanation, I wrote it quick and nearly changed the second saw to reverse saw. I wasn't sure and decided it was already correct,doh.
I added at the end to try combining a saw and reverse saw then went to bed..

So yeah, anyone trying this out should use a reversed saw for the second waveform. like in the pics on pg 29/30 of the uploaded file. 

I watched zams video, Hi, were you using square wave samples? I don't think that works the same. 

Nice cs15! I hear the cs80 &60? added a pure sine wave to the output, (after the filter) to really beef up the lower bass, maybe your cs15 does the same thing hence the
rounded waveforms? (btw you can do the same thing on an rs by playing your sequence on another track a with a sine wave, easy.) 

I'll do a quick demo of the PWM when I get a chance.

cheers.
| 18208|18185|2010-09-11 18:49:02|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hey again Pegaso,

I've still been testing this PWM stuff out more ways than one now, and I don't have time or energy right now to fully explain my reasoning behind what I'm about to say,
but I am going to try to say quickly and perhaps explain the reasoning later.

Here goes:

I am believing the only way to create a proper PWM on the RS using something similar to what you mentioned with sampled waveforms is to put to do using the saws on
the left and right channel of a stereo sample, you can adjust the PWM's width via cut-n-paste one of the saws and re-saving as a separate single stereo .wav. Then after you
import the single stereo .wav to the RS you then have to do a process job on them to make L&R mono. This will properly sum and phase the two single cycle waveforms
in to one that represents PWM like waveform.

This seems like proper PWM to me, however it is a static PWM, there is no adjusting the width on the RS after that using just the RS. You can however still do some
interesting things to shape the waveform of curse, using the EGS, LFO, and resonance and cutoff etc.

Fun stuff eh? Hope that made some sense, cuase I think I've melted my brain some o_O

Zam
| 18209|18185|2010-09-13 12:02:21|pegaso|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Hi,
(long post)
I've done a quick demo, I'll load it to the files section. Also the samples I used and pwm_demo.wav which I sampled on the RS7000, which was created following the
method in the first post except for my mistake with the second sawtooth needing to be inverted not half a cycle out of phase, what was I thinking. 

Heres a rundown of what I've done/whats in the demo-
Ok, first try I made some single cycle sawtooth samples in TWE, available here in the files section. The settings I used were file>new-
mono/16bit/44.1khz/1sec/sawtooth/55hz/32000 amplitude. I then cut out a single cycle and copied/inverted it. I decided to do a second version with a different zero
crossing, 180 degrees out of phase, and copied/inverted that for a total of 4 samples, all A1 key.

I imported these to the rs track 1&2 + 3&4 paired, 120bpm 4/4 and sequenced a note with a gate of 16.000 for each track for a continuous tone. With track 1&2 soloed the
result was a narrow pulse waveform, not total cancellation, timing on the Rs is tight but not to 1 sample of 44.1khz thankfully. On track 2, voice edit>pitch I adjusted the
detune setting, bam, classic pwm. Tried the same with tracks 3&4, sounded similar. track 2&3(180 phase) with no detune produced a square wave. I messed about for a
few minutes then recorded a 4 bar sample of the detuned pwm, zoomed in sample edit screen it looked like pwm but was very rough/imperfect, so I saved. When I first
tried this on RS ages ago I remember a much cleaner waveform.

I thought the rough pwm waveform might be because of the single cycle waveforms clicks or pitchshifting artifacts, don't know, so next day I tried again in TWE, the only
different settings were 8sec and 110hz (a2 key). Again copied/inverted.

Loaded the pwm pattern, Imported these new samples on tracks 9&10 sequenced/detuned/re sampled pwm_demo.wav, looks & sounds textbook perfect pwm. While

http://www.quantum-source.com/images/PWMsq.bmp
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comparing realized the reason for the rough waveform in my first attempt was because I'd adjusted the filter cutoff/resonace while messing about and hadn't reset them,
damn. deleted that sample 5.

Messed about abit-
Solo Tracks 1&2- removed detune, track 2 has pitch modulated by a random user lfo. I really just pressed random a few times so try some others.

Solo Tracks 3&4- removed detune, 16th note repetitive pattern sequenced. Track 4- grid groove>clock shift (random) sequence to alter the pulse width. Try selecting all
16th's together and it's like a pulse width knob. clock shift knob in play fx section also works like pulse width knob. If you want to play with note shift you should copy it
on track 3?

Solo Tracks 9&10- detune only, as resampled for pwm_demo.wav, which is on track 11 and has changed start/end points.

If you want to use this method/demo file for some pwm patterns on your RS I suggest sampling the results then applying filtering etc so it sounds correct, ie if you solo
track 9&10 and adjust the filter it doesn't sound the same as soloing the sample on 11 and filtering that.

I also had a mess around with midi delay/play fx/envelopes and a few other things for good results but didn't include them in the demo. I've also previously used this
method of a saw and inverted saw with the RS's lfos (phase knob is handy) to get crossfading/morphing etc and pwm lfo modulation, somtimes sounds good but can go
wrong in the timing.

Cheers.
| 18210|18185|2010-09-13 12:13:24|pegaso|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Sorry for the double post,
My zipfile was bigger than the 512kb limit so I put the samples and the rp2/rp3 in their respective sections of the files area.

Cheers.
| 18211|18187|2010-09-15 23:21:27|beleevah|Re: RS7000 and sample loading times|
Loading time for sample heavy songs and patterns is around 7 times faster using SCSI hard drive. I have been using SCSI ever since the RS first appeared and it is very
reliable.
| 18212|18185|2010-09-15 23:27:03|zamisers7k|Re: Pulse width modulation on the RS7000|
Haven't checked all of it out yet, but I will soon, just wanted to say thanks again for showing us some new and unexpected stuff that can be tried and done on the RS.

Zam
| 18213|18096|2010-09-17 04:27:02|Adrian S|Re: aieb2 project|
I'm very interested in this LordMilitant.

There is quite a lot of SMT soldering to be done however, which is tricky, i had a short on my first and only attempt.

I wonder would it be worth looking into getting them soldered on a printed circuit board, and selling them in bulk.
| 18214|18096|2010-09-17 10:22:05|sam w|Re: aieb2 project|
i'm looking into some pcb manufacturing on ebay listings they're pretty 
cheap but you get schematics for the aieb2 board which is available in the 
documents on rs7000 yahoo groups. you can find some of the chips and etc. on 
ebay for pretty cheap also 2 sided pcb and smd adapters are available. 

________________________________
From: Adrian S <subarusmithy@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Fri, September 17, 2010 5:26:59 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  
I'm very interested in this LordMilitant.

There is quite a lot of SMT soldering to be done however, which is tricky, i had 
a short on my first and only attempt.

I wonder would it be worth looking into getting them soldered on a printed 
circuit board, and selling them in bulk.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18215|18096|2010-09-18 12:22:35|Adrian S|Re: aieb2 project|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:

>
> i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
> with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, there are youtube videos
> that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
>
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That sounds great man, keep us updated.

It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!
| 18216|18096|2010-09-19 01:52:12|Matt|Re: aieb2 project|
Why make it? Can't u get this on ebay? is it cost effective to make vs buy?
Really interested to see where this goes.
-matt

On Sep 18, 2010 11:22 AM, "Adrian S" <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "lordmilitant007"
wrote:
>
> i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the
conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
> with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done,
there are youtube videos
> that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found
some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very
cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
>

That sounds great man, keep us updated.

It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could
practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18217|18096|2010-09-19 14:44:07|Adrian S|Re: aieb2 project|
Since you could pay anywhere from 200-400$ for one,
yes it would be very cost effective!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Why make it? Can't u get this on ebay? is it cost effective to make vs buy?
> Really interested to see where this goes.
> -matt
> 
> On Sep 18, 2010 11:22 AM, "Adrian S" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "lordmilitant007"
> wrote:
> >
> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the
> conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
> > with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done,
> there are youtube videos
> > that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found
> some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> > you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very
> cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
> >
> 
> That sounds great man, keep us updated.
> 
> It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could
> practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18218|18096|2010-09-19 14:57:15|Matt|Re: aieb2 project|
I'm trying to get something similar started for sp-808 samplers. I am
excited to hear about updates for this.
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On Sep 19, 2010 1:44 PM, "Adrian S" <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:

Since you could pay anywhere from 200-400$ for one,
yes it would be very cost effective!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Why make it? Can't u get this on ebay?...
> On Sep 18, 2010 11:22 AM, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 40yahoogroups.com>, "lordmilitant007"

> wrote:
> >
> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to t...

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18219|18096|2010-09-19 15:49:20|sam w|Re: aieb2 project|
if i can get my hands on a aieb2 then i would copy it and mass produce it and 
make some  modifications like adding 2 more outs to make 8. 

 

________________________________
From: Adrian S <subarusmithy@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sun, September 19, 2010 3:21:51 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  
Since you could pay anywhere from 200-400$ for one,
yes it would be very cost effective!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Why make it? Can't u get this on ebay? is it cost effective to make vs buy?
> Really interested to see where this goes.
> -matt
> 
> On Sep 18, 2010 11:22 AM, "Adrian S" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "lordmilitant007"
> wrote:
> >
> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the
> conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
> > with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done,
> there are youtube videos
> > that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found
> some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> > you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very
> cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
> >
> 
> That sounds great man, keep us updated.
> 
> It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could
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> practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18220|18096|2010-09-20 18:30:54|zamisers7k|Re: aieb2 project|
Don't want to squash the idea, but if it requires the OS to be updated for it to recognize an added extra 2 more outs for assignments, you will be out of luck there since
Yamaha won't release the source code for the RS. I suppose you can worry about that later though, if you get a cheaper and more available alternative for the AIEB2 then
that would be amazing by itself.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> if i can get my hands on a aieb2 then i would copy it and mass produce it and 
> make someÂ  modifications like adding 2 more outs to make 8. 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 

| 18221|18096|2010-09-20 19:38:17|sam w|Re: aieb2 project|
you can piggy back the or hard wire the last 2 outs.

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, September 20, 2010 7:30:51 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  
Don't want to squash the idea, but if it requires the OS to be updated for it to 
recognize an added extra 2 more outs for assignments, you will be out of luck 
there since Yamaha won't release the source code for the RS. I suppose you can 
worry about that later though, if you get a cheaper and more available 
alternative for the AIEB2 then that would be amazing by itself.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> if i can get my hands on a aieb2 then i would copy it and mass produce it and 
> make someÂ  modifications like adding 2 more outs to make 8. 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18222|18096|2010-09-21 08:25:11|sam w|Re: aieb2 project|
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY SOURCE CODE?

 

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, September 20, 2010 7:30:51 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  
Don't want to squash the idea, but if it requires the OS to be updated for it to 
recognize an added extra 2 more outs for assignments, you will be out of luck 
there since Yamaha won't release the source code for the RS. I suppose you can 
worry about that later though, if you get a cheaper and more available 
alternative for the AIEB2 then that would be amazing by itself.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> if i can get my hands on a aieb2 then i would copy it and mass produce it and 
> make someÂ  modifications like adding 2 more outs to make 8. 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18223|18096|2010-09-21 19:23:21|zamisers7k|Re: aieb2 project|
What do you mean by, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY SOURCE CODE??

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY SOURCE CODE?
> 
> Â 
> 

| 18224|18096|2010-09-22 08:11:12|larsj|Re: aieb2 project|
as a once certified smt solderer, I would say that you are better off as far as building projects is concerned to do that as a last resort. the audio connectors are one thing +
the board another, but you need special soldering equipment such as a lens magnifier to even see what you are doing. you will need a tiny tip for your iron for smt, and
agility and finesse, dont want bad soldering connections. its alot harder than regular soldering; I would only use smt if I had to, the parts are so small! let us know how the
project goes- send updates
they probably make the aieb2s by wave soldering machine. unless you were just making one for yourself, with silver solder and gold components I dont see the point to
having a potentiolly useless board should a soldering connection be wrong. prove it! as far as cost effectivness goes

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> >
> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion that i can make my own aieb2
> > with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, there are youtube videos
> > that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> > you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
> >
> 
> That sounds great man, keep us updated.
> 
> It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!
>

| 18225|18096|2010-09-22 09:50:39|Ian Vine|Re: aieb2 project|
Hi guys,

been meaning to post on this for a while. There's potentially a gigantic problem 
this project, one of the chips is a programable gate array, page 25 in the 
service manual. What this means is that this chip needs to be programmed to 
configure it to make it work as the aieb2 design requires. 

There are two ways this programming could happen:
    - The rs7000 downloads the confguration to the chip when it starts. This is 
good as we don't need the program.
    - The chip is pre-programmed by Yamaha. This is bad as we need the code from 
Yamaha and there isn't much chance in getting that.
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I have tried to look up some specs on the chip (LR38799) but not managed to come 
up with anything. Getting the specs might give a clue as to how it is programmed

Sorry to put a damper on things

IanV

________________________________
From: larsj <ambianimaton@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 22 September, 2010 15:11:01
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  
as a once certified smt solderer, I would say that you are better off as far as 
building projects is concerned to do that as a last resort. the audio connectors 
are one thing + the board another, but you need special soldering equipment such 
as a lens magnifier to even see what you are doing. you will need a tiny tip for 
your iron for smt, and agility and finesse, dont want bad soldering connections. 
its alot harder than regular soldering; I would only use smt if I had to, the 
parts are so small! let us know how the project goes- send updates
they probably make the aieb2s by wave soldering machine. unless you were just 
making one for yourself, with silver solder and gold components I dont see the 
point to having a potentiolly useless board should a soldering connection be 
wrong. prove it! as far as cost effectivness goes

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> >
> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion 
>that i can make my own aieb2
> > with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, 
>there are youtube videos
> > that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some 
>conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> > you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! 
>believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
> >
> 
> That sounds great man, keep us updated.
> 
> It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could 
>practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18226|18096|2010-09-22 13:31:15|lars jensen|Re: 96K H8/38799 - 128K !!! Re: aieb2 project|
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programmable_Array_Logic
if it comes down to it I could serve as a programming consultant

http://translator.live.com/BV.aspx?ref=IE8Activity&a=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eefocus.com%2Fbbs%2Farticle_160_92941.html
 
looks like the place you will find any info on that chip, it is covered in the services provided, which can solve this problem for sure

Chip MCU decryption, reverse, FPGA replacement solution 
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document.write(overlap1);

Professional decryption Hitachi, Mitsubishi, NEC, etc. brand mask type chip 
Mitsubishi/Renesas \MITSUBISHI\ RENESAS\ SCM/decrypt/chip flip 
Hitachi decryption decrypt nec Mitsubishi decryption chip flip chip MCU decryption mask MCU decryption 
Beijing Fortune innovation technology co., Ltd. was established in September 2006, is a company offering a complete system to chip competitive analysis (Complete
Competitive Analysis) of high-tech companies. We always take the customer demand as the ultimate goal, to the pursuit of perfection in order to progress to improve as
working standards, is committed to providing our customers with the highest quality, most comprehensive service. 
Providing various chip chip Circuit reversed, extraction and analysis, and redraw the map extract; mask chip business professional, such as decryption decrypt, Hitachi,
Mitsubishi, NEC, etc all series of mask chip (decrypted is compiled into a binary file, and burn to a matching FLASH chip to replace the original chip) is necessary.
OICQ: 262533058 Tel: 13520795394 
Website: http://blog.mcuol.com/xchemical/index.htm 
Website: http://you.video.sina.com.cn/m/1564556195 
Website: http://xchemical.blog.xunlei.com/ 
Website: http://www. Furui innovation. China/ 
Mask chips professional decipher part of a reference model are as follows: 
H8/38073R - 24K H8/38074R - 32K H8/38075R - 40K 
H8/38076R - 48K H8/38083R - 24K H8/38084R - 32K 
H8/38085R - 40K H8/38086R - 48K H8/38098 - 96K 
H8/38099 - 128K H8/38773 - 24K H8/38774 - 32K 
H8/38775 - 40K H8/38798 -H8/38024S - 32K H8/38023S - 24K H8/38022S - 16K 
H8/38021S - 12K H8/38020S - 8K H8/38347 60K 
H8/38327 60K H8/38324 32K H8/38427 60K 
H8/38424 32K H8/38344 32K H8/38447 60K 
H8/38444 32K H8/38442-16K M30260M3A-series 
M30263M3A-series M30280M8-series M30281M8-series 
M30290M8-series M30291M8-series M30620MCP-series 
M30622M6P series M30623M8P series M30624MGP-series 
M30624MHP series M30626MHP-series M30626MJP series 
M30627MHP series M306N5MC-XXXGP M3062AMCT series 
M306N5MCT series M30302MAP-series H8/36082 
H8/36083 24K H8/36084 32K H8/36085 40K 
H8/36086 48K H8/36087 56K H8/36047 64K 
H8/36048 80K H8/36049 96K H8/36032 16K 
H8/36033 24K H8/36034 32K H8/36035 40K 
H8/36036 48K H8/36037 56K H8/36054 32K 
H8/36057 56K H8/36010 H8/36011 12K 
H8/36012 16K H8/36013 24K H8/36014 32K 
H8/36022 H8/36023 24K H8/36024 32K 
H8/3690 H8/3691 12K H8/3692 16K 
H8/3693 24K H8/3694 32K H8/3682 - 16K 
H8/3683 - 24K H8/3684 - 32K H8/3685 - 40K 
H8/3686 - 48K H8/3687 - 56K H8/3657 - 60K 
H8/3656 - 48K H8/3655 - 40K H8/3654 - 32K 
H8/3653 - 24K H8/3652 - 16K H8S/2357 - 128K 
H8S/2365 - 256K H8S/2355 - 128K H8S/2241 - 32K 
H8S/2242 - 32K H8S/2243 - 64K H8S/2244 - 64K 
H8S/2245 - 128K H8S/2256 - 128K H8S/2281 - 64K 
H8S/2314 - 384K H8S/2316S - 64K H8S/2317S - 128K 
H8S/2318 - 256K H8S/2319 - 512K H8S/2323 - 32K 
H8S/2327 - 128K H8S/2328 - 256K H8S/2338 256K 
H8S/2341 - 32K H8S/2343 - 64K H8S/2344 - 96K 
H8S/2345 - 128K H8S/2365 - 256K H8S/2375 - 256K 
H8/3644 - 32K H8/3643 - 24K H8/3642 - 16K 
H8S/2612 128k 
The above is only a partial model reference. For more information, please call us. 

 --- On Wed, 9/22/10, Ian Vine wrote:

From: Ian Vine 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, September 22, 2010, 8:47 AM

  

Hi guys,

been meaning to post on this for a while. There's potentially a gigantic problem 
this project, one of the chips is a programable gate array, page 25 in the 
service manual. What this means is that this chip needs to be programmed to 
configure it to make it work as the aieb2 design requires. 

There are two ways this programming could happen:



    - The rs7000 downloads the confguration to the chip when it starts. This is 
good as we don't need the program.
    - The chip is pre-programmed by Yamaha. This is bad as we need the code from 
Yamaha and there isn't much chance in getting that.

I have tried to look up some specs on the chip (LR38799) but not managed to come 
up with anything. Getting the specs might give a clue as to how it is programmed

Sorry to put a damper on things

IanV

________________________________
From: larsj 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 22 September, 2010 15:11:01
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  
as a once certified smt solderer, I would say that you are better off as far as 
building projects is concerned to do that as a last resort. the audio connectors 
are one thing + the board another, but you need special soldering equipment such 
as a lens magnifier to even see what you are doing. you will need a tiny tip for 
your iron for smt, and agility and finesse, dont want bad soldering connections. 
its alot harder than regular soldering; I would only use smt if I had to, the 
parts are so small! let us know how the project goes- send updates
they probably make the aieb2s by wave soldering machine. unless you were just 
making one for yourself, with silver solder and gold components I dont see the 
point to having a potentiolly useless board should a soldering connection be 
wrong. prove it! as far as cost effectivness goes

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:
> >
> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion 
>that i can make my own aieb2
> > with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, 
>there are youtube videos
> > that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some 
>conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.
> > you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! 
>believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.
> >
> 
> That sounds great man, keep us updated.
> 
> It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could 
>practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18227|18096|2010-09-23 09:25:58|Erwin Goossens|Re: aieb2 project|
Dear Ian,

If you wanna buy an AIEB2 check this link :http://www.djgear.nl/yamaha-aieb-2.html 

greetings

--- On Wed, 9/22/10, Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

http://www.djgear.nl/yamaha-aieb-2.html
mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:iavine@yahoo.co.uk
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Date: Wednesday, September 22, 2010, 5:47 PM

 

Hi guys,

been meaning to post on this for a while. There's potentially a gigantic problem 

this project, one of the chips is a programable gate array, page 25 in the 

service manual. What this means is that this chip needs to be programmed to 

configure it to make it work as the aieb2 design requires. 

There are two ways this programming could happen:

    - The rs7000 downloads the confguration to the chip when it starts. This is 

good as we don't need the program.

    - The chip is pre-programmed by Yamaha. This is bad as we need the code from 

Yamaha and there isn't much chance in getting that.

I have tried to look up some specs on the chip (LR38799) but not managed to come 

up with anything. Getting the specs might give a clue as to how it is programmed

Sorry to put a damper on things

IanV

________________________________

From: larsj <ambianimaton@yahoo.com>

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

Sent: Wed, 22 September, 2010 15:11:01

Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb2 project

  

as a once certified smt solderer, I would say that you are better off as far as 

building projects is concerned to do that as a last resort. the audio connectors 

are one thing + the board another, but you need special soldering equipment such 

as a lens magnifier to even see what you are doing. you will need a tiny tip for 

your iron for smt, and agility and finesse, dont want bad soldering connections. 

mailto:ambianimaton@yahoo.com
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its alot harder than regular soldering; I would only use smt if I had to, the 

parts are so small! let us know how the project goes- send updates

they probably make the aieb2s by wave soldering machine. unless you were just 

making one for yourself, with silver solder and gold components I dont see the 

point to having a potentiolly useless board should a soldering connection be 

wrong. prove it! as far as cost effectivness goes

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:

>

> 

> 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lordmilitant007" wrote:

> >

> > i've been brain storming for the last few weeks and i come to the conclusion 

>that i can make my own aieb2

> > with the schematics. i know the project is complicated but it can be done, 

>there are youtube videos

> > that guide you to manufacture a pcb prototype at home. on ebay i found some 

>conductive ink, glues,paints and 2 side pcb clads.

> > you can buy those very same components on the aieb2 on ebay for very cheap! 

>believe me it can be done with time and long patience if you have it.

> >

> 

> That sounds great man, keep us updated.

> 

> It's only the SMT soldering that i'd be a afraid of myself, but i could 

>practice it, buy some decent flux and would hopefully not fuck it up!

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18228|18228|2010-09-23 18:01:54|lowjo2000|smartmedia card|
hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?

https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
| 18229|18228|2010-09-23 18:13:17|zamisers7k|Re: smartmedia card|
Your link comes up with an empty shopping cart so I can't tell. I'm assuming from the subject line you are looking for an SM card. Any standard SM card should work,
but there are no guarantees for how long they will last. The ones I always recommend are the ones in the shop at Motifator.com as they are Yamaha tested and approved,
but nobody seems to buy from them any way. I got mine from Guitar Center specifically listed for the RS7000 by Yamaha, same as the ones sold at the Motifmany years
ago now and it is still working great, knock on wood. Looks like they only sell 128meggers now though, if interested here is a direct link:

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
>
> hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> 
> https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
>

| 18230|18230|2010-09-24 09:34:58|krebsne|RS7000 for Sale in Omaha, NE, USA|
$500

I used the unit in my alt-rock band, both in the studio and live. Due to the unfortunate deaths of band members the project is now shelved and I no longer need the
machine. Its been sitting idle for about 2 years now, fired it up last week and it all works just as I left it.

It has the latest OS.
Fully expanded ROM
AIEB 2 output expander installed.
Smartmedia card included (not sure of size, I can check for you.)
Comes in an Odyssey Turntable hardshell case.
Hard copy of manual and all service docs.

I can probably throw in a SCSI Iomega drive as well, although I never got around to needing that much storage for what I did with it. I believe I have one in the studio.

Pics avail upon request.

Buyer pays actual shipping. Paypal accepted.
| 18231|18228|2010-09-24 11:03:55|T. Saye|Re: smartmedia card|
Or Amazon...Perhaps.

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=128MB+Smart+Media+Card&x=13&y=16

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Your link comes up with an empty shopping cart so I can't tell. I'm assuming from the subject line you are looking for an SM card. Any standard SM card
should work, but there are no guarantees for how long they will last. The ones I always recommend are the ones in the shop at Motifator.com as they are
Yamaha tested and approved, but nobody seems to buy from them any way. I got mine from Guitar Center specifically listed for the RS7000 by Yamaha,
same as the ones sold at the Motifmany years ago now and it is still working great, knock on wood. Looks like they only sell 128meggers now though, if
interested here is a direct link:
> 
> http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> >
> > hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> > 
> > https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
> >
>

| 18232|18230|2010-09-25 10:12:57|T. Saye|Re: RS7000 for Sale in Omaha, NE, USA|
My condolences on the loss of your band members. I too lost two of my artist, and it definitely put a damper on everything. 

You should not have a problem selling your RS. Good luck in your future endeavors.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "krebsne" wrote:
>
> $500
> 

https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx&sectionId=ysco.ship-bill
http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html
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http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=128MB+Smart+Media+Card&x=13&y=16
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> I used the unit in my alt-rock band, both in the studio and live. Due to the unfortunate deaths of band members the project is now shelved and I no longer
need the machine. Its been sitting idle for about 2 years now, fired it up last week and it all works just as I left it.
> 
> It has the latest OS.
> Fully expanded ROM
> AIEB 2 output expander installed.
> Smartmedia card included (not sure of size, I can check for you.)
> Comes in an Odyssey Turntable hardshell case.
> Hard copy of manual and all service docs.
> 
> I can probably throw in a SCSI Iomega drive as well, although I never got around to needing that much storage for what I did with it. I believe I have one in
the studio.
> 
> Pics avail upon request.
> 
> Buyer pays actual shipping. Paypal accepted.
>

| 18233|18228|2010-09-28 12:54:38|Adrian S|Re: smartmedia card|
http://www.7dayshop.com is another place you can buy them.

That same shop is also on amazon.

Free shipping in the UK only.

I havent used them yet, on ebay there's a guy called vistan digital or something that sends them, *new* apparently.
| 18234|18234|2010-09-28 13:21:35|Adrian S|Suggestions needed for RS7000 Disassembly, RAM upgrade, and switch r|
Howdy dudes!

I will be recording some how to videos on opening up the RS7000,
upgrading the RAM and how to replace the switches with new ones.

I will be consulting the RS7000 repair manual mainly.

Is there any other existing resources out there, be it topics with guides,
or pictures or anything?

Have you any suggestions for the guides, or anything you would like to be included?

If anyone who knows of some good screen capture software,
that will allow me to zoom, and capture partial areas of the screen hit me up!

Going to try out Windows Media Encoder first and take it from there.

I absolutely hate the sound of my voice/accent, so if its unclear i'll probably just use text. We'll see how it goes. ;)
| 18235|18234|2010-09-28 14:00:42|zamisers7k|Re: Suggestions needed for RS7000 Disassembly, RAM upgrade, and swit|
Awesome! Can't wait to see these, and hope I never have to use them for repairing my RS, but I'm sure they'll come in very handy for some folks. Don't know of any
decent screen capture software sorry, but I'd like to hear your voice, especially if it has an accent cause accents are cool, and see the text too if possible in case it is too
thick or hard to understand we'll still know what you are saying to us.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Howdy dudes!
> 
> I will be recording some how to videos on opening up the RS7000,
> upgrading the RAM and how to replace the switches with new ones.
> 
> I will be consulting the RS7000 repair manual mainly.
> 
> Is there any other existing resources out there, be it topics with guides,
> or pictures or anything?
> 
> Have you any suggestions for the guides, or anything you would like to be included?
> 
> If anyone who knows of some good screen capture software,
> that will allow me to zoom, and capture partial areas of the screen hit me up!
> 
> Going to try out Windows Media Encoder first and take it from there.
> 
> I absolutely hate the sound of my voice/accent, so if its unclear i'll probably just use text. We'll see how it goes. ;)
>

| 18236|18234|2010-09-28 16:27:57|Adrian S|Re: Suggestions needed for RS7000 Disassembly, RAM upgrade, and swit|
Hehe True!
I recorded the disassembly of the back panel,
the installation of both RAM chips, and the re-assembly.

It may be a while before I solder the replacement switches.

http://www.7dayshop.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Bought both the RAM and switches from lordmilitant, 
and the RAM worked perfectly so thanks dude if you're reading!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
> Awesome! Can't wait to see these, and hope I never have to use them for repairing my RS, but I'm sure they'll come in very handy for some folks. Don't
know of any decent screen capture software sorry, but I'd like to hear your voice, especially if it has an accent cause accents are cool, and see the text too if
possible in case it is too thick or hard to understand we'll still know what you are saying to us.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > Howdy dudes!
> > 
> > I will be recording some how to videos on opening up the RS7000,
> > upgrading the RAM and how to replace the switches with new ones.
> > 
> > I will be consulting the RS7000 repair manual mainly.
> > 
> > Is there any other existing resources out there, be it topics with guides,
> > or pictures or anything?
> > 
> > Have you any suggestions for the guides, or anything you would like to be included?
> > 
> > If anyone who knows of some good screen capture software,
> > that will allow me to zoom, and capture partial areas of the screen hit me up!
> > 
> > Going to try out Windows Media Encoder first and take it from there.
> > 
> > I absolutely hate the sound of my voice/accent, so if its unclear i'll probably just use text. We'll see how it goes. ;)
> >
>

| 18237|18234|2010-09-28 17:16:04|planetfrog2000|Re: Suggestions needed for RS7000 Disassembly, RAM upgrade, and swit|
Great stuff - I've got a bunch of switches that need to be soldered in but I havent plucked up the time and courage yet - will def look forward to your vid!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Hehe True!
> I recorded the disassembly of the back panel,
> the installation of both RAM chips, and the re-assembly.
> 
> It may be a while before I solder the replacement switches.
> 
> Bought both the RAM and switches from lordmilitant, 
> and the RAM worked perfectly so thanks dude if you're reading!
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> > Awesome! Can't wait to see these, and hope I never have to use them for repairing my RS, but I'm sure they'll come in very handy for some folks. Don't
know of any decent screen capture software sorry, but I'd like to hear your voice, especially if it has an accent cause accents are cool, and see the text too if
possible in case it is too thick or hard to understand we'll still know what you are saying to us.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> > >
> > > Howdy dudes!
> > > 
> > > I will be recording some how to videos on opening up the RS7000,
> > > upgrading the RAM and how to replace the switches with new ones.
> > > 
> > > I will be consulting the RS7000 repair manual mainly.
> > > 
> > > Is there any other existing resources out there, be it topics with guides,
> > > or pictures or anything?
> > > 
> > > Have you any suggestions for the guides, or anything you would like to be included?
> > > 
> > > If anyone who knows of some good screen capture software,
> > > that will allow me to zoom, and capture partial areas of the screen hit me up!
> > > 
> > > Going to try out Windows Media Encoder first and take it from there.
> > > 
> > > I absolutely hate the sound of my voice/accent, so if its unclear i'll probably just use text. We'll see how it goes. ;)
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> > >
> >
>

| 18238|17688|2010-09-29 06:46:22|lowjo2000|Re: Internal CF card reader|
Hi
I also want to mount a scsi compact flash card reader to my
RS.
where i buy the reader if it is difficult to mount.
sorry for my bad English I am Catalan.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> If anyone's intersted I've just fitted a scsi compact flash card reader to my RS. 
> 
> Works using a 2gb card. Load and saves much faster than the smart media card. One song that took 30 seconds to load, is now loaded uner 5seconds. Being
an impatient git the long loads for samples was what kinda put me off using them. Its almost like having a new machine. Load/save time should be even better
with a faster CF card (currently using a 15mb/sec).
> 
> I did try it with an 8gb card hoping I might be able to partition it into 2gb chunks (max rs partition size) but the RS just hangs at the format page.
> 
> One downside, it takes a bit longer for the rs to start. Though once all my autoload stuff is shifted to the cf that should also improve.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: rs7king 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> 
> 
> it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50
> 
> in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.
> 
> you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual
> 
> but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
> 
> btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> > 
> > I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to
connect a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id
(0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter.
But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> > 
> > When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it times
out.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > From: rs7king 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > 
> > 
> > I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÃ�Â´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> > 
> > One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÃ�Â´t start regularly - There
appears that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> > 
> > No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÃ�Â´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
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> > 
> > When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18239|18228|2010-09-29 08:05:35|lowjo2000|Re: smartmedia card|
Excuse me, the photo is deleted,
It was a comvertidor to xd smartmedia card.
current with the latest OS 1.2.2 will be able to read cards 1Gigabit or more?
thanks for everything .

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
>
> hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> 
> https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
>

| 18240|18228|2010-09-29 15:57:53|Adrian S|Re: smartmedia card|
Oooops, hehe!

Unfortunately the firmware restricts the card to 128MB only,
even if you use the xd adapter with a 1GB xd card. :(

For larger (and more expensigve) storage options check out:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com

They have some card readers that hook upto the SCSI port at the back of the RS, and offer larger capacity and faster load times (although One person said they didnt
notice a speed difference with SCSI over SmartMedia. I'm not sure how true this is, as other users reported improved speeds).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
>
> Excuse me, the photo is deleted,
> It was a comvertidor to xd smartmedia card.
> current with the latest OS 1.2.2 will be able to read cards 1Gigabit or more?
> thanks for everything .
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> >
> > hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> > 
> > https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
> >
>

| 18241|18096|2010-09-29 16:01:03|Adrian S|96K H8/38799 - 128K !!! Re: aieb2 project|
FPGA sounds expensive! :)

But most likely the only possibly way as you say!
| 18242|18228|2010-09-29 16:31:14|sam w|Re: smartmedia card|
i resently put in a request to a japanese developer who rewrites updates for the 
o/s for akai mpcs.
i requested if they could modify the rs7000 o/s to accept 128mb-2 gb xd card and 
xtra internal ram 128mb.
does this sound good? let me know.

________________________________
From: Adrian S <subarusmithy@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Sent: Wed, September 29, 2010 4:57:45 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: smartmedia card

  
Oooops, hehe!

Unfortunately the firmware restricts the card to 128MB only,
even if you use the xd adapter with a 1GB xd card. :(

For larger (and more expensigve) storage options check out:

http://www.scsiforsamplers.com

They have some card readers that hook upto the SCSI port at the back of the RS, 
and offer larger capacity and faster load times (although One person said they 
didnt notice a speed difference with SCSI over SmartMedia. I'm not sure how true 
this is, as other users reported improved speeds).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
>
> Excuse me, the photo is deleted,
> It was a comvertidor to xd smartmedia card.
> current with the latest OS 1.2.2 will be able to read cards 1Gigabit or more?
> thanks for everything .
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> >
> > hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> > 
> > 
>https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
>
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18243|18228|2010-10-01 11:50:30|Adrian S|Re: smartmedia card|
Definitely sounds good, i presume you're talking about the programmer of JJOS?

Some people speculate that he may have been a former employee of AKAI, due to how to difficult it would be to reverse engineer the machine, let alone write a
completely new OS for the machine.

Since i do not know the technical details involved in creating a third party OS for it, i have no idea how plausible that theory is.

If making a 3rd party OS for the RS7000 was not that difficult, surely someone would have at least attempted it, or made some progress by now?

The thoughts of it running a new OS is bliss.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i resently put in a request to a japanese developer who rewrites updates for the 
> o/s for akai mpcs.
> i requested if they could modify the rs7000 o/s to accept 128mb-2 gb xd card and 
> xtra internal ram 128mb.
> does this sound good? let me know.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Adrian S 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, September 29, 2010 4:57:45 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: smartmedia card
> 
> Â  
> Oooops, hehe!
> 
> Unfortunately the firmware restricts the card to 128MB only,
> even if you use the xd adapter with a 1GB xd card. :(
> 
> For larger (and more expensigve) storage options check out:
> 
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> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com
> 
> They have some card readers that hook upto the SCSI port at the back of the RS, 
> and offer larger capacity and faster load times (although One person said they 
> didnt notice a speed difference with SCSI over SmartMedia. I'm not sure how true 
> this is, as other users reported improved speeds).
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> >
> > Excuse me, the photo is deleted,
> > It was a comvertidor to xd smartmedia card.
> > current with the latest OS 1.2.2 will be able to read cards 1Gigabit or more?
> > thanks for everything .
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> > >
> > > hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> > > 
> > > 
> >https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
> >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18244|18244|2010-10-03 07:32:48|sam|Rs7000 sampling|
Did any one notice when sampling in mono you can get 12.68 seconds and I didn't know all this time, I'm still learning my rs7k after a year and 6 months having it. I got
board with the rm1x when I masterd it but the rs7k is a challenge for my creativity. I have new developements for the rs7000 in the future, I will keep everyone posted.

LordMilitant.
| 18245|18244|2010-10-03 08:51:52|sam|Rs7000 sampling|
Did any one notice when sampling in mono you can get 12.68 seconds and I didn't know all this time, I'm still learning my rs7k after a year and 6 months having it. I got
board with the rm1x when I masterd it but the rs7k is a challenge for my creativity. I have new developements for the rs7000 in the future, I will keep everyone posted.

LordMilitant.
| 18246|18244|2010-10-03 16:27:06|zamisers7k|Re: Rs7000 sampling|
Not sure what you mean LordMilitant. Are you saying you get 12.68 seconds with no extended memory in the RS? Maybe get some more memory for your RS bro, cause
12.68 seconds isn't much, unless you are talking about something else?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> Did any one notice when sampling in mono you can get 12.68 seconds and I didn't know all this time, I'm still learning my rs7k after a year and 6 months
having it. I got board with the rm1x when I masterd it but the rs7k is a challenge for my creativity. I have new developements for the rs7000 in the future, I
will keep everyone posted.
> 
> LordMilitant.
>

| 18247|18244|2010-10-03 16:43:07|sam w|Re: Rs7000 sampling|
sorry for the miscommunication i meant 0760.8 sec = 12 minutes and 68 seconds 
when sampling in mono. i think if you sample in mono it gives you more sampling 
time  when  sampling in stereo gives you 0380.4 seconds = 6 minutes and 20 
seconds correct me if i'm wrong.

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sun, October 3, 2010 5:26:57 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Rs7000 sampling

  
Not sure what you mean LordMilitant. Are you saying you get 12.68 seconds with 
no extended memory in the RS? Maybe get some more memory for your RS bro, cause 
12.68 seconds isn't much, unless you are talking about something else?

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> Did any one notice when sampling in mono you can get 12.68 seconds and I didn't 
>know all this time, I'm still learning my rs7k after a year and 6 months having 
>it. I got board with the rm1x when I masterd it but the rs7k is a challenge for 
>my creativity. I have new developements for the rs7000 in the future, I will 
>keep everyone posted.
> 
> LordMilitant.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18248|18244|2010-10-03 16:57:07|sam w|Re: Rs7000 sampling|
my theory is stereo uses more internal ram than mono.
when sampling in mono increases sampling time.

lordmilitant

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sun, October 3, 2010 5:26:57 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Rs7000 sampling

  
Not sure what you mean LordMilitant. Are you saying you get 12.68 seconds with 
no extended memory in the RS? Maybe get some more memory for your RS bro, cause 
12.68 seconds isn't much, unless you are talking about something else?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> Did any one notice when sampling in mono you can get 12.68 seconds and I didn't 
>know all this time, I'm still learning my rs7k after a year and 6 months having 
>it. I got board with the rm1x when I masterd it but the rs7k is a challenge for 
>my creativity. I have new developements for the rs7000 in the future, I will 
>keep everyone posted.
> 
> LordMilitant.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18249|18244|2010-10-03 21:17:11|zamisers7k|Re: Rs7000 sampling|
Ah, yes, this is common, you are using half as much sampling time by using mono. You can also drop the sample frequency down too to give you even more time, but you
start to loose certain sonic qualities. However, if you get good at it, you can use some EQ and filtering to get some of the quality back in to it. Some sounds just won't
sound good unless your doing it at the highest rates tho. I usually sample in mono most the time any way though, it does save a ton of space.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> my theory is stereoÂ uses more internal ram than mono.
> when sampling in mono increases sampling time.
> 
> lordmilitant
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: zamisers7k 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sun, October 3, 2010 5:26:57 PM
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> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Rs7000 sampling
> 
> Â  
> Not sure what you mean LordMilitant. Are you saying you get 12.68 seconds with 
> no extended memory in the RS? Maybe get some more memory for your RS bro, cause 
> 12.68 seconds isn't much, unless you are talking about something else?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> >
> > Did any one notice when sampling in mono you can get 12.68 seconds and I didn't 
> >know all this time, I'm still learning my rs7k after a year and 6 months having 
> >it. I got board with the rm1x when I masterd it but the rs7k is a challenge for 
> >my creativity. I have new developements for the rs7000 in the future, I will 
> >keep everyone posted.
> > 
> > LordMilitant.
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18250|18228|2010-10-04 15:55:55|lowjo2000|Re: smartmedia card|
Hello , how could I contact the Japanese boy ?

I am very interested in expanding RS7000

thanks .

low-hi

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i resently put in a request to a japanese developer who rewrites updates for the 
> o/s for akai mpcs.
> i requested if they could modify the rs7000 o/s to accept 128mb-2 gb xd card and 
> xtra internal ram 128mb.
> does this sound good? let me know.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Adrian S 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, September 29, 2010 4:57:45 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: smartmedia card
> 
> Â  
> Oooops, hehe!
> 
> Unfortunately the firmware restricts the card to 128MB only,
> even if you use the xd adapter with a 1GB xd card. :(
> 
> For larger (and more expensigve) storage options check out:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com
> 
> They have some card readers that hook upto the SCSI port at the back of the RS, 
> and offer larger capacity and faster load times (although One person said they 
> didnt notice a speed difference with SCSI over SmartMedia. I'm not sure how true 
> this is, as other users reported improved speeds).
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> >
> > Excuse me, the photo is deleted,
> > It was a comvertidor to xd smartmedia card.
> > current with the latest OS 1.2.2 will be able to read cards 1Gigabit or more?
> > thanks for everything .
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> > >
> > > hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> > > 
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> > > 
> >https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
> >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18251|18228|2010-10-04 16:54:12|sam w|Re: smartmedia card|
i'm trying to contact him too but here is some info you may find interesting.  
http://www7a.biglobe.ne.jp/~mpc1000/

http://www.wired.com/listening_post/2006/12/akai_apparently/

________________________________
From: lowjo2000 <lowjo2000@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Mon, October 4, 2010 4:55:45 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: smartmedia card

  
Hello , how could I contact the Japanese boy ?

I am very interested in expanding RS7000

thanks .

low-hi

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i resently put in a request to a japanese developer who rewrites updates for 
>the 
>
> o/s for akai mpcs.
> i requested if they could modify the rs7000 o/s to accept 128mb-2 gb xd card 
>and 
>
> xtra internal ram 128mb.
> does this sound good? let me know.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Adrian S 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, September 29, 2010 4:57:45 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: smartmedia card
> 
> Â  
> Oooops, hehe!
> 
> Unfortunately the firmware restricts the card to 128MB only,
> even if you use the xd adapter with a 1GB xd card. :(
> 
> For larger (and more expensigve) storage options check out:
> 
> http://www.scsiforsamplers.com
> 
> They have some card readers that hook upto the SCSI port at the back of the RS, 
>
> and offer larger capacity and faster load times (although One person said they 

> didnt notice a speed difference with SCSI over SmartMedia. I'm not sure how 
>true 
>
> this is, as other users reported improved speeds).
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> >

https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx&sectionId=ysco.ship-bill
http://www7a.biglobe.ne.jp/~mpc1000/
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> > Excuse me, the photo is deleted,
> > It was a comvertidor to xd smartmedia card.
> > current with the latest OS 1.2.2 will be able to read cards 1Gigabit or 
more?
> > thanks for everything .
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
> > >
> > > hello, my Yamaha RS7000, could work with this ?
> > > 
> > > 
>>https://us-dc1-order.store.yahoo.net/memx/ymix/MetaController.html?ysco_key_event_id=1&ysco_key_store_id=memx§ionId=ysco.ship-bill
>l
> >
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18252|18252|2010-10-04 17:07:01|sam|RS7000 O/S|
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN SEE THE RS7K O/S IN A NOTEPAD OR WORDPAD FILE?
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS OPEN AS WORDPAD AND YOU'LL SEE CODES. I'M WONDERING IF THERE'S ANY DECODING SOFTWARE IN CYBERSPACE
THAT WILL ALLOW THE SOURCE CODE TO BE SEEN.
| 18253|18252|2010-10-04 17:09:46|sam|RS7000 O/S|
DOWNLOAD A COPY FROM YAMAHASYNTH.COM AND TRY IT AND OPEN IT UP ON YOUR COMPUTER. I WILL ADVISE ANYONE DON'T MODIFY
AND LOAD IT IN YOUR RS7000!!
| 18254|18228|2010-10-04 17:11:10|Joey Reid|Re: smartmedia card|
sadly I think your attempts are in vain.
the man developed the mpc 1000 OS only because he worked for akai, and took the 
code with him when he left.

to be able to modify the rs7000, he would have to have access to the source code 
which probably is gone with the wind.

good luck 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18255|18252|2010-10-04 17:12:00|lars jensen|RS7000 O/S|
isn't midi file enough? there are midi file to notation converters and also data display programs and everything else at www.hitsquad.com 
text edit eh? if you want to type out midi hex messages and send them to the rs midiox from the same site would be the one.
| 18256|18252|2010-10-04 17:23:45|lars jensen|RS7000 O/S|
oh sorry the os..well find out what language its written is the first step.
| 18257|18252|2010-10-04 17:50:10|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000 O/S|
you could hack the "info"-parts of that code like the company name 
etc.... but thats no real reverse-engineering... however a probable way 
to personalise your RS ... not recommended of course..

Am 05.10.2010 01:09, schrieb sam:

>
> DOWNLOAD A COPY FROM YAMAHASYNTH.COM AND TRY IT AND OPEN IT UP ON YOUR 
> COMPUTER. I WILL ADVISE ANYONE DON'T MODIFY AND LOAD IT IN YOUR RS7000!!
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
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t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18258|18252|2010-10-04 18:22:21|Ard Rodriguez|Re: RS7000 O/S|
Is there anything you can help me out with regarding the AIEB I/O Board and where it can be purchased?

Sent from my Palm Pixi on the Now Network from Sprint

On Oct 4, 2010 6:50 PM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote: 

 

you could hack the "info"-parts of that code like the company name 

etc.... but thats no real reverse-engineering... however a probable way 

to personalise your RS ... not recommended of course..

Am 05.10.2010 01:09, schrieb sam:

>

> DOWNLOAD A COPY FROM YAMAHASYNTH.COM AND TRY IT AND OPEN IT UP ON YOUR 

> COMPUTER. I WILL ADVISE ANYONE DON'T MODIFY AND LOAD IT IN YOUR RS7000!!

>

> 

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
http://suburbantrash.c8.com/
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-- 

B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E

______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r

t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r

m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:

https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:

http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:

http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:

http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:

http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:

http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o

Robert Feuchtl

Grosse Witschgasse 20-22

50676 Köln

****** *

**** *

************** *

******** *

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
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save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18259|18252|2010-10-04 18:32:50|Joey Reid|Re: RS7000 O/S|
The only source I have seen is ebay.
very expensive.

often times you can find a used Motif with the board installed.
I have been contemplating buying a motif, removing the expansion board and 
reselling the motif.

________________________________
From: Ard Rodriguez <ta_basc_0@yahoo.co.uk>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Mon, October 4, 2010 6:22:00 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 O/S

Is there anything you can help me out with regarding the AIEB I/O Board and 
where it can be purchased?

The only source I have seen is ebay 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18260|18260|2010-10-06 16:20:34|sam|how to install rs7000 switches|
go to rs7000 yahoogroups and download the service manual first
and it has the tear down and assenbly . it helps to lable the wires so you won't get confused when placing everything back in order. get a electronics tool set from radio
shack,...soldering iron, solder wire, tweezers to pluck the switches. when you get to the switch board take your time and observe where the switches are positioned. all of
the switches should be installed the same way you took them out. make sure the pieces are centered inside the small squares after you have soldered everything in. cut the
reminder stems which are petruding out to prevent short circuit damage. be sure to dispose of stems that may fall into the circuitry. it doesn't take much heat to melt the
silver wire so take time and caution. if anyone has any questions just halla!!

LordMilitant
| 18261|18260|2010-10-06 16:52:53|Robert Feuchtl|Re: how to install rs7000 switches|
two more points to this:

1. touch a grounded metal object before you start dissassembling. 
central heating system should suffice.. touch it again every time you 
walked away from your working position (you will very likely charge 
electricity by walking with your shoes on carpet etc.)
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2. make a digital foto of your motherboard before you start dissasemling 
it and double-check the cables before you reinstall it..

Am 07.10.2010 00:20, schrieb sam:

>
> go to rs7000 yahoogroups and download the service manual first
> and it has the tear down and assenbly . it helps to lable the wires so 
> you won't get confused when placing everything back in order. get a 
> electronics tool set from radio shack,...soldering iron, solder wire, 
> tweezers to pluck the switches. when you get to the switch board take 
> your time and observe where the switches are positioned. all of the 
> switches should be installed the same way you took them out. make sure 
> the pieces are centered inside the small squares after you have 
> soldered everything in. cut the reminder stems which are petruding out 
> to prevent short circuit damage. be sure to dispose of stems that may 
> fall into the circuitry. it doesn't take much heat to melt the silver 
> wire so take time and caution. if anyone has any questions just halla!!
>
> LordMilitant
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18262|18260|2010-10-06 16:59:43|sam w|Re: how to install rs7000 switches|
thanks i missed those important points!

________________________________
From: Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, October 6, 2010 5:52:48 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] how to install rs7000 switches

http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
http://suburbantrash.c8.com/
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com/
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two more points to this:

1. touch a grounded metal object before you start dissassembling. 
central heating system should suffice.. touch it again every time you 
walked away from your working position (you will very likely charge 
electricity by walking with your shoes on carpet etc.)

2. make a digital foto of your motherboard before you start dissasemling 
it and double-check the cables before you reinstall it..

Am 07.10.2010 00:20, schrieb sam:

>
> go to rs7000 yahoogroups and download the service manual first
> and it has the tear down and assenbly . it helps to lable the wires so 
> you won't get confused when placing everything back in order. get a 
> electronics tool set from radio shack,...soldering iron, solder wire, 
> tweezers to pluck the switches. when you get to the switch board take 
> your time and observe where the switches are positioned. all of the 
> switches should be installed the same way you took them out. make sure 
> the pieces are centered inside the small squares after you have 
> soldered everything in. cut the reminder stems which are petruding out 
> to prevent short circuit damage. be sure to dispose of stems that may 
> fall into the circuitry. it doesn't take much heat to melt the silver 
> wire so take time and caution. if anyone has any questions just halla!!
>
> LordMilitant
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
______________________________________________________

m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
m u s i c p r o d u c e r

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
http://bobhumid.de/fatex/

business data, vita& profile:
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

artist hysteria& tourdates:
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

discography:
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

sideways:
http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/

buying my records:
http://suburbantrash.c8.com

bob's technological babble:
http://bobsonic.blogspot.com

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

****** *
**** *
************** *
******** *
save our transients.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18263|18263|2010-10-14 16:21:44|planetfrog2000|SysEx Section Messages controlled in Logic Pro problem ( Fader Butto|
Hi folks - I wonder if there's anyone out there that can help me:

I'm currently exploring fader objects in Logic and trying to set up buttons that will trigger different sections ( seems like a good idea as Pattern Chain only quantises to the
bar ).

I've managed to build a button which will change sections if I click it by sending a sysex message to the RS7k ( F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7. Where ss is the Section and dd is
either 7F = ON or 00 = OFF) to change sections.

However, having got so far ( after a lot of head scratching ) I can only trigger the changes by clicking the button with my mouse - if I set an input to trigger the button via
"Note On" messages it doesnt send the message correctly - it remotely depresses the button visually but does not send the SysEx.

I've tested my approach with a slider fader and controller messages sent via a midi keyboard and that works fine...

I'm suspecting the issue has something to do with the Note Off command but I'm just guessing.

If there's anyone out there whos managed to do this with Logic Pro I'd be grateful of any suggestions!

Peace All
| 18264|18263|2010-10-14 19:29:34|J M|Re: SysEx Section Messages controlled in Logic Pro problem ( Fader B|
It does sound like some sort of issue with logic pro, and I don't know it sorry to say. All I got from Yamaha's knowledgebase is the section change sysexcodes:

---
This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard controller or MIDI sequencer.

F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
---

I did want to mention tho that the RS can quantize section changes in less incraments then one bar too, so you arn't stuck with just one bar. I usually like to keep mine at
1/8th, if got second then I put usually put one on 1 bar the other 1/16th. Its under Utility System Pattern Quantize if that helps you any.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
>
> Hi folks - I wonder if there's anyone out there that can help me:
> 
> I'm currently exploring fader objects in Logic and trying to set up buttons that will trigger different sections ( seems like a good idea as Pattern Chain only
quantises to the bar ).
> 
> I've managed to build a button which will change sections if I click it by sending a sysex message to the RS7k ( F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7. Where ss is the
Section and dd is either 7F = ON or 00 = OFF) to change sections.
> 
> However, having got so far ( after a lot of head scratching ) I can only trigger the changes by clicking the button with my mouse - if I set an input to trigger
the button via "Note On" messages it doesnt send the message correctly - it remotely depresses the button visually but does not send the SysEx.
> 
> I've tested my approach with a slider fader and controller messages sent via a midi keyboard and that works fine...
> 
> I'm suspecting the issue has something to do with the Note Off command but I'm just guessing.
> 
> If there's anyone out there whos managed to do this with Logic Pro I'd be grateful of any suggestions!
> 
> Peace All
>

| 18265|18263|2010-10-14 19:45:19|J M|Re: SysEx Section Messages controlled in Logic Pro problem ( Fader B|
Oops sorry, just noticed you said Pattern Chain, which I think your right its only 1 bar then. But was wondering, perhaps logic pro has some sort of echo back setting that
needs to be turned on or off perhaps so it'll recieve the note on or off message but has an option setting to send its translated message back out midi? Or something like
that somewhere that might be holding it up.

If you get it figured out let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> It does sound like some sort of issue with logic pro, and I don't know it sorry to say. All I got from Yamaha's knowledgebase is the section change
sysexcodes:
> 
> ---
> This information applies to the following models: RM1X and RS7000. 
> To change the Pattern Sections via MIDI, the following system exclusive message must be transmitted to the unit via a keyboard controller or MIDI
sequencer.
> 
> F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7 
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> NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
> ---
> 
> I did want to mention tho that the RS can quantize section changes in less incraments then one bar too, so you arn't stuck with just one bar. I usually like to
keep mine at 1/8th, if got second then I put usually put one on 1 bar the other 1/16th. Its under Utility System Pattern Quantize if that helps you any.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "planetfrog2000" wrote:
> >
> > Hi folks - I wonder if there's anyone out there that can help me:
> > 
> > I'm currently exploring fader objects in Logic and trying to set up buttons that will trigger different sections ( seems like a good idea as Pattern Chain only
quantises to the bar ).
> > 
> > I've managed to build a button which will change sections if I click it by sending a sysex message to the RS7k ( F0 43 7E 00 ss dd F7. Where ss is the
Section and dd is either 7F = ON or 00 = OFF) to change sections.
> > 
> > However, having got so far ( after a lot of head scratching ) I can only trigger the changes by clicking the button with my mouse - if I set an input to
trigger the button via "Note On" messages it doesnt send the message correctly - it remotely depresses the button visually but does not send the SysEx.
> > 
> > I've tested my approach with a slider fader and controller messages sent via a midi keyboard and that works fine...
> > 
> > I'm suspecting the issue has something to do with the Note Off command but I'm just guessing.
> > 
> > If there's anyone out there whos managed to do this with Logic Pro I'd be grateful of any suggestions!
> > 
> > Peace All
> >
>

| 18266|2549|2010-10-16 18:23:20|coldimond|RS7000 for sale|
hey guys..
have reluctantly decided to sell my machine after so many years of fun..basically not using it enough and need to get a smaller live rig for my shows... its been beefed up
and kept in good condition.. if anyone is interested please contact me... i will pay for postage in oz..cheers col
| 18267|18252|2010-10-24 14:25:59|Adrian S|Re: RS7000 O/S|
I heard progammers often use special compilers that mangle the code more so than a normal compiler.

I also heard that you can get decompilers which can reverse the effects to some extent.
| 18268|18252|2010-10-24 18:15:59|Matt|Re: RS7000 O/S|
I bought mine used with aieb2

On Mon, Oct 4, 2010 at 5:22 PM, Ard Rodriguez <ta_basc_0@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

>
>
> Is there anything you can help me out with regarding the AIEB I/O Board and
> where it can be purchased?
>
> Sent from my Palm Pixi on the Now Network from Sprint
> On Oct 4, 2010 6:50 PM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de>
> wrote:
>
>  
>
>
> you could hack the "info"-parts of that code like the company name
>
> etc.... but thats no real reverse-engineering... however a probable way
>
> to personalise your RS ... not recommended of course..
>
> Am 05.10.2010 01:09, schrieb sam:
>
> >
>
> > DOWNLOAD A COPY FROM YAMAHASYNTH.COM AND TRY IT AND OPEN IT UP ON
> YOUR
>
> > COMPUTER. I WILL ADVISE ANYONE DON'T MODIFY AND LOAD IT IN YOUR
> RS7000!!
>
> >
>
> >
>
> --
>
> B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
>
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> ______________________________________________________
>
> m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
>
> t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
>
> m u s i c p r o d u c e r
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
>
> http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
>
> business data, vita& profile:
>
>
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> artist hysteria& tourdates:
>
>
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> discography:
>
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> sideways:
>
> http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
>
> buying my records:
>
> http://suburbantrash.c8.com
>
> bob's technological babble:
>
> http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
>
> c/o
>
> Robert Feuchtl
>
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
>
> 50676 K�ln
>
> ****** *
>
> **** *
>
> ************** *
>
> ******** *
>
> save our transients.
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18269|17688|2010-10-25 15:25:04|joe.dalton16|Re: Internal CF card reader|
Hi,

I'm interested in the same modification for my RS.

So if i understood you replaced the internal floppy drive with the card reader ?

Does the internal floppy in the RS use SCSI connectors ?

Could i use an scsi to ide converter and then and ide to compact flash adapter ?

Could you tell me what i would need for the mod ?
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Thanks a lot for helping.

Geoffrey

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lowjo2000" wrote:
>
> Hi
> I also want to mount a scsi compact flash card reader to my
> RS.
> where i buy the reader if it is difficult to mount.
> sorry for my bad English I am Catalan.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > If anyone's intersted I've just fitted a scsi compact flash card reader to my RS. 
> > 
> > Works using a 2gb card. Load and saves much faster than the smart media card. One song that took 30 seconds to load, is now loaded uner 5seconds.
Being an impatient git the long loads for samples was what kinda put me off using them. Its almost like having a new machine. Load/save time should be
even better with a faster CF card (currently using a 15mb/sec).
> > 
> > I did try it with an 8gb card hoping I might be able to partition it into 2gb chunks (max rs partition size) but the RS just hangs at the format page.
> > 
> > One downside, it takes a bit longer for the rs to start. Though once all my autoload stuff is shifted to the cf that should also improve.
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: rs7king 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 19:12:41
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > 
> > 
> > it's a microtech usb-scsi-hd50
> > 
> > in another forum a guy wrote he's using that adapter with his emu sampler, that's why i trying to get it to work with rs7k.
> > 
> > you can change the rs7k scsi id - page 131 in manual
> > 
> > but i think you can't change the scsi id of the adapter
> > 
> > btw: the led on the adaptor is on, iirc that means it's drawing some power from scsi, maybe thatś a problem for the rs and causes that freeze thing
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > >
> > > What scsi usb adapter have you got?
> > > 
> > > I thought all the scsi usb adapters allow you to connect a scsi device, such as a disk drive, to your computer via scsi. I don't thnk they can be used to
connect a scsi host (your rs7000). I maybe wrong. One thing that will definitely be incorrect is the scsi id, each device on the scsi bus must have a unique id
(0-7). Scsi hosts are usually id 7, so its possible the rs and your adapter have the same id, you can't change the rs7000 id, maybe you can change the adapter.
But I'm afraid I don't think it'll work. 
> > > 
> > > When the rs starts, it scans the scsi bus and tries to mount whatever devices it finds, if it can't mount the device it just hangs retrying. I don't think it
times out.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ____________ _________ _________ __
> > > From: rs7king 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups. com
> > > Sent: Thu, 5 November, 2009 9:35:18
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: scsi to usb adaptor
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I got my usb to scsi adaptor now, but canÃ�Â´t get it to work with rs7k and wavelab.
> > > 
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> > > One strange thing I noticed is that when I connect the Adaptor to the RS7k SCSI connector and power the rs up, it doesnÃ�Â´t start regularly - There
appears that Screen with the RS7000 Sign and it remains like that.
> > > 
> > > No LEDs flashing or other Signs of "Motion". It looks as if itÃ�Â´s freezed. Is this SCSI Mode or what ?
> > > 
> > > When I power up without the Adaptor connected it starts normal. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18270|18097|2010-10-25 15:25:24|joe.dalton16|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
Hi,

I'm really interested in your moidification.

Did you use directly the IDE to CF adapter or do you also need a SCSI to IDE adapter first ?

Thanks a lot for helping,

Geoffrey

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "somatt60" wrote:
>
> how do u install this in the r7k
> sorry i am a n00b.
> -matt
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mekonin" wrote:
> >
> > Right you are! So,
> > 
> > here's the CF card I won at local auctions:
> > 
> > http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3447/slikacompactflashkingst.jpg
> > 
> > and here's the SCSI CF adapter (actually it's an IDE to CF adapter):
> > 
> > http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3452/slikaidecfadapter953009.jpg
> > 
> > which comes with following description:
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > "We are offer for sale an excellent, high quality,
> > Compact Flash CF to 3.5" IDE 39 Pin Adapter
> > 
> > 
> > Overview
> > 1) Compact Flash to 3.5" IDE adapter provides an alternative for data storage
> > 2) Fully 3.5" IDE compatible which allows them to be used as hard drive replacements
> > 3) Low power consumption, low operating temperature, no acoustic noise,
> > cost efficient and fast read access time
> > 4) For connecting a CF to 3.5" IDE host interface
> > 5) Transparent to the operating system and does not require any drives
> > 6) The host PC will identify the inserted CF as standard 3.5" Desktop IDE HDD
> > 7) FLOPPY DISK DRIVE POWER CONNECTOR
> > 8) Master / slave jumper selectable
> > 9) 3.5" IDE Male Connector
> > 10) DMA 33 Data Transfer Compatible"
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Greets,
> > Milan
> > 
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> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > please post links! :-) thank you...
> > > 
> > > Am 30.07.2010 20:42, schrieb Mekonin:
> > > >
> > > > I just bought a 4GB Compact Flash card, now I am hunting for a SCSI CF 
> > > > reader. I found one which is supposed to be used in PCs, I am 
> > > > wondering if there is a way to use that one with the right SCSI 
> > > > cables? Also, is it possible to use an external power adapter to power 
> > > > the CF reader, even though it has the same input for power as the 
> > > > floppy drives?
> > > >
> > > > Cheers,
> > > > Milan
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "T. 
> > > > Saye" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 
> > > > gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!
> > > > >
> > > > > Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont 
> > > > think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im 
> > > > clumsy as hell :-D
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > > > Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hi from Germany !
> > > > > >
> > > > > > this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more 
> > > > than 128
> > > > > > Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> > > > > > And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Remmer
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > > From: "T. Saye" 
> > > > > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com >
> > > > > > Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD 
> > > > to SM card
> > > > > > > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for 
> > > > the RS?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > ------------------------------------
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > > > FAQ: 
> > > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > or goto your
> > > > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
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> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > -- 
> > > B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> > > ______________________________________________________
> > > 
> > > m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> > > t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> > > m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> > > 
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > > 
> > > FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> > > http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> > > 
> > > business data, vita& profile:
> > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > > 
> > > artist hysteria& tourdates:
> > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > > 
> > > discography:
> > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > > 
> > > sideways:
> > > http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> > > 
> > > buying my records:
> > > http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> > > 
> > > bob's technological babble:
> > > http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> > > 
> > > c/o
> > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> > > 50676 Köln
> > > 
> > > ****** *
> > > **** *
> > > ************** *
> > > ******** *
> > > save our transients.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 18271|18097|2010-10-25 15:29:32|Mekonin|Re: Here's another storage idea...|
You can not use the IDE to CF adapter, you need the SCSI to IDE adapter first (which I have not obtained yet, but still searching).

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "joe.dalton16" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I'm really interested in your moidification.
> 
> Did you use directly the IDE to CF adapter or do you also need a SCSI to IDE adapter first ?
> 
> Thanks a lot for helping,
> 
> Geoffrey
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "somatt60" wrote:
> >
> > how do u install this in the r7k
> > sorry i am a n00b.
> > -matt
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mekonin" wrote:
> > >
> > > Right you are! So,
> > > 
> > > here's the CF card I won at local auctions:
> > > 
> > > http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3447/slikacompactflashkingst.jpg
> > > 
> > > and here's the SCSI CF adapter (actually it's an IDE to CF adapter):
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> > > 
> > > http://img441.imageshack.us/img441/3452/slikaidecfadapter953009.jpg
> > > 
> > > which comes with following description:
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > "We are offer for sale an excellent, high quality,
> > > Compact Flash CF to 3.5" IDE 39 Pin Adapter
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Overview
> > > 1) Compact Flash to 3.5" IDE adapter provides an alternative for data storage
> > > 2) Fully 3.5" IDE compatible which allows them to be used as hard drive replacements
> > > 3) Low power consumption, low operating temperature, no acoustic noise,
> > > cost efficient and fast read access time
> > > 4) For connecting a CF to 3.5" IDE host interface
> > > 5) Transparent to the operating system and does not require any drives
> > > 6) The host PC will identify the inserted CF as standard 3.5" Desktop IDE HDD
> > > 7) FLOPPY DISK DRIVE POWER CONNECTOR
> > > 8) Master / slave jumper selectable
> > > 9) 3.5" IDE Male Connector
> > > 10) DMA 33 Data Transfer Compatible"
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Greets,
> > > Milan
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > >
> > > > please post links! :-) thank you...
> > > > 
> > > > Am 30.07.2010 20:42, schrieb Mekonin:
> > > > >
> > > > > I just bought a 4GB Compact Flash card, now I am hunting for a SCSI CF 
> > > > > reader. I found one which is supposed to be used in PCs, I am 
> > > > > wondering if there is a way to use that one with the right SCSI 
> > > > > cables? Also, is it possible to use an external power adapter to power 
> > > > > the CF reader, even though it has the same input for power as the 
> > > > > floppy drives?
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers,
> > > > > Milan
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "T. 
> > > > > Saye" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > That's very good info Remmer. Wish I had asked before I had this 2 
> > > > > gig xD card shipped to me...it was only $14 w/ shipping, lol!
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Seems like a very good way to max out on your samples from PC. Dont 
> > > > > think I would leave that thing in my RS if it sticks out that far, Im 
> > > > > clumsy as hell :-D
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > > > > Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Hi from Germany !
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > this xD to Sm Card adapter works fine with my RS but with not more 
> > > > > than 128
> > > > > > > Mb xD Cards , and these are hard to find :)
> > > > > > > And it sticks out 25mm of the RS_cardslot, no so fine.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Cheers
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Remmer
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > ----- Original Message -----
> > > > > > > From: "T. Saye" 
> > > > > > > To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com >
> > > > > > > Sent: Friday, July 30, 2010 2:19 AM
> > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] Here's another storage idea...
> > > > > > >
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> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Don't know if it works, but if anyone is interested, it's a xD 
> > > > > to SM card
> > > > > > > > adapter. Does anyone know abt this or the card size capacity for 
> > > > > the RS?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16820163403
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > ------------------------------------
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > > > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > > > > > FAQ: 
> > > > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > > > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > > > > > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > > > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > or goto your
> > > > > > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > -- 
> > > > B O B H U M I D @ F A T O F E X C E L L E N C E
> > > > ______________________________________________________
> > > > 
> > > > m a s t e r i n g s e r v i t o r
> > > > t e c h n o l o g i c a l e d i t o r
> > > > m u s i c p r o d u c e r
> > > > 
> > > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > > > 
> > > > FAT OF EXCELLENCE STUDIO / MASTERING CONTACT:
> > > > http://bobhumid.de/fatex/
> > > > 
> > > > business data, vita& profile:
> > > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > > > 
> > > > artist hysteria& tourdates:
> > > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > > > 
> > > > discography:
> > > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > > > 
> > > > sideways:
> > > > http://www.twilatoo.com/featherweight/
> > > > 
> > > > buying my records:
> > > > http://suburbantrash.c8.com
> > > > 
> > > > bob's technological babble:
> > > > http://bobsonic.blogspot.com
> > > > 
> > > > c/o
> > > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > > Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> > > > 50676 Köln
> > > > 
> > > > ****** *
> > > > **** *
> > > > ************** *
> > > > ******** *
> > > > save our transients.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
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| 18272|18272|2010-10-26 20:10:50|J M|Tips: TalkBass for Dub and Dual Midi Ch|
Hi RSers,

Been kind of slow here lately so here are a couple tips I've been messing with.

Tip #1: MSB 063 LSB 000 SyBa&Ld1 Prg 33 TalkBass - gives a nice TalkMod effect on the low lower notes, sounds like vowels, without having to use the TalkMod vari
effect. Good for some dubstep if you've been hearing that kind of effect in that music, or other types of tunes.

Tip #2: For if sending a phrase via midi to an external synth, do a Job Copy Track of it to another track and change the midi out select under Setup Midi Out Ch, F3 knob
Midi A or B and put the same channel for both to send to the external synth. It'll sound the same at first, but the cool thing to do then is delete some of notes, like the
second half of each measure on one track, then on the other delete the first half of each measure's notes. Now you can mute them in and out seperately, but together they'll
sound like the same phrase and you can edit parms on each track separately too. Not really much dif than using the internal TG accept you are doing it now with an
external synth.

Tip #3: FeedBack under Midi Delay, mess around with it some, it affects more of the midi delay, like pitches, gates, velocity and clocks it. I've hardly used or found a
need for it all these years, but I've been finding it interesting messing with lately. Give it a try.

I made an example of all these tips sound like playing together on the RS, midied up to an Alesis Micron.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Cars1.mp3

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18273|18272|2010-10-26 20:29:12|Joey Reid|Re: Tips: TalkBass for Dub and Dual Midi Ch|
thank you 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18274|18274|2010-11-05 16:13:40|sam|slice samples|
i don't understand how to slice samples can someone please help me!!
| 18275|18274|2010-11-05 16:42:55|sam|slice samples|
can some one please tell me how to slice samples please.
| 18276|18274|2010-11-05 20:32:51|J M|Re: slice samples|
First, let me say I don't do much sample slicing so with that in mind...

To me when I have tried it, it seems to do its magic best with a short 1 or 2 bar/measure beat made with drum hits. Personally, I make my drum parts with the RS's
sequencer, so sampling and slicing them more or less defeats the purpose for me, but if you've got someone else's sample they've made imported to the RS, slicing it up
pretty much does all the work of making a drum kit style voice out of it, with the added bonus of sequencing it notes so the slices will stay in order and sound like the
original beat, except you can rearrange the notes for remixing purposes which is what makes it a powerful feature.

There are a couple of ways I know the RS can slice a sample.

First is to record the sample from the analog inputs as with the sample kit/slice setting I think it is called? After you stop the record sampling if I remember right it gives
some slice options which you may need to fart around with some, or read the manual, to fully understand what it is doing to the sample.

The other way is to import or record the sample in like you would normally and then use the slice job to do the same thing on it.

Basically, like I mentioned above it slices it up and assigns each hit to a key and sequences it for you. Then you can go in and resequence the notes/hits for creating a new
beat using the same sounding drums or if you want just keep it in the original order as it sounded in the sample. Keeping it the same still allows for order allows for it to
still be slowed down or sped up with the tempo somewhat and remain "in time" with whatever else you may have sequenced on the RS.

Its not perfect, but it can take some of the grunt work out of sampling somebody else's drum phrase in to individual hits mostly for remixing and rearranging and creating
a new beat out of it using the same sounds.

You'll have to look in to all the slice settings yourself tho, its not that extensive, and if you wind up using it a lot, I imagine once you've got particular settings down for
doing it, you probably wont be changing them much, however I don't use it much so I'm could be way off base here. I say have fun with trying it out though, its the best
way to learn on the RS, try it out by experimenting with it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> can some one please tell me how to slice samples please.
>

| 18277|18274|2010-11-05 20:44:01|J M|Re: slice samples|
I forgot to mention, if you need to get to the slice job press the the sample edit button 3 menues in it gives you a list of sample jobs, make sure the track the sample is on is
selected first, and you have the right sample selected by pressing the key if its in a kit, if its a pitched voice I don't think you need to bother selecting the sample just the
track.

Hope some of that helps and makes some sense. The slice lengths and stuff is what you might need to experiment with most, don't want them too short or too long, but the
RS usually does a decent job of it once you get it down.

Happy RSing!

Zam

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Cars1.mp3
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| 18278|18278|2010-11-07 19:54:34|sam|aieb1 in rs7000 specs.|
i read in the rs7000 manual that the aieb1 card can be used has anyone tried to install and get any results, maybe yamaha made some type errors.
| 18279|18278|2010-11-08 03:01:28|J M|Re: aieb1 in rs7000 specs.|
I've searched the manual and it only references the aieb1 twice and both times it says the aieb1 cannot be used in the RS7000. Could you be in error instead?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> i read in the rs7000 manual that the aieb1 card can be used has anyone tried to install and get any results, maybe yamaha made some type errors.
>

| 18280|18278|2010-11-08 03:52:07|sam w|Re: aieb1 in rs7000 specs.|
well yamaha has type errors.

--- On Mon, 11/8/10, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb1 in rs7000 specs.
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, November 8, 2010, 10:01 AM

  

I've searched the manual and it only references the aieb1 twice and both times it says the aieb1 cannot be used in the RS7000. Could you be in error instead?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> i read in the rs7000 manual that the aieb1 card can be used has anyone tried to install and get any results, maybe yamaha made some type errors.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18281|18278|2010-11-08 13:18:28|J M|Re: aieb1 in rs7000 specs.|
Sure you don't have read errors? Where does the manual say the aieb1 can be used in the RS7000 if you don't mind me being curious?

The aieb2 can be used in place of the aieb1, but not vice versa. I think the bit depth may be too low on the aieb1 for it to work properly with the RS7000. If it did happen
to work somehow, I'm thinking then it would not sound as good or clear as the aieb2.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> well yamaha has type errors.
> 
> --- On Mon, 11/8/10, J M wrote:
> 
> 
> From: J M 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: aieb1 in rs7000 specs.
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, November 8, 2010, 10:01 AM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> I've searched the manual and it only references the aieb1 twice and both times it says the aieb1 cannot be used in the RS7000. Could you be in error
instead?
> 
> Zam
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> >
> > i read in the rs7000 manual that the aieb1 card can be used has anyone tried to install and get any results, maybe yamaha made some type errors.
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18282|18282|2010-11-22 02:09:59|J M|Slow here again lately...|
If anybody is interested in remixing let me know, its all RS7000:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/Laser.mp3

Zam
| 18283|18283|2010-11-26 10:35:29|yiann|MO drive with rs7k|
Hi to all e-friends out there.
I have a question:Does anybody have MO drive hooked up in the rs7k?Is it fast and reliable?Does the rs have the same limitation of 2gb?I've found an internal MO
drive.How is this drive powered and connected to the rs?Should i buy it or it's better to look for a scsi hd drive? 
peace Yiannis
| 18284|18283|2010-11-26 15:43:36|J M|Re: MO drive with rs7k|
Not sure I'll be of much help cause I didn't even know what a mo drive was until I looked it up. I'm making some assumptions, and could well be wrong, but my thoughts
are that the media looks like an old 3.5" floppy. So I'm thinking the drive itself would probably require its own power adapter and you'd probably need to make sure it
hooks up to the SCSI which might be odd for them since they supposed to hook up a like regular drive in a computer and be recognized as a normal drive without any
special software. They might have them though, I don't know, but the 2gb limitation I think is an internal limitation of the RS7000, it doesn't know how to recognize more
than that supposedly per drive, but maybe it can fool it somehow.

'm just not sure how much more advantage you'd have over using one over another SCSI device that has removable discs, it might be faster, or it might not work at all.
Hopefully someone can come along who knows more about them and say for sure than I.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "yiann" wrote:
>
> Hi to all e-friends out there.
> I have a question:Does anybody have MO drive hooked up in the rs7k?Is it fast and reliable?Does the rs have the same limitation of 2gb?I've found an
internal MO drive.How is this drive powered and connected to the rs?Should i buy it or it's better to look for a scsi hd drive? 
> peace Yiannis
>

| 18285|18285|2010-11-27 15:28:07|Mr Tabasco|RS7k keys|

Whzannin RS7k fam....basc0 here with a serious question about certain keys no longer being responsive as others ( requiring mote pressure ) in which is becoming a
puzzle on certain tracks...will I have to purchase an entire RS or any cost effective suggestions.???

Warmly, Mr.Basc0

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18286|18286|2010-11-27 15:41:54|Ayumi|Help!!!|
Can someone help me convert these files to MID, so they can be used on the DJX-II?
| 18287|18285|2010-11-27 15:47:36|J M|Re: RS7k keys|
Somebody here a while back had success with ordering the minikey mechanism from Yamaha and installing it them selfs. We'll have to look up those posts, but I can give
you support@yamaha.com email address I think was how they ordered it...

Zam 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Mr Tabasco wrote:
>
>

Whzannin RS7k fam....basc0 here with a serious question about certain keys no longer being responsive as others ( requiring mote pressure ) in which is
becoming a puzzle on certain tracks...will I have to purchase an entire RS or any cost effective suggestions.???

>

Warmly, Mr.Basc0

>

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18288|18286|2010-11-27 16:04:05|J M|Re: Help!!!|
darkcore.mid won't import in to anything I have as midi and gives an illegal file error on the RS7000.

Where did you get the file from?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ayumi" wrote:
>
> Can someone help me convert these files to MID, so they can be used on the DJX-II?
>

| 18289|18286|2010-11-27 19:50:10|Ayumi Sasaki|Re: Help!!!|
I got it from RMX1 folder, like so, and transferred the 'Wanted' styles/patterns I wanted to here. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18290|18286|2010-11-27 19:53:36|J M|Re: Help!!!|
Ah ok, I'll give it another try, the RS supposedly can import rm1x files, but that is a .mid file so I was trying to import as an SMF file, will see what happens, get back to
ya...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ayumi Sasaki wrote:
>
> 
> I got it from RMX1 folder, like so, and transferred the 'Wanted' styles/patterns I wanted to here. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18291|18286|2010-11-27 20:36:13|J M|Re: Help!!!|
There were a bunch of sections, I just chained them all in to a .mid song so hopefully it'll load in your djx now. The file is in the the file section called darkcor2.mid. Hope
that works for ya?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Ah ok, I'll give it another try, the RS supposedly can import rm1x files, but that is a .mid file so I was trying to import as an SMF file, will see what
happens, get back to ya...
> 
> Zam 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ayumi Sasaki wrote:
> >
> > 
> > I got it from RMX1 folder, like so, and transferred the 'Wanted' styles/patterns I wanted to here. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18292|18286|2010-11-27 20:56:41|Ayumi Sasaki|Re: Help!!!|
Nice! I will try later, also, ... do you feel upto with converting the other 
files I sent ya? I dunno that much about making programmable style/patterns.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18293|18285|2010-11-27 21:08:35|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7k keys|
cheers mr. basco,

Its always worth to clean up the concatcs under the keys first. its just 
very likely ist just oxidation or dirt.... find some info on how to 
dissasemble the RS and get some pure alcohol at the pharmacy .. you 
should rub the contacts of the keyboard clean from dust, cigarette smoke 
etc... I once repaired my Creative ProdiKeys Typeing- / Midi-Keyboard in 
that way .. the keys of the RS are very likely to have the samne 
tecnology ...

make digital pictures of every dissasembling step so you know how things 
get back totgether ...

robert

Am 27.11.2010 23:27, schrieb Mr Tabasco:

>
>

Whzannin RS7k fam....basc0 here with a serious question about 
> certain keys no longer being responsive as others ( requiring mote 
> pressure ) in which is becoming a puzzle on certain tracks...will I 
> have to purchase an entire RS or any cost effective suggestions.???

>

Warmly, Mr.Basc0

>

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18294|18285|2010-11-27 22:52:39|J M|Re: RS7k keys|
Supposedly the mini keybed assembly is inclosed from what I remember, so you can't clean them, you either have to wear them back in or get a new assembly if they are
really bad.

I havn't had time to look up the old posts about it, but I don't remember it being too expensive, just have to go through the ordeal of ordering it from
support@yamaha.com if I remember right, and replacing it yourself which takes a little bit of mechanical skill and a screwdriver.

Hold on, I'll see if I can find the old posts...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> cheers mr. basco,
> 
> Its always worth to clean up the concatcs under the keys first. its just 
> very likely ist just oxidation or dirt.... find some info on how to 
> dissasemble the RS and get some pure alcohol at the pharmacy .. you 
> should rub the contacts of the keyboard clean from dust, cigarette smoke 
> etc... I once repaired my Creative ProdiKeys Typeing- / Midi-Keyboard in 
> that way .. the keys of the RS are very likely to have the samne 
> tecnology ...
> 
> make digital pictures of every dissasembling step so you know how things 
> get back totgether ...
> 
> robert
> 
> Am 27.11.2010 23:27, schrieb Mr Tabasco:
> >
> >

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:support@yamaha.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Whzannin RS7k fam....basc0 here with a serious question about 
> > certain keys no longer being responsive as others ( requiring mote 
> > pressure ) in which is becoming a puzzle on certain tracks...will I 
> > have to purchase an entire RS or any cost effective suggestions.???

> >

Warmly, Mr.Basc0

> >

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> 
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> /.-)
> 

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18295|18285|2010-11-27 23:04:00|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7k keys|
ok, I see.

another alternative COULD be to carefully spray in some Ballistol 
cleaner into the keys (worked wonders on my digital mixer Tascam 
TMD4000, bringing back ALL motorized faders to life) .. the good stuff 
is available here: 
http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1 
<http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1>

this liquid is organic (non-toxic!) and slightly alcalic which is why it 
disolves the oxidation layer on most contacs but leaves the contact 
untouched in terms of functionality. that said, some ppl reported that 
you can get back full mainbords with just bathing them in this stuff... 
its legendary to outboard fanatics...

cheers,

robert

Am 28.11.2010 06:52, schrieb J M:

>
> Supposedly the mini keybed assembly is inclosed from what I remember, 
> so you can't clean them, you either have to wear them back in or get a 
> new assembly if they are really bad.
>
> I havn't had time to look up the old posts about it, but I don't 
> remember it being too expensive, just have to go through the ordeal of 
> ordering it from support@yamaha.com if I 
> remember right, and replacing it yourself which takes a little bit of 
> mechanical skill and a screwdriver.
>
> Hold on, I'll see if I can find the old posts...
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > cheers mr. basco,
> >
> > Its always worth to clean up the concatcs under the keys first. its 
> just
> > very likely ist just oxidation or dirt.... find some info on how to
> > dissasemble the RS and get some pure alcohol at the pharmacy .. you
> > should rub the contacts of the keyboard clean from dust, cigarette 
> smoke
> > etc... I once repaired my Creative ProdiKeys Typeing- / 
> Midi-Keyboard in
> > that way .. the keys of the RS are very likely to have the samne
> > tecnology ...
> >
> > make digital pictures of every dissasembling step so you know how 
> things
> > get back totgether ...
> >
> > robert
> >
> > Am 27.11.2010 23:27, schrieb Mr Tabasco:
> > >
> > >

Whzannin RS7k fam....basc0 here with a serious question about
> > > certain keys no longer being responsive as others ( requiring mote
> > > pressure ) in which is becoming a puzzle on certain tracks...will I
> > > have to purchase an entire RS or any cost effective 
> suggestions.???

> > >

Warmly, Mr.Basc0

http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1
http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1
mailto:support@yamaha.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > >

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> > 50676 Köln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18296|18285|2010-11-27 23:12:51|J M|Re: RS7k keys|
That Ballistol sounds like its worth a try to me. Doesn't seem like it'd hurt any to try it first.

I messaged lordmilitant007 on here, I think he was someone who had replaced his at one time. I think he called them switches tho which is why I might be having some
trouble finding on here how he ordered them or got them. Hopefully he will get the message and stop by with that info. if still needs to be done on OP's RS.

We do have the schematics for the RS in the files section here if it helps too for ordering the right parts.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> ok, I see.
> 
> another alternative COULD be to carefully spray in some Ballistol 
> cleaner into the keys (worked wonders on my digital mixer Tascam 
> TMD4000, bringing back ALL motorized faders to life) .. the good stuff 
> is available here: 

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1 
> <http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1>
> 
> this liquid is organic (non-toxic!) and slightly alcalic which is why it 
> disolves the oxidation layer on most contacs but leaves the contact 
> untouched in terms of functionality. that said, some ppl reported that 
> you can get back full mainbords with just bathing them in this stuff... 
> its legendary to outboard fanatics...
> 
> cheers,
> 
> robert
> 
> Am 28.11.2010 06:52, schrieb J M:
> >
> > Supposedly the mini keybed assembly is inclosed from what I remember, 
> > so you can't clean them, you either have to wear them back in or get a 
> > new assembly if they are really bad.
> >
> > I havn't had time to look up the old posts about it, but I don't 
> > remember it being too expensive, just have to go through the ordeal of 
> > ordering it from support@... if I 
> > remember right, and replacing it yourself which takes a little bit of 
> > mechanical skill and a screwdriver.
> >
> > Hold on, I'll see if I can find the old posts...
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > cheers mr. basco,
> > >
> > > Its always worth to clean up the concatcs under the keys first. its 
> > just
> > > very likely ist just oxidation or dirt.... find some info on how to
> > > dissasemble the RS and get some pure alcohol at the pharmacy .. you
> > > should rub the contacts of the keyboard clean from dust, cigarette 
> > smoke
> > > etc... I once repaired my Creative ProdiKeys Typeing- / 
> > Midi-Keyboard in
> > > that way .. the keys of the RS are very likely to have the samne
> > > tecnology ...
> > >
> > > make digital pictures of every dissasembling step so you know how 
> > things
> > > get back totgether ...
> > >
> > > robert
> > >
> > > Am 27.11.2010 23:27, schrieb Mr Tabasco:
> > > >
> > > >

Whzannin RS7k fam....basc0 here with a serious question about
> > > > certain keys no longer being responsive as others ( requiring mote
> > > > pressure ) in which is becoming a puzzle on certain tracks...will I
> > > > have to purchase an entire RS or any cost effective 
> > suggestions.???

> > > >

Warmly, Mr.Basc0

> > > >

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --
> > > B O B H U M I D

http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1
http://www.ballistol.de/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > >
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > >
> > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > grafic ::: designer
> > > music ::: producer
> > > tech ::: editor
> > > dj :::
> > >
> > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > >
> > > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> > >
> > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > http://bobhumid.de
> > >
> > > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> > >
> > > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > >
> > > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > >
> > > DISCOGRAPHY
> > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > >
> > > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> > >
> > > c/o
> > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> > > 50676 Köln
> > >
> > > /.-)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> 
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
> 50676 Köln
> 
> /.-)
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18297|18286|2010-11-27 23:28:54|J M|Re: Help!!!|
I only seen the one file, did you post or send me more? We have the rm1x patterns in a .zip file in the files section, and I already downloaded them. If you know the names
of the .r1p files you can send me a list of which ones you'd like to have converted to a .mid.

I don't think I have a lot of time to do all of them probably the way you may be wanting, it does take some effort to convert the sections in to a chain and export them to a
.mid song. It'd take even longer if I did each section individually which may be more what you are wanting.

I don't know the djx well enough, I'm hoping you can pull the sequences out of the mid file on it, and move and edit the chunks of notes and data around. If not, you might
be able to get some software that can load up the midi so you can edit and play around with them, then save it back to a bunch of different midi files. If anything I hope
you can at least delete the program changes that the RS places at the start of each track, if not let me know, I can remove those for ya if it helps, that way you can at least
change the voices without it reverting back to the ones it uses at the start of the song for every track.

It would save me some time doing the way I did though if it works ok for you. The other way would be to export each section, and or even go down to each phrase and
export them all individually to a .mid/smf file, but that would take quite a bit of time to do. I don't know if there is a faster way or not, there might be, but I'd have to
research that and see.

Let me know how the darkcor2.mid worked out for you, and anything else I might be able to help ya out with on it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ayumi Sasaki wrote:
>
> Nice! I will try later, also, ... do you feel upto with converting the other 
> files I sent ya? I dunno that much about making programmable style/patterns.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18298|18285|2010-11-28 06:11:34|sam|Re: RS7k keys|
the switch repair for the rs7k are available on ebay and with a quick tutorial in the product description.i hope this helps.
| 18299|18286|2010-11-28 07:33:54|Ayumi Sasaki|Re: Help!!!|

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Oh, and thanks for converting Darkcore. Here is the list you need;

1.Gabba (I love Gabba)

2. Techstep (dying to find out what this is.)

3. HARDCOR1

4. HARDCOR2

5.. JumpUp (I bet it is like Jumpstyle! :D )

And last but not least, Cyber D 'n' B

And again, your work is greatly appreciated! 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18300|18285|2010-11-28 17:48:26|J M|Re: RS7k keys|
Thanks lordmilitant007!!

Looking at them on ebay I can see how contact cleaner probably wont do the trick. I thought it was a whole keybed assembly but those are individual switch/buttons that
look to be encased in rubber.

For future reference: 

http://shop.ebay.com/?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=rs7000+switch&_sacat=See-All-Categories

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> the switch repair for the rs7k are available on ebay and with a quick tutorial in the product description.i hope this helps.
>

| 18301|18286|2010-11-28 17:53:49|J M|Re: Help!!!|
I'll do what I can, give me a few days to get them done.

I don't know what the darkcore sounded like on the RM1X but it was pretty good sounding on the RS, I might have some fun using some of these myself with a little more
tweaking heh, it'll prob sound dif on the DJX tho.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ayumi Sasaki wrote:
>
> Oh, and thanks for converting Darkcore. Here is the list you need;
> 
> 1.Gabba (I love Gabba)
> 
> 2. Techstep (dying to find out what this is.)
> 
> 3. HARDCOR1
> 
> 4. HARDCOR2
> 
> 5.. JumpUp (I bet it is like Jumpstyle! :D )
> 
> And last but not least, Cyber D 'n' B
> 
> And again, your work is greatly appreciated! 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18302|18285|2010-11-28 17:57:12|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7k keys|
hmm. I can see wires, so they can be cleaned :-)

Am 29.11.2010 01:48, schrieb J M:

>
> Thanks lordmilitant007!!
>
> Looking at them on ebay I can see how contact cleaner probably wont do 
> the trick. I thought it was a whole keybed assembly but those are 
> individual switch/buttons that look to be encased in rubber.

http://shop.ebay.com/?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=rs7000+switch&_sacat=See-All-Categories
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


>
> For future reference:
>
> http://shop.ebay.com/?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=rs7000+switch&_sacat=See-All-Categories 
> <http://shop.ebay.com/?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=rs7000+switch&_sacat=See-All-Categories>
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "sam" 
> wrote:
> >
> > the switch repair for the rs7k are available on ebay and with a 
> quick tutorial in the product description.i hope this helps.
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
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NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Grosse Witschgasse 20-22
50676 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18303|18286|2010-11-28 18:09:31|Ayumi Sasaki|Re: Help!!!|

http://shop.ebay.com/?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=rs7000+switch&_sacat=See-All-Categories
http://shop.ebay.com/?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=rs7000+switch&_sacat=See-All-Categories
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


Thank you, and I don't mind waiting.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18304|18304|2010-12-01 03:34:04|J M|SE7000 teaser pic|
Here is an RS7000 related pic of something I've been working on lately:

http://www.quantum-source.com/images/SE70002.JPG

Zam
| 18305|18304|2010-12-01 03:42:38|Paul Dorman|Re: SE7000 teaser pic|
Very nice work - only a matter of time! :) What's your approach? Are you
using best-guess based on schematics and known parameters, or are you using
more detailed component modelling combined with close physical inspection
and testing, or are you so bad-ass so as to have successfully decompiled and
ported the OS firmware? Which ever it is, I'm impressed. Can't wait to see
some comparison with the original.

The thing I've always wondered was whether you could use the physical RS
purely as an interface for a virtual RS just as you appear to be working on
with the SE7000. The wonderful thing about that would be the promise of
steady and gradual enhancement that will give many more years of enjoyment
to those who use the platform. Can every single physical function be relayed
out of the RS via MIDI, or would some physical hacking be required?

Cheers, and nice work,
Paul

On Wed, Dec 1, 2010 at 11:34 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>
>
> Here is an RS7000 related pic of something I've been working on lately:
>
> http://www.quantum-source.com/images/SE70002.JPG
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18306|18286|2010-12-01 05:48:48|J M|Re: Help!!!|
They should be in the root of the files section here now.

I did them like the other one, just playing the sections A-Q in order, some sections had longer measure lengths of 16, 8, 4, 1 bars, and I tried to get them all to the end but
there may be some overlaps and repeats on the shorter ones. I also noticed the shorter ones where toward the end, which I assume are the breaks and what would usually
go between the intro and main parts. I ended the songs with with section A which is the also the intros.

Hope that all works out ok, let me know if you have any probs with them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ayumi Sasaki wrote:
>
> Thank you, and I don't mind waiting.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18307|18304|2010-12-01 06:08:55|J M|Re: SE7000 teaser pic|
Truth is I've no idea what I'm doing. Just using the RS7000's design as basis for making a VSTI synthesizer. I'm just learning SynthEdit, the program I'm using to make it,
and its got a lot of crazy stuff in it.

After seeing how hard it was just to learn how hard it was to do just the LED switch for the EG ADSR panels for the Amp, Filter and Pitch, I don't think I could ever do a
100% virtual RS. Next step is I want to do the same for the LFO Speed & Depth knobs, you can see I still have a combo dropdown list for that selection, and it don't keep
the settings between selections yet either like I've got it doing for the EG ADSR panel. I want to add at least a 3rd Osc for doing subs. Also, yeah I'm hoping and it looks
like I ought to be able to assign the knobs to come in and out through midi to match some of the controls on the RS, but I haven't looked much in to that yet. Who knows
what else?

So, my philosophy on it will be just to do what I can when and while I can, the original idea I thought was to have it look as close as possible to the RS's design, layout

http://www.quantum-source.com/images/SE70002.JPG
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/images/SE70002.JPG
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


and architecture but have it as a VA synthesizer part for the RS that it has lacked that I've always wished the AN-Plg board could of done if they made the RS accept one.
Basically, it'll be sort of like a Virus, or AN1X, or JP, but us RSers will already be somewhat familiar with the layout and controls.

I'll post the VST's .dll when I get a little further along on it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Paul Dorman wrote:
>
> Very nice work - only a matter of time! :) What's your approach? Are you
> using best-guess based on schematics and known parameters, or are you using
> more detailed component modelling combined with close physical inspection
> and testing, or are you so bad-ass so as to have successfully decompiled and
> ported the OS firmware? Which ever it is, I'm impressed. Can't wait to see
> some comparison with the original.
> 
> The thing I've always wondered was whether you could use the physical RS
> purely as an interface for a virtual RS just as you appear to be working on
> with the SE7000. The wonderful thing about that would be the promise of
> steady and gradual enhancement that will give many more years of enjoyment
> to those who use the platform. Can every single physical function be relayed
> out of the RS via MIDI, or would some physical hacking be required?
> 
> Cheers, and nice work,
> Paul
> 
> On Wed, Dec 1, 2010 at 11:34 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > Here is an RS7000 related pic of something I've been working on lately:
> >
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/images/SE70002.JPG
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18308|18304|2010-12-01 07:47:42|J M|Re: SE7000 teaser pic|
Oh and I hope to add a second LFO that can at the least be assigned to the so we can modulate the speed and or depth of at least the main LFO. Always wish the RS had
that.

Zam
| 18309|18304|2010-12-01 08:42:51|Ian Vine|Re: SE7000 teaser pic|
Dude,

don't forget, you can modlate the lfo speed (and most other thins) from a 
pattern.

IanV

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wed, 1 December, 2010 14:47:29
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SE7000 teaser pic

  
Oh and I hope to add a second LFO that can at the least be assigned to the so we 
can modulate the speed and or depth of at least the main LFO. Always wish the RS 
had that.

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/images/SE70002.JPG
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18310|18304|2010-12-01 09:26:06|J M|Re: SE7000 teaser pic|
True, but hopefully a second LFO will be real-time adjustable, so you won't have to record in a manual knob sweep or enter or enter the events. If you'v got to sweep the
LFO manually, you might as well just move what it is modulating manually if you know what I mean?

I was thinking I might not be able to assign midi messages to the LFO speed and depth, but was just looking and speed and depth is sending midi out when adjusted, so
wow, I might be able to have the second LFO sweep those parms automatically from SE70000. An LFO for the RS's LFO. I'll keep my fingers crossed I can get that to
work.

Lots to do still...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Dude,
> 
> don't forget, you can modlate the lfo speed (and most other thins) from a 
> pattern.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: J M 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wed, 1 December, 2010 14:47:29
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SE7000 teaser pic
> 
> Â  
> Oh and I hope to add a second LFO that can at the least be assigned to the so we 
> can modulate the speed and or depth of at least the main LFO. Always wish the RS 
> had that.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18311|18304|2010-12-01 09:40:02|J M|Re: SE7000 teaser pic|
Not sure I made any sense there, been up all night working on it, brain is a little fried.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

> If you'v got to sweep the LFO manually, you might as well just move what it is modulating manually if you know what I mean?

| 18312|18312|2010-12-02 21:02:17|J M|SE7000 teaser vid|
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqOSwByBsrY

Zam
| 18313|18286|2010-12-04 18:21:34|Ayumi Sasaki|Re: Help!!!|
I'm sad to say, they didn't work right on the DJX-II, they may require special 
markers.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18314|18286|2010-12-05 15:38:22|J M|Re: Help!!!|
Sorry to hear that, let me know if anything else I can do if it helps you get them working on your DJX-II.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ayumi Sasaki wrote:
>
> I'm sad to say, they didn't work right on the DJX-II, they may require special 
> markers.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqOSwByBsrY
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18315|18315|2010-12-05 15:39:14|shakerz25|AEIB2...?|
sorry if this has been covered and covered...

thinking of getting an RS7000...is it possible to get the AEIB2 8 outs expansion option anywhere (besides used on ebay)...? i checked that Motifator website, and didn't
see any in their store...
| 18316|18315|2010-12-05 15:56:22|J M|Re: AEIB2...?|
Probably not, ebay seems like the best bet. I tried to see if GC a couple months ago and they said no. I have one in mine, but was looking around for other folks here, they
seem like they are hard to come by now, but don't let that stop you from getting an RS. The AIEB2 is a luxury on it, but its really not necessary most of the time unless
you know you really need it. Honestly, I don't use mine all that much, but it is nice to have when I do need it.

Good luck and I hope you can find one and still get an RS anyway. Its still one of the greatest machines even without the AIEB2 in it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "shakerz25" wrote:
>
> sorry if this has been covered and covered...
> 
> thinking of getting an RS7000...is it possible to get the AEIB2 8 outs expansion option anywhere (besides used on ebay)...? i checked that Motifator
website, and didn't see any in their store...
>

| 18317|18317|2010-12-06 00:28:06|J M|SE7000 pic & .dll for the VST|
I've made some updates and its getting there, here is what it looks like:

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v7.JPG

Here is the VST plugin:

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v7.dll

Should be clean from viruses etc., but take precautions, don't know about bugs, probably many, I'd like to hear some feedback on it. See if it even works on someone else's
system.

Thanks!

Zam
| 18318|18318|2010-12-06 21:04:03|J M|SE7000 another update|
Fixed a couple things and looking a bit better...

Pic:

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v8.JPG

VST:

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v8.dll

Zam
| 18319|18286|2010-12-07 17:12:56|sam|Re: Help!!!|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> darkcore.mid won't import in to anything I have as midi and gives an illegal file error on the RS7000.
> 
> Where did you get the file from?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ayumi" wrote:
> >
> > Can someone help me convert these files to MID, so they can be used on the DJX-II?
> >
>

why don't you try recording the djx2 styles my using the song mode in the rs7000 because i've done this with yamaha psr keyboards. try selecting song mode,next turn the
f1 knob until you see muli track record. make be sure to have the acomplement out function enabled in the djx, setup your rs7000 as the master and the djx as the slave.
have both the midi in and outs connected this should work. record as many measures u wish. then it will be a midi file then u can chop it into sections on your rs7k, i hope
this helps.

lordmilitant
| 18320|18320|2010-12-08 16:17:56|shakerz25|copying wav files from Mac|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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thinking of getting an RS7000, and i have access to a SCSI ZIP drive, and a USB Zip drive...

so with the RS7000, can you just transfer WAV files from an Apple computer to the RS7000? or does the RS7000 have a special format (like the Roland SP-808...you
needed the Roland Wav Converter software, which they wouldn't update for OSX) that makes it more complicated...?

so would this process work:
--copy WAV file from Mac to ZIP disk (in the USB ZIP drive);
--take ZIP disk and put it into a ZIP drive connected to the RS7000 via SCSI;
--move WAV file from ZIP disk to RS7000 RAM for use...

or would this not work because of propietary formatting or something i'm not thinking of...? thanks!
| 18321|18321|2010-12-08 18:27:40|DÃ©cio|SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
Hi guys, 
I´ve just bought a RS 7000 (what a machine!) and as I was grown up with Reason and FL Studio, then, I´m used to have large sample libraries. 
But as I´ve got tired of computers, I just want to turn on the machine and compose, but I miss my drum samples from the pc.

Smartmedia cards are expensive nowadays and I would like to have a few of them with 128mb to build sample libraries and save my songs, as the machine was ship only
with the 4mb card.

So, I have two questions:

1) Is there any entry in the Group that lists the SCSI drivers users have or a list of known/not known to work? (It also would be a good idea to have it as a stick topic on
the "files") 

2) Also, does anybody here use the XD to Smartmedia and know if it works? And if works, with what XD card/size?
http://cgi.ebay.com/xD-Card-Smartmedia-Slot-Adapter-Converter-Read-Write-/300498724955?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item45f71ea85b

Thank you.
| 18322|18320|2010-12-08 18:40:37|J M|Re: copying wav files from Mac|
The RS can import .wav files as long as they are in one of the more common sample rates. If you have any trouble you can always go through the analog inputs and
resample it. I find that easier a lot of times, cause a lot stuff is in .mp3 format now days, or I'm sampling from a video or mic.

Sorry I can't help much with how well a SCSI or zip drive will work, I've always used a 64m SM Card and transfered back and forth between PC and RS. There are some
folks that use them here tho I know, so hopefully they can give you some more help if needed in that area.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "shakerz25" wrote:
>
> thinking of getting an RS7000, and i have access to a SCSI ZIP drive, and a USB Zip drive...
> 
> so with the RS7000, can you just transfer WAV files from an Apple computer to the RS7000? or does the RS7000 have a special format (like the Roland
SP-808...you needed the Roland Wav Converter software, which they wouldn't update for OSX) that makes it more complicated...?
> 
> so would this process work:
> --copy WAV file from Mac to ZIP disk (in the USB ZIP drive);
> --take ZIP disk and put it into a ZIP drive connected to the RS7000 via SCSI;
> --move WAV file from ZIP disk to RS7000 RAM for use...
> 
> or would this not work because of propietary formatting or something i'm not thinking of...? thanks!
>

| 18323|18321|2010-12-08 18:52:54|J M|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
Congratulations on getting an RS and welcome to the list!

Sorry I don't have any experience using the SCSI on the RS, there are folks here I know that do use them, and I've read they can be faster etc., so hopefully someone who
knows more about them will come along and give you more help than I on them. I've always used the same 64m SM card and a reader to transfer between computer and
RS storage and that has always worked great for me knock on wood.

The SM to XD adapters, I've yet to hear about anyone actually using one on the RS, I'm pretty sure they'd work ok, but honestly I don't think I would consider one as long
as I've got working SM cards. Reasons being, for one it sticks out like a sore thumb, secondly 64m is a good manageable amount since the RS's internal memory only
holds 64megs. That means if you fill up the card you can't over fill your RS, if the card is full its time to transfer off the whole thing and start a new set of tunes on the
empty card.

Happy RSing! 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, DÃ©cio wrote:
>
> Hi guys, 
> I´ve just bought a RS 7000 (what a machine!) and as I was grown up with Reason and FL Studio, then, I´m used to have large sample libraries. 
> But as I´ve got tired of computers, I just want to turn on the machine and compose, but I miss my drum samples from the pc.
> 
> Smartmedia cards are expensive nowadays and I would like to have a few of them with 128mb to build sample libraries and save my songs, as the machine
was ship only with the 4mb card.
> 
> So, I have two questions:
> 
> 1) Is there any entry in the Group that lists the SCSI drivers users have or a list of known/not known to work? (It also would be a good idea to have it as a

http://cgi.ebay.com/xD-Card-Smartmedia-Slot-Adapter-Converter-Read-Write-/300498724955?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item45f71ea85b
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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stick topic on the "files") 
> 
> 2) Also, does anybody here use the XD to Smartmedia and know if it works? And if works, with what XD card/size?
> http://cgi.ebay.com/xD-Card-Smartmedia-Slot-Adapter-Converter-Read-Write-/300498724955?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item45f71ea85b
> 
> Thank you.
>

| 18324|18321|2010-12-09 18:40:36|Décio Lucas|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
You are correct!

I think maybe a way will be to buy a 64mb smartmedia, build some nice
drumkits with fl studio and do a pre-mix on pro tools with mcdsp stuff.

There's the kontakt 4 that build up libraries in no time and cdxtrakt which
can transform kontakt to yamaha/akai format, then I copy it to RS and I'm
back to business.

And again, I'm glad I found the RS... Computer and latency is something that
just stop my workflow.

Thank you!

> That means if you fill up the card you can't over fill your RS, if the card
> is full its time to transfer off the whole thing and start a new set of
> tunes on the empty card.
>

-- 
The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18325|18320|2010-12-10 00:57:58|T. Saye|Re: copying wav files from Mac|
wzup shakerz25,

to answer to your question below is yes, but I must add that I use a PC not a MAC. You can definitely use WAV files up to 44.1k/16 bit.

> so would this process work:
> --copy WAV file from Mac to ZIP disk (in the USB ZIP drive);
> --take ZIP disk and put it into a ZIP drive connected to the RS7000 via SCSI;
> --move WAV file from ZIP disk to RS7000 RAM for use...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "shakerz25" wrote:
>
> thinking of getting an RS7000, and i have access to a SCSI ZIP drive, and a USB Zip drive...
> 
> so with the RS7000, can you just transfer WAV files from an Apple computer to the RS7000? or does the RS7000 have a special format (like the Roland
SP-808...you needed the Roland Wav Converter software, which they wouldn't update for OSX) that makes it more complicated...?
> 
> so would this process work:
> --copy WAV file from Mac to ZIP disk (in the USB ZIP drive);
> --take ZIP disk and put it into a ZIP drive connected to the RS7000 via SCSI;
> --move WAV file from ZIP disk to RS7000 RAM for use...
> 
> or would this not work because of propietary formatting or something i'm not thinking of...? thanks!
>

| 18326|18321|2010-12-10 01:09:26|T. Saye|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
Hello DÃ©cio

> 1) Is there any entry in the Group that lists the SCSI drivers users have or a list of known/not known to work? (It also would be a good idea to have it as a
stick topic on the "files") 

I dont really understand this question. I use a jaz, zip, & CDRom in my (RS7000) scsi chain and have had no need for a driver

> 2) Also, does anybody here use the XD to Smartmedia and know if it works? And if works, with what XD card/size?
> http://cgi.ebay.com/xD-Card-Smartmedia-Slot-Adapter-Converter-Read-Write-/300498724955?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item45f71ea85b

The max sized XD card that has been tested is 1 Gig (I read somewhere on a RS 7000 blog) 

http://cgi.ebay.com/xD-Card-Smartmedia-Slot-Adapter-Converter-Read-Write-/300498724955?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item45f71ea85b
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Have you considered a scsi (zip, jaz, etc) hard drive to save your samples from the RS. I'll tell you about my setup if you're interested.

T. Saye

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, DÃ©cio wrote:
>
> Hi guys, 
> I´ve just bought a RS 7000 (what a machine!) and as I was grown up with Reason and FL Studio, then, I´m used to have large sample libraries. 
> But as I´ve got tired of computers, I just want to turn on the machine and compose, but I miss my drum samples from the pc.
> 
> Smartmedia cards are expensive nowadays and I would like to have a few of them with 128mb to build sample libraries and save my songs, as the machine
was ship only with the 4mb card.
> 
> So, I have two questions:
> 
> 1) Is there any entry in the Group that lists the SCSI drivers users have or a list of known/not known to work? (It also would be a good idea to have it as a
stick topic on the "files") 
> 
> 2) Also, does anybody here use the XD to Smartmedia and know if it works? And if works, with what XD card/size?
> http://cgi.ebay.com/xD-Card-Smartmedia-Slot-Adapter-Converter-Read-Write-/300498724955?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item45f71ea85b
> 
> Thank you.
>

| 18327|18321|2010-12-10 17:09:07|Décio Lucas|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
Hi T. Saye, just found this on the user manual, page 116.

The RS7000 can use up to 2 GB removable disks. Even if a

> larger disk is connected the RS7000 will use a maximum of 2
> GB. Further, all removable disks are formatted using FAT16
> format.
>

I would be glad if anyone here using XD to SmartMedia Card Adapter come up
and say what Memory Card they use... they are cheaper than smartmedia cards
and can store up to 2gb.

I have a Sun systems case with a 1.8gb scsi hd, but it's hot, big and
noisy... so, if I can load 2gb of kits on the XD and the RS would accept
that, I would be completely satisfied.

I'm into hiphop, dubstep and acid jazz nowadays... I like the internal
sounds, just want to build some more drumkits.

I loved the sequencer... this is far the best i've seen.

-- 
The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18328|18321|2010-12-10 17:34:14|Joey Reid|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
kodak xd cards here 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18329|18321|2010-12-10 19:43:20|J M|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
I say go for it. Don't know if it will work for sure, but I think it'll likely work and as has been said, the XD cards are pretty cheap, and the adapter isn't all that expensive
either, so you shouldn't have much wrapped up in it if it doesn't work out. If it does work, you can let us know how great it is or not in case anyone else may be
considering doing the same thing. I might have to one day if my SD cards ever decide die on me.

Zam
| 18330|18321|2010-12-10 19:45:22|J M|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
Oops, I meant if my SM cards ever die, then I'll probably look in to XD or SD or whatever they are for my RS.

Zam
| 18331|18321|2010-12-10 23:09:22|8_bit_boy|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
I have an xd adaptor for my rs7000 ... works fine but i think the 
limit on it is 256mg as far as i can remember. I have a 128mg card in 
mine.

On 11/12/2010, at 12:43 PM, J M wrote:

> I say go for it. Don't know if it will work for sure, but I think 
> it'll likely work and as has been said, the XD cards are pretty 
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> cheap, and the adapter isn't all that expensive either, so you 
> shouldn't have much wrapped up in it if it doesn't work out. If it 
> does work, you can let us know how great it is or not in case anyone 
> else may be considering doing the same thing. I might have to one 
> day if my SD cards ever decide die on me.
>
> Zam
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18332|18332|2010-12-11 10:55:10|sean mccarrick|Smart Card Reader Broke!|
Hi all, 
I recently took my rs out of the wardrobe after 2-3 years of non-use. All was 
working fine as expected and I was able to load patterns etc from the card that 
was left in the rs.
But when i try to remove the card to put in another to load other patterns, the 
card wouldn't budge. 
I managed to get it out eventually by giving it a good pull but then when I try 
to load stuff up now it wont recognise the cards i put in including the 
previous one that did work :(
I opened it up and the circuit board around the reader looked a bit dirty so i 
don't know , i guess its screwed. Is there anyway of getting this fixed? I'm 
guessing no.
Or how else can I load and save stuff to the rs. I'm using a laptop so scsi to 
computer is out of the question. Do usb/scsiconverters work with the rs or how 
else can I continue to use smart cards?
Any suggestions welcome.
Thanks,
Sean

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18333|18332|2010-12-11 14:43:11|J M|Re: Smart Card Reader Broke!|
Bummer!

Sounds like maybe some goop got on the card and it dried up and got crusty or something. If can, try cleaning it first with some electronics cleaner stuff and a Qtip or
something liket that.

If that don't work I'd try taking the SM circuit board out and letting it soak in a glass of warm water for a half hour or so, its already broke so if it hurts it then its no loss,
let it dry for a few days, maybe clean it again with electronic cleaner then put it back in and see if it decides to work. Probably not the best way to clean electronics, but
surprisingly it doesn't always hurt them and does work sometimes. I've cleaned some TV remotes before this way, had a usb flash drive go through the washer once, and
even once spilled a glass of water on my laptop, I let them dry for a few days and they worked, no damage. They might decide to rust up or something later though, but
might be worth a shot if the thing isn't working any way, get some use again out of it for a while if lucky.

If that don't work I'd try ordering another from yamaha support@yamaha.com Looks like it is part # V3577200. 

If that don't work then maybe I'd see about something like a SCSI to usb adapter cable, not sure how that'll work either tho, they look like they could be expensive and you
may have to patrician some hard drive space for it on your computer or something odd so it is set up as a drive with some space on it, not sure... if not, then maybe get
something like an external SCSI device like a zip drive or rewriteable cd-rom drive that hooks to SCSI and another for the computer that would hook up via USB, but you
might already have a CD burner in your puter. You'd also need a usb SM reader so you could get the data off the SM cards to your puter so you can copy it back over to
the other media.

Hmmm, just ideas, but try getting your SM port on the RS going first again.

Good luck, hope you get it working some how, let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sean mccarrick wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Hi all, 
> I recently took my rs out of the wardrobe after 2-3 years of non-use. All was 
> working fine as expected and I was able to load patterns etc from the card that 
> was left in the rs.
> But when i try to remove the card to put in another to load other patterns, the 
> card wouldn't budge. 
> I managed to get it out eventually by giving it a good pull but then when I try 
> to load stuff up now it wont recognise the cards i put in including the 
> previous one that did work :(
> I opened it up and the circuit board around the reader looked a bit dirty so i 
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> don't know , i guess its screwed. Is there anyway of getting this fixed? I'm 
> guessing no.
> Or how else can I load and save stuff to the rs. I'm using a laptop so scsi to 
> computer is out of the question. Do usb/scsiconverters work with the rs or how 
> else can I continue to use smart cards?
> Any suggestions welcome.
> Thanks,
> Sean
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18334|18321|2010-12-12 03:46:38|g_nom21|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter|
Hi,
the limit for SD and XD cards is 128Mb. I have an XD adapter and tried a 256Mb card and it did not work. Then I found out that 128 XD cards are even harder to find
and (unhappily) went back to buy SD cards. SCSI drives below 2GB should work, but in case of zip and MO drives, changing disk sometimes makes problems. Higher
capacities also work but more than 2GB is not recognized AFAIR.

regards 
Boris

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> I have an xd adaptor for my rs7000 ... works fine but i think the 
> limit on it is 256mg as far as i can remember. I have a 128mg card in 
> mine.
> 
> On 11/12/2010, at 12:43 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > I say go for it. Don't know if it will work for sure, but I think 
> > it'll likely work and as has been said, the XD cards are pretty 
> > cheap, and the adapter isn't all that expensive either, so you 
> > shouldn't have much wrapped up in it if it doesn't work out. If it 
> > does work, you can let us know how great it is or not in case anyone 
> > else may be considering doing the same thing. I might have to one 
> > day if my SD cards ever decide die on me.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18335|18332|2010-12-12 12:42:11|Floppy Bobby|AW: [RS7000] Re: Smart Card Reader Broke!|
Hello @ll 2gether,

I wouldn´t let the electronic stuff dry from water. Try to flush all water
with alcohol (clean isopropylalcohol, no beer or kind of :-)) this may
prevent iron parts to rust.

I heard about a Adaptec 2140 SCSI RS->PC adapter, but I have no experience
with it since I´m also looking for it on eB@y.com �

Good luck

_____ 

Von: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] Im Auftrag von J
M
Gesendet: Samstag, 11. Dezember 2010 22:43
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Smart Card Reader Broke!
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Bummer!

Sounds like maybe some goop got on the card and it dried up and got crusty
or something. If can, try cleaning it first with some electronics cleaner
stuff and a Qtip or something liket that.

If that don't work I'd try taking the SM circuit board out and letting it
soak in a glass of warm water for a half hour or so, its already broke so if
it hurts it then its no loss, let it dry for a few days, maybe clean it
again with electronic cleaner then put it back in and see if it decides to
work. Probably not the best way to clean electronics, but surprisingly it
doesn't always hurt them and does work sometimes. I've cleaned some TV
remotes before this way, had a usb flash drive go through the washer once,
and even once spilled a glass of water on my laptop, I let them dry for a
few days and they worked, no damage. They might decide to rust up or
something later though, but might be worth a shot if the thing isn't working
any way, get some use again out of it for a while if lucky.

If that don't work I'd try ordering another from yamaha support@yamaha.com
Looks like it is part # V3577200. 

If that don't work then maybe I'd see about something like a SCSI to usb
adapter cable, not sure how that'll work either tho, they look like they
could be expensive and you may have to patrician some hard drive space for
it on your computer or something odd so it is set up as a drive with some
space on it, not sure... if not, then maybe get something like an external
SCSI device like a zip drive or rewriteable cd-rom drive that hooks to SCSI
and another for the computer that would hook up via USB, but you might
already have a CD burner in your puter. You'd also need a usb SM reader so
you could get the data off the SM cards to your puter so you can copy it
back over to the other media.

Hmmm, just ideas, but try getting your SM port on the RS going first again.

Good luck, hope you get it working some how, let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , sean
mccarrick wrote:

>
> 
> 
> Hi all, 
> I recently took my rs out of the wardrobe after 2-3 years of non-use. All

was 

> working fine as expected and I was able to load patterns etc from the card

that 

> was left in the rs.
> But when i try to remove the card to put in another to load other

patterns, the 

> card wouldn't budge. 
> I managed to get it out eventually by giving it a good pull but then when

I try 

> to load stuff up now it wont recognise the cards i put in including the 
> previous one that did work :(
> I opened it up and the circuit board around the reader looked a bit dirty

so i 

> don't know , i guess its screwed. Is there anyway of getting this fixed?

I'm 

> guessing no.
> Or how else can I load and save stuff to the rs. I'm using a laptop so

scsi to 

> computer is out of the question. Do usb/scsiconverters work with the rs or

how 
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> else can I continue to use smart cards?
> Any suggestions welcome.
> Thanks,
> Sean
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18336|18336|2010-12-13 11:38:36|sean mccarrick|Re: Digest Number 2643|
Yeah thats not a bad idea. Although if the gloop was causing the problem maybe 
it wouldnt have worked in the first place before I pulled it out.
Definitely worth a try though. If it doesn't work, I'll prob go the cd-rom route 
as you pointed out also.
I can write the the files using the cd-rw on the laptop and then read them on 
the rs.
Obviously I will try getting the part off yamaha too but not holding my breath 
on that one!
Thanks for the reply, Ill post again with how I get on.
Cheers,
Sean

1b. 
Re: Smart Card Reader Broke! 
Posted by: "J M" zamise@quantum-source.com zamisers7k 
Sat Dec 11, 2010 1:43 pm (PST) 

Bummer!

Sounds like maybe some goop got on the card and it dried up and got crusty or 
something. If can, try cleaning it first with some electronics cleaner stuff 
and a Qtip or something liket that.

If that don't work I'd try taking the SM circuit board out and letting it soak 
in a glass of warm water for a half hour or so, its already broke so if it hurts 
it then its no loss, let it dry for a few days, maybe clean it again with 
electronic cleaner then put it back in and see if it decides to work. Probably 
not the best way to clean electronics, but surprisingly it doesn't always hurt 
them and does work sometimes. I've cleaned some TV remotes before this way, had 
a usb flash drive go through the washer once, and even once spilled a glass of 
water on my laptop, I let them dry for a few days and they worked, no damage. 
They might decide to rust up or something later though, but might be worth a 
shot if the thing isn't working any way, get some use again out of it for a 
while if lucky.

If that don't work I'd try ordering another from yamaha support@yamaha. com 
Looks like it is part # V3577200. 

If that don't work then maybe I'd see about something like a SCSI to usb adapter 
cable, not sure how that'll work either tho, they look like they could be 
expensive and you may have to patrician some hard drive space for it on your 
computer or something odd so it is set up as a drive with some space on it, not 
sure... if not, then maybe get something like an external SCSI device like a zip 
drive or rewriteable cd-rom drive that hooks to SCSI and another for the 
computer that would hook up via USB, but you might already have a CD burner in 
your puter. You'd also need a usb SM reader so you could get the data off the 
SM cards to your puter so you can copy it back over to the other media.

Hmmm, just ideas, but try getting your SM port on the RS going first again.

Good luck, hope you get it working some how, let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com, sean mccarrick wrote:
>
> 
> 
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> Hi all, 
> I recently took my rs out of the wardrobe after 2-3 years of non-use. All was 
> working fine as expected and I was able to load patterns etc from the card that 
>
> was left in the rs.
> But when i try to remove the card to put in another to load other patterns, the 
>
> card wouldn't budge. 
> I managed to get it out eventually by giving it a good pull but then when I try 
>
> to load stuff up now it wont recognise the cards i put in including the 
> previous one that did work :(
> I opened it up and the circuit board around the reader looked a bit dirty so i 

> don't know , i guess its screwed. Is there anyway of getting this fixed? I'm 
> guessing no.
> Or how else can I load and save stuff to the rs. I'm using a laptop so scsi to 

> computer is out of the question. Do usb/scsiconverters work with the rs or how 

> else can I continue to use smart cards?
> Any suggestions welcome.
> Thanks,
> Sean
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
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| 18337|18321|2010-12-14 10:21:22|shakerz25|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter/groovebox obsolescence|
This is useful information, and should be in the "Files" section.

I find the ongoing challenge Grooveboxes have with changing technology interesting. It's easy at this point to write off the market for grooveboxes and assume everyone
is going to go the laptop computer route. 
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But look at Korg--they just re-released the Electribe ESX and EMX (grooveboxes that are almost 10 years old), with no change except that they take SD cards instead of
Smartmedia cards. Korg must see significant new customer demand for grooveboxes. Also there are new boxes out there, like the Spectralis, and the Beat Thang...

Obviously groovebox manufacturers stop supporting the older models to force users to upgrade and buy newer machines. For example, Roland wouldn't update their Wav
Converter software for the SP-808/SP-808EX sampler for use with Apple OSX, which should have been easy. 

But when they're not making new models, why wouldn't they continue to support their older ones, like the RS7000? Is Yamaha trying to force buyers to get the newest
Motif workstation, or something? 

So if Yamaha is not going to bring out any new groovebox, why wouldn't they offer RS7000 users some continuing support? Like new OS versions, and continued
production of AEIB2 boards (there seems to be a lot of interest in them and none available)...? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "g_nom21" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> the limit for SD and XD cards is 128Mb. I have an XD adapter and tried a 256Mb card and it did not work. Then I found out that 128 XD cards are even
harder to find and (unhappily) went back to buy SD cards. SCSI drives below 2GB should work, but in case of zip and MO drives, changing disk sometimes
makes problems. Higher capacities also work but more than 2GB is not recognized AFAIR.
> 
> regards 
> Boris
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
> >
> > I have an xd adaptor for my rs7000 ... works fine but i think the 
> > limit on it is 256mg as far as i can remember. I have a 128mg card in 
> > mine.
> > 
> > On 11/12/2010, at 12:43 PM, J M wrote:
> > 
> > > I say go for it. Don't know if it will work for sure, but I think 
> > > it'll likely work and as has been said, the XD cards are pretty 
> > > cheap, and the adapter isn't all that expensive either, so you 
> > > shouldn't have much wrapped up in it if it doesn't work out. If it 
> > > does work, you can let us know how great it is or not in case anyone 
> > > else may be considering doing the same thing. I might have to one 
> > > day if my SD cards ever decide die on me.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18338|18321|2010-12-14 17:29:58|J M|Re: SCSI and XD to Smartmedia converter/groovebox obsolescence|
I think they'd deny ever have making the RS7000 if they could, not that it isn't a great machine, they just don't like word getting out that they didn't wear any protection
when they use to slut around the groovegear block.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "shakerz25" wrote:
>
> This is useful information, and should be in the "Files" section.
> 
> I find the ongoing challenge Grooveboxes have with changing technology interesting. It's easy at this point to write off the market for grooveboxes and
assume everyone is going to go the laptop computer route. 
> 
> But look at Korg--they just re-released the Electribe ESX and EMX (grooveboxes that are almost 10 years old), with no change except that they take SD
cards instead of Smartmedia cards. Korg must see significant new customer demand for grooveboxes. Also there are new boxes out there, like the Spectralis,
and the Beat Thang...
> 
> Obviously groovebox manufacturers stop supporting the older models to force users to upgrade and buy newer machines. For example, Roland wouldn't
update their Wav Converter software for the SP-808/SP-808EX sampler for use with Apple OSX, which should have been easy. 
> 
> But when they're not making new models, why wouldn't they continue to support their older ones, like the RS7000? Is Yamaha trying to force buyers to get
the newest Motif workstation, or something? 
> 
> So if Yamaha is not going to bring out any new groovebox, why wouldn't they offer RS7000 users some continuing support? Like new OS versions, and
continued production of AEIB2 boards (there seems to be a lot of interest in them and none available)...? 
> 

| 18339|18339|2010-12-15 06:40:13|Erwin|se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll (WS.Reputation.1) Norton Antivirus qua|
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Dear Zam,

I downloaded the follow files se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll for VST
http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/
but my Norton Antivirus sets them directly in quarantaine because of a treath WS.REPUTATION.1 ( Download Insight ).

Can you look at these files please.

The project is very fine !

RS-Greetings
| 18340|18339|2010-12-15 13:11:47|J M|Re: se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll (WS.Reputation.1) Norton Antivirus|
Its norton garbage, I just ran it through Norton's Internet Security and got the same thing, its probably just because its a .dll, the 'wisdom of crowds' technology pegs it as a
risk just because it is suspicious, not actually infected, which it probably does for all unknown .dlls. I ran it through AVG and Malwarebytes, they give the files a clean bill
of health. Maybe I should put it in a .zip file to avoid that...

That seems to slip it through norton, here ya go:

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v8.zip

You got an unzip util I hope?

Thanks for giving it a try, sorry about norton issues, I hate that guy I suspect him of a lot of things and keep him away from your girlfriend, let me know if ya run in to any
other probs.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Erwin" wrote:
>
> Dear Zam,
> 
> I downloaded the follow files se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll for VST
> http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/
> but my Norton Antivirus sets them directly in quarantaine because of a treath WS.REPUTATION.1 ( Download Insight ).
> 
> Can you look at these files please.
> 
> The project is very fine !
> 
> RS-Greetings
>

| 18341|18339|2010-12-16 03:35:52|Erwin Goossens|Re: se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll (WS.Reputation.1) Norton Antivirus|
Dear Zam,

Thanks for your quick response.
The project is great , i tested on a old pc.

keep up the good work !

egosys

--- On Wed, 12/15/10, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll (WS.Reputation.1) Norton Antivirus quarantain
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, December 15, 2010, 9:11 PM

 

Its norton garbage, I just ran it through Norton's Internet Security and got the same thing, its probably just because its a .dll, the 'wisdom of crowds'

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/
http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v8.zip
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


technology pegs it as a risk just because it is suspicious, not actually infected, which it probably does for all unknown .dlls. I ran it through AVG and
Malwarebytes, they give the files a clean bill of health. Maybe I should put it in a .zip file to avoid that...

That seems to slip it through norton, here ya go:

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v8.zip

You got an unzip util I hope?

Thanks for giving it a try, sorry about norton issues, I hate that guy I suspect him of a lot of things and keep him away from your girlfriend, let me know if ya
run in to any other probs.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Erwin" wrote:

>

> Dear Zam,

> 

> I downloaded the follow files se7000v8.dll and se7000v7.dll for VST

> http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/

> but my Norton Antivirus sets them directly in quarantaine because of a treath WS.REPUTATION.1 ( Download Insight ).

> 

> Can you look at these files please.

> 

> The project is very fine !

> 

> RS-Greetings

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18342|18342|2010-12-20 01:05:46|wojtek spyrka|(no subject)|

http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/SE7000v8.zip
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.quantum-source.com/SE7000/


can anyone help me out, I`m looking for script patch for cubase sx....like to map my rs7000 to my pc software.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18343|18342|2010-12-20 01:08:14|J M|Re: Cubase Script|
Looks like there are a couple in the files section here, I've never tried them tho...

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Programs%2C%20Demos%20%26%20Misc%20Junk/

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wojtek spyrka wrote:
>
> can anyone help me out, I`m looking for script patch for cubase sx....like to map my rs7000 to my pc software.
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18344|18252|2010-12-24 19:53:50|springmauser|Re: RS7000 O/S|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:

>
> I heard progammers often use special compilers that mangle the code more so than a normal compiler.
> 
> I also heard that you can get decompilers which can reverse the effects to some extent.
>

In fact, for the CPU, the code is binary, coded in hexadecimal bytes. If the texts in the firmware file are readable, there is no compression applied.

A decompiler will be no help, what you need to reverse engineer the firmware is a software called disassembler, giving you human readable forms of the binary comannds
for the CPU, called machine code or assembler language.

The RS7k is based on a HD6417709 CPU, developed by Hitachi and now manufactured by Renesas Technologies, since Hitachi, Mitsubishi and NEC merged ther
microcomputer departments into this company.

The 6417709 is a Super H RISC CPU with DSP (SH3-DSP type), belonging to the SH7700 series, which are still in production. There is an newer one called 6417709S,
but the codes etc are all the same.

More about this powerful piece here:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SuperH

http://www.renesas.com/products/mpumcu/superh/sh7700/child_folder/sh3_features.jsp

Former Yamaha products use 6803 MCUs from Hitachi (e.g. DX7, RX11), later ones the more powerful H8 (eg SY77/99), also by Hitachi (now Renesas).

It is a lot of work to reverse engineer a synth OS these days, even with service manuals and schematics. Why? Due to more and more ASIC chips, the I/O map is not
always known, so it will be more work to understand what some hadrware adresses will do. There are a lot of ASICs in the RS7k, mainly for adress decoding and audio.
| 18345|18252|2010-12-24 20:02:12|J M|Re: RS7000 O/S|
Yep, I tried to decompile it a while back and I still couldn't make heads or tales of most of it. I never said anything cause I don't know enough about that stuff, and I don't
want to discourage anyone else who might from giving it a go. Frankly though, I think having the pre-compiled source code would easily be the preferred way to hack the
RS7000's OS. I went so far as emailing yamaha about buying the code from them, their reply was that they'd pass the request on and that is the last I heard from them.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "springmauser" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > I heard progammers often use special compilers that mangle the code more so than a normal compiler.
> > 
> > I also heard that you can get decompilers which can reverse the effects to some extent.
> >
> 
> In fact, for the CPU, the code is binary, coded in hexadecimal bytes. If the texts in the firmware file are readable, there is no compression applied.
> 
> A decompiler will be no help, what you need to reverse engineer the firmware is a software called disassembler, giving you human readable forms of the
binary comannds for the CPU, called machine code or assembler language.
> 
> The RS7k is based on a HD6417709 CPU, developed by Hitachi and now manufactured by Renesas Technologies, since Hitachi, Mitsubishi and NEC
merged ther microcomputer departments into this company.
> 
> The 6417709 is a Super H RISC CPU with DSP (SH3-DSP type), belonging to the SH7700 series, which are still in production. There is an newer one
called 6417709S, but the codes etc are all the same.
> 
> More about this powerful piece here:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Programs%2C%20Demos%20%26%20Misc%20Junk/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SuperH
http://www.renesas.com/products/mpumcu/superh/sh7700/child_folder/sh3_features.jsp
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SuperH
> 
> http://www.renesas.com/products/mpumcu/superh/sh7700/child_folder/sh3_features.jsp
> 
> Former Yamaha products use 6803 MCUs from Hitachi (e.g. DX7, RX11), later ones the more powerful H8 (eg SY77/99), also by Hitachi (now Renesas).
> 
> It is a lot of work to reverse engineer a synth OS these days, even with service manuals and schematics. Why? Due to more and more ASIC chips, the I/O
map is not always known, so it will be more work to understand what some hadrware adresses will do. There are a lot of ASICs in the RS7k, mainly for
adress decoding and audio.
>

| 18346|18252|2010-12-25 07:35:28|springmauser|Re: RS7000 O/S|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> Yep, I tried to decompile it a while back and I still couldn't make heads or tales of most of it. I never said anything cause I don't know enough about that
stuff, and I don't want to discourage anyone else who might from giving it a go. Frankly though, I think having the pre-compiled source code would easily be
the preferred way to hack the RS7000's OS. I went so far as emailing yamaha about buying the code from them, their reply was that they'd pass the request on
and that is the last I heard from them.
> 
> Zam 

I think I can add some experience in this subject since I did some reverse enigeering in good old 8bit CPU days, but the RS will, when I got mine finally, be not my main
goal, since 2 other machines here (Novation KS and GEM S3 Turbo) will need investigation first.

In order to understand the commands you first have to find out about the memory map, so you can tell I/O stuff from pure memory transfers.
The difficulty is that the decoding mainly is done by a custom programmed CPLD device, so you have to guess most things.

It would be a great thing to implement an CF or SD card reader instead of the outdatet SM. Well, since the latest Korg Electribes use exactly the same CPU this could be
done by analyzing their firmware and adopt the code. This is the way JJ OS guys did to the MPC1000 machines.

BTW: forget about Yamaha supplying the source code, they will never do, since RS7k does share code and hardware with Motif series keyboards ...
| 18347|18347|2010-12-25 09:03:52|boiseculturejam|looking for rotary pots|
Hi,
I've emailed support@yamaha months ago, still no response, so I am wondering if anyone here has 2 rotary (data) pots I could buy.
The middle 2 of the 4 main data knobs will give random values when used. i.e. turning the knob up, the data jumps down.

I have stopped using my RS7K due to frustration by this.

Any help appreciated,

brad in Oregon
| 18348|18252|2010-12-25 20:22:44|J M|Re: RS7000 O/S|
Yep, there was no context or frame of reference for reading the decompiled code and having it make any sense to me. Its basically stripped down to bare essentials,
nothing saying here is grid mode, button 1, knob 5, metronome volume, waveforms, etc... Even if I made a change to something that looked half way familiar, I wouldn't
have known how to re-compile it properly to try it back out in my RS, or if I even want to risk it.

Anyhow, if you ever get around to looking at it, good luck and let us know what you make of it. Sounds like you know more about the stuff than I.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "springmauser" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Yep, I tried to decompile it a while back and I still couldn't make heads or tales of most of it. I never said anything cause I don't know enough about that
stuff, and I don't want to discourage anyone else who might from giving it a go. Frankly though, I think having the pre-compiled source code would easily be
the preferred way to hack the RS7000's OS. I went so far as emailing yamaha about buying the code from them, their reply was that they'd pass the request on
and that is the last I heard from them.
> > 
> > Zam 
> 
> I think I can add some experience in this subject since I did some reverse enigeering in good old 8bit CPU days, but the RS will, when I got mine finally, be
not my main goal, since 2 other machines here (Novation KS and GEM S3 Turbo) will need investigation first.
> 
> In order to understand the commands you first have to find out about the memory map, so you can tell I/O stuff from pure memory transfers.
> The difficulty is that the decoding mainly is done by a custom programmed CPLD device, so you have to guess most things.
> 
> It would be a great thing to implement an CF or SD card reader instead of the outdatet SM. Well, since the latest Korg Electribes use exactly the same CPU
this could be done by analyzing their firmware and adopt the code. This is the way JJ OS guys did to the MPC1000 machines.
> 
> BTW: forget about Yamaha supplying the source code, they will never do, since RS7k does share code and hardware with Motif series keyboards ...
>

| 18349|18347|2010-12-25 20:49:36|J M|Re: looking for rotary pots|

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SuperH
http://www.renesas.com/products/mpumcu/superh/sh7700/child_folder/sh3_features.jsp
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Oh man that sucks. Looking at the service manual they don't have a specific part listed for the rotary encoders. They look like they are attached to the Panel SW-Button
Assembly board. You might have to get the whole board.

Wish I could help ya out more, other than trying yamaha@support.com again, they've usually at least always replied back with some thing to me before, even if its to say
find your local dealer/rep/repair. That is probably what I'd wind up doing if it that ever happens to mine, would be to give it to them for repair and have to wait several
months, in the mean time I'd of probably bought myself another RS.

The only other thing I can think of is, not 100% sure, but the RM1X might contain the same encoders and would probably be cheaper if you have to, to get and use as a
donor for those encoders if it is possible to unsolder and resolder it back on to the RS's Panel SW-Button Assembly.

Hope you can find a better or easier solution tho, don't know what else you might can do about it. Sad to hear of those kinds troubles on the RS, all that trouble for one
dang bad rotary encoder.

Let us know what you wind up doing to get it fixed if can.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> I've emailed support@yamaha months ago, still no response, so I am wondering if anyone here has 2 rotary (data) pots I could buy.
> The middle 2 of the 4 main data knobs will give random values when used. i.e. turning the knob up, the data jumps down.
> 
> I have stopped using my RS7K due to frustration by this.
> 
> Any help appreciated,
> 
> brad in Oregon
>

| 18350|18347|2010-12-25 21:01:57|J M|Re: looking for rotary pots|
I did a little more research on the parts list and some googling, and I'm not positive this is it, but it very well could be if you need to buy that part online...

http://www.partstore.com/Part/Yamaha+Electronics+Corporation/Yamaha/VR101400/New.aspx

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Oh man that sucks. Looking at the service manual they don't have a specific part listed for the rotary encoders. They look like they are attached to the Panel
SW-Button Assembly board. You might have to get the whole board.
> 
> Wish I could help ya out more, other than trying yamaha@... again, they've usually at least always replied back with some thing to me before, even if its to
say find your local dealer/rep/repair. That is probably what I'd wind up doing if it that ever happens to mine, would be to give it to them for repair and have to
wait several months, in the mean time I'd of probably bought myself another RS.
> 
> The only other thing I can think of is, not 100% sure, but the RM1X might contain the same encoders and would probably be cheaper if you have to, to get
and use as a donor for those encoders if it is possible to unsolder and resolder it back on to the RS's Panel SW-Button Assembly.
> 
> Hope you can find a better or easier solution tho, don't know what else you might can do about it. Sad to hear of those kinds troubles on the RS, all that
trouble for one dang bad rotary encoder.
> 
> Let us know what you wind up doing to get it fixed if can.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > I've emailed support@yamaha months ago, still no response, so I am wondering if anyone here has 2 rotary (data) pots I could buy.
> > The middle 2 of the 4 main data knobs will give random values when used. i.e. turning the knob up, the data jumps down.
> > 
> > I have stopped using my RS7K due to frustration by this.
> > 
> > Any help appreciated,
> > 
> > brad in Oregon
> >
>

| 18351|18347|2010-12-25 21:10:15|Décio Lucas|Re: looking for rotary pots|
I'm sorry to hear that your rs is not working.

With my experience on "old school equipment", i would suggest you to buy a
new in ebay and sell yours as "parts" on ebay... you can get like $300 and
buy the new one with $600.

Or even buying a rmx1 and trying to change the pieces on the rs.

mailto:yamaha@support.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.partstore.com/Part/Yamaha+Electronics+Corporation/Yamaha/VR101400/New.aspx
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


I know that's not the best advice, but hardware are dying nowadays and
software is what everyone's relying on.

All the best.

Deck-O

2010/12/25 J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>

>
>
> I did a little more research on the parts list and some googling, and I'm
> not positive this is it, but it very well could be if you need to buy that
> part online...
>
>
> http://www.partstore.com/Part/Yamaha+Electronics+Corporation/Yamaha/VR101400/New.aspx
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Oh man that sucks. Looking at the service manual they don't have a
> specific part listed for the rotary encoders. They look like they are
> attached to the Panel SW-Button Assembly board. You might have to get the
> whole board.
> >
> > Wish I could help ya out more, other than trying yamaha@... again,
> they've usually at least always replied back with some thing to me before,
> even if its to say find your local dealer/rep/repair. That is probably what
> I'd wind up doing if it that ever happens to mine, would be to give it to
> them for repair and have to wait several months, in the mean time I'd of
> probably bought myself another RS.
>
> >
> > The only other thing I can think of is, not 100% sure, but the RM1X might
> contain the same encoders and would probably be cheaper if you have to, to
> get and use as a donor for those encoders if it is possible to unsolder and
> resolder it back on to the RS's Panel SW-Button Assembly.
> >
> > Hope you can find a better or easier solution tho, don't know what else
> you might can do about it. Sad to hear of those kinds troubles on the RS,
> all that trouble for one dang bad rotary encoder.
> >
> > Let us know what you wind up doing to get it fixed if can.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> "boiseculturejam" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > I've emailed support@yamaha months ago, still no response, so I am
> wondering if anyone here has 2 rotary (data) pots I could buy.
> > > The middle 2 of the 4 main data knobs will give random values when
> used. i.e. turning the knob up, the data jumps down.
> > >
> > > I have stopped using my RS7K due to frustration by this.
> > >
> > > Any help appreciated,
> > >
> > > brad in Oregon
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

-- 
The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18352|18347|2010-12-26 12:00:49|boiseculturejam|Re: looking for rotary pots|
Thanks for the help guys.
I will take a chance and order that part.
2 of the encoders were starting to go out when I bought it, but I didn't really notice until I had bought it. Now the 2 middle encoders turn smoothly, without the subtle little
click that is supposed to be there. Had I known what I was buying, I would have checked those 2 knobs as they seem to me the most crucial of the 4 data control knobs.

I will let you guys know how it goes down.
Thanks,
brad

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I did a little more research on the parts list and some googling, and I'm not positive this is it, but it very well could be if you need to buy that part online...
> 
> http://www.partstore.com/Part/Yamaha+Electronics+Corporation/Yamaha/VR101400/New.aspx
> 
> Zam
> 
>

| 18353|18252|2010-12-26 16:01:38|microbugix|Re: RS7000 O/S|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>

> Anyhow, if you ever get around to looking at it, good luck and let us know what you make of it. Sounds like you know more about the stuff than I.

In fact I did something like this before, but disassembling 8bit CPU code is much easier than this - I mainly did this with ROMs with codes for 6502, 6802 and 6809 - and
now I will be back and try 68302 which is in fact an 68000 with peripherals and the heart of may GEM S3T keyboard. If I took that step, maybe I will take a look at the
RS firmware. BTW: what tool did you use? Since I now have to do some things with my Renesas R8C and M16C MCU eval boards I also have their HEW installed,
including debugger and disassembler for several cpu und mcu, including SuperH.
| 18354|18252|2010-12-26 18:18:42|J M|Re: RS7000 O/S|
I can't seem to find the decompiler I used on my puter, grrr, it was POS freeware, command line driven thing, not fun to use or make sense with anyway. It worked, but
like mentioned I couldn't make heads or tales out of any of the code it generated darn it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "microbugix" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> 
> > Anyhow, if you ever get around to looking at it, good luck and let us know what you make of it. Sounds like you know more about the stuff than I.
> 
> 
> In fact I did something like this before, but disassembling 8bit CPU code is much easier than this - I mainly did this with ROMs with codes for 6502, 6802
and 6809 - and now I will be back and try 68302 which is in fact an 68000 with peripherals and the heart of may GEM S3T keyboard. If I took that step,
maybe I will take a look at the RS firmware. BTW: what tool did you use? Since I now have to do some things with my Renesas R8C and M16C MCU eval
boards I also have their HEW installed, including debugger and disassembler for several cpu und mcu, including SuperH.
>

| 18355|18347|2010-12-27 06:14:23|florisvanrijswijk|Re: looking for rotary pots|
It could be just a mechanical problem that can be fixed easily. 

An encoder pot's enclosure usually consists of two halves. 
One of them has a few (2 or 3) little metal clamps that wrap around the other half of the encoder, holding it together. 
Over time, due to mechanical stess, these clamps get a bit loose and the two encoder halves are no longer firmly clamped together. 
At that point it starts to work irregularly and in the end the encoder fails to work. 

So, take a small pliers and press the metal clamps of the encoder firmly around the other half of the encoder. It will probably work fine after that. 

I did this in my Lexicon reverb which had the same problem and now it works just fine. 
I must say, my RS does not have this problem and I have never seen the encoders in it because I haven't opened it up.

Regards, 
Floris

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the help guys.
> I will take a chance and order that part.
> 2 of the encoders were starting to go out when I bought it, but I didn't really notice until I had bought it. Now the 2 middle encoders turn smoothly, without
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the subtle little click that is supposed to be there. Had I known what I was buying, I would have checked those 2 knobs as they seem to me the most crucial of
the 4 data control knobs.
> 
> I will let you guys know how it goes down.
> Thanks,
> brad
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I did a little more research on the parts list and some googling, and I'm not positive this is it, but it very well could be if you need to buy that part online...
> > 
> > http://www.partstore.com/Part/Yamaha+Electronics+Corporation/Yamaha/VR101400/New.aspx
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> >
>

| 18356|18356|2010-12-28 13:18:21|boiseculturejam|Rotary Pot Maintenance|
Problem solved, my pots are all fully functional!

Thanks Floris for telling me how these encoders work.

The clamps were firmly down to begin with, so I opened each one, cleaned the lint off and replaced the grease on the one half, then carefully bent all the metal up a little
bit on the stationary half, which consisted of a circular metal piece with a little ball, and then the 3 pairs of tiny prongs.

Now the clamps aren't on as securely, but it works better than when I bought it! 

I will upload 2 pictures of the encoders.

Very happy about this,
Brad in Oregon

Floris Wrote:
It could be just a mechanical problem that can be fixed easily.

An encoder pot's enclosure usually consists of two halves.
One of them has a few (2 or 3) little metal clamps that wrap around the other
half of the encoder, holding it together.
Over time, due to mechanical stess, these clamps get a bit loose and the two
encoder halves are no longer firmly clamped together.
At that point it starts to work irregularly and in the end the encoder fails to
work.

So, take a small pliers and press the metal clamps of the encoder firmly around
the other half of the encoder. It will probably work fine after that.

I did this in my Lexicon reverb which had the same problem and now it works just
fine.
I must say, my RS does not have this problem and I have never seen the encoders
in it because I haven't opened it up.

Regards,
Floris
| 18357|18357|2010-12-28 13:22:52|Scott Basu|RS7000 rotary pots|
Recently I replaced my RS7000 data encoders with the VR10140R available 
at Yamaha24x7.com. They work great.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18358|18356|2010-12-28 13:58:53|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Rotary Pot Maintenance|
thanx for sharing this! make it a sticky..

Am 28.12.2010 21:18, schrieb boiseculturejam:

>
> Problem solved, my pots are all fully functional!
>
> Thanks Floris for telling me how these encoders work.
>
> The clamps were firmly down to begin with, so I opened each one, 
> cleaned the lint off and replaced the grease on the one half, then 
> carefully bent all the metal up a little bit on the stationary half, 
> which consisted of a circular metal piece with a little ball, and then 
> the 3 pairs of tiny prongs.
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> Now the clamps aren't on as securely, but it works better than when I 
> bought it!
>
> I will upload 2 pictures of the encoders.
>
> Very happy about this,
> Brad in Oregon
>
> Floris Wrote:
> It could be just a mechanical problem that can be fixed easily.
>
> An encoder pot's enclosure usually consists of two halves.
> One of them has a few (2 or 3) little metal clamps that wrap around 
> the other
> half of the encoder, holding it together.
> Over time, due to mechanical stess, these clamps get a bit loose and 
> the two
> encoder halves are no longer firmly clamped together.
> At that point it starts to work irregularly and in the end the encoder 
> fails to
> work.
>
> So, take a small pliers and press the metal clamps of the encoder 
> firmly around
> the other half of the encoder. It will probably work fine after that.
>
> I did this in my Lexicon reverb which had the same problem and now it 
> works just
> fine.
> I must say, my RS does not have this problem and I have never seen the 
> encoders
> in it because I haven't opened it up.
>
> Regards,
> Floris
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18359|18356|2010-12-29 04:53:30|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Rotary Pot Maintenance|
Sounds like a delicate operation, great that you fixed it! :)
| 18360|18356|2010-12-29 05:04:00|J M|Re: Rotary Pot Maintenance|
Yes, that is good to hear, easy fix. I'd sticky it if I could here. Imagine this will happen more and more with all our RSs getting older and older.

Zam
| 18361|18356|2010-12-29 05:38:25|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Rotary Pot Maintenance|
guys. can we all switch to RS7000.org or at least start a new, modern, 
forum??

I am considering to do it myself ... hmm.

Am 29.12.2010 13:03, schrieb J M:

>
> Yes, that is good to hear, easy fix. I'd sticky it if I could here. 
> Imagine this will happen more and more with all our RSs getting older 
> and older.
>
> Zam
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18362|18356|2010-12-29 07:17:49|J M|Re: Rotary Pot Maintenance OT|
Sounds good in theory. I've considering doing one myself before too, but I have some reservations. Mainly getting and keeping a new forum as active as this place has
been over the years.

Almost 10 years in a few months, wow! Its a known resource, linked in from a lot of more well known synth sites and I know I'm always around to try and help answer
questions if in case nobody else responds. Someone, if at times it is only me, will be around to read every post.

Anyhow, don't want to poo poo the idea, cause I'd love to see a better more modern forum take off. Don't know how long Yahoo may last, we are at their mercy and they
do suck in a lot ways as a host. I also don't want to see an RSer be left hanging in the wind if you know what I mean?

If you do get something going and it is practical, you have my blessing as moderator here to recruit folks over to it or whatever else you may need, let me know.

Zam/moderator

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> guys. can we all switch to RS7000.org or at least start a new, modern, 
> forum??
> 
> I am considering to do it myself ... hmm.
> 

| 18363|18363|2010-12-31 17:22:19|J M|Remove Changes in Sequenced Octaver?|
I seem to have recorded Octaver changes in song mode, anyone happen to know where the RS keeps those events recorded? I'm not seeing them in the events list, or
anywhere else I've looked, thinking I missed it somewhere perhaps maybe? Its got to be somewhere.

Thanks!

Zam
| 18364|18364|2011-01-06 15:55:50|asbrocom|Selling RS7000|
I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it because some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. Just wondering what they are
going for in Australia to figure out a price to put it on ebay. 

Andrew
| 18365|18364|2011-01-06 16:16:15|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Selling RS7000|
let it have repaired.. you gonna regret it.. :-)

Its such a great instrument. a real instrument... not only a "groove 
station". ...

Am 06.01.2011 23:55, schrieb asbrocom:

>
> I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it 
> because some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. 
> Just wondering what they are going for in Australia to figure out a 
> price to put it on ebay.
>
> Andrew
>
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18366|18364|2011-01-06 16:16:32|sam w|Re: Selling RS7000|
i have some replacement tact switches on ebay for the rs7000, 
go check them out!

--- On Thu, 1/6/11, asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com> wrote:

From: asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Selling RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, January 6, 2011, 10:55 PM
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I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it because some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. Just wondering what
they are going for in Australia to figure out a price to put it on ebay. 

Andrew

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18367|18364|2011-01-06 17:20:05|microbugix|Re: Selling RS7000|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:

> Its such a great instrument. a real instrument... not only a "groove 
> station". ...

Well, I still wait for mine to work with. (and hope to get my SY99 with blue display sold) BTW: It is eqiped with the output expander board, which I have no use of, so
I'm thinking about selling it - did you see any of them on ebay lately?
| 18368|18364|2011-01-06 17:20:11|Andrew Brown|Re: Selling RS7000|
It seems way too difficult to get to the keys from inside. Are there any
instructions? I took the bottom plate off, then figured there was too many
things to remove to get to it. So I gave up. It would cost me a fortune to
send it away to get repaired. I'm not in a major city.

On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 9:16 AM, sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
>
> i have some replacement tact switches on ebay for the rs7000,
> go check them out!
>
> --- On Thu, 1/6/11, asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
> From: asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com >
> Subject: [RS7000] Selling RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Date: Thursday, January 6, 2011, 10:55 PM
>
>
>
>
> I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it because
> some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. Just wondering
> what they are going for in Australia to figure out a price to put it on
> ebay.
>
> Andrew
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18369|5904|2011-01-06 17:34:48|tenchiken20012001|RS7000 For Sale|
Unfortunatley its time to give up the RS so,
Its in very good condition. Full memory upgrade. SM cards. manuals, padded soft case. Photos on request. a bargain at £300 plus p+p
Contact tenchiunderscorekenathotmaildotcom
Thanks
| 18370|18364|2011-01-06 17:59:30|Andrew Brown|Re: Selling RS7000|
Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the Stop button.
Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?

On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown <neatgadgets@gmail.com> wrote:

> It seems way too difficult to get to the keys from inside. Are there any
> instructions? I took the bottom plate off, then figured there was too many
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> things to remove to get to it. So I gave up. It would cost me a fortune to
> send it away to get repaired. I'm not in a major city.
>
>
> On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 9:16 AM, sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>>
>>
>> i have some replacement tact switches on ebay for the rs7000,
>> go check them out!
>>
>> --- On Thu, 1/6/11, asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>> From: asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com >
>> Subject: [RS7000] Selling RS7000
>> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
>> Date: Thursday, January 6, 2011, 10:55 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it
>> because some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. Just
>> wondering what they are going for in Australia to figure out a price to put
>> it on ebay.
>>
>> Andrew
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>
>> 
>>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18371|18364|2011-01-06 20:34:13|Mark Killey|Re: Selling RS7000|
Because of the condition it is in, possibly no more than $400 starting price. More, if you get it fixed,

--- On Fri, 7/1/11, asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com> wrote:

From: asbrocom <neatgadgets@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Selling RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Received: Friday, 7 January, 2011, 9:25 AM

 

I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it because some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. Just wondering what
they are going for in Australia to figure out a price to put it on ebay. 

Andrew
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18372|18364|2011-01-06 20:59:41|J M|Re: Selling RS7000|
Thats a bummer. Not sure if the switches/buttons being sold cover those buttons on the RS or not. I've heard they arn't hard to repair, but yeah got to be way cheaper to do
it yourself if you can.

Anyhow, only way I know off hand to stop the RS if the stop button don't work would be to set the sync to external making the RS a slave and using another seqs stop
button. However, I'm not sure I'd want to have to always do that, and the RS usually makes a better master than a slave unit. That sounds like a must get fixed issue to me.

Good conditioned RS's seem to go for around $500 US without the AIEB2 expansion, with about another $100. Give or take. Broken RS I figure would be quite a bit less,
but not sure I could put a number on it. Australian currency seems pretty close to US dollar, but my understanding is that gear is a bit more expensive over there for some
reason, something to do with extra importing and shipping costs.

The AIEB2 cards are getting hard to come by, someone may offer you a good chunk of change for you to sell seperately to them.

Personal opinion, like already said, don't sell it, keep and fix it and use it, so you don't ever regret it. Best machine ever!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andrew Brown wrote:
>
> Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the Stop button.
> Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?
> 
> On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown wrote:

| 18373|18364|2011-01-07 07:16:31|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Selling RS7000|
Am 07.01.2011 01:59, schrieb Andrew Brown:

> Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the Stop button.

find a bandname that suits the situation. in the likes of "Carter The 
Unstoppable Sex-Machine"

;-) ... sorry. couldnt resist..

> Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?
>
> On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown<neatgadgets@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> It seems way too difficult to get to the keys from inside. Are there any
>> instructions? I took the bottom plate off, then figured there was too many
>> things to remove to get to it. So I gave up. It would cost me a fortune to
>> send it away to get repaired. I'm not in a major city.
>>
>>
>> On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 9:16 AM, sam w<lordmilitant007@yahoo.com> wrote:
>>
>>>
>>> i have some replacement tact switches on ebay for the rs7000,
>>> go check them out!
>>>
>>> --- On Thu, 1/6/11, asbrocom<neatgadgets@gmail.com>
>>> wrote:
>>>
>>> From: asbrocom<neatgadgets@gmail.com>
>>> Subject: [RS7000] Selling RS7000
>>> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
>>> Date: Thursday, January 6, 2011, 10:55 PM
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
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>>> I have an RS7000 with the expansion and I am thinking of selling it
>>> because some of the buttons don't work unless you really jab them. Just
>>> wondering what they are going for in Australia to figure out a price to put
>>> it on ebay.
>>>
>>> Andrew
>>>
>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>
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DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)
| 18374|18374|2011-01-08 05:21:11|auralume@ymail.com|Listen to my RS7000 music|
The second, third, fourth and sixth song are made with the RS:
http://soundcloud.com/attack-in-the-26th-zone

Feel free to comment!

I`m also in myspace: http://www.myspace.com/attackinthe26thzone
| 18375|18374|2011-01-11 17:10:26|J M|Re: Listen to my RS7000 music|
I liked the German Gentleman most. I can totally recognize some of the RS sounds, you also have a pretty voice to go with it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "auralume@..." wrote:
>
> The second, third, fourth and sixth song are made with the RS:
> http://soundcloud.com/attack-in-the-26th-zone
> 
> Feel free to comment!
> 
> I`m also in myspace: http://www.myspace.com/attackinthe26thzone
>

| 18376|5904|2011-01-12 14:31:37|microbugix|Re: RS7000 For Sale|
I am interested. Did you get my mail? (from another adress)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tenchiken20012001" wrote:
>
> Unfortunatley its time to give up the RS so,
> Its in very good condition. Full memory upgrade. SM cards. manuals, padded soft case. Photos on request. a bargain at £300 plus p+p
> Contact tenchiunderscorekenathotmaildotcom
> Thanks
>

| 18377|18377|2011-01-13 00:26:28|rs7king|racking the RS7K|
hey,

has anybody tried to put the RS into a rack ?
I think it would fit quite well with its dimensions.
| 18378|18364|2011-01-13 11:14:43|Yamaha|Re: Selling RS7000|
afaik the tact switches are only the Keyboard ones, the transport switches are different.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Thats a bummer. Not sure if the switches/buttons being sold cover those buttons on the RS or not. I've heard they arn't hard to repair, but yeah got to be way
cheaper to do it yourself if you can.
> 
> Anyhow, only way I know off hand to stop the RS if the stop button don't work would be to set the sync to external making the RS a slave and using
another seqs stop button. However, I'm not sure I'd want to have to always do that, and the RS usually makes a better master than a slave unit. That sounds
like a must get fixed issue to me.
> 
> Good conditioned RS's seem to go for around $500 US without the AIEB2 expansion, with about another $100. Give or take. Broken RS I figure would be
quite a bit less, but not sure I could put a number on it. Australian currency seems pretty close to US dollar, but my understanding is that gear is a bit more
expensive over there for some reason, something to do with extra importing and shipping costs.
> 
> The AIEB2 cards are getting hard to come by, someone may offer you a good chunk of change for you to sell seperately to them.
> 
> Personal opinion, like already said, don't sell it, keep and fix it and use it, so you don't ever regret it. Best machine ever!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andrew Brown wrote:
> >
> > Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the Stop button.
> > Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?
> > 
> > On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown wrote:

http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://soundcloud.com/attack-in-the-26th-zone
http://www.myspace.com/attackinthe26thzone
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://soundcloud.com/attack-in-the-26th-zone
http://www.myspace.com/attackinthe26thzone
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> 
>

| 18379|18364|2011-01-13 13:38:03|Matt|Re: Selling RS7000|
is it difficult to change the keyboard? my rs has some not very sensitive
keys.

On Thu, Jan 13, 2011 at 10:14 AM, Yamaha <rs7king@yahoo.com> wrote:

>
>
> afaik the tact switches are only the Keyboard ones, the transport switches
> are different.
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Thats a bummer. Not sure if the switches/buttons being sold cover those
> buttons on the RS or not. I've heard they arn't hard to repair, but yeah got
> to be way cheaper to do it yourself if you can.
> >
> > Anyhow, only way I know off hand to stop the RS if the stop button don't
> work would be to set the sync to external making the RS a slave and using
> another seqs stop button. However, I'm not sure I'd want to have to always
> do that, and the RS usually makes a better master than a slave unit. That
> sounds like a must get fixed issue to me.
> >
> > Good conditioned RS's seem to go for around $500 US without the AIEB2
> expansion, with about another $100. Give or take. Broken RS I figure would
> be quite a bit less, but not sure I could put a number on it. Australian
> currency seems pretty close to US dollar, but my understanding is that gear
> is a bit more expensive over there for some reason, something to do with
> extra importing and shipping costs.
> >
> > The AIEB2 cards are getting hard to come by, someone may offer you a good
> chunk of change for you to sell seperately to them.
> >
> > Personal opinion, like already said, don't sell it, keep and fix it and
> use it, so you don't ever regret it. Best machine ever!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Andrew Brown
> wrote:
> > >
> > > Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the Stop
> button.
> > > Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?
> > >
> > > On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown wrote:
> > 
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18380|18377|2011-01-13 14:22:31|J M|Re: racking the RS7K|
I think there was a couple rack or table mounted ones in the photos section here, I know I've seen some folks do it, but was a while ago.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rs7king" wrote:
>
> hey,
> 
> has anybody tried to put the RS into a rack ?
> I think it would fit quite well with its dimensions.
>

| 18381|18364|2011-01-13 14:30:51|J M|Re: Selling RS7000|
Don't know first hand, but from stories I've heard on here of folks who've done it, they didn't seem to have much trouble doing it. Seems like the hard part is finding new
or working minikey bed parts or switches/buttons to do it.

Heard of another vendor that might carry some of these parts called mouser.com might be worth a check out there too to see what they've got for RS and yamaha parts.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> is it difficult to change the keyboard? my rs has some not very sensitive
> keys.
> 
> On Thu, Jan 13, 2011 at 10:14 AM, Yamaha wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > afaik the tact switches are only the Keyboard ones, the transport switches
> > are different.
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Thats a bummer. Not sure if the switches/buttons being sold cover those
> > buttons on the RS or not. I've heard they arn't hard to repair, but yeah got
> > to be way cheaper to do it yourself if you can.
> > >
> > > Anyhow, only way I know off hand to stop the RS if the stop button don't
> > work would be to set the sync to external making the RS a slave and using
> > another seqs stop button. However, I'm not sure I'd want to have to always
> > do that, and the RS usually makes a better master than a slave unit. That
> > sounds like a must get fixed issue to me.
> > >
> > > Good conditioned RS's seem to go for around $500 US without the AIEB2
> > expansion, with about another $100. Give or take. Broken RS I figure would
> > be quite a bit less, but not sure I could put a number on it. Australian
> > currency seems pretty close to US dollar, but my understanding is that gear
> > is a bit more expensive over there for some reason, something to do with
> > extra importing and shipping costs.
> > >
> > > The AIEB2 cards are getting hard to come by, someone may offer you a good
> > chunk of change for you to sell seperately to them.
> > >
> > > Personal opinion, like already said, don't sell it, keep and fix it and
> > use it, so you don't ever regret it. Best machine ever!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Andrew Brown
> > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the Stop
> > button.
> > > > Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?
> > > >
> > > > On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown wrote:
> > > 
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18382|18382|2011-01-13 17:11:43|Peter|Question about samples|
First hello everybody. I have search so long for a group who is activ on the rs.
Sorry for my bad english i come from vienna austria ;))
Ok first question: How can i save a hole sample kit i have produced from single sample shots to each notes (sample a to c1 and so on). I will save this kit to my smcard.
The only way i found that i can export each sample from my kit on my scsi hd.

2question: In a youtube video i have seen that it is possible following setup.

sample a is on the first track when i switch from style a to b, on track 1at style b it is the sample a. 
But i will that when i switch to style b on track one should be sample x, when i switch back to style a, it should be sample a on track one.

I hope you can understand my very bad english it is really importend for me. 
If any one speak german i would be happy for an email in german ;))

wv235@yahoo.de

Thanks to all this people who used the rs7k
| 18383|18382|2011-01-13 17:56:18|J M|Re: Question about samples|
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Welcome to the group!

On your first question, the kit you made should save automatically when you save your pattern or song. When you first make a kit, I think the RS stores the kit as a local
sample, to change it to a common sample so you can use it on other songs I think you have to press the Sample Edit button until you get to the Sample Jobs menu, do a
File 01 Copy, and make sure the on the To Sample side it has a "C" in front of it.

Not sure how well that works, I've never really used any common samples or kits on my RS like that, you might have to copy each hit over to the same common sample
key, which could be time consuming.

If someone knows a better way please let us know.

Second Question, this is a tricky question since the RS treats samples strangely compared to its normal voices. If I remember right, you can switch the sample or voice
with scene memories or a program change in the phrase's event list and use a different phrase for each section. However, if I remember right since sampled voice parms
are stored with the sample rather than the pattern like normal voices, when you change sections many of the settings, like if you changed the filter, will revert back to what
was stored with the sample when you change sections with samples. Its goofy and I'm probably explaining wrong, so it might take a little experimenting of your own to
fully understand what is going on between samples, phrases, and sections.

Hope that helps a little, wish I knew German, your English is not bad, I think it might just be a lot to to figure out and understand any way. 

Jason

I'm not sure of this but I think the easiest way might be 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter" wrote:
>
> First hello everybody. I have search so long for a group who is activ on the rs.
> Sorry for my bad english i come from vienna austria ;))
> Ok first question: How can i save a hole sample kit i have produced from single sample shots to each notes (sample a to c1 and so on). I will save this kit to
my smcard. The only way i found that i can export each sample from my kit on my scsi hd.
> 
> 2question: In a youtube video i have seen that it is possible following setup.
> 
> sample a is on the first track when i switch from style a to b, on track 1at style b it is the sample a. 
> But i will that when i switch to style b on track one should be sample x, when i switch back to style a, it should be sample a on track one.
> 
> I hope you can understand my very bad english it is really importend for me. 
> If any one speak german i would be happy for an email in german ;))
> 
> wv235@...
> 
> Thanks to all this people who used the rs7k
>

| 18384|18364|2011-01-13 20:47:27|Andrew Brown|Re: Selling RS7000|
Are there any easy instructions on what to remove to get to the keys?

I took the bottom off but there seemed way too much to remove. If I were in
a capitol city I'd take it in to get repaired.

On Fri, Jan 14, 2011 at 7:30 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>
>
> Don't know first hand, but from stories I've heard on here of folks who've
> done it, they didn't seem to have much trouble doing it. Seems like the hard
> part is finding new or working minikey bed parts or switches/buttons to do
> it.
>
> Heard of another vendor that might carry some of these parts called
> mouser.com might be worth a check out there too to see what they've got
> for RS and yamaha parts.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Matt 
> wrote:
> >
> > is it difficult to change the keyboard? my rs has some not very sensitive
> > keys.
> >
> > On Thu, Jan 13, 2011 at 10:14 AM, Yamaha wrote:
> >
> > >
> > >
> > > afaik the tact switches are only the Keyboard ones, the transport
> switches
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> > > are different.
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, "J M" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thats a bummer. Not sure if the switches/buttons being sold cover
> those
> > > buttons on the RS or not. I've heard they arn't hard to repair, but
> yeah got
> > > to be way cheaper to do it yourself if you can.
> > > >
> > > > Anyhow, only way I know off hand to stop the RS if the stop button
> don't
> > > work would be to set the sync to external making the RS a slave and
> using
> > > another seqs stop button. However, I'm not sure I'd want to have to
> always
> > > do that, and the RS usually makes a better master than a slave unit.
> That
> > > sounds like a must get fixed issue to me.
> > > >
> > > > Good conditioned RS's seem to go for around $500 US without the AIEB2
> > > expansion, with about another $100. Give or take. Broken RS I figure
> would
> > > be quite a bit less, but not sure I could put a number on it.
> Australian
> > > currency seems pretty close to US dollar, but my understanding is that
> gear
> > > is a bit more expensive over there for some reason, something to do
> with
> > > extra importing and shipping costs.
> > > >
> > > > The AIEB2 cards are getting hard to come by, someone may offer you a
> good
> > > chunk of change for you to sell seperately to them.
> > > >
> > > > Personal opinion, like already said, don't sell it, keep and fix it
> and
> > > use it, so you don't ever regret it. Best machine ever!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>, Andrew Brown
> > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Just found that the only button that has stopped totally is the
> Stop
> > > button.
> > > > > Any ideas on an alternate to stop without turning it off?
> > > > >
> > > > > On Fri, Jan 7, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Andrew Brown 
> wrote:
> > > > 
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18385|18382|2011-01-14 03:38:40|pegaso|Re: Question about samples|
Hi,
I will try to talk so you can understand easily.

1- To save just a sample kit from your current pattern, copy the phrase or track with the kit to a new style. save that pattern, name it so you know it's a kit. 
Then to load the kit into a different pattern, change to an empty style, load the kit pattern and copy the phrase or track to your original style.

Hope you can understand this? (basically, you load different patterns to different styles then copy between them.)

2- When selecting samples, in mixer leave sound/sample as *phrase*.
On pattern screen 2 (press pattern 2 times), press record and you can select the sound/sample for that phrase. You can change section while on this screen to see what
samples are on which section.
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The only problem is all the different samples on different sections of the same track will share the same voice settings. If you want different voice settings on the same
track you need the midi for the voice settings at the beginning of each phrase. 

This midi voice setting is sent when you change styles, I record this with another RS then record again back to the first RS, It is really quick when you practice. you can
easily use a computer or other gear that records midi.(maybe it's possible to record it with the same RS using a midi-loop like my 2-osc tip in the files section, If I can
remember correctly years ago, I think I used scene's to record the midi voice settings with just 1 RS because you can't change styles while recording?) Just put this midi at
the beginning of the phrase and the voice settings will change when you change section. 

This can also be good even if you use the same sample on the track, for example when playing live you can change lots of voice settings for the performance then when
you change section the voice settings will change automatically to suit the new section, and maybe change the effects too, and some auto-mixing? instead of having to use
scene memory, you can save the scenes for other things.

Just be careful not to over-use this on too many tracks at the same time or you will get timing problems when you change sections, This is why there is the timing glitch
when you change styles, too many midi voice settings all at the same time. You can stop the style timing-glitch by having a very simple pattern with few tracks on section
A, then as you change sections, each new track put the midi voice settings at the beginning of the phrase.

Last tip, If you really want to you can change sample even in the middle of a phrase, just enter it into the event editor.

Really the last tip, If your get some timing glitches between sections you can try to fix it by deleting any voice setting midi that isn't needed. ie if you are only changing 15
voice settings and the rest are the same as the previous voice setting, delete all the others in event editor and you will have much less timing problems.

Hope this helps, maybe you can try to translate it if you can't understand.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter" wrote:
>
> First hello everybody. I have search so long for a group who is activ on the rs.
> Sorry for my bad english i come from vienna austria ;))
> Ok first question: How can i save a hole sample kit i have produced from single sample shots to each notes (sample a to c1 and so on). I will save this kit to
my smcard. The only way i found that i can export each sample from my kit on my scsi hd.
> 
> 2question: In a youtube video i have seen that it is possible following setup.
> 
> sample a is on the first track when i switch from style a to b, on track 1at style b it is the sample a. 
> But i will that when i switch to style b on track one should be sample x, when i switch back to style a, it should be sample a on track one.
> 
> I hope you can understand my very bad english it is really importend for me. 
> If any one speak german i would be happy for an email in german ;))
> 
> wv235@...
> 
> Thanks to all this people who used the rs7k
>

| 18386|18382|2011-01-14 11:02:58|Peter|Re: Question about samples|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:

>
> Hi,
> I will try to talk so you can understand easily.
> 
> 1- To save just a sample kit from your current pattern, copy the phrase or track with the kit to a new style. save that pattern, name it so you know it's a kit. 
> Then to load the kit into a different pattern, change to an empty style, load the kit pattern and copy the phrase or track to your original style.
> 
> Hope you can understand this? (basically, you load different patterns to different styles then copy between them.)
> 
> 2- When selecting samples, in mixer leave sound/sample as *phrase*.
> On pattern screen 2 (press pattern 2 times), press record and you can select the sound/sample for that phrase. You can change section while on this screen to
see what samples are on which section.
> 
> The only problem is all the different samples on different sections of the same track will share the same voice settings. If you want different voice settings
on the same track you need the midi for the voice settings at the beginning of each phrase. 
> 
> This midi voice setting is sent when you change styles, I record this with another RS then record again back to the first RS, It is really quick when you
practice. you can easily use a computer or other gear that records midi.(maybe it's possible to record it with the same RS using a midi-loop like my 2-osc tip
in the files section, If I can remember correctly years ago, I think I used scene's to record the midi voice settings with just 1 RS because you can't change
styles while recording?) Just put this midi at the beginning of the phrase and the voice settings will change when you change section. 
> 
> This can also be good even if you use the same sample on the track, for example when playing live you can change lots of voice settings for the
performance then when you change section the voice settings will change automatically to suit the new section, and maybe change the effects too, and some
auto-mixing? instead of having to use scene memory, you can save the scenes for other things.
> 
> Just be careful not to over-use this on too many tracks at the same time or you will get timing problems when you change sections, This is why there is the
timing glitch when you change styles, too many midi voice settings all at the same time. You can stop the style timing-glitch by having a very simple pattern
with few tracks on section A, then as you change sections, each new track put the midi voice settings at the beginning of the phrase.
> 
> Last tip, If you really want to you can change sample even in the middle of a phrase, just enter it into the event editor.
> 
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> Really the last tip, If your get some timing glitches between sections you can try to fix it by deleting any voice setting midi that isn't needed. ie if you are
only changing 15 voice settings and the rest are the same as the previous voice setting, delete all the others in event editor and you will have much less timing
problems.
> 
> Hope this helps, maybe you can try to translate it if you can't understand.
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter" wrote:
> >
> > First hello everybody. I have search so long for a group who is activ on the rs.
> > Sorry for my bad english i come from vienna austria ;))
> > Ok first question: How can i save a hole sample kit i have produced from single sample shots to each notes (sample a to c1 and so on). I will save this kit
to my smcard. The only way i found that i can export each sample from my kit on my scsi hd.
> > 
> > 2question: In a youtube video i have seen that it is possible following setup.
> > 
> > sample a is on the first track when i switch from style a to b, on track 1at style b it is the sample a. 
> > But i will that when i switch to style b on track one should be sample x, when i switch back to style a, it should be sample a on track one.
> > 
> > I hope you can understand my very bad english it is really importend for me. 
> > If any one speak german i would be happy for an email in german ;))
> > 
> > wv235@
> > 
> > Thanks to all this people who used the rs7k
> >

Oh thanks a lot i understand your description very well and i did it and it funk ;)).
Now i am in the rs7k heaven, i was searching maybe one year to do this and you explain it very good.
About midi i have a lot to learn because i dont use midi at the time, but in not so long future i will do. 

A have a rs7k a korg esx and a roland mc505 in the next days i should become a boss sp 505. 
Before i connect all together via midi i will understand the functions and workflow of each maschine first.
In june i had my first liveact in a huge location here in vienna, with your tips i will blast the brains of the crowd away ;)))

Thank you very very much, if you will come to vienna my doors are always open ;)

>

| 18387|18382|2011-01-14 15:29:07|J M|Re: Question about samples|

> 
> Oh thanks a lot i understand your description very well and i did it and it funk ;)).
> Now i am in the rs7k heaven, i was searching maybe one year to do this and you explain it very good.
> About midi i have a lot to learn because i dont use midi at the time, but in not so long future i will do. 
> 
> A have a rs7k a korg esx and a roland mc505 in the next days i should become a boss sp 505. 
> Before i connect all together via midi i will understand the functions and workflow of each maschine first.
> In june i had my first liveact in a huge location here in vienna, with your tips i will blast the brains of the crowd away ;)))
> 
> Thank you very very much, if you will come to vienna my doors are always open ;)
> >
>

Glad Pegaso got you sorted, I seem to make stuff more confusing a lot of times. I use samples on the RS pretty minimally too, so I'm not sure I'm giving the best advice on
that part of the RS.

I might be remembering wrong, but I kind of remember avoiding a lot of sample troubles by doing a Phrase Copy Job and coping the phrase to another user phrase, which
I think would also copy the sample to another bank, so that way you could have the same sample but use difrent settings on it. Just had to remember to switch to the other
user phrase in the pattern phrase selection area (Pat button twice).

If that don't help for your problem think of it as a tip for future problems maybe ;)

Oh you've got an mc-505 too... I use to love my MC-505 before I got the RS, the RS slowly took over and didn't need the 505 after a while, still kind of miss some
features on that thing.

Zam
| 18388|18388|2011-01-19 03:03:46|Yamaha|checking amount of RAM without opening RS|
how can I check the amount of RAM installed without opening the RS ?
| 18389|18388|2011-01-19 05:35:05|Jörg Remmer Müller|Re: checking amount of RAM without opening RS|
Hi

Press and hold SHIFT + UTILITY Button and you can see thousands of Kb of 
your wave memory :-)
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>if 64 Mb In there than it shows 65535 Kb<

Cheers Remmer

---- Original Message ----- 
From: "Yamaha" <rs7king@yahoo.com>
To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 11:03 AM
Subject: [RS7000] checking amount of RAM without opening RS

> how can I check the amount of RAM installed without opening the RS ?
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

| 18390|18388|2011-01-20 11:35:08|Yamaha|Re: checking amount of RAM without opening RS|
thanks,

it shows it shows 65535 Kb
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jörg Remmer Müller wrote:
>
> Hi
> 
> Press and hold SHIFT + UTILITY Button and you can see thousands of Kb of 
> your wave memory :-)
> >if 64 Mb In there than it shows 65535 Kb<
> 
> Cheers Remmer
> 
> 
> ---- Original Message ----- 
> From: "Yamaha" 
> To: <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 11:03 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] checking amount of RAM without opening RS
> 
> 
> > how can I check the amount of RAM installed without opening the RS ?
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
>

| 18391|18391|2011-01-23 01:08:22|J M|RS stand for Remix Studio?|
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What do you guys think it stands for?

Zam
| 18392|18391|2011-01-23 02:43:28|Nick Fletcher|Re: RS stand for Remix Studio?|
I thought you were after a stand to put your RS on in your remix studio,
based on the title! :-) But I agree with you, I think that's what it would
be.

On Sun, Jan 23, 2011 at 7:08 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>
>
> What do you guys think it stands for?
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18393|18393|2011-01-23 03:16:49|peterwenz@rocketmail.com|Everbody out has thies files|
Hello to day i had a bad accident. I have deletet my smart media card wich i had buy from www.software.yamaha.de it was full of styles and sections. I had also no
backup found on my mac while i think i had back uped. I Had also tried to recovery them with a programm. That failed also :((. Has anyone an idea how can i get this
files. 
I anyone out there who had this files. 

The card was an 16 mb called PHATT ATTACK nr. SM-RS7-02. Programmed by Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Martin Meyer, Wolfgang Bittenbinder and DJ Hyde

If anyone is out there who has thies files it would be nice if he could sent me. I can proof with fotos and serial nr. that i have the original one.

Sorry 4 my bad english

Thanks alot to this yahoo.group greets from vienna peter
| 18394|18393|2011-01-23 03:28:29|J M|Re: Everbody out has thies files|
I didn't know they had these extra styles to purchase for our RSs. I'd like to have them too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "peterwenz@..." wrote:
>
> Hello to day i had a bad accident. I have deletet my smart media card wich i had buy from www.software.yamaha.de it was full of styles and sections. I had
also no backup found on my mac while i think i had back uped. I Had also tried to recovery them with a programm. That failed also :((. Has anyone an idea
how can i get this files. 
> I anyone out there who had this files. 
> 
> The card was an 16 mb called PHATT ATTACK nr. SM-RS7-02. Programmed by Thomas Berlin, Bert Smorenburg, Martin Meyer, Wolfgang Bittenbinder
and DJ Hyde
> 
> If anyone is out there who has thies files it would be nice if he could sent me. I can proof with fotos and serial nr. that i have the original one.
> 
> Sorry 4 my bad english
> 
> Thanks alot to this yahoo.group greets from vienna peter
>

| 18395|18391|2011-01-23 04:46:38|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS stand for Remix Studio?|
ROYAL STANDARD

Am 23.01.2011 09:08, schrieb J M:

>
> What do you guys think it stands for?
>
> Zam
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
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dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18396|18396|2011-01-23 13:28:19|zap_rs7000|Smart Media 2x faster with Scsi Zip connected, can anybody confirm?|
Hi guys,
just wanted to share some strange thing i recognized:
I recently purchased an Iomega SCSI Zip drive to see how it would perform for loading/save. So, i hooked it up in the SCSI chain behind my (annoying loud) scsi hd.
When doing some comparisions to the speed of the internal SmartMedia reader, i noticed something very strange:
When the SCSI zip was connected and powered on, the loading speed of the internal SmartMedia reader was also performing better !
It was now loading 6,3 MB in 17 sec. instead of 30 sec.
Since i couldn't believe that, i tried it several times (using other Scsi Ids for the zip and termination on/off), with always the same result.

Can anyone with a Scsi Zip confirm this ?

Cheers,
Zap
| 18397|18396|2011-01-23 13:32:26|J M|Re: Smart Media 2x faster with Scsi Zip connected, can anybody confi|
Very odd, be interesting to know why if confirmed on other RSs.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> just wanted to share some strange thing i recognized:
> I recently purchased an Iomega SCSI Zip drive to see how it would perform for loading/save. So, i hooked it up in the SCSI chain behind my (annoying
loud) scsi hd. When doing some comparisions to the speed of the internal SmartMedia reader, i noticed something very strange:
> When the SCSI zip was connected and powered on, the loading speed of the internal SmartMedia reader was also performing better !
> It was now loading 6,3 MB in 17 sec. instead of 30 sec.
> Since i couldn't believe that, i tried it several times (using other Scsi Ids for the zip and termination on/off), with always the same result.
> 

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
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> Can anyone with a Scsi Zip confirm this ?
> 
> Cheers,
> Zap
>

| 18398|18391|2011-01-24 13:42:02|Azhar Abd Aziz|Re: RS stand for Remix Studio?|
Rhythm Sequencer ?????

________________________________
From: Nick Fletcher <nickeax@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, 23 January 2011 17:43:19
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS stand for Remix Studio?

I thought you were after a stand to put your RS on in your remix studio,
based on the title! :-) But I agree with you, I think that's what it would
be.

On Sun, Jan 23, 2011 at 7:08 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>
>
> What do you guys think it stands for?
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18399|18399|2011-01-24 13:43:02|gazgridlock101|Confused RS7000 owner|
Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000 content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people who are still using the
RS7000.

I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky enough to get one :)

I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program! I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my illusion of being
able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been blown away.

I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other people get the ideas
out of their head and into the box...

I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics and join in.
Cheers!!
| 18400|18391|2011-01-24 13:51:14|J M|Re: RS stand for Remix Studio?|
That sounds like a likely one. Though the "Royal Standard" one was good too heh.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Azhar Abd Aziz wrote:
>
> Rhythm Sequencer ?????
>

| 18401|18391|2011-01-24 14:01:13|Matt|Re: RS stand for Remix Studio?|
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Definitely doesn't stand for really simple. Still can barely make mine make
notes.

On Jan 24, 2011 12:51 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> That sounds like a likely one. Though the "Royal Standard" one was good
too heh.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Azhar Abd Aziz wrote:
>>
>> Rhythm Sequencer ?????
>>
>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18402|18399|2011-01-24 14:03:50|Matt|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
I find mine difficult to use as well. I use my emu px-7 more instead. :(

On Jan 24, 2011 12:43 PM, "gazgridlock101" <gazgridlock101@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000
content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people
who are still using the RS7000.
>
> I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat Weasel
Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky enough to
get one :)
>
> I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program!
I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been
blown away.
>
> I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have
any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
>
> I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics and
join in.
> Cheers!!
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18403|18399|2011-01-24 14:08:56|J M|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
Welcome to the group!

First thing is to get the basics down. Concentrate on getting one Pattern/Style Section built with internal phrase/sequences first so you can loop it and mute tracks in and
out, then try entering/adding some extra melodies and drums of your own in to it via the step or grid sequencer. Get that down somewhat and you've got a good start. 

Editing sounds, sampling, Chaining, and Song Conversion will come more easily later, but got to have something to start with on the RS.

One thing I think most RSers agree upon is that it has a steep initial learning curve, but once you get over that song creation can come quick and swift on it. Just have to
stick to it for a little while, I've never ran into a machine where you can pull it out of the box and have a whole set of tunes without any that didn't suck, knowing full well
it'd be all canned garbage. That don't happen with the RS, you kind of have to get to know it a little first.

Also, just an idea, maybe once you get to know it a little better maybe try messaging Weasel Buster, see if he'll lend you a few patterns to load in to your RS.

Keep at it!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000 content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people who are
still using the RS7000.
> 
> I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky enough to get
one :)
> 
> I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program! I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been blown away.
> 
> I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
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people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
> 
> I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics and join in.
> Cheers!!
>

| 18404|18399|2011-01-24 14:14:02|Matt|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
My manual is a binder 2inches thick is there a quick start or something

On Jan 24, 2011 1:08 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> Welcome to the group!
>
> First thing is to get the basics down. Concentrate on getting one
Pattern/Style Section built with internal phrase/sequences first so you can
loop it and mute tracks in and out, then try entering/adding some extra
melodies and drums of your own in to it via the step or grid sequencer. Get
that down somewhat and you've got a good start.
>
> Editing sounds, sampling, Chaining, and Song Conversion will come more
easily later, but got to have something to start with on the RS.
>
> One thing I think most RSers agree upon is that it has a steep initial
learning curve, but once you get over that song creation can come quick and
swift on it. Just have to stick to it for a little while, I've never ran
into a machine where you can pull it out of the box and have a whole set of
tunes without any that didn't suck, knowing full well it'd be all canned
garbage. That don't happen with the RS, you kind of have to get to know it a
little first.
>
> Also, just an idea, maybe once you get to know it a little better maybe
try messaging Weasel Buster, see if he'll lend you a few patterns to load in
to your RS.
>
> Keep at it!
>
> Zam
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" 
wrote:
>>
>> Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000
content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people
who are still using the RS7000.
>>
>> I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat
Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky
enough to get one :)
>>
>> I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program!
I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been
blown away.
>>
>> I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have
any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
>>
>> I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics
and join in.
>> Cheers!!
>>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18405|18399|2011-01-24 17:28:59|J M|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
Did you try the Tutorial in the manual pg 27-48? The Asemble Pattern using presets and Recording Original Phrases are probably the most important concepts to get on
the RS.

I have some tutorials on youtube. Not sure they're very good for beginners tho. I'm Zamisers7k there too if you want to look my vids up.

I usually start off with nothing, 1-8 are drums, 9-16 are synth parts.

1. Choose a track [Track Select] button and track #.
2. Play the minikeys to see what sound is on the track, change sound if don't like with [Mixer +/-] button scroll through voices F1 & F2 knob I think.
3. Press Rec button, select Step rec F3 knob, and then start pressing the minikeys to enter notes or hits.
4. Change note lengths with F2 knob I think.
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5. Press stop, then play to hear what you made.
6. Switch tracks and repeat.
7. Save with #1 on number pad, load #2.

This is just from my memory. Its basically how I start most my songs on the RS. I try to stay away from the built in stuff, and do everything from scratch. Keep the timing
at 4 measures long until you get better at it, I rarely stray off 4/4 by 4 measures myself, been using the RS for years too, starts to get too complex otherwise, but it is
doable which sets the RS apart from a lot of other groovegear.

If there is something more specific your getting hung up on, ask away here, we'll try to help. The RS does do some funky things sometimes, can be counter intuitive to
how a lot of other gear works, but once you get it down it makes a lot sense and you'll have an "Ah haaa!" moment or two when it clicks in your head.

Have to keep at it, it'll come to ya ;)

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> My manual is a binder 2inches thick is there a quick start or something
> On Jan 24, 2011 1:08 PM, "J M" wrote:
> > Welcome to the group!
> >
> > First thing is to get the basics down. Concentrate on getting one
> Pattern/Style Section built with internal phrase/sequences first so you can
> loop it and mute tracks in and out, then try entering/adding some extra
> melodies and drums of your own in to it via the step or grid sequencer. Get
> that down somewhat and you've got a good start.
> >
> > Editing sounds, sampling, Chaining, and Song Conversion will come more
> easily later, but got to have something to start with on the RS.
> >
> > One thing I think most RSers agree upon is that it has a steep initial
> learning curve, but once you get over that song creation can come quick and
> swift on it. Just have to stick to it for a little while, I've never ran
> into a machine where you can pull it out of the box and have a whole set of
> tunes without any that didn't suck, knowing full well it'd be all canned
> garbage. That don't happen with the RS, you kind of have to get to know it a
> little first.
> >
> > Also, just an idea, maybe once you get to know it a little better maybe
> try messaging Weasel Buster, see if he'll lend you a few patterns to load in
> to your RS.
> >
> > Keep at it!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" 
> wrote:
> >>
> >> Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000
> content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people
> who are still using the RS7000.
> >>
> >> I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat
> Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky
> enough to get one :)
> >>
> >> I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program!
> I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
> illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been
> blown away.
> >>
> >> I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have
> any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
> people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
> >>
> >> I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics
> and join in.
> >> Cheers!!
> >>
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18406|18399|2011-01-24 17:37:58|J M|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
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Forgot to mention on step 2 to play minikeys have to press [keyboard] button after selecting track.

I probably skipped some other stuff too, but hope that its a quick and dirty guide to getting something going on the RS and can figure out what I may have missed.

Let us know if and where your getting stuck tho, hopefully we can walk you through it some more, and you'll find some more ways of doing things on the RS, there is
more than one way, and always intresting to see and hear how other folks get their stuff going on the RS. I think most of us have learned it on our own and probably all
have difrent ways of making a song on the RS.

Also, check the files section here, there may be some tips and how to guides along with a few loadables you may want to try out.

Zam
| 18407|18399|2011-01-25 03:23:45|peterwenz@rocketmail.com|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
Welcome in tha group. Yes I also watched the youtube Vids of tha famous weaselBuster and i want this maschine. When i started it was very difficuld for me. The only
way is doing doing doing and everyday u learn more about the maschine. Start with Track 1 for the Bassdrum on ever 1-4-8-12-16-20-24-28-32-36-40-44-48-52-56-50
Tackt the use Track 2 for the HiHat start at tackt 2-6-10-14-..... and so on. then Track 3 Snare ever 8 note 8-16-24-32-... and so on. Now go up to tempo 180 BPM so you
have a simple Tekno Beat.
Now do tha bassline on every note like the hihat NOW you have the basic like the weaselbuster tracks are built. The rest is your immagination what would you like to do
but this is a very good basis to start. Sorry 4 my bad english i hope you are under stand me.
Nice greets from Vienna

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000 content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people who are
still using the RS7000.
> 
> I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky enough to get
one :)
> 
> I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program! I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been blown away.
> 
> I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
> 
> I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics and join in.
> Cheers!!
>

| 18408|18399|2011-01-26 08:25:57|gazgridlock101|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
Hey thanks everyone! It's really great to see a healthy community living on here. Really helpful too.

Yes I've seen your vids already Zam, very nice!

I can program simple drum loops and feel ok at programming one hits in (kick drum, hats, etc), it's more programming anything melodic that seems daunting, anything
from a quick stab pattern to a full riff, I've been resorting to using FLStudio's easy to use piano roll - exporting as MIDI - and importing into the RS.

Like you all say, it just takes time, I will have to learn to have fun messing and not expect instant results, I'm impatient!

I feel very proud to own an RS, I'm sure I'll get there. I'm sure I'll be asking lots of questions on here along the way :)

Thanks again

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000 content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people who are
still using the RS7000.
> 
> I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky enough to get
one :)
> 
> I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program! I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been blown away.
> 
> I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
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> 
> I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics and join in.
> Cheers!!
>

| 18409|18399|2011-01-26 17:33:50|J M|Re: Confused RS7000 owner|
Awesome to hear that you are getting something made on the RS. Thats as good of a way as any, lots of different ways to do things on the RS.

The RS is great at quickly making drum hits, and I know using a piano roll makes making melodies easy, but there is something special about using the RS's step
sequencer that induces a different kind of creativity. You can't see everything, you have to play and hear it if you know what I mean? Anyway, make sure you are using the
"Step" in record mode for stepping in melodies, its tons faster in my opinion than using "Grid" which is more for doing x0x style drum patterns. Once you get use to Step
on the RS, you'll probably not want to do x0x ever again.

Oh and make sure you have the latest OS on your RS, I think the earliest version didn't light up the notes on the minikeys, which can cause the stepping to be a pain.
There is also a little trick called the The Events List Editor, if you need to delete one of multiple notes press 0/Edit on the number pad.

Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" wrote:
>
> Hey thanks everyone! It's really great to see a healthy community living on here. Really helpful too.
> 
> Yes I've seen your vids already Zam, very nice!
> 
> I can program simple drum loops and feel ok at programming one hits in (kick drum, hats, etc), it's more programming anything melodic that seems
daunting, anything from a quick stab pattern to a full riff, I've been resorting to using FLStudio's easy to use piano roll - exporting as MIDI - and importing
into the RS.
> 
> Like you all say, it just takes time, I will have to learn to have fun messing and not expect instant results, I'm impatient!
> 
> I feel very proud to own an RS, I'm sure I'll get there. I'm sure I'll be asking lots of questions on here along the way :)
> 
> Thanks again
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock101" wrote:
> >
> > Hi everyone, I'm so glad I found this group. It seems like all the RS7000 content on the web is years old so its good to find somewhere with people who
are still using the RS7000.
> > 
> > I have wanted an RS7000 for years (watching vids on YouTube of 'Mat Weasel Buster' really got me interested!) - and last month I was lucky enough to
get one :)
> > 
> > I have to say I feel a little sad. The RS7000 seems very hard to program! I guess it's just something you have to knuckle down and get used to, but my
illusion of being able to plug it in and start doing sets has quickly been blown away.
> > 
> > I'm finding it very hard to program and type of melody, does anyone have any tips? I know that's such a broad subject but I'm curious as to how other
people get the ideas out of their head and into the box...
> > 
> > I mainly just wanted to say hello, I'll keep my eye out for new topics and join in.
> > Cheers!!
> >
>

| 18410|18410|2011-01-27 12:52:11|floppy_bobby|RS7000 vs. RM1x|
Dear musicfreakz,

I owned a RM1x before andwas amazed by the sound it made. Then I read about the RS7000. It said that the RS7000 is equal to the RM1x except that the RS7000 is
better due to the internal Sampler, with v1.22 also with better filter ...
I am glad to be able to load also RM1x files into the RS7k, but unfortunately I am a little bit disappointed of the sound it makes.
The RS7k sound so "Hard" - like as it´s made typically for Tekkkno and Gabber and stuff like this. Contrary the RM1x was soft and able to play warm ambient sounds ...

Any ideas from you experienced RS7k Users how I can make up the RS7k sound like the RM1x - otherwise I will try sell the RS for a RM1x, and then I would miss my
Sampler :( ...
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Thanks indeed for plenty replies ;)
| 18411|18410|2011-01-27 12:57:52|Erik|Re: RS7000 vs. RM1x|
The RS is very midhefty, thats why it sounds so hard. I normally use an Akai for drums, but all melodic parts from the RS. U just need to eq it a bit more.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "floppy_bobby" wrote:
>
> Dear musicfreakz,
> 
> I owned a RM1x before andwas amazed by the sound it made. Then I read about the RS7000. It said that the RS7000 is equal to the RM1x except that the
RS7000 is better due to the internal Sampler, with v1.22 also with better filter ...
> I am glad to be able to load also RM1x files into the RS7k, but unfortunately I am a little bit disappointed of the sound it makes.
> The RS7k sound so "Hard" - like as it´s made typically for Tekkkno and Gabber and stuff like this. Contrary the RM1x was soft and able to play warm
ambient sounds ...
> 
> Any ideas from you experienced RS7k Users how I can make up the RS7k sound like the RM1x - otherwise I will try sell the RS for a RM1x, and then I
would miss my Sampler :( ...
> 
> Thanks indeed for plenty replies ;)
>

| 18412|18410|2011-01-27 13:06:38|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000 vs. RM1x|
sorry, man.. I couldnt disagree more... you can squeeze out all kind of 
soft- or hard stuff of the RS .. its just a matter of knowing the 
machine. you really need to get a grip on the filters and effects and 
use the pitch + LFOs as sound-design-tools ... also, you can easily 
soften any track's sound with the parametric EQ or the Hi / Lo shelf in 
the mixer...

I do all kind of music with it... the build-in 1000 sounds are very good 
basic structures...

for example: if you need crisp overtones on a synth sound, try boosting 
it with the resonance of the LP ..

and: man, its a sampler :-) you can load what you want in it...

dial-in deeper :-)

robert

Am 27.01.2011 20:52, schrieb floppy_bobby:

>
> Dear musicfreakz,
>
> I owned a RM1x before andwas amazed by the sound it made. Then I read 
> about the RS7000. It said that the RS7000 is equal to the RM1x except 
> that the RS7000 is better due to the internal Sampler, with v1.22 also 
> with better filter ...
> I am glad to be able to load also RM1x files into the RS7k, but 
> unfortunately I am a little bit disappointed of the sound it makes.
> The RS7k sound so "Hard" - like as it´s made typically for Tekkkno and 
> Gabber and stuff like this. Contrary the RM1x was soft and able to 
> play warm ambient sounds ...
>
> Any ideas from you experienced RS7k Users how I can make up the RS7k 
> sound like the RM1x - otherwise I will try sell the RS for a RM1x, and 
> then I would miss my Sampler :( ...
>
> Thanks indeed for plenty replies ;)
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18413|18410|2011-01-27 18:40:06|J M|Re: RS7000 vs. RM1x|
Also, try the Lo-Fi effect or master effect, it'll act like a bit crusher. The RS's DA converters are of a higher quality than the RM's, so it supposed to sound crisper and
cleaner, however you can degrade it, you can't exactly do the opposite with the RM. The RS's sound quality is superior ;)

I agree the RS can be heavy in the mids too, out of the box. I'm always EQing in more bass and treb as well in the mixer EQ levels. Its something I've just got use to doing
along with editing my voice parts. Rarely do I use a voice or drum as is on it. That may be different on the RMs, never used one enough to know, but when I have I've
always felt the RM1x didn't sound quite as good, and less tweakable.

I think it'd be a mistake to go back to the RM1X, but if that is what does it then you've got to go with what works and sounds best for ya.

Zam
| 18414|18414|2011-01-28 22:18:15|Peter|Question about sliceing|
Hi folks. I love this group. I have one question about the sample sliceing. When i do a slice job my sample is spred on vers. Keys. So what have i to do when i want the
sample at once like it was before i slice. Because when i make a new section the sample is also sliced i want it unbrokenly. What should i do to do the slicejob backwards.
I hope u understand my bad english. Nice greets from vienna. 

Ps: This is my second account i am also peterwenz ;))
| 18415|18414|2011-01-28 23:27:55|J M|Re: Question about sliceing|
Um hmmm... I don't think there is any kind of reverse slicing, its a destructive process. Probably easiest to reimport or rerecord the sample in on a kit note or pitched
sample. If that isn't possible, the only other thing I think can be done, and it might not be nearly as easy, is the slice process normally sequences the slices as notes for you
in order, so you could possibly play it back and set the sample record source to resample and make sure that track is the only one playing and rerecord it on to another
track.

If you've got the notes already re aranged in a difrent order or something that last option will be hard, you'd have to manually put them back in order.

Another thing can do to prevent that from happening, is to always record or import the sample as a kit or pitched and then copy it to another phrase and or track and then
do the sample slice job on that instead so you'll always retain the sample as a whole. But, if you don't use the whole sample in the song, it would take up unnecessary
space. It could be deleted later though if say your just looking to try different slicing parms on it until you get something you like.

Personally, I don't use the sample slice that often, nor actually do much sampling on the RS, but when I need a sample chopped up I'll do the slicing of it myself in various
other ways like doing multiple records or record the whole sample then copy it over to other keys and edit the start and end points and then do an Extract job on them.

Slice is pretty cool from time to time though, I will still use it periodically.

Hope that helps some, maybe some other folks that do it more often will have some better advice for ya????

http://bobhumid.de/
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https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter" wrote:
>
> Hi folks. I love this group. I have one question about the sample sliceing. When i do a slice job my sample is spred on vers. Keys. So what have i to do
when i want the sample at once like it was before i slice. Because when i make a new section the sample is also sliced i want it unbrokenly. What should i do
to do the slicejob backwards. I hope u understand my bad english. Nice greets from vienna. 
> 
> Ps: This is my second account i am also peterwenz ;))
>

| 18416|18414|2011-01-28 23:41:11|J M|Re: Question about sliceing|
I just thought of another thing, but not sure if it'd work.

I don't have my RS booted at the moment, but I'm thinking if you always do the sample as a kit or pitched and then do the slice job on it, the RS might retain the orinal
sample on another user bank. I'm not sure of this though or if it always copies it over the same bank, just thinking if happens to copy it on to an empty user bank, you
might be able to go to the mixer voice and scroll it back to the bank with the whole sample on it.

Not confirmed tho, I might have to check that out next time I got my RS running if nobody else knows or checks first.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18417|18414|2011-01-29 07:36:50|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Question about sliceing|
Am 29.01.2011 06:18, schrieb Peter:

>
> Hi folks. I love this group.
>

I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.

but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system while 
there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
<http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8>

can we just all switch over please?

>
> I have one question about the sample sliceing. When i do a slice job 
> my sample is spred on vers. Keys. So what have i to do when i want the 
> sample at once like it was before i slice. Because when i make a new 
> section the sample is also sliced i want it unbrokenly. What should i 
> do to do the slicejob backwards. I hope u understand my bad english. 
> Nice greets from vienna.
>
> Ps: This is my second account i am also peterwenz ;))
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
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NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
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NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
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https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18418|18418|2011-01-29 07:40:14|Robert Feuchtl|Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.

but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system while
there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
<http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8> 

<http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
<http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8>>

can we just all switch over please?

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::
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c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)
| 18419|18418|2011-01-29 21:52:21|Andrew Brown|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I think the forum was quite empty, there has been much more activity since
this newsgroup started up.

Just my 2c worth.

On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 12:40 AM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

> I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.
>
> but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system while
> there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...
>
>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >
>
> <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>
>
> can we just all switch over please?
>
> --
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
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http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
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> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
>
> /.-)
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18420|18418|2011-01-29 22:18:10|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
It looks like all the mods sold off there RS's and or lost interest. Someone was talking about starting up a new forum a little bit ago...

Zam
| 18421|18418|2011-01-29 22:38:09|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
yes, man :) state the obvious, please.

but: why the hell.

a forum is waaaaaay more conveniant... everybody else is hanging out in 
forums. .. there is gear sluts. there is the uuniversal audio forum. 
there is so much more.. and then there is this yahoo group.

3 letters.

wtf.

Am 30.01.2011 05:52, schrieb Andrew Brown:

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


>
> I think the forum was quite empty, there has been much more activity since
> this newsgroup started up.
>
> Just my 2c worth.
>
> On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 12:40 AM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de 
> > wrote:
>
> > I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.
> >
> > but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system while
> > there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...
> >
> >
> > 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
> <http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8>
> > <
> > 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
> <http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8>
> > >
> >
> > <
> > 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
> <http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8>
> > <
> > 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8 
> <http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8>
> > >>
> >
> > can we just all switch over please?
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK

mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://bobhumid.de/


> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > 50823 Köln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/


GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18422|18418|2011-01-29 22:39:10|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
its not about the mods.

the forum is there.

letz just use it and be rational for christ sake

Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:

>
> It looks like all the mods sold off there RS's and or lost interest. 
> Someone was talking about starting up a new forum a little bit ago...
>
> Zam
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://bobhumid.de/


GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18423|18418|2011-01-29 23:21:13|Andrew Brown|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
The forum is obviously not more convenient. Anyway, doesn't matter for me,
I've sold my RS7000, moving on to my next adventure.

On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 3:38 PM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

>
>
> yes, man :) state the obvious, please.
>
> but: why the hell.
>
> a forum is waaaaaay more conveniant... everybody else is hanging out in
> forums. .. there is gear sluts. there is the uuniversal audio forum.
> there is so much more.. and then there is this yahoo group.
>
> 3 letters.
>
> wtf.
>
> Am 30.01.2011 05:52, schrieb Andrew Brown:
>
> >
> > I think the forum was quite empty, there has been much more activity
> since
> > this newsgroup started up.
> >
> > Just my 2c worth.
> >
> > On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 12:40 AM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de
> > >> wrote:
> >
> > > I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.
> > >
> > > but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system
> while
> > > there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> > <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> > <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8

http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8


> >
> > > >
> > >
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> > <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >
> > > <
> > >
> >
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> > <
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >
> > > >>
> > >
> > > can we just all switch over please?
> > >
> > > --
> > > B O B H U M I D
> > >
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > >
> > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > grafic ::: designer
> > > music ::: producer
> > > tech ::: editor
> > > dj :::
> > >
> > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > >
> > > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> > >
> > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > http://bobhumid.de
> > >
> > > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> > >
> > > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > >
> > > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > >
> > > DISCOGRAPHY
> > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > >
> > > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> > >
> > > c/o
> > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > > 50823 K�ln
> > >

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
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> > > /.-)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> > >
> or goto your
>
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> --
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
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> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 K�ln
>
> /.-)
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18424|18418|2011-01-29 23:29:49|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Am 30.01.2011 07:21, schrieb Andrew Brown:

> The forum is obviously not more convenient.

horsepucky. how do you prove this statement :/?

> Anyway, doesn't matter for me,
> I've sold my RS7000, moving on to my next adventure.

ah. man.

and why exactly are you telling us that? was this anything near 
constructive?

sorry, I have my "objectiveness day" today.

> On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 3:38 PM, Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:
>
>>
>> yes, man :) state the obvious, please.
>>
>> but: why the hell.
>>
>> a forum is waaaaaay more conveniant... everybody else is hanging out in
>> forums. .. there is gear sluts. there is the uuniversal audio forum.
>> there is so much more.. and then there is this yahoo group.
>>
>> 3 letters.
>>
>> wtf.
>>
>> Am 30.01.2011 05:52, schrieb Andrew Brown:
>>
>>> I think the forum was quite empty, there has been much more activity
>> since
>>> this newsgroup started up.
>>>
>>> Just my 2c worth.
>>>
>>> On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 12:40 AM, Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de
>> > >> wrote:
>>>> I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.
>>>>
>>>> but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system
>> while
>>>> there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>> <
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>>> <
>>>>
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>> <
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>>> <
>>>>
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>> <
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>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>>> <
>>>>
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>> <
>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
>>>> can we just all switch over please?
>>>>
>>>> --
>>>> B O B H U M I D
>>>>
>>>> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>>>>
>>>> mastering ::: engineer
>>>> grafic ::: designer
>>>> music ::: producer
>>>> tech ::: editor
>>>> dj :::
>>>>
>>>> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>>>>
>>>> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
>>>> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
>>>> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
>>>> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
>>>> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
>>>> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
>>>> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
>>>> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
>>>> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
>>>> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
>>>> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
>>>> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>>>>
>>>> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
>>>> http://bobhumid.de
>>>>
>>>> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
>>>> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>>>>
>>>> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
>>>> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>>>>
>>>> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
>>>> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>>>>
>>>> DISCOGRAPHY
>>>> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>>>>
>>>> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
>>>> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>>>>
>>>> c/o
>>>> Robert Feuchtl
>>>> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
>>>> 50823 K�ln
>>>>
>>>> /.-)
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> ------------------------------------
>>>>
>>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>>> FAQ:
>> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
>>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
>>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>>>>
>>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
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>>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>>> >
>> or goto your
>>
>>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>>
>>>
>> --
>> B O B H U M I D
>>
>> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>>
>> mastering ::: engineer
>> grafic ::: designer
>> music ::: producer
>> tech ::: editor
>> dj :::
>>
>> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>>
>> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
>> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
>> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
>> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
>> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
>> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
>> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
>> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
>> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
>> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
>> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>>
>> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
>> http://bobhumid.de
>>
>> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
>> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>>
>> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
>> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>>
>> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
>> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>>
>> DISCOGRAPHY
>> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>>
>> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
>> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>>
>> c/o
>> Robert Feuchtl
>> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
>> 50823 K�ln
>>
>> /.-)
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>
>>
>>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
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> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 K�ln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18425|18418|2011-01-29 23:38:11|Andrew Brown|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
You won't be missed.
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On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 4:29 PM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

> Am 30.01.2011 07:21, schrieb Andrew Brown:
> > The forum is obviously not more convenient.
> horsepucky. how do you prove this statement :/?
> > Anyway, doesn't matter for me,
> > I've sold my RS7000, moving on to my next adventure.
> ah. man.
>
> and why exactly are you telling us that? was this anything near
> constructive?
>
> sorry, I have my "objectiveness day" today.
>
>
> > On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 3:38 PM, Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:
> >
> >>
> >> yes, man :) state the obvious, please.
> >>
> >> but: why the hell.
> >>
> >> a forum is waaaaaay more conveniant... everybody else is hanging out in
> >> forums. .. there is gear sluts. there is the uuniversal audio forum.
> >> there is so much more.. and then there is this yahoo group.
> >>
> >> 3 letters.
> >>
> >> wtf.
> >>
> >> Am 30.01.2011 05:52, schrieb Andrew Brown:
> >>
> >>> I think the forum was quite empty, there has been much more activity
> >> since
> >>> this newsgroup started up.
> >>>
> >>> Just my 2c worth.
> >>>
> >>> On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 12:40 AM, Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de > 40bobhumid.de>
> >> > > 2540bobhumid.de>>> wrote:
> >>>> I love the people on this group, cool helpful bunch.
> >>>>
> >>>> but I don't understand why we are using this annyoing email-system
> >> while
> >>>> there is a full functional forum for the RS7000 out there...
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>> <
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>>> <
> >>>>
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>> <
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>>> <
> >>>>
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>> <
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>>> <
> >>>>
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>> <
> >>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/forumdisplay.php?
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s=2d96cd7b08bc39cf21f35098b79212c5&forumid=14&pagenumber=1&sortfield=lastpost&sortorder=desc&daysprune=1000&x=19&y=8
> >>>> can we just all switch over please?
> >>>>
> >>>> --
> >>>> B O B H U M I D
> >>>>
> >>>> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >>>>
> >>>> mastering ::: engineer
> >>>> grafic ::: designer
> >>>> music ::: producer
> >>>> tech ::: editor
> >>>> dj :::
> >>>>
> >>>> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >>>>
> >>>> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> >>>> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> >>>> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >>>> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> >>>> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> >>>> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> >>>> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> >>>> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> >>>> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> >>>> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> >>>> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >>>>
> >>>> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> >>>> http://bobhumid.de
> >>>>
> >>>> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> >>>> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >>>>
> >>>> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> >>>> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >>>>
> >>>> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> >>>> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >>>>
> >>>> DISCOGRAPHY
> >>>> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >>>>
> >>>> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> >>>> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >>>>
> >>>> c/o
> >>>> Robert Feuchtl
> >>>> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> >>>> 50823 Köln
> >>>>
> >>>> /.-)
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>> ------------------------------------
> >>>>
> >>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >>>> FAQ:
> >> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> >>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> >>>> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >>>>
> >>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com > 40yahoogroups.com>
> >>> 
> >
> >> or goto your
> >>
> >>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>>>
> >>>>
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> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >>>
> >>>
> >> --
> >> B O B H U M I D
> >>
> >> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >>
> >> mastering ::: engineer
> >> grafic ::: designer
> >> music ::: producer
> >> tech ::: editor
> >> dj :::
> >>
> >> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >>
> >> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> >> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> >> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> >> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> >> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> >> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> >> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> >> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> >> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> >> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> >> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> >> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> >> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >>
> >> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> >> http://bobhumid.de
> >>
> >> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> >> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >>
> >> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> >> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >>
> >> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> >> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >>
> >> DISCOGRAPHY
> >> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >>
> >> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> >> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >>
> >> c/o
> >> Robert Feuchtl
> >> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> >> 50823 Köln
> >>
> >> /.-)
> >>
> >> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > FAQ:
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> > Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
> >
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> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
> --
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
>
> /.-)
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
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>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18426|18418|2011-01-29 23:46:23|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the idea then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so I'm going to not say anything else
on the matter unless it really needs to be said and let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want or need me to make any changes or do anything else then let
me know, I want to do what is best for all of us RSers.

Zam/Moderator 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> its not about the mods.
> 
> the forum is there.
> 
> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> 
> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> >

| 18427|18418|2011-01-30 01:22:40|Matt|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I find this group helpful.

On Jan 29, 2011 10:46 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the idea
then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so I'm going
to not say anything else on the matter unless it really needs to be said and
let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want or need me to
make any changes or do anything else then let me know, I want to do what is
best for all of us RSers.
>
> Zam/Moderator
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>>
>> its not about the mods.
>>
>> the forum is there.
>>
>> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
>>
>> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
>> >
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18428|18418|2011-01-30 07:23:44|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
yes.

we could build up a new forum somewhere if that is more appealing ...

I have enough serverspace at http://bobhumid.de

the spirit is great here, its just I would love to see a fancy and 
functional rs7000 forum somewhere.

what I miss is the ability to paste grafix into content.. diagramms and 
whathaveyou..

Am 30.01.2011 07:46, schrieb J M:

>
> I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the 
> idea then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so 
> I'm going to not say anything else on the matter unless it really 
> needs to be said and let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If 
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> you guys want or need me to make any changes or do anything else then 
> let me know, I want to do what is best for all of us RSers.
>
> Zam/Moderator
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > its not about the mods.
> >
> > the forum is there.
> >
> > letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> >
> > Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > >
> 
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18429|18418|2011-01-30 07:26:08|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
nobody doutbed that. it is a great bunch of ppl here and the infos on 
the RS are really indeep. I ddn't want to introduce bad vibes..

just, well yahoo-groups are so 90ies ;-) .. from a technical point of view..

Am 30.01.2011 09:22, schrieb Matt:

>
> I find this group helpful.
> On Jan 29, 2011 10:46 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> > wrote:
> > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the idea
> then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so I'm going
> to not say anything else on the matter unless it really needs to be 
> said and
> let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want or need 
> me to
> make any changes or do anything else then let me know, I want to do 
> what is
> best for all of us RSers.
> >
> > Zam/Moderator
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >>
> >> its not about the mods.
> >>
> >> the forum is there.
> >>
> >> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> >>
> >> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> >> >
> > 
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/


GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18430|18418|2011-01-30 08:10:47|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Sometimes simplicity is best... so the yahoo site is not perfect, but 
for a small community, receiving all the messages by email definitely 
encourages participation.

Moving to bobhumid.de leaves the forum at the mercy of Robert Feuchtl, 
what happens if he runs out of space, or changes his mind about 
supporting the user group?

The site at rs7000.org definitely looks nicer, but:
- who hosts the service
- where do we store files
- needs a spring clean of content (there is a lot of old stuff in there)
- how can the content be shifted from yahoo groups to the forum

If someone can find an option that is free hosted, with newsfeeds and 
unlimited storage space, and assists transfer of existing content, the 
best option is to consolidate all the groups.

On 30/01/2011 10:23 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> yes.
>
> we could build up a new forum somewhere if that is more appealing ...
>
> I have enough serverspace at http://bobhumid.de
>
> the spirit is great here, its just I would love to see a fancy and
> functional rs7000 forum somewhere.
>
> what I miss is the ability to paste grafix into content.. diagramms and
> whathaveyou..
>
> Am 30.01.2011 07:46, schrieb J M:
> >
> > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the
> > idea then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so
> > I'm going to not say anything else on the matter unless it really
> > needs to be said and let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If
> > you guys want or need me to make any changes or do anything else then
> > let me know, I want to do what is best for all of us RSers.
> >
> > Zam/Moderator
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> ,
> > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > its not about the mods.
> > >
> > > the forum is there.
> > >
> > > letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
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> > >
> > > Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > > >
> > 
> >
> >
>
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
>
> /.-)
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18431|18418|2011-01-30 08:12:41|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
a little ironic given the rs is a 90s piece of kit ;-)

On 30/01/2011 10:25 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> nobody doutbed that. it is a great bunch of ppl here and the infos on
> the RS are really indeep. I ddn't want to introduce bad vibes..

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


>
> just, well yahoo-groups are so 90ies ;-) .. from a technical point of 
> view..
>
> Am 30.01.2011 09:22, schrieb Matt:
> >
> > I find this group helpful.
> > On Jan 29, 2011 10:46 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> 
> > > wrote:
> > > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the 
> idea
> > then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so I'm 
> going
> > to not say anything else on the matter unless it really needs to be
> > said and
> > let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want or need
> > me to
> > make any changes or do anything else then let me know, I want to do
> > what is
> > best for all of us RSers.
> > >
> > > Zam/Moderator
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> ,
> > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >>
> > >> its not about the mods.
> > >>
> > >> the forum is there.
> > >>
> > >> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> > >>
> > >> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > >> >
> > > 
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/


>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
>
> /.-)
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18432|18418|2011-01-30 08:14:29|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Zam, out of curiosity, why did you set up on yahoo?

On 30/01/2011 2:46 PM, J M wrote:
>
> I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the 
> idea then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so 
> I'm going to not say anything else on the matter unless it really 
> needs to be said and let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If 
> you guys want or need me to make any changes or do anything else then 
> let me know, I want to do what is best for all of us RSers.
>
> Zam/Moderator
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > its not about the mods.
> >
> > the forum is there.
> >
> > letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> >
> > Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > >
> 
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18433|18418|2011-01-30 08:14:57|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I am still willing to give the server-space for free and forever (as 
longs as I live that is ;-)).

you really dont need much for a forum-site...

consolidation would be great.. all the precious info here should not be 
lost!

the free hosted solutions do suck usally. but maybe threre is one that I 
missed...

Am 30.01.2011 16:10, schrieb Johnny:

>
> Sometimes simplicity is best... so the yahoo site is not perfect, but
> for a small community, receiving all the messages by email definitely
> encourages participation.
>
> Moving to bobhumid.de leaves the forum at the mercy of Robert Feuchtl,

https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> what happens if he runs out of space, or changes his mind about
> supporting the user group?
>
> The site at rs7000.org definitely looks nicer, but:
> - who hosts the service
> - where do we store files
> - needs a spring clean of content (there is a lot of old stuff in there)
> - how can the content be shifted from yahoo groups to the forum
>
> If someone can find an option that is free hosted, with newsfeeds and
> unlimited storage space, and assists transfer of existing content, the
> best option is to consolidate all the groups.
>
> On 30/01/2011 10:23 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > yes.
> >
> > we could build up a new forum somewhere if that is more appealing ...
> >
> > I have enough serverspace at http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > the spirit is great here, its just I would love to see a fancy and
> > functional rs7000 forum somewhere.
> >
> > what I miss is the ability to paste grafix into content.. diagramms and
> > whathaveyou..
> >
> > Am 30.01.2011 07:46, schrieb J M:
> > >
> > > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the
> > > idea then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so
> > > I'm going to not say anything else on the matter unless it really
> > > needs to be said and let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If
> > > you guys want or need me to make any changes or do anything else then
> > > let me know, I want to do what is best for all of us RSers.
> > >
> > > Zam/Moderator
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> 
> > ,
> > > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > >
> > > > its not about the mods.
> > > >
> > > > the forum is there.
> > > >
> > > > letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> > > >
> > > > Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > > > >
> > > 
> > >
> > >
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM

http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > 50823 Köln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/


BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18434|18418|2011-01-30 08:19:22|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
no, its not :-)

http://www.musicgearreview.com/article-display/121.html

Am 30.01.2011 16:12, schrieb Johnny:

>
> a little ironic given the rs is a 90s piece of kit ;-)
>
> On 30/01/2011 10:25 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > nobody doutbed that. it is a great bunch of ppl here and the infos on
> > the RS are really indeep. I ddn't want to introduce bad vibes..
> >
> > just, well yahoo-groups are so 90ies ;-) .. from a technical point of
> > view..
> >
> > Am 30.01.2011 09:22, schrieb Matt:
> > >
> > > I find this group helpful.
> > > On Jan 29, 2011 10:46 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> 
> > 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the
> > idea
> > > then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so I'm
> > going
> > > to not say anything else on the matter unless it really needs to be
> > > said and
> > > let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want or need
> > > me to
> > > make any changes or do anything else then let me know, I want to do
> > > what is
> > > best for all of us RSers.
> > > >
> > > > Zam/Moderator
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> 
> > ,
> > > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > >>
> > > >> its not about the mods.
> > > >>
> > > >> the forum is there.
> > > >>
> > > >> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> > > >>
> > > >> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > > >> >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> >

https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://www.musicgearreview.com/article-display/121.html
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > 50823 Köln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18435|18418|2011-01-30 08:54:18|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
My mistake... I thought all my Yamaha gear was born in the 90s, but then 
remembered the RS was first released in 2001.

On 30/01/2011 11:19 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> no, its not :-)
>
> http://www.musicgearreview.com/article-display/121.html
>
> Am 30.01.2011 16:12, schrieb Johnny:
> >
> > a little ironic given the rs is a 90s piece of kit ;-)
> >
> > On 30/01/2011 10:25 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > nobody doutbed that. it is a great bunch of ppl here and the infos on
> > > the RS are really indeep. I ddn't want to introduce bad vibes..
> > >
> > > just, well yahoo-groups are so 90ies ;-) .. from a technical point of
> > > view..
> > >
> > > Am 30.01.2011 09:22, schrieb Matt:
> > > >
> > > > I find this group helpful.
> > > > On Jan 29, 2011 10:46 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> 
> > 
> > > 
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds with the

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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> > > idea
> > > > then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, so I'm
> > > going
> > > > to not say anything else on the matter unless it really needs to be
> > > > said and
> > > > let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want 
> or need
> > > > me to
> > > > make any changes or do anything else then let me know, I want to do
> > > > what is
> > > > best for all of us RSers.
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam/Moderator
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> 
> > 
> > > ,
> > > > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > > >>
> > > > >> its not about the mods.
> > > > >>
> > > > >> the forum is there.
> > > > >>
> > > > >> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> > > > >>
> > > > >> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > > > >> >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > --
> > > B O B H U M I D
> > >
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > >
> > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > grafic ::: designer
> > > music ::: producer
> > > tech ::: editor
> > > dj :::
> > >
> > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > >
> > > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> > >
> > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > http://bobhumid.de
> > >
> > > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> > >
> > > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > >
> > > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > >
> > > DISCOGRAPHY

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > >
> > > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> > >
> > > c/o
> > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > > 50823 Köln
> > >
> > > /.-)
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
>
> /.-)
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18436|18418|2011-01-30 08:59:48|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
and then I think it was really advanced when it came out. the 
yamaha-engineers really wanted to prove their muscles.. I mean the slice 
/ rmx functionality was really ahead of its time.. a real game-changer 
device. I think the ppl where just afraid of so much functionality. easy 
gear sells better..

in fact the RS is very easy to handle but you dont expect that from its 
looks.. a bit overhelming at first

Am 30.01.2011 16:54, schrieb Johnny:

>
> My mistake... I thought all my Yamaha gear was born in the 90s, but then
> remembered the RS was first released in 2001.
>
> On 30/01/2011 11:19 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > no, its not :-)
> >
> > http://www.musicgearreview.com/article-display/121.html
> >
> > Am 30.01.2011 16:12, schrieb Johnny:
> > >
> > > a little ironic given the rs is a 90s piece of kit ;-)
> > >
> > > On 30/01/2011 10:25 PM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > >
> > > > nobody doutbed that. it is a great bunch of ppl here and the 
> infos on
> > > > the RS are really indeep. I ddn't want to introduce bad vibes..
> > > >
> > > > just, well yahoo-groups are so 90ies ;-) .. from a technical 
> point of
> > > > view..
> > > >
> > > > Am 30.01.2011 09:22, schrieb Matt:
> > > > >
> > > > > I find this group helpful.
> > > > > On Jan 29, 2011 10:46 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com 
> 
> > 
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > > wrote:
> > > > > > I understand. I have to admit I'm more biased and at odds 
> with the
> > > > idea
> > > > > then anyone else would be here. I'm not opposed to it either, 
> so I'm
> > > > going
> > > > > to not say anything else on the matter unless it really needs 
> to be
> > > > > said and
> > > > > let the rest of you guys figure this one out. If you guys want
> > or need
> > > > > me to
> > > > > make any changes or do anything else then let me know, I want 
> to do
> > > > > what is
> > > > > best for all of us RSers.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam/Moderator
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > 
> > > 
> > > > ,
> > > > > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > > > >>
> > > > > >> its not about the mods.
> > > > > >>
> > > > > >> the forum is there.
> > > > > >>
> > > > > >> letz just use it and be rational for christ sake
> > > > > >>
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> > > > > >> Am 30.01.2011 06:18, schrieb J M:
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > --
> > > > B O B H U M I D
> > > >
> > > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > > >
> > > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > > grafic ::: designer
> > > > music ::: producer
> > > > tech ::: editor
> > > > dj :::
> > > >
> > > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > > >
> > > > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > > > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > > > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > > > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > > > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > > > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > > > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > > > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > > > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > > > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > > > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> > > >
> > > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > > http://bobhumid.de
> > > >
> > > > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > > > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> > > >
> > > > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > > >
> > > > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > > >
> > > > DISCOGRAPHY
> > > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > > >
> > > > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > > > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> > > >
> > > > c/o
> > > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > > > 50823 Köln
> > > >
> > > > /.-)
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
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> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > 50823 Köln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18437|18418|2011-01-30 11:30:36|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Wasted relinquished the group to me a few years ago. He wasn't the original mod, not sure what happened to them. I was a heavy participator and RS advocate for a few
years before that and I've trouble seeing myself considering using anything else... I've got quite a lot of gear, and try and tried a lot of other gear, nothing seems to hold my
interest or capture my music making heart any where near as much as the RS has, I'll probably be buried with one.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Johnny wrote:
>
> Zam, out of curiosity, why did you set up on yahoo?
> 

| 18438|18418|2011-01-30 13:48:49|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Zam, in a way its you that has the say in this, imo. 

As moderator and most active participant you could just state: 
"Well all, i'm over to 'this-or-that-forum' were we'll continue this RS business."
and then keep checking the yahoo group and replying to anybody who posts a message: 
"Hello, we're now at 'this-or-that-forum' please post your question there. This yahoo group is dormant and is no longer used. Bye!" 
:) 

On the other hand, for me this yahoo group works just fine. I have no problem with it and see no benefit on moving to another place. I like the regular email I get with the
latest posts. It works ... 
People post a question and it gets answered, either here or in some forum. What's the difference? 

The only gain in moving to another place would be if the RS info is fragmented between some forum and this group. If so, I would like to see it consolidated into one
place. But I think the RS forum is dormant and this yahoo group is alive, right? 

We need Zam as our moderator because he is THE ONE that has been consistently present for years to help RS people out. So whatever place it will be, it has to be
moderated by Zam. 

I'll be were Zam wants to be. 

Regards, 
Floris
| 18439|18418|2011-01-30 14:32:05|8_bit_boy|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
As far as i know the rs7000 forums are defunct and not accepting new 
users..
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I tried to join and have never been able to post on there, just read 
the content... :S

On 31/01/2011, at 4:30 AM, J M wrote:

> Wasted relinquished the group to me a few years ago. He wasn't the 
> original mod, not sure what happened to them. I was a heavy 
> participator and RS advocate for a few years before that and I've 
> trouble seeing myself considering using anything else... I've got 
> quite a lot of gear, and try and tried a lot of other gear, nothing 
> seems to hold my interest or capture my music making heart any where 
> near as much as the RS has, I'll probably be buried with one.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Johnny wrote:
> >
> > Zam, out of curiosity, why did you set up on yahoo?
> >
> 
>
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18440|18418|2011-01-30 16:19:17|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
:-) its not a groovebox, its an instrument...

Am 30.01.2011 19:30, schrieb J M:

>
> Wasted relinquished the group to me a few years ago. He wasn't the 
> original mod, not sure what happened to them. I was a heavy 
> participator and RS advocate for a few years before that and I've 
> trouble seeing myself considering using anything else... I've got 
> quite a lot of gear, and try and tried a lot of other gear, nothing 
> seems to hold my interest or capture my music making heart any where 
> near as much as the RS has, I'll probably be buried with one.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Johnny wrote:
> >
> > Zam, out of curiosity, why did you set up on yahoo?
> >
> 
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18441|18418|2011-01-31 01:05:53|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Tried to do the new user registration over at the RS7000.org forum and yeah it doesn't seem to be working, I never got the email confirmation. 

We won't be able to get new users on there until that is fixed.

Thanks for the kind words guys... I'm still up for considering options, but I don't think I could abandon this place altogether and force users to getting their questions
answered somewhere else until I know the place would be worthy of it first, I just don't see that happening right now.

I'd also like to mention that I am a regular over on the Vintage Synthesizer Forums.

http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/

Its not very often but I usually respond to queries folks have on the RS7000 over there too if I catch them, as well as a lot of other non RS related stuff.

Zam

Zam
| 18442|18418|2011-01-31 04:39:41|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Was thinking the email confirmation over on .org might need to be approved by the admin or a mod over there for it to go through as a spam prevention thing, but if they
aren't around well...

Was also thinking maybe of asking an admin over at one of those more popular forums like Gearsluts or VSEF or the likes to see if it'd be possible to host an RS7000 sub
forum that I could moderate. I like the idea of having something more open to the public and watched over if something where to happen to me, so that it wouldn't get
completely abandoned by moderation. Not sure I would want the regular joes on the rest of the forum to see it in as part of the main forum boards either, have it sort of
hidden from that so we could keep the rift raft on non RS junk and haters out too, not sure if that is even possible tho or any of them would want to cater to us in such a
way.

Just another idea, haven't asked anyone about doing that yet.

Zam
| 18443|18418|2011-01-31 05:40:53|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
We definitely need an active Moderator, Zam has done a great job and is 
the soul of the RS forum. So I agree, if Zam wants to keep this site as 
the principal one and there is no disquiet, then that is where we stay.

But taking on Bob Humids point, there should also be some constructive 
feedback on the best home, and if someone can make a suggestion that we 
agree is better than yahoo and the migration is easy, then so be it. So 
far no one has presented that option to me.

As I said before, I like the interaction via email on this site, and it 
is all tracked on Yahoo Groups, the dialogue is constructive with no 
trolls, plus I can participate without having to log into yet another 
web based interface. So I am happy to stay put.

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/


The only thing we do need is another Administrator, so if Zam disappears 
we can keep control.

On 31/01/2011 4:48 AM, florisvanrijswijk wrote:
>
> Zam, in a way its you that has the say in this, imo.
>
> As moderator and most active participant you could just state:
> "Well all, i'm over to 'this-or-that-forum' were we'll continue this 
> RS business."
> and then keep checking the yahoo group and replying to anybody who 
> posts a message:
> "Hello, we're now at 'this-or-that-forum' please post your question 
> there. This yahoo group is dormant and is no longer used. Bye!"
> :)
>
> On the other hand, for me this yahoo group works just fine. I have no 
> problem with it and see no benefit on moving to another place. I like 
> the regular email I get with the latest posts. It works ...
> People post a question and it gets answered, either here or in some 
> forum. What's the difference?
>
> The only gain in moving to another place would be if the RS info is 
> fragmented between some forum and this group. If so, I would like to 
> see it consolidated into one place. But I think the RS forum is 
> dormant and this yahoo group is alive, right?
>
> We need Zam as our moderator because he is THE ONE that has been 
> consistently present for years to help RS people out. So whatever 
> place it will be, it has to be moderated by Zam.
>
> I'll be were Zam wants to be.
>
> Regards,
> Floris
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18444|18418|2011-01-31 05:42:45|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Dont like the idea of VSEF or gearsluts sub board.

Someone may like to try contacting the owner of the rs7000.org site, I 
imagine it wont be hosted for ever! Details can be found at 
http://www.whoismydomain.com/results.php?authenticity_token=2d35bedd0a7dab07d2088607bdf399b8&search=rs7000.org

On 31/01/2011 7:39 PM, J M wrote:
>
> Was thinking the email confirmation over on .org might need to be 
> approved by the admin or a mod over there for it to go through as a 
> spam prevention thing, but if they aren't around well...
>
> Was also thinking maybe of asking an admin over at one of those more 
> popular forums like Gearsluts or VSEF or the likes to see if it'd be 
> possible to host an RS7000 sub forum that I could moderate. I like the 
> idea of having something more open to the public and watched over if 
> something where to happen to me, so that it wouldn't get completely 
> abandoned by moderation. Not sure I would want the regular joes on the 
> rest of the forum to see it in as part of the main forum boards 
> either, have it sort of hidden from that so we could keep the rift 
> raft on non RS junk and haters out too, not sure if that is even 
> possible tho or any of them would want to cater to us in such a way.
>
> Just another idea, haven't asked anyone about doing that yet.
>
> Zam
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18445|18418|2011-01-31 05:43:57|Johnny|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
with 128k members and the latest being today, seems that the site is hacked.

http://www.whoismydomain.com/results.php?authenticity_token=2d35bedd0a7dab07d2088607bdf399b8&search=rs7000.org


On 31/01/2011 4:05 PM, J M wrote:
>
> Tried to do the new user registration over at the RS7000.org forum and 
> yeah it doesn't seem to be working, I never got the email confirmation.
>
> We won't be able to get new users on there until that is fixed.
>
> Thanks for the kind words guys... I'm still up for considering 
> options, but I don't think I could abandon this place altogether and 
> force users to getting their questions answered somewhere else until I 
> know the place would be worthy of it first, I just don't see that 
> happening right now.
>
> I'd also like to mention that I am a regular over on the Vintage 
> Synthesizer Forums.
>
> http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/
>
> Its not very often but I usually respond to queries folks have on the 
> RS7000 over there too if I catch them, as well as a lot of other non 
> RS related stuff.
>
> Zam
>
> Zam
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18446|18418|2011-01-31 05:58:44|kara@kara-moon.com|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Hi Zam

To be honnest I didn't follow the whole discussion, but if you need a 
RS board, we can host it at www.kara=moon.com/forum.
I could make a special board with you as admin for the board.
The only thing is, I can't hide it for the rest of the forum, 
administration of 'special' members would be to cumbersum. But I can 
hide it for visitors, so it would only be available for members.

Rony

Quoting J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>:

> Was thinking the email confirmation over on .org might need to be 
> approved by the admin or a mod over there for it to go through as a 
> spam prevention thing, but if they aren't around well...
>
> Was also thinking maybe of asking an admin over at one of those more 
> popular forums like Gearsluts or VSEF or the likes to see if it'd 
> be possible to host an RS7000 sub forum that I could moderate. I 
> like the idea of having something more open to the public and 
> watched over if something where to happen to me, so that it 
> wouldn't get completely abandoned by moderation. Not sure I would 
> want the regular joes on the rest of the forum to see it in as part 
> of the main forum boards either, have it sort of hidden from that 
> so we could keep the rift raft on non RS junk and haters out too, 
> not sure if that is even possible tho or any of them would want to 
> cater to us in such a way.
>
> Just another idea, haven't asked anyone about doing that yet.
>
> Zam
>
>

| 18447|18418|2011-01-31 06:28:29|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Thanks, I'll look at and do some considering...

I googled "better than yahoo groups" to see what else might be out there and looking in them as well. So far there seems to be some interesting candidates. One thing I've
not mentioned yet is that costing nothing is a really nice feature too.

I might give some of these alternatives to yahoo groups a test drive to see if anything clicks with me. This may take some time, but if one stands out then I'll let you guys
know about it and we can all give it a go I suppose. If there are any places you guys want me to take a look at specifically, yeah let me know about them.

In the mean time, I won't let this play die either as long as I can help it. To have get a new primary home for us RS's will have to compete for an already well established
one, even it does suck in a lot of ways.

kind of ironic, I was going to try to stay out of this conversation, but talking about this has actually boosted this place's activity by quite a bit which makes it even harder

http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com


to leave ;) 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, kara@... wrote:
>
> Hi Zam
> 
> To be honnest I didn't follow the whole discussion, but if you need a 
> RS board, we can host it at www.kara=moon.com/forum.
> I could make a special board with you as admin for the board.
> The only thing is, I can't hide it for the rest of the forum, 
> administration of 'special' members would be to cumbersum. But I can 
> hide it for visitors, so it would only be available for members.
> 
> Rony

| 18448|18418|2011-01-31 06:43:57|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
This is a good idea but not necessarly needed here. Somewhere once I seen an option to reclaim a group if it has been abandoned by its admin/mods. If something did
happen to me and I left you guys hanging then I'd hope one of you other knowledgeable RSers could find it and take care of the group.

I'll have to look in to how having a backup mod or co-moderator would work here as well tho, and if the rest of you guys still think it is necessary then I'll worry about
getting that set up a bit later.

Zam

> The only thing we do need is another Administrator, so if Zam disappears 
> we can keep control.

| 18449|18418|2011-01-31 08:30:00|J M|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far for us.

*Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their Google Docs service. Plus its basically
the same thing as here which is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.

*ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far: 

http://rs7000.proboards.com

Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc.. Minuses, free hosting includes adverts, no
file hosting as far as I can tell so far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character limit per message which could be bad or good.

GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say until something goes wrong and need help:

http://rs7000.groupsite.com

Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at yet, Group email settings and features similar to here it seems. Minuses, not a message forum,
advertisements.

*RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:

http://data.rs7000.org/forums

Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and sending now:

Hi Daren,

I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has been discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are still around the old forum or have
any interest still in it?

I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with similar features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving this place too as an alternative to the
Yahoo Group.

Thanks!

Zam

Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems odd so many yet so few posts, so
yeah I agree I think the board might be compromised.

Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less work and pain in the rump for me, I still got
some more looking around and research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...

Zam
|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
http://rs7000.groupsite.com/
http://data.rs7000.org/forums


18450|18418|2011-01-31 08:32:36|Matt|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I love vintagesynth.

On Jan 31, 2011 12:05 AM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> Tried to do the new user registration over at the RS7000.org forum and
yeah it doesn't seem to be working, I never got the email confirmation.
>
> We won't be able to get new users on there until that is fixed.
>
> Thanks for the kind words guys... I'm still up for considering options,
but I don't think I could abandon this place altogether and force users to
getting their questions answered somewhere else until I know the place would
be worthy of it first, I just don't see that happening right now.
>
> I'd also like to mention that I am a regular over on the Vintage
Synthesizer Forums.
>
> http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/
>
> Its not very often but I usually respond to queries folks have on the
RS7000 over there too if I catch them, as well as a lot of other non RS
related stuff.
>
> Zam
>
> Zam
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18451|18451|2011-01-31 10:22:59|the_tenstrip|Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one. Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help. Does anyone know what's the part number ,
or where I could get one.
| 18452|18451|2011-01-31 10:26:16|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
basically, knowing the voltage and polarity you should be able to 
replace it by one of the multi-purpose power-supplies..

guys, wouldnt you agree?

Am 31.01.2011 18:22, schrieb the_tenstrip:

>
> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one. 
> Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help. Does anyone 
> know what's the part number , or where I could get one.
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18453|18451|2011-01-31 10:28:31|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
ah. crap. you mean the build-in power supply...

just open the machine and look at its specs. you need size and voltage 
to fit.. its a very standard power supply...

your local yamaha support should also be able to tell you how to get one...

Am 31.01.2011 18:22, schrieb the_tenstrip:

>
> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one. 
> Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help. Does anyone 
> know what's the part number , or where I could get one.
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
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tech ::: editor
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http://bobhumid.de/
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https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18454|18418|2011-01-31 10:42:01|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Wam Bam Zam. :D

thanx man... some great input here..

do you know if we can post images in that forums down? .. diagramms 
etc.. be it externally linked or internally (upload like in tumblr)

Am 31.01.2011 16:29, schrieb J M:

>
> Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far for us.
>
> *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting 
> abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their 
> Google Docs service. Plus its basically the same thing as here which 
> is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
>
> *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far:
>
> http://rs7000.proboards.com
>
> Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login 
> somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc.. Minuses, 
> free hosting includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can tell so 
> far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character limit 
> per message which could be bad or good.
>
> GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say 
> until something goes wrong and need help:
>
> http://rs7000.groupsite.com
>
> Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at yet, 
> Group email settings and features similar to here it seems. Minuses, 
> not a message forum, advertisements.
>
> *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
>
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums
>
> Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm 
> emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and 
> sending now:
>
> Hi Daren,
>
> I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has been 
> discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are still 
> around the old forum or have any interest still in it?
>
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https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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> I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with similar 
> features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving this 
> place too as an alternative to the Yahoo Group.
>
> Thanks!
>
> Zam
>
> Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and 
> guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems odd 
> so many yet so few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might be 
> compromised.
>
> Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty 
> partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less work 
> and pain in the rump for me, I still got some more looking around and 
> research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...
>
> Zam
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
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tech ::: editor
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln
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http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18455|18418|2011-01-31 11:38:20|Peter|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Hi folks. I like the touch of underground here. So if it exist a rs forum it would be nice if it were closed. So that the people just interduce your self befor they get full
acess. I was searching i think 3/4 year when i found this group. Here it is like a secret society, that, i like very much. I think also that the hole music scene has to go
underground. There are so many laptopliveacts out there, they should not notice how can you produce this fucking weired sound, sequenzes and so on. Hope you
understand my bad english, sorry 4 that ;) 

WE GOING DEEPER UNDERGROUND

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> Wam Bam Zam. :D
> 
> thanx man... some great input here..
> 
> do you know if we can post images in that forums down? .. diagramms 
> etc.. be it externally linked or internally (upload like in tumblr)
> 
> Am 31.01.2011 16:29, schrieb J M:
> >
> > Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far for us.
> >
> > *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting 
> > abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their 
> > Google Docs service. Plus its basically the same thing as here which 
> > is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
> >
> > *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far:
> >
> > http://rs7000.proboards.com
> >
> > Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login 
> > somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc.. Minuses, 
> > free hosting includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can tell so 
> > far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character limit 
> > per message which could be bad or good.
> >
> > GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say 
> > until something goes wrong and need help:
> >
> > http://rs7000.groupsite.com
> >
> > Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at yet, 
> > Group email settings and features similar to here it seems. Minuses, 
> > not a message forum, advertisements.
> >
> > *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
> >
> > http://data.rs7000.org/forums
> >
> > Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm 
> > emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and 
> > sending now:
> >
> > Hi Daren,
> >
> > I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has been 
> > discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are still 
> > around the old forum or have any interest still in it?
> >
> > I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with similar 
> > features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving this 
> > place too as an alternative to the Yahoo Group.
> >
> > Thanks!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and 
> > guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems odd 
> > so many yet so few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might be 
> > compromised.
> >
> > Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty 
> > partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less work 
> > and pain in the rump for me, I still got some more looking around and 
> > research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://data.rs7000.org/forums


> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> 
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> 
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> 
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> 
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> 
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
> 
> /.-)
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18456|18418|2011-01-31 12:54:59|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
hmm. I agree on the "going underground"-manifesto. its all my saying for 
2011.

but:
a technical / help forum / group for the RS7000 should be helping anyone 
with an RS ...

Am 31.01.2011 19:38, schrieb Peter:

>
> Hi folks. I like the touch of underground here. So if it exist a rs 
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> forum it would be nice if it were closed. So that the people just 
> interduce your self befor they get full acess. I was searching i think 
> 3/4 year when i found this group. Here it is like a secret society, 
> that, i like very much. I think also that the hole music scene has to 
> go underground. There are so many laptopliveacts out there, they 
> should not notice how can you produce this fucking weired sound, 
> sequenzes and so on. Hope you understand my bad english, sorry 4 that ;)
>
> WE GOING DEEPER UNDERGROUND
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > Wam Bam Zam. :D
> >
> > thanx man... some great input here..
> >
> > do you know if we can post images in that forums down? .. diagramms
> > etc.. be it externally linked or internally (upload like in tumblr)
> >
> > Am 31.01.2011 16:29, schrieb J M:
> > >
> > > Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far for us.
> > >
> > > *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting
> > > abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their
> > > Google Docs service. Plus its basically the same thing as here which
> > > is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
> > >
> > > *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far:
> > >
> > > http://rs7000.proboards.com
> > >
> > > Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login
> > > somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc.. 
> Minuses,
> > > free hosting includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can 
> tell so
> > > far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character limit
> > > per message which could be bad or good.
> > >
> > > GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say
> > > until something goes wrong and need help:
> > >
> > > http://rs7000.groupsite.com
> > >
> > > Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at 
> yet,
> > > Group email settings and features similar to here it seems. Minuses,
> > > not a message forum, advertisements.
> > >
> > > *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
> > >
> > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums
> > >
> > > Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm
> > > emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and
> > > sending now:
> > >
> > > Hi Daren,
> > >
> > > I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has been
> > > discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are still
> > > around the old forum or have any interest still in it?
> > >
> > > I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with similar
> > > features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving this
> > > place too as an alternative to the Yahoo Group.
> > >
> > > Thanks!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and
> > > guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems 
> odd
> > > so many yet so few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might be
> > > compromised.
> > >
> > > Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty
> > > partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less work
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> > > and pain in the rump for me, I still got some more looking around and
> > > research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > 50823 Köln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18457|18418|2011-01-31 12:58:50|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
about secret society... it could be fun though..

why dont we force new forum members to put-in their serial-number?
it could be displayed in a fancy way as signature... could look cool.

Am 31.01.2011 20:54, schrieb Robert Feuchtl:

>
> hmm. I agree on the "going underground"-manifesto. its all my saying for
> 2011.
>
> but:
> a technical / help forum / group for the RS7000 should be helping anyone
> with an RS ...
>
> Am 31.01.2011 19:38, schrieb Peter:
> >
> > Hi folks. I like the touch of underground here. So if it exist a rs
> > forum it would be nice if it were closed. So that the people just
> > interduce your self befor they get full acess. I was searching i think
> > 3/4 year when i found this group. Here it is like a secret society,
> > that, i like very much. I think also that the hole music scene has to
> > go underground. There are so many laptopliveacts out there, they

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
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> > should not notice how can you produce this fucking weired sound,
> > sequenzes and so on. Hope you understand my bad english, sorry 4 that ;)
> >
> > WE GOING DEEPER UNDERGROUND
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> ,
> > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > Wam Bam Zam. :D
> > >
> > > thanx man... some great input here..
> > >
> > > do you know if we can post images in that forums down? .. diagramms
> > > etc.. be it externally linked or internally (upload like in tumblr)
> > >
> > > Am 31.01.2011 16:29, schrieb J M:
> > > >
> > > > Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far 
> for us.
> > > >
> > > > *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting
> > > > abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their
> > > > Google Docs service. Plus its basically the same thing as here which
> > > > is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
> > > >
> > > > *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far:
> > > >
> > > > http://rs7000.proboards.com
> > > >
> > > > Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login
> > > > somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc..
> > Minuses,
> > > > free hosting includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can
> > tell so
> > > > far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character limit
> > > > per message which could be bad or good.
> > > >
> > > > GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say
> > > > until something goes wrong and need help:
> > > >
> > > > http://rs7000.groupsite.com
> > > >
> > > > Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at
> > yet,
> > > > Group email settings and features similar to here it seems. Minuses,
> > > > not a message forum, advertisements.
> > > >
> > > > *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
> > > >
> > > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums
> > > >
> > > > Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm
> > > > emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and
> > > > sending now:
> > > >
> > > > Hi Daren,
> > > >
> > > > I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has been
> > > > discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are 
> still
> > > > around the old forum or have any interest still in it?
> > > >
> > > > I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with 
> similar
> > > > features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving this
> > > > place too as an alternative to the Yahoo Group.
> > > >
> > > > Thanks!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and
> > > > guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems
> > odd
> > > > so many yet so few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might be
> > > > compromised.
> > > >
> > > > Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty
> > > > partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less 
> work
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> > > > and pain in the rump for me, I still got some more looking 
> around and
> > > > research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --
> > > B O B H U M I D
> > >
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > >
> > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > grafic ::: designer
> > > music ::: producer
> > > tech ::: editor
> > > dj :::
> > >
> > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > >
> > > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> > >
> > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > http://bobhumid.de
> > >
> > > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> > >
> > > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > >
> > > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > >
> > > DISCOGRAPHY
> > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > >
> > > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> > >
> > > c/o
> > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > > 50823 Köln
> > >
> > > /.-)
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
>
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
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> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 Köln
>
> /.-)
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM

http://bobhumid.de/
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MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18458|18418|2011-01-31 14:02:14|Matt|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Hardware head here.

I got on this list because I wanted a rs-7000. I watched the list like a
hawk until someone sold theirs, which I bought from them. When I got it it
came with aieb2, and scsi zip, which I wouldn't even know what those were if
it wasn't for this list.

would not have an RS-7000 if it wasn't for this list.

Now that said, I don't use it very much because I can't figure it out... but
learning new gear is a huge creative catalyst for me... so probably in the
summer when I get bored with my emu sequencer I'm going to dig the RS out of
the corner and figure out how to work it.

Performing with just a laptop and a controller seems so... gay (in a
completely non homophobic way)

On Mon, Jan 31, 2011 at 11:58 AM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

>
>
> about secret society... it could be fun though..
>
> why dont we force new forum members to put-in their serial-number?
> it could be displayed in a fancy way as signature... could look cool.
>
> Am 31.01.2011 20:54, schrieb Robert Feuchtl:
>
> >
> > hmm. I agree on the "going underground"-manifesto. its all my saying for
> > 2011.
> >
> > but:
> > a technical / help forum / group for the RS7000 should be helping anyone
> > with an RS ...
> >
> > Am 31.01.2011 19:38, schrieb Peter:
> > >
> > > Hi folks. I like the touch of underground here. So if it exist a rs
> > > forum it would be nice if it were closed. So that the people just
> > > interduce your self befor they get full acess. I was searching i think
> > > 3/4 year when i found this group. Here it is like a secret society,

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
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> > > that, i like very much. I think also that the hole music scene has to
> > > go underground. There are so many laptopliveacts out there, they
> > > should not notice how can you produce this fucking weired sound,
> > > sequenzes and so on. Hope you understand my bad english, sorry 4 that
> ;)
> > >
> > > WE GOING DEEPER UNDERGROUND
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com > RS7000%40yahoogroups.com >
> > >,
> > > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Wam Bam Zam. :D
> > > >
> > > > thanx man... some great input here..
> > > >
> > > > do you know if we can post images in that forums down? .. diagramms
> > > > etc.. be it externally linked or internally (upload like in tumblr)
> > > >
> > > > Am 31.01.2011 16:29, schrieb J M:
> > > > >
> > > > > Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far
> > for us.
> > > > >
> > > > > *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting
> > > > > abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their
> > > > > Google Docs service. Plus its basically the same thing as here
> which
> > > > > is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
> > > > >
> > > > > *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://rs7000.proboards.com
> > > > >
> > > > > Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login
> > > > > somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc..
> > > Minuses,
> > > > > free hosting includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can
> > > tell so
> > > > > far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character
> limit
> > > > > per message which could be bad or good.
> > > > >
> > > > > GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say
> > > > > until something goes wrong and need help:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://rs7000.groupsite.com
> > > > >
> > > > > Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at
> > > yet,
> > > > > Group email settings and features similar to here it seems.
> Minuses,
> > > > > not a message forum, advertisements.
> > > > >
> > > > > *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://data.rs7000.org/forums
> > > > >
> > > > > Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm
> > > > > emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and
> > > > > sending now:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi Daren,
> > > > >
> > > > > I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has
> been
> > > > > discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are
> > still
> > > > > around the old forum or have any interest still in it?
> > > > >
> > > > > I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with
> > similar
> > > > > features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving
> this
> > > > > place too as an alternative to the Yahoo Group.
> > > > >
> > > > > Thanks!
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and
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> > > > > guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems
> > > odd
> > > > > so many yet so few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might
> be
> > > > > compromised.
> > > > >
> > > > > Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty
> > > > > partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less
> > work
> > > > > and pain in the rump for me, I still got some more looking
> > around and
> > > > > research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --
> > > > B O B H U M I D
> > > >
> > > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > > >
> > > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > > grafic ::: designer
> > > > music ::: producer
> > > > tech ::: editor
> > > > dj :::
> > > >
> > > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > > >
> > > > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > > > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > > > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > > > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > > > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > > > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > > > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > > > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > > > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > > > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > > > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > > > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> > > >
> > > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > > http://bobhumid.de
> > > >
> > > > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > > > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> > > >
> > > > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > > > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> > > >
> > > > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > > > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> > > >
> > > > DISCOGRAPHY
> > > > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> > > >
> > > > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > > > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> > > >
> > > > c/o
> > > > Robert Feuchtl
> > > > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > > > 50823 K�ln
> > > >
> > > > /.-)
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
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> > >
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
> > NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> > NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> > NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> > NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> > MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> > NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> > NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> > NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> > NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> > GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> > http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
> >
> > BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> > https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
> >
> > ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> > http://myspace.com/bobhumid
> >
> > DISCOGRAPHY
> > http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
> >
> > BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> > http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
> >
> > c/o
> > Robert Feuchtl
> > Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> > 50823 K�ln
> >
> > /.-)
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
>
> --
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM

http://bobhumid.de/
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> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>
> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>
> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>
> DISCOGRAPHY
> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>
> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>
> c/o
> Robert Feuchtl
> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
> 50823 K�ln
>
> /.-)
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18459|18418|2011-01-31 14:17:53|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
haha :-) yes. I feel exactly the same...

I am looking for a case for this setup:
http://bobhumid.tumblr.com/live

my best choice in order to get the functionality of something like a 
Roland MV8000 (for live) but with all that incredible interface-handling 
and extras that the RS has...

I already tried out the SYNC AW1600 as Master -> RS7000 as Slave and it 
works perfect. .. the AW gives me 16 tracks of HD plus 64 MB of 
extra-loop-slicing-capabilities per song .... plus its a full featured 
digital mixer ...

now I'd love a forum where I can post an image..

;-)

Am 31.01.2011 22:02, schrieb Matt:

> Performing with just a laptop and a controller seems so... gay (in a
> completely non homophobic way)
>
> On Mon, Jan 31, 2011 at 11:58 AM, Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:
>
>>
>> about secret society... it could be fun though..
>>
>> why dont we force new forum members to put-in their serial-number?
>> it could be displayed in a fancy way as signature... could look cool.
>>

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
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>> Am 31.01.2011 20:54, schrieb Robert Feuchtl:
>>
>>> hmm. I agree on the "going underground"-manifesto. its all my saying for
>>> 2011.
>>>
>>> but:
>>> a technical / help forum / group for the RS7000 should be helping anyone
>>> with an RS ...
>>>
>>> Am 31.01.2011 19:38, schrieb Peter:
>>>> Hi folks. I like the touch of underground here. So if it exist a rs
>>>> forum it would be nice if it were closed. So that the people just
>>>> interduce your self befor they get full acess. I was searching i think
>>>> 3/4 year when i found this group. Here it is like a secret society,
>>>> that, i like very much. I think also that the hole music scene has to
>>>> go underground. There are so many laptopliveacts out there, they
>>>> should not notice how can you produce this fucking weired sound,
>>>> sequenzes and so on. Hope you understand my bad english, sorry 4 that
>> ;)
>>>> WE GOING DEEPER UNDERGROUND
>>>>
>>>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com >> RS7000%40yahoogroups.com>
>>> >,
>>>> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>>>>> Wam Bam Zam. :D
>>>>>
>>>>> thanx man... some great input here..
>>>>>
>>>>> do you know if we can post images in that forums down? .. diagramms
>>>>> etc.. be it externally linked or internally (upload like in tumblr)
>>>>>
>>>>> Am 31.01.2011 16:29, schrieb J M:
>>>>>> Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far
>>> for us.
>>>>>> *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting
>>>>>> abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their
>>>>>> Google Docs service. Plus its basically the same thing as here
>> which
>>>>>> is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far:
>>>>>>
>>>>>> http://rs7000.proboards.com
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login
>>>>>> somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc..
>>>> Minuses,
>>>>>> free hosting includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can
>>>> tell so
>>>>>> far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character
>> limit
>>>>>> per message which could be bad or good.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say
>>>>>> until something goes wrong and need help:
>>>>>>
>>>>>> http://rs7000.groupsite.com
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at
>>>> yet,
>>>>>> Group email settings and features similar to here it seems.
>> Minuses,
>>>>>> not a message forum, advertisements.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
>>>>>>
>>>>>> http://data.rs7000.org/forums
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm
>>>>>> emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and
>>>>>> sending now:
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Hi Daren,
>>>>>>
>>>>>> I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has
>> been
>>>>>> discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are
>>> still
>>>>>> around the old forum or have any interest still in it?
>>>>>>
>>>>>> I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with
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>>> similar
>>>>>> features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving
>> this
>>>>>> place too as an alternative to the Yahoo Group.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Thanks!
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Zam
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and
>>>>>> guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems
>>>> odd
>>>>>> so many yet so few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might
>> be
>>>>>> compromised.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty
>>>>>> partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less
>>> work
>>>>>> and pain in the rump for me, I still got some more looking
>>> around and
>>>>>> research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Zam
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> --
>>>>> B O B H U M I D
>>>>>
>>>>> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>>>>>
>>>>> mastering ::: engineer
>>>>> grafic ::: designer
>>>>> music ::: producer
>>>>> tech ::: editor
>>>>> dj :::
>>>>>
>>>>> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>>>>>
>>>>> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
>>>>> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
>>>>> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>>>> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
>>>>> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
>>>>> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
>>>>> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
>>>>> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
>>>>> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
>>>>> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
>>>>> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>>>>>
>>>>> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
>>>>> http://bobhumid.de
>>>>>
>>>>> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
>>>>> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>>>>>
>>>>> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
>>>>> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>>>>>
>>>>> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
>>>>> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>>>>>
>>>>> DISCOGRAPHY
>>>>> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>>>>>
>>>>> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
>>>>> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>>>>>
>>>>> c/o
>>>>> Robert Feuchtl
>>>>> Nussbaumerstrasse 37

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


>>>>> 50823 Köln
>>>>>
>>>>> /.-)
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>>>>
>>>>
>>> --
>>> B O B H U M I D
>>>
>>> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>>>
>>> mastering ::: engineer
>>> grafic ::: designer
>>> music ::: producer
>>> tech ::: editor
>>> dj :::
>>>
>>> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>>>
>>> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
>>> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
>>> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
>>> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
>>> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>>> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
>>> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
>>> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
>>> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
>>> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
>>> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
>>> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
>>> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>>>
>>> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
>>> http://bobhumid.de
>>>
>>> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
>>> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>>>
>>> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
>>> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>>>
>>> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
>>> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>>>
>>> DISCOGRAPHY
>>> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>>>
>>> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
>>> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>>>
>>> c/o
>>> Robert Feuchtl
>>> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
>>> 50823 Köln
>>>
>>> /.-)
>>>
>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>>
>>>
>> --
>> B O B H U M I D
>>
>> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>>
>> mastering ::: engineer
>> grafic ::: designer
>> music ::: producer
>> tech ::: editor
>> dj :::
>>

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm


>> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>>
>> mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
>> NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
>> NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
>> NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
>> MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
>> NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
>> MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
>> NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
>> NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
>> NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
>> NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
>> NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm
>>
>> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
>> http://bobhumid.de
>>
>> GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
>> http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com
>>
>> BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
>> https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
>>
>> ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
>> http://myspace.com/bobhumid
>>
>> DISCOGRAPHY
>> http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
>>
>> BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
>> http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
>>
>> c/o
>> Robert Feuchtl
>> Nussbaumerstrasse 37
>> 50823 Köln
>>
>> /.-)
>>
>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>
>>
>>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> FAQ: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
> Yamaha Official: http://www.motifator.com
> Yamaha Official: http://www.yamahasynth.com
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/faq/rs7k-faq.html
http://www.motifator.com/
http://www.yamahasynth.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNMNNNNmddhss+/::--:/hdhNMMNNMMMMMMMM
NNNNNNNNNmmmmdyyo/:::--:yNdmMMMMMMMMNMMM
NNNmNNNNmmmhyyys/::-----oNdmMMMMMNNNNMMM
NNMNmNmmdmdy+oyo+/oo:::/dmhNMMMMMMMMMMMM
dmNMmmmmddhs+/:::oyy/:ymmmNNNMMMMMMMMMMM
NNMNmdmmddhso/::/hdy/:ymNNMMNMMNMMMMMMMM
NMMNddmmmdyso/::/sss:/NNNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMNmmmmmmyso////+::/mMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNNmmmmmhyo///:::+dNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MNNNNmyyhhhhds+:::omNNmNNNmmmNNNMMMMMMMM
NMNNhdy/::/oymdhyhNNmmmNmmNmmdmmNMMMMMMM
MNNNNdssddmNNhydmmmNmmmmNNNmmmNdmNNMNMMM
NNNNNNMNmy/:odmmmmmmmmmmmNmmmNmddddmNMMM
NNNNNNMNMm/:hMNmNNNNNmNNNNNmmmmddddddmNN
NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)
| 18460|18451|2011-01-31 15:31:40|drdrbass|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
Hi, the_tenstrip.

you wrote:

t> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one.
t> Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help.
t> Does anyone know what's the part number , or where I could get one.

well, i need it too.
i have working 110v PSU, but need 220v PSU.
someone want to exchange? :)

-- 
best regards,
drdrbass mailto:drdrbass@bk.ru
| 18461|18451|2011-01-31 23:19:54|J M|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
Part # appears to be V3612600 description Power Supply Unit B047. There is also a second one listed next to it as part # V3612700 description Power Supply Unit B048.
Don't know what the difference is so I'm assuming the first one is the main supply, the second one might go to something else in the RS even though they are refrenced as
the same part in the service manual. You might need both for all I know.

Not sure where to buy one of these tho, hate to tell you to try to get one from support@yamaha.com but if can't find one anywhere else it won't hurt to shoot them an
email and see if they've got any or if they can refer you to a parts vendor for it.

Hope you get it worked out, let us know how it goes.

Zam

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:drdrbass@bk.ru
mailto:support@yamaha.com


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "the_tenstrip" wrote:
>
> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one. Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help. Does anyone know what's the
part number , or where I could get one.
>

| 18462|18418|2011-02-01 01:42:11|Ian Vine|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Hi all,

another forum I subscribe to used to be a yahoo group but had to move as the moderator had disappeared. Google groups was the choice and it sucks big time.

If people want to post a photo, attach it or stick it in the files.

If you don't like getting emails of each post, change your settings to no email.

I think it would be a bad move to shift this forum and the files section to some privately hosted forum. People might want to run it now but what happens when time or
money become a problem? It could just get shutdown losing everything.

Yahoo ain't perfect but it's not the worst choice.

IanV, rs7k since it first came out.

On 31 Jan 2011, at 15:29, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Sorry long post, updating at what I've been looking at so far for us.
> 
> *Google Groups - Looks like they are taking down the file hosting abilities in it in favor of using attachments and linking to their Google Docs service. Plus
its basically the same thing as here which is not really the message forum style I think we are wanting.
> 
> *ProBoards.com - Looks like my most favorable so far: 
> 
> http://rs7000.proboards.com
> 
> Plusses, it is in message board form, has 'stickies', can login somehow via FaceBook,*Yahoo*,Twitter, Messenger, Google etc.. Minuses, free hosting
includes adverts, no file hosting as far as I can tell so far. Also happen to noticed I think there was a 6000 character limit per message which could be bad or
good.
> 
> GroupSite.com - It'd be better than Yahoo I think but hard to say until something goes wrong and need help:
> 
> http://rs7000.groupsite.com
> 
> Plusses, 5gigs free file hosting but I've not seen where thats at yet, Group email settings and features similar to here it seems. Minuses, not a message
forum, advertisements.
> 
> *RS7000.org - Revival of the old forum:
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums
> 
> Not sure if I could take over as an owner or mod there yet. I'm emailing them as I type this out, here is what I've got so far and sending now:
> 
> Hi Daren,
> 
> I'm Jason, Zamise over on the RS7000 Yahoo Group, and there has been discussions of reviving a forum. So, I was wondering if you are still around the old
forum or have any interest still in it?
> 
> I've been thinking about starting another group or forum with similar features elsewhere, but there could also be intrest in reviving this place too as an
alternative to the Yahoo Group.
> 
> Thanks!
> 
> Zam
> 
> Back to this message, I also noticed there where like 18 users and guests on that board at the moment I was looking at it which seems odd so many yet so
few posts, so yeah I agree I think the board might be compromised.
> 
> Anyhow, thats as far as I've got so far folks, I'm still pretty partial to keeping this Yahoo Group active and alive, a lot less work and pain in the rump for me,
I still got some more looking around and research to do, but any other ideas love to hear them...
> 
> Zam
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18463|18451|2011-02-01 02:56:57|Ian Vine|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
Possibly 110v or 230v part. Only one power supply in there.

I would recommend going to yamaha support. I've managed to get several spares for other gear and always decent price

IanV

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
http://rs7000.groupsite.com/
http://data.rs7000.org/forums


From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Cc: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 February 2011, 6:19
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS

  
Part # appears to be V3612600 description Power Supply Unit B047. There is also a second one listed next to it as part # V3612700 description Power Supply Unit B048.
Don't know what the difference is so I'm assuming the first one is the main supply, the second one might go to something else in the RS even though they are refrenced as
the same part in the service manual. You might need both for all I know.

Not sure where to buy one of these tho, hate to tell you to try to get one from support@yamaha.com but if can't find one anywhere else it won't hurt to shoot them an
email and see if they've got any or if they can refer you to a parts vendor for it.

Hope you get it worked out, let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "the_tenstrip" wrote:
>
> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one. Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help. Does anyone know what's the
part number , or where I could get one.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18464|18451|2011-02-01 04:10:05|drdrbass|Re[2]: [RS7000] Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply|
IV> Possibly 110v or 230v part. Only one power supply in there.
IV> I would recommend going to yamaha support.
IV> I've managed to get several spares for other gear and always decent price

yes, you've right

and YAMAHA A5000/A4000 have the same PSU

V3612600 Power Supply Unit J, U
V3612700 Power Supply Unit E, B

A: Australian model M: South African model
B: British model O: Chinese model
C: Canadian model Q: South-east Asia model
D: German model T: Taiwan model
E: European model U: U.S.A. model
F: French model V: General export model (110V)
H: North European model W: General export model (220V)
I: Indonesian model N,X: General export model
J: Japanese model Y: Export model
| 18465|18465|2011-02-01 10:13:45|hardyspicer|New Samples for your RS ??|
Hi 
if you want FREE samples for your RS then get on over to the Korg UK site and follow the link to Microsampler. Download all three sample packs and the librarian.
From within the librarian Export samples in WAV or AIFF. Some good quality samples and @ 48Khz. GO GET EM BOYS !!

Micky.
| 18466|18465|2011-02-01 11:53:34|Matt|Re: New Samples for your RS ??|
Nice

On Feb 1, 2011 9:13 AM, "hardyspicer" <hardyspicer@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
> Hi
> if you want FREE samples for your RS then get on over to the Korg UK site
and follow the link to Microsampler. Download all three sample packs and the
librarian. From within the librarian Export samples in WAV or AIFF. Some
good quality samples and @ 48Khz. GO GET EM BOYS !!
>
> Micky.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18467|18451|2011-02-02 14:08:20|Matt|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
Yikes. Psu is not switchable?

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:support@yamaha.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:hardyspicer@yahoo.co.uk


On Feb 1, 2011 11:17 AM, "drdrbass" <drdrbass@bk.ru> wrote:
> Hi, the_tenstrip.
>
> you wrote:
>
> t> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one.
> t> Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help.
> t> Does anyone know what's the part number , or where I could get one.
>
> well, i need it too.
> i have working 110v PSU, but need 220v PSU.
> someone want to exchange? :)
>
> --
> best regards,
> drdrbass mailto:drdrbass@bk.ru
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18468|18451|2011-02-02 15:26:38|sam w|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
i had an mpc2000 at time and when failed to power up i replaced the fuse and it worked so try replacing a fuse if the rs7000 has one.
 
lordmilitant

--- On Wed, 2/2/11, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote:

From: Matt <somatt@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, February 2, 2011, 9:08 PM

  

Yikes. Psu is not switchable?
On Feb 1, 2011 11:17 AM, "drdrbass" <drdrbass@bk.ru> wrote:
> Hi, the_tenstrip.
>
> you wrote:
>
> t> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one.
> t> Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help.
> t> Does anyone know what's the part number , or where I could get one.
>
> well, i need it too.
> i have working 110v PSU, but need 220v PSU.
> someone want to exchange? :)
>
> --
> best regards,
> drdrbass mailto:drdrbass@bk.ru
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18469|18451|2011-02-03 16:16:34|drdrbass|Re[2]: [RS7000] Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for|
M> Yikes. Psu is not switchable?

the "switching power supply" inside RS is switchable
just unplug connectors
| 18470|18451|2011-02-04 07:51:51|gazgridlock101|Re: Does anyone know where to get a new power supply for the RS|
No it's not mate. I like in the UK (240v) and have a US model (110v). I had to get a converter from an electronics shop. It was about £20.

mailto:drdrbass@bk.ru
mailto:drdrbass@bk.ru
mailto:somatt@gmail.com
mailto:somatt@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Yikes. Psu is not switchable?
> On Feb 1, 2011 11:17 AM, "drdrbass" wrote:
> > Hi, the_tenstrip.
> >
> > you wrote:
> >
> > t> I've figured out that it's the Power Supply Unit and need a new one.
> > t> Haven't seen one for sale, looking to this group for help.
> > t> Does anyone know what's the part number , or where I could get one.
> >
> > well, i need it too.
> > i have working 110v PSU, but need 220v PSU.
> > someone want to exchange? :)
> >
> > --
> > best regards,
> > drdrbass mailto:drdrbass@...
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18471|18471|2011-02-06 10:08:06|J M|Remix Comp on new Forum?|
I find myself going back to the proboard forum and looking in to it more than the other alternatives I had posted, so...

Thinking about kicking off the new forum with a remix competition or compilation or something like that to maybe help get some folks over there to see how it'd hold up.

Any thoughts?

This group has a definite niche hold on getting and giving help and has been and will remain a home for us RSers. On the other hand having a forum too might be better
for doing certain things as well and bringing the RS community a little closer together. It appears that both places ran smoothly together for a while, don't see why they
couldn't again, at least for a while I'd hope before either of them would get abandoned for the other one.

Lets see how it goes, not many visitors on it yet. Still in trial phase, so if interested you are welcome to give it a try:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/

Zam
| 18472|18471|2011-02-07 10:36:14|shakerz25|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
Thanks for all your work on this! I just got an RS7000 and look forward to learning from other users here or whatever forum gets used...

Whatever you decide on, please post the link in the Files or Links section of this Yahoo Group, so we can check in there and see what the latest choice is.

I personally don't check in here very often and don't receive the messages by email, so doing the above would save me reading through a bunch of old messages to see
what the latest RS7000 forum/resource is...

Thanks!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I find myself going back to the proboard forum and looking in to it more than the other alternatives I had posted, so...
> 
> Thinking about kicking off the new forum with a remix competition or compilation or something like that to maybe help get some folks over there to see
how it'd hold up.
> 
> Any thoughts?
> 
> This group has a definite niche hold on getting and giving help and has been and will remain a home for us RSers. On the other hand having a forum too
might be better for doing certain things as well and bringing the RS community a little closer together. It appears that both places ran smoothly together for a
while, don't see why they couldn't again, at least for a while I'd hope before either of them would get abandoned for the other one.
> 
> Lets see how it goes, not many visitors on it yet. Still in trial phase, so if interested you are welcome to give it a try:
> 
> http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> Zam
>

| 18473|18471|2011-02-07 11:19:40|J M|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
Good idea and done. Got one in the Links section and included the url in the Home description for this Group.

Zam/Moderator

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "shakerz25" wrote:
>
> Thanks for all your work on this! I just got an RS7000 and look forward to learning from other users here or whatever forum gets used...

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> 
> Whatever you decide on, please post the link in the Files or Links section of this Yahoo Group, so we can check in there and see what the latest choice is.
> 
> I personally don't check in here very often and don't receive the messages by email, so doing the above would save me reading through a bunch of old
messages to see what the latest RS7000 forum/resource is...
> 
> Thanks!
> 

| 18474|18418|2011-02-07 11:20:30|Adrian S|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
No offence bob, 
but if people like you got rid of your ridiculously long signature, 
and removed the gigantic quotes in your replies,
then it would make this group a lot less frustrating to read. ;)

I only managed to read 3/4s of this topic before giving up.

Most the time is spent hitting my Page Down key to get through all the quotes in posts, its extremely annoying.
| 18475|18418|2011-02-07 15:39:00|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
hey adrian,

I am eager to please your reading-experience in the near future...

this is what I mean with "email posts" like the yahoo-group ... its no 
fun to go thru ...I need this signature in my daily work and sometimes I 
forget to delete it. on the other hand I have not the slightest idea 
what you mean with ridiculously big quotes. what quotes? I don't quote...

cheers,

robert

Am 07.02.2011 19:20, schrieb Adrian S:

>
> No offence bob,
> but if people like you got rid of your ridiculously long signature,
> and removed the gigantic quotes in your replies,
> then it would make this group a lot less frustrating to read. ;)
>
> I only managed to read 3/4s of this topic before giving up.
>
> Most the time is spent hitting my Page Down key to get through all the 
> quotes in posts, its extremely annoying.
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18476|18418|2011-02-08 06:29:13|Adrian S|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
What quotes?

Have a look at your message: #18459 on this topic to see what i mean about long quotes.
Its not just you that are doing it, i think maybe if we had some guidelines on how to use the yahoo group to its full, and a few tips on viewing the information, it would
help a lot, and well if people actually followed them.

Its a pity you can't sticky topics in here though.
| 18477|18410|2011-02-08 06:52:31|Adrian S|Re: RS7000 vs. RM1x|
Too many people, especially new people tend to think that the RS7000 is only suited to techno and hard dance music. I'm not sure what gives this impression,
maybe its because the majority of demo videos people watch on youtube of dance music, or the fact people are too lazy to go past the first 2 drum kits, the 909 and 808.

The fact is, its a sequencer, sampler, drum machine with many built in sounds and especially patterns catering for almost any genre out there.

And if you don't like the built in drum sounds that come with it, you can always load in your own drum kits, with softer sounds.

Music equipment should never be thought to be limited by the built in sounds that come with it.



| 18478|18471|2011-02-08 08:28:29|Bryan David Rodgers|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
Just a note on the forum idea. I'm one of those that get the daily digests here. I never visited the previous RS forum as I have half a dozen other non-music forums I
frequent and since this has now turned into more a hobby, along with other things, I just keep up to date with the digest. 

Forum won't work for me and it will be sad to see this list dissipate. 

Cheers

-Bryan

Sent from my iPhone
| 18479|18471|2011-02-08 11:17:29|J M|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
Don't be sad. I've got a feeling that having a forum back up may actually boost posts here over the long run, we might even miss the days of 40 or less post counts a
month.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan David Rodgers wrote:
>
> Just a note on the forum idea. I'm one of those that get the daily digests here. I never visited the previous RS forum as I have half a dozen other non-music
forums I frequent and since this has now turned into more a hobby, along with other things, I just keep up to date with the digest. 
> 
> Forum won't work for me and it will be sad to see this list dissipate. 
> 
> Cheers
> 
> -Bryan
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
>

| 18480|18418|2011-02-08 14:08:23|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
I agree. 
Please don't post a long signature at the end of each message. 
And people, please stop automatically including the post you're replying to. 
Its very frustrating to me to read though the messages digest, when most of it consists of signatures and repetition of posts.
| 18481|18418|2011-02-08 14:16:53|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
If my petition to change over to a forum started this annoying "don't do 
this and don't do that"-behaviour I am very sorry...

ppl. come on ... :/ ...

I want to see the old post in the answer! otherwise I have to look it up 
in the email-history since I don't know what this other guy was refering 
too.. .THAT'll be annoying...

this is how email works. you reply on things. orginal mail-content is 
attached.

I'll watch my signautres now...

gee

Am 08.02.2011 22:08, schrieb florisvanrijswijk:

>
> I agree.
> Please don't post a long signature at the end of each message.
> And people, please stop automatically including the post you're 
> replying to.
> Its very frustrating to me to read though the messages digest, when 
> most of it consists of signatures and repetition of posts.
>
> 

-- 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18482|18471|2011-02-08 14:25:52|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
I like the proboards forum! Much rather use that forum than this Yahoo group. 

Zam and all, why don't we just all move here? 
Just reply to any post in this Yahoo group that we've moved and invite them to joint us here! :) (we even have real smilies there...)
| 18483|18418|2011-02-08 14:27:56|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|
Thanks Robert! :)
| 18484|18471|2011-02-09 03:19:34|Ian Vine|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
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Hi guys,

I still don't get the confusion here. This is a forum, it just so happens most people have signed up to get the email feed. Go to groups.yahoo.com sing in, change the
preferences fir this group to no email and browse, post and search as normal 

IanV

On 8 Feb 2011, at 18:17, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> 
> Don't be sad. I've got a feeling that having a forum back up may actually boost posts here over the long run, we might even miss the days of 40 or less post
counts a month.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bryan David Rodgers wrote:
> >
> > Just a note on the forum idea. I'm one of those that get the daily digests here. I never visited the previous RS forum as I have half a dozen other non-music
forums I frequent and since this has now turned into more a hobby, along with other things, I just keep up to date with the digest. 
> > 
> > Forum won't work for me and it will be sad to see this list dissipate. 
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > -Bryan
> > 
> > Sent from my iPhone
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18485|18471|2011-02-09 11:20:11|J M|Re: Remix Comp on new Forum?|
Thats how I've been doing it, and replying via the Messages view area instead of through email, except I still get every post through email too. Lets me stay on top of
things.

One thing I noticed that is really nice to have at the new forum tho is the ability to modify a post after its been posted. I will be using that feature a lot, I'm always
screwing up my wording or have to make an addendum follow up post here and everyone sees it, even if I delete the post, I think it still gets sent out to those receiving
emails.

Anyhow, just reminding all... this place isn't going bye bye any time soon, I'd miss it too much too. We can do one or the other, or do both and have twice the fun.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> 
> I still don't get the confusion here. This is a forum, it just so happens most people have signed up to get the email feed. Go to groups.yahoo.com sing in,
change the preferences fir this group to no email and browse, post and search as normal 
> 
> IanV

| 18486|18418|2011-02-09 12:10:29|Adrian S|Re: Petition to use the RS7000 Forum instead of the Yahoo-Group|

> I want to see the old post in the answer! otherwise I have to look it up 
> in the email-history since I don't know what this other guy was refering 

Bob i was never saying that quotes should be banned,
using them like this is perfectly fine.

I.E. What i have just done now, i quoted the part of your post i was referring to.

Its having nested quotes at the end of each post is what I find annoying and totally un-necessary, as it just leads to endless scrolling.

Notice how i don't have the entire topic quoted below this sentence............
| 18487|18487|2011-02-09 13:03:07|boiseculturejam|Daily Digest user,|
Greetings, I like the daily digest, BUT I visited the proboards forum and really like the idea of posting tracks, pix, and video on the fly. 
And maybe when any hot info on the rs7k hits the forum, the news might be announced on the listserv anyway. Or vise versa.

One Idea for the new forum would be to have a tutorial section, where, if I wanted to learn about... knob movements in edit mode, I could go to some kind of folder like
"MIDI" or "Control Change" and find everyone's posts of instructions and/or video on the subject. It could be a nice way to randomly organize a tutorial collection. Just a
thought.

regards, brad
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| 18489|18488|2011-02-09 20:41:14|J M|Don't click link in no subject email|
Don't click link in no subject email, I got a virus warning.

If I see any more of these from your handle I'll have to remove your account here, hope you get the problem fixed so that don't happen.

Zam/Moderator
| 18490|18487|2011-02-09 20:53:28|J M|Re: Daily Digest user,|
Glad your liking the forum, you've got a good idea there... I put up a Tips & Tricks area already, so I think I'll include tutorials in there as well. Thing is, I hope some of
you folks can come over and help provide some of that kind of content for us. I know there is a lot here already, and its going to take some time to get nearly as much
useful stuff over there compared to what we've already got here in the files section.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
>
> Greetings, I like the daily digest, BUT I visited the proboards forum and really like the idea of posting tracks, pix, and video on the fly. 
> And maybe when any hot info on the rs7k hits the forum, the news might be announced on the listserv anyway. Or vise versa.
> 
> One Idea for the new forum would be to have a tutorial section, where, if I wanted to learn about... knob movements in edit mode, I could go to some kind
of folder like "MIDI" or "Control Change" and find everyone's posts of instructions and/or video on the subject. It could be a nice way to randomly organize a
tutorial collection. Just a thought.
> 
> regards, brad
>

| 18491|18414|2011-02-12 09:46:41|Adrian S|Re: Question about sliceing|

> can we just all switch over please?

Hi bob, i actually tried registering on the rs7000 forums a few months back, but my account was never approved by the moderator.

And because it wasn't approved i couldn't actually send a message to the mods, because you're not authorized to view their profiles, not was there any e-mail address i
could contact.

I actually know one of the mods, hes a webmaster for another community, and he doesn't have much time to spend moderating that highly active community due to work.

The only way it could work if it was handed over to zam, but sure you're probably using the pro boards forum he set up by now.
| 18492|18492|2011-02-16 12:59:15|moshe_mualem|Rs7000 outputs level?|
heloo!
does anyone know what the rs output level is? (+4dbu or -10dbv)
and the output impedance?
and balance or unbalance?
and

thanks :]
| 18493|18492|2011-02-16 13:14:38|J M|Re: Rs7000 outputs level?|
Funny you should ask.

I'm not really sure know the answer to this question, however I have just been messing around with inserting my RS in to my compressor/gate/limiter for doing some
reverse ducking, which it has the +4 & -10 dbV switch on the inputs. What I noticed is that it made little to no difference between using either setting with the RS, but I've
been to leaving it at the +4 setting. So I'm assuming it is that or it just works better for me on that setting right now, but I could be wrong and it could just as well supposed
to be set for -10.

I'm assuming one is line level and the other is mic level, not sure which is which, but thinking mic level usually needs to be boosted for so that is probably the +4, the RS
outputs are line level as far as I know, so maybe I should be using the -10 on the compressor/gate. Also it should be considered that my compressor/gate may not be
working properly or I may not have it set up right too. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moshe_mualem" wrote:
>
> heloo!
> does anyone know what the rs output level is? (+4dbu or -10dbv)
> and the output impedance?
> and balance or unbalance?
> and
> 
> thanks :]
>

| 18494|18494|2011-02-16 17:12:31|sam|rs7000 difficulties|
for rs7000 owners, what are the wears & tears that are common with the rs7k and how do you cope with these issues. what improve do you wish to discuss. 

lordmilitant
| 18495|18494|2011-02-16 17:26:42|Frédéric Samamer|AW: [RS7000] rs7000 difficulties|
The thin sound of vinylsampled snares. Yesterday I loaded a 7 year old beat from 
my archieves into the RS and there was that snare I liked, but it didnt sound 
punchy at all.
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So I took Lo-Fi as masterfx(11Khz and powerbass ) and a multicomp as varifx and 
recorded that snare into my d8b mastered it and reimported it, now it sounds 
like comin from a SP1200, no joke.

________________________________
Von: sam <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com>
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Gesendet: Donnerstag, den 17. Februar 2011, 1:12:21 Uhr
Betreff: [RS7000] rs7000 difficulties

for rs7000 owners, what are the wears & tears that are common with the rs7k and 
how do you cope with these issues. what improve do you wish to discuss. 

lordmilitant

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18496|18494|2011-02-16 18:37:44|J M|Re: rs7000 difficulties|
I'm always worried about my knobs and minikeys going out on it since that seems like the most common things to wear and tare on it. I try not abuse them too much,
some paint wear I can't help, but I think as much as I've used my RS, its not too bad.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> for rs7000 owners, what are the wears & tears that are common with the rs7k and how do you cope with these issues. what improve do you wish to discuss. 
> 
> 
> lordmilitant
>

| 18497|18410|2011-02-17 04:14:53|pegaso|Re: RS7000 vs. RM1x|
Hi, 
sorry for the late reply, I haven't visited for a while. Anyway, try turning everything down in the mixer. The RS seems to saturate like analog if you push the mixer hard,
so tone down your sound levels.. Ie set your loudest sounds like kick and bass somewhere between 60-90 then mix everything else to suit. If you have any 'ducking' (like a
side chained compressor) then you need to turn everything down for a warmer/less hard, sound. Think of an analog mixer, if you have everything in the red you will have
'hard' distortion, if you have the levels too low then you have a clean/cold/brittle, warm is somewhere in the middle.

Defiantly do not sell the RS for an RM1X. Seriously. 

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "floppy_bobby" wrote:
>
> Dear musicfreakz,
> 
> I owned a RM1x before andwas amazed by the sound it made. Then I read about the RS7000. It said that the RS7000 is equal to the RM1x except that the
RS7000 is better due to the internal Sampler, with v1.22 also with better filter ...
> I am glad to be able to load also RM1x files into the RS7k, but unfortunately I am a little bit disappointed of the sound it makes.
> The RS7k sound so "Hard" - like as it´s made typically for Tekkkno and Gabber and stuff like this. Contrary the RM1x was soft and able to play warm
ambient sounds ...
> 
> Any ideas from you experienced RS7k Users how I can make up the RS7k sound like the RM1x - otherwise I will try sell the RS for a RM1x, and then I
would miss my Sampler :( ...
> 
> Thanks indeed for plenty replies ;)
>

| 18498|18414|2011-02-17 04:30:27|pegaso|Re: Question about sliceing|
Hi Peter,
When you record a sample, do job>export to .wav before you slice, then you always have a fresh copy on your smc/scsi.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Peter" wrote:
>
> Hi folks. I love this group. I have one question about the sample sliceing. When i do a slice job my sample is spred on vers. Keys. So what have i to do
when i want the sample at once like it was before i slice. Because when i make a new section the sample is also sliced i want it unbrokenly. What should i do
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to do the slicejob backwards. I hope u understand my bad english. Nice greets from vienna. 
> 
> Ps: This is my second account i am also peterwenz ;))
>

| 18499|18492|2011-02-17 15:01:33|moshe_mualem|Re: Rs7000 outputs level?|
yap i think its -10dbv like most of the synth's 
i still can't understand why there isnt info about it in the manual

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Funny you should ask.
> 
> I'm not really sure know the answer to this question, however I have just been messing around with inserting my RS in to my compressor/gate/limiter for
doing some reverse ducking, which it has the +4 & -10 dbV switch on the inputs. What I noticed is that it made little to no difference between using either
setting with the RS, but I've been to leaving it at the +4 setting. So I'm assuming it is that or it just works better for me on that setting right now, but I could be
wrong and it could just as well supposed to be set for -10.
> 
> I'm assuming one is line level and the other is mic level, not sure which is which, but thinking mic level usually needs to be boosted for so that is probably
the +4, the RS outputs are line level as far as I know, so maybe I should be using the -10 on the compressor/gate. Also it should be considered that my
compressor/gate may not be working properly or I may not have it set up right too. 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moshe_mualem" wrote:
> >
> > heloo!
> > does anyone know what the rs output level is? (+4dbu or -10dbv)
> > and the output impedance?
> > and balance or unbalance?
> > and
> > 
> > thanks :]
> >
>

| 18500|18500|2011-02-18 06:52:51|Robert Feuchtl|Dreaming?|
ah, man.

we need something like this for the RS7000 
http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulator-Roland-Yamaha-PSR-KORG-/170578260293?pt=PCC_Drives_Storage_Internal&hash=item27b741b145 
<http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulator-Roland-Yamaha-PSR-KORG-/170578260293?pt=PCC_Drives_Storage_Internal&hash=item27b741b145>

and its smart media slot...
<http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulator-Roland-Yamaha-PSR-KORG-/170578260293?pt=PCC_Drives_Storage_Internal&hash=item27b741b145> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

mNNNMMMMNMMMNmdddddmmmmdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMMM
NNNNMMMNNNNmdhhyso+/+oyhdhdNMMMMMMMMMMMM
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
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http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 K�ln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18501|18500|2011-02-19 05:26:06|Erwin Goossens|Re: Dreaming?|
Very niced,

I think this can be used with the yamaha su700 sampler
I gonna give it a try !

Thank you

--- On Fri, 2/18/11, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

From: Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de>
Subject: [RS7000] Dreaming?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, February 18, 2011, 2:52 PM

ah, man.

we need something like this for the RS7000 
http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulator-Roland-Yamaha-PSR-KORG-/170578260293?pt=PCC_Drives_Storage_Internal&hash=item27b741b145 
<http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulator-Roland-Yamaha-PSR-KORG-/170578260293?
pt=PCC_Drives_Storage_Internal&hash=item27b741b145>

and its smart media slot...
<http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulator-Roland-Yamaha-PSR-KORG-/170578260293?
pt=PCC_Drives_Storage_Internal&hash=item27b741b145> 

-- 
  B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D

  mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

  mastering ::: engineer
  grafic ::: designer
  music ::: producer
  tech ::: editor
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  NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
  NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

  MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
  http://bobhumid.de

  GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
  http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

  BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
  https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

  ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
  http://myspace.com/bobhumid

  DISCOGRAPHY
  http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

  BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
  http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

  c/o
  Robert Feuchtl
  Nussbaumerstrasse 37
  50823 Köln

  /.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18502|18500|2011-02-19 09:26:40|Matt|Re: Dreaming?|
For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.

On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens" <wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com> wrote:

Very niced,

I think this can be used with the yamaha su700 sampler
I gonna give it a try !

Thank you

--- On Fri, 2/18/11, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

From: Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de>
Subject: [RS7000] Dreaming?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, February 18, 2011, 2:52 PM

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
mailto:wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


ah, man.

we need something like this for the RS7000
http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulato...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18503|18500|2011-02-19 10:36:13|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Dreaming?|
its true, just bought one at ebay.

I was considering to buy some scsi-drives but this is still the most 
portable solution...

Am 19.02.2011 17:26, schrieb Matt:

> For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.
>
> On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens"<wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>
>
> Very niced,
>
> I think this can be used with the yamaha su700 sampler
> I gonna give it a try !
>
> Thank you
>
> --- On Fri, 2/18/11, Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:
>
> From: Robert Feuchtl<bob@bobhumid.de>
> Subject: [RS7000] Dreaming?
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, February 18, 2011, 2:52 PM
>
>
>
> ah, man.
>
> we need something like this for the RS7000
> http://cgi.ebay.com/720kb-2DD-Floppy-Emulato...
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
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NNNNNNMNMNdomNNNNNNmNNNNNNmmmmddmmmdddNN
NNNNNNNNNNdhmNNNNMMNNMMNNNNNNmmmmmmmmmmm
NNNNNNNNmNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMMMMNNNNNmmmmddmm

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)
| 18504|18500|2011-02-19 10:56:46|Matt|Re: Dreaming?|
scsi to ide adapters are around

On Feb 19, 2011 9:36 AM, "Robert Feuchtl" <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

its true, just bought one at ebay.

I was considering to buy some scsi-drives but this is still the most
portable solution...

Am 19.02.2011 17:26, schrieb Matt:

> For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.
>
> On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens" 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------...

> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...

> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS700...

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

master...
------------------------------------

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
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===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsub...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18505|18500|2011-02-19 11:26:30|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Dreaming?|
yes, but I am not willing to use external HDs and another power source 
while there are USB-drives or other small media around...

if you see a SCSI to USB (socket) adaptor, gimme a shout! :D

Am 19.02.2011 18:56, schrieb Matt:

>
> scsi to ide adapters are around
>
> On Feb 19, 2011 9:36 AM, "Robert Feuchtl" <bob@bobhumid.de 
> > wrote:
>
> its true, just bought one at ebay.
>
> I was considering to buy some scsi-drives but this is still the most
> portable solution...
>
> Am 19.02.2011 17:26, schrieb Matt:
>
> > For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.
> >
> > On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens" > .
>
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------...
>
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
>
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS700...
>
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> master...
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsub...
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/


tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18506|18500|2011-02-19 11:33:22|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Dreaming?|
and I dont think placing 2 adaptors in a row is such a good idea..

scsi -> IDE -> usb

or did I miss something? :-)

Am 19.02.2011 18:56, schrieb Matt:

>
> scsi to ide adapters are around
>
> On Feb 19, 2011 9:36 AM, "Robert Feuchtl" <bob@bobhumid.de 
> > wrote:
>
> its true, just bought one at ebay.
>
> I was considering to buy some scsi-drives but this is still the most
> portable solution...
>
> Am 19.02.2011 17:26, schrieb Matt:
>
> > For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.
> >
> > On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens" > .
>
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de


> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------...
>
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
>
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS700...
>
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> master...
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsub...
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
> Reply to sender 
> somatt@gmail.com?subject=Re%3A%20%5BRS7000%5D%20Dreaming%3F> | 
> Reply to group 
> RS7000@yahoogroups.com?subject=Re%3A%20%5BRS7000%5D%20Dreaming%3F> 
> | Reply via web post 
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxY3M4YTgyBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0B
-?act=reply&messageNum=18504> 
> | Start a New Topic 
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJlcWRpbXAzBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0B
-> 
>
> Messages in this topic 
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18500;_ylc=X3oDMTM2ZWkydjF0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MD
-> 
> (5)
> Recent Activity:
>
> * New Members
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/members;_ylc=X3oDMTJmdmpuZ2NmBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyM
o=6>
> 3
>
> Visit Your Group 
>
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000;_ylc=X3oDMTJlY2U0Z29iBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlY
-> 
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18507|18500|2011-02-19 11:55:14|Matt|Re: Dreaming?|
you'll still have to power it too because scsi isn't powered is it?

On Sat, Feb 19, 2011 at 10:33 AM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

>
>
> and I dont think placing 2 adaptors in a row is such a good idea..
>
> scsi -> IDE -> usb

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxY3M4YTgyBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzE4NTA0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3JwbHkEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--?act=reply&messageNum=18504
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJlcWRpbXAzBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA250cGMEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18500;_ylc=X3oDMTM2ZWkydjF0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzE4NTA0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3Z0cGMEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOAR0cGNJZAMxODUwMA--
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/members;_ylc=X3oDMTJmdmpuZ2NmBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwN2dGwEc2xrA3ZtYnJzBHN0aW1lAzEyOTgxMzgyMDg-?o=6
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000;_ylc=X3oDMTJlY2U0Z29iBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwN2dGwEc2xrA3ZnaHAEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de


>
> or did I miss something? :-)
>
>
> Am 19.02.2011 18:56, schrieb Matt:
> >
> > scsi to ide adapters are around
> >
> > On Feb 19, 2011 9:36 AM, "Robert Feuchtl" <bob@bobhumid.de
> > > wrote:
> >
> > its true, just bought one at ebay.
> >
> > I was considering to buy some scsi-drives but this is still the most
> > portable solution...
> >
> > Am 19.02.2011 17:26, schrieb Matt:
> >
> > > For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.
> > >
> > > On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens" > > .
>
> >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------...
> >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
> >
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS700...
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > master...
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsub...
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> > Reply to sender
> > somatt@gmail.com?subject=Re%3A%20%5BRS7000%5D%20Dreaming%3F> |
> > Reply to group
> > RS7000@yahoogroups.com?subject=Re%3A%20%5BRS7000%5D%20Dreaming%3F>
>
> > | Reply via web post
> > <
>
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxY3M4YTgyBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG
-?act=reply&messageNum=18504>
>
> > | Start a New Topic
> > <
>
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJlcWRpbXAzBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BH
->
>
> >
> > Messages in this topic
> > <
>
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18500;_ylc=X3oDMTM2ZWkydjF0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDM
->
>
> > (5)

mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxY3M4YTgyBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzE4NTA0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3JwbHkEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--?act=reply&messageNum=18504
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJlcWRpbXAzBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA250cGMEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18500;_ylc=X3oDMTM2ZWkydjF0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzE4NTA0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3Z0cGMEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOAR0cGNJZAMxODUwMA--


> > Recent Activity:
> >
> > * New Members
> > <
>
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/members;_ylc=X3oDMTJmdmpuZ2NmBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMT
o=6
> >
> > 3
> >
> > Visit Your Group
> > <
>
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000;_ylc=X3oDMTJlY2U0Z29iBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYw
->
>
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18508|18508|2011-02-20 12:50:27|Adrian S|AIEB2 Installation Video Guide|
Made a video guide on how to install the AIEB2 Expansion card in the RS7000.

Its up on youtube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIY_lZFaQY

I have a RAM installation guide on the way,
watch this space.

I plan on doing a Button Replacement/Resolding video sometime next month.
I may also do a guide for connecting a SCSI drive next week(outside the box, unless someone can give me a guide for installing inside, using the RS7000s power supply!)
| 18509|18508|2011-02-20 14:46:29|shakerz25|Re: AIEB2 Installation Video Guide|
sweet! now if you could just convince Yamaha to make some more of these boards...

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
>
> Made a video guide on how to install the AIEB2 Expansion card in the RS7000.
> 
> Its up on youtube:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIY_lZFaQY
> 
> I have a RAM installation guide on the way,
> watch this space.
> 
> I plan on doing a Button Replacement/Resolding video sometime next month.
> I may also do a guide for connecting a SCSI drive next week(outside the box, unless someone can give me a guide for installing inside, using the RS7000s
power supply!)
>

| 18510|18508|2011-02-20 14:54:03|Décio Lucas|Re: AIEB2 Installation Video Guide|
Great!!!

The Button Replacement/Resolding video and a sequencing using the grid mode
would be amazing.

2011/2/20 shakerz25 <shakerz25@yahoo.com>

>
>
> sweet! now if you could just convince Yamaha to make some more of these
> boards...
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Adrian S" wrote:
> >
> > Made a video guide on how to install the AIEB2 Expansion card in the
> RS7000.
> >
> > Its up on youtube:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/members;_ylc=X3oDMTJmdmpuZ2NmBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwN2dGwEc2xrA3ZtYnJzBHN0aW1lAzEyOTgxMzgyMDg-?o=6
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000;_ylc=X3oDMTJlY2U0Z29iBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwN2dGwEc2xrA3ZnaHAEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIY_lZFaQY
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIY_lZFaQY
mailto:shakerz25@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> >
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIY_lZFaQY
> >
> > I have a RAM installation guide on the way,
> > watch this space.
> >
> > I plan on doing a Button Replacement/Resolding video sometime next month.
> > I may also do a guide for connecting a SCSI drive next week(outside the
> box, unless someone can give me a guide for installing inside, using the
> RS7000s power supply!)
> >
>
> 
>

-- 
The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18511|18508|2011-02-20 15:21:31|Adrian S|Re: AIEB2 Installation Video Guide|

> Great!!!
> 
> The Button Replacement/Resolding video and a sequencing using the grid mode
> would be amazing.

The grid mode shouldn't be too hard to do,
you mean the grid record mode, where you have 16 steps like the old Roland Drum Machines?

Anything youd like to be able to do with it?
| 18512|18512|2011-02-26 03:49:40|J M|Remix Comp files up on Forum|
Link to thread:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/index.cgi?action=display&board=rssounds&thread=8&page=1

Zam
| 18513|18492|2011-02-26 21:50:43|noname1924|Re: Rs7000 outputs level?|
Not 100% sure, but as the outputs are unbalanced that should mean they are not +4dBu (+4dBu outputs should always be balanced). Having said that though, the output
levels are similar in level to my Akai MPC4K which has balanced outputs, and is +4dBu.

For a bit of clarification because dBu, dBv and dBV are very often mixed up and used interchangeably and wrongly - both are reference levels used to measure the
absolute voltage (or a ratio relative to a set ref level). dBv and dBu are the same thing (note lower case v - it was changed to u to avoid confusion with dBV).

dBu means decibels unloaded - and represents the level compared to 0.775V RMS across an unloaded circuit. 

dBV is the voltage relative to 1V RMS regardless of the impedance (so at 1V, the dBV level is at the 0 reference point.

So both are logarithmic voltage ratios but with different RMS reference voltage points.

The studio kit standard level 0f +4dBu is therefore relative to 1.78dBV (or 1.23V RMS).

The 0dBu reference level is equal to -2.22dBV (or 0.775V RMS).

The 0dBV reference level is equal to +2.22dBu (or 1V RMS).

The -10dBV consumer kit standard is relative to -7.78dBu (or 0.316V RMS).

The practical upshot of this is that the difference between a studio level output calibrated at +4dBu and a consumer level one calibrated at -10dBV is in the order of a ratio
of 4:1 or 12dB (11.8 to be precise, but still a big difference - you need to convert to the same reference before adding the numbers, so in dBu it's the difference of +4dBu
to -7.78dBu, and in dBV the difference of -10dBV to 1.78dBV).

Thats why the switches for the input level - the switch sets the trim for input gain, so the lower level -10dBV inputs are bought up to be usable with the calibrated unity
gain point (the 0dB point on the level meters on your mixer).

Both are line level though, and not mic or such, and they are not measurements of the power of the output - thats calculated in dBm usually and is relative to a 600ohm
impedance load usually.

Practically speaking though, as long as you can achieve a Pre fader signal level at unity gain (0dB) with whatever setting you are using, it doesn't make a huge amount of
difference. On the compressor the switch setting may be over-ridden by the fact the input is unbalanced and therefore assumed to be -10dBV.

The reference impedance is likely to be around 100ohms on a line level output afaik.

Hope that makes sense and helps though.. :-)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huIY_lZFaQY
http://rs7000.proboards.com/index.cgi?action=display&board=rssounds&thread=8&page=1


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moshe_mualem" wrote:
>
> yap i think its -10dbv like most of the synth's 
> i still can't understand why there isnt info about it in the manual
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Funny you should ask.
> > 
> > I'm not really sure know the answer to this question, however I have just been messing around with inserting my RS in to my compressor/gate/limiter for
doing some reverse ducking, which it has the +4 & -10 dbV switch on the inputs. What I noticed is that it made little to no difference between using either
setting with the RS, but I've been to leaving it at the +4 setting. So I'm assuming it is that or it just works better for me on that setting right now, but I could be
wrong and it could just as well supposed to be set for -10.
> > 
> > I'm assuming one is line level and the other is mic level, not sure which is which, but thinking mic level usually needs to be boosted for so that is
probably the +4, the RS outputs are line level as far as I know, so maybe I should be using the -10 on the compressor/gate. Also it should be considered that
my compressor/gate may not be working properly or I may not have it set up right too. 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moshe_mualem" wrote:
> > >
> > > heloo!
> > > does anyone know what the rs output level is? (+4dbu or -10dbv)
> > > and the output impedance?
> > > and balance or unbalance?
> > > and
> > > 
> > > thanks :]
> > >
> >
>

| 18514|18514|2011-02-27 10:08:35|Robert Feuchtl|The endlos Search for a rugged Case|
cheers guys,

I have been looking for a rugged or flight case (outdoor cases are also 
considered) to make my RS7000 + a AW1600 DAW fit into nice and stable 
case that is capable of flight and transportation ...

I love the "Exploerer"-range of cases. 
http://www.kofferexperte.at/kunststoffkoffer/explorer-cases/

unfortunately I don´t find one that will fit in terms of height...

I need a bout 110 cm of length, 37 cm of depth and about 14 cm of height 
and it would be cool if it doesn't weigh a ton..

also, I think that haveing 4 wheels (multi-wheel) under such a big case 
(flight-trolley style) would make transportation a breeze at train 
stations and airports.

like this:
http://www.markenkoffer.de/Reisegepaeck/Koffer-Trolleys/Rimowa-Salsa-Air-Multiwheel-Trolley-73-ultra-violett.html

any other manufacturer suggestions, mates?

robert

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
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MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

GRAFIC-DESIGN, ARTWORK
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com

BUSINESS DATA, CV, PROFILE
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl

ARTIST HYSTERIA, TOUR-DATES
http://myspace.com/bobhumid

DISCOGRAPHY
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid

BUYING MY RECORDS [MP3 / CD / Vinyl]
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm

c/o
Robert Feuchtl
Nussbaumerstrasse 37
50823 Köln

/.-)
| 18515|18514|2011-02-27 19:28:57|J M|Re: The endlos Search for a rugged Case|
Dear Robert/Bob,

I'm sure you just forgot and I don't want you to stop posting here, so I'm giving ya another friendly reminder to please remove your footers before submitting posts here. A
single link to the rest of your contact/music/business info and or an email address is sufficient. 

Thanks!

Zam/Moderator
| 18516|18514|2011-02-27 20:56:46|Steve Roitstein|The Mighty RS7000|
Hi y'all,

Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees

We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein

PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band
http://gopalo.com
http://facebook.com/gopalo 
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://youtube.com/gopalo
| 18517|18514|2011-02-28 09:07:41|bryandavidrodgers|Re: The Mighty RS7000|
very cool. looks like some people are having way too much fun up there :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
>
> Hi y'all,
> 
> Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
> 
> We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> 
> PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band

http://bobhumid.de/
http://paraphernalic.tumblr.com/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Robert_Feuchtl
http://myspace.com/bobhumid
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Bob+Humid
http://bobhumid.de/mp3logos.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
http://gopalo.com/
http://facebook.com/gopalo
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://youtube.com/gopalo
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees


> http://gopalo.com
> http://facebook.com/gopalo 
> http://twitter.com/gopalo
> http://youtube.com/gopalo
>

| 18518|18514|2011-02-28 10:09:50|Erwin Goossens|Re: The Mighty RS7000|
Am i blind , but i dont see any rs7000

--- On Mon, 2/28/11, bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com> wrote:

From: bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 5:07 PM

 

very cool. looks like some people are having way too much fun up there :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:

>

> Hi y'all,

> 

> Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:

> 

> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees

> 

> We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!

> 

> Thanks,

> 

> Steve Roitstein

> 

> PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band

> http://gopalo.com

> http://facebook.com/gopalo 

> http://twitter.com/gopalo

> http://youtube.com/gopalo

>

http://gopalo.com/
http://facebook.com/gopalo
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://youtube.com/gopalo
mailto:bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com
mailto:bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
http://gopalo.com/
http://facebook.com/gopalo
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://youtube.com/gopalo


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18519|18519|2011-02-28 10:28:21|Robert Feuchtl|The endless Search for a rugged RS7000 Case - ALL NEW NOW with a bea|
cheers guys,

I have been looking for a rugged or flight case (outdoor cases are also 
considered) to make my RS7000 + a AW1600 DAW fit into nice and stable 
case that is capable of flight and transportation ...

I love the "Exploerer"-range of cases. 
http://www.kofferexperte.at/kunststoffkoffer/explorer-cases/

unfortunately I don´t find one that will fit in terms of height...

I need a bout 110 cm of length, 37 cm of depth and about 14 cm of height 
and it would be cool if it doesn't weigh a ton..

also, I think that haveing 4 wheels (multi-wheel) under such a big case 
(flight-trolley style) would make transportation a breeze at train 
stations and airports.

like this:
http://www.markenkoffer.de/Reisegepaeck/Koffer-Trolleys/Rimowa-Salsa-Air-Multiwheel-Trolley-73-ultra-violett.html

any other manufacturer suggestions, mates?

robert

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 18520|18514|2011-02-28 12:50:07|Steve Roitstein|Re: The Mighty RS7000|
Hi Erwin,

The lighting makes it hard to see the RS7000s - they're right below the Kurzweil at the beginning of the video.

There are some clearer shots of the RS7000s here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZfjjT4S0H8

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein

On Feb 28, 2011, at 12:09 PM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> Am i blind , but i dont see any rs7000
> 
> --- On Mon, 2/28/11, bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com> wrote:

http://www.kofferexperte.at/kunststoffkoffer/explorer-cases/
http://www.markenkoffer.de/Reisegepaeck/Koffer-Trolleys/Rimowa-Salsa-Air-Multiwheel-Trolley-73-ultra-violett.html
http://bobhumid.de/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZfjjT4S0H8
mailto:bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com


> 
> From: bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 5:07 PM
> 
> 
> 
> very cool. looks like some people are having way too much fun up there :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Hi y'all,
> 
> > 
> 
> > Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:
> 
> > 
> 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
> 
> > 
> 
> > We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!
> 
> > 
> 
> > Thanks,
> 
> > 
> 
> > Steve Roitstein
> 
> > 
> 
> > PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band
> 
> > http://gopalo.com
> 
> > http://facebook.com/gopalo 
> 
> > http://twitter.com/gopalo
> 
> > http://youtube.com/gopalo
> 
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18521|18521|2011-02-28 18:44:09|reemzs010|adaptec 2930 ultra|
hello

just bought a rs7000 and im very pleased with it.. ive got alot of
smart media cards to put samples on this works fine, but i want to connect the rs with my pc with scsi... maybe its a easier way to exchange samples but correct my if im
wrong.
is the adaptec 2930 ultra the correct one to do this..??

thankz

peace reemzs
| 18522|18521|2011-03-02 04:19:58|J M|Re: adaptec 2930 ultra|
It probably should work, after doing a little googling I seen that there may be two different versions of the card, one for Macs and one for PCs keep in mind.

If it does work, I'm under the understanding using the TWE software helps make the transfer smoother between the two devices too, otherwise I'm thinking you have to
import the .wavs individually like you would off the SM cards all be it perhaps a little faster.

Shouldn't hurt to give it a try either way, let us know how it goes.

Zam

mailto:bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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http://gopalo.com/
http://facebook.com/gopalo
http://twitter.com/gopalo
http://youtube.com/gopalo


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "reemzs010" wrote:
>
> hello
> 
> just bought a rs7000 and im very pleased with it.. ive got alot of
> smart media cards to put samples on this works fine, but i want to connect the rs with my pc with scsi... maybe its a easier way to exchange samples but
correct my if im wrong.
> is the adaptec 2930 ultra the correct one to do this..??
> 
> thankz
> 
> peace reemzs
>

| 18523|18514|2011-03-02 05:12:15|Erwin Goossens|Re: The Mighty RS7000|
Hey steve,

Very Fine, but how did you connect those 2 rs7000's and which part do they play ?

I got different gear connected like wise :

Yamaha DJX keyboard midi out to Yamaha AW16G HD REC midi in
Yamaha AW16G midi out to Yamaha RS7000 midi in

Yamaha RS7000 midi out A to Yamaha RM1X midi in
Yamaha RM1X midi out to Yamaha DX200 midi in
Yamaha DX200 midi out(thru) to Yamaha AN200 midi in
Yamaha AN200 midi out to Yamaha su700 midi in

Experimenting with the following setting
Yamaha RS7000 midi out B to Quasimidi 309+ midi in
Quasimidi 309+ midi out to Access Virus B midi in
Access Virus B midi out to Roland mc505 midi in 
Roland mc505 midi out(thru) to Roland SP555 midi in

Recording via :
Yamaha AW16G
Mixing via
Yamaha USB MW8CX to laptop software reason , cubase etc....
also a mac

Midi routing can also be done with my motu 128 midi , but it dont give the freedom like daisy chaining !!!

via different midi channels i sent midi messages to the gears

Maybe it is interesting to see how other users connect there gear ?
Please Post Your Midi connections

--- On Mon, 2/28/11, Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com> wrote:

From: Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 7:15 PM

Hi Erwin,

The lighting makes it hard to see the RS7000s - they're right below the Kurzweil at the beginning of the video.

There are some clearer shots of the RS7000s here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZfjjT4S0H8

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein

On Feb 28, 2011, at 12:09 PM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> Am i blind , but i dont see any rs7000
> 
> --- On Mon, 2/28/11, bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> From: bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 5:07 PM
> 
>  
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> 
> very cool. looks like some people are having way too much fun up there :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Hi y'all,
> 
> > 
> 
> > Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:
> 
> > 
> 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
> 
> > 
> 
> > We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!
> 
> > 
> 
> > Thanks,
> 
> > 
> 
> > Steve Roitstein
> 
> > 
> 
> > PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band
> 
> > http://gopalo.com
> 
> > http://facebook.com/gopalo 
> 
> > http://twitter.com/gopalo
> 
> > http://youtube.com/gopalo
> 
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18524|18514|2011-03-02 05:12:35|Erwin Goossens|Re: The Mighty RS7000|
Hey Steve,

Very nice , but how did you connect those 2 rs7000's ?
I got many gear and connected like wise :

Yamaha DJX midi out to  Yamaha AW16G midi in
Yamaha AW16G midi out to Yamaha Rs7000 midi in
Yamaha Rs7000 midi out A to Quasimidi 309 midi in

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
http://gopalo.com/
http://facebook.com/gopalo
http://twitter.com/gopalo
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http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com


Quasimidi 309 midi thru to Roland MC505 midi in
Roland MC505 midi out - Access virus B midi in
Access Virus B midi thru to Yamaha DX200 midi in
Yamaha DX200 midi thru to Yamaha AN200 midi in
Yamaha AN200 midi out to Yamaha Su200 midi in

Yamaha RS7000 midi out B to Yamaha RM1X midi in 
Yamaha RM1X midi out to Yamaha DJX2B  midi in
Yamaha DJX2B midi out to Yamaha SU700 midi in

Recording 

--- On Mon, 2/28/11, Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com>
wrote:

From: Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 7:15 PM

Hi Erwin,

The lighting makes it hard to see the RS7000s - they're right below the Kurzweil at the beginning of the video.

There are some clearer shots of the RS7000s here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZfjjT4S0H8

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein

On Feb 28, 2011, at 12:09 PM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> Am i blind , but i dont see any rs7000
> 
> --- On Mon, 2/28/11, bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com>
wrote:
> 
> From: bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 5:07 PM
> 
>  
> 
> very cool. looks like some people are having way too much fun up there :)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Hi y'all,
> 
> > 
> 
> > Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:
> 
> > 
> 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
> 
> > 
> 
> > We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!
> 
> > 
> 
> > Thanks,
> 
> > 
> 
> > Steve Roitstein
> 
> > 
> 
> > PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band
> 
> > http://gopalo.com
> 
> > http://facebook.com/gopalo 
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> 
> > http://twitter.com/gopalo
> 
> > http://youtube.com/gopalo
> 
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been
removed]

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

    (Yahoo! ID required)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18525|18525|2011-03-02 05:14:13|Erwin|Connecting RS7000 with other gear please post yours too !!!|
Dear RSfriends,

I got different gear connected like wise :

Yamaha DJX keyboard midi out to Yamaha AW16G HD REC midi in
Yamaha AW16G midi out to Yamaha RS7000 midi in

Yamaha RS7000 midi out A to Yamaha RM1X midi in
Yamaha RM1X midi out to Yamaha DX200 midi in
Yamaha DX200 midi out(thru) to Yamaha AN200 midi in
Yamaha AN200 midi out to Yamaha su700 midi in

Experimenting with the following setting
Yamaha RS7000 midi out B to Quasimidi 309+ midi in
Quasimidi 309+ midi out to Access Virus B midi in
Access Virus B midi out to Roland mc505 midi in
Roland mc505 midi out(thru) to Roland SP555 midi in

Recording via :
Yamaha AW16G
Mixing via
Yamaha USB MW8CX to laptop software reason , cubase etc....
also a mac

Midi routing can also be done with my motu 128 midi , but it dont give the freedom like daisy chaining !!!

via different midi channels i sent midi messages to the gears

Maybe it is interesting to see how other users connect there gear ?
Please Post Your Midi connections
| 18526|18514|2011-03-02 05:27:05|Steve Roitstein|Re: The Mighty RS7000|
The RS7000s are doing the loops for bass, drums, brass effects, etc. I've never synced them together, I just start the second machine on the fly. No MIDI connections at
all.

Thanks,

Steve Roitstein
steve@riotmusic.com
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On Mar 2, 2011, at 7:12 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> Hey steve,
> 
> Very Fine, but how did you connect those 2 rs7000's and which part do they play ?
> 
> I got different gear connected like wise :
> 
> Yamaha DJX keyboard midi out to Yamaha AW16G HD REC midi in
> Yamaha AW16G midi out to Yamaha RS7000 midi in
> 
> Yamaha RS7000 midi out A to Yamaha RM1X midi in
> Yamaha RM1X midi out to Yamaha DX200 midi in
> Yamaha DX200 midi out(thru) to Yamaha AN200 midi in
> Yamaha AN200 midi out to Yamaha su700 midi in
> 
> Experimenting with the following setting
> Yamaha RS7000 midi out B to Quasimidi 309+ midi in
> Quasimidi 309+ midi out to Access Virus B midi in
> Access Virus B midi out to Roland mc505 midi in 
> Roland mc505 midi out(thru) to Roland SP555 midi in
> 
> Recording via :
> Yamaha AW16G
> Mixing via
> Yamaha USB MW8CX to laptop software reason , cubase etc....
> also a mac
> 
> Midi routing can also be done with my motu 128 midi , but it dont give the freedom like daisy chaining !!!
> 
> via different midi channels i sent midi messages to the gears
> 
> Maybe it is interesting to see how other users connect there gear ?
> Please Post Your Midi connections
> 
> --- On Mon, 2/28/11, Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com> wrote:
> 
> From: Steve Roitstein <steve@riotmusic.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 7:15 PM
> 
> Hi Erwin,
> 
> The lighting makes it hard to see the RS7000s - they're right below the Kurzweil at the beginning of the video.
> 
> There are some clearer shots of the RS7000s here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZfjjT4S0H8
> 
> Thanks,
> 
> Steve Roitstein
> 
> On Feb 28, 2011, at 12:09 PM, Erwin Goossens wrote:
> 
> > Am i blind , but i dont see any rs7000
> > 
> > --- On Mon, 2/28/11, bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com> wrote:
> > 
> > From: bryandavidrodgers <bryandavidrodgers@gmail.com>
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: The Mighty RS7000
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Monday, February 28, 2011, 5:07 PM
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > very cool. looks like some people are having way too much fun up there :)
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Steve Roitstein wrote:
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > > Hi y'all,
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > Check out my dual RS7000 rig in action with my band PALO! here:
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e73-BH4Uees
> > 
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> > > 
> > 
> > > We packed SOB's in NYC. Couldn't have done it without the mighty RS7000!
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > Thanks,
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > Steve Roitstein
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > PALO! Miami's Afro-Cuban Funk Band
> > 
> > > http://gopalo.com
> > 
> > > http://facebook.com/gopalo 
> > 
> > > http://twitter.com/gopalo
> > 
> > > http://youtube.com/gopalo
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18527|18525|2011-03-02 05:28:00|J M|Re: Connecting RS7000 with other gear please post yours too !!!|
Mine is not much, its usually just the RS7000 alone. I will sometimes hook up one of my performance synths to it, but not usually more than one at a time.

One of the more interesting things I've hooked up to the RS via midi was a KP2 and assigned it to different things like pitch and cutoff at the same time. The neat thing
was you can jump around instead of having smooth knob turns, creates some interesting space like effects if got some delay on it.

I'll occasionally hook up a Peavy PC-1600 slider box to control more than one channel's velocities at the same time too.

Thats about it.

Zam
| 18528|18525|2011-03-02 06:51:16|Mekonin|Re: Connecting RS7000 with other gear please post yours too !!!|
I have my RS7000 hooked up to a MIDI patchbay from MIDI out A and from the patchbay to all other synths, MIDI out B sends MIDI clock to my MIDI/DinSync
converter for the TR-808. I have a Kawai K1 going to the RS7000's MIDI in as a master keyboard.

Cheers,
Milan
| 18529|18525|2011-03-02 12:21:30|cirustake|Re: Connecting RS7000 with other gear please post yours too !!!|
Midi out A of rs7k goes to PC and from there goes to a wide variety of things :
Xv5050, tg77, kp3, korg esx, korg er-1...
Midi out B goes to a Roland sp555 for triggering large samples. 
Midi input is taken again from PC. 

Saved the best for last. 
My iPad sending midi from an app that's called midi touch. That's the most amazing thing, having a multi touch midi controller for rs7k. 
Here are some Screenshots

http://db.tt/ZIhBSDp

And I've only touched the surface. 
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Rs7k is like new piece of kit. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mekonin" wrote:
>
> I have my RS7000 hooked up to a MIDI patchbay from MIDI out A and from the patchbay to all other synths, MIDI out B sends MIDI clock to my
MIDI/DinSync converter for the TR-808. I have a Kawai K1 going to the RS7000's MIDI in as a master keyboard.
> 
> Cheers,
> Milan
>

| 18530|18500|2011-03-02 18:39:09|broncosaurus000|Re: Dreaming?|
Hi, I'm new to the group and planning to buy a (used)RS7K. Not a new one I guess, although I saw this advertisement on a RS telling it's about new and still has foil on its
LCD (!!!) Thought this is 2011AD.
About the USB drive: type "USB floppy emulator" in ebay. You'll find them for about 35 euro's. Nice for owners of the RM1X. For use in the RS7K the XD-card
converter might be the best and simple solution. Matt previously wrote about this and they are around for about $ 10. (see http://www.digiplanet.nl/index.php?
action=article&aid=53&group_id=20001028&lang=NL )

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> you'll still have to power it too because scsi isn't powered is it?
> 
> On Sat, Feb 19, 2011 at 10:33 AM, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > and I dont think placing 2 adaptors in a row is such a good idea..
> >
> > scsi -> IDE -> usb
> >
> > or did I miss something? :-)
> >
> >
> > Am 19.02.2011 18:56, schrieb Matt:
> > >
> > > scsi to ide adapters are around
> > >
> > > On Feb 19, 2011 9:36 AM, "Robert Feuchtl" > > > > wrote:
> > >
> > > its true, just bought one at ebay.
> > >
> > > I was considering to buy some scsi-drives but this is still the most
> > > portable solution...
> > >
> > > Am 19.02.2011 17:26, schrieb Matt:
> > >
> > > > For rs7000 use sm to xd adapter.
> > > >
> > > > On Feb 19, 2011 4:26 AM, "Erwin Goossens" > > > .
> >
> > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------------...
> > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS700...
> > >
> > > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS700...
> > >
> > > --
> > > B O B H U M I D
> > >
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > >
> > > master...
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsub...
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> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > >
> > > Reply to sender
> > > |
> > > Reply to group
> > > RS7000@yahoogroups.com?subject=Re%3A%20%5BRS7000%5D%20Dreaming%3F>
> >
> > > | Reply via web post
> > > <
> >
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxY3M4YTgyBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG
-?act=reply&messageNum=18504>
> >
> > > | Start a New Topic
> > > <
> >
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJlcWRpbXAzBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BH
->
> >
> > >
> > > Messages in this topic
> > > <
> >
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18500;_ylc=X3oDMTM2ZWkydjF0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDM
->
> >
> > > (5)
> > > Recent Activity:
> > >
> > > * New Members
> > > <
> >
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/members;_ylc=X3oDMTJmdmpuZ2NmBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMT
o=6
> > >
> > > 3
> > >
> > > Visit Your Group
> > > <
> >
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000;_ylc=X3oDMTJlY2U0Z29iBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYw
->
> >
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18531|18531|2011-03-05 20:23:44|clarke.matt@ymail.com|AIEB2 power cables|
Hi All,

I recently got an RS700 and I then bought an AIEB2 off Ebay. Unfortunately both the 3 pin and 4 pin power cables are missing from the AIEB2 card. Does anyone know
what these are called for me to order them or where I could buy them in the UK?

Thanks

Matt
| 18532|18531|2011-03-05 21:09:25|J M|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
In the Service Manual they are listed as:

Connector Assembly PS-IO(D) VH 4P
Connector Assembly PS-IO(A) VH 3P

I can't find the specific parts anywhere online doing a google search, but after doing some searching on mouser.com I maybe found the right ones, here are the link to
them:

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/NKK-Switches/AT713/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrcpmFX1fvK8aBSw3Po/48tA%3d

And

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJxY3M4YTgyBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzE4NTA0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3JwbHkEc3RpbWUDMTI5ODEzODIwOA--?act=reply&messageNum=18504
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http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/LedEngin/LC4-03121/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrbUEfgHg7cdoo8UQCYMXoP8%3d

Just my best guesses, might have some more luck with this one giving support@yamaha.com a try too, ask and see if they still have any. Bummer not getting them with
the AIEB2.

Let us know how it works out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "clarke.matt@..." wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> I recently got an RS700 and I then bought an AIEB2 off Ebay. Unfortunately both the 3 pin and 4 pin power cables are missing from the AIEB2 card. Does
anyone know what these are called for me to order them or where I could buy them in the UK?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Matt
>

| 18533|18531|2011-03-06 03:38:53|yiann sakul|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
I made one out of these!Works fine for me.

--- Στις Κυρ., 06/03/11, ο/η J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> έγραψε:

Από: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Θέμα: [RS7000] Re: AIEB2 power cables
Προς: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Ημερομηνία: Κυριακή, 6 Μάρτιος 2011, 6:09

 

In the Service Manual they are listed as:

Connector Assembly PS-IO(D) VH 4P

Connector Assembly PS-IO(A) VH 3P

I can't find the specific parts anywhere online doing a google search, but after doing some searching on mouser.com I maybe found the right ones, here are the link to
them:

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/NKK-Switches/AT713/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrcpmFX1fvK8aBSw3Po/48tA%3d

And

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/LedEngin/LC4-03121/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrbUEfgHg7cdoo8UQCYMXoP8%3d

Just my best guesses, might have some more luck with this one giving support@yamaha.com a try too, ask and see if they still have any. Bummer not getting them with
the AIEB2.
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Let us know how it works out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "clarke.matt@..." wrote:

>

> Hi All,

> 

> I recently got an RS700 and I then bought an AIEB2 off Ebay. Unfortunately both the 3 pin and 4 pin power cables are missing from the AIEB2 card. Does
anyone know what these are called for me to order them or where I could buy them in the UK?

> 

> Thanks

> 

> Matt

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18534|18531|2011-03-06 03:43:26|yiann sakul|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
--- Στις Σάβ., 05/03/11, ο/η clarke.matt@ymail.com <matt.jm.clarke@gmail.com> έγραψε:

Από: clarke.matt@ymail.com <matt.jm.clarke@gmail.com>
Θέμα: [RS7000] AIEB2 power cables
Προς: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Ημερομηνία: Σάββατο, 5 Μάρτιος 2011, 21:37
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Hi All,

I recently got an RS700 and I then bought an AIEB2 off Ebay. Unfortunately both the 3 pin and 4 pin power cables are missing from the AIEB2 card. Does anyone know
what these are called for me to order them or where I could buy them in the UK?

Thanks

Matt

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18535|18531|2011-03-06 03:51:09|yiann sakul|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
Sorry i can't upload the photos but ok it's only cables from a pc power supplie.

--- Στις Κυρ., 06/03/11, ο/η yiann sakul <yansakul@yahoo.gr> έγραψε:

Από: yiann sakul <yansakul@yahoo.gr>
Θέμα: Re: [RS7000] Re: AIEB2 power cables
Προς: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Ημερομηνία: Κυριακή, 6 Μάρτιος 2011, 12:38

 

I made one out of these!Works fine for me.

--- Στις Κυρ., 06/03/11, ο/η J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> έγραψε:

Από: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Θέμα: [RS7000] Re: AIEB2 power cables
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Ημερομηνία: Κυριακή, 6 Μάρτιος 2011, 6:09

 

In the Service Manual they are listed as:

Connector Assembly PS-IO(D) VH 4P

Connector Assembly PS-IO(A) VH 3P

I can't find the specific parts anywhere online doing a google search, but after doing some searching on mouser.com I maybe found the right ones, here are the link to
them:

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/NKK-Switches/AT713/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrcpmFX1fvK8aBSw3Po/48tA%3d

And

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/LedEngin/LC4-03121/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrbUEfgHg7cdoo8UQCYMXoP8%3d

Just my best guesses, might have some more luck with this one giving support@yamaha.com a try too, ask and see if they still have any. Bummer not getting them with
the AIEB2.

Let us know how it works out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "clarke.matt@..." wrote:

>

> Hi All,

> 

> I recently got an RS700 and I then bought an AIEB2 off Ebay. Unfortunately both the 3 pin and 4 pin power cables are missing from the AIEB2 card. Does
anyone know what these are called for me to order them or where I could buy them in the UK?

> 

> Thanks

> 

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/NKK-Switches/AT713/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrcpmFX1fvK8aBSw3Po/48tA%3d
http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/LedEngin/LC4-03121/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMt4a%252bVKO2jOrbUEfgHg7cdoo8UQCYMXoP8%3d
mailto:support@yamaha.com
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> Matt

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18536|18531|2011-03-06 12:52:11|clarke.matt@ymail.com|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
thanks both. I'll try yamaha first and then those other cables on mouser definitely look right so i'll probably risk it if i have no luck. thanks for taking the time investigate.
| 18537|18525|2011-03-07 08:47:19|boiseculturejam|Re: Connecting RS7000 with other gear please post yours too !!!|
RS7K MIDI out A goes to a 1-in/4-out midi box (easy on the brain), but I just realized it makes line noise so I will start daisy chaining from now on.
Tracks 1 thru 9 are RS7k drum sounds and samples, while 10 thru 16 are MIDI and trigger:

Nord Lead mk1 
Korg Electribe EM-1
Roland SP808ex Sampler

compressed and mangled by the Schippmann Ebbe und Flut, which i do need to sell.

None of the noise I make is available yet. stay tuned.

Sometimes I get overwhelmed by the massive potential of the RS7K and want to sell it, just to relieve myself of the process of learning it, and the obligation to use it to its
potential.

Plus the world is burning.
| 18538|18531|2011-03-07 14:24:12|clarke.matt@ymail.com|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
i managed to get the cables for £20 from Yamaha in Germany through Yamaha support in the UK. They were very helpful. When I bought the RS, i found that there was a
broken instrument jack stuck in one of the stereo outs so the AIEB2 was crucial for anything other than mono. I should be ready to go in another 8 days. thanks again. one
day i'll figure out how to get that jack out!
| 18539|18539|2011-03-09 21:13:46|Thomas Fanneran|need a bit of rs 7 help ,|
after a few years jamming with the rs ive started using the sampler and used all the small ram that it comes with , im gonna ram upgrade which is cheap and meant to be
quite easy , what i need to know is will saved patterns /songs be erased once i do this......thanks damo
| 18540|18539|2011-03-09 21:23:54|J M|Re: need a bit of rs 7 help ,|
Welcome to the Group!

They won't be erased if you've stored the songs to an SM Card or SCSI drive. What I suggest though, is after you've done the memory upgrade and load your songs is not
to re-save them over the same files until you are sure the upgraded memory is working 100%. I've noticed over the years here people can get bad or corrupt memory and it
won't be noticed immediately and strange things can happen to the RS after a while, so important not save over your good songs until you've used the RS without any
incidents for a while. Save on to another card if you must keep the same name, otherwise save the songs with different file names.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Thomas Fanneran" wrote:
>
> after a few years jamming with the rs ive started using the sampler and used all the small ram that it comes with , im gonna ram upgrade which is cheap and
meant to be quite easy , what i need to know is will saved patterns /songs be erased once i do this......thanks damo
>

| 18541|18541|2011-03-13 23:31:47|starboy.jones|SCSI HELP.....|

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE TO FIND 100mb
& 250mb ZIP DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I WANT TO USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR REGULAR TRACKS & THE
250mb FOR WHEN I USE SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF WHAT YOU GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA
STORAGE. THX. BLESS
| 18542|18541|2011-03-13 23:43:34|J M|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
Worth a try I guess, but you really don't need more than a single 64meg SM card for the RS and an SM read/writer for your computer to transfer between them. I've been
doing it that way for years with no issues. Any more than a 64meg is overkill since the RS can only hold 64megs total in its internal memory. If your going to go SCSI, I
think you'd be way better off getting a hard drive that can hold gigs instead of zip disks that only hold 100 or so megs. Even with the 250mb zip, you'll fill that up quickly
and either need a bunch more zip disks and or need to get the thing hooked up to your computer too with SCSI for backing that up, could get expensive after a while, but
if it is actually cheaper and easier to do then nothing wrong with that as long as it works for ya.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "starboy.jones" wrote:
>
> ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE
TO FIND 100mb & 250mb ZIP DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I WANT TO USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR
REGULAR TRACKS & THE 250mb FOR WHEN I USE SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF WHAT
YOU GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA STORAGE. THX. BLESS
>

| 18543|18541|2011-03-13 23:51:20|J M|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
Also, they do make SM to SD adapters you may want to look at too. I think I once seen an SM to USB adapter too somewhere, but they'll stick out like a sore thumb
banging on everything I imagine.
| 18544|18541|2011-03-13 23:59:26|J M|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
Wait, I think it was a SCSI to USB adapter so you could use a usb flash stick, not SM to USB, but anyhow... It didn't seem worth the trouble needed external power etc.. A
64mb SM with USB reader for computer has always worked great for me, knock on wood.

Zam
| 18545|18541|2011-03-14 16:08:40|Robert Feuchtl|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
hey starboy,

I recently bought a XD to SM adapter for 10,- bugs at eba (new!)... also 
bought 2 x 128 MB XD-cards für 6 and 8 euro each... thats by FAR cheaper 
then SM .. I ll keep one with my complete live-setup and one packed with 
sounds and patches for quick importing...

all the rest of the sounds or backups can be done with your PC and a 
USB-based SM-card-reader...

good luck

robert

Am 14.03.2011 05:58, schrieb starboy.jones:

>
> ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A 
> REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE TO FIND 100mb & 250mb ZIP 
> DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I WANT TO 
> USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR REGULAR TRACKS & THE 250mb FOR WHEN I USE 
> SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF WHAT YOU 
> GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA STORAGE. THX. BLESS
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18546|18546|2011-03-21 16:09:37|gazgridlock101|Beautiful RS7000 for sale!|
This is killing me. I'm afraid I am selling my RS, and hope to find a good home for it!

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/


I need the cash. If truth be told too I'm no musician and wasn't using the RS to it's full potential.

The RS is in beautiful condition - not a scratch on her. Everything works great and all knobs and buttons are as good as when it rolled out of the factory. I have a 32Mb
Verbatim Smartmedia card which is included. I will also throw in all the cables I bought which can be used to connect the RS to pretty much any audio in/out (see pics).

I am in the UK. I bought it from the USA so it is the 120v model, I have a small power adaptor which converts to UK 240v so it will work in either country. The power
adapter is the small type (the size of a large plug) so you don't even notice it.

I guess there's not much more to say, apart from how gutted I am, this is a perfect RS7000. As I said before I never really used it to it's full potential - I've been really busy
at work and have only had it out and plugged in 3 or 4 times since I bought it, always thinking "I'll have a good session on the RS tomorrow"....but tomorrow never came.

I'll put it on eBay in a couple of days but just wanted to give this community the first refusal on it! I'll also put it on the rs7000.proboards forum because it's the same
people as here!

Is anybody interested? Make an offer!

Thanks, Gareth

PICTURES:
http://img809.imageshack.us/i/img2011032100249.jpg
http://img844.imageshack.us/i/img2011032100258.jpg
| 18547|18547|2011-03-21 23:47:17|vocalbx|Saving In Song Mode...|
I made a track in Song mode and saved it. Why is it when I reloaded the track, the synth & drum patches I used were completely changed? I made a really hot beat that
someone wanted to pay me for & now I have no idea what I did wrong during the save for the RS not to save the patch data. Any help will be greatly appreciated.
| 18548|18547|2011-03-22 00:08:02|J M|Re: Saving In Song Mode...|
Sorry to hear that...

First thing to check, see if there is Program Change event at the beginning or somewhere on each track by selecting the track and pressing the Edit button. Unlikely, but if
you did a bunch of parm changes in middle of the song while not recording them as their own events on the track, then when it goes back to the beginning of the song it
will revert.

If you happen to first make the song in Pattern mode, then exported it to Song mode via Chain Mode then it is important that the first thing you do is delete the program
changes PC events at the beginning of each track before you hit the play button or do anything else to the song. Otherwise, the RS will revert to the default settings for the
patches. Don't know exactly why they made it do this, I've got ideas, but it just does for some odd reason and you have to deal with it every time you export Chain to
Song.

If its neither of those problems then I've got a feeling you may have some improper or bad memory installed in your RS. Do you know if it has been expanded to 64
megs? If its just the original 4meg then probably not the problem, but if it has more you may have bad memory and you'll need to get some good and proper memory and
replace those chips in it. You might ask how would it run in the first place? It just does, I've heard of simlar happening to other RS users here over the years, they get good
tmemory, problem solved.

If you need help finding some memory check back here with us, we might be able to give you some advice on where and which chips to buy new or used etc., the specs
are in the manual and posted here somewheres, I always recomend Yamaha tested and approved chips which I think can still be bought online over at motifvator.com.

Good luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
>
> I made a track in Song mode and saved it. Why is it when I reloaded the track, the synth & drum patches I used were completely changed? I made a really
hot beat that someone wanted to pay me for & now I have no idea what I did wrong during the save for the RS not to save the patch data. Any help will be
greatly appreciated.
>

| 18549|18547|2011-03-22 00:12:04|J M|Re: Saving In Song Mode...|
Oops that was supposed to be motifator.com 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>

>bought online over at motifvator.com.

| 18550|18547|2011-03-22 00:27:42|J M|Re: Saving In Song Mode...|
Oh yeah and, if you find a PC Program Change event by scrolling through the events list on each track, they are usually turn up at the beginning of a song, unless you
intended it to be there, delete it. The RS should still remember what voice you changed it to on each track when you save. 

Good luck again, let us know how it goes!

Zam
| 18551|18547|2011-03-22 10:34:34|vocalbx|Re: Saving In Song Mode...|
Its the basic 4megs of ram. I purchased it brand new when it 1st came out. Never dropped. Well taken care of. Went straight into song mode, 5 tracks of drums, 4 tracks of
synths, then I saved. Reloaded to track out & it loaded with basic sounds & not the ones I chose. Don't know what the problem could have been. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Sorry to hear that...
> 

http://img809.imageshack.us/i/img2011032100249.jpg
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> First thing to check, see if there is Program Change event at the beginning or somewhere on each track by selecting the track and pressing the Edit button.
Unlikely, but if you did a bunch of parm changes in middle of the song while not recording them as their own events on the track, then when it goes back to
the beginning of the song it will revert.
> 
> If you happen to first make the song in Pattern mode, then exported it to Song mode via Chain Mode then it is important that the first thing you do is delete
the program changes PC events at the beginning of each track before you hit the play button or do anything else to the song. Otherwise, the RS will revert to
the default settings for the patches. Don't know exactly why they made it do this, I've got ideas, but it just does for some odd reason and you have to deal with
it every time you export Chain to Song.
> 
> If its neither of those problems then I've got a feeling you may have some improper or bad memory installed in your RS. Do you know if it has been
expanded to 64 megs? If its just the original 4meg then probably not the problem, but if it has more you may have bad memory and you'll need to get some
good and proper memory and replace those chips in it. You might ask how would it run in the first place? It just does, I've heard of simlar happening to other
RS users here over the years, they get good tmemory, problem solved.
> 
> If you need help finding some memory check back here with us, we might be able to give you some advice on where and which chips to buy new or used
etc., the specs are in the manual and posted here somewheres, I always recomend Yamaha tested and approved chips which I think can still be bought online
over at motifvator.com.
> 
> Good luck!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
> >
> > I made a track in Song mode and saved it. Why is it when I reloaded the track, the synth & drum patches I used were completely changed? I made a really
hot beat that someone wanted to pay me for & now I have no idea what I did wrong during the save for the RS not to save the patch data. Any help will be
greatly appreciated.
> >
>

| 18552|18552|2011-03-22 11:31:09|Robert Feuchtl|XD to SM-Adapter - It works perfectly...|
guys, this is the way to go.

I testes my XD to SM-adapter and it rocks. you can get 128MB cards for 
less then 10,- bugs, be it dollar or euro. I don't see much sense in 
carrying SCSI-devices to my gigs until we don't see a SCSI -> USB 
adapter to insert usb-flashram-sticks...

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 18553|18553|2011-03-22 13:13:14|vocalbx|Great Help....|
Thanks for the help Z. I'll try everything you suggested. Peace.
| 18554|18554|2011-03-30 20:50:28|Clifford|Alternative for loop/remix?|
I love my RS but my fav feature (loop/remix) is just terribly slow. I'd love to hear of any other hardware/software that can accomplish what the loop/remix features on the
RS do.
Basically working with audio on the RS is so slow I don't use it. Maxed RAM does not make a difference.
Thanks- 
C
| 18555|18554|2011-03-30 21:05:28|Matt|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
Sp-808 or ableton or kaoss pad?

On Mar 30, 2011 7:50 PM, "Clifford" <cnovey@gmail.com> wrote:

I love my RS but my fav feature (loop/remix) is just terribly slow. I'd love
to hear of any other hardware/software that can accomplish what the
loop/remix features on the RS do.
Basically working with audio on the RS is so slow I don't use it. Maxed RAM
does not make a difference.
Thanks-
C

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 18556|18554|2011-03-30 21:17:11|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
ableton! no limitation with ram...

but to be honest. each time I play live the RS7000 outperforms all other 
laptopacts in terms of pressure and sound... unfortunately "ableton 
live" only sounds fat if you dont use its internal effects... it can be 
done, but most ableton live acts sound narrow..

Am 31.03.2011 04:50, schrieb Clifford:

>
> I love my RS but my fav feature (loop/remix) is just terribly slow. 
> I'd love to hear of any other hardware/software that can accomplish 
> what the loop/remix features on the RS do.
> Basically working with audio on the RS is so slow I don't use it. 
> Maxed RAM does not make a difference.
>

> Thanks-
> C
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18557|18554|2011-03-30 21:19:59|Clifford|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
I'm just discovering the SU-200 has similar feature- though I don't know if it would be any faster. The remix feature is not the slow part- the analysis/slicing is what is
slow. I am looking for automated slicing/remixing like the RS. Thanks for the replies.
| 18558|18554|2011-03-30 21:20:08|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
but tell us: what do you mean with "slow"?

i prepare all breaks and motifs in my DAW and simply import them via 
XD-card in2 the RS and make them sliceable...

Am 31.03.2011 04:50, schrieb Clifford:

>
> I love my RS but my fav feature (loop/remix) is just terribly slow. 
> I'd love to hear of any other hardware/software that can accomplish 
> what the loop/remix features on the RS do.
> Basically working with audio on the RS is so slow I don't use it. 
> Maxed RAM does not make a difference.
> Thanks-
> C
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

http://bobhumid.de/


s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18559|18554|2011-03-31 01:05:55|J M|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
I agree, its the slicing of samples that does take the RS a while to process. Loop-remix can be done on the fly as far as I'm aware on the RS. It just reorders the notes and
their gates, you can choose to keep or cancel and it'll goe back to the original, all while the RS is playing. Its pretty fast for a 10+ year old machine still. Anyhow, I think if
I where to get more in to sampling with faster realtime stuff I might look more in to a Roland V-Synth, the one with the built in X-Y pad. When I tried it a while back it
seemed like it could pitch stretch/warp samples in real time with aliasing, which makes me wonder what else it could do with samples.

Anyhow, if you do spend some time on the RS with samples, I do think there is quite a lot that can still be done on the RS via the master effects and re-sampling back in to
the RS. You can also set the quantize pattern to 1/16th and hold the section buttons down for glitch like stuttering effects. It only loops back to the beginning of the pattern
though, so if you want to do at a different point, copy the section to another and do some re-arranging or maybe some clock shifting, and or midi delay is sometimes pretty
cool too.

I think its a lot to do with how much time you take to set up your samples on the gear.

I do use some software for remixing some D&B occasionally tho, proggie is called Magix Music Maker 11 Deluxe, it came fully featured and pretty cheap too, has a drum
& bass remixer plugin that does some pretty cool stuff with live loops. Can almost do the same with the RS though if you take the time to split the loop up manually, it
just does a lot of the work for me, and sometimes I still wind up recording some of the breaks back in to the RS, cause I don't use the computer much for shows.

I would like to get DBlue Glitch VST (its free too) running on a dedicated host threw some AuxFX sends or something, which has some great FX that are hard to replicate
on the RS, stuff like tape stops and better stutter glitching. Since its on my recording computer though, I have to find a way to get it set up another computer for doing it
live, which I've not done yet. Wish there was a piece of hardware that does the same thing, they should box that program in to something like a KP.

Just some ideas and junk, sorry for long post.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> but tell us: what do you mean with "slow"?
> 
> i prepare all breaks and motifs in my DAW and simply import them via 
> XD-card in2 the RS and make them sliceable...
> 
> Am 31.03.2011 04:50, schrieb Clifford:
> >
> > I love my RS but my fav feature (loop/remix) is just terribly slow. 
> > I'd love to hear of any other hardware/software that can accomplish 
> > what the loop/remix features on the RS do.
> > Basically working with audio on the RS is so slow I don't use it. 
> > Maxed RAM does not make a difference.
> > Thanks-
> > C
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18560|18554|2011-03-31 01:17:47|J M|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
Had another thought, don't know if you guys know this, but if you menu dive in to the midi delay it has some interesting settings for adjusting the delay notes. I was
thinking, maybe try later too, but wondering if you use it on a track with a sampled drum kit, maybe put it in mono mode too and adjust some of the settings in the midi
delay, how well that would work or not for doing some sample re-mixing.

http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18561|18554|2011-03-31 02:32:02|Clifford|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
If I remember correctly the "make them sliceable" part is very slow. I'll have to get my RS powered on to verify.
Also I read the SU-200 manual and it does not have loop/remix implemented in quite the same way as the RS- you have far less control with the SU.
C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> but tell us: what do you mean with "slow"?
> 
> i prepare all breaks and motifs in my DAW and simply import them via 
> XD-card in2 the RS and make them sliceable...
> 
> Am 31.03.2011 04:50, schrieb Clifford:
> >
> > I love my RS but my fav feature (loop/remix) is just terribly slow. 
> > I'd love to hear of any other hardware/software that can accomplish 
> > what the loop/remix features on the RS do.
> > Basically working with audio on the RS is so slow I don't use it. 
> > Maxed RAM does not make a difference.
> > Thanks-
> > C
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18562|18554|2011-03-31 02:41:48|Clifford|Re: Alternative for loop/remix?|
Good idea. Also the remix feature works instantly on midi tracks. I didn't realise that right away. I never really used sampled drums much- not because I love the RS
internal sounds- just always found myself more interested in sampling other things. Last time I really used the RS was 2003 and prior- yikes time flies- in the examples
here you can hear midi swing change in "Wind", slice/remix on guitar loop in "space rocket", and other non drum samples like on "the raven"

http://www.cliffordnovey.com/ArtandSound/Audio/Audio.html

C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Had another thought, don't know if you guys know this, but if you menu dive in to the midi delay it has some interesting settings for adjusting the delay
notes. I was thinking, maybe try later too, but wondering if you use it on a track with a sampled drum kit, maybe put it in mono mode too and adjust some of
the settings in the midi delay, how well that would work or not for doing some sample re-mixing.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18563|18541|2011-04-01 07:25:06|vocalbx|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
Ok sounds good. I have yet to upgrade the ram to the full 64megs yet. I'm still trying to find a place that sells them. Are there scsi hard drives out there that work well
with the RS? Thanks Z, you're always a great help. Bless

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Worth a try I guess, but you really don't need more than a single 64meg SM card for the RS and an SM read/writer for your computer to transfer between
them. I've been doing it that way for years with no issues. Any more than a 64meg is overkill since the RS can only hold 64megs total in its internal memory.
If your going to go SCSI, I think you'd be way better off getting a hard drive that can hold gigs instead of zip disks that only hold 100 or so megs. Even with

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/
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the 250mb zip, you'll fill that up quickly and either need a bunch more zip disks and or need to get the thing hooked up to your computer too with SCSI for
backing that up, could get expensive after a while, but if it is actually cheaper and easier to do then nothing wrong with that as long as it works for ya.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "starboy.jones" wrote:
> >
> > ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE
TO FIND 100mb & 250mb ZIP DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I WANT TO USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR
REGULAR TRACKS & THE 250mb FOR WHEN I USE SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF WHAT
YOU GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA STORAGE. THX. BLESS
> >
>

| 18564|18541|2011-04-01 07:25:41|vocalbx|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
Thanks Rob. I'll definately check ebay this weekend. I really appreciate the info. Bless

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> hey starboy,
> 
> I recently bought a XD to SM adapter for 10,- bugs at eba (new!)... also 
> bought 2 x 128 MB XD-cards für 6 and 8 euro each... thats by FAR cheaper 
> then SM .. I ll keep one with my complete live-setup and one packed with 
> sounds and patches for quick importing...
> 
> all the rest of the sounds or backups can be done with your PC and a 
> USB-based SM-card-reader...
> 
> good luck
> 
> robert
> 
> Am 14.03.2011 05:58, schrieb starboy.jones:
> >
> > ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A 
> > REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE TO FIND 100mb & 250mb ZIP 
> > DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I WANT TO 
> > USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR REGULAR TRACKS & THE 250mb FOR WHEN I USE 
> > SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF WHAT YOU 
> > GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA STORAGE. THX. BLESS
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18565|18541|2011-04-01 13:48:33|Clifford|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
Just some other points to consider:
I would avaoid Zip disks like the plague. Anyone who ever used them knows how they fail in a split second and are not a reliable storage medium. Also- from what I
researched years ago SCSI is just as slow as SM on the RS. I have a SCSI external drive I bought to use with the RS but the cable was the hard part. In the end you might
find the 
XD adapter a good choice. Also using Google shopping search or maybe pricegrabber.com you can find 128MB and 64MB cards used for $20
Regards, 
C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
>
> Thanks Rob. I'll definately check ebay this weekend. I really appreciate the info. Bless
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > hey starboy,
> > 
> > I recently bought a XD to SM adapter for 10,- bugs at eba (new!)... also 
> > bought 2 x 128 MB XD-cards für 6 and 8 euro each... thats by FAR cheaper 
> > then SM .. I ll keep one with my complete live-setup and one packed with 
> > sounds and patches for quick importing...
> > 
> > all the rest of the sounds or backups can be done with your PC and a 
> > USB-based SM-card-reader...
> > 
> > good luck
> > 
> > robert
> > 
> > Am 14.03.2011 05:58, schrieb starboy.jones:
> > >
> > > ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A 
> > > REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE TO FIND 100mb & 250mb ZIP 
> > > DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I WANT TO 
> > > USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR REGULAR TRACKS & THE 250mb FOR WHEN I USE 
> > > SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF WHAT YOU 
> > > GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA STORAGE. THX. BLESS
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > -- 
> > B O B H U M I D
> > 
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > 
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> > 
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > 
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18566|18541|2011-04-01 14:21:16|Robert Feuchtl|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
yes, XD to SM adapter works perfecty. I got one for 8,- EUR and 2 x 
128MB cards for 7,- EUR each... unbeatabe.

Am 01.04.2011 21:48, schrieb Clifford:

>
> Just some other points to consider:
> I would avaoid Zip disks like the plague. Anyone who ever used them 
> knows how they fail in a split second and are not a reliable storage 
> medium. Also- from what I researched years ago SCSI is just as slow as 
> SM on the RS. I have a SCSI external drive I bought to use with the RS 
> but the cable was the hard part. In the end you might find the
> XD adapter a good choice. Also using Google shopping search or maybe 
> pricegrabber.com you can find 128MB and 64MB cards used for $20
> Regards,
> C
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "vocalbx" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks Rob. I'll definately check ebay this weekend. I really 
> appreciate the info. Bless
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > hey starboy,
> > >
> > > I recently bought a XD to SM adapter for 10,- bugs at eba 
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> (new!)... also
> > > bought 2 x 128 MB XD-cards für 6 and 8 euro each... thats by FAR 
> cheaper
> > > then SM .. I ll keep one with my complete live-setup and one 
> packed with
> > > sounds and patches for quick importing...
> > >
> > > all the rest of the sounds or backups can be done with your PC and a
> > > USB-based SM-card-reader...
> > >
> > > good luck
> > >
> > > robert
> > >
> > > Am 14.03.2011 05:58, schrieb starboy.jones:
> > > >
> > > > ITS BEEN REALLY HARD FOR ME TO GET 128mb SMARTMEDIA CARDS FOR A
> > > > REASONABLE PRICE. I HAVE, HOWEVER, BEEN ABLE TO FIND 100mb & 
> 250mb ZIP
> > > > DISKS. MY QUESTION IS, CAN I USE AN SCSI IOMEGA 250mb DRIVE? I 
> WANT TO
> > > > USE THE 100mb DISKS FOR REGULAR TRACKS & THE 250mb FOR WHEN I USE
> > > > SAMPLES, SINCE SAMPLES TAKE UP MORE SPACE. GIMME SOME IDEA OF 
> WHAT YOU
> > > > GUYS ARE USING FOR DATA STORAGE. THX. BLESS
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --
> > > B O B H U M I D
> > >
> > > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > >
> > > mastering ::: engineer
> > > grafic ::: designer
> > > music ::: producer
> > > tech ::: editor
> > > dj :::
> > >
> > > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > >
> > > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > > http://bobhumid.de
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18567|18541|2011-04-02 17:32:25|T. Saye|Re: SCSI HELP.....|
I beg your pardon, kind sir! I have Zip, Jaz, and a CD-Rom for as long as I've had the 7000 (the first day it was released) and it has worked without fail ;-) 

If anyone is interested to know how or why I have all these components, please feel free to contact me.

http://bobhumid.de/
http://bobhumid.de/


- CrunkNation

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> Just some other points to consider:
> I would avaoid Zip disks like the plague. Anyone who ever used them knows how they fail in a split second and are not a reliable storage medium. Also-
from what I researched years ago SCSI is just as slow as SM on the RS. I have a SCSI external drive I bought to use with the RS but the cable was the hard
part. In the end you might find the 
> XD adapter a good choice. Also using Google shopping search or maybe pricegrabber.com you can find 128MB and 64MB cards used for $20
> Regards, 
> C

| 18568|18568|2011-04-05 00:57:29|Stephen|help saving samples|
Hi i feal like a noob oh wait i kind of am!im having troubles saving samples after i load up a sample can play it chop it etc but cant seem to figure out how to save to the
memory card any help would be appreciated!
| 18569|18568|2011-04-05 02:20:32|J M|Re: help saving samples|
Samples will automatically save with the Pattern, Chain, or Song. In pattern mode just press save on the number pad, I think it defaults to PATT type on the display which
is what you want, then press OK F1 or F2 I think, name it and OK or save, done. In chain mode, make sure it does a save All to include the pattern and samples, I always
do save all in Chain. Song mode I think works the same as Pattern mode for saving accept it should say SONG instead of PATT I think. Anyhow if you get stuck in the
process, just push the exit button left of the number pad to get out and start over, exit button comes in handy a lot in case not using it already.

Don't save as .smf whatever you do, at least not yet, thats just the midi/note/event data.

If your looking to save the samples individually, I think you have to have the sample selected, do a save and change the file type to .wav. I never use that tho, I usually just
save the pattern/chain/song and the samples stay with them.

Hope that helps some, its not hard once I think you get it done once it should come easy the rest of time.

Zam

P.S. manual pg 114-Pattern, pg 166-Chain, pg 204-Song better save instructions ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Stephen" wrote:
>
> Hi i feal like a noob oh wait i kind of am!im having troubles saving samples after i load up a sample can play it chop it etc but cant seem to figure out how
to save to the memory card any help would be appreciated!
>

| 18570|18570|2011-04-11 21:29:15|glennbranca2003|In Tokyo, looking for a RS7000!|
Hey guys..

Just wondering if anyone could suggest any places worth scoping for a secondhand RS7000 in Tokyo.

My Japanese is rusty at best but I've managed to search Digimart.net but no joy.

Cheers.
| 18571|18570|2011-04-11 22:20:34|part2productions .|Re: In Tokyo, looking for a RS7000!|
Softmap or Yahoo Auction. 

-BASIR 
バシア / ba-see-er 
Executive Producer 
FUTURESOUND.TV 
Black Boxx Creative Group.Tokyo 

Visit www.futuresound.tv 
Visit www.facebook.com/futuresoundtv 
Visit www.twitter.com/futuresoundtv 
Visit www.blackboxx.jp 
Mobile: 
basirjapan@ezweb.ne.jp 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
From: mxfhacker@gmail.com 
Date: Mon, 11 Apr 2011 07:14:21 +0000 
Subject: [RS7000] In Tokyo, looking for a RS7000! 
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Hey guys.. 

Just wondering if anyone could suggest any places worth scoping for a secondhand RS7000 in Tokyo. 

My Japanese is rusty at best but I've managed to search Digimart.net but no joy. 

Cheers. 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18572|18572|2011-04-12 15:30:22|theazimus|Paper manual|
Anybody got an original owners manual they no longer want. let me know.
| 18573|18572|2011-04-12 20:54:23|Robert Pieper|Re: Paper manual|
I ordered a print from yamaha and had it bound at kinkos. 15-25 dollars

On Apr 12, 2011, at 4:30 PM, theazimus <Kreeper_6@hotmail.com> wrote:

Anybody got an original owners manual they no longer want. let me know.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18574|18572|2011-04-12 20:58:20|J M|Re: Paper manual|
Additionally, I believe we have the manual or links to it from Yamaha to a pdf here in the files section if it helps any.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> I ordered a print from yamaha and had it bound at kinkos. 15-25 dollars
> 
> On Apr 12, 2011, at 4:30 PM, theazimus wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> Anybody got an original owners manual they no longer want. let me know.
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18575|18570|2011-04-12 22:27:58|glennbranca2003|Re: In Tokyo, looking for a RS7000!|
Thx for the reply, much appreciated. :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "part2productions ." wrote:
>
> 
> Softmap or Yahoo Auction.
> 
> -BASIR
> ã ã ·ã ¢ / ba-see-er
> Executive Producer
> FUTURESOUND.TV
> Black Boxx Creative Group.Tokyo
> 
> Visit www.futuresound.tv
> Visit www.facebook.com/futuresoundtv
> Visit www.twitter.com/futuresoundtv
> Visit www.blackboxx.jp
> Mobile: 
> basirjapan@...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: mxfhacker@...
> Date: Mon, 11 Apr 2011 07:14:21 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] In Tokyo, looking for a RS7000!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hey guys..
> 
> 
> 
> Just wondering if anyone could suggest any places worth scoping for a secondhand RS7000 in Tokyo.
> 
> 
> 
> My Japanese is rusty at best but I've managed to search Digimart.net but no joy.
> 
> 
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18576|18576|2011-04-17 19:22:19|livinloudrekordz|midi sync problem|
hello there,

ive got a little problem ive hooked up my rs to ableton
with midi and the problem is they dont sync good.
lets say i play at 140 bpm. ive synced the rs to ableton(master)
and press play in ableton the rs will start ok but then go's way off...
now when i go back in to utility mode and set the rs back from midi to internal the bpm on the rs shows 138.8...it looks like the rs doensnt read the midistuff correctly...
what im i doing wrong..

now i play they rs only over the monitors and not via a channel in ableton and then they will sync good this is also weird..

hope someone here understands what im trying to say and knows what im doing wrong

big up peace
| 18577|18576|2011-04-17 19:32:43|J M|Re: midi sync problem|
You might be sending too much midi info through it and are getting lag, or maybe you have a bad midi cable perhaps. Maybe also try MTC Midi syncing instead, that
sometimes is more accurate and I think you can set lag times. If you get it figured out let us know what you did.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "livinloudrekordz" wrote:
>
> hello there,
> 
> ive got a little problem ive hooked up my rs to ableton
> with midi and the problem is they dont sync good.
> lets say i play at 140 bpm. ive synced the rs to ableton(master)
> and press play in ableton the rs will start ok but then go's way off...
> now when i go back in to utility mode and set the rs back from midi to internal the bpm on the rs shows 138.8...it looks like the rs doensnt read the midistuff
correctly... what im i doing wrong..
> 
> now i play they rs only over the monitors and not via a channel in ableton and then they will sync good this is also weird..
> 
> hope someone here understands what im trying to say and knows what im doing wrong
> 
> big up peace
>

| 18578|18578|2011-04-23 15:25:38|vaughnvaldes@ymail.com|RS modifycations|
I got the jaz zip drive, Garage Sale! And memory from the tech guy at saint vinnie's thrift store"
| 18579|18579|2011-04-25 06:16:04|love_su_re_soulmyheart|aieb2 + back again|
big hello, after selling + buying a rs again i am coming home, to you zamiser + all the old 7000 lovers!!
i need a aieb2 board for digital connection. if anybody wants to sell one...like i sold mine times ago..

best + happy to join this great community - ed
| 18580|18580|2011-04-27 09:24:15|sam|rs7000 and rm1x switch repair|
IN THE FUTURE I WILL BE DOING VERY LIMITED SELLING ON EBAY BECAUSE OF THEM HAVING HIGH FEES AND THEY CONTINUE TO CANCEL
MY EBAY LISTINGS. I HAVE LISTINGS ON BONANZA.COM OR YOU CAN CONTACT ME DIRECTLY BY EMAIL TO PLACE AN ORDER. 

THANKS

LORDMILITANT
| 18581|18581|2011-04-29 00:27:33|dj_trajan|New Member!|
Hello everyone! 
Just wanted to take a second and introduce myself to the group. My name is Troy, but I go by Trajan for my music. I've been a musician for 17 years but I've been into
creating music with electronics for about 5 years now. It started with a simple BOSS JS-5 and has progressed from there. Now I've got a full studio for producing all sorts
of media (I do video editing as well) and I've moved my operation to Atlanta, GA. I'm very excited to start working with an RS7k because my biggest influence uses one
of these things and is just INSANE! It took me a few years to actually find one that was in good shape for the right price, but now I'm a proud owner of one! 

I'm looking forward to digging through the forums and learning as much as I can. BIG thanks to zamisers7k for telling me about this group!

Here's a list of gear that I use:
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Macbook Pro 2.53ghz Intel Core 2 Duo with 8GB 1067 DDR3
Ableton Live 8
Akai APC 40
Boss SP-505
Roland MC-303
Yamaha RS7000
Yamaha P-250
Behringer DDM4000 4 Channel Digital DJ mixer
2x Numark TT1625
Boss JS-5
Mackie 1402-VLZ3 14 Channel Audio mixer
M-Audio MobilePRE USB Audio interface
About 15 different microphones that I cant list off the top of my head

-DJ Trajan
| 18582|18581|2011-04-29 00:38:49|J M|Re: New Member!|
Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?

Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.

If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.

Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every time I change a
voice before it takes back a hold. 

Anyway, welcome to the list!

Zam
| 18583|18581|2011-04-29 10:47:05|dj_trajan|Re: New Member!|
I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes by BSpaz and
here is a link to one of their songs..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 

And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related

I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I can't wait to
crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)

I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and I receive the
error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?

Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
the 7k!

-Trajan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> 
> Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> 
> If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> 
> Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> 
> Anyway, welcome to the list!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18584|18581|2011-04-29 14:54:12|sam w|Re: New Member!|
i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
 
http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27

--- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

From: dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
mailto:cr125rmxr@gmail.com
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I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 

And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related

I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)

I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and I
receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?

Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
the 7k!

-Trajan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> 
> Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> 
> If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> 
> Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> 
> Anyway, welcome to the list!
> 
> Zam
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18585|18581|2011-04-29 17:17:58|dj_trajan|Re: New Member!|
Thanks! I will def look into upping the RAM..kinda disappointing it cant work a 4 measure sample into it.. : /

Thats a good price though for RAM so I will most likely take you up on that! Thanks again!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> Â 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> 
> --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> 
> And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
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> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> 
> I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> 
> I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and
I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> 
> Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> the 7k!
> 
> -Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > 
> > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > 
> > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > 
> > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > 
> > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18586|18581|2011-04-29 21:40:35|sam w|Re: New Member!|
try sampling in mono because it saves memory while stereo takes up, then down sample using by using awave studio 44100hz-8000hz for a analog lofi sound.

--- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

From: dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 9:42 PM

  

Thanks! I will def look into upping the RAM..kinda disappointing it cant work a 4 measure sample into it.. : /

Thats a good price though for RAM so I will most likely take you up on that! Thanks again!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> Â 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> 
> --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
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> 
> I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> 
> And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> 
> I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> 
> I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and
I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> 
> Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> the 7k!
> 
> -Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > 
> > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > 
> > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > 
> > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > 
> > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18587|18581|2011-04-30 09:52:38|dj_trajan|Re: New Member!|
Thanks! I will def look into upping the RAM..kinda disappointing it cant work a 4 measure sample into it.. : /

Thats a good price though for RAM so I will most likely take you up on that! Thanks again!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> Â 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> 
> --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
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> I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> 
> And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> 
> I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> 
> I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and
I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> 
> Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> the 7k!
> 
> -Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > 
> > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > 
> > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > 
> > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > 
> > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18588|18576|2011-04-30 10:30:11|dj_trajan|Re: midi sync problem|
If you're running the RS through an audio track in Ableton, you might be having a latency problem with the computer instead of a MIDI problem in the RS. Check your
audio settings in Ableton and lower the buffer size to something under 512 samples ( note the lower you go, the lower the quality of audio will be ). That should help sync
things up.. 

Ableton typically has bad latency problems when using your built in audio card or even a cheapo audio interface. However you can usually dial those in so everything
stays in sync.. 

Last suggestion is go get a two channel DJ mixer and run Ableton and RS on separate channels with the same settings you were using to run it though Ableton. That way
you have both playing in sync, and you can juggle between them on the crossfader!

-Trajan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "livinloudrekordz" wrote:
>
> hello there,
> 
> ive got a little problem ive hooked up my rs to ableton
> with midi and the problem is they dont sync good.
> lets say i play at 140 bpm. ive synced the rs to ableton(master)
> and press play in ableton the rs will start ok but then go's way off...
> now when i go back in to utility mode and set the rs back from midi to internal the bpm on the rs shows 138.8...it looks like the rs doensnt read the midistuff
correctly... what im i doing wrong..
> 
> now i play they rs only over the monitors and not via a channel in ableton and then they will sync good this is also weird..
> 
> hope someone here understands what im trying to say and knows what im doing wrong
> 
> big up peace
>

| 18589|18576|2011-04-30 10:52:46|Matt|Re: midi sync problem|
If you slave ableton to the RS you wont have this issue anymore. ableton's
clock sucks.
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On Sat, Apr 30, 2011 at 9:30 AM, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

>
>
>
> If you're running the RS through an audio track in Ableton, you might be
> having a latency problem with the computer instead of a MIDI problem in the
> RS. Check your audio settings in Ableton and lower the buffer size to
> something under 512 samples ( note the lower you go, the lower the quality
> of audio will be ). That should help sync things up..
>
> Ableton typically has bad latency problems when using your built in audio
> card or even a cheapo audio interface. However you can usually dial those in
> so everything stays in sync..
>
> Last suggestion is go get a two channel DJ mixer and run Ableton and RS on
> separate channels with the same settings you were using to run it though
> Ableton. That way you have both playing in sync, and you can juggle between
> them on the crossfader!
>
> -Trajan
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "livinloudrekordz" 
> wrote:
> >
> > hello there,
> >
> > ive got a little problem ive hooked up my rs to ableton
> > with midi and the problem is they dont sync good.
> > lets say i play at 140 bpm. ive synced the rs to ableton(master)
> > and press play in ableton the rs will start ok but then go's way off...
> > now when i go back in to utility mode and set the rs back from midi to
> internal the bpm on the rs shows 138.8...it looks like the rs doensnt read
> the midistuff correctly... what im i doing wrong..
> >
> > now i play they rs only over the monitors and not via a channel in
> ableton and then they will sync good this is also weird..
> >
> > hope someone here understands what im trying to say and knows what im
> doing wrong
> >
> > big up peace
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18590|18576|2011-04-30 10:53:04|Matt|Re: midi sync problem|
ableton's midi sequencer sucks too.. doesn't turn notes off half the time.

On Sat, Apr 30, 2011 at 9:52 AM, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote:

> If you slave ableton to the RS you wont have this issue anymore. ableton's
> clock sucks.
>
>
> On Sat, Apr 30, 2011 at 9:30 AM, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>>
>>
>>
>> If you're running the RS through an audio track in Ableton, you might be
>> having a latency problem with the computer instead of a MIDI problem in the
>> RS. Check your audio settings in Ableton and lower the buffer size to
>> something under 512 samples ( note the lower you go, the lower the quality
>> of audio will be ). That should help sync things up..
>>
>> Ableton typically has bad latency problems when using your built in audio
>> card or even a cheapo audio interface. However you can usually dial those in
>> so everything stays in sync..
>>
>> Last suggestion is go get a two channel DJ mixer and run Ableton and RS on
>> separate channels with the same settings you were using to run it though
>> Ableton. That way you have both playing in sync, and you can juggle between
>> them on the crossfader!
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>>
>> -Trajan
>>
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "livinloudrekordz" 
>> wrote:
>> >
>> > hello there,
>> >
>> > ive got a little problem ive hooked up my rs to ableton
>> > with midi and the problem is they dont sync good.
>> > lets say i play at 140 bpm. ive synced the rs to ableton(master)
>> > and press play in ableton the rs will start ok but then go's way off...
>> > now when i go back in to utility mode and set the rs back from midi to
>> internal the bpm on the rs shows 138.8...it looks like the rs doensnt read
>> the midistuff correctly... what im i doing wrong..
>> >
>> > now i play they rs only over the monitors and not via a channel in
>> ableton and then they will sync good this is also weird..
>> >
>> > hope someone here understands what im trying to say and knows what im
>> doing wrong
>> >
>> > big up peace
>> >
>>
>> 
>>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18591|18581|2011-04-30 11:07:18|dj_trajan|Re: New Member!|
Just took a peek inside the box and that def has to be the issue...I've got the 4mb ram :/

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> 
> Thanks! I will def look into upping the RAM..kinda disappointing it cant work a 4 measure sample into it.. : /
> 
> Thats a good price though for RAM so I will most likely take you up on that! Thanks again!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> > Â 
> > http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> > 
> > --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > From: dj_trajan 
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He
goes by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> > 
> > And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> > 
> > I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> > 
> > I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it
and I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> > 
> > Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> > the 7k!
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> > 
> > -Trajan
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > > 
> > > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > > 
> > > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > > 
> > > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > > 
> > > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18592|18592|2011-05-03 09:02:42|dj_trajan|RS and MPC in the same box?|
Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...

Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to the RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity sensitive pads on the RS, but
I'd like more pads like that to use. 

Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on the RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control the volume on its
corresponding track?

Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS, you'd basically have the same thing. 

Let me know what you guys think!

-DJ Trajan
| 18593|18592|2011-05-03 11:05:48|Robert Pieper|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
You should be able to connect it no prob. There is a setting in the rs that
allows the midi controller to apply to whatever track you select otherwise
it applies to the midi channel you specify on the controller. Personally, I
think the korg padkontrol has better pads (more sensitive, less finger tip
bruising) than the new akai controllers but does not have sliders

On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...

Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to the
RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity sensitive
pads on the RS, but I'd like more pads like that to use.

Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on the
RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control the
volume on its corresponding track?

Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS, you'd
basically have the same thing.

Let me know what you guys think!

-DJ Trajan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18594|18592|2011-05-03 13:07:11|dj_trajan|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
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Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/ 

Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a button on the SP to trigger
a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI in hardware...

Thanks for your time!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> You should be able to connect it no prob. There is a setting in the rs that
> allows the midi controller to apply to whatever track you select otherwise
> it applies to the midi channel you specify on the controller. Personally, I
> think the korg padkontrol has better pads (more sensitive, less finger tip
> bruising) than the new akai controllers but does not have sliders
> 
> 
> 
> On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...
> 
> Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to the
> RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity sensitive
> pads on the RS, but I'd like more pads like that to use.
> 
> Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on the
> RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control the
> volume on its corresponding track?
> 
> Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS, you'd
> basically have the same thing.
> 
> Let me know what you guys think!
> 
> -DJ Trajan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18595|18592|2011-05-03 13:12:45|Matt|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Usually on rolands you set in settings the out channel and then the first
note for the pads. This sets the channel and first note then each pad goes
up 1 note from there. So for example if u set c3 then c3 will be pad 1, c3#
will be pad2, d will be pad3. Then u put midi out from sp-505 to rs-7000.
Then assign samples to the corresponding notes on the corresponding track in
the RS and you should be good. Then you should be able to use the sp-505
to send notes to RS. To clock sync you'll need to set one to master and one
to slave. Hope this helps.
-matt

On May 3, 2011 12:07 PM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty
X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/

Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a
button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI
in hardware...

Thanks for your time!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> You should be able to conne...

> On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
>
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>
> Just a thought, want to...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18596|18592|2011-05-03 13:13:42|Matt|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
also you should be able to use the native mode on korg padkontrol to do
ANYTHING you WANT as far as assigning and stuff.

On May 3, 2011 12:07 PM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty
X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/

Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a
button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI
in hardware...

Thanks for your time!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> You should be able to conne...

> On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
>
>
> Just a thought, want to...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18597|18592|2011-05-03 13:42:03|Robert Pieper|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
That setting on the rs under midi setup will let you trigger from the
midi controller whatever track you select on the rs. Forgot the
setting but should be in the manual

On May 3, 2011, at 2:12 PM, Matt <somatt@gmail.com> wrote:

> Usually on rolands you set in settings the out channel and then the first
> note for the pads. This sets the channel and first note then each pad goes
> up 1 note from there. So for example if u set c3 then c3 will be pad 1, c3#
> will be pad2, d will be pad3. Then u put midi out from sp-505 to rs-7000.
> Then assign samples to the corresponding notes on the corresponding track in
> the RS and you should be good. Then you should be able to use the sp-505
> to send notes to RS. To clock sync you'll need to set one to master and one
> to slave. Hope this helps.
> -matt
>
> On May 3, 2011 12:07 PM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
> Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty
> X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/
>
> Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
> samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a
> button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI
> in hardware...
>
> Thanks for your time!
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>>
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>> You should be able to conne...
>
>> On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>> Just a thought, want to...
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 18598|18592|2011-05-03 13:42:58|Robert Pieper|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Yep, x/y pad works too for sending midi. Acts like a pitch bend by default

Triggers just need the Appropriate note number. If your sample on the rs is
at c3, your sp505 needs to send a note-on message there too. You should be
able to program to note numbers for the sp505 pads. The lowest left probably
starts at c0 or c1 I think.

On May 3, 2011, at 2:07 PM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty
X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/

Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a
button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI
in hardware...

Thanks for your time!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> You should be able to connect it no prob. There is a setting in the rs
that
> allows the midi controller to apply to whatever track you select otherwise
> it applies to the midi channel you specify on the controller. Personally,
I
> think the korg padkontrol has better pads (more sensitive, less finger tip
> bruising) than the new akai controllers but does not have sliders
>
>
>
> On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
>
>
> Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...
>
> Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to the
> RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity sensitive
> pads on the RS, but I'd like more pads like that to use.
>
> Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on the
> RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control the
> volume on its corresponding track?
>
> Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS, you'd
> basically have the same thing.
>
> Let me know what you guys think!
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>
> -DJ Trajan
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18599|18592|2011-05-03 14:14:33|dj_trajan|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Matt you're awesome man! I'll try this out as soon as I get home from work today, thanks again! I'll let ya know how it turns out!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> That setting on the rs under midi setup will let you trigger from the
> midi controller whatever track you select on the rs. Forgot the
> setting but should be in the manual
> 
> 
> 
> On May 3, 2011, at 2:12 PM, Matt wrote:
> 
> > Usually on rolands you set in settings the out channel and then the first
> > note for the pads. This sets the channel and first note then each pad goes
> > up 1 note from there. So for example if u set c3 then c3 will be pad 1, c3#
> > will be pad2, d will be pad3. Then u put midi out from sp-505 to rs-7000.
> > Then assign samples to the corresponding notes on the corresponding track in
> > the RS and you should be good. Then you should be able to use the sp-505
> > to send notes to RS. To clock sync you'll need to set one to master and one
> > to slave. Hope this helps.
> > -matt
> >
> > On May 3, 2011 12:07 PM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty
> > X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/
> >
> > Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
> > samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a
> > button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI
> > in hardware...
> >
> > Thanks for your time!
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
> >>
> >> You should be able to conne...
> >
> >> On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> Just a thought, want to...
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
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> >
> >
>

| 18600|18592|2011-05-03 14:20:58|Matt|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Cool man I got a similar setup goin on but I'm using an emu px-7 for
sequencing and triggering samples on a sp-808. Good luck and let me know if
it works!

On May 3, 2011 1:14 PM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

Matt you're awesome man! I'll try this out as soon as I get home from work
today, thanks again! I'll let ya know how it turns out!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>

> That setting on the rs under midi setup will let you trigger from the
> midi controller whatever t...

> On May 3, 2011, at 2:12 PM, Matt wrote:
>
> > Usually on rolands you set in settings...

> > On May 3, 2011 12:07 PM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Thanks for the i...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18601|18592|2011-05-03 17:25:20|dj_trajan|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Right on, thank you for the info! I've got the SP talking to the RS now however I'm having some issues telling the SP where to start its note. Pads 1-8 are triggering notes
but 9-16 are silent. I had big plans to wire up Ableton>RS>SP tonight but I'm so burned out on doing video editing for work that I just wanna rock out right now haha!
Isn't music just the best therapy? :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
>
> Yep, x/y pad works too for sending midi. Acts like a pitch bend by default
> 
> Triggers just need the Appropriate note number. If your sample on the rs is
> at c3, your sp505 needs to send a note-on message there too. You should be
> able to program to note numbers for the sp505 pads. The lowest left probably
> starts at c0 or c1 I think.
> 
> On May 3, 2011, at 2:07 PM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a nifty
> X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/
> 
> Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
> samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when assigning a
> button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing MIDI
> in hardware...
> 
> Thanks for your time!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
> >
> > You should be able to connect it no prob. There is a setting in the rs
> that
> > allows the midi controller to apply to whatever track you select otherwise
> > it applies to the midi channel you specify on the controller. Personally,
> I
> > think the korg padkontrol has better pads (more sensitive, less finger tip
> > bruising) than the new akai controllers but does not have sliders
> >
> >
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> >
> > On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...
> >
> > Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to the
> > RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity sensitive
> > pads on the RS, but I'd like more pads like that to use.
> >
> > Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on the
> > RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control the
> > volume on its corresponding track?
> >
> > Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS, you'd
> > basically have the same thing.
> >
> > Let me know what you guys think!
> >
> > -DJ Trajan
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18602|18592|2011-05-03 17:39:41|Matt|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
1: if you wire up ableton make sure to sync it as slave to the rs or the
sp505 because ableton clock is jumpy based on processor use.
2: 9-16 will not trigger: make sure you have samples mapped out correctly on
RS. make sure you can play that next octave with the RS directly.
3: you might have alot of fun sequencing the sp-505 with the RS, i sure have
fun sequencing my sp808 with midi. On my sp-808 I can change start end and
loop points on the fly while the samples are being triggered by midi. This
makes for huge stuttering and glitching.
have fun!
-matt

On Tue, May 3, 2011 at 4:23 PM, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

>
>
> Right on, thank you for the info! I've got the SP talking to the RS now
> however I'm having some issues telling the SP where to start its note. Pads
> 1-8 are triggering notes but 9-16 are silent. I had big plans to wire up
> Ableton>RS>SP tonight but I'm so burned out on doing video editing for work
> that I just wanna rock out right now haha! Isn't music just the best
> therapy? :)
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
> >
> > Yep, x/y pad works too for sending midi. Acts like a pitch bend by
> default
> >
> > Triggers just need the Appropriate note number. If your sample on the rs
> is
> > at c3, your sp505 needs to send a note-on message there too. You should
> be
> > able to program to note numbers for the sp505 pads. The lowest left
> probably
> > starts at c0 or c1 I think.
> >
> > On May 3, 2011, at 2:07 PM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
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> >
> > Thanks for the input! Looks like there is a tradeoff of sliders for a
> nifty
> > X-Y pad.. I wonder if the RS could read MIDI info from that...hmm :/
> >
> > Since I'd like to test this first, I want to use my SP 505 to trigger
> > samples on the RS. Are there any vital steps I need to know when
> assigning a
> > button on the SP to trigger a sample on the RS? I'm very new to routing
> MIDI
> > in hardware...
> >
> > Thanks for your time!
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Pieper wrote:
> > >
> > > You should be able to connect it no prob. There is a setting in the rs
> > that
> > > allows the midi controller to apply to whatever track you select
> otherwise
> > > it applies to the midi channel you specify on the controller.
> Personally,
> > I
> > > think the korg padkontrol has better pads (more sensitive, less finger
> tip
> > > bruising) than the new akai controllers but does not have sliders
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > On May 3, 2011, at 10:02 AM, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...
> > >
> > > Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to
> the
> > > RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity
> sensitive
> > > pads on the RS, but I'd like more pads like that to use.
> > >
> > > Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on
> the
> > > RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control
> the
> > > volume on its corresponding track?
> > >
> > > Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS,
> you'd
> > > basically have the same thing.
> > >
> > > Let me know what you guys think!
> > >
> > > -DJ Trajan
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18603|18592|2011-05-04 04:22:02|J M|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
I don't use it much, but I've also heard that Ableton has timing issues when using as master sequencer with external gear hooked up to it. I've also heard that adjusting the
buffer sizes can help, but the RS should work pretty well as a master too, and then slaving off it.

Also, you may want to consider still doing songs on each unit independently. Just sync and master slave the units together so you can hit play on the master and the rest
will use their own sequencers so you get simultaneous maximum trackage.

Using them all as samplers seems a bit redundant too. I'd probably stick to keeping all the samples on Ableton since storage space wouldn't be much of concern on it, plus
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it can warp and stretch them a lot easier to fit the tempo. I'd then probably do my drums on the MPC, and then be able to use all 16 tracks on the RS as synth parts.

Or, more than likely I'd probably just keep them all completely independent, make songs on each by them selfs, not synced in any way, then I could load one up while the
other plays for making better live continuous sets.

However, it doesn't hurt to learn the difrent ways of hooking the equipment up to each other, everyone has their own favorite and preferred way, no wrong way if it works
well for you.

Zam
| 18604|18604|2011-05-07 18:23:53|sam|rs7000 cdrom|
im looking for the factory cd rom that came with the rs7k, does anyone have it. could someone burn me a copy, i will pay for shipping.

lordmilitant
| 18605|18605|2011-05-07 18:27:16|sam|flash simm ram|
would it be nice to find some flash ram for the rs7000.
| 18606|18604|2011-05-07 21:48:13|Johnny|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
i would like a copy too... can it be uploaded somewhere?

On 8/05/2011 8:23 AM, sam wrote:
>
> im looking for the factory cd rom that came with the rs7k, does anyone 
> have it. could someone burn me a copy, i will pay for shipping.
>
> lordmilitant
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18607|18604|2011-05-08 02:21:54|J M|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
If I remember right, all the CD came with was the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software on it which I think we have here in the files section. There was some patterns I think
on the 4meg SM card that originally came with the RS though, nothing great. I'd have to look around for mine, not sure I still have it, but will look when I get a chance if
nobody else comes up with them for ya. Don't think its much of a loss though if you don't get a copy of them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Johnny wrote:
>
> i would like a copy too... can it be uploaded somewhere?
> 
> On 8/05/2011 8:23 AM, sam wrote:
> >
> > im looking for the factory cd rom that came with the rs7k, does anyone 
> > have it. could someone burn me a copy, i will pay for shipping.
> >
> > lordmilitant
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18608|18605|2011-05-08 02:28:38|J M|Re: flash simm ram|
Do you mean these:

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/memory/mek64mb.html

? or these:

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html

?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> would it be nice to find some flash ram for the rs7000.
>

| 18609|18605|2011-05-08 07:57:15|sam w|Re: flash simm ram|
i'm looking for the flash simms that yamaha made for the ex5r, ex5 and ex7
EXFML1 Flash Memory 
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--- On Sun, 5/8/11, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: flash simm ram
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, May 8, 2011, 8:28 AM

  

Do you mean these:

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/memory/mek64mb.html

? or these:

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html

?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> would it be nice to find some flash ram for the rs7000.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18610|18604|2011-05-08 12:15:41|Eric Jennings|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.

Eric

On May 8, 2011, at 1:21 AM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> If I remember right, all the CD came with was the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software on it which I think we have here in the files section. There was some
patterns I think on the 4meg SM card that originally came with the RS though, nothing great. I'd have to look around for mine, not sure I still have it, but will
look when I get a chance if nobody else comes up with them for ya. Don't think its much of a loss though if you don't get a copy of them.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Johnny wrote:
> >
> > i would like a copy too... can it be uploaded somewhere?
> > 
> > On 8/05/2011 8:23 AM, sam wrote:
> > >
> > > im looking for the factory cd rom that came with the rs7k, does anyone 
> > > have it. could someone burn me a copy, i will pay for shipping.
> > >
> > > lordmilitant
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18611|18605|2011-05-08 16:26:11|J M|Re: flash simm ram|
Ah ok, just looked in to them to see what they are... interesting.

I'm thinking they won't work in the RS, but if you find some and give it a try, let us know if it worked.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i'm looking for the flash simms that yamaha made for the ex5r, ex5 and ex7
> EXFML1 Flash Memory 
> 
> --- On Sun, 5/8/11, J M wrote:
> 
> 
> From: J M 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: flash simm ram
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Sunday, May 8, 2011, 8:28 AM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> Do you mean these:
> 
> http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/memory/mek64mb.html
> 
> ? or these:
> 
> http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/sm128mb.html
> 
> ?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> >
> > would it be nice to find some flash ram for the rs7000.
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18612|18605|2011-05-08 16:27:59|Matt|Re: flash simm ram|
Flash simms work in emu command station

On May 8, 2011 3:26 PM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

Ah ok, just looked in to them to see what they are... interesting.

I'm thinking they won't work in the RS, but if you find some and give it a
try, let us know if it worked.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i'm looking for the flash si...
> --- On Sun, 5/8/11, J M wrote:
>
>
> From: J M 

> Subject: [RS7000] Re: flash simm ram
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Sunday, May 8, 2011, 8:...
> Â

>
>
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>
> Do you mean these:
>
> http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/memory/mek64mb.html
>
> ? or...

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18613|18604|2011-05-08 16:42:54|J M|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom, but I did find the original card,
turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:

http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> 
> Eric
> 
> 

| 18614|18604|2011-05-08 18:55:10|Eric Jennings|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I don't see anything RS
related unfortunately.

Sorry to get hopes up!
E.

On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:

> Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom, but I did find the
original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> >
> > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > 
> > Eric
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
>

| 18615|18604|2011-05-08 20:09:21|J M|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe thats what they want???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I don't see
anything RS related unfortunately.
> 
> Sorry to get hopes up!
> E.
> 
> 
> On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom, but I did find
the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > 

http://shop.motifator.com/index.php/memory/mek64mb.html
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> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > >
> > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > 
> > > Eric
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
>

| 18616|18604|2011-05-08 20:17:11|Eric Jennings|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
I'm happy to upload the image if you all want it. Just let me know.

E.

On May 8, 2011, at 7:09 PM, J M wrote:

> I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe thats what they want???
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> >
> > I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I don't see
anything RS related unfortunately.
> > 
> > Sorry to get hopes up!
> > E.
> > 
> > 
> > On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> > 
> > > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom, but I did find
the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > > 
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > > 
> > > > Eric
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >
> >
> 
>

| 18617|18604|2011-05-08 20:17:53|Décio Lucas|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
Please!!!

2011/5/8 Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>

> I'm happy to upload the image if you all want it. Just let me know.
>
> E.
>
> On May 8, 2011, at 7:09 PM, J M wrote:
>
> > I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe
> thats what they want???
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > >
> > > I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a
> Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I
> don't see anything RS related unfortunately.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > >
> > > Sorry to get hopes up!
> > > E.
> > >
> > >
> > > On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> > >
> > > > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than
> that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom,
> but I did find the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led
> to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > > >
> > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > > >
> > > > > Eric
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> >
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

-- 
The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18618|18604|2011-05-09 09:50:37|Eric Jennings|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
Looks like Yahoo! Groups only supports up to 100MB of space, and this image is 78MB or so.

Here's the link from my dropbox:

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/10323823/X0288A0.iso

Like I mentioned, nothing much on it regarding Yamaha (other than printed on the CD itself), but it did come with the RS, so there ya go.

-E

On May 8, 2011, at 7:17 PM, Décio Lucas wrote:

> Please!!!
> 
> 2011/5/8 Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
> 
> > I'm happy to upload the image if you all want it. Just let me know.
> >
> > E.
> >
> > On May 8, 2011, at 7:09 PM, J M wrote:
> >

http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> > > I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe
> > thats what they want???
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a
> > Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I
> > don't see anything RS related unfortunately.
> > > >
> > > > Sorry to get hopes up!
> > > > E.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than
> > that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom,
> > but I did find the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led
> > to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Eric
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> -- 
> The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
> persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
> depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
>

| 18619|18604|2011-05-09 13:20:12|sam w|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
thanks.

--- On Sun, 5/8/11, Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com> wrote:

From: Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 cdrom
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sunday, May 8, 2011, 6:15 PM
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I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.

Eric

On May 8, 2011, at 1:21 AM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> If I remember right, all the CD came with was the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software on it which I think we have here in the files section. There was some
patterns I think on the 4meg SM card that originally came with the RS though, nothing great. I'd have to look around for mine, not sure I still have it, but will
look when I get a chance if nobody else comes up with them for ya. Don't think its much of a loss though if you don't get a copy of them.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Johnny wrote:
> >
> > i would like a copy too... can it be uploaded somewhere?
> > 
> > On 8/05/2011 8:23 AM, sam wrote:
> > >
> > > im looking for the factory cd rom that came with the rs7k, does anyone 
> > > have it. could someone burn me a copy, i will pay for shipping.
> > >
> > > lordmilitant
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18620|18604|2011-05-09 14:25:18|sam w|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
can't open the file , i have a iso opener but no luck.

--- On Mon, 5/9/11, Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com> wrote:

From: Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 cdrom
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, May 9, 2011, 3:50 PM

Looks like Yahoo! Groups only supports up to 100MB of space, and this image is 78MB or so.

Here's the link from my dropbox:

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/10323823/X0288A0.iso

Like I mentioned, nothing much on it regarding Yamaha (other than printed on the CD itself), but it did come with the RS, so there ya go.

-E

On May 8, 2011, at 7:17 PM, Décio Lucas wrote:

> Please!!!
> 
> 2011/5/8 Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
> 
> > I'm happy to upload the image if you all want it. Just let me know.
> >
> > E.
> >
> > On May 8, 2011, at 7:09 PM, J M wrote:
> >

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
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> > > I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe
> > thats what they want???
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a
> > Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I
> > don't see anything RS related unfortunately.
> > > >
> > > > Sorry to get hopes up!
> > > > E.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than
> > that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom,
> > but I did find the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led
> > to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Eric
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> -- 
> The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
> persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
> depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18621|18604|2011-05-10 03:09:59|Erwin Goossens|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
no archive in it , can you please upload again?

thanks
egosys

--- On Mon, 5/9/11, Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com> wrote:

From: Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 cdrom
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, May 9, 2011, 5:50 PM

Looks like Yahoo! Groups only supports up to 100MB of space, and this image is 78MB or so.

Here's the link from my dropbox:

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/10323823/X0288A0.iso

Like I mentioned, nothing much on it regarding Yamaha (other than printed on the CD itself), but it did come with the RS, so there ya go.

-E

On May 8, 2011, at 7:17 PM, Décio Lucas wrote:

> Please!!!
> 
> 2011/5/8 Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
> 
> > I'm happy to upload the image if you all want it. Just let me know.
> >
> > E.
> >
> > On May 8, 2011, at 7:09 PM, J M wrote:
> >
> > > I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe
> > thats what they want???
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a
> > Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I
> > don't see anything RS related unfortunately.
> > > >
> > > > Sorry to get hopes up!
> > > > E.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than
> > that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom,
> > but I did find the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led
> > to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Eric
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> >
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> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> -- 
> The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
> persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
> depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18622|18622|2011-05-10 06:52:53|Randolph|Factory Patterns|
Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card? I deleted them like 10 years ago and would like to get them back. Or
does anyone have the original smartmedia card for sale?
| 18623|18622|2011-05-10 06:54:59|J M|Re: Factory Patterns|
I just uploaded this like two days ago.

http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip

Welcome to the group and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Randolph" wrote:
>
> Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card? I deleted them like 10 years ago and would like to get
them back. Or does anyone have the original smartmedia card for sale?
>

| 18624|18622|2011-05-10 08:40:55|sam w|Re: Factory Patterns|
let me look i may them and the rm1x factory patterns to.

--- On Tue, 5/10/11, Randolph <pnacinfo@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: Randolph <pnacinfo@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Factory Patterns
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2011, 8:34 AM

  

Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card? I deleted them like 10 years ago and would like to get
them back. Or does anyone have the original smartmedia card for sale?
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18625|18604|2011-05-10 15:17:59|Eric Jennings|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
Ok, forget the image issue... wasn't working.

Here's a zip archive of everything on the CD:

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/10323823/X0288A0.zip

(Give it about 15 minutes from time of this email, as it's still uploading)

E.

On May 10, 2011, at 2:09 AM, Erwin Goossens wrote:

> no archive in it , can you please upload again?
> 
> thanks
> egosys
> 
> --- On Mon, 5/9/11, Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com> wrote:
> 
> From: Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: rs7000 cdrom
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, May 9, 2011, 5:50 PM
> 
> Looks like Yahoo! Groups only supports up to 100MB of space, and this image is 78MB or so.
> 
> Here's the link from my dropbox:
> 
> http://dl.dropbox.com/u/10323823/X0288A0.iso
> 
> Like I mentioned, nothing much on it regarding Yamaha (other than printed on the CD itself), but it did come with the RS, so there ya go.
> 
> -E
> 
> On May 8, 2011, at 7:17 PM, Décio Lucas wrote:
> 
> > Please!!!
> > 
> > 2011/5/8 Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
> > 
> > > I'm happy to upload the image if you all want it. Just let me know.
> > >
> > > E.
> > >
> > > On May 8, 2011, at 7:09 PM, J M wrote:
> > >
> > > > I think that was what came with the RS, been a long time tho., maybe
> > > thats what they want???
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a
> > > Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I
> > > don't see anything RS related unfortunately.
> > > > >
> > > > > Sorry to get hopes up!
> > > > > E.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than
> > > that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom,
> > > but I did find the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led
> > > to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
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> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Eric
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > 
> > -- 
> > The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
> > persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
> > depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
>

| 18626|18626|2011-05-11 13:33:32|dj_trajan|MASSIVE Bass|
I need a MASSIVE (so big its all capitals) bass sound to bump. What's your favorite 
heavy hitting bass and whats your favorite trick with it on the RS? :D
| 18627|18627|2011-05-11 15:10:48|Yamaha|seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!|
As I'm planning to fit my RS7K into the Rack, I was just holding the Rackears of my JP-8080 to the RS, and it seems they fit just perfect !

:D
| 18628|18627|2011-05-11 16:38:43|Robert Feuchtl|Re: seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!|
Am 11.05.2011 23:10, schrieb Yamaha:

>
> As I'm planning to fit my RS7K into the Rack, I was just holding the 
> Rackears of my JP-8080 to the RS, and it seems they fit just perfect !
>
> :D
>

http://sequencer.de/syns/yamaha/RS7000.html

:-)

>
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://sequencer.de/syns/yamaha/RS7000.html


-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18629|18626|2011-05-11 18:15:13|J M|Re: MASSIVE Bass|
The default synth voice a lot because its just always there and isn't all that bad with a little tweaking and amping and EQ, then OB voice gets used a lot too with HPF
filters. I also often use FM 2 lead guitar sound, turn the filter's decay up on that SOB and hear what you've been missing. Other tricks are to put the voice in mono and turn
the gate up, turn the portamento up, and put some crazy LFO settings on it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> I need a MASSIVE (so big its all capitals) bass sound to bump. What's your favorite 
> heavy hitting bass and whats your favorite trick with it on the RS? :D
>

| 18630|18627|2011-05-11 18:17:19|J M|Re: seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!|
Yup, another +1 for the long lost RS design team.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Yamaha" wrote:
>
> As I'm planning to fit my RS7K into the Rack, I was just holding the Rackears of my JP-8080 to the RS, and it seems they fit just perfect !
> 
> :D
>

| 18631|18626|2011-05-11 18:29:22|Robert Feuchtl|Re: MASSIVE Bass|
dial in just a tid of resonance on the bass-voice and its LPF.. its very 
effective to find that sweet-spot on the bass-sound where you hear the 
most "oomph". once you found it, dial in the resonance a bit more. play 
with it until you got it right... you can get really nasty bass freqs 
like that.

you can also enhance some overtones and brilliance in pads or other 
sounds with the same method but with an HPF instead. these are just 
traditional synthesis & sound-design methods..

but you can also use the parametric EQ (on the voice) to boost a certain 
low freq.. somewhere between 40 and 60Hz should do the trick... 80Hz for 
kickdrums..

ALWAYS try maxing the bass-sound louder instead of boosting freqs first, 
then try resonance and boosting as the second (fine-tuning) method... 
sometimes your bass is just weak because you didnt notice to make it 
louder.

bass. you got to feel it. ;-)

Am 11.05.2011 21:33, schrieb dj_trajan:

>
>
>
> I need a MASSIVE (so big its all capitals) bass sound to bump. What's 
> your favorite
> heavy hitting bass and whats your favorite trick with it on the RS? :D
>
> 

http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18632|18627|2011-05-12 03:54:09|Erwin Goossens|Re: seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!|
upload a picture

--- On Wed, 5/11/11, Yamaha <rs7king@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: Yamaha <rs7king@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, May 11, 2011, 11:10 PM

 

As I'm planning to fit my RS7K into the Rack, I was just holding the Rackears of my JP-8080 to the RS, and it seems they fit just perfect !

:D

http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:rs7king@yahoo.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18633|18627|2011-05-12 04:29:25|Yamaha|Re: seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!|
i will, when ít´s finished

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Erwin Goossens wrote:
>
> upload a picture
> 
> --- On Wed, 5/11/11, Yamaha wrote:
> 
> From: Yamaha 
> Subject: [RS7000] seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, May 11, 2011, 11:10 PM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> As I'm planning to fit my RS7K into the Rack, I was just holding the Rackears of my JP-8080 to the RS, and it seems they fit just perfect !
> 
> 
> 
> :D
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18634|18627|2011-05-12 06:13:21|Yamaha|Re: seems like RS is actually Racksize !!!|
do you have some close-ups of your rackmount, robert ?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> Am 11.05.2011 23:10, schrieb Yamaha:
> >
> > As I'm planning to fit my RS7K into the Rack, I was just holding the 
> > Rackears of my JP-8080 to the RS, and it seems they fit just perfect !
> >
> > :D
> >
> http://sequencer.de/syns/yamaha/RS7000.html
> 
> :-)
> 
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18635|18626|2011-05-12 09:13:51|dj_trajan|Re: MASSIVE Bass|
Thanks for the tips guys! The RS kept me up until 2:30am last night having a blast! I'm going to record my set this weekend, looking forward to doing my first gig with it
:)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> dial in just a tid of resonance on the bass-voice and its LPF.. its very 
> effective to find that sweet-spot on the bass-sound where you hear the 
> most "oomph". once you found it, dial in the resonance a bit more. play 
> with it until you got it right... you can get really nasty bass freqs 
> like that.
> 
> you can also enhance some overtones and brilliance in pads or other 
> sounds with the same method but with an HPF instead. these are just 
> traditional synthesis & sound-design methods..
> 
> but you can also use the parametric EQ (on the voice) to boost a certain 
> low freq.. somewhere between 40 and 60Hz should do the trick... 80Hz for 
> kickdrums..
> 
> ALWAYS try maxing the bass-sound louder instead of boosting freqs first, 
> then try resonance and boosting as the second (fine-tuning) method... 
> sometimes your bass is just weak because you didnt notice to make it 
> louder.
> 
> bass. you got to feel it. ;-)
> 
> Am 11.05.2011 21:33, schrieb dj_trajan:
> >
> >
> >
> > I need a MASSIVE (so big its all capitals) bass sound to bump. What's 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://sequencer.de/syns/yamaha/RS7000.html
http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> > your favorite
> > heavy hitting bass and whats your favorite trick with it on the RS? :D
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18636|18636|2011-05-15 11:36:39|T. Saye|Warming up the 7000?|
Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10 years of the 7000 realease :-)

What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any adjustments or plugins preferably.

I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(

Thanks for any helpful Info!
| 18637|18636|2011-05-15 12:06:54|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Warming up the 7000?|
dont mess with any warmers. i had a spl vitalizer in my liverack once, 
but I stay away from non-
linearities today .. keep it flat and fat.. the mastering compressor and 
the mastering-EQ are your weapons... i use the EQ if the club has a 
crappy pa or room acoustic .. the multiband comp is great to compete 
with mastered dj tunes

if you want to enlarge your overall sound, include a fat outboard synth 
and route some channels of the rs through different convertors and mix 
all in an analogue mixer at the end. the more different DAs you are 
using, the larger and less "in the box" your livesound will be...

Am 15.05.2011 19:36, schrieb T. Saye:

>
> Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10 
> years of the 7000 realease :-)
>
> What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any 
> adjustments or plugins preferably.
>
> I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(
>
> Thanks for any helpful Info!
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

http://bobhumid.de/
http://bobhumid.de/


[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18638|18636|2011-05-15 12:57:11|T. Saye|Re: Warming up the 7000?|
Maybe I used the wrong word. 'Fattening' the sound is more like it. The sound that come out of my box is to digital and crispy, ugh! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> dont mess with any warmers. i had a spl vitalizer in my liverack once, 
> but I stay away from non-
> linearities today .. keep it flat and fat.. the mastering compressor and 
> the mastering-EQ are your weapons... i use the EQ if the club has a 
> crappy pa or room acoustic .. the multiband comp is great to compete 
> with mastered dj tunes
> 
> if you want to enlarge your overall sound, include a fat outboard synth 
> and route some channels of the rs through different convertors and mix 
> all in an analogue mixer at the end. the more different DAs you are 
> using, the larger and less "in the box" your livesound will be...
> 
> Am 15.05.2011 19:36, schrieb T. Saye:
> >
> > Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10 
> > years of the 7000 realease :-)
> >
> > What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any 
> > adjustments or plugins preferably.
> >
> > I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(
> >
> > Thanks for any helpful Info!
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18639|18636|2011-05-15 13:37:52|Frédéric Samamer|AW: [RS7000] Re: Warming up the 7000?|
i use an old ADR Compex compressor with sowter transformers, then I import it.

________________________________
Von: T. Saye <tsaye1@yahoo.com>
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Gesendet: Sonntag, den 15. Mai 2011, 20:57:09 Uhr
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Warming up the 7000?

Maybe I used the wrong word. 'Fattening' the sound is more like it. The sound 
that come out of my box is to digital and crispy, ugh! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> dont mess with any warmers. i had a spl vitalizer in my liverack once, 
> but I stay away from non-

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> linearities today .. keep it flat and fat.. the mastering compressor and 
> the mastering-EQ are your weapons... i use the EQ if the club has a 
> crappy pa or room acoustic .. the multiband comp is great to compete 
> with mastered dj tunes
> 
> if you want to enlarge your overall sound, include a fat outboard synth 
> and route some channels of the rs through different convertors and mix 
> all in an analogue mixer at the end. the more different DAs you are 
> using, the larger and less "in the box" your livesound will be...
> 
> Am 15.05.2011 19:36, schrieb T. Saye:
> >
> > Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10 
> > years of the 7000 realease :-)
> >
> > What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any 
> > adjustments or plugins preferably.
> >
> > I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(
> >
> > Thanks for any helpful Info!
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18640|18636|2011-05-15 14:16:15|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Warming up the 7000?|
hi, i tried a vitalizer jack, but for my kind of sounds...analogish samples, little dark + direct...it didnt do much. the wrong purpose.
the best so far are my small allen+heath zed10 mixers. they have nice eqs which sound organic + round to me (i am working with a jomox resonator neuronium...full
analog).

@ herr feuchtl

did you mean the da´s on the rs itself? or do you use extra outboard conversion??

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, FrÃ©dÃ©ric Samamer wrote:
>
> i use an old ADR Compex compressor with sowter transformers, then I import it.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> Von: T. Saye 
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Gesendet: Sonntag, den 15. Mai 2011, 20:57:09 Uhr
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Warming up the 7000?
> 
> 
> Maybe I used the wrong word. 'Fattening' the sound is more like it. The sound 
> that come out of my box is to digital and crispy, ugh! 
> 
> 

http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > dont mess with any warmers. i had a spl vitalizer in my liverack once, 
> > but I stay away from non-
> > linearities today .. keep it flat and fat.. the mastering compressor and 
> > the mastering-EQ are your weapons... i use the EQ if the club has a 
> > crappy pa or room acoustic .. the multiband comp is great to compete 
> > with mastered dj tunes
> > 
> > if you want to enlarge your overall sound, include a fat outboard synth 
> > and route some channels of the rs through different convertors and mix 
> > all in an analogue mixer at the end. the more different DAs you are 
> > using, the larger and less "in the box" your livesound will be...
> > 
> > Am 15.05.2011 19:36, schrieb T. Saye:
> > >
> > > Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10 
> > > years of the 7000 realease :-)
> > >
> > > What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any 
> > > adjustments or plugins preferably.
> > >
> > > I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(
> > >
> > > Thanks for any helpful Info!
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > -- 
> > B O B H U M I D
> > 
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > 
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> > 
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > 
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18641|18636|2011-05-16 08:03:11|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Warming up the 7000?|
well, then what I wrote applies double-so ;-) ...

Am 15.05.2011 20:57, schrieb T. Saye:

>
> Maybe I used the wrong word. 'Fattening' the sound is more like it. 
> The sound that come out of my box is to digital and crispy, ugh!
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > dont mess with any warmers. i had a spl vitalizer in my liverack once,
> > but I stay away from non-
> > linearities today .. keep it flat and fat.. the mastering compressor 
> and
> > the mastering-EQ are your weapons... i use the EQ if the club has a
> > crappy pa or room acoustic .. the multiband comp is great to compete
> > with mastered dj tunes
> >
> > if you want to enlarge your overall sound, include a fat outboard synth
> > and route some channels of the rs through different convertors and mix
> > all in an analogue mixer at the end. the more different DAs you are
> > using, the larger and less "in the box" your livesound will be...

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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> >
> > Am 15.05.2011 19:36, schrieb T. Saye:
> > >
> > > Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10
> > > years of the 7000 realease :-)
> > >
> > > What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any
> > > adjustments or plugins preferably.
> > >
> > > I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(
> > >
> > > Thanks for any helpful Info!
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18642|18636|2011-05-16 17:42:54|J M|Re: Warming up the 7000?|
I do a lot EQing on my RS per voice/track too, I also use the Amp effect probably a bit too extensively which I'll dive down in to the effect menu and actually increase it
even more which has the option to use Stack or Tube, to me which can sound as good as any external FX processor or amp. I get some nice analogish sounds out of the
RS by itself I think. You just can't use the voices as they are, Yamaha's defaults are notoriously set dry out of the box, must tweak, then tweak some more, it is in there and
I've fooled folks who think the sound was coming from something beefier or analog in my setup. I tell them its all RS, but I don't think folks get it, the prettier gear still
always gets more attention.

Anyhow, just keep tweaking.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> well, then what I wrote applies double-so ;-) ...
> 
> Am 15.05.2011 20:57, schrieb T. Saye:
> >

http://bobhumid.de/
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> > Maybe I used the wrong word. 'Fattening' the sound is more like it. 
> > The sound that come out of my box is to digital and crispy, ugh!
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > dont mess with any warmers. i had a spl vitalizer in my liverack once,
> > > but I stay away from non-
> > > linearities today .. keep it flat and fat.. the mastering compressor 
> > and
> > > the mastering-EQ are your weapons... i use the EQ if the club has a
> > > crappy pa or room acoustic .. the multiband comp is great to compete
> > > with mastered dj tunes
> > >
> > > if you want to enlarge your overall sound, include a fat outboard synth
> > > and route some channels of the rs through different convertors and mix
> > > all in an analogue mixer at the end. the more different DAs you are
> > > using, the larger and less "in the box" your livesound will be...
> > >
> > > Am 15.05.2011 19:36, schrieb T. Saye:
> > > >
> > > > Hey guys, its great to know this board is still active even after 10
> > > > years of the 7000 realease :-)
> > > >
> > > > What are you all using to warm up the sound out of the R7K? Any
> > > > adjustments or plugins preferably.
> > > >
> > > > I was using a tube pre-amp b4 but I had to sell it :(
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for any helpful Info!
> > > >

| 18643|18622|2011-05-22 07:16:59|sam w|Re: Factory Patterns|
i found all of the factory rs7000 files that were included on the cdrom. here's my email: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com

--- On Tue, 5/10/11, Randolph <pnacinfo@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: Randolph <pnacinfo@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Factory Patterns
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2011, 8:34 AM

  

Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card? I deleted them like 10 years ago and would like to get
them back. Or does anyone have the original smartmedia card for sale?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18644|18581|2011-05-25 10:20:46|dj_trajan|Re: New Member!|
Hey Sam!
Just wondering if you still have some RAM for sale. I'm ready to upgrade my RS now :)
Also noticed you're from TN, you aren't close to Chattanooga are you?

-Troy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> Â 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> 
> --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
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> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> 
> And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> 
> I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> 
> I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and
I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> 
> Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> the 7k!
> 
> -Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > 
> > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > 
> > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > 
> > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > 
> > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18645|18581|2011-05-25 15:10:42|sam w|Re: New Member!|
i live in clarksville tn and i'm moving to austin texas friday, i still have ram for sale and repair kits. you can by pass ebay and order direct because i hate paying ebay fees.
you  can contact me at swade31@yahoo.com via my paypal email address.--- On Wed, 5/25/11, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

From: dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, May 25, 2011, 4:20 PM

  

Hey Sam!
Just wondering if you still have some RAM for sale. I'm ready to upgrade my RS now :)
Also noticed you're from TN, you aren't close to Chattanooga are you?

-Troy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> Â 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> 
> --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M
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> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> 
> And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> 
> I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> 
> I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and
I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> 
> Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> the 7k!
> 
> -Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > 
> > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > 
> > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > 
> > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > 
> > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18646|18646|2011-05-28 17:24:05|J M|TIP: Quick Note Edit|
I just found this out...

If you go in to edit mode, scroll to a note on the events list and play the mini keys it'll change it to that note. You can keep playing other notes and it'll keep changing.
Cool for me, to see which note is maybe the C3 key, or C#2 or D2 etc... cause I always forget which keys are which.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18647|18647|2011-05-29 09:40:21|boiseculturejam|AIEB2 Wanted|
Ahoy there.

Does anyone have an AIEB2 you are willing to part with? There is one for 399 on ebay right now. Is that the normal price? 
Thanks all.
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| 18648|18647|2011-05-29 09:52:58|stefan tielsch|Re: AIEB2 Wanted|
i am looking 2 for 1...399.- is a bad joke...a crime!
i bought another rs right now on ebay with a board inside, will sell it
without after with a loss not more than 150.-...much better this way!
i sold 1 2 years ago here on this side for arround 70-100.- (?).

ed

2011/5/29 boiseculturejam <boiseculturejam@yahoo.com>

>
>
> Ahoy there.
>
> Does anyone have an AIEB2 you are willing to part with? There is one for
> 399 on ebay right now. Is that the normal price?
> Thanks all.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18649|18647|2011-05-29 15:52:59|J M|Re: AIEB2 Wanted|
Agree, $399 is way too much for an AIEB2. Somewhere between $100 - $200 is fair. Even at a fair price, you should know that for the most part it is an unnecessary
luxury with only a few specific applications which can be done only with it installed on your RS.

Its great if you want to be able to do pseudo track muting, via SysEx reassignments of the outputs, since track mutes can't be done remotely.

Processing or EQing tracks separably its good for too, but you must know you loose the RS's internal effects on those tracks, in essence you are getting only dry tracks out
of it, so if you've got like a great distortion effect on say your kick drum, you'd also need an extra outboard effects processor with similar effects to go along with along
with extra wires to go with it.

Anyhow, just making sure anyone feels the AIEB2 is necessary that it really is more for specific, mostly unneeded purposes, don't feel like you have to have one in your
RS for it to still be a great machine.

Zam
| 18650|18647|2011-05-29 16:08:18|stefan tielsch|Re: AIEB2 Wanted|
for me its the possibility to record analog stuff without altering the
sound.
i am playing with an mpc5000 in the moment...phuuhh, another toy... the
sound is very clear, completly different to the rs in its structure. more a
pc. not a replacement..

2011/5/29 J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>

>
>
> Agree, $399 is way too much for an AIEB2. Somewhere between $100 - $200 is
> fair. Even at a fair price, you should know that for the most part it is an
> unnecessary luxury with only a few specific applications which can be done
> only with it installed on your RS.
>
> Its great if you want to be able to do pseudo track muting, via SysEx
> reassignments of the outputs, since track mutes can't be done remotely.
>
> Processing or EQing tracks separably its good for too, but you must know
> you loose the RS's internal effects on those tracks, in essence you are
> getting only dry tracks out of it, so if you've got like a great distortion
> effect on say your kick drum, you'd also need an extra outboard effects
> processor with similar effects to go along with along with extra wires to go
> with it.
>
> Anyhow, just making sure anyone feels the AIEB2 is necessary that it really
> is more for specific, mostly unneeded purposes, don't feel like you have to
> have one in your RS for it to still be a great machine.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18651|18651|2011-06-04 17:34:02|kleimenhagenr|Yamaha RS-7000 factory patterns|
Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card ? and i am searching for the CD-Rom that came with the RS 7000... 

mailto:boiseculturejam@yahoo.com
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thanks
| 18652|18651|2011-06-04 17:41:29|J M|Re: Yamaha RS-7000 factory patterns|
We had a discussion about the CD-Rom and factory files not long ago if you want to check back on those posts. I don't think the CD-Rom is really needed for much of
anything. We have the TWE (Timy Wave Editor) software in the files section here which might be of some use, not sure if there was anything else important on the CD. I
recently put a zip of the factory SM files here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip

I don't know how long I'll keep those up, so get it while its there, if ya need any other RS help ask away.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kleimenhagenr" wrote:
>
> Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card ? and i am searching for the CD-Rom that came with the
RS 7000... 
> 
> thanks
>

| 18653|18651|2011-06-06 06:40:19|kleimenhagenr|Re: Yamaha RS-7000 factory patterns|
hi, many many thanks.. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> We had a discussion about the CD-Rom and factory files not long ago if you want to check back on those posts. I don't think the CD-Rom is really needed
for much of anything. We have the TWE (Timy Wave Editor) software in the files section here which might be of some use, not sure if there was anything
else important on the CD. I recently put a zip of the factory SM files here:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> 
> I don't know how long I'll keep those up, so get it while its there, if ya need any other RS help ask away.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "kleimenhagenr" wrote:
> >
> > Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was included on the smartmedia card ? and i am searching for the CD-Rom that came with
the RS 7000... 
> > 
> > thanks
> >
>

| 18654|18654|2011-06-06 12:23:24|chthonic|master effects section|
has anyone figured out a way to save different effects or settings? 

my main use of the RS7K is as a live "band in a box" playing drums, loops, 
samples, and basslines. i just "LOAD ALL" for each band i'm in, each one having a 
separate smartmedia card (and backup!).

it would be nice to have different effects for the different bands. i understand the 
effects are global, so different fx per song isn't possible (unless i change them 
manually). 

but can i save/load the SYSTEM and have the effects settings saved to/from the 
disk? or does SYSTEM just reload the same factory defaults and i lose everything? 

________________________________________________________________
Sent via the WebMail system at chthonicstreams.com
| 18655|18654|2011-06-06 12:28:47|stefan tielsch|Re: master effects section|
the fx settings should be memorized for each style seperatly.
the master fx not, they stay as they are ajusted by you. not factory
defaults, but just 1 setting for all styles..

2011/6/6 chthonic <chthonic@chthonicstreams.com>

>
>
> has anyone figured out a way to save different effects or settings?

http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
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>
> my main use of the RS7K is as a live "band in a box" playing drums, loops,
> samples, and basslines. i just "LOAD ALL" for each band i'm in, each one
> having a
> separate smartmedia card (and backup!).
>
> it would be nice to have different effects for the different bands. i
> understand the
> effects are global, so different fx per song isn't possible (unless i
> change them
> manually).
>
> but can i save/load the SYSTEM and have the effects settings saved to/from
> the
> disk? or does SYSTEM just reload the same factory defaults and i lose
> everything?
>
> __________________________________________________________
> Sent via the WebMail system at chthonicstreams.com
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18656|18654|2011-06-06 15:11:40|chthonicstreams|Re: master effects section|
i'm not sure i understand what you mean by your terminology.
let me see if i have it right.

i understand that the *amount* of each effect is saved with each track/style.

but *what* the effects are is a master or global change, isn't it? 
for example, i cannot have a distortion, a chorus, and a hall reverb saved for one style and an amp simulator, tempo delay and gate reverb for another...can i?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, stefan tielsch wrote:
>
> the fx settings should be memorized for each style seperatly.
> the master fx not, they stay as they are ajusted by you. not factory
> defaults, but just 1 setting for all styles..
> 
> 2011/6/6 chthonic 
> 
> >
> >
> > has anyone figured out a way to save different effects or settings?
> >
> > my main use of the RS7K is as a live "band in a box" playing drums, loops,
> > samples, and basslines. i just "LOAD ALL" for each band i'm in, each one
> > having a
> > separate smartmedia card (and backup!).
> >
> > it would be nice to have different effects for the different bands. i
> > understand the
> > effects are global, so different fx per song isn't possible (unless i
> > change them
> > manually).
> >
> > but can i save/load the SYSTEM and have the effects settings saved to/from
> > the
> > disk? or does SYSTEM just reload the same factory defaults and i lose
> > everything?
> >
> > __________________________________________________________
> > Sent via the WebMail system at chthonicstreams.com
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18657|18654|2011-06-06 15:32:24|stefan tielsch|Re: master effects section|
yes, thats what you can do (i am from austria, so my spelling seems
difficult maybe).
you have the mixer fx x 3 plus the master fx.
the first you store with every style, the second stay the same as you
altered them..

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


2011/6/6 chthonicstreams <chthonic@chthonicstreams.com>

>
>
> i'm not sure i understand what you mean by your terminology.
> let me see if i have it right.
>
> i understand that the *amount* of each effect is saved with each
> track/style.
>
> but *what* the effects are is a master or global change, isn't it?
> for example, i cannot have a distortion, a chorus, and a hall reverb saved
> for one style and an amp simulator, tempo delay and gate reverb for
> another...can i?
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, stefan tielsch wrote:
> >
> > the fx settings should be memorized for each style seperatly.
> > the master fx not, they stay as they are ajusted by you. not factory
> > defaults, but just 1 setting for all styles..
> >
> > 2011/6/6 chthonic 
>
> >
> > >
> > >
> > > has anyone figured out a way to save different effects or settings?
> > >
> > > my main use of the RS7K is as a live "band in a box" playing drums,
> loops,
> > > samples, and basslines. i just "LOAD ALL" for each band i'm in, each
> one
> > > having a
> > > separate smartmedia card (and backup!).
> > >
> > > it would be nice to have different effects for the different bands. i
> > > understand the
> > > effects are global, so different fx per song isn't possible (unless i
> > > change them
> > > manually).
> > >
> > > but can i save/load the SYSTEM and have the effects settings saved
> to/from
> > > the
> > > disk? or does SYSTEM just reload the same factory defaults and i lose
> > > everything?
> > >
> > > __________________________________________________________
> > > Sent via the WebMail system at chthonicstreams.com
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18658|18658|2011-06-07 00:48:53|abletonique|Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
Hi there! Just hello from readonly. 
I read your messages for a while and learn some tricks from you, guys.
Big thanks and some more questions.
There are some posts about multy-layerd sample sounds. I reaaly need to have different keytracking pitch (or filter, or whatever, but mostly - pitch) settings for layered
samples. Some factory sounds have this. Can you name good editor, capable manage keytracking settings for user samples&

But I have not tried conversion via Wave Studio yet. Do somebody done keygroups & pitched samples in the same sound programm?
For ex^ sample1 pitched from c0 to c2, sample2 pitched from c#2 to c4, sample3 pitched from c#4 to c6 and so on. Is it possible overlay keygroups or crossfade
velocities?
| 18659|18654|2011-06-07 01:14:16|J M|Re: master effects section|
Sounds right to me. The 3 regular effects block which include the vari effect, delay, and reverb are stored with the pattern/song. The Master effects section only
remembers the last setting you had it on as far as I know.

I don't know of any way to save off the master effects, it might be possible via SysEx messages somehow, but I wouldn't count it. Sadly, its probably one of those things
that would be easier just to write the settings down.

mailto:chthonic@chthonicstreams.com
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If its any consolation, some of the vari effects here and there do include more than one type of effect, like distortion with a delay. Its always interesting to dig deeper in to
the RS's effects settings, find stuff that you might not have known was there, even the master effects settings too, the slicer does a lot more than I expected.

If you really really have to store effects settings, an outboard effects processor may be in order. Not that, I store my settings on those either, but I'll often use a Kaoss Pad
with my RS, and recently using DBlue Glitch running on a dedicated VST host computer to add live effects, makes for some pretty badass chopped up and glitchy stuff.

Anyway, hope you get something figured out that will help ya between bands and projects. Thats got to be fun, hard enough playing in one group heheh.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, stefan tielsch wrote:
>
> yes, thats what you can do (i am from austria, so my spelling seems
> difficult maybe).
> you have the mixer fx x 3 plus the master fx.
> the first you store with every style, the second stay the same as you
> altered them..
> 
> 2011/6/6 chthonicstreams 
> 
> >
> >
> > i'm not sure i understand what you mean by your terminology.
> > let me see if i have it right.
> >
> > i understand that the *amount* of each effect is saved with each
> > track/style.
> >
> > but *what* the effects are is a master or global change, isn't it?
> > for example, i cannot have a distortion, a chorus, and a hall reverb saved
> > for one style and an amp simulator, tempo delay and gate reverb for
> > another...can i?
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, stefan tielsch wrote:
> > >
> > > the fx settings should be memorized for each style seperatly.
> > > the master fx not, they stay as they are ajusted by you. not factory
> > > defaults, but just 1 setting for all styles..
> > >
> > > 2011/6/6 chthonic 
> >
> > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > has anyone figured out a way to save different effects or settings?
> > > >
> > > > my main use of the RS7K is as a live "band in a box" playing drums,
> > loops,
> > > > samples, and basslines. i just "LOAD ALL" for each band i'm in, each
> > one
> > > > having a
> > > > separate smartmedia card (and backup!).
> > > >
> > > > it would be nice to have different effects for the different bands. i
> > > > understand the
> > > > effects are global, so different fx per song isn't possible (unless i
> > > > change them
> > > > manually).
> > > >
> > > > but can i save/load the SYSTEM and have the effects settings saved
> > to/from
> > > > the
> > > > disk? or does SYSTEM just reload the same factory defaults and i lose
> > > > everything?
> > > >
> > > > __________________________________________________________
> > > > Sent via the WebMail system at chthonicstreams.com
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18660|18658|2011-06-07 01:50:52|J M|Re: Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
Welcome to the read AND write RS7000 list ;)

I'm not sure all of what you are talking about is possible on the RS7000.

I've not got in to doing the multi-layered samples myself, I remember us talking about doing them a while back here, if I remember right I think they are achieved via
using left-right channels of a stereo sample. Using one totally difrent sample on the left, and a totally diffrent sample on the right.

The TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software might help you create those, but not sure, thinking there might have been another program mentioned that could also be used from
another Yamaha sampler that could also do it??? Anyone else remember?

For the rest I'm sorry to say, as far as I know the RS doesn't do key groupings nor key tracking nor cross-mod sample fading in the sense of a conventional
sampling/synthesizer. I think you have to learn a few work arounds for those, like post-processing the pitch of a copied sample across several keys, then another sample
copied across several more keys and pitch processed in a sample kit instead of using one sample pitched across all keys. Its kind of time consuming to do and takes up
extra memory, so I guess I'm saying what you may be wanting to do may be doable to some extent, but I'm just not sure it'll be what you are use to on samplers with more
advanced sampling features.

Wish I could be of more help, your writing is a bit hard to understand, I assume English isn't your first language, so I hope you can understand everything I wrote.

Happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
>
> Hi there! Just hello from readonly. 
> I read your messages for a while and learn some tricks from you, guys.
> Big thanks and some more questions.
> There are some posts about multy-layerd sample sounds. I reaaly need to have different keytracking pitch (or filter, or whatever, but mostly - pitch) settings
for layered samples. Some factory sounds have this. Can you name good editor, capable manage keytracking settings for user samples&
> 
> But I have not tried conversion via Wave Studio yet. Do somebody done keygroups & pitched samples in the same sound programm?
> For ex^ sample1 pitched from c0 to c2, sample2 pitched from c#2 to c4, sample3 pitched from c#4 to c6 and so on. Is it possible overlay keygroups or
crossfade velocities?
>

| 18661|18658|2011-06-07 06:48:25|abletonique|Re: Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
Zam, Thank you for kind words & clever explanation.
Sorry for my English, let me another try.

There were many messages like 
[url=href=http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/14493 ]#14493[/url] in 2006 about sample mapping and creation multy-sample sound programms via
Awave Studio on PC. Before I start mess with PC and buy Awave Studio, good to get sure in possibilities.
RS7000 utilies XG & accept some CC, RPM/NRPM or SysEx from outside via MIDI, good list of MIDI tricks (better, then manual) must be usefull

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the read AND write RS7000 list ;)
> 
> I'm not sure all of what you are talking about is possible on the RS7000.
> 
> I've not got in to doing the multi-layered samples myself, I remember us talking about doing them a while back here, if I remember right I think they are
achieved via using left-right channels of a stereo sample. Using one totally difrent sample on the left, and a totally diffrent sample on the right.
> 
> The TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software might help you create those, but not sure, thinking there might have been another program mentioned that could
also be used from another Yamaha sampler that could also do it??? Anyone else remember?
> 
> For the rest I'm sorry to say, as far as I know the RS doesn't do key groupings nor key tracking nor cross-mod sample fading in the sense of a conventional
sampling/synthesizer. I think you have to learn a few work arounds for those, like post-processing the pitch of a copied sample across several keys, then
another sample copied across several more keys and pitch processed in a sample kit instead of using one sample pitched across all keys. Its kind of time
consuming to do and takes up extra memory, so I guess I'm saying what you may be wanting to do may be doable to some extent, but I'm just not sure it'll be
what you are use to on samplers with more advanced sampling features.
> 
> Wish I could be of more help, your writing is a bit hard to understand, I assume English isn't your first language, so I hope you can understand everything I
wrote.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
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> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> >
> > Hi there! Just hello from readonly. 
> > I read your messages for a while and learn some tricks from you, guys.
> > Big thanks and some more questions.
> > There are some posts about multy-layerd sample sounds. I reaaly need to have different keytracking pitch (or filter, or whatever, but mostly - pitch)
settings for layered samples. Some factory sounds have this. Can you name good editor, capable manage keytracking settings for user samples&
> > 
> > But I have not tried conversion via Wave Studio yet. Do somebody done keygroups & pitched samples in the same sound programm?
> > For ex^ sample1 pitched from c0 to c2, sample2 pitched from c#2 to c4, sample3 pitched from c#4 to c6 and so on. Is it possible overlay keygroups or
crossfade velocities?
> >
>

| 18662|18654|2011-06-07 08:52:58|chthonicstreams|Re: master effects section|
thanks so much, this is a revelation to me. i can save different effects not just with each band, but within each *song*. 

and it was even right there in the manual... "Edited effect settings are memorized with each
style.", p. 104. oops. all this time i've been limiting myself to the same amp sim (which i use as a volume boost/overdrive), tempo delay, and reverb for everything because
i thought those were global effects only. this makes me want to go play with my RS right now!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Sounds right to me. The 3 regular effects block which include the vari effect, delay, and reverb are stored with the pattern/song. The Master effects section
only remembers the last setting you had it on as far as I know.
> 
> I don't know of any way to save off the master effects, it might be possible via SysEx messages somehow, but I wouldn't count it. Sadly, its probably one of
those things that would be easier just to write the settings down.
> 
> If its any consolation, some of the vari effects here and there do include more than one type of effect, like distortion with a delay. Its always interesting to
dig deeper in to the RS's effects settings, find stuff that you might not have known was there, even the master effects settings too, the slicer does a lot more
than I expected.
> 
> If you really really have to store effects settings, an outboard effects processor may be in order. Not that, I store my settings on those either, but I'll often use
a Kaoss Pad with my RS, and recently using DBlue Glitch running on a dedicated VST host computer to add live effects, makes for some pretty badass
chopped up and glitchy stuff.
> 
> Anyway, hope you get something figured out that will help ya between bands and projects. Thats got to be fun, hard enough playing in one group heheh.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, stefan tielsch wrote:
> >
> > yes, thats what you can do (i am from austria, so my spelling seems
> > difficult maybe).
> > you have the mixer fx x 3 plus the master fx.
> > the first you store with every style, the second stay the same as you
> > altered them..
> > 
> > 2011/6/6 chthonicstreams 
> > 
> > >
> > >
> > > i'm not sure i understand what you mean by your terminology.
> > > let me see if i have it right.
> > >
> > > i understand that the *amount* of each effect is saved with each
> > > track/style.
> > >
> > > but *what* the effects are is a master or global change, isn't it?
> > > for example, i cannot have a distortion, a chorus, and a hall reverb saved
> > > for one style and an amp simulator, tempo delay and gate reverb for
> > > another...can i?
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, stefan tielsch wrote:
> > > >
> > > > the fx settings should be memorized for each style seperatly.
> > > > the master fx not, they stay as they are ajusted by you. not factory
> > > > defaults, but just 1 setting for all styles..
> > > >
> > > > 2011/6/6 chthonic 
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> > >
> > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > has anyone figured out a way to save different effects or settings?
> > > > >
> > > > > my main use of the RS7K is as a live "band in a box" playing drums,
> > > loops,
> > > > > samples, and basslines. i just "LOAD ALL" for each band i'm in, each
> > > one
> > > > > having a
> > > > > separate smartmedia card (and backup!).
> > > > >
> > > > > it would be nice to have different effects for the different bands. i
> > > > > understand the
> > > > > effects are global, so different fx per song isn't possible (unless i
> > > > > change them
> > > > > manually).
> > > > >
> > > > > but can i save/load the SYSTEM and have the effects settings saved
> > > to/from
> > > > > the
> > > > > disk? or does SYSTEM just reload the same factory defaults and i lose
> > > > > everything?
> > > > >
> > > > > __________________________________________________________
> > > > > Sent via the WebMail system at chthonicstreams.com
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18663|18651|2011-06-07 22:10:40|Johnny|Re: Yamaha RS-7000 factory patterns|
I recently found my RS7000 CD Roms (there are 2)... if anyone wants a 
copy I should be able to post the images online if anyone has 
suggestions, or burn a copy and send by post (at your cost).

>
>
> On 4/06/2011 11:45 PM, kleimenhagenr wrote:
>>
>> Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was 
>> included on the smartmedia card ? and i am searching for the CD-Rom 
>> that came with the RS 7000...
>>
>> thanks
>>
>>

| 18664|18651|2011-06-08 01:04:14|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Yamaha RS-7000 factory patterns|
you could open an account here http://mydrive.ch and diffuse the user / 
password at the RS-gorup...

I doubt that more then one person will try to acces it at a time... so 
it can be there forever..

thanx

robert

Am 08.06.2011 06:10, schrieb Johnny:

> I recently found my RS7000 CD Roms (there are 2)... if anyone wants a
> copy I should be able to post the images online if anyone has
> suggestions, or burn a copy and send by post (at your cost).
>>
>> On 4/06/2011 11:45 PM, kleimenhagenr wrote:
>>> Is there a site where I can download the factory patterns that was
>>> included on the smartmedia card ? and i am searching for the CD-Rom
>>> that came with the RS 7000...
>>>

http://mydrive.ch/


>>> thanks
>>>
>>>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>
>

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 18665|18665|2011-06-08 23:04:54|boiseculturejam|Tiny Wave Editor|
I am going to use this program (TWE) to try to put samples into my files. I am not sure if this is even possible What is the point of this program?
Is anyone using this software effectively? If so, please tell.

Thanks,
brad
| 18666|18665|2011-06-09 02:56:36|Erwin Goossens|Re: Tiny Wave Editor|
Dear,

Tiny Wave Editor is a fast and simple WAV/AIFF editor which features 
basic editing tools and SCSI sample transfer for Yamaha A3000, EX series
and CBXD5 devices. It allows easy manipulation of sample data to and 
from the devices themselves using SCSI transfers.
Features
Supports samples at 11-48 kHz, 8-/16-bit, mono/stereo
WAV and AIFF file support
Editing features including: cut, copy, paste, insert, clear, 
trim, mix, reverse, invert, fade in/out, loop crossfade, EQ, time 
compress/expand, pitch shift, gain, normalize and silence
File processing features including: sample format conversion, resampling, channel delete/add, DC offset elimination
Auto Zero Crossing and Auto Snap
Configurable time and level rulers
SCSI APSI support for the Yamaha A3000, EX Series synths and CBXD5/D3
User definable hot-keys
Includes 26 page user manual in MS-Word format.

--- On Thu, 6/9/11, boiseculturejam <boiseculturejam@yahoo.com> wrote:

From: boiseculturejam <boiseculturejam@yahoo.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Tiny Wave Editor
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 9, 2011, 7:04 AM
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I am going to use this program (TWE) to try to put samples into my files. I am not sure if this is even possible What is the point of this program?

Is anyone using this software effectively? If so, please tell.

Thanks,

brad 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18667|18665|2011-06-09 11:52:19|Matt|Re: Tiny Wave Editor|
So it doesn't work with rs7000? Is there a SCSI editor that does?
Thanks
Matt

sent from my gTab

On Jun 9, 2011 1:56 AM, "Erwin Goossens" <wwwegosysbe@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Dear,
>
> Tiny Wave Editor is a fast and simple WAV/AIFF editor which features
> basic editing tools and SCSI sample transfer for Yamaha A3000, EX series
> and CBXD5 devices. It allows easy manipulation of sample data to and
> from the devices themselves using SCSI transfers.
> Features
> Supports samples at 11-48 kHz, 8-/16-bit, mono/stereo
> WAV and AIFF file support
> Editing features including: cut, copy, paste, insert, clear,
> trim, mix, reverse, invert, fade in/out, loop crossfade, EQ, time
> compress/expand, pitch shift, gain, normalize and silence
> File processing features including: sample format conversion, resampling,
channel delete/add, DC offset elimination
> Auto Zero Crossing and Auto Snap
> Configurable time and level rulers
> SCSI APSI support for the Yamaha A3000, EX Series synths and CBXD5/D3
> User definable hot-keys
> Includes 26 page user manual in MS-Word format.
>
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>
> --- On Thu, 6/9/11, boiseculturejam <boiseculturejam@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> From: boiseculturejam <boiseculturejam@yahoo.com>
> Subject: [RS7000] Tiny Wave Editor
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, June 9, 2011, 7:04 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I am going to use this program (TWE) to try to put samples into my files.
I am not sure if this is even possible What is the point of this program?
>
> Is anyone using this software effectively? If so, please tell.
>
>
>
> Thanks,
>
> brad
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18668|18665|2011-06-09 20:46:37|J M|Re: Tiny Wave Editor|
It should work with the RS7000 since it came with it. I've never used it though, seems like it'd help a lot if you do have SCSI, but I'm not sure it is necessary, I'm assuming
you could also save them to sample kit files you could copy to SM Card and import them to the RS, but I'm not really sure of that or how that would work.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> So it doesn't work with rs7000? Is there a SCSI editor that does?
> Thanks
> Matt
> 
> sent from my gTab
> On Jun 9, 2011 1:56 AM, "Erwin Goossens" wrote:
> > Dear,
> >
> > Tiny Wave Editor is a fast and simple WAV/AIFF editor which features
> > basic editing tools and SCSI sample transfer for Yamaha A3000, EX series
> > and CBXD5 devices. It allows easy manipulation of sample data to and
> > from the devices themselves using SCSI transfers.
> > Features
> > Supports samples at 11-48 kHz, 8-/16-bit, mono/stereo
> > WAV and AIFF file support
> > Editing features including: cut, copy, paste, insert, clear,
> > trim, mix, reverse, invert, fade in/out, loop crossfade, EQ, time
> > compress/expand, pitch shift, gain, normalize and silence
> > File processing features including: sample format conversion, resampling,
> channel delete/add, DC offset elimination
> > Auto Zero Crossing and Auto Snap
> > Configurable time and level rulers
> > SCSI APSI support for the Yamaha A3000, EX Series synths and CBXD5/D3
> > User definable hot-keys
> > Includes 26 page user manual in MS-Word format.
> >
> >
> > --- On Thu, 6/9/11, boiseculturejam wrote:
> >
> > From: boiseculturejam 
> > Subject: [RS7000] Tiny Wave Editor
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Thursday, June 9, 2011, 7:04 AM
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > I am going to use this program (TWE) to try to put samples into my files.
> I am not sure if this is even possible What is the point of this program?
> >
> > Is anyone using this software effectively? If so, please tell.
> >
> >
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > brad
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
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> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18669|18581|2011-06-09 20:52:09|sam w|Re: New Member!|
do you still need the ram ?
 
samuel

--- On Wed, 5/25/11, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

From: dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, May 25, 2011, 4:20 PM

  

Hey Sam!
Just wondering if you still have some RAM for sale. I'm ready to upgrade my RS now :)
Also noticed you're from TN, you aren't close to Chattanooga are you?

-Troy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> Â 
> http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> 
> --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He goes
by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> 
> And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> 
> I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
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> 
> I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it and
I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> 
> Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> the 7k!
> 
> -Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > 
> > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > 
> > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > 
> > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > 
> > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18670|18665|2011-06-12 15:46:19|boiseculturejam|Re: Tiny Wave Editor|
Sorry I wasn't clear. I would only try to get the scsi cable if I knew it was possible - with TWE - to actually place samples into a non-loaded file. Sorry for the confusion. I
will just try it, and let you all know if it is possible... That is, if I can find a reasonably-priced SCSI-USB Converter.

brad
| 18671|18658|2011-06-13 16:01:01|abletonique|Re: Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
Just started to mess with Awave Studio 10. It openes *.r3p/*.r2p files and has separate keytracking settings for pich and filter. But I don't know is it able to save those
settings such as RS7000 can it use or respond. If somebody know - tell us, please. While I get know - I'll post here myself.
Awave studio provide a lot of different settings, it's look like I have to try every single parameter to check if RS7000 do respond or not.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:

> Zam, Thank you for kind words & clever explanation.
> Sorry for my English, let me another try.
> 
> There were many messages like 
> [url=href=http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/14493 ]#14493[/url] in 2006 about sample mapping and creation multy-sample sound
programms via Awave Studio on PC. Before I start mess with PC and buy Awave Studio, good to get sure in possibilities.
> RS7000 utilies XG & accept some CC, RPM/NRPM or SysEx from outside via MIDI, good list of MIDI tricks (better, then manual) must be usefull
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Welcome to the read AND write RS7000 list ;)
> > 
> > I'm not sure all of what you are talking about is possible on the RS7000.
> > 
> > I've not got in to doing the multi-layered samples myself, I remember us talking about doing them a while back here, if I remember right I think they are
achieved via using left-right channels of a stereo sample. Using one totally difrent sample on the left, and a totally diffrent sample on the right.
> > 
> > The TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software might help you create those, but not sure, thinking there might have been another program mentioned that could
also be used from another Yamaha sampler that could also do it??? Anyone else remember?
> > 
> > For the rest I'm sorry to say, as far as I know the RS doesn't do key groupings nor key tracking nor cross-mod sample fading in the sense of a
conventional sampling/synthesizer. I think you have to learn a few work arounds for those, like post-processing the pitch of a copied sample across several
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keys, then another sample copied across several more keys and pitch processed in a sample kit instead of using one sample pitched across all keys. Its kind of
time consuming to do and takes up extra memory, so I guess I'm saying what you may be wanting to do may be doable to some extent, but I'm just not sure
it'll be what you are use to on samplers with more advanced sampling features.
> > 
> > Wish I could be of more help, your writing is a bit hard to understand, I assume English isn't your first language, so I hope you can understand everything
I wrote.
> > 
> > Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi there! Just hello from readonly. 
> > > I read your messages for a while and learn some tricks from you, guys.
> > > Big thanks and some more questions.
> > > There are some posts about multy-layerd sample sounds. I reaaly need to have different keytracking pitch (or filter, or whatever, but mostly - pitch)
settings for layered samples. Some factory sounds have this. Can you name good editor, capable manage keytracking settings for user samples&
> > > 
> > > But I have not tried conversion via Wave Studio yet. Do somebody done keygroups & pitched samples in the same sound programm?
> > > For ex^ sample1 pitched from c0 to c2, sample2 pitched from c#2 to c4, sample3 pitched from c#4 to c6 and so on. Is it possible overlay keygroups or
crossfade velocities?
> > >
> >
>

| 18672|18658|2011-06-13 21:48:55|J M|Re: Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
I just downloaded and installed the evaluation Awave. Looks like it has some cool features, but I can't save it as a "collection" in that version to test out, plus I'm not sure
what I'm doing either on it :(

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
>
> Just started to mess with Awave Studio 10. It openes *.r3p/*.r2p files and has separate keytracking settings for pich and filter. But I don't know is it able to
save those settings such as RS7000 can it use or respond. If somebody know - tell us, please. While I get know - I'll post here myself.
> Awave studio provide a lot of different settings, it's look like I have to try every single parameter to check if RS7000 do respond or not.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> 
> > Zam, Thank you for kind words & clever explanation.
> > Sorry for my English, let me another try.
> > 
> > There were many messages like 
> > [url=href=http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/14493 ]#14493[/url] in 2006 about sample mapping and creation multy-sample sound
programms via Awave Studio on PC. Before I start mess with PC and buy Awave Studio, good to get sure in possibilities.
> > RS7000 utilies XG & accept some CC, RPM/NRPM or SysEx from outside via MIDI, good list of MIDI tricks (better, then manual) must be usefull
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Welcome to the read AND write RS7000 list ;)
> > > 
> > > I'm not sure all of what you are talking about is possible on the RS7000.
> > > 
> > > I've not got in to doing the multi-layered samples myself, I remember us talking about doing them a while back here, if I remember right I think they
are achieved via using left-right channels of a stereo sample. Using one totally difrent sample on the left, and a totally diffrent sample on the right.
> > > 
> > > The TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software might help you create those, but not sure, thinking there might have been another program mentioned that could
also be used from another Yamaha sampler that could also do it??? Anyone else remember?
> > > 
> > > For the rest I'm sorry to say, as far as I know the RS doesn't do key groupings nor key tracking nor cross-mod sample fading in the sense of a
conventional sampling/synthesizer. I think you have to learn a few work arounds for those, like post-processing the pitch of a copied sample across several
keys, then another sample copied across several more keys and pitch processed in a sample kit instead of using one sample pitched across all keys. Its kind of
time consuming to do and takes up extra memory, so I guess I'm saying what you may be wanting to do may be doable to some extent, but I'm just not sure
it'll be what you are use to on samplers with more advanced sampling features.
> > > 
> > > Wish I could be of more help, your writing is a bit hard to understand, I assume English isn't your first language, so I hope you can understand
everything I wrote.
> > > 
> > > Happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi there! Just hello from readonly. 
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> > > > I read your messages for a while and learn some tricks from you, guys.
> > > > Big thanks and some more questions.
> > > > There are some posts about multy-layerd sample sounds. I reaaly need to have different keytracking pitch (or filter, or whatever, but mostly - pitch)
settings for layered samples. Some factory sounds have this. Can you name good editor, capable manage keytracking settings for user samples&
> > > > 
> > > > But I have not tried conversion via Wave Studio yet. Do somebody done keygroups & pitched samples in the same sound programm?
> > > > For ex^ sample1 pitched from c0 to c2, sample2 pitched from c#2 to c4, sample3 pitched from c#4 to c6 and so on. Is it possible overlay keygroups or
crossfade velocities?
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18673|18658|2011-06-14 16:17:09|abletonique|Re: Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
Downloading from RS, openening in AWAVE, changing some, saving, renaming and uploading back to RS works ok. BUT^
It sugests @mono@ option only for Motif-named formats.

Zam, try this:
You should keep a backup of your original name *.R2P file.
The newly created *.R2P file must be replaced by the original one
before loading it into your RS.
(it's from early 2006 tips, it helps)

Now I gonna size up what in Awave means what for RS, looks kind of tricky way. BTW I've get the main things I wished - I have 2 different samples in user pithched
sounds for leads, it's nice as is now.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I just downloaded and installed the evaluation Awave. Looks like it has some cool features, but I can't save it as a "collection" in that version to test out,
plus I'm not sure what I'm doing either on it :(
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> >
> > Just started to mess with Awave Studio 10. It openes *.r3p/*.r2p files and has separate keytracking settings for pich and filter. But I don't know is it able
to save those settings such as RS7000 can it use or respond. If somebody know - tell us, please. While I get know - I'll post here myself.
> > Awave studio provide a lot of different settings, it's look like I have to try every single parameter to check if RS7000 do respond or not.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> > 
> > > Zam, Thank you for kind words & clever explanation.
> > > Sorry for my English, let me another try.
> > > 
> > > There were many messages like 
> > > [url=href=http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/14493 ]#14493[/url] in 2006 about sample mapping and creation multy-sample
sound programms via Awave Studio on PC. Before I start mess with PC and buy Awave Studio, good to get sure in possibilities.
> > > RS7000 utilies XG & accept some CC, RPM/NRPM or SysEx from outside via MIDI, good list of MIDI tricks (better, then manual) must be usefull
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Welcome to the read AND write RS7000 list ;)
> > > > 
> > > > I'm not sure all of what you are talking about is possible on the RS7000.
> > > > 
> > > > I've not got in to doing the multi-layered samples myself, I remember us talking about doing them a while back here, if I remember right I think they
are achieved via using left-right channels of a stereo sample. Using one totally difrent sample on the left, and a totally diffrent sample on the right.
> > > > 
> > > > The TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) software might help you create those, but not sure, thinking there might have been another program mentioned that
could also be used from another Yamaha sampler that could also do it??? Anyone else remember?
> > > > 
> > > > For the rest I'm sorry to say, as far as I know the RS doesn't do key groupings nor key tracking nor cross-mod sample fading in the sense of a
conventional sampling/synthesizer. I think you have to learn a few work arounds for those, like post-processing the pitch of a copied sample across several
keys, then another sample copied across several more keys and pitch processed in a sample kit instead of using one sample pitched across all keys. Its kind of
time consuming to do and takes up extra memory, so I guess I'm saying what you may be wanting to do may be doable to some extent, but I'm just not sure
it'll be what you are use to on samplers with more advanced sampling features.
> > > > 
> > > > Wish I could be of more help, your writing is a bit hard to understand, I assume English isn't your first language, so I hope you can understand
everything I wrote.
> > > > 
> > > > Happy RSing!
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "abletonique" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi there! Just hello from readonly. 
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> > > > > I read your messages for a while and learn some tricks from you, guys.
> > > > > Big thanks and some more questions.
> > > > > There are some posts about multy-layerd sample sounds. I reaaly need to have different keytracking pitch (or filter, or whatever, but mostly - pitch)
settings for layered samples. Some factory sounds have this. Can you name good editor, capable manage keytracking settings for user samples&
> > > > > 
> > > > > But I have not tried conversion via Wave Studio yet. Do somebody done keygroups & pitched samples in the same sound programm?
> > > > > For ex^ sample1 pitched from c0 to c2, sample2 pitched from c#2 to c4, sample3 pitched from c#4 to c6 and so on. Is it possible overlay keygroups
or crossfade velocities?
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18674|18665|2011-06-14 16:26:27|abletonique|Re: Tiny Wave Editor|
Many years ago, TWE was not bad for quick trimming waves via big screen using SCSI connection. Do you have SCSI computer nowadays? TWE give no additional
options over that you have in RS7000 itself. To my mind though

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
>
> I am going to use this program (TWE) to try to put samples into my files. I am not sure if this is even possible What is the point of this program?
> Is anyone using this software effectively? If so, please tell.
> 
> Thanks,
> brad
>

| 18675|18581|2011-06-15 06:20:05|dj_trajan|Re: New Member!|
I do actually! Send me some info to my email and I'd love to go forward with it!

CTLProduction@gmail.com

Troy

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> do you stillÂ need the ram ?
> Â 
> samuel
> --- On Wed, 5/25/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> 
> From: dj_trajan 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, May 25, 2011, 4:20 PM
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> 
> Hey Sam!
> Just wondering if you still have some RAM for sale. I'm ready to upgrade my RS now :)
> Also noticed you're from TN, you aren't close to Chattanooga are you?
> 
> -Troy
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > i believe you need xtra ram i have some for sale on ebay check me out!
> > Ã Â 
> > http://cgi.ebay.com/YAMAHA-RS7000-MEMORY-UPGRADE-/220774534439?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3367300d27
> > 
> > --- On Fri, 4/29/11, dj_trajan wrote:
> > 
> > 
> > From: dj_trajan 
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: New Member!
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Friday, April 29, 2011, 4:26 PM
> > 
> > 
> > Ã Â  
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > I used to know some guys in a local hip hop group and the DJ did all the beat production with the RS then had some vinyl alongside for scratching. He
goes by BSpaz and here is a link to one of their songs..
> > 
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> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcbdFJFMe5M 
> > 
> > And here is a link to a clip from a live show.. skip forward to 1:15 and you can see the RS on stage and also how he got the name Spaz lol..
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piFtOOv4DP4&feature=related
> > 
> > I can absolutely tell the RS is going to be my go-to machine now! I stayed up till 3am last night bouncing around my apartment with headphones on and I
can't wait to crack out again tonight haha! (Thanks for your tutorials, that and one from hicstudios actually what got me going!)
> > 
> > I have run into one little snag that is driving me nuts..I'm trying to sample a 10 second clip but everytime I sample it at 44k, I can't normalize or slice it
and I receive the error message "Wave Memory Full". They aren't full (shift+utility says 100% free memory)...am I missing a simple but crucial step?
> > 
> > Thanks for reading through my long winded rambling, I'm just really excited about learning 
> > the 7k!
> > 
> > -Trajan
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Who's your biggest influence that uses the RS?
> > > 
> > > Sounds like a pretty good setup there gear wise. I have a ton of gear too, I always wind up back on my RS7000 when I want to crank out a tune.
> > > 
> > > If you get stuck anywhere along the line just shoot us a message here. After all these years I still run across things on the RS I don't fully under stand.
> > > 
> > > Lately its been getting the user LFO to keep after changing voices, what the freg is going on with that??? Have to re-adjust a step then put it back every
time I change a voice before it takes back a hold. 
> > > 
> > > Anyway, welcome to the list!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18676|18658|2011-06-15 18:54:55|J M|Re: Any way to have different keytracking & Hello from readonly|
I'll try it out more when I get a chance. I had RS files on my computer to load in to it, but I need to unpack from my last gig to try to load it back to the RS.

I did see that it looks like you can do sample key sections or grouping, but I'm wondering if it is pitching them properly or pre-processed as seperate samples or what.

Zam 

> Zam, try this:
> You should keep a backup of your original name *.R2P file.
> The newly created *.R2P file must be replaced by the original one
> before loading it into your RS.
> (it's from early 2006 tips, it helps)

| 18678|18665|2011-06-21 12:25:59|abletonique|Re: Tiny Wave Editor|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:

>
> Sorry I wasn't clear. I would only try to get the scsi cable if I knew it was possible - with TWE - to actually place samples into a non-loaded file. Sorry for
the confusion. I will just try it, and let you all know if it is possible... That is, if I can find a reasonably-priced SCSI-USB Converter.
> 
> brad
>

It looks like you are another one, who need sample mapping software, join our discussion on AWave Studio. I'm at the level of ability to map multisamples PITCHED, a
sample per octave, for example. It's a big profit for me. The minus: they are mono. Let's try
to save progects (collections) in stereo or panned double mono/
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It was told we have to save in MOTIF format, then change file-extension.
AWave suggests 2 formats, which feets better I don't know yet
| 18679|18679|2011-07-09 09:52:32|chthonic streams|change default meter in pattern chain mode?|
i have a song, programmed the patterns all in 3/4. now when i want to 
put them into a chain (and eventually a song), i notice that the meter 
of each measure is by default 4/4. of course i can change it, but 
having to change each measure in the chain seems ridiculous. is there 
a way i can affect the chain's meter globally?

(not as important, but while i'm asking...)
is there a global change i can make for anything else, such as pattern 
info? for example i realized i wanted to tighten up a bassline and 
ensure each note had the gate close off at 240. i had to go in and 
edit each gate time to 240. it would have been great if i could have 
somehow selected the whole column or something, or if there was 
another form of quantization that would take care of something like 
that.
| 18680|18679|2011-07-09 22:44:20|J M|Re: change default meter in pattern chain mode?|
As far as I know, there isn't a way to do that. Bummer, I know certain things on the RS like event editing can be time consuming because there is no way I know of to
select multiple events.

For the gate time thing though, you can effect the length in percentages by using the gate time knob selection under beat stretch. Its not the same as putting them all on the
same length, but it might help, and I think it still works under Chain Mode, but 100% sure at the moment. You could also possibly drop back in to pattern mode and use
the groove quantize function on it too and shorten each 16th step individually, probably won't work quite the same as you want either, but it might help.

If you find better ways, let us know!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
>
> i have a song, programmed the patterns all in 3/4. now when i want to 
> put them into a chain (and eventually a song), i notice that the meter 
> of each measure is by default 4/4. of course i can change it, but 
> having to change each measure in the chain seems ridiculous. is there 
> a way i can affect the chain's meter globally?
> 
> 
> (not as important, but while i'm asking...)
> is there a global change i can make for anything else, such as pattern 
> info? for example i realized i wanted to tighten up a bassline and 
> ensure each note had the gate close off at 240. i had to go in and 
> edit each gate time to 240. it would have been great if i could have 
> somehow selected the whole column or something, or if there was 
> another form of quantization that would take care of something like 
> that.
>

| 18681|18679|2011-07-10 07:32:27|chthonicstreams|Re: change default meter in pattern chain mode?|
wow. that's really crazy. we have the ability to choose any meter we want for a pattern, but then when we put it in a song, it doesn't just automatically select the meter of
the patterns being put into it? or at least be able to define globally what that meter is? 

if they gave us the ability to choose any meter in pattern mode, why not in chain mode (or song mode for that matter)? that's more expected than the ability to program a
meter change in a pattern chain.

i find that hard to believe, it seems like a serious programming flaw. i can understand not being able to select multiple events and change them, but there must be some
way other than my sitting and changing every measure in the chain from 4/4/ to 3/4.

thanks for the gate time tips, i'll check them out.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> As far as I know, there isn't a way to do that. Bummer, I know certain things on the RS like event editing can be time consuming because there is no way I
know of to select multiple events.
> 
> For the gate time thing though, you can effect the length in percentages by using the gate time knob selection under beat stretch. Its not the same as putting
them all on the same length, but it might help, and I think it still works under Chain Mode, but 100% sure at the moment. You could also possibly drop back
in to pattern mode and use the groove quantize function on it too and shorten each 16th step individually, probably won't work quite the same as you want
either, but it might help.
> 
> If you find better ways, let us know!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
> >
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> > i have a song, programmed the patterns all in 3/4. now when i want to 
> > put them into a chain (and eventually a song), i notice that the meter 
> > of each measure is by default 4/4. of course i can change it, but 
> > having to change each measure in the chain seems ridiculous. is there 
> > a way i can affect the chain's meter globally?
> > 
> > 
> > (not as important, but while i'm asking...)
> > is there a global change i can make for anything else, such as pattern 
> > info? for example i realized i wanted to tighten up a bassline and 
> > ensure each note had the gate close off at 240. i had to go in and 
> > edit each gate time to 240. it would have been great if i could have 
> > somehow selected the whole column or something, or if there was 
> > another form of quantization that would take care of something like 
> > that.
> >
>

| 18682|18679|2011-07-10 10:19:49|J M|Re: change default meter in pattern chain mode?|
Those time signatures in chain are weird anyway. I've never tried to use them before now to see what you are talking about, they don't seem to change the actual time
signature of the styles or phrases, but change the length of time that measure plays on that section in the chain sequence. I'm not sure but you might be able to fool it by
getting your time signatures set in the pattern mode the way you'd like them before hand? Just an idea, probably as painful to redo as changing each measure's time in
Chain Mode. Hmmm...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonicstreams" wrote:
>
> wow. that's really crazy. we have the ability to choose any meter we want for a pattern, but then when we put it in a song, it doesn't just automatically select
the meter of the patterns being put into it? or at least be able to define globally what that meter is? 
> 
> if they gave us the ability to choose any meter in pattern mode, why not in chain mode (or song mode for that matter)? that's more expected than the ability
to program a meter change in a pattern chain.
> 
> i find that hard to believe, it seems like a serious programming flaw. i can understand not being able to select multiple events and change them, but there
must be some way other than my sitting and changing every measure in the chain from 4/4/ to 3/4.
> 
> 
> thanks for the gate time tips, i'll check them out.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > As far as I know, there isn't a way to do that. Bummer, I know certain things on the RS like event editing can be time consuming because there is no way I
know of to select multiple events.
> > 
> > For the gate time thing though, you can effect the length in percentages by using the gate time knob selection under beat stretch. Its not the same as
putting them all on the same length, but it might help, and I think it still works under Chain Mode, but 100% sure at the moment. You could also possibly
drop back in to pattern mode and use the groove quantize function on it too and shorten each 16th step individually, probably won't work quite the same as
you want either, but it might help.
> > 
> > If you find better ways, let us know!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
> > >
> > > i have a song, programmed the patterns all in 3/4. now when i want to 
> > > put them into a chain (and eventually a song), i notice that the meter 
> > > of each measure is by default 4/4. of course i can change it, but 
> > > having to change each measure in the chain seems ridiculous. is there 
> > > a way i can affect the chain's meter globally?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > (not as important, but while i'm asking...)
> > > is there a global change i can make for anything else, such as pattern 
> > > info? for example i realized i wanted to tighten up a bassline and 
> > > ensure each note had the gate close off at 240. i had to go in and 
> > > edit each gate time to 240. it would have been great if i could have 
> > > somehow selected the whole column or something, or if there was 
> > > another form of quantization that would take care of something like 
> > > that.
> > >
> >
>

| 18683|18679|2011-07-10 19:55:28|chthonicstreams|Re: change default meter in pattern chain mode?|
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the time signatures *are* already set in pattern mode...i only had to make the style 3/4 or the first one 3/4 and the others were copied from that and fell in line. 

but i'm assuming the pattern chain will try to force each measure to play in 4/4, meaning it will play the first beat of the measure over again or something before starting
over in the next measure. 

i'm not sure that's what will happen, because i was trying to just get the measures to match before programming, but i guess i'll have to do a test.

thanks for your suggestions!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Those time signatures in chain are weird anyway. I've never tried to use them before now to see what you are talking about, they don't seem to change the
actual time signature of the styles or phrases, but change the length of time that measure plays on that section in the chain sequence. I'm not sure but you
might be able to fool it by getting your time signatures set in the pattern mode the way you'd like them before hand? Just an idea, probably as painful to redo
as changing each measure's time in Chain Mode. Hmmm...
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "chthonicstreams" wrote:
> >
> > wow. that's really crazy. we have the ability to choose any meter we want for a pattern, but then when we put it in a song, it doesn't just automatically
select the meter of the patterns being put into it? or at least be able to define globally what that meter is? 
> > 
> > if they gave us the ability to choose any meter in pattern mode, why not in chain mode (or song mode for that matter)? that's more expected than the
ability to program a meter change in a pattern chain.
> > 
> > i find that hard to believe, it seems like a serious programming flaw. i can understand not being able to select multiple events and change them, but there
must be some way other than my sitting and changing every measure in the chain from 4/4/ to 3/4.
> > 
> > 
> > thanks for the gate time tips, i'll check them out.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > As far as I know, there isn't a way to do that. Bummer, I know certain things on the RS like event editing can be time consuming because there is no
way I know of to select multiple events.
> > > 
> > > For the gate time thing though, you can effect the length in percentages by using the gate time knob selection under beat stretch. Its not the same as
putting them all on the same length, but it might help, and I think it still works under Chain Mode, but 100% sure at the moment. You could also possibly
drop back in to pattern mode and use the groove quantize function on it too and shorten each 16th step individually, probably won't work quite the same as
you want either, but it might help.
> > > 
> > > If you find better ways, let us know!
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, chthonic streams wrote:
> > > >
> > > > i have a song, programmed the patterns all in 3/4. now when i want to 
> > > > put them into a chain (and eventually a song), i notice that the meter 
> > > > of each measure is by default 4/4. of course i can change it, but 
> > > > having to change each measure in the chain seems ridiculous. is there 
> > > > a way i can affect the chain's meter globally?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > (not as important, but while i'm asking...)
> > > > is there a global change i can make for anything else, such as pattern 
> > > > info? for example i realized i wanted to tighten up a bassline and 
> > > > ensure each note had the gate close off at 240. i had to go in and 
> > > > edit each gate time to 240. it would have been great if i could have 
> > > > somehow selected the whole column or something, or if there was 
> > > > another form of quantization that would take care of something like 
> > > > that.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18684|18684|2011-07-29 14:28:51|dj_trajan|Anyone got new tracks?|
Hey all..

... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a rough mix and shot
some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA

Lets see what everyone else has been working on!

-Trajan
| 18685|18684|2011-07-29 18:16:33|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Really nice looking shot of the RS, in HD! And, impressive live tunage remix performance Trajan. Thanks for sharing it.

Me? No vids recently for me... was last working on putting together a new album, mostly RS, electronic/undefined, unfinished:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/department1.mp3 (73meg)

Over an hour of stuff! Some bad spots too, but enjoy the rest!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all..
> 
> ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> 
> Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> 
> -Trajan
>

| 18686|18686|2011-07-30 05:38:41|love_su_re_soulmyheart|aieb2 board on ebay!!|
hi everybody, have a 2nd board which i dont need, so put it on ebay for tonight.
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=230653987379&ssPageName=STRK:MESCX:IT

best - ed
| 18687|18684|2011-07-31 14:05:13|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thanks Zam! 

Love the track you posted! Esp right there around 28:30 mark, that bumps hard!! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Really nice looking shot of the RS, in HD! And, impressive live tunage remix performance Trajan. Thanks for sharing it.
> 
> Me? No vids recently for me... was last working on putting together a new album, mostly RS, electronic/undefined, unfinished:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/department1.mp3 (73meg)
> 
> Over an hour of stuff! Some bad spots too, but enjoy the rest!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Hey all..
> > 
> > ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> > 
> > Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> > 
> > -Trajan
> >
>

| 18688|18684|2011-08-01 19:40:56|tward65|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thanks for departement1 Trajan, fucking good song. It feels good to see that this machine is still at the top !
| 18689|18684|2011-08-02 01:47:19|tward65|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Shit, ain't seen that Zam made departement1...Sorry. Anyway thanks to both of you. I will soon post mine !
| 18690|18684|2011-08-02 18:41:51|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
I forgive you heh. Lets hear your RS!

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tward65" wrote:
>
> Shit, ain't seen that Zam made departement1...Sorry. Anyway thanks to both of you. I will soon post mine !
>

| 18691|18684|2011-08-02 19:51:07|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thank you! Looking forward to hearing your stuff!! Its really fun and it helps me learn to hear how everyone else rocks the RS...so keep me posted!

Anyone else out there in the group got something to show? There is over 17k members, surely more than 3 of us are still making new tracks!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tward65" wrote:
>
> Shit, ain't seen that Zam made departement1...Sorry. Anyway thanks to both of you. I will soon post mine !
>

| 18692|18692|2011-08-05 10:41:11|vocalbx|Storage Media|
I havent been able to locate many smartmedia cards. But have been able to find tons of scsi/zip drives. The RS is an scsi 2. Can anyone tell me if its a female or male scsi
2 on the RS.
| 18693|18604|2011-08-05 10:45:44|vocalbx|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
Youre absolutely right. It was a sonic foundry disk with loops on it. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> I dug out the CD today. Turns out it's a Yamaha CD, but it's just a Sonic Foundry Acid XPress disk with a windows .exe and a few loops on it. I don't see
anything RS related unfortunately.
> 
> Sorry to get hopes up!
> E.
> 
> 
> On May 8, 2011, at 3:42 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > Can you tell us what all is on it? If its just the TWE software than that can be got in the file section here. I can't find my original CDRom, but I did find
the original card, turns out it is 8 megs. I zipped and u/led to my site if anyone wants that too. Link:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/YRS7000Card/YRS7000.zip
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> > >
> > > I have it and can rip it into an ISO image for anyone who wants it.
> > > 
> > > Eric
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
>

| 18694|18692|2011-08-05 11:54:05|dj_trajan|Re: Storage Media|
There's plenty online! I ordered a few not too long ago - 

http://www.shoptronix.com/Samsung-SmartMedia-128MB-Smart-Media-Card/M/B000068ILF.htm

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
>
> I havent been able to locate many smartmedia cards. But have been able to find tons of scsi/zip drives. The RS is an scsi 2. Can anyone tell me if its a
female or male scsi 2 on the RS.
>

| 18695|18692|2011-08-05 12:19:47|J M|Re: Storage Media|
I'm pretty sure the RS's SCSI port is female, you'll need to get a cable with a male connector, this should be a given most of the time. Also see page 280 of the manual for
more info on hooking that up.

Me, personally, I think I'd stick to the SM cards. You ought to be able to get some Yammy approved cards over on the Motifator's sites store. I think they only sell 128
meggers now though, and they are more expensive, but they will work. Let me know if you need exact addy to order one. All you'll need is one too if you can transfer it
off to your computer's hard drive.

You could also go with an SM to SD adapter, they stick out like a sore thumb, but at least you don't have to carry around an extra drive, cable, and wall wart.

Happy RSing!
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> There's plenty online! I ordered a few not too long ago - 
> 
> http://www.shoptronix.com/Samsung-SmartMedia-128MB-Smart-Media-Card/M/B000068ILF.htm
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
> >
> > I havent been able to locate many smartmedia cards. But have been able to find tons of scsi/zip drives. The RS is an scsi 2. Can anyone tell me if its a
female or male scsi 2 on the RS.
> >
>

| 18696|18604|2011-08-05 12:20:52|J M|Re: rs7000 cdrom|
You mean disc ;)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
>
> Youre absolutely right. It was a sonic foundry disk with loops on it. 

| 18697|18697|2011-08-05 18:41:31|J M|Order Yamaha Parts Link|
Hi RSers,

Mainly posting this as a refrence for possible use later, but thought some USA consumers might like this link I found today.

https://www.yamaha24x7.com/yamahaoms/

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18698|18698|2011-08-07 07:09:45|love_su_re_soulmyheart|aieb2 volume..?|
hi, 
i just tried an optical connection from rs 2 my babyface. the result is a way lower output than from the analog outs. no boost in the mixer, everything like factory reseted. i
wonder because the same config but from my su700 (sister of rs) gives the same output as the analog. + the same happens with the input...
has somebody a possibility to try, or some knowledge?

thnx - ed
| 18699|18698|2011-08-07 20:51:10|J M|Re: aieb2 volume..?|
Been a while since I tried mine, but I think it did the same thing. I think it supposed to be line level, which means it needs to be boosted via an external amp, like a record
player, and not pre-amped. The RS's analog outs are pre-amped RS, the digital and optical bypasses the pre-amp, which I'm thinking may have something to do with
making sure you have the cleanest possible signal.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
>
> hi, 
> i just tried an optical connection from rs 2 my babyface. the result is a way lower output than from the analog outs. no boost in the mixer, everything like
factory reseted. i wonder because the same config but from my su700 (sister of rs) gives the same output as the analog. + the same happens with the input...
> has somebody a possibility to try, or some knowledge?
> 
> thnx - ed
>

| 18700|18692|2011-08-08 00:55:47|vocalbx|Re: Storage Media|
Thx Zam & DJ Tran for the info. Ill look into it asap. Thx again.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I'm pretty sure the RS's SCSI port is female, you'll need to get a cable with a male connector, this should be a given most of the time. Also see page 280 of
the manual for more info on hooking that up.
> 
> Me, personally, I think I'd stick to the SM cards. You ought to be able to get some Yammy approved cards over on the Motifator's sites store. I think they
only sell 128 meggers now though, and they are more expensive, but they will work. Let me know if you need exact addy to order one. All you'll need is one
too if you can transfer it off to your computer's hard drive.
> 
> You could also go with an SM to SD adapter, they stick out like a sore thumb, but at least you don't have to carry around an extra drive, cable, and wall
wart.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
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> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > There's plenty online! I ordered a few not too long ago - 
> > 
> > http://www.shoptronix.com/Samsung-SmartMedia-128MB-Smart-Media-Card/M/B000068ILF.htm
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "vocalbx" wrote:
> > >
> > > I havent been able to locate many smartmedia cards. But have been able to find tons of scsi/zip drives. The RS is an scsi 2. Can anyone tell me if its a
female or male scsi 2 on the RS.
> > >
> >
>

| 18701|18698|2011-08-08 15:18:17|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: aieb2 volume..?|
thanks zam, u are the man!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Been a while since I tried mine, but I think it did the same thing. I think it supposed to be line level, which means it needs to be boosted via an external
amp, like a record player, and not pre-amped. The RS's analog outs are pre-amped RS, the digital and optical bypasses the pre-amp, which I'm thinking may
have something to do with making sure you have the cleanest possible signal.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
> >
> > hi, 
> > i just tried an optical connection from rs 2 my babyface. the result is a way lower output than from the analog outs. no boost in the mixer, everything like
factory reseted. i wonder because the same config but from my su700 (sister of rs) gives the same output as the analog. + the same happens with the input...
> > has somebody a possibility to try, or some knowledge?
> > 
> > thnx - ed
> >
>

| 18702|18521|2011-08-13 14:25:50|Adrian S|Re: adaptec 2930 ultra|
I liberated one of these cards from work recently.

Unfortunately I can't see anyway that this can be achieved.

You will need to use a scsi storage device to do this,
such as a scsi hard drive, zip drive, flash card etc...

Hook your SCSI Storage device upto your SCSI Card in the pc, copy the samples to it,
then hook up the Storage device to your RS, and load in the samples.
| 18703|18605|2011-08-13 14:32:31|Adrian S|Re: flash simm ram|
So basically the difference with these babies is that the memory is non volatile?

I.e you record a sample using the audio in, 
and when you power off the RS it remains in memory?

Not sure if the software would see it after you power off though.
| 18704|18704|2011-08-14 18:20:45|Décio Lucas|Floppy Emulator on RS 7000?|
Hi there,

My friend just showed me a floppy emulator which loads a pen-drive on his
Yamaha PSR 640... and it really works.

Is there anything close to that which we could use to replace the Smartmedia
on RS?

Thanks.

-- 
The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18705|18704|2011-08-14 18:50:52|J M|Re: Floppy Emulator on RS 7000?|
I'm not sure I get the point... pen point... uh that was a bad joke, never mind. Seriously though, not sure why anyone would want to emulate a floppy drive. Maybe I'm
missing something.

Are you wanting something like a usb wire that goes directly in the SM port of the RS to your computer so the RS and computer sees it at the same time as another drive?
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That would be really cool.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Décio Lucas wrote:
>
> Hi there,
> 
> My friend just showed me a floppy emulator which loads a pen-drive on his
> Yamaha PSR 640... and it really works.
> 
> Is there anything close to that which we could use to replace the Smartmedia
> on RS?
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> -- 
> The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one
> persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress
> depends on the unreasonable man. --George Bernard Shaw
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18706|2320|2011-08-15 14:03:29|J D|RS 7000 for sale|
Hi folks, I am selling my beloved RS 7000 as I am liquidating my studio :( If you are interested here are the particulars:

The OS is updated to the latest version released by yamaha OSv1.22 The internal ram is maxed out at 64mb and for storage it uses SD cards. I have 4 in addition to the
factory card that i'm throwing in: 1x32mb, 2x64mb and 1x128mb

It is in "good" condition (some minor rubbing of the silver paint on the corners) but there is one issue that is a minor nuisance. The F3 knob skips a little when scrolling.
The desired setting can be reached when using the knob but the skipping is a nuisance. From what I understand a Yamaha Service center can fix this with minimal cost. I
never took it in because it was never that big of a problem for me. Otherwise the unit functions as it should. For this reason I am asking the lower end price of $400.00
dollars and I am throwing in an official Yamaha RS 7000 carrying bag as well along with the above mentioned 4 SD cards and the physical manual.

Please contact me if you are interested. Also I am selling an Ensonic ASR 10 sampling work station as well(an artifact but one of the best!) 

I have photos I will try and post in the group some how.
| 18707|18707|2011-08-15 20:30:58|it_goes_darker_still|How do you record your music?|
Hello fellow music makers, 
the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of looking for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made using the rs. now this question
may not seem particular to the rs or this forum, but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your songs you have made with it. Like if you have the
expansion board, do you record all six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't have the expansion but do wonder if its worth getting to multittrack record
all at once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one track ( in to ableton live, or some other program for example) becauseI would like the flexibility to
manipulate each track after it's been recorded into live. I could record one track at a time, but when I have tried that in the past my looped samples don't stay on time later
on in the song. I know this is due to the timing being off when I place my track with the others, but I can't seem to make it on time.

So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio interfaces for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I appreciate your retold and
look forward to hearing how you record your songs. 
If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit www.reverbnation.comthenoumena

I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton, as I think it would make the production so much better.
| 18708|18707|2011-08-15 21:29:52|it_goes_darker_still|Fixed link|
Link is suppose to be www.reverbnation.com/thenoumena.
:)
| 18709|18707|2011-08-15 21:39:53|it_goes_darker_still|Fixed link|
Link is suppose to be www.reverbnation.com/thenoumena.
:)
| 18710|18707|2011-08-16 01:15:00|J M|Re: How do you record your music?|
:::Long Post Aleart:::

I use a Yamaha MW-10 mixer that has a usb port, mixes all channels in to one and record to a single track in CoolEdit 2000. Wouldn't think it'd make much of a
differences, but I think CE2000's mp3 encoder sounds better than other wares I've tried for encoding mp3s. I do some minor post edits in CE2000, save as mp3 or .wav
then I'll import it in to a program called Magix Music Maker 11 Delux where I might do some multi-tracking, drop in an extra sample, adjust some other stuff, curves, add
video, mastering a bunch of songs together in to an album, etc..

I wish I could do more multi-track recording out from my RS's expansion outs, but there is some odd limitations to it that I don't think folks are aware of before they get
the expansion board. It creates more unexpected issues then it'll probably solve for you if you do decide to get one. Just be aware it may not work as easily or as perfectly
as you may be thinking, the outs on the expansion are treated differently from the built in outs.

The outs on the expansion board are mono, obviously so you'll need to make sure its mono back on the mixer so you are not just getting the sound on one side. What you
may not know is that they also bypass the block send effects like the Vari, Delay, and Reverb, and I think it as well bypasses the preamp (master volume) too so its volume
has to be controlled by the track velocity. There may be some other settings as well that don't come through, I'm thinking master effects and perhaps some EQing too, not
sure what all it bypasses or not. I do know that whatever tracks you assign to them will likely sound different from before you reassign them. Basically, they will sound
really clean and dry after you move it, so you'll might need some extra gear like an effects unit if want to put it to good use on the RS with expansion outs. 

Lately, I've been sending stuff like certain drum tracks to a second dedicated computer running effects like DBlue Glitch and then back to the mixer and recording it all to
one track on the computer. I have to do a recording and maybe a vid to show that off how awesome it works, great for live stuff, live recording, remixing stuff on the fly. 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


So, in my opinion what the expansion analog outs are best for sending to an external effects processor, or doing separate EQing on another mixer channel, stuff like that,
not necessarily for simultanious recording to multiple tracks. I suppose no reason you can't add effects and stuff per track during the recording process if you are set up for
it, or do that post recording instead of live. Just that the RS isn't going to be doing it for you on those outs.

Also, another interesting thing can be done which is to use the expansion outs to do remote muting via sysex messages. Since there is no sysex or midi messages to control
mutes, and it is difficult to remember the previous track velocity settings if your doing velocity mutes remotely, reassigning tracks back and forth to an output that is or
isn't plugged in to the mixer is a kick ass work around for that issue on the RS if you've got the expansion board. However, I do have a Peavey PC-1600 slider and button
box which does remember the track velocity for remote mutes and unmutes which I'll use for doing that when I need, which really isn't all that often for me, but when I
need to do it the PC-16000 is a godsend. There are a few other things I use the PC-1600 for too witch the RS has trouble doing alone, but I won't get in to all of that now.

95% of the time I'm recording from the RS's stereo or L&R out though to one track. Using the R&L mono seems to be more balanced than the stereo out, but the stereo
out seems to give more It'd be cool to have control over every track in post, but really, nothing the RS can't handle alone, may just take extra takes if something goes bad. I
don't usually have more than 2 or 3 takes before I get something that sound decent enough to me.

Typed enough for now, I could go on all day...

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18711|18707|2011-08-16 04:16:19|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: How do you record your music?|
hi zam,
i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2, 3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the same way as the main l+r
do.
fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.

best - ed

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> :::Long Post Aleart:::
> 
> I use a Yamaha MW-10 mixer that has a usb port, mixes all channels in to one and record to a single track in CoolEdit 2000. Wouldn't think it'd make much
of a differences, but I think CE2000's mp3 encoder sounds better than other wares I've tried for encoding mp3s. I do some minor post edits in CE2000, save
as mp3 or .wav then I'll import it in to a program called Magix Music Maker 11 Delux where I might do some multi-tracking, drop in an extra sample, adjust
some other stuff, curves, add video, mastering a bunch of songs together in to an album, etc..
> 
> I wish I could do more multi-track recording out from my RS's expansion outs, but there is some odd limitations to it that I don't think folks are aware of
before they get the expansion board. It creates more unexpected issues then it'll probably solve for you if you do decide to get one. Just be aware it may not
work as easily or as perfectly as you may be thinking, the outs on the expansion are treated differently from the built in outs.
> 
> The outs on the expansion board are mono, obviously so you'll need to make sure its mono back on the mixer so you are not just getting the sound on one
side. What you may not know is that they also bypass the block send effects like the Vari, Delay, and Reverb, and I think it as well bypasses the preamp
(master volume) too so its volume has to be controlled by the track velocity. There may be some other settings as well that don't come through, I'm thinking
master effects and perhaps some EQing too, not sure what all it bypasses or not. I do know that whatever tracks you assign to them will likely sound different
from before you reassign them. Basically, they will sound really clean and dry after you move it, so you'll might need some extra gear like an effects unit if
want to put it to good use on the RS with expansion outs. 
> 
> Lately, I've been sending stuff like certain drum tracks to a second dedicated computer running effects like DBlue Glitch and then back to the mixer and
recording it all to one track on the computer. I have to do a recording and maybe a vid to show that off how awesome it works, great for live stuff, live
recording, remixing stuff on the fly. 
> 
> So, in my opinion what the expansion analog outs are best for sending to an external effects processor, or doing separate EQing on another mixer channel,
stuff like that, not necessarily for simultanious recording to multiple tracks. I suppose no reason you can't add effects and stuff per track during the recording
process if you are set up for it, or do that post recording instead of live. Just that the RS isn't going to be doing it for you on those outs.
> 
> Also, another interesting thing can be done which is to use the expansion outs to do remote muting via sysex messages. Since there is no sysex or midi
messages to control mutes, and it is difficult to remember the previous track velocity settings if your doing velocity mutes remotely, reassigning tracks back
and forth to an output that is or isn't plugged in to the mixer is a kick ass work around for that issue on the RS if you've got the expansion board. However, I
do have a Peavey PC-1600 slider and button box which does remember the track velocity for remote mutes and unmutes which I'll use for doing that when I
need, which really isn't all that often for me, but when I need to do it the PC-16000 is a godsend. There are a few other things I use the PC-1600 for too witch
the RS has trouble doing alone, but I won't get in to all of that now.
> 
> 95% of the time I'm recording from the RS's stereo or L&R out though to one track. Using the R&L mono seems to be more balanced than the stereo out,
but the stereo out seems to give more It'd be cool to have control over every track in post, but really, nothing the RS can't handle alone, may just take extra
takes if something goes bad. I don't usually have more than 2 or 3 takes before I get something that sound decent enough to me.
> 
> Typed enough for now, I could go on all day...
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18712|18707|2011-08-16 08:57:08|Matt|Re: How do you record your music?|
I currently have a mackie profx mixer I mix my command staton and my rs
with. Problem is the usb interface on it is only 2in2out I am trying to
upgrade to mackie onyx i to be able to multitrack record since onyx i u can
record every channel, the returns, and the main simultaneously on different
tracks. For 200 though ur going to have a hard time doing what u want on a
laptop. On a desktop u could buy an old soundblaster audigy or something
for cheap.
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Good luck!
On Aug 16, 2011 3:16 AM, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" <edorc.now@gmail.com>
wrote:

>
>
>
> hi zam,
> i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2,

3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the
same way as the main l+r do.

> fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.
>
> best - ed
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > :::Long Post Aleart:::
> >
> > I use a Yamaha MW-10 mixer that has a usb port, mixes all channels in to

one and record to a single track in CoolEdit 2000. Wouldn't think it'd make
much of a differences, but I think CE2000's mp3 encoder sounds better than
other wares I've tried for encoding mp3s. I do some minor post edits in
CE2000, save as mp3 or .wav then I'll import it in to a program called Magix
Music Maker 11 Delux where I might do some multi-tracking, drop in an extra
sample, adjust some other stuff, curves, add video, mastering a bunch of
songs together in to an album, etc..

> >
> > I wish I could do more multi-track recording out from my RS's expansion

outs, but there is some odd limitations to it that I don't think folks are
aware of before they get the expansion board. It creates more unexpected
issues then it'll probably solve for you if you do decide to get one. Just
be aware it may not work as easily or as perfectly as you may be thinking,
the outs on the expansion are treated differently from the built in outs.

> >
> > The outs on the expansion board are mono, obviously so you'll need to

make sure its mono back on the mixer so you are not just getting the sound
on one side. What you may not know is that they also bypass the block send
effects like the Vari, Delay, and Reverb, and I think it as well bypasses
the preamp (master volume) too so its volume has to be controlled by the
track velocity. There may be some other settings as well that don't come
through, I'm thinking master effects and perhaps some EQing too, not sure
what all it bypasses or not. I do know that whatever tracks you assign to
them will likely sound different from before you reassign them. Basically,
they will sound really clean and dry after you move it, so you'll might need
some extra gear like an effects unit if want to put it to good use on the RS
with expansion outs.

> >
> > Lately, I've been sending stuff like certain drum tracks to a second

dedicated computer running effects like DBlue Glitch and then back to the
mixer and recording it all to one track on the computer. I have to do a
recording and maybe a vid to show that off how awesome it works, great for
live stuff, live recording, remixing stuff on the fly.

> >
> > So, in my opinion what the expansion analog outs are best for sending to

an external effects processor, or doing separate EQing on another mixer
channel, stuff like that, not necessarily for simultanious recording to
multiple tracks. I suppose no reason you can't add effects and stuff per
track during the recording process if you are set up for it, or do that post
recording instead of live. Just that the RS isn't going to be doing it for
you on those outs.

> >
> > Also, another interesting thing can be done which is to use the

expansion outs to do remote muting via sysex messages. Since there is no
sysex or midi messages to control mutes, and it is difficult to remember the
previous track velocity settings if your doing velocity mutes remotely,
reassigning tracks back and forth to an output that is or isn't plugged in
to the mixer is a kick ass work around for that issue on the RS if you've
got the expansion board. However, I do have a Peavey PC-1600 slider and
button box which does remember the track velocity for remote mutes and
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unmutes which I'll use for doing that when I need, which really isn't all
that often for me, but when I need to do it the PC-16000 is a godsend. There
are a few other things I use the PC-1600 for too witch the RS has trouble
doing alone, but I won't get in to all of that now.

> >
> > 95% of the time I'm recording from the RS's stereo or L&R out though to

one track. Using the R&L mono seems to be more balanced than the stereo out,
but the stereo out seems to give more It'd be cool to have control over
every track in post, but really, nothing the RS can't handle alone, may just
take extra takes if something goes bad. I don't usually have more than 2 or
3 takes before I get something that sound decent enough to me.

> >
> > Typed enough for now, I could go on all day...
> >
> > Happy RSing!
> >
> > Zam
> >
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18713|18707|2011-08-16 08:57:40|J M|Re: How do you record your music?|
uh I knew that, just forgot ;) Thanks for reminding, man it was really late/early while I was writing that post.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
>
> hi zam,
> i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2, 3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the same way as
the main l+r do.
> fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.
> 
> best - ed

| 18714|18707|2011-08-16 09:04:10|Matt|Re: How do you record your music?|
Hey also remember if u have latency in live that makes all ur clips off beat
#1 lower ur samples in audio prefs till its as low as possible while still
sounding goodd #2 then adjust the driver error compensation #3 if it still a
little latency then u can change the warp point in the clip by dragging it
while holding shift in live. or u can offset the delay with he lower case d
on the right.

Previous instructions for mac computer running live 8

On Aug 16, 2011 7:57 AM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> uh I knew that, just forgot ;) Thanks for reminding, man it was really
late/early while I was writing that post.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
wrote:
>>
>> hi zam,
>> i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2,
3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the
same way as the main l+r do.
>> fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.
>>
>> best - ed
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18715|18707|2011-08-16 10:04:43|dj_trajan|Re: How do you record your music?|
Do you have the MIDI clock sync'd between Ableton and the RS? You shouldn't run out of sync if they're connected...And if there is a noticeable latency on incoming
audio into ableton, have you adjusted your sample buffer size? I think default is 512 samples..you might need to crank it down to around 250
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> Hello fellow music makers, 
> the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of looking for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made using the rs.
now this question may not seem particular to the rs or this forum, but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your songs you have made with
it. Like if you have the expansion board, do you record all six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't have the expansion but do wonder if
its worth getting to multittrack record all at once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one track ( in to ableton live, or some other program
for example) becauseI would like the flexibility to manipulate each track after it's been recorded into live. I could record one track at a time, but when I have
tried that in the past my looped samples don't stay on time later on in the song. I know this is due to the timing being off when I place my track with the
others, but I can't seem to make it on time.
> 
> So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio interfaces for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I appreciate
your retold and look forward to hearing how you record your songs. 
> If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit
www.reverbnation.comthenoumena
> 
> I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton, as I think it would make the production so much better.
>

| 18716|18707|2011-08-16 13:23:34|it_goes_darker_still|Re: How do you record your music?|
Hey Zam!
Thanks for the reply. I haven't heard of a usb mixer. Looking at it now, so this is a potential option instead of an audio interface. I weiner what the differences in soumd
quality is. The mw 10 has a lot of inputs for a great price! 
As for the expansion board, it sounds like you made great use out of the limitations. Great set up. If you have any songs uploaded I'd love to hear them. I saw somewhere
on the board about posting music, do ill check over there too.
Also really god to know abbot cool edit, ive been wondering about quality mp3 encoding.
Thanks for the response, and it wasnt thats long, I was quite interested and you gave out a lot of useful information!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" wrote:
>
> hi zam,
> i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2, 3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the same way as
the main l+r do.
> fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.
> 
> best - ed
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > :::Long Post Aleart:::
> > 
> > I use a Yamaha MW-10 mixer that has a usb port, mixes all channels in to one and record to a single track in CoolEdit 2000. Wouldn't think it'd make
much of a differences, but I think CE2000's mp3 encoder sounds better than other wares I've tried for encoding mp3s. I do some minor post edits in CE2000,
save as mp3 or .wav then I'll import it in to a program called Magix Music Maker 11 Delux where I might do some multi-tracking, drop in an extra sample,
adjust some other stuff, curves, add video, mastering a bunch of songs together in to an album, etc..
> > 
> > I wish I could do more multi-track recording out from my RS's expansion outs, but there is some odd limitations to it that I don't think folks are aware of
before they get the expansion board. It creates more unexpected issues then it'll probably solve for you if you do decide to get one. Just be aware it may not
work as easily or as perfectly as you may be thinking, the outs on the expansion are treated differently from the built in outs.
> > 
> > The outs on the expansion board are mono, obviously so you'll need to make sure its mono back on the mixer so you are not just getting the sound on one
side. What you may not know is that they also bypass the block send effects like the Vari, Delay, and Reverb, and I think it as well bypasses the preamp
(master volume) too so its volume has to be controlled by the track velocity. There may be some other settings as well that don't come through, I'm thinking
master effects and perhaps some EQing too, not sure what all it bypasses or not. I do know that whatever tracks you assign to them will likely sound different
from before you reassign them. Basically, they will sound really clean and dry after you move it, so you'll might need some extra gear like an effects unit if
want to put it to good use on the RS with expansion outs. 
> > 
> > Lately, I've been sending stuff like certain drum tracks to a second dedicated computer running effects like DBlue Glitch and then back to the mixer and
recording it all to one track on the computer. I have to do a recording and maybe a vid to show that off how awesome it works, great for live stuff, live
recording, remixing stuff on the fly. 
> > 
> > So, in my opinion what the expansion analog outs are best for sending to an external effects processor, or doing separate EQing on another mixer channel,
stuff like that, not necessarily for simultanious recording to multiple tracks. I suppose no reason you can't add effects and stuff per track during the recording
process if you are set up for it, or do that post recording instead of live. Just that the RS isn't going to be doing it for you on those outs.
> > 
> > Also, another interesting thing can be done which is to use the expansion outs to do remote muting via sysex messages. Since there is no sysex or midi
messages to control mutes, and it is difficult to remember the previous track velocity settings if your doing velocity mutes remotely, reassigning tracks back
and forth to an output that is or isn't plugged in to the mixer is a kick ass work around for that issue on the RS if you've got the expansion board. However, I
do have a Peavey PC-1600 slider and button box which does remember the track velocity for remote mutes and unmutes which I'll use for doing that when I
need, which really isn't all that often for me, but when I need to do it the PC-16000 is a godsend. There are a few other things I use the PC-1600 for too witch
the RS has trouble doing alone, but I won't get in to all of that now.
> > 
> > 95% of the time I'm recording from the RS's stereo or L&R out though to one track. Using the R&L mono seems to be more balanced than the stereo out,
but the stereo out seems to give more It'd be cool to have control over every track in post, but really, nothing the RS can't handle alone, may just take extra
takes if something goes bad. I don't usually have more than 2 or 3 takes before I get something that sound decent enough to me.
> > 
> > Typed enough for now, I could go on all day...
> > 
> > Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
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> >
>

| 18717|18707|2011-08-16 13:30:08|it_goes_darker_still|Re: How do you record your music?|
Matt, the desktop its an option. I will check those out. Thanks so much!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> I currently have a mackie profx mixer I mix my command staton and my rs
> with. Problem is the usb interface on it is only 2in2out I am trying to
> upgrade to mackie onyx i to be able to multitrack record since onyx i u can
> record every channel, the returns, and the main simultaneously on different
> tracks. For 200 though ur going to have a hard time doing what u want on a
> laptop. On a desktop u could buy an old soundblaster audigy or something
> for cheap.
> Good luck!
> On Aug 16, 2011 3:16 AM, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > hi zam,
> > i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2,
> 3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the
> same way as the main l+r do.
> > fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.
> >
> > best - ed
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > :::Long Post Aleart:::
> > >
> > > I use a Yamaha MW-10 mixer that has a usb port, mixes all channels in to
> one and record to a single track in CoolEdit 2000. Wouldn't think it'd make
> much of a differences, but I think CE2000's mp3 encoder sounds better than
> other wares I've tried for encoding mp3s. I do some minor post edits in
> CE2000, save as mp3 or .wav then I'll import it in to a program called Magix
> Music Maker 11 Delux where I might do some multi-tracking, drop in an extra
> sample, adjust some other stuff, curves, add video, mastering a bunch of
> songs together in to an album, etc..
> > >
> > > I wish I could do more multi-track recording out from my RS's expansion
> outs, but there is some odd limitations to it that I don't think folks are
> aware of before they get the expansion board. It creates more unexpected
> issues then it'll probably solve for you if you do decide to get one. Just
> be aware it may not work as easily or as perfectly as you may be thinking,
> the outs on the expansion are treated differently from the built in outs.
> > >
> > > The outs on the expansion board are mono, obviously so you'll need to
> make sure its mono back on the mixer so you are not just getting the sound
> on one side. What you may not know is that they also bypass the block send
> effects like the Vari, Delay, and Reverb, and I think it as well bypasses
> the preamp (master volume) too so its volume has to be controlled by the
> track velocity. There may be some other settings as well that don't come
> through, I'm thinking master effects and perhaps some EQing too, not sure
> what all it bypasses or not. I do know that whatever tracks you assign to
> them will likely sound different from before you reassign them. Basically,
> they will sound really clean and dry after you move it, so you'll might need
> some extra gear like an effects unit if want to put it to good use on the RS
> with expansion outs.
> > >
> > > Lately, I've been sending stuff like certain drum tracks to a second
> dedicated computer running effects like DBlue Glitch and then back to the
> mixer and recording it all to one track on the computer. I have to do a
> recording and maybe a vid to show that off how awesome it works, great for
> live stuff, live recording, remixing stuff on the fly.
> > >
> > > So, in my opinion what the expansion analog outs are best for sending to
> an external effects processor, or doing separate EQing on another mixer
> channel, stuff like that, not necessarily for simultanious recording to
> multiple tracks. I suppose no reason you can't add effects and stuff per
> track during the recording process if you are set up for it, or do that post
> recording instead of live. Just that the RS isn't going to be doing it for
> you on those outs.
> > >
> > > Also, another interesting thing can be done which is to use the
> expansion outs to do remote muting via sysex messages. Since there is no
> sysex or midi messages to control mutes, and it is difficult to remember the
> previous track velocity settings if your doing velocity mutes remotely,
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> reassigning tracks back and forth to an output that is or isn't plugged in
> to the mixer is a kick ass work around for that issue on the RS if you've
> got the expansion board. However, I do have a Peavey PC-1600 slider and
> button box which does remember the track velocity for remote mutes and
> unmutes which I'll use for doing that when I need, which really isn't all
> that often for me, but when I need to do it the PC-16000 is a godsend. There
> are a few other things I use the PC-1600 for too witch the RS has trouble
> doing alone, but I won't get in to all of that now.
> > >
> > > 95% of the time I'm recording from the RS's stereo or L&R out though to
> one track. Using the R&L mono seems to be more balanced than the stereo out,
> but the stereo out seems to give more It'd be cool to have control over
> every track in post, but really, nothing the RS can't handle alone, may just
> take extra takes if something goes bad. I don't usually have more than 2 or
> 3 takes before I get something that sound decent enough to me.
> > >
> > > Typed enough for now, I could go on all day...
> > >
> > > Happy RSing!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18718|18707|2011-08-16 13:33:51|it_goes_darker_still|Re: How do you record your music?|
Very good to know! Thanks brother. Man, I'm excited to get my gear and start recording again!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Hey also remember if u have latency in live that makes all ur clips off beat
> #1 lower ur samples in audio prefs till its as low as possible while still
> sounding goodd #2 then adjust the driver error compensation #3 if it still a
> little latency then u can change the warp point in the clip by dragging it
> while holding shift in live. or u can offset the delay with he lower case d
> on the right.
> 
> Previous instructions for mac computer running live 8
> On Aug 16, 2011 7:57 AM, "J M" wrote:
> > uh I knew that, just forgot ;) Thanks for reminding, man it was really
> late/early while I was writing that post.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "love_su_re_soulmyheart" 
> wrote:
> >>
> >> hi zam,
> >> i think the seperate outs start with 1-6 + after taht they come with 1+2,
> 3+4, 5+6. so you will have the opportunity to leave the rs in stereo, the
> same way as the main l+r do.
> >> fyx are bypassed, but eq is in i guess.
> >>
> >> best - ed
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18719|18707|2011-08-16 13:34:03|Matt|Re: How do you record your music?|
Even after adjusting sample size to 256 and driver error compensation so
latency should be zero there is still usually at least 50ms latency with
ableton. This can make a sweet mix sound like a trainwreck. I am saying to
compensate for this by dragging the warp point on the clip after recording.
Or u can use the little d to delay the other tracks.

On Aug 16, 2011 9:04 AM, "dj_trajan" <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:
> Do you have the MIDI clock sync'd between Ableton and the RS? You
shouldn't run out of sync if they're connected...And if there is a
noticeable latency on incoming audio into ableton, have you adjusted your
sample buffer size? I think default is 512 samples..you might need to crank
it down to around 250
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"
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wrote:
>>
>> Hello fellow music makers,
>> the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of looking
for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made using
the rs. now this question may not seem particular to the rs or this forum,
but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your songs you
have made with it. Like if you have the expansion board, do you record all
six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't have the
expansion but do wonder if its worth getting to multittrack record all at
once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one track (
in to ableton live, or some other program for example) becauseI would like
the flexibility to manipulate each track after it's been recorded into live.
I could record one track at a time, but when I have tried that in the past
my looped samples don't stay on time later on in the song. I know this is
due to the timing being off when I place my track with the others, but I
can't seem to make it on time.
>>
>> So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio interfaces
for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I appreciate
your retold and look forward to hearing how you record your songs.
>> If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in
which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit
www.reverbnation.comthenoumena
>>
>> I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton, as
I think it would make the production so much better.
>>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18720|18707|2011-08-16 13:38:33|it_goes_darker_still|Re: How do you record your music?|
I need to read up on midi synching, I assume you need a way to run a midi cable from the rs to your computer? In the past I did adjust the buffer size, but the laptop I was
using was pretty old. I no longer have it anymore and am getting a desktop that has better specs.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Do you have the MIDI clock sync'd between Ableton and the RS? You shouldn't run out of sync if they're connected...And if there is a noticeable latency on
incoming audio into ableton, have you adjusted your sample buffer size? I think default is 512 samples..you might need to crank it down to around 250
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > Hello fellow music makers, 
> > the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of looking for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made using the rs.
now this question may not seem particular to the rs or this forum, but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your songs you have made with
it. Like if you have the expansion board, do you record all six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't have the expansion but do wonder if
its worth getting to multittrack record all at once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one track ( in to ableton live, or some other program
for example) becauseI would like the flexibility to manipulate each track after it's been recorded into live. I could record one track at a time, but when I have
tried that in the past my looped samples don't stay on time later on in the song. I know this is due to the timing being off when I place my track with the
others, but I can't seem to make it on time.
> > 
> > So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio interfaces for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I appreciate
your retold and look forward to hearing how you record your songs. 
> > If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit
www.reverbnation.comthenoumena
> > 
> > I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton, as I think it would make the production so much better.
> >
>

| 18721|18707|2011-08-16 14:01:36|Matt|Re: How do you record your music?|
Ya u would need a midi interface for midi sync.
On Aug 16, 2011 12:38 PM, "it_goes_darker_still" <
it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com> wrote:

> I need to read up on midi synching, I assume you need a way to run a midi

cable from the rs to your computer? In the past I did adjust the buffer
size, but the laptop I was using was pretty old. I no longer have it anymore
and am getting a desktop that has better specs.

>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>>
>> Do you have the MIDI clock sync'd between Ableton and the RS? You

shouldn't run out of sync if they're connected...And if there is a
noticeable latency on incoming audio into ableton, have you adjusted your
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sample buffer size? I think default is 512 samples..you might need to crank
it down to around 250

>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still"

wrote:

>> >
>> > Hello fellow music makers,
>> > the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of

looking for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made
using the rs. now this question may not seem particular to the rs or this
forum, but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your
songs you have made with it. Like if you have the expansion board, do you
record all six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't
have the expansion but do wonder if its worth getting to multittrack record
all at once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one
track ( in to ableton live, or some other program for example) becauseI
would like the flexibility to manipulate each track after it's been recorded
into live. I could record one track at a time, but when I have tried that in
the past my looped samples don't stay on time later on in the song. I know
this is due to the timing being off when I place my track with the others,
but I can't seem to make it on time.

>> >
>> > So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio

interfaces for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I
appreciate your retold and look forward to hearing how you record your
songs.

>> > If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in

which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit
www.reverbnation.comthenoumena

>> >
>> > I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton,

as I think it would make the production so much better.

>> >
>>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18722|18707|2011-08-19 08:49:18|dj_trajan|Re: How do you record your music?|
Yes, you'll need a cable like this. Cheap fix, its a USB to MIDI cable - 

http://www.google.com/products/catalog?
q=USB+to+Midi+cable&hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&prmd=ivns&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.&biw=1144&bih=633&um=1&ie=UTF-
8&tbm=shop&cid=9195991926961540039&sa=X&ei=NXVOToaaC4ObtwfU4-SdBw&ved=0CKMBEPMCMAM#ps-sellers

The MIDI end of the cable has an "IN" and "OUT" plug... you need to plug the "IN" on the cable to the MIDI OUT A or B on your RS. I believe you'll also have to access
your MIDI setup in the RS and set the MIDI Sync as Internal, the MIDI Clock out as MIDI A + B (or whichever one you choose), and MIDI Control as OUT A + B
(likewise whichever one you choose)

In Ableton, go to your preferences tab and click the MIDI tab... Under "MIDI Ports / Input" enable Sync On for the USB>Midi cable and set "Sync Type" to MIDI
Timecode.

@Matt - I suppose our setups might just be so different but I've never really had an issue with latency and recording into ableton. I see what you mean tho and thats def a
way to fix it. Strange tho, I've heard other people talk about latency issues but I haven't really had any issues with it before! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> I need to read up on midi synching, I assume you need a way to run a midi cable from the rs to your computer? In the past I did adjust the buffer size, but
the laptop I was using was pretty old. I no longer have it anymore and am getting a desktop that has better specs.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Do you have the MIDI clock sync'd between Ableton and the RS? You shouldn't run out of sync if they're connected...And if there is a noticeable latency
on incoming audio into ableton, have you adjusted your sample buffer size? I think default is 512 samples..you might need to crank it down to around 250
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello fellow music makers, 
> > > the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of looking for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made using the rs.
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now this question may not seem particular to the rs or this forum, but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your songs you have made with
it. Like if you have the expansion board, do you record all six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't have the expansion but do wonder if
its worth getting to multittrack record all at once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one track ( in to ableton live, or some other program
for example) becauseI would like the flexibility to manipulate each track after it's been recorded into live. I could record one track at a time, but when I have
tried that in the past my looped samples don't stay on time later on in the song. I know this is due to the timing being off when I place my track with the
others, but I can't seem to make it on time.
> > > 
> > > So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio interfaces for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I
appreciate your retold and look forward to hearing how you record your songs. 
> > > If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit
www.reverbnation.comthenoumena
> > > 
> > > I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton, as I think it would make the production so much better.
> > >
> >
>

| 18723|18707|2011-08-21 17:13:38|it_goes_darker_still|Re: How do you record your music?|
Thanks this is very helpful!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> 
> Yes, you'll need a cable like this. Cheap fix, its a USB to MIDI cable - 
> 
> http://www.google.com/products/catalog?
q=USB+to+Midi+cable&hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&prmd=ivns&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.&biw=1144&bih=633&um=1&ie=UTF-
8&tbm=shop&cid=9195991926961540039&sa=X&ei=NXVOToaaC4ObtwfU4-SdBw&ved=0CKMBEPMCMAM#ps-sellers
> 
> The MIDI end of the cable has an "IN" and "OUT" plug... you need to plug the "IN" on the cable to the MIDI OUT A or B on your RS. I believe you'll also
have to access your MIDI setup in the RS and set the MIDI Sync as Internal, the MIDI Clock out as MIDI A + B (or whichever one you choose), and MIDI
Control as OUT A + B (likewise whichever one you choose)
> 
> In Ableton, go to your preferences tab and click the MIDI tab... Under "MIDI Ports / Input" enable Sync On for the USB>Midi cable and set "Sync Type" to
MIDI Timecode.
> 
> @Matt - I suppose our setups might just be so different but I've never really had an issue with latency and recording into ableton. I see what you mean tho
and thats def a way to fix it. Strange tho, I've heard other people talk about latency issues but I haven't really had any issues with it before! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > I need to read up on midi synching, I assume you need a way to run a midi cable from the rs to your computer? In the past I did adjust the buffer size, but
the laptop I was using was pretty old. I no longer have it anymore and am getting a desktop that has better specs.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Do you have the MIDI clock sync'd between Ableton and the RS? You shouldn't run out of sync if they're connected...And if there is a noticeable
latency on incoming audio into ableton, have you adjusted your sample buffer size? I think default is 512 samples..you might need to crank it down to around
250
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello fellow music makers, 
> > > > the rs is my magic wand in creating music. I am in the prices of looking for the perfect audio interface to record songs that are mostly made using the
rs. now this question may not seem particular to the rs or this forum, but what itd like to know it's how you guys and girls record your songs you have made
with it. Like if you have the expansion board, do you record all six out simultaneously? (previous is just an example, I don't have the expansion but do
wonder if its worth getting to multittrack record all at once.) You see I really don't want to record all my tracks onto one track ( in to ableton live, or some
other program for example) becauseI would like the flexibility to manipulate each track after it's been recorded into live. I could record one track at a time,
but when I have tried that in the past my looped samples don't stay on time later on in the song. I know this is due to the timing being off when I place my
track with the others, but I can't seem to make it on time.
> > > > 
> > > > So how do you record your songs? Would you recommend any audio interfaces for pc for 200 our under? Sound quality is my main priority. I
appreciate your retold and look forward to hearing how you record your songs. 
> > > > If youd liketo hear some old recordings that I did with an mbox 1, in which I recorded all the rs parts onto one track then please visit
www.reverbnation.comthenoumena
> > > > 
> > > > I would have liked to had each rs track have its own track in ableton, as I think it would make the production so much better.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18724|18684|2011-08-21 17:32:54|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Very quality trajan, keep it coming.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all..
> 
> ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
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> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> 
> Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> 
> -Trajan
>

| 18725|18684|2011-08-21 17:44:58|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
I'm still up in the air as to what audio interface to get, but I have some stuff from a couple years ago here www.reverbnation.com/thenoumena

And check out a live performance of another song here http://m.youtube.com/index?desktop_uri=%2F&gl=US#/watch?v=dMhIu4n4eOc

Phone won't let me make links, but check it out, it might tickle your brainwaves.

Altus

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all..
> 
> ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> 
> Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> 
> -Trajan
>

| 18726|18684|2011-08-21 17:49:06|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Love your experimentation, great samples, gives you that intriguing strange feeling.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Really nice looking shot of the RS, in HD! And, impressive live tunage remix performance Trajan. Thanks for sharing it.
> 
> Me? No vids recently for me... was last working on putting together a new album, mostly RS, electronic/undefined, unfinished:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/department1.mp3 (73meg)
> 
> Over an hour of stuff! Some bad spots too, but enjoy the rest!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Hey all..
> > 
> > ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> > 
> > Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> > 
> > -Trajan
> >
>

| 18727|18727|2011-08-22 09:23:44|T. Saye|Phrase Copy (Unique) for Entire Pattern!|
I'm not sure if this have been discussed but, I think I found a workaround for copying phrases to a unique phrase (that you can edit without changing the original) for the
entire pattern! It can save time from copying 1 track (phrase at a time). I'll try to be as clear and concise as possible.

1. Select a pattern (A)
2. Go to the pattern you wish to copy (B)
3. Change the time signature in (B) to 1/1
4. Record something on (B). Any random note.
5. Go to pattern (A) and from the 'Job List' 
-select 'Append Pattern'
-style x section a
-style x section b
-do
6. Go to pattern (B) and from the 'Job List' 
-select 'Split Pattern'
-style x section b 
-style x section b
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-do

This will copy the new pattern over the random note and start the pattern on the measure 1. Hopefully this helps, it sure as hell helped me, ha!
| 18728|18684|2011-08-22 09:36:46|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Love those crzy samples zam. experimentastic!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Really nice looking shot of the RS, in HD! And, impressive live tunage remix performance Trajan. Thanks for sharing it.
> 
> Me? No vids recently for me... was last working on putting together a new album, mostly RS, electronic/undefined, unfinished:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/department1.mp3 (73meg)
> 
> Over an hour of stuff! Some bad spots too, but enjoy the rest!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Hey all..
> > 
> > ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> > 
> > Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> > 
> > -Trajan
> >
>

| 18729|18684|2011-08-22 15:12:53|len|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Hey , just got my last album released on iTunes , some RS7000 in there amounts the workings , check link out from my home page at http://kenspocket.tk 

Nature : The Hand of Time

Thanx :)

Len303

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all..
> 
> ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> 
> Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> 
> -Trajan
>

| 18730|18684|2011-08-22 15:15:20|len|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Linked at http://kenspocket.tk <http://kenspocket.tk>
Nature : The Hand of Time
:k

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all..
>
> ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise
on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I
made a rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for
yall!
>
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
>
> Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
>
> -Trajan
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18731|18727|2011-08-23 23:37:17|J M|Re: Phrase Copy (Unique) for Entire Pattern!|
I'll give this a try next time, sounds like it could be useful. I generally do a track copy and the phrase will copy to a new phrase on the new track, but that doesn't help
much for sections. If I need the phrase on the same track dif section I'll look and see in the pattern selection mode 2 of patterns and adjust the phrase on that track to the
editable one, leaving the old phrase on the same track on the other section.

I actually don't do that much section changing though, but good to hear of other ways to do things on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "T. Saye" wrote:
>
> I'm not sure if this have been discussed but, I think I found a workaround for copying phrases to a unique phrase (that you can edit without changing the
original) for the entire pattern! It can save time from copying 1 track (phrase at a time). I'll try to be as clear and concise as possible.
> 
> 1. Select a pattern (A)
> 2. Go to the pattern you wish to copy (B)
> 3. Change the time signature in (B) to 1/1
> 4. Record something on (B). Any random note.
> 5. Go to pattern (A) and from the 'Job List' 
> -select 'Append Pattern'
> -style x section a
> -style x section b
> -do
> 6. Go to pattern (B) and from the 'Job List' 
> -select 'Split Pattern'
> -style x section b 
> -style x section b
> -do
> 
> This will copy the new pattern over the random note and start the pattern on the measure 1. Hopefully this helps, it sure as hell helped me, ha!
>

| 18732|18684|2011-08-23 23:38:33|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thx mucho :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> Love those crzy samples zam. experimentastic!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >

| 18733|18684|2011-08-23 23:41:21|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Glad you guys enjoy the strangeness, I must complete the album some day :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> Love your experimentation, great samples, gives you that intriguing strange feeling.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

| 18734|18684|2011-08-23 23:42:34|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Hey Altus - not sure the link is taking me where it supposed to go to see your vid???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> I'm still up in the air as to what audio interface to get, but I have some stuff from a couple years ago here www.reverbnation.com/thenoumena
> 
> And check out a live performance of another song here http://m.youtube.com/index?desktop_uri=%2F&gl=US#/watch?v=dMhIu4n4eOc
> 
> Phone won't let me make links, but check it out, it might tickle your brainwaves.
> 
> Altus
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:

| 18735|18684|2011-08-23 23:53:29|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Is there a secret link I'm not seeing on your site to free versions or previews of the songs, or do we have to purchase it from Itunes?
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I do like to support friends music, but well hmmm don't wana sound too much like a cheap bastid ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "len" wrote:
>
> Linked at http://kenspocket.tk <http://kenspocket.tk>
> Nature : The Hand of Time
> :k
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:

| 18736|18684|2011-08-24 00:19:37|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Not I sure I caught everyone's stuff that got posted, if I missed listening to anyone's RS tracks, please repost, always love hearing what others do with their RS.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18737|18684|2011-08-24 07:08:21|Loomeer|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Me: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Sy15xlm-YM

Loomeer (-:
| 18738|18684|2011-08-24 14:57:27|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
That was excellent!

The silver knobs on the F1 & F3 rotaries is where all the magic came from tho right ;)

I'd like to try one of those Prophecy boards some day too.

Thanks for sharing that with us.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Loomeer wrote:
>
> Me: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Sy15xlm-YM
> 
> Loomeer (-:
>

| 18739|18684|2011-08-25 14:58:21|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Hey I found this about 2 weeks ago and loved it!! That comment from Cr125rmxr is me :)
Once again, awesome jam!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Loomeer wrote:
>
> Me: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Sy15xlm-YM
> 
> Loomeer (-:
>

| 18740|18684|2011-08-25 14:59:28|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
I'm having the same problem too...can you check the link for us! Love to check out your track!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hey Altus - not sure the link is taking me where it supposed to go to see your vid???
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > I'm still up in the air as to what audio interface to get, but I have some stuff from a couple years ago here www.reverbnation.com/thenoumena
> > 
> > And check out a live performance of another song here http://m.youtube.com/index?desktop_uri=%2F&gl=US#/watch?v=dMhIu4n4eOc
> > 
> > Phone won't let me make links, but check it out, it might tickle your brainwaves.
> > 
> > Altus
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> 
>

| 18741|18684|2011-08-25 15:02:54|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Your website is really cool lensxi! Very interactive and tons of content : )
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "len" wrote:
>
> Hey , just got my last album released on iTunes , some RS7000 in there amounts the workings , check link out from my home page at http://kenspocket.tk 
> 
> Nature : The Hand of Time
> 
> Thanx :)
> 
> Len303
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Hey all..
> > 
> > ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> > 
> > Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> > 
> > -Trajan
> >
>

| 18742|18684|2011-08-26 08:15:59|len|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Cool cheers for that , 
Hope to have time in future to do a sample setup etc for rs7000 .

I currently make sample DVDs for emu Morpheus virus and prophecy , synths. See acid tones .

Aiff samples or sysex . 

:) 
http://kenspocket.99k.org/CDROMS-DATA_DVD/Acidtones.html

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Your website is really cool lensxi! Very interactive and tons of content : )
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "len" wrote:
> >
> > Hey , just got my last album released on iTunes , some RS7000 in there amounts the workings , check link out from my home page at http://kenspocket.tk
> > 
> > Nature : The Hand of Time
> > 
> > Thanx :)
> > 
> > Len303
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey all..
> > > 
> > > ... Kinda quiet around here...lets see if we can make some more noise on the forum! Anybody have any new tracks they've been working on? I made a
rough mix and shot some video for it.. a lil hip hop flavor for yall! 
> > > 
> > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqPXTsOKAIA
> > > 
> > > Lets see what everyone else has been working on!
> > > 
> > > -Trajan
> > >
> >
>

| 18743|18743|2011-08-28 08:28:25|sam|YAMAHA RS7000 MODE SWITCH|
TACT SWITCH REPLACES OCTIVE, MUTE, SHIFT AND OTHER FUNCTIONS

DOES NOT REPLACE KEYBOARD TACT SWITCH.
| 18744|18744|2011-08-28 08:30:34|sam|RS7000 MODE SWITCH|
TACT SWITCH REPLACES OCTIVE, MUTE, SHIFT AND OTHER FUNCTIONS

DOES NOT REPLACE KEYBOARD TACT SWITCH.

http://www.ebay.com/itm/YAMAHA-RS7000-MODE-SWITCH-/220841808536?
_trksid=p5197.m7&_trkparms=algo%3DLVI%26itu%3DUCI%26otn%3D5%26po%3DLVI%26ps%3D63%26clkid%3D2381492984321587386
| 18745|18745|2011-08-29 17:37:43|gearfriend|schematics, cable routing, wiring etc|
Hello people!
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i got hold of an RS7000 which was opened u by its former owner.
It basicly is nearly all apart, all cables are unplugged from the mainboard. 
Does anyone have any idea which pcb of the controller side (the front) is going to where on the mainboard?

Does any one have any info on the inside of the machine, or maybe pictures of the cables etc?

Any help wouldbe greatly appreciated.
The former owner says that the machine was still working when he took it apart, but he never got back to putting it back together.
Have no idea why he did that.
| 18746|18745|2011-08-29 17:41:57|J M|Re: schematics, cable routing, wiring etc|
Wow! Yeah Why would they do that? Must be like seeing someone on the surgery table after a bad car accident. Hopefully you've got all the parts and can get it back
together, and working 100%

In the files section here we have pdfs of the service manual you can look at, you won't get them any where else free of charge ;) And, under photos someone posted some
inside pics of their RS.

Hope that stuff can help ya out enough, let us know if not and how reviving the RS goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gearfriend" wrote:
>
> Hello people!
> 
> i got hold of an RS7000 which was opened u by its former owner.
> It basicly is nearly all apart, all cables are unplugged from the mainboard. 
> Does anyone have any idea which pcb of the controller side (the front) is going to where on the mainboard?
> 
> Does any one have any info on the inside of the machine, or maybe pictures of the cables etc?
> 
> Any help wouldbe greatly appreciated.
> The former owner says that the machine was still working when he took it apart, but he never got back to putting it back together.
> Have no idea why he did that.
>

| 18747|18745|2011-08-29 19:56:30|Paul Dorman|Re: schematics, cable routing, wiring etc|
Hi,

If you are absolutely stuck I'm prepared to crack mine open over the weekend
and email photos to you (and anyone else interested).

Regards,
Paul

On Tue, Aug 30, 2011 at 11:41 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Wow! Yeah Why would they do that? Must be like seeing someone on the
> surgery table after a bad car accident. Hopefully you've got all the parts
> and can get it back together, and working 100%
>
> In the files section here we have pdfs of the service manual you can look
> at, you won't get them any where else free of charge ;) And, under photos
> someone posted some inside pics of their RS.
>
> Hope that stuff can help ya out enough, let us know if not and how reviving
> the RS goes.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gearfriend" wrote:
> >
> > Hello people!
> >
> > i got hold of an RS7000 which was opened u by its former owner.
> > It basicly is nearly all apart, all cables are unplugged from the
> mainboard.
> > Does anyone have any idea which pcb of the controller side (the front) is
> going to where on the mainboard?
> >
> > Does any one have any info on the inside of the machine, or maybe
> pictures of the cables etc?
> >
> > Any help wouldbe greatly appreciated.
> > The former owner says that the machine was still working when he took it
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> apart, but he never got back to putting it back together.
> > Have no idea why he did that.
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18748|18745|2011-08-30 04:58:29|sam w|Re: schematics, cable routing, wiring etc|
go to rs7000 yahoo grups and download the service manual under documents.

--- On Mon, 8/29/11, gearfriend <faweko@hotmail.com> wrote:

From: gearfriend <faweko@hotmail.com>
Subject: [RS7000] schematics, cable routing, wiring etc
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, August 29, 2011, 6:54 PM

  

Hello people!

i got hold of an RS7000 which was opened u by its former owner.
It basicly is nearly all apart, all cables are unplugged from the mainboard. 
Does anyone have any idea which pcb of the controller side (the front) is going to where on the mainboard?

Does any one have any info on the inside of the machine, or maybe pictures of the cables etc?

Any help wouldbe greatly appreciated.
The former owner says that the machine was still working when he took it apart, but he never got back to putting it back together.
Have no idea why he did that.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18749|18749|2011-08-30 05:40:53|tward65|Boost the sound|
Hi everyone ! I have my RS7000 from few months now, this monster is incredible and I love it. But I got a problem and I don't know, maybe I haven't found it in the
manual. So, here is my problem :

Is there a way to really boost the sound of the RS ? For example a kick sound. I always put on the multi comp, I play with the boost (6,12,18) and with the low,middle and
high gain (+ the master) but the sound still stay weak, no punch, nothing. Is there a place wich I might forgot ?

Other question, I don't find some really good kicks and when I find one, the posibilities for changing the sound (more brutal, more clear...) are really really weak, at the
end I got my kick but it's really not the sound I want. So in the end, I always take the same and all my songs have the same kick... I know I can put some kick sound (from
the pc) but I've buyed my RS because I don't wanna make music on computer anymore (I'm web dev and when I get home I don't wanna touch my comp).

Maybe I got all my problems cause I've tested the Elektron Machinedrum and honestly, I'm dreaming of it...

I hope I was clear, english is not my mother language, ask if you don't understand something.

Thanks to all of you, and zamisers7k, I REALLY THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR TUTS, you are the R7K master !!!!!!!!!!!
| 18750|18745|2011-08-30 10:32:34|dj_trajan|Re: schematics, cable routing, wiring etc|
You're in luck gearfriend! 

Rumor has it that Zam built an RS out of two old TI-84 calculators and a coffee maker... lol ;D

You should post some pictures of the reconstruction, I'd love to see how it comes together! I believe Slik Da Relic has also gutted one of these before...between him, Zam,
and lordmilitant I'm sure you'll get all the help you'll need!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Wow! Yeah Why would they do that? Must be like seeing someone on the surgery table after a bad car accident. Hopefully you've got all the parts and can
get it back together, and working 100%
> 
> In the files section here we have pdfs of the service manual you can look at, you won't get them any where else free of charge ;) And, under photos someone
posted some inside pics of their RS.
> 
> Hope that stuff can help ya out enough, let us know if not and how reviving the RS goes.
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> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gearfriend" wrote:
> >
> > Hello people!
> > 
> > i got hold of an RS7000 which was opened u by its former owner.
> > It basicly is nearly all apart, all cables are unplugged from the mainboard. 
> > Does anyone have any idea which pcb of the controller side (the front) is going to where on the mainboard?
> > 
> > Does any one have any info on the inside of the machine, or maybe pictures of the cables etc?
> > 
> > Any help wouldbe greatly appreciated.
> > The former owner says that the machine was still working when he took it apart, but he never got back to putting it back together.
> > Have no idea why he did that.
> >
>

| 18751|18749|2011-08-30 10:41:58|dj_trajan|Re: Boost the sound|
I'm sure someone else has a better answer, but I also ran into the same issue with the kick drum. I found the sound I like by using two different kick drums into my pattern.
I like the big classic 808 kick in the analog kit and then usually fish out another one from elsewhere. I've also taken drum samples off of vinyl records and chopped it up to
individual parts to make my own beats. 

If you can get your hands on an elektron, might just be easy to sample the kick/snare/hats into the RS!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tward65" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone ! I have my RS7000 from few months now, this monster is incredible and I love it. But I got a problem and I don't know, maybe I haven't found
it in the manual. So, here is my problem :
> 
> Is there a way to really boost the sound of the RS ? For example a kick sound. I always put on the multi comp, I play with the boost (6,12,18) and with the
low,middle and high gain (+ the master) but the sound still stay weak, no punch, nothing. Is there a place wich I might forgot ?
> 
> Other question, I don't find some really good kicks and when I find one, the posibilities for changing the sound (more brutal, more clear...) are really really
weak, at the end I got my kick but it's really not the sound I want. So in the end, I always take the same and all my songs have the same kick... I know I can
put some kick sound (from the pc) but I've buyed my RS because I don't wanna make music on computer anymore (I'm web dev and when I get home I don't
wanna touch my comp).
> 
> Maybe I got all my problems cause I've tested the Elektron Machinedrum and honestly, I'm dreaming of it...
> 
> I hope I was clear, english is not my mother language, ask if you don't understand something.
> 
> Thanks to all of you, and zamisers7k, I REALLY THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR TUTS, you are the R7K master !!!!!!!!!!!
>

| 18752|18749|2011-08-30 23:04:08|J M|Re: Boost the sound|
I kind of know what you mean, kicks do tend to drown out when summed up during a full mix of tracks on the RS.

Seems you've found the EQ settings, they can help a lot, if you use the first setting it does have a low, mid, and high boost, increase the low end and adjust the freq more
toward the mids for a punchier kick.

Another thing you can do is put the kick track on Unison x2.

Another that I've been doing more of lately is use the 021 BD Kit for Bass Drums. With that kit you can use the filters on it and tweak them out more with the LFO even
which can't be done on the other kits, plus you've got all the different kicks in one set. You can do the same with 022 HH&Cy Kit for highhats and Cymbols, 023 SD Kit
for Snares.

One other thing you can do, it requires more setting up and costs more, but get the expansion board and send the kick drum track out a separate track for processing and
EQing to a mixer. I do this sometimes, but I hate that it bypasses the RS's internal effects blocks.

Hope one of these ways will work decently for ya? And, Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tward65" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone ! I have my RS7000 from few months now, this monster is incredible and I love it. But I got a problem and I don't know, maybe I haven't found
it in the manual. So, here is my problem :
> 
> Is there a way to really boost the sound of the RS ? For example a kick sound. I always put on the multi comp, I play with the boost (6,12,18) and with the
low,middle and high gain (+ the master) but the sound still stay weak, no punch, nothing. Is there a place wich I might forgot ?
> 
> Other question, I don't find some really good kicks and when I find one, the posibilities for changing the sound (more brutal, more clear...) are really really
weak, at the end I got my kick but it's really not the sound I want. So in the end, I always take the same and all my songs have the same kick... I know I can
put some kick sound (from the pc) but I've buyed my RS because I don't wanna make music on computer anymore (I'm web dev and when I get home I don't
wanna touch my comp).
> 
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> Maybe I got all my problems cause I've tested the Elektron Machinedrum and honestly, I'm dreaming of it...
> 
> I hope I was clear, english is not my mother language, ask if you don't understand something.
> 
> Thanks to all of you, and zamisers7k, I REALLY THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR TUTS, you are the R7K master !!!!!!!!!!!
>

| 18753|18749|2011-08-31 02:46:49|Ian Vine|Re: Boost the sound|
Hi all,

Sound On Sound magazine has a good article this month on kicks and bass. 

IanV

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2011, 6:04
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Boost the sound

  
I kind of know what you mean, kicks do tend to drown out when summed up during a full mix of tracks on the RS.

Seems you've found the EQ settings, they can help a lot, if you use the first setting it does have a low, mid, and high boost, increase the low end and adjust the freq more
toward the mids for a punchier kick.

Another thing you can do is put the kick track on Unison x2.

Another that I've been doing more of lately is use the 021 BD Kit for Bass Drums. With that kit you can use the filters on it and tweak them out more with the LFO even
which can't be done on the other kits, plus you've got all the different kicks in one set. You can do the same with 022 HH&Cy Kit for highhats and Cymbols, 023 SD Kit
for Snares.

One other thing you can do, it requires more setting up and costs more, but get the expansion board and send the kick drum track out a separate track for processing and
EQing to a mixer. I do this sometimes, but I hate that it bypasses the RS's internal effects blocks.

Hope one of these ways will work decently for ya? And, Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tward65" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone ! I have my RS7000 from few months now, this monster is incredible and I love it. But I got a problem and I don't know, maybe I haven't found
it in the manual. So, here is my problem :
> 
> Is there a way to really boost the sound of the RS ? For example a kick sound. I always put on the multi comp, I play with the boost (6,12,18) and with the
low,middle and high gain (+ the master) but the sound still stay weak, no punch, nothing. Is there a place wich I might forgot ?
> 
> Other question, I don't find some really good kicks and when I find one, the posibilities for changing the sound (more brutal, more clear...) are really really
weak, at the end I got my kick but it's really not the sound I want. So in the end, I always take the same and all my songs have the same kick... I know I can
put some kick sound (from the pc) but I've buyed my RS because I don't wanna make music on computer anymore (I'm web dev and when I get home I don't
wanna touch my comp).
> 
> Maybe I got all my problems cause I've tested the Elektron Machinedrum and honestly, I'm dreaming of it...
> 
> I hope I was clear, english is not my mother language, ask if you don't understand something.
> 
> Thanks to all of you, and zamisers7k, I REALLY THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR TUTS, you are the R7K master !!!!!!!!!!!
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18754|18754|2011-08-31 21:45:04|J M|Tip: Auto Changing Talk Mod Vari Effect|
Hi RSers,

Coolest RS Tip you'll probably get all year!

Have a track with the Vari Effect turned up on it and the Vari effect set to 097 Talk Mod.

Go in to Edit Mode [Enter] key on number pad then press Insert [F3].

Put in the event time where you'd like it examp 001:3:011

[F1] rotary over to event type Exclusive.

Then Enter hex code f0.43.10.6A.01.02.02.00.XX.F7
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where XX = 00 - 04 I think, a/i/u/e/o

Repeat insert event at different times.

Or, perhaps the faster way but harder to explain...

This is how I figured this out and you can do it I suppose with any event or knob tweek that shows up when the Midi Out light flashes.

Put a midi cable from the RS's Out A to the In.

Select a blank tack, mute all tracks to keep from other midi data recording, press Effect twice [#5] press REC then Play, start turning the F1 knob. The Hex code will
record as events in the events list. Press Stop. 

Oh yeah so cool! If the events aren't changing the Vowel, remember to unmute the track you recorded it on. You can mute and unmute it from doing it, the RS blows my
mind yet again.

Happy RSing!
| 18755|18754|2011-08-31 21:55:56|J M|Re: Tip: Auto Changing Talk Mod Vari Effect|
Oh, don't forget to pull the midi cable out on last part before you play back to avoid midi feedback loop.

Hope I got all the rest of that right, and or it makes enough sense to follow and experiment with getting exclusive messages recorded/entered in to your RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hi RSers,
> 
> Coolest RS Tip you'll probably get all year!
> 
> Have a track with the Vari Effect turned up on it and the Vari effect set to 097 Talk Mod.
> 
> Go in to Edit Mode [Enter] key on number pad then press Insert [F3].
> 
> Put in the event time where you'd like it examp 001:3:011
> 
> [F1] rotary over to event type Exclusive.
> 
> Then Enter hex code f0.43.10.6A.01.02.02.00.XX.F7
> 
> where XX = 00 - 04 I think, a/i/u/e/o
> 
> Repeat insert event at different times.
> 
> 
> 
> Or, perhaps the faster way but harder to explain...
> 
> 
> This is how I figured this out and you can do it I suppose with any event or knob tweek that shows up when the Midi Out light flashes.
> 
> Put a midi cable from the RS's Out A to the In.
> 
> Select a blank tack, mute all tracks to keep from other midi data recording, press Effect twice [#5] press REC then Play, start turning the F1 knob. The Hex
code will record as events in the events list. Press Stop. 
> 
> Oh yeah so cool! If the events aren't changing the Vowel, remember to unmute the track you recorded it on. You can mute and unmute it from doing it, the
RS blows my mind yet again.
> 
> 
> Happy RSing!
>

| 18756|18754|2011-08-31 23:00:57|J M|Re: Tip: Auto Changing Talk Mod Vari Effect|
Hope this works... Video of how I do it:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTGMhw3nPRg

Zam
| 18757|18754|2011-09-01 02:29:22|Ian Vine|Re: Tip: Auto Changing Talk Mod Vari Effect|
Nice one dude. I remember playing with the talk mod effect many years back and not getting anything cool from it. 

IanV
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On 1 Sep 2011, at 06:00, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Hope this works... Video of how I do it:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTGMhw3nPRg
> 
> Zam
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18758|18754|2011-09-01 03:29:26|J M|Re: Tip: Auto Changing Talk Mod Vari Effect|
Thanks, yeah it is a kind of boring effect unless it is switching between vowels, then it comes to life. I've noticed dubsteppers using that effect for the "yoyoyo" and
"yayaya" wobblies and I wanted to keep the RS on top of it. Kind of wish it had the whole alphabet in tjere now so we could sequence a whole sentences out of it and
actually make it talk.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Nice one dude. I remember playing with the talk mod effect many years back and not getting anything cool from it. 
> 
> IanV
> 

| 18759|18749|2011-09-03 08:00:28|tward65|Re: Boost the sound|
Thanks for all your answers, they really helped. And if found my problem, TIME. Don't got enough to really live the RS way...

The 021,021,023 trick is incredible and I don't need more now (for drum of course). This + the double tracking (for BD) and the playground is wide open, no limit. 

Everyone, I thanks you really much and if I could, I'd put a megaup link with a cold beer for you to download !

THX !
| 18760|18745|2011-09-03 14:57:20|gearfriend|Re: schematics, cable routing, wiring etc|
Hello and thanks all,

those service manuals were exactly what i needed!!
They will help me in getting it back together once i get my head to it.
Actually now that i have those service manuals i might just MOD it aswell probably.

Thanks!!
| 18761|18754|2011-09-06 08:04:30|dj_trajan|Re: Tip: Auto Changing Talk Mod Vari Effect|
Mind = Blown

Awesome trick Zam! The RS really is a beast!! Thx for making the video to help explain how to do it also!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Thanks, yeah it is a kind of boring effect unless it is switching between vowels, then it comes to life. I've noticed dubsteppers using that effect for the
"yoyoyo" and "yayaya" wobblies and I wanted to keep the RS on top of it. Kind of wish it had the whole alphabet in tjere now so we could sequence a whole
sentences out of it and actually make it talk.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Nice one dude. I remember playing with the talk mod effect many years back and not getting anything cool from it. 
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> 
>

| 18762|10632|2011-09-12 01:58:58|elena.vonk|RS700 for sale|
The machine works perfectly fine. 
The external part of the F4 knob is missing, though the knob can still be easily turned and the external bit is very easy replace. Also few minor scratches on one side of the
machine. Apart form that the conditions are great.

8 MB Memory Card and User Manual in English included.

£600 

I live in London

Thanks for reading.
| 18763|18684|2011-09-14 03:00:54|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
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All RS7000!

http://soundcloud.com/zamise/room1

If you'd like RS files to remix let me know.

Enjoy!

Zam
| 18764|18764|2011-09-16 01:40:20|metalmantr|New to the rs7000|
Whats up everybody? I am new to the forum and new to the RS7000. Just got it yesterday. When I try to create a pattern, I am unable to get the beat I made to sound
anything like the way I made it. The tempo seems to be extremely speed up. Even after quantization it still does the same thing and does not play even close to how I input
it. Also, When I select the track I want, other tracks still seem to be selected and the patterns I make overwrite other tracks and play on top of them. Can anyone tell me
how I can start completely fresh? I have made it as far as selecting track, phrase, quantizing, but as I described it is not working properly. Any help would be appreciated!
Thanks all and I look forward to chatting with you.
| 18765|18764|2011-09-16 02:29:32|J M|Re: New to the rs7000|
Welcome to the group and RSing!

The initial learning curve on the RS can be a B#!$*. Don't let that discourage you, once past that, the RS just keeps pleasing for year ears for years.

I get the feeling you are trying to import or record samples/beats from another source in to the RS and having them play back?

Since you are new at it you may want to hold off on sampling with the RS until you get more of the basics down. Then maybe learn to resample from the RS itself and
learn how the sample slicing and quantization works with samples at the same tempo.

The RS treats sampled voices slightly differently from internal voices, but also the same too, it can be somewhat confusing even for us so called experts on it, so that part
of the RS may be something to hold off on for now.

If you can't hold off, try using samples that are all of the same tempo/bpm and match the RS's bpms first before you do any slicing or quantizing on them. Once you do
that then the RS's bpms can be changed to keep beats in better time. It works a bit different than warping and streatching like more modern mixing software works, which
think folks find to be unexpected on the RS. Its not quite so easy, and you have to put a little more work in to it. Once you get it though, it is pretty amazing.

Anyhow, maybe try to learn how to put notes, and drum hits in it on your own first using the sequencer's step mode. That is pretty much 50% of my time on the RS is
spent entering and editing notes and drum hits. The rest is then mixing and remixing the tracks together.

Hope this helps, don't get discouraged.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "metalmantr" wrote:
>
> Whats up everybody? I am new to the forum and new to the RS7000. Just got it yesterday. When I try to create a pattern, I am unable to get the beat I made
to sound anything like the way I made it. The tempo seems to be extremely speed up. Even after quantization it still does the same thing and does not play
even close to how I input it. Also, When I select the track I want, other tracks still seem to be selected and the patterns I make overwrite other tracks and play
on top of them. Can anyone tell me how I can start completely fresh? I have made it as far as selecting track, phrase, quantizing, but as I described it is not
working properly. Any help would be appreciated! Thanks all and I look forward to chatting with you.
>

| 18766|18764|2011-09-16 14:32:27|dj_trajan|Re: New to the rs7000|
Def take Zam's advice, it helps to get the system figured out before trying to sample...

If you think there is something way jacked up and it really isn't playing back anything correctly..you might try a factory reset? 

1. Turn the Power Off
2. Turn the Power On while holding down OCT DOWN + OCT UP + STORE buttons

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "metalmantr" wrote:
>
> Whats up everybody? I am new to the forum and new to the RS7000. Just got it yesterday. When I try to create a pattern, I am unable to get the beat I made
to sound anything like the way I made it. The tempo seems to be extremely speed up. Even after quantization it still does the same thing and does not play
even close to how I input it. Also, When I select the track I want, other tracks still seem to be selected and the patterns I make overwrite other tracks and play
on top of them. Can anyone tell me how I can start completely fresh? I have made it as far as selecting track, phrase, quantizing, but as I described it is not
working properly. Any help would be appreciated! Thanks all and I look forward to chatting with you.
>

| 18767|18692|2011-09-22 09:45:11|dj_trajan|Re: Storage Media|

> 
> You could also go with an SM to SD adapter, they stick out like a sore thumb, but at least you don't have to carry around an extra drive, cable, and wall
wart.
> 
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I thinking about getting one of these adapters. I looked through the forums and found some information about SM to XD adapters and there seems to be a compatibility
issue with large memory cards and the RS. I'd like to use SD cards since they are cheap and everywhere, do you know any pros or cons with these adapters? 

Thanks Zam!!

Trajan
| 18768|18692|2011-09-22 15:57:36|J M|Re: Storage Media|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:

>
> 
> > 
> > You could also go with an SM to SD adapter, they stick out like a sore thumb, but at least you don't have to carry around an extra drive, cable, and wall
wart.
> > 
> 
> 
> I thinking about getting one of these adapters. I looked through the forums and found some information about SM to XD adapters and there seems to be a
compatibility issue with large memory cards and the RS. I'd like to use SD cards since they are cheap and everywhere, do you know any pros or cons with
these adapters? 
> 
> Thanks Zam!!
> 
> Trajan
>

Sorry, I think it was the SM to XD, not SD I was thinking of... Either way I don't have any experience with adapters. I'm still using the same SM card I bought with my RS
many years ago. No issues, knock on wood.

If you find anything that works well for ya, or not, let us know how it goes.

Zam
| 18769|18769|2011-09-22 18:54:43|fobico7|possible to switch out the SM card reader?|
Anyone out there have any thoughts on the possibility of switching out the SM card reader for a SD or CF card reader? It would be an awesome upgrade. I'm thinking
there should be an off-the-shelf card reader that could be dropped onto the board. Any thoughts?
| 18770|18692|2011-09-23 03:12:16|yiann sakul|Σχετ: [RS7000] Re: Storage Media|
Hi everybody!I also prefer sd cards since it is newer technology and and maybe we don't have to find something else for some years...but i didn't find anythink. I don't
think they exist.At least for now.The only site i found was this http://kdyworks.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=47&Itemid=62
Maybe we can encourage them to develop something like this.
Peace and inspiration to all...

________________________________
Απο: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Προς: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Στάλθηκε: 12:57 π.μ. Παρασκευή, 23 Σεπτεμβρίου 2011
Θεμα: [RS7000] Re: Storage Media

  

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> 
> > 
> > You could also go with an SM to SD adapter, they stick out like a sore thumb, but at least you don't have to carry around an extra drive, cable, and wall
wart.
> > 
> 
> 
> I thinking about getting one of these adapters. I looked through the forums and found some information about SM to XD adapters and there seems to be a
compatibility issue with large memory cards and the RS. I'd like to use SD cards since they are cheap and everywhere, do you know any pros or cons with
these adapters? 
> 
> Thanks Zam!!
> 
> Trajan
>

Sorry, I think it was the SM to XD, not SD I was thinking of... Either way I don't have any experience with adapters. I'm still using the same SM card I bought
with my RS many years ago. No issues, knock on wood.

If you find anything that works well for ya, or not, let us know how it goes.

Zam
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18771|18771|2011-09-23 16:09:21|shakerz25|Off Topic: SU700 Yahoo group...?|
Does anyone know of any groups/forums for the Yamaha SU700? I've tried to join the Yahoo group, but have not gotten a response, and the group hasn't had any activity
for 6 months. It appears the moderator is no longer managing the group--can someone else take it over or something...? Thanks...
| 18772|18771|2011-09-23 19:48:40|J M|Re: Off Topic: SU700 Yahoo group...?|
That don't sound good. I don't think an abondoned group can be taken over unless you are a co-owner with admin privilages. The mod here before me use to do the su700
group too, his handle was wasted/su700fan. I'll email you his email addy that he has listed here, if it still works, see if he can help you and the group out at all...

If not, you might also try over on the Motifator forums to see if they offer any su700 help. I've occasionally asked some odd RS7000 questions I thought might relate to
the motifs as well over there because nobody here knew and I've got answers from them.

http://www.motifator.com/index.php/forum

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "shakerz25" wrote:
>
> Does anyone know of any groups/forums for the Yamaha SU700? I've tried to join the Yahoo group, but have not gotten a response, and the group hasn't
had any activity for 6 months. It appears the moderator is no longer managing the group--can someone else take it over or something...? Thanks...
>

| 18773|18692|2011-09-25 22:04:56|starryblueye|Re: Storage Media|
Hi all, long lost RS7000 part time user and occassional yahoogroups lurker signing in with info and thoughts on this.

Firstly xd to sm converters.dont make the mistake I made ,which was to remember that the maximum storage of rs7000 is 2 gb so I ordered a 2 gb xd card + converter.
DOH ! 2gb maximum storage is when the filereader is set to scsi, of course! When using front smart media " card slot" the maximum storage was only 128Mb, so didnt
recognise 2 gb card. I havent yet ordered a 128 MB xd card to test, though the converter works fine on my computer so It should work.i will report back when i have tried
128Mb xd as they do seem cheaper than sm .

So 2 gb storage is only possible via the scsi option.there are scsi to compact flash card conversion kits online for hardware samplers,but these are external units, using
external hd cases,but a little chunky and more cables.
the penny dropped for me when looking into this that however useful having many Gbs of storage in one unit, the Rs7000 can only load 64mb at a time anyway,and a
handful of sm or xd cards(if they work)are the most portable cable free option.
| 18774|18692|2011-09-27 06:33:24|tumbleguts|Re: Storage Media|
It should be noted that the very last RS7000 update provided FAT-32 support (but obviously only to the SCSI port). So the 2GB limit is incorrect. If you format the SCSI
drive in FAT-32 format (using Windows), the GB limitation is much greater than 2GB. I currently use a SCSI to IDE to Compact Flash Card Reader to 4GB Compact
Flash card - formatted to the full 4GB. Never had any issues. I have successfully used an 18GB SCSI hard drive - and been able to access the full 18GB. I have read of
someone using a 36GB SCSI drive. (I have no idea what the maximum GB in FAT-32 would be.) If you use the RS7000 to format the drive, then yes, you will be limited
to 2GB - as the RS7000 only does FAT-16 format.

Some have witnessed a speed increase of loading times by using the SCSI port. The SCSI implementation on the RS7000 was a bit poor. We could have had something
capable of up to 10MB/sec data transfer rate. Instead we got the crappy Epson SCSI chip that apparently doesn't achieve much more than 2MB/sec anyway. Still, the
SmartMedia specifications is absolutely limited to a max 2MB/sec data transfer rate. My theory is that there are many under-performing SmartMedia cards around that do
not achieve the full 2MB/sec transfer rate. Thus, the RS7000 SCSI port speed seems faster when you switch to something that is achieving a 2MB/sec data transfer rate.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "starryblueye" wrote:
>
> Hi all, long lost RS7000 part time user and occassional yahoogroups lurker signing in with info and thoughts on this.
> 
> Firstly xd to sm converters.dont make the mistake I made ,which was to remember that the maximum storage of rs7000 is 2 gb so I ordered a 2 gb xd card +
converter. DOH ! 2gb maximum storage is when the filereader is set to scsi, of course! When using front smart media " card slot" the maximum storage was
only 128Mb, so didnt recognise 2 gb card. I havent yet ordered a 128 MB xd card to test, though the converter works fine on my computer so It should work.i
will report back when i have tried 128Mb xd as they do seem cheaper than sm .
> 
> So 2 gb storage is only possible via the scsi option.there are scsi to compact flash card conversion kits online for hardware samplers,but these are external
units, using external hd cases,but a little chunky and more cables.
> the penny dropped for me when looking into this that however useful having many Gbs of storage in one unit, the Rs7000 can only load 64mb at a time
anyway,and a handful of sm or xd cards(if they work)are the most portable cable free option.
>

| 18775|6695|2011-10-03 21:08:19|Mogie|RS7000 FOR SALE|
http://atlanta.craigslist.org/atl/msg/2631127723.html
| 18776|18776|2011-10-11 13:03:08|tomasztrzciski|Looking for RS 7000|
I want to buy RS with 64 MB of Ram. Does anyone offer one ?
Shiping to Europe, transaction via ebay.
| 18777|18777|2011-10-13 17:26:38|J M|Tip: Voice Hold|
After a Convert to Song in Chain mode I've been deleting the first event which is a Program Change out of every track before I press play in Song Mode. That is kind of a
pain in butt, but I just figured out when I'm in the Mixer Voice Select page the F4 Hold is always OFF, I started setting it to ON either while in Pattern Mode or doing it
before pressing Play in Song Mode after converting it from chain and it will stop the voice from resetting.

Even if you change the voice the settings will retain to the new voice instead of resetting each time.

I've also noticing it really helps for PGed LFO, it seems to also retain your programmed LFO if you want to change voices and back. Its always frustrated me having to
redo a custom LFO I made if I want to try another voice. Now I don't, oh yeah!

http://www.motifator.com/index.php/forum
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Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18778|18778|2011-10-14 17:51:09|Motron|Open rs files in a different program|
I lost my rs in a fire. Is there anyway To open the r2p files in a sequencing program to be aple to use them? Or are they only readable with the rs machine?

Would like to recover the midi data
| 18780|18778|2011-10-14 21:07:20|J M|Re: Open rs files in a different program|
orry to hear about that...

I don't know of any programs that would read those files. How many do you have? It might be possible to send them to one of us who has an RS, open them up and re-
save the midi to .smf files and send them back to you. It might be quite a bit of work though if there are a lot and if they are a bunch of phrases and sections in the patterns
and not a completed song in song mode, so some incentive of some sort might help someone do it quicker for ya too ;)

If they are patterns and you find someone willing, I might consider it, it might help the process if you let them do a chain and keep everything unmuted making sure all the
sections and everything gets in it then convert it in to a song and dump the song to midi .smf files for you. Then you can sort the pattern loops out from that perhaps.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:
>
> I lost my rs in a fire. Is there anyway To open the r2p files in a sequencing program to be aple to use them? Or are they only readable with the rs machine?
> 
> Would like to recover the midi data
>

| 18781|18778|2011-10-15 14:19:06|john stanton|Re: Open rs files in a different program|
zam--this is john stanton--i had no problem with fire--must be another rs7000 cat---just a mix up.

john
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Sat, 15 Oct 2011 03:07:19 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Open rs files in a different program

orry to hear about that...

I don't know of any programs that would read those files. How many do you have? It might be possible to send them to one of us who has an RS, open them up and re-
save the midi to .smf files and send them back to you. It might be quite a bit of work though if there are a lot and if they are a bunch of phrases and sections in the patterns
and not a completed song in song mode, so some incentive of some sort might help someone do it quicker for ya too ;)

If they are patterns and you find someone willing, I might consider it, it might help the process if you let them do a chain and keep everything unmuted making sure all the
sections and everything gets in it then convert it in to a song and dump the song to midi .smf files for you. Then you can sort the pattern loops out from that perhaps.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:

>

> I lost my rs in a fire. Is there anyway To open the r2p files in a sequencing program to be aple to use them? Or are they only readable with the rs machine?

> 

> Would like to recover the midi data

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18782|18778|2011-10-15 14:29:54|J M|Re: Open rs files in a different program|
Hi John,

Looks like you recently signed up to the group. The posts get sent out to folks email as they come in to the group, so it may look like like I sent that post to you, but it was
sent to the RS7000 group. There is an option to turn that off if you want, if you can't find it let me know and I'll turn that off on your account for you so you don't get an
email every posting to the group. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, john stanton wrote:
>
> 
> 
> zam--this is john stanton--i had no problem with fire--must be another rs7000 cat---just a mix up.
> 
> john
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: zamise@...
> Date: Sat, 15 Oct 2011 03:07:19 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Open rs files in a different program
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> orry to hear about that...
> 
> 
> 
> I don't know of any programs that would read those files. How many do you have? It might be possible to send them to one of us who has an RS, open them
up and re-save the midi to .smf files and send them back to you. It might be quite a bit of work though if there are a lot and if they are a bunch of phrases and
sections in the patterns and not a completed song in song mode, so some incentive of some sort might help someone do it quicker for ya too ;)
> 
> 
> 
> If they are patterns and you find someone willing, I might consider it, it might help the process if you let them do a chain and keep everything unmuted
making sure all the sections and everything gets in it then convert it in to a song and dump the song to midi .smf files for you. Then you can sort the pattern
loops out from that perhaps.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > I lost my rs in a fire. Is there anyway To open the r2p files in a sequencing program to be aple to use them? Or are they only readable with the rs machine?
> 
> > 
> 
> > Would like to recover the midi data
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18783|18778|2011-10-15 17:01:56|john stanton|Re: Open rs files in a different program|
zam-thanks for explaination--u can leave it the way it is--

john

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Sat, 15 Oct 2011 20:29:50 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Open rs files in a different program
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Hi John,

Looks like you recently signed up to the group. The posts get sent out to folks email as they come in to the group, so it may look like like I sent that post to you, but it was
sent to the RS7000 group. There is an option to turn that off if you want, if you can't find it let me know and I'll turn that off on your account for you so you don't get an
email every posting to the group. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, john stanton wrote:

>

> 

> 

> zam--this is john stanton--i had no problem with fire--must be another rs7000 cat---just a mix up.

> 

> john

> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

> From: zamise@...

> Date: Sat, 15 Oct 2011 03:07:19 +0000

> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Open rs files in a different program

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> orry to hear about that...

> 

> 

> 

> I don't know of any programs that would read those files. How many do you have? It might be possible to send them to one of us who has an RS, open them
up and re-save the midi to .smf files and send them back to you. It might be quite a bit of work though if there are a lot and if they are a bunch of phrases and
sections in the patterns and not a completed song in song mode, so some incentive of some sort might help someone do it quicker for ya too ;)

> 

> 

> 

> If they are patterns and you find someone willing, I might consider it, it might help the process if you let them do a chain and keep everything unmuted
making sure all the sections and everything gets in it then convert it in to a song and dump the song to midi .smf files for you. Then you can sort the pattern
loops out from that perhaps.

> 

> 

> 

> Zam

> 

> 

> 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:

> 

> >

> 

> > I lost my rs in a fire. Is there anyway To open the r2p files in a sequencing program to be aple to use them? Or are they only readable with the rs machine?

> 

> > 

> 

> > Would like to recover the midi data

> 

> >

> 
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> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18784|18784|2011-10-17 15:35:30|Bruno|My rs7000 bug|
Hi,
i've a got a problem with my beloved Yamaha rs7000, after 30 minutes 
of use, when i stop it, i can't start a sequence. All the buttons are 
working except "Play" "record" and "Utility" buttons .
I must power off and after a while it's ok.
I have uploaded os 1.22A and i have always this problem.
Someone had already that in his rs7000 ?
thanks for your help.

Bruno
| 18785|18784|2011-10-17 15:51:21|J M|Re: My rs7000 bug|
Strange... Have you tried the other usual resolutions? Factory Reset, System Check, pull the memory and run with basic memory, re-update the OS?

If it is always doing it after 30 mins it could be some sort of over heating issue, and letting it cool off makes it decide to work again. If that is the case, maybe crack the
case open and blow out any dust from the inside with some compressed air.

I always suspect bad memory when I hear of these kinds of strange issues, so if it runs fine after a while of being on without it in it, you may need to order some better or
spec memory. If you need advice on where to get some let us know, I usually suggest getting it from Motifator.com, but I don't know of anybody yet who has ordered
anything from their online store.

Maybe someone else here will have some more or better advice, let us know how it goes and if you need help doing a reset or systems check or anything else.



Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bruno wrote:
>
> Hi,
> i've a got a problem with my beloved Yamaha rs7000, after 30 minutes 
> of use, when i stop it, i can't start a sequence. All the buttons are 
> working except "Play" "record" and "Utility" buttons .
> I must power off and after a while it's ok.
> I have uploaded os 1.22A and i have always this problem.
> Someone had already that in his rs7000 ?
> thanks for your help.
> 
> Bruno
>

| 18786|18786|2011-10-17 17:19:10|Vaughn Valdes|R UR SIMM UPDATED?|
I think i dealt with the same issue. And i beleave that was what i had to do. Keep the group updated on this issue. Please.
| 18787|18787|2011-10-17 17:25:46|Vaughn Valdes|simms at goodwill for less then a dollar!|| 18788|18784|2011-10-17 18:10:50|Bruno|Re: My rs7000 bug|
Le 17/10/2011 23:51, J M a écrit :

>
> Strange... Have you tried the other usual resolutions? Factory Reset, 
> System Check, pull the memory and run with basic memory, re-update the OS?
>
> If it is always doing it after 30 mins it could be some sort of over 
> heating issue, and letting it cool off makes it decide to work again. 
> If that is the case, maybe crack the case open and blow out any dust 
> from the inside with some compressed air.
>
> I always suspect bad memory when I hear of these kinds of strange 
> issues, so if it runs fine after a while of being on without it in it, 
> you may need to order some better or spec memory. If you need advice 
> on where to get some let us know, I usually suggest getting it from 
> Motifator.com, but I don't know of anybody yet who has ordered 
> anything from their online store.
>
> Maybe someone else here will have some more or better advice, let us 
> know how it goes and if you need help doing a reset or systems check 
> or anything else.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , Bruno 
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > i've a got a problem with my beloved Yamaha rs7000, after 30 minutes
> > of use, when i stop it, i can't start a sequence. All the buttons are
> > working except "Play" "record" and "Utility" buttons .
> > I must power off and after a while it's ok.
> > I have uploaded os 1.22A and i have always this problem.
> > Someone had already that in his rs7000 ?
> > thanks for your help.
> >
> > Bruno
> >
>
> 

Thanks Zam for your quick reply.
No, the only thing that i have done is re-update ...
Please could you explain how can i check the system and factory reset.
I will try to remove memory, i havn't thought about that.

Thanks
Bruno

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18789|18789|2011-10-18 19:43:31|James|Read/Write Errors SCSI and SM card problems?|
I have couple used jaz drives 1 and 2 gig models. The RS will run through the physical format option, but at the end it says read/write error? Also I've lost a couple SM
cards to winxp, but I can't seem to get win98 to read the card from a memorex card reader. Can you use a card reader with winxp, I'm not sure of the exact requirements?
-Thanks
| 18790|18784|2011-10-18 19:59:26|J M|Re: My rs7000 bug|

> > 
> Thanks Zam for your quick reply.
> No, the only thing that i have done is re-update ...
> Please could you explain how can i check the system and factory reset.
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> I will try to remove memory, i havn't thought about that.
> 
> Thanks
> Bruno
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Heres how to check the RS:

Factory Reset: Hold [OCT DOWN]+[OCT UP]+[STORE] on power up.

Test Routine: [PATTERN]+[PATTERN CHAIN]+[UTILITY] on power up.

press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
free memory will be shown while the buttons are held.

The test routine is a bit strange, I think it checks the whole system, then goes through and wants you to press each button and knob. If I remember right it goes from top
left to bottom right button and knob order to press. Been a while since I've tried it.

Pulling the memory isn't hard, a lot of screws to unscrew to hold the back plate on, remove those and you should see a pair of 72 pin Simms, unclip the sides and pull
them out. Put back together and run it for a while and see those buttons lock up or not. If they don't, my guess would be the Simms are either bad or not up to spec., you'll
need to get some good ones.

Hopefully one of these things will give you an idea what may be happening to your RS.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam
| 18791|18789|2011-10-18 20:09:30|J M|Re: Read/Write Errors SCSI and SM card problems?|
I've never used a jaz drive with the RS, but have used one a long time ago on a computer. Those discs, if I remember right, don't hold too well over time. I'd suspect bad
spots on it. I don't think the RS's OS is capable of repairing them or marking the bad spots not to be used on them. I'm thinking maybe hook it up to a computer and format
them on it with something that can look for, find and mark bad spots first maybe? Or, maybe see if you can find some new jaz discs perhaps? Just ideas, as I'm not too
sure about them.

I've always used winxp with my card reader, always has worked fine. The two card readers I have and used with it are from Imation and Dazzle.

Hope you can get something worked out so you can confidently save your RS files. Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James" wrote:
>
> I have couple used jaz drives 1 and 2 gig models. The RS will run through the physical format option, but at the end it says read/write error? Also I've lost a
couple SM cards to winxp, but I can't seem to get win98 to read the card from a memorex card reader. Can you use a card reader with winxp, I'm not sure of
the exact requirements?
> -Thanks
>

| 18792|18784|2011-10-19 01:15:02|Ian Vine|Re: My rs7000 bug|
Hi guys,

This sounds a bit weird.Bit hazy on the original problem, I read the post after Wales (my boys) had lost to France in the Rugby world cup. Probably doesn't mean a whole
load but devastating if your a fan. Anyway's so the rs doesn't totally lock up? Can you remind me what works and what doesn't

IanV

On 19 Oct 2011, at 02:59, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> 
> > > 
> > Thanks Zam for your quick reply.
> > No, the only thing that i have done is re-update ...
> > Please could you explain how can i check the system and factory reset.
> > I will try to remove memory, i havn't thought about that.
> > 
> > Thanks
> > Bruno
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> Heres how to check the RS:
> 
> Factory Reset: Hold [OCT DOWN]+[OCT UP]+[STORE] on power up.
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> 
> Test Routine: [PATTERN]+[PATTERN CHAIN]+[UTILITY] on power up.
> 
> press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
> free memory will be shown while the buttons are held.
> 
> The test routine is a bit strange, I think it checks the whole system, then goes through and wants you to press each button and knob. If I remember right it
goes from top left to bottom right button and knob order to press. Been a while since I've tried it.
> 
> Pulling the memory isn't hard, a lot of screws to unscrew to hold the back plate on, remove those and you should see a pair of 72 pin Simms, unclip the
sides and pull them out. Put back together and run it for a while and see those buttons lock up or not. If they don't, my guess would be the Simms are either
bad or not up to spec., you'll need to get some good ones.
> 
> Hopefully one of these things will give you an idea what may be happening to your RS.
> 
> Let us know how it goes.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18793|18784|2011-10-19 07:40:53|J M|Re: My rs7000 bug|
-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bruno wrote:

>
> Hi,
> i've a got a problem with my beloved Yamaha rs7000, after 30 minutes
> of use, when i stop it, i can't start a sequence. All the buttons are
> working except "Play" "record" and "Utility" buttons .
> I must power off and after a while it's ok.
> I have uploaded os 1.22A and i have always this problem.
> Someone had already that in his rs7000 ?
> thanks for your help.
>
> Bruno
>

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> 
> This sounds a bit weird.Bit hazy on the original problem, I read the post after Wales (my boys) had lost to France in the Rugby world cup. Probably doesn't
mean a whole load but devastating if your a fan. Anyway's so the rs doesn't totally lock up? Can you remind me what works and what doesn't
> 
> IanV
> 

| 18794|18784|2011-10-19 09:47:48|Ian Vine|Re: My rs7000 bug|
Just to be clear, you're running the rs on it's own, no external sound modules or controllers ? Any scsi devices ?

When you switch on the rs you can start and stop sequences ? The utility button works ok ?

Does it happen with a particular sequence ?

When the problem happens, is it just a case of switching off and back on, or do you need to wait for a few minutes ?

When the problem has occurred, "pattern", "patt chain" and "song" buttons still work ? What about "mixer", "master" and "edit" ?

From a blank RS, set up a really basic pattern, e.g. kick drum, 1 bar, 4 on the floor. Do you still get the problem ?

IanV

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, 19 October 2011, 14:40
Subject: [RS7000] Re: My rs7000 bug

  
-- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Bruno wrote:

>
> Hi,
> i've a got a problem with my beloved Yamaha rs7000, after 30 minutes
> of use, when i stop it, i can't start a sequence. All the buttons are
> working except "Play" "record" and "Utility" buttons .
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> I must power off and after a while it's ok.
> I have uploaded os 1.22A and i have always this problem.
> Someone had already that in his rs7000 ?
> thanks for your help.
>
> Bruno
>

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi guys,
> 
> This sounds a bit weird.Bit hazy on the original problem, I read the post after Wales (my boys) had lost to France in the Rugby world cup. Probably doesn't
mean a whole load but devastating if your a fan. Anyway's so the rs doesn't totally lock up? Can you remind me what works and what doesn't
> 
> IanV
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18795|18795|2011-10-19 11:25:19|matt holmes|Sync external gear to rs7000 and save settings|
What�s up RS-ers!

I�ve lurked about on this group for a while and am amazed by all the
knowledge you guys share. I�ve got a situation that I�m sure could be
figured out, but is beyond me at the moment.

I have the rs7000, the Yamaha a4000 sampler, the Yamaha ex5, the Yamaha
Motif6, an emu px-7 command station, a roland sp606 sampler and an emu
audity 2000. I would like to sync all of these devices together in my rig
(with the rs7k sequencing all) so I don�t have to keep repatching midi
cables. I also want to have the Rs7k remember all of the settings (via
SYSEX?) of each individual module, so that when I go back to a project I can
recall where I left off without having to save the settings on each device
individually for every song.

So, for example, I would use the EMU px-7 on tracks 1-4 for drums, the
motif,ex5 and audity on tracks 5-9 for synth sounds, and tracks 10-16 for
samples via the sp606 and the a4000, being able to go back later by simply
opening up the file in the rs7k.

I�m not familiar with implementing sysex at all with the rs7k and am curious
if this would solve my problem and how I would go about doing it?

Any and all help would be appreciated!

M

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18796|18795|2011-10-19 12:03:01|J M|Re: Sync external gear to rs7000 and save settings|
Hello lurker ;)

I think this one would take some time figuring out and experimenting, but here is my best guess. You'd probably need both midi outs A & B, or maybe use one keyboard
as a controller input maybe and not as a sound module although you probably could do that too, but I think it would be echo back option in Utilities that would prevent a
midi feed back loop. Not sure of that tho., but there should be a way to keep that from happening. RS's clock will of course have to be set to internal for master, you'll
want the rest of the synth's clocks to be set as slave or external. You'll also have to chain or use the thru on a couple synths so you could have them all midied up. I don't
think I'd go beyond two midi chained, 3 I think will be pushing it, but who knows until you try. Don't be surprised if you get midi lag or events get dropped. If you have to
have more you may want to look in to getting some kind of programable midi box with multiple ins and outs etc. I don't know much about them, but likely very handy for
large setups.

What I'd try to do after that if it worked, would be to get the midi out channels set up on the RS [#5] 4th menu. The midi out channel is a little tricky at first, but once you
understand it you can send each track out specifically to A or B or the RS's TG and which channel you want it to go out on 1-16. I mostly use it to turn the RS's TG off on
that track when I've got another module hooked up on that channel when I've done it.

After that it gets a bit more tricky to have the RS store all parameters of those synth patches you want to have it load each time. What I'd probably do first is just get it to
where it would load the proper patch banks and programs on the other synths, let those synths store save and store the settings. I'm not sure what best way would be, but I
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know if the RS is set up a certain way changing the RS's voices will also change the voices and patches on the external synth. Personally I don't like that, there is way to
shut that off but I forget how at them moment. What I'd probably do is see if I could enter a PC (program change) event in the events editer for that bank. Its not Sysex, its
reguar midi control data I think, but anyhow that may not be good if you do that in pattern mode as it will reset the voice every loop. Song mode should be OK. Pattern
mode not sure how to prevent that and still load voices and parameter values. I'd probably wind up writing the banks and voices down and doing it manually.

Getting kind of a long post so I'll stop now, maybe some others have some better ideas for such a setup. Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, matt holmes wrote:
>
> What's up RS-ers!
> 
> 
> 
> I've lurked about on this group for a while and am amazed by all the
> knowledge you guys share. I've got a situation that I'm sure could be
> figured out, but is beyond me at the moment.
> 
> 
> 
> I have the rs7000, the Yamaha a4000 sampler, the Yamaha ex5, the Yamaha
> Motif6, an emu px-7 command station, a roland sp606 sampler and an emu
> audity 2000. I would like to sync all of these devices together in my rig
> (with the rs7k sequencing all) so I don't have to keep repatching midi
> cables. I also want to have the Rs7k remember all of the settings (via
> SYSEX?) of each individual module, so that when I go back to a project I can
> recall where I left off without having to save the settings on each device
> individually for every song.
> 
> 
> 
> So, for example, I would use the EMU px-7 on tracks 1-4 for drums, the
> motif,ex5 and audity on tracks 5-9 for synth sounds, and tracks 10-16 for
> samples via the sp606 and the a4000, being able to go back later by simply
> opening up the file in the rs7k.
> 
> 
> 
> I'm not familiar with implementing sysex at all with the rs7k and am curious
> if this would solve my problem and how I would go about doing it?
> 
> 
> 
> Any and all help would be appreciated!
> 
> M
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18797|18795|2011-10-19 12:25:56|Eric Jennings|Re: Sync external gear to rs7000 and save settings|
Zam pretty much covered it all, but I'll add my anecdotal 2 cents. 

I had this setup for quite a while, with the RS7k driving an Alesis Andromeda, a TX802, a Wavestation, an R8M, a MoPho, and a Roland Super Quartet. I chained it like
Zam describes, and used both midi outs to do so. RS7k midi out A -> A6, A6 thru -> TX802, TX802 thru -> wave station, etc.

The program change stuff can get to be a pain. If you're doing live sets with all this gear, it makes sense to add this to your patterns. However, I only used it for recording,
so I just wrote down the patches for each song in a notepad, and changed manually. It worked well enough.

I have since upgraded to a MOTU Midi ExpressXT, which does a much better job of keeping timing right, and you don't have to daisy-chain your synths. They're pretty
cheap on eBay, and they let you do some neat routing/filtering, if you have old or badly-behaved synths in your setup. Highly recommended

Cool!
Eric

On Wednesday, October 19, 2011 at 11:03 AM, J M wrote:

> 
> Hello lurker ;)
> 
> I think this one would take some time figuring out and experimenting, but here is my best guess. You'd probably need both midi outs A & B, or maybe use
one keyboard as a controller input maybe and not as a sound module although you probably could do that too, but I think it would be echo back option in
Utilities that would prevent a midi feed back loop. Not sure of that tho., but there should be a way to keep that from happening. RS's clock will of course have
to be set to internal for master, you'll want the rest of the synth's clocks to be set as slave or external. You'll also have to chain or use the thru on a couple
synths so you could have them all midied up. I don't think I'd go beyond two midi chained, 3 I think will be pushing it, but who knows until you try. Don't be
surprised if you get midi lag or events get dropped. If you have to have more you may want to look in to getting some kind of programable midi box with
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multiple ins and outs etc. I don't know much about them, but likely very handy for large setups.
> 
> What I'd try to do after that if it worked, would be to get the midi out channels set up on the RS [#5] 4th menu. The midi out channel is a little tricky at first,
but once you understand it you can send each track out specifically to A or B or the RS's TG and which channel you want it to go out on 1-16. I mostly use it
to turn the RS's TG off on that track when I've got another module hooked up on that channel when I've done it.
> 
> After that it gets a bit more tricky to have the RS store all parameters of those synth patches you want to have it load each time. What I'd probably do first is
just get it to where it would load the proper patch banks and programs on the other synths, let those synths store save and store the settings. I'm not sure what
best way would be, but I know if the RS is set up a certain way changing the RS's voices will also change the voices and patches on the external synth.
Personally I don't like that, there is way to shut that off but I forget how at them moment. What I'd probably do is see if I could enter a PC (program change)
event in the events editer for that bank. Its not Sysex, its reguar midi control data I think, but anyhow that may not be good if you do that in pattern mode as it
will reset the voice every loop. Song mode should be OK. Pattern mode not sure how to prevent that and still load voices and parameter values. I'd probably
wind up writing the banks and voices down and doing it manually.
> 
> Getting kind of a long post so I'll stop now, maybe some others have some better ideas for such a setup. Let us know how it goes.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com), matt holmes wrote:
> > 
> > What's up RS-ers!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > I've lurked about on this group for a while and am amazed by all the
> > knowledge you guys share. I've got a situation that I'm sure could be
> > figured out, but is beyond me at the moment.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > I have the rs7000, the Yamaha a4000 sampler, the Yamaha ex5, the Yamaha
> > Motif6, an emu px-7 command station, a roland sp606 sampler and an emu
> > audity 2000. I would like to sync all of these devices together in my rig
> > (with the rs7k sequencing all) so I don't have to keep repatching midi
> > cables. I also want to have the Rs7k remember all of the settings (via
> > SYSEX?) of each individual module, so that when I go back to a project I can
> > recall where I left off without having to save the settings on each device
> > individually for every song.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > So, for example, I would use the EMU px-7 on tracks 1-4 for drums, the
> > motif,ex5 and audity on tracks 5-9 for synth sounds, and tracks 10-16 for
> > samples via the sp606 and the a4000, being able to go back later by simply
> > opening up the file in the rs7k.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > I'm not familiar with implementing sysex at all with the rs7k and am curious
> > if this would solve my problem and how I would go about doing it?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Any and all help would be appreciated!
> > 
> > M
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
>

| 18798|18795|2011-10-19 12:37:25|matt holmes|Re: Sync external gear to rs7000 and save settings|
Thanks for the quick feedback Zam and Eric. I will be routing these units
through both the A and B outs, and this part doesn't confuse me as much as
trying to obtain
"total recall" on all my devices. I appreciate the advice on the MOTU unit,
I see a few on ebay for fairly cheap. Thanks for the help! We'll see how
things work out.

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18800|18800|2011-10-23 12:22:24|J M|Vaughn Banned|
Sorry everybody, Vaughn's account has now been banned, don't click on any links from their posts as they are spam.

Zam - Moderator
| 18801|18801|2011-10-25 17:31:36|sam|parts|
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JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS WISH LIST.
| 18802|18801|2011-10-25 17:45:17|J M|Re: parts|
My upper case/facade, the paint is getting warn off and I have some deep scratches on it. I also see others with that have used their RS a lot get some commonly warn
spots, like the left edge and around cuttoff knob.

Anyhow face cover, and any other common parts that seem like they can go bad after excessive use or abuse like, buttons, mini-key incasement thing that goes under
those, rotors, knobs. Also, the AIEB2 expansion I know has got hard to come by. I've recently been using mine more to EQ some of the drum tracks separately, to keep
their punch better in the mix.

Whats your plan? Are you going to stock up on some of these parts to sell for us? I've noticed before that you have had some RS parts for sale.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS WISH LIST.
>

| 18803|18801|2011-10-26 09:45:02|dj_trajan|Re: parts|
Agreed with Zam -

"Anyhow face cover, and any other common parts that seem like they can go bad after excessive use or abuse like, buttons, mini-key incasement thing that goes
under those, rotors, knobs."

A fellow RS user and friend of mine told me something about an internal battery that might start going bad inside my RS and to keep it off when I'm not using it. I of
course don't just leave it on, but if I go smoke a cigarette should I power down? Can anyone confirm that?
| 18804|18804|2011-10-26 09:47:26|tomasztrzciski|how to save patterns|
I have just bought RS. I have factory styles on SM card. Every time I turn down RS styles are erased from memory, and turning on I have to load patterns again from SM
card. How to save factory patterns for pernament use, without need of loading all the time from card ?
Please help
| 18805|18804|2011-10-26 11:52:32|Robert Feuchtl|Re: how to save patterns|
there is no flash ram in the RS7000, you will have to load patterns and 
styles every time you need them. this is quite normal for a sampler ...

I am using a SmartMedia to XD card adapter. and XD-cards with 128MB ..

very handy... skip the SCSI thing and load / edit your samples with your 
PC and a card-reader..

http://www.amazon.de/xD-Smart-Media-Card-Adapter/dp/B0007CGPI2

my 5 cent

Am 26.10.2011 17:47, schrieb tomasztrzciski:

>
> I have just bought RS. I have factory styles on SM card. Every time I 
> turn down RS styles are erased from memory, and turning on I have to 
> load patterns again from SM card. How to save factory patterns for 
> pernament use, without need of loading all the time from card ?
> Please help
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18806|18804|2011-10-26 13:51:23|tward65|Re: how to save patterns|
Hi ! You want that your songs loads automatically every time you switch the RS ? If that's correct, you have to load all your patterns (those who you wanna see when you
boot the rs), then make a SAVE ALL (in the pattern section). Your files must be called :

AUTOLD_2.R2A (first button(track1))
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AUTOLD_2.R2A (second button(track2))
AUTOLD_3.R2A (third button(track3))
AUTOLD_4.R2A (fourth button(track4))
AUTOLD_5.R2A (fifth button(track5))
AUTOLD_6.R2A (sixth button(track6))
AUTOLD_7.R2A (seventh button(track7))
AUTOLD_8.R2A (eighth button(track8))
AUTOLD_9.R2A (nine button(track9))

Then, when you wanna switch on your rs, just hold the button track you wanna load. ".R2A" is added automatically. 

->on, track4 pressed => AUTOLD_4 loaded. 

Polskie imie ? Zpolski jestes ?

Hope I was clear, sorry if not.
| 18807|18801|2011-10-26 14:14:17|stefan tielsch|Re: parts|
i need all of the potis right now!!!!

thnx - ed

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18808|18801|2011-10-26 21:53:16|J M|Re: parts|
Don't leave it on for hours if you are not using it, but I think a few mins away is nothing to worry about if you are coming right back to it.

Leaving it on I think might help keep the battery charged on it. I've noticed on other yamaha gear like the QY70 the battery will go low if I don't use it for a while, and
using it every so often makes that message go away at boot up. Don't know for sure if that is how the RS's battery works since I've never got that message on it, but
batteries seem to die when they feel like it has been my experience, on or off they eventually go out and won't hold a charge. So my advice would be, if you've not used
your RS in a while you should leave it on for a bit, if you use it every day or regularly there is no need to worry about it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:

> A fellow RS user and friend of mine told me something about an internal battery that might start going bad inside my RS and to keep it off when I'm not
using it. I of course don't just leave it on, but if I go smoke a cigarette should I power down? Can anyone confirm that?
>

| 18809|18809|2011-10-26 21:57:39|J M|Seen an AIEB2 for sale|
Noticed it over on the proboard forum if anyone is interested:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=buysell&action=display&thread=44

Zam
| 18810|18804|2011-10-27 00:43:16|Tomasz Trzciski|Re: how to save patterns|
jestem z Polski

________________________________
From: tward65 <tward65@yahoo.fr>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 9:51 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: how to save patterns

  

Hi ! You want that your songs loads automatically every time you switch the RS ? If that's correct, you have to load all your patterns (those who you wanna see when you
boot the rs), then make a SAVE ALL (in the pattern section). Your files must be called :

AUTOLD_2.R2A (first button(track1))
AUTOLD_2.R2A (second button(track2))
AUTOLD_3.R2A (third button(track3))
AUTOLD_4.R2A (fourth button(track4))
AUTOLD_5.R2A (fifth button(track5))
AUTOLD_6.R2A (sixth button(track6))
AUTOLD_7.R2A (seventh button(track7))
AUTOLD_8.R2A (eighth button(track8))
AUTOLD_9.R2A (nine button(track9))

Then, when you wanna switch on your rs, just hold the button track you wanna load. ".R2A" is added automatically. 

->on, track4 pressed => AUTOLD_4 loaded. 

Polskie imie ? Zpolski jestes ?

Hope I was clear, sorry if not. 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18811|18811|2011-10-27 13:22:16|claytonh_ehs|FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM|
Hi all,

Posted this at proboards:

As with others who are selling their RS, I too start my post by saying I'm sad to do it. But I'm moving to the other side of the world and can't take the RS with me --it's just
too big and heavy.

Here is what I'm including in my sale:

1. RS7000 --unfortunately not in mint condition cosmetically but fully functional.
2. One aieb2 board included.
3. Extra, (quality) SIMMS for max sample memory.
4. One SCSI drive w/removable PCMCIA card compact flash reader.
5. One SCSI cable.
6. One xD-SMC adapter (you don't have to use
crappy/expensive/corruptible SM cards!)
7. One 128mb xD card.
8. One 1gb compact flash card
9. Manual + "Power User" printouts (freely available on the net)
10. If you want it, a "gig skinz" soft carrying case.

I'm selling everything for $600.00 + 40 shipping to U.S.
Buyers outside U.S. would have to pay extra depending on location.

If you are the enterprising sort, you can take advantage of the absurd price-gouging that goes on with the aieb2. Sell it and get the RS for almost nothing.

Here is a link with some high quality pics of the sale:

http://s1203.photobucket.com/albums/bb381/mackeral2/rs7000/

Please reply to chcee6@gmail.com

Thanks!
| 18812|18801|2011-10-28 06:59:21|Able To nique|Re: parts|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:

>
> JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS WISH LIST.
>

pushers (both types) for switches, switches (both types), pots, may be - encoders. I actually better by some SW-boards & cntrl-boards for cheap, $50-100 or so each new
| 18813|18813|2011-10-30 13:26:08|pjblob|Hi all|
Guys, i just got this RS a month ago need all the help i can get, I have a cd rom with tools and styles, which I got with the sale, after searching in vain, am I correct
guessing i need a SCSI with cd rom to run this disk and load to the R/S ? and am i correct in assuming I would benefit from the hard drive with the SCSI cable from e
bay?
also in assuming RS 7000.org is no more I couldnt get anything from it, I also dont know how to get any downloads, or the soft ware to run them, I assume that is why i
need the SCSI and cd drive? Appart from that i love this thing, just will take lots of time. I hope someone can help me.

Cheers
| 18814|18813|2011-10-30 13:53:47|J M|Re: Hi all|
Welcome to the Group and RSing!

You shouldn't need a SCSI drive. I don't think the CD that came with the RS included any styles. It is a pretty useless CD, unless you got something else that came with
yours that the previous owner made. If you have a computer with a CD reader anything they had on it you should be able to transfer via SMCard with something like a
USB SM Card reader for your computer. That is the cheapest route, may not be as fast as SCSI hard drive, but prob at least as fast a SCSI CD drive I would think and less
headaches. You can still get a SCSI drive if you want, but my personnel preference is to stay the USB Read/writer for computer and a single reliable SM card way. Others
may have different opinions, and there is no wrong, right or better way. Whatever works best for you.

Try learning the Pattern mode first. Learn the differences between a Style, Section, and Phrase to build your first Patterns. That is the biggest hump of all to get over on
the RS. Once you get that down learn how to sequence and record your own user phrases on tracks and how to change and tweak the voice settings to make the RS's
sounds sound better. Then learn the Chain Mode and converting it in to a Song and Song Mode.

If you run in to any walls just shoot us a post here.

Good luck and Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pjblob" wrote:
>
> Guys, i just got this RS a month ago need all the help i can get, I have a cd rom with tools and styles, which I got with the sale, after searching in vain, am I
correct guessing i need a SCSI with cd rom to run this disk and load to the R/S ? and am i correct in assuming I would benefit from the hard drive with the
SCSI cable from e bay?
> also in assuming RS 7000.org is no more I couldnt get anything from it, I also dont know how to get any downloads, or the soft ware to run them, I assume
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that is why i need the SCSI and cd drive? Appart from that i love this thing, just will take lots of time. I hope someone can help me.
> 
> Cheers
>

| 18815|18811|2011-10-31 12:03:55|claytonh_ehs|Re: FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM|
Hi all.

I've dropped the price to a more realistic $500 (plus shipping).

Seeing as the unit is not in *MINT* condition as many offered on Ebay, I really can't justify the higher price I had initially put. (But it does come w/the aieb2 etc. etc.)

I'd love to know how in the world people have kept their RS's so pristine over the years!

What I really, really wish for is an RS with a smaller form factor --something along the lines of my Elektron gear (obviously a little bigger). No way that will ever happen
though. Such a shame!
| 18816|18811|2011-11-01 03:04:15|dj sparkle|Re: FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM|
do you still have this unit?
if so i wanna get it

________________________________
From: claytonh_ehs <claytonh_ehs@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:03 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM

  

Hi all.

I've dropped the price to a more realistic $500 (plus shipping).

Seeing as the unit is not in *MINT* condition as many offered on Ebay, I really can't justify the higher price I had initially put. (But it does come w/the aieb2 etc. etc.)

I'd love to know how in the world people have kept their RS's so pristine over the years!

What I really, really wish for is an RS with a smaller form factor --something along the lines of my Elektron gear (obviously a little bigger). No way that will ever happen
though. Such a shame!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18817|18811|2011-11-01 10:38:20|Clayton Hudnall|Re: FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM|
Hi,

Sorry for the slow response. For some reason I don't get my emails until long after they are sent. Yes, it's still available. I'd be shipping the RS from Austin, TX. Where are
you?

Thanks,

Clayton

________________________________
From: dj sparkle <dawn_sparks_ent@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 8:46 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM

  
do you still have this unit?
if so i wanna get it

________________________________
From: claytonh_ehs <claytonh_ehs@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:03 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FOR SALE: RS7000+aieb2+SCSI drive+max sampling RAM

  

Hi all.

I've dropped the price to a more realistic $500 (plus shipping).
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Seeing as the unit is not in *MINT* condition as many offered on Ebay, I really can't justify the higher price I had initially put. (But it does come w/the aieb2 etc. etc.)

I'd love to know how in the world people have kept their RS's so pristine over the years!

What I really, really wish for is an RS with a smaller form factor --something along the lines of my Elektron gear (obviously a little bigger). No way that will ever happen
though. Such a shame!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18818|18801|2011-11-03 00:40:36|bobby.mcalister|Re: parts|
Hi all, my first post here. 

Today I took shipment of a DOA RS7000. Opened it up and see it's got a cracked Panel SW Board. I plan to call Yamaha in the next few days. Anybody have luck finding
boards for these? 

Awesome looking unit and I'm so disappointed!
Bobby

> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> >
> > JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS WISH LIST.
> >
>

| 18819|18801|2011-11-03 00:49:22|J M|Re: parts|
Welcome to the group!

That sucks. How in the heck does a board get cracked inside without anything else happening to it? The RS is a fairly strong machine in my opinion, something like that
shouldn't happen to it normally. I've put mine through quite a bit, never needed to fix anything on it yet, knock on wood. I've a feeling you should get your money back
from whomever sold it to you or the shipping company should pay the cost of repair or a replacement. Let know what Yamaha tells ya, hopefully they will have
replacement boards. Good luck!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
>
> 
> Hi all, my first post here. 
> 
> Today I took shipment of a DOA RS7000. Opened it up and see it's got a cracked Panel SW Board. I plan to call Yamaha in the next few days. Anybody
have luck finding boards for these? 
> 
> Awesome looking unit and I'm so disappointed!
> Bobby
> 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > >
> > > JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS WISH LIST.
> > >
> >
>

| 18820|18801|2011-11-03 01:39:59|Ian Vine|Re: parts|
I've used yamaha's spares here in the UK and they came up with the goods every time. So I hope you have the same good fortune. If not depending on how bad the
damage is you could get the board repaired. 

IanV

On 2 Nov 2011, at 02:23, "bobby.mcalister" <bobby.mcalister@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> Hi all, my first post here. 
> 
> Today I took shipment of a DOA RS7000. Opened it up and see it's got a cracked Panel SW Board. I plan to call Yamaha in the next few days. Anybody
have luck finding boards for these? 
> 
> Awesome looking unit and I'm so disappointed!
> Bobby
> 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
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> > >
> > > JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS WISH LIST.
> > >
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18821|18801|2011-11-03 02:15:44|8_bit_boy|Re: parts|
Its not that hard actually..

All it takes is some heavy and constant pressure on one or two of the 
knobs in the middle and it could easily crack the board ( like being 
stood on ). I had the same thing happen with a Boss Sampler.... 
arrived with the board snapped.

On 03/11/2011, at 4:49 PM, J M wrote:

> Welcome to the group!
>
> That sucks. How in the heck does a board get cracked inside without 
> anything else happening to it? The RS is a fairly strong machine in 
> my opinion, something like that shouldn't happen to it normally. 
> I've put mine through quite a bit, never needed to fix anything on 
> it yet, knock on wood. I've a feeling you should get your money back 
> from whomever sold it to you or the shipping company should pay the 
> cost of repair or a replacement. Let know what Yamaha tells ya, 
> hopefully they will have replacement boards. Good luck!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" 
> wrote:
> >
> >
> > Hi all, my first post here.
> >
> > Today I took shipment of a DOA RS7000. Opened it up and see it's 
> got a cracked Panel SW Board. I plan to call Yamaha in the next few 
> days. Anybody have luck finding boards for these?
> >
> > Awesome looking unit and I'm so disappointed!
> > Bobby
> >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS 
> WISH LIST.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18822|18801|2011-11-03 05:42:17|lars jensen|Re: [a million little RS7000 parts|
panel sw board is probably technically called something else entirely. what kind of troll move/idea is turning one of these bitches into parts? anything could be decently
replaced, even display, or jerryrigged switches and knobs commonplace on things like mackie mixers, and soon to be modular mc-303's its not that hard to learn the rs
operating system...give up?. take your bs dyseducationally motivated ideas out more constructivly, like chopping firewood, or else your machine will harden up sparkly
sharp in the winter, and melt loose in fluid transparancy in all the summer heat. I hear if you melt green wax and camphor to part of the case mod, you will be more
successful than the manual itself, and if melted knotted string to it you will seal the professionalism of action mod for this and other modules. look into electricasl
components for your case to these modules alone is enough reason to make it work, even rewired with modules in it, and the gutted
engine parts, hopefully fully used, with full midi implementation? I understand if something happened to one, but 

--- On Thu, 11/3/11, 8_bit_boy <junk@hazyinseptember.com> wrote:

> From: 8_bit_boy <junk@hazyinseptember.com>
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: parts
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, November 3, 2011, 1:15 AM
> Its not that hard actually..
> 
> All it takes is some heavy and constant pressure on one or
> two of the  
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> knobs in the middle and it could easily crack the board (
> like being  
> stood on ). I had the same thing happen with a Boss
> Sampler....  
> arrived with the board snapped.
> 
> On 03/11/2011, at 4:49 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > Welcome to the group!
> >
> > That sucks. How in the heck does a board get cracked
> inside without  
> > anything else happening to it? The RS is a fairly
> strong machine in  
> > my opinion, something like that shouldn't happen to it
> normally.  
> > I've put mine through quite a bit, never needed to fix
> anything on  
> > it yet, knock on wood. I've a feeling you should get
> your money back  
> > from whomever sold it to you or the shipping company
> should pay the  
> > cost of repair or a replacement. Let know what Yamaha
> tells ya,  
> > hopefully they will have replacement boards. Good
> luck!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com,
> "bobby.mcalister"  
> > wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > Hi all, my first post here.
> > >
> > > Today I took shipment of a DOA RS7000. Opened it
> up and see it's  
> > got a cracked Panel SW Board. I plan to call Yamaha in
> the next few  
> > days. Anybody have luck finding boards for these?
> > >
> > > Awesome looking unit and I'm so disappointed!
> > > Bobby
> > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com,
> "sam" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT
> WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS  
> > WISH LIST.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!
> Groups Links
> 
> 
>     RS7000-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com
> 
> 
>
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| 18823|18801|2011-11-03 14:05:45|bobby.mcalister|Re: parts|
Called Yamaha yesterday and the part is available but shipping from Japan. 4-6 weeks. The price is $178, less than half what buying another one would be. Part of me
wants my damn money back and part of me accepts I did not push for insurance or even pay him in a safe enough way (to protect me). I've had almost 300 items ship in
the past 12 years and I think this is the only obvious damage. A lesson learned.

On the bright side, the few functions I was able to check out in it's damaged condition has me pumped about this sequencer! I've been on Cubase for 10 years and
absolutely thought of programming as a chore. 

Bobby

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, 8_bit_boy wrote:
>
> Its not that hard actually..
> 
> All it takes is some heavy and constant pressure on one or two of the 
> knobs in the middle and it could easily crack the board ( like being 
> stood on ). I had the same thing happen with a Boss Sampler.... 
> arrived with the board snapped.
> 
> On 03/11/2011, at 4:49 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > Welcome to the group!
> >
> > That sucks. How in the heck does a board get cracked inside without 
> > anything else happening to it? The RS is a fairly strong machine in 
> > my opinion, something like that shouldn't happen to it normally. 
> > I've put mine through quite a bit, never needed to fix anything on 
> > it yet, knock on wood. I've a feeling you should get your money back 
> > from whomever sold it to you or the shipping company should pay the 
> > cost of repair or a replacement. Let know what Yamaha tells ya, 
> > hopefully they will have replacement boards. Good luck!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > Hi all, my first post here.
> > >
> > > Today I took shipment of a DOA RS7000. Opened it up and see it's 
> > got a cracked Panel SW Board. I plan to call Yamaha in the next few 
> > days. Anybody have luck finding boards for these?
> > >
> > > Awesome looking unit and I'm so disappointed!
> > > Bobby
> > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > JUST WANT TO ASK RS7000 USERS WHAT WOULD YOU WANT ON A PARTS 
> > WISH LIST.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18824|18776|2011-11-03 16:54:22|Sebastian Korte|Re: Looking for RS 7000|
Hello,

I am selling my RS7000 with a heavy heart. It comes with 64MB RAM and a nice case. It is in a mint condition. The price is 400€ plus shipping from germany.

Sebastian

-------- Original-Nachricht --------

> Datum: Tue, 11 Oct 2011 17:10:19 -0000
> Von: "tomasztrzciski" <tomasztrzciski@yahoo.com>
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Betreff: [RS7000] Looking for RS 7000

> I want to buy RS with 64 MB of Ram. Does anyone offer one ?
> Shiping to Europe, transaction via ebay.

| 18825|18801|2011-11-03 17:30:05|J M|Re: parts|
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Glad to hear that you were able to order the part from Yamaha... Maybe think of it as rescuing an RS7000. It will be money well spent and worth it. I spent $1,100 on
mine originally when it came out, thought it might of been too much at the time, not that they cost that now since they are all used, but if I had to pay that much again for
one rather than being without, I wouldn't hesitate to do it.

I hope the rescue goes well, good luck and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
>
> Called Yamaha yesterday and the part is available but shipping from Japan. 4-6 weeks. The price is $178, less than half what buying another one would be.
Part of me wants my damn money back and part of me accepts I did not push for insurance or even pay him in a safe enough way (to protect me). I've had
almost 300 items ship in the past 12 years and I think this is the only obvious damage. A lesson learned.
> 
> On the bright side, the few functions I was able to check out in it's damaged condition has me pumped about this sequencer! I've been on Cubase for 10
years and absolutely thought of programming as a chore. 
> 
> Bobby

| 18826|18826|2011-11-13 08:37:37|Charles Tyler|FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Hi, sending this as directed so I can start sending messages

thanks
Charles Tyler

> Date: Sun, 13 Nov 2011 14:01:50 +0000
> From: RS7000-owner@yahoogroups.com
> To: charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com
> Subject: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today! 
> 
> 
> Hello,
> 
> Welcome to the RS7000 group at Yahoo! Groups, a 
> free, easy-to-use email group service.
> 
> The "unofficial" RS7000 FAQ is located in our FILES section @ http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> To start sending messages to members of this group, 
> simply send email to: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Please post a message introducing yourself, with a little bit about what type of music you like to make, geographic location, etc.
> 
> If you do not wish to belong to RS7000, you may 
> unsubscribe by sending an email to:
> 
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> 
> You may also visit the Yahoo! Groups web site to modify your 
> subscriptions:
> 
> http://groups.yahoo.com/mygroups
> 
> Lastly, If you've got an upcoming gig -- POST IT! We'd would love to be notified. Just be sure to type in the SUBJECT header "OT/PROMO:" So as to
give the viewer an "advanced warning" if he or she does not wish to read the post.
> 
> There is a lots of good stuff (incl. RS7000-FAQ) available at: 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Moderators, RS7000 
> 
> 
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18827|18826|2011-11-13 08:38:50|J M|Re: FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Welcome to the group!

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> Hi, sending this as directed so I can start sending messages
> 
> thanks
> Charles Tyler
> 

| 18828|18828|2011-11-20 15:51:56|J M|RS7000ers might like this...|
Not sure if youtube will keep it up since it is so long but it is mostly RS7000:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4PTpQIQ3Go

Enjoy while it lasts!

Zam
| 18830|18830|2011-11-21 02:33:11|James|Original phrases|
I was interested in finding the original phrases that are listed in the manual. I've searched online and in this group, but there just seems to be dead links. Are there any new
links or is it possible to message with the files or are they too big? Thanks.
| 18831|18830|2011-11-21 21:12:20|J M|Re: Original phrases|
These ones?

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James" wrote:
>
> I was interested in finding the original phrases that are listed in the manual. I've searched online and in this group, but there just seems to be dead links. Are
there any new links or is it possible to message with the files or are they too big? Thanks.
>

| 18832|18830|2011-11-21 23:29:32|James Johnson|Re: Original phrases|
I  don't have a way  yet to transfer them from the PC to the RS.  If they are the extra bass, keys, etc, then yes, that is what I was looking for.  I'm afraid to connect my
Memorex smart card reader to my XP machine, and it didn't seem to work on win98.  The last SM card I had didn't work on XP or 98, so I think it might have been the
cheap reader that I was using then.  I have a new drive I'm about to check out, if that works, then I might experiment with the card I got with the new machine.

Thanks, James

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 8:12 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Original phrases

  
These ones?

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James" wrote:
>
> I was interested in finding the original phrases that are listed in the manual. I've searched online and in this group, but there just seems to be dead links. Are
there any new links or is it possible to message with the files or are they too big? Thanks.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18833|18828|2011-11-22 00:12:17|J M|Re: RS7000ers might like this...|
Sorry RSers if you missed it... I took it down, wasn't youtube, cause the levels were way off after re-listening to it, might redo and post sometime if I can get the sound
down better for it.

Zam
| 18834|18830|2011-11-22 00:18:43|J M|Re: Original phrases|
Its what is on the original SM card I got with my RS. Hope you can get one working with your computer for the simple sake of backups. Its really not worth the trouble
for the original patterns, they kind of suck, but understand wanting to hear them any way. I've never had any troubles transferring knock on wood. I'll keep the files up
there for ya and anyone else who might want them.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, James Johnson wrote:
>
> IÂ  don't have a wayÂ  yet to transfer them from the PC to the RS.Â  If they are the extra bass, keys, etc, then yes, that is what I was looking for.Â  I'm
afraid to connect my Memorex smart card reader to my XP machine, and it didn't seem to work on win98.Â  The last SM card I had didn't work on XP or 98,
so I think it might have been the cheap reader that I was using then.Â  I have a new drive I'm about to check out, if that works, then I might experiment with
the card I got with the new machine.
> 
> Thanks, James
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: J M 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 8:12 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Original phrases
> 
> 
> Â  
> These ones?
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James" wrote:
> >
> > I was interested in finding the original phrases that are listed in the manual. I've searched online and in this group, but there just seems to be dead links.
Are there any new links or is it possible to message with the files or are they too big? Thanks.
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18835|18835|2011-11-22 15:51:04|James|Write protect SCSI HD issues?|
I just recieved a new SCSI disk and I couldn't write to it, so I formatted it with the RS and now it says write protected. I'm using ver 1.2. I also have other problems with
Jaz drives and smart media cards. I have a SM card that works with the machine, but the last time around I had problems trying to get any cards to work on XP or win98?
It was a cheap reader, maybe that was it? I hate to have to send the drive back, will I have to hook it up to a desktop to fix?
-Thanks
| 18836|18835|2011-11-22 19:10:18|J M|Re: Write protect SCSI HD issues?|
My card readers are pretty cheap ones, one was free, and they work fine with XP. Maybe try getting another brand of cheap reader and or a trustier brand of SM Card.
Some brands of SM cards are known to be unreliable, which ones specifically I don't know. The ones I've had have always worked great. Your problem with the SCSI disk
I'm not sure either, but if you get SM working ok with your computer the scsi jazz drive will probably not be needed. Maybe try chkdsk or some other disk scan utilities
on them, see if they are coming up with bad spots. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James" wrote:
>
> I just recieved a new SCSI disk and I couldn't write to it, so I formatted it with the RS and now it says write protected. I'm using ver 1.2. I also have other
problems with Jaz drives and smart media cards. I have a SM card that works with the machine, but the last time around I had problems trying to get any
cards to work on XP or win98? It was a cheap reader, maybe that was it? I hate to have to send the drive back, will I have to hook it up to a desktop to fix?
> -Thanks
>

| 18837|18835|2011-11-22 21:06:26|alltnate|Re: Write protect SCSI HD issues?|
Yes, thanks. I figured. I'd fix the Jazz disk later. I can't understand why the hard drive went into write protect mode after formatting?

Sent from Garminfone by T-Mobile.

J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

>My card readers are pretty cheap ones, one was free, and they work fine with XP. Maybe try getting another brand of cheap reader and or a trustier brand of
SM Card. Some brands of SM cards are known to be unreliable, which ones specifically I don't know. The ones I've had have always worked great. Your
problem with the SCSI disk I'm not sure either, but if you get SM working ok with your computer the scsi jazz drive will probably not be needed. Maybe try
chkdsk or some other disk scan utilities on them, see if they are coming up with bad spots. 
> 
>Zam 
> 
>--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "James" wrote: 
>> 
>> I just recieved a new SCSI disk and I couldn't write to it, so I formatted it with the RS and now it says write protected. I'm using ver 1.2. I also have other
problems with Jaz drives and smart media cards. I have a SM card that works with the machine, but the last time around I had problems trying to get any
cards to work on XP or win98? It was a cheap reader, maybe that was it? I hate to have to send the drive back, will I have to hook it up to a desktop to fix? 
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>> -Thanks 
>> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18838|18835|2011-11-23 10:02:14|Leon Mols|Re: Write protect SCSI HD issues?|
Funny thing, my Yamaha D24 (8 track MO disk recorder) has the same problem with it's internal MO disks. It will let you format a disk but right after that, the disks are
read only ...

What type/brand of disk do you use with the RS? 

Leon

On 22 nov. 2011, at 23:51, James wrote:

> I just recieved a new SCSI disk and I couldn't write to it, so I formatted it with the RS and now it says write protected. I'm using ver 1.2. I also have other
problems with Jaz drives and smart media cards. I have a SM card that works with the machine, but the last time around I had problems trying to get any
cards to work on XP or win98? It was a cheap reader, maybe that was it? I hate to have to send the drive back, will I have to hook it up to a desktop to fix?
> -Thanks
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
>

| 18839|18835|2011-11-23 10:36:00|alltnate|Re: Write protect SCSI HD issues?|
It says dsc on case,I think it's a seagate? Comes up st3910

Sent from Garminfone by T-Mobile.

Leon Mols <leon@leonmols.nl> wrote:

>Funny thing, my Yamaha D24 (8 track MO disk recorder) has the same problem with it's internal MO disks. It will let you format a disk but right after that,
the disks are read only ... 
> 
>What type/brand of disk do you use with the RS? 
> 
>Leon 
> 
> 
>On 22 nov. 2011, at 23:51, James wrote: 
> 
>> I just recieved a new SCSI disk and I couldn't write to it, so I formatted it with the RS and now it says write protected. I'm using ver 1.2. I also have other
problems with Jaz drives and smart media cards. I have a SM card that works with the machine, but the last time around I had problems trying to get any
cards to work on XP or win98? It was a cheap reader, maybe that was it? I hate to have to send the drive back, will I have to hook it up to a desktop to fix? 
>> -Thanks 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------------ 
>> 
>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================ 
>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/ 
>> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/ 
>> 
>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to: 
>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18840|18840|2011-11-25 05:07:41|zap_rs7000|Pitch Envelope and Filter types on DrumKits|
Hi,
having played around with my RS7000 recently to create some variations to drum sounds, i recognized for the first time, that it's not possible to apply Pitch
envelope/LFO, Filter Envelope/LFO to all of the drumkits of the RS7000 (e.g. AnalogKit1, ..). Also, choosing filter type other than Lowpass does not seem to have any
effect.
For some kits with only BD, SN or the HH+Cymbal Kit it works fine.
Does anyone know if there is a setting somewhere to make this work for the Drumkits ?

Cheers,
Stephan
| 18841|18840|2011-11-25 15:27:24|pegaso|Re: Pitch Envelope and Filter types on DrumKits|
Hi,
resample...
Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> having played around with my RS7000 recently to create some variations to drum sounds, i recognized for the first time, that it's not possible to apply Pitch
envelope/LFO, Filter Envelope/LFO to all of the drumkits of the RS7000 (e.g. AnalogKit1, ..). Also, choosing filter type other than Lowpass does not seem to
have any effect.
> For some kits with only BD, SN or the HH+Cymbal Kit it works fine.
> Does anyone know if there is a setting somewhere to make this work for the Drumkits ?
> 
> Cheers,
> Stephan
>

| 18842|18842|2011-11-25 16:42:20|pegaso|Tip - realtime sample start|
Hi,
I havent posted for ages, (no pc for the last yr!), but I still check back sometimes on my android phone, good to see the board is still going strong. 

Anyway about 6 months ago I picked up a second hand korg esx simply becase it was going so cheap. Compared to the rs it really is just a toy but it can do some
interesting stuff, mainly that external inputs go through all synth paramaters and 3 fx, plus the noisy tubes. Shame the filter is so weak.

The other thing is the knob for sample start position, wich can be recorded or painfuly sequenced, some great things can be done with sample start and its a shame the rs
dosnt have a knob for it like the esx.

So I was thinking of selling the esx because some basic functions really piss me off and I would much rather use the rs. Ive done some sample start with sysex in the past
on rs but it was slow and painful so Ive done my best on a workaround that has some limitations but works fairly well. I'll probably keep the esx, even as just a toy and fx
box to feed sounds into.

OK, here goes...
This relys on the lfo, tempo sync'd and set to amp to control when you can hear the sample. For an example we'll set the lfo to 16ths sawtooth to simulate the amp
envelope. Next program in a sequence of notes using a sample that has some motion in it, for the example I'd suggest a filter sweep sample.

Now the fun bit, grab the note shift knob and turn it from centre to the left- woot- sample start on a knob! just understand you arn't actually adjusting the sample start,
your using the lfo as the amp envelope and timing and then adjusting the actual note timing to simulate sample start.

I think you can record the note shift knob but I havent tried yet, instead Ive been using grid groove as a nice little 1 bar sequencer, shifting notes back so you hear them
start at a later position depending on the lfo. Theres a decent amount of variation to be had in the lfo settings, you can for example use it as a 16 stage envelope or
anything inbetween.

Anyway, try it out and let me know what you think or if youve got some other ideas let us know, Id love to hear them.
Have fun...

Cheers.
| 18843|18843|2011-11-25 17:17:06|pegaso|Android (or iphone) users?|
Hi,
If you use android or iphone I really have to recommend you buy nanoloop for $1. Ive had nanoloop 1.3 for gameboy a long time and android nanoloop since it came out,
it really is a solid program for music thats always in your pocket.

So it has basic little synths with square pwm, fm and noise, filter, lfo and envelope. 16 step sequencer and a song sequencer to chain the patterns.

The best bit is it samples and can import wave files. You can sequence sample start or loop points etc, resample and export as wave... The killer is that the tempo goes to
an incredible 66000bpm and its rock solid, all the gameboy dev shows off. What all this comes down to is that its possibly the best granular synth ever made, if youve got
the time and patience you can make all sorts of granular synth mahem and export as a wave file to the rs. Having it in your pocket for that boring bus ride or whatever is
awsome, 5 stars.

Cheers.

Ps korg ds10 for nintendo ds is also worthy, thankyou to whoever it was that recommended it here ages ago...
| 18844|18840|2011-11-25 18:57:22|pegaso|Re: Pitch Envelope and Filter types on DrumKits|
Hi,
just remembed, if you use like 'bd kit' or 'snare kit' you can access all the paramaters but if you access the same sound thru ' analog kit' etc your restricted with the editing.
Hope this helps... I just resample.
Cheers.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> resample...
> Cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > having played around with my RS7000 recently to create some variations to drum sounds, i recognized for the first time, that it's not possible to apply
Pitch envelope/LFO, Filter Envelope/LFO to all of the drumkits of the RS7000 (e.g. AnalogKit1, ..). Also, choosing filter type other than Lowpass does not
seem to have any effect.
> > For some kits with only BD, SN or the HH+Cymbal Kit it works fine.
> > Does anyone know if there is a setting somewhere to make this work for the Drumkits ?
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > Stephan
> >
>

| 18845|18840|2011-11-25 22:38:59|J M|Re: Pitch Envelope and Filter types on DrumKits|
I pretty much stick to the BD, HH, and SN kits myself now days, just so I can do those things with the drums.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> just remembed, if you use like 'bd kit' or 'snare kit' you can access all the paramaters but if you access the same sound thru ' analog kit' etc your restricted
with the editing. Hope this helps... I just resample.
> Cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > resample...
> > Cheers.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > having played around with my RS7000 recently to create some variations to drum sounds, i recognized for the first time, that it's not possible to apply
Pitch envelope/LFO, Filter Envelope/LFO to all of the drumkits of the RS7000 (e.g. AnalogKit1, ..). Also, choosing filter type other than Lowpass does not
seem to have any effect.
> > > For some kits with only BD, SN or the HH+Cymbal Kit it works fine.
> > > Does anyone know if there is a setting somewhere to make this work for the Drumkits ?
> > > 
> > > Cheers,
> > > Stephan
> > >
> >
>

| 18846|18842|2011-11-25 22:51:50|J M|Re: Tip - realtime sample start|
Cool idea! I've an esx as well, but didn't know it even had that capability, got it cause it was cheap too and I rarely use it. I'll have to try that out and your tip for kind of
doing the same on the RS. Got me some more ideas, like putting a square LFO and make it freerun with reset to off too, see what happens when adjusting the clock shift
knob.

Thanks!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> I havent posted for ages, (no pc for the last yr!), but I still check back sometimes on my android phone, good to see the board is still going strong. 
> 
> Anyway about 6 months ago I picked up a second hand korg esx simply becase it was going so cheap. Compared to the rs it really is just a toy but it can do
some interesting stuff, mainly that external inputs go through all synth paramaters and 3 fx, plus the noisy tubes. Shame the filter is so weak.
> 
> The other thing is the knob for sample start position, wich can be recorded or painfuly sequenced, some great things can be done with sample start and its a
shame the rs dosnt have a knob for it like the esx.
> 
> So I was thinking of selling the esx because some basic functions really piss me off and I would much rather use the rs. Ive done some sample start with
sysex in the past on rs but it was slow and painful so Ive done my best on a workaround that has some limitations but works fairly well. I'll probably keep the
esx, even as just a toy and fx box to feed sounds into.
> 
> OK, here goes...
> This relys on the lfo, tempo sync'd and set to amp to control when you can hear the sample. For an example we'll set the lfo to 16ths sawtooth to simulate
the amp envelope. Next program in a sequence of notes using a sample that has some motion in it, for the example I'd suggest a filter sweep sample.
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> 
> Now the fun bit, grab the note shift knob and turn it from centre to the left- woot- sample start on a knob! just understand you arn't actually adjusting the
sample start, your using the lfo as the amp envelope and timing and then adjusting the actual note timing to simulate sample start.
> 
> I think you can record the note shift knob but I havent tried yet, instead Ive been using grid groove as a nice little 1 bar sequencer, shifting notes back so
you hear them start at a later position depending on the lfo. Theres a decent amount of variation to be had in the lfo settings, you can for example use it as a
16 stage envelope or anything inbetween.
> 
> Anyway, try it out and let me know what you think or if youve got some other ideas let us know, Id love to hear them.
> Have fun...
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 18847|18847|2011-11-28 17:24:20|sam|LINK FOR SWITCH REPAIR|
http://doctorwalkman.blogspot.com/
| 18848|18848|2011-12-04 03:22:29|Mark|newbie questions|
just got the RS7000 a couple of weeks ago.
I have read the manual several times over but still stuck on a couple things...
1) is there a way to make a sample kit? I would like to group multiple samples so they are on one bank, similar to the preset drum kits.
2) I picked up an XD to SM adaptor with a 64MB xd card but when I try to format the card it displays "Card/Disk Not Ready" I tried the card/adaptor in my laptop and it
"sees" it. What do I do?

thanks in advance for answering.
I'm looking forward to getting deep into my RS and learning as much as I can.
-Mark
| 18849|18848|2011-12-04 03:47:13|J M|Re: newbie questions|
Welcome to the group!

1. Yes, there are a couple ways. If you are sampling in to the RS make sure your A/D setup #6 twice is setup so it can hear whats coming in the input, after that press the
Sample Start button and use the F1 knob to put it on KIT or KIT+NOTE, not entirely sure what the dif is, I normally use KIT. Sample start again and assign the key/note,
its defualted to C3 be aware, and adjust the trigger level, I'll drop it down to about 15, then sample start again and play in the sample, Sample stop. Then test out that it
took by pressing keyboard button so you can play the mini keys, its next to arpeggio button, adjust the oct down up so you are in the range of what key you put the sample
on and play that key.

Sorry long instruction, hope it makes some sense?

2. Hmmm... not sure about this one, I don't use XD, but perhaps if your computer sees it try formatting on the computer, I think FAT32 option but not sure, if it works
perhaps then the RS will see it. I'd of expected the card to have already been formatted and the RS able to read it if it is new, so wondering if perhaps there is an issue with
using an SM to XD adapter.

Let know if you get it figured out or not, and happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark" wrote:
>
> just got the RS7000 a couple of weeks ago.
> I have read the manual several times over but still stuck on a couple things...
> 1) is there a way to make a sample kit? I would like to group multiple samples so they are on one bank, similar to the preset drum kits.
> 2) I picked up an XD to SM adaptor with a 64MB xd card but when I try to format the card it displays "Card/Disk Not Ready" I tried the card/adaptor in my
laptop and it "sees" it. What do I do?
> 
> thanks in advance for answering.
> I'm looking forward to getting deep into my RS and learning as much as I can.
> -Mark
>

| 18850|18848|2011-12-05 06:24:25|Robert Feuchtl|Re: newbie questions|
cheers there,

I recall the XD card should be formatted in FAT32-format... you can do 
this with the RS7000 or with your PC but keep it FAT32 ... your card is 
probably NTFS-formatted ...

robert

Am 04.12.2011 11:47, schrieb J M:

>
> Welcome to the group!
>
> 1. Yes, there are a couple ways. If you are sampling in to the RS make 
> sure your A/D setup #6 twice is setup so it can hear whats coming in 
> the input, after that press the Sample Start button and use the F1 
> knob to put it on KIT or KIT+NOTE, not entirely sure what the dif is, 
> I normally use KIT. Sample start again and assign the key/note, its 
> defualted to C3 be aware, and adjust the trigger level, I'll drop it 
> down to about 15, then sample start again and play in the sample, 
> Sample stop. Then test out that it took by pressing keyboard button so 
> you can play the mini keys, its next to arpeggio button, adjust the 
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> oct down up so you are in the range of what key you put the sample on 
> and play that key.
>
> Sorry long instruction, hope it makes some sense?
>
> 2. Hmmm... not sure about this one, I don't use XD, but perhaps if 
> your computer sees it try formatting on the computer, I think FAT32 
> option but not sure, if it works perhaps then the RS will see it. I'd 
> of expected the card to have already been formatted and the RS able to 
> read it if it is new, so wondering if perhaps there is an issue with 
> using an SM to XD adapter.
>
> Let know if you get it figured out or not, and happy RSing!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "Mark" wrote:
> >
> > just got the RS7000 a couple of weeks ago.
> > I have read the manual several times over but still stuck on a 
> couple things...
> > 1) is there a way to make a sample kit? I would like to group 
> multiple samples so they are on one bank, similar to the preset drum kits.
> > 2) I picked up an XD to SM adaptor with a 64MB xd card but when I 
> try to format the card it displays "Card/Disk Not Ready" I tried the 
> card/adaptor in my laptop and it "sees" it. What do I do?
> >
> > thanks in advance for answering.
> > I'm looking forward to getting deep into my RS and learning as much 
> as I can.
> > -Mark
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18851|18848|2011-12-05 06:38:29|Mark Adamson|Re: newbie questions|
Can I format it on my laptop or desktop? 
thanks, I will try that when I get home.
-Mark
 

________________________________
From: Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Cc: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2011 7:24 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: newbie questions

  

cheers there,

I recall the XD card should be formatted in FAT32-format... you can do 
this with the RS7000 or with your PC but keep it FAT32 ... your card is 
probably NTFS-formatted ...
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robert

Am 04.12.2011 11:47, schrieb J M:

>
> Welcome to the group!
>
> 1. Yes, there are a couple ways. If you are sampling in to the RS make 
> sure your A/D setup #6 twice is setup so it can hear whats coming in 
> the input, after that press the Sample Start button and use the F1 
> knob to put it on KIT or KIT+NOTE, not entirely sure what the dif is, 
> I normally use KIT. Sample start again and assign the key/note, its 
> defualted to C3 be aware, and adjust the trigger level, I'll drop it 
> down to about 15, then sample start again and play in the sample, 
> Sample stop. Then test out that it took by pressing keyboard button so 
> you can play the mini keys, its next to arpeggio button, adjust the 
> oct down up so you are in the range of what key you put the sample on 
> and play that key.
>
> Sorry long instruction, hope it makes some sense?
>
> 2. Hmmm... not sure about this one, I don't use XD, but perhaps if 
> your computer sees it try formatting on the computer, I think FAT32 
> option but not sure, if it works perhaps then the RS will see it. I'd 
> of expected the card to have already been formatted and the RS able to 
> read it if it is new, so wondering if perhaps there is an issue with 
> using an SM to XD adapter.
>
> Let know if you get it figured out or not, and happy RSing!
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "Mark" wrote:
> >
> > just got the RS7000 a couple of weeks ago.
> > I have read the manual several times over but still stuck on a 
> couple things...
> > 1) is there a way to make a sample kit? I would like to group 
> multiple samples so they are on one bank, similar to the preset drum kits.
> > 2) I picked up an XD to SM adaptor with a 64MB xd card but when I 
> try to format the card it displays "Card/Disk Not Ready" I tried the 
> card/adaptor in my laptop and it "sees" it. What do I do?
> >
> > thanks in advance for answering.
> > I'm looking forward to getting deep into my RS and learning as much 
> as I can.
> > -Mark
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18852|18848|2011-12-05 06:40:24|Mark Adamson|Re: newbie questions|
thanks for the response, I can't wait to try it out.
I will let you know if your advise works.
Thanks again.
-Mark
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________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2011 4:47 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: newbie questions

  

Welcome to the group!

1. Yes, there are a couple ways. If you are sampling in to the RS make sure your A/D setup #6 twice is setup so it can hear whats coming in the input, after that press the
Sample Start button and use the F1 knob to put it on KIT or KIT+NOTE, not entirely sure what the dif is, I normally use KIT. Sample start again and assign the key/note,
its defualted to C3 be aware, and adjust the trigger level, I'll drop it down to about 15, then sample start again and play in the sample, Sample stop. Then test out that it
took by pressing keyboard button so you can play the mini keys, its next to arpeggio button, adjust the oct down up so you are in the range of what key you put the sample
on and play that key.

Sorry long instruction, hope it makes some sense?

2. Hmmm... not sure about this one, I don't use XD, but perhaps if your computer sees it try formatting on the computer, I think FAT32 option but not sure, if it works
perhaps then the RS will see it. I'd of expected the card to have already been formatted and the RS able to read it if it is new, so wondering if perhaps there is an issue with
using an SM to XD adapter.

Let know if you get it figured out or not, and happy RSing!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark" wrote:
>
> just got the RS7000 a couple of weeks ago.
> I have read the manual several times over but still stuck on a couple things...
> 1) is there a way to make a sample kit? I would like to group multiple samples so they are on one bank, similar to the preset drum kits.
> 2) I picked up an XD to SM adaptor with a 64MB xd card but when I try to format the card it displays "Card/Disk Not Ready" I tried the card/adaptor in my
laptop and it "sees" it. What do I do?
> 
> thanks in advance for answering.
> I'm looking forward to getting deep into my RS and learning as much as I can.
> -Mark
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18853|18848|2011-12-05 10:17:38|J M|Re: newbie questions|
I got a message someone sent to the owner account of this group I think they meant to send here, I wrote back to them asking to re-post here but it hasn't showed up yet.
So I'm re-posting now anyway because it seemed like could be helpful, hope they don't mind, here it is:

I had a similar problem. One of my xd adapters would not slide in the slot deep enough.. 
so I had to sand of the edges a bit.
You can also just remove that plastic case.

Here is a picture of the adapter:

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-A59jV_d1s7E/TtvMcBD86JI/AAAAAAAAAKg/ljnU2ExGeHU/s800/2011-12-04%25252021.36.36.jpg

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Mark Adamson wrote:
>
> thanks for the response, I can't wait to try it out.
> I will let you know if your advise works.
> Thanks again.
> -Mark
> 

| 18854|18854|2011-12-09 20:48:31|J M|Tip + Vid|
Hi RSers!

Lately I've been trying to get my RS to sound more 303ish. I know some folks hate this idea, but those that don't I've got vid for you.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzfhg_VkM4k

See the vids description for details, or since we all have RSs here, let me know if you want the pattern, I'll happly supply you with it.

Zam
| 18855|17824|2011-12-18 15:16:58|blackhula2|Re: system crash when downloading new os.|
Hello 

This is a very old post but I haven't resolved the issue.
Yamaha advised me to send it to them to have a look at it but before I do I was wondering if anyone had since had the same problem and how they dealt with it. (Zam, you
gave advice at the time, I just wondered if there was any further info since I last asked, cheers)

original message (from dec 09) 

> > > I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine all I
get is a blank green screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 
> > > 
> > > Any suggestions would be appreciated. 
> > > 
> > > cheers
> > > 
> > > Barry

| 18856|18856|2011-12-18 17:55:16|gazgridlock|Finding drumkit notes|
Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.

I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a little though is when
putting together drumloops in grid mode...

You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be an easy way to
'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try C3, C2 and so on until I get it.

Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so that I could go into
grid record and select it without guessing.

Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?

Thanks!
| 18857|17824|2011-12-18 18:22:59|J M|Re: system crash when downloading new os.|
Don't remember what I advised, and don't know what you've tried. Before you send it to Yamaha or anyone else, have you tried to do it without the expanded memory
installed and just the basic 4meg? That would eliminate the expanded memory causing any trouble. And also try another SM Card with the OS update files on it??

Hope you can get it worked out, always sad to hear of a broken RS.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
>
> Hello 
> 
> This is a very old post but I haven't resolved the issue.
> Yamaha advised me to send it to them to have a look at it but before I do I was wondering if anyone had since had the same problem and how they dealt
with it. (Zam, you gave advice at the time, I just wondered if there was any further info since I last asked, cheers)
> 
> 
> original message (from dec 09) 
> > > > I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine all
I get is a blank green screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 
> > > > 
> > > > Any suggestions would be appreciated. 
> > > > 
> > > > cheers
> > > > 
> > > > Barry
>

| 18858|18856|2011-12-18 18:31:47|J M|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
I'd recommend doing drums in step mode, if you've got a later OS you see which notes they are on the step which will light up on the corresponding mini key LED. If you
must use Grid rec, before you go in and record perhaps use Edit mode, you can see the note letter and oct being entered if you push the keys while adding a note event.
You'd have to remember them and then go back in to grid rec, but at least you could figure out which notes they are like C3 A2 B4 etc., once you get use to it you may not
even need that to remember. The RS does show the oct range the mini keys are in on the display with arrows, if its centered then no arrows are shown. Takes a bit of
getting use to I suppose.

If you find a better way let us know, and happy RSing!

Zam

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzfhg_VkM4k
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.
> 
> I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a little
though is when putting together drumloops in grid mode...
> 
> You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be an
easy way to 'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try C3,
C2 and so on until I get it.
> 
> Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so that I
could go into grid record and select it without guessing.
> 
> Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 18859|18856|2011-12-19 05:04:27|Kyr|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:

>
> Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.
> 
> I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a little
though is when putting together drumloops in grid mode...
> 
> You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be an
easy way to 'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try C3,
C2 and so on until I get it.
> 
> Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so that I
could go into grid record and select it without guessing.
> 
> Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?
> 
> Thanks!

>

No you are missing something here.

Grid mode is actually the best mode for me.
The method is the fillowing:

1) Enable grid recording
2) Press and hold shift and then choose the drumsound you want to record with the keyboard keys. Use octave up/down to change octaves.You can actually here the sound
that you are pressing.
3) Press F1 to scan the track for already recorded notes and change to the one that you want to rerecord or add.

And all the above are done on the fly without stopping anything.
| 18860|18856|2011-12-19 15:27:45|J M|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:

>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.
> > 
> > I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a little
though is when putting together drumloops in grid mode...
> > 
> > You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be an
easy way to 'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try C3,
C2 and so on until I get it.
> > 
> > Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so that I
could go into grid record and select it without guessing.
> > 
> > Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?
> > 
> > Thanks!
> 
> >
> 
> No you are missing something here.
> 
> Grid mode is actually the best mode for me.
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> The method is the fillowing:
> 
> 1) Enable grid recording
> 2) Press and hold shift and then choose the drumsound you want to record with the keyboard keys. Use octave up/down to change octaves.You can actually
here the sound that you are pressing.
> 3) Press F1 to scan the track for already recorded notes and change to the one that you want to rerecord or add.
> 
> And all the above are done on the fly without stopping anything.
>

Great advice! I forgot about holding the shift key for grid mode as a note preview and select. Much easier way in Grid rec than what I had suggested...

But, don't rule out trying that in step mode too, it can be done while playing too and you can enter and see on a step multiple notes/hits simultaneously as a bonus.

I don't use Grid rec much, I should try it out more, but I do see one big advantage over Step, which is that once you have the note/hit selected then it won't play the sound
as it is being placed on following steps but it will trigger as the bar loops.

Is there a way to have all the bars play through the full phrase length, or is it stuck on one until you advance it manually with the double arrows?

If not that might be another disadvantage over step. Anyway, I think that Step mode always plays the notes/hits as they are being placed on a step, which yeah wouldn't
always sound good while doing that in a live jam situation.

So, I guess each way has their advantages and disadvantages, which is probably why they included both ways on the RS. Either way on the RS is better than most other
gear which often only does it one or the way and still doesn't do it as well as the RS can in Step or Grid.

Great topic and new area for me to explore and learn more about too, happy RSing!

Zam
| 18861|18856|2011-12-20 03:32:05|gazgridlock|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
Thanks for the advice guys, a couple of ways to go about it - looking forward to getting home and having a play :)

Yes Zam you're right, step and grid both have their own pros and cons don't they. I like grid for making quick drumloops. Must admit I haven't fully deciphered step mode
yet it's still a little confusing, but it's next on the list.

Thanks again to both of you.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.
> > > 
> > > I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a
little though is when putting together drumloops in grid mode...
> > > 
> > > You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be an
easy way to 'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try C3,
C2 and so on until I get it.
> > > 
> > > Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so that
I could go into grid record and select it without guessing.
> > > 
> > > Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?
> > > 
> > > Thanks!
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > No you are missing something here.
> > 
> > Grid mode is actually the best mode for me.
> > The method is the fillowing:
> > 
> > 1) Enable grid recording
> > 2) Press and hold shift and then choose the drumsound you want to record with the keyboard keys. Use octave up/down to change octaves.You can
actually here the sound that you are pressing.
> > 3) Press F1 to scan the track for already recorded notes and change to the one that you want to rerecord or add.
> > 
> > And all the above are done on the fly without stopping anything.
> >
> 
> Great advice! I forgot about holding the shift key for grid mode as a note preview and select. Much easier way in Grid rec than what I had suggested...
> 
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> But, don't rule out trying that in step mode too, it can be done while playing too and you can enter and see on a step multiple notes/hits simultaneously as a
bonus.
> 
> I don't use Grid rec much, I should try it out more, but I do see one big advantage over Step, which is that once you have the note/hit selected then it won't
play the sound as it is being placed on following steps but it will trigger as the bar loops.
> 
> Is there a way to have all the bars play through the full phrase length, or is it stuck on one until you advance it manually with the double arrows?
> 
> If not that might be another disadvantage over step. Anyway, I think that Step mode always plays the notes/hits as they are being placed on a step, which
yeah wouldn't always sound good while doing that in a live jam situation.
> 
> So, I guess each way has their advantages and disadvantages, which is probably why they included both ways on the RS. Either way on the RS is better
than most other gear which often only does it one or the way and still doesn't do it as well as the RS can in Step or Grid.
> 
> Great topic and new area for me to explore and learn more about too, happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18862|18856|2011-12-20 06:46:46|Kyr|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
Surely it's a matter of personal taste but grid mode can do everything that step mode does and more efficiently since you can see what's happening inside a track by visual
feedback on the keyboard. 
Step mode is the way to follow for recording controller events. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the advice guys, a couple of ways to go about it - looking forward to getting home and having a play :)
> 
> Yes Zam you're right, step and grid both have their own pros and cons don't they. I like grid for making quick drumloops. Must admit I haven't fully
deciphered step mode yet it's still a little confusing, but it's next on the list.
> 
> Thanks again to both of you.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.
> > > > 
> > > > I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a
little though is when putting together drumloops in grid mode...
> > > > 
> > > > You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be
an easy way to 'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try
C3, C2 and so on until I get it.
> > > > 
> > > > Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so
that I could go into grid record and select it without guessing.
> > > > 
> > > > Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks!
> > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > No you are missing something here.
> > > 
> > > Grid mode is actually the best mode for me.
> > > The method is the fillowing:
> > > 
> > > 1) Enable grid recording
> > > 2) Press and hold shift and then choose the drumsound you want to record with the keyboard keys. Use octave up/down to change octaves.You can
actually here the sound that you are pressing.
> > > 3) Press F1 to scan the track for already recorded notes and change to the one that you want to rerecord or add.
> > > 
> > > And all the above are done on the fly without stopping anything.
> > >
> > 
> > Great advice! I forgot about holding the shift key for grid mode as a note preview and select. Much easier way in Grid rec than what I had suggested...
> > 
> > But, don't rule out trying that in step mode too, it can be done while playing too and you can enter and see on a step multiple notes/hits simultaneously as
a bonus.
> > 
> > I don't use Grid rec much, I should try it out more, but I do see one big advantage over Step, which is that once you have the note/hit selected then it won't
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play the sound as it is being placed on following steps but it will trigger as the bar loops.
> > 
> > Is there a way to have all the bars play through the full phrase length, or is it stuck on one until you advance it manually with the double arrows?
> > 
> > If not that might be another disadvantage over step. Anyway, I think that Step mode always plays the notes/hits as they are being placed on a step, which
yeah wouldn't always sound good while doing that in a live jam situation.
> > 
> > So, I guess each way has their advantages and disadvantages, which is probably why they included both ways on the RS. Either way on the RS is better
than most other gear which often only does it one or the way and still doesn't do it as well as the RS can in Step or Grid.
> > 
> > Great topic and new area for me to explore and learn more about too, happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 18863|18856|2011-12-20 22:44:07|J M|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:

>

> Step mode is the way to follow for recording controller events. 
> 

I think I need to try grid more, and you guys should try step more.

I used an MC-505 for years before the RS and found x0x/grid so dang tedious even for drums. I know the RS's grid is an improvement over the 505, but still, I started out
seqing on the QY70, and I sure was happy to get back to doing it that way. Hated stepping on some other hardware I've tried over the years too so there may be some
misconceptions on how Yamaha's sequencers does their step recording, and even piano rolls on software suck in comparison to it in my opinion. Sorry if I seem overly
argumentative on the subject, I just love the RS step rec seq., but hopefully it won't hurt me much to put my biases aside for a bit and give grid another shot for a little
while on my RS.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18864|18864|2011-12-24 09:00:58|T. Saye|Producer Dame Grease's Review on the RS7000|
Hey Guys,

Found this user review by producer Dame Grease (DMX, LOX, Nas, etc) at 

http://www.sonicstate.com/synth_reviews/_inc/user_comments.cfm?id=1211&print=1

Hey gave a pretty fair review of the RS7000 and gave 5/5 rating :-)

-----------
Dame Grease a professional user from Vacant Lot, NY writes:

"I wanted 2 put a review here, so that you guys could get a view from someone in the industry...The rs7000 is at every studio Ive been to in NY....Its a nice peice of
gear...Its a lil hard at first 2 pick up, but when u get the hang of it is crazy... I own just about every MPC series at my studio, and can say the RS7000 is equal to the
2000XL.....But we're not here 2 compare so thats irrelevent... I produce hip hop, and with my Motif the Rs7000 is a good place to start an Idea....I used the Rs and the
motif to create 3 of the tracks off my new album (Live at Lennox) Theres no "pro" eqipment....We use just about every piece of gear there is, as big as the budget
allows....I know guys that get synths just for 3 or 4 sounds that they like off them... Of course in the end it really comes down 2 what you like...I liked the rs7000, and i
found the sounds on the board were aite, a lot better than some on here said....I use this peice mainly for sequencing my motif and triton... Use what you like, in the end it
comes down to product...One of the engineers at my studio in Yonkers produced a track off Reason, and we used it for the CNN album.... Hope that helps you guys
out...Don't go off reviews until you've tried this gear out....And dont tell folks its not "pro", because anything and everything is "pro" when used correctly...Please dont use
this review as ur sole info...This is my opinion
Peace -Grease"

Rating: 5 out of 5 posted Thursday-Mar-13-033 at 19:14
-----------
| 18865|18865|2011-12-25 15:43:30|it_goes_darker_still|midi with ableton|
hey guys, i just did this the other day and now for some reason can't figure out how to make it work.

all i need to do is make it so that when i press play/record in ableton it triggers the rs to play as well.

i have a midi cable between the rs and ableton.
midi out ableton to midi in on the rs.

i've read the manual and played around with the setup in utility but still for some reason can not make it work. i think im so frustrated that i can't think straight. i know this
works because i've done it before. thanks for all your help
altus
| 18866|18856|2011-12-25 15:45:24|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
wow, never knew about holding shift, that makes things nice and easier.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:
>
> 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all, been a while since I was here, glad to see things going strong still.
> > 
> > I have a newb question. I'm having so much fun getting back in to the RS and finally getting to grips with the interface. One thing that hinders me a little
though is when putting together drumloops in grid mode...
> > 
> > You enable the keyboard and find the one hit that you want, going up and down the octaves etc. When I have one that I want there doesn't seem to be an
easy way to 'select' that note for grid mode. I usually guess that the note I'm pressing is for example C4 - then go into grid record and test, if it isn't I try C3,
C2 and so on until I get it.
> > 
> > Does that make sense? It would be nice if there was some sort of visual feedback that told me the exact note I was playing through the keyboard so that I
could go into grid record and select it without guessing.
> > 
> > Is there anything that springs to mind, or do I just have to learn better which notes I'm playing?
> > 
> > Thanks!
> 
> >
> 
> No you are missing something here.
> 
> Grid mode is actually the best mode for me.
> The method is the fillowing:
> 
> 1) Enable grid recording
> 2) Press and hold shift and then choose the drumsound you want to record with the keyboard keys. Use octave up/down to change octaves.You can actually
here the sound that you are pressing.
> 3) Press F1 to scan the track for already recorded notes and change to the one that you want to rerecord or add.
> 
> And all the above are done on the fly without stopping anything.
>

| 18867|18865|2011-12-25 16:34:56|J M|Re: midi with ableton|
I'm not sure how Ableton should be set up, but the RS Midi Sync should be set to MIDI, or MTC. Not Internal.

Hope thats all it is for ya and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> hey guys, i just did this the other day and now for some reason can't figure out how to make it work.
> 
> all i need to do is make it so that when i press play/record in ableton it triggers the rs to play as well.
> 
> i have a midi cable between the rs and ableton.
> midi out ableton to midi in on the rs.
> 
> i've read the manual and played around with the setup in utility but still for some reason can not make it work. i think im so frustrated that i can't think
straight. i know this works because i've done it before. thanks for all your help
> altus
>

| 18868|5117|2011-12-25 20:23:34|bobby.mcalister|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
This topic is ancient but I am running 1.14 OS and running into this problem. I record a 1-bar phrase in OVERDUB mode and then go to JOB mode and quantize the
(automatically selected) phrase and get the "NO DATA." message.

There is definitely data! I can hear it and when I slip into GRID mode the notes I already recorded in OVERDUB mode are displayed.

I've gotten this a few times this week. I assume it's a bug with the 1.14 OS. I'll look to update ASAP and report back here.

Not that many are probably running on old OS. But maybe someone will run into the problem.

Bobby

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomfinegan" wrote:
>
> --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> > > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> > > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> > > the 7000 really well.
> > 
> > You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)
> 
> ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)
>
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| 18869|5117|2011-12-25 20:58:40|J M|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
It does sound like a bug and you are running an old OS which hopefully an update will fix for ya. Only other thing I can think of to check is to make sure you are
quantizing the track or phrase you are on, you probably are but sometimes the RS may be keeping a track, phrase or setting in a job from previously doing it that is
different from the one you may be wanting to use on it. Or, just an idea, can also copy the track to another track and it will copy the phrase to a new phrase and see if
quantizing still goofs up.

I definitely recommend the updated OS though either way. Far less buggy and adds several minor but very useful features.

Let us know how it goes, and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
>
> This topic is ancient but I am running 1.14 OS and running into this problem. I record a 1-bar phrase in OVERDUB mode and then go to JOB mode and
quantize the (automatically selected) phrase and get the "NO DATA." message.
> 
> There is definitely data! I can hear it and when I slip into GRID mode the notes I already recorded in OVERDUB mode are displayed.
> 
> I've gotten this a few times this week. I assume it's a bug with the 1.14 OS. I'll look to update ASAP and report back here.
> 
> Not that many are probably running on old OS. But maybe someone will run into the problem.
> 
> Bobby
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomfinegan" wrote:
> >
> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> > > > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> > > > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> > > > the 7000 really well.
> > > 
> > > You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)
> > 
> > ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)
> >
>

| 18870|5117|2011-12-26 05:27:51|Charles Tyler|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
this message (No Data) also appears when you try to quantise a preset

phrase. As preset phrases are locked and can't be edited, I wonder if

this is related to your problem. Have you switched off memory protect

(press utility 1x)?

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Mon, 26 Dec 2011 03:58:38 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize
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It does sound like a bug and you are running an old OS which hopefully an update will fix for ya. Only other thing I can think of to check is to make sure you are
quantizing the track or phrase you are on, you probably are but sometimes the RS may be keeping a track, phrase or setting in a job from previously doing it that is
different from the one you may be wanting to use on it. Or, just an idea, can also copy the track to another track and it will copy the phrase to a new phrase and see if
quantizing still goofs up.

I definitely recommend the updated OS though either way. Far less buggy and adds several minor but very useful features.

Let us know how it goes, and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:

>

> This topic is ancient but I am running 1.14 OS and running into this problem. I record a 1-bar phrase in OVERDUB mode and then go to JOB mode and
quantize the (automatically selected) phrase and get the "NO DATA." message.

> 

> There is definitely data! I can hear it and when I slip into GRID mode the notes I already recorded in OVERDUB mode are displayed.

> 

> I've gotten this a few times this week. I assume it's a bug with the 1.14 OS. I'll look to update ASAP and report back here.

> 

> Not that many are probably running on old OS. But maybe someone will run into the problem.

> 

> Bobby

> 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomfinegan" wrote:

> >

> > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:

> > > On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:

> > > > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question

> > > > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows

> > > > the 7000 really well.

> > > 

> > > You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)

> > 

> > ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)

> >

>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18871|5117|2011-12-26 05:53:23|bobby.mcalister|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
I'm definitely on the same track and the write protect is off.

After posting I tried the suggestion here, to go and rename the phrase first. This is a workaround since the quantize works after that.

The update seems to be in order for sure.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> 
> this message (No Data) also appears when you try to quantise a preset
> 
> phrase. As preset phrases are locked and can't be edited, I wonder if
> 
> this is related to your problem. Have you switched off memory protect
> 
> (press utility 1x)?
> 
> 
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: zamise@...
> Date: Mon, 26 Dec 2011 03:58:38 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> It does sound like a bug and you are running an old OS which hopefully an update will fix for ya. Only other thing I can think of to check is to make sure
you are quantizing the track or phrase you are on, you probably are but sometimes the RS may be keeping a track, phrase or setting in a job from previously
doing it that is different from the one you may be wanting to use on it. Or, just an idea, can also copy the track to another track and it will copy the phrase to a
new phrase and see if quantizing still goofs up.
> 
> 
> 
> I definitely recommend the updated OS though either way. Far less buggy and adds several minor but very useful features.
> 
> 
> 
> Let us know how it goes, and happy RSing!
> 
> 
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> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > This topic is ancient but I am running 1.14 OS and running into this problem. I record a 1-bar phrase in OVERDUB mode and then go to JOB mode and
quantize the (automatically selected) phrase and get the "NO DATA." message.
> 
> > 
> 
> > There is definitely data! I can hear it and when I slip into GRID mode the notes I already recorded in OVERDUB mode are displayed.
> 
> > 
> 
> > I've gotten this a few times this week. I assume it's a bug with the 1.14 OS. I'll look to update ASAP and report back here.
> 
> > 
> 
> > Not that many are probably running on old OS. But maybe someone will run into the problem.
> 
> > 
> 
> > Bobby
> 
> > 
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomfinegan" wrote:
> 
> > >
> 
> > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> 
> > > > On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> 
> > > > > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> 
> > > > > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> 
> > > > > the 7000 really well.
> 
> > > > 
> 
> > > > You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)
> 
> > > 
> 
> > > ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)
> 
> > >
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18872|18865|2011-12-26 14:03:41|Ian Vine|Re: midi with ableton|
Hi dudes

Happy Christmas 
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I've always set this up the other way round, so the rs transport controls live. Though it should work both ways though.

First up you need to decide which is going to set the tempo via midi clock. So set live to send midi clock and the rs midi clock to external. 

To get the transport controls working, set live to send mtc and the rs to receive it.

IanV

On 25 Dec 2011, at 23:34, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> I'm not sure how Ableton should be set up, but the RS Midi Sync should be set to MIDI, or MTC. Not Internal.
> 
> Hope thats all it is for ya and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > hey guys, i just did this the other day and now for some reason can't figure out how to make it work.
> > 
> > all i need to do is make it so that when i press play/record in ableton it triggers the rs to play as well.
> > 
> > i have a midi cable between the rs and ableton.
> > midi out ableton to midi in on the rs.
> > 
> > i've read the manual and played around with the setup in utility but still for some reason can not make it work. i think im so frustrated that i can't think
straight. i know this works because i've done it before. thanks for all your help
> > altus
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18873|18865|2011-12-26 15:49:42|it_goes_darker_still|Re: midi with ableton|
i restarted the rs and ableton and all works well now. thanks so much my friend!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I'm not sure how Ableton should be set up, but the RS Midi Sync should be set to MIDI, or MTC. Not Internal.
> 
> Hope thats all it is for ya and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > hey guys, i just did this the other day and now for some reason can't figure out how to make it work.
> > 
> > all i need to do is make it so that when i press play/record in ableton it triggers the rs to play as well.
> > 
> > i have a midi cable between the rs and ableton.
> > midi out ableton to midi in on the rs.
> > 
> > i've read the manual and played around with the setup in utility but still for some reason can not make it work. i think im so frustrated that i can't think
straight. i know this works because i've done it before. thanks for all your help
> > altus
> >
>

| 18874|18874|2011-12-27 22:48:35|J M|Tip: Pitch Grouping Sample Kit|
I just noticed this behavior on my RS, so I've not tried it much so don't know how well it will work, but its kind of cool...

If you use sample kit and put a few different samples on different keys, probably best right next to each other, and switch on portamento (I'm using FULL TIME), turn it
all the way down so it doesn't do anything, then you can press the note the sample is on real quick so you can't really hear it and then press a note that no samples are on
and it pitches it. Use different non-sampled notes after pressing the sample real quick and you can get melodies with a sample kit with multiple samples.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18875|18874|2011-12-27 22:56:58|J M|Re: Tip: Pitch Grouping Sample Kit|
I noticed it only works on keys lower than the key the sample is on. Pretty cool still, might save some tracks instead of using one pitched sample for each track.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
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> I just noticed this behavior on my RS, so I've not tried it much so don't know how well it will work, but its kind of cool...
> 
> If you use sample kit and put a few different samples on different keys, probably best right next to each other, and switch on portamento (I'm using FULL
TIME), turn it all the way down so it doesn't do anything, then you can press the note the sample is on real quick so you can't really hear it and then press a
note that no samples are on and it pitches it. Use different non-sampled notes after pressing the sample real quick and you can get melodies with a sample kit
with multiple samples.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18876|18876|2011-12-28 04:01:21|gillespie_derek|RS7000.org.......|
hi, as a new rs7000 user I am trying to access all the resources I can. does anyone know why all the forums on rs7000.org are available except 'general' which gives an
error? 

also -anyone have documentation on the preset phrases -like the hits, lengths etc used on each one to give me a rough idea? also, is there a latest set to install rather than
the default?

thanks
| 18877|18876|2011-12-28 04:14:28|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
Welcome to the group!

RS7000.org has been abandoned and they stopped taking any care of it. We have a newer forum at:

http://rs7000.proboards.com

I don't know of any documentation on the preset phrases, I usually recommend not using them cause they suck and most sound the same, sound like blah blah etc.. Might
be good documentation resource to have for noobs I suppose, once you get in to the RS7000 and making your own sequences and phrases tho you'll never need a book on
the presets. However, I will occasionally go in and check them out, see if something might help inspires me and if I do find something I usually then wind up copying it to
a user phrase and edit it any way.

There is no additional preset phrases, but you can find some that other patterns and junk that folks have worked on if you search around a bit, there might even be some in
the files section here.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> hi, as a new rs7000 user I am trying to access all the resources I can. does anyone know why all the forums on rs7000.org are available except 'general'
which gives an error? 
> 
> also -anyone have documentation on the preset phrases -like the hits, lengths etc used on each one to give me a rough idea? also, is there a latest set to
install rather than the default?
> 
> thanks
>

| 18878|18878|2011-12-29 15:32:17|michael|SCSI to USB?|
Hi everyone. I just picked up my RS7000 again after a few years and remembered how good it is. Unfortunately my Zip drive died way back when and they seem to be
sort after now (silly prices on Ebay - when I got mine people were giving them away).

So looking around at other storage options, I've been wondering if the USB to SCSI adaptors will work to read a USB drive from the RS? I assume that they're made for
people to do it the other way round and read old SCSI drives from a computer's USB port, but I figure it'd be by far the best option if it is possible. Does anyone know?

CHeers

Mike
| 18879|18878|2011-12-29 15:42:40|J M|Re: SCSI to USB?|
Welcome back to RSing!

I never tried that, I'm still using a SM Card with a usb to SM drive to backup the card on computer, been working great for me this way for years knock on wood.

We've discussed SCSI stuff before on here but I don't enough about it to be of much help and maybe someone else knows better than I and hopefully will respond. I do the
usb drives are powered through the usb connection, so if the adapter don't come with its own power supply some how connected up to it then I don't think it'll have much
chance of working for you. If it does maybe its worth giving a shot and letting us know how it goes?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "michael" wrote:
>
> Hi everyone. I just picked up my RS7000 again after a few years and remembered how good it is. Unfortunately my Zip drive died way back when and they
seem to be sort after now (silly prices on Ebay - when I got mine people were giving them away).
> 
> So looking around at other storage options, I've been wondering if the USB to SCSI adaptors will work to read a USB drive from the RS? I assume that
they're made for people to do it the other way round and read old SCSI drives from a computer's USB port, but I figure it'd be by far the best option if it is
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possible. Does anyone know?
> 
> CHeers
> 
> Mike
>

| 18880|18878|2011-12-29 17:22:57|sam w|Re: SCSI to USB?|
what size zip drive do you need i have one for sale.
 
lordmilitant

From: michael <ain_ani@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 1:29 PM
Subject: [RS7000] SCSI to USB?

  
Hi everyone. I just picked up my RS7000 again after a few years and remembered how good it is. Unfortunately my Zip drive died way back when and they seem to be
sort after now (silly prices on Ebay - when I got mine people were giving them away).

So looking around at other storage options, I've been wondering if the USB to SCSI adaptors will work to read a USB drive from the RS? I assume that they're made for
people to do it the other way round and read old SCSI drives from a computer's USB port, but I figure it'd be by far the best option if it is possible. Does anyone know?

CHeers

Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18881|18878|2011-12-29 19:07:01|Michael Miller|Re: SCSI to USB?|
Hey, well the disks I still have are 100mb which I think work with 100 or 350 so either might be ok, depending on the price.

________________________________
From: sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Friday, 30 December 2011, 0:22
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI to USB?

  
what size zip drive do you need i have one for sale.
 
lordmilitant

From: michael <ain_ani@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 1:29 PM
Subject: [RS7000] SCSI to USB?

  
Hi everyone. I just picked up my RS7000 again after a few years and remembered how good it is. Unfortunately my Zip drive died way back when and they seem to be
sort after now (silly prices on Ebay - when I got mine people were giving them away).

So looking around at other storage options, I've been wondering if the USB to SCSI adaptors will work to read a USB drive from the RS? I assume that they're made for
people to do it the other way round and read old SCSI drives from a computer's USB port, but I figure it'd be by far the best option if it is possible. Does anyone know?

CHeers

Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18882|5117|2011-12-29 23:15:16|bobby.mcalister|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
I updated to 1.22 and the issues seem to be resolved. Quantize is not the only JOB function affected under the 1.14 OS, BTW. I could not append a pattern without
renaming the phrase.

So the workaround before update is to rename all your phrases.

But just update to 1.22! ;)

Thanks for all the support.
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Bobby

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
>
> I'm definitely on the same track and the write protect is off.
> 
> After posting I tried the suggestion here, to go and rename the phrase first. This is a workaround since the quantize works after that.
> 
> The update seems to be in order for sure.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > this message (No Data) also appears when you try to quantise a preset
> > 
> > phrase. As preset phrases are locked and can't be edited, I wonder if
> > 
> > this is related to your problem. Have you switched off memory protect
> > 
> > (press utility 1x)?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > From: zamise@
> > Date: Mon, 26 Dec 2011 03:58:38 +0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > It does sound like a bug and you are running an old OS which hopefully an update will fix for ya. Only other thing I can think of to check is to make sure
you are quantizing the track or phrase you are on, you probably are but sometimes the RS may be keeping a track, phrase or setting in a job from previously
doing it that is different from the one you may be wanting to use on it. Or, just an idea, can also copy the track to another track and it will copy the phrase to a
new phrase and see if quantizing still goofs up.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > I definitely recommend the updated OS though either way. Far less buggy and adds several minor but very useful features.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Let us know how it goes, and happy RSing!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > > This topic is ancient but I am running 1.14 OS and running into this problem. I record a 1-bar phrase in OVERDUB mode and then go to JOB mode
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and quantize the (automatically selected) phrase and get the "NO DATA." message.
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > There is definitely data! I can hear it and when I slip into GRID mode the notes I already recorded in OVERDUB mode are displayed.
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > I've gotten this a few times this week. I assume it's a bug with the 1.14 OS. I'll look to update ASAP and report back here.
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > Not that many are probably running on old OS. But maybe someone will run into the problem.
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > Bobby
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > 
> > > >
> > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > 
> > > > > On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> > 
> > > > > > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> > 
> > > > > > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> > 
> > > > > > the 7000 really well.
> > 
> > > > > 
> > 
> > > > > You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)
> > 
> > > > 
> > 
> > > > ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)
> > 
> > > >
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18883|18876|2011-12-30 03:28:38|gillespie_derek|Re: RS7000.org.......|
its odd - i can view threads found by google, just not directly

2 quick further questions

is there an easy way to have one measure loop if I'm working on it so disregarding overall length?

and, does beat stretch only work in big numbers 50,100,200 and not in between?

thanks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
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> Welcome to the group!
> 
> RS7000.org has been abandoned and they stopped taking any care of it. We have a newer forum at:
> 
> http://rs7000.proboards.com
> 
> I don't know of any documentation on the preset phrases, I usually recommend not using them cause they suck and most sound the same, sound like blah
blah etc.. Might be good documentation resource to have for noobs I suppose, once you get in to the RS7000 and making your own sequences and phrases tho
you'll never need a book on the presets. However, I will occasionally go in and check them out, see if something might help inspires me and if I do find
something I usually then wind up copying it to a user phrase and edit it any way.
> 
> There is no additional preset phrases, but you can find some that other patterns and junk that folks have worked on if you search around a bit, there might
even be some in the files section here.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > hi, as a new rs7000 user I am trying to access all the resources I can. does anyone know why all the forums on rs7000.org are available except 'general'
which gives an error? 
> > 
> > also -anyone have documentation on the preset phrases -like the hits, lengths etc used on each one to give me a rough idea? also, is there a latest set to
install rather than the default?
> > 
> > thanks
> >
>

| 18884|18876|2011-12-30 06:47:35|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
Yeah RS7000.org's forum is effed up, nada much we can do here about it. I think I tried emailing the owner a while back but got no response.

Your first question is yes and no. Yes if you are working in grid rec mode the RS will loop on that measure/bar and you have to advance to the next, no if in step rec mode.
In step mode it always loops all the way through the phrase. There may be work arounds within the jobs and perhaps seperating the phrase in to other parts and tracks and
removing parts etc., but I'll leave that to you to discover which way may be best for what you want to do, you may find out more or different ways of doing things along
the way.

Yup, beat stretch only works in percentages of: 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, 75%, 100%, 125%, 150%, 200%, 300%, 400%. I'm usually careful of going below 100%, it can
cause some strange effects later on when converting that from a chain in to a song. For example that track's length could be cut in half and no more notes placed on it half
way through, which could be bad if you decide to later unmute a track near the end in song mode, you'll wonder where the notes went. Above 100% the notes will
continue to the end of the song and it isn't an issue. It makes sesnse the way do it, but you have to be aware of it. If it did it in inbetween incraments you might wind up
with some really strange and off timed notes. If you're looking for inbetweens you might have to do some manual tempo/bpm adjustments across the whole thing maybe.

Getting to be long reply, hope I'm not confusing you more, I'll let you get back to RSing it now.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> its odd - i can view threads found by google, just not directly
> 
> 2 quick further questions
> 
> is there an easy way to have one measure loop if I'm working on it so disregarding overall length?
> 
> and, does beat stretch only work in big numbers 50,100,200 and not in between?
> 
> thanks
> 

| 18885|18876|2011-12-30 10:32:25|dj_trajan|Re: RS7000.org.......|
I'd find it hard to believe all the data that was hosted on the RS7K.org server is still there, but in any case if it is still there then it would be wonderful to unlock that wealth
of knowledge there. After some investigating, I found the owner of that site, Darren Round, and sent him a message on facebook. It seems to be the only website he tends
to keep up on these days. If he responds then I'd really like to send him your information (Zam) as I feel you would be able to reopen the doors for rs7000.org! If there is
an issue with $$ for web hosting, I certainly wouldn't mind chipping in on the cost.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Yeah RS7000.org's forum is effed up, nada much we can do here about it. I think I tried emailing the owner a while back but got no response.
> 
> Your first question is yes and no. Yes if you are working in grid rec mode the RS will loop on that measure/bar and you have to advance to the next, no if in
step rec mode. In step mode it always loops all the way through the phrase. There may be work arounds within the jobs and perhaps seperating the phrase in
to other parts and tracks and removing parts etc., but I'll leave that to you to discover which way may be best for what you want to do, you may find out more
or different ways of doing things along the way.
> 
> Yup, beat stretch only works in percentages of: 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, 75%, 100%, 125%, 150%, 200%, 300%, 400%. I'm usually careful of going below
100%, it can cause some strange effects later on when converting that from a chain in to a song. For example that track's length could be cut in half and no
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more notes placed on it half way through, which could be bad if you decide to later unmute a track near the end in song mode, you'll wonder where the notes
went. Above 100% the notes will continue to the end of the song and it isn't an issue. It makes sesnse the way do it, but you have to be aware of it. If it did it
in inbetween incraments you might wind up with some really strange and off timed notes. If you're looking for inbetweens you might have to do some manual
tempo/bpm adjustments across the whole thing maybe.
> 
> Getting to be long reply, hope I'm not confusing you more, I'll let you get back to RSing it now.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > its odd - i can view threads found by google, just not directly
> > 
> > 2 quick further questions
> > 
> > is there an easy way to have one measure loop if I'm working on it so disregarding overall length?
> > 
> > and, does beat stretch only work in big numbers 50,100,200 and not in between?
> > 
> > thanks
> > 
> 
>

| 18886|18876|2011-12-30 16:47:37|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active and may become an even
better resource eventually for us. 

I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots
overrunning that place back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't kept up. You can
pass my email address to the owner if you want and they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or pull the .org forum off in to an archive
somewhere else and link in to that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> I'd find it hard to believe all the data that was hosted on the RS7K.org server is still there, but in any case if it is still there then it would be wonderful to
unlock that wealth of knowledge there. After some investigating, I found the owner of that site, Darren Round, and sent him a message on facebook. It seems
to be the only website he tends to keep up on these days. If he responds then I'd really like to send him your information (Zam) as I feel you would be able to
reopen the doors for rs7000.org! If there is an issue with $$ for web hosting, I certainly wouldn't mind chipping in on the cost.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Yeah RS7000.org's forum is effed up, nada much we can do here about it. I think I tried emailing the owner a while back but got no response.
> > 
> > Your first question is yes and no. Yes if you are working in grid rec mode the RS will loop on that measure/bar and you have to advance to the next, no if
in step rec mode. In step mode it always loops all the way through the phrase. There may be work arounds within the jobs and perhaps seperating the phrase
in to other parts and tracks and removing parts etc., but I'll leave that to you to discover which way may be best for what you want to do, you may find out
more or different ways of doing things along the way.
> > 
> > Yup, beat stretch only works in percentages of: 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, 75%, 100%, 125%, 150%, 200%, 300%, 400%. I'm usually careful of going below
100%, it can cause some strange effects later on when converting that from a chain in to a song. For example that track's length could be cut in half and no
more notes placed on it half way through, which could be bad if you decide to later unmute a track near the end in song mode, you'll wonder where the notes
went. Above 100% the notes will continue to the end of the song and it isn't an issue. It makes sesnse the way do it, but you have to be aware of it. If it did it
in inbetween incraments you might wind up with some really strange and off timed notes. If you're looking for inbetweens you might have to do some manual
tempo/bpm adjustments across the whole thing maybe.
> > 
> > Getting to be long reply, hope I'm not confusing you more, I'll let you get back to RSing it now.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > its odd - i can view threads found by google, just not directly
> > > 
> > > 2 quick further questions
> > > 
> > > is there an easy way to have one measure loop if I'm working on it so disregarding overall length?
> > > 
> > > and, does beat stretch only work in big numbers 50,100,200 and not in between?
> > > 
> > > thanks
> > > 
> > 
> >
>

| 18887|18876|2012-01-01 18:48:01|Kyr|Re: RS7000.org.......|
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> 
> Your first question is yes and no. Yes if you are working in grid rec mode the RS will loop on that measure/bar and you have to advance to the next, no if in
step rec mode. In step mode it always loops all the way through the phrase. There may be work arounds within the jobs and perhaps seperating the phrase in
to other parts and tracks and removing parts etc., but I'll leave that to you to discover which way may be best for what you want to do, you may find out more
or different ways of doing things along the way.
> Zam

No Zam, you have to use grid mode more to get to know it better!
You have an option to turn the measure loop off before you start recording when you are in stop mode and this setting will be retained.
| 18888|18876|2012-01-01 20:00:11|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Kyr" wrote:

>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Your first question is yes and no. Yes if you are working in grid rec mode the RS will loop on that measure/bar and you have to advance to the next, no if
in step rec mode. In step mode it always loops all the way through the phrase. There may be work arounds within the jobs and perhaps seperating the phrase
in to other parts and tracks and removing parts etc., but I'll leave that to you to discover which way may be best for what you want to do, you may find out
more or different ways of doing things along the way.
> > Zam
> 
> No Zam, you have to use grid mode more to get to know it better!
> You have an option to turn the measure loop off before you start recording when you are in stop mode and this setting will be retained.
>

I figured there was a way to turn the hold measure off in grid, didn't know where though, but just found it since you mentioned it. Cool!

I'm trying to learn grid more lately, but it is hard to keep at it. I'm still not liking grid nearly as much as step so I keep going back to step. As far as I can tell that hold
measure in grid does not carry over to step. Step always loops the whole phrase, unless I'm still missing something?

Good that we have folks here with different preferences on the record modes so we can cover each other's butts ;)

I'll have to learn replace and overdub better too some day.

Zam
| 18889|18889|2012-01-04 02:22:04|gillespie_derek|MIDI programs....|
hi, a further question! 

as a (ex?) MPC user I was able to have a track pointing to an external MIDI module and by scrolling through a 'Program' parameter on the mpc have the module change
patches in response - handy for auditioning voices as I sequenced. 

is there an equivalent on the RS? I can change program internally but that isn't reflected via MIDI.
| 18890|18889|2012-01-04 20:11:15|J M|Re: MIDI programs....|
The RS should do it. I'm not sure which midi setting it is tho, but I think it normally does that and you have to turn a setting off or filter the program change to get it to not
change the voice banks on external gear. I'm just not sure which setting it is in utility mode hmmm maybe also look to see if the midi filter for program change is not
checked.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> hi, a further question! 
> 
> as a (ex?) MPC user I was able to have a track pointing to an external MIDI module and by scrolling through a 'Program' parameter on the mpc have the
module change patches in response - handy for auditioning voices as I sequenced. 
> 
> is there an equivalent on the RS? I can change program internally but that isn't reflected via MIDI.
>

| 18891|18889|2012-01-06 03:10:44|gillespie_derek|Re: MIDI programs....|
OK, got this working by switching on the TG PARAM OUT setting. strangely i need to have the RS selecting instrument groups MSB/LSB 63/5 and 63/6 (Ethnic&Perc
and SFX1) for me to then be able to scroll through the corresponding programs on my sound module.

Only problem I had was that it was slightly weird. Initially I could only get it to work when in the mixer section of SONG mode, then it did work in PATTERN after that.
Anyone have any pointers?

As an aside, I have a further question: When using the KNOB ASSIGN option I can select a specific track, or AUTO for the active track. If i choose a specific track
number, what happens to the knob when on another track? Does it revert to its previous/default use or not work at all??
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> The RS should do it. I'm not sure which midi setting it is tho, but I think it normally does that and you have to turn a setting off or filter the program change
to get it to not change the voice banks on external gear. I'm just not sure which setting it is in utility mode hmmm maybe also look to see if the midi filter for
program change is not checked.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > hi, a further question! 
> > 
> > as a (ex?) MPC user I was able to have a track pointing to an external MIDI module and by scrolling through a 'Program' parameter on the mpc have the
module change patches in response - handy for auditioning voices as I sequenced. 
> > 
> > is there an equivalent on the RS? I can change program internally but that isn't reflected via MIDI.
> >
>

| 18892|18889|2012-01-06 12:01:14|J M|Re: MIDI programs....|
Glad you found the TG Param out setting, I wasn't sure what did it but knew it could. I think I turned that off on mine long ago, I didn't like it changing the voices on
external gear every time I wanted to change it on the RS.

I think if you assign a knob to a specific track it stays assigned to that track even if you have another track selected. I've rarely taken mine off automatic, but there
probably is a useful reason for taking it off automatic, maybe, if you find one let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> OK, got this working by switching on the TG PARAM OUT setting. strangely i need to have the RS selecting instrument groups MSB/LSB 63/5 and 63/6
(Ethnic&Perc and SFX1) for me to then be able to scroll through the corresponding programs on my sound module.
> 
> Only problem I had was that it was slightly weird. Initially I could only get it to work when in the mixer section of SONG mode, then it did work in
PATTERN after that. Anyone have any pointers?
> 
> As an aside, I have a further question: When using the KNOB ASSIGN option I can select a specific track, or AUTO for the active track. If i choose a
specific track number, what happens to the knob when on another track? Does it revert to its previous/default use or not work at all??
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > The RS should do it. I'm not sure which midi setting it is tho, but I think it normally does that and you have to turn a setting off or filter the program
change to get it to not change the voice banks on external gear. I'm just not sure which setting it is in utility mode hmmm maybe also look to see if the midi
filter for program change is not checked.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > hi, a further question! 
> > > 
> > > as a (ex?) MPC user I was able to have a track pointing to an external MIDI module and by scrolling through a 'Program' parameter on the mpc have the
module change patches in response - handy for auditioning voices as I sequenced. 
> > > 
> > > is there an equivalent on the RS? I can change program internally but that isn't reflected via MIDI.
> > >
> >
>

| 18893|18893|2012-01-06 16:10:15|dj_trajan|Radio show for producers|
Hey all!

Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about gear, production,
promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against modern day DAWs and play a
track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from my fellow RS users!

Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 

http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc

Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
Trajan
| 18894|18893|2012-01-06 16:51:33|J M|Re: Radio show for producers|
Cool! I'll try to catch it.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all!
> 
> Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about gear,
production, promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against modern
day DAWs and play a track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from my fellow
RS users!
> 
> Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 
> 
> http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc
> 
> Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
> Trajan
>

| 18895|18893|2012-01-06 23:05:31|Stephen Lindsey|Re: Radio show for producers|
Will be tuning in! Would love to contribute on any level! http://soundcloud.com/levet8/tracks
 
Stephen Leroy Lindsey

________________________________
From: dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, January 6, 2012 6:10 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Radio show for producers

  
Hey all!

Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about gear, production,
promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against modern day DAWs and play a
track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from my fellow RS users!

Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 

http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc

Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
Trajan

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18896|18848|2012-01-07 00:58:04|Mark|Re: newbie questions|
I have tried all the advice given. I guess the adaptor and XD card just does not work for some reason but works with SD card.

I played around with the RS and figured out how put samples in the common area rather than the local area (sometimes doing is better than reading the manual over and
over again)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Mark Adamson wrote:
>
> thanks for the response, I can't wait to try it out.
> I will let you know if your advise works.
> Thanks again.
> -Mark
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: J M 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Sunday, December 4, 2011 4:47 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: newbie questions
> 
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> 1. Yes, there are a couple ways. If you are sampling in to the RS make sure your A/D setup #6 twice is setup so it can hear whats coming in the input, after
that press the Sample Start button and use the F1 knob to put it on KIT or KIT+NOTE, not entirely sure what the dif is, I normally use KIT. Sample start
again and assign the key/note, its defualted to C3 be aware, and adjust the trigger level, I'll drop it down to about 15, then sample start again and play in the
sample, Sample stop. Then test out that it took by pressing keyboard button so you can play the mini keys, its next to arpeggio button, adjust the oct down up
so you are in the range of what key you put the sample on and play that key.
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> 
> Sorry long instruction, hope it makes some sense?
> 
> 2. Hmmm... not sure about this one, I don't use XD, but perhaps if your computer sees it try formatting on the computer, I think FAT32 option but not sure,
if it works perhaps then the RS will see it. I'd of expected the card to have already been formatted and the RS able to read it if it is new, so wondering if
perhaps there is an issue with using an SM to XD adapter.
> 
> Let know if you get it figured out or not, and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark" wrote:
> >
> > just got the RS7000 a couple of weeks ago.
> > I have read the manual several times over but still stuck on a couple things...
> > 1) is there a way to make a sample kit? I would like to group multiple samples so they are on one bank, similar to the preset drum kits.
> > 2) I picked up an XD to SM adaptor with a 64MB xd card but when I try to format the card it displays "Card/Disk Not Ready" I tried the card/adaptor in
my laptop and it "sees" it. What do I do?
> > 
> > thanks in advance for answering.
> > I'm looking forward to getting deep into my RS and learning as much as I can.
> > -Mark
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18897|5117|2012-01-07 14:27:33|dj_trajan|Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize|
Just curious, did you try to record your sequence with the quantize settings already on? I used to go through the job function to quantize, but realized you can turn the F3
knob while in record mode and it will do it on the fly.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
>
> I updated to 1.22 and the issues seem to be resolved. Quantize is not the only JOB function affected under the 1.14 OS, BTW. I could not append a pattern
without renaming the phrase.
> 
> So the workaround before update is to rename all your phrases.
> 
> But just update to 1.22! ;)
> 
> Thanks for all the support.
> Bobby
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
> >
> > I'm definitely on the same track and the write protect is off.
> > 
> > After posting I tried the suggestion here, to go and rename the phrase first. This is a workaround since the quantize works after that.
> > 
> > The update seems to be in order for sure.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > this message (No Data) also appears when you try to quantise a preset
> > > 
> > > phrase. As preset phrases are locked and can't be edited, I wonder if
> > > 
> > > this is related to your problem. Have you switched off memory protect
> > > 
> > > (press utility 1x)?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > From: zamise@
> > > Date: Mon, 26 Dec 2011 03:58:38 +0000
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Haveing trouble with Quantize
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > It does sound like a bug and you are running an old OS which hopefully an update will fix for ya. Only other thing I can think of to check is to make
sure you are quantizing the track or phrase you are on, you probably are but sometimes the RS may be keeping a track, phrase or setting in a job from
previously doing it that is different from the one you may be wanting to use on it. Or, just an idea, can also copy the track to another track and it will copy the
phrase to a new phrase and see if quantizing still goofs up.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I definitely recommend the updated OS though either way. Far less buggy and adds several minor but very useful features.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Let us know how it goes, and happy RSing!
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bobby.mcalister" wrote:
> > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > > This topic is ancient but I am running 1.14 OS and running into this problem. I record a 1-bar phrase in OVERDUB mode and then go to JOB mode
and quantize the (automatically selected) phrase and get the "NO DATA." message.
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > > There is definitely data! I can hear it and when I slip into GRID mode the notes I already recorded in OVERDUB mode are displayed.
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > > I've gotten this a few times this week. I assume it's a bug with the 1.14 OS. I'll look to update ASAP and report back here.
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > > Not that many are probably running on old OS. But maybe someone will run into the problem.
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > > Bobby
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tomfinegan" wrote:
> > > 
> > > > >
> > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@y..., Robert van der Kamp wrote:
> > > 
> > > > > > On Monday 08 April 2002 07:31, little_baby_tickles wrote:
> > > 
> > > > > > > Hello everyone, I've had the 7000 for about 4 weeks so my question
> > > 
> > > > > > > may sound pretty ridiculous and really funny for anyone who knows
> > > 
> > > > > > > the 7000 really well.
> > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > 
> > > > > > You don't know how to switch the machine on? ;)
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> > > 
> > > > > 
> > > 
> > > > > ROTFLMAO!!!! LOL!!! :))) No more beer for you...:)
> > > 
> > > > >
> > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 18898|18893|2012-01-08 06:02:25|gillespie_derek|Re: Radio show for producers|
sounds good - will there be a download available? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Hey all!
> 
> Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about gear,
production, promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against modern
day DAWs and play a track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from my fellow
RS users!
> 
> Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 
> 
> http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc
> 
> Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
> Trajan
>

| 18899|18893|2012-01-08 09:02:57|dj_trajan|Re: Radio show for producers|
Yup! You'll be able to stream the show after its done and we will also provide links for all the songs that we play. Glad to have the support of the group, thanks a ton guys!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> sounds good - will there be a download available? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Hey all!
> > 
> > Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about gear,
production, promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against modern
day DAWs and play a track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from my fellow
RS users!
> > 
> > Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 
> > 
> > http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc
> > 
> > Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
> > Trajan
> >
>

| 18900|18893|2012-01-08 10:47:42|gillespie_derek|Re: Radio show for producers|
what about downloadable as a file to put on my iPod? 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Yup! You'll be able to stream the show after its done and we will also provide links for all the songs that we play. Glad to have the support of the group,
thanks a ton guys!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > sounds good - will there be a download available? 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey all!
> > > 
> > > Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about gear,
production, promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against modern
day DAWs and play a track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from my fellow
RS users!
> > > 
> > > Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 
> > > 
> > > http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc
> > > 
> > > Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
> > > Trajan
> > >
> >
>

| 18901|18893|2012-01-08 18:17:32|dj_trajan|Re: Radio show for producers|
Oh for sure! I'll setup a download link for it, great idea thx!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> what about downloadable as a file to put on my iPod? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Yup! You'll be able to stream the show after its done and we will also provide links for all the songs that we play. Glad to have the support of the group,
thanks a ton guys!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > sounds good - will there be a download available? 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey all!
> > > > 
> > > > Just wanted to let you know that Jan 13th I will be hosting a radio show featuring underground producers/djs/artists. We will also be talking about
gear, production, promotion etc...all things that people like us are into! During the gear section I will be talking about the RS and how it stacks up against
modern day DAWs and play a track created w/ the RS. If you're around your computer at 4pm est tune in and check it out! hope to have some support from
my fellow RS users!
> > > > 
> > > > Here is a link to the promo video if you feel inclined to share it (it will be appreciated!!!) 
> > > > 
> > > > http://youtu.be/nIBh4JByBkc
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks to everyone and hope yall are having a good start to the new year!
> > > > Trajan
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18902|18902|2012-01-09 09:47:07|gillespie_derek|Creating an autoload file - settings|
am enjoying the features of the RS and would like a few pointers about creating a new autoload. I want to have tracks 1-8 as being drum hits, and probably 9-14 as
internal synth/bass/pads/samples, leaving 15 and 16 pointing to extrnal modules

based on this, can someone give me a few tips on what effects to utilise with the internal sounds. i read somewhere about leaving compression permanently on - is that a
good idea? for drums and synths? master effect or per track?

also, the four function knobs above the LCD can be assigned to various parameters. are there any that are more useful to have there than the others?

finally, i will probably be writing the drum tracks first, mainly in grid edit so would probably have track 1 as say one measure of 4/4 kicks. i would want this to loop and
underpin any other drum tracks that may be longer in length. should i start with a pattern of one measure and just make say any bass tracks/phrases longer as necessary.
does that make sense, as i haven't quite got my head around the different phrase lengths yet, in terms of building from scratch. (thats why a list of all preset phrases would
have been useful!)
| 18903|17706|2012-01-09 14:15:25|adekoyote_prime|Re: smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
I hate to butt in, but I use ableton and rs7000.
Ableton reads mid1 as 16 tracks, and can only export mid0.
I find it hard to believe that rs7k would export a smf or mid file as
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type 0.
in terms of viable translators, I have found OnyxArranger21 I will be
running tests on my roland MC808 tonight and then the Rs7k...due to the
ridiculously awkward sequencer in the MC808.
While I really love Ableton...I hate the way it seems to rob the soul
out of my droids.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zamisers7k" wrote:
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" hgt55@ wrote:
> >
> > hi zam, thanx for looking into it.
> > i have no windows buddy and i tried solution 2 and 3 some time ago
but it really sucks doing it manually.
> > i found lots of midi converters even for mac but they all convert
only smf1 to smf0 and not the other way round.
> > is there another sequencer that you can recommend that does it for
me?
> > i m using ableton live only. maybe logic, cubase or protools?
> > cheers,
> >
> > g.
> >
>
> I put the word out on VSEF help forum, see if anyone there knows of
any that will do it.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18904|18902|2012-01-09 14:50:35|J M|Re: Creating an autoload file - settings|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:

>
> am enjoying the features of the RS and would like a few pointers about creating a new autoload. I want to have tracks 1-8 as being drum hits, and probably
9-14 as internal synth/bass/pads/samples, leaving 15 and 16 pointing to extrnal modules
> 
> based on this, can someone give me a few tips on what effects to utilise with the internal sounds. i read somewhere about leaving compression permanently
on - is that a good idea? for drums and synths? master effect or per track?
> 

It might seem like a good idea, but generally I think it is not. Instead of using master compression use the mixer and track settings to boost Low and High frequencies
closer to mid range on individual tracks. This will free up master effects for cooler stuff like ring mod and control delays. The master compression is good for using
during live shows when you don't know how crappy or not the house system will sound, they all sound so different and you can get the RS sounding closer to what you
are use to with master compression. 

> also, the four function knobs above the LCD can be assigned to various parameters. are there any that are more useful to have there than the others?
> 

They are? Track pan would prob be on top of my list.

> finally, i will probably be writing the drum tracks first, mainly in grid edit so would probably have track 1 as say one measure of 4/4 kicks. i would want
this to loop and underpin any other drum tracks that may be longer in length. should i start with a pattern of one measure and just make say any bass
tracks/phrases longer as necessary. does that make sense, as i haven't quite got my head around the different phrase lengths yet, in terms of building from
scratch. (thats why a list of all preset phrases would have been useful!)
>

I'd say yeah go for it. Won't know if you like that or not till you try. Personally, I mostly try to stick to 4 measures as much as possible since that is the default. But,
nothing wrong with using different lengths... 1 goes well with any other length, 2 goes well with all even lengths, 3 kind of stinks, never use, but goes well with 6 and 12,
etc...

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18905|17706|2012-01-09 15:08:57|Robert Feuchtl|Re: smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
please keep us updated! :) VERY interested about the midi-file-formats ...

I had such nightmares trying to import a 8-bar midi-file that constantly 
genereated wonky 32-bar patterns..
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Am 09.01.2012 21:50, schrieb adekoyote_prime:

>
> I hate to butt in, but I use ableton and rs7000.
> Ableton reads mid1 as 16 tracks, and can only export mid0.
> I find it hard to believe that rs7k would export a smf or mid file as
> type 0.
> in terms of viable translators, I have found OnyxArranger21 I will be
> running tests on my roland MC808 tonight and then the Rs7k...due to the
> ridiculously awkward sequencer in the MC808.
> While I really love Ableton...I hate the way it seems to rob the soul
> out of my droids.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "zamisers7k" wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "Geee" hgt55@ wrote:
> > >
> > > hi zam, thanx for looking into it.
> > > i have no windows buddy and i tried solution 2 and 3 some time ago
> but it really sucks doing it manually.
> > > i found lots of midi converters even for mac but they all convert
> only smf1 to smf0 and not the other way round.
> > > is there another sequencer that you can recommend that does it for
> me?
> > > i m using ableton live only. maybe logic, cubase or protools?
> > > cheers,
> > >
> > > g.
> > >
> >
> > I put the word out on VSEF help forum, see if anyone there knows of
> any that will do it.
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18906|18902|2012-01-10 03:54:18|gillespie_derek|Re: Creating an autoload file - settings|
OK, i will keep that in mind. compression (master fx) certainly seems to give the sound a 'boost' so thought that it might be desirable at all times.

i thought the four function knobs above the LCD could be assigned and always worked assuming the master efx button next to them hadn't been selected?? will look
again. maybe low and hight frequencies, along with pan might be an idea - assuming i can assign these knobs.

my question about track lengths was more from the point of view that i have had some difficulty for instance making phrases shorter. for instance, if i have a pattern of 4
measures and add a user phrase of 4, i am then unable to shorten that phrase to 1 (would i even want to in reality!). is that for a reason? i am using user phrase 1 here, and
it is empty. can user phrases only be edited by placing them on a track first btw?

and can someone explain the looping involved? say i have a pattern of length 4, and all phrases are 1 will it play for 4 measures before looping but essentially only sound
for the first measure with three blank measures playing after?

what about a pattern of length 1 with several phrases of length 4. all looping fine together, just the counter (when not set as bpm) never going beyond 1 as it plays.

and a pattern length of 1, with phrases of 1 and 4 - what happens here??
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and finally, a pattern of length 4 with phrases of 1 and 4 included. how do these loop relatively??

sorry - thats an awful lot of questions!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > am enjoying the features of the RS and would like a few pointers about creating a new autoload. I want to have tracks 1-8 as being drum hits, and
probably 9-14 as internal synth/bass/pads/samples, leaving 15 and 16 pointing to extrnal modules
> > 
> > based on this, can someone give me a few tips on what effects to utilise with the internal sounds. i read somewhere about leaving compression
permanently on - is that a good idea? for drums and synths? master effect or per track?
> > 
> 
> It might seem like a good idea, but generally I think it is not. Instead of using master compression use the mixer and track settings to boost Low and High
frequencies closer to mid range on individual tracks. This will free up master effects for cooler stuff like ring mod and control delays. The master
compression is good for using during live shows when you don't know how crappy or not the house system will sound, they all sound so different and you can
get the RS sounding closer to what you are use to with master compression. 
> 
> > also, the four function knobs above the LCD can be assigned to various parameters. are there any that are more useful to have there than the others?
> > 
> 
> They are? Track pan would prob be on top of my list.
> 
> 
> > finally, i will probably be writing the drum tracks first, mainly in grid edit so would probably have track 1 as say one measure of 4/4 kicks. i would want
this to loop and underpin any other drum tracks that may be longer in length. should i start with a pattern of one measure and just make say any bass
tracks/phrases longer as necessary. does that make sense, as i haven't quite got my head around the different phrase lengths yet, in terms of building from
scratch. (thats why a list of all preset phrases would have been useful!)
> >
> 
> I'd say yeah go for it. Won't know if you like that or not till you try. Personally, I mostly try to stick to 4 measures as much as possible since that is the
default. But, nothing wrong with using different lengths... 1 goes well with any other length, 2 goes well with all even lengths, 3 kind of stinks, never use, but
goes well with 6 and 12, etc...
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18907|17706|2012-01-10 09:47:31|dj_trajan|Re: smf 0 to smf 1 ???|
I think I have an answer for you, MIDISwing can convert from smf0 to smf1 and is available for free download. I haven't used it before, but this came recommended by a
friend for this purpose! Load your file into the software, go to save as and you can convert from there :)

http://www.les-stooges.org/pascal/midiswing/index.php?la=en&id=Download

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Geee" wrote:
>
> hi there folks,
> 
> i want to pitch my sequencing data back and forth between the rs7000 and ableton live. unfortunately the rs7000 writes only smf0 midi data files.
> is there a converter out there for mac that does the job(smf0 to smf1)?
> or any other ideas?
> 
> cheers,
> george
>

| 18908|18902|2012-01-10 13:29:12|J M|Re: Creating an autoload file - settings|
No worries, don't be sorry, valid questions.

I do kick on master compression occasionally, and your right, it is a quick way to make it sound better. I use to use it with it on all the time myself so maybe it isn't a bad
idea, however I later found that it seem to loose some dynamics when recorded with it on for some reason, so I found if I could get it sounding better with master
compression off, it would sound better in .wavs and mp3s. Maybe its just me and my setup and I'm hearing some sort of audible illusion.

I don't recall the upper function buttons being assignable like the other knobs. They might be and I just never noticed, I could check but don't have my RS handy at the
moment. Even if they arn't I do know you can reassign some of the effect settings on those effects, there are some interesting and sort of hidden settings I think most folks
never even notice on the master effects. I remember changing the slicer to have different auto-pan settings on mine. Not quite the same as track panning, but its pretty cool
none the less.

Phrase length vrs Pattern length....? Get pattern length out of your head, there is none, if someone says pattern length assume they mean phrase. It loops phrases whatever
length they are, the display LCD I think shows either the shortest, or longest, or selected phrase, I forget which, but I know it gets confusing really quickly when you start
mixing diff rent phrase lengths. That is one of the reasons why I like to stick to 4 measure phrases, plus I'm lazy. Anyhow, yeah you take measures off a phrase if there is
notes or data on it. There are other ways and probably better ways to do this, but what I usually wind up doing is deleting all the notes in step rec mode real quick exit out
and then increase or decrease the mesures then go back in to step rec mode and put the notes back in to it. That is probably a bit more difficult to do if use grid rec mode.
If there are easier ways, and I'm sure there are, probably using some of the jobs I hope somebody else who does it more often will mention it here for ya.
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Sorry, long reply ;) hope I covered all your Qs?

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> OK, i will keep that in mind. compression (master fx) certainly seems to give the sound a 'boost' so thought that it might be desirable at all times.
> 
> i thought the four function knobs above the LCD could be assigned and always worked assuming the master efx button next to them hadn't been selected??
will look again. maybe low and hight frequencies, along with pan might be an idea - assuming i can assign these knobs.
> 
> my question about track lengths was more from the point of view that i have had some difficulty for instance making phrases shorter. for instance, if i have
a pattern of 4 measures and add a user phrase of 4, i am then unable to shorten that phrase to 1 (would i even want to in reality!). is that for a reason? i am
using user phrase 1 here, and it is empty. can user phrases only be edited by placing them on a track first btw?
> 
> and can someone explain the looping involved? say i have a pattern of length 4, and all phrases are 1 will it play for 4 measures before looping but
essentially only sound for the first measure with three blank measures playing after?
> 
> what about a pattern of length 1 with several phrases of length 4. all looping fine together, just the counter (when not set as bpm) never going beyond 1 as it
plays.
> 
> and a pattern length of 1, with phrases of 1 and 4 - what happens here??
> 
> and finally, a pattern of length 4 with phrases of 1 and 4 included. how do these loop relatively??
> 
> sorry - thats an awful lot of questions!
> 

| 18909|18902|2012-01-10 13:43:18|J M|Re: Creating an autoload file - settings|
Oops I meant upper function knobs instead of buttons, and you can only change phrase length if the phrase is empty, why I delete the notes out, then change that then step
back in notes. If have trouble remembering the original I might copy it to another track before I delete and re-enter notes on a longer or shorter phrase. Sometimes I'll just
delete the track and start a new phrase remembering to change the length before I start stepping in notes.

I'm probably confusing you more now.
| 18910|18893|2012-01-13 10:51:11|dj_trajan|Re: Radio show for producers|
Just a friendly reminder, today is the show at 4PM EST! Hope to see yall there!
| 18911|18893|2012-01-13 16:17:57|J M|Re: Radio show for producers|
Man it wasn't easy finding a link to hear it, but listening to it right now at:

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/radio-active1/2012/01/13/radio-active

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Just a friendly reminder, today is the show at 4PM EST! Hope to see yall there!
>

| 18912|18893|2012-01-13 16:30:55|dj_trajan|Re: Radio show for producers|
Thanks for tuning in! I think we did alright for a first show, we ran out of time with all the callers we had in to get all our messaging out! I was going to give a shoutout to
my RS group but my phone line actually gave out at the spot for it (had to use a magicjack to call in lol)

We'll have another show coming up in about 2 weeks and I want to make a point to cover how tight of a community there is for producers and their gear. I gotta give big
props to you Zam for being the focal point of help for all of us RS users and for all the support you give to us! Thanks again for tuning in! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Man it wasn't easy finding a link to hear it, but listening to it right now at:
> 
> http://www.blogtalkradio.com/radio-active1/2012/01/13/radio-active
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Just a friendly reminder, today is the show at 4PM EST! Hope to see yall there!
> >
>

| 18913|18893|2012-01-13 16:37:48|dj_trajan|Re: Radio show for producers|
Oh also, click the link below and you can stream todays show if you want to hear it!

Thanks all :) 
Trajan
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Man it wasn't easy finding a link to hear it, but listening to it right now at:
> 
> http://www.blogtalkradio.com/radio-active1/2012/01/13/radio-active
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Just a friendly reminder, today is the show at 4PM EST! Hope to see yall there!
> >
>

| 18914|18893|2012-01-13 17:07:07|J M|Re: Radio show for producers|
Some great hip hop in there! Stuff to shake a booty to, seems to be making a come back and I like it way better than the slow gangster type rap music, it is so much more
up-tempo, lighter, happier, energetic and fun. Anyhow, let us know when you talk about the RS more so we can tune in again for it. Hope you guys can maybe get a little
higher quality stream going, and some of the kinks worked out of the switchboard. Thanks for sharing it with us!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Oh also, click the link below and you can stream todays show if you want to hear it!
> 
> 
> Thanks all :) 
> Trajan
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Man it wasn't easy finding a link to hear it, but listening to it right now at:
> > 
> > http://www.blogtalkradio.com/radio-active1/2012/01/13/radio-active
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Just a friendly reminder, today is the show at 4PM EST! Hope to see yall there!
> > >
> >
>

| 18915|18915|2012-01-14 16:43:27|sam|FLASH RAM|
HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
| 18916|18915|2012-01-14 21:29:43|J M|Re: FLASH RAM|
Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon as you put the 64meg
in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it beneficial to add to an RS.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
>

| 18917|18915|2012-01-15 02:47:05|Ian Vine|Re: FLASH RAM|
Hi all

Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.

Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.

Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?

IanV

On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon as you
put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it beneficial to
add to an RS.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
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> >
> > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18918|18915|2012-01-15 07:20:41|sam w|Re: FLASH RAM|
i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.

From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM

  
Hi all

Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.

Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.

Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?

IanV

On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon as you
put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it beneficial to
add to an RS.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> >
> > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18919|18893|2012-01-16 01:30:47|gillespie_derek|Re: Radio show for producers|
at what point is there some rs7000 chat? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Some great hip hop in there! Stuff to shake a booty to, seems to be making a come back and I like it way better than the slow gangster type rap music, it is
so much more up-tempo, lighter, happier, energetic and fun. Anyhow, let us know when you talk about the RS more so we can tune in again for it. Hope you
guys can maybe get a little higher quality stream going, and some of the kinks worked out of the switchboard. Thanks for sharing it with us!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Oh also, click the link below and you can stream todays show if you want to hear it!
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks all :) 
> > Trajan
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Man it wasn't easy finding a link to hear it, but listening to it right now at:
> > > 
> > > http://www.blogtalkradio.com/radio-active1/2012/01/13/radio-active
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
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> > > >
> > > > Just a friendly reminder, today is the show at 4PM EST! Hope to see yall there!
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18920|18915|2012-01-16 02:25:58|Ian Vine|Re: FLASH RAM|
I think the flash for the ex5 is specific to that machine

IanV

On 15 Jan 2012, at 14:18, sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com> wrote:

> i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
> a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.
> 
> From: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
> To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> 
> 
> Hi all
> 
> Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.
> 
> Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.
> 
> Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?
> 
> IanV
> 
> On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> 
> > Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon as
you put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it
beneficial to add to an RS.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > >
> > > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> > >
> > 
> > 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18921|18893|2012-01-16 04:33:18|J M|Re: Radio show for producers|
I refer you to this post:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18912

I suppose we'll have to catch the next show.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> at what point is there some rs7000 chat? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

| 18922|18922|2012-01-16 09:46:48|gillespie_derek|adding groove feature|
quick question on the adding groove screen. if I select a few 1/16ths and have say a 4 measure track, will all measures be changed accordingly since there doesn't appear
to be any looping (like grid for instance) ?
| 18923|18922|2012-01-16 18:43:32|J M|Re: adding groove feature|
I believe it affects all measures the same. Its pretty what the RS got instead of swiwng templates, like that but programable and didn't come with any pre-made ones. Can
do some cool stuff with it, I do use it sometimes, but I wish it came with some already built in to it like the QYs.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> quick question on the adding groove screen. if I select a few 1/16ths and have say a 4 measure track, will all measures be changed accordingly since there
doesn't appear to be any looping (like grid for instance) ?
>

| 18924|18924|2012-01-17 15:45:03|gillespie_derek|Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory reset etc I discovered
that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got 'corrupt'? I am still confused as to
why I can only save All but load All+System?

(On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
| 18925|18924|2012-01-17 16:51:57|gillespie_derek|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory reset etc I
discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got 'corrupt'? I
am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
> 
> 
> (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
>

| 18926|18924|2012-01-17 18:40:22|J M|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
Sounds like something in the +System part is reverting it, something like a setting it might be storing in the Utility or maybe something or somewhere else, or a bug like
you say. Have you tried just loading PATT or ALL instead of ALL+System? I've never used +System myself. I can see where that would come in handy if you are putting
together a set and always want everything to stay the same, but in your case it sounds like it stored a bad setting or whatever it is preventing you from using overdub and
replace properly.

Let us know if you get it figured out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory reset
etc I discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got
'corrupt'? I am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
> > 
> > 
> > (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
> >
>

| 18927|18924|2012-01-17 18:51:42|J M|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
It doesn't look like it to me. Sorry. Good idea if it could, but it seems Rec Type can only be changed in Standby which it skips if you are popping in and out of record
mode. If you are in to just doing 1 measure loops, you can use Grid Groove without stopping on on it. I know not quite same thing as Grid Rec, but its something that
might help a bit if you are stuck in Step Rec mode.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory reset
etc I discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got
'corrupt'? I am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
> > 
> > 
> > (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
> >
>

| 18928|18924|2012-01-18 00:43:31|gillespie_derek|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
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its not clear in my head what each option has to offer.

I want to have a template load with all voice and MIDI output settings. and have it autoload - what to use? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Sounds like something in the +System part is reverting it, something like a setting it might be storing in the Utility or maybe something or somewhere else,
or a bug like you say. Have you tried just loading PATT or ALL instead of ALL+System? I've never used +System myself. I can see where that would come
in handy if you are putting together a set and always want everything to stay the same, but in your case it sounds like it stored a bad setting or whatever it is
preventing you from using overdub and replace properly.
> 
> Let us know if you get it figured out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory reset
etc I discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got
'corrupt'? I am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
> > >
> >
>

| 18929|18924|2012-01-18 02:04:13|J M|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
There is an Autoload feature, it basically works off what you name the pattern, something like AUTOLOAD_1 or something like that, but you'll have to look in the
manual for details on exactly how to do it as I don't remember everything it does off hand. Or, you can just save a pattern normally, Save PATT, with no note data on any
of the tracks and everything you've mentioned should save, then you just manually load it when you want to start a new pattern like a template, and make sure you don't
re-save over it once you get something down.

Unless there is something in Utility mode you need saved or something odd that only doing a save all+system does that Save Patt don't I'm not sure what else to tell you. I
pretty much only do Save Patt, so I'm not sure even what exactly all the differences are between PATT, ALL and +System.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> its not clear in my head what each option has to offer.
> 
> I want to have a template load with all voice and MIDI output settings. and have it autoload - what to use? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Sounds like something in the +System part is reverting it, something like a setting it might be storing in the Utility or maybe something or somewhere
else, or a bug like you say. Have you tried just loading PATT or ALL instead of ALL+System? I've never used +System myself. I can see where that would
come in handy if you are putting together a set and always want everything to stay the same, but in your case it sounds like it stored a bad setting or whatever
it is preventing you from using overdub and replace properly.
> > 
> > Let us know if you get it figured out.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory
reset etc I discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got
'corrupt'? I am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 18930|18924|2012-01-18 02:39:49|Charles Tyler|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
Choose Save ALL and name it AUTOLOAD_1. Then holding down 1 while booting automatically loads the set. Can also choose up to number 9 for different autoload
sets. Manual page 68.
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load all+system and the set loads exactly as it was when you left it. midi outs, fx settings, CC assignments etc. When you save, choose PATT for just the pattern data,
choose ALL to include system data. 

Use the manual, it's very good!
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk
Date: Wed, 18 Jan 2012 07:43:30 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System

its not clear in my head what each option has to offer.

I want to have a template load with all voice and MIDI output settings. and have it autoload - what to use? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>

> Sounds like something in the +System part is reverting it, something like a setting it might be storing in the Utility or maybe something or somewhere else,
or a bug like you say. Have you tried just loading PATT or ALL instead of ALL+System? I've never used +System myself. I can see where that would come
in handy if you are putting together a set and always want everything to stay the same, but in your case it sounds like it stored a bad setting or whatever it is
preventing you from using overdub and replace properly.

> 

> Let us know if you get it figured out.

> 

> Zam

> 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:

> >

> > and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 

> > 

> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:

> > >

> > > I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory reset
etc I discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got
'corrupt'? I am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
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> > > 

> > > 

> > > (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)

> > >

> >

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18931|18924|2012-01-18 07:29:23|J M|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
I'm looking at the manual now, perhaps I'm misinterpreting, as I mentioned before I've only used Save PATT, which I also use PATT for Load too, but here is what I
figure:

Save PATT - "All data included in the selected style is saved as a single file. In addition to all 16 patterns in the style, corresponding to sections A through P, and all user
phrases, PATT files include groove, play effect, MIDI delay, mixer, voice edit, effect, setup, and master settings. Further, when a style uses local samples or common
sample voices, the samples are saved as well."

Load PATT - Loads all that above in to the current Style/Pattern, this is what I do, and everything comes back sounding the same, pattern midi settings included like
channel assignments to midi port, knob assignments etc., basically majority of the stuff you need to keep it sounding the same. I do know certain things like Master mixer
settings and Utility Mode settings, which does include some midi settings but usually stuff that should be set and not usually changed that often, it doesn't load that stuff
with PATT.

Save ALL - Not sure of this, please correct me if wrong, but it saves all that above but saves it for all the Styles/Patterns, and All Chains, and All Songs. Everything!...

"All data in the RS7000 memory is saved as a single file.
ALL files include the following data:
All style data ......................... Style 01 ~ 64 (including 16 patterns
and 256 phrases per style).
All pattern chain data ............ Pattern chain 01 ~ 20
All song data .......................... Song 01 ~ 20
All sample voices .................. Local sample voices 001 ~ 128
and common sample voices 001 ~
128 for each style and song.
System setup ......................... Utility mode and other settings."-manual pg116

Load ALL - Not sure again since I've not used, but it sounds like you have a choice to load all or even pick which Styles/Patterns you want to load???

"When an ALL type (.R2A) file is selected, the style to be loaded
can be specified from multiple styles saved in the ALL file.
In addition to all 16 patterns in the style, corresponding to sections
A through P, and all user phrases, PATT files include
groove, play effect, MIDI delay, mixer, voice edit, effect, setup,
and master settings. Further, when a style uses samples the samples
are included in the file as well."

Save ALL+System - is there an option for that? Checking... No.

Load ALL+System - "An ALL type (.R2A) file is loaded and all internal memory including the system setup data is overwritten." - repeat, "system setup data is
overwritten" - yikes, probably why I've never used that option.

Anyhow, to put it simpler, you probably just want to use PATT if you are working on one style/pattern and want to save and load it. If you have multiple style/patterns you
want to load simultaniously in to where you left them which would probably be good for loading up for a set for show use ALL. However, I personally prefer to stick to
PATT as I can load them where I want anyway, usually over each other anyway, since I don't usually want to be switch styles much anyway (causes hicups) but some
people probably do anyway, might be able to use 2 style/patterns in a chain or switch them out if done carefully if your mixing them together.

That wasn't much more of simpler answer, hope I'm not confussing things more, maybe just try sticking to saving and loading from PATT for now see how that goes till
you know you need the other options.

Zam



| 18932|18684|2012-01-18 09:15:00|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for the vocals and guitars.
We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of the audio for guitars + vocals. '

http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
| 18933|18924|2012-01-20 00:41:55|gillespie_derek|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
OK, now seems to be behaving. started again which helped a bit but then realised that I shouldn't have added an empty user phrase to each track. it caused issues (record
on 1 also gets copied to 9 etc) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> Choose Save ALL and name it AUTOLOAD_1. Then holding down 1 while booting automatically loads the set. Can also choose up to number 9 for
different autoload sets. Manual page 68.
> 
> load all+system and the set loads exactly as it was when you left it. midi outs, fx settings, CC assignments etc. When you save, choose PATT for just the
pattern data, choose ALL to include system data. 
> 
> Use the manual, it's very good!
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: gillespie_derek@...
> Date: Wed, 18 Jan 2012 07:43:30 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> its not clear in my head what each option has to offer.
> 
> 
> 
> I want to have a template load with all voice and MIDI output settings. and have it autoload - what to use? 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Sounds like something in the +System part is reverting it, something like a setting it might be storing in the Utility or maybe something or somewhere
else, or a bug like you say. Have you tried just loading PATT or ALL instead of ALL+System? I've never used +System myself. I can see where that would
come in handy if you are putting together a set and always want everything to stay the same, but in your case it sounds like it stored a bad setting or whatever
it is preventing you from using overdub and replace properly.
> 
> > 
> 
> > Let us know if you get it figured out.
> 
> > 
> 
> > Zam
> 
> > 
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> 
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> > >
> 
> > > and one further question! : can you go between grid and step recording without stopping the sequencer? 
> 
> > > 
> 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> 
> > > >
> 
> > > > I thought my RS was faulty as I couldn't get overdub or replace to record notes (they would sound as I played them, just not save). After a factory
reset etc I discovered that it occured when I loaded a All+System (I saved a blank pattern complete with voices, midi settings etc). Any idea why my file got
'corrupt'? I am still confused as to why I can only save All but load All+System?
> 
> > > > 
> 
> > > > 
> 
> > > > (On the plus side, I figured out how to have phrases with different time sigs)
> 
> > > >
> 
> > >
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18934|18924|2012-01-20 05:16:30|J M|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
Ah, sounds like you put the same user phrase that was empty on different tracks. Yeah I think if you are going to a template like that for loading blank Styles with dif
voices on each track etc., you'll want to make sure each tack has it's own phrase assigned to it.

Your learning, wait till you realize that you can also have different phrases on the same track but in a different Section, if you've not already ;)

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> OK, now seems to be behaving. started again which helped a bit but then realised that I shouldn't have added an empty user phrase to each track. it caused
issues (record on 1 also gets copied to 9 etc) 
> 

| 18935|18924|2012-01-20 10:26:38|gillespie_derek|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
it was a different user phrase per track, that's the odd thing?! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Ah, sounds like you put the same user phrase that was empty on different tracks. Yeah I think if you are going to a template like that for loading blank
Styles with dif voices on each track etc., you'll want to make sure each tack has it's own phrase assigned to it.
> 
> Your learning, wait till you realize that you can also have different phrases on the same track but in a different Section, if you've not already ;)
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > OK, now seems to be behaving. started again which helped a bit but then realised that I shouldn't have added an empty user phrase to each track. it caused
issues (record on 1 also gets copied to 9 etc) 
> > 
> 
>
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| 18936|18924|2012-01-20 12:38:23|J M|Re: Overdub/Replace doesn't work when loading All+System|
Yeah pretty odd if so. If it keeps doing odd things like that you may want to see about switching out the memory if you've got expanded memory in it. If not, did you say
you have the latest OS installed?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> it was a different user phrase per track, that's the odd thing?! 

| 18937|18937|2012-01-22 06:19:27|tim|Saving|
Only got mine 2 weeks ago, so have just been messing with preset phrases for now. Last night, went to a mates and he plugged in his CS01 into the RS. We had a blast,
me setting up phrases and he playing mostly basslines. When we had finished, we had a few Phrases (a-f) that were cool. When i went to save, I took some advice I had
read and saved ALL. All good, it saved with a .R2A. Correct? Got home this arvo and loaded it up, all good. Set things up and added stuff for the next jam, tried to save
the same way, no joy. I wasn't given the same option as last night, the .R2A. Tried a NEW, no joy. Tried a few times, nothing. Not the first time i have got this
wrong..What did i do wrong. Pissed off, coz i had some killer jams..
| 18938|18937|2012-01-22 06:32:31|J M|Re: Saving|
Not sure what went wrong the second time. The first time sounds like you did a Save PATT. Thats what I always do, and I think it saves to .R2A, but it just shows the
name when I want to load it later. I always save PATT, never had any probs. I can't really speak for save ALL as I've not used it enough to remember what all the options
are it asks in Pattern Mode. In Chain Mode I do use Save ALL but just always answer yes, don't remember any specific options or changing anything.

Anyhow, if you are just working on one style/pattern, to save that individually do a Save PATT. If you got a bunch of sytle/patterns you want to save at same time then its
an Save ALL. Save All in Chain Mode too, I don't think it offers Save Patt in Chain anyway.

Hope that helps, oh and we've been discussing different saves and loads recently here too, so ya might like to read back a few posts as well, see if any of it makes some
sense and hopefully not be more confusing. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tim" wrote:
>
> Only got mine 2 weeks ago, so have just been messing with preset phrases for now. Last night, went to a mates and he plugged in his CS01 into the RS. We
had a blast, me setting up phrases and he playing mostly basslines. When we had finished, we had a few Phrases (a-f) that were cool. When i went to save, I
took some advice I had read and saved ALL. All good, it saved with a .R2A. Correct? Got home this arvo and loaded it up, all good. Set things up and added
stuff for the next jam, tried to save the same way, no joy. I wasn't given the same option as last night, the .R2A. Tried a NEW, no joy. Tried a few times,
nothing. Not the first time i have got this wrong..What did i do wrong. Pissed off, coz i had some killer jams..
>

| 18939|18937|2012-01-23 09:25:15|matt holmes|Re: Saving|
Having messed around with plenty of yamaha sequencers of this era, (EX5,
RM1x, motif 6, etc), "save all" should get you what you need regardless.
It may overdo it, but will never under do it. With the EX5 you had like
30,000 midi notes only-so judicious use of SAVE ALL was warranted unless
you had already thinned out the unneeded midi events. With almost 300,000
midi events with the rs7k I see know reason to scrimp on the data. Maybe i
missed it, but are you triggering midi or recording the audio of the CS01?

I have made the mistake of hitting load on my motif and the rs7k instead of
save, only to find out that I had overwritten my tracks. Careful of this-
it can be easy to do, if you are new to it. Also are you on the latest
OS? I've never worked on the old one, but have heard it was very buggy.
One last thing is sometimes scene 1 shold have had all my data but an
inadvertent twist of the wrong knob and all my stuff was on scene 2 or
scene 3 by accident.

Let us know how it goes.

On Sun, Jan 22, 2012 at 7:32 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Not sure what went wrong the second time. The first time sounds like you
> did a Save PATT. Thats what I always do, and I think it saves to .R2A, but
> it just shows the name when I want to load it later. I always save PATT,
> never had any probs. I can't really speak for save ALL as I've not used it
> enough to remember what all the options are it asks in Pattern Mode. In
> Chain Mode I do use Save ALL but just always answer yes, don't remember any
> specific options or changing anything.
>
> Anyhow, if you are just working on one style/pattern, to save that
> individually do a Save PATT. If you got a bunch of sytle/patterns you want
> to save at same time then its an Save ALL. Save All in Chain Mode too, I
> don't think it offers Save Patt in Chain anyway.
>
> Hope that helps, oh and we've been discussing different saves and loads
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> recently here too, so ya might like to read back a few posts as well, see
> if any of it makes some sense and hopefully not be more confusing.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tim" wrote:
> >
> > Only got mine 2 weeks ago, so have just been messing with preset phrases
> for now. Last night, went to a mates and he plugged in his CS01 into the
> RS. We had a blast, me setting up phrases and he playing mostly basslines.
> When we had finished, we had a few Phrases (a-f) that were cool. When i
> went to save, I took some advice I had read and saved ALL. All good, it
> saved with a .R2A. Correct? Got home this arvo and loaded it up, all good.
> Set things up and added stuff for the next jam, tried to save the same way,
> no joy. I wasn't given the same option as last night, the .R2A. Tried a
> NEW, no joy. Tried a few times, nothing. Not the first time i have got this
> wrong..What did i do wrong. Pissed off, coz i had some killer jams..
> >
>
> 
>

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18940|18937|2012-01-24 21:41:43|Timothy Brett|Re: Saving|
Thanx for the info guys, have worked it out now, shouldnt happen again. Mine has current os, extra filters etc. As for the CS, just plugged it into the inputs, set input to
MIC and my mate just played live, no midi on the CS. We had a ball!

Sent from my iPhone
| 18941|18941|2012-01-25 04:18:13|gillespie_derek|Polyrhythms or polymetric?|
I am trying to understand how the RS can create polyrhythms (or are they polymeters?) and was hoping someone could provide a bit of insight. I experimented with a few
setting, without really getting to grips with 'what' was changing. At this stage to try and keep things simple I am really looking to structure things around a single measure
of 4/4 1/16th notes.

Overall Tsig: 4/4. Length in Measures: 1
Create a new 1 measure phrase.
Change overall settings to 5/4 and 1.
Create a new phrase.
Play back. Phrase 1 repeats five times to Phrase 2s four.
What would the fundamental difference be if before play back I also changed overall Tsig back to 4/4 rather than leaving at 5/4? Would it still sound the same, just that
any additional phrases created would subsequently contain 4 rather than 5 beats?

Say I wanted to introduce a measure of only 15 steps long against a standard 4/4 structure. The way I see it is I could do a couple of things before recording the new track:

Set Tsig to 15/16 with a length of 1 Measure, or 1/16 with a length of 15 Measures. What would be the difference of using these options? And again, would it matter if I
left the 'master' Tsig-Measures values at their new settings or reverted them back to 4/4??

Help me understand!
| 18942|18942|2012-01-25 13:31:44|it_goes_darker_still|RS 7000 OS Update?|
Someone mentioned to me that Yamaha are going to do a new update for the OS, I can't find any news on it have you kids heard anything?
| 18943|18943|2012-01-25 14:02:04|it_goes_darker_still|Sharp Output on RS when compared to another...|
I've been playing with this beautiful machine for the last 5 or so years. My brother just recently bought one and when i loaded up some of my stuff onto his for a
comparison I was blown away. On mine the sounds are much sharper and clip A LOT easier. On his the same songs are crisp, cleaner sound overall. The difference is
great. Has anyone else had the chance to compare theirs? I wonder if it would be easy to fix... not sure. The guy I bought mine from didn't take too good care of it.. I feel
like i must go buy another one and feel relieved to know why mine clipped so easily.
| 18944|18942|2012-01-25 14:54:23|stefan tielsch|Re: RS 7000 OS Update?|
yeeeesssss, a new update YAMAHA!!!!!!

i dont know any....

2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still <it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com>

> **
>
>
> Someone mentioned to me that Yamaha are going to do a new update for the
> OS, I can't find any news on it have you kids heard anything?
>
> 
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18945|18943|2012-01-25 15:00:01|stefan tielsch|Re: Sharp Output on RS when compared to another...|
all i know (after having several different ones!) is that they sound
slightly different. a little, yes, "sharper", little warmer or cleaner, but
just a little.
i know that the output ofthe su700(same family) went very sensytive after
years, so i put the main output poti at half speed, that means also the
sound isnt as strong as at full, but that way the resonance sounds
cleaner...

2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still <it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com>

> **
>
>
> I've been playing with this beautiful machine for the last 5 or so years.
> My brother just recently bought one and when i loaded up some of my stuff
> onto his for a comparison I was blown away. On mine the sounds are much
> sharper and clip A LOT easier. On his the same songs are crisp, cleaner
> sound overall. The difference is great. Has anyone else had the chance to
> compare theirs? I wonder if it would be easy to fix... not sure. The guy I
> bought mine from didn't take too good care of it.. I feel like i must go
> buy another one and feel relieved to know why mine clipped so easily.
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18946|18943|2012-01-25 15:01:15|Eric Jennings|Re: Sharp Output on RS when compared to another...|
Not to state the obvious, but was perhaps the multi comp turned on on the punchier, bigger-sounding one? That effect can be massive (esp. on kick drums). 

Eric

On Wednesday, January 25, 2012 at 1:59 PM, stefan tielsch wrote:

> all i know (after having several different ones!) is that they sound
> slightly different. a little, yes, "sharper", little warmer or cleaner, but
> just a little.
> i know that the output ofthe su700(same family) went very sensytive after
> years, so i put the main output poti at half speed, that means also the
> sound isnt as strong as at full, but that way the resonance sounds
> cleaner...
> 
> 2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still <it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com (mailto:it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com)>
> 
> > **
> > 
> > 
> > I've been playing with this beautiful machine for the last 5 or so years.
> > My brother just recently bought one and when i loaded up some of my stuff
> > onto his for a comparison I was blown away. On mine the sounds are much
> > sharper and clip A LOT easier. On his the same songs are crisp, cleaner
> > sound overall. The difference is great. Has anyone else had the chance to
> > compare theirs? I wonder if it would be easy to fix... not sure. The guy I
> > bought mine from didn't take too good care of it.. I feel like i must go
> > buy another one and feel relieved to know why mine clipped so easily.
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com) or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18947|18942|2012-01-25 15:01:28|Charles Tyler|Re: RS 7000 OS Update?|
who said there was a new os? any sources? otherwise i will find it hard to believe.

> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: edorc.now@gmail.com
> Date: Wed, 25 Jan 2012 22:54:22 +0100
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 OS Update?
> 
> yeeeesssss, a new update YAMAHA!!!!!!
> 
> i dont know any....
> 
> 2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still <it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com>
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Someone mentioned to me that Yamaha are going to do a new update for the
> > OS, I can't find any news on it have you kids heard anything?
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18948|18942|2012-01-25 15:25:33|gillespie_derek|Re: RS 7000 OS Update?|
it will never happen! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> who said there was a new os? any sources? otherwise i will find it hard to believe.
> 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > From: edorc.now@...
> > Date: Wed, 25 Jan 2012 22:54:22 +0100
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 OS Update?
> > 
> > yeeeesssss, a new update YAMAHA!!!!!!
> > 
> > i dont know any....
> > 
> > 2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still 
> > 
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > Someone mentioned to me that Yamaha are going to do a new update for the
> > > OS, I can't find any news on it have you kids heard anything?
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18949|18942|2012-01-25 16:49:44|J M|Re: RS 7000 OS Update?|
It would be a miracle.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> it will never happen! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
> >
> > 
> > who said there was a new os? any sources? otherwise i will find it hard to believe.
> > 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > From: edorc.now@
> > > Date: Wed, 25 Jan 2012 22:54:22 +0100
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS 7000 OS Update?
> > > 
> > > yeeeesssss, a new update YAMAHA!!!!!!
> > > 
> > > i dont know any....
> > > 
> > > 2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still 
> > > 
> > > > **
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Someone mentioned to me that Yamaha are going to do a new update for the
> > > > OS, I can't find any news on it have you kids heard anything?
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ------------------------------------
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 18950|18943|2012-01-25 16:56:44|J M|Re: Sharp Output on RS when compared to another...|
Also, check and compare the Master Mixer EQ settings between them. Those parms can change and don't store as part of a song or pattern, they remain global. A friend of
mine says the same thing about his and my RS, "It always sounds nicer on your RS" he tells me. I think its only cause at some point I changed the Master EQ, not sure
what tho, so I'm supposed to bring my RS over to his place soon and we are going to compare to see if that is really all it is or not on them.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> Not to state the obvious, but was perhaps the multi comp turned on on the punchier, bigger-sounding one? That effect can be massive (esp. on kick drums). 
> 
> Eric
> 
> 
> On Wednesday, January 25, 2012 at 1:59 PM, stefan tielsch wrote:
> 
> > all i know (after having several different ones!) is that they sound
> > slightly different. a little, yes, "sharper", little warmer or cleaner, but
> > just a little.
> > i know that the output ofthe su700(same family) went very sensytive after
> > years, so i put the main output poti at half speed, that means also the
> > sound isnt as strong as at full, but that way the resonance sounds
> > cleaner...
> > 
> > 2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still 
> > 
> > > **
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I've been playing with this beautiful machine for the last 5 or so years.
> > > My brother just recently bought one and when i loaded up some of my stuff
> > > onto his for a comparison I was blown away. On mine the sounds are much
> > > sharper and clip A LOT easier. On his the same songs are crisp, cleaner
> > > sound overall. The difference is great. Has anyone else had the chance to
> > > compare theirs? I wonder if it would be easy to fix... not sure. The guy I
> > > bought mine from didn't take too good care of it.. I feel like i must go
> > > buy another one and feel relieved to know why mine clipped so easily.
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com) or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18951|18941|2012-01-25 17:04:46|J M|Re: Polyrhythms or polymetric?|
Um hmmm.... this one is a toughy for me to answer because I pretty much stick to 4/4 all the time too. The few times I've went off that signature I've noticed when
stepping in notes that what it does is just not give me as many steps, so a whole measure is just less steps on it. It looks weird not seeing a measure go across the whole
screen, but anyhow I'm not sure you can change the time signature over the whole pattern, each phrase has its own I thought and it it'll loop it accordingly. If its not
making sense and its something that interests you maybe you can explore it further for us and give us a better explanation and understanding. I've recently been
considering trying out more and different time sigs myself too to maybe get a better grasp and maybe different feel for song structuring.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> I am trying to understand how the RS can create polyrhythms (or are they polymeters?) and was hoping someone could provide a bit of insight. I
experimented with a few setting, without really getting to grips with 'what' was changing. At this stage to try and keep things simple I am really looking to
structure things around a single measure of 4/4 1/16th notes.
> 
> Overall Tsig: 4/4. Length in Measures: 1
> Create a new 1 measure phrase.
> Change overall settings to 5/4 and 1.
> Create a new phrase.
> Play back. Phrase 1 repeats five times to Phrase 2s four.
> What would the fundamental difference be if before play back I also changed overall Tsig back to 4/4 rather than leaving at 5/4? Would it still sound the
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same, just that any additional phrases created would subsequently contain 4 rather than 5 beats?
> 
> Say I wanted to introduce a measure of only 15 steps long against a standard 4/4 structure. The way I see it is I could do a couple of things before recording
the new track:
> 
> Set Tsig to 15/16 with a length of 1 Measure, or 1/16 with a length of 15 Measures. What would be the difference of using these options? And again, would
it matter if I left the 'master' Tsig-Measures values at their new settings or reverted them back to 4/4??
> 
> Help me understand!
>

| 18952|18943|2012-01-26 00:03:41|gillespie_derek|Re: Sharp Output on RS when compared to another...|
you'd have to factory reset each to confirm it was or wasn't sure setting

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Also, check and compare the Master Mixer EQ settings between them. Those parms can change and don't store as part of a song or pattern, they remain
global. A friend of mine says the same thing about his and my RS, "It always sounds nicer on your RS" he tells me. I think its only cause at some point I
changed the Master EQ, not sure what tho, so I'm supposed to bring my RS over to his place soon and we are going to compare to see if that is really all it is
or not on them.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
> >
> > Not to state the obvious, but was perhaps the multi comp turned on on the punchier, bigger-sounding one? That effect can be massive (esp. on kick
drums). 
> > 
> > Eric
> > 
> > 
> > On Wednesday, January 25, 2012 at 1:59 PM, stefan tielsch wrote:
> > 
> > > all i know (after having several different ones!) is that they sound
> > > slightly different. a little, yes, "sharper", little warmer or cleaner, but
> > > just a little.
> > > i know that the output ofthe su700(same family) went very sensytive after
> > > years, so i put the main output poti at half speed, that means also the
> > > sound isnt as strong as at full, but that way the resonance sounds
> > > cleaner...
> > > 
> > > 2012/1/25 it_goes_darker_still 
> > > 
> > > > **
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > I've been playing with this beautiful machine for the last 5 or so years.
> > > > My brother just recently bought one and when i loaded up some of my stuff
> > > > onto his for a comparison I was blown away. On mine the sounds are much
> > > > sharper and clip A LOT easier. On his the same songs are crisp, cleaner
> > > > sound overall. The difference is great. Has anyone else had the chance to
> > > > compare theirs? I wonder if it would be easy to fix... not sure. The guy I
> > > > bought mine from didn't take too good care of it.. I feel like i must go
> > > > buy another one and feel relieved to know why mine clipped so easily.
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ------------------------------------
> > > 
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > > 
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com) or goto your 
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> >
>

| 18953|18953|2012-01-26 11:59:36|matt clarke|(no subject)|
i'd be most interested in any further info in this area too as i've not
been able to figure it out. i have seen posts on forums from years back
though that state the RS is great for polyrhythms. anyone else got a clue?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18954|18941|2012-01-26 19:40:40|J M|Re: Polyrhythms or polymetric?|
I'm farting around with the time signature/meters right now... and what I'm seeing is that you can only set it on an empty or new phrase. It looks like it is setting it for the
entire pattern, but it isn't doing that as far as I can tell, its assigned to the phrase.

Also you can pretty much do all the same with a 4/4x4, so if it is set at 2/4x4 it would be the same as a 4/4 but its half as long and would have to loop twice to be the same
as doing it a 4/4.

16/16x4 is same as 4/4x4 as far as I can tell, but if you do something like 6x4x4 then each measure is the same as a measure and a half of 4/4x4.

The notes all run the same length, so if you get what I'm saying here, you can almost always do the same while keeping it a 4/4x4 for most stuff that is even numbers. I
guess it would be the odd numbers that would throw the phrase loops off time. like if you want to do a 3/4x4 I'm thinking it would take 4 loops of it while a 4/4x4 would
take 3 loops before the pattern would repeat, the over all pattern loop length would be 12 measures long.

|--|--|--|--|
|---|---|---|

So, what you could do is have a 4/4x12 instead of using a 3/4x4, maybe???

It gets more and more complex obviously if you is a bunch of dif signatures, you may reach a point where a full pattern may never loop to sound the same as the start.

So, I'm thinking if you want to stick to something that is easy to follow keep them all on the same meter, or at least a derivative of the whole.

Or maybe just stick to 4/4x4 ;)

Funky stuff!

Zam
| 18955|18941|2012-01-26 19:59:10|J M|Re: Polyrhythms or polymetric?|
Ooops, I think calculated some of that wrong. The 3/4x4 and 4/4x4 would be 48 measures total patern length long before it started looping. Only 12 measure total if it was
3/4x1 and 4/4x1.

I'm sure I got some more of that wrong too, its crazy. Anyhow if go in to the second menu on Pattern, the Patch menu and select the track it will show you the signatures
and length of each phrase if that helps out.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18956|18941|2012-01-26 20:23:03|8_bit_boy|Re: Polyrhythms or polymetric?|
I did a fair bit of stuff in 4/4 with 3/2 and 3/4 drum patterns 
running through it.. mostly on high hats and for EDM style beats..

It was one of the things i really enjoyed about the RS7000

On 27/01/2012, at 12:40 PM, J M wrote:

> I'm farting around with the time signature/meters right now... and 
> what I'm seeing is that you can only set it on an empty or new 
> phrase. It looks like it is setting it for the entire pattern, but 
> it isn't doing that as far as I can tell, its assigned to the phrase.
>
> Also you can pretty much do all the same with a 4/4x4, so if it is 
> set at 2/4x4 it would be the same as a 4/4 but its half as long and 
> would have to loop twice to be the same as doing it a 4/4.
>
> 16/16x4 is same as 4/4x4 as far as I can tell, but if you do 
> something like 6x4x4 then each measure is the same as a measure and 
> a half of 4/4x4.
>
> The notes all run the same length, so if you get what I'm saying 
> here, you can almost always do the same while keeping it a 4/4x4 for 
> most stuff that is even numbers. I guess it would be the odd numbers 
> that would throw the phrase loops off time. like if you want to do a 
> 3/4x4 I'm thinking it would take 4 loops of it while a 4/4x4 would 
> take 3 loops before the pattern would repeat, the over all pattern 
> loop length would be 12 measures long.
>
> |--|--|--|--|
> |---|---|---|
>



> So, what you could do is have a 4/4x12 instead of using a 3/4x4, 
> maybe???
>
> It gets more and more complex obviously if you is a bunch of dif 
> signatures, you may reach a point where a full pattern may never 
> loop to sound the same as the start.
>
> So, I'm thinking if you want to stick to something that is easy to 
> follow keep them all on the same meter, or at least a derivative of 
> the whole.
>
> Or maybe just stick to 4/4x4 ;)
>
> Funky stuff!
>
> Zam
>
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18957|18957|2012-01-26 23:26:49|J M|Tip: LO-FI Sweet Spot|
Hey RS Guys and Gals,

I found a lo-fi sweet spot. On the Vari Effect Type LO-FI 081 its at:

1 Freq Control = 1.70Khz
2 word length = 81
3 Output Gain = -01dB
4 Filter Type Radio
5 PRE LPF Cutoff = between 1000 & 200Hz
6 Pre LPF Res = 04.0
7 BIT Assign = 6
8 Emphais = OFF
9 Input Mode = Stereo

Five is the one you want to twist to get some cool effects, already set this up if you wana d/l it to try out. Track 16 punching in and out makes the LO-FI Vari Effect Send
bitchen:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/DeathBeat/

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 18958|18957|2012-01-26 23:29:33|J M|Re: Tip: LO-FI Sweet Spot|
P.S. Here is how it sounds on my RS if you want to hear an .mp3 of what I'm doing with it:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/DeathBeat2m.mp3

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hey RS Guys and Gals,
> 
> I found a lo-fi sweet spot. On the Vari Effect Type LO-FI 081 its at:
> 
> 1 Freq Control = 1.70Khz
> 2 word length = 81
> 3 Output Gain = -01dB
> 4 Filter Type Radio
> 5 PRE LPF Cutoff = between 1000 & 200Hz
> 6 Pre LPF Res = 04.0
> 7 BIT Assign = 6
> 8 Emphais = OFF
> 9 Input Mode = Stereo
> 
> Five is the one you want to twist to get some cool effects, already set this up if you wana d/l it to try out. Track 16 punching in and out makes the LO-FI
Vari Effect Send bitchen:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/DeathBeat/
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/DeathBeat/
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> Zam
>

| 18959|18957|2012-01-26 23:32:31|Eric Jennings|Re: Tip: LO-FI Sweet Spot|
Wow, that's amazingly nasty sounding. Didn't expect that at all. Love it! 

Eric

On Thursday, January 26, 2012 at 10:29 PM, J M wrote:

> 
> P.S. Here is how it sounds on my RS if you want to hear an .mp3 of what I'm doing with it:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/DeathBeat2m.mp3
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com), "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Hey RS Guys and Gals,
> > 
> > I found a lo-fi sweet spot. On the Vari Effect Type LO-FI 081 its at:
> > 
> > 1 Freq Control = 1.70Khz
> > 2 word length = 81
> > 3 Output Gain = -01dB
> > 4 Filter Type Radio
> > 5 PRE LPF Cutoff = between 1000 & 200Hz
> > 6 Pre LPF Res = 04.0
> > 7 BIT Assign = 6
> > 8 Emphais = OFF
> > 9 Input Mode = Stereo
> > 
> > Five is the one you want to twist to get some cool effects, already set this up if you wana d/l it to try out. Track 16 punching in and out makes the LO-FI
Vari Effect Send bitchen:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/DeathBeat/
> > 
> > Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18960|18957|2012-01-27 12:29:33|dj_trajan|Re: Tip: LO-FI Sweet Spot|
Thats a thick grimey sound!!!! Awesome post Zam, thanks again!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hey RS Guys and Gals,
> 
> I found a lo-fi sweet spot. On the Vari Effect Type LO-FI 081 its at:
> 
> 1 Freq Control = 1.70Khz
> 2 word length = 81
> 3 Output Gain = -01dB
> 4 Filter Type Radio
> 5 PRE LPF Cutoff = between 1000 & 200Hz
> 6 Pre LPF Res = 04.0
> 7 BIT Assign = 6
> 8 Emphais = OFF
> 9 Input Mode = Stereo
> 
> Five is the one you want to twist to get some cool effects, already set this up if you wana d/l it to try out. Track 16 punching in and out makes the LO-FI
Vari Effect Send bitchen:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RSfiles/DeathBeat/
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>

| 18961|18961|2012-01-30 02:43:46|gillespie_derek|MIDI keyboard....|
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quick question that searching doesnt quite answer. I want my MIDI keyboard to play whatever track I have selected, including some MIDI modules. right now all that
plays is MIDI track one (keyboards transmit channel). how do I set this up?
| 18962|18915|2012-01-30 07:54:05|pegaso|Re: FLASH RAM|
Hi,
(tldr) 
I've got an ex5r with the flash ram but it works only to store samples, you need to load them from flash ram to the working memory to use them, like scsi. And its a bit
slow but better than 1.44mb floppy disks! Awsome synth/sampler from the same designers/engineers/coders as the rs/rm1x?

Anyway, I think a better solution would be to battery backup the rs's 64 mb, like a built in ups for the ram. Basically I think you would cut the traces to the positive and
negative pins to the ram and insert a good lithium battery of the same voltage ( ¿ guessing maybe a 3.3v rc car battery ? ) and a charger. Would need some research on the
correct battery and maybe current limiting device (resistor?). 

Probably be able to keep the memory going for weeks or months per charge, it just depends how the rs would react when turned on and the memory is already on and half
full. You'd have to try it and see but I know this tek has been successful on some samplers and not on others, think Casio sk-1 or other old circuit bent contraptions etc that
people modify. Its also similar tek many old instruments(and pc's) use to keep their latest os/bios code alive,"change internal battery", Then they have a capacitor to
provide power while you change the battery. 

It wouldn't hurt to try, the most damage would be to blow some ram chips with too much power, while testing on the bench, not in the rs! (check temps and also with a
multimeter ie +&- do not connect to any other pins- a short circuit) and if they still work after 24hrs of battery... (maybe you can find a free ('98ish?) pc that uses the same
ram just to check the ram is ok after your battery powered solutions)

Then it should be ok to test in the rs and it works or not. If the rs dosnt see the 'saved' data when powered on then just remove the battery an resolder the traces, think of
some other ideas but if it dosnt work then you can forget any other ram solutions without hacking the os...?

Also if your rs stays in the same location you wouldn't even need a battery, just power the ram from its own power supply, also cheaper to test it works then buy the
battery after if you want... 

Good luck and let us know if it works, i might do the same!

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
> a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.
> 
> From: Ian Vine 
> To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> 
> 
> Â  
> Hi all
> 
> Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.
> 
> Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.
> 
> Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?
> 
> IanV
> 
> On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" wrote:
> 
> > Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon as
you put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it
beneficial to add to an RS.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > >
> > > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> > >
> > 
> > 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18963|18961|2012-01-30 08:03:40|pegaso|Re: MIDI keyboard....|
Hi,
Press 'utility' twice and set 'echo back' to 'monitor (record)' and it should work like you want.
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Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> quick question that searching doesnt quite answer. I want my MIDI keyboard to play whatever track I have selected, including some MIDI modules. right
now all that plays is MIDI track one (keyboards transmit channel). how do I set this up?
>

| 18964|18915|2012-01-30 10:16:57|Ian Vine|Re: FLASH RAM|
Hi,

I'm afraid sticking a battery on the ram won't work. Normal computer ram (dram) needs to be "refreshed" about 20 times a second otherwise data becomes corrupted. 

Best solution I have found for this is to get a scsi compact flash reader. Load times are nice and quick. I've been meaning to get something up on the web on how to do it
maybe in a couple of weeks

IanV

On 30 Jan 2012, at 14:54, "pegaso" <pegaso1423@hotmail.com> wrote:

> Hi,
> (tldr) 
> I've got an ex5r with the flash ram but it works only to store samples, you need to load them from flash ram to the working memory to use them, like scsi.
And its a bit slow but better than 1.44mb floppy disks! Awsome synth/sampler from the same designers/engineers/coders as the rs/rm1x?
> 
> Anyway, I think a better solution would be to battery backup the rs's 64 mb, like a built in ups for the ram. Basically I think you would cut the traces to the
positive and negative pins to the ram and insert a good lithium battery of the same voltage ( ¿ guessing maybe a 3.3v rc car battery ? ) and a charger. Would
need some research on the correct battery and maybe current limiting device (resistor?). 
> 
> Probably be able to keep the memory going for weeks or months per charge, it just depends how the rs would react when turned on and the memory is
already on and half full. You'd have to try it and see but I know this tek has been successful on some samplers and not on others, think Casio sk-1 or other old
circuit bent contraptions etc that people modify. Its also similar tek many old instruments(and pc's) use to keep their latest os/bios code alive,"change internal
battery", Then they have a capacitor to provide power while you change the battery. 
> 
> It wouldn't hurt to try, the most damage would be to blow some ram chips with too much power, while testing on the bench, not in the rs! (check temps and
also with a multimeter ie +&- do not connect to any other pins- a short circuit) and if they still work after 24hrs of battery... (maybe you can find a free
('98ish?) pc that uses the same ram just to check the ram is ok after your battery powered solutions)
> 
> Then it should be ok to test in the rs and it works or not. If the rs dosnt see the 'saved' data when powered on then just remove the battery an resolder the
traces, think of some other ideas but if it dosnt work then you can forget any other ram solutions without hacking the os...?
> 
> Also if your rs stays in the same location you wouldn't even need a battery, just power the ram from its own power supply, also cheaper to test it works then
buy the battery after if you want... 
> 
> Good luck and let us know if it works, i might do the same!
> 
> Cheers. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
> > a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.
> > 
> > From: Ian Vine 
> > To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> > Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> > 
> > 
> > Â 
> > Hi all
> > 
> > Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.
> > 
> > Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.
> > 
> > Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" wrote:
> > 
> > > Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon as
you put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it
beneficial to add to an RS.
> > > 
> > > Zam 
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> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18965|18961|2012-01-31 01:53:00|gillespie_derek|Re: MIDI keyboard....|
now working strangely enough, despite me changing that setting yesterday

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> Press 'utility' twice and set 'echo back' to 'monitor (record)' and it should work like you want.
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > quick question that searching doesnt quite answer. I want my MIDI keyboard to play whatever track I have selected, including some MIDI modules. right
now all that plays is MIDI track one (keyboards transmit channel). how do I set this up?
> >
>

| 18966|18961|2012-01-31 11:29:51|J M|Re: MIDI keyboard....|
Not sure of this, but have you tried putting the controller's midi out to ALL?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> now working strangely enough, despite me changing that setting yesterday
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > Press 'utility' twice and set 'echo back' to 'monitor (record)' and it should work like you want.
> > 
> > Cheers.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > quick question that searching doesnt quite answer. I want my MIDI keyboard to play whatever track I have selected, including some MIDI modules.
right now all that plays is MIDI track one (keyboards transmit channel). how do I set this up?
> > >
> >
>

| 18967|18915|2012-02-01 04:51:38|pegaso|Re: FLASH RAM|
Hi
thanks for letting us know, i guess it only works on old simple ram chips. 

To be honest I don't use large amounts of sample time in a pattern/song anyway so my load times on smartmedia stay reasonable. I used to have a rack scsi array and it
was nice but physicaly as big as the rs and I just didn't need or want it. 

A tutorial on the scsi cf reader would be nice, is it built into the rs? Im guessing its the same as scsiforsamplers.com had. I was going to get a pair of the scsi solid state
laptop hard disks but he shut down... 

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
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> 
> I'm afraid sticking a battery on the ram won't work. Normal computer ram (dram) needs to be "refreshed" about 20 times a second otherwise data becomes
corrupted. 
> 
> Best solution I have found for this is to get a scsi compact flash reader. Load times are nice and quick. I've been meaning to get something up on the web on
how to do it maybe in a couple of weeks
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> On 30 Jan 2012, at 14:54, "pegaso" wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> > (tldr) 
> > I've got an ex5r with the flash ram but it works only to store samples, you need to load them from flash ram to the working memory to use them, like scsi.
And its a bit slow but better than 1.44mb floppy disks! Awsome synth/sampler from the same designers/engineers/coders as the rs/rm1x?
> > 
> > Anyway, I think a better solution would be to battery backup the rs's 64 mb, like a built in ups for the ram. Basically I think you would cut the traces to
the positive and negative pins to the ram and insert a good lithium battery of the same voltage ( Â¿ guessing maybe a 3.3v rc car battery ? ) and a charger.
Would need some research on the correct battery and maybe current limiting device (resistor?). 
> > 
> > Probably be able to keep the memory going for weeks or months per charge, it just depends how the rs would react when turned on and the memory is
already on and half full. You'd have to try it and see but I know this tek has been successful on some samplers and not on others, think Casio sk-1 or other old
circuit bent contraptions etc that people modify. Its also similar tek many old instruments(and pc's) use to keep their latest os/bios code alive,"change internal
battery", Then they have a capacitor to provide power while you change the battery. 
> > 
> > It wouldn't hurt to try, the most damage would be to blow some ram chips with too much power, while testing on the bench, not in the rs! (check temps
and also with a multimeter ie +&- do not connect to any other pins- a short circuit) and if they still work after 24hrs of battery... (maybe you can find a free
('98ish?) pc that uses the same ram just to check the ram is ok after your battery powered solutions)
> > 
> > Then it should be ok to test in the rs and it works or not. If the rs dosnt see the 'saved' data when powered on then just remove the battery an resolder the
traces, think of some other ideas but if it dosnt work then you can forget any other ram solutions without hacking the os...?
> > 
> > Also if your rs stays in the same location you wouldn't even need a battery, just power the ram from its own power supply, also cheaper to test it works
then buy the battery after if you want... 
> > 
> > Good luck and let us know if it works, i might do the same!
> > 
> > Cheers. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> > >
> > > i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
> > > a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.
> > > 
> > > From: Ian Vine 
> > > To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> > > Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã  
> > > Hi all
> > > 
> > > Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.
> > > 
> > > Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.
> > > 
> > > Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" wrote:
> > > 
> > > > Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon
as you put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it
beneficial to add to an RS.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18969|18969|2012-02-02 15:04:10|nochtanseenspecht|return to first measure|
greets everyone,
since a month i have a rs7000, very sweet machine.
before i had an rm1x, so it is a nice upgrade.
on the rm1x in patern play mode, you could set it so that it returns
automatic to the first measure after stopping. in the rs7000 i didn't find that option ? anyone knows ?
thanks, david
| 18970|18968|2012-02-02 15:15:37|J M|Re: LF someone to convert some rx7000 files to smf -paying $100|
That is sad to hear, emailed you, if you can't find anyone to do it let me know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:
>
> Hi I lost my RS in a fire so now I am looking to get my old files converted to smf.
> 
> There are 25 different projects (.r2a .r2p .r2s) with 24 associated sample files (.r3a .r3p .r3s).
> 
> I would like to get all the midi info and samples out of these files some might take longer than others. 
> 
> I am guessing making a pattern chain out of the ones that dont have songs created then saving would be the best way. Then saving samples as .wav
> 
> Here is a screen shot of the files to give you an idea
> 
> https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aJQHR6J98IvNbQXRnL286z8N8PaklluNE42TRLb3ggM/edit
> 
> pst if interested to
> 
> moconnor21@...
> 
> p
>

| 18971|18969|2012-02-02 15:27:55|J M|Re: return to first measure|
I don't think it has that option as far as I know, when I press stop and want to get back to the beginning it isn't too hard to press the |< button right after, it should take you
back to the beginning. It'll also work while playing too, kind of cool stutter effect if I remember right. Not sure if the RM1X did the same or not, but hope the rewind
button will still work as well for what you want. Is it not as good?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nochtanseenspecht" wrote:
>
> greets everyone,
> since a month i have a rs7000, very sweet machine.
> before i had an rm1x, so it is a nice upgrade.
> on the rm1x in patern play mode, you could set it so that it returns
> automatic to the first measure after stopping. in the rs7000 i didn't find that option ? anyone knows ?
> thanks, david
>

| 18972|18969|2012-02-03 16:12:42|nochtanseenspecht|Re: return to first measure|
cheers Zam,
yes, the rewind button works fine to,
i just liked it to return to zero after stopping
guess i'm lazy..
Thanks, David

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I don't think it has that option as far as I know, when I press stop and want to get back to the beginning it isn't too hard to press the |< button right after, it
should take you back to the beginning. It'll also work while playing too, kind of cool stutter effect if I remember right. Not sure if the RM1X did the same or
not, but hope the rewind button will still work as well for what you want. Is it not as good?
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nochtanseenspecht" wrote:
> >
> > greets everyone,
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> > since a month i have a rs7000, very sweet machine.
> > before i had an rm1x, so it is a nice upgrade.
> > on the rm1x in patern play mode, you could set it so that it returns
> > automatic to the first measure after stopping. in the rs7000 i didn't find that option ? anyone knows ?
> > thanks, david
> >
>

| 18973|18915|2012-02-03 16:20:14|sam w|Re: FLASH RAM|
i have an idea in mind if you look carefully inside your rs7000 because there is a spot for a chip that yamaha didn't install.
it is beside the mask roms in the schematics manual but it's blank on the main board. maybe the mask roms are sounds burned  in the chip and i wonder if it's possible to
install a flash ram chip on it to load more sounds. it would be a great improvement to get the rs7000 an internal rechargable battery pack for portability!!

From: pegaso <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, February 1, 2012 5:51 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM

  
Hi
thanks for letting us know, i guess it only works on old simple ram chips. 

To be honest I don't use large amounts of sample time in a pattern/song anyway so my load times on smartmedia stay reasonable. I used to have a rack scsi array and it
was nice but physicaly as big as the rs and I just didn't need or want it. 

A tutorial on the scsi cf reader would be nice, is it built into the rs? Im guessing its the same as scsiforsamplers.com had. I was going to get a pair of the scsi solid state
laptop hard disks but he shut down... 

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> 
> I'm afraid sticking a battery on the ram won't work. Normal computer ram (dram) needs to be "refreshed" about 20 times a second otherwise data becomes
corrupted. 
> 
> Best solution I have found for this is to get a scsi compact flash reader. Load times are nice and quick. I've been meaning to get something up on the web on
how to do it maybe in a couple of weeks
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> On 30 Jan 2012, at 14:54, "pegaso" wrote:
> 
> > Hi,
> > (tldr) 
> > I've got an ex5r with the flash ram but it works only to store samples, you need to load them from flash ram to the working memory to use them, like scsi.
And its a bit slow but better than 1.44mb floppy disks! Awsome synth/sampler from the same designers/engineers/coders as the rs/rm1x?
> > 
> > Anyway, I think a better solution would be to battery backup the rs's 64 mb, like a built in ups for the ram. Basically I think you would cut the traces to
the positive and negative pins to the ram and insert a good lithium battery of the same voltage ( Â¿ guessing maybe a 3.3v rc car battery ? ) and a charger.
Would need some research on the correct battery and maybe current limiting device (resistor?). 
> > 
> > Probably be able to keep the memory going for weeks or months per charge, it just depends how the rs would react when turned on and the memory is
already on and half full. You'd have to try it and see but I know this tek has been successful on some samplers and not on others, think Casio sk-1 or other old
circuit bent contraptions etc that people modify. Its also similar tek many old instruments(and pc's) use to keep their latest os/bios code alive,"change internal
battery", Then they have a capacitor to provide power while you change the battery. 
> > 
> > It wouldn't hurt to try, the most damage would be to blow some ram chips with too much power, while testing on the bench, not in the rs! (check temps
and also with a multimeter ie +&- do not connect to any other pins- a short circuit) and if they still work after 24hrs of battery... (maybe you can find a free
('98ish?) pc that uses the same ram just to check the ram is ok after your battery powered solutions)
> > 
> > Then it should be ok to test in the rs and it works or not. If the rs dosnt see the 'saved' data when powered on then just remove the battery an resolder the
traces, think of some other ideas but if it dosnt work then you can forget any other ram solutions without hacking the os...?
> > 
> > Also if your rs stays in the same location you wouldn't even need a battery, just power the ram from its own power supply, also cheaper to test it works
then buy the battery after if you want... 
> > 
> > Good luck and let us know if it works, i might do the same!
> > 
> > Cheers. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> > >
> > > i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
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> > > a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.
> > > 
> > > From: Ian Vine 
> > > To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> > > Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
> > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã‚ 
> > > Hi all
> > > 
> > > Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.
> > > 
> > > Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.
> > > 
> > > Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" wrote:
> > > 
> > > > Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon
as you put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it
beneficial to add to an RS.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18974|18915|2012-02-04 12:31:42|pegaso|Re: FLASH RAM|
Hi,
Ian kindly pointed out that the type of computer ram the rs uses needs to be refreshed every twenty seconds to prevent corruption of data unlike older and simpler ram
chips which can and do use battery backup, so my idea was basically a fail. Might be a starting point on getting some 'circuit bent' noises out of the rs though, what does
corrupted data sound like?

Keeping the rs fully powered from a battery is viable, you might get a few hours per charge depending on your battery...

Anyway, regarding the missing chip on the circuit board, maybe you could insert some type of flash ram chip but it would depend on the rs's os having been written with
this functionality and then the chip deleted, but I think the code for the missing chip would have been deleted as well? Unless you can crack and re-write the os like jj has
on akai mpc's....

These mask roms you suggest hold the internal sounds might also be a target, on ie alesis hr16 and some other instruments, people have cracked the encoding and burn
eproms with all custom samples.. But Ive never heard of anyone cracking anything yamaha, they make their own chips etc, who knows maybe you'll be the first.

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> i have an idea in mindÂ if you look carefully inside your rs7000 because there is a spot for a chip that yamaha didn't install.
> it is beside the mask roms in the schematics manual but it's blank on the main board. maybe the mask roms are sounds burned Â in the chip and i wonder if
it's possible to install a flash ram chip on it to load more sounds. it would be a great improvement to get the rs7000 an internal rechargable battery pack for
portability!!
> 
> From: pegaso 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
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> Sent: Wednesday, February 1, 2012 5:51 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> 
> 
> Â  
> Hi
> thanks for letting us know, i guess it only works on old simple ram chips. 
> 
> To be honest I don't use large amounts of sample time in a pattern/song anyway so my load times on smartmedia stay reasonable. I used to have a rack scsi
array and it was nice but physicaly as big as the rs and I just didn't need or want it. 
> 
> A tutorial on the scsi cf reader would be nice, is it built into the rs? Im guessing its the same as scsiforsamplers.com had. I was going to get a pair of the scsi
solid state laptop hard disks but he shut down... 
> 
> Cheers. 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > 
> > I'm afraid sticking a battery on the ram won't work. Normal computer ram (dram) needs to be "refreshed" about 20 times a second otherwise data
becomes corrupted. 
> > 
> > Best solution I have found for this is to get a scsi compact flash reader. Load times are nice and quick. I've been meaning to get something up on the web
on how to do it maybe in a couple of weeks
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 30 Jan 2012, at 14:54, "pegaso" wrote:
> > 
> > > Hi,
> > > (tldr) 
> > > I've got an ex5r with the flash ram but it works only to store samples, you need to load them from flash ram to the working memory to use them, like
scsi. And its a bit slow but better than 1.44mb floppy disks! Awsome synth/sampler from the same designers/engineers/coders as the rs/rm1x?
> > > 
> > > Anyway, I think a better solution would be to battery backup the rs's 64 mb, like a built in ups for the ram. Basically I think you would cut the traces to
the positive and negative pins to the ram and insert a good lithium battery of the same voltage ( Ã Â¿ guessing maybe a 3.3v rc car battery ? ) and a charger.
Would need some research on the correct battery and maybe current limiting device (resistor?). 
> > > 
> > > Probably be able to keep the memory going for weeks or months per charge, it just depends how the rs would react when turned on and the memory is
already on and half full. You'd have to try it and see but I know this tek has been successful on some samplers and not on others, think Casio sk-1 or other old
circuit bent contraptions etc that people modify. Its also similar tek many old instruments(and pc's) use to keep their latest os/bios code alive,"change internal
battery", Then they have a capacitor to provide power while you change the battery. 
> > > 
> > > It wouldn't hurt to try, the most damage would be to blow some ram chips with too much power, while testing on the bench, not in the rs! (check temps
and also with a multimeter ie +&- do not connect to any other pins- a short circuit) and if they still work after 24hrs of battery... (maybe you can find a free
('98ish?) pc that uses the same ram just to check the ram is ok after your battery powered solutions)
> > > 
> > > Then it should be ok to test in the rs and it works or not. If the rs dosnt see the 'saved' data when powered on then just remove the battery an resolder the
traces, think of some other ideas but if it dosnt work then you can forget any other ram solutions without hacking the os...?
> > > 
> > > Also if your rs stays in the same location you wouldn't even need a battery, just power the ram from its own power supply, also cheaper to test it works
then buy the battery after if you want... 
> > > 
> > > Good luck and let us know if it works, i might do the same!
> > > 
> > > Cheers. 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> > > >
> > > > i found some flash 72 pin ram but.... the rs7000 does not see it, i know the yamaha ex 5 has flash kits wondering if these could would work?
> > > > a seller has a pair on ebay too pricey and rare. i will think of something.
> > > > 
> > > > From: Ian Vine 
> > > > To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
> > > > Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 3:46 AM
> > > > Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FLASH RAM
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã â  
> > > > Hi all
> > > > 
> > > > Zam's right, as soon as the 64 meg goes in the on board is disabled.
> > > > 
> > > > Additionally flash ram works in a totally different way.
> > > > 
> > > > Nice idea though? Non volatile memory Simms anyone?
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> > > > 
> > > > IanV
> > > > 
> > > > On 15 Jan 2012, at 04:29, "J M" wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > > Not sure it'd make any difference, I think the RS can only recognize 64megs total. So even if you get the 8meg onboard memory, it'll drop it as soon
as you put the 64meg in to the expanded sim slots. It does that with the 4 it alreadyhas, but maybe there is something I don't know which would make it
beneficial to add to an RS.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > HAS ANY ONE THOUGHT OF REPLACING THE ON BOARD 4MB RAM WITH 8MB?
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18975|18915|2012-02-04 14:40:29|J M|Re: FLASH RAM|
I wonder if that blank chip mount could have been planned for storing user voice banks but they forgot about it?

Zam
| 18976|18592|2012-02-07 08:14:49|dj_trajan|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Just an update, I have done this and it's awesome..

The MPD26 has 4 banks to choose from and you can have different midi channels on the same bank. This allows you to play samples and also drum beats in the same
bank like araabmuzik or jeremy ellis. The upfaders can be mapped to control volume, or anything else really.. Its just like having an MPC in the RS! I'm going to shoot a
video about it later this evening to explain it better, will post the link soon

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Just a thought, want to see what you guys think...
> 
> Would it be possible to hook up an Akai MPD26 as a MIDI controller to the RS7K and chop samples to it MPC style? I like the two velocity sensitive pads
on the RS, but I'd like more pads like that to use. 
> 
> Could you also map the upfaders on the MPD to different parameters on the RS? I suppose an easy example would be mapping each upfader to control the
volume on its corresponding track?
> 
> Seems like if you could have that mpc style grid of pads on the RS, you'd basically have the same thing. 
> 
> Let me know what you guys think!
> 
> -DJ Trajan
>

| 18977|18592|2012-02-07 19:56:10|dj_trajan|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Made a quick video explaining the whole thing. This is how you get an MPC and a RS7000 in the same box!

http://youtu.be/e9XgDUFbJSo
| 18978|18978|2012-02-08 08:59:31|gillespie_derek|Slice Effect|
What is the principle behind the slice effect? What exactly is being sliced? Like a few other effects (talking mod!) it seems undocumented.
| 18979|18978|2012-02-08 09:32:28|Erwin Goossens|Re: Slice Effect|
More info about slice : http://www.google.be/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=slice%20effect%20rs7000&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CEAQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.yamaha.com%2Fyamahavgn%2FDocuments%2FKeyboar
Aw&usg=AFQjCNHcZgN1riPr1KCnS7w938jetzcwfw&sig2=vb1wXhkFCGaQcQ1udBa9QA&cad=rja

You can slice samples in different measures , but the slice effect does it in realtime with the master output.
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Try and you understand

great rsing

________________________________
From: gillespie_derek <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, February 8, 2012 4:59 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Slice Effect

  
What is the principle behind the slice effect? What exactly is being sliced? Like a few other effects (talking mod!) it seems undocumented.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 18980|18978|2012-02-08 19:06:14|dj_trajan|Re: Slice Effect|
Slice is one of my favorite functions on the RS..basically takes a sample and chops it into bits so you can rearrange it into a new rhythm. Slik da Relic has an amazing in
depth tutorial series about sampling and slicing. I highly (HIGHLY) recommend watching these and following along, it has helped me tremendously. Here is a link to the
first video in the series, hope this helps!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtFUeK0NVsM

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> What is the principle behind the slice effect? What exactly is being sliced? Like a few other effects (talking mod!) it seems undocumented.
>

| 18981|18978|2012-02-08 20:59:39|J M|Re: Slice Effect|
I think maybe they meant the slice effect? The effect is basically an LFO which controls volume gates, left & right panning, and there are different kinds... very cool to
check out and go through all the settings the slice effect does, its not too hard.

0 twice for the master effect slice settings, and you can reassign the 4 master effect knobs to do more and different stuff they aren't defaulted to do, very cool.

5 twice for vari effect settings.

There are quite a few more slice effects than just what is on default to, you wouldn't know how cool it actually is until you look in to it, best way to understand it is to
check all the slice settings out.

I use it to create psuedo like pumping/ducking, bouncy stereo panning, chopped/sliced up on things like a vocal sample are pretty cool too, sort of like a DJ bumping the
fader back and forth real quick, except you have more precise control over it. If you ever hear any goa or trance, they use that effect quite a bit in that music.

If you are talking about the slice sample jobs, honestly I've not figured that all out, it still confuses me sometimes too, just haven't used it that much.

Zam
| 18982|18978|2012-02-11 06:21:21|pegaso|Re: Slice Effect|
Hi,
If your talking about slice like on the master fx then zam has it covered. If your talking about the slice job then on the left of this screen click files, then click
documentation, Theres a pdf by Yamaha UK titled 'rs7000 slice function' or something like that, it explains everything nicely. Not undocumented, and way better than the
master fx slice...

Talk mod is a formant filter, download the manual for Yamaha fs1r (formant synth 1, rack) to learn more about how it works. Basicly its modeled on a contraption that
feeds sound down a tube to your mouth and the sound changes depending on the shapes you make with your mouth, like talking - talk box, which you then record with a
mic . Not pretty on stage but fun in the studio, I used to own one and have been meaning to build one for ages, theres diys on utube, basicly a compression driver and a
length of tube. You should use clear tube and clean it after every use...

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> What is the principle behind the slice effect? What exactly is being sliced? Like a few other effects (talking mod!) it seems undocumented.
>

| 18983|18592|2012-02-11 06:31:10|pegaso|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Hi,
Thanks for the video. Ive been using the rs like an mpc for a long time but Ive always wanted one of those 4x4 pad controllers like the mpc, thanks again for showing how
its done, I might pick one up soon.

Take note that the rs can be an mpc but the mpc can never come even close to being an rs..

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Made a quick video explaining the whole thing. This is how you get an MPC and a RS7000 in the same box!
> 
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> http://youtu.be/e9XgDUFbJSo
>

| 18984|18984|2012-02-11 07:01:50|pegaso|virtual scsi|
Hi,
Has anyone used any products from virtualscsi.com?

Basicly software that sits between your pc and your scsi connection, to drag and drop files...

My old desktop with an scsi pci card and scsi hard disk is gone and Im looking to buy a laptop shortly, Im thinking this program might be good with a usb/scsi adaptor to
drag and drop files to the rs? Any opinions valued, maybe I should just build another desktop since I need a floppy disk drive too for the ex5's, but they have scsi.., do I
need floppys?

Cheers.
| 18985|18684|2012-02-13 07:58:21|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Here is another one for ya to check out! 

http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines

Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but does anyone else sample an
instrument to a track that's already made?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for the vocals
and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of the audio
for guitars + vocals. '
> 
> http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
>

| 18986|18986|2012-02-13 13:02:15|Jim Bjorklun|A Few Qs|
Hello,

I have an Rm1x and have written an album that I'm wanting to play live this year. In looking at the options for this, I've decided that a RS7000 would be the best way....

So I've been checking it out, and there are a few things I'm wondering that I haven't seen answers for yet:

1) Is it possible to, say, sample individual notes from another instrument, and then spread those notes out across the keyboard like with 'old school' samplers like my Emax
II ?

2) I'm wondering how the sampler sounds get loaded. For example, when you load in a particular song on the RS7K, does it load in the sampled data too (or is that done
in a different step)?

3) Also, I'd like to know if the global effects get applied to just the main outs, or if they can also be sent to the AIEB2 board outputs.

Thanks for your input!

Jim
| 18987|18986|2012-02-13 13:26:34|J M|Re: A Few Qs|
Welcome to the group!

1. Yes, but there are some limitations to the sampler. For the most part you have pitched which spreads one sample across all the keys and the notes pitch it, and kits for
applying individual samples to individual keys.

2. One of the cool things about the RS is that when you load a song you do not have to worry about it sounding different from when you saved the pattern or song. The
samples save and load automatically and so do all the patch/voice settings.

3. Global effects I do believe is applied only to the main outs, the AIEB2 outs are always dry.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> I have an Rm1x and have written an album that I'm wanting to play live this year. In looking at the options for this, I've decided that a RS7000 would be the
best way....
> 
> So I've been checking it out, and there are a few things I'm wondering that I haven't seen answers for yet:
> 
> 1) Is it possible to, say, sample individual notes from another instrument, and then spread those notes out across the keyboard like with 'old school' samplers
like my Emax II ?
> 
> 2) I'm wondering how the sampler sounds get loaded. For example, when you load in a particular song on the RS7K, does it load in the sampled data too (or
is that done in a different step)?
> 
> 3) Also, I'd like to know if the global effects get applied to just the main outs, or if they can also be sent to the AIEB2 board outputs.
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> 
> Thanks for your input!
> 
> Jim
>

| 18988|18986|2012-02-13 21:08:56|Jim Bjorklun|Re: A Few Qs|
Hey Zam,
Thanks for the reply!  I've been lurking on this list for a few weeks, and I must say it's cool that this unit which is over 10 years old is still inspiring some good
discussions. Makes me want it even more...
A couple follow-up questions:
1) For pitched samples, can you control how much any given note is spread out?  I'd like to emulate the Emax II on this, where about every 4 whole steps I'd sample in a
new note. That way I could keep the sound quality pretty high, while still saving space.
3) I actually wrote that wrong. I was referring not to the global FX, but the effects you can put on individual tracks (like insert effects - I'm pretty sure the RS7K has that).
 So if that's true, then i was curious if the insert effects would be retained on the AIEB2 outputs.  But it sounds like it doesn't, which is what I was expecting.
Lastly, I was reading the Sound on Sound review (http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/oct01/articles/yamahars7000.asp), and it got me confused on one point.  On the
Rm1x, when you're in a style, you have 16 sections that you can trigger from the non-black keys...
I was assuming the RS7K was the same, but the review seems to have conflicting info. In their "RS7000 Features" box, they say:  Pattern Mode   64 Styles, 16 sections
each.
But above that, they say:
"Returning to Patterns, these are chained in one of two ways. Firstly, in real time, where a Style is chosen with a soft knob and 10 of the Patterns within it selected on the
fly, as the music plays, via the black 'keyboard' keys (the same kind of on-the-fly Pattern selection can be done during live performance, but arguably 10 Patterns is not
enough, and you can't trigger individual Phrases in the same way)."
There is nothing like this on the Rm1x that I'm aware of, and I don't really understand what they're saying.  It seems like what I'm used to on the Rm1x (16 sections per
style) is still there for playing a song back live in real-time.  But if so, then I don't get what the other paragraph is referring to. So if you feel like helping to clear this up
too, that'd be great as well!
- Jim

--- On Mon, 2/13/12, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, February 13, 2012, 12:26 PM

 

Welcome to the group!

1. Yes, but there are some limitations to the sampler. For the most part you have pitched which spreads one sample across all the keys and the notes pitch it,
and kits for applying individual samples to individual keys.

2. One of the cool things about the RS is that when you load a song you do not have to worry about it sounding different from when you saved the pattern or
song. The samples save and load automatically and so do all the patch/voice settings.

3. Global effects I do believe is applied only to the main outs, the AIEB2 outs are always dry.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:

>

> Hello,

> 

> I have an Rm1x and have written an album that I'm wanting to play live this year. In looking at the options for this, I've decided that a RS7000 would be the
best way....

> 

> So I've been checking it out, and there are a few things I'm wondering that I haven't seen answers for yet:

> 

> 1) Is it possible to, say, sample individual notes from another instrument, and then spread those notes out across the keyboard like with 'old school' samplers
like my Emax II ?

> 

> 2) I'm wondering how the sampler sounds get loaded. For example, when you load in a particular song on the RS7K, does it load in the sampled data too (or
is that done in a different step)?

> 

> 3) Also, I'd like to know if the global effects get applied to just the main outs, or if they can also be sent to the AIEB2 board outputs.

> 

> Thanks for your input!

> 

> Jim

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18989|18986|2012-02-14 02:31:55|Charles Tyler|Re: A Few Qs|
Hi, I can answer some of this.

The original OS only had 10 sections, keys A to J. The OS update expanded this to 16 by using the shift key and keys plus A to F for sections 11 to 16. There are 16 styles
each with 16 sections, but switching styles has a slight delay so for live performance it's best to use scenes. In addition, there are 5 scene memories, so you can have
different instruments/kits/sample sets assigned to a particular scene number for each memory setting, as each memory key retains settings.

I don't have the AIEB2 add-on but others have written that it si completely dry, no insert or global fx.

I don't know what the Emax II is like, but I know that the RS doesn't have multi sampling. There is a workaround that i haven't tried but read about :
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http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b637900fb26c8&threadid=1317

Maybe zam or someone else can comment more on emulating multisampling with tricks like this. 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: jbjorklun@yahoo.com
Date: Mon, 13 Feb 2012 20:08:50 -0800
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs

Hey Zam,

Thanks for the reply! I've been lurking on this list for a few weeks, and I must say it's cool that this unit which is over 10 years old is still inspiring some good discussions.
Makes me want it even more...

A couple follow-up questions:

1) For pitched samples, can you control how much any given note is spread out? I'd like to emulate the Emax II on this, where about every 4 whole steps I'd sample in a
new note. That way I could keep the sound quality pretty high, while still saving space.

3) I actually wrote that wrong. I was referring not to the global FX, but the effects you can put on individual tracks (like insert effects - I'm pretty sure the RS7K has that).
So if that's true, then i was curious if the insert effects would be retained on the AIEB2 outputs. But it sounds like it doesn't, which is what I was expecting.

Lastly, I was reading the Sound on Sound review (http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/oct01/articles/yamahars7000.asp), and it got me confused on one point. On the
Rm1x, when you're in a style, you have 16 sections that you can trigger from the non-black keys...

I was assuming the RS7K was the same, but the review seems to have conflicting info. In their "RS7000 Features" box, they say: Pattern Mode 64 Styles, 16 sections
each.

But above that, they say:

"Returning to Patterns, these are chained in one of two ways. Firstly, in real time, where a Style is chosen with a soft knob and 10 of the Patterns within it selected on the
fly, as the music plays, via the black 'keyboard' keys (the same kind of on-the-fly Pattern selection can be done during live performance, but arguably 10 Patterns is not
enough, and you can't trigger individual Phrases in the same way)."

There is nothing like this on the Rm1x that I'm aware of, and I don't really understand what they're saying. It seems like what I'm used to on the Rm1x (16 sections per
style) is still there for playing a song back live in real-time. But if so, then I don't get what the other paragraph is referring to. So if you feel like helping to clear this up
too, that'd be great as well!

- Jim

--- On Mon, 2/13/12, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>

Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

Date: Monday, February 13, 2012, 12:26 PM
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Welcome to the group!

1. Yes, but there are some limitations to the sampler. For the most part you have pitched which spreads one sample across all the keys and the notes pitch it,
and kits for applying individual samples to individual keys.

2. One of the cool things about the RS is that when you load a song you do not have to worry about it sounding different from when you saved the pattern or
song. The samples save and load automatically and so do all the patch/voice settings.

3. Global effects I do believe is applied only to the main outs, the AIEB2 outs are always dry.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:

>

> Hello,

> 

> I have an Rm1x and have written an album that I'm wanting to play live this year. In looking at the options for this, I've decided that a RS7000 would be the
best way....

> 

> So I've been checking it out, and there are a few things I'm wondering that I haven't seen answers for yet:

> 

> 1) Is it possible to, say, sample individual notes from another instrument, and then spread those notes out across the keyboard like with 'old school' samplers
like my Emax II ?

> 

> 2) I'm wondering how the sampler sounds get loaded. For example, when you load in a particular song on the RS7K, does it load in the sampled data too (or
is that done in a different step)?

> 

> 3) Also, I'd like to know if the global effects get applied to just the main outs, or if they can also be sent to the AIEB2 board outputs.
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> 

> Thanks for your input!

> 

> Jim

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18990|18986|2012-02-14 07:03:32|J M|Re: A Few Qs|
1. Nope, the RS doesn't assign pitch zones, or multisample like that. It only does one sample pitched across all keys, or sample kits, one sample per key. There are a few
tricks around this that aren't perfect or as easy to do, but basically that is what the RS's sampler is limited to doing for samples.

3. Correct, AIEB2 outs always dry. If you find an RS with a card in it then cool, if not don't go out of your way to get one unless you know for sure it is something
necessary for you. The idea is to use those extra analog outs to do separate processing on them. Great for ducking and using seperate FX, EQing kicks or snares separately
to keep their punch and snap etc.. However, the digital and optical outs I'm unsure of, I tried them once a long time ago, if I remember right they act just like main L&R
outs except they are really quiet, they need amplification, which I think can be done digitally which means you either got to do that in to a computer or some other piece
of gear before it goes out to the speakers. Supposed to retain the high quality to noise ratio or something like that, I don't use them, but some folks might if they are quality
buffs.

Anyhow...

Yeah, when the RS first came out there were only 10 sections per pattern A-J on 10 the black keys. It didn't import rm1x files 100% I guess, so when they updated the OS
it included 6 more K-P but yea you have to hold the shift key to access them, shift A-F become K-P. Not a big deal. As for triggering individual phrases, I believe they
may be comparing it to some Roland MC features there, I believe you can trigger phrases on them, I know you could on the 505, kind of neat but over all fairly useless,
you press and hold a key the phrase would play, manual timing issues, but still kind of neat sometimes if you wanted to throw some extra stuff in that don't depend on or
need precise timing, more live creative feeling, but meh to me, never used it when I had my 505.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:
>
> Hey Zam,
> Thanks for the reply! Â I've been lurking on this list for a few weeks, and I must say it's cool that this unit which is over 10 years old is still inspiring some
good discussions. Makes me want it even more...
> A couple follow-up questions:
> 1) For pitched samples, can you control how much any given note is spread out? Â I'd like to emulate the Emax II on this, where about every 4 whole steps
I'd sample in a new note. That way I could keep the sound quality pretty high, while still saving space.
> 3) I actually wrote that wrong. I was referring not to the global FX, but the effects you can put on individual tracks (like insert effects - I'm pretty sure the
RS7K has that). Â So if that's true, then i was curious if the insert effects would be retained on the AIEB2 outputs. Â But it sounds like it doesn't, which is
what I was expecting.
> Lastly, I was reading the Sound on Sound review (http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/oct01/articles/yamahars7000.asp), and it got me confused on one
point. Â On the Rm1x, when you're in a style, you have 16 sections that you can trigger from the non-black keys...
> I was assuming the RS7K was the same, but the review seems to have conflicting info. In their "RS7000 Features" box, they say: Â Pattern ModeÂ Â Â 64
Styles, 16 sections each.
> But above that, they say:
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> "Returning to Patterns, these are chained in one of two ways. Firstly, in real time, where a Style is chosen with a soft knob and 10 of the Patterns within it
selected on the fly, as the music plays, via the black 'keyboard' keys (the same kind of on-the-fly Pattern selection can be done during live performance, but
arguably 10 Patterns is not enough, and you can't trigger individual Phrases in the same way)."
> There is nothing like this on the Rm1x that I'm aware of, and I don't really understand what they're saying. Â It seems like what I'm used to on the Rm1x
(16 sections per style) is still there for playing a song back live in real-time. Â But if so, then I don't get what the other paragraph is referring to. So if you feel
like helping to clear this up too, that'd be great as well!
> - Jim
> 
> 
> --- On Mon, 2/13/12, J M wrote:
> 
> From: J M 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, February 13, 2012, 12:26 PM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Â 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> 
> 
> 1. Yes, but there are some limitations to the sampler. For the most part you have pitched which spreads one sample across all the keys and the notes pitch it,
and kits for applying individual samples to individual keys.
> 
> 
> 
> 2. One of the cool things about the RS is that when you load a song you do not have to worry about it sounding different from when you saved the pattern
or song. The samples save and load automatically and so do all the patch/voice settings.
> 
> 
> 
> 3. Global effects I do believe is applied only to the main outs, the AIEB2 outs are always dry.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Hello,
> 
> > 
> 
> > I have an Rm1x and have written an album that I'm wanting to play live this year. In looking at the options for this, I've decided that a RS7000 would be
the best way....
> 
> > 
> 
> > So I've been checking it out, and there are a few things I'm wondering that I haven't seen answers for yet:
> 
> > 
> 
> > 1) Is it possible to, say, sample individual notes from another instrument, and then spread those notes out across the keyboard like with 'old school'
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samplers like my Emax II ?
> 
> > 
> 
> > 2) I'm wondering how the sampler sounds get loaded. For example, when you load in a particular song on the RS7K, does it load in the sampled data too
(or is that done in a different step)?
> 
> > 
> 
> > 3) Also, I'd like to know if the global effects get applied to just the main outs, or if they can also be sent to the AIEB2 board outputs.
> 
> > 
> 
> > Thanks for your input!
> 
> > 
> 
> > Jim
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18991|18986|2012-02-14 07:13:16|J M|Re: A Few Qs|
That was a total run on sentence about the phrases, anyhow I realized you could do almost exactly the same by sampling a phrase in to a kit note. Then have key-board on
and play the phrase back as a sample. The only dif would be that you'd have to always keep the same BPMs. Always work arounds on the RS ;)

Zam
| 18992|18986|2012-02-14 07:29:28|J M|Re: A Few Qs|
Oh on the AIEB2, if you want to remotely send track mutes its good for that too. Can't do that otherwise, cheat by telling the track to switch to another out.
| 18993|18684|2012-02-14 13:18:59|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who has been wanting to record
his electric violin over my tracks. I've been putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never happy with it, or it takes an hour of fine tuning the
effect etc.. Divas man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS heh.

Zam

P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.

T

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Here is another one for ya to check out! 
> 
> http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> 
> Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but does anyone else
sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> 
> 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for the
vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of the
audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > 
> > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> >
>

| 18994|18684|2012-02-14 16:20:33|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thanks Zam! And lol I feel your pain man, I went thru that same mess recording the guitarist.

I'm thinking I might make a tutorial video for everyone on how to live sample an instrument to a beat thats already been created...this way when someone hears your
awesome track and decides their instrument needs to go on it, you can put their riff into the box and have it play back perfectly in time..we had a headache figuring out a
technique for this so if I can spare someone the hassle it'd be worth it!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who has been
wanting to record his electric violin over my tracks. I've been putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never happy with it, or it
takes an hour of fine tuning the effect etc.. Divas man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS heh.
> 
> Zam
> 
> P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.
> 
> 
> 
> T
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Here is another one for ya to check out! 
> > 
> > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> > 
> > Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but does anyone
else sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for the
vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of the
audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > > 
> > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> > >
> >
>

| 18995|18684|2012-02-15 06:22:02|Andy Garrison|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
First post,

http://youtu.be/zFU9J3cCnCU
I have sooo much to learn about this amazing, awesome machine. I really
enjoy reading these threads on a daily basis, but to be honest much of the
material discussed feels way over my head. I think this video demonstates
my skills to this point.

Right now I'm just starting to sample, and slogging through it as I go.
Any tips you can recommend to me after watching this?

Like I said, I'm just scratching the surface here. But GOT DAMN is it
fun. :)

Cheers,

AndrewBeginning

On Tue, Feb 14, 2012 at 5:20 PM, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Thanks Zam! And lol I feel your pain man, I went thru that same mess
> recording the guitarist.
>
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> I'm thinking I might make a tutorial video for everyone on how to live
> sample an instrument to a beat thats already been created...this way when
> someone hears your awesome track and decides their instrument needs to go
> on it, you can put their riff into the box and have it play back perfectly
> in time..we had a headache figuring out a technique for this so if I can
> spare someone the hassle it'd be worth it!
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in
> some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who
> has been wanting to record his electric violin over my tracks. I've been
> putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never
> happy with it, or it takes an hour of fine tuning the effect etc.. Divas
> man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS
> heh.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.
> >
> >
> >
> > T
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Here is another one for ya to check out!
> > >
> > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> > >
> > > Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the
> sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but
> does anyone else sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted
> to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except
> for the vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and
> played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to
> treat some of the audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > > >
> > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

-- 
Andrew Garrison
314-258-1451 cell phone

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18996|18684|2012-02-15 06:31:44|J M|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Isopropyl alcohol and some q-tips, get those butterflies off it :P

Only other tip is to keep going, have fun, and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andy Garrison wrote:
>
> First post,
> 
> http://youtu.be/zFU9J3cCnCU
> I have sooo much to learn about this amazing, awesome machine. I really
> enjoy reading these threads on a daily basis, but to be honest much of the
> material discussed feels way over my head. I think this video demonstates
> my skills to this point.
> 
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> Right now I'm just starting to sample, and slogging through it as I go.
> Any tips you can recommend to me after watching this?
> 
> Like I said, I'm just scratching the surface here. But GOT DAMN is it
> fun. :)
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> AndrewBeginning

| 18997|18684|2012-02-15 08:10:16|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Nice man! I actually found your video about 2 weeks ago and was really impressed with your track! (That long winded rant from Cr125rmxr is me)

Did you use any samples in that track? I thought those were all internal sounds but I might be wrong. Do you know how to use the two rubber drum pads yet? Also, do
you know any of the shift commands? You can redo/undo and a lot of other short cuts to speed up production using shift + anotherbutton instead of going thru menus. Last
question, do you know if the RAM has been upgraded in your RS? I was unable to do any real sampling until I upgraded the internal RAM so if thats something you want
to get into I'd really recommend having 64MB RAM.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Andy Garrison wrote:
>
> First post,
> 
> http://youtu.be/zFU9J3cCnCU
> I have sooo much to learn about this amazing, awesome machine. I really
> enjoy reading these threads on a daily basis, but to be honest much of the
> material discussed feels way over my head. I think this video demonstates
> my skills to this point.
> 
> Right now I'm just starting to sample, and slogging through it as I go.
> Any tips you can recommend to me after watching this?
> 
> Like I said, I'm just scratching the surface here. But GOT DAMN is it
> fun. :)
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> AndrewBeginning
> On Tue, Feb 14, 2012 at 5:20 PM, dj_trajan wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Thanks Zam! And lol I feel your pain man, I went thru that same mess
> > recording the guitarist.
> >
> > I'm thinking I might make a tutorial video for everyone on how to live
> > sample an instrument to a beat thats already been created...this way when
> > someone hears your awesome track and decides their instrument needs to go
> > on it, you can put their riff into the box and have it play back perfectly
> > in time..we had a headache figuring out a technique for this so if I can
> > spare someone the hassle it'd be worth it!
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in
> > some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who
> > has been wanting to record his electric violin over my tracks. I've been
> > putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never
> > happy with it, or it takes an hour of fine tuning the effect etc.. Divas
> > man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS
> > heh.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > T
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Here is another one for ya to check out!
> > > >
> > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> > > >
> > > > Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the
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> > sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but
> > does anyone else sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted
> > to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except
> > for the vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and
> > played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to
> > treat some of the audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > > > >
> > > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> Andrew Garrison
> 314-258-1451 cell phone
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 18998|18986|2012-02-15 19:59:49|Jim Bjorklun|Re: A Few Qs|
Hey Charles and Zam,
I wanted to thank you both once more for taking some time to answer my questions!
Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the standard pitched method works better than what I'm used to on the
Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...
Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as time stretching) to make the sound quality better.  But if not, it seems like that workaround might work.  I'm not
sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some way to do what I'm looking for.
And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition RS7K on Ebay that was ending yesterday, so the info.
came at the right time for me to decide what to do...
And what I decided was to go for it!  And I won the auction too (which is another little story in itself).  So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I look forward to
staying on this list.
Cheers,
Jim

--- On Tue, 2/14/12, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2012, 6:29 AM

 

Oh on the AIEB2, if you want to remotely send track mutes its good for that too. Can't do that otherwise, cheat by telling the track to switch to another out.
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 18999|18986|2012-02-15 21:20:27|J M|Re: A Few Qs|
Right on!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:
>
> Hey Charles and Zam,
> I wanted to thank you both once moreÂ forÂ taking some time to answer my questions!
> Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the standard pitched method works better than what I'm
used to on the Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...
> Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as time stretching) to make the sound quality better. Â But if not, it seems like that workaround might
work. Â I'm not sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some way to do what I'm looking for.
> And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition RS7K on Ebay that was ending
yesterday, so the info. came at the right time for me to decide what to do...
> And what I decided was to go for it! Â And I won the auction too (which is another little story in itself). Â So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I
look forward to staying on this list.
> Cheers,
> Jim
> 

| 19000|18592|2012-02-15 22:57:30|dj_trajan|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Here is a demo of the MPC and RS7000 in action!

http://youtu.be/T2PcjJtucJM

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> Thanks for the video. Ive been using the rs like an mpc for a long time but Ive always wanted one of those 4x4 pad controllers like the mpc, thanks again
for showing how its done, I might pick one up soon.
> 
> Take note that the rs can be an mpc but the mpc can never come even close to being an rs..
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Made a quick video explaining the whole thing. This is how you get an MPC and a RS7000 in the same box!
> > 
> > http://youtu.be/e9XgDUFbJSo
> >
>

| 19001|18986|2012-02-16 02:38:23|Charles Tyler|Re: A Few Qs|
hi jim, great to have another member and RS user on board. I'm sure you'll be glad of your decision. However, it has a steep learning curve so let us know if you have
questions when you're trying to figure it out. It's one of the few instruments that I regularly refer to the manual for - i'm pretty new to the RS too so still learning. Getting
together another live set for beginning of March at the moment and trying out new things with it, especially with the sequencer edit functions which are really powerful

also, check the facebook group if you're a member http://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/
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To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Thu, 16 Feb 2012 04:20:24 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs

Right on!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:

>

> Hey Charles and Zam,

> I wanted to thank you both once more� for� taking some time to answer my questions!

> Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the standard pitched method works better than what I'm
used to on the Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...

> Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as time stretching) to make the sound quality better. � But if not, it seems like that workaround might
work. � I'm not sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some way to do what I'm looking for.

> And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition RS7K on Ebay that was ending
yesterday, so the info. came at the right time for me to decide what to do...

> And what I decided was to go for it! � And I won the auction too (which is another little story in itself). � So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I
look forward to staying on this list.

> Cheers,

> Jim

> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19002|18986|2012-02-16 20:18:58|Jim Bjorklun|Re: A Few Qs|
Hey Charles,

Thanks, I'm liking this list a lot so far...

So I've had an Rm1x since it came out, and I really like it. I think I'll still keep using it (along w/ the other outboard gear) as my main songwriting/recording setup.

My primary goal with the RS7K will be to bring the studio live in as streamlined, versatile, and fun a way as possible!

Hopefully the things that are similar between the 2 boxes will outweigh the differences, so I don't get all confused between the two :D

Hey, thanks also for mentioning the Facebook group. Once my RS7K arrives, I'll be sure to join that as well.

Later,

Jim

--- On Thu, 2/16/12, Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com> wrote:

> From: Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com>
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, February 16, 2012, 1:38 AM
> 
> hi jim, great to have another member and RS user on board.
> I'm sure you'll be glad of your decision. However, it has a
> steep learning curve so let us know if you have questions
> when you're trying to figure it out. It's one of the few
> instruments that I regularly refer to the manual for - i'm
> pretty new to the RS too so still learning. Getting together
> another live set for beginning of March at the moment and
> trying out new things with it, especially with the sequencer
> edit functions which are really powerful
> 
> also, check the facebook group if you're a member http://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: zamise@quantum-source.com
> Date: Thu, 16 Feb 2012 04:20:24 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>   
> 
> 
>     
>       
>       
>       Right on!
> 
> 
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> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com,
> Jim Bjorklun wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > Hey Charles and Zam,
> 
> > I wanted to thank you both once moreÂ forÂ taking
> some time to answer my questions!
> 
> > Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround
> is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the
> standard pitched method works better than what I'm used to
> on the Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...
> 
> > Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as
> time stretching) to make the sound quality better. Â But if
> not, it seems like that workaround might work. Â I'm not
> sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some
> way to do what I'm looking for.
> 
> > And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were
> exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition
> RS7K on Ebay that was ending yesterday, so the info. came at
> the right time for me to decide what to do...
> 
> > And what I decided was to go for it! Â And I won the
> auction too (which is another little story in itself). Â
> So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I look forward
> to staying on this list.
> 
> > Cheers,
> 
> > Jim
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>     
>      
> 
>     
>     
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>       
>         
>           
>   
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!
> Groups Links
> 
> 
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>     RS7000-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com
> 
>

| 19003|18986|2012-02-16 20:27:40|Eric Jennings|Re: A Few Qs|
On Thursday, February 16, 2012 at 7:18 PM, Jim Bjorklun wrote:

> 
> Hey Charles,
> 
> Thanks, I'm liking this list a lot so far...
> 
> So I've had an Rm1x since it came out, and I really like it. I think I'll still keep using it (along w/ the other outboard gear) as my main songwriting/recording
setup.
> 
> My primary goal with the RS7K will be to bring the studio live in as streamlined, versatile, and fun a way as possible!
> 
> Hopefully the things that are similar between the 2 boxes will outweigh the differences, so I don't get all confused between the two :D
> 
> Hey, thanks also for mentioning the Facebook group. Once my RS7K arrives, I'll be sure to join that as well.
> 
> Later,
> 
> Jim
> 
> --- On Thu, 2/16/12, Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com (mailto:charles_r_tyler%40hotmail.com)> wrote:
> 
> > From: Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com (mailto:charles_r_tyler%40hotmail.com)>
> > Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> > To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:rs7000%40yahoogroups.com)
> > Date: Thursday, February 16, 2012, 1:38 AM
> > 
> > hi jim, great to have another member and RS user on board.
> > I'm sure you'll be glad of your decision. However, it has a
> > steep learning curve so let us know if you have questions
> > when you're trying to figure it out. It's one of the few
> > instruments that I regularly refer to the manual for - i'm
> > pretty new to the RS too so still learning. Getting together
> > another live set for beginning of March at the moment and
> > trying out new things with it, especially with the sequencer
> > edit functions which are really powerful
> > 
> > also, check the facebook group if you're a member http://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/
> > 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com)
> > From: zamise@quantum-source.com (mailto:zamise%40quantum-source.com)
> > Date: Thu, 16 Feb 2012 04:20:24 +0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Right on!
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com),
> > Jim Bjorklun wrote:
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > > Hey Charles and Zam,
> > 
> > > I wanted to thank you both once moreÂ forÂ taking
> > some time to answer my questions!
> > 
> > > Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround
> > is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the
> > standard pitched method works better than what I'm used to
> > on the Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...
> > 
> > > Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as
> > time stretching) to make the sound quality better. Â But if
> > not, it seems like that workaround might work. Â I'm not
> > sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some
> > way to do what I'm looking for.
> > 
> > > And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were
> > exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition
> > RS7K on Ebay that was ending yesterday, so the info. came at
> > the right time for me to decide what to do...
> > 
> > > And what I decided was to go for it! Â And I won the
> > auction too (which is another little story in itself). Â
> > So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I look forward
> > to staying on this list.
> > 
> > > Cheers,
> > 
> > > Jim
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe%40yahoogroups.com)
> > or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!
> > Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > RS7000-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-fullfeatured%40yahoogroups.com)
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> > 
> > 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19004|18986|2012-02-16 20:28:46|Eric Jennings|Re: A Few Qs|
Hey Jim- 

For a time recently, I owned both an RS7000 and an Rm1x. They are both much more similar than they are different, except I think you'll find the RS gives you many
more features--things that felt claustrophobic on the RM. I like them both, but the RS is the one to keep. :)

-Eric 

On Thursday, February 16, 2012 at 7:18 PM, Jim Bjorklun wrote:

> 
> Hey Charles,
> 
> Thanks, I'm liking this list a lot so far...
> 
> So I've had an Rm1x since it came out, and I really like it. I think I'll still keep using it (along w/ the other outboard gear) as my main songwriting/recording
setup.
> 
> My primary goal with the RS7K will be to bring the studio live in as streamlined, versatile, and fun a way as possible!
> 
> Hopefully the things that are similar between the 2 boxes will outweigh the differences, so I don't get all confused between the two :D
> 
> Hey, thanks also for mentioning the Facebook group. Once my RS7K arrives, I'll be sure to join that as well.
> 
> Later,
> 
> Jim
> 
> --- On Thu, 2/16/12, Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com (mailto:charles_r_tyler%40hotmail.com)> wrote:
> 
> > From: Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com (mailto:charles_r_tyler%40hotmail.com)>
> > Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> > To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:rs7000%40yahoogroups.com)
> > Date: Thursday, February 16, 2012, 1:38 AM
> > 
> > hi jim, great to have another member and RS user on board.
> > I'm sure you'll be glad of your decision. However, it has a
> > steep learning curve so let us know if you have questions
> > when you're trying to figure it out. It's one of the few
> > instruments that I regularly refer to the manual for - i'm
> > pretty new to the RS too so still learning. Getting together
> > another live set for beginning of March at the moment and
> > trying out new things with it, especially with the sequencer
> > edit functions which are really powerful
> > 
> > also, check the facebook group if you're a member http://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/
> > 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com)
> > From: zamise@quantum-source.com (mailto:zamise%40quantum-source.com)
> > Date: Thu, 16 Feb 2012 04:20:24 +0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Right on!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com),
> > Jim Bjorklun wrote:
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > > Hey Charles and Zam,
> > 
> > > I wanted to thank you both once moreÂ forÂ taking
> > some time to answer my questions!
> > 
> > > Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround
> > is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the
> > standard pitched method works better than what I'm used to
> > on the Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...
> > 
> > > Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as
> > time stretching) to make the sound quality better. Â But if
> > not, it seems like that workaround might work. Â I'm not
> > sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some
> > way to do what I'm looking for.
> > 
> > > And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were
> > exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition
> > RS7K on Ebay that was ending yesterday, so the info. came at
> > the right time for me to decide what to do...
> > 
> > > And what I decided was to go for it! Â And I won the
> > auction too (which is another little story in itself). Â
> > So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I look forward
> > to staying on this list.
> > 
> > > Cheers,
> > 
> > > Jim
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
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> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe%40yahoogroups.com)
> > or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!
> > Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > RS7000-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-fullfeatured%40yahoogroups.com)
> > 
> > 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19005|18986|2012-02-17 16:58:22|sam w|Re: rs7000 midi out B|
I'm having trouble with the midi out b on my rs7000 because eveying time power down the midi b  settings go back to default. 
can someone please tell me how to save settings for midi out. HELP!!
 

From: Eric Jennings <ericj@loopshot.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 9:28 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs

  
Hey Jim- 

For a time recently, I owned both an RS7000 and an Rm1x. They are both much more similar than they are different, except I think you'll find the RS gives you many
more features--things that felt claustrophobic on the RM. I like them both, but the RS is the one to keep. :)

-Eric 

On Thursday, February 16, 2012 at 7:18 PM, Jim Bjorklun wrote:

> 
> Hey Charles,
> 
> Thanks, I'm liking this list a lot so far...
> 
> So I've had an Rm1x since it came out, and I really like it. I think I'll still keep using it (along w/ the other outboard gear) as my main songwriting/recording
setup.
> 
> My primary goal with the RS7K will be to bring the studio live in as streamlined, versatile, and fun a way as possible!
> 
> Hopefully the things that are similar between the 2 boxes will outweigh the differences, so I don't get all confused between the two :D
> 
> Hey, thanks also for mentioning the Facebook group. Once my RS7K arrives, I'll be sure to join that as well.
> 
> Later,
> 
> Jim
> 
> --- On Thu, 2/16/12, Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com (mailto:charles_r_tyler%40hotmail.com)> wrote:
> 
> > From: Charles Tyler <charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com (mailto:charles_r_tyler%40hotmail.com)>
> > Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> > To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:rs7000%40yahoogroups.com)
> > Date: Thursday, February 16, 2012, 1:38 AM
> > 
> > hi jim, great to have another member and RS user on board.
> > I'm sure you'll be glad of your decision. However, it has a
> > steep learning curve so let us know if you have questions
> > when you're trying to figure it out. It's one of the few
> > instruments that I regularly refer to the manual for - i'm
> > pretty new to the RS too so still learning. Getting together
> > another live set for beginning of March at the moment and
> > trying out new things with it, especially with the sequencer
> > edit functions which are really powerful
> > 
> > also, check the facebook group if you're a member http://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/
> > 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com)
> > From: zamise@quantum-source.com (mailto:zamise%40quantum-source.com)
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> > Date: Thu, 16 Feb 2012 04:20:24 +0000
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Right on!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com),
> > Jim Bjorklun wrote:
> > 
> > >
> > 
> > > Hey Charles and Zam,
> > 
> > > I wanted to thank you both once moreÂ forÂ taking
> > some time to answer my questions!
> > 
> > > Charles, that link with the multi-sampling workaround
> > is very interesting. I will be curious to see if the
> > standard pitched method works better than what I'm used to
> > on the Emax II (which just pitches a sample up or down)...
> > 
> > > Perhaps the RS7K has some tricks up its sleeve (such as
> > time stretching) to make the sound quality better. Â But if
> > not, it seems like that workaround might work. Â I'm not
> > sure, but I think it's safe to say that there will be some
> > way to do what I'm looking for.
> > 
> > > And Zam, your follow-ups on my other questions were
> > exactly what I needed to know. There was a mint-condition
> > RS7K on Ebay that was ending yesterday, so the info. came at
> > the right time for me to decide what to do...
> > 
> > > And what I decided was to go for it! Â And I won the
> > auction too (which is another little story in itself). Â
> > So, I'm soon to become a new RS7K user, and I look forward
> > to staying on this list.
> > 
> > > Cheers,
> > 
> > > Jim
> > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-unsubscribe%40yahoogroups.com)
> > or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo!
> > Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > RS7000-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com (mailto:RS7000-fullfeatured%40yahoogroups.com)
> > 
> > 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19006|18986|2012-02-17 17:23:18|J M|Re: rs7000 midi out B|
Which settings are reverting?

If you are changing them under #6 Setp midi out ch then it is stored to a pattern and if you want those back when you start a new song you'll have to do an autoload with a
blank pattern and those settings. Otherwise they should save and load with the pattern or song you've done.

If it is Utility Mode's Midi Setup it should remember those settings after power down and back up. If it isn't doing that then I'm confused too, maybe memory protect is
on, I think is somewhere in Utility System, but a lot of other stuff wouldn't be saving too? Or the battery is dead, but I'd think you'd get a message on boot up if the battery
was dead?

Any other ideas???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> I'm having trouble with the midi out b on my rs7000 because eveying time power down theÂ midi bÂ  settings go back to default.Â 
> can someone please tell me how to save settings for midi out. HELP!!
> Â 
> 
> From: Eric Jennings 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 9:28 PM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
>

| 19007|19007|2012-02-20 17:58:12|boiseculturejam|knob-movement "event" templates wanted|
Hi, I am using my RS7K to MIDI-control other gear, and am wondering if anyone has saved specific knob movements, as a sort of template, that you could just copy into
a track when needed.
It takes me so long to dial in smooth sweeps. I might try to import some from Cubase, since it has all sorts of preset envelopes.
Thanks much, this group rocks.
brad
| 19008|19007|2012-02-21 05:37:06|Charles Tyler|Re: knob-movement "event" templates wanted|
Have you tried the job function create continuous data? It should do what you need, saves a lot of time for me

-----Original Message-----
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From: boiseculturejam
Sent: 21 Feb 2012 00:58:14 GMT
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] knob-movement "event" templates wanted

Hi, I am using my RS7K to MIDI-control other gear, and am wondering if anyone has saved specific knob movements, as a sort of template, that you could just copy into
a track when needed.
It takes me so long to dial in smooth sweeps. I might try to import some from Cubase, since it has all sorts of preset envelopes.
Thanks much, this group rocks.
brad

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19009|19007|2012-02-21 22:03:32|boiseculturejam|A couple tracks|
"create continuous data"
It was here all along, that's awesome. Thanks bluemanontelly.

I posted a couple noisy rs7000 tracks, nothing fancy. If any of you wonder, the main processor is a Ebbe und Flut, an Electribe EM-1 is in there, and a SP808 for samples.

http://soundcloud.com/thedispossessed
| 19010|19007|2012-02-21 22:39:22|Matt|Re: A couple tracks|
<3 sp-808
On Feb 21, 2012 9:03 PM, "boiseculturejam" <boiseculturejam@yahoo.com>
wrote:

> **
>
>
> "create continuous data"
> It was here all along, that's awesome. Thanks bluemanontelly.
>
> I posted a couple noisy rs7000 tracks, nothing fancy. If any of you
> wonder, the main processor is a Ebbe und Flut, an Electribe EM-1 is in
> there, and a SP808 for samples.
>
> http://soundcloud.com/thedispossessed
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19011|19007|2012-02-22 09:21:16|dj_trajan|Re: A couple tracks|
Very nice!! I like how heavy the track sounds, its rattling things off my desk : )

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "boiseculturejam" wrote:
>
> "create continuous data"
> It was here all along, that's awesome. Thanks bluemanontelly.
> 
> I posted a couple noisy rs7000 tracks, nothing fancy. If any of you wonder, the main processor is a Ebbe und Flut, an Electribe EM-1 is in there, and a
SP808 for samples.
> 
> http://soundcloud.com/thedispossessed
>

| 19012|19007|2012-02-22 14:17:19|J M|Re: A couple tracks|
I was gona mention create roll, but that only does it for notes, I always forget about create continuous data. Glad someone remembered that and its what you wanted. Dug
the fracking tunes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> <3 sp-808
> On Feb 21, 2012 9:03 PM, "boiseculturejam" 
> wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > "create continuous data"
> > It was here all along, that's awesome. Thanks bluemanontelly.
> >
> > I posted a couple noisy rs7000 tracks, nothing fancy. If any of you
> > wonder, the main processor is a Ebbe und Flut, an Electribe EM-1 is in
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> > there, and a SP808 for samples.
> >
> > http://soundcloud.com/thedispossessed
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19013|19013|2012-02-22 14:22:43|J M|Trick: Transpose w/o Holding Trans Button|
Just ran across this today, I don't think it is mentioned anywhere.

Hold Transpose button press and hold Track Select at same time, then let off Transpose button first and then let off Track Select second and now you can transpose with
one hand and twiddle knobs with the other hand.

Video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9kzjpCIIyo
| 19014|19013|2012-02-22 15:08:16|J M|Re: Trick: Transpose w/o Holding Trans Button|
Oops hopefully better version showing the transpose trick in action:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8MkVbqkz_A
| 19015|18986|2012-02-24 22:28:11|pegaso|Re: A Few Qs|
Hi,
Thanks heaps for the link, its an awsome idea to use the midi delay to create your sample for slicing, I've always just sequenced it, once, then load that seq...

I wrote a long reply a few days ago regarding multisampling but my android decided to freeze for the first time so I couldn't post.

Im not going to retype all that right now so sorry if this seems blunt.. Anyway, its the same on the korg esx, its way quicker to program a sequence (or midi delay!!!) then
slice than it is to import 127 seperate samples to your kit, whether its drums or a multisample. 16th notes for 8 bars gives you 128 slices.., for longer note length slow
down the tempo. Quick and easy.

In the tips section or one of my old posts I explaind how to put eg octave samples in a kit and then adjust their pitches in sample edit to fill the keyboard, I thought it saved
memory because thats how it worked on my old zoom sampler, access the same sample on 24 pads, all with different start time, pitch etc, its the all accesing the same
sample and you dont use extra memory.

It dosnt work on the rs like that so I reccomend the midi delay method for multisampling your own sounds , however its still useful tek for importing older sample banks
that often dont have a seperate sample for every key or to make a playable sound from ie a lead loop, that will sound way better than just pitching one note across the
keyboard.

Theres also some tek in that post regarding velocity switching seperate multisamples, play both sounds at the same time, one has a lp filter and the other a hpf, opposite
filter env amounts? and you get a velocity switching effect, with resonance... Because the filter envelope is velocity sensitive it will blend between the two sounds with
velocity via the filters, try and Im sure you'll figure it out.

If anyone has questions or dosnt understand then ask me, I check back every week or few.
I should really get a decent video camera and just YouTube some stuff, never owned a good enough cam exept for my old cannon but it only records 3min. And Im still
without a pc for over a year, it's been good...but soon.

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> Hi, I can answer some of this.
> 
> The original OS only had 10 sections, keys A to J. The OS update expanded this to 16 by using the shift key and keys plus A to F for sections 11 to 16.
There are 16 styles each with 16 sections, but switching styles has a slight delay so for live performance it's best to use scenes. In addition, there are 5 scene
memories, so you can have different instruments/kits/sample sets assigned to a particular scene number for each memory setting, as each memory key retains
settings.
> 
> I don't have the AIEB2 add-on but others have written that it si completely dry, no insert or global fx.
> 
> I don't know what the Emax II is like, but I know that the RS doesn't have multi sampling. There is a workaround that i haven't tried but read about :
> 
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b637900fb26c8&threadid=1317
> 
> Maybe zam or someone else can comment more on emulating multisampling with tricks like this. 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: jbjorklun@...
> Date: Mon, 13 Feb 2012 20:08:50 -0800
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Hey Zam,
> 
> Thanks for the reply! I've been lurking on this list for a few weeks, and I must say it's cool that this unit which is over 10 years old is still inspiring some
good discussions. Makes me want it even more...
> 
> A couple follow-up questions:
> 
> 1) For pitched samples, can you control how much any given note is spread out? I'd like to emulate the Emax II on this, where about every 4 whole steps I'd
sample in a new note. That way I could keep the sound quality pretty high, while still saving space.
> 
> 3) I actually wrote that wrong. I was referring not to the global FX, but the effects you can put on individual tracks (like insert effects - I'm pretty sure the
RS7K has that). So if that's true, then i was curious if the insert effects would be retained on the AIEB2 outputs. But it sounds like it doesn't, which is what I
was expecting.
> 
> Lastly, I was reading the Sound on Sound review (http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/oct01/articles/yamahars7000.asp), and it got me confused on one
point. On the Rm1x, when you're in a style, you have 16 sections that you can trigger from the non-black keys...
> 
> I was assuming the RS7K was the same, but the review seems to have conflicting info. In their "RS7000 Features" box, they say: Pattern Mode 64 Styles,
16 sections each.
> 
> But above that, they say:
> 
> "Returning to Patterns, these are chained in one of two ways. Firstly, in real time, where a Style is chosen with a soft knob and 10 of the Patterns within it
selected on the fly, as the music plays, via the black 'keyboard' keys (the same kind of on-the-fly Pattern selection can be done during live performance, but
arguably 10 Patterns is not enough, and you can't trigger individual Phrases in the same way)."
> 
> There is nothing like this on the Rm1x that I'm aware of, and I don't really understand what they're saying. It seems like what I'm used to on the Rm1x (16
sections per style) is still there for playing a song back live in real-time. But if so, then I don't get what the other paragraph is referring to. So if you feel like
helping to clear this up too, that'd be great as well!
> 
> - Jim
> 
> 
> 
> --- On Mon, 2/13/12, J M wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> From: J M 
> 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: A Few Qs
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> 
> Date: Monday, February 13, 2012, 12:26 PM
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> 
> 
> 1. Yes, but there are some limitations to the sampler. For the most part you have pitched which spreads one sample across all the keys and the notes pitch it,
and kits for applying individual samples to individual keys.
> 
> 

http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/oct01/articles/yamahars7000.asp)
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> 
> 2. One of the cool things about the RS is that when you load a song you do not have to worry about it sounding different from when you saved the pattern
or song. The samples save and load automatically and so do all the patch/voice settings.
> 
> 
> 
> 3. Global effects I do believe is applied only to the main outs, the AIEB2 outs are always dry.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Jim Bjorklun wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> > Hello,
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> > I have an Rm1x and have written an album that I'm wanting to play live this year. In looking at the options for this, I've decided that a RS7000 would be
the best way....
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> > So I've been checking it out, and there are a few things I'm wondering that I haven't seen answers for yet:
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> > 1) Is it possible to, say, sample individual notes from another instrument, and then spread those notes out across the keyboard like with 'old school'
samplers like my Emax II ?
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> > 2) I'm wondering how the sampler sounds get loaded. For example, when you load in a particular song on the RS7K, does it load in the sampled data too
(or is that done in a different step)?
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> > 3) Also, I'd like to know if the global effects get applied to just the main outs, or if they can also be sent to the AIEB2 board outputs.
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> > Thanks for your input!
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
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> > Jim
> 
> 
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19016|19016|2012-02-24 23:22:22|pegaso|Illegal file???|
Hi,
I was working on a hip hop remix last night, sampled the drum loop, trimmed and sliced perfect, and I had a lpf+bpf set perfectly, mildly modulated by a not synced lfo
that was really banging the bass and snare but also pulling back the hats which I thought were too much, and adding an awsome little wobble to the end of the loop. I had
it on scene 2 and the original on scene 1 and was a/b'ing, my version was way harder and had a real groove from the lfo. I decided the main beat was about done, I could
add variation later, it was just so perfect i had to have a little dance and freestyle, I saved the pattern and went to bed.

So today I load the same pattern and the rs tells me its an illegal file! wtf I want my beat back! This never happened to me before, if anyone has any ideas to get my beat
back please help! Is my sm card finished? I can't afford to waste hours creating and then not be able to load it again...ffffk

Cheers.
| 19017|18684|2012-02-24 23:28:23|pegaso|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Hi,
did you try the kit+note sample type? It automatically lines up your sample and places a note in the sequencer, plays back in perfect time, easy.

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Thanks Zam! And lol I feel your pain man, I went thru that same mess recording the guitarist.
> 
> I'm thinking I might make a tutorial video for everyone on how to live sample an instrument to a beat thats already been created...this way when someone
hears your awesome track and decides their instrument needs to go on it, you can put their riff into the box and have it play back perfectly in time..we had a
headache figuring out a technique for this so if I can spare someone the hassle it'd be worth it!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who has been
wanting to record his electric violin over my tracks. I've been putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never happy with it, or it
takes an hour of fine tuning the effect etc.. Divas man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS heh.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > T
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Here is another one for ya to check out! 
> > > 
> > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> > > 
> > > Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but does anyone
else sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
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> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for the
vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of the
audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > > > 
> > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19018|18592|2012-02-24 23:34:09|pegaso|Re: RS and MPC in the same box?|
Hi,
I listened a few days ago, thats a really nice beat, I like... Ill have to check your soundcloud some time.

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Here is a demo of the MPC and RS7000 in action!
> 
> http://youtu.be/T2PcjJtucJM
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > Thanks for the video. Ive been using the rs like an mpc for a long time but Ive always wanted one of those 4x4 pad controllers like the mpc, thanks again
for showing how its done, I might pick one up soon.
> > 
> > Take note that the rs can be an mpc but the mpc can never come even close to being an rs..
> > 
> > Cheers.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Made a quick video explaining the whole thing. This is how you get an MPC and a RS7000 in the same box!
> > > 
> > > http://youtu.be/e9XgDUFbJSo
> > >
> >
>

| 19019|19013|2012-02-24 23:43:07|pegaso|Re: Trick: Transpose w/o Holding Trans Button|
Hi, 
great tip and video, thanks for sharing. The rs seems so full of Easter eggs like this, it can never be fully mastered!

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Oops hopefully better version showing the transpose trick in action:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8MkVbqkz_A
>

| 19020|19016|2012-02-25 02:48:33|Charles Tyler|Re: Illegal file???|
a similar thing happened to me. not an illegal file but just a blank /corrupted file. i fixed it by copying everything from the card to my pc, then deleting everything on the
card and copying it back. it seemed to work, maybe you'll have luck or maybe not. i didn't format it, but you could also try that after you've copied the files to your pc

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: pegaso1423@hotmail.com
Date: Sat, 25 Feb 2012 06:22:20 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Illegal file???
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Hi,

I was working on a hip hop remix last night, sampled the drum loop, trimmed and sliced perfect, and I had a lpf+bpf set perfectly, mildly modulated by a not synced lfo
that was really banging the bass and snare but also pulling back the hats which I thought were too much, and adding an awsome little wobble to the end of the loop. I had
it on scene 2 and the original on scene 1 and was a/b'ing, my version was way harder and had a real groove from the lfo. I decided the main beat was about done, I could
add variation later, it was just so perfect i had to have a little dance and freestyle, I saved the pattern and went to bed.

So today I load the same pattern and the rs tells me its an illegal file! wtf I want my beat back! This never happened to me before, if anyone has any ideas to get my beat
back please help! Is my sm card finished? I can't afford to waste hours creating and then not be able to load it again...ffffk

Cheers.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19021|19013|2012-02-25 16:28:37|florisvanrijswijk|Re: Trick: Transpose w/o Holding Trans Button|
Great live performance trick and video Zam, thanks a lot! 

LOL on the Darth Vader sim!! 
"Luke! ... I'm constipated..." Hahaha

Floris 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> Oops hopefully better version showing the transpose trick in action:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8MkVbqkz_A

| 19022|19016|2012-02-26 03:28:48|J M|Re: Illegal file???|
Is the .r3p sample file there on the card along with the .r2p file? It'll spit illegal file message if there is samples and yo don't have the sample file along with it. If the the
.r3p file got corrupted, you can rename or copy and rename another .r3p file to the same as the .r2p file and it might load. Had to do something like that recently for a
missing .r3p file, and it worked.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> I was working on a hip hop remix last night, sampled the drum loop, trimmed and sliced perfect, and I had a lpf+bpf set perfectly, mildly modulated by a
not synced lfo that was really banging the bass and snare but also pulling back the hats which I thought were too much, and adding an awsome little wobble to
the end of the loop. I had it on scene 2 and the original on scene 1 and was a/b'ing, my version was way harder and had a real groove from the lfo. I decided
the main beat was about done, I could add variation later, it was just so perfect i had to have a little dance and freestyle, I saved the pattern and went to bed.
> 
> So today I load the same pattern and the rs tells me its an illegal file! wtf I want my beat back! This never happened to me before, if anyone has any ideas to
get my beat back please help! Is my sm card finished? I can't afford to waste hours creating and then not be able to load it again...ffffk
> 
> Cheers.
>
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| 19023|19016|2012-02-26 09:46:56|sam w|Re: Illegal file???|
I HAD THAT PROBLEM BEFORE, I USED GET BACK DATA TO RETRIEVE THE LOST FILES FROM MY CURRUPTED ZIP DISK AND IT WORKED. TRY
THAT FOR THE MEMORY CARD. 

From: pegaso <pegaso1423@hotmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, February 25, 2012 12:22 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Illegal file???

  
Hi,
I was working on a hip hop remix last night, sampled the drum loop, trimmed and sliced perfect, and I had a lpf+bpf set perfectly, mildly modulated by a not synced lfo
that was really banging the bass and snare but also pulling back the hats which I thought were too much, and adding an awsome little wobble to the end of the loop. I had
it on scene 2 and the original on scene 1 and was a/b'ing, my version was way harder and had a real groove from the lfo. I decided the main beat was about done, I could
add variation later, it was just so perfect i had to have a little dance and freestyle, I saved the pattern and went to bed.

So today I load the same pattern and the rs tells me its an illegal file! wtf I want my beat back! This never happened to me before, if anyone has any ideas to get my beat
back please help! Is my sm card finished? I can't afford to waste hours creating and then not be able to load it again...ffffk

Cheers.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19024|19016|2012-02-27 07:24:39|pegaso|Re: Illegal file???|
Hi,
Thanks Zam and Sam for the help, guess I need a pc to try either suggestion, must be time to bite the bullet and get a new pc/laptop.

Anyways, after always owning a computer or 2 for 20~ years straight it was nice to have a year or so break...

Btw, I just had an absolute blast tweaking out on 2 rs's, fuck this machine rocks.

Tip of the day- hold track select then hold section A and turn down the track volume knob to give yourself more headroom, while also adjusting the master volume to
compensate... 

Cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Is the .r3p sample file there on the card along with the .r2p file? It'll spit illegal file message if there is samples and yo don't have the sample file along with
it. If the the .r3p file got corrupted, you can rename or copy and rename another .r3p file to the same as the .r2p file and it might load. Had to do something
like that recently for a missing .r3p file, and it worked.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > I was working on a hip hop remix last night, sampled the drum loop, trimmed and sliced perfect, and I had a lpf+bpf set perfectly, mildly modulated by a
not synced lfo that was really banging the bass and snare but also pulling back the hats which I thought were too much, and adding an awsome little wobble to
the end of the loop. I had it on scene 2 and the original on scene 1 and was a/b'ing, my version was way harder and had a real groove from the lfo. I decided
the main beat was about done, I could add variation later, it was just so perfect i had to have a little dance and freestyle, I saved the pattern and went to bed.
> > 
> > So today I load the same pattern and the rs tells me its an illegal file! wtf I want my beat back! This never happened to me before, if anyone has any ideas
to get my beat back please help! Is my sm card finished? I can't afford to waste hours creating and then not be able to load it again...ffffk
> > 
> > Cheers.
> >
>

| 19026|19026|2012-02-28 03:36:26|J M|Spammers will be banned without warning|
Sorry folks. I banned that account that sent out the spam. If something like that ever happens to you and I have to do a ban on your account you should still be able to
email me (zamise@quantum-source.com) to get your account unbanned after you get the issue fixed.

Zam/Admin
| 19027|19027|2012-02-28 03:38:29|lutherblisset63|couple of questions - new user|
Hi,

I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll part with it. 

I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain however:

Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 

I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
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Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 

thanks!
| 19028|19027|2012-02-28 04:11:08|J M|Re: couple of questions - new user|
Welcome to the group!

For the pads I think you right, I don't think there is a sensitivity setting. Personally, I never use them, don't like beating up my RS either, however I'll change my velocity
in step rec mode and use the mini keys. This prob won't help you much if you are wanting to use the pads, but there in step mode with velocity, not sure if same in grid
mode but thinking it is, if you go above 127 there are a few random velocity settings that kind of help simulate a more human feeling sound.

Grid mode I think if you if you have latest OS firmware update you should be able to pop in and out of rec by pressing rec while playing and play to get back out without
it stopping. If it isn't doing that you might have an older OS. You can also bounce around tracks if the the phrases are same length while recording. On another personal
note, I don't use grid mode much, I prefer step mode over it, but I know there are some advantages and disadvantages to entering notes both ways. So, what I'm saying I
guess is it is good to learn know both ways so you don't get stuck liking and only using one way over the other and can take advantage of doing it either or both ways. I
think grid prob is better for on fly, but not for chords or multiple hits per step like in step mode. Anyhow, it might just be more personal preference or what you are use to,
anyway...

In Utility Mode you can set a count lead in up to 2 measures, not sure if it works while sampling are not though, give it a try. When I sample or record mine is set to loop,
I'll usually let loop once and try to get it on the second loop. There is also a level start sampling setting in the screen just before you start to record, I usually drop that
down to around 15, it defaults at 100. Bit tricky I know, someone who does more sampling on it might be able to explain more better, sampling is one of those parts on the
RS I use sparingly and I usually tell folks to try to get to know voice editing and programming in your own beats and junk with the internal sounds. It'll save tons of
memory and load times, but I know sometimes it is still unavoidable and you have to do some sampling.

Getting long, hope I got all your Qs covered, if not hopefully someone else will chime in and help too, there is no one best way or right or wrong way to do stuff on it and
its always great to hear how other people do things differently or not on it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll part
with it. 
> 
> I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> 
> Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> 
> I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> 
> Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> 
> thanks!
>

| 19029|19026|2012-02-28 04:15:35|Nick Fletcher|Re: Spammers will be banned without warning|
Boooooooo! Sorry... I mean, yaaaaay!

On Tue, Feb 28, 2012 at 9:36 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Sorry folks. I banned that account that sent out the spam. If something
> like that ever happens to you and I have to do a ban on your account you
> should still be able to email me (zamise@quantum-source.com) to get your
> account unbanned after you get the issue fixed.
>
> Zam/Admin
>
> 
>

-- 
Best regards,

Nick Fletcher.

0418 519 027
nick@nickfletcherproductions.com
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www.nickfletcherproductions.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19030|19027|2012-02-28 05:28:15|lutherblisset63|Re: couple of questions - new user|
Thanks for the reply.

Not overly fussed about the pads. Can lived without the, just curious mostly. 

You're right about the grid mode. I was trying to stop it by pressing rec again for some reason, kinda of like when you can jump out in overdub/replace mode. Good to
know.

I agree with you about the modes. I actually use all of them regularly. 
Grid - drums
realtime - playing keys/synths
step - for melodies I can't play by hand or experimenting.

I was actually really impressed by the step sequencer, far exceeded my expectation of what it would do.

The count in parameter in utility mode seems to only work for replace and overdub modes. When you say you set the loop in sample mode, are you sure? I was pretty
certain you couldn't set a loop in sample mode, only record. The kit+note feature is cool because I wanted to make entire tracks sampling one analog monosynth and this
makes it super easy. Just play a bassline and rec, switch track, play next part etc.

If I want to play bars 3/4 or 4 bar phrase, it's easy, I just set the punch in bar 1 and come in at the right time. Trying to record the first phrase though is really hard. There
are ways around but I figured that has be a simple way. They even mention using kit+note in the fashion in the manual so I assumed a count in would be obvious. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> For the pads I think you right, I don't think there is a sensitivity setting. Personally, I never use them, don't like beating up my RS either, however I'll change
my velocity in step rec mode and use the mini keys. This prob won't help you much if you are wanting to use the pads, but there in step mode with velocity,
not sure if same in grid mode but thinking it is, if you go above 127 there are a few random velocity settings that kind of help simulate a more human feeling
sound.
> 
> Grid mode I think if you if you have latest OS firmware update you should be able to pop in and out of rec by pressing rec while playing and play to get
back out without it stopping. If it isn't doing that you might have an older OS. You can also bounce around tracks if the the phrases are same length while
recording. On another personal note, I don't use grid mode much, I prefer step mode over it, but I know there are some advantages and disadvantages to
entering notes both ways. So, what I'm saying I guess is it is good to learn know both ways so you don't get stuck liking and only using one way over the
other and can take advantage of doing it either or both ways. I think grid prob is better for on fly, but not for chords or multiple hits per step like in step mode.
Anyhow, it might just be more personal preference or what you are use to, anyway...
> 
> In Utility Mode you can set a count lead in up to 2 measures, not sure if it works while sampling are not though, give it a try. When I sample or record mine
is set to loop, I'll usually let loop once and try to get it on the second loop. There is also a level start sampling setting in the screen just before you start to
record, I usually drop that down to around 15, it defaults at 100. Bit tricky I know, someone who does more sampling on it might be able to explain more
better, sampling is one of those parts on the RS I use sparingly and I usually tell folks to try to get to know voice editing and programming in your own beats
and junk with the internal sounds. It'll save tons of memory and load times, but I know sometimes it is still unavoidable and you have to do some sampling.
> 
> Getting long, hope I got all your Qs covered, if not hopefully someone else will chime in and help too, there is no one best way or right or wrong way to do
stuff on it and its always great to hear how other people do things differently or not on it.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll
part with it. 
> > 
> > I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> > 
> > Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> > Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> > 
> > I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> > 
> > Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> > It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> > 
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> > thanks!
> >
>

| 19031|19027|2012-02-28 06:33:13|J M|Re: couple of questions - new user|
The loop is automatic. I usually use 4 bars for all phrases, if you've got 3 and 4 bar phrases together it might be a bit before it loops those together to sound the same.
Anyhow, wasn't sure about the count working in sample mode. I'm not use to using punch in, I usually use trigger rec level I think its called, I press play on that screen
and it'll play then toward the end of the right before it starts the second loop I'll press Rec Sample button and I think it looks like it is recording the sample but it isn't yet,
and if you have the trigger level set right when you play in to the input and it goes above that level is when it actually starts to record. Then I press stop sample rec exit out
and then I go in to step record and then enter in notes the sample is on. If its a long sample I'll put the gate up 200% as a whole note, that makes it 2 measure long, if it is
longer than that then I exit out to main screen and go in to Edit mode #[Enter] button and make the gate on that note event longer.

That might be bit much to grasp on first read, if you are still having problems maybe I'll make youtube tutorial vid for ya. I might be explaining some of that wrong too or
mistaken some of it. I've just not done a whole lot of sampling on my RS and going off memory.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the reply.
> 
> Not overly fussed about the pads. Can lived without the, just curious mostly. 
> 
> You're right about the grid mode. I was trying to stop it by pressing rec again for some reason, kinda of like when you can jump out in overdub/replace
mode. Good to know.
> 
> I agree with you about the modes. I actually use all of them regularly. 
> Grid - drums
> realtime - playing keys/synths
> step - for melodies I can't play by hand or experimenting.
> 
> I was actually really impressed by the step sequencer, far exceeded my expectation of what it would do.
> 
> The count in parameter in utility mode seems to only work for replace and overdub modes. When you say you set the loop in sample mode, are you sure? I
was pretty certain you couldn't set a loop in sample mode, only record. The kit+note feature is cool because I wanted to make entire tracks sampling one
analog monosynth and this makes it super easy. Just play a bassline and rec, switch track, play next part etc.
> 
> If I want to play bars 3/4 or 4 bar phrase, it's easy, I just set the punch in bar 1 and come in at the right time. Trying to record the first phrase though is really
hard. There are ways around but I figured that has be a simple way. They even mention using kit+note in the fashion in the manual so I assumed a count in
would be obvious. 
> 
> 
> 

| 19032|19027|2012-02-28 08:11:29|gillespie_derek|Re: couple of questions - new user|
zam, have you ever taken the case off the RS? am wondering if the velocity pads could be modified like some MPC pads by inserting a thin piece or rubber/cork giving
them a more responsive feel? not that I use the pads at all tho. my only real wish for the unit is a metal front panel :-(

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> The loop is automatic. I usually use 4 bars for all phrases, if you've got 3 and 4 bar phrases together it might be a bit before it loops those together to sound
the same. Anyhow, wasn't sure about the count working in sample mode. I'm not use to using punch in, I usually use trigger rec level I think its called, I press
play on that screen and it'll play then toward the end of the right before it starts the second loop I'll press Rec Sample button and I think it looks like it is
recording the sample but it isn't yet, and if you have the trigger level set right when you play in to the input and it goes above that level is when it actually
starts to record. Then I press stop sample rec exit out and then I go in to step record and then enter in notes the sample is on. If its a long sample I'll put the
gate up 200% as a whole note, that makes it 2 measure long, if it is longer than that then I exit out to main screen and go in to Edit mode #[Enter] button and
make the gate on that note event longer.
> 
> That might be bit much to grasp on first read, if you are still having problems maybe I'll make youtube tutorial vid for ya. I might be explaining some of
that wrong too or mistaken some of it. I've just not done a whole lot of sampling on my RS and going off memory.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks for the reply.
> > 
> > Not overly fussed about the pads. Can lived without the, just curious mostly. 
> > 
> > You're right about the grid mode. I was trying to stop it by pressing rec again for some reason, kinda of like when you can jump out in overdub/replace
mode. Good to know.
> > 
> > I agree with you about the modes. I actually use all of them regularly. 
> > Grid - drums
> > realtime - playing keys/synths
> > step - for melodies I can't play by hand or experimenting.
> > 
> > I was actually really impressed by the step sequencer, far exceeded my expectation of what it would do.
> > 
> > The count in parameter in utility mode seems to only work for replace and overdub modes. When you say you set the loop in sample mode, are you sure?
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I was pretty certain you couldn't set a loop in sample mode, only record. The kit+note feature is cool because I wanted to make entire tracks sampling one
analog monosynth and this makes it super easy. Just play a bassline and rec, switch track, play next part etc.
> > 
> > If I want to play bars 3/4 or 4 bar phrase, it's easy, I just set the punch in bar 1 and come in at the right time. Trying to record the first phrase though is
really hard. There are ways around but I figured that has be a simple way. They even mention using kit+note in the fashion in the manual so I assumed a count
in would be obvious. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
>

| 19033|19027|2012-02-28 18:03:13|dj_trajan|Re: couple of questions - new user|
The pads were a big issue for me. I used them heavily for snare and hi hat hits but didn't like beating on the RS so hard...the MPC pads were a big appeal to me, so I got
an MPD to control the RS.. (This probably seems repetitive to the other members of the group lol sry guys) You can check out my thread thats in the main list called
"MPC and RS in the same box", there are 2 videos I made talking about the issue. Hope it helps!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll part
with it. 
> 
> I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> 
> Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> 
> I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> 
> Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> 
> thanks!
>

| 19034|19027|2012-02-28 18:29:09|J M|Re: couple of questions - new user|
I'm just not in to pads much. I consider them the only gimmicky part of the RS, but I suppose they can come in handy for some folks. Do check out Trajan's MPD vid if
you are in to pads. I sort of wish Yamaha would have decided to go with some other gimmick, an x y touch pad type pad or assignable slider or a self centering pitch
wheel or something, anything I think I might of used more than then two sensitivity pads you have to beat on.

As far as putting cork or something under them I don't know, I've had my RS open a couple times and don't remember even looking at the pad design, however we do
have the service manual in the files section here. It should be we worth a look if you don't want to crack the hood of the RS just yet. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> The pads were a big issue for me. I used them heavily for snare and hi hat hits but didn't like beating on the RS so hard...the MPC pads were a big appeal to
me, so I got an MPD to control the RS.. (This probably seems repetitive to the other members of the group lol sry guys) You can check out my thread thats in
the main list called "MPC and RS in the same box", there are 2 videos I made talking about the issue. Hope it helps!
> 

| 19035|19035|2012-02-29 23:57:46|djr005|Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Hi Guys,

New user in the house :)

Having a little difficulty with this one and have tried the search function no avail.

What I've got is a Midi file of my chopped breakbeat (skull snaps) and the associated wavs on my memory card. 

Now what I wanna do, and I'm not sure if this is possible is to import the midi file and then have the individual hits laid out over each track (1-8) for example. 

Can anyone give any hints or ideas what's best practice in executing this process ?

At a push, I could deal with having the full breakbeat on an individual track and work from there, but I'm hoping I can have full control of the individual hits and still
maintain the groove from the midi file.

I know I could chop the break inside the RS, but I'm very particular on the hits being cut like a guillotine and dont desire the reverse artefacts that the RS adds to the
chops.

Cheers
| 19036|19035|2012-03-01 00:08:54|J M|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Welcome to the group!

This may not be the best way but what I'd prob do is import the beat .wav to a track probably as a pitched voice to track 1 then copy that track to 2-8 by way of the jobs
menu. It will copy the the sample to a new user sample each time then via the sample button edit the wav down to which hit you want on each track. Then go in to Step
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Rec mode and see where the note the midi is playing and either change it to be the proper pitch, once maybe you see how far off the hit/pitch/note is you can either do it to
the rest of the track in step rec mode, or it might be quicker to do a transpose job on the entire track. Once you get it down you might also want to do a sample extract job
on each track and sample too to save some memory.

There might be an easier way though, it'll prob take a little bit of work any way you do it. If you find a quicker way it'd be good to hear how you did it.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
>
> Hi Guys,
> 
> New user in the house :)
> 
> Having a little difficulty with this one and have tried the search function no avail.
> 
> What I've got is a Midi file of my chopped breakbeat (skull snaps) and the associated wavs on my memory card. 
> 
> Now what I wanna do, and I'm not sure if this is possible is to import the midi file and then have the individual hits laid out over each track (1-8) for
example. 
> 
> Can anyone give any hints or ideas what's best practice in executing this process ?
> 
> At a push, I could deal with having the full breakbeat on an individual track and work from there, but I'm hoping I can have full control of the individual
hits and still maintain the groove from the midi file.
> 
> I know I could chop the break inside the RS, but I'm very particular on the hits being cut like a guillotine and dont desire the reverse artefacts that the RS
adds to the chops.
> 
> Cheers
>

| 19037|19035|2012-03-01 00:26:33|djr005|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Cheers Zam. 

l'll give it a shot tonight and see how it goes :)
| 19038|19035|2012-03-01 05:19:08|J M|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Cool, hey I forgot to mention when you copy the 1st track over to the rest make sure you don't copy over the note data from the imported .smf on those tracks by
unchechecking the SEQ EVENT box.

Good Luck!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
>
> Cheers Zam. 
> 
> l'll give it a shot tonight and see how it goes :)
>

| 19039|19039|2012-03-01 07:03:38|gillespie_derek|Midi controller woes....|
OK, here is the problem with my controller (Novation X-Station).

I want to use the sliders to control the volumes of each track on the RS. To do this I will set:

Slider 1 - CC07 midi channel 1 >>>> controls track 1
Slider 2 - CC07 midi channel 2 >>>> controls track 2
Slider 3 - CC07 midi channel 3 >>>> controls track 3
etc

This works fine if I have 'Midi Echo Back' set to OFF. But that means that I am only able to play keys for Track 1 (the keyboard midi channel).

Obviously I could change 'Midi Echo Back' to REC MONITOR, but then the sliders would only control the active track on the RS. Hmmm, a dilemma.

There are two options as I see it to get everything working together without constantly changing midi settings.

1) Have some sort of sysex command assigned to the sliders, controlling the track volume. I have see this mentioned for track velocity (), but surely thats not what I
want?? If I have say hats with velocities of 100, 50, 100, 127 then altering the track volume will keep their relative differences - right? Whereas, altering the track velocity
to say 50 would make them all 50?? Maybe I'm getting confused. (I don't even know if the sliders can be given a range of hex values from min to max - I am assuming
they can)

So, is there a sysex for track volume?

2) Have a button on my X-Station to toggle between REC MONITOR/OFF. 
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Is this possible? It may be easier, though a bit confusing knowing the current setting if I do a lot of toggling.

Are there any other solutions I'm missing?

Thanks
| 19040|19039|2012-03-01 07:36:39|gillespie_derek|Re: Midi controller woes....|
Just had a thought - I can't find the thread that showed the sysex string for track velocity, but maybe it was describing volume. Seems more reasonable

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> OK, here is the problem with my controller (Novation X-Station).
> 
> I want to use the sliders to control the volumes of each track on the RS. To do this I will set:
> 
> Slider 1 - CC07 midi channel 1 >>>> controls track 1
> Slider 2 - CC07 midi channel 2 >>>> controls track 2
> Slider 3 - CC07 midi channel 3 >>>> controls track 3
> etc
> 
> This works fine if I have 'Midi Echo Back' set to OFF. But that means that I am only able to play keys for Track 1 (the keyboard midi channel).
> 
> Obviously I could change 'Midi Echo Back' to REC MONITOR, but then the sliders would only control the active track on the RS. Hmmm, a dilemma.
> 
> There are two options as I see it to get everything working together without constantly changing midi settings.
> 
> 1) Have some sort of sysex command assigned to the sliders, controlling the track volume. I have see this mentioned for track velocity (), but surely thats
not what I want?? If I have say hats with velocities of 100, 50, 100, 127 then altering the track volume will keep their relative differences - right? Whereas,
altering the track velocity to say 50 would make them all 50?? Maybe I'm getting confused. (I don't even know if the sliders can be given a range of hex
values from min to max - I am assuming they can)
> 
> So, is there a sysex for track volume?
> 
> 2) Have a button on my X-Station to toggle between REC MONITOR/OFF. 
> 
> Is this possible? It may be easier, though a bit confusing knowing the current setting if I do a lot of toggling.
> 
> Are there any other solutions I'm missing?
> 
> Thanks
>

| 19041|19039|2012-03-01 08:21:13|J M|Re: Midi controller woes....|
Yeah, for some reason I think you'd prob be better off adjusting the track volume rather than the velocity. I'm not really sure what the dif is any way. Velocities are "offset"
so if you have a note at velocity 50 and another at 100 and you offset -20 they'll be at 30 and 80. They won't become the same until they reach their max or min settings. It
directly affects the note's velocity data, where as I think track volume does the same thing but the not affect the note data, so velocity perhaps is analogous to being like a
pre-amp before the synth engine, the other an amp after maybe??? Personally I prefer adjusting the track volume more often, as it is more like a mixer function, but
sometimes I still kick up the velocity offset if it still isn't cutting through the mix, can help a little, but I don't use velocity offset all that much really.

Anyhow, I thought if you have knobs properly assigned to the specified channel/track it shouldn't matter what channel the rest of the stuff is sending out on, should it? I'd
think it should always send the knob twists to the corresponding channel/track on the RS. I'm not entirely sure myself, but if you don't get it figured out let us know, I can
see about hooking up my peavy pc-16 and see what commands it is sending out when I use it like a track volume fader, see if it is sending velocity offsets or actually track
volume. I don't think either may show up as sysex code though since CC control changes effectively do the same thing.

Let us know if you get good method down for doing it, maybe you just need to get quick at switching the synth's midi send channel.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Just had a thought - I can't find the thread that showed the sysex string for track velocity, but maybe it was describing volume. Seems more reasonable
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > OK, here is the problem with my controller (Novation X-Station).
> > 
> > I want to use the sliders to control the volumes of each track on the RS. To do this I will set:
> > 
> > Slider 1 - CC07 midi channel 1 >>>> controls track 1
> > Slider 2 - CC07 midi channel 2 >>>> controls track 2
> > Slider 3 - CC07 midi channel 3 >>>> controls track 3
> > etc
> > 
> > This works fine if I have 'Midi Echo Back' set to OFF. But that means that I am only able to play keys for Track 1 (the keyboard midi channel).
> > 
> > Obviously I could change 'Midi Echo Back' to REC MONITOR, but then the sliders would only control the active track on the RS. Hmmm, a dilemma.
> > 
> > There are two options as I see it to get everything working together without constantly changing midi settings.
> > 
> > 1) Have some sort of sysex command assigned to the sliders, controlling the track volume. I have see this mentioned for track velocity (), but surely thats
not what I want?? If I have say hats with velocities of 100, 50, 100, 127 then altering the track volume will keep their relative differences - right? Whereas,
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altering the track velocity to say 50 would make them all 50?? Maybe I'm getting confused. (I don't even know if the sliders can be given a range of hex
values from min to max - I am assuming they can)
> > 
> > So, is there a sysex for track volume?
> > 
> > 2) Have a button on my X-Station to toggle between REC MONITOR/OFF. 
> > 
> > Is this possible? It may be easier, though a bit confusing knowing the current setting if I do a lot of toggling.
> > 
> > Are there any other solutions I'm missing?
> > 
> > Thanks
> >
>

| 19042|19039|2012-03-01 08:38:06|J M|Re: Midi controller woes....|
I just realized that changes in the velocity amount can sometimes affect the character of a voice other than just make it louder, where as track volume will just make the
same sound louder or quieter. So similar to a pre and post amp, but velocity offset might have a greater effect especially if you are sending the data out to other synths that
can do stuff like kick on an extra layer or voice after velocity reaches a certain point. Anywho, thought that was kind of interesting, always tough questions with you guys,
I like answering the easy ones more ;) But, I guess I wouldn't keep learning as a research it if they were always easy.
| 19043|19039|2012-03-02 01:50:16|gillespie_derek|Re: Midi controller woes....|
OK, tried experimenting with this but to no avail. not even certain the controller can send more than one sysex string anyway - waiting on an answer about a range.

a possible measure tho not ideal would be to setup a 16 templates for each track all with different MIDI channels. bit of a pain tho. but I could also assign other items that
you need to menu-dive for on the RS like pan, or a quick way to switch outputs, AD input FAX etc.

anyone think of some useful items I could control that are not immediate on the RS?
| 19044|19039|2012-03-02 03:53:33|J M|Re: Midi controller woes....|
I've been recording effect setting changes lately for things like the talk-mod vowels and Lo-Fi, there are a ton of them. The problem with sysex though is that I don't see
how you'd control amounts with a knob, they have to be sequenced events afaik, where as CCs can usually be assigned more easily to knob movements.

I don't know how the novation you have works, did you say you tried putting the midi send to an all setting if it has one?

No go on the track velocity or volume? I know my peavy PC-1600 controller is able to do it with my RS, its like having a 16 track mixer, works for filter sweeps too on
all channels at the same time. Very cool, but I don't use it enough, have to find it and hook it up now...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> OK, tried experimenting with this but to no avail. not even certain the controller can send more than one sysex string anyway - waiting on an answer about
a range.
> 
> a possible measure tho not ideal would be to setup a 16 templates for each track all with different MIDI channels. bit of a pain tho. but I could also assign
other items that you need to menu-dive for on the RS like pan, or a quick way to switch outputs, AD input FAX etc.
> 
> anyone think of some useful items I could control that are not immediate on the RS?
>

| 19045|19039|2012-03-02 04:40:36|gillespie_derek|Re: Midi controller woes....|
that's interesting - never considered sysex had to be sequenced. might be a no-go then so need another plan
| 19046|19039|2012-03-02 09:06:00|J M|Re: Midi controller woes....|
Well, it probably doesn't have to be absolutely. There prob are controllers out there that are capable of doing it. I don't know of any off hand tho. Not sure I could explain
it well, but sysex codes arn't always number values like CCs. They are hex codes, and you may need to increment dif characters in the string. Where as CCs are
standardized, just need CC#, its value which the knob controls, and maybe which channel its sending out on, but the channel may assigned to a track and not the CC
message which I think may be what you are running in to as a problem with a synth that only controls one channel/track at a time???

Anyhow, I've not broke out my Peavy yet, but if you are interested in some of the sysex hex codes for the RS, I've posted some here not too long ago. One for remotely
switching assignable outs which is necessary for doing psuedo track mutes since there are no sysex or CC codes for that, and more recently the codes for switching vowels
on the talk-mod effect. Would have to do a search here, got them posted on the proboard forum too, might be easier to find in the tip section there.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> that's interesting - never considered sysex had to be sequenced. might be a no-go then so need another plan
>

| 19047|19039|2012-03-03 01:40:35|Ian Vine|Re: Midi controller woes....|
Hi dudes

Depends on your controller. Some can send Sussex data but most are limited to note cc and and maybe nrpn 

IanV
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On 2 Mar 2012, at 16:05, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Well, it probably doesn't have to be absolutely. There prob are controllers out there that are capable of doing it. I don't know of any off hand tho. Not sure I
could explain it well, but sysex codes arn't always number values like CCs. They are hex codes, and you may need to increment dif characters in the string.
Where as CCs are standardized, just need CC#, its value which the knob controls, and maybe which channel its sending out on, but the channel may assigned
to a track and not the CC message which I think may be what you are running in to as a problem with a synth that only controls one channel/track at a time???
> 
> Anyhow, I've not broke out my Peavy yet, but if you are interested in some of the sysex hex codes for the RS, I've posted some here not too long ago. One
for remotely switching assignable outs which is necessary for doing psuedo track mutes since there are no sysex or CC codes for that, and more recently the
codes for switching vowels on the talk-mod effect. Would have to do a search here, got them posted on the proboard forum too, might be easier to find in the
tip section there.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > that's interesting - never considered sysex had to be sequenced. might be a no-go then so need another plan
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19048|19039|2012-03-03 01:54:57|gillespie_derek|Re: Midi controller woes....|
this one definately can - problem is the manual doesn't explain very well so suspect its only singular values at a time
| 19049|19049|2012-03-03 19:38:09|Charles|sample local & common|
I made a mistake, imported all the samples as "local" and now I want to use style 2, I can't use them. Is there a way to copy the samples to the "common" area? Also,
when I imported the samples I don't remember being asked if I wanted to save store them as common or local samples. Did I miss something?
| 19050|19049|2012-03-03 21:23:43|J M|Re: sample local & common|
Copy sample job should do it, copy to a bank with C in front of it, stands for common I assume. As for importing to common, not sure cause I've not done it enough to
remember, but if it asks maybe you need to scroll through till it has a C in front of it too. If not I guess have to do a copy sample job on them.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Charles" wrote:
>
> I made a mistake, imported all the samples as "local" and now I want to use style 2, I can't use them. Is there a way to copy the samples to the "common"
area? Also, when I imported the samples I don't remember being asked if I wanted to save store them as common or local samples. Did I miss something?
>

| 19051|19035|2012-03-03 22:49:05|djr005|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Hey Zam,

I got it working by using the full break on the one track(1). 
I'm just importing the invidual chops to their own keys/notes within that track and letting the SMF playback at different tempos. 
I'm happy with this for the time being and really like using the loop remix on the imported break :)

Zam, do you know if you can have more than one SMF associated with one style? 

Cheers
| 19052|19035|2012-03-04 02:13:36|J M|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Cool you got it worked out. I myself haven't ever really tried using a common sample. I do all my patterns and songs individually on the RS, save and load them one at a
time so there hasn't been a need for it for me. Nobody has to to use their RS the same way, but that is the way I've always used mine.

A Style is a Pattern on the RS, you should be able to have 100s of .SMFs associated to it if you want. Maybe you are talking about something else?

Just a head up with the following paragraph.

The RS treats the sampled voices a little different than internal voices though, have to remember that the voice's parms and settings are actually stored with the sample
voice rather than to the track. May not make sense what I'm saying now, heck I'm not sure it always makes sense to me, but when you use the same sample on dif style or
track or phrase or section it reverts things like if you've changed the filter type on it. So, if you need to use the same sample for another phrase or on another track or on
another section, sometimes its better just to copy the sample to another bank and switch the voice bank to the copied one. Perhaps that don't happen with common
samples, and its only a local thing I don't know.

That paragraph probably made no sense, but you'll probably run in to this weirdness if you haven't yet. Hope you'll be able to better understand it than I can explain it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
>
> Hey Zam,
> 
> I got it working by using the full break on the one track(1). 
> I'm just importing the invidual chops to their own keys/notes within that track and letting the SMF playback at different tempos. 
> I'm happy with this for the time being and really like using the loop remix on the imported break :)
> 
> Zam, do you know if you can have more than one SMF associated with one style? 
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> 
> Cheers
>

| 19053|19049|2012-03-04 05:56:12|Charles Tyler|Re: sample local & common|
thanks for the reply, but i don't understand what you mean. there is no "copy sample" in the job list. The manual doesn't say anything about moving samples between
common and local banks. does anyone know if there is a way to do this? otherwise, i have to basically re-write half of my last set! 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 04:23:41 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample local & common

Copy sample job should do it, copy to a bank with C in front of it, stands for common I assume. As for importing to common, not sure cause I've not done it enough to
remember, but if it asks maybe you need to scroll through till it has a C in front of it too. If not I guess have to do a copy sample job on them.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Charles" wrote:

>

> I made a mistake, imported all the samples as "local" and now I want to use style 2, I can't use them. Is there a way to copy the samples to the "common"
area? Also, when I imported the samples I don't remember being asked if I wanted to save store them as common or local samples. Did I miss something?

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19054|19049|2012-03-04 06:24:20|Charles Tyler|Re: sample local & common|
oops, ignore my last reply, I just got what you meant! sorry, I was looking in the normal Job List. Stupid me. 

It looks like, as all the samples I use are individual hits on 1 key, I will have to move every sample over individually. Then i'll have to change each Section that uses a
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sample to point to the common bank instead. I' m relieved it can be done, but if anyone knows a faster way that would be great

> To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: charles_r_tyler@hotmail.com
> Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 12:56:10 +0000
> Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: sample local & common
> 
> 
> thanks for the reply, but i don't understand what you mean. there is no "copy sample" in the job list. The manual doesn't say anything about moving samples
between common and local banks. does anyone know if there is a way to do this? otherwise, i have to basically re-write half of my last set! 
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: zamise@quantum-source.com
> Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 04:23:41 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: sample local & common
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Copy sample job should do it, copy to a bank with C in front of it, stands for common I assume. As for importing to common, not sure cause I've not done it
enough to remember, but if it asks maybe you need to scroll through till it has a C in front of it too. If not I guess have to do a copy sample job on them.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Charles" wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > I made a mistake, imported all the samples as "local" and now I want to use style 2, I can't use them. Is there a way to copy the samples to the "common"
area? Also, when I imported the samples I don't remember being asked if I wanted to save store them as common or local samples. Did I miss something?
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
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> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19055|19055|2012-03-04 14:00:25|love_su_re_soulmyheart|RS GIGBAG for sell|
hi all,

let you know that i put a nice + original gigbag on ebay for auction.

best - stef
| 19056|19055|2012-03-04 14:02:13|Charles Tyler|Re: RS GIGBAG for sell|
i might be interested but what's the link to the auction?

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: edorc.now@gmail.com
Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 21:00:23 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] RS GIGBAG for sell

hi all,

let you know that i put a nice + original gigbag on ebay for auction.

best - stef

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19057|19055|2012-03-04 14:24:42|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: RS GIGBAG for sell|
the link:

http://www.ebay.de/itm/230756163812?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> i might be interested but what's the link to the auction?
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: edorc.now@...
> Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 21:00:23 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] RS GIGBAG for sell
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> hi all,
> 
> 
> 
> let you know that i put a nice + original gigbag on ebay for auction.
> 
> 
> 
> best - stef
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19058|19055|2012-03-04 15:00:15|Charles Tyler|Re: RS GIGBAG for sell|

http://www.ebay.de/itm/230756163812?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649
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how much are you hoping to get for it? i don't know how much they cost new. 

maybe we could do a deal outside ebay, avoid paypal fees. also, i'm not keen on paying 12 euros postage, brings the price right up, and i've just kind of accidentally spent
a load of money on a distortion pedal! a friend from berlin is visiting me later this month, if we did the sale then i'd get him to bring it down if that was ok with you. he's
in the friedrichshain viertel. i'm in muenster by the way. send me a private message if you're interested. otherwise i might bid on the auction

charles

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: edorc.now@gmail.com
Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 21:24:39 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS GIGBAG for sell

the link:

http://www.ebay.de/itm/230756163812?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:

>

> 

> i might be interested but what's the link to the auction?

> 

> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

> From: edorc.now@...

> Date: Sun, 4 Mar 2012 21:00:23 +0000

> Subject: [RS7000] RS GIGBAG for sell

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> hi all,

> 

> 

> 

> let you know that i put a nice + original gigbag on ebay for auction.

> 

> 

> 

> best - stef

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19059|19059|2012-03-06 09:45:00|gillespie_derek|Postings history....|
Looking at the posting history table on the front page of the forum shows that there are more entries per month this year than for the past few years. Why the increase?
Has the machine suddenly been getting re-evaluated, and used more? Maybe the old timers have sold them to folk like me who are now on a learning curve?

Anyway, long live the RS7000!
| 19060|19060|2012-03-06 11:25:12|Gnammy Yeah|Broken Pads!|
Hello there!
I'm a 26 years old guy, but i live in spain now.
I play (or try to lol) hardtek music.

I bought a second (or third) hand rs 7000 a year ago.
Now i've got 3 pads (buttons) that aren't working at all, a a few more that give me problems, plus the "cutoff" potentiometer that moves by itself. I'm getting crazy.

What can i do?!
if i open it, just cleaning it would it be any usefull?!
is it possible to change the buttons?!
And, is it possible for a "normal" person to do it, or it has to be an electronic expert?!

Thanks a lot for you're time and dedication,
Regards

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19061|19060|2012-03-06 11:41:51|J M|Re: Broken Pads!|
Welcome to the group!

A person by the name of lordmilitant around here and the forum I've seen selling replacements for the switches, he has them on Ebay, hopefully this will link you to the
item:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Switch-repair-YAMAHA-RS7000-Lot-28-pcs-/220822538840?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item336a0c8a58

Haven't heard many folks needing to replace the rotary knobs though. There was someone here not too long ago was able to tighten one of theirs up by pulling it out and
squeezing it with pliers. Not sure I'd recommend repairs if you've not worked on any electronics before, but I'd say they are probably replaceable parts that can be done on
your own if you are up for it. If not maybe find a repair tech near you. We have the service manual here in the files section if it helps you or them order parts directly from
Yamaha support (support@yamaha.com).

On a side note, sometimes I've noticed buttons if they've not been used much or in a while will get better through use and working them in, you can't clean them on the RS
though, they are incased, so have to be replaced if that don't work for ya. Hope you can get it working well again. If you need more advice or help ask away here, will try
to do what we can to help you get it back to 100%.

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Switch-repair-YAMAHA-RS7000-Lot-28-pcs-/220822538840?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item336a0c8a58
mailto:support@yamaha.com


Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Gnammy Yeah wrote:
>
> Hello there!
> I'm a 26 years old guy, but i live in spain now.
> I play (or try to lol) hardtek music.
> 
> I bought a second (or third) hand rs 7000 a year ago.
> Now i've got 3 pads (buttons) that aren't working at all, a a few more that give me problems, plus the "cutoff" potentiometer that moves by itself. I'm getting
crazy.
> 
> What can i do?!
> if i open it, just cleaning it would it be any usefull?!
> is it possible to change the buttons?!
> And, is it possible for a "normal" person to do it, or it has to be an electronic expert?!
> 
> Thanks a lot for you're time and dedication,
> Regards
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19062|19059|2012-03-06 11:54:45|dj_trajan|Re: Postings history....|
I found out about the glorious RS7K from meeting a friend who had owned one since they were released. I was an ableton user at the time but got to watch him perform a
few times with it. I soon realized I didn't want to be another dork staring at a computer screen so I got one off Ebay..haven't used ableton since! While the RS is an older
piece of gear, I feel so much more creative on it than anything else I've used. Long live the RS!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Looking at the posting history table on the front page of the forum shows that there are more entries per month this year than for the past few years. Why
the increase? Has the machine suddenly been getting re-evaluated, and used more? Maybe the old timers have sold them to folk like me who are now on a
learning curve?
> 
> Anyway, long live the RS7000!
>

| 19063|19059|2012-03-06 11:56:59|J M|Re: Postings history....|
It don't look like much more as far as I can tell, however it does seem like we've got a few more folks who are new on it lately. I've noticed the RS facebook page
whomever runs that has been getting quite a few posts to it now.

The RS is one of those machines that if it isn't getting used their owners should feel bad and let someone have it that will enjoy it. It is a fairly pretty machine in my eyes,
so perhaps some folks keep it around to look at, but unlike a lot of other pretty looking machines it is a workhorse. Maybe more of those folks are realizing it needs to be
let out of the stable more and letting go of theirs to someone who'll give it the love it deserves.

Perhaps also it is at an age where it is becoming more sought after like other vintage gear, kind of like tb-303 has become the holy grail of acid, the RS is becoming
realized as one of, if not, THE best pieces of groove gear ever made in history.

Or, maybe we are just getting more passionate for it, others see that, want it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Looking at the posting history table on the front page of the forum shows that there are more entries per month this year than for the past few years. Why
the increase? Has the machine suddenly been getting re-evaluated, and used more? Maybe the old timers have sold them to folk like me who are now on a
learning curve?
> 
> Anyway, long live the RS7000!
>

| 19064|19059|2012-03-06 12:08:07|stefan tielsch|Re: Postings history....|
i think the times are playing their part in tis game.
following all these software releases, updates, bugs + their time consuming
workarrounds...no wonder, the rs smiles + does what you want it to do. the
limitation (or the disabled overgrow of features) are a big plus for me. so
i know what + how i can do with a sound/track + let me be surprised , what
unexpected sounds meet my ears in the end.
may be its this sound patina which make us feel a kind of coming home too..?

2012/3/6 J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>

> **
>
>
> It don't look like much more as far as I can tell, however it does seem
> like we've got a few more folks who are new on it lately. I've noticed the
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> RS facebook page whomever runs that has been getting quite a few posts to
> it now.
>
> The RS is one of those machines that if it isn't getting used their owners
> should feel bad and let someone have it that will enjoy it. It is a fairly
> pretty machine in my eyes, so perhaps some folks keep it around to look at,
> but unlike a lot of other pretty looking machines it is a workhorse. Maybe
> more of those folks are realizing it needs to be let out of the stable more
> and letting go of theirs to someone who'll give it the love it deserves.
>
> Perhaps also it is at an age where it is becoming more sought after like
> other vintage gear, kind of like tb-303 has become the holy grail of acid,
> the RS is becoming realized as one of, if not, THE best pieces of groove
> gear ever made in history.
>
> Or, maybe we are just getting more passionate for it, others see that,
> want it.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Looking at the posting history table on the front page of the forum
> shows that there are more entries per month this year than for the past few
> years. Why the increase? Has the machine suddenly been getting
> re-evaluated, and used more? Maybe the old timers have sold them to folk
> like me who are now on a learning curve?
> >
> > Anyway, long live the RS7000!
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19065|19059|2012-03-06 12:35:19|Andy Garrison|Re: Postings history....|
As a new owner/member who had been on the lookout for just the right piece of gear for a long time, A used RS-7000 finally felt like the perfect fit.

I had convinced myself that owning a
MachineDrum was where it was at, but the price was just too steep and no one I knew was willing to ever sell it. The RS boasts everything the MachineDrum does
(though I am willing to bet it probably has better internal sounds) at a fraction of the price. 

And as I start to learn the wonderful world of sampling, I feel even more satisfied about my purchase. Simply put, the RS is a super solid piece of equipment that I will
never let go of.

Regards,

Andy G

On Mar 6, 2012, at 1:08 PM, stefan tielsch <edorc.now@gmail.com> wrote:

> i think the times are playing their part in tis game.
> following all these software releases, updates, bugs + their time consuming
> workarrounds...no wonder, the rs smiles + does what you want it to do. the
> limitation (or the disabled overgrow of features) are a big plus for me. so
> i know what + how i can do with a sound/track + let me be surprised , what
> unexpected sounds meet my ears in the end.
> may be its this sound patina which make us feel a kind of coming home too..?
> 
> 2012/3/6 J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
> 
>> **
>> 
>> 
>> It don't look like much more as far as I can tell, however it does seem
>> like we've got a few more folks who are new on it lately. I've noticed the
>> RS facebook page whomever runs that has been getting quite a few posts to
>> it now.
>> 
>> The RS is one of those machines that if it isn't getting used their owners
>> should feel bad and let someone have it that will enjoy it. It is a fairly
>> pretty machine in my eyes, so perhaps some folks keep it around to look at,
>> but unlike a lot of other pretty looking machines it is a workhorse. Maybe
>> more of those folks are realizing it needs to be let out of the stable more
>> and letting go of theirs to someone who'll give it the love it deserves.
>> 
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>> Perhaps also it is at an age where it is becoming more sought after like
>> other vintage gear, kind of like tb-303 has become the holy grail of acid,
>> the RS is becoming realized as one of, if not, THE best pieces of groove
>> gear ever made in history.
>> 
>> Or, maybe we are just getting more passionate for it, others see that,
>> want it.
>> 
>> Zam
>> 
>> 
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
>> wrote:
>>> 
>>> Looking at the posting history table on the front page of the forum
>> shows that there are more entries per month this year than for the past few
>> years. Why the increase? Has the machine suddenly been getting
>> re-evaluated, and used more? Maybe the old timers have sold them to folk
>> like me who are now on a learning curve?
>>> 
>>> Anyway, long live the RS7000!
>>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
>

| 19066|19059|2012-03-06 13:35:01|Charles Tyler|Re: Postings history....|
i'm also an ex-ableton user, and found the transition between the two has been fairly seamless, with ableton clips and the RS's phrases being very similar. I have performed
with ableton in the past, and have used it for home sequencing for several years. But I wanted to get away from the reliance on a laptop and already had a small collection
of hardware so started looking for an alternative sequencer to tie them together. The RS was my destination, only got it last november but haven't looked back since.
Ableton has hardly been used, except for perparing audio files for the RS and recording practice live sets on the RS! I have performed with RS 3 times so far, hoping for
many more to come, and it has given me a new musical direction and confidence to play live. Also a confidence that it won't crash on me, or require expensive updates.
It's the finest sequencer i've ever used.

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: cr125rmxr@gmail.com
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2012 18:54:42 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Postings history....
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I found out about the glorious RS7K from meeting a friend who had owned one since they were released. I was an ableton user at the time but got to watch him perform a
few times with it. I soon realized I didn't want to be another dork staring at a computer screen so I got one off Ebay..haven't used ableton since! While the RS is an older
piece of gear, I feel so much more creative on it than anything else I've used. Long live the RS!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:

>

> Looking at the posting history table on the front page of the forum shows that there are more entries per month this year than for the past few years. Why
the increase? Has the machine suddenly been getting re-evaluated, and used more? Maybe the old timers have sold them to folk like me who are now on a
learning curve?

> 

> Anyway, long live the RS7000!

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19067|19059|2012-03-07 02:13:29|gillespie_derek|Re: Postings history....|
i am an ex-MPC user. i was lucky enough to find a brand new RS on ebay with the outs board - and amazingly no-one else bid. it wasn't too cheap, but still less than I sold
the mpc for :-) i am happy with the 'limitations' of the 7000 as using JJOS for the mpc seemsed to be a constant game of looking to see what updates had been added, and
to be honest most of the new features didn't get used by me. i now like knowing i can switch the thing on, have all the drum kits i need, the features i'm happy with and get
on with it.

i think the RS has or is going to become 'vintage' bacause it offers what most can't do.
| 19068|19060|2012-03-07 08:04:15|Gnammy Yeah|Re: Broken Pads!|
well, i'm studying a Sound technician school, so i've done something of electronic, but just a little.
i'm a bit scared of opening it, i couldn't even find any picture of the "inside" of the RS in the internet.
You know if having to replace the pads, it means i have to do some welding?!

i don't want to call the yamaha support, i suppose it's to expensive, and i will have to send my RS, and it would be a lot of time, don't wanna do it.

Thanks for you're time man :)

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, March 6, 2012 7:41 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Broken Pads!

Welcome to the group!

A person by the name of lordmilitant around here and the forum I've seen selling replacements for the switches, he has them on Ebay, hopefully this will link you to the
item:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Switch-repair-YAMAHA-RS7000-Lot-28-pcs-/220822538840?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item336a0c8a58

Haven't heard many folks needing to replace the rotary knobs though.  There was someone here not too long ago was able to tighten one of theirs up by pulling it out and
squeezing it with pliers.  Not sure I'd recommend repairs if you've not worked on any electronics before, but I'd say they are probably replaceable parts that can be done
on your own if you are up for it.  If not maybe find a repair tech near you.  We have the service manual here in the files section if it helps you or them order parts directly
from Yamaha support (support@yamaha.com).
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On a side note, sometimes I've noticed buttons if they've not been used much or in a while will get better through use and working them in, you can't clean them on the RS
though, they are incased, so have to be replaced if that don't work for ya. Hope you can get it working well again.  If you need more advice or help ask away here, will try
to do what we can to help you get it back to 100%.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Gnammy Yeah wrote:
>
> Hello there!
> I'm a 26 years old guy, but i live in spain now.
> I play (or try to lol) hardtek music.
> 
> I bought a second (or third) hand rs 7000 a year ago.
> Now i've got 3 pads (buttons) that aren't working at all, a a few more that give me problems, plus the "cutoff" potentiometer that moves by itself. I'm getting
crazy.
> 
> What can i do?!
> if i open it, just cleaning it would it be any usefull?!
> is it possible to change the buttons?!
> And, is it possible for a "normal" person to do it, or it has to be an electronic expert?!
> 
> Thanks a lot for you're time and dedication,
> Regards
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19069|19060|2012-03-07 11:26:12|sam w|Re: Broken Pads!|
I'VE REPLACE ALL MY NON RESPOSIVE PADS ON MY RS7000  IT WORKS GREAT NOW.  I HAVE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS TO REPLACE THEM AND
GOT SOME IN STOCK FOR PURCHASE $17+ $3  INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING ON EBAY OR YOU CAN CONTACT ME DIRECTLY FOR ORDERS. 
CONTACT ME AT 
lordmilitant007@yahoo.com 
for paypal payments swade31@yahoo.com

From: Gnammy Yeah <tekadicto@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:04 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Broken Pads!

  
well, i'm studying a Sound technician school, so i've done something of electronic, but just a little.
i'm a bit scared of opening it, i couldn't even find any picture of the "inside" of the RS in the internet.
You know if having to replace the pads, it means i have to do some welding?!

i don't want to call the yamaha support, i suppose it's to expensive, and i will have to send my RS, and it would be a lot of time, don't wanna do it.

Thanks for you're time man :)

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, March 6, 2012 7:41 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Broken Pads!

Welcome to the group!

A person by the name of lordmilitant around here and the forum I've seen selling replacements for the switches, he has them on Ebay, hopefully this will link you to the
item:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Switch-repair-YAMAHA-RS7000-Lot-28-pcs-/220822538840?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item336a0c8a58

Haven't heard many folks needing to replace the rotary knobs though.  There was someone here not too long ago was able to tighten one of theirs up by pulling it out and
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squeezing it with pliers.  Not sure I'd recommend repairs if you've not worked on any electronics before, but I'd say they are probably replaceable parts that can be done
on your own if you are up for it.  If not maybe find a repair tech near you.  We have the service manual here in the files section if it helps you or them order parts directly
from Yamaha support (support@yamaha.com).

On a side note, sometimes I've noticed buttons if they've not been used much or in a while will get better through use and working them in, you can't clean them on the RS
though, they are incased, so have to be replaced if that don't work for ya. Hope you can get it working well again.  If you need more advice or help ask away here, will try
to do what we can to help you get it back to 100%.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Gnammy Yeah wrote:
>
> Hello there!
> I'm a 26 years old guy, but i live in spain now.
> I play (or try to lol) hardtek music.
> 
> I bought a second (or third) hand rs 7000 a year ago.
> Now i've got 3 pads (buttons) that aren't working at all, a a few more that give me problems, plus the "cutoff" potentiometer that moves by itself. I'm getting
crazy.
> 
> What can i do?!
> if i open it, just cleaning it would it be any usefull?!
> is it possible to change the buttons?!
> And, is it possible for a "normal" person to do it, or it has to be an electronic expert?!
> 
> Thanks a lot for you're time and dedication,
> Regards
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19070|19039|2012-03-07 14:21:39|gillespie_derek|Re: Midi controller woes....|
Just got this working! Needed to add a very strange DV just before the F7. Maybe this is unique to Novations? Anyways, here it is:

F0 43 10 6A 10 00 0D DV F7
F0 43 10 6A 10 01 0D DV F7
F0 43 10 6A 10 02 0D DV F7
etc etc

Now I have track volumes. Maybe do a few more templates for pan etc etc. The world is my lobster.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> this one definately can - problem is the manual doesn't explain very well so suspect its only singular values at a time
>

| 19071|19039|2012-03-07 15:00:48|J M|Re: Midi controller woes....|
That is interesting, I'm not sure what DV is either so perhaps it is what the novation uses to send variable knob value amounts. It looks like the 6th placeholder or
whatever it is called would be for the channel track then, since it is the only value that looks to be changing on those sysex, unless that is the volume amount? I forget
what places do what, but anyhow yeah the DV seems strange. If it works then awesome!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Just got this working! Needed to add a very strange DV just before the F7. Maybe this is unique to Novations? Anyways, here it is:
> 
> F0 43 10 6A 10 00 0D DV F7
> F0 43 10 6A 10 01 0D DV F7
> F0 43 10 6A 10 02 0D DV F7
> etc etc
> 
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> Now I have track volumes. Maybe do a few more templates for pan etc etc. The world is my lobster.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > this one definately can - problem is the manual doesn't explain very well so suspect its only singular values at a time
> >
>

| 19072|18856|2012-03-07 21:00:31|djr005|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
When I first started using Grid mode I had the same issue. I thought it was a proper pain in the arse finding the individual hits, but after watching the below video it made
sense.

Remember the "SHIFT" button folks. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shzwXcuk5Lw&feature=related
| 19073|19039|2012-03-08 04:15:36|Ian Vine|Re: Midi controller woes....|
I would guess it is what to set whatever the sysex is selecting to. So if the sysex is track 1 volume , dv would be what you want the volume set to.

IanV

On 7 Mar 2012, at 22:00, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> That is interesting, I'm not sure what DV is either so perhaps it is what the novation uses to send variable knob value amounts. It looks like the 6th
placeholder or whatever it is called would be for the channel track then, since it is the only value that looks to be changing on those sysex, unless that is the
volume amount? I forget what places do what, but anyhow yeah the DV seems strange. If it works then awesome!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> >
> > Just got this working! Needed to add a very strange DV just before the F7. Maybe this is unique to Novations? Anyways, here it is:
> > 
> > F0 43 10 6A 10 00 0D DV F7
> > F0 43 10 6A 10 01 0D DV F7
> > F0 43 10 6A 10 02 0D DV F7
> > etc etc
> > 
> > Now I have track volumes. Maybe do a few more templates for pan etc etc. The world is my lobster.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> > >
> > > this one definately can - problem is the manual doesn't explain very well so suspect its only singular values at a time
> > >
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19074|18856|2012-03-08 08:22:21|dj_trajan|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
Zam,

This thread made me wonder...is there a list of all the shift functions/shortcuts on this site? I don't recall seeing a list of that in the manual, I might be wrong, but that'd be
a great reference if its together somewhere.

> Great advice! I forgot about holding the shift key for grid mode as a note preview and select. Much easier way in Grid rec than what I had suggested...
> 
> But, don't rule out trying that in step mode too, it can be done while playing too and you can enter and see on a step multiple notes/hits simultaneously as a
bonus.
> 
> I don't use Grid rec much, I should try it out more, but I do see one big advantage over Step, which is that once you have the note/hit selected then it won't
play the sound as it is being placed on following steps but it will trigger as the bar loops.
> 
> Is there a way to have all the bars play through the full phrase length, or is it stuck on one until you advance it manually with the double arrows?
> 
> If not that might be another disadvantage over step. Anyway, I think that Step mode always plays the notes/hits as they are being placed on a step, which
yeah wouldn't always sound good while doing that in a live jam situation.
> 
> So, I guess each way has their advantages and disadvantages, which is probably why they included both ways on the RS. Either way on the RS is better
than most other gear which often only does it one or the way and still doesn't do it as well as the RS can in Step or Grid.
> 
> Great topic and new area for me to explore and learn more about too, happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
>
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| 19075|18856|2012-03-08 08:48:48|gillespie_derek|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files/Documentations/Tips/

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Zam,
> 
> This thread made me wonder...is there a list of all the shift functions/shortcuts on this site? I don't recall seeing a list of that in the manual, I might be
wrong, but that'd be a great reference if its together somewhere.
>

| 19076|18856|2012-03-08 08:55:44|J M|Re: Finding drumkit notes|
There are some in the files section users have put on here. I think most of them do come from the manual or from official yamaha firmware update instructions, but yeah
they are not all in one place for a quick reference to all them. If interested in rounding them all up I wont stop ya ;) Welcome to post that in the files section here if you do
it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Zam,
> 
> This thread made me wonder...is there a list of all the shift functions/shortcuts on this site? I don't recall seeing a list of that in the manual, I might be
wrong, but that'd be a great reference if its together somewhere.
> 
> 
> > Great advice! I forgot about holding the shift key for grid mode as a note preview and select. Much easier way in Grid rec than what I had suggested...
> > 
> > But, don't rule out trying that in step mode too, it can be done while playing too and you can enter and see on a step multiple notes/hits simultaneously as
a bonus.
> > 
> > I don't use Grid rec much, I should try it out more, but I do see one big advantage over Step, which is that once you have the note/hit selected then it won't
play the sound as it is being placed on following steps but it will trigger as the bar loops.
> > 
> > Is there a way to have all the bars play through the full phrase length, or is it stuck on one until you advance it manually with the double arrows?
> > 
> > If not that might be another disadvantage over step. Anyway, I think that Step mode always plays the notes/hits as they are being placed on a step, which
yeah wouldn't always sound good while doing that in a live jam situation.
> > 
> > So, I guess each way has their advantages and disadvantages, which is probably why they included both ways on the RS. Either way on the RS is better
than most other gear which often only does it one or the way and still doesn't do it as well as the RS can in Step or Grid.
> > 
> > Great topic and new area for me to explore and learn more about too, happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 19077|19077|2012-03-09 05:07:06|gillespie_derek|Best CCs to control on the RS via a touchpad....|
Hi, was wondering what you would consider the 4 best/most useful CCs to control via an external midi controller?

I can configure an X/Y pad to control up to 4 parameters on the RS7000, but wondered if anyone could suggest the best to go for? Right now I have 71, 74, 91 and 19.

Filter frequency and cutoff would be the obvious. They are controllable directly from dedicated knobs on the RS though, so are there any better suggestions? Or items that
are good in combination? I could setup a few templates - would say drums and synth voices benefit from different ones?
| 19079|19077|2012-03-09 08:52:07|J M|Re: Best CCs to control on the RS via a touchpad....|
Not sure what would be best for assigning them to pads, but I always wish there was one extra knob for pan, and a self centering pitch wheel instead of a knob with a
center notch.

Sense the pads are sensitive, wondering how it would sound if you were able to assign LFO speed to a pad's pressure, might be cool for dubstep wobble basses if can?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Hi, was wondering what you would consider the 4 best/most useful CCs to control via an external midi controller?
> 
> I can configure an X/Y pad to control up to 4 parameters on the RS7000, but wondered if anyone could suggest the best to go for? Right now I have 71, 74,
91 and 19.
> 
> Filter frequency and cutoff would be the obvious. They are controllable directly from dedicated knobs on the RS though, so are there any better
suggestions? Or items that are good in combination? I could setup a few templates - would say drums and synth voices benefit from different ones?
>

| 19080|19077|2012-03-11 19:33:48|dj_trajan|Re: Best CCs to control on the RS via a touchpad....|
Could you control the Midi Delay or any of the other sequence play fx? Might be able to get some interesting results with your drum tracks
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Hi, was wondering what you would consider the 4 best/most useful CCs to control via an external midi controller?
> 
> I can configure an X/Y pad to control up to 4 parameters on the RS7000, but wondered if anyone could suggest the best to go for? Right now I have 71, 74,
91 and 19.
> 
> Filter frequency and cutoff would be the obvious. They are controllable directly from dedicated knobs on the RS though, so are there any better
suggestions? Or items that are good in combination? I could setup a few templates - would say drums and synth voices benefit from different ones?
>

| 19081|19077|2012-03-12 01:43:13|gillespie_derek|Re: Best CCs to control on the RS via a touchpad....|
will look at the manual but pretty sure there things don't have CC
| 19082|19027|2012-03-13 10:41:38|pegaso|Re: couple of questions - new user|
Hi, I posted a long reply ages ago but it seems it didnt work...

Anyway, please dont beat the shit out of your rs! Just play the pads at a comfortable velocity, turn up the volume if you need. After recording adjust the velocity knob to
get the desired velocity.

yes you can adjust count in, on the second sample screen turn f3 knob to select measure, f4 knob selects the count in, press f4 and the knob then selects the sample length
in measures. (same as drop in-out on a multitrack). press play and sampling will start and end at the specified measures, you dont need to trim, the rs even compensates for
its own latency.

some people posted about hours of troubles recording and then trimming live sampled guitar or violin etc, your doing it wrong, do it like this. If your using a mic then you
need some headphones with good isolation eg hd250. 

cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll part
with it. 
> 
> I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> 
> Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> 
> I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> 
> Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> 
> thanks!
>

| 19083|19035|2012-03-13 11:10:42|pegaso|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
Hi,
sorry if im a bit late,

go to a new style and copy or load your slice to track 1. the job called divide drum tracks will spread the slices over 16 tracks, you can then use the merge tracks job to get
eg 4 bass drum slices on one track, the hat slices on another track etc... if you need to process more than 16 slices then you would need to work in smaller chunks ie 1 bar
at a time. merge and then copy or merge the track to the correct location in your song/style/pattern... Hope you get the idea,

cheers. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
>
> Hi Guys,
> 
> New user in the house :)
> 
> Having a little difficulty with this one and have tried the search function no avail.
> 
> What I've got is a Midi file of my chopped breakbeat (skull snaps) and the associated wavs on my memory card. 
> 
> Now what I wanna do, and I'm not sure if this is possible is to import the midi file and then have the individual hits laid out over each track (1-8) for
example. 
> 
> Can anyone give any hints or ideas what's best practice in executing this process ?
> 
> At a push, I could deal with having the full breakbeat on an individual track and work from there, but I'm hoping I can have full control of the individual
hits and still maintain the groove from the midi file.
> 
> I know I could chop the break inside the RS, but I'm very particular on the hits being cut like a guillotine and dont desire the reverse artefacts that the RS
adds to the chops.
> 
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> Cheers
>

| 19084|19035|2012-03-13 18:43:32|J M|Re: Import of SMF & WAV(s)|
You always have the awesomist advice pegaso. As much as I use my RS, and still not know certain things that you do amazes even me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> sorry if im a bit late,
> 
> go to a new style and copy or load your slice to track 1. the job called divide drum tracks will spread the slices over 16 tracks, you can then use the merge
tracks job to get eg 4 bass drum slices on one track, the hat slices on another track etc... if you need to process more than 16 slices then you would need to
work in smaller chunks ie 1 bar at a time. merge and then copy or merge the track to the correct location in your song/style/pattern... Hope you get the idea,
> 
> cheers. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Guys,
> > 
> > New user in the house :)
> > 
> > Having a little difficulty with this one and have tried the search function no avail.
> > 
> > What I've got is a Midi file of my chopped breakbeat (skull snaps) and the associated wavs on my memory card. 
> > 
> > Now what I wanna do, and I'm not sure if this is possible is to import the midi file and then have the individual hits laid out over each track (1-8) for
example. 
> > 
> > Can anyone give any hints or ideas what's best practice in executing this process ?
> > 
> > At a push, I could deal with having the full breakbeat on an individual track and work from there, but I'm hoping I can have full control of the individual
hits and still maintain the groove from the midi file.
> > 
> > I know I could chop the break inside the RS, but I'm very particular on the hits being cut like a guillotine and dont desire the reverse artefacts that the RS
adds to the chops.
> > 
> > Cheers
> >
>

| 19085|19085|2012-03-14 02:29:48|Motron|LF help converting file please|
I have one rs "all" file I was hoping I can get converted to a single midi file plus the one sample 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8440277/DISCO4.R2A

If i get it back Ill post here so people don't waste their time doing it twice

please send to 

moconnor21@hotmail.com

Thanks

Mo
| 19086|19085|2012-03-15 01:00:15|J M|Re: LF help converting file please|
Check your email.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:
>
> I have one rs "all" file I was hoping I can get converted to a single midi file plus the one sample 
> 
> 
> http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8440277/DISCO4.R2A
> 
> If i get it back Ill post here so people don't waste their time doing it twice
> 
> please send to 
> 
> moconnor21@...
> 
> 
> Thanks
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> 
> Mo
>

| 19087|19085|2012-03-15 02:47:12|Motron|Re: LF help converting file please|
Thanks your awesome

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Check your email.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Motron" wrote:
> >
> > I have one rs "all" file I was hoping I can get converted to a single midi file plus the one sample 
> > 
> > 
> > http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8440277/DISCO4.R2A
> > 
> > If i get it back Ill post here so people don't waste their time doing it twice
> > 
> > please send to 
> > 
> > moconnor21@
> > 
> > 
> > Thanks
> > 
> > Mo
> >
>

| 19088|17714|2012-03-31 14:55:09|dusteverywhere|Re: hello again!|
hellohello! Im getting my rs7k this weekend and i bought it mainly as a sampler/sequencer. I´ve been doing beats with my 2kxl for couple of years now, been diggin for
about the same time. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
>
> its my 2nd time being a rs7000 owner ...wow again ...i have had a few different boxes out there mpcs 60,60mk2,2000,3000, last 1000 ,eps asr-
10,rm1x,kurzweil k-,w30,sp303-505,mc202,sp1200 ,alesis fusion,
> now im back to the rs7000 which i had from 02 to 07 ....which i had to
> sell do to a job lay off ....so i have it again and i must say again wow!
> i missed alot on this machine before it has a unique feel and sound ...even if you program the stock sounds a little you can get away with not sampling as
much i was wondering what genres alot you users use it for...i make alot of tripped out beats ,dubstep,breakcore,ambient idm ,hiphop (roots) like dilla, pete
rock,large pro, any cratediggers on here? looking to share sampling tips!sounds or what ever..
> peace to all rs7000 heads out there!
>

| 19089|17714|2012-04-02 18:20:56|Giles Smith|Re: hello again!|
I am a rs7000 owner for several years now. I don't post, but i enjoy reading the post. I would love to hear how you use the sampler to trip out your beats.

Peace from Puerto Rico

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2012, at 3:52 AM, "dusteverywhere" <s.salopelto@hotmail.com> wrote:

> hellohello! Im getting my rs7k this weekend and i bought it mainly as a sampler/sequencer. I´ve been doing beats with my 2kxl for couple of years now,
been diggin for about the same time. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "raa" wrote:
> >
> > its my 2nd time being a rs7000 owner ...wow again ...i have had a few different boxes out there mpcs 60,60mk2,2000,3000, last 1000 ,eps asr-
10,rm1x,kurzweil k-,w30,sp303-505,mc202,sp1200 ,alesis fusion,
> > now im back to the rs7000 which i had from 02 to 07 ....which i had to
> > sell do to a job lay off ....so i have it again and i must say again wow!
> > i missed alot on this machine before it has a unique feel and sound ...even if you program the stock sounds a little you can get away with not sampling as
much i was wondering what genres alot you users use it for...i make alot of tripped out beats ,dubstep,breakcore,ambient idm ,hiphop (roots) like dilla, pete
rock,large pro, any cratediggers on here? looking to share sampling tips!sounds or what ever..
> > peace to all rs7000 heads out there!
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19090|19090|2012-04-04 16:43:35|intrepidpete|Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
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Interested in a used RS7000 that has no factory patterns loaded. I thought there were preset patterns and user patterns - can the presets get erased? Patterns are on SM
card, so factory reset does not get them back, right? If you don't have the original SM card with the preset patterns on in, you are out of luck, right? Will I be missing
anything without those - meaning, are there any song-building patterns that you actually might use, or are they all over-done techno/trance stuff that is more for hands-on
demo, but you probably would never use in your own song anyway?
| 19091|19090|2012-04-04 16:47:35|J M|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
It comes with a bunch of preset phrases that can not be deleted withnin the RS7000, and some patterns and stuff that did come with the RS7000 new. All the presets suck
in my opinion and not needed, but if you want the ones that originally came on the SM card I have the files here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "intrepidpete" wrote:
>
> Interested in a used RS7000 that has no factory patterns loaded. I thought there were preset patterns and user patterns - can the presets get erased? Patterns
are on SM card, so factory reset does not get them back, right? If you don't have the original SM card with the preset patterns on in, you are out of luck, right?
Will I be missing anything without those - meaning, are there any song-building patterns that you actually might use, or are they all over-done techno/trance
stuff that is more for hands-on demo, but you probably would never use in your own song anyway?
>

| 19092|19090|2012-04-05 01:39:51|gillespie_derek|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
wish Yamaha provided a definition sheet of what all the presets are, length etc. I have never looked past the first few and don't think many would
| 19093|19090|2012-04-05 20:27:05|J M|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
This post has prompted me to copyright my collective works over a span of several years working on the RS for publishing so that perhaps some RSers here will soon can
d/l and have something other than what came with the RS. There will be over 1gig of RS files.

I'm going through the copyright process now, first time for me so I'm figuring it all out, but I'll let you guys know when it is ready. It will be free to use at least at first,
might decide to ask for donations or price it out later, but for now just hoping I get it set up right so nobody will redistribute or sell it illegally.

Zam
| 19094|19090|2012-04-06 01:14:29|gillespie_derek|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
what do you mean by collective works - songs, patterns?
| 19095|19090|2012-04-07 02:20:20|J M|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
yep everything I've done. There will prob be a lot of junk too, but it might be useful to see things like how a pattern evolved since there will be versions that evolved. How
I uselly keep my kicks and snares on tracks 1 & 5, how little I've actually took a pat all the way through chain and converted it to song etc.. But mostly hopefully have a
lot of tweaked out new sounds using internal voices.

I noticed the electronic copyright filling process seems to only allow abot 120 megs upload at a time so I'm going to have zip each backup folder and send separately,
could take a while to get full library.up.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> what do you mean by collective works - songs, patterns?
>

| 19096|19090|2012-04-07 04:06:01|Charles Tyler|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
Hi Zam, o

n the subject of licensing your work, have you considered a Creative Commons License? You can choose the levels of restriction on how the work is used by others. It's
also a very simple process to register it, and doesn't cost anything:

http://creativecommons.org/

Charles

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zamise@quantum-source.com
Date: Sat, 7 Apr 2012 08:20:10 +0000
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?
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yep everything I've done. There will prob be a lot of junk too, but it might be useful to see things like how a pattern evolved since there will be versions that evolved. How
I uselly keep my kicks and snares on tracks 1 & 5, how little I've actually took a pat all the way through chain and converted it to song etc.. But mostly hopefully have a
lot of tweaked out new sounds using internal voices.

I noticed the electronic copyright filling process seems to only allow abot 120 megs upload at a time so I'm going to have zip each backup folder and send separately,
could take a while to get full library.up.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:

>

> what do you mean by collective works - songs, patterns?

>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19097|19090|2012-04-08 01:36:10|J M|Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?|
Cool, checking it out, looks like I could use some of the legal wording it supposed to help create. Thanks!

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> 
> Hi Zam, o
> 
> n the subject of licensing your work, have you considered a Creative Commons License? You can choose the levels of restriction on how the work is used
by others. It's also a very simple process to register it, and doesn't cost anything:
> 
> 
> 
> http://creativecommons.org/
> 
> 
> 
> Charles
> 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> From: zamise@...
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> Date: Sat, 7 Apr 2012 08:20:10 +0000
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Can RS7000 preset patterns get erased?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> yep everything I've done. There will prob be a lot of junk too, but it might be useful to see things like how a pattern evolved since there will be versions that
evolved. How I uselly keep my kicks and snares on tracks 1 & 5, how little I've actually took a pat all the way through chain and converted it to song etc.. But
mostly hopefully have a lot of tweaked out new sounds using internal voices.
> 
> 
> 
> I noticed the electronic copyright filling process seems to only allow abot 120 megs upload at a time so I'm going to have zip each backup folder and send
separately, could take a while to get full library.up.
> 
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
> 
> >
> 
> > what do you mean by collective works - songs, patterns?
> 
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19098|17824|2012-04-09 14:22:09|blackhula2|Re: system crash when downloading new os.|
Good news

I sent my RS down to Yamaha hq in Milton Keynes and it is now returned fully repaired. I have to say that it was a great service. It's great to have the machine back and
I'm blown away by the upgraded os (only had the original previously). 
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The machine was damaged by a faulty / damaged smart media card which affected the card reader. Without having to replace any parts they managed to get it working. 

I'd forgottten how much i love this machine. 

barry

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Don't remember what I advised, and don't know what you've tried. Before you send it to Yamaha or anyone else, have you tried to do it without the
expanded memory installed and just the basic 4meg? That would eliminate the expanded memory causing any trouble. And also try another SM Card with the
OS update files on it??
> 
> Hope you can get it worked out, always sad to hear of a broken RS.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
> >
> > Hello 
> > 
> > This is a very old post but I haven't resolved the issue.
> > Yamaha advised me to send it to them to have a look at it but before I do I was wondering if anyone had since had the same problem and how they dealt
with it. (Zam, you gave advice at the time, I just wondered if there was any further info since I last asked, cheers)
> > 
> > 
> > original message (from dec 09) 
> > > > > I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine
all I get is a blank green screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Any suggestions would be appreciated. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > cheers
> > > > > 
> > > > > Barry
> >
>

| 19099|406|2012-04-09 14:32:47|Rich|new to group|
hi all 
i am new here 
i have just bought a rs7000 as i want to get back to using hardware and not staring at a computer screen , i decided on the RS 7000 because i used to use a Rm1x , i have a
number of different studio set ups in the last 11 years or so including all hardware and all software as well as sample based setups . 
i have a RS7000 , mpc1000 and a novation x station along with albeton live8 and reason 3 and a few soft synths but i plan on not using so much
i looked at the akai mpc range , the roland mc909 and the RS7000 before deciding on the akai mpc 1000 as i could buy new and there was no RS7000 around at the time
but 2 or 3 months later and there was like 4 or so on ebay and a couple with second hand music shops so i bought an RS7000 .
let me say this i find yamaha sequencers to be the best around the qy100 is great the RM1x is too and now the RS7000 is blowing me away ! the akai way of doing things
is not great , having the RS7k and the mpc1k and using the RS1k has convinced me to sell the mpc and buy a rack sampler and another synth .
i produce in lots of different styles mostly dance music
| 19100|17824|2012-04-09 18:44:50|J M|Re: system crash when downloading new os.|
Glad to hear that its fixed. Sounds weird, I wonder what exactly they did to fix it. I had OS update bomb on my Spectralis the first time I tried to update its firmware,
wound up having to reload it through a midi dump instead of usb, wasn't fun. Anyhow, good news for you and glad to Yamaha actually helped you too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
>
> Good news
> 
> I sent my RS down to Yamaha hq in Milton Keynes and it is now returned fully repaired. I have to say that it was a great service. It's great to have the
machine back and I'm blown away by the upgraded os (only had the original previously). 
> 
> The machine was damaged by a faulty / damaged smart media card which affected the card reader. Without having to replace any parts they managed to get
it working. 
> 
> I'd forgottten how much i love this machine. 
> 
> barry
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Don't remember what I advised, and don't know what you've tried. Before you send it to Yamaha or anyone else, have you tried to do it without the
expanded memory installed and just the basic 4meg? That would eliminate the expanded memory causing any trouble. And also try another SM Card with the
OS update files on it??
> > 
> > Hope you can get it worked out, always sad to hear of a broken RS.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
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> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello 
> > > 
> > > This is a very old post but I haven't resolved the issue.
> > > Yamaha advised me to send it to them to have a look at it but before I do I was wondering if anyone had since had the same problem and how they dealt
with it. (Zam, you gave advice at the time, I just wondered if there was any further info since I last asked, cheers)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > original message (from dec 09) 
> > > > > > I attempted to download the new os. It all looked to be going fine right up until the last part of the process. Now when I try to turn on the machine
all I get is a blank green screen, Has anyone else experienced this? 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Any suggestions would be appreciated. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > cheers
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Barry
> > >
> >
>

| 19101|406|2012-04-09 18:46:15|J M|Re: new to group|
Welcome to the group! RS7000 is the best, no doubt ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rich" wrote:
>
> hi all 
> i am new here 
> i have just bought a rs7000 as i want to get back to using hardware and not staring at a computer screen , i decided on the RS 7000 because i used to use a
Rm1x , i have a number of different studio set ups in the last 11 years or so including all hardware and all software as well as sample based setups . 
> i have a RS7000 , mpc1000 and a novation x station along with albeton live8 and reason 3 and a few soft synths but i plan on not using so much
> i looked at the akai mpc range , the roland mc909 and the RS7000 before deciding on the akai mpc 1000 as i could buy new and there was no RS7000
around at the time but 2 or 3 months later and there was like 4 or so on ebay and a couple with second hand music shops so i bought an RS7000 .
> let me say this i find yamaha sequencers to be the best around the qy100 is great the RM1x is too and now the RS7000 is blowing me away ! the akai way
of doing things is not great , having the RS7k and the mpc1k and using the RS1k has convinced me to sell the mpc and buy a rack sampler and another synth .
> i produce in lots of different styles mostly dance music
>

| 19102|19102|2012-04-10 09:50:55|lutherblisset63|deleting part of a phrase|
Is it possible to delete part of phrase, thus changing its length?

I just can't figure out how to do it. I know you can erase data from any part of a phrase, split the phrase (which is a messy way of deleting part of a phrase), but can you
just delete certain bars?
| 19103|19102|2012-04-10 13:53:21|J M|Re: deleting part of a phrase|
I think you have to split it.

I always try to make sure it is the right length in the first place, but if it isn't then most the other times I just delete the notes while in step rec mode and then change the
phrase length and re-enter the notes, or just delete the track and start over making sure I put the phrase length in first. It is a pain sometimes if it has a lot of notes, but its
usually pretty quick for me. I think I've only used the split a couple times, but don't remember it being too hard to do. I thought I remember someone mentioning an easier
or different way not too to long ago on here???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
>
> Is it possible to delete part of phrase, thus changing its length?
> 
> I just can't figure out how to do it. I know you can erase data from any part of a phrase, split the phrase (which is a messy way of deleting part of a phrase),
but can you just delete certain bars?
>

| 19104|19104|2012-04-10 19:15:28|Mark|song mode|
Any tips & tricks for song mode.
I have read the manual a few times over.
| 19105|19027|2012-04-10 21:53:24|lutherblisset63|Re: couple of questions - new user|
Hi,

It was more out of curiosity as mentioned previously, I'm actually not planning on using the pads. :P 

Actually, there is no count in for kit+note mode, so adjusting the count in makes no difference. I'd love to be corrected but I did a search a while back and found several
threads on sites where the same question was asked it seems unanimous that there is definitely no count-in for kit+note mode. 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Hi, I posted a long reply ages ago but it seems it didnt work...
> 
> Anyway, please dont beat the shit out of your rs! Just play the pads at a comfortable velocity, turn up the volume if you need. After recording adjust the
velocity knob to get the desired velocity.
> 
> yes you can adjust count in, on the second sample screen turn f3 knob to select measure, f4 knob selects the count in, press f4 and the knob then selects the
sample length in measures. (same as drop in-out on a multitrack). press play and sampling will start and end at the specified measures, you dont need to trim,
the rs even compensates for its own latency.
> 
> some people posted about hours of troubles recording and then trimming live sampled guitar or violin etc, your doing it wrong, do it like this. If your using
a mic then you need some headphones with good isolation eg hd250. 
> 
> cheers.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll
part with it. 
> > 
> > I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> > 
> > Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> > Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> > 
> > I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> > 
> > Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> > It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> > 
> > thanks!
> >
>

| 19106|19104|2012-04-10 23:29:18|J M|Re: song mode|
Only one I can think of is that I always check to see if there are program change PC events on the first event on each track and delete them before playing the song after
doing a Convert to Song from Chain Mode. After that it is time to do sweeps in overdub rec.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark" wrote:
>
> Any tips & tricks for song mode.
> I have read the manual a few times over.
>

| 19107|19027|2012-04-11 00:17:06|J M|Re: couple of questions - new user|
Ah, took a closer look and yeah there is no play on kit+note in the standby start/stop screen so that you can hear it loop like in other sample rec types. Have you tried
doing it as just a "kit" type then doing a sample slice #12 job on it? Kind of does the same thing as kit+note, might give too many options though, or maybe not enough,
thing is though once the sample is sliced up and placed in to a bunch of notes in sample kit, I'd think as long as you recorded whatever you are sampling at roughly the
same tempo you can always go in and adjust the notes manually in step rec mode, or maybe even do a clock shift on the track if it isn't quite syncing up.

Just some ideas to maybe try, if they don't work like you want, you might find some other cool things the RS does while at it. Although it might make life a little easier if
it did have a count in perhaps you'll find a work around making it not a really necessary feature. I'm thinking they must of left it out on that type for a reason, but perhaps
not, something we'll have to live without I guess.

Zam

P.S. I know I'm not good at explaining the sampling part of the RS as I don't use it very often, so if you find a valid reason or way to do what you want for that better, post
back and let us know.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> It was more out of curiosity as mentioned previously, I'm actually not planning on using the pads. :P 
> 
> Actually, there is no count in for kit+note mode, so adjusting the count in makes no difference. I'd love to be corrected but I did a search a while back and
found several threads on sites where the same question was asked it seems unanimous that there is definitely no count-in for kit+note mode. 
> 
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > Hi, I posted a long reply ages ago but it seems it didnt work...
> > 
> > Anyway, please dont beat the shit out of your rs! Just play the pads at a comfortable velocity, turn up the volume if you need. After recording adjust the
velocity knob to get the desired velocity.
> > 
> > yes you can adjust count in, on the second sample screen turn f3 knob to select measure, f4 knob selects the count in, press f4 and the knob then selects
the sample length in measures. (same as drop in-out on a multitrack). press play and sampling will start and end at the specified measures, you dont need to
trim, the rs even compensates for its own latency.
> > 
> > some people posted about hours of troubles recording and then trimming live sampled guitar or violin etc, your doing it wrong, do it like this. If your
using a mic then you need some headphones with good isolation eg hd250. 
> > 
> > cheers.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll
part with it. 
> > > 
> > > I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> > > 
> > > Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> > > Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> > > 
> > > I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> > > 
> > > Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> > > It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> > > 
> > > thanks!
> > >
> >
>

| 19108|18876|2012-04-11 07:36:51|dj_trajan|Re: RS7000.org.......|
Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web hosting, but he said it had to be
taken down because the phpBB database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still
like me to put you in contact with him?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active and may
become an even better resource eventually for us. 
> 
> I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost cause tho., there was a lot
of spam bots overrunning that place back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if the
bill isn't kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or pull the
.org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
>

| 19109|18876|2012-04-11 20:13:45|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000.org.......|
yay! :)

thatll be great!! Id help!

Am 11.04.2012 15:36, schrieb dj_trajan:

>
>
> Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday 
> and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web 
> hosting, but he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB 
> database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be 
> fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still 
> like me to put you in contact with him?
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>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> wrote:
> >
> > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already 
> administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active 
> and may become an even better resource eventually for us.
> >
> > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone 
> else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost 
> cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place back 
> when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't 
> like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't kept 
> up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they 
> want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or pull 
> the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that 
> instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19110|18876|2012-04-11 20:45:54|Andy Garrison|Re: RS7000.org.......|
I am so lucky to be part of the RS renaissance!!

On Apr 11, 2012, at 9:13 PM, Robert Feuchtl <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

> yay! :)
> 
> thatll be great!! Id help!
> 
> Am 11.04.2012 15:36, schrieb dj_trajan:
> >
> >
> > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday 
> > and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web 
> > hosting, but he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB 
> > database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be 
> > fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still 
> > like me to put you in contact with him?
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already 
> > administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active 
> > and may become an even better resource eventually for us.
> > >
> > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone 
> > else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost 
> > cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place back 
> > when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't 
> > like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't kept 
> > up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they 
> > want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or pull 
> > the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that 
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> > instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19111|18876|2012-04-12 13:36:47|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..

Zam

Zamise@quantum-source.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> 
> Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web hosting, but he
said it had to be taken down because the phpBB database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be fixed or not but he offered to find a
solution. Zam would you still like me to put you in contact with him?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active and may
become an even better resource eventually for us. 
> > 
> > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost cause tho., there was a
lot of spam bots overrunning that place back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if
the bill isn't kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or pull
the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> >
>

| 19112|18876|2012-04-16 07:49:01|dj_trajan|Re: RS7000.org.......|
I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we could all get it up and running again.
One thing tho, Zam your email address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@... and no web address to follow. Is it @gmail.com? 

Thanks for your help guys!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> 
> Zam
> 
> Zamise@...
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > 
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> > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web hosting, but he
said it had to be taken down because the phpBB database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be fixed or not but he offered to find a
solution. Zam would you still like me to put you in contact with him?
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active and may
become an even better resource eventually for us. 
> > > 
> > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost cause tho., there was
a lot of spam bots overrunning that place back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't like the idea of it going down the drain again
if the bill isn't kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or pull
the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > >
> >
>

| 19113|18876|2012-04-16 10:29:05|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
It is:

Zamise @ quantum-source .com

no spaces, hope that worked?

Anywho, if Bob or you want to work it out I'm cool with that, I've got enough on my plate at the moment, but if nobody else is intrested or it don't work or something I
will make an extra effort to do whatever I can to help out. I can be a fallback plan if that is OK with you guy? Whatever happens though please do keep me updated and
the rest of us here on the Yahoo group.

Thanks RS bros!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we could all get it up and
running again. One thing tho, Zam your email address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@ and no web address to follow. Is it @gmail.com? 
> 
> Thanks for your help guys!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > Zamise@
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web hosting, but
he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be fixed or not but he offered to find a
solution. Zam would you still like me to put you in contact with him?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active and may
become an even better resource eventually for us. 
> > > > 
> > > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost cause tho., there
was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't like the idea of it going down the drain
again if the bill isn't kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge
or pull the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19114|18876|2012-04-16 10:47:00|dj_trajan|Re: RS7000.org.......|
Yup, I have it now! For sure, I didn't want to get the ball rolling on this and just dump it on ya lol. I got a message from another user who is an IT specialist so I believe
with the resources we have we should be able to find a solution. I will def keep everyone posted on the updates as they come in!
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> It is:
> 
> Zamise @ quantum-source .com
> 
> no spaces, hope that worked?
> 
> Anywho, if Bob or you want to work it out I'm cool with that, I've got enough on my plate at the moment, but if nobody else is intrested or it don't work or
something I will make an extra effort to do whatever I can to help out. I can be a fallback plan if that is OK with you guy? Whatever happens though please
do keep me updated and the rest of us here on the Yahoo group.
> 
> Thanks RS bros!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we could all get it up and
running again. One thing tho, Zam your email address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@ and no web address to follow. Is it @gmail.com? 
> > 
> > Thanks for your help guys!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > Zamise@
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about web hosting, but
he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be fixed or not but he offered to find a
solution. Zam would you still like me to put you in contact with him?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting more active and
may become an even better resource eventually for us. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a lost cause tho., there
was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I don't like the idea of it going down the drain
again if the bill isn't kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge
or pull the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19115|19115|2012-04-16 22:57:39|Nick|I'm Selling Her|
Hello,

My name is Nick and I've been a long time member here and I've learnt a lot about my RS7000, thanks all! I need to pay the rent and unfortunately, my RS is something
that doesn't get much use any more, so here's a link to her auction:
http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/261005470018?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649

Any questions are welcome.

Best regards,

Nick Fletcher.
| 19116|18876|2012-04-17 00:17:27|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000.org.......|
yes, please count me in..

bob@bobhumid.de
http://bobhumid.de
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Am 16.04.2012 15:48, schrieb dj_trajan:

>
> I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as 
> well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we 
> could all get it up and running again. One thing tho, Zam your email 
> address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@... and no web address to 
> follow. Is it @gmail.com?
>
> Thanks for your help guys!
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can do, 
> let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > Zamise@...
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back 
> yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about 
> web hosting, but he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB 
> database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be 
> fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still 
> like me to put you in contact with him?
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am 
> already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting 
> more active and may become an even better resource eventually for us.
> > > >
> > > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and 
> anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a 
> lost cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place 
> back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I 
> don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't 
> kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and 
> they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or 
> pull the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to 
> that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19117|19115|2012-04-17 10:21:56|dj_trajan|Re: I'm Selling Her|
I saw a note at the bottom about US electricity...just wanted to double check, your RS is set up for 110v right? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> 
> My name is Nick and I've been a long time member here and I've learnt a lot about my RS7000, thanks all! I need to pay the rent and unfortunately, my RS
is something that doesn't get much use any more, so here's a link to her auction:
> http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/261005470018?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649
> 
> Any questions are welcome.
> 
> 
> Best regards,
> 
> Nick Fletcher.
>

| 19118|18876|2012-04-17 13:12:31|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000.org.......|
IT specialist os good! :)

I could free up some webspace & personalised FTP and but I have no clue 
how to setup the rs7000.org forum / import or whathaveyou... but I can 
give away a few gigs..

Am 16.04.2012 18:46, schrieb dj_trajan:

>
> Yup, I have it now! For sure, I didn't want to get the ball rolling on 
> this and just dump it on ya lol. I got a message from another user who 
> is an IT specialist so I believe with the resources we have we should 
> be able to find a solution. I will def keep everyone posted on the 
> updates as they come in!
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> wrote:
> >
> > It is:
> >
> > Zamise @ quantum-source .com
> >
> > no spaces, hope that worked?
> >
> > Anywho, if Bob or you want to work it out I'm cool with that, I've 
> got enough on my plate at the moment, but if nobody else is intrested 
> or it don't work or something I will make an extra effort to do 
> whatever I can to help out. I can be a fallback plan if that is OK 
> with you guy? Whatever happens though please do keep me updated and 
> the rest of us here on the Yahoo group.
> >
> > Thanks RS bros!
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as 
> well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we 
> could all get it up and running again. One thing tho, Zam your email 
> address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@ and no web address to 
> follow. Is it @gmail.com?
> > >
> > > Thanks for your help guys!
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can 
> do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > Zamise@
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > >
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> > > > >
> > > > > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back 
> yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about 
> web hosting, but he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB 
> database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be 
> fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still 
> like me to put you in contact with him?
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> , "J M" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am 
> already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting 
> more active and may become an even better resource eventually for us.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and 
> anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a 
> lost cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place 
> back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I 
> don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't 
> kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and 
> they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or 
> pull the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to 
> that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19119|19115|2012-04-17 18:32:49|Nick Fletcher|Re: I'm Selling Her|
That's correct, this unit is designed for the US.

On Wed, Apr 18, 2012 at 2:21 AM, dj_trajan <cr125rmxr@gmail.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> I saw a note at the bottom about US electricity...just wanted to double
> check, your RS is set up for 110v right?
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Nick" wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> >
> > My name is Nick and I've been a long time member here and I've learnt a
> lot about my RS7000, thanks all! I need to pay the rent and unfortunately,
> my RS is something that doesn't get much use any more, so here's a link to
> her auction:
> >
> http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/261005470018?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649
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> >
> > Any questions are welcome.
> >
> >
> > Best regards,
> >
> > Nick Fletcher.
> >
>
> 
>

-- 
Best regards,

Nick Fletcher.

0418 519 027
nick@nickfletcherproductions.com

www.nickfletcherproductions.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19120|19120|2012-04-18 08:35:55|Mogie|FOR SALE RS7000 $500 FIRM with DJ case|
Good Condition WIL SEND PICS TO YOUR EMAIL.
| 19121|19121|2012-04-18 08:43:07|Mogie|FOR SALE RS7000 includes. DJ travel case and Yamaha AIEB2 Output Exp|
FOR SALE RS7000 includes. DJ travel case and Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board $500 firm
| 19122|19122|2012-04-18 08:49:16|Mogie|RS7000 comes with Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board $500 firm!|
FOR SALE RS7000 includes. DJ travel case and Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board
$500 firm
| 19123|18876|2012-04-20 13:18:43|dj_trajan|Re: RS7000.org.......|
I got in contact with the owner on the phone today and discussed some of the problems with the site. I'm not very familiar with php,phpBB, or MySQL so the first
objective will be to resolve the corrupted data from the RS7K.org database. I sent a message to the gentlemen who volunteered to help with the IT issues, but if there is
anyone else out there who is savvy with it any additional help troubleshooting the problem would be very much appreciated! If any of the members out there feel they can
help out with the revival of the site please message me or respond to this post!

Bob - I did ask how large of a file size the data was and the whole site including the uploaded files (.mp3's and photos) is 4.1GB. Would that be ok? 

Thanks to everyone for keeping the RS alive!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> IT specialist os good! :)
> 
> I could free up some webspace & personalised FTP and but I have no clue 
> how to setup the rs7000.org forum / import or whathaveyou... but I can 
> give away a few gigs..
> 
> Am 16.04.2012 18:46, schrieb dj_trajan:
> >
> > Yup, I have it now! For sure, I didn't want to get the ball rolling on 
> > this and just dump it on ya lol. I got a message from another user who 
> > is an IT specialist so I believe with the resources we have we should 
> > be able to find a solution. I will def keep everyone posted on the 
> > updates as they come in!
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > It is:
> > >
> > > Zamise @ quantum-source .com
> > >
> > > no spaces, hope that worked?
> > >
> > > Anywho, if Bob or you want to work it out I'm cool with that, I've 
> > got enough on my plate at the moment, but if nobody else is intrested 
> > or it don't work or something I will make an extra effort to do 
> > whatever I can to help out. I can be a fallback plan if that is OK 
> > with you guy? Whatever happens though please do keep me updated and 
> > the rest of us here on the Yahoo group.
> > >
> > > Thanks RS bros!
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
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> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as 
> > well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we 
> > could all get it up and running again. One thing tho, Zam your email 
> > address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@ and no web address to 
> > follow. Is it @gmail.com?
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for your help guys!
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can 
> > do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> > > > >
> > > > > Zam
> > > > >
> > > > > Zamise@
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back 
> > yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about 
> > web hosting, but he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB 
> > database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be 
> > fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still 
> > like me to put you in contact with him?
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > , "J M" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am 
> > already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting 
> > more active and may become an even better resource eventually for us.
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and 
> > anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a 
> > lost cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place 
> > back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I 
> > don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't 
> > kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and 
> > they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or 
> > pull the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to 
> > that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> 
> 
> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> 
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19124|18876|2012-04-20 13:24:01|Eric Jennings|Re: RS7000.org.......|
I'm happy to assist if the other individual who offered to help with the corrupted database file is unavailable. I've been working intimately with MySQL for longer than I
should probably admit. :)

I do have somewhat limited time available, but would really like to see the rs7k.org site come alive again. There is a lot of great info there that shouldn't be lost.

Eric

On Apr 20, 2012, at 12:18 PM, dj_trajan wrote:

> I got in contact with the owner on the phone today and discussed some of the problems with the site. I'm not very familiar with php,phpBB, or MySQL so
the first objective will be to resolve the corrupted data from the RS7K.org database. I sent a message to the gentlemen who volunteered to help with the IT
issues, but if there is anyone else out there who is savvy with it any additional help troubleshooting the problem would be very much appreciated! If any of
the members out there feel they can help out with the revival of the site please message me or respond to this post!
> 
> Bob - I did ask how large of a file size the data was and the whole site including the uploaded files (.mp3's and photos) is 4.1GB. Would that be ok? 
> 
> Thanks to everyone for keeping the RS alive!!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > IT specialist os good! :)
> > 
> > I could free up some webspace & personalised FTP and but I have no clue 
> > how to setup the rs7000.org forum / import or whathaveyou... but I can 
> > give away a few gigs..
> > 
> > Am 16.04.2012 18:46, schrieb dj_trajan:
> > >
> > > Yup, I have it now! For sure, I didn't want to get the ball rolling on 
> > > this and just dump it on ya lol. I got a message from another user who 
> > > is an IT specialist so I believe with the resources we have we should 
> > > be able to find a solution. I will def keep everyone posted on the 
> > > updates as they come in!
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > It is:
> > > >
> > > > Zamise @ quantum-source .com
> > > >
> > > > no spaces, hope that worked?
> > > >
> > > > Anywho, if Bob or you want to work it out I'm cool with that, I've 
> > > got enough on my plate at the moment, but if nobody else is intrested 
> > > or it don't work or something I will make an extra effort to do 
> > > whatever I can to help out. I can be a fallback plan if that is OK 
> > > with you guy? Whatever happens though please do keep me updated and 
> > > the rest of us here on the Yahoo group.
> > > >
> > > > Thanks RS bros!
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > > "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I'll shoot him a message and I'll also give him my contact info as 
> > > well. Bob if you'd like I can send your info also and I believe we 
> > > could all get it up and running again. One thing tho, Zam your email 
> > > address is partially hidden. I see Zamise@ and no web address to 
> > > follow. Is it @gmail.com?
> > > > >
> > > > > Thanks for your help guys!
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> > > "J M" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Your welcome to pass my email to them and I'll see what I can 
> > > do, let me know if they or I need any more info etc..
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Zamise@
> > > > > >
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
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> > > "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Good news! The old admin from RS7000.org contacted me back 
> > > yesterday and he still has the complete site! I know very little about 
> > > web hosting, but he said it had to be taken down because the phpBB 
> > > database became corrupt. I don't know if thats something that could be 
> > > fixed or not but he offered to find a solution. Zam would you still 
> > > like me to put you in contact with him?
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > , "J M" wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > You are welcome to join the RS7000 proboard forum that I am 
> > > already administering if you haven't already. It is slowly getting 
> > > more active and may become an even better resource eventually for us.
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I'll consider administering the .org if the owner/admin and 
> > > anyone else thinks it would be worth reviving. I think it might be a 
> > > lost cause tho., there was a lot of spam bots overrunning that place 
> > > back when it was active. And, I won't pay for that trouble, also I 
> > > don't like the idea of it going down the drain again if the bill isn't 
> > > kept up. You can pass my email address to the owner if you want and 
> > > they want to negotiate a hand off. Perhaps there is a way to merge or 
> > > pull the .org forum off in to an archive somewhere else and link in to 
> > > that instead or put it in the proboard forum somehow?
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > -- 
> > B O B H U M I D
> > 
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> > 
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> > 
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> > 
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
>

| 19125|18876|2012-04-20 15:36:16|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
I'm no expert, but my experience tells me hosting just the files won't be enough, the host server needs to have those database capabilities installed on them. Depending on
the host it might be free or it might cost extra for those services, so I hope you guys know more about it than I do. I'm kind of curious why even change hosts or move
files and leave them where they are at and just exchange management login info.? If you guys get the currupt files fixed and move everything over to another host you are
going to have to move the domain over to point to the new IP address too.

I've done some data manipulation and conversions here and there as well, so if you guys do need an extra eyeball to take look, I can't promise anything, but know I'm here
to help check it out. I'm thinking it may not matter if it is corrupt, put the old stuff in a static viewable archive maybe, and start a new RS7000.org forum making sure to
keep out the spam bots.

Oh, 4.2 gigs seems like a lot for what little was there, but perhaps there was more there I didn't know about, thinking maybe it could be widdled down to under a gig
keeping just the important stuff, removing the garbage etc.

Hope you guys can get it going again, and still have time for some happy RSing!

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://bobhumid.de/


--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> I got in contact with the owner on the phone today and discussed some of the problems with the site. I'm not very familiar with php,phpBB, or MySQL so
the first objective will be to resolve the corrupted data from the RS7K.org database. I sent a message to the gentlemen who volunteered to help with the IT
issues, but if there is anyone else out there who is savvy with it any additional help troubleshooting the problem would be very much appreciated! If any of
the members out there feel they can help out with the revival of the site please message me or respond to this post!
> 
> Bob - I did ask how large of a file size the data was and the whole site including the uploaded files (.mp3's and photos) is 4.1GB. Would that be ok? 
> 
> Thanks to everyone for keeping the RS alive!!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> >
> > IT specialist os good! :)
> > 
> > I could free up some webspace & personalised FTP and but I have no clue 
> > how to setup the rs7000.org forum / import or whathaveyou... but I can 
> > give away a few gigs..
> >

| 19126|18876|2012-04-21 01:53:09|gillespie_derek|Re: RS7000.org.......|
my day job is a SQL DBA so will help if I can.

the most important thing when I first mentioned the site was to have all the old posts available, from a RS user as well as a historical perspective. its less important at this
stage to have a site where additions can be made. searchable is pretty essential though 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I'm no expert, but my experience tells me hosting just the files won't be enough, the host server needs to have those database capabilities installed on them.
Depending on the host it might be free or it might cost extra for those services, so I hope you guys know more about it than I do. I'm kind of curious why even
change hosts or move files and leave them where they are at and just exchange management login info.? If you guys get the currupt files fixed and move
everything over to another host you are going to have to move the domain over to point to the new IP address too.
> 
> I've done some data manipulation and conversions here and there as well, so if you guys do need an extra eyeball to take look, I can't promise anything, but
know I'm here to help check it out. I'm thinking it may not matter if it is corrupt, put the old stuff in a static viewable archive maybe, and start a new
RS7000.org forum making sure to keep out the spam bots.
> 
> Oh, 4.2 gigs seems like a lot for what little was there, but perhaps there was more there I didn't know about, thinking maybe it could be widdled down to
under a gig keeping just the important stuff, removing the garbage etc.
> 
> Hope you guys can get it going again, and still have time for some happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > I got in contact with the owner on the phone today and discussed some of the problems with the site. I'm not very familiar with php,phpBB, or MySQL so
the first objective will be to resolve the corrupted data from the RS7K.org database. I sent a message to the gentlemen who volunteered to help with the IT
issues, but if there is anyone else out there who is savvy with it any additional help troubleshooting the problem would be very much appreciated! If any of
the members out there feel they can help out with the revival of the site please message me or respond to this post!
> > 
> > Bob - I did ask how large of a file size the data was and the whole site including the uploaded files (.mp3's and photos) is 4.1GB. Would that be ok? 
> > 
> > Thanks to everyone for keeping the RS alive!!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > >
> > > IT specialist os good! :)
> > > 
> > > I could free up some webspace & personalised FTP and but I have no clue 
> > > how to setup the rs7000.org forum / import or whathaveyou... but I can 
> > > give away a few gigs..
> > >
>

| 19127|18876|2012-04-21 03:24:56|J M|Re: RS7000.org.......|
Ah I see, and will hope to see ;)

I've done a lot of work in Access and VB, not so much in MSSQLDB, so I'm pretty good at manipulating data in queries and forms and such, never really made the stuff
in to web content. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> my day job is a SQL DBA so will help if I can.
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> 
> the most important thing when I first mentioned the site was to have all the old posts available, from a RS user as well as a historical perspective. its less
important at this stage to have a site where additions can be made. searchable is pretty essential though 
> 

| 19128|19128|2012-04-21 06:06:18|pegaso|A new laptop!|
Hi Everyone,

Welcome to all the new members.

Wow, after over a year with no computer (they both broke), I've finally bit the bullet and bought myself a new laptop. AMD 2.5ghz dualcore, dual ati graphics, 4gb ram
etc... $350 ;)

Was a great experience to go without a pc for a while since Ive had music pc's always since '96, but an android phone gets very tiresome for internet and all my sm cards
are full. So yeah Im kissing my 'fully hardware' studio bye and will install reaper and a few free/cheap vst's, most importantly some software editors/librarians, have you
ever tried to program a yamaha tg77 from the front panel??? Its like trying to drive a space shuttle with a few buttons and a slider. NO CC's, its all sysex... and holy sh@t,
I can connect a few of my old hard drives = good times.

Anyway, what all this means is I'll be around more often and will try to stop replying to posts weeks/months late.

So yeah, Thanks Zam for the 'always most awesome advice' compliment but really its YOU who keeps this place running every day and tries to help everyone, even
started a new forum, you have my deepest respect.

On the topic of new forums, rs7000.org will be resurrected from the dead!! Can't wait, If there's anything I can do to help then let me know, Im willing to donate time,
money, editing/mod to see this happen, I learned so much off that site...

My personal opinion is that it should be amended to the new rs7000/proboards forum in read/search only mode until its ready to be active, Zam is the main mod and
people who are interested like Trajan and Bob Humid become Mods to take the workload off Zam. I am also willing to mod/help where I can. Rs7000.org should redirect
to the proboards forum and donations to support the board be actively encouraged to pay costs. I'll happily donate, hopefully everyone who loves their rs's as much as me
can spare a few bucks for a real forum with years of history... The reasoning behind this is that everything should be in one place, not scattered across multiple sites, and
we can take it forward. If this actually happens then this yahoo site will finally become redundant but it would be nice to somehow port it. At least this yahoo group is
quite safe, and free, and here forever...

Keep us updated,

Cheers.
| 19129|19027|2012-04-21 17:57:36|pegaso|Re: couple of questions - new user|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:

>
> Hi,
> 

snip

> 
> Actually, there is no count in for kit+note mode, so adjusting the count in makes no difference. I'd love to be corrected but I did a search a while back and
found several threads on sites where the same question was asked it seems unanimous that there is definitely no count-in for kit+note mode. 
> 

Hi,

Really??? Its been working for me for years, I posted it to the tips section 4 years ago and I'm quite sure its in the manual that you said you keep on your bedside table,
maybe you were too sleepy...

Ok, for an example, you want a 4 bar sample with a 4 bar 'count in'. You will need something already recorded in the sequencer to act as your 'count in' otherwise its
pointless.

In 'pattern' mode, press 'F3' button and turn knob 'F3' to set the sequencer to '8' bars, press 'sample start/stop' button, select 'kit+note' and the sample settings you wish to
use. Press 'sample start/stop' button, turn knob 'f3' to select 'measure'. Here's the really tricky bit, turn knob 'f4' to set 'punch in' at '5', press 'f4' button and turn 'f4' knob to
set 'punch out' at 'end'. Now the moment of truth, press 'sample start/stop'. The sequencer plays 4 bars then begins sampling. Is that somehow not 4 bars of count in???

I really hope you get it to work this time,
otherwise I'll post a 30second video to youtube,
good luck,
don't troll,

Cheers.

> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > Hi, I posted a long reply ages ago but it seems it didnt work...
> > 
> > Anyway, please dont beat the shit out of your rs! Just play the pads at a comfortable velocity, turn up the volume if you need. After recording adjust the
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velocity knob to get the desired velocity.
> > 
> > yes you can adjust count in, on the second sample screen turn f3 knob to select measure, f4 knob selects the count in, press f4 and the knob then selects
the sample length in measures. (same as drop in-out on a multitrack). press play and sampling will start and end at the specified measures, you dont need to
trim, the rs even compensates for its own latency.
> > 
> > some people posted about hours of troubles recording and then trimming live sampled guitar or violin etc, your doing it wrong, do it like this. If your
using a mic then you need some headphones with good isolation eg hd250. 
> > 
> > cheers.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "lutherblisset63" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I've had an rs7000 for about a month now and it's great. I've tried other sequencers (mpc 2000xl, xl7 etc.) and much prefer the rs7000. Can't imagine I'll
part with it. 
> > > 
> > > I have had the manual on my bedside table for a few weeks now and I pretty much answered all my own questions in that time. A few things remain
however:
> > > 
> > > Is there a way to change the sensitivity of the velocity sensitive pads?
> > > Feels like you need to beat the shit of them to get anything to a reasonable level. 
> > > 
> > > I'm pretty sure you can't, but is it possible to enter into grid record without stopping? Could be nice to able to program drums on the fly.
> > > 
> > > Also, is it possible to set a count in when sampling in kit+note mode?
> > > It seems like a strange omission if you can't. 
> > > 
> > > thanks!
> > >
> >
>

| 19130|19128|2012-04-21 19:59:41|J M|Re: A new laptop!|
Congrats on a new laptop.

I'm not sure yet how or what the old rs7000.org forum will turn out like yet, and I'm not sure how I'd amend it to the proboard obut if it is possible I'll figure it out. I'm
thinking if they get it worked out and it is static and searchable I know I can at least add a link to it on the proboard.

The proboard forum has been kind of a ghost town lately, but you guys are welcome to visit and donate to it. The great thing about proboards is that it is supported by
advertising, if you donate then advertising goes away for a little while, but it should stay around either way. If the forum picks up I'll consider help, but as it has been it
hasn't been much of a hassle for me.

Thanks for the kudos too, you guys have been great too, always a friendly place to visit even for the RS noobs :)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi Everyone,
> 
> Welcome to all the new members.
> 
> Wow, after over a year with no computer (they both broke), I've finally bit the bullet and bought myself a new laptop. AMD 2.5ghz dualcore, dual ati
graphics, 4gb ram etc... $350 ;)
> 
> Was a great experience to go without a pc for a while since Ive had music pc's always since '96, but an android phone gets very tiresome for internet and all
my sm cards are full. So yeah Im kissing my 'fully hardware' studio bye and will install reaper and a few free/cheap vst's, most importantly some software
editors/librarians, have you ever tried to program a yamaha tg77 from the front panel??? Its like trying to drive a space shuttle with a few buttons and a slider.
NO CC's, its all sysex... and holy sh@t, I can connect a few of my old hard drives = good times.
> 
> Anyway, what all this means is I'll be around more often and will try to stop replying to posts weeks/months late.
> 
> So yeah, Thanks Zam for the 'always most awesome advice' compliment but really its YOU who keeps this place running every day and tries to help
everyone, even started a new forum, you have my deepest respect.
> 
> On the topic of new forums, rs7000.org will be resurrected from the dead!! Can't wait, If there's anything I can do to help then let me know, Im willing to
donate time, money, editing/mod to see this happen, I learned so much off that site...
> 
> My personal opinion is that it should be amended to the new rs7000/proboards forum in read/search only mode until its ready to be active, Zam is the main
mod and people who are interested like Trajan and Bob Humid become Mods to take the workload off Zam. I am also willing to mod/help where I can.
Rs7000.org should redirect to the proboards forum and donations to support the board be actively encouraged to pay costs. I'll happily donate, hopefully
everyone who loves their rs's as much as me can spare a few bucks for a real forum with years of history... The reasoning behind this is that everything should
be in one place, not scattered across multiple sites, and we can take it forward. If this actually happens then this yahoo site will finally become redundant but
it would be nice to somehow port it. At least this yahoo group is quite safe, and free, and here forever...
> 
> Keep us updated,
> 
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> Cheers.
>

| 19131|19027|2012-04-21 20:10:24|J M|Re: couple of questions - new user|

> snip
> > 
> > Actually, there is no count in for kit+note mode, so adjusting the count in makes no difference. I'd love to be corrected but I did a search a while back and
found several threads on sites where the same question was asked it seems unanimous that there is definitely no count-in for kit+note mode. 
> > 
> 
> Hi,
> 
> Really??? Its been working for me for years, I posted it to the tips section 4 years ago and I'm quite sure its in the manual that you said you keep on your
bedside table, maybe you were too sleepy...
> 
> Ok, for an example, you want a 4 bar sample with a 4 bar 'count in'. You will need something already recorded in the sequencer to act as your 'count in'
otherwise its pointless.
> 
> In 'pattern' mode, press 'F3' button and turn knob 'F3' to set the sequencer to '8' bars, press 'sample start/stop' button, select 'kit+note' and the sample settings
you wish to use. Press 'sample start/stop' button, turn knob 'f3' to select 'measure'. Here's the really tricky bit, turn knob 'f4' to set 'punch in' at '5', press 'f4'
button and turn 'f4' knob to set 'punch out' at 'end'. Now the moment of truth, press 'sample start/stop'. The sequencer plays 4 bars then begins sampling. Is
that somehow not 4 bars of count in???
> 
> 
> I really hope you get it to work this time,
> otherwise I'll post a 30second video to youtube,
> good luck,
> don't troll,
> 
> Cheers.
> 

Another great tip pegaso! I thought somebody went over this a while ago. I see what they are saying, the count in don't work like it does in other rec modes, it actually
isn't there, but doing the way you are saying with punch in out points ought to do the trick. Personally, I don't see it as being necessary for my use, but hope others who
might see it as a negative will now be able dismiss it as no longer being much of a fault in design.

Zam
| 19132|19132|2012-04-23 20:18:26|boiseculturejam|my SM card just turned "Read Only"|
My SM card just turned "Read Only" Never even had a sticker. Also this way on the PC. It's worked fine for years until now. Anybody have a magic trick? 

Happy to have an extra card on hand.
| 19133|19132|2012-04-23 20:37:41|Nick Fletcher|Re: my SM card just turned "Read Only"|
It's a problem with some of the readers. I used (until I sold my RS) a
reader from a company called "Zio!".

-- 
Best regards,

Nick Fletcher.

0418 519 027
nick@nickfletcherproductions.com

www.nickfletcherproductions.com

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19134|19128|2012-04-25 14:35:44|dj_trajan|Re: A new laptop!|
Yayy new toys!! Congrats on the laptop! I used to do all my music production with Ableton Live...then I discovered the RS and haven't booted it up since. I'll use
Garageband to record tracks and add vocals, but everything else is all hardware for me now. 

As far as the rs7k.org goes, I'm not 100% sure what the final outcome will be either. I'd love to just have a file that people can download and search thru for information.
That seems easier than setting up new web hosting and all the other tedious things that go along with that. I know we cannot just reopen the same rs7000.org because of
legal issues with Yamaha. They actually own the rights to the domain so we are unable to just open the doors to it again. That being said, if we do wind up opening a new
site I would be happy to assist with moderating the boards. Zam knows far more than I do but I can certainly help with basic maintenance and creating media for the site!

This place is indeed a very friendly environment, especially to noobs! I've always appreciated the help and advice I've gotten here and the cordial respect between RS
users is also something to note. I don't think I've ever seen any negative talk between users and thats very special about this community! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Congrats on a new laptop.
> 
> I'm not sure yet how or what the old rs7000.org forum will turn out like yet, and I'm not sure how I'd amend it to the proboard obut if it is possible I'll figure
it out. I'm thinking if they get it worked out and it is static and searchable I know I can at least add a link to it on the proboard.
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> 
> The proboard forum has been kind of a ghost town lately, but you guys are welcome to visit and donate to it. The great thing about proboards is that it is
supported by advertising, if you donate then advertising goes away for a little while, but it should stay around either way. If the forum picks up I'll consider
help, but as it has been it hasn't been much of a hassle for me.
> 
> Thanks for the kudos too, you guys have been great too, always a friendly place to visit even for the RS noobs :)
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Everyone,
> > 
> > Welcome to all the new members.
> > 
> > Wow, after over a year with no computer (they both broke), I've finally bit the bullet and bought myself a new laptop. AMD 2.5ghz dualcore, dual ati
graphics, 4gb ram etc... $350 ;)
> > 
> > Was a great experience to go without a pc for a while since Ive had music pc's always since '96, but an android phone gets very tiresome for internet and
all my sm cards are full. So yeah Im kissing my 'fully hardware' studio bye and will install reaper and a few free/cheap vst's, most importantly some software
editors/librarians, have you ever tried to program a yamaha tg77 from the front panel??? Its like trying to drive a space shuttle with a few buttons and a slider.
NO CC's, its all sysex... and holy sh@t, I can connect a few of my old hard drives = good times.
> > 
> > Anyway, what all this means is I'll be around more often and will try to stop replying to posts weeks/months late.
> > 
> > So yeah, Thanks Zam for the 'always most awesome advice' compliment but really its YOU who keeps this place running every day and tries to help
everyone, even started a new forum, you have my deepest respect.
> > 
> > On the topic of new forums, rs7000.org will be resurrected from the dead!! Can't wait, If there's anything I can do to help then let me know, Im willing to
donate time, money, editing/mod to see this happen, I learned so much off that site...
> > 
> > My personal opinion is that it should be amended to the new rs7000/proboards forum in read/search only mode until its ready to be active, Zam is the
main mod and people who are interested like Trajan and Bob Humid become Mods to take the workload off Zam. I am also willing to mod/help where I can.
Rs7000.org should redirect to the proboards forum and donations to support the board be actively encouraged to pay costs. I'll happily donate, hopefully
everyone who loves their rs's as much as me can spare a few bucks for a real forum with years of history... The reasoning behind this is that everything should
be in one place, not scattered across multiple sites, and we can take it forward. If this actually happens then this yahoo site will finally become redundant but
it would be nice to somehow port it. At least this yahoo group is quite safe, and free, and here forever...
> > 
> > Keep us updated,
> > 
> > Cheers.
> >
>

| 19135|19135|2012-04-27 03:33:57|gillespie_derek|Arpeggiator....|
...i know, i know...its rubbish, but sometimes simplicity is good.

The manual is poor, so can anyone answer this:

Q) what modes can the arp be recorded to phrases from??

I was playing about last night and found these problems: a nice arp pattern could be playing, but trying to switch to record mode would cause it to switch off. Also, when
in record mode (any?!) I wasn't able to also engage the arp. I have read talk of using the play effects in conjunction with the arp, but again, recording was impossible.

Can anyone give some guidance in getting this working please.
| 19136|19135|2012-04-27 09:33:04|J M|Re: Arpeggiator....|
Going off my memory here... what you may want to do is set the arp in arp settings with the Hold to OFF, then while you are in rec+play modes I think you can then press
the arp button and play the notes in to the sequencer as you select and have to hold them down yourself instead of having the RS hold them for you. Hopefully that will do
the trick like you want somewhat????

Agree about the arp sucking, good to keep other synths around that have good ones to midi in to the RS. Also sometimes the groove template and transposing the synth
parts using the transpose button can do some cool similar type stuff, maybe even programing stepped pitches in the LFO can still be pretty good alternatives to having a
decent arp. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> ...i know, i know...its rubbish, but sometimes simplicity is good.
> 
> The manual is poor, so can anyone answer this:
> 
> Q) what modes can the arp be recorded to phrases from??
> 
> I was playing about last night and found these problems: a nice arp pattern could be playing, but trying to switch to record mode would cause it to switch
off. Also, when in record mode (any?!) I wasn't able to also engage the arp. I have read talk of using the play effects in conjunction with the arp, but again,
recording was impossible.
> 
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> Can anyone give some guidance in getting this working please.
>

| 19137|19137|2012-04-29 04:54:00|Rich|RS sampler !|
hi all , i have had my RS7K for a month or 2 now , when i bought it , it did not come with the ram upgrade .
i am wondering how good the sampler is in the RS7K i all ready have a MPC1k as well as Albleton live .
so would the upgrade be worth getting ?
i make mostly french filtered house , trance and some breaks and more chilled out type music .
any advice and general thoughts on the RS7k sample would be great !
thanks for your help in advance .

also looking forward to reading the post from the old boards when they are up and running !
| 19138|19137|2012-04-29 05:06:45|Charles|Re: RS sampler !|
Yeah, you definitely need the RAM upgrade, and it isn't expensive. The sampler is good in that you can integrate the samples with the sequencer functions such as loop
remix and Play FX. Without the RAM upgrad you can hardly put any samples in memory. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rich" wrote:
>
> hi all , i have had my RS7K for a month or 2 now , when i bought it , it did not come with the ram upgrade .
> i am wondering how good the sampler is in the RS7K i all ready have a MPC1k as well as Albleton live .
> so would the upgrade be worth getting ?
> i make mostly french filtered house , trance and some breaks and more chilled out type music .
> any advice and general thoughts on the RS7k sample would be great !
> thanks for your help in advance .
> 
> also looking forward to reading the post from the old boards when they are up and running !
>

| 19139|19135|2012-04-29 09:17:40|dj_trajan|Re: Arpeggiator....|
This probably isn't the answer you're looking for but I find its a good work around for getting those arpeggiated type sounds. I'll usually crank the BPM way down low so
its easy to play and record 8 measures of manually playing up and down a scale..bring it back up to your initial BPM and you can get that type of fast paced riffs.. To
throw variety in there, I'll use the Loop Remix function to change the riffs around along with using the Unison and Octave in the Play EFX tab. I think it works better than
the static arp patterns the RS has.

Hope that little bit helps!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> ...i know, i know...its rubbish, but sometimes simplicity is good.
> 
> The manual is poor, so can anyone answer this:
> 
> Q) what modes can the arp be recorded to phrases from??
> 
> I was playing about last night and found these problems: a nice arp pattern could be playing, but trying to switch to record mode would cause it to switch
off. Also, when in record mode (any?!) I wasn't able to also engage the arp. I have read talk of using the play effects in conjunction with the arp, but again,
recording was impossible.
> 
> Can anyone give some guidance in getting this working please.
>

| 19140|19137|2012-04-29 09:22:13|dj_trajan|Re: RS sampler !|
I would go ahead and upgrade the RAM in the RS just to unlock all its potential. I use it heavily and have gotten away from using DAWs...that being said you could of
course just play your samples off of Ableton, but its so inexpensive and easy to upgrade the RS you might as well do it! There is a member here named Lord Militant who
sells RS RAM upgrades, I def recommend getting your parts from him! Awesome guy and he got my parts sent very quickly. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Charles" wrote:
>
> Yeah, you definitely need the RAM upgrade, and it isn't expensive. The sampler is good in that you can integrate the samples with the sequencer functions
such as loop remix and Play FX. Without the RAM upgrad you can hardly put any samples in memory. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Rich" wrote:
> >
> > hi all , i have had my RS7K for a month or 2 now , when i bought it , it did not come with the ram upgrade .
> > i am wondering how good the sampler is in the RS7K i all ready have a MPC1k as well as Albleton live .
> > so would the upgrade be worth getting ?
> > i make mostly french filtered house , trance and some breaks and more chilled out type music .
> > any advice and general thoughts on the RS7k sample would be great !
> > thanks for your help in advance .
> > 
> > also looking forward to reading the post from the old boards when they are up and running !
> >
>

| 19141|19137|2012-04-29 13:55:08|Zamise|Re: RS sampler !|
Ram upgrade yes, even if not sampling. Nice to have it and not need it then not have and need it.

Zam
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19142|19142|2012-04-30 01:23:57|J M|Gigs of RS Material...|
Hi RSers,

Don't know how much you keeping up with all posts, but I sub posted about getting all my RS files copyrighted and available for you all. Nothing too special, but I'm only
about half way through the process and perhaps hope to soon make about half my shiz available to you all, get the second half newer stuff soon. Ain't heard back from
Copyright folks, but hang in there if interested, been busy lately, but maybe you'll have fun soon with at least half my older crud, newer stuff to come...

Zam
| 19143|19142|2012-04-30 08:41:25|dj_trajan|Re: Gigs of RS Material...|
That's awesome! I'm sure there is a lot we could learn from looking at your files, that's a hell'uva gift for us! Thanks a ton Zam, you're the man!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hi RSers,
> 
> Don't know how much you keeping up with all posts, but I sub posted about getting all my RS files copyrighted and available for you all. Nothing too
special, but I'm only about half way through the process and perhaps hope to soon make about half my shiz available to you all, get the second half newer
stuff soon. Ain't heard back from Copyright folks, but hang in there if interested, been busy lately, but maybe you'll have fun soon with at least half my older
crud, newer stuff to come...
> 
> Zam
>

| 19144|19144|2012-05-04 14:50:45|hardyspicer|Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to the RS7K + Internal Hard Drive|
Hi Guys,

Been a long time member of this group - have been following it avidly, been quiet for a while, now it's picked up again.
Not sure if any of you have been able to get samples uploaded from PC to RS? TWE is basically crap. I have tried every which way to get this to work with no luck,
limited success with Wavelab - the only thing which will work is Recycle but not the latest version. Version 2.0 is the only one which is successful and it's quicker than
messing about with outdated smart media cards.
I've had an internal hard drive fitted to the RS for over a year now and without any problems. I did mention this briefly over a year ago, but didn't get much of a response.
I will put up photos if required.

Appreciate any new tips/info.
| 19145|19145|2012-05-06 01:30:18|yiann sakul|Σχετ: [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to the RS7K + I|
It is good to hear this fromªHardyspicerª. Is it a safe way to put internal H\D into RS? I'd like to see this picture and maybe a guide to make something like this. Is it easy 
or i need an expert to do it? I don't know so much about SCSI connections.Thanks for any help.

________________________________
Απο: hardyspicer <hardyspicer@yahoo.co.uk>
Προς: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Στάλθηκε: 11:50 μ.μ. Παρασκευή, 4 Μαΐου 2012
Θεμα: [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to the RS7K + Internal Hard Drive

  
Hi Guys,

Been a long time member of this group - have been following it avidly, been quiet for a while, now it's picked up again.
Not sure if any of you have been able to get samples uploaded from PC to RS? TWE is basically crap. I have tried every which way to get this to work with no luck,
limited success with Wavelab - the only thing which will work is Recycle but not the latest version. Version 2.0 is the only one which is successful and it's quicker than
messing about with outdated smart media cards.
I've had an internal hard drive fitted to the RS for over a year now and without any problems. I did mention this briefly over a year ago, but didn't get much of a response.
I will put up photos if required.

Appreciate any new tips/info.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19146|19145|2012-05-06 17:02:38|J M|Re: Î£Ï ÎµÏ : [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to |
Hi,

I won't be doing it, but it would still be good to see pictures of how you are doing it with a SCSI HD and your software. I'm under the impression that you've probably
chained the RS's SCSI to your computer and it shows up as another hard drive letter for you to save to?? If different than that I'm sure I'd like to hear about it too.
However if that is the case, I don't see why any sound editing software wouldn't be able to do it as long as it can save in the standard Windows PCM .wav formats for the
RS to import.

Pics or it didn't happen as they say ;)

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, yiann sakul wrote:
>
> It is good to hear this fromÂªHardyspicerÂª. Is it a safe way to put internal H\D into RS? I'd like to see this picture and maybe a guide to make something
like this. Is it easyÂ  or i need an expert to do it? I don't know so much about SCSI connections.Thanks for any help.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> Î`Ï Î¿: hardyspicer 
> Î Ï Î¿Ï : RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Î£Ï Î¬Î»Î¸Î·ÎºÎµ: 11:50 Î¼.Î¼. Î Î±Ï Î±Ï ÎºÎµÏ Î®, 4 Î Î±Î Î¿Ï  2012
> Î ÎµÎ¼Î±: [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to the RS7K + Internal Hard Drive
> 
> 
> Â  
> Hi Guys,
> 
> Been a long time member of this group - have been following it avidly, been quiet for a while, now it's picked up again.
> Not sure if any of you have been able to get samples uploaded from PC to RS? TWE is basically crap. I have tried every which way to get this to work with
no luck, limited success with Wavelab - the only thing which will work is Recycle but not the latest version. Version 2.0 is the only one which is successful
and it's quicker than messing about with outdated smart media cards.
> I've had an internal hard drive fitted to the RS for over a year now and without any problems. I did mention this briefly over a year ago, but didn't get much
of a response. I will put up photos if required.
> 
> Appreciate any new tips/info.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19147|19147|2012-05-06 17:40:43|J M|Update: Gigs of RS Material|
Hi RSers,

I'm still in open status on copyrighting the stuff, taking forever... If you don't want to wait, it should still fall under US copyright laws and common law licensing or
whatever etc., I assume from everything I've read about the stuff. That should mean it should be OK for me to share I hope. My work from 2006 thru 2009 should be up
and available tonight. Zip files here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/

I'll have some earlier work from 2003 & 2004 up soon, seeing how this first chunk goes, and then 2010 to unknown/present coming later.

The files are mostly patterns, and random junk and new sounds from the RS's internal sound engine I've made on the RS over the years. There aren't many completed
songs or chains, They are simply copies of my RS backup files, most should be in less than 64meg chunks.

Note, there are likely a few samples here and there that I do not hold rights to, however the vast majority of the work and samples are original and mine. If you have any
questions or concerns about that or anything else about them then please let me know and I'll try my best to remove them from the works or provide further info. for you
so you can determine if you can use them in with your productions, public or privately, that way you hopefully won't get your butt sued off or worse by re-recording,
selling, using, or playing them. Or, if you just want to know what I did to get it to do something you don't know what is going on with it, or anything else you are welcome
to write/email me and ask. 

Zam
| 19148|19145|2012-05-09 08:45:05|micky clarke|Re: Î£Ï‡ÎµÏ„: [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples t|
Hi,

see attached photos, no words required as I will let the pics do the talking !!! All comments welcome be they or .

________________________________
From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, 6 May 2012, 16:02
Subject: Re: Î£Ï‡ÎµÏ„: [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to the RS7K + Internal Hard Drive

  
Hi,

I won't be doing it, but it would still be good to see pictures of how you are doing it with a SCSI HD and your software. I'm under the impression that you've probably
chained the RS's SCSI to your computer and it shows up as another hard drive letter for you to save to?? If different than that I'm sure I'd like to hear about it too.
However if that is the case, I don't see why any sound editing software wouldn't be able to do it as long as it can save in the standard Windows PCM .wav formats for the
RS to import.

Pics or it didn't happen as they say ;)

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, yiann sakul wrote:
>
> It is good to hear this fromÂªHardyspicerÂª. Is it a safe way to put internal H\D into RS? I'd like to see this picture and maybe a guide to make something
like this. Is it easyÂ  or i need an expert to do it? I don't know so much about SCSI connections.Thanks for any help.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> Î`Ï€Î¿: hardyspicer 
> Î Ï�Î¿Ï‚: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Î£Ï„Î¬Î»Î¸Î·ÎºÎµ: 11:50 Î¼.Î¼. Î Î±Ï�Î±ÏƒÎºÎµÏ…Î®, 4 ÎœÎ±Î�Î¿Ï… 2012
> Î˜ÎµÎ¼Î±: [RS7000] Using Recycle to Transfer Samples to the RS7K + Internal Hard Drive
> 
> 
> Â  
> Hi Guys,
> 
> Been a long time member of this group - have been following it avidly, been quiet for a while, now it's picked up again.
> Not sure if any of you have been able to get samples uploaded from PC to RS? TWE is basically crap. I have tried every which way to get this to work with
no luck, limited success with Wavelab - the only thing which will work is Recycle but not the latest version. Version 2.0 is the only one which is successful
and it's quicker than messing about with outdated smart media cards.
> I've had an internal hard drive fitted to the RS for over a year now and without any problems. I did mention this briefly over a year ago, but didn't get much
of a response. I will put up photos if required.
> 
> Appreciate any new tips/info.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19149|19149|2012-05-09 09:29:13|hardyspicer|RE : Internal HD + Recycle + Wavelab|
Hi,

sorry forgot about attachments, so have created folder in files area for all members to view, sorry about quality and size I'm @ work !!
| 19150|19147|2012-05-09 19:26:12|dj_trajan|Re: Update: Gigs of RS Material|
What an awesome gift! I can't wait to load these in and check out some of the craziness you have unlocked in the RS.. Very cool Zam, thanks a ton!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hi RSers,
> 
> I'm still in open status on copyrighting the stuff, taking forever... If you don't want to wait, it should still fall under US copyright laws and common law
licensing or whatever etc., I assume from everything I've read about the stuff. That should mean it should be OK for me to share I hope. My work from 2006
thru 2009 should be up and available tonight. Zip files here:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/
> 
> I'll have some earlier work from 2003 & 2004 up soon, seeing how this first chunk goes, and then 2010 to unknown/present coming later.
> 
> The files are mostly patterns, and random junk and new sounds from the RS's internal sound engine I've made on the RS over the years. There aren't many
completed songs or chains, They are simply copies of my RS backup files, most should be in less than 64meg chunks.
> 
> Note, there are likely a few samples here and there that I do not hold rights to, however the vast majority of the work and samples are original and mine. If
you have any questions or concerns about that or anything else about them then please let me know and I'll try my best to remove them from the works or
provide further info. for you so you can determine if you can use them in with your productions, public or privately, that way you hopefully won't get your
butt sued off or worse by re-recording, selling, using, or playing them. Or, if you just want to know what I did to get it to do something you don't know what
is going on with it, or anything else you are welcome to write/email me and ask. 
> 
> Zam
>

| 19151|19135|2012-05-10 02:27:31|pegaso|Re: Arpeggiator....|
Hi sorry Im a bit late, been really busy,

Anyway, are you sure you have the latest os installed?

Press stop and |< to go to the start of the pattern. press record and select overdub or replace mode. turn on the keyboard and arp and play the keyboard util your arps
playing how you want to record it then press play at the start of your arp pattern, it records, press stop, done.
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Once its recorded you can go to town with grid groove, all the midi fx and remix, can get pretty much any arp pattern you want and re record it and do it all over again

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> ...i know, i know...its rubbish, but sometimes simplicity is good.
> 
> The manual is poor, so can anyone answer this:
> 
> Q) what modes can the arp be recorded to phrases from??
> 
> I was playing about last night and found these problems: a nice arp pattern could be playing, but trying to switch to record mode would cause it to switch
off. Also, when in record mode (any?!) I wasn't able to also engage the arp. I have read talk of using the play effects in conjunction with the arp, but again,
recording was impossible.
> 
> Can anyone give some guidance in getting this working please.
>

| 19152|19135|2012-05-10 06:55:04|Charles Tyler|Re: Arpeggiator....|
Great tip, will try later. Thanks
| 19153|18684|2012-05-11 18:54:41|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thought I'd toss this out there, used kit+note to record some banjo samples and had a really fast workflow going. Get ya grass roots on!!

http://soundcloud.com/ctlproduction/trajan-country-fun

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> did you try the kit+note sample type? It automatically lines up your sample and places a note in the sequencer, plays back in perfect time, easy.
> 
> Cheers. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks Zam! And lol I feel your pain man, I went thru that same mess recording the guitarist.
> > 
> > I'm thinking I might make a tutorial video for everyone on how to live sample an instrument to a beat thats already been created...this way when someone
hears your awesome track and decides their instrument needs to go on it, you can put their riff into the box and have it play back perfectly in time..we had a
headache figuring out a technique for this so if I can spare someone the hassle it'd be worth it!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who has been
wanting to record his electric violin over my tracks. I've been putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never happy with it, or it
takes an hour of fine tuning the effect etc.. Divas man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS heh.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > T
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Here is another one for ya to check out! 
> > > > 
> > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> > > > 
> > > > Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but does
anyone else sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for the
vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of the
audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
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| 19154|19154|2012-05-13 07:25:05|gee hgt|rs7000 group on 'my yahoo'??|
yo folks,

i couldn't find my favorite rs7000 group on the 'my yahoo' content.

maybe the moderator has to enable rss???

cheers,
| 19155|19155|2012-05-13 21:40:45|Brian Hook|BPM woefully inaccurate?|
This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper without
any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm. I
confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones -- the
new ones were easily 10% off or more.

I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new style
from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm sure
that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have no idea
where/what/how.

Any ideas?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19156|19155|2012-05-13 21:43:50|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
You could try a factory reset, if it still does it that is a pretty strange problem, not sure what else to check other than doing a system test to see if you've got some bad
memory or anything else may be wrong.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
> timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper without
> any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
> doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm. I
> confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones -- the
> new ones were easily 10% off or more.
> 
> I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new style
> from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm sure
> that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have no idea
> where/what/how.
> 
> Any ideas?
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19157|19155|2012-05-13 21:48:44|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Thanks for the response -- ironically enough it was Reaper at fault! I
restarted it and reran everything and everything lined up. I have a
feeling that since things were off by about 10% that when I had altered
Reaper's BPM it started trying to time stretch things incorrectly instead
of leaving things alone.

I've been doing some MIDI timing tests of my RS7K. It's definitely better
than Windows 7 USB MIDI but I'm pretty disappointed how out of whack it can
get at times even on straight 16th notes (thus my testing). It'll be rock
solid for 12 notes in a row (< 10 samples off) then suddenly will spike by
170 samples. I'm talking straight MIDI into a TX81Z and recording the
audio, not using the internal sounds. I may try that next just to see if
it's something with its MIDI implementation or if its internal clock is
just somewhat drifty.

On Sun, May 13, 2012 at 11:43 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> You could try a factory reset, if it still does it that is a pretty
> strange problem, not sure what else to check other than doing a system test
> to see if you've got some bad memory or anything else may be wrong.
>
> Zam
>
>
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
> > timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper
> without
> > any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
> > doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm. I
> > confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones -- the
> > new ones were easily 10% off or more.
> >
> > I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new style
> > from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm sure
> > that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have no
> idea
> > where/what/how.
> >
> > Any ideas?
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19158|19154|2012-05-13 21:55:16|J M|Re: rs7000 group on 'my yahoo'??|
I see no setting for it anywhere. Sounds like rss feeds are supposed to be automatically set up with Yahoo groups?

Zam/moderator

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gee hgt" wrote:
>
> yo folks,
> 
> i couldn't find my favorite rs7000 group on the 'my yahoo' content.
> 
> maybe the moderator has to enable rss???
> 
> cheers,
>

| 19159|19155|2012-05-14 00:55:02|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Not sure how exactly you've got things set up. I've heard people complain before about the RS's clock drifting, but it seemed to usually be about sampling rather than
using master/slaving the midi clocks.

Also, do you have latest OS? I vaguely remember having some strange timing and lag issues occasionally before I updated mine. That was a long time ago tho, so I might
not be remembering right.

Let us know what you find out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> Thanks for the response -- ironically enough it was Reaper at fault! I
> restarted it and reran everything and everything lined up. I have a
> feeling that since things were off by about 10% that when I had altered
> Reaper's BPM it started trying to time stretch things incorrectly instead
> of leaving things alone.
> 
> I've been doing some MIDI timing tests of my RS7K. It's definitely better
> than Windows 7 USB MIDI but I'm pretty disappointed how out of whack it can
> get at times even on straight 16th notes (thus my testing). It'll be rock
> solid for 12 notes in a row (< 10 samples off) then suddenly will spike by
> 170 samples. I'm talking straight MIDI into a TX81Z and recording the
> audio, not using the internal sounds. I may try that next just to see if
> it's something with its MIDI implementation or if its internal clock is
> just somewhat drifty.
> 
> 
> On Sun, May 13, 2012 at 11:43 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > You could try a factory reset, if it still does it that is a pretty
> > strange problem, not sure what else to check other than doing a system test
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> > to see if you've got some bad memory or anything else may be wrong.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> > >
> > > This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
> > > timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper
> > without
> > > any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
> > > doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm. I
> > > confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones -- the
> > > new ones were easily 10% off or more.
> > >
> > > I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new style
> > > from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm sure
> > > that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have no
> > idea
> > > where/what/how.
> > >
> > > Any ideas?
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19160|19155|2012-05-14 07:05:50|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
It's a vanilla setup. Stock 1.22 RS7K direct wired (no patchbay) into a
TX81Z. I get the same results from other synths, and the timing pattern
indicates that it's highly unlikely to be the target device. Here's the
post I wrote about it on GS:

http://www.gearslutz.com/board/7876245-post37.html

The timing is still better than a Win7/64 system with USB MIDI in terms of
note to note consistency, but every now and then it's off by a couple
milliseconds. Whether people feel that's relevant or audible is a
different argument, I'm just doing the measurements right now =)

On Mon, May 14, 2012 at 2:54 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Not sure how exactly you've got things set up. I've heard people complain
> before about the RS's clock drifting, but it seemed to usually be about
> sampling rather than using master/slaving the midi clocks.
>
> Also, do you have latest OS? I vaguely remember having some strange timing
> and lag issues occasionally before I updated mine. That was a long time ago
> tho, so I might not be remembering right.
>
> Let us know what you find out.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > Thanks for the response -- ironically enough it was Reaper at fault! I
> > restarted it and reran everything and everything lined up. I have a
> > feeling that since things were off by about 10% that when I had altered
> > Reaper's BPM it started trying to time stretch things incorrectly instead
> > of leaving things alone.
> >
> > I've been doing some MIDI timing tests of my RS7K. It's definitely better
> > than Windows 7 USB MIDI but I'm pretty disappointed how out of whack it
> can
> > get at times even on straight 16th notes (thus my testing). It'll be rock
> > solid for 12 notes in a row (< 10 samples off) then suddenly will spike
> by
> > 170 samples. I'm talking straight MIDI into a TX81Z and recording the
> > audio, not using the internal sounds. I may try that next just to see if
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> > it's something with its MIDI implementation or if its internal clock is
> > just somewhat drifty.
> >
> >
> > On Sun, May 13, 2012 at 11:43 PM, J M wrote:
> >
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > You could try a factory reset, if it still does it that is a pretty
> > > strange problem, not sure what else to check other than doing a system
> test
> > > to see if you've got some bad memory or anything else may be wrong.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> > > >
> > > > This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
> > > > timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper
> > > without
> > > > any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
> > > > doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm.
> I
> > > > confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones
> -- the
> > > > new ones were easily 10% off or more.
> > > >
> > > > I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new
> style
> > > > from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm
> sure
> > > > that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have
> no
> > > idea
> > > > where/what/how.
> > > >
> > > > Any ideas?
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19161|19155|2012-05-14 08:54:52|Ian Vine|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
I recall an article on midi latency from way back. Showed up all sort of mS timing issues with all parts of the midi chain including the target device.

Going back to the BPM differences. Why aren't you using midi clock? Either to clock the rs from reaper or the other way round.

Cheers
IanV

On 14 May 2012, at 14:05, Brian Hook <brianhook@gmail.com> wrote:

> It's a vanilla setup. Stock 1.22 RS7K direct wired (no patchbay) into a
> TX81Z. I get the same results from other synths, and the timing pattern
> indicates that it's highly unlikely to be the target device. Here's the
> post I wrote about it on GS:
> 
> http://www.gearslutz.com/board/7876245-post37.html
> 
> The timing is still better than a Win7/64 system with USB MIDI in terms of
> note to note consistency, but every now and then it's off by a couple
> milliseconds. Whether people feel that's relevant or audible is a
> different argument, I'm just doing the measurements right now =)
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> 
> On Mon, May 14, 2012 at 2:54 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> 
>> **
>> 
>> 
>> Not sure how exactly you've got things set up. I've heard people complain
>> before about the RS's clock drifting, but it seemed to usually be about
>> sampling rather than using master/slaving the midi clocks.
>> 
>> Also, do you have latest OS? I vaguely remember having some strange timing
>> and lag issues occasionally before I updated mine. That was a long time ago
>> tho, so I might not be remembering right.
>> 
>> Let us know what you find out.
>> 
>> Zam
>> 
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>>> 
>>> Thanks for the response -- ironically enough it was Reaper at fault! I
>>> restarted it and reran everything and everything lined up. I have a
>>> feeling that since things were off by about 10% that when I had altered
>>> Reaper's BPM it started trying to time stretch things incorrectly instead
>>> of leaving things alone.
>>> 
>>> I've been doing some MIDI timing tests of my RS7K. It's definitely better
>>> than Windows 7 USB MIDI but I'm pretty disappointed how out of whack it
>> can
>>> get at times even on straight 16th notes (thus my testing). It'll be rock
>>> solid for 12 notes in a row (< 10 samples off) then suddenly will spike
>> by
>>> 170 samples. I'm talking straight MIDI into a TX81Z and recording the
>>> audio, not using the internal sounds. I may try that next just to see if
>>> it's something with its MIDI implementation or if its internal clock is
>>> just somewhat drifty.
>>> 
>>> 
>>> On Sun, May 13, 2012 at 11:43 PM, J M wrote:
>>> 
>>>> **
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> You could try a factory reset, if it still does it that is a pretty
>>>> strange problem, not sure what else to check other than doing a system
>> test
>>>> to see if you've got some bad memory or anything else may be wrong.
>>>> 
>>>> Zam
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>>>>> 
>>>>> This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
>>>>> timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper
>>>> without
>>>>> any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
>>>>> doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm.
>> I
>>>>> confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones
>> -- the
>>>>> new ones were easily 10% off or more.
>>>>> 
>>>>> I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new
>> style
>>>>> from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm
>> sure
>>>>> that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have
>> no
>>>> idea
>>>>> where/what/how.
>>>>> 
>>>>> Any ideas?
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>> 
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>>> 
>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
>

| 19162|19155|2012-05-14 09:13:17|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Latency is a separate issue but still an important one. If you have rock
solid latency then you can at least adjust timings globally and have things
sync. Jitter -- which is a variance as opposed to just a constant offset
-- is far harder to deal with. This is one reason that sequencing over
MIDI vs. doing everything ITB is so hard.

I'm not trying to sync Reaper and the RS7K (in the real world I absolutely
would be), in this case I was just trying to use the highest accuracy clock
(presumably the RS7K's internal clock) to see how accurate it was in
isolation. Put another way -- syncing between the two will only help with
drift, it won't help with the jitter I was trying to measure.

But as I mentioned, the BPM differences seemed to be a weird hiccup,
restarting Reaper fixed it. I'm guessing I clicked or bumped something at
some point and made it go bonkers, but I have no idea what that was.

On Mon, May 14, 2012 at 10:54 AM, Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> **
>
>
> I recall an article on midi latency from way back. Showed up all sort of
> mS timing issues with all parts of the midi chain including the target
> device.
>
> Going back to the BPM differences. Why aren't you using midi clock? Either
> to clock the rs from reaper or the other way round.
>
> Cheers
> IanV
>
> On 14 May 2012, at 14:05, Brian Hook <brianhook@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > It's a vanilla setup. Stock 1.22 RS7K direct wired (no patchbay) into a
> > TX81Z. I get the same results from other synths, and the timing pattern
> > indicates that it's highly unlikely to be the target device. Here's the
> > post I wrote about it on GS:
> >
> > http://www.gearslutz.com/board/7876245-post37.html
> >
> > The timing is still better than a Win7/64 system with USB MIDI in terms
> of
> > note to note consistency, but every now and then it's off by a couple
> > milliseconds. Whether people feel that's relevant or audible is a
> > different argument, I'm just doing the measurements right now =)
> >
> > On Mon, May 14, 2012 at 2:54 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
> >
> >> **
> >>
> >>
> >> Not sure how exactly you've got things set up. I've heard people
> complain
> >> before about the RS's clock drifting, but it seemed to usually be about
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> >> sampling rather than using master/slaving the midi clocks.
> >>
> >> Also, do you have latest OS? I vaguely remember having some strange
> timing
> >> and lag issues occasionally before I updated mine. That was a long time
> ago
> >> tho, so I might not be remembering right.
> >>
> >> Let us know what you find out.
> >>
> >> Zam
> >>
> >> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >>>
> >>> Thanks for the response -- ironically enough it was Reaper at fault! I
> >>> restarted it and reran everything and everything lined up. I have a
> >>> feeling that since things were off by about 10% that when I had altered
> >>> Reaper's BPM it started trying to time stretch things incorrectly
> instead
> >>> of leaving things alone.
> >>>
> >>> I've been doing some MIDI timing tests of my RS7K. It's definitely
> better
> >>> than Windows 7 USB MIDI but I'm pretty disappointed how out of whack it
> >> can
> >>> get at times even on straight 16th notes (thus my testing). It'll be
> rock
> >>> solid for 12 notes in a row (< 10 samples off) then suddenly will spike
> >> by
> >>> 170 samples. I'm talking straight MIDI into a TX81Z and recording the
> >>> audio, not using the internal sounds. I may try that next just to see
> if
> >>> it's something with its MIDI implementation or if its internal clock is
> >>> just somewhat drifty.
> >>>
> >>>
> >>> On Sun, May 13, 2012 at 11:43 PM, J M wrote:
> >>>
> >>>> **
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>> You could try a factory reset, if it still does it that is a pretty
> >>>> strange problem, not sure what else to check other than doing a system
> >> test
> >>>> to see if you've got some bad memory or anything else may be wrong.
> >>>>
> >>>> Zam
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >>>>>
> >>>>> This morning my RS7K was acting totally normal. I was doing some MIDI
> >>>>> timing tests and recording 120bpm, 32nd note MIDI data into reaper
> >>>> without
> >>>>> any issues. Later on I then went back to do more tests and now it was
> >>>>> doing it at around 131bpm or so -- even though it was set to 120bpm.
> >> I
> >>>>> confirmed this by comparing earlier audio tracks with the new ones
> >> -- the
> >>>>> new ones were easily 10% off or more.
> >>>>>
> >>>>> I've checked MIDI delay, global time shift, and even created a new
> >> style
> >>>>> from scratch and did a new pattern, and it's still playing fast. I'm
> >> sure
> >>>>> that I just bumped something or tweaked a menu somewhere but I have
> >> no
> >>>> idea
> >>>>> where/what/how.
> >>>>>
> >>>>> Any ideas?
> >>>>>
> >>>>>
> >>>>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >>>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> >>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19163|19163|2012-05-14 16:40:17|acidburn_inc|OS , tranfer files from the computer, how to turn off the metronome|
Hey dudes,

I was just wondering when I enter the test mode and it says:

Firm 1.22

^^ Is actually the current os installed? 

I was also wondering what is the best thing to buy when it comes to getting files off my computer and onto the RS7000.

And finaly my biggest woe , how the F*$k do you turn this thing off permanently ??????

Hope you guys are well.

Jojo
| 19164|19163|2012-05-14 16:48:58|J M|Re: OS , tranfer files from the computer, how to turn off the metron|
Yes 1.22 is latest OS.

Use a USB SM card reader for your computer and transfer via SM cards. Has worked fine and easy for me for many years, but you could go SCSI, seems like a pain in
my opinion, but I'll those that use it speak more of it.

You are addicted to RS now, no turning it off or you may expereince saveres withdraw symtoms.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
>
> Hey dudes,
> 
> I was just wondering when I enter the test mode and it says:
> 
> Firm 1.22
> 
> ^^ Is actually the current os installed? 
> 
> I was also wondering what is the best thing to buy when it comes to getting files off my computer and onto the RS7000.
> 
> And finaly my biggest woe , how the F*$k do you turn this thing off permanently ??????
> 
> Hope you guys are well.
> 
> Jojo
>

| 19165|19163|2012-05-14 17:17:06|acidburn_inc|Re: OS , tranfer files from the computer, how to turn off the metron|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> Yes 1.22 is latest OS.
> 
> Use a USB SM card reader for your computer and transfer via SM cards. Has worked fine and easy for me for many years, but you could go SCSI, seems
like a pain in my opinion, but I'll those that use it speak more of it.
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> 
> You are addicted to RS now, no turning it off or you may expereince saveres withdraw symtoms.
> 
> Zam
> 

Cheers!!!

I'm also not interested in the SCSI option. I looked for the digital I/O board but they are impossible to obtain for reasonable monies :( 

Turning mr metronome off, Is this possible? :D

Appreciate you're help and you tube videos.

jOjo
| 19166|19163|2012-05-14 17:18:12|Brian Hook|Re: OS , tranfer files from the computer, how to turn off the metron|
UTILITY | F4 (go to next page), CLICK MODE: OFF

On Mon, May 14, 2012 at 7:17 PM, acidburn_inc <
johannemmanuelproductions@gmail.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Yes 1.22 is latest OS.
> >
> > Use a USB SM card reader for your computer and transfer via SM cards.
> Has worked fine and easy for me for many years, but you could go SCSI,
> seems like a pain in my opinion, but I'll those that use it speak more of
> it.
> >
> > You are addicted to RS now, no turning it off or you may expereince
> saveres withdraw symtoms.
> >
> > Zam
> >
>
> Cheers!!!
>
> I'm also not interested in the SCSI option. I looked for the digital I/O
> board but they are impossible to obtain for reasonable monies :(
>
> Turning mr metronome off, Is this possible? :D
>
> Appreciate you're help and you tube videos.
>
> jOjo
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19167|19163|2012-05-14 17:21:07|acidburn_inc|Re: OS , tranfer files from the computer, how to turn off the metron|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:

>
> UTILITY | F4 (go to next page), CLICK MODE: OFF
> 

^^^^^ Top Man !!!!!

jojO
| 19168|19155|2012-05-15 02:15:27|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Here is an interesting thread I ran in to over on GS about RS's timing issues:

http://www.gearslutz.com/board/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-music-production/703017-rm1x-vs-rs7k-vs-emu-xl7-general-sequencing.html

I'm not registered over there to respond, but I have to wonder if the jitter stems from a PC event at the start of the phrase loop. Got to keep PC events out of pattern mode
on the RS, if that isn't it, perhaps the timing for this purpose would be a legitimate concern. I've never noticed any listening to it by ear as long as I have kept the phrase
loops without any PC events in them, and also when chaining not to switch sections or styles as that also causes the all voice settings to reload during play, it will hiccup
when doing that kind of stuff.
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Zam
| 19169|18684|2012-05-15 05:30:58|pegaso|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Hi,
Not generally my type of music but I really like this song, is it mixed on the RS or DAW? It seems very clear and well mixed on my hd650's, good job. Its nice when you
get that flow...

Cheers.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> 
> Thought I'd toss this out there, used kit+note to record some banjo samples and had a really fast workflow going. Get ya grass roots on!!
> 
> http://soundcloud.com/ctlproduction/trajan-country-fun
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > did you try the kit+note sample type? It automatically lines up your sample and places a note in the sequencer, plays back in perfect time, easy.
> > 
> > Cheers. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Thanks Zam! And lol I feel your pain man, I went thru that same mess recording the guitarist.
> > > 
> > > I'm thinking I might make a tutorial video for everyone on how to live sample an instrument to a beat thats already been created...this way when
someone hears your awesome track and decides their instrument needs to go on it, you can put their riff into the box and have it play back perfectly in
time..we had a headache figuring out a technique for this so if I can spare someone the hassle it'd be worth it!
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I don't much, I do more re-sampling from the RS itself and or put in some short vocal samps is about it. Lately though, I've got a friend who has been
wanting to record his electric violin over my tracks. I've been putting him through the RS's inputs and applying effects, but he is never happy with it, or it
takes an hour of fine tuning the effect etc.. Divas man, can't live with them, can live without them though if you've got an RS heh.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > P.S. Really nice tune there, very full track, great vocals and all.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > T
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Here is another one for ya to check out! 
> > > > > 
> > > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/call-the-law-between-the-lines
> > > > > 
> > > > > Just curious, does anyone else record live instruments into the sampler? I know a lot of us sample vinyl and chop it up to make a beat, but does
anyone else sample an instrument to a track that's already made?
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Thought I'd post this here, I finished a track yesterday and wanted to share it with everyone. All of the sounds were made with the RS except for
the vocals and guitars. We sampled some of the riffs into the RS and played along side it live. It was arranged in garageband and used Ozone to treat some of
the audio for guitars + vocals. '
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > http://soundcloud.com/call-the-law/soul-in-a-jar
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19170|19155|2012-05-15 07:13:50|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Forgive me ignorance, what do you mean by PC event?

On Tuesday, May 15, 2012, J M wrote:

> **
>
>
> Here is an interesting thread I ran in to over on GS about RS's timing
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> issues:
>
>
> http://www.gearslutz.com/board/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-music-production/703017-rm1x-vs-rs7k-vs-emu-xl7-general-sequencing.html
>
> I'm not registered over there to respond, but I have to wonder if the
> jitter stems from a PC event at the start of the phrase loop. Got to keep
> PC events out of pattern mode on the RS, if that isn't it, perhaps the
> timing for this purpose would be a legitimate concern. I've never noticed
> any listening to it by ear as long as I have kept the phrase loops without
> any PC events in them, and also when chaining not to switch sections or
> styles as that also causes the all voice settings to reload during play, it
> will hiccup when doing that kind of stuff.
>
> Zam
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19171|19155|2012-05-15 09:14:58|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
PC is Program Change. Sometimes folks put them in to set or reset the values of the voices or patch at the start of a song. If it is doing it on a phrase it is going to lag the
RS more than it needs to since you are keeping the same voice, there is no need to have a PC event resetting the RS's voice every loop on a phrase. I'm not sure I
understand how or why the RS would know a phrase loop is re-starting and lag the timing just because of it. If it is doing it, I'm thinking something else other than the
phrase starting over specifically is causing it. Something more may be going on, but I could very well be wrong. Don't like thinking the RS sucks in this area, but if it does
than it does and I can't keep making lame excuses for it in regaurds to timming.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> Forgive me ignorance, what do you mean by PC event?
> 
> On Tuesday, May 15, 2012, J M wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Here is an interesting thread I ran in to over on GS about RS's timing
> > issues:
> >
> >
> > http://www.gearslutz.com/board/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-music-production/703017-rm1x-vs-rs7k-vs-emu-xl7-general-sequencing.html
> >
> > I'm not registered over there to respond, but I have to wonder if the
> > jitter stems from a PC event at the start of the phrase loop. Got to keep
> > PC events out of pattern mode on the RS, if that isn't it, perhaps the
> > timing for this purpose would be a legitimate concern. I've never noticed
> > any listening to it by ear as long as I have kept the phrase loops without
> > any PC events in them, and also when chaining not to switch sections or
> > styles as that also causes the all voice settings to reload during play, it
> > will hiccup when doing that kind of stuff.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19172|19155|2012-05-15 09:24:15|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
The reason it would reset is if it has an error accumulator that tracks how
'off' it is from the grid and then readjusts. This a common way of doing
things in all of computer science, so it would not be that crazy to assume
that the RS7K implements things this way.

For example, they could have a timer that periodically checks to see if
it's time to play a note. When that timer is checked may not be exactly
when the note is expected to play, but if it's "close enough" then you can
play the note and track how off you were. Then later if you find that
you're too far off, you try to play the next note later or sooner so that
you get back on the grid.

This is probably more preferable than just keeping note to note timing
tight but then finding that your phrases off from the entire rest of the
song (which would happen if you were not using MIDI to sync).
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That said, this timing artifact is probably inaudible for most kinds of
music, and I doubt it's present in the internal sound generator (but I may
test that at some point just to see if it's the RS7K's timing routine or if
it's related to how it generates MIDI events).

If you're doing normal instrumental play, ambient, etc. then this probably
will never affect you. If you're driving a lot of external gear or doing
170 bpm straight 16ths then it may end up an issue.

On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 11:14 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> PC is Program Change. Sometimes folks put them in to set or reset the
> values of the voices or patch at the start of a song. If it is doing it on
> a phrase it is going to lag the RS more than it needs to since you are
> keeping the same voice, there is no need to have a PC event resetting the
> RS's voice every loop on a phrase. I'm not sure I understand how or why the
> RS would know a phrase loop is re-starting and lag the timing just because
> of it. If it is doing it, I'm thinking something else other than the phrase
> starting over specifically is causing it. Something more may be going on,
> but I could very well be wrong. Don't like thinking the RS sucks in this
> area, but if it does than it does and I can't keep making lame excuses for
> it in regaurds to timming.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > Forgive me ignorance, what do you mean by PC event?
> >
> > On Tuesday, May 15, 2012, J M wrote:
> >
> > > **
>
> > >
> > >
> > > Here is an interesting thread I ran in to over on GS about RS's timing
> > > issues:
> > >
> > >
> > >
> http://www.gearslutz.com/board/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-music-production/703017-rm1x-vs-rs7k-vs-emu-xl7-general-sequencing.html
> > >
> > > I'm not registered over there to respond, but I have to wonder if the
> > > jitter stems from a PC event at the start of the phrase loop. Got to
> keep
> > > PC events out of pattern mode on the RS, if that isn't it, perhaps the
> > > timing for this purpose would be a legitimate concern. I've never
> noticed
> > > any listening to it by ear as long as I have kept the phrase loops
> without
> > > any PC events in them, and also when chaining not to switch sections or
> > > styles as that also causes the all voice settings to reload during
> play, it
> > > will hiccup when doing that kind of stuff.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19173|19155|2012-05-15 09:53:31|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
That is intresting, and thanks for the enlightenment. The thing that maybe I'm still not getting then, is why the RS would be further off than other gear's timers using the
same method? Slow processor, RS is just doing too much to keep up, hmmm... The other thing is that you could theorhetically then have the RS reset that accumulator
more often by having a phrase that is just a 1/16th note 1 bar long, and then you could have all the rest at normal lengths of 1 or 4, 6 9.212 etc. and it would stay more spot
on then?
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> The reason it would reset is if it has an error accumulator that tracks how
> 'off' it is from the grid and then readjusts. This a common way of doing
> things in all of computer science, so it would not be that crazy to assume
> that the RS7K implements things this way.
> 
> For example, they could have a timer that periodically checks to see if
> it's time to play a note. When that timer is checked may not be exactly
> when the note is expected to play, but if it's "close enough" then you can
> play the note and track how off you were. Then later if you find that
> you're too far off, you try to play the next note later or sooner so that
> you get back on the grid.
> 
> This is probably more preferable than just keeping note to note timing
> tight but then finding that your phrases off from the entire rest of the
> song (which would happen if you were not using MIDI to sync).
> 
> That said, this timing artifact is probably inaudible for most kinds of
> music, and I doubt it's present in the internal sound generator (but I may
> test that at some point just to see if it's the RS7K's timing routine or if
> it's related to how it generates MIDI events).
> 
> If you're doing normal instrumental play, ambient, etc. then this probably
> will never affect you. If you're driving a lot of external gear or doing
> 170 bpm straight 16ths then it may end up an issue.
> 
> On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 11:14 AM, J M wrote:
> 
> > **

| 19174|19155|2012-05-15 09:59:14|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
I have no idea what the internals of the RS are like, so this is all just
my best guess. What I find interesting is that it didn't reset on the 16th
note (i.e. syncing up to the grid at the end of a measure), instead it
syncs up _close_ to the end. I only tried a one bar measure, I guess if I
wanted to be precise I could try a 4 bar measure or something and maybe
different BPMs...but that's a lot of work =)

In theory if you tracked running error you could just shift every
subsequent note by the negative of the current note's error (so if your
current note is 8 samples late, you trigger the next note 8 samples early),
but again, that's presuming a LOT about their internal algorithms.

Interestingly enough when I measured with 32nd notes, it seemed to resync
at near the end of the phrase as well, so it's not based on number of
notes, it seems to be just total error that has accumulated, but testing
with a 4 bar loop should answer that.

On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 11:53 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> That is intresting, and thanks for the enlightenment. The thing that maybe
> I'm still not getting then, is why the RS would be further off than other
> gear's timers using the same method? Slow processor, RS is just doing too
> much to keep up, hmmm... The other thing is that you could theorhetically
> then have the RS reset that accumulator more often by having a phrase that
> is just a 1/16th note 1 bar long, and then you could have all the rest at
> normal lengths of 1 or 4, 6 9.212 etc. and it would stay more spot on then?
>
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > The reason it would reset is if it has an error accumulator that tracks
> how
> > 'off' it is from the grid and then readjusts. This a common way of doing
> > things in all of computer science, so it would not be that crazy to
> assume
> > that the RS7K implements things this way.
> >
> > For example, they could have a timer that periodically checks to see if
> > it's time to play a note. When that timer is checked may not be exactly
> > when the note is expected to play, but if it's "close enough" then you
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> can
> > play the note and track how off you were. Then later if you find that
> > you're too far off, you try to play the next note later or sooner so that
> > you get back on the grid.
> >
> > This is probably more preferable than just keeping note to note timing
> > tight but then finding that your phrases off from the entire rest of the
> > song (which would happen if you were not using MIDI to sync).
> >
> > That said, this timing artifact is probably inaudible for most kinds of
> > music, and I doubt it's present in the internal sound generator (but I
> may
> > test that at some point just to see if it's the RS7K's timing routine or
> if
> > it's related to how it generates MIDI events).
> >
> > If you're doing normal instrumental play, ambient, etc. then this
> probably
> > will never affect you. If you're driving a lot of external gear or doing
> > 170 bpm straight 16ths then it may end up an issue.
> >
> > On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 11:14 AM, J M wrote:
> >
> > > **
> 
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19175|19155|2012-05-15 11:14:40|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Agree, intresting stuff. Are you the person who did the chart on the GS thread?

I was curious more on how they did it. They mention tracking the note on to actual on to a grid or something like that too, and I think they or someone on there was
comparing it to one of the same pieces of other gear, but I may be getting things mixed up.

I think the idea has been how far off it is when sending midi to other gear, not necessarly how much jitter it is getting internally for the internal sounds too, so we may be
barking up the wrong tree. That could all or some be in the midi output if it has some kind of conversion going on, and internally it might be a lot tighter... I'm suspecting
not the case though and the jitter is within the RS's main parts..

Anyhow this prompted me to break out my RS this morning but I ran out time. I was curious if I were to record by resampling an internal voice or a click or note event of
some sort, which or what sound would be best for testing that out and how do you measure the gaps on a grid? Sounds like Tron. I would be transfering the .wav from the
SM card directly and analyzing it without any other piece of gear, midi or DAC conversions stuff getting in the way, strictly RS.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> I have no idea what the internals of the RS are like, so this is all just
> my best guess. What I find interesting is that it didn't reset on the 16th
> note (i.e. syncing up to the grid at the end of a measure), instead it
> syncs up _close_ to the end. I only tried a one bar measure, I guess if I
> wanted to be precise I could try a 4 bar measure or something and maybe
> different BPMs...but that's a lot of work =)
> 
> In theory if you tracked running error you could just shift every
> subsequent note by the negative of the current note's error (so if your
> current note is 8 samples late, you trigger the next note 8 samples early),
> but again, that's presuming a LOT about their internal algorithms.
> 
> Interestingly enough when I measured with 32nd notes, it seemed to resync
> at near the end of the phrase as well, so it's not based on number of
> notes, it seems to be just total error that has accumulated, but testing
> with a 4 bar loop should answer that.
> 
> On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 11:53 AM, J M wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > That is intresting, and thanks for the enlightenment. The thing that maybe
> > I'm still not getting then, is why the RS would be further off than other
> > gear's timers using the same method? Slow processor, RS is just doing too
> > much to keep up, hmmm... The other thing is that you could theorhetically
> > then have the RS reset that accumulator more often by having a phrase that
> > is just a 1/16th note 1 bar long, and then you could have all the rest at
> > normal lengths of 1 or 4, 6 9.212 etc. and it would stay more spot on then?
> >
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| 19176|19155|2012-05-15 11:36:47|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|

>
> Agree, intresting stuff. Are you the person who did the chart on the GS
> thread?
>

Yep!

> I think the idea has been how far off it is when sending midi to other
> gear, not necessarly how much jitter it is getting internally for the
> internal sounds too, so we may be barking up the wrong tree.
>

Correct, it is ONLY tracking MIDI. If I get a chance I'll try to run the
test with internal sounds.

> Anyhow this prompted me to break out my RS this morning but I ran out
> time. I was curious if I were to record by resampling an internal voice or
> a click or note event of some sort, which or what sound would be best for
> testing that out and how do you measure the gaps on a grid? Sounds like
> Tron. I would be transfering the .wav from the SM card directly and
> analyzing it without any other piece of gear, midi or DAC conversions stuff
> getting in the way, strictly RS.
>

A sound with a very fast transient at 50% gate time with very fast release
will give you the data you need. A click or uneffected high-hat. Run that
through your audio outs into an audio capture program that supports 48KHz
and you can then do the easy math of 3000 samples between 32nd notes or
6000 samples between 16th notes. Using a spreadsheet helps =)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19177|19155|2012-05-15 17:59:13|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
I ran more tests.

http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=67539&p=666247#p666247

tl;dr version -- MIDI timing isn't great, internal sound generator is very
solid except for an occasional hiccup at the end of a pattern

On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 1:36 PM, Brian Hook <brianhook@gmail.com> wrote:

> Agree, intresting stuff. Are you the person who did the chart on the GS
>> thread?
>>
>
> Yep!
>
>
>> I think the idea has been how far off it is when sending midi to other
>> gear, not necessarly how much jitter it is getting internally for the
>> internal sounds too, so we may be barking up the wrong tree.
>>
> Correct, it is ONLY tracking MIDI. If I get a chance I'll try to run the
> test with internal sounds.
>
>
>> Anyhow this prompted me to break out my RS this morning but I ran out
>> time. I was curious if I were to record by resampling an internal voice or
>> a click or note event of some sort, which or what sound would be best for
>> testing that out and how do you measure the gaps on a grid? Sounds like
>> Tron. I would be transfering the .wav from the SM card directly and
>> analyzing it without any other piece of gear, midi or DAC conversions stuff
>> getting in the way, strictly RS.
>>
> A sound with a very fast transient at 50% gate time with very fast release
> will give you the data you need. A click or uneffected high-hat. Run that
> through your audio outs into an audio capture program that supports 48KHz
> and you can then do the easy math of 3000 samples between 32nd notes or
> 6000 samples between 16th notes. Using a spreadsheet helps =)
>
>
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19178|19155|2012-05-15 19:12:55|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
I just got home and ran some tests too on the internal sound of a high hat like you mentioned. I couldn't do it internally that way since it only goes up to 44.1, but went
phones out through my MW10 usb mixer. I see you are correct, the first note in any phrase is consistently off by a large factor in comparison to the rest of 32nd notes with
32nds. However I have more to add which may be interesting and maybe favorable or not for the RS.

I tested with 3 seperate phrases playing at the same time. phrase 1 was 2 bars, phrase 2 was 1 bar, phrase 3 1/16th so I got two 32nd high hat hits on that one. I played
them simultaneously together however I muted each track individually.

What I found is that the off note was always the first of each phrase no matter what, having the tracks playing together did not help the other. Also, majority of the time I
noticed it was about a 32 sample points delayed most of the time. I did get one once when I had just the one track alone 1st track with nothing else going on that it was
advanced about 32 sample points. I was unable to replicate that, it was always late after that first time. So WTH on that. On the 1/16th phrase every other note was
consistently lagged about 32 sample points.

Indeed interesting. To me it seemed pretty consistently off, always first hit about 32 samples delayed, the rest always seemed pretty well on target for internal hi-hat voice.

I also copied a track all tracks, it stayed consistant while listening to just one track. With multiple tracks going though and the same hi-hats, I could hear a phase difference
on the daddy hits, and I've actually noticed this effect before but never knew exactly why or what was causing it until now.

Well again, thanks for bringing this to my attention. I can see that being an issue for folks, especially if it gets worse with sending out to midi other gear. I still hope the
RS will find it uses for you though, if not I can take it off your hands for cheap ;)

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> I ran more tests.
> 
> http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=67539&p=666247#p666247
>

| 19179|19155|2012-05-15 19:16:06|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Hah, I'll probably end up selling it once my Cirklon shows (if ever...been
on the wait list for months). Until then it's all I have for sequencing
(not counting my incoming Schrittmacher) and while not perfect, it's still
much better than a PC (although I haven't tested with OS X yet).

The MIDI timing will only get worse if you have multiple tracks, polyphony,
aftertouch, etc. It's not unimaginable to have notes off by as much as
20-30ms, which is pretty insane.

On Tue, May 15, 2012 at 9:12 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> I just got home and ran some tests too on the internal sound of a high hat
> like you mentioned. I couldn't do it internally that way since it only goes
> up to 44.1, but went phones out through my MW10 usb mixer. I see you are
> correct, the first note in any phrase is consistently off by a large factor
> in comparison to the rest of 32nd notes with 32nds. However I have more to
> add which may be interesting and maybe favorable or not for the RS.
>
> I tested with 3 seperate phrases playing at the same time. phrase 1 was 2
> bars, phrase 2 was 1 bar, phrase 3 1/16th so I got two 32nd high hat hits
> on that one. I played them simultaneously together however I muted each
> track individually.
>
> What I found is that the off note was always the first of each phrase no
> matter what, having the tracks playing together did not help the other.
> Also, majority of the time I noticed it was about a 32 sample points
> delayed most of the time. I did get one once when I had just the one track
> alone 1st track with nothing else going on that it was advanced about 32
> sample points. I was unable to replicate that, it was always late after
> that first time. So WTH on that. On the 1/16th phrase every other note was
> consistently lagged about 32 sample points.
>
> Indeed interesting. To me it seemed pretty consistently off, always first
> hit about 32 samples delayed, the rest always seemed pretty well on target
> for internal hi-hat voice.
>
> I also copied a track all tracks, it stayed consistant while listening to
> just one track. With multiple tracks going though and the same hi-hats, I
> could hear a phase difference on the daddy hits, and I've actually noticed
> this effect before but never knew exactly why or what was causing it until
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> now.
>
> Well again, thanks for bringing this to my attention. I can see that being
> an issue for folks, especially if it gets worse with sending out to midi
> other gear. I still hope the RS will find it uses for you though, if not I
> can take it off your hands for cheap ;)
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > I ran more tests.
> >
> >
> http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=67539&p=666247#p666247
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19180|19155|2012-05-15 21:50:25|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
I've been doing some more testing, and I don't know if it matters much but I found out the jitter is actually coming from the end of the phrase and not the beginning. The
first notes when you press play are in time, and if you do a section change to the same section before the end of the phrase loop it doesn't do it. So I'm thinking the issue
has something to do with the end and not the start of the phrases.

Anyhow...

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> Hah, I'll probably end up selling it once my Cirklon shows (if ever...been
> on the wait list for months). Until then it's all I have for sequencing
> (not counting my incoming Schrittmacher) and while not perfect, it's still
> much better than a PC (although I haven't tested with OS X yet).
> 
> The MIDI timing will only get worse if you have multiple tracks, polyphony,
> aftertouch, etc. It's not unimaginable to have notes off by as much as
> 20-30ms, which is pretty insane.
> 

| 19181|19135|2012-05-18 02:24:17|gillespie_derek|Re: Arpeggiator....|
beat stretch can essentially be used to change the arp interval to something other than 1/16ths

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles Tyler wrote:
>
> Great tip, will try later. Thanks
>

| 19182|18684|2012-05-18 09:28:01|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone got new tracks?|
Thanks for the feedback Pegaso! I recorded my banjo sample to the RS using a Mackie 1402-VLZ mixer, a sE Microphone Filter, and a Samson C15 condenser mic. Sat
there and tweaked the EQ and levels for probably longer than I needed to but it was fun and I'm happy to hear it came thru clean!

To record the track I usually run the RS to a Tascam US-800 interface and record into Garageband. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pegaso" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> Not generally my type of music but I really like this song, is it mixed on the RS or DAW? It seems very clear and well mixed on my hd650's, good job. Its
nice when you get that flow...
> 
> Cheers.
>

| 19183|19149|2012-05-23 03:31:38|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: RE : Internal HD + Recycle + Wavelab|
sorry, cant find the folder..

thnks

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "hardyspicer" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> sorry forgot about attachments, so have created folder in files area for all members to view, sorry about quality and size I'm @ work !!
>
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| 19184|19184|2012-05-27 16:19:11|blackhula2|Which mixer with Aeib2|
Hello 

I'm thinking of buying a mixer to make the most of the aeib2. I want to be able to send seperate tracks from the RS into a p.c. (using DAW). This would be via an EMU
1820m external soundcard. I'll be using nuendo as a daw. Mostly i'll be using the computer to apply effects and to produce RS sounds without having to apply the same
reverb and master fx to all tracks. 

Might also run a laptop through mixer into main P.C as a standalone lead synth. 

I've looking at Yamaha MW10C USB Mixing Studio / Mixer or Yamaha N8. Any tips would be appreciated. 

cheers.
| 19185|19184|2012-05-27 17:48:09|J M|Re: Which mixer with Aeib2|
I've been using an MW10 for years. Its been great, I do have some minor complaints, one is that it isn't super crisp, but you can eq it a bit. Works well with aieb2 just plug
it in to another channel. Would of been nice if the mixer had an onboard effects processor to go along with it to send the extra aieb2 outs to, but that prob would of drove
the cost up. They are pretty cheap and work well enough, I'd probably get another if it died on me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
>
> Hello 
> 
> I'm thinking of buying a mixer to make the most of the aeib2. I want to be able to send seperate tracks from the RS into a p.c. (using DAW). This would be
via an EMU 1820m external soundcard. I'll be using nuendo as a daw. Mostly i'll be using the computer to apply effects and to produce RS sounds without
having to apply the same reverb and master fx to all tracks. 
> 
> Might also run a laptop through mixer into main P.C as a standalone lead synth. 
> 
> I've looking at Yamaha MW10C USB Mixing Studio / Mixer or Yamaha N8. Any tips would be appreciated. 
> 
> cheers.
>

| 19186|19184|2012-05-28 07:09:35|barry morton|Re: Which mixer with Aeib2|
thanks for advice Zam
 
I'll have a look at the MW10 . 
 
Barry

--- On Mon, 28/5/12, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Which mixer with Aeib2
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, 28 May, 2012, 0:48

  

I've been using an MW10 for years. Its been great, I do have some minor complaints, one is that it isn't super crisp, but you can eq it a bit. Works well with
aieb2 just plug it in to another channel. Would of been nice if the mixer had an onboard effects processor to go along with it to send the extra aieb2 outs to,
but that prob would of drove the cost up. They are pretty cheap and work well enough, I'd probably get another if it died on me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
>
> Hello 
> 
> I'm thinking of buying a mixer to make the most of the aeib2. I want to be able to send seperate tracks from the RS into a p.c. (using DAW). This would be
via an EMU 1820m external soundcard. I'll be using nuendo as a daw. Mostly i'll be using the computer to apply effects and to produce RS sounds without
having to apply the same reverb and master fx to all tracks. 
> 
> Might also run a laptop through mixer into main P.C as a standalone lead synth. 
> 
> I've looking at Yamaha MW10C USB Mixing Studio / Mixer or Yamaha N8. Any tips would be appreciated. 
> 
> cheers.
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19187|19184|2012-05-28 08:00:31|Ian Vine|Re: Which mixer with Aeib2|
Mackie vlz mixers are nice and have balanced inputs and a few nice routing tricks
 
IanV

________________________________
From: barry morton <blackhula2@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, 28 May 2012, 14:09
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Which mixer with Aeib2

  

thanks for advice Zam
 
I'll have a look at the MW10 . 
 
Barry

--- On Mon, 28/5/12, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Which mixer with Aeib2
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, 28 May, 2012, 0:48

  

I've been using an MW10 for years. Its been great, I do have some minor complaints, one is that it isn't super crisp, but you can eq it a bit. Works well with
aieb2 just plug it in to another channel. Would of been nice if the mixer had an onboard effects processor to go along with it to send the extra aieb2 outs to,
but that prob would of drove the cost up. They are pretty cheap and work well enough, I'd probably get another if it died on me.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
>
> Hello 
> 
> I'm thinking of buying a mixer to make the most of the aeib2. I want to be able to send seperate tracks from the RS into a p.c. (using DAW). This would be
via an EMU 1820m external soundcard. I'll be using nuendo as a daw. Mostly i'll be using the computer to apply effects and to produce RS sounds without
having to apply the same reverb and master fx to all tracks. 
> 
> Might also run a laptop through mixer into main P.C as a standalone lead synth. 
> 
> I've looking at Yamaha MW10C USB Mixing Studio / Mixer or Yamaha N8. Any tips would be appreciated. 
> 
> cheers.
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19188|19188|2012-06-01 03:33:51|gazgridlock|Grid Groove note shift or similar suggestions|
Hi all, been a while since I posted, glad to see you still going strong. The RS has been sat gathering dust recently but I've dusted it off again and had a thought...

I'm no keyboard player, I've always found it very hard to play phrases (midi notes) into the RS because a) I'm not good enough at playing live to record in replace or
overdub mode b) grid record is limited and meant for drums and one hits I guess and c) I find step record difficult, especially controlling the length of the midi notes you
are entering (I know how to do it I just don't find it very intuitive! Maybe I'm using it wrong?).

My idea was that I could record the 'rhythm' of a melody or lead on a single key in replace or overdub mode so that you end up with one long line of single notes, but they
rhythm and timing is there. Then, using Grid Groove note shift individual notes and start to build up the melody. Does that make sense?

I was excited! This could finally enable me the rhythmic control I desperately need from my RS. I sat down, loaded it up, recorded a 4 measure phrase of the same note
with a basic rhythm and.......................you can only use Grid Groove for 1 measure lengths, and then the grid groove repeats over and over for the rest of the measures in
the phrase T_T I tried everything to shift the grid groove window on to the next measure but found nothing, and after reading through my manual it seems that grid groove
is designed to be used only on short 1 measure phrases....NOOOOOO.

So, I'd like to ask, first of all does it make sense when I describe what I am trying to do? ..and how I'm limited. Is there any way to note shift individual notes for long 4
measure or more phrases?
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If not, do you mind explaining how you use your RS? Am I missing something in step record mode which would do this? Rotating the knobs in step record to position the
note and then rotating another to set the not length etc makes me lose the little creative bit I have! Is there a way in step record that I can manually shift individual notes
without deleting and re-playing them on the keyboard?

Thanks all sorry for the long post, G
| 19189|19188|2012-06-01 07:31:49|J M|Re: Grid Groove note shift or similar suggestions|
Yup grid groove I think was meant to be sort of like swing qoantization templates on the qy70 except programle. However they forgot or ran out of space to include some
useful prebuilt ones. Anyhow I suggest to keep trying the step mode,it is fast for me. Keep one hand on the knobs the other for playing notes. It is fast for me, don't know
of any tricks really. I do some back spaceing, but more often I'll clear a whole measure at a time by switching the note type to a whole note. Keep at it I guess it either
comes to you or it doesn't,it should though don't give up, I love RSs step modes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Hi all, been a while since I posted, glad to see you still going strong. The RS has been sat gathering dust recently but I've dusted it off again and had a
thought...
> 
> I'm no keyboard player, I've always found it very hard to play phrases (midi notes) into the RS because a) I'm not good enough at playing live to record in
replace or overdub mode b) grid record is limited and meant for drums and one hits I guess and c) I find step record difficult, especially controlling the length
of the midi notes you are entering (I know how to do it I just don't find it very intuitive! Maybe I'm using it wrong?).
> 
> My idea was that I could record the 'rhythm' of a melody or lead on a single key in replace or overdub mode so that you end up with one long line of single
notes, but they rhythm and timing is there. Then, using Grid Groove note shift individual notes and start to build up the melody. Does that make sense?
> 
> I was excited! This could finally enable me the rhythmic control I desperately need from my RS. I sat down, loaded it up, recorded a 4 measure phrase of
the same note with a basic rhythm and.......................you can only use Grid Groove for 1 measure lengths, and then the grid groove repeats over and over for
the rest of the measures in the phrase T_T I tried everything to shift the grid groove window on to the next measure but found nothing, and after reading
through my manual it seems that grid groove is designed to be used only on short 1 measure phrases....NOOOOOO.
> 
> So, I'd like to ask, first of all does it make sense when I describe what I am trying to do? ..and how I'm limited. Is there any way to note shift individual
notes for long 4 measure or more phrases?
> 
> If not, do you mind explaining how you use your RS? Am I missing something in step record mode which would do this? Rotating the knobs in step record
to position the note and then rotating another to set the not length etc makes me lose the little creative bit I have! Is there a way in step record that I can
manually shift individual notes without deleting and re-playing them on the keyboard?
> 
> Thanks all sorry for the long post, G
>

| 19191|19184|2012-06-02 01:26:29|blackhula2|Re: Which mixer with Aeib2|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:

>
> Mackie vlz mixers are nice and have balanced inputs and a few nice routing tricks
> Â 
> IanV
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: barry morton 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, 28 May 2012, 14:09
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Which mixer with Aeib2
> 

Thanks all for the advice. 

After looking at my soundcard(not used it for a while) I just realised it has 6 inputs on the back and 2 on the front so I probably don't even need a mixer. I'm going to use a
Novation Remote SL to automate faders in my Daw and I should have everything I need. I'd rather use as few parts in my set up as possible to keep the signal strong. Nice
that I can save a bit of money too. 

Barry

> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> thanks for advice Zam
> Â 
> I'll have a look at the MW10 . 
> Â 
> Barry
> 
> --- On Mon, 28/5/12, J M wrote:
> 
> From: J M 
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Which mixer with Aeib2
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, 28 May, 2012, 0:48
> 
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> Â  
> 
> I've been using an MW10 for years. Its been great, I do have some minor complaints, one is that it isn't super crisp, but you can eq it a bit. Works well with
aieb2 just plug it in to another channel. Would of been nice if the mixer had an onboard effects processor to go along with it to send the extra aieb2 outs to,
but that prob would of drove the cost up. They are pretty cheap and work well enough, I'd probably get another if it died on me.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blackhula2" wrote:
> >
> > Hello 
> > 
> > I'm thinking of buying a mixer to make the most of the aeib2. I want to be able to send seperate tracks from the RS into a p.c. (using DAW). This would
be via an EMU 1820m external soundcard. I'll be using nuendo as a daw. Mostly i'll be using the computer to apply effects and to produce RS sounds without
having to apply the same reverb and master fx to all tracks. 
> > 
> > Might also run a laptop through mixer into main P.C as a standalone lead synth. 
> > 
> > I've looking at Yamaha MW10C USB Mixing Studio / Mixer or Yamaha N8. Any tips would be appreciated. 
> > 
> > cheers.
> >
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19192|19192|2012-06-05 07:41:04|djr005|Which copy ?|
Ez Guys

This is pissing me right off, and I'm not sure whats the easiest way to do this.

I've got Style 1, Section A, User phrase 1 and I've created a 4 bar loop with a basic kick drum 4/4. No effects completely dry.

Now,I wanna take that kick drum and duplicate it on Style 1, Section B and add reverb to the kick drum. However when using copy track it creates user phrase 2,which is
great but the reverb ends up on user phrase 1 and phrase 2, and I only require it on phrase 2.

What is the simplest way to do this and have Section A kick drum dry and Section B kick drum reverbed.

Cheers
| 19193|19192|2012-06-05 08:57:25|J M|Re: Which copy ?|
Effects are applied to the tracks not to the phrases so no amount of copying will fix that, easist way may be to just have it on a diffrent track. What else you maybe want to
try to do is storing the change in effect on that track to a scene memory. When you switch sections, which may not be needed now anyway, you'd also have to push a scene
memory button. I know it won't be as tight since you have to manually do it, but it may also be possible to put in a scene memory event in the phrases events list, just not
sure how to do that if possible off the top of my head. They might be sequenceable in Chain mode too, I just don't use scene memory often enough to know what their deal
is, but I can look that up and figure it all out later if still interested?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
>
> Ez Guys
> 
> This is pissing me right off, and I'm not sure whats the easiest way to do this.
> 
> I've got Style 1, Section A, User phrase 1 and I've created a 4 bar loop with a basic kick drum 4/4. No effects completely dry.
> 
> Now,I wanna take that kick drum and duplicate it on Style 1, Section B and add reverb to the kick drum. However when using copy track it creates user
phrase 2,which is great but the reverb ends up on user phrase 1 and phrase 2, and I only require it on phrase 2.
> 
> What is the simplest way to do this and have Section A kick drum dry and Section B kick drum reverbed.
> 
> Cheers
>

| 19194|19192|2012-06-05 09:04:17|J M|Re: Which copy ?|
Duh, also just thought, just record in a reverb knob move, then go in to the events editor and adjust it to zero and move it to 0:00 time in the phrase and remove out the
other events. But then you'd have to put back in on the other phrase and it'll also always loop back to that setting, but doable that way if you don't mind that

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Effects are applied to the tracks not to the phrases so no amount of copying will fix that, easist way may be to just have it on a diffrent track. What else you
maybe want to try to do is storing the change in effect on that track to a scene memory. When you switch sections, which may not be needed now anyway,
you'd also have to push a scene memory button. I know it won't be as tight since you have to manually do it, but it may also be possible to put in a scene
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memory event in the phrases events list, just not sure how to do that if possible off the top of my head. They might be sequenceable in Chain mode too, I just
don't use scene memory often enough to know what their deal is, but I can look that up and figure it all out later if still interested?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "djr005" wrote:
> >
> > Ez Guys
> > 
> > This is pissing me right off, and I'm not sure whats the easiest way to do this.
> > 
> > I've got Style 1, Section A, User phrase 1 and I've created a 4 bar loop with a basic kick drum 4/4. No effects completely dry.
> > 
> > Now,I wanna take that kick drum and duplicate it on Style 1, Section B and add reverb to the kick drum. However when using copy track it creates user
phrase 2,which is great but the reverb ends up on user phrase 1 and phrase 2, and I only require it on phrase 2.
> > 
> > What is the simplest way to do this and have Section A kick drum dry and Section B kick drum reverbed.
> > 
> > Cheers
> >
>

| 19195|19192|2012-06-06 18:30:59|djr005|Re: Which copy ?|
Hey Zam, 

As ever thanks for the prompt reply. For some reason I thought the phrases could have individual effects, but it makes sense now :) 

Cheers
| 19196|19196|2012-06-08 11:14:28|keith.corbett@rocketmail.com|back up drive|
I have been using a castlewood orb to back up my data, since day one, but I am worried if anything goes wrong all my years of ideas will be lost. I have just come across a
castlewood scsi to usb adaptor cable and I have tried to get it to work but I am not succeeding. Is there something I should be doing? Baffled.
Please assist if you can. Thanks.
| 19197|19196|2012-06-08 11:21:53|J M|Re: back up drive|
Any software come with it, like for a driver you may need to install?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "keith.corbett@..." wrote:
>
> I have been using a castlewood orb to back up my data, since day one, but I am worried if anything goes wrong all my years of ideas will be lost. I have just
come across a castlewood scsi to usb adaptor cable and I have tried to get it to work but I am not succeeding. Is there something I should be doing? Baffled.
> Please assist if you can. Thanks.
>

| 19198|6695|2012-06-10 21:28:32|Mogie|RS7000 FOR SALE|
Fully expanded 64 MB memory.

Dj style Flight CASE great for transporting the RS7000. 

Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board.

The Yamaha AIEB2 Output Expansion Board expands the input/output capabilities of your RS7000 Music Production Studio.

The AIEB2 board gives you additional digital I/O options, featuring both optical and coaxial connectors, plus three stereo analog Assignable Output pairs (6 analog
jacks).

contact mogieisrael@gmail.com

or 770.899.8787

$600 FIRM. Paypal or Cash
| 19199|19199|2012-06-13 12:42:15|rukula_04|Just thinking of selling|
Hello group,

I have worked this one out for a long long time - believe me.
I´m thinking about selling my RS7k with full memory and AEIB2 in fair condition.
Why I´m thinking ´bout that?
The RS7k is as you know a wonderful gear for production and every other musical needs...
But I´m using it not that much, too less.
I live in Berlin, Germany. 
What price is the RS7k sold now? 
Is it maybe a good decision to sell it on ebay?
What do you think?

Bye
Micha
| 19200|19199|2012-06-13 14:30:27|J M|Re: Just thinking of selling|
They've seem to stablize around $500 US dollar give or take $100 for extras and condition. What that translate to where you are from I do not know. I'd say try selling it
on here or locally first, like on craigslist if you got that or some kind of cheap or free local classified listings. If that don't work then try ebay, keep them from taking their
cut if at all possible out of your pocket.
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Sorry to hear about it not getting used, hopefully it goes to a good home and we'll soon see a new and intrested RS user here.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rukula_04" wrote:
>
> Hello group,
> 
> I have worked this one out for a long long time - believe me.
> I´m thinking about selling my RS7k with full memory and AEIB2 in fair condition.
> Why I´m thinking ´bout that?
> The RS7k is as you know a wonderful gear for production and every other musical needs...
> But I´m using it not that much, too less.
> I live in Berlin, Germany. 
> What price is the RS7k sold now? 
> Is it maybe a good decision to sell it on ebay?
> What do you think?
> 
> Bye
> Micha
>

| 19201|19201|2012-06-13 14:37:48|J M|Sale/Buy|
For those that are selling or looking may also want to post and look over here:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=buysell

Zam
| 19202|19202|2012-06-16 13:25:05|Leon Mols|Loading A5000 demo disks in R7000|
Does anybody know if it's possible to load the (files from) the A5000 demo disks in a RS7000? 
Or a way to convert the samples from the A5000 to wav/aiff or something else?
My A5000 died a couple of moths ago, and I now trying to remake a track I made years ago, with some of the samples from the A5000's "A Dream" (at least, I think it
was, a trancy songs that came on one of the demo disks).

I tried copying the disks onto a SmartMedia card but the RS7000 doesn't recognize the files, neither does any program I have on my Mac (OS X Lion).

Any help would be appreciated!

Leon
| 19203|19202|2012-06-16 14:02:48|J M|Re: Loading A5000 demo disks in R7000|
I'm thinking it isn't possible with what you are trying to do. I mean it might be possible, I don't want to say impossible, but I don't think it will be like you may be
thinking. You can't just load machine specific file format up in another machine and have it sound the same.

For loading them in to the RS I think you'd already have to have the samples in .wav or .aif, and the songs in .smf or .mid format to load or import them in to the RS7000.
Even then it'd prob be quite a bit of work to get it sounding anywhere near close on the RS7000 to what you had on the a5000. I think the best you could probably hope
for is to get the .smf or .mid files and load those up in to the RS and try using its internal voices, then perhaps see if you could import the samples.

If I were in your shoes I'd probably see if someone over on the motifator.com forums, or if there is an A5000 yahoo group would be willing to take your files load them in
to their A5000, not sure but a motif might be able to do more with them but perhaps not, and then re-store the voices as samples and the songs as midi note data off to
those formats the RS can load. Or try to find and get another A5000 myself would probably be the easiest way if got the cash and can find one.

Sorry, wish I could be more help, maybe some other folks here will have some better ideas or know of a way to do it???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Leon Mols wrote:
>
> Does anybody know if it's possible to load the (files from) the A5000 demo disks in a RS7000? 
> Or a way to convert the samples from the A5000 to wav/aiff or something else?
> My A5000 died a couple of moths ago, and I now trying to remake a track I made years ago, with some of the samples from the A5000's "A Dream" (at
least, I think it was, a trancy songs that came on one of the demo disks).
> 
> I tried copying the disks onto a SmartMedia card but the RS7000 doesn't recognize the files, neither does any program I have on my Mac (OS X Lion).
> 
> Any help would be appreciated!
> 
> Leon
>

| 19204|19202|2012-06-16 14:23:39|Leon Mols|Re: Loading A5000 demo disks in R7000|
I know that usually it won't work like that but I think the RS7K manual says it reads (imports) A3000/A4000/A5000 samples ... 
I also posted this same message in the A5000 group at Yahoogroups, maybe someone is so kind to convert the samples I want into wav or aiff files.

I used to have a Motif 6, but I sold that one.
If I had any room left in my rack I would consider getting a cheap A5000 or A5000, but it's filled :) I have Roland D110 and U220's, Alesis QSR, Yamaha MU100r, CS2x,
FS1R and CS6R's, Korg TR Rack & MS20, Clavia Micro modular and a Moog Little Phatty on the hardware side, and no more room :)
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But, thanks anyway .... I need to get my hands on a Yammie Ax000 :)

Leon

On 16 jun. 2012, at 22:02, J M wrote:

> I'm thinking it isn't possible with what you are trying to do. I mean it might be possible, I don't want to say impossible, but I don't think it will be like you
may be thinking. You can't just load machine specific file format up in another machine and have it sound the same.
> 
> For loading them in to the RS I think you'd already have to have the samples in .wav or .aif, and the songs in .smf or .mid format to load or import them in
to the RS7000. Even then it'd prob be quite a bit of work to get it sounding anywhere near close on the RS7000 to what you had on the a5000. I think the best
you could probably hope for is to get the .smf or .mid files and load those up in to the RS and try using its internal voices, then perhaps see if you could
import the samples.
> 
> If I were in your shoes I'd probably see if someone over on the motifator.com forums, or if there is an A5000 yahoo group would be willing to take your
files load them in to their A5000, not sure but a motif might be able to do more with them but perhaps not, and then re-store the voices as samples and the
songs as midi note data off to those formats the RS can load. Or try to find and get another A5000 myself would probably be the easiest way if got the cash
and can find one.
> 
> Sorry, wish I could be more help, maybe some other folks here will have some better ideas or know of a way to do it???
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Leon Mols wrote:
>> 
>> Does anybody know if it's possible to load the (files from) the A5000 demo disks in a RS7000? 
>> Or a way to convert the samples from the A5000 to wav/aiff or something else?
>> My A5000 died a couple of moths ago, and I now trying to remake a track I made years ago, with some of the samples from the A5000's "A Dream" (at
least, I think it was, a trancy songs that came on one of the demo disks).
>> 
>> I tried copying the disks onto a SmartMedia card but the RS7000 doesn't recognize the files, neither does any program I have on my Mac (OS X Lion).
>> 
>> Any help would be appreciated!
>> 
>> Leon
>> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
>

| 19205|19202|2012-06-16 15:03:38|J M|Re: Loading A5000 demo disks in R7000|
Ah, so you know the deal.

I just looked in the manual and you are correct sir. It says it can import A5000 samples from SCSI. Weird, OK, why not those from SM Card then? Anyhow, it would be
interesting to see how that process would work. It also lists a other machines it can import samples, but I've got a feeling it still means they have to be .aif or .wavs, maybe
not. If I had a SCSI drive I'd tell you to send them to me to see what I could do with them for ya. Are your sample files from the A5000 contained in a separate file from
the song or pattern files?

There is a little trick, doubt it'll work but maybe worth a try. You could create a song or pattern with samples on the RS and then save it, and if the A5000 sample file is
separate you can copy/rename it over the RS's file that holds the samples, I think they are .R3S (?) and see if it'll take it.

Just an idea, otherwise anyone else on here that has a SCSI that you can send the files and can give it a go doing it on SCSI.

I think if it works though, it'll only just be the samples they'll be able to import, not the song or songs.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Leon Mols wrote:
>
> I know that usually it won't work like that but I think the RS7K manual says it reads (imports) A3000/A4000/A5000 samples ... 
> I also posted this same message in the A5000 group at Yahoogroups, maybe someone is so kind to convert the samples I want into wav or aiff files.
> 
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> I used to have a Motif 6, but I sold that one.
> If I had any room left in my rack I would consider getting a cheap A5000 or A5000, but it's filled :) I have Roland D110 and U220's, Alesis QSR, Yamaha
MU100r, CS2x, FS1R and CS6R's, Korg TR Rack & MS20, Clavia Micro modular and a Moog Little Phatty on the hardware side, and no more room :)
> 
> 
> But, thanks anyway .... I need to get my hands on a Yammie Ax000 :)
> 
> 
> Leon
> 
> 
> On 16 jun. 2012, at 22:02, J M wrote:
> 
> > I'm thinking it isn't possible with what you are trying to do. I mean it might be possible, I don't want to say impossible, but I don't think it will be like you
may be thinking. You can't just load machine specific file format up in another machine and have it sound the same.
> > 
> > For loading them in to the RS I think you'd already have to have the samples in .wav or .aif, and the songs in .smf or .mid format to load or import them
in to the RS7000. Even then it'd prob be quite a bit of work to get it sounding anywhere near close on the RS7000 to what you had on the a5000. I think the
best you could probably hope for is to get the .smf or .mid files and load those up in to the RS and try using its internal voices, then perhaps see if you could
import the samples.
> > 
> > If I were in your shoes I'd probably see if someone over on the motifator.com forums, or if there is an A5000 yahoo group would be willing to take your
files load them in to their A5000, not sure but a motif might be able to do more with them but perhaps not, and then re-store the voices as samples and the
songs as midi note data off to those formats the RS can load. Or try to find and get another A5000 myself would probably be the easiest way if got the cash
and can find one.
> > 
> > Sorry, wish I could be more help, maybe some other folks here will have some better ideas or know of a way to do it???
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Leon Mols wrote:
> >> 
> >> Does anybody know if it's possible to load the (files from) the A5000 demo disks in a RS7000? 
> >> Or a way to convert the samples from the A5000 to wav/aiff or something else?
> >> My A5000 died a couple of moths ago, and I now trying to remake a track I made years ago, with some of the samples from the A5000's "A Dream" (at
least, I think it was, a trancy songs that came on one of the demo disks).
> >> 
> >> I tried copying the disks onto a SmartMedia card but the RS7000 doesn't recognize the files, neither does any program I have on my Mac (OS X Lion).
> >> 
> >> Any help would be appreciated!
> >> 
> >> Leon
> >> 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > 
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >
>

| 19206|19202|2012-06-16 15:19:59|Leon Mols|Re: Loading A5000 demo disks in R7000|
The file structure on a Ax000 CD is complex and completely different from the structure on a 3.5" floppy disk, strangely enough.
But yes, all the files on the disks are separate files, some probably have the sample data (because they are bigger than others) and some hold the song info and additional
settings for the individual samples (and effect settings etc, I guess) File names are completely illogical (well, to me). I tried loading some of the files into Amadeus Pro (a
wave editor on Mac) and Ableton Live but they cannot recognize them. I know they're 16 bit, but that's it. I read somewhere that the file format is even in a reversed bit
order. 

I love Yamaha stuff, but sometimes they come up with the strangest ideas :)

Commercial available sample converters can process loads of formats but no Yamaha :(

I think I'll give your "trick" solution a try. 

But it's a fun project :)
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Leon

On 16 jun. 2012, at 23:03, J M wrote:

> Ah, so you know the deal.
> 
> I just looked in the manual and you are correct sir. It says it can import A5000 samples from SCSI. Weird, OK, why not those from SM Card then?
Anyhow, it would be interesting to see how that process would work. It also lists a other machines it can import samples, but I've got a feeling it still means
they have to be .aif or .wavs, maybe not. If I had a SCSI drive I'd tell you to send them to me to see what I could do with them for ya. Are your sample files
from the A5000 contained in a separate file from the song or pattern files?
> 
> There is a little trick, doubt it'll work but maybe worth a try. You could create a song or pattern with samples on the RS and then save it, and if the A5000
sample file is separate you can copy/rename it over the RS's file that holds the samples, I think they are .R3S (?) and see if it'll take it.
> 
> Just an idea, otherwise anyone else on here that has a SCSI that you can send the files and can give it a go doing it on SCSI.
> 
> I think if it works though, it'll only just be the samples they'll be able to import, not the song or songs.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Leon Mols wrote:
>> 
>> I know that usually it won't work like that but I think the RS7K manual says it reads (imports) A3000/A4000/A5000 samples ... 
>> I also posted this same message in the A5000 group at Yahoogroups, maybe someone is so kind to convert the samples I want into wav or aiff files.
>> 
>> I used to have a Motif 6, but I sold that one.
>> If I had any room left in my rack I would consider getting a cheap A5000 or A5000, but it's filled :) I have Roland D110 and U220's, Alesis QSR, Yamaha
MU100r, CS2x, FS1R and CS6R's, Korg TR Rack & MS20, Clavia Micro modular and a Moog Little Phatty on the hardware side, and no more room :)
>> 
>> 
>> But, thanks anyway .... I need to get my hands on a Yammie Ax000 :)
>> 
>> 
>> Leon
>> 
>> 
>> On 16 jun. 2012, at 22:02, J M wrote:
>> 
>>> I'm thinking it isn't possible with what you are trying to do. I mean it might be possible, I don't want to say impossible, but I don't think it will be like you
may be thinking. You can't just load machine specific file format up in another machine and have it sound the same.
>>> 
>>> For loading them in to the RS I think you'd already have to have the samples in .wav or .aif, and the songs in .smf or .mid format to load or import them
in to the RS7000. Even then it'd prob be quite a bit of work to get it sounding anywhere near close on the RS7000 to what you had on the a5000. I think the
best you could probably hope for is to get the .smf or .mid files and load those up in to the RS and try using its internal voices, then perhaps see if you could
import the samples.
>>> 
>>> If I were in your shoes I'd probably see if someone over on the motifator.com forums, or if there is an A5000 yahoo group would be willing to take your
files load them in to their A5000, not sure but a motif might be able to do more with them but perhaps not, and then re-store the voices as samples and the
songs as midi note data off to those formats the RS can load. Or try to find and get another A5000 myself would probably be the easiest way if got the cash
and can find one.
>>> 
>>> Sorry, wish I could be more help, maybe some other folks here will have some better ideas or know of a way to do it???
>>> 
>>> Zam
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Leon Mols wrote:
>>>> 
>>>> Does anybody know if it's possible to load the (files from) the A5000 demo disks in a RS7000? 
>>>> Or a way to convert the samples from the A5000 to wav/aiff or something else?
>>>> My A5000 died a couple of moths ago, and I now trying to remake a track I made years ago, with some of the samples from the A5000's "A Dream" (at
least, I think it was, a trancy songs that came on one of the demo disks).
>>>> 
>>>> I tried copying the disks onto a SmartMedia card but the RS7000 doesn't recognize the files, neither does any program I have on my Mac (OS X Lion).
>>>> 
>>>> Any help would be appreciated!
>>>> 
>>>> Leon
>>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> ------------------------------------
>>> 
>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
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>>> 
>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> 
> 
> 
>

| 19207|19207|2012-06-17 02:14:30|crvenazvezda91|WTB: Yamaha RS7000 (Broken / For Parts)|
I'm casually looking for a broken Yamaha RS7000, ideally functional, but smashed up for a "science" project...

Would also take a working one for the right price... but I'm going to smash her up anyway...
| 19208|19207|2012-06-18 08:01:55|Adrian Corston|Re: WTB: Yamaha RS7000 (Broken / For Parts)|
:-(

I hope you never find one for this purpose :-(

:-(

I completely fail to see how smashing an RS7000 could be "science" in 
any form :-(

:-(

If you do find one, donate/sell the parts to other owners so they can 
repair/restore their units if they ever fail.

:-(

On 17/06/12 5:44 PM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> I'm casually looking for a broken Yamaha RS7000, ideally functional, but smashed up for a "science" project...
>
> Would also take a working one for the right price... but I'm going to smash her up anyway...
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 19209|19209|2012-06-18 14:16:10|zap_rs7000|SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Hi guys,
i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different IDE-CF Adapters and 2
different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to work with this.
I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were way to loud for my sensitive ears.

So, anyone have tried something similar ?
Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
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Best Regards,
Stephan
| 19210|19209|2012-06-18 15:33:53|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Hi dude,

I have such a setup. 

First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted with a cf card reader on windows.

On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.

Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for a gig, luckily i had a
backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and then put the card in.

It does work .

IanV

On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" <zap_rs7000@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Hi guys,
> i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different IDE-CF
Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to work with this.
> I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were way to loud for my
sensitive ears.
> 
> So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> 
> Best Regards,
> Stephan
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19211|19207|2012-06-18 17:07:41|crvenazvezda91|Re: WTB: Yamaha RS7000 (Broken / For Parts)|
Tongue in cheek :)

I'm looking at modding one, hence the search for a broken one... I'm not going to mod/break my perfectly good working one, or buy my friends just to try and mod, and
maybe break it.

If it (the modding) doesn't work, I'll be keeping the parts in case mine fails / for repairs.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
>
> :-(
> 
> I hope you never find one for this purpose :-(
> 
> :-(
> 
> I completely fail to see how smashing an RS7000 could be "science" in 
> any form :-(
> 
> :-(
> 
> If you do find one, donate/sell the parts to other owners so they can 
> repair/restore their units if they ever fail.
> 
> :-(
> 
> 
> 
> On 17/06/12 5:44 PM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> > I'm casually looking for a broken Yamaha RS7000, ideally functional, but smashed up for a "science" project...
> >
> > Would also take a working one for the right price... but I'm going to smash her up anyway...
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
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> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
>

| 19212|19207|2012-06-18 17:23:21|Adrian Corston|Re: WTB: Yamaha RS7000 (Broken / For Parts)|
That's a relief... I'm usually more of a lurker than a poster, but you 
really managed to push my buttons there!

Cheers,
A.

On 19/06/12 8:37 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> Tongue in cheek :)
>
> I'm looking at modding one, hence the search for a broken one... I'm not going to mod/break my perfectly good working one, or buy my friends just to try
and mod, and maybe break it.
>
> If it (the modding) doesn't work, I'll be keeping the parts in case mine fails / for repairs.
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
>> :-(
>>
>> I hope you never find one for this purpose :-(
>>
>> :-(
>>
>> I completely fail to see how smashing an RS7000 could be "science" in
>> any form :-(
>>
>> :-(
>>
>> If you do find one, donate/sell the parts to other owners so they can
>> repair/restore their units if they ever fail.
>>
>> :-(
>>
>>
>>
>> On 17/06/12 5:44 PM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
>>> I'm casually looking for a broken Yamaha RS7000, ideally functional, but smashed up for a "science" project...
>>>
>>> Would also take a working one for the right price... but I'm going to smash her up anyway...
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ------------------------------------
>>>
>>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>>> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>>>
>>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
>>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>>>
>>>
>>>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 19213|19213|2012-06-19 07:25:10|gillespie_derek|RS7000.org and multi-sampling???|
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Hey, was searching for something else and found an interesting link
which unfortunately is dead :-(
http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b6379\
00fb26c8\ &threadid=1317
<http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b637\
900fb26c8\&threadid=1317> anyways, apparently it was a sneaky way of
using midi-delay etc to create some sort of multi-sampling. anyone
remember the details of what it was about? also, any update on getting
RS7000.org back on its feet?

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19214|19209|2012-06-19 13:01:05|Duncan MacFarlane|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Hi Stephan,

I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
(1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Hi dude,
>
> I have such a setup.
>
> First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> with a cf card reader on windows.
>
> On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
>
> Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> then put the card in.
>
> It does work .
>
> IanV
>
>
> On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" <zap_rs7000@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> > Hi guys,
> > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> work with this.
> > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> >
> > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> >
> > Best Regards,
> > Stephan
> >
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b6379\
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19215|19209|2012-06-20 00:23:54|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Nice one Stephan,

my train of thought was stuck back in the day of using scsi hard drive and the older os.

I'll check out a fat32 format, mind you I still haven't filled the 2gb card. 

IanV

________________________________
From: Duncan MacFarlane <tumbleguts@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 19 June 2012, 20:01
Subject: Re: [RS7000] SCSI>-IDE->CF

Hi Stephan,

I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
(1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Hi dude,
>
> I have such a setup.
>
> First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> with a cf card reader on windows.
>
> On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
>
> Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> then put the card in.
>
> It does work .
>
> IanV
>
>
> On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" <zap_rs7000@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> > Hi guys,
> > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> work with this.
> > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> >
> > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> >
> > Best Regards,
> > Stephan
> >
> >
>
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> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>  
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

------------------------------------

===================RS7000 GROUP================
Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/

To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your 
My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19216|19209|2012-06-20 00:52:21|gillespie_derek|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
>
> Hi Stephan,
> 
> I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> 
> On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Hi dude,
> >
> > I have such a setup.
> >
> > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > with a cf card reader on windows.
> >
> > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> >
> > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > then put the card in.
> >
> > It does work .
> >
> > IanV
> >
> >
> > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> >
> > > Hi guys,
> > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > work with this.
> > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
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> > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > >
> > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > >
> > > Best Regards,
> > > Stephan
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19217|19209|2012-06-20 01:54:29|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Can't speak for Duncan.

Myself I have the card reader mounted internal with a slot for the cards about midway on the front of the rs. I'll try and dig out a photo

IanV

________________________________
From: gillespie_derek <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF

  
Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
>
> Hi Stephan,
> 
> I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> 
> On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Hi dude,
> >
> > I have such a setup.
> >
> > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > with a cf card reader on windows.
> >
> > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> >
> > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > then put the card in.
> >
> > It does work .
> >
> > IanV
> >
> >
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> > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> >
> > > Hi guys,
> > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > work with this.
> > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > >
> > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > >
> > > Best Regards,
> > > Stephan
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19218|19209|2012-06-20 07:03:52|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Here's a pick of the cf reader mounted in the RS (upside down if you were wondering).

The micro modular is a different story (inspired by sneakthief, who used to hang out here I think)

IanV

________________________________
From: gillespie_derek <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF

  
Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
>
> Hi Stephan,
> 
> I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> 
> On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Hi dude,
> >
> > I have such a setup.
> >
> > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
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> > with a cf card reader on windows.
> >
> > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> >
> > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > then put the card in.
> >
> > It does work .
> >
> > IanV
> >
> >
> > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> >
> > > Hi guys,
> > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > work with this.
> > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > >
> > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > >
> > > Best Regards,
> > > Stephan
> > >
> > >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19219|19209|2012-06-20 07:14:14|Ian|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:

>
> Here's a pick of the cf reader mounted in the RS (upside down if you were wondering).
> 
> The micro modular is a different story (inspired by sneakthief, who used to hang out here I think)
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: gillespie_derek 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
> 
> 
> Â  
> Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
> flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
> >
> > Hi Stephan,
> > 
> > I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> > SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> > (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> > recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
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> > 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> > card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> > partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> > support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> > FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> > card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> > up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> > 
> > On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> > 
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > Hi dude,
> > >
> > > I have such a setup.
> > >
> > > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > > with a cf card reader on windows.
> > >
> > > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> > >
> > > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > > then put the card in.
> > >
> > > It does work .
> > >
> > > IanV
> > >
> > >
> > > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> > >
> > > > Hi guys,
> > > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > > work with this.
> > > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > > >
> > > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > > >
> > > > Best Regards,
> > > > Stephan
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19220|19209|2012-06-20 07:14:27|Ian|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Hmm, photo got stripped. It's in the Photos section under "IanV pics"

ciao

IanV

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Here's a pick of the cf reader mounted in the RS (upside down if you were wondering).
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> 
> The micro modular is a different story (inspired by sneakthief, who used to hang out here I think)
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: gillespie_derek 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
> 
> 
> Â  
> Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
> flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
> >
> > Hi Stephan,
> > 
> > I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> > SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> > (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> > recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> > 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> > card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> > partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> > support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> > FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> > card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> > up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> > 
> > On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> > 
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > Hi dude,
> > >
> > > I have such a setup.
> > >
> > > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > > with a cf card reader on windows.
> > >
> > > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> > >
> > > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > > then put the card in.
> > >
> > > It does work .
> > >
> > > IanV
> > >
> > >
> > > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> > >
> > > > Hi guys,
> > > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > > work with this.
> > > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > > >
> > > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > > >
> > > > Best Regards,
> > > > Stephan
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19221|19207|2012-06-20 09:07:08|gazgridlock|Re: WTB: Yamaha RS7000 (Broken / For Parts)|
What type of modding do you have in mind? I'm curious.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
>
> That's a relief... I'm usually more of a lurker than a poster, but you 
> really managed to push my buttons there!
> 
> Cheers,
> A.
> 
> 
> On 19/06/12 8:37 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> > Tongue in cheek :)
> >
> > I'm looking at modding one, hence the search for a broken one... I'm not going to mod/break my perfectly good working one, or buy my friends just to try
and mod, and maybe break it.
> >
> > If it (the modding) doesn't work, I'll be keeping the parts in case mine fails / for repairs.
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
> >> :-(
> >>
> >> I hope you never find one for this purpose :-(
> >>
> >> :-(
> >>
> >> I completely fail to see how smashing an RS7000 could be "science" in
> >> any form :-(
> >>
> >> :-(
> >>
> >> If you do find one, donate/sell the parts to other owners so they can
> >> repair/restore their units if they ever fail.
> >>
> >> :-(
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> On 17/06/12 5:44 PM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> >>> I'm casually looking for a broken Yamaha RS7000, ideally functional, but smashed up for a "science" project...
> >>>
> >>> Would also take a working one for the right price... but I'm going to smash her up anyway...
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >>> ------------------------------------
> >>>
> >>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >>> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >>>
> >>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> >>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >>>
> >>>
> >>>
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
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> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
>

| 19222|19207|2012-06-20 17:24:14|crvenazvezda91|Re: WTB: Yamaha RS7000 (Broken / For Parts)|
First thing will be looking at removing / changing the power supply and cutting the case down to make it smaller.

Second thing will be, well, I have some ideas, but we'll see how the first thing goes.

Hence the looking for a broken one, don't want to kill a perfectly good RS7000 just for my curiosity.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> What type of modding do you have in mind? I'm curious.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
> >
> > That's a relief... I'm usually more of a lurker than a poster, but you 
> > really managed to push my buttons there!
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > A.
> > 
> > 
> > On 19/06/12 8:37 AM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> > > Tongue in cheek :)
> > >
> > > I'm looking at modding one, hence the search for a broken one... I'm not going to mod/break my perfectly good working one, or buy my friends just to
try and mod, and maybe break it.
> > >
> > > If it (the modding) doesn't work, I'll be keeping the parts in case mine fails / for repairs.
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
> > >> :-(
> > >>
> > >> I hope you never find one for this purpose :-(
> > >>
> > >> :-(
> > >>
> > >> I completely fail to see how smashing an RS7000 could be "science" in
> > >> any form :-(
> > >>
> > >> :-(
> > >>
> > >> If you do find one, donate/sell the parts to other owners so they can
> > >> repair/restore their units if they ever fail.
> > >>
> > >> :-(
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >> On 17/06/12 5:44 PM, crvenazvezda91 wrote:
> > >>> I'm casually looking for a broken Yamaha RS7000, ideally functional, but smashed up for a "science" project...
> > >>>
> > >>> Would also take a working one for the right price... but I'm going to smash her up anyway...
> > >>>
> > >>>
> > >>>
> > >>> ------------------------------------
> > >>>
> > >>> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > >>> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > >>> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >>>
> > >>> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > >>> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > >>> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >>>
> > >>>
> > >>>
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
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> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19223|19213|2012-06-20 17:25:02|dj_trajan|Re: RS7000.org and multi-sampling???|
Unfortunately the IT guy and myself have been unavailable to contact Mr. Round to get the data sent over. I sent a message to him a few days ago asking if there was
anything I could do to help get data over but still no response.. : / 

I'll try again in a week or so, I don't want to become a nuisance to him.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Hey, was searching for something else and found an interesting link
> which unfortunately is dead :-(
> http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b6379\
> 00fb26c8\ &threadid=1317
> <http://data.rs7000.org/forums/printthread.php?s=d73f58943c47cc8e842b637\
> 900fb26c8\&threadid=1317> anyways, apparently it was a sneaky way of
> using midi-delay etc to create some sort of multi-sampling. anyone
> remember the details of what it was about? also, any update on getting
> RS7000.org back on its feet?
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19224|19209|2012-06-21 01:43:49|gillespie_derek|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
how do the load speeds compare against smartmedia? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> Hmm, photo got stripped. It's in the Photos section under "IanV pics"
> 
> ciao
> 
> IanV
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Here's a pick of the cf reader mounted in the RS (upside down if you were wondering).
> > 
> > The micro modular is a different story (inspired by sneakthief, who used to hang out here I think)
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: gillespie_derek 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
> > flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi Stephan,
> > > 
> > > I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> > > SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> > > (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> > > recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> > > 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> > > card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> > > partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> > > support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> > > FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
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> > > card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> > > up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> > > 
> > > On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> > > 
> > > > **
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Hi dude,
> > > >
> > > > I have such a setup.
> > > >
> > > > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > > > with a cf card reader on windows.
> > > >
> > > > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > > > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> > > >
> > > > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > > > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > > > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > > > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > > > then put the card in.
> > > >
> > > > It does work .
> > > >
> > > > IanV
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Hi guys,
> > > > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > > > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > > > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > > > work with this.
> > > > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > > > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > > > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > > > >
> > > > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > > > >
> > > > > Best Regards,
> > > > > Stephan
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19225|19209|2012-06-21 03:51:13|Ian Vine|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Faster, actually faster than the scsi drive I used to use.

Still not as fast as it could be, but that is down to Yamaha's coding. All their products at the time suffered from slow disk speeds.

I'll do some timings tonight and let you know.

IanV

________________________________
From: gillespie_derek <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, 21 June 2012, 8:43
Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
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how do the load speeds compare against smartmedia? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
>
> Hmm, photo got stripped. It's in the Photos section under "IanV pics"
> 
> ciao
> 
> IanV
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Here's a pick of the cf reader mounted in the RS (upside down if you were wondering).
> > 
> > The micro modular is a different story (inspired by sneakthief, who used to hang out here I think)
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: gillespie_derek 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
> > flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi Stephan,
> > > 
> > > I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> > > SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> > > (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> > > recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> > > 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> > > card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> > > partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> > > support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> > > FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> > > card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> > > up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> > > 
> > > On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> > > 
> > > > **
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Hi dude,
> > > >
> > > > I have such a setup.
> > > >
> > > > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > > > with a cf card reader on windows.
> > > >
> > > > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > > > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> > > >
> > > > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > > > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > > > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > > > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > > > then put the card in.
> > > >
> > > > It does work .
> > > >
> > > > IanV
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > > Hi guys,
> > > > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
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> > > > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > > > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > > > work with this.
> > > > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > > > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > > > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > > > >
> > > > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
> > > > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > > > >
> > > > > Best Regards,
> > > > > Stephan
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19226|19209|2012-06-21 13:07:50|zap_rs7000|Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF|
Thank you very much for all the replies.
I think i have set up everything correctly you mentioned (scsi ids, latest Rs7k os, formatting with fat ...)
So, i'm curious, why maybe the ide card readers i use or the cf cards may not work ... if i use a ide harddisk, the adapter works flawlessly, but i want something totally
silent.

Can you tell me which specific type of ide cf adapter and card brand&size you are using, which are working with the acard ?

Maybe i have to invest a bit more money and not always buy the cheapest ... ;)

Regarding SCSI speed, for me, 
loading/write 64MB from Smartmedia -> 255 sec(read), 268(write)
loading/write 64MB from SCSI HD -> 36 sec(read), 57(read)
(tested after recording one big sample to fill the memory almost completely)
So it really makes a huuuge difference (factor 7)

Cheers,
Stephan

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Faster, actually faster than the scsi drive I used to use.
> 
> Still not as fast as it could be, but that is down to Yamaha's coding. All their products at the time suffered from slow disk speeds.
> 
> I'll do some timings tonight and let you know.
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: gillespie_derek 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, 21 June 2012, 8:43
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
> 
> 
> Â  
> how do the load speeds compare against smartmedia? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Ian" wrote:
> >
> > Hmm, photo got stripped. It's in the Photos section under "IanV pics"
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> > 
> > ciao
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> > >
> > > Here's a pick of the cf reader mounted in the RS (upside down if you were wondering).
> > > 
> > > The micro modular is a different story (inspired by sneakthief, who used to hang out here I think)
> > > 
> > > IanV
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: gillespie_derek 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 7:52
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Re: SCSI>-IDE->CF
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã Â  
> > > Duncan, where do you site the drive so that you have access to the cards. I was wanting to have it sited within the unit but 
> > > flush and accessible from outside so would need a hole somewhere. also, what are load times compared to the usual smartmedia?
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Duncan MacFarlane wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi Stephan,
> > > > 
> > > > I too have this setup with an ACARD IDE to SCSI adapter working. Being
> > > > SCSI, you need to make sure that the adapter is set to a useable SCSI ID
> > > > (1-7) by setting the pins on the ACARD itself. Other than that, I don't
> > > > recall any significant issues in getting it to work. The ACARD does need a
> > > > 5v computer molex power connection. If you use the RS7000 to format the CF
> > > > card - it will only format in FAT-16 format - limiting your format to a 2GB
> > > > partition. It should be noted that the last RS7000 update provided FAT-32
> > > > support. Which means that if you format the CF card on the computer to
> > > > FAT-32 format, the RS7000 can see and use all available space on the CF
> > > > card. I have this working flawlessly with a 4GB CF card. And have connected
> > > > up a 18GB drive, and been able to see / use all 18GB. Hope this helps.
> > > > 
> > > > On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 7:33 AM, Ian Vine wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > > **
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi dude,
> > > > >
> > > > > I have such a setup.
> > > > >
> > > > > First up I could only get it to work with 2gb cards which I had formatted
> > > > > with a cf card reader on windows.
> > > > >
> > > > > On the rs side. Cf card has to be plugged in at power up. I can't recall
> > > > > the deal but it is something to do with the card running in hot swap mode.
> > > > >
> > > > > Go to the scsi menu and mount the cf drive. I have had a situation where
> > > > > the cf adapter didn't show up. Unfortunately, this was while setting up for
> > > > > a gig, luckily i had a backup on the smartmedia. Reformatting the card
> > > > > sorted this, not sure what happened but I think I powered up the rs and
> > > > > then put the card in.
> > > > >
> > > > > It does work .
> > > > >
> > > > > IanV
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > On 18 Jun 2012, at 21:16, "zap_rs7000" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > > Hi guys,
> > > > > > i recently aquired a Acard AEC7720U SCSI-IDE Adapter cheaply.
> > > > > > Although I read in some other post here, that someone actually got this
> > > > > to work with a IDE-Compact Flash Adapter, i already tried 2 different
> > > > > IDE-CF Adapters and 2 different CF Cards, and couldn't get the RS7000 to
> > > > > work with this.
> > > > > > I would be really nice to have this very silent solution for storing.
> > > > > > I rarely use my RS7000 for sampling, since it is so daaaaamn slow
> > > > > storing to the smartmedia cards, and the scsi drives i tried so far were
> > > > > way to loud for my sensitive ears.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > So, anyone have tried something similar ?
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> > > > > > Some recommendation for IDE-CF Adapter/CF card type to use ?
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Best Regards,
> > > > > > Stephan
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19227|19227|2012-06-23 19:25:04|J M|Saved an RS7000 today!|
Good news is I got a second RS! Bad news, it was a bit BROKEN >:(

I have to assume the stop button was damaged during shipping by being squashed by the power cord being packed on top of it, or... well don't want to say or assume
anything else cause it was supposed to be 100%. 

Anyhow, I had a hell of time taking it apart and repairing it, but I surprised myself.

Had a heck of a time taking it all apart and getting to the buttons. 150 or so screws later, I had to super glue the plastic that broke around the the stop and play buttons, and
replaced a tact switch. I was able to find tact switches in a package of 4 switches about $4.00 from radio shack. However, I don't recommend using the radio shack tact
switches, they come with 4 prongs on the bottom and RS's are 2 prongs, but I got lucky because the ones for those buttons where taller than the rest of the tact switches in
the RS and radio shack just so happen to only have the taller ones. I suppose they could be cut or filed down for all the shorter ones, but anyway I was able to just modify
it with some wires and use one of the holes that the button case supposed to snap in to, to go around the back and solder the wires where the 2 prongs went. Super glued
the switch down in place since there was no solder to hold it down. Then the hard part was getting it all back together, took a few attempts to find were all the wires pulled
through and went to on the boards, but I finally got it. Tried it out and it is working great!

If you ever run in to the same problem, note the radio shack tact switches are only the right height for the rec back stop and play buttons, and the 4 prongs on the bottom
work in a X configuration. Meaning you have to wire / or \ to each other and not across = ways. There were no instructions about that, tested them with a meter first, why
4 and this config? I do not know. 

So it seems 100% operational now, knock on wood. Just a few scratches and wear marks which don't bother me, means it was loved, and now it shall be loved again. Can't
wait to make some tunes with 32 tracks of RS7000 now.

Zam
| 19228|19227|2012-06-25 11:40:21|dj_trajan|Re: Saved an RS7000 today!|
Nice job Zam! You didn't happen to snap some photos of the process did you?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Good news is I got a second RS! Bad news, it was a bit BROKEN >:(
> 
> I have to assume the stop button was damaged during shipping by being squashed by the power cord being packed on top of it, or... well don't want to say or
assume anything else cause it was supposed to be 100%. 
> 
> Anyhow, I had a hell of time taking it apart and repairing it, but I surprised myself.
> 
> Had a heck of a time taking it all apart and getting to the buttons. 150 or so screws later, I had to super glue the plastic that broke around the the stop and
play buttons, and replaced a tact switch. I was able to find tact switches in a package of 4 switches about $4.00 from radio shack. However, I don't
recommend using the radio shack tact switches, they come with 4 prongs on the bottom and RS's are 2 prongs, but I got lucky because the ones for those
buttons where taller than the rest of the tact switches in the RS and radio shack just so happen to only have the taller ones. I suppose they could be cut or filed
down for all the shorter ones, but anyway I was able to just modify it with some wires and use one of the holes that the button case supposed to snap in to, to
go around the back and solder the wires where the 2 prongs went. Super glued the switch down in place since there was no solder to hold it down. Then the
hard part was getting it all back together, took a few attempts to find were all the wires pulled through and went to on the boards, but I finally got it. Tried it
out and it is working great!
> 
> If you ever run in to the same problem, note the radio shack tact switches are only the right height for the rec back stop and play buttons, and the 4 prongs
on the bottom work in a X configuration. Meaning you have to wire / or \ to each other and not across = ways. There were no instructions about that, tested
them with a meter first, why 4 and this config? I do not know. 
> 
> So it seems 100% operational now, knock on wood. Just a few scratches and wear marks which don't bother me, means it was loved, and now it shall be
loved again. Can't wait to make some tunes with 32 tracks of RS7000 now.
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> 
> Zam
>

| 19229|19227|2012-06-25 16:05:14|J M|Re: Saved an RS7000 today!|
Not the whole process but did take a few pics:

http://www.vintagesynth.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=47328&start=195

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "dj_trajan" wrote:
>
> Nice job Zam! You didn't happen to snap some photos of the process did you?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Good news is I got a second RS! Bad news, it was a bit BROKEN >:(
> > 
> > I have to assume the stop button was damaged during shipping by being squashed by the power cord being packed on top of it, or... well don't want to say
or assume anything else cause it was supposed to be 100%. 
> > 
> > Anyhow, I had a hell of time taking it apart and repairing it, but I surprised myself.
> > 
> > Had a heck of a time taking it all apart and getting to the buttons. 150 or so screws later, I had to super glue the plastic that broke around the the stop and
play buttons, and replaced a tact switch. I was able to find tact switches in a package of 4 switches about $4.00 from radio shack. However, I don't
recommend using the radio shack tact switches, they come with 4 prongs on the bottom and RS's are 2 prongs, but I got lucky because the ones for those
buttons where taller than the rest of the tact switches in the RS and radio shack just so happen to only have the taller ones. I suppose they could be cut or filed
down for all the shorter ones, but anyway I was able to just modify it with some wires and use one of the holes that the button case supposed to snap in to, to
go around the back and solder the wires where the 2 prongs went. Super glued the switch down in place since there was no solder to hold it down. Then the
hard part was getting it all back together, took a few attempts to find were all the wires pulled through and went to on the boards, but I finally got it. Tried it
out and it is working great!
> > 
> > If you ever run in to the same problem, note the radio shack tact switches are only the right height for the rec back stop and play buttons, and the 4 prongs
on the bottom work in a X configuration. Meaning you have to wire / or \ to each other and not across = ways. There were no instructions about that, tested
them with a meter first, why 4 and this config? I do not know. 
> > 
> > So it seems 100% operational now, knock on wood. Just a few scratches and wear marks which don't bother me, means it was loved, and now it shall be
loved again. Can't wait to make some tunes with 32 tracks of RS7000 now.
> > 
> > Zam
> >
>

| 19230|19155|2012-07-02 04:50:24|gillespie_derek|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at play here:

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771

the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also changed to 0.

anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I've been doing some more testing, and I don't know if it matters much but I found out the jitter is actually coming from the end of the phrase and not the
beginning. The first notes when you press play are in time, and if you do a section change to the same section before the end of the phrase loop it doesn't do it.
So I'm thinking the issue has something to do with the end and not the start of the phrases.
> 
> Anyhow...
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > Hah, I'll probably end up selling it once my Cirklon shows (if ever...been
> > on the wait list for months). Until then it's all I have for sequencing
> > (not counting my incoming Schrittmacher) and while not perfect, it's still
> > much better than a PC (although I haven't tested with OS X yet).
> > 
> > The MIDI timing will only get worse if you have multiple tracks, polyphony,
> > aftertouch, etc. It's not unimaginable to have notes off by as much as
> > 20-30ms, which is pretty insane.
> > 
> 
>

| 19231|19155|2012-07-02 08:40:13|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
I think I tried that with no luck, but I'll try that next chance I get making sure the midi delay is to 0 and see if I still get that minute hiccup when the end of phrases on my
RS. Will report back unless someone beats me to it...
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at play here:
> 
> http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771
> 
> the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also changed to 0.
> 
> anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?
> 

| 19232|19155|2012-07-02 08:49:48|Brian Hook|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
i'm curious about this too, let me know what you find, I'm not back home
until next week so I have no easy way to check it out right now.

On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 7:16 AM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> I think I tried that with no luck, but I'll try that next chance I get
> making sure the midi delay is to 0 and see if I still get that minute
> hiccup when the end of phrases on my RS. Will report back unless someone
> beats me to it...
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
> wrote:
> >
> > just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at
> play here:
> >
> > http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771
> >
> > the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms
> of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also
> changed to 0.
> >
> > anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?
> >
> 
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19233|19155|2012-07-03 01:41:13|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Tried, and it still hiccups when a phrase resets.

As I prob mentioned before, if you are using phrases that are the same length the hiccup on reset stays relative. Meaning, timing may be slightly off on first couple
hundredths but they'll be off relatively equally. Not tested with actual midi out to other gear, but tested for internal sounds, timing on phrases with two different lengths.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
>
> i'm curious about this too, let me know what you find, I'm not back home
> until next week so I have no easy way to check it out right now.
> 
> On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 7:16 AM, J M wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > I think I tried that with no luck, but I'll try that next chance I get
> > making sure the midi delay is to 0 and see if I still get that minute
> > hiccup when the end of phrases on my RS. Will report back unless someone
> > beats me to it...
> >
> > Zam
> >
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> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at
> > play here:
> > >
> > > http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771
> > >
> > > the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms
> > of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also
> > changed to 0.
> > >
> > > anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?
> > >
> > 
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19234|19155|2012-07-03 02:37:48|gillespie_derek|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
worth a try. the fact it occurs doesn't worry me. i fact if roger linn had designed the RS people would be saying the hiccup was part of the sequencer magic :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Tried, and it still hiccups when a phrase resets.
> 
> As I prob mentioned before, if you are using phrases that are the same length the hiccup on reset stays relative. Meaning, timing may be slightly off on first
couple hundredths but they'll be off relatively equally. Not tested with actual midi out to other gear, but tested for internal sounds, timing on phrases with two
different lengths.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > i'm curious about this too, let me know what you find, I'm not back home
> > until next week so I have no easy way to check it out right now.
> > 
> > On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 7:16 AM, J M wrote:
> > 
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > I think I tried that with no luck, but I'll try that next chance I get
> > > making sure the midi delay is to 0 and see if I still get that minute
> > > hiccup when the end of phrases on my RS. Will report back unless someone
> > > beats me to it...
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at
> > > play here:
> > > >
> > > > http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771
> > > >
> > > > the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms
> > > of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also
> > > changed to 0.
> > > >
> > > > anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?
> > > >
> > > 
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19235|19155|2012-07-03 02:58:46|Ian Vine|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
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Ha! Right on.

________________________________
From: gillespie_derek <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 3 July 2012, 9:37
Subject: [RS7000] Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?

  
worth a try. the fact it occurs doesn't worry me. i fact if roger linn had designed the RS people would be saying the hiccup was part of the sequencer magic :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Tried, and it still hiccups when a phrase resets.
> 
> As I prob mentioned before, if you are using phrases that are the same length the hiccup on reset stays relative. Meaning, timing may be slightly off on first
couple hundredths but they'll be off relatively equally. Not tested with actual midi out to other gear, but tested for internal sounds, timing on phrases with two
different lengths.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> >
> > i'm curious about this too, let me know what you find, I'm not back home
> > until next week so I have no easy way to check it out right now.
> > 
> > On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 7:16 AM, J M wrote:
> > 
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > I think I tried that with no luck, but I'll try that next chance I get
> > > making sure the midi delay is to 0 and see if I still get that minute
> > > hiccup when the end of phrases on my RS. Will report back unless someone
> > > beats me to it...
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at
> > > play here:
> > > >
> > > > http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771
> > > >
> > > > the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms
> > > of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also
> > > changed to 0.
> > > >
> > > > anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?
> > > >
> > > 
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19236|19155|2012-07-03 04:24:35|J M|Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?|
Yep, I don't see as "woefully inaccurate" for most purposes. Only slightly minimally a bit odd if you know exactly what is going on with it. If it is such a big problem for
anyone, I imagine they will be in for a hell of time anyway and they should be seeking out what would work best for their timing needs. Good luck, and sorry you'll be
missing out on a lot of stuff that what would otherwise probably be great pieces of kit.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Ha! Right on.
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: gillespie_derek 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Tuesday, 3 July 2012, 9:37
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: BPM woefully inaccurate?
> 
> 
> Â  
> worth a try. the fact it occurs doesn't worry me. i fact if roger linn had designed the RS people would be saying the hiccup was part of the sequencer magic
:-)
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Tried, and it still hiccups when a phrase resets.
> > 
> > As I prob mentioned before, if you are using phrases that are the same length the hiccup on reset stays relative. Meaning, timing may be slightly off on
first couple hundredths but they'll be off relatively equally. Not tested with actual midi out to other gear, but tested for internal sounds, timing on phrases with
two different lengths.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Brian Hook wrote:
> > >
> > > i'm curious about this too, let me know what you find, I'm not back home
> > > until next week so I have no easy way to check it out right now.
> > > 
> > > On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 7:16 AM, J M wrote:
> > > 
> > > > **
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > I think I tried that with no luck, but I'll try that next chance I get
> > > > making sure the midi delay is to 0 and see if I still get that minute
> > > > hiccup when the end of phrases on my RS. Will report back unless someone
> > > > beats me to it...
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" 
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > just read something interesting on the RM1X group which may/not be at
> > > > play here:
> > > > >
> > > > > http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/rm1x/message/6771
> > > > >
> > > > > the suggestion being that midi delay even when switched 'off' in terms
> > > > of level can still affect timing if the default of 3 repeats isn't also
> > > > changed to 0.
> > > > >
> > > > > anyone with a better ear than me see if this also occurs on the RS?
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19237|19188|2012-07-06 07:38:59|gazgridlock|Re: Grid Groove note shift or similar suggestions|
Hi all,

For posterity, and to give back to the community where possible, I've come back to post my findings here in case anybody else ever has the same question as I did and
searches!
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The functionality that I was looking for was there all along, just hiding a little.

EDIT > EDIT CHANGE

This brings up a tracker style menu for the current track/phrase. You can scroll up and down the notes in order and change the note/gate/velo without deleting and
recreating.

As an example, if you want to play a simple bassline (but don't like step record mode and aren't good enough to play the bassline in real time) you record in the 'rhythm' of
the bassline in replace record mode using just one note (Eg: C3). Then when the rhythm is recorded go Edit > Edit change and use the tracker style interface to change
notes one by one, safe in the knowledge that rhythm cannot be lost!

/////

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> 
> Yup grid groove I think was meant to be sort of like swing qoantization templates on the qy70 except programle. However they forgot or ran out of space to
include some useful prebuilt ones. Anyhow I suggest to keep trying the step mode,it is fast for me. Keep one hand on the knobs the other for playing notes. It
is fast for me, don't know of any tricks really. I do some back spaceing, but more often I'll clear a whole measure at a time by switching the note type to a
whole note. Keep at it I guess it either comes to you or it doesn't,it should though don't give up, I love RSs step modes.
> 
> Zam
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all, been a while since I posted, glad to see you still going strong. The RS has been sat gathering dust recently but I've dusted it off again and had a
thought...
> > 
> > I'm no keyboard player, I've always found it very hard to play phrases (midi notes) into the RS because a) I'm not good enough at playing live to record in
replace or overdub mode b) grid record is limited and meant for drums and one hits I guess and c) I find step record difficult, especially controlling the length
of the midi notes you are entering (I know how to do it I just don't find it very intuitive! Maybe I'm using it wrong?).
> > 
> > My idea was that I could record the 'rhythm' of a melody or lead on a single key in replace or overdub mode so that you end up with one long line of
single notes, but they rhythm and timing is there. Then, using Grid Groove note shift individual notes and start to build up the melody. Does that make sense?
> > 
> > I was excited! This could finally enable me the rhythmic control I desperately need from my RS. I sat down, loaded it up, recorded a 4 measure phrase of
the same note with a basic rhythm and.......................you can only use Grid Groove for 1 measure lengths, and then the grid groove repeats over and over for
the rest of the measures in the phrase T_T I tried everything to shift the grid groove window on to the next measure but found nothing, and after reading
through my manual it seems that grid groove is designed to be used only on short 1 measure phrases....NOOOOOO.
> > 
> > So, I'd like to ask, first of all does it make sense when I describe what I am trying to do? ..and how I'm limited. Is there any way to note shift individual
notes for long 4 measure or more phrases?
> > 
> > If not, do you mind explaining how you use your RS? Am I missing something in step record mode which would do this? Rotating the knobs in step
record to position the note and then rotating another to set the not length etc makes me lose the little creative bit I have! Is there a way in step record that I can
manually shift individual notes without deleting and re-playing them on the keyboard?
> > 
> > Thanks all sorry for the long post, G
> >
>

| 19238|19238|2012-07-12 08:06:54|midihooker666|rs-7000 start-lag in slave-mode?|
Hi guys. Im about to get a rs-7000 but reading this LAG thing.. that it´s allways wait 0.5s beofre it start when in slave mode.. is this true?? is it the same with rm1x? im
getting a cirkon sequencer that i want to have as a master.. or right now i have ableton live/interlock sync-lock 96ppq as master..
peace
peter
| 19239|19238|2012-07-12 08:42:53|J M|Re: rs-7000 start-lag in slave-mode?|
Welcome to the group!

I've noticed no lag in slave mode myself. Not saying there isn't any, but half a second, no way. I'm slaving two RS's tho and I've only been doing that for a short time, you
might get differnt results with using different gear as a master clock for it. If you do get lag it probably won't be just because of the RS, at least when you are slaving it. If
you wind up getting some lag in this area, I'm not 100% sure off hand, but I think you can switch the RS to use MTC timing and delay or advance that if it is a consistent
type of lag. Please correct me if I'm wrong on that if anyone happens to know better, because I've not had to use that part of the RS.

There is some timing issues the RS has we've been going over here recently if you feel like going back and reading up on it, but from what you've mentioned it doesn't
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seem like something that should give you much of a concern. I don't know exactly what all you are or will be doing, so I can't be 100% positive it'll work perfectly for
you. What I know is that if you have timing concerns that are valid with the RS's timing then you'll prob have a heck of time syncing a lot of gear up and you'll be limiting
yourself to a small percentage of what would otherwise be a great sequencer for you.

I say get one if you can, test it out and give it some time, you shouldn't have too hard of time selling it off if you don't like it, it might even apreciate in value a couple
dollars as long as you take good care of it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "midihooker666" wrote:
>
> Hi guys. Im about to get a rs-7000 but reading this LAG thing.. that it´s allways wait 0.5s beofre it start when in slave mode.. is this true?? is it the same
with rm1x? im getting a cirkon sequencer that i want to have as a master.. or right now i have ableton live/interlock sync-lock 96ppq as master..
> peace
> peter
>

| 19240|19188|2012-07-12 09:55:05|J M|Re: Grid Groove note shift or similar suggestions|
Good tip because I think some folks probably never even realize or seen that part of the RS. It can be very useful in some instances, but I think it is a slow way of
sequencing and or editing notes. Still, one of the things I often go in it for, besides deleting the PC events it puts in there after converting a pattern to song, is to increase
the note length/gate to over 2 measures since it can't do that in step mode. The little QYs also had that problem in step mode except they could only gate up to 100%
whole note if I remember right, where the RS can do 200%, so I remember going in to the editor to do 2 measure long notes quite a bit more often then I do on the RS. Oh
and I also often use it to delete out or reduce the amount of manually recorded sweeps of knobs like brightness or pitch etc. since those don't show up in step and you don't
usually need as many as it records (can also do thin job for that too, but prob can be overlap from overdub rec mode too), so it is good to be able to go in and check on the
events list.

I still think you ought to get familiar with step rec if you want to build or edit seqs fast, but I won't push it down your throat any more if you've found what you needing
using the events editor.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> 
> For posterity, and to give back to the community where possible, I've come back to post my findings here in case anybody else ever has the same question
as I did and searches!
> 
> The functionality that I was looking for was there all along, just hiding a little.
> 
> EDIT > EDIT CHANGE
> 
> This brings up a tracker style menu for the current track/phrase. You can scroll up and down the notes in order and change the note/gate/velo without
deleting and recreating.
> 
> As an example, if you want to play a simple bassline (but don't like step record mode and aren't good enough to play the bassline in real time) you record in
the 'rhythm' of the bassline in replace record mode using just one note (Eg: C3). Then when the rhythm is recorded go Edit > Edit change and use the tracker
style interface to change notes one by one, safe in the knowledge that rhythm cannot be lost!
> 
> 
> /////
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Yup grid groove I think was meant to be sort of like swing qoantization templates on the qy70 except programle. However they forgot or ran out of space
to include some useful prebuilt ones. Anyhow I suggest to keep trying the step mode,it is fast for me. Keep one hand on the knobs the other for playing notes.
It is fast for me, don't know of any tricks really. I do some back spaceing, but more often I'll clear a whole measure at a time by switching the note type to a
whole note. Keep at it I guess it either comes to you or it doesn't,it should though don't give up, I love RSs step modes.
> > 
> > Zam
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
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> > >
> > > Hi all, been a while since I posted, glad to see you still going strong. The RS has been sat gathering dust recently but I've dusted it off again and had a
thought...
> > > 
> > > I'm no keyboard player, I've always found it very hard to play phrases (midi notes) into the RS because a) I'm not good enough at playing live to record
in replace or overdub mode b) grid record is limited and meant for drums and one hits I guess and c) I find step record difficult, especially controlling the
length of the midi notes you are entering (I know how to do it I just don't find it very intuitive! Maybe I'm using it wrong?).
> > > 
> > > My idea was that I could record the 'rhythm' of a melody or lead on a single key in replace or overdub mode so that you end up with one long line of
single notes, but they rhythm and timing is there. Then, using Grid Groove note shift individual notes and start to build up the melody. Does that make sense?
> > > 
> > > I was excited! This could finally enable me the rhythmic control I desperately need from my RS. I sat down, loaded it up, recorded a 4 measure phrase
of the same note with a basic rhythm and.......................you can only use Grid Groove for 1 measure lengths, and then the grid groove repeats over and over
for the rest of the measures in the phrase T_T I tried everything to shift the grid groove window on to the next measure but found nothing, and after reading
through my manual it seems that grid groove is designed to be used only on short 1 measure phrases....NOOOOOO.
> > > 
> > > So, I'd like to ask, first of all does it make sense when I describe what I am trying to do? ..and how I'm limited. Is there any way to note shift individual
notes for long 4 measure or more phrases?
> > > 
> > > If not, do you mind explaining how you use your RS? Am I missing something in step record mode which would do this? Rotating the knobs in step
record to position the note and then rotating another to set the not length etc makes me lose the little creative bit I have! Is there a way in step record that I can
manually shift individual notes without deleting and re-playing them on the keyboard?
> > > 
> > > Thanks all sorry for the long post, G
> > >
> >
>

| 19241|19238|2012-07-12 13:45:45|Peter Sedin|Re: rs-7000 start-lag in slave-mode?|
ok thanks for your fast reply! so it has timing issues huh? jitter? what
about the rm1x? same timing issues? on the paper these sequencers seems
like the best hardware seq.s out there.. but if they cant play with the
rest of the boys..? im getting one anyhow because I want to try it out..
havent decided for the rm1x or the rs-7000 yet tho.. sampling Is not why i
get it for.. percussion programming. With all these midi effects, midi
delay diffrent lengts of tracks etc.. it must be really nice to prorgram
rythmics to. And i really find the drum sounds on the rm1´x sound better
then the rs-7000.. a little muffled maby but with more guts.. anyway those
things can be changed with outboards.. only thing i miss on the rm1x is the
swing knob.. it´s a Job instead right? but you can still hit rec in
playmode (realtime overdub) on it.. and the rs-7000 I can buy has one
tactile i think need to get fixed.. accordingly to seller once in a while
it wont trig.. but i found ebay.. Im also getting a yamaha A-3000 v2
(moving away from octatrack..cant stand the filters of it)..dreaming of a
old emu sampler to :)
peace out guys!

-- 

Mvh

Peter H.K Sedin

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19242|19238|2012-07-12 16:40:33|J M|Re: rs-7000 start-lag in slave-mode?|
I wouldn't worry about the timing issue until you notice it. It isn't exactly jitter, it is a wierd phrase looping issue with phrases that are of diffrent lengths, and you'll prob
never notice unless you using an identical sound that needs repeating on a second track then you'll get a slightly diffrent phase effect if one note is triggerd at the begging
of the loop while the other is still in middle of the loop but supposed to be in time. There are ways around this issue. There may be more issues with syncing external
modules via midi, but not sure how anyone could not expect some sort of timing issues via midi. Anyhow, intrestingly enough I've heard the octatrack was what someone
was suggesting if timming is such a big concern for them, but that makes me wonder now what you'll be missing out on getting one instead of an RS. If you can afford it
get an RS, the RM1X sounding better is a myth. The RS has higher resolution DAC converters, if your complaint is that it is too clean then put some lo-fi master effect
crunch on it. There are master EQ, and track EQs, I'm always EQing lows and highs toward the mids on my RS to get it to sound even better, I guess that'd be
compressing, but there is also a master compress effect, great for live EQing, but have learned not to record with that on since it looses some dynamics.

I wouldn't get the one with a shotty switch unless they are giving you a decent discount or they get it fixed first, but at least they are being honest with you about it so you
arn't expecting it to be 100% when it is not ...ahem cough... Sometimes they can wear back in if they don't get used much, sometimes not, they are repairable but we can
worry about that later.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Peter Sedin wrote:
>
> ok thanks for your fast reply! so it has timing issues huh? jitter? what
> about the rm1x? same timing issues? on the paper these sequencers seems
> like the best hardware seq.s out there.. but if they cant play with the
> rest of the boys..? im getting one anyhow because I want to try it out..
> havent decided for the rm1x or the rs-7000 yet tho.. sampling Is not why i
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> get it for.. percussion programming. With all these midi effects, midi
> delay diffrent lengts of tracks etc.. it must be really nice to prorgram
> rythmics to. And i really find the drum sounds on the rm1´x sound better
> then the rs-7000.. a little muffled maby but with more guts.. anyway those
> things can be changed with outboards.. only thing i miss on the rm1x is the
> swing knob.. it´s a Job instead right? but you can still hit rec in
> playmode (realtime overdub) on it.. and the rs-7000 I can buy has one
> tactile i think need to get fixed.. accordingly to seller once in a while
> it wont trig.. but i found ebay.. Im also getting a yamaha A-3000 v2
> (moving away from octatrack..cant stand the filters of it)..dreaming of a
> old emu sampler to :)
> peace out guys!
> 
> -- 
> 
> 
> Mvh
> 
> Peter H.K Sedin
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19243|19238|2012-07-12 17:28:30|Peter Sedin|Re: rs-7000 start-lag in slave-mode?|
octatrack has a terrible timing, BUT it has made a workaround and in some
way quantize the jitter! very clever.. i will use short samples or the
built in samples as i told you.. mainley as a drumbox/percusion box.. and
soundwise.. it�s a matter of taste i guess :) perfetc sound for me is not
what i lie to work with.. i like the soud of old samplers.. the sound of
sp1200 is perfect.. but the price is not..and workflow wise terrible.. i
also a have a bunch of hi-end pre-amps, compressors etc to sclupt the
sound..
if you havent.. check this out
http://www.innerclocksystems.com/New%20ICS%20Litmus.html

peace

2012/7/13 J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>

> **
>
>
> I wouldn't worry about the timing issue until you notice it. It isn't
> exactly jitter, it is a wierd phrase looping issue with phrases that are of
> diffrent lengths, and you'll prob never notice unless you using an
> identical sound that needs repeating on a second track then you'll get a
> slightly diffrent phase effect if one note is triggerd at the begging of
> the loop while the other is still in middle of the loop but supposed to be
> in time. There are ways around this issue. There may be more issues with
> syncing external modules via midi, but not sure how anyone could not expect
> some sort of timing issues via midi. Anyhow, intrestingly enough I've heard
> the octatrack was what someone was suggesting if timming is such a big
> concern for them, but that makes me wonder now what you'll be missing out
> on getting one instead of an RS. If you can afford it get an RS, the RM1X
> sounding better is a myth. The RS has higher resolution DAC converters, if
> your complaint is that it is too clean then put some lo-fi master effect
> crunch on it. There are master EQ, and track EQs, I'm always EQing lows and
> highs toward the mids on my RS to get it to sound even better, I guess
> that'd be compressing, but there is also a master compress effect, great
> for live EQing, but have learned not to record with that on since it looses
> some dynamics.
>
> I wouldn't get the one with a shotty switch unless they are giving you a
> decent discount or they get it fixed first, but at least they are being
> honest with you about it so you arn't expecting it to be 100% when it is
> not ...ahem cough... Sometimes they can wear back in if they don't get used
> much, sometimes not, they are repairable but we can worry about that later.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Peter Sedin wrote:
> >
> > ok thanks for your fast reply! so it has timing issues huh? jitter? what
> > about the rm1x? same timing issues? on the paper these sequencers seems
> > like the best hardware seq.s out there.. but if they cant play with the
> > rest of the boys..? im getting one anyhow because I want to try it out..
> > havent decided for the rm1x or the rs-7000 yet tho.. sampling Is not why
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> i
> > get it for.. percussion programming. With all these midi effects, midi
> > delay diffrent lengts of tracks etc.. it must be really nice to prorgram
> > rythmics to. And i really find the drum sounds on the rm1�x sound better
> > then the rs-7000.. a little muffled maby but with more guts.. anyway
> those
> > things can be changed with outboards.. only thing i miss on the rm1x is
> the
> > swing knob.. it�s a Job instead right? but you can still hit rec in
> > playmode (realtime overdub) on it.. and the rs-7000 I can buy has one
> > tactile i think need to get fixed.. accordingly to seller once in a while
> > it wont trig.. but i found ebay.. Im also getting a yamaha A-3000 v2
> > (moving away from octatrack..cant stand the filters of it)..dreaming of a
> > old emu sampler to :)
> > peace out guys!
> >
> > --
> >
> >
> > Mvh
> >
> > Peter H.K Sedin
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

-- 

Mvh

Peter H.K Sedin

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19244|19244|2012-07-16 12:30:17|it_goes_darker_still|Synching two RS 7000's|
Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while still having a midi
keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.

Thanks!
| 19245|19244|2012-07-16 13:06:47|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Synching two RS 7000's|
OK after experimenting for a little while I got them synched. The master is set to midi sync: internal. midi clock out through A.

On the slave midi sync is to midi sync: MIDI. Midi clock out: off.

I have a midi cord from the master going from out A to In on the slave. 

Here is a problem, whenever I play a midi note on the master it activates the sound of whatever track is selected on the master. So both notes are being played at the same
time. The same notes on two different rs'.

any help is greatly appreciated!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while still
having a midi keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 19246|19244|2012-07-16 15:00:25|expedient_tec|Re: Synching two RS 7000's|
Hi,

That's the right behavior if the master's tracks are transmitting on midi channels that the slave's tracks are receiving on. I am new to the rs7000 and this list, but I think this
is fairly standard. You could try A) set master tracks to something like 'internal' to stop them transmitting B) move the slave's tracks to different channels C) stop the
slave's from receiving midi information.

The timing information you have now sorted out doesn't happen on the midi channels; it operates in a different way - but each of the master's tracks is sending note and
other information down the same midi lead for you.

Try looking up midi channel in the manual - mine is at my studio otherwise I would point you to the right page.

Hope this helps,
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Best,

Neil.

Expedient Technology Solutions Ltd.

UK

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> OK after experimenting for a little while I got them synched. The master is set to midi sync: internal. midi clock out through A.
> 
> On the slave midi sync is to midi sync: MIDI. Midi clock out: off.
> 
> I have a midi cord from the master going from out A to In on the slave. 
> 
> Here is a problem, whenever I play a midi note on the master it activates the sound of whatever track is selected on the master. So both notes are being
played at the same time. The same notes on two different rs'.
> 
> any help is greatly appreciated!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while still
having a midi keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.
> > 
> > Thanks!
> >
>

| 19247|19244|2012-07-16 15:18:07|J M|Re: Synching two RS 7000's|
In Setup Midi Out Ch [#6] turn to Out A and select track and turn it down to Off.

Also, I think it is Midi Setup in Utility that you may want to turn Voice to TG Off. I think thats it, but not sure, this is so whenever you change voices on one unit it won't
change it on the other, unless you want it to do that, I don't like it doing that.

Hope you get the controller input to midi OK and worked out, I've not done that much, but your controller should have a channel select output to tell it which channel to
play, or if it is all the track you have selceted on the RS I think will be the track it plays to, and you might want to set the echo back to re-send or not too. What else? That
might be it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> OK after experimenting for a little while I got them synched. The master is set to midi sync: internal. midi clock out through A.
> 
> On the slave midi sync is to midi sync: MIDI. Midi clock out: off.
> 
> I have a midi cord from the master going from out A to In on the slave. 
> 
> Here is a problem, whenever I play a midi note on the master it activates the sound of whatever track is selected on the master. So both notes are being
played at the same time. The same notes on two different rs'.
> 
> any help is greatly appreciated!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while still
having a midi keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.
> > 
> > Thanks!
> >
>

| 19248|19244|2012-07-16 15:29:40|J M|Re: Synching two RS 7000's|
Oh there is also another setting for transmitting Start/Stop I think too, maybe I'm rembering wrong, if you don't get any of it let me know, I've been working on two RSs
lately too I'll pull my settings for you. 32 tracks of RS greatness, aint it awesome!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> In Setup Midi Out Ch [#6] turn to Out A and select track and turn it down to Off.
> 
> Also, I think it is Midi Setup in Utility that you may want to turn Voice to TG Off. I think thats it, but not sure, this is so whenever you change voices on
one unit it won't change it on the other, unless you want it to do that, I don't like it doing that.
> 
> Hope you get the controller input to midi OK and worked out, I've not done that much, but your controller should have a channel select output to tell it
which channel to play, or if it is all the track you have selceted on the RS I think will be the track it plays to, and you might want to set the echo back to re-
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send or not too. What else? That might be it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> >
> > OK after experimenting for a little while I got them synched. The master is set to midi sync: internal. midi clock out through A.
> > 
> > On the slave midi sync is to midi sync: MIDI. Midi clock out: off.
> > 
> > I have a midi cord from the master going from out A to In on the slave. 
> > 
> > Here is a problem, whenever I play a midi note on the master it activates the sound of whatever track is selected on the master. So both notes are being
played at the same time. The same notes on two different rs'.
> > 
> > any help is greatly appreciated!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while still
having a midi keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.
> > > 
> > > Thanks!
> > >
> >
>

| 19249|19244|2012-07-17 15:24:03|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Synching two RS 7000's|
Thanks so much guys! As soon as I can I'm going to start playing with these ideas. Really appreciated! I want those 32 tracks of greatness!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Oh there is also another setting for transmitting Start/Stop I think too, maybe I'm rembering wrong, if you don't get any of it let me know, I've been working
on two RSs lately too I'll pull my settings for you. 32 tracks of RS greatness, aint it awesome!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > In Setup Midi Out Ch [#6] turn to Out A and select track and turn it down to Off.
> > 
> > Also, I think it is Midi Setup in Utility that you may want to turn Voice to TG Off. I think thats it, but not sure, this is so whenever you change voices on
one unit it won't change it on the other, unless you want it to do that, I don't like it doing that.
> > 
> > Hope you get the controller input to midi OK and worked out, I've not done that much, but your controller should have a channel select output to tell it
which channel to play, or if it is all the track you have selceted on the RS I think will be the track it plays to, and you might want to set the echo back to re-
send or not too. What else? That might be it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > >
> > > OK after experimenting for a little while I got them synched. The master is set to midi sync: internal. midi clock out through A.
> > > 
> > > On the slave midi sync is to midi sync: MIDI. Midi clock out: off.
> > > 
> > > I have a midi cord from the master going from out A to In on the slave. 
> > > 
> > > Here is a problem, whenever I play a midi note on the master it activates the sound of whatever track is selected on the master. So both notes are being
played at the same time. The same notes on two different rs'.
> > > 
> > > any help is greatly appreciated!
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while
still having a midi keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks!
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19250|19244|2012-07-18 01:05:37|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Synching two RS 7000's|
I haven't had a chance to hook up the two tonight, but i did find this, which sounded interesting. 

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/16497
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
>
> Thanks so much guys! As soon as I can I'm going to start playing with these ideas. Really appreciated! I want those 32 tracks of greatness!!!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Oh there is also another setting for transmitting Start/Stop I think too, maybe I'm rembering wrong, if you don't get any of it let me know, I've been
working on two RSs lately too I'll pull my settings for you. 32 tracks of RS greatness, aint it awesome!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > In Setup Midi Out Ch [#6] turn to Out A and select track and turn it down to Off.
> > > 
> > > Also, I think it is Midi Setup in Utility that you may want to turn Voice to TG Off. I think thats it, but not sure, this is so whenever you change voices
on one unit it won't change it on the other, unless you want it to do that, I don't like it doing that.
> > > 
> > > Hope you get the controller input to midi OK and worked out, I've not done that much, but your controller should have a channel select output to tell it
which channel to play, or if it is all the track you have selceted on the RS I think will be the track it plays to, and you might want to set the echo back to re-
send or not too. What else? That might be it.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > OK after experimenting for a little while I got them synched. The master is set to midi sync: internal. midi clock out through A.
> > > > 
> > > > On the slave midi sync is to midi sync: MIDI. Midi clock out: off.
> > > > 
> > > > I have a midi cord from the master going from out A to In on the slave. 
> > > > 
> > > > Here is a problem, whenever I play a midi note on the master it activates the sound of whatever track is selected on the master. So both notes are
being played at the same time. The same notes on two different rs'.
> > > > 
> > > > any help is greatly appreciated!
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "it_goes_darker_still" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi, I'm trying to synch one RS to another. Basically I'm trying to have make it so they are in time with eachother. I also heard you can do this while
still having a midi keyboard connected but I can't figure it out. I've searched the internet for this and couldn't find an answer. Any help is greatly appreciated.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks!
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19251|19251|2012-07-21 14:08:14|danmartin481@rocketmail.com|Save data, write protected|
Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to keep the jazz scsi
and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.

THANKS
| 19252|19251|2012-07-21 14:10:21|J M|Re: Save data, write protected|
Have you tried a factory reset procedure?

Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@..." wrote:
>
> Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to keep
the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
>   but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> 
> THANKS
>

| 19253|19251|2012-07-23 11:11:34|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
hi, I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected, but when formatting (jaz)
tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
-I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some input from the
motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?

 help- me please.
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________________________________
De: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Sábado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
Have you tried a factory reset procedure?

Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@..." wrote:
>
> Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to keep
the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
>   but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> 
> THANKS
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19254|19251|2012-07-23 20:40:27|J M|Re: Save data, write protected|
There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.

You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.

The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.

If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.

Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.

If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they know how to do that
if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@Yamaha.com to get a hold of them, good luck on that though, might be easier
and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again for you.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> hi,Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected, but when
formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some input
from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> 
> 
> Â help- me please.
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: J M 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: SÃ¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> 
> Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
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> >
> > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to
keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > 
> > THANKS
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19255|19255|2012-07-24 12:23:53|boiseculturejam|SM Card still stuck in "Read Only"|
Some weeks ago, I posted about my card that is suddenly Write Protected.
Thanks for your suggestions but nothing worked, and I have given up until I run into a different card reader.

I suggest keeping a backup card of some type, in case this suddenly happens to you and you need to save. 

love and anarchy,
brad
| 19256|19251|2012-07-24 14:31:44|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns and related
operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.

    thx

________________________________
De: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.

You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.

The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.

If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.

Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.

If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they know how to do that
if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@Yamaha.com to get a hold of them, good luck on that though, might be easier
and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again for you.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> hi,Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected, but when
formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some input
from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> 
> 
> Â help- me please.
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: J M 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: SÃ¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> 
> Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> 
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> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> >
> > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to
keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > 
> > THANKS
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19257|19251|2012-07-24 14:46:18|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns and related
operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.

________________________________
De: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.

You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.

The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.

If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.

Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.

If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they know how to do that
if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@Yamaha.com to get a hold of them, good luck on that though, might be easier
and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again for you.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> hi,Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected, but when
formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some input
from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> 
> 
> Â help- me please.
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: J M 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: SÃ¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> 
> Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> 
> Zam
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> >
> > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to
keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > 
> > THANKS
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19258|19251|2012-07-24 15:15:42|J M|Re: Save data, write protected|
I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the case and re-seat the
ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: J M 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> 
> You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> 
> The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> 
> If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> 
> Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> 
> If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they know
how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@... to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> 
> Let us know how it goes.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> >
> > hi,Ã Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected, but
when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > 
> > 
> > Ã Â help- me please.
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > De: J M 
> > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Enviado: SÃ Â¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > 
> > 
> > Ã Â  
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> > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > 
> > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to
keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > Ã Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > 
> > > THANKS
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19259|19251|2012-07-24 15:23:20|J M|Re: Save data, write protected|
You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could be your expanded
memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?

You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the case
and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> >
> > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > De: J M 
> > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > 
> > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > 
> > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > 
> > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > 
> > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > 
> > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > 
> > Let us know how it goes.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,Ã Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected,
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but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã Â help- me please.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > De: J M 
> > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Enviado: SÃ Â¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã Â  
> > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > 
> > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to
keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > Ã Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > 
> > > > THANKS
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19260|19251|2012-07-24 15:39:23|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
I already did, disassemble, take away the memory expansion, you remove the cable connecting the sm, and nothing. I think of the possibilities of the re-update the
firmware. When disassembling the machine I was amazed to see it was clean, nice, a real love, but the bitch is me walking my, for when a software update? then updated
if I could think would be the only way to solve-it or stick a external hard drive, it would be good to try, I saw that there is an IDE port inside the yamaha, and I saw that
some people have it up and running, see what I can do about it ...
   pc software or some part of the wave editor twe for storing the patterns created with the yamaha rs?

  thx

________________________________
De: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 23:23
Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could be your expanded
memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?

You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the case
and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> >
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> > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > De: J M 
> > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > 
> > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > 
> > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > 
> > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > 
> > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > 
> > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > 
> > Let us know how it goes.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > >
> > > hi,Ã‚Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected,
but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã‚Â help- me please.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > De: J M 
> > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Enviado: SÃƒÂ¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã‚Â  
> > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > 
> > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try to
keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > Ã‚Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > 
> > > > THANKS
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19261|19251|2012-07-25 00:46:43|gillespie_derek|Re: Save data, write protected|
different sm card? disconnect SCSI? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> I already did, disassemble, take away the memory expansion, you remove the cable connecting the sm, and nothing. I think of the possibilities of the re-
update the firmware. When disassembling the machine I was amazed to see it was clean, nice, a real love, but the bitch is me walking my, for when a software
update? then updated if I could think would be the only way to solve-it or stick a external hard drive, it would be good to try, I saw that there is an IDE port
inside the yamaha, and I saw that some people have it up and running, see what I can do about it ...
> Â  Â pc software or some part of the wave editor twe for storing the patterns created with the yamaha rs?
> 
> Â  thx
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: J M 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 23:23
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could be
your expanded memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?
> 
> You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the
case and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > >
> > > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > De: J M 
> > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã Â  
> > > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > > 
> > > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > > 
> > > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > > 
> > > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > > 
> > > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > > 
> > > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > > 
> > > Let us know how it goes.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi,Ã â Ã Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz
detected, but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
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input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã â Ã Â help- me please.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > De: J M 
> > > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Enviado: SÃ Æ'Ã Â¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã â Ã Â  
> > > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > > 
> > > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try
to keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > > Ã â Ã Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > > 
> > > > > THANKS
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19262|19251|2012-07-25 01:37:29|Ian Vine|Re: Save data, write protected|
Hi all,

I remember this happening to other rs7k but can't remember the cure. Pretty sure it is a problem with the card. Sm cards came with a few silver stick on dots about 8mm in
diameter, these were stuck in a little recess on the front if the card to write protect. Maybe try wiping down the top surface of the card.

Try search the yahoo group or the old forum at rs7000.org (not sure if it is still available)

IanV

On 24 Jul 2012, at 22:23, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could be
your expanded memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?
> 
> You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the
case and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
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> > >
> > > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > De: J M 
> > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Â 
> > > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > > 
> > > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > > 
> > > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > > 
> > > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > > 
> > > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > > 
> > > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > > 
> > > Let us know how it goes.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi,Ã‚Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected,
but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã‚Â help- me please.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > De: J M 
> > > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Enviado: SÃƒÂ¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã‚Â 
> > > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > > 
> > > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try
to keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > > Ã‚Â but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > > 
> > > > > THANKS
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
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> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19263|19251|2012-07-25 03:59:10|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
hi, 

In this difficult time, I have been a service technician and not an encontar know the problem, I am finding it hard to believe, are the few options available to the rs 7000 to
the time to understand and repair the software, you must have the possibility, you can save by midi patterns, or simply remove the operating system and reinstalling. the
entry of the card is good, I think that it fails for me as a bad connection between the port my jaz i scsi external cable some podri bad move to make the operating system is
damaged. so maybe i did not work.

 thx

________________________________
De: Ian Vine <iavine@yahoo.co.uk>
Para: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Enviado: Miércoles 25 de julio de 2012 9:37
Asunto: Re: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
Hi all,

I remember this happening to other rs7k but can't remember the cure. Pretty sure it is a problem with the card. Sm cards came with a few silver stick on dots about 8mm in
diameter, these were stuck in a little recess on the front if the card to write protect. Maybe try wiping down the top surface of the card.

Try search the yahoo group or the old forum at rs7000.org (not sure if it is still available)

IanV

On 24 Jul 2012, at 22:23, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could be
your expanded memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?
> 
> You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the
case and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > >
> > > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > De: J M 
> > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Â 
> > > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > > 
> > > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > > 
> > > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > > 
> > > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > > 
> > > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > > 
> > > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > > 
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> > > Let us know how it goes.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi,Ã‚Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz detected,
but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã‚Â help- me please.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > De: J M 
> > > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Enviado: SÃƒÂ¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã‚Â 
> > > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > > 
> > > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try
to keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > > Ã‚Â but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > > 
> > > > > THANKS
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19264|19251|2012-07-25 03:59:31|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
hi

In this difficult time, I have been a service technician and not an encontar know the problem, I am finding it hard to believe, are the few options available to the rs 7000 to
the time to understand and repair the software, you must have the possibility, you can save by midi patterns, or simply remove the operating system and reinstalling. the
entry of the card is good, I think that it fails for me as a bad connection between the port my jaz i scsi external cable some podri bad move to make the operating system is
damaged. so maybe i did not work.

________________________________
De: gillespie_derek <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Miércoles 25 de julio de 2012 8:46
Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
different sm card? disconnect SCSI? 
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> I already did, disassemble, take away the memory expansion, you remove the cable connecting the sm, and nothing. I think of the possibilities of the re-
update the firmware. When disassembling the machine I was amazed to see it was clean, nice, a real love, but the bitch is me walking my, for when a software
update? then updated if I could think would be the only way to solve-it or stick a external hard drive, it would be good to try, I saw that there is an IDE port
inside the yamaha, and I saw that some people have it up and running, see what I can do about it ...
> Â  Â pc software or some part of the wave editor twe for storing the patterns created with the yamaha rs?
> 
> Â  thx
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: J M 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 23:23
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could be
your expanded memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?
> 
> You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the
case and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > >
> > > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record patterns
and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > De: J M 
> > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Ã‚Â  
> > > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > > 
> > > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > > 
> > > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > > 
> > > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > > 
> > > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > > 
> > > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > > 
> > > Let us know how it goes.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hi,Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output connects me i scsi jaz
detected, but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with some
input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â help- me please.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > De: J M 
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> > > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Enviado: SÃƒÆ'Ã‚Â¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â  
> > > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > > 
> > > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then try
to keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > > Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > > 
> > > > > THANKS
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19265|19251|2012-07-25 07:59:20|J M|Re: Save data, write protected|
Did you try a firmware update using the SM Card then? It might recogonize it just for that, if so then it sounds like you tried everything. I don't know what else you can
do except have Yamaha look at it.

I too vaguely remember someone else having a similar issue a while back on here, but don't remember if they ever got it fixed or not. I'll do a search on here too see if I
come with the posts, I'll post back if I find anything.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
>
> hi
> 
> In this difficult time, I have been a service technician and not an encontar know the problem, I am finding it hard to believe, are the few options available to
the rs 7000 to the time to understand and repair the software, you must have the possibility, you can save by midi patterns, or simply remove the operating
system and reinstalling. the entry of the card is good, I think that it fails for me as a bad connection between the port my jaz i scsi external cable some podri
bad move to make the operating system is damaged. so maybe i did not work.
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> De: gillespie_derek 
> Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Enviado: MiÃ©rcoles 25 de julio de 2012 8:46
> Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> 
> 
> Â  
> different sm card? disconnect SCSI? 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> >
> > I already did, disassemble, take away the memory expansion, you remove the cable connecting the sm, and nothing. I think of the possibilities of the re-
update the firmware. When disassembling the machine I was amazed to see it was clean, nice, a real love, but the bitch is me walking my, for when a software
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update? then updated if I could think would be the only way to solve-it or stick a external hard drive, it would be good to try, I saw that there is an IDE port
inside the yamaha, and I saw that some people have it up and running, see what I can do about it ...
> > Ã Â  Ã Â pc software or some part of the wave editor twe for storing the patterns created with the yamaha rs?
> > 
> > Ã Â  thx
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > De: J M 
> > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 23:23
> > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > 
> > 
> > Ã Â  
> > You could also maybe clean the SM Card Drive some how, not sure how to do that, but there must be a way... However, I've got this feeling that it could
be your expanded memory causing both to not want to work, did you say you tried pulling the expanded memory?
> > 
> > You should at least open it up and look inside to see if any wires have come loose, while you are at it pull the simms out and fire it up without them in it.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I find it odd that just the SM Card drive would have trouble from the OS getting corrupted... One last thing I thought of before you give up. Crack the
case and re-seat the ribbon cable going to the SM Card from the main board.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > > >
> > > > nothing stays the same, the funny thing is that it recognizes the jaz and the machine works fine but the only problem you have. not get to record
patterns and related operations smartmedia or jaz. I am becoming frustrated not to do.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > De: J M 
> > > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > Enviado: Martes 24 de julio de 2012 4:40
> > > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Ã â Ã Â  
> > > > There are a couple more things you can try if you haven't yet.
> > > > 
> > > > You could try disconnecting the SCSI/Jaz drive and see if the RS will then recognize the SM.
> > > > 
> > > > The only way to update or re install the firmware is via an SM Card and drive, so you have to get that working.
> > > > 
> > > > If you have expanded memory, sometimes that goes corrupt and causes weird problems, you can pull that out and see it works any better for you.
> > > > 
> > > > Only other things I can think of is try a different SM card, but thinking unlikely that is your problem, never know for sure till try if you've not yet.
> > > > 
> > > > If none of that works then you will probably have to send it in to Yamaha for repair. There might be a way to update OS via midi dump but only they
know how to do that if so, and if it is a hardware component issue then they should be able to replace it. Support@ to get a hold of them, good luck on that
though, might be easier and faster to buy used one in working order, so hope you don't have to go that route and something will get your RS working again
for you.
> > > > 
> > > > Let us know how it goes.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Danmartin Rodriguez wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > hi,Ã Æ'Ã¢â ¬Å¡Ã â Ã Â I have already cast a factory reset i nothing stays the same, does not recognize the esmart half, and the output
connects me i scsi jaz detected, but when formatting (jaz) tells me that the attached file is corrupted.
> > > > > -I think it would have to clean and update the firmware again, but would need a special program to connect the output port of my computer with
some input from the motherboard of the Yamaha RS7000, that would be possible?
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Ã Æ'Ã¢â ¬Å¡Ã â Ã Â help- me please.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ________________________________
> > > > > De: J M 
> > > > > Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > > > Enviado: SÃ Æ'Ã 'Ã â Ã Â¡bado 21 de julio de 2012 22:10
> > > > > Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected
> > > > > 
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> > > > > 
> > > > > Ã Æ'Ã¢â ¬Å¡Ã â Ã Â  
> > > > > Have you tried a factory reset procedure?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Press and hold down the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and the [STORE] buttons while turning the power ON.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "danmartin481@" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hi recently my RS7000 left to save data when I try it tells me that the count is fully protected smartmedia writing (WRITE PROTECTED) then
try to keep the jazz scsi and tells me that format is incorrect, the verad me to run far always good.
> > > > > > Maybe if I reset the operating system could fix it.
> > > > > > Ã Æ'Ã¢â ¬Å¡Ã â Ã Â  but I can not update or by scsi nor smart media.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > THANKS
> > > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19266|19251|2012-07-25 08:04:54|J M|Re: Save data, write protected|
Here is what I found if it helps:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> All:
>
> I don't have time to give full details (will post later), but I was
> able to recover my 128MB SM card and use it in my RS7000!
>
> RS7000 was reporting this card as "write protected" for writing and
> formatting.
>
> Summary:
> 1) Ordered used ZIO (Dazzle) Microtech SM reader on Amazon.com
US$9.00
> 2) Used smprep2.exe from Minolta camera repair website. smprep.exe
is
> only compatible with ZIO/Dazzle/SanDisk type readers
> http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun
> This software reported that the CIS block was missing and
performed
> a block erase, low-level format with new CIS block and did a
full
> card verification.
> 3) Card was recognized by RS7000
>
> Lesson:
> 1) Do not use multi (7-in-1) generic flash card readers
> - just VIEWING the files on my SM card with one of these
readers
> (no copying, no formatting, no deleting) in WinXP corrupted the CIS
> block (or file structure) and required a repeat of steps 1 & 2 above
> with the ZIO/Microtech reader.
>
> More details when I have more time.
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>
> -Mike

| 19267|19251|2012-07-25 10:19:13|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Save data, write protected|
Well, I found this: http://www.rashmun.com/olympusfix.htm
  I'm studying how to make it work even quea first glance, seems a bit complicated.
   greetings and thanks

________________________________
De: J M <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Miércoles 25 de julio de 2012 16:04
Asunto: [RS7000] Re: Save data, write protected

  
Here is what I found if it helps:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Michael Kirk" wrote:
>
> All:
>
> I don't have time to give full details (will post later), but I was
> able to recover my 128MB SM card and use it in my RS7000!
>
> RS7000 was reporting this card as "write protected" for writing and
> formatting.
>
> Summary:
> 1) Ordered used ZIO (Dazzle) Microtech SM reader on Amazon.com
US$9.00
> 2) Used smprep2.exe from Minolta camera repair website. smprep.exe
is
> only compatible with ZIO/Dazzle/SanDisk type readers
> http://www.marshost.com/~rashmun
> This software reported that the CIS block was missing and
performed
> a block erase, low-level format with new CIS block and did a
full
> card verification.
> 3) Card was recognized by RS7000
>
> Lesson:
> 1) Do not use multi (7-in-1) generic flash card readers
> - just VIEWING the files on my SM card with one of these
readers
> (no copying, no formatting, no deleting) in WinXP corrupted the CIS
> block (or file structure) and required a repeat of steps 1 & 2 above
> with the ZIO/Microtech reader.
>
> More details when I have more time.
>
> -Mike

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19268|19268|2012-07-31 05:18:32|gillespie_derek|Single cycle waveform samples - anyone use em on the RS?|
Just found this free collection http://www.adventurekid.se/AKRTfiles/AKWF/AKWF.zip which seems pretty comprehensive.

Does anyone use pure waveforms to much effect in the RS?
| 19269|19269|2012-08-01 09:58:09|acidburn_inc|AEIB 2|
Hey guys

Been a while, I last posted about the metronome and transferring samples back and forth from the pc too the RS7000.

I recently sourced an AEIB expansion board for the rs7000. Can you use all the outputs simultaneously ?

I was thinking about running it into a DJ mixer at first but am now thinking of going directly into ableton and using the effects there coupled with a midi controller. 

I am hoping with this new expansion board I can get around using smart media provided I find the right type of sound card. Can I select the stereo main out in the digital
out and send that too digital on soundcard then back out of digital on sound card into the digital ins on the RS?

Sorry if that last part of my post is confusing. I am confused :s ?????/

Make more videos on the RS!!!!!!!
| 19270|19268|2012-08-01 11:12:58|J M|Re: Single cycle waveform samples - anyone use em on the RS?|
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Cool thanks! I'll give them a try when I get a chance. I've tried to use a pure square for trying to do something a while back on the RS. Funny thing was I remember even
though it was supposed to be perfect, the generator I used never came up with a perfect square, always bent up and and back down slightly on the corners if I zoomed in
on it. Hows that supposed to be digitally generated? They put in imperfections on purpose? Anyhow, thanks, should be fun to check out a bunch of other ones.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gillespie_derek" wrote:
>
> Just found this free collection http://www.adventurekid.se/AKRTfiles/AKWF/AKWF.zip which seems pretty comprehensive.
> 
> Does anyone use pure waveforms to much effect in the RS?
>

| 19271|19269|2012-08-01 11:38:11|J M|Re: AEIB 2|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:

>
> Hey guys
> 
> Been a while, I last posted about the metronome and transferring samples back and forth from the pc too the RS7000.
> 
> I recently sourced an AEIB expansion board for the rs7000. Can you use all the outputs simultaneously ?
> 

Yes, but it may not be like you are thinking, or maybe it is. Depends... each track's output is assignable to which individual output you want. The optical and digital outs I
can't remember if they are assignable or are masters, but I do know they only come across at line level meaning you might need digital amplification, or amplification
somewhere in the route to hear them at normal levels. So, I don't use them.

> I was thinking about running it into a DJ mixer at first but am now thinking of going directly into ableton and using the effects there coupled with a midi
controller.
> 

That is the idea for having the extra analog outs, so you can apply seperate effects and EQing. If your sound card takes mulitple channel ins and can record them, then
great, mine don't do that. I put them back in to a mixer and still just record the mix to a single L&R. *Note* The extra analog outs are always dry, they don't go through
the RS's effects blocks.

> I am hoping with this new expansion board I can get around using smart media provided I find the right type of sound card. Can I select the stereo main out
in the digital out and send that too digital on soundcard then back out of digital on sound card into the digital ins on the RS?
> 

I do believe you can, this avoids needing amplification and keeps the sample in the digital domain, however keep in mind that somewhere in the line you are going to have
hear/monitor it as they are playing back and forth to each other, on the RS that can probably be done through the headphones or mains, but I don't know how that is going
to work on your computer, might get some strange feedback loop??? I'm not 100% sure on this answer, kind of guessing, but since you are acquiring one I guess you will
find out and know for sure soon ;)

> Sorry if that last part of my post is confusing. I am confused :s ?????/
> 
> 
> Make more videos on the RS!!!!!!!
>

| 19272|19269|2012-08-01 14:30:27|acidburn_inc|Re: AEIB 2|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc"

johannemmanuelproductions@ wrote:

> >
> > Hey guys
> >
> > Been a while, I last posted about the metronome and transferring

samples back and forth from the pc too the RS7000.

> >
> > I recently sourced an AEIB expansion board for the rs7000. Can you

use all the outputs simultaneously ?

> >
>
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> Yes, but it may not be like you are thinking, or maybe it is. 

Depends... each track's output is assignable to which individual output
you want. The optical and digital outs I can't remember if they are
assignable or are masters, but I do know they only come across at line
level meaning you might need digital amplification, or amplification
somewhere in the route to hear them at normal levels. So, I don't use
them.

>

I see, on the digital outs you answered my question further down :)

> > I was thinking about running it into a DJ mixer at first but am now

thinking of going directly into ableton and using the effects there
coupled with a midi controller.

> >
>
> That is the idea for having the extra analog outs, so you can apply

seperate effects and EQing. If your sound card takes mulitple channel
ins and can record them, then great, mine don't do that. I put them
back in to a mixer and still just record the mix to a single L&R. 
*Note* The extra analog outs are always dry, they don't go through the
RS's effects blocks.

>

Ah ahaha , I did not know they could not be routed through the effect
blocks.

>
> > I am hoping with this new expansion board I can get around using

smart media provided I find the right type of sound card. Can I select
the stereo main out in the digital out and send that too digital on
soundcard then back out of digital on sound card into the digital ins on
the RS?

> >
>
> I do believe you can, this avoids needing amplification and keeps the

sample in the digital domain, however keep in mind that somewhere in the
line you are going to have hear/monitor it as they are playing back and
forth to each other, on the RS that can probably be done through the
headphones or mains, but I don't know how that is going to work on your
computer, might get some strange feedback loop??? I'm not 100% sure on
this answer, kind of guessing, but since you are acquiring one I guess
you will find out and know for sure soon ;)

>

I was going to route it all directly into abletons mixer view so I can
boast the signals there should it be needed. The idea is too just sample
using the digital i/o and leave the extra outs for mixing some techno. I
noticed there stereo outs but have a single jack. I am unsure at this
time which sound card to get. I want something which allows me both
digital power and inputs which can handle single stereo cables.

One thing I forgot to mention was, is there anyway to hook up different
storage mediums other than scsi drives? I would like to add something
because this is one aspect of the RS which blows dick.

Thanks for the help :)

> > Sorry if that last part of my post is confusing. I am confused :s

?????/

> >
> >
> > Make more videos on the RS!!!!!!!
> >
>



[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19273|19269|2012-08-01 15:22:39|J M|Re: AEIB 2|

> One thing I forgot to mention was, is there anyway to hook up different
> storage mediums other than scsi drives? I would like to add something
> because this is one aspect of the RS which blows dick.
> 

Only stuff I've read on here of people trying to do stuff with the SCSI, so I can't speak for it personally, and I actually don't want to say anything and get it all wrong, but I
think you'd still have to go either through the SCSI connector, or the SM for them with some sort of adapter to a difrent type of storage device or medium. And, since I've
always stuck to the SM Cards and transfering between PC and RS with usb drive, I'm not the best person to talk about it with you. Hope someone else can give you more
advice, or you can research and get what you might like to use instead.

You may want to check scsiforsamplers.com if I remember right that it is the right place to find some possible adapters to make memory or usb drives to go in to SCSI.

I'm also not sure, but if my memory serves, you may still be limited to 2 gigs per drive, with max of 2 drives. Unless you format FAT32 instead of normally FAT16 or
something like that???...

Any RSers got my back on this one, knows better or more?

Zam
| 19274|19269|2012-08-01 15:42:36|acidburn_inc|Re: AEIB 2|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> 
> > One thing I forgot to mention was, is there anyway to hook up different
> > storage mediums other than scsi drives? I would like to add something
> > because this is one aspect of the RS which blows dick.
> > 
> 
> 
> Only stuff I've read on here of people trying to do stuff with the SCSI, so I can't speak for it personally, and I actually don't want to say anything and get it
all wrong, but I think you'd still have to go either through the SCSI connector, or the SM for them with some sort of adapter to a difrent type of storage device
or medium. And, since I've always stuck to the SM Cards and transfering between PC and RS with usb drive, I'm not the best person to talk about it with you.
Hope someone else can give you more advice, or you can research and get what you might like to use instead.
> 
> You may want to check scsiforsamplers.com if I remember right that it is the right place to find some possible adapters to make memory or usb drives to go
in to SCSI.
> 
> I'm also not sure, but if my memory serves, you may still be limited to 2 gigs per drive, with max of 2 drives. Unless you format FAT32 instead of normally
FAT16 or something like that???...
> 
> Any RSers got my back on this one, knows better or more?
> 
> 
> Zam
>

The only thing I can find are usb to scsi converter cables . I am not sure how that would work just connecting the rs7000 directly to the pc. I have had cables in the past
which allowed me to plug sata drives directly into the usb port with an extra power cable you place into the HD.

The link to scsi for samplers just links to the main page of mpc parts and accessories. Not sure exactly what product you are trying to link.

I hope other people do chime in and demystify this topic for me , I am not exactly super tech savy when it comes to electronics.

:P

I wish I was more tech savy sometimes.
| 19275|19275|2012-08-02 15:06:25|acidburn_inc|RS Lockup and delay sfx|
I got the RS to lock up last night by going nuts with the delay parameters. I think the delay re pitches when the delay time is changed and I couldn't find an option to
change that, I was continually adjusting the time, feedback and other parameters which seemed to hang the sound forcing a restart. There were other options but unless I
was too baked :):) I couldn't see a sync to clock option? 

I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
| 19276|19275|2012-08-02 15:23:46|J M|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
Sounds like you are doing a midi delay, but I'm not sure, I think it is Fb Note second parm in midi delay submenu #9 changes note/pitch. It is usually defaulted to zero, but
if you've been messing with it then it probably has changged. Also Midi Delay eats up polyphony like a mother, avoid it as much as possible, I would not doubt that it
would stress the RS making it barf on you if you are abusing that function. I know it is a cool feature to some degree, but limit its use to maybe one track at a time and be
careful how much you are using it even then, I usually put back down after a quick tweek or two, try using the delay effect knob more if echos and delays intrest you.
There are quite a few of those and options for those in the delay effect settings #5 three times to get to those settings, change the type of delay effect on the first #5 menu.

Happy RSing!

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
>
> I got the RS to lock up last night by going nuts with the delay parameters. I think the delay re pitches when the delay time is changed and I couldn't find an
option to change that, I was continually adjusting the time, feedback and other parameters which seemed to hang the sound forcing a restart. There were other
options but unless I was too baked :):) I couldn't see a sync to clock option? 
> 
> I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
>

| 19277|19275|2012-08-02 16:21:16|acidburn_inc|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
Its the first real problem I have ran into and imho I belive it was my own fault , its kinda like pushing a netbook to run a full pro tools session :P

Hey Zam, say I am screwing with the midi delay, I can resample that whilst tweaking right? Maybe that would allow me to get were I am going.

I am going to dig into the manual again and carefully scope out the saving options.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Sounds like you are doing a midi delay, but I'm not sure, I think it is Fb Note second parm in midi delay submenu #9 changes note/pitch. It is usually
defaulted to zero, but if you've been messing with it then it probably has changged. Also Midi Delay eats up polyphony like a mother, avoid it as much as
possible, I would not doubt that it would stress the RS making it barf on you if you are abusing that function. I know it is a cool feature to some degree, but
limit its use to maybe one track at a time and be careful how much you are using it even then, I usually put back down after a quick tweek or two, try using
the delay effect knob more if echos and delays intrest you. There are quite a few of those and options for those in the delay effect settings #5 three times to get
to those settings, change the type of delay effect on the first #5 menu.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
> >
> > I got the RS to lock up last night by going nuts with the delay parameters. I think the delay re pitches when the delay time is changed and I couldn't find
an option to change that, I was continually adjusting the time, feedback and other parameters which seemed to hang the sound forcing a restart. There were
other options but unless I was too baked :):) I couldn't see a sync to clock option? 
> > 
> > I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
> >
>

| 19278|19275|2012-08-02 16:25:15|J M|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
Are you talking about a hung note or locking up? If it is just a hung note, that happens occassionally to me on the RS. There might be better wasy of dealing with than
what I do, but if that is all it is instead of rebooting stop play go to the next style/pattern and come back to it. That seems to reset all the parts or sounds that get stuck. I
think that happens because for some odd reason the release will either be long or it didn't get the note off event. When a style does it, I've noticed it likes to continue to do
it, it isn't so bad when mixing live, if I can tell which track it is on I'll unmute it and try to let a couple more notes on that track play before muting it again and that'll get it
unstuck sometimes. But if you stop play and you hear still going, switch styles and come back seems to fix that pretty quick.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
> I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
>

| 19279|19275|2012-08-02 16:29:02|J M|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
Um I am not sure, maybe, I say give it a go. If it don't work I'm pretty sure you can overdub record the tweak, then sample that, then go in to events editor and delete the
midi delay knob tweak events. Or just delete the track since you've got it sampled anyway.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:

> Hey Zam, say I am screwing with the midi delay, I can resample that whilst tweaking right? Maybe that would allow me to get were I am going.
>

| 19280|19275|2012-08-02 16:43:09|acidburn_inc|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
I am talking about lock up(freeze sound ,press anything and nothing responds) :D

I read you're other post about recording the events. That is good enough for me, if its a solution I will use it. With the master effects, can you re sample the output of the
RS with that effect enabled?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Are you talking about a hung note or locking up? If it is just a hung note, that happens occassionally to me on the RS. There might be better wasy of dealing
with than what I do, but if that is all it is instead of rebooting stop play go to the next style/pattern and come back to it. That seems to reset all the parts or
sounds that get stuck. I think that happens because for some odd reason the release will either be long or it didn't get the note off event. When a style does it,
I've noticed it likes to continue to do it, it isn't so bad when mixing live, if I can tell which track it is on I'll unmute it and try to let a couple more notes on that
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track play before muting it again and that'll get it unstuck sometimes. But if you stop play and you hear still going, switch styles and come back seems to fix
that pretty quick.
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
> > I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
> >
>

| 19281|19275|2012-08-02 16:49:25|acidburn_inc|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
I am talking about lock up(freeze sound ,press anything and nothing responds) :D

I read you're other post about recording the events. That is good enough for me, if its a solution I will use it. With the master effects, can you re sample the output of the
RS with that effect enabled?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Are you talking about a hung note or locking up? If it is just a hung note, that happens occassionally to me on the RS. There might be better wasy of dealing
with than what I do, but if that is all it is instead of rebooting stop play go to the next style/pattern and come back to it. That seems to reset all the parts or
sounds that get stuck. I think that happens because for some odd reason the release will either be long or it didn't get the note off event. When a style does it,
I've noticed it likes to continue to do it, it isn't so bad when mixing live, if I can tell which track it is on I'll unmute it and try to let a couple more notes on that
track play before muting it again and that'll get it unstuck sometimes. But if you stop play and you hear still going, switch styles and come back seems to fix
that pretty quick.
> 
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
> > I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
> >
>

| 19282|19275|2012-08-02 16:59:51|J M|Re: RS Lockup and delay sfx|
Resampling with Master effect tweaks I know should be a yes. I've done that a few times.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
>
> I am talking about lock up(freeze sound ,press anything and nothing responds) :D
> 
> I read you're other post about recording the events. That is good enough for me, if its a solution I will use it. With the master effects, can you re sample the
output of the RS with that effect enabled?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Are you talking about a hung note or locking up? If it is just a hung note, that happens occassionally to me on the RS. There might be better wasy of
dealing with than what I do, but if that is all it is instead of rebooting stop play go to the next style/pattern and come back to it. That seems to reset all the
parts or sounds that get stuck. I think that happens because for some odd reason the release will either be long or it didn't get the note off event. When a style
does it, I've noticed it likes to continue to do it, it isn't so bad when mixing live, if I can tell which track it is on I'll unmute it and try to let a couple more notes
on that track play before muting it again and that'll get it unstuck sometimes. But if you stop play and you hear still going, switch styles and come back seems
to fix that pretty quick.
> > 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
> > > I have locked up the Elektron MDuw a few times, mc909 samplers , digital keyboards . It seems normal, would you even bother resetting the unit?
> > >
> >
>

| 19283|19269|2012-08-03 00:43:09|rarara_ur|Re: AEIB 2|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:

>
> Hey guys
> 
> Been a while, I last posted about the metronome and transferring samples back and forth from the pc too the RS7000.
> 
> I recently sourced an AEIB expansion board for the rs7000. Can you use all the outputs simultaneously ?
> 
> I was thinking about running it into a DJ mixer at first but am now thinking of going directly into ableton and using the effects there coupled with a midi
controller. 
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> 
> I am hoping with this new expansion board I can get around using smart media provided I find the right type of sound card. Can I select the stereo main out
in the digital out and send that too digital on soundcard then back out of digital on sound card into the digital ins on the RS?
> 
> Sorry if that last part of my post is confusing. I am confused :s ?????/
> 
> 
> Make more videos on the RS!!!!!!!
>

you will need to use an assigned out rather than main or digital otherwise a feedback loop will occur
| 19284|19284|2012-08-03 07:52:00|metalman748|Yamaha RS7000 memory questions|
Hi. I'm new to the RS7000 and have a couple beginner's questions. I'm trying to sample a 35 second bass line I recorded (Fender bass plugged into the Yamaha's input),
but when trying to slice I get the "Wave Memory Full" message. I cleaned out some old data, and used the "Wave Memory Optimize" function, but to no avail. The system
tells me I have 1859kb of wave memory available, which must not be enough. To remedy this, I'm planning on installing the 64 MB RAM upgrade. Should this solve my
problem? My goal is to have at least a good 30 minutes of live bass lines saved in the Yamaha to back me for live performances, Does that sound like a possibility with
this upgrade?

Another question was the possibility of using the SCSI output to USB and saving samples on my MacBook, then sending the back to the sampler as needed during
composition. Does this sound feasable?

Thanks a lot!
| 19285|19285|2012-08-03 07:52:10|jackchaos|Sysex Dump of RS7000 Sequence data|
Is there anyway I can make a SysEx request to the RS7000 to dump its current sequencer memory to MIDI?

The last time I pulled the smartmedia card from my RS7000 and plugged it into my PC (Windows XP) to backup my data. The smartmedia card became unusable due to a
bug with Windows XP.

I've since upgraded to Windows 7 64bit. Has anyone had any issues with smartmedia cards after deleting data?

Regards
| 19286|19284|2012-08-03 08:05:35|Ian Vine|Re: Yamaha RS7000 memory questions|
When you slice a sample it can use up 50% extra memory as the rs adds tails onto the slices. 

With 64mb you should be able to get ~8 minutes of mono samples

IanV

On 3 Aug 2012, at 02:08, "metalman748" <metalman748@gmail.com> wrote:

> Hi. I'm new to the RS7000 and have a couple beginner's questions. I'm trying to sample a 35 second bass line I recorded (Fender bass plugged into the
Yamaha's input), but when trying to slice I get the "Wave Memory Full" message. I cleaned out some old data, and used the "Wave Memory Optimize"
function, but to no avail. The system tells me I have 1859kb of wave memory available, which must not be enough. To remedy this, I'm planning on installing
the 64 MB RAM upgrade. Should this solve my problem? My goal is to have at least a good 30 minutes of live bass lines saved in the Yamaha to back me for
live performances, Does that sound like a possibility with this upgrade?
> 
> Another question was the possibility of using the SCSI output to USB and saving samples on my MacBook, then sending the back to the sampler as needed
during composition. Does this sound feasable?
> 
> Thanks a lot!
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19287|19285|2012-08-03 08:21:43|Ian Vine|Re: Sysex Dump of RS7000 Sequence data|
Weird. I had always thought there was an option to start a dump but no. Manual talks about sys ex dump but I can't find anything telling how it is done

IanV

On 3 Aug 2012, at 12:16, "jackchaos" <jackchaos@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Is there anyway I can make a SysEx request to the RS7000 to dump its current sequencer memory to MIDI?
> 
> The last time I pulled the smartmedia card from my RS7000 and plugged it into my PC (Windows XP) to backup my data. The smartmedia card became
unusable due to a bug with Windows XP.
> 
> I've since upgraded to Windows 7 64bit. Has anyone had any issues with smartmedia cards after deleting data?
> 
> Regards
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19288|19285|2012-08-03 08:31:03|J M|Re: Sysex Dump of RS7000 Sequence data|
Hmmm, I'd say no on this one. I don't think RS does sysex dumping like that at all. Can recieve dumps and I guess send them, but I don't think it does for it can for its
own patterns and song data. Best I can think of is that you can play midi out to another sequencer would be the closest alternative work around that I can think of, sorry.

There are ways to fix the jacked up SM cards we've discussed here in the past, I can look that up for you if you can't find those posts, let me know. However, if I were you
I'd prob just locate another, working, good SM Card and save myself a bunch of headaches. I know they arn't dirt cheap like other memory, but if it comes down to it I'd
always have to have at least one good one for storing stuff I do from my RS7000.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jackchaos" wrote:
>
> Is there anyway I can make a SysEx request to the RS7000 to dump its current sequencer memory to MIDI?
> 
> 
> The last time I pulled the smartmedia card from my RS7000 and plugged it into my PC (Windows XP) to backup my data. The smartmedia card became
unusable due to a bug with Windows XP.
> 
> I've since upgraded to Windows 7 64bit. Has anyone had any issues with smartmedia cards after deleting data?
> 
> Regards
>

| 19289|19284|2012-08-03 08:47:53|J M|Re: Yamaha RS7000 memory questions|
You may want to consider doing your sampling inside a DAW/Computer or a Digital Recording Studio that can hold a lot more sample time and memory. You should still
get more memory for your RS. I whish they had just came with the expanded 64 meg originally, I don't know how anyone would use their RS without it. First time I
turned it on, 20mins later I remember getting that memory message and I was right back to the store to get more memory.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> When you slice a sample it can use up 50% extra memory as the rs adds tails onto the slices. 
> 
> With 64mb you should be able to get ~8 minutes of mono samples
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> On 3 Aug 2012, at 02:08, "metalman748" wrote:
> 
> > Hi. I'm new to the RS7000 and have a couple beginner's questions. I'm trying to sample a 35 second bass line I recorded (Fender bass plugged into the
Yamaha's input), but when trying to slice I get the "Wave Memory Full" message. I cleaned out some old data, and used the "Wave Memory Optimize"
function, but to no avail. The system tells me I have 1859kb of wave memory available, which must not be enough. To remedy this, I'm planning on installing
the 64 MB RAM upgrade. Should this solve my problem? My goal is to have at least a good 30 minutes of live bass lines saved in the Yamaha to back me for
live performances, Does that sound like a possibility with this upgrade?
> > 
> > Another question was the possibility of using the SCSI output to USB and saving samples on my MacBook, then sending the back to the sampler as
needed during composition. Does this sound feasable?
> > 
> > Thanks a lot!
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19290|19284|2012-08-03 09:08:36|J M|Re: Yamaha RS7000 memory questions|
Was also just thinking, if the 30 mins are spread over multiple songs that may be workable on the RS. Once you get the extra memory, also get a USB SM card reader and
store and load and work on each song individually keeping the samples as small as possible. I do a lot of my work that way on the RS, only working on one song at a
time, not sure it is the best way, but it always allows the max amount of memory for an individual song.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> You may want to consider doing your sampling inside a DAW/Computer or a Digital Recording Studio that can hold a lot more sample time and memory.
You should still get more memory for your RS. I whish they had just came with the expanded 64 meg originally, I don't know how anyone would use their RS
without it. First time I turned it on, 20mins later I remember getting that memory message and I was right back to the store to get more memory.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > When you slice a sample it can use up 50% extra memory as the rs adds tails onto the slices. 
> > 
> > With 64mb you should be able to get ~8 minutes of mono samples
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > On 3 Aug 2012, at 02:08, "metalman748" wrote:
> > 
> > > Hi. I'm new to the RS7000 and have a couple beginner's questions. I'm trying to sample a 35 second bass line I recorded (Fender bass plugged into the
Yamaha's input), but when trying to slice I get the "Wave Memory Full" message. I cleaned out some old data, and used the "Wave Memory Optimize"
function, but to no avail. The system tells me I have 1859kb of wave memory available, which must not be enough. To remedy this, I'm planning on installing
the 64 MB RAM upgrade. Should this solve my problem? My goal is to have at least a good 30 minutes of live bass lines saved in the Yamaha to back me for
live performances, Does that sound like a possibility with this upgrade?
> > > 
> > > Another question was the possibility of using the SCSI output to USB and saving samples on my MacBook, then sending the back to the sampler as
needed during composition. Does this sound feasable?
> > > 
> > > Thanks a lot!
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19291|19284|2012-08-03 14:41:25|metalman748|Re: Yamaha RS7000 memory questions|
Thanks for the responses! I'm definitely going to upgrade the RAM. Do you all think there would be any conceivable way to record/store ~ 10 three-minute songs worth
of recorded bass lines and sampled drum beats and then play them back in a live setting? Perhaps using my computer through the SCSI as almost an external hard drive
for the Yamaha? Would it be possible to hook up a simple external hard drive via SCSI? Would the 64 MB of RAM still hold me up? Thanks again!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> When you slice a sample it can use up 50% extra memory as the rs adds tails onto the slices. 
> 
> With 64mb you should be able to get ~8 minutes of mono samples
> 
> IanV
> 
> 
> 
> On 3 Aug 2012, at 02:08, "metalman748" wrote:
> 
> > Hi. I'm new to the RS7000 and have a couple beginner's questions. I'm trying to sample a 35 second bass line I recorded (Fender bass plugged into the
Yamaha's input), but when trying to slice I get the "Wave Memory Full" message. I cleaned out some old data, and used the "Wave Memory Optimize"
function, but to no avail. The system tells me I have 1859kb of wave memory available, which must not be enough. To remedy this, I'm planning on installing
the 64 MB RAM upgrade. Should this solve my problem? My goal is to have at least a good 30 minutes of live bass lines saved in the Yamaha to back me for
live performances, Does that sound like a possibility with this upgrade?
> > 
> > Another question was the possibility of using the SCSI output to USB and saving samples on my MacBook, then sending the back to the sampler as
needed during composition. Does this sound feasable?
> > 
> > Thanks a lot!
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19292|19285|2012-08-04 03:22:32|Danmartin Rodriguez|Re: Sysex Dump of RS7000 Sequence data|
Hi, sorry for my bad inglish.

 I'm the same, so I think the error comes from the damaged system software yamaha might not recognize me not saving devices, and equipment such as change in other
korg mx1 if detected.

  

________________________________
De: jackchaos <jackchaos@yahoo.com>
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Viernes 3 de agosto de 2012 13:16
Asunto: [RS7000] Sysex Dump of RS7000 Sequence data
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Is there anyway I can make a SysEx request to the RS7000 to dump its current sequencer memory to MIDI?

The last time I pulled the smartmedia card from my RS7000 and plugged it into my PC (Windows XP) to backup my data. The smartmedia card became unusable due to a
bug with Windows XP.

I've since upgraded to Windows 7 64bit. Has anyone had any issues with smartmedia cards after deleting data?

Regards

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19293|19293|2012-08-04 03:33:55|J M|Tip: Octaver Vrs Transpose|
Hi RSers,

Use the Octaver to get a feel of what a Job Transpose + or - 12 will get you. It isn't a perfect representation always, but it gives you an idea if you should be uping or
lowering your notes. If sounds not so bad then go in to jobs and do a transpose plus or minus an octave (+12 -12) or two on the phrase.

Zam
| 19294|19284|2012-08-04 03:37:25|J M|Re: Yamaha RS7000 memory questions|
It is possible, give it a go, but don't expect it right away. Give it some figuring out time. You may be able to actually re-create a lot of your bass lines and drum sequences,
or better, using internal sounds, or a single note sample rather than whole measures of long ass samples.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "metalman748" wrote:
>
> Thanks for the responses! I'm definitely going to upgrade the RAM. Do you all think there would be any conceivable way to record/store ~ 10 three-minute
songs worth of recorded bass lines and sampled drum beats and then play them back in a live setting? Perhaps using my computer through the SCSI as almost
an external hard drive for the Yamaha? Would it be possible to hook up a simple external hard drive via SCSI? Would the 64 MB of RAM still hold me up?
Thanks again!
> 

| 19295|19295|2012-08-05 22:12:12|pippilina2012|Buy my rs :)|
I've got a working RS7000.. base model. Works and sounds great, but has a little crack in the body and is missing a knob (cosmetic- the control itself works fine).

Make an offer! If you are in the San Francisco Bay Area you can come by and pick it up, or I can ship it to ya.

Cheers
Pippilina
| 19296|19296|2012-08-20 08:26:20|mfscorpio44|Yamaha RS7000 no autoload files or standard patterns & Styles on sma|
Hi, 
I have bought second hand Rs7000 but I don´t have any autoload file, patterns or styles on the smart media card ... I also have no deliverd
cd roms (there are 2 I think).... What to do i am a beginner so any help is welcome ...Thanks
Sorry for my english i am from belgium
| 19297|18826|2012-08-20 08:26:34|Brion|FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Hello fellow Yamaha RS7000 owners!

I wanted to briefly introduce myself, My Name is Brion I live in America and
I play electro-pop and live music mixing funk/ pop and music that ventures
into the more 'Radiohead' 'Portishead' type sound.

I have had my RS since it was first released in about 2001.
I have had success using the unit to build in pattern mode, but have always
exported before going through the song mode etc (other modes). This is
mainly dues to some of the issues I found within the unit. Can anyone answer
the following questions? This would really help me out. 

1. 
Has anyone had problems sampling into the unit?
I upgraded, maxed out, the memory by installing additional memory in the
unit and still I have the same results.> When playing the sample back it
just replays a fuzzy/ low level/ white noise with a hint of the original
sample sound but nothing usable. Any thoughts?

2.
Does anyone know where I can retrieve additional sounds or styles?
A lot of what is in the two loadable functions on the disk is pretty
outdated. Can I upload style provided for the sister unit (Motif keyboard)
or where is the best resource for this stuff?

I am happy to chat more about the RS, as I am getting back into it, feel
free to open a one on one dialogue.

Thank you all!

Brion 
(404) 993 2234

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


brionfi@gmail.com

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000 Moderator [mailto:RS7000-owner@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2012 6:02 PM
To: brionfi@gmail.com
Subject: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today! 

Hello,

Welcome to the RS7000 group at Yahoo! Groups, a free, easy-to-use email
group service.

The "unofficial" RS7000 FAQ is located in our FILES section @
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

To start sending messages to members of this group, 
simply send email to: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

Please post a message introducing yourself, with a little bit about what
type of music you like to make, geographic location, etc.

If you do not wish to belong to RS7000, you may unsubscribe by sending an
email to:

RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

You may also visit the Yahoo! Groups web site to modify your
subscriptions:

http://groups.yahoo.com/mygroups

Lastly, If you've got an upcoming gig -- POST IT! We'd would love to be
notified. Just be sure to type in the SUBJECT header "OT/PROMO:" So as to
give the viewer an "advanced warning" if he or she does not wish to read the
post.

There is a lots of good stuff (incl. RS7000-FAQ) available at: 
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/files

Regards,

Moderators, RS7000 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
| 19298|19296|2012-08-20 08:36:33|J M|Re: Yamaha RS7000 no autoload files or standard patterns & Styles on|
Welcome to the group!

Don't worry, you don't really need those but if you must have what was on them the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) is in the files section here and a copy of the original SM
Card files I have here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

If you have any problems finding or using them or anything else with the RS7000 let us know.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mfscorpio44" wrote:
>
> Hi, 
> I have bought second hand Rs7000 but I don´t have any autoload file, patterns or styles on the smart media card ... I also have no deliverd
> cd roms (there are 2 I think).... What to do i am a beginner so any help is welcome ...Thanks
> Sorry for my english i am from belgium
>

| 19299|18826|2012-08-20 08:53:07|J M|Re: FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Welcome RS brother!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
>
> Hello fellow Yamaha RS7000 owners!
> 
> I wanted to briefly introduce myself, My Name is Brion I live in America and
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> I play electro-pop and live music mixing funk/ pop and music that ventures
> into the more 'Radiohead' 'Portishead' type sound.
> 
> I have had my RS since it was first released in about 2001.
> I have had success using the unit to build in pattern mode, but have always
> exported before going through the song mode etc (other modes). This is
> mainly dues to some of the issues I found within the unit. Can anyone answer
> the following questions? This would really help me out. 
> 
> 1. 
> Has anyone had problems sampling into the unit?
> I upgraded, maxed out, the memory by installing additional memory in the
> unit and still I have the same results.> When playing the sample back it
> just replays a fuzzy/ low level/ white noise with a hint of the original
> sample sound but nothing usable. Any thoughts?

Yikes that sounds bad, I've never had this issue. Did you make sure the expanded memory you put in it was to spec? If it did it before you put memory in it, or
pull it out to do a short test with out the memory and sampler to be sure that isn't it. Also, check AD setup #6 I think a couple menus deep for input settings. If
it still does it, I'd say factory reset, still does it then OS update or re-install. Still does it hmmm...

> 
> 2.
> Does anyone know where I can retrieve additional sounds or styles?
> A lot of what is in the two loadable functions on the disk is pretty
> outdated. Can I upload style provided for the sister unit (Motif keyboard)
> or where is the best resource for this stuff?

Nothing major that I know of, just check in files here. I've published a lot of my files, still working on publishing more and most of them arn't complete and a
lot of random unfinished junk. Some are completed songs and hopefully a lot of neatly edited sounds. The files are here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/

> I am happy to chat more about the RS, as I am getting back into it, feel
> free to open a one on one dialogue.
> 
> Thank you all!
> 
> 
> Brion 
> (404) 993 2234
> brionfi@...
> 

| 19300|18826|2012-08-20 09:12:25|brionfitzpatrick@bellsouth.net|Re: FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Thank you for the response!

on Q1. It happened b4 the memory update. Not sure If I have tried all your suggestions before, but it's worth trying again!

Q2. Thanks! I'll Check out the files!
do you think Motif files work?

Thanks again.
B.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome RS brother!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> >
> > Hello fellow Yamaha RS7000 owners!
> > 
> > I wanted to briefly introduce myself, My Name is Brion I live in America and
> > I play electro-pop and live music mixing funk/ pop and music that ventures
> > into the more 'Radiohead' 'Portishead' type sound.
> > 
> > I have had my RS since it was first released in about 2001.
> > I have had success using the unit to build in pattern mode, but have always
> > exported before going through the song mode etc (other modes). This is
> > mainly dues to some of the issues I found within the unit. Can anyone answer
> > the following questions? This would really help me out. 
> > 
> > 1. 
> > Has anyone had problems sampling into the unit?
> > I upgraded, maxed out, the memory by installing additional memory in the
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> > unit and still I have the same results.> When playing the sample back it
> > just replays a fuzzy/ low level/ white noise with a hint of the original
> > sample sound but nothing usable. Any thoughts?
> 
> 
> Yikes that sounds bad, I've never had this issue. Did you make sure the expanded memory you put in it was to spec? If it did it before you put memory in it,
or pull it out to do a short test with out the memory and sampler to be sure that isn't it. Also, check AD setup #6 I think a couple menus deep for input
settings. If it still does it, I'd say factory reset, still does it then OS update or re-install. Still does it hmmm...
> 
> 
> > 
> > 2.
> > Does anyone know where I can retrieve additional sounds or styles?
> > A lot of what is in the two loadable functions on the disk is pretty
> > outdated. Can I upload style provided for the sister unit (Motif keyboard)
> > or where is the best resource for this stuff?
> 
> 
> Nothing major that I know of, just check in files here. I've published a lot of my files, still working on publishing more and most of them arn't complete and
a lot of random unfinished junk. Some are completed songs and hopefully a lot of neatly edited sounds. The files are here:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/
> 
> 
> > I am happy to chat more about the RS, as I am getting back into it, feel
> > free to open a one on one dialogue.
> > 
> > Thank you all!
> > 
> > 
> > Brion 
> > (404) 993 2234
> > brionfi@
> > 
> 
>

| 19301|18826|2012-08-20 10:26:00|J M|Re: FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Do you know if you've got the latest OS in your RS too? I don't know if I'm recalling something else or not, but I seem to vaguely recall someone else having a similar
problem on theirs a long long time ago on here... I thought it was bad memory, but it was so long ago.

I don't think motif files will work, I don't see why you couldn't give them a try though, if they do happen to load don't expect it to sound the same as they would on the
motifs. I think the RS's and Motifs architecture probably is just way too diffrent.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "brionfitzpatrick@..." wrote:
>
> Thank you for the response!
> 
> on Q1. It happened b4 the memory update. Not sure If I have tried all your suggestions before, but it's worth trying again!
> 
> Q2. Thanks! I'll Check out the files!
> do you think Motif files work?
> 
> Thanks again.
> B.
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Welcome RS brother!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello fellow Yamaha RS7000 owners!
> > > 
> > > I wanted to briefly introduce myself, My Name is Brion I live in America and
> > > I play electro-pop and live music mixing funk/ pop and music that ventures
> > > into the more 'Radiohead' 'Portishead' type sound.
> > > 
> > > I have had my RS since it was first released in about 2001.
> > > I have had success using the unit to build in pattern mode, but have always
> > > exported before going through the song mode etc (other modes). This is
> > > mainly dues to some of the issues I found within the unit. Can anyone answer
> > > the following questions? This would really help me out. 
> > > 
> > > 1. 
> > > Has anyone had problems sampling into the unit?
> > > I upgraded, maxed out, the memory by installing additional memory in the
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> > > unit and still I have the same results.> When playing the sample back it
> > > just replays a fuzzy/ low level/ white noise with a hint of the original
> > > sample sound but nothing usable. Any thoughts?
> > 
> > 
> > Yikes that sounds bad, I've never had this issue. Did you make sure the expanded memory you put in it was to spec? If it did it before you put memory in
it, or pull it out to do a short test with out the memory and sampler to be sure that isn't it. Also, check AD setup #6 I think a couple menus deep for input
settings. If it still does it, I'd say factory reset, still does it then OS update or re-install. Still does it hmmm...
> > 
> > 
> > > 
> > > 2.
> > > Does anyone know where I can retrieve additional sounds or styles?
> > > A lot of what is in the two loadable functions on the disk is pretty
> > > outdated. Can I upload style provided for the sister unit (Motif keyboard)
> > > or where is the best resource for this stuff?
> > 
> > 
> > Nothing major that I know of, just check in files here. I've published a lot of my files, still working on publishing more and most of them arn't complete
and a lot of random unfinished junk. Some are completed songs and hopefully a lot of neatly edited sounds. The files are here:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/
> > 
> > 
> > > I am happy to chat more about the RS, as I am getting back into it, feel
> > > free to open a one on one dialogue.
> > > 
> > > Thank you all!
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Brion 
> > > (404) 993 2234
> > > brionfi@
> > > 
> > 
> >
>

| 19302|18826|2012-08-21 05:18:47|rarara_ur|Re: FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
what are you using as your sampling source? also, what input. is the AD settings configured correctly - ie Line input etc? what about the 'rec volume' knob - i need to set
this high? also, the audition sample between recording and saving/chopping seems at a lower level the final result.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Do you know if you've got the latest OS in your RS too? I don't know if I'm recalling something else or not, but I seem to vaguely recall someone else
having a similar problem on theirs a long long time ago on here... I thought it was bad memory, but it was so long ago.
> 
> I don't think motif files will work, I don't see why you couldn't give them a try though, if they do happen to load don't expect it to sound the same as they
would on the motifs. I think the RS's and Motifs architecture probably is just way too diffrent.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "brionfitzpatrick@" wrote:
> >
> > Thank you for the response!
> > 
> > on Q1. It happened b4 the memory update. Not sure If I have tried all your suggestions before, but it's worth trying again!
> > 
> > Q2. Thanks! I'll Check out the files!
> > do you think Motif files work?
> > 
> > Thanks again.
> > B.
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Welcome RS brother!
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello fellow Yamaha RS7000 owners!
> > > > 
> > > > I wanted to briefly introduce myself, My Name is Brion I live in America and
> > > > I play electro-pop and live music mixing funk/ pop and music that ventures
> > > > into the more 'Radiohead' 'Portishead' type sound.
> > > > 
> > > > I have had my RS since it was first released in about 2001.
> > > > I have had success using the unit to build in pattern mode, but have always
> > > > exported before going through the song mode etc (other modes). This is
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> > > > mainly dues to some of the issues I found within the unit. Can anyone answer
> > > > the following questions? This would really help me out. 
> > > > 
> > > > 1. 
> > > > Has anyone had problems sampling into the unit?
> > > > I upgraded, maxed out, the memory by installing additional memory in the
> > > > unit and still I have the same results.> When playing the sample back it
> > > > just replays a fuzzy/ low level/ white noise with a hint of the original
> > > > sample sound but nothing usable. Any thoughts?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Yikes that sounds bad, I've never had this issue. Did you make sure the expanded memory you put in it was to spec? If it did it before you put memory
in it, or pull it out to do a short test with out the memory and sampler to be sure that isn't it. Also, check AD setup #6 I think a couple menus deep for input
settings. If it still does it, I'd say factory reset, still does it then OS update or re-install. Still does it hmmm...
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 2.
> > > > Does anyone know where I can retrieve additional sounds or styles?
> > > > A lot of what is in the two loadable functions on the disk is pretty
> > > > outdated. Can I upload style provided for the sister unit (Motif keyboard)
> > > > or where is the best resource for this stuff?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Nothing major that I know of, just check in files here. I've published a lot of my files, still working on publishing more and most of them arn't complete
and a lot of random unfinished junk. Some are completed songs and hopefully a lot of neatly edited sounds. The files are here:
> > > 
> > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > I am happy to chat more about the RS, as I am getting back into it, feel
> > > > free to open a one on one dialogue.
> > > > 
> > > > Thank you all!
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Brion 
> > > > (404) 993 2234
> > > > brionfi@
> > > > 
> > > 
> > >
> >
>

| 19303|19296|2012-08-21 07:53:11|mfscorpio44|Re: Yamaha RS7000 no autoload files or standard patterns & Styles on|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> Don't worry, you don't really need those but if you must have what was on them the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) is in the files section here and a copy of the
original SM Card files I have here:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/
> 
> If you have any problems finding or using them or anything else with the RS7000 let us know.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> hi

Thank you ... so i can hear what for music we can make with the RS7000
many months to learn i think no problem i have all the time.... I have also bought the others yamaha the RMX1.. the little brother of the Rs7000 ...all the same time and
ecler mac40v as mixer.. so happy
music making ... 

> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mfscorpio44" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, 
> > I have bought second hand Rs7000 but I don´t have any autoload file, patterns or styles on the smart media card ... I also have no deliverd
> > cd roms (there are 2 I think).... What to do i am a beginner so any help is welcome ...Thanks
> > Sorry for my english i am from belgium
> >
>

| 19304|17830|2012-08-25 11:38:35|Olivier Pyperzeele|high buzzing sound on rs7000|
Hello Sam,
It's been awhile since i used my rs7000.I just noticed a very high buzzing sound that comes from withinAfter some hours and re-starting it is still there.Do you know what
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it can be?
regards Olivier Pyperzeele

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19305|17830|2012-08-25 14:19:12|J M|Re: high buzzing sound on rs7000|
I'd suspect it has something to do with the power supply, or the power supply unit on the RS might be going out on you. A couple things to check for before attempting to
replace any parts for this may be to see if you have it grounded or the ground wire from the power cord is grounded well. Like if you are going from a 3 prong power
cable to another where the 3rd prong is missing. If you are using a power strip maybe try swapping that out etc.. Other thing to make sure is that it isn't coming from
something else in your gear set up. Isolate the RS on its own power circuit, nothing else hooked in to the wall or in to its audio inputs, use headphones and see if it is still
there.

Hope that is all it is, if you get it figured out let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Olivier Pyperzeele wrote:
>
> 
> Hello Sam,
> It's been awhile since i used my rs7000.I just noticed a very high buzzing sound that comes from withinAfter some hours and re-starting it is still there.Do
you know what it can be?
> regards Olivier Pyperzeele
>

| 19306|17830|2012-08-26 17:53:47|sam w|Re: high buzzing sound on rs7000|
From: Olivier Pyperzeele <olivier_pyperzeele@hotmail.com>
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 12:38 PM
Subject: [RS7000] high buzzing sound on rs7000

  there maybe a ground problem or the power supply may need repair. 

Hello Sam,
It's been awhile since i used my rs7000.I just noticed a very high buzzing sound that comes from withinAfter some hours and re-starting it is still there.Do you know what
it can be?
regards Olivier Pyperzeele

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19307|17830|2012-08-29 08:04:11|Olivier|Re: high buzzing sound on rs7000|
Hello Sam,

The buzzing sound is very stil. If you wouldn't know you would not hear anything. you can hear it only on the pads. I recently bought a 2nd RS. On this one I have no
noise. I did some tests like you explained but with no luck. I think it will not be the power supply then but maybe the card of the pads. My 2nd RS has an US power
supply.
I work with a supplied transfomer and it works fine but I was wondering is it possible to change it to an european one? Do think some cards would also have tobe
replaced? 50-60hertZ. Is there a shop or anything were you stil can buy RS7000 parts. I'm afraid what will happen whithin 10 years :) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I'd suspect it has something to do with the power supply, or the power supply unit on the RS might be going out on you. A couple things to check for before
attempting to replace any parts for this may be to see if you have it grounded or the ground wire from the power cord is grounded well. Like if you are going
from a 3 prong power cable to another where the 3rd prong is missing. If you are using a power strip maybe try swapping that out etc.. Other thing to make
sure is that it isn't coming from something else in your gear set up. Isolate the RS on its own power circuit, nothing else hooked in to the wall or in to its audio
inputs, use headphones and see if it is still there.
> 
> Hope that is all it is, if you get it figured out let us know.
> 
> Zam
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Olivier Pyperzeele wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hello Sam,
> > It's been awhile since i used my rs7000.I just noticed a very high buzzing sound that comes from withinAfter some hours and re-starting it is still there.Do
you know what it can be?
> > regards Olivier Pyperzeele
> >
>

| 19308|17830|2012-08-29 08:49:12|J M|Re: high buzzing sound on rs7000|
You have to go through Yamaha Support (support@yamaha.com) or if you have a local authorized Yamaha dealer might be able get it for you. The part number for the
220v PSU (Power Supply Unit) is V3612700.

If you are brave enough maybe try swapping the PSUs and see if the buzz switches to the other unit, if not then it probably isn't the PSU. If that is it you might be able to
take it to a local electronic repair or maybe even a computer shop would carry them, they look they look like a fairly common typical PSUs that would be in a lot of
equipment. See if they have any identical ones you could use to replace it.

If that isn't it, we will worry about that later... hoping that is it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
>
> Hello Sam,
> 
> The buzzing sound is very stil. If you wouldn't know you would not hear anything. you can hear it only on the pads. I recently bought a 2nd RS. On this one
I have no noise. I did some tests like you explained but with no luck. I think it will not be the power supply then but maybe the card of the pads. My 2nd RS
has an US power supply.
> I work with a supplied transfomer and it works fine but I was wondering is it possible to change it to an european one? Do think some cards would also
have tobe replaced? 50-60hertZ. Is there a shop or anything were you stil can buy RS7000 parts. I'm afraid what will happen whithin 10 years :) 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I'd suspect it has something to do with the power supply, or the power supply unit on the RS might be going out on you. A couple things to check for
before attempting to replace any parts for this may be to see if you have it grounded or the ground wire from the power cord is grounded well. Like if you are
going from a 3 prong power cable to another where the 3rd prong is missing. If you are using a power strip maybe try swapping that out etc.. Other thing to
make sure is that it isn't coming from something else in your gear set up. Isolate the RS on its own power circuit, nothing else hooked in to the wall or in to its
audio inputs, use headphones and see if it is still there.
> > 
> > Hope that is all it is, if you get it figured out let us know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Olivier Pyperzeele wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Hello Sam,
> > > It's been awhile since i used my rs7000.I just noticed a very high buzzing sound that comes from withinAfter some hours and re-starting it is still
there.Do you know what it can be?
> > > regards Olivier Pyperzeele
> > >
> >
>

| 19309|17830|2012-08-29 08:59:14|J M|Re: high buzzing sound on rs7000|
Also, I'm not sure what you mean by "Cards" in the RS7000. We do have the service manual in the file section here, it is kind of hard to read, but it is possible I think to
look up every part and be able to order it through yamaha. Sometimes can through other vendors online or even at a store. A couple months ago I amazingly got a tact
switch for it at Radio Shack of all places.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> You have to go through Yamaha Support (support@...) or if you have a local authorized Yamaha dealer might be able get it for you. The part number for the
220v PSU (Power Supply Unit) is V3612700.
> 
> If you are brave enough maybe try swapping the PSUs and see if the buzz switches to the other unit, if not then it probably isn't the PSU. If that is it you
might be able to take it to a local electronic repair or maybe even a computer shop would carry them, they look they look like a fairly common typical PSUs
that would be in a lot of equipment. See if they have any identical ones you could use to replace it.
> 
> If that isn't it, we will worry about that later... hoping that is it.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
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> >
> > Hello Sam,
> > 
> > The buzzing sound is very stil. If you wouldn't know you would not hear anything. you can hear it only on the pads. I recently bought a 2nd RS. On this
one I have no noise. I did some tests like you explained but with no luck. I think it will not be the power supply then but maybe the card of the pads. My 2nd
RS has an US power supply.
> > I work with a supplied transfomer and it works fine but I was wondering is it possible to change it to an european one? Do think some cards would also
have tobe replaced? 50-60hertZ. Is there a shop or anything were you stil can buy RS7000 parts. I'm afraid what will happen whithin 10 years :) 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'd suspect it has something to do with the power supply, or the power supply unit on the RS might be going out on you. A couple things to check for
before attempting to replace any parts for this may be to see if you have it grounded or the ground wire from the power cord is grounded well. Like if you are
going from a 3 prong power cable to another where the 3rd prong is missing. If you are using a power strip maybe try swapping that out etc.. Other thing to
make sure is that it isn't coming from something else in your gear set up. Isolate the RS on its own power circuit, nothing else hooked in to the wall or in to its
audio inputs, use headphones and see if it is still there.
> > > 
> > > Hope that is all it is, if you get it figured out let us know.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Olivier Pyperzeele wrote:
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > > Hello Sam,
> > > > It's been awhile since i used my rs7000.I just noticed a very high buzzing sound that comes from withinAfter some hours and re-starting it is still
there.Do you know what it can be?
> > > > regards Olivier Pyperzeele
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19310|19296|2012-08-30 03:13:30|gazgridlock|Re: Yamaha RS7000 no autoload files or standard patterns & Styles on|
Hi there,

Have you got a copy of the manual? I don't bother usually but with the RS7k the manual is essential!

If you didn't get a copy with your RS I think you can download a PDF in the files section of this group...

Cheers

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mfscorpio44" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Welcome to the group!
> > 
> > Don't worry, you don't really need those but if you must have what was on them the TWE (Tiny Wave Editor) is in the files section here and a copy of the
original SM Card files I have here:
> > 
> > http://www.quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/
> > 
> > If you have any problems finding or using them or anything else with the RS7000 let us know.
> > 
> > Happy RSing!
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > hi
> Thank you ... so i can hear what for music we can make with the RS7000
> many months to learn i think no problem i have all the time.... I have also bought the others yamaha the RMX1.. the little brother of the Rs7000 ...all the
same time and ecler mac40v as mixer.. so happy
> music making ... 
> 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mfscorpio44" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi, 
> > > I have bought second hand Rs7000 but I don´t have any autoload file, patterns or styles on the smart media card ... I also have no deliverd
> > > cd roms (there are 2 I think).... What to do i am a beginner so any help is welcome ...Thanks
> > > Sorry for my english i am from belgium
> > >
> >
>

| 19311|18826|2012-08-30 03:17:24|gazgridlock|Re: FW: Yahoo! Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
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Yes I agree with rarara_ur, it sounds like the source signal that you're recording from is either wrong or very quiet. Check the 'flow' of the audio to make sure that there are
no points where the volume/gain isn't high enough or too high on the sampler.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> what are you using as your sampling source? also, what input. is the AD settings configured correctly - ie Line input etc? what about the 'rec volume' knob -
i need to set this high? also, the audition sample between recording and saving/chopping seems at a lower level the final result.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Do you know if you've got the latest OS in your RS too? I don't know if I'm recalling something else or not, but I seem to vaguely recall someone else
having a similar problem on theirs a long long time ago on here... I thought it was bad memory, but it was so long ago.
> > 
> > I don't think motif files will work, I don't see why you couldn't give them a try though, if they do happen to load don't expect it to sound the same as they
would on the motifs. I think the RS's and Motifs architecture probably is just way too diffrent.
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "brionfitzpatrick@" wrote:
> > >
> > > Thank you for the response!
> > > 
> > > on Q1. It happened b4 the memory update. Not sure If I have tried all your suggestions before, but it's worth trying again!
> > > 
> > > Q2. Thanks! I'll Check out the files!
> > > do you think Motif files work?
> > > 
> > > Thanks again.
> > > B.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Welcome RS brother!
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello fellow Yamaha RS7000 owners!
> > > > > 
> > > > > I wanted to briefly introduce myself, My Name is Brion I live in America and
> > > > > I play electro-pop and live music mixing funk/ pop and music that ventures
> > > > > into the more 'Radiohead' 'Portishead' type sound.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I have had my RS since it was first released in about 2001.
> > > > > I have had success using the unit to build in pattern mode, but have always
> > > > > exported before going through the song mode etc (other modes). This is
> > > > > mainly dues to some of the issues I found within the unit. Can anyone answer
> > > > > the following questions? This would really help me out. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 1. 
> > > > > Has anyone had problems sampling into the unit?
> > > > > I upgraded, maxed out, the memory by installing additional memory in the
> > > > > unit and still I have the same results.> When playing the sample back it
> > > > > just replays a fuzzy/ low level/ white noise with a hint of the original
> > > > > sample sound but nothing usable. Any thoughts?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Yikes that sounds bad, I've never had this issue. Did you make sure the expanded memory you put in it was to spec? If it did it before you put
memory in it, or pull it out to do a short test with out the memory and sampler to be sure that isn't it. Also, check AD setup #6 I think a couple menus deep for
input settings. If it still does it, I'd say factory reset, still does it then OS update or re-install. Still does it hmmm...
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 2.
> > > > > Does anyone know where I can retrieve additional sounds or styles?
> > > > > A lot of what is in the two loadable functions on the disk is pretty
> > > > > outdated. Can I upload style provided for the sister unit (Motif keyboard)
> > > > > or where is the best resource for this stuff?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Nothing major that I know of, just check in files here. I've published a lot of my files, still working on publishing more and most of them arn't
complete and a lot of random unfinished junk. Some are completed songs and hopefully a lot of neatly edited sounds. The files are here:
> > > > 
> > > > http://www.quantum-source.com/RSZam/
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > I am happy to chat more about the RS, as I am getting back into it, feel
> > > > > free to open a one on one dialogue.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thank you all!
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> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Brion 
> > > > > (404) 993 2234
> > > > > brionfi@
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19312|19312|2012-08-30 09:01:19|MARINO BANDI|Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Hello to all!

Just a short introduction:

My name is Marino and i'm new to the RS, 

bought one second hand three weeks ago, the unit is in excelent conditions, base model without the AIEB2 add-on interface;
i'm not new to synths, sequencers and samplers (i own a MC-505 and a KP3 too, along with some M-Audio & Novation controllers) but felt like at home from first day
with RS, i haven't found such a feeling with the MC-505 in years!
The RS is definitely a killing machine with a really user friendly workflow and great flexibility (undoubtful that around we can find something better, but in my honest
opinion from my old MC to the RS is like going from hell to paradise), anyway i'm looking to use it sequenced by Ableton Live
(done some tests and haven't had issues till now, the only downside is that the RS can't record all the 16 MIDI channels at same time [in pattern mode], or i'm wrong and
missing something?) as i was working with this DAW from last year till now, but won't watch at the screen all the time, knobs,buttons and sliders are more appealing.
By the way, i'm into psytrance and time ago was in with drum'n bass for some time, i like to experiment a lot and enjoy hearing different genres of music and not only
EDM; i live in Italy (north-eastern corner) and i'm working as IT support personnel in an assurance company; also in the cold season i like a lot to snowboard
backcountry.

I'm happy that i found such an active community regarding the RS7000, thank you guys !!

Wish a good day to all!

Cheers

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19313|19312|2012-08-30 09:25:14|J M|Re: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Welcome to the Group!

I also had an mc-505 before getting an RS, great machine too. If you happen to miss the slice function as I did on the 505 note that you can do the same and actually have
more control over it in the RS's programable LFO. Little tip for you, and all, get to know your LFO ;)

Ultimately I think you should be sequencing the RS using just the RS, but nothing wrong with using ableton to record notes and certain events in to the RS's sequencer,
just seems like a bit of strange way to go about it to me. I would think most the time it would be the other way around, making sequences/pattern/songs on the RS and
then somehow getting them put in to ableton. Anyhow, the answer to recording multiple tracks at the same time on the RS is no. It can only record and edit one track at a
time as far as I am aware. Hopefully that isn't too much of a pain in the butt for you, my brain can only comprehend one track at a time for that kind of stuff, but I imagine
you want to do that so you can record midi to all the tracks at the same time out from ableton. If that is so, you may want to see about saving whole song or at least their
midi parts to .mid .smf formats from ableton so you can import them in to the RS using the RS's .mid import function instead of having to record each track in to
separately via midi.

Hope I helped you out some and isn't too confusing, always glad to see new and enthusiastic RSers.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, MARINO BANDI wrote:
>
> Hello to all!
> 
> Just a short introduction:
> 
> My name is Marino and i'm new to the RS, 
> 
> bought one second hand three weeks ago, the unit is in excelent conditions, base model without the AIEB2 add-on interface;
> i'm not new to synths, sequencers and samplers (i own a MC-505 and a KP3 too, along with some M-Audio & Novation controllers) but felt like at home
from first day with RS, i haven't found such a feeling with the MC-505 in years!
> The RS is definitely a killing machine with a really user friendly workflow and great flexibility (undoubtful that around we can find something better, but in
my honest opinion from my old MC to the RS is like going from hell to paradise), anyway i'm looking to use it sequenced by Ableton Live
> (done some tests and haven't had issues till now, the only downside is that the RS can't record all the 16 MIDI channels at same time [in pattern mode], or
i'm wrong and missing something?) as i was working with this DAW from last year till now, but won't watch at the screen all the time, knobs,buttons and
sliders are more appealing.
> By the way, i'm into psytrance and time ago was in with drum'n bass for some time, i like to experiment a lot and enjoy hearing different genres of music
and not only EDM; i live in Italy (north-eastern corner) and i'm working as IT support personnel in an assurance company; also in the cold season i like a lot
to snowboard backcountry.
> 
> I'm happy that i found such an active community regarding the RS7000, thank you guys !!
> 
> Wish a good day to all!
> 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


> Cheers
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19314|19312|2012-08-30 10:46:13|happy_electrolysis|Re: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Hi Zam,

thanks for the reply and for the welcome!
Nice to see another 505 user here, loved the sounds on them, but the soundbank on the RS is more capable and have some really good sounds so i think wont regret the
505 after all.

I have seen what can be done with LFO (must admit that i'm a bit addicted with it), and on the RS you don't have to use it like a fx so every channel can have a different
setting, great thing, thanks for the tip anyway :)

Seem's strange sequencing from Ableton, but was a test i did first day after buying it because to my taste seem's faster to write the pattern down in the DAW. Actually just
did one part of 16 measures for every channel - and then recorded one at a time on the RS (just like you said - was not too much painful after all) ; when playing obviously
all the midi channels on bus was played simultaneously from the RS so i was hoping there is a system to record the entire midi stream directly into pattern memory but
nevermind,was just a curiosity, i'll see perfectly your point of view and stick with midi files if even i need to perform another time this action; 
now i'm persevering programming directly on the RS going deeper in knowing better this beautiful beast and get used well to it, after all is the best part ;)

Thanks for your help one more time,

M

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the Group!
> 
> I also had an mc-505 before getting an RS, great machine too. If you happen to miss the slice function as I did on the 505 note that you can do the same and
actually have more control over it in the RS's programable LFO. Little tip for you, and all, get to know your LFO ;)
> 
> Ultimately I think you should be sequencing the RS using just the RS, but nothing wrong with using ableton to record notes and certain events in to the RS's
sequencer, just seems like a bit of strange way to go about it to me. I would think most the time it would be the other way around, making
sequences/pattern/songs on the RS and then somehow getting them put in to ableton. Anyhow, the answer to recording multiple tracks at the same time on the
RS is no. It can only record and edit one track at a time as far as I am aware. Hopefully that isn't too much of a pain in the butt for you, my brain can only
comprehend one track at a time for that kind of stuff, but I imagine you want to do that so you can record midi to all the tracks at the same time out from
ableton. If that is so, you may want to see about saving whole song or at least their midi parts to .mid .smf formats from ableton so you can import them in to
the RS using the RS's .mid import function instead of having to record each track in to separately via midi.
> 
> Hope I helped you out some and isn't too confusing, always glad to see new and enthusiastic RSers.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, MARINO BANDI wrote:
> >
> > Hello to all!
> > 
> > Just a short introduction:
> > 
> > My name is Marino and i'm new to the RS, 
> > 
> > bought one second hand three weeks ago, the unit is in excelent conditions, base model without the AIEB2 add-on interface;
> > i'm not new to synths, sequencers and samplers (i own a MC-505 and a KP3 too, along with some M-Audio & Novation controllers) but felt like at home
from first day with RS, i haven't found such a feeling with the MC-505 in years!
> > The RS is definitely a killing machine with a really user friendly workflow and great flexibility (undoubtful that around we can find something better, but
in my honest opinion from my old MC to the RS is like going from hell to paradise), anyway i'm looking to use it sequenced by Ableton Live
> > (done some tests and haven't had issues till now, the only downside is that the RS can't record all the 16 MIDI channels at same time [in pattern mode], or
i'm wrong and missing something?) as i was working with this DAW from last year till now, but won't watch at the screen all the time, knobs,buttons and
sliders are more appealing.
> > By the way, i'm into psytrance and time ago was in with drum'n bass for some time, i like to experiment a lot and enjoy hearing different genres of music
and not only EDM; i live in Italy (north-eastern corner) and i'm working as IT support personnel in an assurance company; also in the cold season i like a lot
to snowboard backcountry.
> > 
> > I'm happy that i found such an active community regarding the RS7000, thank you guys !!
> > 
> > Wish a good day to all!
> > 
> > Cheers
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19315|19295|2012-09-03 20:57:45|tl200024|Re: Buy my rs :)|
Hello. I would consider purchasing the RS7000 for $200, as long as everything is working properly. Please respons back. Thanks,

Tony
anthony_lawrence_1@hotmail.com
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pippilina2012" wrote:
>
> I've got a working RS7000.. base model. Works and sounds great, but has a little crack in the body and is missing a knob (cosmetic- the control itself works
fine).
> 
> Make an offer! If you are in the San Francisco Bay Area you can come by and pick it up, or I can ship it to ya.
> 
> Cheers
> Pippilina
>

| 19316|19295|2012-09-04 05:16:10|Frédéric Samamer|AW: [RS7000] Re: Buy my rs :)|
Only in your dreams ;)

--- tl200024 <tl200024@yahoo.com> schrieb am Di, 4.9.2012:

Von: tl200024 <tl200024@yahoo.com>
Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Buy my rs :)
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Datum: Dienstag, 4. September, 2012 02:10 Uhr

 

Hello. I would consider purchasing the RS7000 for $200, as long as everything is working properly. Please respons back. Thanks,

Tony

anthony_lawrence_1@hotmail.com

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pippilina2012" wrote:

>

> I've got a working RS7000.. base model. Works and sounds great, but has a little crack in the body and is missing a knob (cosmetic- the control itself works
fine).

> 

> Make an offer! If you are in the San Francisco Bay Area you can come by and pick it up, or I can ship it to ya.

> 

> Cheers

> Pippilina

>
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19317|19295|2012-09-04 09:45:52|Caitlyn Meeks-Ferragallo|Re: Buy my rs :)|
oh i can't part with it now, it's too awesome!

On Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 4:16 AM, Fr�d�ric Samamer <mcrabbiat@yahoo.de> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Only in your dreams ;)
>
> --- tl200024 <tl200024@yahoo.com> schrieb am Di, 4.9.2012:
>
> Von: tl200024 <tl200024@yahoo.com>
> Betreff: [RS7000] Re: Buy my rs :)
> An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Datum: Dienstag, 4. September, 2012 02:10 Uhr
>
>
>
>
> Hello. I would consider purchasing the RS7000 for $200, as long as
> everything is working properly. Please respons back. Thanks,
>
> Tony
>
> anthony_lawrence_1@hotmail.com
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pippilina2012" wrote:
>
> >
>
> > I've got a working RS7000.. base model. Works and sounds great, but has
> a little crack in the body and is missing a knob (cosmetic- the control
> itself works fine).
>
> >
>
> > Make an offer! If you are in the San Francisco Bay Area you can come by
> and pick it up, or I can ship it to ya.
>
> >
>
> > Cheers
>
> > Pippilina
>
> >
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19318|19318|2012-09-06 09:54:53|J M|Where are you Pegaso?|
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Email me.
| 19319|19319|2012-09-10 22:58:02|zombieshand|Problem with realtime record when synced|
Hey guys new here been trying to jam with a friend whos got an mc909 and ive been unable to get notes to save when im playing in overdub or realtime record modes. It
generally works ok when im not connected via midi though. the OS of my rs is the most recent one off the yamaha site. Thanks in advance <3
| 19320|19319|2012-09-10 23:07:32|zamisers7k|Re: Problem with realtime record when synced|
Is it receiving notes even when not in overdub? Check to see if you have your midi control setup correct in utility mode. Parms for it are listed on pg260 of the manual.
Midi Control I think should not be off, it is try one of the other settings. Also might want to check the sure the midi filter, make sure it isn't filtering any events.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "zombieshand" wrote:
>
> Hey guys new here been trying to jam with a friend whos got an mc909 and ive been unable to get notes to save when im playing in overdub or realtime
record modes. It generally works ok when im not connected via midi though. the OS of my rs is the most recent one off the yamaha site. Thanks in advance
<3
>

| 19321|19319|2012-09-11 13:44:01|Lesry Taylor|Re: Problem with realtime record when synced|
Whats the website to RS7000 underground site club?

________________________________
From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 1:07 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Problem with realtime record when synced

  

Is it receiving notes even when not in overdub? Check to see if you have your midi control setup correct in utility mode. Parms for it are listed on pg260 of the manual.
Midi Control I think should not be off, it is try one of the other settings. Also might want to check the sure the midi filter, make sure it isn't filtering any events.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam 

--- In mailto:RS7000%40yahoogroups.com, "zombieshand" wrote:
>
> Hey guys new here been trying to jam with a friend whos got an mc909 and ive been unable to get notes to save when im playing in overdub or realtime
record modes. It generally works ok when im not connected via midi though. the OS of my rs is the most recent one off the yamaha site. Thanks in advance
<3
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19322|19319|2012-09-11 14:08:37|J M|Re: Problem with realtime record when synced|
This club?

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Lesry Taylor wrote:
>
> Whats the website to RS7000 underground site club?
> 
> 

| 19323|19323|2012-09-19 07:24:20|Able To nique|How to change record mode non-stop? (via MIDI or SysEx or whatever)|
Just think about my non-stop performance improvement.
It must be nice to be able to switch through record modes (step/realtime) while sequencer runes, or switch type of events to input (CC#s, notes, etc.)? May we can have a
phrase or two with specific commands select 'em on a track manually in realtime non-stop&
Can you link me, please, the post, where external commands talked about?
May be, there post with discussion about SysEx commands, RS7k able to recieve execute on the run also?

Big HI to all here!
| 19324|19323|2012-09-20 00:35:30|J M|Re: How to change record mode non-stop? (via MIDI or SysEx or whatev|
Hi abletonique,

I'm not sure I'm getting what you are asking but I'll try to answer.
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It isn't best to use step record for a real-time performance, it will do it, but the problem is that it sounds the notes entered while entering them in step mode. You can
bounce around to tracks that have the same measure length and time, but you can't bounce to a track with different lengths. I think you have to stop record, can continue to
play though if you have the updated firmware OS. That ability wasn't on the RS in early versions. So make sure you have the latest OS installed.

What I suggest and where grid record actually is better than step is for live performance of entering notes. You can add and remove notes and it won't sound it out in that
mode. It takes some practice I imagine, I rarely ever use grid mode so I can't give you specifics on how that works. You may want to experiment with that yourself.

As for external sysex commands and link to them I'm not sure either, I do know the RS will receive them from other gear, and you can also send internal sysex commands
out or to itself via midi. If you record them and want to see what they are I think you do have to stop the RS from playing and look in the events editer [ENTER] on the
number pad.

This link might help you understand what I'm talking about:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=tipstricks&action=display&thread=39

Hope that helps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Able To nique" wrote:
>
> Just think about my non-stop performance improvement.
> It must be nice to be able to switch through record modes (step/realtime) while sequencer runes, or switch type of events to input (CC#s, notes, etc.)? May
we can have a phrase or two with specific commands select 'em on a track manually in realtime non-stop&
> Can you link me, please, the post, where external commands talked about?
> May be, there post with discussion about SysEx commands, RS7k able to recieve execute on the run also?
> 
> Big HI to all here!
>

| 19325|19325|2012-09-29 02:16:00|jamboidroberts|RS Knobs Caps Rotary Covers - anyone know where i can find replaceme|
Hi All,

Just got myself an RS. its nice but its got a knob missing.

Does anyone know where i can get a replacement one...or set?

Cheers

Jim
| 19326|19325|2012-09-29 02:18:58|J M|Re: RS Knobs Caps Rotary Covers - anyone know where i can find repla|
Welcome to the group!

Prob can order than from support@yamaha.com or maybe lordmiltant on here will have some extras for ya? Let me know if you need his email addy and I'll lookit up. He
sells yamaha parts on ebay sometimes too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jamboidroberts" wrote:
>
> Hi All,
> 
> Just got myself an RS. its nice but its got a knob missing.
> 
> Does anyone know where i can get a replacement one...or set?
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Jim
>

| 19327|19325|2012-09-30 12:08:16|Brion|Re: RS Knobs Caps Rotary Covers - anyone know where i can find repla|
I imagine you have tried the entire world wide web?
If you can't fine the precise one, I am sure you can get close.
There's a few dealers like [MCM electronic components] that sell a range.
Also try looking at other Yamaha gear that has the same knobs. 
The RS has three different knobs, if it's the one like the master volume,
it's pretty typical.

Brion 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
jamboidroberts
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:23 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS Knobs Caps Rotary Covers - anyone know where i can find
replacement knobs?

Hi All,
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Just got myself an RS. its nice but its got a knob missing.

Does anyone know where i can get a replacement one...or set?

Cheers

Jim

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19328|19325|2012-09-30 12:36:44|Brion|Re: Correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS?|
Hi RS'ers,

Here's a question for you. 
Recently I have been reconfiguring my studio and I wanted to use my NORD
Lead 2 as a midi controller for the RS. 
I also use the NORD with logic on my MAC, but when I first connected to
logic I had an issue with the keyboard sensitivity (sometimes referred to a
velocity). When playing the logic instrument with the NORD, I found myself
having to bang the keys hard to get the regular sound. The fix was that
Logic had a setting to correct the desired sensitivity of the controller
keyboard keys. [ This is in the Audio/Midi IN setting under keyboard
sensitivity]This fixed it right up!

Now I have the same issue with the RS7000 and I cannot find the place
Where I correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS.

Do any of you know how to fix?
Thanks.

Brion

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of J
M
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 4:19 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: RS Knobs Caps Rotary Covers - anyone know where i can
find replacement knobs?

Welcome to the group!

Prob can order than from support@yamaha.com 
or maybe lordmiltant on here will have some extras for ya? Let me know if
you need his email addy and I'll lookit up. He sells yamaha parts on ebay
sometimes too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
"jamboidroberts" wrote:

>
> Hi All,
> 
> Just got myself an RS. its nice but its got a knob missing.
> 
> Does anyone know where i can get a replacement one...or set?
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Jim
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19329|19325|2012-09-30 19:05:27|J M|Re: Correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS?|
Hi,

I don't think there is one on the RS like you are talking about in Logic. The RS, as far as I know, records the velocity as is as it gets sent in to it from an external midi
controller. There are a few things I can think of to maybe alter the sensitivity/velocity as it comes in to the RS. One is to maybe set the velocity higher or lower via the one
under the swing knob. Or, turn the track velocity/volume up or down, or one more thing is when you are in record mode there is a place to enter and change the note
velocity too that I often use, but that is usually for the mini keys on the RS as I step in notes. It might work the same for an external controller if you are entering them in
that way, it even has some random settings if you go above 127 if I remember right, it remembers it even after leaving record mode and just playing notes in to it.
However, I'm not sure how well that'll work with in coming midi, if the controller is sending velocity settings with the note that may override the rest. worth a try I guess
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if you havn't yet, let us know if any of those ideas work.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
>
> Hi RS'ers,
> 
> 
> Here's a question for you. 
> Recently I have been reconfiguring my studio and I wanted to use my NORD
> Lead 2 as a midi controller for the RS. 
> I also use the NORD with logic on my MAC, but when I first connected to
> logic I had an issue with the keyboard sensitivity (sometimes referred to a
> velocity). When playing the logic instrument with the NORD, I found myself
> having to bang the keys hard to get the regular sound. The fix was that
> Logic had a setting to correct the desired sensitivity of the controller
> keyboard keys. [ This is in the Audio/Midi IN setting under keyboard
> sensitivity]This fixed it right up!
> 
> Now I have the same issue with the RS7000 and I cannot find the place
> Where I correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS.
> 
> Do any of you know how to fix?
> Thanks.
> 
> 
> Brion

| 19330|19325|2012-09-30 20:47:53|Brion|Re: Correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS?|
Thanks Zam.

I have given up on trying to make the Nord work as a controller as a I was
able to pull an old Yamaha keyboard out of the closet and revamp it to use
as a controller for the RS!
One issue I am now finding is the controller will not respond to effects
like the Arpeggio. I have me looking around for the setting (ie. In the
utility Midi setup function etc) but I have not found this. Any advice?

Brion 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of J
M
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:05 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS?

Hi,

I don't think there is one on the RS like you are talking about in Logic.
The RS, as far as I know, records the velocity as is as it gets sent in to
it from an external midi controller. There are a few things I can think of
to maybe alter the sensitivity/velocity as it comes in to the RS. One is to
maybe set the velocity higher or lower via the one under the swing knob. Or,
turn the track velocity/volume up or down, or one more thing is when you are
in record mode there is a place to enter and change the note velocity too
that I often use, but that is usually for the mini keys on the RS as I step
in notes. It might work the same for an external controller if you are
entering them in that way, it even has some random settings if you go above
127 if I remember right, it remembers it even after leaving record mode and
just playing notes in to it. However, I'm not sure how well that'll work
with in coming midi, if the controller is sending velocity settings with the
note that may override the rest. worth a try I guess if you havn't yet, let
us know if any of those ideas work.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brion"
wrote:

>
> Hi RS'ers,
> 
> 
> Here's a question for you. 
> Recently I have been reconfiguring my studio and I wanted to use my NORD
> Lead 2 as a midi controller for the RS. 
> I also use the NORD with logic on my MAC, but when I first connected to
> logic I had an issue with the keyboard sensitivity (sometimes referred to
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a

> velocity). When playing the logic instrument with the NORD, I found myself
> having to bang the keys hard to get the regular sound. The fix was that
> Logic had a setting to correct the desired sensitivity of the controller
> keyboard keys. [ This is in the Audio/Midi IN setting under keyboard
> sensitivity]This fixed it right up!
> 
> Now I have the same issue with the RS7000 and I cannot find the place
> Where I correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS.
> 
> Do any of you know how to fix?
> Thanks.
> 
> 
> Brion

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19331|19325|2012-09-30 21:01:03|J M|Re: Correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS?|
If you are using single note out on the controller to arp the RS just push the arpeggio button on the RS. The RS arpeggio settings are #6 on the number pad. The RS's arp
is pretty crappy tho. If the controller has an arp on it you'll have to find settings on it to send the arped notes out to the RS, not all synths and controllers can do that with
their arp. Some will send the arp out and recieve single note arp in, they are funky about that sometimes. If you are using an old Yamaha (which one?) there is a good
possibility it only goes one way or the other with the arp.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
>
> Thanks Zam.
> 
> 
> I have given up on trying to make the Nord work as a controller as a I was
> able to pull an old Yamaha keyboard out of the closet and revamp it to use
> as a controller for the RS!
> One issue I am now finding is the controller will not respond to effects
> like the Arpeggio. I have me looking around for the setting (ie. In the
> utility Midi setup function etc) but I have not found this. Any advice?
> 
> Brion 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of J
> M
> Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:05 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS?
> 
> 
> Hi,
> 
> I don't think there is one on the RS like you are talking about in Logic.
> The RS, as far as I know, records the velocity as is as it gets sent in to
> it from an external midi controller. There are a few things I can think of
> to maybe alter the sensitivity/velocity as it comes in to the RS. One is to
> maybe set the velocity higher or lower via the one under the swing knob. Or,
> turn the track velocity/volume up or down, or one more thing is when you are
> in record mode there is a place to enter and change the note velocity too
> that I often use, but that is usually for the mini keys on the RS as I step
> in notes. It might work the same for an external controller if you are
> entering them in that way, it even has some random settings if you go above
> 127 if I remember right, it remembers it even after leaving record mode and
> just playing notes in to it. However, I'm not sure how well that'll work
> with in coming midi, if the controller is sending velocity settings with the
> note that may override the rest. worth a try I guess if you havn't yet, let
> us know if any of those ideas work.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Brion"
> wrote:
> >
> > Hi RS'ers,
> > 
> > 
> > Here's a question for you. 
> > Recently I have been reconfiguring my studio and I wanted to use my NORD
> > Lead 2 as a midi controller for the RS. 
> > I also use the NORD with logic on my MAC, but when I first connected to
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> > logic I had an issue with the keyboard sensitivity (sometimes referred to
> a
> > velocity). When playing the logic instrument with the NORD, I found myself
> > having to bang the keys hard to get the regular sound. The fix was that
> > Logic had a setting to correct the desired sensitivity of the controller
> > keyboard keys. [ This is in the Audio/Midi IN setting under keyboard
> > sensitivity]This fixed it right up!
> > 
> > Now I have the same issue with the RS7000 and I cannot find the place
> > Where I correct the MIDI IN keyboard sensitivity in the RS.
> > 
> > Do any of you know how to fix?
> > Thanks.
> > 
> > 
> > Brion
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19332|19332|2012-10-05 09:53:33|barry morton|os overload?|
Hello
 
Has anyone found that if you use too many tracks with a "loop remix"  on it (+ combination of other fx) the RS will start to struggle. I find once i get to approx track 9
onwards I'll notice that trying to change parameters whilst machine is playing (such as mute/ adsr/ filters etc) the response time is vastly delayed. 
 
I know that if you throw too much at any machine it's more likely to  struggle but I was wondering how far people can push their machine before it gets upset. I do tend to
try and  make the most intense / abrasive / abrasive noises possible and push it to it's limits but if other people are doing the same and not having problems then it would
give me some perspective. 
 
Cheers
 
Barry

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19333|19332|2012-10-05 11:45:10|J M|Re: os overload?|
Mine don't, not with loop remix or heavy effects. You might be having something else going on. Do you have any tracks with midi delay on them or octaver? Those are
major poly and processor hogs. I think effects have dedicated overhead for them so they generally don't slow things down on the rs, at least not that I've noticed. I don't
use loop remix that often but it isn't an active process as far as I'm aware.

zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, barry morton wrote:
>
> Hello
>  
> Has anyone found that if you use too many tracks with a "loop remix"  on it (+ combination of other fx) the RS will start to struggle. I find once i get to
approx track 9 onwards I'll notice that trying to change parameters whilst machine is playing (such as mute/ adsr/ filters etc) the response time is vastly
delayed. 
>  
> I know that if you throw too much at any machine it's more likely to  struggle but I was wondering how far people can push their machine before it gets
upset. I do tend to try and  make the most intense / abrasive / abrasive noises possible and push it to it's limits but if other people are doing the same and not
having problems then it would give me some perspective. 
>  
> Cheers
>  
> Barry
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19334|19332|2012-10-06 04:46:13|rarara_ur|Re: os overload?|
only way to tell for sure is for you to upload the song and it can be tried on another RS

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Mine don't, not with loop remix or heavy effects. You might be having something else going on. Do you have any tracks with midi delay on them or
octaver? Those are major poly and processor hogs. I think effects have dedicated overhead for them so they generally don't slow things down on the rs, at
least not that I've noticed. I don't use loop remix that often but it isn't an active process as far as I'm aware.
> 
> zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, barry morton wrote:
> >
> > Hello
> >  
> > Has anyone found that if you use too many tracks with a "loop remix"  on it (+ combination of other fx) the RS will start to struggle. I find once i get to
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approx track 9 onwards I'll notice that trying to change parameters whilst machine is playing (such as mute/ adsr/ filters etc) the response time is vastly
delayed. 
> >  
> > I know that if you throw too much at any machine it's more likely to  struggle but I was wondering how far people can push their machine before it gets
upset. I do tend to try and  make the most intense / abrasive / abrasive noises possible and push it to it's limits but if other people are doing the same and not
having problems then it would give me some perspective. 
> >  
> > Cheers
> >  
> > Barry
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19335|19332|2012-10-06 17:53:05|zamisers7k|Re: os overload?|
Good idea. Also I'm wondering if you were recording knob sweeps if done on more than couple tracks at the same time then yea it starts to bog down. Use data thin job to
help that if so.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> only way to tell for sure is for you to upload the song and it can be tried on another RS
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Mine don't, not with loop remix or heavy effects. You might be having something else going on. Do you have any tracks with midi delay on them or
octaver? Those are major poly and processor hogs. I think effects have dedicated overhead for them so they generally don't slow things down on the rs, at
least not that I've noticed. I don't use loop remix that often but it isn't an active process as far as I'm aware.
> > 
> > zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, barry morton wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello
> > >  
> > > Has anyone found that if you use too many tracks with a "loop remix"  on it (+ combination of other fx) the RS will start to struggle. I find once i get to
approx track 9 onwards I'll notice that trying to change parameters whilst machine is playing (such as mute/ adsr/ filters etc) the response time is vastly
delayed. 
> > >  
> > > I know that if you throw too much at any machine it's more likely to  struggle but I was wondering how far people can push their machine before it gets
upset. I do tend to try and  make the most intense / abrasive / abrasive noises possible and push it to it's limits but if other people are doing the same and not
having problems then it would give me some perspective. 
> > >  
> > > Cheers
> > >  
> > > Barry
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 19336|19332|2012-10-08 11:00:01|barry morton|Re: os overload?|
Cheers for advice everyone
 
I'll try Data thin. I do like a lot of midi delay and play fx so I'll keep an eye on that in future. 
 
Barry

--- On Sun, 7/10/12, zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

From: zamisers7k <zamise@quantum-source.com>
Subject: [RS7000] Re: os overload?
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, 7 October, 2012, 0:53

  

Good idea. Also I'm wondering if you were recording knob sweeps if done on more than couple tracks at the same time then yea it starts to bog down. Use
data thin job to help that if so.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> only way to tell for sure is for you to upload the song and it can be tried on another RS
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Mine don't, not with loop remix or heavy effects. You might be having something else going on. Do you have any tracks with midi delay on them or
octaver? Those are major poly and processor hogs. I think effects have dedicated overhead for them so they generally don't slow things down on the rs, at
least not that I've noticed. I don't use loop remix that often but it isn't an active process as far as I'm aware.
> > 
> > zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, barry morton wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello
> > >  
> > > Has anyone found that if you use too many tracks with a "loop remix"  on it (+ combination of other fx) the RS will start to struggle. I find once i get to
approx track 9 onwards I'll notice that trying to change parameters whilst machine is playing (such as mute/ adsr/ filters etc) the response time is vastly
delayed. 
> > >  
> > > I know that if you throw too much at any machine it's more likely to  struggle but I was wondering how far people can push their machine before it gets
upset. I do tend to try and  make the most intense / abrasive / abrasive noises possible and push it to it's limits but if other people are doing the same and not
having problems then it would give me some perspective. 
> > >  
> > > Cheers
> > >  
> > > Barry
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19337|19337|2012-10-14 20:49:42|jteir77|Problem with MIDI patch changing on external gear|
Hi,

I just bought a RS7000 to replace my RM1x as a hardware sequencer for external gear. But I noticed something strange - the RS7000 does not seem to transmit patch
change data by MIDI when you select a different song! When I change the patch in the mixer it transmits patch change data fine, but when changing from one song to
another (with different patch data) it does not transmit patch change by MIDI. I've checked that I have not any MIDI filters on and I have all the MIDI settings enabling
Voice edit and TG transmission by MIDI. 

Anybody noticed the same problem and found any solution to it?
| 19338|19337|2012-10-14 21:00:44|J M|Re: Problem with MIDI patch changing on external gear|
What are you sending it to?

If you are changing songs on the RS maybe it should have a program change at the start of each track. Personally, I hate that, so I usually delete the PC events on the start
of each song track. They may not be there on your songs, and you may have to put them back in, the RS for some reason will remember its own patch settings without
those. Also you may want to check to see if the hold parameter function is on or off, when it is on it keeps the current settings when changing voices, but I'm not sure how
that would effect external gear when changing patches.

You have to check the events list [enter] when on Rec standby I think to see if the PC events are there or not, and I think F4 button and knob to switch between voice hold
on/off in rec standby too.

Let us know if any of that helps or not?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jteir77" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I just bought a RS7000 to replace my RM1x as a hardware sequencer for external gear. But I noticed something strange - the RS7000 does not seem to
transmit patch change data by MIDI when you select a different song! When I change the patch in the mixer it transmits patch change data fine, but when
changing from one song to another (with different patch data) it does not transmit patch change by MIDI. I've checked that I have not any MIDI filters on and
I have all the MIDI settings enabling Voice edit and TG transmission by MIDI. 
> 
> Anybody noticed the same problem and found any solution to it?
>

| 19339|19337|2012-10-14 21:09:08|J M|Re: Problem with MIDI patch changing on external gear|
Correction, Voice Hold I think is F4 while on Mixer Voice Select menu. Not sure if that'll help much but can be important sometimes. I've a feeling your tracks don't have
the PC event at the start of the tracks tho, prob only really need to put them back in on tracks you are sending off to switch on other gear.
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Hope this info. helps some, and welcome to the group!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> What are you sending it to?
> 
> If you are changing songs on the RS maybe it should have a program change at the start of each track. Personally, I hate that, so I usually delete the PC
events on the start of each song track. They may not be there on your songs, and you may have to put them back in, the RS for some reason will remember its
own patch settings without those. Also you may want to check to see if the hold parameter function is on or off, when it is on it keeps the current settings
when changing voices, but I'm not sure how that would effect external gear when changing patches.
> 
> You have to check the events list [enter] when on Rec standby I think to see if the PC events are there or not, and I think F4 button and knob to switch
between voice hold on/off in rec standby too.
> 
> Let us know if any of that helps or not?
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jteir77" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > I just bought a RS7000 to replace my RM1x as a hardware sequencer for external gear. But I noticed something strange - the RS7000 does not seem to
transmit patch change data by MIDI when you select a different song! When I change the patch in the mixer it transmits patch change data fine, but when
changing from one song to another (with different patch data) it does not transmit patch change by MIDI. I've checked that I have not any MIDI filters on and
I have all the MIDI settings enabling Voice edit and TG transmission by MIDI. 
> > 
> > Anybody noticed the same problem and found any solution to it?
> >
>

| 19340|19337|2012-10-14 21:15:46|J M|Re: Problem with MIDI patch changing on external gear|
One more thing I forgot to mention, the PC event don't take effect when the song is loaded, but rather after you hit play since it is the first event in the list.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Correction, Voice Hold I think is F4 while on Mixer Voice Select menu. Not sure if that'll help much but can be important sometimes. I've a feeling your
tracks don't have the PC event at the start of the tracks tho, prob only really need to put them back in on tracks you are sending off to switch on other gear.
> 
> Hope this info. helps some, and welcome to the group!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > What are you sending it to?
> > 
> > If you are changing songs on the RS maybe it should have a program change at the start of each track. Personally, I hate that, so I usually delete the PC
events on the start of each song track. They may not be there on your songs, and you may have to put them back in, the RS for some reason will remember its
own patch settings without those. Also you may want to check to see if the hold parameter function is on or off, when it is on it keeps the current settings
when changing voices, but I'm not sure how that would effect external gear when changing patches.
> > 
> > You have to check the events list [enter] when on Rec standby I think to see if the PC events are there or not, and I think F4 button and knob to switch
between voice hold on/off in rec standby too.
> > 
> > Let us know if any of that helps or not?
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jteir77" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi,
> > > 
> > > I just bought a RS7000 to replace my RM1x as a hardware sequencer for external gear. But I noticed something strange - the RS7000 does not seem to
transmit patch change data by MIDI when you select a different song! When I change the patch in the mixer it transmits patch change data fine, but when
changing from one song to another (with different patch data) it does not transmit patch change by MIDI. I've checked that I have not any MIDI filters on and
I have all the MIDI settings enabling Voice edit and TG transmission by MIDI. 
> > > 
> > > Anybody noticed the same problem and found any solution to it?
> > >
> >
>

| 19341|19312|2012-10-19 01:54:56|Brion|RS7000's Midi Time Code (MTC) and Start/Stop via Midi.|
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Hi all,
I am having a problem controlling the RS7000's Midi Time Code (MTC) and
Start/Stop via Midi.
I use a lot of this in my studio with my other hardware and software
instruments and I am particularly fond of the Arpeggio in the RS, but have
had a hard time syncing it up with my other gear.
How do I set this up? I cannot find the reference in the manual. Thank you.

Brion

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19342|19312|2012-10-19 03:00:12|Peter Sedin|Re: RS7000's Midi Time Code (MTC) and Start/Stop via Midi.|
MTC only sends strt stop messages, no sync..

2012/10/19 Brion <brionfi@gmail.com>

> **
>
>
> Hi all,
> I am having a problem controlling the RS7000's Midi Time Code (MTC) and
> Start/Stop via Midi.
> I use a lot of this in my studio with my other hardware and software
> instruments and I am particularly fond of the Arpeggio in the RS, but have
> had a hard time syncing it up with my other gear.
> How do I set this up? I cannot find the reference in the manual. Thank you.
>
> Brion
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
> 
>

-- 

Mvh

Peter H.K Sedin

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19343|19312|2012-10-19 05:35:17|J M|Re: RS7000's Midi Time Code (MTC) and Start/Stop via Midi.|
Its in Utility mode Midi Setup Midi sync to MTC, pg 260 of manual has a little more info. If it isn't always working I don't know what the problem would be, I've never
used MTC, usually use Internal for master Midi for slave. Changing the Midi clock setting I think can change whether start/stop messages are sent too, but I'm not sure if
that works or not with MTC. It can be a little tricky getting all the midi settings set right on the RS.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Peter Sedin wrote:
>
> MTC only sends strt stop messages, no sync..
> 
> 2012/10/19 Brion 
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Hi all,
> > I am having a problem controlling the RS7000's Midi Time Code (MTC) and
> > Start/Stop via Midi.
> > I use a lot of this in my studio with my other hardware and software
> > instruments and I am particularly fond of the Arpeggio in the RS, but have
> > had a hard time syncing it up with my other gear.
> > How do I set this up? I cannot find the reference in the manual. Thank you.
> >
> > Brion
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> > 
> >
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> 
> 
> 
> -- 
> 
> 
> Mvh
> 
> Peter H.K Sedin
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19344|19344|2012-10-20 17:18:28|acidburn_inc|16 pad replacement.|
Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about that unit. The RS is
kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any recommendations as to who could carry out
such a task :).

Anyway, hope all are well.

:)
| 19345|19344|2012-10-20 18:12:06|sam w|Re: 16 pad replacement.|
From: acidburn_inc <johannemmanuelproductions@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:18 PM
Subject: [RS7000] 16 pad replacement.

  
Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about that unit. The RS is
kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any recommendations as to who could carry out
such a task :).

Anyway, hope all are well.

:)

better to do it yourself , you will save time and money and gain experience in repairing the rs7000. i've done it to 4 rm1x and rs7000.
all you need is a solder iron, solder and patience it's worth it!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19346|19344|2012-10-28 11:42:26|acidburn_inc|Re: 16 pad replacement.|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:

>
> 
> 
> 
> From: acidburn_inc 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:18 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] 16 pad replacement.
> 
> Â  
> Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about that
unit. The RS is kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any recommendations
as to who could carry out such a task :).
> 
> Anyway, hope all are well.
> 
> :)
> 
> 
> 
> better to do it yourself , you will save time and money and gain experience in repairing the rs7000. i've done it to 4 rm1x and rs7000.
> all you need is a solder iron, solder and patience it's worth it!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Thanks for the advice, I am going to look more into it with some strong coffee (service manual is quite extensive).

I will post back if I have any questions (I will).

Take care.
| 19347|19344|2012-10-29 11:48:27|searay|Re: 16 pad replacement.|
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Hi do you have the workshop service manual or the owners instruction manual?

Sent from Samsung Galaxy Noteacidburn_inc <johannemmanuelproductions@gmail.com> wrote:

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> 
> 
> 
> From: acidburn_inc 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:18 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] 16 pad replacement.
> 
> Â  
> Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about that
unit. The RS is kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any recommendations
as to who could carry out such a task :).
> 
> Anyway, hope all are well.
> 
> :)
> 
> 
> 
> better to do it yourself , you will save time and money and gain experience in repairing the rs7000. i've done it to 4 rm1x and rs7000.
> all you need is a solder iron, solder and patience it's worth it!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

Thanks for the advice, I am going to look more into it with some strong coffee (service manual is quite extensive).

I will post back if I have any questions (I will).

Take care.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19348|19344|2012-10-29 11:50:31|J M|Re: 16 pad replacement.|
They are in the files section here on the Yahoo Group if you or anyone needs them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, searay wrote:
>
> 
> Hi do you have the workshop service manual or the owners instruction manual?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Sent from Samsung Galaxy Noteacidburn_inc wrote:
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > From: acidburn_inc 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:18 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] 16 pad replacement.
> > 
> > Ã Â  
> > Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about that
unit. The RS is kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any recommendations
as to who could carry out such a task :).
> > 
> > Anyway, hope all are well.
> > 
> > :)
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > better to do it yourself , you will save time and money and gain experience in repairing the rs7000. i've done it to 4 rm1x and rs7000.
> > all you need is a solder iron, solder and patience it's worth it!
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> Thanks for the advice, I am going to look more into it with some strong coffee (service manual is quite extensive).
> 
> I will post back if I have any questions (I will).
> 
> Take care.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19349|19344|2012-10-31 06:38:16|searay|Re: 16 pad replacement.|
Ah thanks downloaded em last night wonderfal. 
I managed to up the gain on the audio output so the paterns are powerful but the keys are no where near their volume even though I used mixer and turned them up to 127
whats wrong? Regards Ray

Sent from Samsung Galaxy NoteJ M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:They are in the files section here on the Yahoo Group if you or anyone needs them.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, searay wrote:
>
> 
> Hi do you have the workshop service manual or the owners instruction manual?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Sent from Samsung Galaxy Noteacidburn_inc wrote:
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > From: acidburn_inc 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:18 PM
> > Subject: [RS7000] 16 pad replacement.
> > 
> > Ã Â  
> > Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about that
unit. The RS is kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any recommendations
as to who could carry out such a task :).
> > 
> > Anyway, hope all are well.
> > 
> > :)
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > better to do it yourself , you will save time and money and gain experience in repairing the rs7000. i've done it to 4 rm1x and rs7000.
> > all you need is a solder iron, solder and patience it's worth it!
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> Thanks for the advice, I am going to look more into it with some strong coffee (service manual is quite extensive).
> 
> I will post back if I have any questions (I will).
> 
> Take care.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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| 19350|19344|2012-10-31 09:50:31|rarara_ur|Re: 16 pad replacement.|
go into record mode - overdub, step - and whatever value is held there for velocity is used by the keys. you can change it then exit record and it will then be used

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, searay wrote:
>
> 
> Ah thanks downloaded em last night wonderfal.Â 
> I managed to up the gain on the audio output so the paterns are powerful but the keys are no where near their volume even though I used mixer and turned
them up to 127 whats wrong? Regards Ray
> 
> 
> 
> Sent from Samsung Galaxy NoteJ M wrote:They are in the files section here on the Yahoo Group if you or anyone needs them.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, searay wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hi do you have the workshop service manual or the owners instruction manual?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Sent from Samsung Galaxy Noteacidburn_inc wrote:
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > From: acidburn_inc 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:18 PM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] 16 pad replacement.
> > > 
> > > Ã Â Ã Â  
> > > Can any one help me with this job? I have downloaded the service manual. I have replaced parts on a mpc before but I didn't really give a shit about
that unit. The RS is kind of loved, if its a hard job I would like to send it off to someone with more experience. I am uk based if anyone has any
recommendations as to who could carry out such a task :).
> > > 
> > > Anyway, hope all are well.
> > > 
> > > :)
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > better to do it yourself , you will save time and money and gain experience in repairing the rs7000. i've done it to 4 rm1x and rs7000.
> > > all you need is a solder iron, solder and patience it's worth it!
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> > 
> > Thanks for the advice, I am going to look more into it with some strong coffee (service manual is quite extensive).
> > 
> > I will post back if I have any questions (I will).
> > 
> > Take care.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19351|19351|2012-11-05 10:40:41|tl200024|RS7000 - Remebering sounds after saving a song|
Hello. I have written a couple songs with the RS7000 sequencer. I have midi tracks assigned to tracks 1-5, and use the RS7000 sounds for tracks 6-10. I am able to save
my work as a song, and when i load it back the melody's I created will play back just as I recorded it. My problem though, is that the RS7000 sounds that I used to record
the song change when I load back the song into the RS7000 memory. I then need to go to the mixer, and refind the sounds for each track before I play back. I was
wondering if there is a way to save a song, and have the same sounds load back the next time I load the song back into memory. Thank you very much for your help,

Tony
| 19352|19351|2012-11-05 13:21:25|J M|Re: RS7000 - Remebering sounds after saving a song|
Hi,

Remove the PC events at the start of those tracks or put voice hold to ON or both. I almost always, first thing I do after converting to a song is go in and remove all the PC
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events at the begging of each track. Hope that helps?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tl200024" wrote:
>
> Hello. I have written a couple songs with the RS7000 sequencer. I have midi tracks assigned to tracks 1-5, and use the RS7000 sounds for tracks 6-10. I am
able to save my work as a song, and when i load it back the melody's I created will play back just as I recorded it. My problem though, is that the RS7000
sounds that I used to record the song change when I load back the song into the RS7000 memory. I then need to go to the mixer, and refind the sounds for
each track before I play back. I was wondering if there is a way to save a song, and have the same sounds load back the next time I load the song back into
memory. Thank you very much for your help,
> 
> Tony
>

| 19353|19353|2012-11-08 21:47:21|nickcastello@ymail.com|RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.

First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so that didn't work.

Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond to anything.
As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like normal again.

Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save
something!
| 19354|19353|2012-11-08 21:58:44|J M|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
It might need a terminator on one end of the SCSI? Have you checked that? Could try test mode PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on
see if any errors pop up.

I always suggest just using the standard Yamaha approved and test SM Cards from Motifator.com and a USB SM Reader to backup to computer. Readers are cheap can
get them free, the Yamaha appproved SM cards can be a little expensive, but you only need one.

Let us know if anything helped it to work or not and how goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nickcastello@..." wrote:
>
> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so that didn't work.
> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons
respond to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to
save something!
>

| 19355|19353|2012-11-10 06:23:38|sam w|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
try checking the scsi id settings first make sure the hard drive is formatted for the rs7000

________________________________
From: "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2012 6:49 PM
Subject: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

  
I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.

First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so that didn't work.

Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond to anything.
As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like normal again.

Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save
something!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19356|19353|2012-11-10 08:13:44|MFscorpio|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id number may not be the same as the RS7000

MFscorpio
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MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G

Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> het volgende geschreven:

> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so that didn't work.
> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons
respond to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to
save something!
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19357|19353|2012-11-10 12:23:17|nickcastello@ymail.com|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
Thanks for the tips guys. How exactly do you check/change the scsi id number? That would be awesome if it was just a simple fix

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, MFscorpio wrote:
>
> 
> Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id number may not be the same as the RS7000
> 
> MFscorpio
> 
> 
> 
> MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G
> 
> Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@..." het volgende geschreven:
> 
> > I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> > 
> > First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so that didn't work.
> > 
> > Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons
respond to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like normal again.
> > 
> > Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to
save something!
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19358|19353|2012-11-10 13:07:42|Ian Vine|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
Make sure the zip scsi id not set the same as the rs , I think the rs uses 6. Maybe having a disk in the drive might help. The rs is quite fussy about what is on the scsi bus.
Another thing to check is that the zip has scsi terminator set

Ian

On 10 Nov 2012, at 13:23, sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com> wrote:

> 
> 
> try checking the scsi id settings first make sure the hard drive is formatted for the rs7000
> 
> ________________________________
> From: "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2012 6:49 PM
> Subject: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected
> 
> 
> 
> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so that didn't work.
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> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons
respond to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to
save something!
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19359|19353|2012-11-10 14:40:14|JIM ELLIS|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 
this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 
RS7000. Hope that helps.

http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg

________________________________
From: MFscorpio <mfscorpio44@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 
number may not be the same as the RS7000

MFscorpio

MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G

Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> het 
volgende geschreven:

> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
>of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
>that didn't work.
> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 
>when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
>to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
>normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
>but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
>something!
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19360|19353|2012-11-11 07:37:10|sam w|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
i got my rs7000 to work from the 250mb zip drive to 36gb scsi hard drives. 

________________________________
From: JIM ELLIS <jimellis2001@sbcglobal.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 10:30 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected
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I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 
this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 
RS7000. Hope that helps.

http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg

________________________________
From: MFscorpio <mfscorpio44@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 
number may not be the same as the RS7000

MFscorpio

MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G

Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> het 
volgende geschreven:

> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
>of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
>that didn't work.
> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 
>when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
>to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
>normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
>but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
>something!
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19361|19353|2012-11-11 11:26:49|nickcastello@ymail.com|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
I think I might have figured out my problem... I bought a parallel port zip drive instead of a SCSI zip drive. The eBay auction I bought it from described it as having SCSI,
and I didn't know enough about SCSI to catch it. I'll be sending this drive back and looking for the right one.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, JIM ELLIS wrote:
>
> I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
> but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
> either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 
> this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 
> RS7000. Hope that helps.
> 
> http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: MFscorpio 
> To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
> Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected
> 
> 
> 
> Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 
> number may not be the same as the RS7000
> 
> MFscorpio
> 
> MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G
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> 
> Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@..." het 
> volgende geschreven:
> 
> > I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
> >of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> > 
> > First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
> >that didn't work.
> > 
> > Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 
> >when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
> >to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
> >normal again.
> > 
> > Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
> >but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
> >something!
> > 
> > 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19362|19353|2012-11-11 13:15:50|JIM ELLIS|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
did you have to do multiple partitions to 2gb (or less)?

________________________________
From: sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sun, November 11, 2012 6:37:13 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

i got my rs7000 to work from the 250mb zip drive to 36gb scsi hard drives. 

________________________________
From: JIM ELLIS <jimellis2001@sbcglobal.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 10:30 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 

this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 

RS7000. Hope that helps.

http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg

________________________________
From: MFscorpio <mfscorpio44@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 

number may not be the same as the RS7000

MFscorpio

MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G

Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> het 

volgende geschreven:
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> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
>of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
>
>that didn't work.
> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 

>when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
>to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
>normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
>
>but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
>
>something!
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19363|19353|2012-11-11 14:46:04|MG|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
That's happen to me before

Operator Emz aka Michael Greene

http://www.facebook.com/DJEMZ
http://twitter.com/OperatorEmz
http://mobilemondaysnewyork.tumblr.com/

On Nov 11, 2012, at 1:25 PM, "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> wrote:

> I think I might have figured out my problem... I bought a parallel port zip drive instead of a SCSI zip drive. The eBay auction I bought it from described it
as having SCSI, and I didn't know enough about SCSI to catch it. I'll be sending this drive back and looking for the right one.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, JIM ELLIS wrote:
> >
> > I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
> > but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
> > either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 
> > this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 
> > RS7000. Hope that helps.
> > 
> > http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: MFscorpio 
> > To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 
> > number may not be the same as the RS7000
> > 
> > MFscorpio
> > 
> > MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G
> > 
> > Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@..." het 
> > volgende geschreven:
> > 
> > > I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
> > >of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> > > 
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> > > First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
> > >that didn't work.
> > > 
> > > Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 
> > >when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
> > >to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
> > >normal again.
> > > 
> > > Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
> > >but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
> > >something!
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19364|19364|2012-11-12 14:20:29|Josh|scsi drive on amazon|
can anyone recommend a scsi drive that is easily found on amazon (or anywhere else online)? i need a cable + drive. 
thanks,
josh
| 19365|19353|2012-11-13 07:46:03|MFscorpio|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
I have a parallel and scsi zip drive ... When i put the scsi cable on the parallel zip drive ... ???? It Also works as scsi zip drive ... Rare but was ok for me ... I don't
understand this .. Try it ... 

Mvg,

MFscorpio vanaf mijn iPod Touch 4G

Op 11-nov.-2012 om 19:25 heeft "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> het volgende geschreven:

> I think I might have figured out my problem... I bought a parallel port zip drive instead of a SCSI zip drive. The eBay auction I bought it from described it
as having SCSI, and I didn't know enough about SCSI to catch it. I'll be sending this drive back and looking for the right one.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, JIM ELLIS wrote:
> >
> > I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
> > but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
> > either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 
> > this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 
> > RS7000. Hope that helps.
> > 
> > http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: MFscorpio 
> > To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
> > Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
> > Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 
> > number may not be the same as the RS7000
> > 
> > MFscorpio
> > 
> > MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G
> > 
> > Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@..." het 
> > volgende geschreven:
> > 
> > > I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
> > >of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> > > 
> > > First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
> > >that didn't work.
> > > 
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> > > Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 
> > >when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
> > >to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
> > >normal again.
> > > 
> > > Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
> > >but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
> > >something!
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19366|19353|2012-11-15 15:50:57|sam w|Re: RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected|
i just had one partition 

________________________________
From: JIM ELLIS <jimellis2001@sbcglobal.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 2:15 PM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

  
did you have to do multiple partitions to 2gb (or less)?

________________________________
From: sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sun, November 11, 2012 6:37:13 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

i got my rs7000 to work from the 250mb zip drive to 36gb scsi hard drives. 

________________________________
From: JIM ELLIS <jimellis2001@sbcglobal.net>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, November 10, 2012 10:30 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

I don't have access to my RS7000 right now,
but I remember I had to use "Active SCSI Termination" to get it to work on 
either my Orb Cartridge drive, and/or my hard drive. BTW (as long as I'm writing 

this) all hard drives and storage devices have to be 2GB or lower to work on the 

RS7000. Hope that helps.

http://www.computercableinc.com/ccinc/images/SCSI-Terminator-External-CN50M-Active-w-LED-CableWholesale.jpg

________________________________
From: MFscorpio <mfscorpio44@yahoo.com>
To: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sat, November 10, 2012 7:13:47 AM
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS freezes when scsi zip drive connected

Always turn first the scsi devices on then the RS7000 last ,.,,check the scsi id 

number may not be the same as the RS7000

MFscorpio

MFscorpio from myiPod Touch 4G

Op 9-nov.-2012 om 01:49 heeft "nickcastello@ymail.com" <ncastello@gmail.com> het 

volgende geschreven:
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> I'm pretty new to the RS but really liking it so far except I'm having a hell 
>of a time figuring out a solution for saving patterns and samples.
> 
> First, I bought a smart media/ xd card adapter, but my RS gave me some error so 
>
>that didn't work.
> 
> Then, I bought a scsi zip drive and a 25-50 pin adapter to hook it up. But now 

>when I connect the zip drive my RS just freezes... none of the buttons respond 
>to anything. As soon as I disconnect the drive it goes back to working like 
>normal again.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas about what's going on? This machine has so much potential 
>
>but I can't believe how difficult (and expensive!) it's been just to try to save 
>
>something!
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19367|19367|2012-11-16 15:22:21|gazgridlock|Preview samples before import|
Hi all, may be a silly question but is it possible to preview samples when loading them from memory card into a track?

It can really kill my workflow having to load a sample (eg kickdrum), then go back through all the menus to load the next until I find one that I want to use.

Thanks
| 19368|19367|2012-11-16 20:43:38|J M|Re: Preview samples before import|
Nope, sorry. That is a known issue that has bugged people with the RS. There are ways around it I imagine, like hot swapping just the .wavs you want on your computer
to the SM via a usb drive. Also, the TWE software that came with the RS, if you get it hooked up, I think only works via scsi, can do some cool stuff perhaps with
samples and swapping them to and from the RS, but I've not ever played around with that setup.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Hi all, may be a silly question but is it possible to preview samples when loading them from memory card into a track?
> 
> It can really kill my workflow having to load a sample (eg kickdrum), then go back through all the menus to load the next until I find one that I want to use.
> 
> Thanks
>

| 19369|19369|2012-11-17 20:58:03|baron_apocalypse@talk21.com|Newbie question - Track measure length?|
Hey guys, recently bought an rs and am thoroughly enjoying it. :) I have a couple of questions I haven't quite worked out yet and the manual is sometimes awkward lol.

1. Is there a way to specify individual track measure lengths? For example, say on track one I have a 4/4 kick drum on each beat for one measure. On track two, could I
have a snare pattern for 2 measures and when I play it automatically just loops track one for the remaining measure. The measure length appears to be global for style I
pick, I'm probably missing something really obvious here.

2. Exporting - When I go to export tracks as wav files, there is no option to export. Does this mean I can only export samples I have recorded and not patterns created
from the rs? Exporting to mid/smf is fine. I thought I could maybe export a total song as a wav file or something, or is everyone using a multitrak or some other recording
option for full songs?

Cheers.

:)
| 19370|19369|2012-11-17 21:13:50|J M|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
Welcome to the Group!

1. Yes there is a way. Long story short, before you enter hits/notes press F3 button and use F3 knob to adjust length on the blank track/phrase before you record. The
length don't matter, they loop whatever length and time signature you enter. Just best to remember to adjust those before you record/sequence to a track/phrase. If you are
using built in phrases you have to copy them to a user phrase and do split job on it. Sometimes, for me it is often easier just to delete notes back to a blank pattern and then
set the length and re-enter notes/hits. There might be other better ways...but once it is set it is hard to change, so try to set the length first thing if you remember.

2. Yeah I'm pretty sure but not 100% positive, when you are exporting to .wav it is only exporting samples to .wavs. You have to export to .smf to get the midi parts I

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


think, which hopefully you know that means just the note data etc. is stored, not the actual sounds.

Hope this info helps and I'm not confusing you more, but if you have more questions ask away.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@..." wrote:
>
> Hey guys, recently bought an rs and am thoroughly enjoying it. :) I have a couple of questions I haven't quite worked out yet and the manual is sometimes
awkward lol.
> 
> 1. Is there a way to specify individual track measure lengths? For example, say on track one I have a 4/4 kick drum on each beat for one measure. On track
two, could I have a snare pattern for 2 measures and when I play it automatically just loops track one for the remaining measure. The measure length appears
to be global for style I pick, I'm probably missing something really obvious here.
> 
> 2. Exporting - When I go to export tracks as wav files, there is no option to export. Does this mean I can only export samples I have recorded and not
patterns created from the rs? Exporting to mid/smf is fine. I thought I could maybe export a total song as a wav file or something, or is everyone using a
multitrak or some other recording option for full songs?
> 
> Cheers.
> 
> :)
>

| 19371|19369|2012-11-18 03:17:21|baron_apocalypse@talk21.com|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
Ah brilliant, cheers for that. I knew it would be something I had overlooked. 

I checked the export and yes, it is only recorded samples but that's ok, it means that I'll get some use out of my zoom R8. :-) 

I'll no doubt have more questions as I stumble along. :-P 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the Group!
> 
> 1. Yes there is a way. Long story short, before you enter hits/notes press F3 button and use F3 knob to adjust length on the blank track/phrase before you
record. The length don't matter, they loop whatever length and time signature you enter. Just best to remember to adjust those before you record/sequence to a
track/phrase. If you are using built in phrases you have to copy them to a user phrase and do split job on it. Sometimes, for me it is often easier just to delete
notes back to a blank pattern and then set the length and re-enter notes/hits. There might be other better ways...but once it is set it is hard to change, so try to
set the length first thing if you remember.
> 
> 2. Yeah I'm pretty sure but not 100% positive, when you are exporting to .wav it is only exporting samples to .wavs. You have to export to .smf to get the
midi parts I think, which hopefully you know that means just the note data etc. is stored, not the actual sounds.
> 
> Hope this info helps and I'm not confusing you more, but if you have more questions ask away.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@" wrote:
> >
> > Hey guys, recently bought an rs and am thoroughly enjoying it. :) I have a couple of questions I haven't quite worked out yet and the manual is sometimes
awkward lol.
> > 
> > 1. Is there a way to specify individual track measure lengths? For example, say on track one I have a 4/4 kick drum on each beat for one measure. On
track two, could I have a snare pattern for 2 measures and when I play it automatically just loops track one for the remaining measure. The measure length
appears to be global for style I pick, I'm probably missing something really obvious here.
> > 
> > 2. Exporting - When I go to export tracks as wav files, there is no option to export. Does this mean I can only export samples I have recorded and not
patterns created from the rs? Exporting to mid/smf is fine. I thought I could maybe export a total song as a wav file or something, or is everyone using a
multitrak or some other recording option for full songs?
> > 
> > Cheers.
> > 
> > :)
> >
>

| 19372|19369|2012-11-18 14:11:29|J M|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
No prob! Thought I should also mention to you that I prefer to use the same lengths as often as possible because although it is a cool feature to be able to use dif lengths
like that, you can't jump between tracks with diffident length and time phrases during the recording process. You can with same length ones. Not a huge deal most of the
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time, and I've no idea why it doesn't allow that, but it is nice sometimes to be able to that. Anyhow I record mixes from the RS in to a single track on the old computer
most the time too instead of doing any kind import/export of .wavs. If you were really hard up you could possibly chain a pattern then convert to song and perhaps leave a
blank track open in the process and record the song internally to a sample then export it. Maybe.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@..." wrote:
>
> Ah brilliant, cheers for that. I knew it would be something I had overlooked. 
> 
> I checked the export and yes, it is only recorded samples but that's ok, it means that I'll get some use out of my zoom R8. :-) 
> 
> I'll no doubt have more questions as I stumble along. :-P 
>

| 19373|19369|2012-11-18 14:24:11|baron_apocalypse@talk21.com|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
I actually just had a successful song recording session there. :D All I did was create a pattern change and play 'live' and record to my multitrak, turned out lovely. Actually
very impressed with how well it sounds unmastered.

I do have another question I happened upon during my experiment though, when creating a phrase, I wanted to have a chord that was 2 measures in length but I see that I
can only have a measure length as maximum. Is that right or is there a way to extend my chord over more than one measure?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> No prob! Thought I should also mention to you that I prefer to use the same lengths as often as possible because although it is a cool feature to be able to
use dif lengths like that, you can't jump between tracks with diffident length and time phrases during the recording process. You can with same length ones.
Not a huge deal most of the time, and I've no idea why it doesn't allow that, but it is nice sometimes to be able to that. Anyhow I record mixes from the RS in
to a single track on the old computer most the time too instead of doing any kind import/export of .wavs. If you were really hard up you could possibly chain
a pattern then convert to song and perhaps leave a blank track open in the process and record the song internally to a sample then export it. Maybe.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@" wrote:
> >
> > Ah brilliant, cheers for that. I knew it would be something I had overlooked. 
> > 
> > I checked the export and yes, it is only recorded samples but that's ok, it means that I'll get some use out of my zoom R8. :-) 
> > 
> > I'll no doubt have more questions as I stumble along. :-P 
> >
>

| 19374|19369|2012-11-18 20:43:30|J M|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
If you are doing chords in step rec mode you can set the gate to 200% for a whole note which will give you 2 measures long. If that is not long enough you can go in to
the events editor [enter] and extend the gate length. What I often do tho is turn the beat stretch up.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@..." wrote:
>
> I actually just had a successful song recording session there. :D All I did was create a pattern change and play 'live' and record to my multitrak, turned out
lovely. Actually very impressed with how well it sounds unmastered.
> 
> I do have another question I happened upon during my experiment though, when creating a phrase, I wanted to have a chord that was 2 measures in length
but I see that I can only have a measure length as maximum. Is that right or is there a way to extend my chord over more than one measure?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > No prob! Thought I should also mention to you that I prefer to use the same lengths as often as possible because although it is a cool feature to be able to
use dif lengths like that, you can't jump between tracks with diffident length and time phrases during the recording process. You can with same length ones.
Not a huge deal most of the time, and I've no idea why it doesn't allow that, but it is nice sometimes to be able to that. Anyhow I record mixes from the RS in
to a single track on the old computer most the time too instead of doing any kind import/export of .wavs. If you were really hard up you could possibly chain
a pattern then convert to song and perhaps leave a blank track open in the process and record the song internally to a sample then export it. Maybe.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@" wrote:
> > >
> > > Ah brilliant, cheers for that. I knew it would be something I had overlooked. 
> > > 
> > > I checked the export and yes, it is only recorded samples but that's ok, it means that I'll get some use out of my zoom R8. :-) 
> > > 
> > > I'll no doubt have more questions as I stumble along. :-P 
> > >
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> >
>

| 19375|19369|2012-11-19 03:59:57|baron_apocalypse@talk21.com|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
Ah, yet again another good tip. :D I've watched your vids on youtube as well (I assume it's you anyway) and there's good stuff there also.

I actually wondered what the gate did haha, now I know. Man I love this thing!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> If you are doing chords in step rec mode you can set the gate to 200% for a whole note which will give you 2 measures long. If that is not long enough you
can go in to the events editor [enter] and extend the gate length. What I often do tho is turn the beat stretch up.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@" wrote:
> >
> > I actually just had a successful song recording session there. :D All I did was create a pattern change and play 'live' and record to my multitrak, turned out
lovely. Actually very impressed with how well it sounds unmastered.
> > 
> > I do have another question I happened upon during my experiment though, when creating a phrase, I wanted to have a chord that was 2 measures in
length but I see that I can only have a measure length as maximum. Is that right or is there a way to extend my chord over more than one measure?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > No prob! Thought I should also mention to you that I prefer to use the same lengths as often as possible because although it is a cool feature to be able
to use dif lengths like that, you can't jump between tracks with diffident length and time phrases during the recording process. You can with same length ones.
Not a huge deal most of the time, and I've no idea why it doesn't allow that, but it is nice sometimes to be able to that. Anyhow I record mixes from the RS in
to a single track on the old computer most the time too instead of doing any kind import/export of .wavs. If you were really hard up you could possibly chain
a pattern then convert to song and perhaps leave a blank track open in the process and record the song internally to a sample then export it. Maybe.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Ah brilliant, cheers for that. I knew it would be something I had overlooked. 
> > > > 
> > > > I checked the export and yes, it is only recorded samples but that's ok, it means that I'll get some use out of my zoom R8. :-) 
> > > > 
> > > > I'll no doubt have more questions as I stumble along. :-P 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19376|19369|2012-11-19 15:48:14|J M|Re: Newbie question - Track measure length?|
That reminded me, Gate Time is another way to increase note length too yeah, more interesting to use Gate Time knob with a voice switched to mono instead of using
chords in my opinion, and while the portamento is on to give it a gliding, acidy like sounds... Anyway, yeah those are prob my vids you've seen on youtube. I've used and
have quite a lot groove gear and I still love the RS the most of all of them.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@..." wrote:
>
> Ah, yet again another good tip. :D I've watched your vids on youtube as well (I assume it's you anyway) and there's good stuff there also.
> 
> I actually wondered what the gate did haha, now I know. Man I love this thing!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > If you are doing chords in step rec mode you can set the gate to 200% for a whole note which will give you 2 measures long. If that is not long enough
you can go in to the events editor [enter] and extend the gate length. What I often do tho is turn the beat stretch up.
> > 
> > Zam

| 19377|19367|2012-11-19 16:54:38|gazgridlock|Re: Preview samples before import|
Thanks Zam, it's a shame but I guess I'll persevere :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Nope, sorry. That is a known issue that has bugged people with the RS. There are ways around it I imagine, like hot swapping just the .wavs you want on
your computer to the SM via a usb drive. Also, the TWE software that came with the RS, if you get it hooked up, I think only works via scsi, can do some
cool stuff perhaps with samples and swapping them to and from the RS, but I've not ever played around with that setup.
> 
> Zam
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> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all, may be a silly question but is it possible to preview samples when loading them from memory card into a track?
> > 
> > It can really kill my workflow having to load a sample (eg kickdrum), then go back through all the menus to load the next until I find one that I want to
use.
> > 
> > Thanks
> >
>

| 19378|19378|2012-11-20 07:34:51|rarara_ur|RS7000 and variety within a sequence (vs Elektron etc)|
Hi, have been interested in some discussions around the new Elektron box just around the corner, especially how they implement different pattern lengths (Yamaha got
there first!) and parameter locks. Got me thinking about how similarly unusual sequencing options can be used on the RS.

Have always been the fan of the RS ability to have different loop points/pattern lengths, and for the examples below I will either be talking about a track of :

- standard 1 measure in 4/4-tsig so an overall length of 16 x 1/16ths

- odd measure where the overall length is 17 measures, but each has a 1/16-tsig so an overall length of 17 x 1/16th

Obviously these two will loop slightly differently, and it was this idea I wanted to try and utilise to bring variation to tracks (just like P-LOCKS?!)

Idea 1) was to have a standard track of say hi-hats/synth line etc (of 16/16ths), and introduce some variation by taking an empty track (in this case 17/16ths) and giving it
the same TG/MIDIA/MIDIB settings as the first track. this means that whatever was written to the longer track (not notes!) would effect the first track in a different way
each time they looped since they wouldn't be in sync

QUESTION 1) what would be the best things to use to 'modulate' anothet track, either internally of using another synth?? Midi CCs, pitch bend etc?

Idea 2) based on the same principle above, I thought that maybe using Grid Groove would be an idea, as there the actual notes could be changed, rather than just the voice
property. Notes could even be dropped by setting the velocity to 0. Only problem is that GG only seems to work with neat measures split into 16ths, and presumably just
4/4 (can't see mention in the manual). I guess i'd need to write my actual notes to the 17/16 pattern, and then have a 16/16 track GG used to effect it - not ideal really, as
would rather keep my note-track the same length as every other track which are more likely to also be 16/16.

QUESTION 2) any way around this problem with the GG that would allow what i want.

Any other ways of bringing variety to a track? Not really as clued-up on LFOs as I should be, so maybe they would be a possibility. Has any of what i have said even
made sense? Its ideas floating about my head, but maybe hard to get over.
| 19379|19378|2012-11-20 08:05:15|rarara_ur|Re: RS7000 and variety within a sequence (vs Elektron etc)|
just thought - could use beat stretch to allow me to use grid groove (and/or midiCCs, pitch etc) but at a different looping point to my 'standard' 1 measure of 16ths. gives
me another question though:

can i normalize after beat stretch? say i have 1 measure and i beat stretch it to 125% - can i use the normalise function and it essentially makes it a loop of 1.25 measures
in length? if so, it would mean i could then beat stretch this 1.25 measure - say using 66% and that could give me a new length of 0.825?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>

> Idea 2) based on the same principle above, I thought that maybe using Grid Groove would be an idea, as there the actual notes could be changed, rather than
just the voice property. Notes could even be dropped by setting the velocity to 0. Only problem is that GG only seems to work with neat measures split into
16ths, and presumably just 4/4 (can't see mention in the manual). I guess i'd need to write my actual notes to the 17/16 pattern, and then have a 16/16 track
GG used to effect it - not ideal really, as would rather keep my note-track the same length as every other track which are more likely to also be 16/16.
> 
> QUESTION 2) any way around this problem with the GG that would allow what i want.
>

| 19380|19380|2012-11-20 16:31:12|gazgridlock|Smartmedia to XD adapter|
Hi again guys,

I'm desperately looking to improve my sample use and workflow on the RS, I cam across this, what are your thoughts?

Has anyone ever used one with their RS?

http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Smart-Media-Smartmedia-to-XD-Card-Adapter-/370693516202?
pt=UK_AudioTVElectronics_PDAsAccessories_MemoryCards&hash=item564f0e2baa

It would give me a LOT more room to store samples on the pseudo-Smartmedia card. I only have an 8Mb card and it's not much fun loading back and forth.

You will probably recommend that I look into SCSI but being a noob I wouldn't want to buy the wrong drive/cable, and at £6.99 the adapter is very appealing!

Thanks
| 19381|19380|2012-11-20 18:24:15|J M|Re: Smartmedia to XD adapter|
Those seem like a great idea if they work. I think the RS's OS can only recognize a max of a certain amount tho., I'm thinking for the SM slot it may only be 128megs, if it
isn't that then it may be 2gigs. I'm not sure though, if it recognizes more great. They also stick out like a sore thumb, you'd have to be careful of not bumping in to it etc..

I've been happy with using my 64meg SM card and usb drive, but if I didn't have a computer to backup to I think I'd consider that adapter as probably the most viable
large media storage without having to use extra power or wires for the RS.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Hi again guys,
> 
> I'm desperately looking to improve my sample use and workflow on the RS, I cam across this, what are your thoughts?
> 
> Has anyone ever used one with their RS?
> 
> http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Smart-Media-Smartmedia-to-XD-Card-Adapter-/370693516202?
pt=UK_AudioTVElectronics_PDAsAccessories_MemoryCards&hash=item564f0e2baa
> 
> It would give me a LOT more room to store samples on the pseudo-Smartmedia card. I only have an 8Mb card and it's not much fun loading back and forth.
> 
> You will probably recommend that I look into SCSI but being a noob I wouldn't want to buy the wrong drive/cable, and at £6.99 the adapter is very
appealing!
> 
> Thanks
>

| 19382|19378|2012-11-20 18:58:52|J M|Re: RS7000 and variety within a sequence (vs Elektron etc)|
Hi,

You had a lot to go over with those questions, so my short answer is to experiment with those methods and see how it goes for you.

Longer answer:

First, parameter locks... I'm not super familar with them but from what I've seen like what are on the mono machines are possible on the RS, however it would take a lot
more screen diving and manual event editing and junk within the RS's events editor. I think would be just too time consuming to bother with on the RS, but I'm sure if
someone spent the time they could come up with a similar sounding deal on the RS.

The other stuff you mentioned I'm not sure I followed all of what you meant with the diffrent time signatures and measure lengths. I'd say experiment with them to see
what you turn up with, personally I like to keep the confusion down to a minimal with all that so I try to stick to 4x4x4 as much as possible. Somtimes I'll drop it to 1
measure, or increase to 8 or 16 but not too often, just me though, glad to have the options there, but I simply don't use it enough to make myself sound like I'd know what
I'd be talking about like an expert on the subject.

I do however mess with the LFO a lot and getting to know how that works may help you out a lot in this department. Another thing that I've not done much, have tried
once or twice that could possibly yield some cool results would be to hook the RS's midi out to it's input and record sysex code of one track to another track of things like
manual adjustments of odd varieffect parms. Then I can punch that track in out with mutes. You can probably find other uses for that I'm sure too, you have to get the midi
setup right too to do it, even still sometimes I would still run in to the dreaded midi feedback loop, so be ready to pull the midi cord at any time.

The other cool thing, if you want your drums to sound more analogish and machinedrumish with parm lock type stuff is to use the program 21, 22, 23, and 24 - bd kit,
hh&Cykit, sd kit, and tom kits. For some unknown reason they allowed the LFO and filters to work on them unlike all the other drum kits.

The other thing you mentioned with the the normalizing, I'm not sure, thinking you meant time stretching the sample? If you slice a sample up, depending on the kind of
sample, drum beats or notes, vocal, harmony/melody, and the type of slice 1/4 1/8 etc... it takes some figuring out too. After you get a good sliced up sample, or even good
track with internal sounds, the Loop Remix function can come in handy which can mix the notes up and rearrange stuff in real time without having to stop play. Grid
groove is fun, but like you say it is limited to 16 steps, basically one measure which loops even on phrases that are multiple measures long, so one measure might sound
great and another could be thrown totally off. It is still fun to use sometimes.

You might also like to look at the midi delay menu, you can pitch notes there too and come up with some interesting sounds with different times and levels. I do some cool
glitch stuttering with it sometimes, but have to be careful not to over use it or you can ran in to major midi lag. 

That is all I can think of for now, getting to be a really long post.

Zam
| 19383|19378|2012-11-20 19:22:53|J M|Re: RS7000 and variety within a sequence (vs Elektron etc)|
One more thing, if you make the LFO stepped or no slopes, it does give you 16 adjustable steps, very similar to grid groove, but you can change the length to be longer
than one measure. If you use bpm sync, it could maybe come close to param locks. Problem is it affects amp filter and pitch the same amount, can have dif depths, but the
same step will affect them the same. NOt sure this is making much sense, but like if you do that just on the filter you can adjust it so it "jumps" rather than be smooth,
kind of like a parm lock on filter maybe. Filter jumps are kind of cool when done right. Happens when you overdub sweeps too, but that can get crazy, too much you get
midi lag again.

Zam
| 19384|19351|2012-11-20 19:49:11|tl200024|Re: RS7000 - Remebering sounds after saving a song|
After being totally frustrated, reading the manual for days, and typing this situation into Yahoo and Google, I spent about an hour with the machine and figured it out:

Go into song mode, or whatever mode you want to use, and hit Utility twice. Hit the F4 button. Make sure TG Pram Out is set to Off, and Voice Setup to TG is set to On. 

Now, when I power down the machine, then power back up, load back my song, the sounds that I saved with are now loaded back. This will save tons of time getting set
for gigs, and not have to load each sound before you start your gig. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> Remove the PC events at the start of those tracks or put voice hold to ON or both. I almost always, first thing I do after converting to a song is go in and
remove all the PC events at the begging of each track. Hope that helps?
> 
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> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tl200024" wrote:
> >
> > Hello. I have written a couple songs with the RS7000 sequencer. I have midi tracks assigned to tracks 1-5, and use the RS7000 sounds for tracks 6-10. I
am able to save my work as a song, and when i load it back the melody's I created will play back just as I recorded it. My problem though, is that the RS7000
sounds that I used to record the song change when I load back the song into the RS7000 memory. I then need to go to the mixer, and refind the sounds for
each track before I play back. I was wondering if there is a way to save a song, and have the same sounds load back the next time I load the song back into
memory. Thank you very much for your help,
> > 
> > Tony
> >
>

| 19385|19380|2012-11-21 00:23:51|Ian Vine|Re: Smartmedia to XD adapter|
128mb rings a bell. I got some vague memory of 256 xd cards not working.

IanV

On 21 Nov 2012, at 01:24, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Those seem like a great idea if they work. I think the RS's OS can only recognize a max of a certain amount tho., I'm thinking for the SM slot it may only
be 128megs, if it isn't that then it may be 2gigs. I'm not sure though, if it recognizes more great. They also stick out like a sore thumb, you'd have to be careful
of not bumping in to it etc..
> 
> I've been happy with using my 64meg SM card and usb drive, but if I didn't have a computer to backup to I think I'd consider that adapter as probably the
most viable large media storage without having to use extra power or wires for the RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> >
> > Hi again guys,
> > 
> > I'm desperately looking to improve my sample use and workflow on the RS, I cam across this, what are your thoughts?
> > 
> > Has anyone ever used one with their RS?
> > 
> > http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Smart-Media-Smartmedia-to-XD-Card-Adapter-/370693516202?
pt=UK_AudioTVElectronics_PDAsAccessories_MemoryCards&hash=item564f0e2baa
> > 
> > It would give me a LOT more room to store samples on the pseudo-Smartmedia card. I only have an 8Mb card and it's not much fun loading back and
forth.
> > 
> > You will probably recommend that I look into SCSI but being a noob I wouldn't want to buy the wrong drive/cable, and at £6.99 the adapter is very
appealing!
> > 
> > Thanks
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19386|19351|2012-11-21 02:29:58|J M|Re: RS7000 - Remebering sounds after saving a song|
Glad you got it! Voice Setup to TG to On is prob what did it. I don't think I've ever had that set to Off on mine. Thats gota F some shiz up.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tl200024" wrote:
>
> After being totally frustrated, reading the manual for days, and typing this situation into Yahoo and Google, I spent about an hour with the machine and
figured it out:
> 
> Go into song mode, or whatever mode you want to use, and hit Utility twice. Hit the F4 button. Make sure TG Pram Out is set to Off, and Voice Setup to
TG is set to On. 
> 
> Now, when I power down the machine, then power back up, load back my song, the sounds that I saved with are now loaded back. This will save tons of
time getting set for gigs, and not have to load each sound before you start your gig. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > Remove the PC events at the start of those tracks or put voice hold to ON or both. I almost always, first thing I do after converting to a song is go in and
remove all the PC events at the begging of each track. Hope that helps?
> > 
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> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "tl200024" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello. I have written a couple songs with the RS7000 sequencer. I have midi tracks assigned to tracks 1-5, and use the RS7000 sounds for tracks 6-10. I
am able to save my work as a song, and when i load it back the melody's I created will play back just as I recorded it. My problem though, is that the RS7000
sounds that I used to record the song change when I load back the song into the RS7000 memory. I then need to go to the mixer, and refind the sounds for
each track before I play back. I was wondering if there is a way to save a song, and have the same sounds load back the next time I load the song back into
memory. Thank you very much for your help,
> > > 
> > > Tony
> > >
> >
>

| 19387|19380|2012-11-21 13:24:52|Mark|Re: Smartmedia to XD adapter|
unfortunately the XD-SMC adapter (using a 64MB XD)doesn't work for me, but the SMC works.
If someone wants to buy it from me cheap, let me know.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Those seem like a great idea if they work. I think the RS's OS can only recognize a max of a certain amount tho., I'm thinking for the SM slot it may only
be 128megs, if it isn't that then it may be 2gigs. I'm not sure though, if it recognizes more great. They also stick out like a sore thumb, you'd have to be careful
of not bumping in to it etc..
> 
> I've been happy with using my 64meg SM card and usb drive, but if I didn't have a computer to backup to I think I'd consider that adapter as probably the
most viable large media storage without having to use extra power or wires for the RS.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> >
> > Hi again guys,
> > 
> > I'm desperately looking to improve my sample use and workflow on the RS, I cam across this, what are your thoughts?
> > 
> > Has anyone ever used one with their RS?
> > 
> > http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Smart-Media-Smartmedia-to-XD-Card-Adapter-/370693516202?
pt=UK_AudioTVElectronics_PDAsAccessories_MemoryCards&hash=item564f0e2baa
> > 
> > It would give me a LOT more room to store samples on the pseudo-Smartmedia card. I only have an 8Mb card and it's not much fun loading back and
forth.
> > 
> > You will probably recommend that I look into SCSI but being a noob I wouldn't want to buy the wrong drive/cable, and at £6.99 the adapter is very
appealing!
> > 
> > Thanks
> >
>

| 19388|19378|2012-11-22 03:31:32|rarara_ur|Re: RS7000 and variety within a sequence (vs Elektron etc)|
thanks for that - and apoligies for my poor attempt at explaining things. in essence, i want two tracks which loop at different points, so one will be loop length 16 hits and
another 17. if they both share the same midi/TG settings then they will interact (without any midi-out to midi-in cable shenanegins - i hope?!). so on one i would have the
notes and on another i would have the 'modulation' (CCs etc) to cause variations in the notes with each loop

think i will experiment with LFO this evening. i always just associate them with dubsteppy type base wobbles, but hopefully I can do a bit more in terms of variety
withing tracks...

normalizing (say you have a track, mess round with some groove settings - you can write those changes to the track with normalizing) isn't yielding the desired results:
one measure of 1/16ths can be beat stretched to say 200% so it essentially takes twice as long to loop. my experiments with saving those changes means that you still have
one measure but half the notes get cut off and the remaining notes are 2/16th apart :-( so its maybe best used 'live' as a setting without saving to the track

gives me another question!: anyone have any definitions of the Loop Remix settings? I can dial through them and the small block diagram on screen seems to show
changes to numbers/spacings but its unclear exactly what is going to change

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> You had a lot to go over with those questions, so my short answer is to experiment with those methods and see how it goes for you.
> 
> Longer answer:
> 
> First, parameter locks... I'm not super familar with them but from what I've seen like what are on the mono machines are possible on the RS, however it
would take a lot more screen diving and manual event editing and junk within the RS's events editor. I think would be just too time consuming to bother with
on the RS, but I'm sure if someone spent the time they could come up with a similar sounding deal on the RS.
> 
> The other stuff you mentioned I'm not sure I followed all of what you meant with the diffrent time signatures and measure lengths. I'd say experiment with
them to see what you turn up with, personally I like to keep the confusion down to a minimal with all that so I try to stick to 4x4x4 as much as possible.
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Somtimes I'll drop it to 1 measure, or increase to 8 or 16 but not too often, just me though, glad to have the options there, but I simply don't use it enough to
make myself sound like I'd know what I'd be talking about like an expert on the subject.
> 
> I do however mess with the LFO a lot and getting to know how that works may help you out a lot in this department. Another thing that I've not done much,
have tried once or twice that could possibly yield some cool results would be to hook the RS's midi out to it's input and record sysex code of one track to
another track of things like manual adjustments of odd varieffect parms. Then I can punch that track in out with mutes. You can probably find other uses for
that I'm sure too, you have to get the midi setup right too to do it, even still sometimes I would still run in to the dreaded midi feedback loop, so be ready to
pull the midi cord at any time.
> 
> The other cool thing, if you want your drums to sound more analogish and machinedrumish with parm lock type stuff is to use the program 21, 22, 23, and
24 - bd kit, hh&Cykit, sd kit, and tom kits. For some unknown reason they allowed the LFO and filters to work on them unlike all the other drum kits.
> 
> The other thing you mentioned with the the normalizing, I'm not sure, thinking you meant time stretching the sample? If you slice a sample up, depending
on the kind of sample, drum beats or notes, vocal, harmony/melody, and the type of slice 1/4 1/8 etc... it takes some figuring out too. After you get a good
sliced up sample, or even good track with internal sounds, the Loop Remix function can come in handy which can mix the notes up and rearrange stuff in real
time without having to stop play. Grid groove is fun, but like you say it is limited to 16 steps, basically one measure which loops even on phrases that are
multiple measures long, so one measure might sound great and another could be thrown totally off. It is still fun to use sometimes.
> 
> You might also like to look at the midi delay menu, you can pitch notes there too and come up with some interesting sounds with different times and levels.
I do some cool glitch stuttering with it sometimes, but have to be careful not to over use it or you can ran in to major midi lag. 
> 
> That is all I can think of for now, getting to be a really long post.
> 
> Zam
>

| 19389|19380|2012-11-22 12:41:43|gazgridlock|Re: Smartmedia to XD adapter|
Hi Mark, what size is the SmartMedia card and what capacity?

Cheers

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Mark" wrote:
>
> unfortunately the XD-SMC adapter (using a 64MB XD)doesn't work for me, but the SMC works.
> If someone wants to buy it from me cheap, let me know.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Those seem like a great idea if they work. I think the RS's OS can only recognize a max of a certain amount tho., I'm thinking for the SM slot it may only
be 128megs, if it isn't that then it may be 2gigs. I'm not sure though, if it recognizes more great. They also stick out like a sore thumb, you'd have to be careful
of not bumping in to it etc..
> > 
> > I've been happy with using my 64meg SM card and usb drive, but if I didn't have a computer to backup to I think I'd consider that adapter as probably the
most viable large media storage without having to use extra power or wires for the RS.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi again guys,
> > > 
> > > I'm desperately looking to improve my sample use and workflow on the RS, I cam across this, what are your thoughts?
> > > 
> > > Has anyone ever used one with their RS?
> > > 
> > > http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Smart-Media-Smartmedia-to-XD-Card-Adapter-/370693516202?
pt=UK_AudioTVElectronics_PDAsAccessories_MemoryCards&hash=item564f0e2baa
> > > 
> > > It would give me a LOT more room to store samples on the pseudo-Smartmedia card. I only have an 8Mb card and it's not much fun loading back and
forth.
> > > 
> > > You will probably recommend that I look into SCSI but being a noob I wouldn't want to buy the wrong drive/cable, and at £6.99 the adapter is very
appealing!
> > > 
> > > Thanks
> > >
> >
>

| 19390|19378|2012-11-22 20:46:27|J M|Re: RS7000 and variety within a sequence (vs Elektron etc)|
I think I get what you are explaining on the first part, it is doable on the RS but it isn't something that is immediately easy to do, takes a little figuring out time. Instead of
16 and 17 hits, maybe try to do a 2 and 3 measure phrases with 4/4 first, or a 5 and 7 or something like that first. If I'm getting you right, the 17 will have to be 5/4 sig 1
measure. Totally confusing stuff. If you want to put control data on dif track you have to in to midi out Ch Setup [6] 4x use TG or output select and put out channel to the
same one. Just tried on mine, seems to work so intresting concept. I manually swept the cutoff tho, if you want parm lock type stuff then I think you'd have to learn how to
enter them manually in the events editor [enter].

The big drawback to using phrases with dif lengths tho is that you can't jump between tracks while in step record mode. Maybe in grid mode too I'm not sure, but in step
rec mode, for me, sometimes it is nice to be able to bounce to another track and enter notes while the RS is playing. It isn't something that is crucial though, I just get
confused easily when I stray off the 4x4x4, not sure where a good break or transition points will be, but anyhow it would still be fun to mess around with and experiment
doing that with sometimes for the heck of it since can't really do stuff like that with most other groove gear.
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Also, the RS isn't 16 steps either, in step mode, it has 32 in step rec mode, at least for entering notes on the 32nds, kind of a bit nicer than most gear too. Not that that is
big limitation, there are ways around that, but anyhow, can be a little more useful with the way the RS does it, if you beat stretch 32s by 200% then you've got 16steps for
half measures etc... yes too confusing to explain properly, sure I'm not doing a great job at that too.

What I am confused about is what you mean by normalizing. I think I'm thinking it is different from what you are thinking it means. I'm not sure if you are talking about
samples, you can normalize them, but all it is doing basically is increasing or decreasing the volume on them by a sample processing job. Normalizing don't write to track.
The beat stretch don't cut off notes, if you have one measure with 16ths beat stretch 200% the notes become 8ths over 2 measures. 400% they become quarter notes over 4
measures, the phrase goes the entire 4 measures before it loops for what would normally be 1 measure, but the notes stretched too.

More confussion heh sorry.

I do use beat stretch fairly often to increase the lengths, the bad part I've noticed, you probably haven't got this far on the RS yet, but when you chain a pattern then
convert to song and then go in to Song mode and shorten the beat stretch (speed it up) it can then cut out early as you've only converted so many notes, that part would be
half as long to the end and don't continue to loop.

This is a bunch of confusing stuff, it isn't easy to follow so I do think experimenting with all of it will yield some interesting results. Fully understanding where and when
things will happen tho? I find myself using the KISS methodology more often than not with the RS. No wrong way to do things though, always great to learn and try new
stuff, if it works and you understand it then great, better to try and and goof stuff up then never try and learn nothing new.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> thanks for that - and apoligies for my poor attempt at explaining things. in essence, i want two tracks which loop at different points, so one will be loop
length 16 hits and another 17. if they both share the same midi/TG settings then they will interact (without any midi-out to midi-in cable shenanegins - i
hope?!). so on one i would have the notes and on another i would have the 'modulation' (CCs etc) to cause variations in the notes with each loop
> 
> think i will experiment with LFO this evening. i always just associate them with dubsteppy type base wobbles, but hopefully I can do a bit more in terms of
variety withing tracks...
> 
> normalizing (say you have a track, mess round with some groove settings - you can write those changes to the track with normalizing) isn't yielding the
desired results: one measure of 1/16ths can be beat stretched to say 200% so it essentially takes twice as long to loop. my experiments with saving those
changes means that you still have one measure but half the notes get cut off and the remaining notes are 2/16th apart :-( so its maybe best used 'live' as a
setting without saving to the track
> 
> gives me another question!: anyone have any definitions of the Loop Remix settings? I can dial through them and the small block diagram on screen seems
to show changes to numbers/spacings but its unclear exactly what is going to change

| 19391|19391|2012-11-24 07:12:39|sam|yamaha rs7000 for sale on ebay|
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-rs7000-/221157718046?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item337e06f81e
| 19392|19392|2012-12-03 19:49:22|J M|Extra Styles on original RS CD|
I didn't know these were there but if anyone wants I put them here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/

Zam
| 19393|19392|2012-12-04 09:26:59|mechrir493|Re: Extra Styles on original RS CD|
Thanks!
That was missing just for the fun

Farid

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I didn't know these were there but if anyone wants I put them here:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/
> 
> Zam
>

| 19394|19394|2012-12-09 12:43:32|sam|yamaha rs7000 fo sale|
$ 290.00 yamaha rs7000 for sale from seller you can bypass ebay. you can each me at swade31@yahoo.com.

thanks for looking.

samuel

Read more: http://rs7000.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=buysell&action=display&thread=71#ixzz2EaN2zFHR
| 19395|19395|2012-12-12 08:05:58|baron_apocalypse@talk21.com|Longer LFO time & glide function? (tb303 style)|
Hello all.

These are probably easy questions but I'm not sure how to do them. :P

1. Is there a way to extend the time of an LFO, for example have a sweep that takes 4 or 8 bars to cycle? In fact, how exactly do you record knob changes, I haven't
investigated this properly yet?

2. I was reading up on tb303's the other day and it was talking about using glide and portamento to get the tb303 style 'glide' option. I'm just wondering how exactly this
works. I tried to use glide from the job menu but I wasn't sure where to go with it. How would I apply that to individual notes for example?

3. While I'm here lol, if I was recording a riff using the step sequencer, how can I set individual note velocities? I tried changing the velocity value before I keyed in the
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note but the riff keeps all notes the same.

Cheers.
| 19396|19395|2012-12-12 23:07:43|J M|Re: Longer LFO time & glide function? (tb303 style)|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@..." wrote:

>
> Hello all.
> 
> These are probably easy questions but I'm not sure how to do them. :P
> 
> 1. Is there a way to extend the time of an LFO, for example have a sweep that takes 4 or 8 bars to cycle? In fact, how exactly do you record knob changes, I
haven't investigated this properly yet?

I'm going from my own memory, so probably not 100% accurate, but the LFO I think sweeps a max of only 2 measures if it is bpm synced. However, if you take it off
bpm synced it can be quite a bit longer, I'm not sure exactly sure how long in total but I do believe it is over 8 measures. Your other option may be to slow your bpm down
and use a slower or faster beat stretch, and put your notes closer together in the sequence if you are using a sequenced phrase. That last suggestion probably will have
some weird issues and probably a pain though, so use as a last resort I guess.

You can record almost all knob movements. When in Rec-Standby mode switch, I think F2 knob, to Overdub, press play then tweak away. Be careful though, too much
recorded knob movement on multiple tracks at the same time can make the RS to lag, which is a good reason to get to know the LFO as an alternative for manual sweeps
of Amp, Filter and Pitch. 

> 
> 2. I was reading up on tb303's the other day and it was talking about using glide and portamento to get the tb303 style 'glide' option. I'm just wondering how
exactly this works. I tried to use glide from the job menu but I wasn't sure where to go with it. How would I apply that to individual notes for example?

I've actually worked on this using an actual tb-303 as a comparison, but I can't remember all the exact details. I do remember to make the notes glide/slide the same as on
the 303 that I had to adjust the glide job to make the notes slide a little less than a 16th and 1/2 steps. I forget the exact conversion since it uses like 480 increments per 1/4
bar. I'm not sure I'm explaining that well, but I did put up a video of it in action here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzfhg_VkM4k

Maybe read the description while at if it helps any.

The poratamento can do slides a bit quicker for acidy sounds, but it won't work identical to a real tb-303. What I suggest though is to switch the voice in to be mono, and
turn the gate knob up some so the notes overlap, but they won't since its mono and they'll tend to bend in to each other with a little portamento added. Might need to mess
around with the note sequence a bit too, like not have a note on every 16th step, make some a 32nd note, some a quarter with like 75, 90, 100, or 105 percent gate. Takes a
little bit of fooling around with other stuff too, like usually good to turn the decay on the filter all up too while at it so you get the cuttoff to be more drastic too, most of
the voices have the decay on filter turned down. Eventually you'll come up with some good sliding acid riffs nobody ever expects to come out of the RS. 

> 
> 3. While I'm here lol, if I was recording a riff using the step sequencer, how can I set individual note velocities? I tried changing the velocity value before I
keyed in the note but the riff keeps all notes the same.

You change that on the screen when you are entering them in step rec, F3 knob I believe, F4 for gate %, I adjust the step/note a lot there with the F2 knob and F1 for
moving around while entering them.

> 
> Cheers.
>

Hope this info helps some and not too confusing...

Zam
| 19397|19395|2012-12-13 06:19:29|baron_apocalypse@talk21.com|Re: Longer LFO time & glide function? (tb303 style)|
Thanks again Zami, this is exactly what I was looking for.

I completely forgot all about the bpm sync, now it's doing what I want. :) 

I have seen your 303 vids, I'll go back and review them.

Cheers!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "baron_apocalypse@" wrote:
> >
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> > Hello all.
> > 
> > These are probably easy questions but I'm not sure how to do them. :P
> > 
> > 1. Is there a way to extend the time of an LFO, for example have a sweep that takes 4 or 8 bars to cycle? In fact, how exactly do you record knob changes,
I haven't investigated this properly yet?
> 
> I'm going from my own memory, so probably not 100% accurate, but the LFO I think sweeps a max of only 2 measures if it is bpm synced. However, if you
take it off bpm synced it can be quite a bit longer, I'm not sure exactly sure how long in total but I do believe it is over 8 measures. Your other option may be
to slow your bpm down and use a slower or faster beat stretch, and put your notes closer together in the sequence if you are using a sequenced phrase. That
last suggestion probably will have some weird issues and probably a pain though, so use as a last resort I guess.
> 
> You can record almost all knob movements. When in Rec-Standby mode switch, I think F2 knob, to Overdub, press play then tweak away. Be careful
though, too much recorded knob movement on multiple tracks at the same time can make the RS to lag, which is a good reason to get to know the LFO as an
alternative for manual sweeps of Amp, Filter and Pitch. 
> 
> 
> > 
> > 2. I was reading up on tb303's the other day and it was talking about using glide and portamento to get the tb303 style 'glide' option. I'm just wondering
how exactly this works. I tried to use glide from the job menu but I wasn't sure where to go with it. How would I apply that to individual notes for example?
> 
> I've actually worked on this using an actual tb-303 as a comparison, but I can't remember all the exact details. I do remember to make the notes glide/slide
the same as on the 303 that I had to adjust the glide job to make the notes slide a little less than a 16th and 1/2 steps. I forget the exact conversion since it uses
like 480 increments per 1/4 bar. I'm not sure I'm explaining that well, but I did put up a video of it in action here:
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzfhg_VkM4k
> 
> Maybe read the description while at if it helps any.
> 
> The poratamento can do slides a bit quicker for acidy sounds, but it won't work identical to a real tb-303. What I suggest though is to switch the voice in to
be mono, and turn the gate knob up some so the notes overlap, but they won't since its mono and they'll tend to bend in to each other with a little portamento
added. Might need to mess around with the note sequence a bit too, like not have a note on every 16th step, make some a 32nd note, some a quarter with like
75, 90, 100, or 105 percent gate. Takes a little bit of fooling around with other stuff too, like usually good to turn the decay on the filter all up too while at it
so you get the cuttoff to be more drastic too, most of the voices have the decay on filter turned down. Eventually you'll come up with some good sliding acid
riffs nobody ever expects to come out of the RS. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> > 
> > 3. While I'm here lol, if I was recording a riff using the step sequencer, how can I set individual note velocities? I tried changing the velocity value before
I keyed in the note but the riff keeps all notes the same.
> 
> You change that on the screen when you are entering them in step rec, F3 knob I believe, F4 for gate %, I adjust the step/note a lot there with the F2 knob
and F1 for moving around while entering them.
> 
> > 
> > Cheers.
> >
> 
> Hope this info helps some and not too confusing...
> 
> Zam
>

| 19398|19398|2012-12-17 23:46:23|J M|Tip: Normalize Play Effect Job|
Been kind of slow around here lately, so here is a fun tip I've been messing around with lately on my RS.

The Normalize Play Effect Job - is actually kind of useful.

Lets say you created a sequence and it didn't sound very "full" so you then beat stretched it, add a midi delay with one fb note off set to +12 or something and it was
sounding really good... However, there is like one or two notes toward the end of the sequence that now doesn't quite fit, what do you do?

Do a Normalize Play Effect Job on it. All that stuff will be incorporated in to the sequence and all the play effects get reset. Then you can go in to step record, or edit if the
notes are sitting on top of each other on the same step, and delete those puppies.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 19399|19398|2012-12-18 05:01:18|rarara_ur|Re: Tip: Normalize Play Effect Job|
only issue i have encountered with NPE is that say you have 1 measure which you beat stretch to twice its length, do a few more tweaks etc - when you then normalize-p-
e it truncates it back to 1 measure so cuts half of any notes etc off!! not sure if you can change the main setting to say 2 measures just before and it will work a bit better.
maybe need to experiment later....

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

Been kind of slow around here lately, so here is a fun tip I've been messing around with lately on my RS.

The Normalize Play Effect Job - is actually kind of useful.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzfhg_VkM4k
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Lets say you created a sequence and it didn't sound very "full" so you then beat stretched it, add a midi delay with one fb note off set to +12 or something and
it was sounding really good... However, there is like one or two notes toward the end of the sequence that now doesn't quite fit, what do you do?

Do a Normalize Play Effect Job on it. All that stuff will be incorporated in to the sequence and all the play effects get reset. Then you can go in to step record,
or edit if the notes are sitting on top of each other on the same step, and delete those puppies.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 19400|19398|2012-12-18 07:43:23|Brion|Re: Tip: Normalize Play Effect Job|
Cool, thanks I will try it out!

I finally got my RS to work with my Logic pro 9 last night, MTC and
start-stop..I'm very excited to use it more now!

Brion 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of J
M
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 1:46 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Tip: Normalize Play Effect Job

Been kind of slow around here lately, so here is a fun tip I've been messing
around with lately on my RS.

The Normalize Play Effect Job - is actually kind of useful.

Lets say you created a sequence and it didn't sound very "full" so you then
beat stretched it, add a midi delay with one fb note off set to +12 or
something and it was sounding really good... However, there is like one or
two notes toward the end of the sequence that now doesn't quite fit, what do
you do?

Do a Normalize Play Effect Job on it. All that stuff will be incorporated in
to the sequence and all the play effects get reset. Then you can go in to
step record, or edit if the notes are sitting on top of each other on the
same step, and delete those puppies.

Happy RSing!

Zam

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19401|19401|2012-12-20 04:14:08|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Note delay Sync with PC issue|
My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).

My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are basically sound
modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im careful not to over note the
data or midi events.

The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more of a problem..
Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each bar has a slight delay and
knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again, plays fine during the song, then when
I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow, for which I got the RS's in the first place!

I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn new gear, sigh.
Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
thanks, Chris..
| 19402|19401|2012-12-20 04:51:59|J M|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across some other timing issues
with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over time.

I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.

First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching them out, maybe even
try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.

Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or your set up with a power
conditioner.

Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be interfering somehow?

Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time, so not sure what kind
of problems one starting to go low would cause.
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Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one of them was some
strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.

Hope you get it figured out, let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@..." wrote:
>
> My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> 
> My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are basically
sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im careful not
to over note the data or midi events.
> 
> The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more of a
problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each bar
has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> 
> I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
> Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn new gear,
sigh.
> Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> thanks, Chris..
>

| 19403|19401|2012-12-20 05:03:07|J M|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
Some more ideas...

maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.

Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across some other
timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over time.
> 
> I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> 
> First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching them
out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> 
> Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or your set
up with a power conditioner.
> 
> Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> 
> Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time, so not
sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> 
> Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one of
them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> 
> Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> >
> > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > 
> > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are
basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im
careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > 
> > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more of a
problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each bar
has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > 
> > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
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> > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn new
gear, sigh.
> > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > thanks, Chris..
> >
>

| 19404|19401|2012-12-20 08:46:24|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted yamaha and im probably
going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths almost monthly.. and vstack is a great
little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
Chris..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Some more ideas...
> 
> maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> 
> Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across some
other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over time.
> > 
> > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > 
> > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching them
out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > 
> > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or your set
up with a power conditioner.
> > 
> > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> > 
> > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time, so not
sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > 
> > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one of
them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > 
> > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > >
> > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > 
> > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are
basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im
careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > 
> > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more of a
problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each bar
has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > 
> > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
> > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn new
gear, sigh.
> > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > > thanks, Chris..
> > >
> >
>

| 19405|19405|2012-12-20 16:36:31|moodorgan|Newbie question, How much RAM is installed?|
Hi, this is my first post and have been enjoying reading the forum so far. My question is how do I tell how much RAM is installed on my machine, I opened it up to check
the simm's and there were two there, but this could only be 32mb, is there a way of accessing this info from the OS?

Cheers for your replies.
| 19406|19405|2012-12-20 16:51:49|J M|Re: Newbie question, How much RAM is installed?|
Welcome to the group!
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From the manual:

"If you press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
free memory will be shown while the buttons are held. The
amount of recordable memory (the amount of memory available
for recording or loading samples) may increase if the utility mode
wave memory optimize function is executed.
This will not be displayed while standing by for sequence or sample
recording, or during recording." - pg 68

Also if you don't have the manual in .pdf form I highly suggest getting it, makes searching and finding keywords like "free memory" by pressing ctrl+f super fast.

Can get it here:

http://download.yamaha.com/search/product/?category_id1=16244&category_id2=16315&product_id=623654

Hope you don't think I'm being condescending telling you to read the manual, I do like answering questions like this here because it is an easy one and keeps the group
alive.

You can also do a memory test in the RS's test mode, PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Hi, this is my first post and have been enjoying reading the forum so far. My question is how do I tell how much RAM is installed on my machine, I opened
it up to check the simm's and there were two there, but this could only be 32mb, is there a way of accessing this info from the OS?
> 
> Cheers for your replies.
>

| 19407|19401|2012-12-20 16:54:12|J M|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
Good luck with that, let us know how the Yamaha servicing goes. Also I just suggest test mode for someone else in another message, you might also give it try and see if
it comes up with any specific errors that might cause it.

PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@..." wrote:
>
> Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted yamaha and
im probably going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths almost
monthly.. and vstack is a great little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
> Chris..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Some more ideas...
> > 
> > maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> > 
> > Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across some
other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over time.
> > > 
> > > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > > 
> > > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching
them out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > > 
> > > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or your
set up with a power conditioner.
> > > 
> > > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> > > 
> > > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time, so
not sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > > 
> > > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one of
them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > > 
> > > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
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> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > > 
> > > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are
basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im
careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > > 
> > > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more of a
problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each bar
has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > > 
> > > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
> > > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn new
gear, sigh.
> > > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > > > thanks, Chris..
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19408|19408|2012-12-21 19:55:21|acidburn_inc|Better switches|
Has anyone upgraded the tac switches on the rs7000. I would like to change all of mine out for ones that maybe last until my death if thats possible?

A part number on maplins would be good. I have no idea what I am looking for tbh.
| 19409|19408|2012-12-22 19:33:54|pablo dnb|Re: Better switches|
Hello list,
first post here, nice to meet you.
I have changed the tact switch , push switch and potentiometer last week.
You can find the part number in the part list pdf that is on the yahoo
group.
I am in france and it costed 120 euros for a complete change. I did the
soldering myself.
You can find the store that sells the part on the yamaha website.
Beware, some are more expensive than other (at least in France, where I
live they wanted to charge me 4 euros/ switch, and I found another store in
another city for 0.80 euro/ switch !)
Have fun soldering!
Cheers.
Pablo

2012/12/22 acidburn_inc <johannemmanuelproductions@gmail.com>

> **
>
>
> Has anyone upgraded the tac switches on the rs7000. I would like to change
> all of mine out for ones that maybe last until my death if thats possible?
>
> A part number on maplins would be good. I have no idea what I am looking
> for tbh.
>
> 
>

-- 
Pablo Das Neves Bicho
Architecte DPLG
26 Boulevard Camille Flammarion
13001 MARSEILLE

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19410|19410|2012-12-22 19:36:10|Maki|Copying measure content or editing measure length|
Hi guys :)

Is there a way for this:

I have a track. 4 measure. I initialize Grid record mode, i enter notes on (for example) first 4 tracks and i am ok with first measure. I like it and from now on i would like
to copy everything from measure 1 to measure 2 and just alter few things on measure 2. How do i copy content and paste it to measure 2?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Another thing I noticed is that i either i do not know or simply it isn't possible to alter measure length once when it is recorded. Example, i record 4 measures but then i
decide that i really like only first two measures. I set up only two measures in main screen but when i press play i can hear all four played.

I go in pattern window and i see (down right) Meter 4/4 Length M004 and there is no way to edit this to M002 for example.

I need to clear everything, set up measures to 2 from start and then record again everything as it was in that first two measures i likes.
| 19411|19410|2012-12-22 19:53:19|J M|Re: Copying measure content or editing measure length|
Hello!

I think it is in the Phrase Copy job that you can specify how long and tell it how many times to repeat the copy. I'm not sure though if I remember being able to copy it
over the current phrase or not though, you may have to copy it to a blank user phrase then press the Pattern button to go in to the phrase to track assignments and switch
the phrase to the longer or copied phrase.

It might be Split Phrase job, or it can do some of that work too.

Yeah, once you've entered notes on a phrase you can't just change the length in the record screen, best to know how long you want it before you start entering notes. You
can delete all the notes off it, then change the length, and put them back in though, otherwise you have to use a Job, so if it is a simple sequence it may just be easier to
delete them out, or just clear the track with a Clear Track job too. If it is a complex sequence then that is when I'll use the Copy or Split Jobs, which isn't that often for me
so I'm not good or know how it works very well.

I also don't use grid record very often, I love step rec mode way more and much faster putting in sequences in my opinion.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Maki" wrote:
>
> Hi guys :)
> 
> Is there a way for this:
> 
> I have a track. 4 measure. I initialize Grid record mode, i enter notes on (for example) first 4 tracks and i am ok with first measure. I like it and from now on
i would like to copy everything from measure 1 to measure 2 and just alter few things on measure 2. How do i copy content and paste it to measure 2?
> 
> 
> Another thing I noticed is that i either i do not know or simply it isn't possible to alter measure length once when it is recorded. Example, i record 4
measures but then i decide that i really like only first two measures. I set up only two measures in main screen but when i press play i can hear all four played.
> 
> I go in pattern window and i see (down right) Meter 4/4 Length M004 and there is no way to edit this to M002 for example.
> 
> I need to clear everything, set up measures to 2 from start and then record again everything as it was in that first two measures i likes.
>

| 19412|19408|2012-12-22 20:02:41|J M|Re: Better switches|
I'm not sure how long you are going to live... My tact switches have lasted a good long time so far. I did have to replace the stop button on a second RS that came to me
bad. I got it at Radio Shack and had to do a little extra soldering because it was square instead of round. I also know the play/stop/rec tact switches are longer for some
reason, the rest are shorter, and I think the minikey ones are encased in rubber. I'm not sure what the part numbers are, but yeah we do have the service manual in the files
section here for looking up all the part numbers and names. I don't know if they'll correspond to another vendor's part numbers tho. There is a user here called goes by
lordmilitant007@yahoo.com that has sold some tact switch sets and some other parts for the RS. Maybe shoot him an email too about it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
>
> Has anyone upgraded the tac switches on the rs7000. I would like to change all of mine out for ones that maybe last until my death if thats possible?
> 
> A part number on maplins would be good. I have no idea what I am looking for tbh.
>

| 19413|19408|2012-12-23 07:27:41|acidburn_inc|Re: Better switches|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:

>
> I'm not sure how long you are going to live... My tact switches have lasted a good long time so far. I did have to replace the stop button on a second RS that
came to me bad. I got it at Radio Shack and had to do a little extra soldering because it was square instead of round. I also know the play/stop/rec tact
switches are longer for some reason, the rest are shorter, and I think the minikey ones are encased in rubber. I'm not sure what the part numbers are, but yeah
we do have the service manual in the files section here for looking up all the part numbers and names. I don't know if they'll correspond to another vendor's
part numbers tho. There is a user here called goes by lordmilitant007@... that has sold some tact switch sets and some other parts for the RS. Maybe shoot
him an email too about it.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "acidburn_inc" wrote:
> >
> > Has anyone upgraded the tac switches on the rs7000. I would like to change all of mine out for ones that maybe last until my death if thats possible?
> > 
> > A part number on maplins would be good. I have no idea what I am looking for tbh.
> >
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>

Hey Zam,

I looked in the service manual when I posted a while back I know what the part is,

SKPDADD010 

=

http://www.alps.com/WebObjects/catalog.woa/E/HTML/Tact/SnapIn/SKEY/SKEY_list.html

I will post back when I find a replacement too the soft touch.
| 19414|19408|2012-12-23 08:40:08|Johann Emmanuel|Re: Better switches|
Hey Pablo

I have found a replacement for the original part
http://www.alps.com/WebObjects/catalog.woa/E/HTML/Tact/SnapIn/SKEY/SKEY_list.html.
I cant find a better part to replace it with. It has 500,000 life
cycle.
I wanted a normal tac switch feel and Double that life cycle would have
been nice :D

Will let you guys know how it turns out (expect pictures)

Jojo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19415|19410|2012-12-25 01:20:11|Maki|Re: Copying measure content or editing measure length|
That's it, thanks :)
| 19416|19416|2012-12-25 01:34:13|Maki|Sending PC (programchanges) to external synths..|
Another newbie question :)

I used search here and i partly found what i was looking for however one thing is unclear.

I have external synths and i want RS7000 to send program changes so my patches are recalled properly on external synth. I managed to do that and from advices here and
from what i managed to understand it is best to:

set up one section in a style only for this (so patches aren't recalled all the time on looping etc.etc.). So basically in section P i set up my program changes, play that
section once and all my programs on external gear are recalled. I can then back to section A and start to sequence from there. All fine but...

How do i prevent program changes i created for external gear to modify RS7000 content? I mean how do i mute particular RS7000 sound and only left external gear
playing at the channel?

Example: I am on channel 14. I only want to use it for sending data to external synth. I go in section P, set up my program change, press play and i see on hardware synth
that program is recalled properly, but on that same channel 14 now there is also a sound from RS7000. So when i am pressing keyboard on RS7000 i am hearing external
synth and RS7000 patch?? 

Since i don't know any different way to mute RS7000 sound on that channel 14 then i go in to section A, channel 14, and from RS7000 available sounds i choose empty
sample content so there is no two sounds played at the same time. Now there is only external synth sound.

So how do i manage PC changes to change only external gear but not RS7000 voices? And is there any kind of "empty" voice other then empty sample channel? So i am
not having two sounds played at the same time when i press keyboard..

Thanks guys..
| 19417|19408|2012-12-25 09:56:44|sam w|Re: Better switches|
i still have some rs7000 switches in my inventory. yamaha wants $2.50 a piece which you will pay  $70 for a set of 28 switches.
I'll give you a great price  for 28 pcs.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19418|19416|2012-12-25 18:23:12|Eric Jennings|Re: Sending PC (programchanges) to external synths..|
Hey there-

Try the Setup button, MIDI out section (press that button four times).

Once there, you can assign the MIDI out for that channel. TG is the RS's
tone generator, MIDI 1 and MIDI 2 are the MIDI outs. Turn off the TG for
that channel and boom.

Another fun thing to do is to send a channel's MIDI out to both the TG and
your external synth for some awesome doubling/unison stuff. I've gotten
some of my best sounds by layering like this (especially bass).

Happy Holidays!
Eric

http://www.alps.com/WebObjects/catalog.woa/E/HTML/Tact/SnapIn/SKEY/SKEY_list.html
http://www.alps.com/WebObjects/catalog.woa/E/HTML/Tact/SnapIn/SKEY/SKEY_list.html.


On Dec 25, 2012, at 12:34 AM, Maki <maky357@yahoo.com> wrote:

Another newbie question :)

I used search here and i partly found what i was looking for however one
thing is unclear.

I have external synths and i want RS7000 to send program changes so my
patches are recalled properly on external synth. I managed to do that and
from advices here and from what i managed to understand it is best to:

set up one section in a style only for this (so patches aren't recalled all
the time on looping etc.etc.). So basically in section P i set up my
program changes, play that section once and all my programs on external
gear are recalled. I can then back to section A and start to sequence from
there. All fine but...

How do i prevent program changes i created for external gear to modify
RS7000 content? I mean how do i mute particular RS7000 sound and only left
external gear playing at the channel?

Example: I am on channel 14. I only want to use it for sending data to
external synth. I go in section P, set up my program change, press play and
i see on hardware synth that program is recalled properly, but on that same
channel 14 now there is also a sound from RS7000. So when i am pressing
keyboard on RS7000 i am hearing external synth and RS7000 patch??

Since i don't know any different way to mute RS7000 sound on that channel
14 then i go in to section A, channel 14, and from RS7000 available sounds
i choose empty sample content so there is no two sounds played at the same
time. Now there is only external synth sound.

So how do i manage PC changes to change only external gear but not RS7000
voices? And is there any kind of "empty" voice other then empty sample
channel? So i am not having two sounds played at the same time when i press
keyboard..

Thanks guys..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19419|19416|2012-12-25 23:45:58|Maki|Re: Sending PC (programchanges) to external synths..|
Thank you mister!! Yes yesterday i was thinking about "doubling" thing as a design starting point but i would like to know how to get single stuff. Thanks for info - that
helped.

Happy holidays!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Eric Jennings wrote:
>
> Hey there-
> 
> Try the Setup button, MIDI out section (press that button four times).
> 
> Once there, you can assign the MIDI out for that channel. TG is the RS's
> tone generator, MIDI 1 and MIDI 2 are the MIDI outs. Turn off the TG for
> that channel and boom.
> 
> Another fun thing to do is to send a channel's MIDI out to both the TG and
> your external synth for some awesome doubling/unison stuff. I've gotten
> some of my best sounds by layering like this (especially bass).
> 
> Happy Holidays!
> Eric
> 
> On Dec 25, 2012, at 12:34 AM, Maki wrote:
> 
> 
> 
> Another newbie question :)
> 
> I used search here and i partly found what i was looking for however one
> thing is unclear.
> 
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> I have external synths and i want RS7000 to send program changes so my
> patches are recalled properly on external synth. I managed to do that and
> from advices here and from what i managed to understand it is best to:
> 
> set up one section in a style only for this (so patches aren't recalled all
> the time on looping etc.etc.). So basically in section P i set up my
> program changes, play that section once and all my programs on external
> gear are recalled. I can then back to section A and start to sequence from
> there. All fine but...
> 
> How do i prevent program changes i created for external gear to modify
> RS7000 content? I mean how do i mute particular RS7000 sound and only left
> external gear playing at the channel?
> 
> Example: I am on channel 14. I only want to use it for sending data to
> external synth. I go in section P, set up my program change, press play and
> i see on hardware synth that program is recalled properly, but on that same
> channel 14 now there is also a sound from RS7000. So when i am pressing
> keyboard on RS7000 i am hearing external synth and RS7000 patch??
> 
> Since i don't know any different way to mute RS7000 sound on that channel
> 14 then i go in to section A, channel 14, and from RS7000 available sounds
> i choose empty sample content so there is no two sounds played at the same
> time. Now there is only external synth sound.
> 
> So how do i manage PC changes to change only external gear but not RS7000
> voices? And is there any kind of "empty" voice other then empty sample
> channel? So i am not having two sounds played at the same time when i press
> keyboard..
> 
> Thanks guys..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19420|19420|2012-12-26 00:06:26|Maki|Best-simplest way to record some things - what is your way?|
Ok i pretty quickly dig into pattern chain and song mode and now i do wonder about one thing. Since there are more ways to do same thing, and since i am still at the
beginning i would really like to know what you guys do and how do you do it so i can choose good route to go further with the machine and learn it.

I'll start with basic question regarding recording. I'll give example of two situation.

Scenario 1:

So i created several sections, i chained them and more or less i am ok with arrangement. Now i want to record knob movement. Example filter cutoff (or mixer volume, or
track mute..does it make any difference?).

So i am on track 12 where i have sound which kick in in a middle of a song. However i want filter cutoff to fade in, and fade will be as long as several patterns (5 or 6
patterns). So it will be expressed across several different sections played(chained) so i guess it's not smart to automate it inside one section, then in another and so on
because section are switched in chain back and forth etc..

What is best way to record this fade in? I mean which mode you like which will also be good and convenient for further editing (or it does not matter?) and which will
provide me better control to edit after recording is done?

Can same be applied for mixer movement etc?

Scenario 2:

I want to automate filter cutoff and whole movement will be expressed inside just one pattern (not across several different sections). I guess answer in this one is obvious
however i would like to hear how you guys do it..

Thanks
| 19421|19420|2012-12-26 06:03:39|J M|Re: Best-simplest way to record some things - what is your way?|
Hi!

Eric Jennings answered your Q on how to turn off RS's TG well, that is what I would have suggested too ;)

You are right about being able to do things multiple ways on the RS. The proper way is what I would consider using pattern sections A-J or A-P if you use the shift key on
later OS. This actually drops out the parts or tracks properly instead of muting them. When you mute them the notes are still there and sometimes, if you are using
external gear might still register those notes or can cause strange problems with beat stretching and stuff with those notes still being there. It is the way to go if you want
to set things up properly in chain mode.

Personally, I usually wind up "cheating" and build most my patterns with just one section, Section A, fully loaded. Then do extensive muting in Chain mode with the one
Pattern Section. I don't build multiple Patterns and Section/ Styles. Chaning out styles seems to cause the RS to hiccup. So I load each one individually, even during a live
show.

Either way, I don't generally record knob sweeps in Pattern Mode, can't record them in Chain, but what you can do is convert the Chain to a Song, and once that is done
then you go in to Song Mode and it will be there ready for you to do song wide sweeps. I delete out the PC events on each track, this may be a little dif for you if you are
using external gear you may want to be careful which tracks you remove those from, but if using the RS by itself simple to just get rid of all of them at the start of each



track before you do anything else, the RS will remember the voice settings. In Song mode is where I do my final track long sweeps.

It is int interesting though, I don't always go through the whole process of taking a pattern through Chain and in to Song mode, so for gigs I have my set written down
which are in which modes and load them there. Pattern/Styles are more for remixing and live messing around, Chains are more for songs I've with some structure to them
but can still do a little knob fiddling, and Songs are more for when I need to hit the loo so they can play all by themselves even if I want to do a little live tweeking after I
get back to it.

Hope that helps some, sure there are numerous other ways, sometimes fun to figure that out on your own and maybe you'll find a better way and can share it with us.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Maki" wrote:
>
> Ok i pretty quickly dig into pattern chain and song mode and now i do wonder about one thing. Since there are more ways to do same thing, and since i am
still at the beginning i would really like to know what you guys do and how do you do it so i can choose good route to go further with the machine and learn
it.
> 
> I'll start with basic question regarding recording. I'll give example of two situation.
> 
> Scenario 1:
> 
> So i created several sections, i chained them and more or less i am ok with arrangement. Now i want to record knob movement. Example filter cutoff (or
mixer volume, or track mute..does it make any difference?).
> 
> So i am on track 12 where i have sound which kick in in a middle of a song. However i want filter cutoff to fade in, and fade will be as long as several
patterns (5 or 6 patterns). So it will be expressed across several different sections played(chained) so i guess it's not smart to automate it inside one section,
then in another and so on because section are switched in chain back and forth etc..
> 
> What is best way to record this fade in? I mean which mode you like which will also be good and convenient for further editing (or it does not matter?) and
which will provide me better control to edit after recording is done?
> 
> Can same be applied for mixer movement etc?
> 
> Scenario 2:
> 
> I want to automate filter cutoff and whole movement will be expressed inside just one pattern (not across several different sections). I guess answer in this
one is obvious however i would like to hear how you guys do it..
> 
> Thanks
>

| 19422|19405|2012-12-27 07:21:31|moodorgan|Re: Newbie question, How much RAM is installed?|
Cheers Zam, for the reply.
I didn't think this question was posted I actually got my answer from the FAQ on this site which is very useful.
I have been reading the manual as well, there is a lot in it but I didn't know how to relate the number it shows to the amount of RAM installed so from the faq the number
was like 60 thousand or something and this corresponds to 64 mb.

But my problem now is that after I did a factory reset and am in pattern mode and I play a phrase with the letter A, it starts as soon as soon as I press the button. Before the
reset
the phrase would wait untill the measure had finished say to the end of a 4 measure phrase and it would play in time. What do I need to do get it to play in time again?

Cheers
Jamie

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> From the manual:
> 
> "If you press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
> free memory will be shown while the buttons are held. The
> amount of recordable memory (the amount of memory available
> for recording or loading samples) may increase if the utility mode
> wave memory optimize function is executed.
> This will not be displayed while standing by for sequence or sample
> recording, or during recording." - pg 68
> 
> Also if you don't have the manual in .pdf form I highly suggest getting it, makes searching and finding keywords like "free memory" by pressing ctrl+f
super fast.
> 
> Can get it here:
> 
> http://download.yamaha.com/search/product/?category_id1=16244&category_id2=16315&product_id=623654
> 
> Hope you don't think I'm being condescending telling you to read the manual, I do like answering questions like this here because it is an easy one and
keeps the group alive.
> 
> You can also do a memory test in the RS's test mode, PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on.
> 
> Zam
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> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, this is my first post and have been enjoying reading the forum so far. My question is how do I tell how much RAM is installed on my machine, I
opened it up to check the simm's and there were two there, but this could only be 32mb, is there a way of accessing this info from the OS?
> > 
> > Cheers for your replies.
> >
>

| 19423|19405|2012-12-27 08:56:55|J M|Re: Newbie question, How much RAM is installed?|
That would be the Pattern Quantize setting in Utility System. It only goes up to 1 measure long.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Cheers Zam, for the reply.
> I didn't think this question was posted I actually got my answer from the FAQ on this site which is very useful.
> I have been reading the manual as well, there is a lot in it but I didn't know how to relate the number it shows to the amount of RAM installed so from the
faq the number was like 60 thousand or something and this corresponds to 64 mb.
> 
> But my problem now is that after I did a factory reset and am in pattern mode and I play a phrase with the letter A, it starts as soon as soon as I press the
button. Before the reset
> the phrase would wait untill the measure had finished say to the end of a 4 measure phrase and it would play in time. What do I need to do get it to play in
time again?
> 
> Cheers
> Jamie
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Welcome to the group!
> > 
> > From the manual:
> > 
> > "If you press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
> > free memory will be shown while the buttons are held. The
> > amount of recordable memory (the amount of memory available
> > for recording or loading samples) may increase if the utility mode
> > wave memory optimize function is executed.
> > This will not be displayed while standing by for sequence or sample
> > recording, or during recording." - pg 68
> > 
> > Also if you don't have the manual in .pdf form I highly suggest getting it, makes searching and finding keywords like "free memory" by pressing ctrl+f
super fast.
> > 
> > Can get it here:
> > 
> > http://download.yamaha.com/search/product/?category_id1=16244&category_id2=16315&product_id=623654
> > 
> > Hope you don't think I'm being condescending telling you to read the manual, I do like answering questions like this here because it is an easy one and
keeps the group alive.
> > 
> > You can also do a memory test in the RS's test mode, PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi, this is my first post and have been enjoying reading the forum so far. My question is how do I tell how much RAM is installed on my machine, I
opened it up to check the simm's and there were two there, but this could only be 32mb, is there a way of accessing this info from the OS?
> > > 
> > > Cheers for your replies.
> > >
> >
>

| 19424|19405|2012-12-27 09:03:03|moodorgan|Re: Newbie question, How much RAM is installed?|
Great, thanks a lot Zam.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> That would be the Pattern Quantize setting in Utility System. It only goes up to 1 measure long.
> 
> Happy RSing!
> 
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> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> >
> > Cheers Zam, for the reply.
> > I didn't think this question was posted I actually got my answer from the FAQ on this site which is very useful.
> > I have been reading the manual as well, there is a lot in it but I didn't know how to relate the number it shows to the amount of RAM installed so from the
faq the number was like 60 thousand or something and this corresponds to 64 mb.
> > 
> > But my problem now is that after I did a factory reset and am in pattern mode and I play a phrase with the letter A, it starts as soon as soon as I press the
button. Before the reset
> > the phrase would wait untill the measure had finished say to the end of a 4 measure phrase and it would play in time. What do I need to do get it to play in
time again?
> > 
> > Cheers
> > Jamie
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Welcome to the group!
> > > 
> > > From the manual:
> > > 
> > > "If you press [UTILITY] while holding [SHIFT], the amount of
> > > free memory will be shown while the buttons are held. The
> > > amount of recordable memory (the amount of memory available
> > > for recording or loading samples) may increase if the utility mode
> > > wave memory optimize function is executed.
> > > This will not be displayed while standing by for sequence or sample
> > > recording, or during recording." - pg 68
> > > 
> > > Also if you don't have the manual in .pdf form I highly suggest getting it, makes searching and finding keywords like "free memory" by pressing ctrl+f
super fast.
> > > 
> > > Can get it here:
> > > 
> > > http://download.yamaha.com/search/product/?category_id1=16244&category_id2=16315&product_id=623654
> > > 
> > > Hope you don't think I'm being condescending telling you to read the manual, I do like answering questions like this here because it is an easy one and
keeps the group alive.
> > > 
> > > You can also do a memory test in the RS's test mode, PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi, this is my first post and have been enjoying reading the forum so far. My question is how do I tell how much RAM is installed on my machine, I
opened it up to check the simm's and there were two there, but this could only be 32mb, is there a way of accessing this info from the OS?
> > > > 
> > > > Cheers for your replies.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19428|19427|2013-01-08 12:05:03|robynmayol|(no subject)|
Fabulously potent example of targeted advertising.
| 19429|19429|2013-01-08 12:42:35|J M|Spam Getting Through Lately|
Don't click on these spam message links!

Looks like there has been a lot of Yahoo accounts hacked lately sending these spam messages out. So, I'm temporarily setting the group so I have to approve all messages.
Will take that off in a week or two, hopefully I got it set like that now...

Sorry folks,

Zam/Admin
| 19431|19430|2013-01-09 07:58:24|rarara_ur|Best drum kits, single hits and voices?|
Was trying to create some fairly snappy sounding 808 snare hits a few days ago but couldn't get them crackling as hoped - maybe I was using the wrong edit settings.
Maybe a clap always needs to be layered too. Maybe two snares layered...

Anyway the questions it threw up (and one I have no suggestions to add - I tend to use the same sounds constantly :-/ possibly because there are so many to get familiar
with) are:

-What are the best drum kits/sounds within the RS? 
-Best ways to get 808 type snappy snares? 
-What are the best bass/synth/string voice patches genreally?
| 19432|19432|2013-01-09 14:11:50|J M|Re: Best drum kits, single hits and voices?|
I use the bdkit 021 I think it is a lot and the couple after it 022 023 I think for snares and hi-hats. The filters and LFO work on them unlike most the other kits, I like that. I
also tend to use the synth that it defaults to a lot RezoBas1, seems they chose a pretty good one for that, tweaks out pretty nicely. I also like 006 FM Bas2 a lot and 030
OB Bass, have to turn the decay on filter up a bit on them but they are probably my favs.
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If you are having trouble getting some snappyness from your snares maybe try turning the Decay on Amp slightly left of top dead center. Removes the fall off, fades out
quicker, meaning more snappy. Also I'm always going in to the Mixer Voice EQ and adjusting the gain and the Low/High freq, usually pushing more toward the mids, sort
of like compression maybe.

Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> Was trying to create some fairly snappy sounding 808 snare hits a few days ago but couldn't get them crackling as hoped - maybe I was using the wrong edit
settings. Maybe a clap always needs to be layered too. Maybe two snares layered...
> 
> Anyway the questions it threw up (and one I have no suggestions to add - I tend to use the same sounds constantly :-/ possibly because there are so many to
get familiar with) are:
> 
> -What are the best drum kits/sounds within the RS? 
> -Best ways to get 808 type snappy snares? 
> -What are the best bass/synth/string voice patches genreally?
>

| 19433|19433|2013-01-09 14:38:34|J M|Update: Spam Getting Through Lately|
I put the moderate message setting back, it wasn't going to work like I had hoped, only messages needing approved where mine. Doh! Everyone else who has been
verified as a legitimate poster gets set to un-moderated status which overrides the group settings. Unfortunately this leaves the group vulnerable to spam and junk from
stolen accounts. It is a lot of trouble to go through and put every unmoderated user back to group settings for moderation, so I hope you guys don't mind too much if I
leave things the way they were... 

Yahoo groups needs some more options in this area, but it don't happen too often in our group. So if you get emails from the group and happen to see one that looks like
spam or junk, just ignore it and best not to click on any links in it. Know that member will be banned as soon as I see it and the post deleted from the forum message list
side of the group.

Hope you all understand and thanks for sticking with us on the RS7000 group.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Don't click on these spam message links!
> 
> Looks like there has been a lot of Yahoo accounts hacked lately sending these spam messages out. So, I'm temporarily setting the group so I have to
approve all messages. Will take that off in a week or two, hopefully I got it set like that now...
> 
> Sorry folks,
> 
> Zam/Admin
>

| 19434|19433|2013-01-10 02:15:04|robynmayol|Re: Update: Spam Getting Through Lately|
Thanks for your efforts Lord Admin!

[edit] No prob :) - Zam/Admin
| 19435|19435|2013-01-10 02:15:19|Thomas Finnis|anyone in Berlin?|
...and would accept a 70cl bottle of whiskey (single malt, of course) or similar beverage in exchange for a two-hour master class in the rs7000. I'm not a total newbie, but
am impatient to bounce some ideas about with somebody who knows their way around this beautiful and infernal machine.

greetings / gruesse, tom

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19436|19435|2013-01-10 02:32:24|rarara_ur|Re: anyone in Berlin?|
only RS user i'm aware of in berlin is sneakthief - he always seems very approachable whenever i have asked him questions in the past so you never know. no doubt be
able to email him if you look on his website

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Finnis wrote:
>
> ...and would accept a 70cl bottle of whiskey (single malt, of course) or similar beverage in exchange for a two-hour master class in the rs7000. I'm not a
total newbie, but am impatient to bounce some ideas about with somebody who knows their way around this beautiful and infernal machine.
> 
> greetings / gruesse, tom
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19437|19435|2013-01-10 02:33:57|J M|Re: anyone in Berlin?|
Wish I could take you up on that offer but I'm way too far away. You are welcome to ask any questions or bounce ideas here if you can't find anyone near you.
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Thomas Finnis wrote:
>
> ...and would accept a 70cl bottle of whiskey (single malt, of course) or similar beverage in exchange for a two-hour master class in the rs7000. I'm not a
total newbie, but am impatient to bounce some ideas about with somebody who knows their way around this beautiful and infernal machine.
> 
> greetings / gruesse, tom
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19438|19435|2013-01-10 11:21:52|Brion|Re: anyone in Berlin?|
Do you have a paper manual? I found it very very helpful if you give it a
read
Other ideas might be you tube video search.

Brion

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Thomas Finnis
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:25 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] anyone in Berlin?

...and would accept a 70cl bottle of whiskey (single malt, of course) or
similar beverage in exchange for a two-hour master class in the rs7000. I'm
not a total newbie, but am impatient to bounce some ideas about with
somebody who knows their way around this beautiful and infernal machine.

greetings / gruesse, tom

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19439|19435|2013-01-11 02:03:08|Thomas Finnis|Re: anyone in Berlin?|
Thanks for the responses Zam & rarara. Looks like I'll be putting more queries up on the boards then, but there's nothing like doing stuff in person, is there.

As for Sneak Thief, I think I'll leave him in peace - I'm just a hobby musician, barely even that since I've got two little nippers to take care of. No bloody time for
anything! Laters, Tom

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19440|19440|2013-01-13 13:43:31|moodorgan|xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000 won't recognise it at
all and just says "card/ disk not ready".

Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?

Thanks for your help.
| 19441|19440|2013-01-13 15:36:42|Brion|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
the disk)

Brion 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
moodorgan
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.

Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".

Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?

Thanks for your help.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19442|19440|2013-01-14 04:10:18|moodorgan|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
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Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
"card/ disk not ready".

I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
>
> I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> the disk)
> 
> Brion 
> 
> 
> From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> moodorgan
> Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> 
> 
> Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> 
> Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> 
> Thanks for your help.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19443|19440|2013-01-14 20:35:39|J M|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but I don't think it'd hurt
to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> "card/ disk not ready".
> 
> I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> >
> > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > the disk)
> > 
> > Brion 
> > 
> > 
> > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > moodorgan
> > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > 
> > 
> > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > 
> > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > 
> > Thanks for your help.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19444|19440|2013-01-15 02:33:14|pablodnb|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
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Hello,
I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000.
Hope this helps.
Pablo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but I don't
think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a mystery,
maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> >
> > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > "card/ disk not ready".
> > 
> > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > >
> > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > the disk)
> > > 
> > > Brion 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > moodorgan
> > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > 
> > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > 
> > > Thanks for your help.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>

| 19445|19440|2013-01-15 03:25:31|moodorgan|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
"The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive
Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000."

Cool, do you know what software for mac I could do this with?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
>
> Hello,
> I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
> The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the
RS7000.
> Hope this helps.
> Pablo
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but I
don't think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a
mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
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> > >
> > > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > > "card/ disk not ready".
> > > 
> > > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > > the disk)
> > > > 
> > > > Brion 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > moodorgan
> > > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > 
> > > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks for your help.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19446|19440|2013-01-15 03:32:08|pablodnb|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
well i'm not really a mac guy (more a macgyver) so i cannot really help but i think you have something called "disk utility" that could do it. 
google could be a better friend.
have fun!
pablo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> "The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive
> Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000."
> 
> 
> Cool, do you know what software for mac I could do this with?
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> >
> > Hello,
> > I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
> > The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the
RS7000.
> > Hope this helps.
> > Pablo
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but I
don't think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a
mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > > > "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > 
> > > > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > > > 
> > > > 
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> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > > > the disk)
> > > > > 
> > > > > Brion 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > moodorgan
> > > > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > 
> > > > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Thanks for your help.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19447|19440|2013-01-15 04:08:06|moodorgan|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
Thanks, I tried disk utility and deleted using write to zero's and then tried to format it in the rs but still get "card/ disk not ready".

So annoying, anything else I could try?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
>
> well i'm not really a mac guy (more a macgyver) so i cannot really help but i think you have something called "disk utility" that could do it. 
> google could be a better friend.
> have fun!
> pablo
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> >
> > "The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive
> > Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000."
> > 
> > 
> > Cool, do you know what software for mac I could do this with?
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello,
> > > I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
> > > The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the
RS7000.
> > > Hope this helps.
> > > Pablo
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but I
don't think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a
mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > > > > "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > 
> > > > > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
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> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > > > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > > > > the disk)
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Brion 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > > moodorgan
> > > > > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > > > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > > > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Thanks for your help.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19448|19440|2013-01-15 07:47:49|J M|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
Hmmm... I've never understood the joys of owning a mac, not to say they don't have their purposes, but perhaps do you know anyone who'd let you try it on their
Windows computer?

Or maybe it might be easier in the long run to buy another pre-formatted card.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Thanks, I tried disk utility and deleted using write to zero's and then tried to format it in the rs but still get "card/ disk not ready".
> 
> So annoying, anything else I could try?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> >
> > well i'm not really a mac guy (more a macgyver) so i cannot really help but i think you have something called "disk utility" that could do it. 
> > google could be a better friend.
> > have fun!
> > pablo
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > >
> > > "The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive
> > > Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000."
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Cool, do you know what software for mac I could do this with?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello,
> > > > I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
> > > > The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the
RS7000.
> > > > Hope this helps.
> > > > Pablo
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but
I don't think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a
mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> > > > > 
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> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > > > > > "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > > > > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > > > > > the disk)
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Brion 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > > > moodorgan
> > > > > > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > > > > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > > > > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Thanks for your help.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19449|19440|2013-01-15 13:15:25|moodorgan|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
Cheers Zam, I did format it by write to zero's on my mac, do you think it would make a difference to do the same again on a pc?

As regards mac I'm not a devotee or anything but the bit extra you pay for them is well worth it as regards viruses and antivirus software, I've had my macbook 4 years
and never once had a problem compared with every pc I've owned and the amount of time I've wasted trying to get rid of viruses and loading antivirus software and all
that crap.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hmmm... I've never understood the joys of owning a mac, not to say they don't have their purposes, but perhaps do you know anyone who'd let you try it on
their Windows computer?
> 
> Or maybe it might be easier in the long run to buy another pre-formatted card.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks, I tried disk utility and deleted using write to zero's and then tried to format it in the rs but still get "card/ disk not ready".
> > 
> > So annoying, anything else I could try?
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> > >
> > > well i'm not really a mac guy (more a macgyver) so i cannot really help but i think you have something called "disk utility" that could do it. 
> > > google could be a better friend.
> > > have fun!
> > > pablo
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > "The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive
> > > > Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000."
> > > > 
> > > > 
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> > > > Cool, do you know what software for mac I could do this with?
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello,
> > > > > I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
> > > > > The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the
RS7000.
> > > > > Hope this helps.
> > > > > Pablo
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one,
but I don't think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a
mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > > > > > > "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > > > > > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > > > > > > the disk)
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Brion 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > > > > moodorgan
> > > > > > > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > > > > > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > > > > > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > Thanks for your help.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19450|19450|2013-01-15 15:20:52|moodorgan|Import midi file then it won't play.|
Hi, i have more problems to share with you :)

There is a pretty steep learning curve with this machine, it takes me a long time to get anything done.

So my problem is I import a midi file, this one http://sonictransfer.com/media/audio/sonictransfer.com-around_the_world-bassline.mid

and after I've imported it in pattern mode I can't press play and loads of other features are disabled job list etc.

What could the problem be?

Thanks again for your help.
| 19451|19450|2013-01-15 18:39:44|J M|Re: Import midi file then it won't play.|
Something strange with that mid file. I thought it might of needed to be converted from midi format 0 to 1 or something but that did not work. I imported it in to a midi
editor on my computer and resaved it and then it worked on the RS. Here is a link to the file:
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http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/test.MID

You may want to change the voice if it works.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Hi, i have more problems to share with you :)
> 
> There is a pretty steep learning curve with this machine, it takes me a long time to get anything done.
> 
> So my problem is I import a midi file, this one http://sonictransfer.com/media/audio/sonictransfer.com-around_the_world-bassline.mid
> 
> and after I've imported it in pattern mode I can't press play and loads of other features are disabled job list etc.
> 
> 
> What could the problem be?
> 
> Thanks again for your help.
>

| 19452|19452|2013-01-16 19:23:40|mattclarke_mac|midi sync recording issue - ableton|
hello rs'rs,

i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is the slave. i've tried both
overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know what i'm doing wrong or is this a
bug?

thanks
| 19453|19452|2013-01-17 00:40:41|J M|Re: midi sync recording issue - ableton|
It does sound a bit familiar, but I don't remember what the solution was, will have to see if we can find an older post on it...

Until then, there are two things I think you can try.

One is to try MTC in the Utility Midi Setup Midi Sync, and perhaps set and MTC start offset on the next page/screen over.

If that don't work, perhaps there is a way to set up a lead in measure, use 9 bars then Job function delete the first measure or advance it a measure and delete the last.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
>
> hello rs'rs,
> 
> i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is the slave.
i've tried both overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know what i'm
doing wrong or is this a bug?
> 
> thanks
>

| 19454|19452|2013-01-17 00:47:09|J M|Re: midi sync recording issue - ableton|
Also, probably what I'd wind up doing if I ran in to this problem and all the notes are there except the first, I'd probably just look to see on Abelton what the first
note/notes were it missed and manually step those in on grid rec mode. You probably need a better solution though if you are going to be doing that a lot.

Another way would be to save the loop to a .mid file and transfer via SM card to the RS and import it. Still a bit of pain tho if you've already got midi hooked up. That
should work properly...

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> It does sound a bit familiar, but I don't remember what the solution was, will have to see if we can find an older post on it...
> 
> Until then, there are two things I think you can try.
> 
> One is to try MTC in the Utility Midi Setup Midi Sync, and perhaps set and MTC start offset on the next page/screen over.
> 
> If that don't work, perhaps there is a way to set up a lead in measure, use 9 bars then Job function delete the first measure or advance it a measure and delete
the last.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
> >
> > hello rs'rs,
> > 
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> > i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is the
slave. i've tried both overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know
what i'm doing wrong or is this a bug?
> > 
> > thanks
> >
>

| 19455|19452|2013-01-17 00:56:56|J M|Re: midi sync recording issue - ableton|
I found an old post that IanV did... Says he has ableton set to send mtc RS to receive it. So hope that should do it?

Link to post:

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18872

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Also, probably what I'd wind up doing if I ran in to this problem and all the notes are there except the first, I'd probably just look to see on Abelton what the
first note/notes were it missed and manually step those in on grid rec mode. You probably need a better solution though if you are going to be doing that a lot.
> 
> Another way would be to save the loop to a .mid file and transfer via SM card to the RS and import it. Still a bit of pain tho if you've already got midi
hooked up. That should work properly...
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > It does sound a bit familiar, but I don't remember what the solution was, will have to see if we can find an older post on it...
> > 
> > Until then, there are two things I think you can try.
> > 
> > One is to try MTC in the Utility Midi Setup Midi Sync, and perhaps set and MTC start offset on the next page/screen over.
> > 
> > If that don't work, perhaps there is a way to set up a lead in measure, use 9 bars then Job function delete the first measure or advance it a measure and
delete the last.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
> > >
> > > hello rs'rs,
> > > 
> > > i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is the
slave. i've tried both overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know
what i'm doing wrong or is this a bug?
> > > 
> > > thanks
> > >
> >
>

| 19456|19450|2013-01-17 07:45:19|moodorgan|Re: Import midi file then it won't play.|
Worked a treat, thanks a loot Zam.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Something strange with that mid file. I thought it might of needed to be converted from midi format 0 to 1 or something but that did not work. I imported it
in to a midi editor on my computer and resaved it and then it worked on the RS. Here is a link to the file:
> 
> http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/test.MID
> 
> You may want to change the voice if it works.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> >
> > Hi, i have more problems to share with you :)
> > 
> > There is a pretty steep learning curve with this machine, it takes me a long time to get anything done.
> > 
> > So my problem is I import a midi file, this one http://sonictransfer.com/media/audio/sonictransfer.com-around_the_world-bassline.mid
> > 
> > and after I've imported it in pattern mode I can't press play and loads of other features are disabled job list etc.
> > 
> > 
> > What could the problem be?
> > 
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> > Thanks again for your help.
> >
>

| 19457|19452|2013-01-17 12:30:42|mattclarke_mac|Re: midi sync recording issue - ableton|
thanks Zam,

I'll work through those suggestions in order of convenience. try MTC first and if not, just stepping it in should work (once i figure out where the chord is on the
keyboard). the phrase was mostly written on the RS in the first place, i like to edit midi in ableton sometimes though and to then to twist it up a bit more in the RS would
be cool if i could make that process smooth. i'll let you know what works best.

Matt

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I found an old post that IanV did... Says he has ableton set to send mtc RS to receive it. So hope that should do it?
> 
> Link to post:
> 
> http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18872
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Also, probably what I'd wind up doing if I ran in to this problem and all the notes are there except the first, I'd probably just look to see on Abelton what
the first note/notes were it missed and manually step those in on grid rec mode. You probably need a better solution though if you are going to be doing that a
lot.
> > 
> > Another way would be to save the loop to a .mid file and transfer via SM card to the RS and import it. Still a bit of pain tho if you've already got midi
hooked up. That should work properly...
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > It does sound a bit familiar, but I don't remember what the solution was, will have to see if we can find an older post on it...
> > > 
> > > Until then, there are two things I think you can try.
> > > 
> > > One is to try MTC in the Utility Midi Setup Midi Sync, and perhaps set and MTC start offset on the next page/screen over.
> > > 
> > > If that don't work, perhaps there is a way to set up a lead in measure, use 9 bars then Job function delete the first measure or advance it a measure and
delete the last.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > hello rs'rs,
> > > > 
> > > > i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is the
slave. i've tried both overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know
what i'm doing wrong or is this a bug?
> > > > 
> > > > thanks
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19458|19452|2013-01-17 16:36:58|mattclarke_mac|Re: midi sync recording issue - ableton|
MTC worked a treat. phew! i was worried there for a minute. thanks again for digging all that out Zam. this machine is a beast and now centre of my studio with zero real
drawbacks. one day the rest of the world will catch on and i hope i have the sense to buy a reserve while they're still relatively cheap.

p.s. i noticed that Tom Middleton of Global Communications and Jedi Knights fame was raving about the RS on the latest Computer Music cover disk masterclass video.
definitely worth checking out before the next issue arrives.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
>
> thanks Zam,
> 
> I'll work through those suggestions in order of convenience. try MTC first and if not, just stepping it in should work (once i figure out where the chord is on
the keyboard). the phrase was mostly written on the RS in the first place, i like to edit midi in ableton sometimes though and to then to twist it up a bit more in
the RS would be cool if i could make that process smooth. i'll let you know what works best.
> 
> Matt
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I found an old post that IanV did... Says he has ableton set to send mtc RS to receive it. So hope that should do it?
> > 
> > Link to post:
> > 
> > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18872
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Also, probably what I'd wind up doing if I ran in to this problem and all the notes are there except the first, I'd probably just look to see on Abelton what
the first note/notes were it missed and manually step those in on grid rec mode. You probably need a better solution though if you are going to be doing that a
lot.
> > > 
> > > Another way would be to save the loop to a .mid file and transfer via SM card to the RS and import it. Still a bit of pain tho if you've already got midi
hooked up. That should work properly...
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > It does sound a bit familiar, but I don't remember what the solution was, will have to see if we can find an older post on it...
> > > > 
> > > > Until then, there are two things I think you can try.
> > > > 
> > > > One is to try MTC in the Utility Midi Setup Midi Sync, and perhaps set and MTC start offset on the next page/screen over.
> > > > 
> > > > If that don't work, perhaps there is a way to set up a lead in measure, use 9 bars then Job function delete the first measure or advance it a measure and
delete the last.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > hello rs'rs,
> > > > > 
> > > > > i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is
the slave. i've tried both overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know
what i'm doing wrong or is this a bug?
> > > > > 
> > > > > thanks
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19459|19452|2013-01-17 19:59:32|J M|Re: midi sync recording issue - ableton|
Cool! I'll have to check that Tom Middleton vid out somehow.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
>
> MTC worked a treat. phew! i was worried there for a minute. thanks again for digging all that out Zam. this machine is a beast and now centre of my studio
with zero real drawbacks. one day the rest of the world will catch on and i hope i have the sense to buy a reserve while they're still relatively cheap.
> 
> p.s. i noticed that Tom Middleton of Global Communications and Jedi Knights fame was raving about the RS on the latest Computer Music cover disk
masterclass video. definitely worth checking out before the next issue arrives.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
> >
> > thanks Zam,
> > 
> > I'll work through those suggestions in order of convenience. try MTC first and if not, just stepping it in should work (once i figure out where the chord is
on the keyboard). the phrase was mostly written on the RS in the first place, i like to edit midi in ableton sometimes though and to then to twist it up a bit
more in the RS would be cool if i could make that process smooth. i'll let you know what works best.
> > 
> > Matt
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I found an old post that IanV did... Says he has ableton set to send mtc RS to receive it. So hope that should do it?
> > > 
> > > Link to post:
> > > 
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> > > http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/18872
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Also, probably what I'd wind up doing if I ran in to this problem and all the notes are there except the first, I'd probably just look to see on Abelton
what the first note/notes were it missed and manually step those in on grid rec mode. You probably need a better solution though if you are going to be doing
that a lot.
> > > > 
> > > > Another way would be to save the loop to a .mid file and transfer via SM card to the RS and import it. Still a bit of pain tho if you've already got midi
hooked up. That should work properly...
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > It does sound a bit familiar, but I don't remember what the solution was, will have to see if we can find an older post on it...
> > > > > 
> > > > > Until then, there are two things I think you can try.
> > > > > 
> > > > > One is to try MTC in the Utility Midi Setup Midi Sync, and perhaps set and MTC start offset on the next page/screen over.
> > > > > 
> > > > > If that don't work, perhaps there is a way to set up a lead in measure, use 9 bars then Job function delete the first measure or advance it a measure
and delete the last.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "mattclarke_mac" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > hello rs'rs,
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > i'm trying to record an eight bar midi loop from ableton into the rs and it lops off the first chord right at the beginning of the 1st measure. the rs is
the slave. i've tried both overdub and replace but no joy. i seem to remember reading about this issue before but can't track down any info. does anyone know
what i'm doing wrong or is this a bug?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > thanks
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19460|19460|2013-01-19 13:15:19|jackchaos|New Yamaha RS7000 YoutTube Demo - "Sanford' Rust"|
Hello

I'm shamelessly posting my new music featuring the RS7000's built-in sequencer and synthesizer.

Additional synths with the Ensoniq ESQ1.

There's quite a lot of automation going on in this song. All of it in the RS7000. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJpHyLfsnc
| 19461|19460|2013-01-24 06:28:56|gazgridlock|Re: New Yamaha RS7000 YoutTube Demo - "Sanford' Rust"|
Hey Morgan Orange!

I'm a Youtube subscriber already mate, big fan :) I love Ascentia Fantastica and was over the moon when you uploaded a 2013 rerub of it.

Love how much you program in to the RS, must be quite a painstaking process!

Do more regular videos and don't keep us waiting!

Gaz

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jackchaos" wrote:
>
> Hello
> 
> I'm shamelessly posting my new music featuring the RS7000's built-in sequencer and synthesizer.
> 
> Additional synths with the Ensoniq ESQ1.
> 
> There's quite a lot of automation going on in this song. All of it in the RS7000. 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJpHyLfsnc
>

| 19462|19460|2013-01-29 11:46:22|jackchaos|Re: New Yamaha RS7000 YoutTube Demo - "Sanford' Rust"|
Gaz
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Thanks for the kind words. 
I have lots of half-finished work and feel anxious when I don't finish them. I hope it doesn't take me too long to finish next one.

All the sequencing, automation and mixing is done in the RS7000. The last piece of music had the most automation I've ever done; lots of patch changes, voice tweaks,
effect level changes, volume level changes etc. Also, I spend lots of time in the editor menu, adjusting velocity and gate values.

Painstaking? Yes, but it satisfies my need for obsessive compulsive control.

I spent the last year replacing a lot of my gear for better quality pieces. Mainly the audio interface, mixer, monitors, and video editing/codec software. I hated the way the
older videos sounded.

Regards,

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "gazgridlock" wrote:
>
> Hey Morgan Orange!
> 
> I'm a Youtube subscriber already mate, big fan :) I love Ascentia Fantastica and was over the moon when you uploaded a 2013 rerub of it.
> 
> Love how much you program in to the RS, must be quite a painstaking process!
> 
> Do more regular videos and don't keep us waiting!
> 
> Gaz
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "jackchaos" wrote:
> >
> > Hello
> > 
> > I'm shamelessly posting my new music featuring the RS7000's built-in sequencer and synthesizer.
> > 
> > Additional synths with the Ensoniq ESQ1.
> > 
> > There's quite a lot of automation going on in this song. All of it in the RS7000. 
> > 
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJpHyLfsnc
> >
>

| 19463|19463|2013-01-29 17:00:47|parquix|Chord change recording?|
Hi all RS lovers,

I m new to the RS and love it, I have got a question about the built in phrase.

Is there any way to play and record the melodic phrase (e.g. Bass line ) with chord changes in real time? I can't find any fingered chord mode here, or chord changes
recording likevthe QY700 in the RS.

I do like to use the preset phases some time, but I don't know how to maximize it.

Any help will be appreciated.
| 19464|19463|2013-01-29 17:17:58|J M|Re: Chord change recording?|
welcome welcome to the group!

Chord sequencing on the QYs were cool. Wish they had kept it on the RS but they didn't. There are several ways to go about without, but I'm assuming what prob will
work most similar is in song mode there is a pitch step sequencer, in rec standby navigate with f1 knob over to pitch on the left side then play and then you can enter pitch
amount changes on steps. I'm going off memory, so not sure I got all that right but hopefully enough to get you where you can find that feature and explore it further. I've
not used it much either, what I do more often is in pattern mode copy the phrase or track to a new one and do a transpose job on it.

Neither is cool or as easy as the QYs way, but in the grander scheme more versatile and less limited.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "parquix" wrote:
>
> Hi all RS lovers,
> 
> I m new to the RS and love it, I have got a question about the built in phrase.
> 
> Is there any way to play and record the melodic phrase (e.g. Bass line ) with chord changes in real time? I can't find any fingered chord mode here, or chord
changes recording likevthe QY700 in the RS.
> 
> I do like to use the preset phases some time, but I don't know how to maximize it.
> 
> Any help will be appreciated.
>

| 19465|19463|2013-01-29 20:35:36|J M|Re: Chord change recording?|
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Ooops, I just got on my RS and I see there is no pitch step rec, I thought there was, there is just BPM step rec and scene over on the left. I guess you have to copy and
transpose them in pattern, and do a transpose job and select the range in song mode.

Sorry for the bad advice, I thought there was a pitch sequence in song mode, don't know what I was remembering.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> welcome welcome to the group!
> 
> Chord sequencing on the QYs were cool. Wish they had kept it on the RS but they didn't. There are several ways to go about without, but I'm assuming
what prob will work most similar is in song mode there is a pitch step sequencer, in rec standby navigate with f1 knob over to pitch on the left side then play
and then you can enter pitch amount changes on steps. I'm going off memory, so not sure I got all that right but hopefully enough to get you where you can
find that feature and explore it further. I've not used it much either, what I do more often is in pattern mode copy the phrase or track to a new one and do a
transpose job on it.
> 
> Neither is cool or as easy as the QYs way, but in the grander scheme more versatile and less limited.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "parquix" wrote:
> >
> > Hi all RS lovers,
> > 
> > I m new to the RS and love it, I have got a question about the built in phrase.
> > 
> > Is there any way to play and record the melodic phrase (e.g. Bass line ) with chord changes in real time? I can't find any fingered chord mode here, or
chord changes recording likevthe QY700 in the RS.
> > 
> > I do like to use the preset phases some time, but I don't know how to maximize it.
> > 
> > Any help will be appreciated.
> >
>

| 19466|19463|2013-01-29 20:42:30|J M|Re: Chord change recording?|
Just found it, have to select track, then rec standby select rec type step and envent type to Pitch Bend and then you can enter your note length and press the key for the
chord transpose. Its actually quite a bit more versatile than how the QY does it since you can do it on any step and for any length, you prob just want whole notes tho, but
is harder to use and figure out I suppose.

You can also use the transpose button but I don't think it records those, maybe it does and I just haven't tried.

Hope that helps ya out, and not too confusing?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Ooops, I just got on my RS and I see there is no pitch step rec, I thought there was, there is just BPM step rec and scene over on the left. I guess you have to
copy and transpose them in pattern, and do a transpose job and select the range in song mode.
> 
> Sorry for the bad advice, I thought there was a pitch sequence in song mode, don't know what I was remembering.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > welcome welcome to the group!
> > 
> > Chord sequencing on the QYs were cool. Wish they had kept it on the RS but they didn't. There are several ways to go about without, but I'm assuming
what prob will work most similar is in song mode there is a pitch step sequencer, in rec standby navigate with f1 knob over to pitch on the left side then play
and then you can enter pitch amount changes on steps. I'm going off memory, so not sure I got all that right but hopefully enough to get you where you can
find that feature and explore it further. I've not used it much either, what I do more often is in pattern mode copy the phrase or track to a new one and do a
transpose job on it.
> > 
> > Neither is cool or as easy as the QYs way, but in the grander scheme more versatile and less limited.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "parquix" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi all RS lovers,
> > > 
> > > I m new to the RS and love it, I have got a question about the built in phrase.
> > > 
> > > Is there any way to play and record the melodic phrase (e.g. Bass line ) with chord changes in real time? I can't find any fingered chord mode here, or
chord changes recording likevthe QY700 in the RS.
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> > > 
> > > I do like to use the preset phases some time, but I don't know how to maximize it.
> > > 
> > > Any help will be appreciated.
> > >
> >
>

| 19467|19467|2013-01-30 03:10:17|luupony|sample import : .wav files not recognized|
Help needed.
I´ve saved some samples as wav. files on the memorycard in a folder and tried to import them into the RS7k. unfortunately the .wav. files are not recognized. the folder
looks empty. 
just for testing purposes i moved some of the waves in the root direcrtory of the card, but even there they did´nt show up. 
What to do?
| 19468|19467|2013-01-30 03:15:06|J M|Re: sample import : .wav files not recognized|
I would think the .wavs should at least show up if you are going through the proper import process. Did you switch to show .wav in the import screen? Thinking you may
be doing a load instead of import???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "luupony" wrote:
>
> Help needed.
> I´ve saved some samples as wav. files on the memorycard in a folder and tried to import them into the RS7k. unfortunately the .wav. files are not
recognized. the folder looks empty. 
> just for testing purposes i moved some of the waves in the root direcrtory of the card, but even there they did´nt show up. 
> What to do?
>

| 19469|19440|2013-01-30 07:26:25|jackchaos|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
I have the same problem.
Ordered two XD to SMC adapters and a 128 MB XD card.
My Windows 7 PC sees the XD fine. I can format and store data there but the RS7000 refuses to see it. "card/disk not ready".
I've tried FAT and FAT32 with not change.

Not sure if I should blame the XD card or the adapters.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000 won't
recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> 
> Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> 
> Thanks for your help.
>

| 19470|19467|2013-01-30 13:38:24|luupony|Re: sample import : .wav files not recognized|
ok wav. file import works. thanks a lot. 
I have assigned the samples to tracks. but they dont play if I start the sequenzer. selecting a track with a sample an pressing the pads, I can hear the sample playing. not
with the running sequenzer.
any solution?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I would think the .wavs should at least show up if you are going through the proper import process. Did you switch to show .wav in the import screen?
Thinking you may be doing a load instead of import???
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "luupony" wrote:
> >
> > Help needed.
> > I´ve saved some samples as wav. files on the memorycard in a folder and tried to import them into the RS7k. unfortunately the .wav. files are not
recognized. the folder looks empty. 
> > just for testing purposes i moved some of the waves in the root direcrtory of the card, but even there they did´nt show up. 
> > What to do?
> >
>

| 19471|19471|2013-01-30 14:29:58|Robert Fox|introduction Bob Fox|
Hello,
I just joined the RS 7000-group. I mainly use the sequenzer at live-gigs. It became a quite useful tool in my set.
If interested: 'A Safe Orbit'  'let's go perplexo'  -on itunes or amazon etc....

I need help/information concerning the 64 x 240 dots display. The lower half of it does not show dots anymore, but the backlight is still functioning.
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I have to replace the whole display .
But as it turns out it is rather difficult to find one. Where can i find one? Are they still available/produced? 
Does anyone have spare parts/a defect RS 7000? Telephone number/Supplier?

I have other interesting issues to discuss with the group, concerning the sampler, but most important for the moment is that the display has to be replaced,
because it turned out, that it is rather difficult to work blind with it.

It would be great, if the group has any informations concerning this issue.
Thank you in advance,

Bob

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19472|19472|2013-01-30 14:30:17|robertfox167|The LCD display is defect|
Hello out there,

I just joined the group. 
My problem: the display of my RS 7000 is defect.
It needs to be replaced. 
My question(s): where can i get a new one? does anybody know a supplier? are they still produced? does anyone in the group have spare-parts?

thanx in advance,
Robert
| 19473|19467|2013-01-30 14:30:44|pablodnb|Re: sample import : .wav files not recognized|
hello,
Have you put some note on the sequencer so that it can play your sample back? Make sure you select the right voice using Voice Select and the mixer button, but I assume
you already know that.
Pablo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "luupony" wrote:
>
> ok wav. file import works. thanks a lot. 
> I have assigned the samples to tracks. but they dont play if I start the sequenzer. selecting a track with a sample an pressing the pads, I can hear the sample
playing. not with the running sequenzer.
> any solution?
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I would think the .wavs should at least show up if you are going through the proper import process. Did you switch to show .wav in the import screen?
Thinking you may be doing a load instead of import???
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "luupony" wrote:
> > >
> > > Help needed.
> > > I´ve saved some samples as wav. files on the memorycard in a folder and tried to import them into the RS7k. unfortunately the .wav. files are not
recognized. the folder looks empty. 
> > > just for testing purposes i moved some of the waves in the root direcrtory of the card, but even there they did´nt show up. 
> > > What to do?
> > >
> >
>

| 19474|19471|2013-01-30 14:40:53|pablodnb|Re: introduction Bob Fox|
hello, part number for lcd alone is VT282300
the service part pdf is on the download section of the yahoo group
which part of the world do you live in?
In europe we can find most of the parts, you can find the list of part reseller for the usa here:
http://usa.yamaha.com/dealers/service_locator/index.html
hope this helps.
Pablo

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Fox wrote:
>
> Hello,
> I just joined the RS 7000-group. I mainly use the sequenzer at live-gigs. It became a quite useful tool in my set.
> If interested: 'A Safe Orbit'  'let's go perplexo'  -on itunes or amazon etc....
> 
> I need help/information concerning the 64 x 240 dots display. The lower half of it does not show dots anymore, but the backlight is still functioning.
> I have to replace the whole display .
> But as it turns out it is rather difficult to find one. Where can i find one? Are they still available/produced? 
> Does anyone have spare parts/a defect RS 7000? Telephone number/Supplier?
> 
> I have other interesting issues to discuss with the group, concerning the sampler, but most important for the moment is that the display has to be replaced,
> because it turned out, that it is rather difficult to work blind with it.
> 
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> It would be great, if the group has any informations concerning this issue.
> Thank you in advance,
> 
> Bob
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19475|19472|2013-01-30 14:50:15|J M|Re: The LCD display is defect|
Welcome to the group!

Bummer about the screen. First I've heard of one going bad.

A user on here goes by lordmilitant has sold some RS parts but I don't know if he'd have a spare LCD screen. If you can't find one anywhere get a hold of
Yamaha@support.com they should be able to get the part I would think and or maybe a service tech in your area or where you can send it to for that kind of repair. It
might take some time to get sorted out tho. If it helps any, we have the service manual in the files section here, also there is a brightness adjustment knob on the back of
the RSif you didn't know about that might help you see the screen a little better if it isn't completely out. That knob is kind of hidden. I didn't even know about it for years.
Who knows, if you've got the willingness to open it up and look it might be something like a ribbon cable came loose or just needs to be reseated that goes to the display.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "robertfox167" wrote:
>
> Hello out there,
> 
> I just joined the group. 
> My problem: the display of my RS 7000 is defect.
> It needs to be replaced. 
> My question(s): where can i get a new one? does anybody know a supplier? are they still produced? does anyone in the group have spare-parts?
> 
> thanx in advance,
> Robert
>

| 19476|19472|2013-01-31 03:18:12|happy_electrolysis|Re: The LCD display is defect|
Hi,
don't know for anyone selling it as part of the entire RS7000 as defect unit/broken/spare parts,
looked at service manual, seems model # EDMMR03Y00, yamaha part # VT282300.
Googled but found very poor information about it,
anyway from a French forum found that the lcd controller is the
SED1335F0B, so if you find compatible controller with 240x64 pix this should be a viable solution if you can't find the precise part.

And another product having the same display seems to be:
DTXtreme III Drum Trigger, Yamaha part # WK464700, same model as RS7000.

Good luck

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "robertfox167" wrote:
>
> Hello out there,
> 
> I just joined the group. 
> My problem: the display of my RS 7000 is defect.
> It needs to be replaced. 
> My question(s): where can i get a new one? does anybody know a supplier? are they still produced? does anyone in the group have spare-parts?
> 
> thanx in advance,
> Robert
>

| 19477|19477|2013-01-31 15:14:20|moodorgan|Stereo Input, No Signal|
Hi all,
I've connected the stereo out of my dj mixer into the stereo lr of the rs7k, there is definitely a signal coming from my mixer, but no matter what I do in the a\d setup page,
adjusting recording levels, changing from mic to line, there is no signal.
Even when I adjust record threshold in the sampling section still no signal.
The weird thing is if I switch to mic and turn everything up I can hear a really faint distorted signal.
Any ideas what I could be doing wrong?

Thanks again for any of your help.
| 19478|19477|2013-01-31 16:57:41|J M|Re: Stereo Input, No Signal|
Make sure in A/D Setup you have volumes 1 and or 2 turned up, and also the Rec Volume (the knob next to Master volume) turned up.

Hopefully one of those does the trick.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Hi all,
> I've connected the stereo out of my dj mixer into the stereo lr of the rs7k, there is definitely a signal coming from my mixer, but no matter what I do in the
a\d setup page, adjusting recording levels, changing from mic to line, there is no signal.
> Even when I adjust record threshold in the sampling section still no signal.
> The weird thing is if I switch to mic and turn everything up I can hear a really faint distorted signal.
> Any ideas what I could be doing wrong?
> 
> Thanks again for any of your help.
>

| 19479|19477|2013-01-31 16:59:05|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Stereo Input, No Signal|
you didnt tell us if you put up the REC VOLUME-poti ;)?

Am 31.01.2013 23:14, schrieb moodorgan:

>
> Hi all,
> I've connected the stereo out of my dj mixer into the stereo lr of the 
> rs7k, there is definitely a signal coming from my mixer, but no matter 
> what I do in the a\d setup page, adjusting recording levels, changing 
> from mic to line, there is no signal.
> Even when I adjust record threshold in the sampling section still no 
> signal.
> The weird thing is if I switch to mic and turn everything up I can 
> hear a really faint distorted signal.
> Any ideas what I could be doing wrong?
>
> Thanks again for any of your help.
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19480|19477|2013-02-01 04:50:28|moodorgan|Re: Stereo Input, No Signal|
Haha, this is embarrassing, can't believe I didn't see the record volume knob, that was the problem.
Thanks again for your help.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
>
> you didnt tell us if you put up the REC VOLUME-poti ;)?
> 
> Am 31.01.2013 23:14, schrieb moodorgan:
> >
> > Hi all,
> > I've connected the stereo out of my dj mixer into the stereo lr of the 
> > rs7k, there is definitely a signal coming from my mixer, but no matter 
> > what I do in the a\d setup page, adjusting recording levels, changing 
> > from mic to line, there is no signal.
> > Even when I adjust record threshold in the sampling section still no 
> > signal.
> > The weird thing is if I switch to mic and turn everything up I can 
> > hear a really faint distorted signal.
> > Any ideas what I could be doing wrong?
> >
> > Thanks again for any of your help.
> >
> > 
> 
> 
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> -- 
> B O B H U M I D
> 
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> 
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
> 
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> 
> MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19481|19467|2013-02-01 07:10:43|luupony|Re: sample import : .wav files not recognized|
The note is the trick. All is well now.
Cheers!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
>
> hello,
> Have you put some note on the sequencer so that it can play your sample back? Make sure you select the right voice using Voice Select and the mixer
button, but I assume you already know that.
> Pablo
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "luupony" wrote:
> >
> > ok wav. file import works. thanks a lot. 
> > I have assigned the samples to tracks. but they dont play if I start the sequenzer. selecting a track with a sample an pressing the pads, I can hear the sample
playing. not with the running sequenzer.
> > any solution?
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I would think the .wavs should at least show up if you are going through the proper import process. Did you switch to show .wav in the import screen?
Thinking you may be doing a load instead of import???
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "luupony" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Help needed.
> > > > Iï¿½ve saved some samples as wav. files on the memorycard in a folder and tried to import them into the RS7k. unfortunately the .wav. files are not
recognized. the folder looks empty. 
> > > > just for testing purposes i moved some of the waves in the root direcrtory of the card, but even there they didï¿½nt show up. 
> > > > What to do?
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19482|19472|2013-02-05 15:08:42|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: The LCD display is defect|
Hi Robert, are you in the UK?
Chris..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "robertfox167" wrote:
>
> Hello out there,
> 
> I just joined the group. 
> My problem: the display of my RS 7000 is defect.
> It needs to be replaced. 
> My question(s): where can i get a new one? does anybody know a supplier? are they still produced? does anyone in the group have spare-parts?
> 
> thanx in advance,
> Robert
>

| 19483|19401|2013-02-05 15:22:38|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
Just thought I'd update on the issues ive had. I sent both RS's away for a service (which included changing all the mini keyboard switches) and so far so good. I found an
accredited techie and he did a full system test (hes an ex yamaha technician and gave it a full clean out and re seat and diagnostic of the internals) and they play like new!
for £70 each including return delivery!!!!!
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Thanks again for all the tips! (I'll keep them handy for future reference)
Chris..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@..." wrote:
>
> Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted yamaha and
im probably going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths almost
monthly.. and vstack is a great little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
> Chris..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Some more ideas...
> > 
> > maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> > 
> > Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across some
other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over time.
> > > 
> > > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > > 
> > > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching
them out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > > 
> > > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or your
set up with a power conditioner.
> > > 
> > > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> > > 
> > > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time, so
not sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > > 
> > > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one of
them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > > 
> > > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > > 
> > > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are
basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im
careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > > 
> > > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more of a
problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each bar
has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > > 
> > > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
> > > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn new
gear, sigh.
> > > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > > > thanks, Chris..
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19484|19401|2013-02-05 19:23:16|J M|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
Right on! Any chance of sharing the techs professional/business contact info. for other RSers who may be interested in having something similar done? 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@..." wrote:
>
> Just thought I'd update on the issues ive had. I sent both RS's away for a service (which included changing all the mini keyboard switches) and so far so
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good. I found an accredited techie and he did a full system test (hes an ex yamaha technician and gave it a full clean out and re seat and diagnostic of the
internals) and they play like new! for £70 each including return delivery!!!!!
> Thanks again for all the tips! (I'll keep them handy for future reference)
> Chris..
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted yamaha
and im probably going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths almost
monthly.. and vstack is a great little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
> > Chris..
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Some more ideas...
> > > 
> > > maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> > > 
> > > Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across some
other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over time.
> > > > 
> > > > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > > > 
> > > > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching
them out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > > > 
> > > > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or
your set up with a power conditioner.
> > > > 
> > > > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> > > > 
> > > > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time, so
not sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > > > 
> > > > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one
of them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > > > 
> > > > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > > > 
> > > > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's are
basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but im
careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > > > 
> > > > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more
of a problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each
bar has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > > > 
> > > > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
> > > > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn
new gear, sigh.
> > > > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > > > > thanks, Chris..
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19485|19401|2013-02-06 14:49:40|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
I will be glad to, Check the ebay link below, hes a busy guy who fixes clavis/motifs and the like! Please be aware, my RS's were the first hes ever serviced and judging by
the turn around time (3 weeks for both) he did me on the cheap as a test case, I would expect to pay a few more £GBP (but not much more) for a full service, but I can
highly recommend his work as my babies just feel great! He is available via ebay where I found him.. :-) mention my name and the user group as I promised I would share
with you (and no im not on commission!)
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/YAMAHA-SYNTH-REPAIR-SERVICE-MOTIF-CS-DX-CS2X-CS6X-EX5-MOTIFES-MOTIFXF-MOTIFXS-/181068243550?
pt=LH_DefaultDomain_3&hash=item2a2882225e
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Cheers Zam!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Right on! Any chance of sharing the techs professional/business contact info. for other RSers who may be interested in having something similar done? 
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> >
> > Just thought I'd update on the issues ive had. I sent both RS's away for a service (which included changing all the mini keyboard switches) and so far so
good. I found an accredited techie and he did a full system test (hes an ex yamaha technician and gave it a full clean out and re seat and diagnostic of the
internals) and they play like new! for £70 each including return delivery!!!!!
> > Thanks again for all the tips! (I'll keep them handy for future reference)
> > Chris..
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted yamaha
and im probably going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths almost
monthly.. and vstack is a great little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
> > > Chris..
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Some more ideas...
> > > > 
> > > > maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> > > > 
> > > > Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across
some other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over
time.
> > > > > 
> > > > > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > > > > 
> > > > > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try switching
them out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or
your set up with a power conditioner.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that time,
so not sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues, one
of them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's
are basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but
im careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become more
of a problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of each
bar has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in again,
plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for workflow,
for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not always. 
> > > > > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to learn
new gear, sigh.
> > > > > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
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> > > > > > thanks, Chris..
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19486|19401|2013-02-07 02:51:30|rarara_ur|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
other than changing the keys if required, any idea what these guys go when they service? is it just checking all cables/memory are seated and then running the diagnostic
program thats in the (service?) manual?

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@..." wrote:
>
> I will be glad to, Check the ebay link below, hes a busy guy who fixes clavis/motifs and the like! Please be aware, my RS's were the first hes ever serviced
and judging by the turn around time (3 weeks for both) he did me on the cheap as a test case, I would expect to pay a few more £GBP (but not much more)
for a full service, but I can highly recommend his work as my babies just feel great! He is available via ebay where I found him.. :-) mention my name and the
user group as I promised I would share with you (and no im not on commission!)
> http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/YAMAHA-SYNTH-REPAIR-SERVICE-MOTIF-CS-DX-CS2X-CS6X-EX5-MOTIFES-MOTIFXF-
MOTIFXS-/181068243550?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_3&hash=item2a2882225e
> Cheers Zam!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Right on! Any chance of sharing the techs professional/business contact info. for other RSers who may be interested in having something similar done? 
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > >
> > > Just thought I'd update on the issues ive had. I sent both RS's away for a service (which included changing all the mini keyboard switches) and so far so
good. I found an accredited techie and he did a full system test (hes an ex yamaha technician and gave it a full clean out and re seat and diagnostic of the
internals) and they play like new! for £70 each including return delivery!!!!!
> > > Thanks again for all the tips! (I'll keep them handy for future reference)
> > > Chris..
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted
yamaha and im probably going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths
almost monthly.. and vstack is a great little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
> > > > Chris..
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Some more ideas...
> > > > > 
> > > > > maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across
some other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over
time.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try
switching them out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs or
your set up with a power conditioner.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could be
interfering somehow?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that
time, so not sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues,
one of them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
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> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the pc's
are basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song but
im careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become
more of a problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of
each bar has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in
again, plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for
workflow, for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not
always. 
> > > > > > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to
learn new gear, sigh.
> > > > > > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > > > > > > thanks, Chris..
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19487|19401|2013-02-07 13:03:13|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Note delay Sync with PC issue|
He stripped it down, replaced every switch, cleaned out all contacts, checked/tested the power supply, changed the internal battery and air cleaned the knob
potentionthingythings (also got some annoying dust from under the screen!). Then he ran the diagnostics..
best wishes,
Chris..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> other than changing the keys if required, any idea what these guys go when they service? is it just checking all cables/memory are seated and then running
the diagnostic program thats in the (service?) manual?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> >
> > I will be glad to, Check the ebay link below, hes a busy guy who fixes clavis/motifs and the like! Please be aware, my RS's were the first hes ever
serviced and judging by the turn around time (3 weeks for both) he did me on the cheap as a test case, I would expect to pay a few more £GBP (but not much
more) for a full service, but I can highly recommend his work as my babies just feel great! He is available via ebay where I found him.. :-) mention my name
and the user group as I promised I would share with you (and no im not on commission!)
> > http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/YAMAHA-SYNTH-REPAIR-SERVICE-MOTIF-CS-DX-CS2X-CS6X-EX5-MOTIFES-MOTIFXF-
MOTIFXS-/181068243550?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_3&hash=item2a2882225e
> > Cheers Zam!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Right on! Any chance of sharing the techs professional/business contact info. for other RSers who may be interested in having something similar done? 
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Just thought I'd update on the issues ive had. I sent both RS's away for a service (which included changing all the mini keyboard switches) and so far
so good. I found an accredited techie and he did a full system test (hes an ex yamaha technician and gave it a full clean out and re seat and diagnostic of the
internals) and they play like new! for £70 each including return delivery!!!!!
> > > > Thanks again for all the tips! (I'll keep them handy for future reference)
> > > > Chris..
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hi Zam.. that some excellent pointers which I will have a look at tonight. Yes very weird but I think you may be onto something. I've contacted
yamaha and im probably going to put them in for service in january. Its a great setup as its save me huge £ as I used to go through sound modules and synths
almost monthly.. and vstack is a great little mixer/host. Many thanks.. will let you know.. happy holidays.
> > > > > Chris..
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Some more ideas...
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > maybe try switching to use MTC time in Utility Midi Setup.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Or, maybe trying different Event Chase setting in Utility System setup. Manual says anything other than OFF can cause delays in midi out.
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> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > That is quite a set up. Also a strange problem. I haven't had my RSs hooked up like that often enough to run across this problem. I've ran across
some other timing issues with the RS though which were pretty consistent, yours seems strange because it seems you are saying that it is getting worse over
time.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > I don't hook my RSs up to midi too often so I'm probably not the best person to help ya, but I've some ideas.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > First, I'm thinking perhaps it isn't your RSs and maybe it has something to do with your computer/DAW and or the midi interface. I'd try
switching them out, maybe even try some other host software and see if the problem remains before I'd closet or sell my RSs.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Could it possibly be due to power fluctuation? Not sure what the best way for you to test that out though, maybe isolate your power to the RSs
or your set up with a power conditioner.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hows your midi wires? Are they long, getting old too? Maybe try a better quality ones or shorter. Are they drooped over other wires that could
be interfering somehow?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Would the battery maybe cause such an issue? The manual says the average life span of the battery is five years, I've had mine well over that
time, so not sure what kind of problems one starting to go low would cause.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hmmm, what else, can't think of any more... Oh do you have the latest OS? I remember before I updated mine years ago I ran in to more issues,
one of them was some strange lagging, seemed to do on certain songs more than others, and I've not ran in to that prob again after update.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hope you get it figured out, let us know.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Zam
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ct_mullin@" wrote:
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > > > My first question on the board..Have been using RS's since 2004 (RM1x's before).
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > My Setup: 2xRS7's (one 5 yrs old the other older!)and 4 pc's directly midi'd via a&b midi outs on the RS's. I use VSTack as my host so the
pc's are basically sound modules. Each PC has an emu1212 soundcard running the same settings. Yep, OCD! I use about 8-10 channels on each RS per song
but im careful not to over note the data or midi events.
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > The issue (with both RS's): (please bear with my poor description!) I have noticed this a few times over the years but recently it has become
more of a problem.. Sometimes when step sequencing with say absynth or stylus (and others on all PC's) in pattern or song mode a note entered at the start of
each bar has a slight delay and knocks the timing of the riff/synth/loop out. The big issue is that it appears to be random, I will delete the note, put it back in
again, plays fine during the song, then when I come to record its out again in more than one part of the entire channels sequence! A kick in the nuts for
workflow, for which I got the RS's in the first place!
> > > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > > I haven't tried yet to turn off things like aftertouch or other midi filters, and sometimes this can be addressed by a tiny clock shift, but not
always. 
> > > > > > > > Im getting a bit worried that my babies might be failing and given that used ones in the UK are still costing big money I might be forced to
learn new gear, sigh.
> > > > > > > > Has anyone else had this issue? Is there a fix? Am I missing something obvious? I'll try to answer any questions if it will help.
> > > > > > > > thanks, Chris..
> > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19488|19488|2013-02-11 12:53:16|slothek23|Aieb2 or virus ti?|
Hello everyone ... I have a Yamaha RS7000 I have to say that his he does just fine ...
Do you think it is a good idea for him to map it to control a virus you?
Practically become his midi controller ... every track sound as the VIRS you it can play 16 at the same time just like the yamaha ... I can also set the knobs and buttons to
make it a midi controller ...
Not being very knowledgeable of the synth modules so complex ... I can then change the 16 tracks on the fly when you change the virus patter from yamaha?
example:
sound pattern with a certain traces of the virus ... pattert change and also changes the set of traces of the virus prepared before ... can you do??

Or leave it alone and I take the expansion module AIEB2 I read that improves the sound of the machine as well as having 3 outputs stereo jack more ... so that I can jack 6
gestistire then the mixer on 3 different channels as well as add optical outputs and coaxial to the car ...

Wrapped me think ... 64 mb of memory for samples is just ... use it only as a midi controller ...

More I think this machine has already more than 1000 and 63 synth drum kit that I do with a virus you?
Even more sounds to what? At best, I can make the boxes and some vocals to the PC and import it into wav ... 64 mb enough for these things also ...

AIEB2 costs 280 euro ...
A virus I used 900 ...

Use the yamaha to control the PC via midi I do not like it at all
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This machine fits a blowjob there for me with the software I want to stay on hardware ...
Also why I should never go to the software I'd use an akai or novation certainly not a RS7000 ...

You would do that??

Ah I produce music Tekno ..
| 19489|19488|2013-02-11 15:43:21|J M|Re: Aieb2 or virus ti?|
Welcome to the group!

Get the Virus TI. You can hook it up to midi probably do all the stuff you are asking, or just sample it in to the RS. Then get the AIEB2 later if you have to have one.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek23" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone ... I have a Yamaha RS7000 I have to say that his he does just fine ...
> Do you think it is a good idea for him to map it to control a virus you?
> Practically become his midi controller ... every track sound as the VIRS you it can play 16 at the same time just like the yamaha ... I can also set the knobs
and buttons to make it a midi controller ...
> Not being very knowledgeable of the synth modules so complex ... I can then change the 16 tracks on the fly when you change the virus patter from
yamaha?
> example:
> sound pattern with a certain traces of the virus ... pattert change and also changes the set of traces of the virus prepared before ... can you do??
> 
> Or leave it alone and I take the expansion module AIEB2 I read that improves the sound of the machine as well as having 3 outputs stereo jack more ... so
that I can jack 6 gestistire then the mixer on 3 different channels as well as add optical outputs and coaxial to the car ...
> 
> Wrapped me think ... 64 mb of memory for samples is just ... use it only as a midi controller ...
> 
> More I think this machine has already more than 1000 and 63 synth drum kit that I do with a virus you?
> Even more sounds to what? At best, I can make the boxes and some vocals to the PC and import it into wav ... 64 mb enough for these things also ...
> 
> AIEB2 costs 280 euro ...
> A virus I used 900 ...
> 
> Use the yamaha to control the PC via midi I do not like it at all
> 
> This machine fits a blowjob there for me with the software I want to stay on hardware ...
> Also why I should never go to the software I'd use an akai or novation certainly not a RS7000 ...
> 
> You would do that??
> 
> Ah I produce music Tekno ..
>

| 19490|19488|2013-02-13 07:07:02|sam w|Re: Aieb2 or virus ti?|
i sold my rs7000 because i needed money and i regret it. i've pushed the rs7000 sampling memory beyond it's limits. take note you can compress the aiff/wave files from
44000hz to 1.75hz. i used fl studio to speed up the sample 999 bpm that makes the sound compress to smaller file. so take a wave file like 40000hz and speed it up it will
retain the same quality but.. the sample is shorter thus making it for example 200kb. keep your rs7000

________________________________
From: slothek23 <ravimonkeys@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 7:57 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Aieb2 or virus ti?

  
Hello everyone ... I have a Yamaha RS7000 I have to say that his he does just fine ...
Do you think it is a good idea for him to map it to control a virus you?
Practically become his midi controller ... every track sound as the VIRS you it can play 16 at the same time just like the yamaha ... I can also set the knobs and buttons to
make it a midi controller ...
Not being very knowledgeable of the synth modules so complex ... I can then change the 16 tracks on the fly when you change the virus patter from yamaha?
example:
sound pattern with a certain traces of the virus ... pattert change and also changes the set of traces of the virus prepared before ... can you do??

Or leave it alone and I take the expansion module AIEB2 I read that improves the sound of the machine as well as having 3 outputs stereo jack more ... so that I can jack 6
gestistire then the mixer on 3 different channels as well as add optical outputs and coaxial to the car ...

Wrapped me think ... 64 mb of memory for samples is just ... use it only as a midi controller ...

More I think this machine has already more than 1000 and 63 synth drum kit that I do with a virus you?
Even more sounds to what? At best, I can make the boxes and some vocals to the PC and import it into wav ... 64 mb enough for these things also ...

AIEB2 costs 280 euro ...
A virus I used 900 ...
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Use the yamaha to control the PC via midi I do not like it at all

This machine fits a blowjob there for me with the software I want to stay on hardware ...
Also why I should never go to the software I'd use an akai or novation certainly not a RS7000 ...

You would do that??

Ah I produce music Tekno ..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19491|19488|2013-02-15 06:08:14|slothek69|Re: Aieb2 or virus ti?|
I think I'll take you and I will use the virus yamaha for items and how midi controller ...
you have problems with the service? in Italy do not have spare parts on the internet even if I found a site where they sell them all from the first to the last
| 19492|19472|2013-02-15 06:09:25|vivreenpaixima|Re: The LCD display is defect|
Hi Robert,

I've got adresses but located in France.. they are still produced (by yamaha I think) you can find adresses in your country by looking for a yamaha certified reperator. 
I still don't change my LCD for the moment (150 euros, work inclued)
If someone have LCD to sell here for good price, i'm also interested. 

thanks

See ya 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "robertfox167" wrote:
>
> Hello out there,
> 
> I just joined the group. 
> My problem: the display of my RS 7000 is defect.
> It needs to be replaced. 
> My question(s): where can i get a new one? does anybody know a supplier? are they still produced? does anyone in the group have spare-parts?
> 
> thanx in advance,
> Robert
>

| 19493|19493|2013-02-16 01:14:13|Olivier|blown up my power unit|
Hi,

Yesterdag evening I connected my rs7000 with the wrong voltage.
I have or had an 110v unit that worked with a transfo to convert it to 220v, but forgot it & connected it with the wrong cable. It could stand for 10 min, then I heard a click
noise & saw some smoke comming out of the rs.
luckily I directly saw & disconnected it. The plastic of the big brown transistor on the power unit card is torn & melted. I don't think the Rs7000 is damaged only the
power unit (card)that have to be replaced (hope so). Anyone who had the same experience? Is it possible to buy a new power unit? Can I place a 220v?

Thanks!
| 19494|19493|2013-02-16 01:52:09|rarara_ur|Re: blown up my power unit|
sneak thief replaced his power supply with a smaller and lighter version - maybe your opportunity to do the same. try google searching as seen some pics 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> Yesterdag evening I connected my rs7000 with the wrong voltage.
> I have or had an 110v unit that worked with a transfo to convert it to 220v, but forgot it & connected it with the wrong cable. It could stand for 10 min, then
I heard a click noise & saw some smoke comming out of the rs.
> luckily I directly saw & disconnected it. The plastic of the big brown transistor on the power unit card is torn & melted. I don't think the Rs7000 is damaged
only the power unit (card)that have to be replaced (hope so). Anyone who had the same experience? Is it possible to buy a new power unit? Can I place a
220v?
> 
> Thanks!
>

| 19495|19493|2013-02-17 11:42:09|J M|Re: blown up my power unit|
If it helps you search one down the part number is:

V3612600 Japanese U.S. RS7000 power supply
V3612700 European/British RS7000 power supply

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> sneak thief replaced his power supply with a smaller and lighter version - maybe your opportunity to do the same. try google searching as seen some pics 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Olivier" wrote:
> >
> > Hi,
> > 
> > Yesterdag evening I connected my rs7000 with the wrong voltage.
> > I have or had an 110v unit that worked with a transfo to convert it to 220v, but forgot it & connected it with the wrong cable. It could stand for 10 min,
then I heard a click noise & saw some smoke comming out of the rs.
> > luckily I directly saw & disconnected it. The plastic of the big brown transistor on the power unit card is torn & melted. I don't think the Rs7000 is
damaged only the power unit (card)that have to be replaced (hope so). Anyone who had the same experience? Is it possible to buy a new power unit? Can I
place a 220v?
> > 
> > Thanks!
> >
>

| 19496|19496|2013-02-26 12:29:42|andrebaumeister21|I Need help: Loaded style sounds incorrect|
Hey Community,

first of all I have to say: weeoh, what a great music tool!! ...so the more lucky I feel that I have found this community group. 
I´m a proud owner of the RS since some weeks as I have not too much time for practicing to make music. So, the machine is getting more and more clear to me and the
work flow becomes even more logic to me.

BUT, I recognized the issue having changed track sound after I have programmed some phrases and want to hear the stuff I did 10 minutes before. The same problem do I
have when I save a style and load that style (regardless if I saved+loaded just pattern, all, all+system).
The result is that in some cases the track button sounds more effected (more delay, note shifted,...) and in some cases the track or even the memory restored scene sounds
completely new to me.

So, do any of you know what I´ve configured wrong or do I have bought an incorrect working groovebox??
Sorry if the topic already exists, but I can´t find some solutions for my problem ´...

Greetings,
Aphex
| 19497|19496|2013-02-26 12:46:34|J M|Re: I Need help: Loaded style sounds incorrect|
Welcome to the group!

Try setting the voice hold function on each track to ON [Mixer +/- button] then F4 Knob.

Also, maybe try just saving the one Style/Pattern at a time, don't do all. It might be useful to do a save all some time, but I never do. I always work on my Styles/Patterns
one at a time. You might need more later and have them available then, but for a beginner I suggest sticking to one for now. If you want to work on another then load it up
over the one you were working on. I rarely use or work on more than one Style/Pattern at time, but that may just be my way of doing things. Someone else might do it a
different way.

Hope that helps some? Let us know.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "andrebaumeister21" wrote:
>
> Hey Community,
> 
> first of all I have to say: weeoh, what a great music tool!! ...so the more lucky I feel that I have found this community group. 
> I´m a proud owner of the RS since some weeks as I have not too much time for practicing to make music. So, the machine is getting more and more clear to
me and the work flow becomes even more logic to me.
> 
> BUT, I recognized the issue having changed track sound after I have programmed some phrases and want to hear the stuff I did 10 minutes before. The
same problem do I have when I save a style and load that style (regardless if I saved+loaded just pattern, all, all+system).
> The result is that in some cases the track button sounds more effected (more delay, note shifted,...) and in some cases the track or even the memory restored
scene sounds completely new to me.
> 
> 
> So, do any of you know what I´ve configured wrong or do I have bought an incorrect working groovebox??
> Sorry if the topic already exists, but I can´t find some solutions for my problem ´...
> 
> 
> Greetings,
> Aphex
>

| 19498|19498|2013-02-27 04:24:16|rarara_ur|Upon booting your RS...|
.....can you get it to default to 'Keyboard' being highlighted. Mine is always on 'Mute'.

A minor irritation in the grand scheme of things but..
| 19499|19496|2013-02-27 14:50:45|andrebaumeister21|Re: I Need help: Loaded style sounds incorrect|
Hi Zam,

I´m very pleased about such a quick response to my question! 
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So, I have tried your advice and luckily it worked for me.. Thank you very much Zam! With your configuration tipp to set the "hold" parameter on each phrase/track
button "on" you you´ve opened the next door for my skill developements!
I was at a point at which I thought that there must be a technical defect on my hardware, but since your answer I´m fully happy with this groovebox.

Generally the RS7000 is really a heavy step into the right direction producing my own hardtek/tribecore sound as I did before by using an electribe mx... 

Best reagrds!
Aphex

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Welcome to the group!
> 
> Try setting the voice hold function on each track to ON [Mixer +/- button] then F4 Knob.
> 
> Also, maybe try just saving the one Style/Pattern at a time, don't do all. It might be useful to do a save all some time, but I never do. I always work on my
Styles/Patterns one at a time. You might need more later and have them available then, but for a beginner I suggest sticking to one for now. If you want to
work on another then load it up over the one you were working on. I rarely use or work on more than one Style/Pattern at time, but that may just be my way
of doing things. Someone else might do it a different way.
> 
> Hope that helps some? Let us know.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "andrebaumeister21" wrote:
> >
> > Hey Community,
> > 
> > first of all I have to say: weeoh, what a great music tool!! ...so the more lucky I feel that I have found this community group. 
> > I´m a proud owner of the RS since some weeks as I have not too much time for practicing to make music. So, the machine is getting more and more clear
to me and the work flow becomes even more logic to me.
> > 
> > BUT, I recognized the issue having changed track sound after I have programmed some phrases and want to hear the stuff I did 10 minutes before. The
same problem do I have when I save a style and load that style (regardless if I saved+loaded just pattern, all, all+system).
> > The result is that in some cases the track button sounds more effected (more delay, note shifted,...) and in some cases the track or even the memory
restored scene sounds completely new to me.
> > 
> > 
> > So, do any of you know what I´ve configured wrong or do I have bought an incorrect working groovebox??
> > Sorry if the topic already exists, but I can´t find some solutions for my problem ´...
> > 
> > 
> > Greetings,
> > Aphex
> >
>

| 19500|19498|2013-02-27 21:25:48|J M|Re: Upon booting your RS...|
I don't think there is a way to do that, sorry.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> .....can you get it to default to 'Keyboard' being highlighted. Mine is always on 'Mute'.
> 
> A minor irritation in the grand scheme of things but..
>

| 19501|19496|2013-02-27 21:29:00|J M|Re: I Need help: Loaded style sounds incorrect|
Glad it worked for ya! 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "andrebaumeister21" wrote:
>
> Hi Zam,
> 
> I´m very pleased about such a quick response to my question! 
> 
> So, I have tried your advice and luckily it worked for me.. Thank you very much Zam! With your configuration tipp to set the "hold" parameter on each
phrase/track button "on" you you´ve opened the next door for my skill developements!
> I was at a point at which I thought that there must be a technical defect on my hardware, but since your answer I´m fully happy with this groovebox.
> 
> Generally the RS7000 is really a heavy step into the right direction producing my own hardtek/tribecore sound as I did before by using an electribe mx... 
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> 
> Best reagrds!
> Aphex
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Welcome to the group!
> > 
> > Try setting the voice hold function on each track to ON [Mixer +/- button] then F4 Knob.
> > 
> > Also, maybe try just saving the one Style/Pattern at a time, don't do all. It might be useful to do a save all some time, but I never do. I always work on my
Styles/Patterns one at a time. You might need more later and have them available then, but for a beginner I suggest sticking to one for now. If you want to
work on another then load it up over the one you were working on. I rarely use or work on more than one Style/Pattern at time, but that may just be my way
of doing things. Someone else might do it a different way.
> > 
> > Hope that helps some? Let us know.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "andrebaumeister21" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey Community,
> > > 
> > > first of all I have to say: weeoh, what a great music tool!! ...so the more lucky I feel that I have found this community group. 
> > > I´m a proud owner of the RS since some weeks as I have not too much time for practicing to make music. So, the machine is getting more and more
clear to me and the work flow becomes even more logic to me.
> > > 
> > > BUT, I recognized the issue having changed track sound after I have programmed some phrases and want to hear the stuff I did 10 minutes before. The
same problem do I have when I save a style and load that style (regardless if I saved+loaded just pattern, all, all+system).
> > > The result is that in some cases the track button sounds more effected (more delay, note shifted,...) and in some cases the track or even the memory
restored scene sounds completely new to me.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > So, do any of you know what I´ve configured wrong or do I have bought an incorrect working groovebox??
> > > Sorry if the topic already exists, but I can´t find some solutions for my problem ´...
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Greetings,
> > > Aphex
> > >
> >
>

| 19502|19502|2013-03-06 13:31:45|Marcellus|Smart Media Problem|
Hello to All.
I've had my RS7000 for about 8 or 9 years (hooray) and now I think the Smart Media drive is starting to fail(so sad). It will not recognize the disk at times. Sometimes
even right after saving. Has anyone else experienced this? I appreciate any response and possible solutions.
Respectfully,
Marcellus
| 19503|19502|2013-03-06 13:35:10|J M|Re: Smart Media Problem|
Hello!

Have you tried a different card? Maybe it is just the card going bad and not the drive.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
>
> Hello to All.
> I've had my RS7000 for about 8 or 9 years (hooray) and now I think the Smart Media drive is starting to fail(so sad). It will not recognize the disk at times.
Sometimes even right after saving. Has anyone else experienced this? I appreciate any response and possible solutions.
> Respectfully,
> Marcellus
>

| 19504|19502|2013-03-10 07:41:09|Marcellus|Re: Smart Media Problem|
Tried all cards...same problem.
it is strange. I tried again last night and everything seems to be working fine.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hello!
> 
> Have you tried a different card? Maybe it is just the card going bad and not the drive.
> 
> Zam
> 
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> >
> > Hello to All.
> > I've had my RS7000 for about 8 or 9 years (hooray) and now I think the Smart Media drive is starting to fail(so sad). It will not recognize the disk at
times. Sometimes even right after saving. Has anyone else experienced this? I appreciate any response and possible solutions.
> > Respectfully,
> > Marcellus
> >
>

| 19505|19502|2013-03-10 20:34:47|searay@y7mail.com|Re: Smart Media Problem|
Hi seems like an intermittent fault, possibly a dry solder joint which acts like a switch when the temerature causes expansion & contraction.
Possibly dirt or dust on the contacts of the card resepticle.
Possibly worn or damaged contacts of the card recepticle.
Or a combination of all of the above.
I would go for the simple things that you can check yourself, before sending it to the technicians. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
>
> Tried all cards...same problem.
> it is strange. I tried again last night and everything seems to be working fine.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Hello!
> > 
> > Have you tried a different card? Maybe it is just the card going bad and not the drive.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello to All.
> > > I've had my RS7000 for about 8 or 9 years (hooray) and now I think the Smart Media drive is starting to fail(so sad). It will not recognize the disk at
times. Sometimes even right after saving. Has anyone else experienced this? I appreciate any response and possible solutions.
> > > Respectfully,
> > > Marcellus
> > >
> >
>

| 19506|19502|2013-03-10 21:54:29|J M|Re: Smart Media Problem|
That is what I was thinking too. After sliding cards in and out of it maybe the contact points probably wore clean. If you don't, you should take your cards in and out every
so often might help keep them from corroding up. If it is something more than that and continues to fail, check out the service manual in the files section here and get the
reader assembly part number and try ordering it from support@yamaha.com I don't think it would be too hard to install and shouldn't cost too much I would think. I'd
think they'd still have some, but never know. Our RSs are getting kind of old now.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "searay@..." wrote:
>
> Hi seems like an intermittent fault, possibly a dry solder joint which acts like a switch when the temerature causes expansion & contraction.
> Possibly dirt or dust on the contacts of the card resepticle.
> Possibly worn or damaged contacts of the card recepticle.
> Or a combination of all of the above.
> I would go for the simple things that you can check yourself, before sending it to the technicians. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> >
> > Tried all cards...same problem.
> > it is strange. I tried again last night and everything seems to be working fine.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello!
> > > 
> > > Have you tried a different card? Maybe it is just the card going bad and not the drive.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello to All.
> > > > I've had my RS7000 for about 8 or 9 years (hooray) and now I think the Smart Media drive is starting to fail(so sad). It will not recognize the disk at
times. Sometimes even right after saving. Has anyone else experienced this? I appreciate any response and possible solutions.
> > > > Respectfully,
> > > > Marcellus
> > > >
> > >
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> >
>

| 19507|19502|2013-03-11 13:30:36|Marcellus|Re: Smart Media Problem|
Thank you for your suggestions.
I'll get back and let you know what I find.
Appreciate the help.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "searay@..." wrote:
>
> Hi seems like an intermittent fault, possibly a dry solder joint which acts like a switch when the temerature causes expansion & contraction.
> Possibly dirt or dust on the contacts of the card resepticle.
> Possibly worn or damaged contacts of the card recepticle.
> Or a combination of all of the above.
> I would go for the simple things that you can check yourself, before sending it to the technicians. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> >
> > Tried all cards...same problem.
> > it is strange. I tried again last night and everything seems to be working fine.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello!
> > > 
> > > Have you tried a different card? Maybe it is just the card going bad and not the drive.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello to All.
> > > > I've had my RS7000 for about 8 or 9 years (hooray) and now I think the Smart Media drive is starting to fail(so sad). It will not recognize the disk at
times. Sometimes even right after saving. Has anyone else experienced this? I appreciate any response and possible solutions.
> > > > Respectfully,
> > > > Marcellus
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19508|19440|2013-03-12 07:49:58|moodorgan|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
Although I haven't tried this yet myself this seems to be a definitive answer to this problem here: http://www.gearslutz.com/board/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-
music-production/814316-scsi-drive-yamaha-rs7000.html#post8834261

Which leads to this post: http://www.yamahaforums.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=4779#p23045

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Thanks, I tried disk utility and deleted using write to zero's and then tried to format it in the rs but still get "card/ disk not ready".
> 
> So annoying, anything else I could try?
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> >
> > well i'm not really a mac guy (more a macgyver) so i cannot really help but i think you have something called "disk utility" that could do it. 
> > google could be a better friend.
> > have fun!
> > pablo
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > >
> > > "The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive
> > > Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the RS7000."
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Cool, do you know what software for mac I could do this with?
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "pablodnb" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello,
> > > > I had similar problem with an SM card and the RS (saying write protected), formatting in windows would result in an unreadable card.
> > > > The solution was to use a harddrive recovery program (Western Digital Hard Drive Diagnostics) and to write zeros on the card, then format with the
RS7000.
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> > > > Hope this helps.
> > > > Pablo
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > It might, I'm not 100% sure but I think the cards are supposed to be fat32 DOS formatted for the RS to read/write to it. I've never formatted one, but
I don't think it'd hurt to give fat32 a try as long as you've backed up anything you want off it first. Why the RS isn't detecting it to be formatted first is a
mystery, maybe it just don't like FAT16.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Cheers Brion, yes I tried to do that but the rs won't recognise the card at all and just says 
> > > > > > "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I formated it on my mac and erased everything and still no go. The card is fat 16, if i changed it to fat 32, would this make a difference?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Brion" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I would check the formatting function. Perhaps start by seeing if you can re
> > > > > > > format using the RS. (warning, reformatting will erase everything u have on
> > > > > > > the disk)
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Brion 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
> > > > > > > moodorgan
> > > > > > > Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:44 PM
> > > > > > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > > Subject: [RS7000] xD to Sm Card adapter problem.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb
> > > > > > > xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000
> > > > > > > won't recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Thanks for your help.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19509|19509|2013-03-12 07:54:21|moodorgan|Sample Editing|
Just wondering what people think of the sample editing on the RS, do you use it or do you use an external editor like audacity, or chop them up with Recycle, what is you
work flow?

Also am I wrong in thinking that when I use the beat sensitivity thing to chop up a sample on the Rs that I can't manually adjust the individual slices like I can with
Recycle?

Cheers,
J
| 19510|19440|2013-03-12 17:37:36|jackchaos|Re: xD to Sm Card adapter problem.|
I was able to get the adapter to work by removing the plastic cover over the xD card slot.
The plastic cover was keeping the adapter from inserting all the way in.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Hi, just got one of these xD to Sm Card adapters and am using it with 128mb xd card, it works fine with the card reader on my laptop but the rs7000 won't
recognise it at all and just says "card/ disk not ready".
> 
> Anyone any ideas of what the problem could be?
> 
> Thanks for your help.
>

| 19511|19509|2013-03-13 00:12:47|J M|Re: Sample Editing|
I don't do much sampling on the RS or otherwise, but my opinion on the RS's sample capabilities are that it is alright. I wouldn't use it for vigorous editing of samples nor
as a sophisticated sampler. I would use a computer for that, but the RS isn't bad either as you can put the sample through the RS's synth engine and all the features you
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have for the built in voices are availabe to use on your sample. I wish the RS had better sample pitch and split key capability or whatever it is called is about it, but I can
get around decently without it.

For the slice job, it is kind of trial and error. The few times I've tried it I have been pretty amazed at how well it can chop a beat up. I've never used audacity to compare,
but when it comes down to it and making short or one hit samples exactly like I want I've been able to edit them down from a re-sampled or externally sampled beat in to
the RS's inputs more precisely on the RS by itself using the sample edit screens and adjusting the start/stop loop points rather than using the slice job or slice+seq rec
option when sampling on it. I would suggest not using the rec slice+seq when sampling in to the RS and do kit or pitch records, save, then do slice job after copy it over to
another to another track so the sample is copied to another sample bank, or manually copy the sample over to another bank etc., track copy does that for you
automatically. This is so you can preserve the original whole sample without it being all chopped up. Once you get the chops all done the way you want and if you are not
using the original sample then delete it to save memory.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "moodorgan" wrote:
>
> Just wondering what people think of the sample editing on the RS, do you use it or do you use an external editor like audacity, or chop them up with
Recycle, what is you work flow?
> 
> Also am I wrong in thinking that when I use the beat sensitivity thing to chop up a sample on the Rs that I can't manually adjust the individual slices like I
can with Recycle?
> 
> Cheers,
> J
>

| 19512|19512|2013-03-13 06:49:30|segy992|Pattern Change|
Hey guys,
Been reading this for a year or something but it's my first post here

I own RS and admire it's sequencing capabilities. My first groovebox was emx-1. There is a function I always missed in both machines so I decided to give it a try and ask
hoping that maybe I'm just missing something and this function exists in RS.

Speaking in Elektron's terms this function is called "DIRECT JUMP". It's basically a way how a pattern is changed. Direct jump is when you change patter it is changed
immediately and the new pattern will start playing from the position where the previous pattern left off.

Is there such thing in RS?

Thanks in advance
| 19513|19512|2013-03-13 09:06:53|J M|Re: Pattern Change|
Hello!

I don't think the RS can do that, it always starts the Pattern/Style/Sections at the beginning when switched. Sorry.

However, if you are working within one Style, you can set the Pattern Quantize in Utility mode to be 1/16th up to 1 measure long where it will wait until the end of that
length before it switches. Having it set short to 1/16th makes it quick, and holding the section button down makes for a pretty cool stutter effect. It always starts at the
beginning though, and I'm not sure it is as good of an idea to be switching Pattern/Styles too as it tends to make the RS hiccup from having to reset all the voice settings
and whatever else happens to it. There may be ways to help from that happening on it, as the RS does let you switch Styles I know at least in Chain Mode while it is
playing.

I personally don't switch out Pattern/Styles that much and stick to one and using sections, even rarer will I switch them while it is playing, so I may not be the person to
consult for using multiple style/patterns while playing.

Hope that helps some and not too confusing.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "segy992" wrote:
>
> Hey guys,
> Been reading this for a year or something but it's my first post here
> 
> I own RS and admire it's sequencing capabilities. My first groovebox was emx-1. There is a function I always missed in both machines so I decided to give
it a try and ask hoping that maybe I'm just missing something and this function exists in RS.
> 
> Speaking in Elektron's terms this function is called "DIRECT JUMP". It's basically a way how a pattern is changed. Direct jump is when you change patter
it is changed immediately and the new pattern will start playing from the position where the previous pattern left off.
> 
> Is there such thing in RS?
> 
> Thanks in advance
>

| 19514|19512|2013-03-13 10:04:04|s s|Re: Pattern Change|
Hi Zam!
I actually tried the workaround similar to what you suggested but your
guess was spot on - hiccups makes this kind of switching unusable.
Thanks for trying to help anyway
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On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 7:06 PM, J M <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Hello!
>
> I don't think the RS can do that, it always starts the
> Pattern/Style/Sections at the beginning when switched. Sorry.
>
> However, if you are working within one Style, you can set the Pattern
> Quantize in Utility mode to be 1/16th up to 1 measure long where it will
> wait until the end of that length before it switches. Having it set short
> to 1/16th makes it quick, and holding the section button down makes for a
> pretty cool stutter effect. It always starts at the beginning though, and
> I'm not sure it is as good of an idea to be switching Pattern/Styles too as
> it tends to make the RS hiccup from having to reset all the voice settings
> and whatever else happens to it. There may be ways to help from that
> happening on it, as the RS does let you switch Styles I know at least in
> Chain Mode while it is playing.
>
> I personally don't switch out Pattern/Styles that much and stick to one
> and using sections, even rarer will I switch them while it is playing, so I
> may not be the person to consult for using multiple style/patterns while
> playing.
>
> Hope that helps some and not too confusing.
>
> Zam
>
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "segy992" wrote:
> >
> > Hey guys,
> > Been reading this for a year or something but it's my first post here
> >
> > I own RS and admire it's sequencing capabilities. My first groovebox was
> emx-1. There is a function I always missed in both machines so I decided to
> give it a try and ask hoping that maybe I'm just missing something and this
> function exists in RS.
> >
> > Speaking in Elektron's terms this function is called "DIRECT JUMP". It's
> basically a way how a pattern is changed. Direct jump is when you change
> patter it is changed immediately and the new pattern will start playing
> from the position where the previous pattern left off.
> >
> > Is there such thing in RS?
> >
> > Thanks in advance
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19515|19512|2013-03-14 04:26:28|J M|Re: Pattern Change|
I've recently been researching ways to make the RS jump or skip to certain specified points in measures, rather than always starting at the beginning or top of a measure.
I've not had much luck with it other than going in to each phrase and doing a lot of manual editing. You can delete whole measures out across all phrases fairly easy
during a pattern or style copy on some of the jobs, but if you want like half a measure it is a pain in the but. No easy way to that without a lot of manual goofing around.
Not so bad if you only want to edit out half a measure on a phrase or two, but across all of them on one pattern is hell, doable manually, but hell.

I remember the QY70 having a jump or skip feature that the RS don't have that was pretty nice but I think it only worked in song mode. I'm thinking there has got to be a
way to do something similar on the RS and I've just not found it yet. If I figure an easy way out to do something similar on the RS I'll be sure to post it here.

I hope you find some way to work around this limitation, doesn't make the RS bad, just one of those things that make it fun. Actually learn more about other features on
the RS trying to figure a way around it.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s s wrote:
>
> Hi Zam!
> I actually tried the workaround similar to what you suggested but your
> guess was spot on - hiccups makes this kind of switching unusable.
> Thanks for trying to help anyway
> 
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> 
> On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 7:06 PM, J M wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Hello!
> >
> > I don't think the RS can do that, it always starts the
> > Pattern/Style/Sections at the beginning when switched. Sorry.
> >
> > However, if you are working within one Style, you can set the Pattern
> > Quantize in Utility mode to be 1/16th up to 1 measure long where it will
> > wait until the end of that length before it switches. Having it set short
> > to 1/16th makes it quick, and holding the section button down makes for a
> > pretty cool stutter effect. It always starts at the beginning though, and
> > I'm not sure it is as good of an idea to be switching Pattern/Styles too as
> > it tends to make the RS hiccup from having to reset all the voice settings
> > and whatever else happens to it. There may be ways to help from that
> > happening on it, as the RS does let you switch Styles I know at least in
> > Chain Mode while it is playing.
> >
> > I personally don't switch out Pattern/Styles that much and stick to one
> > and using sections, even rarer will I switch them while it is playing, so I
> > may not be the person to consult for using multiple style/patterns while
> > playing.
> >
> > Hope that helps some and not too confusing.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "segy992" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey guys,
> > > Been reading this for a year or something but it's my first post here
> > >
> > > I own RS and admire it's sequencing capabilities. My first groovebox was
> > emx-1. There is a function I always missed in both machines so I decided to
> > give it a try and ask hoping that maybe I'm just missing something and this
> > function exists in RS.
> > >
> > > Speaking in Elektron's terms this function is called "DIRECT JUMP". It's
> > basically a way how a pattern is changed. Direct jump is when you change
> > patter it is changed immediately and the new pattern will start playing
> > from the position where the previous pattern left off.
> > >
> > > Is there such thing in RS?
> > >
> > > Thanks in advance
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19516|19512|2013-03-15 01:57:00|legsmechanical|Re: Pattern Change|
The ability to do this is one of the few things i really miss about my MPC as compared to RS. If any one has any easier way to do this, I'd love to hear it. You can do it in
ableton really easily, by the way (legato clip launch), so you can track midi out into live, mangle it, and then track it back into the RS (that's what i do). Great way to get
some unexpectedly awesome variation.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I've recently been researching ways to make the RS jump or skip to certain specified points in measures, rather than always starting at the beginning or top
of a measure. I've not had much luck with it other than going in to each phrase and doing a lot of manual editing. You can delete whole measures out across
all phrases fairly easy during a pattern or style copy on some of the jobs, but if you want like half a measure it is a pain in the but. No easy way to that without
a lot of manual goofing around. Not so bad if you only want to edit out half a measure on a phrase or two, but across all of them on one pattern is hell, doable
manually, but hell.
> 
> I remember the QY70 having a jump or skip feature that the RS don't have that was pretty nice but I think it only worked in song mode. I'm thinking there
has got to be a way to do something similar on the RS and I've just not found it yet. If I figure an easy way out to do something similar on the RS I'll be sure
to post it here.
> 
> I hope you find some way to work around this limitation, doesn't make the RS bad, just one of those things that make it fun. Actually learn more about other
features on the RS trying to figure a way around it.
> 
> Zam 
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> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, s s wrote:
> >
> > Hi Zam!
> > I actually tried the workaround similar to what you suggested but your
> > guess was spot on - hiccups makes this kind of switching unusable.
> > Thanks for trying to help anyway
> > 
> > 
> > On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 7:06 PM, J M wrote:
> > 
> > > **
> > >
> > >
> > > Hello!
> > >
> > > I don't think the RS can do that, it always starts the
> > > Pattern/Style/Sections at the beginning when switched. Sorry.
> > >
> > > However, if you are working within one Style, you can set the Pattern
> > > Quantize in Utility mode to be 1/16th up to 1 measure long where it will
> > > wait until the end of that length before it switches. Having it set short
> > > to 1/16th makes it quick, and holding the section button down makes for a
> > > pretty cool stutter effect. It always starts at the beginning though, and
> > > I'm not sure it is as good of an idea to be switching Pattern/Styles too as
> > > it tends to make the RS hiccup from having to reset all the voice settings
> > > and whatever else happens to it. There may be ways to help from that
> > > happening on it, as the RS does let you switch Styles I know at least in
> > > Chain Mode while it is playing.
> > >
> > > I personally don't switch out Pattern/Styles that much and stick to one
> > > and using sections, even rarer will I switch them while it is playing, so I
> > > may not be the person to consult for using multiple style/patterns while
> > > playing.
> > >
> > > Hope that helps some and not too confusing.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "segy992" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hey guys,
> > > > Been reading this for a year or something but it's my first post here
> > > >
> > > > I own RS and admire it's sequencing capabilities. My first groovebox was
> > > emx-1. There is a function I always missed in both machines so I decided to
> > > give it a try and ask hoping that maybe I'm just missing something and this
> > > function exists in RS.
> > > >
> > > > Speaking in Elektron's terms this function is called "DIRECT JUMP". It's
> > > basically a way how a pattern is changed. Direct jump is when you change
> > > patter it is changed immediately and the new pattern will start playing
> > > from the position where the previous pattern left off.
> > > >
> > > > Is there such thing in RS?
> > > >
> > > > Thanks in advance
> > > >
> > >
> > > 
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19517|19512|2013-03-15 02:10:00|J M|Re: Pattern Change|
Don't tell any of the RSers this... I got tired of booting up my old computer for recording and I lost some of the package software and stuff to install on my new computer,
so I downloaded and plan on buying ableton. Avleton 9 just came out by the way. The legato mode is pretty freaking awesome. In a way it is similar to using RS phrases
on tracks, except you can switch phrases out on a single track during play without having to switch sections. I'm really impressed. Last time I looked at ableton was like
version 3 and I hated it, mainly cause it is ugly looking and it still looks pretty much the same, but well I'm finally getting drawn in.

Nobody else here heard me speak about this right? Please don't tell my RS or I'll be sleeping on the couch for a month.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "legsmechanical" wrote:
>
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> The ability to do this is one of the few things i really miss about my MPC as compared to RS. If any one has any easier way to do this, I'd love to hear it.
You can do it in ableton really easily, by the way (legato clip launch), so you can track midi out into live, mangle it, and then track it back into the RS (that's
what i do). Great way to get some unexpectedly awesome variation.
> 

| 19518|19518|2013-03-15 14:15:19|ct_mullin@talk21.com|From floppy to SM.. RM1x|
Hello all, hope all is good!
Whilst clearing out a ton of stuff from the studio I came across a load of floppy disks which I used to use for my trusty RM1x's/SU700. I remembered that I saved all my
old songs in RM1x native and smf formats! Plan being to get them all of the floppy and load them into the RS and have a play.. Got a usb floppy drive off ebay for £5
which arrived today and not one floppy will be read.. GRRRR. I know the info is on the disks but they just wont read. Im running XP service pack 3 on my laptop. I
appreciate that some of the disks will have degraded over time but I have tried 40 odd so far and they cant all be knackered. I've had a little look around the web, but
nothing specifically talks about my issue (again). Anyone got any ideas?
all the best 
Chris..
| 19519|19512|2013-03-15 14:45:58|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Pattern Change|
utter blasphemy Zam!.. (says he who has just bought a karma and a fantom :-))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Don't tell any of the RSers this... I got tired of booting up my old computer for recording and I lost some of the package software and stuff to install on my
new computer, so I downloaded and plan on buying ableton. Avleton 9 just came out by the way. The legato mode is pretty freaking awesome. In a way it is
similar to using RS phrases on tracks, except you can switch phrases out on a single track during play without having to switch sections. I'm really impressed.
Last time I looked at ableton was like version 3 and I hated it, mainly cause it is ugly looking and it still looks pretty much the same, but well I'm finally
getting drawn in.
> 
> Nobody else here heard me speak about this right? Please don't tell my RS or I'll be sleeping on the couch for a month.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "legsmechanical" wrote:
> >
> > The ability to do this is one of the few things i really miss about my MPC as compared to RS. If any one has any easier way to do this, I'd love to hear it.
You can do it in ableton really easily, by the way (legato clip launch), so you can track midi out into live, mangle it, and then track it back into the RS (that's
what i do). Great way to get some unexpectedly awesome variation.
> > 
> 
>

| 19520|19518|2013-03-15 17:21:50|Zamise|Re: From floppy to SM.. RM1x|
I would suspect the drive is either bad or don't like the type of format on the disks. You could test out some new disks of the same density see if it reads writes to it. If it
still has trouble then def the drive. Only other thing I can think of is take them to a copy center see if they have any luck.

Good luck,let us know, I might be able to check them out if willing to snail mail them.

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: ct_mullin@talk21.com
Sent: 3/15/2013 2:15 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] From floppy to SM.. RM1x

Hello all, hope all is good!
Whilst clearing out a ton of stuff from the studio I came across a load of floppy disks which I used to use for my trusty RM1x's/SU700. I remembered that I saved all my
old songs in RM1x native and smf formats! Plan being to get them all of the floppy and load them into the RS and have a play.. Got a usb floppy drive off ebay for �5
which arrived today and not one floppy will be read.. GRRRR. I know the info is on the disks but they just wont read. Im running XP service pack 3 on my laptop. I
appreciate that some of the disks will have degraded over time but I have tried 40 odd so far and they cant all be knackered. I've had a little look around the web, but
nothing specifically talks about my issue (again). Anyone got any ideas?
all the best 
Chris..

[The entire original message is not included.]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19521|19518|2013-03-15 17:59:50|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: From floppy to SM.. RM1x|
Cheers (again!) Zam,
I've been spending all night looking at xp issues with floppies, using the same drive as the RM in a pc/laptop blah blah. But im going to look for an old battered RM on
ebay etc and see if they load into it, then resave on new disks or try some kind of midi dump. The usb floppy did read one RM floppy file so im guessing it may be the
disks/format. 
I really appreciate your offer for the help.. Im working on the principal of Occams Razor with these, so you may be my last resort!!
Thanks yet again,
Chris..

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Zamise wrote:
>
> I would suspect the drive is either bad or don't like the type of format on the disks. You could test out some new disks of the same density see if it reads
writes to it. If it still has trouble then def the drive. Only other thing I can think of is take them to a copy center see if they have any luck.
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> 
> Good luck,let us know, I might be able to check them out if willing to snail mail them.
> 
> Zam
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: ct_mullin@...
> Sent: 3/15/2013 2:15 PM
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [RS7000] From floppy to SM.. RM1x
> 
> Hello all, hope all is good!
> Whilst clearing out a ton of stuff from the studio I came across a load of floppy disks which I used to use for my trusty RM1x's/SU700. I remembered that I
saved all my old songs in RM1x native and smf formats! Plan being to get them all of the floppy and load them into the RS and have a play.. Got a usb floppy
drive off ebay for £5 which arrived today and not one floppy will be read.. GRRRR. I know the info is on the disks but they just wont read. Im running XP
service pack 3 on my laptop. I appreciate that some of the disks will have degraded over time but I have tried 40 odd so far and they cant all be knackered.
I've had a little look around the web, but nothing specifically talks about my issue (again). Anyone got any ideas?
> all the best 
> Chris..
> 
> 
> 
> [The entire original message is not included.]
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19522|19493|2013-03-25 03:39:59|megons|Re: blown up my power unit|
I once plugged my North American 110v unit into a 220v outlet - the same thing happened but luckily only my fuse blew.

Did you try replacing the fuse?

Here's the info regarding the psu and my replacement.

This is what the original PSU puts out:

#Sharp (110V version!)
Model B047 V361260

Input:
100-120V AC
0.97A 50/60Hz

Output:
+5V DC 5.1A
+12V DC 1.0A
+12V DC 0.5A
-12V DC 0.5A
+15V DC 50ma
-30V DC 0.12A (not used)

And here's what voltages and currents are actually used by the RS7000:

DIGITAL POWER
+5 1.75a (for the main board, CPU, etc.)
+5 .09a (for the LED'S)

ANALOG POWER (for audio chips)
+12v 120ma
-12v 50ma
+15v 50ma (power on/off pop suppressor circuit - not necessary)

For my PSU replacement, the audio portion of the RS7000 uses a regular small +/-12v transformer with simple 7912/7812 voltage regulator chips and the 5V digital
section is powered by a good quality 5V/3A switching adapter.
| 19523|19435|2013-03-25 03:51:29|megons|Re: anyone in Berlin?|
Just saw this post - hey, feel free to come on over :) Send me an email:

michel@sneak-thief.com
| 19524|19524|2013-03-26 08:22:35|Jo Fergus|TG sounds looping endlessly?|
I haven't troubleshooted this yet, but thought I'd ask anyhow...

Any thoughts about why some the internaal TG sounds (drum/perc) would get stuck on a looping sustain, while others don't?

I don't think it's not a 'note-off' thing (since these sounds don't have a sustain point anyhow), though the only way to stop them is to switch the instrument in the mixxer
setting.

Has anyone seen this before?
| 19525|19524|2013-03-26 08:28:21|J M|Re: TG sounds looping endlessly?|
Hi!
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It is the amp Decay that does it on drums. I like to use a little extra on crashes to extend them out, but not too much or it lust keeps going and going. I like to shorten the
decay a bit for snare hits too, kind of like having a gate/limiter makes them more snappy and punchy.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Jo Fergus" wrote:
>
> I haven't troubleshooted this yet, but thought I'd ask anyhow...
> 
> Any thoughts about why some the internaal TG sounds (drum/perc) would get stuck on a looping sustain, while others don't?
> 
> I don't think it's not a 'note-off' thing (since these sounds don't have a sustain point anyhow), though the only way to stop them is to switch the instrument in
the mixxer setting.
> 
> Has anyone seen this before?
>

| 19526|19526|2013-03-30 17:35:45|purice|Need help guys :)|
Greetings..My name is Michael, and I am from Romania...And since couple days I am the happy owner of a RS7000 in very good condition. I have a lot of fun with it.
But one thing makes me very mad :). Here it is:

= In Pattern Mode, here are many sections labeled from A to P

= I make a track in Section A, and then in section B, i copy it from JOB menu, Copy Track. 

= The problem is that, if on the new location where the track is copied, if I change anything on the track in section B, the modifications are copied simultaneuos in the
Section A also, on the original track :(

= An workaround is to make from scratch each track, but it is so much time consuming :(.

= I want to copy a track, and then to modify it without modifying the original one

Any sugestions please ? 

respect

=michael=
| 19527|19526|2013-03-30 17:45:47|J M|Re: Need help guys :)|
Hi Michael and welcome to the group!

I remember having This problem when I first got my RS.

What happens is you copy the same phrases when you do that, so when you edit it edits the same phrase even though it is on another section. What you have to do is do a
phrase copy job after that and then while in pattern phrase mode (pattern button) you'll see the phrases assigned to the tracks, switch it to the one you did a phrase copy
job on and now you can edit the notes without affecting it on the other section.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
>
> Greetings..My name is Michael, and I am from Romania...And since couple days I am the happy owner of a RS7000 in very good condition. I have a lot of
fun with it. But one thing makes me very mad :). Here it is:
> 
> = In Pattern Mode, here are many sections labeled from A to P
> 
> = I make a track in Section A, and then in section B, i copy it from JOB menu, Copy Track. 
> 
> = The problem is that, if on the new location where the track is copied, if I change anything on the track in section B, the modifications are copied
simultaneuos in the Section A also, on the original track :(
> 
> = An workaround is to make from scratch each track, but it is so much time consuming :(.
> 
> = I want to copy a track, and then to modify it without modifying the original one
> 
> Any sugestions please ? 
> 
> respect
> 
> =michael=
>

| 19528|19526|2013-03-31 05:14:22|purice|Re: Need help guys :)|
Wow, you are fast Sir...Many many thanks for your advice, I will try it right now :). Have a great sunday

respect

=Michael=
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hi Michael and welcome to the group!
> 
> I remember having This problem when I first got my RS.
> 
> What happens is you copy the same phrases when you do that, so when you edit it edits the same phrase even though it is on another section. What you
have to do is do a phrase copy job after that and then while in pattern phrase mode (pattern button) you'll see the phrases assigned to the tracks, switch it to
the one you did a phrase copy job on and now you can edit the notes without affecting it on the other section.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> >
> > Greetings..My name is Michael, and I am from Romania...And since couple days I am the happy owner of a RS7000 in very good condition. I have a lot
of fun with it. But one thing makes me very mad :). Here it is:
> > 
> > = In Pattern Mode, here are many sections labeled from A to P
> > 
> > = I make a track in Section A, and then in section B, i copy it from JOB menu, Copy Track. 
> > 
> > = The problem is that, if on the new location where the track is copied, if I change anything on the track in section B, the modifications are copied
simultaneuos in the Section A also, on the original track :(
> > 
> > = An workaround is to make from scratch each track, but it is so much time consuming :(.
> > 
> > = I want to copy a track, and then to modify it without modifying the original one
> > 
> > Any sugestions please ? 
> > 
> > respect
> > 
> > =michael=
> >
>

| 19529|19526|2013-03-31 14:11:41|Ian Vine|Re: Need help guys :)|
Check this out

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/Documents/RS_PhraseCopy.pdf

Ian

On 30 Mar 2013, at 23:45, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Hi Michael and welcome to the group!
> 
> I remember having This problem when I first got my RS.
> 
> What happens is you copy the same phrases when you do that, so when you edit it edits the same phrase even though it is on another section. What you
have to do is do a phrase copy job after that and then while in pattern phrase mode (pattern button) you'll see the phrases assigned to the tracks, switch it to
the one you did a phrase copy job on and now you can edit the notes without affecting it on the other section.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> >
> > Greetings..My name is Michael, and I am from Romania...And since couple days I am the happy owner of a RS7000 in very good condition. I have a lot
of fun with it. But one thing makes me very mad :). Here it is:
> > 
> > = In Pattern Mode, here are many sections labeled from A to P
> > 
> > = I make a track in Section A, and then in section B, i copy it from JOB menu, Copy Track. 
> > 
> > = The problem is that, if on the new location where the track is copied, if I change anything on the track in section B, the modifications are copied
simultaneuos in the Section A also, on the original track :(
> > 
> > = An workaround is to make from scratch each track, but it is so much time consuming :(.
> > 
> > = I want to copy a track, and then to modify it without modifying the original one
> > 
> > Any sugestions please ? 
> > 
> > respect
> > 
> > =michael=
> >
> 
> 
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19530|19526|2013-03-31 14:57:01|purice|Re: Need help guys :)|
Useful informations there...Thank you very much Ian for help...Also I tested what Zam told me and it works perfectly :). Have a great new week

respect

=Michael=

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Check this out
> 
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/Documents/RS_PhraseCopy.pdf
> 
> Ian
> 
> On 30 Mar 2013, at 23:45, "J M" wrote:
> 
> > Hi Michael and welcome to the group!
> > 
> > I remember having This problem when I first got my RS.
> > 
> > What happens is you copy the same phrases when you do that, so when you edit it edits the same phrase even though it is on another section. What you
have to do is do a phrase copy job after that and then while in pattern phrase mode (pattern button) you'll see the phrases assigned to the tracks, switch it to
the one you did a phrase copy job on and now you can edit the notes without affecting it on the other section.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> > >
> > > Greetings..My name is Michael, and I am from Romania...And since couple days I am the happy owner of a RS7000 in very good condition. I have a
lot of fun with it. But one thing makes me very mad :). Here it is:
> > > 
> > > = In Pattern Mode, here are many sections labeled from A to P
> > > 
> > > = I make a track in Section A, and then in section B, i copy it from JOB menu, Copy Track. 
> > > 
> > > = The problem is that, if on the new location where the track is copied, if I change anything on the track in section B, the modifications are copied
simultaneuos in the Section A also, on the original track :(
> > > 
> > > = An workaround is to make from scratch each track, but it is so much time consuming :(.
> > > 
> > > = I want to copy a track, and then to modify it without modifying the original one
> > > 
> > > Any sugestions please ? 
> > > 
> > > respect
> > > 
> > > =michael=
> > >
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19531|19526|2013-03-31 18:12:57|marcus gaudio|Re: Need help guys :)|
Thanks for sharing!

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19532|19526|2013-03-31 18:27:56|J M|Re: Need help guys :)|
I learned something new!

Locking in a voice to a phrase. Never knew that was possible, I've always just kept the same voices. RS still amazes me after all these years.

Thanks for posting that .pdf Ian. Here is the instructions it listed for doing that: 

How to `lock in' (embed) a Program to the Phrase.
 Navigate to the Pattern Patch screen. Press [PATTERN]x2
 Press the sequencer REC button to enter RECORD STANDBY
 Use knobs 1 and 2 to select the Bank and Program
 You can also set the transpose function. Whether the track transposes when TRANSPOSE

function is activated. Drums default to OFF, Musical tracks to ON.
 Press REC button again to lock in your selections.
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Happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Check this out
> 
> http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/Documents/RS_PhraseCopy.pdf
> 
> Ian
>

| 19533|19533|2013-04-01 09:17:24|marcus gaudio|F1 button broken:2 questions|
Hi guys
I bought the rs7000 just one week ago. It came with the f1 button broken. 
Those are two questiins for you:
1) is there any wokaround/tip to save to smartmedia without it?
2) do you know how to eventually replace it?
Cheers
| 19534|19533|2013-04-01 10:05:11|Zamise|Re: F1 button broken:2 questions|
Hi Marcus,

That is a fairly important button, I don't think there is a way around not using it. When you go to fix it, it could be the switch or plastic button casing around it. You might
be able to find a replacement switch at your local electronic store, you prob won't find the plastic button if that is broke. You might just want to order it asap from
support@yamaha.com. It shouldn't be too hard to replace if you have any soldering experience if it is the switch, plastic button no soldering just snaps in place if I
remember right. There might be a guy on here that goes by lordmilatent that sells parts sometimes too. You can also check out the service manual in the files section in
this group for help with part numbers and assembly.

Good luck, let us know how it goes

Zam

-----Original Message-----
From: marcus gaudio
Sent: 4/1/2013 9:17 AM
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] F1 button broken:2 questions

Hi guys
I bought the rs7000 just one week ago. It came with the f1 button broken. 
Those are two questiins for you:
1) is there any wokaround/tip to save to smartmedia without it?
2) do you know how to eventually replace it?
Cheers

[The entire original message is not included.]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19535|19533|2013-04-01 11:37:58|sam w|Re: F1 button broken:2 questions|
 i have new replacement buttons available upon request.

lordmilitant

________________________________
From: marcus gaudio <sucramgaudio@yahoo.it>
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, April 1, 2013 10:17 AM
Subject: [RS7000] F1 button broken:2 questions

  

Hi guys
I bought the rs7000 just one week ago. It came with the f1 button broken. 
Those are two questiins for you:
1) is there any wokaround/tip to save to smartmedia without it?
2) do you know how to eventually replace it?
Cheers

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/Documents/RS_PhraseCopy.pdf
mailto:support@yamaha.com
mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19536|19536|2013-04-01 11:42:05|sam|YAMAHA RS7000 F1-F4 REPLACEMNT BUTTONS|
http://www.ebay.com/itm/YAMAHA-RS7000-YAMAHA-S80-MOTIF-10-BUTTON-REPLAMENT-KIT-/221208920516?
pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item33811441c4
| 19537|19533|2013-04-01 11:47:24|marcus gaudio|Re: F1 button broken:2 questions|
Thanks for the quick answer.
I don't know exactly what is broken because the correspondent red light above the f1 button works. Maybe it's just the internal switch (it happened something similar to
my roland sp-606, i had to make it replace that). 
I don't have practical experience with soldering, so i will contact someone here (france) to do it. Eventually i will contact lordmilitant to find pieces.
Cheers!

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19538|19536|2013-04-01 12:08:01|marcus gaudio|Re: YAMAHA RS7000 F1-F4 REPLACEMNT BUTTONS|
They seem similar to those the man used to replace those ones to the sp606...now i have those two at my home, maybe they work...

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19539|19539|2013-04-11 04:49:06|slothek69|ACID lead !!!|
Hi!
How to make acid lead with yamaha like tb 303??
Do you have any advice?? How do I create synth like the lfo in the Sfx the yamaha? Some tutorials?
With the lfo can not seem to get the sounds as samples of sfx from a sound base...

Has anyone done any proof?
| 19540|19539|2013-04-11 06:31:56|rarara_ur|Re: ACID lead !!!|
try this: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/4240

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> Hi!
> How to make acid lead with yamaha like tb 303??
> Do you have any advice?? How do I create synth like the lfo in the Sfx the yamaha? Some tutorials?
> With the lfo can not seem to get the sounds as samples of sfx from a sound base...
> 
> Has anyone done any proof?
>

| 19541|19539|2013-04-11 06:38:33|marcus gaudio|Re: ACID lead !!!|
Thanks for sharing, i'll try it!

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19542|19542|2013-04-11 07:56:26|audioanalogie|Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's soundbank 2, sound 1. 

I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes yet. 

How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
Is that possible?

Sorry for these beginners questions.

Kind regards from Germany
| 19543|19542|2013-04-11 08:27:13|J M|Re: Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
Hello there too and welcome to the group!

There is a TG parm out setting in Utility midi settings that may need to be switched to out A or B to help with that. I think I usually keep mine off cause I don't like it
changing program voices on external gear while when I'm messing around on the RS. Anyhow, I'm unsure what other settings you may need to change in the utility mode,
but I'm thinking what ever bank you are in on the external hear is the bank it'll stick to and I'm not sure you can change banks from the RS's to external gear like that with
just the voice page. I could be wrong about that though so if you or anyone else finds out otherwise let us know. Don't know if entering PG events in the events editor
!Enter! button might help ya out more if you want to sequencing in a particular bank and voice, or maybe not.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
>
> Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
> I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's soundbank 2,

http://www.ebay.com/itm/YAMAHA-RS7000-YAMAHA-S80-MOTIF-10-BUTTON-REPLAMENT-KIT-/221208920516?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item33811441c4
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/4240
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


sound 1. 
> 
> I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes yet. 
> 
> How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
> Is that possible?
> 
> Sorry for these beginners questions.
> 
> Kind regards from Germany
>

| 19544|19539|2013-04-11 09:53:15|slothek69|Re: ACID lead !!!|
I feel great now!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :D :D :D
| 19545|19542|2013-04-11 15:33:05|audioanalogie|Re: Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
Hi Zam!
Many thanks for your fast answer! I've already disabled the TG and enabled only Midi. The RS is speaking to the E-MU (Midi is blinking there). With your help i worked
out today: putting an insert on the "edit" section with a code like that: 001:1-00 PC 000-003-055 [OrchHit]. What i get (after pushing play) is sound Nr. 437 from the E-
MU. With different combinations i've getting now access to all sounds of the E-MU. I'm happy about that so far, but the first problem is still existing... Do you have any
other experiences how to solve this problem or is the RS only able to grab voices from external gear in that way?

Many thanks! 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hello there too and welcome to the group!
> 
> There is a TG parm out setting in Utility midi settings that may need to be switched to out A or B to help with that. I think I usually keep mine off cause I
don't like it changing program voices on external gear while when I'm messing around on the RS. Anyhow, I'm unsure what other settings you may need to
change in the utility mode, but I'm thinking what ever bank you are in on the external hear is the bank it'll stick to and I'm not sure you can change banks from
the RS's to external gear like that with just the voice page. I could be wrong about that though so if you or anyone else finds out otherwise let us know. Don't
know if entering PG events in the events editor !Enter! button might help ya out more if you want to sequencing in a particular bank and voice, or maybe not.
> 
> Zam
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> >
> > Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
> > I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's soundbank 2,
sound 1. 
> > 
> > I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes yet. 
> > 
> > How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
> > Is that possible?
> > 
> > Sorry for these beginners questions.
> > 
> > Kind regards from Germany
> >
>

| 19546|19539|2013-04-12 02:13:43|slothek69|Re: ACID lead !!!|
works!!!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Thanks for sharing, i'll try it!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19547|19539|2013-04-12 05:29:24|rarara_ur|Re: ACID lead !!!|
care to describe? i tried this again last night and didn't get very acid-y. did get some great sounds though, but not what i was initially looking for

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> works!!!!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
> >
> > Thanks for sharing, i'll try it!
> > 
> > Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19548|19542|2013-04-12 08:24:22|J M|Re: Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
I'm not sure that switching external banks is possible by switching banks to corrispond with the f1 or f2 knobs that switch them on the RS. This seems like a question I've
heard before, I don't have access to my RS at the moment either, so I don't want to say it don't work like that yet. I'll look in to it more when I get chance within the next
few days and let you know what I find out if nobody else answers back to you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
>
> Hi Zam!
> Many thanks for your fast answer! I've already disabled the TG and enabled only Midi. The RS is speaking to the E-MU (Midi is blinking there). With your
help i worked out today: putting an insert on the "edit" section with a code like that: 001:1-00 PC 000-003-055 [OrchHit]. What i get (after pushing play) is
sound Nr. 437 from the E-MU. With different combinations i've getting now access to all sounds of the E-MU. I'm happy about that so far, but the first
problem is still existing... Do you have any other experiences how to solve this problem or is the RS only able to grab voices from external gear in that way?
> 
> Many thanks! 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Hello there too and welcome to the group!
> > 
> > There is a TG parm out setting in Utility midi settings that may need to be switched to out A or B to help with that. I think I usually keep mine off cause I
don't like it changing program voices on external gear while when I'm messing around on the RS. Anyhow, I'm unsure what other settings you may need to
change in the utility mode, but I'm thinking what ever bank you are in on the external hear is the bank it'll stick to and I'm not sure you can change banks from
the RS's to external gear like that with just the voice page. I could be wrong about that though so if you or anyone else finds out otherwise let us know. Don't
know if entering PG events in the events editor !Enter! button might help ya out more if you want to sequencing in a particular bank and voice, or maybe not.
> > 
> > Zam
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
> > > I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's soundbank 2,
sound 1. 
> > > 
> > > I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes yet. 
> > > 
> > > How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
> > > Is that possible?
> > > 
> > > Sorry for these beginners questions.
> > > 
> > > Kind regards from Germany
> > >
> >
>

| 19549|19539|2013-04-12 08:47:43|J M|Re: ACID lead !!!|
It is very tricky to emulate true 303 lines. There are little things like the gate of a note extends half a 16th over its assigned step and in to the next note for a little more
dramatic slides than you get by seq the same on other gear. Just something I've noticed, may be I noticed wrong but it is wierd things like that make it tough to dup
exactly. However, if you are just looking for acid sounds best advice I have fit you is to find a decent voice for it, turn up the decay on the filter eg so you get more res on
the tail, switch voice to mono, throw in some notes with dif lengths, turn the gate knob up some so they get overlap but won't because it's mono, then turn the portamento
up some so the bend and slide in to each other. Easy peasy acid. Don't forget to try out different filters too, my personal fav is the dual high pass where you can control the
distance between them to put back in some of the low end while still having that sweet sweet hpf high.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> care to describe? i tried this again last night and didn't get very acid-y. did get some great sounds though, but not what i was initially looking for
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
> >
> > works!!!!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
> > >
> > > Thanks for sharing, i'll try it!
> > > 
> > > Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
>
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| 19550|19542|2013-04-12 09:18:28|audioanalogie|Re: Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
Thanks Zam, that's great!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I'm not sure that switching external banks is possible by switching banks to corrispond with the f1 or f2 knobs that switch them on the RS. This seems like a
question I've heard before, I don't have access to my RS at the moment either, so I don't want to say it don't work like that yet. I'll look in to it more when I get
chance within the next few days and let you know what I find out if nobody else answers back to you.
> 
> Zam
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Zam!
> > Many thanks for your fast answer! I've already disabled the TG and enabled only Midi. The RS is speaking to the E-MU (Midi is blinking there). With
your help i worked out today: putting an insert on the "edit" section with a code like that: 001:1-00 PC 000-003-055 [OrchHit]. What i get (after pushing play)
is sound Nr. 437 from the E-MU. With different combinations i've getting now access to all sounds of the E-MU. I'm happy about that so far, but the first
problem is still existing... Do you have any other experiences how to solve this problem or is the RS only able to grab voices from external gear in that way?
> > 
> > Many thanks! 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello there too and welcome to the group!
> > > 
> > > There is a TG parm out setting in Utility midi settings that may need to be switched to out A or B to help with that. I think I usually keep mine off cause
I don't like it changing program voices on external gear while when I'm messing around on the RS. Anyhow, I'm unsure what other settings you may need to
change in the utility mode, but I'm thinking what ever bank you are in on the external hear is the bank it'll stick to and I'm not sure you can change banks from
the RS's to external gear like that with just the voice page. I could be wrong about that though so if you or anyone else finds out otherwise let us know. Don't
know if entering PG events in the events editor !Enter! button might help ya out more if you want to sequencing in a particular bank and voice, or maybe not.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
> > > > I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's soundbank 2,
sound 1. 
> > > > 
> > > > I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes yet. 
> > > > 
> > > > How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
> > > > Is that possible?
> > > > 
> > > > Sorry for these beginners questions.
> > > > 
> > > > Kind regards from Germany
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19551|19542|2013-04-15 19:43:24|J M|Re: Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
Hello again,

Sorry took so long to get back to you this time, I've been pretty busy. Anyhow, switching banks works between two RS's OK, but after looking back in to some older posts
I seen someone having the same problem with their XL7. Somebody else recommended making sure the receive program change needs to be set to ON on it, but it looked
like that didn't work either for them, and looks like they wound up manually entering PCs in the RS's events editor for those banks. Sorry dude. Is there a way to copy
your emu programs/voices over to a single user bank and be able to keep it there and just change the programs and not the banks from the RS that way? Otherwise I'm not
sure it'll be possible to change banks from the RS's Mixer Voice Select page, just the programs switch out it seems like to me. If you keep at it and find a way be sure to
come back and let us know how you did it.

Perhaps there is a complex way maybe using a midi translator, but I'm not sure that'll be worth the trouble or not, might be one of those times where it is just easiest to
hand write them down and manually switch the voice out on the external synth.

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
>
> Thanks Zam, that's great!
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I'm not sure that switching external banks is possible by switching banks to corrispond with the f1 or f2 knobs that switch them on the RS. This seems
like a question I've heard before, I don't have access to my RS at the moment either, so I don't want to say it don't work like that yet. I'll look in to it more
when I get chance within the next few days and let you know what I find out if nobody else answers back to you.
> > 
> > Zam
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > >
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> > > Hi Zam!
> > > Many thanks for your fast answer! I've already disabled the TG and enabled only Midi. The RS is speaking to the E-MU (Midi is blinking there). With
your help i worked out today: putting an insert on the "edit" section with a code like that: 001:1-00 PC 000-003-055 [OrchHit]. What i get (after pushing play)
is sound Nr. 437 from the E-MU. With different combinations i've getting now access to all sounds of the E-MU. I'm happy about that so far, but the first
problem is still existing... Do you have any other experiences how to solve this problem or is the RS only able to grab voices from external gear in that way?
> > > 
> > > Many thanks! 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello there too and welcome to the group!
> > > > 
> > > > There is a TG parm out setting in Utility midi settings that may need to be switched to out A or B to help with that. I think I usually keep mine off
cause I don't like it changing program voices on external gear while when I'm messing around on the RS. Anyhow, I'm unsure what other settings you may
need to change in the utility mode, but I'm thinking what ever bank you are in on the external hear is the bank it'll stick to and I'm not sure you can change
banks from the RS's to external gear like that with just the voice page. I could be wrong about that though so if you or anyone else finds out otherwise let us
know. Don't know if entering PG events in the events editor !Enter! button might help ya out more if you want to sequencing in a particular bank and voice,
or maybe not.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
> > > > > I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's soundbank
2, sound 1. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes yet. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
> > > > > Is that possible?
> > > > > 
> > > > > Sorry for these beginners questions.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Kind regards from Germany
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19552|19539|2013-04-17 09:03:59|slothek69|Re: ACID lead !!!|
Ok this is my result:

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200917727656632&set=vb.1568651693&type=2&theater

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> It is very tricky to emulate true 303 lines. There are little things like the gate of a note extends half a 16th over its assigned step and in to the next note for a
little more dramatic slides than you get by seq the same on other gear. Just something I've noticed, may be I noticed wrong but it is wierd things like that
make it tough to dup exactly. However, if you are just looking for acid sounds best advice I have fit you is to find a decent voice for it, turn up the decay on
the filter eg so you get more res on the tail, switch voice to mono, throw in some notes with dif lengths, turn the gate knob up some so they get overlap but
won't because it's mono, then turn the portamento up some so the bend and slide in to each other. Easy peasy acid. Don't forget to try out different filters too,
my personal fav is the dual high pass where you can control the distance between them to put back in some of the low end while still having that sweet sweet
hpf high.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
> >
> > care to describe? i tried this again last night and didn't get very acid-y. did get some great sounds though, but not what i was initially looking for
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
> > >
> > > works!!!!
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for sharing, i'll try it!
> > > > 
> > > > Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19553|19542|2013-04-17 14:07:13|audioanalogie|Re: Program Change on E-MU Orbit|
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Dear Zam,

many thanks for taking the time for my problem again. It's possible to set the E-MU's sounds to something like a "fav" bank, consisting of a 128. If i would do so, i
possible could get access to these sounds via Mixer Voice, but i didn't try yet as i like to have access to all banks. Hope you agree as i think it's not worth the trouble
following that point.

Thanks for your research from others users who had the trouble in similar way and only had access through PC editing. 
I will keep on doing like this then: using the dial on the E-MU and change the sound there. The one i like will be fixed through PC editing afterwards. Think that's quite
ok then and feels like a reasonable compromise.

Kind regards, 
M

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hello again,
> 
> Sorry took so long to get back to you this time, I've been pretty busy. Anyhow, switching banks works between two RS's OK, but after looking back in to
some older posts I seen someone having the same problem with their XL7. Somebody else recommended making sure the receive program change needs to
be set to ON on it, but it looked like that didn't work either for them, and looks like they wound up manually entering PCs in the RS's events editor for those
banks. Sorry dude. Is there a way to copy your emu programs/voices over to a single user bank and be able to keep it there and just change the programs and
not the banks from the RS that way? Otherwise I'm not sure it'll be possible to change banks from the RS's Mixer Voice Select page, just the programs switch
out it seems like to me. If you keep at it and find a way be sure to come back and let us know how you did it.
> 
> Perhaps there is a complex way maybe using a midi translator, but I'm not sure that'll be worth the trouble or not, might be one of those times where it is
just easiest to hand write them down and manually switch the voice out on the external synth.
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks Zam, that's great!
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm not sure that switching external banks is possible by switching banks to corrispond with the f1 or f2 knobs that switch them on the RS. This seems
like a question I've heard before, I don't have access to my RS at the moment either, so I don't want to say it don't work like that yet. I'll look in to it more
when I get chance within the next few days and let you know what I find out if nobody else answers back to you.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi Zam!
> > > > Many thanks for your fast answer! I've already disabled the TG and enabled only Midi. The RS is speaking to the E-MU (Midi is blinking there).
With your help i worked out today: putting an insert on the "edit" section with a code like that: 001:1-00 PC 000-003-055 [OrchHit]. What i get (after pushing
play) is sound Nr. 437 from the E-MU. With different combinations i've getting now access to all sounds of the E-MU. I'm happy about that so far, but the
first problem is still existing... Do you have any other experiences how to solve this problem or is the RS only able to grab voices from external gear in that
way?
> > > > 
> > > > Many thanks! 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello there too and welcome to the group!
> > > > > 
> > > > > There is a TG parm out setting in Utility midi settings that may need to be switched to out A or B to help with that. I think I usually keep mine off
cause I don't like it changing program voices on external gear while when I'm messing around on the RS. Anyhow, I'm unsure what other settings you may
need to change in the utility mode, but I'm thinking what ever bank you are in on the external hear is the bank it'll stick to and I'm not sure you can change
banks from the RS's to external gear like that with just the voice page. I could be wrong about that though so if you or anyone else finds out otherwise let us
know. Don't know if entering PG events in the events editor !Enter! button might help ya out more if you want to sequencing in a particular bank and voice,
or maybe not.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Zam
> > > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hello there, i hope somebody can help me out. I am completely stuck into the topic "Program Chance". 
> > > > > > I'd like to access to the internal sounds of my E-MU Orbit. It has 4 Banks, each filled with 128 voices, so if i want sound 129 for e.g. it's
soundbank 2, sound 1. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > I've managed to get soundbank 3 directly accessed in Pattern Mode/Mixer/ using knob 3. Changing Banks via knob 1 didn't make any changes
yet. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > How can i access to all these sounds via the RS7000 in that mode? 
> > > > > > Is that possible?
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Sorry for these beginners questions.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Kind regards from Germany
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> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19554|19539|2013-04-17 19:16:23|J M|Re: ACID lead !!!|
I liked it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> Ok this is my result:
> 
> http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200917727656632&set=vb.1568651693&type=2&theater
> 

| 19555|19539|2013-04-18 01:29:31|slothek69|Re: ACID lead !!!|
Thank you :)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I liked it.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
> >
> > Ok this is my result:
> > 
> > http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200917727656632&set=vb.1568651693&type=2&theater
> > 
> 
>

| 19556|19556|2013-04-18 12:54:40|sam|Data knob for Yamaha Rm1x & RS7000 brand new (Lot 4 pieces)|
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Data-knob-for-Yamaha-Rm1x-RS7000-brand-new-Lot-4-pieces-/221215647513?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item33817ae719
| 19557|19557|2013-04-21 04:20:20|rukula_04|RS7000 with more equipment for sale|
Hello and a good day,

I just wanted to let you know I´m selling my RS7000.
Here is a link where you can have a look at, text is in german:
http://kleinanzeigen.ebay.de/anzeigen/s-anzeige/rs7000-mit-umfangreichem-zubehoer!!!/111155898-74-3353?ref=search

I live in Berlin, Germany. It is also possible to ship it to a foreign country. It is asking price about the cost for delivery and the gear.
So just let me know if you´re interested and ask, I will try to explain. :-)

I hope someone can be found for this wonderful machine who cares...

Bye, Micha
| 19559|19559|2013-04-24 13:30:32|audioanalogie|Saving settings on the RS (Controller, CC) on external gear|
Hello again,

another problem occured. I've assigned the controllers on the RS7000 to get access on my external gear (E-MU Orbit) with CC-messages. I'm happy to get the sound there
modidified. I didn't make any recording, simply pushing the "keys" on the RS and turning the knobs then. How can i save the settings or the postions of the knobs i've
made on the RS the get the sound when restarting? 
Can anybody help me out? Looking forward to hear from you soon. 
Regards,
| 19560|19559|2013-04-24 16:56:32|J M|Re: Saving settings on the RS (Controller, CC) on external gear|
Hello again again!

Not sure if I'm going to suggest the best way, but here is probably what I'd try to do:

1. If working in Song mode, Copy the Section to another section.

2. For each track, record a small tweak on each knob you have assigned in overdub mode, or move the knob to where you like while it records that movement.

3. Go in to the Events Editor and move the event with the knob tweaks you like to the beggining of the phrase, and then delete or keep the rest if you like or don't.

It should set those knobs each time it restarts the loop, so perhaps after the first loop or so, then go back to the section you copied it from that don't have the recorded
tweaks so you can then do manual sweeps without it resetting every loop.

Just throwing out an idea, never tried it myself. I mostly like working within the RS's built in sounds which this problem hasn't really come up before as in issue for me.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
>
> Hello again,
> 
> another problem occured. I've assigned the controllers on the RS7000 to get access on my external gear (E-MU Orbit) with CC-messages. I'm happy to get
the sound there modidified. I didn't make any recording, simply pushing the "keys" on the RS and turning the knobs then. How can i save the settings or the
postions of the knobs i've made on the RS the get the sound when restarting? 
> Can anybody help me out? Looking forward to hear from you soon. 
> Regards,
>

| 19561|19559|2013-04-25 15:41:47|audioanalogie|Re: Saving settings on the RS (Controller, CC) on external gear|
Hi Zam,

thanks again for your explanations! I thought something like your ideas but hoped it would be easier to handle! :)

I didn't try out yet but this should also work on Pattern Mode, not?

I guess that any other external gear should better be set stored on their own (if possible). This should possibly be in some cases easier, but it's not really cool as i love
tweaking on the RS.

Gonna check out your suggestions then. Could take some days until i answer next...

Kind regards,
M

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hello again again!
> 
> Not sure if I'm going to suggest the best way, but here is probably what I'd try to do:
> 
> 1. If working in Song mode, Copy the Section to another section.
> 
> 2. For each track, record a small tweak on each knob you have assigned in overdub mode, or move the knob to where you like while it records that
movement.
> 
> 3. Go in to the Events Editor and move the event with the knob tweaks you like to the beggining of the phrase, and then delete or keep the rest if you like or
don't.
> 
> It should set those knobs each time it restarts the loop, so perhaps after the first loop or so, then go back to the section you copied it from that don't have the
recorded tweaks so you can then do manual sweeps without it resetting every loop.
> 
> Just throwing out an idea, never tried it myself. I mostly like working within the RS's built in sounds which this problem hasn't really come up before as in
issue for me.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> >
> > Hello again,
> > 
> > another problem occured. I've assigned the controllers on the RS7000 to get access on my external gear (E-MU Orbit) with CC-messages. I'm happy to
get the sound there modidified. I didn't make any recording, simply pushing the "keys" on the RS and turning the knobs then. How can i save the settings or
the postions of the knobs i've made on the RS the get the sound when restarting? 
> > Can anybody help me out? Looking forward to hear from you soon. 
> > Regards,
> >
>

| 19562|19559|2013-04-28 10:45:21|audioanalogie|Re: Saving settings on the RS (Controller, CC) on external gear|
Hi there again,

checked your ideas on pattern mode and it's working there too. Great! Anyhow, it's quite tricky and strugglin' getting the settings like that together. Bad thing these
settings will be "reset" after each loop. I plan to play with the patterns only and with samples that will occur in the mix after a while tweakin the filter, like these old disco-
house stuff. So this won't work then... :(

Do you have any ideas how this could be assembled?

Although trough this limitations, i love the RS7000. :)

Kind regards,
M

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
>
> Hi Zam,
> 
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> thanks again for your explanations! I thought something like your ideas but hoped it would be easier to handle! :)
> 
> I didn't try out yet but this should also work on Pattern Mode, not?
> 
> I guess that any other external gear should better be set stored on their own (if possible). This should possibly be in some cases easier, but it's not really cool
as i love tweaking on the RS.
> 
> Gonna check out your suggestions then. Could take some days until i answer next...
> 
> Kind regards,
> M
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Hello again again!
> > 
> > Not sure if I'm going to suggest the best way, but here is probably what I'd try to do:
> > 
> > 1. If working in Song mode, Copy the Section to another section.
> > 
> > 2. For each track, record a small tweak on each knob you have assigned in overdub mode, or move the knob to where you like while it records that
movement.
> > 
> > 3. Go in to the Events Editor and move the event with the knob tweaks you like to the beggining of the phrase, and then delete or keep the rest if you like
or don't.
> > 
> > It should set those knobs each time it restarts the loop, so perhaps after the first loop or so, then go back to the section you copied it from that don't have
the recorded tweaks so you can then do manual sweeps without it resetting every loop.
> > 
> > Just throwing out an idea, never tried it myself. I mostly like working within the RS's built in sounds which this problem hasn't really come up before as
in issue for me.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello again,
> > > 
> > > another problem occured. I've assigned the controllers on the RS7000 to get access on my external gear (E-MU Orbit) with CC-messages. I'm happy to
get the sound there modidified. I didn't make any recording, simply pushing the "keys" on the RS and turning the knobs then. How can i save the settings or
the postions of the knobs i've made on the RS the get the sound when restarting? 
> > > Can anybody help me out? Looking forward to hear from you soon. 
> > > Regards,
> > >
> >
>

| 19563|19559|2013-04-28 22:41:38|J M|Re: Saving settings on the RS (Controller, CC) on external gear|
If you copy the section to another section before you add program changes or other messages then switch to that section after you play the first the settings shouldn't revert
every loop. Tracks with sample voices on them might revert to default settings when switching sections, but you might be able to avoid that by putting the voice hold
function to ON maybe, not 100% sure, but anyway using sections should help you out.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
>
> 
> Hi there again,
> 
> checked your ideas on pattern mode and it's working there too. Great! Anyhow, it's quite tricky and strugglin' getting the settings like that together. Bad
thing these settings will be "reset" after each loop. I plan to play with the patterns only and with samples that will occur in the mix after a while tweakin the
filter, like these old disco-house stuff. So this won't work then... :(
> 
> Do you have any ideas how this could be assembled?
> 
> Although trough this limitations, i love the RS7000. :)
> 
> Kind regards,
> M
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> >
> > Hi Zam,
> > 
> > thanks again for your explanations! I thought something like your ideas but hoped it would be easier to handle! :)
> > 
> > I didn't try out yet but this should also work on Pattern Mode, not?
> > 
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> > I guess that any other external gear should better be set stored on their own (if possible). This should possibly be in some cases easier, but it's not really
cool as i love tweaking on the RS.
> > 
> > Gonna check out your suggestions then. Could take some days until i answer next...
> > 
> > Kind regards,
> > M
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hello again again!
> > > 
> > > Not sure if I'm going to suggest the best way, but here is probably what I'd try to do:
> > > 
> > > 1. If working in Song mode, Copy the Section to another section.
> > > 
> > > 2. For each track, record a small tweak on each knob you have assigned in overdub mode, or move the knob to where you like while it records that
movement.
> > > 
> > > 3. Go in to the Events Editor and move the event with the knob tweaks you like to the beggining of the phrase, and then delete or keep the rest if you
like or don't.
> > > 
> > > It should set those knobs each time it restarts the loop, so perhaps after the first loop or so, then go back to the section you copied it from that don't have
the recorded tweaks so you can then do manual sweeps without it resetting every loop.
> > > 
> > > Just throwing out an idea, never tried it myself. I mostly like working within the RS's built in sounds which this problem hasn't really come up before as
in issue for me.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello again,
> > > > 
> > > > another problem occured. I've assigned the controllers on the RS7000 to get access on my external gear (E-MU Orbit) with CC-messages. I'm happy
to get the sound there modidified. I didn't make any recording, simply pushing the "keys" on the RS and turning the knobs then. How can i save the settings or
the postions of the knobs i've made on the RS the get the sound when restarting? 
> > > > Can anybody help me out? Looking forward to hear from you soon. 
> > > > Regards,
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19564|19559|2013-04-29 10:27:16|audioanalogie|Re: Saving settings on the RS (Controller, CC) on external gear|
Ok, will it do that way as i think it's practicable. One default section and other ones with modifications will possibly do a fresh arrangement then...

Thanks again Zam!

Kind regards,
M 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> If you copy the section to another section before you add program changes or other messages then switch to that section after you play the first the settings
shouldn't revert every loop. Tracks with sample voices on them might revert to default settings when switching sections, but you might be able to avoid that
by putting the voice hold function to ON maybe, not 100% sure, but anyway using sections should help you out.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Hi there again,
> > 
> > checked your ideas on pattern mode and it's working there too. Great! Anyhow, it's quite tricky and strugglin' getting the settings like that together. Bad
thing these settings will be "reset" after each loop. I plan to play with the patterns only and with samples that will occur in the mix after a while tweakin the
filter, like these old disco-house stuff. So this won't work then... :(
> > 
> > Do you have any ideas how this could be assembled?
> > 
> > Although trough this limitations, i love the RS7000. :)
> > 
> > Kind regards,
> > M
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > >
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> > > Hi Zam,
> > > 
> > > thanks again for your explanations! I thought something like your ideas but hoped it would be easier to handle! :)
> > > 
> > > I didn't try out yet but this should also work on Pattern Mode, not?
> > > 
> > > I guess that any other external gear should better be set stored on their own (if possible). This should possibly be in some cases easier, but it's not really
cool as i love tweaking on the RS.
> > > 
> > > Gonna check out your suggestions then. Could take some days until i answer next...
> > > 
> > > Kind regards,
> > > M
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hello again again!
> > > > 
> > > > Not sure if I'm going to suggest the best way, but here is probably what I'd try to do:
> > > > 
> > > > 1. If working in Song mode, Copy the Section to another section.
> > > > 
> > > > 2. For each track, record a small tweak on each knob you have assigned in overdub mode, or move the knob to where you like while it records that
movement.
> > > > 
> > > > 3. Go in to the Events Editor and move the event with the knob tweaks you like to the beggining of the phrase, and then delete or keep the rest if you
like or don't.
> > > > 
> > > > It should set those knobs each time it restarts the loop, so perhaps after the first loop or so, then go back to the section you copied it from that don't
have the recorded tweaks so you can then do manual sweeps without it resetting every loop.
> > > > 
> > > > Just throwing out an idea, never tried it myself. I mostly like working within the RS's built in sounds which this problem hasn't really come up before
as in issue for me.
> > > > 
> > > > Zam
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "audioanalogie" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Hello again,
> > > > > 
> > > > > another problem occured. I've assigned the controllers on the RS7000 to get access on my external gear (E-MU Orbit) with CC-messages. I'm
happy to get the sound there modidified. I didn't make any recording, simply pushing the "keys" on the RS and turning the knobs then. How can i save the
settings or the postions of the knobs i've made on the RS the get the sound when restarting? 
> > > > > Can anybody help me out? Looking forward to hear from you soon. 
> > > > > Regards,
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19565|19565|2013-04-29 21:20:33|sam|Data encoder for Yamaha Rm1x brand new|
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-Rm1x-data-encoder-brand-new-/221221398026?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3381d2a60a
| 19566|19566|2013-05-02 14:36:55|slothek69|MIXING and MASTERING|
Hello everyone .... I want to talk about MIXING and MASTERING EQ ...
MASTERING EQ:
100hz low mid-low 400hk mid-high 3.6khz high 8.0kHz ....
No need to put the bass at 50hz?
The highs do not need to cut higher type 10khz or above?
Instead, the (db) and i (q) as you have setup?
Basic is all about +0 db and all of 1.00q
MASTER EFFECT:
How do you use?
I usually use it to play with isolation, slice and lo-fi.
As if it were an effect ... to do deadlifts.
You use compression to enlarge the sound leaving the master effect still? Either we play too?
MIXER:
If we enter into the pages of the mixer there are several adjustments ...
EQ, GAIN, FREQ
How do you use them??
VOLUME and VELOCITY:
Sometimes septum and Velociti volume of 127 to increase the volume of kik ...
Think this is a mistake? Better to lower the other sounds to mix properly or these values   do not produce any distortion?
AIEB2:
With this card improves the sound? I have read that the master parameters and master EQ effect do not work ... but then how are handled hz??

I'm doing several tests of mixing but not known, however, major differences to work on these values   .... especially working on hz changes are almost non-existent ... if
you cut high at 500hz on a hat you should feel the difference compared to 16khz instead .... but no!

I'm working with two krk VXT6 .... have your say!
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| 19567|19566|2013-05-02 14:41:48|slothek69|Re: MIXING and MASTERING|
--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:

>
> Hello everyone .... I want to talk about MIXING and MASTERING EQ ...
> MASTERING EQ:
> 100hz low mid-low 400hk mid-high 3.6khz high 8.0kHz ....
> No need to put the bass at 50hz?
> The highs do not need to cut higher type 10khz or above?
> Instead, the (db) and i (q) as you have setup?
> Basic is all about +0 db and all of 1.00q
> MASTER EFFECT:
> How do you use?
> I usually use it to play with isolation, slice and lo-fi.
> As if it were an effect ... to do deadlifts.
> You use compression to enlarge the sound leaving the master effect still? Either we play too?
> MIXER:
> If we enter into the pages of the mixer there are several adjustments ...
> EQ, GAIN, FREQ
> How do you use them??
> VOLUME and VELOCITY:
> Sometimes septum and Velociti volume of 127 to increase the volume of kik ...
> Think this is a mistake? Better to lower the other sounds to mix properly or these values   do not produce any distortion?
> AIEB2:
> With this card improves the sound? I have read that the master parameters and master EQ effect do not work ... but then how are handled hz??
> 
> I'm doing several tests of mixing but not known, however, major differences to work on these values   .... especially working on hz changes are almost non-
existent ... if you cut high at 500hz on a hat you should feel the difference compared to 16khz instead .... but no!

going into the mixer in P.EQ instead can work with hz ...
You like them adjusted to the kik, snare, hat and synht??

> 
> I'm working with two krk VXT6 .... have your say!
>

| 19568|19566|2013-05-03 06:47:14|slothek69|Re: MIXING and MASTERING|
Looking better hz and Q parameters vary only by increasing or decreasing gain ... but overdo the gain affects the sound quality?
How do you work?
| 19569|19566|2013-05-03 12:26:32|J M|Re: MIXING and MASTERING|
Master EQ I've made some minor changes but if I remember right I think I may have put some Qs down from 1.0 to 0 which cleaned the sound up a little as it seemed like
it was acting like filter or something, putting it to 0 I think removed it.

Master Effects during live performances I'll often use the Mult-Compress like a quick and dirty EQ. I turn it off for recordings or use the other effects.

Mixer I most often use the Low/High and move the gain on both up and freq toward the mids. High hats more of the high, kicks more of the low, synths high and low
boosted toward mids.

I'm usually on some crap headphones, have some KRKs and B-52s but rarely use them, prob would help a lot for mastering cause my headphones do kind of suck for that,
but they arn't bad just for monitoring while messing around and creating new stuff.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone .... I want to talk about MIXING and MASTERING EQ ...
> MASTERING EQ:
> 100hz low mid-low 400hk mid-high 3.6khz high 8.0kHz ....
> No need to put the bass at 50hz?
> The highs do not need to cut higher type 10khz or above?
> Instead, the (db) and i (q) as you have setup?
> Basic is all about +0 db and all of 1.00q
> MASTER EFFECT:
> How do you use?
> I usually use it to play with isolation, slice and lo-fi.
> As if it were an effect ... to do deadlifts.
> You use compression to enlarge the sound leaving the master effect still? Either we play too?
> MIXER:
> If we enter into the pages of the mixer there are several adjustments ...
> EQ, GAIN, FREQ
> How do you use them??
> VOLUME and VELOCITY:
> Sometimes septum and Velociti volume of 127 to increase the volume of kik ...
> Think this is a mistake? Better to lower the other sounds to mix properly or these values   do not produce any distortion?
> AIEB2:
> With this card improves the sound? I have read that the master parameters and master EQ effect do not work ... but then how are handled hz??
> 
> I'm doing several tests of mixing but not known, however, major differences to work on these values   .... especially working on hz changes are almost non-
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existent ... if you cut high at 500hz on a hat you should feel the difference compared to 16khz instead .... but no!
> 
> I'm working with two krk VXT6 .... have your say!
>

| 19570|19566|2013-05-04 16:31:33|slothek69|Re: MIXING and MASTERING|
thanks! and about question of aieb2??

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Master EQ I've made some minor changes but if I remember right I think I may have put some Qs down from 1.0 to 0 which cleaned the sound up a little as
it seemed like it was acting like filter or something, putting it to 0 I think removed it.
> 
> Master Effects during live performances I'll often use the Mult-Compress like a quick and dirty EQ. I turn it off for recordings or use the other effects.
> 
> Mixer I most often use the Low/High and move the gain on both up and freq toward the mids. High hats more of the high, kicks more of the low, synths
high and low boosted toward mids.
> 
> I'm usually on some crap headphones, have some KRKs and B-52s but rarely use them, prob would help a lot for mastering cause my headphones do kind
of suck for that, but they arn't bad just for monitoring while messing around and creating new stuff.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
> >
> > Hello everyone .... I want to talk about MIXING and MASTERING EQ ...
> > MASTERING EQ:
> > 100hz low mid-low 400hk mid-high 3.6khz high 8.0kHz ....
> > No need to put the bass at 50hz?
> > The highs do not need to cut higher type 10khz or above?
> > Instead, the (db) and i (q) as you have setup?
> > Basic is all about +0 db and all of 1.00q
> > MASTER EFFECT:
> > How do you use?
> > I usually use it to play with isolation, slice and lo-fi.
> > As if it were an effect ... to do deadlifts.
> > You use compression to enlarge the sound leaving the master effect still? Either we play too?
> > MIXER:
> > If we enter into the pages of the mixer there are several adjustments ...
> > EQ, GAIN, FREQ
> > How do you use them??
> > VOLUME and VELOCITY:
> > Sometimes septum and Velociti volume of 127 to increase the volume of kik ...
> > Think this is a mistake? Better to lower the other sounds to mix properly or these values   do not produce any distortion?
> > AIEB2:
> > With this card improves the sound? I have read that the master parameters and master EQ effect do not work ... but then how are handled hz??
> > 
> > I'm doing several tests of mixing but not known, however, major differences to work on these values   .... especially working on hz changes are almost non-
existent ... if you cut high at 500hz on a hat you should feel the difference compared to 16khz instead .... but no!
> > 
> > I'm working with two krk VXT6 .... have your say!
> >
>

| 19571|19566|2013-05-04 22:30:24|J M|Re: MIXING and MASTERING|
AIEB2 analog outs do bypass the effects blocks including the master effects if I remember right, but I think the RS's mixer and master EQ still affect it, not 100% sure of
that, but I'll put them on separate channels to the mixer board and through external processors sometimes and the mixer's EQ on them. Most commonly for the kick drums
and boost them accordingly on the mixer board, it seems to help keep them a little punchier and not drown out in the over all mix. Sometimes I'll do the snare and high
hats too as they seem to drown out sometimes too and having them separated and EQed diffidently helps keep them crisp and punchy. However, it does suck sometimes
loosing the RS's effect blocks on them as they pretty much are bone dry, but I've also learned to use the kits where you can still change and use the filters on them. They
are the BDkit and the few kits after that have just the kicks and symbols as a whole kit. Why they didn't do that with all kits I don't know. I also have a second RS which
sometimes I'll use just as an effects processor for the IEB2 analog outs to its input, or sometimes its easier just to save those phrases over to the second one and just use it
like the first except with different effects and settings, can do more sometimes that way.

Getting to be a long read so I'll stop now. 

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> thanks! and about question of aieb2??

| 19572|19572|2013-05-21 17:39:40|pablodnb|RS7000 NRPN with ER1|
Hello,
I have searched the list and the web but did not found a good answer so here is my question, if anyone could help me go a bit further that would be great.
I have found a cheap er1 (korg) which is a fun box, but I prefer to control it with my rs .
I would like to automate some knobs from the er1, like pitch.
midi implementation from electribe is very light, only nrpn could help.
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I have found this document: 
http://slackers.net/~skoop/Music/Gear/electribe.html/er-1.txt
Now i have found the nrpn in the edit page but i don't know how to put the numbers? Can anyone help or send a link on how to enter those settings in the RS?
Thank you very much.
Pablo
| 19573|19572|2013-05-22 04:59:06|Ian Vine|Re: RS7000 NRPN with ER1|
Had to dig this out of the memory banks.

An NRPN message is made up of three controller change messages, CC99 and CC98 (these set the parameter to change) and then CC6 has the value to set it to.

The parameter number is split between CC99 and CC98 in 7 bit chunks.

Looking at the table, it took a bit of working out what was going on with it. Each past has three columns, cc#99, cc#98 and nrpn#, we only need the first two. The right
most  column is the value range for the parameter. Here's the first bit

CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98
NRPN# CC#6
Parameter Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
Low Boost 2 0 256 2 10 266 2 20 276 2 30 286 0-127

To set low boost for part 1 to 127 you would send CC99=2, CC98=0, CC6=127

To set low boost on part 4 to 50 you would send CC99=2, CC98=30, CC6=50

All values are in decimal, not sure whether the rs uses decimal or hex

Hope this helps

IanV

________________________________
From: pablodnb <pablodnb@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 22 May 2013, 0:39
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 NRPN with ER1

  
Hello,
I have searched the list and the web but did not found a good answer so here is my question, if anyone could help me go a bit further that would be great.
I have found a cheap er1 (korg) which is a fun box, but I prefer to control it with my rs .
I would like to automate some knobs from the er1, like pitch.
midi implementation from electribe is very light, only nrpn could help.
I have found this document: 
http://slackers.net/~skoop/Music/Gear/electribe.html/er-1.txt
Now i have found the nrpn in the edit page but i don't know how to put the numbers? Can anyone help or send a link on how to enter those settings in the RS?
Thank you very much.
Pablo

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19574|19572|2013-05-22 10:55:33|J M|Re: RS7000 NRPN with ER1|
Wow that is some crazy stuff hope I'll work for that.

Also, I'm not 100% sure since I can't confirm at the moment, but I was thinking pitch bends have their own midi event message, since they go from like -8,000 some to
+8,000 incraments. So, I don't think they are handled by NRPNs or CCs, I might be thinking wrong, but thinking it is just a PB midi message on most midi implimented
gear. Anyway, don't know if this would work either, but perhaps see if the RS will receive those messages from the er1 and record them, if so you can look at the
messages it receieved in the events editor and adjust them.

Good luck and happy RSing!

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Had to dig this out of the memory banks.
> 
> An NRPN message is made up of three controller change messages, CC99 and CC98 (these set the parameter to change) and then CC6 has the value to set
it to.
> 
> The parameter number is split between CC99 and CC98 in 7 bit chunks.
> 
> Looking at the table, it took a bit of working out what was going on with it. Each past has three columns, cc#99, cc#98 and nrpn#, we only need the first
two. The right most Â column is the value range for the parameter. Here's the first bit
> 
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> CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98
> NRPN# CC#6
> Parameter Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
> Low Boost 2 0 256 2 10 266 2 20 276 2 30 286 0-127
> 
> To set low boost for part 1 to 127 you would send CC99=2, CC98=0, CC6=127
> 
> To set low boost on part 4 to 50 you would send CC99=2, CC98=30, CC6=50
> 
> All values are in decimal, not sure whether the rs uses decimal or hex
> 
> Hope this helps
> 
> IanV
> 
> ________________________________
> From: pablodnb 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, 22 May 2013, 0:39
> Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 NRPN with ER1
> 
> 
> 
> Â  
> Hello,
> I have searched the list and the web but did not found a good answer so here is my question, if anyone could help me go a bit further that would be great.
> I have found a cheap er1 (korg) which is a fun box, but I prefer to control it with my rs .
> I would like to automate some knobs from the er1, like pitch.
> midi implementation from electribe is very light, only nrpn could help.
> I have found this document: 
> http://slackers.net/~skoop/Music/Gear/electribe.html/er-1.txt
> Now i have found the nrpn in the edit page but i don't know how to put the numbers? Can anyone help or send a link on how to enter those settings in the
RS?
> Thank you very much.
> Pablo
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19575|19572|2013-05-22 13:54:56|pablodnb|Re: RS7000 NRPN with ER1|
Hello,
thanks for helping!
meanwhile I plugged the er1 to midi0x to see and record what the knobs are outputting, so for example moving the pitch knob on part 1, it sends:

TIMESTAMP IN PORT STATUS DATA1 DATA2 CHAN NOTE EVENT 
0004694C 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
00046957 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
00046958 1 -- B9 62 02 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
00046959 1 -- B9 06 15 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 
0004695A 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
00046963 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
00046964 1 -- B9 62 02 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
00046965 1 -- B9 06 18 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 
00046967 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
0004696F 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
00046970 1 -- B9 62 02 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
00046971 1 -- B9 06 1D 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 

here is the output moving low boost knob on part 1

0022A0DE 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
0022A0E7 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
0022A0E8 1 -- B9 62 07 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
0022A0E9 1 -- B9 06 2B 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 
0022A0EA 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
0022A0F3 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
0022A0F4 1 -- B9 62 07 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
0022A0F5 1 -- B9 06 2A 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 
0022A0F8 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
0022A0FF 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
0022A100 1 -- B9 62 07 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
0022A101 1 -- B9 06 29 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 
0022A105 1 -- F8 -- -- -- --- Timing Clock 
0022A10B 1 -- B9 63 02 10 --- CC: NRPN MSB 
0022A10C 1 -- B9 62 07 10 --- CC: NRPN LSB 
0022A10D 1 -- B9 06 27 10 --- CC: Data Entry MSB 
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What is strange is that I don't get the same value as in the link ...
Anyway, a bit off topic... 

So I tried with the value from the link in the RS's edit page:
On NRPN the RS need MSB then LSB [000-000]
then the MSB data [000-000] 
we can see than an LSB data entry in also included in the bracket, I leave it blank (000)

So in my example I type [002-000] [010-000] for a value of 10 for the low boost part 1 and.... IT WORKS!

very nice because I can set some value, change it live and it comes bak to original value afterwards ,kind of plock for the electribe, that's nice!
I have a last question, what is the best way to handle those changes, typing it in the edit page is gonna be a pain in the apple, should I use continuous data? or program my
controller and record it with the RS?
Thank you guys!
RS for life!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Wow that is some crazy stuff hope I'll work for that.
> 
> Also, I'm not 100% sure since I can't confirm at the moment, but I was thinking pitch bends have their own midi event message, since they go from like
-8,000 some to +8,000 incraments. So, I don't think they are handled by NRPNs or CCs, I might be thinking wrong, but thinking it is just a PB midi message
on most midi implimented gear. Anyway, don't know if this would work either, but perhaps see if the RS will receive those messages from the er1 and record
them, if so you can look at the messages it receieved in the events editor and adjust them.
> 
> Good luck and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Had to dig this out of the memory banks.
> > 
> > An NRPN message is made up of three controller change messages, CC99 and CC98 (these set the parameter to change) and then CC6 has the value to
set it to.
> > 
> > The parameter number is split between CC99 and CC98 in 7 bit chunks.
> > 
> > Looking at the table, it took a bit of working out what was going on with it. Each past has three columns, cc#99, cc#98 and nrpn#, we only need the first
two. The right most Â column is the value range for the parameter. Here's the first bit
> > 
> > CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98
> > NRPN# CC#6
> > Parameter Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
> > Low Boost 2 0 256 2 10 266 2 20 276 2 30 286 0-127
> > 
> > To set low boost for part 1 to 127 you would send CC99=2, CC98=0, CC6=127
> > 
> > To set low boost on part 4 to 50 you would send CC99=2, CC98=30, CC6=50
> > 
> > All values are in decimal, not sure whether the rs uses decimal or hex
> > 
> > Hope this helps
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: pablodnb 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Wednesday, 22 May 2013, 0:39
> > Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 NRPN with ER1
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > Hello,
> > I have searched the list and the web but did not found a good answer so here is my question, if anyone could help me go a bit further that would be great.
> > I have found a cheap er1 (korg) which is a fun box, but I prefer to control it with my rs .
> > I would like to automate some knobs from the er1, like pitch.
> > midi implementation from electribe is very light, only nrpn could help.
> > I have found this document: 
> > http://slackers.net/~skoop/Music/Gear/electribe.html/er-1.txt
> > Now i have found the nrpn in the edit page but i don't know how to put the numbers? Can anyone help or send a link on how to enter those settings in the
RS?
> > Thank you very much.
> > Pablo
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> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>

| 19576|19572|2013-05-22 15:01:43|Ian Vine|Re: RS7000 NRPN with ER1|
Hi dude

Pitch bend is its own animal. Can't remember the exact details, but like you say it uses 14 bits so more precise. Normal CC messages are just 0-127. 

Just checking out the daft punk output. Can't believe I missed the release date. Some slinky summer tunes

IanV

On 22 May 2013, at 17:55, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> Wow that is some crazy stuff hope I'll work for that.
> 
> Also, I'm not 100% sure since I can't confirm at the moment, but I was thinking pitch bends have their own midi event message, since they go from like
-8,000 some to +8,000 incraments. So, I don't think they are handled by NRPNs or CCs, I might be thinking wrong, but thinking it is just a PB midi message
on most midi implimented gear. Anyway, don't know if this would work either, but perhaps see if the RS will receive those messages from the er1 and record
them, if so you can look at the messages it receieved in the events editor and adjust them.
> 
> Good luck and happy RSing!
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
> >
> > Had to dig this out of the memory banks.
> > 
> > An NRPN message is made up of three controller change messages, CC99 and CC98 (these set the parameter to change) and then CC6 has the value to
set it to.
> > 
> > The parameter number is split between CC99 and CC98 in 7 bit chunks.
> > 
> > Looking at the table, it took a bit of working out what was going on with it. Each past has three columns, cc#99, cc#98 and nrpn#, we only need the first
two. The right most column is the value range for the parameter. Here's the first bit
> > 
> > CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98 NRPN# CC#99 CC#98
> > NRPN# CC#6
> > Parameter Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 
> > Low Boost 2 0 256 2 10 266 2 20 276 2 30 286 0-127
> > 
> > To set low boost for part 1 to 127 you would send CC99=2, CC98=0, CC6=127
> > 
> > To set low boost on part 4 to 50 you would send CC99=2, CC98=30, CC6=50
> > 
> > All values are in decimal, not sure whether the rs uses decimal or hex
> > 
> > Hope this helps
> > 
> > IanV
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: pablodnb 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Wednesday, 22 May 2013, 0:39
> > Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 NRPN with ER1
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Hello,
> > I have searched the list and the web but did not found a good answer so here is my question, if anyone could help me go a bit further that would be great.
> > I have found a cheap er1 (korg) which is a fun box, but I prefer to control it with my rs .
> > I would like to automate some knobs from the er1, like pitch.
> > midi implementation from electribe is very light, only nrpn could help.
> > I have found this document: 
> > http://slackers.net/~skoop/Music/Gear/electribe.html/er-1.txt
> > Now i have found the nrpn in the edit page but i don't know how to put the numbers? Can anyone help or send a link on how to enter those settings in the
RS?
> > Thank you very much.
> > Pablo
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> > 
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19577|19577|2013-05-24 05:27:41|Maki|Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops, samples, loops and
loop parts separated. Very nice. 

I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2, EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in one of these 34 audio
tracks.

Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
| 19578|19578|2013-05-24 06:29:27|yianni|This little sh...button|
any body knows if and what midi message i need to trigger the button before {stop}button, kalled {top button}? Thanks ,Yan
| 19579|19577|2013-05-24 07:34:13|sam w|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for that for a long time!!

________________________________
From: Maki <maky357@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles

  
Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops, samples, loops and
loop parts separated. Very nice. 

I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2, EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in one of these 34 audio
tracks.

Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19580|19577|2013-05-24 09:27:08|Maki|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Absolutely not a problem!! Send me email or should i make it somehow available for download for others or something?

Any advice on what is the best way to share it? I am assuming since it's abandoned that is is ok to share it? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for that for a long time!!
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Maki 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> 
> 
> 
> Â  
> Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops, samples,
loops and loop parts separated. Very nice. 
> 
> I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2, EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in one of these
34 audio tracks.
> 
> Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19581|19577|2013-05-24 10:37:53|sam w|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
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my email is lordmilitant007@yahoo.com and  thanks very much!!

________________________________
From: Maki <maky357@yahoo.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 10:27 AM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles

  
Absolutely not a problem!! Send me email or should i make it somehow available for download for others or something?

Any advice on what is the best way to share it? I am assuming since it's abandoned that is is ok to share it? 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for that for a long time!!
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Maki 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> 
> 
> 
> Â  
> Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops, samples,
loops and loop parts separated. Very nice. 
> 
> I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2, EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in one of these
34 audio tracks.
> 
> Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19582|19577|2013-05-24 13:14:38|Matt|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
I would also like this content

On May 24, 2013 4:27 AM, "Maki" <maky357@yahoo.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i
> open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops,
> samples, loops and loop parts separated. Very nice.
>
> I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2,
> EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in
> one of these 34 audio tracks.
>
> Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to
> RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19583|19577|2013-05-24 14:39:16|deeky75|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Maki, me too, please!

Or maybe possible to share its iso image here , in "files"section ?
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
>
> can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for that for a long time!!
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Maki 
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> 
> 
> 
> Â  
> Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops, samples,
loops and loop parts separated. Very nice. 
> 
> I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2, EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in one of these
34 audio tracks.
> 
> Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19584|19577|2013-05-24 14:39:46|Charles|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Hey! I would propose uploading the content on mediafire or mega instead of
sending it individually, would that be much of a problem? Big thanks!

2013/5/24 sam w <lordmilitant007@yahoo.com>

> my email is lordmilitant007@yahoo.com and thanks very much!!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Maki <maky357@yahoo.com>
> To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 10:27 AM
> Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
>
>
>
>
> Absolutely not a problem!! Send me email or should i make it somehow
> available for download for others or something?
>
> Any advice on what is the best way to share it? I am assuming since it's
> abandoned that is is ok to share it?
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for
> that for a long time!!
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> > From: Maki 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> >
> >
> >
> > Â
> > Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when
> i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops,
> samples, loops and loop parts separated. Very nice.
> >
> > I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2,
> EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in
> one of these 34 audio tracks.
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> >
> > Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to
> RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19585|19577|2013-05-24 14:46:14|J M|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
I may already have them located here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

If not let me know so I can grab them too.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Charles wrote:
>
> Hey! I would propose uploading the content on mediafire or mega instead of
> sending it individually, would that be much of a problem? Big thanks!
> 
> 
> 2013/5/24 sam w 
> 
> > my email is lordmilitant007@... and thanks very much!!
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> > From: Maki 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 10:27 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Absolutely not a problem!! Send me email or should i make it somehow
> > available for download for others or something?
> >
> > Any advice on what is the best way to share it? I am assuming since it's
> > abandoned that is is ok to share it?
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> > >
> > > can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for
> > that for a long time!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: Maki 
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> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Â
> > > Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when
> > i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops,
> > samples, loops and loop parts separated. Very nice.
> > >
> > > I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2,
> > EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in
> > one of these 34 audio tracks.
> > >
> > > Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to
> > RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19586|19577|2013-05-25 10:51:14|neil briscombe|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
That sounds best :-)

On 24 May 2013 21:39, "deeky75" <v.nazmiev@gmail.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Maki, me too, please!
>
> Or maybe possible to share its iso image here , in "files"section ?
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> >
> > can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for
> that for a long time!!
> >
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> > From: Maki 
> > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> > Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> >
> >
> >
> > �
> > Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when
> i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops,
> samples, loops and loop parts separated. Very nice.
> >
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> > I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2,
> EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in
> one of these 34 audio tracks.
> >
> > Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to
> RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19587|19577|2013-05-26 05:21:02|deeky75|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
sorry for my poor English...))

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, neil briscombe wrote:
>
> That sounds best :-)
> On 24 May 2013 21:39, "deeky75" wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Maki, me too, please!
> >
> > Or maybe possible to share its iso image here , in "files"section ?
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, sam w wrote:
> > >
> > > can you supply me a copy of the content on the cd i've been looking for
> > that for a long time!!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: Maki 
> > > To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:27 AM
> > > Subject: [RS7000] Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Â
> > > Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when
> > i open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops,
> > samples, loops and loop parts separated. Very nice.
> > >
> > > I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2,
> > EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in
> > one of these 34 audio tracks.
> > >
> > > Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to
> > RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19588|19577|2013-05-26 05:39:18|Maki|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Guys i will make ISO out of this CD and i'll put it online so everyone from this group can download it. I'll post links here.

I am not at home but tomorrow or day after i'll post links once when i get home and do everything.
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> I would also like this content
> On May 24, 2013 4:27 AM, "Maki" wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Oh i just pulled Factory CD. I see there are 34 Audio tracks on it when i
> > open CD as an Audio Cd in Cd player. Each of 34 tracks have great loops,
> > samples, loops and loop parts separated. Very nice.
> >
> > I also see RS styles in separate folder and they are great(MINIML2,
> > EUROBT, IBIZA, etc.etc.) but none of it are actually sounds contained in
> > one of these 34 audio tracks.
> >
> > Anyone know how to extract those loops and parts from 34 audio tracks to
> > RS7000? Maybe i am missing something obvious..
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19589|19577|2013-05-28 06:48:33|Maki|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Hi there! Sorry for delay. Upload was longer then what i imagined (i have slow connection) but here it is. Note that i am using 4shared file service and note that CD image
is in bin format packed inside RAR archive. I had to RAR it because i have really terrible upload (32kbs).

So RAR is 290Mb but once when downloaded and unpacked, CD image is around 690mb. 

Once when you unrar it you'll end up with two files. I just tested and i burned two CDs. One with Nero and one with free ImgBurn - http://www.imgburn.com/

(i wanted to put it in ISO image but of all tools i tested each one give me a warning that it ISO couldn't be made since my original CD is multitrack session so in the end i
ended with BIN image which is also multi compatible)

So... this is exactly 1:1 copy of my original CD. I just tested it. Oh you can also mount it with Daemon tools easily. Everything was done on Win machine but i'll guess
that there is some free tool to burn this image on Mac as well.

Note: i scanned CD front side because i was thinking about one important warning which is on CD itself. It say: 

Warning: This CD contain audio tracks. They can be played on an audio CD player, but should not play Track 1, as it may cause damage to your hi-fi system.

Link to CD image:

http://www.4shared.com/rar/WwS18DoP/XZ795B0.html

Link to scan of my original image

http://www.4shared.com/photo/BOehACIq/IMG.html

btw i don't know how these things work but maybe admin or mod can put this image in RS7000 File archive group so other can be aware of it..

Kind regards
| 19590|19577|2013-05-28 06:52:25|Rob Mayol|Re: Yamaha RS7000 Factory CD with styles|
Thanks a lot for taking the time to do this!

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19591|19591|2013-05-28 17:52:24|bigspidersback|replacing the battery|
Hi guys, first time posting to this group. Really appreciate all of the info I've already found, very helpful! Anyways, I just picked up an Rs7000 a few weeks ago and
already I've gotten a message telling me to replace the internal backup battery. 

I was wondering, is this something I could do on my own? I don't have any soldering experience, but I can't tell from the service manual if that's even necessary. So just
wondering, has anyone here had experience replacing the battery and would recommend it to an electronics novice like myself?

Thanks!
| 19592|19591|2013-05-29 07:47:52|schestagconrad|Re: replacing the battery|
This is a simple replacement. Just unscrew the bottom cover, push out the old battery out & replace with a new battery cr2032. Battery can be found at bestbuy. NO
soldering needed. 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bigspidersback" wrote:
>
> Hi guys, first time posting to this group. Really appreciate all of the info I've already found, very helpful! Anyways, I just picked up an Rs7000 a few weeks
ago and already I've gotten a message telling me to replace the internal backup battery. 
> 
> I was wondering, is this something I could do on my own? I don't have any soldering experience, but I can't tell from the service manual if that's even
necessary. So just wondering, has anyone here had experience replacing the battery and would recommend it to an electronics novice like myself?
> 
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> Thanks!
>

| 19593|19591|2013-05-29 08:54:38|bigspidersback|Re: replacing the battery|
Awesome, thank you!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "schestagconrad" wrote:
>
> This is a simple replacement. Just unscrew the bottom cover, push out the old battery out & replace with a new battery cr2032. Battery can be found at
bestbuy. NO soldering needed. 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bigspidersback" wrote:
> >
> > Hi guys, first time posting to this group. Really appreciate all of the info I've already found, very helpful! Anyways, I just picked up an Rs7000 a few
weeks ago and already I've gotten a message telling me to replace the internal backup battery. 
> > 
> > I was wondering, is this something I could do on my own? I don't have any soldering experience, but I can't tell from the service manual if that's even
necessary. So just wondering, has anyone here had experience replacing the battery and would recommend it to an electronics novice like myself?
> > 
> > Thanks!
> >
>

| 19594|19591|2013-05-29 09:37:50|Ian Vine|Re: replacing the battery|
Buy a decent make of battery. I bought a load of cr2032 for peanuts and they didn't last any time at all.

You may have to do a factory reset after replacing or even do a system backup before. Not sure never replaced the battery in 10+ years. 

Got a feeling I might have to soon :)

IanV

On 29 May 2013, at 15:54, "bigspidersback" <bigspidersback@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Awesome, thank you!!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "schestagconrad" wrote:
> >
> > This is a simple replacement. Just unscrew the bottom cover, push out the old battery out & replace with a new battery cr2032. Battery can be found at
bestbuy. NO soldering needed. 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bigspidersback" wrote:
> > >
> > > Hi guys, first time posting to this group. Really appreciate all of the info I've already found, very helpful! Anyways, I just picked up an Rs7000 a few
weeks ago and already I've gotten a message telling me to replace the internal backup battery. 
> > > 
> > > I was wondering, is this something I could do on my own? I don't have any soldering experience, but I can't tell from the service manual if that's even
necessary. So just wondering, has anyone here had experience replacing the battery and would recommend it to an electronics novice like myself?
> > > 
> > > Thanks!
> > >
> >
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19595|19591|2013-05-29 13:12:04|bigspidersback|Re: replacing the battery|
Replacement went off without a hitch, thanks for the help

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Ian Vine wrote:
>
> Buy a decent make of battery. I bought a load of cr2032 for peanuts and they didn't last any time at all.
> 
> You may have to do a factory reset after replacing or even do a system backup before. Not sure never replaced the battery in 10+ years. 
> 
> Got a feeling I might have to soon :)
> 
> IanV
> 
> On 29 May 2013, at 15:54, "bigspidersback" wrote:
> 
> > Awesome, thank you!!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "schestagconrad" wrote:
> > >
> > > This is a simple replacement. Just unscrew the bottom cover, push out the old battery out & replace with a new battery cr2032. Battery can be found at
bestbuy. NO soldering needed. 
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> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bigspidersback" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Hi guys, first time posting to this group. Really appreciate all of the info I've already found, very helpful! Anyways, I just picked up an Rs7000 a few
weeks ago and already I've gotten a message telling me to replace the internal backup battery. 
> > > > 
> > > > I was wondering, is this something I could do on my own? I don't have any soldering experience, but I can't tell from the service manual if that's even
necessary. So just wondering, has anyone here had experience replacing the battery and would recommend it to an electronics novice like myself?
> > > > 
> > > > Thanks!
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19596|19596|2013-06-01 15:45:38|purice|couple questions about, 2 yamaha rs 7000 sync, scsi, sections trigge|
Greetings. I have a Yamaha RS 7000, and I have couple questions:

1) Can I sync 2 Yamaha RS 7000 so that I can trigger the parts at the same time on both instruments so I can have a total of 32 midi chanels at the same time ?

2) I saw a SCSI port on my Rs 7000, can I used to transfer data to PC ? HOW ? Can the data from RS 7000 be transferred on PC by Midi ? I mean songs, files, for storage
?

3) can I trigger the sections, the parts, by Midi ? How about styles, can styles be switched by Midi ? I want to do the triggering from a master keyboard.

Any help would be much apreciatted. Thank you very much for your time

respect

=Michael=
| 19597|19596|2013-06-02 19:18:15|J M|Re: couple questions about, 2 yamaha rs 7000 sync, scsi, sections tr|
Hello!

1. Not exactly, you will still have 16 channels as that is a midi limitation, but you can have 32 individual parts. You can assign them to two different midi A & B outs if
need be, but only 1 midi in. What you likely want to do, but don't have to, is sync them, make one master using the internal clock setting and the other external/midi as a
slave, then build your sequenced parts separately on each machine. Then when you hit play on the master you can have up to 32 parts playing, but each RS is sequencing
itself. If you learn the midi ch outs you can do stuff like leave a blank track on the slave and send to that channel which would layer that channel's voice, but you'd want
the rest of the midi tracks set to off. The RS has a pretty decent midi facility, the fun is experimenting with it, just takes a little figuring out and you'll see it is pretty
flexible on the midi side.

2. Yes on this one, but I wouldn't worry about it unless you have SCSI on computer. I think most use it for hooking up an external SCSI drive for storage, but that isn't
really necessary either, what I recommend is getting a USB SM reader to hook to a computer so you can transfer your files back and forth to backup files instead of using
a bunch of SM Cards. Its the cheapest and easiest, maybe not the fastest but still pretty fast. Some others who use them on here can probably tell you more than I about it
if you need more info.

3. Yes for the sections, No I think for the styles but not 100% sure of that, you can trigger sections with a foot switch which I think scrolls through them or you can send
SysEx messages for that too. Here are the messages to use for that:

F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7

NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)

Hope that helps ya out some?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
>
> Greetings. I have a Yamaha RS 7000, and I have couple questions:
> 
> 1) Can I sync 2 Yamaha RS 7000 so that I can trigger the parts at the same time on both instruments so I can have a total of 32 midi chanels at the same
time ?
> 
> 2) I saw a SCSI port on my Rs 7000, can I used to transfer data to PC ? HOW ? Can the data from RS 7000 be transferred on PC by Midi ? I mean songs,
files, for storage ?
> 
> 3) can I trigger the sections, the parts, by Midi ? How about styles, can styles be switched by Midi ? I want to do the triggering from a master keyboard.
> 
> Any help would be much apreciatted. Thank you very much for your time
> 
> respect
> 
> =Michael=
>

| 19598|19598|2013-06-03 08:15:17|slothek69|RS 7000 sound and filter quality|
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Hello everyone!
I'm back with one of my posts paranoid haha!
To begin with I bought a north rack 2 to be attached to my rs 7000 ...
I was trying to do synth acid and it seemed to me that the yamaha not enough for me to do this ...
In fact deepening the topic I discovered that the lead acid is made only from simple button or saw wave with filter 24 lpf etc etc (I tried to reproduce the sound of the tb
303).
I must admit, however, that the sound of the north lead 2 certainly has more character and is more beautiful than that pair of BL samples suitable for making these synths
...
I tried to import wav acid tb 303 to get a lead on the yamaha but I obtained bad results ...
Probably when a sample is modulated with cutt off, resonance, evelope, lfo etc etc is not like a sound generated with a true VA!
But let's go ... hehe
I also tried ADouble north of kik with rack and championships with the audio jack in thinking, "I wonder that shit is!"
But I was wrong ... it felt perfect!
So I started to do some research among the differences in sound quality between a recorded sample with RS7000 via audio, including a recorded sample with AIEB2,
imported sample in wav ... I did not find any useful test and no answer .. .
Now comes the question ...
**************
In terms of sound quality that is the difference between a real kik that can get out of a tr 909 or a Jomox from a sampled sound with the rs 7000??
**************
Now that I can do all north rack synth using the yamaha only as a midi controller to the north and rack as drum part!
64 MB of samples to just make boxes and dishes have become really good now that I have an external synth with which to do all the rest!
And this card AIEB2 really need?? E 'useful only in case you want to record multitrack?? Will he ever a kik of RS7000 to play with the quality of a Jomox?
| 19599|19598|2013-06-03 11:15:05|J M|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|
Hello slothe69!

Not 100% sure what you are asking but here goes my answer...

Don't quote me on this but if I remember right recording via AIEB2 Optical input yields a little higher resolution than the normal 41.1k sample rate, I think it goes up to
48.8 or 52k something like that and I think that might apply to the diggital rca ins too but not sure. Anyhow, I'm not sure if that matters any. Sounds like you are mainly
concerned about getting a sound, built in or sampled, to do comparable 303 acid lines and 909 kicks.

Without getting in to a huge analog vrs digital/sampling debate, the simple answer is that you are never going to replicate that gear enough to to fool everyone, but you
should be able to come close enough to fool 99% of the general public. Just keep at it and if you find little tricks like opening the decay and sustain of the filter to get
more acidy acid lead lines out of the RS and getting the LFO with a BDkit to fluctuate pitch slighty on your 909 kick, do pass them on to us.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> Hello everyone!
> I'm back with one of my posts paranoid haha!
> To begin with I bought a north rack 2 to be attached to my rs 7000 ...
> I was trying to do synth acid and it seemed to me that the yamaha not enough for me to do this ...
> In fact deepening the topic I discovered that the lead acid is made only from simple button or saw wave with filter 24 lpf etc etc (I tried to reproduce the
sound of the tb 303).
> I must admit, however, that the sound of the north lead 2 certainly has more character and is more beautiful than that pair of BL samples suitable for making
these synths ...
> I tried to import wav acid tb 303 to get a lead on the yamaha but I obtained bad results ...
> Probably when a sample is modulated with cutt off, resonance, evelope, lfo etc etc is not like a sound generated with a true VA!
> But let's go ... hehe
> I also tried ADouble north of kik with rack and championships with the audio jack in thinking, "I wonder that shit is!"
> But I was wrong ... it felt perfect!
> So I started to do some research among the differences in sound quality between a recorded sample with RS7000 via audio, including a recorded sample
with AIEB2, imported sample in wav ... I did not find any useful test and no answer .. .
> Now comes the question ...
> **************
> In terms of sound quality that is the difference between a real kik that can get out of a tr 909 or a Jomox from a sampled sound with the rs 7000??
> **************
> Now that I can do all north rack synth using the yamaha only as a midi controller to the north and rack as drum part!
> 64 MB of samples to just make boxes and dishes have become really good now that I have an external synth with which to do all the rest!
> And this card AIEB2 really need?? E 'useful only in case you want to record multitrack?? Will he ever a kik of RS7000 to play with the quality of a Jomox?
>

| 19600|19598|2013-06-03 12:49:28|slothek69|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|
I'm sorry it is probably because of my bad english hehe ...
For the acid synth I solved studying me lunge nord rack 2 which has its own character and brings out sounds amazing! Was not looking for a clone of the 303 tb but a
sound effective!
For kik I have some question ... I would understand if it is useless to spend 1000 Euros for Jomox when I already have a 7000 rs which can import wav of excellent
quality!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hello slothe69!
> 
> Not 100% sure what you are asking but here goes my answer...
> 
> Don't quote me on this but if I remember right recording via AIEB2 Optical input yields a little higher resolution than the normal 41.1k sample rate, I think
it goes up to 48.8 or 52k something like that and I think that might apply to the diggital rca ins too but not sure. Anyhow, I'm not sure if that matters any.
Sounds like you are mainly concerned about getting a sound, built in or sampled, to do comparable 303 acid lines and 909 kicks.
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> 
> Without getting in to a huge analog vrs digital/sampling debate, the simple answer is that you are never going to replicate that gear enough to to fool
everyone, but you should be able to come close enough to fool 99% of the general public. Just keep at it and if you find little tricks like opening the decay and
sustain of the filter to get more acidy acid lead lines out of the RS and getting the LFO with a BDkit to fluctuate pitch slighty on your 909 kick, do pass them
on to us.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
> >
> > Hello everyone!
> > I'm back with one of my posts paranoid haha!
> > To begin with I bought a north rack 2 to be attached to my rs 7000 ...
> > I was trying to do synth acid and it seemed to me that the yamaha not enough for me to do this ...
> > In fact deepening the topic I discovered that the lead acid is made only from simple button or saw wave with filter 24 lpf etc etc (I tried to reproduce the
sound of the tb 303).
> > I must admit, however, that the sound of the north lead 2 certainly has more character and is more beautiful than that pair of BL samples suitable for
making these synths ...
> > I tried to import wav acid tb 303 to get a lead on the yamaha but I obtained bad results ...
> > Probably when a sample is modulated with cutt off, resonance, evelope, lfo etc etc is not like a sound generated with a true VA!
> > But let's go ... hehe
> > I also tried ADouble north of kik with rack and championships with the audio jack in thinking, "I wonder that shit is!"
> > But I was wrong ... it felt perfect!
> > So I started to do some research among the differences in sound quality between a recorded sample with RS7000 via audio, including a recorded sample
with AIEB2, imported sample in wav ... I did not find any useful test and no answer .. .
> > Now comes the question ...
> > **************
> > In terms of sound quality that is the difference between a real kik that can get out of a tr 909 or a Jomox from a sampled sound with the rs 7000??
> > **************
> > Now that I can do all north rack synth using the yamaha only as a midi controller to the north and rack as drum part!
> > 64 MB of samples to just make boxes and dishes have become really good now that I have an external synth with which to do all the rest!
> > And this card AIEB2 really need?? E 'useful only in case you want to record multitrack?? Will he ever a kik of RS7000 to play with the quality of a
Jomox?
> >
>

| 19601|19596|2013-06-06 06:33:45|purice|Re: couple questions about, 2 yamaha rs 7000 sync, scsi, sections tr|
JM many thanks for your time and helpfull informations. But regarding point 3:

Can I trigger the sections from different keys from a master keyboard ? In this way I could use Rs7000 like a huge arranger almost same as those autoaccompaniament
keyboards. I could do realtime chord progressions on the left hand of master keyboard, and solo`s on the right hand :). 

Any advices , welcome. Thank you again guys.

respect

=michael=

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Hello!
> 
> 1. Not exactly, you will still have 16 channels as that is a midi limitation, but you can have 32 individual parts. You can assign them to two different midi A
& B outs if need be, but only 1 midi in. What you likely want to do, but don't have to, is sync them, make one master using the internal clock setting and the
other external/midi as a slave, then build your sequenced parts separately on each machine. Then when you hit play on the master you can have up to 32 parts
playing, but each RS is sequencing itself. If you learn the midi ch outs you can do stuff like leave a blank track on the slave and send to that channel which
would layer that channel's voice, but you'd want the rest of the midi tracks set to off. The RS has a pretty decent midi facility, the fun is experimenting with it,
just takes a little figuring out and you'll see it is pretty flexible on the midi side.
> 
> 2. Yes on this one, but I wouldn't worry about it unless you have SCSI on computer. I think most use it for hooking up an external SCSI drive for storage,
but that isn't really necessary either, what I recommend is getting a USB SM reader to hook to a computer so you can transfer your files back and forth to
backup files instead of using a bunch of SM Cards. Its the cheapest and easiest, maybe not the fastest but still pretty fast. Some others who use them on here
can probably tell you more than I about it if you need more info.
> 
> 3. Yes for the sections, No I think for the styles but not 100% sure of that, you can trigger sections with a foot switch which I think scrolls through them or
you can send SysEx messages for that too. Here are the messages to use for that:
> 
> F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7
> 
> NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
> 
> 
> Hope that helps ya out some?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> >
> > Greetings. I have a Yamaha RS 7000, and I have couple questions:
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> > 
> > 1) Can I sync 2 Yamaha RS 7000 so that I can trigger the parts at the same time on both instruments so I can have a total of 32 midi chanels at the same
time ?
> > 
> > 2) I saw a SCSI port on my Rs 7000, can I used to transfer data to PC ? HOW ? Can the data from RS 7000 be transferred on PC by Midi ? I mean songs,
files, for storage ?
> > 
> > 3) can I trigger the sections, the parts, by Midi ? How about styles, can styles be switched by Midi ? I want to do the triggering from a master keyboard.
> > 
> > Any help would be much apreciatted. Thank you very much for your time
> > 
> > respect
> > 
> > =Michael=
> >
>

| 19602|19598|2013-06-06 07:33:03|slothek69|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|
If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the wav?
Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
| 19603|19603|2013-06-06 17:25:06|bochez666|incoming midi|
hi all,

I have an issue concerning receiving and recording midi from an external software sequencer.
I use a lauchpad for note input in a program called numerology (really great software step sequencer) on a mac. I'd like to send all midi notes to the rs7000 so I can record
it to the 16 RS tracks , unfortunately track by track in rs7000 ;-( 

I have a motu express128 which sends the midi from my mac with numerology to the rs7000. I have 4 hardware synths hooked up to the midi out A and B on the RS. 
I've been able to sync and route everything so i can hear the correct midi triggering the right drumtracks on the RS and the riight hardware synth. But as soon as I try to
record one track (let's say the kick drum on track 1) it records all the midi which comes from Numerology. 

Since there's no such thing as setting up a midi receive channel per track on the Rs,
I was wondering if a good midi filter device will do the trick. maybe i should upgrade to a motu midi express xt...does anyone have some advise or experience?

thanks a bunch,

bochez
| 19604|19603|2013-06-06 17:35:30|J M|Re: incoming midi|
I'm not sure I follow all of it, but I'm thinking maybe muting the tracks you don't want to record on the seq sending to the rs would be an option?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bochez666" wrote:
>
> hi all,
> 
> I have an issue concerning receiving and recording midi from an external software sequencer.
> I use a lauchpad for note input in a program called numerology (really great software step sequencer) on a mac. I'd like to send all midi notes to the rs7000
so I can record it to the 16 RS tracks , unfortunately track by track in rs7000 ;-( 
> 
> I have a motu express128 which sends the midi from my mac with numerology to the rs7000. I have 4 hardware synths hooked up to the midi out A and B
on the RS. 
> I've been able to sync and route everything so i can hear the correct midi triggering the right drumtracks on the RS and the riight hardware synth. But as
soon as I try to record one track (let's say the kick drum on track 1) it records all the midi which comes from Numerology. 
> 
> Since there's no such thing as setting up a midi receive channel per track on the Rs,
> I was wondering if a good midi filter device will do the trick. maybe i should upgrade to a motu midi express xt...does anyone have some advise or
experience?
> 
> thanks a bunch,
> 
> bochez
>

| 19605|19596|2013-06-06 17:42:00|J M|Re: couple questions about, 2 yamaha rs 7000 sync, scsi, sections tr|
I don't think you can do that unless you set your keyboard up to send sysex messages along with the key note on/off message. There might be another way of going about
that tho., perhaps sampling some of the phrases to a kit maybe?

Sam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
>
> JM many thanks for your time and helpfull informations. But regarding point 3:
> 
> Can I trigger the sections from different keys from a master keyboard ? In this way I could use Rs7000 like a huge arranger almost same as those
autoaccompaniament keyboards. I could do realtime chord progressions on the left hand of master keyboard, and solo`s on the right hand :). 
> 
> Any advices , welcome. Thank you again guys.
> 
> respect
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> 
> =michael=
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > Hello!
> > 
> > 1. Not exactly, you will still have 16 channels as that is a midi limitation, but you can have 32 individual parts. You can assign them to two different midi
A & B outs if need be, but only 1 midi in. What you likely want to do, but don't have to, is sync them, make one master using the internal clock setting and
the other external/midi as a slave, then build your sequenced parts separately on each machine. Then when you hit play on the master you can have up to 32
parts playing, but each RS is sequencing itself. If you learn the midi ch outs you can do stuff like leave a blank track on the slave and send to that channel
which would layer that channel's voice, but you'd want the rest of the midi tracks set to off. The RS has a pretty decent midi facility, the fun is experimenting
with it, just takes a little figuring out and you'll see it is pretty flexible on the midi side.
> > 
> > 2. Yes on this one, but I wouldn't worry about it unless you have SCSI on computer. I think most use it for hooking up an external SCSI drive for storage,
but that isn't really necessary either, what I recommend is getting a USB SM reader to hook to a computer so you can transfer your files back and forth to
backup files instead of using a bunch of SM Cards. Its the cheapest and easiest, maybe not the fastest but still pretty fast. Some others who use them on here
can probably tell you more than I about it if you need more info.
> > 
> > 3. Yes for the sections, No I think for the styles but not 100% sure of that, you can trigger sections with a foot switch which I think scrolls through them
or you can send SysEx messages for that too. Here are the messages to use for that:
> > 
> > F0 43 7E 00 ss 7F F7
> > 
> > NOTE: ss is the section number of the pattern and can have a value from 00H to 0FH. (00 = section A, 01 = section B,... 0F = section P)
> > 
> > 
> > Hope that helps ya out some?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> > >
> > > Greetings. I have a Yamaha RS 7000, and I have couple questions:
> > > 
> > > 1) Can I sync 2 Yamaha RS 7000 so that I can trigger the parts at the same time on both instruments so I can have a total of 32 midi chanels at the same
time ?
> > > 
> > > 2) I saw a SCSI port on my Rs 7000, can I used to transfer data to PC ? HOW ? Can the data from RS 7000 be transferred on PC by Midi ? I mean
songs, files, for storage ?
> > > 
> > > 3) can I trigger the sections, the parts, by Midi ? How about styles, can styles be switched by Midi ? I want to do the triggering from a master keyboard.
> > > 
> > > Any help would be much apreciatted. Thank you very much for your time
> > > 
> > > respect
> > > 
> > > =Michael=
> > >
> >
>

| 19606|19598|2013-06-06 17:50:53|J M|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|
yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and color/muddy the output sometimes Ive
noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19607|19603|2013-06-07 09:37:33|bochez666|Re: incoming midi|
Hi Zam,

Yeah, that's a little workaround but it does work.

Thank you

B.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> 
> I'm not sure I follow all of it, but I'm thinking maybe muting the tracks you don't want to record on the seq sending to the rs would be an option?
> 
> Zam
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "bochez666" wrote:
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> >
> > hi all,
> > 
> > I have an issue concerning receiving and recording midi from an external software sequencer.
> > I use a lauchpad for note input in a program called numerology (really great software step sequencer) on a mac. I'd like to send all midi notes to the
rs7000 so I can record it to the 16 RS tracks , unfortunately track by track in rs7000 ;-( 
> > 
> > I have a motu express128 which sends the midi from my mac with numerology to the rs7000. I have 4 hardware synths hooked up to the midi out A and
B on the RS. 
> > I've been able to sync and route everything so i can hear the correct midi triggering the right drumtracks on the RS and the riight hardware synth. But as
soon as I try to record one track (let's say the kick drum on track 1) it records all the midi which comes from Numerology. 
> > 
> > Since there's no such thing as setting up a midi receive channel per track on the Rs,
> > I was wondering if a good midi filter device will do the trick. maybe i should upgrade to a motu midi express xt...does anyone have some advise or
experience?
> > 
> > thanks a bunch,
> > 
> > bochez
> >
>

| 19608|19608|2013-06-21 11:04:49|Maki|How to extract content from RS7000 to memory card?|
Apart from direct recording is there any way i can extract inbuilt RS7000 samples as wav files to memory card. For example some drums or synth sound? I am asking out
of curiosity.

Kind regards
| 19609|19608|2013-06-21 21:52:12|J M|Re: How to extract content from RS7000 to memory card?|
I think you'd have sequence it and then use the re-sample option sample mode to a new track. It is a bit tricky and time consuming, so is much easier to just sample to your
computer from the analog outs. However, if you can build a sample kit by re-sampling you can then do save like you would for a pattern but it is the second or third save
option in where you can tell it save as .wav or .aif I think, then put the card in a reader hooked to computer and look for those files and copy them over to it.

Hope that helps some?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Maki" wrote:
>
> Apart from direct recording is there any way i can extract inbuilt RS7000 samples as wav files to memory card. For example some drums or synth sound? I
am asking out of curiosity.
> 
> Kind regards
>

| 19610|19608|2013-06-21 22:05:55|J M|Re: How to extract content from RS7000 to memory card?|
Forgot to mention that if it is a sample kit, during the save I think it'll ask which key the sample is on that you have to select if you want to save to .wav or .aif. If it is a
pitched voice sample on that track I don't think it asks or is an option. The tricky part will be re-sampling to the kit. It might save some time to sample the drums as a
couple measure long sample and do a slice job on it first. It may take some experimenting around to get individual hits separated out. It takes time to do, why it just may
be easier to sample the outs on the computer while pressing a key on the RS. It might not be as clean at first, and tricky to get the levels and normalization just right, but
once you do it should be a lot quicker way of doing it.

There may be better ways too, but that is my two cents and food for thought.

If you have AIEB2 and a sound card with optical or digital inputs, you may want to use them instead if you are looking for the cleanest signal. However, the one time I
tried I didn't care much for it since it was a pretty low levels and still needed boosting, I personally prefer the analog outs over them, but I think the digital outs will send
and record at a slightly higher bit rate than 44.1k too, might make difference to you or maybe not.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I think you'd have sequence it and then use the re-sample option sample mode to a new track. It is a bit tricky and time consuming, so is much easier to just
sample to your computer from the analog outs. However, if you can build a sample kit by re-sampling you can then do save like you would for a pattern but it
is the second or third save option in where you can tell it save as .wav or .aif I think, then put the card in a reader hooked to computer and look for those files
and copy them over to it.
> 
> Hope that helps some?
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Maki" wrote:
> >
> > Apart from direct recording is there any way i can extract inbuilt RS7000 samples as wav files to memory card. For example some drums or synth sound?
I am asking out of curiosity.
> > 
> > Kind regards
> >
>

| 19611|19608|2013-06-22 02:04:34|Maki|Re: How to extract content from RS7000 to memory card?|
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Thanks! A lot of good stuff here.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Forgot to mention that if it is a sample kit, during the save I think it'll ask which key the sample is on that you have to select if you want to save to .wav or
.aif. If it is a pitched voice sample on that track I don't think it asks or is an option. The tricky part will be re-sampling to the kit. It might save some time to
sample the drums as a couple measure long sample and do a slice job on it first. It may take some experimenting around to get individual hits separated out. It
takes time to do, why it just may be easier to sample the outs on the computer while pressing a key on the RS. It might not be as clean at first, and tricky to
get the levels and normalization just right, but once you do it should be a lot quicker way of doing it.
> 
> There may be better ways too, but that is my two cents and food for thought.
> 
> If you have AIEB2 and a sound card with optical or digital inputs, you may want to use them instead if you are looking for the cleanest signal. However, the
one time I tried I didn't care much for it since it was a pretty low levels and still needed boosting, I personally prefer the analog outs over them, but I think the
digital outs will send and record at a slightly higher bit rate than 44.1k too, might make difference to you or maybe not.
> 
> Zam
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I think you'd have sequence it and then use the re-sample option sample mode to a new track. It is a bit tricky and time consuming, so is much easier to
just sample to your computer from the analog outs. However, if you can build a sample kit by re-sampling you can then do save like you would for a pattern
but it is the second or third save option in where you can tell it save as .wav or .aif I think, then put the card in a reader hooked to computer and look for those
files and copy them over to it.
> > 
> > Hope that helps some?
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Maki" wrote:
> > >
> > > Apart from direct recording is there any way i can extract inbuilt RS7000 samples as wav files to memory card. For example some drums or synth
sound? I am asking out of curiosity.
> > > 
> > > Kind regards
> > >
> >
>

| 19612|19612|2013-06-24 19:26:12|Clifford|Any other users experience the never ending slice or wav optimize?|
Occasionally the slice or wav optimize never finishes it just goes forever the counter continues indefinitely. anyone else experienced this? I ordered some new RAM today
off E-Bay to test it.

O
| 19613|19613|2013-06-26 09:23:45|ryoko_rules_me|NEW! PSR9000/9000PRO Voices/ Samples (Vol 2)|
There are new voices/ samples at http://yamahapsr.webs.com/
<http://yamahapsr.webs.com/> including sound demos on the demo page.

Volume 2 is now available for the PSR9000 series at
http://yamahapsr.webs.com/apps/webstore/
<http://yamahapsr.webs.com/apps/webstore/>

volume 1 for the 9000 series is also still available.

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19614|19612|2013-06-26 18:45:35|J M|Re: Any other users experience the never ending slice or wav optimiz|
You do need to have approx 1.5x the sample's original memory amount free to do the slice function. More details on p237 of manual. On a side note I tend to keep my
samples 4 measures or less at 120 bpms, any more than that I've noticed for slicing that it seems to take a long time or don't complete. However, failing or bad, or memory
not up to specifications I think can also likely be problematic as the main reason to have those robust specs for the memory is for holding and working with the samples.

Hope this helps some?

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> Occasionally the slice or wav optimize never finishes it just goes forever the counter continues indefinitely. anyone else experienced this? I ordered some
new RAM today off E-Bay to test it.
> 
> O
>

| 19615|19613|2013-06-26 18:47:42|J M|Re: NEW! PSR9000/9000PRO Voices/ Samples (Vol 2)|
Thanks for sharing this info. with us.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "ryoko_rules_me" wrote:
>
> 
> There are new voices/ samples at http://yamahapsr.webs.com/
> <http://yamahapsr.webs.com/> including sound demos on the demo page.
> 
> Volume 2 is now available for the PSR9000 series at
> http://yamahapsr.webs.com/apps/webstore/
> <http://yamahapsr.webs.com/apps/webstore/>
> 
> volume 1 for the 9000 series is also still available.
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19616|19612|2013-06-29 12:45:18|Clifford|Re: Any other users experience the never ending slice or wav optimiz|
Thanks, so you have experienced this then it sounds like? I do a lot of sampling of sounds from my environment and play with them to create musical sounds. i will pay
more attention to try and see if there is any commonality like using long samples or having low or fragmented memory. It seems pretty random.

I got the new RAM but have not installed it yet. I was supposed to be NOS but was used so waiting to resolve that with the seller first.

I have had some other odd issues the last day or so- one is midi keyboard input will stop triggering sound. The MIDI in light shows data but the midi out light will stop
indicating and if I just keep sending data eventually it starts to work again. Checked cables and tried a different midi controller with the same result. The Style has almost
nothing in it but some samples and 1 or 2 phrases with very little data. 

In any event I have been reading the manual and am finally feeling like I am starting to master it.

C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> You do need to have approx 1.5x the sample's original memory amount free to do the slice function. More details on p237 of manual. On a side note I tend
to keep my samples 4 measures or less at 120 bpms, any more than that I've noticed for slicing that it seems to take a long time or don't complete. However,
failing or bad, or memory not up to specifications I think can also likely be problematic as the main reason to have those robust specs for the memory is for
holding and working with the samples.
> 
> Hope this helps some?
> 
> Zam 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> >
> > Occasionally the slice or wav optimize never finishes it just goes forever the counter continues indefinitely. anyone else experienced this? I ordered some
new RAM today off E-Bay to test it.
> > 
> > O
> >
>

| 19617|19617|2013-06-29 13:15:25|Clifford|Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the database to|
I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured and user owned
RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
Thanks- 
C
| 19618|19617|2013-06-29 20:58:31|J M|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/

It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured and
user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
> Thanks- 
> C
>

| 19619|19612|2013-06-29 21:07:05|J M|Re: Any other users experience the never ending slice or wav optimiz|
I've not had any of the midi issues you are talking about, you may be right in suspecting the memory. Prob is getting more untested memory may fix it may not. There are
a number of things you can check, but I think I'll wait to mention them util after you exchange the memory. Hopefully that will do the trick.

Zam
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> Thanks, so you have experienced this then it sounds like? I do a lot of sampling of sounds from my environment and play with them to create musical
sounds. i will pay more attention to try and see if there is any commonality like using long samples or having low or fragmented memory. It seems pretty
random.
> 
> I got the new RAM but have not installed it yet. I was supposed to be NOS but was used so waiting to resolve that with the seller first.
> 
> I have had some other odd issues the last day or so- one is midi keyboard input will stop triggering sound. The MIDI in light shows data but the midi out
light will stop indicating and if I just keep sending data eventually it starts to work again. Checked cables and tried a different midi controller with the same
result. The Style has almost nothing in it but some samples and 1 or 2 phrases with very little data. 
> 
> In any event I have been reading the manual and am finally feeling like I am starting to master it.
> 
> C
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > You do need to have approx 1.5x the sample's original memory amount free to do the slice function. More details on p237 of manual. On a side note I
tend to keep my samples 4 measures or less at 120 bpms, any more than that I've noticed for slicing that it seems to take a long time or don't complete.
However, failing or bad, or memory not up to specifications I think can also likely be problematic as the main reason to have those robust specs for the
memory is for holding and working with the samples.
> > 
> > Hope this helps some?
> > 
> > Zam 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> > >
> > > Occasionally the slice or wav optimize never finishes it just goes forever the counter continues indefinitely. anyone else experienced this? I ordered
some new RAM today off E-Bay to test it.
> > > 
> > > O
> > >
> >
>

| 19620|19617|2013-06-30 00:24:12|Clifford|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
Oh that's too bad- such a waste of knowledge and experience. Thanks for the link.
C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:
> 
> http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> 
> It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> >
> > I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured and
user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
> > Thanks- 
> > C
> >
>

| 19621|19612|2013-06-30 03:54:32|Clifford|Re: Any other users experience the never ending slice or wav optimiz|
Well I sorted out the MIDI issue thank goodness- was causing all sorts of strange behavior. I use a Midiman merger and recently have not been turning on the Korg
PadKontrol I have running to the RS alongside my cheap ass midi keyboard (both through the merger). The keyboards and RS apparently do not provide enough power to
run the merger properly or something. I have been using those mergers for many years and never had a problem but as soon as I bypassed it or turned the Korg on
everything went back to normal.
:)
C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I've not had any of the midi issues you are talking about, you may be right in suspecting the memory. Prob is getting more untested memory may fix it may
not. There are a number of things you can check, but I think I'll wait to mention them util after you exchange the memory. Hopefully that will do the trick.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> >
> > Thanks, so you have experienced this then it sounds like? I do a lot of sampling of sounds from my environment and play with them to create musical
sounds. i will pay more attention to try and see if there is any commonality like using long samples or having low or fragmented memory. It seems pretty
random.
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> > 
> > I got the new RAM but have not installed it yet. I was supposed to be NOS but was used so waiting to resolve that with the seller first.
> > 
> > I have had some other odd issues the last day or so- one is midi keyboard input will stop triggering sound. The MIDI in light shows data but the midi out
light will stop indicating and if I just keep sending data eventually it starts to work again. Checked cables and tried a different midi controller with the same
result. The Style has almost nothing in it but some samples and 1 or 2 phrases with very little data. 
> > 
> > In any event I have been reading the manual and am finally feeling like I am starting to master it.
> > 
> > C
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > You do need to have approx 1.5x the sample's original memory amount free to do the slice function. More details on p237 of manual. On a side note I
tend to keep my samples 4 measures or less at 120 bpms, any more than that I've noticed for slicing that it seems to take a long time or don't complete.
However, failing or bad, or memory not up to specifications I think can also likely be problematic as the main reason to have those robust specs for the
memory is for holding and working with the samples.
> > > 
> > > Hope this helps some?
> > > 
> > > Zam 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Occasionally the slice or wav optimize never finishes it just goes forever the counter continues indefinitely. anyone else experienced this? I ordered
some new RAM today off E-Bay to test it.
> > > > 
> > > > O
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19622|19617|2013-06-30 04:13:05|Adrian Corston|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
I offered to restore the database and content and host it, but Troy 
Patton (who had phone contact with the former site owner) didn't follow 
up with me (last email I sent him and Zam was on 2012-04-12). 
Apparently the database is 4.1GB in size but corrupt and will require 
repair (which I think I can do as I am a sysadmin and have worked on 
that type of system before :-) I will email him again and see what he 
wants to do. The vaguely-discussed plan was for a read-only archive copy 
of the old site so that new discussion could take place in Zam's new 
forum instead.

Cheers,
A.

On 30/06/13 12:28 PM, J M wrote:
> Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:
>
> http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured and
user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
>> Thanks-
>> C
>>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

| 19623|19617|2013-07-01 10:34:21|J M|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
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Holly cow 4.1GB. I can't imagine there being more than 1meg worth of text on it. I think I've Troy as a facebook friend, I'll tell him to check in with you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
>
> I offered to restore the database and content and host it, but Troy 
> Patton (who had phone contact with the former site owner) didn't follow 
> up with me (last email I sent him and Zam was on 2012-04-12). 
> Apparently the database is 4.1GB in size but corrupt and will require 
> repair (which I think I can do as I am a sysadmin and have worked on 
> that type of system before :-) I will email him again and see what he 
> wants to do. The vaguely-discussed plan was for a read-only archive copy 
> of the old site so that new discussion could take place in Zam's new 
> forum instead.
> 
> Cheers,
> A.
> 
> 
> On 30/06/13 12:28 PM, J M wrote:
> > Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:
> >
> > http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> >> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured
and user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
> >> Thanks-
> >> C
> >>
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
>

| 19624|19624|2013-07-01 16:47:38|blogic12|menu knobs going bad.... fixable?|
The four menu selection knobs under the screen on my rs7000 are not functioning properly. When i turn the knobs clockwise the values will start jumping forward and
backward sporadically. It reminds of a problem I've seen on old stereos when you turn up the knob to increase volume it will shoot all the way up or all the way down. If i
apply downward pressure to the knobs while turning they will function correctly, but this gets very annoying and i worry it may be making the problem worse. has anyone
else had this issue before or any ideas on how to go about getting this fixed?
| 19625|19624|2013-07-01 16:53:10|J M|Re: menu knobs going bad.... fixable?|
This worries me a bit too because I can feel that mine getting a little lose. Anyway, I think I remember reading once on here where someone opened their RS up, pulled
the notched rotary out and was able to squeeze part of it with some pliers and sitffened it back up.

The only other thing would be to order a new one from Yamaha Support. You should be able to get the part number off the service manual in the files section here.
Lordmilitant on here may have some spares too if he sees this message maybe he will contanct you.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "blogic12" wrote:
>
> The four menu selection knobs under the screen on my rs7000 are not functioning properly. When i turn the knobs clockwise the values will start jumping
forward and backward sporadically. It reminds of a problem I've seen on old stereos when you turn up the knob to increase volume it will shoot all the way up
or all the way down. If i apply downward pressure to the knobs while turning they will function correctly, but this gets very annoying and i worry it may be
making the problem worse. has anyone else had this issue before or any ideas on how to go about getting this fixed?
>

| 19626|19617|2013-07-01 19:09:44|dj_trajan|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
Hey guys, sorry I've been away for a minute. Darren Round is the gentlemen that has the data for the site. I had spoken with him about getting the data and all seemed
well, but Mr. Round went dark on me also. I sent a few follow up messages but never heard back unfortunately. You can look him up on facebook and try to reach out to
him if you'd like to take a shot! Good luck, it'd be awesome to be able to access that information again. 
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https://www.facebook.com/darrenroundcom?fref=ts

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> Holly cow 4.1GB. I can't imagine there being more than 1meg worth of text on it. I think I've Troy as a facebook friend, I'll tell him to check in with you.
> 
> Zam
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Adrian Corston wrote:
> >
> > I offered to restore the database and content and host it, but Troy 
> > Patton (who had phone contact with the former site owner) didn't follow 
> > up with me (last email I sent him and Zam was on 2012-04-12). 
> > Apparently the database is 4.1GB in size but corrupt and will require 
> > repair (which I think I can do as I am a sysadmin and have worked on 
> > that type of system before :-) I will email him again and see what he 
> > wants to do. The vaguely-discussed plan was for a read-only archive copy 
> > of the old site so that new discussion could take place in Zam's new 
> > forum instead.
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > A.
> > 
> > 
> > On 30/06/13 12:28 PM, J M wrote:
> > > Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:
> > >
> > > http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >
> > > It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> > >> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured
and user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
> > >> Thanks-
> > >> C
> > >>
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > >
> > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19627|19617|2013-07-01 20:42:02|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
hmm,

there are a couple of "Darren Round"s ... I thought was a slightly 
exotic name, but not... anyone knows where he is from? I would bake him 
a cake if necessary...

would be great if we can make this happen...

cheers,

robert

Am 02.07.2013 03:09, schrieb dj_trajan:

>
> Hey guys, sorry I've been away for a minute. Darren Round is the 
> gentlemen that has the data for the site. I had spoken with him about 
> getting the data and all seemed well, but Mr. Round went dark on me 
> also. I sent a few follow up messages but never heard back 
> unfortunately. You can look him up on facebook and try to reach out to 
> him if you'd like to take a shot! Good luck, it'd be awesome to be 
> able to access that information again.
>
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> https://www.facebook.com/darrenroundcom?fref=ts
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" 
> wrote:
> >
> > Holly cow 4.1GB. I can't imagine there being more than 1meg worth of 
> text on it. I think I've Troy as a facebook friend, I'll tell him to 
> check in with you.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> Adrian Corston wrote:
> > >
> > > I offered to restore the database and content and host it, but Troy
> > > Patton (who had phone contact with the former site owner) didn't 
> follow
> > > up with me (last email I sent him and Zam was on 2012-04-12).
> > > Apparently the database is 4.1GB in size but corrupt and will require
> > > repair (which I think I can do as I am a sysadmin and have worked on
> > > that type of system before :-) I will email him again and see what he
> > > wants to do. The vaguely-discussed plan was for a read-only 
> archive copy
> > > of the old site so that new discussion could take place in Zam's new
> > > forum instead.
> > >
> > > Cheers,
> > > A.
> > >
> > >
> > > On 30/06/13 12:28 PM, J M wrote:
> > > > Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't 
> seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested 
> it is located here:
> > > >
> > > > http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > > >
> > > > It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become 
> pretty active.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , 
> "Clifford" wrote:
> > > >> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum 
> still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really 
> want to have a full featured and user owned RS7000 support forum 
> available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being 
> handed off to anyone.
> > > >> Thanks-
> > > >> C
> > > >>
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------------
> > > >
> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> > > >
> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
> or goto your
> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
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music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19628|19617|2013-07-01 20:44:18|eidorian_aladan_net|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
I've messaged that particular Darren Round on facebook, hopefully he's 
the right one :)

Cheers,
A.

On 2013-07-01 19:41, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> hmm,
>
> there are a couple of "Darren Round"s ... I thought was a slightly
> exotic name, but not... anyone knows where he is from? I would bake 
> him
> a cake if necessary...
>
> would be great if we can make this happen...
>
> cheers,
>
> robert
>
> Am 02.07.2013 03:09, schrieb dj_trajan:
>>
>> Hey guys, sorry I've been away for a minute. Darren Round is the
>> gentlemen that has the data for the site. I had spoken with him 
>> about
>> getting the data and all seemed well, but Mr. Round went dark on me
>> also. I sent a few follow up messages but never heard back
>> unfortunately. You can look him up on facebook and try to reach out 
>> to
>> him if you'd like to take a shot! Good luck, it'd be awesome to be
>> able to access that information again.
>>
>> https://www.facebook.com/darrenroundcom?fref=ts
>>
>> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J 
>> M"
>> wrote:
>> >
>> > Holly cow 4.1GB. I can't imagine there being more than 1meg worth 
>> of
>> text on it. I think I've Troy as a facebook friend, I'll tell him to
>> check in with you.
>> >
>> > Zam
>> >
>> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
>> Adrian Corston wrote:
>> > >
>> > > I offered to restore the database and content and host it, but 
>> Troy
>> > > Patton (who had phone contact with the former site owner) didn't
>> follow
>> > > up with me (last email I sent him and Zam was on 2012-04-12).
>> > > Apparently the database is 4.1GB in size but corrupt and will 
>> require
>> > > repair (which I think I can do as I am a sysadmin and have 
>> worked on
>> > > that type of system before :-) I will email him again and see 
>> what he
>> > > wants to do. The vaguely-discussed plan was for a read-only
>> archive copy
>> > > of the old site so that new discussion could take place in Zam's 
>> new
>> > > forum instead.
>> > >
>> > > Cheers,
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>> > > A.
>> > >
>> > >
>> > > On 30/06/13 12:28 PM, J M wrote:
>> > > > Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't
>> seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested
>> it is located here:
>> > > >
>> > > > http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>> > > >
>> > > > It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become
>> pretty active.
>> > > >
>> > > > Zam
>> > > >
>> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
>> ,
>> "Clifford" wrote:
>> > > >> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum
>> still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really
>> want to have a full featured and user owned RS7000 support forum
>> available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being
>> handed off to anyone.
>> > > >> Thanks-
>> > > >> C
>> > > >>
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > ------------------------------------
>> > > >
>> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
>> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
>> > > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>> > > >
>> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
>> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>> or goto your
>> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups 
>> Links
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > >
>> >
>>
>>
>
> --
> B O B H U M I D
>
> mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
>
> mastering ::: engineer
> grafic ::: designer
> music ::: producer
> tech ::: editor
> dj :::
>
> s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
>
> MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> http://bobhumid.de
>
>
>
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
>
> To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
>
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>
>

| 19629|19617|2013-07-03 20:13:34|Clifford|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
I hope we can get the data back, thanks for helping out. Hopefully we can get it active again if not at least online and searchable/linkable. I would be willing to handle
domain and hosting for the record.
Cheers and happy 4th- 
C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, eidorian@... wrote:
>
> I've messaged that particular Darren Round on facebook, hopefully he's 
> the right one :)
> 
> Cheers,
> A.
> 
> 
> On 2013-07-01 19:41, Robert Feuchtl wrote:
> > hmm,
> >
> > there are a couple of "Darren Round"s ... I thought was a slightly
> > exotic name, but not... anyone knows where he is from? I would bake 
> > him
> > a cake if necessary...
> >
> > would be great if we can make this happen...
> >
> > cheers,
> >
> > robert
> >
> > Am 02.07.2013 03:09, schrieb dj_trajan:
> >>
> >> Hey guys, sorry I've been away for a minute. Darren Round is the
> >> gentlemen that has the data for the site. I had spoken with him 
> >> about
> >> getting the data and all seemed well, but Mr. Round went dark on me
> >> also. I sent a few follow up messages but never heard back
> >> unfortunately. You can look him up on facebook and try to reach out 
> >> to
> >> him if you'd like to take a shot! Good luck, it'd be awesome to be
> >> able to access that information again.
> >>
> >> https://www.facebook.com/darrenroundcom?fref=ts
> >>
> >> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J 
> >> M"
> >> wrote:
> >> >
> >> > Holly cow 4.1GB. I can't imagine there being more than 1meg worth 
> >> of
> >> text on it. I think I've Troy as a facebook friend, I'll tell him to
> >> check in with you.
> >> >
> >> > Zam
> >> >
> >> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com ,
> >> Adrian Corston wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > I offered to restore the database and content and host it, but 
> >> Troy
> >> > > Patton (who had phone contact with the former site owner) didn't
> >> follow
> >> > > up with me (last email I sent him and Zam was on 2012-04-12).
> >> > > Apparently the database is 4.1GB in size but corrupt and will 
> >> require
> >> > > repair (which I think I can do as I am a sysadmin and have 
> >> worked on
> >> > > that type of system before :-) I will email him again and see 
> >> what he
> >> > > wants to do. The vaguely-discussed plan was for a read-only
> >> archive copy
> >> > > of the old site so that new discussion could take place in Zam's 
> >> new
> >> > > forum instead.
> >> > >
> >> > > Cheers,
> >> > > A.
> >> > >
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> >> > >
> >> > > On 30/06/13 12:28 PM, J M wrote:
> >> > > > Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't
> >> seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested
> >> it is located here:
> >> > > >
> >> > > > http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >> > > >
> >> > > > It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become
> >> pretty active.
> >> > > >
> >> > > > Zam
> >> > > >
> >> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
> >> ,
> >> "Clifford" wrote:
> >> > > >> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum
> >> still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really
> >> want to have a full featured and user owned RS7000 support forum
> >> available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being
> >> handed off to anyone.
> >> > > >> Thanks-
> >> > > >> C
> >> > > >>
> >> > > >
> >> > > >
> >> > > >
> >> > > > ------------------------------------
> >> > > >
> >> > > > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> >> > > > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> >> > > > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >> > > >
> >> > > > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> >> > > > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
> >> or goto your
> >> > > > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups 
> >> Links
> >> > > >
> >> > > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >>
> >>
> >
> > --
> > B O B H U M I D
> >
> > mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
> >
> > mastering ::: engineer
> > grafic ::: designer
> > music ::: producer
> > tech ::: editor
> > dj :::
> >
> > s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..
> >
> > MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
> > http://bobhumid.de
> >
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > ===================RS7000 GROUP================
> > Home: http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/
> > RS7000 Forum: http://rs7000.proboards.com/
> >
> > To unsubscribe from RS7K, send an email to:
> > RS7000-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or goto your
> > My Preferences section at the RS7K Yahoo account.Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
>
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| 19630|19630|2013-07-06 09:27:11|purice|ok guys, another hard one :D|
Greetings. Maybe some veteran users around here knows something about my issue :

= Can I change sections on Yamaha RS 7000 instantly ? I mean, usually, when you change a section, it start plying from the next measure if I am corect. How about the
probability to change spontaneous when the button is pressed? Is this posible ? Is there a posibility in Yamaha RS 7000 to choose Sections start playing, from 1, second,
etc, measure, or instantly ?:)

Thank you guys, and have a great week end

respect

=Michael=
| 19631|19630|2013-07-07 08:09:02|Clifford|Re: ok guys, another hard one :D|
p.257 in the manual "pattern quantize" covers it- looks like 16th note is tightest, no instant change seems available.

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
>
> Greetings. Maybe some veteran users around here knows something about my issue :
> 
> = Can I change sections on Yamaha RS 7000 instantly ? I mean, usually, when you change a section, it start plying from the next measure if I am corect.
How about the probability to change spontaneous when the button is pressed? Is this posible ? Is there a posibility in Yamaha RS 7000 to choose Sections
start playing, from 1, second, etc, measure, or instantly ?:)
> 
> Thank you guys, and have a great week end
> 
> respect
> 
> =Michael=
>

| 19632|19630|2013-07-07 11:03:48|purice|Re: ok guys, another hard one :D|
Thank you very much for information, any other opinions maybe ? :D All the best

respect

=Michael=

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> p.257 in the manual "pattern quantize" covers it- looks like 16th note is tightest, no instant change seems available.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> >
> > Greetings. Maybe some veteran users around here knows something about my issue :
> > 
> > = Can I change sections on Yamaha RS 7000 instantly ? I mean, usually, when you change a section, it start plying from the next measure if I am corect.
How about the probability to change spontaneous when the button is pressed? Is this posible ? Is there a posibility in Yamaha RS 7000 to choose Sections
start playing, from 1, second, etc, measure, or instantly ?:)
> > 
> > Thank you guys, and have a great week end
> > 
> > respect
> > 
> > =Michael=
> >
>

| 19633|19630|2013-07-07 11:41:16|purice|Re: ok guys, another hard one :D|
Well Clifford, thank you again man, I have set the Pttern Quantize to 1/16 and it changes the Sections instant!!! :D. Thank you again

respect

=Michael=

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
>
> Thank you very much for information, any other opinions maybe ? :D All the best
> 
> respect
> 
> =Michael=
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> >
> > p.257 in the manual "pattern quantize" covers it- looks like 16th note is tightest, no instant change seems available.
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> > >
> > > Greetings. Maybe some veteran users around here knows something about my issue :
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> > > 
> > > = Can I change sections on Yamaha RS 7000 instantly ? I mean, usually, when you change a section, it start plying from the next measure if I am corect.
How about the probability to change spontaneous when the button is pressed? Is this posible ? Is there a posibility in Yamaha RS 7000 to choose Sections
start playing, from 1, second, etc, measure, or instantly ?:)
> > > 
> > > Thank you guys, and have a great week end
> > > 
> > > respect
> > > 
> > > =Michael=
> > >
> >
>

| 19634|19630|2013-07-08 09:22:51|Clifford|Re: ok guys, another hard one :D|
you are welcome! glad to hear it works for you. 16th notes are pretty quick especially as bpm goes higher. have fun!
C

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
>
> Well Clifford, thank you again man, I have set the Pttern Quantize to 1/16 and it changes the Sections instant!!! :D. Thank you again
> 
> respect
> 
> =Michael=
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> >
> > Thank you very much for information, any other opinions maybe ? :D All the best
> > 
> > respect
> > 
> > =Michael=
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
> > >
> > > p.257 in the manual "pattern quantize" covers it- looks like 16th note is tightest, no instant change seems available.
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Greetings. Maybe some veteran users around here knows something about my issue :
> > > > 
> > > > = Can I change sections on Yamaha RS 7000 instantly ? I mean, usually, when you change a section, it start plying from the next measure if I am
corect. How about the probability to change spontaneous when the button is pressed? Is this posible ? Is there a posibility in Yamaha RS 7000 to choose
Sections start playing, from 1, second, etc, measure, or instantly ?:)
> > > > 
> > > > Thank you guys, and have a great week end
> > > > 
> > > > respect
> > > > 
> > > > =Michael=
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19635|19635|2013-07-14 13:42:31|nanabumcyk|OS v1.22 where to get one?|
Yamahas page don't work and google ain't helpful as well, so maybe some of you could get it on a hosting server?
| 19636|19635|2013-07-14 18:11:55|sam w|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
i have the update 

________________________________
From: nanabumcyk <pieczka.marcin@gmail.com>
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, July 14, 2013 3:25 AM
Subject: [RS7000] OS v1.22 where to get one?

  
Yamahas page don't work and google ain't helpful as well, so maybe some of you could get it on a hosting server? 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19637|19635|2013-07-14 22:15:29|J M|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
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Here is a direct link, it downloaded for me when I tried just now:

http://www.yamaha.com/yamahavgn/ProductMedia/Firmware/RS7000_OS.exe

If it still don't work for you let us know, maybe can email it to you or put it somewhere else where you can get to it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "nanabumcyk" wrote:
>
> Yamahas page don't work and google ain't helpful as well, so maybe some of you could get it on a hosting server?
>

| 19638|19635|2013-07-15 01:01:28|marcus gaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
The downloading worked for me, unfortunately i cannot try it on the machine.
Thanks anyway

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19639|19635|2013-07-15 09:06:34|J M|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
How come you can't try it? Do you have an SM card and reader? Do you need instructions? The RS is more stable and has some extra features with the 1.22 firmware
update.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> The downloading worked for me, unfortunately i cannot try it on the machine.
> Thanks anyway
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19640|19635|2013-07-15 11:20:57|nanabumcyk|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
thanks, work fine for me
| 19641|19641|2013-07-15 20:00:52|Matt|Real time knob parameter record while playing - is this possible|
Is this possible?
Thanks!
Matt

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19642|19635|2013-07-16 01:23:57|marcus gaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
Cheers!

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19643|19641|2013-07-16 07:43:10|J M|Re: Real time knob parameter record while playing - is this possible|
Yes, although I'd advise that the best way is to try to keep your phrase lengths the same witch will let you bounce between those tracks with those same measure length
phrases while in record overdub mode. Diffrent length track you can continue to play but you'll have stop recording swith then select the track then record button again to
get back in to rec overdub. It may take some practice to do so you don't screw it up if you were to be playing live, you may not find it practacle, but it is doable, oh and I
think this way only works on the later OS updates not the original firmware that came on it.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Is this possible?
> Thanks!
> Matt
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19644|19635|2013-07-16 07:48:12|J M|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
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I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being
usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the
bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it use to do, it is basically just
more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19645|19641|2013-07-16 16:38:03|Matt|Re: Real time knob parameter record while playing - is this possible|
I'm talking about in a live performance situation like at a nightclub or
party. So ur saying instead of performing in play mode perform in record
overdub mode? And if I have different length phrases I can continue to
play while switching between them I will just have to reactivate record? In
which case could I then also record notes while performing?
Is there any other drawbacks to using the rs in this way instead of in
play?

On Jul 16, 2013 6:43 AM, "J M" <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:

> **
>
>
> Yes, although I'd advise that the best way is to try to keep your phrase
> lengths the same witch will let you bounce between those tracks with those
> same measure length phrases while in record overdub mode. Diffrent length
> track you can continue to play but you'll have stop recording swith then
> select the track then record button again to get back in to rec overdub. It
> may take some practice to do so you don't screw it up if you were to be
> playing live, you may not find it practacle, but it is doable, oh and I
> think this way only works on the later OS updates not the original firmware
> that came on it.
>
> Zam
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
> >
> > Is this possible?
> > Thanks!
> > Matt
> >
> >
> > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19646|19641|2013-07-17 08:55:10|J M|Re: Real time knob parameter record while playing - is this possible|
I think you got the idea. It just isn't ideal way I suppose, not sure I'd want to record in those kinds of knob movements during a gig, I think the big drawback to it may be
no undo. Overdub keeps the knob movements from very loop and builds upon itself each time. Maybe try replace record instead. You may did it cumbersome, i do all my
live play in play leave out recorded knob movements because they will reset each loop. If you are looking at setting up for a live performance i can more later on that if
you want to hear how i do it?

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> I'm talking about in a live performance situation like at a nightclub or
> party. So ur saying instead of performing in play mode perform in record
> overdub mode? And if I have different length phrases I can continue to
> play while switching between them I will just have to reactivate record? In
> which case could I then also record notes while performing?
> Is there any other drawbacks to using the rs in this way instead of in
> play?
> On Jul 16, 2013 6:43 AM, "J M" wrote:
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> 
> > **
> >
> >
> > Yes, although I'd advise that the best way is to try to keep your phrase
> > lengths the same witch will let you bounce between those tracks with those
> > same measure length phrases while in record overdub mode. Diffrent length
> > track you can continue to play but you'll have stop recording swith then
> > select the track then record button again to get back in to rec overdub. It
> > may take some practice to do so you don't screw it up if you were to be
> > playing live, you may not find it practacle, but it is doable, oh and I
> > think this way only works on the later OS updates not the original firmware
> > that came on it.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
> > >
> > > Is this possible?
> > > Thanks!
> > > Matt
> > >
> > >
> > > [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19647|19647|2013-07-25 20:06:25|sam|yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
| 19648|19647|2013-07-26 09:16:49|J M|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say good luck figuring that out,
nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more realisticly doable input for ya.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
>
> TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
>

| 19649|19647|2013-07-30 09:55:25|rarara_ur|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!!

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
>
> I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say good luck figuring
that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more realisticly doable input for ya.
> 
> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> >
> > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
> >
>

| 19650|19647|2013-07-30 14:37:38|Matt|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
Then go buy an octatrack?

On Jul 30, 2013 8:55 AM, "rarara_ur" <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> **
>
>
>
> just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!!
>
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why you
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> are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say good
> luck figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or
> bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more
> realisticly doable input for ya.
> >
> > Zam
> >
> >
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > >
> > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND
> RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19651|19647|2013-07-31 09:36:18|rarara_ur|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
haha! but i love the chunky size and poor storage options of the RS7000....who wants 21st century technology....

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Matt wrote:
>
> Then go buy an octatrack?
> On Jul 30, 2013 8:55 AM, "rarara_ur" wrote:
> 
> > **
> >
> >
> >
> > just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!!
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why you
> > are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say good
> > luck figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or
> > bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more
> > realisticly doable input for ya.
> > >
> > > Zam
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND
> > RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
> > > >
> > >
> >
> > 
> >
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19652|19647|2013-07-31 09:43:08|Marcellus|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
more dynamic and programmable arp.
velocity sensitive keys with the ability to switch on and off.
more durable keys (maybe rubber)and switches...STANDARD.
internal memory storage and/or updated means of storage.

believe me, I have been thinking about pitching this to Yamaha for the past few years...such lofty dreams :)

Respect the RS

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> 
> just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!!
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> >
> > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say good luck
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figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more realisticly doable input
for ya.
> > 
> > Zam
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > >
> > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
> > >
> >
>

| 19653|19647|2013-08-01 07:17:19|rarara_ur|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
i'd think the first (OS) changes needed are going in/out of the various recoding modes and job options without stopping the sequencer.

after that then it could be:

-better sample editing (and previewing)
-better lfo options (more routing, odd numbered steps in user lfo etc)
-within step edit variable loop length within a track for cc,PB so they are independent of the track length/tsig
-EFX to aieb2
-master effects assignable per track
-Elektron-style p-lock 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
>
> more dynamic and programmable arp.
> velocity sensitive keys with the ability to switch on and off.
> more durable keys (maybe rubber)and switches...STANDARD.
> internal memory storage and/or updated means of storage.
> 
> believe me, I have been thinking about pitching this to Yamaha for the past few years...such lofty dreams :)
> 
> Respect the RS
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!!
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say good luck
figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more realisticly doable input
for ya.
> > > 
> > > Zam
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

| 19654|19647|2013-08-01 10:49:10|Matt|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
Agree with sequencer recording modes. Stopping is a buzzkill.

On Aug 1, 2013 6:17 AM, "rarara_ur" <gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

> **
>
>
> i'd think the first (OS) changes needed are going in/out of the various
> recoding modes and job options without stopping the sequencer.
>
> after that then it could be:
>
> -better sample editing (and previewing)
> -better lfo options (more routing, odd numbered steps in user lfo etc)
> -within step edit variable loop length within a track for cc,PB so they
> are independent of the track length/tsig
> -EFX to aieb2
> -master effects assignable per track
> -Elektron-style p-lock
>
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> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Marcellus" wrote:
> >
> > more dynamic and programmable arp.
> > velocity sensitive keys with the ability to switch on and off.
> > more durable keys (maybe rubber)and switches...STANDARD.
> > internal memory storage and/or updated means of storage.
> >
> > believe me, I have been thinking about pitching this to Yamaha for the
> past few years...such lofty dreams :)
> >
> > Respect the RS
> >
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!!
> > >
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "J M" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why
> you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say
> good luck figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or
> bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more
> realisticly doable input for ya.
> > > >
> > > > Zam
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "sam" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X
> AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC.
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19655|19655|2013-08-04 08:02:32|Tim Harrington|Sci|
Sent from my iPad mini.
| 19656|19656|2013-08-06 10:57:02|laborant48|Gating/swapping sections live?|
Hi group,

Long time lurker here. I have been happily RSing for 3 years now and I think I know the box inside out also thanks to this great community! Thank you all for interesting
and often inspiring posts!

Recently I got to the point when I would like to "gate" sections instead of triggering them from their beginning. Something more like muting one section and un-muting
other while keeping the play of the pattern length. I know it's probably impossible since the sections can have different lengths and thus RS7K can't know where to catch
up in case the newly selected section is say shorter than the previous one. The only thing referring to the section triggering in the manual is about pattern quantization.

I already came up with workaround albeit it's little restricting. If I limit my instruments/composition to 8 tracks, doubling/copying them to full 16 and then lay the first
variation on tracks 1-8 and second variation to tracks 9-16 then storing one mute memory with only tracks 1-8 on and second mute memory with tracks 9-16, I can then
switch between these mute slots and switch between variations over the course of their patterns.

I could perhaps also compose a section which starts and sounds like it is played from the middle of the riff (or the moment where I want to switch it) but then I really need
to trigger it at that time.

Why I want to do this? It might be cool to have i.e. one section with less dense rhythm and steady groove. I'd like to switch it shortly to section with much more dense
rhythm and then get back to original section catching up in the place where it would be if it was not interrupted by my switch. All this live. 

Please, let me know if you have other ideas how to achieve section/pattern/riff swapping effect.

May the sonic force be with you all!

Cheers,
Jakub a.k.a. laborant48
| 19657|19656|2013-08-06 11:25:42|J M|Re: Gating/swapping sections live?|
Welcome Jakub!

Intresting. I need to get more in to using those memory mutes, I've not used them mutch but this seems like a good use for them. The idea seems similar to the mute
tremello deal in abelton that we hear so much of in recent electronic music. Its a pretty neat, I'm not sure what to call it, sequencing effect.

Someone was asking about if it was possible on the RS a few weeks ago, and the answer was basically no. So it is great to hear of workarounds on doing something
similar.
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Only other thing I can think of at the moment would be to sequence output assignments in place of mutes, sending ones you want to have muted to an output that isn't
plugged in to anything. We've talked about doing this before on here in place of muting remotely since mutes seem to be completely internally controlled by the RS, but
outputs can be controlled externally and or sequenced. This means you'd also need to have the AIEB2, other than that it is simple as eating pi to do. Right???

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "laborant48" wrote:
>
> Hi group,
> 
> Long time lurker here. I have been happily RSing for 3 years now and I think I know the box inside out also thanks to this great community! Thank you all
for interesting and often inspiring posts!
> 
> Recently I got to the point when I would like to "gate" sections instead of triggering them from their beginning. Something more like muting one section
and un-muting other while keeping the play of the pattern length. I know it's probably impossible since the sections can have different lengths and thus RS7K
can't know where to catch up in case the newly selected section is say shorter than the previous one. The only thing referring to the section triggering in the
manual is about pattern quantization.
> 
> I already came up with workaround albeit it's little restricting. If I limit my instruments/composition to 8 tracks, doubling/copying them to full 16 and then
lay the first variation on tracks 1-8 and second variation to tracks 9-16 then storing one mute memory with only tracks 1-8 on and second mute memory with
tracks 9-16, I can then switch between these mute slots and switch between variations over the course of their patterns.
> 
> I could perhaps also compose a section which starts and sounds like it is played from the middle of the riff (or the moment where I want to switch it) but
then I really need to trigger it at that time.
> 
> Why I want to do this? It might be cool to have i.e. one section with less dense rhythm and steady groove. I'd like to switch it shortly to section with much
more dense rhythm and then get back to original section catching up in the place where it would be if it was not interrupted by my switch. All this live. 
> 
> Please, let me know if you have other ideas how to achieve section/pattern/riff swapping effect.
> 
> May the sonic force be with you all!
> 
> Cheers,
> Jakub a.k.a. laborant48
>

| 19658|19656|2013-08-08 09:58:50|rarara_ur|Re: Gating/swapping sections live?|
i have experimented similarly using a spare track but to send CC info in my case, and maybe you could do similar. have say track 8 with notes, and track 9 pointing to the
same destination but purely with CC velocity data. so if you dropped CC to 0 for any step it would effectively be a mute? have a variety of these CC tracks to swap
between, each one altering track 8 to a different degree. and track 9 could also be different lengths/loop point than 8.....

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "laborant48" wrote:
>
> Hi group,
> 
> Long time lurker here. I have been happily RSing for 3 years now and I think I know the box inside out also thanks to this great community! Thank you all
for interesting and often inspiring posts!
> 
> Recently I got to the point when I would like to "gate" sections instead of triggering them from their beginning. Something more like muting one section
and un-muting other while keeping the play of the pattern length. I know it's probably impossible since the sections can have different lengths and thus RS7K
can't know where to catch up in case the newly selected section is say shorter than the previous one. The only thing referring to the section triggering in the
manual is about pattern quantization.
> 
> I already came up with workaround albeit it's little restricting. If I limit my instruments/composition to 8 tracks, doubling/copying them to full 16 and then
lay the first variation on tracks 1-8 and second variation to tracks 9-16 then storing one mute memory with only tracks 1-8 on and second mute memory with
tracks 9-16, I can then switch between these mute slots and switch between variations over the course of their patterns.
> 
> I could perhaps also compose a section which starts and sounds like it is played from the middle of the riff (or the moment where I want to switch it) but
then I really need to trigger it at that time.
> 
> Why I want to do this? It might be cool to have i.e. one section with less dense rhythm and steady groove. I'd like to switch it shortly to section with much
more dense rhythm and then get back to original section catching up in the place where it would be if it was not interrupted by my switch. All this live. 
> 
> Please, let me know if you have other ideas how to achieve section/pattern/riff swapping effect.
> 
> May the sonic force be with you all!
> 
> Cheers,
> Jakub a.k.a. laborant48
>

| 19659|19656|2013-08-08 19:36:44|J M|Re: Gating/swapping sections live?|
There is a slight problem when doing velocity mutes in that they are fine for muting since it sets it to zero, but when you bring it back in there is no way for it to
remember what level you may have muted it from, majority of the time that probably wont be an issue. However, if you fancy adjusting the velocity mannually a lot, it
could be a problem. Might be better to have the AIEB2 and program it to the outputs if you've got it, if not I guess that way would probably be the next best way other
than just Chaining and recording or sequencing your mutes scene. That is pretty much the way I do it most of the time, record mutes in chain, but that has issues too I
suppose if you are wanting it to be more loop based freestyling like with a pattern. Anyway... keep the ideas rolling! Fun stuff to try, hoping someone comes up an easier
method, always workarounds on the RS :)
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Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "rarara_ur" wrote:
>
> i have experimented similarly using a spare track but to send CC info in my case, and maybe you could do similar. have say track 8 with notes, and track 9
pointing to the same destination but purely with CC velocity data. so if you dropped CC to 0 for any step it would effectively be a mute? have a variety of
these CC tracks to swap between, each one altering track 8 to a different degree. and track 9 could also be different lengths/loop point than 8.....
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "laborant48" wrote:
> >
> > Hi group,
> > 
> > Long time lurker here. I have been happily RSing for 3 years now and I think I know the box inside out also thanks to this great community! Thank you
all for interesting and often inspiring posts!
> > 
> > Recently I got to the point when I would like to "gate" sections instead of triggering them from their beginning. Something more like muting one section
and un-muting other while keeping the play of the pattern length. I know it's probably impossible since the sections can have different lengths and thus RS7K
can't know where to catch up in case the newly selected section is say shorter than the previous one. The only thing referring to the section triggering in the
manual is about pattern quantization.
> > 
> > I already came up with workaround albeit it's little restricting. If I limit my instruments/composition to 8 tracks, doubling/copying them to full 16 and
then lay the first variation on tracks 1-8 and second variation to tracks 9-16 then storing one mute memory with only tracks 1-8 on and second mute memory
with tracks 9-16, I can then switch between these mute slots and switch between variations over the course of their patterns.
> > 
> > I could perhaps also compose a section which starts and sounds like it is played from the middle of the riff (or the moment where I want to switch it) but
then I really need to trigger it at that time.
> > 
> > Why I want to do this? It might be cool to have i.e. one section with less dense rhythm and steady groove. I'd like to switch it shortly to section with much
more dense rhythm and then get back to original section catching up in the place where it would be if it was not interrupted by my switch. All this live. 
> > 
> > Please, let me know if you have other ideas how to achieve section/pattern/riff swapping effect.
> > 
> > May the sonic force be with you all!
> > 
> > Cheers,
> > Jakub a.k.a. laborant48
> >
>

| 19660|19660|2013-08-18 10:16:20|Djgiove28|Djgiove28|
I'm italian from Verona, i'm forthynone years old, i like to produce music with rs 7000- mc808 and korg esx and emx.
Rs 7000 is the best machine for me, I don' like  to producer with pc.
My englase is not good sorry
Ciao ciao

Inviato da Samsung Mobile

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19661|19660|2013-08-18 10:21:58|J M|Re: Djgiove28|
Welcome to the group!

Nice setup. I'm 40 years old shhhhh. We can still make 20 year old music with the RS on our side.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Djgiove28 wrote:
>
> I'm italian from Verona, i'm forthynone years old, i like to produce music with rs 7000- mc808 and korg esx and emx.
> Rs 7000 is the best machine for me, I don' like Â to producer with pc.
> My englase is not good sorry
> Ciao ciao
> 
> 
> Inviato da Samsung Mobile
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19662|19662|2013-08-22 17:17:37|al_gonzo2001|Thank you|
Hi just purchased an RS7000 on ebay that arrived today. Was trying to find out what operating system 1.22 added and found your post in the files section. Thanks, very
helpful.
| 19663|19660|2013-08-24 14:38:18|Clifford|Re: Djgiove28|
Welcome! I am the same age as you- older and wiser!!
:)
C
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--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, Djgiove28 wrote:
>
> I'm italian from Verona, i'm forthynone years old, i like to produce music with rs 7000- mc808 and korg esx and emx.
> Rs 7000 is the best machine for me, I don' like Â to producer with pc.
> My englase is not good sorry
> Ciao ciao
> 
> 
> Inviato da Samsung Mobile
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19664|19664|2013-08-28 11:37:22|J M|Test|
Sorry if you recieve this and don't want it, I'm just testing to see if Yahoo hans't broken our group. There was a penging new message I approved yesturday and it hasn't
shown up yet. If that was you, you may want to try it again, thanks.

Moderator/Zam
| 19665|19664|2013-08-28 12:39:25|marcus gaudio|Re: Test|
No problems!
Thanks

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19666|19666|2013-08-30 03:48:28|karud99|How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?|
Hello!

This is something very simple, but I just can't seem to crack it. How are you people approaching recording loops form RS7000 to a computer?

I really prefer to compose my loops with RS7000 compared to a computer, but there's a limit to what I can achieve with it arrangement wise. Or maybe not a limit as in it
is not possible, but it certainly is easier to arrange full songs in a modern DAW.

So what I want to achieve is:

a) record sequences from RS7000 in time with the DAW
b) record sequences from gear controlled by the RS7000 in time with the DAW.

No matter what I try I always end up with loops that do not sound the same they do when the RS7000 is driving them, that is the vibe is not the same due to the timing
errors etc. This is very obvious for example with a drum loop consisting of many track on the RS7000 and recording them one instrument at a time in the DAW. I have a
proper soundcard with low latency asio drivers, so this should not be a problem. Currently if I want to do this, I have to adjust the timing of every clip one by one in the
daw to try to match them again.

The workflow I dream of would be to compose necessary amount of sequences I feel I need for the track and jam away with the RS7000 while recording the output of
RS7000/mixer. Then I would record the sequences one by one to the DAW, and recreate and further advance the arrangement from there with the computer.

Please tell me this is possible. :)
| 19667|19666|2013-08-30 08:16:44|yoshunyo|Re: How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?|
Hi karud99

I have a similar problem but my workaround involves midi rather than audio,
since I am not too much into the internal sounds, just the sequencing.
I am using ableton but I'm sure you can do this with other DAWs.

I run the midi out of the RS7000 into Ableton drum racks. I use multiple drum racks
on different midi channels and record the midi information coming from RS7000.
It's usefull because even recording the whole loop with all elements still gives me
separation of all the different drums within ableton. So it gives me the great functionality
of the RS7000 with the sound of a modern DAW!

Hope it helps :-)

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "karud99" wrote:
>
> Hello!
>
> This is something very simple, but I just can't seem to crack it. How are you people approaching recording loops form RS7000 to a computer?
>
> I really prefer to compose my loops with RS7000 compared to a computer, but there's a limit to what I can achieve with it arrangement wise. Or maybe not
a limit as in it is not possible, but it certainly is easier to arrange full songs in a modern DAW.
>
> So what I want to achieve is:
>
> a) record sequences from RS7000 in time with the DAW
> b) record sequences from gear controlled by the RS7000 in time with the DAW.
>
> No matter what I try I always end up with loops that do not sound the same they do when the RS7000 is driving them, that is the vibe is not the same due to
the timing errors etc. This is very obvious for example with a drum loop consisting of many track on the RS7000 and recording them one instrument at a time
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in the DAW. I have a proper soundcard with low latency asio drivers, so this should not be a problem. Currently if I want to do this, I have to adjust the timing
of every clip one by one in the daw to try to match them again.
>
> The workflow I dream of would be to compose necessary amount of sequences I feel I need for the track and jam away with the RS7000 while recording
the output of RS7000/mixer. Then I would record the sequences one by one to the DAW, and recreate and further advance the arrangement from there with
the computer.
>
> Please tell me this is possible. :)
>

| 19668|19666|2013-08-30 08:31:45|zamisers7k|Re: How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?|
 Lately, I've been trying to use Ableton too.  I'm very frustrated with it, yet I know it is also awesome.   I don't have much advice for using it or other softwares, hope some
more folks will chime in on the topic because I personally also want to get the computers interacting more with my RSs.  Right now and what I've been doing for a long
time has been simply to record whole songs to the computer with minor to little post editing like normalizing, compressing, EQing, and volume fading.  I'd also use the
computer for extra real-time effects here and there but not too often, I felt like I was cheating or "turning to the dark side"  if I did more than these things with the
computer.   I think it is getting less stigmatized to prepare songs on the computer and have hardware along with it now days.  Folks know we are doing more on the
computer side than just pushing a button and letting an mp3 play now. For me, I'd like to be able to isolate individually recorded parts more so I can do the things I was
doing before, but more focused in to the individual parts instead of across all of them at the same time.   Anyway, I need to get more in to Ableton, I know it, but the RS
keeps calling me back to it.   Happy RSing!   Zam --- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <shunyo.finberg@gmail.com> wrote: Hi karud99 

I have a similar problem but my workaround involves midi rather than audio, 
since I am not too much into the internal sounds, just the sequencing. 
I am using ableton but I'm sure you can do this with other DAWs. 

I run the midi out of the RS7000 into Ableton drum racks. I use multiple drum racks 
on different midi channels and record the midi information coming from RS7000. 
It's usefull because even recording the whole loop with all elements still gives me 
separation of all the different drums within ableton. So it gives me the great functionality 
of the RS7000 with the sound of a modern DAW! 

Hope it helps :-) 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "karud99" wrote: 
> 
> Hello! 
> 
> This is something very simple, but I just can't seem to crack it. How are you people approaching recording loops form RS7000 to a computer? 
> 
> I really prefer to compose my loops with RS7000 compared to a computer, but there's a limit to what I can achieve with it arrangement wise. Or maybe not
a limit as in it is not possible, but it certainly is easier to arrange full songs in a modern DAW. 
> 
> So what I want to achieve is: 
> 
> a) record sequences from RS7000 in time with the DAW 
> b) record sequences from gear controlled by the RS7000 in time with the DAW. 
> 
> No matter what I try I always end up with loops that do not sound the same they do when the RS7000 is driving them, that is the vibe is not the same due to
the timing errors etc. This is very obvious for example with a drum loop consisting of many track on the RS7000 and recording them one instrument at a time
in the DAW. I have a proper soundcard with low latency asio drivers, so this should not be a problem. Currently if I want to do this, I have to adjust the timing
of every clip one by one in the daw to try to match them again. 
> 
> The workflow I dream of would be to compose necessary amount of sequences I feel I need for the track and jam away with the RS7000 while recording
the output of RS7000/mixer. Then I would record the sequences one by one to the DAW, and recreate and further advance the arrangement from there with
the computer. 
> 
> Please tell me this is possible. :) 
>

| 19669|19664|2013-08-30 08:39:57|zamisers7k|Re: Test|
Wow!  Yahoo just changed everything up on the message board groups here today.  I'm thinking the lost message may have been really delayed because of these changes. 
I think it eventually came back through, or has been reposted.   Things might be a little slow for a while for new postings to show up guys.  I also have to learn where they
put all the stuff, it isn't all in the same spots.  Switiching new posters to un-moderated is a bit more of pain.   Sorry for any inconviences it may cause folks.  Whatever you
do or happens, remember you must keep on RSing it!   Moderator/Zam --- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote: Sorry if you recieve this
and don't want it, I'm just testing to see if Yahoo hans't broken our group. There was a penging new message I approved yesturday and it hasn't shown up yet. If that was
you, you may want to try it again, thanks. 

Moderator/Zam
| 19670|19670|2013-08-30 12:56:16|Djgiove28|R: [RS7000] How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?|
Ciao ciao i ' m old man,  I start  up hard disc scasi after rs 7000 after pc window xp with  interface scasi , by TWE I send the sample to the rs and crate the loop.
Is very difficult work together with  pc. Wen you have a idea mind you lost the time , the groovebox are 
Very simple to crate song .
I have worked with reason 4 
But dont like is difficult crate music with mouse , is difficult twin also masterkeyboard midi
The best is rs 7000 only
Ciaooooooooo

Inviato da Samsung Mobile
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karud99 <karud99@yahoo.com> ha scritto:

Hello!

This is something very simple, but I just can't seem to crack it. How are you people approaching recording loops form RS7000 to a computer?

I really prefer to compose my loops with RS7000 compared to a computer, but there's a limit to what I can achieve with it arrangement wise. Or maybe not a limit as in it
is not possible, but it certainly is easier to arrange full songs in a modern DAW.

So what I want to achieve is:

a) record sequences from RS7000 in time with the DAW
b) record sequences from gear controlled by the RS7000 in time with the DAW.

No matter what I try I always end up with loops that do not sound the same they do when the RS7000 is driving them, that is the vibe is not the same due to the timing
errors etc. This is very obvious for example with a drum loop consisting of many track on the RS7000 and recording them one instrument at a time in the DAW. I have a
proper soundcard with low latency asio drivers, so this should not be a problem. Currently if I want to do this, I have to adjust the timing of every clip one by one in the
daw to try to match them again.

The workflow I dream of would be to compose necessary amount of sequences I feel I need for the track and jam away with the RS7000 while recording the output of
RS7000/mixer. Then I would record the sequences one by one to the DAW, and recreate and further advance the arrangement from there with the computer.

Please tell me this is possible. :)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19671|19666|2013-08-31 14:37:14|Clifford|Re: How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?|
I tried some things to help you but failed.
I thought if you could make the RS give a metronome count in before playback but not during you could easily zoom in in your DAW and line them up. Can't do it
though- RS plays click always or not at all for playback.

Oh wait- I just thought of something and tried it:

Use Section J in your Pattern- record a 1 bar quantized click from a hi-hat or whatever there, I used program 1 AnalogKit note C#1 which in the manual says "Side Stick
Analog 90". Use the same sound at the same volume every time.
Then when you record into your DAW you start with Section J, it basically gives a 1 measure 4 click count-in, then you switch to what Section you want to record and go
from there.
In your DAW you still have to line up the tracks by hand but you can zoom way in to sample level and match up the first or last clicks and everything will line up perfect.

Try it and let me know how it works for you!

It seems there will always be slight delays with MIDI between devices. You could also experiment with setting up the DAW with tempo of RS Pattern etc. and sending
start command from there. Maybe triggering start from the DAW would be tighter than the other way around. Also make sure you optimize your system and project for
recording like turn off all effects, send effects, master effects, etc anything you can think of to make load on computer as low as possible. You could research how to
improve MIDI latency with your particular setup.

Regards, 
Clifford

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "karud99" wrote:
>
> Hello!
> 
> This is something very simple, but I just can't seem to crack it. How are you people approaching recording loops form RS7000 to a computer?
> 
> I really prefer to compose my loops with RS7000 compared to a computer, but there's a limit to what I can achieve with it arrangement wise. Or maybe not
a limit as in it is not possible, but it certainly is easier to arrange full songs in a modern DAW.
> 
> So what I want to achieve is:
> 
> a) record sequences from RS7000 in time with the DAW
> b) record sequences from gear controlled by the RS7000 in time with the DAW.
> 
> No matter what I try I always end up with loops that do not sound the same they do when the RS7000 is driving them, that is the vibe is not the same due to
the timing errors etc. This is very obvious for example with a drum loop consisting of many track on the RS7000 and recording them one instrument at a time
in the DAW. I have a proper soundcard with low latency asio drivers, so this should not be a problem. Currently if I want to do this, I have to adjust the timing
of every clip one by one in the daw to try to match them again.
> 
> The workflow I dream of would be to compose necessary amount of sequences I feel I need for the track and jam away with the RS7000 while recording
the output of RS7000/mixer. Then I would record the sequences one by one to the DAW, and recreate and further advance the arrangement from there with
the computer.
> 
> Please tell me this is possible. :)
>

| 19672|19624|2013-09-01 19:18:34|jettrink001|Re: menu knobs going bad.... fixable?|
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I know this is late but may still be useful to someone. Circuit board/electronics cleaner can do wonders for knobs, switches, etc. I recently purchased an EMU XL-7 that
had a jumpy dial and a knob that did not work at all. I removed the board that had the inoperable knob on it and noticed that the solder on one of the contacts for that knob
was completely missing. I soldered the contact, and immediately tested it, and it works like new. Then i thoroughly sprayed the dial with circuit board cleaner. It no longer
jumps around sporadically. Sometimes it is a mechanical issue that needs tightening. Sometimes things just need cleaning. It's usually a simple fix, even in the event that
the knob does need to be replaced. --- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote: This worries me a bit too because I can feel that mine getting a little lose. Anyway, I think I
remember reading once on here where someone opened their RS up, pulled the notched rotary out and was able to squeeze part of it with some pliers and sitffened it back
up. 

The only other thing would be to order a new one from Yamaha Support. You should be able to get the part number off the service manual in the files section here.
Lordmilitant on here may have some spares too if he sees this message maybe he will contanct you. 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "blogic12" wrote: 
> 
> The four menu selection knobs under the screen on my rs7000 are not functioning properly. When i turn the knobs clockwise the values will start jumping
forward and backward sporadically. It reminds of a problem I've seen on old stereos when you turn up the knob to increase volume it will shoot all the way up
or all the way down. If i apply downward pressure to the knobs while turning they will function correctly, but this gets very annoying and i worry it may be
making the problem worse. has anyone else had this issue before or any ideas on how to go about getting this fixed? 
>

| 19673|19647|2013-09-01 19:22:27|jettrink001|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
Dedicated onboard compressors for each track. Ten scenes instead of 5. The ability to use the AIEB2 as a send/return mixer for each of it's outputs.Probably not possible
since I don't think the outputs on the AIEB2 are TRS in the first place. The Emu Command Stations have this ability according to the manual. (I just got one and haven't
tested this out.) The ability to create user kits without using samples. The ability to Overdub in Pattern Chain mode would be wonderful. The Master Multicompressor to
be replaced with the multicompressor2 from the variation effects list. A working Midi Filter (Utility Mode) An LFO cylce at least twice as long as available in the menu.
The ability to easily record mutes into a phrase or pattern. The ability to record scene changes in pattern mode. --- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote: Agree with
sequencer recording modes. Stopping is a buzzkill. 

On Aug 1, 2013 6:17 AM, "rarara_ur" < gillespie_derek@... > wrote: 

> ** 
> 
> 
> i'd think the first (OS) changes needed are going in/out of the various 
> recoding modes and job options without stopping the sequencer. 
> 
> after that then it could be: 
> 
> -better sample editing (and previewing) 
> -better lfo options (more routing, odd numbered steps in user lfo etc) 
> -within step edit variable loop length within a track for cc,PB so they 
> are independent of the track length/tsig 
> -EFX to aieb2 
> -master effects assignable per track 
> -Elektron-style p-lock 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Marcellus" wrote: 
> > 
> > more dynamic and programmable arp. 
> > velocity sensitive keys with the ability to switch on and off. 
> > more durable keys (maybe rubber)and switches...STANDARD. 
> > internal memory storage and/or updated means of storage. 
> > 
> > believe me, I have been thinking about pitching this to Yamaha for the 
> past few years...such lofty dreams :) 
> > 
> > Respect the RS 
> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "rarara_ur" wrote: 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!! 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" wrote: 
> > > > 
> > > > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why 
> you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say 
> good luck figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or 
> bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more 
> realisticly doable input for ya. 
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "sam" wrote: 
> > > > > 
> > > > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X 
> AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC. 
> > > > > 
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> > > > 
> > > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19674|19666|2013-09-01 19:59:02|Brion Fi|Re: How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?|
Plz tell me what OS, audio software and DAW(audio interface) r you using?

I slave/midi my RS with Logic and it works beautifully.

Brionfi

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of
Clifford
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2013 4:37 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: How to get RS7000 and DAW in sync properly?

I tried some things to help you but failed.
I thought if you could make the RS give a metronome count in before playback
but not during you could easily zoom in in your DAW and line them up. Can't
do it though- RS plays click always or not at all for playback.

Oh wait- I just thought of something and tried it:

Use Section J in your Pattern- record a 1 bar quantized click from a hi-hat
or whatever there, I used program 1 AnalogKit note C#1 which in the manual
says "Side Stick Analog 90". Use the same sound at the same volume every
time.
Then when you record into your DAW you start with Section J, it basically
gives a 1 measure 4 click count-in, then you switch to what Section you want
to record and go from there.
In your DAW you still have to line up the tracks by hand but you can zoom
way in to sample level and match up the first or last clicks and everything
will line up perfect.

Try it and let me know how it works for you!

It seems there will always be slight delays with MIDI between devices. You
could also experiment with setting up the DAW with tempo of RS Pattern etc.
and sending start command from there. Maybe triggering start from the DAW
would be tighter than the other way around. Also make sure you optimize your
system and project for recording like turn off all effects, send effects,
master effects, etc anything you can think of to make load on computer as
low as possible. You could research how to improve MIDI latency with your
particular setup.

Regards, 
Clifford

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "karud99"
> wrote:

>
> Hello!
> 
> This is something very simple, but I just can't seem to crack it. How are

you people approaching recording loops form RS7000 to a computer?

> 
> I really prefer to compose my loops with RS7000 compared to a computer,

but there's a limit to what I can achieve with it arrangement wise. Or maybe
not a limit as in it is not possible, but it certainly is easier to arrange
full songs in a modern DAW.

> 
> So what I want to achieve is:
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> 
> a) record sequences from RS7000 in time with the DAW
> b) record sequences from gear controlled by the RS7000 in time with the

DAW.

> 
> No matter what I try I always end up with loops that do not sound the same

they do when the RS7000 is driving them, that is the vibe is not the same
due to the timing errors etc. This is very obvious for example with a drum
loop consisting of many track on the RS7000 and recording them one
instrument at a time in the DAW. I have a proper soundcard with low latency
asio drivers, so this should not be a problem. Currently if I want to do
this, I have to adjust the timing of every clip one by one in the daw to try
to match them again.

> 
> The workflow I dream of would be to compose necessary amount of sequences

I feel I need for the track and jam away with the RS7000 while recording the
output of RS7000/mixer. Then I would record the sequences one by one to the
DAW, and recreate and further advance the arrangement from there with the
computer.

> 
> Please tell me this is possible. :)
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 19675|19675|2013-09-22 02:45:46|maky357|One simple (funny) question|
Hi there. I always loaded whole drum kits on track 1-8 but now i want to load one single voice on one single track. So for example i want to load only BD Analog Blip
voice on Track 1 and nothing else. How?

So (just example) when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip. Because when there is whole kit
loaded, applying note FX is causing other instruments to be played as well, since whole kit is loaded in to single track..

If it isn't possible to load single drum voice per track, only whole kits, then Is there any kind of voice locking feature so when i apply different notes i won't have different
instruments played other then BD Analog Blip..??
| 19676|19675|2013-09-22 23:23:47|om_audio|Re: One simple (funny) question|

I think you could resample the voice to it's own kit and do it that way. 

C 

--- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi there. I always loaded whole drum kits on track 1-8 but now i want to load one single voice on one single track. So for example i want to load only BD
Analog Blip voice on Track 1 and nothing else. How?

So (just example) when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip. Because when there is
whole kit loaded, applying note FX is causing other instruments to be played as well, since whole kit is loaded in to single track..

If it isn't possible to load single drum voice per track, only whole kits, then Is there any kind of voice locking feature so when i apply different notes i won't
have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip..??

| 19677|19675|2013-09-23 01:40:48|Ian Vine|Re: One simple (funny) question|
Or import the sample. I think they're all in a folder called audio

IanV

On 23 Sep 2013, at 06:23, <cnovey@gmail.com> wrote:

I think you could resample the voice to it's own kit and do it that way. 

C 

--- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:
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Hi there. I always loaded whole drum kits on track 1-8 but now i want to load one single voice on one single track. So for example i want to load only BD
Analog Blip voice on Track 1 and nothing else. How?

So (just example) when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip. Because when there is
whole kit loaded, applying note FX is causing other instruments to be played as well, since whole kit is loaded in to single track..

If it isn't possible to load single drum voice per track, only whole kits, then Is there any kind of voice locking feature so when i apply different notes i won't
have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip..??

| 19678|19675|2013-09-24 05:19:28|rarara_ur|Re: One simple (funny) question|

 "when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip"

not sure i see the problem here - surely this will only be a problem if you are changing the note value in each of these functions? for instance midi delay a C# with 3 repeats and a decreasing
velocity and gate will always play C#, C#, C#, C#

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi there. I always loaded whole drum kits on track 1-8 but now i want to load one single voice on one single track. So for example i want to load only BD
Analog Blip voice on Track 1 and nothing else. How?

So (just example) when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip. Because when there is
whole kit loaded, applying note FX is causing other instruments to be played as well, since whole kit is loaded in to single track..

If it isn't possible to load single drum voice per track, only whole kits, then Is there any kind of voice locking feature so when i apply different notes i won't
have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip..??

| 19679|19675|2013-09-24 13:22:17|Zamise|Re: One simple (funny) question|
I think they mean they don't want it to change.  Some folks already gave some good solu�ons, resampling to pitched kit is prob what I'd do, I'm  not 100% sure but bd blip I think has its
own voice in one of the sfx banks or a sound like it if you search around on it.

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk
Sent:  9/ 24/ 2013 5:19 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: One simple (funny) ques�on

 "when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip"

not sure i see the problem here - surely this will only be a problem if you are changing the note value in each of these functions? for instance midi delay a C# with 3 repeats and a decreasing
velocity and gate will always play C#, C#, C#, C#

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi there. I always loaded whole drum kits on track 1-8 but now i want to load one single voice on one single track. So for example i want to load only BD Analog Blip
voice on Track 1 and nothing else. How?

So (just example) when i apply midi delay and midi note FX i won't have different instruments played other then BD Analog Blip. Because when there is whole kit
loaded, applying note FX is causing other instruments to be played as well, since whole kit is loaded in to single track..

If it isn't possible to load single drum voice per track, only whole kits, then Is there any kind of voice locking feature so when i apply different notes i won't have different
instruments played other then BD Analog Blip..??

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19680|19680|2013-09-25 02:57:18|rarara_ur|New yahoo groups....grrrrr|
Only just realised that the files section of this group is no longer available. What a bummer. Is this ever going to come back?

The duff layout and graphics I can just about endure, but why remove features!!??
| 19681|19680|2013-09-25 09:49:42|Zamise|Re: New yahoo groups....grrrrr|
The files are under More dropdown.  I have to agree s�ll yahoo really F-ed this place up.  I can't even reply via the website right now.  Bu�on is there it just isn't doing anything.  I'm
ge�ng errors le� and right but that is all the info I get.  Sorry for all the trouble guys.  I hope they can work it all out eventually, but I don't have the highest regard for yahoo, never
have, prob never will, rip old groups.

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk
Sent:  9/ 25/ 2013 2:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] New yahoo groups....grrrrr

Only just realised that the files section of this group is no longer available. What a bummer. Is this ever going to come back?

The duff layout and graphics I can just about endure, but why remove features!!??
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[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19682|19680|2013-09-28 12:16:03|Robert Feuchtl|Re: New yahoo groups....grrrrr|
hey guys,

I could easily install a RS7000 forum under my hood at http://mastering.webs.com/

just I would need an admin or 2.. but fr me its no big deal, its basically a module I can switch on. we could also make some sticky posts with some of the best RS-info
available...

just a suggestion

regards,

robert

Am 25.09.2013 17:49, schrieb Zamise:

The files are under More dropdown.  I have to agree s�ll yahoo really F-ed this place up.  I can't even reply via the website right now.  Bu�on is there it just
isn't doing anything.  I'm ge�ng errors le� and right but that is all the info I get.  Sorry for all the trouble guys.  I hope they can work it all out eventually, but I
don't have the highest regard for yahoo, never have, prob never will, rip old groups.

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk
Sent:  9/ 25/ 2013 2:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] New yahoo groups....grrrrr

 

Only just realised that the files section of this group is no longer available. What a bummer. Is this ever going to come back?

The duff layout and graphics I can just about endure, but why remove features!!??

--  B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D  mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]  mastering ::: engineer grafic ::: designer music ::: producer

| 19683|19680|2013-09-30 08:53:43|zamisers7k|Re: New yahoo groups....grrrrr|

That would be nice of you, we do already have a message forum already tho at:

 

http://rs7000.proboards.com/  

 

It doesn't see much activity and this yahoo group has been pretty slow and problematic the last several months.  RS7000 on Facebook has however picked up whole bunch
and seems to be the place to go for Q&As.

 

I'll try to keep the proboard forum and this yahoo group from complety dying out, there is still a lot of good old info. and junk that can be accessed, it is up to you guys if
you want to make a better place to go, I'll do what I can to help and contribute.

 

Zam/Moderator

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

hey guys,

I could easily install a RS7000 forum under my hood at http://mastering.webs.com/

just I would need an admin or 2.. but fr me its no big deal, its basically a module I can switch on. we could also make some sticky posts with some of the best
RS-info available...

just a suggestion

regards,

robert

Am 25.09.2013 17:49, schrieb Zamise:

 

The files are under More dropdown.  I have to agree s�ll yahoo really F-ed this place up.  I can't even reply via the website right now.  Bu�on is
there it just isn't doing anything.  I'm ge�ng errors le� and right but that is all the info I get.  Sorry for all the trouble guys.  I hope they can
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work it all out eventually, but I don't have the highest regard for yahoo, never have, prob never will, rip old groups.

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk
Sent:  9/ 25/ 2013 2:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] New yahoo groups....grrrrr

 

Only just realised that the files section of this group is no longer available. What a bummer. Is this ever going to come back?

The duff layout and graphics I can just about endure, but why remove features!!??

--  B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D  mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]  mastering ::: engineer grafic ::: designer music ::: pr

| 19684|19680|2013-09-30 11:21:54|Brion Fi|Re: New yahoo groups....grrrrr|

Zam,

Tanks for all your help and good RS stewardship. I didn’t even know there was a RS7000 Facebook group or page.

Going to find it now!

 

A place that has a be�er search issues func�on would be nice. And I think photos would be a bonus.

 

I used my RS again this weekend, lov that thing!

 

Brionfi

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of zamise@quantum-source.com
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 10:54 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: New yahoo groups....grrrrr

 

 

That would be nice of you, we do already have a message forum already tho at:

 

http://rs7000.proboards.com/  

 

It doesn't see much activity and this yahoo group has been pretty slow and problematic the last several months.  RS7000 on Facebook has however picked up whole bunch
and seems to be the place to go for Q&As.

 

I'll try to keep the proboard forum and this yahoo group from complety dying out, there is still a lot of good old info. and junk that can be accessed, it is up to you guys if
you want to make a better place to go, I'll do what I can to help and contribute.

 

Zam/Moderator

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <bob@bobhumid.de> wrote:

hey guys,

I could easily install a RS7000 forum under my hood at http://mastering.webs.com/

just I would need an admin or 2.. but fr me its no big deal, its basically a module I can switch on. we could also make some sticky posts with some of the best RS-info
available...

just a suggestion

regards,
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robert

Am 25.09.2013 17:49, schrieb Zamise:

 

The files are under More dropdown.  I have to agree s�ll yahoo really F-ed this place up.  I can't even reply via the website right now.  Bu�on is
there it just isn't doing anything.  I'm ge�ng errors le� and right but that is all the info I get.  Sorry for all the trouble guys.  I hope they can
work it all out eventually, but I don't have the highest regard for yahoo, never have, prob never will, rip old groups.

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk
Sent:  9/ 25/ 2013 2:57 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] New yahoo groups....grrrrr

 

Only just realised that the files section of this group is no longer available. What a bummer. Is this ever going to come back?

The duff layout and graphics I can just about endure, but why remove features!!??

 

-- 
B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D
  
mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]
  
mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::
  
s a v e   o u r   t r a n s i e n t s ..
  
MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de 

| 19685|19680|2013-10-06 11:34:17|wp10588428-1|RS7000 in german Sound & Recording|
For anyone in Germany, Austria or Switzerland. You can find a little (german) interview with me talking about Liveacting with the RS7000 in the new issue of  sound &
recording  on Bernhard Lösner’s “Love The Machines” column, which also thorougly talks about our favourite gear. Check! 
 
http://bobhumid.tumblr.com/post/63286017656/interview-in-the-october-issue-of-sound-recording
 
Happy RS-ing!
 
Robert
 
| 19686|19635|2013-10-10 02:45:06|sucramgaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this update...could
you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall
being usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list
somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it
use to do, it is basically just more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19687|2549|2013-10-10 07:00:50|Thomas Finnis|RS7000 for sale|
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Yahoo! Groups
The RS7000 community underground. Group

1a Re: OS v1.22 where to get one? by sucramgaudio

1a Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?
Thu Oct 10, 2013 1:45 am (PDT) . Posted by:sucramgaudio

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm
ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20.... so, i don't know if i need this update...could you
confirm me please? 
thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups. com, wrote: 

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same
phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being usefull is that the
lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF
with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can
find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some
other strange things it use to do, it is basically just more stable. 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups. com, marcus gaudio
wrote: 
> 
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me
:) 
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got. 
> Cheers! 
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
> 
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Hi all. Is it allowed to offer a RS700 for sale on this forum?

On 10/10/2013 14:52, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

--  +49 176 27336621 tfinnis@gmx.net

| 19688|19688|2013-10-10 16:10:37|sucramgaudio|where is the search button?!?|

guys, what's happened with the search button? i don't want to ask things about the RS they had yet answered before...

| 19689|19688|2013-10-10 16:13:12|sucramgaudio|Re: where is the search button?!?|

i apologise, i found that "search groups" above... 
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---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

guys, what's happened with the search button? i don't want to ask things about the RS they had yet answered before...

| 19690|19690|2013-10-10 17:20:48|tukiguitarman|New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds|

Hi everybody

this is Tuki a full time musician from Calcutta India,i have been eyeing the RS for a while now and a friend of mine is planning on selling me his almost unused mint
condition RS which i plan to buy, judging from the tones i'm sold !! 

I have a question though i was wondering if anyone knows if the synth engine is borrowed from any of the Yamaha synths like the CS6X perhaps or the TG500,i read
somewhere that it could be based on the TG500 though i am not sure,if anyone has any ROM sounds uploaded for me to listen to anywhere perhaps Soundcloud i would
love to hear them-especially the electric piano and Rhoads sounds also some pad sounds would be most welcome...

I plan to use my RS as an alternate sequencer for the Dance and electronica side of things and also use the synth engine for other esoteric film soundtrack and jingle work
which i think it will excel at.I usually use Cakewalk and Reaper but i think i will switch to RS once i get it :)

Cheers

Tuki

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds

| 19691|19647|2013-10-10 17:20:57|tukiguitarman|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|

Multisample support would put this into GOD territory-RS would be the only machine on this planet that does it all other than maybe a Kurzweil !!!

Cheers

Tuki 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Dedicated onboard compressors for each track. Ten scenes instead of 5. The ability to use the AIEB2 as a send/return mixer for each of it's outputs.Probably
not possible since I don't think the outputs on the AIEB2 are TRS in the first place. The Emu Command Stations have this ability according to the manual. (I
just got one and haven't tested this out.) The ability to create user kits without using samples. The ability to Overdub in Pattern Chain mode would be
wonderful. The Master Multicompressor to be replaced with the multicompressor2 from the variation effects list. A working Midi Filter (Utility Mode) An
LFO cylce at least twice as long as available in the menu. The ability to easily record mutes into a phrase or pattern. The ability to record scene changes in
pattern mode. --- In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote: Agree with sequencer recording modes. Stopping is a buzzkill. 

On Aug 1, 2013 6:17 AM, "rarara_ur" < gillespie_derek@... > wrote: 

> ** 
> 
> 
> i'd think the first (OS) changes needed are going in/out of the various 
> recoding modes and job options without stopping the sequencer. 
> 
> after that then it could be: 
> 
> -better sample editing (and previewing) 
> -better lfo options (more routing, odd numbered steps in user lfo etc) 
> -within step edit variable loop length within a track for cc,PB so they 
> are independent of the track length/tsig 
> -EFX to aieb2 
> -master effects assignable per track 
> -Elektron-style p-lock 
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "Marcellus" wrote: 
> > 
> > more dynamic and programmable arp. 
> > velocity sensitive keys with the ability to switch on and off. 
> > more durable keys (maybe rubber)and switches...STANDARD. 
> > internal memory storage and/or updated means of storage. 
> > 
> > believe me, I have been thinking about pitching this to Yamaha for the 
> past few years...such lofty dreams :) 
> > 
> > Respect the RS 
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> > 
> > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "rarara_ur" wrote: 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > just look at the octatrack manual and copy the features!! 
> > > 
> > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "J M" wrote: 
> > > > 
> > > > I'm sure there are a ton of things, but I'm more curious as to why 
> you are asking? Because if it is software/firmware based features I say 
> good luck figuring that out, nobody seems to have yet. If it is adding or 
> bending some circuitry then I could probably come up with some more 
> realisticly doable input for ya. 
> > > > 
> > > > Zam 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com , "sam" wrote: 
> > > > > 
> > > > > TO EVERYONE I NEED YOUR INPUT FOR SOME IMPROVEMENTS ON THE RM1X 
> AND RS7000 LIKE FEATURES AND ETC. 
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 19692|19598|2013-10-10 17:22:48|tukiguitarman|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|

Hi there

this is slightly off topic but does anyone have sounds recorded off the RS with only the synth part in action,am really interested in how it sounds as compared to a TG500
or a CS6X etc as i am guessing its kind of based off those two synths though i might be completely wrong... well why my curiosity is-is because i am getting an almost
brand new RS for a good bargain and was worried that the synth section might let me down,i am particularly interested in the Electric Piano sounds/Rhoads if it has any
and pads obviously !!!  Any soundcloud or other links to ROM sounds would be most welcome and also any factual info on the synth type and whether at all it is based of
a well known Yamaha synth..

Thanks again...i hope i didn't startle anyone here by hijacking this thread,i apologize in advance :)

Cheers

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and color/muddy the output
sometimes Ive noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19693|2549|2013-10-10 17:27:25|gonzinigonz|Re: Hi guys!|

Im looking for one, are you in the UK?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all. Is it allowed to offer a RS700 for sale on this forum?

On 10/10/2013 14:52, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:
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Yahoo! Groups
The RS7000 community underground. Group

1a Re: OS v1.22 where to get one? by sucramgaudio

1a Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?
Thu Oct 10, 2013 1:45 am (PDT) . Posted by:sucramgaudio

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm
ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20.... so, i don't know if i need this update...could you
confirm me please? 
thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups. com, wrote: 

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same
phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being usefull is that the
lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF
with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can
find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some
other strange things it use to do, it is basically just more stable. 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups. com, marcus gaudio
wrote: 
> 
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me
:) 
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got. 
> Cheers! 
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android 
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
> 
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| 19694|19635|2013-10-10 17:31:03|zamisers7k|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this
update...could you confirm me please?

thanks 
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---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall
being usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list
somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it
use to do, it is basically just more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19695|19688|2013-10-10 17:34:24|zamisers7k|Re: where is the search button?!?|

 I'm still looking too...

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i apologise, i found that "search groups" above... 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

guys, what's happened with the search button? i don't want to ask things about the RS they had yet answered before...

| 19696|19688|2013-10-10 19:00:14|zamisers7k|Re: where is the search button?!?|

Just found too, it is confusing because it looks like it means it will search all groups, but seems to work for just the group you are already reading.  Getting around is
taking some getting use to...

Zam 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I'm still looking too...

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i apologise, i found that "search groups" above... 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

guys, what's happened with the search button? i don't want to ask things about the RS they had yet answered before...

| 19697|19690|2013-10-10 19:04:43|zamisers7k|Re: New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds|

Welcome to the group!

I say just get it and then listen to all the voices =)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


It uses the AWM2 sounds, the engine itself isn't too complex, but there might be some basic sounds in some of the Yamaha gear with AWM2.  Using another synth to judge probably wont
help much, I very very rarely use the default settings, if you are in to editing sounds you'll find kind of limiting compared to a VA, but the fun thing is that editing sounds is a lot of fun on the
RS, so you'll be doing a lot of sonic manipulation of the voices so they don't sound anything like their defaults.

My two cents for you.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi everybody

this is Tuki a full time musician from Calcutta India,i have been eyeing the RS for a while now and a friend of mine is planning on selling me his almost
unused mint condition RS which i plan to buy, judging from the tones i'm sold !! 

I have a question though i was wondering if anyone knows if the synth engine is borrowed from any of the Yamaha synths like the CS6X perhaps or the
TG500,i read somewhere that it could be based on the TG500 though i am not sure,if anyone has any ROM sounds uploaded for me to listen to anywhere
perhaps Soundcloud i would love to hear them-especially the electric piano and Rhoads sounds also some pad sounds would be most welcome...

I plan to use my RS as an alternate sequencer for the Dance and electronica side of things and also use the synth engine for other esoteric film soundtrack and
jingle work which i think it will excel at.I usually use Cakewalk and Reaper but i think i will switch to RS once i get it :)

Cheers

Tuki

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds

| 19698|19635|2013-10-10 19:05:23|zamisers7k|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this
update...could you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall
being usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list
somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it
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1a Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?
Thu Oct 10, 2013 1:45 am (PDT) . Posted by:sucramgaudio

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm
ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20.... so, i don't know if i need this update...could you
confirm me please? 
thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups. com, wrote: 

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same
phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being usefull is that the
lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF
with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can
find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some
other strange things it use to do, it is basically just more stable. 

Zam 

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups. com mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups. com, marcus gaudio
wrote: 
> 
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me
:) 
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got. 
> Cheers! 
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android 

Message Visit Your Group >

View All Topics >

Create New Topic >

4 New Members >

We are making
changes based on
your feedback,
Thank you !

Submit Feedback >

The Yahoo! Groups
Product Blog

Check it out! >

1 New Message Digest #3100

use to do, it is basically just more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19699|2549|2013-10-10 19:05:53|zamisers7k|Re: Hi guys!|

Worth every cent!

Zam 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Im looking for one, are you in the UK?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all. Is it allowed to offer a RS700 for sale on this forum?

On 10/10/2013 14:52, RS7000@yahoogroups.com wrote:

http://groups.yahoo.com/;_ylc=X3oDMTJkaDFoY3F1BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA2dmcARzdGltZQMxMzgxNDA5NTM5
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000;_ylc=X3oDMTJkcWdkb3FuBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNoZHIEc2xrA2hwaARzdGltZQMxMzgxNDA5NTM4
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/message/19686;_ylc=X3oDMTJyYmhhbGZ0BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzE5Njg2BHNlYwNkbXNnBHNsawN2bXNnBHN0aW1lAzEzODE0MDk1Mzk-
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RS7000/post;_ylc=X3oDMTJmMWppcGo4BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNkbXNnBHNsawNudHBjBHN0aW1lAzEzODE0MDk1Mzk-
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> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
> 
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| 19700|2549|2013-10-10 19:10:50|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 for sale|
Yes, be careful tho posting any personal info up here, you are welcome to advertise but please do your wheeling and dealing through email or direct messaging to each
other's user/name/handle on here if the message member is available and you can find it.

Zam
| 19701|19598|2013-10-11 03:18:23|Mikey|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|
Put it this way, 
I'd happily swap my machinedrum sps 1uw for an Rs any day of the week....
Worst thing I ever did was sell my Rs ...
Anyone in Sydney looking to trade or sell an Rs , hit me up ASAP....
Giftshoppe ! 

Sent from my iPad

On 11/10/2013, at 6:59 AM, <tukiguitarman@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi there

this is slightly off topic but does anyone have sounds recorded off the RS with only the synth part in action,am really interested in how it sounds as compared
to a TG500 or a CS6X etc as i am guessing its kind of based off those two synths though i might be completely wrong... well why my curiosity is-is because i
am getting an almost brand new RS for a good bargain and was worried that the synth section might let me down,i am particularly interested in the Electric
Piano sounds/Rhoads if it has any and pads obviously !!!  Any soundcloud or other links to ROM sounds would be most welcome and also any factual info on
the synth type and whether at all it is based of a well known Yamaha synth..

Thanks again...i hope i didn't startle anyone here by hijacking this thread,i apologize in advance :)

Cheers

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and color/muddy the output
sometimes Ive noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19702|19690|2013-10-11 03:33:28|marcus gaudio|Re: New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds|
Hi
I thnk that the best is to listen to an200/an1x synth sounds and some of the rmx1 ,because if i remeber well they share the same synth engine as for the RS....i think the
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main difference between all.thise machines is (also) in the filters ...
Cheers

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

From: tukiguitarman@yahoo.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds 
Sent: Thu, Oct 10, 2013 2:30:24 PM 

 

Hi everybody

this is Tuki a full time musician from Calcutta India,i have been eyeing the RS for a while now and a friend of mine is planning on selling me his almost unused mint
condition RS which i plan to buy, judging from the tones i'm sold !! 

I have a question though i was wondering if anyone knows if the synth engine is borrowed from any of the Yamaha synths like the CS6X perhaps or the TG500,i read
somewhere that it could be based on the TG500 though i am not sure,if anyone has any ROM sounds uploaded for me to listen to anywhere perhaps Soundcloud i would
love to hear them-especially the electric piano and Rhoads sounds also some pad sounds would be most welcome...

I plan to use my RS as an alternate sequencer for the Dance and electronica side of things and also use the synth engine for other esoteric film soundtrack and jingle work
which i think it will excel at.I usually use Cakewalk and Reaper but i think i will switch to RS once i get it :)

Cheers

Tuki

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds
| 19703|19690|2013-10-11 08:44:36|zamisers7k|Re: New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds|

AN200 and AN1X have the same engine, but not the same as the RS.  I have them, and even they sound pretty diffrent to me with the same engine, I like the sounds of the
AN1X more, the AN200 not as much but is funner to use and smaller, both make good companions for the RS7000.

I'm not really sure about all the other gear that may have the same engine as the RS, what I do know is that having the same engine won't mean much with Yamaha gear. 
The RS was made around the time the early Motif workstations were made, they even have the same paint schemes, so I've always assumed they pulled it out of those
with slight less functionality in some areas and a little more in other areas.

 

I think you are going to have to get an RS7000 to fully apreciate its sound sculpting capabilities and what else it might sound simillar to, you have to get one, or two, or
three of them =)

 

Zam

 

On 2013-10-11 03:33, marcus gaudio wrote:

 

Hi
I thnk that the best is to listen to an200/an1x synth sounds and some of the rmx1 ,because if i remeber well they share the same synth engine as for the RS....i
think the main difference between all.thise machines is (also) in the filters ...
Cheers

Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android

From: tukiguitarman@yahoo.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds 
Sent: Thu, Oct 10, 2013 2:30:24 PM

 

 

Hi everybody



this is Tuki a full time musician from Calcutta India,i have been eyeing the RS for a while now and a friend of mine is planning on selling me his almost
unused mint condition RS which i plan to buy, judging from the tones i'm sold !! 

 

I have a question though i was wondering if anyone knows if the synth engine is borrowed from any of the Yamaha synths like the CS6X perhaps or the
TG500,i read somewhere that it could be based on the TG500 though i am not sure,if anyone has any ROM sounds uploaded for me to listen to anywhere
perhaps Soundcloud i would love to hear them-especially the electric piano and Rhoads sounds also some pad sounds would be most welcome...

 

I plan to use my RS as an alternate sequencer for the Dance and electronica side of things and also use the synth engine for other esoteric film soundtrack and
jingle work which i think it will excel at.I usually use Cakewalk and Reaper but i think i will switch to RS once i get it :)

 

Cheers

Tuki

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds

 

 

| 19704|19704|2013-10-11 08:49:35|Marco Tangelder|Hacking R2A files|
Hi everybody,

After years of absence I'm back using the RS7000!

Back then I was hacking r2a files to edit samplekits on the computer and read them back into the RS. I am using Awave Studio to perform this task, but there are still
some things that aren't quite right.

This is the process: save as All (r2a) and open that file in Awave. Edit samples, save as Motif classic file (w2v). Then replace the original r3a file with the new w3v file
(renaming the extension to r3a).

This sort of works, but I am wondering: does anybody have a working alternative to create kits on the computer?

On a sidenote: RS files are much like Motif classic files. Anyone got any experience on that format as well?

Best wishes,
Marco Tangelder

Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPhone
| 19705|19690|2013-10-11 08:50:42|Marco Tangelder|Re: New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds|
Hi,

The RS is actually a Motif classic with some extra tools for live performance (and some options removed too).

Grt,
Marco

Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPhone

Op 10 okt. 2013 om 16:30 heeft <tukiguitarman@yahoo.com> het volgende geschreven:

Hi everybody

this is Tuki a full time musician from Calcutta India,i have been eyeing the RS for a while now and a friend of mine is planning on selling me his
almost unused mint condition RS which i plan to buy, judging from the tones i'm sold !! 

I have a question though i was wondering if anyone knows if the synth engine is borrowed from any of the Yamaha synths like the CS6X perhaps
or the TG500,i read somewhere that it could be based on the TG500 though i am not sure,if anyone has any ROM sounds uploaded for me to

mailto:tukiguitarman@yahoo.com


listen to anywhere perhaps Soundcloud i would love to hear them-especially the electric piano and Rhoads sounds also some pad sounds would
be most welcome...

I plan to use my RS as an alternate sequencer for the Dance and electronica side of things and also use the synth engine for other esoteric film
soundtrack and jingle work which i think it will excel at.I usually use Cakewalk and Reaper but i think i will switch to RS once i get it :)

Cheers

Tuki

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

New prospective RS7K owner,loving the synth sounds

| 19706|19704|2013-10-11 09:30:54|zamisers7k|Re: Hacking R2A files|

I've never done that, it would be intresting to see how you did, like on a youtube tutorial.  Most I've done is just play back in to the RS from the computer and make my
kits on the RS, maybe do a little pre-editing on the computer but usually not too much, and I still use CoolEdit2000 for that, don't know why exactly but its been one of
my favorite editors on the computer for a long time.  I doubt it'll import r2a or w2v files tho.

Zam

P.S.   I'll give you unmodderated messages to the group later tonight once I can get on a computer where all the new Yahoo buttons and menus work for doing that kind of
stuff.

 

On 2013-10-11 00:24, Marco Tangelder wrote:

Hi everybody,

After years of absence I'm back using the RS7000!

Back then I was hacking r2a files to edit samplekits on the computer and read them back into the RS. I am using Awave Studio to perform this task, but there
are still some things that aren't quite right.

This is the process: save as All (r2a) and open that file in Awave. Edit samples, save as Motif classic file (w2v). Then replace the original r3a file with the
new w3v file (renaming the extension to r3a).

This sort of works, but I am wondering: does anybody have a working alternative to create kits on the computer?

On a sidenote: RS files are much like Motif classic files. Anyone got any experience on that format as well?

Best wishes,
Marco Tangelder

Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPhone

 

 

| 19707|19707|2013-10-14 03:39:15|gonzinigonz|Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|
Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of been
distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg
| 19708|19707|2013-10-14 04:10:41|7c0e3dd0fe93c89611835b2591d0ca67|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean' drum.

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix
http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19709|19707|2013-10-14 18:01:33|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19710|19707|2013-10-14 18:09:43|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19711|19707|2013-10-15 06:52:33|rarara_ur|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg
http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19712|19635|2013-10-15 07:57:33|sucramgaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

@Zam 

thanks man

i will try to update then...

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


i'll let you know it it works

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this
update...could you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall
being usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list
somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it
use to do, it is basically just more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19713|19713|2013-10-15 09:08:04|ianofthehousemcmahon|external midi control|
hello my name is ian and im from scotland, i have a query in regards to controlling the cutoff on my emu esi4000 from my rs7000? any advice would be gratefully
appreciated thanks.
| 19714|19707|2013-10-15 09:08:43|zamisers7k|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I think I
vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't tried already, the
firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19715|19704|2013-10-15 09:10:35|Marco Tangelder|Re: Hacking R2A files|
Hey Zam,

Thanks for adding me to the group. As soon as I and the guys I'm in contact with have some more intel on the R2A files, I'll post for sure!

Marco

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


2013/10/11 <zamise@quantum-source.com>

I've never done that, it would be intresting to see how you did, like on a youtube tutorial.  Most I've done is just play back in to the RS from the computer
and make my kits on the RS, maybe do a little pre-editing on the computer but usually not too much, and I still use CoolEdit2000 for that, don't know why
exactly but its been one of my favorite editors on the computer for a long time.  I doubt it'll import r2a or w2v files tho.

Zam

P.S.   I'll give you unmodderated messages to the group later tonight once I can get on a computer where all the new Yahoo buttons and menus work for
doing that kind of stuff.

 

On 2013-10-11 00:24, Marco Tangelder wrote:

 

Hi everybody,

After years of absence I'm back using the RS7000!

Back then I was hacking r2a files to edit samplekits on the computer and read them back into the RS. I am using Awave Studio to perform this task, but
there are still some things that aren't quite right.

This is the process: save as All (r2a) and open that file in Awave. Edit samples, save as Motif classic file (w2v). Then replace the original r3a file with the
new w3v file (renaming the extension to r3a).

This sort of works, but I am wondering: does anybody have a working alternative to create kits on the computer?

On a sidenote: RS files are much like Motif classic files. Anyone got any experience on that format as well?

Best wishes,
Marco Tangelder

Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPhone

 

 

-- 
Met vriendelijke groet,

Marco Tangelder

101 Online Communicatie | webdesign, e-commerce, apps, social media

Frank van Borselenstraat 7 · 3232 VM · Brielle

T: 06 - 1350 2641

marco@group101.nl · www.101onlinecommunicatie.nl

| 19716|19713|2013-10-15 09:21:09|zamisers7k|Re: external midi control|

 Welcome to the Group!

You shouldn't have any problems, it should hook right up with midi and don't need to even make any setting changes.  If it isn't working,or have another or different question you wanted to ask
you are welcome to ask away.

Sorry for the delay in approving your first post.  I'm still getting use to the new yahoo groups configurations for that kind of stuff.

Zam 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

hello my name is ian and im from scotland, i have a query in regards to controlling the cutoff on my emu esi4000 from my rs7000? any advice would be
gratefully appreciated thanks.

mailto:zamise@quantum-source.com
mailto:marco@group101.nl
http://www.101onlinecommunicatie.nl/


| 19717|19717|2013-10-15 09:49:29|zamisers7k|RS7000 Group and yahoo stuff|
Hi Everybody,

I'm still working through issues with the new redesign yahoo forced on us. Sorry if your post gets lost or not approved right away in all the mess,  Please post again if you
think it didn't make it through to us.  Hopefully it'll get better around here eventually, there are some cool things I see they tried and are trying to do, it just isn't all always
working as well as it should be yet and I'm also still trying to figure what the heck they did to and with some of normal administrative operations.

Thanks for being patient and sticking with us through it!

Zam/Moderator 
| 19718|19707|2013-10-15 14:22:37|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to hear them yet
though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.



I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19719|19717|2013-10-15 14:25:27|gonzinigonz|Re: RS7000 Group and yahoo stuff|

I've found it really hard work since the change, its no fun on this little 10" notebook that use most of time...

You'r right, its a mess!!! 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Everybody,

I'm still working through issues with the new redesign yahoo forced on us. Sorry if your post gets lost or not approved right away in all the mess,  Please post
again if you think it didn't make it through to us.  Hopefully it'll get better around here eventually, there are some cool things I see they tried and are trying to
do, it just isn't all always working as well as it should be yet and I'm also still trying to figure what the heck they did to and with some of normal
administrative operations.

Thanks for being patient and sticking with us through it!

Zam/Moderator 

| 19720|19707|2013-10-15 17:53:04|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg
http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.



Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19721|19707|2013-10-15 20:35:10|zamisers7k|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

 I didn't hear anything odd in your samples.  I tried it out on my RS and I do get a click and pop it seems on similar sounding bass drums, especially with a quick release. I
messed around with the ADSR amp EG on it and it helped a lot.  Funny thing is the release pop went totally away after my RS warmed up, I even rebooted and it came
back only when I really shortened up the release.  The slight pop distortion on the attack is still there but I was able to minimize it some by adjust attack way up so it fades
in slower, then turn the realease up som so a slow fade out after the key/hit is released.  Here is me adjusting it on my RS from crappy sounding to better with the ADSR
on amp EG:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3   

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3
http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,



How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19722|19707|2013-10-16 01:51:13|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Hi zamisers7k

Thanks for trying these out. Was your sample the same  program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 /  BD Analog 80?

I hear the same sort of thing in your sample. When i re-sampled these yesterday it didn't sound as bad as when i first heard it a few days ago.

I tried playing with the attack / decay but it killed it for me as not the sort of sound i was after.

At least we have the option of loading up our own samples.

Maybe its just the character of the samples then, i was looking for something smoother like an 808 which i though that might of been.

Its good in way as i can more confident that the unit i have is working normally.

I first noticed something odd when i loaded up a sample which then made me think there was bigger problem. I think the sample i had loaded had been corrupted during moving about to
different drives over the years. Then i noticed the sharp crack on some of the other kick drums. Just seemed to sound a bit out of place, and didn't look much better in a soundforge.

As ive only just picked it up i was on the case to notice any faults with it early on. 
Hopefully have a bit more time this week to get my head into it, l'll go through all the sound banks and see what its all about.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I didn't hear anything odd in your samples.  I tried it out on my RS and I do get a click and pop it seems on similar sounding bass drums, especially with a
quick release. I messed around with the ADSR amp EG on it and it helped a lot.  Funny thing is the release pop went totally away after my RS warmed up, I
even rebooted and it came back only when I really shortened up the release.  The slight pop distortion on the attack is still there but I was able to minimize it
some by adjust attack way up so it fades in slower, then turn the realease up som so a slow fade out after the key/hit is released.  Here is me adjusting it on my
RS from crappy sounding to better with the ADSR on amp EG:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3   

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg
http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3


http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19723|19707|2013-10-16 09:17:16|zamisers7k|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

 I was using BDkit 21, it has all the bass drums in it so I located the drum that sounded closest to your examples.  Its probably the same sample they used, but perhaps not.
 That initial distortion pop, actually I think gives it some more punch, it actually sounds like two drums, one with more attack and then the 808 sine fall off.  Maybe they
did something like that on purpose to help it cut through the mix more or something?  Over the years I've noticed the kicks tend to drown out if you send them through the
main outs along with the main mix of synth sounds etc..  Things I've done to improve the drums are to send them out through the AIEB2 auxillary outs and separately EQ
them.  The other thing that has helped a lot even if you don't have the AIEB2 is I've started sticking to the kits 21 through 23 or 24 I think, Its starts with BDkit 21, where
all those types of drums are, then the next kit is like all hi hats and cymbols, then the kit after is all snares.  Hopefully you get what I'm talking about?  Use those kits and
for some reason, I do not know why, they allowed all the filters to actually work on those unlike the other kits.

Anyhow, yours sounded pretty normal, maybe not authentic or the best drums, I distort and EQ mine a lot anyway, compared to other gear its drums always seem kind of bland and dry on the
RS... but we have a lot of them.

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi zamisers7k

Thanks for trying these out. Was your sample the same  program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 /  BD Analog 80?

I hear the same sort of thing in your sample. When i re-sampled these yesterday it didn't sound as bad as when i first heard it a few days ago.

I tried playing with the attack / decay but it killed it for me as not the sort of sound i was after.

At least we have the option of loading up our own samples.

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


Maybe its just the character of the samples then, i was looking for something smoother like an 808 which i though that might of been.

Its good in way as i can more confident that the unit i have is working normally.

I first noticed something odd when i loaded up a sample which then made me think there was bigger problem. I think the sample i had loaded had been corrupted during moving
about to different drives over the years. Then i noticed the sharp crack on some of the other kick drums. Just seemed to sound a bit out of place, and didn't look much better in a
soundforge.

As ive only just picked it up i was on the case to notice any faults with it early on. 
Hopefully have a bit more time this week to get my head into it, l'll go through all the sound banks and see what its all about.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I didn't hear anything odd in your samples.  I tried it out on my RS and I do get a click and pop it seems on similar sounding bass drums, especially with a
quick release. I messed around with the ADSR amp EG on it and it helped a lot.  Funny thing is the release pop went totally away after my RS warmed up, I
even rebooted and it came back only when I really shortened up the release.  The slight pop distortion on the attack is still there but I was able to minimize it
some by adjust attack way up so it fades in slower, then turn the realease up som so a slow fade out after the key/hit is released.  Here is me adjusting it on my
RS from crappy sounding to better with the ADSR on amp EG:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3   

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3
http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-



http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19724|19707|2013-10-16 12:50:07|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Hi

Ok, l'll go and have a look at the kits you mention and check them out. I've got more time now to get my head into it.

For sure about the initial attack being percussive helping it cut through the mix, what i heard the other day just didn't sound quite right to make me think something was
going on.

Well sounds like its normal then which is fine, i've got fav kick drums i''ve used over the years so l'll just load those up. Just wanted to be sure that it wasn't broken...

Not sure what the reason is for some kits being not being editable but the listings do mention this as 'fully editable' or 'trigger' which i guess means things like filter etc
aren't available for those..

I guess expecting the whole mix to sound well balanced being sent out just the main L/R is a bit much, good thing is the audio stages hardware isn't too shabby in the RS
looking at the service data schematics.

There could be some room for upgrading some components with some better sounding equivalents.

I might look into that at some point, i need to open it up anyway to fit the ram so l'll have a look around then.

I've got a mk1 Spectralis here that does sound amazing and super high quality but is let down by the O/S being half baked and left out in the cold...

This RS isn't expanded so no AIEB2 fitted, might look at that as well to get some extra outputs and maybe SPDIF. Might not be that easy though as i noticed that they
used some programmable parts on the expansion board...

They don't seem to be very available and if they are very expensive.

Anyway thanks for your help :)

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I was using BDkit 21, it has all the bass drums in it so I located the drum that sounded closest to your examples.  Its probably the same sample they used, but
perhaps not.  That initial distortion pop, actually I think gives it some more punch, it actually sounds like two drums, one with more attack and then the 808
sine fall off.  Maybe they did something like that on purpose to help it cut through the mix more or something?  Over the years I've noticed the kicks tend to
drown out if you send them through the main outs along with the main mix of synth sounds etc..  Things I've done to improve the drums are to send them out
through the AIEB2 auxillary outs and separately EQ them.  The other thing that has helped a lot even if you don't have the AIEB2 is I've started sticking to
the kits 21 through 23 or 24 I think, Its starts with BDkit 21, where all those types of drums are, then the next kit is like all hi hats and cymbols, then the kit
after is all snares.  Hopefully you get what I'm talking about?  Use those kits and for some reason, I do not know why, they allowed all the filters to actually
work on those unlike the other kits.

Anyhow, yours sounded pretty normal, maybe not authentic or the best drums, I distort and EQ mine a lot anyway, compared to other gear its drums always seem kind of bland
and dry on the RS... but we have a lot of them.

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi zamisers7k

Thanks for trying these out. Was your sample the same  program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 /  BD Analog 80?

I hear the same sort of thing in your sample. When i re-sampled these yesterday it didn't sound as bad as when i first heard it a few days ago.

I tried playing with the attack / decay but it killed it for me as not the sort of sound i was after.

At least we have the option of loading up our own samples.

Maybe its just the character of the samples then, i was looking for something smoother like an 808 which i though that might of been.

Its good in way as i can more confident that the unit i have is working normally.

I first noticed something odd when i loaded up a sample which then made me think there was bigger problem. I think the sample i had loaded had been corrupted during moving
about to different drives over the years. Then i noticed the sharp crack on some of the other kick drums. Just seemed to sound a bit out of place, and didn't look much better in a
soundforge.

As ive only just picked it up i was on the case to notice any faults with it early on. 
Hopefully have a bit more time this week to get my head into it, l'll go through all the sound banks and see what its all about.

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I didn't hear anything odd in your samples.  I tried it out on my RS and I do get a click and pop it seems on similar sounding bass drums, especially with a
quick release. I messed around with the ADSR amp EG on it and it helped a lot.  Funny thing is the release pop went totally away after my RS warmed up, I
even rebooted and it came back only when I really shortened up the release.  The slight pop distortion on the attack is still there but I was able to minimize it
some by adjust attack way up so it fades in slower, then turn the realease up som so a slow fade out after the key/hit is released.  Here is me adjusting it on my
RS from crappy sounding to better with the ADSR on amp EG:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3   

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3
http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19725|19635|2013-10-16 16:09:01|sucramgaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

ok

now it's updated

i only saw the "grid mode light trick" for now, due to the time 

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

@Zam 

thanks man

i will try to update then...

i'll let you know it it works

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this
update...could you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall
being usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list
somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it
use to do, it is basically just more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19726|19707|2013-10-16 20:06:31|zamisers7k|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

 I had a Speckie too for a long time, got a second RS7000 and decided I didn't need the Spectralis any more ;)

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Hi

Ok, l'll go and have a look at the kits you mention and check them out. I've got more time now to get my head into it.

For sure about the initial attack being percussive helping it cut through the mix, what i heard the other day just didn't sound quite right to make me think
something was going on.

Well sounds like its normal then which is fine, i've got fav kick drums i''ve used over the years so l'll just load those up. Just wanted to be sure that it wasn't
broken...

Not sure what the reason is for some kits being not being editable but the listings do mention this as 'fully editable' or 'trigger' which i guess means things like
filter etc aren't available for those..

I guess expecting the whole mix to sound well balanced being sent out just the main L/R is a bit much, good thing is the audio stages hardware isn't too
shabby in the RS looking at the service data schematics.

There could be some room for upgrading some components with some better sounding equivalents.

I might look into that at some point, i need to open it up anyway to fit the ram so l'll have a look around then.

I've got a mk1 Spectralis here that does sound amazing and super high quality but is let down by the O/S being half baked and left out in the cold...

This RS isn't expanded so no AIEB2 fitted, might look at that as well to get some extra outputs and maybe SPDIF. Might not be that easy though as i noticed
that they used some programmable parts on the expansion board...

They don't seem to be very available and if they are very expensive.

Anyway thanks for your help :)

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I was using BDkit 21, it has all the bass drums in it so I located the drum that sounded closest to your examples.  Its probably the same sample they used, but
perhaps not.  That initial distortion pop, actually I think gives it some more punch, it actually sounds like two drums, one with more attack and then the 808
sine fall off.  Maybe they did something like that on purpose to help it cut through the mix more or something?  Over the years I've noticed the kicks tend to
drown out if you send them through the main outs along with the main mix of synth sounds etc..  Things I've done to improve the drums are to send them out
through the AIEB2 auxillary outs and separately EQ them.  The other thing that has helped a lot even if you don't have the AIEB2 is I've started sticking to
the kits 21 through 23 or 24 I think, Its starts with BDkit 21, where all those types of drums are, then the next kit is like all hi hats and cymbols, then the kit
after is all snares.  Hopefully you get what I'm talking about?  Use those kits and for some reason, I do not know why, they allowed all the filters to actually
work on those unlike the other kits.

Anyhow, yours sounded pretty normal, maybe not authentic or the best drums, I distort and EQ mine a lot anyway, compared to other gear its drums always seem kind of bland
and dry on the RS... but we have a lot of them.

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi zamisers7k

Thanks for trying these out. Was your sample the same  program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 /  BD Analog 80?

I hear the same sort of thing in your sample. When i re-sampled these yesterday it didn't sound as bad as when i first heard it a few days ago.

I tried playing with the attack / decay but it killed it for me as not the sort of sound i was after.

At least we have the option of loading up our own samples.

Maybe its just the character of the samples then, i was looking for something smoother like an 808 which i though that might of been.

Its good in way as i can more confident that the unit i have is working normally.

I first noticed something odd when i loaded up a sample which then made me think there was bigger problem. I think the sample i had loaded had been corrupted during moving
about to different drives over the years. Then i noticed the sharp crack on some of the other kick drums. Just seemed to sound a bit out of place, and didn't look much better in a
soundforge.

As ive only just picked it up i was on the case to notice any faults with it early on. 
Hopefully have a bit more time this week to get my head into it, l'll go through all the sound banks and see what its all about.

Cheers



---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I didn't hear anything odd in your samples.  I tried it out on my RS and I do get a click and pop it seems on similar sounding bass drums, especially with a
quick release. I messed around with the ADSR amp EG on it and it helped a lot.  Funny thing is the release pop went totally away after my RS warmed up, I
even rebooted and it came back only when I really shortened up the release.  The slight pop distortion on the attack is still there but I was able to minimize it
some by adjust attack way up so it fades in slower, then turn the realease up som so a slow fade out after the key/hit is released.  Here is me adjusting it on my
RS from crappy sounding to better with the ADSR on amp EG:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3   

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3
http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19727|19635|2013-10-16 20:12:58|zamisers7k|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

 step mode is where its at ;)  Use to use grid/x0x on mc 505 and other units, and RS's is actually the best grid I've used, but step mode is superior in my humble opinion.
 Grid is probably better for live note sequencing as it don't play when entered like in step.  Anyway congrats on getting it updated, the main thing is that it should be more
stable now along with the extra few features.

Zam

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg


---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

ok

now it's updated

i only saw the "grid mode light trick" for now, due to the time 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

@Zam 

thanks man

i will try to update then...

i'll let you know it it works

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this
update...could you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall
being usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list
somewhere of the bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it
use to do, it is basically just more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS
with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 19728|19635|2013-10-17 01:31:07|marcus gaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
Oh yes, it was the step mode, sorry. I have to know better the machine.

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zamise@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] RE: RE: OS v1.22 where to get one? 
Sent: Thu, Oct 17, 2013 2:12:58 AM 

 

 step mode is where its at ;)  Use to use grid/x0x on mc 505 and other units, and RS's is actually the best grid I've used, but step mode is superior in my humble opinion.
 Grid is probably better for live note sequencing as it don't play when entered like in step.  Anyway congrats on getting it updated, the main thing is that it should be more
stable now along with the extra few features.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

ok

now it's updated

i only saw the "grid mode light trick" for now, due to the time 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

@Zam 

thanks man

i will try to update then...

i'll let you know it it works

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this update...could
you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being
usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the
bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it use to do, it is basically just
more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS
with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19729|19635|2013-10-17 01:32:11|marcus gaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
Oh yes, it was the step mode, sorry. I have to know better the machine.

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zamise@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] RE: RE: OS v1.22 where to get one? 
Sent: Thu, Oct 17, 2013 2:12:58 AM 

 

 step mode is where its at ;)  Use to use grid/x0x on mc 505 and other units, and RS's is actually the best grid I've used, but step mode is superior in my humble opinion.
 Grid is probably better for live note sequencing as it don't play when entered like in step.  Anyway congrats on getting it updated, the main thing is that it should be more
stable now along with the extra few features.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

ok

now it's updated

i only saw the "grid mode light trick" for now, due to the time 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

@Zam 

thanks man

i will try to update then...

i'll let you know it it works

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this update...could
you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being
usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the
bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it use to do, it is basically just
more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS
with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19730|19635|2013-10-17 01:34:54|marcus gaudio|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|
And thanks for the os anyway! :)

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zamise@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] RE: RE: OS v1.22 where to get one? 
Sent: Thu, Oct 17, 2013 2:12:58 AM 

 

 step mode is where its at ;)  Use to use grid/x0x on mc 505 and other units, and RS's is actually the best grid I've used, but step mode is superior in my humble opinion.
 Grid is probably better for live note sequencing as it don't play when entered like in step.  Anyway congrats on getting it updated, the main thing is that it should be more
stable now along with the extra few features.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

ok

now it's updated

i only saw the "grid mode light trick" for now, due to the time 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

@Zam 

thanks man

http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


i will try to update then...

i'll let you know it it works

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

You should update mine is:

Firm 1.20

Kernel 1.10

Data 1.20

 

Zam

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 will do for you hang on....

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i finally opened the 1.2 os file, i also checked the os in my RS7000 and it says: firm ver.1.14, kernel ver:1.10, data ver:1.20....so, i don't know if i need this update...could
you confirm me please?

thanks 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I just mentioned on another post, one was being able to bounce around tracks of the same phrase measure length long while in record modes. Another I recall being
usefull is that the lights light up for the notes that play in step. Extra filters most of them dual filters, dual HPF with distance is bad ass. There is a list somewhere of the
bonus features, I'll see if I can find it, but the biggest is the RS almost never freezes up during normal use, and some other strange things it use to do, it is basically just
more stable.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> Oh no thanks, it's more simple than this: i'm on holyday and i don't have the RS
with me :)
> I'm curious to know what new features this os got.
> Cheers!
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19731|19717|2013-10-17 10:29:55|christopher mullin|Re: RS7000 Group and yahoo stuff|
your doing a great job!
thanks Zam
Chris..

From: "zamise@quantum-source.com" 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 15 October 2013, 16:49
Subject: [RS7000] RS7000 Group and yahoo stuff

 
Hi Everybody,

I'm still working through issues with the new redesign yahoo forced on us. Sorry if your post gets lost or not approved right away in all the mess,  Please post again if you
think it didn't make it through to us.  Hopefully it'll get better around here eventually, there are some cool things I see they tried and are trying to do, it just isn't all always
working as well as it should be yet and I'm also still trying to figure what the heck they did to and with some of normal administrative operations.



Thanks for being patient and sticking with us through it!

Zam/Moderator 

| 19732|19707|2013-10-17 14:28:35|gonzinigonz|Re: Distorted drum samples, not in a good way...|

Yahoo have really screwed up these forums now, its really hard work....

l'll keep the Spectralis for a while longer just in hope that they will update the firmware and come good with it all. I won't be getting involved with any other Radikal Technologies products in
the future, so sketchy....

Shame, lots of potential there but not much action.

Just rammed up the RS to the full 64MB and had a look about inside. Pretty clean in there which is good.

Time to get on and explore it....

Thanks for your help with the distortion thing. I did run the test mode again and checked all the memory in there which all passes. I did wonder if the sample rom had an issue for a bit or
related circuitry....

Its just dirty and rough!!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I had a Speckie too for a long time, got a second RS7000 and decided I didn't need the Spectralis any more ;)

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi

Ok, l'll go and have a look at the kits you mention and check them out. I've got more time now to get my head into it.

For sure about the initial attack being percussive helping it cut through the mix, what i heard the other day just didn't sound quite right to make me think
something was going on.

Well sounds like its normal then which is fine, i've got fav kick drums i''ve used over the years so l'll just load those up. Just wanted to be sure that it wasn't
broken...

Not sure what the reason is for some kits being not being editable but the listings do mention this as 'fully editable' or 'trigger' which i guess means things like
filter etc aren't available for those..

I guess expecting the whole mix to sound well balanced being sent out just the main L/R is a bit much, good thing is the audio stages hardware isn't too
shabby in the RS looking at the service data schematics.

There could be some room for upgrading some components with some better sounding equivalents.

I might look into that at some point, i need to open it up anyway to fit the ram so l'll have a look around then.

I've got a mk1 Spectralis here that does sound amazing and super high quality but is let down by the O/S being half baked and left out in the cold...

This RS isn't expanded so no AIEB2 fitted, might look at that as well to get some extra outputs and maybe SPDIF. Might not be that easy though as i noticed
that they used some programmable parts on the expansion board...

They don't seem to be very available and if they are very expensive.

Anyway thanks for your help :)

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I was using BDkit 21, it has all the bass drums in it so I located the drum that sounded closest to your examples.  Its probably the same sample they used, but
perhaps not.  That initial distortion pop, actually I think gives it some more punch, it actually sounds like two drums, one with more attack and then the 808
sine fall off.  Maybe they did something like that on purpose to help it cut through the mix more or something?  Over the years I've noticed the kicks tend to
drown out if you send them through the main outs along with the main mix of synth sounds etc..  Things I've done to improve the drums are to send them out
through the AIEB2 auxillary outs and separately EQ them.  The other thing that has helped a lot even if you don't have the AIEB2 is I've started sticking to
the kits 21 through 23 or 24 I think, Its starts with BDkit 21, where all those types of drums are, then the next kit is like all hi hats and cymbols, then the kit
after is all snares.  Hopefully you get what I'm talking about?  Use those kits and for some reason, I do not know why, they allowed all the filters to actually
work on those unlike the other kits.



Anyhow, yours sounded pretty normal, maybe not authentic or the best drums, I distort and EQ mine a lot anyway, compared to other gear its drums always seem kind of bland
and dry on the RS... but we have a lot of them.

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi zamisers7k

Thanks for trying these out. Was your sample the same  program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 /  BD Analog 80?

I hear the same sort of thing in your sample. When i re-sampled these yesterday it didn't sound as bad as when i first heard it a few days ago.

I tried playing with the attack / decay but it killed it for me as not the sort of sound i was after.

At least we have the option of loading up our own samples.

Maybe its just the character of the samples then, i was looking for something smoother like an 808 which i though that might of been.

Its good in way as i can more confident that the unit i have is working normally.

I first noticed something odd when i loaded up a sample which then made me think there was bigger problem. I think the sample i had loaded had been corrupted during moving
about to different drives over the years. Then i noticed the sharp crack on some of the other kick drums. Just seemed to sound a bit out of place, and didn't look much better in a
soundforge.

As ive only just picked it up i was on the case to notice any faults with it early on. 
Hopefully have a bit more time this week to get my head into it, l'll go through all the sound banks and see what its all about.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 I didn't hear anything odd in your samples.  I tried it out on my RS and I do get a click and pop it seems on similar sounding bass drums, especially with a
quick release. I messed around with the ADSR amp EG on it and it helped a lot.  Funny thing is the release pop went totally away after my RS warmed up, I
even rebooted and it came back only when I really shortened up the release.  The slight pop distortion on the attack is still there but I was able to minimize it
some by adjust attack way up so it fades in slower, then turn the realease up som so a slow fade out after the key/hit is released.  Here is me adjusting it on my
RS from crappy sounding to better with the ADSR on amp EG:

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3   

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here's a link to 3 samples. one sounds ok, but the other 2 im not sure....

Couldn't find a way to upload anything to the files section for some reason, what's the deal with that??

http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi guys, thanks for thinking about this one.

l'll post up some samples so you can hear what im on about, maybe its normal but doesn't seem right to me.

I had a quick look at the rm1x sample listings, it has the same name kits in part but samples seem to have different names as mapped. Not had a chance to
hear them yet though.

This RS7K isn't expanded with the AIEB2 so can't test other outputs.

I don't load any styles on boot, not worked that bit out yet!! (only had it a few days and busy with other things..)

As far as im aware no master effects are enabled or EQ.

The problem is audible at any master volume setting, have tried headphone / main L/R output same result.

http://www.quantum-source.com/Sounds/mp3s/bdadjusting.mp3
http://specsamples.zapto.org/RS7000%20samples/


I don't think its overloading signal path internally, other samples play fine. Its a completely dry / clean signal path as far as im aware of my limited experience
of it so far...

Im sure the audio hardware from the D/A onwards is ok as i created some 20 second full scale sine waves and loaded them into the sampler and triggered them.

Output is completely clean with no distortion, same at lower levels with less bits converted.

I think after you've heard what im hearing you will be able to say if its normal or not. If it is normal l'll move on!!!
Got some 72pin simms turning up this week so will expand to the full 64MB, i think i will be loading a fair amount of my own samples.

Are some of the drum kits sample mapping editable or are they fixed? I saw in the listing it says 'full editing' or is this some effect / envelope / filter stuff? 

Cheers   

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I can't compare at the moment, I will when can,  anyhow, it may be the samples in the kits Yamaha uses are doing it.  Although I've never noticed it on mine, I
think I vaguely remember someone else running in to the same problem a while back on here.  I can't think of anything off the top of my head you haven't
tried already, the firmware install and factory default should rule out any messed up settings.

How hot are you running the master volume?  I usually keep mine between 1/4 and 1/2.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 hmmm, will try and test it later - what are you loading at boot, a style? have you tried via AIEB2 which won't have any effects applied? also, what about
master EQ?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Actually ive got a rm1x here at the moment, maybe i can see if the same samples are in the kits in that to compare. 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi Marco

Recorded straight into a Motu 828mk2, nothing clipped loads of headroom.

I only recorded it to see what the waveform looked like as it didn't sound right out of the box.

It looks messed up to me.

The kit is program 35 AmbtKtN, C1 BD Analog 80. A loud crack at the start of the sample.

I've noticed it on some other samples in other kits like BD Analog 90 and some of the other like named ones.
If i post up some clean samples of these maybe you can compare against yours to see if there's an issue or not. It doesn't seem right to me. 

l'll try and get that together tomorrow night.

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi,

How did you get the sample in your computer in the first place? Just recorded it? - then the recording process might have added the distortion somehow.

Is the distortion very audible? On my kit it sounds fine, but there is some punch in the kick, so this might be visible as 'distortion' in the waveform. It's not a completely 'clean'
drum.

Marco



---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi all
Just picked up a RS7K i think it might have an issue.
Obviously still getting to know it as its fairly complex but seems intuitive in a Yamaha way. 
Noticed that some drum sounds that i would imagine should be clean sounding are distorted. Not everything seems effected though in other kits.
I was playing with a 808 style long release deep kick drum in this kit AnlgKt1N, note C1. I think its sample BD Analog 90 but need to check.
Seems to be a problem in other kits as well but need to test more.
Did some tests with some fullscale / lower level / low freq sinewaves using the sampler side that i loaded up and that all seems clean. (i though that might of
been distorting as well...)
I have upgraded the firmware to V1.22 and everything has been factory defaulted.
Also tried some of the test functions in respect to the ram etc, no problems reported..
Here's a screen grab of the issue, seems just the start of the sample is effected:-

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg

| 19733|19733|2013-10-20 09:18:20|gonzinigonz|SCSI Sample Transfer|
Hi all

So had a good mess about with the RS today (and a new S/H PC....)
Stuffed a SCSI card in the PC, hacked some 64bit drivers to get it happening...
Connect the RS to the PC and its talking over SCSI, good start. Win7 moans about drivers but im just ignoring that. There is a hack for Akai samples to stop that from
happening.
So i can transfer samples using Soundforge to the RS, don't think the firmware supports going the other way but that''s not a big deal.
I don't fully understand the sample management on the RS at the moment, im kinda crashing through it...
When i transfer a sample across say to track one, give it note C1 all plays ok. RS gives it voice 001.
Then i transfer some more samples over also to track one and give them notes C3 & D2 but now the RS doesn't assign new voices for these like voice 002 / 003.
All three sample's are there and play on the correct notes, so im key mapping some how on one track.
If i go to sample edit i only see the original sample name under voice 001, but if i press the keyboard keys which are assigned (notes C1 / C2 / D2) the edit screen changes
to the sample selected and can be auditioned under the F4 button.
I tried saving the pattern at this point to see what happens and it does save all three samples in with the pattern and recalls back as it was.
It seems to work but very strange... Also if i try to export a sample as a wav there's only the one available, voice 001. 
I guess most people don't get involved with SCSI these days, im used to it because owning Akai samplers you have to!
Not tried Yamaha's TWE software yet, though i do have that. I heard you can do SCSI transfers but might be buggy...
Anyone got any idea whats going on?!
I can understand not many people might of tried this so might be on my own with this one...
| 19734|19734|2013-10-20 13:18:47|megons|Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|
Touring with a 7kg+ sequencer isn't fun. 

How about putting the RS on a diet, bringing it down to 3.4kg - instead of 7.2kg including the big fat IEC power cable?

Pics: http://www.muffwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1327617#1327617

Quick description:

I ripped out the PSU, removed the bottom metal plate permanently, and cut the back plate so it's lower. I used two external, light wall-wart psu's (500mA linear wallwart
for the audio circuits, 3A switching psu for the digital circuits).

Long Description:

As I mentioned, for my PSU replacement, the audio portion of the RS7000 uses a regular small +/-12v transformer with simple 7912/7812 voltage regulator chips and the
5V digital section is powered by a good quality 5V/3A switching adapter. 

Both are a hell of a lot lighter than that monster yamaha PSU. 

The audio psu I built uses the MFOS wallwart psu schematic: 
http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALL WARTSUPPLY.php

To control EMF interference, I sandwiched some foil in a plastic sleeve between the main circuit board and the control board. I also put foil on the back MDF panel. The
whole inside of the RS7000 is coated with conductive paint which I assume is also to prevent EMF. 

I replaced the bottom plate with a piece of MDF plastic. The metal plate inside has been replaced with a combination of small metal brackets standoffs.

Notes:

1. BTW, the +15V is necessary otherwise the RS7000 won't boot. 

As I mentioned, the 15V rail is used for Yamaha's pop-suppression/mute circuit, but there seems to be some kind of logic-checking that the RS7000 has to see it before it's
allowed to turn on. 

http://i893.photobucket.com/albums/ac136/gonzgonzini/RS7000/RS7KDistortedKickDrum01.jpg
http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALLWARTSUPPLY.php


I just tapped the unregulated 20VDC before the +12V regulator and fed it to a 7815 to get +15V. 

2. Speaking of the pop-suppression, this circuit stinks. A few years ago I started to get a distorted output on the left channel, but only on the main outs and not the
headphone out. I tried replacing the OPA2604 that fed it but that didn't help. 

Recently I stumbled upon a discussion of this circuit and it seems it can go bad and cause problems. Removing the 2 muting-transistors on the main outs solved this
problem! It's obvious that one of them randomly blew, but I really don't see the benefit of replacing it. 

3. When I initially mounted the two psu jacks on the side of the plastic case, I got a spark and smoke. Argh!! It took me an hour to realize that the paint on the inside of
the RS7000 is conductive and the AC wallwart was shorting out to the ground of the DC wallwart's jack. 

FYI: here's what voltages and currents are used by the RS7000: 

DIGITAL POWER 
+5 1.75a (for the main board, CPU, etc.) 
+5 .09a (for the LED'S) 

ANALOG POWER (for audio chips) 
+12v 120ma 
-12v 50ma 
+15v 50ma (power on/off pop suppressor and mute circuit) 
| 19735|19734|2013-10-20 13:20:40|Matt|Re: Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|

Interesting!

On Oct 20, 2013 12:18 PM, <michel@sneak-thief.com> wrote:
 

Touring with a 7kg+ sequencer isn't fun. 

How about putting the RS on a diet, bringing it down to 3.4kg - instead of 7.2kg including the big fat IEC power cable?

Pics: http://www.muffwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1327617#1327617

Quick description:

I ripped out the PSU, removed the bottom metal plate permanently, and cut the back plate so it's lower. I used two external, light wall-wart psu's (500mA
linear wallwart for the audio circuits, 3A switching psu for the digital circuits).

Long Description:

As I mentioned, for my PSU replacement, the audio portion of the RS7000 uses a regular small +/-12v transformer with simple 7912/7812 voltage regulator
chips and the 5V digital section is powered by a good quality 5V/3A switching adapter. 

Both are a hell of a lot lighter than that monster yamaha PSU. 

The audio psu I built uses the MFOS wallwart psu schematic: 
http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALL WARTSUPPLY.php

To control EMF interference, I sandwiched some foil in a plastic sleeve between the main circuit board and the control board. I also put foil on the back
MDF panel. The whole inside of the RS7000 is coated with conductive paint which I assume is also to prevent EMF. 

I replaced the bottom plate with a piece of MDF plastic. The metal plate inside has been replaced with a combination of small metal brackets standoffs.

Notes:

1. BTW, the +15V is necessary otherwise the RS7000 won't boot. 

As I mentioned, the 15V rail is used for Yamaha's pop-suppression/mute circuit, but there seems to be some kind of logic-checking that the RS7000 has to
see it before it's allowed to turn on. 

I just tapped the unregulated 20VDC before the +12V regulator and fed it to a 7815 to get +15V. 

2. Speaking of the pop-suppression, this circuit stinks. A few years ago I started to get a distorted output on the left channel, but only on the main outs and
not the headphone out. I tried replacing the OPA2604 that fed it but that didn't help. 

Recently I stumbled upon a discussion of this circuit and it seems it can go bad and cause problems. Removing the 2 muting-transistors on the main outs
solved this problem! It's obvious that one of them randomly blew, but I really don't see the benefit of replacing it. 

3. When I initially mounted the two psu jacks on the side of the plastic case, I got a spark and smoke. Argh!! It took me an hour to realize that the paint on
the inside of the RS7000 is conductive and the AC wallwart was shorting out to the ground of the DC wallwart's jack. 

FYI: here's what voltages and currents are used by the RS7000: 

DIGITAL POWER 
+5 1.75a (for the main board, CPU, etc.) 
+5 .09a (for the LED'S) 

ANALOG POWER (for audio chips) 

mailto:michel@sneak-thief.com
http://www.muffwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1327617#1327617
http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALLWARTSUPPLY.php


+12v 120ma 
-12v 50ma 
+15v 50ma (power on/off pop suppressor and mute circuit) 

| 19736|19733|2013-10-21 17:58:37|gonzinigonz|Re: SCSI Sample Transfer|
Ok i've worked a bit more of this out...
I just didn't get the sample management at first so its doing what's its supposed to.
This box is growing on me, it kinda works how you think it does so very intuitive without having to get your head buried in the manual for days before you can get a noise
out of it.
Get some fat samples loaded up and there's nothing wrong with the quality coming out the L/R.
Give a few of the internal sounds a miss though as to be expected.
Got Wavelab and TWE sending samples now over SCSI, still don't think it supports sending back though.
Just being able to send direct from a PC is good enough, save's all that card swapping.
So i guess to save sound banks off you just save an empty pattern seeing as there's no means to save off individual programs?
Why didn't i discover this box 10 odd years ago.... I've been trough a few now, time for a sell off.  
| 19737|19734|2013-10-24 09:49:48|rarara_ur|Re: Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|

i may have asked this previously, but did you ever consider using a much lighter internal power supply?? (do such things even exist?) ok, it would still be as chunky, but
there weight would be more manageable?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Touring with a 7kg+ sequencer isn't fun. 

How about putting the RS on a diet, bringing it down to 3.4kg - instead of 7.2kg including the big fat IEC power cable?

Pics: http://www.muffwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1327617#1327617

Quick description:

I ripped out the PSU, removed the bottom metal plate permanently, and cut the back plate so it's lower. I used two external, light wall-wart psu's (500mA
linear wallwart for the audio circuits, 3A switching psu for the digital circuits).

Long Description:

As I mentioned, for my PSU replacement, the audio portion of the RS7000 uses a regular small +/-12v transformer with simple 7912/7812 voltage regulator
chips and the 5V digital section is powered by a good quality 5V/3A switching adapter. 

Both are a hell of a lot lighter than that monster yamaha PSU. 

The audio psu I built uses the MFOS wallwart psu schematic: 
http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALL WARTSUPPLY.php

To control EMF interference, I sandwiched some foil in a plastic sleeve between the main circuit board and the control board. I also put foil on the back MDF
panel. The whole inside of the RS7000 is coated with conductive paint which I assume is also to prevent EMF. 

I replaced the bottom plate with a piece of MDF plastic. The metal plate inside has been replaced with a combination of small metal brackets standoffs.

Notes:

1. BTW, the +15V is necessary otherwise the RS7000 won't boot. 

As I mentioned, the 15V rail is used for Yamaha's pop-suppression/mute circuit, but there seems to be some kind of logic-checking that the RS7000 has to see
it before it's allowed to turn on. 

I just tapped the unregulated 20VDC before the +12V regulator and fed it to a 7815 to get +15V. 

2. Speaking of the pop-suppression, this circuit stinks. A few years ago I started to get a distorted output on the left channel, but only on the main outs and not
the headphone out. I tried replacing the OPA2604 that fed it but that didn't help. 

Recently I stumbled upon a discussion of this circuit and it seems it can go bad and cause problems. Removing the 2 muting-transistors on the main outs
solved this problem! It's obvious that one of them randomly blew, but I really don't see the benefit of replacing it. 

3. When I initially mounted the two psu jacks on the side of the plastic case, I got a spark and smoke. Argh!! It took me an hour to realize that the paint on the
inside of the RS7000 is conductive and the AC wallwart was shorting out to the ground of the DC wallwart's jack. 

FYI: here's what voltages and currents are used by the RS7000: 

DIGITAL POWER 
+5 1.75a (for the main board, CPU, etc.) 
+5 .09a (for the LED'S) 

ANALOG POWER (for audio chips) 
+12v 120ma 
-12v 50ma 
+15v 50ma (power on/off pop suppressor and mute circuit) 

http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALLWARTSUPPLY.php


| 19738|19734|2013-10-24 11:49:54|zamisers7k|Re: Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|
I thought interesting too, the RS is a tad odd shaped and a bit bulky, still pretty tho, but I'm confused if this was one of Sneakthief's projects or somebody else's and he was
chiming in on it on the other message board.  Nice to see more folks with more than one RS too, even if one has its ass end shaved off.

Zam
| 19739|19733|2013-10-24 12:05:15|zamisers7k|Re: SCSI Sample Transfer|

Thanks for sharing your SCSI experience, it is one thing I know nothing about first hand on the RS.  People come on asking about it here and there over the years and I
don't have any practical answers or advice for them on the subject.

As for empty sound banks, I think you're right, save empty patterns or full patterns if you wish, voice settings are stored with the pattern not with the a voice. However, I think sample voices
are the exception, some settings are stored with the voice like the filter it defaults to when switching sections or to it from another bank, and some other things, maybe all of the settings not
sure, don't do a whole lot of sampling on it because of some of that wierdness, but anyhow it should store that off with pattern too if it uses them, if it don't use those sample banks like for
unused global/common sample voice banks then might not and in that case you may need to do a save all, and in that case I'm not sure what other problems that might cause if you load from
another saved pattern in to another style.

Let us know how it goes...

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Ok i've worked a bit more of this out...
I just didn't get the sample management at first so its doing what's its supposed to.
This box is growing on me, it kinda works how you think it does so very intuitive without having to get your head buried in the manual for days before you
can get a noise out of it.
Get some fat samples loaded up and there's nothing wrong with the quality coming out the L/R.
Give a few of the internal sounds a miss though as to be expected.
Got Wavelab and TWE sending samples now over SCSI, still don't think it supports sending back though.
Just being able to send direct from a PC is good enough, save's all that card swapping.
So i guess to save sound banks off you just save an empty pattern seeing as there's no means to save off individual programs?
Why didn't i discover this box 10 odd years ago.... I've been trough a few now, time for a sell off.  

| 19740|19740|2013-10-25 14:26:16|Mark Bond|MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|
Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the machine! Also,
thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song to song. In
other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to a different desired
patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if not all my outboard gear
would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad
| 19741|19740|2013-10-25 14:39:19|Eric Jennings|Re: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|
Yep, this is totally doable.  I do this with a small arsenal of external synths.  

I do use a MOTU MidiExpress XT though, so I don't have to chain so many synths together via midi-thru.  But it should work either way.

Just add the bank/program change data to the beginning of each song.

Cool!
Eric

On Oct 25, 2013, at 10:08 AM, Mark Bond wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about
the machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far
less steep. 

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via
midi from song to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external
keyboards telling them to switch to a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do
is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song.
Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks! 



Sent from my iPad

| 19742|19740|2013-10-25 14:49:56|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|

Welcome to the Group!

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.  When you
convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the patch/bank/voice/program number on your
external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't
loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other
section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe someone else
remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked best.

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song
to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to
a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if
not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately
in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19743|19740|2013-10-25 14:56:22|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to be in record
standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.
 When you convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the
patch/bank/voice/program number on your external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to
do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the
track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe
someone else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked
best.

Happy RSing!



Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song
to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to
a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if
not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately
in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19744|19733|2013-10-25 16:33:27|gonzinigonz|Re: SCSI Sample Transfer|
I think its the slowest ive ever experienced SCSI sample transfers, its really slow with some bigger files.
Been having problems with Win7 which i think is the lack of the aspi layer which was dropped. Not found away to install that yet if its even possible on 64bit O/S.
The older software used the aspi layer to talk to devices on the SCSI chain, if its missing it doesn't work..
Soundforge is the only software that i've managed to get to work under Win7 64bit so far, but it only sends ok but receiving it crashes at some point during the transfer.
l'll try again with XP that ive installed the aspi layer on as more software seemed to be working,
now i understand the RS a bit better with how it handles samples should be a bit easier.
Still having a play making up some sample banks, not quite sussed that out completely yet on the saving front and the best way to deal with that.

| 19745|19630|2013-10-26 18:58:05|Tim Hibbert|Re: ok guys, another hard one :D|
Hey Guys. 

This post has helped me out massively. I'm running a korg es1 and a korg ea1 off the rs and this changing this setting to 1 measure doesn't mess with the midi clocks in the
korgs, so I can keep changing parts on all 3 without the beats skipping out so I can keep on looping parts in sync. I never would have figured it out without your help....
Cheers!!!!

Sent from Yahoo! Mail for iPhone

From: purice ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: ok guys, another hard one :D 
Sent: Sun, Jul 7, 2013 5:03:47 PM 

 

Thank you very much for information, any other opinions maybe ? :D All the best

respect

=Michael=

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> p.257 in the manual "pattern quantize" covers it- looks like 16th note is tightest, no instant change seems available.
> 
> --- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "purice" wrote:
> >
> > Greetings. Maybe some veteran users around here knows something about my issue :
> > 
> > = Can I change sections on Yamaha RS 7000 instantly ? I mean, usually, when you change a section, it start plying from the next measure if I am corect.
How about the probability to change spontaneous when the button is pressed? Is this posible ? Is there a posibility in Yamaha RS 7000 to choose Sections
start playing, from 1, second, etc, measure, or instantly ?:)
> > 
> > Thank you guys, and have a great week end
> > 
> > respect
> > 
> > =Michael=
> >
>

| 19748|19734|2013-10-27 14:58:48|megons|Re: Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|
Hi Rarara,



Seeing as I removed all the metal shielding, I didn't want to stick any EMF-heavy AC transformers in there.

As for replacing it with something lighter, I think you might only save a couple hundred grams if you consider that it still needs an IEC jack, cable, etc. The metal housing
is really what makes the bulk of the RS' weight.

You would also be hard pressed to find a psu with all the required specs (5V 3A, +/-12V 200mA, 15V 50mA) AND something with a totally clean +/-12V supply (very
low ripple and minimal switching noise). 

Cheers,
Michel

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

i may have asked this previously, but did you ever consider using a much lighter internal power supply?? (do such things even exist?) ok, it would still be as
chunky, but there weight would be more manageable?

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Touring with a 7kg+ sequencer isn't fun. 

How about putting the RS on a diet, bringing it down to 3.4kg - instead of 7.2kg including the big fat IEC power cable?

Pics: http://www.muffwiggler.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1327617#1327617

Quick description:

I ripped out the PSU, removed the bottom metal plate permanently, and cut the back plate so it's lower. I used two external, light wall-wart psu's (500mA
linear wallwart for the audio circuits, 3A switching psu for the digital circuits).

Long Description:

As I mentioned, for my PSU replacement, the audio portion of the RS7000 uses a regular small +/-12v transformer with simple 7912/7812 voltage regulator
chips and the 5V digital section is powered by a good quality 5V/3A switching adapter. 

Both are a hell of a lot lighter than that monster yamaha PSU. 

The audio psu I built uses the MFOS wallwart psu schematic: 
http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALL WARTSUPPLY.php

To control EMF interference, I sandwiched some foil in a plastic sleeve between the main circuit board and the control board. I also put foil on the back MDF
panel. The whole inside of the RS7000 is coated with conductive paint which I assume is also to prevent EMF. 

I replaced the bottom plate with a piece of MDF plastic. The metal plate inside has been replaced with a combination of small metal brackets standoffs.

Notes:

1. BTW, the +15V is necessary otherwise the RS7000 won't boot. 

As I mentioned, the 15V rail is used for Yamaha's pop-suppression/mute circuit, but there seems to be some kind of logic-checking that the RS7000 has to see
it before it's allowed to turn on. 

I just tapped the unregulated 20VDC before the +12V regulator and fed it to a 7815 to get +15V. 

2. Speaking of the pop-suppression, this circuit stinks. A few years ago I started to get a distorted output on the left channel, but only on the main outs and not
the headphone out. I tried replacing the OPA2604 that fed it but that didn't help. 

Recently I stumbled upon a discussion of this circuit and it seems it can go bad and cause problems. Removing the 2 muting-transistors on the main outs
solved this problem! It's obvious that one of them randomly blew, but I really don't see the benefit of replacing it. 

3. When I initially mounted the two psu jacks on the side of the plastic case, I got a spark and smoke. Argh!! It took me an hour to realize that the paint on the
inside of the RS7000 is conductive and the AC wallwart was shorting out to the ground of the DC wallwart's jack. 

FYI: here's what voltages and currents are used by the RS7000: 

DIGITAL POWER 
+5 1.75a (for the main board, CPU, etc.) 
+5 .09a (for the LED'S) 

ANALOG POWER (for audio chips) 
+12v 120ma 

http://www.musicfromouterspace.com/analogsynth_new/WALLWARTSUPPLY/WALLWARTSUPPLY.php


-12v 50ma 
+15v 50ma (power on/off pop suppressor and mute circuit) 

| 19749|19734|2013-10-27 15:19:38|megons|Re: Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|

Hey Zam,

Tis I, Sneak-Thief - and this is indeed my project. I actually toured with 2 RS' one year. My poor back! 

Re. half-assed RS: my machine is happy to have 4kg removed from its overly-chunky posterior, thankyouverymuch :P

Still love the RS, never lets me down.

Cheers,

Michel

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I thought interesting too, the RS is a tad odd shaped and a bit bulky, still pretty tho, but I'm confused if this was one of Sneakthief's projects or somebody
else's and he was chiming in on it on the other message board.  Nice to see more folks with more than one RS too, even if one has its ass end shaved off.

Zam

| 19750|19740|2013-10-28 07:20:37|vovoclock|Re: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|

 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I have everything set up
according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from the RS? Even further, is it possible to select a
specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my external and have the RS play this back as part of the section? Maybe this is
redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out changes beyond just a played note part?

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to be
in record standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.
 When you convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the
patch/bank/voice/program number on your external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to
do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the
track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe
someone else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked
best.

Happy RSing!

Zam



---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song
to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to
a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if
not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately
in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19751|19740|2013-10-28 12:57:12|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|

RS will handle standard CC and midi messages, there is an extensive list of those, no problem for the RS to record those to the track from either the RS itself or external
gear if you have midi in to it.  I don't believe LFO data tweaks are a part of those messages, I might be wrong.

Beyond midi, the RS can record SysEx messages via midi too or you can enter them manually in the editor, but the easiest way to tell what those messages are from another synth, because
they will be different from diffrent synths is to record some knob movement from the external synth in to the RS and see if it took.  You can watch the Midi In light as well if it lights up that
means it is getting something from the external synth.

If external gear isn't sending the system exclusive messages out to record, but will receive then you need a manual or something to tell you what the codes are, it isn't easy sometimes doing
this and figuring all that out.  There are a lot sysex codes the RS uses for itself too, that if you know how you can also record stuff like Master FX tweaks and hmmm that might be it maybe for
really useful hidden codes.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I have
everything set up according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from the RS? Even further,
is it possible to select a specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my external and have the RS play this back as
part of the section? Maybe this is redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out changes
beyond just a played note part?

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to be
in record standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.
 When you convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the
patch/bank/voice/program number on your external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to
do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the
track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.



There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe
someone else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked
best.

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song
to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to
a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if
not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately
in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19752|19734|2013-10-28 12:57:17|zamisers7k|Re: Shaved almost 4kg off my RS7000|

Sneak Thief is awesome ;)

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hey Zam,

Tis I, Sneak-Thief - and this is indeed my project. I actually toured with 2 RS' one year. My poor back! 

Re. half-assed RS: my machine is happy to have 4kg removed from its overly-chunky posterior, thankyouverymuch :P

Still love the RS, never lets me down.

Cheers,

Michel

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I thought interesting too, the RS is a tad odd shaped and a bit bulky, still pretty tho, but I'm confused if this was one of Sneakthief's projects or somebody
else's and he was chiming in on it on the other message board.  Nice to see more folks with more than one RS too, even if one has its ass end shaved off.

Zam

| 19753|19753|2013-10-28 13:01:17|gonzinigonz|Original RS7K Factory CD|
Anyone got the CD, up for creating an ISO image and posting it up somewhere.

Was interested in hearing the samples that were on it whilst im still working it out.
I've got the original patterns but the extra samples are missing.
Cheers
| 19754|19740|2013-10-28 14:40:13|vovoclock|Re: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song|

 Thanks! All this helps so much!



---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

RS will handle standard CC and midi messages, there is an extensive list of those, no problem for the RS to record those to the track from either the RS itself
or external gear if you have midi in to it.  I don't believe LFO data tweaks are a part of those messages, I might be wrong.

Beyond midi, the RS can record SysEx messages via midi too or you can enter them manually in the editor, but the easiest way to tell what those messages are from another
synth, because they will be different from diffrent synths is to record some knob movement from the external synth in to the RS and see if it took.  You can watch the Midi In light
as well if it lights up that means it is getting something from the external synth.

If external gear isn't sending the system exclusive messages out to record, but will receive then you need a manual or something to tell you what the codes are, it isn't easy
sometimes doing this and figuring all that out.  There are a lot sysex codes the RS uses for itself too, that if you know how you can also record stuff like Master FX tweaks and
hmmm that might be it maybe for really useful hidden codes.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I have
everything set up according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from the RS? Even further,
is it possible to select a specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my external and have the RS play this back as
part of the section? Maybe this is redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out changes
beyond just a played note part?

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to be
in record standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.
 When you convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the
patch/bank/voice/program number on your external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to
do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the
track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe
someone else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked
best.

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:



Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song
to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to
a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if
not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately
in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19755|19755|2013-10-28 15:06:09|Brion Fi|Re: Silence a hidden midi track while RS is Slave to Logic|

Hello from Atlanta! Here’s a small issue that keeps popping up, hope you can help.

 

I use my RS to write beats in sync with Logic 9. Logic is controlling the RS with Start/Stop and MTC, then I run the RS audio out back over to a Logic input. O�en the RS will include an
addi�onal sound coming from [I don’t know where]. Even when I mute all tracks, the sound s�ll plays. I have also gone to the Midi func�on to change the 1-16 midi tracks around, but
the same sound s�ll plays.

 

Does anyone know what is it or how to fix it and make it go away?

 

Thank you in advance.

Brionfi.

 

 

 

 

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of vovoclock@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 4:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song

 

 

 Thanks! All this helps so much!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

RS will handle standard CC and midi messages, there is an extensive list of those, no problem for the RS to record those to the track from either the RS itself or external
gear if you have midi in to it.  I don't believe LFO data tweaks are a part of those messages, I might be wrong.

 

Beyond midi, the RS can record SysEx messages via midi too or you can enter them manually in the editor, but the easiest way to tell what those messages are from another synth,
because they will be different from diffrent synths is to record some knob movement from the external synth in to the RS and see if it took.  You can watch the Midi In light as well if it
lights up that means it is getting something from the external synth.

 

If external gear isn't sending the system exclusive messages out to record, but will receive then you need a manual or something to tell you what the codes are, it isn't easy sometimes
doing this and figuring all that out.  There are a lot sysex codes the RS uses for itself too, that if you know how you can also record stuff like Master FX tweaks and hmmm that might be it
maybe for really useful hidden codes.

 

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamise@...
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com


 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I have everything set up
according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from the RS? Even further, is it possible to select a
specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my external and have the RS play this back as part of the section? Maybe this is
redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out changes beyond just a played note part?

 

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to be in record
standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

 

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

 

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.  When you
convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the patch/bank/voice/program number on your
external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it
isn't loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the
other section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

 

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe someone
else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked best.

 

Happy RSing!

 

Zam

 

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the machine! Also,
thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song to song. In
other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to a different desired
patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if not all my outboard gear
would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19756|19753|2013-10-28 16:47:49|zamisers7k|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|

I put a copy of the files here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Anyone got the CD, up for creating an ISO image and posting it up somewhere.

mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
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Was interested in hearing the samples that were on it whilst im still working it out.
I've got the original patterns but the extra samples are missing.
Cheers

| 19757|19755|2013-10-28 16:55:41|zamisers7k|Re: Silence a hidden midi track while RS is Slave to Logic|

Maybe turn echo back off in Utility Mode.  Only thing I can think of.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hello from Atlanta! Here’s a small issue that keeps popping up, hope you can help.

 

I use my RS to write beats in sync with Logic 9. Logic is controlling the RS with Start/Stop and MTC, then I run the RS audio out back over to a Logic input. Often the RS
will include an additional sound coming from [I don’t know where]. Even when I mute all tracks, the sound still plays. I have also gone to the Midi function to change the 1-
16 midi tracks around, but the same sound still plays.

 

Does anyone know what is it or how to fix it and make it go away?

 

Thank you in advance.

Brionfi.

 

 

 

 

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of vovoclock@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 4:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song

 

 

 Thanks! All this helps so much!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

RS will handle standard CC and midi messages, there is an extensive list of those, no problem for the RS to record those to the track from either the RS itself
or external gear if you have midi in to it.  I don't believe LFO data tweaks are a part of those messages, I might be wrong.

 

Beyond midi, the RS can record SysEx messages via midi too or you can enter them manually in the editor, but the easiest way to tell what those messages are from another synth, because
they will be different from diffrent synths is to record some knob movement from the external synth in to the RS and see if it took.  You can watch the Midi In light as well if it lights up that
means it is getting something from the external synth.

 

If external gear isn't sending the system exclusive messages out to record, but will receive then you need a manual or something to tell you what the codes are, it isn't easy sometimes doing
this and figuring all that out.  There are a lot sysex codes the RS uses for itself too, that if you know how you can also record stuff like Master FX tweaks and hmmm that might be it maybe
for really useful hidden codes.

 

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
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 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I have
everything set up according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from the RS? Even further,
is it possible to select a specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my external and have the RS play this back as
part of the section? Maybe this is redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out changes
beyond just a played note part?

 

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to be
in record standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

 

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

 

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.  When you
convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the patch/bank/voice/program number on your external
synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't loading
the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other section A thru P
is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

 

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe someone else
remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked best.

 

Happy RSing!

 

Zam

 

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from song
to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to switch to
a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if
not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately
in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19758|19755|2013-10-28 19:48:07|Matt|Re: Silence a hidden midi track while RS is Slave to Logic|
sounds like an effect stuck on to me

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 3:55 PM, <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
 

Maybe turn echo back off in Utility Mode.  Only thing I can think of.

Zam
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---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello from Atlanta! Here’s a small issue that keeps popping up, hope you can help.

 

I use my RS to write beats in sync with Logic 9. Logic is controlling the RS with Start/Stop and MTC, then I run the RS audio out back over to a Logic input. Often the
RS will include an additional sound coming from [I don’t know where]. Even when I mute all tracks, the sound still plays. I have also gone to the Midi function to change
the 1-16 midi tracks around, but the same sound still plays.

 

Does anyone know what is it or how to fix it and make it go away?

 

Thank you in advance.

Brionfi.

 

 

 

 

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of vovoclock@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 4:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song

 

 

 Thanks! All this helps so much!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

RS will handle standard CC and midi messages, there is an extensive list of those, no problem for the RS to record those to the track from either the RS
itself or external gear if you have midi in to it.  I don't believe LFO data tweaks are a part of those messages, I might be wrong.

 

Beyond midi, the RS can record SysEx messages via midi too or you can enter them manually in the editor, but the easiest way to tell what those messages are from another synth, because
they will be different from diffrent synths is to record some knob movement from the external synth in to the RS and see if it took.  You can watch the Midi In light as well if it lights up
that means it is getting something from the external synth.

 

If external gear isn't sending the system exclusive messages out to record, but will receive then you need a manual or something to tell you what the codes are, it isn't easy sometimes
doing this and figuring all that out.  There are a lot sysex codes the RS uses for itself too, that if you know how you can also record stuff like Master FX tweaks and hmmm that might be it
maybe for really useful hidden codes.

 

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I have
everything set up according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from the RS? Even
further, is it possible to select a specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my external and have the RS play this
back as part of the section? Maybe this is redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out
changes beyond just a played note part?

 

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:
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Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You might need to
be in record standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

 

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

 

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each track.  When you
convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the patch/bank/voice/program number on your
external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are trying to do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't
loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy the track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other
section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

 

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope maybe someone
else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us what worked best.

 

Happy RSing!

 

Zam

 

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited about the
machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via midi from
song to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external keyboards telling them to
switch to a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to do is switch songs in the RS and
hopefully most, if not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song. Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on
everything separately in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPad

| 19759|19655|2013-10-29 02:18:37|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Sci|
Sent from my RS7000.

;-D

Am 04.08.2013 16:02, schrieb Tim Harrington:

Sent from my iPad mini.

--  B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D  mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]  mastering ::: engineer grafic ::: designer music ::: producer

| 19760|19753|2013-10-29 03:05:55|gonzinigonz|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|

Cheers Zam

As from the small manual explaining whats on the CD:- 

Track 2 - 40: Sampled audio data, prepared for recording on the RS7000.

The samples i was thinking of were the  X-Static Goldmine 1 and their was others on the CD.
I might actually have that sample CD complete somewhere but i've not seen it in years...

Also all these extra styles:-
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01BIGBT4.R2A Techno 1 BIG BEAT 4 audio 112.0 MIDI+Sample

01BIGBT4.R3A

02BREKTR.R2A Techno 1 BRK TRANCE audio 140.0 MIDI+Sample

02BREKTR.R3A

03MINML2.R2A Techno 1 MINIMAL2 audio 139.0 MIDI+Sample

03MINML2.R3A

04EUROBT.R2A House/Dance 1 EURO BEAT audio 137.0 MIDI+Sample

04EUROBT.R3A

05DREMDN.R2A House/Dance 1 DREAMDANCE audio 136.0 MIDI+Sample

05DREMDN.R3A

06AMBHUS.R2A House/Dance 1 AMB HOUSE audio 138.0 MIDI+Sample

06AMBHUS.R3A

07IBIZA.R2A Ambient 1 IBIZA audio 135.0 MIDI+Sample

07IBIZA.R3A

08AMBPS2.R2A Ambient 1 AMB PSYCH2 audio 96.0 MIDI+Sample

08AMBPS2.R3A

09FLPHP3.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FLIP HOP 3 audio 134.0 MIDI+Sample

09FLPHP3.R3A

10MADHOP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 MAD HOP audio 102.0 MIDI+Sample

10MADHOP.R3A

11INTLHP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 INTELL HOP audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

11INTLHP.R3A

12FUNKRB.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FUNK R&B audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

12FUNKRB.R3A

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I put a copy of the files here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Anyone got the CD, up for creating an ISO image and posting it up somewhere.
Was interested in hearing the samples that were on it whilst im still working it out.
I've got the original patterns but the extra samples are missing.
Cheers

| 19761|19761|2013-10-30 15:30:53|gonzinigonz|Sample Group|
So can you change a sample from being a local to common and vice versa once its loaded up?

Or do you have to load it up again choosing the correct group?
| 19762|19755|2013-10-30 16:49:12|zamisers7k|Re: Silence a hidden midi track while RS is Slave to Logic|

 I have had an occasional issue where a note gets stuck, it doesn't happen very often but it seems when it happens once on a particular pattern it seems to happen more
often with the same pattern.  Only way to stop it sometimes is to stop play, switch style/pattern and come back. I've also had it happen less often when I'm pushing the

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/


RS's polyphony limit.  Dropping a track or two or taking it out of unison x5 helps.  The only other thing I can think of at the moment is to try turning the Release down on
amp on all tracks, as well as Decay sometimes too on things like crash cymbals on some drums turning the decay up too much will make them continue on forever.

If you get it figured out let us know what it was.

Zam    

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

sounds like an effect stuck on to me

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 3:55 PM, <zamise@quantum-source.com> wrote:
 

Maybe turn echo back off in Utility Mode.  Only thing I can think of.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello from Atlanta! Here’s a small issue that keeps popping up, hope you can help.

 

I use my RS to write beats in sync with Logic 9. Logic is controlling the RS with Start/Stop and MTC, then I run the RS audio out back over to a Logic
input. Often the RS will include an additional sound coming from [I don’t know where]. Even when I mute all tracks, the sound still plays. I have also gone
to the Midi function to change the 1-16 midi tracks around, but the same sound still plays.

 

Does anyone know what is it or how to fix it and make it go away?

 

Thank you in advance.

Brionfi.

 

 

 

 

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of vovoclock@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 4:40 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: MIDI Patch changes to external keyboards from song to song

 

 

 Thanks! All this helps so much!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

RS will handle standard CC and midi messages, there is an extensive list of those, no problem for the RS to record those to the track from
either the RS itself or external gear if you have midi in to it.  I don't believe LFO data tweaks are a part of those messages, I might be wrong.

 

Beyond midi, the RS can record SysEx messages via midi too or you can enter them manually in the editor, but the easiest way to tell what those messages are from another
synth, because they will be different from diffrent synths is to record some knob movement from the external synth in to the RS and see if it took.  You can watch the Midi
In light as well if it lights up that means it is getting something from the external synth.
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If external gear isn't sending the system exclusive messages out to record, but will receive then you need a manual or something to tell you what the codes are, it isn't easy
sometimes doing this and figuring all that out.  There are a lot sysex codes the RS uses for itself too, that if you know how you can also record stuff like Master FX tweaks
and hmmm that might be it maybe for really useful hidden codes.

 

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 Thanks so much for the advice! This all seems easy enough. I've thought of another question which may also be relevant to this subject. Once I
have everything set up according to these suggestions, is it possible to control/automate changes such as LFO, etc. on my outboard gear from
the RS? Even further, is it possible to select a specific function (such as a tune knob for example) and make an automation move on my
external and have the RS play this back as part of the section? Maybe this is redundant, and I have a feeling this has to do with the midi cc
messages and muting the TG, but how do I map out changes beyond just a played note part?

 

Thanks again!

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, <zamise@...> wrote:

Forgot to mention [enter] on the number pad should take you to the events editor for that track so you can add or change the PC event.  You
might need to be in record standby mode for it to come up, not sure, forget that may be mute inserts.

 

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Welcome to the Group!

 

Yes you can do that.  If it don't do it automatically just by hooking up via midi, then what you will want to do is to insert a PC (program change) event at the start of each
track.  When you convert patterns to songs the event is automatically added at the begining of each track, so you may just then need to edit that event to the
patch/bank/voice/program number on your external synth.  Sometimes that is a pain and you may want to remove the PC event too that it puts on each track.  If you are
trying to do in pattern mode what you may want to do if it isn't loading the proper one automatically, is put a PC event at the beginning of the tracks/phrase and then Copy
the track/tracks to another section so it is the same phrase but on the other section A thru P is to remove the PC event.  If you don't do that it'll reset the program every loop.

 

There may also be some settings in utility mode that you may need to change but I can't think of which they are at the moment.  If I remember later I'll post back, hope
maybe someone else remembers and will say what they should be in utility mode, if not perhaps you can experiment on your own with those settings and report back to us
what worked best.

 

Happy RSing!

 

Zam

 

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <rs7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello there sorry if this question is confusing, but I'm new to the RS7000. Everyday is a new breakthrough, and I'm more and more excited
about the machine! Also, thanks so much to everybody who has posted detailing the ins and outs of the Yamaha. You've made my learning
curve far less steep.

My question has to do with me wondering if it's possible to control my patch changes on other keyboards I have connected to the RS7000 via
midi from song to song. In other words, if I change songs in the RS7000, is it possible from the RS to send MIDI messages to my external
keyboards telling them to switch to a different desired patch? If so, how? This would make a live performance far easier as all I would have to
do is switch songs in the RS and hopefully most, if not all my outboard gear would switch, also, to its sound/effects settings for that next song.
Otherwise, I'd be stuck changing patches on everything separately in between songs.

Hope this makes sense, and can't wait to take the next step with what is becoming one of my favorite pieces of gear I have.

Thanks!
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Sent from my iPad

| 19763|19761|2013-10-30 17:17:30|Zamise|Re: Sample Group|
I think you can, not 100% sure the best way tho... I don't do much sampling and when I do ít is always local.  Off the top of my head I might try a track copy first then mess with copying
the sample between bank and reassign the copied track to the copied sample voice.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@yahoo.com
Sent:  10/ 30/ 2013 3:30 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Sample Group

So can you change a sample from being a local to common and vice versa once its loaded up?

Or do you have to load it up again choosing the correct group?

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19764|19753|2013-10-31 08:20:18|zamisers7k|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|

Forgot, the extra CD stuff I put up here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Cheers Zam

As from the small manual explaining whats on the CD:- 

Track 2 - 40: Sampled audio data, prepared for recording on the RS7000.

The samples i was thinking of were the  X-Static Goldmine 1 and their was others on the CD.
I might actually have that sample CD complete somewhere but i've not seen it in years...

Also all these extra styles:-

01BIGBT4.R2A Techno 1 BIG BEAT 4 audio 112.0 MIDI+Sample

01BIGBT4.R3A

02BREKTR.R2A Techno 1 BRK TRANCE audio 140.0 MIDI+Sample

02BREKTR.R3A

03MINML2.R2A Techno 1 MINIMAL2 audio 139.0 MIDI+Sample

03MINML2.R3A

04EUROBT.R2A House/Dance 1 EURO BEAT audio 137.0 MIDI+Sample

04EUROBT.R3A

05DREMDN.R2A House/Dance 1 DREAMDANCE audio 136.0 MIDI+Sample

05DREMDN.R3A

06AMBHUS.R2A House/Dance 1 AMB HOUSE audio 138.0 MIDI+Sample

06AMBHUS.R3A

07IBIZA.R2A Ambient 1 IBIZA audio 135.0 MIDI+Sample

07IBIZA.R3A
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08AMBPS2.R2A Ambient 1 AMB PSYCH2 audio 96.0 MIDI+Sample

08AMBPS2.R3A

09FLPHP3.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FLIP HOP 3 audio 134.0 MIDI+Sample

09FLPHP3.R3A

10MADHOP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 MAD HOP audio 102.0 MIDI+Sample

10MADHOP.R3A

11INTLHP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 INTELL HOP audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

11INTLHP.R3A

12FUNKRB.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FUNK R&B audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

12FUNKRB.R3A

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I put a copy of the files here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Anyone got the CD, up for creating an ISO image and posting it up somewhere.
Was interested in hearing the samples that were on it whilst im still working it out.
I've got the original patterns but the extra samples are missing.
Cheers

| 19765|19765|2013-10-31 13:58:23|vovoclock|gotta be something simple but...|
so embarrassed to have to ask what I'm sure is an easy fix, but I don't know how I set it up to do this. when I record a part into section A and then move to section B to
record the next part with the same sound, it automatically pastes the new part on section B to section A and vice versa. I have no idea how I somehow apparently set it up
to do this, and it didnt do it when I started. Help, please!

Thanks!
| 19766|19765|2013-10-31 14:48:51|vovoclock|Re: gotta be something simple but...|

so to amend this question... I did figure out how phrases can be recalled on different sections in pattern mode so for the most part I've figured out my problem, but what I
still can't understand is when I copy a section in pattern mode to another section why do those two sections link up? If I make a change to 1 it does it to the other. Is there
a way to "undo" the link after copying? looking at it now i realize this was not the best approach for what I wanted to do anyhow, but now I'm just curious. 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

so embarrassed to have to ask what I'm sure is an easy fix, but I don't know how I set it up to do this. when I record a part into section A and then move to
section B to record the next part with the same sound, it automatically pastes the new part on section B to section A and vice versa. I have no idea how I
somehow apparently set it up to do this, and it didnt do it when I started. Help, please!

Thanks!

| 19767|19753|2013-10-31 15:09:06|gonzinigonz|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|

Top man, will check them out! 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Forgot, the extra CD stuff I put up here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/


http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Cheers Zam

As from the small manual explaining whats on the CD:- 

Track 2 - 40: Sampled audio data, prepared for recording on the RS7000.

The samples i was thinking of were the  X-Static Goldmine 1 and their was others on the CD.
I might actually have that sample CD complete somewhere but i've not seen it in years...

Also all these extra styles:-

01BIGBT4.R2A Techno 1 BIG BEAT 4 audio 112.0 MIDI+Sample

01BIGBT4.R3A

02BREKTR.R2A Techno 1 BRK TRANCE audio 140.0 MIDI+Sample

02BREKTR.R3A

03MINML2.R2A Techno 1 MINIMAL2 audio 139.0 MIDI+Sample

03MINML2.R3A

04EUROBT.R2A House/Dance 1 EURO BEAT audio 137.0 MIDI+Sample

04EUROBT.R3A

05DREMDN.R2A House/Dance 1 DREAMDANCE audio 136.0 MIDI+Sample

05DREMDN.R3A

06AMBHUS.R2A House/Dance 1 AMB HOUSE audio 138.0 MIDI+Sample

06AMBHUS.R3A

07IBIZA.R2A Ambient 1 IBIZA audio 135.0 MIDI+Sample

07IBIZA.R3A

08AMBPS2.R2A Ambient 1 AMB PSYCH2 audio 96.0 MIDI+Sample

08AMBPS2.R3A

09FLPHP3.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FLIP HOP 3 audio 134.0 MIDI+Sample

09FLPHP3.R3A

10MADHOP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 MAD HOP audio 102.0 MIDI+Sample

10MADHOP.R3A

11INTLHP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 INTELL HOP audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

11INTLHP.R3A

12FUNKRB.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FUNK R&B audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

12FUNKRB.R3A

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I put a copy of the files here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/


http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Anyone got the CD, up for creating an ISO image and posting it up somewhere.
Was interested in hearing the samples that were on it whilst im still working it out.
I've got the original patterns but the extra samples are missing.
Cheers

| 19768|19761|2013-10-31 15:25:16|gonzinigonz|Re: Sample Group|

l'll get my head in the manual and keep at it! 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I think you can, not 100% sure the best way tho... I don't do much sampling and when I do ít is always local.  Off the top of my head I might try a track copy first then mess
with copying the sample between bank and reassign the copied track to the copied sample voice.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  10/ 30/ 2013 3:30 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Sample Group

 

So can you change a sample from being a local to common and vice versa once its loaded up?

Or do you have to load it up again choosing the correct group?

[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19769|19765|2013-10-31 16:32:21|zamisers7k|Re: gotta be something simple but...|

 When you copy sections it uses the same phrases on the track.  You have to do a phrase copy to another phrase and then use the Pattern Patch screen [Pattern Mode]
button to switch that track off the same phrase to the copied phrase. Then you can then edit that phrase without affecting the other phrase.

This may seem a bit tedious or dumb, however that it can do is pretty cool, I don't do that too much myself.  I think the main idea behind the sections for dropping parts in and out by copying
the sections and then simply dropping the tracks in and out via section changes so instead of mute sequencing, the proper way is to have the phrase change to no phrase on the tracks you
want have drop out in and out via section changes. 

Hopefully that makes some kind of sense, even I don't use sections all that often and cheat with mute sequencing in Chain Mode.  The other way is more proper by dropping the phrases out,
means no note data will be sent out if you decide to try to seq up other gear, the mutes will be ineffective, where as no notes playing at all = proper.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

so to amend this question... I did figure out how phrases can be recalled on different sections in pattern mode so for the most part I've figured out my problem,
but what I still can't understand is when I copy a section in pattern mode to another section why do those two sections link up? If I make a change to 1 it does
it to the other. Is there a way to "undo" the link after copying? looking at it now i realize this was not the best approach for what I wanted to do anyhow, but
now I'm just curious. 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

so embarrassed to have to ask what I'm sure is an easy fix, but I don't know how I set it up to do this. when I record a part into section A and then move to
section B to record the next part with the same sound, it automatically pastes the new part on section B to section A and vice versa. I have no idea how I
somehow apparently set it up to do this, and it didnt do it when I started. Help, please!

Thanks!

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/
mailto:gonzinigonz@...
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 19770|19753|2013-10-31 17:14:21|marcus gaudio|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|
Thanks man, i have to download the whole thing!

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zamise@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] RE: RE: RE: Original RS7K Factory CD 
Sent: Thu, Oct 31, 2013 2:20:17 PM 

 

Forgot, the extra CD stuff I put up here:

http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Cheers Zam

As from the small manual explaining whats on the CD:- 

Track 2 - 40: Sampled audio data, prepared for recording on the RS7000.

The samples i was thinking of were the  X-Static Goldmine 1 and their was others on the CD.
I might actually have that sample CD complete somewhere but i've not seen it in years...

Also all these extra styles:-

01BIGBT4.R2A Techno 1 BIG BEAT 4 audio 112.0 MIDI+Sample

01BIGBT4.R3A

02BREKTR.R2A Techno 1 BRK TRANCE audio 140.0 MIDI+Sample

02BREKTR.R3A

03MINML2.R2A Techno 1 MINIMAL2 audio 139.0 MIDI+Sample

03MINML2.R3A

04EUROBT.R2A House/Dance 1 EURO BEAT audio 137.0 MIDI+Sample

04EUROBT.R3A

05DREMDN.R2A House/Dance 1 DREAMDANCE audio 136.0 MIDI+Sample

05DREMDN.R3A

06AMBHUS.R2A House/Dance 1 AMB HOUSE audio 138.0 MIDI+Sample

06AMBHUS.R3A

07IBIZA.R2A Ambient 1 IBIZA audio 135.0 MIDI+Sample

07IBIZA.R3A

08AMBPS2.R2A Ambient 1 AMB PSYCH2 audio 96.0 MIDI+Sample

08AMBPS2.R3A

09FLPHP3.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FLIP HOP 3 audio 134.0 MIDI+Sample

09FLPHP3.R3A

10MADHOP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 MAD HOP audio 102.0 MIDI+Sample

10MADHOP.R3A

11INTLHP.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 INTELL HOP audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
http://www.quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/


11INTLHP.R3A

12FUNKRB.R2A Hip Hop/R&B 1 FUNK R&B audio 98.0 MIDI+Sample

12FUNKRB.R3A

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I put a copy of the files here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Anyone got the CD, up for creating an ISO image and posting it up somewhere.
Was interested in hearing the samples that were on it whilst im still working it out.
I've got the original patterns but the extra samples are missing.
Cheers
| 19771|19765|2013-10-31 18:30:45|vovoclock|Re: gotta be something simple but...|

Makes a lot more sense. Thanks, Zam! 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 When you copy sections it uses the same phrases on the track.  You have to do a phrase copy to another phrase and then use the Pattern Patch screen [Pattern
Mode] button to switch that track off the same phrase to the copied phrase. Then you can then edit that phrase without affecting the other phrase.

This may seem a bit tedious or dumb, however that it can do is pretty cool, I don't do that too much myself.  I think the main idea behind the sections for dropping parts in and
out by copying the sections and then simply dropping the tracks in and out via section changes so instead of mute sequencing, the proper way is to have the phrase change to
no phrase on the tracks you want have drop out in and out via section changes. 

Hopefully that makes some kind of sense, even I don't use sections all that often and cheat with mute sequencing in Chain Mode.  The other way is more proper by dropping the
phrases out, means no note data will be sent out if you decide to try to seq up other gear, the mutes will be ineffective, where as no notes playing at all = proper.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

so to amend this question... I did figure out how phrases can be recalled on different sections in pattern mode so for the most part I've figured out my problem,
but what I still can't understand is when I copy a section in pattern mode to another section why do those two sections link up? If I make a change to 1 it does
it to the other. Is there a way to "undo" the link after copying? looking at it now i realize this was not the best approach for what I wanted to do anyhow, but
now I'm just curious. 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

so embarrassed to have to ask what I'm sure is an easy fix, but I don't know how I set it up to do this. when I record a part into section A and then move to
section B to record the next part with the same sound, it automatically pastes the new part on section B to section A and vice versa. I have no idea how I
somehow apparently set it up to do this, and it didnt do it when I started. Help, please!

Thanks!

| 19772|19772|2013-11-04 03:00:01|Thomas Finnis|Remixing Midi tracks|
hi there RS'ers

can the remix function in the rs7000 also remix midi tracks on the fly??

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/


Thanks for any help here
Tom
 
| 19773|19772|2013-11-04 11:31:34|zamisers7k|Re: Remixing Midi tracks|
I believe so yes, but if it doesn't I'm not responsible.

Zam
| 19774|19774|2013-11-14 15:04:10|gonzinigonz|Upload Files To Group?|
Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?
| 19775|19774|2013-11-14 17:21:40|Zamise|Re: Upload Files To Group?|
Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@yahoo.com
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?

Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19776|19774|2013-11-15 02:30:27|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

I just looked at the rm1x group and the make new folder / upload file / delete buttons are there in the files page top right hand side of the window.

Don't see them in this group, just some view sorting stuff...

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?

 

Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?

[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19777|19774|2013-11-15 02:52:21|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Hi

Yes using chrome, i see it in other groups im sure. Just not this one, l'll check again.

What should the upload bit look like, guess its in the files section somewhere? 

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?

 

Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?
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[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19778|19635|2013-11-15 07:04:41|tukiguitarman|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

Hi there Zam

am going to get a RS7000 next week,am buying it off a mate who is selling his and was wondering how to update the OS coz he has the old OS,i dont have a card
reader,is there a card reader you can recommend to me and what is the procedure.

Sorry for asking all these questions,i am guessing all the answers are already present here on the forum but i just cant seem to find the info,thanks in advance

ps-also if you could give me a link to a proper/appropriate card reader-something that will work with windows xp/windows7

Thanks

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

How come you can't try it? Do you have an SM card and reader? Do you need instructions? The RS is more stable and has some extra features with the 1.22
firmware update.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> The downloading worked for me, unfortunately i cannot try it on the machine.
> Thanks anyway
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19779|19774|2013-11-15 16:25:16|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Yep in the files section, it looks the same to me here as over on the RM1X group's.  The difference with me is that I'm Admin.  I was able to upload a file and delete it no
problem.  Maybe give it another shot, and or if anyone else can confirm the option/features aren't there then I'll put in a feedback message to yahoo about it being an issue,
you might be able to do feedback too, bottom left above Help & Blog.  Sorry for the troubles guys, it seems to slowly be getting better and I'm getting more use to it.

Zam/Moderator

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi

Yes using chrome, i see it in other groups im sure. Just not this one, l'll check again.

What should the upload bit look like, guess its in the files section somewhere? 

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?
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Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?

[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19780|19635|2013-11-15 16:34:11|zamisers7k|Re: OS v1.22 where to get one?|

It is in the files section here, along with I think a link to where Yamaha keeps a copy on their site too.  If you can't find it let me know and I'll repost links.

Any USB SM Card reader should be fine.  No link to any one particular, sorry I've not much time to search around at the moment, but will get you a link if you say you are still having trouble
finding one in next reply.

You just load the files on to the Card, then put it in the RS and hold a few buttons down while powering it up, will have to look those buttons up for you if need too later, full instructs and details
should come along with the OS update files if I remember right.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi there Zam

am going to get a RS7000 next week,am buying it off a mate who is selling his and was wondering how to update the OS coz he has the old OS,i dont have a
card reader,is there a card reader you can recommend to me and what is the procedure.

Sorry for asking all these questions,i am guessing all the answers are already present here on the forum but i just cant seem to find the info,thanks in advance

ps-also if you could give me a link to a proper/appropriate card reader-something that will work with windows xp/windows7

Thanks

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

How come you can't try it? Do you have an SM card and reader? Do you need instructions? The RS is more stable and has some extra features
with the 1.22 firmware update.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, marcus gaudio wrote:
>
> The downloading worked for me, unfortunately i cannot try it on the machine.
> Thanks anyway
> 
> Inviato da Yahoo! Mail su Android
> 
> 
> 
> [Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
>

| 19781|19774|2013-11-16 18:02:29|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Defo missing for me, i just tried Win Internet Explorer as well. Don't have any other browsers on this machine.

Looked though about another 10 odd groups on here and all have the upload file button and create new folder and delete buttons.

Is there admin settings per user account / global in regards to uploading files?

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Yep in the files section, it looks the same to me here as over on the RM1X group's.  The difference with me is that I'm Admin.  I was able to upload a file and
delete it no problem.  Maybe give it another shot, and or if anyone else can confirm the option/features aren't there then I'll put in a feedback message to

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


yahoo about it being an issue, you might be able to do feedback too, bottom left above Help & Blog.  Sorry for the troubles guys, it seems to slowly be getting
better and I'm getting more use to it.

Zam/Moderator

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi

Yes using chrome, i see it in other groups im sure. Just not this one, l'll check again.

What should the upload bit look like, guess its in the files section somewhere? 

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?

 

Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?

[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19782|19598|2013-11-17 16:27:37|subarusmithy|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|

 About the built in Drum Samples on the RS7000.

I too find the 808 and 909 samples a bit lacking, in particular the 808 and 909 Bass drum samples.

I am now in the process of importing over 100, vintage analog drum machine samples i have found online.

Such as, TR-808, TR-909, TR-707, Linn Drum, DMX, etc..

I will be dividing these into seperate Banks, e.g. one for Bass Drums, one for Snares etc...

And I will be importing these as in the Common Sample bank, so that they will be available to use to all Sections/ Phrases/ Styles.

Whenever I get this done, i plan on sharing them as an ALL Data file with the RS community.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Put it this way, 
I'd happily swap my machinedrum sps 1uw for an Rs any day of the week....
Worst thing I ever did was sell my Rs ...
Anyone in Sydney looking to trade or sell an Rs , hit me up ASAP....
Giftshoppe ! 

Sent from my iPad

On 11/10/2013, at 6:59 AM, <tukiguitarman@...> wrote:

 

Hi there

this is slightly off topic but does anyone have sounds recorded off the RS with only the synth part in action,am really interested in how it sounds
as compared to a TG500 or a CS6X etc as i am guessing its kind of based off those two synths though i might be completely wrong... well why

mailto:gonzinigonz@...
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my curiosity is-is because i am getting an almost brand new RS for a good bargain and was worried that the synth section might let me down,i am
particularly interested in the Electric Piano sounds/Rhoads if it has any and pads obviously !!!  Any soundcloud or other links to ROM sounds
would be most welcome and also any factual info on the synth type and whether at all it is based of a well known Yamaha synth..

Thanks again...i hope i didn't startle anyone here by hijacking this thread,i apologize in advance :)

Cheers

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and color/muddy
the output sometimes Ive noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19783|19617|2013-11-17 16:31:05|subarusmithy|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|

 Hi Zam, 

Just wondering if you are on the Facebook page yourself?

I have started copying some of the files on this group over to the facebook page as a backup.

I think the facebook page is better for sharing videos and soundcloud tracks,

but the Yahoo group is better for asking questions.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/

It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full
featured and user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
> Thanks- 
> C
>

| 19784|19598|2013-11-17 18:44:22|Matt|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|

Can u just eq / compress /effect and resample for new samples?

On Nov 17, 2013 3:27 PM, <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:
 

 About the built in Drum Samples on the RS7000.

I too find the 808 and 909 samples a bit lacking, in particular the 808 and 909 Bass drum samples.

I am now in the process of importing over 100, vintage analog drum machine samples i have found online.
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Such as, TR-808, TR-909, TR-707, Linn Drum, DMX, etc..

I will be dividing these into seperate Banks, e.g. one for Bass Drums, one for Snares etc...

And I will be importing these as in the Common Sample bank, so that they will be available to use to all Sections/ Phrases/ Styles.

Whenever I get this done, i plan on sharing them as an ALL Data file with the RS community.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Put it this way, 
I'd happily swap my machinedrum sps 1uw for an Rs any day of the week....
Worst thing I ever did was sell my Rs ...
Anyone in Sydney looking to trade or sell an Rs , hit me up ASAP....
Giftshoppe ! 

Sent from my iPad

On 11/10/2013, at 6:59 AM, <tukiguitarman@...> wrote:

 

Hi there

this is slightly off topic but does anyone have sounds recorded off the RS with only the synth part in action,am really interested in how it
sounds as compared to a TG500 or a CS6X etc as i am guessing its kind of based off those two synths though i might be completely wrong...
well why my curiosity is-is because i am getting an almost brand new RS for a good bargain and was worried that the synth section might let
me down,i am particularly interested in the Electric Piano sounds/Rhoads if it has any and pads obviously !!!  Any soundcloud or other links to
ROM sounds would be most welcome and also any factual info on the synth type and whether at all it is based of a well known Yamaha synth..

Thanks again...i hope i didn't startle anyone here by hijacking this thread,i apologize in advance :)

Cheers

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and color/muddy
the output sometimes Ive noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19785|19598|2013-11-18 10:50:52|zamisers7k|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|

You can if you want to, yes.

Zam 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Can u just eq / compress /effect and resample for new samples?

On Nov 17, 2013 3:27 PM, <subarusmithy@yahoo.com> wrote:
 

 About the built in Drum Samples on the RS7000.
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I too find the 808 and 909 samples a bit lacking, in particular the 808 and 909 Bass drum samples.

I am now in the process of importing over 100, vintage analog drum machine samples i have found online.

Such as, TR-808, TR-909, TR-707, Linn Drum, DMX, etc..

I will be dividing these into seperate Banks, e.g. one for Bass Drums, one for Snares etc...

And I will be importing these as in the Common Sample bank, so that they will be available to use to all Sections/ Phrases/ Styles.

Whenever I get this done, i plan on sharing them as an ALL Data file with the RS community.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Put it this way, 
I'd happily swap my machinedrum sps 1uw for an Rs any day of the week....
Worst thing I ever did was sell my Rs ...
Anyone in Sydney looking to trade or sell an Rs , hit me up ASAP....
Giftshoppe ! 

Sent from my iPad

On 11/10/2013, at 6:59 AM, <tukiguitarman@...> wrote:

 

Hi there

this is slightly off topic but does anyone have sounds recorded off the RS with only the synth part in action,am really interested in
how it sounds as compared to a TG500 or a CS6X etc as i am guessing its kind of based off those two synths though i might be
completely wrong... well why my curiosity is-is because i am getting an almost brand new RS for a good bargain and was worried
that the synth section might let me down,i am particularly interested in the Electric Piano sounds/Rhoads if it has any and pads
obviously !!!  Any soundcloud or other links to ROM sounds would be most welcome and also any factual info on the synth type
and whether at all it is based of a well known Yamaha synth..

Thanks again...i hope i didn't startle anyone here by hijacking this thread,i apologize in advance :)

Cheers

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and
color/muddy the output sometimes Ive noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import
the wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19786|19617|2013-11-18 10:54:09|zamisers7k|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|

Yep, I'm Jebb Mash over there :)

Zam 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:
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 Hi Zam, 

Just wondering if you are on the Facebook page yourself?

I have started copying some of the files on this group over to the facebook page as a backup.

I think the facebook page is better for sharing videos and soundcloud tracks,

but the Yahoo group is better for asking questions.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/

It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to
have a full featured and user owned RS7000 support forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed
off to anyone.
> Thanks- 
> C
>

| 19787|19774|2013-11-18 11:12:58|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

I put this message to them:

posters saying upload file button missing, it is there for me the Admin
They said the button is there in other groups but not ours. When I checked that feature is enabled. Same on IE and Chrome they say. What should I say back? Thanks.

Hopefully we can get it fixed, maybe check back in a couple days, see if it decides to show up.  Reboot your computer too perhaps in case it is a cashed page thing perhaps too before you
come back, and keep your fingers crossed and prey to the yahoo master wizard's dragon's testicles.

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Defo missing for me, i just tried Win Internet Explorer as well. Don't have any other browsers on this machine.

Looked though about another 10 odd groups on here and all have the upload file button and create new folder and delete buttons.

Is there admin settings per user account / global in regards to uploading files?

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Yep in the files section, it looks the same to me here as over on the RM1X group's.  The difference with me is that I'm Admin.  I was able to
upload a file and delete it no problem.  Maybe give it another shot, and or if anyone else can confirm the option/features aren't there then I'll put
in a feedback message to yahoo about it being an issue, you might be able to do feedback too, bottom left above Help & Blog.  Sorry for the
troubles guys, it seems to slowly be getting better and I'm getting more use to it.

http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Zam/Moderator

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi

Yes using chrome, i see it in other groups im sure. Just not this one, l'll check again.

What should the upload bit look like, guess its in the files section somewhere? 

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?

 

Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?

[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19788|19598|2013-11-18 11:15:33|zamisers7k|Re: RS 7000 sound and filter quality|

Ah nice, please share with us here when they are ready!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

 About the built in Drum Samples on the RS7000.

I too find the 808 and 909 samples a bit lacking, in particular the 808 and 909 Bass drum samples.

I am now in the process of importing over 100, vintage analog drum machine samples i have found online.

Such as, TR-808, TR-909, TR-707, Linn Drum, DMX, etc..

I will be dividing these into seperate Banks, e.g. one for Bass Drums, one for Snares etc...

And I will be importing these as in the Common Sample bank, so that they will be available to use to all Sections/ Phrases/ Styles.

Whenever I get this done, i plan on sharing them as an ALL Data file with the RS community.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Put it this way, 
I'd happily swap my machinedrum sps 1uw for an Rs any day of the week....
Worst thing I ever did was sell my Rs ...
Anyone in Sydney looking to trade or sell an Rs , hit me up ASAP....
Giftshoppe ! 

Sent from my iPad

On 11/10/2013, at 6:59 AM, <tukiguitarman@...> wrote:

mailto:gonzinigonz@...
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:tukiguitarman@...


 

Hi there

this is slightly off topic but does anyone have sounds recorded off the RS with only the synth part in action,am really interested in
how it sounds as compared to a TG500 or a CS6X etc as i am guessing its kind of based off those two synths though i might be
completely wrong... well why my curiosity is-is because i am getting an almost brand new RS for a good bargain and was worried
that the synth section might let me down,i am particularly interested in the Electric Piano sounds/Rhoads if it has any and pads
obviously !!!  Any soundcloud or other links to ROM sounds would be most welcome and also any factual info on the synth type and
whether at all it is based of a well known Yamaha synth..

Thanks again...i hope i didn't startle anyone here by hijacking this thread,i apologize in advance :)

Cheers

Tuki

www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix

 

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

yeah lets hear it when done. Don't forget to turn q freqs down i think on the master eq. I've noticed they act kind of like filters and
color/muddy the output sometimes Ive noticed.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "slothek69" wrote:
>
> If I record a kick from a virtual analog synth, I sampled with the audio IN or a sound card and PC and then import the
wav?
> Anyway I'm doing a lot of tests if you're interested once finished I give you the results of the whole question!
>

| 19789|19774|2013-11-18 17:44:27|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

 Nice one, cheers for your efforts! Guess im not alone then?

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

I put this message to them:

posters saying upload file button missing, it is there for me the Admin
They said the button is there in other groups but not ours. When I checked that feature is enabled. Same on IE and Chrome they say. What should I say back? Thanks.

Hopefully we can get it fixed, maybe check back in a couple days, see if it decides to show up.  Reboot your computer too perhaps in case it is a cashed page thing perhaps too
before you come back, and keep your fingers crossed and prey to the yahoo master wizard's dragon's testicles.

Zam

 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Defo missing for me, i just tried Win Internet Explorer as well. Don't have any other browsers on this machine.

Looked though about another 10 odd groups on here and all have the upload file button and create new folder and delete buttons.

Is there admin settings per user account / global in regards to uploading files?

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

http://www.soundcloud.com/tukitronix
mailto:rs7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Yep in the files section, it looks the same to me here as over on the RM1X group's.  The difference with me is that I'm Admin.  I was
able to upload a file and delete it no problem.  Maybe give it another shot, and or if anyone else can confirm the option/features
aren't there then I'll put in a feedback message to yahoo about it being an issue, you might be able to do feedback too, bottom left
above Help & Blog.  Sorry for the troubles guys, it seems to slowly be getting better and I'm getting more use to it.

Zam/Moderator

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi

Yes using chrome, i see it in other groups im sure. Just not this one, l'll check again.

What should the upload bit look like, guess its in the files section somewhere? 

Cheers

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Did you try doing it with google chrome web browser? I've no�ced using IE blows here.

Zam

From: gonzinigonz@...
Sent:  11/ 14/ 2013 3:04 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Upload Files To Group?

 

Is it broken or something not enabled in some settings somewhere?

[The entire original message is not included.]

| 19790|19617|2013-11-19 05:23:35|Ray Hare|Re: Anyone know the former rs7000.org owner? Looking for the databas|
Hi folks well the more the merry err I say we'll have files all over the world, FB, Yahoo, quantum source, and don't forget to backup yur backups, we'll never die good
onya RS7000 users best regards ray

On Monday, 18 November 2013 10:31 AM, "subarusmithy@yahoo.com" wrote:
 Hi Zam, 

Just wondering if you are on the Facebook page yourself?

I have started copying some of the files on this group over to the facebook page as a backup.

I think the facebook page is better for sharing videos and soundcloud tracks,

but the Yahoo group is better for asking questions.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Someone tried to recover it a couple years ago and it didn't seem to work out. I started a new one around that time if interested it is located here:

http://rs7000.proboards.com/

It isn't very active tho. The rs7000 Facebook page has become pretty active.

Zam

--- In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, "Clifford" wrote:
>
> I am interested in finding out if the database for that forum still exists and would be willing to bring it back to life. I really want to have a full featured and user owned RS7000 support
forum available. It is discouraging that the forum closed without being handed off to anyone.
> Thanks- 
> C
>

| 19791|19791|2013-11-26 12:20:51|zamisers7k|Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton|
Hi RSers!

We were talking about this a year so ago on here, and I was recently watching how its done in ableton and was thinking how I could do the same thing on the RS.  The
problem was that it was a legato mode thing, which can't be done in the RS's sequencer quite like it can in ableton, but I'm thinking no reason it can't still be done on

mailto:gonzinigonz@...
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://rs7000.proboards.com/
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


samples.

Haven't tried this myself yet on my RS but in theory I think this should work...

What you can do is a pitched kit with some lengthy samples on several notes.  Might be good to have the samples in the same time and tempos if they were sequenced
parts.  Record/Enter all the notes with samples on them so they start on the first or same step.  Next, go in to edit mode and then extend the gate of each one to different
lengths.  Switch the voice from poly to mono and that'll cut and drop the parts in out in time, high note priority if I remember right, and then samples will cut in partway
through like a legato instead of restarting each sample from the beginning every time.

Should work like that I'd think, if not still...

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 19792|19791|2013-11-26 12:29:09|marcus gaudio|Re: Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton|
Thanks for this tip.
Anyway i call this more a work like "mute group" than "glitch" if i undertood well the whole thing just like on mpcs or mc909 and so on...i thought there were mute group
function on the RS, so this could be a cool workaround for that...

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zam@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton 
Sent: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 7:20:51 PM 

 

Hi RSers!

We were talking about this a year so ago on here, and I was recently watching how its done in ableton and was thinking how I could do the same thing on the RS.  The
problem was that it was a legato mode thing, which can't be done in the RS's sequencer quite like it can in ableton, but I'm thinking no reason it can't still be done on
samples.

Haven't tried this myself yet on my RS but in theory I think this should work...

What you can do is a pitched kit with some lengthy samples on several notes.  Might be good to have the samples in the same time and tempos if they were sequenced
parts.  Record/Enter all the notes with samples on them so they start on the first or same step.  Next, go in to edit mode and then extend the gate of each one to different
lengths.  Switch the voice from poly to mono and that'll cut and drop the parts in out in time, high note priority if I remember right, and then samples will cut in partway
through like a legato instead of restarting each sample from the beginning every time.

Should work like that I'd think, if not still...

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 19793|19791|2013-11-26 13:58:00|zamisers7k|Re: Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton|

Maybe, it could be the same thing on those units, different terminology...  I'm thinking not quite the same tho.  Mute groups, to me are a drum thing, the RS has groupings
on built in drum kits too if I'm remembering right.  Like if you use two dif high-hats the second one will chop the end of the one before it off if they are close together, but
a kick won't do it unless it is set to mono or another kick in the same group is triggered.  On the mc505 if I remember it could actually mute those groupings separately as
a mute group on the same channel/track, which was pretty cool.  I don't remember that feature being on the 909 which was a bummer, but I might be wrong about that???

 

Zam

 

On 2013-11-26 12:29, marcus gaudio wrote:

 

Thanks for this tip.
Anyway i call this more a work like "mute group" than "glitch" if i undertood well the whole thing just like on mpcs or mc909 and so on...i thought there
were mute group function on the RS, so this could be a cool workaround for that...

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zam@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton 
Sent: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 7:20:51 PM

 

Hi RSers!

 

http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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We were talking about this a year so ago on here, and I was recently watching how its done in ableton and was thinking how I could do the same thing on the
RS.  The problem was that it was a legato mode thing, which can't be done in the RS's sequencer quite like it can in ableton, but I'm thinking no reason it can't
still be done on samples.
Haven't tried this myself yet on my RS but in theory I think this should work...
What you can do is a pitched kit with some lengthy samples on several notes.  Might be good to have the samples in the same time and tempos if they were
sequenced parts.  Record/Enter all the notes with samples on them so they start on the first or same step.  Next, go in to edit mode and then extend the gate of
each one to different lengths.  Switch the voice from poly to mono and that'll cut and drop the parts in out in time, high note priority if I remember right, and
then samples will cut in partway through like a legato instead of restarting each sample from the beginning every time.
Should work like that I'd think, if not still...

Happy RSing!
Zam

 

| 19794|19791|2013-11-26 14:07:47|marcus gaudio|Re: Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton|
Yes on the mpcs, on the sp606 and on the mc909 there is the mute group feature, by wich you can trigger/mute samples of the same group of your choice. I got this feature
also on my yamaha su10 and the akai remix16; i didn't still go deep in the asrx, but maybe it has it too. 
Anyway, i should go deep more on my RS to... :)

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zam@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton 
Sent: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 8:57:58 PM 

Maybe, it could be the same thing on those units, different terminology...  I'm thinking not quite the same tho.  Mute groups, to me are a drum thing, the RS has groupings
on built in drum kits too if I'm remembering right.  Like if you use two dif high-hats the second one will chop the end of the one before it off if they are close together, but
a kick won't do it unless it is set to mono or another kick in the same group is triggered.  On the mc505 if I remember it could actually mute those groupings separately as
a mute group on the same channel/track, which was pretty cool.  I don't remember that feature being on the 909 which was a bummer, but I might be wrong about that???

 

Zam

 

On 2013-11-26 12:29, marcus gaudio wrote:

 

 

Thanks for this tip.
Anyway i call this more a work like "mute group" than "glitch" if i undertood well the whole thing just like on mpcs or mc909 and so on...i thought there
were mute group function on the RS, so this could be a cool workaround for that...

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zam@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Tip: Glitch Edits for Samples Like In Abelton 
Sent: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 7:20:51 PM

 

Hi RSers!

 

We were talking about this a year so ago on here, and I was recently watching how its done in ableton and was thinking how I could do the same thing on the
RS.  The problem was that it was a legato mode thing, which can't be done in the RS's sequencer quite like it can in ableton, but I'm thinking no reason it can't
still be done on samples.
Haven't tried this myself yet on my RS but in theory I think this should work...
What you can do is a pitched kit with some lengthy samples on several notes.  Might be good to have the samples in the same time and tempos if they were
sequenced parts.  Record/Enter all the notes with samples on them so they start on the first or same step.  Next, go in to edit mode and then extend the gate of
each one to different lengths.  Switch the voice from poly to mono and that'll cut and drop the parts in out in time, high note priority if I remember right, and
then samples will cut in partway through like a legato instead of restarting each sample from the beginning every time.
Should work like that I'd think, if not still...

Happy RSing!
Zam

 

| 19795|19795|2013-11-29 13:10:27|subarusmithy|Vintage Drum Machine Samples|
Here I will post Vintage Drum Machine samples that I have carefully selected,
from the likes of the Roland TR-909. 808, 707, 606, 505, Linn Drums etc...

These will be available as RS7000 loadable patterns, and will also include the origial wav files.
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First up I have 55 Bass Drum Samples.

Go to the files section -> RS Loadables -> Vintage Drum Machine Samples.

Alternatively you can use this download link:
https://www.facebook.com/download/610584109005906/1.%20Bass%20Drums%20Vintage.zip

Hi hats on the way next. :)
| 19796|19795|2013-11-29 13:11:54|marcus gaudio|Re: Vintage Drum Machine Samples|
Hi
Those samples are originals from the machines?

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: subarusmithy@yahoo.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Vintage Drum Machine Samples 
Sent: Fri, Nov 29, 2013 8:10:26 PM 

 

Here I will post Vintage Drum Machine samples that I have carefully selected,
from the likes of the Roland TR-909. 808, 707, 606, 505, Linn Drums etc...

These will be available as RS7000 loadable patterns, and will also include the origial wav files.

First up I have 55 Bass Drum Samples.

Go to the files section -> RS Loadables -> Vintage Drum Machine Samples.

Alternatively you can use this download link:
https://www.facebook.com/download/610584109005906/1.%20Bass%20Drums%20Vintage.zip

Hi hats on the way next. :)
| 19797|19795|2013-11-29 15:24:28|subarusmithy|Re: Vintage Drum Machine Samples|

Would people like to have Closed Hihats and Open Hihats together (one channel for both)

Advantage = Easier to find a CH that goes with a HH when pressing the pads

Disadvantage = if you change the envelope / decay it will affect both samples.

@Marcus

 They are indeed.
They're also very clean, I spent a lot of time trying to find the best recorded samples of these machines as a lot online are noisey and have artifacts.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi
Those samples are originals from the machines?

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: subarusmithy@... ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Vintage Drum Machine Samples 
Sent: Fri, Nov 29, 2013 8:10:26 PM 

 

Here I will post Vintage Drum Machine samples that I have carefully selected,
from the likes of the Roland TR-909. 808, 707, 606, 505, Linn Drums etc...

These will be available as RS7000 loadable patterns, and will also include the origial wav files.

First up I have 55 Bass Drum Samples.

Go to the files section -> RS Loadables -> Vintage Drum Machine Samples.

Alternatively you can use this download link:
https://www.facebook.com/download/610584109005906/1.%20Bass%20Drums%20Vintage.zip

Hi hats on the way next. :)

| 19798|19795|2013-11-30 01:56:13|marcus gaudio|Re: Vintage Drum Machine Samples|
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Thanks

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: subarusmithy@yahoo.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] RE: Vintage Drum Machine Samples 
Sent: Fri, Nov 29, 2013 10:24:28 PM 

 

Would people like to have Closed Hihats and Open Hihats together (one channel for both)

Advantage = Easier to find a CH that goes with a HH when pressing the pads

Disadvantage = if you change the envelope / decay it will affect both samples.

@Marcus

 They are indeed.
They're also very clean, I spent a lot of time trying to find the best recorded samples of these machines as a lot online are noisey and have artifacts.

---In rs7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Hi
Those samples are originals from the machines?

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: subarusmithy@... ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Vintage Drum Machine Samples 
Sent: Fri, Nov 29, 2013 8:10:26 PM 

 

Here I will post Vintage Drum Machine samples that I have carefully selected,
from the likes of the Roland TR-909. 808, 707, 606, 505, Linn Drums etc...

These will be available as RS7000 loadable patterns, and will also include the origial wav files.

First up I have 55 Bass Drum Samples.

Go to the files section -> RS Loadables -> Vintage Drum Machine Samples.

Alternatively you can use this download link:
https://www.facebook.com/download/610584109005906/1.%20Bass%20Drums%20Vintage.zip

Hi hats on the way next. :)
| 19799|19795|2013-12-01 10:39:10|therebeat|Re: Vintage Drum Machine Samples|

Thanks!

Boyan Dzhorgov

or The Rebeat 

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote:

Here I will post Vintage Drum Machine samples that I have carefully selected,
from the likes of the Roland TR-909. 808, 707, 606, 505, Linn Drums etc...

These will be available as RS7000 loadable patterns, and will also include the origial wav files.

First up I have 55 Bass Drum Samples.

Go to the files section -> RS Loadables -> Vintage Drum Machine Samples.

Alternatively you can use this download link:
https://www.facebook.com/download/610584109005906/1.%20Bass%20Drums%20Vintage.zip

Hi hats on the way next. :)
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| 19800|19774|2013-12-07 06:34:33|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Hi

I just tried joining the the group with another email address and the upload button is there with that account.

Tried to leave the group with the original account and i get an error so can't go any further. Tried a different browser as well, same result.

Guess my normal account is corrupted, who is the admin for this group and can they delete users?

Cheers.

| 19801|19774|2013-12-07 20:18:03|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Thats me Zam.  Somehow you were still under moderate status.  I switched you to un-moderated, see if that helped??

Zam

| 19802|19774|2013-12-07 20:19:37|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Fixed it now....

Managed to unsubscribe from the group with an email then re-joined.

The upload thing appears to be fixed now...  

| 19803|19774|2013-12-07 20:22:15|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Ah, that was why your username was switched to moderated, I put you back to unmoderated. Like you said, somehow it must of been corrupted or something.  Hopefully
it'll stay working for you now.

Zam

| 19804|19774|2013-12-08 10:01:03|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

That's strange, so me creating a new account made me a moderator by default? or is that setting something else?
Anyway its broken again now having checked!!

| 19805|19774|2013-12-08 21:58:57|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Hmmm, it seems putting you to unmoderated (not moderator) status is breaking the file upload option button then?  I'll put you back on moderated status and take a look
when you get a chance to see if it shows back up for you...

Zam

| 19806|19774|2013-12-08 22:09:32|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|
There is a disallow file upload option in my dropdown menu for member management.  I'm wondering if that is getting automatically set when I put new members I
switch over to unmoderated status.  There is no re-allow file upload option which is really goofy.  Seems once you are disallowed there is no reallowing.  I sent yahoo a
feedback for it, would be nice if they could fix this problem.  I got no response from last time I asked about this file uploading issue we are running in to here.

Zam
| 19807|19774|2013-12-08 22:12:42|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Below is the link to vote on fixing the issue, it might help them get to it faster if you vote on it, maybe...

https://yahoo.uservoice.com/forums/209451-us-groups/suggestions/5156281-allow-file-upload

Zam

| 19808|19774|2013-12-09 18:30:40|gonzinigonz|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Cheers Zam

Just looked and its still missing!!

| 19809|19647|2013-12-16 04:10:51|gazgridlock|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|

Why is this? Are you able to edit the OS and add features? Excellent if so!

* The ability to switch sections without the time reverting back to 1.1 - does that make sense?

* Probably impossible, but an easier way to enter midi notes, I find it hard to use the Step record mode. Something like FL Studio's paino roll where you can actually see the notes laid out on
the screen.

| 19810|19539|2013-12-16 06:54:35|gazgridlock|Re: ACID lead !!!|

https://yahoo.uservoice.com/forums/209451-us-groups/suggestions/5156281-allow-file-upload


Nice sloth!!

| 19811|19811|2013-12-16 07:12:57|gazgridlock|Timing of long vocal samples/acapellas|
Hi all, I'm playing around with complete acapellas, may I ask your advice on how to 'time' the vocals properly so that they fit the RS7000 tempo.

I sample the long vocal wave into the RS and cut any leading silence, but then I find it hard to sequence the sample so that it stays in time with the main tracks on the RS.
I imagine it's just a case of tweaking when the sample is triggered, but wondered if I'm missing a magic setting (time stretch? it doesn't make sense to me).

Any advice is gratefully received! Thanks
| 19812|19811|2013-12-16 08:33:46|zamisers7k|Re: Timing of long vocal samples/acapellas|

This would probably be something better done on a computer, but anyhow, I haven't done a whole lot of sampling but short vocal clips are one of the things I tend to more
often sample.  The more you can break each word or syllables down in to an assigned note in a sample kit the better it will keep up with tempo changes.  However, for
longer samples that isn't so easy, maybe impossible, then I think it becomes necessary to have the vocal recorded at the same tempo or switch the RS's tempo to be the
same tempo as the recorded vocal.  If the vocal wasn't recorded at a steady tempo, then you are not going to have a good time with using it on anything let alone the
RS7000.

I seem to do OK with a vocal sample 4 measures long at 120bpms or shorter, and be able to do a slice job on it which usually works out pretty well, you'll have to play around with settings
and it takes a while to process, but can yield some decent results.  However, I usually prefer to chop them myself by keeping a long sample and copying it to diffrent banks and or tracks,
editing the start stop/stop attack/loop points down to a word or two, or less even sometimes.

Hope some of this info helps?  If you find better ways I'd be happy to hear how you are doing it.

Zam

| 19813|19647|2013-12-16 08:35:23|zamisers7k|Re: yamaha rs7000 improvement wish list|
The wish list I think was a long long time ago, before the last update, and I think it may have been sent on to the development team.  Nobody but yamaha has the ability to
edit the OS as far as I know.

Zam
| 19814|19811|2013-12-16 08:42:45|matt holmes|Re: Timing of long vocal samples/acapellas|
Best to cut the one long sample into a few smaller ones: intro, verse, chorus etc, so that you have more control and less" drift" on the timing.  Trigger these shorter phrases
in accordance with each new section of your song.

Also, you should just change the BPM of your tracks to fit the timing of vocal, not the other way around. So, if the acapella is a 95 BPM acapella, change your beat to 95
BPM.  Much easier to manage since the RS7K doesn't warp or time stretch vocals without affecting pitch as effectively as Ableton or ACID etc.

Hope this helps.

Here's an example: 

https://soundcloud.com/coax-1/the-champ-w-ghostface-killah

In this remix, I matched the beat to the acapella, versus trying to match the acapella to the beat timing wise.  Then I chopped up the  the verses and triggered them at the
top of each section.  

Have fun!
| 19815|19811|2013-12-16 10:30:53|Ian Vine|Re: Timing of long vocal samples/acapellas|

Hi all,

What helps is knowing the length of your sample in bars and the original tempo. You could then just set your song tempo to the same.

Don't know the tempo ? Say we got an 8 bar sample. Create an 8 bar pattern and have a note to to trigger the sample on one track. Set up another track with a basic drum
pattern (4 on the floor maybe). Hit play and adjust the RS tempo until things start to match.

 You can then use the time stretch job to adjust the vocal sample to match your track tempo

Or

Slice the sample using the slice job. You can end up with some cool sounding stuff this way. This can take a few minutes and will need more memory as each slice has
overlapping sections. You can even then trigger different slices from the keyboard or even use the loop remix function. 

IanV

On 16 Dec 2013, at 15:33, <zam@quantum-source.com> wrote:

This would probably be something better done on a computer, but anyhow, I haven't done a whole lot of sampling but short vocal clips are one of the things I
tend to more often sample.  The more you can break each word or syllables down in to an assigned note in a sample kit the better it will keep up with tempo
changes.  However, for longer samples that isn't so easy, maybe impossible, then I think it becomes necessary to have the vocal recorded at the same tempo or
switch the RS's tempo to be the same tempo as the recorded vocal.  If the vocal wasn't recorded at a steady tempo, then you are not going to have a good time
with using it on anything let alone the RS7000.

https://soundcloud.com/coax-1/the-champ-w-ghostface-killah
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com


I seem to do OK with a vocal sample 4 measures long at 120bpms or shorter, and be able to do a slice job on it which usually works out pretty well, you'll have to play around
with settings and it takes a while to process, but can yield some decent results.  However, I usually prefer to chop them myself by keeping a long sample and copying it to
diffrent banks and or tracks, editing the start stop/stop attack/loop points down to a word or two, or less even sometimes.

Hope some of this info helps?  If you find better ways I'd be happy to hear how you are doing it.

Zam

| 19816|19816|2013-12-16 14:20:25|Djgiove28|R: Re: [RS7000] RE: Timing of long vocal samples/acapellas|
I remeber that I recorded a acustic sample to 96bpm, after I need to change time to 110 pbm, with the 
Pitch bend and portamento the sample play good.I think only for sample instruments , for the voice I don't  know if is possible .
Ciao from Italy

Inviato da Samsung Mobile

Ian Vine ha scritto:

Hi all,

What helps is knowing the length of your sample in bars and the original tempo. You could then just set your song tempo to the same.

Don't know the tempo ? Say we got an 8 bar sample. Create an 8 bar pattern and have a note to to trigger the sample on one track. Set up another track with a basic drum
pattern (4 on the floor maybe). Hit play and adjust the RS tempo until things start to match.

 You can then use the time stretch job to adjust the vocal sample to match your track tempo

Or

Slice the sample using the slice job. You can end up with some cool sounding stuff this way. This can take a few minutes and will need more memory as each slice has
overlapping sections. You can even then trigger different slices from the keyboard or even use the loop remix function. 

IanV

On 16 Dec 2013, at 15:33, <zam@quantum-source.com> wrote:

 

This would probably be something better done on a computer, but anyhow, I haven't done a whole lot of sampling but short vocal clips are one of the things I
tend to more often sample.  The more you can break each word or syllables down in to an assigned note in a sample kit the better it will keep up with tempo
changes.  However, for longer samples that isn't so easy, maybe impossible, then I think it becomes necessary to have the vocal recorded at the same tempo or
switch the RS's tempo to be the same tempo as the recorded vocal.  If the vocal wasn't recorded at a steady tempo, then you are not going to have a good time
with using it on anything let alone the RS7000.

I seem to do OK with a vocal sample 4 measures long at 120bpms or shorter, and be able to do a slice job on it which usually works out pretty well, you'll have to play around
with settings and it takes a while to process, but can yield some decent results.  However, I usually prefer to chop them myself by keeping a long sample and copying it to
diffrent banks and or tracks, editing the start stop/stop attack/loop points down to a word or two, or less even sometimes.

Hope some of this info helps?  If you find better ways I'd be happy to hear how you are doing it.

Zam

| 19817|19817|2013-12-21 16:21:42|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Rm1x file data|
Before owning the venerable RS I started life with the faithfull RM1x. A few weeks ago I found a box full of my old floppies, bought a USB disk drive and started (with
massive frustrations thank you windows XbloodyP and 7, and this will be another post later!) to get some of the original files stored (R1P, pattern files were the only ones
visable) off the floppies, great fun and happy memories! 

My question is.. Can the RS somehow load the R1A (all files) into it. I have tried via the usual methods in load mode, or am I being a plank and missing the obvious.
Best xmas wishes to all
Chris..

p.s. sorry if this has been asked/answered before but yahoo seem to have disabled the search feature in the forum (for me at least!)
| 19818|19817|2013-12-22 06:00:01|Ian Vine|Re: Rm1x file data|
Pretty sure there is a load or import function for rm1x patterns

mailto:zam@quantum-source.com


IanV

On 21 Dec 2013, at 23:21, "ct_mullin@talk21.com" <ct_mullin@talk21.com> wrote:

Before owning the venerable RS I started life with the faithfull RM1x. A few weeks ago I found a box full of my old floppies, bought a USB disk drive and
started (with massive frustrations thank you windows XbloodyP and 7, and this will be another post later!) to get some of the original files stored (R1P,
pattern files were the only ones visable) off the floppies, great fun and happy memories! 

My question is.. Can the RS somehow load the R1A (all files) into it. I have tried via the usual methods in load mode, or am I being a plank and missing the
obvious.
Best xmas wishes to all
Chris..

p.s. sorry if this has been asked/answered before but yahoo seem to have disabled the search feature in the forum (for me at least!)

| 19819|19817|2013-12-22 13:28:49|gonzinigonz|Re: Rm1x file data|

There is, try a few levels into the load menu and scroll to find rm1x file type.
Sounds might well be different so would need tweaking.

| 19820|19539|2013-12-22 14:03:38|gonzinigonz|Re: ACID lead !!!|

Have a look below, i did rough one from some 303 samples of a unit i repaired years ago.
Load up in the RS as a pattern, 303 is on track 9.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/files/

TB303_MVS1.rar

| 19821|19817|2013-12-23 08:11:35|christopher mullin|Re: Rm1x file data|
Thanks for the replies, 
yes I have loaded the r1p files into the RS and they more or less work ok, but its the r1a files (which save all patterns and songs as one file)
that im trying to open.
Im guessing that im going to have to get a used rm1x to extract the r1a file and then individually resave, fight with my pc and usb floppy
drive, transfer to sm card and load up! :-)
Cheers,
Chris..

| 19822|19817|2013-12-23 12:28:06|zamisers7k|Re: Rm1x file data|
Maybe try renaming the file extension to .r2a and load it as an RS7000 file???  Just an idea, I've not tried, so do at own risk.

Also if you haven't you might want to make sure you have the latest firmware OS on your RS, the original firmware only supported like 10 sections, the update gave back
all 16 sections.  I remember being an issue.

Let us know how goes if can... Zam
| 19823|19817|2013-12-23 12:36:08|gonzinigonz|Re: Rm1x file data|

Sure there's another menu function to extract individual styles from rm1x all files, but maybe im confusing with RS all files...
Have you you tried to press the open soft key in the import screen to see if you can see the contents of the rm1x all file if it actually lists it?
Im away so not got access to the RS to try..
Maybe someone can transfer some of your rm1x all files into individual pat files if you have sold your rm1x?.i could help you with that if there wasn't too many of them...

| 19824|19824|2013-12-29 03:44:45|digitaldev2012|Klekno|
[edit] It wasn't clear in the message but they appear to be using RS7000s,  I almost marked it as spam. Thanks for the links and tunes - Zam/Moderator

Check this out. All you djs out there You might want to consider doing it "live" no pre recorded cds a dj will use for over 2 hours with there sets. Go to www.klekno.com
or www.soundcloud.com/klekno and you will see the future of the dj. Enough of pre recorded music on a cd with there hands in the air 80% of the time.
| 19825|19825|2014-01-03 11:02:27|gazgridlock|Workflow: 'bounce down' procedure/tips|
Hi guys,

I'm getting more and more into the lovely RS7k, and have a question on workflow.

I mainly create drum n bass so often have many channels dedicated to one hit drums, I understand drum kits and sometimes may use 2 or 3 hits per track, but maybe due
to wanting to independently tweak each individual noise it is mainly 1 noise/sample per track.

It works well, but as you can imagine I quickly fill up the available tracks, so wondered if there is a nice way to 'bounce down' multiple tracks to a single sample one one
track, but then also be able to open up the individual tracks to edit the single sample again if necessary.

Does that make sense to you?

The best way I can think of (don't have the RS plugged in now) is to have a project (.r2a) file for the drum kits and one hit samples, then save loops to memory card and
have a 'master'.r2a file with the actual song. That way I could jump between the 2 to tweak drum loops, save, import to master, etc..

Am I missing a glaringly obvious procedure that would simplify this process?

mailto:ct_mullin@talk21.com
mailto:ct_mullin@talk21.com
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/5181224307/10152071974204308/


Cheers
 
| 19826|19825|2014-01-05 01:25:01|zamisers7k|Re: Workflow: 'bounce down' procedure/tips|
If you want to have the best of both ways you are going to loose a track, not gain a bunch a bunch of tracks.  Personally, I'd stick to the more tracks for drums and not use
an extra for samped drum loops.  I don't have the RS in front of me at the moment either, but there is, if I remember right a way to tweak multiple tracks at the same time,
something to do with like holding the track selcet and the TR+ TR- [D] [E] or some strange thing.  I'll have to look it up to be sure, or maybe someone else remembers.  It
only does certain tracks together though, like 1-3, 4-6 etc., if I remember right.  The only other obvious solution which I've used is to have another controller, I
occasionally midi up a piece of gear called a Peavy PC-1600 which has sliders for each track so you can manipulate say like the common ones that I use it on is for
velocity which would be to fade all or the selected tracks in and out at the same time, but I also like to do cutoff across multiple tracks with it too.

Not sure the best answer for ya, but maybe something to look in to.  The other thing I've got more in to lately is simply having more tracks to play around with by having
a second RS.  Essentially doubles your tracks and sample memory, and polyphony etc.

If you sample your drum loops to single track you wont be able to tweak individual parts of the drums as much but yeah you can save a lot of tracks, but you also don't
necessarly need to sample them if you do them all on the same kit either if you really need to conserve memory.

It is a pro and con, give and take thing.  I don't think you have it both ways and gain the extra tracks, for both ways you are going to loose a track on top of having each
part on its own track.

I could be wrong or missing what exactly you are wanting to do tho???

Zam 

| 19827|19827|2014-01-16 07:18:53|exhalator|help: how to reset voice?|
Hi,

please help i run through the manual and try everything.

Is it possible to reset voice sound? For example, you have selected voice 'Octa Bass' and then you play with EG, LFO completely destroying the sound. When I select
different (next one) sound, the 'knobs' remains in the position. So all the sounds that I am chosing have destroyed sound. There is no way to go back to preset sounds? Is
there a way to reset all knobs to the initial state when selecting sound? (Like it works on a every mashine than I work with?) How can you overcome this situation? 

Thanks in regards

F
| 19828|19827|2014-01-16 07:23:34|zamisers7k|Re: help: how to reset voice?|

It sounds like the voice reset hold is set to on for that voice.  It usually is defaulted to be off and you have to turn it on.  If I remember right you it is on th screen menu
where you change voice the F4 knob.  Turn hold to off then switch voice and switch back it should reset to the voice's default parameters.  It may work dif if it is a
sampled voice since the settings are stored with the sample if I remember right, hopefully that isn't the problem though and will worry about and explain more on that
latter if needed.

Zam

| 19829|19774|2014-01-16 07:29:39|zamisers7k|Re: Upload Files To Group?|

Hey gonzinigonz, I noticed they changed the user management feature, totally different now, the way it should have been, they have a check for
allowing uploads now, hopefully it should work for you now.  Please let me know if you still have any trouble u/ling.

Zam 

| 19830|19827|2014-01-17 03:37:01|[( exhalator )]|Re: help: how to reset voice?|
Zam,

thank you. It just does not work. The 'hold' setting has no effect. Seems like its 'on' no matter when i set it 'off' (its 'off' by default). I tried to factory reset. Does not matter.
Any idea? I am operating: Kernel: 1.10, Firm: 1.20. (RS7K OS version check)

Thanks

]------------------------------------------------o
]-  kinderzimmer.sk  - -------------------o
]-  digital - analog - noise  - ------------o
]-----------------------------------------------o

On 16. Jan 2014, at 3:23 PM, <zam@quantum-source.com> <zam@quantum-source.com> wrote:

It sounds like the voice reset hold is set to on for that voice.  It usually is defaulted to be off and you have to turn it on.  If I remember right you it
is on th screen menu where you change voice the F4 knob.  Turn hold to off then switch voice and switch back it should reset to the voice's
default parameters.  It may work dif if it is a sampled voice since the settings are stored with the sample if I remember right, hopefully that isn't
the problem though and will worry about and explain more on that latter if needed.

mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
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Zam

| 19831|19827|2014-01-17 18:37:12|zamisers7k|Re: help: how to reset voice?|

Try first screen in Utility and turn memory protect to Off maybe?

If I remember right that gets turned on after factory reset or OS update and it does keep the settings between switching voices when it is on.  Not many good reason to have it on really.  The
first thing you should do is turn that off when you get a new RS or update.

Hopefully that is it?

Zam

| 19832|19827|2014-01-20 04:46:07|[( exhalator )]|Re: help: how to reset voice?|
Hi,

thanks for a help. Its very strange. I updated to 1.22 with automatic factory reset with no change of behaviour. I will experiment a bit more and maybe I will found a way
to reset the track ... its a very strange. Maybe its not so big deal as long as you are skilled with envelopes and lfo :) ... but its a very strange behaviour, anyways.

Thanks, Fero

]------------------------------------------------o
]-  kinderzimmer.sk  - -------------------o
]-  digital - analog - noise  - ------------o
]-----------------------------------------------o

On 18. Jan 2014, at 2:37 AM, <zam@quantum-source.com> <zam@quantum-source.com> wrote:

Try first screen in Utility and turn memory protect to Off maybe?

If I remember right that gets turned on after factory reset or OS update and it does keep the settings between switching voices when it is on.  Not many good
reason to have it on really.  The first thing you should do is turn that off when you get a new RS or update.

Hopefully that is it?

Zam

| 19833|19827|2014-01-20 20:59:04|zamisers7k|Re: help: how to reset voice?|

Yes it sounds very strange if you can't fix it with voice hold off or turning memory protect off.  I am not sure what else to try, let us know if you get it figured out.  If you
want, you are welcome to email me the RS pattern and I could take a look at it.

Zam

zam@quantum-source.com

| 19834|19834|2014-01-21 06:08:01|bochez666|Sample cuts off after pattern switching|
Hi all,

Is there a way to keep a longer sample playing after you switch to the next pattern?
I have sample of a Timpani roll with a lot of reverb, which starts in the last measure of a pattern. When I have the pattern playing in a loop the sample and reverb flows
very naturally back to the beginning of the pattern. The last note and the reverb are not cut off abruptly. However when I change to the next pattern it kind of ends
suddenly. Is there some setting for this? Any tips?

Kind Regards,

David
| 19835|19834|2014-01-21 13:33:22|zamisers7k|Re: Sample cuts off after pattern switching|

mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
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Hi David,  I could be wrong but I don't think there is any setting to fix that problem.  It is pretty much how the RS works.  Though it is possible to switch pattern/styles
while playing, it is something I wouldn't normally do with the RS.  The way the RS works it is best to stay within one pattern/style while playing.  Just my opinion and the
way I work with it, some folks might do things differently or have a solution for this problem that I do not know about with the RS.

What happens when you switch pattern/style is that the RS has to switch all the settings for the new voices even if they are they are the same on the tracks, so it is a bit of
a toll on the processors and resources.  Not only will it cut off long delays, but it also tends to "hiccup" when switching pattern/styles.  The RS is unusual in this way
compared to other pattern loop based sequencers.

I'll say the properist (if that is a word?) way, there is no wrong way is use the sections, switch out sections on the same pattern and use different phrases on the tracks in
the section.  However, if it is a sample, it becomes a little more complex as many of the default settings are stored with the sample instead of the track like with internal
sounds.  So, if I remember right when you switch sections the tracks with samples on them revert back to their default settings which will likely also result in a long delay
being cut short.  I don't think that normally will happen with internal voices if they are kept the same on that track when switching sections.

If you do stick to one pattern/style and use sections with a sampled in voice, perhaps try turning the voice hold [F4] while in voice edit to ON, see if that helps any???
 Might also work when switching patterns too, but I'm unsure of that and would need to be tested, you are welcome to give it a shot and report back to us.

I might give it shot too and see what happens...

Zam

| 19836|19817|2014-01-21 14:08:31|gonzinigonz|Re: Rm1x file data|

How many files are we talking about?

| 19837|19837|2014-01-23 01:59:24|luupony|Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
Is anybody using the 7k with a mini keyboard on stage?

any suggestions?
| 19838|19837|2014-01-23 11:15:52|matt holmes|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
All the time!  My fingers are too fat for the rs keyboard, plus no there's no velocity sensitivity.  Just make sure you have a usb to midi DIN adapter or a keyboard that
already has the standard MIDI DIN out.

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 2:59 AM, <hirnschnell@googlemail.com> wrote:
 

Is anybody using the 7k with a mini keyboard on stage?

any suggestions?

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 19839|19837|2014-01-23 11:19:22|matt holmes|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
If you use for example,  4 channels for drums and two channels for samples, you have another 10 tracks that can be bass, leads, pads or whatever, to play live over the
beats and samples you programmed in ahead of time.  Good to be doing something live to keep the crowd interested, aside from knob fiddles etc.

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 12:15 PM, matt holmes <pluto616@gmail.com> wrote:
All the time!  My fingers are too fat for the rs keyboard, plus no there's no velocity sensitivity.  Just make sure you have a usb to midi DIN adapter or a
keyboard that already has the standard MIDI DIN out.

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 2:59 AM, <hirnschnell@googlemail.com> wrote:
 

Is anybody using the 7k with a mini keyboard on stage?

any suggestions?

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 19840|19837|2014-01-24 11:49:55|luupony|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|

This is good advice.

mailto:hirnschnell@googlemail.com
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 What keyboard are you using?

Does it make sense to buy one with additional controllers like the akai MPK mini for triggering drums or whatever?
| 19841|19837|2014-01-24 13:27:45|matt holmes|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
I'm using a Yamaha Motif  for the playing as I had it before i got my RS7K.  If I didn't have one, any decent velocity sensitive keyboard would do. That is the one must
for use with the RS7K is velocity sensitivity.

 In my opinion the drum pads don't do much more than what a good velocity sensitive keyboard would do.      To go out and buy something new, i would make sure it's as
future proof as possible.  so, if you foresee needing extra knobs and pads in the future for a daw then it doesn't hurt.  Sometimes those extra bells and whistles come with a
price tag though, so not sure if that is a concern or not.

On Fri, Jan 24, 2014 at 12:49 PM, <hirnschnell@googlemail.com> wrote:
 

This is good advice.

 What keyboard are you using?

Does it make sense to buy one with additional controllers like the akai MPK mini for triggering drums or whatever?

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 19842|19837|2014-01-24 14:01:12|zamisers7k|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|

I was looking at an Auturia Minilab today.  They look pretty neat for about $100 US.

| 19843|19837|2014-01-24 14:10:58|zamisers7k|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|

Oops just noticed the Minilab only have a usb port.  May want to, keep in mind usb won't work directly with the RS.  A lot of the newer controllers I've noticed are only
usb.

| 19844|19837|2014-01-24 16:37:10|Adam Dzielnicki|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
X-station 25 recooooo

zam@quantum-source.com napisa��:

Oops just noticed the Minilab only have a usb port.  May want to, keep in mind usb won't work directly with the RS.  A lot of the newer controllers I've
noticed are only usb.

-- 
Wys��ane za pomoc�� K-9 Mail.
| 19845|19837|2014-01-24 16:38:09|zamisers7k|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|

Agree, X-Stations are pretty nice with the RS.

| 19846|19837|2014-01-25 05:15:11|luupony|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|

You´re right Matt! Keep it simple.. I´m going to get me a plain midi mini-keyboard, that fits in the 7k carrybag.

| 19847|19837|2014-01-25 06:47:21|79adyone .|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
The Korg PadKontrol is great for this purpose.  The pads are fantastic, and are obviously good for hammering out beats, but you can also use it to play keys and chords. 
It's highly portable and has a few extra programmable controllers and features up its sleeve that make it a pretty respectable controller.  They are also inexpensive.  If you
naturally lean towards drum programming more than keyboard playing and size is a factor, definitely check one out.

Cheers,
Ady

| 19848|19837|2014-01-25 13:56:05|Conrad Schestag|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
kmi qunexus , http://www.keithmcmillen.com/qunexus/tour  
i recomend 

On Saturday, January 25, 2014 8:47 AM, 79adyone . wrote:
 
The Korg PadKontrol is great for this purpose.  The pads are fantastic, and are obviously good for hammering out beats, but you can also use it to play keys and chords.  It's highly portable and
has a few extra programmable controllers and features up its sleeve that make it a pretty respectable controller.  They are also inexpensive.  If you naturally lean towards drum programming
more than keyboard playing and size is a factor, definitely check one out.

Cheers,
Ady

| 19849|19837|2014-01-26 06:19:02|om_audio|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|

I have  a PadKontrol- love it- it will mistrigger pads when you play it hard but the X/Y touch pad for flams, rolls, etc is the best and whay I keep mine for sure. Aslo easy
to program.
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I have not kept up with this thread but saw a post about the PK and chimed in.

Here is a track I did on a Roland SP-404SX where I basically oversude the X/Y pad features but gives you an idea-

https://soundcloud.com/clifford-novey/cross-street-push-for-sp

1:00, 2:00, and after 2:30 I just use it like crazy.

Anyway- good contoller.

If I get time I will try to read th rest of the thread and post any additional thoughts.

C

| 19850|19837|2014-01-26 21:13:52|searay|Re: Mini Midi Keyboard for RS7k|
Hi I havent used the RS yet on midi yet! just the outs to an active speaker coupled with a harmonica and 60watt peavey valve amp.
The RS puts out some mean sounds to choof along with I create a great train rhythm and work the tempo up and down to max! I have Roland SP606 it has 16 pads could I
use this as a controller ? 

Sent from Samsung Galaxy Note
| 19851|19851|2014-01-29 18:28:25|vovoclock|Wanting to mute the TG|
Hey guys,

I have a question about the TG. I'm trying to mute the TG in order to ONLY hear what my external synths are playing (via MIDI). I've tried various
approaches. I've tried suggestions on how to go about this from this group, and I still can't seem to figure it out. I'm wondering if I've missed something
along the way. As far as I can tell there are 4 ways to control the TG:

UTILITY: SYSTEM 4/4: TG MUTE MODE: AUDIO/MIDI

UTILITY: MIDI SETUP 2/2: TG PARAM OUT: OFF/OUT A/ OUT B

UTILITY: MIDI SETUP 2/2: VOICE SETUP TO TG: ON/OFF

SETUP: OUT CHANNEL: OUT SELECT: TG/MIDI A/MIDI B

I guess my question(s) is/are is there a combination of all four of these that will accomplish this goal? Is one of these my ticket to a solution? It seemed like
the last one of the four was the most likely to work as that was also the main one I read about in the manual, but hasn't seemed to make a difference. Am I
missing something?

Also, is there a way to disable the TRACK VOLUME from controlling the volume of the external synths?

Thanks for your help!

Mark
| 19852|19851|2014-01-30 09:48:53|rarara_ur|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

For 'SETUP: OUT CHANNEL: OUT SELECT: TG/MIDI A/MIDI B' you need to set TG to OFF for the track in question. By default say Track 5 will have TG
on, as well as having midi channel 5 selected for midi out A and B. You can have all three or none of these options enabled per track.

| 19853|19851|2014-01-30 09:50:07|rarara_ur|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

for track volume, not if it responds to the corresponding CC thats being output, so in most cases the answer is probably 'no'

| 19854|19851|2014-01-30 14:55:22|zamisers7k|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

Agree with rarara_ur. Play around with Setup #6 Midi Out Channel and turn just the TG to Off (all the way down) for tracks you don't want the RS
sounds to trigger.but still send out midi data on mA & mB.  They are independent of each other may be what you are confusing.  It is a very cool
midi facility I don't think you get on a lot of gear, just takes some messing around with to understand it.

You might be able to filter the velocity with [Edit] View Filter..  I know it is cc07, but I am unsure how that works as I've never used it, but it does look like you can choose that
particular Control Change with F1 knob, but I'm thinking it just filters the events, not actual knob movements.  So my guess is probably not too, not without filtering all CCs
which makes all the rest of the knobs not send out midi in the Utility Midi Filter Menu.  Might be something you'll have better control over if you analog outs to separate channels
on a near by mixer console.

Zam

| 19855|19851|2014-01-30 15:05:59|vinniecuk|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|
Hi, On the out channel page with OUT SELECT set to TG pick the channels you want NO note information sent to (no sound wanted) in the internal tone generator to off
by selecting the key corresponding to those channel/s one at a time and turn the parameter knob until it goes from say channel 10 or 3 down to off, simple, hope that
helped, you can do the same for MIDI A or MIDI B if you only want internal sounds on those channels and not external.

I'm resending this at there seemed to be an error the last time i sent, you maybe get two reply's.
| 19856|19851|2014-01-30 23:32:10|om_audio|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

Hi, 

https://soundcloud.com/clifford-novey/cross-street-push-for-sp


User manual p 258 seems to suggest that:UTILITY: SYSTEM 4/4: TG MUTE MODE: AUDIO/MIDI

will either mute the audio or the MIDI when a track is muted. So it seems only to apply to muting tracks. You could try setting is to must audio, then mute all the tracks and play your sequence
and see if your external synths still get MIDI and play.

C

| 19857|19851|2014-01-30 23:33:47|om_audio|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

Hmm, ya i see you other 3 options are valid too- you know what you are doing. Mine is not hooked up ATM or I would test for you.- If I can hook it up I will try.

C

| 19858|19851|2014-01-30 23:56:59|om_audio|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

This from a post on FP:

"connect the novation to a MIDI out port of your RS (take MIDI A).

enter setup RS wise> assign your TG+MIDI A+B out.

let´s say you want to run the novation on MIDI track 9.
select track 9 > enter setup RS (hit setup till the last setup page appears) > set (for track 9) TG=off, MIDI A=out, MIDI B=off.

set your novation to MIDI channel 9 (at least the patch u wanna use)

create a phrase RS wise on track 9. with this action u´re already sequencing the novation via RS- dig it?

now connect both units AUDIO-WISE to your mixer to DIFFERENTchannels (faders)- now RS is remote playing RS track 9 on the
novation- that said RS doesn´t sound on track 9, it lets the novation play...

if you don´t have a mixer, just plug the stereo outs of the novation into the input sockets of RS. remember to crank up the rec
volume- this way you can hear the novation through the RS´s outputs and controlled from RS. "
| 19859|19827|2014-01-31 03:51:02|zamisers7k|Re: help: how to reset voice?|

Just found something else you may want to try if you haven't yet.  See if Voice Setup to TG is Off, it should be On.  Well that is what I keep mine on, when off I think it
supposed to keep voice settings when changing things.

Zam

| 19860|19851|2014-01-31 03:59:27|zamisers7k|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

TG Mute mode when set to audio sucks in my opinion.  And as far as I can tell when the track is muted it doesn't send midi either, I think it is for a style of playing.  If
you are trying to stay relatively tight while punch tracks in and out with the track mutes you'll want to keep that setting to Midi.  Set to Audio and you punch in before a
note finishes you'll hear the tail end of the previous note, just the RS's sounds, which might be useful but I don't like that happening when I am muting tracks in and out.
 May just be my preference, I'm not sure I see a real use for having that set to Audio but maybe someone else has a purpose for better reason for it???

Zam

| 19861|19851|2014-01-31 06:42:02|vovoclock|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|
Thanks everyone who replied to my question. Per usual the solution was right under my nose. What I was missing was that I needed to select my track on the control
surface first. Then on the: SETUP: OUT CHANNEL page I needed to use the knob controlling the OUT CHANNEL section on the same page to turn the TG on that
particular channel to OFF. Like most things with the RS it was a simple thing I haven't learned yet. Thanks to everyone who took the time to answer my question. I'm sure
it won't be the last! 

Mark

| 19862|19851|2014-01-31 16:31:19|zamisers7k|Re: Wanting to mute the TG|

Oh yeah, you have to select the track first ;)

Glad you got it working, and other folks responded to help too.

Zam

| 19863|19863|2014-02-04 23:34:03|zamisers7k|LFO up saw on amp prob?|
Has anyone else noticed that the up saw LFO on just the amp does absolutely nothing on the RS? I just noticed this on mine today, wondering if it has
always been like that or it went out on me, because if I create an up saw in the user LFO it works for amp, and also no probs with up saw on filter or
pitch as far as I can tell, just the amp. If can confirm this behavior so I know it isn't just my unit, thanks!

Zam
| 19864|19863|2014-02-07 06:49:45|TwoPies|Re: LFO up saw on amp prob?|
Quick test on mine & yes it does work, but it's incredibly subtle.
Try a simple drone with everything else (filter etc) doing nothing, give it +63
& if you listen carefully you'll hear it working.
Change the phase might make it more noticeable..
Probably best used for super subtle string modulation....
Enjoy
| 19865|19863|2014-02-07 07:02:45|zamisers7k|Re: LFO up saw on amp prob?|



Thanks!   Glad it isn't a problem with my RS and I guess it supposed to be that way.  I'll see if I can notice subtle change like you say.

Zam 

| 19866|19863|2014-02-07 09:44:41|rarara_ur|Re: LFO up saw on amp prob?|

but why should it be subtle when saw-down is really obvious though? is that how its supposed to be? i will double-check with some other gear to see if they are similar 

to be honest LFOs are not heavily used around these parts :-(

| 19867|19863|2014-02-07 12:46:55|TwoPies|Re: LFO up saw on amp prob?|
Further tests reveal it only works !! (has a minimal effect) on some inbuilt samples, strings etc.
Definitely dead on user sampled material..... Shame
I'm sure it used to work, but i've only recently dug the old beast out the cupboard, perhaps it
was  in the original software version - but i'm keeping current OS cos it fixed so many
bugs.... 

| 19868|19868|2014-02-08 02:18:43|streetdegree|A couple old rs tracks..|
Made completely on the rs, up to mastering. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBlc1YiGlXM&feature=youtube_gdata_player

http://www.juno.co.uk/products/personality-disorder/133613-01/
| 19869|19869|2014-02-09 11:21:40|Brion Fi|Re: Save Format Load Question|

Hello Zam et al,

 

Please help me with this ques�on. I want to write in pa�ern mode and then save data to the smartmedia disk then open the data in Logic 9 from my MacBook.

Then edit tracks, (and maybe add tracks) and reload back into the RS for live performance.

 

How do I save my tracks to the card in WAV format?

Can I save all the tracks all in one go? (for instance will they save to a folder with #1 - #16 track for example?)

 

Primarily, what is the best way to handle swapping tracks between Logic9 and the RS?

I should admit now that I rarely ever make it out of pa�ern mode, but I have tried to save my tracks through other modes to with no success.

 

Please let me know your thoughts.

Thank you.

 

BrionFi

Brionfi@gmail.com

404 993 2234

USA.

 

 

 

 

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of streetdegree
Sent: Friday, February 7, 2014 11:11 PM

| 19870|19869|2014-02-09 12:20:59|zamisers7k|Re: Save Format Load Question|

Hello BrionFi,

Hmmm, I've not done what you are a�emp�ng to do, I think it is possible but probably not the way you are thinking for the way you worded your ques�ons.

mailto:Brionfi@gmail.com


Firstly, to get a couple basics out of the way even if you do or don't know this already, is that the types files you'll want to work with for sequences like what the pa�erns are built
from can be exported to midi files which the RS works with but it calls them .SMF (standard midi format?).   The  .WAV files are audio samples which are sounds but no sequenced
pa�ern data.  You can't pull the RS's built in sounds right to a .wav file, they'd have to be resampled internally and then exported.  Two totally different formats and things to work
with when copying between the RS and other gear.

So, for starters what I'd suggest is once you've got a pa�ern built on the RS then you want to do an Export [1] on the number pad twice, then switch the File Type to SMF [F1] knob.
 OK it, and name it with .MID extension (.mid & .smf are the same thing).  I think the RS only exports one sec�on at a �me which is the current sec�on you have the Style/Pa�ern
on, usually sec�on A for starters, but can be through F.

Next you'll want to import midi (the .mid or .smf files) into your computer's so�ware, and you'll have to read up on how to do that because I'm not very familiar with working on
computers with them and and the so�ware your so�ware that you men�oned on the computer.

Once you rework the notes and stuff on computer you'll want to export it to .mid and import back in to the RS.  The tricky part, I've no�ced in the past, with impor�ng midi files to
the RS is that supposedly it can take format 1 & 0, but I don't remember which it seems to actually have trouble on reading, but I've got a u�lity that will convert to the other midi
format type called GN1:0 midi converter.  Here is link to their website to download for free if you need it:  

h�p://www.gnmidi.com/

I just checked their site out and it looks like their new free version is only valid for 14 days, which is a bummer.  I've got a copy of an older version that stays working if you want it,
let me know.

If you wan't  to work with .wav files instead, it may simply be be�er to hook up the analog outs and ins between your computer and resample them to each other,  that is usually
what I do instead of expor�ng .wavs back and forth.

Hope some of this helps, I probably le� some important parts out, but hoping once you get in to doing it more of it will make sense and come to you more easily then reading my
poorly wri�en instruc�ons.  If not though, don't hesitate to ask here.

Zam

| 19871|19869|2014-02-09 12:35:09|zamisers7k|Re: Save Format Load Question|

Also, it might be a lot easier to work between your computer and RS if you get something like a USB to midi interface.  They are really cheap, I think I bought one off
amazon for like $7.00 US a while ago, and get couple midi cables too which are pretty cheap.  Just play and record back and forth to each one instead of importing, you
could probably do a lot more too, the way I imagine everyone else does it.

Zam

| 19872|19872|2014-02-10 22:01:57|tabdolall|live RS minimal techno set|
http://youtu.be/IpmMJX5GwbQ

rebuilding my studio, the RS is the centerpiece of course.. Sorry about the distortion, the was a first run experiment..

I owned an RS since its release but mistakenly (foolishly) sold off all my hardware and began using cubase etc..Thats when producing got boring!!

Its here to stay this time.. :)

If anyone has an aeib2 board they'd be able to part with - please let me know.
cheers
| 19873|19872|2014-02-11 03:40:09|Adam Dzielnicki|Re: live RS minimal techno set|
nice! keep going

---
pozdrawiam
adam.dzielnicki@gmail.com
+48 797 836 764

2014-02-10 19:32 GMT+01:00 <streetdegree@gmail.com>:

 

mailto:adam.dzielnicki@gmail.com
mailto:streetdegree@gmail.com


http://youtu.be/IpmMJX5GwbQ

rebuilding my studio, the RS is the centerpiece of course.. Sorry about the distortion, the was a first run experiment..

I owned an RS since its release but mistakenly (foolishly) sold off all my hardware and began using cubase etc..Thats when producing got boring!!

Its here to stay this time.. :)

If anyone has an aeib2 board they'd be able to part with - please let me know.
cheers

| 19874|19874|2014-02-12 15:17:44|lecrametnak|Live Set|
This is how i work...

http://youtu.be/QozweKcBxlc

| 19875|19872|2014-02-12 15:17:50|lecrametnak|Re: live RS minimal techno set|

This is how i work

http://youtu.be/QozweKcBxlc

| 19876|19876|2014-02-12 16:12:42|zamisers7k|RS7000 proboards update|
In case anyone is intrested, they updated proboard versions, and there were some issues I had to fix and stuff. Since I don't go there often and not much happens on it I am
sorry for any late replies and hopefully you found your way here or the RS7000 facebook page for quicker responses.  However, I'd hope some more folks maybe would
like to help me keep an eye out for questions and answer them there too by checking in as well when you get a chance @ http://rs7000.proboards.com/
| 19877|19834|2014-02-13 09:12:20|bochez666|Re: Sample cuts off after pattern switching|
Hi Zam,

Thanks for your reply. I somehow only noticed today...
Voice hold doesn't really solve the problem. However, I learned to live with it. 
The reverb still goes on, only a little shorter. 

Thanks again,

David
| 19878|19878|2014-02-13 14:42:01|vitaminman12|Switching Sections in time with tempo|
Hello, First time poster, I'm a veteran of MIDI and sequencers, but new to the RS7000, my understanding of Styles/Patterns/Phrases/Sections/Songs is a little shaky. In
Pattern Mode, I find myself wanting to switch Sections quickly by hitting the A-J keys. This works fine, but it always switches *the instant* I hit the key, even if the time
hasn't reached the end of the Section's length. What I would like to do is be able to have the currently playing Section complete itself before switching to the next Section.
Is this possible to do in Pattern Mode? Thank you, Nick
| 19879|19878|2014-02-13 14:54:41|zamisers7k|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|
Hi Nick,

Welcome to the group.  Posting status is manually changed by admin (me Zam) after first postings to unmoderated FYI. Helps prevent spamming.  Your other posts were
deleted since they were about the same thing, hope you don't mind.

To answer your question, you'll want to go to Utility mode and probably switch the Pattern Quantize to 1 measure.  That is the longest it goes, the RS can't actually know
when a pattern has run it's full course since you can have phrases on each track of different lengths.  You'll get the hang of it eventually, it is more complex than most
pattern based looping machines, which is a good thing but a little harder to follow at first.

Also, if you are in the Pattern Patch screen, you can drop phrases in and out, and switch them, on tracks that I think will wait until they are done playing.  I just learned
this little trick, so I'm not 100% sure what I'm saying is correct or how well it'll work for anyone, but was a neat little discovery I want to play around with some more on
the RS.

Hope some of this info helps.

Zam
| 19880|19878|2014-02-13 19:05:29|vitaminman12|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|
Hi Zam, Thank you very much. Did I read that you use Cool Edit 2000 as your wave editor, or was rusty someone else? Thanks Nick
| 19881|19878|2014-02-13 23:25:08|zamisers7k|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|
Yep, I still use Cooledit2000 believe it or not.  Still works under windows 7, as long as I run it with admin privileges.  Don't know if it'll run under windows 8 yet tho, but
hardy little sound editing program.

Zam
| 19882|19878|2014-02-13 23:36:22|marcus gaudio|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|
hi
me too
i'm using it with win7 64bit, it works properly
cheers

Il Venerdì 14 Febbraio 2014 7:25, "zam@quantum-source.com" ha scritto:
Yep, I still use Cooledit2000 believe it or not.  Still works under windows 7, as long as I run it with admin privileges.  Don't know if it'll run under windows 8 yet tho, but hardy little sound
editing program.

http://youtu.be/IpmMJX5GwbQ
http://youtu.be/QozweKcBxlc
http://youtu.be/QozweKcBxlc
http://rs7000.proboards.com/


Zam

| 19883|19878|2014-02-13 23:39:04|Nick White|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|

That's awesome! I used to work for Syntrillium during the Cool Edit Pro 2.0 days right until Adobe bought Syntrillium out. I still run Audition 1.5 (which is essentially
CEP 2.3) on all my computers. I believe it is, even today, the best waveform editor out there.

Thanks for the tip, btw, it looks like it's going to work.

Nick

On Feb 13, 2014 11:25 PM, <zam@quantum-source.com> wrote:
 

Yep, I still use Cooledit2000 believe it or not.  Still works under windows 7, as long as I run it with admin privileges.  Don't know if it'll run under windows
8 yet tho, but hardy little sound editing program.

Zam

| 19884|19878|2014-02-15 08:59:50|zamisers7k|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|
Thats awesome you worked for them.  I did try Pro way back and really liked the multi-tracking, but I couldn't get the .mp3 encoder to sound as good as it does on 2000.
 I've been using Magix Music Maker 11 deluxe for a long time for my multi-tracking purposes and video on an old XP computer, but that computer crapped out on me
recently and I can't get it to run on Windows 7, so lately I've been using ableton intro which doesn't encode to .mp3 so I've been saving as .wav and using CE2000 more
again lately to encode them to mp3s.  I do agree it is the best waveform editor, the processing  functions are just so quick, simple, friendly to use and many.

Zam 
| 19885|19878|2014-02-15 09:58:44|sucramgaudio@yahoo.it|Re: Switching Sections in time with tempo|
I'll be honest, I never understand well the multitracking workflow on CE 2000, always use it as I use soundforge 4.5 (I still got it too): one only track...

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: zam@quantum-source.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RE: Switching Sections in time with tempo 
Sent: Sat, Feb 15, 2014 3:59:49 PM 

 

Thats awesome you worked for them.  I did try Pro way back and really liked the multi-tracking, but I couldn't get the .mp3 encoder to sound as good as it does on 2000.
 I've been using Magix Music Maker 11 deluxe for a long time for my multi-tracking purposes and video on an old XP computer, but that computer crapped out on me
recently and I can't get it to run on Windows 7, so lately I've been using ableton intro which doesn't encode to .mp3 so I've been saving as .wav and using CE2000 more
again lately to encode them to mp3s.  I do agree it is the best waveform editor, the processing  functions are just so quick, simple, friendly to use and many.

Zam 
| 19886|19886|2014-02-16 19:12:04|lordmilitant007|yamaha rs7000 plugin board|
I saw sneak thief's website about a interface where a xg plugin board goes, does anyone know where to get the interface. Possibly it might work if someone tries any
ideas.
 
| 19887|19886|2014-02-17 04:40:28|rarara_ur|Re: yamaha rs7000 plugin board|
i would imagine even if you could get an interface and solder it in (i'd look in the service manual for a machine that already has one - dx200/an200 etc - for the component
details/part number) then install a board onto it, that the current firmware isn't going to recognise it and it would be a waste of time. i suppose until someone tries we will
never know for certain

are the plugin boards not fairly pricey anyway?
| 19888|19886|2014-02-17 07:16:31|sucramgaudio@yahoo.it|Re: yamaha rs7000 plugin board|
What's this exactly?

Inviato da Yahoo Mail su Android

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] yamaha rs7000 plugin board 
Sent: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 2:12:04 AM 

 

I saw sneak thief's website about a interface where a xg plugin board goes, does anyone know where to get the interface. Possibly it might work if someone tries any
ideas.
 
| 19889|19889|2014-02-24 07:54:52|legsmechanical|Looking to trade Mc-909 for rs7000.|
Mc in great shape. New pads. 128 ram. Joshstrap@gmail.com if interested.
| 19890|19872|2014-02-27 10:55:58|tabdolall|Re: live RS minimal techno set|
nice work.. I like it!
| 19891|19891|2014-03-02 18:47:45|ethomjen|RS7000 with flightcase, max RAM for sale|
Hi there-

My RS7000 has been going unused for far too long.  It works great, is in excellent condition, and has a flight case that I've only used once.  It has the RAM maxed out, all
buttons/tests work, and has the latest 1.22 firmware update.

mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
https://it.overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
https://it.overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


Here are photos:  https://www.dropbox.com/sc/hcawra8qm6dwaud/fG-Q4Lx9BO#/

Asking $500, and includes the following:

RS7000
Power cord
Two memory cards--one 32MB, one 64MB
Printout of the manual
Hardshell flight case

Contact me on here or at ethomjen@gmail.com if you're interested!

Thanks-
Eric
| 19892|19886|2014-03-03 05:10:54|megons|Re: yamaha rs7000 plugin board|
I spent a while looking at the schematics recently and I have to recant my initial suggestion that it's an expansion port for a PLG board.

It's actually labelled "ROM-ICE" in the schematics. Judging by the data-lines, it looks like an internal ROM expansion port for samples, like the Roland SRX series.This
obviously never happened as I see no reference to such a thing for the original MOTIF series.

The PLG on the other hand uses SPI for audio in and out as well as two pairs of MIDI in/out ports. SPI isn't that hard to interface with.

Here are my notes on how to interface with a PLG card:

1. Midi A In -> P93/TXD0 HD6413002FP16                                      MIDI A Out

2. Midi B In -> P92/RXD0 HD6413002FP16                                      MIDI B Out

3. Midi B Out -> P90/TXD0 HD6413002FP16                                   MIDI B In

4. RES (reset) HD6413002FP16                                                         PLG Reset

5. 5VDC Digital

6. 5VDC Digital

7. GND

8. GND

9. MELI 7 -> SI 7 YSSF236-F (Serial Input 7)                                    MELI                           Input

10. MELI 5 -> SI 5 YSSF236-F (Serial Input 5)                                  MELO                         Output                                      DATA 

11. SYW -> SYWIN YSSF236-F (Sync Signal Input)                         MELWCK                   Word/Select/LRCK clock            L/RCLCK

12. 128FS -> CLKIN YSSF236-F (Master Clock Input)                    MELBCK                    Bit clock 128FS                       SCLCK

13. MIDI B CK -> 74HC153 -> SW1 PA2 HD6413002FP16           100 Ohm -> GND

14. MIDI A CK -> 74HC153 -> SW2 PA3 HD6413002FP16           NC

15. MELI 4 -> SI 4 YSSF236-F (Serial Input 5)                                  NC

| 19893|19893|2014-03-06 08:35:57|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Panning effects...|

Hi

I've found the option to pan the reverb output left or right, but I can't find similar settings for delay or variation effects. Anyone know if this is possible?

I want to route different audio out of left and right outputs, but the effects make them 'bleed' into the wrong outputs....

Thanks....

| 19894|19893|2014-03-06 08:53:22|zamisers7k|Re: Panning effects...|

Hi,

 

I can't say for sure all the delay or vari effects or reverb have access to left and right control parks but many do. You can access all their settings under #5 on the number
pad effect settings. Hope I got that right in not near my RS at the moment. Delay settings i think is 3rd menu deep, but you want to choose the type of delay on the ffirst
menu, then go deeper to iits settings. The thing to easily overlook tho is that once you are in the effects settings you can page the menu over with the f4 and f1 buttons and
see more settings. Some can be pretty extensive and easily overlooked not knowing that effects are one of the rs's more powerful features compared to other groove gear

sorry for any typos and being blunt, using "smart" phone to type.

Zam

| 19895|19895|2014-03-06 14:46:38|c9mw|rs7k continuous. controllers. with Akai Max (25 & 49)|

https://www.dropbox.com/sc/hcawra8qm6dwaud/fG-Q4Lx9BO#/


Having great success with RS7k recently purchased. Would like to control RS with Akai max25 & 49 controllers that are merged into RS. The elegant Max fader
controllers can transmit continuous controller codes but can anything be accepted by the RS7k?
| 19896|19895|2014-03-06 16:23:16|zamisers7k|Re: rs7k continuous. controllers. with Akai Max (25 & 49)|

yes you can control almost everything remotely via midi on the RS. A few things don't but if you are having trouble figuring out a code or anything with the RS you are
welcome to ask about it here.

 

Zam

| 19897|19895|2014-03-07 02:55:43|rarara_ur|Re: rs7k continuous. controllers. with Akai Max (25 & 49)|
i have an X-Station and have its sliders set to control track volume on one template, track pan on another - both via sysex. you can control a ton of RS parameters that
way, more than via midiCCs, as it doesn't accept a whole bunch of those. look at the back of the manual for details. i can dig out the specific sysex command if you are
stuck, as its never the easiest to decipher
| 19898|19893|2014-03-07 08:29:10|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Panning effects...|

Thanks Zam
I had found some of the left/right pages (F1 / F4) - but I hadn't realized that some of them have some empty pages (with no parameters) - but if you keep going right then
there are some more parameters deeper in.

You're correct - there are panning options for all effects if you look deep enough.

Thanks again!

Paul

| 19899|19895|2014-03-07 08:29:55|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: rs7k continuous. controllers. with Akai Max (25 & 49)|

I've found this page (and others)

http://faq.yamaha.com/us/en/article/music-production/sequencers/rs7000/2023/1570/Changing_Pattern_Sections_via_MIDI/?current_page_id=1&sort=best&type=

That give MIDI codes for changing patterns (which I hope to use to control the RS7k live from drum pads)

I don't suppose anyone has found any midi codes to emulate the Tap Tempo button from midi?

| 19900|19895|2014-03-07 09:37:59|Ian Vine|Re: rs7k continuous. controllers. with Akai Max (25 & 49)|
Tap temp can be set from the footswitch input. What drum pads / setup are you using? Anything that could provide a footswitch output

IanV

On Friday, 7 March 2014, 15:29, "paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk" wrote:
 
I've found this page (and others)
http://faq.yamaha.com/us/en/article/music-production/sequencers/rs7000/2023/1570/Changing_Pattern_Sections_via_MIDI/?current_page_id=1&sort=best&type=
That give MIDI codes for changing patterns (which I hope to use to control the RS7k live from drum pads)
I don't suppose anyone has found any midi codes to emulate the Tap Tempo button from midi?

| 19901|19895|2014-03-07 22:37:43|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: rs7k continuous. controllers. with Akai Max (25 & 49)|

Not directly. I'm mainly using Roland SPD-S (with a couple of additional drum pads).

I've seen Midi operated relays on eBay but they're not cheap:

http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/MIDI-Solutions-Relay-MIDI-Controlled-Switch-BRAND-NEW-AUTHORIZED-DEALER-/301048072806?
pt=US_Computer_Recording_Interfaces&hash=item4617dd0a66

I'm wondering if the output from a drum pad (typically a Piezo sensor) has enough signal to active a 'sound activated relay' type setup:

http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/sound-activated-switch-kit-n08jg

It's just really frustrating that Yamaha didn't implement a midi signal for the tap tempo. I've searched the internet for a midi sequencer that has a midi activated tap tempo
input - and there are almost none. (The Roland TD12 can have a drum pad set to control tap tempo for the internal sequencer - but the sequencer is fairly limited).

It's bad enough that the pattern change midi commands need complex midi codes (rather than simple notes or program change / controller messages) - but I'm managed to
get a Peavey PC1600 which (according to what I've read) is capable of receiving midi notes (from my drum pads) and then transmitting custom midi strings (to change
patterns). I haven't tested this yet (and I hope there aren't any delay / latency issues from the PC1600).

Any thoughts / ideas gratefully received

| 19902|19893|2014-03-08 01:04:11|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Panning effects...|

Weirdest thing I've noticed this morning....

Even thought the variation effect retains it's pan setting (in the menu) when saved and reloaded, the FX audio is actually panned centre when the track is first played back.
If I go into the pan settings (which still snow full right) and adjust them by 1 the sound jumps to the right and then stays there. But when the song is next reloaded from
card, the FX sound is initially panned central.

I haven't had chance to try this on different variation effect types or songs yet, but it is an annoying 'quirk'....

http://faq.yamaha.com/us/en/article/music-production/sequencers/rs7000/2023/1570/Changing_Pattern_Sections_via_MIDI/?current_page_id=1&sort=best&type=
http://faq.yamaha.com/us/en/article/music-production/sequencers/rs7000/2023/1570/Changing_Pattern_Sections_via_MIDI/?current_page_id=1&sort=best&type=
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/MIDI-Solutions-Relay-MIDI-Controlled-Switch-BRAND-NEW-AUTHORIZED-DEALER-/301048072806?pt=US_Computer_Recording_Interfaces&hash=item4617dd0a66
http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/sound-activated-switch-kit-n08jg


Reverb and Delay effects seem to behave 'properly'.

 

| 19903|19893|2014-03-11 07:17:40|zamisers7k|Re: Panning effects...|
I'm not able to confirm this behavior with the RS at the moment, but perhaps there is a workaround if it is a problem for you.  See if when you change the setting it outputs
a midi signal by watching the midi lights on the RS, if so there are ways to capture the code and put it in one of the tracks events list so it won't forget it.  If you can't
figure it out, let me know the delay type number and when I get a chance I can probably grab the sysex code for you if it has one.

Zam
| 19904|19904|2014-03-11 10:51:01|lordmilitant007|rs7000 factory cd|
does any one have the iso for download with all the styles
| 19905|19904|2014-03-11 16:01:21|Zamise|Re: rs7000 factory cd|
Not an ISO but I have them here:  h�p://quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/

Zam

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com
Sent:  3/ 11/ 2014 10:51 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] rs7000 factory cd

does any one have the iso for download with all the styles

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19906|19872|2014-03-12 07:57:08|Ianofthe HouseMcMahon|Re: live RS minimal techno set|
its good to hear some homegrown music man well done

On Thursday, 27 February 2014, 17:56, "streetdegree@gmail.com" wrote:
 
nice work.. I like it!

| 19907|19907|2014-03-12 11:03:00|legsmechanical|A-Wave and kit creation|
I've read all of the other conversations on here about creating RS kits using AWave, and I'm not sure I grasp them.  Granted, a lot of those topics are really old, so they
may not apply to the version of Awave that I'm using (10.6).

Does anyone have any experience with this that they'd like to share?  More specifically:

1) Can I use a kit made from scratch in Awave without loading and editing an existing RS file? How? (this would be preferable because Awave can automatically create a
kit and properly all loaded drum samples to it).
2) What is the file format that I need to save instruments created in Awave as for use in the RS (I'm assuming it's the old motif format, but I haven't gotten that to work)
3) What is the relationship between r2p and r3p files as far as awave is concerned, and do I need to generate both in Awave?

Any takers?  I want to be able to quickly get a ton of hits into the RS without loading each one individually, and I'm thinking this is the best way to go.... if I can get it to
work.  Thanks!
| 19908|19908|2014-03-23 01:28:32|Paul Fleetwood|Re: [RS7000] RE: Panning effects...|
Sorry for the late reply, been busy!
I've done some more tes�ng this morning.
It appears the problem may apply to many Varia�on FX, I've tested it on about 3 different ones and they all behave the same (60,61,62 etc).
Here is the process to replicate the problem.
Create a pa�ern with a phrase in.
Assign varia�on FX 62 and raise send levels in mixer (so you can hear the effect)
Pan track hard le� L63 (or right)
No�ce the sound hasn't really moved le� (because of FX)
Go into effects se�ngs (page 2 scroll right 4 �mes) and pan FX L63
No�ce sound is now panned le�.
Save all se�ngs to card
Power off, then back on
Reload all se�ngs
Play pa�ern, sound with appear central again
Check FX panning, it will s�ll say L63
Adjust panning to L62, and 'proper’ panning will be resumed.

Also interes�ng to note, I had three different styles loaded (using different varia�on FX), all played incorrectly when they were all reloaded, but once I fixed 1 of them (by
adjus�ng the pan to L62 then L63) then it was fixed in all pa�erns.
Really weird (and annoying!) bug…,.

Paul

From: zam@quantum-source.com
Sent:  Tuesday ,  11   March   2014  13 : 17
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

I'm not able to confirm this behavior with the RS at the moment, but perhaps there is a workaround if it is a problem for you.  See if when you change the setting it outputs a midi signal by
watching the midi lights on the RS, if so there are ways to capture the code and put it in one of the tracks events list so it won't forget it.  If you can't figure it out, let me know the delay type
number and when I get a chance I can probably grab the sysex code for you if it has one.

mailto:lordmilitant007@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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Zam

| 19909|19893|2014-03-23 10:21:12|Zamise|Re: Panning effects...|
I'll cross check this behavior on my RS when I get chance.  I haven't been able to get on my RS much lately and that has made me sad.  Anyhow it doesn't totally surprise me it would do
that, I think I rember running in FX se�ng issue like it before,  and the lfo has a kind of similar problem where if you where using a user created one and switch voice you have to go
back in and make an adjustment on it for it to affect the sound like it supposed to.  RS has some odd quarks here and there.  If the vari effect delay becomes an issue there is a way you
should be able to force the se�ng to store as an event with the phrase.  I can get back to you on that if interested and explain more about it.

Zam

From: Paul Fleetwood
Sent:  3/ 23/ 2014 1:19 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RE: Panning effects...

Sorry for the late reply, been busy!
I've done some more testing this morning.
It appears the problem may apply to many Variation FX, I've tested it on about 3 different ones and they all behave the same (60,61,62 etc).
Here is the process to replicate the problem.
Create a pattern with a phrase in.
Assign variation FX 62 and raise send levels in mixer (so you can hear the effect)
Pan track hard left L63 (or right)
Notice the sound hasn't really moved left (because of FX)
Go into effects settings (page 2 scroll right 4 times) and pan FX L63
Notice sound is now panned left.
Save all settings to card
Power off, then back on
Reload all settings
Play pattern, sound with appear central again
Check FX panning, it will still say L63
Adjust panning to L62, and 'proper’ panning will be resumed.

Also interesting to note, I had three different styles loaded (using different variation FX), all played incorrectly when they were all reloaded, but once I fixed 1 of them (by
adjusting the pan to L62 then L63) then it was fixed in all patterns.
Really weird (and annoying!) bug…,.

Paul

From: zam@quantum-source.com
Sent:  Tuesday ,  11   March   2014  13 : 17
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

 

I'm not able to confirm this behavior with the RS at the moment, but perhaps there is a workaround if it is a problem for you.  See if when you change the setting it outputs a midi signal by
watching the midi lights on the RS, if so there are ways to capture the code and put it in one of the tracks events list so it won't forget it.  If you can't figure it out, let me know the delay type
number and when I get a chance I can probably grab the sysex code for you if it has one.

Zam

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19910|19893|2014-03-23 17:33:58|zamisers7k|Re: Panning effects...|
Crossed checked and yep it does it on mine too, not sure why this happens, however here is my workaround:

got to EDIT and insert an event type EXCLUSIVE at the start with the hex data of

F0.43.10.61.01.02.23.7F.F7

This code only works for variation type 064 ODRV+DLY and forces the delay to pan R63.  I rebooted and reloaded and it stayed.  Only issue may be then if you want to
adjust it later while playing it'll revert too, but the fix for that would be to put the event on its own phrase alone and on its own track and then you can mute and unmute it
when needed.

If you want or need the code for another setting let me know what it is and I'll see if I can grab it for you.  You can get them on your with the RS alone and a midi cable
hooked back in to itself and record the changes in overdub mode and go in to the events editor and see them, or using something like Bome's SendSX to capture them on
your computer.

May just be easier to deal with it manually every time, but if you must and is that important then hopefully this info. will help you.

Zam
| 19911|19893|2014-03-25 03:58:07|[( exhalator )]|first tracks|
Hi there,

these are my first tracks with RS7K, check them out if you are curious ...

On some tracks there are AN200 on bassline and/or Roland XV 2020 on synth pad ...

Everything else RS7K, controlled by RS7K, starting with prefix on a basecamp:

mailto:paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk
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http://kinderzimmer.bandcamp.com/

If somebody is interested, i can tell exactly how it was made or do you want the patterns? They are very simple indeed ...

Peace, love and synthesizers ...

Fero

]------------------------------------------------o
]-  kinderzimmer.sk  - -------------------o
]-  digital - analog - noise  - ------------o
]-----------------------------------------------o

On 24. Mar 2014, at 0:33 , <zam@quantum-source.com> <zam@quantum-source.com> wrote:

Crossed checked and yep it does it on mine too, not sure why this happens, however here is my workaround:

got to EDIT and insert an event type EXCLUSIVE at the start with the hex data of

F0.43.10.61.01.02.23.7F.F7

This code only works for variation type 064 ODRV+DLY and forces the delay to pan R63.  I rebooted and reloaded and it stayed.  Only issue
may be then if you want to adjust it later while playing it'll revert too, but the fix for that would be to put the event on its own phrase alone and on
its own track and then you can mute and unmute it when needed.

If you want or need the code for another setting let me know what it is and I'll see if I can grab it for you.  You can get them on your with the RS
alone and a midi cable hooked back in to itself and record the changes in overdub mode and go in to the events editor and see them, or using
something like Bome's SendSX to capture them on your computer.

May just be easier to deal with it manually every time, but if you must and is that important then hopefully this info. will help you.

Zam

| 19912|19893|2014-03-26 23:59:58|Paul Fleetwood|Re: Panning effects...|
Thanks Zam - that's really helpful
 
Much appreciated.

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: zam@quantum-source.com
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 2014 16:33:58 -0700
Subject: RE: [RS7000] RE: Panning effects...

Crossed checked and yep it does it on mine too, not sure why this happens, however here is my workaround:

got to EDIT and insert an event type EXCLUSIVE at the start with the hex data of

F0.43.10.61.01.02.23.7F.F7

This code only works for variation type 064 ODRV+DLY and forces the delay to pan R63.  I rebooted and reloaded and it stayed.  Only issue may be then if you want to
adjust it later while playing it'll revert too, but the fix for that would be to put the event on its own phrase alone and on its own track and then you can mute and unmute it
when needed.

If you want or need the code for another setting let me know what it is and I'll see if I can grab it for you.  You can get them on your with the RS alone and a midi cable
hooked back in to itself and record the changes in overdub mode and go in to the events editor and see them, or using something like Bome's SendSX to capture them on
your computer.

May just be easier to deal with it manually every time, but if you must and is that important then hopefully this info. will help you.

Zam

| 19913|19913|2014-03-27 00:12:08|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Pattern Quantizing - any way round this?|

I know this is going to sound like an odd question, but it is causing me some issues...

http://kinderzimmer.bandcamp.com/
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com


As far as I can tell, there is no way to turn off pattern quantising. It can only be se to bar, 1/4 note 1/16 note etc.

I'm not looking to have the RS7k playing through my entire song, but bring it in for certain sections. Live bands don't play in time, and even though I try to play to a click
(keeping the RS7k running), it's not working.

I'm using a PC1600x to take midi notes from drum pads and translate them into SysEx to change patterns. But if I'm even slightly late with the trigger, then the pattern
doesn't change until the next 1/16th note (or 1/4 note or bar depending on how I set the quantise).

I did have the idea of including Midi Stop and Start commands in the Sysex string (so each midi note triggers a midi string of STOP / Change Pattern / START) - but this
seems to cause a 'double trigger' of the pattern (it starts, then starts again on the next 1/16th note).

I know that the RS7k is designed to keep running, and be the 'master' of the setup, and I realise I'm trying to 'mis-use' it for my situation. But if anyone has come up with
any good ideas on how to 'get round' the pattern quantising then I'd be keen to hear what you've done.

Thanks,

Paul

| 19914|19913|2014-03-27 09:06:24|Zamise|Re: Pattern Quantizing - any way round this?|
Interes�ng problem you have,  only interes�ng solu�on I can think of is to double or qoudruple each track's beat stretch �me so they play slower and then speed up the bpms equally
so you'll in essence be pa�ern quan�zing at 1/32 or 1/64.  This might lead to other issues but their might also be a job for stretching too too, but maybe for future crea�on keep faster
tempos in mind and half �me your sequences in when you make them.  Otherwise, I'm not really sure a be�er way, stop star�ng seems like only other way but yeah that seems kind of
a weird way as their also could be some lagging and who knows what else, not sure it always start where you le� off or at the beginning.  I've done some glichy stuff by using the rewind
bu�on while playing tho, any how if you find a good or be�er way please share.

Zam

From: paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk
Sent:  3/ 27/ 2014 12:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Pa�ern Quan�zing - any way round this?

I know this is going to sound like an odd question, but it is causing me some issues...

As far as I can tell, there is no way to turn off pattern quantising. It can only be se to bar, 1/4 note 1/16 note etc.

I'm not looking to have the RS7k playing through my entire song, but bring it in for certain sections. Live bands don't play in time, and even though I try to play to a click
(keeping the RS7k running), it's not working.

I'm using a PC1600x to take midi notes from drum pads and translate them into SysEx to change patterns. But if I'm even slightly late with the trigger, then the pattern
doesn't change until the next 1/16th note (or 1/4 note or bar depending on how I set the quantise).

I did have the idea of including Midi Stop and Start commands in the Sysex string (so each midi note triggers a midi string of STOP / Change Pattern / START) - but this
seems to cause a 'double trigger' of the pattern ( it starts, then starts again on the next 1/16th note).

I know that the RS7k is designed to keep running, and be the 'master' of the setup, and I realise I'm trying to 'mis-use' it for my situation. But if anyone has come up with
any good ideas on how to 'get round' the pattern quantising then I'd be keen to hear what you've done.

Thanks,

Paul

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19915|19915|2014-04-27 01:30:27|zamisers7k|RS's Sound Engine?|

Hi RSers!

Things around the Yahoo group have been a little slow.  Any ideas to pick it up a bit?

Personally, I want to do youtube vid of how actually awesome the RS's sound engine is after the sample tone is, but hey what do I know about the RS's engine?

What do you guys have planed to show off the RS's abilities?

Zam

| 19916|19916|2014-05-09 13:17:35|c9mw|Nature of the beast|
 The YAMAHA  RS7k is the first device on & the last device off in my project studio, not because it sounds exceptional, but it is the workhorse that focuses on the entire
production of whichever project I am currently working on.  A studio that has so many focus points is easy to be distracted by  using  Cubase and Wavelab or integrating
the latest analog synth rack module. The RS7k can be a  major tool in getting any project to completion regardless of genre or type of audio  required. Get the foundation
of the project completed and tweak up the HIGHLIGHTED focus points of the project, The RS7000 fits right in!  I read a lot of RS7k owners like to use it for live dance
music productions  or perhaps as  some tricked out drum machine.

Great, but  for me, it is a tool that keeps everything together and focused on getting the job done. I even got a AIEB2 card installed and use it to clock my AES/EBU
network regardless of the sample rate of the final  project. The RS7k can be a great toy, but it can also be a valuble tool in music production and composition, even in

mailto:paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


2014!

| 19917|19916|2014-05-09 13:52:06|neil briscombe|Re: Nature of the beast|
How about doing an text explanation or video of the workflow to help elevate those of us who only scratch the surface?

I for one would be very grateful

Cheers,

Neil

On 9 May 2014 20:17, c9mw2969@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

 The YAMAHA  RS7k is the first device on & the last device off in my project studio, not because it sounds exceptional, but it is the workhorse that focuses
on the entire production of whichever project I am currently working on.  A studio that has so many focus points is easy to be distracted by  using  Cubase
and Wavelab or integrating the latest analog synth rack module. The RS7k can be a  major tool in getting any project to completion regardless of genre or
type of audio  required. Get the foundation of the project completed and tweak up the HIGHLIGHTED focus points of the project, The RS7000 fits right in!
 I read a lot of RS7k owners like to use it for live dance music productions  or perhaps as  some tricked out drum machine.

Great, but  for me, it is a tool that keeps everything together and focused on getting the job done. I even got a AIEB2 card installed and use it to clock my
AES/EBU network regardless of the sample rate of the final  project. The RS7k can be a great toy, but it can also be a valuble tool in music production and
composition, even in 2014!

| 19918|19915|2014-05-09 20:53:53|Marc Goemans|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|

I am trying to set it up as my main sequencer. So sick and �red of using a pc…

Would love to see people sharing their setup secrets. Ill try and get into mine and share some of that love!

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of zam@quantum-source.com
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2014 3:30 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RS's Sound Engine?

 

 

Hi RSers!

 

Things around the Yahoo group have been a little slow.  Any ideas to pick it up a bit?

 

Personally, I want to do youtube vid of how actually awesome the RS's sound engine is after the sample tone is, but hey what do I know about the RS's engine?

 

What do you guys have planed to show off the RS's abilities?

 

Zam

| 19919|19919|2014-05-09 20:54:15|Devanand Satyanand|RS7000 ORIGINAL FILES|
Hello Folks
I have recently bought myself a RS7000, but it did not come with the original CD or smart media card which apparently had all the original
presets included.   So does anyone know where I can obtain these original presets?  I have downloaded some files but it only fills up 17 sections. 
Any help much appreciated.
Thank you, Dave
| 19920|19916|2014-05-09 20:57:26|zamisers7k|Re: Nature of the beast|
I couldn't agree more, it is one awesome machine however you use it.

Zam
| 19921|19919|2014-05-09 20:59:30|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 ORIGINAL FILES|
I keep the original SMCard files here:

Index of /RS7000orig

Index of /RS7000orig

mailto:c9mw2969@gmail.com
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Index of /RS7000orig Name Last modified Size Description Parent
Directory   - AUTOLD_1.R2A 21-Nov-2011 22:10 370K AUTOLD_1.R3A
21-Nov-2011 22:12 3.5M AUTOLD_2.R2A 21-Nov-2011 22:11 226K
AUTOLD_2.R3A
View on quantum-source.com Preview by Yahoo

 

And the original CDRom ones here:

Index of /RSCDStyles

Index of /RSCDStyles
Index of /RSCDStyles Name Last modified Size Description Parent
Directory   - 01BIGBT4.R2A 03-Dec-2012 20:39 129K 01BIGBT4.R3A
03-Dec-2012 20:39 2.7M 02BREKTR.R2A 03-Dec-2012 20:39 135K
02BREKTR.R3A
View on quantum-source.com Preview by Yahoo

 

Enjoy!

Zam

| 19922|19915|2014-05-09 21:15:40|zamisers7k|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
My setup secret is to use the RS7000 alone, almost always alone.  I've tried many different seqs and gear along with the RS.  The best turned out to be another RS7000,
when it is needed, mainly for adding tracks.  The one thing the RS is great at, in my opinion, is that once you store a song and come back to it, no matter how much you
messed around with another song, you can load your saved song back up and even if it uses the same voices as other songs, you don't have to worry about it sounding
different from when you saved it.

One of the reasons I want to do a vid on the RS's sound engine is to show off how great it is once you get in to it.  I think it is one of the most underrated parts of the RS,
not really shown in any vids or talked much about other than to say how much that part of it sucks and how it could use newer or classic older sounds.  I do pretty well
with the RS's sounds alone 99% of the time.

Anyhow, I had a bug up my butt to do a vid that shows off the RS's sound engine, still do but I also need to find the time to do it.  I've become a bit busy lately, and my RS
hasn't been booted quite as often and that saddens me.  Hoping I can find some time this weekend.

Zam
| 19923|19915|2014-05-10 07:54:27|Marc Goemans|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|

I wish I had the balls to do it. I s�ll believe I need other equipment. Analog stuff. Who knows, I might grow a set and find out the rs7000 is enough. Or I get a mental breakdown over the
complexity of hooking it all up/

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 9, 2014 11:16 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [RS7000] RS's Sound Engine?

 

 

My setup secret is to use the RS7000 alone, almost always alone.  I've tried many different seqs and gear along with the RS.  The best turned out to be another RS7000,
when it is needed, mainly for adding tracks.  The one thing the RS is great at, in my opinion, is that once you store a song and come back to it, no matter how much you
messed around with another song, you can load your saved song back up and even if it uses the same voices as other songs, you don't have to worry about it sounding
different from when you saved it.

 

One of the reasons I want to do a vid on the RS's sound engine is to show off how great it is once you get in to it.  I think it is one of the most underrated parts of the RS,
not really shown in any vids or talked much about other than to say how much that part of it sucks and how it could use newer or classic older sounds.  I do pretty well
with the RS's sounds alone 99% of the time.

 

Anyhow, I had a bug up my butt to do a vid that shows off the RS's sound engine, still do but I also need to find the time to do it.  I've become a bit busy lately, and my RS
hasn't been booted quite as often and that saddens me.  Hoping I can find some time this weekend.

 

Zam

| 19924|19916|2014-05-11 06:11:54|Stefan Onishchuk|Re: Nature of the beast|

Whoa, I AM only scratching the surface,  a few months ago I just  discovered the RS7k  by trying to find a efficient way to finish projects that have been started but not
satisfactorily  completed. A year ago I was focused on Studio technology, recording in high resolution digital and finding great sounding analog synthesizers. Specifically

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000orig/
http://quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/
http://quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/
http://quantum-source.com/RSCDStyles/


which workflow are you reffering to?   Thanks,  Stefan...

| 19925|19925|2014-05-11 16:00:21|Adam Dzielnicki|display issue|
anyone know what the root cause of this migh be ? seems like the bad contact with lcd strip but maybe capacitors? after 15minutes strips disapears and everything works
fine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aLEswv46Ek&feature=em-upload_owner
| 19926|19926|2014-05-11 20:05:15|Devanand Satyanand|HELLO ZAM|
Thanks for sending those links for the sounds files,  BUT I cannot download them, all I get when I click on any file is a whole page of weird
numbers. If I drag any file to my SM card it simple comes as a web address. I've been to your website but cannot find the links there.  Any
suggestions?
Many thanks, Dave

| 19927|19926|2014-05-11 20:08:59|zamisers7k|Re: HELLO ZAM|
Sounds like you are opening the files when you click on them, maybe do a right-click and do a "save as" then select your SM Card.

If still having trouble, the only other thing I can do is maybe .zip them up, and or maybe try emailing them to you.

Zam
| 19928|19926|2014-05-12 02:02:06|Devanand Satyanand|Re: HELLO ZAM|
Hello Zam
When I go to your web link it just gives a list of files, or index of files. I've tried using a mac to copy and paste but it only comes as a web link, no
files.  Using a PC iv tried to right click on the file BUT it does not give me the option of SAVE , only save location etc.  I've been through your
website but could not find any other link or files. 
If its possible to send them via email that would be awesome. They're pretty small files so should upload quite easily.  If its easier a zip file will
also be fine.  Thank you for your help.  I wrote to the yamaha people too but haven't heard back from them. Other people say they are of no help
though.
Regards, Dave
On Monday, 12 May 2014 2:09 PM, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:
 
Sounds like you are opening the files when you click on them, maybe do a right-click and do a "save as" then select your SM Card.

If still having trouble, the only other thing I can do is maybe .zip them up, and or maybe try emailing them to you.

Zam

| 19929|19926|2014-05-12 09:52:26|zamisers7k|Re: HELLO ZAM|

I remember having similar troubles with someone else using Macs.  The files are there and good to download from the list, I downloaded them to another computer no
problem, I also zipped them up and re-uploaded the .zip and downloaded the .zip and opened up the zip.  Hoping the zip file will work better for you to download, I've
linked it below, if not I'm not sure emailing will work either since all the files total 38 some megs zipped, but we can give it a try if there is no other way.  I don't like to
think I'd have to email each file seperately, but if that is what it takes we can do it.

 

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip

 

Zam

| 19930|19926|2014-05-12 17:50:03|Devanand Satyanand|Re: HELLO ZAM|
HELLO ZAM
I didn't receive the ZIP file, all im getting is a link to your website which does not work or open .
Instead of going through YAHOO GROUP please send it directly to me > deva10101@yahoo.com
MANY THANKS, DAVE
On Tuesday, 13 May 2014 3:52 AM, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:
 
I remember having similar troubles with someone else using Macs.  The files are there and good to download from the list, I downloaded them to another computer no problem, I also zipped
them up and re-uploaded the .zip and downloaded the .zip and opened up the zip.  Hoping the zip file will work better for you to download, I've linked it below, if not I'm not sure emailing will
work either since all the files total 38 some megs zipped, but we can give it a try if there is no other way.  I don't like to think I'd have to email each file seperately, but if that is what it takes we
can do it.
 
http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip
 
Zam

| 19931|19925|2014-05-12 18:52:52|zamisers7k|Re: display issue|
You could try re-seating the ribbon cable to the display and see if that helps.  You have to take it apart do that, I've got to the ribbon cable for that display before because I
remember once putting mine back together and forgetting that cable and was freaked out and thought I broke it. Other than that I'd think that part of lcd may be shot or
going bad and you'd probably have to order another from Yamaha or another vendor if they still got any in stock.

Also, hopefully here is a working link to your vid if anyone else wants to see and has ideas:

Rs7k artifacts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aLEswv46Ek&feature=em-upload_owner
http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aLEswv46Ek&feature=em-upload_owner


image Rs7k artifacts
This feature is not available right now.
Please try again later.

View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 19932|19926|2014-05-12 19:25:19|zamisers7k|Re: HELLO ZAM|
I emailed you the urls for the zip file.  If that don't work I'll have to split the zip in to two parts as I can only email out max of 20meg files.

Zam
| 19933|19933|2014-05-30 04:45:32|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Editing Pitch Bend|

Hi all,

Still loving the RS7k, and find nearly all of the editing surprisingly easy (I don't miss using a PC and mouse at all!)

The one thing I find frustrating is editing Pitch Bend data.

I know the SHIFT key can be used with the rotary knob to increase values by 10 (rather than 1), but with a pitch bend range of -8192 to 8192, that is still painfully slow.

Are there any shortcuts / tips that I can use to edit the Pitch Bend values any quicker? I think I've tried using the Pitch Bend knob itself, and the number keypad, but
neither of these seemed to work (and more frustratingly I think they dropped me out of the edit screen I was working in, so I lost other changes I'd made).

Anyone found an easier way to edit / enter Pitch Bend values?

Thanks

Paul

| 19934|19933|2014-05-30 07:07:11|Zamise|Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
Just an idea, perhaps move the pitch knob to about where you like it then record in over dub and move it slightly. Not too much or you'll see why next.   Then stop and go in to events
editor, delete the extra pitch bends un�l you narrow it down to the one you want and then you can edit it to be more precise.  Maybe?

Zam

From: paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk [RS7000]
Sent:  5/ 30/ 2014 4:45 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Edi�ng Pitch Bend

Hi all,

Still loving the RS7k, and find nearly all of the editing surprisingly easy (I don't miss using a PC and mouse at all!)

The one thing I find frustrating is editing Pitch Bend data.

I know the SHIFT key can be used with the rotary knob to increase values by 10 (rather than 1), but with a pitch bend range of -8192 to 8192, that is still painfully slow.

Are there any shortcuts / tips that I can use to edit the Pitch Bend values any quicker? I think I've tried using the Pitch Bend knob itself, and the number keypad, but
neither of these seemed to work (and more frustratingly I think they dropped me out of the edit screen I was working in, so I lost other changes I'd made).

Anyone found an easier way to edit / enter Pitch Bend values?

Thanks

Paul

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19935|19933|2014-05-30 12:21:47|Paul Fleetwood|Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
Thanks Zam - good idea for adding them in manually...
I often add in the Pitch Bends using the Job menu (insert events I think it's called) - and that's where I find myself winding the knob round and round (and round!) to get
the values I want.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aLEswv46Ek&feature=em-upload_owner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aLEswv46Ek&feature=em-upload_owner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5aLEswv46Ek&feature=em-upload_owner
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Paul 

 

To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Fri, 30 May 2014 07:03:50 -0600
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Editing Pitch Bend

Just an idea, perhaps move the pitch knob to about where you like it then record in over dub and move it slightly. Not too much or you'll see why next.   Then stop and go in to events
editor, delete the extra pitch bends un�l you narrow it down to the one you want and then you can edit it to be more precise.  Maybe?

Zam

From: paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk [RS7000]
Sent:  5/ 30/ 2014 4:45 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Edi�ng Pitch Bend

 

Hi all,
Still loving the RS7k, and find nearly all of the editing surprisingly easy (I don't miss using a PC and mouse at all!)

The one thing I find frustrating is editing Pitch Bend data.
I know the SHIFT key can be used with the rotary knob to increase values by 10 (rather than 1), but with a pitch bend range of -8192 to 8192, that is still painfully slow.
Are there any shortcuts / tips that I can use to edit the Pitch Bend values any quicker? I think I've tried using the Pitch Bend knob itself, and the number keypad, but
neither of these seemed to work (and more frustratingly I think they dropped me out of the edit screen I was working in, so I lost other changes I'd made).

Anyone found an easier way to edit / enter Pitch Bend values?

Thanks
Paul

| 19936|19936|2014-05-30 19:49:40|phunx747|Storage alternative/mod?|

Hey folks,

I have been rocking the RS7000 for about a month now. A little late in the game I know. I have been on a quest for the last year for the hardware sequencer for me and I
feel as though this may be the one. Although there are some quirks that are there because of dated tech, the workflow has just clicked with me. I am really digging the way
you get through menus and the pots/encoders, and the tone generator is quite useful for my purpose to use in my setup with the rest of my hardware. 

Now my concern is the storage method. I am curious if anyone has modded their unit successfully for a method of storage other than SCSI or SmartMedia? The guy I
bought the RS from had one 128mb card and I have another on the way but what am I to do after that? My Dad had an old card reader that I could use to read the card but
because the cards are DOS based my mac can't write to it. Or at least that is what the info  on the card says when reading it. 

I guess I just want to know what my options are or if anyone has figured a work around for those of us without SCSI drives readily available. Anyone ever ry one of these:

http://www.ebay.ca/itm/IOMEGA-USB-SCSI-50pin-1GB-2GB-JAZ-USB-ADAPTER-/141298714057?
pt=US_USB_Cables_Hubs_Adapters&hash=item20e60f45c9&_uhb=1

Its a bit expensive but if it worked it would be worth the expense to me. Any info/help is appreciated!

| 19937|19936|2014-05-30 20:00:45|zamisers7k|Re: Storage alternative/mod?|
Hi and welcome to the Group!

Glad to hear you enjoy RSing it, it is the coolest machine ever, but I don't have any advice on alternative storage for you.  I've been using a single 64 meg card and reader
between my laptop and RS since I got mine and it has worked always worked great and I'm not nor ever been much of Mac user.  I'd advise just getting a cheapo PC base
laptop with USB just for it.  If you look around maybe even find one with gigs of space for cheaper than a quality 64meg Smart Card.

If you havn't already, you might want to also try asking this question over on RS7000 facebook page, it is a bit more active than here now days.

Happy RSing!

Zam 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 19938|19936|2014-05-30 20:41:21|Benjamin Hawkins|Re: Storage alternative/mod?|
Hi Guys,

I have a Mac and use a usb to smart media writer and it works with the RS no problem…. I created a wav in ableton and dragged it to the sm card then inserted in the RS and loaded
the wav, all from my Mac… It works!!!

btw the brand of the card reader is “mediaGear” this one:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/220940890556?lpid=82

MediaGear USB 2.0 XD Extreme Digital & SmartMedia Adapter Model: MGXD-200 

good luck!!!

later,
ben
..

On May 30, 2014, at 4:58 PM, phunx747@yahoo.ca [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hey folks,

I have been rocking the RS7000 for about a month now. A little late in the game I know. I have been on a quest for the last year for the hardware sequencer for me
and I feel as though this may be the one. Although there are some quirks that are there because of dated tech, the workflow has just clicked with me. I am really
digging the way you get through menus and the pots/encoders, and the tone generator is quite useful for my purpose to use in my setup with the rest of my
hardware. 

Now my concern is the storage method. I am curious if anyone has modded their unit successfully for a method of storage other than SCSI or SmartMedia? The
guy I bought the RS from had one 128mb card and I have another on the way but what am I to do after that? My Dad had an old card reader that I could use to read
the card but because the cards are DOS based my mac can't write to it. Or at least that is what the info  on the card says when reading it. 

I guess I just want to know what my options are or if anyone has figured a work around for those of us without SCSI drives readily available. Anyone ever ry one of
these:

http://www.ebay.ca/itm/IOMEGA-USB-SCSI-50pin-1GB-2GB-JAZ-USB-ADAPTER-/141298714057?
pt=US_USB_Cables_Hubs_Adapters&hash=item20e60f45c9&_uhb=1

Its a bit expensive but if it worked it would be worth the expense to me. Any info/help is appreciated!

| 19939|19939|2014-06-01 17:56:00|analogfromhell|GM drum kit _ Bank MSB #127-- 127 standkits?!!|
At first i thought something was wrong with my machine since the 127 GM drum kits are all identical stand kits! I can't find the part in manual about whether you can
overwrite these to put in custom kits or not.  If not, anyone know why they'd waste 126 other slots that could have additional drum kits?  please help!! 

| 19940|19933|2014-06-02 07:27:13|rarara_ur|Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
what about grid edit and select pitch bend rather than note? does that not then span the full range across the 16 keys?
| 19941|19939|2014-06-02 07:34:34|Zamise|Re: GM drum kit _ Bank MSB #127-- 127 standkits?!!|
It don't which is a big waste I think too.  The non GM kits are a li�le more diverse and there are a few that you can use different filters and lfo on, which are the ones I mostly s�ck to,
except for crashes.  S�ll a great machine even with all they didn't do and do make sense on it.

Zam

From: analogfromhell@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Sent:  5/ 31/ 2014 5:54 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] GM drum kit _ Bank MSB #127-- 127 standkits?!!

At first i thought something was wrong with my machine since the 127 GM drum kits are all identical stand kits! I can't find the part in manual about whether you can
overwrite these to put in custom kits or not.  If not, anyone know why they'd waste 126 other slots that could have additional drum kits?  please help!! 

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19942|19939|2014-06-02 21:29:17|analogfromhell|Re: GM drum kit _ Bank MSB #127-- 127 standkits?!!|
bummer!!   there has to be some way to overwrite the 126 repeated stand kits, if only Yamaha would lend us a helping hand on this one. Damned proprietary designs!  I
know i can just use the sample memory but i can't get over the idea of 126 additional "on-board" kits, that wouldn't need to be loaded from SM card. Have searched far
and wide for some DIYer who's modded his/her way into this lovely beauty's EPROM!!!  come on yamaha!!!  give us some compatible 64mb ROM chips like a good boy
so we can devise some more designs with additional room to groove... don't tell me you're going to let E-MU ,  AKAI  , or hell,, even Ensoniq 1-up on this!  This machine
has the ability to be the best!  Ok, ok,  if you insist, we'll take that re-release you've been working on. seeing as how you went thru the trouble of making it the all

http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/220940890556?lpid=82
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expandable 16gb DDR4 RAM, 8 64mb ROMs, 64GB SSD, IEEE 1394, PCI express, SATA, USB 3.0, 32-in-1 memory card reading monster dream
synthesequesamplencer machine we've been asking for- - - -   the  Yamaha RS3-7000X/X ....   thank you yamaha,, ha hahah ahha..............  
| 19943|19939|2014-06-02 21:33:20|analogfromhell|Re: GM drum kit _ Bank MSB #127-- 127 standkits?!!|
bummer!!   there has to be some way to overwrite the 126 repeated stand kits, if only Yamaha would lend us a helping hand on this one. Damned proprietary designs!  I
know i can just use the sample memory but i can't get over the idea of 126 additional "on-board" kits, that wouldn't need to be loaded from SM card. Have searched far
and wide for some DIYer who's modded his/her way into this lovely beauty's EPROM!!!  come on yamaha!!!  give us some compatible 64mb ROM chips like a good boy
so we can devise some more designs with additional room to groove... don't tell me you're going to let E-MU ,  AKAI  , or hell,, even Ensoniq 1-up on this!  This machine
has the ability to be the best!  Ok, ok,  if you insist, we'll take that re-release you've been working on. seeing as how you went thru the trouble of making it the all
expandable 16gb DDR4 RAM, 8 64mb ROMs, 64GB SSD, IEEE 1394, PCI express, SATA, USB 3.0, 32-in-1 memory card reading monster dream
synthesequesamplencer machine we've been asking for- - - -   the  Yamaha RS3-7000X/X ....   thank you yamaha,, ha hahah ahha..............  
| 19944|19944|2014-06-03 23:36:03|Paul Fleetwood|Re: [RS7000] Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
Thanks for the sugges�on, but I can't find a way to change from 'note’ to anything else in grid record?
I've been doing some more inves�ga�on and I've found (annoyingly) that if you're in the 'insert’ mode under edit, then you can enter pitch bend values using the
number keypad. But in the job menu for insert controller (which is what I'm using most), you can't use the number keypad (it responds to the other func�ons; save, load
etc.)

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent:  Monday ,  2   June   2014  14 : 27
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

what about grid edit and select pitch bend rather than note? does that not then span the full range across the 16 keys?

| 19945|19944|2014-06-04 12:15:47|zamisers7k|Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
I'm curious as to why you are using or needing precise pitch offsets that often?  And perhaps maybe there is something else that you are overlooking as a more common
method for doing what you need on it.

Are you re-gating the note length or entering or playing really long notes as well?  If it is a single note that you want to pitch have you tried switching the voice to be
mono and then you can use the notes themselves to pitch without the envelopes resetting.  Or, use the user programmable LFO and set to be stepped, max depth, probably
slowish speed/rate on pitch and then you can control it there in the 3rd screen to the right, and there it is only 127 increments each over a 16 step period.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 19946|19944|2014-06-04 12:32:46|Paul Fleetwood|Re: [RS7000] Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
Thanks for the thoughts Zam, I'll have a look at some of those op�ons…..

I'm actually sequencing backing parts for a country music project, so I'm mostly using pitch bends to emulate either pedal steel or fiddle slide notes, so I'm generally
using the job menu to insert pitch bends over 2 or 3 beats to slide 'into’ or 'out of’ a note.

The RS is one of my most successful purchases over the last few years, I find it so much easier to use than a PC based sequencer. You could argue it's not as flexible as a
so�ware alterna�ve, but I find it so much easier to use a tool that is 'designed for the job in hand’ rather than something that is a 'jack of all trades’ like a PC.

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent:  Wednesday ,  4   June   2014  19 : 15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

I'm curious as to why you are using or needing precise pitch offsets that often?  And perhaps maybe there is something else that you are overlooking as a more common method for doing what
you need on it.

Are you re-gating the note length or entering or playing really long notes as well?  If it is a single note that you want to pitch have you tried switching the voice to be mono and then you can use
the notes themselves to pitch without the envelopes resetting.  Or, use the user programmable LFO and set to be stepped, max depth, probably slowish speed/rate on pitch and then you can
control it there in the 3rd screen to the right, and there it is only 127 increments each over a 16 step period.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 19947|19944|2014-06-04 23:56:42|Ian Vine|Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
Could you use the pitch envelope and then automate the amount of negative or positive amount ?

IanV

On 4 Jun 2014, at 19:27, "Paul Fleetwood paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thanks for the thoughts Zam, I'll have a look at some of those options…..

I'm actually sequencing backing parts for a country music project, so I'm mostly using pitch bends to emulate either pedal steel or fiddle slide notes, so I'm
generally using the job menu to insert pitch bends over 2 or 3 beats to slide 'into’ or 'out of’ a note.

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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The RS is one of my most successful purchases over the last few years, I find it so much easier to use than a PC based sequencer. You could argue it's not as
flexible as a software alternative, but I find it so much easier to use a tool that is 'designed for the job in hand’ rather than something that is a 'jack of all
trades’ like a PC.

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent:  Wednesday ,  4   June   2014  19 : 15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

 

I'm curious as to why you are using or needing precise pitch offsets that often?  And perhaps maybe there is something else that you are overlooking as a
more common method for doing what you need on it.

Are you re-gating the note length or entering or playing really long notes as well?  If it is a single note that you want to pitch have you tried switching the
voice to be mono and then you can use the notes themselves to pitch without the envelopes resetting.  Or, use the user programmable LFO and set to be
stepped, max depth, probably slowish speed/rate on pitch and then you can control it there in the 3rd screen to the right, and there it is only 127 increments
each over a 16 step period.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 19948|19944|2014-06-05 02:20:08|Ian Vine|Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
You could also used legato portamento though maybe 2 to 3 seconds is too long 

Ianv

On 5 Jun 2014, at 06:56, "Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Could you use the pitch envelope and then automate the amount of negative or positive amount ?

IanV

On 4 Jun 2014, at 19:27, "Paul Fleetwood paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Thanks for the thoughts Zam, I'll have a look at some of those options…..

I'm actually sequencing backing parts for a country music project, so I'm mostly using pitch bends to emulate either pedal steel or fiddle slide
notes, so I'm generally using the job menu to insert pitch bends over 2 or 3 beats to slide 'into’ or 'out of’ a note.

The RS is one of my most successful purchases over the last few years, I find it so much easier to use than a PC based sequencer. You could
argue it's not as flexible as a software alternative, but I find it so much easier to use a tool that is 'designed for the job in hand’ rather than
something that is a 'jack of all trades’ like a PC.

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent:  Wednesday ,  4   June   2014  19 : 15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

 

I'm curious as to why you are using or needing precise pitch offsets that often?  And perhaps maybe there is something else that you are
overlooking as a more common method for doing what you need on it.

Are you re-gating the note length or entering or playing really long notes as well?  If it is a single note that you want to pitch have you tried
switching the voice to be mono and then you can use the notes themselves to pitch without the envelopes resetting.  Or, use the user
programmable LFO and set to be stepped, max depth, probably slowish speed/rate on pitch and then you can control it there in the 3rd screen to
the right, and there it is only 127 increments each over a 16 step period.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 19949|19949|2014-06-05 12:08:24|legsmechanical|Does the 7k's midi filter work?|
I can't get any result out of checking midi filter boxes.  I've tested it using mid ox, and no matter what filters I set, the RS is receiving and transmitting every message from
itself and my external controller.
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Is it broken? Is something wrong with my RS (everything else works just fine still...)

I'd love to know if anyone else does or doesn't have an issue with the midi filter.

Thanks!

| 19950|19944|2014-06-05 12:39:13|Paul Fleetwood|Re: [RS7000] Re: Editing Pitch Bend|
Great ideas, I'll try and have a look at the weekend….

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent:  Thursday ,  5   June   2014  09 : 20
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

You could also used legato portamento though maybe 2 to 3 seconds is too long 

Ianv

On 5 Jun 2014, at 06:56, "Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Could you use the pitch envelope and then automate the amount of negative or positive amount ?

IanV

On 4 Jun 2014, at 19:27, "Paul Fleetwood paul.fleetwood@hotmail.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Thanks for the thoughts Zam, I'll have a look at some of those options…..

I'm actually sequencing backing parts for a country music project, so I'm mostly using pitch bends to emulate either pedal steel or fiddle slide notes, so
I'm generally using the job menu to insert pitch bends over 2 or 3 beats to slide 'into’ or 'out of’ a note.

The RS is one of my most successful purchases over the last few years, I find it so much easier to use than a PC based sequencer. You could argue it's not
as flexible as a software alternative, but I find it so much easier to use a tool that is 'designed for the job in hand’ rather than something that is a 'jack of all
trades’ like a PC.

Paul Fleetwood
07500 860240

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Sent:  Wednesday ,  4   June   2014  19 : 15
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com

 
I'm curious as to why you are using or needing precise pitch offsets that often?  And perhaps maybe there is something else that you are overlooking as a more common method for doing
what you need on it.

Are you re-gating the note length or entering or playing really long notes as well?  If it is a single note that you want to pitch have you tried switching the voice to be mono and then you can
use the notes themselves to pitch without the envelopes resetting.  Or, use the user programmable LFO and set to be stepped, max depth, probably slowish speed/rate on pitch and then you
can control it there in the 3rd screen to the right, and there it is only 127 increments each over a 16 step period.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 19951|19949|2014-06-05 21:49:35|zamisers7k|Re: Does the 7k's midi filter work?|
According to what the manual says:

Specifies which MIDI events will be transmitted via the MIDI OUT connector.
These settings apply to pattern and song playback via MIDI OUT. Mixer, voice edit and effect settings,
as well as knob and keyboard operations, are transmitted via MIDI OUT regardless of these settings.

That makes it sound like only events that are sequenced in the RS are filtered upon playback.  Everything else like knob tweaks, and midi being passed through it does not
affect.

The view filter on a track events list filters those events so you don't see them in the events list but I think they are still there and play.

Hope that helps, sorry that if it isn't as cool a filter as expected.  Perhaps record your midi, then when played back from the RS then they'll be filtered??

Zam

| 19952|19952|2014-06-15 22:28:23|justbasethe1|How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|
hello there everyone!
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Anyone have tips & tricks on cleaning the keys of a rs7000?

I'm feeling a little hesitant opening it up and not knowing the right procedure to start with. I know the service manual will help with steps to get to the keys, but after that i
can only come with non paper cleaning cloth and alcohol? 

Since the keys are velocity sensitive i am even more hesitant, nightmares of how  to screw things up permanently are around the corner...

thanks,

Justbase

| 19953|19952|2014-06-16 06:22:41|rarara_ur|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|
only the 2 pads are velocity sensitive.

what is your problem - keys not responding as expected? you may need to replace them as its a fairly common fault unfortunately with heavily used boxes
| 19954|19952|2014-06-16 07:58:20|Zamise|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|
The pads are pressure sensi�ve, the minikeys are not.  If you've any mechanical ability you should be able to open it up and pull parts to clean and put back together.  However, if I
remember right the switches and bu�ons contacts are incased and can't be cleaned the way you may be thinking.  They have to be replaced if they've stopped working all together. 
They can be ordered if need some write back here or to Yamaha support.  The only other thing I'd do is not use straight alcohol and use isopropyl alcohol which don't eat rubber.

Let us know how it goes!

Zam

From: beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000]
Sent:  6/ 15/ 2014 10:28 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!

hello there everyone!

Anyone have tips & tricks on cleaning the keys of a rs7000?

I'm feeling a little hesitant opening it up and not knowing the right procedure to start with. I know the service manual will help with steps to get to the keys, but after that i
can only come with non paper cleaning cloth and alcohol? 

Since the keys are velocity sensitive i am even more hesitant, nightmares of how  to screw things up permanently are around the corner...

thanks,

Justbase

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19955|19952|2014-06-16 08:17:16|beengeleiding|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|
I found an old thread on here with the name lordmilitant as an eBay supplier. He currently doesn't have the switches, but will in the future. He sells them in batches of 28,
which is weird since I can only see 27 (perhaps one spare switch, which is I guess cool). 

I also read here that using a rs7000, that was collecting dust in a corner, more and more will make the keys more responsive. 

If I do clean the machine, ill try to make a video of it. And zam, you're right about the type of alcohol. I'm using the 91 percent iso one, strongest I could get. 

Thanks gents! I will keep us posted. 

Justbase 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" 
Date: 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: RE: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?! 

The pads are pressure sensi�ve, the minikeys are not.  If you've any mechanical ability you should be able to open it up and pull parts to clean and put back together.  However, if I
remember right the switches and bu�ons contacts are incased and can't be cleaned the way you may be thinking.  They have to be replaced if they've stopped working all together. 
They can be ordered if need some write back here or to Yamaha support.  The only other thing I'd do is not use straight alcohol and use isopropyl alcohol which don't eat rubber.

Let us know how it goes!

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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From: beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000]
Sent:  6/ 15/ 2014 10:28 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!

 

hello there everyone!

Anyone have tips & tricks on cleaning the keys of a rs7000?

I'm feeling a little hesitant opening it up and not knowing the right procedure to start with. I know the service manual will help with steps to get to the keys, but after that i
can only come with non paper cleaning cloth and alcohol? 

Since the keys are velocity sensitive i am even more hesitant, nightmares of how  to screw things up permanently are around the corner...

thanks,

Justbase

| 19956|19952|2014-06-16 09:02:14|Benjamin Hawkins|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|
Hello,

I just replaced all my switches in the rs7000, taking it apart requires much patience and a sharpie to make some marks so you remember where the cables go, I also
recommend a chip puller tool to get the cables connectors off…If you have a desoldering gun (hakko 808 here) the process will go very fast, but you could also use
desolder braid, which is slower but also works….. here is the part that you need 27 (or 28 with an extra)

http://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/EVQ-QJJ05Q/P8029SCT-ND/165317 

insert them in the holes left from your desoldering then fold the legs outward to hold them in place then flip the board, solder the legs to the board them clip off the legs, I
also used some tape to hold them very flush with the board, but this may not have been necessary…

let me know if you have any questions!!

later,
ben
..

On Jun 16, 2014, at 7:17 AM, beengeleiding beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I found an old thread on here with the name lordmilitant as an eBay supplier. He currently doesn't have the switches, but will in the future. He sells them in
batches of 28, which is weird since I can only see 27 (perhaps one spare switch, which is I guess cool). 

I also read here that using a rs7000, that was collecting dust in a corner, more and more will make the keys more responsive. 

If I do clean the machine, ill try to make a video of it. And zam, you're right about the type of alcohol. I'm using the 91 percent iso one, strongest I could get. 

Thanks gents! I will keep us posted. 

Justbase 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Date: 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: RE: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?! 

 

The pads are pressure sensi�ve, the minikeys are not.  If you've any mechanical ability you should be able to open it up and pull parts to clean and put back
together.  However, if I remember right the switches and bu�ons contacts are incased and can't be cleaned the way you may be thinking.  They have to be
replaced if they've stopped working all together.  They can be ordered if need some write back here or to Yamaha support.  The only other thing I'd do is not
use straight alcohol and use isopropyl alcohol which don't eat rubber.

Let us know how it goes!

Zam

From: beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000]
Sent:  6/ 15/ 2014 10:28 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!

 
hello there everyone!
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Anyone have tips & tricks on cleaning the keys of a rs7000?

I'm feeling a little hesitant opening it up and not knowing the right procedure to start with. I know the service manual will help with steps to get to the keys, but
after that i can only come with non paper cleaning cloth and alcohol? 

Since the keys are velocity sensitive i am even more hesitant, nightmares of how  to screw things up permanently are around the corner...

thanks,

Justbase

| 19957|19952|2014-06-16 09:33:01|Marc Goemans|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|

Hey Ben!

 

Now that’s a manual in and off itself.

 

AceJ

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 11:02 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!

 

 

Hello,

 

I just replaced all my switches in the rs7000, taking it apart requires much patience and a sharpie to make some marks so you remember where the cables go, I also
recommend a chip puller tool to get the cables connectors off…If you have a desoldering gun (hakko 808 here) the process will go very fast, but you could also use
desolder braid, which is slower but also works….. here is the part that you need 27 (or 28 with an extra)

 

http://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/EVQ-QJJ05Q/P8029SCT-ND/165317 

 

insert them in the holes left from your desoldering then fold the legs outward to hold them in place then flip the board, solder the legs to the board them clip off the legs, I
also used some tape to hold them very flush with the board, but this may not have been necessary…

 

let me know if you have any questions!!

 

later,

ben

..

 

On Jun 16, 2014, at 7:17 AM, beengeleiding beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

I found an old thread on here with the name lordmilitant as an eBay supplier. He currently doesn't have the switches, but will in the future. He sells them in batches of 28, which is weird
since I can only see 27 (perhaps one spare switch, which is I guess cool). 

 

I also read here that using a rs7000, that was collecting dust in a corner, more and more will make the keys more responsive. 

http://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/EVQ-QJJ05Q/P8029SCT-ND/165317
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If I do clean the machine, ill try to make a video of it. And zam, you're right about the type of alcohol. I'm using the 91 percent iso one, strongest I could get. 

 

Thanks gents! I will keep us posted. 

 

Justbase 

 

 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Date: 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: RE: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?! 

 

 

The pads are pressure sensi�ve, the minikeys are not.  If you've any mechanical ability you should be able to open it up and pull parts to clean and put back together.  However, if I
remember right the switches and bu�ons contacts are incased and can't be cleaned the way you may be thinking.  They have to be replaced if they've stopped working all together. 
They can be ordered if need some write back here or to Yamaha support.  The only other thing I'd do is not use straight alcohol and use isopropyl alcohol which don't eat rubber.

Let us know how it goes!

Zam

From: beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000]
Sent:  6/ 15/ 2014 10:28 PM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!

 

hello there everyone!

Anyone have tips & tricks on cleaning the keys of a rs7000?

I'm feeling a little hesitant opening it up and not knowing the right procedure to start with. I know the service manual will help with steps to get to the keys, but after that i can only come
with non paper cleaning cloth and alcohol? 

Since the keys are velocity sensitive i am even more hesitant, nightmares of how  to screw things up permanently are around the corner...

thanks,

Justbase

 

 

 

 

 

| 19958|19952|2014-06-17 09:42:24|drnickinoo|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|
Hi all,
Firstly, take a deep breath, you're not going to mess up a Yamaha unit by taking it apart and having a look... yamaha means built like a tank in Japaenese. (not a literal
translation).
Firstly, I can say lord militant has supplied switches for my RM1x (always adds an extra switch so you can drop one and not do anything inhumane when the cat eats it)
which I replaced without issue. He also recently supplied same for RS7k, but I have been too busy to fit them yet- any day now! 
If you just want to make it look pretty, then like the Rm1x the top part of the switch that is visible just sits on top of the enclosed pressure switch. I personally would not
dismantle to clean the buttons. If it is on the other hand you have a response problem, no amount of pretty will fix that. As noted by another poster, unused switches often
benefit from some use. Otherwise replace.
Hope this is helpful.
| 19959|19952|2014-06-17 23:03:41|Marc Goemans|Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!|

Hey there palomino!

 

Im slightly overwhelmed by the posi�ve advise and encouragement.

The first thing I am going to do though is use it a li�le more and see if I can get the grime inside the switches to move/ give way. If not, I am definitely going to have to open it up.
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Again, overwhelmed by the posi�ve feedback, thank you everyone! I feel a lot more confident to tackle an emergency switcheroo

 

Justbase

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 6:29 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: How to clean (the black and white keys of) a rs7000?!

 

 

Hi all,

Firstly, take a deep breath, you're not going to mess up a Yamaha unit by taking it apart and having a look... yamaha means built like a tank in Japaenese. (not a literal
translation).

Firstly, I can say lord militant has supplied switches for my RM1x (always adds an extra switch so you can drop one and not do anything inhumane when the cat eats it)
which I replaced without issue. He also recently supplied same for RS7k, but I have been too busy to fit them yet- any day now! 

If you just want to make it look pretty, then like the Rm1x the top part of the switch that is visible just sits on top of the enclosed pressure switch. I personally would not
dismantle to clean the buttons. If it is on the other hand you have a response problem, no amount of pretty will fix that. As noted by another poster, unused switches often
benefit from some use. Otherwise replace.

Hope this is helpful.

| 19960|19960|2014-06-25 15:07:18|tabdolall|live techno jam|

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHy_y-VgPcg

still working on the new studio build (its a slow process). 
Again if anyone has an expansion board for sale, hit me up please.
cheers

| 19961|19961|2014-07-11 16:51:19|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Howdy hi|
I'm Tracy Harms. These days I'm in Ohio (USA.) I had hands-on experience with patchcord synthesis in the 70s, and over the years have listened to music that was more
or less synthesizer-based, but only this year did I decide I can play synths myself. I started with a Korg Monotron, and own about a half-dozen synths now. My latest
purchase is a Yamaha RS7000, which is why I'm here. It has yet to be delivered, but I'm looking forward to it!

I was shopping for a sequencer, especially one that would work well for MIDI command of a percussion synthesizer. I chose the RS7000 in a rather impulsive moment,
but it felt right because it seemed likely that I wouldn't find a better cost-benefit ratio with a different unit, especially since the only sampling gear I have is from 1986.
The RS7000 gives me a lot more than a sequencer but I'm sure I can use what it gives beyond that.

My first question question comes from window-shopping for SKB rack-mount cases. Have some of you mounted an RS7000 into the slant-top of a DJ-style case? Has
doing so worked well? Do most people who take an RS7000 into live performance like to keep it separate, instead?

--
Tracy
| 19962|19961|2014-07-11 17:02:18|zamisers7k|Re: Howdy hi|
Hi Tracy and welcome to the group!

I think you chose well, RS7000 is still my favorite machine to use pretty much for everything except a final mixdown.  One of, if not the greatest sequencer ever, and a
pretty great sound sculpter too if you get in to its sound engine.

I remember once a long while seeing where someone mounted some rack ears to the RS and discovered it actually fit pretty well to like a 6 or 8 space rack or somewhere
around that size.  It might fit in some DJ turntable case, I've heard of someone doing that a while back too, but most the DJ style cases I've seen are a little shallow for the
RS and if they did fit wouldn't have ample padding to protect the knobs.  Those are just ones I've seen and heard about, hopefully someone else will chime in on the
subject.

It has been a bit dead around hear lately, so I thought I'd mention that if you want to make some more RS buddies in a more active group of RSers head on over to the
RS7000 facebook page.  You are still welcome to post here any time.

Zam
| 19963|19961|2014-07-12 10:22:51|Clifford Novey|Re: Howdy hi|
I bought a Pelican case for mine years ago- not a rack mount but keeps it protected when not in use.
| 19964|19961|2014-07-12 13:20:09|Matt|Re: Howdy hi|

Mine came with a technics 1200 case that fits it perfectly.

On Jul 11, 2014 3:51 PM, "'t_b_harms@yahoo.com' t_b_harms@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

I'm Tracy Harms. These days I'm in Ohio (USA.) I had hands-on experience with patchcord synthesis in the 70s, and over the years have listened to music
that was more or less synthesizer-based, but only this year did I decide I can play synths myself. I started with a Korg Monotron, and own about a half-
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dozen synths now. My latest purchase is a Yamaha RS7000, which is why I'm here. It has yet to be delivered, but I'm looking forward to it!

I was shopping for a sequencer, especially one that would work well for MIDI command of a percussion synthesizer. I chose the RS7000 in a rather
impulsive moment, but it felt right because it seemed likely that I wouldn't find a better cost-benefit ratio with a different unit, especially since the only
sampling gear I have is from 1986. The RS7000 gives me a lot more than a sequencer but I'm sure I can use what it gives beyond that.

My first question question comes from window-shopping for SKB rack-mount cases. Have some of you mounted an RS7000 into the slant-top of a DJ-style
case? Has doing so worked well? Do most people who take an RS7000 into live performance like to keep it separate, instead?

--
Tracy

| 19965|19961|2014-07-12 13:31:51|Brionfi|Re: Howdy hi|
Yes I converted the same case, it's perfect!

Sent from my iPhone.

Brion Fitzpatrick
Inman Solar
320 N Highland Ave NE
Atlanta GA 30307
(404) 993 2234 main
(404) 373 6989 fax
brion@inmansolar.com
Http://www.inmansolar.com

On Jul 12, 2014, at 3:20 PM, "Matt somatt@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Mine came with a technics 1200 case that fits it perfectly.

On Jul 11, 2014 3:51 PM, "'t_b_harms@yahoo.com' t_b_harms@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

I'm Tracy Harms. These days I'm in Ohio (USA.) I had hands-on experience with patchcord synthesis in the 70s, and over the years have listened
to music that was more or less synthesizer-based, but only this year did I decide I can play synths myself. I started with a Korg Monotron, and
own about a half-dozen synths now. My latest purchase is a Yamaha RS7000, which is why I'm here. It has yet to be delivered, but I'm looking
forward to it!

I was shopping for a sequencer, especially one that would work well for MIDI command of a percussion synthesizer. I chose the RS7000 in a
rather impulsive moment, but it felt right because it seemed likely that I wouldn't find a better cost-benefit ratio with a different unit, especially
since the only sampling gear I have is from 1986. The RS7000 gives me a lot more than a sequencer but I'm sure I can use what it gives beyond
that.

My first question question comes from window-shopping for SKB rack-mount cases. Have some of you mounted an RS7000 into the slant-top of
a DJ-style case? Has doing so worked well? Do most people who take an RS7000 into live performance like to keep it separate, instead?

--
Tracy

| 19966|19966|2014-07-13 06:08:55|lordmilitant007|sampling volume|

i need help when i get ready to sample into my rs7000 the volume is low even when i turn up the rec volume. any ideas?

| 19967|19966|2014-07-13 11:49:48|Zamise|Re: sampling volume|
Have you checked the AD input se�ngs? #6 a couple menus deep I think. they default to 90%.  I always turn those up before I sample.

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Sent:  7/ 13/ 2014 6:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] sampling volume

i need help when i get ready to sample into my rs7000 the volume is low even when i turn up the rec volume. any ideas?

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19968|19966|2014-07-13 12:19:42|sam w|Re: sampling volume|
i tried that and its still low and i boosted the source signal.

On Sunday, July 13, 2014 12:49 PM, "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:
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Have you checked the AD input se�ngs? #6 a couple menus deep I think. they default to 90%.  I always turn those up before I sample.

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Sent:  7/ 13/ 2014 6:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] sampling volume

 

i need help when i get ready to sample into my rs7000 the volume is low even when i turn up the rec volume. any ideas?

| 19969|19966|2014-07-13 12:29:48|beengeleiding|Re: sampling volume|
Checked the a/d converters? I know those where shot in a Casio of mine. Frigging chips

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "sam w lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
Date: 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] sampling volume 

i tried that and its still low and i boosted the source signal.

On Sunday, July 13, 2014 12:49 PM, "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Have you checked the AD input se�ngs? #6 a couple menus deep I think. they default to 90%.  I always turn those up before I sample.

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Sent:  7/ 13/ 2014 6:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] sampling volume

 

i need help when i get ready to sample into my rs7000 the volume is low even when i turn up the rec volume. any ideas?

| 19970|19966|2014-07-13 13:47:36|zamisers7k|Re: sampling volume|

Also, what are you sampling from and the wires you are using to send to it?  I've noticed on smart phones when going out from them to two mono inputs like on a mixing
board they'll phase out things like vocals and just sound like shit.  If you pull the plug about halfway out of whatever it is going to it seems to break the stereo phasing, if
that is your prob you can test it out by doing that, if it is something else like bad ad converts then yikes.  That could be a bit of trouble to fix.  Not sure what else it would
be, let us know if you get figured out.

 

Zam

 

On 2014-07-13 12:29, beengeleiding beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000] wrote:

 

Checked the a/d converters? I know those where shot in a Casio of mine. Frigging chips
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "sam w lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
Date: 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] sampling volume 

 

 

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


i tried that and its still low and i boosted the source signal.

On Sunday, July 13, 2014 12:49 PM, "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Have you checked the AD input se�ngs? #6 a couple menus deep I think. they default to 90%.  I always turn those up before I sample.

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Sent:  7/ 13/ 2014 6:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] sampling volume

 

i need help when i get ready to sample into my rs7000 the volume is low even when i turn up the rec volume. any ideas?

 

 

| 19971|19966|2014-07-13 13:53:57|sam w|Re: sampling volume|
it does sample the stereo out  and i get the good signal from there

On Sunday, July 13, 2014 2:47 PM, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Also, what are you sampling from and the wires you are using to send to it?  I've noticed on smart phones when going out from them to two mono inputs like on a mixing board they'll phase
out things like vocals and just sound like shit.  If you pull the plug about halfway out of whatever it is going to it seems to break the stereo phasing, if that is your prob you can test it out by
doing that, if it is something else like bad ad converts then yikes.  That could be a bit of trouble to fix.  Not sure what else it would be, let us know if you get figured out.
 
Zam
 
On 2014-07-13 12:29, beengeleiding beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000] wrote:

 
 
Checked the a/d converters? I know those where shot in a Casio of mine. Frigging chips
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "sam w lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
Date: 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] sampling volume 

 
 
i tried that and its still low and i boosted the source signal.

On Sunday, July 13, 2014 12:49 PM, "Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Have you checked the AD input se�ngs? #6 a couple menus deep I think. they default to 90%.  I always turn those up before I sample.

From: lordmilitant007@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Sent:  7/ 13/ 2014 6:08 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] sampling volume

 

i need help when i get ready to sample into my rs7000 the volume is low even when i turn up the rec volume. any ideas?

 
 

| 19973|19973|2014-07-16 19:59:16|tabdolall|another track|

STREETDEGREE - drive into my mind (breakbeat)

STREETDEGREE - drive into
my mind (breakbeat)

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laWc9SUcZQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laWc9SUcZQ0


image an amazing sample from the musical
genius iggy pop. Sorry for the windows
movie maker credits fail..
View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

Made this a while ago just thought i'd share. RS used as the main unit with a couple other synths

| 19974|19974|2014-07-20 18:02:43|tabdolall|on the fly live set|

love this machine, always a good time
sheik donnybrook live set

image sheik donnybrook live set
on the fly live minimal techno set. 100%
Yamaha rs7000 sounds.

View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

| 19975|19975|2014-07-22 08:09:38|aldo mema|My own Samples|
Hi guys I got the amazing RS 7000 I am looking for a way to use my own samples on it..
I know that I have to use a old set up with SCSI and PC..
I saw a guy online that he installed an internal hard drive so he could use his samples with out all the long connection..
There is any way that any engineer out ther can explain or do it??
Also I use mac.. do you think if I get a cable from scsi to usb I can just plug and play??
Many Thanks
| 19976|19975|2014-07-22 08:47:10|Marc Goemans|Re: My own Samples|

Scsi to usb wont work, at least if money is a thing I wouldn’t try making it work .

There are lot of people here with more knowledge about this beau�ful machine, what I would suggest to do is figure out which scsi zip drives, cd-roms and perhaps even harddrives
work for your machine.

There are some scsi external ones, chickensys sells them, but I am not sure if they work with the rs7000 (even though I do give that a be�er chance of success than the scsi to usb
endeavor).

 

Welcome to the wonderful world of hardcore external sequencer sequencing.

 

Where tweaking a couple of knobs a  day keeps the problems away!

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2014 6:59 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] My own Samples

 

 

Hi guys I got the amazing RS 7000 I am looking for a way to use my own samples on it..

I know that I have to use a old set up with SCSI and PC..

I saw a guy online that he installed an internal hard drive so he could use his samples with out all the long connection..

There is any way that any engineer out ther can explain or do it??

Also I use mac.. do you think if I get a cable from scsi to usb I can just plug and play??

Many Thanks

| 19977|19975|2014-07-22 09:45:36|Ian Vine|Re: My own Samples|
Hi All,

a couple of years ago I fitted a compact flash card reader, ide to scsi bridge and cable to the scsi port. Works pretty fine. A lot faster than using the smartmedia card.Unfortunately the card
reader and scsi bridge are no longer available.

There is this guy making his own scsi to sd card http://www.codesrc.com/mediawiki/index.php?title=SCSI2SD which looks like it would work. 

The only other option is to get a smartmedia reader

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laWc9SUcZQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laWc9SUcZQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tijG7NlwIoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tijG7NlwIoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tijG7NlwIoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tijG7NlwIoo
http://www.codesrc.com/mediawiki/index.php?title=SCSI2SD


Cheers
Ian

On Tuesday, 22 July 2014, 15:47, "Marc Goemans beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Scsi to usb wont work, at least if money is a thing I wouldn’t try making it work .
There are lot of people here with more knowledge about this beautiful machine, what I would suggest to do is figure out which scsi zip drives, cd-roms and perhaps even
harddrives work for your machine.
There are some scsi external ones, chickensys sells them, but I am not sure if they work with the rs7000 (even though I do give that a better chance of success than the
scsi to usb endeavor).
 
Welcome to the wonderful world of hardcore external sequencer sequencing.
 
Where tweaking a couple of knobs a  day keeps the problems away!
 
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2014 6:59 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] My own Samples
 
 
Hi guys I got the amazing RS 7000 I am looking for a way to use my own samples on it..
I know that I have to use a old set up with SCSI and PC..
I saw a guy online that he installed an internal hard drive so he could use his samples with out all the long connection..
There is any way that any engineer out ther can explain or do it??
Also I use mac.. do you think if I get a cable from scsi to usb I can just plug and play??
Many Thanks

| 19978|19975|2014-07-22 09:47:23|zamisers7k|Re: My own Samples|
Hi and Welcome to the group!

You don't have to have a SCSI or internal drive, you can transfer your samples via SM cards and a usb SM drive for your computer.  The SCSI setup with TWE, if I
remember right pushes it directly to the RS's sample banks and notes, or you can work with making the kits on the computer first then importing/loading it up afterword
on the RS, but I've yet to hear of anyone actually getting that to work or making use out of it.  The internal hard drive or using an external computer via SCSI or any other
type drive hooked up to SCSI as non-volitile storage space isn't going to make it any easier for the purposes of loading your own samples.  It may make it faster, but not
easier as you'll still have to load and import the sameples the same way you would with the SM card.

I've not tried this but my idea is to combine several samples one after another on your computer first in an editor, then import the one sample in to the RS and copy it
across several banks or key assignments, then go and edit the start/stop and loop points and do a sample extract job on them if you want to save space. That might be a
quick way depending on size etc., or it might be easier to just import individually, it isn't really all that hard in my opinion to import samples.  If you are doing hundreds
upon hundreds of samples then the RS isn't even close to being your best option, I wouldn't even use a hardware sampler and I'd probably just stick to the computer.  A
few samples here and there of things the RS can't cover with its own built in sounds, some vocals, special effect type sounds, movie samples etc., the RS is great for at
doing that kind of sampling.  Importing a sample library, not fun.

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Hi guys I got the amazing RS 7000 I am looking for a way to use my own samples on it..
I know that I have to use a old set up with SCSI and PC..
I saw a guy online that he installed an internal hard drive so he could use his samples with out all the long connection..
There is any way that any engineer out ther can explain or do it??
Also I use mac.. do you think if I get a cable from scsi to usb I can just plug and play??
Many Thanks
| 19979|19916|2014-07-27 05:15:39|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Nature of the beast|
hei stefan, stefan here..

i started with that machine...arround 2002 i guess, one of the first to try out, needed for a theatre live performance. i allready loved  my su700. thought, the rs will be the
same + extras... i was disapointed, because it seemed unlogical for me. too much, sampler for what.. i prefered rm1x + su700. for the theatre i wnt by ableton +
polymorph..

till today, ibought arround...5,6 units, sold them + bought again.
i got closer, started to become friend with that thing, but never used it live.

now, my last one beside me, i start to fill it with material for street performance in berlin.
i will  use some analog sound generators + delay + a ring modulator + a jam man xt.

i think, you have to find your special own way to that machine. i remember the bad comments about its sound, after + many years after its birth. now, there are many
positiv comments about the same issue, like with many other pieces, allways the same..
for me i found out, that the sounds are super nice for this special groove box feeling, more out of a box...you can hear it! they can sound sooo soft + warm, especially with
some dist + lofi master fx, or whatever. 
i discovered now, after more than 10 years with + without that unit, that i can produce sounds, like the first electric experimental boxes must have been sounding, 1800+...
ii can sound like analog gear, not a matrix per se, i mean analog sound generators, noisy tunes, thin, fragile, foggy, scratchy, somwhere out of a stanislav lem book,
tarkowsky movie...very mystherious!!!!!
when i hear them, i get emotional..

and: its not a solution for reproducing other analog, digital, ect sounds. thats allways (!) a nogo, i guess. its an instrument with its own (plastic + silicon) heart, which IS



capable of speaking its very own + multo interessante language!!

its slow with loading + saving...ultra slow...,
its somehow complicated, but never as the monomachine, which isnt that inspiring for me.
its retarded in the sampling area, also soundmanipulation isnt deep.

its super fast in surprising me with its own ideas
its super undemanding for unpretentious but juicy tracks
its super for times, not knowing what should happen..just push,twist,push..hours later i wake up into reality again (food, toilet, sleep..)
its super deep for all the sounds, techniques to encounter, after years you will find different aproaches. like stradivari for a new age
its super for fiddling, like mad proffessor in his laboratory, any fragment, any step, any ms...its yours
its great for midi, of course. every knob will send anything. every message you want can be sent. 2 out ports. 

its super because its all in a box, if you love it how it is..
| 19980|19980|2014-07-28 22:36:05|Tracy Harms|wow...|
I powered on my RS7000 for the first time, tonight, and put in a few hours with it. I'm very impressed and pleased.

A couple questions:

How can I check the software version?

How can I check the total RAM installed? (Without examining the circuit boards, that is.)

The machine has a few areas in which it's the worse for wear, but it still seems fully functional. There were some things I couldn't get it to do but at present I'm assuming that's my error in
not following the manual's directions perfectly.

Plainly I have months of involvement ahead of me to get knowledge and skill that will let me take easy advantage of it. However, I can also say that I got more diversity of sounds, more
readily, than I have with pretty much any of my other synths to date in the first couple hours.

--
T
| 19981|19980|2014-07-29 00:15:37|beengeleiding|Re: wow...|
Nice update. I dread programming it though, like program changes and other cc midi events... O_o 

Your story helps motivate. 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S™ III, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "Tracy Harms t_b_harms@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
Date: 
To: rs7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: [RS7000] wow... 

I powered on my RS7000 for the first time, tonight, and put in a few hours with it. I'm very impressed and pleased.

A couple questions:

How can I check the software version?

How can I check the total RAM installed? (Without examining the circuit boards, that is.)

The machine has a few areas in which it's the worse for wear, but it still seems fully functional. There were some things I couldn't get it to do but at present I'm assuming that's my error in
not following the manual's directions perfectly.

Plainly I have months of involvement ahead of me to get knowledge and skill that will let me take easy advantage of it. However, I can also say that I got more diversity of sounds, more
readily, than I have with pretty much any of my other synths to date in the first couple hours.

--
T

| 19982|19982|2014-07-29 10:09:32|Robert Feuchtl|RS7000 in action / Bob Humid performing his RMX of Si Begg's "Fight |
cheers esteemed RS-community,

here's my new video, it features a live-jammed version of my remix of Si 
Begg's "Fight To The Death"... some tracks are programmed, some others 
are loop-sliced from buss-compressed (NEVE33609) stems. I used the 
multiband-compressor mildly as well to make it sound more 
"production-ready"...

play it loud! :) - feedbacks are welcome!

VIMEO:
https://vimeo.com/100429744

YOUTUBE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNwuSmDKblI

Cheers from Cologne!

Robert

https://vimeo.com/100429744
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNwuSmDKblI


-- 
--
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 19983|19961|2014-07-29 13:29:01|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Re: Howdy hi|
Hi, Zam, thanks for the welcome. I didn't see it until today, as Yahoo put it in the "spam" category. Why Yahoo thinks such messages from a Yahoo group are spam, I can't
explain.

Yesterday I actually made sound with mine for the first time. (I was away from home when it finally arrived.) I spent a whole lot of time just applying effects, both track-
specific and global. Tons of fun, just exploring.

The speed knob is loose. Aside from that they all seem tight. It has more scratches, grime, and adhesives on it than any of my other gear, but that won't affect the sound.

I quickly came to like the assortment of knobs and lights. It had struck me as wildly hodge-podge, but now they feel mnemonic to the area where they apply. I get the
impression they were chosen with some care by people with opinions as to what makes hands-on knobs usable.

I haven't figured out how to record yet. I don't get the metronome sound, for one thing. I'll try going through the tutorial again tonight. Sure am glad mine came with a
printed manual!

--
T

From: zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000] ; 
To: ; 
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Howdy hi 
Sent: Fri, Jul 11, 2014 11:02:18 PM 

 

Hi Tracy and welcome to the group!

I think you chose well, RS7000 is still my favorite machine to use pretty much for everything except a final mixdown.  One of, if not the greatest sequencer ever, and a
pretty great sound sculpter too if you get in to its sound engine.

I remember once a long while seeing where someone mounted some rack ears to the RS and discovered it actually fit pretty well to like a 6 or 8 space rack or somewhere
around that size.  It might fit in some DJ turntable case, I've heard of someone doing that a while back too, but most the DJ style cases I've seen are a little shallow for the
RS and if they did fit wouldn't have ample padding to protect the knobs.  Those are just ones I've seen and heard about, hopefully someone else will chime in on the
subject.

It has been a bit dead around hear lately, so I thought I'd mention that if you want to make some more RS buddies in a more active group of RSers head on over to the
RS7000 facebook page.  You are still welcome to post here any time.

Zam
| 19984|19980|2014-07-30 11:16:56|zamisers7k|Re: wow...|
To see Firmware version I think it is [rec] + [play] while powering on, see firmware info, exit and don't continue to update unless updating.

Just to see memory it is [utility] + [shift].

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 19985|19985|2014-07-30 20:05:50|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Can't record (p. 40)|
Howdy, all.

I'm going through the tutorial again tonight. I was able to fix some things that weren't matching the manual's tutorial. (Track 5 now shows as highlighted, rather than being
a bracketed M. Also, I got the metronome click-in to sound, which it hadn't been.)

Everything seems peachy through step 8 on page 40. During step 7 I hear the metronome cue me, I hear the four defined A tracks start playing, and I hear the sound-effect
as I play it with the keyboard until I. Hit "stop."

Step 9 says "Press the [PLAY] button to play back the pattern and check the results."

What happens instead is that Section A plays exactly as it did by the completion of step 13 on page 34.

I've gone through this quite a few times. It looks like it's set to record, and it looks to be recording, but track 5 doesn't get recorded.

Puzzled...

http://bobhumid.de/


T
| 19986|19985|2014-07-31 19:43:42|zamisers7k|Re: Can't record (p. 40)|
I'm unsure what the problem may be, I've never followed that part of the manual.  It sounds to me as though perhaps the track you are trying to record on is maybe muted.
 I think that bracketed M in the display on that track means mute, unmute it first by pressing mute and then the track, the M should go away on that track.  Then select the
track, hold select button and track, the track light above the button should be blinking at that point and no M for it on the display.  Then rec button, make sure Replace
mode on display, then play button.  It'll click count in then play your keys.  Stop then Play to hear what you recorded.

Hope that helps some?

Zam
| 19987|19985|2014-07-31 21:25:27|Adam Dzielnicki|Re: Can't record (p. 40)|
You need also set proper midi channel on external keyboard. 1 for recording on 1 track, 2 for second and so on...

On 1 sierpnia 2014 03:43:42 CEST, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>I'm unsure what the problem may be, I've never followed that part of
>the manual. It sounds to me as though perhaps the track you are trying
>to record on is maybe muted. I think that bracketed M in the display
>on that track means mute, unmute it first by pressing mute and then the
>track, the M should go away on that track. Then select the track, hold
>select button and track, the track light above the button should be
>blinking at that point and no M for it on the display. Then rec
>button, make sure Replace mode on display, then play button. It'll
>click count in then play your keys. Stop then Play to hear what you
>recorded. 
>
> Hope that helps some?
> 
>
> Zam

| 19988|19985|2014-07-31 23:06:05|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Re: Can't record (p. 40)|
It's good to know, thanks, but so far I'm using only keys on the RS7000 itself.

From: Adam Dzielnicki adam.dzielnicki@gmail.com [RS7000] ; 
To: ; 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: Can't record (p. 40) 
Sent: Fri, Aug 1, 2014 3:25:16 AM 

 

You need also set proper midi channel on external keyboard. 1 for recording on 1 track, 2 for second and so on...

On 1 sierpnia 2014 03:43:42 CEST, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:
>I'm unsure what the problem may be, I've never followed that part of
>the manual. It sounds to me as though perhaps the track you are trying
>to record on is maybe muted. I think that bracketed M in the display
>on that track means mute, unmute it first by pressing mute and then the
>track, the M should go away on that track. Then select the track, hold
>select button and track, the track light above the button should be
>blinking at that point and no M for it on the display. Then rec
>button, make sure Replace mode on display, then play button. It'll
>click count in then play your keys. Stop then Play to hear what you
>recorded. 
>
> Hope that helps some?
> 
>
> Zam

| 19989|19989|2014-08-04 06:04:56|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Recording problem: new idea|
It may be that the [Track Select] button is stuck on. Would that prevent me from new Phrase recording?
| 19990|19990|2014-08-05 21:56:46|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Still cannot accomplish real-time recording|
Hi, RS7000 fans,

I've been learning my way around quite a bit better, but still cannot do phrase recording in "real time," (that is, as detailed in the left column of page 80.

My idea that the track select key has problems was all wrong. It works exactly as described in the manual.

Everything seems fine up to the pont of using [PLAY], at which point I can play and hear sounds in any rhythm I like but the track indicator never changes to show it has
contents and indeed it has no sound associated with it after [STOP] is pressed.

Frustrating!

--
T
| 19992|19990|2014-08-06 07:18:00|rarara_ur|Re: Still cannot accomplish real-time recording|
i'm assuming you have hit 'record' first? also, if the record button flashes rather than continuous (you can toggle this by pressing it) it is just 'armed' and doesn't save
anything you play.
| 19993|19990|2014-08-06 07:27:58|Zamise|Re: Still cannot accomplish real-time recording|

mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Did you turn off memory protect in U�lity mode?  Not sure what else other than bad memory perhaps would cause it to act like it is recording but not.  Keep at it un�l you get it if can.

Zam

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]
Sent:  8/ 6/ 2014 7:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: S�ll cannot accomplish real-�me recording

i'm assuming you have hit 'record' first? 

[The entire original message is not included.]
| 19994|19990|2014-08-06 08:36:52|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Re: Still cannot accomplish real-time recording|
I did check Utility, and memory-protect is off.

Bad memory is a useful idea. I can record using other modes, which goes against the idea of misfit memory I'd imagine. Hard to test.

I'll reset the whole system to factory default/presets tonight and try again.

--
T

From: Zamise zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000] ; 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com ; 
Subject: RE: [RS7000] Re: Still cannot accomplish real-time recording 
Sent: Wed, Aug 6, 2014 1:20:20 PM 

 

Did you turn off memory protect in U�lity mode?  Not sure what else other than bad memory perhaps would cause it to act like it is recording but not.  Keep at it un�l you get it if can.

Zam

From: gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]
Sent:  8/ 6/ 2014 7:12 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: S�ll cannot accomplish real-�me recording

 

i'm assuming you have hit 'record' first? 
| 19995|19995|2014-08-06 21:13:45|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|What a relief!|
Resetting the RS7000 to factory settings, as described on page 25, eliminated my problems. Recording now works as described in the manual.

For the record: That restoration is done by powering on while [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP], and [STORE] are simultaneously held down.

There's been an immediate lightening of my feelings about the device. I'd been thinking of it as damaged or defective. Now I think it's just fine and it's much easier to like
it and be excited about making music with it! It's still pretty grimy and scratched compared to when it was new, but as of tonight that's no biggie.

--
T
| 19996|19995|2014-08-07 10:42:32|zamisers7k|Re: What a relief!|
That is great to hear!  A factory reset actually had a use on the RS.  The original firmware was a slight bit buggy and I remember doing resets here and there but I haven't
had do a reset in many many years since I updated to 1.2x.  So, I'm thinking you may want to check your Firmware OS version too to see if is the latest, if you haven't yet.
 PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on I think displays the firmware version and also goes in to test mode where you can test to make sure
memory and all the buttons and controls work on your RS.   Good to do before, if can't then right after get one.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 19997|19995|2014-08-07 10:47:46|Ian|Re: What a relief!|
Did you replace the internal battery or is it low.

I've seen weird behaviour on my qy70 which was caused by a low battery, replacement didn't fix but when paired with a factory reset all was fine

IanV

On 7 Aug 2014, at 17:42, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

That is great to hear!  A factory reset actually had a use on the RS.  The original firmware was a slight bit buggy and I remember doing resets here and there
but I haven't had do a reset in many many years since I updated to 1.2x.  So, I'm thinking you may want to check your Firmware OS version too to see if is the
latest, if you haven't yet.  PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on I think displays the firmware version and also goes in to test
mode where you can test to make sure memory and all the buttons and controls work on your RS.   Good to do before, if can't then right after get one.

Happy RSing!

Zam

mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 19998|19995|2014-08-07 11:00:19|t_b_harms@yahoo.com|Re: What a relief!|
I have not replaced the battery, and don't know whether it's low.

Recently I bought a different synth, one which came with various papers. Among those was a letter to Kawai to the effect of "We took it to the shop and the repairman
removed the battery even though it was fine. How can we get back the sounds we'd had in it?" Sorry, y'all, those sounds have gone to the Great Bit Bucket In the Sky.

Near as I can tell the RS7000 doesn't allow much to persist between power-ups. One thing I have to learn is which things persist, and which are lost with loss of power.
I'm sure samples are among the non-persistent data. I think system settings do persist.

--
T

From: Ian iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000] ; 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com ; 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: What a relief! 
Sent: Thu, Aug 7, 2014 4:47:47 PM 

 

Did you replace the internal battery or is it low.

I've seen weird behaviour on my qy70 which was caused by a low battery, replacement didn't fix but when paired with a factory reset all was fine

IanV

On 7 Aug 2014, at 17:42, "zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

That is great to hear!  A factory reset actually had a use on the RS.  The original firmware was a slight bit buggy and I remember doing resets
here and there but I haven't had do a reset in many many years since I updated to 1.2x.  So, I'm thinking you may want to check your Firmware
OS version too to see if is the latest, if you haven't yet.  PATTERN, PATT CHAIN & UTILITY BUTTONS while turning it on I think displays
the firmware version and also goes in to test mode where you can test to make sure memory and all the buttons and controls work on your RS.  
Good to do before, if can't then right after get one.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 19999|19995|2014-08-07 12:14:04|zamisers7k|Re: What a relief!|
I do believe the RS should give an internal battery low message on power up if it is in need of replacing.  I know it does on the QY70, mines been showing me low battery
for years on it, but after I keep on for a while and reboot the message goes away upon a second reboot.  I think they may recharge themselves when plugged in, but if it
goes bad, which I suppose they will after many years and hasn't on my RS yet knock on wood, you should get the same message.  It has a poor sad QY70 low batter face
on the QY70, wonder if they put a sad RS7000 face on the RS.
| 20000|20000|2014-08-08 00:43:12|Matt|Card was working fine, now no good can't load?|

Bad card?  😡

| 20001|20000|2014-08-08 14:00:13|zamisers7k|Re: Card was working fine, now no good can't load?|
Yes probably a bad card.  Have you tried another card, or same card again or on an SM Card reader on a computer?

Zam
| 20002|19990|2014-08-15 19:14:39|gazcrocker|Re: Still cannot accomplish real-time recording|
Had this problem. Everything records fine after a factory reset.
| 20003|19990|2014-08-15 22:52:45|Matt|Re: Still cannot accomplish real-time recording|

Does this make it so you can real time record while in play mode

On Aug 15, 2014 6:14 PM, "gazcrocker@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Had this problem. Everything records fine after a factory reset.

| 20004|20004|2014-09-08 21:09:50|ledbet10171|selling my rs7000|

I have decided to sell my rs7000 on ebay because of some bills that needed to be paid.It`s listed on ebay and comes with max ram upgrade and the user manual. the link is 

Yamaha RS 7000 Music Production Studio

image
Yamaha RS 7000 Music
Production Studio
US $51.00 Used in Musical Instruments &
Gear, Pro Audio Equipment, Synthesizers

View on www.ebay.com Preview by Yahoo

mailto:gazcrocker@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS-7000-Music-Production-Studio-/291238327810?pt=Keyboards_MIDI&hash=item43cf283602
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS-7000-Music-Production-Studio-/291238327810?pt=Keyboards_MIDI&hash=item43cf283602
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS-7000-Music-Production-Studio-/291238327810?pt=Keyboards_MIDI&hash=item43cf283602
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS-7000-Music-Production-Studio-/291238327810?pt=Keyboards_MIDI&hash=item43cf283602


| 20005|20005|2014-09-17 17:15:46|jaunmanuek@yahoo.com|Arpeggiator Rythm Subdivision|
Hello,

I've aquired a RS7000. I love it's sequencing features but I'm having trouble with one.

How do you change the subdivision of the arpeggiator ?
It seems like it's locked on 16th.

I understand that using the GROOVE function, you can make it sound like 8ths of other figures, however it's impossible to make it sound on triplets.
Also, it's not possible to make legatos on mono sounds because the arp is retriggering 16ths.

Any ideas on this ?

Thank you a lot,

Juan Manuel
Argentina
| 20006|20005|2014-09-17 17:29:09|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator Rythm Subdivision|
Hello and Welcome to the group!

Beat Stretch may do what you want for the arpeggiator, it is similar to sub divide I think except it is speeding/slowing the track and not just the arpeggiator.  There might
be some unexpected side effects to doing it for instance if you want to record it at that speed it may not do it at the speed you expect during play back, or the length of the
track after you convert it to a song.  However it will slow and speed the arp up while you are using it in certain specific increments.

The arpeggiator isn't very sophisticated on the RS, I'd suggest using something else does arping out midi and record that to the RS if you must need triplets or any other
good arpyness.  The only other thing I can think of if you need triplets is possibly change the time signature of the phrase on that track, must be empty to do, but not sure
that'd work either.

Hope some of that helps some and happy RSing!

Zam
| 20007|20005|2014-09-18 05:48:51|rarara_ur|Re: Arpeggiator Rythm Subdivision|
yes, beat stretch works well for altering the speed of the arp. its a bit clunky to turn, but if you use the shift+ button too, you can change the speed to the desired setting
without it kicking-in. you then nudge the knob and it will trigger (hard to explain).

if a setting of 100 = 1/16ths and 200 = 1/8ths then obviously all the other settings will get you to various other points...
25,50,150,200,300,400

i think you can then write changes to your track with 'normalize' but seem to remember the overall track length may not change and so some notes will 'disappear' - need
to experiment or set your track deliberately longer than necessary to begin with. it may also be possible to say apply 150 and then 50 to effectively give you 75%
| 20008|20008|2014-10-07 13:24:08|Stefan Onishchuk|Desperately seeking stereo input pair to mix on rs7000|

Hi, does anyone know of any reason why I should not use the main  input pair as a way to get an addition synth module to output into the rs output mix? while the rs is
processing? It sounds like a great solution,  but is there any drawback. (Never ran out of input channels before and need be a little more efficient and perhaps sneaky! 
STEFAN....

| 20009|20008|2014-10-07 14:14:15|Ian Vine|Re: Desperately seeking stereo input pair to mix on rs7000|
It is a great idea. I already work that way now and again. I mainly work it as an input and use the master fx multi band compressor to give everything some kick

IanV

On 7 Oct 2014, at 20:24, "Stefan Onishchuk c9mw2969@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi, does anyone know of any reason why I should not use the main  input pair as a way to get an addition synth module to output into the rs output mix?
while the rs is processing? It sounds like a great solution,  but is there any drawback. (Never ran out of input channels before and need be a little more
efficient and perhaps sneaky!  STEFAN....

| 20010|20008|2014-10-07 14:49:30|Sheik Donnybrook|Re: Desperately seeking stereo input pair to mix on rs7000|

Yes it's possible and it works well

On Oct 7, 2014 3:24 PM, "Stefan Onishchuk c9mw2969@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hi, does anyone know of any reason why I should not use the main  input pair as a way to get an addition synth module to output into the rs output mix?
while the rs is processing? It sounds like a great solution,  but is there any drawback. (Never ran out of input channels before and need be a little more
efficient and perhaps sneaky!  STEFAN....

| 20011|20008|2014-10-07 14:56:00|Tracy Harms|Re: Desperately seeking stereo input pair to mix on rs7000|
I don't understand why that would be an odd, or "sneaky", way to get external signals. What would count as the normal way, in contrast to these inputs?

--
T

From:"Stefan Onishchuk c9mw2969@gmail.com [RS7000]" 
Date:Tue, Oct 7, 2014 at 3:24 PM
Subject:[RS7000] Desperately seeking stereo input pair to mix on rs7000

 

mailto:c9mw2969@gmail.com
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Hi, does anyone know of any reason why I should not use the main  input pair as a way to get an addition synth module to output into the rs output mix? while the rs is
processing? It sounds like a great solution,  but is there any drawback. (Never ran out of input channels before and need be a little more efficient and perhaps sneaky! 
STEFAN....
| 20012|20008|2014-10-07 21:59:23|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Desperately seeking stereo input pair to mix on rs7000|
no, go ahead. I do this on a regular basis... :) .. 2 things come to my mind:

1.
you can even route an external synth into your RS7000 and beef it up with the 3 stereo-FX. it's like having a 17th channel... oh, and of course it will pass the master and
the multiband-compressor if you set it up that way...

2.
you can also build an effect-chain by doubling one part / sound and routing one of those to outputs 3-4 (or: 5-6 / 7-8), then through some outboard-FX (with 100% effect)
and capture the wet signal with the inputs ... also nice for external NY-compression for drum-busses (= parallel compression) ...

/.-)

robert

Am 07.10.2014 21:24, schrieb Stefan Onishchuk c9mw2969@gmail.com [RS7000]:

Hi, does anyone know of any reason why I should not use the main  input pair as a way to get an addition synth module to output into the rs
output mix? while the rs is processing? It sounds like a great solution,  but is there any drawback. (Never ran out of input channels before and
need be a little more efficient and perhaps sneaky!  STEFAN....

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20013|20013|2014-10-14 19:14:44|professorastrokitten|Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
Hello!

I'm still pretty new to working with the RS7000 and some things are still confusing me.

I would like to know if the following is possible:

I would really like to use the arpeggiator from the Roland MC303 on the sounds of the RS7000 (the mc303's arp ist wonderfull :) ). I don't know how to setup the two. I
tried different MIDI settings but I don't get the arpeggiator working. The arpeggiator of the MC303 does work on my yamaha AN200. I must admit that I didn't
completely get my way around MIDI yet, there are still some things I find confusing.

Any help would be very appreciated :)!

| 20014|20013|2014-10-14 19:19:33|zamisers7k|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
Sorry for the late reply, but welcome to the group!

What you are wanting to do should be possible, you just have to know which channel the 303 is sending out to and with it midied up to the RS it should go that same
track/channel by default.  If you want it to go to another track channel you should probably change it on the 303, there should be a way, but if not then I think you may
have record it on the track it sends to then copy it to another track.  If you are still having problems, it shouldn't really be that hard, either it will likely just work or it wont,
and if not perhaps maybe do a factory reset on the RS7000.

Hope that helps some, and again sorry for the late reply.

Zam
| 20015|20015|2014-10-21 07:30:08|rarara_ur|Spam alert! RS7000 for sale (UK)|

Mint condition RS7000, fully expanded including AIEB2, box etc. I got an unused RS a couple of years ago and it hardly been touched so would almost be like getting a
new machine 

UK only, so if interested let me know for more details.

| 20016|20013|2014-11-06 08:23:29|professorastrokitten|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
Hey!

Thanks for your reply. And sorry too for my late reaction ;)

It works! Very cool. With your reaction and the mc 303's manual I finally understood it. 
The mc303's arp is very cool and much more versetile as the rs7k's. It gives me lot's of new opportunities!
| 20017|20013|2014-11-06 11:13:36|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
the mc303 is by no means more versatile then a RS7000 :) .. absolutely not! the contrary is the case...

I own my RS7000 since more then 10 years now and I stil find new tricks and possibilites. its a monster.

but if you like the mc303, then it is the right thing!

Am 06.11.2014 16:21, schrieb professorastrokitten@yahoo.com [RS7000]:

Hey!

Thanks for your reply. And sorry too for my late reaction ;)

mailto:c9mw2969@gmail.com
mailto:professorastrokitten@yahoo.com


It works! Very cool. With your reaction and the mc 303's manual I finally understood it. 
The mc303's arp is very cool and much more versetile as the rs7k's. It gives me lot's of new opportunities!

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20018|20013|2014-11-06 11:44:16|professorastrokitten|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
I think you understood me wrongly.. I didn't say that I think that the mc 303 is more versatile overall than the rs7k. I wrote that I find the mc 303's ARP  more versatile
than the rs7k's arpeggiator :)

Overall ofcourse the rs7K is by all means (except the arp :P ) way better than the mc303.
| 20019|20013|2014-11-06 13:31:21|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
ah! ok, that is true... the ARP in the RS is a bit simple, yes...

Am 06.11.2014 19:44, schrieb professorastrokitten@yahoo.com [RS7000]:

I think you understood me wrongly.. I didn't say that I think that the mc 303 is more versatile overall than the rs7k. I wrote that I find the mc
303's ARP  more versatile than the rs7k's arpeggiator :)

Overall ofcourse the rs7K is by all means (except the arp :P ) way better than the mc303.

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20020|20013|2014-11-07 06:38:26|Dur Manizer|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
Hi there,

yes, arp is trivial compared to roland mc-series. But check out very versatile LFO, which can obtain impressive arp-like results with pitch variation.    You can use LFO as
a 16 step sequencer and define variation of pitch with it. Worth to experiment with. And you have one more option: use step sequencer (step recording) (or whatever) to
define your own “arp” and then use track pitch transposition.

Peace … F

On 06 Nov 2014, at 21:31, Robert Feuchtl bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

ah! ok, that is true... the ARP in the RS is a bit simple, yes...

Am 06.11.2014 19:44, schrieb professorastrokitten@yahoo.com [RS7000]:
 
I think you understood me wrongly.. I didn't say that I think that the mc 303 is more versatile overall than the rs7k. I wrote that I find the mc 303's ARP  more
versatile than the rs7k's arpeggiator :)

Overall ofcourse the rs7K is by all means (except the arp :P ) way better than the mc303.

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: en

| 20021|20013|2014-11-07 10:24:28|Been Geleiding|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
Good one. 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S® 5 ACTIVE™, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "Dur Manizer exhalator@kinderzimmer.sk [RS7000]" 
Date:11/07/2014 8:38 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Question about using other gear with the RS7K 

 

Hi there,

yes, arp is trivial compared to roland mc-series. But check out very versatile LFO, which can obtain impressive arp-like results
with pitch variation.    You can use LFO as a 16 step sequencer and define variation of pitch with it. Worth to experiment with. And
you have one more option: use step sequencer (step recording) (or whatever) to define your own “arp” and then use track pitch
transposition.

Peace … F

On 06 Nov 2014, at 21:31, Robert Feuchtl bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

mailto:professorastrokitten@yahoo.com
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
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ah! ok, that is true... the ARP in the RS is a bit simple, yes...

Am 06.11.2014 19:44, schrieb professorastrokitten@yahoo.com [RS7000]:
 
I think you understood me wrongly.. I didn't say that I think that the mc 303 is more versatile overall than the
rs7k. I wrote that I find the mc 303's ARP  more versatile than the rs7k's arpeggiator :)

Overall ofcourse the rs7K is by all means (except the arp :P ) way better than the mc303.

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: en

| 20022|20013|2014-11-07 11:07:01|jaunmanuek@yahoo.com|Re: Question about using other gear with the RS7K|
so,

is there any way to change the arp subdivision ?

how is possible yamaha didn't set and option for such a common and important feature ???

thankyou,

jma
| 20023|20013|2014-11-10 11:07:51|devon|www.klekno.com|

Sent from my iPad

On Nov 7, 2014, at 10:07 AM, jaunmanuek@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

so,

is there any way to change the arp subdivision ?

how is possible yamaha didn't set and option for such a common and important feature ???

thankyou,

jma

| 20024|20013|2014-11-10 11:16:27|zamisers7k|Re: www.klekno.com|
Coppied from y proboard reply:

Sorry for late reply.

You can increase/decrease subdivisions of the arp with the beat stretch knob at certain percentages to slow and speed it up the same
as you would a sequenced phrase.

I'm not exactly sure how triplets work. However, I'm assuming they work in 3's, and changing the time signature which can be done I
know at least on a blank phrase to be in multiple of 3's instead of the normal 4's is possible to do on the RS. So you can have bar of
lets say 24 steps instead 32. Pretty cool feature even if that is not what you are wanting, I'm not sure how the groove edit template
will affect shorter bars tho.

Happy RSing!

Zam

Read more: Arpeggiator Subdivision ??? How to change it ? | RS7000 Forum

Arpeggiator Subdivision ??? How to change it ? |
RS7000 Forum
Hello, I love the RS7000 features. However the arpeggiator seems to
be set always in a 16th trigger subdivision. How can you "really" change
that ? I tried the "Groove" edit, to make it sound like
View on rs7000.proboards.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 20025|20025|2014-11-10 11:43:56|zamisers7k|RS7000 yahoo group update|

Hi RSers!

Sorry for replying or approving your posts and messages so late lately.

mailto:professorastrokitten@yahoo.com
mailto:jaunmanuek@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://rs7000.proboards.com/thread/89/arpeggiator-subdivision-change#ixzz3IgtZ3UrA
http://rs7000.proboards.com/thread/89/arpeggiator-subdivision-change#ixzz3IgtZ3UrA
http://rs7000.proboards.com/thread/89/arpeggiator-subdivision-change#ixzz3IgtZ3UrA


I changed some of my yahoo contact info and though it was correct, updates and posts from here were not getting through to me.  Hopefully I've fixed this by using a
different contact addy, but sad to say the group has really slowed down to barely a crawl.  The facebook page has really picked up however, so please be sure to also post
over there if you can for a more likely immediate and larger response to your RS questions.

Thanks and Happy RSing!

Zam/Admin

| 20026|20025|2014-11-10 18:28:57|Robert Feuchtl|Re: RS7000 yahoo group update|
Hmm. 

But actually ALL the most relevant posts are over here... :(

It would be so good to migrate everything from the old forum and this group here to a forum-system like this one: http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/

but maybe I'm dreaming...

robert

Am 10.11.2014 19:43, schrieb zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]:

Hi RSers!

Sorry for replying or approving your posts and messages so late lately.

I changed some of my yahoo contact info and though it was correct, updates and posts from here were not getting through to me.  Hopefully I've
fixed this by using a different contact addy, but sad to say the group has really slowed down to barely a crawl.  The facebook page has really
picked up however, so please be sure to also post over there if you can for a more likely immediate and larger response to your RS questions.

Thanks and Happy RSing!

Zam/Admin

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20027|20025|2014-11-12 10:48:13|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 yahoo group update|
I don't know if you all know yet, but Yamahasynth.com have been working on a forum @:

Categories

Categories
This is the place to talk about all things related to Yamaha Synthesizers!
View on yamahasynth.com Preview by Yahoo

 

They had a section for Voice of Customer and Future Yamaha Synth's where it seemed they were listening to customer suggestions for a new piece of groove gear.  I even
mentioned some things in it.  However, they are reworking the the forum and they said that sub should be back up again soon, I'd advise we all go there or slowly trickle
in so we don't overwhelm them and perhaps consider it a new more official home.  There is also the Motifator forums, I've asked them, but I think they've been more
about the Motif's than legacy or vintage devices.

Anyhow, this yahoo group don't have any major plans, it'll be around as long as I can keep it up even if it isn't very active.

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Hmm. 

But actually ALL the most relevant posts are over here... :(

http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
https://yamahasynth.com/index.php?option=com_easydiscuss&view=categories&Itemid=851
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It would be so good to migrate everything from the old forum and this group here to a forum-system like this one: http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/

but maybe I'm dreaming...

robert

Am 10.11.2014 19:43, schrieb zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]:

 

Hi RSers!

Sorry for replying or approving your posts and messages so late lately.

I changed some of my yahoo contact info and though it was correct, updates and posts from here were not getting through to me.
 Hopefully I've fixed this by using a different contact addy, but sad to say the group has really slowed down to barely a crawl.  The
facebook page has really picked up however, so please be sure to also post over there if you can for a more likely immediate and
larger response to your RS questions.

Thanks and Happy RSing!

Zam/Admin

| 20028|20028|2014-11-12 12:50:03|gazgridlock|Not sure of the name for this|
Hi everyone, hope you are keeping well. I've been getting in to the RS again recently, it's great for making little loops at parties, I really like getting people who aren't in to
producing involved and showing them how easy it is to put together a little beat in no time. Good times. 

My question for the experts is this, is it possible to set a voice/sample/kit so that a note played always 'overrides' the last. No matter what the amp release or gate time of
an channel when a note is played it cuts off the note that is playing. 

I hope that makes sense guys!
| 20029|20028|2014-11-12 14:41:58|zamisers7k|Re: Not sure of the name for this|
Try setting the voice to Mono.  If I remember right #[5] Voice Edit a few screens in, it is normally set to Polly, change it Mono.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20030|20025|2014-11-12 23:29:17|Ray Hare|Re: RS7000 yahoo group update|
Hi Zam I don't know how many emails you send out but I have been happily receiving all of them and filing the ones I find interesting in my in box for some time now and have got 78 of which are important
answers to problems encountered by subscribers cheers Ray

On Thursday, 13 November 2014, 4:48, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

I don't know if you all know yet, but Yamahasynth.com have been working on a forum @:

Categories

Categories
This is the place to talk about all things related to Yamaha Synthesizers!
View on yamahasynth.com Preview by Yahoo

 

They had a section for Voice of Customer and Future Yamaha Synth's where it seemed they were listening to customer suggestions for a new piece of groove gear.  I even mentioned some
things in it.  However, they are reworking the the forum and they said that sub should be back up again soon, I'd advise we all go there or slowly trickle in so we don't overwhelm them and
perhaps consider it a new more official home.  There is also the Motifator forums, I've asked them, but I think they've been more about the Motif's than legacy or vintage devices.

Anyhow, this yahoo group don't have any major plans, it'll be around as long as I can keep it up even if it isn't very active.

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Hmm. 

But actually ALL the most relevant posts are over here... :(

It would be so good to migrate everything from the old forum and this group here to a forum-system like this one: http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/

but maybe I'm dreaming...

http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
https://yamahasynth.com/index.php?option=com_easydiscuss&view=categories&Itemid=851
https://yamahasynth.com/index.php?option=com_easydiscuss&view=categories&Itemid=851
http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/


robert

Am 10.11.2014 19:43, schrieb zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]:
 
Hi RSers!

Sorry for replying or approving your posts and messages so late lately.

I changed some of my yahoo contact info and though it was correct, updates and posts from here were not getting through to me.  Hopefully I've fixed this by using a different contact addy,
but sad to say the group has really slowed down to barely a crawl.  The facebook page has really picked up however, so please be sure to also post over there if you can for a more likely
immediate and larger response to your RS questions.

Thanks and Happy RSing!

Zam/Admin

| 20031|20025|2014-11-13 03:42:43|Been Geleiding|Re: RS7000 yahoo group update|
 Was about to say, it's been pretty good in here. 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S® 5 ACTIVE™, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]" 
Date:11/13/2014 1:29 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] RS7000 yahoo group update 

 

Hi Zam I don't know how many emails you send out but I have been happily receiving all of them and filing the ones I find interesting in my in box for some time now and have got 78 of which are important
answers to problems encountered by subscribers cheers Ray

On Thursday, 13 November 2014, 4:48, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
I don't know if you all know yet, but Yamahasynth.com have been working on a forum @:

Categories

Categories
This is the place to talk about all things related to Yamaha Synthesizers!
View on yamahasynth.com Preview by Yahoo

 

They had a section for Voice of Customer and Future Yamaha Synth's where it seemed they were listening to customer suggestions for a new piece of groove gear.  I even mentioned some things in it.
 However, they are reworking the the forum and they said that sub should be back up again soon, I'd advise we all go there or slowly trickle in so we don't overwhelm them and perhaps consider it a new
more official home.  There is also the Motifator forums, I've asked them, but I think they've been more about the Motif's than legacy or vintage devices.

Anyhow, this yahoo group don't have any major plans, it'll be around as long as I can keep it up even if it isn't very active.

Happy RSing!

Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Hmm. 

But actually ALL the most relevant posts are over here... :(

It would be so good to migrate everything from the old forum and this group here to a forum-system like this one: http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/

but maybe I'm dreaming...

robert

Am 10.11.2014 19:43, schrieb zam@quantum-source.com [RS7000]:

 

mailto:zam@quantum-source.com
https://yamahasynth.com/index.php?option=com_easydiscuss&view=categories&Itemid=851
https://yamahasynth.com/index.php?option=com_easydiscuss&view=categories&Itemid=851
http://www.invisionpower.com/apps/board/
mailto:zam@quantum-source.com


Hi RSers!

Sorry for replying or approving your posts and messages so late lately.

I changed some of my yahoo contact info and though it was correct, updates and posts from here were not getting through to me.  Hopefully I've fixed this by
using a different contact addy, but sad to say the group has really slowed down to barely a crawl.  The facebook page has really picked up however, so please be
sure to also post over there if you can for a more likely immediate and larger response to your RS questions.

Thanks and Happy RSing!

Zam/Admin

| 20032|20025|2014-11-13 19:20:15|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 yahoo group update|
Glad to hear.  Not only is the RS7000 the best machine ever, so is its user community :)

Zam
| 20033|20033|2014-12-02 17:58:34|futurism777|RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|

Hello RS7000 owners,

I have a question regarding my rs7000. I have often noticed that some small glitches could occur on this device (skip in measure when a lot of midi was programmed,
etc). 

Now I have always recorded my songs in pattern mode, however I want to make more use out of the patt chain function. However I found out that this machine is really
glitchy in this mode. As soon as I start recording the patterns and scenes, selecting a specific measure becomes a slow process and the machine seems a bit strained, as all
the light start blinking frantically (also when scrolling through the measures seems to send out midi signals for some reason).

Now the biggest problem is that especially a transition between patterns provide me with a very noticable glitch and the transition between patt A and patt B doesn't sound
smooth like it is in patt mode or song mode.

Does anybody have an idea why this problem is occuring?

Thanks for any help!

| 20034|20033|2014-12-02 19:33:14|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
Chain mode takes some getting use to, it don't work exactly like you'd expect at first.

I won't be able to tell you how to get rid of all the hiccups in chain mode especially if you are using multiple styles.  However, if you are using just one style/pattern the
trick is not to switch sections in middle of a phrase looping because it will reset all the phrases back to the beginning. If you notice it hiccuping at this point on the same
section you may want to go in to section sequencer/editor and remove section letters that are the same letter as the previous section, that'll make stop resetting.  Also, I've
kind of learned to stick to making mostly 4 measure phrases to make chain mode easier to figure out.  Plus I also don't do very much with sections,, I try to do as much as
possible with just one section. Then instead swapping sections out in chain mode I've learned to just bring tracks in and out via recording mutes in chain mode.  It can be
little tricky because if you leave chain mode and come back it'll default back recording sections, and you have to remember to switch over to mute records.  You can't do
them at the same time, and if you do have a lot of sections you want change to it can get really confusing what is going on with it.  If you are changing a lot of phrases out
on many tracks on different section I imagine it is tough for the RS to keep up, so you may not like to hear this, but I keep my phrase changes on the same tracks in
different sections to a minimum too, don't record knob sweeps and rarely ever have the voices change either, I mainly will make one section with all the tracks filled then
copy that to the rest of the sections and drop the phrases off tracks in different sections to build up from an intro to middle with all the tracks, then an end with less, done
in pattern mode.  That is how I believe they meant for the RS to work best or most proper so then you can record your section changes in chain mode and won't stress the
RS and cause it to hiccup or glitch as much on you.  Convert that to Song and then your can record your sweeps and enter program changes for dif voices etc..

Hope that help some, probably more confusing, but keep at it, it takes some time to figure out the chain mode to keep it from glitching out or hiccuping.  It still gets to me
sometimes and does unexpected stuff.  You might simply be asking too much of it now, so I guess I'm basically saying to start with something simpler then work way up
to more complexity in chain mode and you'll get a better idea where and what things cause it to hicup or glitch out.

Zam 
| 20035|20033|2014-12-03 07:42:58|futurism777|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
Thank you very much, Zam, for your reply and clear explanation.

The track I am working on now does have some short and long phrases 4 , 8, 16 and 32 measures, so it might have something to do with the hiccups, but I think the
phrases are all even, and the pattern change occurs when all of the phrases hit the 1th measure. And when I select the patterns manually (with pattern quantize) during
playback in chain mode the transition is smooth.

When I get home I will check if the phrase lenght causes the hiccup.



My patterns are not that complicated yet (many phrases between patterns are the same expect a few, no inboard sounds are used (except for the sampler and some drum
tracks) and I do not have any recorded automations going on within clips yet I just recorded some scene and pattern changes in the chain. 

I have tried to use patt chain mode with some of my earlier projects, which consists mainly out of inboard sounds, the patt chain mode seemed to just be working fine for
this project. However the current project I am working on is acting quite strangely.

The project I am working on is mainly sequencing my synths.
I have done the test mode to see if the diagnostics came up ok, but I found out that the midi out tests result in a "NG" (Midi Time Out), this was with and without midi
cables connected. The panel SW test (I am not sure what this is) also came up with NG. I wonder if this could be related to my trouble with the chain mode (although I
have noticed various small occasional quirks within the pattern mode over time as well).

Is it normal to have a NG pop up during these tests?
I am wondering whether this might cause any problems (such as the hiccup for example).

Thanks again,

Dennis

My main reason to use the pattern chain mode is to be able to have more time to tweak my synths during playback. However if it doesn't work well, maybe I should look
into the song mode (no hiccups there, but probably less hands-on than patt chain mode.

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Chain mode takes some getting use to, it don't work exactly like you'd expect at first.

I won't be able to tell you how to get rid of all the hiccups in chain mode especially if you are using multiple styles.  However, if you are using just one style/pattern the
trick is not to switch sections in middle of a phrase looping because it will reset all the phrases back to the beginning. If you notice it hiccuping at this point on the same
section you may want to go in to section sequencer/editor and remove section letters that are the same letter as the previous section, that'll make stop resetting.  Also, I've
kind of learned to stick to making mostly 4 measure phrases to make chain mode easier to figure out.  Plus I also don't do very much with sections,, I try to do as much as
possible with just one section. Then instead swapping sections out in chain mode I've learned to just bring tracks in and out via recording mutes in chain mode.  It can be
little tricky because if you leave chain mode and come back it'll default back recording sections, and you have to remember to switch over to mute records.  You can't do
them at the same time, and if you do have a lot of sections you want change to it can get really confusing what is going on with it.  If you are changing a lot of phrases out
on many tracks on different section I imagine it is tough for the RS to keep up, so you may not like to hear this, but I keep my phrase changes on the same tracks in
different sections to a minimum too, don't record knob sweeps and rarely ever have the voices change either, I mainly will make one section with all the tracks filled then
copy that to the rest of the sections and drop the phrases off tracks in different sections to build up from an intro to middle with all the tracks, then an end with less, done
in pattern mode.  That is how I believe they meant for the RS to work best or most proper so then you can record your section changes in chain mode and won't stress the
RS and cause it to hiccup or glitch as much on you.  Convert that to Song and then your can record your sweeps and enter program changes for dif voices etc..

Hope that help some, probably more confusing, but keep at it, it takes some time to figure out the chain mode to keep it from glitching out or hiccuping.  It still gets to me
sometimes and does unexpected stuff.  You might simply be asking too much of it now, so I guess I'm basically saying to start with something simpler then work way up
to more complexity in chain mode and you'll get a better idea where and what things cause it to hicup or glitch out.

Zam 
| 20036|20033|2014-12-03 10:14:36|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
I am not sure about the Midi.  I wouldn't think so and that it is probably OK.  If I get a chance I'll check mine later to see if it gives me the same message during test mode.

If you want to find somewhere to upload your RS files and share it with me I'd be happy to take a look at it?

Zam
| 20037|20033|2014-12-03 15:03:23|futurism777|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
Thanks, I wonder why it is giving me the NG midi timeout message.

Unfortunately, I can't put my SM card's files on my pc (my card reader only works with XP, which I don't have anymore).

One thing I found out is that when I program many pattern changes live in one take, the hiccup will not occur, however when I stop the playback/recording go to a specific
measure and record the hiccup occurs (maybe this would be related to the slowness and flickering of the leds during the selection of a measure . 

Actually while writing this, I found out that the hiccup occurs at whatever measure the record mode gets activated on. For example when I start recording in pattern
change mode at measure 47 and program a pattern change at measure 49, the hiccup occurs at measure 47. Also, although I left the style selection and bpm alone, they
seem to behave a bit funky as well (there is nothing programmed to influence the the bpm or style selection as far as i know). 

When I start at a measure with recording in standby mode, it seems that the hiccup won't occur (yet).

So there seems to be some some work-around, but I don't understand why the rs is acting this way

I hope there is a way to fix this, but the rs7000 can be quite a strange machine at times. ;)

Cheers ,

Dennis
| 20038|20033|2014-12-04 17:29:47|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
Are you looking in the style/section edit sequence list.  It sounds like it is resetting itself. It records the style/section if you move off to something else and come back and
start on another measure.   While in rec standy, usually I think you can just press [edit] on the number pad and it'll show the list of style/section changes measure.  When I
run across a hicup like what you are describing, I just go in to the edit screen and delete the offending style/section marker.

Zam  
| 20039|20033|2014-12-05 07:04:31|futurism777|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
Yes, I checked the edit menu after sending my previous message, and it was indeed reseting itself. When recording a pattern change it apparently also retriggered the
entire style for some reason. So the problem is solved. Thanks.



Btw, out of curiosity, did you happen to check the midi test mode as well? I wonder why it is giving me a time out message.
| 20040|20033|2014-12-05 07:42:36|Ian Vine|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
Does it need the in and outs connected for the test. Sounds like your midi is ok

IanV

On 5 Dec 2014, at 14:04, "knowgroove@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Yes, I checked the edit menu after sending my previous message, and it was indeed reseting itself. When recording a pattern change it apparently also
retriggered the entire style for some reason. So the problem is solved. Thanks.

Btw, out of curiosity, did you happen to check the midi test mode as well? I wonder why it is giving me a time out message.

| 20041|20033|2014-12-05 22:01:26|futurism777|Re: RS7000 Glitching in pattern chain mode|
It gave me the error both time, connected and unplugged. I guess its fine because it still works for controlling my synths, I just thought it was strange.

Dennis
| 20042|20042|2014-12-18 12:56:12|Matt Mattheou|Re: Yahoo Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Hello there

I am an old codger of 64 who has been involved with music since the age
of 12. I am a self taught amateur and began with playing the guitar.
Later I also got involved with keyboards and synthesisers. I now live in
Cyprus and my favourite music genres are electronic, ambient and
new-age.

Thank you for accepting my request to subscribe to the group where I am
sure I will learn a few things and hopefully be able to offer something
in return.

I wish you all Happy Holidays

Matt Mattheou
| 20043|20042|2014-12-18 13:01:19|zamisers7k|Re: Yahoo Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Welcome to the group Matt!

You sound young at heart.  The RS is eternal :)  I plan on being burried with one, just in case I get bored and am stuck in my coffin as a ghost hopefully at least I can still
make some bitchen music.

Happy Rsing!

Zam 
| 20044|20042|2014-12-18 14:12:13|Matt Mattheou|Re: Yahoo Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!|
Thanks for the welcome Zam!
 
I'm looking forward to Rsing as you put it. :)
 
All the best
Matt
 
 

-----Original Message-----
From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: 18 December 2014 22:01
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] RE: Yahoo Groups: Welcome to RS7000. Visit today!

Welcome to the group Matt!

You sound young at heart.  The RS is eternal :)  I plan on being burried with one, just in case I get bored and am stuck in my coffin as a ghost hopefully
at least I can still make some bitchen music.

Happy Rsing!

Zam 

| 20045|20045|2015-01-07 09:54:30|audioanalogical|Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between styles|
Hi Grandmaster Zam,

can you help me out. I'm planing a live act and want to switch between the styles. 

Is there a possiblity to maintain the settings in each style? I've already inserted program changes in each track to hold the voices, but the effects, volume etc. do what the
want.

mailto:knowgroove@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


How can i solve this problem, and is the are chance to solve the jumps between switching the style?

Regards from Germany,
Michael

| 20046|20045|2015-01-07 10:53:08|zamisers7k|Re: Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between sty|

Hi Michael from Germany!

I'm not certain to be honest, and I know I tell folks this pre�y o�en but I usually s�ck to one Style and rarely use more than one sec�on to avoid the mayhem, so I'm not
as much of an expert at doing what it seems like you may be wan�ng to do on the RS.

My thoughts are, perhaps try to do a Pa�ern Copy job and use the "all" op�on and copy to a new blank Style then perhaps go in to the Patch screen [Pa�ern] 2nd screen
and then change out the phrases assigned to tracks, or do a Track Copy job of each track from the other Style to the new style and uncheck the op�ons on the bo�om of
that screen except note data so you just copy the notes and not the voice se�ngs etc.. 

Maybe there is another easier way?  I’d have to think some more about it.

It might just take some experimen�ng around to find the best way if it is possible to do it.  It may turn out to be easier to check those values manually and write them
down and change them to that in the other styles if there aren’t too many things being changed or going with it.
As for live play, as I men�oned already I almost always work within one Style/Pa�ern and sec�on.  Live don’t mean you have to play con�nuously, and what to do during
the load �mes between loading pa�erns/chains/songs is what in my opinion makes a shows that I do more, not sure what to call it, more of an immersive or interac�ve
or entertaining, more “live” feeling and less “prac�ced” for the audience.  If it must be a con�nues set then I would hightly recommend a second RS, or another unit of
some sort to switch between while the other is playing or loading.

The RS alone is not good at bouncing between styles/pa�erns while playing.  If no way around it, perhaps cover the hiccups up with effects and drop it down, not mute,
blank out phrases on the tracks using the patch screen on like intros and outros to maybe only one or two tracks perhaps might help some to make the hiccup of
switching less no�ceable.  Or maybe fill it up and put Pat Quan�za�on on like 1/16th and do a stu�er and make a lot of stuff happening so it sounds glitched out on
purpose.

If you come up with be�ers ways, love to hear them too.

Zam

| 20047|20045|2015-01-07 16:10:55|audioanalogical|Re: Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between sty|
Hi Zam,

thanks for your fast response and time!

I guess there is no easy way with the RS7000, haha! I like it very much, it's huge engine, but if most of things i'm looking for are not working, it's kinda knocked-out. 

Anyway, i want to do a continous act with it. As i've synced the Xoxbox to the clock it's sounding like a super-stumbling while switching between the styles within the
first loop! I will cover it that way to put a blank A Section in every style and start with it it and let the Xox run, and punch in the new track in Section B, or putting some
nonesene into A Section before.

About maintaining the settings. I tried to copy individual patterns into the style in question and saved "all". That didn't work out well after reloading as well. 

I reworked the settings in the "edit" option and set most parameters like volume, reverb, corresponding cc, blabla, to what i've written down before, like you said. When
switching between the styles, it's works.

But it feels like sitting in front of an C-64 in the 80s! (to be honest, not so cool now)

About copy the track from one style to another. I tried this out and it's awful and especially the samples are have not been picked up. How can i describe. I have set my
samples e.g. to program 3 and afterwards, copied it, it wants to pick it in program 2. Crazy ! Maybe i did something wrong but with "copy pattern" it's working good. But i
will keep that in mind and uncheck the boxes in the screen and see how it works! 

Bye for now,
Michael

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Hi Michael from Germany!

I'm not certain to be honest, and I know I tell folks this pre�y o�en but I usually s�ck to one Style and rarely use more than one sec�on to avoid the mayhem, so I'm not
as much of an expert at doing what it seems like you may be wan�ng to do on the RS.

My thoughts are, perhaps try to do a Pa�ern Copy job and use the "all" op�on and copy to a new blank Style then perhaps go in to the Patch screen [Pa�ern] 2nd screen
and then change out the phrases assigned to tracks, or do a Track Copy job of each track from the other Style to the new style and uncheck the op�ons on the bo�om of
that screen except note data so you just copy the notes and not the voice se�ngs etc.. 

Maybe there is another easier way?  I’d have to think some more about it.

It might just take some experimen�ng around to find the best way if it is possible to do it.  It may turn out to be easier to check those values manually and write them
down and change them to that in the other styles if there aren’t too many things being changed or going with it.
As for live play, as I men�oned already I almost always work within one Style/Pa�ern and sec�on.  Live don’t mean you have to play con�nuously, and what to do during
the load �mes between loading pa�erns/chains/songs is what in my opinion makes a shows that I do more, not sure what to call it, more of an immersive or interac�ve



or entertaining, more “live” feeling and less “prac�ced” for the audience.  If it must be a con�nues set then I would hightly recommend a second RS, or another unit of
some sort to switch between while the other is playing or loading.

The RS alone is not good at bouncing between styles/pa�erns while playing.  If no way around it, perhaps cover the hiccups up with effects and drop it down, not mute,
blank out phrases on the tracks using the patch screen on like intros and outros to maybe only one or two tracks perhaps might help some to make the hiccup of
switching less no�ceable.  Or maybe fill it up and put Pat Quan�za�on on like 1/16th and do a stu�er and make a lot of stuff happening so it sounds glitched out on
purpose.

If you come up with be�ers ways, love to hear them too.

Zam

| 20048|20045|2015-01-08 12:17:46|zamisers7k|Re: Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between sty|
Oh your trying to copy samples too.. The RS treats them differently than it's internal voices. You may need to change the voice/Program bank back to the old sample, or
make copies of the sample to a different voice bank sometimes so you can have the same sample with different settings.  It is a bit trickier with samples since some
settings store with the sample rather than to the track.  I know filter type always reverts to what it was saved with after a section or style change, that don't happen with
internal voices, at least not on section changes since the type is stored with current track.  Anyhow, you've probably got some experimenting to do to get it rigth or do
better, or find the best way.  Sorry the RS isn't easy in this way.  If they ever make a newer RS maybe they'll address that issue.  I do know it is a lot to ask of an older
machine because it is basically taking 16 tracks and voice settings and having to dump them out of memory and put back 16 more and all their settings.

Also if you have facebook you might find some more folks who can help over on the Yamaha RS7000 facebook page.  Its been pretty slow around here lately, but I'm
always happy to help if I can with RS7000 stuff.

Zam  
| 20049|20045|2015-01-08 15:12:45|matt holmes|Re: Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between sty|
My workaround is to use a sampler to loop the last phrase that I might use to mix into my new pattern.  That way I have the old one going while Ioad up the next with no
glitches. Then it 's kind of like DJ ing--  match the tempo some how or do a quick cut etc.  Hope this helps.  Another way is to just get another rs and and a DJ mixer and
go back and forth between the two.  Lots to be done on 32 mutable tracks and 10 storeable scenes!

Good luck to you!

On Thu, Jan 8, 2015 at 1:17 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Oh your trying to copy samples too.. The RS treats them differently than it's internal voices. You may need to change the voice/Program bank back to the
old sample, or make copies of the sample to a different voice bank sometimes so you can have the same sample with different settings.  It is a bit trickier
with samples since some settings store with the sample rather than to the track.  I know filter type always reverts to what it was saved with after a section or
style change, that don't happen with internal voices, at least not on section changes since the type is stored with current track.  Anyhow, you've probably got
some experimenting to do to get it rigth or do better, or find the best way.  Sorry the RS isn't easy in this way.  If they ever make a newer RS maybe they'll
address that issue.  I do know it is a lot to ask of an older machine because it is basically taking 16 tracks and voice settings and having to dump them out of
memory and put back 16 more and all their settings.

Also if you have facebook you might find some more folks who can help over on the Yamaha RS7000 facebook page.  Its been pretty slow around here
lately, but I'm always happy to help if I can with RS7000 stuff.

Zam  

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 20050|20045|2015-01-08 16:53:19|audioanalogical|Re: Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between sty|
Hi Zam,

thanks for bringing me up to light about the crazy workflow of the RS7000. I feel ok with the "copy pattern" to get all samples in another sections place, and use this
method maybe as a backdoor now.

I didn't know about that there's also a Facebook Page around. As i've quit my account years ago it's nevermore my business... :)

Thanks ZAM for your information. I still have to try out different things, but i think i got the masterplan running through the set now.

Take care!
Greetings from Germany,
Michael
| 20051|20045|2015-01-08 17:02:02|audioanalogical|Re: Maintain settings, voice setting etc. when switching between sty|
Hi Matt,

thanks for joining in. Your method sounds interesting and i'll keep that in mind as i don't have an external sampler. Oh yes, with two RS could be done so incredibly much.
Will keep that in mind for sure, too!

Thanks again for your comment,

regards
Michael
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| 20052|1592|2015-01-12 08:43:43|boose4488|RS7000|
I have an RS7000 that I've had for several years just sitting covered on a shelf. Clearing out my office and would like to find it a home.

If you're will to pay shipping it's yours. As far as I can tell it's all 100% functional. Have a manual I printed, but nothing else in the way of CD, SM Card, etc..

Message me off list if you are interested. Otherwise, it's going to Goodwill.

| 20053|1592|2015-01-12 08:45:43|Ian Vine|Re: RS7000|
Where are you based ?

Cheers
IanV

On 12 Jan 2015, at 15:43, "brucew@cfl.rr.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I have an RS7000 that I've had for several years just sitting covered on a shelf. Clearing out my office and would like to find it a home.

If you're will to pay shipping it's yours. As far as I can tell it's all 100% functional. Have a manual I printed, but nothing else in the way of CD, SM Card, etc..

Message me off list if you are interested. Otherwise, it's going to Goodwill.

| 20054|1592|2015-01-12 08:46:23|boose4488|Re: RS7000|
Oh, just opened it up and it does appear to have two 32MB memory simms installed.
| 20055|1592|2015-01-12 09:10:45|boose4488|Re: RS7000|
IanV - I'm in the US -- so it would have to be within the Continental US only. Sorry for not being more specific.
| 20056|1592|2015-01-12 10:22:59|Ian Vine|Re: RS7000|
Hope it finds a good home
IanV

On Monday, 12 January 2015, 16:10, "brucew@cfl.rr.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
IanV - I'm in the US -- so it would have to be within the Continental US only. Sorry for not being more specific.

| 20057|1592|2015-01-12 10:26:25|Devon|Re: RS7000|
Hi. Names Devon I will have the rs7000. Can you please call me asap. 925-262-3453. Thank you

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 12, 2015, at 7:43 AM, brucew@cfl.rr.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I have an RS7000 that I've had for several years just sitting covered on a shelf. Clearing out my office and would like to find it a home.

If you're will to pay shipping it's yours. As far as I can tell it's all 100% functional. Have a manual I printed, but nothing else in the way of CD, SM Card, etc..

Message me off list if you are interested. Otherwise, it's going to Goodwill.

| 20058|1592|2015-01-12 10:49:57|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000|

I have two already so I don't need another, but if it doesn't pan out with anyone on here please let me know before you take it to goodwill.  I'd take it too, but rather let
someone who really needs one or a second one have first dibs.

 

Zam

| 20059|1592|2015-01-12 10:53:09|Devon|Re: RS7000|
Please call me asap I want the rs7000 u have. Thanks 925-262-3453. Devon

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 12, 2015, at 7:43 AM, brucew@cfl.rr.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I have an RS7000 that I've had for several years just sitting covered on a shelf. Clearing out my office and would like to find it a home.

If you're will to pay shipping it's yours. As far as I can tell it's all 100% functional. Have a manual I printed, but nothing else in the way of CD, SM Card, etc..

Message me off list if you are interested. Otherwise, it's going to Goodwill.
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| 20060|1592|2015-01-12 11:17:56|boose4488|Re: RS7000|
Thanks for the replies everyone. Think the RS7000 has found a good home.
| 20061|1592|2015-01-12 11:41:21|matt holmes|Re: RS7000|
Wow, early bird gets the worm! I know it is probably spoken for, but  I am in Chicago and am interested if it doesn't work out.  I would pay beyond the shipping if it
doesn't work out for some reason.

Cheers

Matt

On Mon, Jan 12, 2015 at 12:17 PM, brucew@cfl.rr.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Thanks for the replies everyone. Think the RS7000 has found a good home.

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 20062|1592|2015-01-13 09:52:10|CMuresan|Re: RS7000|
he he...i would double that...
| 20063|20063|2015-01-18 07:58:46|professorastrokitten|Voice settings are gone (?)|

I have also posted this on the Facebook site. I thougt that there might be some other people here that aren't on facebook and also can help me out with the following
problem:

I just turned on my rs7k and wanted to record a track that I made recently. I loaded the track and pushed play. All the selected tracks weren't played in the voices I
recorded them into, they were all in the GM Voice GrandPno. I tried playing other tracks too and with them it's the same.

A few days ago I connected my Yamaha AN200 to the rs7k via MIDI and played them together. I changed some MIDI settings. Might this have caused the problem with
my voice settings on the other tracks? I changed the MIDI settings but this didn't help.

Does somebody know what is going on with my tracks + voice settings? Can this be caused by some "wrong" midi settings or is my SM Card broken? I kind of fear that
the original voicesettings are gone forever... :(  Maybe someone knows how to get them back? I never had this problem before...

| 20064|20045|2015-01-18 20:26:53|Brion Fitzpatrick|Re: Sample Mode|
Hello Everyone from Atlanta, 

I have owned my RS since about 2001, and it has gone in and out of popularity with me in my studio, but alas I have brought it back to the stage to give it another go
around.
I have recently been enjoying the beat making and recording the midi events out of my Nord and Moog. Now I would like to sample those keyboards instead of lugging
them to a gig, so it would seem the best choice is to use the Sample mode right?

When I record a sample, the unit keeps playing back a white noise!
I have tried to record in every way, kit/voice..pitch voice/ kit..etc..
I have also tried switching inputs..,frequency's..made sure the levels were not clipping.. I have tried everything..or so I think.
I am recording through AD input, using the ‘Mic’ setting instead of ‘Line’ to get the volume recognized and up enough.. but still the white noise!

Has anyone else experienced this issue; Anyone know how to fix?

Thanks, Brion.

On Jan 7, 2015, at 12:53 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Michael from Germany!

I'm not certain to be honest, and I know I tell folks this pre�y o�en but I usually s�ck to one Style and rarely use more than one sec�on to avoid
the mayhem, so I'm not as much of an expert at doing what it seems like you may be wan�ng to do on the RS.

My thoughts are, perhaps try to do a Pa�ern Copy job and use the "all" op�on and copy to a new blank Style then perhaps go in to the Patch
screen [Pa�ern] 2nd screen and then change out the phrases assigned to tracks, or do a Track Copy job of each track from the other Style to the
new style and uncheck the op�ons on the bo�om of that screen except note data so you just copy the notes and not the voice se�ngs etc.. 

Maybe there is another easier way?  I’d have to think some more about it.
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It might just take some experimen�ng around to find the best way if it is possible to do it.  It may turn out to be easier to check those values
manually and write them down and change them to that in the other styles if there aren’t too many things being changed or going with it.
As for live play, as I men�oned already I almost always work within one Style/Pa�ern and sec�on.  Live don’t mean you have to play
con�nuously, and what to do during the load �mes between loading pa�erns/chains/songs is what in my opinion makes a shows that I do more,
not sure what to call it, more of an immersive or interac�ve or entertaining, more “live” feeling and less “prac�ced” for the audience.  If it must
be a con�nues set then I would hightly recommend a second RS, or another unit of some sort to switch between while the other is playing or
loading.

The RS alone is not good at bouncing between styles/pa�erns while playing.  If no way around it, perhaps cover the hiccups up with effects and
drop it down, not mute, blank out phrases on the tracks using the patch screen on like intros and outros to maybe only one or two tracks
perhaps might help some to make the hiccup of switching less no�ceable.  Or maybe fill it up and put Pat Quan�za�on on like 1/16th and do a
stu�er and make a lot of stuff happening so it sounds glitched out on purpose.

If you come up with be�ers ways, love to hear them too.

Zam

| 20065|20045|2015-01-18 21:05:51|matt holmes|Re: Sample Mode|
The white noise may be due to bad ram chip inside.  I would recheck your ram to make sure it is compatible and make sure it is nestled in the slot correctly.  i have
experienced this issue with other yamaha products when the RAM is not the recommend type or out of position.

Best,

Matt

On Sun, Jan 18, 2015 at 9:23 PM, Brion Fitzpatrick brionfi@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hello Everyone from Atlanta, 

I have owned my RS since about 2001, and it has gone in and out of popularity with me in my studio, but alas I have brought it back to the stage to give it
another go around.
I have recently been enjoying the beat making and recording the midi events out of my Nord and Moog. Now I would like to sample those keyboards
instead of lugging them to a gig, so it would seem the best choice is to use the Sample mode right?

When I record a sample, the unit keeps playing back a white noise!
I have tried to record in every way, kit/voice..pitch voice/ kit..etc..
I have also tried switching inputs..,frequency's..made sure the levels were not clipping.. I have tried everything..or so I think.
I am recording through AD input, using the ‘Mic’ setting instead of ‘Line’ to get the volume recognized and up enough.. but still the white noise!

Has anyone else experienced this issue; Anyone know how to fix?

Thanks, Brion.

On Jan 7, 2015, at 12:53 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Michael from Germany!

I'm not certain to be honest, and I know I tell folks this pre�y o�en but I usually s�ck to one Style and rarely use more than one sec�on to
avoid the mayhem, so I'm not as much of an expert at doing what it seems like you may be wan�ng to do on the RS.

My thoughts are, perhaps try to do a Pa�ern Copy job and use the "all" op�on and copy to a new blank Style then perhaps go in to the Patch
screen [Pa�ern] 2nd screen and then change out the phrases assigned to tracks, or do a Track Copy job of each track from the other Style to
the new style and uncheck the op�ons on the bo�om of that screen except note data so you just copy the notes and not the voice se�ngs
etc.. 

Maybe there is another easier way?  I’d have to think some more about it.

It might just take some experimen�ng around to find the best way if it is possible to do it.  It may turn out to be easier to check those values
manually and write them down and change them to that in the other styles if there aren’t too many things being changed or going with it.
As for live play, as I men�oned already I almost always work within one Style/Pa�ern and sec�on.  Live don’t mean you have to play
con�nuously, and what to do during the load �mes between loading pa�erns/chains/songs is what in my opinion makes a shows that I do
more, not sure what to call it, more of an immersive or interac�ve or entertaining, more “live” feeling and less “prac�ced” for the
audience.  If it must be a con�nues set then I would hightly recommend a second RS, or another unit of some sort to switch between while
the other is playing or loading.

The RS alone is not good at bouncing between styles/pa�erns while playing.  If no way around it, perhaps cover the hiccups up with effects
and drop it down, not mute, blank out phrases on the tracks using the patch screen on like intros and outros to maybe only one or two tracks
perhaps might help some to make the hiccup of switching less no�ceable.  Or maybe fill it up and put Pat Quan�za�on on like 1/16th and do a
stu�er and make a lot of stuff happening so it sounds glitched out on purpose.

If you come up with be�ers ways, love to hear them too.
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Zam

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 20066|20063|2015-01-19 00:40:04|zamisers7k|Re: Voice settings are gone (?)|
Did you have the AN200 midi out going to the RS midi in?  If so changing the voices on the AN200 could also change it on the RS, however you'd of probably noticed it
at the time and probably not saved over your good pattern or song.  I would suspect the SM card is going bad.  Only thing I can think would be to take it out and put it
back in and try again.  If it still does it I doubt  the original voices you had would be recoverable.  You could try uploading it somewhere and seeing if someone on here
can download and try and see if theirs has the same issue with your pattern or song.

Zam
| 20067|20063|2015-01-19 06:40:59|professorastrokitten|Re: Voice settings are gone (?)|
Thanks for your message!

I actually got the RS midi out to the AN200 midi in. 

Yesterday I did a factory reset on the rs7k and after that the original voices were back. So I'm still not sure what has been the problem. I think it has got to do with the midi
settings, but the relationship between me and MIDI is sometimes kind of difficult ;). But yes, maybe my card is also going bad... Although if that is the problem, I don't
think a factory reset would have made any difference. 

Ike Aaron of Facebook wrote this explanation: 
"Ike Aaron I don't know what could have happened but be sure to activate the 'Hold' function in the first page of the mixer section. Its really meant to save patch data
when switching phrases i.e. phrase x from track 9 can be duplicated to track 10 without changing its patch or settings. But this also has the dual benefit of sort of keeping
your patches in check and somewhat locked into place with the exception of an actual patch change MIDI CC message at the beginning of a phrase. Now if you connected
your AN200 up to the RS7000's MIDI INPUT, there's a possibility that it the AN200 sent a generic CC message to change the patches to some default GM value but I can
only speculate that."

To me it makes somewhat sense, expect for the midi in and out because I had it the other way around. I'll keep an eye on it :)

| 20068|20068|2015-01-24 05:56:34|zap_rs7000|RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|

Hi all,

I found that the RS7000 doesn't let through larger sysex strings. When I send a (relatively small) 1Program dump from my Korg MS2000 to the RS7000 midi in, the midi
in led would light, but the assigned midi out on that track .doesn't receive anything (I tested with midi-ox).

So it seems that sysex strings larger than a specific size don't get passed thru.

Although, the smaller sysex strings from my BCR2000 for controlling my Oberheim Matrix 6R get passed through.

Anyone can confirm this? Any ideas?

I've already tried the differen tmidi thru modes and sysex intervals on the RS7000 to no success.

Cheers,

Stephan

| 20069|20068|2015-01-25 00:16:50|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|
Only thing I can find on the subject is to set longer midi intervals, but you said you tried different intervals.  Seems longer would be better for it, 900 is max.  I'm not
really sure what that does tho.  If it receiving them, you can test out by recording it perhaps and looking at the events editor, and if it shows then try playing it back out
and see if that happens to do anything.  Not sure if that would even help even if it worked.  Only other thing I can think of is to see if any of the midi filters are checked.

I can't test out at the moment, would take some setting up for me to do.  Happen to know the code you are trying to pass thru for me to give a specific code a try?  I don't
know what would be good code to test out.  If I get enough time I'll give it go.

Zam
| 20070|20068|2015-01-25 08:05:16|zap_rs7000|Re: RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|
Hi Zam,
thanks for the quick reply.
Yes, I am able to record and the playback, that would work. But is a bit complicated for a workaround.
I will post an example sysex of a ms2000 program dump.
I could also test with midi-ox what is the maximum size sysex passed through by the RS7k.
Cheers,
Stephan
| 20071|20068|2015-01-25 09:00:55|zap_rs7000|Re: RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|
This is an example Program Dump:

F0 42 32 58 40 00 53 74 61 62 20 53 61 00 77 20 20 20 20 01 00 00 00 00 40 00 3C 00 44 00 16 00 23 10 00 16 45 08 0F 44 00 0C 41 12 3C 08 01 00 00 7F 70 0A 3D 00
42 40 44 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 40 46 00 78 6C 00 00 00 21 19 6A 4F 4C 00 7F 40 00 50 2C 00 75 00 00 38 00 0C 64 11 23 00 1E 03 02 47 0C 51 7F 00 62 54 13 41 12
42 43 01 71 01 01 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 00 01 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 00 01 40 40 40 00 40 40 40
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40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 7F 00 70 0A 40 42 40 45 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 40 40 00 00 7F 00 00 01 7F 0A 00 40 40 40 7F 40 00 40 00 40 00 40 7F 00 00 40 00 7F
00 02 0A 03 02 46 00 0C 02 40 03 40 42 40 08 43 40 43 71 01 01 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 00 01 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
00 40 40 40 40 40 00 01 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 F7

Cheers,
Stephan
| 20072|20068|2015-01-25 09:20:45|zap_rs7000|Re: RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|
So, I just checked with midi-ox, the maximum sysex string length the RS7000 will pass though seems to be 127 bytes. Larger than that it will swallow the sysex message
completely.

So this is the max:

F0 42 32 58 40 00 53 74 61 62 20 53 61 00 77 20 20 20 20 01 00 00 00 00 40 00 3C 00 44 00 16 00 23 10 00 16 45 08 0F 44 00 0C 41 12 3C 08 01 00 00 7F 70 0A 3D 00
42 40 44 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 40 46 00 78 6C 00 00 00 21 19 6A 4F 4C 00 7F 40 00 50 2C 00 75 00 00 38 00 0C 64 11 23 00 1E 03 02 47 0C 51 7F 00 62 54 13 41 12
42 43 01 71 01 01 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 00 01 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 00 01 40 40 40 00 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 7F 00 70 0A 40 42 40 45 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 40 40 00 00 7F 00 00 01 7F 0A 00 40 40 40 7F 40 00 40 00 40 00 40 7F 00 00 40 00 7F
00 02 0A 03 02 46 00 0C 02 40 03 40 42 40 08 43 40 43 71 01 01 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 00 01 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
00 40 40 40 40 40 00 01 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 00 40 40 F7

I have tested with all possible settings, which have no influence on this behaviour. What a pity.
So I will have to rethink my midi routings now ...

Cheers,
Stephan
| 20073|20068|2015-01-25 14:26:55|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|
Must be some limitation in buffering the midi...

I checked out with Bomes Send SX and Focusrite Scarlett 2i4 midi interface to and back from the RS.  I used your string and it counted out at 297 bytes.  It didn't pass
thru.  I dropped it down to 127 bytes and it passed thru.  128 bytes passed thru OK.  I added one more hex char so it was 129 and it didn't pass thru.

I tried a bunch of stuff too, and googled some things, and the RS manual, and I'm not seeing anything about this limitation or how to increase it.

Sorry, only thing I can think of that it may be time to invest in a midi interface with multiple programmable in/outs.  I forget what the technical term.

At least I confirmed your suspension.  Wish I could have figured out some setting to increase it, I'm going to mess around some more with it for a bit, if I find a better
solution I'll write back.

Zam

| 20074|20068|2015-01-25 23:22:46|zap_rs7000|Re: RS7000 eating Sysex MidiDumps|
Zam,
thanks for taking your precious time and confirming. Appreciate that very much. 
It's good to know that it's reproducible with other RS 7000 and the limitation is documented here.
I now have to replace the ms2000 as master keyboard or maybe buy a midi switcher and merger to solve this.
Cheers,
Stephan 
| 20075|20075|2015-01-30 14:00:17|tr909acid|Reasons to keep the RS7000|
Hello!

What makes you love the RS7000?
I mainly use it as Midi Sequencer and Sampler and I don't use the internal Tone Generator much. Recently I started feeling like I want an Elektron Octatrack. 
So I wonder what makes you stay on the RS7000?

Thanks in advance.

| 20076|20075|2015-01-31 20:14:56|tsaye1|Re: Reasons to keep the RS7000|
Sequencer & LOOP REMIX!!!
| 20077|20077|2015-02-01 11:37:32|tr909acid|Why keep the RS7000|

Hello!

Why do you love the RS7000? I use my RS7000 mainly for Midi sequencing of external gear and a bit of sampling. I don't use the internal Tone generator. Recently I
started to want an Elektron Octatrack (as I want to use more samples in the future) and I wonder what the RS7000 is capable of what the octatrack isn't able to do. So why
do you all keep your RS7000?

best regards

PS. I have posted the same  question an hour ago but I dont know why it wasnt accepted. So sorry for a possible double post...

| 20078|20077|2015-02-01 11:46:17|marcus gaudio|Re: Why keep the RS7000|
personally i still have to understand this machine...that's why i still keep it with me...i don't use it very often i must say, as i own an mc909 (and other
grooveboxses: asrx, sp505,sp606,esx,es1,st224,sp303,an200 etc and synths:juno106,ms20,vsynth,xiosynth,tx81z,matrix1000,jv1080...)...i want to
understand better its sampling side, i love sampling, but i'm a bit afraid by this RS side...
but i have to say that the Remix thing, and, in general, the ability to Groove sounds on the fly while playing is the BIG plus of this machine for me...



Il Domenica 1 Febbraio 2015 19:37, "754aa9ae@opayq.com [RS7000]" ha scritto:

Hello!

Why do you love the RS7000? I use my RS7000 mainly for Midi sequencing of external gear and a bit of sampling. I don't use the internal Tone generator. Recently I started to want an
Elektron Octatrack (as I want to use more samples in the future) and I wonder what the RS7000 is capable of what the octatrack isn't able to do. So why do you all keep your RS7000?

best regards

PS. I have posted the same  question an hour ago but I dont know why it wasnt accepted. So sorry for a possible double post...

| 20079|20075|2015-02-01 11:49:10|inside106|Re: Reasons to keep the RS7000|
because you can do so much with RS. really a lot. really ;)
| 20080|20077|2015-02-01 11:49:52|zamisers7k|Re: Why keep the RS7000|
Sorry about taking so long to approve your posts.  I've been a bit busy lately and my access to internet was kind of poor. First posts are moderated to deter spamming.
 After I see you aren't a spammer I switch the poster to being unmodderated, so your posts should show right away now.

I don't use my RS for much sampling.  I mostly use it with it's internal sounds, and a some vocals or movie samples, usually minor parts.  If I were to get in to heavy
sampling I think I'd go with some software on computer of some sort since it could hold so much stuff than the RS.  Thats just me though, I don't encourge anyone to use
the RS for heavy sampling, but I don't want to discourage anyone either.  It just isn't the greatest sampler, but it does enough and being limited can sometimes be more
productive.  I have to say sometimes I do re-sample the RS's own sounds too, that can be very satisfying and surprising adding portamento to a pitched sample is fun.

Anyhow, welcome to the board and Happy RSing1

Zam
| 20081|20075|2015-02-02 12:34:15|Matt|Re: Reasons to keep the RS7000|

I got an elektron octatrack in december.  I use it daily. I have had a a rs7000 for 3 years. I haven't touched it in 6 months.

On Jan 30, 2015 1:00 PM, "754aa9ae@opayq.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hello!

What makes you love the RS7000?
I mainly use it as Midi Sequencer and Sampler and I don't use the internal Tone Generator much. Recently I started feeling like I want an Elektron
Octatrack. 
So I wonder what makes you stay on the RS7000?

Thanks in advance.

| 20082|20075|2015-02-06 08:06:27|vyberyder|Re: Reasons to keep the RS7000|
Hello 2 All 
I have had my RS7000 for about 10 years now.  I have held onto it because it became a useful tool for my style of programming.  I also use it as a midi keyboard for other
pieces of gear that I have.  Overall I guess it depends on what is most beneficial to the user....it is not for everyone.
| 20083|20083|2015-02-10 08:48:11|metrognome6|replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|

Hi, I am about to do surgery on my RS7000. I'm gonna open her up and replace the swithces/sensors for the entire keyboard and a few buttons (stop and exit buttons). I
already have all of the necessary parts on hand, I had to order a few directly from yamaha.

So I'm assuming I'm gonna have to remove the old sensors and solder the new ones into the circuit board, is this correct? or is there no soldering involved?

Any info would be greatly appreciated 

Thanks guys

| 20084|20083|2015-02-10 08:50:35|sam w|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
THERE IS SOLDERING INVOLVED JUST TAKE YOU TIME.

On Tuesday, February 10, 2015 10:48 AM, "metrognome6@yahoo.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Hi, I am about to do surgery on my RS7000. I'm gonna open her up and replace the swithces/sensors for the entire keyboard and a few buttons (stop and exit buttons). I already have all of the
necessary parts on hand, I had to order a few directly from yamaha.

So I'm assuming I'm gonna have to remove the old sensors and solder the new ones into the circuit board, is this correct? or is there no soldering involved?

Any info would be greatly appreciated 

Thanks guys

| 20085|20083|2015-02-10 09:05:07|zamisers7k|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
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I remember having to do some soldering on replacing, I think it was the stop switch.  I don't know about the rest but I've heard of people replacing the minikeys without
too much trouble.  The rewind stop and play switches have longer posts that go up to the buttons than the rest of the switches, just so you know to expect that, I could see
them sending you all the same ones expecting them to all be the same, but they arn't, the longer ones will be for rewind stop and play.  The plastic button cover that goes
over all three switches is one piece too, be careful with that piece, it is kind of delicate.  Mine was already broken when I opened it, maybe why the switch under it was
bad too, but it seemed a bit delicate and I was worried it would break more while I was repairing it.

Good luck and let us know how it goes!

Zam 
| 20086|20083|2015-02-10 09:36:25|b3nnysf|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
I replaced all the switched and piano keys in my RS, this took several days to get it done correctly and much patience is required.... the soldering is tedious and practice
should be done on something throw away before attempting to jump in.... I highly recommend using desoldering braid in conjunction with flux paste (dip the braid in the
flux) because it will save time and frustration.... Even better is a desoldering gun like the hakko 808 or FR-300, this would make very quick work of it.... make sure you
mark all the cables inside with a marker so you can put it back together and try to remember where the smaller screws go...

Good Luck! mine is now 100% perfect and its a real joy to use!
| 20087|20083|2015-02-10 10:44:03|pablo dnb|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
Hello,
Yes you have to desolder using braid, then solder back the new switches. Same for pot.
Pretty easy, just take your time, and take picture disassembling.
Good luck

| 20088|20083|2015-02-10 12:36:09|CMuresan|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
yea...please document the whole process with pictures...sooner or later, all of us will go through that...
also it will be a good idea to mention the replaced parts with code names (and price), and maybe the distributor...
thank you in advance

as a piece of advice...prepare a whole clean table, a good strong light source, and many small boxes for screws (there will be a lot)...follow closely the dissasemble
manual, each disassemble stage with its own screw family, then on each stage take a picture before touching anything

take your time
good luck
| 20089|20083|2015-02-10 19:47:15|Brion Fi|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|

This is an interes�ng topic, last night while playing my RS, I wished I could connect Electric drum pads to my RS. (or extend the wiring from the Pad 1 and Pad 2 to make them larger
outbound drum pads) Does anyone know how I would connect Drum Pads to the RS???

 

BrionFi

Brionfi@gmail.com

404 993 2234

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2015 11:36 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: replacing bu�ons/switches on rs7000

 

 

I replaced all the switched and piano keys in my RS, this took several days to get it done correctly and much patience is required.... the soldering is tedious and practice
should be done on something throw away before attempting to jump in.... I highly recommend using desoldering braid in conjunction with flux paste (dip the braid in the
flux) because it will save time and frustration.... Even better is a desoldering gun like the hakko 808 or FR-300, this would make very quick work of it.... make sure you
mark all the cables inside with a marker so you can put it back together and try to remember where the smaller screws go...

Good Luck! mine is now 100% perfect and its a real joy to use!

| 20090|20083|2015-02-10 21:56:52|Matt|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|

Get a midi drum brain and route from midi, no solder required

On Feb 10, 2015 6:47 PM, "'Brion Fi' brionfi@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

This is an interesting topic, last night while playing my RS, I wished I could connect Electric drum pads to my RS. (or extend the wiring from the Pad 1 and Pad 2 to
make them larger outbound drum pads) Does anyone know how I would connect Drum Pads to the RS???

 

BrionFi

Brionfi@gmail.com

404 993 2234
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From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2015 11:36 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000

 

 

I replaced all the switched and piano keys in my RS, this took several days to get it done correctly and much patience is required.... the soldering is tedious
and practice should be done on something throw away before attempting to jump in.... I highly recommend using desoldering braid in conjunction with flux
paste (dip the braid in the flux) because it will save time and frustration.... Even better is a desoldering gun like the hakko 808 or FR-300, this would make
very quick work of it.... make sure you mark all the cables inside with a marker so you can put it back together and try to remember where the smaller
screws go...

Good Luck! mine is now 100% perfect and its a real joy to use!

| 20091|20083|2015-02-11 06:05:40|metrognome6|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
thanks my friend, yeah I'm only replacing the switch for the stop botton, but I'm also replacing the whole stop/rewind/panel as well. My stop button became a problem
after the plastic button broke loose from the other two, then I'm assuming using it in this condition for a good year caused the switch to go to.
| 20092|20083|2015-02-11 06:07:10|metrognome6|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
thanks, I gotta get some old vcr or something to practice on first I suppose
| 20093|20083|2015-02-11 06:13:02|metrognome6|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
thanks my friend, Yeah I will try to document the process, I also gotta get some precision tweezers at a watch repair shop or something to fish out little screws that get
loose. I gotta practice soldering on some random circuit board before I tackle this, I've been putting it off for a while.

| 20094|20083|2015-02-11 06:20:46|metrognome6|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
Thanks my friend, I am definitely planning on getting a desolder suction gun before I do this. Sounds like you did a good job of it thats awesome. I definitely have to
practice on some random board before I tackle this, maybe I'll risk it on the vcr.

| 20095|20083|2015-02-11 09:13:15|Christian Concepcion|Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000|
Hi BrionFi,

Try utilize the midi section of the RS to connect a midi drum pad controller at the back, you'll just have to do midi mapping for this. An Akai MPD series could be a good start or you could go for SPD (SPDS)
series drumpads from Roland for this. I hope this helps.

Links you can checkout:

Roland
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBFQoqwmK3c

Akai
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIOXktR3hJg

Midi Piezo project:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGl-ba7qSic

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Wed, Feb 11, 2015 at 10:47 AM, 'Brion Fi' brionfi@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

This is an interesting topic, last night while playing my RS, I wished I could connect Electric drum pads to my RS. (or extend the wiring from the Pad 1 and Pad 2 to
make them larger outbound drum pads) Does anyone know how I would connect Drum Pads to the RS???

 

BrionFi

Brionfi@gmail.com
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404 993 2234

 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2015 11:36 AM
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RS7000] Re: replacing buttons/switches on rs7000

 

 

I replaced all the switched and piano keys in my RS, this took several days to get it done correctly and much patience is required.... the soldering is tedious
and practice should be done on something throw away before attempting to jump in.... I highly recommend using desoldering braid in conjunction with flux
paste (dip the braid in the flux) because it will save time and frustration.... Even better is a desoldering gun like the hakko 808 or FR-300, this would make
very quick work of it.... make sure you mark all the cables inside with a marker so you can put it back together and try to remember where the smaller
screws go...

Good Luck! mine is now 100% perfect and its a real joy to use!

| 20096|20096|2015-02-18 13:20:02|Jaun Manuek|Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
hello,
I need to set my tracks to midi out only.
This is easy using the midi out ch setup menu,
However since I'm trigerring the midi in with an akai mpk49, the internal sound still sounds!
Even when I set the TG to no channel in the mixer (it won't playback, however it responds to midi in).

Also, If i mute the track, it will prevent the internal synth from sounding, however, I do need to unmute to trigger midi !

Am I missing a detail ?

Thank you!

JMA

| 20097|20096|2015-02-19 03:12:55|rarara_ur|Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
If the TG is set to OFF (SETUP, OUT SELECT option) then the midi from the mpk49 shouldn't cause any internal voice to sound. have you done that for the active track
you are on? if you change track the mpk could trigger whatever voice that track may have assigned though

| 20098|20096|2015-02-19 05:45:25|Ian Vine|Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
Try changing the echo back setting in utility>midi page.

Not sure, but I seem to remember if set to Rec monitor it remaps the incoming midi to the selected track

IanV

On Thursday, 19 February 2015, 10:12, "gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" wrote:

 
If the TG is set to OFF (SETUP, OUT SELECT option) then the midi from the mpk49 shouldn't cause any internal voice to sound. have you done that for the active track you are on? if you
change track the mpk could trigger whatever voice that track may have assigned though

| 20099|20096|2015-02-19 06:46:47|christopher mullin|Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
Have you tried using an empty sample patch?

| 20100|20096|2015-02-19 07:16:02|Jaun Manuek|Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
I did as a "trick"",
however i wanted to know if there was a proper way to do it.

Thank you !

Jma

Enviado desde mi iPad
| 20101|20096|2015-02-19 09:47:45|zamisers7k|Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
Maybe not ideal either, but another solution might be to put RS in front of the Akai, Akai to keyboard/module.  Keyboard/module to RS with midi thru turned off on the
keyboard/module.

There probably is an ideal way with an RS setting, but I'm not thinking of any at the moment.  I'd of expected turning TG to off on the channel would of done it too, or
echoback on or off or something, if you find a proper way please write us back.

Zam
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| 20102|20096|2015-02-19 09:47:56|rarara_ur|Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in|
as a test turn TG to OFF for all 16 tracks. nothing should then sound on the RS, regardless of any other midi setting. if it works then try re-enabling them in turn to see
what track is sounding

if that doesn't work maybe you have a ghost in your machine....
| 20103|20096|2015-02-19 12:58:55|Jaun Manuek|SOLVED Re: [RS7000] Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi i|
THANKS IAN VINE !!!

Setting "ECHO BACK" to "MONITOR REC" fixed the problem.

Any other setting kept triggering the TG sound even (!) when it every channel was set to off !

Thanks everybody for sharing their ideas too.

Juan Manuel
Argentina

De: "Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" 
Para: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" 
Enviado: Jueves, 19 de febrero, 2015 4:45:22
Asunto: Re: [RS7000] Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in

 
Try changing the echo back setting in utility>midi page.

Not sure, but I seem to remember if set to Rec monitor it remaps the incoming midi to the selected track

IanV

On Thursday, 19 February 2015, 10:12, "gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" wrote:

 
If the TG is set to OFF (SETUP, OUT SELECT option) then the midi from the mpk49 shouldn't cause any internal voice to sound. have you done that for the active track you are on? if you
change track the mpk could trigger whatever voice that track may have assigned though

| 20104|20096|2015-02-19 14:37:05|Ian Vine|Re: SOLVED Re: [RS7000] Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using mi|
Cool buddy, glad to help

On 19 Feb 2015, at 19:58, "Jaun Manuek jaunmanuek@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

THANKS IAN VINE !!!

Setting "ECHO BACK" to "MONITOR REC" fixed the problem.

Any other setting kept triggering the TG sound even (!) when it every channel was set to off !

Thanks everybody for sharing their ideas too.

Juan Manuel
Argentina

De: "Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>
Para: "RS7000@yahoogroups.com" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Enviado: Jueves, 19 de febrero, 2015 4:45:22
Asunto: Re: [RS7000] Re: Set track to MIDI OUT ONLY when using midi in

 
Try changing the echo back setting in utility>midi page.

Not sure, but I seem to remember if set to Rec monitor it remaps the incoming midi to the selected track

IanV

On Thursday, 19 February 2015, 10:12, "gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
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If the TG is set to OFF (SETUP, OUT SELECT option) then the midi from the mpk49 shouldn't cause any internal voice to sound. have you
done that for the active track you are on? if you change track the mpk could trigger whatever voice that track may have assigned though

| 20105|20105|2015-02-26 15:53:45|yekker22|new to rs, 2 questions|

i used to own an rm1x so i kinda know what's going on here. the first 2 questions i have

switching sections with the keyboard: i know how to switch a-j. simple. but how do i switch from section k to p ?

 i know i can switch sections using the knob above the f2 button but thta's not practical when i'm jamming

2nd question: how do i use numbers when i'm saving a file? i've got letters and i've got symbols when i hold down the SHIFT button but no numbers.

thankyou 

| 20106|20106|2015-02-26 15:53:48|yekker22|new user, HI|

my name is yek

i am from victoria bc canada

i make techno and everything electronic. my most favored style, probably ambient techno

https://soundcloud.com/txt-logo

^ this is my soundcloud. browse it, lots of different sounds made with different setups

i started over ten years ago when i bought my rm1x. since then i've used reason , ableton live, cool edit pro, acid and i just bought an rs

 i like warp records and rephlex records

my favorite number is 9

and my favorite color i think is orange

thanks for the opportunity to be part of something like this.

-yek

| 20107|20105|2015-02-26 16:11:36|zamisers7k|Re: new to rs, 2 questions|
Shift plus minikey k-p if remeber right?  for the extra sections.  It is in the firmware update documentation not in the manual because thqt came later

The numbers on the number pad should type out numbers, minikeys are letters, rifght?

https://soundcloud.com/txt-logo


Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20108|20105|2015-02-26 19:13:36|yekker22|Re: new to rs, 2 questions|
never noticed those little numbers!

as for sections after j it's shift + A - F. kinda weird but ok

-yek
| 20109|20109|2015-02-27 00:36:56|yekker22|how to clear all effects from a track?|

it seems i've over tweaked effects on a track. i still want the original voice and phrase i wrote for it. how do i get rid of the effects i've added so i can start again with a dry
sound ?

-yek

| 20110|20109|2015-02-27 12:03:12|zamisers7k|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|
Hi yek,

Quickist way I know how is to switch the voice and turn it back and it'll reset it if the Voice Hold setting isn't turned On.  It is defaulted to be off tho, so you'd probably
know if it was on since you'd of turned it On.  Voice Hold is a good feature to know about, turned on, it'll keep your screwed up setting when you move or select another
voice.  Took me a long time before I learned about that trick.

Anyhow, if it is recorded/sequenced settings then you can also do a Job/Track Delete and uncheck or check some of the things to delete at the bottom depending on what
you want to keep or not.  And, if that don't work while in Record standby you can also then press the [Edit] button on the number pad and it'll go in to the events list editor
and there you can do some more fine tuning, editing, deleting, adding etc., of events.

Hope that helped and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20111|20109|2015-02-27 12:56:40|yekker22|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|
it might be more than 1 track that is the problem. i tried solo-ing each of the 5 phrases i made and the rs is so busy that it doesn't stop playing when i hit stop

how tdo i access voice hold. some more ideas would helpful.

-yek
| 20112|20109|2015-02-27 16:59:39|yekker22|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|
"Job/Track Delete and uncheck or check some of the things to delete at the bottom "

this worked!. thanks a lot, i am forever grateful 8)

-yek
| 20113|20109|2015-02-27 17:08:44|matt holmes|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|

Also good to remember to store your untreated midi as a scene before you add fx.  That way you always have the original to go back to. Store the new scene as well and
you can toggle back and forth.  Add more scenes for even more variations. 5 scene total. This has helped me in the past as well with regard to the FX. Hope it helps you

On Feb 27, 2015 5:59 PM, "trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

"Job/Track Delete and uncheck or check some of the things to delete at the bottom "

this worked!. thanks a lot, i am forever grateful 8)

-yek

| 20114|20109|2015-02-27 19:50:40|yekker22|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|
don't know what scenes are because i came from an rm1x...
| 20115|20109|2015-02-27 20:11:20|matt holmes|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|

There are 5 black buttons.  Next to them is a button that says scene and mute. toggling between the two will allow you to assign a scene or a mute group to each of the five
black buttons. check out your manual for more on this very handy tool to have and a must if you own the RS. good luck.  A pdf version of the manual and a quick search
on scenes and you're in. 

On Feb 27, 2015 8:50 PM, "trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

don't know what scenes are because i came from an rm1x...

| 20116|20116|2015-02-28 16:33:43|ct_mullin@talk21.com|RS7 as master Cubase 5 as slave|

Hi everyone, hope you are all well!
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I recently decided to (try to) record via cubase 5 using the RS to sequence my vst synths externally with the hope of recording the vst audio as stems to edit/mess with
later. I can get the RS to play a sequence (in alchemy etc) in cubase (as a sound module) but Im missing something...

1. I have to record this manually, I was rather hoping to click record in cubase and it start to do this when I hit play on the RS. Ive played about with MTC and MMC
settings on both (and trawled the net for answers) but cant get this to work.. and..

2. The recordings in cubase appear to be midi files and not audio.

Be gentle with me.. Im just starting to use pc's to record after deciding to let my vs2000cd go!

Any help would be greatly appreciated.

have fun,

Chris..

| 20117|20117|2015-03-02 01:22:45|glenn_fin|Alternate external video display??|

I was just watching a Youtube video where the guy had what appeared to be a secondary RS7000 blue display running at the same time as the one on the RS....... doing a
tutorial.... Any idea how this is done?? Would be great to have some sort of larger external display........

Making Dubstep Pattern + Sampling on RS7000 pt2

image
Making Dubstep Pattern +
Sampling on RS7000 pt2
Who needs true love when you've got an
RS7000?

View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

| 20118|20109|2015-03-02 01:22:53|Joseph Franco|Re: how to clear all effects from a track?|
I thought that the scenes and mutes were extended to 10 in the last update. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 27, 2015, at 10:11 PM, matt holmes pluto616@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

There are 5 black buttons.  Next to them is a button that says scene and mute. toggling between the two will allow you to assign a scene or a mute group to
each of the five black buttons. check out your manual for more on this very handy tool to have and a must if you own the RS. good luck.  A pdf version of the
manual and a quick search on scenes and you're in. 

On Feb 27, 2015 8:50 PM, "trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

don't know what scenes are because i came from an rm1x...

| 20119|20117|2015-03-02 01:25:37|zamisers7k|Re: Alternate external video display??|
That's my video.  I used a second camera for close up of the screen and altered the color in the video software I used, no magical display.  It just showed up better in those
colors in the video than the black green.

Zam
| 20120|20116|2015-03-02 01:35:43|zamisers7k|Re: RS7 as master Cubase 5 as slave|
I don't know much about cubase and not much on other software, but other daws I've used in the past, if I remember right there should be setting to receive the clock
signal and it should start/stop with the RS if all is set right.  I might not be explaining well tho, maybe someone else well chime in who knows more about it.

As for recording the sound and not midi, you'll have to set that up to, it isn't the same as a midi track, in software I've used you have to make sure it is an audio track and
not midi and usually in the settings input device is set to the sound card or audio interface's analog inputs.  It is tricky sometimes, wish I could be more help.

zam
| 20121|20117|2015-03-02 06:45:27|glenn_fin|Re: Alternate external video display??|
Ok thanks....... I was hoping for some sort of external display mod/option....

... no such luck

| 20122|20116|2015-03-22 08:23:00|glenn_fin|Re: RS7 as master Cubase 5 as slave|
If you're talking about MIDI time code, The RS7000 can only be an MTC slave. Cubase has to be the master.

| 20123|20116|2015-03-23 11:37:11|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: RS7 as master Cubase 5 as slave|

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9XCllEDYjo
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Thanks glenn_fin, yes.. it appears so! I've decided to get a motif keyboard with firewire instead as audio and midi go down the pipe with cubase.. so sadly one of my little
RS's must go (keeping the other RS just for the hell of it though, cant imagine musical life without one!)
thanks 
Chris..
| 20124|20116|2015-03-23 14:02:03|matt holmes|Re: RS7 as master Cubase 5 as slave|
How much for the extra RS?  I live in Chicago.  Thanks!

On Mon, Mar 23, 2015 at 12:37 PM, ct_mullin@talk21.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Thanks glenn_fin, yes.. it appears so! I've decided to get a motif keyboard with firewire instead as audio and midi go down the pipe with cubase.. so sadly
one of my little RS's must go (keeping the other RS just for the hell of it though, cant imagine musical life without one!)
thanks 
Chris..

-- 
Matt Holmes
847-571-9038

| 20125|20116|2015-03-24 09:01:34|glenn_fin|Re: RS7 as master Cubase 5 as slave|
Hi Chris;

Yea, the RS is a must have...... I've only had mine for less than two weeks.... bought it to go along with my Octatrack to help mangle sounds for the non-beat based
experimental music I create. Still trying to understand everything in the RS but I'm getting there.

I use Cubase essential 4 with an RME pci card in a PC, with a pair of Yamaha 02R96's to do my main midi/audio recording. The RS and Octatrack, along with an
MV8800 and a V-Synth XT are setup on a table across the studio.. I call this area my S.M.S. *sound mangling station).

| 20126|3984|2015-03-25 13:26:15|glenn_fin|SCSI connection|

Someone just gave me an Adaptec AHA-2930CU PCI card. I'd like to use it to connect one of my older Windows XP machines to the RS7000 to transfer WAV files back
and forth between the XP hard drive and the RS. If it works, this would be very convenient because I could store samples and edit them on the same computer, no Smart
media card transfers needed...

I'm not sure how this will work. Will I see the RS7000 as an additional drive in Windows or the other way around??... Any ideas??

| 20127|3984|2015-03-25 13:41:38|glenn_fin|Re: SCSI connection|
After doing some reading I have a feeling this won't work.... ... like trying to connect two masters....

| 20128|3984|2015-03-25 14:30:57|zamisers7k|Re: SCSI connection|
I say give it a try still.

I don't know SCSI and how it works with the RS at all, but my guess would be that you'd have to partition part of the hard drive on your computer as another drive letter
with like 2gigs (maybe 4gig or 2 drives 4 gig total???) and the drive would show up on the RS as a place to store files.  On your computer it'd show up as like drive D: or
E: or F: or something like that other than just the normal C:.

Almost kind of strange now days, they should be making C:s to A:s drives now as nobody hardly has floppies or other disk drives any more.

Anyway, if you decide to give it a go, lets know how it goes.

Zam
| 20129|3984|2015-03-25 15:17:23|glenn_fin|Re: SCSI connection|
I'll probably have a second drive connected to the computer just for RS use...... what the heck, all I need is the right SCSI cable to test it out.

| 20130|3984|2015-03-26 06:09:53|glenn_fin|Re: SCSI connection|
I have a ton of good surplus IDE drives, mostly 80gb. (some SATA as well) I've been looking at the scsi to IDE "bridge" adapters but they're friggin expensive!.... I have
an IDE to USB adapter which I could use with my windows XP machine to format the drive in FAT32 (which the RS needs it to be) then it should be able to connect to
the RS using one of these SCSI to IDE bridge devices. Will it work?.... who knows...doesn't look like anyone's tried it and It's not worth a $250 gamble.

I searched through past posts regarding SCSI to USB adapters, that would be a great solution as well but the person that made the post said "that wouldn't work" they
didn't say why....

| 20131|3984|2015-03-26 13:11:53|glenn_fin|Re: SCSI connection|
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I just found a post on this topic, so there is hope!

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/19733

I need to find the correct cable this weekend locally........ but will probably end up getting one online and waiting....

| 20132|20132|2015-04-07 06:53:56|redbirdsaraceno|midi diagnostics test showing ng and saving sample problems|

i finally got an rs7000 off ebay with keys that are good , running version 1.20  ,  when running diagnosticstest the midi shows  ng  , but i am able to use midi keyboards .
so ijust tried hooking up an external 8bit device i have and all i can get isfor the rs keys to trigger sound emitting from that device but nothing coming into the rs so i can
sequence or sample .  ive also been having sample save issues ,saves but only randomly and never in the actual common or local sound banks , only sometimes from load
menu .  i pulled out the simms and notice they dont match so i have some new ones on the way .  im hoping that helps save issues and ill try a new xd card.  but the midi
issue im worried about and hoping its not a problem with this rs7000.  Any tips or advice are greatly appreciated , Thanks  !  getting the old frustated burned out headache
from trying to figure out whats going on , and the manual is much help for me in a lot of ways so far

| 20133|20132|2015-04-07 09:41:31|zamisers7k|Re: midi diagnostics test showing ng and saving sample problems|
I replied on to you on the facebook page already on some of your problems, I'm Jebb over there, anyhow I'm wondering if your Nintendo game boy(?) is set up right for
sending notes and info out too and it isn't the RS's problem receiving the data.  If you have the midi cables hooked up correct, you should be able to at least see when it is
sending and receiving midi by watching the midi lights at the top right of the RS.  If they aren't lighting up and the RS supposed to be receiving then it is probably the
other unit not sending, if you sending out from the RS to external gear and the light on the RS is lighting up then it is probably the other gear not working or set up right.
 Hopefully that makes some sense for diagnosing.  Having memory not up to spec can do some strange things I know, RS needs quality SIMs and they need to meet
specifications (specs are in the manual), sampling is supposedly hard on the memory, not sure why but I've read thats why Yamaha requires it to be robust memory.
 Anyhow, I hope getting new ones will fix your problem, but if not I think you may have to describe your issue a little better to us here for us to give you some more ideas
to try.  It shouldn't be too hard to figure out, although I don't do a lot of sampling, keep trying and if you run in to more strange problems with the RS not acting or
behaving like it should then I might suspect it more likely memory problems over new user problems.  I hope you get it worked out one way or another, let us know how it
goes..

Zam

| 20134|20132|2015-04-07 10:51:07|redbirdsaraceno|Re: midi diagnostics test showing ng and saving sample problems|
hey thanks Zam  ! yeah ill update my status on the rs after i get those new simm , thanks for the reply man , i appreciate any help i can get .  take care ! talk to you later 
| 20135|20135|2015-04-11 23:56:58|deva10101|POWER SUPPLY 120v or 240v|
Hi Folks
Does anyone have information whether a rs7000 which has a 120volt power input can be used on a 240volt power supply?  Many older Roland and Korg
units/keyboards/recorders do have a switching power supply built in.  But does the Yamaha RS-7000 have this? Thank you.

| 20136|20135|2015-04-12 00:33:48|Christian Concepcion|Re: POWER SUPPLY 120v or 240v|
HI there, 

To answer your question... No, it doesn't and don't plug that in a 120v socket of you love your Rs.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 1:56 PM, deva10101@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hi Folks
Does anyone have information whether a rs7000 which has a 120volt power input can be used on a 240volt power supply?  Many older Roland and Korg
units/keyboards/recorders do have a switching power supply built in.  But does the Yamaha RS-7000 have this? Thank you.

| 20137|20135|2015-04-12 03:30:17|redbirdsaraceno|Re: POWER SUPPLY 120v or 240v|
Hi,  i think you my have emailed this rs7000 answer to me by mistake,  i didnt ask this question. Just thought you should know.  Take care

Sent from Samsung tablet

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/19733
mailto:cc.creative.den@gmail.com
http://crashanatomy.wix.com/chriscon
https://soundcloud.com/christian-m-concepcion
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"Christian Concepcion cc.creative.den@gmail.com [RS7000]" wrote:

HI there, 

To answer your question... No, it doesn't and don't plug that in a 120v socket of you love your Rs.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 1:56 PM, deva10101@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi Folks
Does anyone have information whether a rs7000 which has a 120volt power input can be used on a 240volt power supply?  Many older Roland
and Korg units/keyboards/recorders do have a switching power supply built in.  But does the Yamaha RS-7000 have this? Thank you.

| 20138|20135|2015-04-12 04:39:48|Christian Concepcion|Re: POWER SUPPLY 120v or 240v|
It was not a mistake, the inquiry came from a group discussion, but thanks.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 5:30 PM, redbirdsaraceno redbirdsaraceno@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hi,  i think you my have emailed this rs7000 answer to me by mistake,  i didnt ask this question. Just thought you should know.  Take care

Sent from Samsung tablet

"Christian Concepcion cc.creative.den@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

HI there, 

To answer your question... No, it doesn't and don't plug that in a 120v socket of you love your Rs.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

mailto:cc.creative.den@gmail.com
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Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 1:56 PM, deva10101@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi Folks
Does anyone have information whether a rs7000 which has a 120volt power input can be used on a 240volt power supply?  Many older Roland
and Korg units/keyboards/recorders do have a switching power supply built in.  But does the Yamaha RS-7000 have this? Thank you.

| 20139|20135|2015-04-12 05:29:49|redbirdsaraceno|Re: POWER SUPPLY 120v or 240v|
Ok,  can you tell if there are settings on that forum so that i dont have to get an email for every discusion on that forum  ? Thats a bit much for me.   Thanks 

Sent from Samsung tablet

"Christian Concepcion cc.creative.den@gmail.com [RS7000]" wrote:

It was not a mistake, the inquiry came from a group discussion, but thanks.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 5:30 PM, redbirdsaraceno redbirdsaraceno@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi,  i think you my have emailed this rs7000 answer to me by mistake,  i didnt ask this question. Just thought you should know.  Take care

Sent from Samsung tablet

"Christian Concepcion cc.creative.den@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

HI there, 

To answer your question... No, it doesn't and don't plug that in a 120v socket of you love your Rs.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

https://soundcloud.com/christian-m-concepcion
https://soundcloud.com/the-slave-drum/sets/the-slave-drum
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On Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 1:56 PM, deva10101@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi Folks
Does anyone have information whether a rs7000 which has a 120volt power input can be used on a 240volt power supply?  Many
older Roland and Korg units/keyboards/recorders do have a switching power supply built in.  But does the Yamaha RS-7000 have
this? Thank you.

| 20140|20140|2015-04-12 20:50:23|andrea Barattieri|Replace Potentiometers|
Good Morning, I have difficulty in finding the potentiometers of Yamaha RS7000.
Where you might find them?
Yamaha mounts these:
Rotary Variable Resistor B10.0K RK11K114D0F product number: V4102900.
In Italy I can not find it, is to click with the middle.
Linear 10k.
This is no click: B 10.0K RK11K114 product number: VT838300
Can anyone help me please?
I'm worried!

thank you all!

Best Regards

Andrea B.

| 20141|20135|2015-04-12 20:55:03|zamisers7k|Re: POWER SUPPLY 120v or 240v|
There are settings, I don't know how off the top of my head for a user to change it, however I turned emailing  to off for you.

Zam/Admin
| 20142|20140|2015-04-12 20:56:49|zamisers7k|Re: Replace Potentiometers|
I responded over on the facebook page.  Hope Yamaha support will get back to you with some available potentiometers.

Zam/Jebb
| 20143|20140|2015-04-14 14:04:17|dcm12353|Re: Replace Potentiometers|
I bought a pack of replacement switches on Ebay for my wonky RS7k [that I've never yet figured out how to use despite blowing an incredible sum on the digital audio
board for it] and there are a couple of pot knobs missing, too. 

I just hope the thing will work properly when they're finally installed [some of the keys/switches feel really bad, that's why I bought it]. 

Are the pot knobs a standard type? Damn, I hope so. One day...
| 20144|20140|2015-04-14 15:09:08|zamisers7k|Re: Replace Potentiometers|
I don't know about the pots, my guess is they aren't, because they are called encoders.  Makes me sound smart to know that is what they are called, but I'm  probably
totally wrong and there is not any difference.  I'm thinking pots aren't digital, encoders are digital.  I used a pretty generic switch for my RS at Radio Shack that worked
great one time, I don't remember seeing any encoders, but maybe there is some kind of standard that I wouldn't mind learning about too if anyone knows for sure???

Zam
| 20145|20140|2015-04-20 07:46:56|ecmpro|Re: Replace Potentiometers|
The RS has both potentiometers, pots, or variable resistors, and rotary encoders, actually I think there is also a rotary switch too. They all have knobs. The four under the
display screen are encoders. I think the effect selector is a rotary switch, and the rest are pots.

You are correct that pots are analog and encoders are digital, though I think the click the op mentions is in reference to a center detent, where it kind of settles in the
middle like a pan knob on a mixer.

Mine has two non original knobs on two encoders, I'd like to find a couple that match, even if that means changing all 4.

You could try mouser electronics for a suitable replacement part, or dig-key.
| 20146|20140|2015-04-21 11:52:26|zamisers7k|Re: Replace Potentiometers|
Awesome info.. I knew there had to be more to them than what I knew, thanks!

Zam
| 20147|20147|2015-04-21 12:00:03|zamisers7k|Card Filer /w midi format 1 to 0 converter|

Hi All,

So I was looking at Yamaha CS6x brochure and noticed a card filer utility that came bundled with it and seems free to download from yamaha.  In the brochure it says it'll
also convert the midi smf formats that I've seen us having trouble with here from time to time and I've had to use an old hard to find utility.  I've not tried it yet, just found
it, will later, but wanted to share it with anyone else who maybe would have time to check out and let us know how well it works or not before I can get to it.

Here is the link to the Card Filer download and instructions on Yamaha:

mailto:deva10101@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


http://download.yamaha.com/api/asset/file/?language=ro&site=ro.yamaha.com&asset_id=49507

Zam

| 20148|20147|2015-04-21 12:06:02|zamisers7k|Re: Card Filer /w midi format 1 to 0 converter|
Ooops that was a link to the brochure.  Link to the Data filer instructions:

Downloading and Installing Yamaha Card Filer - CS6x - Synthesizers/Workstations - Pianos & Keyboards - Musical Instruments

Zam

Downloading and Installing Yamaha Card Filer -
CS6x - Synthesizers/Workstations - Pianos & K...
View on faq.yamaha.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 20149|20149|2015-05-01 17:51:10|thetgchan|Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media cards)|
I am happy/unhappy new owner of RS7000. I really like the machine but the seller lied me about the buttons and I need to replace almost all soft ones... It will be hell of a
ride since I have no idea about soldering/desoldering and I will probably have to find someone to do it for me...

Anyways!

Does anyone have any alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media? SCSI disk are super expensive and smart media cards are so old already...

I have bought smart media to xd card adapters, 2 of them actually but they both came and do not work!

I have specially bought card reader to check both adapters and the xd card, they were clearly faulty...
I have sent them back and currently awaiting the new ones.

Does anyone know if you can connect normal HDD SATA or any other to RS7000 using some cable converters?

| 20150|20149|2015-05-02 05:26:15|dcm12353|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
I bought a full set of RS7k switches on eBay recently, should be worth a look...? 

It's going to cost me/you to have them fitted; but the machine needs them, so.
| 20151|20149|2015-05-02 13:44:56|thetgchan|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Yea, I saw them:

YAMAHA RS7000 KEYBOARD AND PANEL 80 SWITCH REPAIR KIT Spares NEW

image YAMAHA RS7000
KEYBOARD AND PANEL ...
YAMAHA RS7000 KEYBOARD AND
PANEL 80 SWITCH REPAIR KIT Spares
NEW in | eBay

View on www.ebay.pl Preview by Yahoo

 

I talked to a guy and he replied that he will have them again in June.

I am in a middle of fighting money for faulty switches with a guy on ebay but he doesn't want to give me full prive like I want...

I have even recorded him a film showing that they do not work like they should and he keep saying that they were ok, lying to my face...

Anyways, how do you guys keep your samples,songs etc. ? Disks, smart media cards?
| 20152|20149|2015-05-03 10:13:16|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
hi man, i am sorry for your entry in to rs world. but you should try to send the unit back to the seller. on ebay i had a few similar unfair transactions, but i alllways (!) sent
them back, using paypal/ebay buyers insurance, or.. i told the seller, i will come to his place and discuss personally.. for me honesty is verrry important!

for the connection, sata i think isnt possible, just scsii, or a usb drive, like i have installed in my su700, instead of the floppy drive. but normally the best way on the rs is
to store on sm card. scsii you could take a zip drive, 
but stay cool and insist on your right for correct treatement. dont play the silent one, show these  kind of sellers that they cant cheat like that..
| 20153|20149|2015-05-03 12:18:07|thetgchan|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
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I am fighting for it man, thanks for the advice.

For me, honesty is also very important and I hate how this unraveled. We will see how it goes.

As for the SM cards, I think they are not produced anymore and one day, they will disappear completely. I saw few sellers on ebay who keep selling the new ones, even
with 3years guarantee. I am just afraid they are some old cards and will go bad real quick or something.

I saw some SCSI disk and cable that could work with the RS7000 for almost the same price as new 128mb SM card but I have no idea if it will work. I guess SM card is
the only way for now.
| 20154|20149|2015-05-03 14:22:10|Matt|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|

Sm works pretty well.

On May 3, 2015 11:18 AM, "tgchan@o2.pl [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

I am fighting for it man, thanks for the advice.

For me, honesty is also very important and I hate how this unraveled. We will see how it goes.

As for the SM cards, I think they are not produced anymore and one day, they will disappear completely. I saw few sellers on ebay who keep selling the
new ones, even with 3years guarantee. I am just afraid they are some old cards and will go bad real quick or something.

I saw some SCSI disk and cable that could work with the RS7000 for almost the same price as new 128mb SM card but I have no idea if it will work. I
guess SM card is the only way for now.

| 20155|20155|2015-05-03 20:16:34|Matt|Rs7000 1.1 timing lag?|

Hey,
Had a RS for a while, never really used it that much.  Getting more into it recently and I love it. Wondering some things. 
1. 
Every 4 bars my first kick is late on the RS, just a hair. Everything else is tight. Enough to annoy me. I am using the trance phrases for kick right now.
Slaved to an octatrack. 
Any ideas?
2. 
Using external out board disables effects on that channel? 
3. 
How do you edit a user phrase to a different instrument (program / preset / patch) and then save? 
4. 
What are the difference between styles and scenes and patterns? 
Rtfm is an acceptable answer ;P
Thanks
Matt

| 20156|20156|2015-05-04 00:09:55|lecrametnak|Deutsch|
Hallo, gibt es hier auch Leute aus Deutschland? Evtl. kann man dann ja mal einen Deutschsprachigen Bereich einführen, da mein Englich leider nicht so gut ist und mit
Google Translate oft ziemlicher Murks raus kommt.
| 20157|20155|2015-05-04 01:11:45|thetgchan|Re: Rs7000 1.1 timing lag?|
Hello,

I am new to RS7000 so I can only help you out with one thing:

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

page 59. page 30.

I hope it helps

--
tgchan.com
| 20158|20149|2015-05-04 02:25:57|Vadim Nazmiev|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hi All :)
There's an option to use SD cards on RS 7000 :) 
I'll report (with photos, links , etc.) about SD-reader implanting procedure in few weeks. Unfortunately have busy time now.

P.s.Based on open source CodeSRC project. Not so cheap but 2 times cheaper then similar readers.

regards,
Vadim

04 мая 2015 г., в 0:18, "tgchan@o2.pl [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):
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I am fighting for it man, thanks for the advice.

For me, honesty is also very important and I hate how this unraveled. We will see how it goes.

As for the SM cards, I think they are not produced anymore and one day, they will disappear completely. I saw few sellers on ebay who keep
selling the new ones, even with 3years guarantee. I am just afraid they are some old cards and will go bad real quick or something.

I saw some SCSI disk and cable that could work with the RS7000 for almost the same price as new 128mb SM card but I have no idea if it will
work. I guess SM card is the only way for now.

| 20159|20149|2015-05-04 03:43:34|thetgchan|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Wow Vadim!

If it's only not too complicated, that would be the best solution! Take your time! Such great information is totally worth waiting!

--
tgchan.com
| 20160|20155|2015-05-04 13:06:40|Matt|Re: Rs7000 1.1 timing lag?|

That helps with question 4, thanks!

On May 4, 2015 12:11 AM, "tgchan@o2.pl [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hello,

I am new to RS7000 so I can only help you out with one thing:

http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf

page 59. page 30.

I hope it helps

--
tgchan.com

| 20161|20149|2015-05-05 14:20:43|t1434567|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hi Vadim,

Great! I bought the SCSI2SD as well, but I'm still looking for a way to implement it cleanly into the rs7000. I was thinking about soldering the SCSI 50pin directly to the
board. How did you manage to do this?

Thanks for letting us know, I can image there are a lot of people looking for a solution like this.

Greets,
Jan
| 20162|20162|2015-05-05 14:21:01|mbiju24|rs7000 for sale. Hardly used.|

RS 7000 FOR SALE. HARDLY USED. MISSING ONE KNOB, BUT IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. $600.00 or best offer

| 20163|20163|2015-05-05 14:34:24|gazgridlock|Importing existing files into a master file|
Hi everyone, hope you are all ok. I'm finally starting to stretch my legs with the rs and it feels amazing. 

I have a number of short songs saved as separate files on a memory card, but what I'd like to do is import them all in to a single file as separate styles to make it easier to
play as a set. Is that possible somehow? 

Here is one of the tunes I am working on, using rs7k sounds only no samples... 

https://youtu.be/J04xcQEp4Z8

X
| 20164|20149|2015-05-05 15:11:48|thetgchan|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Oh no!!! Soldering!?

;(

Can you tell me more about it, t1434567?

How does it work/look etc ? Any links?
| 20165|20163|2015-05-06 16:27:01|zamisers7k|Re: Importing existing files into a master file|
Yes, doing a Save PATT, ALL should do it.  I'm not 100% sure because I always do a pat all save for each pattern/style and only load one up at a time.  However, if that
don't work look in to how to save and do autoload_# files (pg 68 manual).  Note the underscore in the instructions if I remember right that trips folks up where ever that

mailto:tgchan@o2.pl
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/pdf/emi/english/synth/RS7000E1.pdf
http://tgchan.com/
https://youtu.be/J04xcQEp4Z8


thing goes in the file name.  One of those ways should do what you need I hope.  I think doing a save,  ALL while in chain mode will also remember to save and load all
the associated pattern/styles in their respective places.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20166|20163|2015-05-07 06:30:13|gazgridlock|Re: Importing existing files into a master file|
Hi Zam, thanks very much I'll try tonight. So once I've done a save patt all to a file do I then import the patt all file into my 'master' all data file? Hope that makes sense
cheers
| 20167|20163|2015-05-07 08:49:34|zamisers7k|Re: Importing existing files into a master file|
Nope, it is sort of "master" file.  You just load it up and work from it.  However, I'd probably save it as a different name any time I made any major changes.  I'll put
numbers at the end of my save all file names.  I use the convention of name1, next version save will be name2, then name3.  After that then name11, name22, name33.

I've reserved 1 2 3 for pattern saves.  4 5 6 for chains, 7 8 9 for songs.

Just what I do, no reason you have to but I've noticed it seems to help know what they are if you are copying files with the same name between my computer and RS's SM
card.  The files the RS displays when loading it kind of helps too, but if I remember right it won't show you the files to load in other modes.

Anyhow, I'm probably going in to stuff that may not be all that useful for someone new on the RS.  The main thing is that you keep going on it, a lot stuff will just come to
you and part of the fun of the RS is running in to and discovering unexpected things while you are trying to learn how to do something else on it.
| 20168|20149|2015-05-10 14:20:02|Vadim Nazmiev|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hi!
No soldering but some brainf**k while "frankensteining" the special cable (hd50male<->idc50female on 0.635 mm flat cable) had place :)

Links and photos later as I mentioned before. I'm out of home :)
Bill of materials:
1) 0.635 mm pitch flat cable (50w)  (http://uk.farnell.com/3m/3754-50/ribbon-cable-50way-0-635mm-per/dp/1440122)
2) IDC50 connector 1 pc  (http://uk.rs-online.com/web/p/idc-connectors/6935390/)
3) HD50Male connector 1 pc ( I disassembled this http://www.ebay.com/itm/279161-001-High-Density-Hd-50-Pin-SCSI-Backplane-Flat-Ribbon-Cable-7-
5cm-/271643596305?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3f3f385611)
4) If you want to keep possibility of parallel connection to PC then additional HD50Female connector needed (i installed 2)  (http://www.ebay.com/itm/Lot-of-3x-SCSI-
HD50-Female-Connector-Adapter-to-IDC-Ribbon-Cable-/141070806079?hash=item20d879ac3f)

5) MicroSD (male) to SD (female) extender cable (http://i.ebayimg.com/00/s/ODAwWDgwMA==/z/LagAAOSwPe1UH8ob/$_57.JPG)

and SCSI2SD adapter itself ))

http://saveimg.ru/show-image.php?id=8d297f2ad653ebfec646d6cd02db857d
http://saveimg.ru/show-image.php?id=f5b9191668254b619b6c0daa15d93ed9
http://saveimg.ru/show-image.php?id=69e5062a91244f30857798bd8555ee03
http://www.codesrc.com/images/SCSI2SD/SCSI2SD_V3.0_plain.jpg

regards,
Vadim

06 мая 2015 г., в 3:11, "tgchan@o2.pl [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):

 

Oh no!!! Soldering!?

;(

Can you tell me more about it, t1434567?

How does it work/look etc ? Any links?

| 20169|20149|2015-05-11 17:01:02|thetgchan|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Thank you very much for sharing,Vadim Nazmiev!

I think I want soldering now :( this look so complicated xD

I have found this on ebay (I can get old hdd for that much):

SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI adapter

image
SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI
adapter
SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI adapter in |
eBay

View on www.ebay.pl Preview by Yahoo
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Still, I have no idea how to install connect both of them :)
| 20170|20149|2015-05-12 00:29:28|Vadim Nazmiev|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hehe)) it just looks like complicated for the first time ))
No, the hardest part is striping wires.
If your eyes are ok( mine are not) and hands are not shaky the process takes about 20 min )

I'll make video for educational purposes))

Regards, 
Vadim

12 мая 2015 г., в 5:01, "tgchan@o2.pl [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):

Thank you very much for sharing,Vadim Nazmiev!

I think I want soldering now :( this look so complicated xD

I have found this on ebay (I can get old hdd for that much):

SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI adapter

image

SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI
adapter
SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI adapter in | eBay

View on www.ebay.pl Preview by Yahoo

 

Still, I have no idea how to install connect both of them :)

| 20171|20149|2015-05-12 10:33:11|thetgchan|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
I guess, we can't thank you enough :)

My eyes are bad too but the other way; can't see what's far away :)

Thank you, Vadim.
| 20172|20149|2015-05-15 09:23:58|rarara_ur|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
i am slightly confused by this thread.....after fitting this adapter, whats at the other end - an SD reader? and where does it sit in/on the RS?

also, a search for 'SCSI2SD Micro SD to SCSI adapter' finds quite a lot but who knows what would be compatible with the RS
 
| 20173|19915|2015-05-19 18:42:02|vivreenpaixima|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
Old post... i sold rs7K more than one year ago but I still thinking about after tested (and keep for some)  a bunch of other affordable machines...

I agree with you Zam the Rs7K is a beast for sonic manipulation ... problem for me, and the main reason why I sold, I was going so deep in all menus that it was
impossible to me to make a whole song with the rs because the parameters are by default the same for the tracks ... the few "scenes" were not enough to make 1/4 of the
track and lock every parameter with cc or other stuff for each was quite impossible because I was morphing the sound, for example from track 1 A to track 1 B ,  with
maybe 40 parameters or more (env, filters, lfo fx, changing effects, slightly or heavily modifing all , pb, voices etc etc)  .. to recreate what came on my mind... 
I ve never found a way to assign the values currently working "as lock" for the associated pattern in the track (try pattern + rec stop but it was still changing ), something
to record the equivalent of a scene (for one voice and x10 ) dircectly in the pattern.. no way... pityful ... i found this point lock totally the power of rs7000 engine for non
jamming stuff... 

now have grab external synth and samplers, so thinking about it again to do specific stuff, more voices will be free , and the sequencer tricks often miss me.. loool 

Have you managed a way to lock bunch of parameters as i always wanted ? 

Regards
| 20174|19915|2015-05-20 02:09:25|Matt|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|

I am almost to sell because 1.1 on every phrase is always late to midi clock. The humble tr-505 can keep time steady, why not the rs-7000?

On May 19, 2015 5:42 PM, "vivreenpaixima@yahoo.fr [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Old post... i sold rs7K more than one year ago but I still thinking about after tested (and keep for some)  a bunch of other affordable machines...

I agree with you Zam the Rs7K is a beast for sonic manipulation ... problem for me, and the main reason why I sold, I was going so deep in all menus that it
was impossible to me to make a whole song with the rs because the parameters are by default the same for the tracks ... the few "scenes" were not enough to
make 1/4 of the track and lock every parameter with cc or other stuff for each was quite impossible because I was morphing the sound, for example from
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track 1 A to track 1 B ,  with maybe 40 parameters or more (env, filters, lfo fx, changing effects, slightly or heavily modifing all , pb, voices etc etc)  .. to
recreate what came on my mind... 
I ve never found a way to assign the values currently working "as lock" for the associated pattern in the track (try pattern + rec stop but it was still changing
), something to record the equivalent of a scene (for one voice and x10 ) dircectly in the pattern.. no way... pityful ... i found this point lock totally the power
of rs7000 engine for non jamming stuff... 

now have grab external synth and samplers, so thinking about it again to do specific stuff, more voices will be free , and the sequencer tricks often miss
me.. loool 

Have you managed a way to lock bunch of parameters as i always wanted ? 

Regards

| 20175|19915|2015-05-20 17:14:10|zamisers7k|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
Are you sampling a phrase loop and having this issue?  If so, convert it to a song with at least 3 loops and use the middle or last loop.  Otherwise I don't see how the minor
minor phrase loop restart timing being slightly off for a 50th of second before it catches up is really all that much of a big enough issue to have to sell an RS7000.

If it something else, you may need to explain further because that is the only timing issue I know about with the RS.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20176|19915|2015-05-20 17:17:41|zamisers7k|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
Not exactly sure what you want to do, if you are talking about morphing between set parms/scene memories, there is no need really, just record your knob movements in
record overdub mode.

Yeah/No?

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20177|19915|2015-05-21 10:00:58|vivreenpaixima|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|

matt, i don't know for you say... 

zam , no it was not an handly workaround for this kind of stuffs.. giving details will give us headache ,  anyway ... if I can find an RS7K for peanuts one day i will buy it
again to use it with my other gear :) and make video and sounds... 
Indeed I like so much the parameters and sound of RS7K that i bought an A5000 to replace it ;) still looking for a way to use properly A5000 (RS7K is piece of cake in
term of dealing with external sample in comparaison with RS7K, and tweaking sound paramater is less powerful on RS but way way more intuitive to use in totality
because of the interface omg)

For those who knows C++ programmation, WinterRoot » Hacking 

image
WinterRoot » Hacking
Another oldie-but-goodie, and possibly
useful to the rs7000 users out there with a
technical mind.

View on www.winterroot.net Preview by Yahoo

  

able you to multisample in RS7000 + others things it seems, i am not familiar with this kind of programmation,but i understood it allows you to tweak parameters on the
root of your project , parameters present but not accessible via RS7K interface.. only for people with programation skills, not my case, so don't ask me, there are
comprehensible tutos and free prog on the web, i look a little, an other realm in the realm :) time consuming 

Regards and "happy RSing" too !
| 20178|19915|2015-05-21 19:52:08|Matt|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|

Hi Zam,
On the RS-7000, if there is a kick drum on 1.1 channel 1, every time the phrase restarts it will be late. And if it is running at the same time as a kick on another machine,
and it sounds like two events. This makes the track sound like a "bad DJ" or "shoes in a dryer", and weakens this layered kick. 
Any advice? I do like the rs-7000, otherwise.
Matt

On May 20, 2015 4:14 PM, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Are you sampling a phrase loop and having this issue?  If so, convert it to a song with at least 3 loops and use the middle or last loop.  Otherwise I don't see
how the minor minor phrase loop restart timing being slightly off for a 50th of second before it catches up is really all that much of a big enough issue to
have to sell an RS7000.

If it something else, you may need to explain further because that is the only timing issue I know about with the RS.

Happy RSing!

http://www.winterroot.net/category/hacking/
http://www.winterroot.net/category/hacking/
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Zam

| 20179|19915|2015-05-22 06:59:04|Ian Vine|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
Is this something to do with excess header data in the pattern. I vaguely recall something to do with the phrase selecting the program at the start of the phrase

Cheers
IanV

On 22 May 2015, at 02:46, "Matt somatt@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Zam,
On the RS-7000, if there is a kick drum on 1.1 channel 1, every time the phrase restarts it will be late. And if it is running at the same time as a kick on
another machine, and it sounds like two events. This makes the track sound like a "bad DJ" or "shoes in a dryer", and weakens this layered kick. 
Any advice? I do like the rs-7000, otherwise.
Matt

On May 20, 2015 4:14 PM, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Are you sampling a phrase loop and having this issue?  If so, convert it to a song with at least 3 loops and use the middle or last loop.  Otherwise
I don't see how the minor minor phrase loop restart timing being slightly off for a 50th of second before it catches up is really all that much of a
big enough issue to have to sell an RS7000.

If it something else, you may need to explain further because that is the only timing issue I know about with the RS.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 20180|19915|2015-05-22 11:56:20|Matt|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|

Is there a way to resolve it?

On May 22, 2015 5:59 AM, "Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Is this something to do with excess header data in the pattern. I vaguely recall something to do with the phrase selecting the program at the start of the
phrase

Cheers
IanV

On 22 May 2015, at 02:46, "Matt somatt@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi Zam,
On the RS-7000, if there is a kick drum on 1.1 channel 1, every time the phrase restarts it will be late. And if it is running at the same time as a
kick on another machine, and it sounds like two events. This makes the track sound like a "bad DJ" or "shoes in a dryer", and weakens this
layered kick. 
Any advice? I do like the rs-7000, otherwise.
Matt

On May 20, 2015 4:14 PM, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Are you sampling a phrase loop and having this issue?  If so, convert it to a song with at least 3 loops and use the middle or last
loop.  Otherwise I don't see how the minor minor phrase loop restart timing being slightly off for a 50th of second before it catches
up is really all that much of a big enough issue to have to sell an RS7000.

If it something else, you may need to explain further because that is the only timing issue I know about with the RS.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 20181|19915|2015-05-24 14:55:22|zamisers7k|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
That makes sense, I understand how that could be an issue even internally if you have two phrases of dif lengths you'll get a strange phase effect when one of the phrase
loops reset and you have two of the same sounds like a kick or snare or hihat.  I've tried to figure out how to stop it, but I've not found any way to stop the slight lag.  I've
honestly never had it be problem for me tho as I usually only use 4 measure length phrases probably 98% of the time and I don't try to overlap a same sound on a different
track at the same time.  If it became a problem tho., my only suggestions for dealing with what you are talking about would be to perhaps sample the  of the external gear
in to the RS and make the phrases the same length and not use the kick on the external gear, or not use them at the same time.  Or, stick to one kick on one or the other,
kind of odd to have overlapping kicks on two machines but not unheard of, and the last way I can think of is to convert it to song or multiply the phrase length in pattern
so it is really long and loop less frequently and use track mutes more often rather than section changes that drop tracks in and out.
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Hope this gives you some ideas to try to work around it, if not and you aren't happy with it then I say no reason to keep it, I've not heard of anyone having problems
selling their RSs.  Hopefully that don't come across as a rude statement, I just think folks should be happy and have fun with their music gear.  I feel bad for those that
don't find that with the RS, and I don't want to push something on them that isn't making them happy.

With all that said...  Happy RSing!

Zam

| 20182|19915|2015-05-24 15:03:12|zamisers7k|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
It could be, but I've no idea how to get rid of extra header info...???  You can view events in the events editor on the RS and even if there is no PC or extra CC data and
just notes it'll still have an ever so slight lag before it catches up every phrase loop.  I kind of find it hard to believe tho that connecting most any other gear up via midi
doesn't have some kind of lagging issue where they'd always be playing perfectly in time, always.  That might be good time to have one sequencer trigger or play  the
notes on the other's tracks maybe instead of keeping them independent, you loose tracks, but hey could be another work around, or time to double your tracks ;)
| 20183|19915|2015-05-24 15:06:25|zamisers7k|Re: RS's Sound Engine?|
I don't think there is a way, I've played around with trying to keep the first few 50th of second in time on phrase loop restarts and I've not found anything other than not
having it loop or other work arounds.  If you find something like perhaps setting something wierd like the lfo to zero or turnning off effect setting or something strange I
don't know, please let us know.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20184|20184|2015-06-24 16:37:00|bloodfish9971|Save button not working|

Hi Folks

Save button on the blink I think - cant seem to get it working..

Opened up and cleaned the inside of the RS with WD-40 Contact cleaner
Done a Factory reset
changed media cards in case it was not reading correctly

It loads from smart media card fine but thats using the load button :)

Has anyone had a similar situation they've overcome? (any button not working at all)

Hopefully 

Jez

| 20185|20184|2015-06-24 16:45:40|zamisers7k|Re: Save button not working|
Sorry to hear aobout your save button going bad.  The switch under the button is probably what actually went bad.  They are encased so cleaner probably wont help.
 You'll probably need a new one and have to un-solder the bad one and re-solder in the new one.  Good news is the switches are pretty common, bad news is you'll
probably still have to order it from yamaha or off amazon or somewhere, because it is getting hard to find a brick and mortar electronic parts store.  If you need more help
with it let us know, and good luck!

Zam
| 20186|20184|2015-06-30 06:45:44|bloodfish9971|Re: Save button not working|
ITS WORKING :)

purchased a few tact switches from an ebay seller 
removed old 
soldered in new

GOOD AS NEW

thanks Zam for the kick in the right direction

Jez
| 20187|20187|2015-06-30 08:04:28|Matt|Thanks zam|

Thanks for holding it down, a lot of us would be lost without you.

| 20188|20184|2015-06-30 08:37:26|zamisers7k|Re: Save button not working|
That is awesome to hear!  Glad to help.

Zam
| 20189|20187|2015-06-30 08:54:29|zamisers7k|Re: Thanks zam|
My pleasure and you are welcome and thanks too :)

It has been slow around here, the RS7000 facebook pages have pretty much become the hub for RS activity however I'll still be around here to answer questions etc. as
quick and best that I can, when and while I can., because I still and always will have love and passion for the... my RS7000.



Happy RSing!!

Zam
| 20190|20190|2015-07-01 15:55:41|thetgchan|Weird note cut-off while the playback is on|
Hello,

Does anyone have an idea what might be causing weird note cut-off while the playback is on?

I set my release for 22 which givs me nice sustaining note and it is nice until I press PLAY and let other pre-recorded tracks play in background as well.

I use pattern mode, I have 3 tracks with simple ambient sounds playing and pick track 4, switch to keyboard (on rs7k) and try on different instruments via MIXER button,
jamming along other sounds, looking for my sound.

Sometimes notes sound nice and long but sometimes they cut off after a second or so... when I hit STOP button and try notes solo, they are normal...

It feels like some internal bug, it is ok for a while with playback and after sometimes notes are cut-off and sometimes long and nice...

Any idea guys?

| 20191|20190|2015-07-01 17:23:29|zamisers7k|Re: Weird note cut-off while the playback is on|
In voice edit mode #4 button once, on the right of the screen F4 knob will change voice's hold to ON, this will keep the setting when bouncing around voices.  It defaults
to OFF.  Hope that is it, not sure what would cause it to stop when you hit play, I imagine an all notes stop may be getting sent or part of standard midi protocal when play
is pressed, maybe not, I'm not sure but if we can't seem to figure what may be causing that my answer would be to always keep play going and use mutes to quiet or start a
track, or make a blank section and change sections which will reset all the phrase sequences.  I guess in that last case you may want to pause and resume, not sure if there
is a work around for that, maybe but I'll wait and see if anything already mentioned is working OK for you.
| 20192|20190|2015-07-04 11:38:49|thetgchan|Re: Weird note cut-off while the playback is on|
Hey again,

Thank you very much for long and quick answer. I have tried many things and still have no idea what is going on lol. 

- voice on/off doesn't make any difference
- some notes when I play, they go without release randomly, like they would have been set to 0. Most of the time they work fine
- I have created another pattern from the scratch and it works ok... No notes play randomly without release when I press them, all is fine

At first I thought it might be something with buttons, but as I have mentioned without playback, there are no short cut-off notes. It feels like some drums might be cutting
the sustain/release randomly.

Anyways I will keep testing with new patterns and see if it will repeat. 

Once again thank you for fast reply.
| 20193|20190|2015-07-06 08:59:39|zamisers7k|Re: Weird note cut-off while the playback is on|
I think I use to run in to something similar periodically when I had the old operating system.  Do you know if you have the latest firmware 1.2x installed on your RS.  If
not and you update it may not fix the broken Style/Pattern but it shouldn't happen again, or anywhere near as often.  Other thing I can think of is to do factory reset,
sometimes that'll fix odd problems, and check all the events in the events list for each track and see if there is something strange or weird in it and try removing it.  Also, it
kind of sounds like you are running in to the polyphony limit.  Lower numbered tracks that are usually reserved for drums on our RS get priority, and other weird things
can happen when you hit the limit, dropped or cut off notes would be included with that strangeness.  A new pattern with little or nothing on it would work fine.  Just ideas
to consider, if you get it figured out please let us know, thanks and happy RSing - Zam
| 20194|20190|2015-07-06 10:40:40|thetgchan|Re: Weird note cut-off while the playback is on|
Hmm, I didn't know about lower numbers = dedicated for drums.

Today I have been jamming a little and everything was fine. It was a new pattern though :)

So far, I have not encountered the same problem but I have been using new patterns only.

Thank you.
| 20195|20195|2015-07-07 15:50:51|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Motif es6 and RS7000 files|
Hi Friends, hope all is well for you..
I've been searching the dear net (motifator etc) to see if I can find the answer to...
 
Can RS7 R2A files load up into the motif es synth?
 
These are the 'all song' files which include samples and sequences. I appreciate I could import midi files to do this, but it means trawling through about 500+gb of samples
to find the originals!
I find it much easier (still getting to know the motif, its structure is very different!) to import samples, process, edit then sequence into the RS as I've had them for 15 years
now!
My motif has the firewire output (no aieb2 on the RS's) so this helps with the multitrack recording into cubase for post production, but I have so many older bits saved as
RSA files i'm wondering if these can somehow import to the motif.
Thanks if you can help
Chris..



| 20196|20195|2015-07-07 16:49:05|zamisers7k|Re: Motif es6 and RS7000 files|
Hello RS friend,

I'm going to say it not possible to load/import RS All files with or without the sample files in to a Motif.  You probably knew that already tho. and maybe are looking for a
hack of some sort?  The only thing I can think of to try would be to change the name of the file extension and see if it miraculously loads it.  Otherwise I think you may be
stuck with trawling samples.  Sorry, good question and that probably would be nice if it could be done, maybe some other folks with RS and a Motif will have some better
input for you.

Zam
| 20197|20195|2015-07-08 08:01:15|christopher mullin|Re: Motif es6 and RS7000 files|
Thanks Zam,
I was kind of fearing that, the motif wont recognise the RS files, but your idea to change the file extension is worth a go.. I'll report back on progress. One day every machine may talk the same language :-)
Chris..

| 20198|20198|2015-07-10 12:35:33|thetgchan|Clear track option, clears tracks from all sections :(|
Does anyone know why Clear track option, clears tracks from all sections ? :(

I can pick which section, but it clears track from all sections anyways...

| 20199|20198|2015-07-11 16:28:23|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Clear track option, clears tracks from all sections :(|
because a section isnt a new set of tracks with their parameters, just the patterns inside the tracks are different!
the tracks themselfes are the same in any section.. so you have your 16 different "sound tracks", with 16(?)sections  x 16 track melody/groove possibilities.
best -- ed
| 20200|20198|2015-07-11 18:08:53|thetgchan|Re: Clear track option, clears tracks from all sections :(|
Oh my god... of course they are...

Thank you for telling me this... sometimes my brain just refuse to cooperate with me lol...
| 20201|20198|2015-07-13 16:01:19|zamisers7k|Re: Clear track option, clears tracks from all sections :(|
I believe it is actually deleting the phrase on the track along with the voice and settings.  If it is the same phrase on the same track or any other track in any section it will
go bye bye too.  I don't think it'll delete a different phrase on the same track in a different section, but it may remove the voice, unsure of that tho.  Anyhow, if you are
looking to remove the phrase from just that track on that section and not on the others it may help to go in to the pattern/patch screen (Pattern button once or twice) and set
the track for that section to none.
| 20202|20202|2015-07-16 07:22:43|kintekla|Firmware Update via M Audio UNO|

Hey Everyone - 

I was recently gifted an RS7K and I'm slowly learning this overlooked gem.  I'm also in the process of trying to figure out how to update the firmware without the use of a
Smart Media card reader.  I have a USB to MIDI cable (M Audio UNO) and have been trying to find some sort of software that allows me to communicate with the
RS7K.  But to my avail, I have failed thus far.

I thought about possibly trying to do it through Ableton, but haven't figured that our yet.

Anyway, thanks for reading

-jerry

| 20203|20202|2015-07-16 09:13:31|zamisers7k|Re: Firmware Update via M Audio UNO|
That is iffy at best, youll be better off doing it with a card reader and SM card.  First the usb to midi cables have troubles passing data sometimes, i wpuldnt trust it to do a
firmware update via midi and would attempt with a regular midi interface first.  Second I dont know how to do it if pisson the RS.  Third youll be happy you got a reader
and SM card.  Readers are cheap, proper cards are  little expensive but youll only need a 4meg. SM card for firmware update. Fourth need a fourth?  Sorry if not answer
you were hopping for, I know lots of other gear can update via midi port RS maybe can too but I'm not sore it has been documented anywhere that I've seen, sorry.  Do
update if can, makes RS very stable and extra dual filters aline are worth the trouble.

Welcome to the the group, and happy RSing!

Zam
| 20204|20202|2015-07-16 12:53:44|JERRY KOVIS|Re: Firmware Update via M Audio UNO|

zam -

thanks for the quick response.  i sorta figured that i was going to have to go with a cars reader, but wanted to see if anyone might figured something out.   already have a
card, so it shouldn't cost too much.

well,  thanks again for the timely reply. 

-jerry

On Jul 16, 2015 11:13 AM, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

That is iffy at best, youll be better off doing it with a card reader and SM card.  First the usb to midi cables have troubles passing data sometimes, i wpuldnt
trust it to do a firmware update via midi and would attempt with a regular midi interface first.  Second I dont know how to do it if pisson the RS.  Third
youll be happy you got a reader and SM card.  Readers are cheap, proper cards are  little expensive but youll only need a 4meg. SM card for firmware
update. Fourth need a fourth?  Sorry if not answer you were hopping for, I know lots of other gear can update via midi port RS maybe can too but I'm not
sore it has been documented anywhere that I've seen, sorry.  Do update if can, makes RS very stable and extra dual filters aline are worth the trouble.

Welcome to the the group, and happy RSing!

Zam
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| 20205|20205|2015-07-19 15:10:39|h3rm23|eq/mixer settings can't be saved in my patterns after factory reset.|
i just did a factory reset and now i have the problem that the eq/mixer settings of the patterns can't be saved.. with every new start it turns back to [Low&High], [Low
Freq: 14.1],... i already tried instead of only saving the pattern -> [Save ALL + System Settings].. but no chance :/ does anyone know which option(s) could be the
problem? would be nice! :)

I tried around with a few midi settings for the connection with roland tb-3.. maybe the problem is there? I dont think so but.. who knows :)
| 20206|20205|2015-07-19 15:27:08|zamisers7k|Re: eq/mixer settings can't be saved in my patterns after factory re|
That sounds like normal behavior, those settings revert when you start a new pattern.  However they should be saving with the pattern and loading up when you load the
pattern.  I don't know what would cause that, if it is still doing it maybe do another factory reset, and if that don't work perhaps reload the Firmware, and if that don't work
perhaps a memory issue, reseat the memory... hmmm...  maybe something else in a setting, not sure what it'd be tho., if anyone else has any ideas??  Factory reset should
stop something like that I would think, not cause it.  If you get it figured out please write back and let us know.

Zam
| 20207|20205|2015-07-19 15:29:07|h3rm23|Re: eq/mixer settings can't be saved in my patterns after factory re|
i tried a firmware reset and did new midi settings.. i think the problem was somwhere there. many thx!
| 20208|20208|2015-07-30 09:00:33|h3rm23|PlayFX Section Knob problem :/|

i have a strange problem with my second rs7000.... normally if you turn a knob in the "plax fx" section (eg. "swing", "beat stretch", "gate time", etc) you can turn from left
-120 to middle 0 until right +120...

on the left rs7000 everything works as it should. on the right rs7000 when the knob is left -> -120 and in the middle -> +120? if you turn it to the right it does nothing... ("-
--")

I already tried 5 factory resets and unplugged all cables (incl. midi) to be sure it is not a midi problem... i also tried to find a parameter (like "p.b.range" for the "play fx"-
section but there is nothing...

I also tried other RAM memory, new battery and pulled out all cables and smart media card... i don't know what i can try next....

Can anyone help? It's a really, really strange problem.

Video:     https://app.box.com/s/oljs6zbqaqutpdux0gus80qug6p7gq2x

 

| 20209|20208|2015-07-30 12:15:14|zamisers7k|Re: PlayFX Section Knob problem :/|
Maybe try to reload firmware. Only other thing would be opem it up see if anything wrong like a ribbon wire loose or something odd like encoder replaced with wrong
ones by previous owner.
| 20210|20208|2015-07-31 05:43:12|rarara_ur|Re: PlayFX Section Knob problem :/|
maybe the encoder just needs a clean? i think you can menu-dive and change those values from the other row of encoders too, to confirm that the values are changeable
| 20211|20211|2015-08-04 04:34:57|JERRY KOVIS|MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Hello Everyone -
Have a real quick question regarding midi.  I have a Behringer BCR2000 midi controller which is very programmable.  Currently I have
it set-up to control individual track volumes and love it for that.  What I'm trying to do now is set it up so I can do track select for the
purpose of utilizing the effects without having to use two hands to select a track on the RS7K.  The BCR2K has 16 buttons that I
should be able to assign to do this.  I have very limited understanding of midi programming and I'm trying to find out the control
number is for doing this.  I have gone through the manual and either I don't understand what I'm looking at. 
As I said, I am really new to this midi stuff but I did manage to figure out how to program the BCR2K and found out that 7 is the
control number for volume.
Anyway, thanks for taking the time to read this and have a great day.

-jerry

| 20212|20211|2015-08-04 07:43:06|rarara_ur|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
I have previously used sysex to control the volume of each track (https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/19039) so I don't see why you can't
do the same to control the effect amount. think it would be:

F0 43 10 6A 10 00 12 DV F7
F0 43 10 6A 10 01 12 DV F7
F0 43 10 6A 10 02 12 DV F7
etc etc for REVERB SEND amount.

You may not need the DV - that was needed for my Novation controller

| 20213|20211|2015-08-04 08:00:06|CMuresan|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
ohh...please post some guidelines to link rs7k to novation ctrler (i have SL mkll)
thank you
| 20214|20211|2015-08-04 08:00:50|Ian Vine|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
I think the Dv would be the id for the  control on your device.

IanV



On 4 Aug 2015, at 14:42, "gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I have previously used sysex to control the volume of each track (https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/19039) so I don't see
why you can't do the same to control the effect amount. think it would be:

F0 43 10 6A 10 00 12 DV F7
F0 43 10 6A 10 01 12 DV F7
F0 43 10 6A 10 02 12 DV F7
etc etc for REVERB SEND amount.

You may not need the DV - that was needed for my Novation controller

| 20215|20211|2015-08-04 14:41:14|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Don't the BCRs have "learn" feature?  If so I'd think it'd pick up the effects knobs pretty easy, then it'd just be a matter of assigning the midi channels, which are probably
already set for the velocity layout. Just guessing, I don't have one.

Zam
| 20216|20211|2015-08-04 22:24:05|JERRY KOVIS|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Hey All -

Thanks for all the replies.   

So here's where I'm at.  The BCR does have a "learn" function that should program all the parameters once the midi signal is triggered by the RS7K.  I tried
this but I'm getting "BAD" message, so either I don't have it set-up properly (most likely) or there's something actually bad.

Either way, I am able to program the encoders to volume and effects, so I have that part figured out.

What I'm hoping to figure out is how to actually select a track through one of the 16 keys on the BCR.  I'm trying to avoid having to use 2 hands to select a
track on the RS7K.

I'm stubborn and naive enough to think this is possible and that I can figure it out.  

I will consult the BCR forum for the issues I am having with it.   

Once again, thank you all for taking the time to reply.  I will post updates as I make them.

-j

On Tue, Aug 4, 2015 at 4:41 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Don't the BCRs have "learn" feature?  If so I'd think it'd pick up the effects knobs pretty easy, then it'd just be a matter of assigning the midi channels,
which are probably already set for the velocity layout. Just guessing, I don't have one.

Zam

| 20217|20211|2015-08-04 23:08:06|Marc Goemans|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
I'm pretty sure track selection is either a sysex  command, which the bcr can send out, or its hard coded into the machine with no possible manipulation from the outside
(bcr for example). So either you have to do some sysex programming or you're out of luck. 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S® 5 ACTIVE™, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "JERRY KOVIS kintekla@gmail.com [RS7000]" 
Date: 08/05/2015 12:24 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select 

 

Hey All -

Thanks for all the replies.   

So here's where I'm at.  The BCR does have a "learn" function that should program all the parameters once the midi signal is triggered by the RS7K.  I tried
this but I'm getting "BAD" message, so either I don't have it set-up properly (most likely) or there's something actually bad.
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Either way, I am able to program the encoders to volume and effects, so I have that part figured out.

What I'm hoping to figure out is how to actually select a track through one of the 16 keys on the BCR.  I'm trying to avoid having to use 2 hands to select a
track on the RS7K.

I'm stubborn and naive enough to think this is possible and that I can figure it out.  

I will consult the BCR forum for the issues I am having with it.   

Once again, thank you all for taking the time to reply.  I will post updates as I make them.

-j

On Tue, Aug 4, 2015 at 4:41 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Don't the BCRs have "learn" feature?  If so I'd think it'd pick up the effects knobs pretty easy, then it'd just be a
matter of assigning the midi channels, which are probably already set for the velocity layout. Just guessing, I
don't have one.

Zam

| 20218|20211|2015-08-04 23:53:06|JERRY KOVIS|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Marc -

Thanks for the reply.  I'm really new to midi, so I'm definitely scratching my head a lot right now.  But I'm enjoying the learning process.  

I haven't found any information specific for Track selection through midi but I did find some information for Section selection.  

http://faq.yamaha.com/us/en/article/music-production/sequencers/rs7000/2023/1570/changing_pattern_sections_via_midi

Thanks for the reply.

On Wed, Aug 5, 2015 at 1:07 AM, Marc Goemans beengeleiding@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

I'm pretty sure track selection is either a sysex  command, which the bcr can send out, or its hard coded into the machine with no possible manipulation
from the outside (bcr for example). So either you have to do some sysex programming or you're out of luck. 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S® 5 ACTIVE™, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: "JERRY KOVIS kintekla@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> 
Date: 08/05/2015 12:24 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select 

 

Hey All -

Thanks for all the replies.   

So here's where I'm at.  The BCR does have a "learn" function that should program all the parameters once the midi signal is triggered by the
RS7K.  I tried this but I'm getting "BAD" message, so either I don't have it set-up properly (most likely) or there's something actually bad.

Either way, I am able to program the encoders to volume and effects, so I have that part figured out.

What I'm hoping to figure out is how to actually select a track through one of the 16 keys on the BCR.  I'm trying to avoid having to use 2
hands to select a track on the RS7K.

I'm stubborn and naive enough to think this is possible and that I can figure it out.  

I will consult the BCR forum for the issues I am having with it.   
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Once again, thank you all for taking the time to reply.  I will post updates as I make them.

-j

On Tue, Aug 4, 2015 at 4:41 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Don't the BCRs have "learn" feature?  If so I'd think it'd pick up the effects knobs pretty easy, then it'd just be a matter of assigning the midi
channels, which are probably already set for the velocity layout. Just guessing, I don't have one.

Zam

| 20219|20211|2015-08-05 04:36:41|rarara_ur|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
pretty sure changing track isn't something that you can do via midi

the best you can do is use sysex as described. that way it doesn't matter which track the RS is 'on' at any particular time, it will just receive a command that is track-
specific. if you want to change the reverb amount on track-9 does it matter if the active track on the RS screen is for say track-14?! all you would want is the value to
change correctly
| 20220|20211|2015-08-05 13:08:34|JERRY KOVIS|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Hey Derek -

Thanks for the reply.  In my previous email update I stated that I can already assign volume & effect parameters via the BCR with cc parameters.  While this
is handy, it wasn't what I was hoping to achieve.

I'm not concerned with what the RS7K's display reads since I am able to memorize which knobs are assigned to control the values of the track they are
assigned to regardless of which track is "selected" on the RS7K.

And I think you might be right about not being able to control track selection via midi.

Thanks for your input.

And thanks to everyone on this forum regardless if you replied or not.  I think it's great that we can have a community of shared knowledge that can be
accessed in order to expand our overall knowledge base.

-jerry

On Wed, Aug 5, 2015 at 6:36 AM, gillespie_derek@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

pretty sure changing track isn't something that you can do via midi

the best you can do is use sysex as described. that way it doesn't matter which track the RS is 'on' at any particular time, it will just receive a command that
is track-specific. if you want to change the reverb amount on track-9 does it matter if the active track on the RS screen is for say track-14?! all you would
want is the value to change correctly

| 20221|20211|2015-08-05 13:22:38|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
If it helps any...

Tracks are the midi channels, if you can figure it out for track volumes that are set as a template already just switch the velocity CC=7 to be  Vari effect CC=94

reverb send level is cc=82
Delayeffect cc=93
Vari effect cc=94

I don't think selecting tracks to be the actively edited track is even possible to do via sysex codes, if that is what you were looking to do as well, I could be wrong, but I
can't recall anything that'll do that remotely.

Zam
| 20222|20211|2015-08-05 15:13:26|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Also if helps any more...

If you do anything on the RS, like selecting a track, and you don't see the midi lights on the RS light up then it probably don't have a sysex or midi code for it.  If the midi
lights do light up when then you can capture the code and use it.  It is easier to see the codes if you have midi interface and software like Bome's SendSX on a computer,
but you can also route the midi out back in to the RS and record them to itself and go in to the events editor on the RS and also get the codes.

Zam  
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| 20223|20211|2015-08-05 19:03:17|JERRY KOVIS|Re: MIDI : RS7K & BCR2K : track select|
Zam -

Thanks for droppin that knowledge bomb on me.  

I figured that there should be some sort of way of capturing / reading outgoing midi messages on any device that transmits them.  I'll take a look at that
software once I'm at home.

I don't have an actual midi interface but I do have a usb to midi cable that I'm thinking should work.

Thanks again.

On Wed, Aug 5, 2015 at 5:13 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Also if helps any more...

If you do anything on the RS, like selecting a track, and you don't see the midi lights on the RS light up then it probably don't have a sysex or midi code for
it.  If the midi lights do light up when then you can capture the code and use it.  It is easier to see the codes if you have midi interface and software like
Bome's SendSX on a computer, but you can also route the midi out back in to the RS and record them to itself and go in to the events editor on the RS and
also get the codes.

Zam  

| 20224|20224|2015-08-22 05:13:19|gazgridlock|Moving saves around|
Hi everyone, glad to see the community is still strong. I would like to ask how you all manage your saves. 

I have a number of half finished projects that if possible I'd like to bring together under one save file to make it easier for performances. I the songs are pretty basic so I
could probably fit 2 or 3 under one style area. How would I go about moving elements and midi data etc between save files? Hope that makes sense. Thanks :)
| 20225|20224|2015-08-23 18:59:35|zamisers7k|Re: Moving saves around|
I'm not sure how well this will work because I usually do the same thing by usually always just working and having one style/pattern loaded at any one time.

You can load style/patterns separately in to different styles 01,02, 03 etc.. then work with them and do a save F1 to filetype ALL.  Load the ALL file next time you want to
work with the same set of styles.

To combine them to another style you'll have to do a Job 32 Copy Pattern to an Empty Pattern and select the Styles and Sections.  Thing is though, as I'm trying that out
now, it gets the voices assigned to the track from the first style section you copy over.  So, perhaps you may want to look at the 27 Copy Track job as well.  I use the Copy
Track job all the time within the same Style, but it looks like you can also copy it over to other styles and sections and you have options at the bottom to select just the
voice or seq event, sample etc..

It could get tricky, remember tho that voices are assigned to the track across all sections so you aren't going to be able to have that copy over to another style's track
without messing up the voice in the other sections of that style.  There may be ways around that, but not something I'd want to get in to at the moment.

Hope this helps some, good luck and let us know how it goes.

Zam
| 20226|20226|2015-08-31 10:03:34|t_reason909|Have velocity control an external device's filter cutoff|

Hiya,

First week with RS, first thing I've got stuck with but I don't know if it's possible:

Is there a way to have the velocity of a note send a MIDI value to another synth's cutoff, ie. if a note from the RS's velocity 0 = filter closed on the Electribe, and then,
RS's velocity 127 = Electribe's filter totally open?

If so, then what will send the volume, or can I have velocity send values to two different parameters?

| 20227|20227|2015-08-31 10:05:53|t_reason909|Have velocity value of a note control an external synth's cutoff val|
For example, can you change the RS's velocity CC out message so that if a note's velocity = 0, then Electribe's filter cutoff will be completely closed, or if velocity 127 =
filter totally open?

If this is possible, then what will decide the volume of a note?

Thanks
| 20228|20226|2015-08-31 10:07:29|zamisers7k|Re: Have velocity control an external device's filter cutoff|
Welcome to the group!

No sorry, there is no way to do that with just the RS, you need a midi translator.  Something like Bome Midi Translator might do the trick.

Bome MIDI Translator Pro - Bome Software

Bome MIDI Translator Pro -
Bome Software
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Happy RSing!

Zam

| 20229|20229|2015-09-04 10:09:31|dcm12353|RS7k and QS300|
Hey all,

please don't hate me [too much] for this, but I just won an old QS300 on ebay for £6[!!!] and am hoping that it can transmit its styles, clips etc to my **still-unused** RS,
that I've only recently had re-buttoned and still need some new knobs for...TBH I've been completely outfaced by the RS' complexity ever since I got it, and I have a lot of
other audio/midi stuff to be getting on with anyway, but now I'm hoping that there's a good degree of overlap between it and the QS300 - certainly it seems that they're
talking the same kind of oddball Yamaha language.

Does anyone else have this combo, and am I barking up the wrong tree entirely, or on a winner?

I note Zam's recent comments about using the RS on its own, but even then, one wants a midi keyboard to input to it, surely...

I still have to travel to Nottingham from Manchester to collect it from the poor seller, and really can't believe my luck at winning it despite 'a couple of stuck buttons'
which I'm sure I [or my brilliant tech guy] can sort out. 

I know the QS sounds from using an MU-10 with XG-Gold, and am quite excited about the possibilities of this combo, so...any comments? Tips?

| 20230|20226|2015-09-06 18:06:38|t_reason909|Re: Have velocity control an external device's filter cutoff|
Thanks, I'll get one someday. I'll just have to velocity trigger the mod env on my Bass Station instead. No velocity routing is another lame limit of the Electribe 2.

Cheers
| 20231|20231|2015-09-06 18:07:43|t_reason909|Different effect types for different tracks|
Am I missing something or is there no way to have each track have its own variation/delay/reverb type? It seems all I can change is the send level for each track but the
type is always locked to all tracks.

Cheers
| 20232|20229|2015-09-06 18:39:54|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k and QS300|
smits or saves via midi or .smf files there is a way to get that over to the RS.  It may not be as easy as you'd like and may take some work, or maybe not too much at al for
all I know, but I suspect if it is just notes and song structure, and not the voices, with some effort you can get it over to the RS.

I've got by without a keyboard hooked up.  I step in my notes via the minikeys, I know what I want to enter in and sometimes I don't and it is a bit of an experiment, I've
even found some strange and intrestring ways to give some expression via certain settings with ADSR envlope and LFOs.  I can see how that would be frustrating if you
like to just play keys in the RS and even if you do that I think you should still devote some time to stepping in and sequencing some of your phrases on to the RS.  I feel
this is where the RS is most powerful.  Not to learn its step sequencer is like having a dirt bike and only riding on a paved street.

Anyway, I also like to promote finding your own best way.  If you like playing keys maybe you'll find some new unexplored avenue or trail I never even thought about
traveling down with it.

I could go for a while, but I'll let you get back to your RS now.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20233|20231|2015-09-06 18:41:11|zamisers7k|Re: Different effect types for different tracks|
You are correct, the RS only has 3 effects blocks and a master effect to work with, this is fairly common among groove gear or less effects.  It may not be so with
workstations, and newer gear, but the RS is limited in this area in comparison, however this is where it may be good to an AIEB2 and some extra external effect
processors.

Zam
| 20234|20226|2015-09-07 04:34:21|Ian Vine|Re: Have velocity control an external device's filter cutoff|
I missed the previous reply to this.

Some synth/samplers allow velocity to be used a a modulator for cutoff

Is av

On 4 Sep 2015, at 04:39, t_reason909@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

http://www.bome.com/products/miditranslator
http://www.bome.com/products/miditranslator
mailto:t_reason909@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Thanks, I'll get one someday. I'll just have to velocity trigger the mod env on my Bass Station instead. No velocity routing is another lame limit of the
Electribe 2.

Cheers

| 20235|20229|2015-09-07 04:43:29|dcm12353|Re: RS7k and QS300|
Thanks for the [slightly truncated?] reply, Zam. 

I'm pretty sure the QS can save/transmit as .mid or .smf, so that's hopeful. 

It has a mashed-in Song function button, so I'm going to have to fix that before connecting it to the RS anyway. The original question was about the fact that both seem to
be oriented toward a phrase/clip approach to recording/playback...I still have hopes that they'll get along well.

Yes, I used to quite like graphical step-sequencing back in the old Atari days; I'm sure some of that will be transferrable to the RS.

Cheers,
dcm
| 20236|20226|2015-09-07 11:57:09|zamisers7k|Re: Have velocity control an external device's filter cutoff|
Agree yeah, some synths you can use a carrier sound's amplitude as a modulator. This is usually done via analog inputs as far as I'm aware, I'm thinking the same thing as
vocoding. The RS don't do that and can't send filter midi messages out instead for velocity messages either. I wish the RS could do vocoding, that would be a pretty
awesome feature, I think I requested it in the OS wish list.  I'm not sure any synth can swap out midi events to do something similar via midi.  I could also be missing
something or don't understand or know for sure exactly what they are wanting to do.

Zam

| 20237|20229|2015-09-07 12:02:23|zamisers7k|Re: RS7k and QS300|
Oh darn yeah that message did get truncated.  I know the RM1X pattern files can be loaded in to the RS.  I'm not sure about anything else, might be able to try changing
the file extensions as a trick or some odd work around thing if don't directly load up on the RS.

Good luck, and let us know how it goes.

Zam
| 20238|20238|2015-09-08 10:59:35|Josh|Overdub and replace not working|
Overdub and replace record mode suddenly stopped working. Is there a setting I may have changed? Step programming still works.
| 20239|20238|2015-09-08 14:38:21|zamisers7k|Re: Overdub and replace not working|
No obvious settings I can think of other than putting the memory protect on, you'd probably know if you did that, anyhow the easiest thing to do would be a factory reset.
 Save your stuff first.  Factory reset usually cures strange problems like that, if not then you may need to do diagnostics test screen and see if everything is OK, or maybe
try re-seating the memory chips, or different chips.  Only other thing would be reinstall the firmware.  Hopefully factory reset will do the trick tho.

Zam
| 20240|20240|2015-09-08 20:47:07|t_reason909|Detroit techno/deep house chord stab|

How can I do something like this with the RS?

Example at 1:09

Chris Malinchak - Razor 2.0

image
Chris Malinchak - Razor 2.0
:D I love this song.

View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

I've learnt do do it in Ableton using Operator (FM synthesis) but I dont know how to approach it using romplers like the RS7k or the Electribe 2.

| 20241|20240|2015-09-10 03:16:11|TwoPies|Re: Detroit techno/deep house chord stab|
It seems you've done the hard work by mastering the FM technique in ableton.
To use in the RS simply sample them from (transfer via card) into the RS.
Just remember you may need a few samples to cover the desired keyboard range
you want to use. 
| 20242|20240|2015-09-10 05:47:36|t_reason909|Re: Detroit techno/deep house chord stab|
Yeah, I suppose I could make a sample and play around with that (same could be said for any sound really). Can anyone suggest an internal voice that might work, I'd
rather not spend ages digging through the list. Listening to all the internal voices would however make me more familiar with them.
| 20243|20240|2015-09-10 08:24:33|zamisers7k|Re: Detroit techno/deep house chord stab|
Maybe try MSB 63 LSB 8 Program 38 HouseChd?
| 20244|20240|2015-09-11 10:17:09|professorastrokitten|Re: Detroit techno/deep house chord stab|
Hey.

I find that there a quite some voices that can be used for these housechords, but some of them do need some twiddling. I just went through some unfinished tracks of mine
and I for example used SyMater1 Digi12 B, Symater1 Lead3 A and SyBa&LD2 031 FatloBas for housechords. A cool trick that I often use for getting cool house chords
is this:

I set on the arpeggiator. Beat Stretch it to 400, fiddle with the Gatetime (this is in the sequence play fx section). In the submode part of the RS7K push the button Play FX
and alter the harmonize settings. Set Harmonize 1 to +3 and Harmonize 2 to +7. The put the arpeggiatorhold on off. Now you can play instant chords bei only pressing
down 1 button. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdrAhk_LoVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdrAhk_LoVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdrAhk_LoVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdrAhk_LoVY


Hope this helps a bit.
| 20245|20240|2015-09-13 19:52:45|t_reason909|Re: Detroit techno/deep house chord stab|
Thanks guys, great tips.
| 20246|20246|2015-09-13 19:59:40|t_reason909|Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
All 16 channels (that is, any unmuted with data sequenced on them) off the electribe are recording their midi onto whatever single track in the RS is armed. I've been told
this due to Omni Mode being on. How do I disable it?

I would expect that MIDI channel 1 should record into track 1 ect.

Cheers

| 20247|20246|2015-09-14 13:12:01|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Try in Utility mode Midi setup Echo Back to Rec Monitor.

I think Omni mode Off is CC 124 Omni mode ON is CC125 and you'd have to enter that in the Events Editor, and I'm not sure that is what you want anyhow, from what I
recall you'd use that to reset a stuck voices where the note is being held because for some odd reason it didn't get the note off message or the release is up.  However I
could be wrong about that, page 268 in the manual if you want read up more about it on the RS7000.

Hope that helps and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20248|20246|2015-09-14 18:34:53|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Echo back: Monitor Rec seems to send all incoming midi to the selected track. Having it off sends MIDI to respective midi channels (which is what I want), so when you
hit play you hear it all on separate tracks but then you would think that those channels would record their midi ONLY to their respective channels (unless Monitor Rec
was on). This isn't the case, regardless of the the echo back setting, when i hit record I catch ALL the incoming midi from every channel on the active track. This seems to
be a bug. 
| 20249|20246|2015-09-14 18:38:15|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
And I think you are right about omni mode, it seems to do with unsticking notes. You wouldn't have a global midi parameter like this changed as an event.
| 20250|20246|2015-09-15 22:15:25|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
I recall talking about something similar a while ago on here and did a search.  I also tested your predicament out with my RS and an AN200 and got the same results.  I'm
receiving and recording all the notes from all the other channels too on to the active recording channel.  I can't seem to find a setting that stops that, and in my search the
only answer I found was to mute the other tracks/channels on the sequencer sending out to the RS.  Maybe there was a setting and I'm not seeing it or figuring it out.  I'm
still working on it, trying another RS that I know how to control better and see if it still does the same thing...

Zam
| 20251|20246|2015-09-15 23:00:53|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
So, I tested it out with another RS7000 hooked up and it did the same thing.  I also tried recording the midi on to a track in ableton live 9, I don't know it well, but when I
recorded it recorded the other track/channels playing to it too like on the RS7000.  Maybe there is a setting I missed ableton, but I was thinking this might be normal
behavior for sequencers when recording.  You will need to mute all the other tracks on the sequencer playing to the other sequencer that is recording so you don't pick up
the other channels while recording to one track/channel.  Maybe it isn't normal behavior and is some sort of missed feature/bug or maybe I just don't know enough, if
anyone else knows better or more than I on the subject please feel free to chime in on the topic.  Sorry I couldn't figure out a better option than just muting the tracks.

Zam
| 20252|20246|2015-09-16 06:32:35|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
From what I understand generaly about midi channels, this issue is specific to the RS. I think it may have something to do with the fundamental operation of the RS's
interface (ie. the whole phrase/pattern/part thing). I just haven't got my head around the rationale yet (execpt when I'm waking up, it makes total sense then until i wake up
properly and can't remember). Regardless, you would think you could turn it off ie. 'MIDI Channel Split'/'MIDI Channel Merge To Track'.
Funnily, yeah, I know I can easily just mute the other tracks.
I think I've just been fixating on this channel issue (that I don't even care about) because deeper down I need to admit that I'm just finding ways to procrastinate starting to
learn/practice sampling. Basically, I'm a frightened, hardware-sampling-virgin trying to avoid popping my WAV cherry by worring about little technical oddities that don't
matter.
Tomorrow I'll commit to at least watching slik da relics sampling tutes... and accept that this machine does everyhing (and more) that I bought it for.
| 20253|20246|2015-09-16 08:47:21|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Yeah, it may be something not to worry too much about, maybe you can transfer .smf or .mid file as well via Smartcard with your Electribe to the RS?  Once you get
deeper in to the sequencer of the RS you might find it pretty quick to simply step in the sequences if you know your notes and drum hits already than to record it from
another machine.

Don't put too many expectations on the RS's sampling side too, it is a decently good sampler however I too wish it had some extra features you might expect to be there
that comes included with lots of other samplers.  Don't expect to playing normally and simply punch record in samples and start using them on the fly.  Also, you can't do
single sample pitch to note ranges, it is either one sample pitched across whole keyboard or a different pitched samples per every note.  Those would be two big things I'd
add to the RS's sampling side if it could be updated, but I've managed to live without on it for a long time.

Hope it goes well with learning the ins and out of the RS, happy to help if you need any more, and happy RSing!

Zam
| 20254|20246|2015-09-20 06:37:24|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Sorry, did you say I can put .mid files on the Smart Media card and the RS can just load them into a track?
Then forget the writing midi on the Electribe, .mid loading would mean I could write all my midi in Ableton (nice, big, coloured piano roll... yum) then load that to the RS
via a card reader. 
That would speed things up a bit, otherwise I thought I would have to record the midi off Ableton into the RS using live recording a la the electribe (except you'd have to
to fart-arse around with the sound card as well, fiddle with the jitter buffer garbage, blah blah blah).
| 20255|20246|2015-09-20 13:38:22|Adam Dzielnicki|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
W dniu 2015-09-20 o 14:37, t_reason909@yahoo.com [RS7000] pisze:

> 
> 
> Sorry, did you say I can put .mid files on the Smart Media card and the
> RS can just load them into a track?
> Then forget the writing midi on the Electribe, .mid loading would mean I

mailto:t_reason909@yahoo.com


> could write all my midi in Ableton (nice, big, coloured piano roll...
> yum) then load that to the RS via a card reader.
> That would speed things up a bit, otherwise I thought I would have to
> record the midi off Ableton into the RS using live recording a la the
> electribe (except you'd have to to fart-arse around with the sound card
> as well, fiddle with the jitter buffer garbage, blah blah blah).
> 

You can even edit notes in ableton and put them thru midi out and record
them on rs7k by reciving and rec on target channel without and sm cards
;)cheers
| 20256|20246|2015-09-20 16:11:52|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Yes.  I've not done it myself very often, but yes you can load .smf files on the RS.  Things I remember, and I could be wrong, but the RS loads all the midi tracks so I
remember loading it in song mode then copying measures (can only do whole measures not partial measure copying) over to a style/pattern track.  The other thing is I
think it needs to be midi format 0 for the RS to load it, so you may need to make sure it is midi format 0, if it is saved format 1 you will need to convert it to 0.  There is a
utility for that called "gn1to0" if you need it I've a copy somewhere, let me know... Also, I'm not 100% sure I'm remembering right, but if the file extension is .mid you
might need to rename it to .smf for the RS to recognize it on the card, it might recognize .mid files, I'm just not sure but .smf for sure it should see it on the card.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20257|20246|2015-09-20 16:26:06|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
I think that was sort of the same issue they were trying to avoid in the first post.  If you know how to record just one track from ableton while the rest are still playing, not
muting or soloing it, then please further explain how that can be done to us.  Otherwise, yes you can still record midi out that way too except you'll need to mute the rest
of the tracks or solo the one to the RS while it records.  I still believe this is normal behavior for sequencers to pick up all notes being sent to it no mater what track,
maybe there are options or settings on other seqs to stop it, but I'm not familiar with what that would be, so I'd be intrested in hearing more about how other seqs can do it.
 I'm still wondering if perhaps we are missing a setting of some sort on the RS or external device hooked up playing a bunch of tracks to it.

Hope that all makes some kind of sense, and Happy RSing to all!

Zam
| 20258|20246|2015-09-20 19:43:48|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Sorry to confuse you with that last post, I should have started a new thread instead of conflating the two separate issues/ideas.
With regards to the .mid issue: I looked in the manual, and yes, you can import/export .mid (SMF) files easily off the card (getting that reader on payday!).
With regards to my original post: as I said before, I think the omni track lock issue is to do with the unique relationship involved with the RS being able to fluidly swap
phrase numbers/voices between tracks and sections/styles. It suggests that Yamaha always intended the RS to lean towards the perfomance end of things rather than a
workstaion fit-out.
| 20259|20246|2015-09-20 19:52:42|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Ok, sounds a bit complicated but I'll figure it out. And I thought midi files were midi files!
Will changing the file extension corrupt it? Do I need to save the file as .SMF?
| 20260|20246|2015-09-21 07:39:06|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
It shouldn't corrupt the file worst case if it doesn't work would be to swap the file extension back, but I'm fairly certain smf and mid are interchangeable file extensions. I
know I've done before with no issues.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20261|20246|2015-09-22 02:28:24|dcm12353|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
I always thought 'Omni/Poly/Mono modes' referred to how a device received midi, with 

Omni ON Mono/Poly meaning 'receiving on any channel, as single/multiple notes' 

and 

Omni OFF Mono/Poly meaning 'receiving only on designated channel[s], as single/multiple notes'

So if you wanted to send multiple midi channels to the RS, and some of them were chords, wouldn't the desired mode be Omni OFF/Poly? Then you'd enable the
channels/tracks that you wanted it to receive on?

I had a quick look at the RS midi spec at the back of the manual, and couldn't tell which modes it recognises, but there are only four [as above].

Anyway, hope this helps... I have all this to come too, when I get my QS300 back!
| 20262|20246|2015-09-22 02:50:37|dcm12353|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Hmmm...Omni/Poly/Mono mode settings on the Electribe might well have something to do with it too; if it's in Omni ON/Poly mode, it'll be sending everything on every
channel [If I understand correctly...?]

I'd try it with 'Omni OFF/Poly' set on both machines, and only the channels/tracks that you want to send over to the RS enabled on each.

'SMF type 0' midi files have all tracks sent on one midi channel [I think there are headers with the original channels for the parts so they can be extracted...?]; 'SMF type 1'
are multi-channel. 

Maybe the RS likes type 0 so it can do its own distribution of tracks, in its own inimitable and terminally confusing way.
| 20263|20246|2015-09-22 08:48:30|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
The RS seems to be  working in Omni mode just fine and as expected, it is only when it is recording that it still picks up all midi channels on to the one you are recording.
 It isn't what some folks may be expecting it to do because it actually is still properly receiving the other tracks/channels on those tracks/channels.  There doesn't seem to
be a way around this issue other than muting or soloing the other tracks.  In my experience Omni mode is for performance synths, not sequencers, that can receive and
play voices on other channels being sent to it.  It isn't a recording thing.

I vaguely remember discussing this issue a while back on here some time ago.  I think we came up with same conclusion, that it is something Yamaha missed or forgot to
address on the RS.  It was a while ago and I may not have the greatest memory, I suppose I could do a search, but anyhow... in a way maybe think of it as a positive thing
where you can concentrate and focus on recording one midi track without all the other sounds getting in the way while you record it from another sequencer ;)



I think Yamaha's focus was on having a performance synth or one keyboard controller hooked up to the RS to record midi from where one channel is usually it.

I don't know about all other full blown sequencers, the RS is by far my favorite to use and I've not focused on many other seqs, but I did try the same with ableton while
testing and it had the same behavior, I don't think I have anything other than a QY70 to try that I really understand enough to test  
| 20264|20246|2015-09-22 14:10:45|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
I asked some buddies on another forum about this being an issue with other seqs:

"Ableton's MIDI input pulldown lets you chose "All MIDI inputs" which will result in recording everything. Set it to a specific MIDI device and specific
channel and it will record only what is on that channel.

The RS7K is similar to the Motif sequencers and I know that both the Motif ES and XF can be set to record incoming MIDI on only one channel/track or
on all tracks at once. In the Record Setup screen, the XF offers the choice of Scene Track, Tempo Track, Track 1 – 16, All Tracks." - Meatballfuton

 
| 20265|20246|2015-09-22 14:14:25|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
I also wrote back to them, the RS7000 doesn't seem to have these recording options sorry to say.  I think we are stuck with the way it records, but if somebody finds a way
or setting I've missed please let us know, thanks!

Zam
| 20266|20246|2015-09-22 14:27:56|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
OK dudes, gaaah, so OK  the options for it are in the Song Mode record standby under rec track, you can switch Rec Track to Multi which might do it??? Then do a copy
job to a pattern/style/phrase...  Yeah??? This option isn't in Pattern mode,  I can't try it at the moment, will later if nobody else gets to it first.

Zam
| 20267|20246|2015-09-22 14:56:13|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Thinking about it, rec track should be set to the channel you want, multi will probably act like how it does in pattern mode, I think the trick is just to do in song mode
choose rec track options, copy job to a phrase then go to pattern pattern button 2x to pattern patch screen, select the track and change the track to use that phrase in the
pattern patch screen... or something like that I hope, will confirm later.

Zam
| 20268|20246|2015-09-22 19:07:24|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
I gave it a shot.  In pattern mode it seems like if you choose a track for Rec Track it will record everything to it.  Switching it to MULTI will record all tracks
simultaneously to their respective channels/tracks.  So, you still won't be able to record just one track at a time while the others just play, however using Multi in Pattern
mode recording might be more along the lines of what you are looking for, then you can do a Job/Song/Split Song to Pattern and each track will be assigned a user phrase.
 From there perhaps you can do more with them, I don't know, honestly it seems like it might be easier to just mute the tracks you don't want to record.

I hope this helps some, or if not at least we learned something new today about the RS.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20269|20246|2015-09-22 19:16:06|zamisers7k|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Ooops I meant Song mode, not pattern mode to get to and record with MULTI.

Zam
| 20270|20246|2015-09-28 00:41:54|t_reason909|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Thanks for all your help on this Zam. I have another question/point about card readers but I'll put it in it in a new thread.
| 20271|20271|2015-09-28 00:55:51|t_reason909|What card reader are you using?|
So I've just been sold my 3rd card different reader and 3 times now I've been lied to. I keep getting told: "Smart Media? Er, um, ah, yeah.. this'll read them" But when it
arrives none of the slots are anywhere near big enough.
So what are you guys using?

I cant wait to get one so I dont have to use recording mode and cables (so sick of swapping plugs) to bounce midi around. If I'd got the right reader the first time around, I
would never have got bogged down/distracted by the whole 'omni mode' issue.
| 20272|20271|2015-09-28 19:33:36|zamisers7k|Re: What card reader are you using?|
I have two.  I prefer the Dazzle reader of the two, the other one I can't even find at the moment but it has a bunch of different card readers in it and sometimes I can't tell
which drive the card is in, anyhow here is a link to the one I like to use:

Amazon.com: Dazzle MultiMedia SmartMedia Reader (DM-8200): Electronics

image

Amazon.com: Dazzle
MultiMedia SmartMedia R...
For users of digital cameras, MP3 players,
mobile phones, PDAs and other devices,
which use Smart Media, the Dazzle Smart
Media Reader offers the ...

View on www.amazon.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 20273|20271|2015-09-28 19:33:52|t_reason909|Re: What card reader are you using?|
It's ok, i think i've found one on Ebay. This one actually has a photo of a SmartMedia card with an arrow pointing to the slot it will fit in!
| 20274|20149|2015-10-01 02:12:30|Christian Concepcion|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hi there Vadim,

http://www.amazon.com/Dazzle-MultiMedia-SmartMedia-Reader-DM-8200/dp/B000062TTA
http://www.amazon.com/Dazzle-MultiMedia-SmartMedia-Reader-DM-8200/dp/B000062TTA
http://www.amazon.com/Dazzle-MultiMedia-SmartMedia-Reader-DM-8200/dp/B000062TTA
http://www.amazon.com/Dazzle-MultiMedia-SmartMedia-Reader-DM-8200/dp/B000062TTA


I've this post a long time ago and wanted to ask you if you posted a step by step guide to help try out your recommendation. Is there a site where you have this posted? did this work 100%? Pardon the inquiry,
been having a lot of issues about soring my wok. Thanks in advance.

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639275457186
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Mon, May 11, 2015 at 4:20 AM, Vadim Nazmiev v.nazmiev@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hi!
No soldering but some brainf**k while "frankensteining" the special cable (hd50male<->idc50female on 0.635 mm flat cable) had place :)

Links and photos later as I mentioned before. I'm out of home :)
Bill of materials:
1) 0.635 mm pitch flat cable (50w)  (http://uk.farnell.com/3m/3754-50/ribbon-cable-50way-0-635mm-per/dp/1440122)
2) IDC50 connector 1 pc  (http://uk.rs-online.com/web/p/idc-connectors/6935390/)
3) HD50Male connector 1 pc ( I disassembled this http://www.ebay.com/itm/279161-001-High-Density-Hd-50-Pin-SCSI-Backplane-Flat-Ribbon-Cable-7-
5cm-/271643596305?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3f3f385611)
4) If you want to keep possibility of parallel connection to PC then additional HD50Female connector needed (i installed 2)  (http://www.ebay.com/itm/Lot-
of-3x-SCSI-HD50-Female-Connector-Adapter-to-IDC-Ribbon-Cable-/141070806079?hash=item20d879ac3f)

5) MicroSD (male) to SD (female) extender cable (http://i.ebayimg.com/00/s/ODAwWDgwMA==/z/LagAAOSwPe1UH8ob/$_57.JPG)

and SCSI2SD adapter itself ))

http://saveimg.ru/show-image.php?id=8d297f2ad653ebfec646d6cd02db857d
http://saveimg.ru/show-image.php?id=f5b9191668254b619b6c0daa15d93ed9
http://saveimg.ru/show-image.php?id=69e5062a91244f30857798bd8555ee03
http://www.codesrc.com/images/SCSI2SD/SCSI2SD_V3.0_plain.jpg

regards,
Vadim

06 мая 2015 г., в 3:11, "tgchan@o2.pl [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):

 

Oh no!!! Soldering!?

;(

Can you tell me more about it, t1434567?

How does it work/look etc ? Any links?

| 20275|20271|2015-10-01 16:45:23|t_reason909|Re: What card reader are you using?|
I got one off my father-in-law yesterday, so much fun. 
Bye-bye clunky, silly, gameboy-diamond-strip thing of a sequencer interface!
Interestingly, MIDI type 1 files will load all of their channels into their respective tracks, forget recording and forget the 'omni mode' issue.
Get your 80's on here: MIDI files - Download for free :: MIDIWORLD.COM
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MIDI files - Download for free
:: MIDIWORLD.COM
Free MP3 and MIDI ringtones market     
software      links      search      contact     
Introduction into MIDI

View on www.midiworld.com Preview by Yahoo
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Bump those suckers to your RS and you can make Falco join a Bizzare Love Triangle in time for Christmas.

| 20276|20276|2015-10-06 20:58:45|yekker22|midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|

I am trying to link my rs7000 to acid with my rs7000 being the master. So that I can push play on the rs7k and acid, or whatever daw
i choose will play...

I've fiddled with some of the options on my rs and some in acid and I can't get them to function together...I'e had it so that the midi
controller/keyboard I have hooked up to my rs7k controls my rs7k, but I can't get acid and the rs to function together. 

I want to sync both of them together because I want to be able to track all of my beats in without having to worry about timing issues
and what not...it'll be at the very beginning without making any tedious edits to the actual waveforms.

| 20277|20276|2015-10-07 06:33:53|christopher mullin|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
I had this problem with cubase.. in the end I set the RS to MTC and pressed play in cubase as the master, works a treat..

| 20278|20276|2015-10-07 10:19:50|zamisers7k|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
I don't know how Acid works, but it sound like on the RS you need to go under the Utility mode/Midi Setup/Midi Control knob 3 and you'll probably want it set as
IN/OUT A+B.  This should send and receive start/stop messages to other midi equipment/daw if they are synced up.

How do you like Acid?  I've been meaning to install it on my computer, I'm not very fond of Abelton and have been looking at alternatives.  Acid caught my attention but
having got around to installing it yet.

Hope that helps and happy RSing!

Zam
| 20279|20276|2015-10-07 15:06:57|CMuresan|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
oh...thanks God, I found someone who dislike ableton, i thought i'm the only one incapable to catch the 'clever' workflow of that cartoon-like seq...
in fact...all these affinities to one sequencer or another very much depend on how fast you can catch the workflow...the spirit...of that seq... and only after that, you can
appreciate the quality of that particular seq...this was the case with sony acid (that's why i opened my mouth)... very easy to use, very intuitive...specially in mixing...
(happy marriage with sound foundry) but also very skinny compatibility with a lot of vst's...so i've abandoned it since vers.5...i guess  
...anyways...i ended up trying all of them cubase, logic reason, ableton, frutyloops(fl studio), cakewalk, acid, tracktion, performer, protools...and now...the last
one...maschine...vers.2...
so, please correct me if i'm wrong saying that a good seq has to have two main characteristics:
-an inteligent/pleasant workflow
-fine quality results
has to be both, only one of them not enough

here is the real life scenario... you got a happy(lucky) strike of inspiration (that happens maybe once in a couple of years, i mean a massive and overwhelming thrill)...or,
more realistically, a pale shadow of a itchiness...so what you do with it? you go to that tool where you can pre-visualise your mind projected sketch...right? a tool must be
somthing that helps you...right? that is 'handy'...like a fender in Gilmour's hands (that's more than a tool)

in my view the most intuitive and pleasant...really...a delight as a workflow is FL Studio the former fruttyloops, but the best quality results come from cubase

we meet here in rs7k platform because with it we got a reasonable amount of both characteristics 

now i want to end up with somthing i find to be very important
i think that the tool must not be 'too handy' because you will end up far away from your initial idea...that the case with all those abundent samplebased and loops-based
seq (frutyloops included)...those sound nice, i could easily fall in their temptation...i forgot my original idea, but i got some good sounding balloonies 
| 20280|20276|2015-10-08 11:48:49|zamisers7k|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
Very much agree with you CMuresan.

I don't really hate Ableton, but yeah a cartoon like interface, or maybe a failed startrek console design heh, things just aren't where or what I'd expect on it compared to
other programs that may not even be music related, 

Anyhow, I found my DAW experience flowed well with Magix Maker 11 Deluxe edition, only that version for many years but it stopped working after Windows XP and
the newer versions have de-integrated the video and audio sides and also started using a more cartoon like schema. Acid looked the most similar to that version of Magix.
I need to get it installed and try it. I am a bit of a fanboy for Sony products in general so I hope Acid won't disappoint me.

Zam
| 20281|20276|2015-10-09 00:30:52|zamisers7k|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
I got Acid working on my computer and the interface isn't bad, however I'm missing certain thing I wish I had...  currently paid for latest ver of Magix Music Maker and
trying to d/l and install it.  Damn what a pain in the ass...   while I'm waiting... I've sort of recently used what I think is more recent ver of Cubase which is Yamaha's
bought up version of a DAW and I kind of like it more than ableton, however I'm still at a disadvantage when it comes to doing video along with it.  I'd like to go more in
depth but this is the RS7000 Yahoo group.  Things just are not as cool as use to be sometimes now days...

Happy RSing!

Zam 
| 20282|20276|2015-10-16 03:36:29|dcm12353|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
I got Acid 10 bundled with Sony Movie Studio 13 [a great deal for the amount of stuff in that bundle, Morgan may still have it] and it looks very capable, but also a great
deal more complex than I remember...Ableton messed my head up for a long time but I finally realised what they were getting at with the Clip View, the different ways
you can fire midi/audio clips off, the improvisation potential of it. The other main View is much like the timeline of any other seq. It seems to me now that it's smart
enough to be the hub of the whole rig, hardware and software alike, to manage everything.

Zam, do I remember you saying that it was a dumb move to try to use the RS7k like a looper, ie recording on-the-fly? How would that figure in with trying to slave a seq
to it, I wonder...hmmm.



I'm actually kind of hoping that the RS and a workstation synth like the SY77 or QS300 will break my dependency on computers for music, and I still hope to get the RS
seeing some of the many phrases/patterns in the QS, for generating variations of them in midi [if I live long enough!]
| 20283|20276|2015-10-16 14:53:24|zamisers7k|Re: midi sync w/ sony acid , HELP|
Maybe that was me, I probably wouldn't use the RS like you are saying, however I never use grid or real-time record on it in pattern mode.  I almost always use step
record.  It might be doable to record everything live while it loops, not with samples of course, with midi and note data yes but if I recall you can't bounce to other tracks
unless they are the same measure length, or unless you press play again drop out of record mode select track O record > play, not sure that'll work, anyhow you may want
to do some practicing to get that technique down before you go perform a live show, it will likely be a bit trickier than doing it on something like an MPC.  Make sure you
have latest firmware, first version I remember I couldn't even bounce tracks at all while recording.

Zam

| 20284|20231|2015-10-17 05:37:59|t_reason909|Re: Different effect types for different tracks|
I've found a workaround for delays (might work for reverbs too but I haven't tried yet, reverbs might be do-able with the Play FX options). Use the midi delay and design
your own delay tails for each respective part that way. Eats up polyphony, but sounds great! 
You do, of course, have to program notes into the sequencer to audition the sound (can't just tap a key) but that's ok with me for now.
| 20285|20285|2015-11-25 07:55:46|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Velocity Layers (lack of)|

Hi all

Just about to start a new project with my RS7k.

I have some great drum samples I want to use, but they are 2 and 3 layer samples (soft/medium/loud etc.)

I know the RS7k can't map different samples on the same key with velocity switching, so I need to find an alternative way.....

I've had a couple of thoughts;

1. Assign the samples to consecutive notes (buttons)

2. Assign notes to notes (buttons) an octave apart and use the octave shift button to swap between layers

Anyone have any other tips/tricks/ideas on making use of multi-layer samples?

| 20286|20285|2015-11-25 08:07:17|zamisers7k|Re: Velocity Layers (lack of)|
Since they are drums it might not hurt to have left and right samps on a stero sample to a mono channel track and blend by sending midi CCs for pan position.  Or
something like that.  It only gets you two samps per note and not three, but just another idea to try.  Prob easier to just drop on to seperate notes, id prob put next to each
other, not sure how well transposing an octave will work, might not be as simple or maybe it will work great.

If youve got it all set up on another machine already id prob slave it to the RS if that is feasable, may be not.

Let us know how it goes.

Zam
| 20287|20287|2015-11-28 14:37:51|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Sample & Slice - 8 bar limit?|

So the sample & slice function is limited to 8 bars maximum...

Looking at the manual, you can set the meter up to 8/4

I'm thinking that would allow up to 16bars (at 4/4)?

Any reason that wouldn't work? (Apart from the slight confusion with bar numbers)...

| 20288|20285|2015-11-28 14:39:47|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Velocity Layers (lack of)|

Thanks for the ideas, I'll let you know how the project goes.....

Unfortunately I sold my electric drum kit (ddrum4) years ago, but I kept my favourite drum samples :)

| 20289|20287|2015-11-29 14:28:48|zamisers7k|Re: Sample & Slice - 8 bar limit?|
I don't know the answer to that off hand.  I say give it a try and see if you can go longer with slicing samples.  I do know the longer you go the more available free
memory you will need to do it, and it can take a while sometimes the longer you go, and it isn't fun when it doesn't complete after 2 minutes of waiting for it to finish.

Zam
| 20291|20291|2015-12-03 20:15:00|ralph.wagemakers|help needed|
im new to this group. and i wonder if somebody can help me
i need to translate this SysEx Yamaha 10 bytes    F0 43 10 6A 01 02 00 01 00 F7
to a control on my cme bitstream i can send u a photo of the editor i use.

I like to understand it myself but somehow reading both manuals just confuses me.
thnx in advance
Ralph

| 20292|20290|2015-12-03 20:28:24|Matt|Re: hi all|

Read the instruction manual for your controller. It will tell you how to send the messages.



On Dec 3, 2015 19:14, "ralph wagemakers ralph.wagemakers@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Hi,
does anybody know how to link the controls from the fx to an external controller 
i have the massage that the rs sends but dont know how to get it in a external controller
i have an editor program with my controller but cant figure out what is going wrong.

help please.

Ralph

| 20293|20291|2015-12-03 20:42:53|zamisers7k|Re: help needed|
Welcome to the group!

Page 326 (3-5-3) shows the code convention used by the RS.  It is a bit hard to follow I know, however from what I can tell he sysex code you have looks one for a vari
effect parameter "01 02 00".  The 00 is shown as what looks like the first parameter in the list on page 329 whatever that is or mean?  The number after that 00 which is
the second 01 (7th 2digit number in your code) is the variable/data that controls that particular parameter of that vari effect.

Hope that makes some sense?  I'm not sure how you'll want to use it in another device exactly.  These are device specfic codes, hence the name system exclusive SysEx.
 I'm assuming you want to assign or program that code on the external device and have it change the data value and send it back to the RS via midi, and in that case I don't
know anything about how to do with the external device, sorry.  I know some controllers will have a learn function, but that is about as far as my knowledge goes on the
topic.

If you get figured out, please post back on your endeavors.

Zam 
| 20294|20291|2015-12-03 20:44:58|Matt|Re: help needed|

Zam is the man!

On Dec 3, 2015 19:42, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Welcome to the group!

Page 326 (3-5-3) shows the code convention used by the RS.  It is a bit hard to follow I know, however from what I can tell he sysex code you have looks
one for a vari effect parameter "01 02 00".  The 00 is shown as what looks like the first parameter in the list on page 329 whatever that is or mean?  The
number after that 00 which is the second 01 (7th 2digit number in your code) is the variable/data that controls that particular parameter of that vari effect.

Hope that makes some sense?  I'm not sure how you'll want to use it in another device exactly.  These are device specfic codes, hence the name system
exclusive SysEx.  I'm assuming you want to assign or program that code on the external device and have it change the data value and send it back to the RS
via midi, and in that case I don't know anything about how to do with the external device, sorry.  I know some controllers will have a learn function, but that
is about as far as my knowledge goes on the topic.

If you get figured out, please post back on your endeavors.

Zam 

| 20295|20290|2015-12-03 20:47:00|zamisers7k|Re: hi all|
I put a longer answer in the reply to your other message.  Anyhow, whatever controller you are using to receive the codes the RS is throwing out to it via midi, you may
have more luck on a forum or message board for that particular device than here.  I would hope it has some kind of learn function you press, then turn the knob on the RS
for that paremeter on the RS, and it would receive it and figure it out and you'd be done, however I've neve done what you are doing before.

Hope you can get it figured out or someone else can provide more help for you than me.  Let us know how goes???

Zam
| 20297|20297|2015-12-04 11:27:02|David LuSane|Hey group...|
What's up group? My name is DEAL, have had an RS700 for 12 years, but have not been so active on it for the past 3 years, meaning to change that around now. I am in
Recife, Brasil, but come from the U.S.  Love this machine, also looking to find out what pother equipment people use with the RS. Peace
| 20298|20297|2015-12-04 11:48:09|zamisers7k|Re: Hey group...|
Welcome DEAL,

With all the other gear I've used over the years I've had a lot of different companions for my RS7000 and I have to say probably the best other piece of equipment I've
used is another RS7000.  Probably the next most used piece of gear with my RS has been a Yamaha MW10 mixer I use to use to mix channels down with other gear in to
my computer for recording.  That MW10 is tank, beat the hell out of it and still working 100%, knock on wood, I still have it but don't use it as much since I got a
Focusrite Scarlett for recording, what I hear during recording is exactly what I hear when played back on the Scarlett, unlike the MW10.  I still use the MW10 for mixing
other gear in to the Scarlett tho.  If your talking synths, my latest companion of focus for the RS has been a DX200, and hoping to eventually get my pair of RSs synced
up to my portable rack setup which includes a Yamaha FS1R and CS6R, 'trayed' Artura MiniBrute, DBX 166xl.  Probably the most compact and powerful setup in the
universe.

Zam
| 20299|20297|2015-12-06 20:46:11|David LuSane|Re: Hey group...|

So, I am looking for the way to backup or transfer the files on my media card to a more reliable storage. Do you have suggestions? If so, please share. Thanks! 

Sent from Outlook

_____________________________
From: zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:48 PM
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Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hey group...
To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>

Welcome DEAL,

With all the other gear I've used over the years I've had a lot of different companions for my RS7000 and I have to say probably the best other piece of equipment I've used is another RS7000.
 Probably the next most used piece of gear with my RS has been a Yamaha MW10 mixer I use to use to mix channels down with other gear in to my computer for recording.  That MW10 is
tank, beat the hell out of it and still working 100%, knock on wood, I still have it but don't use it as much since I got a Focusrite Scarlett for recording, what I hear during recording is exactly
what I hear when played back on the Scarlett, unlike the MW10.  I still use the MW10 for mixing other gear in to the Scarlett tho.  If your talking synths, my latest companion of focus for the
RS has been a DX200, and hoping to eventually get my pair of RSs synced up to my portable rack setup which includes a Yamaha FS1R and CS6R, 'trayed' Artura MiniBrute, DBX 166xl.
 Probably the most compact and powerful setup in the universe.

Zam

| 20300|20297|2015-12-06 21:26:27|Matt|Re: Hey group...|

Get a smartmedia reader from amazon or ebay

On Dec 6, 2015 7:46 PM, "David LuSane dlusane@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

So, I am looking for the way to backup or transfer the files on my media card to a more reliable storage. Do you have suggestions? If so, please share.
Thanks! 

Sent from Outlook

_____________________________
From: zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:48 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hey group...
To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>

 

Welcome DEAL,

With all the other gear I've used over the years I've had a lot of different companions for my RS7000 and I have to say probably the best other piece of
equipment I've used is another RS7000.  Probably the next most used piece of gear with my RS has been a Yamaha MW10 mixer I use to use to mix
channels down with other gear in to my computer for recording.  That MW10 is tank, beat the hell out of it and still working 100%, knock on wood, I still
have it but don't use it as much since I got a Focusrite Scarlett for recording, what I hear during recording is exactly what I hear when played back on the
Scarlett, unlike the MW10.  I still use the MW10 for mixing other gear in to the Scarlett tho.  If your talking synths, my latest companion of focus for the
RS has been a DX200, and hoping to eventually get my pair of RSs synced up to my portable rack setup which includes a Yamaha FS1R and CS6R, 'trayed'
Artura MiniBrute, DBX 166xl.  Probably the most compact and powerful setup in the universe.

Zam

| 20301|20287|2015-12-07 13:39:05|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Sample & Slice - 8 bar limit?|

Yep, using bars of 8\4 gives you p to 16bars (of 4\4)

Useful workaround....

| 20302|20291|2015-12-07 16:22:17|ralph.wagemakers|Re: help needed|
Wow thanks a lot.
Im using a cme bitstream to control the rs after installing its software i found that i could
(in the this link u can see where) WaveIdea ~ Bitstream 3X Configuration software

image WaveIdea ~ Bitstream 3X
Configuration software
Wave Idea - Audio & MIDI Solutions.
Wave Idea proposes MIDI & Audio
products. MIDI controllers, USB Audio
interface, ...

View on www.waveidea.com Preview by Yahoo

enter the code but im not sure if thats the only thing i need to do.

when filling in the code directly the rs doesnt resond to it so i guess i did something wrong.

since there are a few more settings that can be made.

never knew i was going to have to learn this midi hex code thingy

but i really want to now.
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I bought the cme for controlling my laptop but now its stuck on the rs :-)

| 20303|20303|2015-12-08 00:14:33|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Importing drum samples...|

Hi. Another question....

Just tried importing some drum samples to use in a track.

I've assigned the samples to appropriate keys, and can play them.

However, the samples are all playing monophonically. when playing quick successive hits you can clearly hear the second sample cutting off the first.

The 'in built' drum samples don't do this, so is there a setting somewhere that configures the sample playback method?

Thanks

| 20304|20297|2015-12-08 15:46:57|t_reason909|Re: Hey group...|
Better yet, ask friends/relatives that have owned old digital cameras if they still have their reader lying around.

As for other gear in the rig, I have a Bass Station 2 and an Electribe 2 (synth version) connected to the MIDI in. I run the audio off everything into a Behringer DDM4000
then into the pc to record using Audacity. 
Next I want to get an Alpha Juno 2, a Kenton midi splitter and an old acess virus (old because I'm poor, not just because Gabriel Ananda uses a virus B for his fat blompy
basslines). Then eventually an MS2000, maybe a JD-Xi, step the mixer up to a Mackie and get some outboard FX/processing units.
| 20305|20297|2015-12-09 04:24:10|t_reason909|Re: Hey group...|
I meant connected to the MIDI out sorry.
| 20306|20303|2015-12-09 10:55:16|zamisers7k|Re: Importing drum samples...|
There is a poly/mono setting under the voice settings #4 a couple times I think under Pitch or EG the first setting F1 knob/button.  Strange tho, that is something that is
usually always defaulted to be Poly, so if it has been set to Mono you'd of had to do it yourself and know, so if it did it by itself something else may be happening...
hopefully not, if that don't fix your problem, write us back and let us know either way.

Zam

 
| 20307|20291|2015-12-09 10:58:57|zamisers7k|Re: help needed|
Looks interesting...

If you have a midi interface for your computer maybe also try Bome's SendSX.  Thats what I use, it'll capture the codes iand you can look at them in realtime as you push
buttons and move knobs on the RS.  The only thing I know off hand that doesn't spit out a code are the mute buttons, seems like everything else on the RS has a sysex
code.

Zam
| 20308|20303|2015-12-09 22:47:55|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Importing drum samples...|

Thanks Zam

The Mono/Poly has no effect on the samples. Also KeyOnReset makes no difference. However the detune and AEG settings do seem to adjust the samples, and setting
AEG release to +63 allows the samples to play in full (which is the effect I'm after) :)

Thanks for pointing me in the right direction for a solution - much appreciated! 

| 20309|20291|2015-12-10 10:18:29|ralph wagemakers|Re: help needed|
Midi binair, hexadecimaal
 

 

image

  

 

  

Midi binair, hexadecimaal
  Binair, Decimaal & Hexadecimaal
Manieren om tot 256 te tellen. Zie ook:
bits & bytes Calculator Binair,
Hexadecimaal, Decimaal, Octaal, enz.

View on www.popschoolmaast... Preview by Yahoo
 

hi i've found this tool from a dutch popacademy 
maybe someone here wants to use it

its in dutch

On Tuesday, December 8, 2015 12:22 AM, "ralph.wagemakers@yahoo.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Wow thanks a lot.
Im using a cme bitstream to control the rs after installing its software i found that i could
(in the this link u can see where) WaveIdea ~ Bitstream 3X Configuration software

WaveIdea ~ Bitstream 3X
Configuration software
Wave Idea - Audio & MIDI Solutions.
Wave Idea proposes MIDI & Audio

http://www.popschoolmaastricht.nl/college_midi_binairenhex.php#midicalculator
http://www.popschoolmaastricht.nl/college_midi_binairenhex.php#midicalculator
http://www.popschoolmaastricht.nl/college_midi_binairenhex.php#midicalculator
http://www.popschoolmaastricht.nl/college_midi_binairenhex.php#midicalculator
http://www.waveidea.com/en/products/bitstream_3x/soft.php
http://www.waveidea.com/en/products/bitstream_3x/soft.php


image products. MIDI controllers, USB Audio
interface, ...

View on www.waveidea.com Preview by Yahoo

enter the code but im not sure if thats the only thing i need to do.
when filling in the code directly the rs doesnt resond to it so i guess i did something wrong.
since there are a few more settings that can be made.
never knew i was going to have to learn this midi hex code thingy
but i really want to now.

I bought the cme for controlling my laptop but now its stuck on the rs :-)

| 20310|20303|2015-12-10 23:50:22|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Importing drum samples...|

Just a quick update on this for anyone else looking for this.

Setting AEG release is ok, but will create problems when doing HiHats and other samples that need to cut off.

I'm now using the modify gatetime job  to set the gatetime on the notes in the pattern and then reducing the release back to 0.

(The release time setting is useful for recording - you can use the real time knob for this - and then adjust the gatetime once recorded)

| 20311|20303|2015-12-11 15:25:31|zamisers7k|Re: Importing drum samples...|
Seems a lot of the parameters you've been mentioning have standardized midi Control Change numbers messages aka CC# midi messages assigned to them and are easier
to use and remember than their equivalent SysEx codes.  Have you looked in to those?  CC# are more of the common parms, SysEx are more of the deeper exclusive
things just the RS needs to know that most other gear or synths wouldn't need to know or care about within their system structure.
| 20312|20303|2015-12-11 15:28:54|zamisers7k|Re: Importing drum samples...|
Oops, not sure I understood and was making any sense to in my last response.  Someone has been asking about hex codes for SysEx and I got the messages mixed up.

I'll reply again in another post.

Zam
| 20313|20291|2015-12-11 15:30:22|zamisers7k|Re: help needed|
Have you looked in to using CC codes instead of SysEx hex codes?  Most the common parms have CC codes.

Zam
| 20314|20291|2015-12-11 15:32:19|ralph.wagemakers|Re: help needed|
Hi Zam,
I guess i've got it working on my controller thing is i really know when
I get back home since im at my girlfriends place now and only took my controller.

I've checked the output of the controller with midimonitor and it gave me the
exact sysex that i wanted. that is if it works monday.

I now got the 16 variation effect parameters mapped to 16 knobs
and the 10 delay effect parameters mapped to 10 knobs
and the same for the reverb parameters

let the effect selecters out of the mapping since they have groups in them
so then i had to use 2 knobs for scrolling thru them.

anyhow I'll let u know when it works.
| 20315|20291|2015-12-11 15:39:29|ralph wagemakers|Re: help needed|
I've already got the common parameters mapped
I just want the parameters that are hidden in the menus.

Thanks for kickstarting my mapping adventure

On Friday, December 11, 2015 11:30 PM, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Have you looked in to using CC codes instead of SysEx hex codes?  Most the common parms have CC codes.

Zam

| 20316|20303|2015-12-11 16:00:06|zamisers7k|Re: Importing drum samples...|
If I remember right, many of the built in drum kits are build so that they are one hit forward loops, and then some of the hi-hats are in their own sections that will cut the
other one off like a mono instrument, but not the rest of the drums, and you can extend crashes forever by turning up the decay and or release.  So they are bit more
sophisticated than a kit of drums that you might be able to build out of samples.  Sounds to me like perhaps you may need to keep the different parts of the drums on

http://www.waveidea.com/en/products/bitstream_3x/soft.php


different tracks, so you could have things like hi-hats be in mono, another track for crashes so they can extend out with a long decay and release, and kicks and snares
you'll want to be able to adjust the gate of the note lengths.  By the way, there is a Gate Time knob that I often use to shorten and lengthen the gates on a track in real-time.
 It is really bitchen to use on mono mode synths and some portamento.  I am not 100% sure but I think once you find a length you like you can then do a 30 normalize
Play Effect job on it and it will write to the phrase sequence the adjusted gate time and other Play FX, Grid Groove, and Midi Delay settings.
| 20317|20291|2015-12-14 07:37:57|ralph.wagemakers|Re: help needed|
HI,

It works! just leave the last 2 values @ 00 00 and make the 9th variable.
doesn't work that good for all fx because not al params are the full 0-127.
But it works!

If anybody is intrested i can show u what i've done
| 20318|20291|2015-12-15 00:39:04|CMuresan|Re: help needed|
yes please post the procedure
thanks
| 20319|20319|2015-12-19 17:23:05|swimminwitsharks|RS doesnt start synchron with DAW|
Hello,

I synced my RS7k with my DAW and whilst the Yamaha starts playing when I press play in the DAW it starts playing the step it was turned off last time.

How can I configure my RS7K to start at the same step as my DAW does?

I configured MIDI not MTC and now it happens that the Yamaha starts playing Step 5 while my DAW starts at 1 all over again.

Additionally the Click is obviously out of sync then and I would love to know how to switch the click off completely. Quiet annoying.

| 20320|20320|2015-12-19 17:27:10|swimminwitsharks|Step copying|
Hello,

Is there a way to copy the whole sequence to the next measure while in step sequence mode so that you dont have to retrigger every note in the next measure manually? I
couldnt find this in the manual somehow. It would be nice if someone pointed out where I can find this feature in the manual if possible. 

Thank you! 

| 20321|20319|2015-12-19 17:40:55|zamisers7k|Re: RS doesnt start synchron with DAW|
Hello,

You can turn the Click Mode to Off in Utility Mode page over F4 button knob 1 changes click settings.

As for starting on the same measure, I'm not certain what would be causing that because I don't sync my RS up to external gear very often and don't recall running in to
the same issue when I have hooked it up.  Only thing I can think of off the top of my head is that your DAW is not sending the rewind or back to start message and either
there is a setting in your DAW that isn't turned on for it, or perhaps it is automatically rewinding to the start when you stop and maybe you need to push <<| rewind to start
button manually to send the same midi message to the RS.

If you get it figured out let us know.

Zam
| 20322|20320|2015-12-19 17:44:25|zamisers7k|Re: Step copying|
Nope, sorry.  That would be a nifty feature while in step mode, but you have exit out and do an event copy job and pay attention to the range you are copying and
multiplying to on that sequence.

Zam
| 20323|20323|2015-12-21 07:28:06|swimminwitsharks|Help needed: Sample Import|
Hello,

My RS7000 doesnt seem to find any 16bit, 44,1kHz WAV Data on my SM card. 
The import sample window is completely empty. 

Does someone have an idea? Do I need to format the SM card in any particular way?

Regards
P

| 20324|20323|2015-12-21 08:27:50|swimminwitsharks|Re: Help needed: Sample Import|
EDIT: 

It seems to not detect the samples after pressing the LOAD button once and turning the knob to "samples" but it does find the samples after pressing the load button twice
for sample import.
| 20325|20323|2015-12-21 14:48:32|zamisers7k|Re: Help needed: Sample Import|
The SMPL from the load menu is the RS's proprietary or native type formatted sample voice which are included in .R2P or .RS2 or .R2A files.  The import is where you'll
want to load .wavs from unless they've already been imported and saved as voices on the RS then you can use the load screen SMPL.  Hope that makes some sense?

Happy RSing!

Zam



| 20326|20326|2015-12-26 18:37:45|t_reason909|Reverse front panel model RS?|

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSbptpxxM5I

What's the go with guys unit? The interface looks like it's reversed!

| 20327|20326|2015-12-27 00:25:12|zamisers7k|Re: Reverse front panel model RS?|
He may have shot as a reflection from a mirror, maybe?  I did that once for one of my vids.  If I remember right I ddid it because I couldn't get a wide enough angle as the
room was too small, and was able to have a wider angle without actually being much further away by reflecting off a big mirror on one side of the room.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YReZgItfa5k

Zam

| 20328|20326|2015-12-27 04:35:53|t_reason909|Re: Reverse front panel model RS?|
Garrr! I thought it might have involved a mirror but I didn't consider the camera position. Me feel like dumb-dumb boy now. Maybe if I had thought about it for more than
30 seconds before posting, I would have realised. I seem to be using the internet more and more as a proxy frontal lobe. Sorry and thanks for not using the terms 'derr' or
'obviously' when both would have been warranted. 

Cheers Zam!
| 20329|20326|2015-12-27 20:43:53|zamisers7k|Re: Reverse front panel model RS?|
You've got, and like your RS7000, so you are smart in my book ;)

One of things I noticed when using a mirror is that I would get a slight reflection offset from the front of the glass of the mirror as well as the back which makes the video
look slightly out of focus.  You gain some distance and a better angle but it is at the cost of having a crispy video image.  I noticed this slight blur in their video as well
which was another reason why I thought they may have used a mirror.

Zam

| 20330|20326|2015-12-28 03:52:53|t_reason909|Re: Reverse front panel model RS?|
Thanks Zam. I know I must have something going on upstairs considering that a good mate of mine whose intellect I highly respect owned an RS twelve years ago. I
remember him having a shit of a time trying to figure out how to use it. 
I've been into production for five years now, and within a few days of owning the RS (July 2015) me and that tank-ass silver box were making sweet, emotive, detroit
techno love together.

As for the bluryness, yeah that should have been a cue, I really noticed it when I went to full screen; which I did to examine the interface closely. Again, I have to say, I
seem to have a really bad eye for graphic/digital optical media, which is a shame since I'd really like to get into graphic design (in my dreams!).
| 20331|20331|2016-01-04 07:19:23|auditormusic|Happy new year and hello|

Hey everyone, I just found this forum and couldn't be happier because I won a bid on Ebay and have an RS7000 on the way. I am planning on using it as my main
sequencer (once I learn it), hopefully taking the computer completely out of the equation except for recording and post-production.

The other gear I have is an Ensoniq ESQ-1, Bass Station II, and a Roland SP-555. I have a midi-thru box to clock-sync all of thee to the RS, and will probably do midi in
from the ESQ or the BS for some keyboard controls. Does this setup seem like the best way to get the most out of all my gear? Any other suggestions?

Thanks, and I look forward to learning and sharing stuff

| 20332|20331|2016-01-04 07:27:35|zamisers7k|Re: Happy new year and hello|
Welcome to the group!

That should be a good setup.  Once you get your RS do some recordings and let us know how it goes.

Zam

| 20333|20331|2016-01-05 13:57:06|t_reason909|Re: Happy new year and hello|
Welcome! What styles/genres do you like to play with? 
I have a Bass Station 2 slaved to my RS too. Remember, if you like an arp/programmed sequence you've made on the BS2 that you really like (or want to mutilate) you
can bounce it into RS either by slaving the RS to the BS2 and using live recording or via a card. 
The (ahem... pseudo) sequencer in the BS2 is actually easier to use IMO than the more detailed abeit weird gameboy-harlequin-strip-thing display in the RS. Nothing,
however, beats writing your MIDI in a DAW and bouncing that to the RS via SM card.
The sweet arp on the BS2 also helps make up for the strangely lame one on the RS, just use the RS's MIDI to shift the root note around or cut the sequence short (great for
intros/outros and build-ups/breakdowns).
You can totally tear it up, fully live, for hours (even just in pattern mode) with what you've got, you just might want to look at getting an cheap little FX unit (second hand
Kaoss Pad maybe). 
BTW, what mixer are you using?
| 20334|20334|2016-01-07 22:08:36|t_reason909|Removing the cover|

I want to take the top face off to wash it. I've tried pulling knobs but they seem really stuck on. Any advice so I can do this safely?

| 20335|20334|2016-01-08 12:28:45|Gg|Re: Removing the cover|
Just pull them hard they come off. 
-gg
| 20336|20336|2016-01-09 14:08:51|Robert Feuchtl|MIDI-file (SMF-import) import mayhem / horror.|
Hey guys,

all the best for your 2016!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSbptpxxM5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YReZgItfa5k


Listen, does anyone know how to import MIDI-files without pain? .. I 
know that MIDI-file-standard (0) is a duty, but besides of that I did 
not find a way of importing more than one midifile... it loads always in 
track 1, which is really annoying...

Thanx in advance!

Robert

-- 
--
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 20337|20331|2016-01-09 23:17:39|auditormusic|Re: Happy new year and hello|
I am actually very new to midi. Someone at Gearslutz told me that running the clock from the RS to all three other devices (with a midi-thru box, which I bought) would
be the best way to set it all up. But I don't even know how to set midi channels yet... What you are describing sounds different but possibly better?? Would you be able to
give me some pointers on how to set this all up through the menus and such? 

For a mixer I am just using a cheapo thing with two stereo and one mic in. I am planning on hopefully getting a better one soon. I also just use a dual-in audio interface,
albeit I have yet to record anything with this new setup, partly because I don't have a memory card yet for the RS, and partly because I am still learning this beast
| 20338|20336|2016-01-10 12:01:07|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI-file (SMF-import) import mayhem / horror.|
I've done a little midi importing and other than the format 1 to 0 problem I don't remember any problems.  I use a program called GN1:0 midi converter that works well, if
you need a copy let me know, I think it is freeware but hard to find on the internet.  I'm not sure what else you are using, but it sounds like maybe you are trying to load a
single track of midi instead of all 16 tracks and it is putting the one track on track 1 every time instead of asking which track you'd like to import to???  I can't recall that
being a problem for me however I'll have to boot up my RS and try some midi imports and see what may be going on to understand since it has been a while that I've done
any midi importing.  If I can get to it today and figure anything out I will write back...

Zam
| 20339|20339|2016-01-10 12:41:38|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Arrangement - The Rise and Fall of Flingel Bunt|

Anyone on here old enough to remember 'The Shadows'? and brave enough to admit it :)

My Dad's a 'closet guitarist' and records versions of his favourite tracks (using midi backing tracks)

I took the audio files of his lead guitar playing and imported them into the RS. I sliced them so I could wind the tempo up a bit, added some overdrive and then created  a
new backing track with a bit more 'edge' to it.

Drums are using custom samples from my old ddrum4 module (the 'Mel Gaynor signature series' drums) along with Paiste PST5 cymbal samples (from the Paiste site).
All other sounds are stock RS sounds.

This is my first time back with RS after a couple of years off, so it was good fun getting back into it. I'm fairly pleased with the outcome (there are bits I could keep
working on, but it's sort of finished - for now!)

Grateful for any feedback / comments....

https://soundcloud.com/user-795249686

Cheers!

| 20340|20336|2016-01-10 12:42:17|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI-file (SMF-import) import mayhem / horror.|
Did a little testing and what I found is that the RS doesn't ask anything and just loads the SMF, each track or channel gets loaded to what channel they were saved on,
which makes sense.  So I see two options to make your midi life easier, the first would be to move your midi around to the tracks you want on the old DAW first before
exporting and importing to the RS.  The other option if you don't have a DAW and do on the RS alone would be to import your SMF to one song or pattern and then copy
the tracks from it to where you want to mix or combine to another pattern or song on another pattern or song.  Might be a bit of a nightmare after a while, but I'm not sure
I see any other ways to do it, unless maybe you've got ajn advanced workstation keyboard of some other sort than Yamaha maybe that does things differently on it.

Zam
| 20341|20331|2016-01-11 19:06:00|t_reason909|Re: Happy new year and hello|

I’m not really doing anything different, my setup is the same minus the MIDI splitter (I don’t need one yet, I’m only slaving two devices). It’s called a ‘star’ configuration
as opposed to a ‘daisy chain’, Google for diagrams to understand.

http://bobhumid.de/
https://soundcloud.com/user-795249686


As for the menu settings (assuming you have all your MIDI and audio cables connected correctly):

-Think about which RS channels you want your devices to play off.

-Next set the track select to the respective channel.

-Press the ‘SETUP’ button 4 times to reach the ‘MIDI OUT CHANNEL’ page.

-Use dial under ‘OUT SELECT’ to switch between the tone generator block’s output and MIDI out ports A and B.

-Now use the dial under ‘OUT CHANNEL’ to set the output destination.

-First turn the ‘TG’ to ‘off’ (turn the dial under ‘OUT CHANNEL’ anti-clockwise), otherwise the RS will try to play its selected internal voice along with your device’s
sound (can be good for layering but outside the scope of what we’re talking about here).

-Next (assuming for examples sake that you have your splitter plugged into ‘OUT A’), turn the ‘OUT SELECT’ knob clockwise once.

-Now use the ‘OUT Channel’ knob to select the respective MIDI channel you want to control. Be aware that you must have the device setup to receive MIDI on that same
channel.

-Press the ‘KEYBOARD’ button on RS.

You should now hear the device sound when you press any of the 1-16 pads on the RS and MIDI you send from that RS channel should play the on that device.

-Repeat these steps for each channel you want to control

-Kick back and programme your orchestra

| 20343|20331|2016-01-12 04:21:43|t_reason909|Re: Happy new year and hello|
I forgot, make sure you have the 'MIDI SYNC' set to 'INTERNAL' and 'MIDI CLOCK OUT' set to 'MIDI 'A+B' and 'MIDI CONTROL' set to 'OUT A+B' Access this
menu by pressing the 'UTILITY' button three times.

Also make sure your device's clocks are set to external.
| 20344|20336|2016-01-12 06:52:14|Robert Feuchtl|Re: MIDI-file (SMF-import) import mayhem / horror.|
Ah yes! Thank you, Zam!

So some "bugs" are in fact "features" it seems ;) ... 

Will do the thing with the transitional Pattern (Style). Should be the best solution. And taking care of the MIDI channel-numbers as well....

Thanx!!

Am 10.01.2016 um 20:42 schrieb zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]:

Did a little testing and what I found is that the RS doesn't ask anything and just loads the SMF, each track or channel gets loaded to what channel
they were saved on, which makes sense.  So I see two options to make your midi life easier, the first would be to move your midi around to the
tracks you want on the old DAW first before exporting and importing to the RS.  The other option if you don't have a DAW and do on the RS
alone would be to import your SMF to one song or pattern and then copy the tracks from it to where you want to mix or combine to another
pattern or song on another pattern or song.  Might be a bit of a nightmare after a while, but I'm not sure I see any other ways to do it, unless
maybe you've got ajn advanced workstation keyboard of some other sort than Yamaha maybe that does things differently on it.

Zam

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20345|20345|2016-01-16 00:42:30|t_reason909|Have I broken it or am I missing something?|
When I hold down the transpose button and push any pads I get no shifting of the pattern at all. The display shows the transpose value changing and the lights change to
match the value but no sound is effected.

BTW, two things:
One, I only played with/tested the transpose function for the first time a few days ago.
Two, I knocked a longneck of beer over the south-west region of my RS a few months ago.
| 20346|20331|2016-01-16 12:08:50|David Keene|Re: Happy new year and hello|
Thank you so much!!! Finally got some time to set this up today. I'll report how it goes

On Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:21 AM, "t_reason909@yahoo.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
I forgot, make sure you have the 'MIDI SYNC' set to 'INTERNAL' and 'MIDI CLOCK OUT' set to 'MIDI 'A+B' and 'MIDI CONTROL' set to 'OUT A+B' Access this menu by pressing the
'UTILITY' button three times.

Also make sure your device's clocks are set to external.

| 20349|20345|2016-01-16 17:48:58|t_reason909|Re: Have I broken it or am I missing something?|
This is driving me mental. I got up today, turned it on, tried it out in a new pattern and it worked. So I loaded the pattern I wanted to use it on... and it stopped working!
Turned the power off tried a new pattern again, it's gone back to not working at all again.

So I've found that if I just put in an arpeggio staight after turning it on, it works. But if i try to programme anything into the sequencer it not only won't transpose that but

mailto:zamyhoo@quantum-source.com


if try to go back to using the arpeggiator that won't work anymore either.
Anyone? Anyone? Bueller?
| 20350|20345|2016-01-16 18:57:47|zamisers7k|Re: Have I broken it or am I missing something?|
Pattern patch screen select track and go in to edit mode there is a transpose on off f4 knob i think.
| 20351|20345|2016-01-16 19:00:39|zamisers7k|Re: Have I broken it or am I missing something?|
Or it might be rec standby mode in pattern patch there is a transpose on off.

Zam
| 20352|20352|2016-01-17 04:58:03|Stefan Tielsch|Re: What exactly is the benefit of midi control? And should I just s|
very interesting point of view! waiting for some thoughts!

stefan
| 20353|20345|2016-01-17 14:00:54|t_reason909|Re: Have I broken it or am I missing something?|
Thanks Zam. Yes its in rec standby - pattern patch. Anyone would think they could have said so in the manual, I cant see if they did somewhere but sense would suggest
they could have said it on P. 73 under 'Transpose, [Procedure]'. Anyway, it works a treat on external gear if anyone has wondered.
| 20354|20352|2016-01-18 13:29:49|zamisers7k|Re: What exactly is the benefit of midi control? And should I just s|
If you have the RS hooked up to another sequencer you get a bigger benefit by simply syncing them up and using the other sequencer and it's extra tracks as how they
were meant to be used by that sequencer.  If you have a synthesizer without a sequencer you can sequence it from the RS.  Say for example you have two RS7000, you
don't get a whole lot of benefit sending out all 16 tracks from one to the other, you will more than likely just want sync their clocks and have a total of 32 tracks.  On the
other hand you may want to reserve a few tracks to send midi to from one to the other and then you can also have two different sounding voices that are layered and play
the same notes and you can modulate them both at the same time via midi in realtime.  If you tweak the filter cutoff on one the other will also be tweaked the same
amount and you can have a wonderful sweeping layered strings with a bass or a harmonica or a banjo etc...  Fun stuff to experiment with once you get them hooked up
together.

Zam
| 20355|20345|2016-01-18 13:42:15|zamisers7k|Re: Have I broken it or am I missing something?|
That transpose on/off has had me flustered on occasion too.  I imagine you probably copied something from one of the first 8 tracks which defaults to off as they are
usually for your drums and you generally don't want to be transposing them, but you can also build synth parts on those tracks too if you want, and then if you move or
copy it over to one of the 9-16 tracks then it keeps the transpose off and you have to remember to go in and turn it back on, and vice versa if you build something on 9-16
first then move it to 1-8.

Zam
| 20356|20352|2016-01-18 18:12:08|auditormusic|Re: What exactly is the benefit of midi control? And should I just s|
Thank you, I think I've got it after some messing around this weekend. Got another question though. I don't like the sounds in the RS and I mainly want to use it to sample
my synths and my sp-404sx. Regarding the SP, using it for drums, would most people put it on one track of the RS or spread it across say, eight tracks so you could have
the kick on one, the snare on one, hi-hats, etc...? 
| 20357|20352|2016-01-18 19:40:33|zamisers7k|Re: What exactly is the benefit of midi control? And should I just s|
I generally like to put my main kicks on track 1, alternate kick on 2, random percussion sounds on 3-4, snares on track 5, hihats and symbols on 6, sometimes a reverse
crash or other random sounds on 7, and crashes on 8.

Zam
| 20358|20358|2016-01-23 07:52:16|auditormusic|Selling my RS...|

Recent financial crap has me having to slim down the studio. I bought this about amount ago and just can't justify keeping it right now. It's in great condition with only
master volume plastic knob missing (you can still turn it easily). And the RAM is maxed out. Here is the  listing Yamaha RS7000 w/memory upgrade

image Yamaha RS7000 w/memory
upgrade
US $400.00 Used in Musical Instruments
& Gear, Pro Audio Equipment, Samplers &
Sequencers

View on www.ebay.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 20359|20358|2016-01-24 08:16:08|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Selling my RS...|
hi, how much is it to germany?
thanks -- stefan
| 20360|20358|2016-01-24 08:17:01|love_su_re_soulmyheart|Re: Selling my RS...|
hi, how much is it to germany?

thanks -- stefan
| 20361|20361|2016-01-24 12:42:21|boiseculturejam|RS7000 as a Next-Level FX box|
 I wanted to use the RS7000 to control multiple external synths and drummachine but I have been frightened by the old thread about Micro-Jitter. 

Here's how it will fit in to my interface after harvest:
   
FX Send from mixer into RS INPUT so I can route anything into the RS master effects from the mixer. This is the only sound the RS produces so I don't need my AIEB2
anymore.

Each track to be a dedicated MIDI CC tweaker, so each track controls 1 or more knobs of external gear. Add some Loop Remix to your knob movements!
I need stickers to remember which track is which knob.

Note-sequencing will happen on a separate sequencer slaved from the RS7000

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS7000-w-memory-upgrade-/321981870115?hash=item4af79d7023:g:i84AAOSwGotWns3e
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS7000-w-memory-upgrade-/321981870115?hash=item4af79d7023:g:i84AAOSwGotWns3e
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS7000-w-memory-upgrade-/321981870115?hash=item4af79d7023:g:i84AAOSwGotWns3e
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Yamaha-RS7000-w-memory-upgrade-/321981870115?hash=item4af79d7023:g:i84AAOSwGotWns3e


peace

| 20362|20361|2016-01-25 07:26:49|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 as a Next-Level FX box|
I dont think the jitter is something to worry about unless you are a heavy sample remixer and there are ways to avoid it. Anyhow nothing wrong with RS as a dedicated
effects processor, if you get good at it you can sequence effect parms on tracks, incuding master effects and punch them in and out with mutes.

Zam
| 20363|20363|2016-01-31 13:56:56|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Appending Songs?|

My latest project has become very complex, and I've used up all 16 sections (including making use of scenes to provide variations). I've started using a second style to
complete the track, but I've been reminded of the problem where changing style within a pattern chain causes a slight delay/pause in playback. (I think it's caused by the
effects engine reloading the effects settings?)

My idea was to create two separate pattern chains, and then convert these into a song.

I can find the functions to convert a pattern chain into a song, but I can't find any options to append a pattern chain onto an existing song, or append one song onto
another?

Have i missed something, or is this not possible?

Any other ideas / suggestions?

| 20364|20363|2016-02-01 09:43:40|zamisers7k|Re: Appending Songs?|
Good questions.  I think the RS is doing a lot of processing of voice parameters since it remembers those on the tracks instead of with each of the internal voices and that
is so your songs will always sound the same even if you change the same voice/patch on another song it will still sound like what you had, samples and external gear may
not included. I could be wrong about that and is just my guess, anyhow maybe one of the Jobs in song mode would combine two songs... looking at... hmmm not sure
anything will append...maybe Split song to Pattern for each then Chain them again and then copy to song again... I haven't tried that just an idea, there might be something
easier or better, I don't know off hand, if you find a way and it works well please let us know.

Zam
| 20365|20361|2016-02-01 18:21:34|boiseculturejam|Re: RS7000 as a Next-Level FX box|
Ok thanks Zam.    I never actually notice any jitter, just looking at that graph scared me, but yes I agree, this is a badass tool/toy however it is used.   I will post an
example some day...

 

   -brad
| 20366|20363|2016-02-06 01:07:34|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|Re: Appending Songs?|

Just got back to this project this morning - really simple solution :)

Create one patch chain with the style changes (and yes it will 'glitch' when it changes style).

Then convert that patch chain to a song.

The song doesn't use the styles, so there is no glitch and it plays perfectly.

Yes, you lose the benefit of working in styles and patterns, but the song has now become so complex it was becoming more hassle than benefit anyway...

Still love the RS7k - such a great device for creating a whole range of music.

Cheers,
Paul

| 20367|20367|2016-02-06 20:19:24|vitalance|MIDI Clock Out ONLY|
Hi,
I'm new to the RS7000, and while using it has been pretty intuitive so far, I'm having trouble just sending MIDI Clock out of either A or B. 
I just want to sync the arpeggiator of an external synth to the clock of the RS7000 without sending all the note on/off and other data.
I've tried turning everything except for 'Exclusive' data off in the MIDI filter window.
Any tips or ideas would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks.
| 20368|20367|2016-02-06 20:29:52|zamisers7k|Re: MIDI Clock Out ONLY|
Welcome to the group!

#6 4 menu deep is Midi setup. There you can tell each track what channel to send midi out on for A and B outs.  If I remember right, select the track and move it down to
off and that should do it.  It might depend on what track your synth is set to receive midi on too, if it is in omni mode then set it to receive on like track 9 instead then
you'll only have to track 9 to off.

The only sort of annoying thing will be that you have to do it every time when starting a new pat or song because those setting save to the pat or song and isn't a global
setting, which does make sense so you can have different midi settings for every pat/song, but is kind of annoying.  It may help to make a blank template with those
settings to load when you want start a new pat or song.

Hope that makes sense?  Good luck and let know how it goes and happy RSing!

Zam
| 20369|20369|2016-02-10 07:17:01|michealcarter0|expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|



Hi ! I'm a new RS7k owner ! :)

With the expansion card AIEB2  we can sample an audio source at 48 kHz with the additional digital inputs. OK! I 

Also I read that we can load sounds in 48 kHz / 24 bits with the AIEB2 expansion. OK!

In the manual it says: Digital output is possible when the optional
AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board is installed, but the output sampling frequency is fixed at 44.1 kHz. OK

However in any case, the data will be converted to the RS7000's own sampling frequency of 44.1kHz for recording.

My question is : Are the sounds will be converted to 44.1 kHz / 16 bit even with the internal recording function (Stereo Out resampling) or simply via the analog outputs
/ nuériques ??

And if the sound is converted, does that mean that the RS 7k uses a dithering algorithm ???

Thank you if you have info about it because I do not have any expansion board.

| 20370|20369|2016-02-10 07:25:29|zamisers7k|Re: expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|
Maybe someone else will have a better answer, but my guess is that the aieb has has an analog to digital converter that is piped in after the RS's DAC and converted
however that normally works.  I could be way off tho, and your guess is as good as mine.

Zam
| 20371|20369|2016-02-10 08:47:46|Olivier Pyperzeele|Re: expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|
Hello ,
 
I don't think you can load 24bit samples into the RS.
you can record into 16bit 48khz intern only when you place it on the digitaly input.
I don't know if you could convert the sample rate to 44100.
 
regards Oliver

 
 

From: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 2016 00:07:25 -0800
Subject: [RS7000] expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?

Hi ! I'm a new RS7k owner ! :)

With the expansion card AIEB2  we can sample an audio source at 48 kHz with the additional digital inputs. OK! I 

Also I read that we can load sounds in 48 kHz / 24 bits with the AIEB2 expansion. OK!

In the manual it says: Digital output is possible when the optional
AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board is installed, but the output sampling frequency is fixed at 44.1 kHz. OK

However in any case, the data will be converted to the RS7000's own sampling frequency of 44.1kHz for recording.

My question is : Are the sounds will be converted to 44.1 kHz / 16 bit even with the internal recording function (Stereo Out resampling) or simply via the analog outputs
/ nuériques ??

And if the sound is converted, does that mean that the RS 7k uses a dithering algorithm ???

Thank you if you have info about it because I do not have any expansion board.

| 20372|20369|2016-02-10 22:46:56|michealcarter0|Re: expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|
Hi again. Thanks for your anwsers!

I see that we can read 48 kHz/ 24bit samples (with the AIEB2 card installed) with the RS7k (french forum) here:

http://www.son2teuf.org/board/advices/103051_bonjour_quelqun_pourrait_t_il_m_aide_prob_rs7000#103052

He seem sure about that or I misunderstood what he said. As I said because I don't have the AIEB2 card, I cannot try myself. It would be nice if someone who installed
the card could answer too.

:)
| 20373|20373|2016-02-10 23:31:50|Robert Feuchtl|Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
Good morning RS-Heads!

Here's some rare live footage with excellent sound that I finally could 
put together, despite of different lengths in the existing audio and 
video. Captured in the most puristic way at the infamous Electronic 
Attack 2011 in Bernburg. Enjoy.

http://www.son2teuf.org/board/advices/103051_bonjour_quelqun_pourrait_t_il_m_aide_prob_rs7000#103052


https://vimeo.com/154951137 (processing at vimeo, up in a minute)

Check!

-- 
--
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 20374|20369|2016-02-11 19:46:45|zamisers7k|Re: expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|
I have the AIEB2 installed on two RS's and I can confirm that it offers a 48khz sample rate.  I am unsure if that is strictly with the optical and or digital inputs but I
assume it only does that rate from those inputs and not the analog L & R or the auxilary mono inputs on the AIEB2.  Also, I can not confirm if it is 24bit rate either, I
assume it is still 16bit.

44.1khz has always been good enough for me and 48khz has to eat up memory pretty quickly so I've just never tried it.  Page 283 in the manual does say this:

Sampling Frequency : 44.1 kHz (MONO/STEREO), 22.05 kHz, 11.025 kHz, 5.5125 kHz
(LO-FI mode, MONO/STEREO)
Digital Inputs (When optional AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board installed)
: 48 kHz, 44.1 kHz, 32 kHz (STEREO only)

Sorry I can't be of more help, if you really really need to know I can confirm that up for you but it might be several days before I can get to it.  If nobody else can confirm
it for you and is that important let me know and I'll see what I can do.

Zam

 
| 20375|20373|2016-02-11 19:50:20|zamisers7k|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
Pretty awesome.  I liked when the synthy part around the 7:00 mark.

Zam
| 20376|20369|2016-02-12 20:15:19|michealcarter0|Re: expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|
Thank you Zam for your answer.

I can load samples at 48 kHz directly in the RS7k without AIEB2 card instaled. When I press 'Sample Edit' (Overview Trim) I see : 48.00 k.

BUT after I press 'StandBy Start/Stop" (*sampling* Sampling setup), then I select : source Stereo Out Resempling, the frequency cannot go up to : 44.1k

"If nobody else can confirm it for you and is that important let me know and I'll see what I can do."
it will be appreciated !

I just want to be sure the frequency is fixed at 44.1k MAXIMUM with the AIEB2 card installed in the menu : *sampling* Sampling setup / source Stereo Out Resempling

I think I cannot after reading this in the manual but I want to be sure I understand it right. :

• When the DIGITAL or OPTICAL source
option is selected, input sampling rates with
sampling frequencies of 48 kHz, 44.1 kHz,
and 32 kHz are supported. However in any
case, the data will be converted to the
RS7000's own sampling frequency of 44.1
kHz for recording.
• Digital output is possible when the optional
AIEB2 I/O Expansion Board is installed, but
the output sampling frequency is fixed at 44.1
kHz. Also, an input digital signal cannot be
simultaneously monitored via a digital output.

Now about bits/resolution : 

While I believe the AIEB2 can input and output 16, 20 or 24 bit digital data, the internal sound generation capability of the Motif class synthesizers that can accommodate
the AIEB2 support 16-bit data. Therefore, if you are playing 20 or 24-bit data through the AIEB2, I’m pretty sure that your data is truncated to the 16 most significant bits.

I have contacted Yamaha tech support regarding this question.  Issac states, “Pass through will be 24 bit, if the signal is sampled (by the Motif) it’ll be 16 bit.” - Isaac.  

source : motifator.com - forum

https://vimeo.com/154951137
http://bobhumid.de/
http://www.motifator.com/index.php/forum/viewthread/443488/#454150


image motifator.com - forum
I have contacted Yamaha tech support
regarding this question.  Issac states,
“Pass through will be 24 bit, if the signal is
sampled (by the Motif) it’ll be 16 bit.”...

View on www.motifator.com Preview by Yahoo

Thanks again !

 

| 20377|20369|2016-02-15 01:09:47|zamisers7k|Re: expansion card AIEB2 48 kHz > 44 kHz / dithering ?|
That is great info., I hope it helps what you needed to know about the RS.

Zam
| 20378|20373|2016-03-01 20:40:22|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
Thanx Zam! :) ... Each time I play this track it turns out different... 

I put it on YouTube now as well. So here it goes.. 
https://youtu.be/gMa0fesBV5c

Cheers,

Robert

Am 12.02.2016 um 03:50 schrieb zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]:

Pretty awesome.  I liked when the synthy part around the 7:00 mark.

Zam

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20379|20373|2016-03-02 09:19:37|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
Bob, you make brilliant use of one of the finest machines on the planet. Well done..superb track, now get an hours sleep and start again....! 
| 20380|20373|2016-03-02 09:30:03|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
Haha.. Thanx galore. Will do... ;-)

Am 02.03.2016 um 17:19 schrieb ct_mullin@talk21.com [RS7000]:

Bob, you make brilliant use of one of the finest machines on the planet. Well done..superb track, now get an hours sleep and start again....! 

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20381|20373|2016-03-05 22:23:56|t_reason909|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
Your RS appears to be producing a lot of smoke, are you sure your using the correct voltage for your unit? Great bassline BTW but safety first yeah?
| 20382|20373|2016-03-06 12:15:53|Robert Feuchtl [Bob Humid]|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
:D .. Haha. True. .. Its because I was pushing its pedal to the metal!
 
Thanx!
 

"t_reason909@yahoo.com [RS7000]" hat am 6. März 2016 um 06:23 geschrieben:

Your RS appears to be producing a lot of smoke, are you sure your using the correct voltage for your unit? Great bassline BTW but safety first yeah?

 

 
| 20383|20373|2016-03-07 08:25:32|Devon Robertson|Re: Bob Humid LIVE on a Yamaha RS7000 at ELECTRONIC ATTACK 2011|
2 rs7000s  www.klekno.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 6, 2016, at 11:15 AM, 'Robert Feuchtl [Bob Humid]' bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

:D .. Haha. True. .. Its because I was pushing its pedal to the metal!
 
Thanx!
 

http://www.motifator.com/index.php/forum/viewthread/443488/#454150
http://www.motifator.com/index.php/forum/viewthread/443488/#454150
http://www.motifator.com/index.php/forum/viewthread/443488/#454150
https://youtu.be/gMa0fesBV5c
mailto:zamyhoo@quantum-source.com
mailto:ct_mullin@talk21.com
http://www.klekno.com/
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


"t_reason909@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> hat am 6. März 2016 um 06:23 geschrieben:

 

Your RS appears to be producing a lot of smoke, are you sure your using the correct voltage for your unit? Great bassline BTW but safety first yeah?

 

 

| 20384|20384|2016-03-31 16:14:11|Tim Hibbert|RS 7000 function buttons not working|
Small mishap where output 1 off the AIEB card was patched directly in the left channel of the input on my RS.

No response from the track select, mute, play, stop, record, forward, back, pattern, pattern chain, song, utility, load, save, job, edit, groove
transpose, and both octave's buttons.

Can still get midi CC on the keyboard but can't select any channels.
I've factory reset, run the test program without a scuzzy or foot pedal, pulled out the AIEB card and did factory reset, trying SYSEX messages from midi ox, Korg
MS2000, electribe's and nano control, nano control got I working for about 5 mins then it reverted back to the same issue.

Any ideas on how to fix this? Any help would be very much appreciated as I miss sweet box of beat lurve and cannot go on with out it!!!
Help!!!!!

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
| 20385|20384|2016-04-01 07:33:24|zamisers7k|Re: RS 7000 function buttons not working|
Sorry to hear bad news.  I would not think that would happen from patching out to an in, sounds like something got "fried" what tho?  Only other thing i can think would
be to remove memory and try it if it works without then get another set of memory.  Can also pull aieb too and see if it gets beter.

Let know how it goes.

Zam
| 20386|20386|2016-04-21 16:42:28|jonlemonismyname|LCD Screen distorted,|

i just got this and i was so excited, within a few days the text on the display started fading from the bottom up, the green light however stays the same. do i have to buy a
new one? can it not be the 100 yamaha original part?

| 20387|20386|2016-04-21 16:49:33|zamisers7k|Re: LCD Screen distorted,|
There is a contrast knob on the back of the RS that may help.  If not, there is mfg parts lists in the service manual in the file section here you may be able to look it up and
order it specifically from Yamaha or perhaps another vendor. Let us know how it goes, good luck - Zam
| 20388|20388|2016-04-21 17:22:18|jonlemonismyname|lcd screen issue: bottom half of text disappeared|

Ive been searching for a replacement part, and found a few that are 120 bucks…. sorta steap…. 

will alternatives work? 240x64 GLCD DOT Matrix Graphic LCD Display Module

image

240x64 GLCD DOT Matrix
Graphic LCD Display Module
24064 240x64 dot matrix monochrome
lcm graphic cog lcd module display panel
screen with
driver,price,interface,datasheet,pinout,...

View on www.buydisplay.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 20389|18531|2016-05-05 07:19:45|steve.holec|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
I have the same missing cable problem with my AIEB2 expansion board installation.

Can you offer any help about how you were able to aquire the necessary 3-wire and 4-wire cables for your AIEB2 installation?

I'm really in need is assistance!

Thanks.

Steve
steve.holec@yahoo.com
steve@steveholec.com
602-399-4591
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
| 20390|20390|2016-05-05 07:26:46|steve.holec|AIEB2 output expansion board cables|
I recently purchase an AIEB2 output expansion board for my RS7000.

When I attempted to install the board I discovered that the seller did not include two necessary cables. The board is equipped with the proper ribbon connector, however, I
am in need of the following two cables:

One (1) 3-wire red/white cable
One (1) 4-wire red/white cable

mailto:t_reason909@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
https://yho.com/footer0
http://www.buydisplay.com/default/graphic-display/240x64-dots
http://www.buydisplay.com/default/graphic-display/240x64-dots
http://www.buydisplay.com/default/graphic-display/240x64-dots
http://www.buydisplay.com/default/graphic-display/240x64-dots
mailto:steve.holec@yahoo.com
mailto:steve@steveholec.com


Does anyone have these two cables for sale or know where I can purchase them?

Thanks!

Steve
602-399-4591
| 20391|20391|2016-05-05 07:44:11|glenn_fin|Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|

Has anyone had success with one of these on the RS7000?

| 20392|18531|2016-05-05 07:53:55|glenn_fin|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
You may be able to order them from Yamaha parts. The service manual should have the part numbers.

I don't know what they look like, but if they're typical computer/sound card type cables, you can probably find similar one's for cheap on E-bay.

Hope that helps.

Glenn

| 20393|18531|2016-05-05 08:00:48|steve.holec|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
I didn't know there was a source at Yamaha for parts.
I guess I assumed the parts to be obsolete since the RS7000 is pretty old now.

Anybody have access to any contact information; web address or phone number?
| 20394|18531|2016-05-05 09:56:35|glenn_fin|Re: AIEB2 power cables|

Here's where I order parts... you'll need the part numbers from the service manual to check to see if they're available.

www.yamaha24x7.com

Yamaha24x7.com Home
image Yamaha24x7.com Home

View on www.yamaha24x7.com Preview by Yahoo

 

| 20395|20391|2016-05-05 11:04:58|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
I have and it works well. Much faster than smartmedia.

Problem I had was the CF/scsi board was 50 pin scsi and the rs needs 68 pin (scsi2?). I got hold of an adapter board from somewhere I cant remember. So have CF/scsi->50pin->adapter-
>68pin->rs7000.

You have to format the CF card in 2gb chunks on a pc first

Cheers
IanV

On Thursday, 5 May 2016, 14:44, "glennfin@triad.rr.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Has anyone had success with one of these on the RS7000?

| 20396|18531|2016-05-06 08:04:09|steve@steveholec.com|Re: AIEB2 power cables|
After a great deal of difficulty I was able to source the 3-pin and 4-pin cable connectors that will allow me to fully install the AIEB2 output expansion board in my
RS7900.

You can order online at www.yamaha24x7.com

For anybody who is in need of these cables, here's the correct part numbers:

http://www.yamaha24x7.com/
http://www.yamaha24x7.com/
http://www.yamaha24x7.com/
http://www.yamaha24x7.com/
http://www.yamaha24x7.com/


CN7: 3-pin
VV336700
Cost - $27.50

CN2: 4-pin
VV336600
Cost - $27.50

During the ordering process the following numbers appear as being related to the AIEB2:

Connector Assembly PS-IO(D) VH 4P
Connector Assembly PS-IO(A) VH 3P

Hope that helps anyone in need of these two critical parts.

Steve

Sent from my iPhone
| 20397|20391|2016-05-07 13:36:15|glenn_fin|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Hi Ian and thanks for the reply and info.

Can you provide the info about your CF/SCSI board? model? where you got it? I want to make sure I get one that will work with the RS7000.

Also, how did you format the CF card in 2Gig chunks? do you mean you created partitions?

Thanks!

Glenn

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

I have and it works well. Much faster than smartmedia.

Problem I had was the CF/scsi board was 50 pin scsi and the rs needs 68 pin (scsi2?). I got hold of an adapter board from somewhere I cant remember. So have CF/scsi->50pin->adapter-
>68pin->rs7000.

You have to format the CF card in 2gb chunks on a pc first

Cheers
IanV

On Thursday, 5 May 2016, 14:44, "glennfin@... [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Has anyone had success with one of these on the RS7000?

| 20398|14234|2016-05-08 15:19:46|glenn_fin|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
This really blows!!!!...

Just realized.... can't adjust the click level.... my only work around will be to dedicate track 16 to a drum kit, record a wood block hit in every beat for the length of a song
then quantize it... this really sucks...... bummer

| 20399|14234|2016-05-08 15:29:57|matt holmes|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|

You can remove it altogether and follow the count-in on the visual blinking metronome to keep time.  I agree that sucker is loud!

On May 8, 2016 4:19 PM, "glennfin@triad.rr.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

This really blows!!!!...

Just realized.... can't adjust the click level.... my only work around will be to dedicate track 16 to a drum kit, record a wood block hit in every beat for the
length of a song then quantize it... this really sucks...... bummer

| 20400|14234|2016-05-08 16:14:04|glenn_fin|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|

mailto:glennfin@triad.rr.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Hi Matt...That definately won't work for me.. I need to keep my eyes on the keyboard while I'm recording... need to hear that click and yes, that LOUD click is very
annoying to say the least.

I setup track 16 with a drum kit and recorded a wood block sound for 16 measures, quantized that, then tried to "copy events" to measures beyond that and got an "illegal
measure" message.... There must be a way to copy those click/drum measures/events beyond the first 16 i recorded.... still trying to figure this out.

Some of my songs (recording in song mode) can be 5 to 10 mins long... so If I can't copy measure, I'll have to sit there and play that wood block for the entire length of
the song... (grin)... wow

| 20401|14234|2016-05-08 16:31:11|glenn_fin|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
Ok, I figured how to correctly copy and paste events.
I can now copy the recorded clicks (wood block hits) I created in the first 16 measures to the rest of the song/measures.......... A pain in the ass and it uses up a track but
unfortunately the only way to have a click track with an adjustable level. 

| 20402|14234|2016-05-08 23:08:49|zamisers7k|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
You are close to the right idea...

Record your click track in step mode.  It will be easier than recording by hand and then quantizing it.  Also, if you use pattern mode the click track will only need to be
one measure long and then it will loop.  If you don't want to record in the rest of your tracks, which is usually good idea for drum tracks, then you can chain them in Chain
mode and convert them to song then play your song long linear tracks in song mode.  Just remember to remove the first PC event on each track in song mode by going in
to the events edit before you start recording your hand played tracks or anything else to the song.

Goodluck however you do it.  There is no one or best way.

Zam
| 20403|14234|2016-05-09 06:20:39|glenn_fin|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
Thanks for the info Zam. I was frustrated because after I set the drum voice to track 16, recorded the click, when I came back to the song after saving it, a different voice
was on that track I used for the click. I didn't remove the PC event as you suggested and that may be my problem... I'll give that a try. Thanks.

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

You are close to the right idea...

Record your click track in step mode.  It will be easier than recording by hand and then quantizing it.  Also, if you use pattern mode the click track will only need to be
one measure long and then it will loop.  If you don't want to record in the rest of your tracks, which is usually good idea for drum tracks, then you can chain them in Chain
mode and convert them to song then play your song long linear tracks in song mode.  Just remember to remove the first PC event on each track in song mode by going in
to the events edit before you start recording your hand played tracks or anything else to the song.

Goodluck however you do it.  There is no one or best way.

Zam
| 20404|14234|2016-05-10 05:38:50|glenn_fin|Re: Click Volume? This has to be doable...|
That won't work if there's nothing recorded on the track. You get an error message "no data". You first have to record something, then you can edit - remove events.

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Just remember to remove the first PC event on each track in song mode by going in to the events edit before you start recording your hand played tracks or anything else
to the song.

Goodluck however you do it.  There is no one or best way.

Zam
| 20405|20391|2016-05-12 12:05:12|glenn_fin|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Anyone? SCSI to CF? SCSi to SD? SCSI to IDE to CF?,,,,

I may take the plunge and try a SCSI to IDE bridge connected to an IDE to compact flash adapter.... but it's at least a $150 experiment.. (gulp!)

| 20406|20406|2016-05-17 07:22:19|homerbailon22|Smartmedia card issues|
Hi guys, I'm a new guy with a old machine 

I have got problems with my smartmedia after using it with a card reader in my laptop. When I try to save something or format it, RS shows my the message "write
protected", but I can transfer files or format with my laptop, so I guess it's not dead.

Of course, the protection sticker is removed.

Anyone can help me?

Thanks
| 20407|20406|2016-05-17 07:24:23|zamisers7k|Re: Smartmedia card issues|



Have you tried re formatting it on the RS?

Zam
| 20408|20406|2016-05-19 14:18:18|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Thanks for the reply.

Yes, I did, but same message, write protected. 

I think, the problem comes from my card reader, it's broken it.
| 20409|20406|2016-05-20 17:53:22|zamisers7k|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Dont freak out yet. Try opening up your RS and reseat the ribbon cable on the drive and main board. It worked once for me when i was having trouble with the SM slot
reader on one of my RSs. worth a try maybe?

Zam
| 20410|20406|2016-05-21 16:11:02|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Thanks, I did it as well and it didn't work.

I'm waiting for a new memory card. Xd to smc adapter an a xd card. I hope that works...

Thanks!

Reading on the internet, I have found out that the problem comes for a bad 7-1 card reader that locks the card, or something like that...
| 20411|20406|2016-05-21 17:01:54|sam w|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
So is  there a way to unlock the xd card I have 6 of them tha y are write protected.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, May 21, 2016 at 5:11 PM, homerbailon22@yahoo.com [RS7000]
wrote:

 

Thanks, I did it as well and it didn't work.

I'm waiting for a new memory card. Xd to smc adapter an a xd card. I hope that works...

Thanks!

Reading on the internet, I have found out that the problem comes for a bad 7-1 card reader that locks the card, or something like that...

| 20412|20406|2016-05-22 11:23:55|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Yes, there is, but I don't remember where I read it. It's something about removing any piece of plastic of the xd adapter, but I don't remember it.
| 20413|20406|2016-05-22 18:27:29|zamisers7k|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
This was a while back but I remember reading about some software that would recover an improperly formatted SM card if that is the problem.  It seemed like a pain in
the ass to recover the card, but it was some software that came with a certain card reader drive, I forget what it was, I'll have to go back and search for it...

Zam
| 20414|20406|2016-05-22 18:33:15|zamisers7k|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
I found an post that might be related to the same problem you are having, here is what it said to get to recover your bad cards:

Michael Kirk

Dec 11, 2007

All:

Quantity: 57 SM Dazzle-ZIO readers available on eBay.

http://www.ebay.com search for Item 300172977065

Buy-it-now price: US$ 0.99 + $7.95 shipping/handling

This should allow you to recover your non-working SM cards!

-Mike

P.S. I am not affiliated with the seller - I have no financial
interest in these.

| 20415|20406|2016-05-23 13:39:01|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
I got a xd-smc adapter and a 2gb xd, I try to use it but it doesnt work.

I format in fT16, FAT32, I tried with partitions like 4md, 8mb, 32 mb, and doent work. all the time same message

write proteted...
| 20416|20406|2016-05-23 14:25:57|Christian Concepcion|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Had the same experience... some said it was the plastic guard that is making difficult for it to read.

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
http://www.ebay.com/


Sent with MailTrack

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Tue, May 24, 2016 at 3:36 AM, homerbailon22@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

I got a xd-smc adapter and a 2gb xd, I try to use it but it doesnt work.

I format in fT16, FAT32, I tried with partitions like 4md, 8mb, 32 mb, and doent work. all the time same message

write proteted...

| 20417|20406|2016-05-23 14:45:23|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Yeah, I know it and I removed it, but the problem is still there
| 20418|20406|2016-05-23 15:25:18|Christian Concepcion|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Which part did you remove?
| 20419|20406|2016-05-23 15:55:10|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
http://www.yamahaforums.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=4779
| 20420|20406|2016-05-31 09:21:33|homerbailon22|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Problem solved, I bought a new xd card with 64mb and a xd to smc adapter and I already can save my work.
A couple of things 

Don't use a bad 7-1 adapter with smartmedia card, it can lock it and xd od more than 64 mb doesn't work, I don't know if a 128mb works, but 2gb doesn't work 

Thanks to everyone.
| 20421|20406|2016-05-31 17:11:18|zamisers7k|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
Thanks for the info. and glad you got it figured out.  I think the RS's firmware only recognized up to a max of 128 megs in the SM, so that makes sense a bigger XD isn't
going to get you any more unless you are hooking it up to the SCSI which I think still only goes up to 4gig per drive and you likely need external power.  Anyhow, always
learning more about the RS...

Zam
| 20422|20406|2016-05-31 18:39:53|sam w|Re: Smartmedia card issues|
I got my RS7000 to respond to 80gb of  storage space on scsi external hard drive. It takes a while to format though. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Tue, May 31, 2016 at 6:11 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]
wrote:

 

Thanks for the info. and glad you got it figured out.  I think the RS's firmware only recognized up to a max of 128 megs in the SM, so that makes sense a
bigger XD isn't going to get you any more unless you are hooking it up to the SCSI which I think still only goes up to 4gig per drive and you likely need
external power.  Anyhow, always learning more about the RS...

Zam

| 20423|20423|2016-06-05 20:14:09|steve.holec|SCSI Magneto Optical Drive Wanted|

I'm looking for an external MO SCSI drive for use with my RS7000.

Anyone have one for sale?

| 20424|20424|2016-08-09 02:33:27|t_reason909|Deleting individual types of events in the editor|
Is there a quick way to delete all events of a single type (like CC events) from a phrase but leave all other events (like notes) in place?. I can see how to filter the event list
but you could still spend your whole life deleting things one at a time. 
Otherwise, it seems I'll need to keep a back-up copy of the notes in another phrase in case I stuff up and need to clear the one I'm trying to record.

https://mailtrack.io/install?source=signature&lang=en&referral=cc.creative.den@gmail.com&idSignature=22
mailto:cc.creative.den@gmail.com
http://crashanatomy.wix.com/chriscon
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
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| 20425|20424|2016-08-09 03:34:52|MB|Re: Deleting individual types of events in the editor|

Maybe with "Erase Event" from Jobs menu, then select CC, phrase and range...

http://www.manualslib.com/manual/267206/Yamaha-Rs7000.html?page=141

Inviato da BlueMail

Il giorno 9 ago 2016, alle ore 10:33, "t_reason909@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> ha scritto:
Is there a quick way to delete all events of a single type (like CC events) from a phrase but leave all other events (like notes) in place?. I can see how to
filter the event list but you could still spend your whole life deleting things one at a time. 
Otherwise, it seems I'll need to keep a back-up copy of the notes in another phrase in case I stuff up and need to clear the one I'm trying to record.

| 20426|20424|2016-08-09 07:37:25|zamisers7k|Re: Deleting individual types of events in the editor|
I think the Data Thin job will also let you choose type of event and how much of it you want to remove from a phrase.

Let us know how it goes.
| 20427|20424|2016-08-09 09:24:54|zamisers7k|Re: Deleting individual types of events in the editor|
Never mind on the Thin job... yep 12 Erase Event is what you want.
| 20428|20424|2016-08-14 07:01:37|t_reason909|Re: Deleting individual types of events in the editor|
Thanks guys. Sorry, I did read that part of the manual, but obviously not very well.

BTW, Zam, I gotta say dude, I'm loving my RS more and more with every new thing I learn. It's only narrowly beaten by my Virus B as my favorite piece of kit.
Like, I've I figured out how to use the midi echo back to record any knob movements on my external gear. Priceless. The process is pretty fun and gives great
results/options.

Some days I have to awe at how powerful a machine it is (price to power ratio and compactednesstivity considered). Just imagine the engineering thought and effort that
must have gone into designing it. I know it's far from perfect (if DAWs hadn't come in so hard and fast, way better versions of RS would have been made eventually) but I
just think it's a beautiful and amazing piece of technology. Apart from a couple of the Roland MPCs, there's really nothing in history quite like it. I think one day it will be
a museum piece.

Se ya next time I do a poor job of RTFM.
| 20429|20424|2016-08-15 13:51:22|Clifford Novey|Re: Deleting individual types of events in the editor|
Glad you are enjoying it. I have not used mine in some time but cannot imagine selling it. The slice/remix features work on audio and MIDI and are one of my fav
features. I would do anything to get a faster cpu in there though as slice/remix can take awhile.
:)
Clifford
| 20430|20391|2016-08-19 13:56:13|tralornik2000|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Any success?

Also, may want to look into scsi to SD, since SD is cheaper per GB.
| 20431|20431|2016-08-19 13:56:20|tralornik2000|Is there an internal SCSI connector inside of an RS 7000?|
Fairly new around here, so forgive my (possibly) ignorant question:

I have heard of people installing an internal SCSI drive inside an RS7000, but from what I can tell there is no internal SCSI connector (to connect a drive to…) 

The only connection available seems to be for the expansion board and that only has 40 pins (CN16 in the service manual). Which I noticed when upgrading the memory. 

Now, I have not totally disassembled my RS 7000 and I have no problem doing so if there really is an INTERNAL SCSI connector somewhere on the other side of the
main board… But I'd rather not go exploring if I don't need to… 

So can someone tell me for certain if there is a SCSI connector somewhere INSIDE the RS 7000? ( and if so what is its pin count, etc)

I know I can use the external 50 pin connector and route a cable back inside the RS 7000, but I'd prefer to have a totally internal solution instead of an internal/external
hack type solution.

Thanks!
| 20432|20432|2016-08-19 13:56:30|tralornik2000|Is there an INTERNAL SCSI connector inside the RS 7000?|

Is there an INTERNAL SCSI connector inside the RS 7000?

 I did not see one when I was installing the memory, but I thought perhaps there is one on the other side of the main board but I would prefer not to take it apart unless I
am sure that there is one somewhere IN the unit… So can someone tell me for certain? And if so what kind of a SCSI connector it is?

… Number of pins, etc?

 I do realize that there is an external SCSI connector but I'm curious if there is an internal connector to facilitate installing an internal drive.

http://www.manualslib.com/manual/267206/Yamaha-Rs7000.html?page=141
http://www.bluemail.me/r
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Cheers, 

T

| 20433|20433|2016-08-19 13:57:14|loaia@hotmail.com|SmartMedia Issue|
Hello all,
I have a SmardMedia 64MB that used to work with my rs7000 but I wanted to import samples from my computer so I formated the card in Windows 7. I used FAT quick
formatting. Now it says "write protected" in my rs7000 and I can't save anything on it. Also the rs7000 doesn't see the .wav (16bit 44.1kHz) samples I put on the card
from the computer. Does anyone know what might be the problem?

| 20434|20433|2016-08-19 15:10:56|David Bulog|Re: SmartMedia Issue|
Format a blank SM card in RS7000 first---then mount on computer with a card reader/writer
Yamaha RS7000, Korg Electribe 2 Sample and Roland SP series of samplers all work like this
| 20435|20432|2016-08-19 15:14:32|Ian Vine|Re: Is there an INTERNAL SCSI connector inside the RS 7000?|
No internal scsi connector. I cut a slot in the back plate and plugged into the external socket. 

IanV

On 15 Aug 2016, at 02:33, tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Is there an INTERNAL SCSI connector inside the RS 7000?

 I did not see one when I was installing the memory, but I thought perhaps there is one on the other side of the main board but I would prefer not to take it
apart unless I am sure that there is one somewhere IN the unit… So can someone tell me for certain? And if so what kind of a SCSI connector it is?

… Number of pins, etc?

 I do realize that there is an external SCSI connector but I'm curious if there is an internal connector to facilitate installing an internal drive.

Cheers, 

T

| 20436|20432|2016-08-19 15:15:24|zamisers7k|Re: Is there an INTERNAL SCSI connector inside the RS 7000?|
Just an external one as far as I am aware, however we do have a service manual with schematics in the files section here if you want to see what is inside the RS without
opening it up.

Zam
| 20437|20391|2016-08-20 13:48:32|om_audio|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
FYI SCSI on the RS7000 is apparently no faster than SM card. I think I tried it once long ago was very disappointed. There are SM to SD card adapters that you might
consider as an alternative.
Clifford
| 20438|20391|2016-08-21 04:48:14|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
I have a cf card installed in my Rs and it is faster than the smart media card. You really notice it when loading samples. Can't remember how much faster. Maybe I'll pull
out the super sequencer later today

IanV 

On 20 Aug 2016, at 20:48, cnovey@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

FYI SCSI on the RS7000 is apparently no faster than SM card. I think I tried it once long ago was very disappointed. There are SM to SD card adapters that
you might consider as an alternative.
Clifford

| 20439|20391|2016-08-21 06:18:57|Christian Concepcion|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|

 Hi there IanV ,

Could you please share what CF card reader you installed an how you made it work... would help a lot of us here. Thanks.

Sent with MailTrack

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
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Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Aug 21, 2016 at 6:48 PM, Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

I have a cf card installed in my Rs and it is faster than the smart media card. You really notice it when loading samples. Can't remember how much faster.
Maybe I'll pull out the super sequencer later today

IanV 

On 20 Aug 2016, at 20:48, cnovey@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

FYI SCSI on the RS7000 is apparently no faster than SM card. I think I tried it once long ago was very disappointed. There are SM to SD card
adapters that you might consider as an alternative.
Clifford

| 20440|20391|2016-08-21 12:48:45|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
I will. 

On 21 Aug 2016, at 13:10, Christian Concepcion cc.creative.den@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 Hi there IanV ,

Could you please share what CF card reader you installed an how you made it work... would help a lot of us here. Thanks.

Sent with MailTrack

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Sun, Aug 21, 2016 at 6:48 PM, Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

I have a cf card installed in my Rs and it is faster than the smart media card. You really notice it when loading samples. Can't remember how
much faster. Maybe I'll pull out the super sequencer later today

IanV 

On 20 Aug 2016, at 20:48, cnovey@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

FYI SCSI on the RS7000 is apparently no faster than SM card. I think I tried it once long ago was very disappointed. There are SM
to SD card adapters that you might consider as an alternative.
Clifford
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| 20441|20391|2016-08-27 13:12:54|om_audio|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Ian please give deets on how you put CF in the RS thx
Clifford
| 20442|20442|2016-08-28 20:49:19|yekker22|looking for SCSI ext hard drive|

what's the max hd size ?

&

where can i buy online that is tried and trusted. don't care if i spend more ( not techy ) just care if it works easily.

THANKYOU

| 20443|20443|2016-08-28 21:15:46|yekker22|64 mg ram SAMPLING seconds ?|

how many seconds max of samples can be opened at a time with 64 mg of ram?

| 20444|20442|2016-08-29 01:08:40|Tray Lornik|Re: looking for SCSI ext hard drive|
 I just bought an 4GB IBM DCAS-34330 SCSI drive based on some research I saw regarding it working very well with the Yamaha SU700... Which, as I understand it, is
closely related to the RS7000 in regards to hardware (at least HDD compatibility). 

Of course, I don't have a SCSI cable for it yet, so I cannot confirm anything... But my confidence level is pretty high ... Now as for max size, I have heard that people have
attached drive as high as 18GB, but I think that Yamaha recommends 9GB or smaller... Again, going by memory here... But if you plug in a few of these sizes and models
on google you should be able to find the same info I came across.  I also recall something about the drive needing to be partitioned into 500mb partitions, which actually
should not be a big deal since (AFAIK) that can be done on the RS7000 itself.

BTW, the 4gb IBM drive goes for about $30 on ebay...just make sure you're looking at the SCSI version because the IDE version has a very similar model number.

Not the best answer I know, but I hope this helps somewhat.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20445|20442|2016-08-29 02:29:30|yekker22|Re: looking for SCSI ext hard drive|
thanks tray, keep the group posted *thumbs up*
| 20446|20443|2016-08-29 14:59:18|Daniel Valkenborg|Re: 64 mg ram SAMPLING seconds ?|
1 Mb is about 6 sec of stereosampling or 12 sec mono. You can do the math...

Grtz,
Daniël.

Van: trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000]
Verzonden:  29/ 08/ 2016 5:15
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: [RS7000] 64 mg ram SAMPLING seconds ?

how many seconds max of samples can be opened at a time with 64 mg of ram?

| 20447|20443|2016-08-29 15:22:27|yekker22|Re: 64 mg ram SAMPLING seconds ?|
basically a whole lot?
| 20448|20297|2016-08-29 20:39:48|Matt|Re: Hey group...|

Also I can't recommend open electribe editor enough! 
https://www.skratchdot.com/projects/open-electribe-editor/

On Dec 6, 2015 7:46 PM, "David LuSane dlusane@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

So, I am looking for the way to backup or transfer the files on my media card to a more reliable storage. Do you have suggestions? If so, please share.
Thanks! 

Sent from Outlook

_____________________________
From: zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:48 PM
Subject: [RS7000] Re: Hey group...
To: <rs7000@yahoogroups.com>

 

Welcome DEAL,
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With all the other gear I've used over the years I've had a lot of different companions for my RS7000 and I have to say probably the best other piece of
equipment I've used is another RS7000.  Probably the next most used piece of gear with my RS has been a Yamaha MW10 mixer I use to use to mix
channels down with other gear in to my computer for recording.  That MW10 is tank, beat the hell out of it and still working 100%, knock on wood, I still
have it but don't use it as much since I got a Focusrite Scarlett for recording, what I hear during recording is exactly what I hear when played back on the
Scarlett, unlike the MW10.  I still use the MW10 for mixing other gear in to the Scarlett tho.  If your talking synths, my latest companion of focus for the
RS has been a DX200, and hoping to eventually get my pair of RSs synced up to my portable rack setup which includes a Yamaha FS1R and CS6R, 'trayed'
Artura MiniBrute, DBX 166xl.  Probably the most compact and powerful setup in the universe.

Zam

| 20449|20297|2016-08-30 07:16:01|Tray Lornik|Re: Hey group...|
Does the open electribe editor require owning an Korg Electribe? Or can you use it with the RS7000 without owning the Korg?

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20450|20391|2016-08-30 08:14:15|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
OK here's the deal. The bits connect like this:
rs7000 scsi -> 68 pin ribbon cable -> 68 to 50 pin converter -> 50 pin ribbon cable -> scsi cf drive
The CF drives are quite rare now, found this on ebay for us$129 plus shipping 
"CF RaizinMonster" CF to SCSI Converter for Vintage Sampler HOT SWAP OK !!
|   |
|   | |   |   |   |   |   |
| "CF RaizinMonster" CF to SCSI Converter for Vintage Sam...US $129.00 New in Computers/Tablets & Networking, Drives, Storage & Blank Media, Floppy, Zip & Jaz
Drives |
| |
| View on www.ebay.com | Preview by Yahoo |
| |
|   |

The cables and the 68 to 50 pin converter are easy to get. Just make sure you get all the correct plug types (male or female)
Power for the CF drive is pulled from the RS power supply, you can see the power supply output sockets on the left hand side of the picture with the thicker white and red
cables.
CheersIanV 

On Saturday, 27 August 2016, 20:12, "cnovey@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

  Ian please give deets on how you put CF in the RS thx
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 20451|20391|2016-08-30 08:15:53|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Looks like yahoogroups has mangled my post

IanV

On Tuesday, 30 August 2016, 15:14, "Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]" wrote:

 
OK here's the deal. The bits connect like this:
rs7000 scsi -> 68 pin ribbon cable -> 68 to 50 pin converter -> 50 pin ribbon cable -> scsi cf drive
The CF drives are quite rare now, found this on ebay for us$129 plus shipping 
"CF RaizinMonster" CF to SCSI Converter for Vintage Sampler HOT SWAP OK !!
|   |
|   | |   |   |   |   |   |
| "CF RaizinMonster" CF to SCSI Converter for Vintage Sam...US $129.00 New in Computers/Tablets & Networking, Drives, Storage & Blank Media, Floppy, Zip & Jaz Drives |
| |
| View on www.ebay.com | Preview by Yahoo |
| |
|   |

The cables and the 68 to 50 pin converter are easy to get. Just make sure you get all the correct plug types (male or female)
Power for the CF drive is pulled from the RS power supply, you can see the power supply output sockets on the left hand side of the picture with the thicker white and red cables.
CheersIanV 

On Saturday, 27 August 2016, 20:12, "cnovey@gmail.com [RS7000]" wrote:

  Ian please give deets on how you put CF in the RS thx
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[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

| 20452|20297|2016-08-30 10:30:27|Matt|Re: Hey group...|

Sorry I posted that in the wrong group woops

On Aug 30, 2016 6:16 AM, "Tray Lornik tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Does the open electribe editor require owning an Korg Electribe? Or can you use it with the RS7000 without owning the Korg?

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20453|20271|2016-08-31 18:35:44|y5d6apuj6pczk4ib2rbyytswibytbwwxpfdmbodz|Re: What card reader are you using?|

mailto:tralornik2000@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

So I've just been sold my 3rd card different reader and 3 times now I've been lied to. I keep getting told: "Smart Media? Er, um, ah, yeah.. this'll read them" But when it
arrives none of the slots are anywhere near big enough.
So what are you guys using?

I cant wait to get one so I dont have to use recording mode and cables (so sick of swapping plugs) to bounce midi around. If I'd got the right reader the first time around, I
would never have got bogged down/distracted by the whole 'omni mode' issue.

FYI.
I do have this one, works fine.
Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB 2.0 online verkrijgbaar | OTTO

image

Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB
2.0 online verkrijgbaar | OTTO
Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB 2.0 van
bekende merken online kopen. Bekijk
direct het ruime aanbod Hama Kaartlezer
35in1 USB 2.0 van OTTO en bestel onl...

View on www.otto.nl Preview by Yahoo

 

But i don't know where you're from and if you're able to get them there.
Succes..
 
| 20454|20271|2016-08-31 19:58:20|Matt|Re: What card reader are you using?|

I have the og early 2000's dazzle and works great except not with linux

On Aug 31, 2016 5:41 PM, "ME_tje@hotmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

So I've just been sold my 3rd card different reader and 3 times now I've been lied to. I keep getting told: "Smart Media? Er, um, ah, yeah.. this'll read them"
But when it arrives none of the slots are anywhere near big enough.
So what are you guys using?

I cant wait to get one so I dont have to use recording mode and cables (so sick of swapping plugs) to bounce midi around. If I'd got the right reader the first
time around, I would never have got bogged down/distracted by the whole 'omni mode' issue.

FYI.
I do have this one, works fine.
Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB 2.0 online verkrijgbaar | OTTO

image

Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB 2.0
online verkrijgbaar | OTTO
Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB 2.0 van bekende
merken online kopen. Bekijk direct het ruime
aanbod Hama Kaartlezer 35in1 USB 2.0 van
OTTO en bestel onl...
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But i don't know where you're from and if you're able to get them there.
Succes..
 

| 20455|20443|2016-09-02 11:42:15|bobhumid2|Re: 64 mg ram SAMPLING seconds ?|
.. or put in other words:

if you can‘t make it with 64MB, you can‘t make it anywhere ;)

sorry, couldn't resist. 64MB is enough to perform at least an hour of liveset. some ppl manage to extend that to several hours, by
flipping the build-in sequences...

64MB is also enough to make one hell of a realtime remix with sliced loops of one song. in the case you re using the RS in the studio
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as a tool and not for live so much...

-- B O B   H U M I D

/// music producer, mastering engineer
/// sound-design and post production
/// author, tutor, workshops

http://bobhumid.de

Am 29.08.2016 23:22 schrieb trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] : 

basically a whole lot?

| 20456|20391|2016-09-02 14:21:47|Ian Vine|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Cf SCSI load time is about 3 times faster than smart media.  Plus smart media only goes up to 128mb 

Cheers
IanV

On 27 Aug 2016, at 20:12, cnovey@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Ian please give deets on how you put CF in the RS thx
Clifford

| 20457|20391|2016-09-02 14:47:38|Tray Lornik|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Ian, 

Doesn't the RS7000 have a 50 pin (high density) connector?  

Your post indicates it has a 68 pin connector.

 Or am I missing something?

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20458|20458|2016-09-06 08:33:00|timforslund@gmail.com|Doesn't load/save correctly (?)|

Hello!

I don't really know how to describe this problem but I'll try my best. When I load a pattern it doesn't load all the changes I have made to the effects, EQ, filter etc. It only
loads the notes. Nor does it load my "Voice Edit" settings or my "Mixer" setting. This happened after I messed about with some settings this weekend. It used to load all
of this.

I hope someone has an answer because it's basically unusable if I can't load half of the things I want to save.

| 20459|20458|2016-09-06 08:44:05|zamisers7k|Re: Doesn't load/save correctly (?)|
If I remember right a factory reset should fix that problem.  Turn the power ON while holding the [OCT DOWN], [OCT UP] and [STORE] buttons.

If that don't work, it could be a memory or card problem or other which you can check some of it out with diagnostic utility but I forget the buttons for that, will look that
up for you if needed and the factory reset don't clear up your problem.  Let us know how it goes.

Zam
| 20460|20458|2016-09-06 12:36:34|Tray Lornik|Re: Doesn't load/save correctly (?)|
I would recommend doing a full factory reset on the RS7000.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20461|20442|2016-09-10 15:37:07|Tray Lornik|Re: looking for SCSI ext hard drive|
Hi guys, 

Just wanted to post an update now that I was able to hookup the drive with the (mostly) correct cable.

The IBM drive I mentioned earlier works great with a HD50 pin to HD68 pin cable that 
I purchased (used-like new) for $10 shipped (via Amazon's marketplace).  (It's also available for something like $11.50 new from the same seller).

The cable is 6 feet long so its longer than I need (as I want to mount the drive internally) but since there is so much empty space in the RS7000, it is still small enough to
roll up inside.  

Unfortunately, The cable I got has latches on one side and thumbscrews on the 68pin (drive side), which is actually not optimal since the drive has a latch style connection
just like the RS7000... However, the cable fits snugly and with a little strip of duck tape :-) it should hold nicely onto the drive (again partly because my install will
eventually be internal so no real cable movement once mounted permanently).

BTW, You can buy a 50 to 68 pin scsi cable with latches on both sides....but it was a minimum of 2x the price (at least on ebay), so I went the cheap route (since my goal
is to add an internal drive for the lowest possible cost).

So my total cost so far is about $40 for the drive and the cable... Plus the cost (of a couple dollars I would guess) for a molex cable when I hook it up internally. (It appears
I will need to get a molex with a small end and a large end since the RS7000 has the smaller molex style and the drive has the larger size).

http://bobhumid.de/
mailto:cnovey@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


Anyway, I plan to post a video of the setup and install once complete, but for now I thought I would share the basic setup and a little performance data:

Full "physical" format of the drive took about 10 or 15 minutes (sorry, I was not timing it but it was definitely was not longer that that).  Then I did a "Partition" 1 format
which was a matter of about 10 seconds.  

Anyway, I compared the save and load time of the SCSI drive with the save/load time of an 128mb XDCard (coupled with an XD to Smartmedia adaptor).  

I created a maxed out sample and did a save/load "ALL" operation and here are the results:

128mb XDCard (with XD to SmartMedia adaptor)
Save: 90 seconds
Load: 78 seconds

4.3gb IBM SCSI drive:
Save: 26 seconds (346% speed increase)
Load: 17 seconds  (458% speed increase)

So the performance boost of the SCSI drive was:
Save: 90/26 = 3.46 (ie: 346% speed increase)
Load: 78/17 = 4.58  (ie: 458% speed increase)

Of course different drives, different cables and different samples could yield different results, but for the setup described above these were the results I experienced.

Please note: I am far from an expert on SCSI technology but from what I've read there can be a considerable slow down if there are any errors or issues with the cable or
drive… 
(Which may account for why some people do not experience a significant increase in speed when using SCSI drives, while other people see results similar to mine).   

Yamaha even kind of indicates in the manual that SCSI drive setups can be a bit temperamental and have varied results (I am paraphrasing, but that was my take on
it....considering the other info I came across on various forums and SCSI info sites...but again I am no expert).   

This is one of the reasons why I think mounting the drive internally is the best option since once it is mounted and tested to be working well it should continue to be very
reliable since there will be no cable or drive movement/unplugging, etc.  However, I do plan to add an external power switch for the SCSI drive to power it down when
not in use (to reduce power consumption and harddrive noise).  

Since SCSI is hot-swapable, this should not effect overall reliability IMHO.

Anyway, I hope you all find this info useful.  Again, I plan to post a video of this soon, and if so I will try to add a link to it in this thread.

Cheers!

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20462|20442|2016-09-11 23:29:20|Tray Lornik|Re: looking for SCSI ext hard drive|
I just wanted to make a correction to my last post:

While some SCSI devices are hot-swappable, it appears that the RS 7000 (or my SCSI drive) is not exactly one of them.

In order for the RS 7000 to see my SCSI Drive, the drive must be started up first... And allowed to run for several seconds (which is actually mentioned in the manual of
the RS7000).  

It cannot be started up at the same time as the RS 7000, because if it is, it will not be recognized for saving or loading (oddly, if it will be allowed to be formatted and then
it will be recognized...go figure!) 

Obviously this puts a bit of a wrinkle into the idea of adding a SCSI drive internally into the RS 7000. However there is also the possibility that this limitation is in part
due to the drive I am using.

One interesting note is that if the drive is started first and then the RS 7000 is started then It appears that the drive can be turned off and back on again and it is still
recognized by the RS 7000.  Not sure if this would cause any issue with data corruption but I haven't noticed any in my limited tests so far.  For my needs the ability to
turn off the drive would be critical as I believe the drive is too loud if left running all the time... And so far this seems to work okay, provided of course that the drive is
started first before the RS 7000 is turned on.

If anyone knows anyway in which the RS 7000 and the hard drive can started at the same time and have the drive still be recognized, please post your configuration (or
solution) as I would be very interested.

Cheers!

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

| 20463|20463|2016-09-16 13:06:13|eliah.holiday|Greetings from new RS7000 owner|

Just got a RS7000. I use to have a Beatstep Pro and so far I'm liking the RS7000 but obviously big learning curve. Anyone with tips on set up and workflow appreciated. I
currently (I believe) have it all set up just as a sequencer for external gear. My main goal is to have a hardware sequencer for live gigs and be able to jam. Hoping to get to
a point where the RS7000 is as friendly to me as the BSP was. 

| 20464|20463|2016-09-16 13:13:52|zamisers7k|Re: Greetings from new RS7000 owner|
Welcome to the group!



I say dig in and have fun tweaking and sequencing and mangling new songs out of the RS7000.  I don't know much about the beat step pro but have wanted one, mainly
for the tape stop effect that is in just about every song we hear now days, which I don't think the RS can do as so easily without going through some re-sampling and pitch
shifting etc.. rigmaroles.  Anyhow, you should like the RS7000 a lot too, if you run in to problem or get stuck you are welcome to ask away here, or you may want to
check the RS7000 group over and facebook too which is quite a bit more active than this yahoo group.

Zam

| 20465|20465|2016-09-17 14:41:11|54f6cc5b7f4277a8873c35a8b3515a10|RS7k + Flight Case for sale in UK|

Selling my RS7k - can ship to mainland UK if required. Offers around £400ish? (or less if you can collect from Trowbridge, Wiltshire and pay cash)

64Mb RAM and 3 Smart media cards
Fully working - case has a crack on one corner, but doesn't affect usage at all. Full details and pics can be seen here:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvEC4KT8mxCMkbI2gDEefrOY9yKl3Q

(Look in RS7000 folder)

Any questions or offers, please let me know here, or via email paul[dot]fleetwood[at]hotmail[dot]co[dot]uk

Thanks!

| 20466|20466|2016-09-18 11:15:28|eliah.holiday|Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|

I've synced my RS7000 with my Analog Rytm drum machine whereas the RS7000 is slave. If I start the Analog Rytm the RS7000 transport will start and all is fine until I
stop/start the sequence, change style or section and go back on the RS7000 to which the sequenced notes don't line up with the downbeat anymore. 

Sync is set to MIDI

MIDI Clock is set to go out A + B (controls my external synth module)

MIDI Control is set to IN

Not sure if I'm missing something here or if just the natire of the RS7000.

Also I was wondering how people use the RS7000 live in that it appears you cannot change the sequence in any way once the transport has started. For example I can't
change the measure (turning knob just seems to throw of the timing) or record another pattern on the fly. I can if I stop the sequencer but then starting the sequencer again
I have to manually time the start to the audible downbeat coming from my Analog Rytm.

Any insight appreciated. 

| 20467|20466|2016-09-18 15:09:01|zamisers7k|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
I think I seen you over or a similar post over on facebook...

Anyhow, from your discription here it sounds like maybe your Event Chase may not be set well for what you are doing with the RS.  I think it defaults to Off, try setting it
to All, or one of the other options, or is opposite, you might need it off, I'm not really sure how it works myself.  An explanation of what that does is on page 258.

Hopefully one of the settings will work better for you?

When I do live work I usually, but not always stick to one pattern and one section (Section A) then just punch mutes in and out.  I do this for when I'm doing more live
remixing.  Sometimes I'll chain stuff in Chain mode and finalize a song more by converting it to Song and go in to Song mode and do further song/track wide sweeps etc..
 In Song mode you can set up sections A-P and but I rarely use more than 1 section, occasionally use a 2nd or 3rd, however to properly set up intros and breaks and
middle and outros you should probably use all the sections and then you don't have to worry about muting tracks in and out at the right times.  That takes some time to get
set up right though and why I ususualy just do one section with all 16 tracks filled up and do muting.

Anyhow, something else you mentioned makes me wonder if you have the latest Firmware on your RS too, you may want to check that and make sure it is on 1.2x.  If you
don't know how to check that write back and I'll give you the button combo to see it and instructions where to get the update etc.. I don't have that info on hand at the
moment and I always forget it.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20468|20466|2016-09-18 23:02:49|eliah.holiday|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
Hi, thanks. Gonna check out the Event Chase feature tomorrow. Still learning the RS 7000. The previous owner said it had latest updated firmware which seems to be true
as I managed to get the updated manual with the changes and indeed I can edit the sequence on the fly though the edit screen is rather involved. I'm thinking I should also
be able to change pattern length on the fly too but haven't figured that out. At any rate I'm making the adjustment from my previous sequencer the Beatstep Pro. I hear that
pattern mode is the most flexible as it requires user to implement changes. Haven't ventured into Chain or Song mode. I'm trying to imagine what I would need to do for a
2 hour live set.

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvEC4KT8mxCMkbI2gDEefrOY9yKl3Q


| 20469|20466|2016-09-19 15:54:48|zamisers7k|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
I don't think you can change pattern length on the fly.  The pattern lengths are determined by the phrase lengths which can be a combination of many different lengths.  I
don't think a phrase's length can be changed while playing either unless you delete all the notes and events on it first then it can be extended or shortened, which is why it
is a good idea to know how long your phrase will be before you start entering notes.  I usually keep all mine at 4 measures long, makes things easy to figure out, every
once in a while I'll use a different length, but for a newb I'd say keep them at 4, plus it defaults to that so you don't have to do much really.

I hope you get the midi start stop thing figured out, and if you do please let us know what it was that fixed it.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20470|20466|2016-09-20 11:15:00|eliah.holiday|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
So yeah, measure length seems set once the RS7000 is playing. So once transport is running the only way to shorten a musical phrase is by editing out notes in Edit, Step
or Grid rec modes. To remix a section (shorten/lengthen a phrase as example) without editing notes seems you just have to program variations via sections either live or
before hand. Measure length does always have to be preset per section though unfortunately as again no measure editing whilst transport is running. So for example you
set section A for 1 measure phrase and then a more fuller musical phrase of 4 measures can be programmed into section B. Then you can switch back and forth. Note that
Quantize has to be set at 1 measure if you want to keep timing of phrases, unless you want to manually time them. 

Live recording on the RS7000 doesn't really work when it's receiving clock and transport is running. You can preset it to rec but then you can't get out of rec mode while
transport is running, you also cannot enable live record with running transport. Step and Grid you can enter in notes on the fly and edit them whilst transport runs. In live
rec mode you can also edit notes. 

As for sync. Once RS7000 transport is running if you stop and want to start on beat you have to do so manually by hitting play at the downbeat of your external device
sending clock. Stop then starting transport you also have to make sure you rewind to phrase start before hand otherwise the phrase merely continues from where you left
off. It appears the RS7000 has MTC receive as oppose to Song Position Pointer with the MIDI clock. So that is why with MIDI clock you can keep BPM but not stop then
start the unit and have it automatically play phrase in sync. Mute buttons are the solution of sorts. Unfortunately some settings require the RS7000 to be stopped to access
like changing record modes. 

Arp I'm still trying to figure out but it seems to just sit on top as a live effect. It doesn't respond to transport messages, it just runs till you turn it off. You can also mess
around with the Hold feature and time it manually, as in play notes on downbeat then switch to Arp->Hold and then go tweak something else. Arp records only in real
time record mode which again you cannot get out of unless you hit stop.

All in all it seems there are less limitations if you are willing to manually start the RS7000 on beat yourself otherwise you have to accept limitations and just leave the
RS7000 playing once it's been started by external command. Haven't investigated how much all this changes when RS7000 is the master. My next step is to see if I can get
the RS7000 to play nice with a DAW. 

If I've come to any wrong conclusions here please let me know.
| 20471|20466|2016-09-20 23:16:45|zamisers7k|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
I'm trying to follow everything you are saying but I'm not sure I am understanding all of it.

It seems like your RS is behaving normally as RS's do, and I'm wondering if you have used something else that acts differently when starting and stopping patterns?

I don't hook my RS up to Ableton often, when I do it is usually a friends set up to keep everything in syc.  Ableton becomes the master and my friend is usually starting
and stopping everything, and if I stop my RS from my RS and he keeps going I will motion to him to stop and restart, and I think knows to push remind first before the
restart otherwise yes I think RS won't line back up to downbeat/top of measure/daddy note etc..

Also, I yes I don't do my note editing during what I"d call the live recording session, and I do it before hand, and yes though the RS is capable of bouncing around and
entering notes on other tracks while play/recording it seems too easy to screw up so I don't consider the RS good for arranging like that during a live performance and
possibly something like an Akai MPC may be a lot better at it.  Once my friend hits start on a live recording session with the RS in Pattrern mode the main thing I do is
punch or fade tracks in and out and I do stay in section A.

The only other thing, if I am understanding you right, is instead of bouncing around sections during live play perhaps try muting or turning the track volume down then
press the pattern mode button again and you will go in to the phrase patch screen, then you can scroll to the phrase and change it to the longer one then unmute or fade the
track back in to the mix.  It will keep the same voice unless you also program/enter a PC event at the beginning of the phrase.  This is getting kind of elaborate though, but
I think should be doable and may be more along the lines of what you are wanting to do, or probably what I would do is simply use another track with the same voice and
have longer sequence on it and mute one in while muting the other out.  In that case I would probably keep the longer one as a multiple of the same length of the other
phrase, don't have to but might help for recognizing when it is coming up on a mute punch.  This method also may not sound particularly tight as with punching mutes in
and out at any point, so what I do to try to hide my not so perfect punches is to have a crash symbol at the last step of every four measures and on the first step and they
tend to cover up imperfect mute breaks.

I've got more I wanted to type but it is getting kind of long and late, I'll let it all sink in and perhaps pick up with another post tomorrow if I still need to...

Until then Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20472|20466|2016-09-21 09:35:31|eliah.holiday|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
Hi, thanks for the reply. I think I'm getting a good understanding of the RS architecture. I think mostly it's something you program all your song data ahead of time and
then one can mute and unmute parts, change sequences, like you said. On the fly alteration of a pattern is possible in the right mode and if one is quick enough and
familiar enough with the settings. For example the Edit screen. I think I wanted to understand best how much manipulation can occur in a live setting, while the transport
is running. 

I did discover that for any sequence that goes off beat for whatever reason you can quickly hit the back-to-start button on the transport on the beat and the sequence will
line up again. Kinda like beat matching. Too, I've been fooling around with key changes of a sequence using the Transpose which is cool. I believe you can CC map an
external hardware synth to some of the knobs on the RS7000 which will be nice for tweaking things like filter and cutoff. I think I'm going to pick up a Keystep to
compliment the RS. Also going to try routing audio into the RS to use the onboard FX.

With my better understanding of the RS I'm going to try and sync it with Ableton again. I know though that the only perfect solution for sync with a DAW is
a sync box, which aint cheap but necessary if I ever plan to use VSTs with hardware in a live setting. 
| 20473|20466|2016-09-22 09:32:24|zamisers7k|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|



The RS's phrase>section>pattern/style>chain>song workflow architecture takes a bit to grasp than the way it works on many other pattern based sequencers, but once it
all clicks in your mind it is an epiphany, or like having your mind blown.

I hope you can get yours working with Ableton the way you want, I've not had many troubles with doing so and none really that were the RS's fault or different than
hooking anything else up to it.

One way you can quickly tell if your Firmware is updated is that while in record mode you can bounce around to other tracks as long as they are of the same phrase
length/measure length.  You can still bounce between longer/shorter tracks while continuing to play and not stopping but you have to go out of record mode I think by
pressing the rec button again and again, and for me it is too easy to accidently stop play in that process so I would not rely on doing it that way for a live setting or show.
 Maybe you can get good at it and figure out a way to be good at it, I haven't yet.  One thing about the RS if you watch some youtube vids is that nobody seems to use it
the same way and all the different ways are good and there is no one best or right way, whatever you figure out and do and works for you that is the best way.

The way I work with RS most of the time is by itself and so I don't get very much experience with hooking up other gear to it.  Sometimes it is easier to record/sample
other synths and parts in to it than trying to sync up an unreliable computer or midi lagged other synth with another output you have chain or mix.

Lastly, I'm not sure what a syc box is or will do for you?  I've got by without one so far so I'm not sure how one would help or not.

Zam

| 20474|20466|2016-09-22 23:19:43|eliah.holiday|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
Seems Grid and Step mode are the only way to enter in new note data whilst the RS is playing. You really have to know how to make the note values you want to hear
into numerical values, a bit tricky. Probably the most fool proof way to edit a pattern seems Edit mode and again you gotta know how to work with the numeric values
quickly. The only reason this interests me is a desire to keep some live elements...Well live. I'm sure with some dexerity it's possible to create and edit on the fly but I don't
think that is an RS strength, it's more a pre-program device. So it's a change form my Beatstep Pro experience which I suppose is easier to to program as it's not as deep as
the RS. I wish I could plug in a keyboard and record a new sequence as I play it while the RS is already playing. I also wish the arp responded to stop/start messages. At
any rate working with what I got. I'll probably grab a Keystep to compliment it. 

Haven't gone back to using it with Ableton yet, gonna get a better handle on the RS first. On a different note I tried following the tutorial in the manual as to using the
Tone Generator and making tracks but it appears everything is all messed up in that regard. I do a phrase category and select a phrase and I get the wrong instrument
sounding. The Banks and Programs in the Mixer seem kind organizationally messed up too. Is there a way to reset all the sounds and banks? I tried a system reset but that
didn't work. I think I need a clean slate. 
| 20475|20466|2016-09-23 10:06:32|zamisers7k|Re: Question about syncing RS7000 via MIDI|
The voice banks are permanent.  This is sort of another oddity about the RS, voice settings are stored to some sort of inaccesible/hidden track header, unlike other gear
where this info is stored with the voice bank.  The exception on the RS being the sample banks where some voice settings are still stored with voice rather than to the
track.

I know totally confusing right?  The great thing about it is that you do not have to worry about changing an internal voice's setting on one pattern or song and having it
affect how another pattern or song sounds because it uses the same voice.  When you save and recall a song later or many years from now that is made with the RS's
voices alone it should always sound the same.

Also, I don't usually play in notes and I almost always use step mode to enter notes.  Step mode has another drawback when entering notes which is that the notes are
played and heard when being entered and it likely won't sound good if being entered while the rest are being played, so I usually enter and prefer to play my notes in on
the minikeys while the RS is stopped.   The length or gate determines how many steps the sequencer advances after pressing the notes.  For me this is fastest and easist
way to build sequences and I can scroll through the steps quickly and see what the coresponding notes are as they light up with the LEDs abouve the keys.  Faster than
computer editing or working on a workstation with a stupid piano roll or in grid/x0x style and can't see multiple notes without scrolling through each note for each step.  
However, I think the grid mode has the option somewhere to turn off hearing the note/hit as they are being entered so that, for you, may better for what you may wanting
to do with live playing on the RS.  The RS's grid mode is bit cooler than most x0x style of sequencers too which I won't go in to but you'll find out if you use it and are use
to x0x, it isn't that bad of way to do live sequencing especially for drums, but chords and multiple notes is another story on how to handle with grid/x0x.

And also, I not sure because I never play in by hand but I do record in sweeps via Overdub recorde which I believe will also record in notes, and I thought you could press
record again and it would continue to play, but maybe I'm remembering wrong???

Zam
| 20476|16237|2016-09-28 12:07:54|homerbailon22|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
hi everyone 

Ihave already tried this trick, it is cool, but I have a problem.

I find I'm loosing a midi out and the only midi in. In my setup there are some synth plus a ableton what i command from the rs7k. Also, I have a Uc33 controler plug in
the midi in to control of volumen level, pan, fx, cutoff off every track of my rs7000

How I can solve this??

thanks
| 20477|16237|2016-09-30 07:55:11|zamisers7k|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
I am not sure what you are asking. I am thinking that the two osc trick is better when the RS is alone. If you have other synths hooked up to midi make them ones that
have more than one OSC, basically make your external synths do the better sounding sounds ;) If it is a setting on RS dropping one of the midi outs check them out and
try changing some things around in utility mode midi setup or in the midi channel track assignments i think #5 on number pad a few times. Or #6 cant remember witch at
the moment, I am AFRS (away from RS).

Zam
| 20478|16237|2016-09-30 13:19:05|homerbailon22|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Thanks

the thing is I have a novation a station which has only one part of synth, for bass, pad, arp, or whatever, but just one, not multitimbral, and I whant to make pad from the
rs7k and bass from novation, for example. also, I need the midi in in my rs for the controller UC33, for volumen and other mapped control.

 Maybe with a midi merge box I could solve the problem. 

uc33 midi out to merge midi in1, rs midi out to merge midi in2, and merge midi out to rs midi in.



I don't want to use the RS just like a sequencer, I would like to use its sounds too

 
| 20479|16237|2016-09-30 15:14:42|zamisers7k|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Maybe you need to set your A Station to receive the the channel you want the RS to send out to it?  Have you looked at the Setup Midi Out CH #6 on pad?  You can move
your tracks to send on dif midi channels and turn off/on to RS's TG.  Sometimes you don't always want to receive channel 1 or All channels on a synth, I'll usually set the
external synth to 9 and use track 9 on RS, because the first 8 are usually drum tracks, but if track 9 is not what I want then in midi setup I'll move 10 to 9, or 11 to 9, and
bump 9 up or off.  Not sure if that is your issue so I don't want to say much more about it.

Zam  
| 20480|16237|2016-10-01 03:45:34|homerbailon22|Re: Awesome Tip: 2 OSC Synth|
Thanks again

No, my problem is the inputs and output.

If I use One input and one output for 2osc in my RS I will need a midi merge/thru to plug my novation in the RS' input. But I dont know if that will make crazy the RS. I
don´t think so.
| 20481|20149|2016-10-10 10:38:53|deeky75|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hi Christian!

Yes it still works  ))
I use RS7000 not so often though.

If you have any question I'll be happy to answer  )
| 20482|20482|2016-11-03 09:19:41|legsmechanical|Looking to trade my RS7000 for an RM1X|

I know that sounds wonky, but I don't use the internal sounds/sampling and want a smaller setup.  Any takers? The RS7k is in good shape with maxed memory.  Some
sticky keyboard switches, but I'll throw in a full set of new switches for installation (I planned on replacing them but never got around to it).

| 20483|20482|2016-11-03 09:31:02|Robert Feuchtl|Re: Looking to trade my RS7000 for an RM1X|

Alas.

I am thinking of buying an RM1X just to swap with you. A maxed out RS7K is easily worth 2 x RM1X!

Cheers,

Robert

Am 03.11.2016 um 16:19 schrieb joshgaines@gmail.com [RS7000]:

I know that sounds wonky, but I don't use the internal sounds/sampling and want a smaller setup.  Any takers? The RS7k is in good shape with
maxed memory.  Some sticky keyboard switches, but I'll throw in a full set of new switches for installation (I planned on replacing them but
never got around to it).

--      --      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      mastering ::: engineer     grafic ::: des

| 20484|210|2017-01-07 15:17:00|Benjamin Tierney|New member|
Hi Group,
I just picked up an RS7000 and hoping to learn any workflow ideas, tips, tricks, and tracks. Based on my experience working so far it is really a dream and I love this
sampler/sequencer. I live in LA and work as a mixing engineer. I enjoy making techno, ambient, house and pure experimentations. I am new to yahoo groups in general
and looking forward to learning more with you guys! 
www.benjamintierney.com 

Sent from my iPhone
| 20485|20485|2017-01-07 15:17:31|mijkvandijk|Sample Organisation Questions|

Hey Guys, 

after many years I dusted off my RS7k again and am still blown away by the hands-on playability and some of the super-unique features of this machine.

Maybe my memories are a bit rusted or I had run into these problems already a decade before, but maybe one of you guys can give a quick answers to these.

How can I turn “Common Samples” into “Local Samples” to keep Styles self-contained?

How can I turn a "Kit Sample" into a "Pitch Sample" to fool around with it?

How can I change the root note of a sample?

Thanks in advance!

Mijk van Dijk, www.microglobe.de

 

mailto:joshgaines@gmail.com
http://www.benjamintierney.com/


| 20486|20485|2017-01-26 01:56:51|tralornik2000|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Regarding local vs common samples, the RS7K will load a sample based upon which bank you were last accessing (local or common).  So just first access the local or
comman bank before importing the sample.

I am not sure if there is a way to convert one to the other without first saving the sample and reloading.

| 20487|210|2017-01-26 02:09:24|tralornik2000|Re: New member|
Definately check out grid programming, it is awesome, especially for drums.
| 20488|210|2017-01-26 02:09:47|tralornik2000|Re: New member|
Also, there is a significant following in a Facebook group...which also has pretty significant files section (as does this group).

| 20489|20482|2017-01-26 02:24:21|tralornik2000|Re: Looking to trade my RS7000 for an RM1X|
Also worth considering is that grid programming is much more limited on RM1X than on the RS7K....if that is important to you.
| 20490|20485|2017-01-30 10:50:37|Vadim Nazmiev|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Hi Mijk !

A bit offtop... Are you an author of Marmion's Schöneberg track?))

Вадим,
с мобильного

7 янв. 2017 г., в 23:32, mijk@microglobe.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):

Hey Guys, 

after many years I dusted off my RS7k again and am still blown away by the hands-on playability and some of the super-unique features of this
machine.

Maybe my memories are a bit rusted or I had run into these problems already a decade before, but maybe one of you guys can give a quick
answers to these.

How can I turn “Common Samples” into “Local Samples” to keep Styles self-contained?

How can I turn a "Kit Sample" into a "Pitch Sample" to fool around with it?

How can I change the root note of a sample?

Thanks in advance!

Mijk van Dijk, www.microglobe.de

 

| 20491|20485|2017-01-30 17:43:27|mijkvandijk|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Yes, I am!
| 20492|20485|2017-01-30 17:43:47|mijkvandijk|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Yes, I am !
| 20493|20485|2017-01-30 17:44:46|mijkvandijk|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Yes, I am.
| 20494|20485|2017-01-30 18:28:13|tralornik2000|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|

Only three "Yes, I am"'s ???

Are you really sure you are?

B^D
| 20495|20485|2017-01-31 01:46:11|Vadim Nazmiev|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Wow! 
My respect to you, sir ! ))
Magic hypnotrack) still love it ))

Ps again sorry for offtopic )

Vadim

31 янв. 2017 г., в 5:43, mijk@microglobe.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):

Yes, I am !

| 20496|20485|2017-02-01 02:30:58|mijkvandijk|Re: Sample Organisation Questions|
Oops, 3 times "yes".
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I thought 2 times that I did not send my answer properly.
Thanks for the kudos.
| 20497|20391|2017-02-03 03:06:49|michealcarter0|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Hi,

I want to make the mod to. I found this :

"Well, I found an easy way to put the SCSI external in my rs7000..
once you find some difficulty to find the right scsci with right ports..

you buy any external HD chase. (that permits you to its power cord)
68 pins scsi HD isnt difficult to find.. buy it! with a 68 pins flat cable.
buy a flat cable reduction 68 to 50 pins
then the scsi 50-50 male male cable (http://bimg2.mlstatic.com/s_MLB_v_F_f_231594955_349.jpg)
remember to read all tips in the RS7000 manual before turn it on!"
http://rs7000.proboards.com/thread/64/easy-scsi-conection

I will probably try one of the solution mentioned in this topic. I will be happy if someone can confirm that we can create many partition (2Go) on the external drive if this
one have more than 2 Go. Thanks
| 20498|20391|2017-02-03 06:31:37|Christian Concepcion|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
The image aren't showing...

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 6:06 PM, michealcarter0@yahoo.ca [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi,

I want to make the mod to. I found this :

"Well, I found an easy way to put the SCSI external in my rs7000..
once you find some difficulty to find the right scsci with right ports..

you buy any external HD chase. (that permits you to its power cord)
68 pins scsi HD isnt difficult to find.. buy it! with a 68 pins flat cable.
buy a flat cable reduction 68 to 50 pins
then the scsi 50-50 male male cable (http://bimg2.mlstatic.com/s_ MLB_v_F_f_231594955_349.jpg)
remember to read all tips in the RS7000 manual before turn it on!"
http://rs7000.proboards.com/ thread/64/easy-scsi-conection

I will probably try one of the solution mentioned in this topic. I will be happy if someone can confirm that we can create many partition (2Go) on the
external drive if this one have more than 2 Go. Thanks

| 20499|20391|2017-02-03 06:33:56|Christian Concepcion|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
Cold you please send in a screenshot...

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music
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On Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 9:30 PM, Christian Concepcion <cc.creative.den@gmail.com> wrote:
The image aren't showing...

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

On Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 6:06 PM, michealcarter0@yahoo.ca [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi,

I want to make the mod to. I found this :

"Well, I found an easy way to put the SCSI external in my rs7000..
once you find some difficulty to find the right scsci with right ports..

you buy any external HD chase. (that permits you to its power cord)
68 pins scsi HD isnt difficult to find.. buy it! with a 68 pins flat cable.
buy a flat cable reduction 68 to 50 pins
then the scsi 50-50 male male cable (http://bimg2.mlstatic.com/s_M LB_v_F_f_231594955_349.jpg)
remember to read all tips in the RS7000 manual before turn it on!"
http://rs7000.proboards.com/th read/64/easy-scsi-conection

I will probably try one of the solution mentioned in this topic. I will be happy if someone can confirm that we can create many partition (2Go) on the
external drive if this one have more than 2 Go. Thanks

| 20500|20391|2017-02-03 10:33:04|Tray Lornik|Re: Compact Flash to SCSI adapters?|
If you would prefer to use MicroSD (or full size SD cards with v6) you could look into these SCSI2SD adaptors:

http://store.inertialcomputing.com/category-s/100.htm

| 20501|20501|2017-02-04 16:58:18|jaunmanuek@yahoo.com|Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|
Hello,
I'd like to understand if the GRID GROOVE editor, applies only to the ARPEGGIATOR,
or if you can apply it to a PATTERN.

Also, does the ARPEGGIATOR work for the MIDI INPUT ? or just the rs7000 keyboard ?

Thank you

JUMA

| 20502|20501|2017-02-04 18:16:55|tralornik2000|Re: Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|
Good question.  My limited experience has been that the arpeggios cannot be triggered via a external midi contriller... but again, limited experience.

Not sure about grid groove with patterns (or even arpeggios)
| 20503|20501|2017-02-04 20:42:08|Jaun Manuek|Re: Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|
I tried.
GROOVE EDIT  does affect Pattern  !

Enviado desde mi iPad

El 4 feb. 2017, a las 22:16, tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> escribió:
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Good question.  My limited experience has been that the arpeggios cannot be triggered via a external midi contriller... but again, limited
experience.

Not sure about grid groove with patterns (or even arpeggios)

| 20504|20501|2017-02-05 07:33:04|daniel valkenborg|Re: Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|
Only thing i can say: use your beloved sequencer just for sequencing. Buy at least an e-mu 5000 ultra and your so much happier.
Love.

Op 5 feb. 2017, om 04:42 heeft Jaun Manuek jaunmanuek@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> het volgende geschreven:

I tried.
GROOVE EDIT  does affect Pattern  !

Enviado desde mi iPad

El 4 feb. 2017, a las 22:16, tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> escribió:

 
Good question.  My limited experience has been that the arpeggios cannot be triggered via a external midi contriller... but again, limited experience.

Not sure about grid groove with patterns (or even arpeggios)

| 20505|20501|2017-02-05 07:43:46|Jaun Manuek|Re: Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|

You mean, using the internal Tone Generator or Sampler is not worthy ?
I also have an A3000 instead of the EMU 5000.

De: "daniel valkenborg daniel_valkenborg@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Domingo, 5 de febrero, 2017 11:32:01
Asunto: Re: [RS7000] Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..

 
Only thing i can say: use your beloved sequencer just for sequencing. Buy at least an e-mu 5000 ultra and your so much happier.
Love.

Op 5 feb. 2017, om 04:42 heeft Jaun Manuek jaunmanuek@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> het volgende geschreven:

I tried.
GROOVE EDIT  does affect Pattern  !

Enviado desde mi iPad

El 4 feb. 2017, a las 22:16, tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> escribió:

 
Good question.  My limited experience has been that the arpeggios cannot be triggered via a external midi contriller... but again, limited experience.

Not sure about grid groove with patterns (or even arpeggios)

| 20506|20501|2017-02-05 09:53:26|Daniel Valkenborg|Re: Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|
Yes. The sound engine is Nice for percussion and mastereffects. Hi hats and the like is fine. Dont waste Your Time on the sampling engine. Ableton does not sound worse. Buy an e-mu
and You know what i mean.... And an alpha Juno. Dirtcheap.

Van: Jaun Manuek jaunmanuek@yahoo.com [RS7000]
Verzonden:  5/ 02/ 2017 15:43
Aan: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [RS7000] Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..

You mean, using the internal Tone Generator or Sampler is not worthy ?
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I also have an A3000 instead of the EMU 5000.

De: "daniel valkenborg daniel_valkenborg@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
Para: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Enviado: Domingo, 5 de febrero, 2017 11:32:01
Asunto: Re: [RS7000] Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..

 
Only thing i can say: use your beloved sequencer just for sequencing. Buy at least an e-mu 5000 ultra and your so much happier.
Love.

Op 5 feb. 2017, om 04:42 heeft Jaun Manuek jaunmanuek@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> het volgende geschreven:

I tried.
GROOVE EDIT  does affect Pattern  !

Enviado desde mi iPad

El 4 feb. 2017, a las 22:16, tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> escribió:

 
Good question.  My limited experience has been that the arpeggios cannot be triggered via a external midi contriller... but again, limited experience.

Not sure about grid groove with patterns (or even arpeggios)

[Het originele bericht is niet volledig opgenomen.]
| 20507|20501|2017-02-05 16:12:36|zamisers7k|Re: Grid Groove, Arpeggiator, midi input..|
If you ever get a good grid groove going you can do a 30 Job normalize play effect on it, and it will re-sequence the settings in to the phrase ;)

Happy RSing!

~Zam
| 20508|20291|2017-02-10 12:43:13|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: help needed|
Do you have a cme bitstream so I can send you the sysex file?
Had to get a new account because of yahoo safety isseus.
send me an email
| 20509|20509|2017-02-10 15:12:30|Christian Concepcion|Re: start stop and record midi message|
Good day,

Does anyone know how to assign cc midi/sysex messages for transport controls... been trying to get my alesis vi25 to work with Rm1x but it just wont trigger the play/stop buttons... anyone?

Warm regards,

Christian M. Concepcion
Art Director . Designer . Musician
Mobile:  +639476808459
Skype:   cc.creative.den
email:    cc.creative.den@gmail.com

Links:

My Portfolio

Soundcloud Audio

Band Music

| 20510|20509|2017-02-11 17:39:25|zamisers7k|Re: start stop and record midi message|
On RS7000 it is under Utility/Midi Setup/Midi Control needs set to IN or OUT the various midi outs.  Don't know what it is on the RM1X but if the same that will pass
along the start/stop messages to other gear.  Hope that helps?

Zam
| 20511|20511|2017-03-01 12:43:37|lyktego|Program Change methods|

Hi, my first post here. I am new to RS7K, so it might be simple question, but is there any other way to Program Change than adding the command at the beginning of midi
sequence? I sequence my synths by RS7k. The issue is that then I set the PC at the start of pattern it comes back to the preset setting after each loop. When I modify sound
it comes back to the preset setting.

Hello to all RS fans, great gear, a lot to learn though :)
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| 20512|20512|2017-03-01 12:53:38|karmakater|pads/knob assign/drum voice list/ question?|

Hi RS group, some month ago i got one of these soulful wowmachine!

but some things are unclear to me, maybe someone could help?

how to change the velocity for the 2 pads, is it even possibel?

knob assign: in the list there is no assigning possible for the line in effect send,

do i have to adress it by midi?

regarding the drum voice list: whats the difference between

the kit types: full editing(edit every single drum voice?), trigger and note/on/off?

is there a list or overview for the over 5000 phrases anywhere, listing more details just to abbreviate things?

god bless these R7K japanese engineers ;)

cheers karma

| 20513|20513|2017-03-01 12:55:29|karmakater|pads/knob assign/drum voice list/ question|

Hi RS group, some month ago i got this soulful wowmachine!

some things are unclear to me, maybe someone could sort it out?

how to change the velocity for the 2 pads, is it even possibel?

knob assign: in the list there is no assigning possible for the line in effect send,

do i have to adress it by midi?

regarding the drum voice list: whats the difference between

the kit types: full editing(edit every single drum voice?), trigger and note/on/off?

is there a list or overview for the over 5000 phrases anywhere, listing more details 

just to abbreviate things?

god bless these R7K japanese engineers ;)

cheers karma

| 20514|20511|2017-03-01 13:05:26|zamisers7k|Re: Program Change methods|
Welcome to the Group!  There are at least two solutions I know of.  One is to use the store scene memory buttons.  Or you can set the PC events on another section and
phrase.  You can also possibly use some other midi or sysex code that includes channel and put it all on one track and mute it in/out but I do not recall the exact codes for
all that, sorry.  If the other methods don't work for ya then let us know back here and I can spend more time going in to detail.  Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20515|20513|2017-03-01 13:22:38|tralornik2000|Re: pads/knob assign/drum voice list/ question|
Lots of questions, and I am not too sure about some of them, however there is a file section in this group that may contain some very good info and facts.   Also, the group
on Facebook has an even larger file section with even more stuff.  

As for the list of phrases, Yamaha's site did not list one, but I have heard that there are alot of similaritiies between the RS7000 and the RMX1 and the RMX1 does have a
list book here:
http://download.yamaha.com/api/asset/file/?language=en&site=usa.yamaha.com&asset_id=2362

Hope this helps somewhat, please post back if you find the RM1X's list book to be useful for the RS7000, if so I might grab a copy myself!

http://download.yamaha.com/api/asset/file/?language=en&site=usa.yamaha.com&asset_id=2362


Cheers,
T

| 20516|20512|2017-03-01 13:25:39|zamisers7k|Re: pads/knob assign/drum voice list/ question?|
how to change the velocity for the 2 pads, is it even possibel?

 You change them by pressing harder or softer, otherwise there is no velocity settings for those.

knob assign: in the list there is no assigning possible for the line in effect send,
do i have to adress it by midi?

 line in effect send is a SysEx event, knobs only pretty much do general midi CC assignments.  If you need the sysex code for it let me know and I can get for you
when I get a chance with my RS.

regarding the drum voice list: whats the difference between
the kit types: full editing(edit every single drum voice?), trigger and note/on/off?

 Most of the kits you can't do things like put an LFO on pitch or filter on them, however a few kits you can tho and I think that means they have full editing enabled
on them.  I use those kits a lot for that reason, they are base drum kit, snare kit, high hat kits, etc. not whole kits but certain emphasis on certain parts of other kits, they are
kit numbers 021-026 or so if I remember right (might be off bit). I usually go straigt to 021 BD kit when starting drum phrases.  Anyhow I'm not sure about what trigger
and note/on/off means.  I do know some crashes if you turn the amp decay up they will last a lot longer than a single hit, and there are some high hats that may over ride
previous hi hat I think, not sure tho that happens on RS but it supposed to simulate like a closing hihat sound of a real drum kits I think, maybe not, your guess on that
may be as good as mine.

is there a list or overview for the over 5000 phrases anywhere, listing more details just to abbreviate things?

I don't think so, not that I recall or not probably what you are looking for anyway, but anyhow I always recommend just staying away from the built in phrases, 99.95%
garbage or repeated garbage.  If you do happen to find one interesting and or want to edit it then copy it to a user phrase and take a look at it in the step sequencer rec
mode or the track events editor.

Sorry I may not be as helpful as usual, been pretty slow here, near dead, if you havn't already you may also want to try one of the RS7000 groups over on facebook.  They
are quite a bit more active.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 20517|20511|2017-03-01 13:41:31|tralornik2000|Re: Program Change methods|
Also, there is a Job in the Job's menu that store all the setting into the current track...  I cannot remember the name of it but it is a good idea to always use that initially on
a new song (before experimenting) so you can get back to "normal" if you ever need to.  
| 20518|20512|2017-03-03 09:05:53|karmakater|Re: pads/knob assign/drum voice list/ question?|
Zam, thanks so far for the detailed information! regarding the sysex event
i might come back to you when i#Ve got more time to check this out.
| 20519|20513|2017-03-04 08:37:19|karmakater|Re: pads/knob assign/drum voice list/ question|
Hi T,, thanks for the info. in your link there is, same as in the RS manual,
only a Phrase Category List, no details. it's not that important, more like
knowing what kind of cash is in the accout ;)
| 20520|20246|2017-03-15 10:39:24|richtowns23|Re: Turn off 'Omni Mode'|
Ive just been playing around with the 2osc mod and it looks like the midi being fed back into the RS also affects when you try to record onto other tracks in overdub or
replace modes. Muting the fedback midi does get around the problem. Weird bug!
Thanks for all the posts, youve saved me ages.
| 20521|20521|2017-03-28 09:12:04|aanon2550|Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|

Hi all,

New RS7000 owner, previously using QY700 for an extended period, so mostly finding it easy to understand -- and loving all the new capabilities. I have a question,
though, regarding sampling.

As a songwriting tool, I'd like to record some scratch vocals alongside patterns. For example, I might do a pattern that corresponds to the verse of my song and, on one of
the tracks, put a sample of me humming the verse melody. So I understand/believe that I need to record a sample of the vocal, and trigger it with a MIDI event on the
track.

The difficulty I am having is in recording a sample that starts recording from the 1st beat of measure 1, while also hearing the other tracks I have laid down.

If I wanted to, I can easily get a sample to record from measure 2, in the following way:

Set up trigger mode = measure
Set punch in point to measure 2
Press play to start my sequence playing
Press sample START/STOP anytime before measure 2 and it will punch in recording at measure 2 as expected

However, if I take a similar approach to try to start sample recording from measure 1, I appear to get stuck in a bind. Namely:

If I press play to start the sequence going, sampling does not start automatically and by then it's too late to press sample START/STOP.



If I press sample START/STOP first, it will say waiting for trigger, but at that point I am finding that the play button will not work, so I cannot start the sequence
playing!

I would very much appreciate any tips anybody can offer.

Michael

p.s. In case it's relevant, I have OS 1.22 installed and have done a factory reset.

| 20522|20521|2017-03-28 09:24:55|zamisers7k|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Welcome to the group!

If you have facebook you may want to try getting answers quicker over there in one of the RS7000 groups.  They are way more active than here, but anyhow...

I'm not sure if this will help or not, but when I record I usually change the trigger mode to Level and turn the trigger level down to almost zero but not quite zero.  Seems
to work best for me, I've not really ever played around with the other modes.  Then I'll go in to step record mode and enter the note the sample/samples are on, go in to
events editor #[ENTER] while in rec/standby if I want to extend the note past a whole note which you likely will want to do, or you may want to use overdub and
manually play the note in while recording, however that in my opinion is harder to make sure it syncs up without going in to step or event editor anyway but it can be
done and maybe more so if it don't have to be really tight.

Let us know how goes, good luck and happy RSing!

Zam
| 20523|20521|2017-03-28 09:30:56|tralornik2000|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Just wondering why you would not want to just have a blank measure in the beginning?  I realize it is not optimal but it has many advantages in that you can insert many
sysex messages in that first measure (if you ever need them) without impacting the timing of the rest of the song,  It can be quite a lifesaver when you find you need to do
some setup or want to start all the controls at a certain levels.  

Then after mixdown you can always trim the 1st measure off the audio track.  

But a guess this might be a problem in a live environment.  

| 20524|20521|2017-03-28 14:36:46|Ian Vine|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Not sure. What happens if you set a 2 bar count in ?

On 28 Mar 2017, at 14:16, michaelsloggett@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi all,

New RS7000 owner, previously using QY700 for an extended period, so mostly finding it easy to understand -- and loving all the new capabilities. I have a
question, though, regarding sampling.

As a songwriting tool, I'd like to record some scratch vocals alongside patterns. For example, I might do a pattern that corresponds to the verse of my song
and, on one of the tracks, put a sample of me humming the verse melody. So I understand/believe that I need to record a sample of the vocal, and trigger it
with a MIDI event on the track.

The difficulty I am having is in recording a sample that starts recording from the 1st beat of measure 1, while also hearing the other tracks I have laid down.

If I wanted to, I can easily get a sample to record from measure 2, in the following way:

Set up trigger mode = measure
Set punch in point to measure 2
Press play to start my sequence playing
Press sample START/STOP anytime before measure 2 and it will punch in recording at measure 2 as expected

However, if I take a similar approach to try to start sample recording from measure 1, I appear to get stuck in a bind. Namely:

If I press play to start the sequence going, sampling does not start automatically and by then it's too late to press sample START/STOP.
If I press sample START/STOP first, it will say waiting for trigger, but at that point I am finding that the play button will not work, so I cannot start the
sequence playing!

mailto:michaelsloggett@gmail.com
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I would very much appreciate any tips anybody can offer.

Michael

p.s. In case it's relevant, I have OS 1.22 installed and have done a factory reset.

| 20525|20521|2017-03-28 16:40:31|aanon2550|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Thanks to all for the replies. I'll try to respond to all in a single post. Hoping that won't be too confusing.

Zam:

To clarify, are you using the "low-level trigger approach" AND listening to your existing sequence while recording samples? If so, could you please describe a bit further
how you go about recording the samples? i.e. when to press START/STOP, when to press PLAY, etc? 

I did a few experiments with this just now, but still (so far) unable to get a sample to start recording from the start of measure 1 while also listening to the sequence.

Tralornik2000:

I'm working in pattern mode. If I had a blank measure at the start of every pattern, this would work ok, but the downside is that it would make all other work on the
patterns more complicated and I wouldn't be able to hear the patterns strung together smoothly (?). If there was a way to temporarily put in an extra measure just to
facilitate the sample recording, that could work. Or another workaround might be to leave pattern mode (say, go to pattern chain mode) and set up sequence that has a
blank measure before the pattern, just for the purposes of recording the sample I need. Seems feasible, I'll try it later on.

Ian Vine:

Your suggestion would be a great way to bypass the need for a blank measure, etc. However, it appears that when I'm in sample record mode, I can't also be in sequence
record mode. And it appears I can only get the count-in when in sequence record mode. Unless there's a way to get a count-in when playing a sequence? That would be
great if possible.

_____________

Still somewhat hopeful that there is a straightforward solution and I'm just missing something. The RS7000 actually has its default punch-in position for sample set to
measure 1, so this gives me some hope that it's possible...

I'm also thinking that surely other people have tried to use the RS7000 as a quasi-multitrack, laying down real guitars alongside MIDI patterns and so on.

Thanks again everyone.

Michael

| 20526|20521|2017-03-28 16:56:46|tralornik2000|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
You should be able to create the sample (and sequence) in song mode and the extract/copy that section out into a pettern.  Just make sure the sample is stored as a common
sample (so it is not limited to just that song).

I understand that some of the recording features you need might not be avaialable in song mode, so I'm not 100% sure if the above would be a feasable soultion for you
(For example, I am not sure if looping/grid programming mode is avalable in song mode).

| 20527|20521|2017-03-28 17:01:58|zamisers7k|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Yep, the RS with a low trigger level it will auto start recording.  I left out in my explanation that I let it loop once or twice since doing it in Pattern and I'll try to get my
timing down when so when it gets back to the 1st measure I'll then start "singing" or playing the vocal in to the RS.

The point at which you start isn't as so important as keeping your timing, this is because you can move the vocal around simply by moving the placement of the note and
or the start/stop points of the sample can also be adjusted.

Since your new, the one thing over the years I've found a bit annoying with recording samples via inputs is they will need to have a normalize job done on them afterward,
sometime up to 200-300% because it records at a quieter level than what you are monitoring at the same time via the RS's outputs.  It could just be my RS because I've not
really heard anyone else complain about it over the years, so surprised if that happens to you and you have to do a normalize job on your vocals after every time you
record them then don't be too surprised, I gave you a heads up.

Hope this helps ya some, sorry if more confusing then ever, I think you'll get it if you keep trying... Let us know and happy RSing!

Zam



| 20528|20521|2017-03-28 19:18:59|aanon2550|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Tralornik, Zam...thanks again. I think you all may have helped me crack it!

As it turns out, it was Zam's mention of letting the pattern loop back around that gave me the "aha" moment. I was missing something pretty simple after all.

So I tried this:

in pattern mode, go to sampling
set trigger by measure
set punch-in point = measure 1
press PLAY
press sampling START/STOP
wait until pattern loops back to start
now the sampling starts happening at measure 1 as desired and I end up with a full-length sample that can be easily placed on beat 1, measure 1.
adjust gate time to suit and we're in business

Or, in short, it works :-)

Really appreciate everybody's willingness to help.

Michael

| 20529|20521|2017-03-29 03:13:50|zamisers7k|Re: Sample trigger by measure from measure 1 -- possible?|
Right on!

I've been using the RS for many many years and I still get those occasional Aha moments too.  Even had one the other day doing some resampling and slice job and
switching some of the sample chunk to attack look and adjusting their attack loop points.  It was glitch heaven.

Anyhow, glad to help anytime and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20530|19753|2017-03-29 03:53:10|richtowns23|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|
Ive just found some time to get to know my RS and I was wondering if anyone can provide the original CD. The link zamaisster provided is now broken (this treads a few
years old)
Thanks in advance
| 20531|19753|2017-03-29 10:08:18|tralornik2000|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|
Check the files section, if it is not there then check the files section on Facebook's usergroup...it is substancially larger.
| 20532|19753|2017-03-29 11:59:22|zamisers7k|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|
The files are still there, stupid web host security now days denies folder lists without some extra B.S. involved, I prob need to find a redirector of sort to the link below.  It
is an updated link which includes the whole CD with that include the styles link as a downloadable zip.  Here:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip

Hope that works for ya, please let me know if not, thanks.

Zam 
| 20533|19753|2017-04-01 03:46:03|richtowns23|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|
Hi zam, 
Downloaded overnight as the download speed was a bit poor. I now have 38megs of RS fun. 
I normally use Korg electribes but I never liked their envelopes so Ive been relearning the RS.
The RS is much more complicated but eventually the workflow gets easier. Thanks to this forum and the superuser documents Im starting to feel comfortable. For me the
Groove feature alone makes it all worth it.
Anyway, thanks again zam, for the CD Keep on RSing 
| 20534|19753|2017-04-01 23:35:08|om_audio|Re: Original RS7K Factory CD|
Thanks Zam- grabbing this too. Will have to plug in my RS again soon. Cannot bring myself to sell it...
:)
Clifford
| 20535|19907|2017-04-02 14:07:03|richtowns23|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
No takers on this old thread?
Im going to investigate how to make kits from a series of sounds, kick, hats,etc without going down the slice to kit route. I can see that in the end it might be quicker to do
the slicing way but my experience (limited) with sampling small files, it seems to take quite a while. I can only imagine how long processing 50 slices will take!
If anyone knows a way to make sample kits for the RS on a computer and then import that would be a real time saver.

Something I noticed and quite like doing to stimulate creativity is load up 16 x 1/16th of the same note in a drum kit and then while playing back twist the play effect's
note offset. It generates randomish beats/rhythms sometimes interesting. Set a long pattern length and pop the rs in overdub record and get twisting. after recording listen
back and if you hear anything you like extract it and use it as your beat. If one note/sound grates in the sequence, delete it easily in the edit view. 
Im sure Im preaching to the converted and this has already been spotted but I didnt see it in the faq. 
Lovin' my RS
| 20536|20536|2017-04-02 16:54:02|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|dusty beats|
Hi all,

It's been a while i had to be here for questions so I had time to play with the rs.
I dont have any social media to plug my music so here seemed like a good place.
Have fun. 

feel free to give some advice.

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHmpuvuI4eE&feature=youtu.be

| 20537|19907|2017-04-02 19:27:51|cnovey|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|

been ages but can you not just import to kit?

 

 

| 20538|19907|2017-04-03 09:03:35|zamisers7k|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
You can keep the original sample on a note and copy it a bunch of times to other notes and then edit the start/end/attack points and then do a sample extract job on them to
remove the extraneous data.  I know this takes up a bit of memory space while doing it, but I've done it this way before without too much trouble for a measure or two
loops.  Would of been nice if the RS was able to do all that with only using one sample and some pointers or something, how other samplers I've seen conserve space,
anyhow if you figure out another or better way please let know, thanks.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20539|19907|2017-04-03 11:47:34|richtowns23|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
Comparing the work to be done it looks more efficient for me to use the RS slice function to make a kit. And yes, @cnovey, import to kit or slice the sample to create a kit
looks the best way. 
Its just before when I was slicing samples of about 10 second and the RS took a minute to process it. I was concerned that if I had a minutes worth of audio it would take 5
minutes to sample which seems a long time to wait. In the end the kit I wanted didnt take so long to import.
FYI I had a sample kit file that I wanted to import of 128 drum samples, back to back in one audio file. There all fixed length 200ms each. I set the RS to process 4 bars of
32 divisions and after the process the sounds were made into a kit. Great!
Using the quick slicer it took 77 counts to process (I imagine they are seconds)
Here is the annoying side. The sample file which is 2M took 8 counts to load. The file took 77 counts to turn into a kit but then to save the kit it in a pattern file takes
another 55 seconds. That means waiting a minute to load one user kit of 128 hits is a bit too annoying. I think Ill make do with the internal sounds which are pretty good
still.

I also did some prelimenry tests to see how long the other slice algorithms take and they all seem to take about ten times the sample length. Thats with mono 44k 16bit
wavs. A two second file would take 20 counts to process. 

@zam, I agree. it would be good able to use one sample and change the sample start time by using a knob or via midi but I dont think thats available. Any chance
Yamaha's going to write another bios update? Maybe not
Good techy fun

| 20540|19907|2017-04-03 17:01:56|Tray Lornik|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
Just thought I would chime in here: 

You can increase the SAVE/LOAD time considerably (assuming the time is related to the size of the data it is saving, not some internal sample post-processing) by using
an external SCSI drive.

The drive I used demonstrated aa approximately 3.5x reduction in save time and a 4.5x reduction in load times. 

See this post for more info: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/20442

There is also a SCSI2SD option available at various web sites for about $60, but I am unsure what type of speed increase that yields (if any). 

| 20541|19907|2017-04-04 04:44:32|richtowns23|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
Yes, thats useful. Thanks, Ill investigate.
| 20542|19907|2017-04-04 14:45:24|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
I've just gave loading samples in the rs another trie.
And I thought it was ok. Going to do this more often I guess.

Once your project is loaded the samples are there even if it takes more time then a Rs only project.

meanwhile you can go for a coffee or maybe put in your laundry
for me that is the charm of an older drumcomputer

I noticed that when you change the coarse tune you can shuffle true your slices.
what is a nice bonus for me :-)

Maybe you want to check out video's of leon du star on youtube.
He has some pretty usefull video about sampling for the korg Esx.
You can use that trick on almost every sampler.
| 20543|19907|2017-04-05 14:50:26|richtowns23|Re: A-Wave and kit creation|
Yes, I didnt try fine tuning but the play effects note ofset works in the same way. I wonder if it can be controller via midi. 
What a coincidence, it was actually the leon du star videos that got me to thinking about this. I bought it sampler pack for the esx. Very useful. Very cool guy who knows
his Electribe. 
I actually bought a 'usb synth' the dsp-g1 after watching another of his vids. 
| 20544|20544|2017-04-07 16:52:48|shapeshifter116|Hello everyone!|

What's up?!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHmpuvuI4eE&feature=youtu.be
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/20442


My name is Shaun I am from Detroit/Chicago and I love my RS7000. I am really happy to have joined this group. 

Just curious how to request access to be allowed to download the original CD-ROM download on http://www.quantum-source.com/ server?

I would definetly appreciate it and I will contributing to the group some sounds and tricks including a way to install a cooI SCSI option.. 

Thanks, 

-Shaun

 

| 20545|20544|2017-04-07 17:04:10|zamisers7k|Re: Hello everyone!|
Welcome to the group!

Original link moved and should be downloadable from the following link:

http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip

If you still have troubles with d/ling please let me know, thanks.

Zam

| 20546|20546|2017-04-11 11:58:14|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Midi time code anyone?|
Are any of you using the mtc sync option?
Most of my gear is in need of a repair/replacement so I'm never sure if its my gear
or the actual device that may be buggy.

Can the Rs only sync to external mtc when in songmode?
Does the Rs listens and follows the external song position?

For me MTC works only in song mode.
For me the Rs does not follow external song position.

| 20547|20546|2017-04-11 16:51:12|Michael Sloggett|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Hi there, I've used MTC sync with my QY700 very successfully, so will outline the setup, which should be same for RS7000 I think. I'm not in front of machine or
manual, so this will be a bit vague.

For sake of description, I'll assume you're using with a digital multitrack. 

You use the multitrack as master clock source, generating MTC. Also set it to respond (slave) to incoming MMC (commands like start/stop). Set the RS7000 to receive
and use the MTC, and also to send out MMC commands.

With that all set up, when you press play on the RS7000, it sends a start command to the multitrack, then the multitrack starts spitting out MTC, then both the devices play
together in time. 

Actually this setup also works for starting playback from any position in a song, and you can control playback from either device.

Get the bpm set the same on each machine if you want to see the same bar count on both.

MTC only works in song mode. It basically marks out a timeline.

If you want a really great practical explanation, try this document from yamaha :

http://happyharry.net/yamaha/aw4416/help/aw4416.poweruser.pdf

On 12 Apr 2017 4:01 am, "fredjezultkoning@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Are any of you using the mtc sync option?
Most of my gear is in need of a repair/replacement so I'm never sure if its my gear
or the actual device that may be buggy.

Can the Rs only sync to external mtc when in songmode?
Does the Rs listens and follows the external song position?

For me MTC works only in song mode.
For me the Rs does not follow external song position.

http://www.quantum-source.com/
http://quantum-source.com/RS7000zip/RSfiles.zip
http://happyharry.net/yamaha/aw4416/help/aw4416.poweruser.pdf
mailto:fredjezultkoning@gmail.com
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| 20548|20546|2017-04-11 18:06:19|zamisers7k|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
I may have tried MTC code once or twice many many years ago just to try it.  I don't remember the results, I've always used MIDI for what few times I sync my RS up.
 Anyhow, I am curious if your problem may be extending instead from the Event Chase options in the System setup menu previous to the midi setup in Utility mode.

EVENT CHASE ....................................................[Knob 1]
[Settings] OFF, PC, PC+PB+CTRL, ALL
Event chase refers to the ability to rapidly locate certain
events so that it is possible to start playback from any point in
a pattern or song with proper voice assignments, pitch, etc.
This specifies the events to be rapidly “chased” in such a situation.
PC allows rapid chase of program change events, while
PC+PB+CTRL chases program change, pitch bend, and control
change events. ALL specifies all events except note
events.

NOTE
• When a setting other than OFF selected there
may be a slight delay when starting playback,
and the fast-forward or fast-reverse operations
may run a little slower.
• When ALL is selected a large volume of data
is transmitted via the MIDI OUT connector
which may, in some cases, cause errors with
some types of external MIDI equipment.

If you get it figured out please let us know, happy RSing!

Zam

| 20549|20546|2017-04-11 18:10:21|tralornik2000|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Just curious if that QY700 setup works if the song changes tempo at varios points in the song...Do you still have ability to comtrol playbavk via either (ie: Does the tempo
change ger propagated from one to the other)?

| 20550|20546|2017-04-11 18:17:54|Michael Sloggett|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Hi, tempo changes are not communicated from one device to the other when using MTC.

However, both the sequencer and the multitrack have a per-song "tempo map" or equivalent, so if you set up the same song structure on both devices, the tempo of the
sequencer will always be right, and the displayed bar counts on both devices will match up.

On Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 10:10 AM, tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Just curious if that QY700 setup works if the song changes tempo at varios points in the song...Do you still have ability to comtrol playbavk via either (ie:
Does the tempo change ger propagated from one to the other)?

| 20551|20546|2017-04-12 06:06:40|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Thanks all,
I've got to do some dishes first then ill give it another try.
| 20552|20546|2017-04-12 06:27:28|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Yeah the rs doesn't want song position.
I'll stick to pattern mode and midi sync.

Thanks for helping me sort this out.
| 20553|20546|2017-04-12 08:51:55|Michael Sloggett|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Hi again,

Just to let you know, I hooked up my RS7000 and Roland multitrack and ran a test using Song Mode and MTC sync, with the Roland as the MTC master clock. It all
worked perfectly, so I'll just give you the settings in case it helps you or another future person to get sync working properly.

On RS7000:

Utility Settings

Midi Sync = MTC
Midi Clock out = OFF
MIDI control = OUT A
ECHO BACK = MONITOR (REC)

On multitrack (Roland VS2000CD)

mailto:tralornik2000@yahoo.com
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Utility Settings

Sync Mode = INTERNAL
Frame rate = 30
MIDI OUT SYNC Gen = MTC
MMC mode = slave

With this setup I could start/stop/continue play using the controls from either device and the two would play together. I could also move to a desired bar
number on either device before playing, and the other device would also play from the desired position.

There is a small proviso to add on the last part, but nothing that really makes a big difference. Namely, if using the multitrack controls to move to a desired
bar in the song, you will not see the bar display on the RS7000 update until after play commences.

I've used a Roland multitrack recorder in this case, but the general setup should be the same for any device capable of being MTC master (including a DAW).

All the best,

Michael

On Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 10:27 PM, fredjezultkoning@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Yeah the rs doesn't want song position.
I'll stick to pattern mode and midi sync.

Thanks for helping me sort this out.

| 20554|20546|2017-04-12 10:17:28|tralornik2000|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Very cool!

...I will have to give this a try at some point, thanks for posting the precise settings!

Cheers!
| 20555|20546|2017-04-12 16:12:07|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
HI mtichael,
I tried your settings and the ones from zam and a combination of it.
I guess my roland mv8000 rs7000 mtc sync adventure ends here.
They work fine with midi sync so i'll stick to that.
I just hoped that I could use the mv's mtc and sequencer to loop parts of a huge
song as sort of experiment.

I'm actualy more comfortable in the patternmode on the Rs.

Thanks learned a few things today
| 20556|20546|2017-04-13 02:59:35|Michael Sloggett|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
I'm pretty sure we could solve your problem with song mode. The RS is known to be capable, and the MV8000 manual explains all the required setup on pages 162 &
167.

If you're not inclined to go any further with it, no probs. 

If you do want to, then a more detailed description from you of what is and isn't working would be a good next step.

Michael

On 13 Apr 2017 8:12 am, "fredjezultkoning@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

HI mtichael,
I tried your settings and the ones from zam and a combination of it.
I guess my roland mv8000 rs7000 mtc sync adventure ends here.
They work fine with midi sync so i'll stick to that.
I just hoped that I could use the mv's mtc and sequencer to loop parts of a huge
song as sort of experiment.

I'm actualy more comfortable in the patternmode on the Rs.

Thanks learned a few things today

| 20557|20546|2017-04-13 14:50:56|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Ok here we go..

I've connected the midi out A from the Rs to the midi in of the Mv.
Midi out A from the mv goes to the midi in from the Rs.
Midi cable have been checked...

The Rs settings:

mailto:fredjezultkoning@gmail.com
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midi sync: MTC midi clock: off midi control:out A echo back: monitor rec event chase: all (for the sake of this
experiment).

I can start/stop on both devices.
I can make a loop say from bar 8 till 13 on the Mv but the Rs will continue to go further with 14 15 and so on.

This is all I can tell I guess.    
| 20558|20546|2017-04-13 17:06:53|Michael Sloggett|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
So, to get a bit more explicit,

- can you currently press play on either device and have the other device start playing too? If so, do the two devices play in time?

- can you currently go to any desired position in the song on one device, press play and have the other device start playing along from the correct position?

The above would be the normal basic requirements for a song mode sync setup, so just want to check if these are being met first.

If this works only partially (e.g. when initiated from one device), please describe.

On 14 Apr 2017 6:50 am, "fredjezultkoning@gmail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Ok here we go..

I've connected the midi out A from the Rs to the midi in of the Mv.
Midi out A from the mv goes to the midi in from the Rs.
Midi cable have been checked...

The Rs settings:
midi sync: MTC midi clock: off midi control:out A echo back: monitor rec event chase: all (for the sake of this
experiment).

I can start/stop on both devices.
I can make a loop say from bar 8 till 13 on the Mv but the Rs will continue to go further with 14 15 and so on.

This is all I can tell I guess.    

| 20559|20559|2017-04-14 01:02:19|aanon2550|Non-destructive quantize function on the RS7000: is it there?|

Hi, I'm hoping this might be a simple question and I'll feel silly for having missed something....

Is it possible to do a non-destructive quantize on the RS7000? That is, if I have already recorded data into a track, can I apply (for example) a 16th or 8th note quantization
to it, on that track, in a way that can be removed later if desired?

I'm coming from the QY700, which has a "groove" page as part of its PlayFX, and within that page one can choose from various groove templates. Those templates
include straight 32nd, 16th, 8th and quarter note types, to swing types, to all kinds of weird and wonderful variations for different types of feel. Using the simpler types
gives a result equivalent to a simple quantize job -- but non-destructive and tweakable.

On the RS7000, I see a Grid Groove submenu, which appears to let me shift each note in a 16th note grid around in terms of note, clock, gate and velocity. Looks
potentially fun, but it's not clear to me that this page does anything close to what I'm looking for (quantization). If it does, could somebody please help explain how to use
it to achieve a straight 16th note feel? How about an 8th or quarter note feel? Is this possible?

Note: just to possibly save somebody time typing, I am aware of the input quantize and quantize job options. I'd consider these both to be destructive quantize tools
(putting aside the single level of undo available on a quantize job).

Thanks in advance for any help you can offer,

Michael

| 20560|20559|2017-04-14 20:50:08|zamisers7k|Re: Non-destructive quantize function on the RS7000: is it there?|
Under play fx there is a knob for swing.  I think that may be the best you can get, though it isn't as good as the QYs, but perhaps with it and some manual grid groove
editing you might yield something similar to what you are looking for that is on the QYs.  I know it isn't as good as the swing quantization templates in the QY series.  It
is one of the few reason I do keep a QY70 around, and actually how I originally came up with first part of the name for my group/project Quantum-Source.  Anyhow,
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sorry the RS don't have that exact same feature, I wish it did and always hoped they would have came up with some pre-built in grid groove selections as part of an
RS7000 firmware update, and perhaps some better or a programmable arpeggiator.

Zam
| 20561|20559|2017-04-14 21:15:30|Michael Sloggett|Re: Non-destructive quantize function on the RS7000: is it there?|
Thanks for that. I see. It's a bummer but I suppose it might reflect the leaning of the overall design towards electronic genres, where input quantize to 16ths might cover
the great majority of needs.

I suppose my best option as a 'traditional' keyboard player is to just focus on creating my own feel at the recording stage - not a bad thing at all!

On 15 Apr 2017 12:50 pm, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Under play fx there is a knob for swing.  I think that may be the best you can get, though it isn't as good as the QYs, but perhaps with it and some manual
grid groove editing you might yield something similar to what you are looking for that is on the QYs.  I know it isn't as good as the swing quantization
templates in the QY series.  It is one of the few reason I do keep a QY70 around, and actually how I originally came up with first part of the name for my
group/project Quantum-Source.  Anyhow, sorry the RS don't have that exact same feature, I wish it did and always hoped they would have came up with
some pre-built in grid groove selections as part of an RS7000 firmware update, and perhaps some better or a programmable arpeggiator.

Zam

| 20562|20546|2017-04-15 13:14:42|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Okido,

I can start stop on both devices 
I can press stop on one of the devices and the both stop then
when i go to a certain part of the song on the Mv and press start on one of
the devices both device start in the same point in time.

That works all very nice.

I put both devices on the same bpm. because only then they keep the same timeline.
I think its actually really cool you can use there own bpm settings for some (non)creative madness,
but anyway.. yeah I guess it works fine but when i make a loop in the timeline on the mv let's say from
the first bar till the third the Mv would play true bar 1 and 2 then goes back to 1 and repeats.
And the Rs would not go back to bar 1 but goes to 3 and further.

Not the seamless loop I was hoping for.

I hope that when I pressed start the machines should start and I could make a loop somewhere in the timeline
And all other devices would also only loop the selected bars.
So I could jam for houres just by editing the loop points.

I only have a shitty camera but i recorded a video that may help to explain all of the above :-)

https://youtu.be/ALctjkW8XZA
| 20563|20546|2017-04-15 13:17:45|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
TURN DOWN THE VOLUME
| 20564|20546|2017-04-15 13:33:29|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
AAAH,
Don't mind the mess
| 20565|20559|2017-04-15 21:43:53|zamisers7k|Re: Non-destructive quantize function on the RS7000: is it there?|
Yeah bummer... another suggestion but not quite the same thing either is the loop remix function.  You can try them out without destroying the original as long as you
don't push the execute, it will alter note placement and I think even maybe some velocities.  However once exit out of the menu it goes back to the original sequence.  If
you execute it before you leave it is destructive.  Also what I'd suggest is save your song/patterns before you do anything that might be destructive and then you can
always reload, that is often my way. I'll add a version number at the end often having several versions, don't save over older versions ;)

Zam
| 20566|20546|2017-04-20 06:49:50|Michael Sloggett|Re: Midi time code anyone?|
Hi again. Thanks for the extra information. I'm glad that your setup is working normally with MTC in song mode. At least we made some small advances.

Unfortunately, I don't have enough knowledge to troubleshoot the issue with losing sync position after a loop. Perhaps there is somebody more knowledgeable here who
can chip in.

FYI

I tried a similar test looping with my multitrack (setup as the MTC master as described above), and the sequencer failed to follow, just like yours.

Interestingly, I also tried performing a loop by programming it into the sequencer, and in this case the multitrack seemed to successfully follow back to the loop start point
once. But the next time it reached the end of the loop, the multitrack did not follow back. I tried it again, with the same result. Weird.

On Sun, Apr 16, 2017 at 5:14 AM, fredjezultkoning@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Okido,

I can start stop on both devices 
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I can press stop on one of the devices and the both stop then
when i go to a certain part of the song on the Mv and press start on one of
the devices both device start in the same point in time.

That works all very nice.

I put both devices on the same bpm. because only then they keep the same timeline.
I think its actually really cool you can use there own bpm settings for some (non)creative madness,
but anyway.. yeah I guess it works fine but when i make a loop in the timeline on the mv let's say from
the first bar till the third the Mv would play true bar 1 and 2 then goes back to 1 and repeats.
And the Rs would not go back to bar 1 but goes to 3 and further.

Not the seamless loop I was hoping for.

I hope that when I pressed start the machines should start and I could make a loop somewhere in the timeline
And all other devices would also only loop the selected bars.
So I could jam for houres just by editing the loop points.

I only have a shitty camera but i recorded a video that may help to explain all of the above :-)

https://youtu.be/ALctjkW8XZA

| 20567|20567|2017-05-01 15:53:04|ben_rau23|Filters on drum voices|

Hi there I#m about to pull the trigger on getting an R7K is it possible to filter drum voices and modulate cutoff with an LFO ? 

| 20568|20568|2017-05-01 15:54:50|ben_rau23|RS7000 as drum machine|

Hi there I have been thinking about getting an R7K as a drummachine , I already have various Electribes and Elektron machines and just love Groove Boxes ...

However I have a question about the drum voices , how editable are the drum voices can I use modulation and filters on each drum voice say a rimshot thriugh a lowpass
with the cut-off modulated by the lfo with a high resonance for squelchy glitched out drums.

I have an an200 and an AN1X and love their sound and the sound of the filter since they came out at thes same time is the R7K#s filter comparable ?

Any help on these questions is much appreciated ...

all the best Ben 

| 20569|20568|2017-05-01 16:07:09|zamisers7k|Re: RS7000 as drum machine|
RS's drums are great for glitch style but my not be what you expect.  I mentioned in another email with more detail, some kits are filterable etc., most arn't...  I also have
both ANs too and a lot of other Yamaha gear, the RS's has a similar over all sound to the AN's however the ANs do sound better and "squelch out the highs" nicely,  you
have to be careful with the RS's filters on the high side they can go up in aweful sounding static sometimes.  If you like drum machines and groove gear, the RS is King.
 I've used a lot of other groove gear too, too long to list and I still love my RS, got 3 of them now, 2 back ups, I never want to be without one.

Zam   
| 20570|20567|2017-05-01 16:29:01|zamisers7k|Re: Filters on drum voices|
Hi Potential RSer,

Yes, certain drum kits you can put a filter on and assign Amp/Filter/Pitch LFO.  Cool thing on the RS is the LFO is 16 step user programmable as well which makes for
some kick ass things you can do with those drum kits.  They are BD kit 21 thru like HHkit 26 or something like that I forget exactly which but they are documented in the
manual.  Most drum kits are not like those and arn't filterable and LFOable on the RS, you'll notice the ones that are, are grouped in to a common drum part like a snare
kit, bass drum kit, high hat kit etc...

Zam
| 20571|20567|2017-05-02 01:19:17|Ian Vine|Re: Filters on drum voices|
Sure is.

IanV

On 1 May 2017, at 22:01, ben.rau23@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi there I#m about to pull the trigger on getting an R7K is it possible to filter drum voices and modulate cutoff with an LFO ? 

| 20572|20572|2017-05-22 08:57:37|tarkan.sahin78|Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|

Hi Group,

i have problems with my RS 7000. It turns on but locks it self up on the Yamaha Logo Screen. I can enter the Test Mode but it does not respond to the Keys, I can reset it,
it says Factory Set. If i turn it off and on again, same problem Locks it self up on the Logo screen. I searched the group and found a guy who had the same problem. Is
there a solution to this problem with the RS?

https://youtu.be/ALctjkW8XZA
mailto:ben.rau23@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 20573|20572|2017-05-22 09:01:18|zamisers7k|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
I think I also posted to you on a facebook page.

Try leaving it on for an hour or two on the logo screen then turn it off and back on real quick and see if it boots all the way up.  If that is the problem with yours I'm not
sure how to fix it yet.  It happens on one of mine.  I'm thinking I need to replace the battery or a capacitor somewhere in it.
| 20574|18106|2017-05-22 09:15:48|tarkan.sahin78|Re: RS not booting up|
Hi the_tenstrip,

i have the same problem with my RS 7000. Did you ever got it working? 
| 20575|20572|2017-05-22 10:53:09|Tray Lornik|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
Suggestions (but I have not had the issue):
I would open it up and replace the internal battery (CR2032 I believe). 

 I would also suggest removing re-seating the keyboard cable... personally, if it were me, while I had it open, I would gently unplug and replug every cable I could find on
it internally...just make sure that the cables you are unplugging are not soldered in (its pretty obvious if it is a plug).

Also, it is worth checking to see if a midi keyboard helps produce sound (but not sure if it is even supposed to produce sound in test mode).

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On May 21, 2017, at 1:31 PM, tarkan.sahin78@yahoo.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Group,

i have problems with my RS 7000. It turns on but locks it self up on the Yamaha Logo Screen. I can enter the Test Mode but it does not respond to the Keys, I
can reset it, it says Factory Set. If i turn it off and on again, same problem Locks it self up on the Logo screen. I searched the group and found a guy who had
the same problem. Is there a solution to this problem with the RS?

| 20576|20572|2017-05-22 16:28:40|David LuSane|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
The same thing was happening to mine last year. I had to get it serviced at a Yamaha service affiliate. They said all of the caps under the cover had leaked and needed to
be cleaned and some replaced. I have not had a problem since. There is something about these caps leaking all at once and causing the RS to stall. I'm not sure what
caused it, but it is fixable. 

On Sun, May 21, 2017 at 2:31 PM, tarkan.sahin78@yahoo.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Group,

i have problems with my RS 7000. It turns on but locks it self up on the Yamaha Logo Screen. I can enter the Test Mode but it does not respond to the
Keys, I can reset it, it says Factory Set. If i turn it off and on again, same problem Locks it self up on the Logo screen. I searched the group and found a guy
who had the same problem. Is there a solution to this problem with the RS?

| 20577|20572|2017-05-22 19:30:13|Tray Lornik|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
That makes sense... alot of vintage gear (by all manufacturers) was made during the whole capacitor plaque debacle:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor_plague

Worth noting that this is resolvable by any person with the technical ability to remove SMC (Surface Mount Components) and re-solder them.  Not for the unskilled or
faint of heart though! I guess I am trying to say that if you (or if you know someone) with really solid soldering skills they don't really need to be a repair tech to do it.  

Also, you can replace the SMC capacitors with regular thru-hole capacitors..as long as there is room (and on one side of the RS7000, there is definately tons of room).

It is also worth noting that while most people who encounter and fix the issue replace ALL the capacitors, you really only really need to replace the failed ones... but you
are kinda risking just kicking the can down the road...  The bad ones are usually pretty obvious by simply looking at the board (and touching/wiggling them gently).  The
bad ones actually will often have a leak area around them or be so loose they practically fall off...which is the hardest part of replacing components... 

Apparently, once replaced and cleaned up the fluid leak does not usually cause other board component issues... at least from what I've read.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]
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On May 22, 2017, at 2:52 PM, David LuSane dlusane@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

The same thing was happening to mine last year. I had to get it serviced at a Yamaha service affiliate. They said all of the caps under the cover had leaked and
needed to be cleaned and some replaced. I have not had a problem since. There is something about these caps leaking all at once and causing the RS to stall.
I'm not sure what caused it, but it is fixable. 

On Sun, May 21, 2017 at 2:31 PM, tarkan.sahin78@yahoo.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi Group,

i have problems with my RS 7000. It turns on but locks it self up on the Yamaha Logo Screen. I can enter the Test Mode but it does not respond
to the Keys, I can reset it, it says Factory Set. If i turn it off and on again, same problem Locks it self up on the Logo screen. I searched the group
and found a guy who had the same problem. Is there a solution to this problem with the RS?

| 20578|20572|2017-05-23 14:54:09|Mick|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
Hi if you live in London then you can borrow one my RS's while I look into your one, if the caps on psu are cooked then I will replace them for a small fee and give yours
a good service/clean.
Regards
Mikey.

Sent from my iPad

On 23 May 2017, at 02:30, Tray Lornik tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

That makes sense... alot of vintage gear (by all manufacturers) was made during the whole capacitor plaque debacle:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor_plague

Worth noting that this is resolvable by any person with the technical ability to remove SMC (Surface Mount Components) and re-solder them.  Not for the
unskilled or faint of heart though! I guess I am trying to say that if you (or if you know someone) with really solid soldering skills they don't really need to be
a repair tech to do it.  

Also, you can replace the SMC capacitors with regular thru-hole capacitors..as long as there is room (and on one side of the RS7000, there is definately tons
of room).

It is also worth noting that while most people who encounter and fix the issue replace ALL the capacitors, you really only really need to replace the failed
ones... but you are kinda risking just kicking the can down the road...  The bad ones are usually pretty obvious by simply looking at the board (and
touching/wiggling them gently).  The bad ones actually will often have a leak area around them or be so loose they practically fall off...which is the hardest
part of replacing components... 

Apparently, once replaced and cleaned up the fluid leak does not usually cause other board component issues... at least from what I've read.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On May 22, 2017, at 2:52 PM, David LuSane dlusane@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

The same thing was happening to mine last year. I had to get it serviced at a Yamaha service affiliate. They said all of the caps under the cover
had leaked and needed to be cleaned and some replaced. I have not had a problem since. There is something about these caps leaking all at once
and causing the RS to stall. I'm not sure what caused it, but it is fixable. 

On Sun, May 21, 2017 at 2:31 PM, tarkan.sahin78@yahoo.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Hi Group,

i have problems with my RS 7000. It turns on but locks it self up on the Yamaha Logo Screen. I can enter the Test Mode but it does
not respond to the Keys, I can reset it, it says Factory Set. If i turn it off and on again, same problem Locks it self up on the Logo
screen. I searched the group and found a guy who had the same problem. Is there a solution to this problem with the RS?
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| 20579|1499|2017-06-23 13:21:45|Don Cavanagh|Manual|
Hi Guys 
Just going through my attic to clear it out and found my rs7000 I bought in 2001 when it came out in a box I paid in those days about £1000 to get the extra ram I think it
had 64mb. I only used it maybe 3 times but because of my job left it up there. It's brand new but I can't find the manual is there anywhere I can still get the manual so I
can see how to work it after 16 years 
Thanks in advance 
Don
| 20580|1499|2017-06-23 13:58:56|zamisers7k|Re: Manual|
Hi Don,

We should have it in the files section here and yamaha should still have it on their website somewhere too, in pdf format.  If you still have trouble finding it let me know
and I can send you a copy.

Welcome back to RSing!

Zam
| 20581|1499|2017-06-23 15:17:30|Tray Lornik|Re: Manual|
Here you go, straight from Yamaha's site:
http://download.yamaha.com/api/asset/file/?language=en&site=asia.yamaha.com&asset_id=35

Also, you might to update the firmware if not the latest since it enhanced grid recording and fixed some bugs (just do a google search or check Yamahas site).

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Jun 22, 2017, at 2:09 PM, Don Cavanagh doncav@live.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Guys 
Just going through my attic to clear it out and found my rs7000 I bought in 2001 when it came out in a box I paid in those days about £1000 to get the extra
ram I think it had 64mb. I only used it maybe 3 times but because of my job left it up there. It's brand new but I can't find the manual is there anywhere I can
still get the manual so I can see how to work it after 16 years 
Thanks in advance 
Don

| 20582|1499|2017-06-23 15:58:54|Fredje Zultkoning|Re: Manual|
Hihi,
I’ve got a paper one. In dutch. Can’t you google it? I usually do that when I’m to lazy getting the paper one…..
| 20583|1499|2017-06-29 02:36:21|Don Cavanagh|Re: Manual|
Thanks guys for the info got the manual will start to experiment on my days off. 

Sent from my iPhone
| 20584|20584|2017-07-10 10:25:44|artetc474@gmail.com|footswitch sampling function on RS7000|

hi I just bought an RS7000, am already enjoying it a lot, still learning and testing -  did a factory reset, ran the test program, everything works fine except a few less than
full response switches which however still function (I'll change them soon) - but, I can't get the footswitch sampling function to work.. all other footswitch functions work
fine, which is what confuses me.. I've searched the web and read relevant parts of the manual, no info other than footswitch assigned to sampling 'has the same function as
the [STANDBY/START/STOP] button' - but I cant get this function to do anything...  any help much appreciated :-)

| 20585|20585|2017-07-10 10:26:22|Peter Lee|new to RS7000 and liking it a lot|
hello I am from the UK and just bought my first RS7000 - loving the way its more intuitive to my way of thinking than my old MPC2000xl, more capable also..

I have studied Indian classical music quite a lot in recent years and wish to fuse this with my life long love of analog synthesis and experimental electronic music. I am
much motivated to learn the RS7000 as I find a need to work solo simply because I live in a semi-remote area and no-one else around here knows the Indian music scales
or rhythm patterns. I have tried several machines previously and still use many of them yet wanted one which could consolidate many aspects of complex polyrhythms
and sampling...

I tried to make a first post just now asking one simple advice, not sure if it went, so apologies if this is a repeat question - I have tested my RS7000 quite thoroughly and
only one thing currently baffles me, relating to the footswitch functionality - all working fine except assigning the footswitch to sampling, then nothing happens..
footswitch works fine for stop/start, section, tap tempo, sustain.. but when assigned to sampling nothing happens... maybe a fault, or maybe I missed something?

many thanks for advice :-)
| 20586|20585|2017-07-10 10:39:45|zamisers7k|Re: new to RS7000 and liking it a lot|
Welcome to the group!

If you haven't yet you may want to try the facebook group as well for quicker responses to questions and is more active than here.

The footswitch, if I remember correctly, likely needs to be an actual switch which is different from a foot pedal if that helps you any... easy to confuse them if I am
remembering right.  Yamaha recommends an FC4 or FC5 footswitch.  I've never used one so I don't know, but I googled them real quick and it looks like the Yamaha FC5
is the switch, FC4 is the sustain pedal.  I'm thinking the FC5 is the one that will work for the samp rec start/stop function.

Let us know if you get it figured out.

Zam

http://download.yamaha.com/api/asset/file/?language=en&site=asia.yamaha.com&asset_id=35
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 20587|20585|2017-07-10 11:05:31|Tray Lornik|Re: new to RS7000 and liking it a lot|
Sampling is also (by default)  tied to a trigger level, so you may need to turn the trigger level all the way down/off so the sampling stars immediately.

On Jul 9, 2017, at 5:14 PM, Peter Lee artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

hello I am from the UK and just bought my first RS7000 - loving the way its more intuitive to my way of thinking than my old MPC2000xl, more capable
also..

I have studied Indian classical music quite a lot in recent years and wish to fuse this with my life long love of analog synthesis and experimental electronic
music. I am much motivated to learn the RS7000 as I find a need to work solo simply because I live in a semi-remote area and no-one else around here knows
the Indian music scales or rhythm patterns. I have tried several machines previously and still use many of them yet wanted one which could consolidate many
aspects of complex polyrhythms and sampling...

I tried to make a first post just now asking one simple advice, not sure if it went, so apologies if this is a repeat question - I have tested my RS7000 quite
thoroughly and only one thing currently baffles me, relating to the footswitch functionality - all working fine except assigning the footswitch to sampling,
then nothing happens.. footswitch works fine for stop/start, section, tap tempo, sustain.. but when assigned to sampling nothing happens... maybe a fault, or
maybe I missed something?

many thanks for advice :-)

| 20588|20584|2017-07-10 11:09:39|Tray Lornik|Re: footswitch sampling function on RS7000|
Also, there is a FAQ file (either in the file section here or in the file section on the RS7000 facebook page) that covers alot of common questions, might want to take a
look there...my guess is that it is a simple config issue (and probably not the footswitch since it works for other functions)...again, I would check trigger level, also double
check armed track, etc.

On Jul 9, 2017, at 5:02 PM, artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

hi I just bought an RS7000, am already enjoying it a lot, still learning and testing -  did a factory reset, ran the test program, everything works fine except a
few less than full response switches which however still function (I'll change them soon) - but, I can't get the footswitch sampling function to work.. all other
footswitch functions work fine, which is what confuses me.. I've searched the web and read relevant parts of the manual, no info other than footswitch
assigned to sampling 'has the same function as the [STANDBY/START/STOP] button' - but I cant get this function to do anything...  any help much
appreciated :-)

| 20589|20585|2017-07-10 14:33:00|artetc474@gmail.com|Re: new to RS7000 and liking it a lot|
hey Zam - thankyou!

well that was a pretty quick reply, yet I will have a look over at the facebook group .. 

as it happens I managed to figure the footswitch just a couple of hours ago - where all the manual says is that in sampling mode "the footswitch has the same function as the
[standby/start/stop] button" this is not quite true, since the footswitch only works to initiate sampling at the final stage of the process, ie when sampling is armed and trigger mode is in manual,
other wise it does nothing... however the [standby/start/stop] button will get you into sampling mode from almost anywhere...

all the best

Peter
| 20590|20585|2017-07-10 14:38:32|artetc474@gmail.com|Re: new to RS7000 and liking it a lot|
thanks for the replies.. bit confusing where to reply so everyone can see, forgive me if it takes me a while to figure that :-)

as it happens I managed to figure the footswitch just a couple of hours ago - while the manual just says in sampling mode "the footswitch has the same function as the [standby/start/stop]
button" this is not quite true, since the footswitch only works to initiate sampling at the final stage of the process, ie when sampling is armed and trigger mode is in manual, other wise it does
nothing... however the [standby/start/stop] button will get you into sampling mode from almost anywhere...
so to use the footswitch to start a recording a sample we need to be out of trigger mode completely, it only works in manual mode (at the very last sample record screen)
Also any on/off footswitch will work, either latching or non-latching, doesnt have to be a yamaha one.. non latching is best as you only have to press it once.. I use a very cheap chinese one
.. 
| 20591|20584|2017-07-10 14:50:20|Peter Lee|Re: footswitch sampling function on RS7000|
thankyou yes I figured it.. I did look through the FAQ before posting.. main thing (not mentioned in the the otherwise well written manual) is for footswitch to initiate
sample record, sampling must be armed and trigger level has to be disabled, ie the RS has to be in manual record mode
its important to me as I mostly have my hands full (with instruments) when I want to take a sample and trigger mode either misses the attack or starts even if i blink :-)

many thanks for the replies - great to to get the support of fellow users, can be frustrating other wise :-)

On Mon, Jul 10, 2017 at 6:09 PM, Tray Lornik tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Also, there is a FAQ file (either in the file section here or in the file section on the RS7000 facebook page) that covers alot of common questions, might
want to take a look there...my guess is that it is a simple config issue (and probably not the footswitch since it works for other functions)...again, I would
check trigger level, also double check armed track, etc.

On Jul 9, 2017, at 5:02 PM, artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

hi I just bought an RS7000, am already enjoying it a lot, still learning and testing -  did a factory reset, ran the test program, everything works
fine except a few less than full response switches which however still function (I'll change them soon) - but, I can't get the footswitch sampling
function to work.. all other footswitch functions work fine, which is what confuses me.. I've searched the web and read relevant parts of the
manual, no info other than footswitch assigned to sampling 'has the same function as the [STANDBY/START/STOP] button' - but I cant get
this function to do anything...  any help much appreciated :-)
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| 20592|20584|2017-07-10 16:39:48|zamisers7k|Re: footswitch sampling function on RS7000|
Glad you got it figured out and not a wrong type of pedal 

Zam
| 20593|20584|2017-07-12 12:14:48|Tray Lornik|Re: footswitch sampling function on RS7000|
Glad to help...

Yahoo group members tend to be a quiet group...but we are ALWAYS watching, ALWAYS listening....

(okay, that came off creepy... lol!)

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Jul 10, 2017, at 4:50 PM, Peter Lee artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

thankyou yes I figured it.. I did look through the FAQ before posting.. main thing (not mentioned in the the otherwise well written manual) is for footswitch
to initiate sample record, sampling must be armed and trigger level has to be disabled, ie the RS has to be in manual record mode
its important to me as I mostly have my hands full (with instruments) when I want to take a sample and trigger mode either misses the attack or starts even if i
blink :-)

many thanks for the replies - great to to get the support of fellow users, can be frustrating other wise :-)

On Mon, Jul 10, 2017 at 6:09 PM, Tray Lornik tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Also, there is a FAQ file (either in the file section here or in the file section on the RS7000 facebook page) that covers alot of common questions,
might want to take a look there...my guess is that it is a simple config issue (and probably not the footswitch since it works for other
functions)...again, I would check trigger level, also double check armed track, etc.

On Jul 9, 2017, at 5:02 PM, artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

hi I just bought an RS7000, am already enjoying it a lot, still learning and testing -  did a factory reset, ran the test program,
everything works fine except a few less than full response switches which however still function (I'll change them soon) - but, I can't
get the footswitch sampling function to work.. all other footswitch functions work fine, which is what confuses me.. I've searched the
web and read relevant parts of the manual, no info other than footswitch assigned to sampling 'has the same function as the
[STANDBY/START/STOP] button' - but I cant get this function to do anything...  any help much appreciated :-)

| 20594|20594|2017-07-13 00:46:47|searay@y7mail.com|Playing the keyboard setting volume|

Hi I am occasionally getting to play with this amazing synth and actually for years lol but I am a slow learner and sometimes miss the main reason for it to not work for
me well now I need help Please

The pattern creation using set phrases is where I am at and playing the keyboard whilst the pattern that I created is playing is the problem I am having because the volume
of the keyboard in relation to the pattern phrase tracks is not controllable.

In mixier mode I can adjust the track volume of the pattern phrases but not the keyboard output and I have looked everywhere in the manual for a separate
velocity/volume level control for the keyboard

hope you can help here cheers

| 20595|20584|2017-07-13 00:59:45|Ray Hare|Re: footswitch sampling function on RS7000|
The squeaky wheel gets all the oil yet an empty vessel makes the loudest noise by me

On Thursday, 13 July 2017, 4:14, "Tray Lornik tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Glad to help...

Yahoo group members tend to be a quiet group...but we are ALWAYS watching, ALWAYS listening....

(okay, that came off creepy... lol!)

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Jul 10, 2017, at 4:50 PM, Peter Lee artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
thankyou yes I figured it.. I did look through the FAQ before posting.. main thing (not mentioned in the the otherwise well written manual) is for footswitch to initiate sample record,
sampling must be armed and trigger level has to be disabled, ie the RS has to be in manual record mode
its important to me as I mostly have my hands full (with instruments) when I want to take a sample and trigger mode either misses the attack or starts even if i blink :-)
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many thanks for the replies - great to to get the support of fellow users, can be frustrating other wise :-)

On Mon, Jul 10, 2017 at 6:09 PM, Tray Lornik tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 
Also, there is a FAQ file (either in the file section here or in the file section on the RS7000 facebook page) that covers alot of common questions, might want to take a look there...my guess is
that it is a simple config issue (and probably not the footswitch since it works for other functions)...again, I would check trigger level, also double check armed track, etc.

On Jul 9, 2017, at 5:02 PM, artetc474@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
hi I just bought an RS7000, am already enjoying it a lot, still learning and testing -  did a factory reset, ran the test program, everything works fine except a few less than full response
switches which however still function (I'll change them soon) - but, I can't get the footswitch sampling function to work.. all other footswitch functions work fine, which is what confuses
me.. I've searched the web and read relevant parts of the manual, no info other than footswitch assigned to sampling 'has the same function as the [STANDBY/START/STOP] button' - but I
cant get this function to do anything...  any help much appreciated :-)

| 20596|20594|2017-07-13 12:38:15|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
In step record mode there is an extra velocity, F3 knob if I remember right, that controls the velocity of notes being entered which even has some random settings beyound
127 velocity.  It remains set when playing notes on the mini-keys after exiting step record mode.  However if you are trying to record velocity being played from the
keyboard you have to make sure the keyboard is sending those settings, they don't always do or can by default, and I think you have to record to the RS in Replace or
Overdub as you play the notes and the RS plays.  Otherwise you have to adjust the velocity with F3 knob for each entered note in step or grid which isn't as bad as it
sounds, I adjust the velocity fairly often while entering notes, not often though actually.  Remember to put back to 100 before exiting back in to normal play mode,
otherwise you'll forget and wonder why it is playing so quietly and be back here asking that question ;)

Zam
| 20597|20594|2017-07-15 06:39:25|Ray Hare|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
H thanks Zam but that's not I am looking for because I am not recording, I am playing live!
So I just got it sorted, thanks for your input which helps when I'm in that mode.
so I discovered that the main output volume obviously is the master, so:
1.  I cut that back
2. Set up some voices/phrases and started them playing in pattern patch mode
3. With keyboard light lit entered mixer/volume.pan out mode turn track volume to 3 
4. Now select each track and using F1 knob turn each track down to 30 on the screen
5. There seems to be some buffer reaction but it is sort of circumstantial and worked when the balance was      right
cheers Ray

On Friday, 14 July 2017, 4:38, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
In step record mode there is an extra velocity, F3 knob if I remember right, that controls the velocity of notes being entered which even has some random settings beyound 127 velocity.  It
remains set when playing notes on the mini-keys after exiting step record mode.  However if you are trying to record velocity being played from the keyboard you have to make sure the
keyboard is sending those settings, they don't always do or can by default, and I think you have to record to the RS in Replace or Overdub as you play the notes and the RS plays.  Otherwise
you have to adjust the velocity with F3 knob for each entered note in step or grid which isn't as bad as it sounds, I adjust the velocity fairly often while entering notes, not often though actually.
 Remember to put back to 100 before exiting back in to normal play mode, otherwise you'll forget and wonder why it is playing so quietly and be back here asking that question ;)

Zam

| 20598|20594|2017-07-17 09:58:45|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
The track volume knob below the master volume does the same thing without any menu diving, technically it is actually track/channel velocity.  The velocity under
sequence play fx also increases/decreases velocity by percentages.

Sometimes I use a Peavy PC-1600 to be able to simultaneously fade multiple tracks at the same time.  Very cool slider box to use with the RS for live performances if you
can get your hands on one.  It also works great with cutoff for simultaneous filter sweeps too across multiple track/channels.

Zam
| 20599|20594|2017-07-17 13:25:40|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
The berhinger bcr2000 or a cme bitstream are 2 other controllers that can do the same.
if you are looking for alternatives.
the bcr is easily found U guess
cheers.

| 20600|20594|2017-07-17 13:37:50|fredjezultkoning@gmail.com|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Guess
| 20601|20594|2017-07-17 17:30:50|tralornik2000|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Zam,

I am actually having an issue with a Peavey PC-1600... it suddenly gives errors that you would expect when the battery was dead... but the battery is fine (replaced a week
ago and worked great) and unit was working then suddenly...the error shows.

The really weird thing is that I cannot do a factory reset, when I hold Utility and Enter and power on, the displays scrolls tons of settings until I release then I get the error
again.

Any suggestions on what to try?

| 20602|20594|2017-07-18 08:31:47|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Possibly your power adapter is going bad is my best guess, getting low or wrong amperage. If figure out let me know what prob was, last time i tried mine got weird codes
on boot too, i assumed i grabbed the wrong adapter and shut it off and didnt look around to see i could find right adapter. Hoping not broken.

Zam
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| 20603|20594|2017-07-18 08:38:47|Tray Lornik|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
That might be it, I just bought a new power adaptor, but it was working good for several days on it.

Do you know if the original power adaptor was a wallwart dtyle, or a switching power adaptor?

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Jul 18, 2017, at 10:31 AM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Possibly your power adapter is going bad is my best guess, getting low or wrong amperage. If figure out let me know what prob was, last time i tried mine got
weird codes on boot too, i assumed i grabbed the wrong adapter and shut it off and didnt look around to see i could find right adapter. Hoping not broken.

Zam

| 20604|20594|2017-07-18 09:02:22|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
I am not sure.  I'll check later today when I get home and report back...  I could be remembering wrong, but I am thinking mine had a switchable voltage on it and is also a
wallwart, and if so I have no idea if they came new with that or not.  Seems like that would be very unusual tho..

Zam
| 20605|20594|2017-07-18 09:18:04|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Good suggestions too, I've heard about the BCR many times over the years as also being good for such things.  One of the things I greatly missed moving from an MC505
to the RS7000 at the time were the slider/faders and some of their unique functions besides just for fading the volume/velocity.

| 20606|20594|2017-07-19 12:10:16|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Hi again, I haven't had time to check my PC1600 power adapter yet but I looked in the manaul.  I found it kind of funny and if it helps any:  . Power Supply Input: Use
only the 16 (VAC) 1000ma adapter provided. (Peavey part#: 709006601) Caution: Use only the 16VAC Power Supply provided with this product. If the original Power
Supply must be replaced, consult your Peavey dealer or the factor for the correct replacement. Failure to use the correct Power Supply could result in fire, shock hazard,
extensive circuit damage, decreased performance, non-operation loss of gigs, frustration, cursing, marital problems and an allaround bad day.

Zam
| 20607|20594|2017-07-19 19:54:13|Tray Lornik|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Yeah I saw that too… But it's pretty much the same in every manual except for the Humorous aspect...

Unfortunately it's the only power supply I have that matches the specifications (16VAC) so I'll just have to wait until an opportunity presents itself to get another Peavey
one at a reasonable price...though I am skeptical that the Peavey one is anything special...  

However, wallwarts are known to be spec's at a higher voltage (that drops to the normal voltage when under load)...so perhaps the fact that mine is 16v at 1.4amps
(instead of 1.0 amp) might be preventing the voltage from dropping correctly down to 16v when connected... I will check to see if I can add enough resistance (in series
with the Peavey) to lower the voltage a bit and see if that helps.

I know extra amperage is not normally an issue, but if it is keeping the voltage up too high, it could theoretically cause an issue... however, if it caused permanent damage
I may or unable to verify it one way or another.

Not sure if you have a multimeter, but knowing the voltage from the power supply without the Peavey connected would help me ensure how much resistance to add...no
biggie if you cant though.    (I mean I am assuming the original is a wall wart style, since a switching power supply would be 16v both while under load and with no
load...at least I think that is the case with those).

| 20608|20594|2017-07-20 11:10:10|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Ah OK, I'll try to break out my PC1600 tonight and check that adapter.  Sorry, I forgot to check on it again last night.  Will get back to you...

Zam   
| 20609|20594|2017-07-20 19:31:04|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
So, I had an adventure digging out all my power adapters and I couldn't find one with the exact 16VAC 1000ma output.  The one I thought use to work with it has a
Symetrx Model PS-2 sticker over the brandname sticker and is 16.5V 600ma which let it come on but would give "error in preset blah blah" message at startup then
strange symbols.  I had two other adapters that allowed to come on too but basically did the same thing, a cambridge soundworks 12VDC 1A.  The other, Arrow set to 9V
300mA same thing.

I couldnt' find any other adapters that came close nor exact match so I'm thinking I may be have an allaround bad day.  I ether need to find the right one, maybe try
ordering it from peavey, or the one that use to work fine is still fine but it has been so long since I booted thing perhaps if there is a battery that needs replaced in it is dead
and I need to replace it, and or if it is a dead battery perhaps it lost it's firmware settings and maybe I need to update it somehow via midi sysex or something like that...
but I'm thinking that is not it.  Thinking I maybe just don't have the right power adapter which would be the first step to make sure I got the right power to it, then do some
further diagnosing...

I'm going to do some googling and see if I come up with anything else that may be causing it.  Really hoping it isn't damaged beyond repair.

Sorry I can't be of more help at the moment with it.

Zam 
| 20610|20594|2017-07-20 19:38:33|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
I think I got it.  Did a reset by holding Utility + Enter keys while powering up with the 16.4V 600ma plug.  Screen is acting normal again so far yeaaaah!
| 20611|20594|2017-07-21 01:08:55|Tray Lornik|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
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Leave it plugged in for a day...that should charge the internal battery.  After that, unplug it for a day and then try powering it on without the reset...if you get strange
characters again, then the internal battery would need to be replaced... not hard to do but requires some soldering skills.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Jul 20, 2017, at 9:38 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I think I got it.  Did a reset by holding Utility + Enter keys while powering up with the 16.4V 600ma plug.  Screen is acting normal again so far yeaaaah!

| 20612|20594|2017-07-21 09:03:18|zamisers7k|Re: Playing the keyboard setting volume|
Thanks, good idea to let sit and charge for a while and retry to see if the battery keeps.  After trying some pretty off spec voltages and amperage and the thing still came on
I've got to admit it sounds pretty unlikely the one you have, if correct to spec, would be causing your problem.  Possible you may have got a bad new battery?  If not that
or the adapter causing it, which sounds like the only two major variables you've changed on it, only other thing would be some random electrical component decide to go
out on it.  That would requrie a lot more testing, schematics, repair experience etc.. I know they are getting fairly rare, but I'm not sure I would go through that much
trouble and rather wait and buy another one when it pops up on ebay or perhaps get one of those BCRs or another slider box.  The PC1600 is a sexy slider box tho, would
be sad to see it have to go to silicon heaven.

Zam
| 20613|20613|2017-08-03 09:38:16|smchapman71|RS7000 FULLY EXPANDED FOR SALE-WILL SHIP INTERNATIONAL|

Hello everyone,

Just want to say thanks to the owner and all the contributors here....I have learned a lot.

I am heading back to Thailand so I will be selling my RS7000. 

This unit has SCUSI port and AIEB2 I/O Expansion Card installed (gives 6 extra dedicated outputs plus 2 digital and 2 optical outs)SCUSI cord Iomega Zip Drive and 5 discs + Memory Card +
Latest Firmware vers 1.2 and fully expanded memory 65MB with original manual.

Cosmetically there are some scuffs and marks here and there and some tape residue on bottom edge....but overall good condition for a vintage powerhouse. In full working order; Awesome
sound!

https://www.gumtree.com.au/s-ad/varsity-lakes/other-musical-instruments/yamaha-rs7000-sampler-sequencer-synth-aieb2-i-o-expansion-scusi/1151869009

I have it currently advertised on Gumtree as you can see from the link above. There are 10 his res pics there.

If you are in Europe/UK or the USA postage would be around $120 AUD 

- 80 Euros

-75 pounds

-95 USD

In Australia around $35 AUD for postage.

Price for the RS7000 (not incl. shipping) is $950 AUD

-640 Euros

-575 pounds

-755 USD

Anyone who is interested please feel free to reply here or contact me directly at smchapman71@yahoo.com.au or through Gumtree.

All payments outside of Australia will need to be made via Paypal. In Australia I am accepting direct deposit or Cash on Pick up if you live near the Gold Coast.

Would be nice to know my RS7000 is going to a good home :-)
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cheers,

Sebastian

| 20614|20614|2017-09-01 09:37:46|t_reason@hotmail.com|Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator eve|

So I bought a USAMO sync box (works great as far as syncing goes), but when I try to send MIDI notes from Ableton to the RS, the RS keeps playing its internal sounds
on that channel (I have configured the MIDI OUT CH to TG=OFF). 

If I play the notes on the RS keyboard it trigger the external synth as expected (no TG sound).

Interestingly the MIDI 'in' LED is signaling that the notes are coming into the RS when i play from the computer keyboard but the 'out' LED only lights when I play the
keyboard on the RS.

I tested with all the settings in the MIDI setup utility page with no luck.

Any suggestions would be massively appreciated.

Cheers

| 20615|20614|2017-09-01 10:06:06|zamisers7k|Re: Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator|
I would have thought turning the TG to Off for the channel would do the trick... but since not and nothing else in midi setup seems to either from what you say, only 3
possible alternative solutions I can think of trying off the top of my head.  First one would be to mute the track.  Second turn the track velocity down to 0. Third switch to
a voice program/bank with nothing on it, I think there are some toward the end of each grouping but not 100% sure of that.  If you find something else that works or the
correct way to do what you want please let us know how you did it.  Good Luck and Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20616|20614|2017-09-04 16:01:24|t_reason@hotmail.com|Re: Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator|
I got to work after posting this yesterday by muting the tack. 
Weirdly, when I fired up the rig today, it's working as I originally expected with just the TG off. I often find my RS behaves strangely from session to session. 

Thanks Zam.
| 20617|20614|2017-09-04 16:08:01|zamisers7k|Re: Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator|
Good you got it to work.  Bad if it behaves strangely from session to session.  I always jump to the conclusion that poor memory causes that in the RS, but it can be a
number things.  Doing a factory reset can fix some probs, then if still doing it pull the memory and try operating without for a while to see if starts behaving better, if so
then you need to get some better memory for it.  The other thing to check is to make sure it has the latest firmware installed because the original they came with was a bit
buggy.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20618|20614|2017-09-04 21:14:23|tralornik2000|Re: Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator|
Also, be certain to do all the same steps...just to maje sure it is not user error.

...because if all of the previous (excellent) suggestions do not resolve the issue (or if the issue gets worse and happens more often), then you might want to open the unit
up and check for capacitor plaque (ie: capacitor failure)... Google capacitor plaque and you will find a link to it on Wikipedia). 

If that turns out to be the issue, you can still resolve the issue by replacing the capacitors on the board (or hiring someone to do so).  Others have found that thier units
have worked perfectly after doing so as the electrolyte that leaks (from failed capacitors) is non-corrosive.

Anyway, hopefully one of the other soluions resolve the issue permanently (should it even occur again).
| 20619|20614|2017-09-05 00:32:54|t_reason@hotmail.com|Re: Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator|| 20620|20614|2017-09-05
00:40:42|t_reason@hotmail.com|Re: Notes from external sequencer keep triggering the tone generator|
'Buggy', thanks I couldn't remember the word at the time, hence the 'session to session' comment! 
The memory expansion was installed by the guy I bought it off (at my request) just before he shipped it. I'm really not that technical, so refitting it would take some
reading (and bravery). But a firmware update might be in order, cant remember if I already checked it out, I'll have a look tomorrow.

Thanks guys.
| 20621|19539|2017-09-29 10:39:15|trg2711|Re: ACID lead !!!|
Wow, good!
| 20622|20622|2017-09-29 10:47:57|zamisers7k|Admin: Test|

 It has been slow here for a while.. I am testing some email/spam filter issues to the admin account.

Apologies for any inconvenience and Happy RSing!

Admin/Zam

| 20623|20572|2017-10-06 02:44:03|tarkan.sahin78|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
Hi everyone,



mine does exactly the same thing it locks it up on the yamaha logo. Did you got your RS fixed? If so what was done to yours?

| 20624|20572|2017-10-06 05:03:12|David LuSane|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
Mine was doing the same thing. I took it in ti get serviced after reading about experiences others were having that were similar. The technician found the same thing
others had said went wrong, after lifting off the top cover, there were knobs on the board that had leaked, causing the system to stall. He removed them, cleaned, and
replaced the knobs. Since then, it has worked fine. I think I paid about $160 for the repair.

On Fri, Oct 6, 2017 at 5:44 AM, tarkan.sahin78@yahoo.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi everyone,

mine does exactly the same thing it locks it up on the yamaha logo. Did you got your RS fixed? If so what was done to yours?

| 20625|20572|2017-10-06 09:48:11|Fredje Zultkoning|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
Mine does the same thing but only when I have a dodgy scsi disk connected.
When booting whiteout scsi disk it works like a charm.

This probably won’t help you but there you go anyways.

Grtz
| 20626|20572|2017-10-06 10:04:36|zamisers7k|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
That is interesting that knob juice can make your RS not boot up...  I might have mentioned already on this topic, one of mine has been having this same trouble for a
while and if I leave it on the logo screen for a while then reboot it will come on and it seems like over time it is taking longer and longer for it to recharge and be able to
get past the boot screen.  I believe it to be a compositor going bad and will need repair I can't handle, would be nice if it just needed a cleaning out.  I need to get on it,
maybe pull it apart and check for leaks on it tonight then find a good electrician that can hunt down problems like it and can replace those little parts.

Hope you guys get and keep all your RS's working!

Zam
| 20627|20627|2017-10-06 13:53:16|cmcduffie71|Sample slice broken?|

Just purchased an rs7000 a few weeks ago. Really enjoying it and it seems to be working flawlessly except sample slicing. The sample gets recorded no problem and plays
back when I press audition, but as soon as I try to slice, I get no sound or a series of faint clicks. I've tried all of the different modes with no success. I've also tried
adjusting the adsr to make sure the slices weren't being truncated by an overly short decay. Nothing seems to help. Also I've tried a factory reset and successfully updated
the firmware. Has anyone else encountered a similar issue? 

| 20628|20627|2017-10-06 14:00:44|zamisers7k|Re: Sample slice broken?|
Are you playing the keys the sliced samples got assigned to?  Sometimes it is hard to find where the RS put them if you aren't on the correct octave for the minikeys.  If it
isn't that and since you've done a factory reset and firmware reinstallation I am leaning toward expanded memory issue.  Try pulling out the memory if you have it, and try
to do the same, probably will need to be a small sample, and see if it still does it.  If not then it is memory, if still does it then I am at a loss for more ideas.

Zam
| 20629|20629|2017-10-06 18:46:17|smchapman71|FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|

with AIEB2 I/O Expansion SCSI 65MB Firm Vers 1.2  and an Iomega Zip Drive with 5 re-writable discs and a mass of samples.

This unit has SCSI port and rare AIEB2 I/O Expansion Card installed (gives 6 extra dedicated outputs plus 2 digital and 2 optical outs)SCSI cord Iomega Zip Drive and 5
discs + Memory Card + Latest Firmware vers 1.2 and fully expanded memory 65MB with original manual.

Cosmetically there are some scuffs and marks here and there and some tape residue on bottom edge....but overall good condition for a vintage powerhouse. The RS7000 is
in full working order and sounds excellent!!!!

Grab it for a great price. I paid $700 for the RS7000 Plus $550 for the AIEB2 I/O Expansion Card and $200 for the SCSI Cord & Iomega Zip 100 drive and discs. They
are re-writable and have loads of great samples on them as well. I have updated the firmware and installed and tested all functions of the Expansion card. I have spent a
total of $1450 on it and selling it for under $1000!!!!!!

Here is the link: http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/112579288404?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649

I hope it goes to a good home.

| 20630|20629|2017-10-06 18:51:16|smchapman71|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
SORRY FOR THE CAPS AND THE THE MISTAKE IN THE TITLE .....only 10 hours to go on the Auction.

Any questions don't hesitate to ask.

cheers gents.
| 20631|20572|2017-10-07 11:51:20|tralornik2000|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
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mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.ebay.com.au/itm/112579288404?ssPageName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1555.l2649


Always best to boot RS7000 without SCSI.... then turn on SCSI...

I find without this, my SCSI drive will not even get mounted.

Nice that you can turn the SCSI drive on and off (when NOT accessing) to reduce ambient sound.

| 20632|20572|2017-10-07 11:54:11|tralornik2000|Re: Help, my RS 7000 is not booting, locks up on Logo|
Search for Capacitor Plaque Wikipedia....  you will find a good description with pictures.... once fixed, the issue will very likely never occur again...it was limited to old
capacitors during a specific period of time...just make sure you replace with newer capaccitors...not some reaaly old New-Old Stock..
| 20633|20629|2017-10-07 11:56:08|tralornik2000|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
Why would anyone ever sell one of these!  

;-)
| 20634|20627|2017-10-07 12:03:14|cmcduffie71|Re: Sample slice broken?|
Thanks! Pulling the the simms worked. Before pulling ran the diagnostics and the simms tested NG. I guess I'll buy replacements.
| 20635|20629|2017-10-07 13:25:34|Matt|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
I'm thinking about selling mine since i don't use it often since the late first beat of every phrase really annoys me. 

On Oct 7, 2017 11:00 AM, "tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Why would anyone ever sell one of these!  

;-)

| 20636|20629|2017-10-07 17:15:54|Sebastian Chapman|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
 
Can you really be without another RS7000 Tralornik2000?

From: "tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, 8 October 2017, 3:56
Subject: [RS7000] Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......

 
Why would anyone ever sell one of these!  

;-)

| 20637|20629|2017-10-07 19:08:00|tralornik2000|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|

heh heh... good one!

| 20638|20629|2017-10-07 19:23:18|tralornik2000|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
Matt, 

Did you check the RS7000 FAQ about this issue?... it is talked about (with various solutions/workarounds) in section 7.13

Basically it says that if you change patterns within the same style, the issue does NOT occur...basically it happens due to all the processing/loading/setup that is required
when switching styles.  There are some other suggested workarounds a mentioned as well in that section.

Of course, it may be that the latest firmware minimizes the problem, but I am sure you probably already are running the latest firmware.

Anyway in the FAQ, it is refered to as a MIDI gap...again, section 7.13 covers it in some detail...with a URL to a discussion that pobably has even more detail (at
motifactor.com)... The RS7000 FAQ is in the files section here or over at the files area in the RS7000 facebook page...can’t recall where I downloaded it from...it’s
probably at both sites.

Hope this helps.

| 20639|20629|2017-10-08 02:12:45|Sebastian Chapman|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
Thought you might appreciate that mate ;-)

From: "tralornik2000@yahoo.com [RS7000]" 
To: RS7000@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, 8 October 2017, 11:08
Subject: Re: [RS7000] Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......

 

heh heh... good one!

mailto:tralornik2000@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 20640|20629|2017-10-08 11:11:49|somatt60|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|

 From reading the faq it seems like this happens when switching patterns between styles for other people. 

This happens for me when repeating the same pattern and not switching patterns whatsoever.

I will bust it out of it's case and give it a try and see if the firmware is behind or if "Utility submode, Midi Setup page, called Voice Setup To TG (page 261 of the manual).
[RvdK]" can fix it. 
 
| 20641|20629|2017-10-08 11:19:37|somatt60|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
Looks like I'm on 
firmware 1.22
Kernel 1.10
Data 1.20

are these up to date? 
| 20642|20629|2017-10-08 15:21:29|Matt|Re: FOR SALE ON EBAY NOW 20HRS TO GO.....MY YAMAHA RS7000 .......|
I tried out some recording. It looks like i have about 6 ms of latency so i
nudged it over and all my kicks are pretty much within a ms of the clock on
reaper except the first kick every 8 bar phrase. voice setup to TG is off.
pattern is not changing. I'm using the 2nd 8 bar phrase here in order to
rule out any start jitter issues.

[image: Inline image 1]

On Sun, Oct 8, 2017 at 10:19 AM, somatt@gmail.com [RS7000] <
RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

>
>
> Looks like I'm on
> firmware 1.22
> Kernel 1.10
> Data 1.20
>
> are these up to date?
>
> 
>

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 20643|20643|2017-10-08 15:23:05|somatt60|Every 8 bar phrase my kick drum is late|
Hello,
I was having a discussion about this in another thread that was kind of off topic so I wanted to start a new thread to hopefully get this sorted out. 

I'm having an issue where every 8 bar phrase the first kick drum is late. 

I have checked and it seems i have the latest firmware (1.22) and I have voice setup to tg turned off. Both of these were mentioned as ways to resolve "MIDI gap...again,
section 7.13" of the faq.

I recorded this and then nudged it over 6 ms to get the beats on grid. The rest of the beats are now on grid except the beat at 9.1 which is late, enough to notice and enough
to sound like broken washing machine with other drum machines. I have linked to a picture of what i'm talking about. 

https://imgur.com/a/7fjto

| 20644|20643|2017-10-08 15:25:14|somatt60|Re: Every 8 bar phrase my kick drum is late|
playing around with nudge shows me that this late kick is 15 ms behind the other kicks. 
| 20645|20645|2017-10-09 00:20:19|Anonimo|Check In and question|
Hello everybody, I'm Anonimo.
I'm new to this group so I'd like to introduce myself: I'm a 
multidimensional musician, sound designer and sound engineer. I create 
music of several different stiles and genres, starting from classical 
music to HC punk, experimental noise, trip & Hip-hop, tekno and 
everything could co in between this "boxes".
Since about a year I'm getting into analog synths and drum machines, 
therefore Here I am now in my studio with the incredible RS7K! I just 
love it! and at the moment I'm using it by it self to learn it and 
discover it. but now I need a step forward so I want to make it become 
the brain of my studio, (main sequencer) and through it send the 
sequences to all my sinths, and here come the question: I'm looking for 
a cable, that honestly I don't even know what it is. I only know that 
from the RS I need to have a "splitted" midi cable (1 IN, 16 Outs)
could you guys help me finding this tool?

thanks for the answer, and for creating this very cool and useful group, 
that I can be part of :)
| 20646|20645|2017-10-09 00:31:39|zamisers7k|Re: Check In and question|

mailto:somatt@gmail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
https://imgur.com/a/7fjto


Welcome to the group.  Just did a quick google search and seen a Kenton Midi Thru 25 which may work well for you.

http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml

The RS does have 2 midi outs you could chain a couple more synths via thru ports on the synths probably pretty easily without too much lag for a total of  at least 4
synths.  Just another option if you haven't considered it.

Hope you can find something that works well for you.  Let us know how it goes and happy RSing.

Zam

| 20647|20643|2017-10-09 00:44:27|zamisers7k|Re: Every 8 bar phrase my kick drum is late|
I might have chimed in on your previous thread.  I'm not sure there is a fix for issue.  There is a slight lag at beginning of every phrase loop.  The only way I know to fix is
to use chain mode and and make it several loops long then convert the loop to a song and play it in song mode.  I know this doesn't help much if you want to do more live
type mixing in pattern mode.  Maybe you could extend the phrase out to more bars long, like a 16 or 24 or longer so when it don't loop as often and won't as noticeable as
often???

Zam
| 20648|20645|2017-10-09 15:20:30|Ray Hare|Re: Check In and question|
Sounds like an interesting setup that you have maybe you will have to have this cable specially made up?

On Monday, 9 October 2017, 17:31, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" wrote:

 
Welcome to the group.  Just did a quick google search and seen a Kenton Midi Thru 25 which may work well for you.

http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml

The RS does have 2 midi outs you could chain a couple more synths via thru ports on the synths probably pretty easily without too much lag for a total of  at least 4 synths.  Just another option
if you haven't considered it.

Hope you can find something that works well for you.  Let us know how it goes and happy RSing.

Zam

| 20649|20643|2017-10-09 15:31:19|Matt|Re: Every 8 bar phrase my kick drum is late|
I'm just using the factory phrases which I don't think are editable? Im gonna try clearing all the tracks I'm not using and see if that reduces the lag time. 

On Oct 8, 2017 11:45 PM, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I might have chimed in on your previous thread.  I'm not sure there is a fix for issue.  There is a slight lag at beginning of every phrase loop.  The only way
I know to fix is to use chain mode and and make it several loops long then convert the loop to a song and play it in song mode.  I know this doesn't help
much if you want to do more live type mixing in pattern mode.  Maybe you could extend the phrase out to more bars long, like a 16 or 24 or longer so when
it don't loop as often and won't as noticeable as often???

Zam

| 20650|20643|2017-10-09 20:14:02|zamisers7k|Re: Every 8 bar phrase my kick drum is late|
The factory phrases can be copied to user phrases.  Also, it isn't documented anywhere that this is an issue with the RS, but I've studied it and tested it etc.,  it is an issue
with the RS I've not been able fix.  There is a very slight lag at the begging of every phrase loop, then the RS will catch back the phrase back up.  It is miliseconds long
but long enough to cause problems if you are sampling the phrases and trying to line the samples up.  However I've not tested the sam lag produced out from midi, it could
be worse, but it sounds like your trying to line up the RS's sounds to external gear maybe, right?  I've never had a problem but I suppose if you are trying to line up some
identical bass drums then I could see where perhaps some strange phasing might occur to cancel out or dampen the waveforms.  It is not usually a problem for most folks,
not for me anyway, however I usually stick to the RS itself and maybe hook up an external synth or sequencer only occasionally so I have never ran in to the slight lag
being an issue.  Anyhow if you do find a way to keep that lag from happening every loop please let us know because I have not found a good way to stop it, and if is
causing trouble lining up samples then you should not be using your begging loop point at the begging of the RS's phrase loop point and instead have it extend out or copy
your phrase out several times so you can get a clean and unlagged start point.  Hope all that makes sense???

Zam
| 20651|20645|2017-10-09 21:34:51|Matt|Re: Check In and question|
https://rover.ebay.com/rover/ 0/0/0?mpre=https%3A%2F%2Fwww. ebay.com%2Fulk%2Fitm% 2F192316361067

This midi router should work for you

Or this thru box https://reverb.com/item/1668895-kenton-electronics-thru-5-thru-5-midi-splitter-new-perfect-circuit?
gclid=Cj0KCQjwvOzOBRDGARIsAICjxofWXPyCKGC_KRVVYS8GypBMYGg2L5q_M42C7eHgTYzDNZXER3JYmcYaAgfoEALw_wcB&pla=1

On Oct 9, 2017 2:20 PM, "Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Sounds like an interesting setup that you have maybe you will have to have this cable specially made up?

On Monday, 9 October 2017, 17:31, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml
http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml
mailto:zamyhoo@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
https://rover.ebay.com/rover/0/0/0?mpre=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com%2Fulk%2Fitm%2F192316361067
https://reverb.com/item/1668895-kenton-electronics-thru-5-thru-5-midi-splitter-new-perfect-circuit?gclid=Cj0KCQjwvOzOBRDGARIsAICjxofWXPyCKGC_KRVVYS8GypBMYGg2L5q_M42C7eHgTYzDNZXER3JYmcYaAgfoEALw_wcB&pla=1
mailto:searay@y7mail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamyhoo@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


 
Welcome to the group.  Just did a quick google search and seen a Kenton Midi Thru 25 which may work well for you.

http://www.kentonuk.com/ products/items/utilities/m- thru-25.shtml

The RS does have 2 midi outs you could chain a couple more synths via thru ports on the synths probably pretty easily without too much lag
for a total of  at least 4 synths.  Just another option if you haven't considered it.

Hope you can find something that works well for you.  Let us know how it goes and happy RSing.

Zam

| 20652|20645|2017-10-10 09:20:29|Anonimo|Re: Check In and question|
Thanks guys, that's what I need, easy.
I just thought there would have been a cable that would do the job 
without any other device, and in fact I found this:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/MIDI-Splitter-Thru-box-1-4-out-active-cable-adapter-/112581007706?hash=item1a3659d95a:g:eDEAAOSwtytZpZiY

which definitely looks pretty wacky but I guess could do the job aswell, 
what do you think?

On 2017-10-10 03:34, Matt somatt@gmail.com [RS7000] wrote:
> https://rover.ebay.com/rover/0/0/0?mpre=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com%2Fulk%2Fitm%2F192316361067
> [2]
> 
> This midi router should work for you
> 
> Or this thru box
> https://reverb.com/item/1668895-kenton-electronics-thru-5-thru-5-midi-splitter-new-perfect-circuit?
gclid=Cj0KCQjwvOzOBRDGARIsAICjxofWXPyCKGC_KRVVYS8GypBMYGg2L5q_M42C7eHgTYzDNZXER3JYmcYaAgfoEALw_wcB&pla=1
> 
> On Oct 9, 2017 2:20 PM, "Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]"
> <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
> 
>> Sounds like an interesting setup that you have maybe you will have
>> to have this cable specially made up?
>> 
>> On Monday, 9 October 2017, 17:31, "zamyhoo@quantum-source.com
>> [RS7000]" <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>> 
>> Welcome to the group. Just did a quick google search and seen a
>> Kenton Midi Thru 25 which may work well for you.
>> 
>> http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml [1]
>> 
>> The RS does have 2 midi outs you could chain a couple more synths
>> via thru ports on the synths probably pretty easily without too much
>> lag for a total of at least 4 synths. Just another option if you
>> haven't considered it.
>> 
>> Hope you can find something that works well for you. Let us know
>> how it goes and happy RSing.
>> 
>> Zam
> 
> 
> 
> Links:
> ------
> [1] http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml
> [2]
> https://rover.ebay.com/rover/0/0/0?mpre=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com%2Fulk%2Fitm%2F192316361067
> [3]
>
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/messages/20651;_ylc=X3oDMTJxdm81N3MwBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc
-?act=reply&messageNum=20651
> [4]
>
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/newtopic;_ylc=X3oDMTJlZjEwZDQ5BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAM
-
> [5]
>
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/20645;_ylc=X3oDMTM2MjUwOWxlBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3B

http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml
http://www.ebay.com/itm/MIDI-Splitter-Thru-box-1-4-out-active-cable-adapter-/112581007706?hash=item1a3659d95a:g:eDEAAOSwtytZpZiY
mailto:somatt@gmail.com
https://rover.ebay.com/rover/0/0/0?mpre=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com%2Fulk%2Fitm%2F192316361067
https://reverb.com/item/1668895-kenton-electronics-thru-5-thru-5-midi-splitter-new-perfect-circuit?gclid=Cj0KCQjwvOzOBRDGARIsAICjxofWXPyCKGC_KRVVYS8GypBMYGg2L5q_M42C7eHgTYzDNZXER3JYmcYaAgfoEALw_wcB&pla=1
mailto:searay@y7mail.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:zamyhoo@quantum-source.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml
http://www.kentonuk.com/products/items/utilities/m-thru-25.shtml
https://rover.ebay.com/rover/0/0/0?mpre=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com%2Fulk%2Fitm%2F192316361067
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/messages/20651;_ylc=X3oDMTJxdm81N3MwBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzIwNjUxBHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3JwbHkEc3RpbWUDMTUwNzYwNjQ5Mg--?act=reply&messageNum=20651
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/newtopic;_ylc=X3oDMTJlZjEwZDQ5BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA250cGMEc3RpbWUDMTUwNzYwNjQ5Mg--
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/20645;_ylc=X3oDMTM2MjUwOWxlBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzIwNjUxBHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3Z0cGMEc3RpbWUDMTUwNzYwNjQ5MgR0cGNJZAMyMDY0NQ--


-
> [6] https://yho.com/1wwmgg
> [7]
>
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/info;_ylc=X3oDMTJldmNwb3NrBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ
-
> [8]
>
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/members/all;_ylc=X3oDMTJmMzBkaWc3BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1M
> [9]
>
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo;_ylc=X3oDMTJka2poYWt0BF9TAzk3NDc2NTkwBGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwNmdHIE
> [10] https://info.yahoo.com/privacy/us/yahoo/groups/details.html
> [11] https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/

| 20653|20643|2017-10-10 12:31:45|zamisers7k|Re: Every 8 bar phrase my kick drum is late|
Here is a link to a discussion on this issue I had a while back over on VSEF.

http://forum.vintagesynth.com/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=67539&hilit=

I am obviously defensive when i comes to anything negative about the RS, and if I rememember right this was when I discovered the true issue of this timming lag on
phrase loops.  I think I was victorious in proving the RS's time is super tight almost everywhere else except that dang slight lag at the begging of phrase loops.  I still am
not sure why it happens because there isn't strain on the other phrases or tracks that lag at the same time, only on the track the phrase that the loop is starting over on.  It is
like the RS has to do a quick rewind, where other gear is running ona circular race track.

I don't wan't anyone to think this is a reason to get rid of their RSs, for the most part if you've not noticed it before than you probably never will, but I do see it as a huge
issue for folks who want line up samples since the start is lagged and since you line samples up with the start so then the rest of the sample loop will be ever so slightly
lagged too.  Trick is not to use the begging of a phrase loop as your sample start point, or bump your sample forward an indeterminately small amount and not rely on
what looks or sounds to be the initial start point.

So there are work arounds.  If it is something else you are running in to or are able to fix then I will be happy to look more in to it and find out a work around or help
figure out a solution.

Happy RSing!

Zam

| 20654|20627|2017-10-16 17:51:15|carbone_p|Re: Sample slice broken?|
Hi There - 
I'm having the same problem, and wondering if you've gotten it to work with replacement RAM?  
I've tried two different sets and both are testing NG.  I'm gonna try for one more, hoping it's not a problem with the motherboard. 

Cheers,
Paul
| 20655|20627|2017-10-19 14:41:47|tralornik2000|Re: Sample slice broken?|
Make sure you look at ALL the sample pages...one of them is to assign the first note key on th3 keyboard...it might be set to keys in a different octave so you wont hear
anything until you set it correctly.

Second, before slicing ALWAYS normalize the clip (using the normalize job) and save it (ussually over the original).  This ensures the samples are nice and loud....thus
making the slices nice and loud.  If you dont save over the original, make sure you are slicing the NORMALIZED version.

Hope this helps.

| 20656|20544|2017-11-15 09:21:59|szkarabiner|Re: Hello everyone!|
I've just tried to download but file not found :/
Any ideas would be appreciated.
| 20657|20544|2017-11-15 09:24:20|zamisers7k|Re: Hello everyone!|
What did you try to download?

Since your first post is vague your status will remain moderated.

Zam
| 20658|20544|2017-11-15 09:27:57|zamisers7k|Re: Hello everyone!|
I think I see what you were trying to d/l now.  I recently switched hosts for quantum-source.com and set up a new RS7000 area.  Try here:  http://quantum-
source.com/area-7000/

Zam
| 20659|20659|2017-11-16 07:40:14|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|VOICE HOLD|

Hello,

new owner here. Is it possible to quickly initialize a voice settings (similarly to pressing hold+master for initializing the master effects)? I know there is a "clear track" job
available, but is there something quicker?

My problem is this: I select a voice, I tweak it, moving all phisical knobs like reverb, filter cutoff, delay, amp attack, release, etc.. Then I move to a new voice. The
problem is that the newly selected voice retains all the settings from the previous voice. So I have to manually reset all settings to 0, which is quite a pain.

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/topics/20645;_ylc=X3oDMTM2MjUwOWxlBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BG1zZ0lkAzIwNjUxBHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3Z0cGMEc3RpbWUDMTUwNzYwNjQ5MgR0cGNJZAMyMDY0NQ--
https://yho.com/1wwmgg
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/info;_ylc=X3oDMTJldmNwb3NrBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwN2dGwEc2xrA3ZnaHAEc3RpbWUDMTUwNzYwNjQ5Mg--
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/members/all;_ylc=X3oDMTJmMzBkaWc3BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzI5NjM0NDIEZ3Jwc3BJZAMxNzA1MDMyMTQ0BHNlYwN2dGwEc2xrA3ZtYnJzBHN0aW1lAzE1MDc2MDY0OTI-
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I see the HOLD setting in the first page of the mixer, but from the manual it looks like it helps for keeping (or not keeping) only absolute settings (and not even all of
them), not the relative ones (and it looks like all settings controlled by default by the knobs are relative). And anyway it looks to me that really all parameters all kept
when HOLD is set to off, including the absolute settings.

So, what is the use of the HOLD setting?

| 20660|20659|2017-11-16 07:51:36|zamisers7k|Re: VOICE HOLD|
The voice hold to OFF, which is default, should not retain setting when switching voices.  If it is you may have some other issue going on and perhaps do a factory reset.
 As ling as that is off that is how i usually get back to a normal sound is by switching the voice then going back.  It might not always work tho like you mention. Seems
like sometimes the adsr envelopes will catch like sustain not all sure myself, but yeah when swicthing voice and back dont work then i do a clear track with only voice
checked.  I dont know of a faster way or shortcut if there is one, sorry.

Zam
| 20661|20544|2017-11-16 17:41:50|szkarabiner|Re: Hello everyone!|
Great, thank you Zam
| 20662|20659|2017-11-17 15:20:11|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: VOICE HOLD|
I found an old discussion here about this topic. Basically, it depends on absolute and relative parameters. Almost all parameters controlled by default by the panel knobs
are relative. So, for example, if you tweak the main knobs like reverb, amp envelope attack, or filter cutoff, those are retained regardless the hold on or off settings. Only a
handful parameters are like filter type and lfo wave are absolute, and those are retained when yo change voice if "hold" is on.

See this old discussion:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/conversations/messages/3543

| 20663|20149|2017-11-22 14:27:50|steve_the_king@hotmail.com|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hey Vadim,

Great topic.
Does the power comes from the RS7000 via the SCSI cable? 
Or do you need to connect the power connector on the SCSI2SD board?
| 20664|20149|2017-11-22 23:03:05|Vadim Nazmiev|Re: Hello everyone! (alternatives for SCSI disk and smart media card|
Hi Steve and the community !)

I got the power from free pins on inner power adapter . There are 12v and 5 v

Regards
Vadim

23 нояб. 2017 г., в 0:54, steve_the_king@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> написал(а):

Hey Vadim,

Great topic.
Does the power comes from the RS7000 via the SCSI cable? 
Or do you need to connect the power connector on the SCSI2SD board?

| 20665|20544|2017-12-04 17:46:02|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Hello everyone!|
I have the original CD, but not the original SM. It look lilke the data files (Styles) on the original CD are the same as the original SM. Is this correct?
| 20666|20544|2017-12-05 07:48:05|zamisers7k|Re: Hello everyone!|
Pretty sure they are different. You can get them both here: http://quantum-source.com/area-7000

Zam
| 20667|20544|2017-12-06 09:11:40|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Hello everyone!|
thanks!
| 20668|1220|2017-12-11 15:12:41|RS7000@yahoogroups.com|New file uploaded to RS7000|
Hello,

This email message is a notification to let you know that
a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the RS7000
group.

File : /OS (Operating System)/RS7000 OS v1.22 LINK
Uploaded by : szkarabiner <mailforcsaba@gmail.com>
Description : RS7000 v1.22 OS update working link as of 2017.12.11.

You can access this file at the URL:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RS7000/files/OS%20%28Operating%20System%29/RS7000%20OS%20v1.22%20LINK

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
https://help.yahoo.com/kb/index?page=content&y=PROD_GRPS&locale=en_US&id=SLN15398

Regards,

szkarabiner <mailforcsaba@gmail.com>
| 20669|20669|2017-12-12 17:35:13|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Guide|
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I've read in the FAQ (in the files section) that long ago Yamaha released a power user guide. But the link is not working anymore. How is this guide called? Is it maybe
avalable in the files section? 

| 20670|20669|2017-12-12 17:50:58|tralornik2000|Re: Guide|
 pretty sure that it’s there… But if not, it is definitely in the Facebook RS700 group’s file section.

| 20671|20669|2017-12-12 19:47:39|tralornik2000|Re: Guide|
I mean RS7000, of course.
| 20672|20669|2017-12-13 02:46:41|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Guide|
I see some docs here under Files/Documentation named "RS7000 Slice Functions", Phrase Copy, Mode Definitions, also zipped all togheter as rs7000_tips.zip.
Is this what we are talking about?
| 20673|20673|2017-12-14 05:01:42|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Max number of effects|

From Chapter 11 of the FAQ:

11.1 How can I use more than one variation effect in a pattern ?

Per pattern or song you only have one variation, one chorus and one reverb effect. ...  There is however a way round this and there is a full explanation of this on the tips
page.

What is this way around to get more effects? I cannot see it in the Tips.

| 20674|20673|2017-12-14 08:52:13|zamisers7k|Re: Max number of effects|
I am assuming they are talking about using the memory buttons which I think can store and recall different effects, so it is only switching them out thereby letting you use
more in one pattern/song, but not really adding more effects.  If you find the tip or learn differently please share.

Zam
| 20675|20669|2017-12-14 08:55:46|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
Been a while since I've seen, but if I remember right the quick guide was authored by someone named Timmo Hummel or something like that,  I thought we had it here in
the files section somewhere, looking...

Zam
| 20676|20669|2017-12-14 09:11:25|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
It was a live Performance Howto by Timo A. Hummel.  Found a link to it here:

http://free-zg.t-com.hr/horr/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf

Not sure if the same thing as what you expected or are looking for, but I just put a copy of it in the files section here under Tips.  That is the only thing I can think of it
would be, if it was some other guide then I don't think I've ever seen it.  If you do find please let us know about, thanks.

Zam
| 20677|20669|2017-12-14 09:13:11|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
Oh darn, I just noticed that pdf is not a full copy of the guide... looking for full copy...
| 20678|20669|2017-12-14 09:19:30|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
Never mind, it appears to only be 7 pages long, thought that was the index, but it is just a short guide so it appears.

Zam
| 20679|20673|2017-12-14 14:24:54|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Max number of effects|
Yes, makes sense, it does the job. But I think the machine really cant handle more than three at the same time.
| 20680|20669|2017-12-14 14:28:00|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Guide|
Thanks. But I was looking for the official Yamaha extra guide. I really believe its the slice, phrase, mode docs I mentioned earlier.
| 20681|20669|2017-12-15 15:25:01|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
You are probably right, those look official.  I did read something about a "power user guide" at some point too, but maybe that is in the manual already...

I never found what supposedly the tip for effects anywhere, but I did read somewhere else perhaps what it was referring to was to use the midi delay as an extra delay
effect, which it can be used for I would agree that is its purpose, however you have to be careful with midi delay as it will eat up your polyphony fast, having it on more
than one track at a time you are risking drop outs and lag.  Personally, I mostly use the midi delay when turning it up by hand and back down on things like hi-hats, might
be neat on samples too for some stuttering glitchyness.  I always be sure to turn it back down tho. before I move on to tweaking other tracks/voices.

Anyways, Happy Holidays and Happy RSing everyone!

Zam
| 20682|20669|2017-12-15 15:37:50|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
Some vari-effects include extra effects in them too and or will pass the signal to the other effects as part of it effect, technically not a wholly different effect tho, you can
always find some cool things digging around in the vari-effect settings you may not have known the RS can do. 
| 20683|20669|2017-12-16 01:58:37|tralornik2000|Re: Guide|
There are three power user guides in the files section:

Phrases, Slicing and Modes (Recording).

I also found a grest Synthesis Programming Book that I thought I got from here but I don't see it, so I put it in the documentation section.
| 20684|20684|2017-12-16 02:00:16|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Sample loop end point zoom|

How to get a "medium" zoom on the end point of the loop, during the trimming operation? Yes, if you zoom in deeply you get the dual view of both start and end point.
But that is a very close zoom in. Before reaching that stage (for cutting at zero crossing), i usually need to find the approximate position of the end point using a medium

http://free-zg.t-com.hr/horr/rs7k-lphowto-0.2.pdf


level zoom. The problem is that when using mid level zoom on the RS, the focus is always on the start point, so you loose sight of the end point. The only way I know is
using deep zoom and get the dual view. Is there a way to focus on the end point without zooming in too much?

| 20685|20669|2017-12-16 02:05:16|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Guide|
Yes, those are the power guides. "Power user" is even written in the first page with huge fonts..
| 20686|20684|2017-12-17 14:33:35|zamisers7k|Re: Sample loop end point zoom|
I don't think there is a way to do what you are asking, however what I am thinking is to do an extract job on the sample and it will remove everything before and after the
start and end points.  Then you can use a higher x/times value for the scroll and it will just stop at those points then you can zoom in, perhaps?

Zam
| 20687|20684|2017-12-17 14:40:00|zamisers7k|Re: Sample loop end point zoom|
Just remembered, also once you do the extract job you can do fade in and outs I think too, not sure though how much the fade lengths can be adjusted but they might help
too so you don't have to locate a zero point cross to eliminate the pop or cracks.  I don't do much sampling so I'm not really familiar with all that kind of stuff, so if you
find a better or another way to do it please share, thanks.

Zam
| 20688|20669|2017-12-17 14:42:30|zamisers7k|Re: Guide|
Oh cool, thanks for the synthesis guide. Sorry I have not looked over all the files in the files section here in a while, glad some of it is still of some use to someone :)

Zam
| 20689|20689|2017-12-18 16:06:28|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Effects guide|

Im now checking out all the delay, reverb and variation effects. Theres plenty of them. Although its all about experimenting and most parameters are also self-explanatory,
I was wondering if a guide - maybe not RS specific, but maybe Yamaha or Motif related - exists explaining these effects..

| 20690|20684|2017-12-19 10:43:58|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Sample loop end point zoom|
thanks for the suggestion, but it's not helping with what I was talking about. it looks like on the RS there is no chance to find the end point of the loop comfortably... you
can do it, but it's a bit tedious. 
| 20691|20673|2017-12-30 23:28:39|michealcarter0|Re: Max number of effects|
Hi, I don't think the memory buttons save the effects. The parameters yes, but not the main variation effect. But you can change it with SYSEX by adding it manualy or by
sending out the MIDI and record back the input in a phrase (SYSEX). This is what I do.
| 20692|19874|2018-03-20 10:27:45|muga_metal@yahoo.com|Live Set|

Hi all,

Can someone share their live set? Trying to get an idea of how to set up for a live set without having to stop.

Thanks.

| 20693|19874|2018-03-20 12:48:02|zamisers7k|Re: Live Set|
Hello,

Are you looking for RS files or just to share how they do it?

My group usually has multiple kit/sequencers/RSs so we bounce and mix between them playing/stopping/loading.

I am not sure what the best way, or even a good way is if you only have one RS alone, alone.  I know it may be tough to avoid hiccups while bouncing between different
style/patterns while the RS is playing. I have always recommended stopping every song or two any, it isn't as bad you may think, talk to your audience while loading a
song.  We arn't DJs, we are composers ;) Don't wait to get your feedback at the end of your set.

On the other hand, I have brought a DVD player and played movies with effects on top of it and just let it play and tweak some of the effects while loading RS files.

Zam 

| 20694|19874|2018-03-20 16:10:50|Fredje Zultkoning|Re: Live Set|
Off course
Send me a email
Ralph.wagemakers@gmail.com
Cheers

On 20 Mar 2018, at 03:28, muga_metal@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi all,

Can someone share their live set? Trying to get an idea of how to set up for a live set without having to stop.

Thanks.

| 20695|20695|2018-03-20 17:51:09|Robert Feuchtl|New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4 Cams]|

mailto:Ralph.wagemakers@gmail.com
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esteemed RS7K-aficionados! /.-)

here's some brand new 36-minute long video-shizzle, showcasing one of 
our earlier Live A/V-sets, featuring me trying to deperately set my 
RS7000 on fire and my partner Vika accompaning with some gritty 
experimental live visuals on Resolume.

heres also some copy about that night and a direct link to the video (on 
YouTube):
http://bobhumid.tumblr.com/post/171703336980/new-liveset-av-video-is-on

VIMEO-heads look this way: https://vimeo.com/258284564

enjoy your RS and feel free to spread our video on your channels if so 
inclined!

robert

-- 
B O B H U M I D

mobile: ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

mastering ::: engineer
grafic ::: designer
music ::: producer
tech ::: editor
dj :::

s a v e o u r t r a n s i e n t s ..

MUSIC, STUDIO, DJ, WORKSHOPS, MASTERING
http://bobhumid.de
| 20696|19874|2018-03-21 17:42:37|Fredje Zultkoning|Re: Live Set|
Off course
Send me a email
Ralph.wagemakers@gmail.com
Cheers

On 20 Mar 2018, at 03:28, muga_metal@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi all,

Can someone share their live set? Trying to get an idea of how to set up for a live set without having to stop.

Thanks.

| 20697|19874|2018-03-21 18:37:25|muga_metal@yahoo.com|Re: Live Set|
cool. thanks.
| 20698|19874|2018-03-22 07:17:11|Fredje Zultkoning|Re: Live Set|
I have found your email.... hihi
After this weekend remind me to put my Rs card on the computer.
Cause I will forget.

2018-03-22 1:37 GMT+01:00 muga_metal@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com>:

cool. thanks.

| 20699|19874|2018-03-22 13:40:25|muga_metal@yahoo.com|Re: Live Set|
Ok great thanks.
| 20700|20700|2018-04-04 11:37:48|kounsokiri@gmail.com|Microtonal Functionality on RS7k??|

Hi,

I was wondering if anybody knows if the RS7k Supports MTS (MIDI Tuning Standard) for microtonal composistion?

http://bobhumid.tumblr.com/post/171703336980/new-liveset-av-video-is-on
https://vimeo.com/258284564
http://bobhumid.de/
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I've read that Yamaha is one of the few hardware developers that implemented MTS in their products...

Please,thank you,sorry..

| 20701|20700|2018-04-04 11:50:10|zamisers7k|Re: Microtonal Functionality on RS7k??|
I am not sure.  There is a master tune which tunes the RS700 tone generator in 0.1-cent increments (one "cent" =1/100th of a semitone)  There is also a detune per voice of
-12.8 ~+12.7 (Hz) in .1 Hz increments.  Pitch  knob I think has the 0-127 settings data range of (-8192 ~ +8191) I think which might be what you are looking for,
controllable via the standard midi messages for pitch I do believe, I remember trying to control pitch once like that using a Kaoss Pad X/Y axis and it worked well.  If it is
something else please let us know, not sure the RS will do it, but might be interesting to learn about it.

Zam

| 20703|20700|2018-04-05 08:24:44|Kounsokiri Nonsens|Microtonal Functionality on RS7k??|

I 'm aware about those functionalities.. Using pitch bend works for monophonic parts. When you change the PB value it changes all the playing notes while MTS wil keep
the previous notes in its original pitch en only updates the last note ...

On 04/04/2018 19:50, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] wrote:

I am not sure.  There is a master tune which tunes the RS700 tone generator in 0.1-cent increments (one "cent" =1/100th of a semitone)  There is
also a detune per voice of -12.8 ~+12.7 (Hz) in .1 Hz increments.  Pitch  knob I think has the 0-127 settings data range of (-8192 ~ +8191) I think
which might be what you are looking for, controllable via the standard midi messages for pitch I do believe, I remember trying to control pitch
once like that using a Kaoss Pad X/Y axis and it worked well.  If it is something else please let us know, not sure the RS will do it, but might be
interesting to learn about it.

Zam

| 20704|20700|2018-04-05 10:00:14|Ian Vine|Re: Microtonal Functionality on RS7k??|
Hi all,

No micro tuning on rs7k. Love it for the sequencer. I haven't found a better hardware box. 

IanV

On 5 Apr 2018, at 15:24, Kounsokiri Nonsens kounsokiri@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I 'm aware about those functionalities.. Using pitch bend works for monophonic parts. When you change the PB value it changes all the playing notes while
MTS wil keep the previous notes in its original pitch en only updates the last note ...

On 04/04/2018 19:50, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] wrote:

 

I am not sure.  There is a master tune which tunes the RS700 tone generator in 0.1-cent increments (one "cent" =1/100th of a semitone)  There is
also a detune per voice of -12.8 ~+12.7 (Hz) in .1 Hz increments.  Pitch  knob I think has the 0-127 settings data range of (-8192 ~ +8191) I think
which might be what you are looking for, controllable via the standard midi messages for pitch I do believe, I remember trying to control pitch
once like that using a Kaoss Pad X/Y axis and it worked well.  If it is something else please let us know, not sure the RS will do it, but might be
interesting to learn about it.

Zam

| 20705|10260|2018-05-07 07:50:08|aubyc|Yamaha RS7000 for sale!|

My Yamaha is getting sadly neglected and I need to find her a new home! In awesome condition. Just a couple scratches on the casing. I'll post the link below to the
listing!

https://reverb.com/item/11364527-yamaha-rs7000

| 20706|19874|2018-07-26 13:40:09|muga_metal@yahoo.com|Re: Live Set|
Hi,
Got busy. Getting back to learning RS7K.
Do you mind sharing your files?
Thanks.
| 20707|20707|2018-08-15 11:46:41|zamisers7k|vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|
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Show your support and passion and vote for a new RM1X/RS7000.

https://yamahasynth.ideascale.com/

-Zam

| 20708|20707|2018-08-15 23:45:44|Ian Vine|Re: vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|
With a motif or montage sound engine 

On 15 Aug 2018, at 18:46, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Show your support and passion and vote for a new RM1X/RS7000.

https://yamahasynth.ideascale.com/

-Zam

| 20709|20707|2018-08-16 03:22:41|Robert Feuchtl|Re: vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|

done!

Am 16.08.2018 um 07:45 schrieb Ian Vine iavine@yahoo.co.uk [RS7000]:
With a motif or montage sound engine 

On 15 Aug 2018, at 18:46, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Show your support and passion and vote for a new RM1X/RS7000.

https://yamahasynth.ideascale.com/

-Zam

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur     ::: des kulturamt

| 20710|20707|2018-08-20 18:29:26|zamisers7k|Re: vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|
Thanks for voting RSers!  We are killing it on the votes and comments!  If you haven;t  voted yet, please go vote asap.

-Zam
| 20711|20707|2018-08-21 05:52:58|Ian Vine|Re: vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|
Can you send the link out again

Cheers
Ian

On Tuesday, 21 August 2018, 01:29:31 BST, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] wrote:

 
Thanks for voting RSers!  We are killing it on the votes and comments!  If you haven;t  voted yet, please go vote asap.

-Zam
| 20712|20707|2018-08-21 09:15:41|zamisers7k|Re: vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|

https://yamahasynth.ideascale.com/

-Zam
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---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, wrote :

Can you send the link out again

Cheers
Ian

On Tuesday, 21 August 2018, 01:29:31 BST, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] wrote:

 
Thanks for voting RSers!  We are killing it on the votes and comments!  If you haven;t  voted yet, please go vote asap.

-Zam

| 20713|20707|2018-08-21 14:56:37|Ian Vine|Re: vote for new Yam RM1X/RS7000|
Thanks

On 21 Aug 2018, at 16:13, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

https://yamahasynth.ideascale.com/

-Zam

---In RS7000@yahoogroups.com, <iavine@yahoo.co.uk> wrote :

Can you send the link out again

Cheers
Ian

On Tuesday, 21 August 2018, 01:29:31 BST, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Thanks for voting RSers!  We are killing it on the votes and comments!  If you haven;t  voted yet, please go vote asap.

-Zam

| 20714|20714|2018-08-24 16:34:52|yekker22|SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
hi people,

can anyone recommend me a smartmedia reader? they appear to go for silly prices online 

then there's the multi readers that say are smartmedia in title but not description...

any help would be greatly appreciated :)

-james
| 20715|20714|2018-08-24 19:50:05|Tray Lornik|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
I actually use a 5-in-1 converter from a company called imagelink...it converts varies cards to CompactFlash, then I plug that into a compactflash to USB adaptor (Model
CR-V7-UC, but has no brand name on device).

I believe I have also used Dazzle brand readers, but I think I stopped due to compatibility with windows 10... not 100% sure though... might have just ben a hardware
issue/failure.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 24, 2018, at 6:34 PM, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

hi people,

can anyone recommend me a smartmedia reader? they appear to go for silly prices online 

then there's the multi readers that say are smartmedia in title but not description...

any help would be greatly appreciated :)
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-james

| 20716|20714|2018-08-24 23:52:28|Tray Lornik|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
Another option is to use an XD to smart media converter in the RS7000 and then get an XD Card reader for your computer… XD cards are much cheaper and are easy to
find 128MB cards... Plus the card readers for the computer are much more reliable.

The nice thing about the RS 7000 is that you can load your song from the smart media card… Then remove it and insert the XD card with the adapter and save it.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 24, 2018, at 6:34 PM, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

hi people,

can anyone recommend me a smartmedia reader? they appear to go for silly prices online 

then there's the multi readers that say are smartmedia in title but not description...

any help would be greatly appreciated :)

-james

| 20717|20714|2018-08-25 04:15:45|y5d6apuj6pczk4ib2rbyytswibytbwwxpfdmbodz|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
Hi, i got this one from a Dutch postalorder service, here's the link.

https://www.otto.nl/p/10036793008/hama-kaartlezer-35in1-usb-20/#?itemId=10035337815

Works perfectly fin to me.

Cheers.
| 20718|20714|2018-08-26 18:13:30|yekker22|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
thanks tray, this is my best option i think

i've found two models on ebay

https://www.ebay.ca/itm/XD-Picture-Card-to-Smartmedia-Card-AdapterXD-SMC-Adapter-SMC-Interface/290800918194?
hash=item43b515deb2:g:0nIAAOxy86RSVmbq

https://www.ebay.ca/itm/xD-Picture-card-into-Smart-Media-card-adaptor-XD-SMC-Adapter-SMC-Interface/263586554142?
hash=item3d5efba11e:g:1LMAAOSwymxVRzCG

which one should i get? i'll probably get both cause they are relatively cheap
| 20719|20714|2018-08-27 08:30:24|Tray Lornik|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
They look identical… And they both look like mine… I would just buy the cheaper one… That was my criteria when I bought mine.  B^D

By the way, the XD card that I am using is a 128MB Olympus card... I am not 100% certain, but I don’t think the RS7000 will recognize an XD card greater than
128MB... at least from what I had read way back when. 

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 26, 2018, at 8:13 PM, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

thanks tray, this is my best option i think

i've found two models on ebay

https://www.ebay.ca/itm/XD-Picture-Card-to-Smartmedia-Card-AdapterXD-SMC-Adapter-SMC-Interface/290800918194?
hash=item43b515deb2:g:0nIAAOxy86RSVmbq

https://www.ebay.ca/itm/xD-Picture-card-into-Smart-Media-card-adaptor-XD-SMC-Adapter-SMC-Interface/263586554142?
hash=item3d5efba11e:g:1LMAAOSwymxVRzCG

which one should i get? i'll probably get both cause they are relatively cheap

| 20720|20714|2018-08-27 11:57:46|y5d6apuj6pczk4ib2rbyytswibytbwwxpfdmbodz|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
Hi,

I don't get it, why would you prefer to use an XD adapter?
When you still can get a 35in1 reader wich reads SmartMediaCards.

https://www.otto.nl/p/10036793008/hama-kaartlezer-35in1-usb-20/#?itemId=10035337815
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Here's the link to the product, maybe you can't order from there, but then again, HAMA is still making them.

Bought myself two for € 8,99

Regards,

ME.

| 20721|20714|2018-08-27 11:59:34|y5d6apuj6pczk4ib2rbyytswibytbwwxpfdmbodz|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
Sorry, i meant Bought myself two for € 8,99 a piece.
| 20722|20714|2018-08-27 12:48:44|Tray Lornik|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
I think mainly people switched it XD because it’s easier/cheaper to find high-capacity XD cards than 128 MB smart media cards... Plus XD cards are more durable since
they have a hardshell… The downside is the adapter sticks out of the RS 7000.

there’s even an adapter that you can buy that will use the SCSI port to add a SD card reader... which allows you to use very big (gigabyte) cards… I’m not sure exactly
how big but possibly up to 32 GB I think.  Even 4GB would be huge in comparison.

http://store.inertialcomputing.com/SCSI2SD-V5-1-p/scsi2sd-v5.1.htm

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 27, 2018, at 1:57 PM, ME_tje@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi,

I don't get it, why would you prefer to use an XD adapter?
When you still can get a 35in1 reader wich reads SmartMediaCards.

https://www.otto.nl/p/10036793008/hama-kaartlezer-35in1-usb-20/#?itemId=10035337815

Here's the link to the product, maybe you can't order from there, but then again, HAMA is still making them.

Bought myself two for € 8,99

Regards,

ME.

| 20723|20714|2018-08-27 13:50:09|yekker22|Re: SMARTMEDIA usb READER help|
Both options are good. As far as size of card it doesn't really matter if it's more than 64 mg because the machine can only load 64 mg at a time
Xd adaptor sticks out of machine but you only need it plugged in when loading or saving. I don't like how you have to disassemble the adaptor for it to work.
As far as sticking to smartmedia, it's a good idea but it's even more of an Ancient technology nowadays, costs more than xd and in the future will be harder to find.
I'm not sold on either yet
| 20724|20724|2018-08-29 13:20:18|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Midi B... odd issue|
I'm back in ownership of an RS which I've recently had serviced. It arrived back today and I initially thought everything was ok, especially the new springy keys! I sent it
off as soon as I bought it because of double triggering keys and didnt fully test it.
However, after setting it up, using both midi outs to synths I noticed that midi B was not operating (no flickering light and no sound from the synth), midi A fine. I've
owned RS's for years so went into the menus, made sure I was using the same settings that I've used for years, but alas nothing. 
I flipped it over and went inside, everything was connected properly and clean, the only issue was that my techie had put the midi circuit board back in upside down,
which I corrected. Sealed it back up and started up in diagnostic mode, connected a midi cable in and both outs and got the OK (and flashing light) from both outs.

Midi'd my gear back up and nothing from midi B, no light no sounds from the external. I've tested both external synths midi to see if its an issue but its not. Its not the end
of the world that I only have one working midi out but two is what its designed for..

Have any other users experienced issues with the midi outs on the RS? Am I doing something wrong (its set up as OUT A/B in midi setup)? Or by putting an out to an in
and possibly vice cersa cause issues for the midi B output? I'm stumped!
Best wishes to all
Chris..

| 20725|20724|2018-08-29 13:48:53|Tray Lornik|Re: Midi B... odd issue|
Are you sure the particular channel you are using is outputting to both ports as well?

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 29, 2018, at 3:17 PM, ct_mullin@talk21.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
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I'm back in ownership of an RS which I've recently had serviced. It arrived back today and I initially thought everything was ok, especially the new springy
keys! I sent it off as soon as I bought it because of double triggering keys and didnt fully test it.
However, after setting it up, using both midi outs to synths I noticed that midi B was not operating (no flickering light and no sound from the synth), midi A
fine. I've owned RS's for years so went into the menus, made sure I was using the same settings that I've used for years, but alas nothing. 
I flipped it over and went inside, everything was connected properly and clean, the only issue was that my techie had put the midi circuit board back in upside
down, which I corrected. Sealed it back up and started up in diagnostic mode, connected a midi cable in and both outs and got the OK (and flashing light)
from both outs.

Midi'd my gear back up and nothing from midi B, no light no sounds from the external. I've tested both external synths midi to see if its an issue but its not.
Its not the end of the world that I only have one working midi out but two is what its designed for..

Have any other users experienced issues with the midi outs on the RS? Am I doing something wrong (its set up as OUT A/B in midi setup)? Or by putting an
out to an in and possibly vice cersa cause issues for the midi B output? I'm stumped!
Best wishes to all
Chris..

| 20726|20724|2018-08-29 13:52:29|Tray Lornik|Re: Midi B... odd issue|
To get to the point that I was referring to in my last message you need to hit the set up button four times and you will see a list of channels with checkboxes for midiA and
midiB... by default only midiA is selected for all the channels.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 29, 2018, at 3:17 PM, ct_mullin@talk21.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I'm back in ownership of an RS which I've recently had serviced. It arrived back today and I initially thought everything was ok, especially the new springy
keys! I sent it off as soon as I bought it because of double triggering keys and didnt fully test it.
However, after setting it up, using both midi outs to synths I noticed that midi B was not operating (no flickering light and no sound from the synth), midi A
fine. I've owned RS's for years so went into the menus, made sure I was using the same settings that I've used for years, but alas nothing. 
I flipped it over and went inside, everything was connected properly and clean, the only issue was that my techie had put the midi circuit board back in upside
down, which I corrected. Sealed it back up and started up in diagnostic mode, connected a midi cable in and both outs and got the OK (and flashing light)
from both outs.

Midi'd my gear back up and nothing from midi B, no light no sounds from the external. I've tested both external synths midi to see if its an issue but its not.
Its not the end of the world that I only have one working midi out but two is what its designed for..

Have any other users experienced issues with the midi outs on the RS? Am I doing something wrong (its set up as OUT A/B in midi setup)? Or by putting an
out to an in and possibly vice cersa cause issues for the midi B output? I'm stumped!
Best wishes to all
Chris..

| 20727|20724|2018-08-30 01:42:10|ct_mullin@talk21.com|Re: Midi B... odd issue|
Of course it is.....#facepalm 
Two years away from the RS have taken its toll. Time for a long weekend!
Tray you are an angel, sincere thanks buddy.

| 20728|20724|2018-08-30 10:05:55|Tray Lornik|Re: Midi B... odd issue|
I live to serve.  B^D

Glad to hear it is working properly now!

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Aug 30, 2018, at 3:42 AM, ct_mullin@talk21.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Of course it is.....#facepalm 
Two years away from the RS have taken its toll. Time for a long weekend!
Tray you are an angel, sincere thanks buddy.

| 20729|20729|2018-09-11 11:51:08|kloopyuk|Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|

Hi guys,
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I am starting to explore my RS with 1.22 SW with some experience from my previous sequencer RM1X.

What confused me today that even when I suspend recording (replace or overdub) by pressing REC button to blink, arpeggiator is still recorded if I'm using original
keyboard.

In other words, I can't audition the arpeggiator, without recording what it's playing, only single notes played from the keyboard when ARP is off.

Is there a workaround or am I doing something wrong? Can someone try the same thing and is the outcome the same?

Thanks and regards,

K

| 20730|20729|2018-09-11 12:55:05|Tray Lornik|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
I don’t know off the top of my head, but I would definitely do some menu diving to make sure that there is not a setting that you need to set an order to turn off that
feature… The sequencer of the RS7000 and RM1x are very very similar, so I would be surprised if that was not a toggle-able feature.

if that doesn’t help, let me know, and I will give a try on mine.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Sep 10, 2018, at 5:32 PM, kloopy@net.hr [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi guys,

I am starting to explore my RS with 1.22 SW with some experience from my previous sequencer RM1X.

What confused me today that even when I suspend recording (replace or overdub) by pressing REC button to blink, arpeggiator is still recorded if I'm using
original keyboard.

In other words, I can't audition the arpeggiator, without recording what it's playing, only single notes played from the keyboard when ARP is off.

Is there a workaround or am I doing something wrong? Can someone try the same thing and is the outcome the same?

Thanks and regards,

K

| 20731|20729|2018-09-11 12:57:28|Tray Lornik|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
Also, make sure to check thatyou are running the latest firmware.

Lastly, there is a FAQ file in the files section that describes some caveats...but some of them were fixed in firmware updates. However, the FAQ files oftens has fixes and
workarounds as well for some issues.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Sep 10, 2018, at 5:32 PM, kloopy@net.hr [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi guys,

I am starting to explore my RS with 1.22 SW with some experience from my previous sequencer RM1X.

What confused me today that even when I suspend recording (replace or overdub) by pressing REC button to blink, arpeggiator is still recorded if I'm using
original keyboard.

In other words, I can't audition the arpeggiator, without recording what it's playing, only single notes played from the keyboard when ARP is off.

Is there a workaround or am I doing something wrong? Can someone try the same thing and is the outcome the same?

Thanks and regards,

K

| 20732|20729|2018-09-12 15:01:48|kloopyuk|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
Hi, thanks for the input. My RS is running on the last 1.22 firmware so I don't think this is an issue. And I'm not aware of the setting that would have prevented this
behaviour. Can someone please try to replicate this?
Regards,

mailto:kloopy@net.hr
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K
| 20733|20729|2018-09-12 17:30:03|Tray Lornik|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
I will try to give it a try as soon as I get a chance.

I was just thinking though, if you still have the RM1X, you could do a  factory reset on both of them and then just recreate the arp  again on both...perhaps there is a
setting on the RM1X, that enabled this type of behavior… Yeah I know it’s a longshot but it’s just a thought.

I will post again soon as I give it a try… Unless someone beat me to it.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Sep 12, 2018, at 4:08 PM, kloopy@net.hr [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi, thanks for the input. My RS is running on the last 1.22 firmware so I don't think this is an issue. And I'm not aware of the setting that would have
prevented this behaviour. Can someone please try to replicate this?

Regards,
K

| 20734|20729|2018-09-12 22:17:56|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
Sorry to say but that is the way the RSs Arp works. It is one of few awefull things about the RS they could have done better. Interesting alternative to its crap arp is to use
a user made stepped lfo on pitch. You can program the steps but it has its limits too. Also try the grid groove. Personally i find it best to use external synths with decent
arps.

Happy RSing!

Zam
| 20735|20729|2018-09-13 01:37:05|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
They dropped the ball with the arp on the RS.  It is simply one of the worst arps I have ever used, however  maybe try user programmable LFO set to step on pitch instead,
that can be cool.  Maybe also try the groove edit feature, little different than arping but can still be some fun.  Or perhaps use another synth that can do a decent arp.,
which is what I like to do when I want a decent arp.  Otherwise, I think you may be stuck with the way the RS's arp works,  it does not play by pressing a note, yes it is
always playing and going through the sequence of notes that you press, no other way that I know of to use it.  Oh if it is playing you can hold the transpose button and
transpose it which gives me a kind of yea or two yeas.  Sorry.

Zam
| 20736|20729|2018-09-17 09:11:28|80m tekeste|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
Hello Guys,

This m first time posting. I have had the RS lovely station for almost over a 2years. I use it as a midi controller and sound generator. 
I have a soundcloud account for my jams which the RS serves as the center piece.
 https://soundcloud.com/8tech
I am really new to software issues and have not updated the firmware. How does one find the version? and what is the procedure for updating?

Thank you

Ammanuel

On Tue, Sep 11, 2018 at 1:51 PM kloopy@net.hr [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi guys,

I am starting to explore my RS with 1.22 SW with some experience from my previous sequencer RM1X.

What confused me today that even when I suspend recording (replace or overdub) by pressing REC button to blink, arpeggiator is still recorded if I'm using
original keyboard.

In other words, I can't audition the arpeggiator, without recording what it's playing, only single notes played from the keyboard when ARP is off.

Is there a workaround or am I doing something wrong? Can someone try the same thing and is the outcome the same?

Thanks and regards,

K

| 20737|20729|2018-09-17 17:22:06|zamisers7k|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
Welcome!

We have the files in the files section here.  They are also located at Yamaha:  https://usa.yamaha.com/support/updates/rs7000_os_updater.html

I highly recommend updating to the latest version.  If I remember right the instructions are within the .zip file for updating.  I don't remember it being hard, however I
updated mine a long time ago.

I will check out your soundcloud next chance I get...

mailto:kloopy@net.hr
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Happy RSing!

Zam 
 
| 20738|20738|2018-09-25 22:39:01|yekker22|syncing to ableton|
i'm trying to midi sync my rs to ableton. i want both in sync but i don't know which should be the master?
what do people tend to make the master?
so from what i gather i need the midi cables to go in my audio interface in and out and rs in and out
if that's right then how do i add a midi keyboard to the rs as well? there's not enough ports
| 20739|20738|2018-09-25 22:44:24|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
oh and i forgot, i want the rs to control a synth

my setup is an rs + mophatt rompler 

i want to make patterns on the rs so it plays the mophatt and the record the mophatt to ableton and have it in sync
| 20740|20738|2018-09-26 13:05:33|zamisers7k|Re: syncing to ableton|
You simply chain them together, in a ring fashion.  Ableton first as Master -> RS -> Synth -> Ableton.  Put Echo Back to Off (this stops midi feedback loop) on the RS in
Utility mode and also Midi Sync to Midi (that makes it slave).  Midi out to A or A+B on RS too.  Not sure what the settings should be on synth or Ableton but that should
be it for the RS.  Well, I think that should do it.  Probably forgot something, nothing is ever that easy now days 

Zam
| 20741|20738|2018-09-26 13:23:09|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
Ok not QUITE getting it but I also want to attach my midi keyboard to control rs and synth
| 20742|20738|2018-09-26 15:44:53|Tray Lornik|Re: syncing to ableton|
 Hi, 

This may sound a bit simplistic if you are not a complete midi novice,  But I always think it’s worth pointing out... since oftentimes I find experienced users sometimes
 take the basics for granted when talking about midi/audio connections:

Remember that the sound output of the Mophatt is actually going to be audio… but the input is going to be Midi... 

So the connection between the RS and the Mophatt is Midi (5pin) ...plus an optional 5 pin midi (using a 5Pin to USB converter) to computer/ableton (if you dont want to
press start/record manually)... HOWEVER, the audio output is just going from the audio output of the Mophatt to computer/ableton via an audio cable (with no audio
connection from RS)... since the RS is just being used as a controller/sequencer (ie: you are not interested in RS audio output based on your setup)

(In other words: Midi is just for control, not for audio)

Again my apologies if this is obvious... just trying add a bit of clarification to ZAM’s excellent reply.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Sep 26, 2018, at 3:23 PM, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Ok not QUITE getting it but I also want to attach my midi keyboard to control rs and synth

| 20743|20738|2018-09-26 15:55:52|Tray Lornik|Re: syncing to ableton|
Oops, forgot too mention, keyboard connects to RS via 5pin midi as well...

Control looks like:
5-pin MIDI:
Keyboard   TO    RS7000     TO    Mophatt 
(and then optionally Mophatt   TO   Computer/ableton)

Audio looks like:
Audio cable:
Mophatt   TO   computer/ableton

Hope that makes sense.  

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Sep 26, 2018, at 3:23 PM, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Ok not QUITE getting it but I also want to attach my midi keyboard to control rs and synth

| 20744|20738|2018-09-26 16:30:22|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
Yeah I'm very much aware how midi works to a certain degree...

Thanks guys I thought the midi also had to go out of computer into rs and since I want to use the midi keyboard to play it wouldn't work because the keyboard doesnt have
midi out.
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I'll follow both of your help and get back to you

-yek
| 20745|20738|2018-09-27 00:14:42|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
ok i've messed with this long enough for tonight 

here are the details of what i've done:

midi set to:

keyboard to rs to mophatt to computer

rs midi setup:

midi sync internal

midi clock out midi a + b 

midi control out a + b

echo back thru a + b

tg param out off

voice setup to tg on 

mtc start offset 0

live preferences: 

midi

midi input: 

track off 

sync on 

remote off

sync type midi clock 

and i've clicked the EXT button top left

currently getting sound from both rs and mophatt when i play my keyboard but i don't think i'm synced because my rs tempo is not matching that of ableton

thanks in advance

:)

-yek
| 20746|20729|2018-09-27 04:08:31|80m tekeste|Re: Arpeggiator still recorded when record suspended|
Thank you and appreciate your welcome...apologize for the late response.
I will check the link and investigate the card that came with it.
Did people share or sell sound kits or sample for the rs?
Peace to all
Ammanuel

On Tue, Sep 18, 2018, 1:27 AM zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Welcome!

We have the files in the files section here.  They are also located at Yamaha:  https://usa.yamaha.com/support/updates/rs7000_os_updater.html

I highly recommend updating to the latest version.  If I remember right the instructions are within the .zip file for updating.  I don't remember it being hard,
however I updated mine a long time ago.

I will check out your soundcloud next chance I get...

Happy RSing!

Zam 
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| 20747|20738|2018-09-27 07:40:57|zamisers7k|Re: syncing to ableton|
Midi sync should be set to MIDI for slaving it.  Sometimes it takes a bit of experimenting and sounds like you are giving it a good go, you'll get it.

Zam
| 20748|20738|2018-09-27 08:27:27|Benjamin Tierney|Re: syncing to ableton|
ok chiming in. 
this isnt rs related as much a read the manual and learn basic midi routing. the keyboard goes into the computer, bring up a midi track on ableton, set input and output to
follow your midi connection, the output from ableton goes into your rs, midi out of the rs to the sound module. using rs as slave seems to work best when recording.
unless someone can shed light....
if i use ableton as slave, after recording something it warps the audio and attempts to follow the rs clock to playback the audio but the rs clock is always a little off from
each playback (midi clock is less than perfect) so the switching back and forth became bothersome. Now ableton is always master with my sequence from rs chasing
ableton, if i were to sequence in ableton and rs there will be a small variation in timing from playback to playback between the two midi sources. i have: track sync &
remote lit up for the rs midi input output on ableton. you could also throw the mophat audio thru the sample input on the rs so you have some fx at your disposal and
incase you want to hear some rs sounds ;-)

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 27, 2018, at 06:35, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Midi sync should be set to MIDI for slaving it.  Sometimes it takes a bit of experimenting and sounds like you are giving it a good go, you'll get it.

Zam

| 20749|20738|2018-09-27 18:21:46|Ray Hare|Re: syncing to ableton|
Hey Trunk that's awesome I have all that gear ready myself but like you not knowing how I saw a YouTube video yesterday when I searched for selling my Behringer
midi controller pedal fb1010 here's this guy with vids for you just search. Google Behringer FB1010 Ableton setup see how you go cheers

Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Wed., 26 Sep. 2018 at 14:39, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000]
wrote:

 
i'm trying to midi sync my rs to ableton. i want both in sync but i don't know which should be the master?

what do people tend to make the master?
so from what i gather i need the midi cables to go in my audio interface in and out and rs in and out
if that's right then how do i add a midi keyboard to the rs as well? there's not enough ports

| 20750|20738|2018-09-28 20:35:53|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
so i've figured out syncing 

i've had the rs as a master and as a slave and the workflow is just horrible both ways. each way has its pros and unfortunately, cons. 
i wish i didn't have to midi sync but drums just can't be done properly without syncing
if someone wants to clue me in how they actually record into a daw that would be alot of help
i'm sure there is a way. just lots and lots of guessing right now.
so far having the rs as master is best but i can't record audio to the timeline, i can't skip around . every time i hit play the cursor starts form the beginning

peace,
yek
| 20751|20738|2018-09-28 21:44:30|Michael Sloggett|Re: syncing to ableton|
Random input from a guy using a QY700 (should be fairly similar so just imagine I'm saying RS instead of QY)

I've been working on finding an audio recorder + sequencer sync solution last couple of days

Set up QY as master MIDI clock driving digital performer on PC (via MOTU828mk3 USB)
This works "OK"...the sequencer gets to stay to its own clock and the software starts recording or playing OK from whatever position you like
However, there are still some small differences, it seems, in when the start message actually gets to the software each time (input jitter), so if you have the same sequence
playing live + replaying from recorded audio you can notice the two are offset from each other a little differently every time (easy to hear in the way they cancel out or
reinforce each other)
This irritates me.
It probably wouldn't matter if you didn't have a lot of percussion going at the same time. And it shouldn't matter if you are laying down non-percussive tracks (e.g. strings)
to a DAW.

Set up with digital performer as a master clock driving QY (either with MIDI clock or MTC)
This works, but now I find the issue is both the randomness in when the MIDI message will actually be sent out of the computer (output jitter) PLUS a delay/latency in the
sequencer responding. So you end up with recorded audio a little behind the grid + with a slight difference in position each time. Listening to live sequence + pre-recorded
audio is awful.

Set up with QY and PC running independently (each on its own clock)
Get the near-perfect timing of the QY.
Have to track things into the software and then manually put them on the grid.
The philosophy becomes "build it manually in audio".
Maybe not a bad thing if you embrace it.

Set up the QY as MIDI clock slave to a Roland VS2000CD hardware multitrack
Timing seems near perfect
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I can track the same 16th note click pattern into the Roland 16 different times and the degree of consistency is excellent. Laying them all on top of each other, they still
sound fine.
There is less than 1ms variation between any of the hits
Beautiful...and I might well just stay with this. I can create stuff (hands-on/fast/minimal distractions) and then export as waves to a DAW if needs be. But pretty archaic!

Use a DAW with an Innerclock or Multiclock or ACME or USAMO device to put out reliable MIDI clock?
Haven't done it.
Expensive but may be well worth it in productivity/enjoyment terms.
Would need to check details to see whether each device will solve the issue of sequencer response time
Also need to find out whether song position pointer and MIDI machine control commands are going to be handled adequately by each device (otherwise would possibly
end up with different set of frustrations)
Also not all sequencers are very good when slaving to an external MIDI clock, even if the MIDI clock itself is good

FWIW.

On Sat, Sep 29, 2018 at 12:36 PM trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

so i've figured out syncing 

i've had the rs as a master and as a slave and the workflow is just horrible both ways. each way has its pros and unfortunately, cons. 
i wish i didn't have to midi sync but drums just can't be done properly without syncing
if someone wants to clue me in how they actually record into a daw that would be alot of help
i'm sure there is a way. just lots and lots of guessing right now.
so far having the rs as master is best but i can't record audio to the timeline, i can't skip around . every time i hit play the cursor starts form the beginning

peace,
yek

| 20752|20738|2018-10-05 21:58:57|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
hi guys i'm back,

 i've accomplished syncing the rs and ableton with ableton as slave. the tempos sync up and i can record properly

only problem i have is with slave every time i want to listen to the daw i hit play and it triggers the rs as well.. so i have to hit play and then stop on rs every time

someone recommended that i unplug the midi connection when listening, it's a pain in the ass but it works

so my final question in hopes that it is a thing: 

can the rs disable play on sync? or in ableton ?

thank you very much

| 20753|20738|2018-10-06 10:27:24|Tray Lornik|Re: syncing to ableton|
You could go into the rs menu and set it to master (ie: midi control off or internal).

Or disable the midi channel on the rs that sends the start command.

I dont use Ableton, but... I would think there is an even easier way to turn of the transmission in ableton  (perhaps a setting that says to only transmit control commands on
record, but not on playback).

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Oct 5, 2018, at 11:57 PM, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

hi guys i'm back,
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 i've accomplished syncing the rs and ableton with ableton as slave. the tempos sync up and i can record properly

only problem i have is with slave every time i want to listen to the daw i hit play and it triggers the rs as well.. so i have to hit play and then stop on rs every
time

someone recommended that i unplug the midi connection when listening, it's a pain in the ass but it works

so my final question in hopes that it is a thing: 

can the rs disable play on sync? or in ableton ?

thank you very much

| 20754|20738|2018-10-06 18:15:42|zamisers7k|Re: syncing to ableton|
In midi setup turn MIDI control to Off that just controls the start/stop/poistion pointer sent/received.  It should still sync tempo, you'll just have manually press play/stop
on the RS.
| 20755|20738|2018-10-07 00:08:05|yekker22|Re: syncing to ableton|
oh shit! it works! i turned midi control off and it`s much more easier to control now... 
thanks to everyone for the help and patience

| 20756|20738|2018-10-08 00:12:37|Ray Hare|Re: syncing to ableton|
Awesome legend😁*****

Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Thu., 27 Sep. 2018 at 16:14, trunkey22@hotmail.com [RS7000]
wrote:

 
ok i've messed with this long enough for tonight 

here are the details of what i've done:

midi set to:

keyboard to rs to mophatt to computer

rs midi setup:

midi sync internal

midi clock out midi a + b 

midi control out a + b

echo back thru a + b

tg param out off

voice setup to tg on 

mtc start offset 0

live preferences: 

midi

midi input: 

track off 

sync on 

remote off

sync type midi clock 

and i've clicked the EXT button top left

currently getting sound from both rs and mophatt when i play my keyboard but i don't think i'm synced because my rs tempo is not matching that of ableton

thanks in advance

:)

-yek
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| 20757|20738|2018-10-08 01:32:40|Tray Lornik|Re: syncing to ableton|
One thing is that by having this:

midi sync internal

You are telling the RS 7000 that it is the master clock… I am not sure if that is what you want or not… I mean, If you want ableton to be the master clock then this should
be set to external.

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Oct 8, 2018, at 2:12 AM, Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

midi sync internal

| 20758|20758|2019-04-06 21:37:43|lake@fastmail.se|SMF Import and General MIDI voices|
I'm a newb enjoying the RS but the main issue I have with the RS at present is this: When I import an SMF file, the RS does not set the voice to GM instruments. I could
import a Bach Toccata and it would play it back as drum instruments instead of a GM Church Organ. Or I could import a Lord of the Rings clip and it chooses percussion
instruments instead of a GM flute or whatever. So frustrating!

Am I missing something, Is there a method to this madness? I find myself just frustrated by the amount of work needed to just get a midi file imported and finessed into
something that sounds decent. 

My ideal would be that I import a general midi standard file and all the voices are set to MIDI and the rs7000 set the voices appropriately. Is that too much to ask or am I
just missing something?

Thanks!
| 20759|20758|2019-04-06 21:42:53|zamisers7k|Re: SMF Import and General MIDI voices|
Welcome to the group.

Sorry to say but I think that is generally how most gear works with midi.  There is always some finagling that needs to be done to get similar sounding sounds when
midi/smf files are loaded up.  I can't think of a way around this issue, maybe someone else has some ideas that would be of better help???

If you have facebook then maybe also post in the RS7000 group there, it is way more active than here and you might get quicker and or better responses.

Zam
| 20760|20758|2019-04-08 08:42:37|Ryan Cameron|Re: SMF Import and General MIDI voices|
This is correct.  The RS7000 will not automap voices..  One thing to check would be if you can have your source system write the program changes necessary to the
beginning of the file, in which case they'd map to the correct voices after a bit of a delay before playing..

On the other hand, if your sounds don't have to be GM, why not manually sift through the tracks and assign some better quality (RS internal) sounds?  If they do have to
be GM, it really shouldn't take more than a few minutes to assign the tracks to their GM voice equivalents.

jkurve

On Sat, Apr 6, 2019, 9:43 PM zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Welcome to the group.

Sorry to say but I think that is generally how most gear works with midi.  There is always some finagling that needs to be done to get similar sounding
sounds when midi/smf files are loaded up.  I can't think of a way around this issue, maybe someone else has some ideas that would be of better help???

If you have facebook then maybe also post in the RS7000 group there, it is way more active than here and you might get quicker and or better responses.

Zam

| 20761|20695|2019-07-11 13:41:26|blagotebi@ymail.com|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4 Cams]|
Hi

Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate

Cheers
Blago
| 20762|20695|2019-07-11 16:23:16|Ray Hare|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4 Cams]|
Hi I can't open these

Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Fri., 12 Jul. 2019 at 5:41, blagotebi@ymail.com [RS7000]
wrote:

 
Hi

Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate
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Cheers
Blago

| 20763|20695|2019-07-12 05:37:03|Bob Humid (Robert Feuchtl)|AW: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams|
Hello Ray,

we have applied for a couple of film festivals with our little liveact-documentation, therefore we cannot have it publicly avalable right now.

I will evaluate if we can throw in ourinternal viewing-link at vimeo, which is password-protected.

have a great weekend!

Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: https://bobhumid.de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor
::: ++49(0)1635148535

Von: Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]
Gesendet: Freitag, 12. Juli 2019 00:23
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]

  
Hi I can't open these
Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Fri., 12 Jul. 2019 at 5:41, blagotebi@ymail.com [RS7000]
<RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
  
Hi

Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate

Cheers
Blago

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 20765|20765|2019-07-29 08:10:49|80m tekeste|For sale|
Dear RS group
I would like to know how to go about offering my RS for sale on this forum?
Thank you
Ammanuel
| 20766|20765|2019-07-29 08:38:32|zamisers7k|Re: For sale|
Hi Ammanuel,

Go ahead and offer it for sale, there is nothing special that you have to do.  You may want to include your approximate location since there are people from all around the
world here.  Exchange more detailed information with potential buyers via email.

-Zam
| 20767|20765|2019-07-29 12:37:15|David LuSane|Re: For sale|
How much?

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 3:18 PM 80m tekeste ammanu808@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Dear RS group
I would like to know how to go about offering my RS for sale on this forum?
Thank you
Ammanuel

| 20768|20765|2019-07-30 01:33:48|80m tekeste|Re: For sale|

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 10:38 AM zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Ammanuel,
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Go ahead and offer it for sale, there is nothing special that you have to do.  You may want to include your approximate location since there are people from
all around the world here.  Exchange more detailed information with potential buyers via email.

-Zam

| 20769|20765|2019-07-30 01:35:40|80m tekeste|Re: For sale|
Thank you for responding Zam.

Do I post it on this or is there a trade forum....or if you can offer me a link. I appreciate. Thank you

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 2:37 PM David LuSane dlusane@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

How much?

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 3:18 PM 80m tekeste ammanu808@gmail..com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Dear RS group
I would like to know how to go about offering my RS for sale on this forum?
Thank you
Ammanuel

| 20770|20765|2019-07-30 01:38:14|80m tekeste|Re: For sale|
Thank you for your interest.

$585

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 2:37 PM David LuSane dlusane@gmail.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

How much?

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 3:18 PM 80m tekeste ammanu808@gmail..com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Dear RS group
I would like to know how to go about offering my RS for sale on this forum?
Thank you
Ammanuel

| 20771|20771|2019-07-30 08:19:01|Robert Feuchtl|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]|

Ok, Heads!

Here it is again. https://vimeo.com/258284564

Please note that this link is for interior use. The password is: RADIANT2019

Robert aka Bob Humid /.-)

Am 12.07.2019 um 13:37 schrieb 'Bob Humid (Robert Feuchtl)' bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000]:
Hello Ray,

we have applied for a couple of film festivals with our little liveact-documentation, therefore we cannot have it publicly avalable right now.

I will evaluate if we can throw in ourinternal viewing-link at vimeo, which is password-protected.

have a great weekend!

Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: https://bobhumid.de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor
::: ++49(0)1635148535

Von: Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]
Gesendet: Freitag, 12. Juli 2019 00:23
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An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]

  
Hi I can't open these
Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Fri., 12 Jul. 2019 at 5:41, blagotebi@ymail.com [RS7000]
wrote:
  
Hi

Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate

Cheers
Blago

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur     ::: des kulturamt

| 20772|20771|2019-07-30 23:47:57|80m tekeste|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]|
Proper old school style real live session. Reminded me of them days.
Thank you for sharing. Quality tracks .
Ammanuel

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019, 10:27 AM Robert Feuchtl bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Ok, Heads!

Here it is again. https://vimeo.com/258284564

Please note that this link is for interior use. The password is: RADIANT2019

Robert aka Bob Humid /.-)

Am 12.07.2019 um 13:37 schrieb 'Bob Humid (Robert Feuchtl)' bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000]:

 

Hello Ray,

we have applied for a couple of film festivals with our little liveact-documentation, therefore we cannot have it publicly avalable right now.

I will evaluate if we can throw in ourinternal viewing-link at vimeo, which is password-protected.

have a great weekend!

Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: https://bobhumid.de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor
::: ++49(0)1635148535

Von: Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]
Gesendet: Freitag, 12. Juli 2019 00:23
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]

  
Hi I can't open these
Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Fri., 12 Jul. 2019 at 5:41, blagotebi@ymail.com [RS7000]
wrote:
  
Hi
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Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate

Cheers
Blago

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur     ::: des ku

| 20773|20765|2019-07-31 15:50:48|80m tekeste|Re: For sale|
Thank you. 
I will put up a more informative and descriptive caption.
Appreciate your help.
Ammanuel

On Mon, Jul 29, 2019, 10:38 AM zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Ammanuel,

Go ahead and offer it for sale, there is nothing special that you have to do.  You may want to include your approximate location since there are people from
all around the world here.  Exchange more detailed information with potential buyers via email.

-Zam

| 20774|20771|2019-08-05 12:10:52|Robert Feuchtl|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]|

Thanx, mate! /.-)

Am 31.07.2019 um 01:00 schrieb 80m tekeste ammanu808@gmail.com [RS7000]:
Proper old school style real live session. Reminded me of them days.
Thank you for sharing. Quality tracks .
Ammanuel

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019, 10:27 AM Robert Feuchtl bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Ok, Heads!

Here it is again. https://vimeo.com/258284564

Please note that this link is for interior use. The password is: RADIANT2019

Robert aka Bob Humid /.-)

Am 12.07.2019 um 13:37 schrieb 'Bob Humid (Robert Feuchtl)' bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000]:
 
Hello Ray,

we have applied for a couple of film festivals with our little liveact-documentation, therefore we cannot have it publicly avalable right now.

I will evaluate if we can throw in ourinternal viewing-link at vimeo, which is password-protected.

have a great weekend!

Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: https://bobhumid.de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor
::: ++49(0)1635148535

Von: Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]
Gesendet: Freitag, 12. Juli 2019 00:23
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]
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Hi I can't open these
Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Fri., 12 Jul. 2019 at 5:41, blagotebi@ymail.com [RS7000]
wrote:
  
Hi

Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate

Cheers
Blago

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur     ::: des kulturam

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur     ::: des kulturamt

| 20775|20771|2019-08-05 20:26:15|Blago Tebi|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]|
Such a good recording. Thank you so much for sharing.

Blago

On Monday, August 5, 2019, 08:15:29 PM GMT+2, Robert Feuchtl bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] wrote:

 

Thanx, mate! /.-)

Am 31.07.2019 um 01:00 schrieb 80m tekeste ammanu808@gmail.com [RS7000]:
 
Proper old school style real live session. Reminded me of them days.
Thank you for sharing. Quality tracks .
Ammanuel

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019, 10:27 AM Robert Feuchtl bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

Ok, Heads!

Here it is again. https://vimeo.com/258284564

Please note that this link is for interior use. The password is: RADIANT2019

Robert aka Bob Humid /.-)

Am 12.07.2019 um 13:37 schrieb 'Bob Humid (Robert Feuchtl)' bob@bobhumid.de [RS7000]:
 
Hello Ray,

we have applied for a couple of film festivals with our little liveact-documentation, therefore we cannot have it publicly avalable right now.

I will evaluate if we can throw in ourinternal viewing-link at vimeo, which is password-protected.

have a great weekend!

Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: https://bobhumid.de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor
::: ++49(0)1635148535

Von: Ray Hare searay@y7mail.com [RS7000]
Gesendet: Freitag, 12. Juli 2019 00:23
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]

  
Hi I can't open these
Sent from Yahoo7 Mail on Android

On Fri., 12 Jul. 2019 at 5:41, blagotebi@ymail.com [RS7000]
wrote:
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mailto:ammanu808@gmail.com
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com
https://vimeo.com/258284564
mailto:bob@bobhumid.de
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Hi

Is the video still available? Would be cool to watch. However, both links sorta don't deliver.
Would appreciate

Cheers
Blago

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur 

--      B    O    B        H    U    M    I    D      mobile:  ++49 (0)163 514 85 35 [mailbox]      ::: mitglied im beirat popkultur   

| 20776|20771|2019-08-07 05:27:24|karmakater|Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]|
do you use any other hardware for the sound, i.e. exciter, eq or other?
it sounds real good ..i've seen/heard you at the superbooth
some time ago, i remember it was quite cold outside and i appreciate your sound as in the showcase.

do you have any tips on how to make such a sound? i suppose you use the internal eqs or the multicomp, right?
i sometimes check the frequencies of the rs with wavelab to match them.
how do you do that? would even some kind of online course be possible for the rs7k heads (mixing and producing with the rs)...me and maybe others would be very
interested.
cheers hara
| 20777|20777|2019-08-07 11:58:23|Robert Feuchtl|AW: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4|
cheers hara!

firstly, thanx for the feedback about the sound etc. - its definetly performed without any enhancers. the RS7000 has everything you need to make your styles sound
"production-ready". even better: all that mysterious blah blah in many forums out there bashing the RS7K convertors are really mad talk. mostly non-owners trying to
elevate their hardware XXX or something like this. you could even set up your RS as an external EQ / Multibandstage for live-situations by using the sampler‘s stereo-in
which is quite good and appears in your interior mixer as a hidden "track 17" routed to the main outs.

you were right about the usage of multiband and EQs, but there are a few tricks and classical sounddesign-methods more that I used to fatten up sonic content as well. the
build-in effects also play a role, since I use the first one with a carefully tweaked amp / distrtion-setting that allows me to add colour and different vibes of overtones to a
specific track if it is needed and without changing / ruining his level. this gives me way more possibilities for nice textures...

look, am in my studio tonight and have not much time these days. some masterings are waiting. but I will try to continue this email next week.

cheers! /.-)

robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: http://bobhumid..de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor

::: ++49(0)1635148535

Am 07.08.2019 13:23 schrieb karmakater@yahoo.de [RS7000] : 

do you use any other hardware for the sound, i.e. exciter, eq or other?
it sounds real good ..i've seen/heard you at the superbooth
some time ago, i remember it was quite cold outside and i appreciate your sound as in the showcase.

do you have any tips on how to make such a sound? i suppose you use the internal eqs or the multicomp, right?
i sometimes check the frequencies of the rs with wavelab to match them.
how do you do that? would even some kind of online course be possible for the rs7k heads (mixing and producing with the rs)...me and maybe others would be very
interested.
cheers hara

| 20778|20777|2019-08-08 05:32:28|karmakater|Re: AW: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full H|

hi robert, thanks for your little insights.
so far i have kept one channel free for the inputs and didn't know anything about a hidden channel..

i am definitely curious about your further executions, especially about the textures! successful mastering.
greeting hara / cheers later ;)
| 20779|20777|2019-09-06 09:17:33|karmakater|Re: AW: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full H|
this must have been a loong week ;)
| 20780|20777|2019-09-06 16:37:58|Bob Humid (Robert Feuchtl)|AW: AW: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full H|
U bet. And a universe of other things piled on top. I am desperately looking to build up an army of clones but…

no way. It’s just too expensive.



Thanx for remminding me… „we are working on it“

Cheers!

Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: https://bobhumid.de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor
::: ++49(0)1635148535

Von: karmakater@yahoo.de [RS7000]
Gesendet: Freitag, 6. September 2019 17:18
An: RS7000@yahoogroups.com
Betreff: Re: AW: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Full HD, 4Cams]

  
this must have been a loong week ;)

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
| 20781|20777|2019-09-08 04:16:45|karmakater|Re: AW: AW: Re: [RS7000] Re: New Bob Humid RS7000 Live A/V Video [Fu|
take your time and thanks for the input so far!

if you really need humid clones, ask ulli b., he's doing quite well in this business ;)
| 20782|20782|2019-09-25 17:54:03|it_goes_darker_still|Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
Hey all!
I've had the RS for 10 years now and it's been my main machine ever since. This community has always been so cool in the past and it's been too long since I've come on
here! 

I decided to finally buy a synth and just got the Deepmind 12. 

I'm really new to synths and midi. I have a terribly stupid question that i'm pretty sure i already know the answer to, but i'll go ahead and ask it anyway.

I have the RS set to master the Deepmind. I have it set to work on channel 16. It sequences fine and plays back perfectly. But... is there a way that I can copy this over to,
say, track 15 and then make another riff on track 16, both playing the deepmind?

I know this is too much to ask, as the deepmind is polyphony 12. I just didnt know if there was any way to have mulitple tracks playing my deepmind sequences. Other
than sampling the deepmind on every track (but that would take up sooo much space and wait time)

Anyways, glad to be back on here and hope you all are kicking some ass with this machine.

| 20783|20782|2019-09-25 18:05:42|Michael Sloggett|Re: Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
I don't know anything about Deepmind, but the relevant question seems to be: is the Deepmind multi-timbral? It will need to be if you want different sounds/voices to be
output from it simultaneously.

Otherwise, if you just want to play one sound from multiple sequencer tracks, just set them all to output to the same MIDI channel that currently works to trigger the
Deepmind.

If you have too much going on, you may run out of polyphony, but that's another matter.

Hope I have understood your question and this info helps.

On Thu, Sep 26, 2019 at 9:54 AM it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hey all!
I've had the RS for 10 years now and it's been my main machine ever since. This community has always been so cool in the past and it's been too long since
I've come on here! 

I decided to finally buy a synth and just got the Deepmind 12. 

I'm really new to synths and midi. I have a terribly stupid question that i'm pretty sure i already know the answer to, but i'll go ahead and ask it anyway.

I have the RS set to master the Deepmind. I have it set to work on channel 16. It sequences fine and plays back perfectly. But... is there a way that I can
copy this over to, say, track 15 and then make another riff on track 16, both playing the deepmind?

https://bobhumid.de/
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I know this is too much to ask, as the deepmind is polyphony 12. I just didnt know if there was any way to have mulitple tracks playing my deepmind
sequences. Other than sampling the deepmind on every track (but that would take up sooo much space and wait time)

Anyways, glad to be back on here and hope you all are kicking some ass with this machine.

| 20784|20782|2019-09-26 03:34:52|cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com|Re: Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
Of course you can do that. Thats what MIDI is all about. Obviously the keyboard must be multi-timbral (able to produce more than one sound in the same time). For
example, if you can split the keyboard or layer sounds, its multitimbral. Being a modern keyboard, it should be multitimbral. Than you have to assign a MIDI channel to
each sound/track and set up the midi in/midi out routing on the RS and on your keyboard accordingly. It takes some time to understand how it all works, but you will
eventually control all your sounds in MIDI. Without the need to sample.

Polyphony plays a big role: 12 notes is not a lot, but you can anyway drive few sounds (e.g. bass is one note, say a chord takes 4/6 notes, strings 2/3 notes...so surely 4
sounds or more).
| 20785|20782|2019-09-26 09:57:08|Ian Vine|Re: Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
Hi all,

I don't think the DeepMind is multitimbral so can only play one patch at a time

IanV

On Thursday, 26 September 2019, 10:34:57 BST, cesareghisalberti@hotmail.com [RS7000] wrote:

 
Of course you can do that. Thats what MIDI is all about. Obviously the keyboard must be multi-timbral (able to produce more than one sound in the same time). For example, if you can split
the keyboard or layer sounds, its multitimbral. Being a modern keyboard, it should be multitimbral. Than you have to assign a MIDI channel to each sound/track and set up the midi in/midi
out routing on the RS and on your keyboard accordingly. It takes some time to understand how it all works, but you will eventually control all your sounds in MIDI. Without the need to
sample.

Polyphony plays a big role: 12 notes is not a lot, but you can anyway drive few sounds (e.g. bass is one note, say a chord takes 4/6 notes, strings 2/3 notes...so surely 4 sounds or more).
| 20786|20782|2019-09-26 12:42:58|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
Thank you guys so much. I really appreciate the fast and informative responses! 

Looks like I messed up and should have done some research before buying. It isn't multi timberal or split keyboard. 

It's a great synth and I'll probably play around with it for a little and then resell it.

I've used the internal RS sounds for so long I'm just looking for something new. 
What did you all use for a synth?
| 20787|20782|2019-09-26 13:04:39|it_goes_darker_still|Re: Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
Really appreciate your response! I think for now I'll figure out how to use the same sound on multiple tracks. Thanks for the advice!
| 20788|20782|2019-09-26 15:53:24|Ryan Cameron|Re: Using the rs7000 as master to external synth|
I've always loved the Korg MS-2000 but it only has 2 voice timbrality.  I've heard wonderful things about the Alesis Andromeda as well.

Not what I would consider a full-on synth, but the Electribe EMX1 is pretty cool - has it's own sequencer, though not as fleshed out as the RS - it can behave as a slave
instead of using the RS to play it.

As a side note, the RS can be hijacked into doing some sort-of synth-like things.  About 15 years ago I wrote and posted a document to RS7000.org that was received
quite well.  It explains a method for mimicing multi-sampling on the RS, which you may be able to use to emulate a multi-timbral Deepmind - naturally there will be
some sacrifices but it may be enough for you for the time being.

I'll see if I can dig up a copy of it (99.9% sure I still have it) this weekend and follow up.

On Thu, Sep 26, 2019, 13:04 it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Really appreciate your response! I think for now I'll figure out how to use the same sound on multiple tracks. Thanks for the advice!

| 20789|20789|2019-10-29 20:31:37|benzenesea|Importing MIDI files|

Hello,

I've recently purchased an RS7k and it's quickly become my favorite piece of gear. I've found most of its features easy to understand, but I'm having problems importing
midi from SM cards. Basically, I have some midi tracks from Ableton that I'd like to have in the RS7k for live jamming away from the computer. I've exported one as
standard midi (*.mid) and checked its format (type 0). When I import it on the RS7k, it says that it was successful. However, the machine will not play. I can see my MIDI
track in the step sequencer, but the BPM reads 000.0 and the play button doesn't do anything. When I turn up the BPM it still does nothing. I tried converting from midi
type 0 to type 1 and get the same exact result. Does anyone have any idea what is going on and how to remedy this situation? 

Thanks in advance,

benzenec.

mailto:it_goes_darker_still@yahoo.com
mailto:RS7000@yahoogroups.com


| 20790|20789|2019-10-30 06:12:51|zamisers7k|Re: Importing MIDI files|
Sunds like the RS's midi clock is set as External.  It should be set to Midi.  If that is not it then perhaps something is wrong with the conversion.  This seems like familiar
problem, I will look deeper in to it if you don't get it figured out by your next post back.

Zam
| 20791|20789|2019-10-30 11:30:13|T. N.|Re: Importing MIDI files|
Hi Zam, 

Many thanks for your reply. I forgot to add that I initially suspected the same thing due to the 000.0 bpm, but I checked the MIDI clock settings and it was still set to
internal. 

Have a nice evening,

benzenec.

On Wed, Oct 30, 2019 at 5:01 PM zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Sunds like the RS's midi clock is set as External.  It should be set to Midi.  If that is not it then perhaps something is wrong with the conversion.  This seems
like familiar problem, I will look deeper in to it if you don't get it figured out by your next post back.

Zam

| 20792|20792|2019-10-30 23:57:01|zamisers7k|Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|

I will be 'sundowning' the Yahoo RS7000 message group in the next few weeks.  It seems Yahoo will be basically removing everything except email ability by Dec 14th. Not to 
worry, I have been in the process of downloading all messages and pictures and files.  This is a bit of a slow process, hopefully I will have a link soon to all the old content and 
messages for everyone to continue to use and search as a helpful RS7000 resource - Zam/Admin

| 20793|20789|2019-10-31 02:05:09|zamisers7k|Re: Importing MIDI files|
If you can upload the .smf or .mid files somewhere and link me. I can check them out and perhaps see if my 1 to 0 converter works any better???

Zam 
| 20794|20794|2019-10-31 06:26:10|Robert Feuchtl|AW: [RS7000] Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
Zam! /.-)

You re da man! Thanx for all that effort, mate!

It would be a crime to let the precious info here die.

I really loved this email-group. One of the aspects of email-groups is the very low bullshit-factor those usally have.

Shouldnt we all move to your RS-Forum? On the other hand you deserve some rest, mate..

Cheers, Robert

::: B O B _ H U M I D
::: http://bobhumid..de

::: mitglied im beirat popkultur
::: des kulturamts der stadt köln

::: mastering & mixing engineer
::: post pro sound-design 
::: technological author
::: pro audio tutor

::: ++49(0)1635148535

Am 31.10.2019 06:50 schrieb zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] : 

I will be 'sundowning' the Yahoo RS7000 message group in the next few weeks.  It seems Yahoo will be basically removing everything except email ability by Dec 14th. Not to 
worry, I have been in the process of downloading all messages and pictures and files.  This is a bit of a slow process, hopefully I will have a link soon to all the old content and 
messages for everyone to continue to use and search as a helpful RS7000 resource - Zam/Admin

| 20795|20794|2019-11-01 03:17:20|Matt Clarke|Re: AW: [RS7000] Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
Yes,

Thanks for all your hard work Zam. you've been a brilliant help to so many

Best

Matt
| 20796|20792|2019-11-01 08:55:40|Ian Vine|Re: Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
Thanks for all your work Zam

IanV

On Thursday, 31 October 2019, 05:57:18 GMT, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] wrote:
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I will be 'sundowning' the Yahoo RS7000 message group in the next few weeks.  It seems Yahoo will be basically removing everything except email ability by Dec 14th. Not to 
worry, I have been in the process of downloading all messages and pictures and files.  This is a bit of a slow process, hopefully I will have a link soon to all the old content and 
messages for everyone to continue to use and search as a helpful RS7000 resource - Zam/Admin

| 20797|20792|2019-11-01 09:41:20|zamisers7k|Re: Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
Thanks for the kind words and thanks guys.

You are all welcome over on the other proboard forum.  I haven't looked at that place in months tho., I will have to get more active on it.  Truth is the action is all over on
the RS7000 facebook pages.  The yahoo group and proboard have been ghost towns.  I thought I'd keep them up just for those folks that may not care or are able to use
facebook.  Facebook is like the Borg.  You will be assimilated. You will be one with the facebook.  

Anyway...

I have all the messages downloaded.  I need to combine them to one file then put it on a host and maybe a mirror or two.  It will just be one large ass .html file web page
and I may also convert to a .pdf.  I still have to download all the pictures and files too, thinking I will put those in a single .zip file.

I will post back with links when it is ready.

Zam

| 20798|20792|2019-11-01 09:52:38|Tray Lornik|Re: Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
Zam, 

How were you able to download all the conversations?

I am in another yahoo group and would like to copy/post all the conversations for archival purposes for our move over to groups.io

T

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Nov 1, 2019, at 11:41 AM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thanks for the kind words and thanks guys.

You are all welcome over on the other proboard forum.  I haven't looked at that place in months tho., I will have to get more active on it.  Truth is the action is
all over on the RS7000 facebook pages.  The yahoo group and proboard have been ghost towns.  I thought I'd keep them up just for those folks that may not
care or are able to use facebook.  Facebook is like the Borg.  You will be assimilated. You will be one with the facebook.  

Anyway...

I have all the messages downloaded.  I need to combine them to one file then put it on a host and maybe a mirror or two.  It will just be one large ass .html file
web page and I may also convert to a .pdf.  I still have to download all the pictures and files too, thinking I will put those in a single .zip file.

I will post back with links when it is ready.

Zam

| 20799|20792|2019-11-01 10:20:42|zamisers7k|Re: Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
I used pgoffline at http://www.personalgroupware.com/

It can only handle 1000 messages or so at a time, export those then delete and it knows to restart at the next message for the next 1000 or so, also yahoo locks out your
account after 10,000 messages or so are downloaded for 2 hours.  Otherwise it works pretty well.

Zam

| 20800|20792|2019-11-01 14:41:52|Tray Lornik|Re: Sundowning RS7000 Yahoo message group|
Cool, Thanks!

["The longest journey starts with the first step." - Lao Tzu]

On Nov 1, 2019, at 12:19 PM, zamyhoo@quantum-source.com [RS7000] <RS7000@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I used pgoffline at http://www.personalgroupware.com/
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It can only handle 1000 messages or so at a time, export those then delete and it knows to restart at the next message for the next 1000 or so, also yahoo locks
out your account after 10,000 messages or so are downloaded for 2 hours.  Otherwise it works pretty well.

Zam
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